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INTRODUCTION

 

A

 

lmost a quarter of a century ago a new dictionary bearing the name

 

American Heritage

 

 appeared. That book was notable because it did four things and
it did them well. It faithfully recorded the language in easily understood definitions.
It provided guidance toward accuracy, precision, and grace in the use of English
that intelligent people need and seek in a dictionary. It traced, whenever possible,
the development of English words to their origins and keyed many to an Appendix
of Indo-European Roots. And it presented complex lexical data in a typographically
attractive design accented by thousands of photographs and line drawings in spa-
cious margins. 

 

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edi-
tion

 

, builds upon this distinguished, innovative foundation.
The pages of the Third Edition, a lexicon of more than 200,000 boldface

forms, hundreds of thousands of meanings, and nearly 4,000 pieces of art, reflect
the rich and varied texture of American English as it has been used over time by a
broad group of educated speakers. This Dictionary is the product of four years of
work by 175 contributors. In preparing the Dictionary, our editors have had access
to a database containing hundreds of millions of lines of text that could be searched
for any word in context. 

The A-Z vocabulary, containing more than 16,000 words and meanings new
to this Edition, is a comprehensive, detailed record of the language. Use of citations
allowed the editors to identify new words and new meanings, identify levels of us-
age, and select more than 4,000 quoted illustrations from nearly 2,000 sources for
use in exemplifying entry words in printed context. The quoted illustrations range
from the works of Shakespeare, Pope, and Ruskin to the works of contemporary
writers such as Joyce Carol Oates, Joan Didion, John Updike, and Tom Wicker.
More than 30,000 nonquoted illustrative examples were also derived from study of
the citations. Finally, the citations were used to determine the status of variants. For
example, 4,000 electronic citations were accrued for the spelling 

 

ambiance

 

 and
about 2,000 were found for the variant 

 

ambience

 

. On the basis of this 2:1 ratio the
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Dictionary gives 

 

ambience

 

 as an "unequal," or less frequently occurring, variant of
the entry word 

 

ambiance

 

.
If language is a reflection of the ethos of the generation speaking it, then the

new entries and meanings in this Edition have much to say about us and our time.
The great majority of the new words relate to social and life patterns; to the life sci-
ences with an emphasis on health, medicine, genetics, and ecology; and to the phys-
ical sciences with an emphasis on computer technology and electronics, physics,
and astronomy. 

The goal of the Third Edition is to provide the user with comprehension and
appreciation of the language in a readable manner. Keeping the needs of the con-
temporary user in mind, we have presented the central and often the most fre-
quently sought meaning of a word first. The definitions are worded in concise,
lucid prose without the specialized terms and abbreviations that make most dictio-
naries forbidding and confusing.

The Third Edition contains more than 500 notes and comments on matters of
grammar, diction, pronunciation, and levels and nuances of usage. Citations were
used in identifying new and evolving usage problems, attesting and evaluating the
currency of certain usages, studying various levels of usage, and evaluating their so-
ciolinguistic implications. The 173-member Usage Panel, with 75 new members
and chaired by Geoffrey Nunberg, a linguist associated with Stanford University,
has made an important contribution to the content and direction of the Usage
Notes through responses to periodic surveys developed by the Chair and the editors.
The Usage Panel of the Third Edition consists chiefly of writers, editors, and schol-
ars, 22 of whom are professors of linguistics or English. Other Panelists occupy dis-
tinguished positions in law, diplomacy, government, business, science and
technology, medicine, and the arts. Eighteen are recipients of the Pulitzer Prize and
one is a Nobel Laureate. These men and women, who reside in 28 states across the
land and in Canada and England, are a cross section of today's critical, literary, and
scholarly community.

A list of usage issues—old and new—was prepared by the Chair and the edi-
tors, and from it the usage program for the Third Edition was developed. Some of
the usage issues are entirely new. An example is the Note at 

 

world-class

 

. Other issues
discussed in previous editions were resurveyed. An example is the use of 

 

contact

 

 as
a verb. In some instances the Panel's views are more conservative than in the past:
only 27 percent of the current Panel accepts 

 

hopefully

 

 as a sentence adverb, a usage
that in 1969 was acceptable to 44 percent of the Panel. Other Notes, such as the one
that discusses the use of 

 

above

 

 as a noun, present guidance and linguistic analysis
without Panel opinions. The Usage Notes are not confined solely to matters of sty-
listic excellence. Our concern with usage extends to issues of gender, ethnicity, and
sexual preference.

Considerable attention is devoted in this Edition to the history of words. The
etymologies have been thoroughly revised and expanded by a group of 25 specialists
whose work reflects original scholarly research in many fields, including African,



 

Persian, Turkish, and Native American languages. Special symbols, abbreviations,
and complex technical vocabulary have been avoided in the etymologies. More than
400 word history paragraphs, most of which contain dates of first occurrence of the
words in English, appear at entries with especially interesting etymologies. These
word histories, such as the one at 

 

nerd

 

, provide a social, historical, and cultural con-
text for the evolution of words and explain the various linguistic processes that con-
tribute to the development of language.

A great many Modern English words can be traced to the reconstructed ances-
tral language called Proto-Indo-European. The etymologies in the Third Edition,
like those in the First, trace many words to their earliest ascertainable origins, usu-
ally in Proto-Indo-European, by means of cross-references to a new and thorough-
ly revised Appendix of Indo-European Roots. The Appendix, in a major departure
from previous style, gives the root followed by a brief gloss and a list of some of the
Modern English words derived from it. The individual roots entry then follows. For
example, the Modern English words 

 

fierce

 

, and 

 

treacle

 

, at first glance strange se-
mantic companions, both derive from the root 

 

*ghwer-

 

, "wild."
The Third Edition contains hundreds of labeled words and meanings whose

occurrence is restricted to certain areas of the United States. An important new fea-
ture unique to the Third Edition is the inclusion of more than 100 Regional Notes
that explore the various linguistic and historical processes contributing to the de-
velopment of these terms. These processes are apparent in the Regional Notes at en-
tries such as 

 

absquatulate

 

.
In an effort to assist the reader in using the language with color, vitality, and

freshness, the Third Edition devotes more attention than ever before to synonymy
by including more than 900 synonym paragraphs. The fully cross-referenced syn-
onym paragraphs are of two kinds. The first, liberally illustrated with quotations,
discriminates shades of meaning. The second kind lists exact synonyms, that is,
words sharing a common irreducible element of meaning, and provides antonyms
when applicable.

 

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition

 

, like
the First, is the product of significant advances in the use of computer technology.
The Third Edition is derived from a complex, highly versatile structured database.
Every element in the Dictionary was parsed, examined, and coded to reflect its lex-
ical function and position within the base. In combination, these elements form
dictionary entries, and on a broader scale they reflect a multitude of relationships
across the lexicon. Use of the database in connection with electronically generated
citations places the Third Edition a generation ahead of other dictionaries.

It is no longer possible for a few general editors working strictly within a pub-
lishing house to compile a true and accurate record of the language as it is used to-
day. Semantic, etymological, linguistic, and technical complexities inherent in the
language require the counsel of specialists from many disciplines. These specialists'
names are listed under Special Contributors and Consultants. We wish to thank all
of them for helping us in our pursuit of accuracy and truth. Special thanks go to



 

John Simpson, Co-Editor of the 

 

New Oxford English Dictionary

 

, for valuable com-
ments made during the early stages of the project. And to all members of the Edi-
torial Staff who gave unstintingly of their time and expended great effort in the
development of the Third Edition, we express our deepest gratitude.

Anne H. Soukhanov
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Armistead Maupin Author
Alice E. Mayhew Editorial Director, Trade Division, Simon & Schuster
The Hon. Eugene McCarthy Writer, poet, and lecturer; formerly U.S. 

Senator from Minnesota
David McCord Poet; essayist; Honorary Curator of the Poetry and Farnsworth 

Rooms, Harvard University Library
Kenneth McCormick Senior Consulting Editor, Bantam Doubleday Dell; 

formerly Editor in Chief, Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Mary McGrory Journalist; columnist, Washington Post and Universal Press 

Syndicate; recipient, Pulitzer Prize
Leonard Michaels Professor of English, University of California, Berkeley
James A. Michener Writer; recipient, Pulitzer Prize and Presidential Medal 

of Freedom
Hassan Minor, Jr. Vice President for Government Affairs, Howard 

University
Richard Scott Mitchell* Mineralogist; educator; writer; Professor of 

Environmental Science, University of Virginia; Executive Editor, Rocks and 
Minerals

Jessica Mitford Writer
Lance Morrow Essayist and Senior Writer, Time; recipient, National 

Magazine Award
The Hon. Daniel Patrick Moynihan U.S. Senator from New York; 

formerly Professor of Political Science, Harvard University
Cullen Murphy Managing Editor, Atlantic
The Hon. Maurine Neuberger Formerly U.S. Senator from Oregon; 

formerly Oregon state legislator
Ambassador Thomas M.T. Niles U.S. Ambassador to Greece; formerly 

Assistant Secretary of State for European and Canadian Affairs, U.S. 
Representative to the European Community, and U.S. Ambassador to Canada

David Ogilvy, C.B.E. Advertising copywriter; Officer of the Order of Arts 
and Letters (France); past Chair, United Negro College Fund

Cynthia Ozick Novelist; essayist; member, American Academy of Arts and 
Letters

Robert S. Pirie Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Rothschild Inc.
Alvin F. Poussaint, M.D. Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical 

School
Ellen F. Prince Professor of Linguistics, University of Pennsylvania
Jane Bryant Quinn Journalist; syndicated financial columnist, Newsweek 

and Good Housekeeping
Tony Randall Actor
William James Raspberry Syndicated urban affairs columnist; Knight 

Professor for the Practice of Journalism, Duke University; recipient, Pulitzer 
Prize



Edward W. Rosenheim Editor; writer; Professor of English Emeritus, 
University of Chicago

Judith Rossner Novelist
Leo Rosten Writer; social scientist; editor
Berton Roueché* Writer
Vermont Royster Writer; educator; Editor Emeritus, Wall Street Journal; 

recipient, Pulitzer Prize
Carl Sagan David Duncan Professor of Astronomy and Space Sciences and 

Director, Laboratory for Planetary Studies, Cornell University; scientist; 
author; recipient, Pulitzer Prize

Robert Saudek Television producer; former Division Chief, Library of 
Congress; Lecturer on Visual Studies, Harvard University; founding President, 
Museum of Broadcasting

Antonin Scalia Supreme Court Justice
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. Writer; historian; educator; formerly Special 

Assistant to the President of the United States; recipient, Pulitzer Prize
Glenn T. Seaborg University Professor of Chemistry, University of 

California, Berkeley; formerly Chair, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission; 
recipient, Nobel Prize

Art Seidenbaum* Journalist; Editor, Opinion Section, Los Angeles Times
Harvey Shapiro Poet; Senior editor, New York Times Magazine
Elaine Showalter Professor of English, Princeton University
John Simon Drama critic, New York; film critic, National Review
Carlota S. Smith Centennial Professor of Linguistics; In Charge, Cognitive 

Science Program, University of Texas
Jack Smith* Columnist, Los Angeles Times
Susan Sontag Writer
Theodore C. Sorensen Attorney; writer; formerly Special Counsel to the 

President of the United States
Susan Stamberg Special Correspondent, National Public Radio
Wallace Stegner* Writer; founder and formerly Director, Stanford 

University Writing Program; recipient, Pulitzer Prize and National Book 
Award

Shane Templeton Foundation Professor of Curriculum and Instruction, 
University of Nevada, Reno

Paul Theroux Novelist; travel writer
Elizabeth Marshall Thomas Writer
Nina Totenberg Legal Affairs Correspondent, National Public Radio and 

ABC’s “Nightline”; panelist, “Inside Washington”
Elizabeth C. Traugott Professor of Linguistics and English, Stanford 

University
Calvin Trillin Staff writer, New Yorker; columnist, Time
Anne Tyler Novelist; recipient, Pulitzer Prize



The Hon. Stewart L. Udall Writer; Chairman of the Board, The 
Archaeological Conservancy, Santa Fe, New Mexico; formerly U.S. Secretary 
of the Interior and U.S. Representative from Arizona

Helen H. Vendler A. Kingsley Porter University Professor of English, 
Harvard University

Douglas Turner Ward Actor; playwright; recipient, Vernon Rice Award and 
Obie Award

Calvert Watkins Victor S. Thomas Professor of Linguistics and the Classics, 
Harvard University; past President, Linguistic Society of America

Fay Weldon Writer
Eudora Welty Writer
Jacqueline Grennan Wexler Writer; formerly President, Hunter College, 

City University of New York
Tom Wicker Author; journalist; Editor, New York Times
Alden S. Wood Lecturer on Editorial Procedures, Simmons College; national 

columnist on language and English usage
Richard A. Young Writer, editor, lecturer, and engineer; Publisher, Pollution 

Engineering; Executive Director, National Registry of Environmental 
Professionals

William Zinsser Writer, editor, and teacher; author of On Writing Well and 
Writing to Learn

* We regret that these members of the Usage Panel have died.



A NATURAL HISTORY OF ENGLISH: 
LANGUAGE, CULTURE, AND 
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE

LEE PEDERSON

American speech and writing record the transactions of nearly 400
years of social history. Dialects embody patterns of sound, syntax, and meaning; lit-
erature documents those spoken forms in poetry and prose. Through the process of
communication, a native language becomes the social inheritance of its speakers. In
describing the linguistic resources of American English this Dictionary becomes a
cultural property book for all the American people.

A century before Noah Webster organized his first American dictionary
(1806), Jonathan Edwards defined the materials of inquiry in remarkably modern
terms, in words that should appeal to everyone, whether general reader or lexicog-
rapher:

By conversation, I mean intelligent beings expressing their minds one to another in

words, or other signs intentionally directed to us for our notice, whose immediate and

main design is to be signification of the mind of him who gives it. 

Defining conversation as one might characterize language today, Edwards rec-
ognized the conceptual, symbolic, and functional aspects of human communica-
tion: the engagement of thought, the use of signs, and the transmission of ideas
from one mind to another.

Today the English language makes conversation possible among 350 million
native speakers who share its system of symbolic behavior. This number includes
speakers of American, Australian, British, Canadian, Irish, New Zealand, and Scots



English as members of the most influential speech community in the history of civ-
ilization. Their common cultural heritage makes possible the use of a single lan-
guage by the members of these different groups, but each national variety with all
its regional and social dialects reflects unique social experience. In a natural history
of a national language, the richest gatherings of such material endure in folk
speech--the unaffected, conservative expression of common people, as preserved in
their oral traditions. National folk usage forms a subset of social dialects within
regional dialects that comprise the larger divisions, the national varieties of a lan-
guage. 

Such experience makes a national vocabulary the most accessible and produc-
tive source of cultural information. Words are the complex linguistic structures
that transmit the native lexicon through the systems of sound, grammar, and mean-
ing. Words are also cultural emblems, symbols with social meaning that preserves
the experience of human activity. Ralph Waldo Emerson said that words are signs
of natural facts and wrote: “The etymologist finds the deadest word to have been
once a brilliant picture. Language is fossil poetry.” He demonstrated by his own
example, moreover, that words are also signs of sociohistorical facts by giving the
American meaning to transcendentalism. George Washington furnished the earliest
citations for Democrat and Republican and was the first to receive the designation
favorite son. Noah Webster made the earliest use of the phrase American English
with characteristic impatience but ultimate accuracy: “In fifty years from this time
[1806], the American English will be spoken by more people than all other dialects
of the language.” Such thought, conversation, and social interaction shaped the
national character and gave substance to the lexicon. Contributions came from
every sector of the American culture.

As the central component of American English culture, the national language
transmits the essential messages of all other cultural systems. All of these are insep-
arable from language: family (kinship and marriage), training (education and eco-
nomics), values (morality, ethics, and religious rites), government (political and
social control), technology (artifacts of survival), and fine arts (artifacts of the cre-
ative imagination and of spiritual expression). From the earliest days on its first
frontiers, American English carried forward the messages of the culture and the
experience of the past. As it did its work, the national language established an iden-
tity and expressed native ideas in an American voice. This Dictionary records that
American voice and gives substance to its underlying systems, language and culture.

Henry David Thoreau recognized a national dictionary as “a very concentrated
and trustworthy natural history of the people”:

What they have a word for, they have a thing for. A traveller may tell us that he thinks

they used a pavement or built their cabins in a certain form, or soaked their seed corn in

water . . . ; but when one gives us the word for these things, the question is settled,--that

is a clincher. Let us know what words they had and how they used them, and we can infer

almost all the rest. The lexicographer not only says that a certain people have or do a cer-

tain thing, but, being evidently a disinterested party, it may be allowed that he brings suf-



ficient evidence to prove it. He does not so much assert as exhibit. He has no transient

or private purposes to serve.

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF AMERICAN ENGLISH

This natural history of the American people is the essential gift of the mother
tongue. With all speakers of the English language Americans share the results of
1,500 years of linguistic development, and English had itself evolved for a full mil-
lennium before the first American words were spoken in Virginia. Furthermore, as
a member of the Germanic language group of the Indo-European language family,
English shares an ultimate heritage with most of the modern languages of Europe
and Asia and with the official languages of every government in North and South
America.

The essential features of the Germanic languages are these: (1) a thoroughgo-
ing modification of the consonant system, especially the so-called First Germanic
Consonant Shift, which distinguishes the system from all other Indo-European
consonant patterns. It is captured in Grimm’s Law and accounts for the differences
between initial sounds in such cognate pairs as Latin/English pater/father, tu/thou,
and hortus/garden; (2) mutation of vowels by neighboring sounds (umlaut) and the
adaptation of the vowel system to express grammatical functions; (3) regular word
stress on the first syllable; (4) seven classes of strong (irregular) verbs, such as sing,
sang, sung; (5) three classes of weak (regular) verbs, such as love, loved, loved; (6)
strong and weak adjectives that disappeared in Medieval English but endure else-
where, as in Modern German and Norwegian definite and indefinite articles; and
(7) a core vocabulary of common words. These shared characteristics define the 13
modern Germanic languages: Danish, Faroese, Icelandic, Norwegian, Swedish,
German, Yiddish, Low German, Dutch, Afrikaans, Flemish, Frisian, and English.

The history of the English language begins with the arrival of Germanic invad-
ers from the continent, said to be in A.D. 449 according to the Anglo-Saxon Chroni-
cle. In the eighth century the Venerable Bede identified these Germanic peoples as
Angles, Saxons, and Jutes. In Britain they encountered their Indo-European rela-
tives, the British Celts, who had settled in Britain centuries before. Like the Native
Americans, the Celts left their greatest linguistic legacy in place names, such as
Avon, Brynmawr (Welsh for “great hill”), Dover, Thames, and London. The Celts
and Germans, however, were never separated by a distance greater than the narrow
English Channel and shared a common Indo-European ancestry. Conversely, in
North America, native inhabitants and newcomers emerged from different envi-
ronments thousands of miles apart, from homelands distinguished by their native
forms of vegetation, animal life, and social behavior. 

As the dialects of the invaders merged in England they gave rise to the
Northumbrian, Mercian, and Saxon varieties of the language that is called Old
English today. Three tenth-century texts show the close similarities of those dialects



in their respective translations of the Medieval Latin (Matthew 6:9) “pater noster,
qui est in caelis, sanctificetur nomen tuum”:

NORTHUMBRIAN
Fader urer thu arth in heofnas, sie gehalgad noma thin
Father our thou art in heaven, be hallowed name thy

MERCIAN
Fæder ure thu the in heofunum earth, beo gehalgad thin noma
Father our thou which in heaven art, be hallowed thy name

WEST SAXON
Fæder ure thu the eart on heofonum, si thin nama gehalgod
Father our thou which art in heaven, be thy name hallowed

Despite differences in pronunciation, word formation, and syntax, simple and
effective conversation was surely possible among speakers of these different
regional dialects of English. Conversation was also possible between the English and
their Viking conquerors, the Norwegians and the Danes, many of whom settled pri-
marily in what are now the northeast counties and took up peaceful ways with
English wives. The fact that cultural interaction extended through most of the Old
English period (449–1066) is evidenced in the greatest literary monument of the
Anglo-Saxons, their epic poem Beowulf, which has a thoroughly Scandinavian set-
ting and cast.

Words shared by Anglo-Saxons and Vikings include bring, can, come, father,
folk, house, life, man, mine, mother, see, sit, smile, sorrow, summer, thine, wife, will,
winter, and wise. In addition to hundreds of such intimate correspondences, the
Scandinavians gave English many other familiar words through cultural interac-
tion: anger, fellow, happy, husband, meek, root, rotten, skill, skin, skull, sky, and ugly.
A second and much greater influence was brought to bear on the language and cul-
ture after the Battle of Hastings in 1066, when the Normans, French-speaking
descendants of the Vikings, arrived from Normandy.

FRENCH INFLUENCES

The Norman-French presence marked the beginning of great changes in English so-
cial behavior, reflecting a gradual evolution of institutional and conversational
forms. The chronicles and other writings show that Old English was in transition
before the coming of the Normans, and later poetry and prose record unmodified
Germanic forms deep into the Middle English period. In England, French became
the official language of the dominant culture and spread its influence into every so-
cial system. Earlier, on the continent, the Normans had adopted Frankish laws, de-
veloped a system of knightly conduct, and perfected the skills of cavalry warfare.



Through force and friendship they gave the English a chivalric code, a parliamen-
tary system of government, and one of the most distinctive architectural styles in all
of European civilization. During the period of Norman dominion, English vernac-
ulars evolved without a native standard dialect. The cultural influence of the Vi-
kings emerged most clearly in Scandinavian loan words that marked regional
speech in those northern counties where they had settled earlier, as the regional di-
alects of England were broadly reorganized. In the process, Middlesex became the
preeminent focal area, and from its center arose the London Standard, the most in-
fluential social variety the English language has ever known.

Several dialects of 14th-century England were the immediate ancestors of the
London Standard, but it drew most from the speech of the Southeast Midland
region. The recorded usage of that era illustrates great linguistic change, a process
that began more than 200 years earlier through the mingling of English and French.
Causal relations for the change are hard to establish because phonological, gram-
matical, lexical, and cultural modifications were under way before the Battle of
Hastings. 

 Romance language words, such as cheese, copper, and dish, entered Germanic
dialects from Latin before the invasion of England in A.D. 449; from the same source
came cleric, psalm, and temple with the Christianization of England in the seventh
century. Later Romance loans in Old English include pride (French), capon and cas-
tle (French or Latin), and apostle, epistle, lily, and peony (Latin). Old English texts of
the tenth century--the Vercelli Book, Exeter Book, Junius Manuscript, and Beowulf
Manuscript--show the early simplification of weakly stressed vowels and inflec-
tional patterns. During the reign of Edward the Confessor (1042–1066) a Norman
association was firmly established between the king and his cousin, William the
Conqueror, underscored by the installation of Robert of Jumieges as archbishop of
Canterbury in 1051.

During the next 300 years the French presence altered the development of
English through direct contributions and reinforcement of linguistic trends already
under way. Four voiced fricative consonants emerged as distinctive elements of the
sound system during this period, the initial sounds of veal, zeal, and thee, as well as
the medial sound of leisure. None of these were distinctive in Old English, which
had only the fricatives of feel, seal, thing, and pressure, respectively. The single out-
right contribution of Norman French to the English sound system was the diph-
thong of joy. French usage did accelerate the leveling of weakly stressed vowels, the
simplification of noun, pronoun, and adjective inflections, and the transfer of
many strong (irregular) verbs to weak (regular) conjugations. For example, Old
English forms of modern doom included domes (genitive singular), domas (nomi-
native plural), and domum (dative plural); all became doomes in Middle English.
Strong verbs such as creopan, helpan, and slaepan became the weak verbs creep, help,
and sleep, although a residue of the old patterns endures in the past forms crept and
slept, as well as holp (pronounced like hope) in several current American dialects.



More French loan words entered English during the 14th century than during
any comparable period before or since. As the French language fell into disuse in
England, many of its culturally useful words were borrowed. Here the relationship
between speech and writing is an important consideration. The documented evi-
dence of the written forms is conservative and lags behind current usage. After King
John lost the province of Normandy in 1204, French influence on English society
began to decline. Before the Hundred Years’ War (1337–1453) began, English
speech had already returned as the native tongue of the nobility, and before the cen-
tury closed, it had replaced French in the courts, Parliament, schools, and finally the
highly formal documents of title, deeds, and wills.

Chaucer composed The Canterbury Tales in his native Southeast Midland dia-
lect and so demonstrated the appropriateness of London speech as a literary
medium, but The Canterbury Tales did not mark the triumph of a standard lan-
guage within the culture at large. Just two years before he began his masterwork,
Chaucer worried about the diversity of current speech in his envoy for Troilus and
Criseyde (c. 1385):

And for ther is so gret diversite 

In Englissh and in writyng of oure tonge, 

So prey I God that non myswrite the[e],

Ne the[e] mysmetre for defaute of tonge;

And red wherso thow be, or elles songe,

That thow be understonde, God I biseche!

But yet to purpos of my rather speche.

He prayed that none miswrite, mismeter (wrongly scan the measures), or mis-
understand the purpose of his earlier (rather) speech, his spoken words that became
this “litel bok.”

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN ENGLISH

Chaucer had good reason for concern. The Great Vowel Shift was beginning a mod-
ification in quality of all long vowels and diphthongs, and the inconsistent treat-
ment of weakly stressed vowels placed many syllables in jeopardy. The shift raised
[a] to [æ] (and later to [e]), [e] to [i], [ ] to [o], and [o] to [u]. The vowels formerly
pronounced [i] and [u] became, respectively, [ i] (later [ai]) and [ u] (later [au]).1

Thus Chaucer’s final vowels in diversite and the[e] rhyme with modern they; his verb
write rhymes with modern feet; biseche and speche rhyme with modern aitch; and the
vowel in oure rhymes with the vowel in boot. Although metrical evidence is difficult
to interpret, Chaucer quite possibly pronounced the weakly stressed e in myswrite

1.All pronunciations in this article are in the notation of the International Phonetic Alphabet. The

Pronunciation Key lists these symbols and their equivalents in the pronunciation system employed

for this Dictionary.



and elles but ignored it in tonge, understonde, speche, and other words in the same
stanza that comprise those seven iambic pentameter lines of rhyme royal. 

At the outset of the Early Modern English period (1500–1700) fewer than 5
million people in the world spoke English, as compared to 12 million speakers of
French, 10 million of German, and 8 million of Spanish. During the next two cen-
turies those “intelligent beings expressing their minds” in English included More,
Tyndale, Milton, Newton, Locke, and Dryden. At its center was Elizabethan
English, the language of Shakespeare, Marlowe, Bacon, Donne, Raleigh, Spenser,
and the queen herself. From this stage of linguistic development came the earliest
varieties of American English. By 1700 the number of English speakers had nearly
doubled, while German, Italian, and Spanish had scarcely maintained their num-
bers of two centuries earlier, and only French surpassed the growth rate of English
among the western European nations.

As an emergent world language, English advanced with the spread of the Lon-
don Standard and general education, with the loosening of class distinctions, and
through the influence of what would today be called the mass media. By the year
1500 printed books in all of Europe included 35 thousand titles, most of which were
in Latin. During the next 140 years 20 thousand English titles appeared in print, and
scribal composition of manuscripts became virtually a lost art. England regained its
cultural self-reliance with those new sources of influence and the spread of empire.
In 1579 E.K., the anonymous editor of Spenser’s The Shepheardes Calender, com-
mended his author and reflected the spirit of the age:

For in my opinion it is one special prayse, of many whych are dew to this Poete, that he

hath laboured to restore, as to theyr rightfull heritage such good and naturall English

words, as haue ben long time out of vse and almost cleane disherited. Which is the onely

cause, that our Mother tonge, which truely of it self is both ful enough for prose and

stately enough for verse, hath long time ben counted most bare and barrein of both.

The English recognized the legitimacy of their native tongue for all modes of
communication, including those technical fields formerly dominated by Latin and
Greek. In his Elementary (1582) Richard Mulcaster defended the use of English and
explained the implications of his work:

For the account of our tongue, both in pen and speech, no man will doubt therof who

is able to judge what those things be which make any tongue to be of account; which

things I take to be three: the autority of the people which speak it, the matter and argu-

ment wherein the speech dealeth, the manifold use for which the speech serveth. For all

which three our tongue needeth not to give place to any of her peers.

Mulcaster and others wrote rules for pronunciation and grammar and tried to
enrich the national word store. Earlier the Italians, Spanish, French, and Germans
had done the same things for their own varieties of speech, as the transformation



of local vernaculars into national languages characterized the Renaissance in every
European country that it touched.

During the reign of Elizabeth I (1558–1603) a language pattern developed that
was to become the base form of early American English. London usage reflected the
linguistic patriotism of the English Renaissance and accepted forms from a variety
of regional and social dialects in the development of a spoken standard. Roger
Ascham, Elizabeth’s Latin tutor, was a Yorkshireman; Raleigh preserved his distinc-
tive Devonshire speech throughout his life; Essex was from Hertfordshire; Sidney,
from Kent; Shakespeare, from Warwickshire; Donne, although of Welsh ancestry,
emerged from the London merchant class. The language habits of all those speakers
contributed to the shaping of the urban pattern and to the development of vigorous
conversational speech.

THE BEGINNINGS OF AMERICAN ENGLISH

The fluid structure of Early Modern English underlies the formation of American
English. Although the Great Vowel Shift had assigned new values to the long vow-
els, many British, Scots, and Irish social dialects were slow to accept all of these
emergent features. Morphology and syntax showed inventiveness and flexibility in
word formation and adaptations, as with the free use of affixes in word building
(re-, de-, -ish, -ize), functional shift of parts of speech (nouns used as verbs, verbs
as nouns, and both as adjectival or adverbial modifiers), frequent parenthetical ex-
pression, and phrase structures of predication, complementation, and coordina-
tion that reflect the intonational contours of the spoken language.

Drawn from that rapidly flowing stream, American English shows a much
greater uniformity than its origins might suggest. Einar Haugen has called this evo-
lution of the national language in America “Babel in reverse.” The concept of the
American melting pot can be found in the writing of Michel Guillaume Jean de
Crèvecoeur (J. Hector St. John), a Norman-French immigrant and the eponym of
St. Johnsbury, Vermont. In Letters from an American Farmer (1782) he provided the
logic for a unified American language and culture: 

What, then, is the American, this new man? He is either a European or the descendant

of a European; hence that strange mixture of blood, which you will find in no other

country. . . . He is an American, who, leaving behind him all his ancient prejudices and

manners, receives new ones from the new mode of life he has embraced, the new gov-

ernment he obeys, and the new rank he holds. He becomes an American by being re-

ceived in the broad lap of our great Alma Mater [Dear Mother]. Here individuals of all

nations are melted into a new race of men, whose labors and posterity will one day cause

great changes in the world. Americans are the western pilgrims who are carrying along

with them that great mass of arts, sciences, vigor, and industry which began long since

in the East; they will finish the great circle. The Americans were once scattered all over

Europe; here they are incorporated into one of the finest systems of population which

has ever appeared, and which will hereafter become distinct by the power of the differ-



ent climates they inhabit. The American ought therefore to love this country better than

that wherein either he or his forefathers were born.

The first substantial collection of immigrant literature appeared in New
England, where writers worked with Elizabethan patterns and recorded a variety of
occasional spellings and distinctive forms. In The History of Plimoth Plantation,
1620–1647, William Bradford wrote burthen, fadom, furder, gifen (given), gusle
(guzzle), trible (triple), and vacabund (vagabond). Roger Williams rhymed abode/
God, blood/good, and America/away in A Key into the Language of America (1643).
Anne Bradstreet paired conceit/great, stood/flood, and satisfy/reality in The Tenth
Muse Lately Sprung Up in America (1650). Two generations later Edward Taylor
alternated spoil and spile, as well as soot and sut, and rhymed is/kiss, far/cur, and vile/
soil.

Early American grammar also showed a great variety of forms. In 1630, while
sailing westward aboard the Arbella, John Winthrop preached “A Modell of Chris-
tian Charity” with the line “We must love brotherly without dissimulation; we must
love one another with a pure heart fervently.” Bradford used rid, runned (and
ranne), drunk, writ, and shrunk as past forms of ride, run, drink, write, and shrink,
respectively. Williams declared, “My disease is I know not what” and offered the
interrogative form “Sleep you?” Mary Rowlandson wrote, “It is not my tongue or
pen can express the sorrow of my heart” in her captive narrative of 1676.

During these same years cultural activity all along the Atlantic seaboard pro-
duced the first Americanisms. The following native words, among hundreds of
others, originated, gained special meaning, or entered the English language through
American speech in the 17th century: creek (stream), fat pine, green corn, and
papoose from Massachusetts; catfish, corn (maize), mock[ing]bird, polecat (skunk),
and raccoon from Virginia; Chippewa, groundhog, Manhattan, and Podunk from
New York; gang [of birds], hominy, snakeroot, and Virginian from Maryland; fron-
tier people, oyster rake, samp, and wampum from Rhode Island; grocery (store), hot-
cakes (corn cakes), peavine (a climbing plant similar to the pea), and sunfish from
Pennsylvania; settlement and swampland from Connecticut; Dutch grass (any one of
various grasses) and hickory nut from South Carolina; frontier from New Jersey.
Beyond the frontiers pilot (a guide over a land route) appeared in what is now Col-
orado, and Miami from what is now Illinois. 

NATIVE AMERICAN INFLUENCES

These words suggest the importance of Native American loans, especially for arti-
facts and places. From the Algonquian dialects alone English and French in the New
World borrowed more than a hundred terms that remain current today. In addition
to Chippewa, hominy, Manhattan, papoose, Podunk, samp, squash, and wampum, the
eastern tribes provided caribou, mackinaw, pone, Tammany, terrapin, and toboggan.
Such terms often suggest multiple language contacts; as caribou and toboggan en-



tered through Canadian French in the north, barbecue, canoe, and cushaw came out
of the West Indies through Spanish. Spanish later transmitted coyote and peyote
from the Nahuatl language of Mexico. From Quechua, probably through the coop-
erative efforts of French and Spanish, the New Orleans term lagniappe appeared
somewhat later. American place names are the greatest Native American contribu-
tion. From Appalachia and the Alleghenies, across all five of the Great Lakes (Erie,
Ontario, Huron, Michigan, and Superior [Ojibwa Gitchi via French Supérieur]);
from Chicago to Sitka, native words cover the continent. Emblematic of American
language and culture are the blends, such as Bayou La Batre, Alabama (Choctaw
bayuk, “creek” + French de la Batre, “of the [artillery] battery”), and Minneapolis,
Minnesota (Dakota minne, “water” + Greek/English (a)polis, “city”), or the loan
translations Spearfish, South Dakota, Ten Sleep, Wyoming, Warroad, Minnesota,
and Yellow Dirt Creek, Georgia, besides the native loans of the state names Alabama
(people), Dakota (people), and Minnesota (Dakota minne, “water” + sota, “white”).

LOANS FROM THE EUROPEAN LANGUAGES 

Early loans from European languages correspond with Dutch, French, and German
settlements in the coastal colonies and along the first interior frontiers. During their
New Amsterdam experience the Dutch added to American English the words boss,
Bowery, coleslaw, cookie, sleigh, stoop, and waffle. Later they gave more place names,
such as Catskill, Kinderhook, and Schuyler. Although Thoreau spoke of “Yankee in-
genuity” in 1843, the durable nickname probably had its origin in Jan (Janke), the
Dutch diminutive for John (Johnny); Saint Nicholas, clipped to Sinterklaas in a
Dutch dialect, became Santa Claus before the Revolutionary War.

French loans contrast sharply with the Dutch and later German contributions.
Although they also gave English such ordinary household words as chowder, pump-
kin, sashay, shanty, and shivaree, the enterprising French illustrate their experience in
a distinctive set of loans. Explorers, missionaries, and frontier warriors made Amer-
ican words of bateau, crevasse, levee, portage, prairie, and voyageur. As the English,
Dutch, and Swedes struggled to control the seaboard, the French ranged across the
interior and left their mark with the names of places at Bienville, Cape Girardeau,
Prairie du Chien, and Sault Sainte Marie. 

Early German loans on the frontier are difficult to ascertain. Like the Scandina-
vians and Anglo-Saxons in England, the Germans and English spoke languages with
a common word stock that still endures in the basic vocabularies of both cultures.
For the same reason it is impossible to determine whether nosh (snack) and schlemiel
are of Yiddish or German origin and whether spook and dumb (stupid) are of Dutch
or German origin, because in each case the words occur in both languages. Only
when the Germans established discrete territories, as the Dutch had in New York, did
the loans begin to appear in significant numbers from Pennsylvania, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, and east-central Texas. From early Pennsylvania,
American English probably received smearcase, ponhaws (pannhass, “pan” + “hare,”



or “scrapple”), rainworm (earthworm), and possibly George Washington’s most
familiar title, The Father of His Country, which first appeared as Der Landes Vater on
a Nord Amerikanische Kalender for 1779.

THE AMERICAN FRONTIER

The frontier contributions of the Swedes and folk speakers of British, Irish, and
Scots dialects are virtually impossible to identify because these Northern Europeans
were soon united in a common culture. As Crèvecoeur described the people at the
outbreak of the Revolution:

They are a mixture of English, Scotch, Irish, French, Dutch, Germans, and Swedes. From

this promiscuous breed, that race now called Americans have arisen. The eastern prov-

inces [i.e., the coastal colonies] must indeed be excepted as being the unmixed descen-

dants of Englishmen. 

Early frontier speech probably included the pronouns hit (for it), hisn, ourn,
theirn, and yourn, the inflected verb forms clumb, drug, holp, and riz, the auxiliary
construction mought could (or might could), and a large number of folk pronunci-
ations and lexical items, forms transmitted through the oral tradition of the com-
mon people. Scots forms, also appearing in the poetry of Burns, include duds
(clothes), gumption, hunkers, mountain billy (hillbilly), tow (hemp fiber), and the dis-
tinctive pronunciations reflected in chimla (chimney), het (heated), and southron
(southern), as well as the simplification of consonant clusters, as in kin’ (kind) and
sin’ (since), and the total assimilation of l after back vowels, as in ca’ (call), fu’ (full),
and howe (hollow). From Irish sources probably came mammy, moonshine, and
mountain dew. General English folk forms also included clean, flat, and plumb (all
meaning “completely”), passel (from parcel), and sass (from sauce). Many of these
forms appear in Middle English, and all survive in current American Midland and
Southern dialects.

THE EVOLUTION OF DIALECTS IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

During the 18th century the principal regions of American English developed.
These are the historic cultural areas. Every major regional dialect area, past and
present, corresponds almost perfectly with a cultural area delimited by other social
systems. The presbyteries of Appalachia mark the pattern of Scottish settlement, the
Dutch and German barns show a Germanic presence in the eastern and east-central
states, the methods of cooking cornmeal in pones, dodgers, and hushpuppies reflect
the settlement patterns of various groups, and the superstitions connected with
chicken clavicles (wishbone, pulley bone, or lucky bone) identify social groups, as do
the Southern greetings hey and Christmas Gift! The styles of folk, blues, jazz, and



rock music also correspond with cultural areas, contrasting the perfected forms of
the Carter Family in southern Appalachia, Huddie Ledbetter in the Red River Delta,
and Robert Johnson in the Yazoo Delta, the rural blues of Richard Amerson and the
urban blues of Bill Broonzy, the Kansas City jazz of Count Basie and the Chicago
jazz of Bud Freeman, or the middle Georgia rock of the Allman Brothers and the
southern California rock of the Beach Boys. All of these are as regionally distinctive
as are the voices of the musicians. Wherever clear-cut boundaries of culture can be
reconstructed on the basis of historical information from archaeology, music,
graphic arts, or the social sciences, dialect differences can be predicted, based on the
most persuasive kind of circumstantial evidence: the recorded experience of the
forebears of a speech community. 

 Because language changes, many of the following historical dialect features--
such as bucket, firefly, hushpuppy, and lariat--may no longer reflect current usage,
especially among the young and better educated. Elsewhere, general currency
forms--such as harmonica, headcheese, mantelpiece, and wishbone--serve as useful
internal, subregional dialect features, contrasting with folk forms in systematic dia-
lect study, as, for example, French harp, souse, fireboard and pulley bone, respec-
tively. Finally, the diachronic perspective of essay and the synchronic perspective of
the Dictionary itself make it impossible to integrate such examples in their histori-
cal settings in terms wholly consistent with usage today or with ultimate etymolo-
gies. For those reasons, the designation of some forms listed below will not
conform with either the current regional labels or the ultimate etymological sources
identified in the text of the Dictionary. The social evolution of such words, how-
ever, provides historical context and cultural foundations for the contemporary
usage the Dictionary describes. 

Modern American seaboard dialects preserve the early system from Maine to
the Florida Keys and along the Gulf shores to Brownsville, Texas. The coastal com-
munities shared the evolution of urban British pronunciation, grammar, and
vocabulary, but very different speech forms developed throughout the interior
along the old frontier. Neither of these regions is a uniform cultural area, but
remarkable concordances of speech endure. Early centers at Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia were quite different from their southern counterparts at Richmond,
Charleston, and New Orleans. Along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, however, the dia-
lects shared important features: the loss of constricted r after vowels (making pop-
per homophonous with Papa); a contrast of stressed vowels in Mary, merry, and
marry; a most distinctive diphthong in dues, news, and shoes that approaches that in
few, music, and pupil; the loss of h in whip, white, wheelbarrow, and similar words;
and even a “broad a” in hammer, pasture, and Saturday. Besides the familiar British
past form et (of eat), the coastal dialects also shared lexical features, such as hog’s
head cheese, haslets (or harslets), and piazza (porch).

The coastal pattern divides near the Potomac River. To the north the language
and culture drifted away from British influence more quickly than they did in the
South, where the early planters of Jefferson’s agrarian democracy required close



association with British commerce, education, and industry. Southern coastal dia-
lects preserved several other British features: the “clear l” of lean in Billy and Nelly,
as opposed to the “dark l” of look and law, a flapped r in three and thresh, as heard
in some British pronunciations of very, and even an occasional back vowel in pot
and crop. Along the Gulf Coast these forms had mixed currency, largely because of
the powerful influence of New Orleans, a cultural center that dominated the entire
interior South until the Civil War. Basic Northern and Southern contrasts persist
from the Potomac to the mouth of the Rio Grande: the Southern drawls (patterns
of diphthongs, lengthening, and intonation), the vowel of ride [a] (which North-
erners confuse with rod [Å]), the vowel of bird [ªI] (which Northerners confuse
with Brooklynese), a positional variant [ U] in house and mouse but not in rouse and
cows, the plural pronoun you-all (or y’all), the past form drug (of drag), and a large
set of vocabulary forms, such as mosquito hawk (dragonfly), crocus sack (burlap
bag), snap beans (string beans), and tote (carry).

The New Orleans focal area interrupts this pattern, extending its influence
from Mobile Bay to beyond the Sabine River. A Coastal and New Orleans contrast
is marked by serenade, bateau, clabber cheese, and mush along the Southern coast,
except in the area of New Orleans dominion, where shivaree (charivari), pirogue,
cream cheese, and cush-cush (mush) prevail. Although cush has currency throughout
the South, nowhere else is there a double form to match the New Orleans usage.
Other distinctive terms are flambeau (makeshift torch), (h)armonica (instead of
Southern harp), lagniappe (something extra, instead of South Carolina brawtus,
Texas-Spanish pilon, and Florida-Minorcan countra), wishbone (instead of South
Midland and Southern pulley bone), and creole tomatoes (instead of Northern cherry
tomatoes and Southern tommytoes). 

Unlike coastal speech, the Midland dialects of that transition area between the
North and South grew up in the interior. From Pennsylvania to Georgia the eastern
boundary of the Midland dialect area coincides with the geography of the old fron-
tier. 

Settlers took the land in the great migrations out of Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and Virginia during the half century (1725–1775) that preceded the Revolutionary
War. Thomas Walker’s discovery of the Cumberland Gap in 1750 provided a south-
ern gateway to the Midwest, that passage into Kentucky for the ancestors of both
Jefferson Davis and Abraham Lincoln. Before the War of 1812 the frontier
extended in the north out of Pittsburgh and down the Ohio River and in the south
out of the Yadkin Valley of North Carolina, across Tennessee and Kentucky along
the Wilderness Trail of Pennsylvania’s Daniel Boone.

Like other American dialects, the Midland varieties rose from a British-English
base in Pennsylvania, but the social composition on the frontier was different. Six
of the seven ethnic groups mentioned by Crèvecoeur did not speak British English
before they arrived in North America. Later those residents of the interior Midland
dialect areas were without ports of entry to receive the influence of English culture
and to share in the development of the prestigious London forms. More important,



the frontier people occupied themselves mainly with survival in a hostile region.
Those factors influenced the disparate groups in a uniform way: Midland dialects
resisted the phonological changes under way in England and in the coastal colonies
to the north and south; English, Irish, and Scots folk speech reinforced the regional
grammar and vocabulary, giving these American dialects identities of their own.

The Midland pattern contrasts most sharply with the interior varieties of
Northern and Southern speech. With a domain that in modern times extends from
western New England and upstate New York, along the southern shores of the Great
Lakes and then northwestward into the upper Midwest, the Inland Northern dialect
spread from its eastern source after the War of 1812. The construction of the Erie
Canal from Albany to Buffalo gave upstate New York and New England access to
the Great Lakes, as had the wagon roads that preceded the watercourse and the rail-
roads that followed it. As Northern speech extended out of upper New Jersey and
northern Pennsylvania, a major dialect boundary was established with the southern
limit of darning needle (dragonfly), pail, and whiffletree, contrasting with North
Midland snake feeder, bucket, and singletree. From upstate New York and across
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa westward, the division of Northern and North
Midland remains apparent in the pronunciation of fog and hog, which are pro-
nounced with the vowel of father in the North and the vowel of dog in the North
Midland; in the pronunciation of the diphthong of cow, house, and towel, which is
[ U] in the North, beginning with a lower vowel that is closer to that of father, and
[æU] in the North Midland, beginning with a vowel that is closer to that of lather;
and in the existence of an excrescent r in “warsh” and “Warshington” in some Mid-
land speech. Formerly distinctive are the Northern terms stone wall, pail, swill, tee-
ter-totter, faucet, pit [of a cherry or peach], and firefly, contrasting with the Midland
terms stone fence, bucket, slops, seesaw, spicket (spigot), seed, and lightning bug. In the
West the Northern/Midland distinction is most clearly heard in the pronunciation
of car, yard, and similar words: the Northern pronunciation is marked by a vowel
closer to that of father; the Midland pronunciation, by one closer to the vowel of
saw.

Prior to the Civil War other interior forms spread from south of the Great
Lakes to the fringes of the plantation cultures from Virginia to Texas and gave rise
to the principal Midland varieties, North Midland and South Midland. Between
those contrasting cultures the Midland area is perhaps best divided by a phonolog-
ical Mason-Dixon Line established by the pronunciation of the medial consonant
of greasy, with [s] to the north and [z] to the south. On the Atlantic Coast the
boundary replicates the historic Mason-Dixon Line, the common border of Penn-
sylvania and Maryland. Philadelphia, with the pronunciation [s], must be consid-
ered a Northern territory. Westward, however, the difference in pronunciation
marks the division within the Midland territory, from Ohio to Missouri. Heading
south, a traveler encounters the line at approximately the same place where grits
replace hash browns on the breakfast menu, and where the words nice, white, and
rice are all pronounced with a vowel Northerners confuse with the vowel common



to cat, hat, and sat, whether the side dish is served with Indiana- or Kentucky-fried
chicken. With this feature comes the first suggestion of the drawl, indigenous blue-
grass music, and stock car instead of Indy-type or midget automobile racing. Along
the same line the northern extent of Southern cultural penetration appears in these
contrasts: North Midland bunk, wishbone, husks, headcheese, fritters, bag, and turtle,
versus South Midland pallet, pulley bone, shucks, souse (or pressed meat), flitters,
sack, and terrapin.

South Midland speech is a Southern dialect, formerly called Hill Southern in
contrast with the Upcountry and Lower Southern patterns (Plantation Southern) to
the south and east. The principal South Midland/Southern boundary follows the
Blue Ridge across Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia. In South Carolina and
Georgia the boundary coincides with the 180-day growing season for cotton, the
waterways, the soil types, and the cultural organizations inseparable from the plan-
tation systems devoted to the cultivation of indigo, rice, and cane, as well as cotton. 

Those geographic features and cultural factors underlie the Midland enclaves,
as far south as the Florida Panhandle, and their Southern counterparts as far north
as the St. Francis Basin of Arkansas and the bootheel of Missouri, the cotton coun-
try around New Madrid. South Midland is marked by the presence of a constricted
r after a vowel in bird, car, and horse and monophthongs in right and ride, whereas
Southern preserves a diphthong in right and similar words. Lexical contrasts include
South Midland green beans, red worm, fireboard, French harp (for harmonica), and
tow sack (for burlap bag), versus Southern snap beans, earthworm, mantelpiece, harp,
and crocus sack. In the east, South Midland contrasts with Virginia Piedmont South-
ern: snake feeder, peanuts, and terrapin, versus snake doctor, goobers, and cooter. In
the Mississippi Valley the South Midland dialect occupies the territory bypassed by
the plantation cultures as unsuitable for the production of cotton, cane, and rice.

Where the planters extended their operations north and west, as in upper Lou-
isiana, western Tennessee, Arkansas, and eastern Texas, Lower Southern features
outline the area. The Coastal and Gulf plains were settled from the east, but the del-
tas of the Mississippi, Atchafalaya, Red, Yazoo, and St. Francis rivers received their
populations from the south. As a result, interior Southern areas do not show the
predictable gradations of uniformity from east to west that are found in the North
and North Midland regions.

Instead, the pattern extends from north to south, from the Piedmont at the
southern fringe of eastern Appalachia, through the Coastal Plains and Piney
Woods, to the Atlantic and Gulf coastal regions. In the Piney Woods dialects of the
interior lower plains of Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, as
well as the dialects of upper East Texas, below the plains and above the coastal strip,
a striking configuration emerges. Piney Woods pronunciation includes three sys-
tematic features: (1) constricted postvocalic r, as in beard, bird, and butter; (2)
excrescent constriction, yielding “Chicargo” (Chicago), croker sack (crocus sack),
skeeter hawk (mosquito hawk), and “tomaters” (tomatoes); and (3) vocalized l in
hotel, hospital, and bulge. These forms mark the regional vocabulary: piney-woods



rooter (range hog), smut (soot), mantelboard (mantelpiece), corndodger (cornmeal
dumpling), pinders (peanuts), press peach (cling peach), and fat lighterd (resinous
kindling). Lower Southern dialects are distinguished by coastal forms and by the
distinctive contributions of the New Orleans focal area. Coastal Southern pronun-
ciation includes the loss of constricted r after vowels, the contrast between the
stressed vowels of Mary, merry, and marry, a “clear l” in Billy and Nelly, and vocab-
ulary items such as mosquito hawk, crocus sack, hoghead cheese (or hog’s head cheese),
and red bug (instead of chigger). Besides locker (for closet) and flambeau (for make-
shift lamp), the domain of New Orleans is marked by the pervasiveness of gallery
(for porch), lagniappe, pirogue (dugout canoe), cream cheese (cottage cheese), wish-
bone (instead of South Midland and Southern pulley bone), and (h)armonica
(instead of South Midland French harp or Southern harp). Such forms appear as far
north as Lake Providence and Monroe, Louisiana; Yazoo City, Mississippi; and
along the Gulf Coast beyond the Sabine River into Texas and eastward to Mobile
Bay.

 Western dialects begin beyond the 98th Meridian, 40 miles west of the Red
River in North Dakota and 50 miles west of Fort Worth in Texas, where annual
rainfall usually fails to exceed the 22 inches required for traditional Midwestern
farming. Thus, modern agricultural methods, such as dry farming and irrigation
through reservoirs, and tools, such as the Oliver moldboard plow and the spring-
tooth harrow, opened the West for general settlement only after the Civil War.
Before that, pioneers followed the Oregon and Mormon trails into the Upper Rock-
ies and the Pacific Northwest, and the Santa Fe and Old Spanish trails into the
Lower Rockies and California. Today, Western dialects divide primarily south to
north, marked by the extent of the Spanish influence through Texas, New Mexico,
and southern California, at least as far north as lower Colorado or even Montana
among ranchers.

History complicates the speech of the West, by the blending of Northern, Mid-
land, and Southern forms as well as by a heavy Spanish influence from Texas to Cal-
ifornia. The North Midland boundary extends over Iowa and cuts across South
Dakota in a northwesterly direction. In Montana and Idaho the presence of North
and South Midland features reflects the history of the frontier and the enterprises
of cattle, agriculture, and mining. Throughout the Rocky Mountains and the urban
West Coast the dialects of early settlers determined the pattern. Seattle and San
Francisco speech grew from an Inland Northern base quite similar to old-fashioned
Chicago speech. Denver and Los Angeles also developed from the same source,
although the Hispanic influence in both places and the successive waves of new-
comers from the East, especially in Los Angeles, have obscured the regional pattern
that endures with greater stability in Seattle and San Francisco. The Midland influ-
ence is strongest west of the Rockies, from Idaho to Arizona, and especially in the
conservative speech of Boise, Salt Lake City, and Phoenix. American English in
Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah, for example, includes old-fashioned Inland North-
ern features, such as [I] in creek, fully constricted postvocalic r, [hw] in wheel, whip,



and similar words, and homophony in marry, Mary, and merry, and teeter-totter
(seesaw); Midlands green beans, gunnysack, and anymore (meaning “nowadays” in
positive statements); and Southern roasting ears (corn on the cob), slop bucket, and
clabber. Beside these, are the distinctive Interior Western pronunciations [æ]
instead of [a] in Colorado and Nevada, [i] instead of [e] in rodeo, and widespread
replacement of [a] for [A] in automobile, log, and Utah. 

THE INFLUENCE OF BILINGUALISM 

The national idiom grew through contacts between various languages and dialects.
Spanish, French, and German bilingualism marks the regional patterns of Florida,
Louisiana, Pennsylvania, and south Texas. Gullah, an English-based pidgin, devel-
oped in the Sea Islands of South Carolina and Georgia. From that source many va-
rieties of American Black folk speech are derived, reflecting various stages of
creolization as the dialects merge with the dominant patterns. Social dialects grew
through urban and rural experiences throughout the country, many of these related
to the Americanization of European bilinguals in the urban North and the integra-
tion of Black people in all sectors of society. These dialects are further conditioned
and refined by formal and situational styles, including slang, ethnic variation, and
patterns of usage reflecting socioeconomic class.

Before urban American Spanish gained prominence in San Antonio, Los
Angeles, and Miami, that language had already made large contributions to Amer-
ican English in the West. Besides place names, extending from the Rio Grande to
Montana, the Spanish vocabulary marks the cattle country with Western words:
arroyo, bronc(o), canyon, chaparral, cinch, corral, frijol, hoosegow, lariat, lasso, mesa,
mustang, patio, pronto, ranch, remuda, rodeo, sombrero, and tortilla.

In bilingual communities Spanish speakers of English tend to avoid regional
dialect forms in favor of terms from the general vocabulary, despite the distinctive
accent and syntax carried over from the parent language. The same tendency
appears among the French in Louisiana, who freely use their native loans, such as
banquette (sidewalk), boudin (blood sausage), fais-dodo (country dance), and jam-
balaya, as well as loan translations and adaptations, such as coffee black, cream cheese
(cottage cheese), green beans, (h)armonica, and wishbone, resisting the Southern
regionalisms clabber cheese, snap beans, and pulley bone. German, Italian, Scandina-
vian, Slavic, Spanish, and Yiddish speakers reflect the same trend in the urban
North, perhaps through learning from books rather than by simple oral acquisition
and perhaps through efforts to translate from their native tongues. In becoming
Americans all of these people enriched the national language and culture. If exam-
ples are limited to food alone, Germans provided bock beer and pretzels, Italians
brought antipasto and pizza, Scandinavians added lingonberries and smorgasbord;
Slavs contributed kolacky and kielbasa, Yiddish-speaking Germans and Slavs gave
bagels and gefilte fish; and Mexican Spanish provided the base for an endless variety
of enchiladas, burritos, and tacos, as its cooking entered the fast-food industry. 



CONTRIBUTIONS FROM AFRICAN LANGUAGES

The full impact of African languages through Gullah and Plantation Creole re-
mains to be assessed properly, but evidence suggests the influence is significant.
Among certain and probable African loans, these have gained currency in the na-
tional language: banana, cola (kola), goober, gumbo, juke (-box, -joint, and -step),
okra, voodoo, and yam, as well as, perhaps, boogie-woogie, chigger, gorilla, and tote.
Some are regionally restricted to the South: cooter (turtle), cush and cush-cush, and
pinder (peanut). Others seem limited to the South Carolina and Georgia Low Coun-
try: buckra (white man), det (heavy), as in det rain and det shower, and pinto (cof-
fin). In addition to the loan words from Gullah, the creolization of that auxiliary
language may also have left its mark on American English phonology and grammar.
As a contact vernacular, a language of business (and a possible source of the word
pidgin), Gullah provided a medium of communication for African slaves and their
American overseers. Thus, the pidgin was a language variety native to neither
group. In the development of Plantation Creole the language acquired highly com-
plex phonological and grammatical rules, as well as a complete vocabulary, neces-
sary in a self-reliant, independent language. General Southern features today
include many correspondences with Plantation Creole, the creolized English Black
folk speech of the plantation cultures of cane, cotton, indigo, and rice. Southern
vowel nasality often replaces nasal consonants in am, been, and bacon, but this fea-
ture occurs in Parisian and Louisiana French as well as in Plantation Creole and
West African languages. The simplification of consonant clusters, as in des (for desk
and desks) or tase (for taste and tastes), is commonplace in all of those languages, as
well as in the Scots dialect of Robert Burns, who like American Southerners, Black
and white, often assimilated l after back vowels, as in fa’ (fall) and saut (salt). Sim-
ilarly, the pervasive deletion of articles, copulas, prepositions, and other function
words, so characteristic of Gullah and its creolized extensions, is a feature regularly
associated with the speech of French, German, and Spanish bilinguals. Neverthe-
less, this fact remains: large numbers of Black and white speakers share those fea-
tures across the lower South, especially in those areas dominated by the plantation
cultures.

THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL DIALECTS

As creolization reflects the blending of languages and cultures, so slang, argot, and
social dialects mark the activities of subcultures within the basic social structure. Al-
though nothing as widespread as Cockney and Australian rhyming slang has devel-
oped in America, inventive usage here has steadily modified native speech. Most
slang originates in the specialized conversations of particular groups, in which us-
age reinforces group identity and develops into private codes that may later gain
widespread acceptance. These include such now-familiar terms as clout and gerry-



mander from politics, blues and jazz from music, headline and editorial from jour-
nalism, and by a nose, inside track, front-runner, shoo-in, and sure thing from the
vocabulary of horse racing. The distinctive words of other groups--pickpockets, CB
operators, and computer specialists--suggest the ways in which the subcultures
function and illustrate the ways in which language develops.

Social dialects also underlie the regional patterns of speech, reflecting absolute
factors, such as sex, age, and ethnic origin, and relative factors, such as education,
experience, and social position. Since a healthy language is always changing, the age
and experience of its speakers are recorded by incipient, dominant, and recessive
forms, as demonstrated in the vocabulary of automobiles: the emergent gas-guzzler
and pimpmobile, the durable sedan and limousine, and the relic tin lizzie and road-
ster. Ethnic terms are the cultural birthrights of individual speakers and great lin-
guistic resources for society at large. Yiddish schlock, chutzpah, macher (fixer,
operator, clever fellow), and schmaltz have moved from the Jewish communities to
the national language, as have the specialized Sicilian terms capo, Cosa Nostra, and
Mafia in urban American subcultures. Education reinforces language trends with
the spread of generalized patterns of pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary, but
these are challenged by migrant accents in Chicago today just as they were in Lon-
don 400 years ago. As Latinos made macho an American word, Black people have
put many Southern regionalisms, such as funky, up-tight, and right on, into com-
mon usage. The language reflects cultural patterns, refined and strengthened
through association and social status.

Social dialects also mark the evolution of a language. In America the middle
classes have generated great changes. These include the absorption of immigrant
cultures at the lower level and influence upon the dominant culture at the higher
level. As the linguistic and cultural forms are traditionally conservative in both aris-
tocratic and folk groups, however different their social styles, middle-class society
and speech alter those conventional patterns from below and from above. Just as
members of the secular and regular clergy, educators, lawyers, politicians, and phy-
sicians helped shape the London Standard from the early Middle Ages through the
English Renaissance because they were conversant with both the ruling class and the
common people, so new patterns of American usage grow today through the influ-
ence of upper-middle-class dialects. Even stronger influences appear from the
speech of the lower middle class, especially in urban centers, where large numbers
of workers come in contact with the entire community in their daily work. 

Of these, ethnic dialects preserve the most complicated social varieties of lan-
guage and reflect the essential spirit of American culture. As frontier societies
developed distinctive regional patterns, Spanish, French, Dutch, Scandinavian, and
German settlers used their native languages before adopting the dominant English
dialect. English, Irish, and Scots folk speech constituted probably the most influen-
tial ethnic varieties on the frontier, but these were modified by the language habits
of their neighbors. In the process of Americanization, Europeans, Africans, and



Asians gave the language some of its most familiar words: chop suey, hamburger,
hillbilly, jukebox, pizza, prairie, rodeo, Santa Claus, smorgasbord, and tycoon.

The national vocabulary reflects the intimacy of conversation and the evolu-
tion of democratic social forms. John Adams proposed that Congress establish an
American Academy “for refining, correcting, improving, and ascertaining the
English language.” Later, when asked to preside over such activities, Thomas Jeffer-
son responded:

There are so many differences between us and England, of soil, climate, culture, produc-

tions, laws, religion, and government, that we must be left far behind the march of cir-

cumstances, were we to hold ourselves rigorously to their standard. If, like the French

Academicians, it were proposed to fix our language, it would be fortunate, that the step

was not taken in the days of our Saxon ancestors whose vocabulary would illy express

the science of this day. Judicious neology can alone give strength and copiousness to lan-

guage, and enable it to be the vehicle of new ideas.

Instead of rules from a National Academy of English, Americans accepted the
common-law customs of intelligent conversation with all its modifications through
time and circumstance. Current usage may reject “illy express” and “judicious neol-
ogy,” but history shows the correctness of Jefferson’s message. He recognized the
certainty of change, the function of language as a cultural tool, and the importance
of thoughtful selection of vocabulary. Through common-law customs of speech
and writing the national language develops words and documents social facts. This
Dictionary orders those materials of discourse, records the natural history of a peo-
ple, and transmits the substance of the American heritage.



THE INDO-EUROPEAN ORIGIN 
OF ENGLISH

CALVERT WATKINS

The name Indo-European is given for geographic reasons to the large and
well-defined linguistic family that includes most of the languages of Europe, past
and present, as well as those found in a vast area extending across Iran and Afghan-
istan to the northern half of the Indian subcontinent. In modern times the family
has spread by colonization throughout the Western Hemisphere.

A curious byproduct of the age of colonialism and mercantilism was the intro-
duction of Sanskrit in the 18th century to European intellectuals and scholars long
familiar with Latin and Greek and with the European languages of culture—
Romance, Germanic, and Slavic. The comparison of this ancient tongue with the
two classical languages revolutionized the perception of linguistic relationships.

Speaking to the Asiatick Society in Calcutta on February 2, 1786, the English
Orientalist and jurist Sir William Jones (1746–1794) uttered his now famous pro-
nouncement:

The Sanskrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful structure; more per-

fect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin, and more exquisitely refined than ei-

ther, yet bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in the roots of verbs and in the

forms of grammar, than could possibly have been produced by accident; so strong, in-

deed, that no philologer could examine them all three, without believing them to have

sprung from some common source, which, perhaps, no longer exists.

Jones was content with the assertion of a common original language, without
exploring the details. Others took up the cause, but it remained for the German phi-
lologist Franz Bopp (1791–1867) to found the new science of comparative gram-



mar, with the publication in 1816 of his work On the Conjugational System of the
Sanskrit Language, in Comparison with that of the Greek, Latin, Persian, and Ger-
manic Languages. He was 25 years old when it appeared.

It has been rightly said that the comparatist has one fact and one hypothesis.
The one fact is that certain languages present similarities among themselves which
are so numerous and so precise that they cannot be attributed to chance and which
are such that they cannot be explained as borrowings or as universal features. The
one hypothesis is that these languages must then be the result of descent from a
common original. Certain similarities may be accidental: the Greek verb “to
breathe,” “blow,” has a root pneu-, and in the language of the Klamath of Oregon
the verb “to blow” is pniw-. Other similarities may reflect universal or near-univer-
sal features of human language: in the languages of most countries where the bird
is known, the cuckoo has a name derived from the noise it makes. A vast number of
languages around the globe have “baby talk” words like mama and papa. Finally,
languages commonly borrow words and other features from each other, in a whole
gamut of ways ranging from casual or chance contact to learned coinages of the
kind that English systematically makes from Latin and Greek.

But where all of these possibilities must be excluded, the comparatist assumes
genetic filiation: descent from a common ancestor, which in the case of Indo-Euro-
pean, as Sir William Jones surmised almost two centuries ago, no longer exists. 

In the early part of the 19th century scholars set about systematically exploring
the similarities observable among the principal languages spoken now or formerly
in the regions from Iceland and Ireland in the west to India in the east and from
Scandinavia in the north to Italy and Greece in the south. They were able to group
these languages into a family that they called Indo-European (the term first occurs
in English in 1813, though in a sense slightly different from today’s). The similari-
ties among the different Indo-European languages require us to assume that they
are the continuation of a single prehistoric language (called Indo-European or
Proto-Indo-European). In the words of the greatest Indo-Europeanist of his age, the
French scholar Antoine Meillet (1866–1936), “We will term Indo-European lan-
guage every language which at any time whatever, in any place whatever, and how-
ever altered, is a form taken by this ancestor language, and which thus continues by
an uninterrupted tradition the use of Indo-European.”

Those dialects or branches of Indo-European still represented today by one or
more languages are Indic and Iranian, Greek, Armenian, Slavic, Baltic, Albanian,
Celtic, Italic, and Germanic. The present century has seen the addition of two
branches to the family, neither of which has left any living trace: Hittite and other
Anatolian languages, the earliest attested in the Indo-European family, spoken in
what is now Turkey in the second millennium B.C.; and the two Tocharian languges,
the easternmost of Indo-European dialects, spoken in Chinese Turkestan (modern
Xinjiang Uygur) in the first millennium A.D.

It should be pointed out that the Indo-European family is only one of many
language families that have been identified around the world, comprising several



thousand different languages. We have good reason, however, to be especially
interested in the history of the Indo-European family. Our own language, English,
is the most prevalent member of that family, being spoken as a native language by
nearly 350 million people and being the most important second language in the
world. The total number of speakers of all Indo-European languages amounts to
approximately half the population of the earth.

English is thus one of many direct descendants of Indo-European: one of the
dialects of the parent language became prehistoric Common Germanic, which sub-
divided into dialects of which one was West Germanic; this in turn broke up into
further dialects, one of which emerged into documentary attestation as Old
English. From Old English we can follow the development of the language directly,
in texts, down to the present day. This history is our linguistic heritage; our ances-
tors, in a real cultural sense, are our linguistic ancestors. Only a small proportion of
people in the United States can trace their biological ancestry back more than a cen-
tury or two, and certainly a large segment of the population had languages other
than English in their backgrounds only a few generations ago. But every individual
is part of a culture, with language its external expression. That language, our lan-
guage, has an ancestry, a history. Indeed, languages have perhaps the longest unin-
terrupted histories of all the cultural phenomena that we can study.

But it must be stressed that linguistic heritage, while it may well tend to corre-
spond with cultural continuity, does not imply genetic or biological descent. The
transmission of language by conquest, assimilation, migration, or any other ethnic
movement is a complex and enigmatic process that this discussion does not propose
to examine—beyond the general proposition that in the case of Indo-European no
genetic conclusions can or should be drawn.

The comparative method—what we have called the comparatist’s “one fact
and one hypothesis”—remains today the most powerful device for elucidating lin-
guistic history. When it is carried to a successful conclusion, the comparative
method leads not merely to the assumption of the previous existence of an anteced-
ent common language but to a reconstruction of all the salient features of that lan-
guage. In the best circumstances, as with Indo-European, we can reconstruct the
sounds, forms, words, even the structure of sentences—in short, both grammar
and lexicon—of a language spoken before the human race had invented the art of
writing. It is worth reflecting on this accomplishment. A reconstructed grammar
and dictionary cannot claim any sort of completeness, to be sure, and the recon-
struction may always be changed because of new data or better analysis. But it
remains true, as one distinguished scholar has put it, that a reconstructed protolan-
guage is “a glorious artifact, one which is far more precious than anything an
archaeologist can ever hope to unearth.”

English, genetically a member of the Germanic branch of Indo-European and
retaining much of the basic structure of its origin, has an exceptionally mixed lexi-
con. During the millennium of its documented history, it has borrowed extensively
from its Germanic and Romance neighbors and from Latin and Greek. At the same



time, it has lost the great bulk of its original Old English vocabulary. However, the
inherited vocabulary, though now numerically a small proportion of the total,
remains the genuine core of the language; all of the 100 words shown to be the most
frequent in the Corpus of Present-Day American English, also known as the Brown
Corpus, are native, inherited words; and of the second 100, eighty-three are native.
Precisely because of its propensity to borrow from ancient and modern Indo-Euro-
pean languages, especially those mentioned above but including nearly every other
member of the family, English has in a way replaced much of the Indo-European
lexicon it lost. Thus, while the distinction between native and borrowed vocabulary
remains fundamentally important, more than 50 percent of the basic roots of Indo-
European as represented in Julius Pokorny’s Indogermanisches Etymologisches
Wörterbuch (Bern, 1959) are represented in modern English by one means or the
other. Indo-European therefore looms doubly large in the background of our lan-
guage. 

NOTE: At the end of the Dictionary is an Appendix listing many Indo-European
roots ancestral to at least one English word, with descriptions of the details of their
descent, cross-referred throughout to the individual etymologies in the body of the
Dictionary. A preface to the Appendix is a longer article by Professor Watkins, enti-
tled “Indo-European and the Indo-Europeans,” containing a description of the
reconstructed language and a series of observations of the cultural inferences that
can be drawn from it.



USAGE IN THE 
AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY: 

THE PLACE OF CRITICISM

GEOFFREY NUNBERG

Ever since the conception of “correctness” first emerged in the 18th cen-
tury, there has never been a time when standards of usage were not controversial.
Swift’s proposals for improving English were derided by Whig pamphleteers. Noah
Webster remonstrated with the influential Dr. Robert Lowth for defending a con-
struction like the King of England’s hat, and was in turn excoriated by later gram-
marians for countenancing the double negative. And so on, to the present day.

This litigious history may be disconcerting to those who would like to think of
the English rules of correctness as long-settled standards from which we have lately
fallen away. But a healthy tradition of language criticism requires controversy. This
Dictionary contains over 500 Usage Notes and comments, which deal with several
thousand words and usages altogether. That is a good deal more than what is found
in most dictionaries. But at the most conservative estimate, an educated speaker of
English knows around 100,000 words and constructions. And these can be com-
bined in an infinite number of ways, most of them infelicitous—for there are many
more ways to get a word wrong than to get it right. The number of possible mistakes
in English is inexhaustibly vast, and no one could hope to catalog them all.

So traditional usage criticism has had to provide critical methods rather than
lists. As a matter of convenience, of course, these methods are usually demonstrated
in disputations over a body of canonical rules and dicta. When readers with an
interest in these matters pick up a new usage book or a dictionary containing usage
guidance, they invariably turn first to the entries dealing with the modification of
unique, the proper use of disinterested, the distinction between shall and will, and



the like. These, however, are merely the traditional occasions for discussions of
usage and scarcely exhaust the scope of the subject.

Modern controversies about usage are different from their predecessors. The
earlier disputes were waged intramurally, with everyone tacitly agreed about the
stakes and the ground rules. Between Webster and Lowth there was no disagree-
ment about the central premise of language criticism: that some forms of expres-
sion are preferable to others. Now that assumption itself has become controversial. 

Modern discussions of usage often take the form of engagements in a battle
between irreconcilable camps. On one side of the field is ranged the party of sci-
ence, the “descriptivists,” who hold that all standards are ultimately based on the
facts of use and that the business of dictionaries and usage books is simply to record
those facts in a neutral way. On the other side stand the “prescriptivists,” who insist
that language is subject to a higher morality and that people who care about the
state of the language have an obligation to defend traditional values in the face of
growing laxity and permissiveness.

Certainly language criticism was not originally conceived as an apology for tra-
ditional values. The 18th-century founders of the tradition were champions of a
new class of writers, freed by an expanded reading public from a direct dependence
on aristocratic patronage. The object of their criticism, whether of language, litera-
ture, or life, was to usurp the authority of the court and the aristocracy as a source
of social values. Hence their insistence that the spoken language must defer to the
written and that custom must sometimes defer to criticism—for in that era “cus-
tom” was simply another name for the practices of the privileged. Serious language
criticism since then has been more often than not an arm of traditional liberalism,
which reserved its sternest admonitions for the transgressions of the educated and
the powerful. Matthew Arnold could berate the London Times for its “orthograph-
ical antics.” Edmund Wilson taxed Walter Lippmann, Lionel Trilling, and John F.
Kennedy for their stylistic lapses.

Usage doctrines must change with the times, of course. The fundamental lin-
guistic virtues—order, clarity, and conciseness—are unassailable, yet they must be
constantly reinterpreted against an evolving social background. It is no longer per-
missible to pretend that the English language is a club for gentlemen who have
“their” Latin authors at their fingertips. The language is too important to be left to
nostalgic reveries. Nevertheless, it is too important to be excused from responsible
critical review.

USAGE IN THIS DICTIONARY

In the treatment of usage the editors of The American Heritage Dictionary of the En-
glish Language, Third Edition, have tried to construct each Usage Note as a minia-
ture critical exercise and to provide, within the limits of space, the kinds of
information that readers will require to resolve the question to their own satisfac-
tion.



Naturally the Notes vary greatly in content and length according to the point
at issue. Some provide no more than brief comments on relatively technical points.
(What is the difference between flotsam and jetsam?) At the other end of the spec-
trum, several Notes run close to a thousand words—far longer than the discussions
of usage in any other dictionary. The longer Notes deal primarily with complex
grammatical questions or with questions of particular social or critical interest (I,
man, he, hopefully, and unique, for example). In these cases we have begun the Note
with a brief summary for the reader who has only a cursory interest in the issue.

The material provided in the Notes falls into three broad categories: informa-
tion about use, summaries and analyses of critical arguments, and observations
about the opinions of writers and critics. Speaking very broadly, all questions of
usage involve a weighing of one or more of these three considerations.

USE The doctrine that correctness rests on use is hardly an invention of modern
linguistics. Horace insisted that the laws of speech are fixed by custom, “whose ar-
bitrary sway/Words and the forms of language must obey,” a dictum quoted with
approval by the grammarians of every succeeding era. Of course, the rules of the
language are determined by use, but whose? Where use is uniform, the question
does not arise. It is a curious fact of English that the phrase more than one takes a
singular verb, despite its sense, as in More than one student has left. Doubtless it
would be more logical to say More than one student have left, but it would not be
English.

Still, usage is often divided, sometimes unaccountably but more often accord-
ing to social or geographic differences. And in these cases Horace’s dictum offers
little by way of helpful advice, as Noah Webster observed with some impatience:

But what kind of custom did Horace design to lay down as the standard of speaking?

Was it a local custom? . . . Is it the practice of a court, or a few eminent scholars, that he

designed to constitute a standard?

Webster’s questions have no general answer. It depends on the word. Some-
times local custom is the only determinant, and we find as many standards as there
are speech communities.

In other cases people do insist that there must be some one general standard,
usually as determined by the practice of educated middle-class speakers. The Dic-
tionary records facts about the use of items like these either in usage labels such as
Non-Standard (see the Guide to the Dictionary) or, in particularly complicated
cases, in the Usage Notes. Take the past tense form snuck. It originated as a non-
standard regional variant for sneaked, and many people still have a lingering preju-
dice against it: 67 percent of the Usage Panel disapproves of it. In recent years,
however, snuck has become increasingly frequent in reputable writing (the Ameri-
can Heritage Dictionary files contain citations for it from the New Republic and the
San Francisco Chronicle, as well as from the works of writers like Anne Tyler and
Garrison Keillor). And while the files show that sneaked is by far more prevalent in



edited prose by a factor of about 7 to 2, it is no longer possible to label snuck as non-
standard, even though many educated users of English continue to consider it
informal.

While the practice of the educated middle class often determines what counts
as “Standard English,” it does not have the last word in all matters of divided usage.
Not even the most assiduously “descriptivist” dictionary would think of basing its
definitions of annuity or zabaglione simply on the way the words are used by edu-
cated speakers in general. Here readers do not expect to find a mirror of their own
practice; they want to know how the words are used by experts in finance or Italian
cooking. Of course, those are specialists’ terms, but the point applies to many words
in the general vocabulary as well. A great many educated speakers use ironic to mean
simply “coincidental,” as in It’s ironic that he was also using a borrowed bat when he
hit a grand slam last week against the Dodgers. The use, then, is unquestionably Stan-
dard English, and it is certainly the responsibility of a dictionary to record it. But
the meaning of ironic is not at the disposition of the general public in quite the way
the past tense of sneak is. Ironic is still a literary sort of word, and it is likely that a
good many of the people who have used it to mean “coincidental” were reaching
for a literary effect at the time. As long as literary folk continue to use ironic in a
narrower sense—and what is no less important, as long as a large proportion of the
general public continues to think of the word as literary—a dictionary has the
responsibility to note that in this case the general use is sometimes at odds with the
use of the writers and critics who have particular authority about the notion in
question.

It is never easy to say which group has authority over any given usage, of
course. Who owns disinterested? Is the word kudos by now a common or garden-
variety English plural like peas, or is it still an elegant borrowing that should be held
responsible to its origin as a Greek singular? We will want to take the facts of use
into consideration when we approach these questions, but it is the height of scien-
tistic self-deception to suppose that use provides an objective criterion for resolving
them. Lexicographers invariably have to make critical evaluations of the raw facts
of use. And where the verdict of use is equivocal, a dictionary should give readers
the wherewithall to make up their own minds.

CRITICISM Custom fixes the rules of language but does not justify them. Even
complete uniformity of use doesn’t make a practice exempt from critical review.
After all, custom is partly determined by our beliefs about the world and society,
and in these we might all be wrong. At one time everybody used fish to refer to
whales, but the practice was abandoned in the light of new zoological evidence. And
until quite recently, everybody used the words man and men to mean simply “hu-
man beings,” but now many people have abandoned that practice in the light of
new conceptions of social justice.

The prescriptive tradition had its origins in the Age of Criticism as a method
no different in kind from the criticism of artistic works or of civil society in general.



The 18th-century writers established the battery of principles to which usage might
be held accountable—the familiar arguments from analogy, logic, etymology,
meaning, and the rest. Granted, they often applied these principles with the over-
zealous love of rules and systems that they brought to all their critical enterprises,
so that we may sometimes feel, as Leslie Stephen put it, that they “sanctioned the
attempt to do by rule and compasses what ought to be done by the eye.” And much
of the “logic” they invoked was derived either from speculative philosophy or from
inappropriate parallels to Latin grammar, with the result that it often turns out to
be of dubious relevance to the facts of English. It is fair to criticize the double neg-
ative in a sentence like I never got nothing on the grounds that it is associated with
nonstandard varieties of English. But one cannot fault the construction on logical
grounds without also being willing to assert the illogicality of standard French and
Italian.

Linguists of a generation or so ago were fond of citing examples such as these
in an effort to undermine the entire prescriptive program, and some of them went
on to argue that the rules of language are simply immune from criticism, since they
answer to natural laws inaccessible to cursory reflection. But the fact that particular
prescriptive arguments are sometimes unsound does not vitiate the case for criti-
cism in general. If modern linguistics teaches us that the logic of language structure
is a good deal more subtle and elusive than traditional grammarians supposed, it
does not follow that the grammar of every variety has achieved complete consis-
tency or functional perfection—particularly with regard to the relatively “unnatu-
ral” requirements of written public communication. 

In fact there is no reason that the methods of scientific linguistics and of tra-
ditional criticism should be regarded as incompatible. Modern syntax and seman-
tics have developed an impressive array of analytical tools, which often make it
possible to capture distinctions and subtleties that elude the sometimes coarse
apparatus of traditional, Latin-based school grammar. These techniques can be as
useful in analyzing prescriptive rules as in describing the facts of actual speech, and
we have turned to them here in the course of analyzing a number of traditional
questions, as well as some of the grammatical complications raised by the new con-
cerns about matters of gender (see, for example, the entries at dare, different, each
other, plus, and than, and at man and he). We have avoided the use of unfamiliar
technical terminology, since we are interested in providing a critical method, not in
communicating a body of scientific results. We believe, along with an increasing
number of linguists, that there is an important place for a “critical linguistics” in the
study of usage.

OPINION: THE ROLE OF THE USAGE PANEL Custom can provide prece-
dents and criticism can provide principles, but each has to be evaluated at the bar
of opinion. Of course, dictionaries register received opinion at every turn (what else
could justify labeling a usage as “offensive”?). But it is often useful to have a more
explicit way of gauging the opinions of people who have a critical interest in the lan-



guage. This, then, is the role of the Dictionary’s Usage Panel, a group of 173 well-
known writers, critics, and scholars. Panel members are regularly surveyed on a
broad range of usage questions, from the distinction between each other and one an-
other to the status of words such as the noun lifestyle and the verb impact. The re-
sults of these surveys are included in many of the Usage Notes.

The Usage Panel should not be thought of as an Academy, charged with ruling
on all questions of disputed usage. Indeed, the opinions of the Panel are often
divided, even though at times the Panelists seem to speak with a single voice. In ear-
lier surveys, for example, 99 percent of the Panelists rejected between you and I and
ain’t I in formal writing. But the Panel’s judgment on questions like these merely
reflects the hegemony of Standard English. The results of the surveys are far more
interesting when they involve questions that are matters of dispute among educated
speakers. In the most recent survey, for example, 49 percent of the Panel accepted
the use of alternative to refer to one of three or more choices, as in Of the three alter-
natives, the first is the least distasteful.

One might think that faced with this sort of disagreement readers interested
merely in knowing which usage is “correct” would be perplexed: if there is no agree-
ment among so august a group as this, what hope is there of fixing standards? But
this misses the point. In the first place, the variation may itself be instructive. In the
most recent survey, for example, we included several questions about words of
uncertain pronunciation, such as banal, err, harass, and hegemony. We were not sur-
prised to find a lack of consensus—the Panel was split exactly 50-50 on which syl-
lable takes the emphasis in harass, for example—but the results did serve to make
the no less useful point that on these matters, at least, there is no agreed-upon stan-
dard.

More important, the Panel’s diverging opinions underscore the point that
usage questions are always controversial—must be controversial, if discussions of
usage are to be instructive. The Usage Panel surveys are most interesting in provid-
ing a rough indication of just how controversial an issue is, that is, how seriously
the views of individual critics have been taken by people with a critical interest in
the language. This fact becomes clear when we compare the Panel’s reactions on
different items. For instance, if you read what some critics have had to say about
new forms like the use of parent as a verb, or the word lifestyle, you may be led to
believe that they are all egregious New Age jargon. But collectively, the Panel was
more discriminating. Fully 98 percent of the Panel rejected the sentence Critics have
charged that the department was remiss in not trying to dialogue with representatives
of the community. By contrast, lifestyle is acceptable to a large majority of the Panel,
70 percent, in the sentence Salaries in the Bay Area may be higher, but it may cost
employees as much as 30 percent more to maintain their lifestyles. Readers, of course,
will want to make up their own minds about each of these usages, but the opinions
of the Panel may carry some weight, especially when taken together with the critical
discussions in the Usage Notes. 



CHANGING ATTITUDES In preparing this edition of the Dictionary, we were
able for the first time to use the results of the Usage Panel surveys to draw another
kind of comparison, one that shows the shifts in critical attitudes over time. The
Usage Panel was first polled in 1964, nearly a generation ago. That is not a long time
on the linguistic scale of things, for language as a whole changes much more slowly
than other social institutions. But it is time enough for usages to change significant-
ly in their status, particularly when they involve the sorts of innovations and neol-
ogisms that criticism often focuses on.

One notable trend, for example, is that a number of words and constructions
that were questionable a generation ago have become more acceptable. The verb
contact was problematic to many language critics of the 1950’s and 1960’s, but resis-
tance seems to have abated: between 1969 and the most recent survey the Panel’s
acceptance of contact rose from 34 to 65 percent. The pattern of increasing accept-
ability was repeated with the use of the verb intrigue to mean “arouse interest” (up
from 52 to 78 percent) and with various senses of the words host, identify, and many
others. The tendency is not surprising. Innovations rarely remain for long on the
linguistic littoral; most either make their way onto dry land or are carried off with
the receding tide.

But other shifts in the Panel’s opinions may have less to do with changing pat-
terns of usage than with changes in critical standards. In evaluating the most recent
survey, for example, we were struck by the Panelists’ increased indifference to tra-
ditional injunctions against using certain words in ways that appear to be inconsis-
tent with their Latin origins. Fully 68 percent of the Panel now accepts the use of
aggravate to mean “irritate,” up from 43 percent in 1969. The same shift is evident
with the use of anxious to mean “eager” (up from 23 to 52 percent), transpire to
mean “happen” (up from 38 to 58 percent), cohort to refer to a single person (up
from 31 to 71 percent), and several other words of this type.

Does this mean that the Panel has become generally more liberal or permis-
sive? It is true that its composition has changed over the years. The membership of
the current Panel is more numerous and younger than it was in 1969, and it
includes a greater proportion of women and members of minority groups than
before. Yet on many other canonical usage issues the current Panelists have proved
to be no less conservative than their predecessors. For example, 89 percent rejects
the use of disinterested to mean “uninterested,” a figure not significantly different
from the 93 percent who rejected this usage in 1969. And on a few issues, such as
the use of hopefully as a sentence adverb, the Panel is actually more conservative
now than it was a generation ago. Why then the shift in the Panelists’ opinions on
aggravate and the rest? Perhaps they have come to believe that it is no longer possi-
ble to expect adherence to general usage standards that presuppose a familiarity
with classical languages, even if many of them note that they still observe the tradi-
tional strictures in their own writing. (See also the Usage Notes at data, dilemma,
celibate, minimal, and nauseous.)



THE SCOPE OF COVERAGE

THE TRADITIONAL CANON These changes in critical attitudes should not
obscure the fact that most of the traditional canon of usage questions has emerged
largely intact from the controversies of recent years. When people think about “us-
age questions,” they still have in mind the same points of grammar and diction that
occupied critics a century ago: the differences between who and whom, between and
among, enormity and enormousness; the qualification of absolute terms such as
unique, equal, and parallel; and so forth. These questions exemplify the consider-
ation of usage in its most general form; they are ostensibly motivated by very broad
critical principles that apply to writing of all sorts and about all subjects: criteria of
logic, coherence, clarity, and concision. Over the years, to be sure, the traditional
canon has accumulated a good deal of unexamined grammatical lore that does not
hold up well under scrutiny; see, for example, the Notes at and and preposition. But
we believe that canonical issues like these give language criticism its historical con-
tinuity; thus they still constitute the largest single category among the Usage Notes
in the Dictionary. In some cases we have added Notes dealing with questions that,
though not historically part of the canon, have much the quality of traditional is-
sues: the use of periodic to mean “occasional,” the use of specious to mean “false,”
the modification of infinite, and the potential ambiguity of deceptively. The tradi-
tional canon has always been surrounded by a penumbra of items like these, intro-
duced by individual writers or reference books in the interest of making particular
points. What makes the canon central, after all, is not so much the particular words
included, but the broader linguistic questions raised.

NEW WORDS, NEW ISSUES The Dictionary’s treatment of usage has been
extended to cover a variety of new issues. Notes are included for a host of new
words that have attracted commentary. Some of these are drawn from the language
of particular domains: new social movements (caring, parent, wellness, lifestyle, and
father, for example); postmodernism (about); publicity (world-class, legend, and
showcase); technology (parameter, input, and access). Others have a more general
provenance: the use of go to mean “say” or the use of holocaust to mean simply “di-
saster” or “misfortune.” Of course the Dictionary’s coverage of such items cannot
be “comprehensive”—the class is far too fluid for that—but we have tried to cover
items of particular critical interest.

In other cases, we have included Usage Notes for items not often touched on
by criticism, which exemplify problems that might be considered appropriate ele-
ments in a revised usage canon. For example, there are Notes on several terms, such
as black English, nonstandard, and literacy, that figure in recent public discussions
of language questions. In including items like these, of course, we may be open to a
charge of special pleading. But such words are only examples of a kind of scientific
and technical terminology that has become increasingly important in public discus-



sion. So we have also included Usage Notes on questions such as the difference
between methodology and method, whether a cross section is necessarily “representa-
tive,” and whether one can speak of a quantity as having been “reduced by 150 per-
cent.” Obviously the brief of usage criticism cannot be extended to cover all of the
specialized discourse of the sciences. But the program of criticism can make at least
a token effort to acknowledge the role that scientific and quantitative argumenta-
tion has come to play in general discourse.

USAGE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE Over the past 30 years the most radical
change in the scope of language criticism has been its extension to a wide range of
usages involving the relation between language and questions of social diversity and
social justice. Discussion of these issues constitutes the most important and exten-
sive additions to the treatment of usage in this Edition. One category includes the
names of various social groups defined along lines of ethnicity, religion, race, phys-
ical capacity, and sexual preference, as discussed in the Notes at Asian, black, Chi-
cano, color, gay, handicapped, Hispanic, Jew, Jewess, Kanaka, Moslem, Native
American, and Negress. In one sense, of course, these questions are not genuinely
“new.” But in the past they were not taken up as part of the public discussion of lan-
guage standards. Only recently have these issues emerged as critical questions,
whether as a result of the rise of official pluralism or of a more general tendency to
emphasize the political and ideological aspects of usage.

In matters like these, of course, a dictionary has no authority to lay down stan-
dards of “correct” usage (at least not in the linguistic sense of the term). Most of
these words are subject to a great deal of variation, even among members of the
groups they apply to, and their connotations and use can change very rapidly. The
Dictionary can help by providing information on the social and linguistic back-
grounds of the questions. Thus the Note at Hispanic explains how that term is dif-
ferent in meaning from Latino. At the least, this information may spare some
readers from resorting to unnecessary circumlocution or from giving inadvertent
offense.

USAGE AND GENDER With a few exceptions (as with black and gay), the us-
age questions raised by the names of ethnic categories and the like are socially com-
plex but linguistically simple. Replacement of one such word by another rarely
causes grammatical difficulties or creates ancillary linguistic problems. But gender
differences are so extensively and intricately woven into the fabric of the language
that efforts to change usage often require a great deal of attentiveness and linguistic
ingenuity. So it is not surprising that feminism has had more extensive consequenc-
es for questions of usage than any other recent social movement or that the debate
over these issues has been particularly energetic. In this Edition we have greatly ex-
panded coverage of these issues, which are discussed in the Usage Notes at blond,
brunette, -ess, -ette, feminist, gender, he, heroine, lady, man, and Ms.



With these items, as with the names of ethnic and social categories, we have
tried to present the linguistic and social background that readers will require to
make informed decisions about the issues. Because the linguistic program of femi-
nism has called for such extensive and varied changes in usage, we have also made
an effort to gauge its overall effects on the attitudes and practice of writers, both in
general and with regard to particular words and constructions. To this end, we
included a number of questions about these issues in recent Usage Panel surveys.
Generally speaking, we found that a great majority of the Panelists of both sexes
have adopted at least a few of the recommendations of feminists. But virtually all
the Panelists were discriminating in their revisions; they found some usages more
objectionable than others. (In reporting the results on these items, we have some-
times broken down the Panelists’ responses on the basis of gender. Not surprisingly,
women were consistently more likely than men to reject usages that might be
labeled sexist. But men and women showed roughly the same patterns in differen-
tiating one item from the next. Thus both groups found hostess more acceptable
than sculptress, and so forth.)

Fewer than 40 percent of the Panelists say they would use the masculine pro-
noun his to complete the sentence A child who wants to become a doctor should be
encouraged by _____ parents and teachers, against 81 percent (including 58 percent
of the women members) who accepted the generic use of man in If early man suf-
fered from a lack of information, modern man is tyrannized by an excess of it. 

Like most critical users of the language, the Panelists seem to have revised their
usage on a case-by-case basis, evaluating each item in the light of the sometimes
conflicting claims of syntax, established use, and social justice. In a sense, one can
say that the feminist linguistic program has already succeeded, in requiring most lit-
erate people to reflect carefully on the ways in which usage might imply or reinforce
gender stereotypes. Of course, the Panel’s divisions reflect controversies about
these usages that are not likely to be resolved in the near future. But these are pre-
cisely the kinds of controversies about particular words and principles that ensured
the vitality of traditional language criticism in the 18th and 19th centuries. Here as
elsewhere, what matters is not that we should expect to achieve uniformity but that
we should find in our differences the occasion for lively critical discussion.



THE MATHEMATICS OF LANGUAGE

HENRY KUČERA

Language is such a characteristically human activity and such a potentially
exquisite transmitter of literary imagination that many of us find it difficult to view
it as having prosaic, predictable, or even mathematical properties. And yet, over the
last decade, we have seen much of our language communication recorded, pro-
cessed, and transmitted by computers that are capable of reducing our written
words to electronic signals, allowing us to search through them and organize them,
and then, if need be, transmit them electronically and almost instantaneously over
long distances. Word processing and information retrieval, as we have rather unimag-
inatively named these computer manipulations of our language records, is not only
a billion-dollar industry but a new information medium that is revolutionizing our
world of communication as much as the invention of movable print type did more
than 500 years ago. 

It still takes people to formulate ideas and to write the novels and the poems. But
now the drudgery of having to retype entire pages of a manuscript in order to make
a few corrections is gone. We have the opportunity to look up synonyms and defini-
tions in an electronic dictionary, and even the possibility of relying on the machine
to find our misspellings and correct them or to check our grammar and style.

Computers—machines that some of us still think of as fast number crunch-
ers—can encode, manipulate, process, and in a limited way understand language
only because of the remarkable properties of natural language systems as they have
evolved through a long history. In its essence, language is a hierarchically organized
structure of symbols, which allows us to express a potentially infinite number of
ideas through finite means. The basic building blocks of this system are very few: a
set of contrastive sounds—the phonemes of the language—that we can represent
by letters and letter combinations in our alphabetical writing systems. These ele-



mentary building blocks are combined in highly restricted ways into the basic
meaningful units, the words of the language. These words, again in accordance with
systematic combinatory principles, form meaningful sequences of syntactically
well-formed sentences. The entire system thus consists of combining a finite inven-
tory of discrete units into a potentially infinite set of discourses, just as the ten
numerals of our number system can be combined into an infinite set of different
mathematical values and expressions. 

This analogous organization of language and numeric systems makes it easily
possible to represent linguistic units by numbers and to manipulate them as if they
were mathematical objects. Having a computer find a misspelled word in our doc-
ument is not magic: if the machine has a lexicon available, with words coded as
numbers, it can compare the numeric code of the word we write with the numerical
value of the word in its word list through a simple arithmetical operation. If no
match is found, our word is not in the computer’s lexicon, and we have a good can-
didate for a misspelling.

EFFICIENCY AND REDUNDANCY

But languages—as they have evolved spontaneously in communities over the
ages—possess much more complex mathematical properties than those resulting
from a hierarchical structure of discrete units. Languages exhibit both efficiency
and redundancy, two contradictory characteristics balanced against each other to
achieve both a communicational usefulness and reliability. 

Consider redundancy first: of the 33 or so phonemes of English, only a small
subset of their possible permutations can form actual words. Adult English speakers
know, for example, that trip is an English word. But they also know that tlip is not
an English word and do not have to go to a dictionary to discover that fact. Intuition
tells them that no English word can begin with tl-. But when faced with trin, English
speakers—though not recognizing the word—may have to seek help in a dictionary.
The form trin is at least theoretically a possible English word because it does not vio-
late any of the general constraints on permissible sequences of English sounds.

   Even on this elementary phonological level, we find a substantial redun-
dancy, the imposition of constraints on possible sequences and, consequently, the
introduction of some information waste into the system. This waste is needed to
enable us to communicate without overwhelming numbers of errors and misun-
derstandings. If every possible permutation of sounds were an actual English word,
our communication system would be very efficient indeed, and all our words could
be very short. There would be no need for any word of more than four sounds:
mathematically we could have over a million of those. But communicating in such
a system would be extremely difficult. Our physiological limitations in producing
and perceiving sounds and sound sequences, and the properties of human memory,
would make the learning and use of such a system practically impossible. Even if
one could learn this distressingly efficient language, every noise, every imperfection



or error that would distort our perception of even a single sound, would disrupt our
understanding, because the lack of redundancy in the system would not allow us to
guess what we might have missed. Worse still, if we heard one sound where another
was intended, we would have heard a legitimate, albeit unintended word. Thus
redundancy, a universal property of all languages, is one of our great communica-
tional friends. 

Of course, the constraints on the permissible sequences of sounds that are used
to achieve this redundancy may differ substantially from language to language;
there are many languages, for example, in which a word can begin with the initial tl-
cluster prohibited in English. The same is true on higher levels. English—a config-
urational language that relies on word order to signal many grammatical func-
tions—imposes severe restrictions on possible sequences of words within a
sentence. Languages with a “free” word order, such as Latin or Russian, allow seem-
ingly endless permutations of words. These permutations are possible because these
languages have an elaborate system of inflected forms and paradigms in which a
small set of endings is combined in highly restricted ways with the stems of the word
to signal the syntactic relations that are achieved through word order in English.

   A branch of mathematics known as information theory provides a formal
means of measuring the redundancy of a communication system. For natural lan-
guages these measurements are complex and difficult, but some overall estimates are
possible. On the phonological level we have calculated for several languages (English,
German, Russian, and Czech) that—taking only the constraints on sound sequences
within syllables into account—redundancy reaches about 50 percent. All languages,
of course, also have restrictions on which syllables may follow one another; the over-
all redundancy estimate thus must be put at least at the 80 percent level. 

The other side of the coin in language design is efficiency. It has been known
for a long time that very frequently occurring words tend to be short. We even clip
or abbreviate words as they become more common: telephone to phone, airplane to
plane, and so on. Computer analysis of large samples of language texts provides
accurate data to support this general conclusion. In the one-million-word Corpus
of Present-Day American English, also known as the Brown Corpus, compiled
from samples taken from 500 different sources of 15 different genres and styles of
writing, words accounting for 57 percent of the running texts (i.e., 57 percent of the
one million word tokens) have 4 letters or fewer. Examples of these are the, and, but,
of, that, and have. But an entirely different situation comes to view if we construct
a “dictionary” from the Brown Corpus, that is, a collection of different words,
known in formal linguistics as types, with each word appearing only once in the list
regardless of the number of times it may be repeated in the text itself. Here, words
of 4 or fewer characters account for less than 9 percent of the lexicon. 

The discrepancy between the two suggests the communication efficiency of
language: the system is designed so that the short words are repeated often in an
average text and thus accumulate high frequency figures. Longer words are used
sparingly, and the repeat rate of the truly long words is negligible. For every occur-



rence of a 10-letter word, there are 8 occurrences of a 3-letter word, and for every
instance of a 20-letter word, there are 3,524 occurrences of a 3-letter word.

   This principle in human languages is similar to the design of artificial com-
munication systems. In International Morse code, the most frequently used English
letter, namely e, has the shortest symbol, one short signal requiring minimum trans-
mission time. Conversely, the infrequently used letters, such as j, q, and y, have the
longest codes, various sequences of three long signals and one short. Samuel F.B.
Morse did by planning what languages have achieved in their natural evolution.

HOW MANY WORDS?

On occasion, every linguist with an interest in the quantitative properties of lan-
guage will be faced with some form of the ultimate numerical question: “How
many words did Shakespeare use?” “How many words does a person know?” “How
many words should a dictionary have?”

The first question, at least, has a definite, though not simple answer: Shakes-
peare’s complete works consist of a total of 884,647 words of text containing a total
of 29,066 different words, including proper names. In order to understand the sig-
nificance of these numbers, however, we have to be quite certain of what we mean
by a word. What is it that we are counting? Even if we focus only on written lan-
guage and define a word simply as a string of letters bounded by space on each side,
our problem does not entirely go away. We still have to decide whether to consider
inflected forms, such as those formed from the verb play, (plays, playing, played),
to be words in their own right or simply members of a single class represented by
the stem form PLAY. If we take the first approach, we have four distinct words. If
we take the second, we have only one, comprising a set of grammatical forms, dif-
fering only in inflection, that linguists call a lemma. Even in English, where the
inflectional system is quite limited, we have to exercise great terminological care
when making any statistical statements about the size of the vocabulary used by a
writer or found in a work. In a highly inflected language like Russian, where many
nouns have ten different case and number forms, the difference between the num-
ber of word forms and the number of lemmas is dramatic indeed.

Conventional dictionaries are, by and large, collections of lemmas represented
by their stem forms, which appear as boldface entries in an alphabetical order.
Their inflected forms are given when the formation involves some irregularity or a
spelling change, but these inflections are generally not listed when regular. The con-
cept of a word, as we have become used to it from the dictionary structure, is thus
closer to that of a lemma than that of a word form. 

In frequency and vocabulary studies of an author or a collection of texts, how-
ever, word forms, not lemmas, are usually counted. There are several reasons for
this: computers can detect as different words strings of letters that are not identical,
but they cannot easily recognize and put together items belonging to a single
lemma. Lemmatization involves a number of methodological linguistic decisions,



some of them quite difficult. The figure of 29,066 different words used by Shakes-
peare thus refers to word forms, not lemmas. Assuming that the research results on
Modern English also hold, at least approximately, for Shakespeare’s works, we can
conclude that the total vocabulary of lemmas in the poet’s work is about 18,000.

Given these rules of the game, how does the richness of Shakespeare’s vocab-
ulary compare to present-day English usage? In the analysis of the Brown Corpus,
word forms have been assigned to their lemma groups on the basis of well-defined
principles, but the statistics for individual word forms have also been compiled.
The two sets of results indicate that this one-million-word database contains 61,805
word forms, which belong to 37,851 lemmas. The number of different words in the
Brown Corpus is thus more than twice that of the complete works of Shakespeare,
though the size of the two databases is comparable. Does this mean that Shakes-
peare’s vocabulary was modest or that over the last few hundred years English has
evolved into a much richer language lexically? Not necessarily. Many words have
undoubtedly been added to our lexical store, but the main reason for the discrep-
ancy is almost certainly the fact that the corpus of Shakespeare’s writings is quite
homogeneous in content and style, while the Brown Corpus is intentionally heter-
ogeneous in order to make it representative of contemporary usage. The content of
the Corpus was therefore selected from 500 different sources ranging from news-
papers to scientific writing to general fiction.

If all words were statistically equal, then each word form would occur about
16 times in the one-million-word text, and each lemma about 26 times. In actuality,
the rate of repetition of individual words, and thus their frequency, is extremely
uneven. The overall statistics are quite striking: the use rate of the first 100 most fre-
quent words is so high that they account for a full 47.4 percent of all the text. Of all
the running words (tokens) contained in the one million, the 100 most frequent
lemmas constitute 49.6 percent of all the text. To account for 80 percent of the
entire one-million-word text takes only 2,854 different word forms belonging to
2,124 distinct lemmas.

The fact that one needs to know fewer than 3,000 words in order to under-
stand 80 percent of a reasonably representative modern English text does not mean
that this kind of vocabulary could guarantee any of us cultural survival in a modern
society. It must be realized, first of all, that many of the most frequently occurring
words in English are function words: articles, prepositions, and auxiliary verb
forms, such as those of be, have, or do. The definite article the is by far the most fre-
quently used word in English, occurring 69,975 times in the one-million-word cor-
pus. Although in the overall text the dominant parts of speech are nouns and verbs,
accounting for about 26 percent and 18 percent, respectively, of all the word tokens,
the part-of-speech representation in the highest frequency category strongly favors
function words. The lemmas occupying the frequency ranks 1 through 32 are all
function words or pronouns; the first content word, the verb say, appears only at
rank 33, and the first noun, man, at rank 44. 



These function words, essential as they may be for signaling the exact role of
content words and their syntactic relation in a sentence, are also precisely the ones
that, because of their high predictability, can be most easily guessed if they happen
to be omitted from a text. Such omissions are just what characterizes the style of
newspaper headlines. The headline Actor Found in Critical Condition after Explosion
has been deprived of all articles and auxiliaries; in a full text the sentence would read
something like An actor has been found in a critical condition after an explosion.
Thus, a 12-word sentence has been reduced to a 7-word headline without any loss
of information. Conversely, the less predictable a word is in a given context, the
more its presence contributes to the “surprise value” of the sentence, to its infor-
mational role. In this sense, the less frequent the word, the more important it will
be—statistically speaking, at least—for an understanding of the communication.

If understanding 80 percent of any text were sufficient for us to function as
literate people, we could manage with a vocabulary of fewer than 3,000 words and
could dispense with dictionaries. Since it is not, dictionaries, which offer us the
spelling, the pronunciation, and the definitions of both the frequent and the rare,
become our indispensable companions.

COMPUTERS AND GRAMMAR

In the last few years we have developed computers with an even more impressive
degree of linguistic ability: we now have programs that can find and correct at least
some errors in grammar. At first glance, this kind of machine ability may seem as-
tonishing. As difficult as it may be to master the subtleties of English spelling, an
explanation of how a spelling checker works is not difficult to understand. But
grammar does not deal with specific lists of sentences, as a spelling lexicon does
with words. It deals with a potentially infinite variety of human expressions. The
sentences that we encounter are often quite new to us, yet we can understand them
even though we have never seen or heard them before. Learning one’s native lan-
guage surely does not consist of memorizing sentences. Instead, it consists of inter-
nalizing an abstract knowledge of the acceptable structures that can then be applied
to the creation and understanding of new strings of words. 

All native speakers of English, even those who have never studied “grammar,”
possess a basic, reliable intuition of what is and what is not a possible English sen-
tence, just as they know what is a possible English word. This grammatical intuition,
however, is much more abstract and sophisticated than the speaker’s phonological
intuition. Consider a simple example: a native speaker of English knows that the
sentence She told him to behave himself is well-formed but that She told him to
behave him and She told himself to behave himself are totally unacceptable. If one
considers the details of the mental process allowing us to make these seemingly sim-
ple decisions, their true complexity becomes immediately apparent. We know that
himself rather than him is required as the last word of the first example because the
person told to be on good behavior is both the underlying actor and the object of



the verb behave: linguists call this a “reflexive construction.” The pronoun him, the
third word of the same example, on the other hand, is the object of the verb told,
obviously different from the subject, identified by she, and hence impossible to be
expressed by a reflexive pronoun.

Programming a computer to detect and correct errors in sentence structure is
a very difficult process, but if one is willing to live with less than absolute perfection,
it is certainly possible. In essence, the process involves teaching the machine how to
parse a sentence, that is, how to break it into its component parts of speech, reveal
their syntactic relationships, find important constituents such as individual phrases,
subjects, and objects, decide whether the subject and the verb agree, and so on. 

What needs to be borne in mind is that grammar analysis is possible only
because we can formalize the rules of linguistic structures: computers can do won-
derful things only if we tell them, in very explicit and formally precise ways, how to
do them. Describing the abstract rules of grammar—the mathematical properties
of language in the broadest sense of the term—makes this task possible. We can
thus remain quite confident about who controls the human-machine interaction:
it is still the human being who must discover the linguistic principles and instruct
the machine how to apply them, no matter how impressive the ultimate perfor-
mance of the machines may be.



GUIDE TO THE DICTIONARY

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition, is a record
of the language as it is used by a broad and diverse group of educated speakers and
writers over the long term. Its word list reflects the many complex elements that
constitute our language. This Guide, which explains the conventions used in pre-
senting the great array of information contained in the Dictionary, is intended to
enable you to find and understand that information quickly and easily.

THE ENTRY WORDS: ALPHABETICAL ORDER

Each entry word, printed in boldface type, is set slightly to the left of the text column.
All entries—including biographical and geographic names, abbreviations, symbols,
and compounds of two or more words—are listed in strict alphabetical order: 

abs. 
Absaroka Range 
Absaroke 
abscess 
abscise 
abscisic acid 
abscissa 
abscission 
abcission zone

For the sake of convenience, proper names are listed according to their most im-
portant element, such as a surname shared by a number of important people. In
these cases, the alphabetical sequence applies only to those letters preceding the first
comma:

George
George, Saint
George I1

George I2



. . . . . .
George VI
George, Henry
George, Lake
George River

SUPERSCRIPT NUMBERS. Words with identical spellings but different ety-
mologies are entered separately and have superscript, or raised, numbers. In most
cases, these numbers reflect the frequency of use:

tick1 (tVk) n.  1. A light, sharp, clicking sound made repeatedly by a machine,

such as a clock.  2. Chiefly British. A moment.  3. A light mark used to check off

or call attention to an item.  4. Informal. A unit on a scale; a degree:  when inter-

est rates move up a tick.   —  v.  ticked, tick·ing, ticks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To emit

recurring clicking sounds:  as the clock ticked.  2. To function characteristically

or well:  machines ticking away; curious about what makes people tick.   —  v.  tr.

1. To count or record with or as if with the sound of ticks:  a clock ticking the

hours; a taxi meter ticking the fare.  2. To mark or check off (a listed item) with a

tick:  ticked off each name as the roll was called.   —phrasal verb. tick off.
Informal. To make angry or annoyed:  Constant delays ticked me off.  [Middle

English tek, light tap.]

tick2 (tVk) n.  1. Any of numerous small bloodsucking parasitic arachnids of

the family Ixodidae, many of which transmit febrile diseases, such as Rocky

Mountain spotted fever and Lyme disease.  2. Any of various usually wingless,

louselike insects of the family Hippobosciddae that are parasitic on sheep, goats,

and other animals.  [Middle English teke, tik, perhaps from Old English *ticca.]

tick3 (tVk) n.  1. a. A cloth case for a mattress or pillow.  b. A light mattress

without inner springs.   2. Ticking.  [Middle English tikke, probably from Mid-

dle Dutch tXke, ultimately from Latin thKca, receptacle, from Greek thKkK. See

dhK- in Appendix.]

tick4 (tVk) n.  Chiefly British. Credit or an amount of credit.  [Short for

TICKET.]

SYLLABICATION

An entry word and its inflected and derived forms are divided into syllables by
means of centered dots:

ac·e·tate (4sùV-t7tÙ) n. 

In entries, such as ethyl acetate, that consist of two or more words separated by spac-
es, the words without centered dots are divided into syllables at their own places in
the Dictionary.

Pronunciations are syllabicated for the sake of clarity. The syllabication of the
pronunciation may not match the syllabication of the entry word because the divi-
sion of the pronunciation follows phonological rules, while the division of the entry



word reflects the long-established practices of printers and editors in breaking
words at the end of a line of text. 

PRONUNCIATION

The pronunciation is enclosed in parentheses and appears after the boldface entry
word. If an entry word and a variant to that entry word have the same pronuncia-
tion, the pronunciation is given immediately after the variant. If the variant or vari-
ants do not have the same pronunciation as the entry word, pronunciations follow
the forms to which they apply. Differing or variant pronunciations are given wher-
ever necessary. If an entry or variant requires more than one pronunciation, subse-
quent pronunciations show only those syllables that are different in sound quality
or stress from the first pronunciation or that are necessary for clarity. 

The key to the pronunciation symbols appears in a block in the margin of
every other page. A fuller key appears at the end of this Guide to the Dictionary.

PRONUNCIATION SYMBOLS. The symbols used in this Dictionary enable
you to produce a satisfactory pronunciation with no more than a quick reference
to the key. All pronunciations given here are acceptable in all circumstances. When
more than one pronunciation is given, the first is assumed to be the most common,
but the difference in frequency may be insignificant.

For most words a single set of symbols can represent the pronunciation found
in each regional variety of American English. You will supply those features of your
own regional speech that are called forth by the pronunciation key in this Dictio-
nary. The pronunciations are exclusively those of educated speech.

EXPLANATION OF THE SCHWA. Most symbols in the pronunciation key
are self-explanatory, but one requires brief discussion. The nonalphabetical symbol
(N) is called a schwa. It is used in this Dictionary to represent a reduced vowel, a
vowel that receives the weakest level of stress within a word. The schwa sound var-
ies, sometimes according to the vowel it is representing and often according to the
sounds surrounding it: 

sis·ter (sVsùtNr) 

a·bun·dant (N-bƒnùdNnt)

STRESS. The relative emphasis with which the syllables of a word or phrase are
spoken, called stress, is indicated in three different ways. The strongest, or primary,
stress is marked with a bold mark (ù). An intermediate, or secondary, level of stress
is marked with a similar but lighter mark (Ù). The weakest stress is unmarked.
Words of one syllable show no stress mark.



VARIANTS

Though standardization of English in the United States is more extensive than at
any earlier time, many variant spellings and stylings remain in common use. All
variants shown in this Dictionary are acceptable in any context unless indicated
otherwise by a restrictive label, such as a dialect label. Variants, set in boldface type,
are of two kinds: equal and unequal.

EQUAL VARIANTS. The word or joining an entry word and its variant form
or forms indicates that these forms occur with virtually equal frequency in edited
sources, based on our electronic and printed citational evidence:

ar·chae·ol·o·gy  or ar·che·ol·o·gy (ärÙkK-mlùN-jK) n.  

UNEQUAL VARIANTS. The word also joining an entry word and its variant
form or forms indicates that the variant form occurs less frequently: 

am·bi·ance also am·bi·ence (4mùbK-Nns, äN-byäNsù) n.  

Variants that are not adjacent to their entry words in alphabetical order are entered
as separate cross-references at the appropriate places in the alphabetical word list:

me·di·e·val also me·di·ae·val (mKÙdK-KùvNl, mHdÙK-) adj. 

me·di·ae·val (mKÙdK-KùvNl, mHdÙK-) adj.  Variant of medieval. 

BRITISH VARIANTS. A number of variants consist of spellings preferred in
British English. These variants, such as defence and colour, are labeled Chiefly Brit-
ish. They are entered at their own alphabetical places but are not given at the entries
to which they relate:

de·fence (dV-fHnsù) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of defense. 

One exception to this general rule has to do with words, such as realize, that end
with the suffix -ize. The British spelling ending in -ise is not entered in this Dictio-
nary unless it also commonly occurs in the United States. When a word that has a
chiefly British variant occurs in compounds, the variant is not repeated at the com-
pound. For example, the chiefly British variant colour is given for color but not for
colorblind, color guard, and other such compounds.

PART-OF-SPEECH LABELS

The following italicized labels indicate parts of speech:

adj. adjective
adv. adverb
conj. conjunction



def.art. definite article
indef.art. indefinite article
interj. interjection
n. noun
prep. preposition
pron. pronoun
v. verb

These italicized labels indicate inflected forms:

pl. plural
sing. singular

Words such as cattle that occur only in the plural are labeled pl.n.
These italicized labels are used for the traditional classification of verbs:

tr. transitive
intr intransitive
aux. auxiliary

The labels for word elements are:

pref. prefix
suff. suffix

Entries that are abbreviations, such as A.M. and blvd., are labeled abbr. Nouns that
are often used to modify other nouns are labeled attributive.

Certain entries do not carry labels. They include contractions, symbols, trade-
marks, and the word elements -i- and -o-, which never occur in initial or final posi-
tion in a word:

I’ll (Xl)  1. I will.  2. I shall. 

I2  1.  The symbol for the element iodine (n., sense 1).

Walk·man (wôkùm4nÙ, -mNn)  A trademark used for a pocket-sized audio-

cassette player, radio, or combined unit with lightweight earphones. 

Sometimes an entry word fulfills more than one grammatical function. For
example, current can be an adjective (current pricing; current negotiations) and a
noun (a current of air; the swift current of a river; electric current). In such cases the
different parts of speech are defined within a single entry called a combined entry.
The shift in grammatical function is indicated by a boldface dash followed by the
boldface entry word and the appropriate part-of-speech label. If the syllabication
or pronunciation differs, it is also included. Inflected forms are given if necessary
and are followed by definitions.

re·bel (rV-bHlù) v.  intr. re·belled, re·bel·ling, re·bels. 1. To refuse allegiance

to and oppose by force an established government or ruling authority.  2. To

resist or defy an authority or a generally accepted convention.  3. To feel or

express strong unwillingness or repugnance:  She rebelled at the unwelcome sug-



gestion.   —  n.   also reb·el (rHbùNl) One who rebels or is in rebellion: “He is the

perfect recruit for fascist movements: a rebel not a revolutionary, contemptuous yet

envious of the rich and involved with them” (Stanley Hoffman).   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  rebel troops; a rebel army. 

INFLECTED FORMS

An inflected form of a word differs from the main entry form by the addition of a
suffix or by a change in its base form to indicate grammatical features such as num-
ber, person, mood, or tense. In this Dictionary the following inflected forms appear
with entry words:

1. Principal parts of all verbs, whether regular or irregular
2. All degrees of comparison of adjectives and adverbs formed by inflection
3. Irregular plurals of nouns and plurals whose formation might cause a spelling

problem

Inflected forms follow the part-of-speech label. They are set in boldface type, di-
vided into syllables, and given pronunciations as necessary.

cap·i·tal·ize (k4pùV-tl-XzÙ) v.  cap·i·tal·ized, cap·i·tal·iz·ing,
cap·i·tal·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To use as or convert into capital.  2. To supply with

capital or investment funds:  capitalize a new business.  3. To authorize the issue

of a certain amount of capital stock of:  capitalize a corporation.  4. To convert

(debt) into capital stock or shares.  5. To calculate the current value of (a future

stream of earnings or cash flows).  6. To include (expenditures) in business

accounts as assets instead of expenses.  7. a. To write or print in capital letters.

b. To begin a word with a capital letter.    —  v.  intr. To turn something to one’s

advantage; benefit:  capitalize on an opponent’s error.  See Synonyms at benefit.
—capùi·tal·izÙa·ble adj. 

PRINCIPAL PARTS OF VERBS. The principal parts of verbs are entered in
this order: past tense, past participle, present participle, and third person singular
present tense. When the past tense and the past participle are identical, one form
represents both:

fly1 (flX) v.  flew (flu), flown (flon), fly·ing, flies (flXz).

walk (wôk) v.  walked, walk·ing, walks.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS. Adjectives and adverbs
whose comparative and superlative degrees are formed by adding -er and -est to the
unchanged word show these comparative and superlative suffixes immediately after
the part-of-speech label:

high (hX) adj.  high·er, high·est. 

Irregular comparative and superlative forms are given in full, as in bad, worse, worst.



The existence of -er and -est forms does not preclude the use of more and most
with a simple adjective or adverb to express the comparative and superlative
degrees. Often the comparative and superlative can be expressed either way, as in
cloudier or more cloudy, cloudiest or most cloudy. 

PLURALS OF NOUNS. Plurals of nouns other than those formed regularly by
adding the suffixes -s or -es are shown and labeled pl.:

mouse (mous) n.  pl. mice (mXs).

When a noun has a regular and an irregular plural form, both forms appear, with
the most common shown first:

a·quar·i·um (N-kwârùK-Nm) n.  pl. a·quar·i·ums or a·quar·i·a (-K-N).

Regular plurals are also shown when spelling might be a problem:

ra·di·o (r7ùdK-o) n.  pl. ra·di·os.

hon·ey (hƒnùK) n.  pl. hon·eys.

A noun that is chiefly or exclusively plural in both form and meaning is labeled
pl.n.:

cat·tle (k4tùl) pl.n.  1. Any of various mammals of the genus Bos, including

cows, steers, bulls, and oxen, often raised for meat and dairy products.  

A noun that is always plural in form but is not necessarily used with a plural verb is
labeled like this:

aer·o·bics (â-roùbVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. A system of physical

conditioning designed to enhance circulatory and respiratory efficiency that

involves vigorous, sustained exercise, such as jogging, swimming, or cycling,

thereby improving the body’s utilization of oxygen.  2. A program of physical

fitness that involves such exercise.  [From AEROBIC.]

pol·i·tics (pmlùV-tVks) n.  Abbr. pol., polit. 1. (used with a sing. verb). a. The

art or science of government or governing, especially the governing of a political

entity, such as a nation, and the administration and control of its internal and

external affairs.  b. Political science.   2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. The

activities or affairs engaged in by a government, politician, or political party:

“All politics is local” (Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.). “Politics have appealed to me since I

was at Oxford because they are exciting morning, noon, and night” (Jeffrey

Archer). 

SEPARATE ENTRIES FOR INFLECTED FORMS. Irregular inflected forms
are entered separately in the Dictionary when they occur more than one entry away
from the main entry word:

men (mHn) n.  Plural of man. 

went (wHnt) v.  1.  Past tense of go1.

Such entries carry a part-of-speech label and are given pronunciations as necessary.



Inflected forms are not shown at variant spellings that are cross-references to
main entries:

par·a·lyse (p4rùN-lXzÙ) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of paralyze. 

Some verbs, such as do, be, and have, have archaic inflected forms, such as dost, art,
and hadst, that occur frequently enough to justify their inclusion in this Dictionary.
These forms are also entered separately:

dost (dƒst) v.  Archaic. A second person singular present tense of do1. 

LABELS

This Dictionary uses various labels to indicate entries related to particular subject
areas, to provide guidance regarding various levels of usage, and to indicate words
indigenous to specific geographic areas.

SUBJECT LABELS. A subject label identifies the special area of knowledge to
which an entry word or a definition applies:

e·qui·mo·lar (KÙkwN-moùlNr, HkÙwN-) adj.  Chemistry. Having an equal num-

ber of moles. 

tri·mor·phic (trX-môrùfVk) also tri·mor·phous (-fNs) adj.  1. Biology. Having

or occurring in three differing forms.  2. Chemistry. Crystallizing in three dis-

tinct forms. 

STATUS LABELS. Status labels indicate that an entry word or a definition is
limited to a particular level or style of usage. All words and definitions not restricted
by such a label should be regarded as appropriate for use in all contexts.

Non-Standard. This, the most restrictive label in the Dictionary, is applied to
forms and usages that educated speakers and writers consider unacceptable: 

an·y·ways (HnùK-w7zÙ) adv.  Non-Standard. In any case. 

Usage Problem. The label Usage Problem warns of possible difficulties involving
grammar, diction, and writing style. A word or definition so labeled is discussed in
a Usage Note:

snuck (snƒk) v.  Usage Problem. A past tense and a past participle of sneak. See

Usage Note at sneak. 

well·ness (wHlùnVs) n.  Usage Problem. The condition of good physical and

mental health, especially when maintained by proper diet, exercise, and habits.

—  n.  attributive. Usage Problem. Often used to modify another noun:  wellness

programs; a wellness clinic.  

USAGE NOTE: It can be argued that wellness serves a useful function as a means

of describing a state that includes not just physical health but fitness and emo-



tional well-being. The word is first recorded in 1654 but has never been given

the acceptance of its antonym illness. In the most recent survey 68 percent of the

Usage Panel found the word unacceptable in the sentence A number of corpora-

tions have implemented employee wellness programs, aimed at enhancing spiritual

values, emotional stability, fitness, and nutrition.

Offensive. This label is reserved for words and expressions such as racial, ethnic,
or gender slurs that are not only derogatory and insulting to the person to whom
they are directed but also a discredit to the one using them. This label may occur
alone or in combination as Offensive Slang.

Vulgar. This label warns of social taboos attached to a word; it may appear alone
or in combination as Vulgar Slang.

Obscene. A word that violates accepted standards of decency carries the label
Obscene.

Slang. This label indicates a style of language that is distinguished by a striving for
rhetorical effect through the use of extravagant, often facetious figures of speech.
Slang either dies out or is eventually incorporated into the standard language as its
rhetorical effect is lost. Some forms of slang occur in most cultivated speech but not
in formal discourse. An example of a word labeled Slang is: 

white-knuck·le (hwXtùnƒkùNl, wXtù-) adj.  Slang. Characterized by tense ner-

vousness or apprehension:  a white-knuckle emergency landing; white-knuckle

time in the hospital waiting room. 

Informal. Those whose speech is standard use not only the language of formal
discourse but also the language of conversation. The great majority of words are
acceptable at both levels, though many words that are acceptable in conversation
with friends and colleagues would be unsuitable in the formal prose of an article
written for publication in the journal of a learned society, for example. An example
of an entry labeled Informal is:

wish list (wVsh lVst) n.  Informal. An often mental list of things wanted or

wished for. 

TEMPORAL LABELS. Temporal labels signal words or senses whose use in
modern English is uncommon.

Archaic. This label is applied to words and senses that once were common but are
now rare, though they may be familiar because of their occurrence in certain con-
texts, such as the literature of an earlier time. Specifically, this label is attached to
entry words and senses for which there is only sporadic evidence in print after 1755:

en·ter·tain·ment (HnÙtNr-t7nùmNnt) n.  . . . 5. Archaic. Maintenance; sup-

port.  6. Obsolete. Employment. 



Obsolete. The label Obsolete is used with entry words and senses no longer in
active use, except, for example, in literary quotations. Specifically, this label is
attached to entry words and senses for which there is little or no printed evidence
since 1755. Sense 6 of entertainment is an example.

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE LABELS. This Dictionary contains a number of
labels noting the restriction of particular entry words and senses to specific areas of
the English-speaking world. Among them is Chiefly British, which acknowledges
that words are seldom restricted exclusively to the British or American vocabulary
and in fact are often in use elsewhere in the world, as in New Zealand. Here is a typ-
ical example of a word labeled Chiefly British:

win·kle2 (wVngùkNl) v.  tr. win·kled, win·kling, win·kles. Chiefly British. To

pry, extract, or force from a place or position. Often used with out.

Other English-language labels are:

Australian Irish
Canadian Scots
Caribbean South African

DIALECT LABELS. When a word or sense is commonly used in a specific area
of the United States and little used—even if known—in other areas, it has been
given a dialect label.

bo·da·cious also bow·da·cious (bo-d7ùshNs)  or bar·da·cious (bär-)

Southern U.S. & South Midland U.S.

This Dictionary uses dialect labels singly and in various combinations ranging
from the very general (Regional) to the very specific (Cincinnati). The very specific
labels, which are self-explanatory, serve as descriptors of geographic regions such
as cities, states, and interstate areas.

Major areas of distribution. Major, generalized areas of dialect distribution are
labeled as follows and can occur in any number of combinations: 

Northern U.S.—from New Jersey and Pennsylvania north to New England and west
to Washington and Oregon 

Southern U.S.—from southern Maryland along the coastal plains of Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana to
eastern Texas and also including the "Upper South" as defined in the section
“Midwestern and Midland” 

Eastern U.S.—the Atlantic states from Maine to Florida, also including Vermont,
New Hampshire, and upstate New York

Western U.S.—west of the 100th parallel, which extends southward from the Dako-
tas to western Oklahoma and Texas.



Subcategories of distribution. Within the major areas are these subcategories,
the labels for which also can occur in various combinations:

For the north:
New England—Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

and Rhode Island
Northeastern U.S.—New England, New York State, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey
Upper Northern or Inland Northern U.S.—western upstate New York; northwest

Pennsylvania; northern Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois; Michigan; Wisconsin; and
Minnesota

Lower Northern or North Midland U.S.—southern New Jersey and Pennsylvania;
northern Delaware, Maryland, and West Virginia; Ohio; Indiana; Illinois; Iowa;
and Nebraska

Upper Midwest—Minnesota, Iowa, North and South Dakota, and Nebraska
Northwestern U.S. or Pacific Northwest—Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana,

and Wyoming

For the south:
Southeastern U.S.—North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Ala-

bama, and Mississippi
Upper Southern or South Midland U.S.—southern Delaware, Maryland, West Vir-

ginia, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois; western Virginia and North Carolina; north-
ern Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana; Tennessee; Kentucky;
Arkansas; and eastern Oklahoma

Lower Southern U.S.—Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and east-
ern Texas

Eastern Lower Southern or South Atlantic U.S.—North and South Carolina, Georgia,
and Florida

For the east:
Central Atlantic U.S.—Delaware; Washington, D.C.; eastern Virginia, Maryland,

and Pennsylvania; and southern New Jersey
North Atlantic Coast—Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, southeast

New York State, and northern New Jersey
For the west:
Southwestern U.S.—Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and southern Cali-

fornia

Midwestern and Midland. In addition to the labels just described, two labels are
used that overlap with but lie outside the overall scheme. Midwestern U.S. desig-
nates regional terms that occur throughout the area from Michigan westward to the
Dakotas and from Ohio westward to Kansas, an area that includes parts of several
dialect areas. Midland U.S., a term previously used in American dialect geography,
includes the Lower North and the Upper South. The collective label Midland is dis-



tinguished from Midwestern, which does not include the South. Two Midland
words are Indian turnip for jack-in-the-pulpit and Italian for submarine. 

Gullah. The label Gullah refers not to a region but to the distinctive dialect of
English spoken by American Black people who live on the coast and coastal islands
of Georgia, South Carolina, and northern Florida.

CROSS-REFERENCES

A cross-reference signals that additional information about one entry can be found
at another entry. Cross-references have two main functions: to avoid needless du-
plication of information and to indicate where further discussion of a word occurs.

The entry referred to is printed in boldface type preceded by a brief descriptive
or instructional phrase:

bade (b4d, b7d) v.  A past tense of bid. 

The cross-reference indicates that bade is a past tense at the entry bid, where further
information about the entry can be found. 

The word See is also used to introduce certain cross-references:

feath·er·edge (fHthùNr-HjÙ) n.  1. A thin fragile edge, especially a tapering

edge of a board.  2.  See deckle edge. 

A full definition is given at the entry referred to, in this case deckle edge. At the end
of the definition of deckle edge the phrase Also called appears followed by one or
more words, here featheredge, that have the same meaning:

deckle edge (dHkùNl Hj) n.  The rough edge of handmade paper formed in a

deckle.  Also called featheredge 

A cross-reference referring to only one definition in an entry having two or more
definitions contains that definition number:

tsar (zär, tsär) n.  Variant of czar (n., sense 1).

Some cross-references refer to tables. The boldface term in the cross-reference is
the entry at which the table can be found:

kro·na2 (kroùnN) n.  pl. kro·nor (-nôrÙ, -nNr). Abbr. kr., k., K. A basic unit of

currency in Sweden.  See Table at currency. 

ORDER OF SENSES

Entries containing more than one sense are arranged for the convenience of con-
temporary dictionary users with the central and often the most commonly sought
meanings first. Senses and subsenses are grouped to show their relationships with
each other. For example, in the entry for fatal shown below, the commonly sought



meaning "Causing or capable of causing death" appears first and the now obsolete
sense "Having been destined; fated" comes last in the series of five:

fa·tal (f7tùl) adj.  1. Causing or capable of causing death.  2. Causing ruin or

destruction; disastrous: “Such doctrines, if true, would be absolutely fatal to my

theory” (Charles Darwin).  3. Of decisive importance; fateful.  4. Determining

destiny; controlled by fate.  5. Obsolete. Having been destined; fated. 

Electronic and printed citations have been used to determine how all words should
be defined.

DIVISION OF SENSES. Boldface letters before senses indicate that two or
more subsenses are closely related:

phe·nom·e·non (fV-nmmùN-nmnÙ, -nNn) n.  pl. phe·nom·e·na (-nN). 1. . . .
2. pl. phe·nom·e·nons. a. An unusual, significant, or unaccountable fact or

occurrence; a marvel.  b. A remarkable or outstanding person; a paragon.  See

Synonyms at wonder.   3. Philosophy. a. That which appears real to the mind,

regardless of whether its underlying existence is proved or its nature under-

stood.  b. In Kantian philosophy, the appearance of an object to the mind as

opposed to its existence in and of itself, independent of the mind. 

In a combined entry the senses are numbered in separate sequences after each part
of speech:

ber·ry (bHrùK) n.  pl. ber·ries. 1. a. Botany. An indehiscent fruit derived from

a single ovary and having the whole wall fleshy, such as the grape or tomato.

b. A small, juicy, fleshy fruit, such as a blackberry or raspberry, regardless of its

botanical structure.   2. The small, dark egg of certain crustaceans or fishes.   —
  v.  intr. ber·ried, ber·ry·ing, ber·ries. 1. To hunt for or gather berries:  went

berrying in July.  2. To bear or produce berries.  

Information applicable only to a particular sense or subsense is shown after the
number or letter of that sense or subsense:

ra·dix (r7ùdVks) n.  pl. rad·i·ces (r4dùV-sKzÙ, r7ùdV-)  or ra·dix·es. 1. Biology. A

root or point of origin.  2.  Abbr. rad. Mathematics. The base of a system of

numbers, such as 2 in the binary system and 10 in the decimal system. 

In this entry the subject label Biology applies only to the first sense. The subject label
Mathematics and the abbreviation rad. apply only to the second sense. 

The same principles hold with respect to information about capitalization and
plural use:

lam·en·ta·tion (l4mÙNn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of lamenting.  2. A lament.

3. Lamentations. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Lam., Lm A book of the

Bible.  See Table at Bible. 

In this entry the form Lamentations at sense 3 indicates that only the capitalized plu-
ral form is used to refer to the biblical book. The usage label used with a sing. verb
means that this form, with this meaning, is used only with a singular verb. The ab-
breviations Lam. and Lm and the subject label Bible apply only to sense 3.



Labels and other information applicable to all senses in an entry with more
than one part of speech appear before the first part of speech in that entry:

kedge (kHj) Nautical. n.  A light anchor used for warping a vessel.   —  v.

kedged, kedg·ing, kedg·es.  —  v.  tr. To warp (a vessel) by means of a light

anchor. 

The positioning of the label Nautical before the noun part-of-speech label, the first
such label in the entry, indicates that Nautical applies to the entire combined en-
try—in this case, the noun and the verb.

SPECIAL WORDING OF SOME DEFINITIONS

Information essential to the accurate presentation of a meaning of a word is includ-
ed in a phrasal definition. In some instances, however, the defining language varies. 

FULL-SENTENCE EXPANDERS. Supplementary information is sometimes
included in a full sentence after the phrasal definition if, on the basis of citational
and other evidence, it is considered to be of special import:

me·ter2 (mKùtNr) n.  Abbr. m The international standard unit of length,

approximately equivalent to 39.37 inches. It was redefined in 1983 as the dis-

tance traveled by light in a vacuum in 1/299,792,458 of a second. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES. Words whose meanings do not permit standard
definitions have explanatory notes, beginning with Used or Often used. Words
requiring notes of this kind include function words, interjections, intensives, some
auxiliary verbs, and words labeled Offensive and Offensive Slang. An example is the
explanatory note at the interjection ugh:

Used to express horror, disgust, or repugnance.

ATTRIBUTIVES

It has long been a characteristic feature of English that nouns, like adjectives, can be
used to modify other nouns. Nouns used in this way are labeled attributives in this
Dictionary. An attributive is a word that freely occurs as a modifier of a broad group
of other nouns, does not undergo comparison in the manner of true adjectives, can-
not be modified by very, and does not regularly occur in the predicate after be.

Attributives are included as subsections of noun entries. Verbal illustrations
exemplify typical contexts of their usage:

gas (g4s) n.  pl. gas·es or gas·ses. 1. a. The state of matter distinguished from

the solid and liquid states by relatively low density and viscosity, relatively great

expansion and contraction with changes in pressure and temperature, the ability



to diffuse readily, and the spontaneous tendency to become distributed uni-

formly throughout any container.  b. A substance in the gaseous state.   2. A
gaseous fuel, such as natural gas.  3. Gasoline.  4. The speed control of a gaso-

line engine:  Step on the gas.  5. A gaseous asphyxiant, irritant, or poison.  6. A
gaseous anesthetic, such as nitrous oxide.  7. a. Flatulence.  b. Flatus.   8. Slang.

Idle or boastful talk.  9. Slang. Someone or something exceptionally exciting or

entertaining:  The party was a gas.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify

another noun:  gas tanks; gas stoves. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

In this Dictionary there are tens of thousands of illustrative examples, of which
more than 4,000 are quoted from over 2,000 separate sources. These illustrative ex-
amples, which follow the definitions and are set in italic type, show the entry words
in typical contexts. The examples are taken from our files of electronic and printed
citations showing patterns of word usage by a broad group of educated speakers in
a wide array of publications. Such examples are especially helpful in showing chang-
ing usage, attesting to the existence of new words and meanings, illustrating transi-
tive and intransitive verbs, revealing figurative uses of words, and exemplifying
levels and styles of usage. Here are some instances of the use of quoted illustrations:

self-con·fi·dence (sHlfùkmnùfV-dNns) n.  Confidence in oneself or one’s own

abilities: “Without self-confidence we are as babes in the cradle” (Virginia Woolf).

wis·dom (wVzùdNm) n.  1. Understanding of what is true, right, or lasting;

insight: “One cannot have wisdom without living life” (Dorothy McCall).

2. Common sense; good judgment: “It is a characteristic of wisdom not to do des-

perate things” (Henry David Thoreau).  3. a. The sum of scholarly learning

through the ages; knowledge: “In those homely sayings was couched the collective

wisdom of generations” (Maya Angelou).  b. Wise teachings of the ancient sages.

4. A wise outlook, plan, or course of action.  5. Wisdom. Bible. Wisdom of

Solomon.  [Middle English, from Old English wXsdom. See weid- in Appendix.]

Illustrative examples that are not direct quotations appear in entries such as the verb
speak:

speak (spKk) v.  spoke (spok), spo·ken (spoùkNn), speak·ing, speaks.  —
v.  intr. 1. To utter words or articulate sounds with ordinary speech modulation;

talk.  2. a. To convey thoughts, opinions, or emotions orally.  b. To express one-

self.  c. To be on speaking terms:  They are no longer speaking.   3. To deliver an

address or a lecture:  The president of NOW was to speak at the rally.  4. a. To

make a statement in writing:  The biography speaks of great loneliness.  b. To act

as spokesperson:  spoke for the entire staff.   5. a. To convey a message by non-

verbal means:  Actions speak louder than words.  b. To be expressive:  spoke with

her eyes.  c. To be appealing:  His poetry speaks to one’s heart.



PHRASAL VERBS

A phrasal verb is an expression consisting of a verb and an adverb or a preposition
with a unitary meaning that cannot be deduced from the sum total of the meanings
of its constituent parts. Phrasal verbs, set in boldface type and introduced by the
heading phrasal verbs, follow the main definitions and precede the idioms, if any
are present. Phrasal verbs are listed in alphabetical order: 

set1 (sHt) v.  set, set·ting, sets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put in a specified position;

place:  set a book on a table.   . . . —phrasal verbs. set about. To begin or

start:  set about solving the problem.  set apart. 2. To reserve for a specific use.

3. To make noticeable:  character traits that set her apart.  set aside. 4. To sepa-

rate and reserve for a special purpose.  5. To discard or reject.  6. To declare

invalid; annul or overrule:  The court has set aside the conviction.  set at. To

attack or assail:  The dogs set at the fox.  set back. 8. To slow down the progress

of; hinder.  9. Informal. To cost:  That coat set me back $1,000.  set by. To reserve

for future use:  It is wise to set food and money by in case of a future emergency.

IDIOMS

An idiom is an expression consisting of two or more words having a meaning that
cannot be deduced from the sum total of the meanings of its constituent parts. Id-
ioms, set in boldface type and introduced by the heading idioms, are fully defined
in the last part of an entry. Idioms are listed in alphabetical order: 

take (t7k) v.  took (ttk), tak·en (t7ùkNn), tak·ing, takes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To

get into one’s possession by force, skill, or artifice . . . —idioms. on the take.
Informal. Taking or seeking to take bribes or illegal income: “There were police-

men on the take” (Scott Turow).  take a bath. Informal. To experience serious

financial loss: “Small investors who latched on to hot new issues took a bath in

Wall Street” (Paul A. Samuelson).  take account of. To take into consider-

ation.  take away from. To detract:  Her stringy hair takes away from her lovely

face.  take care. To be careful:  Take care or you will slip on the ice.  take care
of. To assume responsibility for the maintenance, support, or treatment of.

take charge. To assume control or command.

ETYMOLOGIES

Etymologies appear in square brackets following the definitions. An etymology
traces the history of a word from one language to another as far back in time as can
be determined with reasonable certainty. The most recent stage before Modern En-
glish is given first, with each earlier stage following in sequence:

cab·in (k4bùVn) n.  1. A small, roughly built house; a cottage.  . . . [Middle

English caban, from Old French cabane, from Old Provençal cabana, from Late

Latin capanna.]



A language name, linguistic form, and brief definition, or gloss, of that form
are given for each stage of the derivation. In order to avoid redundancy, however,
a language, form, or gloss is not repeated if it is identical to the corresponding item
in the immediately preceding stage. In the example shown for cabin, the different
Middle English, Old French, and Late Latin forms have the same gloss, which is the
same as the first definition of the Modern English word cabin: "small, roughly built
house." 

CONTENT OF ETYMOLOGIES. The etymologies in this dictionary are
designed to be as readable as possible. They rarely use abbreviations, symbols, or
highly technical terms. The traditional language of descriptive grammar is used to
identify parts of speech and various grammatical and morphological forms and
processes, such as diminutive, frequentative, variant, stem, past participle, and met-
athesis. All of these terms are fully defined entries in the Dictionary. Likewise, every
language cited in an etymology is either a Dictionary entry or is glossed in the ety-
mology itself.

Sometimes a stage in the history of the word is not attested, yet there is reason-
able certainty from comparative evidence about what the missing linguistic form
looked like and what language it belonged to. These unattested forms are preceded
by an asterisk indicating their hypothetical nature:

cer·tain (sûrùtn) adj.  1. Definite; fixed:  set aside a certain sum each week.

2. Sure to come or happen; inevitable:  certain success.  3. Established beyond

doubt or question; indisputable:  What is certain is that every effect must have a

cause.  . . . [Middle English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *cert7nus, from

Latin certus, past participle of cernere, to determine. See krei- in Appendix.]

If a word is taken from the name of a person or place, such names are identified
with pertinent information as to time or place. The etymology usually stops there,
although a further etymology of the name itself is occasionally given. 

Some words are not given etymologies. These include interjections, trade-
marks, and ethnic names that are Anglicizations of the group's name for itself. A
large and important group of words not given explicit etymologies consists of com-
pounds and derivatives, such as sodium chloride, emergence, and euploid, formed in
English from words or word elements that are themselves entries in the Dictionary.
If only a portion of an entry is used in an etymology, the unused portion of the
entry is enclosed within parentheses:

bal·lis·to·car·di·o·gram (bN-lVsÙto-kärùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A recording made

by a ballistocardiograph.  [BALLIST(IC) + CARDIOGRAM.]

Derivatives such as emergence, from emerge, in which only the final vowel of one
constituent has been deleted, are assumed to be sufficiently understandable not to
need etymologies.

INDO-EUROPEAN ROOTS. It is remarkable that the great bulk of the now
vast vocabulary of English can be traced back to the reconstructed ancestral lan-



guage called Proto-Indo-European. English words can be so traced either through
their native origins in Old English and Proto-Germanic or through borrowings
from nearly every other Indo-European language, but chiefly from Germanic,
Romance, Latin, and Greek. The etymologies in this Dictionary take many such
words back to their earliest ascertainable origins either in Proto-Indo-European or
in the prehistoric stage of one of its chief branches, such as Germanic or Celtic.
Each word is traced back to its earliest documentary attestation in its own etymol-
ogy, then cross-referred to the Appendix of Indo-European Roots found at the end
of the Dictionary. An introductory essay by Professor Calvert Watkins discusses
some of the cultural inferences that may be drawn from this material (see pages
2081-2089). Also included are an explanatory Guide to the Appendix (pages 2090-
2091), a table of the principal sound correspondences, and a diagram of the Indo-
European languages on the endpapers. 

STYLE OF ETYMOLOGIES. The etymologies present a great deal of complex
information in a small space, and for this reason certain typographic and stylistic
conventions are used. The word from indicates origin of any kind—by inheritance,
borrowing, derivation, or composition. When a compound word is split into its
component elements, a colon introduces them. Each element is traced in turn to its
further origins. Parentheses enclose the further history of a part of a compound:

pseud·e·pig·ra·pha (suÙdV-pVgùrN-fN) pl.n.  1. Spurious writings, espe-

cially writings falsely attributed to biblical characters or times.  2. A body of

texts written between 200 B.C. and A.D. 200 and spuriously ascribed to various

prophets and kings of Hebrew Scriptures.  [Greek, from neuter pl. of pseude-

pigraphos, falsely ascribed  : pseudKs, false; see PSEUDO- + epigraphein, to inscribe

(epi-, epi- + graphein, to write); see gerbh- in Appendix.]

At times it is necessary to cross-refer from one etymology to another, either to avoid
repeating part of a lengthy and complex derivation or to indicate the close relation-
ship between two different Modern English words:

bat3 (b4t) v.  tr. bat·ted, bat·ting, bats. To wink or flutter:  bat one’s eye-

lashes.  [Probably a variant of BATE2.]

A word or word element in an etymology printed in small capitals is an entry in the
Dictionary and should be referred to for more etymological information. Linguistic
forms that are not Modern English words appear in italics, and glosses and language
names appear in roman type.

Old English thorn (À) and edh (_) are both given as th, whereas Old Norse
thorn is spelled as th and the phonemically distinct edh as dh. In Latin all long vow-
els are marked with macrons. Mandarin Chinese forms are given in the Pinyin sys-
tem. The transcription of African and Native American languages occasionally
requires the use of symbols—usually drawn from the International Phonetic
Alphabet—whose values will be apparent to specialists but are not discussed here.



UNDEFINED FORMS

At the end of many entries additional boldface words appear without definitions—
words either formed from the entry words by the addition of suffixes or otherwise
closely and clearly related to the entry words. These run-on entries involve the same
basic meaning as the entry word but have different grammatical functions, as indi-
cated by their part-of-speech labels. Multisyllabic run-ons are divided into syllables
and show primary and secondary stresses as needed. Pronunciations are included as
required: 

ex·cuse (Vk-skyuzù) v.  tr. . . . [Middle English excusen, from Old French excuser,

from Latin exc7s7re : ex-, ex- + causa, accusation; see CAUSE.] —ex·cusùa·ble
adj.  —ex·cusùa·ble·ness n.  —ex·cusùa·bly adv.  —ex·cusùer n. 

Undefined run-ons are usually entered in alphabetical order. However, when dif-
ferent run-ons have the same grammatical function and the same meaning, they are
separated by a comma and share a single part-of-speech label. For instance, at the
entry lampoon the variants lampooner and lampoonist have the same meaning and
function and are therefore run on together:

lam·poon (l4m-punù) n. . . . [French lampon, perhaps from lampons, let us

drink (from a common refrain in drinking songs), first person pl. imperative of

lamper, to gulp down, of Germanic origin.] —lam·poonùer, lam·poonùist n.

—lam·poonùer·y n. 

In other instances, undefined run-ons have the same grammatical function but dif-
ferent meanings. These appear separately, as is the case with excusableness and ex-
cuser at the entry excuse.

In some cases an entry word appears unchanged as a run-on at the end of that
entry with a different part-of-speech label. This indicates that the word is related in
basic meaning to the entry word but has a different grammatical function. 

SYNONYM PARAGRAPHS

Synonyms of special interest are listed after the entry for the central word in the
group. Synonym paragraphs are introduced by the heading SYNONYMS. There are
two kinds of synonym paragraphs. The first consists of a group of undiscriminated,
alphabetically ordered words sharing a single, irreducible meaning. Antonyms, if
applicable, appear at the end of the paragraph, as seen at the entry for the adjective
plentiful:

SYNONYMS: plentiful, abundant, ample, copious, plenteous. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “being fully as much as one needs or desires”:

a plentiful supply of stationery; her abundant talent; ample space; copious provi-

sions; a plenteous crop of wheat. 

ANTONYM: scant



The second kind, exemplified at the adjective entry real1, consists of fully discrim-
inated synonyms ordered in a way that reflects their interrelationship. A brief sen-
tence explaining the initial point of comparison of the words is given, followed by
explanations of their connotations and varying shades of meaning:

SYNONYMS: real, actual, true, existent. These adjectives are compared as they

mean not imaginary but having verifiable existence. Real implies that something

is genuine or authentic or that what it seems or purports to be tallies with fact:

Don’t lose the bracelet; it’s made of real gold. My mother showed real sympathy for

my predicament. “The general, in a well-feigned or real ecstasy, embraced him”

(William Hickling Prescott). Actual means existing and not merely potential or

possible: “rocks, trees... the actual world” (Henry David Thoreau); “what the ac-

tual things were which produced the emotion that you experienced” (Ernest Hem-

ingway). True implies that something is consistent with fact, reality, or the actual

state of things: “It is undesirable to believe a proposition when there is no ground

whatever for supposing it true” (Bertrand Russell). Existent applies to what has

life or being: Much of the beluga caviar existent in the world is found in the Soviet

Union and Iran. See also Synonyms at authentic

In both kinds of paragraphs the synonyms are set in lightface italic type. Illustrative
examples, many of them quoted, exemplify the use of the synonyms in context.

SYNONYM CROSS-REFERENCES. Every synonym in a synonym paragraph
is itself cross-referenced to that synonym paragraph. For instance, the word true is
discussed in the synonym paragraph at the entry real1. Therefore, definition 1a of
the entry true—the definition directly tied in with the synonym paragraph at
real1—contains a cross-reference to the synonym paragraph at real1:

true (tru) adj.  tru·er, tru·est. 1. a. Consistent with fact or reality; not false

or erroneous.  See Synonyms at real1.

Sometimes a word is discussed in more than one synonym paragraph. Cross-refer-
ences are given to all the synonym paragraphs that include this word. An example
is unaffected, which appears in synonym paragraphs at both naive and sincere:

un·af·fect·ed (ƒnÙN-fHkùtVd) adj.  1. Not changed, modified, or affected.

2. Marked by lack of affectation; genuine.  See Synonyms at naive. See Syn-

onyms at sincere.

7At times the entry word central to one synonym group is a synonym in a group of
synonyms at another entry. Such is the case with the entry real. At the end of the
synonym paragraph at real, a cross-reference directs you to another synonym para-
graph at the entry authentic.

USAGE NOTES

Usage Notes following many entries present important information and guidance
on matters of grammar, diction, pronunciation, and registers and nuances of usage.



For detailed discussion of usage and our Usage Panel see Geoffrey Nunberg's essay
on pages xxvi-xxx. 

Some Notes, such as the one at world-class, contain opinions of the Usage
Panel:

world-class (wûrldùkl4sù) adj.  1. Ranking among the foremost in the world;

of an international standard of excellence; of the highest order:  a world-class

figure skater.  2. Usage Problem. Great, as in importance, concern, or notoriety.  

USAGE NOTE: The adjective world-class became current as a result of its orig-

inal use to describe athletes capable of performing at an international level of

competition, as in A ten-second time would put him in the first rank of world-class

sprinters. In recent years it has been extended to mean “of an international stan-

dard of excellence” and has been applied to a wide variety of categories. When

used of things that naturally admit such comparison, the extended use of the

word is generally acceptable to the Usage Panel. In the most recent survey 65

percent accepted the description world-class restaurant, and 53 percent accepted

world-class sports car. But the expression is not generally accepted as a vague way

of emphasizing magnitude or degree. The sentence Johann Sebastian Bach’s

300th birthday will rank as a world-class anniversary was acceptable to only 7 per-

cent, and only 4 percent accepted a newspaper’s description of AIDS as a world-

class tragedy.

An example of a Usage Note without an opinion of the Usage Panel is found at the
entry criterion:

USAGE NOTE: Like the analogous etymological plurals agenda and data, crite-

ria is widely used as a singular form. Unlike them, however, it is not yet accept-

able in that use.

USAGE NOTE CROSS-REFERENCES. A Note containing information relat-
ed to the content of another Note ends with a cross-reference:

well2 (wHl) adv.  bet·ter (bHtùNr), best (bHst).

USAGE NOTE: Used as an adjective applied to people, well usually refers to a

state of health, whereas good has a much wider range of senses. It has always

been a first principle of grammatical criticism that there should be no difference

without a distinction, and perhaps for this reason, some critics have insisted that

the expression feel good cannot be used in reference to health. It is true that there

is a distinction between feel well and feel good, but both can be applied to a state

of health. Thus a patient suffering from a chronic disease might appropriately

say to a doctor I feel good today, which implies a relative lack of physical discom-

fort. By contrast, I feel well today would be appropriate if the patient believes

that the ailment has disappeared. See Usage Note at good.

The Note at well2 concludes with a cross-reference to related information in the
Note at the entry good. Similarly, the Note at good concludes with a cross-reference
to the Note at well2:



good (gtd) Abbr. gd., G, G. adj.  bet·ter (bHtùNr), best (bHst). 

USAGE NOTE: Good is properly used as an adjective with linking verbs such as

be, seem, or appear: The future looks good. The soup tastes good. It should not be

used as an adverb with other verbs: The car runs well (not good). Thus, The dress

fits well and looks good. See Usage Note at well2.

f an entry without a Note is discussed in a Note elsewhere, that entry contains a
cross-reference to the Note where a full discussion is to be found. For example, the
entry -ess contains a Usage Note. The content of this Note has direct bearing on the
use of the word stewardess. Consequently, the entry stewardess has a cross-reference
directing the reader to the Note at -ess:

stew·ard·ess (stuùNr-dVs, styuù-) n.  A woman flight attendant.  See Usage

Note at -ess. 

REGIONAL NOTES

This Dictionary contains hundreds of words and meanings whose occurrence is re-
stricted to certain areas of the United States. Many entries contain Regional Notes
explaining in detail a point of dialect. For example, the word dragonfly is wide-
spread in American English, but dialect terms for the insect abound. These dialect
terms, listed at the entry for dragonfly, are discussed in the Regional Note at the end
of the entry:

drag·on·fly (dr4gùNn-flXÙ) n.  pl. drag·on·flies. Any of various large insects

of the order Odonata or suborder Anisoptera, having a long slender body and

two pairs of narrow, net-veined wings that are usually held outstretched while

the insect is at rest. Also called darning needle, devil’s darning needle, ear sewer,

mosquito hawk, skeeter hawk, snake doctor, snake feeder, spindle.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Regional terms for the dragonfly are numerous, providing

good evidence for dialect boundaries in the United States. The greatest variety

of terms is to be found in the South, where the most widespread term is snake

doctor (a name based on a folk belief that dragonflies take care of snakes). The

Midland equivalent is snake feeder. Speakers from the Lower South, on the other

hand, are more likely to refer to the same insect as a mosquito hawk or, in the

South Atlantic states, a skeeter hawk. The imagery outside the South alludes more

to the insect’s shape than to its behavior or diet: Upper Northern speakers call

it a darning needle or a devil’s darning needle; those in Coastal New Jersey, a spin-

dle; and Northern Californians, an ear sewer.

REGIONAL NOTE CROSS-REFERENCES. Regional Notes are fully cross-
referenced. In the case of snake doctor, a term appropriately labeled to reflect its use
in the South, the entry contains two cross-references—a "See" cross-reference
directing the reader to the main entry at dragonfly, where the full definition and a
list of synonymous terms are found, and a "Regional Note" cross-reference direct-



ing the reader to the Regional Note at dragonfly for full discussion of the distribu-
tion of these terms:

snake doctor (sn7k dmkùtNr) n.  1. Chiefly Southern U.S. See dragonfly. See

Regional note at dragonfly.  2.  See hellgrammite. 

WORD HISTORIES

In addition to etymologies, which necessarily contain information in a compressed
form, this Dictionary provides word history paragraphs at entries whose etymolo-
gies are of particular interest. In these paragraphs the bare facts of the etymology are
expanded to give a fuller understanding of how important linguistic processes op-
erate, how words move from one language to another, and how the history of an in-
dividual word can be related to historical and cultural developments. For example,
the history of the word alligator involves borrowing from Spanish into English, as
its etymology reveals, but the word history also describes the role of taboo deforma-
tion in the history of the word alligator and in that of crocodile as well. Usually the
word history also contains the date at which the word was first recorded in English:

al·li·ga·tor (4lùV-g7ÙtNr) n.  1. Either of two large reptiles, Alligator mississipi-

ensis of the southeast United States or A. sinensis of China, having sharp teeth

and powerful jaws. They differ from crocodiles in having a broader, shorter

snout.  2. Leather made from the hide of one of these reptiles.  3. A tool or fas-

tener having strong, adjustable, often toothed jaws.   —  n.  attributive. Often

used to modify another noun:  an alligator pond; an alligator handbag.  [Alter-

ation of Spanish el lagarto, the lizard  : el, the (from Latin ille, that); see al-1 in

Appendix + lagarto, lizard (from Latin lacertus).]

WORD HISTORY: In The Travailes of an Englishman, published in 1568, Job

Hortop says that “in this river we killed a monstrous Lagarto or Crocodile.” This

killing gives rise to the first recorded instance of alligator in English, obviously

in a different form from the one familiar to modern speakers. Alligator, which

comes to us from Spanish el lagarto, “the lizard,” was modified in pronunciation

and form in several ways before taking on the form alligator. Such changes, re-

ferred to by linguists as taboo deformation, are not uncommon in a name for

something that is feared and include, for example, the change in sequence of the

r and t that occurred between el lagarto and alligator. An interesting parallel case

is crocodile, which appears in Spanish, for example, as cocodrilo, with a similar

difference in the sequence of the r. The earliest recorded form of alligator that

is similar to ours appears in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (First Folio, 1623):

“In his needie shop a tortoyrs hung,/An Allegater stuft.”

Yet another example showing how the facts of etymology are expanded in a word
history paragraph to give the reader a better understanding of the historical and so-
cial forces shaping word and sense development is found at the entry holocaust,
where meaning, usage, and history are clearly delineated by the definitions, the Us-
age Note, and the word history paragraph:



hol·o·caust (hmlùN-kôstÙ, hoùlN-) n.  1. Great or total destruction, especially

by fire.  2. a. Widespread destruction.  b. A great disaster.   3. a. Holocaust.

The genocide of European Jews and others by the Nazis during World War II:

“Israel emerged from the Holocaust and is defined in relation to that catastrophe”

(Emanuel Litvinoff).  b. A massive slaughter: “an important document in the so-

far sketchy annals of the Cambodian holocaust” (Rod Nordland).   4. A sacrificial

offering that is consumed entirely by flames.  [Middle English, burnt offering,

from Old French holocauste, from Latin holocaustum, from Greek holokauston,

from neuter of holokaustos, burnt whole  : holo-, holo- + kaustos, burnt (from

kaiein, to burn).] —holÙo·causùtal, holÙo·causùtic adj.  

USAGE NOTE: When referring to the massive destruction of human beings by

other human beings, holocaust has a secure place in the language. Fully 99 per-

cent of the Usage Panel accepts the use of holocaust in the phrase nuclear holo-

caust. Sixty percent accepts the sentence As many as two million people may have

died in the holocaust that followed the Khmer Rouge takeover in Cambodia. But

because of its associations with genocide, extended applications of holocaust may

not always be received with equanimity. When the word is used to refer to death

brought about by natural causes, the percentage of the Panel’s acceptance drops

sharply. Only 31 percent of the Panel accepts the sentence In East Africa five years

of drought have brought about a holocaust in which millions have died. Just 11

percent approved the use of holocaust to summarize the effects of the AIDS ep-

idemic. This suggests that other figurative usages such as the huge losses in the

Savings and Loan holocaust may be viewed as overblown or in poor taste. 

WORD HISTORY: Totality of destruction has been central to the meaning of

holocaust since it first appeared in Middle English in the 14th century and re-

ferred to the biblical sacrifice in which a male animal was wholly burnt on the

altar in worship of God. Holocaust comes from Greek holokauston (“that which

is completely burnt”), which was a translation of Hebrew ôlâ (literally “that

which goes up,” that is, in smoke). In this sense of “burnt sacrifice,” holocaust is

still used in some versions of the Bible. In the 17th century the meaning of ho-

locaust broadened to “something totally consumed by fire,” and the word even-

tually was applied to fires of extreme destructiveness. In the 20th century holo-

caust has taken on a variety of figurative meanings, summarizing the effects of

war, rioting, storms, epidemic diseases, and even economic failures. Most of

these usages arose after World War II, but it is unclear whether they permitted

or resulted from the use of holocaust in reference to the mass murder of Euro-

pean Jews and others by the Nazis. This application of the word occurred as early

as 1942, but the phrase the Holocaust did not become established until the late

1950’s. Here it parallels and may have been influenced by another Hebrew word,

sho’ah (“catastrophe”). In the Bible sho’ah has a range of meanings including

“personal ruin or devastation” and “a wasteland or desert.” Sho’ah was first used

to refer to the Nazi slaughter of Jews in 1939, but its phrase ha-sho’ah (“the ca-

tastrophe”) only became established after World War II. Holocaust has also been

used to translate hurban (“destruction”), another Hebrew word used to summa-

rize the genocide of Jews by the Nazis. This sense of holocaust has since broad-

ened to include the mass slaughter of other peoples, but when capitalized it re-

fers specifically to the destruction of Jews and other Europeans by the Nazis and

may also encompass the Nazi persecution of Jews that preceded the outbreak of

the war.



PRONUNCIATION KEY

A list of the pronunciation symbols used in this Dictionary is given below in the col-
umn headed AHD. The column headed EXAMPLES contains words chosen to il-
lustrate how the AHD symbols are pronounced. The letters that correspond in
sound to the AHD symbols are shown in boldface. Although similar, the AHD and
IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols are not precisely the same because
they were conceived for different purposes. 

EXAMPLES AHD

pat 4

pay 7

care âr

father ä

bib b

church ch

deed, milled d

pet H

bee K

fife, phase, rough f

gag g

hat h

which hw

EXAMPLES AHD

pit V

pie, by X

pier îr

judge j

kick, cat, pique k

lid, needle* l (nKdÙl)

mum m

no, sudden* n (sƒdÙn)

thing ng

pot m

toe o

caught, paw, for, 
horrid, hoarse**

ô

noise oi



EXAMPLES AHD

took t

boot u

out ou

pop p

roar r

sauce s

ship, dish sh

tight, stopped t

thin th

this th

cut ƒ

urge, term, firm, 
word, heard

ûr

valve v

EXAMPLES AHD

with w

yes y

zebra, xylem z

vision, pleasure, garage zh

about, item, edible, 
gallop, circus

N

butter Nr

FOREIGN AHD

French feu, German schön œ

French tu, German über ü

German ich, Scottish loch KH

French bon*** N

*In English the consonants l and n often constitute complete syllables by them-
selves. 

**Regional pronunciations of -or- vary. In pairs such as for, four; horse, hoarse; 
and morning, mourning, the vowel varies between (ô) and (o). In this Dictionary 
these vowels are represented as follows: for (fôr), four (fôr, for); horse (hôrs), 
hoarse (hôrs, hors); and morning (môrÙning), mourning (môrÙning, morÙ-). 
Other words for which both forms are shown include more, glory, and borne. A 
similar variant occurs in words such as coral, forest, and horrid, where the pro-
nunciation of o before r varies between (ô) and (m). In these words the (ôr) pro-
nunciation is given first: forest (fôrÙist, fmrÙ-). 

***The Dictionary uses N to reflect that the preceding vowel is nasalized. 



                                                                                                                                                                                              
a1  or A (7) n.  pl. a’s or A’s. 1. The first letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter a.  3. The first in a series.  

4. The best or highest in quality or rank:  grade A milk.  5. Something shaped like 

the letter A.  6. Music. a. The sixth tone in the scale of C major or the first tone in 

the relative minor scale.  b. A key or scale in which A is the tonic.  c. A written or 

printed note representing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to the pitch of 

this tone.   7. A. One of four types of blood in the ABO system. 

a2 (N; 7 when stressed) indef.art.  1. Used before nouns and noun phrases that 

denote a single but unspecified person or thing:  a region; a person.  2. Used 

before terms, such as few or many, that denote number, amount, quantity, or 

degree:  only a few of the voters; a bit more rest; a little excited.  3. a. Used before a 

proper name to denote a type or a member of a class:  the wisdom of a Socrates.  

b. Used before a mass noun to indicate a single type or example:  a dry wine.   

4. The same:  birds of a feather.  5. Any:  not a drop to drink.  [Middle English, 

variant of an, an. See AN
1.]

USAGE NOTE: In modern written English, the form a is used before a word

beginning with a consonant sound, however it may be spelled (a frog, a university,

a euphemism). The form an is used before a word beginning with a vowel sound

(an orange, an hour). At one time, an was an acceptable alternative before words

beginning with a consonant sound but spelled with a vowel (an one, an united

appeal), but this usage is now entirely obsolete. • An was also once a common

variant before words beginning with h in which the first syllable was unstressed;

thus 18th-century authors wrote either a historical or an historical but a history,

not an history. This usage had a phonetic justification inasmuch as the initial h in

words such as historical and heroic was often dropped, a practice that was largely

abandoned by the late 19th century in educated speech. By 1926 H.W. Fowler

could regard the continued use of an before such words as pedantic. Nowadays it

survives primarily before the word historical; one rarely encounters a reference to

an hysterectomy or an hereditary trait. The use of a phrase like an historic oppor-

tunity is a harmless adornment in formal writing.

a3 (N) prep.  In every; to each; per:  once a month; one dollar a pound.  [Middle 

English, from Old English an, in. See ON.]

a4 (N) v.  aux. Informal. Have:  He’d a come if he could.  [Middle English, alteration 

of haven, to have. See HAVE.]

a5 abbr.  1.  Also a.. Absent.  2. Physics. Acceleration.  3.  Also a.. Are (measure-

ment). 

A  or A. abbr.  1.  Also a.  or A.. Acre.  2. Ammeter.  3. Ampere.  4.  Or Å. Ang-

strom.  5.  Also a.  or A.. Area. 



a. abbr.  1. About.  2. Acreage.  3. Acting.  4. Adjective.  5. Afternoon.  6.  Also 

A.. Amateur.  7. Latin. Anno (in the year).  8. Latin. Annus (year).  9. Anode.  

10. Anonymous.  11.  Also A.. Answer.  12. Latin. Ante (before).  13. Anterior. 

A. abbr.  1. Academician; academy.  2. Music. Alto.  3. America; American. 

a-1  or an- pref.  Without; not:  amoral.  [Greek. See ne in Appendix.]

a-2 pref.  1. On; in:  abed.  2. In the act of:  aborning.  3. In the direction of:  

astern.  4. In a specified state or condition:  abuzz.  [Middle English, from Old 

English, from an, on. See ON.]

A1C abbr.  Airman first class. 

AA abbr.  1. Alcoholics Anonymous.  2. Antiaircraft. 

A.A. abbr.  Associate in Arts. 

AAA abbr.  1. Agricultural Adjustment Administration.  2. American Automo-

bile Association.  3. Antiaircraft artillery. 

AAAL abbr.  American Academy of Arts and Letters. 

AAAS abbr.  American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Aa·chen (äùkNn, äùKHNn) also Aix-la-Cha·pelle (7ksÙlä-shN-pHlù, HksÙ-)  A city 

of western Germany near the Belgian and Dutch borders. Charlemagne may have 

been born here in 742; he later made the city his northern capital. Population, 

239,801. 

AAF abbr.  Army Air Forces. 

aah (ä) interj.  Used to express pleasure, satisfaction, surprise, or great joy.   —  v.  

intr. aahed, aah·ing, aahs. To exclaim in pleasure, satisfaction, surprise, or 

great joy:  The crowd was oohing and aahing beside the panda’s enclosure.   —aah 
n. 

Aa·land Islands (äùlNnd XùlNndz, oùländÙ)  See Ahvenanmaa. 
Aal·borg (ôlùbôrgÙ)  See Ålborg. 
Aa·len (äùlNn)  A city of south-central Germany east of Stuttgart. It was a free 

imperial city from 1360 to 1803. Population, 62,861. 

Aalst (älst) also A·lost (ä-lôstù)  A city of west-central Belgium west-northwest 

of Brussels. It was the capital of Austrian Flanders in the 18th century. Popula-

tion, 78,068. 

Aal·to (älùtô), Alvar. 1898-1976.  Finnish architect and furniture designer noted 

for his use of contrasting materials. 

A and R abbr.  Artists and repertory. 

AAPSS abbr.  American Academy of Political and Social Sciences. 

Aar (är)  See Aare. 
AAR abbr.  Against all risks. 

aard·vark (ärdùvärkÙ) n.  A burrowing mammal (Orycteropus afer) of southern 

Africa, having a stocky, hairy body, large ears, a long tubular snout, and powerful 

digging claws.  [Obsolete Afrikaans  : aarde, earth (from Middle Dutch aerde); see 



er-2 in Appendix + vark, pig (from Middle Dutch varken); see porko- in Appen-

dix.]

aard·wolf (ärdùwtlfÙ) n.  A mammal (Proteles cristatus) native to southern 

and eastern Africa that resembles the hyena, has gray fur with black stripes, and 

feeds mainly on termites and insect larvae.  [Afrikaans  : aarde, earth (from Mid-

dle Dutch aerde); see er-2 in Appendix + wolf, wolf (from Middle Dutch); see 

w_kwo- in Appendix.]

Aa·re (ärùN)  or Aar (är)  A river of central and northern Switzerland rising in 

the Bernese Alps and flowing about 295 km (183 mi) to join the Rhine River at 

the Swiss-German border. 

Aar·hus (ôrùhusÙ)  See Århus. 
Aar·on (ârùNn, 4rù-)  In the Old Testament, the elder brother of Moses who 

helped lead the Hebrews out of Egypt. 

Aar·on (ârùNn, 4rù-), Henry Louis. Known as “Hank.” Born 1934.  American 

baseball player who surpassed (1974) Babe Ruth’s lifetime record of 714 home 

runs and retired (1976) with a total of 755 home runs. 

Aa·ron·ic (â-rmnùVk, 4-rmnù-) also Aa·ron·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, having to do 

with, or characteristic of Aaron.  2. Mormon Church. Of or having to do with the 

lower order of priests. 

Aar·on’s beard (ârùNnz bîrd, 4rù-) n.  See rose of Sharon (n., sense 2). 

Aaron’s rod (ârùNnz rmd) n.  Architecture. A rod-shaped molding decorated 

with a design of leaves, scrolls, or a twined serpent. 

A.A.S. abbr.  Associate in Applied Sciences. 

AAU abbr.  Amateur Athletic Union. 

AAUP abbr.  American Association of University Professors. 

AAUW abbr.  American Association of University Women. 

ab (4b) n.  Slang. An abscess caused by injecting an illegal drug, usually heroin. 

Ab (äb, äv, ôv) n.  Variant of Av. 
AB1 (7ùbKÙ) n.  One of four types of blood in the ABO system. 

AB2 abbr.  1. Airman basic.  2. Alberta. 

ab. abbr.  About. 

A.B. abbr.  1.  Also a.b.. Able-bodied seaman.  2. Latin. Artium Baccalaureus 

(Bachelor of Arts). 

ab-1 pref.  Away from:  aboral.  [Latin. See apo- in Appendix.]

ab-2 pref.  Used to indicate an electromagnetic unit in the centimeter-gram-sec-

ond system:  abcoulomb.  [From ABSOLUTE.]

a·ba (N-bäù, äùbN) n.  1. A fabric woven of the hair of camels or goats.  2. A loose-

fitting sleeveless garment made of this fabric, traditionally worn by Arabs.  [Ara-

bic 1ab7’.]

A·ba (äùbN)  A city of southeast Nigeria northeast of Port Harcourt. It is an 

important market and transportation center. Population, 210,700. 



ABA abbr.  1. Abscisic acid.  2. American Bankers Association.  3.  Also A.B.A.. 
American Bar Association.  4. American Booksellers Association. 

ab·a·ca also ab·a·cá (4bÙN-käù) n.  1. A bananalike plant (Musa textilis) native to 

the Philippines and having broad leaves with long stalks.  2. The fibers obtained 

from the stalks of this plant, used to make cordage, fabric, and paper. In this 

sense, also calledmanila, Manila hemp.  [Spanish abacá, from Tagalog abaká.]

ab·a·ci (4bùN-sXÙ, N-b4kùXÙ) n.  A plural of abacus. 
a·back (N-b4kù) adv.  1. By surprise:  He was taken aback by her caustic remarks.  

2. New England & Southern U.S. Behind:  aback of the house.  3. Upper Southern 

U.S. Ago:  several years aback.  4. Nautical. In such a way that the wind pushes 

against the forward side of a sail or sails.  5. Archaic. Back; backward.   —  adj.  

New England. Being at a standstill; unable to move: “You run your business that 

way and first thing you know you’re all aback” (Dialect Notes). 

A·ba·co and Cays (4bùN-koÙ Nnd kKz, k7z)  An island group, the northern-

most of the Bahamas, in the Atlantic Ocean east of southern Florida. 

ab·a·cus (4bùN-kNs, N-b4kùNs) n.  pl. ab·a·cus·es or ab·a·ci (4bùN-sXÙ, N-b4kùXÙ). 
1. A manual computing device consisting of a frame holding parallel rods strung 

with movable counters.  2. Architecture. A slab on the top of the capital of a col-

umn.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek abax, abak-, counting board, 

probably from Hebrew ’7b7q, dust.]

WORD HISTORY: The adjective dusty, with its connotations of disuse and age,

might seem to be an appropriate word to describe the abacus, since this counting

device was used for solving arithmetical problems in the days before the advent

of calculators and computers. Originally the abacus was, in fact, dusty. The source

of our word abacus, the Greek word abax, probably comes from Hebrew ’7b7q,

“dust,” although the details of transmission are obscure. In postbiblical usage

’7b7q meant “sand used as a writing surface.” The Greek word abax has as one of

its senses “a board sprinkled with sand or dust for drawing geometric diagrams.”

This board is a relative of the abacus with movable counters strung on rods that

is familiar to us. The first use of the word abacus, recorded in Middle English in

a work written before 1387, refers to a sand-board abacus, in this case, one used

by the Arabs. The difference in form between the Middle English word abacus

and its Greek source abax is explained by the fact that Middle English actually

borrowed Latin abacus, which came from the Greek genitive form (abakos) of

abax.

Ab·a·dan (äÙbN-dänù, 4bÙN-d4nù)  A city of southwest Iran on Abadan Island 

in the delta of the Shatt al Arab at the head of the Persian Gulf. The city’s oil 

installations were heavily damaged in 1980 during the war with Iraq. Population, 

296,081. 



a·baft (N-b4ftù) Nautical. adv.  Toward the stern.   —  prep.  Toward the stern 

from.  [Middle English on baft : on, at; see ON + baft, to the rear (from Old 

English beæftan, behind  : be, by, at; see ambhi in Appendix + æftan, behind); see 

apo- in Appendix.]

A·ba·jo Peak (äùbN-hoÙ pKk)  A mountain, 3,490.7 m (11,445 ft) high, in the 

Abajo Mountains of southeast Utah near the Colorado border. 

A·ba·kan (äÙbN-känù)  A city of south-central Russia east-southeast of Novosi-

birsk. It is a commercial center on the Yenisei River and the Siberian Railroad. 

Population, 147,000. 

Abakan River (äÙbN-känù rVvùNr)  A river of south-central Russia rising in the 

western Sayan Mountains and flowing about 563 km (350 mi) northeast to the 

Yenisei River. 

ab·a·lo·ne (4bÙN-loùnK, 4bùN-loÙ-) n.  Any of various large, edible marine gastro-

pods of the genus Haliotis, having an ear-shaped shell with a row of holes along 

the outer edge. The colorful, pearly interior of the shell is often used for making 

ornaments.  Also called ear shell [American Spanish abulón.]

ab·am·pere (4b-4mùpîrÙ) n.  The centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic 

unit of current equal to ten amperes. 

a·ban·don (N-b4nùdNn) v.  tr. a·ban·doned, a·ban·don·ing, a·ban·dons. 
1. To withdraw one’s support or help from, especially in spite of duty, allegiance, 

or responsibility; desert:  abandon a friend in trouble.  2. To give up by leaving or 

ceasing to operate or inhabit, especially as a result of danger or other impending 

threat:  abandoned the ship.  3. To surrender one’s claim to, right to, or interest in; 

give up entirely.  See Synonyms at relinquish.  4. To cease trying to continue; 

desist from:  abandoned the search for the missing hiker.  5. To yield (oneself) com-

pletely, as to emotion.   —  n.  1. Unbounded enthusiasm; exuberance.  2. A com-

plete surrender of inhibitions.  [Middle English abandounen, from Old French 

abandoner, from a bandon : a, at (from Latin ad); see AD- + bandon, control; see 

bh7-2 in Appendix.] —a·banùdon·ment n. 

a·ban·doned (N-b4nùdNnd) adj.  1. Deserted; forsaken.  2. Exuberantly enthu-

siastic.  3. Recklessly unrestrained. 

ab·ap·i·cal (4b-4pùV-kNl, -7ùpV-) adj.  Being opposite to or directed away from 

the apex. 

a·base (N-b7sù) v.  tr. a·based, a·bas·ing, a·bas·es. To lower in rank, prestige, 

or esteem.  See Synonyms at degrade.  [Middle English abassen, from Old 

French abaissier : Latin ad-, ad- + Vulgar Latin *bassi7re (from Medieval Latin 

bassus, low).] —a·baseùment n. 

a·bash (N-b4shù) v.  tr. a·bashed, a·bash·ing, a·bash·es. To make ashamed or 

uneasy; disconcert.  See Synonyms at embarrass.  [Middle English abaishen, to 

lose one’s composure, from Old French esbahir, esbahiss-  : es-, intensive pref. 

(from Latin ex-); see EX- + baer, to gape; see BAY
2.] —a·bashùment n. 



a·ba·sia (N-b7ùzhN) n.  Impaired muscular coordination in walking.  [A-1 + 

Greek basis, step; see gw7- in Appendix + -IA
1.]

a·bate (N-b7tù) v.  a·bat·ed, a·bat·ing, a·bates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reduce in 

amount, degree, or intensity; lessen.  See Synonyms at decrease.  2. To deduct 

from an amount; subtract.  3. Law. a. To put an end to.  b. To make void.    —  v.  

intr. 1. To fall off in degree or intensity; subside.  2. Law. To become void.  [Mid-

dle English abaten, from Old French abattre, to beat down  : a-, to (from Latin 

ad-); see AD- + batre, to beat; see BATTER
1.]

a·bate·ment (N-b7tùmNnt) n.  1. Diminution in degree or intensity; modera-

tion.  2. The amount lowered; a reduction.  3. Law. The act of eliminating or 

annulling. 

ab·at·toir (4bùN-twärÙ) n.  1. A slaughterhouse.  2. Something likened to a 

slaughterhouse: “The hand of God and mankind’s self-inflicted blows seem equally 

heavy.... giving a strong cumulative impression of the world as an abattoir” 

(Manchester Guardian Weekly).  [French, from abattre, to strike down, from Old 

French. See ABATE.]

ab·ax·i·al (4b-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  Biology. Located away from or on the opposite side 

of the axis, as of an organ or organism. 

A·ba·ya (N-bXùN), Lake. A lake of southwest Ethiopia in the Great Rift Valley 

south-southwest of Addis Ababa. It was discovered in 1896 and has several inhab-

ited islands. 

abb. abbr.  1. Abbess.  2. Abbey.  3. Abbot. 

Ab·ba (4bùN, äùbN) n.  1. Bible. In the New Testament, God.  2. abba. Used as a 

title of honor for bishops and patriarchs in some Christian churches of Egypt, 

Syria, and Ethiopia.  [Middle English, from Late Latin abb7, from Greek abba. See 

ABBOT.]

ab·ba·cy (4bùN-sK) n.  pl. ab·ba·cies. The office, term, or jurisdiction of an 

abbot.  [Middle English abbatie, from Late Latin abb7tia, from abb7s, abb7t-, 

abbot. See ABBOT.]

Ab·bas·side also Ab·bas·sid (4bùN-sXdÙ, N-b4sùXdÙ)  An Arabic dynasty (750-

1258) that expanded the Muslim empire. It was named for al-Abbas (566?-652), 

paternal uncle of the prophet Mohammed. 

ab·ba·tial (N-b7ùshNl) adj.  Of or having to do with an abbey, abbot, or abbess.  

[Middle English abbacyal, from Late Latin abb7ti7lis, from abb7s, abb7t-, abbot. 

See ABBOT.]

ab·bé (4bù7Ù, 4-b7ù) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. Used as a title for the Supe-

rior of a monastery in a French-speaking area.  2. Used as a title for a cleric in 

major or minor orders in a French-speaking area.  [French, from Old French 

abbe, from Late Latin abb7tem, accusative of abb7s, abbot. See ABBOT.]



ab·bess (4bùVs) n.  Abbr. abb. 1. The superior of a convent.  2. Used as a title for 

such a person.  [Middle English abesse, from Old French, from Late Latin 

abb7tissa, from abb7s, abb7t-, abbot. See ABBOT.]

Ab·be·vil·li·an (4bÙN-vVlùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the earliest Paleolithic 

archaeological sites in Europe, characterized by bifacial stone hand axes.  [After 

Abbeville, a city of northern France.]

ab·bey (4bùK) n.  pl. ab·beys. Abbr. abb. 1. A monastery supervised by an 

abbot.  2. A convent supervised by an abbess.  3. A church that is or once was part 

of a monastery or convent.  [Middle English, from Old French abaie, from Late 

Latin abb7tia. See ABBACY.]

Ab·bey (4bùK), Edwin Austin. 1852-1911.  American artist who illustrated edi-

tions of Herrick and Shakespeare and painted the mural Quest of the Holy Grail 

(1890-1902). 

ab·bot (4bùNt) n.  Abbr. abb. 1. The superior of a monastery.  2. Used as a title 

for such a person.  [Middle English abbod, from Old English, from Late Latin 

abb7s, abb7t-, from Greek abb7, from Aramaic abb7, father.]

Ab·bot (4bùNt), Charles Greeley. 1872-1973.  American astrophysicist noted 

for his pioneering study of solar radiation. 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), Berenice. 1898-1991.  American photographer known espe-

cially for her series of black-and-white portraits of New York City. 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), George. 1887-1995.  American theatrical producer and play-

wright who cowrote and directed many productions, including Fiorello!, which 

won a 1959 Pulitzer Prize. 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), Grace. 1878-1939.  American social reformer noted for her 

opposition to child labor and her promotion of maternal and infant health care 

programs. 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), Sir John Joseph Caldwell. 1821-1893.  Canadian politician 

who served as Conservative prime minister (1891-1892). 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), Lyman. 1835-1922.  American Congregational cleric, writer, 

and editor who sought progressive Christian solutions to social problems. 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), Robert Sengstacke. 1868-1940.  American newspaper pub-

lisher who founded and edited (1905-1940) the Chicago Defender, which was an 

early advocate of Black civil rights. 

Ab·bott (4bùNt), William. Known as “Bud.” 1898-1974.  American comedian 

noted for his partnership with Lou Costello. Abbott and Costello appeared in 

numerous motion pictures, including The Naughty Nineties (1945), which fea-

tures their famous “Who’s on First” routine. 

abbr.  or abbrev. abbr.  Abbreviation. 

ab·bre·vi·ate (N-brKùvK-7tÙ) v.  tr. ab·bre·vi·at·ed, ab·bre·vi·at·ing, 
ab·bre·vi·ates. 1. To make shorter.  See Synonyms at shorten.  2. To reduce (a 

word or phrase) to a shorter form intended to represent the full form.  [Middle 



English abbreviaten, from Late Latin abbrevi7re, abbrevi7t-  : ab- (variant of ad-, 

ad-) + brevi7re, to shorten (from brevis, short); see mregh-u- in Appendix.] 
—ab·breùvi·aÙtor n. 

ab·bre·vi·a·tion (N-brKÙvK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. abbr., abbrev. 1. The act or 

product of shortening.  2. A shortened form of a word or phrase used chiefly in 

writing to represent the complete form, such as Mass. for Massachusetts or USMC 

for United States Marine Corps.  3. Music. Any of various symbols used in nota-

tion to indicate that a series of notes is to be repeated. 

ABC (7ÙbK-sKù) n.  pl. ABC’s. 1.  Often ABC’s. The alphabet.  2. ABC’s. The 

rudiments of reading and writing. 

ABC art (7ÙbK-sKù ärt) n.  See minimalism (n., sense 1). 

ab·cou·lomb (4b-kuùlmmÙ, -lomÙ) n.  The centimeter-gram-second electro-

magnetic unit of charge, equal to ten coulombs. 

ABC soil (7ÙbK-sKù soil) n.  Soil in which three distinct layers can be seen in verti-

cal section. 

ABD (7ÙbK-dKù) n.  A candidate for a doctorate who has completed all the require-

ments for the degree, such as courses and examinations, with the exception of the 

dissertation.  [a(ll) b(ut) d(issertation).]

Abd-el-Ka·der also Abd-al-Ka·dir (äbÙdNl-käùdîr, -kä-dîrù), 1807?-1883.  

Arab emir and scholar who led Oran’s Muslim tribes in a holy war against the 

French (1832-1847). 

Abd-er-Rah·man Khan (äbÙdNr-rN-mänù känù, KHänù), 1830?-1901.  Afghan 

emir (1880-1901) who established a strong national army and reduced crime in 

his country. 

Ab·di·as (4b-dXùNs)  See Obadiah (n., sense 1). 

ab·di·cate (4bùdV-k7tÙ) v.  ab·di·cat·ed, ab·di·cat·ing, ab·di·cates.  —  v.  tr. 

To relinquish (power or responsibility) formally.   —  v.  intr. To relinquish for-

mally a high office or responsibility.  [Latin abdXc7re, abdXc7t-, to disclaim  : ab-, 

away; see AB-1 + dXc7re, to proclaim; see deik- in Appendix.] —abùdi·ca·ble (-

kN-bNl) adj.  —abÙdi·caùtion n.  —abùdi·caÙtor n. 

ab·do·men (4bùdN-mNn, 4b-doùmNn) n.  1. The part of the body that lies 

between the thorax and the pelvis and encloses the stomach, intestines, liver, 

spleen, and pancreas.  Also called belly 2. The posterior segment of the body in 

arthropods.  [Latin, belly.] —ab·domùi·nal (4b-dmmùN-nNl) adj.  

—ab·domùi·nal·ly adv. 

ab·dom·i·nous (4b-dmmùN-nNs) adj.  Potbellied. 

ab·du·cens (4b-duùsNnz, -dyuù-) n.  pl. ab·du·cen·tes (4bÙdu-sHnùtKzÙ, -

dyu-). Either of the sixth pair of cranial nerves that convey motor impulses to 

the rectus muscle on the lateral side of each eye.  [Latin abd7cKns, present partici-

ple of abd7cere, to take away. See ABDUCT.]



ab·duct (4b-dƒktù) v.  tr. ab·duct·ed, ab·duct·ing, ab·ducts. 1. To carry off 

by force; kidnap.  2. Physiology. To draw away from the midline of the body or 

from an adjacent part or limb.  [Latin abd7cere, abduct-  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + 

d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —ab·ducùtion n. 

ab·duc·tor (4b-dƒkùtNr) n.  1. One, such as a kidnapper, that abducts.  

2. Anatomy. A muscle that draws a body part, such as a finger, arm, or toe, away 

from the midline of the body or of an extremity. 

Ab·dul-A·ziz (äbÙdtl-ä-zKzù), 1830-1876.  Turkish sultan (1861-1876) whose 

reforms of educational and legal systems were offset by his increasingly absolutist 

rule, which led to uprisings and his deposition. 

Ab·dul Ha·mid II (äbùdtl hä-mKdù, -mVtù), 1842-1918.  Turkish sultan 

(1876-1909) whose autocratic rule led to revolts by the Young Turks. 

Ab·dul-Jab·bar (4b-dulÙjN-bärù), Kareem. Originally Lew Alcindor. Born 

1947.  American basketball player. As a center for the Los Angeles Lakers (1975-

1989) he became the all-time leading scorer in National Basketball Association 

history in 1984. 

Ab·dul·lah ibn-Hu·sein (äbÙdt-läù VbÙn-hu-s7nù), 1882-1951.  Transjor-

danian emir (1921-1946) and first king of independent Jordan (1946-1951). He 

annexed the West Bank of the Jordan River in 1950 and was assassinated a year 

later by a Palestinian nationalist. 

Ab·dul-Me·djid I also Ab·dul-Me·jid I (äbùdtl-mH-jKdù, -jVtù), 1823-1861.  

Turkish sultan (1839-1861) whose social reforms were overshadowed by extrava-

gances that contributed to the financial ruin of Turkey in the late 1800’s. 

a·beam (N-bKmù) adv.  Nautical. At right angles to the keel of a ship. 

a·be·ce·dar·i·an (7ÙbK-sK-dârùK-Nn) n.  1. One who teaches or studies the 

alphabet.  2. One who is just learning; a beginner.   —  adj.  1. Having to do with 

the alphabet.  2. Being arranged alphabetically.  3. Elementary or rudimentary.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin abeced7rium, alphabet, from Late Latin 

abeced7rius, alphabetical  : from the names of the letters A B C D + -7rius, -ary.]

a·bed (N-bHdù) adv.  In bed. 

A·bed·ne·go (N-bHdùnV-goÙ)  In the Old Testament, a young man who with 

Meshach and Shadrach emerged unharmed from the fiery furnace of Babylon. 

A·bel (7ùbNl)  In the Old Testament, the son of Adam and Eve who was slain by 

his elder brother, Cain. 

A·bel (7ùbNl), Sir Frederick Augustus. 1827-1902.  British chemist noted for 

his research and writings concerning explosives. He invented cordite (1889) with 

Sir James Dewar. 

A·bel (7ùbNl), I(orwith) W(ilbur). 1908-1987.  American labor leader who was 

president of the United Steelworkers of America (1965-1977). 

Ab·e·lard (4bùN-lärdÙ) also A·bé·lard (ä-b7-lärù), Peter or Pierre. 1079-1142.  

French theologian and philosopher whose application of the principles of ancient 



Greek logic to the doctrines of the medieval Catholic Church led to charges of 

heresy. He secretly married his pupil Héloise after she bore him a child, thus 

angering her family, who arranged to have him attacked and castrated. He 

became a monk and continued in his work. Héloise became a nun. 

a·bele (N-bKlù) n.  See white poplar.  [Dutch abeel, from Old French aubel, 

from Medieval Latin albellus, diminutive of Latin albus, white. See albho- in 

Appendix.]

a·be·li·a (N-bKùlK-N, N-bKlùyN) n.  Any of various deciduous or evergreen orna-

mental shrubs of the genus Abelia, native to Asia and Mexico and having opposite 

simple leaves and small white, pink, or purple flowers.  [New Latin, after Clarke 

Abel (1780-1826), British botanist.]

A·be·lian group (N-bKlùyNn grup, N-bKùlK-Nn) n.  See commutative group.  
[After Niels Henrik Abel (1802-1829), Norwegian mathematician.]

a·bel·mosk (7ùbNl-mmskÙ) n.  A hairy annual or biennial plant (Abelmoschus 

moschatus) native to tropical Asia and having yellow flowers with crimson cen-

ters. It is cultivated for its seed.  Also called ambrette, musk mallow.  [New Latin 

abelmoschus, from Arabic Uabbalmusk, grain of musk  : Uabb, grain + musk, musk 

(from Persian mu≥k); see MUSK.]

Ab·e·na·ki (äÙbN-näùkK, 4bÙN-n4kùK)  or Ab·na·ki (äb-näùkK, 4b-) n.  pl. 

Abenaki or Ab·e·na·kis  or Abnaki  or Ab·na·kis. 1. a. Any of various Native 

American peoples formerly inhabiting northern New England and southeast 

Canada, with present-day populations in Maine and southern Quebec.  b. A 

member of any of these peoples.   2. a. A confederacy of Abenaki and other peo-

ples formed in the mid-18th century in opposition to the Iroquois confederacy 

and the English colonists.  b. A member of this confederacy.   3. Either or both of 

the two Eastern Algonquian languages of the Abenaki peoples.  Also called 

Wabanaki 

ABEND abbr.  Computer Science. Abnormal end of task. 

A·be·o·ku·ta (4bÙK-o-kuùtN)  A city of southwest Nigeria north of Lagos. It is a 

trade center in an agricultural region. Population, 301,000. 

Ab·er·deen (4bùNr-dKnÙ)  1.  (also 4bÙNr-dKnù) A city of northeast Scotland on 

the North Sea at the mouth of the Dee River. It is known as “the Granite City” 

because stone from local quarries is used in many of its buildings. Population, 

212,542.  2. A town of northeast Maryland east-northeast of Baltimore. Aberdeen 

Proving Ground, a major research, development, and testing installation, is 

nearby. Population, 11,533.  3. A city of northeast South Dakota northeast of 

Pierre. It is a trade center in a wheat and livestock region. Population, 24,927.  

4. A city of western Washington west-southwest of Tacoma. Located on Grays 

Harbor, it has lumbering, fishing, and shipping industries. Population, 16,565. 



Aberdeen An·gus (4bùNr-dKnÙ 4ngùgNs) n.  A breed of black, hornless beef 

cattle that originated in Scotland.  Also called Black Angus [After Aberdeen and 

Angus, former counties of Scotland.]

Ab·er·nath·y (4bùNr-n4thÙK), Ralph David. 1926-1990.  American civil rights 

leader who was a founder and president (1968-1977) of the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference. 

ab·er·rant (4-bHrùNnt, 4bùNr-) adj.  1. Deviating from the proper or expected 

course.  2. Deviating from what is normal; untrue to type.  [Latin aberr7ns, aber-

rant- present participle of aberr7re, to go astray. See ABERRATION.] 
—ab·erùrance, ab·erùran·cy n.  —ab·erùrant·ly adv. 

ab·er·rat·ed (4bùN-r7ÙtVd) adj.  Characterized by defects, abnormality, or devia-

tion from the usual, typical, or expected course. 

ab·er·ra·tion (4bÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. A deviation from the proper or expected 

course.  See Synonyms at deviation.  2. A departure from the normal or typical:  

events that were aberrations from the norm.  3. Psychology. A disorder or abnormal 

alteration in one’s mental state.  4. a. A defect of focus, such as blurring in an 

image.  b. An imperfect image caused by a physical defect in an optical element, 

as in a lens.   5. Astronomy. The apparent displacement of the position of a celes-

tial body in the direction of motion of an observer on Earth, caused by the 

motion of Earth and the finite velocity of light.  6. Genetics. A deviation in the 

normal structure or number of chromosomes in an organism.  [Latin aberr7tio, 

aberr7tion-, diversion, from aberr7tus, past participle of aberr7re, to go astray  : 

ab-, away from; see AB-1 + err7re, to stray; see ers- in Appendix.]

a·bet (N-bHtù) v.  tr. a·bet·ted, a·bet·ting, a·bets. 1. To approve, encourage, 

and support (an action or a plan of action); urge and help on.  See Synonyms at 

incite.  2. To urge, encourage, or help (a person):  abetted the thief in robbing the 

bank.  [Middle English abetten, from Old French abeter, to entice  : a-, to (from 

Latin ad-); see AD- + beter, to bait; see bheid- in Appendix.] —a·betùment n.  

—a·betùtor, a·betùter n. 

ab ex·tra (4b HkùstrN) adv.  From without.  [Latin ab extr7 : ab, from + extr7, 

outside.]

a·bey·ance (N-b7ùNns) n.  1. The condition of being temporarily set aside; sus-

pension.  2. Law. A condition of undetermined ownership, as of an estate that has 

not yet been assigned.  [Anglo-Norman, variant of Old French abeance, desire, 

from abaer, to gape at  : a-, at (from Latin ad-); see AD- + baer, to gape; see BAY
2.] 

—a·beyùant adj. 

ab·far·ad (4b-f4rù4dÙ, -Nd) n.  The centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic 

unit of capacitance, equal to one billion farads. 

ab·hen·ry (4b-hHnùrK) n.  pl. ab·hen·ries. The centimeter-gram-second elec-

tromagnetic unit of inductance, equal to one billionth of a henry. 



ab·hor (4b-hôrù) v.  tr. ab·horred, ab·hor·ring, ab·hors. 1. To regard with 

horror or loathing; abominate.  2. To reject vehemently; shun: “The problem with 

Establishment Republicans is they abhor the unseemliness of a political brawl” 

(Patrick J. Buchanan).  [Middle English abhorren, from Latin abhorrKre, to shrink 

from  : ab-, from; see AB-1 + horrKre, to shudder.] —ab·horùrer n. 

ab·hor·rence (4b-hôrùNns, -hmrù-) n.  1. One that is disgusting, loathsome, or 

repellent.  2. A feeling of repugnance or loathing. 

ab·hor·rent (4b-hôrùNnt, -hmrù-) adj.  1. Disgusting, loathsome, or repellent.  

2. Feeling repugnance or loathing.  3. Archaic. Being strongly opposed.   
—ab·horùrent·ly adv. 

A·bib (ä-vKvù) n.  The seventh month of the year in the Hebrew calendar, corre-

sponding to Nisan.  [Hebrew ’7bîb, spring.]

a·bid·ance (N-bXdùns) n.  1. The act or condition of abiding; continuance.  

2. Adherence; compliance:  abidance by parliamentary procedure. 

a·bide (N-bXdù) v.  a·bode (N-bodù)  or a·bid·ed, a·bid·ing, a·bides.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To put up with; tolerate:  can’t abide such incompetence.  See Synonyms at 

bear1.  2. To wait patiently for.  3. To be in store for; await: “I will abide the com-

ing of my lord” (Tennyson).  4. To withstand:  a thermoplastic that will abide rough 

use and great heat.   —  v.  intr. 1. To remain in a place.  2. To continue to be sure 

or firm; endure.  See Synonyms at stay1.  3. To dwell or sojourn.   —idiom. 
abide by. To conform to; comply with:  abide by the rules; had to abide by the 

judge’s decision.  [Middle English abiden, from Old English 7bXdan : 7-, intensive 

+ bXdan, to remain; see bheidh- in Appendix.] —a·bidùer n. 

a·bid·ing (N-bXùdVng) adj.  Lasting for a long time; enduring:  an abiding love of 

music.   —a·bidùing·ly adv. 

Ab·i·djan (4bÙV-jänù)  The capital and largest city of Ivory Coast, in the southern 

part of the country on an enclosed lagoon of the Gulf of Guinea. In 1983 

Yamoussoukro was designated as the future capital. Abidjan’s population is 

1,500,000. 

ab·i·et·ic acid (4bÙK-HtùVk 4sùVd) n.  A yellowish resinous powder, 

C19H29COOH, isolated from rosin and used in lacquers, varnishes, and soaps.  

[From Latin abiKs, abiet-, silver fir.]

Ab·i·gail (4bùV-g7lÙ)  In the Old Testament, the wife of David. 

Ab·i·lene (4bùN-lKnÙ)  1. A city of central Kansas west of Topeka. Dwight D. 

Eisenhower lived in Abilene during his youth; the Eisenhower Center includes his 

family homestead, a museum and library, and his grave. Population, 6,572.  2. A 

city of west-central Texas west-southwest of Fort Worth. Founded in 1881 with 

the coming of the railroad, the city first prospered as a shipping center for cattle. 

Population, 106,654. 

a·bil·i·ty (N-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. a·bil·i·ties. 1. The quality of being able to do some-

thing; the physical, mental, financial, or legal power to perform.  2. A natural or 



acquired skill or talent.  [Middle English abilite, from Old French habilite, from 

Latin habilit7s, from habilis, handy. See ABLE.]

SYNONYMS: ability, capacity, faculty, talent, skill, competence, aptitude. These

nouns denote the qualities in a person that permit or facilitate achievement or

accomplishment. Ability is the power, mental or physical, to do something: “To

make a fortune some assistance from fate is essential. Ability alone is insufficient”

(Ihara Saikaku). Capacity refers to an innate potential for growth, development,

or accomplishment: “Not by age but by capacity is wisdom acquired” (Plautus).

Faculty denotes an inherent power or ability: An unerring faculty for detecting hy-

pocrisy is one of her most useful attributes. Talent emphasizes inborn ability, espe-

cially in the arts: “There is no substitute for talent. Industry and all the virtues are

of no avail” (Aldous Huxley). Skill stresses ability that is acquired or developed

through experience: “The intellect, character and skill possessed by any man are the

product of certain original tendencies and the training which they have received”

(Edward L. Thorndike). Competence suggests the ability to do something satisfac-

torily but not necessarily outstandingly well: The concerto was performed by a vi-

olinist of unquestioned competence but limited imagination. Aptitude implies inher-

ent capacity for learning, understanding, or performing: Even as a child he showed

an unusual aptitude for mathematics.

-ability  or -ibility suff.  Ability, inclination, or suitability for a specified action 

or condition:  teachability.  [Middle English -abilitie, from Old French -abilite, 

from Latin -7bilit7s, from -7bilis, -able.]

ab in·i·ti·o (4bÙ V-nVshùK-oÙ) adv.  Abbr. ab init. From the beginning.  [Latin ab 

initio : ab, from + initio, ablative of initium, beginning.]

ab in·tra (4b VnùtrN) adv.  From within.  [Latin ab intr7 : ab, from + intr7, 

within.]

a·bi·o·gen·e·sis (7ÙbX-o-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The supposed development of living 

organisms from nonliving matter.  Also called autogenesis, spontaneous genera-

tion.  —aÙbi·o·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), aÙbi·o·ge·netùi·cal adj.  

—aÙbi·ogùe·nist (-mjùN-nVst) n. 

a·bi·o·gen·ic (7ÙbX-o-jHnùVk) adj.  Not produced by living organisms.   
—aÙbi·o·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·bi·o·log·i·cal (7ÙbX-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  Not associated with or derived from liv-

ing organisms.   —aÙbi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·bi·ot·ic (7ÙbX-mtùVk) adj.  Nonliving:  The abiotic factors of the environment 

include light, temperature, and atmospheric gases.   —a·bi·oùsis (-oùsVs) n.  

—a·bi·otùic·al·ly adv. 



Ab·i·tib·i Lake (4bÙV-tVbùK l7k)  An irregularly shaped lake of eastern Ontario 

and southwest Quebec, Canada. It is the source of the Abitibi River, which flows 

about 370 km (230 mi) west and north to an arm of James Bay. 

ab·ject (4bùjHktÙ, 4b-jHktù) adj.  1. Brought low in condition or status.  See Syn-

onyms at mean2.  2. Being of the most contemptible kind:  abject cowardice.  

3. Being of the most miserable kind; wretched:  abject poverty.  [Middle English, 

outcast, from Latin abiectus, past participle of abicere, to cast away  : ab-, from; 

see AB-1 + iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.] —abùjectÙly adv.  —ab·jectù-
ness, ab·jecùtion n. 

ab·jure (4b-jtrù) v.  tr. ab·jured, ab·jur·ing, ab·jures. 1. To renounce under 

oath; forswear.  2. To recant solemnly; repudiate:  abjure one’s beliefs.  3. To give 

up (an action or practice, for example); abstain from: “For nearly 21 years after his 

resignation as Prime Minister in 1963, he abjured all titles, preferring to remain just 

plain ‘Mr.’” (Time).  [Middle English abjuren, from Old French abjurer, from 

Latin abi7r7re : ab-, away; see AB-1 + i7r7re, to swear; see yewes- in Appendix.] 
—abÙju·raùtion n.  —ab·jurùer n. 

abl. abbr.  Ablative (grammar). 

ab·late (4-bl7tù) v.  ab·lat·ed, ab·lat·ing, ab·lates.  —  v.  tr. To remove by 

erosion, melting, evaporation, or vaporization.   —  v.  intr. To become ablated; 

undergo ablation.  [Back-formation from ABLATION.]

ab·la·tion (4-bl7ùshNn) n.  1. Surgical excision or amputation of a body part or 

tissue.  2. The erosive processes by which a glacier is reduced.  3. Aerospace. The 

dissipation of heat generated by atmospheric friction, especially in the atmo-

spheric reentry of a spacecraft or missile, by means of a melting heat shield.  [Late 

Latin abl7tio, abl7tion-, from Latin abl7tus, past participle of auferre, to carry 

away  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + l7tus, carried; see telN- in Appendix.]

ab·la·tive1 (4bùlN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. abl. Of, relating to, or being a grammatical 

case indicating separation, direction away from, sometimes manner or agency, 

and the object of certain verbs. It is found in Latin and other Indo-European lan-

guages.   —  n.  Abbr. abl. 1. The ablative case.  2. A word in this case.  [Middle 

English, from Latin abl7tXvus, from abl7tus, carried away. See ABLATION.]

ab·la·tive2 (4-bl7ùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or capable of ablation.  2. Tending 

to ablate.  [From ABLATION.]

ab·la·tive absolute (4bùlN-tVv 4bùsN-lutÙ) n.  In Latin grammar, an adverbial 

phrase syntactically independent from the rest of the sentence and containing a 

noun plus a participle, an adjective, or a noun, both in the ablative case. 

ab·laut (äbùloutÙ, äpù-) n.  A vowel change, characteristic of Indo-European lan-

guages, that accompanies a change in grammatical function; for example, i, a, u 

in sing, sang, sung.  Also called gradation [German  : ab, off (from Old High Ger-

man aba); see apo- in Appendix + Laut, sound (from Middle High German l7t, 

from Old High German hl7t); see kleu- in Appendix.]



a·blaze (N-bl7zù) adj.  1. Being on fire:  The house is ablaze.  2. Radiant with 

bright color:  a maple tree ablaze in autumn.   —a·blazeù adv. 

a·ble (7ùbNl) adj.  a·bler, a·blest. 1. Having sufficient ability or resources.  

2. Especially capable or talented.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

habilis, from habKre, to handle. See ghabh- in Appendix.] —aùbly (7ùblK) adv.  

USAGE NOTE: The construction able to ascribes to its subject the ability to ac-

complish the action expressed in its complement: The troupe was able to get a grant

for the project from a large corporation. The new submarine is able to dive twice as

fast as the older model. It should be avoided when such an ascription is unwar-

ranted, as with passive constructions involving forms of the verb be; thus it is in-

consistent to say The problem was able to be solved through the method she had

learned about in business school, since this sentence ascribes no capacity or ability

to the problem itself. In such cases, can or could can usually be substituted: The

problem could be solved... By contrast, passives with get ascribe a more active role

to their subjects, and here the able to construction can be used: He was able to get

himself accepted by a top law school.

-able  or -ible suff.  1. Susceptible, capable, or worthy of a specified action:  

debatable.  2. Inclined or given to a specified state or action:  changeable.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin -7bilis : -7-and -i-, thematic vowels  + -

bilis, adj. suff..]

a·ble-bod·ied (7ùbNl-bmdùKd) adj.  Physically strong and healthy: “It required 

an immediate end to welfare for the able-bodied poor” (David A. Stockman). 

able-bodied seaman (7ùbNl-bmdùKd sKùmNn) n.  Abbr. A.B., a.b. A mer-

chant seaman certified for all seaman’s duties.  Also called able seaman 

a·bloom (N-blumù) adj.  Being in bloom; flowering. 

ab·lu·tion (N-bluùshNn, 4-bluù-) n.  1. A washing or cleansing of the body, 

especially as part of a religious rite.  2. The liquid so used.  [Middle English ablu-

cioun, from Latin abl7tio, abl7tion-, from abl7tus, past participle of abluere, to 

wash away  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + -luere, to wash; see leu(N)- in Appendix.] 
—ab·luùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

ABM (7ÙbK-Hmù) n.  See antiballistic missile. 
abn abbr.  Airborne. 

Ab·na·ki (äb-näùkK, 4b-) n.  Variant of Abenaki. 
ab·ne·gate (4bùnV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. ab·ne·gat·ed, ab·ne·gat·ing, ab·ne·gates. 
1. To give up (rights or a claim, for example); renounce.  2. To deny (something) 

to oneself.  [Latin abneg7re, abneg7t-, to refuse  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + neg7re, to 

deny; see ne in Appendix.] —abùne·gaÙtor n. 

ab·ne·ga·tion (4bÙnV-g7ùshNn) n.  Self-denial. 



ab·nor·mal (4b-nôrùmNl) adj.  Not typical, usual, or regular; not normal; devi-

ant.  [Alteration (influenced by AB-1), of obsolete anormal, from Medieval Latin 

anorm7lis, blend of Late Latin abnormis (Latin ab-, away from;; see ab-1 + Latin 

norma, rule); see gno- in Appendix, and anomalus; see ANOMALOUS.] —ab·norù-
mal·ly adv. 

ab·nor·mal·i·ty (4bÙnôr-m4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ab·nor·mal·i·ties. 1. The condition 

of not being normal.  2. A phenomenon or occurrence that is not normal. 

abnormal psychology (4b-nôrùmNl sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  Psychopathology. 

Ab·o  or ab·o (4bùo) n.  pl. Ab·os. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for an Australian aborigine: “A group of Australian words such as abo (aborigine) 

or tyke (Catholic) display a degree of intolerance” (Leonard Santorelli). 

a·board (N-bôrdù, N-bordù) adv.  1. On board a ship, train, aircraft, or other pas-

senger vehicle.  2. In or into a group, organization, or business: “By bringing 

aboard a number of blacks as department heads, lawyers, and accountants, the 

Mayor has also broadened the racial mix in top city jobs” (Christian Science Moni-

tor).  3. Baseball. On base.   —  prep.  On board of; on; in.  [Middle English 

abord : a-, on; see A-2 + bord, ship (from Old English bord).]

a·bode (N-bodù) v.  A past tense and a past participle of abide.  —  n.  1. A 

dwelling place; a home.  2. The act of abiding; a sojourn.  [Middle English abod, 

home, from abiden, to wait. See ABIDE.]

ab·ohm (4-bomù) n.  The centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic unit of 

resistance, equal to one billionth of an ohm. 

a·bol·ish (N-bmlùVsh) v.  tr. a·bol·ished, a·bol·ish·ing, a·bol·ish·es. 1. To do 

away with; annul.  2. To destroy completely.  [Middle English abolisshen, from 

Old French abolir, aboliss-, from Latin abolKre. See al-2 in Appendix.] 
—a·bolùish·a·ble adj.  —a·bolùish·er n.  —a·bolùish·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: abolish, exterminate, extinguish, extirpate, eradicate, obliterate.

These verbs mean to get rid of. Abolish applies only to doing away with conditions,

practices, or regulations, not material things or persons: The legislature passed a

law to abolish the surtax. Exterminate suggests total destruction, as of living things,

by a deliberate, selective method: Entire peoples were exterminated in the concen-

tration camps. Extinguish means to put out a flame or something likened to a

flame: Repeated rebuffs couldn’t extinguish my enthusiasm. Extirpate suggests ef-

fective destruction by removing roots or entrenched causes: The police arrested

dealers in an attempt to extirpate drug abuse. Eradicate shares the connotations of

extirpate but stresses the resistance to dislodgment offered by the object: Scientists

are working to find a serum to eradicate the disease. Obliterate means to destroy so

as to leave no trace: Amnesia mercifully obliterated his memory of the accident.



ab·o·li·tion (4bÙN-lVshùNn) n.  1. The act of doing away with or the state of being 

done away with; annulment.  2. Abolishment of slavery.  [Latin abolitio, abolition-

, from abolitus, past participle of abolKre, to abolish. See ABOLISH.] —abÙo·liù-
tion·arÙy (-lVshùN-nHrÙK) adj. 

ab·o·li·tion·ism (4bÙN-lVshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Advocacy of the abolition of slavery.   
—abÙo·liùtion·ist n. 

ab·o·ma·sum (4bÙo-m7ùsNm) n.  pl. ab·o·ma·sa (-sN). The fourth division of 

the stomach in ruminant animals, such as cows, sheep, and deer, in which diges-

tion takes place.   —abÙo·maùsal (-sNl) adj. 

A-bomb (7ùbmmÙ) n.  See atom bomb (n., sense 1). 

a·bom·i·na·ble (N-bmmùN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Unequivocally detestable; loathsome:  

abominable treatment of prisoners.  2. Thoroughly unpleasant or disagreeable:  

abominable weather.  [Middle English abhominable, from Old French, from Latin 

abomin7bilis, from abomin7rX, to abhor. See ABOMINATE.] —a·bomùi·na·bly adv. 

abominable snowman (N-bmmùN-nN-bNl snoùm4nÙ) n.  A hairy humanlike 

animal reportedly inhabiting the snows of the high Himalaya Mountains.  Also 

called yeti 

a·bom·i·nate (N-bmmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. a·bom·i·nat·ed, a·bom·i·nat·ing, 
a·bom·i·nates. To detest thoroughly; abhor.  [Latin abomin7rX, abomin7t-, to 

deprecate as a bad omen  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + omen, omen.] —a·bomùi·naÙtor 
n. 

a·bom·i·na·tion (N-bmmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. Abhorrence; disgust.  2. A cause of 

abhorrence or disgust. 

ab·o·ral (4-bôrùNl, 4borù-) adj.  Located opposite to or away from the mouth. 

ab·o·rig·i·nal (4bÙN-rVjùN-nNl) adj.  1. Having existed in a region from the 

beginning:  aboriginal forests.  See Synonyms at native.  2. Of or relating to 

aborigines.   —  n.  An aborigine.   —abÙo·rigùi·nal·ly adv. 

ab·o·rig·i·ne (4bÙN-rVjùN-nK) n.  1. A member of the indigenous or earliest 

known population of a region.  2. aborigines. The flora and fauna native to a 

geographic area.  [From Latin aborXgines, original inhabitants (folk etymology of 

a pre-Roman tribal name)  : ab-, from; see AB-1 + orXgine, ablative of orXgo, begin-

ning; see ORIGIN.]

a·born·ing (N-bôrùnVng) adv.  While coming into being or getting under way: 

“Our own revolutionary war almost died aborning through lack of popular support” 

(William Randolph Hearst, Jr.). 

a·bort (N-bôrtù) v.  a·bort·ed, a·bort·ing, a·borts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To give birth 

before the embryo or fetus is capable of surviving on its own; miscarry.  2. To 

cease growth before full development or maturation.  3. To terminate an opera-

tion or procedure, as with a project, a missile, an airplane, or a space vehicle, 

before completion.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cause to terminate pregnancy prematurely, 

before the embryo or fetus is viable.  b. To cause the expulsion of (an embryo or 



fetus) before it is viable.   2. To interfere with the development of; conclude pre-

maturely:  abort plans for a corporate takeover.  3. To terminate before completion:  

abort a trip because of illness; abort a spaceflight; abort a takeoff.  4. To stop the 

progress of (a disease, for example).   —  n.  1. The act of terminating an opera-

tion or procedure, as with a project, a missile, an airplane, or a space vehicle, 

before completion.  2. Computer Science. A procedure to terminate execution of a 

program when an unrecoverable error or malfunction occurs.  [Latin abort7re, 

frequentative of aborXrX, abort-, to disappear, miscarry  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + orXrX, 
to appear; see er-1 in Appendix.]

a·bor·ti·fa·cient (N-bôrÙtN-f7ùshNnt) adj.  Causing abortion.   —  n.  A sub-

stance or device used to induce abortion. 

a·bor·tion (N-bôrùshNn) n.  1. Induced termination of pregnancy and expulsion 

of an embryo or fetus that is incapable of survival.  2. A miscarriage.  

3. Cessation of normal growth, especially of an organ or other body part, prior to 

full development or maturation.  4. An aborted organism.  5. Something mal-

formed or incompletely developed; a monstrosity. 

a·bor·tion·ist (N-bôrùshN-nVst) n.  One who performs abortions. 

a·bor·tive (N-bôrùtVv) adj.  1. Failing to accomplish an intended objective; fruit-

less:  an abortive attempt to conclude the negotiations.  2. Biology. Partially or 

imperfectly developed:  an abortive organ.   —a·borùtive·ly adv.  —a·borù-
tive·ness n. 

ABO system (7ÙbK-où sVsùtNm) n.  A classification system for human blood that 

identifies four major blood types based on the presence or absence of two anti-

gens, A and B, on red blood cells. The four blood types (A, B, AB, and O, in which 

O designates blood that lacks both antigens) are important in determining the 

compatability of blood for transfusion. 

a·bou·li·a (N-buùlK-N, N-byuù-) n.  Variant of abulia. 
a·bound (N-boundù) v.  intr. a·bound·ed, a·bound·ing, a·bounds. 1. To be 

great in number or amount.  2. To be fully supplied or filled; teem.  See Syn-

onyms at teem1.  [Middle English abounden, from Old French abonder, from 

Latin abund7re, to overflow  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + und7re, to flow (from unda, 

wave); see wed-1 in Appendix.]

a·bout (N-boutù) adv.  Abbr. a., ab., abt. 1. Approximately; nearly:  The inter-

view lasted about an hour.  2. Almost:  The job is about done.  3. To a reversed 

position or direction:  Turn about and walk away slowly.  4. In no particular direc-

tion:  wandering about with no place to go.  5. All around; on every side:  Let’s look 

about for help.  6. In the area or vicinity; near:  spoke to a few spectators standing 

about.  7. In succession; one after another:  Turn about is fair play.   —  prep.  

1. On all sides of; surrounding:  I found an English garden all about me.  2. In the 

vicinity of; around:  explored the rivers and streams about the estate.  3. Almost the 

same as; close to; near.  4. a. In reference to; relating to; concerned with:  a book 



about snakes; objectivity—a part of what biography is about.  b. In the act or pro-

cess of:  While you’re about it, please clean your room.   5. In the possession or 

innate character of:  Keep your wits about you.  6. a. Ready or prepared to do 

something:  The chorus is about to sing.  b. Usage Problem. Used with a negative to 

indicate strong intention:  I am not about to concede the point.    —  adj.  

1. Moving here and there; astir:  The patient is up and about.  2. Being in evidence 

or existence:  Rumors are about concerning his resignation.  [Middle English, from 

Old English onb7tan : on, in; see ON + b7tan, outside; see ud- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The construction not about to is often used to express determi-

nation: We are not about to negotiate with terrorists. A majority of the Usage Panel

considers this usage acceptable in speech but not in formal writing. • About is

traditionally used to refer to the relation between a narrative and its subject: a

book about Cézanne, a movie about the Boston Massacre. This use has lately been

extended to refer to the relation between various nonlinguistic entities and the

things they make manifest, as in The party was mostly about showing off their new

offices or His designs are about the use of rough-textured materials. This practice

probably originates with the expression That’s what it’s all about and may partly

reflect implicit deference to the postmodern doctrine that every social artifact

and activity can be regarded as a text subject to interpretation. But the usage is

still too voguish to have won general acceptance; it is rejected by 59 percent of the

Usage Panel in the example A designer teapot isn’t about making tea; it is about

letting people know that you have a hundred dollars to spend on a teapot.

a·bout-face (N-boutùf7sù) n.  1. a. The act of pivoting to face in the opposite 

direction from the original, especially in a military formation.  b. A military 

command to turn clockwise 180˚.   2. A total change of attitude or viewpoint.   
—  v.  intr. a·bout-·faced, a·bout-·fac·ing, a·bout-·fac·es. To reverse direc-

tion. 

a·bove (N-bƒvù) adv.  1. On high; overhead:  the clouds above.  2. In heaven; 

heavenward.  3. a. Upstairs:  a table in the dining room above.  b. To a degree that 

is over zero:  15˚ above.   4. In or to a higher place.  5. In an earlier part of a given 

text: “The problems cited above have led to a number of suggestions for reform” 

(Wharton Magazine).  6. In or to a higher rank or position:  the ranks of major 

and above.   —  prep.  1. Over or higher than:  a cool spring above the timberline.  

2. Superior to in rank, position, or number; greater than:  put principles above 

expediency.  3. Beyond the level or reach of:  a shot that was heard above the music.  

4. In preference to.  5. Too honorable to bend to:  I am above petty intrigue.  

6. More than:  somewhat above normal temperature.   —  n.  Usage Problem. An 

earlier part of a given text:  Refer to the above for that information.   —  adj.  

Appearing earlier in the same text:  flaws in the above interpretation.  [Middle 



English aboven, from Old English abufan : a-, on; see A-2 + b7fan, above; see upo 

in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The use of above as an adjective or noun in referring to a pre-

ceding text is most common in business and legal writing. In general writing its

use as an adjective (the above figures) was accepted by a majority of the Usage

Panel in an earlier survey, but its use as a noun (read the above) was accepted by

only a minority.

above all (N-bƒvù ôl) adv.  Over and above all other factors or considerations. 

a·bove·board (N-bƒvùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) adv.  & adj.  Without deceit or trickery; 

straightforward in manner.  [Originally a gambling term referring to the fact that 

when a gambler’s hands were above the board or gaming table, he could not 

engage in trickery, such as changing cards, below the table.]

a·bove·ground (N-bƒvùgroundÙ) adj.  1. Situated or taking place on or above 

the surface of the ground:  aboveground nuclear testing.  2. Operating or existing 

within the establishment or in accordance with conventional standards:  journal-

istic practices unacceptable to the aboveground press; an aboveground corps of 20,000 

priests in Poland.   —a·boveùgroundÙ adv. 

abp.  or Abp. abbr.  Archbishop. 

abr. abbr.  1. Abridged.  2. Abridgment. 

ab·ra·ca·dab·ra (4bÙrN-kN-d4bùrN) n.  1. A magical charm or incantation hav-

ing the power to ward off disease or disaster.  2. Foolish or unintelligible talk.  

[Late Latin, magical formula.]

WORD HISTORY: “Abracadabra,” says the magician, unaware that at one time

the thing to do with the word was wear it, not say it. Abracadabra was a magic

word, the letters of which were arranged in an inverted pyramid and worn as an

amulet around the neck to protect the wearer against disease or trouble. One few-

er letter appeared in each line of the pyramid, until only a remained to form the

vertex of the triangle. As the letters disappeared, so supposedly did the disease or

trouble. While magicians still use abracadabra in their performances, the word

itself has acquired another sense, “foolish or unintelligible talk.”

a·bra·chi·a (N-br7ùkK-N) n.  Congenital absence of the arms.  [A-1 + Greek bra-

khion, arm; see BRACE + -IA
1.]

a·brad·ant (N-br7dùnt) n.  An abrasive.   —  adj.  Abrasive. 

a·brade (N-br7dù) v.  tr. a·brad·ed, a·brad·ing, a·brades. 1. To wear down or 

rub away by friction; erode.  See Synonyms at chafe.  2. To make weary through 

constant irritation; wear down spiritually.  [Latin abr7dere, to scrape off  : ab-, 

away; see AB-1 + r7dere, to scrape; see rKd- in Appendix.]



A·bra·ham (7ùbrN-h4mÙ)  In the Old Testament, the first patriarch and progen-

itor of the Hebrew people. He was the father of Isaac. 

Abraham, Plains of.  A field adjoining the upper part of Quebec City, Canada. 

In 1759 the British under Gen. James Wolfe defeated the French under Gen. Louis 

Montcalm in a decisive battle of the French and Indian Wars. The victory led to 

British supremacy in Canada. 

a·bran·chi·ate (7-br4ngùkK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  An animal that has no gills.   —  adj.  

also a·bran·chi·al (-kK-Nl) Having no gills. 

a·brash (ä-bräshù, N-bräzhù) n.  The natural and variable change in color that 

occurs in an Oriental rug over time when different dyes are used.  [Arabic, mot-

tled, possibly of Persian origin.]

ab·ra·sion (N-br7ùzhNn) n.  1. The process of wearing down or rubbing away by 

means of friction.  2. a. A scraped or worn area.  b. A scraped area on the skin or 

on a mucous membrane, resulting from injury or irritation.   [Medieval Latin 

abr7sio, abr7sion-, from Latin abr7sus, past participle of abr7dere, to scrape off. 

See ABRADE.]

ab·ra·sive (N-br7ùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Causing abrasion.  2. Harsh and rough in 

manner.   —  n.  A substance that abrades. 

ab·re·act (4bÙrK-4ktù) v.  tr. ab·re·act·ed, ab·re·act·ing, ab·re·acts. To 

release (repressed emotions) by acting out, as in words, behavior, or the imagina-

tion, the situation causing the conflict.  [Translation of German abreagieren : ab-, 

away + reagieren, to react.] —abÙre·acùtion n. 

a·breast (N-brHstù) adv.  1. Side by side:  ships docked two abreast.  2. Up to date 

with:  keeping abreast of the latest developments. 

a·bridge (N-brVjù) v.  tr. a·bridged, a·bridg·ing, a·bridg·es. 1. To reduce the 

length of (a written text); condense.  2. To cut short; curtail.  See Synonyms at 

shorten.  [Middle English abregen, from Old French abregier, from Late Latin 

abbrevi7re, to shorten. See ABBREVIATE.] —a·bridgùer n. 

a·bridg·ment also a·bridge·ment (N-brVjùmNnt) n.  Abbr. abr. 1. The act of 

abridging or the state of being abridged.  2. A written text that has been abridged. 

a·brin (7ùbrVn) n.  A poisonous protein found in the seeds of the rosary pea.  

[New Latin Abrus precatorius, Indian licorice (from Abrus, genus name, from 

Greek habros, graceful, delicate) + -IN.]

a·broach (N-brochù) adj.  1. Opened or positioned so that a liquid, such as wine, 

can be let out.  2. In a state of action; astir.  [Middle English abroche : a-, on, in; 

see A-2 + broche, a pointed object, spigot; see BROACH
1.]

a·broad (N-brôdù) adv.  & adj.  1. Out of one’s own country.  2. In a foreign 

country or countries.  3. Away from one’s home.  4. In circulation; at large.  

5. Covering a large area; widely: “An epidemic is abroad in America” (Richard M. 

Smith).  6. Not on target; in error.   —  n.  A foreign country or countries in 



which to live or travel: “Do you like abroad or hate it?” (John le Carré).  [Middle 

English abrod : a-, in, on; see A-2 + brod, broad; see BROAD.]

ab·ro·gate (4bùrN-g7tÙ) v.  tr. ab·ro·gat·ed, ab·ro·gat·ing, ab·ro·gates. To 

abolish, do away with, or annul, especially by authority.  [Latin abrog7re, abrog7t- 

 : ab-, away; see AB-1 + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appendix.] —abÙro·gaùtion n. 

a·brupt (N-brƒptù) adj.  1. Unexpectedly sudden:  an abrupt change in the 

weather.  2. Surprisingly and unceremoniously curt; brusque.  3. Touching on 

one subject after another with sudden transitions:  abrupt prose.  4. Steeply 

inclined.  See Synonyms at steep1.  5. Botany. Terminating suddenly rather than 

gradually; truncate:  an abrupt leaf.  [Latin abruptus, past participle of abrumpere, 

to break off  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + rumpere, to break; see reup- in Appendix.] 
—a·bruptùly adv.  —a·bruptùness n. 

a·brup·tion (N-brƒpùshNn) n.  An instance of suddenly breaking away or off. 

A·bruz·zi (ä-brutùsK, N-brutù-) also A·bruz·zi e Mo·li·se (7 mô-lKùzH)  A 

region of central Italy bordering on the Adriatic Sea. Mostly mountainous, it 

includes Mount Corno, the highest peak of the Apennines. 

A·bruz·zi (ä-brutùsK, N-brutù-), Duke of Title of Luigi Amedeo, Prince of 

Savoy-Aosta. 1873-1933.  Italian explorer and naval officer who made the first 

ascent of Mount St. Elias in Alaska (1897). 

abs abbr.  Absolute temperature. 

abs. abbr.  1. Absence; absent.  2. Absolute; absolutely.  3. Abstract. 

Ab·sa·ro·ka Range (4b-särùN-kN r7nj)  A section of the Rocky Mountains in 

northwest Wyoming and southern Montana. It rises to 4,007.7 m (13,140 ft) at 

Franks Peak. 

Ab·sa·ro·ke (4b-särùN-kN) n.  pl. Absaroke or Ab·sa·ro·kes. See Crow1. 
ab·scess (4bùsHsÙ) n.  A localized collection of pus in part of the body, formed by 

tissue disintegration and surrounded by an inflamed area.   —  v.  intr. 

ab·scessed, ab·scess·ing, ab·scess·es. To form an abscess.  [Latin abscessus, 

from past participle of abscKdere, to go away  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + cKdere, to go; 

see ked- in Appendix.]

ab·scise (4b-sXzù) v.  ab·scised, ab·scis·ing, ab·scis·es.  —  v.  tr. To cut off; 

remove.   —  v.  intr. To shed by abscission.  [Latin abscindere, absciss-  : ab-, away; 

see AB-1 + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.]

ab·scis·ic acid (4b-sVzùVk 4sùVd) n.  Abbr. ABA A plant hormone, C15H20O4, 

involved in the abscission of leaves, flowers, and fruits and the dormancy of buds 

and seeds. 

ab·scis·sa (4b-sVsùN) n.  pl. ab·scis·sas or ab·scis·sae (-sVsùK). Symbol x The 

coordinate representing the position of a point along a line perpendicular to the 

y-axis in a plane Cartesian coordinate system.  [New Latin (linea) abscissa, (line) 

cut off, from Latin abscissus, past participle of abscindere, to abscise. See ABSCISE.]



ab·scis·sion (4b-sVzhùNn) n.  1. The act of cutting off.  2. Botany. The shedding 

of leaves, flowers, or fruits following the formation of the abscission zone. 

abscission zone (4b-sVzhùNn zon) n.  The region at the base of a leaf, flower, 

fruit, or other plant part, where the formation of a cork layer results in the sepa-

ration of that part from the plant body. 

ab·scond (4b-skmndù) v.  intr. ab·scond·ed, ab·scond·ing, ab·sconds. To 

leave quickly and secretly and hide oneself, often to avoid arrest or prosecution.  

[Latin abscondere, to hide  : abs-, ab-, away; see AB-1 + condere, to put; see dhK- in 

Appendix.] —ab·scondùer n. 

ab·sence (4bùsNns) n.  Abbr. abs. 1. The state of being away.  2. The time dur-

ing which one is away.  3. Lack; want:  an absence of leadership. 

ab·sent (4bùsNnt) adj.  Abbr. abs., a, a. 1. Not present; missing:  absent friends; 

absent parents.  2. Not existent; lacking:  a country in which morality is absent.  

3. Exhibiting or feeling inattentiveness:  an absent nod.   —  v.  tr. ab·sent·ed, 
ab·sent·ing, ab·sents (4b-sHntù). To keep (oneself) away:  They absented them-

selves from the debate.   —  prep.  Without: “Absent a legislative fix, this is an invi-

tation for years of litigation” (Brian E. O’Neill).  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin absKns, absent- present participle of abesse, to be away  : abs-, 

ab-, away; see AB-1 + esse, to be; see es- in Appendix.] —abùsent·ly adv. 

ab·sen·tee (4bÙsNn-tKù) n.  One that is absent.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to one 

that is absent.  2. Not in residence:  absentee landlords.  See Usage Note at -ee1. 
absentee ballot (4bÙsNn-tKù b4lùNt) n.  A ballot marked and mailed in 

advance by a voter away from the place where he or she is registered. 

ab·sen·tee·ism (4bÙsNn-tKùVzÙNm) n.  1. Habitual failure to appear, especially 

for work or other regular duty.  2. The rate of occurrence of habitual absence 

from work or duty. 

ab·sent-mind·ed (4bÙsNnt-mXnùdVd) adj.  Deep in thought and heedless of 

present circumstances or activities; preoccupied.  See Synonyms at abstracted.  
—abÙsent-mindùed·ly adv.  —abÙsent-mindùed·ness n. 

absent without leave (4bùsNnt wVth-outù lKv) adj.  Absent from one’s 

assigned military post or duties without official permission; AWOL. 

ab·sinthe also ab·sinth (4bùsVnth) n.  1. A perennial aromatic European herb 

(Artemisia absinthium), naturalized in eastern North America and having pinnat-

ifid, silvery silky leaves and numerous nodding flower heads.  Also called common 

wormwood 2. A green liqueur having a bitter anise or licorice flavor and a high 

alcohol content, prepared from absinthe and other herbs. Production of absinthe 

is now prohibited in many countries because of its toxicity.  [Middle English, 

wormwood, from Old French, from Latin absinthium, from Greek apsinthion.]

ab·so·lute (4bùsN-lutÙ, 4bÙsN-lutù) adj.  Abbr. abs. 1. Perfect in quality or 

nature; complete.  2. Not mixed; pure.  See Synonyms at pure.  3. a. Not limited 

by restrictions or exceptions; unconditional:  absolute trust.  b. Unqualified in 



extent or degree; total:  absolute silence.  See Usage Note at infinite.   
4. Unconstrained by constitutional or other provisions:  an absolute ruler.  5. Not 

to be doubted or questioned; positive:  absolute proof.  6. Grammar. a. Of, relat-

ing to, or being a word, phrase, or construction that is isolated syntactically from 

the rest of a sentence, as the referee having finally arrived in The referee having 

finally arrived, the game began.  b. Of, relating to, or being a transitive verb when 

its object is implied but not stated. For example, inspires in We have a teacher who 

inspires is an absolute verb.  c. Of, relating to, or being an adjective or a pronoun 

that stands alone when the noun it modifies is being implied but not stated. For 

example, in Theirs were the best, theirs is an absolute pronoun and best is an abso-

lute adjective.   7. Physics. a. Relating to measurements or units of measurement 

derived from fundamental units of length, mass, and time.  b. Relating to abso-

lute temperature.   8. Law. Complete and unconditional; final.   —  n.  

1. Something that is absolute.  2. Absolute. Philosophy. a. Something regarded 

as the ultimate basis of all thought and being. Used with the.  b. Something 

regarded as independent of and unrelated to anything else.   [Middle English 

absolut, from Latin absol7tus, unrestricted, past participle of absolvere, to absolve 

 : ab-, away; see AB-1 + solvere, to loosen; see leu- in Appendix.] —abùso·luteÙ-
ness n. 

absolute alcohol (4bùsN-lutÙ 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  Ethyl alcohol containing no 

more than one percent water. 

absolute ceiling (4bùsN-lutÙ sKùlVng) n.  The maximum altitude above sea 

level at which an aircraft or missile can maintain horizontal flight under standard 

atmospheric conditions. 

ab·so·lute·ly (4bùsN-lutÙlK, 4bÙsN-lutùlK) adv.  Abbr. abs. 1. Definitely and 

completely; unquestionably.  2. Grammar. In a manner that does not take an 

object.  

USAGE NOTE: For some time, absolutely has been used informally as a vague

intensive, as in an absolutely magnificent painting. In an earlier survey, a majority

of the Usage Panel disapproved of this usage in formal writing.

absolute magnitude (4bùsN-lutÙ m4gùnV-tudÙ) n.  The intrinsic magni-

tude of a celestial body computed as if viewed from a distance of 10 parsecs, or 

32.6 light-years. 

absolute music (4bùsN-lutÙ myuùzVk) n.  Instrumental music that depends 

solely on its rhythmic, melodic, and contrapuntal structures. 

absolute pitch (4bùsN-lutÙ pVch) n.  1. The precise pitch of an isolated tone, 

as established by its rate of vibration measured on a standard scale.  2. Music. The 

ability to identify or sing any tone heard. In this sense, also calledperfect pitch 



absolute scale (4bùsN-lutÙ sk7l) n.  1. A scale of temperature with absolute 

zero as the minimum.  2. The Kelvin scale. 

absolute temperature (4bùsN-lutÙ tHmùpNr-N-chtrÙ) n.  Abbr. abs Tem-

perature measured or calculated on an absolute scale. 

absolute value (4bùsN-lutÙ v4lùyu) n.  1. The numerical value of a real 

number without regard to its sign. For example, the absolute value of –4 is 4.  

Also called numerical value 2. The modulus of a complex number, equal to the 

square root of the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary parts of the num-

ber. 

absolute zero (4bùsN-lutÙ zîrùo) n.  Physics. The temperature at which sub-

stances possess no thermal energy, equal to –273.15˚C, or –459.67˚F. 

ab·so·lu·tion (4bÙsN-luùshNn) n.  The formal remission of sin imparted by a 

priest, as in the sacrament of penance.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin absol7tio, acquittal, from absol7tus, past participle of absolvere, to absolve. 

See ABSOLUTE.]

ab·so·lut·ism (4bùsN-luÙtVzÙNm) n.  1. a. A political theory holding that all 

power should be vested in one ruler or other authority.  b. A form of government 

in which all power is vested in a single ruler or other authority.   2. An absolute 

doctrine, principle, or standard.   —abùso·lutÙist n.  —abÙso·lu·tisùtic (-lu-

tVsùtVk) adj. 

ab·solve (Nb-zmlvù, -smlvù) v.  tr. ab·solved, ab·solv·ing, ab·solves. 1. To 

pronounce clear of guilt or blame.  2. To relieve of a requirement or an obliga-

tion.  3. a. To grant a remission of sin to.  b. To pardon or remit (a sin).   [Middle 

English absolven, from Latin absolvere. See ABSOLUTE.] —ab·solvùa·ble adj.  

—ab·solvùer n. 

ab·sorb (Nb-sôrbù, -zôrbù) v.  tr. ab·sorbed, ab·sorb·ing, ab·sorbs. 1. To 

take (something) in through or as through pores or interstices.  2. To occupy the 

full attention, interest, or time of; engross.  See Synonyms at monopolize.  
3. Physics. To retain (radiation or sound, for example) wholly, without reflection 

or transmission.  4. To take in; assimilate:  immigrants who were absorbed into the 

social mainstream.  5. To receive (an impulse) without echo or recoil:  a fabric that 

absorbs sound; a bumper that absorbs impact.  6. To take over (a cost or costs).  

7. To endure; accommodate:  couldn’t absorb the additional hardships.  [Middle 

English, to swallow up, from Old French absorber, from Latin absorbKre : ab-, 

away; see AB-1 + sorbKre, to suck.] —ab·sorbÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —ab·sorbùa·ble adj.  

—ab·sorbùer n.  —ab·sorbùing·ly adv. 

ab·sorbed (Nb-sôrbdù, -zôrbdù) adj.  Wholly involved or occupied; engrossed.  

See Synonyms at abstracted.  —ab·sorbùed·ly (Nb-sôrùbVd-lK, -zôrù-) adv.  

—ab·sorbùed·ness n. 



ab·sor·be·fa·cient (Nb-sôrÙbN-f7ùshNnt, -zôrÙ-) adj.  Inducing or causing 

absorption.   —  n.  A medicine or an agent that induces absorption.  

[ABSORBE(NT) + -FACIENT.]

ab·sorb·ent (Nb-sôrùbNnt, -zôrù-) adj.  Capable of absorbing:  absorbent cotton.   
—  n.  A substance that is capable of absorbing.   —ab·sorbùen·cy n. 

ab·sorp·tance (Nb-sôrpùtNns, -zôrpù-) n.  The ratio of absorbed to incident 

radiation.  [ABSORPT(ION) + -ANCE.]

ab·sorp·tion (Nb-sôrpùshNn, -zôrpù-) n.  1. The act or process of absorbing or 

the condition of being absorbed.  2. A state of mental concentration.  [Latin 

absorptio, absorption-, from absorptus, past participle of absorbKre, to absorb. See 

ABSORB.] —ab·sorpùtive (-tVv) adj.  —abÙsorp·tivùi·ty n. 

absorption spectrum (Nb-sôrpùshNn spHkùtrNm) n.  Physics. The electro-

magnetic spectrum, broken by a specific pattern of dark lines or bands, observed 

when radiation traverses a particular absorbing medium. 

ab·squat·u·late (4b-skwmchùN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. ab·squat·u·lat·ed, 
ab·squat·u·lat·ing, ab·squat·u·lates. Midland U.S. 1. a. To depart in a hurry; 

abscond: “Your horse has absquatulated!” (Robert M. Bird).  b. To die.   2. To 

argue.  [Mock-Latinate formation, purporting to mean “to go off and squat else-

where”.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The vibrant energy of American English sometimes ap-

pears in the use of Latin affixes to create jocular pseudo-Latin “learned” words.

There is a precedent for this in the language of Shakespeare, whose plays contain

scores of made-up Latinate words. Midland absquatulate has a prefix ab-, “away

from,” and a suffix -ate, “to act upon in a specified manner,” affixed to a nonex-

istent base form -squatul-, probably suggested by squat. Hence the whimsical ab-

squatulate, “to squat away from.” Another such coinage is Northern busticate,

which joins bust with -icate by analogy with verbs like medicate. Southern argufy

joins argue to a redundant -fy, “to make; cause to become.” These creations are

largely confined to regions of the United States where change is slow, and where

the 19th-century love for Latinate words and expressions is still manifest. For ex-

ample, Appalachian speech is characterized by the frequent use of recollect, aggra-

vate, oblige, and other such words.

ab·stain (4b-st7nù, Nb-) v.  intr. ab·stained, ab·stain·ing, ab·stains. To 

refrain from something by one’s own choice:  abstain from traditional political 

rhetoric.  See Synonyms at refrain1.  [Middle English absteinen, to avoid, from 

Old French abstenir, from Latin abstinKre, to hold back  : abs-, ab-, away; see AB-1 

+ tenKre, to hold; see ten- in Appendix.] —ab·stainùer n. 

ab·ste·mi·ous (4b-stKùmK-Ns, Nb-) adj.  1. Eating and drinking in moderation:  

an abstemious person.  2. a. Sparingly used or consumed:  abstemious meals.  



b. Restricted to bare necessities:  an abstemious way of life.   [From Latin 

abstKmius : abs-, ab-, away; see AB-1 + *tKmum, liquor variant of tKmKtum.] 
—ab·steùmi·ous·ly adv.  —ab·steùmi·ous·ness n. 

ab·sten·tion (4b-stHnùshNn, Nb-) n.  The act or habit of deliberate self-denial.  

[Late Latin abstentio, abstention-, from abstentus, past participle of Latin 

abstinKre, to hold back. See ABSTAIN.]

ab·sti·nence (4bùstN-nNns) n.  1. The act or practice of refraining from indulg-

ing an appetite, as for food.  2. Abstention from alcoholic beverages.  [Middle 

English, from Old French abstenance, from Latin abstinentia, from abstinKns, 

abstinent- present participle of abstinKre, to hold back. See ABSTAIN.] 
—abùsti·nent adj.  —abùsti·nent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: abstinence, self-denial, temperance, sobriety, continence. These

nouns refer to restraint of one’s appetites or desires. Abstinence implies the willful

avoidance of pleasures, especially of food and drink, thought to be harmful or

self-indulgent: “To many, total abstinence is easier than total moderation” (Saint

Augustine). Self-denial suggests resisting one’s own desires for the achievement of

a higher goal, such as the good of another person: She practiced self-denial in order

to provide for her family’s needs. Temperance in its general sense refers to moder-

ation and self-restraint (negotiations marked by the temperance of the participants),

sobriety to gravity in bearing, manner, or treatment (sobriety of décor); both nouns

denote moderation in or abstinence from the consumption of alcoholic liquor:

Teetotalers preach temperance for everyone. “Something can (has) been [sic] said for

sobriety/but very little” (John Berryman). Continence specifically refers to absten-

tion from sexual activity.

ab·stract (4b-str4ktù, 4bùstr4ktÙ) adj.  Abbr. abs. 1. Considered apart from con-

crete existence:  an abstract concept.  2. Not applied or practical; theoretical:  See 

Synonyms at theoretical.  3. Difficult to understand; abstruse:  abstract philo-

sophical problems.  4. Thought of or stated without reference to a specific 

instance:  abstract words like truth and justice.  5. Impersonal, as in attitude or 

views.  6. Having an intellectual and affective artistic content that depends solely 

on intrinsic form rather than on narrative content or pictorial representation:  

abstract painting and sculpture.   —  n.  (4bùstr4ktÙ) 1. A statement summarizing 

the important points of a text.  2. Something abstract.   —  v.  tr. ab·stract·ed, 
ab·stract·ing, ab·stracts (4b-str4ktù). 1. To take away; remove.  2. To remove 

without permission; filch.  3. To consider (a quality, for example) without refer-

ence to a particular example or object.  4.  (4bùstr4ktÙ) To summarize; epitomize.  

5. To create artistic abstractions of (something else, such as a concrete object or 

another style): “The Bauhaus Functionalists were... busy unornamenting and 

abstracting modern architecture, painting and design” (John Barth).  [Middle 



English, from Latin abstractus, past participle of abstrahere, to draw away  : abs-, 

ab-, away; see AB-1 + trahere, to draw.] —ab·stractùer n.  —ab·stractùly adv.  

—ab·stractùness n. 

ab·stract·ed (4b-str4kùtVd, 4bùstr4kÙ-) adj.  1. Removed or separated from 

something else; apart.  2. Lost or deep in thought; preoccupied.   
—ab·stractùed·ly adv.  —ab·stractùed·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: abstracted, absorbed, distraught, absent-minded. These adjectives

apply to lack of heed to or lack of awareness of matters requiring one’s immediate

attention. Abstracted implies being so deep in thought as to be mentally elsewhere:

“He walked on, sucking his cigar, and apparently in as abstracted a mood as Mr.

Cargill himself” (Sir Walter Scott). Absorbed suggests complete and often pleasur-

able mental involvement in the object of thought: “He eyed the coming tide with

an absorbed attention” (Charles Dickens). Distraught emphasizes mental agitation

that makes concentration difficult or impossible: Distraught with grief, I signed

away my rights to the property. Absent-minded implies that the mind is straying

from the matter at hand: Some professors are absent-minded.

abstract expressionism (4b-str4ktù Vk-sprHshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  A school of 

painting that flourished after World War II until the early 1960’s, characterized by 

the view that art is nonrepresentational and chiefly improvisational. 

ab·strac·tion (4b-str4kùshNn, Nb-) n.  1. a. The act or process of abstracting or 

the state of having been abstracted.  b. An abstract concept, idea, or term.  c. An 

abstract quality.   2. Preoccupation; absent-mindedness.  3. An abstract work of 

art. 

ab·strac·tion·ism (4b-str4kùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  The theory and practice of 

abstract art.   —ab·stracùtion·ist n. 

ab·strac·tive (4b-str4kùtVv, Nb-) adj.  Of or derived by abstraction. 

abstract of title (4b-str4ktù ƒv tXtùl) n.  Law. A brief history of the transfers of 

a piece of land, including all claims that could be made against it. 

ab·struse (4b-strusù, Nb-) adj.  Difficult to understand; recondite.  See Syn-

onyms at ambiguous.  [Latin abstr7sus, past participle of abstr7dere, to hide  : 

abs-, ab-, away; see AB-1 + tr7dere, to push; see treud- in Appendix.] 
—ab·struseùly adv.  —ab·struseùness n. 

ab·surd (Nb-sûrdù, -zûrdù) adj.  1. Ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable.  

See Synonyms at foolish.  2. Of, relating to, or manifesting the view that there is 

no order or value in human life or in the universe.  3. Of or relating to absurdism 

or the absurd.   —  n.  The condition or state in which human beings exist in a 

meaningless, irrational universe wherein people’s lives have no purpose or mean-

ing. Used chiefly with the.  [Latin absurdus.] —ab·surdùi·ty (-sûrùdV-tK, -zûrù-), 
ab·surdùness n.  —ab·surdùly adv. 



ab·surd·ism (Nb-sûrùdVz-Nm, -zûrù-) n.  1. A philosophy, often translated into 

art forms, holding that human beings exist in a meaningless, irrational universe 

and that any search for order by them will bring them into direct conflict with 

this universe: “True absurdism is not less but more real than reality” (John Simon).  

2. An act or an instance of the ridiculous: “This strained conceit never quite locates 

screen equivalents for the stage absurdisms” (Village Voice).   —ab·surdùist adj.  & 

n. 

abt. abbr.  About. 

A·bu-Bakr (äÙbu-bäùkNr) also A·bu Bekr (äÙbu bHkùNr), 573-634.  First 

caliph of the Muslim empire (632-634). Ascending to power after the death of his 

son-in-law Mohammed, he made Islam a political and military force throughout 

Arabia. 

A·bu Dha·bi (äÙbu däùbK)  A sheikdom and city of eastern Arabia on the Per-

sian Gulf. The city is the capital of the federated United Arab Emirates. With 

enormous oil revenues, the sheikdom has one of the highest per capita incomes in 

the world. Population, 242,975. 

a·build·ing (N-bVlùdVng) adj.  In the process of being built or of building: “He 

sees motels and restaurants abuilding” (Wall Street Journal). 

A·bu·ja (ä-buùjä)  A city of central Nigeria northeast of Lagos. It was designated 

the capital in 1982 in an attempt to relieve the racial and ethnic divisions of the 

country, and the capital was officially moved on December 12, 1991. However 

many government offices remain in Lagos pending construction and develop-

ment. Population, 15,000. 

A·bu·kir  or A·bu Qir (äÙbu-kîrù, 4bÙu-)  A village of northern Egypt in the 

Nile River delta on the Bay of Abukir. Adm. Horatio Nelson’s victory over a 

French fleet off Abukir in 1798 restored British prestige in the Mediterranean and 

ended French hopes of establishing a stronghold in the Middle East. 

a·bu·li·a also a·bou·li·a (N-buùlK-N, N-byuù-) n.  Loss or impairment of the 

ability to make decisions or act independently.  [New Latin, from Greek aboulia, 

indecision  : a-, without; see A-1 + boulK, will; see gwelN- in Appendix.] 
—a·buùlic (-lVk) adj. 

a·bun·dance (N-bƒnùdNns) n.  1. A great or plentiful amount.  2. Fullness to 

overflowing: “My thoughts... are from the abundance of my heart” (Thomas De 

Quincey).  3. Affluence; wealth. 

a·bun·dant (N-bƒnùdNnt) adj.  1. Occurring in or marked by abundance; plen-

tiful.  See Synonyms at plentiful.  2. Abounding with; rich:  a region abundant in 

wildlife.  [Middle English aboundant, from Old French abondant, from Latin 

abund7ns, abundant- present participle of abund7re, to overflow. See ABOUND.] 
—a·bunùdant·ly adv. 

A·bu Qir (äÙbu kîrù, 4bÙu)  See Abukir. 



a·buse (N-byuzù) v.  tr. a·bused, a·bus·ing, a·bus·es. 1. To use wrongly or 

improperly; misuse.  2. To hurt or injure by maltreatment; ill-use.  3. To assail 

with contemptuous, coarse, or insulting words; revile.  4. Obsolete. To deceive or 

trick.   —  n.  (N-byusù) 1. Improper use or handling; misuse:  drug abuse.  

2. Physical maltreatment:  spousal abuse.  3. A corrupt practice or custom:  abuse 

of power.  4. Insulting or coarse language:  verbal abuse.  [Middle English abusen, 

from Old French abuser, from abus, improper use, from Latin ab7sus, past parti-

ciple of ab7tX, to misuse  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + 7tX, to use.] —a·busùer n.  

SYNONYMS: abuse, misuse, mistreat, ill-treat, maltreat. These verbs mean to

treat a person or thing wrongfully, incorrectly, or harmfully. Abuse applies to in-

jurious, improper, or unreasonable treatment: “We abuse land because we regard

it as a commodity belonging to us” (Aldo Leopold). Misuse stresses incorrect or

unknowledgeable handling: “How often misused words generate misleading

thoughts” (Herbert Spencer). Mistreat, ill-treat, and maltreat all share the sense of

inflicting injury, often intentionally, as through malice: “I had seen many more

patients die from being mistreated for consumption than from consumption itself”

(Earl of Lytton). The army of occupation had orders not to ill-treat the local citizen-

ry. “When we misuse [a language other than our native language], we are in fact

trying to reduce its element of foreignness. We let ourselves maltreat it as though it

naturally belonged to us” (Manchester Guardian Weekly).

A·bu Sim·bel (äÙbu sVmùbNl, -bHl)  A village of southern Egypt on the Nile 

River. It is the site of massive rock temples dating from c. 1250 B.C. that were 

raised (1964-1966) to avoid flooding from the Aswan High Dam. 

a·bu·sive (N-byuùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to abuse.  2. a. Characterized 

by abuse:  abusive police tactics.  b. Serving to abuse: “argued... that homes are abu-

sive, that foster homes are abusive” (National Review).   3. Physically injurious to 

another:  abusive punishment.   —a·buùsive·ly adv. 

a·but (N-bƒtù) v.  a·but·ted, a·but·ting, a·buts.  —  v.  intr. To touch at one 

end or side; lie adjacent.   —  v.  tr. To border upon; be next to.  [Middle English 

abutten, from Old French abouter, to border on (a-, to from Latin ad-; see ad- + 

bouter, to strike); see bhau- in Appendix, and from Old French abuter, to end at 

(from but, end); see BUTT
4.] —a·butùter n. 

a·bu·ti·lon (N-byutùl-mnÙ) n.  See flowering maple.  [New Latin Abutilon, 

genus name.]

a·but·ment (N-bƒtùmNnt) n.  1. The act or process of abutting.  

2. a. Something that abuts.  b. The point of contact of two abutting objects or 

parts.   3. a. The part of a structure that bears the weight or pressure of an arch.  

b. A structure that supports the end of a bridge.  c. A structure that anchors the 

cables of a suspension bridge.  



a·buzz (N-bƒzù) adj.  Filled with or as if with a buzzing sound:  a field abuzz with 

snowmobiles; a room abuzz with talk. 

ab·volt (4bùvoltÙ) n.  The centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic unit of 

potential difference, equal to one hundred-millionth of a volt. 

A·by·dos (N-bXùdms)  1. An ancient town of Asia Minor on the Asiatic coast of 

the Hellespont in modern-day Turkey. It was the scene of the legendary tale of 

Hero and Leander.  2. An ancient city of southern Egypt on the Nile River north-

west of Thebes. One of the oldest Egyptian cities, it was a religious center for the 

worship of Osiris and a burial site for the kings of the earliest dynasties. 

a·bysm (N-bVzùNm) n.  An abyss.  [Middle English abime, from Old French 

abisme, from Vulgar Latin *abissimus, alteration of Late Latin abyssus. See ABYSS.]

a·bys·mal (N-bVzùmNl) adj.  1. Resembling an abyss in depth; unfathomable.  

2. Very profound; limitless:  abysmal misery.  See Synonyms at deep.  3. Very 

bad:  an abysmal performance.   —a·bysùmal·ly adv. 

a·byss (N-bVsù) n.  1. An unfathomable chasm; a yawning gulf.  2. An immeasur-

ably profound depth or void: “lost in the vast abysses of space and time” (Loren 

Eiseley).  3. a. The primeval chaos out of which it was believed that the earth and 

sky were formed.  b. The abode of evil spirits; hell.   [Middle English abissus, 

from Late Latin abyssus, from Greek abussos, bottomless  : a-, without; see A-1 + 

bussos, bottom.]

a·bys·sal (N-bVsùNl) adj.  1. Abysmal; unfathomable.  2. Of or relating to the 

great depths of the oceans. 

Ab·ys·sin·i·a (4bÙV-sVnùK-N)  See Ethiopia.  —AbÙys·sinùi·an adj.  & n. 

Abyssinian cat (4bÙV-sVnùK-Nn k4t) n.  A slender, short-haired cat of a breed 

developed from Near Eastern stocks, having a reddish-brown coat tipped with 

small black markings. 

Ab·zug (4bùztgÙ, -zƒgÙ), Bella. Born 1920.  American politician who was a 

U.S. representative from New York State (1971-1976) and is noted for her support 

of the peace movement and feminism. 

ac  or AC abbr.  Alternating current. 

Ac1  The symbol for the element actinium. 
Ac2 abbr.  Bible. Acts of the Apostles. 

ac. abbr.  1. Acre.  2. Air-cool. 

a.c. abbr.  Latin. Ante cibum (before meals). 

a/c abbr.  1. Account.  2. Account current.  3.  Or a.c.. Air conditioning. 

ac- pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

-ac suff.  Used to form adjectives from nouns:  ammoniac.  [New Latin -acus, from 

Greek -akos.]

a·ca·cia (N-k7ùshN) n.  1. Any of various often spiny trees or shrubs of the genus 

Acacia in the pea family, having alternate, bipinnately compound leaves or leaves 

represented by flattened leafstalks and heads or spikes of small flowers.  2. Any of 



several other leguminous plants, such as the rose acacia.  3.  See gum arabic.  
[Middle English, from Latin, from Greek akakia.]

acad. abbr.  Academic; academy. 

ac·a·deme (4kùN-dKmÙ) n.  1. a. The academic environment, community, or 

world.  b. Academic life.   2. A place in which instruction is given to students.  

3. A scholar, especially a pedant.  [From Latin AcadKmXa, the Academy. See ACAD-

EMY.]

ac·a·de·mi·a (4kÙN-dKùmK-N) n.  The academic community; academe.  [New 

Latin acadKmXa, from Latin, the Academy. See ACADEMY.]

ac·a·dem·ic (4kÙN-dHmùVk) adj.  Abbr. acad. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic 

of a school, especially one of higher learning.  2. a. Relating to studies that are 

liberal or classical rather than technical or vocational.  b. Relating to scholarly 

performance:  a student’s academic average.   3. Relating or belonging to a schol-

arly organization.  4. Scholarly to the point of being unaware of the outside 

world.  See Synonyms at pedantic.  5. Based on formal education.  

6. Formalistic or conventional.  7. Theoretical or speculative without a practical 

purpose or intention.  See Synonyms at theoretical.  8. Having no practical 

purpose or use.   —  n.  1. One who is a member of an institution of higher learn-

ing.  2. A person who has an academic viewpoint or a scholarly background.   
—acÙa·demùi·cal·ly adv. 

academic freedom (4kÙN-dHmùVk frKùdNm) n.  Liberty to teach and pursue 

knowledge and to discuss it openly without restriction or inteference by school or 

public officials or other authorities. 

ac·a·de·mi·cian (4kÙN-dN-mVshùNn, N-k4dÙN-) n.  Abbr. A. 1. An academic.  

2. A member of an art, literary, or scientific academy or society. 

ac·a·dem·i·cism (4kÙN-dHmùV-sVzÙNm) also a·cad·e·mism (N-k4dùN-mVzÙNm) 

n.  Traditional formalism, especially when reflected in art. 

ac·a·dem·ics (4kÙN-dHmùVks) n.  (used with a pl. verb). College or university 

courses and studies: “Academics are a much more important priority to him than 

athletics” (Gerald McIntosh). 

a·cad·e·mism (N-k4dùN-mVzÙNm) n.  Variant of academicism. 
a·cad·e·my (N-k4dùN-mK) n.  pl. a·cad·e·mies. Abbr. A., acad. 1. A school for 

special instruction.  2. A secondary or college-preparatory school, especially a 

private one.  3. a. The academic community; academe: “When there’s moral lead-

ership from the White House and from the academy, people tend to adjust” (Jesse 

Jackson).  b. Higher education in general. Used with the.  c. A society of scholars, 

scientists, or artists.   4. Academy. a. Plato’s school for advanced education.  

b. Platonism.  c. The disciples of Plato.   [Latin AcadKmXa, the school where Plato 

taught, from Greek AkadKmia.]

A·ca·di·a (N-k7ùdK-N)  A region and former French colony of eastern Canada, 

chiefly in Nova Scotia but also including New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, 



Cape Breton Island, and the coastal area from the St. Lawrence River south into 

Maine. During the French and Indian War (1755-1763) many Acadians migrated 

or were deported by the British to southern territories, including Louisiana, 

where their descendants came to be known as Cajuns. 

A·ca·di·an (N-k7ùdK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Acadia or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  1. a. One of the early French settlers of Acadia.  b. A descendant 

of these settlers, especially a Cajun.   2. A dialect of French spoken by the Acadi-

ans. 

a·can·tha (N-k4nùthN) n.  pl. a·can·thae (-thK). A sharp spiny part or structure, 

such as the spinous process of a vertebra.  [Greek, thorn.]

a·can·thi (N-k4nùthXÙ) n.  A plural of acanthus. 
acantho-  or acanth- pref.  Thorn:  acanthocephalan.  [From Greek akanthos, 

thorn plant. See ACANTHUS.]

a·can·tho·ceph·a·lan (N-k4nÙthN-sHfùN-lNn) also a·can·tho·ceph·a·lid (-lVd) 

n.  See spiny-headed worm.  [From New Latin Acanthocephala, phylum name 

 : ACANTHO- + Greek kephalK, head; see -CEPHALOUS.] —a·canÙtho·cephùa·lan 
adj. 

a·can·thoid (N-k4nùthoidÙ) adj.  Shaped like a thorn or spine. 

ac·an·thop·ter·yg·i·an (4kÙNn-thmpÙtN-rVjùK-Nn) n.  Any of a large group of 

fishes of the superorder Acanthopterygii, having bony skeletons and spiny rays in 

the dorsal and anal fins and including the bass, perch, mackerel, and swordfish.  

[From New Latin Acanthopterygii : ACANTHO- + Greek pterugion, diminutive of 

pterux, wing; see pet- in Appendix.] —acÙan·thopÙter·ygùi·an adj. 

a·can·thus (N-k4nùthNs) n.  pl. a·can·thus·es or a·can·thi (-thXÙ). 1. Any of 

various perennial herbs or small shrubs of the genus Acanthus, native to the Med-

iterranean and having pinnately lobed basal leaves with spiny margins and showy 

spikes of white or purplish flowers.  Also called bear’s breech 2. Architecture. A 

design patterned after the leaves of one of these plants, used especially on the cap-

itals of Corinthian columns.  [New Latin Acanthus, genus name, from Greek 

akanthos, thorn plant, from akantha, thorn.]

a·cap·ni·a (7-k4pùnK-N) n.  A condition marked by the presence of less than the 

normal amount of carbon dioxide in the blood and tissues.  [New Latin, from 

Latin acapnos, without smoke (which contains carbon dioxide), from Greek 

akapnos : a-, not; see A-1 + kapnos, smoke.]

a cap·pel·la (äÙ kN-pHlùN) adv.  Music. Without instrumental accompaniment.  

[Italian  : a, in the manner of + cappella, chapel, choir.]

Ac·a·pul·co (4kÙN-ptlùko, äÙkä-pulùkô) also Ac·a·pul·co de Juá·rez (dN 

hwärùHs, -Hz, wärù-)  A city of southern Mexico on the Pacific Ocean. It is a popu-

lar resort with a fine natural harbor surrounded by cliffs and promontories. Pop-

ulation, 301,902. 



Acapulco gold (4kÙN-ptlùko gold) n.  Slang. Mexican-grown marijuana that 

is considered to be very strong. 

ac·a·ri (4kùN-rXÙ) n.  Plural of acarus. 
ac·a·ri·a·sis (4kÙN-rXùN-sVs) n.  Infestation with or disease caused by mites.  

[ACAR(ID) + -IASIS.]

ac·a·rid (4kùN-rVd) n.  An arachnid of the order Acarina, which includes the mites 

and ticks.  [From New Latin Acaridae, family name, from Acarus, type genus, 

from Greek akari, a kind of mite.] —acùa·rid adj. 

ac·a·roid resin also ac·ca·roid resin (4kùN-roidÙ rHzùVn) n.  A yellow or red-

dish resin obtained from various Australian grass trees and used in varnishes, lac-

quers, and paper manufacture.  Also called accroides gum, gum accroides.  [From 

New Latin acaroides, from Greek akari, a kind of mite.]

ac·a·rol·o·gy (4kÙN-rmlùN-jK) n.  The study of mites and ticks.  [ACAR(ID) + -

LOGY.] —acÙa·rolùo·gist n. 

ac·a·ro·pho·bi·a (4kÙN-rN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of mites, other small 

insects, or worms.  [ACAR(ID) + -PHOBIA.]

a·car·pous (7-kärùpNs) adj.  Botany. 1. Producing no fruit; sterile.  2. Having no 

fruit. 

ac·a·rus (4kùNr-Ns) n.  pl. ac·a·ri (-rXÙ). A mite, especially one of the genus 

Acarus.  [New Latin Acarus. See ACARID.]

a·cat·a·lec·tic (7-k4tÙl-HkùtVk) adj.  Having a metrically complete pattern, espe-

cially having the full number of syllables in the final foot. Used of verse.  [Late 

Latin acatalKcticus, from Greek akatalKktikos : a-, not; see A-1 + katalKktikos, 

incomplete; see CATALECTIC.]

a·cau·date (7-kôùd7tÙ) also a·cau·dal (7-kôdùl) adj.  Having no tail. 

a·cau·les·cent (7Ùkô-lHsùNnt) adj.  Botany. Stemless or apparently so. 

acc.  or acc abbr.  Accusative. 

Ac·cad (4kù4dÙ, äùkädÙ)  See Akkad. 
ac·ca·roid resin (4kùN-roidÙ rHzùVn) n.  Variant of acaroid resin. 
ac·cede (4k-sKdù) v.  intr. ac·ced·ed, ac·ced·ing, ac·cedes. 1. To give one’s 

consent, often at the insistence of another; concede.  See Synonyms at assent.  
2. To arrive at or come into an office or dignity:  accede to the throne.  3. To 

become a party to an agreement or treaty.  [Middle English accKden, to come near, 

from Latin accKdere, to go near  : ad-, ad- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.] 
—ac·cedùence (-sKdùns) n.  —ac·cedùer n. 

ac·cel·er·an·do (ä-chHlÙN-ränùdo) adv.  & adj.  Music. Gradually accelerating or 

quickening in time. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, present participle of 

accelerare, to hasten, from Latin acceler7re. See ACCELERATE.]

ac·cel·er·ant (4k-sHlùNr-Nnt) n.  A substance, such as a petroleum distillate, that 

is used as a catalyst, as in the spreading of an intentionally set fire. 



ac·cel·er·ate (4k-sHlùN-r7tÙ) v.  ac·cel·er·at·ed, ac·cel·er·at·ing, 
ac·cel·er·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To increase the speed of.  2. To cause to occur sooner 

than expected.  3. To cause to develop or progress more quickly:  a substance used 

to accelerate a fire.  4. a. To speed up (an academic course, for example).  b. To 

make it possible for (a student) to finish an academic course faster than usual.   

5. Physics. To cause a change of velocity.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move or act faster.  See 

Synonyms at speed.  2. To engage in an academic program that progresses faster 

than usual.  [Latin acceler7re, acceler7t-  : ad-, intensive pref.; see AD- + celer7re, to 

quicken (from celer, swift).] —ac·celùer·aÙtive adj. 

ac·cel·er·a·tion (4k-sHlÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of accelerating.  b. The 

process of being accelerated.   2.  Abbr. a Physics. The rate of change of velocity 

with respect to time. 

acceleration of gravity (4k-sHlÙN-r7ùshNn ƒv gr4vùV-tK) n.  Abbr. g The 

acceleration of freely falling bodies under the influence of terrestrial gravity, 

equal to approximately 9.81 meters (32 feet) per second per second. 

ac·cel·er·a·tor (4k-sHlùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  1. A device, especially the gas pedal of a 

motor vehicle, for increasing speed.  2. Chemistry. A substance that increases the 

speed of a reaction.  3. Physics. A device, such as a cyclotron or linear accelerator, 

that accelerates charged subatomic particles or nuclei to high energies. In this 

sense, also calledatom smasher 

ac·cel·er·o·graph (4k-sHlùNr-N-gr4fÙ) n.  An accelerometer equipped to mea-

sure and record ground motion during an earthquake. 

ac·cel·er·om·e·ter (4k-sHlÙN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure 

acceleration.  [ACCELER(ATION) + -METER.]

ac·cent (4kùsHntÙ) n.  1. The relative prominence of a particular syllable of a 

word by greater intensity or by variation or modulation of pitch or tone.  2. Vocal 

prominence or emphasis given to a particular syllable, word, or phrase.  3. A 

characteristic pronunciation, especially: a. One determined by the regional or 

social background of the speaker.  b. One determined by the phonetic habits of 

the speaker’s native language carried over to his or her use of another language.   

4. A mark or symbol used in the printing and writing of certain languages to 

indicate the vocal quality to be given to a particular letter:  an acute accent.  5. A 

mark or symbol used in printing and writing to indicate the stressed syllables of a 

spoken word.  6. Rhythmically significant stress in a line of verse.  7. Music. 

a. Special stress given to a note within a phrase.  b. A mark representing this 

stress.   8. Mathematics. a. A mark used as a superscript to distinguish among 

variables represented by the same symbol.  b. A mark used as a superscript to 

indicate the first derivative of a variable.   9. A mark or one of several marks used 

as a superscript to indicate a unit, such as feet (') and inches (") in linear measure-

ment.  10. A distinctive feature or quality, such as a feature that accentuates or 

complements a decorative style.  11. Particular importance or interest; emphasis:  



The accent is on comfort.  See Synonyms at emphasis.   —  v.  tr. ac·cent·ed, 
ac·cent·ing, ac·cents (4kùsHntÙ, 4k-sHntù). 1. To stress or emphasize the pro-

nunciation of.  2. To mark with a printed accent.  3. To focus attention on; accen-

tuate:  a program that accents the development of leadership.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin accentus, accentuation  : ad-, ad- + cantus, song 

(from canere, to sing); see kan- in Appendix.]

ac·cen·tu·al (4k-sHnùchu-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to accent.  2. Based on 

stress accents:  accentual rhythm; accentual verse.  [From Latin accentus, accent. 

See ACCENT.] —ac·cenùtu·al·ly adv. 

ac·cen·tu·ate (4k-sHnùchu-7tÙ) v.  tr. ac·cen·tu·at·ed, ac·cen·tu·at·ing, 
ac·cen·tu·ates. 1. To stress or emphasize; intensify: “enacted sweeping land-

reform plans that accentuated the already chaotic pattern of landholding” (James 

Fallows).  2. To pronounce with a stress or an accent.  3. To mark with an accent.  

[Medieval Latin accentu7re, accentu7t-, from Latin accentus, accent. See ACCENT.] 
—ac·cenÙtu·aùtion n. 

ac·cept (4k-sHptù) v.  ac·cept·ed, ac·cept·ing, ac·cepts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

receive (something offered), especially with gladness.  2. To admit to a group, an 

organization, or a place:  accepted me as a new member of the club.  3. a. To regard 

as proper, usual, or right:  Such customs are widely accepted.  b. To regard as true; 

believe in:  Scientists have accepted the new theory.  c. To understand as having a 

specific meaning.   4. To endure resignedly or patiently:  accept one’s fate.  

5. a. To answer affirmatively:  accept an invitation.  b. To agree to take (a duty or 

responsibility).   6. To be able to hold (something applied or inserted):  This wood 

will not accept oil paints.  7. To receive officially:  accept the committee’s report.  

8. To consent to pay, as by a signed agreement.   —  v.  intr. To receive something, 

especially with favor. Often used with of.  [Middle English accepten, from Latin 

accept7re, frequentative of accipere, to receive  : ad-, ad- + capere, to take; see kap- 
in Appendix.]

ac·cept·a·ble (4k-sHpùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Worthy of being accepted.  2. Adequate to 

satisfy a need, requirement, or standard; satisfactory.   —ac·ceptÙa·bilùi·ty, 
ac·ceptùa·ble·ness n.  —ac·ceptùa·bly adv. 

ac·cep·tance (4k-sHpùtNns) n.  Abbr. acpt. 1. The act or process of accepting.  

2. The state of being accepted or acceptable.  3. Favorable reception; approval.  

4. Belief in something; agreement.  5. a. A formal indication by a debtor of will-

ingness to pay a time draft or bill of exchange.  b. A written instrument so 

accepted.   6. Law. Compliance by one party with the terms and conditions of 

another’s offer so that a contract becomes legally binding between them. 

ac·cep·tant (4k-sHpùtNnt) adj.  Accepting willingly. 

ac·cep·ta·tion (4kÙsHp-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The usual or accepted meaning, as of a 

word or expression.  See Synonyms at meaning.  2. Favorable reception; 

approval. 



ac·cept·ed (4k-sHpùtVd) adj.  Widely encountered, used, or recognized: “an aura 

of dismal monotony, an accepted tedium of both journey and season” (John Fowles). 

ac·cept·er (4k-sHpùtNr) n.  1. One that accepts:  an accepter of fate.  2.  Variant of 

acceptor (n., sense 1). 

ac·cep·tor (4k-sHpùtNr) n.  1.  Also ac·cept·er. One who signs a time draft or 

bill of exchange.  2. Chemistry. a. The reactant in an induced reaction that has an 

increased rate of reaction in the presence of the inductor.  b. The atom that con-

tributes no electrons to a covalent bond.  

ac·cess (4kùsHs) n.  1. A means of approaching, entering, exiting, or making use 

of; passage.  2. The act of approaching.  3. The right to approach, enter, exit, or 

make use of:  has access to the restricted area; has access to classified material.  

4. Increase by addition.  5. An outburst or onset:  an access of rage.   —  v.  tr. 

ac·cessed, ac·cess·ing, ac·cess·es. 1. To obtain access to (data or processes).  

2. Usage Problem. To obtain access to (goods or information), usually by techno-

logical means.  [Middle English acces, a coming to, from Old French, from Latin 

accessus, past participle of accKdere, to arrive  : ad-, ad- + cKdere, to come; see ked- 
in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The verb access is well established in its computational sense “to

obtain access to (data or processes),” as in This program makes it considerably easier

to access files on another disk. In recent years it has come to be used in nontechnical

contexts with the more general sense of “to obtain access to (goods or informa-

tion), usually by technological means,” as in You can access your cash at any of 300

automatic tellers throughout the area. This example was judged unacceptable by 82

percent of the Usage Panel.

access broker (4kùsHs broùkNr) n.  A former high-level political figure with 

close ties to an incumbent political administration who parlays those ties and 

other personal connections into a lucrative public relations or lobbying venture, 

often involving foreign clients. 

access code (4kùsHs kod) n.  An alphanumeric sequence that permits access to 

an electronic network, such as a telephone network or an automated teller 

machine. 

ac·ces·si·ble (4k-sHsùN-bNl) adj.  1. Easily approached or entered.  2. Easily 

obtained:  accessible money.  3. Easy to talk to or get along with:  an accessible 

manager.  4. Easily swayed or influenced:  accessible to flattery.   
—ac·cesÙsi·bilùi·ty, ac·cesùsi·ble·ness n.  —ac·cesùsi·bly adv. 

ac·ces·sion (4k-sHshùNn) n.  1. The attainment of a dignity or rank:  the queen’s 

accession to the throne.  2. a. Something that has been acquired or added; an 

acquisition.  b. An increase by means of something added.   3. Law. a. The addi-

tion to or increase in value of property by means of improvements or natural 



growth.  b. The right of a proprietor to ownership of such addition or increase.   

4. Agreement or assent.  5. Access; admittance.  6. A sudden outburst.   —  v.  tr. 

ac·ces·sioned, ac·ces·sion·ing, ac·ces·sions. To record in the order of acqui-

sition:  a curator accessioning newly acquired paintings.   —ac·cesùsion·al adj. 

ac·ces·sor·ize (4k-sHsùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. ac·ces·sor·ized, ac·ces·sor·iz·ing, 
ac·ces·sor·iz·es. Usage Problem. To furnish with accessories: “She was the first to 

take... glamour... and apply it to clothes [by] accessorizing them at whim” (Atlantic).  

See Usage Note at -ize. 
ac·ces·so·ry (4k-sHsùN-rK) n.  pl. ac·ces·so·ries. 1. a. A subordinate or supple-

mentary item; an adjunct.  b. Something nonessential but desirable that contrib-

utes to an effect or result.  See Synonyms at appendage.   2. Law. a. One who 

incites, aids, or abets a lawbreaker in the commission of a crime but is not present 

at the time of the crime.  Also called accessory before the fact b. One who aids a 

criminal after the commission of a crime, but was not present at the time of the 

crime.  Also called accessory after the fact   —  adj.  1. Having a secondary, supple-

mentary, or subordinate function.  2. Law. Serving to aid or abet a lawbreaker, 

either before or after the commission of the crime, without being present at the 

time the crime was committed.  [Middle English accessorie, from Medieval Latin 

accessorius, from accessor, helper, from Latin accessus, approach. See ACCESS.] 
—acÙces·soùri·al (-sN-sôrùK-Nl, -sor-) adj.  —ac·cesùso·ri·ly adv.  

—ac·cesùso·ri·ness n. 

accessory after the fact (4k-sHsùN-rK 4fùtNr thK f4kt) n.  pl. accessories 
after the fact. Law. See accessory (n., sense 2b). 

accessory apartment (4k-sHsùN-rK N-pärtùmNnt) n.  A rental apartment 

within a single-family dwelling.  Also called granny flat, in-law rental. 

accessory before the fact (4k-sHsùN-rK bV-fôrù thK f4kt) n.  pl. accessories 
before the fact. Law. See accessory (n., sense 2a). 

accessory cell (4k-sHsùN-rK sHl) n.  See subsidiary cell. 
accessory fruit (4k-sHsùN-rK frut) n.  A fruit, such as the pear or strawberry, 

that develops from a ripened ovary or ovaries but includes a significant portion 

derived from nonovarian tissue.  Also called false fruit, pseudocarp. 

accessory nerve (4k-sHsùN-rK nûrv) n.  Either of the 11th pair of cranial 

nerves, which convey motor impulses to the pharynx and muscles of the upper 

thorax, back, and shoulders. 

accessory pigment (4k-sHsùN-rK pVgùmNnt) n.  Botany. A pigment that 

absorbs light energy and transfers it to chlorophyll A. 

access road (4kùsHs rod) n.  A road that affords access into and out of an area. 

access time (4kùsHs tXm) n.  Computer Science. The time lag between a request 

for information stored in a computer and its delivery. 



ac·ciac·ca·tu·ra (ä-chäÙkN-ttrùN) n.  Music. A short grace note one half step 

below a principal note, sounded immediately before or at the same time as the 

principal note to add sustained dissonance.  [Italian, from acciaccare, to crush.]

ac·ci·dence (4kùsV-dNns, -dHnsÙ) n.  Grammar. The section of morphology that 

deals with the inflections of words.  [Middle English, from Late Latin accidentia, 

from Latin accidKns, accident-, accident. See ACCIDENT.]

ac·ci·dent (4kùsV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) n.  1. a. An unexpected, undesirable event:  car 

accidents on icy roads.  b. An unforeseen incident:  went to college in England by 

happy accident.   2. Lack of intention; chance:  ran into an old friend by accident.  

3. Logic. A circumstance or an attribute that is not essential to the nature of 

something.  [Middle English, chance event, from Old French, from Latin accid-

Kns, accident- present participle of accidere, to happen  : ad-, ad- + cadere, to fall; 

see kad- in Appendix.]

ac·ci·den·tal (4kÙsV-dHnùtl) adj.  1. Occurring unexpectedly, unintentionally, or 

by chance.  2. Music. Of or relating to a sharp, flat, or natural not indicated in the 

key signature.   —  n.  1. A property, a factor, or an attribute that is not essential.  

2. Music. A chromatically altered note not belonging to the key signature.   
—acÙci·denùtal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: accidental, fortuitous, contingent, incidental, adventitious. These

adjectives apply to what comes about without design or intent. Accidental prima-

rily refers to what occurs by chance: Their accidental meeting led to a renewal of

their acquaintance. It can also mean subordinate or nonessential: “Poetry is some-

thing to which words are the accidental, not by any means the essential form” (Fre-

derick W. Robertson). Fortuitous stresses chance or accident even more strongly

and inferentially minimizes relation or cause: “the happy combination of fortuitous

circumstances” (Sir Walter Scott). Contingent in this context describes what is pos-

sible but uncertain because of chance or unforeseen or uncontrollable factors:

“The results of confession were not contingent, they were certain” (George Eliot).

Incidental refers to what is an adjunct to something else and does not necessarily

imply the operation of chance: “There is scarcely any practice which is so corrupt

as not to produce some incidental good” (Enoch Mellor). Adventitious applies to

what is not inherent in something but is added extrinsically, sometimes by acci-

dent or chance: “The court tries to understand ‘whether the young man’s misconduct

was adventitious or the result of some serious flaw in his character’” (Harry F.

Rosenthal).

accident insurance (4kùsV-dNnt Vn-shtrùNns) n.  Insurance against injury or 

death because of accident. 

ac·ci·dent-prone (4kùsV-dNnt-pronÙ) adj.  Having or susceptible to having a 

greater than average number of accidents or mishaps. 



ac·cip·i·ter (4k-sVpùV-tNr) n.  A hawk of the genus Accipiter, characterized by 

short wings and a long tail.  [Latin, hawk. See oku- in Appendix.] 
—ac·cipùi·trineÙ (-trXnÙ, -trVn) adj. 

ac·claim (N-kl7mù) v.  ac·claimed, ac·claim·ing, ac·claims.  —  v.  tr. To 

praise enthusiastically and often publicly; applaud.  See Synonyms at praise.   
—  v.  intr. To shout approval.   —  n.  Enthusiastic applause; acclamation.  [From 

Latin accl7m7re : ad-, ad- + cl7m7re, to shout; see kelN-2 in Appendix.] 
—ac·claimùer n. 

ac·cla·ma·tion (4kÙlN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. A shout or salute of enthusiastic 

approval.  2. An oral vote, especially an enthusiastic vote of approval taken with-

out formal ballot:  a motion passed by acclamation.  [Latin accl7m7tio, 

accl7m7tion-, from accl7m7tus, past participle of accl7m7re, to shout at. See 

ACCLAIM.] —ac·clamùa·toÙry (N-kl4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ac·cli·mate (N-klXùmVt, 4kùlN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. ac·cli·mat·ed, ac·cli·mat·ing, 
ac·cli·mates. To accustom or become accustomed to a new environment or situ-

ation; adapt.  See Synonyms at harden.  [French acclimater : a-, to (from Latin 

ad-); see AD- + climat, climate (from Old French); see CLIMATE.]

ac·cli·ma·tion (4kÙlN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of acclimating or of becom-

ing acclimated.  2. Acclimatization. 

ac·cli·ma·ti·za·tion (N-klXÙmN-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  The physiological adaptation of 

an animal or a plant to changes in climate or environment, such as light, temper-

ature, or altitude. 

ac·cli·ma·tize (N-klXùmN-tXzÙ) v.  ac·cli·ma·tized, ac·cli·ma·tiz·ing, 
ac·cli·ma·tiz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To acclimate.  See Synonyms at harden.  2. To 

adapt (oneself), especially to environmental or climatic changes.   —  v.  intr. To 

become acclimated or adapted.   —ac·cliùma·tizÙer n. 

ac·cliv·i·ty (N-klVvùV-tK) n.  pl. ac·cliv·i·ties. An upward slope, as of a hill.  [Latin 

acclXvit7s, from acclXvis, uphill  : ad-, ad- + clXvus, slope; see klei- in Appendix.]

ac·co·lade (4kùN-l7dÙ, -lädÙ) n.  1. a. An expression of approval; praise.  b. A 

special acknowledgment; an award.   2. A ceremonial embrace, as of greeting or 

salutation.  3. Ceremonial bestowal of knighthood.   —  v.  tr. ac·co·lad·ed, 
ac·co·lad·ing, ac·co·lades. To praise or honor: “His works are invariably acco-

laded as definitive even as they sparkle and spark” (Malcolm S. Forbes).  [French, 

an embrace, accolade, from accoler, to embrace, from Old French acoler, from 

Vulgar Latin *accol7re : Latin ad-; see AD- + Latin collum, neck; see kwel-1 in 

Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Those who have received so many accolades that they have

no fear of getting it in the neck may have to reconsider their situation. In tracing

accolade back to its Latin origins, we find that it was formed from the prefix ad-

, “to, on,” and the noun collum, “neck,” which may bring the word collar to mind.



From these elements came the Vulgar Latin word ·accoll7re, which, in turn, was

the source of French accolade, “an embrace.” An embrace was originally given to

a knight when dubbing him, a fact that accounts for accolade having the technical

sense “ceremonial bestowal of knighthood,” the sense in which the word is first

recorded in English in 1623.

ac·com·mo·date (N-kmmùN-d7tÙ) v.  ac·com·mo·dat·ed, 
ac·com·mo·dat·ing, ac·com·mo·dates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To do a favor or service 

for; oblige.  See Synonyms at oblige.  2. To provide for; supply with.  3. To hold 

comfortably without crowding.  See Synonyms at contain.  4. To make suitable; 

adapt.  See Synonyms at adapt.  5. To allow for; consider:  an economic proposal 

that accommodates the special needs and interests of the elderly.  6. To settle; recon-

cile.   —  v.  intr. Physiology. To become adjusted, as the eye to focusing on objects 

at a distance.  [Latin accomod7re, accomod7t-, to fit  : ad-, ad- + commodus, suit-

able; see COMMODIOUS.] —ac·comùmo·daÙtive adj.  —ac·comùmo·daÙ-
tive·ness n.  —ac·comùmo·daÙtor n. 

ac·com·mo·dat·ing (N-kmmùN-d7ÙtVng) adj.  Helpful and obliging.   
—ac·comùmo·datÙing·ly adv. 

ac·com·mo·da·tion (N-kmmÙN-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of accommodating or 

the state of being accommodated; adjustment.  2. Something that meets a need; a 

convenience.  3. accommodations. a. Room and board; lodgings.  b. A seat, 

compartment, or room on a public vehicle.   4. Reconciliation or settlement of 

opposing views.  5. Physiology. The automatic adjustment in the focal length of 

the lens of the eye to permit retinal focus of images of objects at varying dis-

tances.  6. A financial favor, such as a loan. 

ac·com·mo·da·tion·ist (N-kmmÙN-d7ùshN-nVst) n.  One that compromises 

with or adapts to the viewpoint of the opposition: “The episode revealed... the con-

ceptual fissure within the... Administration. The split is between the realists and the 

accommodationists” (National Review).   —ac·comÙmo·daùtion·ist adj. 

accommodation ladder (N-kmmÙN-d7ùshNn l4dùNr) n.  Nautical. A portable 

ladder hung from the side of a ship. 

ac·com·pa·ni·ment (N-kƒmùpN-nK-mNnt, N-kƒmpùnK-) n.  1. Music. A vocal 

or instrumental part that supports another, often solo, part.  2. Something, such 

as a situation, that accompanies something else; a concomitant.  3. Something 

added for embellishment, completeness, or symmetry; complement. 

ac·com·pa·nist (N-kƒmùpN-nVst, N-kƒmpùnVst) n.  Music. A performer, such as a 

pianist, who plays an accompaniment. 

ac·com·pa·ny (N-kƒmùpN-nK, N-kƒmpùnK) v.  ac·com·pa·nied, 
ac·com·pa·ny·ing, ac·com·pa·nies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be or go with as a compan-

ion.  2. To add to; supplement:  Wine accompanies the meal.  3. To coexist or 

occur with.  4. Music. To perform an accompaniment to.   —  v.  intr. Music. To 



play an accompaniment.  [Middle English accompanien, from Old French 

acompagnier : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + compaignon, companion; see 

COMPANION
1.]

SYNONYMS: accompany, conduct, escort, chaperon. These verbs are compared

when they mean to be with or to go with another or others. Accompany suggests

going with another on an equal basis: She went to Europe accompanied by her col-

league. Conduct implies guidance of others: The usher conducted us to our seats.

Escort stresses protective guidance: The picture shows the party chairperson escort-

ing the candidate through the crowd. Chaperon specifies adult supervision of young

persons: Teachers often chaperon their classes on field trips. 

USAGE NOTE: It is traditionally claimed that the preposition to use with ac-

company in the passive should be by in the case of persons and with otherwise:

The candidate was accompanied by six burly bodyguards. The salmon was accompa-

nied with a delicious watercress salad. However, by is quite commonly used in sen-

tences of the second type, and the usage is grammatically defensible. The phrase

introduced with by normally represents the subject of a related active sentence;

thus, the sentence The salmon was accompanied by a delicious watercress salad is

the unexceptional passive of the sentence A delicious watercress salad accompanied

the salmon. By the same token, with can be used with persons when they are the

instruments of an act of accompanying performed by someone else. We can say

The Secret Service accompanied the candidate with six burly bodyguards, or we can

use the passive The candidate was accompanied with six burly bodyguards (by the

Secret Service). The choice between the two prepositions really depends on the

intended sense. Although the traditional rule may serve as a guide to which sense

is likely to feel the most natural, it should not be taken as a categorical stricture.

ac·com·plice (N-kmmùplVs) n.  One who aids or abets a lawbreaker in a criminal 

act, either as a principal or an accessory.  [Alteration of COMPLICE.]

ac·com·plish (N-kmmùplVsh) v.  tr. ac·com·plished, ac·com·plish·ing, 
ac·com·plish·es. 1. To succeed in doing; bring to pass.  See Synonyms at per-
form.  2. To reach the end of; complete.  [Middle English accomplisshen, from 

Old French acomplir, accompliss-, to complete  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + 

complir, to complete (from Latin complKre, to fill out); see COMPLETE.] 
—ac·comùplish·a·ble adj.  —ac·comùplish·er n. 

ac·com·plished (N-kmmùplVsht) adj.  1. Skilled; expert:  an accomplished pia-

nist.  2. Unquestionable; indubitable:  That smoking causes health problems is an 

accomplished fact. 

ac·com·plish·ment (N-kmmùplVsh-mNnt) n.  1. The act of accomplishing or 

the state of being accomplished; completion.  2. Something completed success-

fully; an achievement.  3. Social poise and grace. 



ac·cord (N-kôrdù) v.  ac·cord·ed, ac·cord·ing, ac·cords.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to conform or agree; bring into harmony.  2. To grant, especially as being due or 

appropriate:  accorded the President the proper deference.  See Synonyms at grant.  
3. To bestow upon:  I accord you my blessing.   —  v.  intr. To be in agreement, 

unity, or harmony.  See Synonyms at agree.   —  n.  1. Agreement; harmony:  act 

in accord with university policies.  2. A settlement or compromise of conflicting 

opinions.  3. A settlement of points at issue between nations.  4. Spontaneous or 

voluntary desire to take a certain action:  The children returned on their own 

accord.  [Middle English accorden, from Old French acorder, from Vulgar Latin 

*accord7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin cor, heart; see kerd- in Appendix.]

ac·cor·dance (N-kôrùdns) n.  1. Agreement; conformity:  in accordance with 

your instructions.  2. The act of granting. 

ac·cor·dant (N-kôrùdnt) adj.  Being in agreement or harmony; consonant.   
—ac·corùdant·ly adv. 

ac·cord·ing as (N-kôrùdVng 4z) conj.  1. Corresponding to the way in which; 

precisely as.  2. Depending on whether; if. 

ac·cord·ing·ly (N-kôrùdVng-lK) adv.  1. In accordance; correspondingly.  2. So; 

consequently. 

according to (N-kôrùdVng tu) prep.  1. As stated or indicated by; on the 

authority of:  according to historians.  2. In keeping with; in agreement with:  

according to instructions.  3. As determined by:  a list arranged according to the 

alphabet. 

ac·cor·di·on (N-kôrùdK-Nn) n.  Music. A portable instrument with a small key-

board and free metal reeds that sound when air is forced past them by pleated 

bellows operated by the player.   —  adj.  Having folds or bends like the bellows of 

an accordion:  accordion pleats; accordion blinds.  [German Akkordion, from 

Akkord, chord, from French accord, harmony, from Old French acorder, from 

Medieval Latin accord7re, to accord. See ACCORD.] —ac·corùdi·on·ist n. 

ac·cost (N-kôstù, N-kmstù) v.  tr. ac·cost·ed, ac·cost·ing, ac·costs. To approach 

and speak to in an aggressive, hostile, or sexually suggestive manner.  [French 

accoster, from Old French, from Medieval Latin accost7re, to adjoin  : Latin ad-, 

ad- + Latin costa, side; see kost- in Appendix.]

ac·couche·ment (äÙkush-mäNù) n.  A confinement during childbirth; lying-

in.  [French, from accoucher, to assist in childbirth, from Old French  : a-, to 

(from Latin ad-); see AD- + coucher, to lay down; see COUCH.]

ac·count (N-kountù) n.  1. a. A narrative or record of events.  b. A reason given 

for a particular action.   2.  Abbr. a/c, acct. a. A formal banking, brokerage, or 

business relationship established to provide for regular services, dealings, and 

other financial transactions.  b. A precise list or enumeration of financial trans-

actions.  c. Money deposited for checking, savings, or brokerage use.  d. A cus-

tomer having a business or credit relationship with a firm:  salespeople visiting 



their accounts.   3. Worth, standing, or importance:  a landowner of some account.  

4. Profit or advantage:  turned her writing skills to good account.   —  v.  tr. 

ac·count·ed, ac·count·ing, ac·counts. To consider as being; deem.  See Syn-

onyms at consider. See Usage Note at as1.  —phrasal verb. account for. 
1. To constitute the governing or primary factor:  Bad weather accounted for the 

long delay.  2. To provide an explanation or justification:  The suspect couldn’t 

account for his time that night.   —idioms. call to account. 1. To challenge or 

contest.  2. To hold answerable for.  on account. On credit.  on account of. 
4. Because of; for the sake of: “We got married on account of the baby” (Anne 

Tyler).  5. Chiefly Southern U.S. Because: “He got picked up by the cops on account 

of he was walking with his shopping bag and they said there was numbers in it” 

(Jimmy Breslin).  on no account. Under no circumstances.  on (one’s) own 
account. 7. For oneself.  8. On one’s own; by oneself:  He wants to work on his 

own account.  take into account. To take into consideration; allow for.  [Middle 

English, from Old French acont, from aconter, to reckon  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); 

see AD- + cunter, to count (ultimately from Latin comput7re, to sum up); see COM-

PUTE.]

ac·count·a·ble (N-kounùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Liable to being called to account; 

answerable.  See Synonyms at responsible.  2. That can be explained:  an 

accountable phenomenon.   —ac·countÙa·bilùi·ty, ac·countùa·ble·ness n.  

—ac·countùa·bly adv. 

ac·count·ant (N-kounùtNnt) n.  Abbr. acct. One that keeps, audits, and inspects 

the financial records of individuals or business concerns and prepares financial 

and tax reports.   —ac·countùan·cy (-tNn-sK) n. 

account executive (N-kountù Vg-zHkùyN-tVv) n.  A person, as in an advertising 

or a public relations firm, who manages clients’ accounts. 

ac·count·ing (N-kounùtVng) n.  The bookkeeping methods involved in making a 

financial record of business transactions and in the preparation of statements 

concerning the assets, liabilities, and operating results of a business. 

ac·cou·ter  or ac·cou·tre (N-kuùtNr) v.  tr. ac·cou·tered or ac·cou·tred, 
ac·cou·ter·ing or ac·cou·tre·ing, ac·cou·ters or ac·cou·tres. To outfit and 

equip, as for military duty.  See Synonyms at furnish.  [French accoutrer, from 

Old French acoustrer, arrange, equip  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + coustrer, 

sew; see COUTURE.]

ac·cou·ter·ment  or ac·cou·tre·ment (N-kuùtNr-mNnt, -trN-) n.  1.  Often 

accouterments  or accoutrements. a. Ancillary items of equipment or dress.  

b. Military equipment other than uniforms and weapons.   2. accouterments  
or accoutrements. Outward forms of recognition; trappings:  the standard 

accouterments of the historical novel; cathedral ceilings, heated swimming pools, and 

other accoutrements signaling great wealth.  3. Archaic. The act of accoutering. 



Ac·cra (4kùrN, N-kräù)  The capital and largest city of Ghana, in the southeast part 

of the country on the Gulf of Guinea. Originally the capital of an ancient Ga 

kingdom, it became an important economic center after the completion in 1923 

of a railroad to the mining and agricultural hinterland. Population, 859,640. 

ac·cred·it (N-krHdùVt) v.  tr. ac·cred·it·ed, ac·cred·it·ing, ac·cred·its. 1. To 

ascribe or attribute to; credit with.  2. a. To supply with credentials or authority; 

authorize.  See Synonyms at authorize.  b. To appoint as an ambassador to a 

foreign government.   3. a. To attest to and approve as meeting a prescribed stan-

dard.  See Synonyms at approve.  b. To recognize (an institution of learning) as 

maintaining those standards requisite for its graduates to gain admission to other 

reputable institutions of higher learning or to achieve credentials for professional 

practice.   4. To believe.  [French accréditer : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + 

crédit, credit (from Old French); see CREDIT.]

ac·cred·i·ta·tion (N-krHdÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  The act of accrediting or the state of 

being accredited, especially the granting of approval to an institution of learning 

by an official review board after the school has met specific requirements. 

ac·cres·cent (N-krHsùNnt) adj.  Botany. Increasing in size after flowering, as the 

calyx of the ground cherry.  [Latin accrKscKns, accrKscent- present participle of 

accrKscere, to grow. See ACCRUE.]

ac·crete (N-krKtù) v.  ac·cret·ed, ac·cret·ing, ac·cretes.  —  v.  tr. To make 

larger or greater, as by increased growth.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grow together; fuse.  

2. To grow or increase gradually, as by addition.  [Back-formation from ACCRE-

TION.]

ac·cre·tion (N-krKùshNn) n.  1. a. Growth or increase in size by gradual external 

addition, fusion, or inclusion.  b. Something added externally to promote such 

growth or increase.   2. Biology. The growing together or adherence of parts that 

are normally separate.  3. Geology. a. Slow addition to land by deposition of 

water-borne sediment.  b. An increase of land along the shores of a body of water, 

as by alluvial deposit.   4. Astronomy. An increase in the mass of a celestial object 

by the collection of surrounding interstellar gases and objects by gravity.  [Latin 

accrKtio, accrKtion-, from accrKtus, past participle of accrKscere, to grow. See 

ACCRUE.] —ac·creùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK), ac·creùtive adj. 

accretion disk (N-krKùshNn dVsk) n.  A disk of interstellar material surrounding 

a celestial object with an intense gravitational field, such as a black hole. 

Ac·cring·ton (4kùrVng-tNn)  A borough of northwest England north of 

Manchester. It is the center of a textile-processing area. Population, 79,200. 

ac·croi·des gum (N-kroiùdKz gƒm, 4-kroiù-) n.  See acaroid resin.  [Alter-

ation of New Latin acaroides; see ACAROID RESIN + GUM
1.]

ac·cru·al (N-kruùNl) n.  1. The act or process of accumulating; an increase.  

2. Something that accumulates or increases. 



ac·crue (N-kruù) v.  ac·crued, ac·cru·ing, ac·crues.  —  v.  intr. 1. To come to 

one as a gain, an addition, or an increment:  interest accruing in my savings 

account.  2. To increase, accumulate, or come about as a result of growth:  com-

mon sense that accrues with experience.  3. To come into existence as a claim that is 

legally enforceable.   —  v.  tr. To accumulate over time:  I have accrued 15 days of 

sick leave.  [Middle English acreuen, ultimately from Latin accrKscere, to grow  : 

ad-, ad- + crKscere, to arise; see ker-2 in Appendix.] —ac·crueùment n. 

acct. abbr.  1. Account.  2. Accountant. 

ac·cul·tur·ate (N-kƒlùchN-r7tÙ) v.  ac·cul·tur·at·ed, ac·cul·tur·at·ing, 
ac·cul·tur·ates.  —  v.  tr. To cause (a society, for example) to change by the pro-

cess of acculturation.   —  v.  intr. To change or be modified by acculturation. 

ac·cul·tur·a·tion (N-kƒlÙchN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The modification of the culture of 

a group or an individual as a result of contact with a different culture.  2. The 

process by which the culture of a particular society is instilled in a human being 

from infancy onward.   —ac·culÙtur·aùtion·al adj.  —ac·culùtur·aÙtive adj. 

ac·cum·bent (N-kƒmùbNnt) adj.  Lying down; reclining.  [Latin accumbKns, 

accumbent- present participle of accumbere, to recline at table  : ad-, ad- + cum-

bere, to recline.]

ac·cu·mu·late (N-kyumùyN-l7tÙ) v.  ac·cu·mu·lat·ed, ac·cu·mu·lat·ing, 
ac·cu·mu·lates.  —  v.  tr. To gather or pile up; amass.  See Synonyms at gather.   
—  v.  intr. To mount up; increase.  [Latin accumul7re, accumul7t-  : ad-, ad- + 

cumul7re, to pile up (from cumulus, heap); see keuN- in Appendix.] 
—ac·cuùmu·la·ble (-lN-bNl) adj. 

ac·cu·mu·la·tion (N-kyumÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of gathering or amass-

ing, as into a heap or pile: “Little things grew by continual accumulation” (Samuel 

Johnson).  2. The process of growing into a large amount or heap.  3. A mass 

heaped up or collected:  an accumulation of rubbish. 

ac·cu·mu·la·tive (N-kyumùyN-l7ÙtVv, -lN-tVv) adj.  1. Characterized by or 

showing the effects of accumulation; cumulative.  2. Tending to accumulate.   
—ac·cuùmu·la·tive·ly adv.  —ac·cuùmu·la·tive·ness n. 

ac·cu·mu·la·tor (N-kyumùyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that accumulates:  an accumu-

lator of old magazines.  2. A register or electric circuit in a calculator or computer, 

in which the results of arithmetical and logical operations are formed.  3. Chiefly 

British. An automobile storage battery. 

ac·cu·ra·cy (4kùyNr-N-sK) n.  1. Conformity to fact.  2. Precision; exactness. 

ac·cu·rate (4kùyNr-Vt) adj.  1. Conforming exactly to fact; errorless.  

2. Deviating only slightly or within acceptable limits from a standard.  3. Capable 

of providing a correct reading or measurement:  an accurate scale.  [Latin 

acc7r7tus, done with care, past participle of acc7r7re, to do with care  : ad-, ad- + 

c7r7re, to care for (from c7ra, care); see CURE.] —acùcu·rate·ly adv.  

—acùcu·rate·ness n. 



ac·curs·ed (N-kûrùsVd, N-kûrstù)  also ac·curst (N-kûrstù) adj.  1. Abominable; 

hateful:  this accursed mud.  2. Being under a curse; doomed.  [Middle English 

acursed, past participle of acursen, to put a curse on  : a-, intensive pref. (from 

Old English 7-) + Old English cursian, to curse (from curs, curse).] 
—ac·cursùed·ly adv.  —ac·cursùed·ness n. 

accus abbr.  Accusative. 

ac·cu·sa·tion (4kÙyu-z7ùshNn) n.  1. An act of accusing or the state of being 

accused.  2. A charge of wrongdoing that is made against a person or other party. 

ac·cu·sa·tive (N-kyuùzN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. acc., acc, accus Of, relating to, or 

being the case of a noun, pronoun, adjective, or participle that is the direct object 

of a verb or the object of certain prepositions.   —  n.  The accusative case.  [Mid-

dle English acusatif, from Old French, from Latin (casus) acc7s7tXvus, (case) of 

accusation, from acc7s7tus, past participle of acc7s7re, to accuse. See ACCUSE.] 
—ac·cuùsa·tive·ly adv. 

ac·cu·sa·to·ri·al (N-kyuÙzN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-)  also ac·cu·sa·to·ry (-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj.  Containing or implying accusation:  an accusatorial glare.   
—ac·cuÙsa·toùri·al·ly adv. 

ac·cuse (N-kyuzù) v.  ac·cused, ac·cus·ing, ac·cus·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To charge 

with a shortcoming or an error.  2. To charge formally with a wrongdoing.   —  v.  

intr. To make a charge of wrongdoing against another.  [Middle English acusen, 

from Latin acc7s7re : ad-, ad- + causa, lawsuit.] —ac·cusùer n.  —ac·cusùing·ly 
adv. 

ac·cused (N-kyuzdù) n.  Law. The defendant or defendants in a criminal case. 

ac·cus·tom (N-kƒsùtNm) v.  tr. ac·cus·tomed, ac·cus·tom·ing, ac·cus·toms. 
To familiarize, as by constant practice, use, or habit:  I have accustomed myself to 

working long hours.  [Middle English accustomen, from Old French acostumer : a-, 

to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + costume, custom; see CUSTOM.]

ac·cus·tomed (N-kƒsùtNmd) adj.  1. Frequently practiced, used, or experienced; 

customary:  spoke with her accustomed modesty.  See Synonyms at usual.  
2. Being in the habit of:  I am accustomed to sleeping late.  3. Having been adapted 

to the existing environment and conditions:  eyes not accustomed to desert sun. 

AC/DC (7ùsK-dKùsK) adj.  Offensive Slang. Engaging in or practicing bisexuality.  

[From the likening of a bisexual person to an appliance that works on either alter-

nating or direct current.]

ace (7s) n.  1. Games. a. A single spot or pip on a playing card, die, or domino.  

b. A playing card, die, or domino having one spot or pip.   2. Sports. In racket 

games: a. A serve that one’s opponent fails to return.  b. A point scored by such a 

serve.   3. Sports. The act of hitting a golf ball in the hole with one’s first shot.  

4. A military aircraft pilot who has destroyed five or more enemy aircraft.  5. An 

expert in a given field.   —  adj.  Topnotch; first-rate.   —  v.  tr. aced, ac·ing, 
ac·es. 1. Sports. To serve an ace against.  2. Sports. To hit an ace in golf.  3. Slang. 



To get the better of (someone):  a candidate who aced his opponents in the prima-

ries.  4. Slang. To receive a grade of A on:  She aced the exam.   —idioms. ace in 
the hole. A hidden advantage or resource kept in reserve until needed.  within 
an ace of. On the verge of; very near to:  came within an ace of losing the election.  

[Middle English as, from Old French, from Latin, unit.]

-acean suff.  1.  Variant of -aceous. 2. An organism belonging to a taxonomic 

group:  cetacean.  [From New Latin -7cea, neuter pl. of -7ceus, -aceous.]

a·ce·di·a (N-sKùdK-N) n.  Spiritual torpor and apathy; ennui: “There is a name for 

the generic shoulder shrug—the buzzing indifference, as if it’s always 90 degrees in 

the shade after a large lunch. The word is acedia. It is the weariness of effort that 

extends to the heart and becomes a weariness of caring” (Melvin Maddocks).  [Late 

Latin, from Greek akKdeia, indifference  : a-, a-; see A-1 + kKdos, care.]

A·cel·da·ma1 (N-sHlùdN-mN)  In the New Testament, a potter’s field near Jerusa-

lem purchased by the priests as a burial ground for strangers with the reward that 

Judas had received for betraying Jesus and had later returned to them. 

A·cel·da·ma2 (N-sHlùdN-mN) n.  A place with dreadful associations.  [After 

Aceldama1.]

a·cel·lu·lar (7-sHlùyN-lNr) adj.  Containing no cells; not made of cells. 

-aceous  or -acean suff.  1. a. Of or relating to:  amylaceous.  b. Resembling or 

having the nature of:  amentaceous.   2. Belonging to a taxonomic group:  orchida-

ceous.  [New Latin -7ceus, from Latin -7ceus.]

a·ceph·a·lous (7-sHfùN-lNs) adj.  1. Biology. Headless or lacking a clearly 

defined head:  acephalous worms.  2. Having no leader.  [From Medieval Latin 

acephalus, from Greek akephalos : a-, without; see A-1 + kephalK, head; see -CEPHA-

LOUS.]

a·ce·qui·a (N-s7ùkK-N, ä-s7ù-) n.  Southwestern U.S. An irrigation canal.  [Span-

ish, from Arabic as-s7qXyah.]

ac·er·ate (4sùN-r7tÙ)  also ac·er·at·ed (-r7ÙtVd) adj.  Acerose.  [From Latin 7cer, 

sharp. See ak- in Appendix.]

a·cerb (N-sûrbù) adj.  Variant of acerbic. 
ac·er·bate (4sùNr-b7tÙ) v.  tr. ac·er·bat·ed, ac·er·bat·ing, ac·er·bates. To vex 

or annoy.  [Latin acerb7re, acerb7t-, to make harsh, from acerbus, harsh. See ACER-

BIC.]

a·cer·bic (N-sûrùbVk) also a·cerb (N-sûrbù) adj.  Sour or bitter, as in taste, charac-

ter, or tone: “At times, the playwright allows an acerbic tone to pierce through other-

wise arid or flowery prose” (Alvin Klein).  See Synonyms at bitter.  [From Latin 

acerbus. See ak- in Appendix.] —a·cerùbi·cal·ly adv. 

a·cer·bi·ty (N-sûrùbV-tK) n.  pl. a·cer·bi·ties. Sourness of taste, character, or 

tone. 



ac·er·ose (4sùN-rosÙ) adj.  Needlelike, as the leaves of pine; acerate.  [New Latin 

acerosus, incorrect use (as if from Latin acus, needle, or 7cer, sharp ), of Latin 

acerosus, full of chaff, from Latin acus, acer-, chaff. See ak- in Appendix.]

a·cer·vu·lus (N-sûrùvyN-lNs) n.  pl. a·cer·vu·li. A tiny cushionlike or blisterlike 

structure produced by certain fungi on a plant host and consisting of a mass of 

hyphae-bearing asexually produced spores.  [New Latin, diminutive of Latin acer-

vus, heap.]

acet. abbr.  Acetone. 

acet- pref.  Variant of aceto-. 
ac·e·tab·u·lum (4sÙV-t4bùyN-lNm) n.  pl. ac·e·tab·u·la (-lN). 1. Anatomy. The 

cup-shaped cavity at the base of the hipbone into which the ball-shaped head of 

the femur fits.  2. Zoology. The cavity in the body of an insect into which the leg 

fits.  3. Zoology. A cup-shaped structure, such as the sucker of a tapeworm or 

leech.  [Latin, vinegar cup, from acKtum, vinegar. See ACETUM.] —acÙe·tabùu·lar 
(-lNr) adj. 

ac·e·tal (4sùV-t4lÙ) n.  1. A colorless, flammable, volatile liquid, 

CH3CH(OC2H5)2, used in cosmetics and as a solvent.  2. Any of the class of com-

pounds formed from aldehydes combined with alcohol.  [ACET(O)- + AL(COHOL).]

ac·et·al·de·hyde (4sÙV-t4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A colorless, flammable liquid, C2H4O, 

used to manufacture acetic acid, perfumes, and drugs.  Also called aldehyde 

a·cet·a·mide (N-sHtùN-mXdÙ, 4sÙVt-4mùXdÙ) n.  The crystalline amide of acetic 

acid, CH3CONH2, used as a solvent and wetting agent and in lacquers and explo-

sives. 

a·cet·a·min·o·phen (N-sKÙtN-mVnùN-fNn, 4sÙN-) n.  A crystalline compound, 

C8H9NO2, used in chemical synthesis and in medicine to relieve pain and reduce 

fever.  [ACET(O)- + AMIN(O)- + PHEN(OL).]

ac·et·an·i·lide (4sÙVt-4nùl-XdÙ) also ac·et·an·i·lid (-4nùl-Vd) n.  A white crystal-

line compound, C6H5NH(COCH3), used in medicine to relieve pain and reduce 

fever.  [ACET(O)- + ANIL(INE) + -IDE.]

ac·e·tate (4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  1. A salt or ester of acetic acid.  2. Cellulose acetate or 

any of various products, especially fibers, derived from it. 

a·ce·tic (N-sKùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing acetic acid or vinegar.  

[From Latin acKtum, vinegar. See ACETUM.]

acetic acid (N-sKùtVk 4sùVd) n.  A clear, colorless organic acid, CH3COOH, with a 

distinctive pungent odor, used as a solvent and in the manufacture of rubber, 

plastics, acetate fibers, pharmaceuticals, and photographic chemicals. It is the 

chief acid of vinegar. 

a·ce·ti·fy (N-sKùtN-fXÙ, N-sHtùN-) v.  tr. intr. a·ce·ti·fied, a·ce·ti·fy·ing, 
a·ce·ti·fies. To convert or become converted to acetic acid or vinegar.   
—a·ceÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —a·ceùti·fi·er n. 



aceto-  or acet- pref.  1. Acetic acid:  acetify.  2. Acetyl:  acetanilide.  [From Latin 

acKtum, vinegar. See ACETUM.]

ac·e·to·a·ce·tic acid (4sÙV-to-N-sKùtVk 4sùVd, N-sKÙto-) n.  A ketone body, 

CH3COCH2COOH, excreted in the urine in certain diabetic conditions. 

ac·e·tone (4sùV-tonÙ) n.  Abbr. acet. A colorless, volatile, extremely flammable 

liquid ketone, CH3COCH3, widely used as an organic solvent.   —acÙe·tonùic (-

tmnùVk) adj. 

acetone body (4sùV-tonÙ bmdùK) n.  See ketone body. 
ac·e·to·phe·net·i·din (4sÙV-to-fN-nHtùV-dVn, N-sKÙto-) n.  A white powder or 

crystalline solid, CH3CONHC6H4OC2H5, derived from coal tar and used in med-

icine to reduce fever and relieve pain.  Also called phenacetin [ACETO- + PHEN(O)- 

+ E(THYL) + -ID(E) + -IN.]

a·ce·tous (N-sKùtNs, 4sùV-tNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or producing acetic acid or 

vinegar.  2. Having an acetic taste; sour-tasting.  [Middle English, sour, from 

Medieval Latin acKtosus, vinegary, from Latin acKtum, vinegar. See ACETUM.]

a·ce·tum (N-sKùtNm) n.  1. Vinegar.  2. An acetic acid solution of a drug.  [Latin 

acKtum. See ak- in Appendix.]

a·ce·tyl (N-sKtùl, 4sùV-tl) n.  The acetic acid radical CH3CO.   —acÙe·tylùic (4sÙV-
tVlùVk) adj. 

a·cet·y·late (N-sHtùl-7tÙ) v.  tr. a·cet·y·lat·ed, a·cet·y·lat·ing, a·cet·y·lates. 
To bring an acetyl group into (an organic molecule).   —a·cetÙy·laùtion n. 

a·ce·tyl·cho·line (N-sKtÙl-koùlKnÙ) n.  A white crystalline derivative of choline, 

C7H17NO3, that is released at the ends of nerve fibers in the somatic and para-

sympathetic nervous systems and is involved in the transmission of nerve 

impulses in the body. 

a·ce·tyl·cho·lin·es·ter·ase (N-sKtÙl-koÙlN-nHsùtN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  An enzyme 

found in nerve synapses that cleaves acetylcholine into acetate and choline. 

a·ce·tyl-co·A (N-sKtùl- koù7ù, 4sÙV-tl-) n.  See acetyl coenzyme A. 
acetyl coenzyme A (N-sKtùl ko-HnùzXmÙ 7) n.  A compound, 

C25H38N7O17P3S, that functions as a coenzyme in many biological acetylation 

reactions and is formed as an intermediate in the oxidation of carbohydrates, fats, 

and proteins.  Also called acetyl-coA 

a·cet·y·lene (N-sHtùl-KnÙ, -Nn) n.  A colorless, highly flammable or explosive gas, 

C2H2, used for metal welding and cutting and as an illuminant.   
—a·cetÙy·lenùic (N-sHtÙl-HnùVk) adj. 

acetylene series (N-sHtùl-KnÙ sîrùKz) n.  A series of unsaturated aliphatic 

hydrocarbons, each containing at least one triple carbon bond, having chemical 

properties resembling acetylene and having the general formula CnH2n–2, with 

acetylene being the simplest member. 

a·ce·tyl·sal·i·cyl·ic acid (N-sKtÙl-s4lÙV-sVlùVk 4sùVd) n.  See aspirin (n., sense 

1). 



ace·y-deuc·y (7ÙsK-duùsK, -dyuù-) n.  Games. A variation of backgammon.  

[ACE + DEUCE
1.]

A·chae·a (N-kKùN) also A·cha·ia (N-kXùN, N-k7ùN)  An ancient region of southern 

Greece occupying the northern part of the Peloponnesus on the Gulf of Corinth. 

The cities of the region banded together in the early third century B.C. to form the 

Achaean League, which defeated Sparta but was eventually beaten by the Romans, 

who annexed Achaea in 146 B.C. and later gave the name to a province that 

included all of Greece south of Thessaly. 

A·chae·an (N-kKùNn) also A·cha·ian (N-k7ùNn, N-kXù-) n.  1. A native or inhabit-

ant of Achaea.  2. One of a Hellenic people believed to have inhabited the 

Peloponnesus and to have created the Mycenaean civilization.  3. A Greek, espe-

cially of the Mycenaean era.   —A·chaeùan adj. 

ach·a·la·sia (4kÙN-l7ùzhN) n.  The failure of a ring of muscle fibers, such as a 

sphincter of the esophagus, to relax.  [New Latin  : A-1 + Greek khalasis, relaxation 

(from khalan, to loosen).]

A·cha·tes (N-k7ùtKz) n.  1. Mythology. The faithful companion of Aeneas in Vir-

gil’s Aeneid.  2. A loyal friend. 

ache (7k) v.  intr. ached, ach·ing, aches. 1. To suffer a dull, sustained pain.  

2. To feel sympathy or compassion.  3. To yearn painfully:  refugees who ached for 

their homeland.   —  n.  1. A dull, steady pain.  See Synonyms at pain.  2. A long-

ing or desire; a yen.  [Middle English aken, from Old English acan.]

A·che·be (ä-ch7ùb7), Chinua. Born 1930.  Nigerian writer whose works, 

including the novel Things Fall Apart (1958), describe traditional African life in 

conflict with colonial rule and westernization. 

a·chene also a·kene (7-kKnù) n.  A small, dry, indehiscent one-seeded fruit with 

a thin wall, as in the sunflower.  [New Latin achenium : Greek a-, a-; see A-1 + 

Greek khainein, to yawn.] —a·cheùni·al (-nK-Nl) adj. 

A·cher·nar (7ùkNr-närÙ) n.  A star in the constellation Eridanus that is one of the 

brightest stars in the sky and is 114 light-years from Earth.  [From Arabic ’aTXr 

an-nahr, the end of the river (referring to the star’s position in the constellation 

Eridanus).]

Ach·er·on (4kùN-rmnÙ, -rNn) n.  Greek Mythology. The river of woe, one of the 

five rivers of Hades. 

Ach·e·son (4chùV-sNn), Dean Gooderham. 1893-1971.  American statesman 

who promoted the Marshall Plan and helped establish NATO. 

A·cheu·li·an also A·cheu·le·an (N-shuùlK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to a stage of 

tool culture of the European Lower Paleolithic Age between the second and third 

interglacial periods, characterized by symmetrical stone hand axes.  [French 

acheuléen, after St. Acheul, a hamlet in northern France.]

a·chieve (N-chKvù) v.  a·chieved, a·chiev·ing, a·chieves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To per-

form or carry out with success; accomplish.  See Synonyms at perform.  2. To 



attain with effort or despite difficulty.  See Synonyms at reach.   —  v.  intr. To 

accomplish something successfully.  [Middle English acheven, from Old French 

achever, from a chief (venir), (to come) to a head. See CHIEF.] —a·chievùa·ble 
adj.  —a·chievùer n. 

a·chieved (N-chKvdù) adj.  Highly successful because of great skill and ability: 

“The author... is not merely lucky, but an achieved and deserving fiction writer” 

(Wright Morris). 

a·chieve·ment (N-chKvùmNnt) n.  1. The act of accomplishing or finishing.  

2. Something accomplished successfully, especially by means of exertion, skill, 

practice, or perseverance.  See Synonyms at feat1. 
Ach·ill (4kùVl)  A mountainous and barren island off the northwest coast of Ire-

land. At its western end is Achill Head. 
ach·il·le·a (4kÙN-lKùN, N-kVlùK-N) n.  See yarrow.  [New Latin achillKa, from 

Latin, from Greek achilleios, of Achilles, plant that healed wounds, from Achil-

leus, Achilles.]

A·chil·les (N-kVlùKz) n.  Greek Mythology. The hero of Homer’s Iliad, the son of 

Peleus and Thetis and slayer of Hector. 

A·chil·les’ heel (N-kVlùKz hKl) n.  A seemingly small but actually mortal weak-

ness.  [From Achilles’ being vulnerable only in the heel.]

Achilles jerk (N-kVlùKz jûrk) n.  Physiology. A reflex bending of the foot result-

ing from the contraction of lower leg muscles. 

Achilles tendon (N-kVlùKz tHnùdNn) n.  The large tendon connecting the heel 

bone to the calf muscle of the leg. 

a·chir·a (N-chîrùN) n.  See edible canna (adj., sense 2).  [New Latin, A-1 + Greek 

kheir, hand.]

ach·la·myd·e·ous (4kÙlN-mVdùK-Ns, 7ÙklN-) adj.  Having no perianth, as the 

flowers of a willow. 

a·chlor·hy·dri·a (7Ùklôr-hXùdrK-N, 7Ùklor-) n.  Absence of hydrochloric acid in 

the gastric secretions of the stomach.  [A-1 + CHLOR(O)- + HYDR(O)- + -IA
1.] 

—a·chlor·hyùdric adj. 

a·chlo·ro·phyl·lous (7-klôrÙN-fVlùNs, 7-klorÙ-) adj.  Botany. Having no chloro-

phyll. 

a·cho·li·a (7-koùlK-N) n.  A decrease in or an absence of bile secretion.  [New 

Latin  : A-1 + Greek kholK, bile; see ghel-2 in Appendix.]

A·cho·ma·wi (N-choùmN-wKÙ) n.  pl. Achomawi or A·cho·ma·wis. 1. a. A 

Native American people inhabiting northeast California.  b. A member of this 

people.  Also called Pit River  2. The Hokan language of the Achomawi. 

a·chon·drite (7-kmnùdrXtÙ) n.  A stony meteorite that contains no chondrules.   
—aÙchon·dritùic (-drVtùVk) adj. 



a·chon·dro·pla·sia (7-kmnÙdro-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Improper development of 

cartilage at the ends of the long bones, resulting in a form of congenital dwarfism.   
—a·chonÙdro·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

ach·ro·mat·ic (4kÙrN-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Designating color perceived to have zero 

saturation and therefore no hue, such as neutral grays, white, or black.  

2. Refracting light without spectral color separation.  3. Biology. Difficult to stain 

with standard dyes. Used in reference to cells or tissues.  4. Music. Having only 

the diatonic tones of the scale.  [From Greek akhromatos : a-; see A-1 + khroma, 

color.] —achÙro·matùi·cal·ly adv.  —a·chroùma·tism (7-kroùmN-tVzÙNm), 
achÙro·ma·ticùi·ty (4kÙro-mN-tVsùV-tK)  n. 

achromatic lens (4kÙrN-m4tùVk lHnz) n.  A combination of lenses made of dif-

ferent glass, used to produce images free of chromatic aberrations. 

a·chro·ma·tin (7-kroùmN-tVn) n.  The part of a cell nucleus that remains less 

colored than the rest of the nucleus when stained or dyed.  [ACHROMAT(IC) + -IN.] 
—a·chroÙma·tinùic adj. 

a·chro·ma·tize (7-kroùmN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. a·chro·ma·tized, a·chro·ma·tiz·ing, 
a·chro·ma·tiz·es. To rid of color; render achromatic. 

a·chro·mic (7-kroùmVk) adj.  Having no color; colorless.  [A-1 + CHROM(O)- + -

IC.]

ach·y (7ùkK) adj.  ach·i·er, ach·i·est. Experiencing aches.   —achùi·ness n. 

a·cic·u·la (N-sVkùyN-lN) n.  pl. a·cic·u·lae (-lKÙ). A slender, needlelike part or 

structure, such as the spines or bristles of some plants and animals and the crys-

tals of certain minerals.  [Latin, hairpin, diminutive of acus, needle. See ak- in 

Appendix.] —a·cicùu·late (-lVt, -l7tÙ), a·cicùu·latÙed (-l7ÙtVd)  adj. 

a·cic·u·lar (N-sVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Having the shape of a needle:  acicular crystals. 

ac·id (4sùVd) n.  1. Chemistry. a. Any of a large class of sour-tasting substances 

whose aqueous solutions are capable of turning blue litmus indicators red, of 

reacting with and dissolving certain metals to form salts, and of reacting with 

bases or alkalis to form salts.  b. A substance that ionizes in solution to give the 

positive ion of the solvent.  c. A substance capable of yielding hydrogen ions.  

d. A proton donor.  e. An electron acceptor.  f. A molecule or ion that can com-

bine with another by forming a covalent bond with two electrons of the other.   

2. A substance having a sour taste.  3. The quality of being sarcastic, bitter, or 

scornful.  4. Slang. See LSD1.   —  adj.  1. Chemistry. a. Of or relating to an acid.  

b. Having a high concentration of acid.   2. Having a sour taste.  See Synonyms at 

sour.  3. Biting, sarcastic, or scornful:  an acid wit; an acid tone of voice.  [From 

Latin acidus, sour, from acKre, to be sour. See ak- in Appendix.] —acùid·ly adv.  

—acùid·ness n. 

ac·i·dan·the·ra (4sÙV-d4nùthNr-N) n.  Any of several ornamental African plants 

of the genus Acidanthera, having fibrous corms, swordlike leaves, and large, fra-



grant flowers with straight tubes.  Also called peacock orchid [New Latin  : Greek 

akis, akid-, needle; see ak- in Appendix + New Latin anthera; see ANTHER.]

ac·id-base equilibrium (4sùVd-b7sÙ KÙkwN-lVbùrK-Nm) n.  The state that exists 

when acidic and basic ions in solution exactly neutralize each other. 

acid-base indicator (4sùVd-b7sÙ VnùdV-k7ÙtNr) n.  A substance that indicates 

the degree of acidity or basicity of a solution through characteristic color changes. 

ac·i·de·mi·a (4sÙV-dKùmK-N) n.  Abnormal acidity of the blood. 

ac·id-fast (4sùVd-f4stÙ) adj.  Not decolorized by acid after staining, as bacteria 

that retain dye after an acid rinse.   —acùid-fastÙness n. 

ac·id·head (4sùVd-hHdÙ) n.  Slang. A person who uses LSD. 

a·cid·ic (N-sVdùVk) adj.  1. Acid.  2. Tending to form an acid. 

a·cid·i·fy (N-sVdùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. intr. a·cid·i·fied, a·cid·i·fy·ing, a·cid·i·fies. To 

make or become acid.   —a·cidùi·fiÙa·ble adj.  —a·cidÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) 

n.  —a·cidùi·fiÙer n. 

ac·i·dim·e·ter (4sÙV-dVmùV-tNr) n.  A hydrometer used to determine the specific 

gravity of acid solutions.   —a·cidùi·metùric (N-sVdùN-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—acÙi·dimùe·try n. 

a·cid·i·ty (N-sVdùV-tK) n.  1. The state, quality, or degree of being acid.  

2. Hyperacidity. 

ac·i·do·phil·ic (4sÙV-do-fVlùVk) also ac·i·doph·i·lus (-dmfùN-lNs) adj.  Microbiol-

ogy. 1. Growing well in an acid medium:  acidophilic bacteria.  2. Easily stained 

with acid dyes:  an acidophilic cell.   —a·cidùo·philÙ (N-sVdùN-fVlÙ), a·cidùo·phileÙ 

(-fXlÙ)  n. 

acidophilus milk (4sÙV-do-fVlùVs mVlk) n.  Milk fermented by bacterial cultures 

that thrive in dilute acid, often used to alter the bacterial flora of the gastrointesti-

nal tract in the treatment of certain digestive disorders.  [New Latin acidophilus, 

specific epithet of several species of bacteria  : ACID + -philus, -philous.]

ac·i·do·sis (4sÙV-doùsVs) n.  An abnormal increase in the acidity of the body’s flu-

ids, caused either by accumulation of acids or by depletion of bicarbonates.   
—acÙi·dotùic (-dmtùVk) adj. 

acid precipitation (4sùVd prV-sVpÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  Precipitation abnormally high 

in sulfuric and nitric acid content that is caused by atmospheric pollutants. 

acid rain (4sùVd r7n) n.  Acid precipitation falling as rain. 

acid rock (4sùVd rmk) n.  Music. Rock music having a prominent repetitive beat 

and lyrics that suggest psychedelic experiences. 

acid test (4sùVd tHst) n.  A decisive or critical test, as of worth or quality.  [From 

the testing of gold in nitric acid.]

a·cid·u·late (N-sVjùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. a·cid·u·lat·ed, a·cid·u·lat·ing, 
a·cid·u·lates. To make or become slightly acid.  [ACIDUL(OUS) + -ATE

1.] 
—a·cidÙu·laùtion n. 



a·cid·u·lous (N-sVjùN-lNs) adj.  Slightly sour in taste or in manner.  See Synonyms 

at sour.  [From Latin acidulus, diminutive of acidus, sour. See ACID.]

ac·i·dur·i·a (4sÙV-dtrùK-N, -dytrù-) n.  A condition marked by the presence of 

acid in the urine. 

acid washing (4sùVd wmshùVng) n.  A washing process in which stones soaked 

in chlorine acid are used to soften and bleach fabric, especially denim garments.   
—acùid-washedÙ (4sùVd-wmshtÙ, -wôshtÙ) adj. 

ac·i·nar (4sùV-nNr, -närÙ) adj.  Of or relating to an acinus. 

ac·i·nus (4sùN-nNs) n.  pl. ac·i·ni (-nXÙ). Anatomy. One of the small saclike dila-

tions composing a compound gland.  [Latin, berry.] —a·cinùic (N-sVnùVk), 
acùi·nous adj. 

ack. abbr.  Acknowledge; acknowledgment. 

ack-ack (4kù4kÙ) n.  Slang. 1. An antiaircraft gun.  2. Antiaircraft fire.  [British 

telephone code for AA, abbreviation for ANTIAIRCRAFT.]

ack·ee (4kùK, N-kKù) n.  Variant of akee. 
ac·knowl·edge (4k-nmlùVj) v.  tr. ac·knowl·edged, ac·knowl·edg·ing, 
ac·knowl·edg·es. Abbr. ack. 1. a. To admit the existence, reality, or truth of.  

b. To recognize as being valid or having force or power.   2. a. To express recogni-

tion of:  acknowledge a friend’s smile.  b. To express thanks or gratitude for.   3. To 

report the receipt of.  4. Law. To accept or certify as legally binding:  acknowledge 

a deed.  [Probably blend of Middle English knowlechen, to acknowledge (from 

knowen, to know); see KNOW, Middle English aknouen, to recognize (from Old 

English oncn7wan, to know  : on-, on; see on + cn7wan, to know); see KNOW.] 
—ac·knowlùedge·a·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: acknowledge, admit, own, avow, confess, concede. These verbs

mean to make a disclosure, usually with reluctance or under pressure. To acknowl-

edge is to accept responsibility for something one makes known: He acknowledged

that the purchase had been a mistake. Admit usually implies marked reluctance in

acknowledging one’s acts or accepting a different point of view: “There are some

faults which men readily admit, but others not so readily” (Epictetus). Own stresses

personal acceptance of and responsibility for one’s thoughts or deeds: She owned

that she had fears for the child’s safety. Avow, a strong term, means to assert openly

and boldly: “Many a man thinks, what he is ashamed to avow” (Samuel Johnson).

Confess usually emphasizes disclosure of something damaging or inconvenient to

oneself: I have to confess that I lied to you. To concede is to admit something, such

as the validity of an argument, often against one’s will: The lawyer refused to con-

cede that the two cases were at all similar.

ac·knowl·edged (4k-nmlùVjd) adj.  Commonly accepted or recognized. 



ac·knowl·edg·ment  or ac·knowl·edge·ment (4k-nmlùVj-mNnt) n.  Abbr. 

ack. 1. The act of admitting or owning to something.  2. Recognition of 

another’s existence, validity, authority, or right.  3. An answer or response in 

return for something done.  4. An expression of thanks or a token of apprecia-

tion.  5. A formal declaration made to authoritative witnesses to ensure legal 

validity. 

a·clin·ic line (7-klVnùVk lXn) n.  See magnetic equator.  [From Greek aklinKs, 

not inclining to either side  : a-, a-; see A-1 + klinein, to lean; see klei- in Appen-

dix.]

ACLU abbr.  American Civil Liberties Union. 

ac·me (4kùmK) n.  The highest point, as of perfection.  See Synonyms at sum-
mit.  [Greek akmK. See ak- in Appendix.]

ac·ne (4kùnK) n.  An inflammatory disease of the sebaceous glands and hair folli-

cles of the skin that is marked by the eruption of pimples or pustules, especially 

on the face.  [New Latin, probably from misreading of Greek akmK, facial erup-

tion, point. See ACME.] —acùned adj. 

acne rosacea (4kùnK ro-z7ùshK-N) n.  See rosacea. 
a·cock (N-kmkù) adv.  & adj.  In a cocked position. 

a·coe·lo·mate (N-sKùlN-m7tÙ) n.  An animal that lacks a coelom. Acoelomates, 

which include the flatworm, fluke, tapeworm, and ribbonworm, exhibit bilateral 

symmetry and possess one internal space, the digestive cavity.   —a·coeùlo·mate 
(-lN-mVt) adj. 

a·coe·lous (7-sKùlNs) adj.  Lacking a true body cavity or digestive tract.  [A-1 + 

COEL(OM) + -OUS.]

ac·o·lyte (4kùN-lXtÙ) n.  1. One who assists the celebrant in the performance of 

liturgical rites.  2. A devoted follower or attendant.  [Middle English acolit, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin acolytus, from Greek akolouthos, attendant. See 

ANACOLUTHON.]

A·co·ma1 (4kùN-mN, -môÙ, äùkN-) n.  pl. Acoma or A·co·mas. 1. a. A Pueblo 

people, the founders and inhabitants of Acoma.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Keresan language of the Acoma. 

A·co·ma2 (4kùN-mN, -môÙ, äùkN-)  A pueblo of west-central New Mexico west of 

Albuquerque. Founded c. 1100-1250, it is regarded as the oldest continuously 

inhabited community in the United States. Population, 975. 

A·con·ca·gua (4kÙNn-käùgwN, äÙkNn-)  A mountain, 7,025.4 m (23,034 ft) high, 

in the Andes of western Argentina near the Chilean border. The highest peak of 

the Western Hemisphere, it was first scaled in 1897. 

ac·o·nite (4kùN-nXtÙ) n.  1. Any of various, usually poisonous perennial herbs of 

the genus Aconitum, having tuberous roots, palmately lobed leaves, blue or white 

flowers with large hoodlike upper sepals, and an aggregate of follicles.  2. The 



dried poisonous roots of these plants, used as a source of drugs.  Also called 

monkshood [French aconit, from Latin aconXtum, from Greek akoniton.]

A·ço·res (ä-sôrùHsh)  See Azores. 
a·corn (7ùkôrnÙ, 7ùkNrn) n.  The fruit of an oak, consisting of a single-seeded, 

thick-walled nut set in a woody, cuplike base.  [Middle English akorn, from Old 

English æcern.]

WORD HISTORY: A thoughtful glance at the word acorn might produce the

surmise that it is made up of oak and corn, especially if we think of corn in its

sense of “a kernel or seed of a plant,” as in peppercorn. The fact that others thought

the word was so constituted partly accounts for the present form acorn. Here we

see the workings of the process of linguistic change known as folk etymology, an

alteration in form of a word or phrase so that it resembles a more familiar term

mistakenly regarded as analogous. Acorn actually goes back to Old English æcern,

“acorn,” which in turn goes back to the Indo-European root og-, meaning “fruit,

berry.”

acorn squash (7ùkôrnÙ skwmsh) n.  A type of winter squash shaped somewhat 

like an acorn and having longitudinal ridges, a variously colored rind, and yellow 

to orange flesh. 

acorn worm (7ùkôrnÙ wûrm) n.  Any of a class (Enteropneusta) of hemichor-

date, wormlike animals that inhabit shallow burrows in mud or sand flats of 

intertidal zones and are equipped with an acornlike proboscis used for digging 

and collecting food. 

a·cous·tic (N-kuùstVk) adj.  also a·cous·ti·cal (-stV-kNl) 1. Of or relating to 

sound, the sense of hearing, or the science of sound.  2. Designed to carry sound 

or to aid in hearing.  3. Music. a. Of, relating to, or being an instrument that does 

not feature electronically modified sound:  an acoustic guitar; an acoustic bass.  

b. Being a performance that features such instruments:  opened the show with an 

acoustic set.    —  n.  Music. An acoustic instrument.  [Greek akoustikos, pertaining 

to hearing, from akouein, to hear. See keu- in Appendix.] —a·cousùti·cal·ly adv. 

ac·ous·ti·cian (4kÙu-stVshùNn) n.  A specialist in acoustics. 

acoustic nerve (N-kuùstVk nûrv) n.  Either of the eighth pair of cranial nerves 

that divides to form the cochlear nerve and the vestibular nerve.  Also called audi-

tory nerve 

a·cous·tics (N-kuùstVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The scientific study of 

sound, especially of its generation, transmission, and reception.  2. (used with a 

pl. verb). The total effect of sound, especially as produced in an enclosed space. 

a·cous·to·e·lec·tric (N-kuÙsto-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  Of or relating to electroacous-

tics.  [ACOUST(IC) + ELECTRIC.] —a·cousÙto·e·lecùtri·cal·ly adv. 



a·cous·to·op·tics (N-kuÙsto-mpùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science 

of the interaction of acoustic and optical phenomena.  [ACOUST(IC) + OPTICS.] 
—a·cousÙto·opùti·cal adj.  —a·cousÙto·opùti·cal·ly adv. 

ACP abbr.  American College of Physicians. 

acpt. abbr.  Acceptance. 

ac·quaint (N-kw7ntù) v.  tr. ac·quaint·ed, ac·quaint·ing, ac·quaints. 
1. a. To cause to come to know personally:  Let me acquaint you with my family.  

b. To make familiar:  acquainted myself with the controls.   2. To inform:  Please 

acquaint us with your plans.  [Middle English aqueinten, from Old French acoint-

ier, from Medieval Latin adcognit7re, from Latin accognitus, past participle of 

accognoscere, to know perfectly  : ad-, intensive pref.; see AD- + cognoscere, to 

know; see COGNITION.]

ac·quain·tance (N-kw7nùtNns) n.  1. Knowledge of a person acquired by a rela-

tionship less intimate than friendship.  2. A person whom one knows.  

3. Knowledge or information about something or someone.   
—ac·quainùtance·shipÙ n. 

ac·quaint·ed (N-kw7nùtVd) adj.  1. Known by or familiar with another.  

2. Informed or familiar:  Are you fully acquainted with the facts? 

ac·qui·esce (4kÙwK-Hsù) v.  intr. ac·qui·esced, ac·qui·esc·ing, ac·qui·esc·es. 
To consent or comply passively or without protest.  See Synonyms at assent.  
[Latin acquiKscere : ad-, ad- + quiKscere, to rest (from quiKs, rest); see kweiN- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: When acquiesce takes a preposition, it is usually used with in

(acquiesced in the ruling) but sometimes with to (acquiesced to her parents’ wishes).

Acquiesced with is obsolete.

ac·qui·es·cence (4kÙwK-HsùNns) n.  1. Passive assent or agreement without pro-

test.  2. The state of being acquiescent. 

ac·qui·es·cent (4kÙwK-HsùNnt) adj.  Disposed or willing to acquiesce.  See Syn-

onyms at obedient.  —acÙqui·esùcent·ly adv. 

ac·quire (N-kwXrù) v.  tr. ac·quired, ac·quir·ing, ac·quires. 1. To gain posses-

sion of:  acquire 100 shares of stock.  2. To get by one’s own efforts:  acquire profi-

ciency in math.  3. Aerospace. To locate (a satellite, for example) with a detector, 

especially radar.  [Middle English acquere, from Old French aquerre, from Latin 

acquXrere, to add to  : ad-, ad- + quaerere, to seek, get.] —ac·quirùa·ble adj.  

—ac·quirùer n. 

ac·quired antibody (N-kwXrdù 4nùtV-bmdÙK) n.  An antibody produced by an 

immune response, in contrast to one occurring naturally in an individual. 



acquired character (N-kwXrdù k4rùNk-tNr) n.  A nonhereditary change of 

function or structure in a plant or animal made in response to the environment.  

Also called acquired characteristic 

acquired immune deficiency syndrome (N-kwXrdù V-myoonù dV-
fVshùNn-sK sVnùdromÙ) n.  AIDS. 

acquired immunity (N-kwXrdù V-myuùnV-tK) n.  Immunity obtained either 

from the development of antibodies in response to exposure to an antigen, as 

from vaccination or an attack of an infectious disease, or from the transmission 

of antibodies, as from mother to fetus through the placenta or the injection of 

antiserum. 

ac·quire·ment (N-kwXrùmNnt) n.  1. The act of acquiring.  2. An attainment, 

such as a skill or social accomplishment. 

ac·qui·si·tion (4kÙwV-zVshùNn) n.  1. The act of acquiring.  2. Something 

acquired, especially an addition to an established category or group.  3. Aerospace. 

The process of locating a satellite, guided missile, or moving target so that its 

track or orbit can be determined.  [Middle English adquisicioun, attainment, 

from Latin acquisitio, acquisition-, from acquisitus, past participle of acquXrere, to 

acquire. See ACQUIRE.]

ac·quis·i·tive (N-kwVzùV-tVv) adj.  1. Characterized by a strong desire to gain and 

possess.  2. Tending to acquire and retain ideas or information:  an acquisitive 

mind.   —ac·quisùi·tive·ly adv.  —ac·quisùi·tive·ness n.  —ac·quisùi·tor (-

tNr) n. 

ac·quit (N-kwVtù) v.  tr. ac·quit·ted, ac·quit·ting, ac·quits. 1. Law. To free or 

clear from a charge or accusation.  2. To release or discharge from a duty.  3. To 

conduct (oneself) in a specified manner.  4. Obsolete. To repay.  [Middle English 

aquiten, from Old French aquiter : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + quite, free, 

clear (from Medieval Latin quittus, variant of Latin quiKtus, past participle of 

quiKscere, to rest); see QUIET.] —ac·quitùter n. 

ac·quit·tal (N-kwVtùl) n.  Law. 1. Judgment, as by a jury or judge, that a defen-

dant is not guilty of a crime as charged.  2. The state of being found or proved not 

guilty. 

ac·quit·tance (N-kwVtùns) n.  A written release from an obligation, specifically 

a receipt indicating payment in full. 

acr- pref.  Variant of acro-. 
a·cre (7ùkNr) n.  Abbr. A, a., A., ac. 1. A unit of area in the U.S. Customary Sys-

tem, used in land and sea floor measurement and equal to 160 square rods, 4,840 

square yards, or 43,560 square feet.  See Table at measurement.  2. acres. 

Property in the form of land; estate.  3.  Often acres. A wide expanse, as of land 

or other matter: “Everything was streaky pink marble and acres of textureless car-

peting” (Anne Tyler).  4. Archaic. A field or plot of arable land.  [Middle English 

7ker, field, acre, from Old English æcer. See agro- in Appendix.]



A·cre (äùkrN, äùkNr) also Ak·ko (ä-koù, äùko)  A port of northern Israel on the 

Bay of Haifa. During the Crusades it changed hands many times between Chris-

tians and Muslims. Acre was ceded to the Arabs in the United Nations partition of 

Palestine in 1948 but was captured by Israel shortly thereafter. Population, 

37,700. 

a·cre·age (7ùkNr-Vj, 7ùkrVj) n.  Abbr. a. Area of land measured in acres. 

a·cre-foot (7ùkNr-fttù) n.  The volume of water, 43,560 cubic feet, that will 

cover an area of one acre to a depth of one foot. 

a·cre-inch (7ùkNr-Vnchù) n.  One twelfth of an acre-foot, equal to 3,630 cubic 

feet. 

ac·rid (4kùrVd) adj.  1. Unpleasantly sharp, pungent, or bitter to the taste or smell.  

See Synonyms at bitter.  2. Caustic in language or tone.  [From Latin 7cer, sharp 

(probably modeled on ACID),. See ak- in Appendix.] —a·cridùi·ty (N-krVdùV-tK), 
acùrid·ness n.  —acùrid·ly adv. 

ac·ri·dine (4kùrV-dKnÙ) n.  A coal tar derivative, C13H9N, that has a strongly irri-

tating odor and is used in the manufacture of dyes and synthetics. 

ac·ri·fla·vine (4kÙrN-fl7ùvKnÙ, -vVn) n.  A brown or orange powder, C14H14N3Cl, 

derived from acridine and used as a topical antiseptic.  [ACRI(DINE) + FLAVIN.]

ac·ri·mo·ni·ous (4kÙrN-moùnK-Ns) adj.  Bitter and sharp in language or tone; 

rancorous:  an acrimonious on-air exchange between the candidate and the anchor-

person.   —acÙri·moùni·ous·ly adv.  —acÙri·moùni·ous·ness n. 

ac·ri·mo·ny (4kùrN-moÙnK) n.  Bitter, sharp, ill-natured animosity, especially as 

it is exhibited in speech or behavior.  [Latin 7crimonia, sharpness, from 7cer, 

sharp. See ak- in Appendix.]

A·cris·i·us (N-krVzùK-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Argos and father of 

Danaë who was killed by his grandson Perseus. 

acro-  or acr- pref.  1. a. Top; summit:  acropetal.  b. Height:  acrophobia.   

2. a. Tip; beginning:  acronym.  b. Extremity of the body:  acromegaly.   [From 

Greek akros, extreme. See ak- in Appendix.]

ac·ro·bat (4kùrN-b4tÙ) n.  1. One who is skilled in feats of balance and agility in 

gymnastics.  2. One who is facile at changing one’s viewpoint or position on 

short notice in response to the circumstances.  [French acrobate, from Greek 

akrobatKs, from akrobatein, to walk on tiptoe  : akros, high; see ACRO- + bainein, 

bat-, to walk; see gw7- in Appendix.] —acÙro·batùic adj.  —acÙro·batùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

ac·ro·bat·ics (4kÙrN-b4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. The gym-

nastic moves of an acrobat.  b. The art, skill, or performance of an acrobat.   2. A 

display of spectacular virtuosic skill and agility:  vocal acrobatics. 

ac·ro·cen·tric (4kÙro-sHnùtrVk) adj.  Having the centromere located near one 

end of the chromosome so that one chromosomal arm is long and the other is 

short.   —acÙro·cenùtric n. 



ac·ro·ceph·a·ly (4kÙrN-sHfùN-lK) n.  See oxycephaly.  —acÙro·ce·phalùic (-N-

f4lùVk) adj. 

ac·ro·dont (4kùrN-dmntÙ) adj.  Having teeth attached to the edge of the jawbone 

without sockets.  [ACR(O)- + -ODONT.] —acùro·dontÙ n. 

ac·ro·lect (4kùrN-lHctÙ) n.  Linguistics. The variety of language in an area under-

going decreolization that is closest to the standard variety of a major international 

language, such as standard Jamaican English.  [ACRO- + (DIA)LECT.]

a·cro·le·in (N-kroùlK-Vn) n.  A colorless, flammable, poisonous liquid aldehyde, 

CH2CHCHO, having an acrid odor and vapors irritating to the eyes.  [ACR(ID) + 

OLEIN.]

ac·ro·meg·a·ly (4kÙro-mHgùN-lK) n.  A chronic disease of adults marked by 

enlargement of the bones of the extremities, face, and jaw that is caused by over-

activity of the pituitary gland.  [French acromégalie : Greek akron, extremity; see 

ACRO- + Greek megas, megal-, big; see meg- in Appendix.] —acÙro·me·galùic (-

mV-g4lùVk) adj.  & n. 

ac·ro·mel·ic (4kÙro-mHlùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the end of the extremities.  

[ACRO- + Greek melos, limb.]

a·cro·mi·on (N-kroùmK-Nn) n.  The outer end of the scapula to which the collar-

bone is attached.  [New Latin acromion, from Greek akromion : akros, extreme; 

see ak- in Appendix + omion, diminutive of omos, shoulder.]

ac·ro·nym (4kùrN-nVmÙ) n.  A word formed from the initial letters of a name, 

such as WAC for Women’s Army Corps, or by combining initial letters or parts of 

a series of words, such as radar for radio detecting and ranging.  [ACR(O)- + -

ONYM.] —acÙro·nymùic, a·cronùy·mous (N-krmnùN-mNs)  adj. 

a·crop·e·tal (N-krmpùV-tl) adj.  Developing or maturing from the base toward 

the apex, as in those plant organs in which the younger tissues are nearer the apex.   
—a·cropùe·tal·ly adv. 

ac·ro·pho·bi·a (4kÙrN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of high places. 

a·crop·o·lis (N-krmpùN-lVs) n.  The fortified height or citadel of an ancient Greek 

city.  [Greek akropolis : akron, top; see ACRO- + polis, city; see pelN-3 in Appendix.]

ac·ro·some (4kùrN-somÙ) n.  A caplike structure at the anterior end of a sper-

matozoon that produces enzymes aiding in egg penetration.  [ACRO- + -SOME
3.] 

—acÙro·soùmal (-soùmNl) adj. 

a·cross (N-krôsù, N-krmsù) prep.  1. On, at, or from the other side of:  across the 

street.  2. So as to cross; through:  drew lines across the paper.  3. From one side of 

to the other:  a bridge across a river.  4. Into contact with:  came across my old 

roommate.   —  adv.  1. From one side to the other:  The footbridge swayed when I 

ran across.  2. On or to the opposite side:  We came across by ferry.  3. Crosswise; 

crossed.  4. In such a manner as to be comprehensible, acceptable, or successful:  

put our idea across; get a message across.   —  adj.  Being in a crossed position:  



seated with arms across.  [Middle English acrois, from Anglo-Norman an croiz : 

an, in (from Latin in); see IN-2 + croiz, cross (from Latin crux); see CROSS.]

a·cross-the-board (N-krôsÙthN-bôrdù, -bordù, N-krmsÙ-) adj.  1. Including all 

categories or members, especially in an occupation or industry:  an across-the-

board pay hike; an across-the-board policy decision.  2. Sports & Games. Of, relating 

to, or being a racing wager whereby equal amounts are bet on the same contestant 

to win, place, or show. 

a·cros·tic (N-krôùstVk, N-krmsùtVk) n.  1. A poem or series of lines in which certain 

letters, usually the first in each line, form a name, motto, or message when read in 

sequence.  2.  See word square.  [French acrostiche, from Old French, from 

Greek akrostikhis : akron, head, end; see ACRO- + stikhos, line; see steigh- in 

Appendix.] —a·crosùtic adj.  —a·crosùti·cal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: An acrostic gives the reader two for one, and the etymology

of the word emphasizes one of these two. Our word goes back to the Greek word

akrostikhis, “acrostic,” which is a combination of Greek akron, “head,” and stikhos,

“row, line of verse.” Literally akrostikhis means “the line at the head,” emphasizing

the fact that an acrostic has in addition to horizontal rows a vertical row formed

of the letters at the “head” or start of each line. In ancient manuscripts, in which

a line of verse did not necessarily correspond to a line of text, an acrostic would

have looked particularly striking, with each of its lines standing by itself and be-

ginning with a capital letter. Our word for this type of composition is first found

in English in the 16th century.

ACRR abbr.  American Council on Race Relations. 

ac·ry·late resin (4kùrN-l7tÙ rHzùVn) n.  Any of a class of acrylic resins used in 

emulsion paints, adhesives, plastics, and textile and paper finishes.  Also called 

acrylate 

a·cryl·ic (N-krVlùVk) n.  1. An acrylic resin.  2. A paint containing acrylic resin.  

3. A painting done in acrylic resin.  4. An acrylic fiber.  [ACR(OLEIN) + -YL + -IC.] 
—a·crylùic adj. 

acrylic acid (N-krVlùVk 4sùVd) n.  An easily polymerized, colorless, corrosive liq-

uid, H2C:CHCOOH, used as a monomer for acrylate resins. 

acrylic fiber (N-krVlùVk fXùbNr) n.  Any of numerous synthetic fibers polymer-

ized from acrylonitrile. 

acrylic resin (N-krVlùVk rHzùVn) n.  Any of numerous thermoplastic or thermo-

setting polymers or copolymers of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, esters of these 

acids, or acrylonitrile, used to produce paints, synthetic rubbers, and lightweight 

plastics. 



ac·ry·lo·ni·trile (4kÙrN-lo-nXùtrNl, -trKl, -trXl) n.  A colorless, liquid organic 

compound, H2C:CHCN, used in the manufacture of acrylic rubber and fibers.  

[ACRYL(IC RESIN) + NITRILE.]

ACS abbr.  1. American Chemical Society.  2. American College of Surgeons. 

act (4kt) n.  1. The process of doing or performing something:  the act of thinking.  

2. Something done or performed; a deed:  a charitable act.  3. A decisional prod-

uct, such as a statute, decree, or enactment, delivered by a legislative or a judicial 

body.  4. A formal written record of proceedings or transactions.  5. a. One of 

the major divisions of a play or an opera.  b. A theatrical performance that forms 

part of a longer presentation:  a juggling act.   6. A manifestation of intentional or 

unintentional insincerity; a pose:  put on an act.   —  v.  act·ed, act·ing, acts.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To play the part of; assume the dramatic role of:  She plans to act Lady 

Macbeth in summer stock.  2. To perform (a role) on the stage:  act the part of the 

villain.  3. a. To behave like or pose as; impersonate:  Don’t act the fool.  b. To 

behave in a manner suitable for:  Act your age.    —  v.  intr. 1. To behave or com-

port oneself:  She acts like a born leader.  2. To perform in a dramatic role or roles.  

3. To be suitable for theatrical performance:  This scene acts well.  4. To behave 

affectedly or unnaturally; pretend.  5. To appear or seem to be:  The dog acted 

ferocious.  6. To carry out an action:  We acted immediately. The governor has not 

yet acted on the bill.  7. To operate or function in a specific way:  His mind acts 

quickly.  8. To serve or function as a substitute for another:  A coin can act as a 

screwdriver.  9. To produce an effect:  waited five minutes for the anesthetic to act.   
—phrasal verbs. act out. 1. a. To perform in or as if in a play; dramatize:  act 

out a story.  b. To realize in action:  wanted to act out his theory.   2. To express 

(unconscious impulses, for example) in an overt manner without awareness or 

understanding.  act up. 3. To misbehave.  4. To malfunction.  5. Informal. To 

become active or troublesome after a period of quiescence:  My left knee acts up in 

damp weather. Her arthritis is acting up again.   —idioms. be in on the act. To 

be included in an activity.  clean up (one’s) act. Slang. To improve one’s behav-

ior or performance.  get into the act. To insert oneself into an ongoing activity, 

project, or situation.  get (one’s) act together. Slang. To get organized.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French acte, from Latin 7ctus, a doing, and 7ctum, a thing 

done  both from agere, 7ct-, to drive, do. See ag- in Appendix.] —acÙta·bilùi·ty 
n.  —actùa·ble adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The words act and action both mean “a deed” and “the process

of doing.” However, other senses of act, such as “a decision made by a legislative

body” and of action, such as “habitual or vigorous activity” show that act tends

to refer to a deed while action tends to refer to the process of doing. The demands

of meaning or idiom will often require one word or the other: class act and class

action, for example, are not interchangeable. In cases where either can be used,



either is acceptable: my act (or action) was premature.

ACT abbr.  American College Test. 

A.C.T. abbr.  Australian Capital Territory. 

Ac·tae·on (4k-tKùNn) n.  Greek Mythology. A young hunter who, having inad-

vertently observed Artemis while she was bathing, was turned by her into a stag 

and killed by his own dogs. 

actg. abbr.  Acting. 

ACTH (7ÙsKÙtK-7chù) n.  A hormone produced by the anterior lobe of the pitu-

itary gland that stimulates the secretion of cortisone and other hormones by the 

adrenal cortex.  Also called adrenocorticotropin, corticotropin.  

[A(DRENO)C(ORTICO)T(ROPIC) H(ORMONE).]

ac·tin (4kùtVn) n.  A protein found in muscle that together with myosin functions 

in muscle contraction.  [Latin 7ctus, motion (from agere, 7ct-, to drive, do); see 

ACT + -IN.]

actin- pref.  Variant of actino-. 
ac·ti·nal (4kùtV-nNl, 4k-tXù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or located on the part of a radi-

ally symmetric animal from which the tentacles radiate or the side where the oral 

area is found.   —acùti·nal·ly adv. 

act·ing (4kùtVng) adj.  1.  Abbr. a., actg. Temporarily assuming the duties or 

authority of another.  See Synonyms at temporary.  2. a. That contains direc-

tions for use in a dramatic performance:  the play’s acting text.  b. That is appro-

priate for dramatic performance:  an acting comedy.    —  n.  1. The occupation of 

an actor or actress.  2. Performance as an actor or actress.  3. False behavior; pre-

tense. 

ac·tin·i·a (4k-tVnùK-N) also ac·tin·i·an (-Nn) n.  pl. ac·tin·i·ae (-K-KÙ) also 

ac·tin·i·ans. A sea anemone or a related animal.  [New Latin Actinia, type genus, 

from Greek aktis, aktin-, ray. See ACTINO-.]

ac·tin·ic (4k-tVnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or exhibiting actinism.   
—ac·tinùi·cal·ly adv. 

actinic ray (4k-tVnùVk r7) n.  Photochemically active radiation, as of the sun. 

ac·ti·nide (4kùtN-nXdÙ) n.  Any of a series of chemically similar, radioactive ele-

ments with atomic numbers ranging from 89 (actinium) through 103 (lawren-

cium). 

ac·ti·nism (4kùtN-nVzÙNm) n.  The intrinsic property in radiation that produces 

photochemical activity. 

ac·tin·i·um (4k-tVnùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ac A radioactive element found in ura-

nium ores, used in equilibrium with its decay products as a source of alpha rays. 

Its longest lived isotope is Ac 227 with a half-life of 21.7 years. Atomic number 

89; melting point 1,050˚C; boiling point (estimated) 3,200˚C; specific gravity 

(calculated) 10.07; valence 3. 



actino-  or actin- pref.  1. Radial in form:  actinoid.  2. Actinic radiation:  acti-

nometer.  [From Greek aktis, aktin-, ray.]

ac·ti·noid (4kùtN-noidÙ) adj.  Having a radial form, as a starfish. 

ac·tin·o·lite (4k-tVnùN-lXtÙ) n.  A greenish variety of amphibole. 

ac·ti·no·mere (4k-tVnùN-mîrÙ) n.  One of the segments forming the body of a 

radially symmetric animal. 

ac·ti·nom·e·ter (4kÙtN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of several radiometric instruments, 

such as a pyrheliometer, used chiefly for meteorological measurements of terres-

trial and solar radiation.   —acÙti·no·metùric (-no-mHtùrVk), 
acÙti·no·metùri·cal adj.  —acÙti·nomùe·try n. 

ac·ti·no·mor·phic (4kÙtN-no-môrùfVk) also ac·ti·no·mor·phous (-fNs) adj.  

Of or relating to a flower that can be divided into equal halves along any diame-

ter, such as the flowers of the rose or tulip.   —acÙti·no·morùphy n. 

ac·ti·no·my·ces (4kÙtN-no-mXùsKzÙ) n.  pl. actinomyces. Any of various fila-

mentous, mostly anaerobic microorganisms of the genus Actinomyces, which 

includes the causative agents of actinomycosis.  [New Latin, genus name  : 

ACTINO- + Greek mukKs, fungus.] —acÙti·no·my·ceùtal (-mX-sKtùl) adj. 

ac·ti·no·my·cete (4kÙtN-no-mXùsKtÙ, -mX-sKtù) n.  Any of various filamentous 

or rod-shaped, often pathogenic microorganisms of the order Actinomycetales 

that are found in soil and resemble bacteria and fungi.   —acÙti·no·myùce·tous 
adj. 

ac·ti·no·my·cin (4kÙtN-no-mXùsVn) n.  Any of various red, often toxic, polypep-

tide antibiotics obtained from soil bacteria. 

actinomycin D (4kÙtN-no-mXùsVn dK) n.  See dactinomycin. 
ac·ti·no·my·co·sis (4kÙtN-no-mX-koùsVs) n.  An inflammatory disease of cattle, 

hogs, and sometimes human beings, caused by microorganisms of the genus Act-

inomyces and characterized by lumpy tumors of the mouth, neck, chest, and 

abdomen.  Also called lumpy jaw  —acÙti·no·my·cotùic (-kotùVk) adj. 

ac·ti·non (4kùtN-nmnÙ) n.  A radioactive, inert, gaseous isotope of radon, with a 

half-life of 3.92 seconds.  [ACTIN(IUM) + -ON
2.]

ac·ti·no·u·ra·ni·um (4kÙtN-no-yt-r7ùnK-Nm) n.  The isotope of uranium 

with mass number 235, fissionable with slow neutrons.  [ACTIN(IUM) + URANIUM.]

ac·tion (4kùshNn) n.  1. The state or process of acting or doing.  2. A deed.  See 

Usage Note at act.  3. A movement or a series of movements.  4. Manner of 

movement:  a horse with good action; a gearshift with smooth action.  5. Habitual 

or vigorous activity; energy:  a woman of action.  6.  Often actions. Behavior or 

conduct.  7. a. The operating parts of a mechanism.  b. The manner in which 

such parts operate.   8. A change that occurs in the body or in a bodily organ as a 

result of its functioning.  9. A physical change, as in position, mass, or energy, 

that an object or a system undergoes.  10. The series of events and episodes that 

form the plot of a story or play.  11. The appearance of animation of a figure in 



painting or sculpture.  12. Law. A judicial proceeding whose purpose is to obtain 

relief at the hands of a court.  13. Armed encounter; combat:  killed in action.  

14. The most important or exciting work or activity in a specific field or area:  

always heads for where the action is.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  an action film; action stories. 

ac·tion·a·ble (4kùshN-nN-bNl) adj.  Law. Giving cause for legal action:  an 

actionable statement.   —acùtion·a·bly adv. 

action painting (4kùshNn p7nùtVng) n.  A style of abstract painting that uses 

techniques such as the dribbling or splashing of paint to achieve a spontaneous 

effect.   —action painter n. 

action potential (4kùshNn pN-tHnùshNl) n.  A momentary change in electrical 

potential on the surface of a nerve or muscle cell that takes place when it is stimu-

lated, especially by the transmission of a nerve impulse:  Stimulating a nerve fiber 

causes an action potential to spread across the nerve cell, making it contract. 

Ac·ti·um (4kùshK-Nm, -tK-)  A promontory and ancient town of western Greece. 

In 31 B.C. it was the site of Octavian’s victory over Mark Antony and Cleopatra. 

The battle established Octavian (later Augustus) as the ruler of Rome. 

ac·ti·vate (4kùtN-v7tÙ) v.  ac·ti·vat·ed, ac·ti·vat·ing, ac·ti·vates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To set in motion; make active or more active.  2. To organize or create (a mili-

tary unit, for example):  activate the National Guard.  3. To treat (sewage) with 

aeration and bacteria to aid decomposition.  4. Chemistry. To accelerate a reac-

tion in, as by heat.  5. Physics. To make (a substance) radioactive.  6. Biology. To 

convert (certain biological compounds) into biologically active derivatives.   
—acÙti·vaùtion n.  —acùti·vaÙtor n. 

ac·ti·vat·ed charcoal (4kùtN-v7ÙtVd chärùkolÙ) n.  Highly absorbent carbon 

obtained by heating granulated charcoal to exhaust contained gases, resulting in a 

highly porous form with a very large surface area. It is used primarily for purify-

ing gases by adsorption, solvent recovery, or deodorization and as an antidote to 

certain poisons.  Also called activated carbon 

ac·ti·va·tion analysis (4kÙtN-v7ùshNn N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  A method for analyzing 

a material for its component chemical elements by bombarding it with nuclear 

particles or gamma rays and identifying the resultant radiations. 

ac·tive (4kùtVv) adj.  1. Being in physical motion:  active fish in the aquarium.  

2. Functioning or capable of functioning.  3. Disposed to take action or effectu-

ate change:  a director who takes active interest in corporate operations.  

4. a. Engaged in activity; participating:  an active member of a club.  b. Busy:  

active stock and bond markets.  c. Being in continuous use or operation:  an active 

brokerage account.   5. Being in a state of action; not passive or quiescent:  an 

active volcano.  6. a. Characterized by energetic action or activity; lively.  

b. Requiring physical exertion and energy:  Tennis is an active sport.   

7. Grammar. a. Indicating that the subject of the sentence is performing or caus-



ing the action expressed by the verb. Used of a verb form or voice.  b. Expressing 

action rather than a state of being. Used of verbs such as run, speak, and move.   

8. Producing profit, interest, or dividends:  active accounts; active stocks.  9. Being 

on full military duty and receiving full pay.  10. Music. Suggesting that something 

follows:  active tones.   —  n.  1. Grammar. a. The active voice.  b. A construction 

or form in the active voice.   2. A participating member of an organization:  union 

actives.  [Middle English actif, from Old French, from Latin 7ctXvus, from agere, 

7ct-, to drive, do. See ACT.] —acùtive·ly adv.  —acùtive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: active, energetic, dynamic, vigorous, lively. These adjectives are

compared as they mean engaged in activity. Active, the most neutral, merely

means being in a state of action as opposed to being passive or quiescent: an active

toddler; an active imagination; saw active service in the army. Energetic suggests sus-

tained enthusiastic action with unflagging vitality: an energetic fund raiser for the

college. Dynamic connotes energy and forcefulness that is often inspiring to oth-

ers: A dynamic speaker, the senator often persuades her colleagues to change their

votes. Vigorous implies healthy strength and robustness: “a vigorous crusader

against apartheid and government press restrictions” (Christian Science Monitor).

Lively suggests brisk alertness, animation, and energy: I take a lively interest in pol-

itics.

active immunity (4kùtVv V-myuùnV-tK) n.  Immunity resulting from the 

development of antibodies in response to the presence of an antigen, as from vac-

cination or exposure to an infectious disease. 

active site (4kùtVv sXt) n.  The part of an enzyme at which catalysis of the sub-

strate occurs. 

active transport (4kùtVv tr4ns-pôrtù) n.  The movement of a chemical sub-

stance through a gradient of concentration or electrical potential in the direction 

opposite to normal diffusion, requiring the expenditure of energy:  active trans-

port across a cell membrane. 

ac·tiv·ism (4kùtN-vVzÙNm) n.  The theory, doctrine, or practice of assertive, often 

militant action, such as mass demonstrations or strikes, used as a means of 

opposing or supporting a controversial issue, entity, or person.   —ac·tiv·istùic 
adj. 

ac·tiv·ist (4kùtN-vVst) n.  A proponent or practitioner of activism:  political activ-

ists.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or engaged in activism.  2. Of, relating to, or 

being an activist. 

ac·tiv·i·ty (4k-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. ac·tiv·i·ties. 1. The state of being active.  

2. Energetic action or movement; liveliness.  3. a. A specified pursuit in which a 

person partakes.  b. An educational process or procedure intended to stimulate 

learning through actual experience.   4. The intensity of a radioactive source.  



5. The ability to take part in a chemical reaction.  6. A physiological process:  res-

piratory activity. 

act of God (4kt ƒv gmd) n.  pl. acts of God. An unusual, extraordinary, or 

unforeseeable manifestation of the forces of nature beyond the powers of human 

intervention, such as a tornado or a bolt of lightning. 

ac·to·my·o·sin (4kÙtN-mXùN-sVn) n.  The system of actin and myosin that, with 

other substances, constitutes muscle fiber and is responsible for muscular con-

traction.  [ACT(IN) + MYOSIN.]

Ac·ton (4kùtNn)  A town of northeast Massachusetts, a residential and manufac-

turing suburb of Boston. Population, 17,872. 

Ac·ton (4kùtNn), First Baron Title of John Emerich Edward Dalberg Acton. 1834-

1902.  British historian who led English Roman Catholics in their opposition to 

the doctrine of papal infallibility. 

ac·tor (4kùtNr) n.  1. A theatrical performer.  2. One who takes part; a partici-

pant: “France, Britain... and any other external actors now involved... in the affairs 

of the continent” (Helen Kitchen).  3. Law. One, such as the manager of a busi-

ness, who acts for another.  [Middle English actour, doer, probably from Latin 

7ctor, doer, from agere, 7ct-, to drive, do. See ACT.]

ac·tress (4kùtrVs) n.  A woman who is an actor.  See Usage Note at -ess. 
Acts of the Apostles (4kts ƒv thK N-pmsùNlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

Abbr. Ac Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
ac·tu·al (4kùchu-Nl) adj.  1. Existing and not merely potential or possible.  See 

Synonyms at real1.  2. Being, existing, or acting at the present moment; current.  

3. Based on fact:  an actual account of the accident.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, active, from Late Latin 7ctu7lis, from agere, 7ct-, to drive, do. See ACT.] 
—acùtu·al·ly adv. 

ac·tu·al·i·ty (4kÙchu-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ac·tu·al·i·ties. 1. The state or fact of being 

actual; reality.  See Synonyms at existence.  2.  Often actualities. Actual condi-

tions or facts. 

ac·tu·al·ize (4kùchu-N-lXzÙ) v.  ac·tu·al·ized, ac·tu·al·iz·ing, ac·tu·al·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To realize in action or make real: “More flexible life patterns could... 

nurture and renew our spirits through opportunities to actualize personal dreams” 

(Fred Best).  2. To describe or portray realistically.   —  v.  intr. To become actual.   
—acÙtu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ac·tu·ar·y (4kùchu-HrÙK) n.  pl. ac·tu·ar·ies. A statistician who computes 

insurance risks and premiums.  [Latin 7ctu7rius, secretary of accounts, from 7cta, 

records, from agere, 7ct-, to drive, do. See ACT.] —acÙtu·arùi·al (-ârùK-Nl) adj.  

—acÙtu·arùi·al·ly adv. 

ac·tu·ate (4kùchu-7tÙ) v.  tr. ac·tu·at·ed, ac·tu·at·ing, ac·tu·ates. 1. To put 

into motion or action:  electrical relays that actuate the elevator’s movements.  2. To 



move to action:  a speech that actuated dissent.  [Medieval Latin 7ctu7re, 7ctu7t-, 

from Latin 7ctus, act, from agere, 7ct-, to drive, do. See ACT.] —acÙtu·aùtion n. 

ac·tu·a·tor (4kùchu-7ÙtNr) n.  One that activates, especially a device responsible 

for actuating a mechanical device, such as one connected to a computer by a sen-

sor link. 

a·cu·i·ty (N-kyuùV-tK) n.  Acuteness of vision or perception; keenness.  [Middle 

English acuite, from Old French, ultimately from Latin ac7tus, sharp. See ACUTE.]

a·cu·le·ate (N-kyuùlK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  1. Biology. Having a stinger, as a bee or 

wasp.  2. Botany. Having sharp prickles.  [Latin ac7le7tus, from ac7leus, sting, 

diminutive of acus, needle. See ACUMEN.]

a·cu·men (N-kyuùmNn, 4kùyN-) n.  Quickness, accuracy, and keenness of judg-

ment or insight.  [Latin ac7men, from acuere, to sharpen, from acus, needle. See 

ak- in Appendix.]

a·cu·mi·nate (N-kyuùmN-nVt, -n7tÙ) adj.  Tapering gradually to a sharp point, 

as the tips of certain leaves.   —  v.  tr. a·cu·mi·nat·ed, a·cu·mi·nat·ing, 
a·cu·mi·nates (N-kyuùmN-n7tÙ). To sharpen or taper.  [Latin ac7min7tus, past 

participle of ac7min7re, to sharpen, from ac7men, acuteness. See ACUMEN.] 
—a·cuÙmi·naùtion n. 

ac·u·pres·sure (akùyN-prHshÙNr) n.  See shiatsu.  [ACU(PUNCTURE) + PRESSURE.]

ac·u·punc·ture (4kùyt-pƒngkÙchNr) n.  A technique, as for relieving pain or 

inducing regional anesthesia, in which thin needles are inserted into the body at 

specific points.   —  v.  tr. ac·u·punc·tured, ac·u·punc·tur·ing, 
ac·u·punc·tures. To subject to acupuncture.  [Latin acus, needle; see ACUMEN + 

PUNCTURE.] —acÙu·puncùtur·ist n. 

a·cute (N-kyutù) adj.  1. Having a sharp point or tip.  2. Keenly perceptive or 

discerning; penetrating: “a raw, chilling and psychologically acute novel of human 

passions reduced to their deadliest essence” (Literary Guild Magazine).  See Syn-

onyms at sharp.  3. Reacting readily to impressions; sensitive:  acute observers of 

the human comedy.  4. Of great importance or consequence; crucial:  an acute lack 

of research funds.  5. Extremely sharp or severe; intense:  acute pain; acute relief.  

6. Medicine. a. Having a rapid onset and following a short but severe course:  

acute disease.  b. Afflicted by a disease exhibiting a rapid onset followed by a 

short, severe course:  acute patients.   7. Music. High in pitch; shrill.  8. Geometry. 

Designating angles less than 90˚.  [Latin ac7tus, past participle of acuere, to 

sharpen, from acus, needle. See ak- in Appendix.] —a·cuteùly adv.  —a·cuteù-
ness n. 

acute accent (N-kyutù 4kùsHntÙ) n.  A mark (´) indicating: a. A raised pitch in 

certain languages such as Chinese and Ancient Greek.  b. Stress of a spoken 

sound or syllable.  c. Metrical stress in poetry.  d. Sound quality or vowel length.  

acv abbr.  Actual cash value. 

ACV abbr.  Air-cushion vehicle. 



a·cy·clic (7-sXùklVk, 7-sVkùlVk) adj.  1. Botany. Not cyclic. Used especially of flow-

ers whose parts are arranged in spirals rather than in whorls, as in magnolias.  

2. Chemistry. Having an open-chain molecular structure rather than a ring-

shaped structure. 

a·cy·clo·vir (7-sXùklo-vîr, -klN-) n.  A synthetic purine nucleoside analog, 

C8H10N5O3, derived from guanine and used topically in the treatment of herpes 

simplex infections, especially such infections of the genitals.  [A-1 + CYCLO- + 

VIR(AL)  or VIR(US).]

ac·yl (4sùNl) n.  Chemistry. A radical having the general formula RCO-, derived 

from an organic acid.  [AC(ID) + -YL.]

ad1 (4d) n.  An advertisement. 

ad2 (4d) n.  Sports. An advantage in tennis. 

AD abbr.  1. Active duty.  2. Air-dried. 

ad. abbr.  Adapter. 

A.D. abbr.  Often A.D.. Anno Domini. 

ad- pref.  1. ac-  or af-  or ag-  or al-  or ap-  or as-  or at-. Toward; to. Before c, 

f, g, k, l, p, q, s, and t, ad- is usually assimilated to ac-, af-, ag-, ac-, al-, ap-, ac-, as-, 

and at-, respectively.  2. Near; at:  adrenal.  [Latin, from ad, to. See ad- in Appen-

dix.]

-ad suff.  In the direction of; toward:  cephalad.  [From Latin ad, to. See ad- in 

Appendix.]

A·da1 (7ùdN)  A city of south-central Oklahoma southeast of Oklahoma City. It is 

the center of a horse-breeding area. Population, 15,820. 

A·da2 (7ùdN) n.  Computer Science. A programming language, based on Pascal 

and developed for the U.S. Department of Defense.  [After Augusta Ada Byron, 

Countess of Lovelace (1815-1852).]

ADA abbr.  1. American Dental Association.  2. American Diabetes Association.  

3. Americans for Democratic Action. 

ad·age (4dùVj) n.  A saying that sets forth a general truth and that has gained 

credit through long use.  See Synonyms at saying.  [French, from Old French, 

from Latin adagium.]

USAGE NOTE: It is sometimes claimed that the expression old adage is redun-

dant, inasmuch as a saying must have a certain tradition behind it to count as an

adage in the first place. But the word adage is first recorded by the OED in the

phrase old adage, showing that this redundancy itself is very old. Such idiomatic

redundancy is paralleled by similar phrases such as young whelp.

a·da·gio (N-däùjo, -jK-oÙ, -zho, -zhK-o) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a slow tempo, usu-

ally considered to be slower than andante but faster than larghetto. Used chiefly 

as a direction.   —  n.  pl. a·da·gios. 1. Music. A slow passage, movement, or 



work, especially one using adagio as the direction.  2. A section of a pas de deux 

in which the ballerina and her partner perform steps requiring lyricism and great 

skill in lifting, balancing, and turning.  [Italian ad-, at (from Latin); see AD- + 

agio, ease (from Old Provençal aize) from Vulgar Latin *adiacKs, from Latin adi-

acKns, convenient. See ADJACENT.]

A·dak (7ùd4kÙ)  An island of western Alaska in the central Aleutian Islands. It 

was an important military base during World War II. 

Ad·am1 (4dùNm)  In the Old Testament, the first man and the husband of Eve. 

Ad·am2 (4dùNm) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the neoclassic style of 

furniture and architecture originated by Robert and James Adam. 

Ad·am (4dùNm), Robert. 1728-1792.  British architect who led the neoclassical 

movement in England and is noted for his elegant interior designs and for collab-

orations with his brother James (1730-1794). 

Ad·am-and-Eve (4dÙNm-Nnd-Kvù) n.  See puttyroot. 
ad·a·mant (4dùN-mNnt, -m4ntÙ) adj.  Impervious to pleas, appeals, or reason; 

stubbornly unyielding.  See Synonyms at inflexible.   —  n.  1. A stone once 

believed to be impenetrable in its hardness.  2. An extremely hard substance.  

[From Middle English, a hard precious stone, from Old French adamaunt, from 

Latin adam7s, adamant-, hard steel, diamond, anything inflexible, from Greek 

adamas, adamant-, hard steel, diamond, anything fixed or unalterable, uncon-

querable. See demN- in Appendix.]

ad·a·man·tine (4dÙN-m4nùtKnÙ, -tXnÙ, -tVn) adj.  1. Made of or resembling ada-

mant.  2. Having the hardness or luster of a diamond.  3. Unyielding; inflexible: 

“If there is one dominant trait that emerges from this account, it is adamantine will-

power” (Eugene Linden). 

A·da·ma·wa Massif (4dÙN-mäùwN m4-sKfù)  An extensive plateau of west-

central Africa in north-central Cameroon and eastern Nigeria. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Abigail Smith. 1744-1818.  First Lady of the United States 

(1797-1801) as the wife of President John Adams. Her letters to her husband pro-

vide a vivid picture of life in colonial Massachusetts. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Ansel. 1902-1984.  American photographer noted for his 

magnificent black-and-white photographs of the American wilderness. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Brooks. 1848-1927.  American historian who theorized that 

civilizations rise and fall according to a pattern of economic growth and decline. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Charles Francis. 1807-1886.  American public official who 

as an ambassador during the Civil War helped dissuade Great Britain from offi-

cially recognizing the Confederacy. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Franklin Pierce. Known as “F.P.A.” 1881-1960.  American 

humorist whose column “The Conning Tower” appeared in New York newspa-

pers for more than 20 years. 



Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Henry Brooks. 1838-1918.  American historian noted for 

his nine-volume History of the United States during the Administrations of Jeffer-

son and Madison (1889-1891). He also wrote a famous autobiography, The Educa-

tion of Henry Adams (1918). 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), James Truslow. 1878-1949.  American historian whose 

works include The Epic of America (1931). 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), John. 1735-1826.  The first Vice President (1789-1797) and 

second President (1797-1801) of the United States. He was a major figure during 

the American Revolution, the drafting of the Declaration of Independence, and 

the shaping of the Constitution. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), John Quincy. 1767-1848.  The sixth President of the United 

States (1825-1829). As secretary of state (1817-1825) he helped formulate the 

Monroe Doctrine. After his presidency he served in the House of Representatives 

(1831-1848), where he advocated antislavery measures. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), (Llewellyn) Sherman. 1899-1986.  American politician 

who was the influential White House chief of staff (1953-1958) for President 

Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Maude Kiskadden. 1872-1953.  American actress whose 

successes included more than 1,500 performances as the lead in Peter Pan. 

Adams, Mount.  A peak, 3,753.6 m (12,307 ft) high, in the Cascade Range of 

southwest Washington. 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Samuel. 1722-1803.  American Revolutionary leader whose 

agitations spurred Bostonians toward rebellion against British occupation and 

rule. He was a member of the First and Second Continental Congresses, signed 

the Declaration of Independence, and served as governor of Massachusetts (1794-

1797). 

Ad·ams (4dùNmz), Walter Sydney. 1876-1956.  American astronomer who 

developed a method of measuring the distance of a star from the earth by com-

paring its absolute brightness to its apparent brightness. 

Ad·am’s apple (4dùNmz 4pùNl) n.  The slight projection at the front of the 

throat formed by the largest cartilage of the larynx, usually more prominent in 

men than in women. 

Adam’s Bridge (4dùNmz brVj) also Ra·ma’s Bridge (räùmNz brVj)  A chain of 

shoals extending about 29 km (18 mi) between India and Sri Lanka. According to 

Hindu legend, the bridge was built to transport Rama, hero of the Ramayana, to 

the island to rescue his wife from the demon king Ravana. 

Ad·am’s-nee·dle (4dùNmz-nKdùl) n.  Any of several closely related, stemless 

plants of the genus Yucca, especially Y. filamentosa and Y. smalliana of the south-

east United States.  [From the spines on its leaves.]



Adam’s Peak (4dùNmz pKk)  A mountain, 2,244.8 m (7,360 ft) high, in south-

central Sri Lanka. It is a sacred place of pilgrimage for Buddhists, Hindus, and 

Muslims. 

A·da·na (äùdN-nN, N-däùnN)  A city of southern Turkey on the Seyhan River near 

the Mediterranean Sea. Probably founded by the Hittites, it was colonized by the 

Romans in 66 B.C. Population, 574,515. 

a·dapt (N-d4ptù) v.  a·dapt·ed, a·dapt·ing, a·dapts.  —  v.  tr. To make suit-

able to or fit for a specific use or situation.   —  v.  intr. To become adapted:  a spe-

cies that has adapted well to winter climes.  [Middle English adapten, from Latin 

adapt7re : ad-, ad- + apt7re, to fit (from aptus, fitting); see APT.]

SYNONYMS: adapt, accommodate, adjust, conform, fit, reconcile. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to make suitable to or consistent with a partic-

ular situation or use”: adapted themselves to city life; can’t accommodate myself to

the new requirements; adjusting their behavior to the rules; conforming her life to

accord with her moral principles; made the punishment fit the crime; couldn’t recon-

cile his reassuring words with his hostile actions. 

ANTONYM: unfit

a·dapt·a·ble (N-d4pùtN-bNl) adj.  Capable of adapting or of being adapted.   
—a·daptÙa·bilùi·ty, a·daptùa·ble·ness n. 

ad·ap·ta·tion (4dÙ4p-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of adapting.  b. The 

state of being adapted.   2. a. Something, such as a device or mechanism, that is 

changed or changes so as to become suitable to a new or special application or sit-

uation.  b. A composition that has been recast into a new form:  The play is an 

adaptation of a short novel.   3. Biology. An alteration or adjustment in structure 

or habits, often hereditary, by which a species or individual improves its condi-

tion in relationship to its environment.  4. Physiology. The responsive adjustment 

of a sense organ, such as the eye, to varying conditions, such as light intensity.  

5. Change in behavior of a person or group in response or adjustment to new or 

modified surroundings.   —adÙap·taùtion·al adj.  —adÙap·taùtion·al·ly adv. 

a·dapt·er also a·dap·tor (N-d4pùtNr) n.  Abbr. ad. One that adapts, such as a 

device used to effect operative compatibility between different parts of one or 

more pieces of apparatus. 

a·dap·tion (N-d4pùshNn) n.  Adaptation. 

a·dap·tive (N-d4pùtVv) adj.  Tending to, designed for, suitable for, or having a 

capacity for adaptation:  created adaptive clothing for children and young adults 

with special needs.   —a·dapùtive·ly adv.  —a·dapùtive·ness n. 

adaptive radiation (N-d4pùtVv r7ÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  Diversification of a species 

or single ancestral type into several forms that are each adaptively specialized to a 

specific environmental niche. 



a·dap·tor (N-d4pùtNr) n.  Variant of adapter. 
A·dar (ä-därù, äùdär) n.  The sixth month of the year in the Jewish calendar.  See 

Table at calendar.  [Hebrew ’4d7r, from Akkadian adaru, a month of the Akka-

dian calendar corresponding to parts of February and March.]

Adar She·ni (ä-därù sh7-nKù) n.  An extra month of the Hebrew year, having 29 

days, added in leap years after the regular month of Adar.  See Table at calendar.  
[Hebrew ’4d7r ≥Knî, second Adar.]

ad·ax·i·al (4d-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  1. Located on the side nearest to the axis of an 

organ or organism.  2. Of or relating to the side or surface facing or nearest to the 

axis of an organ, such as the upper surface of a leaf; ventral. 

ADC abbr.  1.  Also a.d.c.. Aide-de-camp.  2. Aid to Dependent Children.  3. Air 

Defense Command. 

add (4d) v.  add·ed, add·ing, adds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To combine (a column of fig-

ures, for example) to form a sum.  2. To join or unite so as to increase in size, 

quantity, quality, or scope:  added 12 inches to the deck; flowers that added beauty 

to the dinner table.  3. To say or write further.   —  v.  intr. 1. To find a sum in 

arithmetic.  2. a. To constitute an addition:  an exploit that will add to her reputa-

tion.  b. To create or make an addition:  gradually added to my meager savings.    
—phrasal verb. add up. 1. To be reasonable, plausible, or consistent; make 

sense:  The witness’s testimony simply did not add up.  2. To amount to an expected 

total:  a bill that didn’t add up.  3. To formulate an opinion of:  added up the other 

competitors in one glance.   —idiom. add up to. To constitute; amount:  This 

movie adds up to a lot of tears.  [Middle English adden, from Latin addere : ad-, 

ad- + dare, to give; see do- in Appendix.] —addùa·ble, addùi·ble adj. 

ADD abbr.  Attention deficit disorder. 

add. abbr.  1. Addendum.  2. Addition. 

Ad·dams (4dùNmz), Charles Samuel. 1912-1988.  American cartoonist known 

for the macabre humor and Gothic settings of his cartoons, many of which first 

appeared in the New Yorker. 

Ad·dams (4dùNmz), Jane. 1860-1935.  American social reformer and pacifist 

who founded Hull House (1889), a care and education center for the poor of Chi-

cago, and worked for peace and many social reforms. She shared the 1931 Nobel 

Peace Prize. 

ad·dax (4dù4ksÙ) n.  An antelope (Addax nasomaculatus) of northern Africa hav-

ing long, spirally twisted horns.  [Latin, of African origin.]

ad·ded value (4dùVd v4lùyu) n.  The intangible, subjective, perceived differ-

ence setting one brand apart from another in the mind of a consumer. 

ad·dend (4dùHndÙ, N-dHndù) n.  Any of a set of numbers to be added.  [Short for 

ADDENDUM.]



ad·den·dum (N-dHnùdNm) n.  pl. ad·den·da (-dN). Abbr. add. Something 

added or to be added, especially a supplement to a book.  [Latin, neuter of adden-

dus gerundive of addere, to add. See ADD.]

add·er1 (4dùNr) n.  One that adds, especially a computational device that per-

forms arithmetic addition. 

ad·der2 (4dùNr) n.  1.  See viper (n., sense 1).  2. Any of several nonvenomous 

snakes, such as the milk snake of North America, popularly believed to be harm-

ful.  [Middle English, from an addre, alteration of a naddre : a, a; see A2 + naddre, 

snake (from Old English n<dre).]

WORD HISTORY: The biblical injunction to be wise as serpents and innocent

as doves looks somewhat alien in the Middle English guise “Loke ye be prudent

as neddris and symple as dowves.” Neddris, which is perhaps the strangest-looking

word in this Middle English passage, would be adders in Modern English, with a

different meaning and form. Adder, an example of specialization in meaning, no

longer refers to just any serpent or snake, as it once did, but now denotes only

specific kinds of snakes. Adder also illustrates a process known as false splitting,

or juncture loss: the word came from Old English n<dre and kept its n into the

Middle English period, but later during that stage of the language people started

analyzing the phrase a naddre as an addre—the false splitting that has given us

adder.

ad·der’s-mouth (4dùNrz-mouthÙ) n.  Any of various chiefly terrestrial orchids 

of the genus Malaxis, having terminal clusters of small, often greenish flowers.  

[From the resemblance of its flowers to the open mouths of snakes.]

ad·der’s-tongue (4dùNrz-tƒngÙ) n.  1.  See adder’s-tongue fern.  2.  See 

dogtooth violet. 
adder’s-tongue fern (4dùNrz-tƒngÙ fûrn) n.  Any of various ferns in the 

genus Ophioglossum, having leaves divided into a simple, sterile blade and a slen-

der, spikelike spore-bearing segment.  Also called adder’s-tongue [From the 

resemblance of the spike at the base of the frond to a snake’s tongue.]

ad·dict (N-dVktù) v.  tr. ad·dict·ed, ad·dict·ing, ad·dicts. 1. To devote or give 

(oneself) habitually or compulsively:  She was addicted to rock music.  2. To cause 

to become compulsively and physiologically dependent on a habit-forming sub-

stance:  He was addicted to cocaine.   —  n.  (4dùVkt) 1. One who is addicted, as to 

narcotics.  2. A devoted believer or follower: “We are all... addicts of change” 

(Christopher Lasch).  [Latin addXcere, addXct-, to sentence  : ad-, ad- + dXcere, to 

adjudge; see deik- in Appendix.] —ad·dicùtive adj. 

ad·dic·tion (N-dVkùshNn) n.  1. The quality or condition of being addicted:  had 

an addiction for fast cars.  2. Compulsive physiological need for a habit-forming 



substance: “the international traffickers who sell addiction and the users struggling 

to fight free of it” (Richard M. Smith). 

Ad·dis Ab·a·ba (4dùVs 4bùN-bN, äùdVs äùbN-bäÙ)  The capital and largest city of 

Ethiopia, in the center of the country on a plateau more than 2,440 m (8,000 ft) 

above sea level. Captured by the Italians in 1936 and made the capital of Italian 

East Africa, it was retaken by the Allies in 1941 and returned to Ethiopian sover-

eignty. Population, 1,408,068. 

Ad·di·son (4dùV-sNn)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential and industrial 

suburb of Chicago. Population 32,058. 

Ad·di·son (4dùV-sNn), Joseph. 1672-1719.  English essayist whose witty and ele-

gant works appeared in The Tatler, founded by Richard Steele in 1709, and The 

Spectator, founded by Addison and Steele in 1711.   —AdÙdi·soùni·an (-soùnK-

Nn) adj. 

Ad·di·son’s disease (4dùV-sNnz dV-zKzù) n.  A disease caused by partial or total 

failure of adrenocortical function, which is characterized by a bronzelike pigmen-

tation of the skin and mucous membranes, anemia, weakness, and low blood 

pressure.  [After Thomas Addison (1793-1860), British physician.]

ad·di·tion (N-dVshùNn) n.  Abbr. add., addn. 1. The act or process of adding, 

especially the process of computing with sets of numbers so as to find their sum.  

2. Something added, such as a room or section appended to a building.   —idi-
oms. in addition. Also; as well as.  in addition to. Over and above; besides.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin additio, addition-, from additus, 

past participle of addere, to add. See ADD.] —ad·diùtion·al adj.  —ad·diù-
tion·al·ly adv. 

ad·di·tive (4dùV-tVv) n.  A substance added in small amounts to something else 

to improve, strengthen, or otherwise alter it.   —  adj.  1. Marked by, produced by, 

or involving addition.  2. Color. Of or being any of certain primary colors of 

wavelengths that may be mixed with one another to produce other colors. 

additive identity (4dùV-tVv X-dHnùtV-tK) n.  Mathematics. An identity element 

that in a given mathematical system leaves unchanged any element to which it is 

added. 

additive inverse (4dùV-tVv Vn-vûrsù) n.  Mathematics. See inverse (n., sense 

2b). 

ad·dle (4dùl) v.  ad·dled, ad·dling, ad·dles.  —  v.  tr. To muddle; confuse: 

“My brain is a bit addled by whiskey” (Eugene O’Neill).  See Synonyms at con-
fuse.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become confused.  2. To become rotten; spoil.  [From 

Middle English adel, rotten, from Old English adel, pool of excrement.]

ad·dle·pat·ed (4dùl-p7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Eccentric: “seeking sympathy from her 

addlepated old dad” (Rita Kempley).  2. Mixed up and confused: “shackled with 

dime-a-dance disco, bland ballads and addlepated fluff” (People). 

addn. abbr.  Addition. 



addnl. abbr.  Additional. 

add-on (4dùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  One thing added as a supplement to another, espe-

cially a component that increases the capability of the system to which it is added. 

ad·dress (N-drHsù) v.  tr. ad·dressed, ad·dress·ing, ad·dress·es. 1. To speak 

to:  addressed me in low tones.  2. To make a formal speech to.  3. To direct (a spo-

ken or written message) to the attention of:  address a protest to the faculty senate.  

4. To mark with a destination:  address a letter.  5. a. To direct the efforts or 

attention of (oneself):  address oneself to a task.  b. To deal with:  addressed the 

issue of absenteeism.   6. To dispatch or consign (a ship, for example) to an agent 

or factor.  7. Sports. To adjust and aim the club at (a golf ball) in preparing for a 

stroke.   —  n.  1. A formal spoken or written communication:  used the proper 

address for a priest.  2. A formal speech.  3.  (also 4dùrHsÙ) The written or printed 

directions on mail or other deliverable items indicating destination.  4.  (also 

4dùrHsÙ) The location at which a particular organization or person may be found 

or reached.  5.  Often addresses. Courteous attentions.  6. The manner or bear-

ing of a person, especially in conversation.  7. Skill, deftness, and grace in dealing 

with people or situations.  See Synonyms at tact.  8. The act of dispatching or 

consigning a ship, as to an agent or a factor.  9. Computer Science. A number used 

in information storage or retrieval that is assigned to a specific memory location.  

[Middle English adressen, to direct, from Old French adresser, from Vulgar Latin 

*addXrKcti7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Vulgar Latin *dXrKcti7re, to straighten (from Latin 

dXrKctus, past participle of dXrigere, to direct); see DIRECT.]

ad·dress·a·ble (N-drHsùN-bNl) adj.  Accessible through an address, as in com-

puter memory. 

ad·dress·ee (4dÙrH-sKù, N-drHsÙKù) n.  The one to whom something is addressed. 

ad·dress·er also ad·dres·sor (N-drHsùNr) n.  One, such as a person or a 

machine, that addresses. 

ad·duce (N-dusù, N-dyusù) v.  tr. ad·duced, ad·duc·ing, ad·duc·es. To cite 

as an example or means of proof in an argument.  [Latin add7cere, to bring to  : 

ad-, ad- + d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —ad·duceùa·ble, 
ad·ducùi·ble adj. 

ad·duct (N-dƒktù, 4-dƒktù) v.  tr. ad·duct·ed, ad·duct·ing, ad·ducts. Physiol-

ogy. To draw inward toward the median axis of the body or toward an adjacent 

part or limb.  [Back-formation from ADDUCTOR.] —ad·ducùtion n.  —ad·ducù-
tive adj. 

ad·duc·tor (N-dƒkùtNr) n.  A muscle that draws a body part, such as a finger, an 

arm, or a toe, inward toward the median axis of the body or of an extremity.  

[From Latin add7cere, to bring to. See ADDUCE.]

Ade (7d), George. 1866-1944.  American humorist whose newspaper columns, 

plays, and books, such as Fables in Slang (1899), reflect the humor and common 

sense of ordinary people. 



-ade suff.  A sweetened beverage of:  limeade.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

ultimately from Latin -7ta, feminine of -7tus, -ate. See -ATE
1.]

Ad·e·laide (4dùl-7dÙ)  A city of southern Australia northwest of Melbourne. A 

port of entry at the mouth of the Torrens River, it was founded in 1836. Metro-

politan area population, 983,200. 

A·dé·lie Coast also A·dé·lie Land (N-d7ùlK kost)  A region of Antarctica near 

George V Coast, under French sovereignty since 1938. 

Adélie penguin (N-d7ùlK pHngùgwVn) n.  A common Antarctic penguin 

(Pygoscelis adeliae) that has white underparts and a black back and head and lives 

and breeds in large exposed rookeries. 

a·demp·tion (N-dHmpùshNn) n.  Law. The disposal by a testator of specific 

property bequeathed in his or her will so as to invalidate the bequest.  [Latin 

ademptio, ademption-, a taking away, from ademptus, past participle of adimere, 

to take away  : ad-, ad- + emere, to buy, take; see em- in Appendix.]

A·den (ädùn, 7dùn)  1. A former British colony and protectorate of southern 

Arabia, part of Southern Yemen (now Yemen) since 1967.  2. The largest city of 

Yemen, in the southern part of the country on the Gulf of Aden. It has been one 

of the chief ports of southern Arabia since ancient times and became a major 

trading and refueling station after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. Aden 

was the capital of Southern Yemen from 1967 until 1990. Population, 271,600. 

Aden, Gulf of.  An arm of the Arabian Sea lying between Yemen on the Arabian 

Peninsula and Somalia in eastern Africa. It is connected with the Red Sea by the 

Bab el Mandeb. 

aden- pref.  Variant of adeno-. 
Ad·en·au·er (4dùn-ouÙNr, ädù-), Konrad. 1876-1967.  First chancellor of West 

Germany (1949-1963), under whom the country began economic reconstruction 

and became a member of NATO and the Common Market. 

ad·e·nec·to·my (4dÙn-HkùtN-mK) n.  Surgical excision of a gland. 

ad·e·nine (4dùn-KnÙ, -Vn) n.  A purine base, C5H5N5, that is a constituent of 

DNA and RNA. 

ad·e·ni·tis (4dÙn-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a lymph node or gland. 

adeno-  or aden- pref.  Gland:  adenectomy.  [From Greek adKn, aden-.]

ad·e·no·car·ci·no·ma (4dÙn-o-kärÙsN-noùmN) n.  A malignant tumor origi-

nating in glandular tissue.   —adÙe·no·carÙci·nomùa·tous (-nmmùN-tNs, -

noùmN-tNs) adj. 

ad·e·no·hy·poph·y·sis (4dÙn-o-hX-pmfùV-sVs) n.  The anterior glandular lobe 

of the pituitary gland that secretes many hormones, including ACTH, prolactin, 

and somatotropin.   —adÙe·no·hy·pophÙy·seùal, adÙe·no·hy·pophÙy·siùal (-

pmfÙV-sKùNl)  adj. 

ad·e·noid (4dùn-oidÙ) n.  A lymphoid tissue growth located at the back of the 

nose in the upper part of the throat that when swollen may obstruct normal 



breathing and make speech difficult. Often used in the plural.   —  adj.  Of, relat-

ing to, or resembling lymphatic glands or lymphoid tissue. 

ad·e·noi·dal (4dÙn-oidùl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the adenoids.  2. Suggestive 

of the vocal sound caused by abnormally enlarged adenoids:  a singer with an ade-

noidal voice. 

ad·e·no·ma (4dÙn-oùmN) n.  pl. ad·e·no·mas or ad·e·no·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A 

benign epithelial tumor having a glandular origin and structure.   
—adÙe·nomùa·toidÙ (4dÙn-mmùN-toidÙ) adj.  —adÙe·nomùa·tous (-mmùN-tNs) 

adj. 

a·den·o·sine (N-dHnùN-sKnÙ) n.  A nucleoside, C10H13N5O4, that is a structural 

component of nucleic acids and the major molecular component of ADP, AMP, 

and ATP.  [Blend of ADENINE, and RIBOSE.]

adenosine diphosphate (N-dHnùN-sKnÙ dX-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  ADP. 

adenosine mon·o·phos·phate (N-dHnùN-sKnÙ mmnÙo-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  

1. AMP.  2. Cyclic AMP. 

adenosine tri·phos·pha·tase (N-dHnùN-sKnÙ trX-fmsùfN-t7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  

ATPase. 

adenosine triphosphate (N-dHnùN-sKnÙ trX-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  ATP. 

ad·e·no·sis (4dÙn-oùsVs) n.  A disease of a gland, especially one marked by the 

abnormal formation or enlargement of glandular tissue. 

ad·e·no·vi·rus (4dÙn-o-vXùrNs) n.  Any of a group of DNA-containing viruses 

that cause conjunctivitis and upper respiratory tract infections in humans.   
—adÙe·no·viùral adj. 

a·den·yl·ate cy·clase (N-dHnùl-Vt sXùkl7s, -kl7z, 4dÙn-VlùVt) n.  An enzyme that 

catalyzes the formation of cylic AMP from ATP.  Also called adenyl cyclase 

[ADEN(INE) + -YL + -ATE
2 + CYCL- + -ASE.]

ad·e·nyl·ic acid (4dÙn-VlùVk 4sùVd) n.  See AMP.  [ADEN(INE) + -YL + -IC + ACID.]

a·dept (N-dHptù) adj.  Very skilled.  See Synonyms at proficient.   —  n.  

(4dùHptÙ) A highly skilled person; an expert: “The adepts in Washington mean to 

give rather than to take” (Lewis H. Lapham).  [Latin adeptus, past participle of 

adipXscX, to attain  : ad-, ad- + apXscX, to grasp.] —a·deptùly adv.  —a·deptùness 
n. 

ad·e·quate (4dùV-kwVt) adj.  1. Sufficient to satisfy a requirement or meet a 

need.  See Synonyms at sufficient.  2. Barely satisfactory or sufficient:  The 

skater’s technique was only adequate.  [Latin adaequ7tus, past participle of 

adaequ7re, to equalize  : ad-, ad- + aequ7re, to make equal from aequus, equal.] 
—adùe·qua·cy (-kwN-sK), adùe·quate·ness n.  —adùe·quate·ly adv. 

à deux (äù dœù) adj.  Of or involving two individuals, especially when of a pri-

vate or intimate nature.   —  adv.  Privately with only two individuals involved:  

dining à deux.  [French.]



ad fem·i·nam (4d fHmùV-n4mÙ, -nNm) adj.  Appealing to irrelevant personal 

considerations concerning women, especially prejudices against them: “Its treat-

ment of [him] and its ad feminam attack on his wife... often border on character 

assassination” (Simon Karlinsky).  [Latin ad, to + fKminam, accusative of fKmina, 

woman.] —ad femùi·namÙ adv. 

ADH abbr.  Antidiuretic hormone. 

ad·here (4d-hîrù) v.  intr. ad·hered, ad·her·ing, ad·heres. 1. To stick fast by 

or as if by suction or glue.  2. To be a devoted follower or supporter.  3. To carry 

out a plan, a scheme, or an operation without deviation:  We will adhere to our 

plan.  [French adhérer, from Latin adhaerKre, to stick to  : ad-, ad- + haerKre, to 

stick.]

ad·her·ence (4d-hîrùNns, -hHrù-) n.  1. The process or condition of adhering.  

2. Faithful attachment; devotion: “Adherence to the rule of law... is a very impor-

tant principle” (William H. Webster). 

ad·her·ent (4d-hîrùNnt, -hHrù-) n.  A supporter, as of a cause or an individual.   
—  adj.  1. Sticking or holding fast.  2. Botany. Joined but not united. Used of dis-

similar parts or organs.   —ad·herùent·ly adv. 

ad·he·sion (4d-hKùzhNn) n.  1. The act or state of adhering.  2. Attachment or 

devotion; loyalty.  3. Assent or agreement to join.  4. Medicine. A condition in 

which bodily tissues that are normally separate grow together.  5. Physics. The 

physical attraction or joining of two substances, especially the macroscopically 

observable attraction of dissimilar substances.  6. Medicine. A fibrous band of 

scar tissue that binds together normally separate anatomical structures.  [French 

adhésion, from Latin adhaesio, adhaesion-, from adhaesus, past participle of 

adhaerKre, to adhere. See ADHERE.]

ad·he·si·o·to·my (4d-hKÙzK-mtùN-mK) n.  pl. ad·he·si·o·to·mies. Surgical 

division or separation of adhesions. 

ad·he·sive (4d-hKùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Tending to adhere; sticky.  2. Gummed so as 

to adhere.  3. Tending to persist; difficult if not impossible to shake off: “He feels 

an adhesive dread, a sudden acquaintance with the... darker side of mankind” 

(George F. Will).   —  n.  A substance, such as paste or cement, that provides or 

promotes adhesion.   —ad·heùsive·ly adv.  —ad·heùsive·ness n. 

adhesive tape (4d-hKùsVv t7p) n.  A tape lined on one side with an adhesive. 

ad hoc (4d hmkù, hokù) adv.  For the specific purpose, case, or situation at hand 

and for no other:  a committee formed ad hoc to address the issue of salaries.   —  
adj.  1. Formed for or concerned with one specific purpose:  an ad hoc compensa-

tion committee.  2. Improvised and often impromptu: “On an ad hoc basis, Con-

gress has... placed... ceilings on military aid to specific countries” (New York Times).  

[Latin ad, to + hoc, this.]

ad hoc·ism also ad hoc-ism  or ad-hoc·ism (4d hmkùVz-Nm, hoùkVz-) n.  The 

tendency to establish temporary, chiefly improvisational policies and procedures 



to deal with specific problems and tasks: “In the absence of specific policies care-

fully tended by specialists, ad hocism took root” (U.S. News & World Report). 

ad hom·i·nem (4d hmmùN-nHmÙ, -nNm) adj.  Appealing to personal consider-

ations rather than to logic or reason:  Debaters should avoid ad hominem argu-

ments that question their opponents’ motives.  [Latin ad, to + hominem, accusative 

of homo, man.] —ad homùi·nemÙ adv. 

ad·i·a·bat·ic (4dÙK-N-b4tùVk, 7ÙdX-N-) adj.  Of, relating to, or denoting a revers-

ible thermodynamic process executed at constant entropy and occurring without 

gain or loss of heat.  [From Greek adiabatos, impassable  : a-, a-; see A-1 + diaba-

tos, passable (dia, dia- + batos, passable from bainein, to go); see gw7- in Appen-

dix.] —adÙi·a·batùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·dieu (N-dyuù, N-duù) interj.  Used to express farewell.   —  n.  pl. a·dieus or 

a·dieux (N-dyuzù, N-duzù). A farewell.  [Middle English, from Old French a 

dieu, (I commend you) to God  : a, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + Dieu, God (from 

Latin deus); see deiw- in Appendix.]

A·di·ge (äùdV-j7Ù, äùdK-jHÙ)  A river of northeast Italy rising in the Alps and flow-

ing about 410 km (255 mi) generally south then east to the Adriatic Sea at the 

Gulf of Venice. 

ad in·fi·ni·tum (4d VnÙfN-nXùtNm) adv.  & adj.  To infinity; having no end.  

[Latin ad, to + XnfXnXtum, accusative of XnfXnXtus, infinite.]

ad in·ter·im (4d VnùtNr-Nm) adv.  Abbr. ad int. In or for the meantime; tempo-

rarily.   —  adj.  Acting or done ad interim; temporary.  See Synonyms at tempo-
rary.  [Latin ad, to, for + interim, the meantime.]

ad·i·os (4dÙK-osù, äÙdK-) interj.  Used to express farewell.  [Spanish adiós, proba-

bly translated from French à dieu. See ADIEU.]

ad·i·po·cere (4dùN-po-sîrÙ) n.  A brown, fatty, waxlike substance that forms on 

dead animal tissues in response to moisture.  [ADIPO(SE) + Latin cKra, wax.]

ad·i·po·cyte (4dùN-po-sXtÙ) n.  See fat cell. 
ad·i·pose (4dùN-posÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or composed of animal fat; fatty.   —  

n.  The fat found in adipose tissue.  [New Latin adiposus, from Latin adeps, adip-, 

fat.] —adùi·poseÙness, adÙi·posùi·ty (-pmsùV-tK)  n. 

adipose tissue (4dùN-posÙ tVshùu) n.  A type of connective tissue that con-

tains stored cellular fat. 

Ad·i·ron·dack Mountains (4dÙN-rmnùd4kÙ mounùtNnz)  A group of moun-

tains in northeast New York between the St. Lawrence River valley in the north 

and the Mohawk River valley in the south. The range is part of the Appalachian 

system and rises to 1,629.9 m (5,344 ft). Lakes, forests, and numerous winter 

sports resorts, including Lake Placid, site of the 1932 and 1984 Winter Olympics, 

attract many tourists. 



ad·it (4dùVt) n.  An almost horizontal entrance to a mine.  [Latin aditus, access, 

from past participle of adXre, to approach  : ad-, ad- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appen-

dix.]

adj. abbr.  1. Grammar. Adjective.  2. Adjunct.  3. Adjustment.  4.  Also Adj.. 
Adjutant. 

ad·ja·cen·cy (N-j7ùsNn-sK) n.  pl. ad·ja·cen·cies. 1. The state of being adjacent; 

contiguity.  2. A thing that is adjacent. 

ad·ja·cent (N-j7ùsNnt) adj.  1. Close to; lying near:  adjacent cities.  2. Next to; 

adjoining:  adjacent garden plots.  [Middle English, from Latin adiacKns, adiacent- 

present participle of adiacKre, to lie near  : ad-, ad- + iacKre, to lie; see yK- in 

Appendix.] —ad·jaùcent·ly adv. 

adjacent angle (N-j7ùsNnt 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. Either of two angles hav-

ing a common side and a common vertex. 

ad·jec·ti·val (4jÙVk-tXùvNl) adj.  Grammar. Of, relating to, or functioning as an 

adjective.   —adÙjec·tiùval·ly adv. 

ad·jec·tive (4jùVk-tVv) n.  Abbr. adj., a. Grammar. Any of a class of words used 

to modify a noun or other substantive by limiting, qualifying, or specifying and 

distinguished in English morphologically by one of several suffixes, such as -able, 

-ous, -er, and -est, or syntactically by position directly preceding a noun or nomi-

nal phrase, such as white in a white house.   —  adj.  1. Grammar. Adjectival:  an 

adjective clause.  2. Law. Prescriptive; remedial:  adjective law.  3. Not standing 

alone; derivative or dependent.  [Middle English, from Old French adjectif, from 

Late Latin adiectXvus, from adiectus, past participle of adiicere, to add to  : ad-, ad- 

+ iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.] —adùjec·tive·ly adv. 

adjective pronoun (4jùVk-tVv proùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. A pronoun acting as 

an adjective, such as which in which dictionaries? 

ad·join (N-joinù) v.  ad·joined, ad·join·ing, ad·joins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be next 

to; be contiguous to:  property that adjoins ours.  2. To attach: “I do adjoin a copy 

of the letter that I have received” (John Fowles).   —  v.  intr. To be contiguous.  

[Middle English ajoinen, from Old French ajoindre, ajoin-, from Latin adiungere, 

to join to  : ad-, ad- + iungere, to join; see yeug- in Appendix.]

ad·join·ing (N-joiùnVng) adj.  Neighboring; contiguous. 

ad·journ (N-jûrnù) v.  ad·journed, ad·journ·ing, ad·journs.  —  v.  tr. To 

suspend until a later stated time.   —  v.  intr. 1. To suspend proceedings to 

another time or place.  2. To move from one place to another:  After the meal we 

adjourned to the living room.  [Middle English ajournen, from Old French 

ajourner : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + jour, day (from Late Latin diurnum, 

from Latin diurnus, daily, from diKs, day); see deiw- in Appendix.] —ad·journù-
ment n. 

adjt. also Adjt. abbr.  Adjutant. 



ad·judge (N-jƒjù) v.  tr. ad·judged, ad·judg·ing, ad·judg·es. 1. Law. a. To 

determine or decide by judicial procedure; adjudicate.  b. To order judicially; 

rule.  c. To award (damages, for example) by law.   2. To regard, consider, or 

deem:  was adjudged incompetent.  [Middle English ajugen, from Old French 

ajuger, from Latin adi7dic7re. See ADJUDICATE.]

ad·ju·di·cate (N-juùdV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ad·ju·di·cat·ed, ad·ju·di·cat·ing, 
ad·ju·di·cates. 1. Law. To hear and settle (a case) by judicial procedure.  2. To 

study and settle (a dispute or controversy):  had to ask the school principal to adju-

dicate the quarrel.  [Latin adi7dic7re, adi7dic7t-, to award to (judicially)  : ad-, ad- 

+ i7dic7re, to judge (from i7dex, judge); see JUDGE.] —ad·juÙdi·caùtion n.  

—ad·juùdi·caÙtive adj.  —ad·juùdi·caÙtor n. 

ad·junct (4jùƒngktÙ) n.  Abbr. adj. 1. Something attached to another in a depen-

dent or subordinate position.  See Synonyms at appendage.  2. A person asso-

ciated with another in a subordinate or auxiliary capacity.  3. Grammar. A clause 

or phrase added to a sentence that, while not essential to the sentence’s structure, 

amplifies its meaning, such as for several hours in We waited for several hours.  

4. Logic. A nonessential attribute of a thing.   —  adj.  1. Added or connected in a 

subordinate or auxiliary capacity:  an adjunct clause.  2. Attached to a faculty or 

staff in a temporary or auxiliary capacity:  an adjunct professor of history.  [From 

Latin adi7nctus, past participle of adiungere, to join to. See ADJOIN.] —ad·juncù-
tion (N-jƒngkùshNn) n.  —ad·juncùtive adj. 

ad·ju·ra·tion (4jÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  An earnest, solemn appeal.   —ad·jurùa·toÙry 
(N-jtrùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ad·jure (N-jtrù) v.  tr. ad·jured, ad·jur·ing, ad·jures. 1. To command or 

enjoin solemnly, as under oath: “adjuring her in the name of God to declare the 

truth” (Increase Mather).  2. To appeal to or entreat earnestly.  [Middle English 

adjuren, from Latin adi7r7re, to swear to  : ad-, ad- + i7r7re, to swear; see yewes- 
in Appendix.] —ad·jurùer, ad·juùror n. 

ad·just (N-jƒstù) v.  ad·just·ed, ad·just·ing, ad·justs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To change 

so as to match or fit; cause to correspond.  2. To bring into proper relationship.  

3. To adapt or conform, as to new conditions: “unable to adjust themselves to their 

environment” (Karl A. Menninger).  See Synonyms at adapt.  4. To bring the 

components of into a more effective or efficient calibration or state:  adjust the 

timing of a car’s engine.  5. To treat disorders of (the spine) by correcting slight 

dislocations between vertebrae using chiropractic techniques.  6. To decide how 

much is to be paid on (an insurance claim).   —  v.  intr. 1. To adapt oneself; con-

form.  2. To achieve a psychological balance in one’s life with regard to one’s own 

needs and the needs of others.  [Obsolete French adjuster, from Old French ajos-

ter, from Vulgar Latin *adiuxt7re, to put close to  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin iuxt7, 

near; see yeug- in Appendix.] —ad·justùa·ble adj.  —ad·justùa·bly adv.  

—ad·justùer, ad·jusùtor n. 



ad·just·ment (N-jƒstùmNnt) n.  Abbr. adj. 1. The act of adjusting or the state of 

being adjusted.  2. A means of adjusting.  3. Settlement of a debt or claim.  4. A 

modification, fluctuation, or correction:  made an adjustment on the telephone 

bill; an adjustment in the consumer price index. 

ad·ju·tant (4jùN-tNnt) n.  1.  Abbr. adj., Adj., adjt., Adjt. A staff officer who 

helps a commanding officer with administrative affairs.  2. An assistant.  3.  See 

marabou (n., sense 1).  [From Latin adi7t7ns, adi7tant- present participle of 

adi7t7re, to help. See AID.] —adùju·tan·cy n. 

adjutant general (4jùN-tNnt jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. adjutants general. Abbr. 

A.G., AG 1. An adjutant of a unit having a general staff.  2. An officer in charge 

of the National Guard in one of the U.S. states.  3. Adjutant General. The chief 

administrative officer, a major general, of the U.S. Army. 

adjutant stork (4jùN-tNnt stôrk) n.  See marabou (n., sense 1). 

ad·ju·vant (4jùN-vNnt) n.  1. A pharmacological agent added to a drug to 

increase or aid its effect.  2. An immunological agent that increases the antigenic 

response.  [From Latin adiuv7ns, adiuvant- present participle of adiuv7re, to help. 

See AID.]

Ad·ler (ädùlNr, 4dù-), Alfred. 1870-1937.  Austrian psychiatrist who rejected Sig-

mund Freud’s emphasis on sexuality and theorized that neurotic behavior is an 

overcompensation for feelings of inferiority. 

Ad·ler (4dùlNr), Cyrus. 1863-1940.  American religious leader and educator who 

was president of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America (1924-1940) and 

edited scholarly works concerning Judaism. 

Ad·ler (4dùlNr, ädù-), Felix. 1851-1933.  German-born American educator and 

reformer who founded the Society for Ethical Culture (1876), an organization 

dedicated to the teaching and application of ethical ideals. 

Ad·ler (4dùlNr), Jacob. 1855-1926.  Russian-born actor active in Yiddish theater. 

His children Stella (born 1902) and Luther (1903-1984) became prominent 

American actors. 

Ad·ler (4dùlNr), Mortimer Jerome. Born 1902.  American philosopher and 

educator whose numerous published works include How to Read a Book (1940) 

and The Conditions of Philosophy (1965). 

Ad·le·ri·an (4d-lîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a psychological school 

based on the belief that behavior arises in subconscious efforts to compensate for 

inferiority or deficiency and that neurosis results from overcompensation.  [After 

Alfred ADLER.]

ad lib (4d lVbù) adv.  In an unrestrained manner; spontaneously.  [Short for AD 

LIBITUM.]

ad-lib (4d-lVbù) v.  ad-·libbed, ad-·lib·bing, ad-·libs.  —  v.  tr. To improvise 

and deliver extemporaneously.   —  v.  intr. To engage in improvisation, as during 

delivery of a speech.   —  n.  (4dùlVbÙ) Words, music, or actions uttered, per-



formed, or carried out in an extemporaneous manner.   —  adj.  Uttered, per-

formed, or carried out spontaneously.  See Synonyms at extemporaneous.  
—ad-libùber n. 

ad lib·i·tum (4d lVbùV-tNm) adj.  Music. At the discretion of the performer. Used 

chiefly as a direction giving license to alter or omit a part.  [Latin ad, according to 

+ libitum, past participle of libKre, to please.]

ad loc. abbr.  Latin. Ad locum (to, or at, the place). 

adm. abbr.  1. Administration.  2. Administrative.  3. Administrator. 

ad·meas·ure (4d-mHzhùNr) v.  tr. ad·meas·ured, ad·meas·ur·ing, 
ad·meas·ures. To divide and distribute proportionally; apportion.  [Middle 

English amesuren, from Old French amesurer : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + 

mesurer, to measure (from Late Latin mKns7r7re, to measure, from Latin mKns7ra, 

measure); see MEASURE.] —ad·measùure·ment n.  —ad·measùur·er n. 

Ad·me·tus (4d-mKùtNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Thessaly and husband of 

Alcestis. 

admin. abbr.  1. Administration.  2. Administrative.  3. Administrator. 

ad·min·is·ter (4d-mVnùV-stNr) v.  ad·min·is·tered, ad·min·is·ter·ing, 
ad·min·is·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have charge of; manage.  2. a. To give or apply in 

a formal way:  administer the last rites.  b. To apply as a remedy:  administer a sed-

ative.   3. To mete out; dispense:  administer justice.  4. To manage or dispose of (a 

trust or an estate) under a will or an official appointment.  5. To impose, offer, or 

tender (an oath, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. To manage as an administrator.  

2. To minister:  administering to their every whim.  [Middle English administren, 

from Old French administrer, from Latin administr7re : ad, ad- + ministr7re, to 

manage; see MINISTER.] —ad·minùis·tra·ble (-V-strN-bNl) adj.  

—ad·minùis·trant adj.  & n. 

ad·min·is·trate (4d-mVnùV-str7tÙ) v.  tr. ad·min·is·trat·ed, 
ad·min·is·trat·ing, ad·min·is·trates. To administer. 

ad·min·is·tra·tion (4d-mVnÙV-str7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. admin., adm. 
1. Management, especially of business affairs.  2. The activity of a sovereign state 

in the exercise of its powers or duties.  3.  Often Administration. Those who 

constitute the executive branch of a government.  4. Management of an institu-

tion, public or private.  5. The term of office of an executive officer or a body.  

6. Law. Management and disposal of a trust or an estate.  7. The dispensing, 

applying, or tendering of something, such as an oath, a sacrament, or medicine.   
—ad·minùis·traÙtive (-str7ÙtVv, -strN-) adj.  —ad·minùis·traÙtive·ly adv. 

administrative segregation (4d-mVnùV-str7ÙtVv sHgÙrV-g7ùshNn) n.  Solitary 

confinement. 

ad·min·is·tra·tor (4d-mVnùV-str7ÙtNr) n.  Abbr. admin., adm. 1. One who 

administers, especially business or public affairs; an executive.  2. One appointed 

to administer an estate. 



ad·mi·ra·ble (4dùmNr-N-bNl) adj.  Deserving admiration.   
—adùmi·ra·ble·ness n.  —adùmi·ra·bly adv. 

ad·mi·ral (4dùmNr-Nl) n.  1. The commander in chief of a fleet.  2. A flag officer.  

3. a. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above vice-

admiral and below Admiral of the Fleet.  b. One who holds the rank of admiral, 

Admiral of the Fleet, rear admiral, or vice-admiral.   4. Any of various brightly 

colored butterflies of the genera Limenitis and Vanessa.  5. Archaic. The ship car-

rying an admiral; flagship.  [Middle English amiral, admiral, from Old French, 

and from Medieval Latin amXr7lis, admXr7lis both from Arabic ’amXr a ’7lX, high 

commander.]

Ad·mi·ral of the Fleet (4dùmNr-Nl ƒv thN flKt) n.  1. The highest rank in the 

U.S. Navy, equivalent to General of the Army.  2. One who holds this rank.  Also 

called Fleet Admiral 

ad·mi·ral·ty (4dùmNr-Nl-tK) n.  pl. ad·mi·ral·ties. 1. a. A court exercising 

jurisdiction over all maritime cases.  b. Maritime law.   2. Admiralty. The 

department of the British government that once had control over all naval affairs. 

Ad·mi·ral·ty Inlet (4dùmNr-Nl-tK VnùlHtÙ)  An arm of the Pacific Ocean in 

northwest Washington. It is the northernmost part of Puget Sound and lies 

between Whidbey Island and the mainland. 

Admiralty Island (4dùmNr-Nl-tK XùlNnd)  A mountainous, heavily forested 

island of southeast Alaska in the Alexander Archipelago southwest of Juneau. 

Admiralty Islands (4dùmNr-Nl-tK XùlNndz)  A group of volcanic islands of the 

southwest Pacific Ocean in the Bismarck Archipelago. Discovered by the Dutch in 

1616, the islands are now part of Papua New Guinea. 

Admiralty Range (4dùmNr-Nl-tK r7nj)  A mountain group of Antarctica on 

the northern coast of Victoria Land northwest of Ross Sea. The range was discov-

ered by Sir James Ross on his 1841 expedition. 

ad·mi·ra·tion (4dÙmN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. A feeling of pleasure, wonder, and 

approval.  See Synonyms at regard.  2. An object of wonder and esteem; a mar-

vel.  3. Archaic. Wonder. 

ad·mire (4d-mXrù) v.  ad·mired, ad·mir·ing, ad·mires.  —  v.  tr. 1. To regard 

with pleasure, wonder, and approval.  2. To have a high opinion of; esteem or 

respect.  3. Chiefly New England & Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. To enjoy (some-

thing): “I just admire to get letters, but I don’t admire to answer them” (Dialect 

Notes).  4. Archaic. To marvel or wonder at.   —  v.  intr. New England & Upper 

Southern U.S. To marvel at something.  [French admirer, from Old French amirer, 

from Latin admXr7rX, to wonder at  : ad-, ad- + mXr7rX, to wonder (from mXrus, 

wonderful); see smei- in Appendix.] —ad·mirùer n.  —ad·mirùing·ly adv. 

ad·mis·si·ble (4d-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be accepted; allowable:  admissi-

ble evidence.  2. Worthy of admission.   —ad·misÙsi·bilùi·ty, ad·mis-
ùsi·ble·ness n.  —ad·misùsi·bly adv. 



ad·mis·sion (4d-mVshùNn) n.  1. a. The act of admitting or allowing to enter.  

b. The state of being allowed to enter.   2. Right to enter; access.  3. The price 

required or paid for entering; an entrance fee.  4. A confession, as of having com-

mitted a crime.  5. A voluntary acknowledgment of truth.  6. A fact or statement 

granted or admitted; a concession.  [Middle English, from Latin admissio, admis-

sion-, from admissus, past participle of admittere, to admit. See ADMIT.] 
—ad·misùsive (-mVsùVv) adj.  

USAGE NOTE: It is often maintained that admittance should be used only to

refer to achieving physical access to a place (He was denied admittance to the court-

room), and that admission should be used for the wider sense of achieving entry

to a group or institution (her admission to the club; China’s admission to the United

Nations). This distinction is often ignored, though many writers continue to ob-

serve it. But admission is much more common in the sense “a fee paid for the right

of entry”: The admission to the movie was five dollars.

ad·mit (4d-mVtù) v.  ad·mit·ted, ad·mit·ting, ad·mits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To permit 

to enter.  2. To serve as a means of entrance:  A ticket that admits the whole group.  

3. To permit to exercise the rights, functions, or privileges of:  was admitted to the 

bar association.  4. To have room for; accommodate.  5. To afford opportunity 

for; permit.  6. To grant to be real, valid, or true; acknowledge:  admit the truth.  

See Synonyms at acknowledge.  7. To grant as true or valid, as for the sake of 

argument; concede.   —  v.  intr. 1. To afford possibility:  a problem that admits of 

no solution.  2. To allow entrance; afford access:  a door admitting to the hall.  

3. To make acknowledgment.  [Middle English amitten, admitten, from Old 

French amettre, admettre, from Latin admittere : ad-, ad- + mittere, to send.]

ad·mit·tance (4d-mVtùns) n.  1. The act of admitting or entering.  

2. a. Permission to enter.  b. Right of entry.  See Usage Note at admission.   3.  
Symbol Y Electricity. The reciprocal of impedance. 

ad·mit·ted·ly (4d-mVtùVd-lK) adv.  By general admission; confessedly. 

ad·mix (4d-mVksù) v.  tr. intr. ad·mixed, ad·mix·ing, ad·mix·es. To mix; 

blend.  [Back-formation from obsolete admixt, mixed into, from Middle English, 

from Latin admixtus, past participle of admiscKre, to mix into  : ad-, ad- + miscKre, 

to mix; see meik- in Appendix.]

ad·mix·ture (4d-mVksùchNr) n.  1. a. The act of mixing or mingling.  b. The 

state of being mingled or mixed.   2. Something that is produced by mixing; a 

mixture.  3. Something added in mixing.  See Synonyms at mixture. 
ad·mon·ish (4d-mmnùVsh) v.  tr. ad·mon·ished, ad·mon·ish·ing, 
ad·mon·ish·es. 1. To reprove gently but earnestly.  2. To counsel (another) 

against something to be avoided; caution.  3. To remind of something forgotten 

or disregarded, as an obligation or a responsibility.  [Middle English amonishen, 



admonishen, alteration of amonesten, from Old French amonester, admonester, 

from Vulgar Latin *admonest7re, from Latin admonKre : ad-, ad- + monKre, to 

warn; see men-1 in Appendix.] —ad·monùish·er n.  —ad·monùish·ing·ly adv.  

—ad·monùish·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: admonish, reprove, rebuke, reprimand, reproach. These verbs refer

to adverse criticism intended as a corrective or caution. Admonish implies the giv-

ing of advice or a warning so that a fault can be rectified or a danger avoided: “A

gallows erected on an eminence admonished the offenders of the fate that awaited

them” (William Hickling Prescott). Reprove usually suggests gentle criticism and

constructive intent: With a quick look the teacher reproved the child for whispering

in class. Rebuke and reprimand both refer to sharp, often angry criticism; of the

two reprimand more frequently implies formal or official censure: “Some of the

most heated criticism... has come from the Justice Department, which rarely rebukes

other agencies in public” (Howard Kurtz). “A committee at [the university] asked

its president to reprimand a scientist who tested gene-altered bacteria on trees” (New

York Times). Reproach usually refers to regretful or unhappy criticism arising

from a sense of disappointment: “Even if I had done wrong you should not have

reproached me in public—people wash their dirty linen at home” (Napoleon

Bonaparte).

ad·mo·ni·tion (4dÙmN-nVshùNn) n.  1. Mild, kind, yet earnest reproof.  

2. Cautionary advice or warning.  [Middle English amonicioun, from Old French 

amonition, from Latin admonitio, admonition-, from admonitus, past participle 

of admonKre, to admonish. See ADMONISH.]

ad·mon·i·to·ry (4d-mmnùV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Expressing admonition. 

ad·nate (4dùn7tÙ) adj.  Biology. United to a part or organ of a different kind, as 

stamens attached to petals.  [Latin adn7tus, variant of agn7tus, past participle of 

agn7scX, to grow upon. See AGNATE.] —ad·naùtion n. 

ad nau·se·am (4d nôùzK-Nm) adv.  To a disgusting or ridiculous degree; to the 

point of nausea.  [Latin ad, to + nauseam, accusative of nausea, sickness.]

ad·nex·a (4d-nHkùsN) pl.n.  Accessory or adjoining anatomical parts, as ovaries 

and oviducts in relation to the uterus.  [Latin, neuter pl. of adnexus past participle 

of adnectere, to bind to. See ANNEX.] —ad·nexùal adj. 

ad·noun (4dùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. An adjective used as a noun, such as merciful 

in Blessed are the merciful.  [Latin ad, to; see AD- + NOUN.] —ad·nomùi·nal (4d-

nmmùN-nNl) adj. 

a·do (N-duù) n.  Bustle; fuss; trouble; bother.  [Middle English, from the phrase 

at do : at, to (used with infinitive) (from Old Norse at); see ad- in Appendix + do, 

do; see DO
1.]



A·do (äùdo)  A city of southwest Nigeria northeast of Lagos. It was once the capi-

tal of a Yoruba state that was probably founded in the 15th century. Population, 

253,300. 

a·do·be (N-doùbK) n.  1. a. A sun-dried, unburned brick of clay and straw.  

b. The clay or soil from which this brick is made.   2. A structure built with this 

type of brick.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  an adobe 

house; adobe walls.  [Spanish, from Arabic a£-£7bah, the brick  : al, the + £7bah, 

brick.]

a·do·bo (ä-doùbo) n.  pl. a·do·bos. A Philippine dish of marinated vegetables 

and meat or fish seasoned with garlic, soy sauce, and spices and served with rice.  

[Spanish, from Old Spanish adobar, to stew, from Old French adouber, to dub, 

arm, prepare, of Germanic origin.]

ad·o·les·cence (4dÙl-HsùNns) n.  1. The period of physical and psychological 

development from the onset of puberty to maturity.  2. A transitional period of 

development between youth and maturity:  the adolescence of a nation. 

ad·o·les·cent (4dÙl-HsùNnt) adj.  Of, relating to, or undergoing adolescence.  See 

Synonyms at young.   —  n.  A young person who has undergone puberty but 

who has not reached full maturity; a teenager.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin adolKscKns, adolKscent- present participle of adolKscere, to grow 

up  : ad-, ad- + alKscere, to grow, inchoative of alere, to nourish; see al-2 in Appen-

dix.]

WORD HISTORY: The adolescent grows up to become the adult. The words

adolescent and adult that refer to these two stages in the human life cycle ultimate-

ly come from forms of the same Latin word, adolKscere, meaning “to grow up.”

The present participle of adolKscere, adolKscKns, from which adolescent derives,

means “growing up,” while the past participle adultus, the source of adult, means

“grown up.” Appropriately enough, adolescent, first recorded in English in a work

written perhaps in 1440, seems to have come into the language before adult, first

recorded in a work published in 1531.

Ad·o·nai (äÙdo-nXù, -noiù) n.  Lord. Used in Judaism as a spoken substitute for 

the ineffable name of God.  [Hebrew ’4don7y, my lord, from Hebrew ’7dôn, lord.]

A·don·is (N-dmnùVs, N-doùnVs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A strikingly beautiful 

youth loved by Aphrodite.  2.  Often adonis. A very handsome young man.  

[Greek Adonis, from Phoenician adon, lord.]

a·dopt (N-dmptù) v.  tr. a·dopt·ed, a·dopt·ing, a·dopts. 1. To take into one’s 

family through legal means and raise as one’s own child.  2. a. To take and follow 

(a course of action, for example) by choice or assent:  adopt a new technique.  

b. To take up and make one’s own:  adopt a new idea.   3. To take on or assume:  

adopted an air of importance.  4. To vote to accept:  adopt a resolution.  5. To 



choose as standard or required in a course:  adopt a new line of English textbooks.  

[Middle English adopten, from Old French adopter, from Latin adopt7re : ad-, ad- 

+ opt7re, to choose.] —a·doptùa·ble adj.  —a·doptùer n.  —a·dopùtion n.  

USAGE NOTE: One refers to an adopted child but to adoptive parents.

a·dop·tee (N-dmpùtK, N-dmp-tKù) n.  One, such as a child, that is or has been 

adopted. 

a·dop·tive (N-dmpùtVv) adj.  1. a. Of or having to do with adoption.  

b. Characteristic of adoption.   2. Related by adoption: “increased honesty and 

sharing between birth families, adoptive families and adoptees” (Robyn S. Quinter).  

See Usage Note at adopt.  —a·dopùtive·ly adv. 

adoptive immunotherapy (N-dmpùtVv VmÙyN-no-thHrùN-pK) n.  A form of 

immunotherapy used in the treatment of cancer in which an individual’s own 

white blood cells are coupled with a naturally produced growth factor to enhance 

their cancer-fighting capacity. 

a·dor·a·ble (N-dôrùN-bNl, N-dorù-) adj.  1. Delightful, lovable, and charming:  an 

adorable set of twins.  2. Worthy of adoration.   —a·dorÙa·bilùi·ty, 
a·dorùa·ble·ness n.  —a·dorùa·bly adv. 

ad·o·ral (4d-ôrùNl, -orù-) adj.  Situated toward or near the mouth. 

ad·o·ra·tion (4dÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of worship.  2. Profound love or 

regard. 

a·dore (N-dôrù, N-dorù) v.  a·dored, a·dor·ing, a·dores.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wor-

ship as God or a god.  2. To regard with deep, often rapturous love.  See Syn-

onyms at revere1.  3. To like very much:  adores mink coats.   —  v.  intr. To 

worship.  [Middle English adouren, from Old French adourer, from Latin ador7re, 

to pray to  : ad-, ad- + or7re, to pray.] —a·dorùer n.  —a·dorùing·ly adv. 

a·dorn (N-dôrnù) v.  tr. a·dorned, a·dorn·ing, a·dorns. 1. To lend beauty to; 

decorate: “the pale mimosas that adorned the favorite promenade” (Ronald Fir-

bank).  2. To fit out with or as if with ornaments: “The sugar plantations were 

adorned with windmills” (Alec Waugh).  3. To enhance the distinction, beauty, 

splendor, or glory of; add luster to: “Virtue adorned his mind” (John Ford).  [Mid-

dle English adornen, from Old French adourner, from Latin adorn7re : ad-, ad- + 

orn7re, to decorate; see ar- in Appendix.] —a·dornùer n. 

a·dorn·ment (N-dôrnùmNnt) n.  1. The act of adorning.  2. Something that 

beautifies or adorns; an ornament. “Japanese food is on the whole superb, one of the 

adornments of the culture” (James Fallows). 

A·dour (N-dtrù)  A river of southwest France rising in the Pyrenees and flowing 

about 338 km (210 mi) north then west to the Bay of Biscay near Biarritz. 

A·do·wa (äùdN-wN, 4dùN-)  See Adwa. 



ADP1 (7ÙdKÙpKù) n.  An ester of adenosine, C10H15N5O10P2, that is converted to 

ATP for the storage of energy.  [A(DENOSINE) D(I)P(HOSPHATE).]

ADP2 abbr.  Computer Science. Automatic data processing. 

A·dras·te·a (N-dr4sùtK-N) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is third in distance from 

the planet.  [Latin Adr7stKa, daughter of Jupiter and distributor of rewards and 

punishments, from Greek Adrasteia, so called from an altar erected to her by 

Adrastos, king of Argos.]

ad·re·nal (N-drKùnNl) adj.  1. At, near, or on the kidneys.  2. Of or relating to the 

adrenal glands or their secretions.   —  n.  The adrenal gland.  [AD- + RENAL.] 
—ad·reùnal·ly adv. 

adrenal cortex (N-drKùnNl kôrùtHksÙ) n.  The outer portion of the adrenal 

glands that produces several steroid hormones, including cortisol and aldoster-

one. 

ad·re·nal·ec·to·my (N-drKÙnN-lHkùtN-mK) n.  The surgical excision of one or 

both of the adrenal glands. 

adrenal gland (N-drKùnNl gl4nd) n.  Either of two small, dissimilarly shaped 

endocrine glands, one located above each kidney, consisting of the cortex, which 

secretes several steroid hormones, and the medulla, which secretes epinephrine.  

Also called suprarenal gland 

A·dren·a·lin (N-drHnùN-lVn)  A trademark used for a medicinal preparation of 

adrenaline. 

a·dren·a·line (N-drHnùN-lVn) n.  See epinephrine (n., sense 1). 

ad·re·nal·ize (N-drKùnN-lXzÙ, N-drHnùN-) v.  tr. ad·re·nal·ized, 
ad·re·nal·iz·ing, ad·re·nal·izes. To stir up and spur to action. 

adrenal medulla (N-drKùnNl mV-dƒlùN) n.  The inner, reddish-brown portion 

of the adrenal glands that synthesizes, stores, and releases epinephrine and nore-

pinephrine. 

ad·re·ner·gic (4dÙrN-nûrùjVk) adj.  Producing or activated by epinephrine or an 

epinephrinelike substance:  an adrenergic nerve fiber.  [ADREN(ALINE) + Greek 

ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix.] —adÙre·nerùgi·cal·ly adv. 

a·dre·no·chrome (N-drKùno-kromÙ, -nN-) n.  A naturally occurring chemical 

formed during the oxidation of epinephrine.  [ADREN(ALINE) + CHROME.]

a·dre·no·cor·ti·cal (N-drKÙno-kôrùtV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or derived from 

the adrenal cortex.  [ADREN(AL) + CORTICAL.]

ad·re·no·cor·ti·co·ster·oid (N-drKÙno-kôrÙtV-ko-stîrùoid, -stHrù-) n.  A ste-

roid derived from the adrenal cortex or one that produces physiological effects 

similar to those of the adrenal cortex.  [ADREN(AL) + CORTICOSTEROID.]

ad·re·no·cor·ti·co·trop·ic (N-drKÙno-kôrÙtV-ko-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) also 

ad·re·no·cor·ti·co·troph·ic (-trmfùVk, -troùfVk) adj.  Stimulating or otherwise 

acting on the adrenal cortex.  [ADREN(AL) + CORTICO- + -TROPIC.]



adrenocorticotropic hormone (N-drKÙno-kôrÙtV-ko-trmpùVk hôrùmonÙ) 

also ad·re·no·cor·ti·co·troph·ic (N-drKÙno-kôrÙtV-ko-trmfùVk hôrùmonÙ) n.  

ACTH. 

ad·re·no·cor·ti·co·trop·in (N-drKÙno-kôrÙtV-ko-trmpùVn, -troùpVn) also 

ad·re·no·cor·ti·co·troph·in (-trmfùVn, troùfVn) n.  See ACTH.  [ADREN(AL) + 

CORTICOTROPIN.]

ad·re·no·lyt·ic (N-drKÙnN-lVtùVk) adj.  Inhibiting or preventing the action of adr-

energic nerves or the effects of epinephrine:  an adrenolytic drug.  [ADREN(AL) + -

LYTIC.] —ad·reÙno·lytùic n. 

A·dri·a·my·cin (7ÙdrK-N-mXùsNn)  A trademark used for an antibiotic contain-

ing doxorubicin and used as an antineoplastic agent. 

A·dri·an (7ùdrK-Nn)  A city of southeast Michigan southwest of Detroit. It is a 

trade center in a fertile farming region. Population, 22,097. 

A·dri·an IV (7ùdrK-Nn), Originally Nicholas Breakspear. 1100?-1159.  English-

born pope (1154-1159) whose papacy was marked by disputes with Emperor Fre-

derick I. He is reputed to have bestowed sovereignty over Ireland on Henry II of 

England (c. 1155). 

A·dri·an (7ùdrK-Nn), Edgar Douglas First Baron Adrian. 1889-1977.  British 

physiologist. He shared a 1932 Nobel Prize for major advances in the understand-

ing of the nervous and muscular systems. 

A·dri·a·no·ple (7ÙdrK-N-noùpNl)  See Edirne. 
A·dri·at·ic Sea (7ÙdrK-4tùVk sK)  An arm of the Mediterranean Sea between Italy 

and the Balkan Peninsula. It extends from the Gulf of Venice southward to the 

Strait of Otranto, which links it to the Ionian Sea. 

a·drift (N-drVftù) adv.  & adj.  1. Drifting or floating freely; not anchored.  

2. Without direction or purpose. 

a·droit (N-droitù) adj.  1. Dexterous; deft.  2. Skillful and adept under pressing 

conditions.  See Synonyms at dexterous.  [French, from à droit : à, to (from 

Latin ad); see AD- + droit, right (from Latin dXrKctus); see DIRECT.] —a·droitùly 
adv.  —a·droitùness n. 

ad·sci·ti·tious (4dÙsV-tVshùNs) adj.  Not inherent or essential; derived from 

something outside.  [From Latin adscXtus, past participle of adscXscere, to adopt  : 

ad-, ad- + scXscere, to accept, inchoative of scXre, to know; see skei- in Appendix.]

ad seg (4dù sHgÙ) n.  Informal. Administrative segregation. 

ad·sorb (4d-sôrbù, -zôrbù) v.  tr. ad·sorbed, ad·sorb·ing, ad·sorbs. To take 

up by adsorption.  [AD- + Latin sorbKre, to suck.] —ad·sorbùa·ble adj. 

ad·sor·bate (-sôrùbVt, -b7tÙ, 4d-zôrù-) n.  An adsorbed substance. 

ad·sor·bent (4d-sôrùbNnt, -zôrù-) adj.  Capable of adsorption.   —  n.  An 

adsorptive material, such as activated charcoal. 



ad·sorp·tion (4d-sôrpùshNn, -zôrpù-) n.  The accumulation of gases, liquids, or 

solutes on the surface of a solid or liquid.  [From ADSORB.] —ad·sorpùtive (-tVv) 

adj. 

ad·su·ki bean (4d-suùkK bKn, -zuù-) n.  Variant of adzuki bean. 
ad·u·lar·i·a (4jÙN-lârùK-N, -l4rù-) n.  A variety of transparent or translucent 

orthoclase.  [Italian, from French adulaire, after Adula, a mountain group of 

southeast Switzerland.]

ad·u·late (4jùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. ad·u·lat·ed, ad·u·lat·ing, ad·u·lates. To praise or 

admire excessively; fawn on.  [Back-formation from ADULATION.] —adùu·laÙtor 
n.  —adùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ad·u·la·tion (4jÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Excessive flattery or admiration.  [Middle English 

adulacioun, from Old French, from Latin ad7l7tio, ad7l7tion-, from ad7l7tus, 

past participle of ad7l7rX, to flatter.]

a·dult (N-dƒltù, 4dùƒlt) n.  1. One who has attained maturity or legal age.  

2. Biology. A fully grown, mature organism.   —  adj.  1. Fully developed and 

mature.  2. Intended for or befitting adults:  adult education.  3. Containing or 

dealing in explicitly sexual material; pornographic:  adult movies; adult bookstores.  

[From Latin adultus, past participle of adolKscere, to grow up. See ADOLESCENT.] 
—a·dultùhoodÙ n.  —a·dultùness n. 

a·dul·ter·ant (N-dƒlùtNr-Nnt) n.  A substance that adulterates.   —  adj.  Serving 

to adulterate. 

a·dul·ter·ate (N-dƒlùtN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. a·dul·ter·at·ed, a·dul·ter·at·ing, 
a·dul·ter·ates. To make impure by adding extraneous, improper, or inferior 

ingredients.   —  adj.  (-tNr-Vt) 1. Spurious; adulterated.  2. Adulterous.  [Latin 

adulter7re, adulter7t-, to pollute. See al-1 in Appendix.] —a·dulÙter·aùtion n.  

—a·dulùter·aÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: adulterate, debase, doctor, load, sophisticate. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to make impure or inferior by adding foreign substances,

especially by way of fraudulently increasing weight or quantity”: adulterate coffee

with ground acorns; silver debased with copper; doctored the wine with water; rag

paper loaded with wood fiber; alcohol sophisticated with ether.

a·dul·ter·er (N-dƒlùtNr-Nr) n.  One who commits adultery. 

a·dul·ter·ess (N-dƒlùtrVs, -tNr-Vs) n.  A woman who commits adultery. 

a·dul·ter·ine (N-dƒlùtN-rXnÙ, -rKnÙ) adj.  1. Characterized by adulteration; spu-

rious.  2. Unauthorized by law; illegal.  3. Born of adultery:  adulterine offspring.  

[Latin adulterXnus, from adulter, adulterer, perhaps back-formation from 

adulter7re, to pollute. See ADULTERATE.]

a·dul·ter·ous (N-dƒlùtNr-Ns, -trNs) adj.  Relating to, inclined to, or marked by 

adultery.   —a·dulùter·ous·ly adv. 



a·dul·ter·y (N-dƒlùtN-rK, -trK) n.  pl. a·dul·ter·ies. Voluntary sexual intercourse 

between a married person and a partner other than the lawful spouse.  [Middle 

English, from Old French adultere, from Latin adulterium, from adulter, adul-

terer. See ADULTERATE.]

a·dult-on·set diabetes (N-dƒltùmnùsHt dXÙN-bKùtVs, -ônù-) n.  Non-insulin-

dependent diabetes mellitus. 

ad·um·brate (4dùNm-br7tÙ, N-dƒmù-) v.  tr. ad·um·brat·ed, ad·um·brat·ing, 
ad·um·brates. 1. To give a sketchy outline of.  2. To prefigure indistinctly; fore-

shadow.  3. To disclose partially or guardedly.  [Latin adumbr7re, adumbr7t-, to 

represent in outline  : ad-, ad- + umbra, shadow.] —adÙum·braùtion n.  

—ad·umùbra·tive (N-dƒmùbrN-tVv) adj.  —ad·umùbra·tive·ly adv. 

a·dust (N-dƒstù) adj.  1. Burned; scorched.  2. Archaic. Browned by the sun; sun-

burned.  3. Archaic. Melancholy in appearance; gloomy.  [Middle English, from 

Latin ad7stus, past participle of ad7rere, to set fire to  : ad-, ad- + 7rere, to burn.]

A·du·wa (äùdN-wN, 4dùN-)  See Adwa. 
adv. abbr.  1. Grammar. Adverb; adverbial.  2. Latin. Adversus (against).  

3. Advertisement.  4. Advisory. 

ad va·lo·rem (4dÙ vN-lôrùNm, -lorù-) adj.  Abbr. a.v., a/v, ad val. In propor-

tion to the value:  ad valorem duties on imported goods.  [Latin ad, to + valorem, 

value.]

ad·vance (4d-v4nsù) v.  ad·vanced, ad·vanc·ing, ad·vanc·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To move or cause to move forward.  2. To put forward; propose or suggest:  

advanced a novel theory during the seminar.  3. To aid the growth or progress of.  

4. To raise in rank; promote.  5. To cause to occur sooner:  advance a deadline by 

one week.  6. To raise in amount or rate; increase.  7. To pay (money or interest) 

before due.  8. To supply or lend, especially on credit.  9. To serve as an advance 

person for (a trip to be made by a politician or a dignitary): “advanced the China 

trip during which the first trade agreements... were signed” (Suzanne Perney).  

10. Archaic. To lift.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To go or move forward or onward.  b. To 

move against another, as when attacking:  advance on the enemy’s position.   2. To 

make progress; improve.  3. To rise in rank, position, or value.  4. To serve as an 

advance person for a trip to be made by a politician or a dignitary.   —  n.  1. The 

act or process of moving or going forward.  2. A forward move, as toward an 

objective; progress:  an advance in genetic engineering.  3. An increase of price or 

value.  4. advances. Opening approaches made to secure acquaintance, favor, or 

an agreement; overtures.  5. a. The furnishing of funds or goods on credit.  

b. The funds or goods so furnished; a loan.   6. Payment of money before due:  

an advance on next week’s salary.   —  adj.  1. Made or given ahead of time:  an 

advance payment.  2. Going before, in front, or forward.   —idioms. in 
advance. Ahead of time; beforehand.  in advance of. In front of; ahead of.  

[Middle English avauncen, from Old French avauncer, from Vulgar Latin 



*abanti7re, from Latin abante, from before  : ab-, ab- + ante, before; see ant- in 

Appendix.] —ad·vancùer n.  

SYNONYMS: advance, forward, foster, further, promote. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to cause to move ahead, as toward a goal”: advance a

worthy cause; forwarding their own interests; fostered friendly relations; furthering

your career; efforts to promote sales. 

ANTONYM: retard

USAGE NOTE: Advance, as a noun, is used for forward movement (the advance

of the army) or for progress or improvement in a figurative sense. Advancement

is used mainly in the figurative sense: career advancement. In the figurative sense,

moreover, there is a distinction between the two terms deriving from the transitive

and intransitive forms of the verb advance. The noun advancement (unlike ad-

vance) often implies the existence of an agent or outside force. Thus, the advance

of science means simply the progress of science, whereas the advancement of science

implies progress resulting from the action of an agent or force: The purpose of the

legislation was the advancement of science.

ad·vanced (4d-v4nstù) adj.  1. Highly developed or complex.  2. Being at a 

higher level than others:  an advanced text in physics.  3. Ahead of the times; pro-

gressive:  advanced teaching methods.  4. Far along in course or time:  an advanced 

stage of illness; a person of advanced age. 

advanced degree (4d-v4nstù dV-grKù) n.  A university degree, such as a mas-

ter’s or doctorate, that is higher than a bachelor’s. 

Ad·vanced level (4d-v4nstù lHvùNl) n.  Chiefly British. A level. 

advanced standing (4d-v4nstù st4nùdVng) n.  The status of a college student 

granted credit, usually after passing a qualifying test, for courses omitted or taken 

elsewhere. 

advance guard (4d-v4nsù gärd) n.  A detachment of troops sent ahead of a 

main force to reconnoiter and provide protection. 

advance man  or ad·vance·man (4d-v4nsùm4nÙ) n.  A man who travels 

ahead to arrange the details of scheduling, publicity, security, and other matters 

connected with a trip or a public appearance, especially one to be made by a poli-

tician or a dignitary: “‘Spontaneous’ crowds are painstakingly built through days of 

effort by political advancemen” (Timothy G. Smith). 

ad·vance·ment (4d-v4nsùmNnt) n.  1. A forward step; an improvement.  

2. Development; progress:  the advancement of knowledge.  3. A promotion, as in 

rank.  4. The act of moving forward.  See Usage Note at advance. 
advance person (4d-v4nsù pûrùsNn) n.  A person who travels ahead to arrange 

the details of a trip or a public appearance, especially one to be made by a politi-

cian or a dignitary. 



ad·van·tage (4d-v4nùtVj) n.  1. A beneficial factor or combination of factors.  

2. Benefit or profit; gain:  It is to your advantage to invest wisely.  3. A relatively 

favorable position; superiority of means:  A better education gave us the advantage.  

4. Sports. a. The first point scored in tennis after deuce.  b. The resulting score.    
—  v.  tr. ad·van·taged, ad·van·tag·ing, ad·van·tag·es. To afford profit or 

gain to; benefit.   —idioms. take advantage of. 1. To put to good use; avail 

oneself of:  take advantage of all educational opportunities.  2. To profit selfishly 

by; exploit:  took advantage of the customer.  to advantage. To good effect; 

favorably:  The roses were displayed to advantage in a blue vase.  [Middle English 

avauntage, from Old French, from avant, before, from Latin abante, from before. 

See ADVANCE.]

SYNONYMS: advantage, edge, handicap, odds. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a factor or combination of factors conducive to superiority and

success”: has the advantage of a superior education; a manufacturing edge given by

sophisticated technology; a golfing champion with a handicap of 2; odds overwhelm-

ingly in our favor. 

ANTONYM: disadvantage

ad·van·ta·geous (4dÙv4n-t7ùjNs, -vNn-) adj.  Affording advantage; beneficial.  

See Synonyms at beneficial.  —adÙvan·taùgeous·ly adv.  —adÙvan·taù-
geous·ness n. 

ad·vect (4d-vHktù) v.  tr. ad·vect·ed, ad·vect·ing, ad·vects. 1. To convey hor-

izontally by advection.  2. To transport (a substance) by advection.  [Back-forma-

tion from ADVECTION.]

ad·vec·tion (4d-vHkùshNn) n.  A local change in the properties, such as temper-

ature, of an air mass caused by the horizontal movement of the air mass.  [Latin 

advectio, advection-, act of conveying, from advectus, past participle of advehere, 

to carry to  : ad-, ad- + vehere, to carry; see wegh- in Appendix.]

ad·vent (4dùvHntÙ) n.  1. The coming or arrival, especially of something 

extremely important:  the advent of the computer.  2.  Also Advent. a. The period 

beginning on the fourth Sunday before Christmas, observed by many Christians 

as a season of prayer, fasting, and penitence in preparation for Christmas.  

b. Theology. The coming of Jesus at the Incarnation.  c. Theology. See Second 
Coming.   [Middle English, the Advent season, from Old French, from Latin 

adventus, arrival, from past participle of advenXre, to come to  : ad-, ad- + venXre, 

to come; see gw7- in Appendix.]

Ad·vent·ist (4dùvHnÙ-tVst, 4d-vHnù-) n.  A member of any of several Christian 

denominations that believe Jesus’s Second Coming and the end of the world are 

near.   —AdùventÙ·ism n. 



ad·ven·ti·tia (4dÙvHn-tVshùN, -vNn-) n.  The membranous outer covering of an 

organ or a blood vessel.  [New Latin, from Latin adventXcius, foreign. See ADVENTI-

TIOUS.] —adÙven·tiùtial adj. 

ad·ven·ti·tious (4dÙvHn-tVshùNs, -vNn-) adj.  1. Not inherent but added extrin-

sically.  See Synonyms at accidental.  2. Biology. Of or belonging to a structure 

that develops in an unusual place:  adventitious roots.  [From Latin adventXcius, 

foreign, from adventus, arrival. See ADVENT.] —adÙven·tiùtious·ly adv.  

—adÙven·tiùtious·ness n. 

ad·ven·tive (4d-vHnùtVv) Biology. adj.  Not native to and not fully established in 

a new habitat or environment; locally or temporarily naturalized:  an adventive 

weed.   —  n.  An adventive organism.  [From Latin adventus, arrival. See ADVENT.] 
—ad·venùtive·ly adv. 

Advent Sunday (4dùvHntÙ sƒnùdK) n.  The first Sunday of Advent. 

ad·ven·ture (4d-vHnùchNr) n.  1. a. An undertaking or enterprise of a hazard-

ous nature.  b. An undertaking of a questionable nature, especially one involving 

intervention in another state’s affairs.   2. An unusual or exciting experience:  an 

adventure in dining.  3. Participation in hazardous or exciting experiences:  the 

love of adventure.  4. A financial speculation or business venture.   —  v.  

ad·ven·tured, ad·ven·tur·ing, ad·ven·tures.  —  v.  tr. To hazard or risk.   
—  v.  intr. To engage in hazardous activities; take risks.  [Middle English aventure, 

from Old French, from Latin advent7rus, future participle of advenXre, to arrive. 

See ADVENT.]

ad·ven·tur·er (4d-vHnùchNr-Nr) n.  1. One that seeks adventure.  2. A soldier of 

fortune.  3. A heavy speculator in stocks, business, or trade.  4. One that attempts 

to gain wealth and social position by unscrupulous means. 

ad·ven·ture·some (4d-vHnùchNr-sNm) adj.  Disposed to engage in risky activi-

ties or enterprises.  See Synonyms at adventurous.  —ad·venùture·some·ly 
adv.  —ad·venùture·some·ness n. 

ad·ven·tur·ess (4d-vHnùchNr-Vs) n.  A woman who seeks social and financial 

advancement by unscrupulous means. 

adventure travel (4d-vHnùchNr tr4vùNl) n.  Nontraditional, strenuous out-

door vacation travel, typically to remote places renowned for their natural beauty 

and involving activities such as camping, trekking, mountain and rock climbing, 

white-water rafting, sailing, diving, or viewing big game.   —adventure trav-
eler n. 

ad·ven·tur·ism (4d-vHnùchN-rVzÙNm) n.  Involvement in risky enterprises with-

out regard to proper procedures and possible consequences, especially the reck-

less intervention by a nation in the affairs of another nation or region: “American 

strategic interests would... be even more jeopardized by Soviet adventurism in the 

Middle East” (Christopher T. Rand).   —ad·venùtur·ist adj.  & n. 



ad·ven·tur·ous (4d-vHnùchNr-Ns) adj.  1. Inclined to undertake new and daring 

enterprises.  2. Hazardous; risky.   —ad·venùtur·ous·ly adv.  —ad·venù-
tur·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: adventurous, adventuresome, audacious, daredevil, daring, ven-

turesome. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “taking, willing to

take, or seeking out risks”: adventurous pioneers; an adventuresome prospector; an

audacious explorer; a daredevil test pilot; daring acrobats; a venturesome investor.

ad·verb (4dùvûrb) n.  Abbr. adv. Grammar. 1. A part of speech comprising a 

class of words that modify a verb, an adjective, or another adverb.  2. A word 

belonging to this class, such as rapidly in The dog runs rapidly.  [Middle English 

adverbe, from Old French, from Latin adverbium : ad-, in relation to; see AD- + 

verbum, word; see wer-5 in Appendix.]

ad·ver·bi·al (4d-vûrùbK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. adv. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being 

an adverb.   —ad·verùbi·al·ly adv. 

ad ver·bum (4d vûrùbNm) adv.  Word for word; verbatim.  [Latin  : ad, in accor-

dance with + verbum, word.]

ad·ver·sar·i·al (4dÙvNr-sârùK-Nl) adj.  Relating to or characteristic of an adver-

sary; involving antagonistic elements: “the chasm between management and labor 

in this country, an often needlessly adversarial... atmosphere” (Steve Lohr). 

ad·ver·sar·y (4dùvNr-sHrÙK) n.  pl. ad·ver·sar·ies. 1. An opponent; an enemy.  

See Synonyms at opponent.  2. Adversary. Theology. The Devil; Satan. Often 

used with the.  [Middle English adversarie, from Latin advers7rius, enemy, from 

adversus, against. See ADVERSE.]

ad·ver·sa·tive (4d-vûrùsN-tVv) adj.  Expressing antithesis or opposition:  the 

adversative conjunction but.   —  n.  A word that expresses antithesis or opposi-

tion.  [Latin advers7tXvus, from advers7tus, past participle of advers7rX, to oppose, 

from adversus, against. See ADVERSE.] —ad·verùsa·tive·ly adv. 

ad·verse (4d-vûrsù, 4dùvûrsÙ) adj.  1. Acting or serving to oppose; antagonistic:  

adverse criticism.  2. Contrary to one’s interests or welfare; harmful or unfavor-

able:  adverse circumstances.  3. Moving in an opposite or opposing direction:  

adverse currents.  4. Archaic. Placed opposite.  [Middle English, from Old French 

advers, from Latin adversus, past participle of advertere, to turn toward  : ad-, ad- 

+ vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] —ad·verseùly adv.  —ad·verseù-
ness n. 

ad·ver·si·ty (4d-vûrùsV-tK) n.  pl. ad·ver·si·ties. 1. A state of hardship or afflic-

tion; misfortune.  2. A calamitous event.  See Synonyms at misfortune. 
ad·vert1 (4d-vûrtù) v.  intr. ad·vert·ed, ad·vert·ing, ad·verts. To call atten-

tion; refer:  advert to a problem.  See Synonyms at refer.  [Middle English 



adverten, from Old French advertir, to notice, from Latin advertere, to turn 

toward. See ADVERSE.]

ad·vert2 (4dùvûrt) n.  Chiefly British. An advertisement. 

ad·ver·tise (4dùvNr-tXzÙ) v.  ad·ver·tised, ad·ver·tis·ing, ad·ver·tis·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To make public announcement of, especially to proclaim the qualities or 

advantages of (a product or business) so as to increase sales.  See Synonyms at 

announce.  2. To make known; call attention to:  advertised my intention to 

resign.  3. To warn or notify: “This event advertises me that there is such a fact as 

death” (Henry David Thoreau).   —  v.  intr. 1. To call the attention of the public 

to a product or business.  2. To inquire or seek in a public notice, as in a newspa-

per:  advertise for an apartment.  [Middle English advertisen, to notify, from Old 

French advertir, advertiss-, to notice. See ADVERT
1.] —adùver·tisÙer n. 

ad·ver·tise·ment (4dÙvNr-tXzùmNnt, 4d-vûrùtVs-, -tVz-) n.  Abbr. adv., advt. 
1. The act of advertising.  2. A notice, such as a poster, newspaper display, or paid 

announcement in the electronic media, designed to attract public attention or 

patronage. 

ad·ver·tis·ing (4dùvNr-tXÙzVng) n.  1. The activity of attracting public attention 

to a product or business, as by paid announcements in print or on the air.  2. The 

business of designing and writing advertisements for publication or broadcast.  

3. Advertisements considered as a group:  This paper takes no advertising. 

ad·vice (4d-vXsù) n.  1. Opinion about what could or should be done about a sit-

uation or problem; counsel.  2.  Often advices. Information communicated; 

news:  advices from an ambassador.  [Middle English avis, advice, from Old French 

avis, from (ester) a vis, to seem  : a, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + vis, seen (from 

Latin vXsum, what seems (good), from neuter past participle of vidKre, to see); see 

weid- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: advice, counsel, recommendation. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “an opinion as to a decision or course of action”: sound advice for

those looking for work; accepted the counsel of her attorney; refused to follow his

recommendation. See also Synonyms at news

ad·vis·a·ble (4d-vXùzN-bNl) adj.  Worthy of being recommended or suggested; 

prudent.   —ad·visÙa·bilùi·ty, ad·visùa·ble·ness n.  —ad·visùa·bly adv. 

ad·vise (4d-vXzù) v.  ad·vised, ad·vis·ing, ad·vis·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To offer 

advice to; counsel.  2. To recommend; suggest:  advised patience.  3. Usage Prob-

lem. To inform; notify.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take counsel; consult:  She advised with 

her associates.  2. To offer advice.  [Middle English avisen, advisen, from Old 

French aviser, from avis, advice. See ADVICE.]

SYNONYMS: advise, counsel, recommend. The central meaning shared by these



verbs is “to give recommendations to someone about a decision or course of ac-

tion”: advised him to take advantage of the opportunity; will counsel her to be pru-

dent; recommended that we wait. See also Synonyms at confer 
USAGE NOTE: The use of advise in the sense of “inform, notify,” was found

acceptable by a majority of the Usage Panel in an earlier survey, but many mem-

bers would prefer that this usage be restricted to business correspondence and

legal contexts. Thus one may say The suspects were advised of their rights, but it

would be considered pretentious to say You’d better advise your friends that the

date of the picnic has been changed.

ad·vised (4d-vXzdù) adj.  1. Thought out; considered. Often used in combina-

tion:  well-advised; ill-advised.  2. Informed:  Keep me advised of further develop-

ments. 

ad·vis·ed·ly (4d-vXùzVd-lK) adv.  With careful consideration; deliberately. 

ad·vi·see (4d-vX-zKù) n.  One that is advised. 

ad·vise·ment (4d-vXzùmNnt) n.  Careful consideration:  Your request will be 

taken under advisement. 

ad·vis·er  or ad·vi·sor (4d-vXùzNr) n.  1. One that advises, such as a person or 

firm that offers official or professional advice to clients.  2. An educator who 

advises students in academic and personal matters. 

ad·vi·so·ry (4d-vXùzN-rK) adj.  Abbr. adv. 1. Empowered to advise:  an advisory 

committee.  2. Relating to or containing advice, especially a warning:  an advisory 

memorandum regarding airworthiness.   —  n.  pl. ad·vi·so·ries. A report giving 

information, especially a warning:  a weather advisory. 

ad·vo·ca·cy (4dùvN-kN-sK) n.  The act of pleading or arguing in favor of some-

thing, such as a cause, an idea, or a policy; active support. 

advocacy journalism (4dùvN-kN-sK jûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  Journalism in which 

the writer or the publication expresses a subjective view or promotes a certain 

cause.   —advocacy journalist n. 

advocacy tank (4dùvN-kN-sK t4ngk) n.  A research and problem-solving insti-

tution functioning essentially as a lobby in that it attempts, through seminars and 

studies, to persuade legislators to adopt the views held by its staff, as on matters of 

foreign policy, economics, defense, or human rights. 

ad·vo·cate (4dùvN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ad·vo·cat·ed, ad·vo·cat·ing, ad·vo·cates. To 

speak, plead, or argue in favor of.  See Synonyms at support.   —  n.  (-kVt, -k7tÙ) 

1. One that argues for a cause; a supporter or defender:  an advocate of civil rights.  

2. One that pleads in another’s behalf; an intercessor:  advocates for abused chil-

dren and spouses.  3. A lawyer.  [From Middle English advocat, lawyer, from Old 

French advocat, from Latin advoc7tus, past participle of advoc7re, to summon for 

counsel  : ad-, ad- + voc7re, to call; see wekw- in Appendix.] —adùvo·caÙtor n.  

—ad·vocùa·toÙry (4d-vmkùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, 4dùvN-kN-) adj. 



ad·vow·son (4d-vouùzNn) n.  The right in English ecclesiastical law of presenta-

tion to a vacant benefice.  [Middle English avouson, from Old French avoeson, 

from Medieval Latin advoc7tia, from Latin advoc7tio, a summoning, from 

advoc7re, to summon. See ADVOCATE.]

advt. abbr.  Advertisement. 

Ad·wa (ädùwN, 4dù-) also A·du·wa  or A·do·wa (äùdN-wN, 4dùN-)  A town of 

northern Ethiopia south of Asmara. Emperor Menelik II decisively defeated the 

Italians here in 1896 to secure recognition of Ethiopia’s independence. Popula-

tion, 21,107. 

ad·y·na·mi·a (4dÙN-n7ùmK-N) n.  Loss of strength or vigor, usually because of 

disease.  [A-1 + DYNAM(ISM) + -IA
1.] —adÙy·namùic (-n4mùVk) adj. 

ad·y·tum (4dùV-tNm) n.  pl. ad·y·ta (-tN). The sanctum in an ancient temple.  

[Latin, from Greek aduton, from adutos, not to be entered  : a-, not; see A-1 + 

duein, to enter.]

adz  or adze (4dz) n.  An axlike tool with a curved blade at right angles to the 

handle, used for dressing wood.  [Middle English adese, from Old English adesa.]

Ad·zhar·i·a (N-järùK-N)  or Ad·zhar·i·stan (N-järùV-st4nÙ, ƒjÙN-ryV-stänù)  A 

region of southwest Georgia bordering on the Black Sea and Turkey. Colonized by 

the Greeks in the fourth and fifth centuries B.C., it was ruled by the Romans and 

the Turks before its acquisition by Russia in 1878.   —Ad·zharù (N-järù) n.  

—Ad·zharùi·an adj.  & n. 

ad·zu·ki bean (4d-zuùkK bKn) also ad·su·ki bean (-suù-, -zuù-)  or 

a·zu·ki bean (N-zuù-) n.  1. An erect or twining East Asian herb (Vigna angu-

laris) of the pea family, having edible sprouts and reddish seeds used to make 

flour.  2. A seed of this plant.  [Japanese azuki, from Chinese xi5o dòu : xi5o, 

small + dòu, bean.]

aech·me·a (Kk-mKùN, KkùmK-N) n.  Any of various tropical American bromeliads 

of the genus Aechmea, grown indoors for their attractive, often patterned leaves 

and showy bracts.  [New Latin, from Greek aikhmK, point of a spear.]

ae·ci·o·spore (KùsK-N-spôrÙ, -sporÙ, -shK-) n.  A binucleate spore of a rust fun-

gus, formed in a chainlike series in an aecium.  [AECI(UM) + SPORE.]

ae·ci·um (KùsK-Nm, KùshK-) n.  pl. ae·ci·a (-sK-N, -shK-N). A cuplike structure of 

some rust fungi that contains chains of aeciospores.  [New Latin, from Greek 

aikia, injury, from aeikKs, unseemly, injurious.] —aeùci·al (KùsK-Nl, -shK-) adj. 

a·e·des (7-KùdKz) n.  pl. aedes. A mosquito of the genus Aëdes, including A. 

aegypti, which transmits diseases such as yellow fever and dengue.  Also called 

yellow-fever mosquito [New Latin AKdKs, genus name, from Greek aKdKs, unpleas-

ant  : a-, not; see A-1 + Kdos, pleasure; see sw7d- in Appendix.] —a·eùdine (-dXn, 

-dKn) adj. 



ae·dile (KùdXlÙ) n.  An elected official of ancient Rome who was responsible for 

public works and games and who supervised markets, the grain supply, and the 

water supply.  [Latin aedilis, from aedKs, house.]

Ae·ga·de·an Isles (K-g7ùdKÙNn Xlz) also Ae·ga·tes (-tKz)  See Egadi Islands. 
Ae·ge·an (V-jKùNn) adj.  Of or relating to the Bronze Age civilization that flour-

ished in the Aegean area, as at Crete. 

Aegean Sea (V-jKùNn sK)  An arm of the Mediterranean Sea off southeast 

Europe between Greece and Turkey. The numerous Aegean Islands dotting the 

sea include the Cyclades, the Dodecanese, and the Sporades. Most of the islands 

belong to Greece. 

Ae·geus (Kùjus, KùjK-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Athens and the father of 

Theseus. 

Ae·gi·na (V-jXùnN)  An island off southeast Greece in the Saronic Gulf of the 

Aegean Sea near Athens. It was a prosperous maritime city-state in the fifth cen-

tury B.C. but declined after its defeat by Athens and the expulsion of its popula-

tion. The first Greek coins were struck here. 

Aeg·ir (4gùNr, HjùVr) n.  Mythology. The Norse god of the sea. 

ae·gis also e·gis (KùjVs) n.  1. Protection:  a child whose welfare is now under the 

aegis of the courts.  2. Sponsorship; patronage:  a concert held under the aegis of the 

parents’ association.  3. Greek Mythology. The shield or breastplate of Zeus, later 

an attribute of Athena, carrying at its center the head of Medusa.  [Latin, from 

Greek aigis.]

Ae·gis·thus (V-jVsùthNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The son of Thyestes and lover of 

Clytemnestra. He helped Clytemnestra kill her husband Agamemnon upon 

Agamemnon’s return from the Trojan War. 

Ae·gos·pot·a·mi (KÙgNs-pmtùN-mXÙ)  or Ae·gos·pot·a·mos (-mmsÙ)  A small 

river and ancient town of southern Thrace in present-day western Turkey. The 

culminating battle of the Peloponnesian War, in which Lysander and the Spartans 

destroyed the Athenian fleet, took place at the mouth of the river in 405 B.C. 

Ael·fric (4lùfrVk), Also called “Grammaticus.” 955?-1020?.  Anglo-Saxon abbot 

who is considered the greatest Old English prose writer. His works include Catho-

lic Homilies, Lives of the Saints, and a Latin grammar. 

-aemia suff.  Variant of -emia. 
Ae·ne·as (V-nKùNs) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The Trojan hero of 

Virgil’s epic poem, the Aeneid, and son of Anchises and Aphrodite. He escaped 

the sack of Troy and wandered for seven years before settling in Italy. 

a·e·ne·ous  or a·e·ne·us (7-KùnK-Ns) adj.  Brassy or golden green in color.  

[From Latin aKneus, of bronze, from aes, bronze. See ayes- in Appendix.]

Ae·o·li·a (K-oùlK-N)  See Aeolis. 
Ae·o·li·an (K-oùlK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Aeolis or its people or culture.  

2. Greek Mythology. Of or relating to Aeolus.  3. aeolian. Variant of eolian.  —  



n.  1. One of a Hellenic people of central Greece that occupied Aeolis and Lesbos 

around 1100 B.C.  2.  See Aeolic (n., sense 1). 

Aeolian harp (K-oùlK-Nn härp) n.  Music. An instrument consisting of an open 

box over which are stretched strings that sound when the wind passes over them.  

Also called wind harp [From AEOLIAN, relating to Aeolus, god of the winds.]

Aeolian Islands (K-oùlK-Nn XùlNndz)  See Lipari Islands. 
Ae·ol·ic (K-mlùVk) n.  1. A group of dialects of ancient Greek spoken by the Aeo-

lians.  Also called Aeolian 2. Any of several verse forms built around a central 

choriamb, used especially by Sappho, Alcaeus, and their imitators. 

Ae·o·lis (KùN-lVs)  or Ae·o·li·a (K-oùlK-N)  An ancient region of the western coast 

of Asia Minor in present-day Turkey. It was made up of a group of cities founded 

by the Aeolians c. 1100 B.C. 

Ae·o·lus (KùN-lNs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The god of the winds.  2. A king of 

Thessaly and ancestor of the Aeolians. 

ae·on (KùmnÙ, KùNn) n.  Variant of eon. 
ae·o·ni·an (K-oùnK-Nn) adj.  Variant of eonian. 
ae·py·or·nis (KÙpK-ôrùnVs) n.  A genus of extinct, large, flightless birds native to 

Madagascar.  [New Latin Aepyornis, genus name  : Greek aipus, high + Greek 

ornis, bird; see or- in Appendix.]

ae·quor·in (K-kwôrùVn, K-kwmrù-) n.  A protein secreted by certain jellyfish that 

interacts with seawater to produce bioluminescent light.  [New Latin Aequorea, 

jellyfish genus (from Latin aequoreus, of the sea, from aequor, smooth surface, 

from aequus, smooth) + -IN.]

aer- pref.  Variant of aero-. 
aer·ate (ârù7t) v.  tr. aer·at·ed, aer·at·ing, aer·ates. 1. To supply or charge 

(liquid) with a gas, especially to charge with carbon dioxide.  2. To expose to the 

circulation of air for purification.  3. To expose (a tissue) to oxygen, as in the oxy-

genation of the blood by respiration.   —aer·aùtion n. 

aer·a·tor (ârù7ÙtNr) n.  One that aerates, as a machine for aerating turf or a 

device for aerating liquids. 

aer·en·chy·ma (â-rHngùkN-mN) n.  A spongy tissue with large air spaces found 

between the cells of the stems and leaves of aquatic plants, providing buoyancy 

and allowing the circulation of gases.  [New Latin  : AER(O)- + Greek enkhuma, 

filling (from enkhein, to pour in  : en-, in; see en-2 + khein, to pour); see CHYME.]

aer·i·al (ârùK-Nl, 7-îrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, in, or caused by the air.  2. Living in the air.  

3. Reaching high into the air; lofty.  4. Suggestive of air, as in lightness; airy.  

5. Unsubstantial; imaginary.  6. Of, for, or by means of aircraft:  aerial photogra-

phy.  7. Botany. Growing or borne above the ground or water:  aerial roots.   —  n.  

(ârùK-Nl) See antenna (n., sense 2).  [From Latin 7erius, from Greek aerios, from 

aKr, air. See wer-1 in Appendix.]



aer·i·al·ist (ârùK-N-lVst) n.  An acrobat who performs in the air, as on a trapeze or 

tightrope. 

aerial ladder (ârùK-Nl l4dùNr) n.  A ladder that can be extended to reach high 

places, especially one mounted on a fire engine. 

aerial yam (ârùK-Nl y4m) n.  See air potato. 
aer·ie  or aer·y also ey·rie  or eyr·y (ârùK, îrùK) n.  pl. aer·ies. 1. The nest of a 

bird, such as an eagle, built on a cliff or other high place.  2. A house or strong-

hold perched on a height.  [Medieval Latin aeria, from Old French aire, from 

Latin 7rea, open space, threshing-floor.]

aer·o (ârùo) adj.  Aerodynamic in styling. Used especially of an automobile or a 

van. 

aero-  or aer- pref.  1. a. Air; atmosphere:  aeroballistics.  b. Gas:  aerosol.   

2. Aviation:  aeronautics.  [Greek, from aKr, air. See wer-1 in Appendix.]

aer·o·al·ler·gen (ârÙo-4lùNr-jNn) n.  Any of various airborne substances, such 

as pollen or spores, that can cause an allergic response. 

aer·o·bal·lis·tics (ârÙo-bN-lVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Ballistics, espe-

cially of missiles, in the atmosphere.   —aerÙo·bal·lisùtic adj. 

aer·o·bat·ics (ârÙN-b4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Spectacular stunts, 

such as rolls and loops, performed in an airplane or glider.  [AERO- + (ACRO)BAT-

ICS.] —aerùo·batÙ n.  —aerÙo·batùic adj. 

aer·obe (ârùobÙ) n.  An organism, such as a bacterium, requiring oxygen to live.  

Also called aerobium [French aérobie : Greek aKr, air; see AERO- + Greek bios, life; 

see gwei- in Appendix.]

aer·o·bic (â-roùbVk) adj.  1. Biology. a. Living or occurring only in the presence 

of oxygen:  aerobic bacteria.  b. Of or relating to aerobes.   2. Involving or 

improving oxygen consumption by the body:  aerobic exercise.  3. Relating to or 

used in aerobics:  aerobic shoes.   —aer·oùbi·cal·ly adv. 

aer·o·bi·cize (â-roùbV-sXzÙ) v.  intr. aer·o·bi·cized, aer·o·bi·ciz·ing, 
aer·o·bi·ciz·es. To perform vigorous exercise as part of a program to improve 

physical fitness. 

aer·o·bics (â-roùbVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. A system of physical 

conditioning designed to enhance circulatory and respiratory efficiency that 

involves vigorous, sustained exercise, such as jogging, swimming, or cycling, 

thereby improving the body’s utilization of oxygen.  2. A program of physical fit-

ness that involves such exercise.  [From AEROBIC.]

aer·o·bi·ol·o·gy (ârÙo-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of the sources, dispersion, and 

effects of airborne biological materials, such as pollen, spores, and microorgan-

isms.   —aerÙo·bi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —aerÙo·bi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

aer·o·bi·o·sis (ârÙo-bX-oùsVs) n.  Life sustained by an organism in the presence 

of air or oxygen.   —aerÙo·bi·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 

aer·o·bi·um (â-roùbK-Nm) n.  See aerobe.  [New Latin, from AEROBE.]



aer·o·cul·ture (ârùN-kƒlÙchNr) n.  See aeroponics.  [AERO- + (AGRI)CULTURE.]

aer·o·drome (ârùN-dromÙ) n.  Chiefly British. An airdrome. 

aer·o·dy·nam·ic (ârÙo-dX-n4mùVk) also aer·o·dy·nam·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of 

or relating to aerodynamics.  2. Styled with distinctively rounded edges so as to 

reduce wind drag and thereby increase fuel efficiency. Used especially of automo-

biles and vans.   —aerÙo·dy·namùi·cal·ly adv. 

aer·o·dy·nam·ics (ârÙo-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The dynamics 

of bodies moving relative to gases, especially the interaction of moving objects 

with the atmosphere.   —aerÙo·dy·namùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

aer·o·dyne (ârùN-dXnÙ) n.  A heavier-than-air aircraft deriving lift from motion.  

[AERO- + Greek dunamis, power from dunasthai, to be able. See deu-2 in Appen-

dix.]

aer·o·em·bo·lism (ârÙo-HmùbN-lVzÙNm) n.  Embolism that occurs as a result of 

the entrance of air bubbles into a blood vessel after surgical procedures or 

trauma. 

aer·o·foil (ârùN-foilÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of airfoil. 
aer·o·gram also aer·o·gramme (ârùN-gr4mÙ) n.  An air-mail letter in the form 

of a lightweight sheet of stationery that folds into its own envelope for mailing at 

a relatively low postage rate.  Also called air letter 

aer·o·lite (ârùN-lXtÙ) also aer·o·lith (-lVthÙ) n.  A chiefly siliceous meteorite.   
—aerÙo·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

aer·ol·o·gy (â-rmlùN-jK) n.  Meteorology of the total vertical extent of the atmo-

sphere as opposed to the study of the atmosphere near Earth’s surface.   
—aerÙo·logùic (ârÙN-lmjùVk), aerÙo·logùi·cal adj.  —aer·olùo·gist n. 

aer·o·mag·net·ics (ârÙo-m4g-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science 

of magnetic characteristics associated with atmospheric conditions.   
—aerÙo·mag·netùic adj.  —aerÙo·mag·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

aer·o·me·chan·ics (ârÙo-mV-k4nùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science 

of the motion and equilibrium of air and other gases, comprising aerodynamics 

and aerostatics.   —aerÙo·me·chanùi·cal adj.  —aerÙo·me·chanùi·cal·ly adv. 

aer·o·med·i·cine (ârÙo-mHdùV-sVn) n.  The medical study and treatment of 

physiological and psychological disorders associated with atmospheric or space 

flight.  Also called aerospace medicine, aviation medicine.  —aerÙo·medùi·cal (-

kNl) adj. 

aer·o·me·te·or·o·graph (ârÙo-mKÙtK-ôrùN-gr4fÙ, -mrù-) n.  An aircraft 

instrument for simultaneously recording temperature, atmospheric pressure, and 

humidity. 

aer·om·e·ter (â-rmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for determining the weight and 

density of air or another gas. 

aer·o·naut (ârùN-nôtÙ) n.  A pilot or navigator of a lighter-than-air craft, such 

as a balloon.  [AERO- + Greek nautKs, sailor; see n7u- in Appendix.]



aer·o·nau·tic (ârÙN-nôùtVk) also aer·o·nau·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating 

to aeronautics.   —aerÙo·nauùti·cal·ly adv. 

aer·o·nau·tics (ârÙN-nôùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The design and 

construction of aircraft.  2. The theory and practice of aircraft navigation. 

aer·o·neu·ro·sis (ârÙo-nt-roùsVs, -nyt-) n.  Nervous exhaustion from pro-

longed piloting of aircraft. 

aer·on·o·my (â-rmnùN-mK) n.  The study of the upper atmosphere, especially of 

regions of ionized gas.   —aer·onùo·mer n.  —aerÙo·nomùic, aerÙo·nomùi·cal 
adj.  —aer·onùo·mist n. 

aer·o·pause (ârùo-pôzÙ) n.  The region of the atmosphere above which aircraft 

cannot fly. 

aer·o·pha·gia (ârÙN-f7ùjN) n.  The abnormal, spasmodic swallowing of air, 

especially as a symptom of hysteria. 

aer·o·pho·bi·a (ârÙN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of air, especially drafts. 

aer·o·phore (ârùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ-) n.  A device to supply air to a nonbreathing 

infant or to a person in an environment where there is no oxygen, such as a closed 

mine or an underwater area. 

aer·o·phyte (ârùN-fXtÙ) n.  See epiphyte. 
aer·o·plane (ârÙN-pl7nÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of airplane. 
aer·o·pon·ics (ârÙN-pmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). A technique for grow-

ing plants without soil or hydroponic media. The plants are held above a system 

that constantly mists the roots with nutrient-laden water.  Also called aeroculture 

[AERO- + (HYDRO)PONICS.]

aer·o·sol (ârùN-sôlÙ, -smlÙ) n.  1. A gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid 

particles.  2. a. A substance, such as paint, a detergent, or an insecticide, pack-

aged under pressure with a gaseous propellant for release as a spray of fine parti-

cles.  b. An aerosol bomb.   [AERO- + SOL(UTION).]

aerosol bomb (ârùN-sôlÙ bmm) n.  A usually hand-held container or dispenser 

from which an aerosol is released. 

aer·o·space (ârùo-sp7sÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to Earth’s atmosphere and the 

space beyond.  2. Of or relating to the science or technology of flight.   
—aerùo·spaceÙ n. 

aerospace engineering (ârùo-sp7sÙ HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  Engineering related 

to aircraft and space vehicles. 

aerospace medicine (ârùo-sp7sÙ mHdùV-sVn) n.  See aeromedicine. 
aer·o·sphere (ârùo-sfîrÙ) n.  The lower portion of the atmosphere in which 

both uncrewed and crewed flight is possible. 

aer·o·stat (ârùo-st4tÙ) n.  An aircraft, especially a balloon or dirigible, deriving 

its lift from the buoyancy of surrounding air rather than from aerodynamic 

motion.  [French aérostat : Greek aKr, air; see AERO- + Greek statos, standing; see 

STATO-.] —aerÙo·statùic, aerÙo·statùi·cal adj. 



aer·o·stat·ics (ârÙo-st4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science of gases in 

equilibrium and of the equilibrium of balloons or aircraft under changing atmo-

spheric flight conditions. 

aer·o·tax·is (ârÙN-t4kùsVs) n.  Movement of an organism, especially a bacterium, 

toward or away from air or oxygen.   —aerÙo·tacùtic adj. 

aer·o·ther·mo·dy·nam·ics (ârÙo-thûrÙmo-dX-n4mùVks) n.  1. (used with a 

sing. verb). The study of the thermodynamics of gases, especially at high relative 

velocities.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The thermodynamics of such gases. 

aer·y1 (ârùK, 7ùN-rK) adj.  aer·i·er, aer·i·est. Ethereal.  [Latin 7erius, of the air. 

See AERIAL.]

aer·y2 (ârùK, îrùK) n.  Variant of aerie. 
Aes·chy·lus (HsùkN-lNs, KùskN-), 525-456 B.C.  Greek tragic dramatist whose plays 

were the first to include two actors in addition to the chorus. Only 7 of his 90 dra-

mas survive, including the Oresteia trilogy (458).   —AesÙchy·leùan (-lKùNn) adj. 

Aes·cu·la·pi·an (HsÙkyN-l7ùpK-Nn) adj.  Relating to the healing arts; medical. 

Aes·cu·la·pi·us (HsÙkyN-l7ùpK-Ns) n.  Roman Mythology. The god of medicine 

and healing.  [Latin, Greek AsklKpios.]

Ae·sir (7ùsîrÙ, 7ùzîrÙ) pl.n.  Mythology. The Norse gods.  [Old Norse, plural of 7ss, 

god. See ansu- in Appendix.]

Ae·sop (KùsNp, -smpÙ), Sixth century B.C.  Greek fabulist traditionally considered 

the author of Aesop’s Fables, including “The Tortoise and the Hare” and “The Fox 

and the Grapes.” 

Ae·so·pi·an (K-soùpK-Nn) also Ae·sop·ic (K-smpùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or char-

acteristic of the animal fables of Aesop.  2. So veiled in allegorical suggestions and 

hidden meanings as to elude political censorship: “They could express their views 

only in a diluted form, resorting to Aesopian hints and allusions” (Isaac Deutscher). 

aes·the·sia  or es·the·sia (Hs-thKùzhN) n.  The ability to feel or perceive.  [Back-

formation from ANESTHESIA.]

aes·thete  or es·thete (HsùthKt) n.  1. One who cultivates an unusually high 

sensitivity to beauty, as in art or nature.  2. One whose pursuit and admiration of 

beauty is regarded as excessive or affected.  [Back-formation from AESTHETIC.]

aes·thet·ic  or es·thet·ic (Hs-thHtùVk) adj.  1. Relating to the philosophy or the-

ories of aesthetics.  2. Of or concerning the appreciation of beauty or good taste:  

the aesthetic faculties.  3. Characterized by a heightened sensitivity to beauty.  

4. Artistic:  The play was an aesthetic success.  5. Informal. Conforming to 

accepted notions of good taste.   —  n.  1. A guiding principle in matters of artis-

tic beauty and taste; artistic sensibility: “a generous Age of Aquarius aesthetic that 

said that everything was art” (William Wilson).  2. An underlying principle, a set 

of principles, or a view often manifested by outward appearances or style of 

behavior: “What troubled him was the squalor of [the colonel’s] aesthetic” (Lewis 

H. Lapham).  [German ästhetisch, from New Latin aesthKticus, from Greek aisthK-



tikos, of sense perception, from aisthKta, perceptible things, from aisthanesthai, to 

perceive. See au- in Appendix.] —aes·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

aes·the·ti·cian  or es·the·ti·cian (HsÙthV-tVshùNn) n.  1. One versed in the the-

ory of beauty and artistic expression.  2. One skilled in giving facials, massages, 

depilations, manicures, pedicures, and other beauty treatments. 

aes·thet·i·cism  or es·thet·i·cism (Hs-thHtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. Devotion to and 

pursuit of the beautiful; sensitivity to artistic beauty and refined taste.  2. The 

doctrine that beauty is the basic principle from which all other principles, espe-

cially moral ones, are derived.  3. The belief that art and artists have no obligation 

other than to strive for beauty. 

aes·thet·i·cize also es·thet·i·cize (Hs-thHtùN-sXzÙ) v.  tr. aes·thet·i·cized, 
aes·thet·i·ciz·ing, aes·thet·i·ciz·es. To depict in an idealized or artistic man-

ner: “When they range too far from experience, aestheticize life too much, the pic-

tures are disappointing” (Village Voice). 

aes·thet·ics  or es·thet·ics (Hs-thHtùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). a. The 

branch of philosophy that deals with the nature and expression of beauty, as in 

the fine arts.  b. In Kantian philosophy, the branch of metaphysics concerned 

with the laws of perception.   2. (used with a sing. verb). The study of the psycho-

logical responses to beauty and artistic experiences.  3. (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). A conception of what is artistically valid or beautiful:  minimalist aesthetics.  

4. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). An artistically beautiful or pleasing appearance: 

“They’re looking for quality construction, not aesthetics” (Ron Schram). 

aes·ti·val (HsùtN-vNl) adj.  Variant of estival. 
aes·ti·vate (HsùtN-v7tÙ) v.  Variant of estivate. 
aes·ti·va·tion (HsÙtN-v7ùshNn) n.  Variant of estivation. 
Aeth·el·red II (HthùNl-rHdÙ)  See Ethelred II. 
Ae·ther (KùthNr) n.  Greek Mythology. The poetic personification of the clear 

upper air breathed by the Olympians.  [Latin, from Greek aithKr, upper air.]

ae·ti·ol·o·gy (KÙtK-mlùN-jK) n.  Variant of etiology. 
Aet·na (HtùnN), Mount. See Mount Etna. 
Ae·to·li·a (K-toùlK-N, -tolùyN)  An ancient region of central Greece north of the 

Gulfs of Corinth and Calydon (Patras). Aetolia was briefly significant in Greek 

history after the formation in 290 B.C. of the Aetolian League, a military confed-

eration that was defeated by the Achaeans later in the third century.   
—Ae·toùli·an adj.  & n. 

AF abbr.  1. Air force.  2. Audio frequency. 

af- pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

a·far (N-färù) adv.  From, at, or to a great distance:  saw it afar off; traveled afar.   
—  n.  A long distance:  Tales from afar.  [Middle English afer, from on fer, far, 

and from of fer, from afar  from Old English feor, far. See FAR.]

A·fars and Is·sas (N-färsù 4nd XùsNs)  See Djibouti (sense 1). 



AFB abbr.  Air force base. 

AFDC abbr.  Aid to Families with Dependent Children. 

a·feard also a·feared (N-fîrdù) adj.  New England & Upper Southern U.S. & 

Ozarks. Afraid.  [Middle English afered, from Old English 7f<red, past participle 

of 7f<ran, to frighten  : 7-, intensive pref. + f<ran, to frighten (from f<r, dan-

ger); see FEAR.]

a·feb·rile (7-fHbùrNl, 7-fKùbrNl) adj.  Having no fever. 

af·fa·ble (4fùN-bNl) adj.  1. Easy and pleasant to speak to; approachable.  See 

Synonyms at amiable.  2. Gentle and gracious:  an affable smile.  [Middle 

English affabil, from Old French affable, from Latin aff7bilis, from aff7rX, to 

speak to  : ad-, ad- + f7rX, to speak; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —afÙfa·bilùi·ty n.  

—afùfa·bly adv. 

af·fair (N-fârù) n.  1. Something done or to be done; business.  2. affairs. Trans-

actions and other matters of professional or public business:  affairs of state.  

3. a. An occurrence, an event, or a matter:  The senator’s death was a tragic affair.  

b. A social function.   4. An object or a contrivance:  Their first car was a ram-

shackle affair.  5. A matter of personal concern.  6. affairs. Personal business:  get 

one’s affairs in order.  7. A matter causing public scandal and controversy:  the 

Dreyfus affair.  8. A romantic and sexual relationship, sometimes one of brief 

duration, between two people who are not married to each other.  [Middle 

English affaire, from Old French afaire, from a faire, to do  : a, to (from Latin 

ad); see AD- + faire, to do (from facere); see dhK- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: affair, business, concern, lookout. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “something that involves one personally”: I won’t comment on that;

it’s not my affair. That’s none of your business. Mind your own concerns. It’s your

lookout to see that your application is filed on time.

af·faire d’a·mour (ä-fârù dä-mtrù) n.  pl. af·faires d’a·mour (ä-fârù dä-

mtrù). A love affair.  [French  : affaire, affair + de, of + amour, love.]

af·faire de coeur (ä-fârù dN kœrù) n.  pl. af·faires de coeur (ä-fârù dN 

kœrÙ). A love affair.  [French  : affaire, affair + de, of + cœur, heart.]

af·faire d’hon·neur (ä-fârÙ dô-nœrù) n.  pl. af·faires d’hon·neur (ä-fârÙ 

dô-nœrù). An affair of honor; a duel.  [French  : affaire, affair + de, of + honneur, 

honor.]

af·fect1 (N-fHktù) v.  tr. af·fect·ed, af·fect·ing, af·fects. 1. To have an influ-

ence on or effect a change in:  Inflation affects the buying power of the dollar.  2. To 

act on the emotions of; touch or move.  3. To attack or infect, as a disease:  Rheu-

matic fever can affect the heart.   —  n.  (4fùHktÙ) 1. Psychology. a. A feeling or 

emotion as distinguished from cognition, thought, or action.  b. A strong feeling 



having active consequences.   2. Obsolete. A disposition, feeling, or tendency.  

[Latin afficere, affect-  : ad-, ad- + facere, to do; see dhK- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: affect, influence, impress, touch, move, strike. These verbs are com-

pared as they mean to produce a mental or emotional effect. To affect is to act

upon a person’s emotions: The adverse criticism the book received didn’t affect the

author one way or another. Influence implies a degree of control or sway over the

thinking and actions, as well as the emotions, of another: “Humanity is profoundly

influenced by what you do” (John Paul II). To impress is to produce a marked, deep,

often enduring effect: “The Tibetan landscape particularly impressed him” (Doris

Kerns Quinn). Touch usually means to arouse a tender response, such as love, grat-

itude, or compassion: “The tributes [to the two deceased musicians] were fitting

and touching” (Daniel Cariaga). Move suggests profound emotional effect that

sometimes leads to action or has a further consequence: The account of her expe-

riences as a refugee moved us to tears. Strike implies keenness or force of mental

response to a stimulus: I was struck by the sudden change in his behavior. 

USAGE NOTE: Affect1 and effect have no senses in common. As a verb affect1

is most commonly used in the sense of “to influence” (how smoking affects health).

Effect means “to bring about or execute”: layoffs designed to effect savings. Thus

the sentence These measures may affect savings could imply that the measures may

reduce savings that have already been realized, whereas These measures may effect

savings implies that the measures will cause new savings to come about.

af·fect2 (N-fHktù) v.  tr. af·fect·ed, af·fect·ing, af·fects. 1. To put on a false 

show of; simulate:  affected a British accent.  See Synonyms at pretend.  2. a. To 

have or show a liking for:  affects dramatic clothes.  b. Archaic. To fancy; love.   

3. To tend to by nature; tend to assume:  a substance that affects crystalline form.  

4. To imitate; copy: “Spenser, in affecting the ancients, writ no language” (Ben Jon-

son).  [Middle English affecten, from Latin affect7re, to strive after, frequentative 

of afficere, affect-, to affect, influence. See AFFECT
1.] —af·fectùer n. 

af·fec·ta·tion (4fÙHk-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A show, pretense, or display.  

2. a. Behavior that is assumed rather than natural; artificiality.  b. A particular 

habit, as of speech or dress, adopted to give a false impression.   [Latin affect7tio, 

affect7tion-, from affect7tus, past participle of affect7re, to strive after. See 

AFFECT
2.]

SYNONYMS: affectation, pose, air, mannerism. These nouns refer to personal

behavior assumed for effect. An affectation is an artificial habit, as of speech or

dress, that is often adopted in imitation of an admired person and that can be

identified by others as being unnatural: “His [Arthur Rubinstein’s] playing

stripped away... the affectations and exaggerations that characterized Chopin inter-



pretation before his arrival” (Michael Kimmelman). Pose denotes an attitude

adopted with the aim of calling favorable attention to oneself or making an im-

pression on other people: His humility is only a pose. Air, meaning a distinctive

but intangible quality, does not always imply sham: an air of authority. In the plu-

ral, however, it suggests affectation and especially a wish to seem more important

than is actually the case: Don’t put on airs. Mannerism denotes an idiosyncratic

trait, manner, or quirk, often one that others find obtrusive and distracting: He

had a mannerism of closing his eyes as he talked, as if he were deep in thought.

af·fect·ed1 (N-fHkùtVd) adj.  1. Acted upon, influenced, or changed.  

2. Emotionally stirred or moved.  3. Infected or attacked, as by disease.  [From 

AFFECT
1.]

af·fect·ed2 (N-fHkùtVd) adj.  1. Assumed or simulated to impress others:  an 

affected accent.  2. Speaking or behaving in an artificial way to make an impres-

sion.  3. Disposed or inclined.  [From AFFECT
2.] —af·fectùed·ly adv.  

—af·fectùed·ness n. 

af·fect·ing (N-fHkùtVng) adj.  Inspiring or capable of inspiring strong emotion; 

moving.  See Synonyms at moving.  [From AFFECT
1.] —af·fectùing·ly adv. 

af·fec·tion (N-fHkùshNn) n.  1. A tender feeling toward another; fondness.  See 

Synonyms at love.  2.  Often affections. Feeling or emotion:  an unbalanced 

state of affections.  3. A disposition to feel, do, or say; a propensity.  4. Obsolete. 

Prejudice; partiality.  [Middle English affeccioun, from Old French affection, from 

Latin affectio, affection-, from affectus, past participle of afficere, to affect, influ-

ence. See AFFECT
1.] —af·fecùtion·al adj.  —af·fecùtion·al·ly adv. 

af·fec·tion·ate (N-fHkùshN-nVt) adj.  1. Having or showing fond feelings or 

affection; loving and tender.  2. Obsolete. Inclined or disposed.   —af·fecù-
tion·ate·ly adv.  —af·fecùtion·ate·ness n. 

af·fec·tive (N-fHkùtVv) adj.  1. Psychology. Influenced by or resulting from the 

emotions:  affective disorders.  2. Concerned with or arousing feelings or emo-

tions; emotional.   —af·fecùtive·ly adv.  —afÙfec·tivùi·ty (4fÙHk-tVvùV-tK) n. 

af·fect·less (4fùfHktÙlVs) adj.  Having or showing no emotion; unfeeling: “Mass-

culture banality is killing our souls and making everybody affectless” (New Yorker).   
—afùfectÙless·ness n. 

af·fen·pin·scher (4fùNn-pVnÙshNr) n.  A breed of small dogs of European ori-

gin, having wiry, shaggy hair and a tufted muzzle.  [German  : Affe, ape (from 

Middle High German, from Old High German affo) + Pinscher, a type of dog 

with ears operated on or “pinched” to make them stand up (from English 

PINCH).]

af·fer·ent (4fùNr-Nnt) adj.  Carrying inward to a central organ or section, as 

nerves that conduct impulses from the periphery of the body to the brain or spi-



nal cord.  [Latin afferKns, afferent- present participle of afferre, to bring toward  : 

ad-, ad- + ferre, to bring; see bher-1 in Appendix.] —afùfer·ent·ly adv. 

af·fi·ance (N-fXùNns) v.  tr. af·fi·anced, af·fi·anc·ing, af·fi·anc·es. To bind in 

a pledge of marriage; betroth.  [From Middle English affiaunce, assurance, from 

Old French, from affier, to trust to, from Medieval Latin affXd7re : Latin ad-, ad- 

+ Latin fXdus, faithful; see bheidh- in Appendix.]

af·fi·ant (N-fXùNnt) n.  Law. One who makes an affidavit.  [From affy, to make 

affidavit, from Middle English affien, to trust, from Old French affier, to prom-

ise. See AFFIANCE.]

af·fi·da·vit (4fÙV-d7ùvVt) n.  Law. A written declaration made under oath before 

a notary public or other authorized officer.  [Medieval Latin affXd7vit, from third 

person sing. past tense of Latin affXd7re, to pledge. See AFFIANCE.]

af·fil·i·ate (N-fVlùK-7tÙ) v.  af·fil·i·at·ed, af·fil·i·at·ing, af·fil·i·ates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To adopt or accept as a member, subordinate associate, or branch.  2. To asso-

ciate (oneself) as a subordinate, subsidiary, employee, or member:  affiliated her-

self with a new law firm.  3. To assign the origin of.   —  v.  intr. To become closely 

connected or associated:  The two unions voted to affiliate.   —  n.  (-K-Vt, -7tÙ) A 

person, an organization, or an establishment associated with another as a subor-

dinate, subsidiary, or member:  network affiliates.  [Medieval Latin affXli7re, to 

adopt  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin fXlius, son; see dhK(i)- in Appendix.] 
—af·filÙi·aùtion n. 

af·fine (N-fXnù) adj.  Mathematics. 1. Of or relating to a transformation of coor-

dinates that is equivalent to a translation, contraction, or expansion with respect 

to a fixed origin and fixed coordinate system.  2. Of or relating to the geometry 

of affine transformations.  [French affin, closely related, from Old French. See 

AFFINED.]

af·fined (N-fXndù) adj.  1. Linked by a very close relationship.  2. Beholden to 

another; bound.  [French affiné, from Old French affin, closely related, from 

Latin affXnis, related by marriage  : ad-, ad- + fXnis, boundary.]

af·fin·i·ty (N-fVnùV-tK) n.  pl. af·fin·i·ties. 1. A natural attraction or feeling of 

kinship.  2. Relationship by marriage.  3. An inherent similarity between persons 

or things.  See Synonyms at likeness.  4. Biology. A relationship or resemblance 

in structure between species that suggests a common origin.  5. Immunology. The 

attraction between an antigen and an antibody.  6. Chemistry. An attraction or 

force between particles that causes them to combine.  [Middle English affinite, 

from Old French afinite, from Latin affXnit7s, from affXnis, related by marriage. 

See AFFINED.]

USAGE NOTE: In the sense of “attraction,” affinity may be followed by of, be-

tween, or with. Thus one may speak of the close affinity of James and Samuel, or

of the affinity between James and Samuel, or of James’s affinity with Samuel. In its



chemical use affinity is generally followed by for: a dye with an affinity for syn-

thetic fabrics. In general usage affinity should not be used as a simple synonym

for liking. In an earlier survey, a majority of the Usage Panel rejected the example

Her affinity for living in California led her to reject a chance to return to New York.

affinity group (N-fVnùV-tK grup) n.  A group of people who share a common 

interest, background, or goal. 

af·firm (N-fûrmù) v.  af·firmed, af·firm·ing, af·firms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To declare 

positively or firmly; maintain to be true.  See Synonyms at assert.  2. To support 

or uphold the validity of; confirm.   —  v.  intr. Law. To declare solemnly and for-

mally but not under oath.  [Middle English affermen, from Old French afermer, 

from Latin affirm7re : ad-, ad- + firm7re, to strengthen (from firmus, strong); see 

dher- in Appendix.] —af·firmùa·ble adj.  —af·firmùa·bly adv.  —af·firùmant 
adj. , n.  —af·firmùer n. 

af·fir·ma·tion (4fÙNr-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of affirming or the state of being 

affirmed; assertion.  2. Something declared to be true; a positive statement or 

judgment.  3. Law. A solemn declaration given in place of a sworn statement by a 

person who conscientiously objects to taking an oath. 

af·fir·ma·tive (N-fûrùmN-tVv) adj.  1. Asserting that something is true or cor-

rect, as with the answer “yes”:  an affirmative reply.  2. Giving assent or approval; 

confirming:  an affirmative vote.  3. Positive; optimistic:  an affirmative outlook.  

4. Logic. Of, relating to, or being a proposition in which the predicate affirms 

something about the subject, such as the statement apples have seeds.   —  n.  1. A 

word or statement of agreement or assent, such as the word yes.  2. The side in a 

debate that upholds the proposition:  Her team will speak for the affirmative.   —  
adv.  Informal. Used in place of the response “yes” to express confirmation or 

consent.   —af·firùma·tive·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: The expressions in the affirmative and in the negative, as in She

answered in the affirmative, are generally regarded as pompous. She answered yes

would be more acceptable even at the most formal levels of style.

affirmative action (N-fûrùmN-tVv 4kùshNn) n.  A policy or a program that 

seeks to redress past discrimination through active measures to ensure equal 

opportunity, as in education and employment. 

af·fix (N-fVksù) v.  tr. af·fixed, af·fix·ing, af·fix·es. 1. To secure to something; 

attach:  affix a label to a package.  2. To impute; attribute:  affix blame to him.  

3. To place at the end; append:  affix a postscript to a letter.  4. Grammar. To add 

as an affix.   —  n.  (4fùVksÙ) 1. Something that is attached, joined, or added; an 

appendage or addition.  2. Linguistics. A word element, such as a prefix or suffix, 

that can only occur attached to a base, stem, or root.  [Medieval Latin affix7re, 



frequentative of Latin affXgere, affix-  : ad-, ad- + fXgere, to fasten; see dhXgw- in 

Appendix.] —af·fixùa·ble adj.  —af·fixùer n. 

af·fla·tus (N-fl7ùtNs) n.  A strong creative impulse; divine inspiration.  [Latin 

affl7tus, from past participle of affl7re, to breathe on  : ad-, ad- + fl7re, to blow; 

see bhlK- in Appendix.]

af·flict (N-flVktù) v.  tr. af·flict·ed, af·flict·ing, af·flicts. To inflict grievous 

physical or mental suffering on.  [Middle English afflighten, from afflight, dis-

turbed, frightened, from Latin afflictum, past participle of afflXgere, to cast down 

 : ad-, ad- + flXgere, to strike.] —af·flictùer n.  —af·flicùtive adj.  —af·flicù-
tive·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: afflict, agonize, excruciate, rack, torment, torture. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to bring great harm or suffering to someone”:

afflicted with arthritis; agonizing pain; excruciating spasms of neuralgia; racked with

cancer; tormented by migraine headaches; tortured by painful emotions.

af·flic·tion (N-flVkùshNn) n.  1. A condition of pain, suffering, or distress.  See 

Synonyms at trial.  2. A cause of pain, suffering, or distress.  See Synonyms at 

burden1. 
af·flu·ence (4fùlu-Nns, N-fluù-) n.  1. A plentiful supply of material goods; 

wealth.  2. A great quantity; an abundance.  3. A flowing to or toward a point; 

afflux. 

af·flu·en·cy (4fùluÙNn-sK, N-fluù-) n.  Affluence. 

af·flu·ent (4fùlu-Nnt, N-fluù-) adj.  1. Generously supplied with money, prop-

erty, or possessions; prosperous or rich.  See Synonyms at rich.  2. Plentiful; 

abundant.  3. Flowing freely; copious.   —  n.  1. A stream or river that flows into 

a larger one; a tributary.  2. A person who is well-off financially: “the so-called 

emerging affluents” (Leslie Tweeton).  [Middle English, abundant, flowing, from 

Old French, from Latin affluKns, affluent- present participle of affluere, to 

abound in  : ad-, ad- + fluere, to flow; see bhleu- in Appendix.] —afùflu·ent·ly 
adv. 

af·flux (4fùlƒksÙ) n.  A flow to or toward an area, especially of blood or other 

fluid toward a body part:  an afflux of blood to the head.  [Medieval Latin affluxus, 

from Latin, past participle of affluere, to flow to. See AFFLUENT.]

af·ford (N-fôrdù, N-fordù) v.  tr. af·ford·ed, af·ford·ing, af·fords. 1. To have 

the financial means for; be able to meet the cost of:  not able to afford a new car.  

2. To be able to spare or give up:  can’t afford an hour for lunch.  3. To be able to 

do or bear without disadvantage or risk to oneself:  can afford to be tolerant.  4. To 

make available; provide:  a sport affording good exercise; a tree that affords ample 

shade.  [Middle English aforthen, from Old English geforthian, to carry out  : ge-, 



perfective pref.; see YCLEPT + forthian, to further (from forth, forth, forward); see 

per1 in Appendix.]

af·ford·a·ble (N-fôrùdN-bNl, N-forù-) adj.  That can be afforded:  affordable 

housing; an affordable risk.   —af·fordÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —af·fordùa·bly adv. 

af·for·est (N-fôrùVst, N-fmrù-) v.  tr. af·for·est·ed, af·for·est·ing, af·for·ests. 
To convert (open land) into a forest by planting trees or their seeds.  [Medieval 

Latin afforKst7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Medieval Latin forKst7re (from forKsta, forest); 

see FOREST.] —af·forÙes·taùtion n. 

af·fray (N-fr7ù) n.  A noisy quarrel or brawl.  See Synonyms at conflict.   —  v.  

tr. af·frayed, af·fray·ing, af·frays. Archaic. To frighten.  [Middle English, 

from Old French effrei, esfrei, from esfraier, esfreer, to disturb. See prX- in Appen-

dix.]

af·fri·cate (4fùrV-kVt) n.  Linguistics. A complex speech sound consisting of a 

stop consonant followed by a fricative; for example, the initial sounds of child and 

joy.  Also called affricative [Latin affric7tus, past participle of affric7re, to rub 

against  : ad-, ad- + fric7re, to rub.]

af·fric·a·tive (N-frVkùN-tVv) Linguistics. adj.  Of, relating to, or forming an affri-

cate.   —  n.  See affricate. 
af·fright (N-frXtù) v.  tr. af·fright·ed, af·fright·ing, af·frights. To arouse fear 

in; terrify: “Many of nature’s greatest oddities, that would affright dwellers up here, 

are accepted down there” (David Mazel).   —  n.  1. Great fear; terror.  2. A cause 

of terror.  [Middle English afrighten, from Old English 7fyrhtan : 7-, intensive 

pref. + fyrhtan, to frighten (from fyrhto, fright).] —af·frightùment n. 

af·front (N-frƒntù) v.  tr. af·front·ed, af·front·ing, af·fronts. 1. To insult 

intentionally, especially openly.  See Synonyms at offend.  2. a. To meet defi-

antly; confront.  b. Obsolete. To meet or encounter face to face.    —  n.  1. An 

open or intentional offense, slight, or insult:  Such behavior is an affront to society.  

2. Obsolete. A hostile encounter or meeting.  [Middle English afrounten, from 

Old French afronter : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin frons, front-, face; see FRONT.]

Aff·ton (4fùtNn)  A city of eastern Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. Population, 

21,106. 

af·fu·sion (N-fyuùzhNn) n.  A pouring on of liquid, as in baptism.  [Late Latin 

aff7sio, aff7sion-, from Latin aff7sus, past participle of affundere, to pour on  : 

ad-, ad- + fundere, to pour; see gheu- in Appendix.]

Afg. abbr.  Afghanistan. 

Af·ghan (4fùg4nÙ, -gNn) adj.  Of or relating to Afghanistan or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Afghanistan.  2.  See 

Pashto.  3. afghan. a. A coverlet or shawl of wool, knitted or crocheted in col-

orful geometric designs.  b. A carpet of similar design.   4. An Afghan hound.  

[Persian afgh7n, an Afghan.]



Afghan hound (4fùg4nÙ hound) n.  A large, slender hunting dog having long, 

thick hair, a pointed muzzle, and drooping ears. 

af·ghan·i (4f-g4nùK, -gäùnK) n.  A basic unit of currency in Afghanistan.  See 

Table at currency.  [Pashto.]

Af·ghan·i·stan (4f-g4nùV-st4nÙ) Abbr. Afg.  A landlocked country of south-

west-central Asia. Mostly arid and mountainous, the country depends on agricul-

ture; its mineral wealth is largely undeveloped. Since ancient times Afghanistan 

has been crisscrossed by invasion routes. Kabul is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 13,051,358. 

a·fi·cio·na·do (N-fVshÙK-N-näùdo, N-fVsÙK-, N-fKÙsK-) n.  pl. a·fi·cio·na·dos. An 

enthusiastic admirer or follower; a devotee or a fan: “West Coast aficionados of 

postwar coffee-shop architecture” (Karal Ann Marling).  [Spanish, past participle 

of aficionar, to induce a liking for, from afición, liking, from Latin affectio, affec-

tion-. See AFFECTION.]

a·field (N-fKldù) adv.  1. Off the usual or desired track.  See Synonyms at amiss.  
2. Away from one’s home or usual environment.  3. To or on a field. 

a·fire (N-fXrù) adv.  & adj.  1. On fire.  2. Intensely interested. 

AFL abbr.  1. American Federation of Labor.  2. American Football League. 

a·flame (N-fl7mù) adv.  & adj.  1. On or as if on fire.  2. Keenly excited and inter-

ested. 

af·la·tox·i·co·sis (4fÙlN-tmkùsV-koùsVs) n.  Poisoning caused by the consumption 

of substances or foods contaminated with aflatoxin.  [AFLA(TOXIN) + TOXICOSIS.]

af·la·tox·in (4fÙlN-tmkùsVn) n.  Any of a group of toxic compounds produced by 

certain molds, especially Aspergillus flavus, that contaminate stored food supplies 

such as animal feed and peanuts.  [New Latin A(spergillus) fla(vus), species name 

(ASPERGILLUS + Latin flavus, yellow); see FLAVO- + TOXIN.]

AFL-CIO abbr.  American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Orga-

nizations. 

a·float (N-flotù) adv.  & adj.  1. In a floating position or condition.  2. On a boat 

or ship away from the shore; at sea.  3. In circulation; prevailing:  Rumors are 

afloat.  4. Awash; flooded.  5. Drifting about; moving without guidance.  6. Free 

or out of difficulty, especially financial difficulty:  couldn’t keep the business afloat. 

a·flut·ter (N-flƒtùNr) adj.  1. Being in a flutter; fluttering:  with flags aflutter.  

2. Nervous and excited. 

A.F. of L. abbr.  American Federation of Labor. 

A·fog·nak Island (N-fôgùn4kÙ XùlNnd, -fmg-)  An island of Alaska in the west-

ern Gulf of Alaska north of Kodiak. 

a·foot (N-fttù) adv.  & adj.  1. On foot; walking.  2. In the process of being car-

ried out; astir:  plans afoot to resign. 



a·fore (N-fôrù, N-forù) adv. , prep.  & conj.  Chiefly Southern U.S. & Chiefly Mid-

land U.S. Before.  [Middle English, from Old English onforan : on, at; see ON + 

foran, before from fore. See FORE.]

a·fore·men·tioned (N-fôrùmHnÙshNnd, N-forù-) adj.  Mentioned previously. 

a·fore·said (N-fôrùsHdÙ, N-forù-) adj.  Spoken of earlier. 

a·fore·thought (N-fôrùthôtÙ, N-forù-) adj.  Planned or intended beforehand; 

premeditated:  malice aforethought. 

a·fore·time (N-fôrùtXmÙ, N-forù-) Archaic. adv.  At a former or past time; previ-

ously.   —  adj.  Earlier; former. 

a for·ti·o·ri (ä fôrÙtK-ôrùK, 7 forÙtK-oùrXÙ) adv.  For a still stronger reason; all the 

more. Used of a conclusion that is logically more certain than another.  [Latin  : 7, 

ab, from + fortiorX, ablative of fortior, stronger.]

a·foul of (N-foulù ƒv) prep.  1. In or into collision, entanglement, or conflict 

with.  2. Up against; in trouble with:  ran afoul of the law.  3. Entangled with:  The 

anchor fell afoul of the wreckage. 

AFP abbr.  Alpha-fetoprotein. 

Afr. abbr.  Africa; African. 

a·fraid (N-fr7dù) adj.  1. Filled with fear:  afraid of ghosts; afraid to die; afraid for 

his life.  2. Having feelings of aversion or unwillingness in regard to something:  

not afraid of hard work; afraid to show emotion.  3. Filled with regret or concern. 

Used especially to soften an unpleasant statement:  I’m afraid you’re wrong.  [Mid-

dle English affraied, past participle of affraien, to frighten, from Old French 

esfraier, esfreer, to disturb, of Germanic origin. See prX- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: afraid, apprehensive, fearful. The central meaning shared by these

adjectives is “filled with fear”: afraid of snakes; feeling apprehensive before surgery;

fearful of criticism. 

ANTONYM: unafraid

WORD HISTORY: The notion of removal from a state of peace happens to be

the basis for constructing ·exfred7re, literally “to remove from peace,” the Vulgar

Latin ancestor of our word afraid. This Vulgar Latin word is made up of the Latin

prefix ex-, “out of,” and a Vulgar Latin verb of the form ·frid7re or ·fret7re, which

came from Germanic ·frithuz, “peace.” The Old French word esfraier, “to disturb,”

which subsequently developed from ·exfred7re, came into Middle English as af-

fraien, a verb whose earliest recorded sense, found in a text composed possibly

around 1300, is “to frighten, disturb.” Affray, the descendant of affraien, is little

used in contemporary writing and speech, but the same cannot be said of the de-

scendant of the past participle of affraien, our adjective afraid.

A-frame (7ùfr7mÙ) n.  A structure, such as a house, with steeply angled sides 

that meet at the top in the shape of the letter A. 



af·reet also af·rit (4fùrKtÙ, N-frKtù) n.  Mythology. A powerful evil spirit or gigan-

tic and monstrous demon in Arabic mythology.  [Arabic 1ifrXt.]
a·fresh (N-frHshù) adv.  Once more; anew; again:  start afresh. 

Af·ri·ca (4fùrV-kN) Abbr. Afr.  The second-largest continent, lying south of 

Europe between the Atlantic and Indian oceans. The hottest continent, Africa has 

vast mineral resources, many of which are still undeveloped. 

Af·ri·can (4fùrV-kNn) adj.  Abbr. Afr. Of or relating to Africa or its peoples, lan-

guages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Africa.  2. A person of 

African descent. 

Af·ri·can-A·mer·i·can  or African American (4fùrV-kNn-N-mHrùVkNn) adj.  

Of or relating to Americans of African ancestry; Afro-American.   —  n.  An 

American of African ancestry; an Afro-American: “The words... are stinging 

reminders of the unresolved tension among African-Americans” (Derrick Z. Jack-

son).  See Usage Note at black. 
African daisy (4fùrV-kNn d7ùzK) n.  Any of several African plants in the com-

posite family, especially those in the genera Arctotis, Gerbera, and Lonas, that have 

showy flower heads. 

Af·ri·can·ism (4fùrV-kN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. A characteristically African cultural fea-

ture, such as a belief or custom.  2. A linguistic feature of an African language 

occurring in a non-African language. 

Af·ri·can·ist (4fùrV-kN-nVst) n.  A specialist in African affairs, cultures, or lan-

guages. 

Af·ri·can·ize (4fùrV-kN-nXzÙ) v.  Af·ri·can·ized, Af·ri·can·iz·ing, 
Af·ri·can·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make African, as in culture.  2. To transfer to 

African control: “the Government’s plan to Africanize the service” (BBC Summary 

of World Broadcasts).   —  v.  intr. To become African. 

Af·ri·can·ized bee (4fùrV-kN-nXzdÙ bK) n.  A hybrid strain of honeybee intro-

duced into Brazil in the mid-1950’s and distinguished by aggressive traits such as 

the tendency to mass swarm and sting with great frequency. The bee was devel-

oped by a geneticist attempting to produce a commercial honeybee better adapted 

to the tropics.  Also called Africanized honeybee, killer bee. 

African lily (4fùrV-kNn lVlùK) n.  A South African rhizomatous plant (Agapanthus 

africanus) having violet funnel-shaped flowers grouped in umbels.  Also called 

agapanthus, lily of the Nile. 

African mahogany (4fùrV-kNn mN-hmgùN-nK) n.  1. a. Any of several African 

trees of the genus Khaya, having wood similar to that of the New World mahog-

any.  b. The wood of any of these trees, used to make furniture, cabinets, and 

boat interiors.   2. Any of various other African woods similar to mahogany. 

African marigold (4fùrV-kNn m4rùV-goldÙ) n.  An aromatic annual Mexican 

plant (Tagetes erecta) in the composite family, having pinnately lobed leaves and 

showy, solitary, yellow to orange flower heads. 



African millet (4fùrV-kNn mVlùVt) n.  See pearl millet. 
African oil palm (4fùrV-kNn oil päm) n.  See oil palm (n., sense 1). 

African sleeping sickness (4fùrV-kNn slKùpVng sVkùnVs) n.  See sleeping 
sickness (n., sense 1). 

African swine fever (4fùrV-kNn swXn fKùvNr) n.  See hog cholera. 
African tulip tree (4fùrV-kNn tuùlVp trK) n.  A tropical African evergreen tree 

(Spathodea campaulata) having compound leaves and showy orange-scarlet or 

yellow flowers.  Also called tulip tree 

African violet (4fùrV-kNn vXùN-lVt) n.  Any of various East African herbs of the 

genus Saintpaulia, having a basal leaf rosette and a showy cluster of violet or 

sometimes pink or white flowers. African violets are grown as indoor ornamen-

tals. 

Af·ri·kaans (4fÙrV-känsù, -känzù) n.  A language that developed from 17th-cen-

tury Dutch and is an official language of South Africa.  Also called Taal2  —  adj.  

Of or relating to Afrikaans or Afrikaners.  [Afrikaans, from Dutch Afrikaansch, 

African, from Latin –fric7nus. See AFRIKANER.]

Af·ri·ka·ner (4fÙrV-käùnNr) n.  An Afrikaans-speaking South African of Euro-

pean ancestry, especially one descended from 17th-century Dutch settlers.  [Afri-

kaans, an African, from Dutch, from Latin –fric7nus, from –frica, Africa, from 

–fer, –fr-, an African.]

af·rit (4fùrKtÙ, N-frKtù) n.  Mythology. Variant of afreet. 
Af·ro (4fùro) n.  pl. Af·ros. A rounded, very thick, tightly curled hair style.   —  

adj.  African in style or origin.  [Probably short for AFRO-AMERICAN.]

Afro- pref.  African:  Afro-Asiatic.  [From Latin –fer, –fr-, an African.]

Af·ro-A·mer·i·can (4fÙro-N-mHrùV-kNn) adj.  Of or relating to Americans of 

African ancestry or to their history or culture.   —  n.  An American of African 

ancestry.  See Usage Note at black. 
Af·ro-A·si·at·ic (4fÙro-7ÙzhK-4tùVk, -shK-, -zK-) n.  A large family of languages 

spoken in northern Africa and southwest Asia, comprising the Semitic, Chadic, 

Cushitic, Berber, and ancient Egyptian languages; formerly known as Hamito-

Semitic.   —AfÙro-AÙsi·atùic adj. 

aft (4ft) adv.  & adj.  Nautical. At, in, toward, or close to the stern of a vessel or the 

rear of an aircraft or a spacecraft.  [Middle English afte, back, from Old English 

æftan, behind. See apo- in Appendix.]

AFT abbr.  American Federation of Teachers. 

aft. abbr.  Afternoon. 

af·ter (4fùtNr) prep.  1. a. Behind in place or order:  Z comes after Y.  b. Next to 

or lower than in order or importance.   2. In quest or pursuit of:  seek after fame; 

go after big money.  3. Concerning:  asked after you.  4. Subsequent in time to; at a 

later time than:  come after dinner.  5. Subsequent to and because of or regardless 

of:  They are still friends after all their differences.  6. Following continually:  year 



after year.  7. In the style of or in imitation of:  satires after Horace.  8. With the 

same or close to the same name as; in honor or commemoration of:  named after 

her mother.  9. According to the nature or desires of; in conformity to:  a tenor 

after my own heart.  10. Past the hour of:  five minutes after three.   —  adv.  

1. Behind; in the rear.  2. At a later or subsequent time; afterward:  three hours 

after; departed shortly after.   —  adj.  1. Subsequent in time or place; later; fol-

lowing:  in after years.  2. Nautical. Nearer the stern of a vessel.   —  conj.  Follow-

ing or subsequent to the time that:  I saw them after I arrived.   —  n.  Afternoon.  

[Middle English, from Old English æfter. See apo- in Appendix.]

af·ter-ac·tion (4fùtNr-4kÙshNn) adj.  Relating to or being a retrospective view or 

analysis of a battle:  an after-action report; after-action surveys of the sector. 

after all also af·ter·all (4fÙtNr-ôlù) adv.  1. In spite of everything to the con-

trary; nevertheless:  We chose to take a plane after all.  2. Everything else having 

been considered; ultimately: “How will that affect the Nicaraguan situation, which 

afterall must still be the main target of any regional plan?” (Martin Cohen). 

af·ter·birth (4fùtNr-bûrthÙ) n.  The placenta and fetal membranes expelled 

from the uterus following childbirth. 

af·ter·burn·er (4fùtNr-bûrÙnNr) n.  1. A device for augmenting the thrust of a 

jet engine by burning additional fuel with the uncombined oxygen in the hot 

exhaust gases.  2. A device for burning or chemically altering unburned or par-

tially burned carbon compounds in exhaust gases. 

af·ter·care (4fùtNr-kârÙ) n.  Treatment or care given to convalescent patients 

after release from a hospital. 

af·ter·clap (4fùtNr-kl4pÙ) n.  An unexpected, often unpleasant sequel to a matter 

that had been considered closed. 

af·ter·damp (4fùtNr-d4mpÙ) n.  An asphyxiating mixture of gases, primarily 

nitrogen and carbon dioxide, left in a mine after a fire or an explosion.  [AFTER + 

DAMP, gas.]

af·ter·deck (4fùtNr-dHkÙ) n.  Nautical. The part of a ship’s deck past amidships 

toward the stern. 

af·ter·ef·fect (4fùtNr-V-fHktÙ) n.  An effect following its cause after some delay, 

especially a delayed or prolonged physiological or psychological response to a 

stimulus. 

af·ter·glow (4fùtNr-gloÙ) n.  1. The atmospheric glow that remains for a short 

time after sunset.  2. The light emitted after removal of a source of energy, espe-

cially: a. The glow of an incandescent metal as it cools.  b. The emission of light 

from a phosphor after removal of excitation.   3. The comfortable feeling follow-

ing a pleasant experience.  4. A lingering impression of past glory or success. 

af·ter-hours (4fùtNr-ourzù) adj.  1. Occurring after closing time:  after-hours 

socializing.  2. Open after a legal or established closing time:  an after-hours club. 



af·ter·im·age (4fùtNr-VmÙVj) n.  A visual image that persists after the visual 

stimulus causing it has ceased to act: “the red afterimage of the... flame pulsing 

before my eyes” (Anthony Hyde).  Also called photogene 

af·ter·life (4fùtNr-lXfÙ) n.  1. A life believed to follow death.  2. The part of one’s 

life that follows a particular event. 

af·ter-mar·ket (4fùtNr-märÙkVt) n.  The demand for goods and services, such as 

parts and repairs, associated with the upkeep of a previous purchase. 

af·ter·math (4fùtNr-m4thÙ) n.  1. A consequence, especially of a disaster or mis-

fortune:  famine as an aftermath of drought.  2. A period of time following a 

disastrous event:  in the aftermath of war.  3. A second growth or crop in the same 

season, as of grass after mowing.  [AFTER + obsolete math, mowing (from Old 

English m<th); see mK-4 in Appendix.]

af·ter·most (4fùtNr-mostÙ) adj.  1. Nautical. Nearest the stern; farthest aft.  

2. Nearest the end or rear; hindmost or last. 

af·ter·noon (4fÙtNr-nunù) n.  1.  Abbr. aft., a. The part of day from noon 

until sunset.  2. The latter part:  in the afternoon of life. 

af·ter·pains (4fùtNr-p7nzÙ) pl.n.  Cramps or pains following childbirth, caused 

by contractions of the uterus. 

af·ter·piece (4fùtNr-pKsÙ) n.  A short comic piece performed after a play. 

af·ter-ri·pen·ing (4fùtNr-rXÙpN-nVng) n.  A period during which certain changes 

must occur in some dormant but fully developed seeds before germination. 

af·ter·sen·sa·tion (4fÙtNr-sHn-s7ùshNn) n.  A sensory impression, such as an 

afterimage or aftertaste, that persists after the stimulus has ceased to act. 

af·ter-shave (4fùtNr-sh7vÙ) n.  A usually fragrant lotion for use on the face 

after shaving. 

af·ter·shock (4fùtNr-shmkÙ) n.  1. A quake of lesser magnitude, usually one of a 

series, following a large earthquake in the same area.  2. A further reaction fol-

lowing the shock of a deeply disturbing occurrence or revelation: “The industry 

continued to reel from aftershocks of a disastrous [year]” (David Lake). 

af·ter·taste (4fùtNr-t7stÙ) n.  1. A taste persisting in the mouth after the sub-

stance that caused it is no longer present.  2. A feeling that remains after an event 

or experience, especially one that was unpleasant. 

af·ter-tax also af·ter·tax (4fùtNr-t4ks) adj.  Relating to or being that which 

remains after payment, especially of income taxes:  after-tax profits. 

af·ter·thought (4fùtNr-thôtÙ) n.  An idea, a response, or an explanation that 

occurs to one after an event or a decision. 

af·ter·time (4fùtNr-tXmÙ) n.  The time to come; the future. 

af·ter·ward (4fùtNr-wNrd) also af·ter·wards (-wNrdz) adv.  At a later time; 

subsequently. 

af·ter·word (4fùtNr-wûrdÙ) n.  See epilogue (n., sense 2). 



af·ter·work (4fùtNr-wûrkÙ) adj.  Relating to, taken during, engaged in, occur-

ring in, or intended for the hours after one’s work has been finished:  the after-

work hours; an afterwork beer; afterwork lifestyle. 

af·ter·world (4fùtNr-wûrldÙ) n.  A world thought to exist after death. 

aft·most (4ftùmostÙ) adj.  Nautical. Farthest aft; aftermost. 

Af·ton (4fùtNn)  A river, about 14 km (9 mi) long, in southwest Scotland. It is the 

“sweet Afton” of Robert Burns’s 1789 poem. 

Ag  The symbol for the element silver (n., sense 1). [From Latin argentum, silver. 

See ARGENT.]

A.G. also AG abbr.  1. Adjutant general.  2. Law. Attorney general. 

ag- pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

a·ga also a·gha (äùgN, 4gùN) n.  Used as a title for a civil or military leader, espe-

cially in Turkey.  [Turkish aPa, from Old Turkic aqa, older brother.]

A·ga·de (N-gäùdN)  See Akkad (sense 2). 

a·gain (N-gHnù) adv.  1. Once more; anew:  try again.  2. To a previous place, 

position, or state:  left home but went back again.  3. Furthermore; moreover.  

4. On the other hand:  She might go, and again she might not.  5. In return; in 

response; back.  [Middle English (influenced by Old Norse i gegn, again), from 

Old English ongeagn, against.]

again and again (N-gHnù Nnd N-gHnù) adv.  Repeatedly; frequently. 

a·gainst (N-gHnstù) prep.  1. In a direction or course opposite to:  row against the 

current.  2. So as to come into forcible contact with:  waves dashing against the 

shore.  3. In contact with so as to rest or press on:  leaned against the tree.  4. In 

hostile opposition or resistance to:  struggle against fate.  5. Contrary to; opposed 

to:  against my better judgment.  6. In contrast or comparison with the setting or 

background of:  dark colors against a fair skin.  7. In preparation for; in anticipa-

tion of:  food stored against winter.  8. As a defense or safeguard from:  protection 

against the cold.  9. To the account or debt of:  drew a check against my bank bal-

ance.  10. Directly opposite to; facing.  [Middle English, alteration of againes, 

from Old English ongeagn.]

A·ga Khan III (äÙgN känù), Originally Aga Sultan Sir Mohammed Shah. 1877-

1957.  Indian leader of the Ismaili Muslim sect. He appointed his grandson Prince 

Karim (born 1936) to succeed him as Aga Khan IV. 
a·ga·lac·ti·a (7-gN-l4kùtK-N, -shK-N, 4gÙN-) n.  Absence of or faulty secretion of 

milk following childbirth.  [New Latin, from Greek agalaktia, lack of milk  : a-, 

without; see A-1 + gala, galakt-, milk; see melg- in Appendix.]

a·ga·ma (N-g7ùmN, 4gùN-) n.  Any of various small, long-tailed, insect-eating liz-

ards of the family Agamidae, found in the Old World tropics.  [American Span-

ish, of Cariban origin.]

Ag·a·mem·non (4gÙN-mHmùnmnÙ, -nNn) n.  Greek Mythology. The king of 

Mycenae and leader of the Greeks in the Trojan War, who was the son of Atreus 



and the father of Orestes, Electra, and Iphigenia. He was killed by his wife 

Clytemnestra upon his return from Troy. 

a·gam·ete (7-g4mùKtÙ, 7ÙgN-mKtù) n.  An asexual reproductive cell, such as a 

spore.  [From Greek agametos, unmarried, variant of agamos. See AGAMIC.]

a·gam·ic (7-g4mùVk) also ag·a·mous (4gùN-mNs) adj.  Biology. Occurring or 

reproducing without the union of male and female cells; asexual or parthenoge-

netic.  [From Late Latin agamus, unmarried, from Greek agamos : a-, not; see A-1 

+ gamos, marriage; see -GAMY.] —a·gamùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·gam·o·gen·e·sis (7-g4mÙN-jHnùV-sVs, 4gÙN-mo-) n.  Asexual reproduction, as 

by budding, cell division, or parthenogenesis.  [Greek agamos, unmarried; see 

AGAMIC + -GENESIS.]

a·gam·o·sperm·y (N-g4mùN-spûrÙmK, 4gùN-mo-) n.  Botany. The asexual for-

mation of embryos and seeds without the occurrence of fertilization.  [From 

Greek agamos, unmarried; see AGAMIC + Greek sperma, seed; see SPERM
1.]

ag·a·mous (4gùN-mNs) adj.  Biology. Variant of agamic. 
A·ga·na (N-gäùnyN, ä-gäùnyä)  The capital of Guam, on the western coast of the 

island. It was almost completely destroyed in World War II. Population, 896. 

ag·a·pan·thus (4gÙN-p4nùthNs) n.  See African lily.  [New Latin Agapanthus, 

genus name  : Greek agapK, love + Greek anthos, flower.]

a·gape1 (N-g7pù, N-g4pù) adv.  & adj.  1. In a state of wonder or amazement, as 

with the mouth wide open.  2. Wide open. 

a·ga·pe2 (ä-gäùp7, äùgN-p7Ù) n.  1. Christian love.  2. Love that is spiritual, not 

sexual, in its nature.  3. In the early Christian Church, the love feast accompanied 

by Eucharistic celebration.  [Greek agapK, love.]

a·gar (7ùgärÙ, äùgärÙ) also a·gar-a·gar (7Ùgär-7ùgärÙ, äÙgär-äù-) n.  1. A gelati-

nous material derived from certain marine algae. It is used as a base for bacterial 

culture media and as a stabilizer and thickener in many food products.  2. A cul-

ture medium containing this material.  [Short for Malay agar-agar.]

ag·a·ric (4gù-Nr-Vk, N-g4rùVk) n.  1. Any of various mushrooms of the genera 

Agaricus, Fomes, or related genera, having large umbrellalike caps with numerous 

gills beneath.  2. The dried fruiting body of certain fungal species in the genus 

Fomes, formerly used in medicine, especially to inhibit the production of sweat.  

[Middle English agarik, a kind of fungus, from Latin agaricum, from Greek agar-

ikon, from Agaria, a town in Sarmatia.]

Ag·as·siz (4gùN-sK), Elizabeth Cabot Cary. 1822-1907.  American educator 

who helped organize the predecessor of Radcliffe College (1879) and served as 

Radcliffe’s first president (1894-1899). 

Ag·as·siz (4gùN-sK), (Jean) Louis (Rodolphe). 1807-1873.  Swiss-born Ameri-

can naturalist noted for his study of fossil fish and for recognizing from geologic 

evidence that ice ages had occurred in the Northern Hemisphere. 



Agassiz, Lake.  A glacial lake of the Pleistocene epoch extending over present-

day northwest Minnesota, northeast North Dakota, southern Manitoba, and 

southwest Ontario. 

ag·ate (4gùVt) n.  1. A fine-grained, fibrous variety of chalcedony with colored 

bands or irregular clouding.  2. Games. A playing marble made of agate or a glass 

imitation of it.  3. A tool with agate parts, such as a burnisher tipped with agate.  

4. Printing. A type size, approximately 52 points.  [Middle English achate, agaten, 

from Old French acate, agate, alteration (influenced by Greek agathK, good), of 

Latin ach7tKs, from Greek akhatKs.]

agate line (4gùVt lXn) n.  Printing. A measure of space, usually one column wide 

and 14 of an inch deep, used especially for classified advertisements. 

A·gath·o·cles (N-g4thùN-klKzÙ), 361-289 B.C.  Sicilian despot and tyrant of Syra-

cuse (317-289). 

a·ga·ve (N-gäùvK, N-g7ù-) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Agave, native 

to hot, dry regions of the New World and having basal rosettes of tough, sword-

shaped, often spiny-margined leaves. Agaves are grown for ornament, fiber, and 

food.  Also called century plant [New Latin Agave, genus name, from Greek agauK, 

feminine of agauos, noble.]

Ag·a·wam (4gùN-wmmÙ)  A town of southwest Massachusetts on the Connecti-

cut River near Springfield. It was settled in 1635. Population, 27,323. 

agcy. abbr.  Agency. 

age (7j) n.  1. The length of time that one has existed; duration of life:  23 years of 

age.  2. The time of life when a person becomes qualified to assume certain civil 

and personal rights and responsibilities, usually at 18 or 21 years; legal age:  under 

age; of age.  3. One of the stages of life:  the age of adolescence; at an awkward age.  

4. The state of being old; old age:  hair white with age.  5.  Often Age. a. A 

period in the history of humankind marked by a distinctive characteristic or 

achievement:  the Stone Age; the computer age.  b. A period in the history of the 

earth, usually shorter than an epoch:  the Ice Age.  c. A period of time marked by 

the presence or influence of a dominant figure:  the Elizabethan Age.  See Syn-

onyms at period.   6. a. The period of history during which a person lives:  a 

product of his age.  b. A generation:  ages yet unborn.   7. ages. Informal. An 

extended period of time:  left ages ago.   —  v.  aged, ag·ing, ag·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause to become old.  2. To cause to mature or ripen under controlled con-

ditions:  aging wine.  3. To change (the characteristics of a device) through use, 

especially to stabilize (an electronic device).   —  v.  intr. 1. To become old.  2. To 

manifest traits associated with old age.  3. To develop a certain quality of ripe-

ness; become mature:  cheese aging at room temperature.  See Synonyms at 

mature.  —phrasal verb. age out. Informal. To reach an age, 18 or 21 years, 

for example, at which one is no longer eligible for certain special services, such as 

education or protection, from the state.  [Middle English, from Old French aage, 



from Vulgar Latin *aet7ticum, from Latin aet7s, aet7t-, age. See aiw- in Appen-

dix.] —agùer n. 

-age suff.  1. Collection; mass:  sewerage.  2. Relationship; connection:  parent-

age.  3. Condition; state:  vagabondage.  4. a. An action:  blockage.  b. Result of an 

action:  breakage.   5. Residence or place of:  vicarage.  6. Charge or fee:  cartage.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *-7ticum, abstract n. suff., 

from Latin -7ticum, n. and adj. suff..]

ag·ed (7ùjVd) adj.  1. Being of advanced age; old.  See Synonyms at elderly.  
2. Characteristic of old age.  3.  (7jd) Having reached the age of:  aged three.  4.  
(7jd) Brought to a desired ripeness or maturity:  aged cheese.  5. Geology. 

Approaching the base level of erosion.   —  n.  Elderly people considered as a 

group. Used with the.   —agùed·ly adv.  —agùed·ness n. 

A·gee (7ùjK), James. 1909-1955.  American writer and critic who won a 1958 

Pulitzer Prize for his novel A Death in the Family. 

age group (7j grup) n.  All the people of a particular age or range of ages. 

age·ing (7ùjVng) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of aging. 
age·ism also ag·ism (7ùjVzÙNm) n.  Discrimination based on age, especially prej-

udice against the elderly.   —ageùist adj.  & n. 

age·less (7jùlVs) adj.  1. Seeming never to grow old.  2. Existing forever; eternal.   
—ageùless·ly adv.  —ageùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: ageless, eternal, timeless. The central meaning shared by these ad-

jectives is “existing unchanged forever”: the ageless themes of love and revenge; eter-

nal truths; timeless beauty.

Ag·e·nais (äÙzhN-n7ù)  or Ag·e·nois (-nwäù)  A historical region of southwest 

France. Ruled by England at various times during the Hundred Years’ War, it 

finally passed to France after 1444. 

a·gen·cy (7ùjNn-sK) n.  pl. a·gen·cies. Abbr. agcy. 1. The condition of being in 

action; operation.  2. The means or mode of acting; instrumentality.  3. A busi-

ness or service authorized to act for others:  an employment agency.  4. An admin-

istrative division of a government or international body.  [Medieval Latin agentia, 

from Latin agKns, agent- present participle of agere, to do. See AGENT.]

agency shop (7ùjNn-sK shmp) n.  An establishment in which a union represents 

all employees regardless of union membership but requires that nonmembers pay 

union dues or fees. 

a·gen·da (N-jHnùdN) n.  pl. a·gen·das. 1. A list or program of things to be done 

or considered: “They share with them an agenda beyond the immediate goal of 

democratization of the electoral process” (Daniel Sneider).  2.  A plural of agen-
dum. [Latin, pl. of agendum, agendum. See AGENDUM.]



USAGE NOTE: It is true that Cicero would have used agendum to refer to a

single item of business before the Roman Senate, with agenda as its plural. But in

Modern English a phrase such as item on the agenda expresses the sense of agen-

dum, and agenda is used as a singular noun to denote the set or list of such items,

as in The agenda for the meeting has not yet been set. If a plural of agenda is re-

quired, the form should be agendas: The agendas of both meetings are exceptionally

varied.

a·gen·dum (N-jHnùdNm) n.  pl. a·gen·da (-dN) also a·gen·dums. Something 

to be done, especially an item on a program or list.  [Latin, neuter gerundive of 

agere, to do. See ag- in Appendix.]

a·gen·e·sis (7-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Absence or incomplete development of an organ or 

body part. 

A·ge·nois (äÙzhN-nwäù)  See Agenais. 
a·gent (7ùjNnt) n.  Abbr. agt. 1. One that acts or has the power or authority to 

act.  2. One empowered to act for or represent another:  an author’s agent; an 

insurance agent.  3. A means by which something is done or caused; instrument.  

4. A force or substance that causes a change:  a chemical agent.  5. A representa-

tive or official of a government or administrative department of a government:  

an FBI agent.  6. A spy.  [Middle English, from Latin agKns, agent- present partici-

ple of agere, to do. See ag- in Appendix.]

a·gen·tial (7-jHnùshNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or acting as an agent or agency. 

A·gent Orange (7ùjNnt ôrùVnj) n.  A herbicide containing trace amounts of the 

toxic contaminant dioxin that was used in the Vietnam War to defoliate areas of 

forest.  [From the orange identifying strip on drums in which it was stored.]

a·gent pro·vo·ca·teur (4-zhäNÙ prô-vôÙkä-tœrù) n.  pl. a·gents 
pro·vo·ca·teurs (4-zhäNÙ prô-vôÙkä-tœrù). A person employed to associate with 

suspected individuals or groups with the purpose of inciting them to commit acts 

that will make them liable to punishment.  [French  : agent, agent + provocateur, 

instigator.]

a·gent·ry (7ùjNn-trK) n.  pl. a·gent·ries. The office or functions of an agent. 

Age of Aquarius (7j ƒv N-kwârùK-Ns) n.  An astrological era held to have 

brought to the world increased spirituality and harmony among people. 

age of consent (7j ƒv kNn-sHntù) n.  Law. The age at which a person is legally 

considered competent to give consent, as to sexual intercourse. 

age of reason (7j ƒv rKùzNn) n.  1. An era in which rationalism prevails, espe-

cially the period of the Enlightenment in England, France, and the United States.  

2. An age at which a person is considered capable of making reasoned judgments. 

age-old (7jùoldù) adj.  Very old or of long standing. 



ag·er·a·tum (4jÙN-r7ùtNm) n.  1. Any of various New World plants of the genus 

Ageratum in the composite family, especially A. houstonianum, having showy, col-

orful flower heads.  2. Any of several other plants having flower clusters similar 

to the ageratum.  [New Latin AgKratum, genus name, from Greek agKratos, ageless 

 : a-, not; see A-1 + gKras, old age; see gerN-1 in Appendix.]

A·ges·i·la·us II (N-jHsÙN-l7ùNs), 444?-360? B.C.  Spartan king (399?-360?). Con-

sidered one of the most brilliant military leaders of antiquity, he successfully 

defended Sparta during the Corinthian War (394-387). 

ag·gie1 (4gùK) n.  Games. A playing marble.  [AG(ATE) + -IE.]

ag·gie2 (4gùK) n.  Informal. 1. An agricultural school or college.  2. A student 

enrolled at such a school or college.  [AG(RICULTURAL) + -IE.]

ag·gior·na·men·to (N-jôrÙnN-mHnùto) n.  pl. ag·gior·na·men·tos. The pro-

cess of bringing an institution or organization up to date; modernization.  [Ital-

ian, from aggiornare, to update  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + giorno, day 

(from Latin diurnus, daily); see DIURNAL.]

ag·glom·er·ate (N-glmmùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. ag·glom·er·at·ed, 
ag·glom·er·at·ing, ag·glom·er·ates. To form or collect into a rounded mass.   
—  adj.  (-Nr-Vt) Gathered into a rounded mass.   —  n.  (-Nr-Vt) 1. A confused or 

jumbled mass; a heap.  2. A volcanic rock consisting of rounded and angular 

fragments fused together.  [Latin agglomer7re, agglomer7t-, to mass together  : ad-

, ad- + glomer7re, to form into a ball (from glomus, ball).] —ag·glomùer·aÙtive 
(-N-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  —ag·glomùer·aÙtor n. 

ag·glom·er·a·tion (N-glmmÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of gathering 

into a mass.  2. A confused or jumbled mass: “To avoid the problems of large urban 

agglomerations, the state decentralized the university system” (Bickley Townsend). 

ag·glu·tin·a·ble (N-glutùn-N-bNl) adj.  Capable of agglutinating.   —ag·gluÙ-
tin·a·bilùi·ty n. 

ag·glu·ti·nate (N-glutùn-7tÙ) v.  ag·glu·ti·nat·ed, ag·glu·ti·nat·ing, 
ag·glu·ti·nates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to adhere, as with glue.  2. Linguistics. To 

form (words) by combining words or words and word elements.  3. Physiology. To 

cause (red blood cells or bacteria) to clump together.   —  v.  intr. 1. To join 

together into a group or mass.  2. Linguistics. To form words by agglutination.  

3. Physiology. To clump together; undergo agglutination.   —  n.  See agglutina-
tion (n., sense 2).  [Latin aggl7tin7re, aggl7tin7t-  : ad-, ad- + gl7tin7re, to glue 

(from gl7ten, glue).] —ag·gluùti·nant adj.  & n. 

ag·glu·ti·na·tion (N-glutÙn-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of agglutinating; 

adhesion of distinct parts.  2. A clumped mass of material formed by agglutina-

tion.  Also called agglutinate 3. Linguistics. The formation of words from mor-

phemes that retain their original forms and meanings with little change during 

the combination process.  4. The clumping together of red blood cells or bacteria, 

usually in response to a particular antibody. 



ag·glu·ti·na·tive (N-glutùn-7ÙtVv, -N-tVv) adj.  1. Tending toward, concerning, 

or characteristic of agglutination.  2. Linguistics. Of, relating to, or being a lan-

guage in which words are formed primarily by means of agglutination. 

ag·glu·ti·nin (N-glutùn-Vn) n.  Physiology. A substance, such as an antibody, 

that is capable of causing agglutination of a particular antigen, especially red 

blood cells or bacteria.  [AGGLUTIN(ATION) + -IN.]

ag·glu·tin·o·gen (4gÙlt-tVnùN-jNn, N-gluùtn-) n.  Physiology. An antigen that 

stimulates the production of a particular agglutinin, such as an antibody.  

[AGGLUTIN(IN) + -GEN.] —agÙglu·tinÙo·genùic (4gÙlu-tVnÙN-gHnùVk, N-gluÙtn-) 

adj. 

ag·grade (N-gr7dù) v.  tr. ag·grad·ed, ag·grad·ing, ag·grades. To fill and 

raise the level of (the bed of a stream) by deposition of sediment.   
—agÙgra·daùtion (4gÙrN-d7ùshNn) n.  —agÙgra·daùtion·al adj. 

ag·gran·dize (N-gr4nùdXzÙ, 4gùrNn-) v.  tr. ag·gran·dized, ag·gran·diz·ing, 
ag·gran·diz·es. 1. To increase the scope of; extend.  2. To make greater in 

power, influence, stature, or reputation.  3. To make appear greater; exaggerate:  

aggrandize one argument while belittling another.  [French agrandir, aggrandiss-, 

from Old French  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + grandir, to grow larger (from 

Latin grandXre, from grandis, large).] —ag·granùdize·ment (N-gr4nùdVz-mNnt, -

dXzÙ-) n.  —ag·granùdizÙer n. 

ag·gra·vate (4gùrN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. ag·gra·vat·ed, ag·gra·vat·ing, 
ag·gra·vates. 1. To make worse or more troublesome.  2. To rouse to exaspera-

tion or anger; provoke.  See Synonyms at annoy.  [Latin aggrav7re, aggrav7t-  : 

ad-, ad- + grav7re, to burden (from gravis, heavy); see gwerN-1 in Appendix.] 
—agùgra·vatÙing·ly adv.  —agùgra·vaÙtive adj.  —agùgra·vaÙtor n.  

USAGE NOTE: It is sometimes claimed that aggravate should be used only to

mean “to make worse” and not “to irritate.” Based on this view it would be ap-

propriate to say The endless wait for luggage aggravates the misery of modern air

travel, but not It’s the endless wait for luggage that aggravates me the most. But the

latter use dates back as far as the 17th century and is accepted by 68 percent of

the Usage Panel. As H.W. Fowler wrote, “the extension from aggravating a per-

son’s temper to aggravating the person himself is slight and natural, and when we

are told that Wackford Squeers [in Dickens’s Nicholas Nickleby] pinched the boys

in aggravating places we may reasonably infer that his choice of places aggravated

both the pinches and the boys.”

ag·gra·vat·ed assault (4gùrN-v7ÙtVd N-sôltù) n.  Law. Any of various assaults 

that are more serious than a common assault, especially one performed with an 

intent to commit a crime. 



ag·gra·va·tion (4gÙrN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of aggravating or the state of 

being aggravated.  2. A source of continuing, increasing irritation or trouble.  

3. Exasperation. 

ag·gre·gate (4gùrV-gVt) adj.  1. Constituting or amounting to a whole; total:  

aggregate sales in that market.  2. Botany. Crowded or massed into a dense cluster.  

3. Composed of a mixture of minerals separable by mechanical means.   —  n.  

1. A total considered with reference to its constituent parts; a gross amount: “An 

empire is the aggregate of many states under one common head” (Edmund Burke).  

2. The mineral materials, such as sand or stone, used in making concrete.   —  v.  

tr. ag·gre·gat·ed, ag·gre·gat·ing, ag·gre·gates (-g7tÙ). 1. To gather into a 

mass, sum, or whole.  2. To amount to; total.   —idiom. in the aggregate. 
Taken into account as a whole:  Unit sales for December amounted in the aggregate 

to 100,000.  [Middle English aggregat, from Latin aggreg7tus, past participle of 

aggreg7re, to add to  : ad-, ad- + greg7re, to collect (from grex, greg-, flock); see 

ger- in Appendix.] —agùgre·gate·ly adv.  —agÙgre·gaùtion n.  

—agùgre·gaÙtive adj.  —agùgre·gaÙtor n. 

aggregate fruit (4gùrV-gVt frut) n.  A fruit, such as the raspberry, consisting 

of many individual small fruits derived from separate ovaries within a single 

flower, borne together on a common receptacle. 

ag·gress (N-grHsù) v.  intr. ag·gressed, ag·gress·ing, ag·gress·es. To initiate 

an attack, a war, a quarrel, or a fight: “America and the European countries should 

press back when the Soviets overstep and aggress, as in Afghanistan” (Washington 

Post).  [French agresser, from Latin aggredX, aggress-, to attack  : ad-, ad- + gradX, 
to go; see ghredh- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Aggress has occasionally been unjustly maligned as an upstart

back-formation, that is, as having been created by people who incorrectly thought

that aggression was formed from the verb aggress. As used in the field of psychol-

ogy aggress may be a back-formation from aggression, but aggress has been in gen-

eral use since the 16th century and in fact antedates aggression.

ag·gres·sion (N-grHshùNn) n.  1. The act of initiating hostilities or invasion.  

2. The practice or habit of launching attacks.  3. Psychology. Hostile or destruc-

tive behavior or actions. 

ag·gres·sive (N-grHsùVv) adj.  1. Inclined to behave in a hostile fashion.  

2. Assertive, bold, and enterprising:  an aggressive young executive.  3. Intense or 

harsh, as in color.  4. Fast growing; tending to spread quickly:  an aggressive 

tumor.   —ag·gresùsive·ly adv.  —ag·gresùsive·ness n. 

ag·gres·sor (N-grHsùNr) n.  One that engages in aggression. 



ag·grieve (N-grKvù) v.  tr. ag·grieved, ag·griev·ing, ag·grieves. 1. To dis-

tress; afflict.  2. To inflict an injury or injuries on.  [Middle English agreven, from 

Old French agrever, from Latin aggrav7re, to make worse. See AGGRAVATE.]

ag·grieved (N-grKvdù) adj.  1. Feeling distress or affliction.  2. Treated wrongly; 

offended.  3. Law. Treated unjustly, as by denial of or infringement upon one’s 

legal rights.   —ag·grievùed·ly (N-grKùvVd-lK) adv.  —ag·grievùed·ness n. 

ag·gro (4gùro) n.  pl. ag·gros. Chiefly British. 1. a. Irritation and exasperation: 

“Postponing new hospitals and roads causes far less aggro than sacking town hall or 

Whitehall workers” (Economist).  b. A raucous rivalry or grievance, characterized 

by angry public confrontations or violence: “The Commons met in apprehensive 

mood yesterday following the ructions in the Chamber last week. Were we in for 

more aggro or were the lads on the Westminster terraces going to return to more civi-

lized conduct?” (Financial Times).  c. A fistfight.   2. Aggressive nature.   —  adj.  

Slang. Very aggressive, fearless, and stylish, as in surfing or skateboarding: “Nat 

was aggro... Not content to ride in a straight line across the wave’s face, Nat was a 

pioneer of the vertical move” (Kem Nunn).  [Short for AGGRAVATION, and AGGRES-

SION.]

a·gha (äùgN, 4gùN) n.  Variant of aga. 
a·ghast (N-g4stù) adj.  Struck by shock, terror, or amazement.  [Middle English 

agast, past participle of agasten, to frighten  : a-, intensive pref. (from Old English 

7-) + gasten, to frighten (from Old English g<stan, from g7st, ghost).]

ag·ile (4jùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  1. Characterized by quickness, lightness, and ease of 

movement; nimble.  See Synonyms at nimble.  2. Mentally alert:  an agile mind.  

[French, from Latin agilis, from agere, to drive, do. See ag- in Appendix.] 
—agùile·ly adv.  —agùile·ness n. 

a·gil·i·ty (N-jVlùV-tK) n.  The state or quality of being agile; nimbleness.  [Middle 

English agilite, from Old French, from Medieval Latin agilit7s, from Latin agilis. 

See AGILE.]

a·gin (N-gVnù) Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. prep.  1. Against.  2. Opposed to:  I’m 

agin him.  3. Next to; beside; near.  4. By or before (a specified time).   —  conj.  

By the time that.  [Regional variant of AGAINST.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The spelling of agin reflects both the raised vowel before a

nasal consonant, typical of Southern dialects, and a reduced final consonant clus-

ter, typical of several regional varieties. Agin has a wide spectrum of senses in the

regional speech of those who pronounce it this way. Indeed, these regional senses

are tied to the pronunciation, for standard English against does not quite capture

the full implication of the assertion “I’m agin him”—that is, “opposed to him and

all that he stands for.” Another regional sense recalls the original literal Old En-

glish sense of “facing; next to” (see the first four senses of against in the Oxford

English Dictionary), where standard English would have by: Their house is agin



the mountain. Agin may be used figuratively with regard to time chiefly in South

Midland dialects, meaning “by or before (a specified time)”: “I’ll be there agin

daylight” (North Carolina informant in DARE).

A·gin·court (4jùVn-kôrtÙ, -kortÙ)  A village of northern France west-northwest 

of Arras. On October 25, 1415, Henry V of England decisively defeated a much 

larger French army here. The victory demonstrated the effectiveness of longbow-

equipped troops over heavily armored feudal knights. 

ag·ing (7ùjVng) n.  1. The process of growing old or maturing.  2. An artificial 

process for imparting the characteristics and properties of age. 

ag·ism (7ùjVzÙNm) n.  Variant of ageism. 
ag·i·ta (4jùV-tN) n.  Acid indigestion: “Agita... can afflict those who indulge in too 

much good... food” (New York Times).  [Italian, from agitare, to agitate, from 

Latin agit7re. See AGITATE.]

ag·i·tate (4jùV-t7tÙ) v.  ag·i·tat·ed, ag·i·tat·ing, ag·i·tates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to move with violence or sudden force.  2. To upset; disturb:  was agitated 

by the alarming news.  3. To arouse interest in (a cause, for example) by use of the 

written or spoken word; debate.   —  v.  intr. To stir up public interest in a cause:  

agitate for a tax reduction.  [Latin agit7re, agit7t- frequentative of agere, to drive, 

do. See ag- in Appendix.] —agùi·tatÙed·ly (-t7ÙtVd-lK) adv.  —agùi·taÙtive adj.  

SYNONYMS: agitate, churn, convulse, rock, shake. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to cause to move to and fro violently”: land agitated by tremors;

a storm churning the waves; buildings and streets convulsed by the detonation of a

bomb; a tornado rocking trees and houses; an explosion that shook the ground.

ag·i·ta·tion (4jÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of agitating or the state of being agi-

tated.  2. Extreme emotional disturbance; perturbation.  3. The stirring up of 

public interest in a matter of controversy, such as a political or social issue.   
—agÙi·taùtion·al adj. 

ag·i·ta·to (4jÙV-täùto) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a restless, agitated style. Used chiefly 

as a direction.  [Italian, past participle of agitare, from Latin agit7re, to agitate. 

See AGITATE.]

ag·i·ta·tor (4jùV-t7ÙtNr) n.  1. One who agitates, especially one who engages in 

political agitation.  2. An apparatus that shakes or stirs, as in a washing machine. 

ag·it·prop (4jùVt-prmpÙ) n.  1. Communist-oriented political propaganda dis-

seminated especially through literature, drama, art, or music.  2. The means or 

vehicle, such as a government department or a state-controlled press, by which 

such propaganda is disseminated.  3. Something, such as a film, that is designed 

to impress a certain political or social perspective on its audience, with little or no 

consideration given to accuracy: “It also is a conspiracy movie, agitprop against 



today’s targets, big government and big business” (George F. Will).   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  a massive agitprop campaign; agitprop 

filmmaking.  [Russian, short for otdel agitatsii i propagandy, incitement and pro-

paganda section (of the central and local committees of the Russian Communist 

party); name changed in 1934.]

A·gla·ia (N-gl7ùN, N-glXùN) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the three Graces. 

a·gleam (N-glKmù) adv.  & adj.  Brightly shining. 

ag·let (4gùlVt) n.  1. A tag or metal sheath on the end of a lace, cord, or ribbon to 

facilitate its passing through eyelet holes.  2. A similar device used for an orna-

ment.  [Middle English, from Old French aguillette, diminutive of aguille, needle, 

from Vulgar Latin *ac7cula, from Late Latin acucula, diminutive of Latin acus, 

needle. See ak- in Appendix.]

a·gley (N-glXù, N-gl7ù, N-glKù) adv.  Scots. Off to one side; awry.  [A-2 + Scots gley, to 

squint (from Middle English glien, possibly of Scandinavian origin).]

a·glit·ter (N-glVtùNr) adv.  & adj.  Glittering; sparkling. 

a·glow (N-gloù) adv.  & adj.  In a glow; glowing. 

a·gly·cone (N-glXùkonÙ)  or a·gly·con (-kmn) n.  The nonsugar component of a 

glycoside molecule that results from hydrolysis of the molecule.  [a-, together 

(from Greek ha-); see HAPLOID + GLYC(O)- + -ONE.]

ag·nail (4gùn7lÙ) n.  1. A hangnail.  2. A painful sore or swelling around a fin-

gernail or toenail.  [Middle English angnail, corn, from Old English angnægl : 

ang-, painful; see angh- in Appendix + nægel, peg, nail; see NAIL.]

ag·nate (4gùn7tÙ) adj.  1. Related on or descended from the father’s or male 

side.  2. Coming from a common source; akin.   —  n.  A relative on the father’s 

or male side only.  [Latin agn7tus, past participle of agn7scX, to become an agnate 

 : ad-, ad- + n7scX, to be born; see genN- in Appendix.] —ag·natùic (4g-n4tùVk) 

adj.  —ag·natùi·cal·ly adv.  —ag·naùtion n. 

ag·na·than (4gùnN-thNn) adj.  Lacking a lower jaw:  agnathan fish.  [A-1 + Greek 

gnathos, jaw + -AN
1.]

Ag·nes (4gùnVs), Saint. Died c. A.D. 304.  Roman Christian who, according to tra-

dition, was martyred as a virgin at the age of 13. She is the patron saint of young 

girls. 

Ag·new (4gùnuÙ, -nyuÙ), Spiro Theodore. Born 1918.  Vice President of the 

United States (1969-1973) under Richard M. Nixon. Agnew resigned amid 

charges of illegal financial dealings during his governorship of Maryland (1966-

1968). 

Ag·ni (ƒgùnK) n.  Hinduism. The Vedic god of fire and guardian of humanity. 

ag·no·men (4g-noùmNn) n.  pl. ag·nom·i·na (-nmmùN-nN). An additional cog-

nomen given to a Roman citizen, often in honor of military victories.  [Latin  : 

ad-, ad- (influenced by agnoscere, to recognize) + nomen, name; see np-men- in 

Appendix.]



Ag·non (ägùnônÙ), Shmuel Yosef. 1888-1970.  Polish-born Israeli writer. His 

dramatic novels, written in Hebrew, include A Guest for the Night (1939). He 

shared the 1966 Nobel Prize for literature. 

ag·no·sia (4g-noùzhN) n.  Loss of the ability to interpret sensory stimuli, such as 

sounds or images.  [Greek agnosia, ignorance  : a-, not; see A-1 + gnosis, knowl-

edge (from gignoskein, to know); see gno- in Appendix.]

ag·nos·tic (4g-nmsùtVk) n.  One who believes that there can be no proof of the 

existence of God but does not deny the possibility that God exists.   —  adj.  

1. Relating to or being an agnostic.  2. Noncommittal: “I favored European unity, 

but I was agnostic about the form it should take” (Henry A. Kissinger).  [A-1 + 

GNOSTIC.] —ag·nosùti·cal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: An agnostic does not deny the existence of God and heaven,

for example, but rather holds that one cannot know for certain if they exist or

not. The term agnostic was fittingly coined by the 19th-century British scientist

Thomas H. Huxley, who believed that only material phenomena were objects of

exact knowledge. He made up the word from the prefix a-, meaning “without,

not,” as in amoral, and the noun Gnostic. Gnostic is related to the Greek word gno-

sis, “knowledge,” which was used by early Christian writers to mean “higher, es-

oteric knowledge of spiritual things”; hence, Gnostic referred to those with such

knowledge. In coining the term agnostic, Huxley was considering as “Gnostics” a

group of his fellow intellectuals—“ists,” as he called them—who had eagerly em-

braced various doctrines or theories that explained the world to their satisfaction.

Because he was a “man without a rag of a label to cover himself with,” Huxley

coined the term agnostic for himself, its first published use being in 1870.

ag·nos·ti·cism (4g-nmsùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. The doctrine that certainty about first 

principles or absolute truth is unattainable and that only perceptual phenomena 

are objects of exact knowledge.  2. The belief that there can be no proof either 

that God exists or that God does not exist. 

Ag·nus De·i (4gÙnNs dKùXÙ, änùyus d7ÙK, ägùnusÙ) n.  1. Lamb of God; Jesus.  

Also called Paschal Lamb 2. a. A liturgical prayer to Jesus.  b. A musical setting 

for this prayer.   [Late Latin  : Latin agnus, lamb + Latin dei, genitive of deus, god.]

a·go (N-goù) adv.  & adj.  1. Gone by; past:  two years ago.  2. In the past:  It hap-

pened ages ago.  [Middle English, past participle of agon, to go away, from Old 

English 7g7n : 7-, intensive pref. + g7n, to go; see ghK- in Appendix.]

a·gog (N-gmgù) adv.  & adj.  Full of keen anticipation or excitement; eager.  See 

Synonyms at eager1.  [Middle English agogge, from Old French en gogue, in 

merriment  : en, in (from Latin in); see IN-2 + gogue, merriment.]

-agog suff.  Variant of -agogue. 



à go·go  or à·go-go (N-goùgoÙ) adv.  In a fast and lively manner; freely:  dancing 

à gogo.   —  n.  A nightclub for fast, lively dancing, drinking, and socializing.  

[French à gogo, galore, from Old French a gogo : a, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + 

gogo (probably reduplicated form of gogue, merriment).]

-agogue  or -agog suff.  A substance that stimulates the flow of:  emmenag-

ogue.  [French, from Late Latin -agogus, from Greek -agogos, from agogos, draw-

ing off, from agein, to lead, drive. See ag- in Appendix.]

ag·on (4gùmn, -on, ä-gonù) n.  pl. a·gon·es (N-goùnKz). 1. A conflict, especially 

between the protagonist and antagonist in a work of literature or drama.  2. The 

part of an ancient Greek drama, especially a comedy, in which two characters 

engage in verbal dispute.  3. A test of will; a conflict: “Freud’s originality stemmed 

from his aggression and ambition in his agon with biology” (Harold Bloom).  

[Greek agon. See AGONY.]

ag·o·nal (4gùN-nNl) adj.  Associated with or relating to great pain, especially the 

agony of death. 

a·gone (N-gônù, N-gmnù) adv.  & adj.  Archaic. Gone by; past.  [Middle English 

agon, past participle of agon, to go away. See AGO.]

a·gon·es (N-goùnKz) n.  Plural of agon. 
a·gon·ic (7-gmnùVk, N-gmnù-) adj.  Having no angle.  [From Greek agonos : a-, 

without; see A-1 + gonia, angle; see DIAGONAL.]

agonic line (7-gmnùVk lXn) n.  An imaginary line on the earth’s surface connect-

ing points where the magnetic declination is zero. 

ag·o·nist (4gùN-nVst) n.  1. One involved in a struggle or competition.  

2. Physiology. A contracting muscle that is resisted or counteracted by another 

muscle, the antagonist.  3. Biochemistry. A substance that can combine with a 

nerve receptor to produce a reaction typical for that substance.  [Late Latin agoni-

sta, contender, from Greek agonistKs, from agon, contest. See AGONY.]

ag·o·nis·tic (4gÙN-nVsùtVk) also ag·o·nis·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Striving to over-

come in argument; combative.  2. Struggling to achieve effect; strained and con-

trived.  3. Of or relating to contests, originally those of the ancient Greeks.   
—agÙo·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

ag·o·nize (4gùN-nXzÙ) v.  ag·o·nized, ag·o·niz·ing, ag·o·niz·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To suffer extreme pain or great anguish.  2. To make a great effort; struggle.  

See Synonyms at writhe.   —  v.  tr. To cause great pain or anguish to.  See Syn-

onyms at afflict.  [Medieval Latin agoniz7re, from Greek agonizesthai, to strug-

gle, from agon, contest. See AGONY.] —agùo·nizÙing·ly adv. 

ag·o·ny (4gùN-nK) n.  pl. ag·o·nies. 1. The suffering of intense physical or men-

tal pain.  2. The struggle that precedes death.  3. A sudden or intense emotion:  

an agony of doubt.  4. A violent, intense struggle.  [Middle English agonie, from 

Old French, from Late Latin agonia, from Greek, from agon, struggle, from agein, 

to drive. See ag- in Appendix.]



agony column (4gùN-nK kmlùNm) n.  A newspaper column containing adver-

tisements chiefly about missing relatives or friends. 

ag·o·ra1 (4gùNr-N) n.  pl. ag·o·rae (N-rKÙ)  or ag·o·ras. A place of congregation, 

especially an ancient Greek marketplace.  [Greek. See ger- in Appendix.]

a·go·ra2 (äÙgN-räù) n.  pl. a·go·rot or a·go·roth (-rotù). A unit of currency in 

Israel.  See Table at currency.  [Hebrew ’4gôrâ, from ’7gar, to hire.]

ag·o·ra·pho·bi·a (4gÙNr-N-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of open or public 

places.  [Greek agora, market place; see ger- in Appendix + -PHOBIA.] 
—ag·o·ra·phoùbi·acÙ (-4kÙ) n.  —agÙo·ra·phoùbic (-foùbVk, -fmbùVk) adj.  & n. 

a·gou·ti (N-guùtK) n.  pl. a·go·tis or a·gou·ties. 1. A burrowing rodent of the 

genus Dasyprocta, native to tropical America and usually having brown fur 

streaked with gray.  2. The alternation of light and dark bands of color in the fur 

of various animals, producing a grizzled appearance.  [French, from American 

Spanish agutí, from Guarani acutí.]

agr- pref.  Variant of agro-. 
A·gra (äùgrN)  A city of north-central India on the Jumna River southeast of New 

Delhi. It was a Mogul capital in the 16th and 17th centuries and is the site of the 

Taj Mahal, built by the emperor Shah Jahan after the death of his favorite wife in 

1629. Population, 694,191. 

a·graffe also a·grafe (N-gr7fù) n.  1. A hook-and-loop arrangement used for a 

clasp on armor and clothing.  2. A cramp iron for holding stones together in 

building.  [French agrafe, from agrafer, to hook onto  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see 

AD- + grafer, to hook (from grafe, hook, from Old High German kr7pfo).]

a·gran·u·lo·cy·to·sis (7-gr4nÙyN-lo-sX-toùsVs) n.  An acute disease marked by 

high fever and a sharp drop in circulating granular white blood cells. It may be 

drug-induced or the result of exposure to radiation. 

ag·ra·pha also Ag·ra·pha (4gùrN-fN) pl.n.  The sayings of Jesus not in the Bible.  

[Greek, from neuter pl. of agraphos, unwritten  : a-, not; see A-1 + graphein, to 

write; see gerbh- in Appendix.]

a·graph·i·a (7-gr4fùK-N) n.  A disorder marked by loss of the ability to write.  [A-
1 + Greek graphein, to write; see gerbh- in Appendix + -IA

1.] —a·graphùic adj. 

a·grar·i·an (N-grârùK-Nn) adj.  1. Relating to or concerning the land and its own-

ership, cultivation, and tenure.  2. a. Relating to agricultural or rural matters.  

b. Intended to further agricultural interests:  agrarian lobbyists.    —  n.  A person 

who favors equitable distribution of land.  [From Latin agr7rius, from ager, agr-, 

field. See agro- in Appendix.] —a·grarùi·an·ly adv. 

a·grar·i·an·ism (N-grârùK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  A movement for equitable distribution 

of land and for agrarian reform. 

a·gree (N-grKù) v.  a·greed, a·gree·ing, a·grees.  —  v.  intr. 1. To grant con-

sent; accede.  2. To come into or be in accord, as of opinion.  3. To be of one 

opinion; concur.  4. To come to an understanding or to terms.  5. To be compati-



ble or in correspondence:  The copy agrees with the original.  6. To be suitable, 

appropriate, pleasing, or healthful:  Spicy food does not agree with me.  

7. Grammar. To correspond in gender, number, case, or person.   —  v.  tr. To 

grant or concede:  My parents agreed that we should go.  [Middle English agreen, 

from Old French agreer, from Vulgar Latin *aggr7t7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin 

gr7tus, pleasing; see gwerN-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: agree, conform, harmonize, accord, correspond, coincide. These

verbs all indicate a compatible relationship between people or things. Agree may

indicate mere lack of incongruity or discord: The testimony of all the witnesses

agrees on that point. Often, however, it suggests acceptance of ideas or actions and

thus accommodation: We finally agreed on a price for the house. Conform stresses

correspondence in essence or basic characteristics, sometimes as a result of ac-

commodation to established standards: The kinds of books in her library conform

to her level of education. Students are required to conform to the rules. Harmonize

implies a relationship of unlike elements combined or arranged to make a pleas-

ing whole: Beige harmonizes with black. Accord implies harmonious relationship,

unity, or consistency, as in feeling or essential nature: “The creed [upon which

America was founded] was widely seen as both progressive and universalistic: It ac-

corded with the future, and it was open to all” (Everett Carll Ladd). Correspond

refers either to actual similarity in form or nature (The dots on the pattern corre-

spond with the seam allowance on the cut fabric) or to similarity in function, char-

acter, or structure: The Diet in Japan corresponds to the American Congress. Coin-

cide stresses exact agreement in space, time, or thought: “His interest happily

coincided with his duty” (Edward A. Freeman). See also Synonyms at assent 
ANTONYM: disagree

a·gree·a·ble (N-grKùN-bNl) adj.  1. To one’s liking; pleasing.  See Synonyms at 

amiable.  2. Suitable; conformable.  3. Ready to consent or submit.   
—a·greeÙa·bilùi·ty, a·greeùa·ble·ness n.  —a·greeùa·bly adv. 

a·gree·ment (N-grKùmNnt) n.  Abbr. agt. 1. The act of agreeing.  2. Harmony 

of opinion; accord.  3. An arrangement between parties regarding a method of 

action; a covenant.  4. Law. a. A properly executed and legally binding compact.  

b. The writing or document embodying this compact.   5. Grammar. Correspon-

dence in gender, number, case, or person between words. 

agri. abbr.  1. Agricultural.  2. Agriculture. 

agri- pref.  Variant of agro-. 
ag·ri·a (4gùrK-N) n.  An extensive pustular eruption.  [From Greek agrios, wild. 

See agro- in Appendix.]



ag·ri·busi·ness (4gùrN-bVzÙnVs) n.  Farming engaged in as a large-scale business 

operation embracing the production, processing, and distribution of agricultural 

products and the manufacture of farm machinery, equipment, and supplies. 

agric. abbr.  1. Agriculture.  2. Agriculturist. 

ag·ri·chem·i·cal (4gÙrV-kHmùV-kNl) n.  Variant of agrochemical. 
ag·ri·cide (4gùrV-sXdÙ) n.  The abuse of agricultural land through improper 

farming methods, which renders it unfit to support plant or animal life. 

A·gric·o·la (N-grVkùN-lN), Gnaeus Julius. A.D. 37-93.  Roman soldier and politi-

cian who as governor of Britain (77-84) brought most of its inhabitants under 

Roman control. He also circumnavigated Britain, thereby discovering it to be an 

island. 

ag·ri·cul·ture (4gùrV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  Abbr. agri., agric. The science, art, and busi-

ness of cultivating the soil, producing crops, and raising livestock; farming.  

[Middle English, from Latin agrXcult7ra : agrX, genitive of ager, field; see agro- in 

Appendix + cult7ra, cultivation; see CULTURE.] —agÙri·culùtur·al adj.  

—agÙri·culùtur·al·ly adv.  —agÙri·culùtur·ist, agÙri·culùtur·al·ist n. 

A·gri·gen·to (äÙgrV-jHnùto, 4gÙrV-)  A city of southwest Sicily, Italy, overlooking 

the Mediterranean Sea. It was founded c. 580 B.C. by Greek colonists. Population, 

51,931. 

ag·ri·ma·tion (4gÙrN-m7ùshNn) n.  Automated farming, especially the use of 

robots to perform heretofore manual operations that require acute vision, dexter-

ity, and the ability to make choices.  [AGRI(CULTURE) + (AUTO)MATION.]

ag·ri·mo·ny (4gùrN-moÙnK) n.  pl. ag·ri·mo·nies. 1. Any of various perennial 

herbaceous plants of the genus Agrimonia, having pinnately compound leaves 

and spikelike clusters of small yellow flowers.  2. Any of several similar or related 

plants, such as the hemp agrimony.  [Middle English, from Old French aigre-

moine, from Latin agrimonia (influenced by Old French aigre, sour), alteration of 

argemonia, from Greek argemonK, poppy, possibly from argos, white. See arg- in 

Appendix.]

A·grip·pa (N-grVpùN), Marcus Vipsanius. 63-12 B.C.  Roman soldier and states-

man who commanded the fleet that defeated the forces of Mark Antony and 

Cleopatra at Actium (31). 

Ag·rip·pi·na1 (4gÙrN-pXùnN, -pKù-), Known as “the Elder.” 13 B.C.?-A.D. 33.  

Roman matron and mother of Caligula. She was influential in the struggle for 

power during the reign of Tiberius. 

Ag·rip·pi·na2 (4gÙrN-pXùnN, -pKù-), Known as “the Younger.” A.D. 15?-59.  

Roman empress. She murdered her husband, the emperor Claudius, so that her 

son by a previous marriage, Nero, would become emperor. Nero, distrusting his 

mother, had her murdered. 

agro-  or agri-  or agr- pref.  1. Field; soil:  agrology.  2. Agriculture:  agroindus-

trial.  [From Greek agros, field. See agro- in Appendix.]



ag·ro·bi·ol·o·gy (4gÙro-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of plant nutrition and growth 

as related to soil condition, especially to determine ways to increase crop yield.   
—agÙro·biÙo·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), agÙro·biÙo·logùi·cal adj.  

—agÙro·biÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —agÙro·bi·olùo·gist n. 

ag·ro·chem·i·cal (4gÙrN-kHmùV-kNl) also ag·ri·chem·i·cal (4gÙrV-) n.  1. A 

chemical, such as a hormone, a fungicide, or an insecticide, that improves the 

production of crops.  2. A chemical or product, such as cellulose, derived from 

plants. 

ag·ro·in·dus·tri·al (4gÙro-Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the production 

or supply of various needs, such as water or power, for agriculture and industry. 

a·grol·o·gy (N-grmlùN-jK) n.  The applied science of soils in relation to crops.   
—agÙro·logùic (4gÙrN-lmjùVk), agÙro·logùi·cal adj.  —agÙro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—a·grolùo·gist n. 

a·gron·o·my (N-grmnùN-mK) n.  Application of the various soil and plant sci-

ences to soil management and crop production; scientific agriculture.   
—agÙro·nomùic (4gÙrN-nmmùVk), agÙro·nomùi·cal adj.  —a·gronùo·mist n. 

ag·ros·tol·o·gy (4gÙrN-stmlùN-jK) n.  The study of grasses.  [Greek agrostis, a 

kind of wild grass (from agros, field); see AGRO- + -LOGY.] —agÙros·tolùo·gist n. 

a·ground (N-groundù) adv.  & adj.  1. Onto or on a shore, reef, or the bottom of 

a body of water:  a ship that ran aground; a ship aground offshore.  2. On the 

ground:  combat aircraft aloft and aground. 

agt. abbr.  1. Agent.  2. Agreement. 

a·gua·ca·te (äÙgwN-käùtK) n.  The avocado.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl 

ahuacatl.]

A·gua·dil·la (äÙgwN-dKùN, äÙgwä-thKùä)  A town of northwest Puerto Rico on 

Mona Passage. Christopher Columbus reputedly landed at the site of Aguadilla in 

1493. Population, 22,039. 

A·gua Fri·a (äÙgwN frKùN)  A river of western Arizona rising east of Prescott and 

flowing about 193 km (120 mi) generally southward to the Gila River west of 

Phoenix. 

A·guas·ca·lien·tes (äÙgwäs-kä-lyHnùtHs)  A city of central Mexico northeast of 

Guadalajara. It was built over an intricate system of tunnels constructed by 

ancient, still unidentified inhabitants. Population, 293,152. 

a·gue (7ùgyu) n.  1. A febrile condition in which there are alternating periods 

of chills, fever, and sweating. Used chiefly in reference to the fevers associated 

with malaria.  2. A chill or fit of shivering.  [Middle English, from Old French 

(fievre) ague, sharp (fever), from Medieval Latin (febris) ac7ta, from Latin, femi-

nine of ac7tus. See ACUTE.] —aùgu·ish (7ùgyu-Vsh) adj.  —aùgu·ish·ly adv.  

—aùgu·ish·ness n. 

A·gui·nal·do (äÙgK-nälùdo), Emilio. 1869-1964.  Philippine leader of a rebel-

lion against Spanish rule (1896-1898) and an uprising against American authority 



(1899-1901) that ended with his capture and subsequent oath of allegiance to the 

United States. 

A·gul·has (N-gƒlùNs), Cape. A rugged headland of South Africa, the southern-

most point of Africa. Its meridian, longitude 20˚ east, marks the division between 

the Atlantic and Indian oceans. 

ah (ä) interj.  Used to express various emotions, such as satisfaction, surprise, 

delight, dislike, or pain. 

A.h. abbr.  Ampere-hour. 

A.H. abbr.  1. Latin. Anno Hebraico (in the Hebrew year).  2. Latin. Anno Hegi-

rae (in the year of the Hegira). 

a·ha (ä-häù) interj.  Used to express surprise, pleasure, or triumph. 

AHA abbr.  1. American Heart Association.  2. American Hospital Association. 

A·hab (7ùh4bÙ), Ninth century B.C.  Pagan king of Israel and husband of Jezebel 

who, according to the Old Testament, was overthrown by Jehu. 

a·head (N-hHdù) adv.  1. At or to the front or head.  2. a. In advance; before:  Pay 

ahead, and you’ll receive a discount.  b. In or into the future; for the future:  

planned ahead.   3. a. In an advanced position or a configuration registering the 

future:  Set the clock ahead.  b. At or to a different time; earlier or later:  moved the 

appointment ahead, from Tuesday to Monday.   4. a. In a forward direction; 

onward:  The train moved ahead slowly.  b. In the prescribed direction or sequence 

for normal use:  You won’t hear anything unless you roll the tape ahead.   5. In or 

into a more advantageous position:  wanted to get ahead in life.   —idiom. be 
ahead. To be winning or in a superior position:  The home team was ahead in the 

second period. Your company is ahead in developing the new technology. 

ahead of (N-hHdù ƒv) prep.  1. In front of.  2. In advance of; at an earlier time 

than:  arrived ahead of the others.  3. In a superior or advanced position to; more 

successful than:  We are way ahead of you in that field. 

a·hem (N-hHmù) interj.  Used to attract attention or to express doubt or warning. 

AHF abbr.  Antihemophilic factor. 

a·him·sa (N-hVmùsäÙ) n.  A Buddhist and Hindu doctrine of nonviolence 

expressing belief in the sacredness of all living creatures.  [Sanskrit ahias7 : a-, 

not; see ne in Appendix + hias7, injury (from hiasati, he injures).]

a·his·tor·i·cal (7ÙhV-stôrùV-kNl, -stmrù-) adj.  Unconcerned with or unrelated to 

history, historical development, or tradition: “All of this is totally ahistorical. There 

is virtually no evidence in the historical record to support any of it” (Heritage Foun-

dation Reports). 

Ah·len (äùlNn)  A city of west-central Germany southeast of Münster. It is a man-

ufacturing center. Population, 52,537. 

Ah·ma·da·bad  or Ah·me·da·bad (äùmN-dN-bädÙ)  A city of northwest India 

north of Bombay. Founded in 1412 as the capital of a former Gujarat kingdom, it 



is a commercial and cultural center with many outstanding mosques, temples, 

and tombs. Population, 2,059,725. 

a·hold (N-holdù) n.  Hold; grip: “I knew I could make it all right if I got... back to 

the hotel and got ahold of that bottle of brandy” (Jimmy Breslin). “Can you tell me 

how to get ahold of them?” (Margaret Truman). 

-aholic suff.  One that is addicted to or compulsively in need of:  workaholic.  

[From (ALC)OHOLIC.]

A-ho·ri·zon (7ùhN-rXÙzNn) n.  In ABC soil, the uppermost zone of soil, contain-

ing humus; topsoil.  Also called zone of leaching 

a·hoy (N-hoiù) interj.  Nautical. Used to hail a ship or person or to attract atten-

tion. 

Ah·ri·man (äùrV-mNn) n.  The spirit of evil in Zoroastrianism, understood by 

some as the arch rival of Ormazd.  [Persian ahriman, from Middle Persian ahra-

man, from Avestan angro mainiiu≥, the evil spirit  : angro, evil + mainiiu≥, spirit; 

see men-1 in Appendix.]

A·hu·ra Maz·da (ä-htrùN m4zùdN) n.  Ormazd.  [Avestan ahuro mazdå, the 

Wise Lord  : ahura-, lord; see ansu- in Appendix + mazd7-, wise; see men-1 in 

Appendix.]

Ah·vaz  or Ah·waz (ä-wäzù)  A city of southwest Iran north-northeast of Basra, 

Iraq. Modern Ahvaz was built on extensive ruins of an ancient Persian city. Popu-

lation, 471,000. 

Ah·ven·an·maa (äùvN-nän-mäÙ) also Å·land Islands  or Aa·land Islands 
(äùlNnd, oùländÙ)  An archipelago in the Baltic Sea at the entrance to the Gulf of 

Bothnia between Sweden and Finland. Colonized in the 12th century by Swedes, 

the islands were ceded to Russia in 1809 and became part of Finland after World 

War I. 

Ah·waz (ä-wäzù)  See Ahvaz. 
ai1 (X) n.  See sloth (n., sense 2a).  [Portuguese, of Tupian origin.]

ai2 abbr.  Airborne intercept. 

AI abbr.  1. Artificial insemination.  2. Computer Science. Artificial intelligence. 

a.i. abbr.  Latin. Ad interim (in the meantime). 

aid (7d) v.  intr. tr. aid·ed, aid·ing, aids. To furnish with help, support, or 

relief.  See Synonyms at help.   —  n.  1. The act or result of helping; assistance.  

2. a. An assistant or a helper.  b. A device that assists:  visual aids such as slides.  

c. A hearing aid.   3. An aide or an aide-de-camp.  4. A monetary payment to a 

feudal lord by a vassal in medieval England.  [Middle English aiden, from Old 

French aider, from Latin adi7t7re, frequentative of adiuv7re, adi7t-, to help  : ad-, 

to; see ad- in Appendix + iuv7re, to help.] —aidùer n. 

aide (7d) n.  1. An aide-de-camp.  2. An assistant; a helper:  a nurse’s aide.  See 

Synonyms at assistant.  [French, from aider, to aid. See AID.]



aide-de-camp (7dÙdV-k4mpù) n.  pl. aides-de-camp. Abbr. ADC A military 

officer acting as secretary and confidential assistant to a superior officer of gen-

eral or flag rank.  [French  : aide, assistant + de, of + camp, camp.]

aide-mé·moire (7dÙm7m-wärù, Hd-) n.  pl. aide-mémoire or aide-mémoi-
res. 1. A memorandum setting forth the major points of a proposed discussion 

or agreement, used especially in diplomatic communications.  Also called position 

paper 2. Something, such as a mnemonic device, that serves as an aid to memory.  

[French  : aide, aid + memoire, memory.]

AIDS (7dz) n.  A severe immunological disorder caused by the retrovirus HIV, 

resulting in a defect in cell-mediated immune response that is manifested by 

increased susceptibility to opportunistic infections and to certain rare cancers, 

especially Kaposi’s sarcoma. It is transmitted primarily by venereal routes or 

exposure to contaminated blood or blood products.  [A(CQUIRED) I(MMUNE) D(EFI-

CIENCY) S(YNDROME).]

AIDS-re·lat·ed complex (7dzùrV-l7Ù-tVd kNm-plHksù) n.  ARC. 

Ai·e·a (X-7ùN, X-7ùä)  A city of south-central Oahu, Hawaii, a residential suburb of 

Honolulu. Population, 32,879. 

ai·grette  or ai·gret (7-grHtù, 7ùgrHtÙ) n.  1. An ornamental tuft of upright 

plumes, especially the tail feathers of an egret.  2. An ornament, such as a spray of 

gems, resembling a tuft of plumes.  [French, egret, from Old French. See EGRET.]

ai·guille (7-gwKlù) n.  1. A sharp, pointed mountain peak.  2. A needle-shaped 

drill for boring holes in rock or masonry.  [French, needle, from Old French. See 

AGLET.]

ai·guil·lette (7ÙgwN-lHtù) n.  An ornamental cord worn on the shoulder of a 

military uniform.  [French. See AGLET.]

Ai·ken (7ùkNn), Conrad Potter. 1889-1973.  American writer noted primarily 

for his poetry. He won a 1930 Pulitzer Prize for Selected Poems. 

ai·ki·do (XùkK-doÙ, X-kKùdo) n.  Sports. A Japanese art of self-defense that employs 

holds and locks and that uses the principles of nonresistance in order to debilitate 

the strength of the opponent.  [Japanese aikido : ai, mutual + ki, spirit + do, art.]

ail (7l) v.  ailed, ail·ing, ails.  —  v.  intr. To feel ill or have pain.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause physical or mental pain or uneasiness to; trouble.  See Synonyms at trou-
ble.  [Middle English eilen, from Old English eglian, from egle, troublesome.]

ai·lan·thus (7-l4nùthNs) n.  Any of several deciduous, Asian trees of the genus 

Ailanthus, especially the tree-of-heaven.  [New Latin Ailanthus, genus name, 

alteration (influenced by Greek anthos, flower), of Ambonese ai lanto.]

ai·le·ron (7ùlN-rmnÙ) n.  Either of two movable flaps on the wings of an airplane 

that can be used to control the plane’s rolling and banking movements.  [French, 

diminutive of aile, wing, from Old French, from Latin 7la.]

Ai·ley (7ùlK, XùlK), Alvin, Jr. 1931-1989.  American choreographer whose works 

combine the styles of modern dance, ballet, jazz, and African ethnic dance. 



ail·ment (7lùmNnt) n.  A physical or mental disorder, especially a mild illness. 

ai·lu·ro·phile (X-ltrùN-fXlÙ, 7-ltrù-) n.  One who loves cats.  [Greek ailouros, 

cat + -PHILE.]

ai·lu·ro·phobe (X-ltrùN-fobÙ, 7-ltrù-) n.  One who hates or fears cats.  

[Greek ailouros, cat + -PHOBE.] —ai·luÙro·phoùbi·a n. 

aim (7m) v.  aimed, aim·ing, aims.  —  v.  tr. To direct (a weapon or remark, 

for example) toward an intended goal or mark.   —  v.  intr. 1. To direct a 

weapon:  a gunner aiming carefully.  2. To determine a course:  aim for a better 

education.  3. To propose to do something; intend.   —  n.  1. a. The act of aim-

ing.  b. Skill at hitting a target:  The shooter’s aim was perfect.   2. a. The line of 

fire of an aimed weapon.  b. The degree of accuracy of a weapon.   3. A purpose 

or intention toward which one’s efforts are directed.  4. Obsolete. A target; a 

mark.  5. Obsolete. A conjecture; a guess.  [Middle English aimen, from Old 

French esmer, to estimate (from Latin aestim7re), and from Old French aesmer 

(from Vulgar Latin *ad estim7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin aestim7re, to estimate).]

SYNONYMS: aim, direct, level, point, train. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to turn something in the direction of an intended goal or target”:

aimed the camera at the guests; directing her eyes on the book; leveled criticism at

the administration; pointing a finger at the suspect; trained the gun on the intruder.

See also Synonyms at intention

aim·less (7mùlVs) adj.  Devoid of direction or purpose.   —aimùless·ly adv.  

—aimùless·ness n. 

ain (7n) adj.  Scots. Own. 

ain’t (7nt)  Non-Standard. 1. Am not.  2. Used also as a contraction for are not, is 

not, has not, and have not.  

USAGE NOTE: The use of ain’t as a contraction of am not, are not, is not, has

not, and have not has a long history, but ain’t has come to be regarded as a mark

of illiteracy and has by now acquired such a stigma that it is beyond any possibility

of rehabilitation. However, it is used by educated speakers, for example, when they

want to strike a jocular or demotic note, as in fixed expressions like Say it ain’t so

or You ain’t just whistling Dixie. • The stigmatization of ain’t leaves us with no

happy alternative for use in first-person questions. The widely used aren’t I?,

though illogical, was found acceptable for use in speech by a majority of the Usage

Panel in an earlier survey, but in writing there is no acceptable substitute for the

admittedly stilted am I not?

Ain·tab (Xn-t4bù)  See Gaziantep. 



Ai·nu (Xùnu) n.  pl. Ainu or Ai·nus. 1. A member of an indigenous people of 

Japan, now inhabiting parts of Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the Kuril Islands.  2. The 

language of the Ainu. 

ai·o·li (X-oùlK, 7-où-) n.  A rich sauce of crushed garlic, egg yolks, lemon juice, and 

olive oil used especially to garnish fish and vegetables.  [Provençal  : ai, garlic 

(from Latin allium) + oli, oil (from Latin oleum); see OIL.]

air (âr) n.  1. a. A colorless, odorless, tasteless, gaseous mixture, mainly nitrogen 

(approximately 78 percent) and oxygen (approximately 21 percent) with lesser 

amounts of argon, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, neon, helium, and other gases.  

b. This mixture with varying amounts of moisture and particulate matter, envel-

oping Earth; the atmosphere.  c. The atmosphere in an enclosure.   2. a. The sky; 

the firmament.  b. A giant void; nothingness:  The money vanished into thin air.   

3. An atmospheric movement; a breeze or wind.  4. Aircraft:  send troops to 

Europe by air.  5. a. Public utterance; vent:  gave air to their grievances.  b. The 

electronic broadcast media: “often ridiculed... extremist groups on air” (Christian 

Science Monitor).   6. A peculiar or characteristic impression; an aura.  

7. Personal bearing, appearance, or manner; mien.  8. airs. An affected, often 

haughty pose; affectation.  See Synonyms at affectation.  9. Music. A melody or 

tune, especially: a. The soprano or treble part in a harmonized composition.  

b. A solo with or without accompaniment.   10. Air conditioning.  11. Archaic. 

Breath.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  air movements; 

air safety.   —  v.  aired, air·ing, airs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To expose so that air can dry, 

cool, or freshen; ventilate.  2. To give vent to publicly:  airing my pet peeves.  See 

Synonyms at vent1.  3. To broadcast on television or radio: “The ad was submit-

ted to CBS... which accepted and aired it” (New York).   —  v.  intr. To be broadcast 

on television or radio: “tidbits that will air on tonight’s 6 o’clock news” (Terry Ann 

Knopf).   —idioms. in the air. Abroad; prevalent:  Excitement was in the air.  up 
in the air. Not yet decided; uncertain.  [Partly from Middle English air, gas, 

atmosphere (from Old French, from Latin 7Kr, from Greek aKr); see wer-1 in 

Appendix, and partly from French air, nature, quality, place of origin (from Latin 

ager, place, field; see agriculture, and Latin 7rea, open space, threshing floor ); 

see AREA. N., sense 9, from French air, tune  from Italian aria. See ARIA.]

air bag (âr b4g) n.  1. An automotive passive restraint consisting of a bag that is 

designed to inflate upon collision and prevent passengers from pitching forward.  

2. A large inflatable bag made of strong rubber, used by rescue workers to lift a 

vehicle or heavy machinery or debris that has fallen upon or otherwise trapped a 

victim. 

air ball (âr bôl) n.  Basketball. A shot that misses the backboard, rim, and net. 

air base (âr b7s) n.  A base for military aircraft. 



air bladder (âr bl4dùNr) n.  Biology. 1. An air-filled structure in many fishes 

that functions to maintain buoyancy or, in some species, to aid in respiration.  

Also called swim bladder 2.  See float (n., sense 2). 

air·boat (ârùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. See swamp boat. 
air·borne (ârùbôrnÙ, -bornÙ) adj.  Abbr. abn 1. Carried by or through the air:  

airborne pollen.  2. Transported in aircraft:  airborne troops.  3. In flight; flying:  

The plane is airborne. 

air brake (âr br7k) n.  1. A brake, especially on a motor vehicle, that is operated 

by compressed air.  2. A surface, such as an aileron, that can be projected into the 

airstream in order to decrease the air speed of an airplane by increasing drag; a 

spoiler. 

air·brush (ârùbrƒshÙ) n.  An atomizer using compressed air to spray a liquid, 

such as paint, on a surface.   —  v.  tr. air·brushed, air·brush·ing, 
air·brush·es. To spray with an airbrush. 

air·burst (ârùbûrstÙ) n.  Explosion of a bomb or shell in the atmosphere. 

air chamber (âr ch7mùbNr) n.  1. An enclosure filled with air for a special pur-

pose.  2. A chamber, especially in a hydraulic system, in which air elastically com-

presses and expands to regulate the flow of a fluid. 

air-con·di·tion (ârùkNn-dVshÙNn) v.  tr. air-con·di·tioned, air-
con·di·tion·ing, air-con·di·tions. To provide with or ventilate by air condi-

tioning. 

air conditioner (âr kNn-dVshùN-nNr) n.  An apparatus for controlling, espe-

cially lowering, the temperature and humidity of an enclosed space. 

air conditioning (âr kNn-dVshùN-nVng) n.  Abbr. a.c., a/c 1. The state of tem-

perature and humidity produced by an air conditioner.  2. A system of air condi-

tioners. 

air-cool (ârùkulÙ) v.  tr. air-·cooled, air-·cool·ing, air-·cools. Abbr. ac. 1. To 

cool (an engine, for example) by a flow of air.  2. To air-condition. 

air cover (âr kƒvùNr) n.  1. Protective use of military aircraft during ground 

operations.  2. The aircraft used to protect and otherwise support ground troops. 

air·craft (ârùkr4ftÙ) n.  pl. aircraft. A machine or device, such as an airplane, a 

helicopter, a glider, or a dirigible, that is capable of atmospheric flight. 

aircraft carrier (ârùkr4ftÙ k4rùK-Nr) n.  A large naval vessel designed as a 

mobile air base, having a long flat deck on which aircraft can take off and land at 

sea. 

air·crew (ârùkru) n.  The crew operating an aircraft. 

air cushion (âr ktshùNn) n.  1. Trapped air that supports a vehicle a short dis-

tance above the surface of land or water.  2. A device that uses trapped air to 

absorb the shock of motion, especially in vehicles.  Also called air spring  —airù-
cushÙion (ârùktshÙNn), airù-cushÙioned (-Nnd)  adj. 



air-cush·ion vehicle (ârùktshÙNn vKùV-kNl) n.  A usually propeller-driven 

vehicle designed for traveling over land or water on a supportive cushion of 

slowly moving, low-pressure air.  Also called ground-effect machine, hovercraft. 

air dam (âr d4m) n.  A strip of metal or plastic, running the width of a car and 

fitted beneath the front bumper, intended to enhance aerodynamics by blocking 

the flow of turbulent air under the vehicle. 

air·date (ârùd7tÙ) n.  The date on which a program is scheduled to be broadcast. 

air door (âr dôr) n.  A strong, temperature-controlled current of air, usually 

directed upward, that is used instead of a door. 

air·drome (ârùdromÙ) n.  An airport. 

air·drop (ârùdrmpÙ) n.  A delivery, as of supplies or troops, by parachute from 

aircraft.   —  v.  tr. intr. air·dropped, air·drop·ping, air·drops. To drop or be 

dropped from an aircraft. 

air-dry (ârùdrXÙ) v.  tr. air-·dried, air-·dry·ing, air-·dries. To dry by exposure 

to the air.   —  adj.  Sufficiently dry so that further exposure to air does not yield 

more moisture to be evaporated. 

Aire·dale (ârùd7lÙ) n.  A large terrier of a breed having long legs and a wiry tan 

coat marked with black.  [After Airedale, a valley of north-central England.]

air·fare (ârùfârÙ) n.  Fare for travel by aircraft. 

air·field (ârùfKldÙ) n.  1. The area of fields and runways where aircraft can take 

off and land.  2. An airport. 

air·flow (ârùfloÙ) n.  1. A flow of air.  2. The air currents caused by the motion 

of an object such as an airplane or automobile. 

air·foil (ârùfoilÙ) n.  A part or surface, such as a wing, propeller blade, or rudder, 

whose shape and orientation control stability, direction, lift, thrust, or propul-

sion. 

air force (âr fôrs) n.  Abbr. AF 1. The aviation branch of a country’s armed 

forces, such as the U.S. Air Force.  2. A unit of the U.S. Air Force larger than a 

division and smaller than a command. 

air·frame (ârùfr7mÙ) n.  The structure of an aircraft, such as an airplane, a heli-

copter, or a rocket, exclusive of its power plant. 

air·freight (ârùfr7tÙ) n.  1. A system of transporting freight by air.  2. The 

amount charged for transporting freight by air.   —airùfreightÙ v. 

air gas (âr g4s) n.  See producer gas. 
air·glow (ârùgloÙ) n.  A low- or middle-latitude, more or less steady, faint pho-

tochemical luminescence in the upper atmosphere. 

air gun (âr gƒn) n.  A gun discharged by compressed air. 

air·head1 (ârùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A silly, rather unintelligent person. 

air·head2 (ârùhHdÙ) n.  An area of hostile or enemy-controlled territory secured 

by paratroops.  [AIR + (BEACH)HEAD.]



air hole (âr hol) n.  1. A hole or opening through which gas or air may pass.  

2. An opening in the frozen surface of a body of water.  3.  See air pocket. 
air hunger (âr hƒngùgNr) n.  See dyspnea. 
air·ing (ârùVng) n.  1. Exposure to air for freshening or drying.  2. Exposure to 

open air for exercise or health-promoting activity.  3. Exposure to public atten-

tion.  4. A radio or television broadcast. 

air lane (âr l7n) n.  A regular route of travel for aircraft.  Also called airway 

air layering (âr l7ùNr-Vng) n.  A method of propagating plants by wounding a 

stem or branch, applying a hormone to the wound, wrapping the stem or branch 

with damp sphagnum moss and polyethylene plastic to encourage root forma-

tion, and finally removing the rooted stem or branch as an independent plant. 

air·less (ârùlVs) adj.  1. Having no air.  2. Lacking fresh air; stuffy.  3. Lacking 

movement of air; still.   —airùless·ness n. 

air letter (âr lHtùNr) n.  See aerogram. 
air·lift (ârùlVftÙ) n.  1. A system of transporting troops, civilian passengers, or 

supplies by air, as when surface routes are blocked.  2. A flight transporting 

troops, civilian passengers, or supplies, as when surface routes are blocked.   —  v.  

air·lift·ed, air·lift·ing, air·lifts.  —  v.  tr. To transport by air, as when ground 

routes are blocked.   —  v.  intr. To transport troops, civilian passengers, or sup-

plies by air. 

air·line (ârùlXnÙ) n.  1. A system for scheduled air transport of passengers and 

freight.  2. A business providing a system of scheduled air transport. In this sense, 

also calledairway 

air·lin·er (ârùlXÙnNr) n.  An airplane operated by an airline and adapted for carry-

ing passengers. 

air lock (âr lmk) n.  1. An airtight chamber, usually located between two regions 

of unequal pressure, in which air pressure can be regulated.  2. A bubble or 

pocket of air or vapor, as in a pipe, that stops the normal flow of fluid through 

the conducting part. 

air·mail (ârùm7lÙ) v.  tr. air·mailed, air·mail·ing, air·mails. Abbr. A.M. To 

send (a letter, for example) by air.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or for use with air 

mail.   —  n.   also air mail also airmail 1. The system of conveying mail by air-

craft.  2. Mail conveyed or to be conveyed by aircraft. 

air·man (ârùmNn) n.  Abbr. Amn 1. a. An enlisted rank in the U.S. Air Force 

that is above airman basic and below airman first class.  b. A person who holds 

this rank.   2. An enlisted person in the U.S. Navy working with aircraft.  3. An 

aviator. 

airman basic (ârùmNn b7ùsVk) n.  Abbr. AB 1. An enlisted rank in the U.S. Air 

Force that is below airman and is used for recruits.  2. A person who holds this 

rank. 



airman first class (ârùmNn fûrst kl4s) n.  Abbr. A1C 1. An enlisted rank in the 

U.S. Air Force that is above airman and below sergeant.  2. A person who holds 

this rank. 

air mass (âr m4s) n.  A large body of air with only small horizontal variations of 

temperature, pressure, and moisture. 

air mattress (âr m4tùrVs) n.  An inflatable airtight sack on which to sleep or 

float in water. 

Air Medal (âr mHdùl) n.  A decoration awarded by the U.S. Army, Air Force, or 

Navy for meritorious airborne conduct. 

air mile (âr mXl) n.  A unit of distance in air travel, equal to one international 

nautical mile (6,076.115 feet). 

air·mo·bile also air-mo·bile (ârùmoÙbNl, -bKl, -bXl) adj.  Capable of being 

transported and deployed, usually by helicopter, to a combat zone or from one 

site to another within a theater of operations:  an airmobile infantry regiment. 

air·park (ârùpärkÙ) n.  A small airport typically located near a business area or an 

industrial park. 

air piracy (âr pXùrN-sK) n.  Any seizure or exercise of control, by force or violence 

or by threat of force or violence and with wrongful intent, of an aircraft in flight 

in air commerce.   —air pirate n. 

air·plane (ârùpl7nÙ) n.  Abbr. AP Any of various winged vehicles capable of 

flight, generally heavier than air and driven by jet engines or propellers. 

air plant (âr pl4nt) n.  See epiphyte. 
air·play (ârùpl7Ù) n.  The broadcasting of a phonograph record, tape, or compact 

disc on the air by a radio station. 

air pocket (âr pmkùVt) n.  A downward air current that causes an aircraft to lose 

altitude abruptly.  Also called air hole 

air police (âr pN-lKsù) n.  Abbr. AP The military police branch of an air force. 

air·port (ârùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  1. A tract of leveled land where aircraft can take 

off and land, usually equipped with hard-surfaced landing strips, a control tower, 

hangars, aircraft maintenance and refueling facilities, and accommodations for 

passengers and cargo.  2. Such an installation in which the landing area is on 

water. 

air potato  or air-po·ta·to (ârùpN-t7Ùto) n.  A tropical Old World yam 

(Dioscorea bulbifera) having axillary potatolike tubers, some of which are edible 

after cooking. It is a weed in the tropics and Florida.  Also called aerial yam, 

potato yam. 

air·pow·er  or air power (ârùpouÙNr) n.  The tactical and strategic strength of 

a country’s air force. 

air pump (âr pƒmp) n.  Equipment for compressing, removing, or forcing a 

flow of air. 



air raid (âr r7d) n.  An attack by military aircraft, especially when armed with 

bombs and rockets. 

air rifle (âr rXùfNl) n.  A low-powered rifle, such as a BB gun, that uses manually 

compressed air to fire small pellets. 

air rights (âr rXts) pl.n.  The rights to develop further the heretofore unused 

space above a building or other structure, such as a turnpike. 

air sac (âr s4k) n.  1. An air-filled space in the body of a bird that forms a con-

nection between the lungs and bone cavities and aids in breathing and tempera-

ture regulation.  2.  See alveolus (n., sense 3).  3. A saclike, thin-walled 

enlargement in the trachea of an insect. 

air·screw (ârùskruÙ) n.  Chiefly British. The propeller of an airplane. 

air shed (âr shHd) n.  1. The air supply of a given region.  2. The geographic 

region that shares an air supply.  [AIR + (WATER)SHED.]

air·ship (ârùshVpÙ) n.  A self-propelled lighter-than-air craft with directional 

control surfaces.  Also called dirigible 

air shower (âr shouùNr) n.  1. A cleansing process during which jets of air blow 

tiny pieces of lint and dust off the clothing of employees who work in clean 

rooms.  2. The equipment for this process. 

air·sick (ârùsVkÙ) adj.  Suffering from airsickness. 

air·sick·ness (ârùsVkÙnVs) n.  Nausea, vomiting, or dizziness induced by the 

motion that occurs during air flight. 

air·side (ârùsXdÙ) n.  The part of an airport directly involved in the arrival and 

departure of aircraft.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

airside operations; airside security devices. 

air sock (âr smk) n.  See windsock. 
air·space  or air space (ârùsp7sÙ) n.  1. The portion of the atmosphere above a 

particular land area, especially that of a political subdivision such as a nation.  

2. a. The space occupied by an aircraft.  b. A designated sector of space, such as 

that in the vicinity of an airport.   3. a. Chiefly British. Space available for broad-

casting within a particular frequency: “Mobile radio has to compete for air space 

with other services such as broadcast radio, television, and even military services” 

(Financial Times).  b.  See airtime (n., sense 1).  

air speed (âr spKd) n.  Abbr. AS, a/s The speed, especially of an aircraft, relative 

to the air. 

air splint (âr splVnt) n.  An inflatable cylinder used to immobilize fractured or 

injured limbs to promote healing. 

air spring (âr sprVng) n.  See air cushion (n., sense 2). 

air strike (âr strXk) n.  An air attack on a ground or naval target. 

air·strip (ârùstrVpÙ) n.  See landing strip. 
airt (ârt) n.  Scots. A cardinal point on the compass; a direction.  [Middle English 

art, from Scottish Gaelic aird, from Old Irish aird, point of the compass.]



air taxi (âr t4kùsK) n.  A small aircraft that makes short local flights to areas not 

serviced by regular airlines. 

air terrorism (âr tHrùN-rVzÙNm) n.  The systematic use of air piracy, including 

acts of skyjacking, hostage-taking, bombing, and sabotage, as a means of coercion 

or of gaining international attention.  Also called air terror 

air·tight (ârùtXtÙ) adj.  1.  Abbr. at. Impermeable by air.  2. Having no weak 

points; sound:  an airtight excuse. 

air·time (ârùtXmÙ) n.  1. The time that a radio or television station is broadcast-

ing.  Also called airspace 2. The time at which a radio or television program is 

broadcast. 

air-to-air (ârÙtN-ârù) adj.  Operating between, launched from, or involving rock-

ets or aircraft in flight:  air-to-air missiles; air-to-air communications. 

air-to-sur·face (ârÙtN-sûrùfVs) adj.  Operating from or designed to be fired 

from aircraft at targets on the ground:  air-to-surface missiles. 

air vesicle (âr vHsùV-kNl) n.  Biology. See float (n., sense 2). 

air walk (âr wôk) n.  A passageway enclosed with glass or plastic that connects 

one building with another at a level well above ground. 

air·wave (ârùw7vÙ) n.  The medium used for the transmission of radio and tele-

vision signals. Often used in the plural. 

air·way (ârùw7Ù) n.  1. a. A passageway or shaft in which air circulates, as in 

ventilating a mine.  b. A covered, self-propelled passageway used for airline pas-

senger and crew embarkation and debarkation at airport terminal gates.   2. a.  
See air lane.  b.  See airline (n., sense 2).  

air·wor·thy (ârùwûrÙthK) adj.  air·wor·thi·er, air·wor·thi·est. Being in fit 

condition to fly:  an airworthy helicopter; airworthy avionics.   —airù-
worÙthi·ness n. 

air·y (ârùK) adj.  air·i·er, air·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, or having the constitution of 

air.  2. High in the air; lofty.  3. Open to the air:  airy chambers.  4. Performed in 

the air; aerial.  5. Immaterial; illusory; unreal:  an airy apparition.  6. Speculative, 

visionary, and often impractical:  airy theories about socioeconomic improvement.  

7. Being as light as air; delicate.  8. Displaying lofty nonchalance:  dismissed us 

with an airy wave of the hand.  9. Light-hearted; gay:  an airy mood.   —airùi·ly 
adv.  —airùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: airy, diaphanous, ethereal, filmy, gauzy, gossamer, sheer, transpar-

ent, vaporous. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “so light and in-

substantial as to resemble air or a thin film”: an airy organdy blouse; a hat with a

diaphanous veil; ethereal mist; the filmy wings of a moth; gauzy clouds of dandelion

down; gossamer cobwebs; sheer silk stockings; transparent chiffon; vaporous muslin.



air·y-fair·y (ârùK-fârùK) Chiefly British. n.  pl. air·y-fair·ies. An intellectual: 

“They’d wanted him for Ambassador in Paris but he’d turned it down; he’d no 

patience with the airy-fairies” (John le Carré).   —  adj.  So speculative, visionary, 

and flimsy as to lack all substance, purpose, and practicality: “The issue... is largely 

obscured by an increasingly unreal debate about airy-fairy constitutional modali-

ties” (Manchester Guardian Weekly). 

A·i·sha also A·ye·sha (äùK-shäÙ), 611-678.  The favorite wife of Mohammed. 

She led an unsuccessful revolt against Mohammed’s successor, Ali. 

aisle (Xl) n.  1. A part of a church divided laterally from the nave by a row of pil-

lars or columns.  2. A passageway between rows of seats, as in an auditorium or 

an airplane.  3. A passageway for inside traffic, as in a department store, ware-

house, or supermarket.  [Alteration (influenced by ISLE, and more recently by 

French aile, wing  from Latin 7la), of Middle English ele, from Old French, wing 

of a building, from Latin 7la.]

Aisne (7n)  A river of northern France rising in the Argonne Forest and flowing 

about 266 km (165 mi) northwest and west to the Oise River. Four major World 

War I battles were fought along its banks, including the final defeat of the Ger-

mans by French and American troops in September-October 1918. 

ait (7t) n.  Chiefly British. A small island.  [Middle English eit, from Old English 

Xgeth, diminutive of Xg, Xeg, island. See ISLAND.]

aitch (7ch) n.  The letter h.  [French hache.]

aitch·bone (7chùbonÙ) n.  1. The rump bone, especially of cattle.  2. The cut of 

beef containing the rump bone.  [Middle English hach-boon, from the phrase *an 

hach-boon, an aitchbone, alteration of *a nachebon : nache, buttock (from Old 

French, from Late Latin naticas, accusative pl. of natica, buttock, from Latin 

natis) + bon, bone (from Old English b7n).]

Aix-en-Pro·vence (7kÙsäN-pro-väNsù, HkÙ-)  A city of southeast France north 

of Marseilles. Founded in 123 B.C. by the Romans as a military colony near the site 

of mineral springs, the city has long been a popular spa and an important cultural 

center. Population, 121,327. 

Aix-la-Cha·pelle (7ksÙlä-shä-pHlù, HksÙ-)  See Aachen. 
A·jac·cio (ä-yäùcho)  A city of western Corsica, France, on the Gulf of Ajaccio, 

an inlet of the Mediterranean Sea. Ajaccio was the birthplace of Napoleon 

Bonaparte. Population, 54,089. 

A·jan·ta (N-jƒnùtN)  A village of west-central India southwest of Amravati. 

Nearby caves dating from c. 200 B.C. to A.D. 650 contain remarkable examples of 

Buddhist art. 

a·jar (N-järù) adv.  & adj.  Partially opened:  left the door ajar.  [Middle English on 

char : on, in; see ON + char, turn from Old English cierr.]

A·jax1 (7ùj4ksÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. 1. The son of Telamon of Salamis and a 

warrior of great stature and prowess who fought against Troy.  2. The son of Ileus 



of Locris and a warrior of small stature and arrogant character who fought 

against Troy. 

A·jax2 (7ùj4ksÙ)  A town of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Lake Erie northeast of 

Toronto. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 25,475. 

Ajax Mountain (7ùj4ksÙ mounùtNn)  A peak, 3,324.5 m (10,900 ft) high, in the 

Bitterroot Range of the Rocky Mountains on the Montana-Idaho border. 

Aj·man (4j-mänù)  A sheikdom of eastern Arabia, part of the federation of 

United Arab Emirates on the Persian Gulf. Population, 3,725. 

Aj·mer (ƒj-mîrù)  A city of northwest India southwest of Delhi. Founded c. A.D. 

145, it is a trade and manufacturing center. Population, 375,593. 

A·jodh·ya (N-yodùyN)  A village of northern India on the Ghaghara River near 

Faizabad. Long associated with Hindu legend, it is a pilgrimage center and one of 

the seven sites sacred to Hindus. 

AK abbr.  Alaska. 

a.k.a.  or aka abbr.  Also known as. 

A·kan (äùkänÙ) n.  pl. Akan or A·kans. 1. A South Central Niger-Congo lan-

guage spoken in parts of Ghana and the Ivory Coast whose two main varieties are 

Fante and Twi, including Ashanti.  2. A member of a people of Ghana and the 

Ivory Coast, including the Fante and the Twi.   —AùkanÙ adj. 

a·kar·y·o·cyte (7-k4rùK-o-sXtÙ) n.  A cell having no nucleus. 

A·ka·shi (ä-käùshK)  A city of southwest Honshu, Japan, west of Kobe on 

Akashi Strait, the eastern end of the Inland Sea. Akashi is a manufacturing cen-

ter. Population, 263,365. 

Ak·bar (4kùbär), Known as “the Great.” 1542-1605.  Mogul emperor of India 

(1556-1605) who conquered most of northern India and exercised religious toler-

ance. 

AKC abbr.  American Kennel Club. 

ak·ee also ac·kee (4kùK, N-kKù) n.  1. A tropical western African evergreen tree 

(Blighia sapida) having leathery red and yellow fruits. It is naturalized and culti-

vated in the tropics and in Florida.  2. The edible, fleshy, ripe aril of this tree, 

especially popular as a food in Jamaica. The seeds and unripe arils are poisonous.  

[Possibly Kru akee, or Akan (Twi) akkyM, wild cashew..]

Ake·ley (7ùklK), Carl Ethan. 1864-1926.  American naturalist, taxidermist, and 

sculptor who improved taxidermic techniques and invented a motion-picture 

camera for naturalists. 

à Kem·pis (N kHmùpVs, ä), Thomas.  See Thomas à Kempis. 
a·kene (7-kKnù) n.  Variant of achene. 
A·khe·na·ton  or A·khe·na·ten (äÙkN-nätùn, äk-nätùn) also Ikh·na·ton (Vk-

nätùn), Originally A·men·ho·tep IV (äÙmNn-hoùtHp, 4mÙNn-) Died c. 1358 B.C.  

King of Egypt (1375?-1358?) who rejected the old gods and initiated a new form 

of sun worship. 



A·ki·ba ben Jo·seph (ä-kKùbä bHn joùzNf, -sNf, N-kKùvN), A.D. 50?-132.  Jewish 

religious leader whose scholarship, particularly a reinterpretation of the Halakah, 

profoundly influenced Judaism. 

A·ki·hi·to (äÙkK-hKùto), Born 1933.  Emperor of Japan (since 1989). He suc-

ceeded his father, Hirohito. 

a·kim·bo (N-kVmùbo) adv.  In or into a position in which the hands are on the 

hips and the elbows are bowed outward:  children standing akimbo by the fence.   
—  adj.  1. Placed in such a way as to have the hands on the hips and the elbows 

bowed outward:  children standing with arms akimbo.  2. Being in a bent, bowed, 

or arched position: “There he remained, dead to the world, limbs akimbo, until we 

left” (Alex Shoumatoff). “[She] often skips into a veritable ballet of akimbo limbs” 

(Jack Kroll).  [Middle English in kenebowe.]

a·kin (N-kVnù) adj.  1. Of the same kin; related by blood.  2. Having a similar 

quality or character; analogous.  3. Linguistics. Sharing a common origin or 

ancestral forms. 

a·ki·ne·sia (7ÙkV-nKùzhN, -kX-) n.  Loss of normal motor function, resulting in 

impaired muscle movement.  [Greek akinKsia : a-, not; see A-1 + -kinKsia, motion 

(from kinKsis); see -KINESIS.] —aÙki·netùic (-nHtùVk) adj. 

A·kins (7ùkVnz), Zoë. 1886-1958.  American playwright. She won a 1935 Pulitzer 

Prize for The Old Maid. 

A·ki·ta (ä-kKùtN, äùkV-täÙ)  A city of northwest Honshu, Japan, on the Sea of 

Japan. It is a major port. Population, 296,381. 

Ak·kad also Ac·cad (4kù4dÙ, äùkädÙ)  1. An ancient region of Mesopotamia 

occupying the northern part of Babylonia. It reached the height of its power in 

the third millennium B.C.  2.  Also A·ga·de (N-gäùdN). An ancient city of Meso-

potamia and capital of the Akkadian empire. 

Ak·ka·di·an (N-k7ùdK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of ancient Akkad.  

2. The Semitic language of Mesopotamia. In this sense, also calledAssyrian  
—Ak·kaùdi·an adj. 

Ak·ko (ä-koù, äùko)  See Acre. 
A·ko·la (N-koùlN)  A town of west-central India west-southwest of Amravati. It is 

a market center in a cotton-growing region. Population, 225,412. 

Ak·ron (4kùrNn)  A city of northeast Ohio south-southeast of Cleveland. Its first 

rubber factory was established in 1869 by B.F. Goodrich (1841-1888). In the early 

20th century Akron was known as “the rubber capital of the world.” Population, 

223,019. 

Ak·sum  or Ax·um (äkùsumÙ)  A town of northern Ethiopia. From the first to 

the eighth century A.D. it was the capital of an empire that controlled much of 

northern Ethiopia. According to tradition, the Ark of the Covenant was brought 

here from Jerusalem and placed in the Church of Saint Mary of Zion, where the 

rulers of Ethiopia were crowned. 



Ak·tyu·binsk (äk-tyuùbVnsk)  A city of western Kazakhstan northwest of 

Astrakhan. Founded in 1869, it is a metallurgical center. Population, 231,000. 

Al  The symbol for the element aluminum. 
AL abbr.  1. Alabama.  2. American League. 

al. abbr.  Alcohol; alcoholic. 

al- pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

-al1 suff.  Of, relating to, or characterized by:  parental.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin -7lis, adj. suff.]

-al2 suff.  Action; process:  retrieval.  [Middle English -aille, from Old French, 

from Latin -7lia, from neuter pl. of -7lis.]

-al3 suff.  Aldehyde:  citronellal.  [From AL(DEHYDE).]

a·la (7ùlN) n.  pl. a·lae (7ùlK). A winglike structure or part, such as the external ear, 

the flattened border of some stems, fruits, and seeds, or either one of the two side 

petals of certain flowers in the pea family.  [Latin 7la, wing.]

Ala. abbr.  Alabama. 

à la also a la (äù lä, äù lN, 4lùN) prep.  In the style or manner of:  a poem à la Ogden 

Nash.  [French, short for à la mode de, in the manner of.]

Al·a·bam·a1 (4lÙN-b4mùN) n.  pl. Alabama or Al·a·bam·as. 1. a. A tribe of 

the Creek confederacy formerly inhabiting southern Alabama and now located in 

eastern Texas.  b. A member of this tribe.   2. The Muskogean language of the 

Alabama. 

Al·a·bam·a2 (4lÙN-b4mùN) Abbr. AL, Ala.  A state of the southeast United 

States. It was admitted as the 22nd state in 1819. Alabama was first explored by 

the Spanish, and the southern section was claimed by the United States as part of 

the Louisiana Purchase (1803). Montgomery is the capital and Birmingham the 

largest city. Population, 4,062,608.   —AlÙa·baùmi·an (-b7ùmK-Nn), AlÙa·bam-
ùan adj.  & n. 

Alabama River (4lÙN-b4mùN rVvùNr)  A river formed in central Alabama north 

of Montgomery by the confluence of the Coosa and Tallapoosa rivers and flowing 

about 507 km (315 mi) southwest to join the Tombigbee River north of Mobile. 

al·a·bas·ter (4lùN-b4sÙtNr) n.  1. A dense translucent, white or tinted fine-

grained gypsum.  2. A variety of hard calcite, translucent and sometimes banded.  

3. Color. A pale yellowish pink to yellowish gray.  [Middle English alabastre, from 

Old French, from Latin alabaster, from Greek alabastros, alabastos, possibly of 

Egyptian origin.]

à la carte also a la carte (äÙlN kärtù, 4lÙN) adv.  & adj.  With a separate price for 

each item on the menu.  [French  : à, by + la, the + carte, menu.]

a·lack (N-l4kù) interj.  Used to express sorrow, regret, or alarm: “’Las and fearful 

alack—nobody can make such high claims for the people then living in Maine” 

(John Gould).  [On the model of ALAS. See LACK.]



a·lac·ri·ty (N-l4kùrV-tK) n.  1. Cheerful willingness; eagerness.  2. Speed or quick-

ness; celerity.  [Latin alacrit7s, from alacer, lively.] —a·lacùri·tous (-tNs) adj. 

A·lad·din (N-l4dùn) n.  In the Arabian Nights, a boy who acquires a magic lamp 

and a magic ring with which he can summon two jinn to fulfill any desire. 

a·lae (7ùlK) n.  Plural of ala. 
A·lai  or A·lay (äùlXÙ)  A mountain range of southwest Kirghiz. A western branch 

of the Tien Shan, it extends about 322 km (200 mi) west from the Chinese border 

and rises to 5,880.4 m (19,280 ft). 

à la king (äÙlN kVngù, 4lÙN) adj.  Cooked in a cream sauce with green pepper or 

pimiento and mushrooms. 

Al Al·a·mayn (4l 4lÙN-m7nù, äÙlN-)  See El Alamein. 
al·a·me·da (4lÙN-mKùdN, -m7ù-) n.  Southwestern U.S. A tree-shaded promenade 

or public park.  See Regional note at ramada.  [Spanish, from álamo, poplar, 

alamo.]

Al·a·me·da (4lÙN-mKùdN)  A city of west-central California on an island in San 

Francisco Bay near Oakland. It is the site of a naval air base. Population, 76,459. 

Al·a·mein (4lÙN-m7nù), El. See El Alamein. 
al·a·mo (4lùN-moÙ) n.  pl. al·a·mos. Southwestern U.S. A poplar tree, especially a 

cottonwood.  [Spanish álamo.]

Al·a·mo (4lùN-moÙ)  A chapel built after 1744 as part of a mission in San Anto-

nio, Texas. During the Texas Revolution against Mexican rule some 182 people 

were besieged here from February 24 to March 6, 1836. All the insurgents, includ-

ing Davy Crockett and Jim Bowie, were killed. 

a·la·mode (äÙlN-modù, 4lÙN-) n.  A lustrous plain-weave silk fabric for head cov-

erings and scarfs.  [From À LA MODE.]

à la mode (äÙlN modù, 4lÙN) adj.  1. According to the prevailing style or fashion.  

2. Served with ice cream:  apple pie à la mode.  [French  : à, in + la, the + mode, 

fashion.]

Al·a·mo·gor·do (4lÙN-mN-gôrùdo)  A city of south-central New Mexico north-

east of Las Cruces. The first atomic bomb was exploded in a test on July 16, 1945, 

at the White Sands Missile Range northwest of the city. Population, 24,024. 

Å·land Islands (äùlNnd XùlNndz, oùländÙ)  See Ahvenanmaa. 
al·a·nine (4lùN-nKnÙ) n.  A crystalline amino acid, C3H7NO2, that is a constituent 

of many proteins.  [German Alanin, ultimately from Aldehyd, aldehyde. See ALDE-

HYDE.]

a·lar (7ùlNr)  or a·la·ry (7ùlN-rK) adj.  1. Resembling, containing, or composed of 

wings or alae.  2. Anatomy. Concerned with the armpit; axillary.  [Latin 7l7ris, 

from 7la, wing.]

A·lar (4lùär)  A trademark used for daminozide. 

A·lar·cón (äÙlär-kônù), Pedro Antonio de. 1833-1891.  Spanish writer noted 

particularly for his shorter novels, such as The Three-Cornered Hat (1874). 



Al·ar·ic (4lùNr-Vk), A.D. 370?-410.  King of the Visigoths (395-410) who plundered 

Greece in 395 and attacked Italy, conquering Rome in 410. 

a·larm (N-lärmù) n.  1. A sudden fear caused by the realization of danger.  2. A 

warning of existing or approaching danger.  3.  Abbr. alm An electrical, elec-

tronic, or mechanical device that serves to warn of danger by means of a sound or 

signal.  4. The sounding mechanism of an alarm clock.  5. A call to arms.   —  v.  

tr. a·larmed, a·larm·ing, a·larms. 1. To fill with alarm; frighten.  2. To give 

warning to.  [Middle English, from Old French alarme, from Old Italian allarme, 

from all’arme, to arms  : alla, to the (from Latin ad illa : ad-, ad- + illa, pl. of illud, 

the); see al-1 in Appendix + arme, arms (from Latin arma); see ar- in Appendix.] 
—a·larmùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: alarm, alert, tocsin, warning. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a signal that warns of imminent danger”: a burglar alarm; sirens signal-

ing a bomb alert; a tocsin ringing from church steeples; factory whistles sounding a

forest-fire warning. See also Synonyms at fear frighten

alarm clock (N-lärmù klmk) n.  A clock that can be set to sound a bell or buzzer 

at a desired hour. 

a·larm·ist (N-lärùmVst) n.  A person who needlessly alarms or attempts to alarm 

others, as by inventing or spreading false or exaggerated rumors of impending 

danger or catastrophe.   —a·larmùism n. 

alarm reaction (N-lärmù rK-4kùshNn) n.  The initial stage in the body’s 

response to stressful stimuli, characterized by adaptive physiological changes, 

such as increased hormonal activity and increased heart rate. 

a·la·rum (N-lärùNm, N-l4rù-) n.  A warning or an alarm, especially a call to arms: 

“This instrument called television can teach and illuminate, cautioned Edward R. 

Murrow, but only to the extent that its operators choose to use it.... an era later... 

Murrow’s alarum remains as up to date as tonight’s news” (Harry F. Waters).  [Mid-

dle English alarom, variant of alarm, alarm. See ALARM.]

a·la·ry (7ùlN-rK) adj.  Variant of alar. 
a·las (N-l4sù) interj.  Used to express sorrow, regret, grief, compassion, or appre-

hension of danger or evil.  [Middle English, from Old French a las, helas, ah (I 

am) miserable, from Latin lassus, weary. See lK- in Appendix.]

A·las·ka (N-l4sùkN) Abbr. AK, Alas.  A state of the United States in extreme 

northwest North America, separated from the other mainland states by British 

Columbia, Canada. It was admitted as the 49th state in 1959 and is the largest 

state of the Union. The territory was purchased from Russia in 1867 for 

$7,200,000 and was known as Seward’s Folly (after Secretary of State William H. 

Seward, who negotiated the purchase) until gold was discovered in the late 1800’s. 



Juneau is the capital and Anchorage the largest city. There are plans to move the 

capital to Willow, near Anchorage. Population, 551,947.   —A·lasùkan adj.  & n. 

Alaska, Gulf of.  An inlet of the Pacific Ocean between the Alaska Peninsula 

and Alexander Archipelago. 

Alaska cedar (N-l4sùkN sKùdNr) n.  1. An evergreen tree (Chamaecyparis noot-

katensis) of northwest North America.  Also called Nootka cypress 2. The decay-

resistant wood of this tree, used for boats, construction materials, and furniture. 

Alaska Highway (N-l4sùkN hXùw7Ù) Formerly Al·can Highway (4lùk4nÙ).  A 

road extending 2,450.5 km (1,523 mi) northwest from Dawson Creek, British 

Columbia, to Fairbanks, Alaska. Originally built by U.S. troops in 1942 as a sup-

ply route for military installations, it was opened to unrestricted traffic in 1947. 

Alaskan king crab (N-l4sùkNn kVng kr4b) n.  See king crab (n., sense 1). 

Alaskan malamute (N-l4sùkNn m4lùN-myutÙ) n.  Malamute. 

Alaska Peninsula (N-l4sùkN pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of south-central to 

southwest Alaska. It is a continuation of the Aleutian Range between the Bering 

Sea and the Pacific Ocean. 

Alaska Range (N-l4sùkN r7nj)  A mountain range of south-central Alaska rising 

to 6,197.6 m (20,320 ft) at Mount McKinley, the highest mountain of North 

America. 

Alaska Standard Time (N-l4sùkN st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Standard time in the 

ninth time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 135˚W and used 

throughout Alaska except for the western Aleutian Islands.  Also called Alaska 

Time 

a·las·tor also A·las·tor (N-l4sùtNr, -tôrÙ) n.  An avenging deity or spirit, the mas-

culine personification of Nemesis, frequently evoked in Greek tragedy.  [Greek 

alastor, from alastos, unforgettable  : a-, not; see A-1 + lanthanein, lath-, to escape 

notice.]

A·la-Tau (4lÙN-touù, äÙlN-)  Several mountain ranges of the Tien Shan in central 

Asia, eastern Kirghiz, and southern Russia. 

a·late (7ùl7tÙ) also a·lat·ed (7ùl7ÙtVd) adj.  Having winglike extensions or parts; 

winged:  alate leaves.  [Latin 7l7tus, from 7la, wing.]

Al·a·va (4lùN-vN), Cape. A cape of northwest Washington State just south of 

Cape Flattery. It is the westernmost point of the coterminous United States. 

A·lay (äùlXÙ)  See Alai. 
alb (4lb) n.  A long, white linen robe with tapered sleeves worn by a priest at Mass.  

[Middle English albe, from Old English, from Medieval Latin alba, from (vestis) 

alba, white (garment), feminine of Latin albus, white. See albho- in Appendix.]

Alb. abbr.  Albania; Albanian. 

Al·ba (4lùbN), Duke of.  See Duke of. Alva. 



Al·ba·ce·te (4lÙbN-s7ùtK, älÙvä-thHùtH)  A city of southeast Spain west-southwest 

of Valencia. It was the site of battles between Moors and Christians in 1145 and 

1146. Population, 121,909. 

al·ba·core (4lùbN-kôrÙ, -korÙ) n.  pl. albacore or al·ba·cores. A large marine 

fish (Thunnus alalunga) of warm seas, having edible flesh that is a major source 

of canned tuna.  [Portuguese albacor, from Arabic al-bakrah : al, the + bakrah, 

young camel.]

Al·ba Iu·lia (älÙbN yuùlyN)  A town of west-central Romania on the Murezul 

River. It is on the site of the ancient settlement Apulum, founded by the Romans 

in the second century A.D. Population, 59,369. 

Al·ba Lon·ga (4lÙbN lôngùgN, longù-)  A city of ancient Latium in central Italy 

southeast of Rome. It was founded before 1100 B.C. and according to legend was 

the birthplace of Romulus and Remus. 

Al·ba·ni·a (4l-b7ùnK-N, -b7nùyN, ôl-) Abbr. Alb.  A country of southeast Europe 

on the Adriatic Sea. Long a warring ground for rulers and peoples ranging from 

the Romans and Turks to the Serbs and Bulgarians, Albania became a republic in 

1925, then a satellite of the U.S.S.R. in 1944. In 1961 the country’s leaders broke 

with the Soviets and developed close economic ties with China, a relationship that 

deteriorated after the death of Mao Zedong in 1976. Tiranë is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 2,841,300. 

Al·ba·ni·an (4l-b7ùnK-Nn, -b7nùyNn, ôl-) adj.  Abbr. Alb. Of or relating to Alba-

nia or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or an inhabitant of 

Albania.  2. The Indo-European language of the Albanians. 

Al·ba·no (äl-bäùno)  A lake of central Italy southeast of Rome in an extinct vol-

canic crater. 

Al·ba·ny (ôlùbN-nK)  1. A city of western California on the eastern shore of San 

Francisco Bay northwest of Berkeley. A U.S. Department of Agriculture research 

laboratory is here. Population, 16,327.  2. A city of southwest Georgia on the Flint 

River southeast of Columbus. It is an industrial and processing center in a pecan- 

and peanut-growing area. Population, 78,122.  3. The capital (since 1797) of New 

York, in the eastern part of the state on the west bank of the Hudson River at the 

head of deep-water navigation. The early 17th-century Dutch settlement Fort 

Orange was renamed Albany when the English took control in 1664. Population, 

101,082.  4. A city of northwest Oregon on the Willamette River south of Salem. 

It is a lumbering and metallurgical center. Population, 29,462. 

Albany River (ôlùbN-nK rVvùNr)  A river rising in western Ontario, Canada, and 

flowing about 982 km (610 mi) east and northeast to James Bay. It was an impor-

tant fur-trading route. 

al·ba·tross (4lùbN-trôsÙ, -trmsÙ) n.  pl. albatross or al·ba·tross·es. 1. Any of 

several large, web-footed birds constituting the family Diomedeidae, chiefly of 

the oceans of the Southern Hemisphere, and having a hooked beak and long, nar-



row wings.  2. a. A constant, worrisome burden.  b. An obstacle to success.   

[Probably alteration (influenced by Latin albus, white), of alcatras, pelican, from 

Portuguese, or Spanish alcatraz from Arabic al-Sa££7s : al, the + Sa££7s, white-

tailed sea eagle. Sense 2, after the albatross in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner by 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, which the mariner killed and had to wear around his 

neck as a penance.]

al·be·do (4l-bKùdo) n.  pl. al·be·dos. The fraction of incident electromagnetic 

radiation reflected by a surface, especially of a celestial body.  [Late Latin, white-

ness, from Latin albus, white. See albho- in Appendix.]

Al·bee (ôlùbK, mlù-, 4lù-), Edward Franklin. Born 1928.  American playwright. 

Best known for Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (1962), he won a Pulitzer Prize in 

1967 for A Delicate Balance and in 1975 for Seascape. 

al·be·it (ôl-bKùVt, 4l-) conj.  Even though; although; notwithstanding:  clear albeit 

cold weather.  [Middle English al be it : al, even if; see ALL + be, subjunctive of ben, 

to be; see BE + it, it; see IT.]

Al·be·marle (4lùbN-märlÙ)  A city of central North Carolina in the Piedmont 

east-northeast of Charlotte. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 

15,110. 

Al·be·marle (4lùbN-märlÙ), First Duke of.  See George Monck. 
Albemarle Sound (4lùbN-märlÙ sound)  A large body of shallow, generally 

fresh water in northeast North Carolina. It is separated from the Atlantic Ocean 

by a narrow barrier island. 

Al·bé·niz (äl-b7ùnKsÙ, 4l-), Isaac. 1860-1909.  Spanish composer and pianist. A 

student of Franz Liszt, he composed piano works based on Spanish folk music. 

Al·bers (4lùbNrz, mlù-), Josef. 1888-1976.  German-born American painter 

whose works, such as the series Homage to the Square (1950-1959), are character-

ized by simple geometric patterns of various colors. 

Al·bert (4lùbNrt), Prince. 1819-1861.  German-born consort (1840-1861) of Vic-

toria who strongly influenced the queen and was a patron of the arts, sciences, 

and industry. 

Al·bert I (4lùbNrt), 1875-1934.  King of the Belgians (1909-1934) who during 

World War I led the forces that reconquered Belgium (1918). 

Albert, Lake. Also Mo·bu·to Lake (mo-buùto)  or Albert Nyan·za (nX-
4nùzN, nyänù-).  A shallow lake of east-central Africa in the Great Rift Valley on 

the border between Uganda and Zaire. It was discovered in 1864 by Sir Samuel 

Baker and named for Victoria’s consort. 

Al·ber·ta (4l-bûrùtN) Abbr. AB, Alta.  A province of western Canada between 

British Columbia and Saskatchewan. It joined the confederation in 1905. Wheat 

and cattle farming were the basis of the province’s economy until the discovery of 

oil and natural gas in the early 1960’s. Edmonton is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 2,237,724.   —Al·berùtan adj.  & n. 



Albert Lea (4lùbNrt lK)  A city of southern Minnesota near the Iowa border 

south of Minneapolis. It is a trade center in a farming area. Population, 18,310. 

Albert Nile (4lùbNrt nXl)  Part of the upper Nile River in northwest Uganda. 

Albert Nyan·za (4lùbNrt nX-4nùzN, nyänù-)  See Lake Albert. 
Al·ber·tus Mag·nus (4l-bûrùtNs m4gùnNs), Saint Originally Albert, Count 

von Bollstadt. 1206?-1280.  German religious philosopher noted as the teacher of 

Thomas Aquinas. 

al·bes·cent (4l-bHsùNnt) adj.  Becoming white or moderately white; whitish.  

[Latin albKscKns, albKscent- present participle of albKscere, to become white, from 

albus, white. See albho- in Appendix.]

Al·bi·gen·ses (4lÙbN-jHnùsKzÙ) pl.n.  The members of a Catharist religious sect 

of southern France in the 12th and 13th centuries, exterminated for heresy during 

the Inquisition.  [Medieval Latin, pl. of AlbigKnsis, inhabitant of Albiga, Albi, a 

town of southern France where the sect was dominant.] —AlÙbi·genùsian (-

shNn, -sK-Nn) adj.  —AlÙbi·genùsian·ism n. 

al·bi·nism (4lùbN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Congenital absence of normal pigmentation or 

coloration in a person, an animal, or a plant.  2. The condition of being an albino.  

[French albinisme, from German Albinismus, from Albino, albino, from Portu-

guese. See ALBINO.] —alÙbi·nisùtic adj. 

al·bi·no (4l-bXùno) n.  pl. al·bi·nos. 1. A person or an animal lacking normal 

pigmentation, with the result being that the skin and hair are abnormally white or 

milky and the eyes have a pink or blue iris and a deep-red pupil.  2. A plant that 

lacks chlorophyll.  [Portuguese, from albo, white, from Latin albus. See albho- in 

Appendix.]

Al·bi·nus (4l-bXùnNs)  See Alcuin. 
Al·bi·on (4lùbK-Nn)  England or Great Britain. Often used poetically. 

al·bite (4lùbXt) n.  A widely distributed white feldspar, NaAlSi3O8, that is one of 

the common rock-forming plagioclase group.  [Latin albus, white; see albho- in 

Appendix + -ITE
1.] —al·bitùic (-bVtùVk), al·bitùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

Al·boin (4lùboin, -bo-Vn), Died 572.  King of the Lombards (565?-572) who led 

the Germanic invasion of present-day Italy, where he established the Lombard 

kingdom. 

Ål·borg also Aal·borg (ôlùbôrgÙ)  A city of northern Denmark north-northeast 

of Århus. Chartered in 1342, it is a major port. Population, 154,840. 

Al·bright (ôlùbrXt, mlù-), Horace Marden. 1890-1987.  American conserva-

tionist and cofounder of the National Park Service. 

Al·bright (ôlùbrXt, mlù-), Ivan Le Lorraine. Born 1897.  American painter 

noted for his detailed paintings of macabre subjects. 

Al·bright (ôlùbrXt, mlù-), William Foxwell. 1891-1971.  American archaeolo-

gist and educator known for his excavations of biblical sites. 



al·bum (4lùbNm) n.  1. A book with blank pages for the insertion and preserva-

tion of collections, as of stamps, photographs, or autographs.  2. a. A set of pho-

nograph records stored together in jackets under one binding.  b. The holder for 

such records.  c. One or more 12-inch long-playing records in a slipcase.  d. A 

phonograph record.  e. A recording of different musical pieces.   3. A printed col-

lection of musical compositions, pictures, or literary selections.  4. A tall, hand-

somely printed book, popular especially in the 19th century, often having profuse 

illustrations and short, sentimental texts.  [Latin, blank tablet, from neuter of 

albus, white. See albho- in Appendix.]

al·bu·men (4l-byuùmNn) n.  1. The white of an egg, which consists mainly of 

albumin dissolved in water.  2.  See albumin.  [Latin alb7men, from albus, white. 

See albho- in Appendix.]

al·bu·min (4l-byuùmVn) n.  A class of simple, water-soluble proteins that can be 

coagulated by heat and are found in egg white, blood serum, milk, and many 

other animal and plant juices and tissues.  Also called albumen [ALBUM(EN) + -IN.] 
—al·buùmi·nous adj. 

al·bu·mi·noid (4l-byuùmN-noidÙ) n.  See scleroprotein.   —  adj.  also 

al·bu·mi·noi·dal (-byuÙmN-noidùl) Composed of or resembling albumin. 

al·bu·mi·nu·ri·a (4l-byuÙmN-ntrùK-N, -nytr-) n.  The presence of albumin 

in the urine, sometimes indicating kidney disease.   —al·buÙmi·nuùric (-

ntrùVk, -nytrù-) adj. 

al·bu·mose (4lùbyN-mosÙ, -mozÙ) n.  A class of substances derived from albu-

mins and formed by the enzymatic breakdown of proteins during digestion.  

[French  : albumine, albumin; see ALBUMIN + -ose, -ose; see -OSE
2.]

Al·bu·quer·que (4lùbN-kûrÙkK)  A city of central New Mexico on the upper Rio 

Grande southwest of Santa Fe. Founded in 1706, it is a noted health resort. Popu-

lation, 384,736. 

Al·bu·quer·que (4lùbN-kûrÙkK, 4lÙbN-kûrù-), Affonso de. Known as “Affonso 

the Great.” 1453-1515.  Portuguese colonial administrator considered the founder 

of the Portuguese empire in the East. 

alc. abbr.  Alcohol; alcoholic. 

Al·cae·us (4l-sKùNs), fl. 611?-580 B.C.  Greek poet who reputedly invented Alcaic 

verse. 

Al·ca·ic (4l-k7ùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a verse form used in Greek and 

Latin poetry, consisting of strophes having four tetrametric lines.   —  n.  Verse 

composed in strophes of four tetrametric lines.  [Late Latin Alcaicus, of Alcaeus, 

from Greek Alkaïkos, from Alkaios, Alcaeus.]

al·cai·de also al·cay·de (4l-kXùdK) n.  The commander or governor of a fortress 

in Spain or Portugal.  [Spanish, from Arabic al-q7’id, the commander  : al, the + 

q7’id, commander (from q7da, to command).]



Al·ca·lá de He·na·res (4lÙkN-läù d7 hH-närùNs, älÙkä-läù thH H-näùrHs)  A town 

of central Spain east-northeast of Madrid. Cervantes and Catherine of Aragon 

were born here. Population, 146,994. 

al·cal·de (4l-kälùdK, äl-) n.  The mayor or chief judicial official of a Spanish 

town.  [Spanish, from Arabic al-q7CX : al, the + q7CX, judge (from qaC7, to 

judge).]

Al·ca·mo (älùkN-moÙ)  A city of northwest Sicily, Italy, southwest of Palermo. 

The ruins of the ancient Greek settlement of Segesta are nearby. Population, 

42,059. 

Al·can Highway (4lùk4nÙ hXùw7Ù)  See Alaska Highway. 
Al·ca·traz (4lùkN-tr4zÙ)  A rocky island of western California in San Francisco 

Bay. It was a military prison from 1859 to 1933 and a federal prison until 1963. It 

is now a tourist attraction. The island has long been known as “the Rock.” 

al·cay·de (4l-kXùdK) n.  Variant of alcaide. 
al·caz·ar (4l-k4zùNr, -käùzNr, 4lÙkN-zärù) n.  A Spanish palace or fortress, origi-

nally one built by the Moors.  [Spanish alcázar, from Arabic alqa}r : al, the + qa}r, 
castle (from Latin castra, fort, pl. of castrum, camp); see kes- in Appendix.]

Al·ces·tis (4l-sHsùtVs) n.  Greek Mythology. The wife of King Admetus of Thessaly, 

who agreed to die in place of her husband and was later rescued from Hades by 

Hercules. 

al·che·mist (4lùkN-mVst) n.  A practitioner of alchemy.   —alÙche·misùtic, 
alÙche·misùti·cal adj. 

al·che·mize (4lùkN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. al·che·mized, al·che·miz·ing, al·che·miz·es. 
To transform by or as if by alchemy. 

al·che·my (4lùkN-mK) n.  1. A medieval chemical philosophy having as its 

asserted aims the transmutation of base metals into gold, the discovery of the 

panacea, and the preparation of the elixir of longevity.  2. A seemingly magical 

power or process of transmuting: “He wondered by what alchemy it was changed, 

so that what sickened him one hour, maddened him with hunger the next” (Marjorie 

K. Rawlings).  [Middle English alkamie, from Old French alquemie, from Medi-

eval Latin alchymia, from Arabic al-kXmiy7’ : al, the + kXmiy7’, chemistry (from 

Late Greek khKmeia, khumeia, perhaps from Greek KhKmia, Egypt).] 
—al·chemùi·cal (4l-kHmù-V-kNl), al·chemùic adj. 

Al·ci·bi·a·des (4lÙsN-bXùN-dKzÙ), 450?-404 B.C.  Athenian politician and general 

whose brilliant military career foundered during the Peloponnesian War (431-

404), during which he changed allegiance three times. 

Al·cin·dor (4l-sVnùdNr), Lew.  See Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. 
Al·cin·o·us (4l-sVnùo-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Phaeacia, father of Nau-

sicaa, who entertained Odysseus. 

Alc·me·ne (4lk-mKùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. Amphitryon’s wife, who gave birth 

to Hercules after being seduced by Zeus. 



Al·co·ben·das (älÙkô-bHnùdäs)  A city of central Spain, a suburb of Madrid. 

Population, 66,249. 

al·co·hol (4lùkN-hôlÙ, -hmlÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. al., alc. A colorless, volatile, flammable 

liquid, C2H5OH, synthesized or obtained by fermentation of sugars and starches 

and widely used, either pure or denatured, as a solvent and in drugs, cleaning 

solutions, explosives, and intoxicating beverages.  Also called ethanol, ethyl alco-

hol, grain alcohol.  2. Intoxicating liquor containing alcohol.  3. Any of a series of 

hydroxyl compounds, the simplest of which are derived from saturated hydrocar-

bons, have the general formula CnH2n+1OH, and include ethanol and methanol.  

[Medieval Latin, fine metallic powder, especially of antimony, from Arabic al-

kuUl : al, the + kuUl, powder of antimony.]

WORD HISTORY: The al- in alcohol may alert some readers to the fact that

this is a word of Arabic descent, as is the case with algebra and alkali—al being

the Arabic definite article corresponding to the in English. The origin of -cohol is

less obvious, however. Its Arabic ancestor was kuUl, a fine powder most often

made from antimony and used by women to darken their eyelids; in fact, kuUl has

given us the word kohl for such a preparation. Arabic chemists came to use al-

kuUl to mean “any fine powder produced in a number of ways, including the pro-

cess of heating a substance to a gaseous state and then recooling it.” The English

word alcohol, derived through Medieval Latin from Arabic, is first recorded in

1543 in this sense. Arabic chemists also used al-kuUl to refer to other substances

such as essences that were obtained by distillation, a sense first found for English

alcohol in 1672. One of these distilled essences, known as “alcohol of wine,” is the

constituent of fermented liquors that causes intoxication. This essence took over

the term alcohol for itself, whence it has come to refer to the liquor that contains

this essence as well as to a class of chemical compounds such as methanol.

al·co·hol·ic (4lÙkN-hôùlVk, -hmlùVk) adj.  Abbr. al., alc. 1. Related to or resulting 

from alcohol.  2. Containing or preserved in alcohol.  3. Suffering from alcohol-

ism.   —  n.  A person who drinks alcoholic substances habitually and to excess or 

who suffers from alcoholism. 

al·co·hol·ic·i·ty (4lÙkN-hô-lVsùV-tK) n.  Alcoholic content. 

al·co·hol·ism (4lùkN-hô-lVzÙNm, -hm-) n.  1. The compulsive consumption of 

and psychophysiological dependence on alcoholic beverages.  2. A chronic, pro-

gressive pathological condition, mainly affecting the nervous and digestive sys-

tems, caused by the excessive and habitual consumption of alcohol.  

3. Temporary mental disturbance and muscular incoordination caused by exces-

sive consumption of alcohol. 



al·co·hol·om·e·ter (4lÙkN-hô-lmmùV-tNr) also al·co·hol·me·ter (4lùkN-hôl-

mKÙtNr, -hml-) n.  An instrument, such as a hydrometer, used to determine the 

amount of alcohol in a liquid.   —alÙco·hol·omùe·try n. 

Al·co·ran (4lÙkN-r4nù) n.  See Koran.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

alcor7num, from Arabic al qur’7n : al, the + qur’7n, reading; see KORAN.]

Al·cor·cón (älÙkôr-kônù)  A city of central Spain, a suburb of Madrid. Popula-

tion, 144,478. 

Al·cott (ôlùkNt, -kmt, mlù-), Amos Bronson. 1799-1888.  American educator 

and transcendentalist philosopher who maintained that learning should be based 

on pleasure and imagination instead of discipline. 

Al·cott (ôlùkNt, -kmt, mlù-), Louisa May. 1832-1888.  American writer and 

reformer best known for her largely autobiographical novel Little Women (1868-

1869). 

al·cove (4lùkovÙ) n.  1. A recess or partly enclosed extension connected to or 

forming part of a room.  2. A secluded structure, such as a bower, in a garden.  

[French alcôve, from Spanish alcoba, from Arabic al-qubbah, the vault  : al, the + 

qubbah, vault.]

Al·coy (äl-koiù)  A city of southeast Spain north of Alicante. It is an important 

manufacturing center. Population, 67,431. 

Al·cuin (4lùkwVn) also Al·bi·nus (4l-bXùnNs), 735?-804.  Anglo-Saxon prelate and 

scholar who was a leader in the revival of learning in medieval Europe. 

Al·cy·o·ne (4l-sXùN-nK) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The daughter of Aeolus who, in 

grief over the death of her husband Ceyx, threw herself into the sea and was 

changed into a kingfisher.  2. Greek Mythology. A nymph, one of the Pleiades.  

3. Astronomy. The brightest star in the Pleiades, in the constellation Taurus.  

[Latin, from Greek AlkuonK, from alkuon, kingfisher.]

Ald. abbr.  Alderman. 

Al·dab·ra Islands (4l-d4bùrN XùlNndz)  A group of four coral islands in the 

Indian Ocean north of Madagascar. Part of Seychelles since 1976, the islands are 

known for their giant tortoises and other unusual flora and fauna. 

Al·dan (äl-dänù)  A river of southeast Russia rising in the Stanovoy Range and 

flowing about 2,253 km (1,400 mi) north and east around the Aldan Plateau 

then generally northwest to the Lena River north of Yakutsk. 

Al·deb·a·ran (4l-dHbùNr-Nn) n.  A double star in the constellation Taurus, 68 

light-years from Earth, and one of the brightest stars in the sky.  [Middle English 

Aldeboran, from Medieval Latin Aldebaran, from Arabic ad-dabar7n : al, the + 

dabar7n, following (the Pleiades) (from dabara, to follow).]

al·de·hyde (4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  1. Any of a class of highly reactive organic chemical 

compounds obtained by oxidation of primary alcohols, characterized by the com-

mon group CHO, and used in the manufacture of resins, dyes, and organic acids.  



2.  See acetaldehyde.  [German Aldehyd, from New Latin, short for alcohol 

dehydrogen7tum, dehydrogenized alcohol.]

Al·den (ôlùdNn), John. 1599?-1687.  Pilgrim colonist and political figure whose 

courtship of Priscilla Mullins (born c. 1602) is the subject of a popular legend. 

al den·te (4l dHnùtK, äl dHnùt7) adj.  Cooked enough to be firm but not soft:  

pasta al dente.  [Italian  : al, to the + dente, tooth.] —al denùte adv. 

al·der (ôlùdNr) n.  1. Any of various deciduous shrubs or trees of the genus Alnus, 

native chiefly to northern temperate regions and having alternate, simple, 

toothed leaves and tiny fruits in woody, conelike catkins.  2. The wood of these 

plants, used in carvings and for making furniture and cabinets.  [Middle English, 

from Old English alor.]

Al·der (älùdNr), Kurt. 1902-1958.  German chemist. He shared a 1950 Nobel 

Prize for discoveries concerning the structure of organic matter. 

al·der·man (ôlùdNr-mNn) n.  1.  Abbr. Ald. A member of the municipal legisla-

tive body in a town or city in many jurisdictions.  2. A member of the higher 

branch of the municipal or borough council in England and Ireland before 1974.  

3. a. A noble of high rank or authority in Anglo-Saxon England.  b. The chief 

officer of a shire in Anglo-Saxon England.   [Middle English, a person of high 

rank, from Old English ealdorman : ealdor, elder, chief (from eald, old); see al-2 

in Appendix + man, man; see MAN.] —alùder·man·cy (-sK) n.  —alÙder·manùic 
(-m4nùVk) adj. 

Al·der·ney1 (ôlùdNr-nK)  A British island in the English Channel. The northern-

most of the larger Channel Islands, it is separated from the French coast by a swift 

channel, the Race of Alderney. 
Al·der·ney2 (ôlùdNr-nK) n.  pl. Al·der·neys. One of a breed of small dairy cat-

tle originally raised in the Channel Islands. 

Al·der·shot (ôlùdNr-shmtÙ)  A municipal borough of south-central England 

southwest of London. It is the site of a large military training center. Population, 

80,800. 

al·di·carb (4lùdV-kärbÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, C7H14N2O2S, used in agri-

culture as a pesticide on crops such as cotton, potatoes, and sugar beets.  [(PRO-

PION)ALD(EHYDE) + (methyl)carb(amoyloxime), C2H14N2O2S.]

Al·ding·ton (ôlùdVng-tNn, mlù-), Richard. 1892-1962.  British writer noted for 

his novels, such as Death of a Hero (1929), and for his poetry. He was married to 

Hilda Doolittle. 

al·dol (4lùdôlÙ, -dolÙ, -dmlÙ) n.  1. A thick, colorless to pale yellow liquid, 

C4H8O2, obtained from acetaldehyde and used in perfumery and as a solvent.  

2. A similar aldehyde.  [ALD(EHYDE) + -OL
1.]

al·dol·ase (4lùdN-l7sÙ) n.  An enzyme present in certain living tissues, including 

skeletal and heart muscle tissues, that catalyzes the breakdown of a fructose ester 

into triose sugars. 



al·dose (4lùdosÙ, -dozÙ) n.  Chemistry. Any of a class of monosaccharide sugars 

containing an aldehyde group.  [ALD(EHYDE) + -OSE
1.]

al·dos·ter·one (4l-dmsùtN-ronÙ) n.  A steroid hormone secreted by the adrenal 

cortex that regulates the salt and water balance in the body.  [ALD(EHYDE) + 

STER(OL) + -ONE.]

al·dos·ter·on·ism (4l-dmsùtN-ro-nVzÙNm, 4lÙdo-stHrùN-) n.  A disorder marked 

by excessive secretion of the hormone aldosterone, which can cause weakness, 

cardiac irregularities, and abnormally high blood pressure. 

Al·drich (ôlùdrVch, mlù-), Thomas Bailey. 1836-1907.  American writer and edi-

tor best known for his editorship of the Atlantic Monthly (1881-1890) and his 

novel The Story of a Bad Boy (1870). 

Al·dridge (ôlùdrVj, mlù-), Ira Frederick. 1804?-1867.  American-born actor 

whose tragic leading roles, most notably in Othello, were acclaimed in Europe. 

al·drin (ôlùdrVn) n.  An insecticide containing a naphthalene-derived compound, 

C12H8Cl6.  [After Kurt ALDER.]

Al·drin (ôlùdrVn, mlù-), Edwin Eugene, Jr. Known as “Buzz.” Born 1930.  

American astronaut who as a crew member of Apollo 11 became the second 

human being to walk on the moon (July 20, 1969). 

Al·dus Ma·nu·tius (ôlùdNs mN-nuùshNs, -shK-Ns, -nyuù-, mlù-)  See Aldus 
Manutius. 

ale (7l) n.  A fermented alcoholic beverage containing malt and hops, similar to 

but heavier than beer.  [Middle English, from Old English ealu, alu. See alu- in 

Appendix.]

a·le·a·to·ry (7ùlK-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Dependent on chance, luck, or an 

uncertain outcome:  an aleatory contract between an oil prospector and a land-

owner.  2. Of or characterized by gambling:  aleatory contests.  3.  Also 

a·le·a·to·ric (7ÙlK-N-tôrùVk, -torù-). Music. Using or consisting of sounds to be 

chosen by the performer or left to chance; indeterminate:  An object placed inside 

the piano added an aleatory element to the piece.  [Latin 7le7torius, from 7le7tor, 

gambler, from 7lea, dice.]

a·lec·i·thal (4-lHsùN-thNl) adj.  Having little or no yolk:  an alecithal egg.  [A-1 + 

LECITH(IN) + -AL
1.]

A·lec·to (N-lHkùto) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. One of the Furies. 

a·lee (N-lKù) adv.  Nautical. At, on, or to the leeward side. 

al·e·gar (4lùV-gNr, 7ùlV-) n.  Vinegar produced by the fermentation of ale.  [Mid-

dle English, blend of ale, ale; see ALE, and vinegar, vinegar; see VINEGAR.]

ale·house (7lùhousÙ) n.  A place where ale is sold and served. 

A·lei·chem (ä-l7ùkHm, -KHHm), Shalom or Sholem  Originally Solomon 

Rabinowitz. 1859-1916.  Russian-born Jewish humorist whose stories and plays, 

originally written in Yiddish, were the basis for the musical Fiddler on the Roof. 



A·leix·an·dre (äÙlHk-sänùdrN), Vicente. 1898-1984.  Spanish poet. He won the 

1977 Nobel Prize for literature. 

A·lek·san·drovsk (4lÙVk-s4nùdrNfsk, N-lVk-sänù-)  See Zaporozhe. 
A·le·mán (äÙl7-mänù), Mateo. 1547-1610?.  Spanish-born Mexican writer 

whose greatest work is the picaresque novel Guzmán de Alfarache (1599). 

Al·e·man·ni (4lÙN-m4nùX) pl.n.  A group of Germanic tribes that settled in 

Alsace and nearby areas during the fourth century A.D. and were defeated by the 

Franks in 496.  [Latin, of Germanic origin. See man-1 in Appendix.]

Al·e·man·nic (4lÙN-m4nùVk) n.  1. A group of High German dialects spoken in 

Alsace, Switzerland, and parts of southern Germany.  2. The Germanic dialect of 

the Alemanni.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the Alemannic dialects of High Ger-

man.  2. Of or relating to the Alemanni or their language. 

Alemán Val·dés (äÙl7-mänù väl-dHsù), Miguel. 1902-1983.  Mexican politi-

cian who served as president from 1946 to 1952. 

A·lem·bert (4lÙNm-bârù, ä-läN-bHrù), Jean Le Rond d’. 1717-1783.  French 

mathematician and philosopher who defined the laws of dynamics governing 

equilibrium and centrifugal force. He also contributed to Diderot’s Encyclopédie. 

a·lem·bic (N-lHmùbVk) n.  1. An apparatus consisting of two vessels connected by 

a tube, formerly used for distilling liquids.  2. A device that purifies or alters by a 

process comparable to distillation.  [Middle English alambic, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin alembicus, from Arabic al-’anbXq : al, the + ’anbXq, still 

(from Greek ambix, cup).]

Al·en·çon (4l-äN-soNù)  A town of northwest France on the Sarthe River west-

southwest of Paris. Its lacework industry dates to the 17th century. Population, 

31,608. 

A·lep (N-lHpù)  See Aleppo. 
a·leph (äùlHf, -lNf) n.  The first letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew ’alep, 

from ’elep, ox, from Canaanite ’alp.]

a·leph-null (äÙlHf-nƒlù, -lNf-) n.  Mathematics. The first transfinite number. 

A·lep·po (N-lHpùo) also A·lep (N-lHpù)  A city of northwest Syria near the Turk-

ish border. Inhabited perhaps as early as the sixth millennium B.C., Aleppo was a 

key point on the caravan route across Syria to Baghdad and later a major center of 

Christianity in the Middle East. Population, 985,413. 

a·lert (N-lûrtù) adj.  1. Vigilantly attentive; watchful:  alert to danger; an alert 

bank guard.  See Synonyms at aware.  2. Mentally responsive and perceptive; 

quick.  3. Brisk or lively in action:  the bird’s alert hopping from branch to branch.   
—  n.  1. A signal that warns of attack or danger:  Sirens sounded the alert for an 

air raid.  See Synonyms at alarm.  2. A condition or period of heightened watch-

fulness or preparation for action:  Nuclear-armed bombers were put on alert during 

the crisis.   —  v.  tr. a·lert·ed, a·lert·ing, a·lerts. To notify of approaching dan-

ger or action; warn:  a flashing red light that alerted motorists to trouble ahead.   



—idiom. on the alert. Watchful and prepared for danger, emergency, or 

opportunity:  bird watchers on the alert for a rare species.  [French alerte, from Ital-

ian all’ erta, on the lookout  : alla, to the, on the (from Latin ad illam, to that  : ad-

, ad- + illam, accusative of illa, that); see al-1 in Appendix + erta, lookout, from 

past participle of ergere, to raise (from Latin Krigere); see ERECT.]

Al·es·san·dri·a (4lÙV-s4nùdrK-N, äÙlHs-sänù-)  A city of northwest Italy east-

southeast of Turin. It was founded c. 1168 as a stronghold of the Lombard 

League. Population, 100,518. 

al·eu·rone (4lùyN-ronÙ) also a·leu·ron (-rmnÙ) n.  A granular protein found in 

the endosperm of many seeds or forming the outermost layer in cereal grains.  

[From Greek aleuron, meal.] —alÙeu·ronùic (-rmnùVk) adj. 

A·leut (N-lutù, 4lùK-utÙ) n.  pl. Aleut or A·leuts. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting the Aleutian Islands and coastal areas of southwest Alaska. The 

Aleut are related culturally and linguistically to the Eskimo.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. Either or both of the two languages of the Aleut.  See Usage Note at 

Native American.  [Russian.]

A·leu·tian (N-luùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to the Aleut, their language, or their 

culture.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of the Aleutian Islands, especially an Aleut. 

Aleutian Islands (N-luùshNn XùlNndz)  A chain of rugged, volcanic islands of 

southwest Alaska curving about 1,931 km (1,200 mi) west from the Alaska Penin-

sula and separating the Bering Sea from the Pacific Ocean. The islands were dis-

covered in 1741 by Vitus Bering, a Danish explorer employed by Russia, and 

remained under Russian control until Alaska was purchased by the United States 

in 1867. 

Aleutian Range (N-luùshNn r7nj)  A volcanic mountain chain of southwest 

Alaska extending about 965 km (600 mi) west from Anchorage along the Alaska 

Peninsula and continuing, partly submerged as the Aleutian Islands, to Attu 

Island. 

A level (7ù lHvùNl) n.  Chiefly British. 1. The later of two standardized tests in a 

secondary school subject, used as a qualification for entrance into a university.  

2. The educational background and skills required to pass this test.  [A(DVANCED) 

LEVEL.]

ale·wife1 (7lùwXfÙ) n.  A fish (Alosa pseudoharengus) closely related to the her-

rings and native to North American Atlantic waters and some inland lakes.  [Per-

haps from ALEWIFE
2.]

ale·wife2 (7lùwXfÙ) n.  A woman who keeps an alehouse. 

al·ex·an·der also Al·ex·an·der (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr) n.  A cocktail made with crème 

de cacao, sweet cream, and brandy or gin.  [From the name Alexander.]

Al·ex·an·der I1 (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), 1777-1825.  Czar of Russia (1801-1825) whose 

plans to liberalize his country’s government were forestalled by wars with Napo-

leon I. 



Al·ex·an·der I2 (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), Originally Alexander O·bre·no·vi> (o-brHnùN-

vVchÙ) 1876-1903.  King of Serbia (1889-1903) whose efforts to increase his power 

at the expense of the national assembly led to his assassination. 

Al·ex·an·der I3 (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), 1888-1934.  King of Yugoslavia (1921-1934) 

who unified the peoples of Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia (1929) and was assassi-

nated by Croatian separatists. 

Al·ex·an·der I Island (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr; XùlNnd)  An island of British Antarctic 

Territory in Bellingshausen Sea off the coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. Originally 

thought to be part of the Antarctic landmass, it was proved to be an island by a 

U.S. exploratory team in 1940. 

Al·ex·an·der II (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), 1818-1881.  Czar of Russia (1855-1881) who 

emancipated the serfs in 1861. 

Al·ex·an·der III1 (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), Known as “Alexander the Great.” 356-323 

B.C.  King of Macedonia (336-323) and conquerer of Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, 

Babylonia, and Persia. His reign marked the beginning of the Hellenistic Age. 

Al·ex·an·der III2 (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), Originally Orlando Bandinelli. Died 1181.  

Pope (1159-1181) who excommunicated Frederick I (1165) and established papal 

supremacy. 

Al·ex·an·der VI (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr), Originally Rodrigo Borgia. 1431-1503.  Pope 

(1492-1503) noted as a patron of the arts and for his corrupt papacy. 

Al·ex·an·der Archipelago (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ)  A group of 

more than 1,000 islands off southeast Alaska. The rugged, heavily forested islands 

are the exposed tops of submerged coastal mountains that rise steeply from the 

Pacific Ocean. 

Al·ex·an·der Nev·ski (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr nHvùskK, nHfù-), 1220?-1263.  Russian 

saint and national hero named after the Neva River, where he defeated the Swedes 

in 1240. 

Al·ex·an·der of Tu·nis (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr ƒf tuùnVs, tyuù-), First Earl Title of 

Harold Rupert Leofric George Alexander. 1891-1969.  British field marshal who 

during World War II led maneuvers at Dunkirk and in Burma, North Africa, and 

Italy. 

Al·ex·an·der Se·ve·rus (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr sN-vîrùNs), Marcus Aurelius. A.D. 

208?-235.  Emperor of Rome (222-235) who succeeded his cousin and adoptive 

father, Heliogabalus. 

Al·ex·an·der·son (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr-sNn), Ernst Frederick Werner. 1878-1975.  

Swedish-born American electrical engineer and inventor who demonstrated the 

first practical television system (1930). 

Al·ex·an·der the Great (4lÙVg-z4nùdNr thK gr7t)  See Alexander III1. 
Al·ex·an·dra (4lÙVg-z4nùdrN, -zänù-), 1872-1918.  Last czarina of Russia (1894-

1917). The wife of Nicholas II, she was influenced by Rasputin and meddled in 



politics. After the Bolshevik revolution, she and her family were imprisoned and 

executed. 

Al·ex·an·dret·ta (4lÙVg-z4n-drHtùN)  See Iskenderun. 
Al·ex·an·dri·a (4lÙVg-z4nùdrK-N)  1. A city of northern Egypt on the Mediterra-

nean Sea at the western tip of the Nile Delta. It was founded by Alexander the 

Great in 332 B.C. and became a repository of Jewish, Arab, and Hellenistic culture 

famous for its extensive libraries. Its pharos (lighthouse) was one of the Seven 

Wonders of the World. Population, 2,821,000.  2. A city of central Louisiana on 

the Red River northwest of Baton Rouge. The original city was destroyed by 

Union troops in May 1864 during the Civil War. Population, 49,188.  3. An inde-

pendent city of northern Virginia on the Potomac River opposite Washington, 

D.C. Primarily a residential suburb of the capital, the city has many historic 

buildings, including Gadsby’s Tavern, built in 1752. George Washington helped 

lay out the streets in 1749. Population, 111,183. 

Al·ex·an·dri·an (4lÙVg-z4nùdrK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Alexander the 

Great:  the Alexandrian conquests.  2. Of or relating to Alexandria, Egypt.  3. Of, 

characteristic of, or belonging to a learned school of Hellenistic literature, sci-

ence, and philosophy located at Alexandria in the last three centuries B.C.:  Alex-

andrian scholars; an Alexandrian preference for the explication of earlier works. 

al·ex·an·drine also Al·ex·an·drine (4lÙVg-z4nùdrVn) n.  1. A line of English 

verse composed in iambic hexameter, usually with a caesura after the third foot.  

2. A line of French verse consisting of 12 syllables with a caesura usually falling 

after the sixth syllable.   —  adj.  Characterized by or composed in either of these 

meters.  [French alexandrin, from Old French, from Alexandre, title of a romance 

about Alexander the Great that was written in this meter.]

al·ex·an·drite (4lÙVg-z4nùdrXtÙ) n.  A greenish chrysoberyl that appears red in 

artificial light, used as a gemstone.  [German Alexandrit, after ALEXANDER I1.]

a·lex·i·a (N-lHkùsK-N) n.  Loss of the ability to read, usually caused by brain 

lesions.  Also called word blindness [A-1 + Greek lexis, speech (from legein, to 

speak); see leg- in Appendix + -IA
1.]

a·lex·in (N-lHkùsVn) n.  See complement (n., sense 6).  [Greek alexein, to ward 

off + -IN.]

A·lex·is I Mi·khai·lo·vich (ä-lHkùsVs; mV-kXùlN-vVch, mN-KHXù-), 1629-1676.  

Czar of Russia (1645-1676) who approved church reforms and implemented a 

new code of law that established serfdom (1649). 

Alexis Pe·tro·vich (ä-lHkùsVs pH-troùvVch), 1690-1718.  Russian czarevitch who 

disapproved of the reforms of his father, Peter the Great, and was condemned for 

treason. 

A·lex·i·us I Com·ne·nus (N-lHkùsK-Ns; kmm-nKùnNs), 1048-1118.  Emperor of 

Byzantium (1081-1118) whose reign was marked by the First Crusade (1096-

1099). 



al·fal·fa (4l-f4lùfN) n.  A southwest Asian perennial herb (Medicago sativa) hav-

ing compound leaves with three leaflets and clusters of usually blue-violet flow-

ers. It is widely cultivated as a pasture and hay crop.  [Spanish, from Arabic al-

fa}fa}ah.]

Al Fay·yam (älÙ f7-umù, fX-, HlÙ)  A city of northern Egypt on the Nile River 

south-southwest of Cairo. The surrounding area is rich in archaeological remains. 

Population, 218,500. 

Al·fie·ri (4l-fK-ârùK, äl-fyârùK), Conte Vittorio. 1749-1803.  Italian playwright 

whose works, including 19 tragedies, influenced Italian nationalism. 

al·fil·a·ri·a  or al·fil·e·ri·a (4l-fVlÙN-rKùN) n.  An annual Mediterranean plant 

(Erodium cicutarium) having pinnately dissected leaves and small pink or purple 

flowers. It is a widespread weed and is used for spring forage in the western 

United States.  Also called filaree, pin clover.  [American Spanish alfilerillo, any of 

various cacti whose leaves end in sharp points, from Spanish, diminutive of 

alfiler, pin, from Arabic al-Tilal, the thorn  : al, the + Tilal, thorn.]

Al·föld (ôlùfNld) also Great Alföld  An extensive plain of central Hungary 

extending into northern Yugoslavia and western Romania. The Little Alföld lies 

in northwest Hungary and southern Slovakia. 

Al·fon·so I (4l-fmnùso, -zo), 1110?-1185.  King of Portugal (1139-1185) who 

won Portuguese independence from Castile (1139) and established a monarchy. 

Al·fon·so V (4l-fmnùso, -zo), 1432-1481.  King of Portugal (1438-1481) noted 

for his victories over the Moors in Africa (1458 and 1471). 

Al·fon·so XIII (4l-fmnùso, -zo), 1886-1941.  King of Spain (1886-1931) who 

abdicated on the establishment of a republican government and died in exile. 

Al·fred (4lùfrVd), Known as “the Great.” 849-899.  King of the West Saxons (871-

899), scholar, and lawmaker who repelled the Danes and helped consolidate 

England into a unified kingdom. 

al·fres·co (4l-frHsùko) adv.  In the fresh air; outdoors:  dining alfresco.   —  adj.  

Taking place outdoors; outdoor:  an alfresco conference.  [Italian al fresco, in the 

fresh (air)  : a il, in the + fresco, fresh.]

Alf·vén (äl-v7nù), Hannes Olof Gösta. 1908-1995.  Swedish physicist. He won 

a 1970 Nobel Prize for his theories on plasma physics. 

alg. abbr.  Mathematics. Algebra. 

Alg. abbr.  Algeria. 

al·ga (4lùgN) n.  pl. al·gae (-jK). Any of various chiefly aquatic, eukaryotic, pho-

tosynthetic organisms, ranging in size from single-celled forms to the giant kelp. 

Algae were once considered to be plants but are now classified separately because 

they lack true roots, stems, leaves, and embryos.  [Latin, seaweed.] —alùgal 
(4lùgNl) adj. 



al·gar·ro·ba  or al·ga·ro·ba (4lÙgN-roùbN) n.  1.  See mesquite (n., sense 1b).  

2.  See carob (n., sense 2).  3. The edible pod of either the mesquite or the carob 

tree.  [Spanish, from Arabic al-Tarr7bah : al, the + Tarr7bah, carob.]

Al·gar·ve (äl-gärùvN)  A medieval Moorish kingdom in present-day southern 

Portugal. It was conquered in 1253 by Alfonso III (1210-1279). 

al·ge·bra (4lùjN-brN) n.  Abbr. alg. Mathematics. 1. A generalization of arith-

metic in which symbols, usually letters of the alphabet, represent numbers or 

members of a specified set of numbers and are related by operations that hold for 

all numbers in the set.  2. A set together with operations defined in the set that 

obey specified laws.  [Middle English, bone-setting, and Italian, algebra  both 

from Medieval Latin, from Arabic al-jabr, the (science of) reuniting  : al, the + 

jabr, reunification, bone-setting.] —alÙge·braùist (-br7ùVst) n. 

al·ge·bra·ic (4lÙjN-br7ùVk) adj.  Mathematics. 1. Of, relating to, or designating 

algebra.  2. Designating an expression, an equation, or a function in which only 

numbers, letters, and arithmetic operations are contained or used.  3. Indicating 

or restricted to a finite number of operations involving algebra.   
—alÙge·braùi·cal·ly adv. 

algebraic language (4lÙjN-br7ùVk l4ngùgwVj) n.  1. Mathematics. The conven-

tional method of writing expressions and formulas.  2. Computer Science. A com-

puter language whose statements are designed to resemble algebraic expressions. 

algebraic number (4lÙjN-br7ùVk nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A number that is 

a root of a polynomial equation with rational coefficients. 

Al·ge·ci·ras (4lÙjV-sîrùNs, älÙhH-thKùräs)  A city of southern Spain on the Bay of 
Algeciras opposite Gibraltar. It is a port and tourist center. Population, 92,474. 

Al·ger (4lùjNr), Horatio. 1832-1899.  American writer of inspirational adventure 

books, such as Ragged Dick (1867), featuring impoverished boys who through 

hard work and virtue achieve great wealth and respect. 

Al·ge·ri·a (4l-jîrùK-N) Abbr. Alg.  A country of northwest Africa bordering on 

the Mediterranean Sea. Algeria gained its independence from France in 1962 after 

a long terrorist and guerrilla campaign. Algiers is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 16,948,000.   —Al·geùri·an adj.  & n. 

-algia suff.  Pain:  neuralgia.  [Greek, from algos, pain.]

al·gi·cide (4lùjV-sXdÙ) n.  A substance used to kill or inhibit the growth of algae.  

[ALG(A) + -CIDE.]

al·gid (4lùjVd) adj.  Cold; chilly.  [Latin algidus, from algKre, to be cold.] 
—al·gidùi·ty (-jVdùV-tK) n. 

Al·giers (4l-jîrzù)  The capital and largest city of Algeria, in the north on the Bay 
of Algiers, an arm of the Mediterranean Sea. An ancient North African port, 

Algiers was captured by French forces in 1830 and was later a pivotal center of the 

struggle for Algerian independence. Population, 1,523,000. 



al·gin (4lùjVn) n.  Any of several derivatives, such as sodium alginate or alginic 

acid, of a gelatinous substance extracted from certain brown algae and widely 

used as a thickening, stabilizing, emulsifying, or suspending agent in industrial, 

pharmaceutical, and food products, such as ice cream.  [ALG(A) + -IN.]

al·gi·nate (4lùjN-n7tÙ) n.  A salt of alginic acid, such as sodium alginate. 

al·gin·ic acid (4l-jVnùVk 4sùVd) n.  An insoluble colloidal acid in the form of a 

carboxylated polysaccharide that is abundant in the cell walls of brown algae. 

algo- pref.  Pain:  algophobia.  [From Greek algos, pain.]

al·goid (4lùgoidÙ) adj.  Of or resembling algae. 

Al·gol (4lùgmlÙ, -gôlÙ) n.  A double, eclipsing variable star in the constellation 

Perseus, almost as bright as Polaris.  [Arabic al-S7l : al, the + S7l, ghoul; see 

GHOUL.]

AL·GOL also Algol (4lùgmlÙ, -gôlÙ) n.  Computer Science. An algebraic computer 

language for solving primarily mathematical and scientific problems using algo-

rithms.  [alg(orithmic) o(riented) l(anguage).]

al·go·lag·ni·a (4lÙgo-l4gùnK-N) n.  Sexual gratification derived from inflicting 

or experiencing pain.  [New Latin  : ALGO- + Greek lagneia, lust (from lagnos, lust-

ful); see slKg- in Appendix.] —alÙgo·lagùnic adj.  —alÙgo·lagùnist n. 

al·gol·o·gy (4l-gmlùN-jK) n.  See phycology.  [ALG(A) + -LOGY.] 
—alÙgo·logùi·cal (4lÙgN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —alÙgo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—al·golùo·gist n. 

Al·gon·ki·an (4l-gmngùkK-Nn) n.  pl. Algonkian or Al·gon·ki·ans. 1. Geology. 

Late Proterozoic.  2.  Variant of Algonquian. [After the Algonkin Indians. See 

ALGONQUIN.]

Al·gon·kin (4l-gmngùkVn) n.  pl. Algonkin or Al·gon·kins. Variant of Algon-
quin. 

Al·gon·qui·an (4l-gmngùkwK-Nn, -kK-Nn) also Al·gon·ki·an (-kK-Nn) n.  pl. 

Algonquian or Al·gon·qui·ans also Algonkian  or Al·gon·ki·ans. 1. A fam-

ily of North American Indian languages spoken or formerly spoken in an area 

from Labrador to the Carolinas between the Atlantic coast and the Rocky Moun-

tains.  2. A member of a people traditionally speaking an Algonquian language.  

[From ALGONQUIN.] —Al·gonùqui·an adj. 

Al·gon·quin (4l-gmngùkwVn, -kVn) also Al·gon·kin (-kVn) n.  pl. Algonquin or 

Algon·quins also Algonkin  or Al·gon·kins. 1. a. Any of various Native 

American peoples inhabiting the Ottawa River valley of Quebec and Ontario.  

b. A member of one of these peoples.   2. Any of the varieties of the Ojibwa lan-

guage spoken by the peoples called Algonquin.  [Canadian French.]

al·go·pho·bi·a (4lÙgN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of pain. 

al·go·rism (4lùgN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. The Arabic system of numeration; the decimal 

system.  2. Computation with Arabic figures.  [Middle English algorisme, from 



Old French, from Medieval Latin algorismus, after Muhammad ibn 
KHWARIZMI-MUSA AL-.]

al·go·rithm (4lùgN-rVthÙNm) n.  Mathematics. A step-by-step problem-solving 

procedure, especially an established, recursive computational procedure for solv-

ing a problem in a finite number of steps.  [Variant (probably influenced by 

ARITHMETIC), of ALGORISM.] —alÙgo·rithùmic (-rVthùmVk) adj. 

algorithmic language (4lÙgN-rVthùmVk l4ngùgwVj) n.  Computer Science. A 

programming language in which an algorithmic procedure can be expressed 

accurately. 

al·gor mor·tis (4lùgNr môrùtVs) n.  The cooling of the body that follows death.  

[Latin algor, coolness + mortis, genitive of mors, death.]

Al·gren (ôlùgrVn), Nelson. 1909-1981.  American writer noted for his novels 

about the pride and longings of impoverished people, including The Man with the 

Golden Arm (1949). 

Al·ham·bra1 (4l-h4mùbrN)  A citadel and palace on a hill overlooking Granada, 

Spain. Built by Moorish kings in the 12th and 13th centuries, the Alhambra is the 

finest example of Moorish architecture in Spain. 

Al·ham·bra2 (4l-h4mùbrN)  A city of southern California, a residential suburb 

of Los Angeles. Population, 82,106. 

Al Hil·lah (4l hVlùN, Hl)  A city of central Iraq on a branch of the Euphrates River 

south of Baghdad. It was built c. 1100, largely of material salvaged from the 

nearby ruins of Babylon. Population, 215,249. 

A·li (ä-lKù), 600?-661.  Muslim caliph (656-661) after whose assassination Islam 

was divided into Sunnite and Shiite sects. 

A·li (ä-lKù), Muhammad. Originally Cassius Marcellus Clay. Born 1942.  Ameri-

can prizefighter who won the world heavyweight title in 1964, 1974, and 1978. 

A·li·ák·mon (äl-yäkùmôn, äÙlK-äkù-)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, of 

northern Greece. It is the longest river in the country. 

a·li·as (7ùlK-Ns, 7lùyNs) n.  1. An assumed name:  The swindler worked under vari-

ous aliases.  2. Electronics. A false signal in telecommunication links from beats 

between signal frequency and sampling frequency.   —  adv.  Also known as; oth-

erwise:  Johnson, alias Johns.  [Latin, otherwise, from alius, other. See al-1 in 

Appendix.]

A·li Ba·ba (äÙlK bäùbN, 4lÙK) n.  A poor woodcutter in the Arabian Nights who 

gains entrance to the treasure cave of the 40 thieves by saying the magic words 

“Open, Sesame!” 

al·i·bi (4lùN-bXÙ) n.  pl. al·i·bis. 1. Law. a. A form of defense whereby a defendant 

attempts to prove that he or she was elsewhere when the crime in question was 

committed.  b. The fact of having been elsewhere when a crime in question was 

committed.   2. Usage Problem. An explanation offered to avoid blame or justify 

action; an excuse.   —  v.  intr. al·i·bied, al·i·bi·ing, al·i·bis. Usage Problem. To 



make an excuse for oneself.  [Latin, elsewhere  : alius, other; see al-1 in Appendix 

+ ubi, where; see kwo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Alibi (noun) in its nonlegal sense of “an excuse” is acceptable

in written usage to almost half of the Usage Panel. As an intransitive verb (they

never alibi), it is unacceptable in written usage to a large majority of the Panel.

al·i·ble (4lùN-bNl) adj.  Having nutrients; nourishing.  [Latin alibilis, from alere, 

to nourish. See al-2 in Appendix.]

Al·i·can·te (4lÙV-k4nùtK, äÙlK-känùtH)  A city of southeast Spain on the Mediter-

ranean Sea south of Valencia. It is a port and tourist center. Population, 253,722. 

Al·ice (4lùVs)  A city of southern Texas west of Corpus Christi. It is in a cattle-rais-

ing area that includes the enormous King Ranch. Population, 19,788. 

Alice Springs (4lùVs sprVngz)  A town of Australia located near the center of the 

country. Tourism and mining are important to its economy. Population, 22,000. 

al·i·cy·clic (4lÙV-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj.  Of or relating to organic compounds hav-

ing both aliphatic and cyclic characteristics or structures.  [ALI(PHATIC) + CYCLIC.]

al·i·dade (4lùV-d7dÙ) also al·i·dad (-d4dÙ) n.  1. An indicator or a sighting appa-

ratus on a plane table, used in angular measurement.  2. A topographic surveying 

and mapping instrument used for determining directions, consisting of a tele-

scope and attached parts.  [French, from Medieval Latin alidada, sighting rod, 

from Arabic al-1iC7dah, the revolving radius of a circle, from 1aCud, humerus.]

a·li·en (7ùlK-Nn, 7lùyNn) adj.  1. Owing political allegiance to another country or 

government; foreign:  alien residents.  2. Belonging to, characteristic of, or consti-

tuting another and very different place, society, or person; strange.  See Synonyms 

at foreign.  3. Dissimilar, inconsistent, or opposed, as in nature:  emotions alien 

to her temperament.  See Synonyms at extrinsic.   —  n.  1. An unnaturalized 

foreign resident of a country.  Also called noncitizen 2. A person from another 

and very different family, people, or place.  3. A person who is not included in a 

group; an outsider.  4. A creature from outer space:  science fiction about an inva-

sion of aliens.  5. Ecology. A plant or an animal that occurs in or is naturalized in a 

region to which it is not native.   —  v.  tr. a·li·ened, a·li·en·ing, a·li·ens. Law. 

To transfer (property) to another; alienate.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin aliKnus, from alius, other. See al-1 in Appendix.]

al·ien·a·ble (4lùyN-nN-bNl, 7ùlK-N-) adj.  Law. Transferrable to the ownership of 

another.   —alÙien·a·bilùi·ty n. 

al·ien·ate (7lùyN-n7tÙ, 7ùlK-N-) v.  tr. al·ien·at·ed, al·ien·at·ing, al·ien·ates. 
1. To cause to become unfriendly or hostile; estrange:  alienate a friend; alienate 

potential supporters by taking extreme positions.  See Synonyms at estrange.  
2. To cause to become withdrawn or unresponsive; isolate or dissociate emotion-

ally:  The numbing labor tended to alienate workers.  3. To cause to be transferred; 



turn away: “He succeeded... in alienating the affections of my only ward” (Oscar 

Wilde).  4. Law. To transfer (property or a right) to the ownership of another, 

especially by an act of the owner rather than by inheritance.  [Latin aliKn7re, 

aliKn7t-, from Latin aliKnus, alien. See ALIEN.] —alùien·aÙtor n. 

al·ien·a·tion (7lÙyN-n7ùshNn, 7ÙlK-N-) n.  1. The act of alienating or the condi-

tion of being alienated; estrangement:  Alcoholism often leads to the alienation of 

family and friends.  2. Emotional isolation or dissociation.  3. Psychology. A state 

of estrangement between the self and the objective world or between different 

parts of the personality.  4. Law. The act of transferring property or title to it to 

another. 

al·ien·ee (7lÙyN-nKù, 7ÙlK-N-) n.  Law. One to whom or to which ownership of 

property is transferred. 

al·ien·ist (7lùyN-nVst, 7ùlK-N-) n.  Law. A physician who has been accepted by a 

court of law as an expert on the mental competence of principals or witnesses 

appearing before it.  [French aliéniste, from aliéné, insane, from Latin aliKn7tus, 

past participle of aliKn7re, to deprive of reason. See ALIENATE.]

al·ien·or (7lÙyN-nôrù, 7ÙlK-N-) n.  Law. One that transfers ownership of property 

to another. 

al·i·es·ter·ase (4lÙK-HsùtN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  Chemistry. An enzyme contributing to 

ester-link hydrolysis, particularly in aliphatic esters.  [ALI(PHATIC) + ESTERASE.]

a·li·form (7ùlN-fôrmÙ, 4lùN-) adj.  Biology. Shaped like a wing; alar.  [Latin 7la, 

wing + -FORM.]

A·li·garh (4lÙV-gärù, äùlK-gƒrÙ)  A city of north-central India southeast of Delhi. 

It is noted for its university, established in 1875 as Anglo-Oriental College. Popu-

lation, 320,861. 

a·light1 (N-lXtù) v.  intr. a·light·ed or a·lit (N-lVtù), a·light·ing, a·lights. 1. To 

come down and settle, as after flight:  a sparrow alighting on a branch.  2. To set 

down, as from a vehicle; dismount:  The queen alighted from the carriage.  3. To 

come by chance:  alight on a happy solution.  [Middle English alighten, from Old 

English 7lXhtan : 7-, intensive pref. + lXhtan, to relieve of a burden (from lXht, 

light); see LIGHT
2.]

a·light2 (N-lXtù) adj.  1. Burning; lighted:  The discarded match was still alight.  

2. Illuminated:  The sky was alight with millions of stars.  [Middle English, past 

participle of alighten, to set on fire, from Old English 7lXhtan, to illuminate  : 7-, 

intensive pref. + lXhtan, to shine (from lKoht, a light); see LIGHT
1.] —a·lightù adv. 

a·lign also a·line (N-lXnù) v.  a·ligned also a·lined, a·lign·ing also a·lin·ing, 
a·ligns also a·lines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arrange in a line or so as to be parallel:  align 

the tops of a row of pictures; aligned the car with the curb.  2. To adjust (parts of a 

mechanism, for example) to produce a proper relationship or orientation:  align-

ing the wheels of a truck.  3. To ally (oneself, for example) with one side of an 

argument or cause:  aligned themselves with the free traders.   —  v.  intr. To fall 



into line.  [French aligner, from Old French  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + 

ligne, line (from Latin lXnea); see LINE
1.] —a·lignùer n. 

a·lign·ment also a·line·ment (N-lXnùmNnt) n.  1. Arrangement or position in a 

straight line or in parallel lines.  2. a. The process of adjusting parts so that they 

are in proper relative position:  A set of gears needs periodic alignment.  b. The 

condition of having parts so adjusted:  Binocular lenses that are out of alignment 

will yield a double image.   3. A ground plan:  Blueprints for the building included 

an alignment and a profile.  4. The act of aligning or the condition of being 

aligned. 

a·like (N-lXkù) adj.  Having close resemblance; similar:  The twins are as alike as 

two peas in a pod. Friends are generally alike in background and tastes.   —  adv.  In 

the same manner or to the same degree:  They dress and walk alike.  [Middle 

English alich (influenced by Old Norse 7lXkr), blend of ilich (from Old English 

gelXc), anlich (from Old English onlXc); see lXk- in Appendix.] —a·likeùness n. 

al·i·ment (4lùN-mNnt) n.  1. Something that nourishes; food.  2. Something that 

supports or sustains.   —  v.  tr. al·i·ment·ed, al·i·ment·ing, al·i·ments (-

mHntÙ). To supply with sustenance, such as food:  required by court order to ali-

ment the abandoned family.  [Middle English, from Latin alimentum, from alere, 

to nourish. See al-2 in Appendix.] —alÙi·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj.  

—alÙi·menùtal·ly adv. 

al·i·men·ta·ry (4lÙN-mHnùtN-rK, -trK) adj.  1. Concerned with food, nutrition, 

or digestion.  2. Providing nourishment. 

alimentary canal (4lÙN-mHnùtN-rK kN-n4lù) n.  The mucous membrane-lined 

tube of the digestive system through which food passes, in which digestion takes 

place, and from which wastes are eliminated. It extends from the mouth to the 

anus and includes the pharynx, esophagus, stomach, and intestines.  Also called 

digestive tract 

al·i·men·ta·tion (4lÙN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of giving or 

receiving nourishment.  2. Support; sustenance.   —alÙi·menùta·tive (-tN-tVv) 

adj. 

al·i·mo·ny (4lùN-moÙnK) n.  pl. al·i·mo·nies. 1. Law. An allowance for support 

made under court order to a divorced person by the former spouse, usually the 

chief provider during the marriage. Alimony may also be granted without a 

divorce, as between legally separated persons.  2. A means of livelihood; mainte-

nance.  [Latin alimonia, sustenance, from alere, to nourish. See al-2 in Appendix.]

a·line (N-lXnù) v.  Variant of align. 
A-line (7ùlXnÙ) adj.  Having a fitted top and a flared bottom:  an A-line dress.  

[From garments being shaped like a capital A.]

a·line·ment (N-lXnùmNnt) n.  Variant of alignment. 
al·i·phat·ic (4lÙN-f4tùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating a group of organic 

chemical compounds in which the carbon atoms are linked in open chains.  



[From Greek aleiphar, aleiphat-, oil, from aleiphein, to anoint with oil. See leip- 
in Appendix.]

Al·i·quip·pa (4lÙV-kwVpùN)  A borough of western Pennsylvania on the Ohio 

River northwest of Pittsburgh. It is in a highly industrialized area. Population, 

17,094. 

al·i·quot (4lùV-kwmtÙ, -kwNt) Mathematics. adj.  Of, relating to, or denoting an 

exact divisor or factor of a quantity, especially of an integer.   —  n.  An aliquot 

part.  [Latin aliquot, some number  : alius, some; see al-1 in Appendix + quot, 

how many; see kwo- in Appendix.]

A list (7ù lVst) n.  Informal. The most desirable guests for exclusive parties; the 

fashionable elite:  Hollywood’s A list gathered at a private party. 

a·lit (N-lVtù) v.  A past tense and a past participle of alight1. 
a·live (N-lXvù) adj.  1. Having life; living.  See Synonyms at living.  2. In exist-

ence or operation; active:  keep your hopes alive.  3. Full of living or moving 

things; abounding:  a pool alive with trout.  4. Full of activity or animation; lively:  

a face alive with mischief.   —idiom. alive to. Aware of; sensitive to:  alive to the 

moods of others.  [Middle English  : a-, in a specified state; see A-2 + live, life (from 

Old English lXf); see LIFE.] —a·liveùness n. 

a·li·yah (äÙlK-äù) n.  Immigration of Jews into Israel.  [Hebrew 1alXyâ, ascent.]

a·liz·a·rin (N-lVzùNr-Vn) also a·liz·a·rine (-Vn, -N-rKnÙ) n.  An orange-red crystal-

line compound, C14H6O2(OH)2, used in making dyes.  [French alizarine, from 

French alizari, madder root, from Spanish, probably from Arabic al-1a}7rah, the 

juice  : al, the + 1a}7rah, juice (from 1a}ara, to squeeze).]

al·ka·hest (4lùkN-hHstÙ) n.  The hypothetical universal solvent once sought by 

alchemists.  [Medieval Latin alchahest, first used by Paracelsus (1493-1541), and 

said to have been coined by him in imitation of Arabic words.] —alÙka·hesùtic, 
alÙka·hesùti·cal adj. 

al·ka·les·cent (4lÙkN-lHsùNnt) adj.  Becoming alkaline; slightly alkaline.  

[ALKAL(I) + -ESCENT.] —alÙka·lesùcence, alÙka·lesùcen·cy n. 

al·ka·li (4lùkN-lXÙ) n.  pl. al·ka·lis or al·ka·lies. Chemistry. 1. A carbonate or 

hydroxide of an alkali metal, the aqueous solution of which is bitter, slippery, 

caustic, and characteristically basic in reactions.  2. Any of various soluble min-

eral salts found in natural water and arid soils.  3. Alkali metal.  [Middle English, 

alkaline substance from calcined plant ashes, from Medieval Latin, from Arabic 

al-qalXy, the ashes of saltwort  : al, the + qalXy, ashes (from qal7, to fry).]

alkali metal (4lùkN-lXÙ mHtùl) n.  Any of a group of soft, white, low-density, 

low-melting, highly reactive metallic elements, including lithium, sodium, potas-

sium, rubidium, cesium, and francium. 

al·ka·lim·e·ter (4lÙkN-lVmùV-tNr) n.  An apparatus for measuring alkalinity.   
—alÙka·limùe·try n. 



al·ka·line (4lùkN-lVn, -lXnÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or containing an alkali.  

2. Having a pH greater than 7. 

al·ka·line-earth metal (4lùkN-lVn-ûrthù mHtùl, -lXnÙ-) n.  Any of a group of 

metallic elements, especially calcium, strontium, magnesium, and barium, but 

generally including beryllium and radium.  Also called alkaline earth 

al·ka·lin·i·ty (4lÙkN-lVnùV-tK) n.  Abbr. alky. The alkali concentration or alkaline 

quality of an alkali-containing substance. 

al·ka·lize (4lùkN-lXzÙ) also al·ka·lin·ize (-lN-nXzÙ) v.  al·ka·lized also 

al·ka·lin·ized, al·ka·liz·ing also al·ka·lin·iz·ing, al·ka·liz·es also 

al·ka·lin·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To make alkaline.   —  v.  intr. To become an alkali.   
—alÙka·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

al·ka·loid (4lùkN-loidÙ) n.  Any of various organic compounds normally with 

basic chemical properties and usually containing at least one nitrogen atom in a 

heterocyclic ring, occurring chiefly in many vascular plants and some fungi. 

Many alkaloids, such as nicotine, quinine, cocaine, and morphine, are known for 

their poisonous or medicinal attributes.  [ALKAL(I) + -OID.] —alÙka·loidùal (-

loidùl) adj. 

al·ka·lo·sis (4lÙkN-loùsVs) n.  Abnormally high alkalinity of the blood and body 

fluids.  [ALKAL(I) + -OSIS.] —alÙka·lotùic (-lmtùVk) adj. 

al·kane (4lùk7nÙ) n.  Any member of the alkane series.  [ALK(YL) + (METH)ANE.]

alkane series (4lùk7nÙ sîrùKz) n.  Chemistry. A group of saturated open-chain 

hydrocarbons having the general formula CnH2n+2, the most abundant of which 

is methane.  Also called methane series, paraffin series. 

al·ka·net (4lùkN-nHtÙ) n.  1. a. A European perennial herb (Alkanna tinctoria) 

having cymes of blue flowers and red roots.  b. The root of this plant or the red 

dye extracted from the root.   2. Any of various hairy plants of the Eurasian genus 

Anchusa, having blue or violet flowers grouped on elongated cymes.  [Middle 

English, from Old Spanish alcaneta, diminutive of alcana, henna, from Medieval 

Latin alchanna, from Arabic al-Uinn7’, the henna  : al, the + Uinn7’, henna.]

al·kene (4lùkKnÙ) n.  Any of a series of unsaturated, open chain hydrocarbons 

with one or more carbon-carbon double bonds, having the general formula 

CnH2n.  [ALK(YL) + -ENE.]

al·kine (4lùkXnÙ) n.  Variant of alkyne. 
Alk·maar (älkùmärÙ)  A town of northern Netherlands north-northwest of 

Amsterdam. Chartered in 1254, it has a famous cheese market. Population, 

83,892. 

al·ky (4lùkK) n.  pl. al·kies. Slang. An alcoholic: “Nobody ever admitted we were 

alkies” (Dwight Espe).  [Shortening and alteration of ALCOHOLIC + -Y
3.]

alky. abbr.  Alkalinity. 

al·kyd (4lùkVd) n.  A widely used durable synthetic resin derived from glycerol 

and phthalic anhydride.  Also called alkyd resin [ALKY(L) + (ACI)D.]



al·kyl (4lùkNl) n.  Chemistry. A monovalent radical, such as ethyl or propyl, hav-

ing the general formula CnH2n+1.  [German Alkohol, alcohol (from Medieval Latin 

alcohol, antimony); see ALCOHOL + -YL.]

al·kyl·ate (4lùkN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. al·kyl··at·ed, al·kyl··at·ing, al·kyl··ates. Chemis-

try. To add one or more alkyl groups to (a compound). 

al·kyl·a·tion (4lÙkN-l7ùshNn) n.  Chemistry. A process in which an alkyl group is 

added to or substituted in a compound, as in the reaction of alkenes with alkanes 

to make high-octane fuels. 

al·kyne also al·kine (4lùkXnÙ) n.  Any of a series of open-chain hydrocarbons 

with a carbon-carbon triple bond and the general formula CnH2n–2.  [ALKY(L) + -

(I)NE
2.]

all (ôl) adj.  1. Being or representing the entire or total number, amount, or quan-

tity:  All the windows are open. Deal all the cards.  See Synonyms at whole.  
2. Constituting, being, or representing the total extent or the whole:  all Christen-

dom.  3. Being the utmost possible of:  argued the case in all seriousness.  4. Every:  

got into all manner of trouble.  5. Any whatsoever:  beyond all doubt.  

6. Pennsylvania. Finished; used up:  The apples are all.  See Regional note at gum 
band.  7. Informal. Being more than one:  Who all came to the party?  See 

Regional note at you-all.   —  n.  The whole of one’s fortune, resources, or 

energy; everything one has:  The brave defenders gave their all.   —  pron.  1. The 

entire or total number, amount, or quantity; totality:  All of us are sick. All that I 

have is yours.  2. Everyone; everything:  justice for all.   —  adv.  1. Wholly; com-

pletely:  a room painted all white; directions that were all wrong.  2. Each; apiece:  a 

score of five all.  3. So much:  I am all the better for that experience.   —idioms. all 
along. From the beginning; throughout:  saw through the disguise all along.  all 
but. Nearly; almost:  all but crying with relief.  all in. Tired; exhausted.  all in all. 
Everything being taken into account:  All in all, the criticism seemed fair.  all of. 
Informal. Not more than:  a conversation that took all of five minutes.  all that. 
Informal. To the degree expected.  at all. 7. In any way:  unable to walk at all.  

8. To any extent; whatever:  not at all sorry.  [Middle English al, from Old English 

eall. See al-3 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The construction all that is used informally in questions and

negative sentences to mean “to the degree expected,” as in I know it won an Oscar,

but the film is not all that exciting. In an earlier survey, the Usage Panel rejected

the use of this construction in formal writing. • Sentences of the form All X’s are

not Y may be ambiguous. All of the departments did not file a report may mean

that some departments did not file, or that none did. If the first meaning is in-

tended, it can be unambiguously expressed by the sentence Not all of the depart-

ments filed a report. If the second meaning is intended, a paraphrase such as None

of the departments filed a report or All of the departments failed to file a report can



be used. Note that the same problem can arise with other universal terms like ev-

ery in negated sentences, as in the ambiguous Every department did not file a re-

port. See Usage Note at every.

all- pref.  Variant of allo-. 
al·la breve (4lÙN brHvù, äÙlN brHvù7) adv.  & adj.  Music. In duple or quadruple 

meter with the half note being the unit of time.  [Italian  : alla, according to the + 

breve, breve.]

Al·lah (4lùN, äùlN) n.  God, especially in Islam.  [Arabic All7h.]

Al·la·ha·bad (4lÙN-hN-b4dù, äÙlN-hN-bädù)  A city of north-central India at the 

junction of the Jumna and Ganges rivers east of Varanasi. It was built on the site 

of an ancient Indo-Aryan holy city and is still a pilgrimage site for Hindus. Popu-

lation, 616,051. 

Al·lais (ä-l7ù), Maurice. Born 1911.  French economist. He won a 1988 Nobel 

Prize for his theories of market behavior and the efficient use of resources. 

al·la·man·da (4lÙN-m4nùdN) n.  Any of several tropical American evergreen 

shrubs of the genus Allamanda, widely cultivated in warm regions for their showy 

yellow or purple trumpet-shaped flowers.  [New Latin Allamanda, genus name, 

after Jean Nicholas Sébastian Allamand (1713-1787), Swiss scientist.]

all-A·mer·i·can (ôlÙN-mHrùV-kNn) adj.  1. Representative of the people of the 

United States or their ideals; typically American:  an all-American family; their all-

American generosity.  2. Sports. Chosen as the best amateur in the United States at 

a particular position or event:  an all-American fullback.  3. Composed entirely of 

Americans or American materials:  an all-American negotiating team; cars of all-

American manufacture.  4. Of all the American nations:  an all-American confer-

ence.   —  n.  Often All-American. An all-American athlete. 

al·lan·toid (N-l4nùtoidÙ) also al·lan·toid·al (4lÙNn-toidùl) adj.  1. Of or having 

an allantois.  2. Shaped like a sausage.   —  n.  See allantois.  [New Latin allan-

toXdes. See ALLANTOIS.]

al·lan·to·in (N-l4nùto-Vn) n.  A white, crystalline oxidation product, C4H6N4O3, 

of uric acid that is the metabolic end product of vertebrate purine oxidation and 

is used medicinally to promote tissue growth.  [ALLANTO(IS) + -IN.]

al·lan·to·is (N-l4nùto-Vs) n.  pl. al·lan·to·i·des (4lÙNn-toùV-dKzÙ). A membra-

nous sac that develops from the posterior part of the alimentary canal in the 

embryos of mammals, birds, and reptiles. It is important in the formation of the 

umbilical cord and placenta in mammals.  Also called allantoid [New Latin, from 

allantoXdes, from Greek allantoeidKs, sausage-shaped  : allas, allant-, sausage + -

oeidKs, -oid.] —alÙlan·toùic (4lÙNn-toùVk) adj. 

al·lar·gan·do (äÙlär-gänùdo) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a gradually broadening style 

and slowing tempo. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, present participle of 



allargare, to broaden  : al-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + largare, to broaden 

(from largo, broad, from Latin largus).]

all-a·round (ôlÙN-roundù) also all-round (ôlùroundù) adj.  1. Comprehensive 

in extent or depth:  a good all-around education.  2. Able to do many things well; 

versatile:  an all-around athlete.  See Synonyms at versatile. 
al·lay (N-l7ù) v.  tr. al·layed, al·lay·ing, al·lays. 1. To reduce the intensity of; 

relieve:  allay back pains.  See Synonyms at relieve.  2. To calm or pacify; set to 

rest:  allayed the fears of the worried citizens.  [Middle English aleien, from Old 

English 7lecgan, to lay down  : 7-, intensive pref. + lecgan, to lay; see LAY
1.] 

—al·layùer n. 

all clear (ôl klîr) n.  A signal, usually by siren, that an air raid is over or a danger 

has passed. 

al·le·ga·tion (4lÙV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. Something alleged; an assertion:  allegations 

of disloyalty.  2. The act of alleging.  3. A statement asserting something without 

proof:  The newspaper’s charges of official wrongdoing were mere allegations.  

4. Law. An assertion made by a party that must be proved or supported with evi-

dence.  [French allégation, from Latin allKg7tio, allKg7tion-, from allKg7tus, past 

participle of allKg7re, to dispatch, adduce  : ad-, ad- + lKg7re, to depute; see 

LEGATE.]

al·lege (N-lHjù) v.  tr. al·leged, al·leg·ing, al·leg·es. 1. To assert to be true; 

affirm:  alleging his innocence of the charge.  2. To assert without or before proof:  

The indictment alleges that the commissioner took bribes.  3. To state (a plea or 

excuse, for example) in support or denial of a claim or accusation:  The defendant 

alleges temporary insanity.  4. Archaic. To bring forward as an authority.  [Middle 

English alleggen, from Old French alegier, to vindicate, justify (influenced by ale-

guer, to give a reason), from esligier, to pay a fine, justify oneself, from Late Latin 

*exlXtig7re, to clear at law  : Latin ex-, out; see EX- + Latin lXtig7re, to sue; see LITI-

GATE.] —al·legeùa·ble adj.  —al·legùer n. 

al·leged (N-lHjdù, N-lHjùVd) adj.  Represented as existing or as being as described 

but not so proved; supposed.   —al·legùed·ly (N-lHjùVd-lK) adv.  

USAGE NOTE: An alleged burglar is someone who has been accused of being

a burglar but against whom no charges have been proved. An alleged incident is

an event that is said to have taken place but has not yet been verified. In their zeal

to protect the rights of the accused, newspapers and law enforcement officials

sometimes misuse alleged. A man arrested for murder may be only an alleged mur-

derer, for example, but he is a real, not an alleged, suspect in that his status as a

suspect is not in doubt. Similarly, if the money from a safe is known to have been

stolen and not merely mislaid, then we may safely speak of a theft without having

to qualify our description with alleged.



Al·le·ghe·ny Mountains (4lÙV-g7ùnK mounùtNnz) also Al·le·ghe·nies (-

nKz)  A mountain range forming the western part of the Appalachian Mountains. 

The range extends about 805 km (500 mi) from northern Pennsylvania to south-

west Virginia and rises to approximately 1,483 m (4,862 ft) in northeast West Vir-

ginia. 

Allegheny River (4lÙV-g7ùnK rVvùNr)  A river rising in north-central Pennsylva-

nia and flowing about 523 km (325 mi) northwest into New York then southwest 

into Pennsylvania again, where it joins the Monongahela River at Pittsburgh to 

form the Ohio River. 

Allegheny spurge (4lÙV-g7ùnK spûrj) n.  A perennial herb (Pachysandra proc-

umbens), native to the southeast United States and sometimes grown as an orna-

mental or ground cover for its usually mottled leaves.  [After the Allegheny 
(Mountains).]

al·le·giance (N-lKùjNns) n.  1. Loyalty or the obligation of loyalty, as to a nation, 

sovereign, or cause.  See Synonyms at fidelity.  2. The obligations of a vassal to a 

lord.  [Middle English alligeaunce, alteration of ligeaunce, from Old French 

ligeance, from lige, liege. See LIEGE.] —al·leùgiant adj. 

al·le·gor·i·cal (4lÙV-gôrùV-kNl, -gmrù-) also al·le·gor·ic (-Vk) adj.  Of, character-

istic of, or containing allegory:  an allegorical painting of Victory leading an army.   
—alÙle·gorùi·cal·ly adv. 

al·le·go·rize (4lùV-gô-rXzÙ, -go-, -gN-) v.  al·le·go·rized, al·le·go·riz·ing, 
al·le·go·riz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To express as or in the form of an allegory:  a story of 

barnyard animals that allegorizes the fate of Soviet socialism.  2. To interpret alle-

gorically:  allegorize the quest for the Holy Grail as an inner spiritual search.   —  v.  

intr. To use or make allegory:  sculptors who rendered the moral world by allegoriz-

ing.   —alÙle·goÙri·zaùtion (-gôrÙV-z7ùshNn, -gorÙ, -gmrÙ) n.  —alùle·go·rizÙer 
n. 

al·le·go·ry (4lùV-gôrÙK, -gorÙK) n.  pl. al·le·go·ries. 1. a. A literary, dramatic, or 

pictorial device in which characters and events stand for abstract ideas, principles, 

or forces, so that the literal sense has or suggests a parallel, deeper symbolic sense.  

b. A story, picture, or play in which this device is used. John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s 

Progress and Herman Melville’s Moby Dick are allegories.   2. A symbolic repre-

sentation:  The blindfolded figure with scales is an allegory of justice.  [Middle 

English allegorie, from Latin allKgoria, from Greek, from allKgorein, to interpret 

allegorically  : allos, other; see al-1 in Appendix + agoreuein, to speak publicly 

(from agora, marketplace); see ger- in Appendix.] —alùle·goÙrist n. 

al·le·gret·to (4lÙV-grHtùo, äÙlV-) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a moderately quick tempo, 

usually considered to be slightly slower than allegro but faster than andante. Used 

chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. al·le·gret·tos. An allegretto passage or move-

ment.  [Italian, diminutive of allegro, allegro. See ALLEGRO.]



al·le·gro (N-lHgùro, N-l7ùgro) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. allo In a quick, lively 

tempo, usually considered to be faster than allegretto but slower than presto. Used 

chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. al·le·gros. Abbr. allo An allegro passage or 

movement.  [Italian, from Latin alacer, lively.]

al·lele (N-lKlù) n.  One member of a pair or series of genes that occupy a specific 

position on a specific chromosome.  [German Allel, short for Allelomorph, allelo-

morph. See ALLELOMORPH.] —al·leùlic (N-lKùlVk, N-lHlùVk) adj.  —al·leùlism n. 

al·le·lo·morph (N-lKùlN-môrfÙ, N-lHlùN-) n.  An allele.  [Greek allKlon, mutually 

(from allos, other); see al-1 in Appendix + -MORPH.] —al·leÙlo·morùphic adj.  

—al·leÙlo·morùphismÙ n. 

al·le·lop·a·thy (N-lK-lmpùN-thK, 4lÙN-) n.  The inhibition of growth in one spe-

cies of plants by chemicals produced by another species.  [Greek allKlon, recipro-

cally (from allos, another); see al-1 in Appendix + -PATHY.] —al·leÙlo·pathùic 
(N-lKÙlN-p4thùVk, N-lHlÙN-) adj. 

al·le·lu·ia (4lÙN-luùyN) interj.  Hallelujah.  [Middle English, from Medieval 

Latin alleluia, from Late Greek allelouia, from Hebrew hallHlûy7h, praise the 

Lord. See HALLELUJAH.]

al·le·mande (4lùN-m4ndÙ, -mändÙ, 4lÙN-m4ndù, -mändù) n.  1. a. A stately 

16th-century dance in 2/2 time.  b. Music. A composition written to or as if to 

accompany this dance, often used as the first movement of a suite.   2. A lively, 

late 18th-century dance in 3/4 time.  [French, feminine of allemand, German, 

from Latin Alemanni, an ancient Germanic tribe. See ALEMANNI.]

Al·len (4lùNn), Ethan. 1738-1789.  American Revolutionary soldier whose 

troops, the Green Mountain Boys, helped capture Fort Ticonderoga from the 

British (1775). 

Al·len (4lùNn), Fred. 1894-1956.  American humorist famous for his dry, satiri-

cal work in vaudeville, radio, and early television. 

Al·len (4lùNn), Frederick Lewis. 1890-1954.  American editor and historian 

noted for his editorship of Harper’s (1941-1953) and his books of social history, 

including The Big Change (1952). 

Al·len (4lùNn), Grace Ethel Cecile Rosalie. Known as “Gracie.” 1906-1964.  

American comedienne best remembered as the confused but unflappable foil to 

her husband and stage partner, George Burns. 

Al·len (4lùNn), Richard. 1760-1831.  American religious leader and the first 

bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church (1816-1831). 

Al·len (4lùNn), William. 1532-1594.  English Roman Catholic cardinal who 

directed the work on the Douay Bible. 

Al·len (4lùNn), Woody. Born 1935.  American comic actor, writer, and film-

maker whose films include Annie Hall (1977), which won two Academy Awards. 



Al·len·by (4lùNn-bK), First Viscount Title of Edmund Henry Hynman. 1861-

1936.  British field marshal noted for his military successes in the Middle East 

during World War I. 

Al·len·de Gos·sens (ä-yHnùd7 gôùsHns), Salvador. 1908-1973.  Chilean poli-

tician who as president (1970-1973) was considered the first democratically 

elected Marxist head of government. He was killed in a coup d’état. 

Allen Park (4lùNn pärk)  A city of southeast Michigan, a suburb of Detroit. Pop-

ulation, 31,092. 

Al·len·ti·ac (N-lHnùtK-4kÙ) n.  pl. Allentiac or Al·len·ti·acs. 1. A member of a 

South American Indian people inhabiting west-central Argentina.  2. The extinct 

language of the Allentiac.  [Spanish alentiaco.] —Al·lenùti·acÙ adj. 

Al·len·town (4lùNn-tounÙ)  A city of eastern Pennsylvania north-northwest of 

Philadelphia. Founded in 1762, the city is an industrial and commercial center. 

Population, 105,090. 

al·ler·gen (4lùNr-jNn) n.  A substance, such as pollen, that causes an allergy.  

[German Allergen : Allergie, allergy; see ALLERGY + -gen, -gen.] —alÙler·genùic (-

jHnùVk) adj. 

al·ler·gic (N-lûrùjVk) adj.  1. Of, characterized by, or caused by an allergy:  an 

allergic reaction to airborne pollen.  2. Having an allergy:  allergic children; highly 

allergic to penicillin.  3. Informal. Having a dislike; averse:  allergic to work. 

al·ler·gist (4lùNr-jVst) n.  A physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment 

of allergies. 

al·ler·gy (4lùNr-jK) n.  pl. al·ler·gies. 1. An abnormally high sensitivity to cer-

tain substances, such as pollens, foods, or microorganisms. Common indications 

of allergy may include sneezing, itching, and skin rashes.  2. Informal. An adverse 

sentiment; antipathy:  an allergy to cocktail parties.  [German Allergie : Greek allos, 

other; see ALLO- + Greek ergon, action; see werg- in Appendix.]

al·le·thrin (4lùN-thrVnÙ) n.  A synthetic clear or amber-colored viscous insecti-

cide, C19H26O3, similar to pyrethrin.  [ALL(YL) + (PYR)ETHRIN.]

al·le·vi·ate (N-lKùvK-7tÙ) v.  tr. al·le·vi·at·ed, al·le·vi·at·ing, al·le·vi·ates. To 

make (pain, for example) more bearable:  a drug that alleviates cold symptoms.  

See Synonyms at relieve.  [Late Latin allevi7re, allevi7t-, to lighten  : Latin ad-, 

ad- + levis, light; see legwh- in Appendix.] —al·leÙvi·aùtion n.  —al·leùvi·aÙtor 
n. 

al·le·vi·a·tive (N-lKùvK-7ÙtVv) also al·le·vi·a·to·ry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Reduc-

ing pain or severity; palliative:  alleviative treatment for an incurable disease. 

al·ley1 (4lùK) n.  pl. al·leys. 1. A narrow street or passageway between or behind 

city buildings.  2. A path between flower beds or trees in a garden or park.  3. A 

straight, narrow course or track; a lane:  an alley for lawn bowling.  4. Sports. 

Either of the parallel lanes at the sides of a tennis court, which widen the 

inbounds area for doubles play.   —idiom. up (one’s) alley. Informal. Compat-



ible with one’s interests or qualifications:  an assignment that is right up your alley.  

[Middle English alei, from Old French alee, from aller, to walk, from Latin 

ambul7re. See AMBULATE.]

al·ley2 (4lùK) n.  pl. al·leys. Games. A large playing marble, often used as the 

shooter.  [Short for ALABASTER.]

alley cat (4lùK k4t) n.  A homeless or stray cat. 

alley crop·ping (4lùK krmpùVng) n.  A method of planting in which rows of a 

crop are sown between rows or hedges of nitrogen-fixing plants, the roots of 

which enrich the soil. 

alley light (4lùK lXt) n.  A searchlight mounted on the side or top of a police 

patrol car or other such motor vehicle, used for sideways illumination. 

al·ley·way (4lùK-w7Ù) n.  A narrow passage between buildings. 

all-fired (ôlùfXrdù) adv.  Informal. Used as an intensive:  Don’t be so all-fired 

aggressive.  [Alteration of hell-fired.]

All Fools’ Day (ôl fulz d7) n.  See April Fools’ Day. 
all fours (ôl forz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Games. Any of several card 

games resembling whist and in which points are scored in four ways: for the high 

trump, the low trump, the jack of trumps, and the game. 

all get-out also all get out (ôl gHtùoutÙ) n.  Informal. The utmost degree that 

is possible or even imaginable: “It’s snowing like all get-out up here” (Hans Thor-

ner). 

all hail (ôl h7l) interj.  Used to express acclamation, a welcome, or a greeting. 

All·hal·low·mas (ôlÙh4lùo-mNs) n.  Archaic. 1. All Saints’ Day.  2. The feast 

observed on All Saints’ Day.  [Middle English Alhalwemesse, from Old English 

ealra h7lgena mæsse : ealra, genitive pl. of eall, all; see ALL + h7lgena, genitive pl. of 

h7lga, saint (from h7lig, holy); see HOLY + mæsse, Mass; see MASS.]

All·hal·lows (ôlÙh4lùoz) n.  See All Saints’ Day.  [Middle English al halwes : 

al, all; see ALL + halwes, pl. of halwe, saint; see ALLHALLOWMAS.]

all-heal  or all·heal (ôlùhKlÙ) n.  Any of several plants, such as the self-heal or 

the valerian, once thought to have broad healing powers. 

al·li·a·ceous (4lÙK-7ùshNs) adj.  Of or resembling onion, garlic, or similar plants 

of the genus Allium, particularly in taste and smell.  [Latin allium, garlic + -

ACEOUS.]

al·li·ance (N-lXùNns) n.  1. a. A close association of nations or other groups, 

formed to advance common interests or causes:  an alliance of labor unions oppos-

ing the bill.  b. A formal agreement establishing such an association, especially an 

international treaty of friendship.   2. A connection based on kinship, marriage, 

or common interest; a bond or tie:  the shifting alliances within a large family.  

3. Close similarity in nature or type; affinity:  the ancient alliance between mathe-

matics and music.  4. The act of becoming allied or the condition of being allied:  



the church, acting in alliance with community groups.  [Middle English, from Old 

French aliance, from alier, to ally. See ALLY.]

Al·li·ance (N-lXùNns)  A city of northeast Ohio southwest of Youngstown. It was 

settled by Quakers in 1805. Population, 23,376. 

al·lied (N-lXdù, 4lùXdÙ) adj.  1. Joined or united in a close relationship:  allied 

tribes.  2. Of a similar nature; related:  city planning and allied studies.  3. Allied. 

Of or relating to the Allies:  the Allied invasion of southern Italy. 

Al·lier (ä-ly7ù)  A river rising in south-central France and flowing about 410 km 

(255 mi) northward past Vichy to the Loire River. 

al·li·ga·tor (4lùV-g7ÙtNr) n.  1. Either of two large reptiles, Alligator mississipiensis 

of the southeast United States or A. sinensis of China, having sharp teeth and 

powerful jaws. They differ from crocodiles in having a broader, shorter snout.  

2. Leather made from the hide of one of these reptiles.  3. A tool or fastener hav-

ing strong, adjustable, often toothed jaws.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  an alligator pond; an alligator handbag.  [Alteration of Spanish 

el lagarto, the lizard  : el, the (from Latin ille, that); see al-1 in Appendix + lagarto, 

lizard (from Latin lacertus).]

WORD HISTORY: In The Travailes of an Englishman, published in 1568, Job

Hortop says that “in this river we killed a monstrous Lagarto or Crocodile.” This

killing gives rise to the first recorded instance of alligator in English, obviously in

a different form from the one familiar to modern speakers. Alligator, which comes

to us from Spanish el lagarto, “the lizard,” was modified in pronunciation and

form in several ways before taking on the form alligator. Such changes, referred

to by linguists as taboo deformation, are not uncommon in a name for something

that is feared and include, for example, the change in sequence of the r and t that

occurred between el lagarto and alligator. An interesting parallel case is crocodile,

which appears in Spanish, for example, as cocodrilo, with a similar difference in

the sequence of the r. The earliest recorded form of alligator that is similar to ours

appears in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (First Folio, 1623): “In his needie shop

a tortoyrs hung,/An Allegater stuft.”

al·li·ga·tor·ing (4lùV-g7ÙtNr-Vng) n.  The formation of cracks on the surface of 

paint layers.  [From the resemblance of the cracks to the pattern of an alligator’s 

scales.]

alligator pear (4lùV-g7ÙtNr pâr) n.  See avocado (n., sense 1).  [By folk ety-

mology from American Spanish aguacate, avocado (the trees are said to grow in 

areas infested by alligators). See AGUACATE.]

alligator snapping turtle (4lùV-g7ÙtNr sn4pùVng tûrùtl) n.  A large freshwater 

snapping turtle (Macrochelys temmincki) of the south-central United States, hav-

ing a rough carapace and powerful hooked jaws.  Also called alligator snapper 



alligator weed (4lùV-g7ÙtNr wKd) n.  An aquatic South American perennial 

plant (Alternanthera philoxeroides) having opposite, lance-shaped leaves and tight 

clusters of small whitish flowers. It is a mat-forming weed in warm, freshwater 

habitats, such as the southeast United States. 

all-im·por·tant (ôlùVm-pôrùtnt) adj.  Of the greatest importance; crucial.   
—allÙ-im·porùtance n. 

all-in·clu·sive (ôlùin-kluùsVv) adj.  Including everything; comprehensive. 

al·lit·er·ate (N-lVtùN-r7tÙ) v.  al·lit·er·at·ed, al·lit·er·at·ing, al·lit·er·ates.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To use alliteration in speech or writing.  2. To have or contain allitera-

tion.   —  v.  tr. To form or arrange with alliteration.  [Back-formation from 

ALLITERATION.]

al·lit·er·a·tion (N-lVtÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The repetition of the same consonant 

sounds or of different vowel sounds at the beginning of words or in stressed sylla-

bles, as in “on scrolls of silver snowy sentences” (Hart Crane).  [From AD- + Latin 

littera, letter.]

al·lit·er·a·tive (N-lVtùN-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-) adj.  Of, showing, or characterized by allit-

eration.   —al·litùer·aÙtive·ly adv.  —al·litùer·aÙtive·ness n. 

al·li·um (4lùK-Nm) n.  Any of numerous, usually bulbous plants of the genus 

Allium in the lily family, having long stalks bearing clusters of variously colored 

flowers and including many ornamental and food plants, such as onions, leeks, 

chives, garlic, and shallots.  [Latin allium, garlic.]

all-night (ôlùnXtÙ) adj.  1. Continuing all through the night:  an all-night party.  

2. Open all during the night:  an all-night diner. 

all night·er  or all-night·er (ôlÙnXùtNr) n.  Informal. A project or event lasting 

all through the night. 

allo abbr.  Allegro. 

allo-  or all- pref.  1. Other; different:  allopatric.  2. Isomeric:  allocholesterol.  

[Greek, from allos, other. See al-1 in Appendix.]

al·lo·an·ti·bod·y (4lÙo-4nùtV-bmdÙK) n.  See isoantibody. 
al·lo·an·ti·gen (4lÙo-4nùtV-jNn) n.  See isoantigen. 
al·lo·cate (4lùN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. al·lo·cat·ed, al·lo·cat·ing, al·lo·cates. 1. To set 

apart for a special purpose; designate:  allocate a room to be used for storage.  2. To 

distribute according to a plan; allot:  allocate rations for a week-long camping trip.  

[Medieval Latin alloc7re, alloc7t-  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin loc7re, to place (from 

locus, place).] —alùlo·ca·ble (-kN-bNl) adj.  —alÙlo·caùtion n.  

SYNONYMS: allocate, appropriate, designate, earmark. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to set aside for a specified purpose”: allocated time for

recreation; appropriated funds for public education; designated a location for the new

hospital; money earmarked for a vacation. See also Synonyms at assign



al·lo·cu·tion (4lÙN-kyuùshNn) n.  A formal and authoritative speech; an 

address.  [Latin alloc7tio, alloc7tion-, from alloc7tus, past participle of alloquX, to 

speak to  : ad-, ad- + loquX, to speak; see tolkw- in Appendix.]

al·log·a·my (N-lmgùN-mK) n.  Biology. See cross-fertilization (n., sense 1). 

al·lo·ge·ne·ic (4lÙN-jN-nKùVk) also al·lo·gen·ic (-jHnùVk) adj.  Being genetically 

different although belonging to or obtained from the same species:  allogeneic tis-

sue grafts.  [ALLO- + Greek genea, race; see genN- in Appendix + -IC.]

al·lo·graft (4lùN-gr4ftÙ) n.  A graft of tissue obtained from a donor genetically 

different from, though of the same species as the recipient.  Also called homograft 

al·lo·graph (4lùN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A variant shape of a letter.  2. A letter or combi-

nation of letters that can represent one phoneme, as f and gh can represent the 

phoneme /f/.  3. Writing, especially a signature, made by one person for another. 

al·lom·er·ism (N-lmmùN-rVzÙNm) n.  Consistency in crystalline form with varia-

tion in chemical composition.   —al·lomùer·ous adj. 

al·lom·e·try (N-lmmùV-trK) n.  The study of the change in proportion of various 

parts of an organism as a consequence of growth.   —alÙlo·metùric (4lÙN-

mHtùrVk) adj. 

al·lo·morph1 (4lùN-môrfÙ) n.  See paramorph.  —alÙlo·morùphic adj.  

—alÙlo·morùphism n. 

al·lo·morph2 (4lùN-môrfÙ) n.  Any of the variant forms of a morpheme. For 

example, the phonetic s of cats, z of dogs, and Vz of horses and the en of oxen are 

allomorphs of the English plural morpheme.  [ALLO- + MORPH(EME).] 
—alÙlo·morùphic adj.  —alÙlo·morùphism n. 

al·lo·nym (4lùN-nVmÙ) n.  The name of a person, usually a historical person, 

assumed by a writer.  [French allonymeGreek allos, other; see ALLO- + Greek 

onoma, name; see ONOMATOPOEIA.] —al·lonùy·mous (N-lmnùN-mNs) adj.  

—al·lonùy·mous·ly adv. 

al·lo·path (4lùN-p4thÙ) also al·lop·a·thist (N-lmpùN-thVst) n.  One who practices 

or advocates allopathy. 

al·lop·a·thy (N-lmpùN-thK) n.  A method of treating disease with remedies that 

produce effects different from those caused by the disease itself.  [German 

Allopathie : Greek allos, other; see ALLO- + Greek patheia, suffering; see -PATHY.] 
—alÙlo·pathùic (4lÙN-p4thùVk) adj.  —alÙlo·pathùi·cal·ly adv. 

al·lo·pat·ric (4lÙN-p4tùrVk) adj.  Ecology. Occurring in separate, nonoverlapping 

geographic areas. Often used of populations of related organisms unable to cross-

breed because of geographic separation.  [ALLO- + Greek patra, fatherland (from 

patKr, father); see pNter- in Appendix + -IC.] —alÙlo·patùri·cal·ly adv.  

—al·lopùa·try (N-lmpùN-trK) n. 

al·lo·phane (4lùN-f7nÙ) n.  An amorphous, translucent, variously colored min-

eral, essentially hydrous aluminum silicate.  [From Greek allophanKs, appearing 



otherwise  : allos, other; see ALLO- + phainesthai, to appear, passive of phainein, to 

show; see FANTASY.]

al·lo·phone (4lùN-fonÙ) n.  Linguistics. A predictable phonetic variant of a pho-

neme. For example, the aspirated t of top, the unaspirated t of stop, and the tt 

(pronounced d) of batter are allophones of the English phoneme t.  [ALLO- + 

PHONE(ME).] —alÙlo·phonùic (-fmnùVk) adj. 

al·lo·pol·y·ploid (4lÙN-pmlùK-ploidÙ) adj.  Having three or more complete sets 

of chromosomes derived from different species.   —  n.  An organism with three 

or more complete sets of chromosomes derived from different species.   
—alÙlo·polùy·ploiÙdy n. 

al·lo·pu·ri·nol (4lÙo-pytrùN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  A drug, C5H4N4O, used to 

treat gout because it promotes the excretion of uric acid.  [ALLO- + PURIN(E) + -

OL
2.]

all-or-none (ôlÙNr-nƒnù) adj.  Characterized by either a complete response or 

by a total lack of response or effect, as in neurological action above a threshold: 

“Nerve impulses follow the All or None Law—that is, a nerve impulse generated by a 

weak stimulus is just as strong as one generated by a strong stimulus” (Fundamentals 

of Biology). 

all-or-noth·ing (ôlùNr-nƒthùVng) adj.  1. Involving either complete success or 

failure, with no intermediate result: “Downhill races are all-or-nothing events, 

decided on the basis of one run” (Neil Amdur).  2. Refusing to accept less than all 

demands; uncompromising:  an all-or-nothing negotiating position. 

al·lo·ster·ic (4lÙN-stHrùVk) adj.  Of or involving molecular binding to an enzyme 

at a site other than the enzymatically active one.   —alÙlo·sterùi·cal·ly adv.  

—al·losùter·y (N-lmsùtN-rK) n. 

al·lot (N-lmtù) v.  tr. al·lot·ted, al·lot·ting, al·lots. 1. To parcel out; distribute 

or apportion:  allotting land to homesteaders; allot blame.  2. To assign as a por-

tion; allocate:  allotted 20 minutes to each speaker.  See Synonyms at assign.  
[Middle English alotten, from Old French aloter : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- 

+ lot, portion (of Germanic origin).] —al·lotùter n. 

al·lot·ment (N-lmtùmNnt) n.  1. The act of allotting:  the allotment of ration cou-

pons.  2. Something allotted:  The sailors drank their daily allotment of rum.  3. A 

portion of military pay that is regularly deducted and set aside, as for the payee’s 

dependents or for insurance. 

al·lo·trans·plant (4lÙo-tr4nsùpl4ntÙ) v.  tr. al·lo·trans·plant·ed, 
al·lo·trans·plant·ing, al·lo·trans·plants. To transfer (an organ or body tissue) 

between two genetically different individuals belonging to the same species.   —  
n.  An organ or tissue transferred between genetically different individuals of the 

same species.   —alÙlo·transÙplan·taùtion n. 

al·lo·trope (4lùN-tropÙ) n.  A structurally differentiated form of an element that 

exhibits allotropy.  [Back-formation from ALLOTROPY.]



al·lot·ro·py (N-lmtùrN-pK) n.  The existence, especially in the solid state, of two or 

more crystalline or molecular structural forms of an element.   —alÙlo·tropùic 
(4lÙN-trmpùVk, -troùpVk), alÙlo·tropùi·cal adj.  —alÙlo·tropùi·cal·ly adv. 

all’ ot·ta·va (4lÙN-täùvN, älÙo-) adv.  & adj.  Music. Ottava.  [Italian  : all’, at the + 

ottava, octave.]

al·lot·tee (N-lmtÙKù) n.  One to whom something is allotted. 

all out (ôl out) adv.  With every possible effort:  worked all out to make the dead-

line. 

all-out (ôlùoutù) adj.  Using all available means or resources:  an all-out sprint; an 

all-out conservation program. 

all over (ôl oùvNr) adv.  1. Over the whole area or extent:  a cloth embroidered all 

over with roses.  2. Everywhere:  searched all over for her missing key.  3. In all 

respects:  Carefree and fun-loving—that’s him all over. 

all-o·ver also all·o·ver (ôlùoÙvNr) adj.  Covering an entire surface:  wallpaper 

with an all-over pattern; an allover tan. 

all-o·vers (ôlùoùvNrz) pl.n.  Informal. A feeling of great unease or extreme ner-

vousness. 

al·low (N-louù) v.  al·lowed, al·low·ing, al·lows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To let do or 

happen; permit:  We allow smoking only in restricted areas.  2. To permit the pres-

ence of:  No pets are allowed inside.  3. To permit to have:  allow oneself a little 

treat.  4. To make provision for; assign:  The schedule allows time for a coffee break.  

5. To plan for in case of need:  allow two inches in the fabric for shrinkage.  6. To 

grant as a discount or in exchange:  allowed me 20 dollars on my old word processor.  

7. Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. a. To admit, grant:  I allowed as how he was right.  

b. To suppose: “We allow he’s straight” (American Speech).  c. To assert:  Mother 

allowed that we’d better come in for dinner.    —  v.  intr. 1. To offer a possibility; 

admit:  The poem allows of several interpretations.  2. To take a possibility into 

account; make allowance:  In calculating profit, retailers must allow for breakage 

and spoilage.  [Middle English allouen, to approve, permit, from Old French 

allouer, from Latin allaud7re, to praise (ad-, intensive pref.; see ad- + laud7re, to 

praise); see LAUD, and from Medieval Latin alloc7re, to assign; see ALLOCATE.] 
—al·lowùa·ble adj.  —al·lowùa·bly adv. 

al·low·ance (N-louùNns) n.  1. The act of allowing.  2. An amount that is 

allowed or granted:  finished my weekly allowance of two eggs.  3. Something, such 

as money, given at regular intervals or for a specific purpose:  a travel allowance 

that covers hotel and restaurant bills.  4. A price reduction, especially one granted 

in exchange for used merchandise:  The dealer gave us an allowance on our old car.  

5. A consideration for possibilities or modifying circumstances:  an allowance for 

breakage; made allowances for rush-hour traffic in estimating travel time.  6. An 

allowed difference in dimension of closely mating machine parts.   —  v.  tr. 

al·low·anced, al·low·anc·ing, al·low·anc·es. 1. To put on a fixed allowance:  



cut expenses by strictly allowancing the sales representatives.  2. To dispense in fixed 

quantities; ration. 

al·low·ed·ly (N-louùVd-lK) adv.  By general admission; admittedly. 

al·loy (4lùoiÙ, N-loiù) n.  1. A homogeneous mixture or solid solution of two or 

more metals, the atoms of one replacing or occupying interstitial positions 

between the atoms of the other:  Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc.  2. A mixture; 

an amalgam: “Television news has... always been an alloy of journalism and show 

business” (Bill Moyers).  3. The relative degree of mixture with a base metal; fine-

ness.  4. Something added that lowers value or purity.   —  v.  tr. al·loyed, 
al·loy·ing, al·loys (N-loiù, 4lùoiÙ). 1. To combine (metals) to form an alloy.  

2. To combine; mix:  idealism that was alloyed with political skill.  3. To debase by 

the addition of an inferior element.  [Alteration (influenced by French aloi), of 

obsolete allay, from Middle English alay, from Old North French allai, from 

allayer, to alloy, from Latin allig7re, to bind  : ad-, ad- + lig7re, to bind; see leig- 
in Appendix.]

all-pur·pose (ôlùpûrùpNs) adj.  Having many purposes or uses. 

all right (ôl rXt) adj.  1. a. In proper or satisfactory operational or working 

order:  checked to see if the tires were all right.  b. all-right (ôlùrXtù). Informal. Sat-

isfactory; good:  an all-right fellow; an all-right movie.   2. Correct:  Your answers 

are all right.  3. Average; mediocre:  The performance was just all right, not remark-

able.  4. Uninjured; safe:  The passengers were shaken up but are all right.  5. Fairly 

healthy; well:  I am feeling all right again.   —  adv.  1. In a satisfactory way; ade-

quately:  I held up all right under pressure.  2. Very well; yes. Used as a reply to a 

question or to introduce a declaration:  Will you join us? All right. All right, here’s 

the plan.  3. Without a doubt:  It’s cold, all right.  

USAGE NOTE: All right, usually pronounced as if it were a single word, prob-

ably should have followed the same orthographic development as already and al-

together. But despite its use by a number of reputable authors, the spelling alright

has never been accepted as a standard variant, and the writer who chooses to risk

that spelling had best be confident that readers will acknowledge it as a token of

willful unconventionality rather than as a mark of ignorance.

all-round (ôlùroundù) adj.  Variant of all-around. 
All Saints’ Day (ôl s7nts d7) n.  November 1, the day on which a Christian 

feast honoring all the saints is observed.  Also called Allhallows 

all·seed (ôlùsKdÙ) n.  Any of several plants, such as knotgrass, producing numer-

ous seeds. 

All Souls’ Day (ôl solz d7) n.  Roman Catholic Church. November 2, the day on 

which special prayers are offered for the souls in purgatory. 



all·spice (ôlùspXsÙ) n.  1. A tropical American evergreen tree (Pimenta dioica) 

having opposite, simple leaves and small white flowers clustered in cymes.  2. The 

dried, nearly ripe berries of this plant used as a spice, especially in baking.  Also 

called pimento 

all-star (ôlùstärÙ) adj.  Made up wholly of star performers:  an all-star cast.   —  
n.  Sports. One chosen for a team of star players. 

All·ston (ôlùstNn), Washington. 1779-1843.  American painter whose roman-

tic works, such as Elijah in the Desert, often depict religious subjects. 

all-ter·rain vehicle (ôlùtN-r7nù vKùV-kNl) n.  Abbr. ATV A small, open motor 

vehicle having one seat and three or more wheels fitted with large tires. It is 

designed chiefly for recreational use over roadless, rugged terrain. 

all the same (ôl thK s7m) adv.  Nevertheless:  I was ill, but I finished the job all 

the same. 

all-time (ôlùtXmù) adj.  Exceeding all others up to the present time:  an all-time 

speed skating record. 

all told (ôl told) adv.  With everything considered; in all:  All told, we won 100 

games. 

al·lude (N-ludù) v.  intr. al·lud·ed, al·lud·ing, al·ludes. To make an indirect 

reference:  The candidate alluded to the recent war by saying, “We’ve all made sacri-

fices.”  [Latin all7dere, to play with  : ad-, ad- + l7dere, to play (from l7dus, game); 

see leid- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Allude and allusion are often used where the more general terms

refer and reference would be preferable. Allude and allusion apply to indirect ref-

erences in which the source is not specifically identified: “Well, we’ll always have

Paris,” he told the travel agent, in an allusion to Casablanca. Refer and reference,

unless qualified, usually imply specific mention of a source: I will refer to Hamlet

for my conclusion: As Polonius says, “Though this be madness, yet there is method

in’t.” See Usage Note at refer.

al·lure (N-ltrù) v.  al·lured, al·lur·ing, al·lures.  —  v.  tr. To attract with 

something desirable; entice:  Promises of quick profits allure the unwary investor.   
—  v.  intr. To be highly, often subtly attractive:  charms that still allure.   —  n.  

The power to attract; enticement.  [Middle English aluren, from Old French 

alurer : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + loirre, bait (of Germanic origin).] 
—al·lureùment n.  —al·lurùer n.  —al·lurùing·ly adv. 

al·lu·sion (N-luùzhNn) n.  1. The act of alluding; indirect reference:  Without 

naming names, the candidate criticized the national leaders by allusion.  2. An 

instance of indirect reference:  an allusion to classical mythology in a poem.  See 

Usage Note at allude.  [Late Latin all7sio, all7sion-, a playing with, from Latin 

all7sus, past participle of all7dere, to play with. See ALLUDE.]



al·lu·sive (N-luùsVv) adj.  Containing or characterized by indirect references:  an 

allusive speech.   —al·luùsive·ly adv.  —al·luùsive·ness n. 

al·lu·vi·a (N-luùvK-N) n.  A plural of alluvium. 
al·lu·vi·al (N-luùvK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or found in alluvium:  alluvial soil; 

alluvial gold. 

alluvial fan (N-luùvK-Nl f4n) n.  A fan-shaped accumulation of alluvium 

deposited at the mouth of a ravine or at the juncture of a tributary stream with 

the main stream. 

al·lu·vi·on (N-luùvK-Nn) n.  1.  See alluvium.  2. The flow of water against a 

shore or bank.  3. Inundation by water; flood.  4. Law. The increasing of land 

area along a shore by deposited alluvium or by the recession of water.  [Latin allu-

vio, alluvion-, from alluere, to wash against  : ad-, ad- + -luere, to wash; see 

leu(N)- in Appendix.]

al·lu·vi·um (N-luùvK-Nm) n.  pl. al·lu·vi·ums or al·lu·vi·a (-vK-N). Sediment 

deposited by flowing water, as in a riverbed, flood plain, or delta.  Also called 

alluvion [Medieval Latin, flood, from neuter of Latin alluvius, alluvial, from allu-

ere, to wash against. See ALLUVION.]

al·ly (N-lXù, 4lùX) v.  al·lied, al·ly·ing, al·lies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place in a friendly 

association, as by treaty:  Italy allied itself with Germany during World War II.  

2. To unite or connect in a personal relationship, as in friendship or marriage.   
—  v.  intr. To enter into an alliance:  Several tribes allied to fend off the invaders.   
—  n.  pl. al·lies. 1. One that is allied with another, especially by treaty:  entered 

the war as an ally of France.  2. One in helpful association with another:  legisla-

tors who are allies on most issues.  See Synonyms at partner.  3. Allies. a. The 

nations allied against the Central Powers of Europe during World War I. They 

were Russia, France, Great Britain, and later many others, including the United 

States.  b. The nations, primarily Great Britain, France, the Soviet Union, and the 

United States, allied against the Axis during World War II.   [Middle English 

allien, from Old French alier, from Latin allig7re, to bind to. See ALLOY.]

al·lyl (4lùNl) n.  The univalent, unsaturated organic radical C3H5.  [Latin allium, 

garlic + -YL (so called because it was first obtained from garlic).] —al·lylùic (N-

lVlÙVk) adj. 

alm abbr.  Alarm. 

Al·ma (4lùmN)  A city of south-central Quebec, Canada, on the Saguenay River. 

There are granite quarries in the area. Population, 26,322. 

Al·ma-A·ta (älùmN-äùtN, Nl-mäùN-täù)  The capital of Kazakhstan, in the south-

east near the Chinese border south of Lake Balkash. The city was founded in the 

1850’s as a fort and trading center. Population, 1,068,000. 

Al·ma·gest (4lùmN-jHstÙ) n.  1. A comprehensive treatise on astronomy, geogra-

phy, and mathematics compiled by Ptolemy about A.D. 150.  2. almagest. Any of 

several medieval treatises concerned with astronomy or alchemy.  [Middle 



English almageste, from Old French, from Arabic al-majisti : al, the + Greek 

megistK (suntaxis), greatest (composition), feminine of megistos, greatest superla-

tive of megas, great; see meg- in Appendix.]

al·ma ma·ter  or Al·ma Ma·ter (4lÙmN mäùtNr, älÙmN) n.  1. The school, col-

lege, or university that one has attended.  2. The anthem of an institution of 

higher learning.  [Latin alma, nourishing + mater, mother.]

al·ma·nac (ôlùmN-n4kÙ, 4lù-) n.  1. An annual publication including calendars 

with weather forecasts, astronomical information, tide tables, and other related 

tabular information.  2. An annual publication composed of various lists, charts, 

and tables of information in one field or many unrelated fields.  [Middle English 

almenak, from Medieval Latin almanach, perhaps from Late Greek almenikhiaka, 

ephemeris.]

Al Ma·nam·ah (4lÙ mN-n4mùN, m4-)  See Manama. 
al·man·dine (4lùmNn-dKnÙ) also al·man·dite (-dXtÙ) n.  A deep violet-red gar-

net, FeAl2Si3O12, found in metamorphic rocks and used as a gemstone.  [Alter-

ation of obsolete alabandyne, from Middle English alabandine, from Late Latin 

(gemma) alabandina, (gem) of Alabanda, from Alabanda, a town of ancient Asia 

Minor.]

Al·ma-Tad·e·ma (4lÙmN-t4dùN-mN), Sir Lawrence. 1836-1912.  Dutch-born 

British painter noted for his romantic works of classical Greek and Roman and 

ancient Egyptian scenes. 

Al·mei·da (äl-m7ùdN), Francisco de. 1450?-1510.  Portuguese colonial admin-

istrator who was the first viceroy of the Portuguese possessions in India (1505-

1509). 

Al·me·lo (älùmN-loÙ)  A city of eastern Netherlands near the German border. It is 

a manufacturing center. Population, 62,941. 

al·me·mar (äl-mKùmär) n.  Judaism. See bema (n., sense 1).  [Hebrew 

’almKm7r, from Arabic al-minbar, the pulpit.]

Al·me·rí·a (4lÙmN-rKùN, älÙmH-)  A city of southeast Spain on the Gulf of Alm-
ería, an arm of the Mediterranean Sea. Probably founded by Phoenicians, the 

city is a thriving port. Population, 149,310. 

al·might·y (ôl-mXùtK) adj.  1. Having absolute power; all-powerful:  almighty 

God.  2. Informal. Great; extreme:  an almighty din.   —  adv.  Informal. Used as an 

intensive:  almighty scared.   —  n.   also Almighty God. Used with the.  [Middle 

English almighti, from Old English ealmihtig : eall, all; see ALL + mihtig, mighty 

(from miht, might); see MIGHT
1.] —al·mightùi·ly adv. 

Al·mi·ran·te Brown (4lÙmV-ränùtK broun, älÙmK-ränù-tH)  A city of eastern 

Argentina, a suburb of Buenos Aires. It was founded in 1873 by families fleeing a 

yellow fever epidemic in Buenos Aires. Population, 326,856. 

al·mond (äùmNnd, 4mùNnd) n.  1. a. A deciduous tree (Prunus dulcis), native to 

Asia and northern Africa and having alternate, simple leaves, pink flowers, and 



leathery fruits.  b. The ellipsoidal kernel of this tree, either eaten as a nut or used 

for extraction of an oil for flavoring.   2. Any of several other plants, such as the 

Indian almond, especially those with fruits or seeds suggestive of the almond.  

3. Something having the oval form of an almond.  4. Color. A pale tan.  [Middle 

English almande, from Old French, from Late Latin amandula, alteration of Latin 

amygdala, from Greek amugdalK.]

al·mo·ner (4lùmN-nNr, äùmN-) n.  1. One who distributes alms.  2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A hospital social worker.  [Middle English aumoner, from Old French aumo-

nier, from amosne, alms, from Late Latin eleKmosyna, alms. See ALMS.]

al·most (ôlùmostÙ, ôl-mostù) adv.  Slightly short of; not quite; nearly:  almost 

time to go; almost asleep; almost finished.  See Usage Note at none.  [Middle 

English, from Old English ealm<st : eall, all; see ALL + m<st, most; see MOST.]

alms (ämz) pl.n.  Money or goods given as charity to the poor.  [Middle English 

almes, from Old English ælmesse, from Late Latin eleKmosyna, from Greek eleK-

mosunK, from eleKmon, pitiful, from eleos, pity.]

alms·house (ämzùhousÙ) n.  A poorhouse. 

alms·man (ämzùmNn) n.  One dependent on alms for support. 

al·ni·co (4lùnV-koÙ) n.  Any of several hard, strong alloys of iron, aluminum, 

nickel, cobalt and sometimes copper, niobium, or tantalum, used to make strong 

permanent magnets.  [AL(UMINUM) + NI(CKEL) + CO(BALT).]

al·o·ca·sia (4lÙN-k7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Any of various tropical Asian aroids of the 

genus Alocasia, grown as ornamentals for their large heart-shaped or arrowhead-

shaped leaves.  [New Latin, probably alteration of Colocasia, from Greek koloka-

sia, lotus root.]

al·oe (4lùo) n.  1. Any of various chiefly African plants of the genus Aloe, having 

rosettes of succulent, often spiny-margined leaves and long stalks bearing yellow, 

orange, or red tubular flowers.  2.  See aloe vera.  3. aloes. (used with a sing. 

verb). A laxative drug obtained from the processed juice of a certain species of 

aloe. In this sense, also calledbitter aloes [Middle English, from Old English aluwe, 

from Latin aloK, from Greek.] —alÙo·etùic (4lÙo-HtùVk) adj. 

aloe ver·a (4lùo vHrùN, vîrùN) n.  1. A species of aloe (Aloe vera) native to the 

Mediterranean region.  2. The mucilaginous juice or gel obtained from the leaves 

of this plant, widely employed in cosmetic and pharmaceutical preparations for 

its soothing and healing properties.  Also called aloe [Latin aloK, aloe plant + vera, 

true.]

a·loft (N-lôftù, N-lmftù) adv.  1. In or into a high place; high or higher up.  

2. Nautical. At or toward the upper rigging.   —  prep.  On or above:  birds perch-

ing aloft telephone wires.  [Middle English, from Old Norse 7 lopt : 7, in; see an- in 

Appendix + lopt, air.]

a·log·i·cal (7-lmjÙV-kNl) adj.  Beyond or outside the bounds of logic.   
—a·logÙi·cal·ly adv.  —a·logÙi·cal·ness n. 



a·lo·ha (N-loùN, -hN, ä-loùäÙ, -häÙ) interj.  Chiefly Hawaii. Used as a traditional 

greeting or farewell.  [Hawaiian.]

al·o·in (4lùo-Vn) n.  A bitter, yellow crystalline compound obtained from the aloe 

and used as a laxative.  [ALO(E) + -IN.]

a·lone (N-lonù) adj.  1. Being apart from others; solitary.  2. Being without any-

one or anything else; only.  3. Considered separately from all others of the same 

class.  4. Being without equal; unique.   —  adv.  1. Without others:  sang alone 

while the choir listened.  2. Without help:  carried the suitcases alone.  

3. Exclusively; only:  The burden of proof rests on the prosecution alone.  [Middle 

English  : al, all; see ALL + one, one; see ONE.] —a·loneùness n.  

SYNONYMS: alone, lonely, lonesome, solitary. These adjectives are compared as

they describe lack of companionship. Alone emphasizes being apart from others

but does not necessarily imply unhappiness: “I am never less alone, than when I

am alone” (James Howell). Lonely often connotes painful awareness of being

alone: “‘No doubt they are dead,’ she thought, and felt... sadder and... lonelier for

the thought” (Ouida). Lonesome emphasizes a plaintive desire for companionship:

“You must keep up your spirits, mother, and not be lonesome because I’m not at

home” (Charles Dickens). Solitary often shares the connotations of lonely and

lonesome: “Only solitary men know the full joys of friendship” (Willa Cather). Fre-

quently, however, it stresses physical isolation that is self-imposed: She thoroughly

enjoyed her solitary dinner.

a·long (N-lôngù, N-lmngù) prep.  1. Over the length of:  walked along the path.  

2. On a line or course parallel and close to; continuously beside:  rowed along the 

shore; the trees along the avenue.  3. In accordance with:  The committee split along 

party lines over the issue.   —  adv.  1. Forward; onward:  We drove along, admiring 

the view. Farther along, we passed a hitchhiker.  2. As a companion:  Bring your 

friend along.  3. In accompaniment or association; together:  packed an atlas along 

with other books.  See Usage Note at together.  4. With one; at hand:  Luckily, I 

had my camera along. Our guests should be along soon.  5. Informal. Advanced to 

some degree:  getting along in years.  [Middle English, from Old English andlang, 

extending opposite  : and-, facing; see ant- in Appendix + lang, long; see LONG
1.]

a·long·shore (N-lôngùshôrù, -shorù, N-lmngù-) adv.  Along, near, or by the shore. 

a·long·side (N-lôngùsXdù, N-lmngù-) adv.  Along, near, at, or to the side:  stood 

with a bodyguard alongside; honked and drove up alongside.   —  prep.  By the side 

of; side by side with.  

USAGE NOTE: In its prepositional use alongside may optionally be accompa-

nied by of: The barge lay alongside, or alongside of, the pier.



A·lon·so (N-lmnùzo, ä-lônùso), Alicia. Born c. 1921.  Cuban ballerina and chore-

ographer best known for her performances in Giselle and Agnes De Mille’s Fall 

River Legend. 

a·loof (N-lufù) adj.  Distant physically or emotionally; reserved and remote:  

stood apart with aloof dignity.   —  adv.  At a distance but within view; apart.  [A-2 

+ LUFF, windward part of a ship (obsolete).] —a·loofùly adv.  —a·loofùness n. 

al·o·pe·cia (4lÙN-pKùshN, -shK-N) n.  Loss of hair; baldness.  [Latin alopecia, fox-

mange, from Greek alopekia, from alopKx, fox. See w_p-K- in Appendix.] 
—alÙo·peùcic (-pKùsVk) adj. 

A·lost (ä-lôstù)  See Aalst. 
a·loud (N-loudù) adv.  1. With use of the voice; orally:  Read this passage aloud.  

2. In a loud tone; loudly:  crying aloud for help. 

alp (4lp) n.  1. A high mountain.  2. A very large mound or mass.  [Back-forma-

tion from the Alps.]

ALPA abbr.  Air Line Pilots Association. 

al·pac·a (4l-p4kùN) n.  pl. alpaca or al·pac·as. 1. A domesticated South Ameri-

can mammal (Lama pacos), related to the llama and having fine, long wool.  

2. a. The silky wool of this mammal.  b. Cloth made from alpaca.  c. A coat 

made of this cloth.   3. A glossy cotton or rayon and wool fabric.  [American 

Spanish, from Aymara allpaca.]

al·pen·glow (4lùpNn-gloÙ) n.  A rosy glow that suffuses snow-covered moun-

tain peaks at dawn or dusk on a clear day.  [Partial translation of German 

Alpenglühen : Alpen, Alps + glühen, to glow.]

al·pen·horn (4lùpNn-hôrnÙ) n.  A curved wooden horn, sometimes as long as 6 

meters (approximately 20 feet), used by herders in the Alps to call cows to pas-

ture.  [German  : Alpen, Alps + Horn, horn from Middle High German, from Old 

High German. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

al·pen·stock (4lùpNn-stmkÙ) n.  A long staff with an iron point, used by moun-

tain climbers.  [German Alpenstock : Alpen, Alps + Stock, staff (from Middle High 

German stoc, from Old High German).]

al·pes·trine (4l-pHsùtrVn) adj.  Growing at high altitudes; alpine or subalpine.  

[From Medieval Latin alpestris, from Latin AlpKs, the Alps.]

al·pha (4lùfN) n.  1. The first letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. The first one; the 

beginning.  3. Chemistry. The first position from a designated carbon atom in an 

organic molecule at which an atom or radical may be substituted.  4. Astronomy. 

The brightest or main star in a constellation.  5. The mathematical estimate of the 

return on a security when the return on the market as a whole is zero. Alpha is 

derived from a in the formula Ri = a + bRm, which measures the return on a secu-

rity (Ri) for a given return on the market (Rm) where b is beta.   —  adj.  1. First 

in order of importance.  2. Chemistry. Closest to the functional group of atoms in 

an organic molecule.  3. Alphabetical.  [Greek, from Canaanite 1alp, ox.]



al·pha-ad·re·ner·gic (4lùfN-4dÙrN-nûrùjVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being an 

alpha-receptor. 

alpha-adrenergic block·ing agent (4lùfN-4dÙrN-nûrùjVk blmkùVng 7ùjNnt) 

n.  See alpha-blocker. 
alpha-adrenergic receptor (4lùfN-4dÙrN-nûrùjVk rV-sHpùtNr) n.  See alpha-
receptor. 

alpha and omega (4lùfN Nnd o-mHgùN) n.  1. The first and the last: “I am 

Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord” (Revelation 1:8).  

2. The most important part. 

al·pha·bet (4lùfN-bHtÙ, -bVt) n.  1. The letters of a language, arranged in the 

order fixed by custom.  2. A system of characters or symbols representing sounds 

or things.  3. The basic or elementary principles; rudiments.  [Middle English 

alphabete, from Latin alphabKtum, from Greek alphabKtos : alpha, alpha; see 

ALPHA + bKta, beta; see BETA.]

al·pha·bet·i·cal (4lÙfN-bHtùV-kNl) also al·pha·bet·ic (-bHtùVk) adj.  1. Arranged 

in the customary order of the letters of a language.  2. Of, relating to, or 

expressed by an alphabet.   —alÙpha·betùi·cal·ly adv. 

al·pha·bet·ize (4lùfN-bV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. al·pha·bet·ized, al·pha·bet·iz·ing, 
al·pha·bet·iz·es. 1. To arrange in alphabetical order.  2. To supply with an 

alphabet.   —alÙpha·betÙi·zaùtion (-bHtÙV-z7ùshNn) n.  —alùpha·bet·izÙer n. 

al·pha-block·er (4lùfN-blmkÙNr) n.  Physiology. A drug that opposes the excita-

tory effects of norepinephrine released from sympathetic nerve endings at alpha 

receptors and that causes vasodilation and a decrease in blood pressure.  Also 

called alpha-adrenergic blocking agent 

Al·pha Cen·tau·ri (4lùfN sHn-tôrùK) n.  A multiple star in Centaurus whose 

three components represent the brightest object in the constellation, 4.4 light-

years from Earth. 

Alpha Cru·cis (4lùfN kruùsVs) n.  A double star in the constellation Southern 

Cross. 

alpha decay (4lùfN dV-k7ù) n.  The radioactive decay of an atomic nucleus by 

emission of an alpha particle. 

al·pha-fe·to·pro·tein (4lÙfN-fKÙto-proùtKn, -tK-Vn) n.  Abbr. AFP An antigen 

produced in the liver of a fetus that can appear in certain diseases of adults, such 

as liver cancer. Its level in amniotic fluid can be used in the detection of certain 

fetal abnormalities, including Down syndrome and spina bifida. 

alpha globulin (4lùfN glmbùyN-lVn) n.  A type of globulin in blood plasma that 

exhibits great colloidal mobility in electrically charged neutral or alkaline solu-

tions. 

alpha helix (4lùfN hKùlVks) n.  A common structure of proteins, characterized by 

a single, spiral chain of amino acids stabilized by hydrogen bonds.   —alÙpha-
helùi·cal (4lÙfN-hHlùV-kNl, hKùlV-) adj. 



al·pha·mer·ic (4lÙfN-mHrùVk) adj.  Variant of alphanumeric. 
al·pha-naph·thol (4lÙfN-n4fùthôl, -thol, -n4pù-) n.  An isomeric form of 

naphthol, C10H7OH, occurring as colorless or yellow prisms or powder, used in 

making dyes and perfumes and in organic synthesis. 

al·pha·nu·mer·ic (4lÙfN-nu-mHrùVk, -nyu-) also al·pha·mer·ic (-fN-mHrùVk) 

adj.  1. Consisting of both letters and numbers.  2. Consisting of or utilizing 

alphabetic and numerical symbols and punctuation marks, mathematical sym-

bols, and other conventional symbols:  an alphanumeric code.  [ALPHA(BETIC) + 

NUMERIC(AL).] —alÙpha·nu·merùi·cal adj.  —alÙpha·nu·merùi·cal·ly adv. 

alpha particle (4lùfN pärùtV-kNl) n.  A positively charged particle, indistinguish-

able from a helium atom nucleus and consisting of two protons and two neu-

trons. 

alpha privative (4lùfN prVvùN-tVv) n.  The prefix a- or an- before vowels, used 

in Greek and in English words borrowed from Greek to express absence or nega-

tion. 

alpha ray (4lùfN r7) n.  A stream of alpha particles or a single high-speed alpha 

particle. 

al·pha-re·cep·tor (4lùfN-rV-sHpÙtNr) n.  A site in the autonomic nervous system 

in which excitatory responses occur when adrenergic agents, such as norepineph-

rine and epinephrine, are released. Activation of alpha-receptors causes various 

physiological reactions, including the stimulation of associated muscles and the 

constriction of blood vessels.  Also called alpha-adrenergic receptor 

alpha rhythm (4lùfN rVthùNm) n.  A pattern of smooth, regular electrical oscil-

lations in the human brain that occur when a person is awake and relaxed. As 

recorded by the electroencephalograph, alpha rhythms have a frequency of 8 to 

13 hertz.  Also called alpha wave 

Al·phen aan den Rijn (älùfNn än dHn rXnù)  A city of southwest Netherlands 

northeast of Rotterdam. It has metalworking industries. Population, 54,560. 

Al·phe·us (4l-fKùNs)  A river of the Peloponnesus in southern Greece flowing 

about 113 km (70 mi) to the Ionian Sea. 

al·pine (4lùpXnÙ) adj.  1. Alpine. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the Alps or 

their inhabitants.  2. Of or relating to high mountains.  3. Biology. Living or 

growing on mountains above the timberline:  alpine plants.  4. Sports. a. Intended 

for or concerned with mountaineering.  b. Alpine. Of or relating to competitive 

downhill racing and slalom skiing events.   [Middle English, from Latin AlpXnus, 

from AlpKs, the Alps.]

al·pin·ist also Al·pin·ist (4lùpN-nVst) n.  Sports. A mountain climber.   
—alùpin·ism n. 

Alps (4lps)  A mountain system of south-central Europe, about 805 km (500 mi) 

long and 161 km (100 mi) wide, curving in an arc from the Riviera on the Medi-

terranean Sea through northern Italy and southeast France, Switzerland, southern 



Germany, Austria, and along the Adriatic coast into Albania. The highest peak is 

Mont Blanc, 4,810.2 m (15,771 ft), on the French-Italian border. 

al·read·y (ôl-rHdùK) adv.  1. By this or a specified time; before:  The children were 

already asleep when we got home.  2. So soon:  Are you quitting already?  3. Non-

Standard. Used as an intensive:  Be quiet already. Enough already.  [Middle English 

alredi : al, all; see ALL + redi, ready; see READY.]

al·right (ôl-rXtù) adv.  Non-Standard. All right: “Alright, it might be fun to hunt 

tigers” (Carl Icahn).  See Usage Note at all right. 
ALS abbr.  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. 

a.l.s.  or A.L.S. abbr.  Autograph letters, signed. 

Al·sace (4l-s4sù, -s7sù)  A region and former province of eastern France between 

the Rhine River and the Vosges Mountains. Along with neighboring Lorraine, it 

was annexed by Germany in 1871 after the Franco-Prussian War and returned to 

France by the Treaty of Versailles (1919). 

Al·sa·tian (4l-s7ùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to Alsace or to its inhabitants or cul-

ture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Alsace.  2. Chiefly British. A German 

shepherd. 

Al·sek (4lùsHkÙ)  A river of northwest Canada and southeast Alaska flowing 

about 418 km (260 mi) to the Pacific Ocean. 

al·sike clover (4lùsXkÙ kloùvNr) n.  A perennial European clover (Trifolium 

hybridum) with whitish or pink flowers, naturalized over much of North America 

and grown as a pasture and hay plant.  [After Alsike, near Uppsala in eastern Swe-

den.]

Al·sip (ôlùsVp)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Population, 

18,227. 

al·so (ôlùso) adv.  1. In addition; besides.  2. Likewise; too:  If you will stay, I will 

also.   —  conj.  And in addition:  It’s a pretty cat, also friendly.  [Middle English, 

from Old English ealsw7 : eall, all; see al-3 in Appendix + sw7, so; see SO
1.]

SYNONYMS: also, too, likewise, besides, moreover, furthermore. These adverbs

indicate the presence of or introduce something additional. The first three gen-

erally imply that the additional element or consideration is equal in weight to

what precedes it. Also is more formal in tone than too: He is gentle, but he is also

capable of fierce intellectual combat. If you buy a car, you’ll need a parking place,

too. Likewise is even more formal than also and may imply similarity between el-

ements as well as equality: You forgot to mention that her parents were likewise going

to attend the ceremony. Besides often introduces an element that reinforces what

has gone before: I don’t feel like cooking; besides, there’s no food in the house. More-

over and furthermore frequently stress the importance of what is to come: The

cellar was dark and forbidding; moreover, I knew a family of mice had nested there.

I don’t want you to go; furthermore, I forbid it. 



USAGE NOTE: Also is sometimes held to be inappropriate when used to begin

a sentence, as in The warranty covers all power-train components. Also, participating

dealers back their work with a free lifetime service guarantee. This example was ac-

ceptable to 63 percent of the Usage Panel, however.

Al·sop (ôlùsNp, mlù-), Joseph Wright, Jr. 1910-1989.  American journalist who 

with his brother Stewart (1914-1974) wrote the syndicated column “Matter of 

Fact” (1945-1958). 

al·so-ran (ôlùso-r4nÙ) n.  1. A horse that does not win, place, or show in a race.  

2. A loser in a competition, as in an election: “had enough support to place him in 

the middle of the also-rans” (George F. Will).  3. One that has little talent or suc-

cess:  just an also-ran in the art world. 

al·stroe·me·ri·a (4lÙstrN-mîrùK-N) n.  Any of several South American perennial 

herbs of the genus Alstroemeria, popular as cut flowers for their showy, variously 

colored blooms.  [New Latin, genus name, after Baron Clas Alstroemer (1736-

1794), Swedish naturalist.]

alt (4lt) Music. adj.  Pitched in the first octave above the treble staff; high.   —  n.  

1. The first octave above the treble staff.  2. A note or tone in the alt octave.  

[Latin altus, high. See al-2 in Appendix.]

alt. abbr.  1. Alteration.  2. Alternate.  3. Altitude. 

Alta. abbr.  Alberta. 

Al·ta Cal·i·for·nia (älùtN k4lÙV-fôrùnyN, -fôrùnK-N) Also Up·per California 
(ƒpùNr)  The Spanish possessions along the Pacific coast north of the peninsula of 

Baja California. Early maps of the area often depicted California as an island. 

When this misconception was corrected in the 18th century, the peninsula came 

to be called Baja California and the rest of the mainland, Alta California. 

Al·ta·de·na (4lÙtN-dKùnN)  An unincorporated community of southern Califor-

nia at the foot of the San Gabriel Mountains near Pasadena. It is mainly residen-

tial. Population, 42,658. 

Al·ta·ic (4l-t7ùVk) n.  A language family of Europe and Asia that includes the 

Turkic, Tungusic, and Mongolian subfamilies.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the 

Altai Mountains.  2. Of or relating to Altaic. 

Al·tai Mountains  or Al·tay Mountains (4lùtXÙ mounùtNnz)  A mountain 

system of central Asia, mostly in eastern Kazakhstan and south-central Russia but 

also extending into western Mongolia and northern China. It rises to 4,508.8 m 

(14,783 ft). 

Al·tair (4l-tXrù, -târù, 4lùtXrÙ, -târÙ) n.  A very bright, variable, double star in the 

constellation Aquila, approximately 15.7 light-years from Earth.  [Arabic an-nasr 

a£-£7’ir : an-nasr, the eagle (al, the + nasr, eagle) + a£-£7’ir (al, the + £7’ir, flying).]



Al·ta·ma·ha (ôlùtN-mN-hôÙ)  A river of southeast Georgia formed by the con-

fluence of the Oconee and Ocmulgee rivers and flowing about 220 km (137 mi) 

generally east-southeast to Altamaha Sound, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. 

Al·ta·mi·ra (4lÙtN-mîrùN, älÙtä-mKùrä)  A group of caverns of northern Spain 

west-southwest of Santander. The caves contain magnificent specimens of Pale-

olithic art discovered in 1879. 

Al·ta·mont (4lùtN-mmntÙ)  An unincorporated community of southern Oregon, 

a suburb of Klamath Falls. Population, 18,591. 

Al·ta·monte Springs (4lùtN-mmntÙ sprVngz)  A city of east-central Florida, a 

residential suburb of Orlando. Population, 34,879. 

Al·ta·mu·ra (4lÙtN-mtrùN, älÙtä-)  A city of southeast Italy at the foot of the 

Apennines south-southwest of Bari. It is a rail junction and processing center. 

Population, 51,328. 

al·tar (ôlùtNr) n.  1. An elevated place or structure before which religious ceremo-

nies may be enacted or upon which sacrifices may be offered.  2. A structure, typ-

ically a table, before which the divine offices are recited and upon which the 

Eucharist is celebrated in Christian churches.  [Middle English auter, from Old 

English altar, and Old French auter both from Latin alt7re.]

altar boy (ôlùtNr boi) n.  An attendant to an officiating cleric in the perfor-

mance of a liturgical service; an acolyte. 

altar call (ôlùtNr kôl) n.  A specified time at the end of a Protestant service when 

worshipers may come forward to make or renew a profession of faith. Regional. 

Also called invitation 

al·tar·piece (ôlùtNr-pKsÙ) n.  A piece of artwork, such as a painting or carving, 

that is placed above and behind an altar. 

altar rail (ôlùtNr r7l) n.  A railing in front of the altar that separates the chancel 

from the rest of a church. 

Al·tay Mountains (4lùtXÙ mounùtNnz)  See Altai Mountains. 
alt·az·i·muth (4l-t4zùN-mNth) n.  1. A mounting for astronomical telescopes 

that permits both horizontal and vertical rotation.  2. A telescope having such a 

mounting.  [ALT(ITUDE) + AZIMUTH.]

Alt·dorf (ältùdôrf)  A town of central Switzerland near the southeast tip of the 

Lake of Lucerne. A statue commemorates the legendary exploits of William Tell, 

marking the spot where he supposedly shot an apple off his son’s head. Popula-

tion, 8,200. 

Al·ten·burg (älùtNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A city of east-central Germany south of 

Leipzig. It was built on the site of early ninth-century Slavic fortifications. Popu-

lation, 54,999. 

al·ter (ôlùtNr) v.  al·tered, al·ter·ing, al·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To change or make 

different; modify:  altered my will.  2. To adjust (a garment) for a better fit.  3. To 

castrate or spay (an animal, such as a cat or a dog).   —  v.  intr. To change or 



become different.  [Middle English alteren, from Old French alterer, from Medi-

eval Latin alter7re, from Latin alter, other. See al-1 in Appendix.]

Al·ter (ôlùtNr, mlù-), David. 1807-1881.  American physicist, physician, and 

inventor noted for his work in spectroscopy. 

al·ter·a·ble (ôlùtNr-N-bNl) adj.  That can be altered:  alterable clothing; alterable 

conditions of employment.   —alÙter·a·bilùi·ty, alùter·a·ble·ness n.  

—alùter·a·bly adv. 

al·ter·a·tion (ôlÙtN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. alt. 1. The act or procedure of altering.  

2. The condition resulting from altering; modification. 

al·ter·a·tive (ôlùtN-r7ÙtVv, -tNr-N-tVv) adj.  1. Tending to alter or produce alter-

ation.  2. Medicine. Tending to restore to normal health.   —  n.  Medicine. A 

treatment or medication that restores health. 

al·ter·cate (ôlùtNr-k7tÙ) v.  intr. al·ter·cat·ed, al·ter·cat·ing, al·ter·cates. To 

argue or dispute vehemently; wrangle.  [Latin alterc7rX, alterc7t-, to quarrel, from 

alter, other. See al-1 in Appendix.]

al·ter·ca·tion (ôlÙtNr-k7ùshNn) n.  A vehement quarrel. 

alter ego (ôlùtNr Kùgo) n.  1. Another side of oneself; a second self.  2. An inti-

mate friend or a constant companion.  [Latin  : alter, other + ego, I, self.]

al·ter·nar·i·a (ôlÙtNr-nârùK-N, 4lÙ-) n.  Any of various fungi in the genus Alterna-

ria, many of which cause plant diseases, chiefly blights and leaf spots.  [New 

Latin, genus name, from Latin alternus, alternate. See ALTERNATE.]

al·ter·nate (ôlùtNr-n7tÙ, 4lù-) v.  al·ter·nat·ed, al·ter·nat·ing, al·ter·nates.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To occur in successive turns:  showers alternating with sunshine.  

2. To pass back and forth from one state, action, or place to another:  alternated 

between happiness and depression.   —  v.  tr. 1. To do or execute by turns.  2. To 

cause to follow in turns; interchange regularly.   —  adj.  (-nVt) 1. Happening or 

following in turns; succeeding each other continuously:  alternate seasons of the 

year.  See Usage Note at alternative.  2. Designating or relating to every other 

one of a series:  alternate lines.  3. Serving or used in place of another; substitute:  

an alternate plan.  4. Botany. a. Arranged singly at each node, as leaves or buds on 

a stem.  b. Arranged regularly between other parts, as stamens between petals.    
—  n.  (-nVt) Abbr. alt. 1. A person acting in the place of another; a substitute.  

2. An alternative.  [Latin altern7re, altern7t-, from alternus, by turns, from alter, 

other. See al-1 in Appendix.] —alùter·nate·ly adv.  —alùter·nate·ness n. 

al·ter·nate angle (ôlùtNr-nVt 4ngùgNl, 4lù-) n.  Mathematics. One of a pair of 

nonadjacent angles on opposite sides of a transversal that cuts two lines. The 

angles are both exterior or both interior to the two lines. 

alternate host (ôlùtNr-n7tÙ host) n.  1. One of two species of host on which 

some pathogens, such as certain rust fungi, must develop to complete their life 

cycles.  2. A species of host other than the principal host on which a parasite can 

survive. 



al·ter·nat·ing current (ôlùtNr-n7ÙtVng kûrùNnt, 4lù-) n.  Abbr. ac, AC An elec-

tric current that reverses direction in a circuit at regular intervals. 

al·ter·na·tion (ôlÙtNr-n7ùshNn, 4lÙ-) n.  Successive change from one thing or 

state to another and back again. 

alternation of generations (ôlÙtNr-n7ùshNn ƒv jHnÙN-r7ùshNnz) n.  The 

regular alternation of forms or of mode of reproduction in the life cycle of an 

organism, such as the alternation between diploid and haploid phases, or between 

sexual and asexual reproductive cycles.  Also called metagenesis, xenogenesis. 

al·ter·na·tive (ôl-tûrùnN-tVv, 4l-) n.  1. a. The choice between two mutually 

exclusive possibilities.  b. A situation presenting such a choice.  c. Either of these 

possibilities.  See Synonyms at choice.   2. Usage Problem. One of a number of 

things from which one must be chosen.   —  adj.  1. Allowing or necessitating a 

choice between two or more things.  2. a. Existing outside traditional or estab-

lished institutions or systems:  an alternative lifestyle.  b. Espousing or reflecting 

values that are different from those of the establishment:  an alternative newspa-

per; alternative greeting cards.    —al·terùna·tive·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Some traditionalists hold that alternative should be used only

in situations where the number of choices involved is exactly two, because of the

word’s historical relation to Latin alter, “the other of two.” H.W. Fowler, among

others, has considered this restriction a fetish. The Usage Panel is evenly divided

on the issue, with 49 percent accepting the sentence Of the three alternatives, the

first is the least distasteful. • Alternative is also sometimes used to refer to a variant

or substitute in cases where there is no element of choice involved, as in We will

do our best to secure alternative employment for employees displaced by the closing

of the factory. This sentence is unacceptable to 60 percent of the Usage Panel. •
Alternative should not be confused with alternate. Correct usage requires The class

will meet on alternate (not alternative) Tuesdays.

alternative school (ôl-tûrùnN-tVv skul) n.  A school that is nontraditional, 

especially in educational ideals, methods of teaching, or curriculum. 

al·ter·na·tor (ôlùtNr-n7ÙtNr, 4lù-) n.  An electric generator that produces alter-

nating current. 

al·the·a also al·thae·a (4l-thKùN) n.  1.  See rose of Sharon (n., sense 1).  2.  
See hollyhock.  [Latin, mallows, from Greek althaia, from althainein, to heal. 

See al-2 in Appendix.]

alt·horn (4ltùhôrnÙ)  or Alt·horn n.  Music. Any of several upright, valved brass 

wind instruments used especially in bands.  [German  : alt, alto (from Italian 

alto); see ALTO + Horn, horn from Middle High German, from Old High German. 

See ker-1 in Appendix.]



al·though also al·tho (ôl-thoù) conj.  Regardless of the fact that; even though.  

[Middle English  : al, all; see ALL + though, though; see THOUGH.]

USAGE NOTE: As conjunctions, although and though are generally interchange-

able: Although (or though) she smiled, she was angry. Although is usually placed at

the beginning of its clause (as in the preceding example), whereas though may

occur elsewhere and is the more common term when used to link words or phras-

es, as in wiser though poorer, or in constructions such as Fond though (not al-

though) I am of opera, I’d rather not sit through the Ring cycle this weekend.

al·tim·e·ter (4l-tVmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for determining elevation, espe-

cially an aneroid barometer used in aircraft that senses pressure changes accom-

panying changes in altitude.  [Latin altus, high; see al-2 in Appendix + -METER.] 
—alÙti·metùric (4lÙtN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —al·timùe·try n. 

al·ti·pla·no (älÙtV-pläùno) n.  pl. al·ti·pla·nos. A high plateau, as in the Andean 

regions of Bolivia, Peru, and Argentina.  [American Spanish  : Latin altus, high; 

see al-2 in Appendix + Latin planum, plain; see PLANE
1.]

al·ti·tude (4lùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Abbr. alt. 1. The height of a thing above a 

reference level, especially above sea level or above the earth’s surface.  See Syn-

onyms at elevation.  2. A high location or area.  3. Astronomy. The angular dis-

tance of a celestial object above the horizon.  4. The perpendicular distance from 

the base of a geometric figure to the opposite vertex, parallel side, or parallel sur-

face.  5. High position or rank.  [Middle English, from Latin altit7do, from altus, 

high. See al-2 in Appendix.] —alÙti·tuùdi·nal (-tudùn-Nl, -tyudù-) adj. 

altitude sickness (4lùtV-tudÙ sVkùnVs) n.  A collection of symptoms, including 

shortness of breath, headache, and nosebleed, brought on by decreased oxygen in 

the atmosphere, such as that encountered at high altitudes. 

al·to (4lùto) n.  pl. al·tos. Abbr. A. Music. 1. A low, female singing voice; a con-

tralto.  2. A countertenor.  3. The range between soprano and tenor.  4. A singer 

whose voice lies within this range.  5. An instrument that sounds within this 

range.  6. A vocal or instrumental part written for a voice or an instrument 

within this range.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  an 

alto flute; an alto balalaika.  [Italian, from Latin altus, high. See al-2 in Appendix.]

alto clef (4lùto klHf) n.  Music. The C clef positioned to indicate that the third 

line from the bottom of a staff represents the pitch of middle C. 

al·to·cu·mu·lus (4lÙto-kyuùmyN-lNs) n.  A cloud formation of rounded, fleecy, 

white or gray masses.  [Latin altus, high; see al-2 in Appendix + CUMULUS.]

al·to·geth·er (ôlÙtN-gHthùNr) adv.  1. Entirely; completely; utterly:  lost the TV 

picture altogether; an altogether new approach.  2. With all included or counted; all 

told:  There were altogether 20 people at the dinner.  3. On the whole; with every-

thing considered:  Altogether, I’m sorry it happened.   —  n.  A state of nudity. 



Often used with the:  in the altogether.  [Middle English al togeder : al, all; see ALL + 

togeder, together; see TOGETHER.]

USAGE NOTE: Altogether should be distinguished from all together. All together

is used of a group to indicate that its members performed or underwent an action

collectively: The nations stood all together. The prisoners were herded all together.

All together can be used only if it is possible to rephrase the sentence so that all

and together may be separated by other words: The books lay all together in a heap.

All the books lay together in a heap. Altogether should be used only when the sense

could be expressed by entirely or completely.

Al·ton (ôlùtNn)  A city of southwest Illinois on bluffs of the Mississippi River 

north of St. Louis, Missouri. Lewis and Clark spent the winter of 1803-1804 just 

south of the site. Population, 32,905. 

Al·too·na (4l-tuùnN)  A city of central Pennsylvania on the eastern slopes of the 

Allegheny Mountains east of Pittsburgh. It was laid out in 1849 by the Pennsylva-

nia Railroad as a switching point for locomotives used to cross the mountains. 

Population, 51,881. 

al·to-re·lie·vo also al·to-ri·lie·vo (4lÙto-rV-lKùvo, älÙto-rKl-y7ùvo) n.  pl. al·to-
re·lie·vos also al·to-ri·lie·vi (älÙto-rKl-y7ùvK). See high relief.  [Italian 

altorilievo : alto, high; see ALTO + rilievo, relief; see BAS-RELIEF.]

al·to·stra·tus (4lÙto-str7ùtNs, -str4tùNs) n.  An extended cloud formation of blu-

ish or gray sheets or layers.  [Latin altus, high; see al-2 in Appendix + STRATUS.]

al·tri·cial (4l-trVshùNl) adj.  Helpless, naked, and blind when hatched:  altricial 

birds.  [From Latin altrXx, altrXc- feminine of altor, nourisher, from alere, to nour-

ish. See al-2 in Appendix.]

al·tru·ism (4lùtru-VzÙNm) n.  Unselfish concern for the welfare of others; self-

lessness.  [French altruisme, probably from Italian altrui, someone else, from 

Latin alter, other. See al-1 in Appendix.] —alùtru·ist n.  —alÙtru·isùtic adj.  

—alÙtru·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

Al·tus (4lùtNs)  A city of southwest Oklahoma near the Texas border southwest of 

Oklahoma City. It is a trade center in a farming region. Population, 21,910. 

Al U·bay·yid (4lÙ u-b7ùVd) also El O·beid (HlÙ o-b7dù)  A city of central Sudan 

southwest of Khartoum. Founded in the 1820’s, it is an important transshipment 

center. Population, 140,000. 

al·u·la (4lùyN-lN) n.  pl. al·u·lae (-lKÙ). A small joint in the middle of a bird’s 

wing, homologous with the thumb and bearing three or four quill-like feathers.  

Also called bastard wing, spurious wing.  [New Latin, diminutive of Latin 7la, 

wing.] —alùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 

al·um (4lùNm) n.  Any of various double sulfates of a trivalent metal such as alu-

minum, chromium, or iron and a univalent metal such as potassium or sodium, 



especially aluminum potassium sulfate, AlK(SO4)2·12H2O, widely used in indus-

try as clarifiers, hardeners, and purifiers and medicinally as topical astringents 

and styptics.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin al7men.]

a·lu·mi·na (N-luùmN-nN) n.  Any of several forms of aluminum oxide, Al2O3, 

occurring naturally as corundum, in a hydrated form in bauxite, and with various 

impurities as ruby, sapphire, and emery, used in aluminum production and in 

abrasives, refractories, ceramics, and electrical insulation.  Also called aluminum 

oxide [New Latin al7mina, from Latin al7men, al7min-, alum.]

a·lu·mi·nate (N-luùmN-n7tÙ, -nVt) n.  A chemical compound containing alumi-

num as part of a negative ion. 

a·lu·mi·nif·er·ous (N-luÙmN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing or yielding alumi-

num, alumina, or alum.  [Latin al7men, al7min-, alum + -FEROUS.]

al·u·min·i·um (4lÙyN-mVnùK-Nm) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of aluminum. 
a·lu·mi·nize (N-luùmN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. a·lu·mi·nized, a·lu·mi·niz·ing, 
a·lu·mi·niz·es. To coat or cover with aluminum or aluminum paint. 

a·lu·mi·nous (N-luùmN-nNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing aluminum or 

alum. 

a·lu·mi·num (N-luùmN-nNm) n.  Symbol Al A silvery-white, ductile metallic 

element, the most abundant in the earth’s crust but found only in combination, 

chiefly in bauxite. Having good conductive and thermal properties, it is used to 

form many hard, light, corrosion-resistant alloys. Atomic number 13; atomic 

weight 26.98; melting point 660.2˚C; boiling point 2,467˚C; specific gravity 2.69; 

valence 3.  [ALUMIN(A) + -(I)UM.]

aluminum oxide (N-luùmN-nNm mkùsXdÙ) n.  See alumina. 
aluminum plant (N-luùmN-nNm pl4nt) n.  A succulent herb (Pilea cadierei) 

often grown as a houseplant for its silver-colored leaves. 

aluminum sulfate (N-luùmN-nNm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A white crystalline com-

pound, Al2(SO4)3, used chiefly in papermaking, water purification, sanitation, 

and tanning. 

a·lum·na (N-lƒmùnN) n.  pl. a·lum·nae (-nKÙ). A woman graduate or former 

student of a school, college, or university.  See Usage Note at alumnus.  [Latin, 

feminine of alumnus, pupil. See ALUMNUS.]

a·lum·nus (N-lƒmùnNs) n.  pl. a·lum·ni (-nXÙ). A male graduate or former stu-

dent of a school, college, or university.  [Latin, pupil, from alere, to nourish. See 

al-2 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The fact that the plural alumni of the masculine alumnus differs

from the plural alumnae of the feminine alumna has created a certain amount of

awkwardness with the advent of coeducational institutions. Most commonly,

alumni is used for graduates of both sexes. But those who object to the choice of

masculine forms in such cases may prefer the phrase alumni and alumnae or the



form alumnae/i; this is the choice, for example, of many women’s colleges that

have begun to admit men.

Al·um Rock (4lùNm rmk)  An unincorporated community of west-central Cali-

fornia, a planned residential suburb of San Jose. Population, 17,471. 

al·um·root (4lùNm-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  Any of various North American perennials 

of the genus Heuchera having palmately lobed basal leaves and leafless stalks bear-

ing numerous small greenish, white, or reddish flowers. 

al·u·nite (4lùyN-nXtÙ) n.  A gray mineral, chiefly K2Al3(OH)6(SO4)3, used in mak-

ing alum and fertilizer.  [French, from alun, alum, from Latin al7men.]

Al·va (4lùvN, älùvä) also Al·ba (4lùbN), Duke of Title of Fernando Álvarez de 

Toledo. 1508-1582.  Spanish general and colonial administrator of the Nether-

lands (1567-1573). 

Al·va·ra·do (4lÙvN-räùdo, älÙvä-räùthô), Pedro de. 1485-1541.  Spanish general 

and colonial administrator who took part in the conquest of Mexico and became 

governor of Guatemala (1530). 

Al·va·rez (4lùvN-rHzÙ), Luis Walter. 1911-1988.  American physicist. He won a 

1968 Nobel Prize for his study of subatomic particles. 

Ál·va·rez Quin·te·ro (älùvä-rHthÙ kKn-tHùro), Serafín. 1871-1938.  Spanish 

dramatist who collaborated with his brother Joaquín (1873-1944) on nearly 200 

plays, which helped revitalize Spanish theater in the 20th century. 

al·ve·o·lar (4l-vKùN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to an alveolus.  2. Anatomy. 

a. Relating to the jaw section containing the tooth sockets:  the alveolar ridge.  

b. Relating to the alveoli of the lungs.   3. Linguistics. Formed with the tip of the 

tongue touching or near the inner ridge of the gums of the upper front teeth, as 

the English t, d, and s.   —  n.  Linguistics. An alveolar sound.   —al·veùo·lar·ly 
adv. 

al·ve·o·late (4l-vKùN-lVt) adj.  Having a honeycombed surface.   —al·veÙo·laù-
tion (-l7ùshNn) n. 

al·ve·o·lus (4l-vKùN-lNs) n.  pl. al·ve·o·li (-lXÙ). 1. A small angular cavity or pit, 

such as a honeycomb cell.  2. A tooth socket in the jawbone.  3. A tiny, thin-

walled, capillary-rich sac in the lungs where the exchange of oxygen and carbon 

dioxide takes place. In this sense, also calledair sac [Latin, small hollow, diminu-

tive of alveus, a hollow, from alvus, belly.]

Al·vin (4lùvVn)  A city of southeast Texas south of Houston. It is chiefly residen-

tial. Population, 19,220. 

al·ways (ôlùw7z, -wVz, -wKz) adv.  1. At all times; invariably:  always late.  2. For 

all time; forever:  They will always be friends.  3. At any time; in any event:  You 

can always resign if you’re unhappy.  [Middle English alweis : alwei, always (from 

Old English ealne weg : ealne, accusative of eall, all; see all + weg, way); see 

wegh- in Appendix + -es, adv. suff.; see -S
3.]



Al·yce clover  or al·yce clover (4lùVs kloùvNr) n.  A tropical Asiatic herb 

(Alysicarpus vaginalis) with alternate, simple leaves and reddish flowers, grown as 

a pasture and hay crop and naturalized in Florida and the West Indies.  [Probably 

by folk etymology from New Latin Alysicarpus (vaginalis), genus name  : Greek 

halusis, chain; see wel-2 in Appendix + Greek karpos, fruit; see -CARP.]

a·lys·sum (N-lVsùNm) n.  1.  See sweet alyssum.  2. Any of various chiefly 

Mediterranean weeds or ornamentals of the genus Alyssum in the mustard family, 

having racemes of white or yellow flowers.  Also called madwort 3.  See hoary 
alyssum.  [New Latin Alyssum, genus name, from Latin alysson, kind of madder, 

from Greek alusson, a plant believed to cure rabies  : a-, not; see A-1 + lussa, rabies; 

see w_kwo- in Appendix.]

Alz·heim·er’s disease (ältsùhX-mNrz dV-zKzù, 4ltsù-, ôltsù-, ôlzùhX-mNrs) n.  A 

disease marked by progressive loss of mental capacity resulting from degenera-

tion of the brain cells.  [After Alois Alzheimer (1864-1915), German neurologist.]

am1 (4m) v.  First person singular present indicative of be. [Middle English, from 

Old English eom. See es- in Appendix.]

am2  or AM abbr.  Amplitude modulation. 

Am1  The symbol for the element americium. 
Am2 abbr.  Bible. Amos. 

Am. abbr.  America; American. 

A.M. abbr.  1. Airmail.  2.  Or A.M.. Latin. Anno mundi (in the year of the 

world).  3.  Also a.m.  or A.M.. Ante meridiem. See Usage Note at ante meri-
diem.  4. Latin. Artium magister (Master of Arts). 

AMA also A.M.A. abbr.  American Medical Association. 

A·ma·do (N-mäùdt), Jorge. Born 1912.  Brazilian writer whose novels concern 

social injustice. 

A·ma·ga·sa·ki (äÙmN-gä-säùkK)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, on Osaka 

Bay. It is a port, an industrial center, and a suburb of Osaka. Population, 509,115. 

a·mah also a·ma (äùmN, äùmä) n.  A housemaid, especially a wet nurse, in India 

and the Far East.  [Portuguese ama, nurse, from Medieval Latin amma, mother.]

Am·a·lek·ite (4mùN-lHkÙ-XtÙ, N-m4lùV-kXtÙ) n.  A member of an ancient nomadic 

people of Canaan said in the Old Testament to be descendants of Esau’s grandson 

Amalek.  [Hebrew 14m7lKqî, from 14m7lKq, Amalek.]

a·mal·gam (N-m4lùgNm) n.  1. Any of various alloys of mercury with other met-

als, as with tin or silver.  2. A combination of diverse elements; a mixture:  an 

amalgam of strength, reputation, and commitment to ethical principles.  See Syn-

onyms at mixture.  [Middle English, from Old French amalgame, from Medi-

eval Latin amalgama, probably ultimately from Greek malagma, soft mass.]

a·mal·ga·mate (N-m4lùgN-m7tÙ) v.  a·mal·ga·mat·ed, a·mal·ga·mat·ing, 
a·mal·ga·mates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To combine into a unified or integrated whole; 

unite.  See Synonyms at mix.  2. To mix or alloy (a metal) with mercury.   —  v.  



intr. 1. To become combined; unite.  2. To unite or blend with another metal.   
—a·malùga·maÙtive adj.  —a·malùga·maÙtor n. 

a·mal·ga·ma·tion (N-m4lÙgN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of amalgamating or the 

condition resulting from this act.  2. A consolidation or merger, as of several cor-

porations.  3. The production of a metal alloy of mercury. 

Am·al·the·a (4mÙNl-thKùN) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is fourth in distance 

from the planet.  [Latin AmalthKa, nymph who nursed the infant Jupiter with 

goat’s milk, from Greek Amaltheia.]

a·man·dine (äùmNn-dKnÙ, 4mùNn-) adj.  Prepared or garnished with almonds:  

swordfish amandine.  [French, from amande, almond, from Old French almande. 

See ALMOND.]

am·a·ni·ta (4mÙN-nXùtN, -nKù-) n.  Any of various mushrooms in the genus 

Amanita, many of which are extremely poisonous.  [New Latin AmanXta, genus 

name, from Greek amanitai, a fungus.]

a·man·ta·dine (N-m4nùtN-dKnÙ) n.  An antiviral drug, C10H17N·HCl, also used 

in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease.  [Alteration of adamantane, a hydrocar-

bon + -INE
2.]

a·man·u·en·sis (N-m4nÙyu-HnùsVs) n.  pl. a·man·u·en·ses (-sKz). One who is 

employed to take dictation or to copy manuscript.  [Latin 7manuKnsis, from the 

phrase (servus) 7 man7, (slave) at handwriting  : 7, ab, by; see AB-1 + man7, abla-

tive of manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix.]

am·a·ranth (4mùN-r4nthÙ) n.  1. Any of various annuals of the genus Amaran-

thus having dense green or reddish clusters of tiny flowers and including several 

weeds, ornamentals, and food plants.  2. An imaginary flower that never fades.  

3. Color. A deep reddish purple to dark or grayish, purplish red.  4. A dark red to 

purple azo dye.  [New Latin amaranthus, genus name, alteration of Latin amaran-

tus, from Greek amarantos, unfading  : a-, not; see A-1 + marainein, to wither; see 

mer- in Appendix.]

am·a·ran·thine (4mÙN-r4nùthVn, -thXnÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling 

the amaranth.  2. Eternally beautiful and unfading; everlasting.  3. Color. Deep 

purple-red. 

am·a·relle (4mÙN-rHlù) n.  A type of sour cherry having pale red fruit and color-

less or nearly colorless juice.  [German, from Medieval Latin amarellum, from 

Latin am7rus, bitter.]

am·a·ret·to (4mÙN-rHtùo) n.  pl. am·a·ret·tos. An Italian liqueur flavored with 

almond.  [Italian, diminutive of amaro, bitter, from Latin am7rus.]

Am·a·ril·lo (4mùN-rVlùo, -rVlùN)  A city of northern Texas in the Panhandle north 

of Lubbock. The city grew after the coming of the railroad in 1887 and the dis-

covery of gas (1918) and oil (1921). Population, 157,615. 

am·a·ryl·lis (4mÙN-rVlùVs) n.  1. Any of several chiefly tropical American bulbous 

plants of the genus Hippeastrum grown as ornamentals for their large, showy, 



funnel-shaped, variously colored flowers that are grouped in umbels.  2.  See 

belladonna lily.  3. Any of several similar or related plants.  4. Amaryllis. 

Used in classical pastoral poetry as a conventional name for a shepherdess.  [New 

Latin Amaryllis, genus name, from Latin, name of a shepherdess, from Greek 

Amarullis.]

a·mass (N-m4sù) v.  tr. a·massed, a·mass·ing, a·mass·es. To gather together 

for oneself, as for one’s pleasure or profit; accumulate:  amassed a fortune.  See 

Synonyms at gather.  [Middle English, to accumulate, from Old French amasser, 

to assemble  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + masser, to gather together (from 

Latin massa, lump, mass); see MASS.] —a·massùa·ble adj.  —a·massùer n.  

—a·massùment n. 

am·a·teur (4mùN-tûrÙ, -tNr, -N-chtrÙ, -chNr, -tytrÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. a., A. A per-

son who engages in an art, a science, a study, or an athletic activity as a pastime 

rather than as a profession.  2.  Abbr. a., A. Sports. An athlete who has never par-

ticipated in competition for money.  3. One lacking the skill of a professional, as 

in an art.   —  adj.  1.  Abbr. a., A. Of, relating to, or performed by an amateur.  

2.  Abbr. a., A. Made up of amateurs.  3. Not professional; unskillful.  [French, 

from Latin am7tor, lover, from am7re, to love.] —amùa·teur·ism n.  

SYNONYMS: amateur, dabbler, dilettante, tyro. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “one engaging in a pursuit but lacking professional skill”: a musi-

cian who is a gifted amateur, not a professional; a dabbler in the graphic arts; a sculp-

tor but a mere dilettante; a tyro in the art of writing poetry. 

ANTONYM: professional

WORD HISTORY: When Mrs. T.W. Atkinson remarked in her 1863 Recollec-

tions of the Tartar Steppes and their Inhabitants, “I am no amateur of these mel-

ons,” she used amateur in a sense unfamiliar to us. That sense, “a lover, an admir-

er,” is, however, clearly descended from the senses of the word’s ultimate Latin

source, am7tor, “lover, devoted friend, devotee, enthusiastic pursuer of an objec-

tive,” and from its immediate Latin-derived French source, amateur, with a similar

range of meanings. First recorded in English in 1784 with the sense in which Mrs.

Atkinson used it, amateur is found in 1786 with a meaning more familiar to us,

“a person who engages in an art, for example, as a pastime rather than as a pro-

fession,” a sense that had already developed in French. Given the limitations of

doing something as an amateur, it is not surprising that the word is soon after

recorded in the disparaging sense we still use to refer to someone who lacks pro-

fessional skill or ease in performance.

am·a·teur·ish (4mÙN-tûrùVsh, -chtrù-, -tytrù-) adj.  Characteristic of an ama-

teur; not professional.   —amÙa·teurùish·ly adv.  —amÙa·teurùish·ness n. 



A·ma·ti (ä-mäùtK) n.  pl. A·ma·tis. Music. A violin made by Nicolò Amati or the 

members of his family. 

A·ma·ti (ä-mäùtK), Nicolò or Nicola. 1596-1684.  Italian violin maker who 

taught his craft to Stradivari and Guarneri. 

am·a·tive (4mùN-tVv) adj.  Inclined toward love; amorous.  [Medieval Latin 

am7tXvus, capable of love, from am7tus, past participle of Latin am7re, to love.] 
—amùa·tiveÙ·ly adv.  —amùa·tiveÙ·ness n. 

am·a·tol (4mùN-tôlÙ, -tmlÙ) n.  A highly explosive mixture of ammonium nitrate 

and trinitrotoluene.  [From AM(MONIUM) + (TRINITRO)TOL(UENE).]

am·a·to·ry (4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or expressive of love, espe-

cially sexual love.  [Latin am7torius, from am7tor, lover. See AMATEUR.]

am·au·ro·sis (4mÙô-roùsVs) n.  Total loss of vision, especially when occurring 

without pathological changes to the eye.  [Greek amaurosis, from amauros, dark.] 
—amÙau·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

a·maze (N-m7zù) v.  tr. a·mazed, a·maz·ing, a·maz·es. 1. To affect with great 

wonder; astonish.  See Synonyms at surprise. See Regional note at possum.  
2. Obsolete. To bewilder; perplex.   —  n.  Amazement; wonder.  [From Middle 

English masen, to bewilder,, and from amased, bewildered (from Old English 

7masod) both from Old English 7masian, to bewilder  : 7-, intensive pref. + 

*masian, to confuse.] —a·mazùed·ly (N-m7ùzVd-lK) adv.  —a·mazùed·ness n. 

a·maze·ment (N-m7zùmNnt) n.  1. A state of extreme surprise or wonder; 

astonishment.  2. Obsolete. Bewilderment; perplexity. 

Am·a·zon (4mùN-zmnÙ, -zNn) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A member of a nation of 

women warriors reputed to have lived in Scythia.  2.  Often amazon. A tall, 

aggressive, strong-willed woman.  [Middle English, from Latin Am7zon, from 

Greek, probably of Iranian origin.]

Am·a·zo·ni·a (4mÙN-zoùnK-N)  The vast basin of the Amazon River in northern 

South America. It remains largely unpopulated and undeveloped, especially in the 

interior. 

Am·a·zo·ni·an (4mÙN-zoùnK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Amazon River or 

to Amazonia.  2. Characteristic of or resembling an Amazon.  3.  Often amazo-
nian. Strong and aggressive. Used of women. 

am·a·zon·ite (4mùN-zN-nXtÙ) n.  A green variety of microcline, often used as a 

semiprecious stone.  Also called amazon stone [After the Amazon (River).]
Amazon River (4mùN-zmnÙ rVvùNr)  The second-longest river in the world, 

flowing about 6,275 km (3,900 mi) from northern Peru across northern Brazil to 

a wide delta on the Atlantic Ocean. It was probably first explored by the Spanish 

navigator Vicente Yáñez Pinzón in 1500. 

amazon stone (4mùN-zmnÙ ston) n.  See amazonite. 
am·bage (4mùbVj) n.  Archaic. 1.  Often ambages. Ambiguity.  2. ambages. 

Winding ways or indirect proceedings.  [Back-formation from Middle English 



ambages, equivocation, from Latin amb7ges : ambi-, around; see AMBI- + agere, to 

drive; see ag- in Appendix.] —am·baùgious (4m-b7ùjNs) adj. 

am·ba·rel·la (4mÙbN-rHlùN) n.  1. A tree (Spondias cytherea) native to the Pacific 

islands and grown in tropical and subtropical regions for its edible fruits.  2. The 

orange-yellow, egg-shaped fruit of this tree, eaten fresh or pickled, or used to 

make preserves.  Also called Otaheite apple [Sinhalese æmbarælla, from Sanskrit 

7mrav7£akaU, a kind of tree  : 7mraU, mango tree (from amlaU, tart) + v7£akaU, 

diminutive of v7£aU, enclosure, garden; see wer-4 in Appendix.]

am·bas·sa·dor (4m-b4sùN-dNr, -dôrÙ) n.  1. A diplomatic official of the highest 

rank appointed and accredited as representative in residence by one government 

or sovereign to another, usually for a specific length of time.  2. A diplomatic 

official heading his or her country’s permanent mission to certain international 

organizations, such as the United Nations.  3. An authorized messenger or repre-

sentative.  4. An unofficial representative:  ambassadors of good will.  [Middle 

English ambassadour, from Old French ambassadeur, from Medieval Latin 

ambactia, mission, from Latin ambactus, servant, ultimately of Celtic origin. See 

ag- in Appendix.] —am·basÙsa·doùri·al (-dôrùK-Nl, -dorù-) adj.  

—am·basùsa·dor·shipÙ n. 

ambassador at large (4m-b4sùN-dNr 4t lärj) n.  pl. ambassadors at large. 
An ambassador who is not assigned to a specific country. 

am·bas·sa·dress (4m-b4sùN-drVs) n.  Usage Problem. A woman ambassador.  

See Usage Note at -ess. 
Am·ba·to (äm-bäùto)  A city of central Ecuador in a high Andean valley south 

of Quito. It is a commercial center and popular tourist site. Population, 100,454. 

am·beer (4mùbîr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Saliva colored by tobacco chewed or 

held in the mouth; tobacco juice.  [Alteration (influenced by BEER with reference 

to color and foam of the spittle), of AMBER with reference to color.]

am·ber (4mùbNr) n.  1. A hard, translucent, yellow, orange, or brownish-yellow 

fossil resin, used for making jewelry and other ornamental objects.  2. Color. A 

brownish yellow.   —  adj.  1. Color. Having the color of amber; brownish-yellow.  

2. Made of or resembling amber:  an amber necklace.  [Middle English ambre, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin ambra, ambar, from Arabic 1anbar, 

ambergris, amber.]

am·ber·gris (4mùbNr-grVsÙ, -grKsÙ) n.  A waxy, grayish substance formed in the 

intestines of sperm whales and found floating at sea or washed ashore. It is added 

to perfumes to slow down the rate of evaporation.  [Middle English, from Old 

French ambre gris : ambre, amber; see AMBER + gris, gray; see GRIZZLE.]

am·ber·jack (4mùbNr-j4kÙ) n.  pl. amberjack or am·ber·jacks. A food and 

game fish of the genus Seriola, native to temperate and tropical marine waters.  

[AMBER + JACK, a fish.]

ambi- pref.  Both:  ambiversion.  [Latin, around. See ambhi in Appendix.]



am·bi·ance also am·bi·ence (4mùbK-Nns, äN-byäNsù) n.  The special atmo-

sphere or mood created by a particular environment: “The curriculum and intel-

lectual ambiance are virtually identical” (Robert Kanigel).  [French, from ambiant, 

surrounding, from Latin ambiKns, ambient-. See AMBIENT.]

am·bi·dex·ter·i·ty (4mÙbV-dHk-stHrùV-tK) n.  1. The state or quality of being 

ambidextrous.  2. Deceit or hypocrisy. 

am·bi·dex·trous (4mÙbV-dHkùstrNs) adj.  1. Able to use both hands with equal 

facility.  2. Unusually skillful; adroit.  3. Deceptive or hypocritical.  [From ambi-

dexter, ambidextrous (archaic), from Middle English, double dealer, from Medi-

eval Latin  : Latin ambi-, on both sides; see AMBI- + Latin dexter, right-handed.] 
—amÙbi·dexùtrous·ly adv. 

am·bi·ence (4mùbK-Nns, äN-byäNsù) n.  Variant of ambiance. 
am·bi·ent (4mùbK-Nnt) adj.  Surrounding; encircling:  ambient sound; ambient 

air.  [Latin ambiKns, ambient- present participle of ambXre, to surround  : ambi-, 

around; see AMBI- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix.]

am·bi·gu·i·ty (4mÙbV-gyuùV-tK) n.  pl. am·bi·gu·i·ties. 1. Doubtfulness or 

uncertainty as regards interpretation: “leading a life of alleged moral ambiguity” 

(Anatole Broyard).  2. Something of doubtful meaning:  a poem full of ambigu-

ities. 

ambiguity error (4mÙbV-gyuùV-tK HrùNr) n.  A gross error, usually transient, in 

the readout of an electronic device that is caused by imprecise synchronism, as in 

analog-to-digital conversion. 

am·big·u·ous (4m-bVgùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Open to more than one interpretation:  

an ambiguous reply.  2. Doubtful or uncertain: “The theatrical status of her fre-

quently derided but constantly revived plays remained ambiguous” (Frank Rich).  

[From Latin ambiguus, uncertain, from ambigere, to go about  : ambi-, around; 

see AMBI- + agere, to drive; see ag- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: ambiguous, equivocal, obscure, recondite, abstruse, vague, cryptic,

enigmatic. These adjectives mean lacking clarity of meaning. Ambiguous indicates

the presence of two or more possible meanings: Frustrated by ambiguous instruc-

tions, the parents were never able to assemble the new toy. Something equivocal is

unclear or misleading, sometimes as a result of a deliberate effort to avoid expo-

sure of one’s position: “The polling had a complex and equivocal message for po-

tential female candidates at all levels” (David S. Broder). Obscure implies that

meaning is hidden, either from lack of clarity of expression or from inherent dif-

ficulty of comprehension: Those who do not appreciate Kafka’s work say his style is

obscure and too complex. Recondite and abstruse connote the erudite obscurity of

the scholar: “some recondite problem in historiography” (Walter Laqueur). The pro-

fessor’s lectures were so abstruse that students tended to avoid them. What is vague

is unclear because it is expressed in indefinite form or because it reflects impre-



cision of thought: “Vague... forms of speech... have so long passed for mysteries of

science” (John Locke). Cryptic suggests a puzzling terseness that is often intended

to discourage understanding: The new insurance policy is written without cryptic

or mysterious terms. Something enigmatic is mysterious, puzzling, and often chal-

lenging: I didn’t grasp the meaning of that enigmatic comment until much later.

am·bi·po·lar (4mÙbV-poùlNr) adj.  1. Applying equally to both positive and neg-

ative ions.  2. Operating in two directions simultaneously. 

am·bi·sex·u·al (4mÙbV-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Sexually attracted to either sex 

indiscriminately.  2. Suited to either sex: “The patterns also are available for men 

because [the designer] believes in ambisexual fashion” (Women’s Wear Daily).   —  
n.  An ambisexual person or thing.   —amÙbi·sexÙu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n. 

am·bit (4mùbVt) n.  1. An external boundary; a circuit.  2. Sphere or scope.  See 

Synonyms at range.  [Latin ambitus, from past participle of ambXre, to go 

around. See AMBIENT.]

am·bi·tion (4m-bVshùNn) n.  1. a. An eager or strong desire to achieve some-

thing, such as fame or power.  b. The object or goal desired:  Her ambition is the 

presidency.   2. Desire for exertion or activity; energy:  had no ambition to go danc-

ing.  [Middle English ambicioun, excessive desire for honor, power, or wealth, 

from Old French ambition, from Latin ambitio, ambition-, from ambitus, past 

participle of ambXre, to go around (for votes). See AMBIENT.]

am·bi·tious (4m-bVshùNs) adj.  1. Full of, characterized by, or motivated by 

ambition.  2. Greatly desirous; eager: “I am not ambitious of ridicule” (Edmund 

Burke).  3. Requiring or showing much effort; challenging:  an ambitious sched-

ule.   —am·biùtious·ly adv.  —am·biùtious·ness n. 

am·biv·a·lence (4m-bVvùN-lNns) n.  1. The coexistence of opposing attitudes or 

feelings, such as love and hate, toward a person, an object, or an idea.  

2. Uncertainty or indecisiveness as to which course to follow.  [German 

Ambivalenz : Latin ambi-, ambi- + Latin valentia, vigor (from valKns, valent- 

present participle of valKre, to be strong); see wal- in Appendix.]

am·biv·a·lent (4m-bVvùN-lNnt) adj.  Exhibiting or feeling ambivalence. 

am·bi·ver·sion (4mÙbV-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  A personality trait including the 

qualities of both introversion and extroversion.  [AMBI- + (INTRO)VERSION  or 

(EXTRO)VERSION.] —amùbi·vertÙ (-vûrtÙ) n. 

am·ble (4mùbNl) v.  intr. am·bled, am·bling, am·bles. 1. To walk slowly or 

leisurely; stroll.  2. To move along at an easy gait by using both legs on one side 

alternately with both on the other. Used of a horse.   —  n.  1. An unhurried or 

leisurely walk.  2. An easy gait, especially that of a horse.  [Middle English amblen, 

from Old French ambler, from Latin ambul7re, to walk.] —amùbler n. 

Am·bler (4mùblNr), Eric. Born 1909.  British writer noted for his suspense nov-

els, including A Passage of Arms (1959). 



am·blyg·o·nite (4m-blVgùN-nXtÙ) n.  A white or greenish mineral, 

(Li,Na)Al(PO4)(F,OH), that is an important source of lithium.  [German 

Amblygonit, from Greek amblugonios, obtuse-angled  : amblus, blunt; see mel-1 

in Appendix + gonia, angle; see genu-1 in Appendix.]

am·bly·o·pi·a (4mÙblK-oùpK-N) n.  Dimness of vision, especially when occur-

ring in one eye without apparent physical defect or disease.  Also called lazy eye 

[New Latin, from Greek ambluopia, from ambluopos, dim-sighted  : amblus, dim; 

see mel-1 in Appendix + ops, eye; see MYOPIA.] —amÙbly·oùpic (-oùpVk, -mpùVk) 

adj. 

am·bo (4mùboÙ) n.  pl. am·bos or am·bo·nes (4m-boùnKz). One of the two 

pulpits or raised stands in early Christian churches from which parts of the ser-

vice were chanted or read.  [Medieval Latin, from Greek ambon, raised edge.]

am·boi·na (4m-boiùnN) n.  Variant of amboyna. 
Am·boi·na (4m-boiùnN)  See Ambon. 
Am·boi·nese (ämùboi-nKzù, -nKsù, -4mù-) n.  Variant of Ambonese. 
Am·boise (äN-bwäzù)  A town of west-central France on the Loire River east of 

Tours. Leonardo da Vinci is said to be buried in the chapel of its Gothic chateau. 

Population, 10,498. 

Am·bon (ämùbôn) also Am·boi·na (4m-boiùnN)  An island of eastern Indone-

sia in the Moluccas near Ceram. 

am·bo·nes (4m-boùnKz) n.  A plural of ambo. 
Am·bo·nese (ämùbN-nKzÙ, -nKsÙ, 4mù-)  or Am·boi·nese (-boi-) n.  pl. 

Ambonese or Amboinese. 1. A native or inhabitant of Ambon.  2. The Aus-

tronesian language of Ambon. 

am·boy·na also am·boi·na (4m-boiùnN) n.  See padauk.  [After Amboyna, 

(Ambon).]

am·brette (4m-brHtù) n.  See abelmosk.  [French, from Old French, diminu-

tive of ambre, amber. See AMBER.]

Am·brose (4mùbrozÙ), Saint. A.D. 340?-397.  Writer, composer, and bishop of 

Milan (374-397) who imposed orthodoxy on the early Christian Church.   
—Am·broùsian (4m-broùzhNn) adj. 

am·bro·sia (4m-broùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  1. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. 

The food of the gods, thought to confer immortality.  2. Something with an espe-

cially delicious flavor or fragrance.  3. A dessert containing primarily oranges and 

flaked coconut.  [Latin, from Greek, from ambrotos, immortal, immortalizing  : 

a-, not; see A-1 + -mbrotos, mortal; see mer- in Appendix.]

am·bro·sial (4m-broùzhNl, -zhK-Nl) also am·bro·sian (-zhNn, -zhK-Nn) adj.  

1. Suggestive of ambrosia; fragrant or delicious.  See Synonyms at delicious.  
2. Of or worthy of the gods; divine.   —am·broùsial·ly adv. 



am·bro·type (4mùbro-tXpÙ) n.  An early type of photograph made by imaging a 

negative on glass backed by a dark surface.  [Greek ambrotos, immortal; see 

AMBROSIA + TYPE.]

am·bry (4mùbrK) n.  pl. am·bries. 1. Chiefly British. A pantry.  2. A niche near 

the altar of a church for keeping sacred vessels and vestments.  [Middle English 

almerie, place for safekeeping, from Old French almarie, from Medieval Latin 

alm7rium, from Latin arm7rium, closet, from arma, tools. See ARM
2.]

ambs·ace (7mùz7sÙ) n.  1. Games. Double aces.  2. Bad luck; misfortune.  

3. The smallest amount possible or the most worthless thing.  [Middle English 

ambes as, from Old French, from Latin amb7s 7s : ambo, both + 7s, unit.]

am·bu·lac·rum (4mÙbyN-l4kùrNm, -l7ùkrNm) n.  pl. am·bu·lac·ra (-l4kùrN, -

l7ùkrN). One of the five radial areas on the undersurface of the starfish and simi-

lar echinoderms, from which the tube feet are protruded and withdrawn.  [Latin, 

walk planted with trees, from ambul7re, to walk.] —amÙbu·lacùral adj. 

am·bu·lance (4mùbyN-lNns) n.  A specially equipped vehicle used to transport 

the sick or injured.  [French, from (hôpital) ambulant, mobile (hospital), from 

Latin ambul7ns, ambulant- present participle of ambul7re, to walk.]

ambulance chaser (4mùbyN-lNns ch7ùsNr) n.  Slang. 1. A lawyer who obtains 

clients by persuading accident victims to sue for damages.  2. A lawyer avid for 

clients. 

am·bu·lant (4mùbyN-lNnt) adj.  Moving or walking about.  [French, from Latin 

ambul7ns, ambulant- present participle of ambul7re, to walk.]

am·bu·late (4mùbyN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. am·bu·lat·ed, am·bu·lat·ing, 
am·bu·lates. To walk from place to place; move about.  [Latin ambul7re, 

ambul7t-, to walk. See ambhi in Appendix.]

am·bu·la·to·ry (4mùbyN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or adapted for 

walking.  2. Capable of walking; not bedridden:  an ambulatory patient.  

3. Moving about.  4. Law. That can be changed or revoked, as a will during the 

life of the testator.   —  n.  pl. am·bu·la·to·ries. A covered place for walking, as 

in a cloister.   —amÙbu·la·toùri·ly adv. 

am·bus·cade (4mùbN-sk7dÙ, 4mÙbN-sk7dù) n.  An ambush.   —  v.  tr. 

am·bus·cad·ed, am·bus·cad·ing, am·bus·cades. To attack suddenly and 

without warning from a concealed place; ambush.  See Synonyms at ambush.  
[French embuscade (from Old French embuschier, to ambush), and Old Italian 

imboscata, from feminine past participle of imboscare, to ambush  both from Old 

Frankish *boscu, bush, woods.] —amùbus·cadÙer n. 

am·bush (4mùbtsh) n.  1. The act of lying in wait to attack by surprise.  2. A 

sudden attack made from a concealed position.  3. a. Those hiding in order to 

attack by surprise.  b. The hiding place used for this.   4. A hidden peril or trap.   
—  v.  tr. am·bushed, am·bush·ing, am·bush·es. To attack from a concealed 



position.  [Middle English embush, from Old French embusche, from embuschier, 

to ambush, from Old Frankish *boscu, bush, woods.] —amùbushÙer n.  

SYNONYMS: ambush, ambuscade, bushwhack, waylay. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to attack suddenly and without warning from a place of

concealment”: guerrillas ambushing a platoon of regulars; highwaymen ambuscad-

ing a stagecoach; tax collectors bushwhacked by moonshiners; a truck waylaid and its

driver robbed.

Am·chit·ka (4m-chVtùkN)  An island off western Alaska in the Rat Islands of the 

western Aleutians. 

a·me·ba (N-mKùbN) n.  Variant of amoeba. 
am·e·bi·a·sis also am·oe·bi·a·sis (4mÙN-bXùN-sVs) n.  An infection or a disease 

caused by amoebas, especially Entamoeba histolytica. 

a·me·bic dysentery  or a·moe·bic dysentery (N-mKùbVk dVsùNn-tHrÙK) n.  

An acute disease caused by ingesting substances contaminated with the amoeba 

Entamoeba histolytica and characterized by severe diarrhea, nausea, and inflam-

mation of the intestines. 

a·me·bo·cyte (N-mKùbN-sXtÙ) n.  Variant of amoebocyte. 
a·me·lio·rate (N-mKlùyN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. a·me·lio·rat·ed, a·me·lio·rat·ing, 
a·me·lio·rates. To make or become better; improve.  See Synonyms at 

improve.  [Alteration of MELIORATE.]

a·me·lio·ra·tion (N-mKlÙyN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of ameliorat-

ing.  2. The state of being ameliorated; improvement. 

a·men (7-mHnù, ä-mHnù) interj.  Used at the end of a prayer or a statement to 

express assent or approval.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin 

7mKn, from Greek amKn, from Hebrew ’7mKn, certainly, verily.]

A·men also A·mon (äùmNn) n.  Mythology. The Egyptian god of life and repro-

duction, represented as a man with a ram’s head. 

a·me·na·ble (N-mKùnN-bNl, N-mHnùN-) adj.  1. Responsive to advice, authority, 

or suggestion; tractable.  See Synonyms at obedient.  2. Responsible to higher 

authority; accountable.  See Synonyms at responsible.  3. Open to testing, criti-

cism, or judgment.  [Probably alteration of Middle English menable, from Old 

French, from mener, to lead, from Latin min7re, to drive, from min7rX, to 

threaten, from minae, threats. See men-2 in Appendix.] —a·meÙna·bilùi·ty, 
a·meùna·ble·ness n.  —a·meùna·bly adv. 

amen corner (7-mHnù kôrùnNr) n.  1. A place in a church reserved for persons 

leading congregational responses.  2. A group of ardent worshipers in a church. 

a·mend (N-mHndù) v.  a·mend·ed, a·mend·ing, a·mends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

change for the better; improve:  amended the earlier proposal so as to make it more 

comprehensive.  2. To remove the faults or errors in; correct.  See Synonyms at 



correct.  3. To alter (a legislative measure, for example) formally by adding, 

deleting, or rephrasing.   —  v.  intr. To better one’s conduct; reform.  [Middle 

English amenden, from Old French amender, from Latin Kmend7re : ex-, ex- + 

mendum, fault.]

a·men·da·to·ry (N-mHnùdN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Serving or tending to amend; 

corrective. 

a·mend·ment (N-mHndùmNnt) n.  1. The act of changing for the better; 

improvement: “Society may sometimes show signs of repentance and amendment” 

(George G. Coulton).  2. A correction or an alteration, as in a manuscript.  

3. a. Formal revision of, addition to, or change, as in a bill or a constitution.  

b. A statement of such a change:  The 19th Amendment to the Constitution gave 

women the right to vote.  

a·mends (N-mHndzù) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Recompense for griev-

ance or injury:  The new law offers no amends to victims of crime. I assured them 

that no amends are necessary. You must make amends to them for the insult.  See 

Synonyms at reparation.  [Middle English amendes, from Old French, pl. of 

amende, reparation, from amender, to amend. See AMEND.]

A·men·ho·tep III (äÙmNn-hoùtHp, 4mÙNn-) also Am·e·no·phis III (4mÙN-

noùfVs)  King of Egypt (1411?-1375 B.C.) who sponsored the building of many 

monuments. 

Amenhotep IV (äÙmNn-hoùtHp)  See Akhenaton. 
a·men·i·ty (N-mHnùV-tK, N-mKùnV-) n.  pl. a·men·i·ties. 1. The quality of being 

pleasant or attractive; agreeableness.  2. Something that contributes to physical or 

material comfort.  3. A feature that increases attractiveness or value, especially of 

a piece of real estate or a geographic location.  4. amenities. Social courtesies; 

pleasantries.  [Middle English amenite, from Old French, from Latin amoenit7s, 

from amoenus, pleasant.]

SYNONYMS: amenity, comfort, convenience, facility. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “something that increases physical ease or facilitates

work”: a sunny apartment with amenities including air conditioning; a suite with

comforts such as a whirlpool bath; a kitchen with every convenience; a school with

excellent facilities for students.

Am·e·no·phis III (4mÙN-noùfNs)  See Amenhotep III. 
a·men·or·rhe·a  or a·men·or·rhoe·a (7-mHnÙN-rKùN) n.  Abnormal suppres-

sion or absence of menstruation.  [A-1 + Greek mKn, month; see mK-2 in Appen-

dix + -RRHEA.] —a·menÙor·rheùic adj. 

a·men·sa·lism (7-mHnùsN-lVzÙNm) n.  A symbiotic relationship between organ-

isms in which one species is harmed or inhibited and the other species is unaf-

fected.  [Probably A-1 + (COM)MENSALISM.]



am·ent1 (4mùNnt, 7ùmNnt) n.  See catkin.  [Latin 7mentum, strap.]

a·ment2 (7ùmHntÙ, 7ùmNnt) n.  A person whose intellectual capacity remains 

undeveloped.  [From Latin 7mKns, 7ment-, insane  : 7-, ab-, out of; see AB-1 + 

mKns, mind; see men-1 in Appendix.]

am·en·ta·ceous (4mÙNn-t7ùshNs, 7ÙmNn-) adj.  Botany. 1. Resembling or con-

sisting of a catkin.  2. Bearing catkins. 

a·men·tia (7-mHnùshN, -shK-N) n.  Insufficient mental development.  [Latin 

7mentia, madness, senselessness, from 7mKns, 7ment-, insane. See AMENT
2.]

am·en·tif·er·ous (4mÙNn-tVfùNr-Ns, 7ÙmNn-) adj.  Botany. Bearing catkins. 

Amer. abbr.  America; American. 

Am·er·a·sian (4mÙN-r7ùzhNn, -shNn) n.  A person of American and Asian 

descent, especially one whose mother is Asian and whose father is American.  

[AMER(ICAN) + ASIAN.] —AmÙer·aùsian adj. 

a·merce (N-mûrsù) v.  tr. a·merced, a·merc·ing, a·merc·es. 1. Law. To punish 

by a fine imposed arbitrarily at the discretion of the court.  2. To punish by 

imposing an arbitrary penalty.  [Middle English amercen, from Anglo-Norman 

amercier, from à merci, at the mercy of  : à, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + merci, 

mercy (from Latin mercKs, wages).] —a·merceùa·ble adj.  —a·merceùment n. 

A·mer·i·ca (N-mHrùV-kN) Abbr. A., Am., Amer.  1. The United States.  2.  or 

Also the A·mer·i·cas (-kNz) The landmasses and islands of North America, 

South America, Mexico, and Central America included in the Western Hemi-

sphere. 

A·mer·i·can (N-mHrùV-kNn) adj.  Abbr. A., Amer. 1. Of or relating to the United 

States of America or its people, language, or culture.  2. Of or relating to North or 

South America, the West Indies, or the Western Hemisphere.  3. Of or relating to 

any of the Native American peoples.  4. Indigenous to North or South America. 

Used of plants and animals.   —  n.  Abbr. A., Amer. 1. A native or inhabitant of 

America.  2. A citizen of the United States.   —A·merùi·can·ness n. 

A·mer·i·ca·na1 (ä-mHÙrK-käùnä)  A city of southeast Brazil, a suburb of São 

Paulo. Population, 121,743. 

A·mer·i·ca·na2 (N-mHrÙN-käùnN, -k4nùN, -k7ùnN) n.  1. (used with a pl. verb). 

Materials relating to American history, folklore, or geography or considered to be 

typical of American culture:  Americana are featured in the exhibit.  2. (used with 

a sing. verb). The culture of America:  Americana reflects the influence of many 

immigrations. 

American Beauty (N-mHrùV-kNn byuùtK) n.  A type of rose bearing large, 

long-stemmed purplish-red flowers. 

American cheese (N-mHrùV-kNn chKz) n.  A smooth, mild, white to yellow 

cheddar. 

American chestnut (N-mHrùV-kNn chHsùnƒtÙ) n.  An eastern North American 

deciduous tree (Castanea dentata), once valuable for its timber and nuts but now 



found mostly as sprouts from old stumps, the aboveground parts having died 

from chestnut blight. 

American dream also American Dream (N-mHrùV-kNn drKm) n.  An Ameri-

can ideal of a happy and successful life to which all may aspire: “In the deepening 

gloom of the Depression, the American Dream represented a reaffirmation of tradi-

tional American hopes” (Anthony Brandt). 

American eagle (N-mHrùV-kNn KùgNl) n.  See bald eagle. 
American elk (N-mHrùV-kNn Hlk) n.  See wapiti. 
American elm (N-mHrùV-kNn Hlm) n.  A North American deciduous tree 

(Ulmus americana) having double serrate leaves and winged fruits. It is grown 

chiefly as an ornamental shade tree but often dies from Dutch elm disease. 

American English (N-mHrùV-kNn VngùglVsh) n.  The English language as used in 

the United States. 

American Falls (N-mHrùV-kNn fôlz)  A section, 50.9 m (167 ft) high, of Niagara 

Falls in western New York north of Buffalo. 

American foxhound (N-mHrùV-kNn fmksùhoundÙ) n.  Any of an American 

breed of foxhounds having drooping ears and a smooth, glossy coat that is usually 

black, tan, and white. 

American gothic also American Gothic (N-mHrùV-kNn gmthùVk) adj.  Excep-

tionally conservative, hard-working, and self-disciplined: “She’s tight-lipped, 

pinched as an American gothic farmwoman’s bun” (Rita Kempley).  [After the 

painting American Gothic by Grant Wood (1892-1942), which portrays an Iowa 

farmer-preacher and his daughter standing in front of a house with a Gothic win-

dow.] —American gothic, American Gothic n. 

American Indian (N-mHrùV-kNn VnùdK-Nn) n.  See Native American. See 

Usage Note at Native American. 
A·mer·i·can·ism (N-mHrùV-kN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. A custom, trait, or tradition origi-

nating in the United States.  2. A word, phrase, or idiom characteristic of English 

as it is spoken in the United States.  3. Allegiance to the United States and its cus-

toms and institutions. 

A·mer·i·can·ist (N-mHrùV-kN-nVst) n.  1. One who studies a facet of America, 

such as its history or geology.  2. A specialist in the study of American aboriginal 

cultures or languages.  3. One that is sympathetic to the United States and its pol-

icies. 

A·mer·i·can·ize (N-mHrùV-kN-nXzÙ) v.  A·mer·i·can·ized, A·mer·i·can·iz·ing, 
A·mer·i·can·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To assimilate into American culture.   —  v.  intr. To 

become American, as in spirit.   —A·merÙi·can·i·zaùtion (-kN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

American kestrel (N-mHrùV-kNn kHsùtrNl) n.  See sparrow hawk (n., sense 

2). 

American plan (N-mHrùV-kNn pl4n) n.  Abbr. AP A system of hotel manage-

ment in which a guest pays a fixed daily rate for room and meals. 



American Revolution (N-mHrùV-kNn rHvÙN-luùshNn) n.  The war between 

the American colonies and Great Britain (1775-1783), leading to the formation of 

the independent United States. 

American saddle horse (N-mHrùV-kNn s4dùl hôrs) n.  A three- or five-gaited 

high-stepping saddle horse of a breed originating in Kentucky. 

American Sa·mo·a (N-mHrùV-kNn sN-moùN) Abbr. AS  An unincorporated ter-

ritory of the United States in the southern Pacific Ocean northeast of Fiji com-

prising the eastern islands of the Samoan archipelago. American Samoa has been 

administered by the United States since 1899. Pago Pago, on Tutuila, the largest 

island of the group, is the capital. Population, 32,279. 

American Sign Language (N-mHrùV-kNn sXn l4ngùgwVj) n.  Abbr. ASL An 

American system of communication for the hearing-impaired that employs man-

ual signs.  Also called Ameslan 

American Spanish (N-mHrùV-kNn sp4nùVsh) n.  The Spanish language as used 

in the Western Hemisphere. 

American Staf·ford·shire terrier (N-mHrùV-kNn st4fùNrd-shîrÙ tHrùK-Nr, -

shNr) n.  A strong, muscular terrier of an American breed with powerful jaws, a 

broad skull, and short hair, originally developed for dogfighting.  Also called pit 

bull, pit bull terrier, Staffordshire terrier. 

American Standard Version (N-mHrùV-kNn st4nùdNrd vûrùzhNn) n.  Abbr. 

ASV Bible. A revised version of the King James Bible published in the United 

States in 1901. 

A·mer·i·cas (N-mHrùV-kNz), the. See America (sense 2). 

am·er·i·ci·um (4mÙN-rVshùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Am A white metallic transuranic 

element of the actinide series, having isotopes with mass numbers from 237 to 

246 and half-lives from 25 minutes to 7,950 years. Its longest-lived isotopes, Am 

241 and Am 243, are alpha-ray emitters used as radiation sources in research. 

Atomic number 95; specific gravity 11.7; valence 3, 4, 5, 6.  [After America.]

A·mer·i·cus (N-mHrùV-kNs)  A city of southwest-central Georgia southeast of 

Columbus. It is a processing center for the varied resources of the region. Popula-

tion, 16,120. 

Am·er·in·di·an (4mÙN-rVnùdK-Nn) also Am·er·ind (4mùN-rVndÙ) n.  See Native 
American. See Usage Note at Native American.  [AMER(ICAN) + IND(IAN).] 
—AmÙer·inùdi·an, Amùer·indÙ adj.  —AmÙer·inùdic adj. 

A·mers·foort (äùmNrz-fôrtÙ, -fortÙ, äùmNrs-)  A city of central Netherlands 

northeast of Utrecht. The old section of the city has medieval houses. Population, 

86,896. 

Ames (7mz)  A city of central Iowa north of Des Moines. Iowa State University 

of Science and Technology (founded 1858) is here. Population, 47,198. 

Am·es·lan (4mùV-sl4nÙ) n.  See American Sign Language. 



Ames test (7mz tHst) n.  A test used to determine the mutagenic potential of a 

substance based on the mutation rate of bacteria that are exposed to the sub-

stance.  [After Bruce Ames (born 1928), American biochemist.]

am·e·thop·ter·in (4mÙN-thmpùtN-rVnÙ) n.  Methotrexate.  [A(MINO)- + METH- + 

pter(oyl), a chemical radical + -IN.]

am·e·thyst (4mùN-thVst) n.  1. A purple or violet form of transparent quartz 

used as a gemstone.  2. A purple variety of corundum used as a gemstone.  

3. Color. A moderate purple to grayish reddish purple.  [Middle English amatist, 

from Old French, from Latin amethystus, from Greek amethustos : a-, not; see A-1 

+ *methustos, intoxicated (from methuskein, to intoxicate, from methuein, to be 

drunk (from the belief that it was a remedy for drunkenness), from methu, wine); 

see medhu- in Appendix.] —amÙe·thysùtine (-thVsùtVn, -tXnÙ) adj. 

am·e·tro·pi·a (4mÙV-troùpK-N) n.  An eye abnormality, such as nearsightedness, 

farsightedness, or astigmatism, resulting from faulty refractive ability of the eye.  

[Greek ametros, without measure (a-, without; see a-1 + metron, measure); see 

METER
1 + -OPIA.] —amÙe·tropùic (-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj. 

Amex abbr.  American Stock Exchange. 

Am·ga (äm-gäù)  A river rising in eastern Russia and flowing about 1,287 km 

(800 mi) generally northeast to the Aldan River east of Yakutsk. 

Am·gun (äm-gunù)  A river of southeast Russia flowing about 788 km (490 mi) 

northeast to the Amur River. 

Am·har·ic (4m-h4rùVk) n.  A Semitic language that is the official language of 

Ethiopia.  [After Amhara, a former kingdom of northwest Ethiopia.] 
—Am·harùic adj. 

Am·herst (4mùNrst, -hNrst)  1. A town of north-central Nova Scotia, Canada, 

near the New Brunswick border. It was a thriving Acadian community called Les 

Planches until it was occupied by the British in the 18th century. Population, 

9,684.  2. A town of western Massachusetts northeast of Northampton. Amherst 

College (established 1821) and a branch of the University of Massachusetts 

(1863) are here. Emily Dickinson was born in Amherst and lived in the town her 

entire life. Population, 17,824.  3. A city of western New York, a suburb of Buf-

falo. Population, 66,100. 

Am·herst (4mùNrst), Jeffrey also Jeffery Baron Amherst. 1717-1797.  British 

general active in North America during the French and Indian War. He seized 

Forts Ticonderoga and Crown Point in 1759 and captured Montreal in 1760. 

a·mi·a·ble (7ùmK-N-bNl) adj.  1. Friendly and agreeable in disposition; good-

natured and likable.  2. Cordial; sociable; congenial:  an amiable gathering.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Late Latin amXc7bilis. See AMICABLE.] 
—aÙmi·a·bilùi·ty, aùmi·a·ble·ness n.  —aùmi·a·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: amiable, affable, good-natured, obliging, agreeable, pleasant. These



adjectives mean willing or showing a willingness to please. Amiable implies

friendliness: “an amiable villain with a cocky, sidelong grin” (Hal Hinson). Affable

especially fits a person who is easy to approach, responsive in conversation, and

slow to anger: She is affable enough when she is not preoccupied with business prob-

lems. Good-natured suggests a tolerant, easygoing disposition; sometimes it also

implies a docile nature: You are too good-natured to resent a little criticism. Obliging

specifies willingness or eagerness to be of help to others or indulge their wishes:

The obliging waiter was in no hurry for us to pay the bill and leave. Agreeable sug-

gests being in accord with one’s own feelings, nature, or tastes: “My idea of an

agreeable person... is a person who agrees with me” (Benjamin Disraeli). Pleasant

applies broadly to agreeable manner, behavior, or appearance: “I couldn’t handle

it, I didn’t enjoy it and it probably didn’t make me a pleasant person to be around”

(James Caan).

am·i·an·thus (4mÙK-4nùthNs) also am·i·an·tus (-tNs) n.  An asbestos with fine, 

silky fibers.  [Latin amiantus, from Greek amiantos, undefiled  : a-, not; see A-1 + 

miantos, defiled (from miainein, to defile).]

am·i·ca·ble (4mùV-kN-bNl) adj.  Characterized by or exhibiting friendliness or 

goodwill; friendly.  [Middle English, from Late Latin amXc7bilis, from Latin amX-
cus, friend.] —amÙi·ca·bilùi·ty, amùi·ca·ble·ness n.  —amùi·ca·bly adv. 

am·ice (4mùVs) n.  A liturgical vestment consisting of an oblong piece of white 

linen worn around the neck and shoulders and partly under the alb.  [Middle 

English, probably from Old French amis, pl. of amit, from Latin amictus, mantle, 

from past participle of amicXre, to wrap around  : ambi-, around; see AMBI- + 

iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.]

a·mi·cus cu·ri·ae (N-mKÙkNs kytrùK-XÙ) n.  pl. a·mi·ci curiae (N-mKÙkK). Law. 

A party that is not involved in a particular litigation but that is allowed by the 

court to advise it on a matter of law directly affecting the litigation.  [Latin amX-
cus, friend + curiae, genitive of curia, court.]

a·mid (N-mVdù) also a·midst (N-mVdstù) prep.  Surrounded by; in the middle of.  

[Middle English  : a-, in; see A-2 + mid, middle (from Old English midde, middle); 

see medhyo- in Appendix.]

am·ide (4mùXdÙ, -Vd) n.  1. An organic compound, such as acetamide, containing 

the CONH2 radical.  2. A compound with a metal replacing hydrogen in ammo-

nia, such as sodium amide, NaNH2.  [AM(MONIA) + -IDE.] —a·midùic (N-mVdùVk, 

4-mVdù-) adj. 

am·i·dol (4mùV-dôlÙ, -dolÙ, -dmlÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, 

C6H3(NH2)2OH·2HCl, used as a photographic developer.  [German Amidol, a 

trademark.]

a·mid·ships (N-mVdùshVpsÙ) also a·mid·ship (-shVpÙ) adv.  Nautical. Midway 

between the bow and the stern. 



a·midst (N-mVdstù) prep.  Variant of amid. [Middle English amiddes : amidde; 

see AMID + -es, adverbial suffix; see -S
3.]

Am·i·ens (4mùK-Nnz, ä-my4Nù)  A city of northern France on the Somme River 

north of Paris. Settled in pre-Roman times, it has been a textile center since the 

Middle Ages. The city’s Gothic cathedral is the largest church in France. Popula-

tion, 131,332. 

a·mi·go (N-mKùgo) n.  pl. a·mi·gos. A friend.  [Spanish, from Latin amXcus, 

friend.]

A·min Da·da (ä-mKnù dä-däù, däùdä), Idi. Born c. 1925.  Ugandan dictator 

(1971-1979) whose brutal and repressive regime ended when he fled the country 

after being deposed in a coup d’état. 

A·min·di·vi Islands (äÙmVn-dKùvK XùlNndz)  A group of islands in the Arabian 

Sea off the southwest coast of India, part of the region of Lakshadweep. 

a·mine (N-mKnù, 4mùKn) n.  Any of a group of organic compounds of nitrogen, 

such as ethylamine, C2H5NH2, that may be considered ammonia derivatives in 

which one or more hydrogen atoms have been replaced by a hydrocarbon radical.  

[AM(MONIUM) + -INE
2.]

-amine suff.  Amine:  diamine.  [From AMINE.]

a·mi·no (N-mKùno, 4mùN-noÙ) adj.  Relating to an amine or other chemical com-

pound containing an NH2 group combined with a nonacid organic radical.  

[From AMINO-.]

amino- pref.  Containing NH2 combined with a nonacid organic radical:  ami-

nopyrine.  [From AMINE.]

amino acid (N-mKùno 4sùVd) n.  An organic compound containing both an 

amino group (NH2) and a carboxylic acid group (COOH), especially any of the 

20 compounds that have the basic formula NH2CHRCOOH, and that link 

together by peptide bonds to form proteins. 

a·mi·no·ac·i·de·mi·a (N-mKÙno-4sÙV-dKùmK-N, 4mÙN-no-) n.  A condition in 

which excessive amounts of amino acids are present in the blood. 

a·mi·no·ac·i·du·ri·a (N-mKÙno-4sÙV-dtrùK-N, -dytrù-, 4mÙN-no-) n.  A disor-

der of protein metabolism in which excessive amounts of amino acids are 

excreted in the urine. 

a·mi·no·ben·zo·ic acid (N-mKÙno-bHn-zoùVk 4sùVd, 4mÙN-no-) n.  Any of 

three benzoic acid derivatives, C7H7NO2, especially the yellowish para form, 

which is part of the vitamin B complex. 

a·mi·no·phe·nol (N-mKÙno-fKùnôl, -nml, 4mÙN-no-) n.  One of three organic 

compounds with composition C6H4NH2OH, used as photographic developers 

and dye intermediates. 

a·mi·no·py·rine (N-mKÙno-pXùrKnÙ, 4mÙN-no-) n.  A colorless crystalline com-

pound, C13H17N3O, used to reduce fever and relieve pain.  [AMINO- + 

(ANTI)PYRINE.]



a·mir (N-mîrù, 7-mîrù) n.  Variant of emir. 
A·mis (7ùmVs), Kingsley. 1922-1995.  British writer best known for his novels, 

including Lucky Jim (1954) and Jake’s Thing (1978). 

A·mish (äùmVsh, 4mùVsh) n.  An orthodox Anabaptist sect that separated from 

the Mennonites in the late 17th century and exists today primarily in southeast 

Pennsylvania.   —  adj.  Of or relating to this sect or its members.  [German 

amisch, after Jacob Amman, 17th-century Swiss Mennonite bishop.]

a·miss (N-mVsù) adj.  1. Out of proper order:  What is amiss?  2. Not in perfect 

shape; faulty.   —  adv.  In an improper, defective, unfortunate, or mistaken way.  

[Middle English amis, probably from Old Norse 7 mis, so as to miss  : 7, on; see 

an- in Appendix + mis, act of missing; see mei-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: amiss, afield, astray, awry, wrong. The central meaning shared by

these adverbs is “not in the right way or on the proper course”: spoke amiss; stray-

ing far afield; afraid the letter would go astray; thinking awry; plans that went

wrong. 

ANTONYM: aright

am·i·trip·tyl·ine (4mÙV-trVpùtN-lKnÙ) n.  An antidepressant drug, C20H23N.  

[Perhaps AMI(NO)- + tript- (alteration and shortening of TRYPTOPHAN) + -YL + -

INE
2.]

am·i·ty (4mùV-tK) n.  pl. am·i·ties. Peaceful relations, as between nations; friend-

ship.  [Middle English amite, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *amXcit7s, from 

Latin amXcus, friend.]

Am·man (ä-mänù, äùmän)  The capital and largest city of Jordan, in the north-

central part of the country. Occupying a site inhabited since prehistoric times, the 

city was known as Philadelphia while the Romans and Byzantines controlled it. 

Population, 777,500. 

am·me·ter (4mùmKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. A An instrument that measures electric cur-

rent.  [AM(PERE) + -METER.]

am·mine (4mùKnÙ, 4-mKnù) n.  Any of a class of inorganic coordination com-

pounds of ammonia and a metallic salt.  [AMM(ONIA) + -INE
2.] —amùmi·noÙ 

(4mùN-noÙ, N-mKùno) adj. 

am·mo (4mùo) n.  Informal. Ammunition. 

am·mo·nia (N-monùyN) n.  1. A colorless, pungent gas, NH3, extensively used to 

manufacture fertilizers and a wide variety of nitrogen-containing organic and 

inorganic chemicals.  2.  See ammonium hydroxide.  [New Latin, from Latin 

(s7l) ammoniacus, (salt) of Amen, from Greek Ammoniakos, from Ammon, 

Amen (from its having been obtained from a region near the temple of Amen, in 

Libya).]



am·mo·ni·ac1 (N-moùnK-4kÙ) also am·mo·ni·a·cal (4mÙN-nXùN-kNl) adj.  Of, 

containing, or similar to ammonia. 

am·mo·ni·ac2 (N-moùnK-4kÙ) n.  A strong-smelling gum resin from the stems 

of a plant (Dorema ammoniacum) of western Asia, formerly used in perfumery 

and in medicine as an expectorant and a stimulant.  Also called gum ammoniac 

[Middle English ammoniak, from Latin ammoniacum, from Ammoniacus, of 

Amen, from Greek Ammoniakos. See AMMONIA.]

am·mo·ni·ate (N-moùnK-7tÙ) v.  tr. am·mo·ni·at·ed, am·mo·ni·at·ing, 
am·mo·ni·ates. To treat or combine with ammonia.   —  n.  A compound that 

contains ammonia.   —am·moÙni·aùtion n. 

ammonia water (N-monùyN wôùtNr) n.  See ammonium hydroxide. 
am·mon·i·fi·ca·tion (N-mmnÙN-fV-k7ùshNn, N-moÙnN-) n.  1. Impregnation 

with ammonia or an ammonium compound.  2. Production of ammonia or 

ammonium compounds in the decomposition of organic matter, especially 

through the action of bacteria. 

am·mon·i·fy (N-mmnùN-fXÙ, N-moùnN-) v.  tr. intr. am·mon·i·fied, 
am·mon·i·fy·ing, am·mon·i·fies. To subject or be subjected to ammonifica-

tion.   —am·monùi·fiÙer n. 

am·mo·nite (4mùN-nXtÙ) also am·mo·noid (-noidÙ) n.  The coiled, flat, cham-

bered fossil shell of an extinct mollusk belonging to the class Cephalopoda, which 

was abundant in the Cretaceous period.  [New Latin AmmonXtKs, from Latin 

(corn7) Ammonis, (horn) of Amen, ammonite, genitive of Ammon, Amen, from 

Greek.] —amÙmo·nitùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

Am·mon·ite (4mùN-nXtÙ) n.  1. A member of an ancient Semitic people living 

east of the Jordan River, mentioned frequently in the Old Testament.  2. The 

Semitic language of the Ammonites.  [From Late Latin AmmonXtKs, the Ammo-

nites, from Hebrew 1ammônî, Ammonite, from 1ammôn, Ammon, from Canaan-

ite 1amm, people, kinsman.] —Amùmon·iteÙ adj. 

am·mo·ni·um (N-moùnK-Nm) n.  The univalent chemical ion NH4+, derived 

from ammonia, whose compounds chemically resemble the alkali metals.  

[AMMON(IA) + -IUM.]

ammonium bicarbonate (N-moùnK-Nm bX-kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A white crystal-

line salt, bicarbonate of ammonium, NH4HCO3, used in fire-extinguishing com-

pounds and in baking powder. 

ammonium carbamate (N-moùnK-Nm kärùbN-m7tÙ) n.  A salt, a carbonate 

of ammonium, NH4NH2CO2, which is an intermediate in the manufacture of 

urea and a component of smelling salts. 

ammonium carbonate (N-moùnK-Nm kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  1. A carbonate of 

ammonium, (NH4)2CO3.  2. The double salt of ammonium bicarbonate and 

ammonium carbamate, which is produced commercially and is a white powder 

with the composition NH4HCO3·NH2COONH4, used in smelling salts. 



ammonium chloride (N-moùnK-Nm klôrùXdÙ) n.  A slightly hygroscopic, 

white crystalline compound, NH4Cl, used in dry cells, as a soldering flux, and as 

an expectorant.  Also called sal ammoniac 

ammonium hydroxide (N-moùnK-Nm hX-drmkùsXdÙ) n.  A colorless, basic, 

aqueous solution of ammonia, NH4OH, used as a household cleanser and in the 

manufacture of a wide variety of products, including textiles, rayon, rubber, fer-

tilizer, and plastic.  Also called ammonia, ammonia water. 

ammonium nitrate (N-moùnK-Nm nXùtr7tÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline salt, 

NH4NO3, used in fertilizers, explosives, and solid rocket propellants. 

ammonium sulfate (N-moùnK-Nm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A brownish-gray to white 

crystalline salt, (NH4)2SO4, used in fertilizers and water purification. 

ammonium thiocyanate (N-moùnK-Nm thXÙo-sXùN-n7tÙ) n.  A colorless, 

crystalline compound, NH4SCN, used in dyeing fabric, electroplating, and in 

making melamine. 

am·mo·noid (4mùN-noidÙ) n.  Variant of ammonite. 
am·mu·ni·tion (4mÙyN-nVshùNn) n.  1. All projectiles, such as bullets and shot, 

together with their fuses and primers, that can be fired from guns or otherwise 

propelled.  2. Nuclear, biological, chemical, or explosive materiel, such as rockets 

or grenades, that are used as weapons.  3. An object used as a missile in offense or 

defense:  Rocks were my only ammunition against the bear.  4. A means of attack-

ing or defending an argument, thesis, or point of view.  [Obsolete French amuni-

tion, from l’amunition, the provisioning, alteration of la munition, from Old 

French, from Latin m7nXtio, m7nXtion-, fortification. See MUNITION.]

Amn abbr.  Airman. 

Am·ne Ma·chin Shan (4mÙnK mN-jVnù shän)  A range of mountains of west-

central China. The highest peak is Amne Machin at 7,164.5 m (23,490 ft). 

am·ne·sia (4m-nKùzhN) n.  Partial or total loss of memory, usually resulting 

from shock, psychological disturbance, brain injury, or illness.  [Greek amnKsia, 

forgetfulness, probably from amnKstia : a-, not; see A-1 + mimnKskein, to remem-

ber; see men-1 in Appendix.] —am·neùsi·acÙ (-nKùzK-4kÙ, -zhK-4kÙ), am·neùsic 

(-zVk, -sVk)  n. , adj.  —am·nesùtic (-nHsùtVk) adj. 

am·nes·ty (4mùnV-stK) n.  pl. am·nes·ties. A general pardon granted by a gov-

ernment, especially for political offenses.   —  v.  tr. am·nes·tied, 
am·nes·ty·ing, am·nes·ties. To grant a general pardon to.  [Latin amnestia, 

from Greek, from amnKstos, not remembered  : a-, not; see A-1 + mimnKskein, to 

remember; see men-1 in Appendix.]

am·ni·a (4mùnK-N) n.  A plural of amnion. 
am·ni·o·cen·te·sis (4mÙnK-o-sHn-tKùsVs) n.  pl. am·ni·o·cen·te·ses (-sKz). A 

procedure in which a small sample of amniotic fluid is drawn out of the uterus 

through a needle inserted in the abdomen. The fluid is then analyzed to detect 

genetic abnormalities in the fetus or to determine the sex of the fetus.  [New Latin 



amniocentKsis : AMNION + Greek kentKsis, act of pricking (from kentein, to prick); 

see kent- in Appendix.]

am·ni·og·ra·phy (4mÙnK-mgùrN-fK) n.  pl. am·ni·og·ra·phies. Radiographic 

examination of the uterine cavity and fetus following injection of a radiopaque 

substance into the amnion.  [AMNIO(N) + -GRAPHY.]

am·ni·on (4mùnK-Nn, -mnÙ) n.  pl. am·ni·ons or am·ni·a (-nK-N). A thin, tough, 

membranous sac that encloses the embryo or fetus of a mammal, bird, or reptile. 

It is filled with a serous fluid in which the embryo is suspended.  [Greek amnion.] 
—amÙni·otùic (-mtùVk), amÙni·onùic (-mnùVk)  adj. 

am·ni·os·co·py (4mÙnK-msùkN-pK) n.  pl. am·ni·os·co·pies. Examination of 

the amniotic cavity and fetus using an optical instrument that is inserted directly 

into the amniotic cavity.  [AMNIO(N) + -SCOPY.] —amùni·o·scopeÙ (-N-skopÙ) n. 

am·o·bar·bi·tal (4mÙo-bärùbV-t4lÙ, -tôlÙ) n.  A barbiturate, C11H18N2O3, used 

as a sedative and a hypnotic.  [AM(YL) + BARBITAL.]

a·moe·ba also a·me·ba (N-mKùbN) n.  pl. a·moe·bas or a·moe·bae (-bK). A 

protozoan of the genus Amoeba or related genera, occurring in water and soil and 

as a parasite in other animals. An amoeba has no definite form and consists 

essentially of a mass of protoplasm containing one nucleus or more surrounded 

by a delicate, flexible outer membrane. It moves by means of pseudopods.  [New 

Latin, genus name, from Greek amoibK, change, from ameibein, to change. See 

mei-1 in Appendix.] —a·moeùbic (-bVk) adj. 

am·oe·bae·an  or am·oe·be·an (4mÙN-bKùNn) adj.  Answering alternately in 

prosody.  [From Late Latin amoebaeus, from Greek amoibaios, from amoibK, 

change. See AMOEBA.]

am·oe·bi·a·sis (4mÙN-bXùN-sVs) n.  Variant of amebiasis. 
amoebic dysentery (N-mKùbVk dVsùNn-tHrÙK) n.  Variant of amebic dysen-
tery. 

a·moe·bo·cyte also a·me·bo·cyte (N-mKùbN-sXtÙ) n.  A cell, such as a leuko-

cyte, having amoeboid form or motion.  [AMOEB(A) + -CYTE.]

a·moe·boid (N-mKùboidÙ) adj.  1. Of or resembling an amoeba, especially in 

changeability of form and means of locomotion.  2. Having an irregular or asym-

metric shape:  an amoeboid coffee table. 

a·mok (N-mƒkù, N-mmkù) adv.  & adj.   Variant of amuck. 
a·mo·le (N-moùlK) n.  1. The root, bulb, or another plant part of several chiefly 

western North American plants, such as certain species of Agave, Chlorogalum, 

and Yucca, used as a substitute for soap.  2. A plant so used.  [American Spanish, 

from Nahuatl amolli.]

A·mon (äùmNn) n.  Mythology. Variant of Amen. 
a·mong (N-mƒngù) also a·mongst (N-mƒngstù) prep.  1. In the midst of; sur-

rounded by:  a pine tree among cedars.  2. In the group, number, or class of:  She is 

among the wealthy.  3. In the company of; in association with:  traveling among a 



group of tourists.  4. By many or the entire number of; with many:  a custom popu-

lar among the Greeks.  5. By the joint action of:  Among us, we will finish the job.  

6. With portions to each of:  Distribute this among you.  7. Each with the other:  

Don’t fight among yourselves.  See Usage Note at between.  [Middle English, 

from Old English 7mang : 7, in; see A-2 + gemang, throng; see mag- in Appen-

dix.]

a·mon·til·la·do (N-mmnÙtl-äùdo, -tK-äù-) n.  pl. a·mon·til·la·dos. A pale dry 

sherry.  [Spanish  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + Montilla, a town of southern 

Spain.]

a·mor·al (7-môrùNl, 7-mmrù-) adj.  1. Not admitting of moral distinctions or 

judgments; neither moral nor immoral.  2. Lacking moral sensibility; not caring 

about right and wrong.   —a·morùal·ism n.  —aÙmo·ralùi·ty (7Ùmô-r4lùV-tK, -

mN-) n.  —a·morùal·ly adv. 

am·o·ret·to (4mÙN-rHtùo, äÙmN-) n.  pl. am·o·ret·ti (-tK)  or am·o·ret·tos. A 

cupid.  [Italian, diminutive of Amore, Cupid, from Latin Amor, from amor, love. 

See AMOROUS.]

am·o·rist (4mùNr-Vst) n.  1. One dedicated to love, especially sexual love.  2. One 

who writes about love.  [Latin amor, love; see AMOROUS + -IST.]

Am·o·rite (4mùN-rXtÙ) n.  A member of one of several ancient Semitic peoples 

primarily inhabiting Canaan, where they preceded the Israelites, and Babylonia.  

[From Hebrew ’Hmorî, Amorite, from Akkadian amurru, westerner, Amorite.] 
—Amùo·riteÙ adj. 

am·o·rous (4mùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Strongly attracted or disposed to love, especially 

sexual love.  2. Indicative of love or sexual desire:  an amorous glance.  3. Of or 

associated with love:  an amorous poem.  4. Being in love; enamored:  amorous of 

you since the day we met.  [Middle English, from Old French amoureus, from 

Medieval Latin amorosus, from Latin amor, love, from am7re, to love.] 
—amùor·ous·ly adv.  —amùor·ous·ness n. 

a·mor·phism (N-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  The state or quality of being amorphous. 

a·mor·phous (N-môrùfNs) adj.  1. Lacking definite form; shapeless.  See Syn-

onyms at shapeless.  2. Of no particular type; anomalous.  3. Lacking organi-

zation; formless.  4. Lacking distinct crystalline structure.  [From Greek 

amorphos : a-, without; see A-1 + morphK, shape.] —a·morùphous·ly adv.  

—a·morùphous·ness n. 

am·or·ti·za·tion (4mÙNr-tV-z7ùshNn, N-môrÙtV-) n.  1. a. The act or process of 

amortizing.  b. The money set aside for this purpose.   2. In reckoning the yield 

of a bond bought at a premium, the periodic subtraction from its current yield of 

a proportionate share of the premium between the purchase date and the matu-

rity date. 

am·or·tize (4mùNr-tXzÙ, N-môrù-) v.  tr. am·or·tized, am·or·tiz·ing, 
am·or·tiz·es. 1. To liquidate (a debt, such as a mortgage) by installment pay-



ments or payment into a sinking fund.  2. To write off an expenditure for (office 

equipment, for example) by prorating over a certain period.  [Middle English 

amortisen, to alienate in mortmain, from Old French amortir, amortiss-, from 

Vulgar Latin *admortXre, to deaden  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin mors, mort-, death; see 

mer- in Appendix.] —amùor·tizÙa·ble adj. 

A·mos (7ùmNs) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the eighth century B.C. He was 

the earliest prophet to have a book of the Bible named for him.  2.  Abbr. Am. A 

book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
a·mount (N-mountù) n.  Abbr. amt. 1. The total of two or more quantities; the 

aggregate.  2. A number; a sum.  3. A principal plus its interest, as in a loan.  

4. The full effect or meaning; import.  5. Quantity:  a great amount of intelli-

gence.   —  v.  intr. a·mount·ed, a·mount·ing, a·mounts. 1. To add up in 

number or quantity:  The purchases amounted to 50 dollars.  2. To add up in 

import or effect:  That plan will never amount to anything.  3. To be equivalent or 

tantamount:  accusations that amount to an indictment.  [From Middle English 

amounten, to ascend, from Old French amonter, from amont, upward, from Latin 

ad montem, to the hill  : ad, to; see ad- in Appendix + mons, mont-, hill; see men-
2 in Appendix.]

a·mour (N-mtrù) n.  A love affair, especially an illicit one.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Old Provençal, from Latin amor, love. See AMOROUS.]

a·mour-pro·pre (ä-mur-prôpùrN) n.  Respect for oneself; self-esteem.  See 

Synonyms at conceit.  [French  : amour, love + propre, own.]

A·moy1 (ä-moiù)  See Xiamen. 
A·moy2 (ä-moiù, N-moiù) n.  The dialect of Chinese spoken in and around the 

city of Xiamen in Fujian province in southeast China.  [After Amoy (Xiamen).]

amp (4mp) n.  Informal. 1. An ampere.  2. An amplifier, especially one used to 

amplify music. 

AMP (7Ùem-pKù) n.  A mononucleotide, C10H14N5O7P, found in animal cells and 

reversibly convertible to ADP and ATP; adenosine monophosphate.  Also called 

adenylic acid [A(DENOSINE) M(ONO)P(HOSPHATE).]

am·per·age (4mùpNr-Vj, 4mùpîrÙ-) n.  The strength of an electric current 

expressed in amperes. 

am·pere (4mùpîrÙ) n.  Abbr. A 1. A unit of electric current in the meter-kilo-

gram-second system. It is the steady current that when flowing in straight parallel 

wires of infinite length and negligible cross section, separated by a distance of one 

meter in free space, produces a force between the wires of 2 ∞ 10-7 newtons per 

meter of length.  2. A unit in the International System specified as one Interna-

tional coulomb per second and equal to 0.999835 ampere.  See Table at mea-
surement.  [After André Marie AMPÈRE.]



Am·père (4mùpîr, äN-pHrù), André Marie. 1775-1836.  French physicist and 

mathematician who formulated Ampère’s law, a mathematical description of the 

magnetic field produced by a current-carrying conductor. 

am·pere-hour (4mùpîr-ourù) n.  Abbr. amp hr, A.h. The electric charge trans-

ferred past a specified circuit point by a current of one ampere in one hour. 

am·pere-turn (4mùpîr-tûrnù) n.  Abbr. At A unit of magnetomotive force in 

the meter-kilogram-second system equal to the magnetomotive force around a 

path linking one turn of a conducting loop carrying a current of one ampere. 

am·per·sand (4mùpNr-s4ndÙ) n.  The character or sign (&) representing the 

word and.  [Alteration of and per se and, & (the sign) by itself (is the word) and.]

am·phet·a·mine (4m-fHtùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  1. A colorless, volatile liquid, 

C9H13N, used primarily as a central nervous system stimulant.  2. A derivative of 

amphetamine, such as dextroamphetamine or a phosphate or sulfate of amphet-

amine, used as a central nervous system stimulant in the treatment of certain con-

ditions, such as narcolepsy and depression.  [A(LPHA) + M(ETHYL) + PH(ENYL) + 

ET(HYL) + AMINE.]

amphi- pref.  1. Both:  amphibiotic.  2. On both sides:  amphistylar.  3. Around:  

amphithecium.  [Latin, from Greek, from amphi, on both sides, around. See 

ambhi in Appendix.]

am·phi·ar·thro·sis (4mÙfK-är-throùsVs) n.  pl. am·phi·ar·thro·ses (-sKz). A 

type of articulation between bony surfaces that permits limited motion and is 

connected by ligaments or elastic cartilage, such as that between the vertebrae. 

am·phib·i·an (4m-fVbùK-Nn) n.  1. A cold-blooded, smooth-skinned vertebrate 

of the class Amphibia, such as a frog or salamander, that characteristically hatches 

as an aquatic larva with gills. The larva then transforms into an adult having air-

breathing lungs.  2. An animal capable of living both on land and in water.  3. An 

aircraft that can take off and land on either land or water.  4. A tracked or 

wheeled vehicle that can operate both on land and in water.  [From New Latin 

Amphibia, class name, from Greek, neuter pl. of amphibios, amphibious  : amphi-

, amphi- + bios, life; see gwei- in Appendix.]

am·phi·bi·ot·ic (4mÙfN-bX-mtùVk) adj.  Living in water during an early stage of 

development and on land during the adult stage. 

am·phib·i·ous (4m-fVbùK-Ns) adj.  1. Biology. Living or able to live both on land 

and in water.  2. Able to operate both on land and in water:  amphibious tanks.  

3. Relating to or organized for a military landing by means of combined naval 

and land forces.  4. Of a mixed or twofold nature.  [From Latin amphibius, from 

Greek amphibios. See AMPHIBIAN.] —am·phibùi·ous·ly adv.  

—am·phibùi·ous·ness n. 

am·phi·bole (4mùfN-bolÙ) n.  Any of a large group of structurally similar 

hydrated double silicate minerals, such as hornblende, containing various combi-

nations of sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron, and aluminum.  [French, from 



Late Latin amphibolus, ambiguous, from Greek amphibolos, doubtful, from 

amphiballein, to throw on either side  : amphi-, amphi- + ballein, to throw; see 

gwelN- in Appendix.] —amÙphi·bolùic (-bmlùVk) adj. 

am·phib·o·lite (4m-fVbùN-lXtÙ) n.  A chiefly amphibole rock with minor plagio-

clase and little quartz.   —am·phibÙo·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

am·phib·o·lous (4m-fVbùN-lNs) adj.  Having a grammatical structure that 

allows of two interpretations; equivocal.  [From Late Latin amphibolus. See 

AMPHIBOLE.]

am·phi·brach (4mùfN-br4kÙ) n.  A trisyllabic metrical foot having one accented 

or long syllable between two unaccented or short syllables, as in the word remem-

ber.  [Latin amphibrachys, from Greek amphibrakhus : amphi-, amphi- + brakhus, 

short; see mregh-u- in Appendix.]

am·phic·ty·o·ny (4m-fVkùtK-N-nK) n.  pl. am·phic·ty·o·nies. A league of 

neighboring ancient Greek states sharing a common religious center or shrine, 

especially the one at Delphi.  [Greek Amphiktuonia, from amphiktuones, variant 

of amphiktiones, neighbors  : amphi-, on the periphery; see AMPHI- + ktizein, to 

settle; see tkei- in Appendix.] —am·phicÙty·onùic (-mnùVk) adj. 

am·phi·dip·loid (4mÙfV-dVpùloid) adj.  Genetics. Having a diploid set of chro-

mosomes derived from each parent.   —  n.  An organism or individual having a 

diploid set of chromosomes derived from each parent.   —amÙphi·dipùloid·y n. 

am·phim·a·cer (4m-fVmùN-sNr) n.  A trisyllabic metrical foot having an unac-

cented or short syllable between two accented or long syllables, as in Peter Pan.  

Also called cretic [Latin amphimacrus, from Greek amphimakros : amphi-, amphi- 

+ makros, long; see m7k- in Appendix.]

am·phi·mix·is (4mÙfN-mVkùsVs) n.  pl. am·phi·mix·es (-mVkùsKzÙ). The union 

of the sperm and egg in sexual reproduction.  [AMPHI- + Greek mixis, a mingling 

(from mignunai, mik-, to mingle); see meik- in Appendix.] —amÙphi·micùtic (-

mVkùtVk) adj. 

Am·phi·on (4m-fXùNn) n.  Greek Mythology. The son of Zeus and the twin 

brother of Zethus, with whom he built a wall around Thebes by charming the 

stones into place with the music of his magical lyre. 

am·phi·ox·us (4mÙfK-mkùsNs) n.  See lancelet.  [AMPHI- + Greek oxus, sharp; 

see ak- in Appendix.]

am·phi·pod (4mùfN-pmdÙ) n.  A small crustacean of the order Amphipoda, such 

as the beach flea, having a laterally compressed body with no carapace.  [From 

New Latin Amphipoda, order name  : AMPHI- + New Latin -poda, -pod.]

am·phip·ro·style (4m-fVpùro-stXlÙ, 4mÙfV-proùstXlÙ) adj.  Architecture. Having a 

prostyle or set of columns at each end but none along the sides.  [Latin 

amphiprost«los, from Greek amphiprostulos : amphi-, amphi- + prostulos, with pil-

lars in front; see PROSTYLE.] —am·phipùro·styleÙ n. 



am·phis·bae·na (4mÙfVs-bKùnN) n.  Mythology. A serpent having a head at each 

end of its body.  [Middle English amphibena, from Latin amphisbaena, from 

Greek amphisbaina : amphis, both ways (from amphi-, on both sides); see AMPHI- 

+ bainein, to go; see gw7- in Appendix.] —amÙphis·baeùnic adj. 

am·phi·sty·lar (4mÙfV-stXùlNr) adj.  Architecture. Having columns at both front 

and back or on each side.  [From AMPHI- + Greek stulos, pillar; see st7- in Appen-

dix.]

am·phi·the·a·ter (4mùfN-thKÙN-tNr) n.  1. An oval or a round structure having 

tiers of seats rising gradually outward from an open space or arena at the center.  

2. An arena where contests and spectacles are held.  3. A level area surrounded by 

upward sloping ground.  4. An upper, sloping gallery with seats for spectators, as 

in a theater or an operating room.  [Middle English amphitheatre, from Latin 

amphithe7trum, from Greek amphitheatron : amphi-, amphi- + theatron, theater; 

see THEATER.] —amÙphi·the·atùric (-4tùrVk), amÙphi·the·atùri·cal adj.  

—amÙphi·the·atùri·cal·ly adv. 

am·phi·the·ci·um (4mÙfN-thKùshK-Nm, -sK-Nm) n.  pl. am·phi·the·ci·a (-shK-

N, -sK-N). The outer layer of cells of the spore-containing capsule of a moss.  [New 

Latin  : AMPHI- + Greek thKkion, diminutive of thKkK, receptacle; see dhK- in 

Appendix.]

Am·phi·tri·te (4mÙfV-trXùtK) n.  Greek Mythology. A Nereid, goddess of the sea 

and the wife of Poseidon. 

am·phit·ro·pous (4m-fVtùrN-pNs) adj.  Botany. Partly inverted and attached 

near the center to the funiculus:  an amphitropous ovule. 

Am·phit·ry·on (4m-fVtùrK-Nn) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Thebes and the 

husband of Alcmene. 

am·pho·ra (4mùfNr-N) n.  pl. am·pho·rae (-fN-rKÙ)  or am·pho·ras. A two-

handled jar with a narrow neck used by the ancient Greeks and Romans to carry 

wine or oil.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek amphoreus, short for 

amphiphoreus : amphi-, amphi- + phoreus, bearer (from pherein, to bear); see 

bher-1 in Appendix.] —amùpho·ral adj. 

am·pho·ter·ic (4mÙfN-tHrùVk) adj.  Having the characteristics of an acid and a 

base and capable of reacting chemically either as an acid or a base.  [From Greek 

amphoteros, each of two, from ampho, both.]

am·pho·ter·i·cin B (4mÙfN-tHrùV-sVn;) n.  An antibiotic derived from strains of 

the actinomycete Streptomyces nodosus and used specifically in treating systemic 

fungal infections.  [AMPHOTERIC + -IN.]

amp hr abbr.  Ampere-hour. 

am·pi·cil·lin (4mÙpV-sVlùVn) n.  A type of penicillin that is effective against gram-

negative and gram-positive bacteria. It is used in treating gonorrhea and infec-

tions of the intestinal, urinary, and respiratory tracts.  [Blend of AMINO-, and PEN-

ICILLIN.]



am·ple (4mùpNl) adj.  am·pler, am·plest. 1. Of large or great size, amount, 

extent, or capacity:  an ample living room.  See Synonyms at spacious.  
2. a. Large in degree, kind, or quantity:  an ample reward.  b. More than enough:  

ample evidence.   3. Fully sufficient to meet a need or purpose:  had ample food for 

the party.  See Synonyms at plentiful.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin amplus.] —amùple·ness n.  —amùply (-plK) adv. 

am·plex·i·caul (4m-plHkùsV-kôlÙ) adj.  Botany. Clasping the stem, as the bases 

of certain leaves do.  [Latin amplexus, an embracing, from past participle of 

amplectX, to embrace (ambi-, amphi- + plectere, to twine); see plek- in Appendix 

+ Latin caulis, stem.]

am·pli·fi·ca·tion (4mÙplN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or result of amplifying, 

enlarging, or extending.  2. a. An addition to or expansion of a statement or idea.  

b. A statement with such an addition.   3. Physics. a. The process of increasing 

the magnitude of a variable quantity, especially the magnitude of voltage, power, 

or current, without altering any other quality.  b. The result of such a process.   

4. Electronics. See gain1 (n., sense 4). 

am·pli·fi·er (4mùplN-fXÙNr) n.  1. One that amplifies, enlarges, or extends.  

2. Electronics. A device, especially one using transistors or electron tubes, that 

produces amplification of an electrical signal. 

am·pli·fy (4mùplN-fXÙ) v.  am·pli·fied, am·pli·fy·ing, am·pli·fies.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make larger or more powerful; increase.  2. To add to, as by illustrations; 

make complete.  3. To exaggerate.  4. To produce amplification of:  amplify an 

electrical signal.   —  v.  intr. To write or discourse at length; expatiate:  Let me 

amplify so that you will understand the overall problem.  [Middle English ampli-

fien, from Old French amplifier, from Latin amplific7re : amplus, large + -fic7re, -

fy.]

am·pli·tude (4mùplV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. Greatness of size; magnitude.  

2. Fullness; copiousness.  3. Breadth or range, as of intelligence.  4. Astronomy. 

The angular distance along the horizon from true east or west to the intersection 

of the vertical circle of a celestial body with the horizon.  5. Physics. The maxi-

mum absolute value of a periodically varying quantity.  6. Mathematics. a. The 

maximum absolute value of a periodic curve measured along its vertical axis.  

b. The angle made with the positive horizontal axis by the vector representation 

of a complex number.   7. Electronics. The maximum absolute value reached by a 

voltage or current waveform.  [Latin amplit7do, from amplus, large.]

amplitude modulation (4mùplV-tudÙ mmjÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. am, AM 

Electronics. 1. The encoding of a carrier wave by variation of its amplitude in 

accordance with an input signal.  2. A broadcast system that uses amplitude mod-

ulation. 



am·poule also am·pule  or am·pul (4mùpul, -pyul) n.  A small glass vial 

that is sealed after filling and used chiefly as a container for a hypodermic injec-

tion solution.  [French, from Old French, from Latin ampulla. See AMPULLA.]

am·pul·la (4m-ptlùN, -pƒlùN) n.  pl. am·pul·lae (-ptlùK, -pƒlùK). 1. A nearly 

round bottle with two handles used by the ancient Romans for wine, oil, or per-

fume.  2. Ecclesiastical. A vessel for consecrated wine or holy oil.  3. Anatomy. A 

small dilatation in a canal or duct, especially one in the semicircular canal of the 

ear.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Latin, diminutive of amphora. See 

AMPHORA.] —am·pulùlar adj. 

am·pu·tate (4mùpyt-t7tÙ) v.  tr. am·pu·tat·ed, am·pu·tat·ing, 
am·pu·tates. To cut off (a part of the body), especially by surgery.  [Latin 

amput7re, amput7t-, to cut around  : ambi-, around; see AMBI- + put7re, to cut; see 

peu- in Appendix.] —amÙpu·taùtion n.  —amùpu·taÙtor n. 

am·pu·tee (4mÙpyt-tKù) n.  A person who has had one or more limbs removed 

by amputation. 

Am·ra·va·ti (Nm-räùvN-tK, äm-)  A town of central India west of Nagpur. It is 

the site of a stupa dating from the second century A.D. Population, 261,404. 

am·ri·ta also am·ree·ta (ƒm-rKùtN) n.  Mythology. 1. The ambrosia, prepared by 

the Hindu gods, that bestows immortality.  2. The immortality that is achieved by 

drinking this substance.  [Sanskrit amxtam : a-, without; see ne in Appendix + 

mxtam, death; see mer- in Appendix.]

Am·rit·sar (Nm-rVtùsNr)  A city of northwest India near the Pakistan border. 

Founded in 1577 by the fourth guru of the Sikhs, Ram Das (1534-1581), it has 

remained the center of the Sikh faith. In the Amritsar massacre of April 13, 1919, 

hundreds of Indian nationalists were killed by British-led troops. Population, 

594,844. 

AMS abbr.  1. Agricultural Marketing Service.  2. Auditory memory span. 

Am·stel·veen (ämùstNl-v7nÙ)  A town of western Netherlands, a suburb of 

Amsterdam. Population, 68,518. 

Am·ster·dam (4mùstNr-d4mÙ)  1. The constitutional capital and largest city of 

the Netherlands, in the western part of the country on the Ij, an inlet of the Ijs-

selmeer. Linked to the North Sea by a ship canal, the city has an important stock 

exchange and is a major center of the diamond-cutting industry. Population, 

676,439.  2. A city of east-central New York on the Mohawk River northwest of 

Albany. Settled in 1783, it was named Amsterdam because many of its early 

inhabitants were from the Netherlands. Population, 20,714. 

amt. abbr.  Amount. 

am·trac also am·track (4mùtr4kÙ) n.  A small, flatbottomed amphibious vehicle 

that moves by means of finned tracks and is used to carry troops from ship to 

shore.  [AM(PHIBIOUS) + TRAC(TOR).]

amu abbr.  Physics. Atomic mass unit. 



a·muck (N-mƒkù) also a·mok (N-mƒkù, N-mmkù) adv.  1. In a frenzy to do vio-

lence or kill:  rioters running amuck in the streets.  2. In or into a jumbled or con-

fused state:  The plans went amuck.   —  adj.  Crazed with murderous frenzy:  

amuck troops.  [Malay amok.]

A·mu Dar·ya (äÙmu därùyN, N-muù dƒr-yäù) Formerly Ox·us (mkùsNs).  A 

river of central Asia flowing about 2,574 km (1,600 mi) from the Pamir Moun-

tains generally northwest to the southern Aral Sea. In ancient times it figured sig-

nificantly in the history of Persia and in the campaigns of Alexander the Great. 

am·u·let (4mùyN-lVt) n.  An object worn, especially around the neck, as a charm 

against evil or injury.  [Latin amulKtum.]

A·mund·sen (äùmNnd-sNn, äùmtn-), Roald. 1872-1928.  Norwegian explorer 

who in 1911 became the first person to reach the South Pole. 

Amundsen Gulf (äùmNnd-sNn gƒlf)  An inlet of the Arctic Ocean in North-

west Territories, Canada, opening on the Beaufort Sea. It was first navigated com-

pletely by Roald Amundsen during his 1903-1905 expedition to the region. 

Amundsen Sea (äùmNnd-sNn sK)  An arm of the southern Pacific Ocean off 

the coast of Marie Byrd Land, Antarctica. It was explored and named by a Norwe-

gian, Nils Larsen, in the late 1920’s. 

A·mur River (ä-mtrù rVvùNr) also Hei·long Jiang (h7ùlôngù jyängù)  A river 

of northeast Asia flowing about 2,896 km (1,800 mi) mainly along the border 

between China and Russia. One of the chief waterways of Asia, it drains into Tatar 

Strait opposite Sakhalin Island. 

a·muse (N-myuzù) v.  tr. a·mused, a·mus·ing, a·mus·es. 1. To occupy in an 

agreeable, pleasing, or entertaining fashion.  2. To cause to laugh or smile by giv-

ing pleasure.  3. Archaic. To delude or deceive.  [Middle English, from Old French 

amuser, to stupefy  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + muser, to stare stupidly; see 

MUSE.] —a·musùa·ble adj.  —a·musùer n.  

SYNONYMS: amuse, entertain, divert, regale. These verbs refer to actions that

provide pleasure, especially as a means of passing time. Amuse, the least specific,

implies directing the attention away from serious matters: I amused myself with a

game of solitaire. Entertain suggests acts undertaken to furnish amusement: “They

[timetables and catalogs] are much more entertaining than half the novels that are

written” (W. Somerset Maugham). Divert implies distraction from worrisome

thought or care: “I had neither Friends or Books to divert me” (Richard Steele). To

regale is to entertain with something enormously enjoyable: “He loved to regale his

friends with tales about the many memorable characters he had known as a news-

paperman” (David Rosenzweig).

a·muse·ment (N-myuzùmNnt) n.  1. The state of being amused, entertained, 

or pleased.  2. Something that amuses, entertains, or pleases. 



amusement park (N-myuzùmNnt pärk) n.  A commercially operated enter-

prise that offers rides, games, and other forms of entertainment. 

a·mus·ing (N-myuùzVng) adj.  1. Entertaining or pleasing.  2. Arousing laugh-

ter.   —a·musùing·ly adv.  —a·musùing·ness n. 

a·mu·sive (N-myuùzVv, -sVv) adj.  Providing or arousing amusement. 

AMVETS abbr.  American Veterans. 

a·myg·da·la (N-mVgùdN-lN) n.  pl. a·myg·da·lae (-lK). Anatomy. An almond-

shaped mass of gray matter in the anterior portion of the temporal lobe.  Also 

called amygdaloid nucleus [Latin, almond, from Greek amugdalK.]

a·myg·dale (N-mVgùd7l) n.  An amygdule.  [From Latin amygdala, almond. See 

AMYGDALA.]

a·myg·da·lin (N-mVgùdN-lVn) n.  A glycoside, C20H27NO11, commonly found in 

seeds and other plant parts of many members of the rose family, such as kernels 

of the apricot, peach, and bitter almond, which breaks down into hydroeyanic 

acid, benzaldehyde, and glucose.  [From Late Latin amygdalus, almond tree, from 

Greek amygdalos.]

a·myg·da·line (N-mVgùdN-lVn, -lXnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling an 

almond.  [Latin amygdalXnus, from Greek amugdalinos, from amugdalK, almond.]

a·myg·da·loid (N-mVgùdN-loidÙ) n.  A volcanic rock containing many amygd-

ules.   —  adj.  also a·myg·da·loi·dal (N-mVgÙdN-loiùdl) 1. Shaped like an 

almond.  2. Anatomy. Of or relating to the amygdala.  3. Resembling a volcanic 

rock that contains many amygdules.  [Latin amygdala, almond; see AMYGDALA + -

OID.]

amygdaloid nucleus (N-mVgùdN-loidÙ nuùklK-Ns) n.  See amygdala. 
a·myg·dule (N-mVgùdyul) n.  A small gas bubble in igneous, especially volca-

nic, rock filled with secondary minerals such as zeolite, calcite, or quartz.  [Latin 

amygdala, almond (from its shape); see AMYGDALA + (NOD)ULE.]

am·yl (4mùNl) n.  The univalent organic radical, C5H11, occurring in many 

organic compounds in eight isomeric forms.  Also called pentyl [Blend of AMYL-, 

and -YL.]

amyl- pref.  Variant of amylo-. 
am·y·la·ceous (4mÙN-l7ùshNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling starch; 

starchy. 

amyl acetate (4mùNl 4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  An organic compound, CH3COOC5H11, 

occurring in isomeric mixtures and used as a flavoring agent, as a paint and lac-

quer solvent, and in the preparation of penicillin.  Also called banana oil 

amyl alcohol (4mùNl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  Any of eight isomers of the alcohol com-

position C5H11OH, one of which is the principal constituent of fusel oil. 

am·y·lase (4mùN-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  A group of enzymes that are present in saliva, 

pancreatic juice, and parts of plants and help convert starch to sugar. 



amyl nitrite (4mùNl nXùtrXtÙ) n.  A volatile yellow liquid, C5H11NO2, used in 

medicine as a vasodilator. 

amylo-  or amyl- pref.  Starch:  amylose.  [From Latin amylum, starch. See AMY-

LUM.]

am·y·loid (4mùN-loidÙ) n.  1. A starchlike substance.  2. Pathology. A hard, waxy 

deposit consisting of protein and polysaccharides that results from the degenera-

tion of tissue.   —  adj.  Starchlike. 

am·y·loid·o·sis (4mÙN-loi-doùsVs) n.  A disorder marked by the deposition of 

amyloid in various organs and tissues of the body. It may be associated with a 

chronic disease such as rheumatoid arthritis, tuberculosis, or multiple myeloma. 

am·y·lol·y·sis (4mÙN-lmlùV-sVs) n.  Conversion of starch to sugars by the action 

of enzymes or acids.   —amÙy·lo·lytùic (-lo-lVtùVk) adj. 

am·y·lop·sin (4mÙN-lmpùsVn) n.  The starch-digesting amylase produced by the 

pancreas and present in pancreatic juice.  [AMYLO- + (TRY)PSIN.]

am·y·lose (4mùN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  1. The inner portion of a starch granule, con-

sisting of relatively soluble polysaccharides having an unbranched, linear, or spi-

ral structure.  2. A polysaccharide, such as starch or cellulose. 

am·y·lum (4mùN-lNm) n.  Starch.  [Latin, from Greek amulon, starch, from neu-

ter of amulos, not ground at a mill  : a-, not; see A-1 + mulK, mill; see melN- in 

Appendix.]

a·my·o·to·ni·a (7ÙmX-N-toùnK-N) n.  Lack of muscle tone. 

a·my·o·tro·phic lateral sclerosis (7ÙmX-N-troùfVk l4tùNr-Nl sklN-roùsVs, -

trmfùVk, 7-mXÙ-) n.  Abbr. ALS A chronic, progressive disease marked by gradual 

degeneration of the nerve cells in the central nervous system that control volun-

tary muscle movement. The disorder causes muscle weakness and atrophy and 

usually results in death.  Also called Lou Gehrig’s disease 

an1 (Nn; 4n when stressed) indef.art.  The form of a used before words beginning 

with a vowel or with an unpronounced h:  an elephant; an hour.  See Usage Note at 

a2. See Usage Note at every.  [Middle English, from Old English 7n, one. See oi-
no- in Appendix.]

an2 also an’ (Nn, 4n when stressed) conj.  Archaic. And if; if.  [Middle English, 

short for and, and, from Old English. See AND.]

AN abbr.  Airman, Navy. 

an. abbr.  Latin. 1. Anno (in the year).  2. Ante (before). 

an- pref.  Variant of a-1. 
-an1 suff.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling:  brachyuran.  2. One relating to, 

belonging to, or resembling:  librarian.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin -7nus, adj. and n. suff.]

-an2 suff.  1. Unsaturated carbon compound:  urethan.  2. Anhydride of a carbo-

hydrate:  dextran.  [Alteration of -ANE.]



an·a1 (4nùN, äùnN) n.  pl. ana or an·as. 1. A collection of various materials that 

reflect the character of a person or place:  definitive ana of the early American 

West.  2. An item in such a collection.  [From New Latin -7na, as in titles of such 

collections. See -ANA.]

an·a2 (4nùN) adv.  Both in the same quantity; of each. Used to refer to ingredients 

in prescriptions.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin, from Greek, at the rate 

of. See an- in Appendix.]

ANA abbr.  1. American Newspaper Association.  2. American Nurses Associa-

tion.  3. Association of National Advertisers. 

ana- pref.  1. Upward; up:  anabolism.  2. Backward; back:  anaplasia.  3. Again; 

anew:  anaphylaxis.  [Greek, from ana, up. See an- in Appendix.]

-ana  or -iana suff.  A collection of items relating to a specified person or place:  

Americana.  [New Latin -7na, from Latin -7na, neuter pl. of -7nus, adj. and n. 

suff.. See -AN
1.]

an·a·bae·na (4nÙN-bKùnN) n.  Any of various freshwater algae of the genus Ana-

baena that sometimes occur in drinking water and cause a bad taste and odor.  

[New Latin Anabaena, genus name, from Greek anabainein, to go up  : ana-, ana- 

+ bainein, to go; see gw7- in Appendix.]

An·a·bap·tist (4nÙN-b4pùtVst) n.  A member of a radical movement of the 16th-

century Reformation which believed in the primacy of the Bible, in baptism as an 

external witness of the believer’s personal covenant of inner faith, and in separa-

tion of church from state and of believers from nonbelievers.  [From Late Greek 

anabaptizein, to baptize again  : Greek ana-, ana- + Greek baptizein, to baptize 

(from baptein, to dip).] —AnÙa·bapùtism n. 

an·a·bas (4nùN-b4sÙ) n.  A freshwater fish of the family Anabantidae, native to 

Africa and southeast Asia and including the gourami and climbing perch.  [Greek 

anabas, climbing, aorist participle of anabainein, to go up. See ANABAENA.]

a·nab·a·sis (N-n4bùN-sVs) n.  pl. a·nab·a·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. An advance; an expedi-

tion.  2. A large-scale military advance, specifically the Greek mercenary expedi-

tion across Asia Minor in 401 B.C. led by Cyrus the Younger of Persia, as described 

by Xenophon. It was unsuccessful, and the Greeks, led by Xenophon, retreated to 

the Black Sea.  [Greek, from anabainein, to go up. See ANABAENA.]

an·a·bat·ic (4nÙN-b4tùVk) adj.  Of or relating to rising wind currents.  [Greek 

anabatikos, skilled in mounting, from anabainein, to rise. See ANABAENA.]

an·a·bi·o·sis (4nÙN-bX-oùsVs) n.  1. A restoring to life from a deathlike condi-

tion; resuscitation.  2. A state of suspended animation, especially one in which 

certain aquatic invertebrates are able to survive long periods of drought.  [Greek 

anabiosis, from anabioun, to return to life  : ana-, ana- + bioun, to live (from bios, 

life); see gwei- in Appendix.] —anÙa·bi·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 



anabolic steroid (4nÙN-bmlùVk stîrùoidÙ) n.  A group of synthetic hormones 

that promote the storage of protein and the growth of tissue, sometimes used by 

athletes to increase muscle size and strength. 

a·nab·o·lism (N-n4bùN-lVzÙNm) n.  The phase of metabolism in which simple 

substances are synthesized into the complex materials of living tissue.  [ANA- + 

(META)BOLISM.] —anÙa·bolùic (4nÙN-bmlùVk) adj. 

a·nach·ro·nism (N-n4kùrN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Representation of someone as exist-

ing or something as happening in other than the chronological, proper, or histor-

ical order.  2. One that is out of its proper or chronological order: “He is interested 

in the spirit of the play, and he is not averse to throwing in an anachronism or two if 

he thinks it will help underscore a point” (Skylines).  [French anachronisme, from 

New Latin anachronismus, from Late Greek anakhronismos, from anakronizesthai, 

to be an anachronism  : Greek ana-, ana- + Greek khronizein, to take time (from 

khronos, time).] —a·nachÙro·nisùtic, a·nachùro·nous (-nNs)  adj.  

—a·nachÙro·nisùti·cal·ly, a·nachùro·nous·ly adv. 

an·a·cli·sis (4nÙN-klXùsVs, N-n4kùlV-) n.  Psychological dependence on others.  

[Greek anaklisis, a leaning back, from anaklinein, to lean on  : ana-, on-; see ANA- 

+ klinein, to lean; see klei- in Appendix.] —anÙa·clitùic (-klVtùVk) adj. 

an·a·co·lu·thon (4nÙN-kN-luùthmnÙ) n.  pl. an·a·co·lu·thons or 

an·a·co·lu·tha (-thN). Grammar. An abrupt change within a sentence to a second 

construction inconsistent with the first, sometimes used for rhetorical effect; for 

example, I warned him that if he continues to drink, what will become of him?  

[Late Latin, from Late Greek anakolouthon, inconsistency in logic, from Greek, 

neuter of anakolouthos, inconsistent  : an-, not; see A-1 + akolouthos, following (a-

, together; see sem-1 in Appendix + keleuthos, path).] —anÙa·co·luùthic adj. 

an·a·con·da (4nÙN-kmnùdN) n.  1. A large nonvenomous arboreal snake 

(Eunectes murinus) of tropical South America that kills its prey by suffocating it in 

its coils.  2. A similar or related snake.  [Perhaps alteration of Singhalese 

henakanday7, whip snake.]

A·nac·re·on (N-n4kùrK-Nn), 563?-478? B.C.  Greek poet noted for his songs prais-

ing love and wine. 

A·nac·re·on·tic (N-n4kÙrK-mnùtVk) adj.  Of or in the manner of the poems of 

Anacreon, especially being convivial or amatory in subject.   —  n.  A poem writ-

ten in the style of Anacreon. 

an·a·cru·sis (4nÙN-kruùsVs) n.  1. One or more unstressed syllables at the 

beginning of a line of verse, before the reckoning of the normal meter begins.  

2. Music. An upbeat.  [New Latin, from Greek anakrousis, beginning of a tune, 

from anakrouein, to strike up a song  : ana-, ana- + krouein, to push.]

an·a·dam·a bread (4nÙN-d4mùN brHd) n.  New England. A loaf of bread made 

of white flour, cornmeal, and molasses.  [Origin unknown.]



an·a·dem (4nùN-dHmÙ) n.  Archaic. A wreath or garland for the head.  [Latin 

anadKma, from Greek, from anadein, to bind up  : ana-, ana- + dein, to bind.]

an·a·di·plo·sis (4nÙN-dN-ploùsVs) n.  pl. an·a·di·plo·ses (-sKz). Rhetorical rep-

etition at the beginning of a phrase of the word or words with which the previous 

phrase ended; for example, He is a man of loyalty—loyalty always firm.  [Late 

Latin anadiplosis, from Greek anadiplosis, from anadiploun, to redouble  : ana-, 

ana- + diploun, to double (from diplous, double); see dwo- in Appendix.]

a·nad·ro·mous (N-n4dùrN-mNs) adj.  Migrating up rivers from the sea to breed 

in fresh water. Used of fish.  [From Greek anadromos, running up, from 

anadromK, a running back  : ana-, ana- + dromos, a running.]

A·na·dyr (äÙnN-dîrù)  A river of northeast Russia rising in the Anadyr Plateau 

and flowing about 1,118 km (695 mi) south and then east to Anadyr Bay, an 

inlet of the Bering Sea. There are coal and gold deposits near the river’s mouth. 

a·nae·mi·a (N-nKùmK-N) n.  Variant of anemia. 
a·nae·mic (N-nKùmVk) adj.  Variant of anemic. 
an·aer·obe (4nùN-robÙ, 4n-ârùobÙ) n.  An organism, such as a bacterium, that 

can live in the absence of atmospheric oxygen.   —anÙaer·oùbic (4nÙN-roùbVk, -

âr-oùbVk) adj.  —anÙaer·oùbic·al·ly adv. 

an·aer·o·bi·o·sis (4nÙN-roÙbX-oùsVs, 4nÙâ-roÙ-) n.  Life sustained by an organ-

ism in the absence of oxygen.   —anÙaer·oÙbi·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 

an·aes·the·sia (4nÙVs-thKùzhN) n.  Variant of anesthesia. 
an·aes·the·si·ol·o·gist (4nÙVs-thKÙzK-mlùN-jVst) n.  Variant of anesthesiolo-
gist. 

an·aes·the·si·ol·o·gy (4nÙVs-thKÙzK-mlùN-jK) n.  Variant of anesthesiology. 
an·aes·thet·ic (4nÙVs-thHtùVk) adj.  & n.   Variant of anesthetic. 
a·naes·the·tist (N-nHsùthV-tVst) n.  Variant of anesthetist. 
a·naes·the·tize (NnHsùthV-tXzÙ) v.  Variant of anesthetize. 
an·a·gen·e·sis (4nÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  A pattern of evolution that results in linear 

descent with no branching or splitting of the population. 

an·a·glyph (4nùN-glVfÙ) n.  1. An ornament carved in low relief.  2. A moving 

or still picture consisting of two slightly different perspectives of the same subject 

in contrasting colors that are superimposed on each other, producing a three-

dimensional effect when viewed through two correspondingly colored filters.  

[From Late Latin anaglyphus, carved in low relief, from Greek anagluphos : ana-, 

ana- + gluphein, to carve; see gleubh- in Appendix.] —anÙa·glyphùic, 
anÙa·glypùtic (-glVpùtVk)  adj. 

an·a·go·ge also an·a·go·gy (4nùN-goÙjK) n.  pl. an·a·go·ges also 

an·a·go·gies. A mystical interpretation of a word, passage, or text, especially 

scriptural exegesis that detects allusions to heaven or the afterlife.  [Late Latin 

anagogK, from Late Greek, spiritual uplift, from anagein, to lift up  : ana-, ana- + 



agein, to lead; see ag- in Appendix.] —anÙa·gogùic (-gmjùVk), anÙa·gogùi·cal 
adj.  —anÙa·gogùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·a·gram (4nùN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A word or phrase formed by reordering the let-

ters of another word or phrase, such as satin to stain.  2. anagrams. (used with a 

sing. verb). Games. A game whose object is to form words from a group of ran-

domly picked letters.  [New Latin anagramma, from Greek anagrammatismos, 

from anagrammatizein, to rearrange letters in a word  : ana-, from bottom to top; 

see ANA- + gramma, grammat-, letter; see gerbh- in Appendix.] 
—anÙa·gram·matùic (-grN-m4tùVk) adj.  —anÙa·gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·a·gram·ma·tize (4nÙN-gr4mùN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. an·a·gram·ma·tized, 
an·a·gram·ma·tiz·ing, an·a·gram·ma·tiz·es. To make an anagram of.  [Late 

Greek anagrammatizein, to rearrange letters in a word. See ANAGRAM.]

An·a·heim (4nùN-hXmÙ)  A city of southern California southeast of Los Angeles. 

It is the site of Disneyland, opened in 1955. Population, 266,406. 

A·ná·huac (N-näùwäkÙ)  An extensive plateau of central Mexico. A heavily pop-

ulated and highly industrial area that includes Mexico City, it was the center of a 

pre-Columbian Aztec civilization. 

a·nal (7ùnNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or near the anus.  2. Psychology. a. Of or 

relating to the second stage of psychosexual development in psychoanalytic the-

ory, during which gratification is derived from sensations associated with the 

anus.  b. Indicating personality traits that originated during toilet training and 

are distinguished as anal-expulsive or anal-retentive.   [From Latin 7nus, anus.] 
—aùnal·ly adv. 

anal. abbr.  1. Analogous; analogy.  2. Analysis; analytic. 

a·nal·cime (N-n4lùsKmÙ) also a·nal·cite (-sXtÙ) n.  A white or light-colored zeo-

lite, NaAlSi2O6·H2O, found in certain basalts.  [French, from Greek analkimos, 

weak (from its weak electric power)  : an-, not; see A-1 + alkimos, brave (from 

alkK, strength).] —a·nal·cimùic adj. 

an·a·lects (4nùN-lHktsÙ) also an·a·lec·ta (4nÙN-lHkùtN) pl.n.  Selections from or 

parts of a literary work or group of works. Often used as a title.  [Greek analekta, 

selected things, from neuter pl. of analektos, gathered together, from analegein, to 

gather  : ana-, ana- + legein, to gather; see leg- in Appendix.] —anÙa·lecùtic adj. 

an·a·lem·ma (4nÙN-lHmùN) n.  A graduated scale in the shape of a figure eight, 

indicating the sun’s declination and the equation of time for every day of the year 

and usually found on sundials and globes.  [Latin, sundial, from Greek analK-

mma, from analambanein, to take up. See ANALEPTIC.]

an·a·lep·tic (4nÙN-lHpùtVk) adj.  Restorative or stimulating, as a drug or medica-

tion.   —  n.  A medication used as a central nervous system stimulant.  [Greek 

analKptikos, from analambanein, to take up  : ana-, ana- + lambanein, lKp-, to 

take.]



a·nal-ex·pul·sive (7ÙnNl-Vk-spƒlùsVv) adj.  Psychology. Indicating personality 

traits, such as conceit, suspicion, ambition, and generosity, originating in habits, 

attitudes, or values associated with infantile pleasure in the expulsion of feces. 

an·al·ge·si·a (4nÙNl-jKùzK-N, -zhN) n.  Pathology. A deadening or absence of the 

sense of pain without loss of consciousness.  [Greek analgKsia : an-, without; see 

A-1 + algKsia, pain (from algein, to feel pain, from algos, pain).] —anÙal·getùic (-

jHtùVk) adj. 

an·al·ge·sic (4nÙNl-jKùzVk, -sVk) n.  A medication that reduces or eliminates pain.   
—  adj.  Of or causing analgesia. 

an·a·log (4nùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  & adj.   Variant of analogue. 
analog computer also analogue computer (4nùN-lôgÙ kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  

Computer Science. A computer in which numerical data are represented by mea-

surable physical variables, such as electrical signals. 

an·a·log·i·cal (4nÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  Of, expressing, composed of, or based on an 

analogy:  the analogical use of a metaphor.   —anÙa·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·nal·o·gist (N-n4lùN-jVst) n.  One who looks for or reasons from analogies: 

“Learning more from books than from life, he was an analogist” (Times Literary 

Supplement). 

a·nal·o·gize (N-n4lùN-jXzÙ) v.  a·nal·o·gized, a·nal·o·giz·ing, a·nal·o·giz·es.  
—  v.  tr. To make an analogy to.   —  v.  intr. To look for or reason by analogy. 

a·nal·o·gous (N-n4lùN-gNs) adj.  Abbr. anal. 1. Similar or alike in such a way as 

to permit the drawing of an analogy.  2. Biology. Similar in function but not in 

structure and evolutionary origin.  [From Latin analogus, from Greek analogos, 

proportionate  : ana-, according to; see ANA- + logos, proportion; see leg- in 

Appendix.] —a·nalùo·gous·ly adv.  —a·nalùo·gous·ness n. 

an·a·logue also an·a·log (4nùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  1. Something that bears an anal-

ogy to something else:  Surimi is marketed as an analogue of crabmeat.  2. Biology. 

An organ or structure that is similar in function to one in another kind of organ-

ism but is of dissimilar evolutionary origin.  3. Chemistry. A structural derivative 

of a parent compound that often differs from it by a single element.   —  adj.  1.  
Often analog. Of, relating to, or being a device in which data are represented by 

variable measurable physical quantities.  2.  Often analog. Computer Science. Of 

or relating to an analog computer.  [French, analogous, analogue, from Medieval 

Latin analogus, from Greek analogos, proportionate. See ANALOGOUS.]

analogue computer (4nùN-lôgÙ kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  Computer Science. Variant 

of analog computer. 
a·nal·o·gy (N-n4lùN-jK) n.  pl. a·nal·o·gies. Abbr. anal. 1. a. Similarity in some 

respects between things that are otherwise dissimilar.  b. A comparison based on 

such similarity.  See Synonyms at likeness.   2. Biology. Correspondence in func-

tion or position between organs of dissimilar evolutionary origin or structure.  

3. A form of logical inference or an instance of it, based on the assumption that if 



two things are known to be alike in some respects, then they must be alike in 

other respects.  4. Linguistics. a. The process by which words and morphemes are 

re-formed or created on the model of existing grammatical patterns in a lan-

guage, as Modern English name : names for Old English nama : naman on the 

model of nouns like stone : stones.  b. The process by which inflectional para-

digms are made more regular by the replacement of an uncommon or irregular 

stem or affix by one that is common or regular, as bit in Modern English bit, bit-

ten for Old English b7t, biten.   [Middle English analogie, from Old French, from 

Latin analogia, from Greek, from analogos, proportionate. See ANALOGOUS.]

an·al·pha·bet·ic (4n-4lÙfN-bHtùVk) adj.  1. Not alphabetical.  2. Unable to read; 

illiterate.   —  n.  One who is unable to read; an illiterate.  [From Greek anal-

phabKtos, not knowing the alphabet  : an-, not; see A-1 + alphabKtos, alphabet; see 

ALPHABET.]

a·nal-re·ten·tive (7ÙnNl-rV-tHnùtVv) adj.  Psychology. Indicating personality 

traits, such as meticulousness, avarice, and obstinacy, originating in habits, atti-

tudes, or values associated with infantile pleasure in retention of feces. 

a·nal·y·sand (N-n4lùV-s4ndÙ) n.  A person who is being psychoanalyzed.  [From 

ANALYZE, on the model of MULTIPLICAND.]

a·nal·y·sis (N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Abbr. anal. 1. The separation 

of an intellectual or substantial whole into its constituent parts for individual 

study.  2. Chemistry. a. The separation of a substance into its constituent ele-

ments to determine either their nature (qualitative analysis) or their proportions 

(quantitative analysis).  b. The stated findings of such a separation or determina-

tion.   3. Mathematics. a. A branch of mathematics principally involving differ-

ential and integral calculus, sequences, and series and concerned with limits and 

convergence.  b. The method of proof in which a known truth is sought as a con-

sequence of a series of deductions from that which is the thing to be proved.   

4. Linguistics. The use of function words such as prepositions, pronouns, or aux-

iliary verbs instead of inflectional endings to express a grammatical relationship; 

for example, the cover of the dictionary instead of the dictionary’s cover.  

5. Psychoanalysis.  6. Systems analysis.  [Medieval Latin, from Greek analusis, a 

dissolving, from analuein, to undo  : ana-, throughout; see ANA- + luein, to 

loosen; see leu- in Appendix.]

analysis of variance (N-n4lùV-sVs ƒv vârùK-Nns) n.  An analysis of the varia-

tion in the outcomes of an experiment to assess the contribution of each variable 

to the variation. 

an·a·lyst (4nùN-lVst) n.  1. One that analyzes.  2. A licensed practitioner of psy-

choanalysis.  3. A systems analyst. 

an·a·lyt·ic (4nÙN-lVtùVk)  or an·a·lyt·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Abbr. anal. 1. Of or relat-

ing to analysis or analytics.  2. Dividing into elemental parts or basic principles.  

3. Reasoning or acting from a perception of the parts and interrelations of a sub-



ject: “Many of the most serious pianists have turned toward more analytic playing, 

with a renewed focus on the architecture and ideas of music” (Annalyn Swan).  

4. Expert in or using analysis, especially in thinking:  an analytic mind; an analytic 

approach.  See Synonyms at logical.  5. Logic. Following necessarily; tautologous:  

an analytic truth.  6. Mathematics. a. Using, subjected to, or capable of being sub-

jected to a methodology involving algebra and calculus.  b. Proving a known 

truth by reasoning from that which is to be proved.   7. Linguistics. Expressing a 

grammatical category by using two or more words instead of an inflected form.  

8. Psychoanalytic.  [Medieval Latin anal«ticus, from Greek analutikos, from anal-

uein, to resolve. See ANALYSIS.] —anÙa·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

analytical balance (4nÙN-lVtùV-kNl b4lùNns) n.  A balance for chemical analysis. 

analytic geometry (4nÙN-lVtùVk jK-mmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. The analysis of 

geometric structures and properties principally by algebraic operations on vari-

ables defined in terms of position coordinates. 

an·a·lyt·ics (4nÙN-lVtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The branch of logic 

dealing with analysis. 

an·a·lyze (4nùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. an·a·lyzed, an·a·lyz·ing, an·a·lyz·es. 1. To sepa-

rate into parts or basic principles so as to determine the nature of the whole; 

examine methodically.  2. Chemistry. To make a chemical analysis of.  

3. Mathematics. To make a mathematical analysis of.  4. To psychoanalyze.  [Per-

haps from French analyser, from analyse, analysis, from Greek analusis. See ANAL-

YSIS.] —anùa·lyzÙa·ble adj.  —anÙa·ly·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —anùa·lyzÙer 
n.  

SYNONYMS: analyze, anatomize, dissect, resolve. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to separate into constituent parts for study”: analyze an ore to

see if it contains iron; anatomizing the doctrine of free enterprise; medical students

dissecting cadavers; vapor condensing and being resolved into water.

an·am·ne·sis (4nÙ4m-nKùsVs) n.  pl. an·am·ne·ses (-sKz). 1. Psychology. A 

recalling to memory; recollection.  2. Medicine. The complete case history of a 

patient.  [Greek anamnKsis, from anamimnKskein, to remind  : ana-, ana- + 

mimnKskein, to recall; see men-1 in Appendix.] —anÙam·nesùtic (-nHsùtVk) adj.  

—anÙam·nesùti·cal·ly adv. 

an·a·mor·phic (4nÙN-môrùfVk) adj.  Having, producing, or designating differ-

ent optical magnification along mutually perpendicular radii:  an anamorphic 

lens. 

an·a·mor·pho·sis (4nÙN-môrùfN-sVs) n.  pl. an·a·mor·pho·ses (-sKzÙ). 
1. a. An image that appears distorted unless it is viewed from a special angle or 

with a special instrument.  b. The production of such an image.   2. Evolutionary 



increase in complexity of form and function.  [New Latin, from Late Greek 

anamorphoun, to transform  : Greek ana-, ana- + Greek morphK, shape.]

An·a·ni·as (4nÙN-nXùNs)  In the New Testament, a liar who dropped dead when 

Peter rebuked him. 

An·an·ke (N-n4ngùkK, N-n4nù-) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is 14th in distance 

from the planet.  [Greek AnankK, mother of Adrasteia, distributor of rewards and 

punishments, by Jupiter, from anankK, necessity.]

an·a·pest also an·a·paest (4nùN-pHstÙ) n.  1. A metrical foot composed of two 

short syllables followed by one long one, as in the word seventeen.  2. A line of 

verse using this meter; for example, “’Twas the night before Christmas, when all 

through the house” (Clement Clarke Moore).  [Latin anapestus, from Greek 

anapaistos : ana-, ana- + paiein, pais-, to strike (so called because an anapest is a 

reversed dactyl); see peu- in Appendix.] —anÙa·pesùtic adj. 

an·a·phase (4nùN-f7zÙ) n.  Biology. The stage of mitosis and meiosis in which 

the chromosomes move to opposite ends of the nuclear spindle. 

a·naph·o·ra (N-n4fùNr-N) n.  The deliberate repetition of a word or phrase at the 

beginning of several successive verses, clauses, or paragraphs; for example, “We 

shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the 

fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills” (Winston S. Churchill).  [Late 

Latin, from Greek, from anapherein, to bring back  : ana-, ana- + pherein, to 

carry; see bher-1 in Appendix.]

an·aph·ro·dis·i·a (4n-4fÙrN-dVzùK-N, -dVzhùN) n.  Decline or absence of sexual 

desire.  [Greek, want of power to inspire love  : an-, without; see A-1 + aphrodisia, 

sexual pleasures; see APHRODISIAC.] —an·aphÙro·disùi·ac (4n-4fÙrN-dVzùK-4kÙ) 

adj.  & n. 

anaphylactic shock (4nÙN-fN-l4kùtVk shmk) n.  A sudden, severe allergic reac-

tion characterized by a sharp drop in blood pressure, urticaria, and breathing dif-

ficulties that is caused by the injection of a foreign substance, such as a drug or 

bee venom, into the body after a preliminary or sensitizing injection. The reac-

tion may be fatal if emergency treatment, including the administration of epi-

nephrine injections, is not given immediately.  Also called anaphylaxis 

an·a·phy·lax·is (4nÙN-fN-l4kùsVs) n.  1. Hypersensitivity especially in animals to 

a substance, such as foreign protein or a drug, that is induced by a small prelimi-

nary or sensitizing injection of or exposure to the substance.  2.  See anaphylac-
tic shock.  [ANA- + (PRO)PHYLAXIS.] —anÙa·phy·lacùtic (-l4kùtVk), 
anÙa·phy·lacùtoid (-toid)  adj.  —anÙa·phy·lacùti·cal·ly adv. 

an·a·pla·sia (4nÙN-pl7ùzhN) n.  Reversion of cells to an immature or a less dif-

ferentiated form, as occurs in most malignant tumors. 

an·a·plas·tic (4nÙN-pl4sùtVk) adj.  1. Medicine. Relating to the surgical restora-

tion of a lost or absent part.  2. Of or characterized by cells that have become less 

differentiated. 



A·ná·po·lis (ä-näùpt-lVs)  A city of central Brazil southeast of Brasília. It is a 

transportation hub. Population, 160,571. 

an·arch (4nùärkÙ) n.  An adherent of anarchy or a leader practicing it.  [Back-

formation from ANARCHY.]

an·ar·chic (4n-ärùkVk)  or an·ar·chi·cal (-kV-kNl) adj.  1. a. Of, like, or support-

ing anarchy:  anarchic oratory.  b. Likely to produce or result in anarchy.   

2. Lacking order or control:  an anarchic state of affairs in the office; an anarchic 

mobile sculpture.   —an·arùchi·cal·ly adv. 

an·ar·chism (4nùNr-kVzÙNm) n.  1. The theory or doctrine that all forms of gov-

ernment are oppressive and undesirable and should be abolished.  2. Active resis-

tance and terrorism against the state, as used by some anarchists.  3. Rejection of 

all forms of coercive control and authority: “He was inclined to anarchism; he 

hated system and organization and uniformity” (Bertrand Russell).   
—anÙar·chisùtic (-kVsùtVk) adj. 

an·ar·chist (4nùNr-kVst) n.  An advocate or a participant in anarchism. 

an·ar·cho-syn·di·cal·ism (4n-ärùko-sVnùdV-kN-lVzÙNm) n.  Syndicalism.  

[ANARCH(Y) + SYNDICALISM.]

an·ar·chy (4nùNr-kK) n.  pl. an·ar·chies. 1. Absence of any form of political 

authority.  2. Political disorder and confusion.  3. Absence of any cohesive princi-

ple, such as a common standard or purpose.  [New Latin anarchia, from Greek 

anarkhia, from anarkhos, without a ruler  : an-, without; see A-1 + arkhos, ruler; 

see -ARCH.]

an·ar·thri·a (4n-ärùthrK-N) n.  Loss of the motor ability that enables speech.  

[New Latin, from Greek anarthros, not articulated. See ANARTHROUS.] 
—an·arùthric (-thrVk) adj. 

an·ar·throus (4n-ärùthrNs) adj.  1. Linguistics. Occurring without an article. 

Used especially of Greek nouns.  2. Zoology. Lacking joints.  [From Greek anar-

thros, not articulated  : an-, without; see A-1 + arthron, joint; see ar- in Appendix.]

an·a·sar·ca (4nÙN-särùkN) n.  A general accumulation of serous fluid in various 

tissues and body cavities.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin  : Greek ana, 

throughout; see ANA- + Greek sarx, sark-, flesh.] —anÙa·sarùcous (-särùkNs) adj. 

A·na·sa·zi (äÙnN-säùzK) n.  pl. Anasazi. 1. A Native American people inhabiting 

southern Colorado and Utah and northern New Mexico and Arizona from about 

A.D. 100 and whose descendants are the present-day Pueblo peoples. Anasazi cul-

ture includes an early Basket Maker phase and a later Pueblo phase marked by the 

construction of cliff dwellings and by expert craftsmanship in weaving and pot-

tery.  2. A member of this people.  [Navajo ’anaasází, inhabitants of the now 

ruined Pueblos.]

an·as·tig·mat (4n-4sùtVg-m4tÙ) n.  An anastigmatic lens. 



an·as·tig·mat·ic (4n-4sÙtVg-m4tùVk) adj.  Free from astigmatism. Used of a 

compound lens in which the separate components compensate for the astigmatic 

effects of each lens. 

a·nas·to·mose (N-n4sùtN-mozÙ, -mosÙ) v.  a·nas·to·mosed, 
a·nas·to·mos·ing, a·nas·to·mos·es.  —  v.  tr. To join by anastomosis.   —  v.  

intr. To be connected by anastomosis, as blood vessels.  [Probably back-formation 

from ANASTOMOSIS.]

a·nas·to·mo·sis (N-n4sÙtN-moùsVs) n.  pl. a·nas·to·mo·ses (-sKz). 1. The con-

nection of separate parts of a branching system to form a network, as of leaf 

veins, blood vessels, or a river and its branches.  2. Medicine. The surgical connec-

tion of separate or severed tubular hollow organs to form a continuous channel, 

as between two parts of the intestine.  [Late Latin anastomosis, from Greek, outlet, 

from anastomoun, to furnish with a mouth  : ana-, ana- + stoma, mouth.] 
—a·nasÙto·motùic (-mmtùVk) adj. 

a·nas·tro·phe (N-n4sùtrN-fK) n.  Grammar. Inversion of the normal syntactic 

order of words; for example, “Matter too soft a lasting mark to bear” (Alexander 

Pope).  [Late Latin anastrophK, from Greek, from anastrephein, to turn upside-

down  : ana-, ana- + strephein, to turn; see streb(h)- in Appendix.]

anat. abbr.  Anatomical; anatomist; anatomy. 

an·a·tase (4nùN-t7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  A rare blue or light yellow to brown crystalline 

mineral, the rarest of three forms of titanium dioxide, TiO2, used as a pigment, 

especially in paint.  [French, from Greek anatasis, extension (from its long crys-

tals), from anateinein, to extend  : ana-, ana- + teinein, to stretch; see ten- in 

Appendix.]

a·nath·e·ma (N-n4thùN-mN) n.  pl. a·nath·e·mas. 1. A formal ecclesiastical 

ban, curse, or excommunication.  2. A vehement denunciation; a curse: “the 

sound of a witch’s anathemas in some unknown tongue” (Nathaniel Hawthorne).  

3. One that is cursed or damned.  4. One that is greatly reviled, loathed, or 

shunned.  [Late Latin, an accursed thing, from Greek anathKma, from anatith-

enai, to dedicate  : ana-, ana- + tithenai, to put; see dhK- in Appendix.]

a·nath·e·ma·tize (N-n4thùN-mN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. a·nath·e·ma·tized, 
a·nath·e·ma·tiz·ing, a·nath·e·ma·tiz·es. To proclaim an anathema on; curse.  

[Late Latin anathematXz7re, from Greek anathematizein, from anathema, anathe-

mat-, anathema. See ANATHEMA.] —a·nathÙe·ma·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

An·a·to·li·a (4nÙN-toùlK-N, -tolùyN)  The Asian part of Turkey. It is usually con-

sidered synonymous with Asia Minor. 

An·a·to·li·an (4nÙN-toùlK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Anatolia or its people, 

language, or culture.  2. Of or relating to a branch of the Indo-European lan-

guage family that includes Hittite and other extinct languages of ancient Anatolia.   
—  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Anatolia.  2. The Anatolian languages. 



an·a·tom·i·cal (4nÙN-tmmùV-kNl) also an·a·tom·ic (-tmmùVk) adj.  Abbr. anat. 
1. Concerned with anatomy.  2. Concerned with dissection.  3. Related to the 

structure of an organism.   —anÙa·tomùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·nat·o·mist (N-n4tùN-mVst) n.  Abbr. anat. An expert in or a student of anat-

omy. 

a·nat·o·mize (N-n4tùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. a·nat·o·mized, a·nat·o·miz·ing, 
a·nat·o·miz·es. 1. To dissect (an animal or other organism) to study the struc-

ture and relation of the parts.  2. To analyze in minute detail: “Pynchon is the devil 

who went beyond the grave to anatomize the remains of the modern soul” (Jose-

phine Hendin).  See Synonyms at analyze.  —a·natÙo·mi·zaùtion (-mV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

a·nat·o·my (N-n4tùN-mK) n.  pl. a·nat·o·mies. Abbr. anat. 1. The bodily struc-

ture of a plant or an animal or of any of its parts.  2. The science of the shape and 

structure of organisms and their parts.  3. A treatise on anatomic science.  

4. Dissection of a plant or animal to study the structure, position, and interrela-

tion of its various parts.  5. A skeleton.  6. The human body.  7. A detailed exam-

ination or analysis:  the anatomy of a crime.  [Middle English anatomie, from Late 

Latin anatomia, from Greek anatomK, dissection  : ana-, ana- + tomK, a cutting 

(from temnein, to cut); see tem- in Appendix.]

a·nat·ro·pous (N-n4tùrN-pNs) adj.  Botany. Completely inverted so that the 

micropyle is facing downward and situated near the base of the funiculus:  an 

anatropous ovule. 

a·nat·to (N-näùto) n.  Variant of annatto. 
An·ax·ag·o·ras (4nÙ4k-s4gùNr-Ns), 500?-428 B.C.  Greek philosopher who cor-

rectly explained solar eclipses and believed matter to be composed of atoms. 

A·nax·i·man·der (N-n4kùsN-m4nÙdNr), 611-547 B.C.  Greek philosopher and 

astronomer who speculated that the universe arose out of the separation of oppo-

site qualities from one primordial substance. 

anc. abbr.  Ancient. 

-ance suff.  1. State or condition:  absorptance.  2. Action:  continuance.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin -antia, n. suff. (-ant, -ant + -ia, n. suff.), 

and from Latin -entia (-ent, -ent + -ia, n. suff.).]

an·ces·tor (4nùsHsÙtNr) n.  1. A person from whom one is descended, especially 

if more remote than a grandparent; a forebear.  2. A forerunner or predecessor.  

3. Law. The person from whom an estate has been inherited.  4. Biology. The 

actual or hypothetical organism or stock from which later kinds evolved.  [Middle 

English auncestre, from Old French, from Latin antecessor, predecessor, from 

antecessus, past participle of antecKdere, to precede  : ante-, ante- + cKdere, to go; 

see ked- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: ancestor, forebear, forefather, progenitor. The central meaning



shared by these nouns is “a person from whom one is descended”: ancestors who

were farmers; an island once owned by his forebears; methods as old as our forefa-

thers; the wisdom of our progenitors. 

ANTONYM: descendant

an·ces·tral (4n-sHsùtrNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or evolved from an ancestor or 

ancestors.   —an·cesùtral·ly adv. 

an·ces·try (4nùsHsÙtrK) n.  pl. an·ces·tries. 1. Ancestral descent or lineage.  

2. Ancestors considered as a group.  [Middle English auncestrie, alteration (influ-

enced by auncestre), of Old French ancesserie, from ancessour, ancestor, from 

Latin antecessor. See ANCESTOR.]

An·chi·ses (4n-kXùsKzÙ) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The father of 

Aeneas who was rescued by his son during the sack of Troy. 

an·chor (4ngùkNr) n.  1. Nautical. A heavy object attached to a vessel by a cable 

or rope and cast overboard to keep the vessel in place either by its weight or by its 

flukes, which grip the bottom.  2. A rigid point of support, as for securing a rope.  

3. A source of security or stability.  4. Sports. a. An athlete, usually the strongest 

member of a team, who performs the last stage of a relay race or other competi-

tion.  b. The end of a tug-of-war team.  Also called anchorman  5. An anchorper-

son.   —  v.  an·chored, an·chor·ing, an·chors.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hold fast by or 

as if by an anchor.  See Synonyms at fasten.  2. Sports. To serve as an anchor for 

(a team or competition).  3. To narrate or coordinate (a newscast).  4. To provide 

or form an anchor store for:  Two major stores anchor each end of the shopping 

mall.   —  v.  intr. Nautical. To drop anchor or lie at anchor.  [Middle English 

anker, ancher, from Old English ancor, from Latin ancora, anchora, from Greek 

ankura.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word anchor can be said to be a case study

in various levels of sophistication. To begin with, the early history of the word

illustrates the kind of borrowing done by the various Germanic peoples from the

more advanced culture of the Roman Empire. Ancora, the Latin source of our

word anchor, was borrowed into several Germanic languages, including Old En-

glish and Old High German, an indication that this appropriation occurred dur-

ing the period of initial contact between Germanic peoples and the Roman Em-

pire. If the early history of anchor illustrates borrowing from a more advanced

culture by a less advanced one, a later stage in the word’s history may illustrate a

misplaced sophistication. The Latin word ancora itself came from Greek ankura

but was sometimes spelled anchora in Latin because of a false analogy with other

Greek words, in which the sound (k) was spelled ch. As far back as the 14th cen-

tury English writers who were familiar with this Latin spelling inserted the ch in

the word, otherwise spelled with a k or c, thus causing difficulty for many a be-



ginning speller of later times.

an·chor·age (4ngùkNr-Vj) n.  1. A place for anchoring.  2. A fee charged for the 

privilege of anchoring.  3. The act of anchoring or the condition of being at 

anchor.  4. A means of securing or stabilizing:  The Bank of England is often 

regarded as the anchorage of the European financial community. 

An·chor·age (4ngùkNr-Vj)  A city of southern Alaska on Cook Inlet south-

southwest of Fairbanks. Founded in 1915 as construction headquarters for the 

Alaska Railroad, it is the largest city in the state. Population, 226,338. 

an·cho·ress (4ngùkNr-Vs) n.  A woman who has retired into seclusion for reli-

gious reasons.  [Middle English anchoryse, ankres, from ancre, anchorite, from 

Old English ancra, from Old Irish anchara, from Late Latin anachorKta. See 

ANCHORITE.]

an·cho·rite (4ngùkN-rXtÙ) also an·cho·ret (-rHtÙ) n.  A person who has retired 

into seclusion for religious reasons.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

anchorXta, from Late Latin anachorKta, from Late Greek anakhorKtKs, from ana-

khorein, to retire  : ana-, ana- + khorein, to withdraw; see ghK- in Appendix.] 
—anÙcho·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

an·chor·man (4ngùkNr-m4nÙ) n.  1. A man who narrates or coordinates a 

newscast in which several correspondents give reports.  2. Sports. See anchor (n., 

sense 4). 

an·chor·per·son (4ngùkNr-pûrÙsNn) n.  An anchorman or an anchorwoman. 

anchor store (4ngùkNr stôr) n.  A large business establishment, such as a 

department store or a supermarket, that is prominently located in a shopping 

mall, usually at one end. The anchor store attracts customers who are then 

expected to patronize the other shops in the mall. 

an·chor·wom·an (4ngùkNr-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman who narrates or coordi-

nates a newscast in which several correspondents give reports. 

an·cho·vy (4nùchoÙvK, 4n-choùvK) n.  pl. anchovy or an·cho·vies. A small, 

herringlike marine fish of the family Engraulidae, especially the European fish 

(Engraulis encrasicholus), widely used in appetizers and various dishes.  [Spanish 

anchova, possibly from Vulgar Latin *apiuva, variant of Latin *aphyK, from Greek 

aphuK.]

an·chy·lose (4ngùkN-losÙ, -lozÙ) v.  Variant of ankylose. 
an·chy·lo·sis (4ngÙkN-loùsVs) n.  Variant of ankylosis. 
an·cien ré·gime (äN-sy4Nù r7-zhKmù) n.  1. The political and social system 

that existed in France before the Revolution of 1789.  2. A sociopolitical or other 

system that no longer exists.  [French  : ancien, old + régime, regime.]

an·cient1 (7nùshNnt) adj.  Abbr. anc. 1. Of great age; very old.  2. Of or relating 

to times long past, especially those of the historical period before the fall of the 

Western Roman Empire (A.D. 476).  See Synonyms at old.  3. Old-fashioned; 



antiquated.  4. Having the qualities associated with age, wisdom, or long use; ven-

erable.   —  n.  1. A very old person.  2. A person who lived in times long past.  

3. ancients. a. The peoples of the classical nations of antiquity.  b. The ancient 

Greek and Roman authors.   [Middle English auncien, from Old French, from 

Vulgar Latin *ante7nus : Latin ante, before; see ant- in Appendix + -7nus, adj. 

and n. suff.] —anùcient·ly adv.  —anùcient·ness n. 

an·cient2 (7nùshNnt) n.  1. Archaic. An ensign; a flag.  2. Obsolete. A flag-bearer 

or lieutenant.  [Alteration of ENSIGN.]

ancient history (7nùshNnt hVsùtN-rK) n.  1. The history of times long past.  

2. Informal. Common knowledge, especially of a recent event that has lost its 

original impact or importance. 

an·cil·lar·y (4nùsN-lHrÙK) adj.  1. Subordinate: “For Degas, sculpture was never 

more than ancillary to his painting” (Herbert Read).  2. Auxiliary; helping:  an 

ancillary pump.   —  n.  pl. an·cil·lar·ies. 1. Something, such as a workbook, that 

is subordinate to something else, such as a textbook.  2. Archaic. A servant.  

[From Latin ancilla, maidservant, feminine diminutive of anculus, servant. See 

kwel-1 in Appendix.]

An·co·hu·ma (4ngÙkN-huùmN, ängÙko-uùmä)  A mountain, about 6,554 m 

(21,490 ft) high, of western Bolivia near the eastern shore of Lake Titicaca. 

an·con (4ngùkmnÙ) n.  pl. an·con·es (-koùnKz). A projecting bracket that is used 

in classical architecture to carry the upper elements of a cornice; a console.  [Latin 

ancon, from Greek ankon, elbow.]

An·co·na (4ng-koùnN, 4n-, än-)  A city of central Italy on the Adriatic Sea. It is a 

leading port and an industrial and commercial center. Population, 106,421. 

-ancy suff.  Condition or quality:  buoyancy.  [Latin -antia, and -entia; see -ANCE.]

an·cy·lo·sto·mi·a·sis (4nÙsN-lo-sto-mXùN-sVs, 4ngÙkN-lo-) n.  A disease caused 

by hookworm infestation and marked by progressive anemia.  Also called hook-

worm disease, tunnel disease.  [New Latin Ancylostoma, hookworm genus (Greek 

ankulos, curved + Greek stoma, mouth) + -IASIS.]

An·cy·ra (4n-sXùrN)  See Ankara. 
and (Nnd, Nn; 4nd when stressed) conj.  1. Together with or along with; in addition 

to; as well as. Used to connect words, phrases, or clauses that have the same gram-

matical function in a construction.  2. Added to; plus:  Two and two makes four.  

3. Used to indicate result.  4. Usage Problem. To. Used between finite verbs, such 

as go, come, try, write, or see:  try and find it; come and see.  5. Archaic. If:  and it 

pleases you.  [Middle English, from Old English. See en in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: It is frequently asserted that sentences beginning with and or

but express “incomplete thoughts” and are therefore incorrect. But this rule was

ridiculed by grammarians like Wilson Follett (who ascribed it to “schoolmarmish

rhetoric”) and H.W. Fowler (who called it a “superstition”), and the stricture has



been ignored by writers from Shakespeare to Virginia Woolf. Members of the Us-

age Panel were asked whether they paid attention to the rule in their own writing:

24 percent answered “always or usually,” 36 percent answered “sometimes,” and

40 percent answered “rarely or never.” See Usage Note at both. See Usage Note

at but. See Usage Note at try. See Usage Note at with.

AND (4nd) n.  Computer Science. A logic operator equivalent to the sentential 

connective “and.”  [From AND.]

and. abbr.  Music. Andante. 

And. abbr.  Andorra. 

An·da·lu·sia (4nÙdN-luùzhN, -zhK-N, -shK-N)  A region of southern Spain on the 

Mediterranean Sea, the Strait of Gibraltar, and the Atlantic Ocean. The area con-

tains magnificent Moorish architecture, including the historic towns of Seville, 

Granada, and Córdoba.   —AnÙda·luùsian (-zhNn, -shNn) adj.  & n. 

an·da·lu·site (4nÙdN-luùsXtÙ) n.  A mineral aluminum silicate, Al2SiO5, usually 

found in prisms of various colors.  [After Andalusia.]

An·da·man·ese (4nÙdN-mN-nKzù, -nKsù) n.  pl. Andamanese. 1.  Also 

An·da·man (4nùdN-mNn). A member of an indigenous people of the Andaman 

Islands.  2. The language of the Andamanese, of no known linguistic affiliation.   
—AnÙda·man·eseù adj. 

An·da·man Islands (4nùdN-mNn XùlNndz)  A group of Indian islands in the 

eastern part of the Bay of Bengal south of Burma. They are separated from the 

Malay Peninsula by the Andaman Sea, an arm of the Bay of Bengal. 

an·dan·te (än-dänùt7, 4n-d4nùtK) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. and. In a moder-

ately slow tempo, usually considered to be slower than allegretto but faster than 

adagio. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  An andante passage or movement.  

[Italian, from present participle of andare, to walk, ultimately perhaps from Latin 

ambul7re.]

an·dan·ti·no (änÙdän-tKùno, 4nÙd4n) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a tempo variously 

construed as slightly faster or slower than andante. Used chiefly as a direction.   
—  n.  pl. an·dan·ti·nos. An andantino passage or movement.  [Italian, diminu-

tive of andante, andante. See ANDANTE.]

An·der·lecht (änùdNr-lHktÙ, -lHKHtÙ)  A commune of central Belgium, an indus-

trial and residential suburb of Brussels. Erasmus lived here from 1517 to 1521. 

Population, 92,912. 

An·der·sen (4nùdNr-sNn), Hans Christian. 1805-1875.  Danish writer known 

for his fairy tales, including “The Princess and the Pea” and “The Ugly Duckling.” 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn)  1. A city of east-central Indiana northeast of India-

napolis. There are numerous prehistoric mounds nearby. Population, 59,459.  

2. A city of northwest South Carolina southwest of Greenville near the Georgia 



border. It is a trade and shipping center in an agricultural region. Population, 

26,184. 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Carl David. Born 1905.  American physicist. He won 

a 1936 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the positron. 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Dame Judith. 1898-1992.  Australian-born actress 

noted for her roles in the plays of Shakespeare and Eugene O’Neill and for her 

chilling portrayal of Mrs. Danvers in the 1940 film Rebecca. 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Margaret Caroline. 1893?-1973.  American editor 

who founded and edited The Little Review (1914-1929), an influential literary 

magazine. 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Marian. 1902-1993.  American contralto. Acclaimed 

for her renditions of spirituals, she was the first Black singer to perform at New 

York City’s Metropolitan Opera (1955). 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Maxwell. 1888-1959.  American playwright whose 

works, some of which are in blank verse, include Both Your Houses, which won a 

1933 Pulitzer Prize, and Winterset (1935). 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Philip Warren. Born 1923.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1977 Nobel Prize for developments in computer memory systems. 

An·der·son (4nùdNr-sNn), Sherwood. 1876-1941.  American writer whose 

often autobiographical works include Winesburg, Ohio (1919). 

Anderson River (4nùdNr-sNn rVvùNr)  A river of northwestern Northwest Terri-

tories, Canada, meandering about 748 km (465 mi) north, west, and north again 

to Liverpool Bay, an arm of the Arctic Ocean. 

An·der·son·ville (4nùdNr-sNn-vVlÙ)  A village of southwest-central Georgia 

north-northeast of Americus. Its notorious Confederate prison, where more than 

12,000 soldiers died during the Civil War, is now a national historic site. 

An·des (4nùdKz)  A mountain system of western South America extending more 

than 8,045 km (5,000 mi) along the Pacific coast from Venezuela to Tierra del 

Fuego. The Andes rise at many points to more than 6,710 m (22,000 ft).   
—Anùde·an (4nùdK-Nn, 4n-dKùNn) adj.  & n. 

an·de·site (4nùdV-zXtÙ) n.  A gray, fine-grained volcanic rock, chiefly plagioclase 

and feldspar.  [After Andes.]

AND gate (4nd g7t) n.  Computer Science. A logic circuit with two or more 

input wires that emits a signal only if all input wires receive coincident signals. 

and·i·ron (4ndùXÙNrn) n.  One of a pair of metal supports used for holding up 

logs in a fireplace.  Also called dogRegional., dog ironRegional., firedog.  [Middle 

English aundiren, alteration (influenced by Middle English Xren, iron), of Old 

French andier, of Celtic origin.]

An·di·zhan (4nÙdV-zh4nù, än-dV-zhänù)  A city of eastern Uzbekistan east-

southeast of Tashkent. It is an industrial center in a cotton-raising area. Popula-

tion, 275,000. 



AND NOT gate (4nd nmt g7t) n.  Computer Science. A logic circuit that acts as 

the logical operator AND NOT. A signal is transmitted only if A is true and B is 

not. 

and/or (4nùdôrù) conj.  Used to indicate that either or both of the items con-

nected by it are involved.  

USAGE NOTE: And/or is widely used in legal and business writing. Its use in

general writing to mean “one or the other or both” is acceptable but can appear

stilted. See Usage Note at or1.

AND-OR circuit (4ndùôrù sûrùkVt) n.  Computer Science. A gating circuit that 

produces an output signal only if one of several possible combined input signals 

is received. 

An·dor·ra (4n-dôrùN, -dmr-N) Abbr. And.  A tiny country of southwest Europe 

between France and Spain in the eastern Pyrenees. Although it pays nominal 

yearly homage to its suzerains in France and Spain, it is an independent republic. 

Andorra la Vella (population, 14,928) is the capital. The country’s population is 

38,051.   —An·dorùran adj.  & n. 

an·dou·ille (4n-duùK) n.  A spicy smoked sausage made with pork and garlic, 

used especially in Cajun cooking.  [French, from Old French andoille, from Medi-

eval Latin *ind7ctilia, things to be introduced, from ind7ctilis, ind7ct-, introduce-

able, from Latin ind7cere, to introduce into a casing. See INDUCE.]

An·do·ver (4nùdoÙvNr, -dN-)  A town of northeast Massachusetts south of 

Lawrence. Phillips Andover Academy (founded 1778) is here. Population, 29,151. 

andr- pref.  Variant of andro-. 
An·dra·da e Sil·va (4N-dräùdN H sKlùvN), José Bonifácio de. 1763?-1838.  

Brazilian politician, scientist, and poet who led the movement for Brazilian inde-

pendence from Portugal. 

an·dra·dite (4n-dräùdXt) n.  A green to brown or black calcium-iron garnet, 

Ca3Fe2(SiO4)3.  [After Jos ANDRADA E SILVAÉ BONIFÁCIO DE.]

An·drás·sy (4n-dr4sùK, ônùdrä-shK), Count Gyula. 1823-1890.  Hungarian pol-

itician who as prime minister (1867) helped create the Austro-Hungarian dual 

monarchy. His son Count Gyula (1860-1929) sought a separate peace between 

the Allies and Austria-Hungary during World War I. 

An·dré (änùdr7, 4nùdrK), John. 1751-1780.  British army officer hanged as a spy 

in the American Revolution for conspiring with Benedict Arnold. 

An·dre·a del Sar·to (än-dr7ÙN dHl särùto), Originally Andrea d’Agnolo di 

Francesco. 1486-1531.  Italian painter whose works, including a fresco cycle of the 

life of John the Baptist, epitomize Florentine classicism. 

An·dre·a·nof Islands (4nÙdrK-4nùNf XùlNndz, -ôf, änÙdrK-äùnNf)  A group of 

islands of southwest Alaska in the central Aleutian Islands. 



An·dre·ev  or An·dre·yev (än-dr7ùNf, -yNf), Leonid Nikolaevich. 1871-

1919.  Russian writer noted for his realistic and pessimistic stories, novels, and 

plays. 

An·drew (4nùdru), Saint.  One of the 12 Apostles. According to legend, he was 

martyred at Patrai (c. A.D. 60). 

An·drews (4nùdruz), Charles McLean. 1863-1943.  American historian who 

published numerous works on the colonial period. 

An·drews (4nùdruz), Roy Chapman. 1884-1960.  American naturalist noted 

for his contributions to paleontology and geology. 

An·dre·yev (än-dr7ùNf, -yNf), Leonid Nikolaevich.  See Leonid Nikolae-
vich Andreev. 

An·dri·a (änùdrK-N)  A city of southern Italy west-northwest of Bari. The impos-

ing Castel del Monte, built in the 13th century, is nearby. Population, 83,319. 

An·dri> (änùdrVch), Ivo. 1892-1975.  Yugoslavian writer. He won the 1961 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

andro-  or andr- pref.  1. Male; masculine:  androgen.  2. Stamen or anther:  

androecium.  [Greek, from anKr, andr-, man. See ner-2 in Appendix.]

An·dro·cles (4nùdrN-klKzÙ) also An·dro·clus (-klNs) n.  A legendary Roman 

slave held to have been spared in the arena by a lion that remembered him as the 

man who had once removed a thorn from its paw. 

an·droe·ci·um (4n-drKùshK-Nm, -shNm) n.  pl. an·droe·ci·a (-shK-N, -shN). The 

stamens of a flower considered as a group.  [New Latin  : ANDR(O)- + Greek 

oikion, diminutive of oikos, house; see weik-1 in Appendix.] —an·droeùcial (-

shNl) adj. 

an·dro·gen (4nùdrN-jNn) n.  A steroid hormone, such as testosterone or andros-

terone, that controls the development and maintenance of masculine characteris-

tics.   —anÙdro·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

an·drog·e·nize (4n-drmjùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. an·drog·e·nized, an·drog·e·niz·ing, 
an·drog·e·niz·es. To treat with male hormones, usually in large doses.   
—an·drogÙe·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

an·dro·gyne (4nùdrN-jXnÙ) n.  An androgynous individual.  [French, from Old 

French, from Latin androgynus. See ANDROGYNOUS.]

an·drog·y·nous (4n-drmjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Biology. Having both female and male 

characteristics; hermaphroditic.  2. Being neither distinguishably masculine nor 

feminine, as in dress, appearance, or behavior; unisex: “The diet and exercise cult 

was born of a desire to develop androgynous bodies that are more muscular than 

softly curved” (New York Times).  [From Latin androgynus, hermaphrodite, from 

Greek androgunos : andro-, andro- + gunK, woman; see -GYNOUS.] 
—an·drogùy·nous·ly adv.  —an·drogùy·ny (-N-nK) n. 



an·droid (4nùdroidÙ) adj.  Possessing human features.   —  n.  An automaton 

that is created from biological materials and resembles a human being.  Also 

called humanoid 

An·drom·a·che (4n-drmmùN-kK) n.  Greek Mythology. The faithful wife of Hec-

tor, captured by the Greeks at the fall of Troy. 

an·drom·e·da (4n-drmmùV-dN) n.  Any of several shrubs of the genera Pieris or 

Andromeda or their relatives.  [From ANDROMEDA.]

An·drom·e·da (4n-drmmùV-dN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The daughter of Ceph-

eus and Cassiopeia and wife of Perseus, who had rescued her from a sea monster.  

2. A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere between Lacerta and Perseus and 

south of Cassiopeia. It contains a large spiral galaxy visible to the naked eye. The 

spiral is 2.2 million light-years from Earth.  [Latin, from Greek AndromedK.]

An·dro·pov (4n-drmpùmf, -mv), Yuri. 1914-1984.  Soviet politician who was 

general secretary of the Communist Party from 1982 to 1984. 

An·dros (4nùdrNs)  1. The largest island of the Bahamas, in the western part of 

the archipelago.  2.  (also änùdrôsÙ) An island of southeast Greece in the Aegean 

Sea. The northernmost of the Cyclades, it was colonized by Athens in the fifth 

century B.C. 

An·dros (4nùdrms, -drNs), Sir Edmund. 1637-1714.  English colonial adminis-

trator in America whose attempt to unify the New England colonies under his 

governorship (1686-1689) was met by revolt. 

An·dros·cog·gin (4nÙdrN-skmgùVn)  A river of northeast New Hampshire and 

southwest Maine flowing about 253 km (157 mi) to the Kennebec River near the 

Maine coast. 

an·dros·ter·one (4n-drmsùtN-ronÙ) n.  A steroid hormone excreted in urine 

that reinforces masculine characteristics.  [ANDRO- + STER(OL) + -ONE.]

-androus suff.  Having a specified number or kind of stamens:  monandrous.  

[From New Latin -andrus, from Greek -andros, having men, from anKr, andr-, 

man. See ner-2 in Appendix.]

-andry suff.  1. The condition of having a specified kind or number of hus-

bands:  monandry.  2. The condition of having a specified kind or number of sta-

mens:  polyandry.  [Greek -andria, from anKr, andr-, man. See ner-2 in 

Appendix.]

-ane suff.  A saturated hydrocarbon:  hexane.  [Variant of -ENE, -INE
2, and -ONE.]

an·ec·dot·age (4nùVk-doÙtVj) n.  Anecdotes considered as a group. 

an·ec·dot·al (4nÙVk-dotùl)  or an·ec·dot·ic (-dmtùVk) also an·ec·dot·i·cal (-V-
kNl) adj.  Of, characterized by, or full of anecdotes.   —anÙec·dotùal·ist n.  

—anÙec·dotùal·ly adv. 

an·ec·dote (4nùVk-dotÙ) n.  1. A short account of an interesting or humorous 

incident.  2. pl. an·ec·dotes or an·ec·do·ta (-doùtN). Secret or hitherto undi-

vulged particulars of history or biography.  [French, from Greek anekdota, 



unpublished items  : an-, not; see A-1 + ekdota, neuter pl. of ekdotos, published 

(from ekdidonai, to publish  : ek-, out; see ecto- + didonai, to give); see do- in 

Appendix.]

an·ec·dot·ic (4nÙVk-dmtùVk) also an·ec·dot·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Given to telling 

anecdotes.  2.  Variant of anecdotal.  —anÙec·dotùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·ec·dot·ist (4nùVk-doÙtVst) n.  One who tells, collects, or publishes anecdotes. 

an·e·cho·ic (4nÙH-koùVk) adj.  Neither having nor producing echoes:  an 

anechoic chamber. 

a·ne·mi·a also a·nae·mi·a (N-nKùmK-N) n.  A pathological deficiency in the oxy-

gen-carrying component of the blood, measured in unit volume concentrations 

of hemoglobin, red blood cell volume, or red blood cell number.  [New Latin, 

from Greek anaimia : an-, without; see A-1 + haima, blood.]

a·ne·mic also a·nae·mic (N-nKùmVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or suffering from 

anemia.  2. Lacking vitality; listless and weak:  an anemic attempt to hit the base-

ball; an anemic economic recovery.   —a·neùmi·cal·ly adv. 

anemo- pref.  Wind:  anemometer.  [From Greek anemos, wind. See anN- in 

Appendix.]

a·nem·o·cho·ry (N-nHmùN-kôrÙK, -korÙK) n.  Dispersal of seeds, fruits, or other 

plant parts by wind. 

a·nem·o·graph (N-nHmùN-gr4fÙ) n.  A recording anemometer. 

an·e·mog·ra·phy (4nÙN-mmgùrN-fK) n.  The science of recording anemometri-

cal measurements. 

an·e·mom·e·ter (4nÙN-mmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for indicating and mea-

suring wind force and velocity. 

an·e·mom·e·try (4nÙN-mmmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of wind force and veloc-

ity.   —anÙe·mo·metùri·cal adj. 

a·nem·o·ne (N-nHmùN-nK) n.  1. Any of various perennial herbs of the genus 

Anemone, native chiefly to northern temperate regions and having palmately 

lobed leaves and large flowers with showy sepals.  Also called windflower 2. A sea 

anemone.  [Latin anemonK, from Greek.]

anemone fish (N-nHmùN-nK fVsh) n.  A small, brightly colored marine fish of 

the genus Amphiprion, found near sea anemones.  Also called clown anemone, 

clown fish. 

an·e·moph·i·lous (4nÙN-mmfùN-lNs) adj.  Pollinated by wind-dispersed pollen. 

an·en·ceph·a·ly (4nÙNn-sHfùN-lK) n.  pl. an·en·ceph·a·lies. Congenital 

absence of most of the brain and spinal cord.   —anÙen·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) 

adj. 

a·nent (N-nHntù) prep.  Regarding; concerning: “This question remains a vital con-

sideration anent the debate over the possibility of limiting nuclear war to military 

objectives” (New York Times).  [Middle English, from Old English onefn, near  : 

on, on; see ON + efn, even.]



an·er·oid (4nùN-roidÙ) adj.  Not using liquid.  [French anéroïde : Greek a-, with-

out; see A-1 + Late Greek nKron, water; see newo- in Appendix.]

aneroid barometer (4nùN-roidÙ bN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  A barometer in which vari-

ations of atmospheric pressure are indicated by the relative bulges of a thin elastic 

metal disk covering a partially evacuated chamber. 

an·es·the·sia also an·aes·the·sia (4nÙVs-thKùzhN) n.  1. Total or partial loss of 

sensation, especially tactile sensibility, induced by disease, injury, acupuncture, or 

an anesthetic, such as chloroform or nitrous oxide.  2. Local or general insensibil-

ity to pain with or without the loss of consciousness, induced by an anesthetic.  

[New Latin anaesthesia, from Greek anaisthKsia, insensibility  : an-, without; see 

A-1 + aisthKsis, feeling (from aisthanesthai, to feel); see au- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The following passage, written on November 21, 1846, by

Oliver Wendell Holmes, a physician-poet and the father of the Supreme Court

justice of the same name, allows us to pinpoint the entry of anesthesia and anes-

thetic into English: “Every body wants to have a hand in a great discovery. All I

will do is to give you a hint or two as to names—or the name—to be applied to

the state produced and the agent. The state should, I think, be called ‘Anaesthesia’

[from the Greek word anaisthKsia, “lack of sensation”]. This signifies insensibili-

ty... The adjective will be ‘Anaesthetic.’ Thus we might say the state of Anaesthesia,

or the anaesthetic state.” This citation is taken from a letter to William Thomas

Green Morton, who in October of that year had successfully demonstrated the

use of ether at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. Although anaesthesia is

recorded in Nathan Bailey’s Universal Etymological English Dictionary in 1721, it

is clear that Holmes really was responsible for its entry into the language. The

Oxford English Dictionary has several citations for anesthesia and anesthetic in

1847 and 1848, indicating that the words gained rapid acceptance.

an·es·the·si·ol·o·gist also an·aes·the·si·ol·o·gist (4nÙVs-thKÙzK-olùN-jVst) n.  

A physician specializing in anesthesiology. 

an·es·the·si·ol·o·gy also an·aes·the·si·ol·o·gy (4nÙVs-thKÙzK-mlùN-jK) n.  The 

medical study and application of anesthetics. 

an·es·thet·ic also an·aes·thet·ic (4nÙVs-thHtùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or resem-

bling anesthesia.  2. Causing anesthesia.  3. Insensitive.   —  n.  1. An agent that 

causes loss of sensation with or without the loss of consciousness.  2. Something 

likened to this in effect:  Some people feel that television becomes an anesthetic for 

the mind after too many hours of steady viewing.  [From Greek anaisthKtos, without 

feeling  : an-, without; see A-1 + aisthKtos, perceptible (from aisthanesthai, to feel); 

see ANESTHESIA.] —anÙes·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·nes·the·tist also a·naes·the·tist (N-nHsùthV-tVst) n.  A person specially 

trained to administer anesthetics. 



a·nes·the·tize also a·naes·the·tize (N-nHsùthV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. a·nes·the·tized, 
a·nes·the·tiz·ing, a·nes·the·tiz·es. To induce anesthesia in.   
—an·esÙthe·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

an·es·trus (4n-HsùtrNs) n.  An interval of sexual inactivity between two periods 

of estrus in mammals that breed cyclically. 

A·ne·to (N-n7ùto, ä-nHù-), Pico de. A peak, 3,406.2 m (11,168 ft) high, in north-

east Spain near the French border. It is the highest elevation in the Pyrenees. 

an·eu·ploid (4nùyu-ploidÙ) adj.  Having a chromosome number that is not a 

multiple of the haploid number for the species.   —  n.  A cell or an organism 

characterized by an aneuploid chromosome number. 

an·eu·ploi·dy (4nùyN-ploidÙK) n.  The state or condition of being aneuploid. 

an·eu·rysm also an·eu·rism (4nùyN-rVzÙNm) n.  A localized, pathological, 

blood-filled dilatation of a blood vessel caused by a disease or weakening of the 

vessel’s wall.  [Middle English aneurisme, ultimately from Greek aneurusma, from 

aneurein, to dilate  : ana-, throughout; see ANA- + eurus, wide.] —anÙeu·rysùmal 
(-mNl) adj. 

a·new (N-nuù, N-nyuù) adv.  1. Once more; again.  2. In a new and different 

way, form, or manner.  [Middle English  : a, of (from Old English of); see OF + 

new, new thing (from Old English nXwe); see NEW  or a-, on; see A-2 + new.]

ANF abbr.  Atrial natriuretic factor. 

An·fin·sen (4nùfNn-sNn), Christian Boehmer. Born 1916.  American bio-

chemist. He shared a 1972 Nobel Prize for pioneering studies of enzymes. 

an·frac·tu·os·i·ty (4n-fr4kÙchu-msùV-tK) n.  pl. an·frac·tu·os·i·ties. 1. The 

condition or quality of having many twists and turns.  2. A winding channel, pas-

sage, or crevice.  3. A complicated or involved process. 

an·frac·tu·ous (4n-fr4kùchu-Ns) adj.  Full of twists and turns; tortuous.  

[From Late Latin anfr7ctuosus, from Latin anfr7ctus, winding  : an- (from ambi-, 

around); see AMBI- + fractus, past participle of frangere, to break; see bhreg- in 

Appendix.]

Ang. abbr.  Angola. 

An·ga·ra (änÙgN-räù)  A river of south-central Russia flowing about 1,850 km 

(1,150 mi) north and west from Lake Baikal to the Yenisei River. 

An·garsk (än-gärskù)  A city of south-central Russia on the Angara River near 

Irkutsk. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 256,000. 

an·ga·ry (4ngùgN-rK) also an·gar·i·a (4ng-gârùK-N) n.  The legal right of a bellig-

erent to seize, use, or destroy the property of a neutral, provided that full com-

pensation is made.  [Late Latin angaria, service to a lord, from Greek angareia, 

impressment for public service, from angaros, conscript courier.]

an·gel (7nùjNl) n.  1. a. Theology. An immortal, spiritual being attendant upon 

God. In medieval angelology, there are nine orders of spiritual beings. From the 

highest to the lowest in rank, they are: seraphim, cherubim, thrones, dominations 



or diminions, virtues, powers, principalities, archangels, and angels.  b. The con-

ventional representation of such a being in the image of a human figure with a 

halo and wings.   2. A guardian spirit or guiding influence.  3. a. A kind and lov-

able person.  b. One who manifests goodness, purity, and selflessness.   

4. Christian Science. God’s thoughts passing to man.  5. Informal. A financial 

backer of an enterprise, especially a dramatic production or a political campaign.  

[Middle English, from Old English engel, or Old French angele both from Late 

Latin angelus, from Late Greek angelos, from Greek, messenger.] —an·gelùic 
(4n-jHlùVk), an·gelùi·cal adj.  —an·gelùi·cal·ly adv. 

An·gel·a Me·ri·ci (4nÙjN-lN mN-rKùchK), Saint. 1474-1540.  Italian Roman 

Catholic nun who founded the Ursuline order (1535). 

angel cake (7nùjNl k7k) n.  Angel food cake. 

angel dust (7nùjNl dƒst) n.  Slang. Phencyclidine. 

An·ge·le·no (4nÙjN-lKùno) n.  pl. An·ge·le·nos. A native or inhabitant of Los 

Angeles.  [American Spanish Angeleño, after Los Angeles.]

An·gel Fall  or Falls (7nùjNl fôl)  A waterfall, about 980 m (3,212 ft) high, in 

southeast Venezuela. It is the highest uninterrupted waterfall in the world. 

an·gel·fish (7nùjNl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. angelfish or an·gel·fish·es. 1. A brightly col-

ored fish of the family Chaetodontidae of warm seas, having a laterally com-

pressed body.  2. A freshwater fish (Pterophyllum scalare), native to rivers of 

tropical South America and having a laterally compressed, usually striped body. It 

is popular in aquariums. In this sense, also calledscalare 

angel food cake (7nùjNl fud k7k) n.  An almond-flavored sponge cake made 

of egg whites, sugar, and flour. 

an·gel·i·ca (4n-jHlùV-kN) n.  1. a. Any of various herbs of the genus Angelica in 

the parsley family, having pinnately compound leaves and small white or greenish 

flowers in compound umbels, especially A. archangelica, whose roots and fruits 

are used in flavoring liqueurs and whose stems are candied and eaten.  b. The 

edible stem, leaf, or root of Angelica archangelica.   2.  Often Angelica. A sweet 

white wine or liqueur.  [Medieval Latin (herba) angelica, angelic (herb), angelica, 

from Late Latin, feminine of angelicus, angelic, from Late Greek angelikos, from 

Greek, of a messenger, from angelos, messenger.]

angelica tree (4n-jHlùV-kN trK) n.  See Hercules’ club (n., sense 1). 

An·gel·i·co (4n-jHlùV-koÙ), Fra Also known as Giovanni da Fie·so·le (fyHùzo-l7, -

zô-lH) 1400?-1455.  Italian Dominican friar and painter of the Florentine school. 

An·gell (7nùjNl), Sir Norman. 1872-1967.  British economist and pacifist. He 

won the 1933 Nobel Peace Prize. 

an·gel·ol·o·gy (7nÙjNl-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of theology having to do with 

angels. 

angel shark (7nùjNl shärk) n.  Any of several raylike sharks of the genus Squa-

tina, having a broad, flat head and body. 



an·gel’s trumpet (7nùjNlz trƒmùpVt) n.  Any of several New World plants of 

the genera Brugmansia or Datura, having large, variously colored trumpet-shaped 

flowers. All parts of the plants contain the poisonous belladonna alkaloids. 

An·ge·lus also an·ge·lus (4nùjN-lNs) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. A devo-

tional prayer at morning, noon, and night to commemorate the Annunciation.  

2. A bell rung as a call to recite this prayer.  [Medieval Latin, from Late Latin, 

angel, first word of the devotion. See ANGEL.]

an·ger (4ngùgNr) n.  A strong feeling of displeasure or hostility.   —  v.  

an·gered, an·ger·ing, an·gers.  —  v.  tr. To make angry; enrage or provoke.   
—  v.  intr. To become angry:  She angers too quickly.  [Middle English, from Old 

Norse angr, sorrow. See angh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: anger, rage, fury, ire, wrath, resentment, indignation. These nouns

denote varying degrees of marked displeasure. Anger, the most general, is strong

displeasure: suppressed her anger; threw a book in a fit of anger. Rage and fury are

closely related in the sense of intense, explosive, often destructive emotion: “Heav-

en has no rage like love to hatred turned” (William Congreve). “Beware the fury of

a patient man” (John Dryden). Ire is a term for anger that is frequently encoun-

tered in literature: “The best way to escape His ire/Is, not to seem too happy” (Robert

Browning). Wrath applies especially to fervid anger that seeks vengeance or pun-

ishment, often on an epic scale: rebellious words sure to kindle a parent’s wrath; the

wrath of God. Resentment refers to ill will and smoldering anger generated by a

sense of grievance: The strike can be traced to the personal resentment of the fore-

man against the factory owner. Indignation is righteous anger at something regard-

ed as being wrongful, unjust, or evil: “public indignation about takeovers causing

people to lose their jobs” (Allan Sloan).

an·ger·ly (4ngùgNr-lK) adv.  Archaic. Angrily: “Again thou blushest angerly” (Ten-

nyson). 

An·gers (4nùjNrz, äN-zh7ù)  A city of western France east-northeast of Nantes. 

Of pre-Roman origin, Angers was the historical capital of Anjou. Population, 

136,038. 

An·ge·vin (4nùjN-vVn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the historical region and former 

province of Anjou, France.  2. Of or relating to the House of Anjou, especially as 

represented by the Plantagenet kings of England descended from Geoffrey, Count 

of Anjou (died 1151).  [French, from Old French, from Medieval Latin AndegavX-
nus, from Andegavia, Anjou, France.]

an·gi·na (4n-jXùnN, 4nùjN-) n.  1. Angina pectoris.  2. A condition, such as severe 

sore throat, in which spasmodic attacks of suffocating pain occur.  [Latin, quinsy, 

from Greek ankhonK, a strangling. See angh- in Appendix.] —an·giùnal adj.  

—anùgi·noseÙ (-jN-nosÙ) adj. 



angina pec·to·ris (4n-jXùnN pHkùtNr-Vs) n.  Severe paroxysmal pain in the chest 

associated with an insufficient supply of blood to the heart.  [New Latin  : Latin 

angina, quinsy + pectoris, genitive of pectus, chest.]

angio- pref.  1. Blood and lymph vessel:  angiogram.  2. Pericarp:  angiosperm.  

[New Latin, from Greek angeio-, from angeion, vessel, blood vessel, diminutive of 

angos, vessel.]

an·gi·o·car·di·og·ra·phy (4nÙjK-o-kärÙdK-mgùrN-fK) n.  Examination of the 

heart and associated blood vessels using x-rays following the injection of a radio-

paque substance.   —anÙgi·o·carÙdi·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk) adj. 

an·gi·o·gram (4nùjK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  An x-ray of one or more blood vessels pro-

duced by angiography and used in diagnosing pathological conditions of the car-

diovascular system. 

an·gi·og·raph·y (4nÙjK-mgùrN-fK) n.  Examination of the blood vessels using x-

rays following the injection of a radiopaque substance.   —anÙgi·o·graphùic (-

gr4fùVk) adj. 

an·gi·ol·o·gy (4nÙjK-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of blood and lymph vessels. 

an·gi·o·ma (4nÙjK-oùmN) n.  pl. an·gi·o·mas or an·gi·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A 

tumor composed chiefly of lymph and blood vessels.   —anÙgi·oùma·tous (-

oùmN-tNs, -mmùN-) adj. 

an·gi·op·a·thy (4nÙjK-opùN-thK) n.  pl. an·gi·op·a·thies. Any of several dis-

eases of the blood or lymph vessels. 

an·gi·o·plas·ty (4nùjK-N-pl4sÙtK) n.  pl. an·gi·o·plas·ties. A procedure in 

which a catheter equipped with a tiny balloon at the tip is inserted into an artery 

that has been narrowed by the accumulation of fatty deposits. The balloon is then 

inflated to clear the blockage and widen the artery. 

an·gi·o·sar·co·ma (4nÙjK-o-sär-koùmN) n.  A malignant tumor arising from 

vascular tissue. 

an·gi·o·sperm (4nùjK-N-spûrmÙ) n.  A plant whose ovules are enclosed in an 

ovary; a flowering plant. 

an·gi·o·ten·sin (4nÙjK-o-tHnùsVn) n.  Any of three polypeptide hormones, one 

of which is a powerful vasoconstrictor, that function in the body in controlling 

arterial pressure.  [ANGIO- + TENS(ION) + -IN.]

Ang·kor (4ngùkôr, -kor)  A major archaeological site in northwest Cambodia 

and the capital of the Khmer empire from the 9th to the 15th century. The ruins 

include two important Hindu temple complexes, Angkor Wat (12th century) and 

Angkor Thom (13th century). The site has been extensively damaged by warfare. 

Angl. abbr.  Anglican. 

an·gle1 (4ngùgNl) v.  intr. an·gled, an·gling, an·gles. 1. To fish with a hook 

and line.  2. To try to get something by using schemes, tricks, or other artful 

means:  angle for a promotion.   —  n.  Obsolete. A fishhook or fishing tackle.  

[Middle English anglen, from angel, fishhook, from Old English.]



an·gle2 (4ngùgNl) n.  1. Mathematics. a. The figure formed by two lines diverg-

ing from a common point.  b. The figure formed by two planes diverging from a 

common line.  c. The rotation required to superimpose either of two such lines or 

planes on the other.  d. The space between such lines or surfaces.  e. A solid 

angle.   2. A sharp or projecting corner, as of a building.  3. a. The place, posi-

tion, or direction from which an object is presented to view:  a handsome building 

looked at from any angle.  b. An aspect, as of a problem, seen from a specific point 

of view.  See Synonyms at phase.   4. Slang. A devious method; a scheme.   —  v.  

an·gled, an·gling, an·gles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move or turn (something) at an 

angle:  angled the chair toward the window.  2. Sports. To hit (a ball or puck, for 

example) at an angle.  3. Informal. To impart a biased aspect or point of view to:  

angled the story in such a way as to criticize the candidate.   —  v.  intr. To continue 

along or turn at an angle or by angles:  The road angles sharply to the left. The path 

angled through the woods.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin angu-

lus.]

An·gle (4ngùgNl) n.  A member of a Germanic people that migrated to England 

from southern Jutland in the 5th century A.D., founded the kingdoms of 

Northumbria, East Anglia, and Mercia, and together with the Jutes and Saxons 

formed the Anglo-Saxon peoples.  [From Latin AnglX, the Angles, of Germanic 

origin.]

angle bracket (4ngùgNl br4kùVt) n.  1. Either of a pair of symbols, < >, used to 

enclose written or printed material.  2. Mathematics. Either of these symbols, 

used especially together to indicate the average of a contained quantity.  Also 

called bracket 

angle iron (4ngùgNl XùNrn) n.  A length of steel or iron bent at a right angle along 

its long dimension, used as a support or structural framework. 

angle of attack (4ngùgNl ƒv N-t4kù) n.  The acute angle between the chord of 

an airfoil and a line representing the undisturbed relative airflow. 

angle of incidence (4ngùgNl ƒv VnùsV-dNns) n.  Physics. The angle formed by a 

ray incident on a surface and a perpendicular to the surface at the point of inci-

dence. 

angle of reflection (4ngùgNl ƒv rV-flHkùshNn) n.  Physics. The angle formed 

by a reflected ray and a perpendicular to the surface at the point of reflection. 

angle of refraction (4ngùgNl ƒv rV-fr4kùshNn) n.  Physics. The angle formed 

by a refracted ray and a perpendicular to the refracting surface at the point of 

refraction. 

angle of yaw (4ngùgNl ƒv yô) n.  The angle between an aircraft’s longitudinal 

axis and its line of travel, as seen from above. 

angle plate (4ngùgNl pl7t) n.  A right-angled metal bracket that is used on the 

faceplate of a lathe to hold the pieces that are being worked. 



an·gler (4ngùglNr) n.  1. One who fishes with a hook.  2. A scheming person.  

3. An anglerfish. 

an·gler·fish (4ngùglNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. anglerfish or an·gler·fish·es. A marine 

fish of the order Lophiiformes or Pediculati, having a long dorsal fin ray that is 

suspended over the mouth and that serves as a lure to attract prey. 

An·gle·sey  or An·gle·sea (4ngùgNl-sK)  An island of northwest Wales in the 

Irish Sea. It has druidic ruins, especially dolmens, and is said to have been the last 

refuge of the druids from the invading Romans. 

an·gle·site (4ngùglV-sXtÙ) n.  A lead sulfate mineral, PbSO4, occurring in color-

less or tinted crystals and formed by the weathering of lead ore.  [After Angle-
sey.]

an·gle·worm (4ngùgNl-wûrmÙ) n.  A worm, such as an earthworm, that is used 

as bait in fishing. 

An·gli·a (4ngùglK-N)  1. The Medieval and Late Latin name for England.  2.  See 

East Anglia. 
An·gli·an (4ngùglK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to East Anglia or to the Angles.   —  

n.  1. An Angle.  2. The Old English dialects of Mercia and Northumbria. 

An·gli·can (4ngùglV-kNn) adj.  Abbr. Angl. 1. Of, having to do with, or charac-

teristic of the Church of England or any of the churches related to it in origin and 

communion, such as the Protestant Episcopal Church.  2. Of or relating to 

England or the English.   —  n.  A member of the Church of England or of any of 

the churches related to it.  [Medieval Latin Anglic7nus, English, from Anglicus, 

from Late Latin AnglX, the Angles. See ANGLE.]

Anglican Church (4ngùglV-kNn chûrch) n.  The Church of England and the 

churches in other nations that are in complete agreement with it as to doctrine 

and discipline and are in communion with the Archbishop of Canterbury.  Also 

called Anglican Communion 

An·gli·can·ism (4ngùglV-kN-nVzÙNm) n.  The faith, doctrine, system, and prac-

tice of the Anglican Church. 

An·gli·ce (4ngùglV-sKÙ) adv.  In the English form:  Firenze, Anglice Florence.  

[Medieval Latin AnglicK, from Anglicus, English. See ANGLICAN.]

An·gli·cism also an·gli·cism (4ngùglV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. A word, a phrase, or an 

idiom peculiar to the English language, especially as spoken in England; a Briti-

cism.  2. A typically English quality.  [From Medieval Latin Anglicus, English. See 

ANGLICAN.]

An·gli·cist (4ngùglV-sVst) n.  A specialist in English linguistics. 

An·gli·cize also an·gli·cize (4ngùglV-sXzÙ) v.  An·gli·cized, An·gli·ciz·ing, 
An·gli·ciz·es.  —  v.  tr. To make English or similar to English in form, idiom, 

style, or character.   —  v.  intr. To become English in form or character.   
—AnÙgli·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 



an·gling (4ngùglVng) n.  The act, process, or art of fishing with a hook and line 

and usually a rod. 

An·glo also an·glo (4ngùglo) n.  pl. An·glos. 1. Informal. An Anglo-American.  

2. An English-speaking person, especially a white North American who is not of 

Hispanic or French descent.  [Short for ANGLO-AMERICAN.] —Anùglo adj. 

Anglo- pref.  England; English:  Anglo-Saxon.  [New Latin, from Medieval Latin 

AnglX, the English people, from Late Latin, the Angles. See ANGLE.]

An·glo-A·mer·i·can (4ngùglo-N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  An American, especially an 

inhabitant of the United States, whose language and ancestry are English.   —  
adj.  1. Of, relating to, or between England and America, especially the United 

States.  2. Of or relating to Anglo-Americans. 

An·glo-Cath·o·lic (4ngùglo-k4thùlVk, -k4thùN-lVk) n.  A member of the Angli-

can Church whose religious convictions emphasize sacramental worship.   
—Anùglo-Cathùo·lic adj. 

An·glo-French (4ngùglo-frHnchù) adj.  Of, relating to, or between England and 

France or their peoples; English and French.   —  n.  See Anglo-Norman (n., 

sense 2). 

An·glo-In·di·an (4ngùglo-VnùdK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or between England 

and India.   —  n.  1. A person of English and Indian descent.  2. A person of 

English birth or ancestry living in India.  3. The variety of English used in India. 

An·glo-I·rish (4ngùglo-XùrVsh) n.  1. A native of England living in Ireland.  2. A 

native of Ireland living in England.  3. A person of mixed Irish and English ances-

try.  4.  See Irish English.  —Anùglo-Iùrish adj. 

An·glo-Nor·man (4ngùglo-nôrùmNn) n.  1. One of the Normans who lived in 

England after the Norman Conquest of England in 1066 or a descendant of these 

settlers.  2. a. The dialect of Old French, derived chiefly from Norman French, 

that was used by the Anglo-Normans.  b. The form of this dialect used in English 

law until the 17th century. In this sense, also calledAnglo-French   —AnÙglo-
Norùman adj. 

An·glo·phile (4ngùglN-fXlÙ) also An·glo·phil (-fVl) n.  One who admires 

England, its people, and its culture.   —Anùglo·phile, AnÙglo·philùic (4ngÙglN-

fVlùVk)  adj.  —AnÙglo·philùi·a (-fVlÙK-N) n. 

An·glo·phobe (4ngùglN-fobÙ) n.  One who dislikes or fears England, its people, 

or its culture.   —AnÙglo·phoùbi·a n.  —AnÙglo·phoùbic (-foùbVk) adj. 

An·glo·phone also an·glo·phone (4nùglN-fonÙ) n.  An English-speaking per-

son, especially one in a country where two or more languages are spoken.   
—AnÙglo·phonùic (-fmnùVk) adj. 

An·glo-Sax·on (4ngùglo-s4kùsNn) n.  Abbr. AS, A.S. 1. A member of one of 

the Germanic peoples, the Angles, the Saxons, and the Jutes, who settled in Brit-

ain in the 5th and 6th centuries.  2. Any of the descendants of the Anglo-Saxons, 

who were dominant in England until the Norman Conquest of 1066.  3.  See Old 



English (n., sense 1).  4. A person of English ancestry.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, 

or characteristic of Anglo-Saxons, their descendants, or their language or culture; 

English. 

An·go·la (4ng-goùlN, 4n-) Abbr. Ang.  A country of southwest Africa bordering 

on the Atlantic Ocean. Formerly a Portuguese colony, the country became inde-

pendent in 1975 after a long guerrilla war and has been torn by civil strife ever 

since. Luanda is the capital and the largest city. Population, 8,140,000.   
—An·goùlan adj.  & n. 

An·go·ra1 (4ng-gôrùN, -gorùN, 4ngùgNr-N)  See Ankara. 
An·go·ra2 (4ng-gôrùN, -gorùN) n.  1.  Often angora. a. The long, silky hair of 

the Angora goat.  b. The fine, long hair of the Angora rabbit, sometimes blended 

with wool in fabrics.  c. A yarn or fabric made from either of these fibers.   2. An 

Angora cat.  3. An Angora goat.  4. An Angora rabbit.  [After Angora (Ankara), 

Turkey.]

Angora cat (4ng-gôrùN k4t) n.  A domestic cat having long, silky hair. It is now 

rare as a pure breed in the United States. 

Angora goat (4ng-gôrùN got) n.  Any of a breed of domestic goats having long, 

silky hair. 

Angora rabbit (4ng-gôrùN r4bùVt) n.  Any of a breed of domestic rabbits hav-

ing long, soft, usually white hair. 

an·gos·tu·ra bark (4ngÙgN-sttrùN bärk, -stytrùN) n.  The bitter, aromatic 

bark of either of two South American trees (Galipea officinalis or Cusparia trifoli-

ata), used as a flavoring in bitters and as a tonic.  [After Angostura (Ciudad Bolí-

var), Venezuela.]

An·gou·lême (äN-gu-l7mù, -lHmù)  A city of western France north-northeast 

of Bordeaux. It was ceded to England in 1360 but was retaken by France in 1373. 

Population, 46,197. 

An·gou·mois (äNÙgu-mwäù)  A historical region and former province of 

western France in the Charente River valley. Occupied by Gallic peoples in pre-

Roman times, it later was part of Aquitaine, was briefly ceded to England (1360-

1373), and became a French duchy in 1515. 

an·gry (4ngùgrK) adj.  an·gri·er, an·gri·est. 1. Feeling or showing anger; 

incensed or enraged:  an angry customer.  2. Indicative of or resulting from anger:  

an angry silence.  3. Having a menacing aspect; threatening:  angry clouds on the 

horizon.  4. Inflamed and painful:  an angry sore.  [Middle English angri, from 

anger, anger. See ANGER.]

SYNONYMS: angry, furious, indignant, irate, ireful, mad, wrathful. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “feeling or showing anger”: an angry retort;

a furious scowl; an indignant denial; irate protesters; ireful words; mad at a friend;



wrathful displeasure.

angry young man also Angry Young Man (4ngùgrK yƒng m4n) n.  1. One 

of a group of English writers of the 1950’s whose works are characterized by vig-

orous social protest.  2. A vigorous critic of economic or social injustice. 

angst1 (ängkst) n.  A feeling of anxiety or apprehension often accompanied by 

depression.  [German, from Middle High German angest, from Old High Ger-

man angust. See angh- in Appendix.]

angst2 abbr.  Angstrom. 

ang·strom  or ång·strom (4ngùstrNm) n.  Abbr. angst, Å, A A unit of length 

equal to one hundred-millionth (10–8) of a centimeter, used especially to specify 

radiation wavelengths.  Also called angstrom unit See Table at measurement.  
[After Anders Jonas ÅNGSTRÖM.]

Ång·ström (4ngùstrNm, ôngùstrœm), Anders Jonas. 1814-1874.  Swedish 

physicist and astronomer who founded the science of spectroscopy and discov-

ered by studying the solar spectrum that there is hydrogen in the sun’s atmo-

sphere. 

angstrom unit (4ngùstrNm yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. a.u., A.u. See angstrom. 
An·guil·la (4ng-gwVlùN, 4n-)  An island of the British West Indies in the north-

ern Leeward Islands. Settled by the British in the 17th century, it was part of the 

self-governing colony of St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla until 1967, when it seceded uni-

laterally. A bid for full independence led to the landing of British troops in 1969. 

an·guish (4ngùgwVsh) n.  Agonizing physical or mental pain; torment.  See Syn-

onyms at regret.   —  v.  an·guished, an·guish·ing, an·guish·es.  —  v.  tr. 

To cause to feel or suffer anguish.   —  v.  intr. To feel or suffer anguish.  [Middle 

English angwisshe, from Old French anguisse, from Latin angustiae, distress, from 

angustus, narrow. See angh- in Appendix.]

an·guished (4ngùgwVsht) adj.  Feeling, expressing, or caused by anguish:  

anguished victims of the earthquake; anguished screams for help. 

an·gu·lar (4ngùgyN-lNr) adj.  1. Having, forming, or consisting of an angle or 

angles.  2. Measured by an angle or by degrees of an arc.  3. Bony and lean; gaunt:  

an angular face.  4. Lacking grace or smoothness; awkward:  an angular gait.  

5. Rigid, stiff, and unyielding in character or disposition: “the cold, angular brand 

of materialism” (David K. Willis).  [Latin angul7ris, from angulus, angle.] 
—anùgu·lar·ly adv.  —anùgu·lar·ness n. 

angular acceleration (4ngùgyN-lNr 4k-sHlÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The rate of change 

of angular velocity with respect to time. 

an·gu·lar·i·ty (4ngÙgyN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. an·gu·lar·i·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being angular.  2. angularities. Angular forms, outlines, or corners. 

angular momentum (4ngùgyN-lNr mo-mHnùtNm) n.  1. The vector product 

of the position vector (from a reference point) and the linear momentum of a 



particle.  2. The vector sum of the angular momentums of each component par-

ticle of an extended body. 

angular velocity (4ngùgyN-lNr vN-lmsùV-tK) n.  The rate of change of angular 

displacement with respect to time. 

an·gu·late (4ngùgyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Having angles or an angular shape.   —  v.  tr. 

intr. an·gu·lat·ed, an·gu·lat·ing, an·gu·lates (-l7tÙ). To make or become 

angular.   —anùgu·late·ly adv. 

an·gu·la·tion (4ngÙgyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The formation of angles.  2. An angular 

part, position, or formation. 

an·hin·ga (4n-hVngùgN) n.  Any of a genus (Anhinga) of long-necked birds hav-

ing a sharp, pointed bill and inhabiting swampy regions of tropical and subtropi-

cal America.  Also called darter, snakebird, water turkey.  [Portuguese, from Tupi 

ayingá.]

An·hui (änùhwKÙ) also An·hwei (-hw7ù, -w7ù)  A province of east-central 

China. It was made a separate province in the 17th century under the Manchu 

dynasty. Hefei is the capital. Population, 51,560,000. 

anhydr. abbr.  Anhydrous. 

an·hy·dride (4n-hXùdrXdÙ) n.  A chemical compound formed from another, 

often an acid, by the removal of water.  [ANHYDR(OUS) + -IDE.]

an·hy·drite (4n-hXùdrXt) n.  A colorless, white, gray, blue, or lilac mineral of 

anhydrous calcium sulfate, CaSO4, occurring as layers in gypsum deposits.  

[ANHYDR(OUS) + -ITE
1.]

an·hy·drous (4n-hXùdrNs) adj.  Abbr. anhydr. Without water, especially water 

of crystallization.  [From Greek anudros : an-, without; see A-1 + hudor, water; see 

wed-1 in Appendix.]

a·ni (ä-nKù) n.  Any of several chiefly tropical American birds of the genus Cro-

tophaga, related to the cuckoo and having black plumage and a long tail.  [Ameri-

can Spanish aní, or Portuguese ani both from Tupi ani.]

an·il (4nùVl) n.  The indigo plant or the blue dye obtained from it.  [French, from 

Portuguese, from Arabic an-nXl, the indigo plant, from Persian nXl, from Sanskrit 

nXlX, from nXla-, dark blue.]

an·ile (4nùXlÙ, 7ùnXlÙ) adj.  1. Of or like an old woman.  2. Senile.  [Latin anXlis, 
from anus, old woman.] —a·nilùi·ty (N-nVlùV-tK) n. 

an·i·line also an·i·lin (4nùN-lVn) n.  A colorless, oily, poisonous benzene deriva-

tive, C6H5NH2, used in the manufacture of rubber, dyes, resins, pharmaceuticals, 

and varnishes.   —  adj.  Derived from aniline.  [ANIL + -INE
2.]

a·ni·lin·gus (7ÙnN-lVngùgNs) n.  Oral stimulation of the anus for sexual excite-

ment.  [New Latin  : Latin 7nus, anus + Latin lingere, to lick; see leigh- in Appen-

dix.]

anim. abbr.  Music. Animato. 



an·i·ma (4nùN-mN) n.  1. The inner self of an individual; the soul.  2. In Jungian 

psychology: a. The unconscious or true inner self of an individual, as opposed to 

the persona, or outer aspect of the personality.  b. The feminine inner personal-

ity, as present in the unconscious of the male. It is in contrast to the animus, 

which represents masculine characteristics.   [Latin anima. See anN- in Appen-

dix.]

an·i·mad·ver·sion (4nÙN-m4d-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. Strong criticism.  2. A 

critical or censorious remark: “Witness [the] animadversions on the bleeding hearts 

who worried about the hostages” (Benjamin DeMott).  [Latin animadversio, ani-

madversion-, from animadversus, past participle of animadvertere, to turn the 

mind toward. See ANIMADVERT.]

an·i·mad·vert (4nÙN-m4d-vûrtù) v.  intr. an·i·mad·vert·ed, 
an·i·mad·vert·ing, an·i·mad·verts. To remark or comment critically, usually 

with strong disapproval or censure: “a man... who animadverts on miserly patients, 

egocentric doctors, psychoanalysis and Lucky Luciano with evenhanded fervor” 

(Irwin Faust).  [Middle English animadverten, to notice, from Latin 

animadvertere : animus, mind; see anN- in Appendix + advertere, to turn toward; 

see ADVERSE.]

an·i·mal (4nùN-mNl) n.  1. A multicellular organism of the kingdom Animalia, 

differing from plants in certain typical characteristics such as capacity for loco-

motion, nonphotosynthetic metabolism, pronounced response to stimuli, 

restricted growth, and fixed bodily structure.  2. An animal organism other than 

a human being, especially a mammal.  3. A person who behaves in a bestial or 

brutish manner.  4. A human being considered with respect to his or her physical, 

as opposed to spiritual, nature.  5. A person having a specified aptitude or set of 

interests: “that rarest of musical animals, an instrumentalist who is as comfortable 

on a podium with a stick as he is playing his instrument” (Lon Tuck).   —  adj.  

1. Relating to, characteristic of, or derived from an animal or animals:  animal 

fat.  2. Relating to the physical as distinct from the spiritual nature of people:  

animal instincts and desires.  See Synonyms at brute.  [Middle English, from 

Latin, from anim7le, neuter of anim7lis, living, from anima, soul. See anN- in 

Appendix.]

animal cracker (4nùN-mNl kr4kùNr) n.  A small cookie baked in the shape of an 

animal. 

an·i·mal·cule (4nÙN-m4lùkyul) also an·i·mal·cu·lum (-kyN-lNm) n.  pl. 

an·i·mal·cules also an·i·mal·cu·la (-kyN-lN). 1. A microscopic or minute organ-

ism, such as an amoeba or a paramecium, usually considered to be an animal.  

2. Archaic. A tiny animal, such as a mosquito.  [New Latin animalculum, diminu-

tive of Latin animal, animal, from anima, soul. See ANIMA.]

animal heat (4nùN-mNl hKt) n.  The heat generated in the body of a warm-

blooded vertebrate as the result of its physiological and metabolic processes. 



animal husbandry (4nùN-mNl hƒzùbNn-drK) n.  The branch of agriculture 

concerned with the care and breeding of domestic animals such as cattle, hogs, 

sheep, and horses. 

an·i·mal·ism (4nùN-mN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Enjoyment of vigorous health and physi-

cal drives.  2. Indifference to all but the physical appetites.  3. The doctrine that 

the human being is purely animal with no spiritual nature.   —anùi·mal·ist n.  

—anÙi·mal·isùtic (-lVsùtVk) adj. 

an·i·mal·i·ty (4nÙN-m4lùV-tK) n.  1. The characteristics or nature of an animal.  

2. Animals considered as a group; the animal kingdom.  3. The animal instincts 

of human beings as distinct from their spiritual nature. 

an·i·mal·ize (4nùN-mN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. an·i·mal·ized, an·i·mal·iz·ing, 
an·i·mal·iz·es. 1. To cause (another) to behave like an animal.  2. To depict or 

represent in the form of an animal.   —anÙi·mal·i·zaùtion (-mN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

animal kingdom (4nùN-mNl kVngùdNm) n.  A main classification of living 

organisms that includes all animals. 

animal magnetism (4nùN-mNl m4gùnV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. A special personal 

power or presence held to facilitate the hypnotism of others.  2. Magnetic per-

sonal charm.  3. Sex appeal. 

animal pole (4nùN-mNl pol) n.  Embryology. The portion of an egg opposite the 

vegetal pole that contains the nucleus and most of the cytoplasm. 

animal spirits (4nùN-mNl spVrùVts) pl.n.  The vitality of good health. 

animal starch (4nùN-mNl stärch) n.  See glycogen. 
an·i·mate (4nùN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. an·i·mat·ed, an·i·mat·ing, an·i·mates. 1. To 

give life to; fill with life.  2. To impart interest or zest to; enliven: “The party was 

animated by all kinds of men and women” (René Dubos).  3. To fill with spirit, 

courage, or resolution; encourage.  See Synonyms at encourage.  4. To inspire 

to action; prompt.  5. To impart motion or activity to.  6. To make, design, or 

produce (a cartoon, for example) so as to create the illusion of motion.   —  adj.  

(4nùN-mVt) 1. Possessing life; living.  See Synonyms at living.  2. Of or relating to 

animal life as distinct from plant life.  3. Belonging to the class of nouns that 

stand for living things:  The word dog is animate; the word car is inanimate.  [Latin 

anim7re, anim7t-, from anima, soul. See anN- in Appendix.]

an·i·mat·ed (4nùN-m7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having life; alive.  See Synonyms at living.  
2. Filled with activity, vigor, or spirit; lively.  3. Designed or constructed in the 

form of an animated cartoon.   —anùi·matÙed·ly adv. 

animated cartoon (4nùN-m7ÙtVd kär-tunù) n.  A motion picture or televi-

sion film consisting of a photographed series of drawings that simulates motion 

by means of very slight, continuous changes in the shapes of the drawings. 

an·i·mat·ic (4nÙN-m4tùVk) n.  A rough-draft, television test commercial with a 

sound track, developed by an advertising agency for its client, in which animated 



cutout figures replace live participants and real objects. Animatics are used in 

testing the effectiveness of planned, finished commercials.   —an·i·matùic adj. 

an·i·ma·tion (4nÙN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or result of imparting life, 

interest, spirit, motion, or activity.  2. The quality or condition of being alive, 

active, spirited, or vigorous.  3. a. The art or process of preparing animated car-

toons.  b. An animated cartoon.  

a·ni·ma·to (äÙnK-mäùto) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. anim. Music. In an animated or 

lively manner. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from animare, to animate, 

from Latin anim7re. See ANIMATE.]

an·i·ma·tor (4nùN-m7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that provides or imparts life, interest, 

spirit, or vitality.  2. One, such as an artist or a technician, who designs, develops, 

or produces an animated cartoon. 

an·i·mism (4nùN-mVzÙNm) n.  1. The attribution of conscious life to natural 

objects or to nature itself.  2. The belief in the existence of spiritual beings that 

are separable or separate from bodies.  3. The hypothesis holding that an imma-

terial force animates the universe.  [From Latin anima, soul. See anN- in Appen-

dix.] —anùi·mist n.  —anÙi·misùtic adj. 

an·i·mos·i·ty (4nÙN-mmsùV-tK) n.  pl. an·i·mos·i·ties. Bitter hostility or open 

enmity; active hatred.  See Synonyms at enmity.  [Middle English animosite, 

from Old French, from Late Latin animosit7s, courage, from Latin animosus, 

bold, from animus, soul, spirit. See anN- in Appendix.]

an·i·mus (4nùN-mNs) n.  1. An attitude that informs one’s actions; disposition.  

2. A feeling of animosity; ill will.  See Synonyms at enmity.  3. In Jungian psy-

chology, the masculine inner personality as present in women.  [Latin. See anN- 
in Appendix.]

an·i·on (4nùXÙNn) n.  A negatively charged ion, especially the ion that migrates to 

an anode in electrolysis.  [From Greek, neuter present participle of anienai, to go 

up  : ana-, ana- + ienai, to go; see ei- in Appendix.] —anÙi·onùic (-mnùVk) adj.  

—anÙi·onùi·cal·ly adv. 

anis- pref.  Variant of aniso-. 
an·ise (4nùVs) n.  1. An annual, aromatic Mediterranean herb (Pimpinella 

anisum) in the parsley family, cultivated for its seedlike fruits and the oil obtained 

from them and used to flavor foods, liqueurs, and candies.  2. Anise seed.  [Mid-

dle English anis, from Old French, from Latin anXsum, from Greek anison.]

anise hyssop (4nùVs hVsùNp) n.  A North American perennial herb (Agastache 

foeniculum) in the mint family, having spikelike clusters of violet-blue flowers 

and aromatic leaves sometimes used for tea.  [Probably so called from the fra-

grance of its seeds.]

an·i·sei·ko·ni·a (4n-XÙsX-koùnK-N) n.  A condition in which the shape and size of 

the ocular image differ in each eye.  [From ANIS(O)- + Greek eikon, image.] 
—an·iÙsei·konùic (-kmnùVk) adj. 



anise seed  or an·i·seed (4nùV-sKdÙ) n.  The seedlike fruit of the anise. 

an·i·sette (4nÙV-sHtù, -zHtù) n.  A liqueur flavored with anise.  [French, diminu-

tive of anis, anise, from Old French. See ANISE.]

aniso-  or anis- pref.  Unequal; dissimilar:  anisogamy.  [From Greek anisos : an-, 

without; see A-1 + isos, equal.]

an·i·so·gam·ete (4n-XÙso-g4mùKt, gN-mKtù, 4nÙV-) n.  See heterogamete. 
an·i·sog·a·my (4nÙX-smgùN-mK) n.  A union between two gametes that differ in 

size or form.   —anÙi·so·gamùic (-sN-g4mùVk) adj. 

an·i·so·met·ric (4n-XÙsN-mHtùrVk, 4nÙX-) adj.  Not isometric. 

an·i·so·me·tro·pi·a (4n-XÙsN-mV-troùpK-N) n.  A condition in which the refrac-

tive power of one eye differs from that of the other.  [ANISO- + Greek metron, 

measure; see METER
1 + -OPIA.] —an·iÙso·me·tropùic (-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj. 

an·i·so·trop·ic (4n-XÙsN-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj.  1. Not isotropic.  2. Physics. 

Having properties that differ according to the direction of measurement.   
—an·iÙso·tropùi·cal·ly adv.  —anÙi·sotùro·pism (-smtùrN-pVzÙNm), 
anÙi·sotùro·py (-smtùrN-pK)  n. 

An·jou1 (4nùjuÙ, äN-zhuù)  1. A historical region and former province of 

northwest France in the Loire River valley. Ruled by the powerful counts of Anjou 

in the early Middle Ages, it was annexed to the French crown lands by Louis XI in 

the 1480’s.  2. A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a suburb of Montreal. Popu-

lation, 37,346. 

An·jou2 (4nùzhu, -ju) n.  A variety of pear with green skin and firm, smooth 

flesh. 

An·ka·ra (4ngùkNr-N, ängù-) Formerly An·cy·ra (4n-sXùrN) and An·go·ra (4ng-

gôrùN, -gorùN, 4ngùgNr-N).  The capital of Turkey, in the west-central part of the 

country at an elevation of about 915 m (3,000 ft). An important commercial cen-

ter from ancient times until the late 19th century, the city declined until it 

replaced Istanbul as the capital in 1923. Population, 1,877,755. 

An·ke·ny (4ngùkN-nK)  A city of central Iowa, a suburb of Des Moines. Popula-

tion, 18,482. 

an·ker·ite (4ngùkN-rXtÙ) n.  A white, gray, or red iron-rich dolomitic or carbon-

ate mineral, Ca(Fe,Mg,Mn)(CO3)2.  [After M.J. Anker (1771-1843), Austrian 

mineralogist.]

ankh (4ngk) n.  An ansate cross.  [Egyptian 1nT, life.]

an·kle (4ngùkNl) n.  1. The joint formed by the articulation of the lower leg 

bones with the talus. The ankle connects the foot with the leg.  2. The slender sec-

tion of the leg immediately above the foot.  [Middle English ancle, ankel, partly 

from Old English anclKow, and partly of Scandinavian origin.]

an·kle·bone (4ngùkNl-bonÙ) n.  See talus1 (n., sense 1). 

an·klet (4ngùklVt) n.  1. An ornament worn around the ankle.  2. A sock that 

reaches just above the ankle. 



an·ky·lose also an·chy·lose (4ngùkN-losÙ, -lozÙ) v.  an·ky·losed, 
an·ky·los·ing, an·ky·los·es.  —  v.  tr. To join or consolidate by ankylosis.   —  
v.  intr. To become joined or consolidated by ankylosis.  [Back-formation from 

ANKYLOSIS.]

an·ky·lo·sis also an·chy·lo·sis (4ngÙkN-loùsVs) n.  1. Anatomy. The consolida-

tion of bones or their parts to form a single unit.  2. Pathology. The stiffening and 

immobility of a joint as the result of disease, trauma, surgery, or abnormal bone 

fusion.  [New Latin, from Greek ankulosis, stiffening of the joints, from anku-

loun, to crook, bend, from ankulos, crooked, bent.] —anÙky·lotùic (-lmtùVk) adj. 

an·lace (4nùlVs) n.  A two-edged medieval dagger.  [Middle English anelas, possi-

bly from alesnes, awl, of Germanic origin.]

an·la·ge also An·la·ge (änùläÙgN) n.  pl. an·la·ges or an·la·gen (-gNn). 
1. Biology. The initial clustering of embryonic cells from which a part or an organ 

develops; primordium.  2. A fundamental principle; the foundation for a future 

development.  [German, fundamental principle, from Middle High German 

anl7ge, request  : ane-, on (from Old High German ana-); see an- in Appendix + 

l7ge, act of laying (from Old High German l7ga); see legh- in Appendix.]

Ann (4n), Cape. A peninsula of northeast Massachusetts projecting into the 

Atlantic Ocean northeast of Gloucester. 

ann. abbr.  1. Annals.  2. Annual.  3. Annuity. 

an·na (äùnN) n.  A copper coin formerly used in India and Pakistan.  [Hindi 7n7, 

from Sanskrit ahu-, small.]

An·na·ba (N-näùbN, 4-näù)  A city of northeast Algeria on the Mediterranean Sea 

near the Tunisian border. Founded by the Carthaginians, it was an early center of 

Christianity. Population, 222,607. 

An·na I·va·nov·na (äùnN K-väùnNv-nN), 1693-1740.  Empress of Russia (1730-

1740) who intervened in the War of the Polish Succession (1733-1735) and 

attacked Turkey (1736). 

An Na·jaf (4n n4jù4fÙ)  A city of south-central Iraq on a lake near the Euphrates 

River. It is a starting point for the pilgrimage to Mecca. Population, 242,603. 

an·nal·ist (4nùN-lVst) n.  One who writes annals; a chronicler. 

an·nals (4nùNlz) pl.n.  Abbr. ann. 1. A chronological record of the events of suc-

cessive years.  2. A descriptive account or record; a history: “the short and simple 

annals of the poor” (Thomas Gray).  3. A periodical journal in which the records 

and reports of a learned field are compiled.  [Latin (lXbrX) ann7lKs, yearly (books), 

annals, pl. of ann7lis, yearly, from annus, year. See at- in Appendix.]

An·nam (N-n4mù, 4nù4mÙ)  A region and former kingdom of central Vietnam 

on the South China Sea between Tonkin and Cochin China. It was ruled by China 

from 111 B.C. until A.D. 939 and came under French control in the 19th century.   
—AnÙna·meseù (4nÙN-mKzù, -mKsù), Anùnam·iteÙ adj.  & n. 



An·nan·dale (4nùNn-d7lÙ)  A city of northeast Virginia, a suburb of Alexandria 

and Washington, D.C. Population, 50,975. 

An·nap·o·lis (N-n4pùN-lVs)  The capital of Maryland, in the central part of the 

state on an inlet of Chesapeake Bay south-southeast of Baltimore. Settled in 1649, 

it was the site of the Annapolis Convention in 1786, which led to the federal Con-

stitutional Convention of 1787. The U.S. Naval Academy, founded in 1845, is in 

Annapolis. Population, 33,187. 

Annapolis Roy·al (N-n4pùN-lVs roiùNl)  A town of western Nova Scotia, Can-

ada, on an arm of the Bay of Fundy. One of the oldest settlements in Canada, it 

was founded as Port Royal by the French in 1605 and renamed by the British 

after 1710 in honor of Queen Anne. 

An·na·pur·na (4nÙN-ptrùnN, -pûrù-)  A massif of the Himalaya Mountains in 

north-central Nepal. It rises to 8,083.7 m (26,504 ft) at Annapurna I in the west. 

Annapurna II, in the east, is 7,942.5 m (26,041 ft) high. 

Ann Ar·bor (4n ärùbNr)  A city of southeast Michigan west of Detroit. A 

research and educational center, it is the seat of the University of Michigan 

(founded 1817). Population, 109,592. 

an·nat·to also a·nat·to (N-näùto) also ar·nat·to (är-näùto) n.  pl. an·nat·tos. 
1. A tropical American evergreen shrub or small tree (Bixa orellana), having 

heart-shaped leaves and showy, rose-pink or sometimes white flowers.  Also 

called lipstick tree 2. The seed of this plant, used as a coloring and sometimes as a 

flavoring, especially in Latin American cuisine.  3. A yellowish-red dyestuff 

obtained from the seed aril of this plant, used especially to dye fabric and to color 

food products such as margarine and cheese.  [Of Cariban origin.]

Anne (4n), 1665-1714.  Queen of Great Britain and Ireland (1702-1714). The last 

monarch of the Stuart line, she was also the last English ruler to exercise the royal 

veto over Parliament (1707). 

an·neal (N-nKlù) v.  an·nealed, an·neal·ing, an·neals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To subject 

(glass or metal) to a process of heating and slow cooling in order to toughen and 

reduce brittleness.  2. To strengthen or harden.   —  v.  intr. To become strength-

ened or hardened: “the time she needed for opinion to anneal around her policy” 

(Alexander M. Haig, Jr.).  [Middle English anelen, from Old English on<lan, to 

set fire to  : on, on; see ON + <lan, to kindle.]

An·ne·cy (4nÙN-sKù, än-sKù)  A city of southern France in the Alps on Lake 
Annecy east-northeast of Lyon. It is a popular resort and tourist center. Popula-

tion, 49,965. 

an·ne·lid (4nùN-lVd) also an·nel·i·dan (N-nHlùV-dNn) n.  Any of various worms 

or wormlike animals of the phylum Annelida, characterized by an elongated, 

cylindrical, segmented body and including the earthworm and leech.   —  adj.  Of 

or belonging to the phylum Annelida.  [From New Latin Annelida, phylum name, 



from French annelés, pl. past participle of anneler, to ring, from Old French anel, 

ring, from Latin 7nellus, diminutive of 7nus, ring.]

Anne of Aus·tri·a (4n ƒf ôùstrK-N), 1601-1666.  Wife of Louis XIII of France 

and regent (1643-1661) for her son Louis XIV. 

Anne of Cleves (4n ƒf klKvz), 1515-1557.  Queen of England (January-July 

1540) as the fourth wife of Henry VIII. 

an·nex (N-nHksù, 4nùHksÙ) v.  tr. an·nexed, an·nex·ing, an·nex·es. 1. To 

append or attach, especially to a larger or more significant thing.  2. To incorpo-

rate (territory) into an existing political unit such as a country, state, county, or 

city.  3. To add or attach, as an attribute, a condition, or a consequence.   —  n.  

(4nùHksÙ, 4nùVks) 1. A building added on to a larger one or an auxiliary building 

situated near a main one.  2. An addition, such as an appendix, that is made to a 

record or other document.  [Middle English annexen, from Old French annexer, 

from Latin annectere, annex-, to connect  : ad-, ad- + nectere, to bind; see ned- in 

Appendix.] —anÙnex·aùtion (4nÙVk-s7ùshNn) n.  —anÙnex·aùtion·al adj.  

—anÙnex·aùtion·ism n.  —anÙnex·aùtion·ist n. 

an·nexe (4nùVks) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of annex. 
An·nie Oak·ley (4nùK okùlK) n.  A free ticket or pass.  [After Annie OAKLEY 

(from the association of the punched ticket with one of her bullet-riddled tar-

gets).]

an·ni·hi·late (N-nXùN-l7tÙ) v.  an·ni·hi·lat·ed, an·ni·hi·lat·ing, an·ni·hi·lates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To destroy completely:  The naval force was annihilated during the 

attack.  b. To reduce to nonexistence.  c. To defeat decisively; vanquish.   2. To 

nullify or render void; abolish.   —  v.  intr. Physics. To participate in annihilation, 

as do an electron and a positron.  [Late Latin annihil7re, annihil7t-  : Latin ad-, 

ad- + Latin nihil, nothing; see ne in Appendix.] —an·niÙhi·la·bilùi·ty (-lN-bVlùV-
tK) n.  —an·niùhi·la·ble (-lN-bNl) adj.  —an·niùhi·laÙtor n. 

an·ni·hi·la·tion (N-nXÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of annihilating.  

b. The condition or result of having been annihilated; utter destruction.   

2. Physics. The phenomenon in which a particle and an antiparticle, such as an 

electron and a positron, meet and are converted completely to energy approxi-

mately equivalent to the sum of their masses. 

an·ni·hi·la·tive (N-nXùN-l7ÙtVv, -N-lN-) adj.  Capable of causing utter destruction 

or serving to destroy utterly: “The possession of annihilative power has not slowed 

down the drive toward even more fiendish modes of inflicting wholesale death” (Sat-

urday Review). 

An·nis·ton (4nùV-stNn)  A city of northeast Alabama in the foothills of the 

Appalachian Mountains east-northeast of Birmingham. It was founded in 1872 as 

an iron-manufacturing company town and opened to noncompany settlers in 

1883. Population, 26,623. 



an·ni·ver·sa·ry (4nÙN-vûrùsN-rK) n.  pl. an·ni·ver·sa·ries. 1. The annually 

recurring date of a past event, especially one of historical, national, or personal 

importance:  a wedding anniversary; the anniversary of the founding of Rome.  2. A 

celebration commemorating such a date.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  an anniversary party; an anniversary ring.  [Middle English 

anniversarie, from Medieval Latin (diKs) annivers7ria, anniversary (day), from 

Latin, feminine of annivers7rius, returning yearly  : annus, year; see at- in Appen-

dix + versus, past participle of vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

an·no Dom·i·ni (4nùo dmmùN-nXÙ, dmmùN-nK) adv.  Abbr. A.D., A.D. In a speci-

fied year of the Christian era.  [Medieval Latin  : anno, in the year + Domini, gen-

itive of Dominus, Lord.]

an·no·tate (4nùo-t7tÙ) v.  an·no·tat·ed, an·no·tat·ing, an·no·tates.  —  v.  

tr. To furnish (a literary work) with critical commentary or explanatory notes; 

gloss.   —  v.  intr. To gloss a text.  [Latin annot7re, annot7t-, to note down  : ad-, 

ad- + not7re, to write (from nota, note); see gno- in Appendix.] —anùno·taÙ-
tive adj.  —anùno·taÙtor n. 

an·no·ta·tion (4nÙo-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of furnishing critical 

commentary or explanatory notes.  2. A critical or explanatory note; a commen-

tary. 

an·nounce (N-nounsù) v.  an·nounced, an·nounc·ing, an·nounc·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make known publicly.  2. To proclaim the presence or arrival of:  

announce a caller.  3. To provide an indication of beforehand; foretell:  The inven-

tion of the microchip announced a new generation of computers.  4. To serve as an 

announcer for:  announce a football game on TV.   —  v.  intr. 1. To declare one’s 

candidacy:  Presidential candidates announce two years in advance of the elections.  

2. To serve as an announcer.  [Middle English announcen, from Old French anon-

cier, from Latin ann7nti7re : ad-, ad- + n7nti7re, to report (from n7ntius, mes-

sage); see neu- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: announce, advertise, broadcast, declare, proclaim, promulgate, pub-

lish. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to bring to public notice”: an-

nounced a cease-fire; advertise a forthcoming concert; broadcasting their beliefs; de-

clared her intention to run for office; proclaiming his opinions; promulgated a policy

of nonresistance; publishing the marriage banns. 

WORD HISTORY: The injunction not to shoot the messenger could as well be

not to shoot the announcer, given the etymology of the word announce. First re-

corded in English before 1500 in the sense “to proclaim, make known,” announce

came into English via Old French from Latin. The Latin source ann7nti7re is

made up of the directional prefix ad- and the verb n7nti7re, “to bring word of a

fact or occurrence.” This verb is in turn derived from the noun n7ntium, “a mes-



sage,” which also yielded n7ntius, “a messenger.”

an·nounce·ment (N-nounsùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of making known pub-

licly.  b. Something announced.   2. An engraved or printed formal statement or 

notice, as of a wedding or a relocation. 

an·nounc·er (N-nounùsNr) n.  One that announces, especially a radio or televi-

sion employee who provides program continuity, delivers announcements, or 

gives running comments on sports events. 

an·noy (N-noiù) v.  an·noyed, an·noy·ing, an·noys.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

slight irritation to (another) by troublesome, often repeated acts.  2. To harass or 

disturb by repeated attacks.   —  v.  intr. To be annoying.  [Middle English anoien, 

from Old French anoier, ennuyer, from Vulgar Latin *inodi7re, to make odious, 

from Latin in odio, odious  : in, in; see IN-2 + odio, ablative of odium, hatred; see 

od- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: annoy, irritate, bother, irk, vex, provoke, aggravate, peeve, rile.

These verbs mean to disturb or disquiet a person so as to evoke moderate anger.

Annoy refers to mild disturbance caused by an act that tries one’s patience: The

sound of footsteps on the bare floor annoyed the downstairs neighbors. Irritate is

closely related but somewhat stronger: Your interruptions only serve to irritate the

entire staff. Bother implies troublesome imposition: Hasn’t he bothered them

enough with his phone calls? Irk connotes a wearisome quality: The city council’s

failure to take action on the legislation irked the community. Vex applies to an act

capable of arousing anger or perplexity: Hecklers in the crowd asked irrelevant

questions for the sole purpose of vexing the speaker. Provoke implies strong and often

deliberate incitement to anger: Her behavior was enough to provoke an angel. Ag-

gravate is an approximate equivalent: “Threats only served to aggravate people in

such cases” (Thackeray). Peeve, somewhat informal in tone, suggests rather minor

disturbance that produces a querulous, resentful response: The flippancy of your

answer peeved me. To rile is to upset one’s equanimity and stir one up: It riled me

no end to listen to such lies.

an·noy·ance (N-noiùNns) n.  1. The act of annoying or the state of being 

annoyed.  2. A cause of irritation or vexation; a nuisance. 

an·noy·ing (N-noiùVng) adj.  Causing vexation or irritation; troublesome:  an 

annoying cough.   —an·noyùing·ly adv. 

an·nu·al (4nùyu-Nl) adj.  Abbr. ann. 1. Recurring, done, or performed every 

year; yearly:  an annual trip to Paris.  2. Of, relating to, or determined by a year:  

an annual income.  3. Botany. Living or growing for only one year or season.   —  
n.  1. A periodical published yearly; a yearbook.  2. Botany. A plant that com-

pletes its entire life cycle in a single growing season.  [Middle English annuel, 



from Old French, from Late Latin annu7lis, ultimately from Latin annus, year. 

See at- in Appendix.] —anùnu·al·ly adv. 

an·nu·al·ize (4nùyu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. an·nu·al·ized, an·nu·al·iz·ing, 
an·nu·al·iz·es. To adjust or calculate so as to reflect a rate that is based on a full 

year:  Brokers annualize a yield on an investment by multiplying weekly dividends by 

52 and dividing the answer by the net asset value per share. 

annual ring (4nùyu-Nl rVng) n.  Botany. The layer of wood formed in a plant 

during a single year. Annual rings appear concentric when viewed in cross sec-

tion. 

an·nu·i·tant (N-nuùV-tNnt, N-nyuù-) n.  1. One that receives or is qualified to 

receive an annuity.  2. An officially retired U.S. intelligence officer who is actually 

still on the government’s payroll and is available for assignments. 

an·nu·i·ty (N-nuùV-tK, N-nyuù-) n.  pl. an·nu·i·ties. Abbr. ann. 1. a. The 

annual payment of an allowance or income.  b. The right to receive this payment 

or the obligation to make this payment.   2. An investment on which one receives 

fixed payments for a lifetime or for a specified number of years.  [Middle English 

annuite, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin annuit7s, from Latin annuus, 

yearly, from annus, year. See at- in Appendix.]

an·nul (N-nƒlù) v.  tr. an·nulled, an·nul·ling, an·nuls. 1. To make or declare 

void or invalid, as a marriage or a law; nullify.  2. To obliterate the effect or exist-

ence of: “The significance of the past... is annulled in idle gusts of electronic massa-

cre” (Alexander Cockburn).  [Middle English annullen, from Old French annuller, 

from Late Latin annull7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin nullus, none; see ne in Appen-

dix.]

an·nu·lar (4nùyN-lNr) adj.  Shaped like or forming a ring.  [Latin 7nul7ris, from 

7nulus, ring. See ANNULUS.]

annular eclipse (4nùyN-lNr V-klVpsù) n.  A solar eclipse in which the moon cov-

ers all but a bright ring around the circumference of the sun. 

annular ligament (4nùyN-lNr lVgùN-mNnt) n.  The fibrous band of tissue that 

surrounds the ankle joint or the wrist joint. 

an·nu·late (4nùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) also an·nu·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Having or consist-

ing of rings or ringlike segments.  [Latin 7nul7tus, from 7nulus, ring. See ANNU-

LUS.]

an·nu·la·tion (4nÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of forming rings.  2. A 

ringlike structure, segment, or part. 

an·nu·let (4nùyN-lVt) n.  Architecture. A ringlike molding around the capital of a 

pillar.  [Latin 7nulus, ring; see ANNULUS + -ET.]

an·nu·li (4nùyN-lXÙ) n.  A plural of annulus. 
an·nul·ment (N-nƒlùmNnt) n.  1. An act of making or declaring void.  2. The 

retrospective as well as prospective invalidation of a marriage, as for nonconsum-



mation, effected by means of a declaration stating that the marriage was never 

valid. 

an·nu·lus (4nùyN-lNs) n.  pl. an·nu·lus·es or an·nu·li (-lXÙ). 1. A ringlike figure, 

part, structure, or marking, such as a growth ring on the scale of a fish.  2. a. A 

ring or group of thick-walled cells around the sporangia of many ferns that func-

tions in spore release.  b. The ringlike remains of a broken partial veil, found 

around the stipes of certain mushrooms.   3. Mathematics. The figure bounded 

by and containing the area between two concentric circles.  [Latin 7nulus, ring, 

diminutive of 7nus.]

an·nun·ci·ate (N-nƒnùsK-7tÙ) v.  tr. an·nun·ci·at·ed, an·nun·ci·at·ing, 
an·nun·ci·ates. To announce; proclaim: “They do not so properly affirm, as 

annunciate it” (Charles Lamb).  [Latin ann7nti7re, ann7nti7t-. See ANNOUNCE.]

an·nun·ci·a·tion (N-nƒnÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of announcing.  2. An 

announcement; a proclamation.  3. Annunciation. a. The angel Gabriel’s 

announcement to the Virgin Mary of the Incarnation.  b. The Christian feast cel-

ebrating this event.  c. March 25, the day on which this feast is observed.  

an·nun·ci·a·tor (N-nƒnùsK-7ÙtNr) n.  One that announces, especially an electri-

cal signaling device used in hotels or offices to indicate the sources of calls on a 

switchboard. 

an·nus mi·rab·i·lis (4nùNs mV-r4bùN-lVs) n.  pl. an·ni mi·ra·bi·les (4nùX mV-
r4bùN-lKz, 4nùK). A year notable for disasters or wonders; a fateful year: “Hun-

gary’s blood bath was the saddest event in that annus mirabilis” (C.L. Sulzberger).  

[New Latin  : Latin annus, year + Latin mXr7bilis, wondrous.]

a·no·a (N-noùN) n.  A small buffalo (Bubalus or Anoa depressicornis) of Celebes 

and the Philippines, having short, pointed horns.  [Native word in Celebes.]

an·ode (4nùodÙ) n.  Abbr. a. 1. A positively charged electrode, as of an electro-

lytic cell, a storage battery, or an electron tube.  2. The negatively charged termi-

nal of a primary cell or of a storage battery that is supplying current.  [Greek 

anodos, a way up  : ana-, ana- + hodos, way.]

an·o·dize (4nùN-dXzÙ) v.  tr. an·o·dized, an·o·diz·ing, an·o·diz·es. To coat (a 

metallic surface) electrolytically with a protective or decorative oxide.  [ANOD(E) + 

-IZE.] —anÙo·di·zaùtion (-dV-z7ùshNn) n. 

an·o·dyne (4nùN-dXnÙ) adj.  1. Capable of soothing or eliminating pain.  

2. Relaxing:  anodyne novels about country life.  3. Watered-down; insipid: “At the 

time, I thought that passage was pretty anodyne” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).   —  n.  

1. A medicine, such as aspirin, that relieves pain.  2. A source of soothing com-

fort.  [Latin anodynus, from Greek anodunos, free from pain  : an-, without; see 

A-1 + odunK, pain; see ed- in Appendix.]

a·noint (N-nointù) v.  tr. a·noint·ed, a·noint·ing, a·noints. 1. To apply oil, 

ointment, or a similar substance to.  2. To put oil on during a religious ceremony 

as a sign of sanctification or consecration.  3. To choose by or as if by divine 



intervention.  [Middle English enointen, from Old French enoint, past participle 

of enoindre, from Latin inunguere, in7nct-  : in-, on; see IN-2 + unguere, to smear.] 
—a·nointùment n. 

a·noint·ing of the sick (N-noinùtVng ƒv thN sVk) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 

The sacrament of anointing a critically ill or weak person, with prayers for recov-

ery and an act of penance or confession. 

A·no·ka (N-noùkN)  A city of eastern Minnesota north-northwest of Minneapo-

lis. It was originally a trading post and lumber town. Population, 17,192. 

a·no·le (N-noùlK) n.  Any of various chiefly tropical New World lizards of the 

genus Anolis, characterized by a distensible throat flap and the ability to change 

color.  Also called chameleon [French anolis, of Cariban origin.]

a·nom·a·lous (N-nmmùN-lNs) adj.  1. Deviating from the normal or common 

order, form, or rule.  2. Equivocal, as in classification or nature.  [From Late Latin 

anomalos, from Greek, uneven  : probably from an-, not; see A-1 + homalos, even 

(from homos, same); see sem-1 in Appendix.]

a·nom·a·ly (N-nmmùN-lK) n.  pl. a·nom·a·lies. 1. Deviation or departure from 

the normal or common order, form, or rule: “NASA’s system for tracking anoma-

lies for flight readiness reviews failed” (Presidential Commission Report on the 

Challenger Disaster).  2. One that is peculiar, irregular, abnormal, or difficult to 

classify: “Both men are anomalies: they have... likable personalities but each has 

made his reputation as a heavy” (David Pauly).  3. Astronomy. The angular devia-

tion, as observed from the sun, of a planet from its perihelion.   
—a·nomÙa·lisùtic (-lVsùtVk), a·nomÙa·lisùti·cal adj.  —a·nomÙa·lisùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

an·o·mic (N-nmmùVk, N-noùmVk) adj.  Socially unstable, alienated, and disorga-

nized: “anomic loners musing over their fate” (Francine du Plessix Gray).   —  n.  A 

socially unstable, alienated person: “The picture [is] about two anomics who inch 

their way to spiritual rebirth” (Pauline Kael). 

an·o·mie  or an·o·my (4nùN-mK) n.  1. Social instability caused by steady ero-

sion of standards and values.  2. Alienation and purposelessness experienced by a 

person or a class as a result of a lack of standards and values.  3. Personal disorga-

nization resulting in unsocial behavior.  [French, from Greek anomia, lawlessness, 

from anomos, lawless  : a-, without; see A-1 + nomos, law; see nem- in Appendix.]

a·non (N-nmnù) adv.  1. At another time; later.  2. In a short time; soon.  

3. Archaic. At once; forthwith.   —idiom. ever and anon (or now and 
anon). Time after time; now and then.  [Middle English, at once, from Old 

English on 7n : on, in; see ON + 7n, one; see oi-no- in Appendix.]

anon. abbr.  Anonymous. 

an·o·nym (4nùN-nVmÙ) n.  1. An anonymous person.  2. A pseudonym.  [French 

anonyme, from Late Latin anonymus, anonymous. See ANONYMOUS.]



an·o·nym·i·ty (4nÙN-nVmùV-tK) n.  pl. an·o·nym·i·ties. 1. The quality or state 

of being unknown or unacknowledged.  2. One that is unknown or unacknowl-

edged. 

a·non·y·mous (N-nmnùN-mNs) adj.  Abbr. anon., a. 1. Having an unknown or 

unacknowledged name:  an anonymous author.  2. Having an unknown or with-

held authorship or agency:  an anonymous letter; an anonymous phone call.  

3. Having no distinctive character or recognition factor: “a very great, almost 

anonymous center of people who just want peace” (Alan Paton).  [From Late Latin 

anonymus, from Greek anonumos, nameless  : an-, without; see A-1 + onuma, 

name; see np-men- in Appendix.]

a·noph·e·les (N-nmfùN-lKzÙ) n.  Any of various mosquitoes of the genus Anoph-

eles, which can carry the malaria parasite and transmit the disease to human 

beings.  [From Greek anophelKs, useless  : an-, without; see A-1 + ophelos, advan-

tage.] —a·nophùe·lineÙ (-lXnÙ, -lVn) adj. 

an·o·rak (4nùN-r4kÙ) n.  A heavy jacket with a hood; a parka.  [Greenlandic 

Eskimo annoraaq, formerly spelled ánorâK.]

an·o·rec·tic (4nÙN-rHkùtVk) also an·o·ret·ic (-rHtùVk) adj.  1. Marked by loss of 

appetite.  2. Suppressing or causing loss of appetite.  3. Of or affected with anor-

exia nervosa.   —  n.  1. One who is affected with anorexia nervosa.  2. An 

anorectic drug.  [From Greek anorektos : an-, without; see A-1 + orektos from 

oregein, to reach out for. See reg- in Appendix.]

an·o·rex·i·a (4nÙN-rHkùsK-N) n.  Loss of appetite, especially as a result of disease.  

[Greek  : an-, without; see A-1 + orexis, appetite (from oregein, to reach out for); 

see reg- in Appendix.]

anorexia nerv·o·sa (4nÙN-rHkùsK-N nûr-voùsN) n.  A psychophysiological dis-

order usually occurring in teenage women that is characterized by an abnormal 

fear of becoming obese, a distorted self-image, a persistent aversion to food, and 

severe weight loss. It is often accompanied by self-induced vomiting, amenor-

rhea, and other physiological changes.  [New Latin  : anorexia, anorexia + nervosa, 

nervous.]

an·o·rex·ic (4nÙN-rHkùsVk) adj.  1. Suffering from or afflicted with anorexia ner-

vosa.  2. Anorectic.  3. Characterized by severe economy of style and expression: 

“The book consists of nineteen rather anorexic stories, stripped of all but vestigial 

traces of emotion and often of plot” (Madison Bell).   —anÙo·rexùic n. 

an·or·thite (4n-ôrùthXt) n.  A rare plagioclase feldspar with high calcium oxide 

content occurring in igneous rocks.  [From Greek an-, not; see A-1 + orthos, 

straight (from its oblique crystals).]

an·or·tho·site (4n-ôrùthN-sXtÙ) n.  A variety of diorite consisting chiefly of 

feldspar.  [French anorthose, a kind of feldspar (Greek an-, not; see a-1 + Greek 

orthos, straight) + -ITE
1.]



an·os·mi·a (4n-mzùmK-N) n.  Loss of the sense of smell.  [New Latin  : Greek an-, 

without; see A-1 + Greek osmK, odor.] —an·osùmic adj. 

an·oth·er (N-nƒthùNr) adj.  1. One more; an additional:  had another cup of cof-

fee.  2. Distinctly different from the first:  took another route to town.  3. Some 

other:  put it off to another day.   —  pron.  1. An additional one:  one encore fol-

lowed by another.  2. A different one:  This shirt is too big; I’ll try another.  3. One 

of an undetermined number or group:  for one reason or another.  See Usage Note 

at each other.  [Middle English on other : on, one; see ONE + other, other; see 

OTHER.]

A·nou·ilh (ä-nuùK), Jean. 1910-1987.  French playwright whose works, such as 

Antigone (1944), juxtapose harsh reality and fantasy. 

an·ov·u·lant (4nÙmvùyN-lNnt) n.  A drug that suppresses ovulation.  [AN- + 

OVUL(ATION) + -ANT.] —an·ovùu·lant adj. 

an·o·vu·la·tion (4n-oÙvyN-l7ùshNn, -mvÙyN-) n.  The failure, cessation, or sup-

pression of ovulation. 

an·o·vu·la·to·ry (4n-oùvyN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -mvùyN-) adj.  1. Relating to or 

causing the suppression of ovulation:  an anovulatory drug.  2. Not associated 

with or influenced by ovulation. 

an·ox·e·mi·a (4nÙmk-sKùmK-N) n.  An abnormal reduction in the oxygen con-

tent of the blood.  [AN- + OX(O)- + -EMIA.] —anÙox·eùmic adj. 

an·ox·i·a (4n-mkùsK-N) n.  1. Absence of oxygen.  2. A pathological deficiency of 

oxygen, especially hypoxia.  [AN- + OX(O)- + -IA
1.] —an·oxùic (-mkùsVk) adj. 

ans. abbr.  Answer. 

an·sate (4nùs7tÙ) adj.  Having a handle or a part resembling a handle.  [Latin 

7ns7tus, from 7nsa, handle.]

ansate cross (4nùs7tÙ krôs) n.  A cross shaped like a T with a loop at the top; an 

ankh. 

An·schluss (änùshltsÙ) n.  A political union, especially the one unifying Nazi 

Germany and Austria in 1938.  [German, annexation, from anschliessen, to 

enclose, annex  : an, on (from Middle High German ane, from Old High German 

ana); see an- in Appendix + schliessen, to close (from Middle High German 

sliezen, from Old High German sliozan).]

An·selm (4nùsHlm), Saint. 1033-1109.  Italian-born English prelate, philosopher, 

and theologian who founded Scholasticism and is best known for his ontological 

argument for the existence of God. 

an·ser·ine (4nùsN-rXnÙ, -rVn) adj.  1. Of or belonging to the subfamily Anseri-

nae, which comprises the geese.  2. Of or resembling a goose; gooselike.  [Latin 

7nserXnus, pertaining to geese, from 7nser, goose. See ghans- in Appendix.]

An·shan (änùshänù)  A city of northeast China south-southwest of Shenyang. It 

has an enormous integrated iron and steel complex. Population, 1,280,000. 



An·so·ni·a (4n-soùnK-N, -sonùyN)  A city of southwest Connecticut west-north-

west of New Haven. It was first settled in 1651. Population, 18,403. 

an·swer (4nùsNr) n.  Abbr. ans., a., A. 1. a. A spoken or written reply, as to a 

question.  b. A correct reply.   2. a. A solution, as to a problem.  b. A correct 

solution.   3. An act in retaliation or response:  Our only possible answer was to sue.  

4. Something markedly similar to another of the same class:  cable TV’s answer to 

the commercial networks’ sportscasts.  5. Law. A defendant’s defense against 

charges.   —  v.  an·swered, an·swer·ing, an·swers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speak, 

write, or act as a return, as to a question.  2. To be liable or accountable:  You must 

answer for your actions.  3. To serve the purpose; suffice: “Often I do use three 

words where one would answer” (Mark Twain).  4. To correspond; match:  I found 

a dog answering to that description.   —  v.  tr. 1. To speak, write, or act as a return 

to; respond to.  2. To respond correctly to.  3. To fulfill the demands or needs of; 

serve: “My fortune has answered my desires” (Isaak Walton).  4. To conform or 

correspond to:  The suspect answers the description given by the police.  [Middle 

English answere, from Old English andswaru. See swer- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: answer, respond, reply, retort. These verbs relate to action taken in

return to a stimulus. Answer, respond, and reply, the most general, all mean to

speak, write, or act in response: “the attempt to answer questions, without first dis-

covering precisely what question it is which you desire to answer” (G.E. Moore). You

didn’t really expect the President to respond personally to your letter, did you? The

opposing team scored three runs; the home team replied with two of their own. Re-

spond also denotes a reaction to something that stimulates one to a course of ac-

tion, often voluntary (A bystander responded immediately to the victim’s obvious

need for help), or to an involuntary emotional response (She responded in spite of

herself to the antics of the puppy). To retort is to answer verbally in a quick, caustic,

or witty manner: “You don’t need to worry about appearing too intelligent,” retorted

his opponent. See also Synonyms at satisfy

an·swer·a·ble (4nùsNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Subject to being called to answer; 

accountable.  See Synonyms at responsible.  2. That can be answered or 

refuted:  an answerable charge.  3. Archaic. a. Suitable.  b. Corresponding.    
—anÙswer·a·bilùi·ty, anùswer·a·ble·ness n.  —anùswer·a·bly adv. 

an·swer·back (4nùsNr-b4kÙ) n.  A response to a transmission made over a two-

way radio. 

an·swer·ing machine (4nùsNr-Vng mN-shKnù) n.  An electrical or electronic 

device for answering one’s telephone and recording callers’ messages. 

answering service (4nùsNr-Vng sûrùvVs) n.  A business service that answers its 

clients’ telephones and conveys messages to the clients. 



ant (4nt) n.  Any of various social insects of the family Formicidae, characteristi-

cally having wings only in the males and fertile females and living in colonies that 

have a complex social organization.   —idiom. ants in (one’s) pants. Slang. A 

state of restless impatience: “She’s got ants in her pants” (Bobbie Ann Mason).  

[Middle English amte, from Old English <mete.]

ant. abbr.  1. Antenna.  2. Antiquarian; antiquary; antiquity.  3. Antonym. 

Ant. abbr.  Antarctica. 

ant- pref.  Variant of anti-. 
-ant suff.  1. a. Performing, promoting, or causing a specified action:  acceptant.  

b. Being in a specified state or condition:  flippant.   2. a. One that performs, 

promotes, or causes a specified action:  deodorant.  b. One that undergoes a spec-

ified action:  inhalant.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin -7ns, -ant- 

present participle suff. of verbs in -7re.]

an·ta (4nùtN) n.  pl. an·tae (-tK). Architecture. 1. A thickening of the projecting 

end of the lateral wall of a Greek temple.  2. A pier that constitutes one boundary 

of the porch.  [From Latin antae, pilasters.]

ant·ac·id (4nt-4sùVd) adj.  Counteracting or neutralizing acidity, especially of the 

stomach.   —  n.  A substance, such as magnesia or sodium bicarbonate, that neu-

tralizes acid. 

an·tae (4nùtK) n.  Architecture. Plural of anta. 
an·tag·o·nism (4n-t4gùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Hostility that results in active resis-

tance, opposition, or contentiousness.  See Synonyms at enmity.  2. The condi-

tion of being an opposing principle, force, or factor:  the inherent antagonism of 

capitalism and socialism.  3. Biochemistry. Interference in the physiological action 

of a chemical substance by another having a similar structure. 

an·tag·o·nist (4n-t4gùN-nVst) n.  1. One who opposes and contends against 

another; an adversary.  See Synonyms at opponent.  2. The principal character 

in opposition to the protagonist or hero of a narrative or drama.  3. Physiology. A 

muscle that counteracts the action of another muscle, the agonist.  

4. Biochemistry. A chemical substance that interferes with the physiological 

action of another, especially by combining with and blocking its nerve receptor.   
—an·tagÙo·nisùtic adj.  —an·tagÙo·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

an·tag·o·nize (4n-t4gùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. an·tag·o·nized, an·tag·o·niz·ing, 
an·tag·o·niz·es. 1. To incur the dislike of.  2. To counteract.  [Greek antagoniz-

esthai, to struggle against  : anti-, anti- + agonizesthai, to struggle (from agon, 

contest); see AGONY.]

An·ta·kya (än-täkùyä)  See Antioch (sense 2). 

An·tal·ya (än-tälù-yä)  A city of southwest Turkey on the Gulf of Antalya, an 

inlet of the Mediterranean Sea. The city is situated on a steep cliff and sur-

rounded by an old wall. Population, 173,501. 



An·ta·na·na·ri·vo (4nÙtN-n4nÙN-rKùvo, änÙtN-näÙnN-) Formerly Ta·nan·a·rive 
(tN-n4nùN-rKvÙ, tä-nä-nä-rKvù).  The capital and largest city of Madagascar, in the 

east-central part of the country. It was founded in the 17th century as a walled 

citadel. Population, 700,000. 

Ant·arc·ti·ca (4nt-ärkùtV-kN, -ärùtV-) Abbr. Ant.  A continent lying chiefly 

within the Antarctic Circle and asymmetrically centered on the South Pole. Some 

95 percent of Antarctica is covered by an icecap averaging 1.6 km (1 mi) in thick-

ness. The region was first explored in the early 1800’s, and although there are no 

permanent settlements, many countries have made territorial claims. The Antarc-

tic Treaty of 1959, signed by 12 nations, prohibited military operations on the 

continent and provided for the interchange of scientific data.   —Ant·arcùtic adj.  

& n. 

Antarctic Archipelago (4nt-ärkùtVk ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ)  See Palmer Archi-
pelago. 

Antarctic Circle (4nt-ärkùtVk sûrùkNl)  The parallel of latitude approximately 

66˚33' south. It forms the boundary between the South Temperate and South 

Frigid zones. 

Antarctic Ocean (4nt-ärkùtVk oùshNn)  The waters surrounding Antarctica, 

actually the southern extensions of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans. 

Antarctic Peninsula (4nt-ärkùtVk pN-nVnùsyN-lN) also Palm·er Peninsula 
(päùmNr pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A region of Antarctica extending about 1,931 km (1,200 

mi) north toward South America. 

An·tar·es (4n-târùKz, -t4rÙ-) n.  A giant, red, double and variable star, the bright-

est in the constellation Scorpio, about 424 light-years from Earth.  [Greek 

antarKs : anti, instead of; see ANTI- + ArKs, Mars.]

ant bear (4nt bâr) n.  A large anteater (Myrmecophaga jubata), native to South 

America and characterized by white stripes that run along both sides of its body. 

ant cow (4nt kou) n.  An aphid that yields a honeylike substance on which ants 

feed. 

an·te (4nùtK) n.  1. Games. The stake that each poker player must put into the 

pool before receiving a hand or before receiving new cards.  See Synonyms at bet.  
2. A price to be paid, especially as one’s share; cost: “Whether they could actually 

turn back Soviet policy depended on many factors that Moscow might yet choose to 

test by upping the ante” (Foreign Affairs).   —  v.  an·ted or an·teed, an·te·ing, 
an·tes.  —  v.  tr. 1. Games. To put (one’s stake) into the pool in poker.  2. To 

pay:  Let’s ante up the bill.   —  v.  intr. To pay up.  [From Latin, before. See ant- in 

Appendix.]

ante- pref.  1. Prior to; earlier:  antenatal.  2. In front of; before:  anteroom.  

[Latin, from ante, before. See ant- in Appendix.]

ant·eat·er (4ntùKÙtNr) n.  1. Any of several tropical American mammals of the 

family Myrmecophagidae, which lack teeth and feed on ants and termites, espe-



cially Myrmecophaga tridactyla, having an elongated, narrow snout, a long, sticky 

tongue, and an extended, shaggy-haired tail.  2. Any of several other animals, 

including the echidna, aardvark, and pangolin, that feed on ants. 

an·te·bel·lum (4nÙtK-bHlùNm) adj.  Belonging to the period before a war, espe-

cially the American Civil War.  [Latin ante bellum : ante, before + bellum, war.]

an·te·cede (4nÙtV-sKdù) v.  tr. an·te·ced·ed, an·te·ced·ing, an·te·cedes. To 

precede.  [Latin antecKdere : ante-, ante- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.]

an·te·ce·dence (4nÙtV-sKdùns) n.  Precedence. 

an·te·ce·dent (4nÙtV-sKdùnt) adj.  Going before; preceding.   —  n.  1. One that 

precedes another.  2. a. A preceding occurrence, cause, or event.  See Synonyms 

at cause.  b. antecedents. The important events and occurrences in one’s early 

life.   3. antecedents. One’s ancestors.  4. Grammar. The word, phrase, or 

clause to which a pronoun refers.  5. Mathematics. The first term of a ratio.  

6. Logic. The conditional member of a hypothetical proposition.   —anÙte·ceù-
dent·ly adv. 

an·te·cham·ber (4nùtK-ch7mÙbNr) n.  A smaller room serving as an entryway 

into a larger room.  [French antichambre : anti, before (from Latin ante-, ante-) + 

chambre, chamber (from Old French chaumbre); see CHAMBER.]

an·te·choir (4nùtV-kwXrÙ) n.  A place in front of the choir reserved for the clergy 

and choir members. 

an·te·date (4nùtV-d7tÙ) v.  tr. an·te·dat·ed, an·te·dat·ing, an·te·dates. 
1. To be of an earlier date than; precede in time.  2. a. To assign to a date earlier 

than that of the actual occurrence.  b. To date as of a time before that of actual 

execution:  antedate a contract; antedate a check.    —  n.  A date given to an event 

or a document that is earlier than the actual date. 

an·te·di·lu·vi·an (4nÙtV-dN-luùvK-Nn) adj.  1. Extremely old and antiquated.  

See Synonyms at old.  2. Occurring or belonging to the era before the Flood 

written about in the Bible.  [From ANTE- + dXluvium, flood; see DILUVIAL.] 
—anÙte·di·luùvi·an n. 

an·te·fix (4nùtK-fVksÙ) n.  pl. an·te·fix·es or an·te·fix·a (-fVkÙsN). Architecture. 

An upright ornament along the eaves of a tiled roof designed to conceal the joints 

between the rows of tiles.  [From Latin antefXxa, pl. of antefXxum, something fas-

tened in front, from antefXxus, fastened in front  : ante-, ante- + fXxus, fastened, 

past participle of fXgere, to fasten; see dhXgw- in Appendix.] —anÙte·fixùal adj. 

an·te·lope (4nùtl-opÙ) n.  pl. antelope or an·te·lopes. 1. a. Any of various 

swift-running ruminant mammals of the family Bovidae, native to Africa and 

Asia and having long horns and a slender build.  b. An animal, such as the prong-

horn, that resembles a true antelope.   2. Leather made from the hide of the Afri-

can and Asian ruminant.  [Middle English, heraldic beast, probably from Old 

French antelop, savage beast with sawlike horns, from Medieval Latin anthalopus, 

from Late Greek antholops.]



an·te·me·rid·i·an (4nÙtK-mN-rVdùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or taking place in 

the morning.  [Latin antemerXdi7nus : ante-, ante- + merXdi7nus, of noon; see 

MERIDIAN.]

an·te me·rid·i·em (4nÙtK mN-rVdùK-Nm) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. A.M., a.m., A.M. 
Before noon. Used chiefly in the abbreviated form to specify the hour:  10:30 A.M.; 

an A.M. appointment.  [Latin ante, before + meridiem, accusative of meridiKs, 

noon.]

USAGE NOTE: Strictly speaking, 12 A.M. denotes midnight, and 12 P.M. denotes

noon, but there is sufficient confusion over these uses to make it advisable to use

12 noon and 12 midnight where clarity is required.

an·te·mor·tem (4nÙtK-môrùtNm) adj.  Preceding death.  [Latin ante, before; see 

ANTE- + mortem accusative of mors, mort-, death. See MORTAL.]

an·te·na·tal (4nÙtK-n7tùl) adj.  Occurring before birth; prenatal:  antenatal 

diagnostic procedures.   —anÙte·naùtal·ly adv. 

an·ten·na (4n-tHnùN) n.  pl. an·ten·nae (-tHnùK). Abbr. ant. 1. a. Zoology. One 

of the paired, flexible, segmented sensory appendages on the head of an insect, a 

myriapod, or a crustacean functioning primarily as an organ of touch.  

b. Something likened to this sensory appendage, as in function or form:  sensitive 

public relations antennae.   2. pl. an·ten·nas. A metallic apparatus for sending or 

receiving electromagnetic waves. In this sense, also calledaerial [Medieval Latin, 

from Latin, sail yard, translation of Greek keraia, insect feeler, yardarm.] 
—an·tenùnal adj. 

an·ten·nule (4n-tHnùyul) n.  Zoology. A small antenna or similar organ, espe-

cially one of the first pair of small antennae on the head of a crustacean.  [French, 

diminutive of antenne, antenna, from Medieval Latin antenna, sail yard. See 

ANTENNA.]

an·te·pen·di·um (4nÙtK-pHnùdK-Nm) n.  pl. an·te·pen·di·a (-dK-N). A decora-

tive hanging for the front of an altar, a lectern, or a pulpit.  [Medieval Latin  : 

Latin ante-, ante- + pendKre, to hang; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

an·te·pe·nult (4nÙtK-pKùnƒltÙ, -pV-nƒltù) n.  The third syllable from the end in 

a word, such as te in antepenult.  [Short for Late Latin antepaenultima, from fem-

inine of antepaenultimus, antepenultimate. See ANTEPENULTIMATE.]

an·te·pe·nul·ti·mate (4nÙtK-pV-nƒlùtN-mVt) adj.  Coming before the next to 

the last in a series.   —  n.  An antepenult.  [From Late Latin antepaenultimus : 

Latin ante-, ante- + Latin paenultimus, next to last; see PENULT.]

an·te·ri·or (4n-tîrùK-Nr) adj.  Abbr. a. 1. Placed before or in front.  2. Occurring 

before in time; earlier.  3. Anatomy. a. Located near or toward the head in lower 

animals.  b. Located on or near the front of the body in higher animals.  

c. Located on or near the front of an organ or on the ventral surface of the body 



in human beings.   4. Botany. In front of and facing away from the axis or stem.  

[Latin, comparative of ante, before. See ant- in Appendix.] —an·teùri·or·ly adv. 

An·te·ro (4n-târùo), Mount. A peak, 4,352 m (14,269 ft) high, in the Sawatch 

Mountains of central Colorado. 

an·te·room (4nùtK-rumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  An outer room that opens into another 

room, often used as a waiting room. 

An·theil (4nùtXl), George. 1900-1959.  American pianist and composer whose 

Ballet Méchanique (1927) is scored for player pianos, car horns, and other nontra-

ditional instruments. 

ant·he·li·on (4nt-hKùlK-Nn, 4n-thKù-) n.  pl. ant·he·li·a (-lK-N)  or 

ant·he·li·ons. A luminous, white, halolike area occasionally seen in the sky 

opposite the sun on the parhelic circle.  [Greek anthKlion, from neuter of anth-

Klios, opposite the sun  : anti-, anti- + hKlios, sun; see s7wel- in Appendix.]

ant·hel·min·tic (4ntÙhHl-mVnùtVk, 4nÙthHl-) also ant·hel·min·thic (-thVk) adj.  

Acting to expel or destroy parasitic intestinal worms.   —  n.  An agent that 

destroys or causes the expulsion of parasitic intestinal worms.  [ANT(I)- + Greek 

helmins, helminth-, worm; see wel-2 in Appendix.]

an·them (4nùthNm) n.  1. A hymn of praise or loyalty.  2. A sacred composition 

set to words from the Bible.  3. A modern ballad accompanied by rock music 

instrumentation.  [Middle English anteme, from Old English antefn, from Late 

Latin antiphona, from Late Greek, from neuter pl. of antiphonos, sounding in 

answer  : anti-, in return; see ANTI- + phonK, voice; see bh7-2 in Appendix.]

an·the·mi·on (4n-thKùmK-Nn) n.  pl. an·the·mi·a (-mK-N). A pattern of honey-

suckle or palm leaves in a radiating cluster, used as a motif in Greek art.  [Greek, 

diminutive of anthemon, flower, from anthos.]

an·ther (4nùthNr) n.  Botany. The pollen-bearing part of the stamen.  [Medieval 

Latin anthKra, pollen, from Latin, a medicine extracted from flowers, from 

Greek, from feminine of anthKros, flowery, from anthos, flower.]

an·ther·id·i·um (4nÙthN-rVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. an·ther·id·i·a (-K-N). Botany. A 

sperm-producing organ occurring in seedless plants, fungi, and algae.  [New 

Latin  : anthKra, anther; see ANTHER + -idium, diminutive suff. (from Greek -

idion).]

an·ther·o·zoid (4nÙthNr-N-zoùVd) n.  Botany. A male gamete produced by an 

antheridium. 

an·the·sis (4n-thKùsVs) n.  Botany. The period during which a flower is fully 

open and functional.  [Greek anthKsis, flowering, from anthein, to bloom, from 

anthos, flower.]

ant·hill (4ntùhVlÙ) n.  A mound of soil, sand, or dirt formed by ants or termites in 

digging or building a nest. 

antho- pref.  Flower:  anthocyanin.  [Greek, from anthos, flower.]



an·tho·cy·a·nin (4nÙtho-sXùN-nVn) also an·tho·cy·an (-sXùNn, -4nÙ) n.  Any of 

various water-soluble pigments that impart to flowers and other plant parts col-

ors ranging from violet and blue to most shades of red.  [ANTHO- + CYANIN(E).]

an·thol·o·gize (4n-thmlùN-jXzÙ) v.  an·thol·o·gized, an·thol·o·giz·ing, 
an·thol·o·giz·es.  —  v.  intr. To compile or publish an anthology.   —  v.  tr. To 

include (material) in an anthology.   —an·tholùo·gist n. 

an·thol·o·gy (4n-thmlùN-jK) n.  pl. an·thol·o·gies. 1. A collection of literary 

pieces, such as poems, short stories, or plays.  2. A miscellany, an assortment, or a 

catalog, as of complaints, comments, or ideas: “The Irish love their constitution for 

what it is: an anthology of the clerical-nationalist ideas of 1936, when it was drawn 

up” (Economist).  [Medieval Greek anthologia, collection of epigrams, from 

Greek, flower gathering, from anthologein, to gather flowers  : antho-, antho- + 

logos, a gathering (from legein, to gather); see leg- in Appendix.] 
—anÙtho·logùi·cal (4nÙthN-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

An·tho·ny (4nùthN-nK), Saint. A.D.250?-350?.  Egyptian ascetic monk considered 

to be the founder of Christian monasticism. 

An·tho·ny (4nùthN-nK), Susan Brownell. 1820-1906.  American feminist 

leader and suffragist who was instrumental in the passage of legislation that gave 

married women legal rights over their children, property, and wages. In 1869 she 

cofounded the National Woman Suffrage Association. 

Anthony of Pad·u·a (4nùthN-nK ƒv p4jùu-N, p4dùyu-N), Saint. 1195-1231.  

Portuguese-born Franciscan monk who, according to legend, once preached to an 

attentive school of fish. 

an·tho·zo·an (4nÙthN-zoùNn) n.  Any of a class (Anthozoa) of marine organ-

isms, such as the corals and sea anemones, that have radial segments and grow 

singly or in colonies.   —anÙtho·zoùan, anÙtho·zoùic (-zoÙVk)  adj. 

an·thra·cene (4nùthrN-sKnÙ) n.  A crystalline hydrocarbon, C14H10, extracted 

from coal tar and used in the manufacture of dyes and organic chemicals.  [Greek 

anthrax, anthrak-, charcoal + -ENE.]

an·thra·ces (4nùthrN-sKzÙ) n.  Plural of anthrax (n., sense 2). 

an·thra·cite (4nùthrN-sXtÙ) n.  A dense, shiny coal that has a high carbon content 

and little volatile matter and burns with a clean flame.  Also called hard coal 

[Probably ultimately from Greek anthrakitis, a kind of coal, from anthrax, 

anthrak-, charcoal.] —anÙthra·citùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

an·thrac·nose (4n-thr4kùnos) n.  Any of several diseases of plants caused by 

certain fungi and characterized by dead spots on the leaves, twigs, or fruits.  

[French  : Greek anthrax, anthrak-, carbuncle + Greek nosos, disease.]

an·thra·co·sis (4nÙthrN-koùsVs) n.  See black lung.  [New Latin  : Greek 

anthrax, anthrak-, charcoal + -OSIS.]

an·thrax (4nùthr4ksÙ) n.  1. An infectious, usually fatal disease of warm-

blooded animals, especially of cattle and sheep, caused by the bacterium Bacillus 



anthracis. The disease can be transmitted to human beings through contact with 

contaminated animal substances, such as hair, feces, or hides, and is characterized 

by ulcerative skin lesions.  2. pl. an·thra·ces (-thrN-sKzÙ). A lesion caused by 

anthrax.  [Middle English antrax, malignant boil, from Latin anthrax, carbuncle, 

from Greek.]

anthrop. abbr.  1. Anthropological.  2. Anthropology. 

an·throp·ic (4n-thrmpùVk) also an·throp·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to 

human beings or the era of human life.  [Greek anthropikos, from anthropos, 

human being.]

anthropo- pref.  Human being:  anthropometry.  [Greek, from anthropos, 

human being.]

an·thro·po·cen·tric (4nÙthrN-pN-sHnùtrVk) adj.  1. Regarding human beings as 

the central element of the universe.  2. Interpreting reality exclusively in terms of 

human values and experience.   —anÙthro·po·cenùtri·cal·ly adv.  

—anÙthro·po·cenùtrism n. 

an·thro·po·gen·e·sis (4nÙthrN-pN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The scientific study of the ori-

gin and development of human beings.   —anÙthro·po·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

an·thro·poid (4nùthrN-poidÙ) adj.  1. Resembling a human being, especially in 

shape or outward appearance.  2. Of or belonging to the group of great apes of 

the family Pongidae, which includes the gorilla, chimpanzee, and orangutan.  

3. Resembling or characteristic of an ape; apelike.   —  n.  An ape of the family 

Pongidae.  Also called anthropoid ape  —anÙthro·poidùal (-poidùl) adj. 

an·thro·pol·o·gy (4nÙthrN-pmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. anthrop. 1. The scientific study 

of the origin, the behavior, and the physical, social, and cultural development of 

human beings.  2. That part of Christian teaching concerning the genesis, nature, 

and future of human beings: “changing the church’s anthropology to include more 

positive images of women” (Priscilla Hart).   —anÙthro·po·logùi·cal (-pN-lmjÙV-
kNl), anÙthro·po·logùic (-Vk)  adj.  —anÙthro·po·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—anÙthro·polùo·gist n. 

an·thro·pom·e·try (4nÙthrN-pmmùV-trK) n.  The study of human body mea-

surement for use in anthropological classification and comparison.   
—anÙthro·po·metùric (-pN-mHtùrVk), anÙthro·po·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  

—anÙthro·po·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —anÙthro·pomùe·trist n. 

an·thro·po·mor·phism (4nÙthrN-pN-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  Attribution of human 

motivation, characteristics, or behavior to inanimate objects, animals, or natural 

phenomena.   —anÙthro·po·morùphic adj.  —anÙthro·po·morùphi·cal·ly 
adv. 

an·thro·po·mor·phize (4nÙthrN-pN-môrùfXzÙ) v.  an·thro·po·mor·phized, 
an·thro·po·mor·phiz·ing, an·thro·po·mor·phiz·es.  —  v.  tr. To ascribe 

human characteristics to.   —  v.  intr. To ascribe human characteristics to things 

not human. 



an·thro·po·mor·phous (4nÙthrN-pN-môrùfNs) adj.  1. Having or suggesting 

human form and appearance.  2. Ascribing human motivation, characteristics, or 

behavior to things not human, such as inanimate objects, animals, or natural 

phenomena. 

an·thro·pop·a·thism (4nÙthrN-pmpùN-thVzÙNm) n.  Attribution of human 

feelings to things not human, such as inanimate objects, animals, or natural phe-

nomena.  [Late Greek anthropopathKs, involved in human suffering (from Greek, 

having human feelings, from anthropopathein, to have human feelings  : 

anthropo-, anthropo- + pathos, feeling); see PATHOS + -ISM.]

an·thro·poph·a·gus (4nÙthrN-pmfùN-gNsÙ) n.  pl. an·thro·poph·a·gi (-jXÙ). 
An eater of human flesh; a cannibal.  [Latin anthropophagus, from Greek anthro-

pophagos, man-eating  : anthropo-, anthropo- + -phagos, -phagous.] 
—anÙthro·po·phagùic (-pN-f4jùVk), anÙthro·pophùa·gous (-pmfÙN-gNs)  adj.  

—anÙthro·pophùa·gy (-jK) n. 

an·thro·pos·o·phy (4nÙthrN-pmsùN-fK) n.  The doctrines and beliefs of a mod-

ern religious sect derived from theosophy and claiming to develop knowledge and 

realization of spiritual reality.  [ANTHROPO- + (THEO)SOPHY.] 
—anÙthro·po·sophùi·cal (-pN-smfùV-kNl) adj.  —anÙthro·posùo·phist n. 

an·thur·i·um (4n-thtrùK-Nm) n.  Any of various evergreen tropical American 

plants of the genus Anthurium, grown as ornamentals for their attractive leaves 

and their showy, often red spathes.  [New Latin Anthurium, genus name  : 

ANTH(O)- + Greek oura, tail; see ors- in Appendix.]

an·ti (4nùtX, -tK) n.  pl. an·tis. A person who is opposed to something, such as a 

group, policy, proposal, or practice.   —  adj.  Opposed: “Douglas MacArthur had 

a coterie of worshipers, balanced off by an equal number... who were vehemently 

anti” (Joseph C. Harsch).   —  prep.  Opposed to; against.  [From ANTI-.]

anti-  or ant- pref.  1. a. Opposite:  antimere.  b. Opposing; against:  antiapart-

heid.  c. Counteracting; neutralizing:  antibody.   2. Inverse:  antilogarithm.  

[Greek, from anti, opposite. See ant- in Appendix.]

an·ti·a·bor·tion (4nÙtK-N-bôrùshNn, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to abortion:  the 

antiabortion movement.   —anÙti·a·borùtion·ist n. 

an·ti·air·craft (4nÙtK-ârùkr4ftÙ, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Abbr. AA, A.A. Designed for 

defense, especially from a surface position, against aircraft or missile attack.   —  
n.  An antiaircraft weapon. 

an·ti·al·ler·gic (4nÙtK-N-lûrùjVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing or relieving allergies. 

an·ti-A·mer·i·can (4nÙtK-N-mHrùV-kNn, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed or hostile to the 

government, official policies, or people of the United States.   —anÙti-
A·merùi·can·ism n. 

an·ti-an·ti·bod·y (4nÙtK-4nùtV-bmdÙK, 4nÙtX-) n.  An antibody that attacks other 

antibodies, especially one produced in response to the injection of another anti-

body. 



an·ti·an·xi·e·ty (4nÙtK-4ng-zXùV-tK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing or reducing anxiety:  

an antianxiety drug. 

an·ti·a·part·heid (4nÙtK-N-pärtùhXtÙ, -h7tÙ, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposing the system 

of official racial segregation in South Africa:  antiapartheid activism. 

an·ti·ar·rhyth·mic (4nÙtK-N-rVthùmVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing or alleviating 

irregularities in the force or rhythm of the heart.   —  n.  An antiarrhythmic sub-

stance, such as lidocaine. 

an·ti-art (4nùtK-ärtÙ, 4nùtX-) n.  Art, specifically Dada, that rejects traditional art 

forms and theories. 

an·ti·at·om (4nùtK-4tÙNm, 4nÙtX-) n.  An atom composed of antiparticles. 

an·ti·bac·ter·i·al (4nÙtK-b4k-tîrùK-Nl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Destroying or inhibiting the 

growth of bacteria.   —anÙti·bac·terùi·al n. 

an·ti·bal·lis·tic missile (4nÙtV-bN-lVsùtVk mVsùNl, 4nÙtX-) n.  A defensive missile 

designed to intercept and destroy a ballistic missile in flight.  Also called ABM 

an·ti·bar·y·on (4nÙtK-b4rùK-mnÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antiparticle of a baryon. 

An·tibes (äN-tKbù)  A city of southeast France on the Riviera between Nice and 

Cannes. A seaport and fashionable resort, it is the center of one of Europe’s larg-

est flower-growing regions. Population, 62,859. 

an·ti·bi·o·sis (4nÙtK-bX-oùsVs, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. An association between two or more 

organisms that is detrimental to at least one of them.  2. The antagonistic associ-

ation between an organism and the metabolic substances produced by another. 

an·ti·bi·ot·ic (4nÙtV-bX-mtùVk, 4nÙtX-) n.  A substance, such as penicillin or strep-

tomycin, produced by or derived from certain fungi, bacteria, and other organ-

isms, that can destroy or inhibit the growth of other microorganisms. Antibiotics 

are widely used in the prevention and treatment of infectious diseases.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to antibiotics.  2. Of or relating to antibiosis.  3. Destroying life 

or preventing the inception or continuance of life.   —anÙti·bi·otùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·ti-Black  or an·ti-black (4nÙtK-bl4kù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Hostile or opposed to 

Black people: “Many... are... trying to mitigate their... anti-black attitudes... by 

forming a renewed identification with ‘blackness’ and the ghetto” (Alvin F. Pous-

saint). 

an·ti·bod·y (4nùtV-bmdÙK, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. A protein substance produced in the 

blood or tissues in response to a specific antigen, such as a bacterium or a toxin. 

Antibodies destroy or weaken bacteria and neutralize organic poisons, thus form-

ing the basis of immunity.  2. An object composed of antimatter. 

an·ti·busi·ness (4nÙtK-bVzùnVs, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Hostile to business, especially to big 

corporations. 

an·ti·bus·ing (4nÙtK-bƒsùVng, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to the busing of students as 

a means of achieving racial balance in public schools. 

an·tic (4nùtVk) n.  1. A ludicrous or extravagant act or gesture; a caper.  

2. Archaic. A buffoon, especially a performing clown.   —  adj.  Ludicrously odd; 



fantastic.  [From Italian antico, ancient (used of grotesque designs on some 

ancient Roman artifacts), from Latin antXquus, former, old. See ant- in Appen-

dix.] —anùti·cal·ly adv. 

an·ti·can·cer (4nÙtV-k4nùsNr, 4nÙtX-) also an·ti·can·cer·ous (-sNr-Ns) adj.  

Effective in treating cancer:  anticancer drugs. 

an·ti·cat·a·lyst (4nÙtK-k4tùl-Vst, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. A substance that retards or arrests 

a chemical reaction.  2. A substance that reduces or destroys the effectiveness of a 

catalyst. 

an·ti·cath·ode (4nÙtK-k4thùodÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  An electrode that is the target in a 

cathode-ray tube, especially in an x-ray tube. 

an·ti·chlor (4nùtV-klôrÙ, -klorÙ, 4nùtX-) n.  A substance, such as sodium thiosul-

fate, used to neutralize the excess chlorine or hypochlorite left after bleaching 

textiles, fiber, or paper pulp.  [ANTI- + CHLOR(INE).] —anÙti·chlo·risùtic (-klN-

rVsùtVk) adj. 

an·ti-choice (4nÙtK-choisù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to the right of women to 

choose or reject abortion. 

an·ti·cho·lin·er·gic (4nÙtK-koÙlN-nûrùjVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Inhibiting or blocking 

the physiological action of acetylcholine at a receptor site:  anticholinergic drugs.   
—anÙti·choÙlin·erùgic n. 

an·ti·cho·lin·es·ter·ase (4nÙtK-koÙlN-nHsùtN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  A sub-

stance that inhibits the activity of cholinesterase. 

an·ti·christ (4nùtV-krXstÙ, 4nùtX-) n.  1. An enemy of Christ.  2. Antichrist. The 

epithet of the great antagonist who was expected by the early Church to set him-

self up against Christ in the last days before the Second Coming.  3. A false 

Christ.  [Middle English Antecrist, from Old French, and from Old English  both 

from Late Latin AntichrXstus, from Late Greek Antikhristos : Greek anti-, anti- + 

Greek Khristos, Christ; see CHRIST.]

an·tic·i·pant (4n-tVsùN-pNnt) adj.  1. Coming or acting in advance:  clouds antic-

ipant of a storm.  2. Expectant; anticipating:  a team anticipant of victory.   —  n.  

One who anticipates. 

an·tic·i·pate (4n-tVsùN-p7tÙ) v.  tr. an·tic·i·pat·ed, an·tic·i·pat·ing, 
an·tic·i·pates. 1. To feel or realize beforehand; foresee.  2. To look forward to, 

especially with pleasure; expect.  3. To act in advance so as to prevent; forestall.  

4. To foresee and fulfill in advance.  See Synonyms at expect.  5. To cause to 

happen in advance; accelerate.  6. To use in advance, as income not yet available.  

7. To pay (a debt) before it is due.  [Latin anticip7re, anticip7t-, to take before  : 

ante-, ante- + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.] —an·ticùi·patÙa·ble adj.  

—an·ticùi·paÙtor n.  —an·ticùi·pa·toÙry (-pN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Some people hold that anticipate is improperly used as a simple

synonym for expect; they would restrict its use to situations in which advance ac-



tion is taken either to forestall (anticipate her opponent’s next move) or to fulfill

(anticipate my desires). In earlier surveys, however, a majority of the Usage Panel

accepted the use of anticipate to mean “to feel or to realize beforehand” and “to

look forward to.” The word unanticipated, however, is not established as a syn-

onym for unexpected. Thus 77 percent of the Usage Panel rejected the sentence

They always set aside a little extra food for unanticipated guests, inasmuch as guests

for whom advance provision has been made cannot be said to be unanticipated,

though they may very well be unexpected.

an·tic·i·pa·tion (4n-tVsÙN-p7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of anticipating.  2. An expec-

tation.  3. Foreknowledge, intuition, and presentiment.  4. The use or assignment 

of funds, especially from a trust fund, before they are legitimately available for 

use.  5. Music. Introduction of one note of a new chord before the previous chord 

is resolved. 

an·tic·i·pa·tive (4n-tVsùN-p7ÙtVv, -pN-tVv) adj.  Expectant.   —an·ticùi·paÙ-
tive·ly adv. 

an·ti·cit·y (4nÙtK-sVtùK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Hostile to cities and urban environments:  

anticity development trends. 

an·ti·cler·i·cal (4nÙtK-klHrùV-kNl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to the influence of the 

church or the clergy in political affairs.   —anÙti·clerùi·cal·ism n. 

an·ti·cli·max (4nÙtK-klXùm4ksÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. A decline viewed in disappointing 

contrast with a previous rise:  the anticlimax of a brilliant career.  2. Something 

trivial or commonplace that concludes a series of significant events:  After a week 

of dramatic negotiations, all that followed was anticlimax.  3. A sudden descent in 

speaking or writing from the impressive or significant to the ludicrous or incon-

sequential, or an instance of it: “Waggish non-Yale men never seem weary of calling 

‘for God, for Country and for Yale’ the outstanding single anticlimax in the English 

language” (Time).   —anÙti·cli·macùtic (-klX-m4kùtVk) adj.  

—anÙti·cli·macùti·cal·ly adv. 

an·ti·cli·nal (4nÙtK-klXùnNl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  1. Sloping downward in opposite direc-

tions, as in an anticline.  2. Botany. Of or relating to the plane of a cell division 

perpendicular to the surface of a plant organ. 

an·ti·cline (4nùtV-klXnÙ) n.  Geology. A fold with strata sloping downward on 

both sides from a common crest. 

an·ti·clock·wise (4nÙtK-klmkùwXz, 4nÙtX-) adv.  & adj.  Counterclockwise. 

an·ti·co·ag·u·lant (4nÙtK-ko-4gùyN-lNnt, 4nÙtX-) n.  A substance that prevents 

the clotting of blood.   —  adj.  Acting as an anticoagulant. 

an·ti·co·don (4nÙtK-koùdmn, 4nÙtX-) n.  A sequence of three adjacent nucle-

otides in transfer RNA designating a specific amino acid that binds to a corre-

sponding codon in messenger RNA during protein synthesis. 



an·ti-col·li·sion also an·ti·col·li·sion (4nÙtK-kN-lVzhùNn, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Serving to 

prevent midair collisions:  aircraft anti-collision devices. 

an·ti·com·pet·i·tive (4nÙtK-kNm-pHtùV-tVv, 4nÙtX-) adj.  That discourages com-

petition among businesses:  anticompetitive foreign trade restrictions. 

an·ti·con·vul·sant (4nÙtK-kNn-vƒlùsNnt, 4nÙtX-) n.  A drug that prevents or 

relieves convulsions.   —anÙti·con·vulùsive (-sVv) adj. 

An·ti·cos·ti (4nÙtV-kôùstK, -kmsùtK)  An island of eastern Quebec, Canada, at the 

head of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It was discovered by Jacques Cartier in 1534. 

an·ti·crime (4nÙtK-krXmù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Intended to curb or eradicate criminal 

activity:  an anticrime bill; anticrime efforts in the neighborhoods. 

an·ti·cy·clone (4nÙtK-sXùklonÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  An extensive system of winds spiral-

ing outward from a high-pressure center, circling clockwise in the Northern 

Hemisphere and counterclockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.   
—anÙti·cy·clonùic (-klmnùVk) adj. 

an·ti·de·pres·sant (4nÙtK-dV-prHsùNnt, 4nÙtX-) n.  A drug used to prevent or 

relieve mental depression.   —anÙti·de·presùsive (-prHsùVv) adj. 

an·ti·deu·ter·on (4nÙtK-duùtN-rmnÙ, -dyuù-, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antimatter 

equivalent of deuteron. 

an·ti·di·ar·rhe·al (4nÙtK-dXÙN-rKùNl, anÙtX-) n.  A substance used to prevent or 

treat diarrhea.   —anÙti·diÙar·rheùal adj. 

an·ti·di·u·ret·ic hormone (4nÙtK-dXÙN-rHtùVk hôrùmonÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  Abbr. 

ADH See vasopressin. 
an·ti·dote (4nùtV-dotÙ) n.  1. A remedy or other agent used to neutralize or 

counteract the effects of a poison.  2. An agent that relieves or counteracts:  jog-

ging as an antidote to nervous tension.  [Middle English, from Latin antidotum, 

from Greek antidoton, from antididonai, to give as a remedy against  : anti-, anti- 

+ didonai, do-, to give; see do- in Appendix.] —anÙti·dotùal (4nÙtV-dotùl) adj.  

—anÙti·dotùal·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Antidote may be followed by to, for, or against: an antidote to

boredom; an antidote for snakebite; an antidote against inflation.

an·ti·dump·ing (4nÙtK-dƒmùpVng, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Intended to discourage impor-

tation and sale of foreign-made goods at prices substantially below domestic 

prices for the same items. 

an·ti·e·lec·tron (4nÙtK-V-lHkùtrmnÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  See positron. 
an·ti·en·zyme (4nÙtK-HnùzXmÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  A substance that neutralizes or coun-

teracts the actions of an enzyme.   —anÙti·enÙzy·matùic (-zV-m4tùVk, -zX-), 
anÙti·en·zyùmic (-zXùmVk)  adj. 



an·ti·es·tab·lish·ment (4nÙtK-V-st4bùlVsh-mNnt, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Marked by oppo-

sition or hostility to conventional social, political, or economic values or princi-

ples. 

An·tie·tam (4n-tKùtNm)  A creek of north-central Maryland emptying into the 

Potomac River. The bloody and inconclusive Civil War Battle of Antietam (or 

Sharpsburg, as it is often called in the South) was fought along its banks on Sep-

tember 17, 1862. 

an·ti·feb·rile (4nÙtK-fHbùrNl, -fKùbrNl, -brXlÙ, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Capable of reducing 

fever; antipyretic.   —  n.  An agent that reduces fever. 

an·ti·fed·er·al·ist also An·ti·fed·er·al·ist (4nÙtK-fHdùNr-N-lVst, -fHdùrN-lVst, 

4nÙtX-) n.  An opponent of the ratification of the U.S. Constitution.   
—anÙti·fedùer·al·ist adj.  —anÙti·fedùer·al·ism n. 

an·ti·fem·i·nist (4nÙtK-fHmùN-nVst, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Characterized by ideas or 

behavior reflecting a disbelief in the economic, political, and social equality of the 

sexes.   —anÙti·femùi·nism n.  —anÙti·femùi·nist n. 

an·ti·fer·til·i·ty (4nÙtK-fNr-tVlùV-tK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Capable of reducing or elimi-

nating fertility; contraceptive. 

an·ti·fluor·i·da·tion·ist (4nÙtK-fltrÙV-d7ùshN-nVst, -flôrÙ-, -florÙ-, 4nÙtX-) n.  

One who is strongly opposed to the fluoridation of public water supplies. 

an·ti·foul·ing paint (4nÙtK-fouùlVng p7nt, 4nÙtX-) n.  Paint that counteracts or 

prevents the fouling of underwater surfaces, such as the undersides of boats. 

an·ti·freeze (4nùtV-frKzÙ) n.  A substance, often a liquid such as ethylene glycol 

or alcohol, mixed with another liquid to lower its freezing point. 

an·ti·fun·gal (4nÙtK-fƒngùgNl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Destroying or inhibiting the growth 

of fungi.   —anÙti·funùgal n. 

an·ti·gal·ax·y (4nùtK-g4lÙNk-sK, 4nùtX-) n.  A galaxy that is made up of antimat-

ter. 

an·ti·gen (4nùtV-jNn) also an·ti·gene (-jKnÙ) n.  A substance that when intro-

duced into the body stimulates the production of an antibody. Antigens include 

toxins, bacteria, foreign blood cells, and the cells of transplanted organs.   
—anÙti·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj.  —anÙti·genùi·cal·ly adv.  —anÙti·ge·nicùi·ty (-

jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

An·tig·o·ne (4n-tVgùN-nK) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Oedipus and 

Jocasta. She performed funeral rites over her brother’s body in defiance of her 

uncle Creon. 

An·tig·o·nus I (4n-tVgùN-nNs), 382-301 B.C.  King of Macedonia (306-301). One 

of Alexander III’s generals, he tried to gain sole control of Asia after Alexander’s 

death but was killed in battle. 

an·ti·grav·i·ty (4nÙtK-gr4vùV-tK, 4nÙtX-) n.  The hypothetical effect of reducing 

or canceling a gravitational field.   —anÙti·gravùi·ty adj. 



an·ti·green·mail (4nÙtK-grKnùm7lÙ, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Intended to counteract green-

mail:  antigreenmail strategies; antigreenmail legislation. 

An·ti·gua and Bar·bu·da (4n-tKùgN 4nd bär-buùdN)  A country in the 

northern Leeward Islands of the Caribbean Sea, comprising the island of Antigua 

and the smaller islands of Barbuda and Redonda. The country became indepen-

dent in 1981. St. John’s is the capital. Population, 72,000.   —An·tiùguan adj.  & 

n. 

an·ti·he·li·um (4nÙtK-hKùlK-Nm, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antimatter equivalent of helium. 

an·ti·he·mo·phil·ic factor (4nÙtK-hKÙmN-fVlùVk f4kùtNr, 4nÙtX-) n.  Abbr. AHF 

A protein substance in blood plasma that participates in and is essential for the 

blood-clotting process. Most cases of hemophilia are caused by a deficiency of 

this factor.  Also called antihemophilic globulin, factor VIII. 

an·ti·he·ro also an·ti-he·ro (4nùtK-hîrÙo, 4nùtX-) n.  pl. an·ti·he·roes. A main 

character in a dramatic or narrative work who is characterized by a lack of tradi-

tional heroic qualities, such as idealism or courage.   —anÙti·her·oùic (-hV-roùVk) 

adj.  —anÙti·herùo·ism (-hHrùo-VzÙNm) n. 

an·ti·her·o·ine  or an·ti-her·o·ine (4nÙtK-hHrùo-Vn, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. A woman 

protagonist, as in a play or book, characterized by a lack of traditional heroic 

qualities.  2. A woman protagonist whose character and behavior are contrary to 

those of the traditional heroine. 

an·ti·his·ta·mine (4nÙtK-hVsùtN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  A drug used to counteract the 

physiological effects of histamine production in allergic reactions and colds.   
—anÙti·hisÙta·minùic (-mVnùVk) adj. 

an·ti·hy·dro·gen (4nÙtK-hXùdrN-jNn, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antimatter equivalent of 

hydrogen. 

an·ti·hy·per·ten·sive (4nÙtK-hXÙpNr-tHnùsVv, anÙtX-) adj.  Reducing or control-

ling high blood pressure.   —anÙti·hyÙper·tenùsive n. 

an·ti-in·fec·tive (4nÙtK-Vn-fHkùtVv, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Capable of preventing or coun-

teracting infection:  an anti-infective agent.   —anÙti-in·fecùtive n. 

an·ti-in·flam·ma·to·ry (4nÙtK-Vn-fl4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing 

or reducing inflammation.   —anÙti-in·flamùma·toÙry n. 

an·ti-in·tel·lec·tu·al (4nÙtK-VnÙtl-Hkùchu-Nl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed or hostile 

to intellectuals or intellectual views.   —anÙti-inÙtel·lecùtu·al n.  —anÙti-inÙ-
tel·lecùtu·al·ism n. 

an·ti·knock (4nùtV-nmkÙ) n.  A substance, such as tetraethyl lead, added to gaso-

line to reduce engine knock. 

An·ti-Leb·a·non Range (4nÙtK-lHbùN-nNn r7nj)  A mountain range on the 

Syria-Lebanon border, rising to 2,815.8 m (9,232 ft) at Mount Hermon. 

an·ti·lep·ton (4nÙtK-lHpùtmn, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antiparticle of a lepton. 



An·til·les (4n-tVlùKz)  The islands of the West Indies except for the Bahamas, sep-

arating the Caribbean Sea from the Atlantic Ocean and divided into the Greater 
Antilles to the north and the Lesser Antilles to the east. 

an·ti·log (4nùtK-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, 4nùtX-) n.  An antilogarithm. 

an·ti·log·a·rithm (4nÙtK-lôùgN-rVthÙNm, -lmgùN-, 4nÙtX-) n.  The number for 

which a given logarithm stands; for example, where log x equals y, the x is the 

antilogarithm of y.   —anÙti·logÙa·rithùmic adj. 

an·ti·ma·cas·sar (4nÙtK-mN-k4sùNr) n.  A protective covering for the backs of 

chairs and sofas.  [ANTI- + Macassar, a brand of hair oil.]

an·ti·mag·net·ic (4nÙtK-m4g-nHtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Impervious to the effect of a 

magnetic field; resistant to magnetization. 

an·ti·ma·lar·i·al (4nÙtK-mN-lârùK-Nl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing or relieving the 

symptoms of malaria.   —  n.  A drug used to treat malaria. 

an·ti·mat·ter (4nùtV-m4tÙNr, 4nùtX-) n.  A hypothetical form of matter that is 

identical to physical matter except that its atoms are composed of antielectrons, 

antiprotons, and antineutrons. 

an·ti·mere (4nùtV-mîrÙ) n.  Zoology. A part or division in the body of a bilater-

ally or radially symmetric animal that corresponds to an opposite or similar part.   
—anÙti·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj. 

an·ti·me·tab·o·lite (4nÙtK-mV-t4bùN-lXtÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  A substance that closely 

resembles an essential metabolite and therefore interferes with physiological reac-

tions involving it. 

an·ti·mi·cro·bi·al (4nÙtK-mX-kroùbK-Nl, 4nÙtX-) also an·ti·mi·cro·bic (-bVk) 

adj.  Capable of destroying or inhibiting the growth of microorganisms:  antimi-

crobial drugs.   —anÙti·mi·croùbial n. 

an·ti·mis·sile missile (4nÙtK-mVsùNl mVsùNl, 4nÙtX-) n.  A missile designed to 

intercept and destroy another missile in flight. 

an·ti·mi·tot·ic (4nÙtK-mX-tmtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing or interfering with 

mitosis:  an antimitotic drug.   —anÙti·mi·totùic n. 

an·ti·mo·ni·al (4nÙtN-moùnK-Nl) adj.  Of or containing antimony.   —  n.  A 

medicine containing antimony. 

an·ti·mo·ny (4nùtN-moÙnK) n.  Symbol Sb A metallic element having four allot-

ropic forms, the most common of which is a hard, extremely brittle, lustrous, sil-

ver-white, crystalline material. It is used in a wide variety of alloys, especially with 

lead in battery plates, and in the manufacture of flame-proofing compounds, 

paint, semiconductor devices, and ceramic products. Atomic number 51; atomic 

weight 121.75; melting point 630.5˚C; boiling point 1,380˚C; specific gravity 

6.691; valence 3, 5.  [Middle English antimonie, from Medieval Latin antimo-

nium, perhaps from Arabic al-’i¢mid, perhaps from Greek stimmi.]

an·ti·ne·o·plas·tic (4nÙtK-nKÙN-pl4sùtVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Inhibiting or preventing 

the growth or development of malignant cells.   —anÙti·neÙo·plasùtic n. 



an·ti·neu·tri·no (4nÙtK-nu-trKùno, -nyu-, 4nÙtX-) n.  pl. an·ti·neu·tri·nos. 
The antiparticle of the neutrino. 

an·ti·neu·tron (4nÙtK-nuùtrmnÙ, -nyuù-, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antiparticle of the 

neutron. 

an·ti·node (4nùtV-nodÙ) n.  For a standing wave, the region or point of maxi-

mum amplitude between adjacent nodes. 

an·ti·noise (4nÙtK-noizù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Designed to reduce environmental noise, 

as in a community:  an antinoise ordinance. 

an·ti·nome (4nùtN-nomÙ) n.  One that is contradictory or contrary to another; 

an opposite.  [ANTI- + Greek nomos, law; see ANTINOMY.]

an·ti·no·mi·an (4nÙtV-noùmK-Nn) n.  An adherent of antinomianism.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to the doctrine of antinomianism.  2. Opposed to or denying the 

fixed meaning or universal applicability of moral law: “By raising segregation and 

racial persecution to the ethical level of law, it puts into practice the antinomian rules 

of Orwell’s world. Evil becomes good, inhumanity is interpreted as charity, egoism as 

compassion” (Elie Wiesel).  [From Medieval Latin AntinomX, antinomians, pl. of 

antinomus, opposed to the moral law  : Greek anti-, anti- + Greek nomos, law; see 

nem- in Appendix.]

an·ti·no·mi·an·ism (4nÙtV-noùmK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Theology. The doctrine or 

belief that the Gospel frees Christians from required obedience to any law, 

whether scriptural, civil, or moral, and that salvation is attained solely through 

faith and the gift of divine grace.  2. The belief that moral laws are relative in 

meaning and application as opposed to fixed or universal. 

an·tin·o·my (4n-tVnùN-mK) n.  pl. an·tin·o·mies. 1. Contradiction or opposi-

tion, especially between two laws or rules.  2. A contradiction between principles 

or conclusions that seem equally necessary and reasonable; a paradox.  [Latin 

antinomia, from Greek  : anti-, anti- + nomos, law; see nem- in Appendix.] 
—anÙti·nomùic (4nÙtV-nmmùVk) adj. 

an·ti·nov·el also an·ti-nov·el (4nùtK-nmvÙNl, 4nùtX-) n.  A fictional work char-

acterized by the absence of traditional elements of the novel, such as coherent 

plot structure, consistent point of view, and realistic character portrayal.   
—anÙti·novùel·ist n. 

an·ti·nu·cle·ar (4nÙtK-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-, 4nÙtX-) adj.  1. Opposing the pro-

duction or use of nuclear power or nuclear weaponry; anti-nuke.  2. Reacting 

with the components of a cell nucleus:  antinuclear antibodies. 

an·ti·nu·cle·on (4nÙtK-nuùklK-mnÙ, -nyuù-, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antiparticle of a 

nucleon. 

an·ti-nuke  or an·ti·nuke (4nÙtK-nukù, -nyukù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Antinuclear.   
—anÙti-nukùer n. 

An·ti·och (4nùtK-mkÙ)  1. An ancient town of Phrygia north of present-day 

Antalya, Turkey. It was a center of Hellenistic influence and was visited by Saint 



Paul in biblical times.  2.  Also An·ta·kya (än-täkùyä). A city of southern Turkey 

on the Orontes River near the Mediterranean Sea. Founded c. 300 B.C. by Seleucus 

I, it was an important military and commercial center in the Roman era and an 

early center of Christianity. Population, 94,942.  3. A city of western California 

northeast of Oakland on the San Joaquin River near the mouth of the Sacramento 

River. It is a processing and shipping center. Population, 62,195. 

An·ti·o·chus (4n-tXùN-kNs)  A Seleucid dynasty ruling in Syria (280-64 B.C.). Its 

most important member was Antiochus III, known as “the Great” (242-187, 

ruled 223-187), who conquered much of Asia Minor but was defeated by the 

Romans in 190. 

an·ti·ox·i·dant (4nÙtK-mkùsV-dNnt, 4nÙtX-) n.  A chemical compound or sub-

stance that inhibits oxidation. 

an·ti·par·a·sit·ic (4nÙtK-p4rÙN-sVtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Destroying or inhibiting the 

growth and reproduction of human or animal parasites.   —anÙti·parÙa·sitùic n. 

an·ti·par·ti·cle (4nÙtK-pärùtV-kNl, 4nÙtX-) n.  A subatomic particle, such as a 

positron, an antiproton, or an antineutron, having the same mass, average life-

time, spin, magnitude of magnetic moment, and magnitude of electric charge as 

the particle to which it corresponds but having the opposite sign of electric 

charge, opposite intrinsic parity, and opposite direction of magnetic moment. 

an·ti·pas·to (änÙtK-päsùto) n.  pl. an·ti·pas·tos or an·ti·pas·ti (-tK). An appe-

tizer usually consisting of an assortment of ingredients, such as smoked meats, 

cheese, fish, and vegetables.  [Italian  : anti-, before (from Latin ante-); see ANTE- 

+ pasto, food (from Latin pastus, past participle of p7scere, to feed); see p7- in 

Appendix.]

An·tip·a·ter (4n-tVpùN-tNr), 398?-319 B.C.  Macedonian general and regent (334-

323) who governed the empire during Alexander III’s military campaigns. He 

served again as regent in 321 to 319. 

an·tip·a·thet·ic (4n-tVpÙN-thHtùVk) also an·tip·a·thet·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. a. Having or showing a strong aversion or repugnance:  antipathetic to new 

ideas.  b. Opposed in nature or character; antagonistic:  antipathetic factions 

within the party.   2. Causing a feeling of antipathy; repugnant: “The whole place 

and everything about it was antipathetic to her” (Anthony Trollope).   
—an·tipÙa·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·tip·a·thy (4n-tVpùN-thK) n.  pl. an·tip·a·thies. 1. A strong feeling of aver-

sion or repugnance.  See Synonyms at enmity.  2. An object of aversion.  [Latin 

antipathXa, from Greek antipatheia, from antipathKs, of opposite feelings  : anti-, 

anti- + pathos, feeling; see PATHOS.]

an·ti·pe·ri·od·ic (4nÙtK-pîrÙK-mdùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing regular recurrence 

of the symptoms of a disease, as in malaria.   —anÙti·peÙri·odùic n. 

an·ti·per·son·nel (4nÙtK-pûrÙsN-nHlù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Abbr. AP Designed to inflict 

death or bodily injury rather than material destruction:  antipersonnel grenades. 



an·ti·per·spi·rant (4nÙtK-pûrùspNr-Nnt, 4nÙtX-) n.  An astringent preparation 

applied to the skin to decrease perspiration.   —anÙti·perùspi·rant adj. 

an·ti·phlo·gis·tic (4nÙtK-flN-jVsùtVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Reducing inflammation or 

fever; anti-inflammatory.   —anÙti·phlo·gisùtic n. 

an·ti·phon (4nùtN-fmnÙ) n.  1. A devotional composition sung responsively as 

part of a liturgy.  2. a. A short liturgical text chanted or sung responsively preced-

ing or following a psalm, psalm verse, or canticle.  b. Such a text formerly used as 

a response but now rendered independently.   3. A response; a reply: “It would be 

truer... to see [conservation] as an antiphon to the modernization of the 1950s and 

1960s” (Raphael Samuel).  [Late Latin antiphona, sung responses. See ANTHEM.]

an·tiph·o·nal (4n-tVfùN-nNl) adj.  1. Relating to or resembling an antiphon.  

2. Answering responsively, as in antiphony.  3. Occurring or responding in turns; 

alternating: “this curious antiphonal relationship between the two men” (Henry A. 

Kissinger).   —  n.  An antiphonary.   —an·tiphùo·nal·ly adv. 

an·tiph·o·nar·y (4n-tVfùN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. an·tiph·o·nar·ies. A bound collection 

of antiphons, especially of the responsive choral parts of the Divine Office. 

an·tiph·o·ny (4n-tVfùN-nK) n.  pl. an·tiph·o·nies. 1. Responsive or antiphonal 

singing or chanting.  2. A composition that is sung responsively; an antiphon.  

3. A responsive or reciprocal interchange, as of ideas or opinions: “Sheridan’s play 

shows both sides of the coin. He establishes an antiphony of cynicism and sentimen-

tality” (Jonathan Miller). 

an·tiph·ra·sis (4n-tVfùrN-sVs) n.  The use of a word or phrase in a sense contrary 

to its normal meaning for ironic or humorous effect, as in a mere babe of 40 years.  

[Late Latin, from Greek, from antiphrazein, to express by the opposite  : anti-, 

anti- + phrazein, to speak; see PHRASE.]

an·tip·o·dal (4n-tVpùN-dNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or situated on the opposite 

side or sides of the earth:  Australia and Great Britain occupy antipodal regions.  

2. Diametrically opposed; exactly opposite. 

an·ti·pode (4nùtV-podÙ) n.  A direct or diametrical opposite: “We just sit and lis-

ten to the fullness of the quiet, as an antipode to focused busyness” (Kathryn A. 

Knox).  [Back-formation from ANTIPODES.]

an·tip·o·des (4n-tVpùN-dKzÙ) pl.n.  1. Any two places or regions that are on dia-

metrically opposite sides of the earth.  2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Something 

that is the exact opposite or contrary of another; an antipode.  [Middle English, 

people with feet opposite ours, from Latin, from Greek, from pl. of antipous, 

with the feet opposite  : anti-, anti- + pous, pod-, foot; see ped- in Appendix.] 
—an·tipÙo·deùan adj. 

An·tip·o·des (4n-tVpùN-dKzÙ)  1. Australia and New Zealand. Usually used 

informally.  2. A group of rocky islands of the southern Pacific Ocean southeast 

of New Zealand, to which they belong. They were discovered by British seamen in 



1800 and are so named because they are diametrically opposite Greenwich, 

England. 

an·ti·pol·lu·tion (4nÙtK-pN-luùshNn, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Intended to counteract or 

eliminate environmental pollution:  antipollution filters; antipollution laws.   
—anÙti·pol·luùtion·ist n. 

an·ti·pope (4nùtV-popÙ) n.  A person claiming to be or elected pope in opposi-

tion to the one chosen by church law, as during a schism.  [Middle English, from 

Old French antipape, from Medieval Latin antip7pa : Latin anti-, anti- + p7pa, 

pope; see POPE.]

an·ti·pov·er·ty (4nÙtK-pmvùNr-tK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Created or intended to alleviate 

poverty:  antipoverty programs. 

an·ti·pro·ton (4nÙtK-proùtmnÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antiparticle of the proton. 

an·ti·pru·rit·ic (4nÙtK-prt-rVtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Preventing or relieving itching:  

an antipruritic agent.   —anÙti·pru·ritùic n. 

an·ti·psy·chot·ic (4nÙtK-sX-kmtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Counteracting or diminishing 

the symptoms of psychotic disorders, such as schizophrenia, paranoia, and 

manic-depressive psychosis.   —anÙti·psy·chotùic n. 

an·ti·py·ret·ic (4nÙtK-pX-rHtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Reducing or tending to reduce 

fever.   —  n.  A medication that reduces fever.   —anÙti·py·reùsis (-rKùsVs) n. 

an·ti·py·rine (4nÙtK-pXùrKn) n.  A toxic white powder, C11H12N2O, formerly 

used to reduce fever and relieve pain.  [Originally a trademark.]

antiq. abbr.  1. Antiquarian; antiquary.  2. Antiquities.  3. Antiquity. 

an·ti·quar·i·an (4nÙtV-kwârùK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. antiq., ant. 1. Of or relating to 

antiquaries or to the study or collecting of antiquities.  2. Dealing in or having to 

do with old or rare books.   —  n.  One who studies, collects, or deals in antiqui-

ties.   —anÙti·quarùi·an·ism n. 

an·ti·quark (4nùtK-kwôrkÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  The antiparticle of a quark. 

an·ti·quar·y (4nùtV-kwHrÙK) n.  pl. an·ti·quar·ies. Abbr. antiq., ant. An anti-

quarian.  [Latin antXqu7rius, from antXquus, old. See ANTIQUE.]

an·ti·quate (4nùtV-kw7tÙ) v.  tr. an·ti·quat·ed, an·ti·quat·ing, an·ti·quates. 
1. To make obsolete or old-fashioned.  2. To antique.  [Late Latin antXqu7re, 

antXqu7t-, to make old, from Latin, to leave in an old state, from antXquus, old. See 

ANTIQUE.] —anÙti·quaùtion n. 

an·ti·quat·ed (4nùtV-kw7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Too old to be fashionable, suitable, or 

useful; outmoded.  See Synonyms at old.  2. Very old; aged: “The antiquated 

Earth, as one might say,/Beat like the heart of Man” (William Wordsworth).   
—anùti·quatÙed·ness n. 

an·tique (4n-tKkù) adj.  1. Belonging to, made in, or typical of an earlier period.  

See Synonyms at old.  2. Of or belonging to ancient times, especially of, from, or 

characteristic of ancient Greece or Rome.  3. Of or dealing in antiques.  4. Old-

fashioned:  wore a suit of rather antique appearance.   —  n.  1. An object having 



special value because of its age, especially a domestic item or piece of furniture or 

handicraft esteemed for its artistry, beauty, or period of origin.  2. The style or 

manner of ancient times, especially that of ancient Greek or Roman art:  an 

admirer of the antique.   —  v.  an·tiqued, an·tiqu·ing, an·tiques.  —  v.  tr. To 

give the appearance of an antique to:  antiqued an oak chest.   —  v.  intr. To hunt 

or shop for antiques.  [French, from Latin antXquus. See ant- in Appendix.] 
—an·tiqueùly adv.  —an·tiqueùness n. 

an·tiqu·er (4n-tKùkNr) n.  One who treats or finishes new furniture so as to 

make it appear old or antique. 

an·tiq·ui·ty (4n-tVkùwV-tK) n.  pl. an·tiq·ui·ties. Abbr. antiq., ant. 1. Ancient 

times, especially the times preceding the Middle Ages.  2. The people, especially 

the writers and artisans, of ancient times:  inventions unknown to antiquity.  

3. The quality of being old or ancient; considerable age:  a carving of great antiq-

uity.  4.  Often antiquities. Something, such as an object or a relic, belonging to 

or dating from ancient times. 

an·ti·ra·chit·ic (4nÙtK-rN-kVtùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Curing or preventing rickets:  anti-

rachitic drugs.   —anÙti·ra·chitùic n. 

an·ti-roll bar (4nÙtK-rolù bär, 4nÙtX-) n.  See anti-sway bar. 
An·ti·sa·na (4nÙtV-säùnN)  An active volcano, about 5,760 m (18,885 ft) high, of 

north-central Ecuador in the Andes southeast of Quito. 

an·ti-sat·el·lite  or an·ti·sat·el·lite (4nÙtK-s4tùl-Xt, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Abbr. ASAT, 
Asat. Directed against enemy satellites:  anti-satellite weapons. 

an·ti·scor·bu·tic (4nÙtK-skôr-byuùtVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Curing or preventing 

scurvy:  an antiscorbutic vitamin.   —anÙti·scor·buùtic n. 

an·ti·se·cre·to·ry (4nÙtK-sV-krKùtN-rK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Inhibiting or decreasing 

secretion, especially gastric secretions.   —anÙti·se·creùto·ry n. 

an·ti-Sem·ite (4nÙtK-sHmùXtÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  One who discriminates against or who 

is hostile toward or prejudiced against Jews.   —anÙti-Se·mitùic (-sN-mVtùVk) adj. 

an·ti-Sem·i·tism (4nÙtK-sHmùV-tVzÙNm, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. Hostility toward or preju-

dice against Jews or Judaism.  2. Discrimination against Jews. 

an·ti·sep·sis (4nÙtV-sHpùsVs) n.  Destruction of disease-causing microorganisms 

to prevent infection. 

an·ti·sep·tic (4nÙtV-sHpùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or producing antisepsis.  

2. Capable of preventing infection by inhibiting the growth of microorganisms.  

3. Thoroughly clean; aseptic.  See Synonyms at clean.  4. Of or associated with 

the use of antiseptics.  5. a. Devoid of enlivening or enriching qualities: “This is... 

not at all lighthearted or amiable music. In fact, the tone is unremittingly sober and 

antiseptic” (Donal Henahan).  b. Free of disturbing or unpleasant features; sani-

tized:  an antiseptic version of history.    —  n.  A substance that inhibits the growth 

and reproduction of disease-causing microorganisms.   —anÙti·sepùti·cal·ly 
adv. 



an·ti·se·rum (4nùtV-sîrÙNm) n.  pl. an·ti·se·rums or an·ti·se·ra (-sîÙrN). 
Human or animal serum containing antibodies that are specific for one or more 

antigens. 

an·ti·slav·er·y (4nÙtK-sl7ùvN-rK, -sl7vùrK, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to the practice or 

institution of slavery.   —anÙti·slavùer·y n. 

an·ti·smog (4nÙtK-smmgù, -smôgù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Intended to reduce pollutants 

that cause smog:  antismog devices for cars and power plants. 

an·ti·smok·ing (4nÙtK-smoùkVng, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to or prohibiting the 

smoking of tobacco, especially in public:  an antismoking campaign; an antismok-

ing ordinance. 

an·ti·so·cial (4nÙtK-soùshNl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  1. Shunning the society of others; not 

sociable.  2. Hostile to or disruptive of the established social order; marked by or 

engaging in behavior that violates accepted mores:  Criminal behavior or conduct 

that violates the rights of other individuals is antisocial.  3. Disrespectful of others; 

rude.   —anÙti·soùcial·ly adv. 

an·ti·spas·mod·ic (4nÙtK-sp4z-mmdùVk, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Relieving or preventing 

spasms, especially of smooth muscle.   —  n.  An antispasmodic agent.  Also 

called spasmolytic 

an·ti·stat·ic (4nÙtK-st4tùVk, 4nÙtX-) also an·ti·stat (-tK-st4tù, -tX-) adj.  Prevent-

ing or inhibiting the buildup of static electricity.   —anÙti·statùic n. 

An·tis·the·nes (4n-tVsùthN-nKzÙ), 444?-371? B.C.  Greek philosopher who 

founded the Cynic school. 

an·tis·tro·phe (4n-tVsùtrN-fK) n.  1. The second stanza, and those like it, in a 

poem consisting of alternating stanzas in contrasting metric form.  2. The second 

division of the triad of a Pindaric ode, having the same stanza form as the stro-

phe.  3. a. The choral movement in classical Greek drama following and in the 

same meter as the strophe, sung while the chorus moves in the opposite direction 

from that of the strophe.  b. The part of a choral ode sung while this movement is 

executed.   [Late Latin antistrophK, antistrophe of Greek tragedy, from Greek, 

strophic correspondence, from antistrephein, to turn back  : anti-, back; see ANTI- 

+ strephein, to turn; see STROPHE.] —anÙti·strophùic (4nÙtV-strmfùVk) adj.  

—anÙti·strophùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·ti·sub·ma·rine (4nÙtK-sƒbùmN-rKnÙ, -sƒbÙmN-rKnù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Abbr. AS 

Directed against enemy submarines. 

an·ti-sway bar (4nÙtK-sw7ù bär, 4nÙtX-) n.  A metal bar connecting the left and 

right suspension systems at the front or rear of an automobile or a truck, used to 

stabilize the chassis against sway.  Also called anti-roll bar, stabilizer bar, sway bar. 

an·ti·take·o·ver (4nÙtK-t7kùoÙvNr, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting 

measures or statutes intended to prevent acquisition of a target company by 

another company hostile to the target’s management. 



an·ti·tank (4nÙtK-t4ngkù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Abbr. AT, a/t Designed for combat or 

defense against armored vehicles, especially tanks. 

an·ti·ter·ror·ist (4nÙtK-tHrùNr-ist, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Intended to prevent or counteract 

terrorism; counterterror:  antiterrorist measures.   —anÙti·terùror·ism n. 

an·ti·theft (4nÙtK-thHftù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Designed to prevent theft:  an antitheft 

automotive device. 

an·tith·e·sis (4n-tVthùV-sVs) n.  pl. an·tith·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Direct contrast; 

opposition.  2. The direct or exact opposite:  Hope is the antithesis of despair.  

3. a. A figure of speech in which sharply contrasting ideas are juxtaposed in a 

balanced or parallel phrase or grammatical structure, as in “Hee for God only, shee 

for God in him” (John Milton).  b. The second and contrasting part of such a jux-

taposition.   4. The second stage of the Hegelian dialectic process, representing 

the opposite of the thesis.  [Late Latin, from Greek, from antitithenai, to oppose  : 

anti-, anti- + tithenai, the-, to set; see dhK- in Appendix.]

an·ti·thet·i·cal (4nÙtV-thHtùV-kNl) also an·ti·thet·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, 

or marked by antithesis.  2. Being in diametrical opposition.  See Synonyms at 

opposite.  [From Medieval Latin antitheticus, from Greek antithetikos, from 

antitithenai, to oppose. See ANTITHESIS.] —anÙti·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

an·ti·tox·ic (4nÙtK-tmkùsVk) adj.  1. Counteracting a toxin or poison.  2. Of, 

relating to, or containing an antitoxin:  an antitoxic serum. 

an·ti·tox·in (4nÙtK-tmkùsVn) n.  1. An antibody formed in response to and capa-

ble of neutralizing a specific toxin of biological origin.  2. An animal or human 

serum containing antitoxins. It is used in medicine to prevent or treat diseases 

caused by the action of biological toxins, such as tetanus, botulism, and diphthe-

ria. 

an·ti·trade (4nùtV-tr7dÙ) n.  The westerly winds above the surface trade winds 

of the tropics, which become the prevailing westerly winds of the middle lati-

tudes. Often used in the plural. 

an·ti·trust (4nÙtK-trƒstù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposing or intended to regulate business 

monopolies, such as trusts or cartels:  antitrust legislation. 

an·ti·tu·mor (4nÙtV-tuùmNr, -tyuù-) also an·ti·tu·mor·al (-mNr-Nl) adj.  

Counteracting or preventing the formation of malignant tumors; anticancer. 

an·ti·tus·sive (4nÙtK-tƒsùVv, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Capable of relieving or suppressing 

coughing.   —anÙti·tusùsive n. 

an·ti·type (4nùtV-tXpÙ) n.  1. One that is foreshadowed by or identified with an 

earlier symbol or type, such as a figure in the New Testament who has a counter-

part in the Old Testament.  2. An opposite or contrasting type.  [Medieval Latin 

antitypus, from Late Greek antitupos, copy, antitype, from Greek, corresponding, 

representing  : anti-, equal to, like; see ANTI- + tupos, print, impression.] 
—anÙti·typùi·cal (-tVpùV-kNl) adj. 



an·ti-u·to·pi·a (4nÙtK-yu-toùpK-N, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. An imaginary place or society 

characterized by human misery and oppression; a dystopia.  2. A work describing 

such a place or society.   —anÙti-u·toùpi·an adj.  & n. 

an·ti·ven·in (4nÙtK-vHnùVn, 4nÙtX-) n.  1. An antitoxin active against the venom 

of a snake, spider, or other venomous animal or insect.  2. An animal serum con-

taining antivenins. It is used in medicine to treat poisoning caused by animal or 

insect venom.  [ANTI- + VEN(OM) + -IN.]

an·ti·vi·ral (4nÙtK-vXùrNl, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Destroying or inhibiting the growth and 

reproduction of viruses:  an antiviral drug.   —anÙti·viùral n. 

an·ti·vi·ta·min (4nÙtK-vXùtN-mVn, 4nÙtX-) n.  A substance that destroys or inhib-

its the metabolic action of a vitamin. 

an·ti·war (4nÙtK-wôrù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Opposed to war:  an antiwar protest. 

an·ti-white (4nÙtK-hwXtù, wXtù, 4nÙtX-) adj.  Hostile or opposed to white people: 

“To talk about black does not mean we are anti-white” (Ron Clark). 

ant·ler (4ntùlNr) n.  One of a pair of hornlike, bony, deciduous growths, usually 

elongated and branched, on the head of a deer, moose, elk, caribou, or other 

member of the deer family.  [Middle English aunteler, from Old French antoillier, 

from Vulgar Latin *antocul7re, anteocul7re : Latin ante-, ante- + Latin ocul7ris, of 

the eye; see OCULAR.] —antùlered adj. 

Ant·li·a (4ntùlK-N) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Hydra 

and Vela.  [Latin antlia, pump, from Greek, ship’s hold, bilge-water, from antlos.]

ant lion (4nt lXùNn) n.  1. Any of various insects of the family Myrmeleontidae, 

the adults of which resemble dragonflies.  2. The large-jawed larva of the ant lion, 

which digs a conical crater in the sand designed to trap ants and other insects for 

food. In this sense, also calleddoodlebug 

An·to·fa·gas·ta (änÙto-fN-gäùstN)  A city of northern Chile on the Pacific 

Ocean. It is a shipping center for minerals found in the area. Population, 185,486. 

An·to·nel·lo da Mes·si·na (änÙto-nHlùo dä mH-sKùnä), 1430?-1479.  Italian 

painter who studied Flemish techniques and reputedly introduced oil paints to 

Italy. 

An·to·ni·nus Pi·us (4nÙtN-nXùnNs pXùNs), A.D. 86-161.  Emperor of Rome (138-

161) who was the adopted son and successor of Hadrian. 

An·to·ni·on·i (4n-toÙnK-oùnK), Michelangelo. Born 1912.  Italian filmmaker 

whose works, notably L’Avventura (1959), are rich character studies. 

An·to·ni·us (4n-toùnK-Ns), Marcus.  See Mark Antony. 
an·to·no·ma·sia (4nÙtN-nN-m7ùzhN) n.  1. The substitution of a title or epithet 

for a proper name, as in calling a sovereign “Your Majesty.”  2. The substitution of 

a personal name for a common noun to designate a member of a group or class, 

as in calling a traitor a “Benedict Arnold.”  [Latin, from Greek antonomazein, to 

name instead  : anti-, instead of; see ANTI- + onomazein, to name (from onoma, 

name); see np-men- in Appendix.]



An·to·ny (äN-tN-nKù)  A city of north-central France, a mainly residential sub-

urb of Paris. Population, 54,610. 

an·to·nym (4nùtN-nVmÙ) n.  Abbr. ant. A word having a meaning opposite to 

that of another word:  The word wet is an antonym of the word dry.  [ANT(I)- + -

ONYM.] —anÙto·nymùic adj.  —an·tonùy·mous (4n-tmnùN-mNs) adj.  

—an·tonùy·my n. 

an·tra (4nùtrN) n.  Plural of antrum. 
an·tre (4nùtNr) n.  A cavern; a cave.  [French, from Latin antrum. See ANTRUM.]

an·trorse (4nùtrôrsÙ) adj.  Biology. Directed forward and upward, as the hairs on 

certain plant stems.  [New Latin antrorsum, from Latin anterior, before (perhaps 

after introrsum, inwards, from interior, inside),. See ANTERIOR.] —anùtrorseÙly 
adv. 

an·trum (4nùtrNm) n.  pl. an·tra (-trN). 1. A cavity or chamber, especially one in 

a bone.  2. Either of the sinuses in the bones of the upper jaw, opening into the 

nasal cavity.  [Late Latin, cavity in the body, from Latin, cave, from Greek antron.] 
—anùtral adj. 

ant·sy (4ntùsK) adj.  ant·si·er, ant·si·est. Slang. 1. Restless or impatient; fidg-

ety:  The long wait made the children antsy.  2. Nervous; apprehensive: “Camps got 

shot up all the time, but if there wasn’t a shoot-up, they’d get antsy” (Harper’s).  

[Perhaps from the incessant motions of ants.]

An·tung (änùttngù)  See Dandong. 
Ant·werp (4nùtwNrp) also An·vers (äN-vârù)  A city of northern Belgium on 

the Scheldt River north of Brussels. One of Europe’s busiest ports, it has been a 

center of the diamond industry since the 15th century. The first stock exchange 

was founded here in 1460. Population, 490,524. 

a·ñu also an·yu (äùnyu) n.  1. A twining Andean herb (Tropaeolum tuberosum) 

having large flowers with yellow petals and long red spurs.  2. The edible tubers 

of this plant.  [American Spanish añú, from Quechua áñu.]

A·nu·bis (N-nuùbVs, N-nyuù-) n.  Mythology. A jackal-headed Egyptian god and 

the son of Osiris. He conducted the dead to judgment. 

A·nu·ra·dha·pur·a (ƒnÙN-räÙdN-ptrùN, N-ntrÙN-)  A town of north-central 

Sri Lanka north-northeast of Colombo. The ancient capital of Singhalese kings of 

Ceylon, it has extensive ruins and is a Buddhist pilgrimage center. Population, 

36,000. 

a·nu·ran (N-ntrùNn, N-nytrù-) n.  See salientian.  [From New Latin Anura, 

order of frogs and toads  : A-1 + Greek oura, tail; see ors- in Appendix.]

an·u·re·sis (4nÙyN-rKùsVs) n.  1. Inability to urinate.  2.  See anuria.  [A-1 + 

Greek ourKsis, urination from ourein, to urinate, from ouron, urine.] 
—anÙu·retùic (-rHtùVk) adj. 

a·nu·ri·a (N-ntrùK-N, N-nytrù-) n.  The absence of urine formation.  Also called 

anuresis  —a·nuùric (N-ntrùVk, N-nytrù-) adj. 



a·nu·rous (N-ntrùNs, N-nytrù-) adj.  Having no tail; tailless. 

a·nus (7ùnNs) n.  pl. a·nus·es. The opening at the lower end of the alimentary 

canal through which solid waste is eliminated from the body.  [Middle English, 

from Latin.]

An·u·szkie·wicz (4nÙN-sk7ùvVtch), Richard Joseph. Born 1930.  American 

painter whose works of vibrant complementary colors and precise geometric pat-

terns create the illusion of vibration. 

An·vers (äN-vârù)  See Antwerp. 
an·vil (4nùvVl) n.  1. A heavy block of iron or steel with a smooth, flat top on 

which metals are shaped by hammering.  2. The fixed jaw in a set of calipers 

against which an object to be measured is placed.  3. Anatomy. See incus (n., 

sense 1).  [Middle English anfilt, from Old English. See pel-5 in Appendix.]

anx·i·e·ty (4ng-zXùV-tK) n.  pl. anx·i·e·ties. 1. a. A state of uneasiness and 

apprehension, as about future uncertainties.  b. A cause of anxiety:  For some peo-

ple, air travel is a real anxiety.   2. Psychiatry. A state of intense apprehension, 

uncertainty, and fear resulting from the anticipation of a threatening event or sit-

uation, often to a degree that the normal physical and psychological functioning 

of the affected individual is disrupted.  3. Eager, often agitated desire:  my anxiety 

to make a good impression.  [Latin 7nxiet7s, from 7nxius, anxious. See ANXIOUS.]

SYNONYMS: anxiety, worry, care, concern, solicitude. These nouns are com-

pared as they refer to troubled states of mind. Anxiety suggests feelings of fear

and apprehension, especially when these emotions seem unrelated to objective

sources: “Feelings of resentment and rage over this devious form of manipulation

cannot surface in the child... because he does not see through the subterfuge. At the

most, he will experience feelings of anxiety, shame, insecurity, and helplessness” (Al-

ice Miller). Worry implies persistent doubt or fear that disturbs one’s peace of

mind: “Rich people have about as many worries as poor ones, I think” (Louisa May

Alcott). Care denotes a burdened state of mind arising from heavy responsibili-

ties: “To be happy one must be... well fed, unhounded by sordid cares” (H.L. Menck-

en). Concern stresses involvement in the source of mental unrest; it combines se-

rious thought with emotion: “Concern for man himself and his fate must always

form the chief interest of all technical endeavors” (Albert Einstein). Solicitude is ac-

tive and sometimes excessive concern for the well-being of another or others: “An-

imosity had given way first to grudging concessions of admiration and then to wor-

ried solicitude for Lindbergh’s safety” (Warren Trabant).

anx·ious (4ngkùshNs, 4ngùshNs) adj.  1. Uneasy and apprehensive about an 

uncertain event or matter; worried.  2. Attended with, showing, or causing anxi-

ety:  spent an anxious night waiting for the test results.  3. Usage Problem. Eagerly 



or earnestly desirous.  [From Latin 7nxius, from angere, to torment. See angh- in 

Appendix.] —anxùious·ly adv.  —anxùious·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Anxious has a long history of use roughly as a synonym for ea-

ger, but many would prefer that the distinction between the two words be main-

tained and that anxious be used only when its subject is worried or uneasy about

the anticipated event. In the traditional view, one may say We are anxious to see

the strike settled soon but not We are anxious to see the new show of British sculpture

at the museum. Fifty-two percent of the Usage Panel rejects anxious in the latter

sentence. But general adoption of anxious to mean “eager” is understandable, at

least in colloquial discourse, since it provides a means of adding emotional ur-

gency to an assertion, in its implication that the subject’s desire for a certain out-

come is so strong that frustration of that desire will lead to unhappiness. Note, in

this connection, the analogous use of sentences such as I’m dying to see your new

baby in informal style.

an·y (HnùK) adj.  1. One, some, every, or all without specification:  Take any book 

you want. Are there any messages for me? Any child would love that. Give me any 

food you don’t want.  2. Exceeding normal limits, as in size or duration:  The 

patient cannot endure chemotherapy for any length of time.   —  pron.  (used with a 

sing. or pl. verb). Any one or more persons, things, or quantities.   —  adv.  To any 

degree or extent; at all:  didn’t feel any better.  [Middle English ani, from Old 

English <nig. See oi-no- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Used as a pronoun, any can take either a singular or plural verb,

depending on how it is construed: Any of these books is suitable (that is, any one).

But are any (that is, some) of them available? • The construction of any is often

used in informal contexts to mean “of all,” as in He is the best known of any living

playwright. In an earlier survey this example was unacceptable in writing to 67

percent of the Usage Panel. • Any is also used to mean “at all” before a compar-

ative adjective or adverb in questions and negative sentences: Is she any better? Is

he doing any better? He is not any friendlier than before. This usage is entirely ac-

ceptable. The related use of any to modify a verb is considered informal. In writ-

ing, one should avoid sentences like It didn’t hurt any or If the child cries any, give

her the bottle. See Usage Note at every. See Usage Note at he1.

An·yang (änùyängù)  1. A city of eastern China north-northeast of Zhengzhou. 

It was a capital of the Shang dynasty and one of the earliest centers of Chinese civ-

ilization. Population, 250,000.  2. A city of northwest South Korea, a suburb of 

Seoul. Population, 274,093. 



an·y·bod·y (HnùK-bmdÙK, -bƒdÙK) pron.  Any person; anyone.  See Usage Note at 

anyone.   —  n.  A person of consequence:  Everybody who is anybody was at the 

reception.  See Usage Note at every. See Usage Note at he1. 
an·y·how (HnùK-houÙ) adv.  1. In whatever way or manner; however:  I’ll cook it 

anyhow you like. They came anyhow they could—by boat, train, or plane.  2. In a 

careless way; haphazardly:  clothes stuffed anyhow into the suitcase.  3. a. In any 

case; at least:  I think they’re asleep; anyhow, they’re quiet.  b. Nevertheless:  It 

sounds crazy, but I believe it anyhow.  

an·y·more (HnÙK-môrù, -morù) adv.  1. a. Any longer; at the present:  Do they 

make this model anymore?  b. From now on:  We promised not to quarrel anymore.   

2. Regional. Nowadays.  

REGIONAL NOTE: In standard American English the word anymore is often

found in negative sentences: They don’t live here anymore. But anymore is widely

used in regional American English in positive sentences with the meaning “now-

adays”: “We use a gas stove anymore” (Oklahoma informant in DARE). Its use,

which appears to be spreading, is centered in the South Midland and Midwestern

states—Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Oklahoma, and Iowa—and the Western

states that received settlers from those areas. The earliest recorded examples are

from Northern Ireland, where the positive use of anymore still occurs.

an·y·one (HnùK-wƒnÙ, -wNn) pron.  Any person.  

USAGE NOTE: The one-word form anyone is used to mean “any person.” The

two-word form any one is used to mean “whatever one (person or thing) of a

group.” Anyone may join means that admission is open to everybody. Any one may

join means that admission is open to one person only. When followed by of, only

any one can be used: Any one (not anyone) of the boys could carry it by himself. •
Anyone is often used in place of everyone in sentences like She is the most thrifty

person of anyone I know. In an earlier survey 64 percent of the Usage Panel found

this sentence unacceptable in writing. • Anyone and anybody are singular terms

and always take a singular verb. See Usage Note at he1.

an·y·place (HnùK-pl7sÙ) adv.  To, in, or at any place; anywhere.  See Usage Note 

at everyplace. 
an·y·thing (HnùK-thVngÙ) pron.  Any object, occurrence, or matter whatever.   
—  adv.  To any degree or extent; at all:  They aren’t anything like last year’s team.   
—  n.  Something or someone of importance: “You had to be something to start 

with, and Jeremy never was anything” (Anne Tyler).   —idiom. anything but. 
By no means; not at all:  I was anything but happy about going. 

an·y·time (HnùK-tXmÙ) adv.  At any time. 

an·yu (äùnyu) n.  Variant of añu. 



an·y·way (HnùK-w7Ù) adv.  1. In any way or manner whatever:  Get the job done 

anyway you can.  2. In any case; at least:  I don’t know if it was lost or stolen; any-

way, it’s gone.  3. Nevertheless; regardless:  It was raining but they played the game 

anyway. 

an·y·ways (HnùK-w7zÙ) adv.  Non-Standard. In any case. 

an·y·where (HnùK-hwârÙ, -wârÙ) adv.  1. To, in, or at any place.  2. To any extent 

or degree; at all:  The project isn’t anywhere near completion.  3. Used to indicate 

limits of variation:  Anywhere from 300 to 400 patients suffered secondary infec-

tions.   —  n.  Any place whatsoever. 

an·y·wise (HnùK-wXzÙ) adv.  Non-Standard. In any case. 

An·za (4nùzN, änùsä), Juan Bautista de. 1735-1788?.  Spanish explorer and 

colonial administrator who founded San Francisco (1776). 

An·zac (4nùz4kÙ) n.  A soldier from New Zealand or Australia.  [A(ustralian and) 

N(ew) Z(ealand) A(rmy) C(orps).] —AnùzacÙ adj. 

An·zhe·ro-Sud·zhensk (än-zhHrÙN-std-zhHnskù, -sudùzhVnskÙ)  A city of 

central Russia northeast of Novosibirsk. It is one of the oldest coal-mining centers 

in the Kuznetsk Basin. Population, 110,000. 

An·zi·o (4nùzK-o, änùtsyô)  A town of central Italy on the Tyrrhenian Sea south-

southeast of Rome. In World War II Allied troops landed at Anzio on January 22, 

1944. Population, 27,094. 

a/o abbr.  Account of. 

ao dai (ouù dX, ôù) n.  pl. ao dais. The traditional dress of Vietnamese women, 

consisting of a long tunic that is slit on the sides and worn over loose trousers.  

[Vietnamese áo dài : áo, tunic (of Chinese origin) + dài, long.]

AOH abbr.  Ancient Order of Hibernians. 

A-OK also A-O·kay (7ùo-k7ù) adj.  Informal. Being in perfect condition or order.   
—A-OK adv.  & n. 

Ao·mo·ri (ouùmN-rK, äÙô-môrùK)  A city of extreme northern Honshu, Japan, on 

Aomori Bay. Opened to foreign trade in 1906, it is now the chief port of north-

ern Honshu. Population, 294,050. 

A-one also A-1 (7ùwƒnù) adj.  Informal. First-class; excellent.  [From classifica-

tion for ships in The Lloyd’s Register of Shipping.]

aor. abbr.  Grammar. Aorist. 

A·o·rang·i (äÙo-rängùgK)  See Mount Cook (sense 1). 

a·o·rist (7ùNr-Vst) Grammar. n.  Abbr. aor. 1. A form of a verb in some languages, 

such as Classical Greek, that expresses action without indicating its completion or 

continuation.  2. A form of a verb in some languages, such as Classical Greek or 

Sanskrit, that in the indicative mood expresses past action.  [From Greek aoristos, 

indefinite, aorist tense  : a-, not; see A-1 + horistos, definable (from horizein, to 

define); see HORIZON.] —aÙo·risùtic adj.  —aÙo·risùti·cal·ly adv. 



a·or·ta (7-ôrùtN) n.  pl. a·or·tas or a·or·tae (-tK). Anatomy. The main trunk of 

the systemic arteries, carrying blood from the left side of the heart to the arteries 

of all limbs and organs except the lungs.  [New Latin, from Greek aortK, from 

aeirein, to lift. See wer-1 in Appendix.] —a·orùtal, a·orùtic adj. 

aortic arch (7-ôrùtVk ärch) n.  Anatomy. One of a series of paired arteries in a 

vertebrate embryo that connects the ventral arterial system to the dorsal arterial 

system. 

a·or·tog·ra·phy (7Ùôr-tmgùrN-fK) n.  Examination of the aorta using x-rays fol-

lowing the injection of a radiopaque substance.   —a·orÙto·graphùic (-tN-

gr4fùVk) adj. 

a·ou·dad (äùt-d4dÙ, ouùd4dÙ) n.  A wild sheep (Ammotragus lervia) of north-

ern Africa, having long, curved horns and a beardlike growth of hair on the neck 

and chest.  Also called Barbary sheep [French, from Berber, audad.]

AP abbr.  1. Advanced placement.  2. Airplane.  3. Air police.  4. American plan.  

5. Antipersonnel.  6.  Also A.P.. Associated Press. 

ap. abbr.  Apothecary. 

a.p. abbr.  1. Additional premium.  2. Author’s proof. 

ap-1 pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

ap-2 pref.  Variant of apo-. 
APA abbr.  1. American Philological Association.  2. American Philosophical 

Association.  3. American Psychiatric Association.  4. American Psychological 

Association. 

a·pace (N-p7sù) adv.  1. At a rapid pace; swiftly.  2. In such a way or at such a 

speed as to keep up the requisite momentum; abreast.  [Middle English a pas, 

from Old French  : a, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + pas, step; see PACE
1.]

a·pache (N-p4shù, ä-päshù) n.  pl. a·paches (N-p4shù, ä-päshù). 1. A member of 

the Parisian underworld.  2. A thug; a ruffian.  [French, from Apache, Apache 

Indian. See APACHE.]

A·pach·e (N-p4chùK) n.  pl. Apache or A·pach·es. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting the southwest United States and northern Mexico. Various 

Apache tribes offered strong resistance to encroachment on their territory in the 

latter half of the 19th century. Present-day Apache populations are located in Ari-

zona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma.  b. A member of this people.   2. Any of the 

Apachean languages of the Apache.  [American Spanish.]

A·pach·e·an (N-p4chùK-Nn) n.  1. The subgroup of Athabaskan comprising the 

languages of the Apache and Navajo.  2. A speaker of any of these languages. 

Ap·a·lach·i·co·la (4pÙN-l4chÙV-koùlN)  A river of northwest Florida flowing 

about 180 km (112 mi) southward from the Georgia border to Apalachicola 
Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. 

ap·a·nage (4pùN-nVj) n.  Variant of appanage. 



Ap·a·po·ris (äÙpN-porùKs, -pôrù-)  A river rising in south-central Colombia and 

flowing about 805 km (500 mi) southeast to the Japurá River on the Brazilian 

border. 

ap·a·re·jo (4pÙN-r7ùho, -r7ùo) n.  pl. ap·a·re·jos. Southwestern U.S. A packsad-

dle made of a stuffed leather pad.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, equipment, 

from aparejar, to prepare, from Vulgar Latin *apparicul7re. See APPAREL.]

a·part (N-pärtù) adv.  1. a. At a distance in place, position, or time:  railings 

spaced two feet apart; born three years apart.  b. Away from another or others:  

grew apart over the years; decided to live apart.   2. In or into parts or pieces:  split 

apart.  3. One from another:  I can’t tell the twins apart.  4. Aside or in reserve, as 

for a separate use or purpose:  funds set apart for the project.  5. As a distinct item 

or entity:  Quality sets it apart.  6. So as to except or exclude from consideration; 

aside:  All joking apart, I think you’re crazy.   —  adj.  Set apart; isolated. Used after 

a noun or in the predicate:  a people who have existed over the centuries as a world 

apart.  [Middle English, from Old French a part : a, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + 

part, side (from Latin pars, part-); see PART.] —a·partùness n. 

apart from (N-pärtù frƒm) prep.  With the exception of; besides:  Apart from a 

few scratches, the car was undamaged. 

a·part·heid (N-pärtùhXtÙ, -h7tÙ) n.  1. An official policy of racial segregation 

practiced in the Republic of South Africa, involving political, legal, and economic 

discrimination against nonwhites.  2. Any policy or practice of separating or seg-

regating groups.  3. The condition of being separated from others; segregation.  

[Afrikaans  : Dutch apart, separate (from French à part, apart); see APART + -heid, 

-hood.]

WORD HISTORY: Although South Africa has not furnished a great number of

words that have achieved general currency in British and American English, one

in particular, apartheid, has gained wide circulation. The first recorded use of

apartheid as an English term, in the Cape Times on October 24, 1947, is an ironic

commentary on much of the word’s use since then: “Mr. Hofmeyr said apartheid

could not be reconciled with a policy of progress and prosperity for South Africa.”

According to the March 15, 1961, issue of the London Times, the word self-devel-

opment was supposed to replace apartheid as the official term used by the South

African Broadcasting Corporation for “the Government’s race policies.” And in

Move Your Shadow, published in 1985, Joseph Lelyveld says that the “word is

[now] shunned, even resented by the [National Party’s] high priests as if it were

an epithet fashioned by the country’s enemies.” But apartheid as a word and as a

reality has been slow to disappear. The history of apartheid, however, offers a pos-

sible model for change in this policy, for the word is an example of a mixture and

combination of resources, in this case linguistic. Apartheid is an English word that

came into South African English from Afrikaans, the language of the Dutch set-



tlers of South Africa. They in turn had made up the word from the Dutch word

apart, “separate,” and the suffix -heid, which corresponds to our suffix -hood.

Thus apartheid literally means “separateness.” The Dutch had earlier borrowed

the word apart, as did we, from the French phrase à part, meaning “to one side.”

a·part·ment (N-pärtùmNnt) n.  Abbr. apt. 1. A room or suite of rooms designed 

as a residence and generally located in a building occupied by more than one 

household.  2. An apartment house:  a row of high-rise apartments.  3. A room.  

4. apartments. Chiefly British. A suite of rooms within a larger building set 

aside for a particular purpose or person.  [French appartement, from Italian 

appartamento, from appartare, to separate, from a parte, apart  : a, to (from Latin 

ad-); see AD- + parte, side (from Latin pars, part-); see PART.]

apartment house (N-pärtùmNnt hous) n.  A building divided into apart-

ments.  Also called apartment building 

ap·a·tet·ic (4pÙN-tHtùVk) adj.  Zoology. Relating to or characterized by coloration 

serving as natural camouflage.  [Greek apatKtikos, deceptive, from apatKtKs, 

deceiver, from apateuein, to cheat, from apatK, deceit.]

ap·a·thet·ic (4pÙN-thHtùVk) also ap·a·thet·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Feeling or show-

ing a lack of interest or concern; indifferent.  2. Feeling or showing little or no 

emotion; unresponsive.  [From APATHY, on the model of PATHETIC.] 
—apÙa·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

ap·a·thy (4pùN-thK) n.  1. Lack of interest or concern, especially regarding mat-

ters of general importance or appeal; indifference.  2. Lack of emotion or feeling; 

impassiveness.  [Latin apathXa, from Greek apatheia, from apathKs, without feel-

ing  : a-, without; see A-1 + pathos, feeling; see kwent(h)- in Appendix.]

ap·a·tite (4pùN-tXtÙ) n.  A natural, variously colored calcium fluoride phosphate, 

Ca5F(PO4)3, with chlorine, hydroxyl, or carbonate sometimes replacing the fluo-

ride. It is a source of phosphorus for plants and is used in the manufacture of fer-

tilizers.  [From Greek apatK, deceit (from its often being mistaken for other 

minerals).]

APB abbr.  All points bulletin. 

ape (7p) n.  1. a. Any of various large, tailless Old World primates of the family 

Pongidae, including the chimpanzee, gorilla, gibbon, and orangutan.  b. A mon-

key.   2. A mimic or an imitator.  3. Informal. A clumsy or boorish person.   —  v.  

tr. aped, ap·ing, apes. To mimic slavishly but often with an absurd result.  See 

Synonyms at imitate.   —  adj.  Informal. Completely unrestrained, especially 

with enthusiasm:  The fans at the concert were really ape.   —idiom. go ape. 
Informal. To become wildly excited or enthusiastic.  [Middle English, from Old 

English apa.] —apùer n. 



a·peak (N-pKkù) adv.  & adj.  Nautical. In a vertical or almost vertical position or 

direction:  rowers holding their oars apeak.  [Alteration of apike, probably from 

French à pic : à, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + pic, peak (from Old French).]

A·pel·doorn (4pùNl-dôrnÙ, -dornÙ, -äùpNl-)  A city of east-central Netherlands 

north of Arnhem. It is a popular tourist center. Population, 144,108. 

A·pel·les (N-pHlùKz), fl. fourth century B.C.  Greek painter whose works, none of 

which survives, are described in ancient writings. 

ape-man (7pùm4nÙ) n.  1. Any of various extinct primates, such as pithecan-

thropus, sometimes considered intermediate in evolution between the anthro-

poid apes and modern human beings.  2. A person or creature held to combine 

characteristics of apes and humans, as: a. A brawny or brutish man.  b. An arche-

type of the primitive or instinctual aspect of human nature: “The superman has 

created the airplane and the radio, the ape-man has got hold of them” (Los Angeles 

Times).  

Ap·en·nines (4pùN-nXnzÙ)  A mountain system extending about 1,352 km (840 

mi) from northwest Italy south to the Strait of Messina. The highest peak is 

Mount Corno, rising to 2,915.8 m (9,560 ft). 

a·per·çu (äÙpHr-süù) n.  pl. a·per·çus (-süù). 1. A discerning perception; an 

insight.  2. A short outline or summary; a synopsis.  [French, from past participle 

of apercevoir, to perceive  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + perceivre, to perceive; 

see PERCEIVE.]

a·pe·ri·ent (N-pîrùK-Nnt) adj.  Gently stimulating evacuation of the bowels; laxa-

tive.   —  n.  A mild laxative.  [Latin aperiKns, aperient- present participle of 

aperXre, to open. See wer-4 in Appendix.]

a·pe·ri·od·ic (7Ùpîr-K-mdùVk) adj.  1. Occurring without periodicity; irregular.  

2. Physics. Without periodic vibrations.   —aÙpe·ri·odùi·cal·ly adv.  

—a·peÙri·o·dicùi·ty (-N-dVsùV-tK) n. 

a·pé·ri·tif (ä-pHrÙV-tKfù) n.  An alcoholic drink taken as an appetizer before a 

meal.  [French, from Old French aperitif, purgative, from Medieval Latin aperitX-
vus, from Late Latin apertXvus, from Latin apertus, past participle of aperXre, to 

open. See wer-4 in Appendix.]

ap·er·ture (4pùNr-chNr) n.  1. An opening, such as a hole, gap, or slit.  2. a. A 

usually adjustable opening in an optical instrument, such as a camera or a tele-

scope, that limits the amount of light passing through a lens or onto a mirror.  

b. The diameter of such an opening, often expressed as an f-number.  c. The 

diameter of the objective of a telescope.   [Middle English, from Latin apert7ra, 

from apertus, past participle of aperXre, to open. See wer-4 in Appendix.] 
—apùer·turÙal adj. 

aperture card (4pùNr-chNr kärd) n.  A punched card on which frames of a 

microfilmed document are mounted. 



a·pet·al·ous (7-pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Botany. Having no petals.   —a·petùal·y (7-pHtùl-

K) n. 

a·pex (7ùpHks) n.  pl. a·pex·es or a·pi·ces (7ùpV-sKzÙ, 4pùV-). 1. The highest 

point; the vertex:  the apex of a triangle; the apex of a hill.  2. The point of culmi-

nation.  See Synonyms at summit.  3. The usually pointed end of an object; the 

tip:  the apex of a leaf.  [Latin.]

Ap·gar score (4pùgär skôr) n.  A system of assessing the general physical condi-

tion of a newborn infant based on a rating of 0, 1, or 2 for five criteria: heart rate, 

respiration, muscle tone, skin color, and response to stimuli. The five scores are 

added together, with a perfect score being 10.  [After Virginia Apgar (1909-1974), 

American physician.]

a·phaer·e·sis  or a·pher·e·sis (N-fHrùV-sVs) n.  pl. a·phaer·e·ses (-sKzÙ). Lin-

guistics. The loss of one or more sounds from the beginning of a word, as in till 

for until.  [Late Latin, from Greek aphairesis, from aphairein, to take away  : apo-, 

apo- + hairein, to take.] —aphÙae·retùic (4fÙN-rHtùVk) adj. 

a·pha·gi·a (N-f7ùjK-N, -jN) n.  Loss of the ability to swallow. 

aph·a·nite (4fùN-nXtÙ) n.  A dense, homogeneous rock with constituents so fine 

that they cannot be seen by the naked eye.  [From Greek aphanKs, unseen  : a-, 

not; see A-1 + phainesthai, phan-, to appear (from phainein, to show); see PHE-

NOMENON.] —aphÙa·nitùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

a·pha·sia (N-f7ùzhN) n.  Partial or total loss of the ability to articulate ideas or 

comprehend spoken or written language, resulting from damage to the brain 

caused by injury or disease.  [Greek, from aphatos, speechless  : a-, not; see A-1 + 

phatos, spoken, speakable (from phanai, to speak); see -PHASIA.] —a·phaùsi·acÙ 
(-zK-4kÙ) n.  —a·phaùsic (-zVk, -sVk) adj.  & n. 

a·phe·li·on (N-fKùlK-Nn, N-fKlùyNn) n.  pl. a·phe·li·a (-lK-N). The point on the 

orbit of a celestial body that is farthest from the sun.  [From New Latin aphKlium : 

Greek apo-, apo- + Greek hKlios, sun; see s7wel- in Appendix.]

a·pher·e·sis (N-fHrùV-sVs) n.  1. Linguistics. Variant of aphaeresis. 2. Medicine. 

A procedure in which blood is drawn from a donor and separated into its compo-

nents, some of which are retained, such as plasma or platelets, and the remainder 

returned by transfusion to the donor.  Also called hemapheresis 

aph·e·sis (4fùV-sVs) n.  pl. aph·e·ses (-sKzÙ). Linguistics. The loss of an initial, 

usually unstressed vowel, as in cute from acute.  [Greek, a release, from aphienai, 

to let go  : apo-, apo- + hienai, he-, to send; see DIESIS.] —a·phetùic (N-fHtùVk) adj.  

—a·phetùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·phid (7ùfVd, 4fùVd) n.  Any of various small, soft-bodied insects of the family 

Aphididae that have mouthparts specially adapted for piercing and feed by suck-

ing sap from plants.  Also called plant louse [New Latin Aphis, Aphid-, type genus. 

See APHIS.] —a·phidùi·an (N-fVdùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

a·phi·des (7ùfV-dKzÙ, 4fùV-) n.  Plural of aphis. 



aphid lion (7ùfVd lXùNn) n.  The larva of any of several insects of the family 

Chrysopidae, such as the lacewing, that feed on aphids. 

a·phis (7ùfVs, 4fùVs) n.  pl. a·phi·des (7ùfV-dKzÙ, 4fùV-). An aphid, especially one of 

the genus Aphis.  [New Latin Aphis, genus name.]

a·pho·ni·a (7-foùnK-N) n.  Loss of the voice resulting from disease, injury to the 

vocal cords, or various psychological causes, such as hysteria.  [New Latin, from 

Greek aphonia, speechlessness, from aphonos, voiceless  : a-, without; see A-1 + 

phonK, voice; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —a·phonùic (7-fmnùVk, 7-foùnVk) adj. 

aph·o·rism (4fùN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. A tersely phrased statement of a truth or opin-

ion; an adage.  See Synonyms at saying.  2. A brief statement of a principle.  

[French aphorisme, from Old French, from Late Latin aphorismus, from Greek 

aphorismos, from aphorizein, to delimit, define  : apo-, apo- + horizein, to delimit, 

define; see HORIZON.] —aphùo·rist n.  —aphÙo·risùtic (-rVsùtVk) adj.  

—aphÙo·risùti·cal·ly adv. 

aph·o·rize (4fùN-rXzÙ) v.  intr. aph·o·rized, aph·o·riz·ing, aph·o·riz·es. To 

express oneself in or as if in aphorisms. 

a·pho·tic (7-foùtVk) adj.  1. Having no light.  2. Of or relating to the region of a 

body of water that is not reached by sunlight and in which photosynthesis is 

unable to occur. 

aph·ro·dis·i·ac (4fÙrN-dVzùK-4kÙ, -dKùzK-) adj.  Arousing or intensifying sexual 

desire.   —  n.  Something, such as a drug or food, having such an effect.  [Greek 

aphrodisiakos, from aphrodisia, sexual pleasures, from AphroditK, Aphrodite.] 
—aphÙro·di·siùa·cal (-dV-zXùV-kNl) adj. 

aph·ro·di·te (4fÙrN-dXùtK) n.  A brightly colored butterfly (Argynnis aphrodite) 

of North America.  [From APHRODITE.]

Aph·ro·di·te (4fÙrN-dXùtK) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of love and beauty.  

Also called Cytherea [Greek AphroditK.]

a·phyl·lous (7-fVlùNs) adj.  Botany. Bearing no leaves; leafless.  [From New Latin 

aphyllus, from Greek aphullos : a-, without; see A-1 + phullon, leaf; see -PHYLLOUS.] 
—aùphylÙly (7ùfVlÙK) n. 

A·pi·a (N-pKùN, äùpK-äÙ)  The capital of Western Samoa, on the northern coast of 

Upolo island in the southern Pacific Ocean. Population, 33,170. 

a·pi·an (7ùpK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the characteristics of bees.  

[From Latin apis, bee.]

a·pi·ar·i·an (7ÙpK-ârùK-Nn) adj.  Relating to bees or to the keeping and care of 

bees. 

a·pi·a·rist (7ùpK-N-rVst, -HrÙVst) n.  One who keeps bees, specifically one who 

cares for and raises bees for commercial or agricultural purposes.  Also called bee-

keeper 



a·pi·ar·y (7ùpK-HrÙK) n.  pl. a·pi·ar·ies. A place where bees and beehives are kept, 

especially a place where bees are raised for their honey.  [Latin api7rium, beehive, 

from apis, bee.]

a·pi·cal (7ùpV-kNl, 4pùV-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, located at, or constituting an 

apex.  2. Linguistics. Of, relating to, or articulated with the tip of the tongue, as t, 

d, and s.  [From Latin apex, apic-, top.] —apùi·cal·ly adv. 

apical dominance (7ùpV-kNl dmmùN-nNns) n.  Botany. The inhibitory influ-

ence on the growth of lateral buds exerted by the terminal bud of a growing plant 

shoot. 

apical meristem (7ùpV-kNl mHrùV-stHmÙ) n.  Botany. A meristem located at the 

tip of a plant shoot or root. 

a·pi·ces (7ùpV-sKzÙ, 4pùV-) n.  A plural of apex. 
a·pic·u·late (N-pVkùyN-lVt) adj.  Ending abruptly with a sharp, flexible tip:  an 

apiculate leaf.  [From New Latin apiculus, sharp point, diminutive of Latin apex, 

apic-, point.]

a·pi·cul·ture (7ùpV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  The raising and care of bees for commercial or 

agricultural purposes.  [Latin apis, bee + CULTURE.] —aÙpi·culùtur·al adj.  

—aÙpi·culùtur·ist n. 

a·piece (N-pKsù) adv.  To or for each one; each:  There is enough bread for everyone 

to have two slices apiece.  [Middle English a pece : a, a; see A2 + pece, piece; see 

PIECE.]

a·pi·o (äùpK-o) n.  pl. a·pi·os. See arracacha.  [American Spanish, from Span-

ish, celery, from Latin apium, perhaps from apis, bee.]

A·pis (7ùpVs) n.  A sacred bull of the ancient Egyptians. 

ap·ish (7ùpVsh) adj.  1. Resembling an ape.  2. Slavishly or foolishly imitative: 

“My own performances were apish imitations of Olivier’s stirring cadences” (Robert 

Brustein).  3. Silly; outlandish.   —apùish·ly adv.  —apùish·ness n. 

a·piv·o·rous (7-pVvùNr-Ns) adj.  Zoology. Feeding on bees.  [Latin apis, bee + -

VOROUS.]

APL (7ÙpK-Hlù) n.  Computer Science. A programming language designed for use at 

remote terminals. It has specific capabilities for handling arrays.  [A P(rogram-

ming) L(anguage).]

a·pla·cen·tal (7ÙplN-sHnùtl) adj.  Having no placenta, as marsupials and 

monotremes. 

ap·la·nat·ic (4pÙlN-n4tùVk) adj.  Of or relating to optical systems that correct for 

spherical aberration.  [From A-1 + Greek planasthai, to wander; see pelN-2 in 

Appendix.]

a·pla·sia (N-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Defective development resulting in the absence 

of all or part of an organ or tissue. 

a·plas·tic (7-pl4sùtVk) adj.  1. Lacking form.  2. Pathology. a. Unable to form or 

regenerate tissue.  b. Of, relating to, or characterized by aplasia.  



aplastic anemia (7-pl4sùtVk N-nKùmK-N) n.  A form of anemia in which the 

capacity of the bone marrow to generate red blood cells is defective. This anemia 

may be caused by bone marrow disease or exposure to toxic agents, such as radia-

tion, chemicals, or drugs.  Also called pancytopenia 

a·plen·ty (N-plHnùtK) adj.  In plentiful supply; abundant: “There were warning 

signs aplenty for their candidates as well” (Michael Gelb).   —a·plenùty adv. 

ap·lite (4pùlXtÙ) also hap·lite (h4pùlXtÙ) n.  A fine-grained, light-colored granitic 

rock consisting primarily of orthoclase and quartz.  [German Aplit, from Greek 

haplous, single. See HAPLOID.] —ap·litùic (4-plVtùVk) adj. 

a·plomb (N-plmmù, N-plƒmù) n.  Self-confident assurance; poise.  See Synonyms 

at confidence.  [French, from Old French a plomb, perpendicularly  : a, accord-

ing to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + plomb, lead weight (from Latin plumbum, 

lead).]

ap·ne·a also ap·noe·a (4pùnK-N, 4p-nKùN) n.  Temporary absence or cessation of 

breathing.  [New Latin, from Greek apnoia : a-, without; see A-1 + pnoia, breath-

ing from pnein, to breathe. See pneu- in Appendix.] —ap·neùic adj.  & n. 

A·po (äùpo)  The highest mountain, 2,956.1 m (9,692 ft), of the Philippines, an 

active volcano on southeast Mindanao. 

APO  or A.P.O. abbr.  Army Post Office. 

apo-  or ap- pref.  1. a. Away from; off:  aphelion.  b. Separate:  apocarpous.   

2. Without; not:  apogamy.  3. Related to; derived from:  apomorphine.  

4. Metasomatic:  apophyllite.  [Greek, from apo, away from. See apo- in Appen-

dix.]

Apoc. abbr.  Bible. 1. Apocalypse.  2. Apocrypha; Apocryphal. 

a·poc·a·lypse (N-pmkùN-lVpsÙ) n.  1. a. Apocalypse. Abbr. Apoc. Bible. The 

Book of Revelation.  b. Any of a number of anonymous Jewish or Christian texts 

from around the second century B.C. to the second century A.D. containing pro-

phetic or symbolic visions, especially of the imminent destruction of the world 

and the salvation of the righteous.   2. Great or total devastation; doom:  the apoc-

alypse of nuclear war.  3. A prophetic disclosure; a revelation.  [Middle English 

Apocalipse, from Late Latin Apocalypsis, from Greek apokalupsis, revelation, 

Apocalypse, from apokaluptein, to uncover  : apo-, apo- + kaluptein, to cover; see 

kel-1 in Appendix.]

a·poc·a·lyp·tic (N-pmkÙN-lVpùtVk) also a·poc·a·lyp·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to an apocalypse.  2. Involving or portending widespread devastation or 

ultimate doom: “now speaks in apocalyptic terms about the probable conflict ahead” 

(Financial Times).  3. Characterized by usually exaggerated predictions of or 

allusions to a disastrous outcome: “Stripped of its apocalyptic tone, what this 

amounts to is an advocacy of teaching names, dates and places by rote” (Stefan Kan-

fer).  4. Of a revelatory or prophetic nature.   —a·pocÙa·lypùti·cal·ly adv. 



a·poc·a·lyp·ti·cism (N-pmkÙN-lVpùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  Belief in apocalyptic prophe-

cies, especially regarding the imminent destruction of the world and the founda-

tion of a new world order as a result of the triumph of good over evil. 

ap·o·car·pous (4pÙN-kärùpNs) adj.  Having carpels that are free from one 

another. Used of a single flower with two or more separate pistils, as in roses.   
—apùo·carÙpy (4pùN-kärÙpK) n. 

ap·o·chro·mat·ic (4pÙN-kro-m4tùVk) adj.  Corrected for both chromatic and 

spherical aberration, as a lens. 

a·poc·o·pe (N-pmkùN-pK) n.  Linguistics. The loss of one or more sounds from 

the end of a word, as in Modern English sing from Middle English singen.  [Late 

Latin, from Greek apokopK, from apokoptein, to cut off  : apo-, apo- + koptein, to 

cut.]

ap·o·crine (4pùN-krVn, -krXnÙ, -krKnÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a type of glandular 

secretion in which the apical portion of the secreting cell is released along with 

the secretory products.  [Probably from Greek apokrinein, to set apart  : apo-, 

apo- + krinein, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.]

A·poc·ry·pha (N-pmkùrN-fN) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1.  Abbr. Apoc. 
Bible. The 14 books of the Septuagint included in the Vulgate but considered 

uncanonical by Protestants because they are not part of the Hebrew Scriptures. 

The Roman Catholic canon accepts 11 of these books and includes them in the 

Douay Bible.  See Table at Bible.  2.  Abbr. Apoc. Various early Christian writ-

ings proposed as additions to the New Testament but rejected by the major can-

ons.  3. apocrypha. Writings or statements of questionable authorship or 

authenticity.  [Middle English apocripha, not authentic, from Late Latin Apocry-

pha, the Apocrypha, from Greek Apokrupha, neuter pl. of apokruphos, secret, hid-

den, from apokruptein, to hide away  : apo-, apo- + kruptein, kruph-, to hide.]

a·poc·ry·phal (N-pmkùrN-fNl) adj.  1. Of questionable authorship or authentic-

ity.  2. Erroneous; fictitious: “Wildly apocryphal rumors about starvation in Petro-

grad... raced through Russia’s trenches” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  3. Apocryphal. Abbr. 

Apoc. Bible. Of or having to do with the Apocrypha.   —a·pocùry·phal·ly adv. 

ap·o·dal (4pùN-dl) also ap·o·dous (-dNs) adj.  Having no limbs, feet, or footlike 

appendages.  [From Greek apous : a-, without; see A-1 + pous, pod-, foot; see ped- 
in Appendix.]

ap·o·dic·tic (4pÙN-dVkùtVk) adj.  Necessarily or demonstrably true; incontrovert-

ible.  [Latin apodXcticus, from Greek apodeiktikos, from apodeiktos, demonstrable, 

from apodeiknunai, to demonstrate  : apo-, apo- + deiknunai, to show; see deik- 
in Appendix.] —apÙo·dicùti·cal·ly adv. 

a·pod·o·sis (N-pmdùN-sVs) n.  pl. a·pod·o·ses (-sKzÙ). The main clause of a con-

ditional sentence, as The game will be canceled in The game will be canceled if it 

rains.  [Late Latin, from Greek, from apodidonai, to give back  : apo-, apo- + 

didonai, to give; see do- in Appendix.]



ap·o·dous (4pùN-dNs) adj.  Variant of apodal. 
ap·o·en·zyme (4pÙo-HnùzXm) n.  The protein component of an enzyme, to 

which the coenzyme attaches to form an active enzyme. 

a·pog·a·my (N-pmgùN-mK) n.  Botany. The development of an embryo without 

the occurrence of fertilization.   —apÙo·gamùic (4pÙN-g4mùVk), a·pogùa·mous 

adj. 

ap·o·gee (4pùN-jK) n.  1. a. The point in the orbit of the moon or of an artificial 

satellite most distant from the center of the earth.  b. The point in an orbit most 

distant from the body being orbited.   2. The farthest or highest point; the apex: 

“The golden age of American sail, which began with the fast clipper ships in 1848, 

reached its apogee in the Gold Rush years” (Los Angeles Times).  [French apogée, 

from New Latin apogaeum, from Greek apogaion, from neuter of apogaios, far 

from the earth  : apo-, apo- + gaia, earth.] —apÙo·geùan (-jKùNn) adj. 

a·po·lit·i·cal (7ÙpN-lVtùV-kNl) adj.  1. Having no interest in or association with 

politics.  2. Having no political importance:  an apolitical event.   
—aÙpo·litùi·cal·ly adv. 

A·pol·li·naire (N-pmlÙN-nârù), Guillaume. Originally Wilhelm Apollinaris de 

Kostrowitzky. 1880-1918.  French poet and leading figure in avant-garde literary 

and artistic circles. 

A·pol·lo (N-pmlùo) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The god of prophecy, music, medi-

cine, and poetry, sometimes identified with the sun.  2. apollo. pl. apol·los. A 

young man of great physical beauty.  [Latin, from Greek Apollon.]

Ap·ol·lo·ni·an (4pÙN-loùnK-Nn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or relating to 

Apollo or his cult.  2.  Often apollonian. a. Characterized by clarity, harmony, 

and restraint.  b. In the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche, of or embodying the 

power of critical reason as opposed to the creative-intuitive.   3.  Often apollo-
nian. Serenely high-minded; noble. 

Ap·ol·lo·ni·us of Per·ga (4pÙN-loùnK-Ns ƒf pûrùgN), 262?-190? B.C.  Greek 

mathematician who first defined the conic sections called the parabola, hyper-

bola, and ellipse. 

Ap·ol·lo·ni·us of Rhodes (4pÙN-loùnK-Ns ƒf rodz), Third-second century 

B.C.  Greek poet whose epic Argonautica recounts the adventures of the Argo-

nauts. He was also librarian at Alexandria. 

a·pol·o·get·ic (N-pmlÙN-jHtùVk) also a·pol·o·get·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Offering 

or expressing an apology or excuse:  an apologetic note; an apologetic smile.  

2. Self-deprecating; humble:  an apologetic manner.  3. Justifying or defending in 

speech or writing.   —  n.  A formal defense or apology.  See Synonyms at apol-
ogy.  [Middle English, formal defense, from Latin apologKticus, from Greek 

apologKtikos, suitable for defense, from apologeisthai, to defend oneself verbally, 

from apologos, apology, story. See APOLOGUE.] —a·polÙo·getùi·cal·ly adv. 



a·pol·o·get·ics (N-pmlÙN-jHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The branch of 

theology that is concerned with defending or proving the truth of Christian doc-

trines.  2. Formal argumentation in defense of something, such as a position or 

system. 

ap·o·lo·gi·a (4pÙN-loùjK-N, -jN) n.  A formal defense or justification.  See Syn-

onyms at apology.  [Latin, apology, from Greek apologia. See APOLOGY.]

a·pol·o·gist (N-pmlùN-jVst) n.  A person who argues in defense or justification of 

something, such as a doctrine, a policy, or an institution. 

a·pol·o·gize (N-pmlùN-jXzÙ) v.  intr. a·pol·o·gized, a·pol·o·giz·ing, 
a·pol·o·giz·es. 1. To make excuse for or regretful acknowledgment of a fault or 

offense.  2. To make a formal defense or justification in speech or writing.   
—a·polùo·gizÙer n. 

ap·o·logue (4pùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  A moral fable, especially one having animals 

or inanimate objects as characters.  [French, from Latin apologus, from Greek 

apologos : apo-, apo- + logos, speech; see leg- in Appendix.]

a·pol·o·gy (N-pmlùN-jK) n.  pl. a·pol·o·gies. 1. An acknowledgment expressing 

regret or asking pardon for a fault or offense.  2. a. A formal justification or 

defense.  b. An explanation or excuse: “The consequence of those measures will be 

the best apology for my conduct” (Daniel Defoe).   3. An inferior substitute:  The 

sagging cot was a poor apology for a bed.  [Latin apologia, from Greek  : apo-, apo- 

+ logos, speech; see leg- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: apology, apologetic, apologia, defense, justification. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “a statement that justifies or defends some-

thing, such as a past action or a policy”: a report that is an apology for capital pun-

ishment; an apologetic for fascism; a version of the story that is an apologia for mal-

feasance; offered a defense based on ignorance of the circumstances; an intellectually

untenable justification for police brutality.

a·po·lune (4pùN-lunÙ) n.  The point of an orbit around the moon farthest from 

the moon’s center.  [APO- + Latin luna, moon; see LUNE.]

ap·o·mict (4pùN-mVktÙ) n.  A plant that reproduces by or is reproduced by apo-

mixis.  [Back-formation from apomictic, produced by apomixis  : APO- + Greek 

miktos, mixed (from mignunai, to mix); see APOMIXIS.] —apÙo·micùtic adj.  

—apÙo·micùtic·al·ly adv. 

ap·o·mix·is (4pÙN-mVkùsVs) n.  Reproduction without meiosis or formation of 

gametes.  [APO- + Greek mixis, a mingling (from mignunai, to mingle); see meik- 
in Appendix.]

ap·o·mor·phine (4pÙN-môrùfKnÙ) n.  A poisonous white crystalline alkaloid, 

C17H17NO2, derived from morphine and used medicinally to induce vomiting. 



ap·o·neu·ro·sis (4pÙN-nt-roùsVs, -nyt-) n.  pl. ap·o·neu·ro·ses (-sKzÙ). A 

sheetlike fibrous membrane, resembling a flattened tendon, that serves as a fascia 

to bind muscles together or as a means of connecting muscle to bone.  [Greek 

aponeurosis, from aponeurousthai, to become tendinous  : apo-, apo- + neuron, 

sinew; see (s)neNu- in Appendix.] —apÙo·neu·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

a·poph·a·sis (N-pmfùN-sVs) n.  Allusion to something by denying that it will be 

mentioned, as in I will not bring up my opponent’s questionable financial dealings.  

[Late Latin, from Greek, from apophanai, to say no  : apo-, apo- + phanai, to say; 

see bh7-2 in Appendix.]

ap·o·phthegm (4pùN-thHmÙ) n.  Variant of apothegm. 
a·poph·y·ge (N-pmfùN-jK) n.  Architecture. The outward curve at the top and 

bottom of a column where the shaft joins the capital or base.  [Greek apophugK, 

from apopheugein, to flee  : apo-, apo- + pheugein, phug-, to flee.]

a·poph·yl·lite (N-pmfùN-lXtÙ, 4pÙN-fVlùXtÙ) n.  A white, pale pink, or pale green 

crystalline mineral, essentially KCa4Si8O20(F,OH)·8H2O. 

a·poph·y·sis (N-pmfùV-sVs) n.  pl. a·poph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Anatomy. A natural 

swelling, projection, or outgrowth of an organ or part, such as the process of a 

vertebra.  2. Geology. A branch from a dike or vein.  [New Latin, from Greek apo-

phusis, from apophuein, to send out branches  : apo-, apo- + phuein, to grow; see 

bheuN- in Appendix.] —a·pophùy·sateÙ (-s7tÙ), a·pophÙy·seùal (-sKùNl)  adj. 

ap·o·plec·tic (4pÙN-plHkùtVk) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or produced by apoplexy:  

an apoplectic fit.  2. a. Having or inclined to have apoplexy.  b. Exhibiting symp-

toms associated with apoplexy.   3. Extremely angry; furious: “members of Con-

gress who otherwise become apoplectic about wasteful government spending” (Dan 

Morgan).   —apÙo·plecùti·cal·ly adv. 

ap·o·plex·y (4pùN-plHkÙsK) n.  1. Sudden impairment of neurological function, 

especially that resulting from a cerebral hemorrhage; a stroke.  2. A sudden effu-

sion of blood into an organ or tissue.  3. A fit of extreme anger; rage: “The 

proud... members suffered collective apoplexy, and this year they are out for blood” 

(David Finch).  [Middle English apoplexie, from Old French, from Late Latin 

apoplKxia, from Greek, from apoplKssein, to cripple by a stroke  : apo-, intensive 

prefix; see APO- + plKssein, plKk-, to strike; see pl7k-2 in Appendix.]

a·port (N-pôrtù, N-portù) adv.  Nautical. On or toward the port or left side of a 

ship. 

ap·o·se·mat·ic coloration (4pÙN-sN-m4tùVk kƒlÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  See warning 
coloration. 

ap·o·si·o·pe·sis (4pÙN-sXÙN-pKùsVs) n.  pl. ap·o·si·o·pe·ses (-sKz). A sudden 

breaking off of a thought in the middle of a sentence, as though the speaker were 

unwilling or unable to continue.  [Late Latin aposiopKsis, from Greek, from apo-

siopan, to become silent  : apo-, intensive pref.; see APO- + siopan, to be silent 

(from siopK, silence).] —apÙo·siÙo·petùic (-pHtùVk) adj. 



ap·o·spor·y (4pùN-spôrÙK, -sporÙK, N-pmsùpN-rK) n.  The development of a game-

tophyte directly from a sporophyte without the occurrence of meiosis or spore 

formation.   —a·posùpor·ous (N-pmsùpNr-Ns) adj. 

a·pos·ta·sy (N-pmsùtN-sK) n.  pl. a·pos·ta·sies. Abandonment of one’s religious 

faith, a political party, one’s principles, or a cause.  [Middle English apostasie, 

from Old French, from Late Latin apostasia, defection, from Late Greek, from 

Greek apostasis, revolt, from aphistanai, to revolt  : apo-, apo- + histanai, to stand, 

place; see st7- in Appendix.]

a·pos·tate (N-pmsùt7tÙ, -tVt) n.  One who practices apostasy.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin apostata, from Greek apostatKs, from aph-

istanai, to revolt. See APOSTASY.] —a·posùtateÙ adj. 

a·pos·ta·tize (N-pmsùtN-tXzÙ) v.  intr. a·pos·ta·tized, a·pos·ta·tiz·ing, 
a·pos·ta·tiz·es. To abandon one’s religious faith, a political party, one’s princi-

ples, or a cause. 

a pos·te·ri·o·ri (äÙ pm-stîrÙK-ôrùK, -ôrùX, -orùK, -orùX, 7Ù) adj.  Derived by or des-

ignating the process of reasoning from facts or particulars to general principles or 

from effects to causes; inductive; empirical.  [Medieval Latin  : Latin a, from + 

Latin posteriorX, ablative of posterior, later.]

a·pos·tle (N-pmsùNl) n.  1. a. Apostle. One of a group made up especially of the 

12 disciples chosen by Jesus to preach the gospel.  b. A missionary of the early 

Christian Church.  c. A leader of the first Christian mission to a country or 

region.   2. Mormon Church. One of the 12 members of the administrative coun-

cil.  3. a. One who pioneers an important reform movement, cause, or belief:  an 

apostle of conservation.  b. A passionate adherent; a strong supporter.   [Middle 

English, from Old English apostol, and from Old French apostle both from Late 

Latin apostolus, from Greek apostolos, messenger, from apostellein, to send off  : 

apo-, apo- + stellein, to send; see stel- in Appendix.] —a·posùtle·hoodÙ n.  

—a·posùtle·shipÙ n. 

A·pos·tles’ Creed (N-pmsùNlz krKd) n.  A Christian creed traditionally ascribed 

to the 12 Apostles and used typically in public worship services. 

a·pos·to·late (N-pmsùtN-l7tÙ, -lVt) n.  1. The office, duties, or mission of an 

apostle.  2. An association of individuals for the dissemination of a religion or a 

doctrine.  [Late Latin apostol7tus, from apostolus, apostle. See APOSTLE.]

ap·os·tol·ic (4pÙN-stmlùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or contemporary with the 12 

Apostles.  2. Of or relating to the faith, teaching, or practice of the 12 Apostles.  

3. a. Of or relating to a succession of spiritual authority from the 12 Apostles, 

regarded by Anglicans, Roman Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, and some others to 

have been perpetuated by successive ordinations of bishops and to be requisite for 

valid orders and administration of sacraments.  b. Roman Catholic Church. Of or 

relating to the pope as the successor of Saint Peter; papal.  



apostolic delegate (4pÙN-stmlùVk dHlùV-g7tÙ) n.  Roman Catholic Church. An 

ecclesiastical representative of the Vatican to a country having no formal diplo-

matic relations with it. 

Ap·os·tol·ic Father (4pÙN-stmlùVk fäùthNr) n.  A church father of the first or 

second century A.D. who was believed to have received personal instruction from 

the 12 Apostles or from their disciples. 

a·pos·tro·phe1 (N-pmsùtrN-fK) n.  The superscript sign (’) used to indicate the 

omission of a letter or letters from a word, the possessive case, and the plurals of 

numbers, letters, and abbreviations.  [French, from Late Latin apostrophus, from 

Greek apostrophos, from apostrephein, to turn away  : apo-, apo- + strephein, to 

turn; see streb(h)- in Appendix.] —apÙos·trophùic (4pÙN-strmfùVk) adj. 

a·pos·tro·phe2 (N-pmsùtrN-fK) n.  The direct address of an absent or imaginary 

person or of a personified abstraction, especially as a digression in the course of a 

speech or composition.  [Late Latin apostrophK, from Greek, from apostrephein, 

to turn away. See APOSTROPHE
1.] —apÙos·trophùic (4pÙN-strmfùVk) adj. 

a·pos·tro·phize (N-pmsùtrN-fXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. a·pos·tro·phized, 
a·pos·tro·phiz·ing, a·pos·tro·phiz·es. To address by or speak or write in apos-

trophe. 

a·poth·e·car·ies’ measure (N-pmthùV-kHrÙKz mHzhùNr) n.  A system of liquid 

volume measure used in pharmacy. 

apothecaries’ weight (N-pmthùV-kHrÙKz w7t) n.  A system of weights used in 

pharmacy and based on an ounce equal to 480 grains and a pound equal to 12 

ounces. 

a·poth·e·car·y (N-pmthùV-kHrÙK) n.  pl. a·poth·e·car·ies. Abbr. ap. 1. One that 

prepares and sells drugs and other medicines; a pharmacist.  2.  See pharmacy 
(n., sense 2).  [Middle English apotecarie, from Old French apotecaire, and from 

Medieval Latin apothKc7rius both from Late Latin, clerk, from Latin apothKca, 

storehouse, from Greek apothKkK : apo-, away; see APO- + thKkK, receptacle; see 

dhK- in Appendix.]

ap·o·the·ci·um (4pÙN-thKùsK-Nm, -shK-) n.  pl. ap·o·the·ci·a (-sK-N, -shK-N). A 

disk-shaped or cup-shaped ascocarp of some lichens and the fungi Ascomycetes.  

[From Latin apothKca, storehouse. See APOTHECARY.] —apÙo·theùcial (-shNl) adj. 

ap·o·thegm also ap·o·phthegm (4pùN-thHmÙ) n.  A terse, witty, instructive 

saying; a maxim.  [Greek apophthegma, from apophthengesthai, to speak plainly  : 

apo-, intensive pref.; see APO- + phthengesthai, phtheg-, to speak.] 
—apÙo·theg·matùic (-thHg-m4tùVk), apÙo·theg·matùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—apÙo·theg·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

ap·o·them (4pùN-thHmÙ) n.  Mathematics. The perpendicular distance from the 

center of a regular polygon to any of its sides.  [APO- + Greek thema, something 

laid down; see THEME.]



a·poth·e·o·sis (N-pmthÙK-oùsVs, 4pÙN-thKùN-sVs) n.  pl. a·poth·e·o·ses (-sKzÙ). 
1. Exaltation to divine rank or stature; deification.  2. An exalted or glorified 

example:  Their leader was the apotheosis of courage.  [Late Latin apotheosis, from 

Greek, from apotheoun, to deify  : apo-, change; see APO- + theos, god; see dhKs- 
in Appendix.]

ap·o·the·o·size (4pÙN-thKùN-sXzÙ, N-pmthùK-N-sXzÙ) v.  tr. ap·o·the·o·sized, 
ap·o·the·o·siz·ing, ap·o·the·o·siz·es. To glorify; exalt. 

ap·o·tro·pa·ic (4pÙN-tro-p7ùVk) adj.  Intended to ward off evil:  an apotropaic 

symbol.  [From Greek apotropaios, from apotrepein, to ward off  : apo-, apo- + 

trepein, to turn; see trep- in Appendix.] —apÙo·tro·paùi·cal·ly adv. 

app. abbr.  1. Apparatus.  2. Appendix.  3. Applied.  4. a. Appoint.  

b. Appointed.   5. Apprentice. 

Ap·pa·la·chi·a (4pÙN-l7ùchK-N, -chN, -l4chùK-N, -l4chùN)  A region of the eastern 

United States including the Appalachian Mountains. 

Ap·pa·la·chi·an Mountains (4pÙN-l7ùchK-Nn mounùtNnz, -chNn, -l4chùK-Nn, 

-l4chùNn)  A mountain system of eastern North America extending about 2,574 

km (1,600 mi) southwest from Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and southern 

Quebec, Canada, to central Alabama. The range includes the Allegheny, Blue 

Ridge, and Cumberland mountains. Mount Mitchell in western North Carolina is 

the highest peak, rising to 2,038.6 m (6,684 ft). 

Appalachian tea (4pÙN-l7ùchK-Nn tK) n.  See withe rod. 
Appalachian Trail (4pÙN-l7ùchK-Nn tr7l)  A hiking path of the eastern United 

States extending about 3,298 km (2,050 mi) from Mount Katahdin in central 

Maine to Springer Mountain in northern Georgia. It is the world’s longest contin-

uous mountain trail. 

ap·pall (N-pôlù) v.  tr. ap·palled, ap·pall·ing, ap·palls. To fill with consterna-

tion or dismay.  See Synonyms at dismay.  [Middle English apallen, to grow 

faint, from Old French apalir : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + palir, to grow 

pale (from pale, pale, from Latin pallidus, from pallKre, to grow pale); see pel-1 in 

Appendix.]

ap·pall·ing (N-pôùlVng) adj.  Causing consternation or dismay; frightful:  

appalling working conditions; appalling violence.   —ap·pallùing·ly adv. 

ap·pa·loo·sa (4pÙN-luùsN) n.  A breed of saddle horse developed in northwest 

North America, characteristically having a spotted rump.  [Origin unknown.]

ap·pa·nage also ap·a·nage (4pùN-nVj) n.  1. A source of revenue, such as land, 

given by a sovereign for the maintenance of a member of the ruling family.  

2. Something extra offered to or claimed by a party as due; a perquisite:  The lead-

ers of the opposition party agreed to accept another government’s appanages, and in 

doing so became an officially paid agency of a foreign power.  3. A rightful or cus-

tomary accompaniment or adjunct.  [French apanage, from Old French, from 



apaner, to make provisions for, possibly from Medieval Latin app7n7re : Latin ad-

, ad- + Latin p7nis, bread; see p7- in Appendix.]

ap·pa·rat (4pùN-r4tÙ, äÙpN-rätù) n.  See apparatus (n., sense 1).  [Russian, the 

government organization or staff, from German Apparat, a political organization, 

from Latin appar7tus, preparation. See APPARATUS.]

ap·pa·ra·tchik (äÙpN-räùchVk) n.  pl. ap·pa·ra·tchiks or ap·pa·ra·tchi·ki (-

chV-kK). 1. A member of a Communist apparat.  2. An unquestioningly loyal 

subordinate, especially of a political leader or organization.  [Russian, from appa-

rat, apparat. See APPARAT.]

ap·pa·ra·tus (4pÙN-r7ùtNs, -r4tùNs) n.  pl. apparatus or ap·pa·ra·tus·es. Abbr. 

app. 1. a. The totality of means by which a designated function is performed or 

a specific task executed, as in a system of government.  b. A political organization 

or an underground political movement.  Also called apparat  2. a. An appliance 

or device for a particular purpose:  an x-ray apparatus.  b. An integrated group of 

materials or devices used for a particular purpose:  dental apparatus.  See Syn-

onyms at equipment.   3. Physiology. A group or system of organs that collec-

tively perform a specific function or process:  the respiratory apparatus; the 

digestive apparatus.  [Latin appar7tus, preparation, from past participle of 

appar7re, to prepare  : ad-, ad- + par7re, to prepare; see perN-1 in Appendix.]

ap·par·el (N-p4rùNl) n.  1. Clothing, especially outer garments; attire.  2. A cov-

ering or an adornment:  trees with their apparel of foliage.   —  v.  tr. ap·par·eled 

or ap·par·elled, ap·par·el·ing or ap·par·el·ling, ap·par·els or ap·par·els. 
1. To clothe or dress.  2. To adorn or embellish.  [Middle English appareil, from 

Old French apareil, preparation, from apareillier, to prepare, possibly from Vul-

gar Latin *apparicul7re, from Latin appar7re. See APPARATUS.]

ap·par·ent (N-p4rùNnt, N-pârù-) adj.  1. Readily seen; visible.  2. Readily under-

stood; clear or obvious.  3. Appearing as such but not necessarily so; seeming:  an 

apparent advantage.  [Middle English, from Old French aparant, present partici-

ple of aparoir, to appear. See APPEAR.] —ap·parùent·ly adv.  —ap·parùent·ness 
n.  

SYNONYMS: apparent, clear, clear-cut, distinct, evident, manifest, obvious,

patent, plain. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “readily seen, per-

ceived, or understood”: Angry for no apparent reason; a clear danger; clear-cut ev-

idence of tampering; distinct fingerprints; evident hostility; manifest pleasure; obvi-

ous errors; patent advantages; making my meaning plain. 

USAGE NOTE: Used before a noun, apparent means “seeming”: For all his ap-

parent wealth, Pat had no money to pay the rent. Used after a form of the verb be,

however, apparent can mean either “seeming” (as in His virtues are only apparent)

or “obvious” (as in The effects of the drought are apparent to anyone who sees the

parched fields). Writers should take care that the intended meaning is clear from



the context.

apparent horizon (N-p4rùNnt hN-rXùzNn) n.  See horizon (n., sense 1). 

apparent magnitude (N-p4rùNnt m4gùnV-tudÙ) n.  Astronomy. See magni-
tude (n., sense 2). 

ap·pa·ri·tion (4pÙN-rVshùNn) n.  1. A ghostly figure; a specter.  2. A sudden or 

unusual sight.  3. The act of appearing; appearance.  [Middle English appari-

cioun, from Old French apparition, from Late Latin app7ritio, app7rition-, an 

appearance, from Latin app7ritus, past participle of app7rKre, to appear. See 

APPEAR.] —apÙpa·riùtion·al adj. 

ap·par·i·tor (N-p4rùV-tNr) n.  An official who was formerly sent to carry out the 

orders of a civil or ecclesiastical court.  [Middle English, from Latin app7ritor, 

from app7rKre, to appear. See APPEAR.]

ap·peal (N-pKlù) n.  1. An earnest or urgent request, entreaty, or supplication.  

2. A resort or application to a higher authority, as for sanction, corroboration, or 

a decision:  an appeal to reason.  3. Law. a. The transfer of a case from a lower to 

a higher court for a new hearing.  b. A case so transferred.  c. A request for a new 

hearing.   4. The power of attracting or of arousing interest:  a city with appeal for 

tourists.   —  v.  ap·pealed, ap·peal·ing, ap·peals.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make an 

earnest or urgent request, as for help.  2. To have recourse, as for corroboration; 

resort:  I appeal to your sense of justice.  3. Law. To make or apply for an appeal.  

4. To be attractive or interesting.   —  v.  tr. Law. To transfer or apply to transfer 

(a case) to a higher court for rehearing.  [Middle English apel, from Old French, 

from apeler, to appeal, from Latin appell7re, to entreat. See pel-5 in Appendix.] 
—ap·pealÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —ap·pealùa·ble adj.  —ap·pealùer n. 

ap·pear (N-pîrù) v.  intr. ap·peared, ap·pear·ing, ap·pears. 1. To become 

visible:  a plane appearing in the sky.  2. To come into existence:  New strains of 

viruses appear periodically.  3. To seem or look to be:  appeared unhappy.  4. To 

seem likely:  They will be late, as it appears.  5. To come before the public:  has 

appeared in two plays; appears on the nightly news.  6. Law. To present oneself for-

mally before a court as defendant, plaintiff, or counsel.  [Middle English aperen, 

from Old French aparoir, aper-, from Latin app7rKre : ad-, ad- + p7rKre, to show.]

SYNONYMS: appear, emerge, issue, loom, materialize, show. The central mean-

ing shared by these verbs is “to come into view”: a ship appearing on the horizon;

a star that emerged from behind a cloud; a diver issuing from the water; a peak that

loomed through the mist; a flash of lightning that seemed to materialize from no-

where; a ruffle showing at the edge of the sleeve. See also Synonyms at seem

ap·pear·ance (N-pîrùNns) n.  1. The act or an instance of coming into sight.  

2. The act or an instance of coming into public view:  The author made a rare per-



sonal appearance.  3. Outward aspect:  an untidy appearance.  4. Something that 

appears; a phenomenon.  5. A superficial aspect; a semblance:  keeping up an 

appearance of wealth.  6. appearances. Outward indications; circumstances:  a 

cheerful person, to all appearances. 

ap·pease (N-pKzù) v.  tr. ap·peased, ap·peas·ing, ap·peas·es. 1. To bring 

peace, quiet, or calm to; soothe.  2. To satisfy or relieve:  appease thirst.  3. To pac-

ify or attempt to pacify (an enemy) by granting concessions, often at the expense 

of principle.  See Synonyms at pacify.  [Middle English appesen, from Old 

French apesier : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + pais, peace (from Latin p7x); see 

pag- in Appendix.] —ap·peasùa·ble adj.  —ap·peasùa·bly adv.  

—ap·peasùer n. 

ap·pease·ment (N-pKzùmNnt) n.  1. a. An act of appeasing.  b. The condition 

of being appeased.   2. The policy of granting concessions to potential enemies to 

maintain peace. 

ap·pel (N-pHlù) n.  Sports. A quick stamp of the foot used in fencing as a feint to 

produce an opening.  [French, from appeler, to call, from Old French apeler, to 

appeal. See APPEAL.]

ap·pel·lant (N-pHlùNnt) Law. adj.  Of or relating to an appeal; appellate.   —  n.  

One that appeals a court decision.  [Middle English, from Old French apelant, 

from present participle of apeler, to appeal. See APPEAL.]

ap·pel·late (N-pHlùVt) adj.  Law. Having the power to hear appeals and to review 

court decisions.  [Latin appell7tus, past participle of appell7re, to entreat. See 

APPEAL.]

ap·pel·la·tion (4pÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. A name, title, or designation.  See Syn-

onyms at name.  2. The act of naming.  [Middle English appelacion, from Old 

French appelation, from Latin appell7tio, appell7tion-, from appell7tus, past parti-

ciple of appell7re, to entreat. See APPEAL.]

ap·pel·la·tive (N-pHlùN-tVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to the assignment of names.  

2. Grammar. Of or relating to a common noun.   —  n.  A name or descriptive 

epithet.  [Middle English, common (noun), from Old French appelatif, from Late 

Latin appel7tXvus, from Latin appell7tus, past participle of appell7re, to call upon, 

entreat. See APPEAL.] —ap·pelùla·tive·ly adv. 

ap·pel·lee (4pÙN-lKù) n.  Law. One against whom an appeal is taken.  [French 

appelé, from Old French apele, from past participle of apeler, to appeal. See 

APPEAL.]

ap·pend (N-pHndù) v.  tr. ap·pend·ed, ap·pend·ing, ap·pends. 1. To add as 

a supplement or an appendix:  appended a list of errors to the report.  2. To fix to; 

attach:  append a charm to the bracelet.  [Latin appendere, to hang upon  : ad-, ad- 

+ pendere, to hang; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]



ap·pend·age (N-pHnùdVj) n.  1. Something added or attached to an entity of 

greater importance or size; an adjunct.  2. Biology. A part or an organ, such as an 

arm, a leg, a tail, or a fin, that is joined to the axis or trunk of a body.  

SYNONYMS: appendage, appurtenance, adjunct, accessory, attachment. These

nouns denote subordinate elements that are added to another entity. An append-

age supplements without being essential: “Water jets can be angled to either side,

making rudders unnecessary, and the complete absence of appendages at the stern

decreases hull resistance” (R.J.L. Dicker). An appurtenance belongs naturally as a

subsidiary attribute, part, or member to that with which it is associated: “an in-

ternationally known first-class hotel... equipped with such appurtenances as comput-

ers, word processors, copiers and telex” (Oscar Millard). An adjunct is added as an

auxiliary to something else but is often self-sustaining: “Intelligence analysts say

they believe that of all the countries of the Middle East, none use terrorism more

effectively as an adjunct to diplomacy than Syria” (Elaine Sciolino). An accessory is

usually nonessential but desirable and adds to the effect of something already

complete in itself: We bought a car with such accessories as air conditioning, stereo,

and a sunroof. An attachment contributes a supplementary function to the prin-

cipal thing, to which it can be physically linked: The food processor has an attach-

ment for making pasta.

ap·pen·dant (N-pHnùdNnt) adj.  1. Affixed as an appendage.  2. Accompanying; 

attendant:  faith and its appendant hope.  3. Belonging to a land grant as a subsid-

iary right in English law.   —ap·penùdant n. 

ap·pen·dec·to·my (4pÙNn-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. ap·pen·dec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of the vermiform appendix.  [APPEND(IX) + -ECTOMY.]

ap·pen·di·ces (N-pHnùdV-sKzÙ) n.  A plural of appendix. 
ap·pen·di·ci·tis (N-pHnÙdV-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the vermiform appendix.  

[New Latin, from Latin appendix, appendic-, appendage. See APPENDIX.]

WORD HISTORY: Even though the word appendicitis was in use in 1885, the

year in which the Oxford English Dictionary published the section “Anta-Batten-

ing” that would have contained the word, the editor, James Murray, omitted this

“crack-jaw medical and surgical word” on the advice of Oxford’s Regius Professor

of Medicine, Sir Henry Wentworth Acland. As K.M. Elisabeth Murray, the grand-

daughter and biographer of James Murray, points out, “The problem of what sci-

entific words to include was a continuing one, and James Murray was always un-

der pressure—from his advisers... who thought the emphasis should be on words

from good literature and from those in the [Oxford University] Press who wanted

to save cost and time—not to include scientific words of recent origin.” In 1902

no less a person than Edward VII had his appendix removed, and his coronation



was postponed because of the operation. Appendicitis hence came into widespread

use and has remained so, thereby pointing up the lexicographer’s difficult task of

selecting the new words that people will look for in their dictionaries.

ap·pen·dic·u·lar (4pÙNn-dVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or consisting of an 

appendage or appendages, especially the limbs:  the appendicular skeleton.  [From 

Latin appendicula, diminutive of appendix, appendic-, appendix. See APPENDIX.]

ap·pen·dix (N-pHnùdVks) n.  pl. ap·pen·dix·es or ap·pen·di·ces (-dV-sKzÙ). 
Abbr. app. 1. a. An appendage.  b. A collection of supplementary material, usu-

ally at the end of a book.   2. The vermiform appendix.  3. Anatomy. A supple-

mentary or accessory part of a bodily organ or structure.  [Latin, from appendere, 

to hang upon. See APPEND.]

ap·per·ceive (4pÙNr-sKvù) v.  tr. ap·per·ceived, ap·per·ceiv·ing, 
ap·per·ceives. Psychology. To perceive in terms of past experiences.  [From 

APPERCEPTION.]

ap·per·cep·tion (4pÙNr-sHpùshNn) n.  Psychology. 1. Conscious perception with 

full awareness.  2. The process of understanding by which newly observed quali-

ties of an object are related to past experience.  [New Latin apperceptio, appercep-

tion-  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin perceptio, perception; see PERCEPTION.] 
—apÙper·cepùtive (-sHpùtVv) adj. 

ap·per·tain (4pÙNr-t7nù) v.  intr. ap·per·tained, ap·per·tain·ing, 
ap·per·tains. To belong as a proper function or part; pertain:  problems apper-

taining to social reform.  [Middle English appertenen, from Old French apartenir, 

from Vulgar Latin *appartenKre, from Late Latin appertinKre : ad-, ad- + pertinKre, 

to belong; see PERTAIN.]

ap·pe·stat (4pùV-st4tÙ) n.  The area in the brain that is believed to regulate appe-

tite and food intake.  [APPE(TITE) + -STAT.]

ap·pe·tence (4pùV-tNns) n.  1. A strong craving or desire.  2. A tendency or pro-

pensity.  3. A natural attraction or affinity.  [Probably French appétence, from 

Latin appetentia, from appetKns, appetent- present participle of appetere, to strive 

after. See APPETITE.]

ap·pe·ten·cy (4pùV-tNn-sK) n.  pl. ap·pe·ten·cies. Appetence.  [Latin appeten-

tia. See APPETENCE.]

ap·pe·tite (4pùV-tXtÙ) n.  1. An instinctive physical desire, especially one for food 

or drink.  2. A strong wish or urge:  an appetite for learning.  [Middle English 

apetit, from Old French, from Latin appetXtus, strong desire, from past participle 

of appetere, to strive after  : ad-, ad- + petere, to seek; see pet- in Appendix.] 
—apùpe·tiÙtive (4pùV-tXÙtVv, N-pHtùV-tVv) adj. 

ap·pe·tiz·er (4pùV-tXÙzNr) n.  A food or drink served usually before a meal to 

stimulate the appetite. 



ap·pe·tiz·ing (4pùV-tXÙzVng) adj.  Appealing to or stimulating the appetite.   
—apùpe·tizÙing·ly adv. 

Ap·pi·an Way (4pùK-Nn w7)  An ancient Roman road between Rome and 

Capua, begun in A.D. 312 and later extended to Brindisi, with a total length of 

more than 563 km (350 mi). 

appl. abbr.  Applied. 

ap·plaud (N-plôdù) v.  ap·plaud·ed, ap·plaud·ing, ap·plauds.  —  v.  intr. 

To express approval, especially by clapping the hands.   —  v.  tr. 1. To express 

approval of (someone or something) especially by such clapping.  2. To com-

mend highly; praise:  applauded her decision to complete her degree.  [Middle 

English applauden, from Latin applaudere : ad-, ad- + plaudere, to clap.] 
—ap·plaudùa·ble adj.  —ap·plaudùa·bly adv.  —ap·plaudùer n.  

SYNONYMS: applaud, cheer, root. The central meaning shared by these verbs

is “to express approval or encouragement in audible form, especially by clapping”:

applauded at the end of the concert; cheered when the home team scored; rooting for

the underdog in the tennis championship.

ap·plause (N-plôzù) n.  1. Approval expressed especially by the clapping of 

hands.  2. Praise; commendation:  a scientific discovery that won critical applause.  

[Medieval Latin applausus, from past participle of Latin applaudere, to applaud. 

See APPLAUD.]

ap·ple (4pùNl) n.  1. a. A deciduous Eurasian tree (Malus pumila) having alter-

nate simple leaves and white or pink flowers.  b. The firm, edible, usually 

rounded fruit of this tree.   2. a. Any of several other plants, especially those with 

fruits suggestive of the apple, such as the crab apple or custard apple.  b. The 

fruit of any of these plants.    —idiom. apple of (one’s) eye. One that is trea-

sured:  Her grandson is the apple of her eye.  [Middle English appel, from Old 

English æppel.]

apple green (4pùNl grKn) n.  Color. A moderate or vivid yellow green to light or 

strong yellowish green.   —apùple-greenù (4pùNl-grKnù) adj. 

ap·ple·jack (4pùNl-j4kÙ) n.  1. Brandy distilled from hard cider.  2. An alcoholic 

drink made from hard cider that has been frozen. 

apple of Peru (4pùNl ƒv pN-ruù) n.  An annual Peruvian plant (Nicandra phys-

alodes), grown as an ornamental for its pale violet-blue, bell-shaped flowers and 

fruits enclosed in papery, inflated calyxes.  Also called shoo-fly plant 

ap·ple-pie (4pùNl-pXÙ) adj.  Informal. 1. Nearly perfect:  put the room in apple-

pie order.  2.  Often apple pie. Of, relating to, or marked by values regarded as 

distinctively American: “Family, neighborhood, community are apple pie virtues, 

unassailable and unavoidable in political rhetoric” (Ronald Brownstein). 



ap·ple-pol·ish (4pùNl-pmlÙVsh) v.  ap·ple-pol·ished, ap·ple-pol·ish·ing, 
ap·ple-pol·ish·es. Informal.  —  v.  intr. To seek favor by toadying.   —  v.  tr. To 

seek favor with; flatter.  See Synonyms at fawn1.  —apple polisher, apùple-
polÙish·er n. 

ap·ple·sauce (4pùNl-sôsÙ) n.  1. Apples stewed to a pulp, sweetened, and some-

times spiced.  2. Slang. Nonsense; foolishness. 

Ap·ple·seed (4pùNl-sKdÙ), Johnny.  See John Chapman. 
Ap·ple·ton (4pùNl-tNn)  A city of eastern Wisconsin on the Fox River southwest 

of Green Bay. The first hydroelectric plant in the United States was built here in 

1882. Population, 65,695. 

Ap·ple·ton (4pùNl-tNn), Sir Edward Victor. 1892-1965.  British physicist. He 

won a 1947 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the F layer of the ionosphere. 

Ap·ple Valley (4pùNl v4lùK)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a residential suburb 

of Minneapolis-St. Paul. Population, 34,598. 

ap·pli·ance (N-plXùNns) n.  1. A device or instrument designed to perform a spe-

cific function, especially an electrical device, such as a toaster, for household use.  

See Synonyms at tool.  2. A dental or surgical device designed to perform a ther-

apeutic or corrective function.  [From APPLY.]

ap·pli·ca·ble (4pùlV-kN-bNl, N-plVkùN-) adj.  That can be applied; appropriate:  

gave applicable examples to support her argument.   —apÙpli·ca·bilùi·ty n.  —apù-
pli·ca·bly adv. 

ap·pli·cant (4pùlV-kNnt) n.  One that applies, as for a job.  [Middle English, from 

Latin applic7ns, present participle of applic7re, to affix. See APPLY.]

ap·pli·ca·tion (4pÙlV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of applying.  2. Something 

applied, such as a cosmetic or curative agent.  3. a. The act of putting something 

to a special use or purpose:  an application of a new method.  b. A specific use to 

which something is put:  the application of science to industry.   4. The capacity of 

being usable; relevance:  Geometry has practical application in aviation and naviga-

tion.  5. Close attention; diligence:  shows application to her work.  See Synonyms 

at effort.  6. a. A request, as for assistance, employment, or admission to a 

school.  b. The form or document on which such a request is made.    —  adj.  

also applications Computer Science. Of or being a computer program designed 

for a specific task or use:  applications software for a missile guidance system.  

[Middle English applicacion, from Old French, from Latin applic7tio, applic7tion-

, from applic7tus, past participle of applic7re, to affix. See APPLY.]

ap·pli·ca·tive (4pùlV-k7ÙtVv, N-plVkùN-) adj.  1. Characterized by actual applica-

tion; applied.  2. Practical; applicatory.   —apùpli·caÙtive·ly adv. 

ap·pli·ca·tor (4pùlV-k7ÙtNr) n.  An instrument for applying something, such as 

medicine or glue. 

ap·pli·ca·to·ry (4pùlV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, N-plVkùN-) adj.  Readily applicable; practi-

cal. 



ap·plied (N-plXdù) adj.  Abbr. app., appl. Put into practice or a particular use:  

applied physics. 

ap·pli·qué (4pÙlV-k7ù) n.  A decoration or ornament, as in needlework, made by 

cutting pieces of one material and applying them to the surface of another.   —  v.  

tr. ap·pli·quéd, ap·pli·qué·ing, ap·pli·qués. To decorate by cutting pieces of 

one material and applying them to the surface of another.  [French, past partici-

ple of appliquer, to apply, from Latin applic7re, to affix. See APPLY.]

ap·ply (N-plXù) v.  ap·plied, ap·ply·ing, ap·plies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring into 

nearness or contact with something; put on, upon, or to:  applied glue sparingly to 

the paper.  2. To put to or adapt for a special use:  applies all her money to her 

mortgage.  3. To put into action:  applied the brakes.  4. To devote (oneself or one’s 

efforts) to something:  applied myself to my studies.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be pertinent 

or relevant:  a rule that applies to everyone.  2. To request or seek assistance, 

employment, or admission:  will apply to college.  See Synonyms at resort.  [Mid-

dle English applien, from Old French aplier, from Latin applic7re, to affix  : ad-, 

ad- + plic7re, to fold together; see plek- in Appendix.]

ap·pog·gia·tu·ra (N-pmjÙN-ttrùN) n.  Music. An embellishing note, usually one 

step above or below the note it precedes and indicated by a small note or special 

sign.  [Italian, from appoggiato, past participle of appoggiare, to lean on, from 

Vulgar Latin *appodi7re : Latin ad-, ad- + podium, support (from Greek podion, 

base, from pous, pod-, foot); see ped- in Appendix.]

ap·point (N-pointù) v.  tr. ap·point·ed, ap·point·ing, ap·points. Abbr. app., 
appt. 1. To select or designate to fill an office or position:  appointed her the chief 

operating officer of the company.  2. To fix or set by authority or by mutual agree-

ment:  will appoint a date for the examination.  3. To furnish; equip:  a house that 

is comfortably appointed.  4. Law. To direct the disposition of (property) to a per-

son or persons in exercise of a power granted for this purpose by a preceding 

deed.  [Middle English appointen, from Old French apointier, to arrange, from a 

point, to the point  : a, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + point, point; see POINT.]

SYNONYMS: appoint, designate, name, nominate, tap. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to select for an office or position”: was appointed chair-

person of the committee; expects to be designated leader of the opposition; a new com-

missioner of public safety named by the mayor; wants to be nominated as her party’s

candidate; was tapped for fraternity membership. See also Synonyms at furnish

ap·point·ee (N-poinÙtKù, 4pÙoin-) n.  1. One who is appointed to an office or 

position.  2. Law. One to whom a power of appointment of property is granted. 

ap·point·ive (N-poinùtVv) adj.  Relating to or filled by appointment:  an 

appointive office. 



ap·point·ment (N-pointùmNnt) n.  Abbr. appt. 1. a. The act of appointing or 

designating for an office or position.  b. The office or position to which one has 

been appointed.   2. An arrangement to do something or meet someone at a par-

ticular time and place.  See Synonyms at engagement.  3. appointments. 

Furnishings, fittings, or equipment.  4. Law. The act of directing the disposition 

of property by virtue of a power granted for this purpose. 

ap·poin·tor (N-poinùtNr, N-poinÙtôrù) n.  Law. One that executes a power of 

appointment of property. 

Ap·po·mat·tox (4pÙN-m4tùNks)  A town of south-central Virginia east of 

Lynchburg. Confederate general Robert E. Lee surrendered to Union general 

Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox Courthouse on April 9, 1865, ending the Civil 

War. The site is now a national historical park. Population, 1,345. 

Appomattox River (4pÙN-m4tùNks rVvùNr)  A river rising in south-central Vir-

ginia and flowing about 220 km (137 mi) eastward to the James River near Peters-

burg. 

ap·por·tion (N-pôrùshNn, N-porù-) v.  tr. ap·por·tioned, ap·por·tion·ing, 
ap·por·tions. To divide and assign according to a plan; allot.  See Synonyms at 

assign.  [French apportioner, from Old French  : a-, to (from Latin ad-, ad-) + 

portionner, to divide into portions (from portion, portion); see PORTION.]

ap·por·tion·ment (N-pôrùshNn-mNnt, N-porù-) n.  1. a. The act of apportion-

ing.  b. The condition of having been apportioned.   2. a. The proportional dis-

tribution of the number of members of the U.S. House of Representatives on the 

basis of the population of each state.  b. Allotment of direct taxes on the basis of 

state population.  

ap·pose (4-pozù) v.  tr. ap·posed, ap·pos·ing, ap·pos·es. To place in prox-

imity; juxtapose.  [Probably AD- + -pose (as in COMPOSE).]

ap·po·site (4pùN-zVt) adj.  Strikingly appropriate and relevant.  See Synonyms at 

relevant.  [Latin appositus, past participle of apponere, to put near  : ad-, ad- + 

ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.] —apùpo·site·ly adv.  —apùpo·site·ness 
n. 

ap·po·si·tion (4pÙN-zVshùNn) n.  1. Grammar. a. A construction in which a 

noun or noun phrase is placed with another as an explanatory equivalent, both 

having the same syntactic relation to the other elements in the sentence; for 

example, Copley and the painter in The painter Copley was born in Boston.  b. The 

relationship between such nouns or noun phrases.   2. A placing side by side or 

next to each other.  3. Biology. The growth of successive layers of a cell wall.  

[Middle English apposicioun, from Latin appositio, apposition-, from appositus, 

past participle of apponere, to put near. See APPOSITE.] —apÙpo·siùtion·al adj.  

—apÙpo·siùtion·al·ly adv. 

ap·pos·i·tive (N-pmzùV-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or being in apposition.   —  n.  

Grammar. A word or phrase that is in apposition.   —ap·posùi·tive·ly adv. 



ap·prais·al (N-pr7ùzNl) n.  1. The act or an instance of appraising.  2. An expert 

or official valuation, as for taxation. 

ap·praise (N-pr7zù) v.  tr. ap·praised, ap·prais·ing, ap·prais·es. 1. To evalu-

ate, especially in an official capacity.  2. To estimate the quality, amount, size, and 

other features of; judge.  See Synonyms at estimate.  [Middle English appreisen, 

possibly from Old French aprisier, from Late Latin appreti7re : Latin ad-, ad- + 

Latin pretium, price; see per-5 in Appendix.] —ap·praisùa·ble adj.  

—ap·praiseùment n.  —ap·praisùer n. 

ap·pre·cia·ble (N-prKùshN-bNl) adj.  Possible to estimate, measure, or perceive:  

appreciable changes in temperature.  See Synonyms at perceptible.  —ap·preù-
cia·bly adv. 

ap·pre·ci·ate (N-prKùshK-7tÙ) v.  ap·pre·ci·at·ed, ap·pre·ci·at·ing, 
ap·pre·ci·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To recognize the quality, significance, or magnitude 

of:  appreciated their freedom.  2. To be fully aware of or sensitive to; realize:  I 

appreciate your problems.  3. To be thankful or show gratitude for:  I really appre-

ciate your help.  4. To admire greatly; value.  5. To raise in value or price, espe-

cially over time.   —  v.  intr. To increase in value or price, especially over time.  

[Late Latin appreti7re, appreti7t-, to appraise. See APPRAISE.] —ap·preùci·aÙtor n.  

—ap·preùcia·toÙry (-shN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  

SYNONYMS: appreciate, value, prize, esteem, treasure, cherish. These verbs

mean to have a favorable opinion of someone or something. Appreciate applies

especially when high regard is based on critical assessment, comparison, and judg-

ment: “As students so far from home, we have learned to appreciate those of life’s

pleasures that are not readily available in the People’s Republic of China” (Sports

Illustrated). Value implies high regard for the importance or worth of the object:

“In principle, the modern university values nothing more than the free exchange of

ideas necessary for the pursuit of knowledge” (Eloise Salholz). Prize often suggests

pride of possession: “the nonchalance prized by teen-agers” (Elaine Louie). Esteem

implies respect of a formal sort: “If he had never esteemed my opinion before, he

would have thought highly of me then” (Jane Austen). Treasure and cherish stress

solicitous care for what is considered precious and often suggest affectionate re-

gard: We treasure our freedom. “They seek out the Salish Indian woman for the wis-

dom of her 86 years, and to learn the traditions she cherishes” (Tamara Jones).

ap·pre·ci·a·tion (N-prKÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  1. Recognition of the quality, value, 

significance, or magnitude of people and things.  2. A judgment or opinion, 

especially a favorable one.  3. An expression of gratitude.  4. Awareness or deli-

cate perception, especially of aesthetic qualities or values.  5. A rise in value or 

price, especially over time. 



ap·pre·cia·tive (N-prKùshN-tVv, -shK-7ÙtVv) adj.  Capable of or showing appreci-

ation.   —ap·preùcia·tive·ly adv. 

ap·pre·hend (4pÙrV-hHndù) v.  ap·pre·hend·ed, ap·pre·hend·ing, 
ap·pre·hends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take into custody; arrest:  apprehended the mur-

derer.  2. To grasp mentally; understand:  a candidate who apprehends the signifi-

cance of geopolitical issues.  3. To become conscious of, as through the emotions 

or senses; perceive.   —  v.  intr. To understand something.  [Middle English 

apprehenden, from Old French apprehender, from Latin apprehendere, to seize  : 

ad-, ad- + prehendere, to grasp; see ghend- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: apprehend, comprehend, understand, grasp. These verbs are com-

pared as they denote perception of the nature and significance of something. Ap-

prehend can imply awareness or consciousness that comes through the emotions

or senses: “We should not pretend to understand the world only by the intellect; we

apprehend it just as much by feeling” (Carl Jung). Apprehend also denotes taking

in with the mind: “Intelligence is quickness to apprehend” (Alfred North White-

head). Both comprehend and understand stress complete realization and knowl-

edge: “To comprehend is to know a thing as well as that thing can be known” (John

Donne). “No one who has not had the responsibility can really understand what it

is like to be President” (Harry S Truman). To grasp is to seize and hold an idea

firmly: “We have grasped the mystery of the atom and rejected the Sermon on the

Mount” (Omar N. Bradley).

ap·pre·hen·si·ble (4pÙrV-hHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being understood:  

apprehensible truths.   —apÙpre·henùsi·bly adv. 

ap·pre·hen·sion (4pÙrV-hHnùshNn) n.  1. Fearful or uneasy anticipation of the 

future; dread.  2. The act of seizing or capturing; arrest.  3. The ability to appre-

hend or understand; understanding.  [Middle English apprehencioun, perception, 

from Old French apprehension, from Late Latin apprehKnsio, apprehKnsion-, from 

Latin apprehKnsus, past participle of apprehendere, to seize. See APPREHEND.]

SYNONYMS: apprehension, foreboding, presentiment, misgiving. These nouns

denote consternation that something untoward may be impending. Apprehension

is fearful anticipation that something adverse is going to happen: The student

looked around the examination room with apprehension. Foreboding is a sense of

coming misfortune that is less clearly based on a definite reason: “The second half

of the book builds a steadily escalating sense of foreboding” (Sven Birkerts). Presen-

timent denotes a somewhat nonspecific feeling that something, but not necessar-

ily something unpleasant, is imminent: The lawyer had a presentiment that the

judge would dismiss the case against her client. Misgiving suggests mistrust or un-

certainty, as from loss of confidence in a decision made or from fearful doubts



about a course of action undertaken: “A prudent mind can see room for misgiving,

lest he who prospers should one day suffer reverse” (Sophocles).

ap·pre·hen·sive (4pÙrV-hHnùsVv) adj.  1. Anxious or fearful about the future; 

uneasy.  See Synonyms at afraid.  2. Capable of understanding and quick to 

apprehend.   —apÙpre·henùsive·ly adv.  —apÙpre·henùsive·ness n. 

ap·pren·tice (N-prHnùtVs) n.  Abbr. app. 1. One bound by legal agreement to 

work for another for a specific amount of time in return for instruction in a 

trade, an art, or a business.  2. One who is learning a trade or occupation, espe-

cially as a member of a labor union.  3. A beginner; a learner.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  an apprentice electrician; an apprentice 

sailor.   —  v.  tr. ap·pren·ticed, ap·pren·tic·ing, ap·pren·tic·es. To place or 

take on as a beginner or learner.  [Middle English apprentis, from Old French 

aprentis, from Vulgar Latin *apprenditXcius, from *apprenditus, alteration of Latin 

apprehKnsus, past participle of apprehendere, to seize. See APPREHEND.] 
—ap·prenùtice·shipÙ n. 

ap·pressed (N-prHstù) adj.  Lying flat or pressed closely against something, as 

hairs on certain plant stems.  [From Latin appressus, past participle of apprimere, 

to press down  : ad-, ad- + premere, to press; see per-4 in Appendix.]

ap·prise (N-prXzù) v.  tr. ap·prised, ap·pris·ing, ap·pris·es. To give notice to; 

inform:  apprised us of our rights.  [French apprendre, appris-, from Old French 

aprendre, to learn, from Vulgar Latin apprendere, from Latin apprehendere. See 

APPRENTICE.]

ap·prize (N-prXzù) v.  tr. ap·prized, ap·priz·ing, ap·priz·es. To appreciate; 

value. 

ap·proach (N-prochù) v.  ap·proached, ap·proach·ing, ap·proach·es.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To come near or nearer, as in space or time:  Spring approaches.  

2. Sports. To make an approach in golf.   —  v.  tr. 1. To come or go near or nearer 

to:  approached the tunnel.  2. To come close to, as in appearance, quality, or con-

dition; approximate:  The performance approaches perfection.  3. To make a pro-

posal or overtures to with a specific end in view:  approached the administration 

for a raise.  4. To begin to deal with or work on:  approached the task with dread.   
—  n.  1. The act of approaching:  the approach of night.  2. A fairly close resem-

blance; an approximation.  3. A way or means of reaching something; an access:  

an approach to the bridge.  4. The method used in dealing with or accomplishing:  

a logical approach to the problem.  5. An advance or overture made by one person 

to another.  6. Sports. a. The golf stroke following the drive from the tee with 

which a player tries to get the ball onto the putting green.  b. The steps taken by a 

bowler before delivering the ball.  c. The part of the area behind the foul line in a 

bowling alley used by a bowler in delivering the ball.   [Middle English approchen, 



from Old French aprochier, from Late Latin appropi7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin 

propius, nearer, comparative of prope, near; see per1 in Appendix.]

ap·proach·a·ble (N-proùchN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to approach; accessible:  a 

retreat in the mountains approachable in winter only by helicopter.  2. Easy to talk 

to or deal with; friendly.   —ap·proachÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

ap·pro·bate (4pùrN-b7tÙ) v.  tr. ap·pro·bat·ed, ap·pro·bat·ing, 
ap·pro·bates. To sanction officially; authorize.  [Middle English approbaten, 

from Latin approb7re, approb7t-, to approve. See APPROVE.] —apùpro·baÙtive, 
ap·proùba·toÙry (N-proùbN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

ap·pro·ba·tion (4pÙrN-b7ùshNn) n.  1. An expression of warm approval; praise.  

2. Official approval. 

ap·pro·pri·a·ble (N-proùprK-N-bNl) adj.  That can be appropriated:  appropri-

able funds. 

ap·pro·pri·ate (N-proùprK-Vt) adj.  Suitable for a particular person, condition, 

occasion, or place; fitting.   —  v.  tr. ap·pro·pri·at·ed, ap·pro·pri·at·ing, 
ap·pro·pri·ates (-7tÙ). 1. To set apart for a specific use:  appropriating funds for 

education.  2. To take possession of or make use of exclusively for oneself, often 

without permission:  Lee appropriated my unread newspaper and never returned it.  

[Middle English appropriat, from Late Latin appropri7tus, past participle of 

appropri7re, to make one’s own  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin proprius, own; see per1 in 

Appendix.] —ap·proùpri·ate·ly adv.  —ap·proùpri·ate·ness n.  

—ap·proùpri·aÙtive (-7ÙtVv) adj.  —ap·proùpri·aÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: appropriate, arrogate, commandeer, confiscate, preempt, usurp.

The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to seize for oneself or as one’s

right”: appropriated the family car; arrogating to himself the most interesting tasks;

commandeered a plane for the escape; confiscating alien property; preempted the glo-

ry for herself; usurped the throne. See also Synonyms at allocate fit1

ap·pro·pri·a·tion (N-proÙprK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of appropriating.  

2. a. Something appropriated, especially public funds set aside for a specific pur-

pose.  b. A legislative act authorizing the expenditure of a designated amount of 

public funds for a specific purpose.  

ap·prov·al (N-pruùvNl) n.  1. The act of approving.  2. An official approbation; 

sanction.  3. Favorable regard; commendation.   —idiom. on approval. For 

examination or trial by a customer without the obligation to buy:  took the dress 

on approval. 

ap·prove (N-pruvù) v.  ap·proved, ap·prov·ing, ap·proves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

consider right or good; think or speak favorably of.  2. To consent to officially or 

formally; confirm or sanction.  3. Obsolete. To prove or attest.   —  v.  intr. To 

show, feel, or express approval:  didn’t approve of the decision.  [Middle English 



approven, from Old French aprover, from Latin approb7re : ad-, ad- + prob7re, to 

test (from probus, good); see per1 in Appendix.] —ap·provùa·ble adj.  

—ap·provùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: approve, endorse, sanction, certify, accredit, ratify. These verbs

mean to express a favorable opinion or to signify satisfaction or acceptance.

Though approve, the most widely applicable, often means simply to consider right

or good (knew my parents wouldn’t approve of what I had done), it can also denote

official consent: “The colonel or commanding officer approves the sentence of a reg-

imental court-martial” (Charles James). Endorse implies the expression of sup-

port, often by public statement: The senator will give a speech endorsing her party’s

gubernatorial candidate. Sanction usually implies not only approval (Public opin-

ion ought not to sanction the use of force) but also official authorization (The priv-

ilege of voting is a right sanctioned by law). Certify and accredit imply official ap-

proval based on compliance with requirements or standards: “The proper officers,

comparing every article with its voucher, certified them to be right” (Benjamin Fran-

klin). The board of higher education will accredit only those institutions offering a

sufficiently rigorous curriculum. To ratify is to invest with legal authority by giving

official sanction: “Amendments... shall be valid... when ratified by the Legislatures

of three fourths of the several States” (U.S. Constitution, Article V).

ap·proved school (N-pruvdù skul) n.  Chiefly British. A school for young 

offenders; a reform school. 

approx. abbr.  1. Approximate.  2. Approximately. 

ap·prox·i·mate (N-prmkùsN-mVt) adj.  Abbr. approx. 1. Almost exact or cor-

rect:  the approximate time of the accident.  2. Very similar; closely resembling:  

sketched an approximate likeness of the suspect.  3. Botany. Close together but not 

united.   —  v.  ap·prox·i·mat·ed, ap·prox·i·mat·ing, ap·prox·i·mates (-

m7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To come close to; be nearly the same as:  This meat substitute 

approximates the real thing.  2. To bring near.  3. To bring together, as cut edges of 

tissue.   —  v.  intr. To come near or close, as in degree, nature, or quality.  [Middle 

English, from Late Latin approxim7tus, past participle of approxim7re, to 

approach  : Latin ad-, ad- + proxim7re, to come near (from proximus, nearest); see 

per1 in Appendix.] —ap·proxùi·mate·ly adv. 

ap·prox·i·ma·tion (N-prmkÙsN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or result of 

approximating.  2. Mathematics. An inexact result adequate for a given purpose.   
—ap·proxùi·maÙtive (-m7ÙtVv) adj.  —ap·proxùi·maÙtive·ly adv. 

appt. abbr.  Appoint; appointment. 

apptd. abbr.  Appointed. 

ap·pur·te·nance (N-pûrùtn-Nns) n.  1. Something added to another, more 

important thing; an appendage.  See Synonyms at appendage.  



2. appurtenances. Equipment, such as clothing, tools, or instruments, used for 

a specific purpose or task; gear.  3. Law. A right, privilege, or property that is con-

sidered incident to the principal property for purposes such as passage of title, 

conveyance, or inheritance.  [Middle English appurtenaunce, from Anglo-Nor-

man apurtenance, from Vulgar Latin *appertinentia, from Late Latin appertinKns, 

appertinent- present participle of appertinKre, to appertain. See APPERTAIN.] 
—ap·purùte·nant adj. 

APR abbr.  Annual percentage rate. 

Apr.  or Apr abbr.  April. 

A·pra Harbor also Port Ap·ra (äùprN härùbNr)  A seaport of western Guam in 

the Mariana Islands of the western Pacific. It is the only good harbor on the 

island. 

a·prax·i·a (7-pr4kùsK-N) n.  Total or partial loss of the ability to perform coordi-

nated movements or manipulate objects in the absence of motor or sensory 

impairment.  [Greek, inaction  : a-, without; see A-1 + praxis, action; see PRAXIS.] 
—a·pracùtic (7-pr4kùtVk), a·praxùic (7-pr4kùsVk)  adj. 

a·près (äùpr7, 4pùr7) prep.  After. Often used in combination:  an après-dinner 

entertainment; a concert après dinner.  [French, from Old French, from Late Latin 

ad pressum : ad, to; see AD- + pressum, nearby (from neuter of Latin pressus, past 

participle of premere, to press closely); see PRESS
1.]

a·près-ski (äÙpr7-skKù, 4pÙr7-) n.  Social events or activities that take place after 

skiing.   —  adj.  Concerned with or designed for use after skiing:  après-ski wear.  

[French  : après, after + ski, skiing.]

a·pri·cot (4pùrV-kmtÙ, 7ùprV-) n.  1. a. A deciduous Asian tree (Prunus armeni-

aca) having alternate leaves and clusters of usually white flowers.  b. The edible, 

yellow-orange fruit of this tree.   2. Color. A moderate, light, or strong orange to 

strong orange yellow.  [Alteration of earlier abrecock, ultimately from Arabic al-

barq7q, the plum  : al, the + Greek praikokion, apricot (from Latin praecoquus, 

ripe early  : prae-, pre- + coquere, to cook, ripen); see pekw- in Appendix.]

A·pril (7ùprNl) n.  Abbr. Apr., Apr The fourth month of the year in the Gregorian 

calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English, from Latin aprXlis.]
April fool (7ùprNl ful) n.  1. The victim of a joke or trick played on April Fools’ 

Day.  2. The joke or trick so played. 

April Fools’ Day (7ùprNl fulz d7) n.  April 1, celebrated in various countries, 

such as the United States and Great Britain, and marked by the playing of practi-

cal jokes.  Also called All Fools’ Day 

a pri·o·ri (äÙ prK-ôrùK, -orùK, 7Ù prX-ôrùX, -orùXÙ) adj.  1. Proceeding from a 

known or assumed cause to a necessarily related effect; deductive.  2. Based on a 

hypothesis or theory rather than on experiment or experience.  3. Made before or 

without examination; not supported by factual study.  [Medieval Latin 7 priorX : 7, 

from + priorX, former.] —aÙ pri·oùri adv.  —aÙ pri·orùi·ty (-ôrùV-tK, -mrù-) n. 



a·pron (7ùprNn) n.  1. a. A garment, usually fastened in the back, worn over all 

or part of the front of the body to protect clothing.  b. Something, such as a pro-

tective shield for a machine, that resembles this garment in appearance or func-

tion.   2. The paved strip in front of and around airport hangars and terminal 

buildings.  3. The part of a stage in a theater extending in front of the curtain.  

4. A platform, as of planking, at the entrance to a dock.  5. a. A covering or 

structure along a shoreline for protection against erosion.  b. A platform serving 

a similar purpose below a dam or in a sluiceway.   6. A continuous conveyor belt.  

7. An area covered by sand and gravel deposited at the front of a glacial moraine.   
—  v.  tr. a·proned, a·pron·ing, a·prons. To cover, protect, or provide with an 

apron.  [Middle English, from an apron, alteration of a napron, from Old French 

naperon, diminutive of nape, tablecloth, from Latin mappa, napkin. See MAP.]

apron string (7ùprNn strVng) n.  The string of an apron. Usually used in the 

plural with tied to indicate complete control or dominance:  a grown man still tied 

to his mother’s apron strings. 

ap·ro·pos (4pÙrN-poù) adj.  Being at once opportune and to the point.  See Syn-

onyms at relevant.   —  adv.  1. At an appropriate time; opportunely.  2. By the 

way; incidentally:  Apropos, where were you yesterday?   —  prep.  With regard to; 

concerning:  Apropos our date for lunch, I can’t go.  [French à propos : à, to (from 

Latin ad-); see AD- + propos, purpose (from Latin propositum, from proponere, 

proposit-, to intend); see PROPOSE.]

apropos of (4pÙrN-poù ƒv) prep.  With reference to; speaking of:  a funny story 

apropos of politics. 

apse (4ps) n.  1. Architecture. A semicircular or polygonal, usually domed projec-

tion of a building, especially the altar or east end of a church.  2. Astronomy. 

Apsis.  [Variant of APSIS.] —apùsi·dal (4pùsV-dNl) adj. 

ap·sis (4pùsVs) n.  pl. ap·si·des (-sV-dKzÙ). 1. Architecture. An apse.  

2. Astronomy. The point of greatest or least distance of the orbit of a celestial 

body from a center of attraction.  [Late Latin apsis, from Latin, arch, vault, from 

Greek hapsis, from haptein, to fasten.]

apt (4pt) adj.  1. Exactly suitable; appropriate:  an apt reply.  See Synonyms at 

fit1.  2. Having a natural tendency; inclined:  She is apt to take offense easily.  See 

Usage Note at liable. See Usage Note at likely.  3. Quick to learn or understand:  

an apt student.  [Middle English, from Old French apte, from Latin aptus, past 

participle of apere, to fasten.] —aptùly adv.  —aptùness n. 

APT (7ÙpK-tKù) n.  Computer Science. A language designed for programming 

numerically controlled machine tools.  [A(utomatically) P(rogrammed) T(ool).]

apt. abbr.  Apartment. 

ap·ter·al (4pùtNr-Nl) adj.  Architecture. Having no columns along the sides. Used 

especially of a classical temple.  [From Greek apteros, wingless  : a-, without; see 

A-1 + pteron, wing; see -PTER.]



ap·ter·ous (4pùtNr-Ns) adj.  Biology. Having no wings or winglike extensions:  an 

apterous insect. 

ap·ter·yx (4pùtN-rVksÙ) n.  See kiwi (n., sense 1).  [New Latin  : A-1 + Greek 

pterux, wing; see pet- in Appendix.]

ap·ti·tude (4pùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. An inherent ability, as for learning; a tal-

ent.  See Synonyms at ability.  2. Quickness in learning and understanding; 

intelligence.  3. The condition or quality of being suitable; appropriateness.  

[Middle English, tendency, from Late Latin aptit7do, aptitude, from Latin aptus, 

apt. See APT.]

aptitude test (4pùtV-tudÙ tHst) n.  A standardized test designed to measure the 

ability of a person to develop skills or acquire knowledge. 

Ap·u·lei·us (4pÙyN-lKùNs), Lucius. fl. second century A.D.  Roman philosopher 

and satirist whose best-known work is The Golden Ass. 

A·pu·lia (N-pulùyN) also Pu·glia (puùlyä)  A region of southeast Italy border-

ing on the Adriatic Sea, Strait of Otranto, and Gulf of Taranto. Its southern por-

tion forms the heel of the Italian “boot.” 

A·pu·re (N-ptrù7)  A river of west-central Venezuela originating in the Andes of 

Colombia and flowing about 805 km (500 mi) eastward to the Orinoco River. 

A·pu·rí·mac (äÙpN-rKùmäk)  A river of southern Peru rising in the Andes and 

flowing about 885 km (550 mi) generally northwest to join the Urubamba River 

and form the Ucayali River. 

A·pus (7ùpNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Musca and 

Pavo.  [Latin apus, a kind of swallow, from Greek apous, without feet, sand mar-

tin  : a-, without; see A-1 + pous, foot; see ped- in Appendix.]

ap·y·rase (4pùN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes that catalyze the hydrol-

ysis of ATP, causing the release of phosphate and energy.  [A(DENOSINE) + PYR(O)- 

+ (PHOSPHAT)ASE.]

aq. abbr.  1. Aqua.  2. Aqueous. 

A·qa·ba (äùkN-bN, 4kùN-), Gulf of. An arm of the Red Sea between the Sinai 

Peninsula and northwest Saudi Arabia. It has long been of strategic importance in 

the Middle East. 

aq·ua (4kùwN, äùkwN) n.  pl. aq·uae (4kùwK, äùkwXÙ)  or aq·uas. Abbr. aq. 
1. Water.  2. An aqueous solution.  3. Color. A light bluish green to light greenish 

blue.  [Middle English, from Latin. See akw-7- in Appendix.] —aqùua adj. 

aqua- pref.  Water:  aquacade.  [From Latin aqua, water. See AQUA.]

aq·ua·cade (4kùwN-k7dÙ, äùkwN-) n.  An entertainment spectacle of swimmers 

and divers, often performing in unison to the accompaniment of music.  [AQUA- 

+ (CAVAL)CADE.]

aq·ua·cul·ture (4kùwN-kƒlÙchNr, äùkwN-) also aq·ui·cul·ture (4kùwV-kƒlÙchNr, 

äùkwV-) n.  1. The science, art, and business of cultivating marine or freshwater 

food fish or shellfish, such as oysters, clams, salmon, and trout, under controlled 



conditions.  2. Botany. Hydroponics.   —aqÙua·culùtur·al adj.  —aqÙua·culù-
tur·ist n. 

aq·uae (4kùwK, äùkwXÙ) n.  A plural of aqua. 
aqua for·tis also aq·ua·for·tis (4kÙwN-fôrùtVs, äÙkwN-) n.  See nitric acid.  

[New Latin  : Latin aqua, water + Latin fortis, strong.]

Aq·ua-Lung (4kùwN-lƒngÙ, äùkwN-)  A trademark used for an underwater 

breathing apparatus. 

aq·ua·ma·rine (4kÙwN-mN-rKnù, äÙkwN-) n.  1. A transparent blue-green vari-

ety of beryl, used as a gemstone.  2. Color. A pale blue to light greenish blue.  

[Latin aqua marXna, sea water  : aqua, water; see AQUA + marXna, of the sea; see 

MARINE.]

aq·ua·naut (4kùwN-nôtÙ, äùkwN-) n.  A person trained to live in underwater 

installations and conduct, assist in, or be a subject of scientific research.  Also 

called oceanaut [AQUA- + Greek nautKs, sailor; see n7u- in Appendix.]

aq·ua·plane (4kùwN-pl7nÙ, äùkwN-) n.  A board pulled over the water by a 

motorboat and ridden by a person standing up.   —  v.  intr. aq·ua·planed, 
aq·ua·plan·ing, aq·ua·planes. To ride on such a board.  [AQUA- + PLANE

1.]

aqua re·gi·a (4kùwN rKùjK-N, rKùjN) n.  A corrosive, fuming, volatile mixture of 

hydrochloric and nitric acids, used for testing metals and dissolving platinum and 

gold.  Also called nitrohydrochloric acid [New Latin  : Latin aqua, water + Latin 

rKgia, royal (because it dissolves gold, the “royal metal”).]

aq·ua·relle (4kÙwN-rHlù, äÙkwN-) n.  A drawing done in transparent watercolors.  

[French, from obsolete Italian acquarella, water color, diminutive of acqua, water, 

from Latin aqua. See akw-7- in Appendix.] —aqÙua·relùlist n. 

a·quar·i·a (N-kwârùK-N) n.  A plural of aquarium. 
A·quar·i·an (N-kwârùK-Nn) n.  One who is born under the sign of Aquarius.   
—A·quarùi·an adj. 

a·quar·ist (N-kwârùVst) n.  One who maintains an aquarium. 

a·quar·i·um (N-kwârùK-Nm) n.  pl. a·quar·i·ums or a·quar·i·a (-K-N). 1. A 

tank, bowl, or other water-filled enclosure in which living fish or other aquatic 

animals and plants are kept.  2. A place for the public exhibition of live aquatic 

animals and plants.  [Latin aqu7rium, source of water, from neuter of aqu7rius, of 

water, from aqua, water. See akw-7- in Appendix.]

A·quar·i·us (N-kwârùK-Ns) n.  1. A constellation in the equatorial region of the 

Southern Hemisphere near Pisces and Aquila.  Also called Water Bearer 2. a. The 

11th sign of the zodiac in astrology.  Also called Water Bearer b. One who is born 

under this sign.   [Middle English, from Latin, water carrier, the constellation 

Aquarius, from aqua, water. See AQUA.]

a·quat·ic (N-kw4tùVk, N-kwmtù-) adj.  1. Consisting of, relating to, or being in 

water:  an aquatic environment.  2. Living or growing in, on, or near the water:  

aquatic animals and plants.  3. Taking place in or on the water:  an aquatic sport.   



—  n.  1. An organism that lives in, on, or near the water.  2. aquatics. Sports. 

Athletic activities performed in or on the water.  [Middle English aquatique, from 

Old French, from Latin aqu7ticus, from aqua, water. See akw-7- in Appendix.] 
—a·quatùi·cal·ly adv. 

aq·ua·tint (4kùwN-tVntÙ, äùkwN-) n.  1. A process of etching capable of produc-

ing several tones by varying the etching time of different areas of a copper plate so 

that the resulting print resembles the flat tints of an ink or wash drawing.  2. An 

etching made by this process.  [French aquatinte, from Italian acquatinta : acqua, 

water (from Latin aqua); see AQUA + tinta, dyed (from Latin tincta, feminine past 

participle of tingere, to dye).] —aqùua·tintÙ v.  —aqùua·tintÙer, 
aqùua·tintÙist n. 

a·qua·vit (äùkwN-vKtÙ) n.  A strong, clear Scandinavian liquor distilled from 

potato or grain mash and flavored with caraway seed.  [Swedish, Danish, and 

Norwegian akvavit from Medieval Latin aqua vXtae, highly distilled spirits  : Latin 

aqua, water; see AQUA + Latin vXtae, genitive of vXta, life; see VITAL.]

aqua vi·tae (4kùwN vXùtK) n.  Strong distilled alcohol, especially a strong liquor 

such as whiskey or brandy.  [Middle English aqua vite, from Medieval Latin aqua 

vXtae. See AQUAVIT.]

aq·ue·duct (4kùwV-dƒktÙ) n.  1. a. A pipe or channel designed to transport 

water from a remote source, usually by gravity.  b. A bridgelike structure sup-

porting a conduit or canal passing over a river or low ground.   2. Anatomy. A 

channel or passage in an organ or a body part, especially such a channel for con-

veying fluid.  [Latin aquaeductus : aquae, genitive of aqua, water; see AQUA + duc-

tus, a leading; see DUCT.]

a·que·ous (7ùkwK-Ns, 4kùwK-) adj.  Abbr. aq. 1. Relating to, similar to, contain-

ing, or dissolved in water; watery.  2. Geology. Formed from matter deposited by 

water, as certain sedimentary rocks.  [From Medieval Latin aqueus, from Latin 

aqua, water. See AQUA.]

aqueous humor (7ùkwK-Ns hyuùmNr) n.  Anatomy. The clear, watery fluid 

circulating in the chamber of the eye between the cornea and the lens. 

aqui- pref.  Water:  aquifer.  [Latin, from aqua, water. See akw-7- in Appendix.]

aq·ui·cul·ture (4kùwV-kƒlÙchNr, äùkwV-) n.  Variant of aquaculture.  
—aqÙui·culùtur·al adj.  —aqÙui·culùtur·ist n. 

A·quid·neck Island (N-kwVdùnHk XùlNnd)  See Rhode Island1. 
aq·ui·fer (4kùwN-fNr, äùkwN-) n.  An underground bed or layer of earth, gravel, 

or porous stone that yields water.   —a·quifùer·ous (N-kwVfùNr-Ns) adj. 

A·qui·la1 (4kùwN-lN, äùkwK-lä)  See L’Aquila. 
Aq·ui·la2 (4kùwN-lN) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere and the 

Milky Way near Aquarius and Serpens Cauda.  [Middle English, from Latin 

aquila, eagle, the constellation Aquila.]



aq·ui·le·gi·a (4kÙwN-lKùjK-N, -lKùjN) n.  See columbine.  [Medieval Latin aquilK-

gia.]

A·qui·le·ia (äÙkwN-l7ùN, äÙkwK-lHùyä)  A town of northeast Italy near the Adri-

atic Sea. Founded by the Romans as a military outpost in 181 B.C., it was fre-

quently destroyed by invaders, including Attila (A.D. 452). 

aq·ui·line (4kùwN-lXnÙ, -lVn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the characteristics 

of an eagle.  2. Curved or hooked like an eagle’s beak:  an aquiline nose.  [Latin 

aquilXnus, from aquila, eagle.] —aqÙui·linùi·ty (-lVnùVtK) n. 

A·qui·nas (N-kwXùnNs), Saint Thomas. 1225-1274.  Italian Dominican monk, 

theologian, and philosopher. The outstanding representative of Scholasticism, he 

applied Aristotelian methods to Christian theology. His masterwork is Summa 

Theologica (1266-1273). 

A·qui·no (ä-kKùno), Corazón Cojuangco. Born 1933.  Philippine political 

leader. After the assassination of her husband, Benigno S. Aquino, Jr. (1932-

1983), on his return to the Philippines from political exile, she ran for president 

(1986) against 20-year incumbent Ferdinand Marcos. Following the apparently 

fraudulent election, Marcos fled the country and Aquino became president. 

Aq·ui·taine (4kùwV-t7nÙ)  A historical region of southwest France between the 

Pyrenees and the Garonne River. The duchy of Aquitaine was joined with France 

after the marriage of Eleanor of Aquitaine to King Louis VII in 1137, but its pos-

session was disputed after her subsequent marriage to Henry II of England. 

Aq·ui·ta·ni·a (4kÙwV-t7ùnK-N)  A Roman division of southwest Gaul extending 

from the Pyrenees to the Garonne River and roughly coextensive with the histori-

cal region of Aquitaine. Its Iberian peoples were conquered by Julius Caesar in 56 

B.C. The region passed to the Franks in A.D. 507. 

a·quiv·er (N-kwVvùNr) adj.  Marked by quivering:  The children were aquiver with 

anticipation before the circus parade. 

ar1 (är) n.  Variant of are2. 
ar2 (är) n.  The letter r.  [Middle English arre, from Late Latin er.]

Ar  The symbol for the element argon. 
AR abbr.  1.  Also A/R. Account receivable.  2. Arkansas. 

ar. abbr.  Arrival; arrive. 

Ar. abbr.  1. Arabia; Arabian.  2. Arabic.  3. Arabist. 

A.R. abbr.  Army regulation. 

-ar suff.  Of, relating to, or resembling:  polar.  [Middle English, from Old French 

-er, from Latin -7ris, alteration of -7lis, -al.]

A·ra (ârùN) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near the constellations 

Norma and Telescopium.  [Latin 7ra, altar, the constellation Ara. See as- in 

Appendix.]

Ar·ab (4rùNb) n.  1. A member of a Semitic people inhabiting Arabia, whose lan-

guage and Islamic religion spread widely throughout the Middle East and north-



ern Africa from the seventh century.  2. A member of an Arabic-speaking people.  

3. An Arabian horse.  4. Offensive Slang. A waif.  [French Arabe, from Latin 

Arabs, from Greek Araps, Arab-, from Arabic 1arab.] —Arùab adj. 

Arab. abbr.  1. Arabian.  2. Arabic.  3. Arabist. 

ar·a·besque (4rÙN-bHskù) n.  1. A ballet position in which the dancer bends for-

ward while standing on one straight leg with the arm extended forward and the 

other arm and leg extended backward.  2. A complex, ornate design of inter-

twined floral, foliate, and geometric figures.  3. Music. A usually short, whimsical 

composition especially for the piano that features many embellished passages.  

4. An intricate or elaborate pattern or design: “the fluctuating shapes of a cloud-

scape, the complex arabesque of a camera movement, the blink of a character’s eye” 

(Nigel Andrews).   —  adj.  In the fashion of or formed as an arabesque.  [French, 

from Italian arabesco, in Arabian fashion, from Arabo, an Arab, from Latin Ara-

bus, from Arabs. See ARAB.]

A·ra·bi·a (N-r7ùbK-N) also A·ra·bi·an Peninsula (-bK-Nn) Abbr. Ar.  A peninsula 

of southwest Asia between the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. Politically, it includes 

Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, and 

Kuwait. Arabia has an estimated one third of the world’s oil reserves. 

A·ra·bi·an (N-r7ùbK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Ar., Arab. Of or concerning Arabia or the 

Arabs; Arab.   —  n.  Abbr. Ar., Arab. 1. A native or inhabitant of Arabia.  2. An 

Arabian horse. 

Arabian camel (N-r7ùbK-Nn k4mùNl) n.  See dromedary. 
Arabian Desert (N-r7ùbK-Nn dHzùNrt)  A desert of eastern Egypt between the 

Nile Valley and the Red Sea. Porphyry, granite, and sandstone found here have 

been used as building materials since ancient times. 

Arabian Gulf (N-r7ùbK-Nn gƒlf)  See Persian Gulf. 
Arabian horse (N-r7ùbK-Nn hôrs) n.  Any of a breed of swift, intelligent, grace-

ful horses native to Arabia. 

Arabian Peninsula (N-r7ùbK-Nn pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  See Arabia. 
Arabian Sea (N-r7ùbK-Nn sK)  The northwest part of the Indian Ocean between 

Arabia and western India. It has long been an important trade route between 

India and the West. 

Ar·a·bic (4rùN-bVk) adj.  Of or relating to Arabia, the Arabs, their language, or 

their culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Ar., Arab. A Semitic language consisting of numer-

ous dialects that is the principal language of Arabia, Jordan, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, 

Egypt, and parts of northern Africa. 

Arabic numeral (4rùN-bVk nuùmNr-Nl) n.  One of the numerical symbols 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 0. 

a·rab·i·nose (N-r4bùN-nosÙ, 4rùN-bN-) n.  A crystalline pentose sugar, C5H10O5, 

obtained from plant polysaccharides such as gums and hemicelluloses.  [(GUM) 

ARAB(IC) + -IN + -OSE
2.]



Ar·ab·ist (4rùN-bVst) n.  1.  Abbr. Ar., Arab. A specialist in the Arabic language 

or culture.  2. One who is favorably disposed toward Arab concerns and policies. 

ar·a·ble (4rùN-bNl) adj.  Fit for cultivation, as by plowing.   —  n.  Land fit to be 

cultivated.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin ar7bilis, from ar7re, to 

plow.] —arÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

A·ra·ca·ju (ä-räÙkä-zhuù)  A city of east-central Brazil near the Atlantic Ocean 

south-southeast of Recife. It is a commercial center in a cotton- and sugar-pro-

ducing region. Population, 287,934. 

A·ra·ça·tu·ba (äÙrN-sN-tuùbN)  A city of southeast Brazil on the Tietê River 

northwest of São Paulo. It is a trade center in an agricultural area. Population, 

113,925. 

ar·a·chi·don·ic acid (4rÙN-kV-dmnùVk 4sùVd) n.  An unsaturated fatty acid, 

C20H32O2, found in animal fats, that is essential in human nutrition and is a pre-

cursor in the biosynthesis of some prostaglandins.  [From arachidic, of the 

groundnut, from New Latin Arachis, groundnut genus, from Greek arakis, 

arakid- diminutive of arakos, a leguminous plant.]

A·rach·ne (N-r4kùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. A maiden who was transformed into 

a spider by Athena for challenging her to a weaving contest. 

a·rach·nid (N-r4kùnVd) n.  Any of various arthropods of the class Arachnida, 

such as spiders, scorpions, mites, and ticks, characterized by four pairs of seg-

mented legs and a body that is divided into two regions, the cephalothorax and 

the abdomen.  Also called arachnoid [From New Latin Arachnida, class name, 

from Greek arakhnK, spider.] —a·rachùni·dan (-nV-dNn) adj.  & n. 

a·rach·noid (N-r4kùnoidÙ) adj.  1. Anatomy. Of or relating to a delicate mem-

brane enclosing the spinal cord and brain.  2. Of, relating to, or resembling 

arachnids.  3. Covered with or consisting of thin, soft, entangled hairs or fibers 

resembling those of a cobweb or spider’s web.   —  n.  1.  See arachnid.  
2. Anatomy. A delicate membrane that encloses the spinal cord and brain, and lies 

between the pia mater and dura mater.  [New Latin arachnoidKs, from Greek ara-

khnoeidKs, cobweblike  : arakhnK, spider + -oeidKs, -oid.]

a·rach·no·pho·bi·a (N-r4kÙnN-foùbK-N, -no-) n.  An abnormal fear of spiders.  

[ARACHN(ID) + -PHOBIA.]

A·rad (ä-rädù)  A city of western Romania on the Murezul River near the Hun-

garian border. Ruled by Turkey and later by Hungary, it became part of Romania 

in 1920. Population, 183,774. 

Ar·a·fat (4rùN-f4tÙ, ärùN-fätÙ), Yasir. Born 1929.  Leader of Al Fatah, an Arab 

guerrilla group, and the Palestine Liberation Organization, both of which advo-

cate the establishment of an independent Palestinian state. He shared the 1994 

Nobel Peace Prize with Itzhak Rabin. 

A·ra·fu·ra Sea (äÙrN-fuùrN sK)  A shallow part of the western Pacific Ocean 

between the Timor and Coral seas, separating New Guinea from Australia. 



Ar·a·gon (4rùN-gmnÙ)  A region and former kingdom of northeast Spain. It was 

united with Castile in 1479 to form the nucleus of modern Spain.   
—ArÙa·go·neseù (4rÙN-gN-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n. 

A·ra·gon (är-ä-gôNù), Louis. 1897-1982.  French writer who was a founder of 

literary surrealism. 

a·rag·o·nite (N-r4gùN-nXtÙ, 4rùN-gN-) n.  An orthorhombic mineral form of crys-

talline calcium carbonate, dimorphous with calcite.  [After Aragon.]

A·ra·guaí·a  or A·ra·gua·ya (ärÙN-gwXùN)  A river rising in central Brazil and 

flowing about 2,092 km (1,300 mi) generally northward to the Tocantins River. 

There are numerous falls on the river. 

A·rak (N-räkù)  A city of west-central Iran southwest of Tehran. It is a transporta-

tion hub noted for its carpets. Population, 210,000. 

a·ra·li·a (N-r7ùlK-N, N-r7lùyN) n.  Any of several plants in the genera Aralia and 

Polyscias, cultivated as ornamentals.  [Of unknown origin.]

Ar·al Sea (4rùNl sK)  An inland sea between southern Kazakhstan and northwest 

Uzbekistan. Once the fourth-largest inland body of water in the world, it is fast 

disappearing because of diversion of its two sources, the Amu Darya and the Syr 

Darya. 

Ar·am (ârùNm, 4rù-, 7ùr4m)  In the Old Testament, an ancient country of south-

west Asia, roughly coextensive with present-day Syria. 

Ar·a·mae·an (4rÙN-mKùNn) adj.  & n.   Variant of Aramean. 
Ar·a·ma·ic (4rÙN-m7ùVk) n.  A Semitic language, comprising several dialects, 

originally of the ancient Arameans but widely used by non-Aramean peoples 

throughout southwest Asia from the seventh century B.C. to the seventh century 

A.D.  Also called Aramean, Chaldean.  —ArÙa·maùic adj. 

ar·a·me (4rùN-m7, N-räù-) n.  An edible, mild-flavored seaweed.  [Japanese.]

Ar·a·me·an  or Ar·a·mae·an (4rÙN-mKùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Aram, its 

inhabitants, their language, or their culture.   —  n.  1. One of a group of Semitic 

peoples inhabiting Aram and parts of Mesopotamia from the 11th to the 8th cen-

tury B.C.  2.  See Aramaic. 
Ar·an Islands (4rùNn XùlNndz)  Three small islands of western Ireland at the 

entrance to Galway Bay. The barren, primitive islands have many prehistoric and 

early Christian remains. 

A·rap·a·ho also A·rap·a·hoe (N-r4pùN-hoÙ) n.  pl. Arapaho or A·rap·a·hos 
also Arapahoe  or A·rap·a·hoes. 1. a. A Native American people formerly 

inhabiting eastern Colorado and southeast Wyoming, with present-day popula-

tions in Oklahoma and central Wyoming. Traditional Arapaho life was based on 

the buffalo-hunting culture of the Great Plains.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Algonquian language of the Arapaho.  [Crow aaraxpéahu, those with lots 

of tattoos.]



A·rap·a·hoe Peak (N-r4pùN-hoÙ pKk)  A mountain, 4,119.3 m (13,506 ft) high, 

of north-central Colorado in the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains east of 

Boulder. 

ar·a·pai·ma (4rÙN-pXùmN) n.  A large South American freshwater food fish (Ara-

paima gigas) that typically attains a length of 3 meters (10 feet).  Also called 

pirarucu [American Spanish, or Portuguese.]

Ar·a·rat (4rùN-r4tÙ), Mount. A massif of extreme eastern Turkey near the Ira-

nian border rising to about 5,168 m (16,945 ft). It is the traditional resting place 

of Noah’s ark. 

A·ras (N-räsù) Formerly A·rax·es (N-r4kùsKz).  A river rising in northeast Turkey 

and flowing about 965 km (600 mi) generally eastward along the Turkey-Armenia 

and Azerbaijan-Iran borders. 

A·rau·ca (N-rouùkN)  A river rising in northern Colombia and flowing about 805 

km (500 mi) eastward to the Orinoco River in central Venezuela. 

Ar·au·ca·ni·an (4rÙô-k7ùnK-Nn) also A·rau·can (N-rôùkNn) n.  1. A member of 

a widespread group of South American Indian peoples of south-central Chile and 

the western pampas of Argentina.  2. The language of the Araucanians, which 

constitutes an independent language family.  [Spanish araucano, from Arauco, a 

former region of southern Chile.] —ArÙau·caùni·an adj. 

ar·au·car·i·a (4rÙô-k4rùK-N) n.  Any of several evergreen coniferous trees of the 

genus Araucaria native to South America and Australia, having awl-shaped leaves 

and whorled branches and including the monkey puzzle and Norfolk lsland pine.  

[From Spanish Araucaria, (tree) of Arauco, a former province of south-central 

Chile.]

Ar·a·wak (4rùN-wäkÙ) n.  pl. Arawak or Ar·a·waks. 1. A member of a South 

American Indian people formerly inhabiting much of the Greater Antilles and 

now living chiefly in certain regions of Guiana.  2. The Arawakan language of the 

Arawak. 

Ar·a·wa·kan (4rÙN-wäùkNn) n.  pl. Arawakan or Ar·a·wa·kans. 1. A mem-

ber of a widespread group of Indian peoples living in an area of South America 

that includes parts of Colombia, Venezuela, Guiana, the Amazon basin of Brazil, 

Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru, and formerly most of the Greater Antilles.  2. The largest 

and most important Indian linguistic family in South America, consisting of the 

languages spoken by the Arawakan peoples.   —ArÙa·waùkan adj. 

A·rax·es (N-r4kùsKz)  See Aras. 
arb (ärb) n.  Informal. An arbitrageur.  [Short for ARBITRAGEUR.]

ar·ba·lest also ar·ba·list (ärùbN-lVst) n.  A medieval missile launcher designed 

on the principle of the crossbow.  [Middle English arblast, from Old English, 

from Old French arbaleste, from Late Latin arcuballista : Latin arcus, bow + Latin 

ballista, ballista; see BALLISTA.] —arùba·lestÙer (-lHsÙtNr) n. 



Ar·be·la (är-bKùlN)  An ancient town of Assyria in present-day northern Iraq. Its 

name is sometimes given to the battle fought at Gaugamela, about 97 km (60 mi) 

away, in which Alexander the Great defeated Darius III in 331 B.C. 

Ar·ber (ärùbNr), Werner. Born 1929.  Swiss microbiologist. He shared a 1978 

Nobel Prize for the discovery of restriction enzymes and their application to 

molecular genetics. 

ar·bi·ter (ärùbV-tNr) n.  1. One chosen or appointed to judge or decide a disputed 

issue; an arbitrator.  2. One who has the power to judge or ordain at will:  an arbi-

ter of fashion.  See Synonyms at judge.  [Middle English arbitre, from Old 

French, from Latin arbiter.]

ar·bi·tra·ble (ärùbV-trN-bNl) adj.  1. Subject to arbitration:  an arbitrable wage 

and health benefits policy.  2. Appropriate for referral to an arbitrator:  an arbitra-

ble dispute. 

ar·bi·trage (ärùbV-träzhÙ) n.  The purchase of securities on one market for 

immediate resale on another market in order to profit from a price discrepancy.   
—  v.  intr. ar·bi·traged, ar·bi·trag·ing, ar·bi·trag·es. To be involved in arbi-

trage.  [Middle English, arbitration, from Old French, from arbitrer, to judge, 

from Latin arbitr7rX, to give judgment. See ARBITRATE.]

ar·bi·tra·geur (ärÙbV-trä-zhûrù) n.  One that engages in arbitrage.  [French, 

from arbitrage, arbitration. See ARBITRAGE.]

ar·bit·ra·ment (är-bVtùrN-mNnt) n.  1. The act of arbitrating; arbitration.  

2. The judgment of an arbitrator or arbiter.  [Middle English arbitrement, from 

Old French, from arbitrer, to judge. See ARBITRAGE.]

ar·bi·trar·y (ärùbV-trHrÙK) adj.  1. Determined by chance, whim, or impulse, and 

not by necessity, reason, or principle:  stopped at the first motel we passed, an arbi-

trary choice; arbitrary division of the group into halves.  2. Based on or subject to 

individual judgment or preference:  The diet imposes overall calorie limits, but 

daily menus are arbitrary.  3. Established by a court or judge rather than by a spe-

cific law or statute:  an arbitrary penalty.  4. Not limited by law; despotic:  the 

arbitrary rule of a dictator.  [Middle English arbitrarie, from Latin arbitr7rius, 

from arbiter, arbitr-, arbiter.] —arÙbi·trarùi·ly (-trârùN-lK) adv.  

—arùbi·trarÙi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: arbitrary, capricious, whimsical. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “determined by or arising from whim or caprice rather than

judgment or reason”: an arbitrary decision; a capricious refusal; the butt of whim-

sical persecution.

ar·bi·trate (ärùbV-tr7tÙ) v.  ar·bi·trat·ed, ar·bi·trat·ing, ar·bi·trates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To judge or decide in or as in the manner of an arbitrator:  arbitrate a dis-

pute between neighbors.  2. To submit to settlement or judgment by arbitration:  



Management and labor agreed to arbitrate their remaining differences.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To serve as an arbitrator or arbiter.  2. To submit a dispute to arbitration.  

[Latin arbitr7rX, arbitr7t-, to give judgment, from arbiter, arbitr-, arbiter.]

ar·bi·tra·tion (ärÙbV-tr7ùshNn) n.  The process by which the parties to a dispute 

submit their differences to the judgment of an impartial person or group 

appointed by mutual consent or statutory provision. 

ar·bi·tra·tor (ärùbV-tr7ÙtNr) n.  1. A person chosen to settle the issue between 

parties engaged in a dispute.  See Synonyms at judge.  2. One having the ability 

or power to make authoritative decisions; an arbiter. 

ar·bor1 (ärùbNr) n.  A shady resting place in a garden or park, often made of rus-

tic work or latticework on which plants, such as climbing shrubs or vines, are 

grown.  [Middle English erber, from Old French erbier, garden, from erbe, herb. 

See HERB.]

ar·bor2 (ärùbNr) n.  1. An axis or shaft supporting a rotating part on a lathe.  2. A 

bar for supporting cutting tools.  3. A spindle of a wheel, as in watches and 

clocks.  4. pl. ar·bo·res (ärùbN-rKzÙ). A tree, as opposed to a shrub.  [French 

arbre, from Latin arbor, tree.]

Ar·bor Day (ärùbNr d7) n.  An unofficial holiday observed in all 50 states of the 

United States, most often on the last Friday in April, for the public planting of 

trees. 

ar·bo·re·al (är-bôrùK-Nl, -borù-) adj.  1. Relating to or resembling a tree.  

2. Living in trees; arboreous:  arboreal apes.  [From Latin arboreus, from arbor, 

tree.] —ar·boùre·al·ly adv. 

ar·bo·re·ous (är-bôrùK-Ns, -borù-) adj.  1. Having many trees; wooded.  

2. Resembling or characteristic of a tree; treelike.  3. Arboreal. 

ar·bo·res (ärùbN-rKzÙ) n.  Plural of arbor2 (n., sense 4). 

ar·bo·res·cent (ärÙbN-rHsùNnt) adj.  Having the size, form, or characteristics of 

a tree; treelike.  [Latin arborKscKns, arborKscent- present participle of arborKscere, to 

grow to be a tree, from arbor, tree.] —arÙbo·resùcence n. 

ar·bo·re·tum (ärÙbN-rKùtNm) n.  pl. ar·bo·re·tums or ar·bo·re·ta (-tN). A 

place where an extensive variety of woody plants are cultivated for scientific, edu-

cational, and ornamental purposes.  [Latin arborKtum, a place grown with trees, 

from arbor, tree.]

ar·bo·ri·cul·ture (ärùbNr-V-kƒlÙchNr, är-bôrùV-, -borù-) n.  The planting and 

care of woody plants, especially trees. 

ar·bor·ist (ärùbNr-Vst) n.  A specialist in the care of woody plants, especially trees.  

[From Latin arbor, tree.]

ar·bo·ri·za·tion (ärÙbNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. A branching, treelike shape or 

arrangement, as that of the dendrite of a nerve cell.  2. The formation of a treelike 

shape or arrangement. 



ar·bo·rize (ärùbN-rXzÙ) v.  intr. ar·bo·rized, ar·bo·riz·ing, ar·bo·riz·es. To 

have or produce branching formations, as the bronchial tubes of the lungs. 

ar·bor·vi·tae also ar·bor vi·tae (ärÙbNr-vXùtK) n.  1. a. Any of several North 

American or eastern Asian evergreen trees or shrubs of the genus Thuja, having 

flattened branchlets with opposite, scalelike leaves and small cones. They are 

grown as ornamentals and for timber.  b. Any similar plant of the genus Platycla-

dus or Thujopsis.  Also called thuja  2. Anatomy. The white nerve tissue of the cer-

ebellum, which has a treelike outline in a median section.  [Latin arbor, tree + 

vXtae, genitive of vXta, life; see VITAL.]

ar·bour (ärùbNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of arbor1. 
ar·bo·vi·rus (ärùbN-vXÙrNs) n.  Any of a large group of viruses transmitted by 

arthropods, such as mosquitoes and ticks, that include the causative agents of 

encephalitis, yellow fever, and dengue.  [ar(thropod-)bo(rne) virus.] 
—arùbo·viÙral adj.  —arÙbo·vi·rolùo·gy (ärÙbo-vV-rmlùN-jK) n. 

Ar·buth·not (är-bƒthùnNt, ärùbNth-nmtÙ), John. 1667-1735.  Scottish physician 

and writer noted for his satirical anti-Whig pamphlets published as Law Is a Bot-

tomless Pit (1712) and later retitled The History of John Bull. 

ar·bu·tus (är-byuùtNs) n.  1. Any of various broad-leaved evergreen trees or 

shrubs of the genus Arbutus, including the madroña and strawberry tree, that are 

native chiefly to warm regions in the Americas and Europe.  2. The trailing arbu-

tus.  [Latin arbutus, arbutus.]

arc (ärk) n.  1. Something shaped like a curve or an arch:  the vivid arc of a rain-

bow.  2. Mathematics. A segment of a circle.  3. Electricity. A luminous discharge 

of current that is formed when a strong current jumps a gap in a circuit or 

between two electrodes.  4. Astronomy. The apparent path of a celestial body as it 

rises above and falls below the horizon.   —  v.  intr. arced or arcked (ärkt), 
arc·ing or arck·ing (ärùkVng), arcs. 1. To form an arc.  2. To move or seem to 

move in a curved path:  the stars that arc across the sky.  [Middle English ark, from 

Old French arc, from Latin arcus.]

ARC1 (ärk) n.  A combination of symptoms, including fever, lymphadenopathy, 

blood abnormalities, and susceptibility to opportunistic infections. The complex 

was first considered to be a precursor to AIDS, but it is now thought of as a 

milder form of the disease.  [A(IDS)-R(ELATED) C(OMPLEX).]

ARC2 abbr.  American Red Cross. 

ar·cade (är-k7dù) n.  1. An arched, roofed building or part of a building.  2. A 

series of arches supported by columns, piers, or pillars.  3. A roofed passageway 

or lane, especially one with shops on either side.  4. A commercial establishment 

featuring rows of coin-operated games.   —  v.  tr. ar·cad·ed, ar·cad·ing, 
ar·cades. To provide with or form into an arcade:  closed off and arcaded the nar-

row street.  [French, from Italian arcata, from arco, arch, from Latin arcus.]



Ar·cade (är-k7dù)  A community of north-central California, a suburb of Sacra-

mento. Population, 37,600. 

Ar·ca·di·a1 (är-k7ùdK-N)  1.  Also Ar·ca·dy (ärùkN-dK). A region of ancient 

Greece in the Peloponnesus. Its inhabitants, relatively isolated from the rest of the 

known civilized world, proverbially lived a simple, pastoral life.  2. A city of 

southern California, a residential suburb of Los Angeles at the foot of the San 

Gabriel Mountains. Population, 48,290. 

Ar·ca·di·a2 also ar·ca·di·a (är-k7ùdK-N) n.  A region offering rural simplicity 

and contentment. 

Ar·ca·di·an (är-k7ùdK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the ancient Greek region of 

Arcadia or its people, language, or culture.  2.  Often arcadian. Rustic, peaceful, 

and simple; pastoral:  a country life of arcadian contentment.   —  n.  1. A native or 

inhabitant of the ancient Greek region of Arcadia.  2.  Often arcadian. One who 

leads or prefers a simple, rural life.  3. The dialect of ancient Greek used in Arca-

dia. 

Ar·ca·dy (ärùkN-dK)  See Arcadia1 (sense 1). 

ar·ca·na (är-k7ùnN) n.  A plural of arcanum. 
ar·cane (är-k7nù) adj.  Known or understood by only a few:  arcane economic 

theories.  See Synonyms at mysterious.  [Latin arc7nus, secret, from arca, chest.]

ar·ca·num (är-k7ùnNm) n.  pl. ar·ca·na (-nN)  or ar·ca·nums. 1. A deep secret; 

a mystery.  2.  Often arcana. Specialized knowledge or detail that is mysterious 

to the average person: “knows the arcana of police procedure and the intricacies of 

litigation” (George F. Will).  3. A secret essence or remedy; an elixir.  [Latin, from 

neuter of arc7nus, secret. See ARCANE.]

Ar·car·o (är-kârùo), George Edward. Known as “Eddie.” Born 1916.  Ameri-

can jockey who rode to victory in the Kentucky Derby five times. 

arc-bou·tant (ärÙbu-täNù) n.  pl. arcs-bou·tants (ärÙbu-täNù). Architecture. 

See flying buttress.  [French  : arc, arch (from Old French); see ARC + boutant, 

present participle of bouter, to thrust (from Old French); see BUTT
1.]

arc cosecant (ärk ko-sKùk4ntÙ) n.  Mathematics. The inverse function of the 

cosecant of an angle. 

arc cosine (ärk koùsXnÙ) n.  Mathematics. The inverse function of the cosine of 

an angle. 

arc cotangent (ärk ko-t4nùjNnt) n.  Mathematics. The inverse function of the 

cotangent of an angle. 

arch1 (ärch) n.  1. A structure, especially one of masonry, forming the curved, 

pointed, or flat upper edge of an open space and supporting the weight above it, 

as in a bridge or doorway.  2. A structure, such as a freestanding monument, 

shaped like an inverted U.  3. A curve with the ends down and the middle up:  the 

arch of a raised eyebrow.  4. Anatomy. An organ or structure having a curved or 

bowlike appearance, especially either of two arched sections of the bony structure 



of the foot.   —  v.  arched, arch·ing, arch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide with an 

arch:  arch a passageway.  2. To cause to form an arch or similar curve.  3. To bend 

backward:  The dancers alternately arched and hunched their backs.  4. To span: 

“the rude bridge that arched the flood” (Ralph Waldo Emerson).   —  v.  intr. To 

form an arch or archlike curve:  The high fly ball arched toward the stands.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French arche, from Vulgar Latin *arca, from Latin arcus.]

arch2 (ärch) adj.  1. Chief; principal:  their arch foe.  2. Mischievous; roguish:  an 

arch glance.  [From ARCH-1.] —archùly adv.  —archùness n. 

arch. abbr.  1. Archaic; archaism.  2. Archery.  3. Archipelago.  4. a. Architect; 

architecture.  b. Architectural.  

Arch. abbr.  Archbishop. 

arch-1 pref.  1. Chief; highest; most important:  archenemy.  2. Extreme or most 

characteristic of its kind:  archconservative.  [Middle English arche-, from Old 

English ærce-, and from Old French arche- both from Latin archi-, from Greek 

arkhi-, archi-.]

arch-2 pref.  Variant of archi-. 
-arch suff.  Ruler; leader:  matriarch.  [Middle English -arche, from Old French, 

from Late Latin -archa, from Latin -archKs, from Greek -arkhKs, from arkhos, 

ruler, from arkhein, to rule.]

Ar·chae·an (är-kKùNn) adj.  Variant of Archean. 
archaeo-  or archeo- pref.  Ancient; earlier; primitive:  archaeopteryx.  [New 

Latin, from Greek arkhaio-, from arkhaios, ancient. See ARCHAIC.]

ar·chae·ol·o·gy  or ar·che·ol·o·gy (ärÙkK-mlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. archaeol. The 

systematic recovery and study of material evidence, such as graves, buildings, 

tools, and pottery, remaining from past human life and culture.  [French archéol-

ogie, from New Latin archaeologia, from Greek arkhaiologia, antiquarian lore  : 

arkhaio-, archaeo- + -logia, -logy.] —arÙchae·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl), 
arÙchae·o·logùic adj.  —arÙchae·olùo·gist n. 

ar·chae·op·ter·yx (ärÙkK-mpùtNr-Vks) n.  An extinct primitive bird (genus 

Archaeopteryx) of the Jurassic period, having lizardlike characteristics, such as 

teeth and a long, bony tail. It may represent a transitional form between reptiles 

and birds.  [New Latin  : ARCHAEO- + Greek pterux, bird, wing; see pet- in Appen-

dix.]

Ar·chae·o·zo·ic (ärÙkK-N-zoùVk) adj.  & n.   Variant of Archeozoic. 
ar·cha·ic (är-k7ùVk) also ar·cha·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Abbr. arch. 1. Of, relating to, 

or characteristic of a much earlier, often more primitive period:  an archaic bronze 

statuette.  2. No longer current or applicable; antiquated:  archaic laws.  See Syn-

onyms at old.  3. Of, relating to, or characteristic of words and language that 

were once common but are now used chiefly to suggest an earlier style or period.  

[Greek arkhaikos, old-fashioned, from arkhaios, ancient, from arkhK, beginning, 

from arkhein, to begin.] —ar·chaùi·cal·ly adv. 



archaic smile (är-k7ùVk smXl) n.  A representation of the human mouth with 

slightly upturned corners, characteristic of early Greek sculpture produced before 

the fifth century B.C. 

ar·cha·ism (ärùkK-VzÙNm, -k7-) n.  Abbr. arch. 1. An archaic word, phrase, 

idiom, or other expression.  2. An archaic style, quality, or usage.  [New Latin 

archaeismus, from Greek arkhaismos, from arkhaios, ancient. See ARCHAIC.] 
—arùcha·ist n.  —arÙcha·isùtic (-VsùtVk) adj. 

ar·cha·ize (ärùkK-XzÙ, -k7-) v.  ar·cha·ized, ar·cha·iz·ing, ar·cha·iz·es.  —  v.  

tr. To give an archaic quality or character to; make archaic.   —  v.  intr. To use 

archaisms, as in prose, to suggest the past.   —arùcha·izÙer n. 

arch·an·gel (ärkù7nÙjNl) n.  1. A high-ranking angel.  2. archangels. The 

eighth of the nine orders of spiritual beings in medieval angelology.  [Middle 

English, from Old French archangele, from Late Latin archangelus, from Late 

Greek arkhangelos : Greek arkh-, archi- + Greek angelos, angel.] 
—archÙan·gelùic (-4n-jHlùVk) adj. 

Arch·an·gel (ärkù7nÙjNl)  See Arkhangelsk. 
arch·bish·op (ärch-bVshùNp) n.  Abbr. abp., Abp., Arch., Archbp. A bishop 

of the highest rank, heading an archdiocese or a province.  [Middle English arche-

bishop, from Old English arcebisceop, from Late Latin archiepiscopus, from Late 

Greek arkhiepiskopos : Greek arkhi-, archi- + episkopos, bishop; see BISHOP.]

arch·bish·op·ric (ärch-bVshùNp-rVk) n.  1. The rank, office, or term of an arch-

bishop.  2. The area under an archbishop’s jurisdiction; an archdiocese. 

Archbp. abbr.  Archbishop. 

arch·con·ser·va·tive (ärchÙkNn-sûrùvN-tVv) adj.  Highly conservative, espe-

cially in political viewpoint.   —archÙcon·serùva·tive n. 

arch·dea·con (ärch-dKùkNn) n.  A church official, as in the Anglican Church, 

who is in charge of temporal and other affairs in a diocese, with powers delegated 

from the bishop.  [Middle English archedeken, from Old English arcediakon, from 

Late Latin archidi7conus, from Late Greek arkhidiakonos : Greek arkhi-, archi- + 

diakonos, deacon.] —arch·deaùcon·ate (-kN-nVt) n.  —arch·deaùcon·shipÙ n. 

arch·dea·con·ry (ärch-dKùkNn-rK) n.  pl. arch·dea·con·ries. 1. The rank or 

office of an archdeacon.  2. The district or residence of an archdeacon. 

arch·di·o·cese (ärch-dXùN-sVs, -sKsÙ, -sKzÙ) n.  The district under an archbishop’s 

jurisdiction.   —archÙdi·ocùe·san (-msùV-sNn) adj. 

arch·du·cal (ärch-duùkNl, -dyuù-) adj.  Of or having to do with an archduke 

or an archduchy.  [French archiducal, from archiduc, archduke. See ARCHDUKE.]

arch·duch·ess (ärch-dƒchùVs) n.  1. The wife or widow of an archduke.  2. A 

woman, especially an Austrian princess, holding an archduchy in her own right.  

3. Used as a title for such a noblewoman.  [French archiduchesse, feminine of 

archiduc, archduke. See ARCHDUKE.]



arch·duch·y (ärch-dƒchùK) n.  pl. arch·duch·ies. The territory over which an 

archduke or an archduchess has authority.  [French archiduché, from obsolete 

French archeduché : arche-, arch- + duché, duchy; see DUCHY.]

arch·duke (ärch-dukù, -dyukù) n.  1. In certain royal families, especially that 

of imperial Austria, a nobleman having a rank equivalent to that of a sovereign 

prince.  2. Used as a title for such a nobleman.  [Obsolete French archeduc : arche-

, arch- + duc, duke; see DUKE.]

Ar·che·an also Ar·chae·an (är-kKùNn) adj.  Of or relating to the oldest known 

rocks, those of the Precambrian era, that are predominantly igneous in composi-

tion.  [From Greek arkhaios, ancient. See ARCHAIC.]

arched (ärcht) adj.  1. Forming an arch or a curve like that of an arch.  

2. Provided, made, or covered with an arch. 

ar·che·go·ni·um (ärÙkV-goùnK-Nm) n.  pl. ar·che·go·ni·a (-nK-N). A multicel-

lular, often flask-shaped, egg-producing organ occurring in mosses, ferns, and 

most gymnosperms.  [New Latin, from Greek arkhegonos, original  : arkhe-, 

arkhi-, archi- + gonos, offspring; see genN- in Appendix.] —arÙche·goùni·al adj.  

—arÙche·goùni·ate (-Vt) adj. 

arch·en·ceph·a·lon (ärÙkHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ) n.  The part of the primitive embry-

onic brain from which the forebrain and midbrain develop. 

arch·en·e·my (ärch-HnùN-mK) n.  1. A principal enemy.  2.  Often Archen-
emy. Theology. The Devil; Satan. Used with the. 

ar·chen·ter·on (är-kHnùtN-rmnÙ, -tNr-Nn) n.  The central cavity of the gastrula, 

which ultimately becomes the intestinal or digestive cavity.   —arÙchen·terùic 
(ärÙkHn-tHrùVk) adj. 

archeo- pref.  Variant of archaeo-. 
ar·che·ol·o·gy (ärÙkK-mlùN-jK) n.  Variant of archaeology. 
Ar·che·o·zo·ic also Ar·chae·o·zo·ic (ärÙkK-N-zoùVk) adj.  Of, belonging to, or 

designating the earlier of two divisions of the Precambrian era.   —  n.  The 

Archeozoic era. 

arch·er (ärùchNr) n.  One that shoots with a bow and arrow.  [Middle English, 

from Old French archier, from Late Latin arc7rius, alteration of arcu7rius, maker 

of bows, from Latin arcus, bow.]

Arch·er (ärùchNr) n.  See Sagittarius. 
Ar·cher (ärùchNr), William. 1856-1924.  British critic, dramatist, and translator 

whose best-known play is The Green Goddess (1921). 

arch·er·fish (ärùchNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. archerfish or arch·er·fish·es. Any of vari-

ous freshwater fishes of the family Toxotidae that spit drops of water at insects 

and prey on those knocked to the surface of the water. 

arch·er·y (ärùchN-rK) n.  1.  Abbr. arch. The art, sport, or skill of shooting with a 

bow and arrow.  2. The equipment of an archer.  3. A group of archers. 



ar·che·type (ärùkV-tXpÙ) n.  1. An original model or type after which other sim-

ilar things are patterned; a prototype: “‘Frankenstein’... ‘Dracula’... ‘Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde’... the archetypes that have influenced all subsequent horror stories” (New 

York Times).  2. An ideal example of a type; quintessence:  an archetype of the suc-

cessful entrepreneur.  [Latin archetypum, from Greek arkhetupon, from neuter of 

arkhetupos, original  : arkhe-, arkhi-, archi- + tupos, model, stamp.] 
—arÙche·typùal (-tXùpNl), arÙche·typùic (-tVpùVk) , arÙche·typùi·cal adj.  

—arÙche·typùi·cal·ly adv. 

arch·fiend (ärch-fKndù) n.  1. A principal fiend.  2. Archfiend. Theology. The 

Devil; Satan. Used with the. 

archi-  or arch- pref.  1. Chief; highest; most important:  archiepiscopal.  

2. Earlier; primitive:  archenteron.  [French archi-, and Italian arci- both from 

Latin archi-, from Greek arkhi-, arkh-, from arkhein, to begin, rule.]

ar·chi·di·ac·o·nal (ärÙkV-dX-4kùN-nNl) adj.  Of or having to do with an archdea-

con or an archdeacon’s office.  [Middle English, from Late Latin archidi7conus, 

archdeacon. See ARCHDEACON.]

ar·chi·di·ac·o·nate (ärÙkV-dX-4kùN-nVt) n.  The office or position of an arch-

deacon.  [Medieval Latin archidi7con7tus, from Late Latin archidi7conus, archdea-

con. See ARCHDEACON.]

ar·chi·e·pis·co·pal (ärÙkK-V-pVsùkN-pNl) adj.  Of or having to do with an arch-

bishop or an archbishopric.  [Medieval Latin archiepiscop7lis, from Late Latin 

archiepiscopus, archbishop. See ARCHBISHOP.] —arÙchi·e·pisÙco·palùi·ty (-p4lùV-
tK) n.  —arÙchi·e·pisùco·pal·ly adv.  —arÙchi·e·pisùco·pate n. 

ar·chil (ärùkVl, -chVl) n.  Variant of orchil. 
ar·chi·man·drite (ärÙkN-m4nùdrXtÙ) n.  Eastern Orthodox Church. 1. A cleric 

ranking below a bishop.  2. The head of a monastery or a group of monasteries.  

[Late Latin archimandrXta, from Late Greek arkhimandritKs : Greek arkhi-, archi- 

+ mandra, monastery (from Greek, cattle pen).]

Archimedean screw (ärÙkN-mKùdK-Nn skru) n.  An ancient apparatus for 

raising water, consisting of either a spiral tube around an inclined axis or an 

inclined tube containing a tight-fitting, broad-threaded screw.  Also called 

Archimedes’ screw 

Ar·chi·me·des (ärÙkN-mKùdKz), 287?-212 B.C.  Greek mathematician, engineer, 

and physicist. Among the most important intellectual figures of antiquity, he dis-

covered formulas for the area and volume of various geometric figures, applied 

geometry to hydrostatics and mechanics, devised numerous ingenious mecha-

nisms, such as the Archimedean screw, and discovered the principle of buoyancy.   
—ArÙchi·meùde·an (-mKùdK-Nn, -mV-dKù-) adj. 

Ar·chi·me·des’ screw (ärÙkN-mKùdKz skru) n.  See Archimedean screw. 



ar·chine also ar·shin (är-shKnù) n.  A unit of length formerly used in Russia and 

Turkey, equal to about 71 centimeters (28 inches).  [Russian arshin, from Tatar 

arshyn, an ell; akin to Turkish arzin, of Persian origin.]

ar·chi·pel·a·go (ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ) n.  pl. ar·chi·pel·a·goes or 

ar·chi·pel·a·gos. 1.  Abbr. arch. A large group of islands:  the Philippine archi-

pelago.  2. A sea, such as the Aegean, containing a large number of scattered 

islands.  [Italian Arcipelago, the Aegean Sea  : arci- (from Greek arkhi-, archi-) + 

Italian pelago, sea (from Latin pelagus, from Greek pelagos, sea); see pl7k-1 in 

Appendix.] —arÙchi·pe·lagùic (-pN-l4jùVk) adj. 

Ar·chi·pen·ko (ärÙkN-pHngùko), Alexander Porfirievich. 1887-1964.  Rus-

sian-born American sculptor noted for his cubist and purely abstract works, such 

as Dual (1955). 

archit. abbr.  Architecture. 

ar·chi·tect (ärùkV-tHktÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. arch., archt. One who designs and super-

vises the construction of buildings or other large structures.  2. One that plans or 

devises:  a country considered to be the chief architect of war in the Middle East.  

[Latin architectus, from Greek arkhitekton : arkhi-, archi- + tekton, builder; see 

teks- in Appendix.]

ar·chi·tec·ton·ic (ärÙkV-tHk-tmnùVk) also ar·chi·tec·ton·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Of or relating to architecture or design.  2. Having qualities, such as design 

and structure, that are characteristic of architecture:  a work of art forming an 

architectonic whole.  3. Philosophy. Of or relating to the scientific systematization 

of knowledge.  [Latin architectonicus, architectural, from Greek arkhitektonikos, 

from arkhitekton, architect. See ARCHITECT.] —arÙchi·tec·tonùi·cal·ly adv. 

ar·chi·tec·ton·ics (ärÙkV-tHk-tmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The science 

of architecture.  2. Structural design:  the architectonics of an elaborate fugue.  

3. Philosophy. The scientific systematization of knowledge. 

ar·chi·tec·ture (ärùkV-tHkÙchNr) n.  Abbr. archit., arch. 1. The art and science 

of designing and erecting buildings.  2. Buildings and other large structures:  the 

low, brick-and-adobe architecture of the Southwest.  3. A style and method of 

design and construction:  Byzantine architecture.  4. Orderly arrangement of 

parts; structure:  the architecture of the federal bureaucracy; the broad architecture 

of a massive novel; computer architecture.  [Latin architect7ra, from architectus, 

architect. See ARCHITECT.] —arÙchi·tecùtur·al adj.  —arÙchi·tecùtur·al·ly adv. 

ar·chi·trave (ärùkV-tr7vÙ) n.  1. The lowermost part of an entablature in classi-

cal architecture that rests directly on top of a column.  Also called epistyle 2. The 

molding around a door or window.  [French, from Old French, from Old Italian 

 : archi-, archi- + trave, beam (from Latin trabs, trab-); see treb- in Appendix.]

ar·chi·val (är-kXùvNl) adj.  Of, relating to, kept in, or suitable for archives: “An 

archival material should have a neutral or slightly alkaline pH; it should also... have 

good aging properties” (Artist’s Magazine). 



ar·chive (ärùkXvÙ) n.  1.  Often archives. A place or collection containing 

records, documents, or other materials of historical interest:  old land deeds in the 

municipal archives; the studio archives, a vast repository of silent-film prints and 

outtakes.  2. A repository for stored memories or information:  the archive of the 

mind.  [From French archives, from Latin archXva, from Greek arkheia, pl. of 

arkheion, town hall, from arkhK, government, from arkhein, to rule.] —arù-
chiveÙ v. 

ar·chi·vist (ärùkN-vVst, -kXÙ-) n.  One who is in charge of archives. 

ar·chi·volt (ärùkN-voltÙ) n.  Architecture. A decorative molding carried around 

an arched wall opening.  [French archivolte, or Italian archivolto (French, from 

Italian) arco, arch (from Latin arcus) + volta, vault (from Latin vol7ta); see 

VAULT
1.]

arch·lib·er·al (ärchÙlVbùNr-Nl, -lVbùrNl) adj.  Highly liberal, especially in political 

viewpoint.   —archÙlibùer·al n. 

ar·chon (ärùkmnÙ, -kNn) n.  1. A high official; a ruler.  2. One of the nine princi-

pal magistrates of ancient Athens.  3. An authoritative figure; a leader:  archons of 

cultural modernism.  [Latin archon, from Greek arkhon, from present participle of 

arkhein, to rule.] —arùchon·shipÙ n. 

arch·priest (ärchÙprKstù) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. a. Used formerly as a 

title for a priest holding first rank among the members of a cathedral chapter, act-

ing as chief assistant to a bishop.  b. An honorific title applied to a priest, which 

may be accompanied by a specific function.   2. Eastern Orthodox Church. The 

highest rank a married priest can hold.  [Middle English archeprest, from Old 

French archeprestre, from Late Latin archipresbyter, from Late Greek 

arkhipresbuteros : Greek arkhi-, archi- + presbuteros, priest; see PRESBYTER.]

arch·ri·val (ärchùrXùvNl) n.  A principal rival. 

archt. abbr.  Architect. 

arch·way (ärchùw7Ù) n.  1. A passageway under an arch.  2. An arch over an 

entrance or passageway. 

-archy suff.  Rule; government:  oligarchy.  [From words such as (MON)ARCHY.]

ar·ci·form (ärùsN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Formed in the shape of an arc.  [Latin arci- (from 

arcus, bow) + -FORM.]

arc-jet engine (ärkùjHtÙ HnùjVn) n.  A rocket engine that operates by heating the 

propellant gas with an electric arc. 

arcked (ärkt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of arc. 
arck·ing (ärùkVng) v.  A present participle of arc. 
arc lamp (ärk l4mp) n.  An electric light in which a current traverses a gas 

between two incandescent electrodes and generates an arc that produces light.  

Also called arc light 

arc secant (ärk sKùk4ntÙ) n.  Mathematics. The inverse function of the secant of 

an angle. 



arc sine (ärk sXn) n.  Mathematics. The inverse function of the sine of an angle. 

arc tangent (ärk t4nùjNnt) n.  Mathematics. The inverse function of the tangent 

of an angle. 

arc·tic (ärkùtVk, ärùtVk) adj.  Extremely cold; frigid.  See Synonyms at cold.   —  
n.  A warm, waterproof overshoe.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin arcticus), of 

Middle English artic, northern, from Medieval Latin articus, from Latin arcticus, 

from Greek arktikos, from arktos, bear, the northern constellation Ursa Major. See 

ytko- in Appendix.]

Arc·tic (ärkùtVk, ärùtVk)  A region between the North Pole and the northern tim-

berlines of North America and Eurasia.   —Arcùtic adj. 

Arctic Archipelago (ärkùtVk ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ)  A group of more than 50 large 

islands of Northwest Territories, Canada, in the Arctic Ocean between North 

America and Greenland. 

arctic char (ärkùtVk chär) n.  A char (Salvelinus alpinus) native to the fresh 

waters of Alaska and northern Canada. 

Arctic Circle (ärkùtVk sûrùkNl)  The parallel of latitude approximately 66˚33' 

north. It forms the boundary between the North Temperate and North Frigid 

zones. 

arctic fox (ärkùtVk fmks) n.  A fox (Alopex lagopus) of Arctic regions, having fur 

that is white or light gray in winter and brown or blue-gray in summer. 

Arctic Ocean (ärkùtVk oùshNn)  The waters surrounding the North Pole 

between North America and Eurasia. The smallest ocean in the world, it is cov-

ered by pack ice throughout the year. 

Arctic Red River (ärkùtVk rHd rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Mackenzie Moun-

tains of western Northwest Territories, Canada, and flowing about 499 km (310 

mi) generally north-northwest to the Mackenzie River. 

arctic tern (ärkùtVk tûrn) n.  A tern (Sterna paradisaea) that is noted for its 

extremely long migrations, typically from the Arctic to the Antarctic and back 

each year. 

Arc·tu·rus (ärk-ttrùNs, -tytrù-) n.  The fourth brightest star in the sky and the 

brightest star in the constellation Boötes, approximately 36 light-years from 

Earth.  [Middle English, from Latin Arct7rus, from Greek Arktouros : arktos, bear; 

see ytko- in Appendix + ouros, guard, from its position behind Ursa Major; see 

wer-3 in Appendix.]

ar·cu·ate (ärùkyu-Vt, -7tÙ) also ar·cu·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  Having the form of a 

bow; curved.  [Latin arcu7tus, past participle of arcu7re, to bend like a bow, from 

arcus, bow.] —arùcu·ate·ly adv. 

arcuate nucleus (ärùkyu-Vt nuùklK-Ns) n.  Any of various specialized groups 

of nerve cells in the medulla oblongata, thalamus, or hypothalamus of the brain. 

ar·cu·a·tion (ärÙkyu-7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of curving or the condition of 

being curved.  2. The use of arches or vaults in building. 



-ard  or -art suff.  One that habitually or excessively is in a specified condition or 

performs a specified action:  drunkard.  [Middle English, from Old French, of 

Germanic origin. See kar- in Appendix.]

Ar·da·bil (ärÙdN-bKlù)  See Ardebil. 
ar·deb (ärùdHbÙ) n.  A unit of dry measure in several countries of the Middle 

East, standardized in Egypt to equal 198 liters (5.62 U.S. bushels) but varying 

widely elsewhere.  [Arabic dialectal ’ardabb, from Aramaic ’rdb, or from Coptic 

artab  or from Greek artabK all probably of Old Persian origin.]

Ar·de·bil also Ar·da·bil (ärÙdN-bKlù)  A town of northwest Iran near the Azer-

baijan border and the Caspian Sea. It was probably founded in the fifth century 

A.D. Population, 222,000. 

Ar·den (ärùdn)  An unincorporated city of north-central California, a residential 

suburb of Sacramento. Population, 49,130. 

Ar·den (ärùdn), Elizabeth. 1884?-1966.  Canadian-born American business-

woman whose original beauty salon, founded in 1910, grew into an international 

cosmetics corporation. 

Arden, Forest of.  A wooded area, formerly very extensive, of central England 

west of Stratford-upon-Avon. It provided the setting for Shakespeare’s As You Like 

It. 

Ar·dennes (är-dHnù)  A plateau region of northern France, southeast Belgium, 

and northern Luxembourg east and south of the Meuse River. It was the scene of 

heavy fighting in World War I and World War II, notably during the Battle of the 

Bulge in December 1944 and January 1945. 

ar·dent (ärùdnt) adj.  1. Expressing or characterized by warmth of feeling; pas-

sionate:  an ardent lover.  2. Displaying or characterized by strong enthusiasm or 

devotion; fervent: “an impassioned age, so ardent and serious in its pursuit of art” 

(Walter Pater).  3. a. Burning; fiery.  b. Glowing; shining:  ardent eyes.   [Middle 

English ardaunt, from Old French ardant, from Latin 7rdKns, 7rdent- present par-

ticiple of 7rdKre, to burn. See as- in Appendix.] —arùden·cy (-dn-sK) n.  —arù-
dent·ly adv. 

ardent spirits (ärùdnt spVrùVts) pl.n.  Strong alcoholic liquors, such as whiskey 

or gin. 

Ard·more (ärdùmôr, -mor)  A city of southern Oklahoma near the Texas border 

south-southeast of Oklahoma City. It is a commercial and industrial center. Pop-

ulation, 23,079. 

ar·dor (ärùdNr) n.  1. Fiery intensity of feeling.  See Synonyms at passion.  
2. Strong enthusiasm or devotion; zeal: “The dazzling conquest of Mexico gave a 

new impulse to the ardor of discovery” (William Hickling Prescott).  3. Intense 

heat or glow, as of fire.  [Middle English ardour, from Old French, from Latin 

7rdor, from 7rdKre, to burn. See as- in Appendix.]

ar·dour (ärùdNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of ardor. 



ar·du·ous (ärùju-Ns) adj.  1. Demanding great effort or labor; difficult: “the 

arduous work of preparing a Dictionary of the English Language” (Macaulay).  

2. Testing severely the powers of endurance; strenuous:  a long, arduous, and 

exhausting war.  3. Hard to traverse, climb, or surmount.  See Synonyms at bur-
densome. See Synonyms at hard.  [From Latin arduus, high, steep.] 
—arùdu·ous·ly adv.  —arùdu·ous·ness n. 

are1 (är) v.  Second person singular and plural and first and third person plural 

present indicative of be. [Middle English aren, from Old English aron. See er-1 in 

Appendix.]

are2 (âr, är) also ar (är) n.  Abbr. a, a. A metric unit of area equal to 100 square 

meters (119.6 square yards).  [French, from Latin 7rea, open space. See AREA.]

ar·e·a (ârùK-N) n.  Abbr. A, A., a. 1. A roughly bounded part of the space on a 

surface; a region:  a farming area; the New York area.  2. A surface, especially an 

open, unoccupied piece of ground:  a landing area; a playing area.  3. A distinct 

part or section, as of a building, set aside for a specific function:  a storage area in 

the basement.  4. A division of experience, activity, or knowledge; a field:  studies 

in the area of finance; a job in the health-care area.  5. An open, sunken space next 

to a building; an areaway.  6.  Abbr. A The extent of a planar region or of the sur-

face of a solid measured in square units.  7. Computer Science. A section of stor-

age set aside for a particular purpose.  [Latin 7rea, open space possibly akin to 

7rKre, to be dry. See ARID.]

SYNONYMS: area, region, belt, zone, district, locality. These nouns all denote

extents of space, especially on a surface, that can be differentiated from others by

particular qualities or characteristics. Area and region are the most inclusive: a

dialect spoken over a large area; a blighted urban area; a recreation area; tropical

regions of South America; polar regions; pain in the abdominal region. A belt is a

tract, frequently but not always longer than it is wide, that is distinguished from

others in a single stated respect: the Corn Belt; a snow belt. A zone may be an area

that encircles, as on a map (the Torrid Zone); it may also be an area with strictly

defined, often arbitrarily set boundaries (a residential zone; a demilitarized zone;

a nuclear-free zone). If the area is a subdivision for administrative purposes, it is

called a district: a congressional district. District can also refer to a less specific area

with respect to such features as its use: the financial district. A locality is an area

with vague or undefined limits: The turnout of voters was low in many localities.

Ar·e·a Code (ârùK-N kod) also area code n.  A number, often with three digits, 

assigned to a telephone area, as in the United States and Canada, and used when 

placing a call to that area. 

area rug (ârùK-N rƒg) n.  A rug that covers a limited area of floor space in a 

room. 



ar·e·a·way (ârùK-N-w7Ù) n.  1. A small, sunken area allowing access or light and 

air to basement doors or windows.  2. An often narrow passageway between 

buildings. 

a·re·ca (N-rKùkN, 4rùV-kN) n.  Any of certain tropical Old World palms, such as 

those in the genera Areca and Chrysalidocarpus.  [Portuguese, from Malayalam 

a£ekka, areca nut, from Tamil a£aikk7y.]

areca nut (N-rKùkN nƒt) n.  See betel nut. 
A·re·ci·bo (äÙrN-sKùbo)  A city of northern Puerto Rico on the Atlantic Ocean. It 

is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 48,779. 

a·re·na (N-rKùnN) n.  1. A large modern building for the presentation of sports 

events and spectacles.  2. A place or scene where forces contend or events unfold:  

withdrew from the political arena; the world as an arena of moral conflict.  3. The 

area in the center of an ancient Roman amphitheater where contests and other 

spectacles were held.  [Latin harKna, arKna, sand, a sand-strewn place of combat 

in an amphitheater, perhaps of Etruscan origin.]

WORD HISTORY: Fans watching contact sports such as boxing, hockey, or

football in modern arenas might be struck by the connection between the word

arena and the notion of gladiatorial combat. This word is from Latin harKna (also

spelled arKna), “sand.” HarKna then came to mean the part of a Roman amphi-

theater that was covered with sand to absorb the blood spilled by the combatants.

Arena is first recorded in English during the 17th century, denoting this area of a

Roman amphitheater.

ar·e·na·ceous (4rÙN-n7ùshNs) adj.  1. Resembling, derived from, or containing 

sand.  2. Growing in sandy areas.  [From Latin harKn7ceus, arKn7ceus : harKna, 

arKna, sand; see ARENA + -7ceus, -aceous.]

arena theater (N-rKùnN thKùN-tNr) n.  A theater without a proscenium, in which 

the stage is at the center of the auditorium and is surrounded by seats.  Also called 

theater-in-the-round 

A·rendt (ârùNnt, ärù-), Hannah. 1906-1975.  German-born American historian 

whose major published works include The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) and 

On Revolution (1963). 

ar·e·nic·o·lous (4rÙN-nVkùN-lNs) adj.  Growing, living, or burrowing in sand:  

arenicolous worms.  [Latin harKna, arKna, sand; see ARENA + -COLOUS.]

aren’t (ärnt, ärùNnt)  Are not.  See Usage Note at ain’t. 
a·re·o·la (N-rKùN-lN) also ar·e·ole (ârùK-olÙ) n.  pl. a·re·o·lae (-lKÙ)  or a·re·o·las 

also ar·e·oles (-olzÙ). 1. areole. a. Biology. A small space or interstice in a tissue 

or part, such as the area bounded by small veins in a leaf or the wing of an insect.  

b. A small, specialized, cushionlike area on a cactus from which hairs, glochids, 

spines, branches, or flowers may arise.   2. Anatomy. A small ring of color around 



a center portion, as about the nipple of the breast or the part of the iris surround-

ing the pupil of the eye.  [Latin 7reola, small open space, diminutive of 7rea, open 

place. See AREA.] —a·reùo·lar, a·reùo·late (-lVt)  adj.  —a·reÙo·laùtion n. 

Ar·e·op·a·gite (4rÙK-mpùN-jXtÙ, -gXtÙ) n.  A member of the council of the Areop-

agus.   —ArÙe·op·a·gitùic (-jVtùVk, gXtù-) adj. 

Ar·e·op·a·gus (4rÙK-mpùN-gNs) n.  The highest judicial and legislative council of 

ancient Athens.  [Latin, from Greek Areios pagos, Areopagus, hill of Ares (where 

the tribunal met)  : Areios, of Ares (from ArKs, Ares) + pagos, stiff mass, hill (from 

pKgnunai, pag-, to stick, stiffen); see pag- in Appendix.]

A·re·qui·pa (4rÙN-kKùpN, äÙrH-kKùpä)  A city of southern Peru at the foot of El 

Misti. Founded in 1540 on the site of an Incan village, it is the commercial center 

of southern Peru and northern Bolivia. Population, 108,023. 

Ar·es (ârùKz) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of war. 

a·rête (N-r7tù) n.  A sharp, narrow mountain ridge or spur.  [French, from Old 

French areste, fishbone, spine, from Late Latin arista, awn, fishbone, from Latin, 

awn.]

ar·e·thu·sa (ärÙN-thu-zN, -sN) n.  See swamp pink.  [From ARETHUSA.]

Ar·e·thu·sa (ärÙN-thu-zN, -sN) n.  Greek Mythology. A wood nymph who was 

changed into a fountain by Artemis.  [Latin, from Greek Arethousa.]

A·re·ti·no (4rÙN-tKùno, ärÙ-), Pietro. 1492-1556.  Italian writer and satirist best 

known for his literary attacks on his wealthy and powerful contemporaries and 

for six volumes of letters. 

A·rez·zo (ä-rHtùso)  A city of central Italy on the Arno River southeast of Flo-

rence. It was originally an Etruscan settlement and later a Roman military station 

and colony. Population, 91,535. 

arg. abbr.  Heraldry. Argent. 

Arg. abbr.  1. Argentina.  2. Argentine. 

ar·gal (ärùgNl) n.  Variant of argol. 
ar·ga·li (ärùgN-lK) n.  pl. argali or ar·ga·lis. A large wild sheep (Ovis ammon) of 

the mountains of central and northern Asia, having large, spirally curved horns.  

[Mongolian, mountain ewe.]

Ar·gall (ärùgôl, -gNl), Sir Samuel. 1572?-1626.  English colonial administrator 

who was deputy governor of the Virginia colony (1617-1619). 

ar·gent (ärùjNnt) n.  1.  Abbr. arg. Heraldry. The metal silver, represented by the 

color white.  2. Archaic. Silver or something resembling it.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin argentum, silver. See arg- in Appendix.]

Ar·gen·teuil (är-zhäN-tœùyN)  A city of northern France, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Paris on the Seine River. It grew around a convent founded 

by Charlemagne in the seventh century. Population, 95,347. 

ar·gen·tic (är-jHnùtVk) adj.  Of or containing silver. 

ar·gen·tif·er·ous (ärÙjNn-tVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing or producing silver. 



Ar·gen·ti·na (ärÙjNn-tKùnN) Abbr. Arg.  A country of southeast South America 

stretching about 3,701 km (2,300 mi) from its border with Bolivia to southern 

Tierra del Fuego, an island it shares with Chile. Argentina is one of the most 

highly developed Latin American countries, with an economy based both on agri-

culture and on diversified industry. It proclaimed its independence from Spain in 

1816. Buenos Aires is the capital and the largest city. Population, 27,947,446.   
—Arùgen·tineÙ (-tKnÙ, -tXnÙ), ArÙgen·tinùe·an (-tVnùK-Nn)  adj.  & n. 

ar·gen·tine (ärùjNn-tXnÙ, -tKnÙ) adj.  Relating to or resembling silver; silvery.   
—  n.  1. Silver.  2. Any of various silvery metals.  [Middle English, from Old 

French argentin, from Latin argentXnus, from argentum, silver. See arg- in Appen-

dix.]

ar·gen·tite (ärùjNn-tXtÙ) n.  A valuable silver ore, Ag2S, with a lead-gray color 

and metallic luster that is often tarnished a dull black. 

ar·gil (ärùjVl) n.  Clay, especially a white clay used by potters.  [Middle English 

argilla, from Latin, from Greek argillos. See arg- in Appendix.]

ar·gil·la·ceous (ärÙjN-l7ùshNs) adj.  Containing, made of, or resembling clay; 

clayey.  [From Latin argill7ceus : argilla, argil; see ARGIL + -7ceus, -aceous.]

ar·gil·lite (ärùjN-lXtÙ) n.  A metamorphic rock, intermediate between shale and 

slate, that does not possess true slaty cleavage.  [Latin argilla, argil; see ARGIL + -

ITE
1.]

ar·gi·nase (ärùjN-n7sÙ, -n7z) n.  An enzyme found primarily in the liver that cat-

alyzes the hydrolysis of arginine to form urea and ornithine.  [From German 

Arginin, arginine. See ARGININE.]

ar·gi·nine (ärùjN-nKnÙ) n.  An amino acid, C6H14N4O2, obtained from the 

hydrolysis or digestion of plant and animal protein.  [German Arginin, possibly 

from Greek arginoeis, bright. See arg- in Appendix.]

Ar·give (ärùjXvÙ, -gXvÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to Argos or the ancient region of 

Argolis.  2. Of or relating to Greece or the Greeks.   —  n.  A Greek, especially an 

inhabitant of Argos or Argolis.  [Latin ArgXvus, from Greek Argeios, from Argos.]

Ar·go (ärùgoÙ) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The ship in which Jason sailed in search of 

the Golden Fleece.  2. Formerly, a constellation in the Southern Hemisphere, 

lying between Canis Major and the Southern Cross, now divided into four smaller 

constellations, Carina, Puppis, Pyxis, and Vela.  [Latin Argo, from Greek.]

ar·gol (ärùgôlÙ) also ar·gal (-gNl) n.  Crude potassium bitartrate, a by-product of 

winemaking.  [Middle English argoile, from Anglo-Norman argoil, ultimately 

from Latin argilla, clay. See ARGIL.]

Ar·go·lis (ärùgN-lVs)  An ancient region of southern Greece in the northeast 

Peloponnesus, dominated by the city of Argos. 

Argolis, Gulf of.  An inlet of the Aegean Sea on the eastern coast of the 

Peloponnesus in southern Greece. 



ar·gon (ärùgmnÙ) n.  Symbol Ar A colorless, odorless, inert gaseous element con-

stituting approximately one percent of Earth’s atmosphere, from which it is com-

mercially obtained by fractionation for use in electric light bulbs, fluorescent 

tubes, and radio vacuum tubes and as an inert gas shield in arc welding. Atomic 

number 18; atomic weight 39.94; melting point –189.2˚C; boiling point –185.7˚C.  

[Greek, neuter of argos, idle, inert  : a-, without; see A-1 + ergon, work; see werg- 
in Appendix.]

ar·go·naut (ärùgN-nôtÙ) n.  See paper nautilus.  [Latin, Argonaut. See ARGO-

NAUT.]

Ar·go·naut (ärùgN-nôtÙ) n.  1. Greek Mythology. One who sailed with Jason on 

the Argo in search of the Golden Fleece.  2.  Also argonaut. A person who is 

engaged in a dangerous but rewarding quest; an adventurer.  [Latin Argonauta, 

from Greek ArgonautKs : Argo, the ship Argo + nautKs, sailor (from naus, ship); 

see n7u- in Appendix.]

Ar·gonne (är-gmnù, ärùgmn)  A wooded and hilly region of northeast France 

between the Meuse and Aisne rivers. The area was a major battleground during 

World War I. 

Ar·gos (ärùgms, -gNs)  A city of ancient Greece in the northeast Peloponnesus 

near the head of the Gulf of Argolis. Inhabited from the early Bronze Age, it was 

one of the most powerful cities of ancient Greece until the rise of Sparta. 

ar·go·sy (ärùgN-sK) n.  pl. ar·go·sies. 1. Nautical. a. A large merchant ship.  

b. A fleet of ships.   2. A rich source or supply:  an argosy of adventure lore.  

[Alteration of obsolete ragusye, from Italian ragusea, vessel of Ragusa 

(Dubrovnik).]

ar·got (ärùgo, -gNt) n.  A specialized vocabulary or set of idioms used by a partic-

ular group:  thieves’ argot.  See Synonyms at dialect.  [French.]

ar·gu·a·ble (ärùgyu-N-bNl) adj.  1. Open to argument:  an arguable question, 

still unresolved.  2. That can be argued plausibly; defensible in argument:  three 

arguable points of law.   —arùgu·a·bly adv. 

ar·gue (ärùgyu) v.  ar·gued, ar·gu·ing, ar·gues.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put forth 

reasons for or against; debate: “It is time to stop arguing tax-rate reductions and to 

enact them” (Paul Craig Roberts).  2. To attempt to prove by reasoning; maintain 

or contend:  The speaker argued that more immigrants should be admitted to the 

country.  3. To give evidence of; indicate: “Similarities cannot always be used to 

argue descent” (Isaac Asimov).  4. To persuade or influence (another), as by pre-

senting reasons:  argued the clerk into lowering the price.   —  v.  intr. 1. To put 

forth reasons for or against something:  argued for dismissal of the case; argued 

against an immediate counterattack.  2. To engage in a quarrel; dispute.  [Middle 

English arguen, from Old French arguer, from Latin arg7t7re, to babble, chatter, 

frequentative of arguere, to make clear. See arg- in Appendix.] —arùgu·er n.  



SYNONYMS: argue, quarrel, wrangle, squabble, bicker. These verbs denote ver-

bal exchange expressing conflict of positions or opinions. To argue is to present

reasons or facts in an attempt to persuade an adversary in debate or to induce

another to espouse a cause or point of view one advocates: “I am not arguing with

you—I am telling you” (James McNeill Whistler). Quarrel stresses animosity and

often a suspension of amicable relations: There’s no point in quarreling about the

past. Wrangle refers to loud, contentious argument: “audiences... who can be over-

heard wrangling about film facts in restaurants and coffee houses” (Sheila Benson).

Squabble suggests disagreeable argument, usually over a petty or trivial matter:

“The one absolutely certain way of bringing this nation to ruin... would be to permit

it to become a tangle of squabbling nationalities” (Theodore Roosevelt). Bicker con-

notes sharp, persistent, bad-tempered exchange: “The same reason that makes us

bicker with a neighbor creates a war between princes” (Montaigne). See also Syn-

onyms at discuss indicate

ar·gu·fy (ärùgyN-fXÙ) v.  ar·gu·fied, ar·gu·fy·ing, ar·gu·fies. Chiefly Southern 

U.S.  —  v.  tr. To dispute (a point).   —  v.  intr. To argue aimlessly; wrangle.  See 

Regional note at absquatulate.  —arùgu·fiÙer n. 

ar·gu·ment (ärùgyN-mNnt) n.  1. a. A discussion in which disagreement is 

expressed; a debate.  b. A quarrel; a dispute.  c. Archaic. A reason or matter for 

dispute or contention: “sheath’d their swords for lack of argument” (Shakes-

peare).   2. a. A course of reasoning aimed at demonstrating truth or falsehood:  

presented a careful argument for extraterrestrial life.  b. A fact or statement put 

forth as proof or evidence; a reason:  The current low mortgage rates are an argu-

ment for buying a house now.   3. a. A summary or short statement of the plot or 

subject of a literary work.  b. A topic; a subject: “You and love are still my argu-

ment” (Shakespeare).   4. Logic. The minor premise in a syllogism.  

5. Mathematics. a. The independent variable of a function.  b. The amplitude of 

a complex number.   6. Computer Science. A value used to evaluate a procedure or 

subroutine.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin arg7mentum, from 

arguere, to make clear. See ARGUE.]

SYNONYMS: argument, dispute, controversy. These nouns denote discussion in-

volving conflicting points of view. Argument stresses the advancement by each

side of facts and reasons buttressing its contention and intended to persuade the

other side: Emotions are seldom swayed by argument. Dispute stresses division of

opinion by its implication of contradictory points of view and often implies an-

imosity: A dispute arose among union members about the terms of the new contract.

Controversy is especially applicable to major differences of opinion involving large

groups of people rather than individuals: The use of nuclear power is the subject of



widespread controversy.

ar·gu·men·ta (ärÙgyN-mHnùtN) n.  Plural of argumentum. 
ar·gu·men·ta·tion (ärÙgyN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The presentation and elabora-

tion of an argument or arguments.  2. Deductive reasoning in debate.  3. A 

debate. 

ar·gu·men·ta·tive (ärÙgyN-mHnùtN-tVv) adj.  1. Given to arguing; disputatious.  

2. Of or characterized by argument:  an argumentative discourse.   
—arÙgu·menùta·tive·ly adv.  —arÙgu·menùta·tive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: argumentative, combative, contentious, disputatious, quarrelsome,

scrappy. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “given to or fond of

arguing”: an intelligent but argumentative child; combative impulses; a contentious

mood; a disputatious lawyer; is quarrelsome when drinking; a scrappy litigator.

ar·gu·men·tum (ärÙgyN-mHnùtNm) n.  pl. ar·gu·men·ta (-tN). Logic. An argu-

ment, demonstration, or appeal to reason.  [Latin. See ARGUMENT.]

Ar·gun River (är-gunù rVvùNr) also Er·gun He (Hrùgunù hHù, œrùgünù hNù)  A 

river of east-central Asia rising in northeast China and flowing about 1,529 km 

(950 mi) west then generally northeast along the Russia-China border. 

Ar·gus (ärùgNs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A giant with 100 eyes who was made 

guardian of Io and was later slain by Hermes.  2. An alert or watchful person; a 

guardian.  [Latin, from Greek Argos.]

Ar·gus-eyed (ärùgNs-XdÙ) adj.  Extremely observant; vigilant. 

ar·gus pheasant (ärùgNs fHzùNnt) n.  A large bird (Argusianus argus) of south-

ern Asia and the East Indies, having long tail feathers marked with brilliantly col-

ored, eyelike spots.  [After ARGUS, whose hundred eyes were given to a peacock’s 

tail.]

ar·gy-bar·gy (ärÙgK-bärùgK) n.  pl. ar·gy-bar·gies. Chiefly British. A lively or 

disputatious discussion.  [Scots, reduplication of argie, argument, from ARGUE.]

ar·gyle also ar·gyll (ärùgXlÙ) n.  1. A knitting pattern of varicolored, diamond-

shaped areas on a solid background.  2. A sock knit in this pattern.  [After Clan 

Campbell of Argyle, Argyll, a former county of western Scotland, originally from 

the pattern of their tartan.]

Ar·gy·rol (ärùjN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ, -rmlÙ)  A trademark used for a silver-protein com-

pound employed as a local antiseptic. 

ar·hat (ärùhNt) n.  Buddhism. One who has attained enlightenment.  [Sanskrit, 

from present participle of arhati, he deserves.] —arùhat·shipÙ n. 

År·hus also Aar·hus (ôrùhusÙ)  A city of central Denmark, a commercial and 

industrial center on Århus Bay, an arm of the Kattegat. First mentioned in the 



mid-tenth century, Århus is one of the country’s oldest cities. Population, 

250,404. 

a·ri·a (ärùK-N) n.  Music. 1. A solo vocal piece with instrumental accompaniment, 

as in an opera.  2. An air; a melody.  [Italian, from Latin 7era, accusative of 7Kr, 

air, from Greek aKr. See wer-1 in Appendix.]

Ar·i·ad·ne (4rÙK-4dùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Minos and 

Pasiphaë who gave Theseus the thread with which he found his way out of the 

Minotaur’s labyrinth. 

Ar·i·an1 (ârùK-Nn, 4rù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to Arianism:  the Arian heresy.  

2. Of or relating to Arius.   —  n.  A believer in Arianism. 

Ar·i·an2 (4rùK-Nn, ârù-) n.  One who is born under the sign of Aries.   —Arùi·an 
adj. 

-arian suff.  Believer in; advocate of:  utilitarian.  [Latin -7rius, -ary + -AN
1.]

Ar·i·an·ism (ârùK-N-nVzÙNm, 4rù-) n.  Theology. The doctrines of Arius, denying 

that Jesus was of the same substance as God and holding instead that he was only 

the highest of created beings. 

A·ri·as San·chez (äùrK-äs sänùchHs), Oscar. Born 1941.  Costa Rican politician 

who as president (since 1986) proposed an accord to bring peace to Central 

America. He won the 1987 Nobel Peace Prize. 

a·ri·bo·fla·vi·no·sis (7-rXÙbo-fl7ÙvN-noùsVs, -bN-) n.  A condition caused by the 

dietary deficiency of riboflavin that is characterized by mouth lesions, seborrhea, 

and vascularization of the cornea. 

A·ri·ca (N-rKùkN, ä-rKùkä)  A city of northern Chile on the Pacific Ocean near the 

Peruvian border. Claimed by both Peru and Chile until 1929, it is a free port and 

popular resort. Population, 139,320. 

ar·id (4rùVd) adj.  1. Lacking moisture, especially having insufficient rainfall to 

support trees or woody plants:  an arid climate.  2. Lacking interest or feeling; 

lifeless and dull:  a technically perfect but arid musical performance.  [Latin 7ridus, 

from 7rKre, to be dry. See as- in Appendix.] —a·ridùi·ty (N-rVdùV-tK), arùid·ness 

n. 

Ar·i·el (ârùK-Nl) n.  1. A mischievous spirit in Shakespeare’s The Tempest.  2. The 

satellite of Uranus that is second in distance from the planet. 

Ar·ies (ârùKz, ârùK-KzÙ) n.  1. A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near 

Taurus and Pisces.  2. a. The first sign of the zodiac in astrology.  b. One who is 

born under this sign.  Also called Ram  [Middle English, zodiacal sign Aries, from 

Latin ariKs, ram, zodiacal sign Aries.]

a·ri·et·ta (äÙrK-HtùN) also a·ri·ette (-Htù) n.  Music. A short aria.  [Italian, dimin-

utive of aria, aria. See ARIA.]

a·right (N-rXtù) adv.  In a proper manner; correctly.  [Middle English, from Old 

English ariht : a-, on; see A-2 + riht, right; see RIGHT.]



A·rik·a·ra (N-rVkùNr-N) n.  pl. Arikara or A·rik·a·ras. 1. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting the Missouri River valley from Kansas into the Dako-

tas and now located in western North Dakota. Traditional Arikara life was based 

on agriculture and trade with the Plains Indians to the west.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Caddoan language of the Arikara. 

ar·il (4rùNl) n.  A fleshy, usually brightly colored cover of a seed, arising from the 

hilum or funiculus.  [Medieval Latin arillus, grape seed.] —arùiled adj.  

—arùil·lateÙ (-l7tÙ, -lVt) adj. 

a·ri·o·so (äÙrK-oùso, -zo) Music. n.  pl. a·ri·o·sos. 1. a. A declamatory style used 

in opera and oratorio, similar to recitative but having greater melodic variation.  

b. A passage rendered in this style.   2. A short vocal solo having the melodic style 

but not the form of an aria.   —  adv.  & adj.  In a melodic style like that of an aria. 

Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from aria, aria. See ARIA.]

A·ri·os·to (ärÙK-msùto, -oùsto, 4rÙ-), Ludovico or Lodovico. 1474-1533.  Italian 

writer primarily known for his epic comic poem Orlando Furioso (1532). 

a·rise (N-rXzù) v.  intr. a·rose (N-rozù), a·ris·en (N-rVzùNn), a·ris·ing, a·ris·es. 
1. To get up, as from a sitting or prone position; rise.  2. To move upward; 

ascend.  3. To come into being; originate:  hoped that a new spirit of freedom was 

arising.  4. To result, issue, or proceed:  mistakes that arise from a basic misunder-

standing.  See Synonyms at stem1.  [Middle English arisen, from Old English 

7rXsan : 7-, intensive pref. + rXsan, to rise.]

a·ris·ta (N-rVsùtN) n.  pl. a·ris·tae (-tK)  or a·ris·tas. A bristlelike part or append-

age, such as the awn of grains and grasses or the process near the tip of the 

antenna of certain flies.  [Latin, beard of grain, spike.] —a·risùtate (-t7t) adj. 

Ar·is·tar·chus (4rÙV-stärùkNs), 217?-145? B.C.  Greek grammarian and critic 

noted for his arrangement of and commentary on the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

Aristarchus of Sa·mos (4rÙV-stärùkNs ƒv s7ùmmsÙ, s4mùosÙ, säùmôs), fl. 270 

B.C.  Greek astronomer who was among the first to propose that the sun is the 

center of the universe and that the earth moves around the sun. 

Ar·is·ti·des also Ar·is·tei·des (4rÙV-stXùdKz), Known as “the Just.” 530?-468? B.C.  

Athenian statesman and general who fought in the Battle of Marathon (490) and 

in the victory over the Persians at Salamis (480). He was a central figure in the 

confederation of Greek states known as the Delian League (478). 

Ar·is·tip·pus of Cy·re·ne (4rÙV-stVpùNs ƒf sX-rKùnK), 435?-366? B.C.  Greek 

philosopher who founded the Cyrenaic school, based on the pursuit of pleasure 

tempered by prudence to avoid discomfort. 

ar·is·toc·ra·cy (4rÙV-stmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. ar·is·toc·ra·cies. 1. A hereditary ruling 

class; nobility.  2. a. Government by a ruling class.  b. A state or country having 

this form of government.   3. a. Government by the citizens deemed to be best 

qualified to lead.  b. A state having such a government.   4. A group or class con-



sidered superior to others.  [Late Latin aristocratia, government by the best, from 

Greek aristokratia : aristos, best; see ar- in Appendix + kratos, power; see -CRACY.]

a·ris·to·crat (N-rVsùtN-kr4tÙ, 4rùVs-) n.  1. A member of a ruling class or of the 

nobility.  2. A person having the tastes, manners, or other characteristics of the 

aristocracy:  a natural aristocrat who insists on the best accommodations.  3. A per-

son who advocates government by an aristocracy.  4. One considered the best of 

its kind:  the aristocrat of cars.  [French aristocrate, from aristocratie, aristocracy, 

from Old French, from Late Latin aristocratia. See ARISTOCRACY.] 
—a·risÙto·cratùic, a·risÙto·cratùi·cal adj.  —a·risÙto·cratùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ar·is·toph·a·nes (4rÙV-stmfùN-nKz), 448?-388? B.C.  Athenian playwright con-

sidered to be the greatest ancient writer of satirical comedy. Among his surviving 

plays are The Clouds (423) and Lysistrata (411). 

Aristophanes of By·zan·ti·um (4rÙV-stmfùN-nKz ƒv bV-z4nùshK-Nm, -tK-

Nm), 257?-180? B.C.  Greek philologist who systematized the punctuation, pro-

nunciation, and accentuation of Greek. 

Ar·is·to·te·li·an also Ar·is·to·te·le·an (4rÙV-stN-tKùlK-Nn, -tKlùyNn, N-rVsÙtN-) 

adj.  Of or relating to Aristotle or to his philosophy.   —  n.  1. A follower of Aris-

totle or his teachings.  2. A person whose thinking and methods tend to be empir-

ical, scientific, or commonsensical.   —ArÙis·to·teùli·an·ism n. 

Aristotelian logic (4rÙV-stN-tKùlK-Nn lmjùVk) n.  1. Aristotle’s deductive method 

of logic, especially the theory of the syllogism.  2. The formal logic based on Aris-

totle’s and dealing with the relations between propositions in terms of their form 

instead of their content. 

Ar·is·tot·le (4rùV-stmtÙl), 384-322 B.C.  Greek philosopher. A pupil of Plato, the 

tutor of Alexander the Great, and the author of works on logic, metaphysics, eth-

ics, natural sciences, politics, and poetics, he profoundly influenced Western 

thought. In his philosophical system theory follows empirical observation and 

logic, based on the syllogism, is the essential method of rational inquiry. 

a·rith·me·tic (N-rVthùmV-tVk) n.  Mathematics. 1. The mathematics of integers, 

rational numbers, real numbers, or complex numbers under addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, and division.  2. A book on this kind of mathematics.  [Mid-

dle English arsmetike, arithmetic, from Old French arismetique, from Late Latin 

arismetica, alteration of Latin arithmKtica, from Greek arithmKtikK tekhnK, (the 

art) of counting, from arithmein, to count, from arithmos, number. See ar- in 

Appendix.] —arÙith·metùic (4rÙVth-mHtùVk), arÙith·metùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—arÙith·metùi·cal·ly adv.  —a·rithÙme·tiùcian (-tVshùNn) n. 

arithmetic mean (N-rVthùmV-tVk mKn) n.  Mathematics. The value obtained by 

dividing the sum of a set of quantities by the number of quantities in the set.  Also 

called average 



arithmetic progression (N-rVthùmV-tVk prN-grHshùNn) n.  Mathematics. A 

sequence, such as the odd integers 1, 3, 5, 7,..., in which each term after the first is 

formed by adding a constant to the preceding term. 

-arium suff.  A place or device containing or associated with:  planetarium.  

[Latin, neuter of -7rius, -ary.]

A·ri·us (N-rXùNs, 4rùK-, ârù-), A.D. 256?-336.  Greek Christian theologian and 

founder of Arianism, a doctrine that led to his condemnation as a heretic. 

Ar·i·zo·na (4rÙV-zoùnN) Abbr. AZ, Ariz.  A state of the southwest United States 

on the Mexican border. It was admitted as the 48th state in 1912. First explored by 

the Spanish in 1539, the area was acquired by the United States in 1848 through 

the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Phoenix is the capital and the largest city. Popu-

lation, 3,677,985.   —ArÙi·zoùnan, ArÙi·zoùni·an adj.  & n. 

Ar·ju·na (ärùjN-nN, -ju-) n.  Hinduism. The prince in the Bhagavad-Gita to 

whom Krishna expounds the nature of being, the nature of God, and the way 

human beings can come to know God. 

ark (ärk) n.  1.  Often Ark. Bible. In the Old Testament, the chest containing the 

Ten Commandments written on stone tablets, carried by the Hebrews during 

their desert wanderings.  Also called Ark of the Covenant 2.  Often Ark. Judaism. 

The Holy Ark  3. Bible. In the Old Testament, the boat built by Noah for survival 

during the Flood.  4. Nautical. A large, commodious boat.  5. A shelter or refuge.  

[Middle English, from Old English arc, from Germanic *arca, from Latin arca, 

chest.]

Ar·kan·sas (ärùkNn-sôÙ) Abbr. AR, Ark.  A state of the south-central United 

States bordered on the east by the Mississippi River. It was admitted as the 25th 

state in 1836. The region was first explored by members of Hernando de Soto’s 

expedition in 1541 and passed to the United States in 1803 as part of the Louisi-

ana Purchase. Little Rock is the capital and the largest city. Population, 2,362,239.   
—Ar·kanùsan (är-k4nùzNn) adj.  & n. 

Ar·kan·sas River (ärùkNn-sôÙ rVvùNr, är-k4nùzNs)  A river of the south-central 

United States rising in the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado and flowing 

about 2,333 km (1,450 mi) generally southeastward to the Mississippi River in 

southeast Arkansas. It was an important trade and travel route in the 19th cen-

tury. 

Ar·kan·sas stone (ärùkNn-sôÙ ston) n.  A stone used for sharpening and 

grinding metals, especially the metal blades of knives. 

Ark·han·gelsk (är-k4nùgHlsk, -KHänù-)  or Arch·an·gel (ärkù7nÙjNl)  A city of 

northwest Russia on the Northern Dvina River near its mouth on the White Sea. 

Although icebound much of the year, it is a leading port and can generally be 

opened to navigation by icebreakers. Population, 408,000. 

Ark of the Covenant (ärk ƒv thK kƒvùN-nNnt) n.  Bible. See ark (n., sense 1). 



Ark·wright (ärkùrXtÙ), Sir Richard. 1732-1792.  British inventor and manufac-

turer who patented a machine for spinning cotton thread (1769) and established 

cotton mills that were among the first to use machinery on a large scale. 

Arl·berg (ärlùbûrg, -bHrk)  An Alpine pass, 1,813.5 m (5,946 ft) high, in western 

Austria. The rail tunnel crossing the pass was built in 1880-1884 and is 10 km (6.2 

mi) long. 

Ar·len (ärùlNn), Harold. 1905-1986.  American composer of more than 500 

songs, including the 1939 Oscar winner “Over the Rainbow.” 

Ar·len (ärùlNn), Michael. 1895-1956.  Armenian-born British writer noted for 

his novels about London society, including The Green Hat (1924). 

Arles (ärlz, ärl)  1. A medieval kingdom of eastern and southeast France. It was 

formed in 933 and gradually split up after 1246.  2. A city of south-central France 

on the Rhone River delta. A flourishing city in Roman times, it has an arena built 

in the second century A.D. that is now used for bullfights. Population, 37,571. 

Ar·ling·ton (ärùlVng-tNn)  1. A town of eastern Massachusetts, a residential sub-

urb of Boston. Population, 44,630.  2. A city of northern Texas midway between 

Dallas and Fort Worth. It has a huge industrial park. Population, 261,721.  3. A 

county and unincorporated city of northern Virginia across the Potomac River 

from Washington, D.C. Mainly residential, it is the site of Arlington National 
Cemetery, where American war dead and other notables, including William 

Howard Taft and John F. Kennedy, are buried. The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 

commemorates members of the Armed Forces who were killed in World War I, 

World War II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War. Population, 170,936. 

Arlington Heights (ärùlVng-tNn hXts)  A village of northeast Illinois, a manu-

facturing and residential suburb of Chicago. Population, 75,460. 

arm1 (ärm) n.  1. An upper limb of the human body, connecting the hand and 

wrist to the shoulder.  2. A part similar to a human arm, such as the forelimb of 

an animal or a long part projecting from a central support in a machine.  

3. Something, such as a sleeve on a garment or a support on a chair, that is 

designed to cover or support the human arm.  4. A relatively narrow extension 

jutting out from a large mass:  an arm of the sea.  See Synonyms at branch.  5. An 

administrative or functional branch, as of an organization.  6. Power or author-

ity:  the long arm of the law.   —idioms. an arm and a leg. Slang. An exces-

sively high price:  a cruise that cost an arm and a leg.  at arm’s length. At such a 

distance that physical or social contact is discouraged:  kept the newcomer at arm’s 

length at first.  with open arms. With great cordiality and hospitality.  [Middle 

English, from Old English earm. See ar- in Appendix.]

arm2 (ärm) n.  1. A weapon, especially a firearm:  troops bearing arms; ICBMs, 

bombs, and other nuclear arms.  2. A branch of a military force:  infantry, armor, 

and other combat arms.  3. arms. a. Warfare:  a call to arms against the invaders.  

b. Military service:  several million volunteers under arms; the profession of arms.   



4. arms. a. Heraldry. Bearings.  b. Insignia, as of a state, an official, a family, or 

an organization.    —  v.  armed, arm·ing, arms.  —  v.  intr. 1. To supply or 

equip oneself with weaponry.  2. To prepare oneself for warfare or conflict.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To equip with weapons:  armed themselves with loaded pistols; arm a mis-

sile with a warhead; arm a nation for war.  2. To equip with what is needed for 

effective action:  tax advisers who were armed with the latest forms.  3. To provide 

with something that strengthens or protects:  a space reentry vehicle that was 

armed with a ceramic shield.  4. To prepare (a weapon) for use or operation, as by 

releasing a safety device.   —idiom. up in arms. Extremely upset; indignant.  

[Middle English armes, weapons, from Old French, from Latin arma. V., from 

Middle English armen from Old French armer, from Latin arm7re, from arma, 

arms. See ar- in Appendix.] —armùer n. 

Arm. abbr.  Armenia; Armenian. 

ar·ma·da (är-mäùdN, -m7ù-) n.  1. A fleet of warships.  2. A large group of mov-

ing things:  an armada of ants crossing the lawn.  [Spanish, from Medieval Latin 

arm7ta. See ARMY.]

ar·ma·dil·lo (ärÙmN-dVlùo) n.  pl. ar·ma·dil·los. Any of several omnivorous, 

burrowing, edentate mammals (family Dasypodidae), native to southern North 

America and South America and characterized by an armorlike covering consist-

ing of jointed, bony plates.  [Spanish, diminutive of armado, armored past parti-

ciple of armar, to arm, from Latin arm7re, from arma, arms. See ar- in 

Appendix.]

Ar·ma·ged·don (ärÙmN-gHdùn) n.  1. Bible. The scene of a final battle between 

the forces of good and evil, prophesied to occur at the end of the world.  2. A 

decisive or catastrophic conflict.  [Late Latin Armagedon, from Greek, from 

Hebrew har mHgiddô, mHgiddon, the mountain region of Megiddo.]

Ar·magh (är-mäù, ärùmäÙ)  An urban district of southern Northern Ireland. 

Reputedly founded by Saint Patrick, it is the seat of both the Roman Catholic and 

Protestant primates of Ireland. Population, 12,700. 

Ar·ma·gnac1 (ärÙmNn-y4kù)  A historical region and former countship of 

southwest France in Gascony. Added to the French royal domain in 1607, the area 

is now noted for its viniculture. 

Ar·ma·gnac2 (ärùmNn-y4kÙ) n.  A dry brandy. 

ar·ma·ment (ärùmN-mNnt) n.  1. The weapons and supplies of war with which 

a military unit is equipped.  2.  Often armaments. All the military forces and 

war equipment of a country.  3. A military force equipped for war.  4. The pro-

cess of arming for war.  [Latin arm7menta, tools, from arma, arms. See ARM
2.]

ar·ma·men·tar·i·um (ärÙmN-mHn-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. ar·ma·men·tar·i·ums or 

ar·ma·men·tar·i·a (-K-N). The complete equipment of a physician or medical 

institution, including books, supplies, and instruments.  [Latin, arsenal, from 

arm7menta, tools. See ARMAMENT.]



ar·ma·ture (ärùmN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. Electricity. a. The rotating part of a 

dynamo, consisting essentially of copper wire wound around an iron core.  

b. The moving part of an electromagnetic device such as a relay, buzzer, or loud-

speaker.  c. A piece of soft iron connecting the poles of a magnet.   2. Biology. A 

protective covering, structure, or organ of an animal or a plant, such as teeth, 

claws, thorns, or the shell of a turtle.  3. A framework serving as a supporting 

core for clay sculpture.  [Middle English, armor, from Old French, from Latin 

arm7t7ra, equipment, from arm7tus, past participle of arm7re, to arm, from 

arma, arms. See ar- in Appendix.]

arm·chair (ärmùchârÙ) n.  A chair with side structures to support the arms or 

elbows.   —  adj.  Remote from active involvement:  armchair warriors in the Pen-

tagon; an armchair traveler. 

armed forces (ärmd forùsVz) pl.n.  The military forces of a country.  Also 

called armed services 

Ar·me·ni·a1 (är-mKùnK-N, -mKnùyN) Abbr. Arm.  A country of Asia Minor south 

of Georgia. Formerly a kingdom that extended into northeast Turkey and north-

west Iran, it was probably the first state to adopt Christianity as a national reli-

gion (c. A.D. 303). Acquired by Russia from Persia in 1828, Armenia became a 

Soviet republic in 1921 and was a constituent republic from 1936 to 1991. Yere-

van is the capital. Population, 3,317,000. 

Ar·me·nia2 (är-mKùnK-N, -nyN, -nyä)  A city of west-central Colombia west of 

Bogotá. It is an industrial center and transportation hub. Population, 179,727. 

Ar·me·ni·an (är-mKùnK-Nn, -mKnùyNn) adj.  Abbr. Arm. Of or relating to Arme-

nia or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Arm. 1. a. A native or 

inhabitant of Armenia.  b. A person of Armenian ancestry.   2. The Indo-Euro-

pean language of the Armenians. 

Ar·me·ni·an Church (är-mKùnK-Nn chûrch, -mKnùyNn) n.  An autonomous 

Christian church established in Armenia in the fourth century A.D. It differs from 

other Eastern churches in professing a form of Monophysitism. 

Ar·men·tières (ärÙmNn-tîrzù, -mäN-tyHrù)  A city of northern France west-

northwest of Lille. It became known through the World War I song “Mademoi-

selle from Armentières.” Population, 24,834. 

ar·met (ärùmHtÙ) n.  A medieval light helmet with a neck guard and movable 

visor.  [Old French, alteration (influenced by Old Italian elmetto, helmet), of 

arme, weapon. See ARM
2.]

arm·ful (ärmùftlÙ) n.  The amount that an arm or arms can hold. 

arm·hole (ärmùholÙ) n.  An opening in a garment for an arm. 

ar·mi·ger (ärùmN-jNr) n.  1. A bearer of armor for a knight; a squire.  2. A per-

son entitled to bear heraldic arms.  [Medieval Latin, from Latin, arms-bearing  : 

arma, arms; see ARM
2 + gerere, to carry.]



Ar·mi·jo (är-mKùho)  A community of central New Mexico, a suburb of Albu-

querque. Population, 18,900. 

ar·mil·lar·y sphere (ärùmN-lHrÙK sfVr, är-mVlùN-rK) n.  An old astronomical 

model with solid rings, all circles of a single sphere, used to display relationships 

among the principal celestial circles.  [Translation of French sphère armillaire, 

from Latin armilla, bracelet, from armus, shoulder. See ar- in Appendix.]

Ar·min (är-mKnù)  See Arminius. 
Ar·min·i·an (är-mVnùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the theology of Jacobus 

Arminius and his followers, who believed that predestination was conditioned by 

God’s foreknowledge of human free choices.   —Ar·minùi·an n.  

—Ar·minùi·an·ism n. 

Ar·min·i·us (är-mVnùK-Ns) also Ar·min (-mKnù), 17? B.C.-A.D. 21.  German hero 

who led the defeat of three legions of Romans in the Teutoburger Wald (A.D. 9), 

thereby liberating the Germans from Roman rule. 

Ar·min·i·us (är-mVnùK-Ns), Jacobus. 1560-1609.  Dutch theologian and 

founder of Arminianism, which opposed the absolute predestinarianism of John 

Calvin and was influential throughout Europe. 

ar·mi·stice (ärùmV-stVs) n.  A temporary cessation of fighting by mutual con-

sent; a truce.  [French, from New Latin armistitium : Latin arma, arms; see ARM
2 + 

Latin -stitium, a stopping; see st7- in Appendix.]

Ar·mi·stice Day (ärùmV-stVs d7) n.  November 11, formerly observed in the 

United States in commemoration of the signing of the armistice ending World 

War I in 1918. Since 1954 it has been incorporated into the observances of Veter-

ans Day. 

arm·let (ärmùlVt) n.  1. A band worn on the arm for ornament or identification.  

2. A small arm, as of the sea. 

arm·load (ärmùlodÙ) n.  The amount that can be carried in one arm or both 

arms:  an armload of laundry. 

ar·moire (ärm-wärù, ärmùwär) n.  A large, often ornate cabinet or wardrobe.  

[French armoire, from Old French armaire, from Latin arm7rium, chest, from 

arma, tools. See ar- in Appendix.]

ar·mor (ärùmNr) n.  1. A defensive covering, such as chain mail, worn to protect 

the body against weapons.  2. A tough, protective covering, such as the bony 

scales covering certain animals or the metallic plates on tanks or warships.  3. A 

safeguard or protection:  faith, the missionary’s armor.  4. a. The combat arm that 

deploys armored vehicles, such as tanks.  b. The armored vehicles of an army.    
—  v.  tr. ar·mored, ar·mor·ing, ar·mors. To cover with armor.  [Middle 

English armure, from Old French armeure, from Latin arm7t7ra, equipment. See 

ARMATURE.]

ar·mor-clad (ärùmNr-kl4dÙ) adj.  Covered with or wearing armor:  armor-clad 

warships. 



ar·mor·er (ärùmNr-Nr) n.  1. A manufacturer of weapons, especially firearms.  

2. An enlisted person in charge of maintenance and repair of the small arms of a 

military unit.  3. One that makes or repairs armor. 

ar·mo·ri·al (är-môrùK-Nl, -morù-) adj.  Heraldry. Of or relating to heraldry or 

heraldic arms.   —  n.  A book or treatise on heraldry.  [From Middle English 

armorie, arms, from Old French armeurerie, from armeure, armor. See ARMOR.]

Ar·mor·ic (är-môrùVk, -mmrù-) also Ar·mor·i·can (-V-kNn) adj.  Of or relating to 

Armorica or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of 

Armorica.  2.  See Breton (n., sense 2). 

Ar·mor·i·ca (är-môrùV-kN, -morù-)  An ancient and literary name for the north-

west part of France, especially Brittany. 

armor plate (ärùmNr pl7t) n.  Specially formulated hard steel plate used to 

cover warships, vehicles, and fortifications.   —arùmor-platÙed (ärùmNr-pl7ÙtVd) 

adj. 

ar·mor·y (ärùmN-rK) n.  pl. ar·mor·ies. 1. a. A storehouse for arms; an arsenal.  

b. A building for storing arms and military equipment, especially one serving as 

headquarters for military reserve personnel.   2. An arms factory. 

ar·mour (ärùmNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of armor. 
Ar·mour (ärùmNr), Philip Danforth. 1832-1901.  American industrialist active 

in the meat-packing business. 

arm·pit (ärmùpVtÙ) n.  1. The hollow under the upper part of the arm at the 

shoulder.  2. Slang. A thoroughly disreputable or disgusting thing, place, or situa-

tion: “I think of PCP as the armpit of drugs. It is dirty, explosive, poisonous” (Ray 

Brett). 

arm·rest (ärmùrHstÙ) n.  A support for the arm, as on a piece of furniture or 

within a motor vehicle. 

Arm·strong (ärmùstrôngÙ), Edwin Howard. 1890-1954.  American engineer 

and inventor whose improvements to radio communication included the devel-

opment of frequency modulation (1933). 

Arm·strong (ärmùstrôngÙ), Hamilton Fish. 1893-1973.  American writer and 

editor who founded Foreign Affairs in 1920 and edited the magazine from 1928 

until 1972. 

Arm·strong (ärmùstrôngÙ), Louis. Known as “Satchmo.” 1900-1971.  Ameri-

can jazz trumpeter. A virtuoso musician and popular, gravelly voiced singer, he 

greatly influenced the development of jazz. 

Arm·strong (ärmùstrôngÙ), Neil Alden. Born 1930.  American astronaut who 

as commander of Apollo 11 became the first human being to walk on the moon 

(July 20, 1969). 

arm-twist (ärmùtwVstÙ) v.  arm-·twist·ed, arm-·twist·ing, arm-·twists. 
Informal.  —  v.  intr. To engage in the use of personal or political pressure to per-

suade or to gain support: “headed off to Capitol Hill to cajole and arm-twist” (Evan 



Thomas).   —  v.  tr. To subject to or induce by the use of personal or political 

pressure:  The government arm-twisted the manufacturers into accepting new anti-

pollution standards.   —arm twister, armù-twistÙer n. 

arm-twist·ing (ärmùtwVsÙtVng) n.  Informal. The use of personal or political 

pressure in an effort to persuade or to gain support. 

arm-wres·tle (ärmùrHsÙNl) v.  intr. tr. arm-wres·tled, arm-wres·tling, arm-
wres·tles. Sports. To engage in or subject (another) to arm wrestling.   —arm 
wrestler, armù-wresÙtler n. 

arm wrestling (ärm rHsùlVng) n.  Sports. A form of wrestling in which two 

opponents sit facing each other with usually right hands interlocked and elbows 

firmly planted, as on a table surface, and attempt to force each other’s arm down.  

Also called Indian wrestling 

ar·my (ärùmK) n.  pl. ar·mies. 1. a. A large body of people organized and 

trained for land warfare.  b.  Often Army. The entire military land forces of a 

country.  c. A tactical and administrative military unit consisting of a headquar-

ters, two or more corps, and auxiliary forces.   2. A large group of people orga-

nized for a specific cause:  the construction army that built the Panama Canal.  

3. A multitude; a host:  An army of waiters served at the banquet.  See Synonyms at 

multitude.  [Middle English armee, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

arm7ta, from Latin arm7ta, feminine past participle of arm7re, to arm, from 

arma, arms. See ar- in Appendix.]

army ant (ärùmK 4nt) n.  Any of various rapacious tropical ants of the family 

Formicidae that move in swarms and that subsist on other insects.  Also called 

driver ant, legionary ant. 

army brat (ärùmK br4t) n.  The child of a member, typically a career officer, of 

the U.S. Army. 

ar·my·worm (ärùmK-wûrmÙ) n.  A caterpillar belonging to either of two genera 

of moth, Pseudaletia or Spodoptera, large groups of which destroy crops and other 

vegetation. 

ar·nat·to (är-näùto) n.  Variant of annatto. 
Arne (ärn), Thomas Augustine. 1710-1778.  British composer noted for his 

songs, oratorios, and operas, including Alfred (1740), which introduced the song 

“Rule, Britannia.” 

Arn·hem (ärnùhHmÙ, ärùnNm)  A city of eastern Netherlands on the lower Rhine 

River east-southeast of Utrecht. In World War II British airborne troops suffered 

a major defeat here in September 1944. Population, 128,598. 

Arn·hem Land (ärùnNm l4nd)  A region of northern Australia west of the Gulf 

of Carpentaria. The country’s largest aboriginal reservation is here. 

ar·ni·ca (ärùnV-kN) n.  1. Any of various perennial herbs of the genus Arnica in 

the composite family, having opposite, simple leaves and mostly radiate heads of 

yellow flowers.  2. A tincture of the dried flower heads of the European species A. 



montana, applied externally to reduce the pain and inflammation of bruises and 

sprains.  [New Latin Arnica, genus name.]

Ar·no (ärùno)  A river of central Italy rising in the northern Apennines and flow-

ing about 241 km (150 mi) to the Ligurian Sea. Flooding of the Arno has caused 

severe damage to art treasures in Florence. 

Ar·no (ärùno), Peter. 1904-1968.  American cartoonist whose satirical drawings 

of high society were regularly featured in the New Yorker. 

Ar·nold (ärùnNld)  A city of eastern Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. Population, 

18,828. 

Ar·nold (ärùnNld), Benedict. 1741-1801.  American Revolutionary general and 

traitor whose plan to surrender West Point to the British for 20,000 pounds was 

foiled when his accomplice John André was captured (1780). Arnold fled to New 

York and then to England (1781). 

Ar·nold (ärùnNld), Henry Harley. Known as “Hap.” 1886-1950.  American gen-

eral whose efforts helped establish what is now the U.S. Air Force. 

Ar·nold (ärùnNld), Matthew. 1822-1888.  British poet and critic whose poems, 

such as “Dover Beach” (1867), express moral and religious doubts. His classic 

study Culture and Anarchy (1869) is a polemic against Victorian materialism. 

Ar·nold (ärùnNld), Thomas. 1795-1842.  British educator and historian who as 

headmaster of Rugby School (1827-1842) introduced classes in mathematics, 

modern languages, and modern history into the classical curriculum. 

Ar·nold·son (ärùnNld-sNn), Klas Pontus. 1844-1916.  Swedish politician and 

pacifist. He shared the 1908 Nobel Peace Prize for efforts to keep peace between 

Sweden and Norway. 

Arns·berg (ärnzùbNrg, ärnsùbHrk)  A city of west-central Germany south-south-

east of Münster. It was founded in 1077 and received a municipal charter in 1237. 

Population, 75,135. 

A·roe Islands (äùru XùlNndz)  See Aru Islands. 
ar·oid (4rùoidÙ, ârù-) n.  Any of various perennial herbs in the arum family, 

including houseplants such as the anthurium, dieffenbachia, and philodendron 

and having tiny flowers crowded in a spadix that is subtended by a spathe.  

[AR(UM) + -OID.] —arùoidÙ adj. 

a·roint (N-rointù) v.  tr. a·roint·ed, a·roint·ing, a·roints. Archaic. Begone; 

avaunt: “Aroint thee, witch!” (Shakespeare).  [Origin unknown.]

a·ro·ma (N-roùmN) n.  1. a. A quality that can be perceived by the olfactory 

sense:  the aroma of garlic and onions.  See Synonyms at smell.  b. A pleasant 

characteristic odor, as of a plant, spice, or food:  the aroma of roses.  See Synonyms 

at fragrance.   2. A distinctive, intangible quality; an aura:  the aroma of success.  

[Alteration (influenced by Latin aroma, spice), of Middle English aromat, aro-

matic substance, from Old French, from Latin aromata, pl. of aroma, from 

Greek, aromatic herb.]



a·ro·ma·ther·a·py (N-roÙmN-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. a·ro·ma·ther·a·pies. The use 

of selected fragrant substances in lotions and inhalants in an effort to affect 

mood and promote health. 

ar·o·mat·ic (4rÙN-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Having an aroma; fragrant or sweet-smelling:  

aromatic herbs.  2. Chemistry. Of, relating to, or containing one or more six-car-

bon rings characteristic of the benzene series and related organic groups.   —  n.  

An aromatic plant or substance, such as a medication.   —arÙo·matùi·cal·ly adv.  

—arÙo·matùic·ness n. 

ar·o·ma·tic·i·ty (4rÙN-mN-tVsùV-tK, N-roÙmN-) n.  Aromatic quality or character, 

especially the distinctive structure or properties of the aromatic chemical com-

pounds. 

a·ro·ma·tize (N-roùmN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. a·ro·ma·tized, a·ro·ma·tiz·ing, 
a·ro·ma·tiz·es. 1. To make aromatic or fragrant:  swirled the wine to aromatize 

it.  2. Chemistry. To subject to a reaction that converts a substance into an aro-

matic compound.   —a·roÙma·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

A·roos·took (N-rusùtNk, -rtsù-)  A river rising in northern Maine and flow-

ing about 225 km (140 mi) generally eastward to the St. John River in New Brun-

swick, Canada. 

a·rose (N-rozù) v.  Past tense of arise. 
a·round (N-roundù) adv.  1. a. On all sides:  dirty clothes lying around.  b. In 

close to all sides from all directions:  a field bordered around with tall trees.   2. In 

a circle or with a circular motion:  spun around twice.  3. In circumference or 

perimeter:  a pond two miles around.  4. In succession or rotation.  5. In or toward 

the opposite direction or position:  wheeled around.  6. a. To or among various 

places; here and there:  wander around.  b. To a specific place:  Come around again 

sometime.   7. In or near one’s current location:  waited around for the next flight.  

8. From the beginning to the end:  frigid weather the year around.  

9. Approximately; about:  weighed around 30 pounds; around $1.3 billion in debt.   
—  prep.  1. On all sides of:  trees around the field.  2. In such a position as to 

encircle or surround:  a sash around the waist.  3. a. Here and there within; 

throughout:  on the political stump around the country.  b. In the immediate vicin-

ity of; near:  She lives around Norfolk.   4. On or to the farther side of:  the house 

around the corner.  5. So as to pass, bypass, or avoid:  a way around an obstacle; got 

around the difficulty somehow.  6. Approximately at:  woke up around seven.  7. In 

such a way as to have a basis or center in:  an economy focused around farming and 

light industry.   —  adj.  1. Being in existence:  Our old dog is no longer around.  

2. Being in evidence; present:  asked if the store manager was around.   —idiom. 
been around. Informal. Having had many and varied experiences:  a young 

executive who has been around.  [Middle English  : probably a-, in; see A-2 + round, 

circle; see ROUND
1.]

a·round-the-clock (N-roundÙthN-klmkù) adj.  Variant of round-the-clock. 



a·rouse (N-rouzù) v.  a·roused, a·rous·ing, a·rous·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To awaken 

from or as if from sleep.  2. To stir up; excite:  The odd sight aroused our curiosity.  

See Synonyms at provoke.   —  v.  intr. To be or become aroused; stir.  [From 

ROUSE, on the model of such pairs as RISE, ARISE.] —a·rousùal n. 

Arp (ärp), Jean or Hans. 1887-1966.  French artist and a founder of Dada. He is 

particularly noted for his abstract reliefs and three-dimensional sculptures. 

Ar·pád (ärùpäd), Died 907.  Hungarian national hero who founded the first 

Hungarian dynasty (c. 884). 

ar·peg·gi·o (är-pHjùK-oÙ, -pHjùo) n.  pl. ar·peg·gi·os. Music. 1. The playing of 

the tones of a chord in rapid succession rather than simultaneously.  2. A chord 

played or sung in this manner.  [Italian, from arpeggiare, to play the harp, from 

arpa, harp, of Germanic origin. See HARP.]

ar·pent (är-päNù) n.  Any of various French units of land measurement, espe-

cially one used in parts of Canada and the southern United States and equal to 

about 0.4 hectare (0.85 acre).  [French, from Old French, from Latin arepennis, 

half acre. See per1 in Appendix.]

ar·que·bus (ärùkN-bNs, -kwN-) n.  Variant of harquebus. 
arr. abbr.  1. Arranged.  2. a. Arrival; arrive.  b. Arrived.  

ar·ra·ca·cha (äÙrä-käùchä) n.  A perennial Andean herb (Arracacia xanthor-

rhiza) in the parsley family, grown for its large, fleshy, edible roots.  Also called 

apio [Spanish, from Quechua aracacha.]

ar·rack (4rùNk, N-r4kù) n.  A strong alcoholic drink of the Middle East and the Far 

East, usually distilled from fermented palm sap, rice, or molasses.  [Arabic 1araq, 

sweet juice, as in 1araq at-tamr, fermented juice of the date.]

ar·raign (N-r7nù) v.  tr. ar·raigned, ar·raign·ing, ar·raigns. 1. Law. To call 

(an accused person) before a court to answer the charge made against him or her 

by indictment, information, or complaint.  2. To call to account; accuse: “Johnson 

arraigned the modern politics of this country as entirely devoid of all principle” 

(James Boswell).  [Middle English arreinen, from Old French araisnier, from Vul-

gar Latin *adration7re, to call to account  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin ratio, ration-, 

account; see REASON.] —ar·raignùer n.  —ar·raignùment n. 

Ar·ran (4rùNn)  A granite island of western Scotland in the Firth of Clyde. It is a 

resort area noted for its scenery and its hunting and fishing. 

ar·range (N-r7njù) v.  ar·ranged, ar·rang·ing, ar·rang·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put 

into a specific order or relation; dispose:  arrange shoes in a neat row.  2. To plan 

or prepare for:  arrange a picnic.  3. To bring about an agreement concerning; set-

tle: “It has been arranged for him by his family to marry a girl of his own class” 

(Edmund Wilson).  4. Music. To reset (a composition) for other instruments or 

voices or for another style of performance.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come to an agree-

ment.  2. To make preparations; plan:  arrange for a big wedding.  [Middle English 



arengen, from Old French arengier : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + rengier, to 

put in a line (from reng, line); see sker-2 in Appendix.] —ar·rangùer n.  

SYNONYMS: arrange, marshal, order, organize, sort, systematize. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to distribute or dispose persons or things prop-

erly or methodically”: arranging figures in numerical sequence; marshal all the rel-

evant facts for the presentation; tried to order my chaotic life; organizing and coor-

dinating fund-raising efforts; sorted the sweaters according to color; systematizing a

vast assortment of rules into a cohesive whole. 

ANTONYM: disarrange

ar·range·ment (N-r7njùmNnt) n.  1. The act or process of arranging:  the 

arrangement of a time and place for the meeting.  2. The condition, manner, or 

result of being arranged; disposal:  provided flowers and saw to their arrangement.  

3. A collection of things that have been arranged:  the circular arrangement of 

megaliths called Stonehenge.  4.  Often arrangements. A provision or plan made 

in preparation for an undertaking:  made arrangements for surgery.  5. An agree-

ment or settlement; a disposition:  Our dog will be looked after by arrangement 

with a neighbor.  6. Music. a. An adaptation of a composition for other instru-

ments or voices or for another style of performance.  b. A composition so 

arranged.  

ar·rant (4rùNnt) adj.  Completely such; thoroughgoing:  an arrant fool; the arrant 

luxury of the ocean liner.  [Variant of ERRANT.] —arùrant·ly adv. 

ar·ras (4rùNs) n.  1. A wall hanging; a tapestry.  2. A curtain or a wall hanging, 

especially one of Flemish origin.  [Middle English, after Arras.]

Ar·ras (4rùNs, N-räsù)  A city of northern France south-southwest of Lille. It was a 

famous woolen and tapestry center in the Middle Ages. Population, 41,736. 

Ar·rau (ä-rouù), Claudio. 1903-1991.  Chilean-born American pianist particu-

larly noted for his interpretation of Beethoven’s piano works. 

ar·ray (N-r7ù) v.  tr. ar·rayed, ar·ray·ing, ar·rays. 1. To set out for display or 

use; place in an orderly arrangement:  arrayed the whole regiment on the parade 

ground.  2. To dress in finery; adorn.   —  n.  1. An orderly, often imposing 

arrangement:  an array of royal jewels.  2. An impressively large number, as of per-

sons or objects:  an array of heavily armed troops; an array of spare parts.  See Syn-

onyms at display.  3. Splendid attire; finery.  4. Mathematics. a. A rectangular 

arrangement of quantities in rows and columns, as in a matrix.  b. Numerical 

data linearly ordered by magnitude.   5. Computer Science. An arrangement of 

memory elements in one or several planes.  [Middle English arraien, from Anglo-

Norman arraier, from Vulgar Latin *arrKd7re. See reidh- in Appendix.]

ar·ray·al (N-r7ùNl) n.  1. The act or process of arranging in an orderly or impos-

ing manner.  2. Something so arranged; an array. 



ar·rear·age (N-rîrùVj) n.  1. The state of being behind in the fulfillment of obli-

gations or of being overdue in payment.  2. A payment owed. 

ar·rears (N-rîrzù) pl.n.  1. An unpaid, overdue debt or an unfulfilled obligation.  

2. The state of being behind in fulfilling obligations:  an account in arrears.  

[Middle English arrers, from arrere, behind, from Old French arere, from Vulgar 

Latin *ad retro, backward  : Latin ad, to; see AD- + Latin retro, behind; see re- in 

Appendix.]

ar·rest (N-rHstù) v.  ar·rest·ed, ar·rest·ing, ar·rests.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stop; 

check:  a brake that automatically arrests motion; arrested the growth of the tumor.  

2. To seize and hold under the authority of law.  3. To capture and hold briefly 

(the attention, for example); engage.   —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo cardiac arrest:  

The patient arrested en route to the hospital.  2. To behave in a certain manner 

when taken into legal detention:  a suspect who did not arrest well.   —  n.  

1. a. The act of detaining in legal custody:  the arrest of a criminal suspect.  b. The 

state of being so detained:  a criminal under arrest.   2. A device for stopping 

motion, especially of a moving part.  [Middle English aresten, from Old French 

arester, from Vulgar Latin *arrest7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin rest7re, to stand still 

(re-, re- + st7re, to stand); see st7- in Appendix.] —ar·restùer, ar·resùtor n.  

—ar·restùment n. 

ar·rest·ee (N-rHs-tKù) n.  One who is under arrest. 

ar·rest·ing (N-rHsùtVng) adj.  Attracting and holding the attention; striking.  See 

Synonyms at noticeable.  —ar·restùing·ly adv. 

Ar·rhe·ni·us (N-rKùnK-Ns, N-r7ù-), Svante August. 1859-1927.  Swedish physi-

cist and chemist. He won a 1903 Nobel Prize for his electrolytic theory of dissoci-

ation. 

ar·rhyth·mi·a (N-rVthùmK-N) n.  An irregularity in the force or rhythm of the 

heartbeat.  [New Latin, from Greek arruthmia, lack of rhythm, from arruthmos, 

unrhythmical  : a-, without; see A-1 + rhuthmos, rhythm; see RHYTHM.]

ar·rhyth·mic (N-rVthùmVk) adj.  Lacking rhythm or regularity of rhythm: “a 

slight arrhythmic imperfection when the car idles” (Garrison Keillor).   
—ar·rhythùmi·cal·ly adv. 

ar·ri·ba (N-rKùbN) interj.  Used as an exclamation of pleasure, approval, or elation.  

[Spanish, from Latin ad rXpam, on the shore  : ad, to; see AD- + rXpa, shore.]

ar·ri·ère-ban (4rÙK-âr-bänù, -b4nù) n.  1. A medieval royal proclamation by 

which vassals were summoned to military service.  2. The vassals summoned.  

[French, from Old French ariere-ban, alteration (influenced by arere, behind), of 

herban. See koro- in Appendix.]

ar·ri·ère-pen·sée (4rÙK-ârÙpäN-s7ù) n.  A mental reservation, as about the 

validity of something.  [French  : arrière, in back (from Old French arere); see 

ARREARS + pensée, thought (from penser, to think); see PENSIVE.]



ar·ris (4rùVs) n.  pl. arris or ar·ris·es. The sharp edge or ridge formed by two sur-

faces meeting at an angle, as in a molding.  [Alteration of Old French areste, fish-

bone, spine. See ARÊTE.]

ar·ri·val (N-rXùvNl) n.  Abbr. ar., arr. 1. The act of arriving.  2. One that arrives or 

has arrived.  3. The reaching of a goal or an objective as a result of effort or a pro-

cess:  our ultimate arrival at a compromise. 

ar·rive (N-rXvù) v.  intr. ar·rived, ar·riv·ing, ar·rives. Abbr. ar., arr. 1. To reach 

a destination.  2. To come at length; take place:  The day of reckoning has arrived.  

3. To achieve success or recognition:  He had finally arrived as a designer.   
—phrasal verb. arrive at. To reach through effort or a process:  arrive at a 

decision after much thought.  [Middle English ariven, from Old French ariver, 

from Vulgar Latin *arrXp7re, to reach the shore  : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin rXpa, 

shore.] —ar·rivùer n. 

ar·ri·viste (4-rK-vKstù) n.  1. A person who has recently attained high position or 

great power without due effort or merit; an upstart.  2. An unscrupulous, vulgar 

social climber; a bounder.  [French, from arriver, to arrive, from Old French 

ariver. See ARRIVE.]

ar·ro·ba (N-roùbN) n.  1. A unit of weight formerly used in Spanish-speaking 

countries, equal to about 11.3 kilograms (25 pounds).  2. A unit of weight for-

merly used in Portuguese-speaking countries, equal to about 14.4 kilograms (32 

pounds).  3. A liquid measure formerly used in Spanish-speaking countries, hav-

ing varying value but equal to about 16.2 liters (17 quarts) when used to measure 

wine.  [Spanish, and Portuguese  both from Arabic ar-rub1, the quarter (of a 

quintal)  : al, the + rub1, quarter.]

Ar·roe Islands (äùru XùlNndz)  See Aru Islands. 
ar·ro·gance (4rùN-gNns) n.  The state or quality of being arrogant; overbearing 

pride. 

ar·ro·gant (4rùN-gNnt) adj.  1. Making or disposed to make claims to unwar-

ranted importance or consideration out of overbearing pride.  2. Marked by or 

arising from arrogance:  an arrogant contempt for the weak.  See Synonyms at 

proud.  [Middle English arrogaunt, from Old French, from Latin arrog7ns, arro-

gant- present participle of arrog7re, to arrogate. See ARROGATE.] —arùro·gant·ly 
adv. 

ar·ro·gate (4rùN-g7tÙ) v.  tr. ar·ro·gat·ed, ar·ro·gat·ing, ar·ro·gates. 1. To 

take or claim for oneself without right; appropriate:  Presidents who have arro-

gated the power of Congress to declare war.  See Synonyms at appropriate.  2. To 

ascribe on behalf of another in an unwarranted manner.  [Latin arrog7re, arrog7t- 

 : ad-, ad- + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appendix.] —arÙro·gaùtion n.  

—arùro·gaÙtive adj.  —arùro·gaÙtor n. 

ar·ron·disse·ment (ä-rôNÙdKs-mäNù) n.  1. The chief administrative subdivi-

sion of a department in France.  2. A municipal subdivision in some large French 



cities.  [French, from Old French, rounded projection on a wall, from arrondir, 

arrondiss-, to round out  : a, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + rondir, to make round 

(from rond, round); see ROUND
1.]

ar·row (4rùo) n.  1. A straight, thin shaft with a pointed head at one end and 

often flight-stabilizing vanes at the other, meant to be shot from a bow.  

2. Something, such as a directional symbol, that is similar to an arrow in form or 

function.  [Middle English arwe, from Old English.]

Ar·row (4rùo), Kenneth Joseph. Born 1921.  American economist. He shared 

a 1972 Nobel Prize for theories that help assess business risks and governmental 

economic policies. 

arrow arum (4rùo 4rùNm) n.  An emergent perennial herb (Peltandra virginica) 

of eastern North America, having arrowhead-shaped leaves and an elongate, 

pointed spathe.  Also called tuckahoe 

ar·row·head (4rùo-hHdÙ) n.  1. The pointed, removable striking tip of an 

arrow.  2. Something, such as a mark indicating a limit on a drawing, that is 

shaped like the head of an arrow.  3. a. Any of various aquatic or wetland peren-

nial plants of the genus Sagittaria, having arrowhead-shaped leaves and panicles 

of white, unisexual flowers.  b. The edible tubers of the Eurasian species S. sagit-

tifolia or of the North American species S. latifolia.  

ar·row·root (4rùo-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  1. a. A starch obtained from the rhizomes 

of a tropical American perennial herb (Maranta arundinacea). It is used especially 

in cooking as a thickener.  b. The rhizome of this plant, cooked and eaten as a 

vegetable or used for starch extraction.  c. The plant itself.   2. a. The edible 

starch obtained from the rhizomes or tubers of plants in the genera Canna and 

Tacca.  b. Any of these plants.   [By folk etymology from Arawak aru-aru, meal of 

meals (because it was used to draw poison from arrow wounds).]

WORD HISTORY: The arrowroot is just one of many plants that the European

settlers and explorers discovered in the New World. The Arawak, a people who

formerly lived on the Caribbean Islands and continue to inhabit certain regions

of Guiana, named this plant aru-aru, meaning “meal of meals,” so called because

they thought very highly of the starchy, nutritious meal made from the arrowroot.

The plant also had medicinal value because its tubers could be used to draw poi-

son from wounds inflicted by poison arrows. The medicinal application of the

roots provided the impetus for English speakers to remake aru-aru into arrowroot,

first recorded in English in 1696. Folk etymology—the process by which an un-

familiar element in a word is changed to resemble a more familiar word, often

one that is semantically associated with the word being refashioned—has tri-

umphed once again, thus denying us the direct borrowing of aru-aru and giving

us arrowroot instead.



ar·row-wood (4rùo-wtdÙ) n.  Any of several North American species of 

viburnum, such as Viburnum dentatum, having straight, tough stems formerly 

used by certain Native American peoples to make arrows. 

arrow worm (4rùo wûrm) n.  Any of various small, slender marine worms of 

the phylum Chaetognatha having a narrow, almost transparent body and sickle-

shaped bristles on each side of the mouth. 

ar·roy·o (N-roiùo) n.  pl. ar·roy·os. 1. A deep gully cut by an intermittent 

stream; a dry gulch.  2. A brook; a creek.  [Spanish, from Vulgar Latin *arrugiu, 

gold mine, underground passage, masculine variant of Latin arrugia, a galleried 

mine.]

ARS abbr.  Agricultural Research Service. 

arse (ärs) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of ass2. 
ar·se·nal (ärùsN-nNl) n.  1. A governmental establishment for the storing, devel-

opment, manufacturing, testing, or repairing of arms, ammunition, and other 

war materiel.  2. A stock of weapons.  3. A store or supply:  an arsenal of retorts.  

[Italian arsenale, from obsolete Italian arzanale, from Arabic d7r-a}-}in71ah : d7r, 

house + a}-, the + }in71ah, manufacture (from }ana1a, to make).]

ar·se·nate (ärùsN-nVt, -n7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of arsenic acid. 

ar·se·nic (ärùsN-nVk) n.  1.  Symbol As A highly poisonous metallic element hav-

ing three allotropic forms, yellow, black, and gray, of which the brittle, crystalline 

gray is the most common. Arsenic and its compounds are used in insecticides, 

weed killers, solid-state doping agents, and various alloys. Atomic number 33; 

atomic weight 74.922; valence 3, 5. Gray arsenic melts at 817˚C (at 28 atm pres-

sure), sublimes at 613˚C, and has a specific gravity of 5.73.  2. Arsenic trioxide.   
—  adj.   also ar·sen·ic (är-sHnùVk) Of or containing arsenic, especially with 

valence 5.  [Middle English arsenik, from Old French, from Latin arsenicum, 

from Greek arsenikon, yellow orpiment, alteration of Syriac zarnXk7, from Middle 

Persian *zarnXk, from Old Iranian *zarna-, golden. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

ar·sen·ic acid (är-sHnùVk 4sùVd) n.  A poisonous, white, translucent crystalline 

compound, H3AsO4, used to manufacture arsenates. 

ar·sen·i·cal (är-sHnùV-kNl) adj.  Of or containing arsenic.   —  n.  A drug or prep-

aration containing arsenic. 

ar·se·nic trioxide (ärùsN-nVk trX-mkùsXdÙ) n.  A poisonous, white amorphous 

powder, As2O3, used in insecticides, rat poisons, and weed killers. 

ar·se·nide (ärùsN-nXdÙ) n.  A compound of arsenic with a more electropositive 

element. 

ar·se·ni·ous (är-sKùnK-Ns) adj.  Of or containing arsenic, especially with valence 

3. 

ar·se·no·py·rite (ärÙsN-no-pXùrXt) n.  A silver-white to gray arsenic ore, essen-

tially FeAsS.  Also called mispickel 

ar·shin (är-shKnù) n.  Variant of archine. 



ar·sine (är-sKnù, ärùsKnÙ) n.  A colorless, flammable, very poisonous gas, H3As, 

having an odor like garlic and used in chemical warfare, as a solid-state doping 

agent, and in organic synthesis.  [ARS(ENIC) + -INE
2.]

ar·sis (ärùsVs) n.  pl. ar·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. a. The short or unaccented part of a metri-

cal foot, especially in quantitative verse.  b. The accented or long part of a metri-

cal foot, especially in accentual verse.   2. Music. The upbeat or unaccented part 

of a measure.  [Middle English, raising of the voice, from Late Latin, raising of 

the voice, accented part of a metrical foot, from Greek, raising of the foot, mark-

ing the upbeat, the unaccented part of a metrical foot, from aeirein, to lift. See 

wer-1 in Appendix.]

ar·son (ärùsNn) n.  The crime of maliciously, voluntarily, and willfully setting fire 

to the building, buildings, or other property of another or of burning one’s own 

property for an improper purpose, as to collect insurance.  [Anglo-Norman, from 

Late Latin 7rsio, 7rsion-, from Latin 7rsus, past participle of 7rdKre, to burn. See 

as- in Appendix.] —arùson·ist n. 

ars·phen·a·mine (ärs-fHnùN-mKnÙ) n.  A yellow hygroscopic powder, 

C12H12As2N2O2·2HCl·2H2O, formerly used to treat syphilis.  [ARS(ENIC) + 

PHEN(YL) + AMINE.]

art1 (ärt) n.  1. Human effort to imitate, supplement, alter, or counteract the 

work of nature.  2. a. The conscious production or arrangement of sounds, col-

ors, forms, movements, or other elements in a manner that affects the sense of 

beauty, specifically the production of the beautiful in a graphic or plastic 

medium.  b. The study of these activities.  c. The product of these activities; 

human works of beauty considered as a group.   3. High quality of conception or 

execution, as found in works of beauty; aesthetic value.  4. A field or category of 

art, such as music, ballet, or literature.  5. A nonscientific branch of learning; one 

of the liberal arts.  6. a. A system of principles and methods employed in the per-

formance of a set of activities:  the art of building.  b. A trade or craft that applies 

such a system of principles and methods:  the art of the lexicographer.   7. a. Skill 

that is attained by study, practice, or observation:  the art of the baker; the black-

smith’s art.  b. Skill arising from the exercise of intuitive faculties: “Self-criticism 

is an art not many are qualified to practice” (Joyce Carol Oates).   8. a. arts. Artful 

devices, stratagems, and tricks.  b. Artful contrivance; cunning.   9. Printing. 

Illustrative material.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin ars, art-. See 

ar- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: art, craft, expertise, knack, know-how, technique. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “skill in doing or performing that is attained

by study, practice, or observation”: the art of expressing oneself clearly; pottery that

reveals craft and fine workmanship; political expertise; a knack for teaching; the



know-how to sew one’s own clothes; an outstanding keyboard technique.

art2 (Nrt; ärt when stressed) v.  Archaic. A second person singular present indicative 

of be. [Middle English, from Old English eart. See er-1 in Appendix.]

art. abbr.  1. Article.  2. Artificial.  3. Artillery.  4. Artist. 

-art suff.  Variant of -ard. 
Ar·ta·xer·xes I (ärÙtN-zûrkùsKzÙ), Died 424 B.C.  King of Persia (465-425) who 

sanctioned the practice of Judaism in Jerusalem. 

Ar·ta·xer·xes II (ärÙtN-zûrkùsKzÙ), Died 359 B.C.  King of Persia (404-359) 

whose reign was marked by many rebellions and by a peace agreement with 

Sparta (386). 

art dec·o also Art Dec·o (ärt dHkùo) n.  A decorative and architectural style of 

the period 1925-1940, characterized by geometric designs, bold colors, and the 

use of plastic and glass.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

art deco furnishings; art deco jewelry.  [French Art Déco, from Exposition Interna-

tionale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, a 1925 exposition in Paris, 

France.]

ar·te·fact (ärùtN-f4ktÙ) n.  Variant of artifact. 
Ar·te·mis (ärùtN-mVs) n.  Greek Mythology. The virgin goddess of the hunt and 

the moon and twin sister of Apollo.  [Greek.]

ar·te·mis·i·a (ärÙtN-mVzhùK-N, -mVzhùN, -mVzùK-N) n.  Any of various aromatic 

plants of the genus Artemisia in the composite family, having green or grayish 

foliage and usually numerous small discoid flower heads and including the mug-

wort, sagebrush, tarragon, and wormweed.  [Middle English artemesie, mugwort, 

from Old French, from Latin artemisia, from Greek, wormwood, after ARTEMIS, 

to whom it was sacred.]

ar·te·ri·al (är-tîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, like, or in an artery or arteries.  2. Of, relating 

to, or being the blood in the arteries that has absorbed oxygen in the lungs and is 

bright red.  3. Being a main road or channel with many branches:  an arterial 

highway; an arterial route.   —  n.  A through road or street.   —ar·teùri·al·ly adv. 

ar·te·ri·al·ize (är-tîrùK-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. ar·te·ri·al·ized, ar·te·ri·al·iz·ing, 
ar·te·ri·al·iz·es. To convert (venous blood) into bright red arterial blood by 

absorption of oxygen in the lungs.   —ar·teÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

arterio- pref.  Artery:  arteriovenous.  [Greek artKrio-, from artKria, artery. See 

wer-1 in Appendix.]

ar·te·ri·og·ra·phy (är-tîrÙK-mgùrN-fK) n.  Examination of the arteries using x-

rays following injection of a radiopaque substance.   —ar·teùri·o·gramÙ (-N-

gr4mÙ) n.  —ar·teÙri·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk) adj. 

ar·te·ri·ole (är-tîrùK-olÙ) n.  One of the small terminal branches of an artery, 

especially one that connects with a capillary.  [New Latin arteriola, diminutive of 



Latin artKria, artery, from Greek. See wer-1 in Appendix.] —ar·teÙri·oùlar (-

oùlNr, -N-lNr) adj. 

ar·te·ri·o·scle·ro·sis (är-tîrÙK-o-sklN-roùsVs) n.  A chronic disease in which 

thickening, hardening, and loss of elasticity of the arterial walls result in impaired 

blood circulation.   —ar·teÙri·o·scle·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

ar·te·ri·o·ve·nous (är-tîrÙK-o-vKùnNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or connecting both 

arteries and veins. 

ar·te·ri·tis (ärÙtN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of an artery. 

ar·ter·y (ärùtN-rK) n.  pl. ar·ter·ies. 1. Anatomy. Any of a branching system of 

muscular, elastic tubes that carry blood away from the heart to the cells, tissues, 

and organs of the body.  2. A major route of transportation into which local 

routes flow.  See Synonyms at way.  [Middle English arterie, from Latin artKria, 

from Greek. See wer-1 in Appendix.]

ar·te·sian well (är-tKùzhNn wHl) n.  A well drilled through impermeable strata 

to reach water capable of rising to the surface by internal hydrostatic pressure.  

[French artésien, from Old French, of Artois, from Arteis, Artois, France.]

Ar·te·vel·de (ärùtN-vHlÙdN), Jacob van. Called “the Brewer of Ghent.” 1290?-

1345.  Flemish political leader who maintained the neutrality of Flanders during 

hostilities between England and France and encouraged Edward III to claim the 

French throne. 

art film (ärt fVlm) n.  A film intended to be a serious artistic work, often experi-

mental and not designed for mass appeal. 

art form (ärt fôrm) n.  An activity or a piece of artistic work that can be 

regarded as a medium of artistic expression. 

art·ful (ärtùfNl) adj.  1. Exhibiting art or skill: “The furniture is an artful blend of 

antiques and reproductions” (Michael W. Robbins).  2. Skillful in accomplishing a 

purpose, especially by the use of cunning or craft.  See Synonyms at sly.  
3. Artificial.   —artùful·ly adv.  —artùful·ness n. 

arthr- pref.  Variant of arthro-. 
ar·thral·gia (är-thr4lùjN, -jK-N) n.  Neuralgic pain in a joint or joints.   
—ar·thralùgic (-jVk) adj. 

ar·thri·tis (är-thrXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a joint or joints resulting in pain and 

swelling.   —ar·thritùic (-thrVtùVk) adj. , n.  —ar·thritùi·cal·ly adv. 

arthro-  or arthr- pref.  Joint:  arthropathy.  [Greek, from arthron, joint. See ar- 
in Appendix.]

ar·throd·e·sis (är-thrmdùV-sVs) n.  The surgical fixation of a joint, ultimately 

resulting in bone fusion. Basically, the procedure is artificially induced ankylosis 

performed to relieve pain or provide support in a diseased or injured joint.  

[ARTHRO- + Greek desis, binding together (from dein, to bind).]



ar·throg·ra·phy (är-thrmgùrN-fK) n.  Examination of the interior of a joint 

using x-rays following the injection of a radiopaque substance.   
—arùthro·gramÙ (ärùthrN-gr4mÙ) n. 

ar·thro·gry·po·sis (ärÙthrN-grN-poùsVs) n.  1. The permanent fixation of a 

joint in a contracted position.  2. A congenital disorder marked by generalized 

stiffness of the joints, often accompanied by muscle and nerve degeneration, 

which results in severely impaired mobility of the limbs.  Also called arthrogrypo-

sis multiplex congenita [ARTHRO- + Late Latin gryposis, hooking (from Late Greek, 

from Greek grupousthai, to become hooked, from grupos, hook-nosed).]

ar·thro·mere (ärùthrN-mîrÙ) n.  One of the segments or divisions in the body of 

a jointed animal, such as an arthropod.   —arÙthro·merùic (ärÙthrN-mHrùVk, -

mîrùVk) adj. 

ar·throp·a·thy (är-thrmpùN-thK) n.  A disease or an abnormality of a joint. 

ar·thro·pod (ärùthrN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of numerous invertebrate animals of the 

phylum Arthropoda, including the insects, crustaceans, arachnids, and myria-

pods, that are characterized by a chitinous exoskeleton and a segmented body to 

which jointed appendages are articulated in pairs.  [From New Latin Arthropoda, 

phylum name  : ARTHRO- + New Latin -poda, -pod.] —arùthro·pod adj.  

—ar·thropùo·dous (är-thrmpùN-dNs), ar·thropùo·dal (-dNl)  adj. 

ar·thros·co·py (är-thrmsùkN-pK) n.  pl. ar·thros·co·pies. Examination of the 

interior of a joint, such as the knee, using a type of endoscope that is inserted into 

the joint through a small incision.   —arùthro·scopeÙ (ärùthrN-skopÙ) n.  

—arÙthro·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —arÙthro·scopùic·al·ly adv. 

ar·thro·sis (är-throùsVs) n.  pl. ar·thro·ses (-sKz). 1. Anatomy. An articulation 

or a joint between bones.  2. A degenerative disease of a joint.  [Greek arthrosis, 

from arthroun, from arthron, joint. See ARTHRO-.]

ar·throt·o·my (är-thrmtùN-mK) n.  Surgical incision into a joint. 

Ar·thur (ärùthNr) n.  A legendary British hero, said to have been king of the Brit-

ons in the sixth century A.D. and to have held court at Camelot. 

Ar·thur (ärùthNr), Chester Alan. 1829-1886.  The 21st President of the United 

States (1881-1885) who became President after the assassination of James A. 

Garfield. He supported the 1883 Pendleton Act, which created the Civil Service 

Commission to regulate federal appointments. 

Ar·thu·ri·an (är-thtrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to King Arthur and his Knights 

of the Round Table. 

ar·ti·choke (ärùtV-chokÙ) n.  1. a. A Mediterranean thistlelike plant (Cynara 

scolymus) in the composite family, having pinnately divided leaves and large dis-

coid heads of bluish flowers.  b. The edible, immature flower head of this plant.  

Also called globe artichoke  2. The Jerusalem artichoke.  [Ultimately from Old 

Spanish alcarchofa, from Arabic al-Tar≥7f.]



WORD HISTORY: Those who have been warned to watch out for the sharp-

tipped bracts toward the innermost part of an artichoke may have wondered

whether the name of this vegetable has anything to do with choking. Originally

it did not. Our word goes back to an Arabic word for the same plant, al-Tar≥7f.

The Arabic word passed into Spanish, a not uncommon occurrence given the fact

that Muslims ruled much of Spain for several centuries during the Middle Ages.

The Old Spanish word alcarchofa was variously modified as it passed through Ital-

ian, a Northern dialect form being articiocco, which looks more like artichoke than

al-Tar≥7f. In English, where the word is first recorded in the early 16th century, a

potpourri of spellings and explanations of it are found. For example, people who

did not know the long history of the word explained it by the notion that the

flower had a “choke,” that is, something that chokes, in its “heart.”

ar·ti·cle (ärùtV-kNl) n.  Abbr. art. 1. An individual thing or element of a class; a 

particular object or item:  an article of clothing; articles of food.  2. A particular 

section or item of a series in a written document, as in a contract, constitution, or 

treaty.  3. A nonfictional literary composition that forms an independent part of 

a publication, as of a newspaper or magazine.  4. Grammar. Any of a class of 

words used to signal nouns and to specify their application. In English, the indef-

inite articles are a and an and the definite article is the.  5. A particular part or 

subject; a specific matter or point.   —  v.  tr. ar·ti·cled, ar·ti·cling, ar·ti·cles. 
To bind by articles set forth in a contract, such as one of apprenticeship.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin articulus, part, diminutive of artus, joint. 

See ar- in Appendix.]

article of faith (ärùtV-kNl ƒv f7th) n.  pl. articles of faith. A very basic belief 

not to be doubted. 

ar·tic·u·la·ble (är-tVkùyN-lN-bNl) adj.  That can be articulated:  articulable 

doubts. 

ar·tic·u·lar (är-tVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of or relating to a joint or joints:  the articular 

surfaces of bones.  [Middle English articuler, from Latin articul7ris, from articulus, 

small joint. See ARTICLE.] —ar·ticùu·lar·ly adv. 

ar·tic·u·late (är-tVkùyN-lVt) adj.  1. Endowed with the power of speech.  

2. Composed of distinct, meaningful syllables or words, as human speech.  

3. Expressing oneself easily in clear and effective language:  an articulate speaker.  

4. Characterized by the use of clear, expressive language:  an articulate essay.  

5. Anatomy. Consisting of sections united by joints; jointed.   —  v.  

ar·tic·u·lat·ed, ar·tic·u·lat·ing, ar·tic·u·lates (är-tVkùyN-l7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

pronounce distinctly and carefully; enunciate.  2. To utter (a speech sound) by 

making the necessary movements of the speech organs.  3. To express in coherent 

verbal form; give words to:  couldn’t articulate my fears.  4. To fit together into a 



coherent whole; unify:  articulate statewide nursing programs.  5. Anatomy. To 

unite by forming a joint or joints.   —  v.  intr. 1. To speak clearly and distinctly.  

2. To utter a speech sound.  3. Anatomy. To form a joint; be jointed:  The thigh-

bone articulates with the bones of the hip.  [Latin articul7tus, past participle of 

articul7re, to divide into joints, utter distinctly, from articulus, small joint. See 

ARTICLE.] —ar·ticùu·late·ly adv.  —ar·ticùu·late·ness, ar·ticùu·la·cy n. 

ar·tic·u·la·tion (är-tVkÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of vocal expression; utterance 

or enunciation:  an articulation of the group’s sentiments.  2. a. The act or manner 

of producing a speech sound.  b. A speech sound, especially a consonant.   

3. a. A jointing together or being jointed together.  b. The method or manner of 

jointing.   4. Anatomy. a. A fixed or movable joint between bones.  b. A movable 

joint between inflexible parts of the body of an animal, as the divisions of an 

appendage in arthropods.   5. Botany. a. A joint between two separable parts, as a 

leaf and a stem.  b. A node or a space on a stem between two nodes.    
—ar·ticùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrùK, -torùK), ar·ticùu·laÙtive (-l7ùtVv, -lN-tVv)  adj. 

ar·tic·u·la·tor (är-tVkùyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that articulates:  an articulator of the 

students’ concerns.  2. One of the organs of speech, such as the lips or tongue. 

ar·ti·fact also ar·te·fact (ärùtN-f4ktÙ) n.  1. An object produced or shaped by 

human craft, especially a tool, a weapon, or an ornament of archaeological or his-

torical interest.  2. A typical product or result: “The very act of looking at a naked 

model was an artifact of male supremacy” (Philip Weiss).  3. Biology. A structure 

or substance not normally present but produced by an external agent or action, 

such as a structure seen in a microscopic specimen after fixation that is not 

present in the living tissue.  [Latin arte, ablative of ars, art; see ART
1 + factum, 

something made, from neuter past participle of facere, to make; see dhK- in 

Appendix.] —arÙti·facùtu·al (-f4kùcht-Nl) adj. 

ar·ti·fice (ärùtN-fVs) n.  1. An artful or crafty expedient; a stratagem.  2. Subtle 

but base deception; trickery.  3. Cleverness or skill; ingenuity.  [French, from Old 

French, craftsmanship, from Latin artificium, from artifex, artific-, craftsman  : 

ars, art-, art; see ART
1 + -fex, maker; see dhK- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: artifice, trick, ruse, wile, feint, stratagem, maneuver, dodge. These

nouns are compared as they denote means for achieving an end by indirection.

Artifice refers to something especially contrived to lead to a desired result or create

a desired effect: “His sincerity, although often aided by the actor’s artifice, seems

genuine” (Richard Cohen). Trick in this sense implies willful deception and often

less than honorable motivation: “The... boys... had all sorts of tricks to prevent us

from winning” (W.H. Hudson). Ruse stresses the creation of a false impression:

Her pretended deafness was a ruse to enable her to learn their plans. Wile suggests

deceiving and entrapping a victim by playing on his or her weak points: “He did

not fail to see/His uncle’s cunning wiles and treachery” (William Morris). Feint de-



notes a deceptive act calculated to distract attention from one’s real purpose: One

person bumped into me as a feint while the other stole my wallet. Stratagem implies

careful planning for achieving an objective or obtaining an advantage: That you

have used every ruthless stratagem to win the much-coveted promotion hasn’t en-

deared you to your rivals. Maneuver applies to calculated and skillful tactics and

often to a single strategic move: “To this day they always speak of that Reform Bill

as if it had been a dishonest maneuver” (Standard). Dodge stresses shifty and in-

genious deception: “‘It was all false, of course?’ ‘All, sir,’ replied Mr. Weller, ‘... artful

dodge’” (Charles Dickens).

ar·tif·i·cer (är-tVfùV-sNr) n.  1. A skilled worker; a craftsperson.  2. One that con-

trives, devises, or constructs something: “The labyrinth... was built by Daedalus, a 

most skillful artificer” (Thomas Bulfinch). 

ar·ti·fi·cial (ärÙtN-fVshùNl) adj.  Abbr. art. 1. a. Made by human beings; pro-

duced rather than natural.  b. Brought about or caused by sociopolitical or other 

human-generated forces or influences:  set up artificial barriers against women 

and minorities; an artificial economic boom.   2. Made in imitation of something 

natural; simulated.  3. Not genuine or natural:  an artificial smile.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin artifici7lis, belonging to art, from artifi-

cium, craftsmanship. See ARTIFICE.] —arÙti·fiÙci·alùi·ty (-fVshÙK-4lùV-tK) n.  

—arÙti·fiùcial·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: artificial, synthetic, ersatz, simulated. These adjectives are com-

pared as they refer to what is made by human beings rather than natural in origin.

Of these terms artificial is broadest in meaning and connotation: an artificial

sweetener; artificial flowers. Synthetic often implies the use of a chemical process

to produce a substance that will look or function like the original, often with cer-

tain advantages, such as enhanced durability or convenience of use or care: syn-

thetic rubber; a synthetic fabric. An ersatz product is a transparently inferior imi-

tation: ersatz coffee; ersatz mink. Simulated refers to what is made to resemble or

substitute for another often costlier substance: a purse of simulated alligator hide;

simulated mahogany paneling.

artificial horizon (ärÙtN-fVshùNl hN-rXùzNn) n.  An instrument displaying a line 

on a flight indicator that lies within the horizontal plane and about which the 

pitching and banking movements of an aircraft are shown. 

artificial insemination (ärÙtN-fVshùNl Vn-sHmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. AI Intro-

duction of semen into the vagina or uterus without sexual contact. 

artificial intelligence (ärÙtN-fVshùNl Vn-tHlùN-jNns) n.  Abbr. AI Computer Sci-

ence. 1. The ability of a machine to perform those activities that are normally 



thought to require intelligence.  2. The branch of computer science concerned 

with the development of machines having this ability. 

artificial language (ärÙtN-fVshùNl l4ngùgwVj) n.  1. A language invented for a 

specific purpose and based on a set of prescribed rules.  2. Computer Science. A 

language designed for use in a specific field. 

artificial respiration (ärÙtN-fVshùNl rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  A procedure used to 

restore or maintain respiration in a person who has stopped breathing. The 

method uses mechanical or manual means to force air into and out of the lungs in 

a rhythmic fashion. 

artificial selection (ärÙtN-fVshùNl sV-lHkùshNn) n.  Human intervention in ani-

mal or plant reproduction to ensure that certain desirable traits are represented in 

successive generations. 

ar·til·ler·ist (är-tVlùNr-Vst) n.  A soldier in the artillery; a gunner. 

ar·til·ler·y (är-tVlùN-rK) n.  Abbr. arty., art. 1. Large-caliber weapons, such as 

cannon, howitzers, and missile launchers, that are operated by crews.  2. The 

combat arm that specializes in the use of such weapons.  3. The science of the use 

of guns; gunnery.  4. Weapons, such as catapults, arbalests, and other early 

devices, used for discharging missiles.  [Middle English artillerie, from Old 

French, from artillier, to equip, perhaps alteration of atiller, from Vulgar Latin 

*apticul7re, from Latin apt7re, to fit, adapt, from aptus, apt. See APT.]

ar·til·ler·y·man (är-tVlùN-rK-mNn) n.  A soldier in the artillery. 

artillery plant (är-tVlùN-rK pl4nt) n.  A tropical American plant (Pilea micro-

phylla) having fleshy leaves and an explosive discharge of pollen. 

ar·ti·o·dac·tyl (ärÙtK-o-d4kùtNl) n.  Any of various hoofed mammals of the 

order Artiodactyla, which includes cattle, deer, camels, hippopotamuses, sheep, 

and goats, that have an even number of toes, usually two or sometimes four, on 

each foot.  [From New Latin Artiodactyla, order name  : Greek artios, even; see ar- 
in Appendix + Greek daktulos, toe.] —arÙti·o·dacùtyl, arÙti·o·dacùty·lous (-tN-

lNs)  adj. 

ar·ti·san (ärùtV-zNn, -sNn) n.  A skilled manual worker; a craftsperson.  [Probably 

French, from Italian artigiano, from Vulgar Latin *artiti7nus, from Latin artXtus, 

skilled in the arts, past participle of artXre, to instruct in the arts, from ars, art-, 

art. See ar- in Appendix.] —arùti·san·shipÙ n. 

art·ist (ärùtVst) n.  Abbr. art. 1. One, such as a painter or sculptor, who is able by 

virtue of imagination and talent to create works of aesthetic value, especially in 

the fine arts.  2. A person whose work shows exceptional creative ability or skill:  

You are an artist in the kitchen.  3. One, such as an actor or a singer, especially one 

who works in the performing arts.  4. One who is adept at an activity, especially 

one involving trickery or deceit:  a con artist.  [French artiste, from Old French, 

lettered person, from Medieval Latin artista, from Latin ars, art-. See ar- in 

Appendix.]



ar·tiste (är-tKstù) n.  1. A public performer or entertainer, especially a singer or 

dancer.  2. A person with artistic pretensions.  [French. See ARTIST.]

ar·tis·tic (är-tVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to art or artists:  the artistic commu-

nity.  2. Sensitive to or appreciative of art or beauty:  an artistic temperament.  

3. Showing imagination and skill:  an artistic design.   —ar·tisùti·cal·ly adv. 

art·ist·ry (ärùtV-strK) n.  1. Artistic ability:  a sculptor of great artistry.  2. Artistic 

quality or craft:  the artistry of a poem. 

art·ist’s video  or art·ists’ video (ärùtVsts vVdùK-oÙ) n.  A videotape that con-

centrates on an artist’s life, method, and works, with the main goals being rejec-

tion of the commercial qualities of network television and a deep exploration into 

the subject matter through the use of new techniques in imagery and sound.  Also 

called video art 

art·less (ärtùlVs) adj.  1. Having or displaying no guile, cunning, or deceit.  See 

Synonyms at naive.  2. Free of artificiality; natural:  artless charm.  3. Lacking 

art, knowledge, or skill; uncultured and ignorant.  4. Poorly made or done; crude.   
—artùless·ly adv.  —artùless·ness n. 

art nou·veau also Art Nou·veau (ärÙ nu-voù, ärtÙ) n.  A style of decoration 

and architecture of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, characterized particu-

larly by the depiction of leaves and flowers in flowing, sinuous lines.  [French  : 

art, art + nouveau, new.]

Ar·tois (är-twäù)  A historical region and former province of northern France 

near the English Channel between Picardy and Flanders. It was ruled at various 

times by Flanders, Burgundy, Austria, and Spain. 

art runner (ärt rƒnùNr) n.  A private art dealer who functions as a broker in 

sales transactions by linking prospective buyers and sellers of works of art. After 

an exhibition or an auction, the art runner moves unsold works from one gallery 

to another to stimulate sales. 

arts medicine (ärts mHdùV-sVn) n.  A branch of medicine dealing with the spe-

cial health needs of performers, such as the injuries and disorders suffered by 

musicians that result from playing a musical instrument. 

art song (ärt sông) n.  Music. A lyric song intended to be sung in recital, usually 

accompanied by a piano. 

art·sy-craft·sy (ärtÙsK-kr4ftùsK) adj.  Informal. 1. Decorative rather than func-

tional:  artsy-craftsy furniture.  2. Pretentiously or self-consciously artistic. 

art·work (ärtùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Work in the graphic or plastic arts, especially small 

handmade decorative or artistic objects.  2. An illustrative and decorative ele-

ment, such as a line drawing or a photograph, used in a printed work, such as a 

book. 

art·y (ärùtK) adj.  art·i·er, art·i·est. Informal. Showily or affectedly artistic.   
—artùi·ly adv.  —artùi·ness n. 

arty. abbr.  Artillery. 



A·ru·ba (N-ruùbN)  An island of the Netherlands in the Leeward Islands north of 

the Venezuela coast. It is a popular Caribbean resort area. 

a·ru·gu·la (N-ruùgN-lN) n.  See rocket2 (n., sense 1).  [Probably Italian dialectal, 

from Latin Kr7ca, colewort.]

A·ru Islands also A·roe Islands  or Ar·roe Islands (äùru XùlNndz)  An island 

group of eastern Indonesia, part of the Moluccas in the Arafura Sea southwest of 

New Guinea. The islands were discovered by the Dutch and colonized by them 

after 1623. 

ar·um (4rùNm, ârù-) n.  1. Any of several Old World plants, such as the cuckoop-

int, of the genus Arum, having basal, arrowhead-shaped leaves.  2. Any of several 

related plants, such as the arrow arum and water arum.  [Latin, wake-robin, from 

Greek aron.]

arum lily (4rùNm lVlùK) n.  Chiefly British. The calla lily. 

a·rus·pex (N-rƒsùpHksÙ) n.  Variant of haruspex. 
A·ru·wi·mi (ärÙN-wKùmK, 4rÙ-)  A river of central Africa rising in northeast Zaire 

near Lake Albert and flowing about 1,287 km (800 mi) generally westward to the 

Congo River. 

ARV abbr.  Bible. American Revised Version. 

Ar·vad·a (är-v4dùN)  A city of north-central Colorado, a residential suburb of 

Denver. Population, 89,235. 

ARVIN abbr.  Army of the Republic of Vietnam. 

-ary suff.  1. Of or relating to:  bacillary.  2. One that relates to or is connected 

with:  boundary.  [Middle English -arie, from Old French, from Latin -7rius, adj. 

and n. suff.]

Ar·y·an (ârùK-Nn, 4rù-) n.  1.  See Indo-Iranian.  2. A member of the people 

who spoke the parent language of the Indo-European languages.  3. A member of 

any people speaking an Indo-European language.  4. In Nazism, a Caucasian 

Gentile, especially of Nordic type.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to Indo-Iranian.  

2. Of or relating to the Indo-European languages or the hypothetical language 

from which they are derived.  3. Of or relating to a speaker of an Indo-European 

language.  4. In Nazism, of or relating to a Caucasian Gentile.  [From Sanskrit 

7rya-, noble, Aryan.]

ar·y·te·noid (4rÙV-tKùnoidÙ, N-rVtùn-oidÙ) Anatomy. n.  1. Either of two small 

pitcher-shaped cartilages at the back of the larynx to which the vocal cords are 

attached.  2. A muscle connected to either of these cartilages.  3. Any of several 

small mucous glands located in front of these cartilages.   —  adj.  Of or relating 

to these cartilages or an associated muscle or gland.  [New Latin arytaenoXdKs, 

from Greek arutainoeidKs, shaped like a ladle  : arutaina, ladle (from aruein, to 

draw water) + -oeidKs, -oid.] —arÙy·te·noidùal adj. 

as1 (4z; Nz when unstressed) adv.  1. To the same extent or degree; equally:  The 

child sang as sweetly as a nightingale.  2. For instance:  large carnivores, as the bear 



or lion.  3. When taken into consideration in a specified relation or form:  this 

definition as distinguished from the second one.   —  conj.  1. To the same degree or 

quantity that. Often used as a correlative after so or as:  You are as sweet as sugar. 

The situation is not so bad as you suggest.  2. In the same manner or way that:  

Think as I think.  3. At the same time that; while:  slipped on the ice as I ran home.  

4. For the reason that; because:  went to bed early, as I was exhausted.  5. With the 

result that:  He was so foolish as to lie.  6. Though:  Great as the author was, he 

proved a bad model. Ridiculous as it seems, the tale is true.  7. In accordance with 

which or with the way in which:  The hotel is quite comfortable as such establish-

ments go. The sun is hot, as everyone knows.  8. Informal. That:  I don’t know as I 

can answer your question.   —  pron.  1. That; which; who. Used after same or 

such:  I received the same grade as you did.  2. Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. Who, 

whom, which, or that:  Those as want to can come with me.   —  prep.  1. In the 

role, capacity, or function of:  acting as a mediator.  2. In a manner similar to; the 

same as:  On this issue they thought as one.   —idioms. as is. Informal. Just the 

way it is, with no changes or modifications:  bought the samovar as is from an 

antique dealer.  as it were. In a manner of speaking; as if such were so.  [Middle 

English, from Old English ealsw7. See ALSO.]

USAGE NOTE: Traditionally, a distinction has been drawn between compari-

sons using as... as and comparisons using so... as.The so... as construction is tra-

ditionally required in negative sentences (as in Shakespeare’s “ ’tis not so deep as

a well”), in questions (as in Is it so bad as she says?), and in certain if clauses (as

in If it is so bad as you say, you ought to leave). But this so... as construction is

becoming increasingly rare in American English, and the use of as... as is now

entirely acceptable in all contexts. • In a comparison involving both as... as and

than, the second as should be retained in written style. One writes He is as smart

as, or smarter than, his brother, not He is as smart or smarter than his brother, which

is considered unacceptable in formal style. • In many dialects, as is used in place

of that in sentences like We are not sure as we want to go or It’s not certain as he

left. This construction is not sufficiently well established to be used in writing. •
As should be preceded by a comma when it expresses a causal relation, as in She

won’t be coming, as we didn’t invite her. When used to express a time relation, as

is not preceded by a comma: She was finishing the painting as I walked into the

room. When a clause introduced by as begins a sentence, care should be taken that

it is clear whether as is used to mean “because” or “at the same time as.” The sen-

tence As they were leaving, I walked to the door may mean either that I walked to

the door because they left or at the same time that they were leaving. • As is some-

times used superfluously to introduce the complements of verbs like consider,

deem, and account, as in They considered it as one of the landmark decisions of the

civil rights movement. The measure was deemed as unnecessary. This usage may



have arisen by analogy to regard and esteem, where as is standardly used in this

way: We regarded her as the best writer among us. But the use of as with verbs like

consider is not sufficiently well established to be acceptable in writing. See Usage

Note at because. See Usage Note at equal. See Usage Note at like2. See Usage

Note at so1. See Usage Note at than. 
REGIONAL NOTE: American dialects often vary from Standard English in the

form and usage of relative pronouns. Where Standard English has three relative

pronouns—who, which, and that—regional dialects, particularly those of the

South and Midlands, allow as and what as relative pronouns: “Them as thinks they

can whup me jest come ahead” (Publication of the American Dialect Society). The

car what hit him never stopped.

as2 (4s) n.  pl. as·ses (4sùKzÙ, 4sùVz). 1. An ancient Roman coin of copper or cop-

per alloy.  2. An ancient Roman unit of weight equal to about one troy pound.  

[Latin 7s.]

As  The symbol for the element arsenic (n., sense 1). 

AS abbr.  1.  Also a/s. Air speed.  2. American Samoa  3.  Also A.S.. Anglo-

Saxon.  4. Antisubmarine.  5. Associate in Science. 

As. abbr.  Asia; Asian. 

as- pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

as·a·fet·i·da also as·a·foet·i·da (4sÙN-fHtùV-dN) n.  A brownish, bitter, foul-

smelling resinous material obtained from the roots of several plants of the genus 

Ferula in the parsley family and formerly used in medicine.  [Middle English, 

from Medieval Latin  : asa, gum (from Persian az7, mastic) + Latin fetida, femi-

nine of fetidus, stinking; see FETID.]

A·sa·hi·ka·wa (äÙsN-hK-käùwN, äÙsä-hKùkä-wä) also A·sa·hi·ga·wa (äÙsN-hK-

gäùwN, äÙsä-hKùgä-wä)  A city of west-central Hokkaido, Japan. It is the commer-

cial, industrial, and transportation center of a fertile agricultural area. Popula-

tion, 363,630. 

A·sa·ma (N-säùmN), Mount. A volcano, 2,543.7 m (8,340 ft) high, of central 

Honshu, Japan, near Nagano. One of the largest and most active volcanoes in 

Japan, it erupted violently in 1783. 

A·san·te (N-sänùtK) n.  Variant of Ashanti1. 
ASAP  or asap abbr.  As soon as possible. 

ASAT also Asat. abbr.  Anti-satellite. 

as·bes·tos also as·bes·tus (4s-bHsùtNs, 4z-) n.  Abbr. asb. Either of two incom-

bustible, chemical-resistant, fibrous mineral forms of impure magnesium silicate, 

used for fireproofing, electrical insulation, building materials, brake linings, and 

chemical filters.   —  adj.  Of, made of, or containing one or the other of these 

two mineral forms.  [Middle English asbestus, from Latin asbestos, mineral or 

gem, from Greek, mineral or gem, unslaked lime, from asbestos, unquenchable  : 



a-, not; see A-1 + sbennunai, sbes-, to quench.] —as·besùtine (-tVn), as·besùtic 

(-tVk)  adj. 

as·bes·to·sis (4sÙbHs-toùsVs, 4zÙ-) n.  A chronic, progressive lung disease caused 

by prolonged inhalation of asbestos particles.  [ASBEST(OS) + -OSIS.] 
—asÙbes·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

as·bes·tus (4s-bHsùtNs, 4z-) n.  & adj.   Variant of asbestos. 
As·bur·y (4zùbN-rK), Francis. 1745-1816.  British-born American religious 

leader and first Methodist Episcopal cleric to become a bishop in the colonies 

(1784). 

As·bur·y Park (4zùbHrÙK pärk, -bN-rK)  A city of eastern New Jersey on the 

Atlantic Ocean. It is a popular resort. Population, 16,799. 

ASCAP abbr.  American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers. 

a·scared (N-skârdù) adj.  Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. Afraid.  [Probably a- (vari-

ant of y-, past participle pref.); see YCLEPT + scared, past participle of SCARE.]

as·ca·ri·a·sis (4sÙkN-rXùN-sVs) n.  Infestation with or disease caused by a parasitic 

roundworm Ascaris lumbricoides.  [ASCAR(ID) + -IASIS.]

as·ca·rid (4sùkN-rVd) n.  Any of various nematode worms of the family Ascar-

idae, which includes the common intestinal parasite Ascaris lumbricoides.  [Sing. 

of ascarides, intestinal worms, from Late Latin, from Greek askarides, pl. of 

askaris, intestinal worm.]

ASCE abbr.  American Society of Civil Engineers. 

as·cend (N-sHndù) v.  as·cend·ed, as·cend·ing, as·cends.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go 

or move upward; rise.  See Synonyms at rise.  2. To slope upward.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To move upward upon or along; climb:  ascended the mountain.  2. To succeed 

to; occupy:  ascended the throne upon the death of her father.  [Middle English 

ascenden, from Old French ascendre, from Latin ascendere : ad-, ad- + scandere, to 

climb; see skand- in Appendix.] —as·cendùa·ble, as·cendùi·ble adj. 

as·cen·dance also as·cen·dence (N-sHnùdNns) n.  Ascendancy. 

as·cen·dan·cy also as·cen·den·cy (N-sHnùdNn-sK) n.  Superiority or decisive 

advantage; domination: “Germany only awaits trade revival to gain an immense 

mercantile ascendancy” (Winston S. Churchill). 

as·cen·dant also as·cen·dent (N-sHnùdNnt) adj.  1. Inclining or moving 

upward; ascending or rising.  2. Dominant in position or influence; superior.   
—  n.  1. The position or state of being dominant or in control:  a conservative 

policy currently in the ascendant.  2. The point of the ecliptic or the sign of the 

zodiac that rises in the east at the time of a person’s birth or other event.  3. An 

ancestor. 

as·cend·er (N-sHnùdNr) n.  1. Printing. The part of the tall lowercase letters, such 

as b, d, and h, that extends above the other lowercase letters.  2. A letter with such 

a part. 



as·cend·ing (N-sHnùdVng) adj.  1. Moving, going, or growing upward:  an 

ascending minor scale.  2. Botany. Growing or directing upward from a curved or 

slanted base, as certain plant stems.   —as·cendùing·ly adv. 

ascending rhythm (N-sHnùdVng rVthùNm) n.  See rising rhythm. 
as·cen·sion (N-sHnùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of ascending; ascent.  

2. Astronomy. The rising of a star above the horizon.  3. Ascension. Theology. 

The bodily rising of Jesus into heaven on the 40th day after his Resurrection.  

[Middle English ascensioun, from Old French ascention, from Latin ascKnsio, 

ascKnsion-, from ascKnsus, past participle of ascendere, to ascend. See ASCEND.] 
—as·cenùsion·al adj. 

Ascension Day (N-sHnùshNn d7) n.  The 40th day after Easter, on which the 

Christian feast of the Ascension is observed.  Also called Holy Thursday 

Ascension Island (N-sHnùshNn XùlNnd)  An island in the southern Atlantic 

northwest of St. Helena. Discovered by the Portuguese on Ascension Day in 1501, 

it was taken by the British in 1815 and has been administered by St. Helena since 

1922. 

as·cent (N-sHntù) n.  1. The act or process of rising or going upward.  2. An 

advancement, especially in social status.  3. An upward slope or incline.  4. A 

going back in time or upward in genealogical succession.  [From ASCEND, on the 

model of DESCENT.]

as·cer·tain (4sÙNr-t7nù) v.  tr. as·cer·tained, as·cer·tain·ing, as·cer·tains. 
1. To discover with certainty, as through examination or experimentation.  See 

Synonyms at discover.  2. Archaic. To make certain, definite, and precise.  [Mid-

dle English acertainen, to inform, from Old French acertener, ascertain-  : a-, to 

(from Latin ad-); see AD- + certain, certain; see CERTAIN.] —asÙcer·tainùa·ble 
adj.  —asÙcer·tainùa·ble·ness n.  —asÙcer·tainùa·bly adv.  —asÙcer·tainù-
ment n. 

as·cet·ic (N-sHtùVk) n.  A person who renounces material comforts and leads a life 

of austere self-discipline, especially as an act of religious devotion.   —  adj.  

1. Leading a life of self-discipline and self-denial, especially for spiritual 

improvement.  See Synonyms at severe.  2. Pertaining to or characteristic of an 

ascetic; self-denying and austere:  an ascetic existence.  [Late Greek askKtikos, from 

Greek askKtKs, practitioner, hermit, monk, from askein, to work.] 
—as·cetùi·cal·ly adv. 

as·cet·i·cism (N-sHtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. The principles and practices of an ascetic; 

extreme self-denial and austerity.  2. The doctrine that the ascetic life releases the 

soul from bondage to the body and permits union with the divine. 

Asch (4sh), Sholem or Shalom. 1880-1957.  Polish-born American Yiddish 

writer who sought to reconcile Judaism and Christianity in his controversial nov-

els, such as The Nazarene (1939). 



A·schaf·fen·burg (ä-shäùfNn-bNrg, -btrkÙ)  A city of west-central Germany 

on the Main River. Once the site of a Roman garrison, it became part of Bavaria 

in 1814. Population, 59,088. 

As·cham (4sùkNm), Roger. 1515-1568.  English scholar who as Latin secretary 

to Edward VI, Mary I, and Elizabeth I advocated the use of the vernacular in liter-

ature. 

as·ci (4sùXÙ, -kXÙ) n.  Botany. Plural of ascus. 
as·cid·i·an (N-sVdùK-Nn) n.  See sea squirt.  [From New Latin Ascidia, genus 

name, from Greek askidion, diminutive of askos, wineskin.]

as·cid·i·um (N-sVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. as·cid·i·a (N-sVdùK-N). Botany. A pitcher-shaped 

or bottle-shaped part or organ, such as the hollow tubular leaf of a pitcher plant.  

[New Latin, from Greek askidion, diminutive of askos, wineskin.] —as·cidùi·ateÙ 
adj.  —as·cidùi·formÙ (-N-fôrmÙ) adj. 

ASCII (4sùkK) n.  Computer Science. 1. A standard for defining codes for informa-

tion exchange between equipment produced by different manufacturers.  2. A 

code that follows this standard.  [A(merican) S(tandard) C(ode for) I(nformation) 

I(nterchange).]

as·ci·tes (N-sXùtKz) n.  pl. ascites. An abnormal accumulation of serous fluid in 

the abdominal cavity.  [Middle English aschites, from Late Latin ascXtKs, from 

Greek askitKs, from askos, belly, wineskin.] —as·citùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

As·cle·pi·us (N-sklKùpK-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. Apollo’s son, the god of medi-

cine. 

asco- pref.  Ascus:  ascospore.  [New Latin, from Greek askos, bag, wineskin.]

as·co·carp (4sùkN-kärpÙ) n.  Botany. An ascus-bearing structure found in asco-

mycetous fungi. 

as·co·go·ni·um (4sÙkN-goùnK-Nm) n.  pl. as·co·go·ni·a (-nK-N). Botany. The 

female reproductive organ of ascomycetous fungi. 

A·sco·li Pi·ce·no (äÙskN-lK pV-chHnùo)  A city of central Italy northeast of 

Rome. It has extensive Roman ruins. Population, 54,193. 

as·co·my·cete (4sÙko-mXùsKtÙ, -mX-sKtù) n.  Botany. Any of various members of 

a large group of fungi characterized by the presence of sexually produced spores 

formed within an ascus.  Also called sac fungus  —asÙco·my·ceùtous (-sKùtNs) 

adj. 

a·scor·bate (N-skôrùb7t, -bVt) n.  A salt of ascorbic acid.  [ASCORB(IC ACID) + -

ATE
2.]

a·scor·bic acid (N-skôrùbVk 4sùVd) n.  A white, crystalline vitamin, C6H8O6, 

found in citrus fruits, tomatoes, potatoes, and leafy green vegetables and used to 

prevent scurvy.  Also called vitamin C [A-1 + SCORB(UT)IC.]

as·co·spore (4sùkN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  A sexually produced fungal spore formed 

within an ascus.   —asÙco·spoùrous (-spôrùNs, -sporù-, 4s-kmsùpNr-Ns), 
asÙco·sporùic (-spôrùVk, -spmrù-)  adj. 



as·cot (4sùkNt, -kmtÙ) n.  A broad neck scarf knotted so that its ends are laid flat 

with one end upon the other.  [After the racetrack near Ascot.]

As·cot (4sùkNt)  A village of south-central England southwest of London. The 

Royal Ascot horseraces, initiated by Queen Anne in 1711, are held annually in 

June on Ascot Heath. 

as·cribe (N-skrXbù) v.  tr. as·cribed, as·crib·ing, as·cribes. 1. To attribute to a 

specified cause, source, or origin:  ascribed the poor harvest to drought.  See Syn-

onyms at attribute.  2. To assign as a quality or characteristic:  ascribed jealousy 

to the critics.  [Middle English ascriben, from Old French ascrivre, from Latin 

ascrXbere : ad-, ad- + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.]

as·crip·tion (N-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. The act of ascribing.  2. A statement that 

ascribes.  [Latin ascrXptio, ascrXption-, addendum, from ascrXptus, past participle 

of ascrXbere, to ascribe. See ASCRIBE.] —as·cripùtive adj. 

ASCU abbr.  Association of State Colleges and Universities. 

As·cu·lum (4sùkyN-lNm)  An ancient Roman town of southeast Italy south of 

present-day Foggia. Pyrrhus of Epirus defeated a Roman force here in 279 B.C. 

but suffered a heavy loss of troops. 

as·cus (4sùkNs) n.  pl. as·ci (4sùXÙ, -kXÙ). Botany. A membranous, often club-

shaped structure in which typically eight ascospores are formed through sexual 

reproduction of ascomycetes.  [New Latin, from Greek askos, bag.]

ASE abbr.  American Stock Exchange. 

-ase suff.  Enzyme:  amylase.  [From DIASTASE.]

a·sep·a·lous (7-sHpùN-lNs) adj.  Botany. Having no sepals. 

a·sep·sis (N-sHpùsVs, 7-) n.  1. The state of being free of pathogenic microorgan-

isms.  2. The process of removing pathogenic microorganisms or protecting 

against infection by such organisms. 

a·sep·tic (N-sHpùtVk, 7-) adj.  1. a. Free of pathogenic microorganisms:  aseptic 

surgical instruments.  b. Using methods to protect against infection by pathogenic 

microorganisms:  aseptic surgical techniques.   2. Lacking animation or emotion:  

an aseptic smile.   —a·sepùti·cal·ly adv.  —a·sepùti·cism n. 

a·sex·u·al (7-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Having no evident sex or sex organs; sexless.  

2. Relating to, produced by, or involving reproduction that occurs without the 

union of male and female gametes, as in binary fission or budding.  3. Lacking 

interest in or desire for sex.   —a·sexÙu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  —a·sexùu·al·ly adv. 

as far as (4z fär 4z) conj.  To the degree or extent that:  They returned at nine, as 

far as we know. 

as for (4z fôr) prep.  With regard to. 

asg. abbr.  1. Assigned.  2. Assignment. 

As·gard (4sùgärdÙ, äzù-) n.  Mythology. The heavenly residence of the Norse gods 

and slain heroes of war. 

asgd. abbr.  Assigned. 



asgmt. abbr.  Assignment. 

ash1 (4sh) n.  1. The grayish-white to black powdery residue left when something 

is burned.  2. Geology. Pulverized particulate matter ejected by volcanic eruption.  

3. ashes. Ruins:  the ashes of a lost culture.  4. ashes. Human remains, especially 

after cremation or decay.  [Middle English asshe, from Old English æsce. See as- 
in Appendix.]

ash2 (4sh) n.  1. Any of various chiefly deciduous ornamental or timber trees of 

the genus Fraxinus, having opposite, pinnately compound leaves, clusters of small 

flowers, and one-seeded winged fruits.  2. The strong, elastic wood of this tree, 

used for furniture, tool handles, and sporting goods such as baseball bats.  

3. Linguistics. The letter æ in Old English and some modern phonetic alphabets, 

representing the vowel sound of Modern English ash.  [Middle English asshe, 

from Old English æsc.]

a·shamed (N-sh7mdù) adj.  1. Feeling shame or guilt:  Are you ashamed for hav-

ing lied?  2. Feeling inferior, inadequate, or embarrassed:  ashamed of my torn 

coat.  3. Reluctant through fear of humiliation or shame:  ashamed to ask for help.  

[Middle English, from Old English 7sceamod, past participle of 7sceamian, to feel 

shame  : 7-, intensive pref. + sceamian, to feel shame.]

A·shan·ti1 (N-sh4nùtK, N-shänù-) also A·san·te (-sänùtK) n.  pl. Ashanti or 

A·shan·tis also Asante  or A·san·tes. 1. A member of an Akan people of 

Ghana, formerly united in the Ashanti kingdom.  2. The Twi language of the 

Ashanti. 

A·shan·ti2 (N-sh4nùtK, -shänù-)  A region and former kingdom of western Africa 

in present-day central Ghana. The powerful Ashanti confederation of states, 

formed in the late 17th century, was defeated by the British in 1896 and annexed 

to the British Gold Coast colony in 1901. 

ash·cake (4shùk7kÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See johnnycake. See Regional 

note at johnnycake.  [From its being baked in hot ashes.]

ash·can  or ash can (4shùk4nÙ) n.  1. A large, usually metal receptacle for trash.  

2. Slang. A depth change. 

Ash·can school (4shùk4nÙ skul) n.  A group of U.S. painters of the early 20th 

century who painted realistic scenes of everyday urban life. 

Ash·croft (4shùkrôftÙ, -krmftÙ), Dame Peggy. Originally Edith Margaret Emily 

Ashcroft. 1907-1991.  British actress who won an Academy Award for A Passage to 

India (1984). 

Ash·dod (4shùdmdÙ, äsh-dodù)  A city of southwest Israel on the Mediterranean 

Sea west of Jerusalem near the site of ancient Ashdod, an important Philistine 

city-state that was settled as early as the Bronze Age. Population, 68,900. 

Ashe (4sh), Arthur Robert, Jr. 1943-1993.  American tennis player who was the 

first Black player to win the U.S. Open singles championship (1968) and the 

Wimbledon singles title (1975). 



Ashe·bor·o (4shùbûr-oÙ, -bƒr-o)  A city of central North Carolina in the Pied-

mont south of Greensboro. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 15,252. 

ash·en1 (4shùNn) adj.  1. Consisting of ashes.  2. Resembling ashes, especially in 

color; very pale:  A face ashen with grief. 

ash·en2 (4shùNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or made from the wood of the ash tree. 

Ash·er (4shùNr)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and the forebear of one of 

the tribes of Israel. 

Ashe·ville (4shùvVlÙ)  A city of western North Carolina in the Blue Ridge west-

northwest of Charlotte. A popular tourist center, it is the site of Thomas Wolfe’s 

home and of Biltmore, a magnificent mansion with extensive parks and gardens 

built by George Washington Vanderbilt. Population, 61,607. 

Ash·ke·lon (4shùkN-lmnÙ, äshùkH-lônÙ)  See Ashqelon. 
Ash·ke·naz·i (äshÙkN-näùzK) n.  pl. Ash·ke·naz·im (-n4zùVm, -näùzVm). A 

member of the branch of European Jews, historically Yiddish-speaking, who set-

tled in central and northern Europe.  [From Medieval Hebrew Ashkenaz, Ger-

many, from Hebrew AshkKn7z, one of Noah’s grandsons, name of a neighboring 

but unidentified nation.] —AshÙke·nazùic (-näùzVk) adj. 

Ash·ke·na·zy (äshÙkN-näùzK), Vladimir Davidovitch. Born 1937.  Soviet pia-

nist noted for his intellectual interpretation of classical, romantic, and modern 

music. 

Ash·kha·bad (äshÙkä-bädù, -KHä-bätù)  The capital of Turkmenistan, in the 

south-central part near the Iranian border. It was founded as a fortress in 1881. A 

major earthquake in 1948 virtually destroyed the old city. Population, 356,000. 

Ash·land (4shùlNnd)  1. A city of northeast Kentucky on the Ohio-West Virginia 

border. Settled in 1786, it is a shipping point with varied industries. Population, 

23,622.  2. A city of north-central Ohio southeast of Cleveland. It is a manufac-

turing center in an agricultural region. Population, 20,079. 

ash·lar (4shùlNr) n.  1. a. A squared block of building stone.  b. Masonry of such 

stones.   2. A thin, dressed rectangle of stone for facing walls.  [Middle English 

assheler, from Old French aisselier, board, from aissele, from Medieval Latin axi-

cellus, from Latin assis.]

ash-leaved maple (4shùlKvdÙ m7ùpNl)  or ash-leaf maple (-lKfÙ) n.  See 

box elder. 
a·shore (N-shôrù, N-shorù) adv.  1. To or onto the shore:  driven ashore by the 

wind.  2. On land:  spent the day ashore. 

as how (4z hou) conj.  Informal. That:  The child allowed as how he had already 

done his homework. 

Ash·qe·lon  or Ash·ke·lon (4shùkN-lmnÙ, äshùkH-lônÙ)  An ancient city of 

southwest Palestine on the Mediterranean Sea. Inhabited as early as the third mil-

lennium B.C., it was a seat of worship for the goddess Astarte. 



ash·ram (äshùrNm) n.  Hinduism. A usually secluded residence of a religious 

community and its guru.  [Sanskrit 7{ramaU : 7-, to + {ramaU, toil, penance, aus-

terity (from {ramati, he toils, practices austerity).]

Ash·ta·bu·la (4shÙtN-byuùlN)  A city of northeast Ohio on Lake Erie northeast 

of Cleveland. It is an industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 

21,6333. 

Ash·ton (4shùtNn), Sir Frederick. 1904-1988.  British choreographer whose bal-

lets include The Dream (1964) and A Month in the Country (1976). 

Ash·ton-un·der-Lyne (4shÙtNn-ƒn-dNr-lXnù)  A borough of northwest 

England, an industrial suburb of Manchester. Population, 218,800. 

Ash·to·reth (4shùtN-rHthÙ) n.  Mythology. The ancient Syrian and Phoenician 

goddess of sexual love and fertility. 

ash·tray (4shùtr7Ù) n.  A receptacle for tobacco ashes and cigarette butts. 

A·shur (äùshtrÙ) also As·sur (äùstrÙ, äùshtrÙ) n.  The principal Assyrian 

deity. 

A·shur·ba·ni·pal (äÙshtr-bäùnN-pälÙ) also As·sur·ba·ni·pal (äÙstr-), fl. 

seventh century B.C.  King of Assyria (669-626) who was a noted patron of litera-

ture and the arts. 

Ash Wednesday (4sh wHnzùdK) n.  The seventh Wednesday before Easter and 

the first day of Lent, on which many Christians receive a mark of ashes on the 

forehead as a token of penitence and mortality. 

ash·y (4shùK) adj.  ash·i·er, ash·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, or covered with ashes.  

2. Having the color of ashes; pale.   —ashùi·ness n. 

ASI abbr.  Air speed indicator. 

A·sia (7ùzhN, 7ùshN) Abbr. As.  The world’s largest continent. It occupies the east-

ern part of the Eurasian landmass and its adjacent islands and is separated from 

Europe by the Ural Mountains. 

Asia Minor (7ùzhN mXùnNr)  A peninsula of western Asia between the Black Sea 

and the Mediterranean Sea. It is generally coterminous with Asian Turkey and is 

usually considered synonymous with Anatolia. 

A·sian (7ùzhNn, 7ùshNn) adj.  Abbr. As. Of or relating to Asia or its peoples, lan-

guages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Asia.  2. A person of 

Asian descent.  

USAGE NOTE: The term Asian is now preferred for persons of South and East

Asian ancestry (Indians, Southeast Asians, Chinese, Koreans, Japanese, Indone-

sians, Filipinos, and others) in place of the term Oriental, an older usage that de-

notes some of these groups. Oriental has been objected to on two grounds: be-

cause it suggests racial, rather than cultural identity, and because it identifies the

place of origin in terms of its location relative to the West (i.e., “from the East”),



rather than in absolute terms.

Asian American (7ùzhNn N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  A U.S. citizen or resident of Asian 

descent. 

Asian influenza (7ùzhNn VnÙflu-HnùzN) n.  Influenza caused by a strain of the 

most common influenza virus (type A), which was first isolated in China during 

the 1957 epidemic.  Also called Asian flu 

A·sian·i·za·tion (7ÙzhN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of making or 

becoming Asian in character, culture, or outlook.  2. Development of more com-

plex, integral relations among Asian nations, apart from external involvements. 

Asian pear (7ùzhNn pâr) n.  See sand pear. 
Asian tiger mosquito (7ùzhNn tXùgNr mN-skKùto) n.  A mosquito (Aeder 

albopictus), once confined to Asia but now present in parts of tropical and sub-

tropical America, that transmits dengue and yellow fever. 

A·si·at·ic (7ÙzhK-4tùVk, -shK-, -zK-) adj.  Asian:  the Asiatic reaches of the Soviet 

Union; a tropical Asiatic plant. 

Asiatic cholera (7ÙzhK-4tùVk kmlùNr-N) n.  See cholera (n., sense 1). 

a·side (N-sXdù) adv.  1. To or toward the side:  step aside.  2. Out of one’s thoughts 

or mind:  put my doubts aside.  3. Apart:  a day set aside for relaxing.  4. In reserve; 

away:  put a little money aside.  5. Set out of the way; dispensed with:  All joking 

aside, can you swim 15 miles?   —  n.  1. A piece of dialogue intended for the audi-

ence and supposedly not heard by the other actors on stage.  2. A remark made in 

an undertone so as to be inaudible to others nearby.  3. A parenthetical departure; 

a digression. 

aside from (N-sXdù frƒm) prep.  Excluding; except for:  Aside from a mild fever, 

the patient feels fine. 

as if (4z Vf) conj.  1. In the same way that it would be if:  looked as if she were made 

of ice.  2. That:  It seemed as if the meeting would never end. 

As·i·mov (4zùV-môfÙ, -mmfÙ), Isaac. 1920-1992.  Russian-born American scien-

tist and prolific writer whose works include popular explanations of scientific 

principles and volumes of science fiction, including The Foundation Trilogy 

(1963). 

as·i·nine (4sùN-nXnÙ) adj.  1. Utterly stupid or silly:  asinine behavior.  2. Of, 

relating to, or resembling an ass.  [Latin asinXnus, of an ass, from asinus, ass.]

ask (4sk) v.  asked, ask·ing, asks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a question to.  2. To seek 

an answer to:  ask a question.  3. To seek information about:  asked directions.  

4. To make a request of or for:  asked me for money; asking a favor.  5. To require 

or call for as a price or condition:  asked ten dollars for the book.  6. To expect or 

demand:  ask too much of a child.  7. To invite:  asked them to dinner.  8. Archaic. 

To publish, as marriage banns.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make inquiry; seek information.  

2. To make a request:  asked for help.   —idiom. ask for it (or ask for trou-



ble). Informal. To persist in an action despite the likelihood that it will result in 

difficulty or punishment.  [Middle English asken, from Old English 7scian. See 

ais- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: ask, question, inquire, query, interrogate, examine, quiz. These

verbs mean to seek information from a person. Ask is the most neutral term: asked

her what was wrong; asked the way to the library; ask too many questions. Question

often implies the asking of a series of questions, as in determining the scope of a

problem: The prosecutor questioned the witness in great detail. Inquire, which often

implies a comprehensive search for knowledge or truth, in this sense refers to a

simple request for information: inquired where the books were kept; will inquire

how we can be of help; inquired about her health. Query usually suggests question-

ing to settle a doubt: The proofreader queried the spelling of the word. Interrogate,

a more formal word, applies especially to official questioning: The suspects were

called in and interrogated by detectives. Examine refers particularly to close and

detailed questioning to ascertain the extent of a person’s knowledge or the ade-

quacy of his or her qualifications: At the end of the semester students are examined

in every subject. Only lawyers who have been examined and certified by the bar as-

sociation are admitted to practice. Quiz is used most frequently to denote the in-

formal examination of students to verify their comprehension of classwork or

reading: The teacher quizzed the pupils on the multiplication tables.

a·skance (N-sk4nsù) also a·skant (N-sk4ntù) adv.  1. With disapproval, suspi-

cion, or distrust.  2. With a sideways glance; obliquely.  [Origin unknown.]

a·skew (N-skyuù) adv.  & adj.  To one side; awry:  rugs lying askew.  [Probably A-
2 + SKEW.]

ask·ing price (4sùkVng prXs) n.  The price at which an item is offered for sale. 

ASL abbr.  American Sign Language. 

a·slant (N-sl4ntù) adv.  & adj.  At a slant; obliquely.   —  prep.  Obliquely over or 

across. 

a·sleep (N-slKpù) adj.  1. In a state of sleep; sleeping.  2. a. Inactive; dormant.  

b. Indifferent:  politicians who are asleep to the needs of their constituents.   

3. Numb:  My leg is asleep.  4. Dead.   —  adv.  1. In or into a state of sleep.  2. In 

or into a state of apathy or indifference.  3. Into the sleep of the dead. 

as long as (4z lông 4z) conj.  1. Since:  As long as you’ve offered, I accept.  2. On 

the condition that:  I will cooperate as long as I am notified on time. 

a·slope (N-slopù) adv.  & adj.  At a slope or slant. 

a·slosh (N-slmshù) adv.  & adj.  Awash. 

As·ma·ra (4z-mäùrN)  The capital and largest city of Eritrea, in the central part 

of the country near the Red Sea at an altitude of about 2,227 m (7,300 ft). It was 



used as a base for the Italian invasion of Ethiopia (1935-1936). Population, 

474,241. 

ASME abbr.  American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 

As·mo·de·us (4zÙmN-dKùNs, 4sÙ-) n.  The king of the demons in Jewish demon-

ology. 

As·nières-sur-Seine (ä-nyHrÙsür-s7nù, -sHnù)  A city of north-central France, 

a residential suburb of Paris. Population, 71,077. 

A·so (äùsoÙ), Mount. Also Aso-san (äÙso-sänù).  A volcanic mountain of cen-

tral Kyushu, Japan. It is topped by one of the world’s largest calderas, containing 

five volcanic cones, one of which is active. The highest cone rises to 1,593 m 

(5,223 ft). 

a·so·cial (7-soùshNl) adj.  1. Not social: “Bears are asocial, secretive animals” 

(David Graber).  2. Avoiding or averse to the society of others; not sociable: “It’s 

not that you’re so asocial, but a man who likes people doesn’t wind up in the Antarc-

tic” (Saul Bellow).  3. Unable or unwilling to conform to normal standards of 

social behavior; antisocial: “crime, riots, drug use and other asocial behavior” 

(Derek Shearer).  4. Inconsiderate of others; self-centered.   —  n.  One that 

exhibits behavior and characteristics deemed asocial: “the other, and usually 

neglected, victims... the asocials... those who violated the Nazi work ethic and social 

norms” (Mary Nolan). 

as of (4z ƒv) prep.  On; at:  The project was terminated as of January 1. 

A·so·ka (N-soùkN), Known as “the Great.” Died 232 B.C.  King of Magadha (273-

232) who was converted to Buddhism and adopted it as the state religion. 

A·so-san (äÙso-sänù)  See Mount Aso. 
asp (4sp) n.  Any of several venomous snakes of Africa, Asia, and Europe, such as 

the small cobra (Naja haje) or the horned viper (Cerastes cornutus).  [Middle 

English aspis, from Latin, from Greek.]

as·par·a·gin·ase (N-sp4rùN-jN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  An enzyme isolated from bacte-

ria that catalyzes the hydrolysis of asparagine and is used in the chemotherapeutic 

treatment of leukemia. 

as·par·a·gine (N-sp4rùN-jKnÙ) n.  A crystalline amino acid, C4H8N2O3, found in 

many plants, that is easily hydrolyzed to aspartic acid.  [ASPARAG(US) + -INE
2.]

as·par·a·gus (N-sp4rùN-gNs) n.  1. The tender young shoots of a Eurasian plant 

(Asparagus officinalis), eaten as a vegetable.  2. Any of various perennial plants of 

the Old World genus Asparagus having leaflike stems, scalelike leaves, and small 

flowers.  [Latin, from Greek asparagos.]

asparagus bean (N-sp4rùN-gNs bKn) n.  See yard-long bean. 
asparagus beetle (N-sp4rùN-gNs bKtùl) n.  A small, spotted beetle (Crioceris 

asparagi) that infests and damages asparagus plants. 



asparagus fern (N-sp4rùN-gNs fûrn) n.  A fernlike, evergreen, southern Afri-

can plant (Asparagus setaceus) having small whitish flowers and red or purple-

black berries. 

asparagus pea (N-sp4rùN-gNs pK) n.  An Asiatic twining herb (Psophocarpus 

tetragonolobus) having tuberous roots and long, four-angled pods.  Also called 

winged bean 

as·par·tame (4sùpNr-t7mÙ, N-spärù-) n.  An artificial sweetener, C14H18N2O5, 

formed from aspartic acid.  [ASPART(IC ACID) + (PHENYL)A(LANINE) + M(ETHYL) + 

E(STER).]

a·spar·tate (N-spärùt7t) n.  A salt or ester of aspartic acid.  [ASPART(IC ACID) + -

ATE
2.]

as·par·tic acid (N-spärùtVk 4sùVd) n.  A nonessential amino acid, C4H7NO4, 

found especially in young sugar cane and sugar-beet molasses.  [From ASPARAGUS 

(from its being obtained from an amino acid found in asparagus).]

as·par·to·kin·ase (N-spärÙto-kXùn7s) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes aspartic acid 

phosphorylation by ATP.  [ASPART(IC ACID) + KINASE.]

As·pa·sia (4-sp7ùzhN), fl. c. 440 B.C.  Greek courtesan and lover of Pericles who 

was noted for her wisdom, wit, and beauty. 

A.S.P.C.A. abbr.  American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

as·pect (4sùpHkt) n.  1. A particular look or facial expression; mien: “He was 

serious of aspect but wholly undistinguished” (Louis Auchincloss).  2. Appearance 

to the eye, especially from a specific vantage point.  3. A way in which something 

can be viewed by the mind:  looked at all aspects of the situation.  See Synonyms at 

phase.  4. A position facing or commanding a given direction; exposure.  5. A 

side or surface facing in a particular direction:  the ventral aspect of the body.  

6. a. The configuration of the stars or planets in relation to one another.  b. This 

configuration, thought by astrologers to influence human affairs.   7. Grammar. 

A category of the verb designating primarily the relation of the action to the pas-

sage of time, especially in reference to completion, duration, or repetition.  

8. Archaic. An act of looking or gazing.  [Middle English, from Latin aspectus, a 

view, from past participle of aspicere, to look at  : ad-, ad- + specere, to look; see 

spek- in Appendix.]

aspect ratio (4sùpHkt r7ùsho) n.  1. The width-to-height ratio of a television 

image.  2. The span-to-mean-chord ratio of an airfoil. 

as·pen (4sùpNn) n.  Any of several trees of the genus Populus having leaves 

attached by flattened leafstalks so that they flutter readily in the wind.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to one of these trees.  2. Shivering or trembling like the leaves of 

one of these trees.  [Middle English aspe, from Old English æspe.]

As·pen (4sùpNn)  A city of west-central Colorado in the Sawatch Range of the 

Rocky Mountains. Founded c. 1879 by silver prospectors, it is now a fashionable 

ski resort. Population, 5,049. 



as·per·ate (4sùpN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. as·per·at·ed, as·per·at·ing, as·per·ates. To 

make uneven; roughen.  [Latin asper7re, asper7t-, from asper, rough.]

as·per·ges (N-spûrùjKz) n.  Roman Catholic Church. The ceremony of sprinkling 

the altar, clergy, and congregation with holy water.  [From Latin asperges (me), 

you will sprinkle (me), the first words of the rite, from aspergere, to sprinkle. See 

ASPERSE.]

as·per·gill (4sùpNr-jVl) n.  Roman Catholic Church. Variant of aspergillum. 
as·per·gil·lo·sis (4sÙpNr-jN-loùsVs) n.  An infection or a disease caused by fungi 

of the genus Aspergillus.  [ASPERGILL(US) + -OSIS.]

as·per·gil·lum (4sÙpNr-jVlùNm)  or as·per·gill (-jVl) n.  pl. as·per·gil·la (-jVlùN)  

or as·per·gil·lums. Roman Catholic Church. An instrument, such as a brush or a 

perforated container, used for sprinkling holy water.  [New Latin,, from Latin 

aspergere, to sprinkle. See ASPERSE.]

as·per·gil·lus (4sÙpNr-jVlùNs) n.  pl. as·per·gil·li (-jVlùXÙ). Any of various fungi 

of the genus Aspergillus, which includes many common molds.  [New Latin, from 

aspergillum, aspergill (from its resemblance to an aspergillum brush). See 

ASPERGILLUM.]

as·per·i·ty (4-spHrùV-tK) n.  pl. as·per·i·ties. 1. a. Roughness or harshness, as of 

surface, sound, or climate:  the asperity of northern winters.  b. Severity; rigor.   

2. Harshness of manner; ill temper or irritability.  [Middle English asperite, from 

Old French asprete, from Latin asperit7s, from asper, rough.]

as·perse (N-spûrsù) v.  tr. as·persed, as·pers·ing, as·pers·es. 1. To spread 

false or damaging charges or insinuations against.  See Synonyms at malign.  
2. To sprinkle, especially with holy water.  [Middle English, to besprinkle, from 

Latin aspergere, aspers-  : ad-, ad- + spargere, to strew.]

as·per·sion (N-spûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. An unfavorable or damaging remark; 

slander:  Don’t cast aspersions on my honesty.  b. The act of defaming or slander-

ing.   2. A sprinkling, especially with holy water. 

as·phalt (4sùfôltÙ) n.  1. A brownish-black solid or semisolid mixture of bitu-

mens obtained from native deposits or as a petroleum byproduct, used in paving, 

roofing, and waterproofing.  2. Mixed asphalt and crushed stone gravel or sand, 

used for paving or roofing.   —  v.  tr. as·phalted, as·phalt·ing, as·phalts. To 

pave or coat with this mixture.  [Middle English aspalt, from Medieval Latin 

asphaltus, from Greek asphaltos.] —as·phalùtic adj. 

as·phal·tite (4sùfôl-tXtÙ) n.  A solid, dark-colored complex of hydrocarbons 

found in natural veins and deposits. 

asphalt jungle (4sùfôltÙ jƒngùgNl) n.  A huge city or a specified urban area, 

typically congested and crime-ridden. 

a·spher·ic (7-sfîrùVk, 7-sfHrù-) also a·spher·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Varying slightly 

from sphericity and having only slight aberration, as a lens. 



as·pho·del (4sùfN-dHlÙ) n.  1. a. Any of several chiefly Mediterranean plants of 

the genera Asphodeline and Asphodelus in the lily family, having linear leaves and 

elongate clusters of white, pink, or yellow flowers.  b. Any of several other plants, 

such as the bog asphodel.   2. In Greek poetry and mythology, the flowers of 

Hades and the dead, sacred to Persephone.  3. In early English and French poetry, 

the daffodil.  [Latin asphodelus, from Greek asphodelos.]

as·phyx·i·a (4s-fVkùsK-N) n.  A condition in which an extreme decrease in the 

amount of oxygen in the body accompanied by an increase of carbon dioxide 

leads to loss of consciousness or death. Asphyxia can be induced by choking, 

drowning, electric shock, injury, or the inhalation of toxic gases.  [New Latin, 

from Greek asphuxia, stopping of the pulse  : a-, not; see A-1 + sphuxis, heartbeat 

(from sphuzein, sphug-, to throb).]

as·phyx·i·ant (4s-fVkùsK-Nnt) adj.  Inducing or tending to induce asphyxia.   —  
n.  A substance, such as a toxic gas, or an event, such as drowning, that induces 

asphyxia. 

as·phyx·i·ate (4s-fVkùsK-7tÙ) v.  as·phyx·i·at·ed, as·phyx·i·at·ing, 
as·phyx·i·ates.  —  v.  tr. To cause asphyxia in; smother.   —  v.  intr. To undergo 

asphyxia; suffocate.   —as·phyxÙi·aùtion n.  —as·phyxùi·aÙtor n. 

as·pic1 (4sùpVk) n.  A clear jelly typically made of stock and gelatin and used as a 

glaze or garnish or to make a mold of meat, fish, or vegetables.  [French, from 

aspic, asp (from the resemblance of the jelly’s coloration to an asp’s). See ASPIC
2.]

as·pic2 (4sùpVk) n.  Archaic. An asp.  [French, from Old French, alteration of aspe, 

from Latin aspis. See ASP.]

as·pi·dis·tra (4sÙpV-dVsùtrN) n.  Any of several eastern Asian plants of the genus 

Aspidistra in the lily family, especially A. elatior, which has large evergreen basal 

leaves and small, brownish bell-shaped flowers and is widely cultivated as a 

houseplant.  Also called cast-iron plant [New Latin Aspidistra, genus name, from 

Greek aspis, aspid-, shield.]

as·pi·rant (4sùpNr-Nnt, N-spXrù-) n.  One who aspires, as to advancement, honors, 

or a high position.   —  adj.  Seeking recognition, distinction, or advancement. 

as·pi·rate (4sùpN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. as·pi·rat·ed, as·pi·rat·ing, as·pi·rates. 
1. Linguistics. a. To pronounce (a vowel or word) with the initial release of breath 

associated with English h, as in hurry.  b. To follow (a consonant, especially a stop 

consonant) with a puff of breath that is clearly audible before the next sound 

begins, as in English pit or kit.   2. To draw (something) into the lungs; inhale.  

3. Medicine. To remove (liquids or gases) by means of a suction device.   —  n.  (-

pNr-Vt) Linguistics. 1. a. The speech sound represented by English h.  b. The puff 

of air accompanying the release of a stop consonant.  c. A speech sound followed 

by a puff of breath.   2. Medicine. Matter removed by aspiration.  [Latin aspir7re, 

aspir7t-, to breath on  : ad-, ad- + spir7re, to breathe.]



as·pi·ra·tion (4sÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. Expulsion of breath in speech.  

2. Linguistics. a. The pronunciation of a consonant with an aspirate.  b. A speech 

sound produced with an aspirate.   3. The act of breathing in; inhalation.  

4. Medicine. The process of removing fluids or gases from the body with a suc-

tion device.  5. a. A strong desire for high achievement.  b. An object of such 

desire; an ambition.  

as·pi·ra·tor (4sùpN-r7ÙtNr) n.  1. A device for removing liquids or gases by suc-

tion, especially an instrument that uses suction to remove substances, such as 

mucus or serum, from a body cavity.  2. A suction pump used to create a partial 

vacuum. 

as·pir·a·to·ry (N-spXrùN-tôrÙK, -torùK) adj.  Of, relating to, or suited for breath-

ing or suction. 

as·pire (N-spXrù) v.  intr. as·pired, as·pir·ing, as·pires. 1. To have a great 

ambition or ultimate goal; desire strongly:  aspired to stardom.  2. To strive toward 

an end:  aspiring to great knowledge.  3. To soar.  [Middle English aspiren, from 

Old French aspirer, from Latin aspXr7re, to desire. See ASPIRATE.] —as·pirùer n.  

—as·pirùing·ly adv. 

as·pi·rin (4sùpNr-Vn, -prVn) n.  1. A white, crystalline compound, 

CH3COOC6H4COOH, derived from salicylic acid and commonly used in tablet 

form to relieve pain and reduce fever and inflammation.  Also called acetylsali-

cylic acid 2. A tablet of aspirin.  [Originally a trademark.]

a·squint (N-skwVntù) adv.  & adj.  With a sidelong glance.  [Middle English  : a-, 

on; see A-2 + -squint;; akin to -skwynin Middle English of skwyn, obliquely.]

As·quith (4sùkwVth), Herbert Henry First Earl of Oxford and Asquith. 1852-

1928.  British Liberal politician and prime minister (1908-1916) who introduced 

unemployment insurance and old-age pensions and supported the Parliament 

Act of 1911, which established salaries for elected members and restricted the 

power of veto in the House of Lords. 

ASR abbr.  Air-sea rescue. 

as regards (4z rV-gärdùz) prep.  In regard to. 

ass1 (4s) n.  pl. ass·es (4sùVz). 1. Any of several hoofed mammals of the genus 

Equus, resembling and closely related to the horses but having a smaller build and 

longer ears, and including the domesticated donkey.  2. A vain, self-important, 

silly, or aggressively stupid person.  [Middle English asse, from Old English assa, 

perhaps of Celtic origin, ultimately from Latin asinus.]

ass2 (4s) n.  pl. ass·es (4sùVz). Vulgar Slang. 1. a. The buttocks.  b. The anus.   

2. Sexual intercourse.  [Middle English ars, from Old English ears. See ors- in 

Appendix.]

As·sad (ä-sädù), Hafez al-. Born c. 1928.  Syrian political leader who seized 

control of the government in 1970 and was elected president in 1971. 

as·sa·gai (4sùN-gXÙ) n.  Variant of assegai. 



as·sai1 (ä-sXù) n.  1. Any of several feather-leaved South American palms, espe-

cially Euterpe edulis and E. oleracea, which are important sources of heart of palm.  

2. A beverage made from the fleshy purple fruit of one of these palms.  [Portu-

guese assaí, from Tupi assahi.]

as·sai2 (ä-sXù) adv.  Music. Very. Used in tempo directions:  allegro assai.  [Italian, 

from Vulgar Latin *ad satis, to sufficiency. See ASSET.]

as·sail (N-s7lù) v.  tr. as·sailed, as·sail·ing, as·sails. 1. To attack with or as if 

with violent blows; assault.  2. To attack verbally, as with ridicule or censure.  See 

Synonyms at attack.  3. To trouble; beset:  was assailed by doubts.  [Middle 

English assailen, from Old French asalir, asaill-, from Vulgar Latin *assalXre, vari-

ant of Latin assilXre, to jump on  : ad-, onto; see AD- + salXre, to jump; see sel- in 

Appendix.] —as·sailùa·ble adj.  —as·sailùa·ble·ness n.  —as·sailùer n.  

—as·sailùment n. 

as·sail·ant (N-s7ùlNnt) n.  A person who attacks another. 

As·sam (4-s4mù)  A former kingdom of extreme northeast India, now a state 

separated from the rest of the country by Bangladesh. The kingdom was founded 

by invaders from Burma and China in the 13th century. 

As·sam·ese (4sÙN-mKzù, -mKsù) adj.  Of or relating to Assam or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Assamese. 1. A native or inhabitant of Assam.  

2. The Indic language of the Assamese. 

as·sas·sin (N-s4sùVn) n.  1. One who murders by surprise attack, especially one 

who carries out a plot to kill a prominent person.  2. Assassin. A member of a 

secret order of Muslim fanatics who terrorized and killed Christian Crusaders 

and others.  [French, from Medieval Latin assassXnus, from Arabic Ua≥≥7≥Xn, pl. of 

Ua≥≥7≥, hashish user, from Ua≥X≥, hashish.]

WORD HISTORY: At first glance, one would be hard-pressed to find a link be-

tween pleasure and the acts of assassins. Such was not the case, however, with

those who gave us the word assassin. They were members of a secret Islamic order

originating in the 11th century who believed it was a religious duty to harass and

murder their enemies. The most important members of the order were those who

actually did the killing. Having been promised paradise in return for dying in ac-

tion, the killers, it is said, were made to yearn for paradise by being given a life of

pleasure that included the use of hashish. Hence, the name for the secret order as

a whole, Ua≥≥7≥Xn, “hashish users.” After passing through French or Italian, the

word came into English and is recorded in 1603 with reference to the Muslim

assassins.

as·sas·si·nate (N-s4sùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. as·sas·si·nat·ed, as·sas·si·nat·ing, 
as·sas·si·nates. 1. To murder (a prominent person) by surprise attack, as for 



political reasons.  2. To destroy or injure treacherously:  assassinate a rival’s char-

acter.   —as·sasÙsi·naùtion n.  —as·sasùsi·naÙtive adj.  —as·sasùsi·naÙtor n. 

assassin bug (N-s4sùVn bƒg) n.  Any of various predatory bugs of the family 

Reduviidae, which have short, curved, powerful beaks used to prey on other 

insects or, in certain genera, modified to suck blood from mammals.  Also called 

reduviid 

As·sa·teague Island (4sùN-tKgÙ XùlNnd)  A long narrow island along the coast 

of Maryland and Virginia separating Chincoteague Bay from the Atlantic Ocean. 

It is a popular resort area. 

as·sault (N-sôltù) n.  1. A violent physical or verbal attack.  2. a. A military 

attack, such as one launched against a fortified area or place.  b. The concluding 

stage of an attack in which close combat occurs with the enemy.   3. Law. a. An 

unlawful threat or attempt to do bodily injury to another.  b. The act or an 

instance of unlawfully threatening or attempting to injure another.   4. a. Law. 

Sexual assault.  b. The crime of rape.    —  v.  as·sault·ed, as·sault·ing, 
as·saults.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make an assault upon; attack.  See Synonyms at 

attack.  2. To rape.   —  v.  intr. To make an assault.  [Middle English assaut, 

from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *assaltus, variant of Latin assultus, from past 

participle of assilXre, to jump on. See ASSAIL.] —as·saultùer n. 

assault and battery (N-sôltù Nnd b4tùN-rK) n.  Law. An assault upon a victim 

that is carried out by striking the victim, knocking the victim down, or otherwise 

doing violence to the victim. 

as·saul·tive (N-sôlùtVv) adj.  Inclined to or suggestive of violent attack. 

assault rifle (N-sôltù rXùfNl) n.  An automatic or semiautomatic rifle designed 

for use in military attacks. 

as·say (4sù7Ù, 4-s7ù) n.  1. a. Qualitative or quantitative analysis of a substance, 

especially of an ore or drug, to determine its components.  b. A substance to be so 

analyzed.  c. The result of such an analysis.   2. An analysis or examination.  

3. Archaic. An attempt; an essay.   —  v.  as·sayed, as·say·ing, as·says (4-s7ù, 

4sù7Ù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To subject to chemical analysis.  2. To examine by trial or 

experiment; put to a test:  assay one’s ability to speak Chinese.  3. To evaluate; 

assess:  assayed the situation before taking action.  See Synonyms at estimate.  
4. To attempt; try.   —  v.  intr. To be shown by analysis to contain a certain pro-

portion of usually precious metal.  [Middle English, from Old French essai, assai. 

See ESSAY.] —as·sayùa·ble adj.  —as·sayùer n. 

as·se·gai  or as·sa·gai (4sùN-gXÙ) n.  1. A light spear or lance, especially one with 

a short shaft and long blade for close combat, used by southern African tribes-

men.  2. A southern African tree (Curtisia dentata) having wood used for making 

spears or lances.  [Obsolete French azagaie, probably from Old Spanish azagayah, 

from Arabic az-zaS7yah : al, the + Berber zagh7yah, spear.]



as·sem·blage (N-sHmùblVj) n.  1. a. The act of assembling.  b. The state of 

being assembled.   2. A collection of people or things; a gathering.  3. A fitting 

together of parts, as those in a machine.  4. A sculptural composition consisting 

of an arrangement of miscellaneous objects, such as pieces of metal, cloth, and 

string.   —as·semùblag·ist n. 

as·sem·ble (N-sHmùbNl) v.  as·sem·bled, as·sem·bling, as·sem·bles.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To bring or call together into a group or whole:  assembled the jury.  2. To fit 

together the parts or pieces of:  assemble a machine; assemble data.   —  v.  intr. To 

gather together; congregate.  See Synonyms at gather.  [Middle English assem-

blen, from Old French assembler, from Vulgar Latin *assimul7re : Latin ad-, ad- + 

Latin simul, together; see sem-1 in Appendix.]

as·sem·bler (N-sHmùblNr) n.  1. One that assembles, as a worker who puts 

together components of an item being manufactured.  2. Computer Science. A 

program operating on symbolic input data to produce the equivalent executable 

machine code.  3. Computer Science. See assembly language. 
as·sem·bly (N-sHmùblK) n.  pl. as·sem·blies. Abbr. assy. 1. a. The act of 

assembling.  b. The state of being assembled.   2. A group of persons gathered 

together for a common reason, as for a legislative, religious, educational, or social 

purpose.  3. Assembly. The lower house of the legislature in certain U.S. states.  

4. a. The putting together of manufactured parts to make a completed product, 

such as a machine or an electronic circuit.  b. A set of parts so assembled.   5. A 

signal by bugle or drum for troops to come together in formation.  6. Computer 

Science. The automatic translation of symbolic code into machine code. 

assembly language (N-sHmùblK l4ngùgwVj) n.  Computer Science. A program-

ming language that is a close approximation of the binary machine code.  Also 

called assembler 

assembly line (N-sHmùblK lXn) n.  1. An arrangement of workers, machines, 

and equipment in which the product being assembled passes consecutively from 

operation to operation until completed.  Also called production line 2. A process 

in which finished products are turned out in a mechanically efficient, though 

impersonal, manner:  a university that functions as a sports assembly line. 

as·sem·bly·man (N-sHmùblK-mNn) n.  A man who is a member of a legislative 

assembly. 

Assembly of God (N-sHmùblK ƒv gmd) n.  A Pentecostal congregation founded 

in the United States in 1914. 

assembly time (N-sHmùblK tXm) n.  Computer Science. The time required for an 

assembler to translate symbolic language into machine instructions. 

as·sem·bly·wom·an (N-sHmùblK-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a member of 

a legislative assembly. 

as·sent (N-sHntù) v.  intr. as·sent·ed, as·sent·ing, as·sents. To agree, as to a 

proposal; concur.   —  n.  1. Agreement; concurrence:  reached assent on a course 



of action.  2. Acquiescence; consent:  gave my assent to the plan.  [Middle English 

assenten, from Old French assentir, from Latin assent7rX : ad-, ad- + sentXre, to 

feel; see sent- in Appendix.] —as·sentùer, as·senùtor n.  —as·sentùing·ly 
adv.  —as·senùtive adj.  —as·senùtive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: assent, agree, accede, acquiesce, consent, concur, subscribe. These

verbs denote concurrence with another’s views, proposals, or actions. Assent im-

plies agreement, as with a statement or a proposal, especially when it results from

deliberation: They readily assented to our suggestion. Agree and accede are related

in the sense that assent has been reached after discussion or efforts at persuasion,

but accede implies that one person or group has yielded, as to the insistence of the

other: “It was not possible to agree to a proposal so extraordinary and unexpected”

(William Robertson). “In an evil hour this proposal was acceded to” (Mary E. Her-

bert). Acquiesce suggests passive assent, often despite reservations, because of in-

ability or unwillingness to oppose: I had to acquiesce in her decision despite my

private opinion. Consent implies voluntary acquiescence to the desire or proposal

of another: Her parents refused to consent to her marriage. Concur refers to agree-

ment with another’s position and may suggest that one has reached the same con-

clusion independently: “I concurred with our incumbent in getting up a petition

against the Reform Bill” (George Eliot). Subscribe indicates hearty consent or ap-

proval: “I am contented to subscribe to the opinion of the best-qualified judge of our

time” (Sir Walter Scott).

as·sen·ta·tion (4sÙHn-t7ùshNn) n.  Hasty, typically servile agreement with 

another’s opinions. 

As·ser (äùsNr), Tobias Michael Carel. 1838-1913.  Dutch statesman and jurist. 

He shared the 1911 Nobel Peace Prize. 

as·sert (N-sûrtù) v.  tr. as·sert·ed, as·sert·ing, as·serts. 1. To state or express 

positively; affirm:  asserted his innocence.  2. To defend or maintain (one’s rights, 

for example).  3. To put (oneself) forward boldly or forcefully in an effort to 

make an opinion known, for example:  I had to assert myself in the meeting in 

order to ensure acquisition of the new book.  [Latin asserere, assert-  : ad-, ad- + ser-

ere, to join; see ser-2 in Appendix.] —as·sertùa·ble, as·sertùi·ble adj.  

—as·sertùer, as·serùtor n.  

SYNONYMS: assert, asseverate, declare, affirm, aver, avow. These verbs all mean

to make a positive statement. To assert is to state one’s opinion confidently but

often without proof to support it: “I have endeavored to assert nothing but what I

had good authority for” (William Sewel). Asseverate connotes sober sincerity of

assertion: “The taxpayer also asseverates that his return from Greece proves conclu-

sively that his intentions were and are honorable” (Daily Report for Executives).



Declare has the approximate force of assert but may suggest formality of statement

and authority in the speaker: Congress declared that it would reduce the budget def-

icit. Affirm and aver stress the speaker’s confidence in the validity of the state-

ment: Scientists cannot affirm the existence of life on other planets. She averred that

solitude was necessary for creative work. Avow implies frank and open acknowledg-

ment or admission: “thinks the book succeeds in achieving its avowed purpose: to

explain how the Court’s current role evolved through history” (Tony Mauro).

as·sert·ed (N-sûrùtVd) adj.  Confidently stated to be so but without proof; 

alleged:  the asserted value of a painting.   —as·sertùed·ly adv. 

as·ser·tion (N-sûrùshNn) n.  1. The act of asserting.  2. Something declared or 

stated positively, often with no support or attempt at proof.   —as·serùtion·al 
adj. 

as·ser·tive (N-sûrùtVv) adj.  Inclined to bold or confident assertion; aggressively 

self-assured.   —as·serùtive·ly adv.  —as·serùtive·ness n. 

assertiveness training (N-sûrùtVv-nVs tr7ùnVng) n.  A method of training a 

person to become more self-confident and boldly affirmative in his or her inter-

personal relationships. 

as·ses1 (4sùKzÙ, 4sùVz) n.  Plural of as2. 
ass·es2 (4sùVz) n.  Plural of ass1. 
ass·es3 (4sùVz) n.  Vulgar Slang. Plural of ass2. 
as·sess (N-sHsù) v.  tr. as·sessed, as·sess·ing, as·sess·es. 1. To estimate the 

value of (property) for taxation.  2. To set or determine the amount of (a pay-

ment, such as a tax or fine).  3. To charge (a person or property) with a special 

payment, such as a tax or fine.  4. To determine the value, significance, or extent 

of; appraise.  See Synonyms at estimate.  [Middle English assessen, from Old 

French assesser, from Latin assidKre, assess-, to sit by as an assistant judge  : ad-, 

ad- + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] —as·sessùa·ble adj. 

as·sess·ment (N-sHsùmNnt) n.  1. The act of assessing; appraisal.  2. An amount 

assessed, as for taxation. 

as·ses·sor (N-sHsùNr) n.  1. An official who evaluates property for taxation.  

2. An assistant to a judge or magistrate, usually selected for special knowledge in 

a particular area.   —asÙses·soùri·al (4sÙN-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj. 

as·set (4sùHtÙ) n.  1. A useful or valuable quality, person, or thing; an advantage 

or a resource:  An agreeable personality is a great asset; proved herself an asset to the 

company.  2. A valuable item that is owned.  3. A spy working in his or her own 

country and controlled by the enemy: “One of our assets working out of Leningrad 

managed to take a drive out of town” (Frederick Forsyth).  4. assets. 

a. Accounting. The entries on a balance sheet showing all properties, tangible and 

intangible, and claims against others that may be applied, directly or indirectly, to 

cover the liabilities of a person or business, such as cash, stock, and goodwill.  



b. The entire property owned by a person, especially a bankrupt, that can be used 

to settle debts.   [Back-formation from English assets, sufficient goods to settle a 

testator’s debts and legacies, from Anglo-Norman asetz, from asez, enough, from 

Vulgar Latin *ad satis, to sufficiency  : Latin ad-, ad- + satis, enough; see s7- in 

Appendix.]

as·sev·er·ate (N-sHvùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. as·sev·er·at·ed, as·sev·er·at·ing, 
as·sev·er·ates. To declare seriously or positively; affirm.  See Synonyms at 

assert.  [Latin assevKr7re, assevKr7t-  : ad-, ad- + sevKrus, serious; see wKro- in 

Appendix.] —as·sevÙer·aùtion n. 

ass·hole (4sùholÙ) n.  Vulgar Slang. 1. The anus.  2. A thoroughly contemptible, 

detestable person.  [ASS
2 + HOLE.]

as·sib·i·late (N-sVbùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. as·sib·i·lat·ed, as·sib·i·lat·ing, as·sib·i·lates. 
To pronounce with a hissing sound; make sibilant.  [AD- + SIBILATE.] 
—as·sibÙi·laùtion n. 

as·si·du·i·ty (4sÙV-duùV-tK, -dyuù-) n.  pl. as·si·du·i·ties. 1. Persistent appli-

cation or diligence; unflagging effort.  2.  Often assiduities. Constant personal 

attention and often obsequious solicitude. 

as·sid·u·ous (N-sVjùu-Ns) adj.  1. Constant in application or attention; diligent:  

an assiduous worker who strove for perfection.  See Synonyms at busy.  
2. Unceasing; persistent:  assiduous research.  [From Latin assiduus, from assidKre, 

to attend to  : ad-, ad- + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] —as·sidùu·ous·ly 
adv.  —as·sidùu·ous·ness n. 

as·sign (N-sXnù) v.  tr. as·signed, as·sign·ing, as·signs. 1. To set apart for a 

particular purpose; designate.  2. To select for a duty or office; appoint.  3. To 

give out as a task; allot.  4. To ascribe; attribute.  5. Law. To transfer (property, 

rights, or interests) from one to another.  6. To place (a person or a military unit) 

under a specific command.   —  n.  Law. An assignee.  [Middle English assignen, 

from Old French assigner, from Latin assign7re : ad-, ad- + sign7re, to mark (from 

signum, sign); see sekw-1 in Appendix.] —as·signÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—as·signùa·ble adj.  —as·signùa·bly adv.  —as·signùer n.  

SYNONYMS: assign, allot, apportion, allocate. These verbs mean to set aside or

give out in portions or shares. Both assign, which applies to an authoritative act,

and allot refer to arbitrary distribution, but neither implies equality or fairness of

division: The hardest work was assigned to the strongest laborers. We allot a half hour

a day for recreation. To apportion is to divide according to prescribed rules and

implies fair distribution: “The first duty of a legislator is to apportion penalties”

(Walter Savage Landor). Allocate usually means to set something apart from a

larger quantity, as of money, for a specific purpose or for a particular person or

group: A portion of the budget was allocated for the education of each student. See



also Synonyms at attribute

as·sig·nat (4sùVg-n4tÙ, 4sÙKn-yäù) n.  Any of the notes issued as paper currency 

in France (1789-1796) by the revolutionary government and secured by confis-

cated lands.  [French, from Latin assign7tus, past participle of assign7re, to assign. 

See ASSIGN.]

as·sig·na·tion (4sÙVg-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of assigning.  2. Something 

assigned, especially an allotment.  3. An appointment for a meeting between lov-

ers; a tryst.  See Synonyms at engagement.  —asÙsig·naùtion·al adj. 

as·signed risk (N-sXndù rVsk) n.  A poor risk that an insurance company is com-

pelled to cover under state laws. 

as·sign·ee (N-sXÙnKù, 4sÙV-nKù) n.  Law. 1. A party to which a transfer of prop-

erty, rights, or interest is made.  2. One appointed to act for another; a deputy or 

an agent. 

as·sign·ment (N-sXnùmNnt) n.  Abbr. asg., asgmt. 1. The act of assigning.  

2. Something, such as a task, that is assigned.  See Synonyms at task.  3. A posi-

tion or post of duty to which one is assigned.  4. Law. a. The transfer of a claim, 

right, interest, or property from one to another.  b. The instrument by which this 

transfer is effected.  

as·sign·or (N-sXÙnôrù, N-sXùnNr, 4sÙN-nôrù) n.  Law. One that makes an assign-

ment. 

as·sim·i·la·ble (N-sVmùN-lN-bNl) adj.  That can be assimilated:  assimilable nutri-

ents; assimilable information.   —as·simÙi·la·bilùi·ty n. 

as·sim·i·late (N-sVmùN-l7tÙ) v.  as·sim·i·lat·ed, as·sim·i·lat·ing, 
as·sim·i·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. Physiology. a. To consume and incorporate nutrients 

into the body after digestion.  b. To transform (food) into living tissue by the 

process of anabolism; metabolize constructively.   2. To incorporate and absorb 

into the mind:  assimilate knowledge.  3. To make similar; cause to resemble.  

4. Linguistics. To alter (a sound) by assimilation.  5. To absorb (immigrants or a 

culturally distinct group) into the prevailing culture.   —  v.  intr. To become 

assimilated.  [Middle English assimilaten, from Latin assimil7re, assimil7t-, to 

make similar to  : ad-, ad- + similis, like; see sem-1 in Appendix.] —as·simùi·laÙ-
tor n. 

as·sim·i·la·tion (N-sVmÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of assimilating.  

b. The state of being assimilated.   2. Physiology. The conversion of nutriments 

into living tissue; constructive metabolism.  3. Linguistics. The process by which a 

sound is modified so that it becomes similar or identical to an adjacent or nearby 

sound. For example, the prefix in- becomes im- in impossible by assimilation to 

the labial p of possible.  4. The process whereby a minority group gradually adopts 

the customs and attitudes of the prevailing culture. 



as·sim·i·la·tion·ism (N-sVmÙN-l7ùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  A policy of furthering cul-

tural or racial assimilation.   —as·simÙi·laùtion·ist adj.  & n. 

as·sim·i·la·tive (N-sVmùN-l7ÙtVv) also as·sim·i·la·to·ry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  

Marked by or causing assimilation. 

As·sin·i·boin also As·sin·i·boine (N-sVnùN-boinÙ) n.  pl. Assiniboin or 

As·sin·i·boins also Assiniboine  or As·sin·i·boines. 1. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting southern Manitoba, now located in Montana, Alberta, 

and Saskatchewan. The Assiniboin became nomadic buffalo hunters after migrat-

ing to the northern Great Plains in the 18th century.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Siouan language of the Assiniboin.  [French Assiniboine, of Ojibwa ori-

gin.] —As·sinùi·boinÙ adj. 

As·sin·i·boine (N-sVnùN-boinÙ)  A river of south-central Canada rising in south-

ern Saskatchewan and flowing about 949 km (590 mi) generally eastward to the 

Red River at Winnipeg, Manitoba. Its valley is one of Canada’s leading wheat-

growing areas. 

Assiniboine, Mount.  A mountain, 3,620.4 m (11,870 ft) high, in the Cana-

dian Rocky Mountains on the Alberta-British Columbia border near Banff. 

As·si·si (N-sKùzK, -sK, N-sVsùK)  A town of central Italy east-southeast of Perugia. 

Saint Francis of Assisi was born here in 1182 and died here in 1226. The town is a 

religious and tourist center. Population, 19,000. 

as·sist (N-sVstù) v.  as·sist·ed, as·sist·ing, as·sists.  —  v.  tr. To give help or 

support to, especially as a subordinate or supplement; aid:  The clerk assisted the 

judge by looking up related precedents. Her breathing was assisted by a respirator.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To give aid or support.  See Synonyms at help.  2. To be present, as 

at a conference.   —  n.  1. An act of giving aid; help.  2. Sports. a. A fielding and 

throwing of a baseball in such a way that enables a teammate to put out a runner.  

b. A pass of a basketball or an ice hockey puck that enables a teammate to score a 

goal.  c. The action of a soccer player who enables a teammate to score by present-

ing the ball for a goal.  d. Official credit that is given for such an act.   3. A 

mechanical device providing aid.  [Middle English assisten, from Old French 

assister, from Latin assistere : ad-, ad- + sistere, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] 
—as·sistùer n. 

as·sis·tance (N-sVsùtNns) n.  1. The act of assisting.  2. Aid; help:  financial assis-

tance. 

as·sis·tant (N-sVsùtNnt) n.  Abbr. asst. One that assists; a helper.   —  adj.  

1. Holding an auxiliary position; subordinate.  2. Giving aid; auxiliary.  

SYNONYMS: assistant, aide, coadjutant, coadjutor, helper, lieutenant, second.

The central meaning shared by these nouns is “a person who holds a position

auxiliary to another and assumes some of his or her responsibilities”: an editorial

assistant; a senator’s aide; the general’s coadjutant; a bishop’s coadjutor; a teacher’s



helper; a politician’s lieutenant; a prizefighter’s second.

assistant professor (N-sVsùtNnt prN-fHsùNr) n.  A college or university teacher 

who ranks above an instructor and below an associate professor. 

as·sis·tant·ship (N-sVsùtNnt-shVpÙ) n.  An academic position that carries a sti-

pend and usually involves part-time teaching or research, given to a qualified 

graduate student. 

as·size (N-sXzù) n.  1. a. A session of a court.  b. A decree or edict rendered at 

such a session.   2. a. An ordinance regulating weights and measures and the 

weights and prices of articles of consumption.  b. The standards so established.   

3. Law. A judicial inquest, the writ by which it is instituted, or the verdict of the 

jurors.  4. assizes. a. One of the periodic court sessions formerly held in each of 

the counties of England and Wales for the trial of civil or criminal cases.  b. The 

time or place of such sessions.   [Middle English assise, from Old French, from 

past participle of asseoir, to seat, from Latin assidKre, to sit beside  : ad-, ad- + sed-

Kre, to sit; see ASSIDUOUS.]

assn. abbr.  Association. 

assoc. abbr.  1. Associate.  2. Association. 

as·so·ci·a·ble (N-soùshK-N-bNl, -shN-bNl) adj.  That can be associated:  words 

associable with politics.   —as·soÙci·a·bilùi·ty, as·soùci·a·ble·ness n. 

as·so·ci·ate (N-soùshK-7tÙ, -sK-) v.  as·so·ci·at·ed, as·so·ci·at·ing, 
as·so·ci·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To join as a partner, ally, or friend.  2. To connect or 

join together; combine.  3. To connect in the mind or imagination: “I always 

somehow associate Chatterton with autumn” (John Keats).   —  v.  intr. 1. To join 

in or form a league, union, or association.  See Synonyms at join.  2. To keep 

company.   —  n.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) Abbr. assoc. 1. A person united with another or oth-

ers in an act, an enterprise, or a business; a partner or colleague.  2. A companion; 

a comrade.  3. One that habitually accompanies or is associated with another; an 

attendant circumstance.  4. A member of an institution or society who is granted 

only partial status or privileges.  5.  Often Associate. A degree conferred by a 

two-year college after the prescribed course of study has been successfully com-

pleted:  an Associate in Arts.   —  adj.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) 1. Joined with another or others 

and having equal or nearly equal status:  an associate editor.  2. Having partial sta-

tus or privileges:  an associate member of the club.  3. Following or accompanying; 

concomitant.  [Middle English associaten, from Latin associ7re, associ7t-  : ad-, 

ad- + socius, companion; see sekw-1 in Appendix.]

associate professor (N-soùshK-7tÙ prN-fHsùNr) n.  A college or university pro-

fessor who ranks above an assistant professor and below a professor. 

as·so·ci·a·tion (N-soÙsK-7ùshNn, -shK-) n.  1. The act of associating or the state 

of being associated.  2.  Abbr. assn., assoc. An organized body of people who 

have an interest, an activity, or a purpose in common; a society.  3. a. A mental 



connection or relation between thoughts, feelings, ideas, or sensations.  b. A 

remembered or imagined feeling, emotion, idea, or sensation linked to a person, 

object, or idea.   4. Chemistry. Any of various processes of combination, such as 

hydration, solvation, or complex-ion formation, depending on relatively weak 

chemical bonding.  5. Ecology. A large number of organisms in a specific geo-

graphic area constituting a community with one or two dominant species.   
—as·soÙci·aùtion·al adj. 

association area (N-soÙsK-7ùshNn ârùK-N) n.  An area of the cerebral cortex 

where motor and sensory functions are integrated. 

association football (N-soÙsK-7ùshNn fttùbôlÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Soccer. 

as·so·ci·a·tion·ism (N-soÙsK-7ùshN-nVzÙNm, N-soÙshK-) n.  The psychological 

theory that association is the basic principle of all mental activity.   
—as·soÙci·aùtion·ist adj. , n.  —as·soÙci·aÙtion·isùtic adj. 

as·so·ci·a·tive (N-soùshK-7ÙtVv, -sK-, -shN-tVv) adj.  1. Of, characterized by, 

resulting from, or causing association.  2. Mathematics. Independent of the 

grouping of elements. For example, if a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c, the operation indi-

cated by + is associative.   —as·soùci·aÙtive·ly adv. 

associative learning (N-soùshK-7ÙtVv lûrùnVng) n.  A learning principle based 

on the belief that ideas and experiences reinforce one another and can be men-

tally linked to enhance the learning process. 

associative neuron (N-soùshK-7ÙtVv ntrùmnÙ) n.  A nerve cell found within 

the central nervous system that links sensory and motor neurons. 

as·soil (N-soilù) v.  tr. as·soiled, as·soil·ing, as·soils. Archaic. 1. To absolve; 

pardon.  2. To atone for.  [Middle English assoilen, from Old French assoldre, 

assoil-, from Latin absolvere, to set free  : ab-, away; see AB-1 + solvere, to loosen; 

see leu- in Appendix.]

as·so·nance (4sùN-nNns) n.  1. Resemblance of sound, especially of the vowel 

sounds in words, as in: “that dolphin-torn, that gong-tormented sea” (William But-

ler Yeats).  2. The repetition of identical or similar vowel sounds, especially in 

stressed syllables, with changes in the intervening consonants, as in the phrase 

tilting at windmills.  3. Rough similarity; approximate agreement.  [French, from 

Latin asson7re, to respond to  : ad-, ad- + son7re, to sound; see swen- in Appen-

dix.] —asùso·nant adj. , n.  —asÙso·nanùtal (-n4nùtl) adj. 

as·sort (N-sôrtù) v.  as·sort·ed, as·sort·ing, as·sorts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To separate 

into groups according to kind; classify.  2. To supply with (an appropriate variety 

or assortment, as of goods).   —  v.  intr. 1. To agree in kind; fall into the same 

class.  2. To associate with others; keep company.  [Middle English assorte, from 

Old French assorter : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + sorte, kind (from Latin 

sors, sort-, chance, lot); see ser-2 in Appendix.] —as·sortùa·tive (N-sôrùtN-tVv) 

adj.  —as·sortùer n. 



as·sort·ed (N-sôrùtVd) adj.  Abbr. asstd. 1. Consisting of a number of different 

kinds:  assorted sizes.  See Synonyms at miscellaneous.  2. Separated according 

to kind or class.  3. Suited or matched. Often used in combination:  well-assorted 

accessories; an ill-assorted set of ski equipment. 

as·sort·ment (N-sôrtùmNnt) n.  1. The act of assorting; separation into classes.  

2. A collection of various kinds; a variety. 

A.S.S.R.  or ASSR abbr.  Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. 

asst. abbr.  Assistant. 

asstd. abbr.  1. Assisted.  2. Assorted. 

as·suage (N-sw7jù) v.  tr. as·suaged, as·suag·ing, as·suag·es. 1. To make 

(something burdensome or painful) less intense or severe:  assuage her grief.  See 

Synonyms at relieve.  2. To satisfy or appease (hunger or thirst, for example).  

3. To pacify or calm:  assuage their chronic insecurity.  [Middle English asswagen, 

from Old French assuagier, from Vulgar Latin *assu7vi7re : Latin ad-, ad- + 

su7vis, sweet; see sw7d- in Appendix.] —as·suageùment n. 

as·sua·sive (N-sw7ùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Soothing; calming.  [AD- + SUASIVE (sense 

influenced by ASSUAGE).]

as·sume (N-sumù) v.  tr. as·sumed, as·sum·ing, as·sumes. 1. To take upon 

oneself:  assume responsibility; assume another’s debts.  2. To undertake the duties 

of (an office):  assumed the presidency.  3. To take on; adopt: “The god assumes a 

human form” (John Ruskin).  4. To put on; don:  The queen assumed a velvet robe.  

5. To affect the appearance or possession of; feign.  See Synonyms at pretend.  
6. To take for granted; suppose:  assumed that prices would rise.  See Synonyms at 

presume.  7. To take over without justification; seize:  assume control.  

8. Theology. To take up or receive into heaven.  [Middle English assumen, from 

Latin ass7mere : ad-, ad- + s7mere, to take; see em- in Appendix.] 
—as·sumùa·ble adj.  —as·sumùa·bly adv.  —as·sumùer n. 

as·sumed (N-sumdù) adj.  1. Taken up or used so as to deceive; pretended:  an 

assumed name.  2. Taken for granted; supposed:  an assumed increase in popula-

tion.   —as·sumùed·ly (N-suùmVd-lK) adv. 

as·sum·ing (N-suùmVng) adj.  Presumptuous; arrogant.   —  conj.  On the 

assumption that; supposing:  Assuming the house is for sale, would you buy it?   
—as·sumùing·ly adv. 

as·sump·sit (N-sƒmpùsVt) n.  Law. 1. An agreement or promise made orally or 

in writing not under seal; a contract.  2. A legal action to enforce or recover dam-

ages for a breach of such an agreement.  [New Latin, from third person sing. past 

tense of Latin ass7mere, to undertake. See ASSUME.]

as·sump·tion (N-sƒmpùshNn) n.  1. The act of taking to or upon oneself:  

assumption of an obligation.  2. The act of taking over:  assumption of command.  

3. The act of taking for granted:  assumption of a false theory.  4. Something taken 

for granted or accepted as true without proof; a supposition:  a valid assumption.  



5. Presumption; arrogance.  6. Logic. A minor premise.  7. Assumption. 

a. Theology. The bodily taking up of the Virgin Mary into heaven after her death.  

b. A Christian feast celebrating this event.  c. August 15, the day on which this 

feast is observed.   [Middle English assumpcion, from Latin assumptio, assump-

tion-, adoption, from assumptus, past participle of ass7mere, to adopt. See 

ASSUME.]

as·sump·tive (N-sƒmpùtVv) adj.  1. Characterized by assumption.  2. Taken for 

granted; assumed.  3. Presumptuous; assuming.   —as·sumpùtive·ly adv. 

As·sur (äùstrÙ, äùshtrÙ) n.  Variant of Ashur. 
as·sur·ance (N-shtrùNns) n.  1. The act of assuring.  2. A statement or indica-

tion that inspires confidence; a guarantee or pledge:  gave her assurance that the 

plan would succeed.  3. Freedom from doubt; certainty:  set sail in the assurance of 

favorable winds.  See Synonyms at certainty.  4. Self-confidence.  See Synonyms 

at confidence.  5. Excessive self-confidence; presumption.  6. Chiefly British. 

Insurance, especially life insurance. 

As·sur·ba·ni·pal (äÙstr-bäùnN-pälÙ)  See Ashurbanipal. 
as·sure (N-shtrù) v.  tr. as·sured, as·sur·ing, as·sures. 1. To inform posi-

tively, as to remove doubt:  assured us that the train would be on time.  2. To cause 

to feel sure:  assured her of his devotion.  3. To give confidence to; reassure.  4. To 

make certain; ensure: “Nothing in history assures the success of our civilization” 

(Herbert J. Muller).  5. To make safe or secure.  6. Chiefly British. To insure, as 

against loss.  [Middle English assuren, from Old French assurer, from Vulgar Latin 

*assKc7r7re, to make sure  : Latin ad-, ad- + sKc7rus, secure; see SECURE.] 
—as·surùa·ble adj.  —as·surùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Assure, ensure, and insure all mean “to make secure or certain.”

Only assure is used with reference to a person in the sense of “to set the mind at

rest”: assured the leader of his loyalty. Although ensure and insure are generally in-

terchangeable, only insure is now widely used in American English in the com-

mercial sense of “to guarantee persons or property against risk.”

as·sured (N-shtrdù) adj.  1. Made certain; guaranteed:  an assured income.  

2. Exhibiting confidence or authority:  paints with an assured hand.  3. Chiefly 

British. Insured.   —  n.  pl. assured or assureds. See insured.  —as·surùed·ly 
(-Vd-lK) adv.  —as·surùed·ness n. 

as·sur·gent (N-sûrùjNnt) adj.  1. Rising or tending to rise.  2. Botany. Slanting or 

curving upward; ascending.  [Latin assurgKns, assurgent- present participle of 

assurgere, to rise up to  : ad-, ad- + surgere, to rise; see SURGE.] —as·surùgen·cy 
n. 

assy. abbr.  Assembly. 



As·syr·i·a (N-sîrùK-N)  An ancient empire and civilization of western Asia in the 

upper valley of the Tigris River. In its zenith between the ninth and seventh cen-

turies B.C. the empire extended from the Mediterranean Sea across Arabia and 

Armenia. 

As·syr·i·an (N-sîrùK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Assyr. Of or relating to Assyria or its people, 

language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Assyria.  2.  See Akka-
dian (n., sense 2).  3. The Assyrian dialects of Akkadian. 

As·syr·i·ol·o·gy (N-sîrÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of the ancient civilization and 

language of Assyria.   —As·syrÙi·olùo·gist n. 

-ast suff.  One associated with:  ecdysiast.  [From Latin -astKs, from Greek -astKs, 

n. suff.]

A·staire (N-stârù), Fred. 1899-1987.  American dancer and actor noted for his 

elegant style and his partnership with Ginger Rogers in several motion pictures, 

including Top Hat (1935). 

As·tar·te (N-stärùtK) n.  Mythology. A Near Eastern goddess traditionally associ-

ated with love and fertility. 

a·sta·sia (N-st7ùzhN) n.  Inability to stand because of motor incoordination.  

[Greek, unsteadiness, from astatos, unsteady  : a-, not; see A-1 + statos, standing; 

see st7- in Appendix.]

a·stat·ic (7-st4tùVk) adj.  1. Unsteady; unstable.  2. Physics. Having no particular 

directional characteristics.   —a·statùi·cal·ly adv.  —a·statùi·cism n. 

as·ta·tine (4sùtN-tKnÙ, -tVn) n.  Symbol At A highly unstable radioactive element, 

the heaviest of the halogen series, that resembles iodine in solution. Its longest 

lived isotope has a mass number of 210 and has a half-life of 8.3 hours. Atomic 

number 85; melting point 302˚C; boiling point 337˚C; valence probably 1, 3, 5, 7.  

[Greek astatos, unstable; see ASTASIA + -INE
2.]

as·ter (4sùtNr) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Aster in the composite 

family, having radiate flower heads with white, pink, or violet rays and a usually 

yellow disk.  2. The China aster.  3. Biology. A star-shaped structure formed in the 

cytoplasm of a cell and having raylike fibers that surround the centrosome during 

mitosis.  [Latin astKr, a plant, star, from Greek astKr. See ster-3 in Appendix.]

as·te·ri·at·ed (4-stîrùK-7ÙtVd) adj.  Mineralogy. Exhibiting asterism.  [From 

Greek asterios, starry, from astKr, star. See ster-3 in Appendix.]

as·ter·isk (4sùtN-rVskÙ) n.  1. A star-shaped figure (*) used in printing to indicate 

an omission or a reference to a footnote.  2. Linguistics. An asterisk used to indi-

cate an unattested sound, affix, or word.   —  v.  tr. as·ter·isked, as·ter·isk·ing, 
as·ter·isks. To mark with an asterisk.  [Middle English, from Late Latin 

asteriscus, from Greek asteriskos, diminutive of astKr, star. See ster-3 in Appen-

dix.]

as·ter·ism (4sùtN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. Printing. Three asterisks in triangular form used 

to call attention to a following passage.  2. Astronomy. A cluster of stars smaller 



than a constellation.  3. Mineralogy. A six-rayed starlike figure optically produced 

in some crystal structures by reflected or transmitted light.  [Greek asterismos, 

constellation, from astKr, star. See ster-3 in Appendix.] —asÙter·isùmal adj. 

a·stern (N-stûrnù) adv.  & adj.  Nautical. 1. Behind a vessel.  2. At or to the stern 

of a vessel.  3. With or having the stern foremost; backward. 

a·ster·nal (7-stûrùnNl) adj.  Anatomy. 1. Not connected to the sternum.  

2. Lacking a sternum. 

as·ter·oid (4sùtN-roidÙ) n.  1. Astronomy. Any of numerous small celestial bodies 

that revolve around the sun, with orbits lying chiefly between Mars and Jupiter 

and characteristic diameters between a few and several hundred kilometers.  Also 

called minor planet, planetoid.  2. Zoology. See starfish.   —  adj.  also 

as·ter·oi·dal (4sÙtN-roidùl) Star-shaped.  [Greek asteroeidKs, starlike  : astKr, star; 

see ster-3 in Appendix + -oeidKs, -oid.]

As·ter·o·pe (4-stHrùN-pKÙ) n.  Variant of Sterope. 
aster yel·lows (4sùtNr yHlùoz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). A widespread dis-

ease of plants caused by a mycoplasma, usually resulting in stunted growth and 

yellowing of infected individuals. 

as·the·ni·a (4s-thKùnK-N) n.  Loss or lack of bodily strength; weakness; debility.  

[New Latin, from Greek astheneia, from asthenKs, weak  : a-, without; see A-1 + 

sthenos, strength.]

as·then·ic (4s-thHnùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or exhibiting asthenia; weak.  

2. Having a slender, lightly muscled physique.   —  n.  A person having such a 

physique. 

as·the·no·pi·a (4sÙthN-noùpK-N) n.  Weakness or fatigue of the eyes, usually 

accompanied by headache and dimming of vision.  [ASTHEN(IA) + -OPIA.] 
—asÙthe·nopùic (-nmpùVk) adj. 

as·then·o·sphere (4s-thHnùN-sfîrÙ) n.  A zone of the earth’s mantle that lies 

beneath the lithosphere and consists of several hundred kilometers of deformable 

rock.  [Greek asthenKs, weak; see ASTHENIA + SPHERE.]

asth·ma (4zùmN, 4sù-) n.  A chronic respiratory disease, often arising from aller-

gies, that is characterized by sudden recurring attacks of labored breathing, chest 

constriction, and coughing.  [Middle English asma, from Medieval Latin, from 

Greek asthma.] —asth·matùic (-m4tùVk) adj. , n.  —asth·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

as though (4z tho) conj.  As if:  looked as though they had been quarreling. 

As·ti (äùstK)  A city of northwest Italy southeast of Turin. It is noted for its spar-

kling wines. Population, 76,950. 

a·stig·ma·tism (N-stVgùmN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. A refractive defect of a lens or other 

optical system that prevents light rays from converging at a single point, resulting 

in a blurred or imperfect image.  2. A visual defect in which the unequal curva-

ture of one or more refractive surfaces of the eye, usually the cornea, prevents 

light rays from focusing clearly at one point on the retina, resulting in blurred 



vision.  [A-1 + Greek stigma, stigmat-, point (from stizein, stig-, to tattoo); see 

steig- in Appendix.] —asÙtig·matùic (4sÙtVg-m4tùVk) adj. , n.  

—asÙtig·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·stil·be (N-stVlùbK) n.  Any of various chiefly eastern Asian perennial herbs of 

the genus Astilbe, having compound basal leaves and showy panicles of tiny color-

ful flowers.  Also called spirea [New Latin astilbK : A-1 + Greek stilbos, glittering.]

a·stir (N-stûrù) adj.  1. Moving about; being in motion.  2. Having gotten out of 

bed. 

ASTM abbr.  American Society for Testing and Materials. 

as to (4z tu) prep.  1. With regard to:  We are puzzled as to how it happened.  

2. According to:  candidates who were chosen as to ability. 

As·to·lat (4sùtN-lmtÙ, -l4tÙ) n.  In Arthurian legend, an English town, possibly 

located in present-day Surrey. 

as-told-to (4z-toldùtu) adj.  Informal. Written by a professional author based 

on conversations with the subject:  one of those quickie, as-told-to autobiographies. 

a·stom·a·tous (7-stmmùN-tNs, 7-stoùmN-) also as·tom·ous (4sùtN-mNs)  or 

a·stom·a·tal (7-stmmùN-tNl, 7-stoùmN-) adj.  Having no mouth or oral opening. 

As·ton (4sùtNn), Francis William. 1877-1945.  British chemist and physicist. He 

won a 1922 Nobel Prize for developments that led to the discovery of isotopes in 

nonradioactive elements. 

a·ston·ied (N-stmnùKd) adj.  Archaic. Being in a bewildered state; dazed.  [Middle 

English astonied, past participle of astonien, to amaze. See ASTONISH.]

a·ston·ish (N-stmnùVsh) v.  tr. as·ton·ished, as·ton·ish·ing, as·ton·ish·es. To 

fill with sudden wonder or amazement.  See Synonyms at surprise.  [Probably 

alteration of Middle English astonien, from Old French estoner, from Vulgar Latin 

*exton7re : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin ton7re, to thunder; see (s)tenN- in Appendix.] 
—a·stonùish·ing·ly adv. 

a·ston·ish·ment (N-stmnùVsh-mNnt) n.  1. Great surprise or amazement.  2. A 

cause of amazement; a marvel. 

As·tor (4sùtNr), John Jacob. 1763-1848.  German-born American fur trader 

and capitalist who became the wealthiest man of his time in the United States. 

As·tor (4sùtNr), Nancy Witcher Langhorne Viscountess Astor. 1879-1964.  

American-born British politician. In 1919 she became the first woman to sit in 

the House of Commons, serving there until 1945. 

As·tor (4sùtNr), William Waldorf First Viscount Astor of Hever Castle. 1848-

1919.  American-born British capitalist who used his considerable family fortune 

to buy interests in newspapers and endow public causes. 

As·to·ri·a (4-stôrùK-N, -storù-)  A city of northwest Oregon near the mouth of 

the Columbia River. Fort Astoria, a fur-trading post established in 1811 by John 

Jacob Astor’s Pacific Fur Company, was the first permanent American settlement 

along the Pacific coast. Population, 10,069. 



a·stound (N-stoundù) v.  tr. a·stound·ed, a·stound·ing, a·stounds. To 

astonish and bewilder.  See Synonyms at surprise.  [From Middle English 

astoned, past participle of astonen, to amaze. See ASTONISH.] —a·stoundùing·ly 
adv. 

astr- pref.  Variant of astro-. 
as·tra·chan (4sùtrN-k4nÙ, -kNn) n.  Variant of astrakhan. 
a·strad·dle (N-str4dùl) adv.  1. In a straddling position; astride.  2. Across or 

over both sides.   —  prep.  So as to straddle or bridge; astride. 

As·trae·a (4-strKùN) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of justice. 

as·tra·gal (4sùtrN-gNl) n.  Architecture. A narrow convex molding often having 

the form of beading.  [Latin astragalus, from Greek astragalos. See ost- in Appen-

dix.]

as·trag·a·lus (N-str4gùN-lNs) n.  pl. as·trag·a·li (-lXÙ). See talus1 (n., sense 1).  

[New Latin, from Greek astragalos, vertebra. See ost- in Appendix.] 
—as·tragùa·lar adj. 

as·tra·khan also as·tra·chan (4sùtrN-k4nÙ, -kNn) n.  1. The curly, wavy fur 

made of the skins of young lambs from Astrakhan.  2. A fabric with a curly, 

looped pile, made to resemble this fur. 

As·tra·khan (4sùtrN-k4nÙ, ä-strä-KHänù)  A city of southwest Russia on the 

Volga River delta. The Tartar city was conquered by Ivan the Terrible in 1556. 

Population, 493,000. 

as·tral (4sùtrNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, emanating from, or resembling the stars.  

2. Biology. Of, relating to, or shaped like the mitotic aster; star-shaped.  [Late 

Latin astr7lis, from Latin astrum, star, from Greek astron. See ster-3 in Appen-

dix.] —asùtral·ly adv. 

astral body (4sùtrNl bmdùK) n.  A supersensible body believed by theosophists to 

coexist with and survive the death of the human physical body. 

as·tra·pho·bi·a (4sÙtrN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of lightning and thun-

der.  [Greek astrapK, lightning; see ster-3 in Appendix + -PHOBIA.]

a·stray (N-str7ù) adv.  1. Away from the correct path or direction.  See Synonyms 

at amiss.  2. Away from the right or good, as in thought or behavior; straying to 

or into wrong or evil ways.  [Middle English, from Old French estraie, past parti-

ciple of estraier, to stray. See STRAY.] —a·strayù adj. 

a·stride (N-strXdù) adv.  1. With a leg on each side:  riding astride.  2. With the 

legs wide apart.   —  prep.  1. On or over and with a leg on each side of.  

2. Situated on both sides of.  3. Lying across or over; spanning. 

as·trin·gent (N-strVnùjNnt) adj.  1. Medicine. Tending to draw together or con-

strict tissues; styptic.  2. Sharp and penetrating; pungent or severe:  astringent 

remarks.   —  n.  A substance or preparation, such as alum, that draws together or 

constricts body tissues and is effective in stopping the flow of blood or other 

secretions.  [Latin astringKns, astringent- present participle of astringere, to bind 



fast  : ad-, ad- + stringere, to bind; see streig- in Appendix.] —as·trinùgen·cy n.  

—as·trinùgent·ly adv. 

as·tri·on·ics (4sÙtrK-mnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. Electronics used in 

astronautics.  2. The adaptation of electronics for astronautics.  [ASTR(ONAUTIC) + 

(AV)IONICS.]

astro-  or astr- pref.  1. a. Star:  astrophysics.  b. Celestial body:  astrometry.  

c. Outer space:  astronaut.   2. The aster of a cell:  astrosphere.  [Greek, from 

astron, star. See ster-3 in Appendix.]

as·tro·bi·ol·o·gy (4sÙtro-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  See exobiology.  
—asÙtro·biÙo·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —asÙtro·bi·olùo·gist n. 

as·tro·bleme (4sùtrN-blHmÙ, -blKmÙ) n.  A scar on the earth’s surface left from 

the impact of a meteorite.  [ASTRO- + Greek blKma, missile, wound (from ballein, 

to throw); see gwelN- in Appendix.]

as·tro·chem·is·try (4sÙtro-kHmùV-strK) n.  The chemistry of stars and interstel-

lar space.   —asùtro·chemÙist n. 

as·tro·cyte (4sùtrN-sXtÙ) n.  A star-shaped cell, especially a neuroglial cell of ner-

vous tissue.   —asÙtro·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

as·tro·cy·to·ma (4sÙtro-sX-toùmN) n.  pl. as·tro·cy·to·mas or 

as·tro·cy·to·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A malignant tumor of nervous tissue composed of 

astrocytes. 

as·tro·dome (4sùtrN-domÙ) n.  A transparent dome on the top of an aircraft, 

through which celestial observations are made for navigation. 

as·tro·dy·nam·ics (4sÙtro-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The dynam-

ics of natural and human-made bodies in outer space.   —asÙtro·dy·namùic adj. 

as·tro·gate (4sùtrN-g7tÙ) v.  intr. as·tro·gat·ed, as·tro·gat·ing, as·tro·gates. 
To navigate a spacecraft, as in celestial flight.  [ASTRO- + (NAVI)GATE.] 
—asÙtro·gaùtion n.  —asùtro·gaÙtor n. 

as·tro·ge·ol·o·gy (4sÙtro-jK-mlùN-jK) n.  The geology of celestial bodies.   
—asÙtro·ge·olùo·gist n. 

astrol. abbr.  1. Astrologer; astrological.  2. Astrology. 

as·tro·labe (4sùtrN-l7bÙ) n.  A medieval instrument, now replaced by the sex-

tant, that was once used to determine the altitude of the sun or other celestial 

bodies.  [Middle English astrelabie, from Old French astrelabe, from Medieval 

Latin astrolabium, from Greek astrolabon, planisphere  : astro-, astro- + lam-

banein, lab-, to take.]

as·trol·o·gy (N-strmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. astrol. 1. The study of the positions and 

aspects of celestial bodies in the belief that they have an influence on the course 

of natural earthly occurrences and human affairs.  2. Obsolete. Astronomy.  

[Middle English astrologie, from Old French, from Latin astrologia, from Greek  : 

astro-, astro- + -logia, -logy.] —as·trolùo·ger n.  —asÙtro·logùi·cal (4sÙtrN-

lmjùV-kNl), asÙtro·logùic adj.  —asÙtro·logùi·cal·ly adv. 



as·trom·e·try (N-strmmùV-trK) n.  The scientific measurement of the positions 

and motions of celestial bodies.   —asÙtro·metùric (4sÙtro-mHtùrVk), 
asÙtro·metùri·cal adj. 

astron. abbr.  Astronomer; astronomical; astronomy. 

as·tro·naut (4sùtrN-nôtÙ) n.  A person trained to pilot, navigate, or otherwise 

participate in the flight of a spacecraft.  [ASTRO- + Greek nautKs, sailor (from 

naus, ship); see n7u- in Appendix.]

as·tro·nau·tics (4sÙtrN-nôùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The science 

and technology of space flight.   —asÙtro·nauùtic, asÙtro·nauùti·cal adj.  

—asÙtro·nauùti·cal·ly adv. 

as·tro·nav·i·ga·tion (4sÙtro-n4vÙV-g7ùshNn) n.  See celestial navigation.  
—asÙtro·navùi·gaÙtor n. 

as·tron·o·mer (N-strmnùN-mNr) n.  Abbr. astron. One that specializes in astron-

omy. 

as·tro·nom·i·cal (4sÙtrN-nmmùV-kNl) also as·tro·nom·ic (-nmmùVk) adj.  1.  
Abbr. astron. Of or relating to astronomy.  2. Of enormous magnitude; 

immense:  an astronomical increase in the deficit.   —asÙtro·nomùi·cal·ly adv. 

astronomical distance (4sÙtrN-nmmùV-kNl dVsùtNns) n.  The distance from 

one celestial body to another, measured in light-years, parsecs, or astronomical 

units. 

astronomical unit (4sÙtrN-nmmùV-kNl yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. A.U. A unit of length 

used in measuring astronomical distances within the solar system equal to the 

mean distance from Earth to the sun, approximately 150 million kilometers (93 

million miles). 

astronomical year (4sÙtrN-nmmùV-kNl yîr) n.  See solar year. 
as·tron·o·my (N-strmnùN-mK) n.  Abbr. astron. The scientific study of matter in 

outer space, especially the positions, dimensions, distribution, motion, composi-

tion, energy, and evolution of celestial bodies and phenomena.  [Middle English 

astronomie, from Old French, from Latin astronomia, from Greek  : astro-, astro- 

+ -nomia, -nomy.]

as·tro·pho·tog·ra·phy (4sÙtro-fN-tmgùrN-fK) n.  Astronomical photography.   
—asÙtro·phoÙto·graphùic (-foÙtN-gr4fùVk) adj. 

as·tro·phys·ics (4sÙtro-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

astronomy that deals with the physics of stellar phenomena.   
—asÙtro·physùi·cal adj.  —asÙtro·physùi·cist (-fVzùV-sVst) n. 

as·tro·sphere (4sùtro-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The central portion of a cell aster exclusive of 

the rays.  2. The entire cell aster with the exception of the centrosome. 

As·tro·Turf (4sùtro-tûrfÙ)  A trademark used for an artificial grasslike ground 

covering. 



As·tu·ri·as (4s-ttrùK-Ns, -tytrù-, äs-tuùryäs)  A region and former kingdom 

of northwest Spain south of the Bay of Biscay. The original Iberian inhabitants 

were conquered by Rome in the second century B.C.   —As·tuùri·an adj.  & n. 

As·tu·ri·as (N-sttrùK-Ns, ä-sturùyäs), Miguel Angel. 1899-1974.  Guatema-

lan writer whose El Señor Presidente (1946) is often considered his greatest novel. 

He won the 1966 Nobel Prize for literature. 

as·tute (N-stutù, N-styutù) adj.  Having or showing shrewdness and discern-

ment, especially with respect to one’s own concerns.  See Synonyms at shrewd.  
[Latin ast7tus, from astus, craft. See wes-1 in Appendix.] —as·tuteùly adv.  

—as·tuteùness n. 

As·ty·a·nax (N-stXùN-n4ksÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The young son of Hector and 

Andromache, killed when the Greeks conquered Troy. 

a·sty·lar (7-stXùlNr) adj.  Architecture. Not having columns or pilasters.  [A-1 + 

Greek stulos, pillar; see st7- in Appendix + -AR.]

A·sun·ción (ä-sunÙsyônù)  The capital and largest city of Paraguay, in the 

southern part of the country on the Paraguay River. It is Paraguay’s chief port and 

industrial center. Population, 455,517. 

a·sun·der (N-sƒnùdNr) adv.  1. Into separate parts or pieces:  broken asunder.  

2. Apart from each other either in position or in direction:  The curtains had been 

drawn asunder.  [Middle English, from Old English on sundran : on, on; see ON + 

sundran, separately (from sunder, apart).] —a·sunùder adj. 

ASV abbr.  Bible. American Standard Version. 

As·wan (4sùwän, 4s-wänù, äs-)  A city of southern Egypt at the First Cataract of 

the Nile River near the Aswan High Dam. Construction of the dam, dedicated 

in 1971, required the relocation of some 90,000 people and numerous archaeo-

logical treasures. The city’s population is 182,700. 

a·swarm (N-swôrmù) adj.  Filled or overrun, as with moving objects or beings; 

teeming:  The playground was aswarm with children. 

as well as (4z wHl 4z) conj.  And in addition:  courageous as well as strong.   —  
prep.  In addition to:  The editors as well as the proofreaders are working overtime. 

a·swirl (N-swûrlù) adj.  Moving with a swirling or whirling motion:  couples 

aswirl on the dance floor. 

a·swoon (N-swunù) adv.  & adj.  In a faint or swoon:  fairly aswoon with delight.  

[Middle English aswowne, ultimately from Old English geswogen, fainted, past 

participle of *swogan, to lose consciousness.]

a·sy·lum (N-sXùlNm) n.  1. An institution for the care of people, especially those 

with physical or mental impairments, who require organized supervision or assis-

tance.  2. A place offering protection and safety; a shelter.  3. A place, such as a 

church, formerly constituting an inviolable refuge for criminals or debtors.  

4. The protection afforded by a sanctuary.  See Synonyms at shelter.  
5. Protection and immunity from extradition granted by a government to a polit-



ical refugee from another country.  [Middle English asilum, refuge, from Latin 

as«lum, from Greek asulon, sanctuary, from neuter of asulos, inviolable  : a-, 

without; see A-1 + sulon, right of seizure.]

a·sym·met·ri·cal (7ÙsV-mHtùrVkNl) also a·sym·met·ric (-rVk) adj.  Having no 

balance or symmetry.   —aÙsym·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

a·sym·me·try (7-sVmùV-trK) n.  Lack of balance or symmetry. 

a·symp·to·mat·ic (7ÙsVmp-tN-m4tùVk) adj.  Neither causing nor exhibiting 

symptoms of disease.   —aÙsymp·to·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

as·ymp·tote (4sùVm-totÙ, -Vmp-) n.  Mathematics. A line considered a limit to a 

curve in the sense that the perpendicular distance from a moving point on the 

curve to the line approaches zero as the point moves an infinite distance from the 

origin.  [Ultimately from Greek asumptotos, not intersecting  : a-, not; see A-1 + 

sumptotos, intersecting (from sumpiptein, to converge  : sun-, syn- + piptein, pto-, 

to fall); see pet- in Appendix.] —asÙymp·totùic (-tmtùVk), asÙymp·totùi·cal 
adj.  —asÙymp·totùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·syn·ap·sis (7ÙsV-n4pùsVs) n.  The failure of homologous chromosomes to pair 

during meiosis. 

a·syn·chro·nism (7-sVngùkrN-nVzÙNm)  or a·syn·chron·y (-krN-nK) n.  Lack of 

temporal concurrence; absence of synchronism.   —a·synùchro·nous (-nNs) adj.  

—a·synùchro·nous·ly adv. 

a·syn·de·ton (N-sVnùdV-tmnÙ) n.  The omission of conjunctions from construc-

tions in which they would normally be used, as in “Are all thy conquests, glories, 

triumphs, spoils,/Shrunk to this little measure?” (Shakespeare).  [Late Latin, from 

Greek asundeton, from neuter of asundetos, without conjunctions  : a-, not; see A-
1 + sundetos, bound together (from sundein, to bind together  : sun-, syn- + dein, 

to bind).] —asÙyn·detùic (4sÙVn-dHtùVk) adj.  —asÙyn·detùi·cal·ly adv. 

a·syn·tac·tic (7ÙsVn-t4kùtVk) adj.  Not conforming to accepted patterns of syn-

tax. 

As·yut (ä-syutù)  A city of east-central Egypt on the Nile River. It is an indus-

trial and trade center. Population, 274,400. 

at1 (4t; Nt when unstressed) prep.  1. a. In or near the area occupied by; in or near 

the location of:  at the market; at our destination.  b. In or near the position of:  

always at my side; at the center of the page.   2. To or toward the direction or loca-

tion of, especially for a specific purpose:  Questions came at us from all sides.  

3. Present during; attending:  at the dance.  4. Within the interval or span of:  at 

the dinner hour; at a glance.  5. In the state or condition of:  at peace with one’s 

conscience.  6. In the activity or field of:  skilled at playing chess; good at math.  

7. To or using the rate, extent, or amount of; to the point of:  at 30 cents a pound; 

at high speed; at 20 paces; at 350˚F.  8. On, near, or by the time or age of:  at three 

o’clock; at 72 years of age.  9. On account of; because of:  rejoice at a victory.  

10. By way of; through:  exited at the rear gate.  11. In accord with; following:  at 



my request.  12. Dependent upon:  at the mercy of the court.  13. Occupied with:  

at work.   —idiom. at it. Informal. Engaged in verbal or physical conflict; argu-

ing or fighting:  The neighbors are at it again.  [Middle English, from Old English 

æt. See ad- in Appendix.]

at2 (ät) n.  pl. at. A unit of currency in Laos.  See Table at currency.  [Thai.]

aT abbr.  Attotesla. 

At1  The symbol for the element astatine. 
At2 abbr.  Ampere-turn. 

AT abbr.  1. Air temperature.  2.  Also a/t. Antitank.  3. Automatic transmission. 

at. abbr.  1. Airtight.  2. Atomic. 

at- pref.  Variant of ad- (pref., sense 1). 

A·ta·ba·li·pa (äÙtN-bäùlV-päÙ)  See Atahualpa. 
At·a·brine (4tùN-brVn, -brKnÙ)  A trademark used for an antimalarial prepara-

tion of quinacrine hydrochloride. 

At·a·ca·ma Desert (4tÙN-k4mùN dHzùNrt, äÙtä-käùmä)  An arid region of 

northwest Chile. One of the driest areas in the world, it has yielded great nitrate 

and copper wealth. 

at·a·ghan (4tùN-g4nÙ, -gNn) n.  Variant of yataghan. 
A·ta·hual·pa (äÙtN-wälùpN) also A·ta·ba·li·pa (-bäùlV-päÙ), 1502?-1533.  Last 

Incan emperor of Peru (1525-1533). He was captured by the Spaniards, convicted 

of plotting against Pizarro, and executed by garrote despite his agreement to a 

vast ransom. 

At·a·lan·ta (4tÙN-l4nùtN) n.  Greek Mythology. A maiden hunter who agreed to 

marry any man who could defeat her in a footrace. She was outrun by Hip-

pomenes, who won by dropping along the course three golden apples, which she 

paused to pick up. 

at·a·man (4tùN-m4nÙ) n.  pl. at·a·mans. A Cossack chief.  Also called hetman 

[Russian, from South Turkic, leader of an armed band  : ata, father + -man, aug-

mentative suff..]

at·a·mas·co lily (4tÙN-m4sùko lVlùK) n.  A bulbous plant (Zephyranthes ata-

masco) of the southeast United States, having a showy, solitary, white to pinkish 

flower on a long stalk.  [Virginia Algonquian attamusco.]

at·a·rac·tic (4tÙN-r4kùtVk) also at·a·rax·ic (-r4kùsVk) adj.  Relating to or produc-

ing calmness and peace of mind.   —  n.  A drug that reduces nervous tension; a 

tranquilizer.  [From Greek ataraktos, undisturbed  : a-, not; see A-1 + taraktos, dis-

turbed (from tarassein, tarak-, to disturb).]

at·a·rax·i·a (4tÙN-r4kùsK-N) n.  Peace of mind or emotional tranquillity; calm-

ness.  [Greek, from ataraktos, undisturbed. See ATARACTIC.]

at·a·rax·ic (4tÙN-r4kùsVk) adj.  & n.   Variant of ataractic. 



A·tas·ca·de·ro (N-t4sÙkN-dârùo, N-täsÙ-)  An unincorporated community of 

southwest California north of San Luis Obispo. It was founded in 1913 as a model 

community. Population, 23,138. 

At·a·türk (4tùN-tûrkÙ, ä-tä-tûrkù), Kemal.  See Kemal Atatürk. 
at·a·vism (4tùN-vVzÙNm) n.  1. The reappearance of a characteristic in an organ-

ism after several generations of absence, usually caused by the chance recombina-

tion of genes.  2. An individual or a part that exhibits atavism.  Also called 

throwback 3. The return of a trait or recurrence of previous behavior after a 

period of absence.  [French atavisme, from Latin atavus, ancestor  : atta, father + 

avus, grandfather; see awo- in Appendix.] —atùa·vist n.  —atÙa·visùtic adj.  

—atÙa·visùti·cal·ly adv. 

a·tax·i·a (N-t4kùsK-N) also a·tax·y (N-t4kùsK) n.  Loss of the ability to coordinate 

muscular movement.  [Greek, disorder  : a-, not; see A-1 + taxis, order.] 
—a·taxùic adj.  & n. 

At·ba·ra (4tùbNr-N, ätù-)  A river of northeast Africa rising in northwest Ethiopia 

and flowing about 805 km (500 mi) to the Nile River in eastern Sudan. 

at bat  or at-bat (4t-b4tù) n.  Baseball. A player’s official turn to bat, counted in 

figuring a batting average unless there is interference from the catcher or unless 

the player is hit by the ball, makes a sacrifice hit, or is walked. 

A·tchaf·a·lay·a (N-ch4fÙN-lXùN)  A river of south-central Louisiana flowing 

about 362 km (225 mi) into Atchafalaya Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. 

At·chi·son (4chùV-sNn)  A city of northeast Kansas northwest of Kansas City. The 

city was an important outfitting point for westward travelers, especially after the 

foundation of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad in 1859. Population, 

10,656. 

ate (7t) v.  Past tense of eat. 
A·te (7ùtK, äùtK, äùt7) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of criminal rashness and 

consequent punishment. 

-ate1 suff.  1. a. Having:  nervate.  b. Characterized by:  Latinate.  c. Resembling:  

lyrate.   2. a. One that is characterized by:  laminate.  b. Rank; office:  rabbinate.   

3. To act upon in a specified manner:  acidulate.  [Ultimately from Latin -7tus, 

past participle suff. of verbs in -7re.]

-ate2 suff.  1. A derivative of a specified chemical compound or element:  alumi-

nate.  2. A salt or ester of a specified acid whose name ends in -ic:  acetate.  [New 

Latin -7tum, from Latin, neuter of -7tus past participle suff. of verbs in -7re.]

A-team (7ùtKmÙ) n.  1. A detachment of 12 soldiers in the Special Forces.  

2. Informal. A group having a special mission, especially in a leadership role: 

“America is the A-team among nations, bursting with energy, courage and determi-

nation” (Ronald Reagan).  [Informal name for A-detachment : A1, first in a series 

+ DETACHMENT.]



at·e·lec·ta·sis (4tÙl-HkùtN-sVs) n.  1. Total or partial collapse of the lung.  2. A 

congenital condition characterized by the incomplete expansion of the lungs at 

birth.  [New Latin  : Greek atelKs, incomplete (a-, not; see a-1 + telos, end); see 

TELO- + Greek ektasis, stretching out (from ekteinein, to stretch out  : ek-, out; see 

ecto- + teinein, to stretch); see EPITASIS.]

at·el·ier (4tÙl-y7ù) n.  A workshop or studio, especially for an artist or a designer.  

[French, from Old French astelier, carpenter’s shop, from astele, splinter, from 

Late Latin astella, alteration of Latin astula, diminutive of assis, board.]

a·te·moy·a (äÙtN-moiùN, 4tÙN-) n.  1. A conical or heart-shaped green fruit with 

edible, sweet, white flesh.  2. The tree producing this fruit, a hybrid between the 

cherimoya and the sweetsop.  [Philippine English ates, sweetsop (from Tagalog 

átis) + (CHERI)MOYA.]

a tem·po (ä tHmùpo) adv.  & adj.  Music. In the time originally designated; 

resuming the initial tempo of a section or movement after a specified deviation 

from it. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : a, in + tempo, time.]

a·tem·po·ral (7-tHmùpNr-Nl) adj.  Independent of time; timeless. 

A·ten (ätùn) n.  Mythology. Variant of Aton. 
A·te·ri·an (N-tîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to a northern African Paleolithic cul-

ture, largely Mousterian but using tanged points and leaf-shaped spearheads.  

[French atérien, after Bir el Ater (Constantine), a city of northeast Algeria.]

Ath·a·bas·ca  or Ath·a·bas·ka (4thÙN-b4sùkN)  A river rising in the Rocky 

Mountains of southwest Alberta, Canada, and flowing about 1,231 km (765 mi) 

east and north to Lake Athabasca on the border of northern Alberta and 

Saskatchewan. The river and lake are important constituents of the Mackenzie 

River system. 

Ath·a·bas·kan  or Ath·a·bas·can (4thÙN-b4sùkNn) also Ath·a·pas·can (-

p4sù-) n.  1. A group of related North American Indian languages including the 

Apachean languages and languages of Alaska, northwest Canada, and coastal Ore-

gon and California.  2. A member of an Athabaskan-speaking people.  [After 

Lake Athabasca, from Cree athapaskaaw, there is scattered grass.] 
—AthÙa·basùkan adj. 

Ath·a·na·sian (4thÙN-n7ùzhNn) adj.  Of or relating to Athanasius.   —  n.  A fol-

lower of Athanasius, especially in opposition to Arianism. 

Athanasian Creed (4thÙN-n7ùzhNn krKd) n.  A Christian creed of the early 

fifth century, originally attributed to Athanasius but now considered to be of 

unknown origin. 

Ath·a·na·sius (4thÙN-n7ùshNs), Saint Known as “the Great.” A.D.293?-373.  

Greek patriarch of Alexandria and leading defender of Christian orthodoxy 

against Arianism. 

Ath·a·pas·can (4thÙN-p4sùkNn) n.  Variant of Athabaskan. 



a·the·ism (7ùthK-VzÙNm) n.  1. a. Disbelief in or denial of the existence of God 

or gods.  b. The doctrine that there is no God or gods.   2. Godlessness; immoral-

ity.  [French athéisme, from athée, atheist, from Greek atheos, godless  : a-, with-

out; see A-1 + theos, god; see dhKs- in Appendix.]

a·the·ist (7ùthK-Vst) n.  One that disbelieves or denies the existence of God or 

gods. 

a·the·is·tic (7ÙthK-VsùtVk) also a·the·is·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Relating to or 

characteristic of atheism or atheists.  2. Inclined to atheism.   —aÙthe·isùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

ath·e·ling (4thùN-lVng, 4thù-) n.  An Anglo-Saxon nobleman or prince, especially 

the heir to a throne.  [Middle English, from Old English ætheling.]

Ath·el·stan (4thùNl-st4nÙ), 895?-939.  King of Mercia and Wessex (924?-939) 

who was the first Saxon ruler to establish his authority over all of England. 

A·the·na (N-thKùnN) also A·the·ne (-nK) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of 

wisdom, the practical arts, and warfare. 

ath·e·nae·um also ath·e·ne·um (4thÙN-nKùNm) n.  1. An institution, such as a 

literary club or scientific academy, for the promotion of learning.  2. A place, 

such as a library, where printed materials are available for reading.  [Late Latin 

AthKnaeum, a Roman school, after Greek AthKnaion, the temple of Athena, from 

AthKna, Athena.]

Ath·ens (4thùNnz)  1. The capital and largest city of Greece, in the eastern part 

of the country near the Saronic Gulf. It was at the height of its cultural achieve-

ments and imperial power in the fifth century B.C. during the time of Pericles. 

Athens became the capital of modern Greece in 1834, two years after the country 

achieved its independence from Turkey. Population, 885,737.  2. A city of north-

east Georgia east-northeast of Atlanta. It was founded in 1785 as the site of the 

University of Georgia (established 1801). Population, 45,734.  3. A city of south-

east Ohio in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains west of Marietta. Settled 

c. 1797, it is a processing and manufacturing center. Population, 21,265. 

a·the·o·ret·i·cal (7ÙthK-N-rHtùV-kNl) adj.  Unrelated to or lacking a theoretical 

basis. 

ath·er·o·gen·e·sis (4thÙNr-o-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Formation of atheromatous depos-

its, especially on the innermost layer of arterial walls.  [ATHERO(MA) + -GENESIS.] 
—athÙer·o·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj.  —athÙer·o·gen·iùci·ty (-jN-nVsùVtK) n. 

ath·er·o·ma (4thÙN-roùmN) n.  pl. ath·er·o·mas or ath·er·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 
A deposit or degenerative accumulation of lipid-containing plaques on the inner-

most layer of the wall of an artery, especially on one of the larger arteries.  [Latin 

athKroma, tumor full of pus that is like gruel, from Greek, from athKra, gruel.] 
—athÙer·o·ma·toùsis (-toùsVs) n.  —athÙer·omùa·tous (-rmmùN-tNs, -roùmN-) 

adj. 



ath·er·o·scle·ro·sis (4thÙN-ro-sklN-roùsVs) n.  A form of arteriosclerosis char-

acterized by the deposition of atheromatous plaques containing cholesterol and 

lipids on the innermost layer of the walls of large and medium-sized arteries.  

[ATHERO(MA) + SCLEROSIS.] —athÙer·o·scle·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj.  

—athÙer·o·scle·rotùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ath·er·ton (4thùNr-tNn), Gertrude Franklin Horn. 1857-1948.  American 

writer whose numerous novels include The Doomswoman (1892) and The Sophis-

ticates (1931). 

a·thirst (N-thûrstù) adj.  1. Strongly desirous; eager:  athirst for freedom.  

2. Archaic. Thirsty. 

athl. abbr.  Athlete; athletic; athletics. 

ath·lete (4thùlKtÙ) n.  Abbr. athl. A person possessing the natural or acquired 

traits, such as strength, agility, and endurance, that are necessary for physical 

exercise or sports, especially those performed in competitive contexts.  [Middle 

English, from Latin athlKta, from Greek athlKtKs, contestant, from athlein, to con-

tend, possibly from athlos, contest.]

WORD HISTORY: Athletes who believe that winning is the most important as-

pect of athletics have etymological support for their view, even if the way one

plays the game is more important than winning a prize. The word athlete may

ultimately go back to the Greek word athlos, “contest, especially a contest for a

prize.” Two other possible sources are athlon, “prize won in a contest,” and ·ath-

leus, “one who competes.” The Greek word athlKtKs, derived from at least one of

these sources, meant “combatant, champion,” and was used especially for com-

petitors in games. Our word athlete, borrowed from Greek by way of Latin, is first

recorded in Middle English (possibly before 1425) with reference to wrestlers.

ath·lete’s foot (4thùlKts ftt) n.  A contagious fungal infection of the skin 

usually affecting the feet and sometimes the hands, characterized by itching, blis-

ters, cracking, and scaling. 

ath·let·ic (4th-lHtùVk) adj.  1.  Abbr. athl. Of, relating to, or befitting athletics or 

athletes.  2. Physically strong; muscular.  See Synonyms at muscular.  
3. Anthropology. Having a large skeletal structure and well-developed muscles; 

mesomorphic.   —ath·letùi·cal·ly adv.  —ath·letùi·cism (-lHtùV-sVzÙNm) n. 

ath·let·ics (4th-lHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Abbr. athl. 1. Activities, 

such as sports, exercises, and games, that require physical skill and stamina.  

2. The principles or system of training and practice for such activities. 

athletic supporter (4th-lHtùVk sN-pôrùtNr) n.  An elastic support for the male 

genitals, worn especially in athletic or other strenuous activity. 

ath·o·dyd (4thùN-dVdÙ) n.  A simple, essentially tubular jet engine, such as a 

ramjet.  [A(ERO)- + TH(ERM)ODY(NAMIC) + D(UCT).]



at-home  or at home (Nt-homù, 4t-) n.  An informal reception in one’s home.   
—  adj.  1. Being, occurring, or functioning in one’s home:  at-home workers; at-

home care.  2. Designed for or appropriate for one’s home:  at-home fashions. 

Ath·os (4thùms, 7ùthms, äùthôs), Mount. A peak, about 2,034 m (6,670 ft) high, 

of northeast Greece. It is the site of the virtually independent monastic commu-

nity of Mount Athos, originally founded in the tenth century. 

a·thwart (N-thwôrtù) adv.  1. From side to side; crosswise or transversely.  2. So 

as to thwart, obstruct, or oppose; perversely.   —  prep.  1. From one side to the 

other of; across: “the Stars that shoot athwart the Night” (Alexander Pope).  

2. Contrary to; against.  3. Nautical. Across the course, line, or length of.  [Mid-

dle English  : a-, on; see A-2 + thwert, across; see THWART.]

a·tilt (N-tVltù) adv.  & adj.  1. In a tilted position; inclined upward.  2. Tilting or as 

if tilting with a lance. 

a·tin·gle (N-tVngùgNl) adj.  Experiencing a prickling sensation, as from excite-

ment; being in a state of tingling. 

-ation suff.  1. a. Action or process:  strangulation.  b. The result of an action or 

process:  acculturation.   2. State, condition, or quality of:  eburnation.  [Middle 

English -acioun, from Old French -ation, from Latin -7tio, -7tion-, n. suff.  : -7-, 

stem vowel of verbs in -7re + -tio, -tion-, abstract n. suff.]

A·ti·tlán (äÙtK-tlänù)  A volcanic lake of southwest Guatemala. Among the lofty 

mountains nearby are three inactive volcanoes, including Atitlán, rising to 

3,539.2 m (11,604 ft). 

-ative suff.  Of, relating to, or associated with:  talkative.  [Middle English, from 

Old French -atif, -ative, from Latin -7tXvus, from -7tus, past participle suff.. See -

ATE
1.]

At·ka Island (4tùkN XùlNnd, ätù-)  An island of southwest Alaska in the 

Andreanof group of the central Aleutian Islands. It was the site of a major U.S. 

military base during World War II. 

Atka mackerel (4tùkN m4kùNr-Nl) n.  A food fish (Pleurogrammus monoptery-

gius) native to northern Pacific waters. 

At·kin·son (4tùkVn-sNn), (Justin) Brooks. 1894-1984.  American theater critic 

of the New York Times (1925-1942 and 1946-1960). 

Atl. abbr.  Atlantic. 

At·lan·ta (4t-l4nùtN)  The capital and largest city of Georgia, in the northwest 

part of the state. It was founded in 1837 at the end of the railroad line as Termi-

nus and renamed Atlanta in 1845. Almost entirely burned on November 15, 1864, 

before the start of Union general William Tecumseh Sherman’s march to the sea, 

the city was rapidly rebuilt and became the permanent state capital in 1877. Pop-

ulation, 394,017.   —At·lanùtan n. 



At·lan·te·an1 (4tÙl4n-tKùNn, 4t-l4nùtK-) adj.  Of, relating to, or like Atlas, espe-

cially in having a fundamental role or great strength.  [From Greek Atlas, Atlant-, 

Atlas. See ATLAS.]

At·lan·te·an2 (4tÙl4n-tKùNn, 4t-l4nùtK-) adj.  Of or relating to Atlantis. 

at·lan·tes (4t-l4nùtKz) n.  Architecture. Plural of atlas2 (n., sense 1). 

At·lan·tic (4t-l4nùtVk) adj.  1.  Abbr. Atl. Of, in, near, upon, or relating to the 

Atlantic Ocean.  2. Of, on, near, or relating to the eastern coast of the United 

States.  3. Of or concerning countries bordering the Atlantic Ocean, especially 

those of Europe and North America.  [Middle English Atlantik, from Latin 

(mare) Atlanticum, Atlantic (sea), from Greek (pelagos) Atlantikos, from Atlas, 

Atlant-, Atlas. See telN- in Appendix.]

Atlantic City (4t-l4nùtVk sVtùK)  A city of southeast New Jersey on the Atlantic 

Ocean. It is a popular resort and convention center with a famous boardwalk. 

Legalized gambling was introduced in 1978. Population, 37,986. 

Atlantic croaker (4t-l4nùtVk kroùkNr) n.  A small, silvery food fish (Micropogo-

nias undulatus) common in Atlantic waters south of Massachusetts. 

Atlantic In·tra·coast·al Waterway (4t-l4nùtVk VnÙtrN-koùstNl wôùtNr-w7Ù)  

A system of inland waterways including rivers, bays, and canals along the Atlantic 

coast of the United States. It extends from Cape Cod to southern Florida and 

forms part of the Intracoastal Waterway that affords protected passage from Mas-

sachusetts to southern Texas. 

At·lan·ti·cism (4t-l4nùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  A doctrine assuming the mutuality of west-

ern European and North American interests and advocating cooperative political 

and economic action, especially on defense issues.   —At·lanùti·cist n. 

Atlantic Ocean (4t-l4nùtVk oùshNn)  The world’s second-largest ocean, divided 

into the North Atlantic and the South Atlantic. It extends from the Arctic in 

the north to the Antarctic in the south between the eastern Americas and western 

Europe and Africa. 

Atlantic Provinces (4t-l4nùtVk prmvùVn-sVz)  The eastern Canadian provinces 

of New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland. 

Atlantic salmon (4t-l4nùtVk s4mùNn) n.  A species of salmon (Salmo salar) 

native to northern Atlantic waters and valued as a food fish. 

Atlantic Standard Time (4t-l4nùtVk st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Standard time in the 

fourth time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 60˚ west and used, for 

example, in Puerto Rico and the Canadian Maritime Provinces.  Also called 

Atlantic Time 

At·lan·tis (4t-l4nùtVs) n.  Mythology. A legendary island in the Atlantic Ocean 

west of Gibraltar, said by Plato to have sunk beneath the sea during an earth-

quake. 

at·las1 (4tùlNs) n.  pl. at·las·es. 1. A book or bound collection of maps, some-

times with supplementary illustrations and graphic analyses.  2. A volume of 



tables, charts, or plates that systematically illustrates a particular subject:  an ana-

tomical atlas.  3. A large size of drawing paper, measuring 26 ∞ 33 or 26 ∞ 34 

inches.  [After Atlas, legendary king of northern Africa, sometimes identified 

with, or considered descended from, the Titan Atlas.]

at·las2 (4tùlNs) n.  pl. at·las·es. 1. pl. at·lan·tes (4t-l4nùtKz). Architecture. A 

standing or kneeling figure of a man used as a supporting column for an entabla-

ture.  2. Anatomy. The top or first cervical vertebra of the neck, which supports 

the skull.  [From ATLAS.]

At·las (4tùlNs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A Titan condemned by Zeus to support the 

heavens upon his shoulders.  2. The satellite of Saturn that is closest to the planet.  

3. atlas. A person who supports a great burden.  [Greek. See telN- in Appendix.]

At·las (4tùlNs), Charles. 1894-1972.  Italian-born American bodybuilder who 

taught his method of bodybuilding, called “dynamic tension,” in gymnasiums 

and through correspondence. 

Atlas cedar (4tùlNs sKùdNr) n.  A northern African evergreen tree (Cedrus atlan-

tica), having green to silvery-blue foliage and widely grown as an ornamental.  

[After the Atlas Mountains.]

Atlas Mountains (4tùlNs mounùtNnz)  A system of ranges and plateaus of 

northwest Africa extending from southwest Morocco to northern Tunisia 

between the Sahara Desert and the Mediterranean Sea and rising to 4,167.8 m 

(13,665 ft). 

at·la·tl (ät-lätùl) n.  A spear-throwing device usually consisting of a stick fitted 

with a thong or socket to steady the butt of the spear during the throw.  [Nahuatl, 

from atla, to throw.]

At·li (ätùlK) n.  A legendary king corresponding to the historical figure of Attila. 

In the Volsunga Saga he is the second husband of Gudrun. 

atm  or atm. abbr.  Physics. Atmosphere; atmospheric. 

ATM abbr.  Automated teller machine; automatic teller machine. 

at·man (ätùmNn) n.  Hinduism. 1. The individual soul or essence.  2. Atman. 

The essence that is eternal, unchanging, and indistinguishable from the essence of 

the universe.  [Sanskrit 7tman, breath, spirit.]

at·mom·e·ter (4t-mmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument that measures the rate of 

water evaporation.  [Greek atmos, vapor; see ATMOSPHERE + -METER.] 
—atÙmo·metùric (-mo-mHtùrVk) adj.  —at·momùe·try n. 

atmos. abbr.  Physics. Atmosphere; atmospheric. 

at·mos·phere (4tùmN-sfîrÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. atm, atm., atmos. The gaseous mass 

or envelope surrounding a celestial body, especially the one surrounding Earth, 

and retained by the celestial body’s gravitational field.  2. The air or climate in a 

specific place.  3.  Abbr. atm, atm. Physics. A unit of pressure equal to the air 

pressure at sea level, approximately equal to 1.01325 ∞ 105 newtons per square 

meter.  See Table at measurement.  4. A dominant intellectual or emotional 



tone or attitude, especially one related to a specific environment or state of 

affairs:  a prevailing atmosphere of distrust.  5. The dominant tone or mood of a 

work of art.  6. An aesthetic quality or effect, especially a distinctive and pleasing 

one, associated with a particular place:  a restaurant with an Old World atmo-

sphere.  [New Latin atmosphaera : Greek atmos, vapor; see wet-1 in Appendix + 

Latin sphaera, sphere; see SPHERE.]

at·mos·pher·ic (4tÙmN-sfHrùVk, -sfîrù-) also at·mos·pher·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

Abbr. atm, atm., atmos. 1. Of, relating to, or existing in the atmosphere.  

2. Produced by, dependent on, or coming from the atmosphere.  3. Resembling 

or representing the atmosphere; having or giving the effect of translucence:  a 

painting suffused with a hazy, atmospheric glow.  4. Intended to evoke a particular 

emotional tone or aesthetic quality:  lush atmospheric touches in every room.   
—atÙmos·pherùi·cal·ly adv. 

atmospheric pressure (4tÙmN-sfHrùVk prHshùNr) n.  Pressure caused by the 

weight of the atmosphere. At sea level it has a mean value of one atmosphere but 

reduces with increasing altitude. 

at·mos·pher·ics (4tÙmN-sfHrùVks, -sfîrù-) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). 

a. Electromagnetic radiation produced by natural phenomena such as lightning.  

b. Radio interference produced by electromagnetic radiation.  Also called sferics  

2. (used with a pl. verb). a. Features, events, or statements intended to create a 

particular mood or attitude.  b. A consciously created mood or attitude, often 

without substantive basis: “Soviet sensitivities are not so tender; their calculations 

are based on an assessment of their interests, not on atmospherics” (Henry A. Kiss-

inger).  

at·mo·spher·i·um (4tÙmN-sfîrùK-Nm) n.  An optical device designed to project 

images of atmospheric phenomena, such as clouds, on the inside of a dome.  

[ATMOSPHER(E) + (PLANETAR)IUM.]

at. no. also at no abbr.  Atomic number. 

a·toll (4tùôlÙ, -mlÙ, 7ùtôlÙ, 7ùtmlÙ) n.  A ringlike coral island and reef that nearly or 

entirely encloses a lagoon.  [Perhaps ultimately from Tamil a£ar, to be close 

together, thick, crowded.]

at·om (4tùNm) n.  1. a. A part or particle considered to be an irreducible constit-

uent of a specified system.  b. The irreducible, indestructible material unit postu-

lated by ancient atomism.   2. An extremely small part, quantity, or amount.  

3. Chemistry & Physics. a. A unit of matter, the smallest unit of an element, hav-

ing all the characteristics of that element and consisting of a dense, central, posi-

tively charged nucleus surrounded by a system of electrons. The entire structure 

has an approximate diameter of 10–8 centimeter and characteristically remains 

undivided in chemical reactions except for limited removal, transfer, or exchange 

of certain electrons.  b. This unit regarded as a source of nuclear energy.   [Middle 



English attome, from Latin atomus, from Greek atomos, indivisible, atom  : a-, 

not; see A-1 + tomos, cutting (from temnein, to cut); see tem- in Appendix.]

atom bomb (4tùNm bmm) n.  1. An explosive weapon of great destructive 

power derived from the rapid release of energy in the fission of heavy atomic 

nuclei, as of uranium 235.  Also called A-bomb, atomic bomb, fission bomb.  2. A 

bomb deriving its destructive power from the release of nuclear energy. 

a·tom·ic (N-tmmùVk) adj.  1.  Abbr. at. Of or relating to an atom or atoms.  2. Of 

or employing nuclear energy:  an atomic submarine; atomic weapons.  3. Very 

small; infinitesimal.   —a·tomùi·cal·ly adv. 

atomic age also Atomic Age (N-tmmùVk 7j) n.  The current era as character-

ized by the discovery, technological applications, and sociopolitical consequences 

of nuclear energy. 

atomic bomb (N-tmmùVk bmm) n.  See atom bomb (n., sense 1). 

atomic clock (N-tmmùVk klmk) n.  An extremely precise timekeeping device reg-

ulated in correspondence with a characteristic invariant frequency of an atomic 

or molecular system. 

atomic energy (N-tmmùVk HnùNr-jK) n.  See nuclear energy. 
at·o·mic·i·ty (4tÙN-mVsùV-tK) n.  1. The state of being composed of atoms.  

2. Chemistry. a. The number of atoms in a molecule.  b. Valence.  

atomic mass (N-tmmùVk m4s) n.  The mass of an atom, usually expressed in 

atomic mass units. 

atomic mass unit (N-tmmùVk m4s yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. amu A unit of mass equal 

to 12 the mass of the most abundant isotope of carbon, carbon 12, which is 

assigned a mass of 12.  Also called dalton 

atomic number (N-tmmùVk nƒmùbNr) n.  Symbol Z Abbr. at. no., at no The 

number of protons in an atomic nucleus. 

atomic theory (N-tmmùVk thKùN-rK) n.  The physical theory of the structure, 

properties, and behavior of the atom. 

atomic veteran (N-tmmùVk vHtùNr-Nn) n.  A former member of the armed 

forces who was exposed to radioactivity during the testing or use of atom bombs 

in or after World War II. 

atomic weight (N-tmmùVk w7t) n.  Abbr. at wt The average mass of an atom of 

an element, usually expressed relative to the mass of carbon 12, which is assigned 

12 atomic mass units. 

at·om·ism (4tùN-mVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. The ancient theory of Democritus, 

Epicurus, and Lucretius, according to which simple, minute, indivisible, and 

indestructible particles are the basic components of the entire universe.  

2. Philosophy. A theory according to which social institutions, values, and pro-

cesses arise solely from the acts and interests of individuals, who thus constitute 

the only true subject of analysis.  3. a. The division of or tendency to divide a 

society into subclasses, groups, or units.  b. The understanding of society as a set 



of independent wills, based on a belief in the priority of individual over coopera-

tive values: “the kind of atomism and individualism that is implicit in what might be 

called the John Wayne conception of society and the individual” (Saturday Review).    
—atùom·ist n. 

at·om·is·tic (4tÙN-mVsùtVk) also at·om·is·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or having to 

do with atoms or atomism.  2. Consisting of many separate, often disparate ele-

ments:  an atomistic culture.   —atÙom·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

at·om·ize (4tùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. at·om·ized, at·om·iz·ing, at·om·iz·es. 1. To 

reduce to or separate into atoms.  2. To reduce to tiny particles or a fine spray.  

3. To break into small fragments.  4. To subject to bombardment with atomic 

weapons.   —atÙom·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

at·om·iz·er (4tùN-mXÙzNr) n.  A device for converting a substance, especially a 

perfume or medicine, to a fine spray. 

atom smasher (4tùNm sm4shùNr) n.  See accelerator (n., sense 3). 

at·o·my1 (4tùN-mK) n.  pl. at·o·mies. Archaic. 1. A tiny particle; a mote.  2. A 

tiny being.  [From Latin atomX, pl. of atomus, atom. See ATOM.]

at·o·my2 (4tùN-mK) n.  pl. at·o·mies. Archaic. A gaunt person; a skeleton.  

[From an atomy, respelling of ANATOMY.]

A·ton also A·ten (ätùn) n.  Mythology. An Egyptian god of the sun, regarded dur-

ing the reign of Akhenaton as the only god. 

a·to·nal (7-toùnNl) adj.  Music. Lacking a tonal center or key; characterized by 

atonality.   —a·toùnal·ly adv. 

a·to·nal·ism (7-toùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  Music. Atonal composition or the theory of 

atonal composition.   —a·toùnal·ist adj. , n.  —a·toÙnal·isùtic adj. 

a·to·nal·i·ty (7Ùto-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. a·to·nal·i·ties. Music. The absence of a tonal 

center and of harmonies derived from a diatonic scale corresponding to such a 

center; lack of tonality. 

a·tone (N-tonù) v.  a·toned, a·ton·ing, a·tones.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make 

amends, as for a sin or fault:  These crimes must be atoned for.  2. Archaic. To 

agree.   —  v.  tr. 1. To expiate.  2. Archaic. To conciliate; appease: “So heaven, 

atoned, shall dying Greece restore” (Alexander Pope).  3. Obsolete. To reconcile or 

harmonize.  [Middle English atonen, to be reconciled, from at one, in agreement  : 

at, at; see AT
1 + one, one; see ONE.] —a·tonùa·ble, a·toneùa·ble adj.  

—a·tonùer n. 

a·tone·ment (N-tonùmNnt) n.  1. Amends or reparation made for an injury or 

wrong; expiation.  2. a. Theology. Reconciliation or an instance of reconciliation 

between God and human beings.  b. Atonement. The redemptive life and death 

of Jesus.  c. Atonement. The reconciliation of God and human beings brought 

about by Jesus.   3. Christian Science. The radical obedience and purification, 

exemplified in the life of Jesus, by which humanity finds oneness with God.  

4. Obsolete. Reconciliation; concord. 



a·ton·ic (7-tmnùVk) adj.  1. Not accented:  an atonic syllable.  2. Pathology. Relat-

ing to, caused by, or exhibiting lack of muscle tone.   —  n.  A word, syllable, or 

sound that is unaccented.  [From Greek atonos. See ATONY.] —atÙo·nicùi·ty 
(4tÙN-nVsùV-tK, 4tÙn-Vs-) n. 

at·o·ny (4tùN-nK, 4tùn-K) n.  1. Lack of normal muscle tone.  2. Lack of accent or 

stress.  [Late Latin atonia, from Greek, from atonos, slack  : a-, without; see A-1 + 

tonos, stretching, tone; see TONE.]

a·top (N-tmpù) adv.  To, on, or at the top.   —  prep.  On top of.   —a·topù adj. 

a·top·ic (7-tmpùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or caused by a hereditary predisposition 

toward the development of certain hypersensitivity reactions, such as hay fever, 

asthma, or chronic urticaria, upon exposure to specific antigens:  atopic dermati-

tis.  [From Greek atopia, unusualness, from atopos, out of the way  : a-, not; see A-
1 + topos, place.] —atùo·py (4tùN-pK) n. 

-ator suff.  One that acts in a specified manner:  radiator.  [Latin -7tor : -7-, stem 

vowel of verbs in -7re + -tor, agent n. suff. (later reanalyzed as -7tus, -ate + -or, -

or).]

-atory suff.  1. a. Of or relating to:  perspiratory.  b. Tending to:  amendatory.   

2. One that is connected with:  reformatory.  [From Latin -7torius, and -7torium 

both from -7tor, -ator.]

a·tox·ic (7-tmkùsVk) adj.  Not poisonous or toxic. 

ATP (7ÙtKÙpKù) n.  An adenosine-derived nucleotide, C10H16N5O13P3, that supplies 

large amounts of energy to cells for various biochemical processes, including 

muscle contraction and sugar metabolism, through its hydrolysis to ADP.  

[A(DENOSINE) T(RI)P(HOSPHATE).]

ATP·ase (7ÙtK-pKù7s, -7z) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATP; 

adenosine triphosphatase. 

at·ra·bil·ious (4tÙrN-bVlùyNs) also at·ra·bil·i·ar (-bVlùK-Nr) adj.  1. Inclined to 

melancholy.  2. Having a peevish disposition; surly.  [From Latin 7tra bXlis, black 

bile (translation of Greek melankholia); see MELANCHOLY  : 7tra, black; see 7ter- in 

Appendix + bXlis, bile.] —atÙra·bilùious·ness n. 

a·trem·ble (N-trHmùbNl) adj.  Being in a state of shaking or trembling, as from 

fear or excitement. 

a·tre·sia (N-trKùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  1. The absence or closure of a normal body ori-

fice or tubular passage such as the anus, intestine, or external ear canal.  2. The 

degeneration and resorption of one or more ovarian follicles before a state of 

maturity has been reached.  [New Latin  : Greek a-, not, without; see A-1 + trKsis, 

perforation, orifice; see terN-1 in Appendix.] —a·tre·sic (-zVk, -sVk) adj. 

A·treus (7ùtrusÙ, 7ùtrK-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Mycenae, brother of 

Thyestes and father of Agamemnon and Menelaus. 

a·tri·a (7ùtrK-N) n.  A plural of atrium. 



atrial na·tri·u·ret·ic factor (n7ÙtrK-yt-rHtùVk n7ÙtrK-yt-rHtùVk f4kùtNr) n.  

Abbr. ANF A hormonal substance produced by the right atrium of the heart that 

stimulates the excretion of sodium and water by the kidneys and helps regulate 

blood pressure.  [ATRIAL + natrium, sodium (from NATRON) + URETIC + FACTOR.]

a·tri·o·ven·tric·u·lar (7ÙtrK-o-vHn-trVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or involv-

ing the atria and the ventricles of the heart. 

atrioventricular node (7ÙtrK-o-vHn-trVkùyN-lNr nod) n.  A small mass of spe-

cialized cardiac muscle fibers, located in the wall of the right atrium of the heart, 

that receives heartbeat impulses from the sinoatrial node and directs them to the 

walls of the ventricles.  Also called AV node 

a·trip (N-trVpù) adj.  Nautical. Just clear of the bottom. Used of an anchor. 

a·tri·um (7ùtrK-Nm) n.  pl. a·tri·a (7ùtrK-N)  or a·tri·ums. 1. Architecture. A rect-

angular court, as: a. A usually skylighted central area, often containing plants, in 

some modern buildings, especially of a public or commercial nature.  b. The 

open area in the center of an ancient Roman house.  c. The forecourt of a build-

ing, such as an early Christian church, enclosed on three or four sides with porti-

coes.   2. Anatomy. A bodily cavity or chamber, especially either of the upper 

chambers of the heart that receives blood from the veins and forces it into a ven-

tricle. In this sense, also calledauricle [Latin 7trium. See 7ter- in Appendix.] 
—aùtri·al adj. 

a·tro·cious (N-troùshNs) adj.  1. Extremely evil or cruel; monstrous:  an atrocious 

crime.  See Synonyms at outrageous.  2. Exceptionally bad; abominable:  atro-

cious decor; atrocious behavior.  [From Latin atrox, atroc-, frightful, cruel. See 

7ter- in Appendix.] —a·troùcious·ly adv.  —a·troùcious·ness n. 

a·troc·i·ty (N-trmsùV-tK) n.  pl. a·troc·i·ties. 1. Appalling or atrocious condition, 

quality, or behavior; monstrousness.  2. a. An appalling or atrocious action, situ-

ation, or object.  b. An act of cruelty and violence inflicted by an enemy armed 

force on civilians or prisoners:  wartime atrocities.  

at·ro·phy (4tùrN-fK) n.  pl. at·ro·phies. 1. Pathology. A wasting or decrease in 

size of a bodily organ, tissue, or part owing to disease, injury, or lack of use:  mus-

cular atrophy of a person affected with paralysis.  2. A wasting away, deterioration, 

or diminution:  intellectual atrophy.   —  v.  at·ro·phied, at·ro·phy·ing, 
at·ro·phies.  —  v.  tr. To cause to wither or deteriorate; affect with atrophy.   —  
v.  intr. To waste away; wither or deteriorate.  [Late Latin atrophia, from Greek, 

from atrophos, ill-nourished  : a-, without; see A-1 + trophK, food.] —a·trophùic 
(7-trmfùVk) adj. 

at·ro·pine (4tùrN-pKnÙ, -pVn) also at·ro·pin (-pVn) n.  A poisonous, bitter, crys-

talline alkaloid, C17H23NO3, obtained from belladonna and other related plants. 

It is used to dilate the pupils of the eyes and as an antispasmodic.  [From New 

Latin Atropa, genus name of belladonna, from Greek atropos, unchangeable. See 

ATROPOS.]



At·ro·pos (4tùrN-pmsÙ, -pNs) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the three Fates, the cut-

ter of the thread of destiny.  [Greek, from atropos, inexorable  : a-, not; see A-1 + 

tropos, changeable; see -TROPOUS.]

At·si·na (4t-sKùnN) n.  pl. Atsina or At·si·nas. 1. a. A Native American people 

formerly inhabiting the plains of northern Montana and southern Saskatchewan, 

with a present-day population in north central Montana.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Atsina, dialectally related to Arapaho.  

Also called Gros Ventre 

att. abbr.  1. Attached.  2. Attention.  3. Law. Attorney. 

at·tach (N-t4chù) v.  at·tached, at·tach·ing, at·tach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fas-

ten, secure, or join.  2. To connect as an adjunct or associated condition or part:  

Many major issues are attached to this legislation. They gained influence by attach-

ing themselves to prominent city institutions.  3. To affix or append; add:  We 

attached several riders to the document.  4. To ascribe or assign:  attached no signif-

icance to the threat.  5. To bind by emotional ties, as of affection or loyalty:  I am 

attached to my family.  6. To assign (personnel) to a military unit on a temporary 

basis.  7. Law. To seize (persons or property) by legal writ.   —  v.  intr. To adhere, 

belong, or relate:  Very little prestige attaches to this position.  [Middle English 

attachen, from Old French attachier, alteration of estachier, from estache, stake, of 

Germanic origin.] —at·tachùa·ble adj.  —at·tachùer n. 

at·ta·ché (4tÙN-sh7ù, 4-t4-) n.  1. A person officially assigned to the staff of a 

diplomatic mission to serve in a particular capacity:  a cultural attaché; a military 

attaché.  2. An attaché case.  [French, from past participle of attacher, to attach. 

See ATTACH.]

attaché case (4tÙN-sh7ù k7s) n.  A slim briefcase with flat, rigid sides, hinges, 

and usually a lock. 

at·tached (N-t4chtù) adj.  1.  Abbr. att. Architecture. Joined to or by a wall, espe-

cially by sharing a wall with another building; not freestanding:  a block of 

attached houses.  2. Biology. Living in a permanently fixed state in the adult stage, 

as the barnacle. 

at·tach·ment (N-t4chùmNnt) n.  1. The act of attaching or the condition of 

being attached.  2. Something, such as a tie, band, or fastener, that attaches one 

thing to another.  3. A bond, as of affection or loyalty; fond regard.  4. A supple-

mentary part; an accessory.  See Synonyms at appendage.  5. Law. a. Legal sei-

zure of property or a person.  b. The writ ordering such a seizure.  

at·tack (N-t4kù) v.  at·tacked, at·tack·ing, at·tacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To set upon 

with violent force.  2. To criticize strongly or in a hostile manner.  3. To start 

work on with purpose and vigor:  attack a problem.  4. To begin to affect harm-

fully:  The disease had already attacked the central nervous system.   —  v.  intr. To 

make an attack; launch an assault:  The enemy attacked during the night.   —  n.  

1. The act or an instance of attacking; an assault.  2. An expression of strong crit-



icism; hostile comment:  vicious attacks in all the newspapers.  3. Sports. a. An 

offensive action in a sport or game.  b. The players executing such an action.   

4. The initial movement in a task or undertaking:  made an optimistic attack on 

the pile of paperwork.  5. An episode or onset of a disease, especially an occur-

rence of a chronic disease:  an asthma attack.  6. The experience or beginning of a 

feeling, need, or desire:  an attack of hunger; an attack of melancholy.  7. a. Music. 

The beginning or manner of beginning a piece, passage, or tone.  b. Decisiveness 

and clarity in artistic expression:  a careful performance, but one lacking the rigor-

ous attack the work demands.   [French attaquer, from Old French, from Old Ital-

ian *estaccare, of Germanic origin.] —at·tackùer n.  

SYNONYMS: attack, bombard, assail, storm, assault, beset. These verbs mean to

set upon, physically or figuratively. Attack applies to offensive action, physical or

verbal, and especially to the onset of planned aggression: The commandos attacked

the outpost at dawn. The governor was attacked by the press for failing to keep a

campaign promise. Bombard suggests showering with bombs or shells (The fleet

anchored in the bay and bombarded the town) or figuratively with words (The tele-

vision star was bombarded with invitations). Assail implies repeated attacks: an area

assailed by enemy forces from both directions; a novel assailed by critics; a member

of the jury assailed by doubts. Storm refers to a sudden, sweeping attempt to

achieve a victory: Some of the rebels were killed in the act of storming the citadel.

“Yet, only a few months after triumphantly storming the country, [the President] is

obliged to storm Capitol Hill, with greater difficulty and with less than complete suc-

cess” (Economist). Assault usually implies sudden, intense violence: Muggers often

assault their victims on dark streets. Strobe lights assaulted my eyes. Beset suggests

beleaguerment from all sides by an enemy force or by adversity: The fox was beset

by hunters and hounds. The city council is beset by problems.

at·tain (N-t7nù) v.  at·tained, at·tain·ing, at·tains.  —  v.  tr. 1. To gain as an 

objective; achieve.  2. To arrive at, as by virtue of persistence or the passage of 

time.  See Synonyms at reach.   —  v.  intr. To succeed in a directed effort, pro-

cess, or progression:  attained to high office; eventually attained to wisdom.  [Mid-

dle English atteignen, from Old French ataindre, ataign-, to reach to, from Vulgar 

Latin *attangere, from Latin attingere : ad-, ad- + tangere, to touch; see tag- in 

Appendix.] —at·tainÙa·bilùi·ty, at·tainùa·ble·ness n.  —at·tainùa·ble adj. 

at·tain·der (N-t7nùdNr) n.  1. In the ancient common law, the state into which 

an offender was placed when a sentence against him for a capital offense was 

handed down.  2. Obsolete. Dishonor.  [Middle English atteindre, act of attaint-

ing, from Old French ataindre, to convict, affect, attainder. See ATTAIN.]



at·tain·ment (N-t7nùmNnt) n.  1. The act of attaining or the condition of being 

attained.  2. Something, such as an accomplishment or achievement, that is 

attained. 

at·taint (N-t7ntù) v.  tr. at·taint·ed, at·taint·ing, at·taints. 1. To impart 

stigma to; disgrace: “No breath of calumny ever attainted the personal purity of 

Savonarola” (Henry Hart Milman).  2. To pass a sentence of attainder against.  

3. Archaic. To infect or corrupt, as with illness or vice.  4. Archaic. To accuse.   —  
n.  1. Obsolete. Attainder.  2. Archaic. A disgrace; a stigma.  [Middle English 

attainten, from Old French ataint, past participle of ataindre, to affect. See 

ATTAIN.]

at·tar (4tùNr) also ot·tar (mtùNr)  or ot·to (mtùo) n.  A fragrant essential oil or 

perfume obtained from flowers:  attar of roses.  [Persian 1a£ir, perfumed, from 

Arabic 1i£r, perfume.]

At·tar (4tùNr, N-tärù), Died c. 1229.  Persian poet and mystic whose masterpiece, 

Conference of the Birds, is an allegorical survey of Sufism. 

At·ta·wa·pis·kat (4tÙN-wN-pVsùkNt)  A river, about 748 km (465 mi) long, of 

northern Ontario, Canada, flowing from Attawapiskat Lake east and north-

east into James Bay. 

at·te·let (4tùl-7Ù) n.  A slender skewer, usually ornamented at the top, used deco-

ratively, especially in serving garnishes.  [French, variant of hâtelet, from Old 

French hastelet. See HASLET.]

at·tempt (N-tHmptù) v.  tr. at·tempt·ed, at·tempt·ing, at·tempts. 1. a. To 

make an effort; endeavor:  I attempted to read the entire novel in one sitting.  b. To 

try to perform, make, or achieve:  We attempted the difficult maneuver without 

assistance.   2. Archaic. To tempt.  3. Archaic. To attack with the intention of sub-

duing.   —  n.  1. An effort or a try.  2. An attack; an assault:  an attempt on some-

one’s life.  [Middle English attempten, from Old French attempter, from Latin 

attempt7re : ad-, ad- + tempt7re, to test.] —at·temptùa·ble adj.  —at·temptùer 
n. 

at·tend (N-tHndù) v.  at·tend·ed, at·tend·ing, at·tends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be 

present at:  attended class.  2. To accompany as a circumstance or follow as a 

result:  The speech was attended by wild applause.  3. a. To accompany or wait 

upon as a companion or servant.  b. To take care of (a sick person, for example).  

See Synonyms at tend2.   4. To take charge of:  They attended our affairs during 

our absence.  5. To listen to; heed:  attended my every word.  6. Archaic. To wait 

for; expect.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be present.  2. To take care; give attention:  We’ll 

attend to that problem later.  3. To apply or direct oneself:  attended to their busi-

ness.  4. To pay attention:  attended disinterestedly to the debate.  5. To remain 

ready to serve; wait.  6. Obsolete. To delay or wait.  [Middle English attenden, 

from Old French atendre, from Latin attendere, to heed  : ad-, ad- + tendere, to 

stretch; see ten- in Appendix.] —at·tendùer n. 



at·ten·dance (N-tHnùdNns) n.  1. The act of attending.  2. The persons or num-

ber of persons that are present.  3. The frequency with which a person is present. 

at·ten·dant (N-tHnùdNnt) n.  1. One who attends or waits on another.  2. One 

who is present.  3. An accompanying thing or circumstance; a concomitant.   —  
adj.  1. Being present:  ships and attendant sailors.  2. Accompanying or following 

as a result:  attendant circumstances.   —at·tendùant·ly adv. 

at·tend·ee (N-tHnÙdKù, 4tÙHn-) n.  One who is present at or attends a function.  

See Usage Note at -ee1. 
at·tend·ing (N-tHnùdVng) adj.  1. Being the principal physician supervising a 

patient’s care.  2. Being a physician on the regular medical staff of a hospital.   —  
n.  1. The principal physician supervising a patient’s care.  2. A staff physician in 

a hospital. 

at·ten·tion (N-tHnùshNn) n.  Abbr. att., attn. 1. Concentration of the mental 

powers upon an object; a close or careful observing or listening.  2. The ability or 

power to concentrate mentally.  3. Observant consideration; notice:  Your sugges-

tion has come to our attention.  4. Consideration or courtesy:  attention to others’ 

feelings.  5. attentions. Acts of courtesy, consideration, or gallantry, especially 

by a suitor.  6. A military posture, with the body erect, eyes to the front, arms at 

the sides, and heels together.   —  interj.  Used as a command to assume an erect 

military posture.  [Middle English attencioun, from Latin attentio, attention-, 

from attentus, past participle of attendere, to heed. See ATTEND.] —at·tenù-
tion·al adj. 

attention deficit disorder (N-tHnùshNn dHfùV-sVt dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. ADD 

A childhood syndrome characterized by impulsiveness, hyperactivity, and short 

attention span, which often leads to learning disabilities and various behavioral 

problems. 

attention span (N-tHnùshNn sp4n) n.  The length of time during which a per-

son can concentrate or focus attention on a particular object or idea without 

diversion. 

at·ten·tive (N-tHnùtVv) adj.  1. Giving care or attention; watchful:  attentive to 

detail.  2. Marked by or offering devoted and assiduous attention to the pleasure 

or comfort of others.  See Synonyms at thoughtful.  3. Expressing affectionate 

interest through close observation and gallant gestures:  He played the attentive 

suitor, complete with roses and bonbons.   —at·tenùtive·ly adv.  —at·tenù-
tive·ness n. 

at·ten·u·ate (N-tHnùyu-7tÙ) v.  at·ten·u·at·ed, at·ten·u·at·ing, 
at·ten·u·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make slender, fine, or small.  2. To reduce in 

force, value, amount, or degree; weaken.  3. To lessen the density of; rarefy.  

4. Biology. To make (bacteria or viruses) less virulent.  5. Electronics. To reduce 

(the amplitude of an electrical signal) with little or no distortion.   —  v.  intr. To 

become thin, weak, or fine.   —  adj.  (-yu-Vt) 1. Reduced or weakened, as in 



strength, value, or virulence.  2. Botany. Gradually tapering to a slender point.  

[Latin attenu7re, attenu7t-  : ad-, ad- + tenu7re, to make thin (from tenuis, thin); 

see ten- in Appendix.] —at·tenÙu·aùtion n. 

at·ten·u·a·tor (N-tHnùyu-7ÙtNr) n.  A device that attenuates an electrical signal. 

at·test (N-tHstù) v.  at·test·ed, at·test·ing, at·tests.  —  v.  tr. 1. To affirm to 

be correct, true, or genuine.  2. a. To certify by signature or oath.  b. To certify in 

an official capacity.   3. To supply or be evidence of:  splendid tombs that attested 

their power.  See Synonyms at indicate.  4. To put under oath.   —  v.  intr. To 

bear witness; give testimony:  attested to their good faith.   —  n.  Archaic. Attesta-

tion.  [Latin attest7rX : ad-, ad- + test7rX, to be witness (from testis, witness); see 

trei- in Appendix.] —at·testùant n.  —atÙtes·taùtion (4tÙHs-t7ùshNn, 4tÙN-st7ù-

) n.  —at·testùer, at·tesùtor n. 

Att. Gen. abbr.  Law. Attorney general. 

at·tic (4tùVk) n.  1. A story or room directly below the roof of a building, espe-

cially a house.  2. A low wall or story above the cornice of a classical façade.  

[From Attic story, story of a building enclosed by one decorative structure placed 

above another, much taller decorative structure, usually involving the Attic order, 

an architectural order having square columns of any of the basic five orders, from 

French attique, from attique, Attic, from Latin Atticus. See ATTIC.]

At·tic (4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of ancient Attica, Athens, or 

the Athenians.  2. Characterized by purity, simplicity, and elegant wit:  Attic prose.   
—  n.  The ancient Greek dialect of Attica, in which the bulk of classical Greek lit-

erature is written.  [Latin Atticus, from Greek Attikos, from AttikK, Attica.]

At·ti·ca (4tùV-kN)  An ancient region of east-central Greece around Athens. 

According to Greek legend, the four Attic tribes were unified into a single state by 

the Athenian king Theseus. 

At·ti·cism (4tùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. A characteristic feature of Attic Greek.  

2. atticism. An expression characterized by conciseness and elegance. 

At·ti·la (4tùl-N, N-tVlùN), Called “the Scourge of the Gods.” A.D. 406?-453.  King of 

the Huns (433?-453) and the most successful of the barbarian invaders of the 

Roman Empire. 

at·tire (N-tXrù) v.  tr. at·tired, at·tir·ing, at·tires. To dress or clothe, especially 

in elaborate or splendid garments.   —  n.  1. Clothing or array; apparel.  2. The 

antlers of a deer.  [Middle English atiren, from Old French atirier : a-, to (from 

Latin ad-); see AD- + tire, order, rank; see TIER
1.]

at·ti·tude (4tùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. A position of the body or manner of car-

rying oneself:  stood in a graceful attitude.  See Synonyms at posture.  2. A state 

of mind or a feeling; disposition:  an attitude of open hostility.  3. The orientation 

of an aircraft’s axes relative to a reference line or plane, such as the horizon.  

4. The orientation of a spacecraft relative to its direction of motion.  5. A posi-

tion similar to an arabesque in which a ballet dancer stands on one leg with the 



other raised either in front or in back and bent at the knee.  [French, from Italian 

attitudine, from Late Latin aptit7do, aptit7din-, faculty, from Latin aptus, fit. See 

APTITUDE.] —atÙti·tuùdi·nal (4tÙV-tudùn-Nl, -tyudù-) adj. 

at·ti·tu·di·nize (4tÙV-tudùn-XzÙ, -tyudù-) v.  intr. at·ti·tu·di·nized, 
at·ti·tu·di·niz·ing, at·ti·tu·di·niz·es. To assume an affected attitude; posture. 

At·tle·bor·o (4tùl-bûrÙo, -bƒrÙo)  A city of southeast Massachusetts northeast 

of Providence, Rhode Island. Its jewelry industry began in 1780. Population, 

38,383. 

Att·lee (4tùlK), Clement Richard. 1883-1967.  British politician who as prime 

minister (1945-1951) formed the Labor government that established the National 

Health Service, expanded public ownership of industry, and granted indepen-

dence to India (1947) and Burma (1948). 

attn. abbr.  Attention. 

atto- pref.  One quintillionth (10–18):  attotesla.  [From Danish, or Norwegian 

atten, eighteen  from Old Norse 7ttj7n. See okto(u) in Appendix.]

at·torn (N-tûrnù) v.  intr. at·torned, at·torn·ing, at·torns. Law. To agree to 

remain as a tenant of property after its ownership has been transferred.  [Middle 

English attournen, from Old French atorner, to assign to  : a-, to (from Latin ad-); 

see AD- + torner, to turn; see TURN.] —at·tornùment n. 

at·tor·ney (N-tûrùnK) n.  pl. at·tor·neys. Abbr. att., atty. Law. A person legally 

appointed by another to act as his or her agent in the transaction of business, spe-

cifically one qualified and licensed to act for plaintiffs and defendants in legal 

proceedings.  See Synonyms at lawyer.  [Middle English attourney, from Old 

French atorne, from past participle of atorner, to appoint. See ATTORN.] 
—at·torùney·shipÙ n. 

attorney at law  or at·tor·ney-at-law (N-tûrùnK-Nt-lôù) n.  pl. attorneys 
at law or at·tor·neys-at-law (-nKz-). Law. An attorney. 

attorney general (N-tûrùnK jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. attorneys general or attor-
ney generals. Abbr. A.G., AG, Att. Gen., Atty. Gen. Law. 1. The chief law 

officer and legal counsel of the government of a state or nation.  2. Attorney 
General. The head of the U.S. Department of Justice and a member of the Presi-

dent’s cabinet. 

at·to·tes·la (4tÙo-tHsùlN) n.  Abbr. aT One-quintillionth (10–18) of a tesla. 

at·tract (N-tr4ktù) v.  at·tract·ed, at·tract·ing, at·tracts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to draw near or adhere; direct to or toward itself or oneself:  Magnetic poles are 

attracted to their opposites. The fire attracted significant coverage from the media.  

2. To arouse or compel the interest, admiration, or attention of:  We were 

attracted by the display of lights.   —  v.  intr. To possess or use the power of attrac-

tion.  [Middle English attracten, from Latin attrahere, attr7ct-  : ad-, ad- + trahere, 

pull.] —at·tractùa·ble adj.  —at·tractùer, at·tracùtor n. 



at·trac·tion (N-tr4kùshNn) n.  1. The act or capability of attracting.  2. The 

quality of attracting; charm.  3. a. A feature or characteristic that attracts.  b. A 

person, place, thing, or event that is intended to attract:  The main attraction was a 

Charlie Chaplin film.  

at·trac·tive (N-tr4kùtVv) adj.  1. Having the power to attract.  2. Pleasing to the 

eye or mind; charming.   —at·tracùtive·ly adv.  —at·tracùtive·ness n. 

attrib. abbr.  Grammar. Attribute; attributive. 

at·trib·ute (N-trVbùyut) v.  tr. at·trib·ut·ed, at·trib·ut·ing, at·trib·utes. 
1. To relate to a particular cause or source; ascribe.  2. To regard as the work of a 

specified agent or creator:  attributed the painting to Titian.   —  n.  (4tùrN-byutÙ) 

1. A quality or characteristic inherent in or ascribed to someone or something.  

2. An object associated with and serving to identify a character, a personage, or 

an office:  Lightning bolts are an attribute of Zeus.  3.  Abbr. attrib. Grammar. A 

word or phrase syntactically subordinate to another word or phrase that it modi-

fies; for example, my sister’s and brown in my sister’s brown dog.  [Latin attribuere, 

attrib7t-  : ad-, ad- + tribuere, to allot; see TRIBUTE.] —at·tribùut·a·ble adj.  

—at·tribùut·er, at·tribùu·tor n.  

SYNONYMS: attribute, ascribe, impute, credit, assign, refer. These verbs mean

to consider as resulting from, proper to, or belonging to a person or thing. At-

tribute and ascribe, often interchangeable, have the widest application: a symphony

attributed to Mozart; an invention ascribed to the 15th century. Impute is often used

in laying guilt or fault to another: “We usually ascribe good; but impute evil” (Sam-

uel Johnson). Credit frequently applies to an accomplishment or virtue: “Some

excellent remarks were made on immortality, but mainly borrowed from and credited

to Plato” (Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.). Assign and refer are often used to classify

or categorize according to character or chronology: Program music as a genre is

usually assigned to the Romantic period. “A person thus prepared will be able to refer

any particular history he takes up to its proper place in universal history” (Joseph

Priestley). See also Synonyms at quality symbol

at·tri·bu·tion (4tÙrN-byuùshNn) n.  1. The act of attributing, especially of 

establishing a particular person, place, or time as the creator, provenance, or era 

of a work of art.  2. Something, such as a quality or characteristic, that is related 

to a particular possessor; an attribute.   —atÙtri·buùtion·al adj. 

at·trib·u·tive (N-trVbùyN-tVv) n.  Abbr. attrib. Grammar. A word or word group, 

such as an adjective, that is placed adjacent to the noun it modifies without a link-

ing verb; for example, pale in the pale girl.   —  adj.  1.  Abbr. attrib. Grammar. 

Of, relating to, or being an attributive, as an adjective.  2. Of or having the nature 

of an attribution or attribute.   —at·tribùu·tive·ly adv.  —at·tribùu·tive·ness 
n. 



at·trit (N-trVtù) also at·trite (N-trXtù) v.  tr. at·trit·ted also at·trit·ed, 
at·trit·ting also at·trit·ing, at·trits also at·trites. 1. To lose (personnel, for 

example) by attrition.  2. To destroy or kill (troops, for example) by use of fire-

power: “Pro-active counterattacks are a useful way to attrit the enemy” (John H. 

Cushman, Jr.).  [Back-formation from ATTRITION.]

at·tri·tion (N-trVshùNn) n.  1. A rubbing away or wearing down by friction.  2. A 

gradual diminution in number or strength because of constant stress.  3. A grad-

ual, natural reduction in membership or personnel, as through retirement, resig-

nation, or death.  4. Theology. Repentance for sin motivated by fear of 

punishment rather than by love of God.  [Middle English attricioun, regret, 

breaking, from Old French attrition, abrasion, from Late Latin attritio, attrition-, 

act of rubbing against, from Latin attrXtus, past participle of atterere, to rub 

against  : ad-, against; see AD- + terere, to rub; see terN-1 in Appendix.]

At·tu (4tùtuÙ)  An island of southwest Alaska, the westernmost of the Aleutians. 

In World War II it was occupied by the Japanese from June 1942 until June 1943. 

At·tucks (4tùNks), Crispus. 1723?-1770.  American patriot who was among the 

five persons killed in the Boston Massacre. 

at·tune (N-tunù, N-tyunù) v.  tr. at·tuned, at·tun·ing, at·tunes. 1. To bring 

into a harmonious or responsive relationship:  an industry that is not attuned to 

the demands of the market.  2. Music. To put (an instrument) into correct tune. 

atty. abbr.  Law. Attorney. 

Atty. Gen. abbr.  Law. Attorney General. 

ATV abbr.  All-terrain vehicle. 

At·wa·ter (4tùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr)  A city of central California west-northwest of 

Merced. It is a commercial center in an irrigated farming area. Population, 

22,282. 

a·twit·ter (N-twVtùNr) adj.  Being in a state of nervous excitement; twittering:  a 

crowd atwitter with expectation. 

at wt abbr.  Atomic weight. 

a·typ·i·cal (7-tVpùV-kNl) also a·typ·ic (-Vk) adj.  Not conforming to type; unusual 

or irregular.   —aÙtyp·i·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) n.  —a·typùi·cal·ly adv. 

au abbr.  Author. 

Au  The symbol for the element gold (n., sense 1a). [From Latin aurum, gold.]

a.u.  or A.u. abbr.  Angstrom unit. 

A.U. abbr.  Astronomical unit. 

au·bade (o-bädù) n.  1. Music. A song or instrumental composition concerning, 

accompanying, or evoking daybreak.  2. A poem or song of or about lovers sepa-

rating at dawn.  [French, from Old French albade, from Old Provençal albada, 

from alba, dawn, aubade, from Latin alba, feminine of albus, white. See albho- 
in Appendix.]



Aube (ob)  A river of northeast France flowing about 225 km (140 mi) to the 

Seine River north-northwest of Troyes. 

Au·ber (o-bHrù), Daniel François Esprit. 1782-1871.  French operatic com-

poser whose works include La Muette de Portici (1828) and Fra Diavolo (1829). 

au·ber·gine (oùbHr-zhKnÙ, oùbNr-jKn) n.  See eggplant (n., sense 1).  [French, 

from Catalan albergina, from Arabic al-b7Binj7n, the eggplant, from Persian 

b7ding7n.]

Au·ber·vil·liers (oÙbNr-vKl-y7ù)  A town of north-central France northeast of 

Paris. It is an important industrial center. Population, 67,719. 

Au·brey (ôùbrK), John. 1626-1697.  English antiquarian and writer whose Brief 

Lives, published posthumously, contains character sketches of his notable friends, 

including Thomas Hobbes, John Milton, and Francis Bacon. 

au·burn (ôùbNrn) n.  Color. A moderate reddish brown to brown.  [Middle 

English, from Old French aborne, blond, from Latin alburnus, whitish, from 

albus, white. See albho- in Appendix.] —auùburn adj. 

Au·burn (ôùbNrn)  1. A city of eastern Alabama north-northeast of Tuskegee. It 

is the seat of Auburn University (founded 1856). Population, 33,830.  2. A city of 

southern Maine on the Androscoggin River opposite Lewiston. It was settled in 

1765. Population, 24,309.  3. A city of west-central New York in the Finger Lakes 

region west-southwest of Syracuse. Founded in 1793, it is a manufacturing center. 

Population, 31,258.  4. A city of western Washington east-northeast of Tacoma. It 

is a center of the state’s aircraft industry. Population, 33,102. 

Au·bus·son (oùbN-sNn, -sôNÙ) n.  A tapestry or usually pileless, densely pat-

terned carpet woven in Aubusson, a city of central France, or similar to the ones 

made there. 

A.U.C. abbr.  Latin. 1. Ab urbe condita (from the founding of the city [of Rome 

in 753? B.C.]).  2. Anno urbis conditae (in the year from the founding of the city 

[of Rome in 753? B.C.]). 

Auck·land (ôkùlNnd)  The largest city of New Zealand, on an isthmus of north-

west North Island. It is a major port and an industrial center. Metropolitan area 

population, 860,000. 

au cou·rant (oÙ ku-räNù) adj.  1. Informed on current affairs; up-to-date.  

2. Fully familiar; knowledgeable.  [French  : au, in the + courant, current.]

auc·tion (ôkùshNn) n.  1. A public sale in which property or items of merchan-

dise are sold to the highest bidder.  2. Games. a. The bidding in bridge.  

b. Auction bridge.    —  v.  tr. auc·tioned, auc·tion·ing, auc·tions. To sell at 

or by an auction:  auctioned off the remaining inventory.  [Latin auctio, auction-, 

from auctus, past participle of augKre, to increase. See aug- in Appendix.]

auction bridge (ôkùshNn brVj) n.  Games. A variety of bridge in which tricks 

made in excess of the contract are scored toward game. 



auc·tion·eer (ôkÙshN-nîrù) n.  One that conducts an auction.   —  v.  tr. 

auc·tion·eered, auc·tion·eer·ing, auc·tion·eers. To sell at auction. 

auc·to·ri·al (ôk-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Of or relating to an author.  [From Latin 

auctor, author. See AUTHOR.]

au·cu·ba (ôùkyN-bN) n.  Any of several eastern Asian evergreen shrubs of the 

genus Aucuba, especially A. japonica, grown as an ornamental chiefly for its 

glossy, leathery leaves.  [New Latin  : possibly from Japanese auku, green + Japa-

nese ba, leaved.]

aud. abbr.  1. Audit; auditor.  2. Audition. 

au·da·cious (ô-d7ùshNs) adj.  1. Fearlessly, often recklessly daring; bold.  See 

Synonyms at adventurous. See Synonyms at brave.  2. Unrestrained by con-

vention or propriety; insolent.  3. Spirited and original:  an audacious interpreta-

tion of two Jacobean dramas.  [French audacieux, from Old French audace, 

boldness, from Latin aud7cia, from aud7x, aud7c-, bold, from audKre, to dare, 

from avidus, avid. See AVID.] —au·daùcious·ly adv.  —au·daùcious·ness n. 

au·dac·i·ty (ô-d4sùV-tK) n.  pl. au·dac·i·ties. 1. Fearless daring; intrepidity.  

2. Bold or insolent heedlessness of restraints, as of those imposed by prudence, 

propriety, or convention.  See Synonyms at temerity.  3. An act or instance of 

intrepidity or insolent heedlessness. 

Au·den (ôdùn), W(ystan) H(ugh). 1907-1973.  British-born American writer 

and critic whose poems, published in collections such as The Dance of Death 

(1933) and The Double Man (1941), established his importance in 20th-century 

literature. 

au·di·al (ôùdK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the sense of hearing; aural.  [AUDI(O)- + -

AL
1.]

au·di·ble (ôùdN-bNl) adj.  That is heard or that can be heard.   —  n.  Football. A 

new or substitute offensive play called by the quarterback or a defensive forma-

tion called by a linebacker at the line of scrimmage as an adjustment to the 

opposing side’s formation.  Also called automatic [Late Latin audXbilis, from Latin 

audXre, to hear. See au- in Appendix.] —auÙdi·bilùi·ty n.  —auùdi·ble·ness n.  

—auùdi·bly adv. 

au·di·ence (ôùdK-Nns) n.  1. a. The spectators or listeners assembled at a per-

formance, for example, or attracted by a radio or television program.  b. The 

readership for printed matter, as for a book.   2. A body of adherents; a following:  

The tenor expanded his audience by recording popular songs as well as opera.  3. A 

formal hearing, as with a religious or state dignitary.  4. An opportunity to be 

heard or to express one’s views.  5. The act of hearing or attending.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin audientia, from audiKns, present participle 

of audXre, to hear. See au- in Appendix.]



au·dile (ôùdXlÙ) adj.  1. Capable of learning chiefly from auditory, rather than 

tactile or visual, stimuli.  2. Auditory.   —  n.  An audile person.  [From Latin 

audXre, to hear. See au- in Appendix.]

au·di·o (ôùdK-oÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to humanly audible sound.  2. a. Of or 

relating to the broadcasting or reception of sound.  b. Of or relating to high-

fidelity sound reproduction.    —  n.  pl. au·di·os. 1. The part of television or 

motion-picture equipment that has to do with sound.  2. The broadcasting, 

reception, or reproduction of sound.  3. Audible sound.  4. A sound signal.  

[From AUDIO-.]

audio- pref.  1. Hearing:  audio-lingual.  2. Sound:  audiophile.  [From Latin 

audXre, to hear. See au- in Appendix.]

audio book (ôùdK-oÙ btk) n.  A taped reading of a book or book condensa-

tion reproduced in cassette form. 

au·di·o·cas·sette (ôÙdK-o-kN-sHtù, -k4-) n.  1. A cassette containing blank or 

prerecorded audiotape.  2. A tape recording reproduced in cassette form. 

audio frequency (ôùdK-oÙ frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. AF A range of frequencies, 

usually from 15 hertz to 20,000 hertz, characteristic of signals audible to the nor-

mal human ear. 

au·di·o·gram (ôùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A graphic record of hearing ability for various 

sound frequencies that is used to measure hearing loss. 

au·di·o-lin·gual (ôÙdK-o-lVngùgwNl) adj.  Relating to or involving a system of 

language acquisition that focuses intensively on listening and speaking. 

au·di·ol·o·gy (ôÙdK-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of hearing, especially hearing defects 

and their treatment.   —auÙdi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —auÙdi·olùo·gist 
n. 

au·di·om·e·ter (ôÙdK-mmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring hearing activ-

ity for pure tones of normally audible frequencies.  Also called sonometer  
—auÙdi·o·metùric (-o-mHtùrVk) adj.  —auÙdi·omùe·try n. 

au·di·o·phile (ôùdK-N-fXlÙ) n.  A person having an ardent interest in stereo or 

high-fidelity sound reproduction. 

au·di·o·tape (ôùdK-o-t7pÙ) n.  1. A relatively narrow magnetic tape used to 

record sound for subsequent playback.  2. A tape recording of sound.   —  v.  tr. 

au·di·o·taped, au·di·o·tap·ing, au·di·o·tapes. To record (sound) on mag-

netic tape:  audiotaped the interview for replay on radio. 

au·di·o·typ·ing (ôùdK-o-tXÙpVng) n.  Typing done directly from an audiotape.   
—auùdi·o·typÙist n. 

au·di·o-vis·u·al also au·di·o·vis·u·al (ôÙdK-o-vVzhùu-Nl) adj.  Abbr. AV, A.V. 
1. Both audible and visible.  2. Of or relating to materials, such as films and tape 

recordings, that present information in audible and pictorial form:  a corpora-

tion’s audio-visual department.   —  n.  An aid, other than printed matter, that 



uses sight or sound to present information:  language tapes, videocassettes, and 

other audio-visuals. 

au·dit (ôùdVt) n.  Abbr. aud. 1. An examination of records or financial accounts 

to check their accuracy.  2. An adjustment or correction of accounts.  3. An 

examined and verified account.   —  v.  au·dit·ed, au·dit·ing, au·dits.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To examine, verify, or correct the financial accounts of:  Independent 

accountants audit the company annually. The IRS audits questionable income tax 

returns.  2. To attend (a course) without requesting or receiving academic credit.   
—  v.  intr. To examine financial accounts.  [Middle English (influenced by audi-

tor, auditor), from Latin audXtus, a hearing, from past participle of audXre, to hear. 

See au- in Appendix.]

au·di·tion (ô-dVshùNn) n.  1. The sense or power of hearing.  2. The act of hear-

ing.  3.  Abbr. aud. A trial performance, as by an actor, dancer, or musician, to 

demonstrate suitability or skill.   —  v.  au·di·tioned, au·di·tion·ing, 
au·di·tions.  —  v.  intr. To take part in a trial performance:  auditioned for the 

role and got it.   —  v.  tr. To evaluate (a person) in a trial performance.  [Latin 

audXtio, audXtion-, from audXtus, past participle of audXre, to hear. See au- in 

Appendix.]

au·di·tive (ôùdV-tVv) adj.  Of or relating to hearing; auditory. 

au·di·tor (ôùdV-tNr) n.  Abbr. aud. 1. One that audits accounts.  2. One who 

audits a course.  3. One who hears; a listener.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Nor-

man auditour, from Latin audXtor, listener, from audXre, to hear. See au- in 

Appendix.]

au·di·to·ri·um (ôÙdV-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-) n.  pl. au·di·to·ri·ums or au·di·to·ri·a 
(-tôrùK-N, -torù-). 1. A large room to accommodate an audience in a building 

such as a school or theater.  2. A large building for public meetings or perfor-

mances.  [Latin, from audXre, to hear. See au- in Appendix.]

au·di·to·ry (ôùdV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of or relating to hearing, the organs of 

hearing, or the sense of hearing.  [Late Latin audXtorius, from Latin audXre, to 

hear. See au- in Appendix.]

auditory nerve (ôùdV-tôrÙK nûrv) n.  Anatomy. See acoustic nerve. 
Au·du·bon (ôùdN-bmnÙ, -bNn), John James. 1785-1851.  Haitian-born Ameri-

can ornithologist and artist whose extensive observations of eastern North Amer-

ican avifauna led to the publication of The Birds of America (1827-1838), a 

collection of his engravings that is considered a classic work in ornithology and 

American art. 

Au·er (ouùNr), Leopold. 1845-1930.  Hungarian-born violinist and teacher of 

several notable musicians, including Jascha Heifetz and Efrem Zimbalist. 

Au·er·bach (ouùNr-bäkÙ, -bäKHÙ), Berthold. 1812-1882.  German writer who 

was strongly influenced by Spinoza and is primarily known for his stories about 

rural life. 



Auf·klä·rung (oufùkl7Ùrtng) n.  The Enlightenment.  [German  : auf, up 

(from Middle High German 7f, from Old High German); see upo in Appendix + 

Klärung, a making clear (from klären, to make clear, from Middle High German 

klæren, from kl7r, clear, from Latin cl7rus); see CLEAR.]

auf Wie·der·seh·en (ouf vKùdNr-z7ÙNn) interj.  Used to express farewell.  

[German  : auf, until + Wiedersehen, seeing again.]

aug. abbr.  Grammar. Augmentative. 

Aug. abbr.  August. 

Au·ge·an (ô-jKùNn) adj.  1. Exceedingly filthy from long neglect.  2. Requiring 

heroic efforts of cleaning or correction:  the Augean task of reforming the bureau-

cracy.  [After Augeas, legendary Greek king who did not clean his stable for thirty 

years.]

au·gend (ôùjHndÙ) n.  Mathematics. A quantity to which the addend is added.  

[Latin augendum, a thing to be increased, from neuter gerundive of augKre, to 

increase. See aug- in Appendix.]

au·ger (ôùgNr) n.  1. A tool for boring holes in wood or ice.  2. A large tool for 

boring into the earth.  [Middle English, from an auger, alteration of a nauger, 

from Old English nafog7r, auger. See nobh- in Appendix.]

aught1 also ought (ôt) pron.  Anything whatever: “Neither of his parents had 

aught but praise for him” (Louis Auchincloss).   —  adv.  Archaic. In any respect; at 

all.  [Middle English, from Old English 7uht. See aiw- in Appendix.]

aught2 also ought (ôt) n.  1. A cipher; zero.  2. Archaic. Nothing.  [From an 

aught, alteration of a naught. See NAUGHT.]

Au·gier (o-zhy7ù), (Guillaume Victor) Émile. 1820-1889.  French playwright 

whose comedies lauded middle-class life. 

au·gite (ôùjXtÙ) n.  A dark-green to black pyroxene mineral, 

(Ca,Na)(Mg,Fe,Al)(Si,Al)2O6, that contains large amounts of aluminum, iron, 

and magnesium.  [Latin augXtis, a precious stone, from Greek augitKs, from augK, 

brightness.]

aug·ment (ôg-mHntù) v.  aug·ment·ed, aug·ment·ing, aug·ments.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make (something already developed or well under way) greater, as in size, 

extent, or quantity:  Continuing rains augmented the flood waters.  2. To add an 

augment to.   —  v.  intr. To become augmented.  See Synonyms at increase.   —  
n.  (ôgùmHntÙ) 1. An enlargement or increase.  2. The prefixation of a vowel 

accompanying a past tense, especially of Greek and Sanskrit verbs.  [Middle 

English augmenten, from Old French augmenter, from Late Latin augment7re, 

from Latin augmentum, an increase, from augKre, to increase. See aug- in Appen-

dix.] —aug·mentùa·ble adj.  —aug·mentùer n. 

aug·men·ta·tion (ôgÙmHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of augmenting.  

2. The condition of being augmented.  3. Something that augments.  4. Music. 

The repetition of a theme in notes of usually double time value. 



aug·men·ta·tive (ôg-mHnùtN-tVv) adj.  1. Having the ability or tendency to 

augment.  2. Grammar. Indicating an increase in the size, force, or intensity of the 

meaning of an adjacent word, as up does in eat up.   —  n.  Abbr. aug. Grammar. 

An augmentative word. 

aug·ment·ed (ôg-mHnùtVd) adj.  Music. Larger by a semitone than the corre-

sponding major or perfect interval. 

au gra·tin (o grätùn, gr4tùn, gr4-t4Nù) adj.  Covered with bread crumbs and 

sometimes butter and grated cheese, and then browned in an oven:  potatoes au 

gratin.  [French  : au, with the + gratin, scraping from the pan.]

Augs·burg (ôgzùbûrgÙ, ouksùbtrkÙ)  A city of southern Germany west-north-

west of Munich. Founded by Augustus as a Roman garrison c. 14 B.C., it was a 

major commercial and banking center in the 15th and 16th centuries. Population, 

244,400. 

au·gur (ôùgNr) n.  1. One of a group of ancient Roman religious officials who 

foretold events by observing and interpreting signs and omens.  2. A seer or 

prophet; a soothsayer.   —  v.  au·gured, au·gur·ing, au·gurs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

predict, especially from signs or omens; foretell.  See Synonyms at foretell.  
2. To serve as an omen of; betoken:  trends that augur change in society.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To make predictions from signs or omens.  2. To be a sign or omen:  A 

smooth dress rehearsal augured well for the play.  [Middle English, from Latin. See 

aug- in Appendix.] —auùgu·ral (ôùgyN-rNl) adj. 

au·gu·ry (ôùgyN-rK) n.  pl. au·gu·ries. 1. The art, ability, or practice of augur-

ing; divination.  2. A sign of something coming; an omen.  [Middle English augu-

rie, from Old French, from Latin augurium, from augur, augur. See AUGUR.]

au·gust (ô-gƒstù) adj.  1. Inspiring awe or admiration; majestic:  the august pres-

ence of the monarch.  See Synonyms at grand.  2. Venerable for reasons of age or 

high rank.  [Latin augustus. See aug- in Appendix.] —au·gustùly adv.  

—au·gustùness n. 

Au·gust (ôùgNst) n.  Abbr. Aug. The eighth month of the year in the Gregorian 

calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Latin 

(mKnsis) Augustus, (month) of Augustus, after AUGUSTUS.]

Au·gus·ta (ô-gƒsùtN, N-gƒsù-)  1. A city of eastern Georgia on the South Caro-

lina border north-northwest of Savannah. It is a popular resort known especially 

for its golf tournaments. Population, 44,639.  2. The capital of Maine, in the 

southwest part of the state on the Kennebec River north-northeast of Portland. A 

trading post was established here in 1628. Population, 21,325. 

Au·gus·tan (ô-gƒsùtNn) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of Augustus or his reign or 

times.  2. Of or characteristic of English literature during the early 18th century.   
—Au·gusùtan n. 

Au·gus·tine1 (ôùgN-stKnÙ, ô-gƒsùtVn), Saint. A.D. 354-430.  Early Christian 

church father and philosopher who served (396-430) as the bishop of Hippo (in 



present-day Algeria). He wrote the autobiographical Confessions (397) and the 

voluminous City of God (413-426). 

Au·gus·tine2 (ôùgN-stKnÙ, ô-gƒsùtVn) also Aus·tin (ôùstNn), Saint Called “Apos-

tle of the English.” Died c. 604.  Italian-born missionary and prelate who intro-

duced Christianity to southern Britain and in 598 was ordained as the first 

archbishop of Canterbury. 

Au·gus·tin·i·an (ôÙgN-stVnùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Saint Augustine of 

Hippo or his doctrines.  2. Being or belonging to any of several religious orders 

following or influenced by the rule of Saint Augustine.   —  n.  1. A follower of 

the principles and doctrines of Saint Augustine.  2. A monk or friar belonging to 

any of the Augustinian orders.   —AuÙgus·tinùi·an·ism, Au·gusùtin·ism (ô-

gƒsùtV-nVzÙNm)  n. 

Au·gus·tus (ô-gƒsùtNs), Originally Oc·ta·vi·an (mk-t7ùvK-Nn) 63 B.C.-A.D. 14.  

First emperor of Rome (27 B.C.-A.D. 14) and grand-nephew of Julius Caesar. He 

defeated Mark Antony and Cleopatra in 31 and subsequently gained control over 

the empire. In 29 he was named emperor, and in 27 he was given the honorary 

title Augustus. 

au jus (o zhusù, zhüù) adj.  Served with the natural juices or gravy:  roast beef au 

jus.  [French  : au, with the + jus, juice.]

auk (ôk) n.  Any of several diving sea birds (family Alcidae) of northern regions, 

such as the razor-billed auk, having a chunky body, short wings, and webbed feet.  

[Norwegian alk, from Old Norse 7lka.]

auk·let (ôkùlVt) n.  Any of various small auks (genus Aethia and related genera) 

of northern Pacific coasts and waters. 

auld (ôld) adj.  Scots. Old. 

auld lang syne (ôldÙ l4ng zXnù, sXnù) n.  The good old days.  [Scots  : auld, old 

+ lang, long + syne, since.]

Au·lis (ôùlVs)  An ancient port of east-central Greece in Boeotia. According to tra-

dition, it was the embarkation point for the Greek fleet during the Trojan War. 

Aul·nay-sous-Bois (o-n7Ùsu-bwäù)  A town of north-central France, a sub-

urb of Paris. Population, 75,996. 

Aum (om) n.  Hinduism & Buddhism. Variant of Om2. 
au na·tu·rel (oÙ n4chÙN-rHlù, ôÙ nä-tü-rHlù) adj.  1. a. Nude.  b. In a natural 

state:  an au naturel hairstyle.   2. Cooked simply.  [French  : au, in the + naturel, 

natural (state).]

Au·nis (o-nKsù)  A historical region and former province of western France on 

the Atlantic Ocean. A part of Aquitaine, it was recovered from England in 1373 

and incorporated into the French crown lands. 

aunt (4nt, änt) n.  1. The sister of one’s father or mother.  2. The wife of one’s 

uncle.  [Middle English aunte, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin amita, paternal 

aunt.] —auntùhood n. 



aunt·ie also aunt·y (4nùtK, änù-) n.  pl. aunt·ies. Informal. Aunt. 

au pair (ô pârù) n.  A young foreigner who does domestic work for a family in 

exchange for room and board and a chance to learn the family’s language.  

[French  : au, at the + pair, equal.]

au·ra (ôrùN) n.  pl. au·ras or au·rae (ôrùK). 1. An invisible breath, emanation, or 

radiation.  2. A distinctive but intangible quality that seems to surround a person 

or thing; atmosphere:  An aura of defeat pervaded the candidate’s headquarters.  

3. Pathology. A sensation, as of a cold breeze or a bright light, that precedes the 

onset of certain disorders, such as an epileptic seizure or an attack of migraine.  

[Middle English, gentle breeze, from Latin, from Greek, breath. See wer-1 in 

Appendix.]

au·ral1 (ôrùNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or perceived by the ear.  [From Latin auris, 

ear. See ous- in Appendix.] —auùral·ly adv. 

au·ral2 (ôrùNl) adj.  Characterized by or relating to an aura. 

Au·rang·a·bad (ou-rƒngùgN-bädÙ, -N-bädÙ)  A town of western India east-

northeast of Bombay. Founded in 1610, it is near the site of a mausoleum erected 

by Aurangzeb in honor of his empress. Population, 284,607. 

Au·rang·zeb also Au·rung·zeb  or Au·rung·zebe (ôrùNng-zHbÙ), 1618-1707.  

Hindustani emperor (1658-1707) who imposed Muslim orthodoxy and expanded 

the empire. 

au·rar (ouùrärÙ, œùrärÙ) n.  Plural of eyrir. 
au·re·ate (ôrùK-Vt) adj.  1. Of a golden color; gilded.  2. Inflated and pompous 

in style.  [Middle English aureat, from Late Latin aure7tus, from aureus, golden, 

from aurum, gold.] —auùre·ate·ly adv.  —auùre·ate·ness n. 

Au·re·lian (ô-rKlùyNn, ô-rKùlK-Nn), A.D. 212?-275.  Emperor of Rome (A.D. 270-

275) who held the barbarians in check beyond the Rhine River and regained Brit-

ain, Gaul, Spain, Syria, and Egypt for the empire. 

au·re·ole (ôrùK-olÙ) also au·re·o·la (ô-rKùN-lN) n.  1. A circle of light or radiance 

surrounding the head or body of a representation of a deity or holy person; a 

halo.  2. Astronomy. See corona (n., sense 1a).  [Middle English, from Late Latin 

(corona) aureola, golden (crown), feminine of Latin aureolus, golden, from 

aureus, from aurum, gold.]

Au·re·o·my·cin (ôrÙK-o-mXùsVn)  A trademark used for chlortetracycline. 

au re·voir (oÙ rN-vwärù) interj.  Used to express farewell.  [French  : au, till the + 

revoir, seeing again.]

au·ric (ôrùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, derived from, or containing gold, especially 

with valence 3.  [From Latin aurum, gold.]

au·ri·cle (ôrùV-kNl) n.  1. Anatomy. a. The outer projecting portion of the ear.  

Also called pinna b.  See atrium (n., sense 2).   2. Biology. An earlobe-shaped 

part, process, or appendage, especially at the base of an organ.  [Middle English, 



auricle of the heart, from Old French, little ear, from Latin auricula, ear, from 

diminutive of auris. See ous- in Appendix.] —auùri·cled (-kNld) adj. 

au·ric·u·la (ô-rVkùyN-lN) n.  pl. au·ric·u·las or au·ric·u·lae (-lKÙ). 1. A central 

European primrose (Primula auricula) having large yellow flowers grouped in 

umbels.  Also called bear’s ear 2. Any of numerous hybrids of this species with 

other primroses.  [Latin, auricle. See AURICLE.]

au·ric·u·lar (ô-rVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to the sense of hearing or the 

organs of hearing.  2. Perceived by or spoken into the ear:  an auricular confession.  

3. Shaped like an ear or an earlobe; having earlike parts or extensions.  4. Of or 

relating to an auricle of the heart:  auricular fibrillation.  [Middle English auri-

culer, spoken into the ear, from Late Latin auricul7ris, from Latin auricula, ear. 

See AURICLE.] —au·ricùu·lar·ly adv. 

au·ric·u·late (ô-rVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) also au·ric·u·lat·ed (-l7tÙVd) adj.  1. Having 

ears, auricles, or earlobe-shaped parts or extensions.  2. Shaped like an earlobe.  

[From Latin auricula, auricle. See AURICLE.] —au·ricùu·late·ly adv. 

au·rif·er·ous (ô-rVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing gold; gold-bearing.  [From Latin 

aurifer, gold-bearing  : aurum, gold + -fer, -fer.]

au·ri·form (ôrùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like an ear.  [Latin auris, ear; see ous- in 

Appendix + -FORM.]

Au·ri·ga (ô-rXùgN) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Lynx and 

Perseus that contains the bright star Capella, which is 42 light-years from Earth.  

Also called Charioteer [Latin aurXga, charioteer, Auriga. See os- in Appendix.]

Au·ri·gnac (ôÙrKn-y4kù)  A village of southern France at the foot of the 

Pyrenees. It is the site of caves containing prehistoric relics. 

Au·rig·na·cian (ôrÙVg-n7ùshNn, ôrÙKn-y7ù-) adj.  Of or relating to the Old 

World Upper Paleolithic culture between Mousterian and Solutrean, associated 

with early Homo sapiens and characterized by artifacts such as figures of stone 

and bone, graphic artwork, the use of dress and adornment, and a type of tool 

culture.  [After Aurignac.]

Au·ri·ol (ôrÙK-ôlù, o-ryôlù), Vincent. 1884-1966.  French politician and first 

president (1947-1954) of the Fourth Republic. 

au·rochs (ouùrmksÙ, ôrùmksÙ) n.  pl. aurochs. 1.  See urus.  2.  See wisent.  
[Obsolete German, variant of German Auerochs, from Middle High German 

7rohse, from Old High German 7rohso : 7ro, aurochs + ohso, ox.]

au·ro·ra (ô-rôrùN, ô-rorùN, N-rôrùN, N-rorùN) n.  1. Aurora borealis.  2. Aurora 

australis.  3. The dawn.  [Middle English, dawn, from Latin aurora. See aus- in 

Appendix.] —au·roùral, au·roùre·an (-K-Nn)  adj.  —au·roùral·ly adv. 

Au·ro·ra1 (ô-rôrùN, ô-rorùN, N-rôrùN, N-rorùN) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess 

of the dawn.  [Latin Aurora. See AURORA.]

Au·ro·ra2 (ô-rôrùN, ô-rorùN, N-rôrùN, N-rorùN)  1. A town of southern Ontario, 

Canada, north of Toronto. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 16,267.  2. A 



city of north-central Colorado, a residential suburb of Denver. Population, 

222,103.  3. A city of northeast Illinois on the Fox River west of Chicago. It is an 

industrial center and was one of the first U.S. cities to use electricity for street 

lighting. Population, 99,581. 

aurora aus·tra·lis (ô-rôrùN ô-str7ùlVs) n.  A luminous phenomenon of south-

ern regions that corresponds to the aurora borealis of northern regions.  Also 

called southern lights [New Latin aurora austr7lis : Latin aurora, dawn + Latin 

austr7lis, southern.]

aurora bo·re·al·is (ô-rôrùN bôrÙK-4lùVs, borÙ-) n.  Luminous bands or stream-

ers of light that are sometimes visible in the night skies of northern regions and 

are thought to be caused by the ejection of charged particles into the magnetic 

field of the earth.  Also called northern lights [New Latin aurora bore7lis : Latin 

aurora, dawn + Latin bore7lis, northern.]

au·rous (ôrùNs) adj.  Of or relating to gold, especially with valence 1.  [Latin 

aurum, gold + -OUS.]

Au·rung·zeb  or Au·rung·zebe (ôrùNng-zHbÙ)  See Aurangzeb. 
AUS abbr.  Army of the United States. 

Aus. abbr.  1. a. Australia.  b. Australian.   2. a. Austria.  b. Austrian.  

Ausch·witz (oushùvVtsÙ)  See O{wiEcim. 
aus·cul·tate (ôùskNl-t7tÙ) v.  tr. aus·cul·tat·ed, aus·cul·tat·ing, 
aus·cul·tates. Medicine. To examine by auscultation.  [Back-formation from 

AUSCULTATION.] —ausùcul·taÙtive adj.  —aus·culùta·toÙry (ô-skƒlùtN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

aus·cul·ta·tion (ôÙskNl-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of listening.  2. Medicine. The 

act of listening for sounds made by internal organs, as the heart and lungs, to aid 

in the diagnosis of certain disorders.  [Latin auscult7tio, auscult7tion-, from 

auscult7tus, past participle of auscult7re, to listen to. See ous- in Appendix.]

aus·form (ôsùfôrmÙ) v.  tr. aus·formed, aus·form·ing, aus·forms. To sub-

ject (especially steel) to deformation, quenching, and tempering to improve its 

wear properties.  [AUS(TENITIC) + (DE)FORM.]

aus·land·er (ouùslHnÙdNr, -sl4nÙ-) n.  A foreigner.  [German Ausländer, from 

Ausland, outland  : aus, out (from Middle High German 7z, from Old High Ger-

man); see ud- in Appendix + Land, land (from Middle High German lant, from 

Old High German); see lendh- in Appendix.]

aus·pex (ôùspHksÙ) n.  pl. aus·pi·ces (ôùspV-sKzÙ). An augur of ancient Rome, 

especially one who interpreted omens derived from the observation of birds.  

[Latin. See AUSPICE.]

aus·pi·cate (ôùspV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. aus·pi·cat·ed, aus·pi·cat·ing, aus·pi·cates. 
To begin or inaugurate with a ceremony intended to bring good luck.  [Latin 

auspic7rX, auspic7t-, from auspex, auspic-, bird augur. See AUSPICE.]



aus·pice (ôùspVs) n.  pl. aus·pi·ces (ôùspV-sVz, -sKzÙ). 1.  Also auspices. Protec-

tion or support; patronage.  2. A sign indicative of future prospects; an omen:  

Auspices for the venture seemed favorable.  3. Observation of and divination from 

the actions of birds.  [Latin auspicium, bird divination, auspices, from auspex, 

auspic-, bird augur. See awi- in Appendix.]

aus·pi·ces1 (ôùspV-sKzÙ) n.  Plural of auspex. 
aus·pi·ces2 (ôùspV-sVz, -sKzÙ) n.  Plural of auspice. 
aus·pi·cious (ô-spVshùNs) adj.  1. Attended by favorable circumstances; propi-

tious:  an auspicious time to ask for a raise in salary.  See Synonyms at favorable.  
2. Marked by success; prosperous.   —aus·piùcious·ly adv.  —aus·più-
cious·ness n. 

Aus·sie (ôùsK, ôùzK) n.  Informal. A native or inhabitant of Australia.  [From 

AUS(TRALIAN).] —Ausùsie adj. 

Aust. abbr.  1. a. Australia.  b. Australian.   2. a. Austria.  b. Austrian.  

Aus·ten (ôùstNn), Jane. 1775-1817.  British writer who is noted for her pene-

trating observation of middle-class manners and morality and her irony, wit, and 

meticulous style. Her novels include Pride and Prejudice (1813) and Emma 

(1816). 

aus·ten·ite (ôùstN-nXtÙ) n.  A nonmagnetic solid solution of ferric carbide or 

carbon in iron, used in making corrosion-resistant steel.  [After Sir William 

Chandler Roberts-Austen (1843-1902), British metallurgist.] —ausÙten·itùic (-

VtùVk) adj. 

aus·tere (ô-stîrù) adj.  aus·ter·er, aus·ter·est. 1. Severe or stern in disposition 

or appearance; somber and grave:  the austere figure of a Puritan minister.  

2. Strict or severe in discipline; ascetic:  a desert nomad’s austere life.  3. Having 

no adornment or ornamentation; bare:  an austere style.  See Synonyms at 

severe.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin austKrus, from Greek 

austKros.] —aus·tereùly adv.  —aus·tereùness n. 

aus·ter·i·ty (ô-stHrùV-tK) n.  pl. aus·ter·i·ties. 1. The quality of being austere.  

2. Severe and rigid economy:  wartime austerity.  3. An austere habit or practice. 

Aus·ter·litz (ôùstNr-lVtsÙ, ousùtNr-)  A town of southeast Czech Republic. 

Nearby, on December 2, 1805, Napoleon decisively defeated the Russian and Aus-

trian armies of Czar Alexander I and Emperor Francis II. 

Aus·tin1 (ôùstNn)  See Saint. Augustine2. 
Aus·tin2 (ôùstNn, msùtNn)  1. A city of southeast Minnesota near the Iowa border 

southwest of Rochester. It is a processing and manufacturing center. Population, 

21,907.  2. The capital of Texas, in the south-central part of the state. Austin was 

selected as the capital of the Republic of Texas in 1839 and became the permanent 

capital of the state of Texas in 1870. The main campus of the University of Texas 

(established 1881) is here. Population, 465,622. 



Aus·tin (ôùstNn), Alfred. 1835-1913.  British writer who became poet laureate 

in 1896 and wrote several volumes of poetry, including The Season (1861). 

Aus·tin (ôùstNn), John. 1790-1859.  British legal theorist who maintained that 

law is a form of command determined by power relationships and is therefore 

distinct from moral principles. 

Aus·tin (ôùstNn), Mary Hunter. 1868-1934.  American writer known for her 

literary interest in the peoples and cultures of the Mojave Desert and for her 

ardent support of women’s rights. 

Aus·tin (ôùstNn), Stephen Fuller. 1793-1836.  American colonizer and political 

leader who worked to make Texas a state of Mexico but later helped Texas settlers 

gain their independence (1836). 

Aus·tin·town (ôùstNn-tounÙ)  A community of northeast Ohio, a suburb of 

Youngstown. Population, 32,371. 

Austl. abbr.  Australia; Australian. 

aus·tral1 (ôùstrNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or coming from the south.  [Latin 

austr7lis, from auster, austr-, south.]

aus·tral2 (ous-trälù) n.  pl. aus·tral·es (-träùlHs). A former unit of currency in 

Argentina.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, from the south, from Latin 

austr7lis. See AUSTRAL
1.]

Aus·tral·a·sia (ôÙstrN-l7ùzhN, -shN)  1. The islands of the southern Pacific 

Ocean, including Australia, New Zealand, and New Guinea.  2. Broadly, all of 

Oceania.   —AusÙtral·aùsian adj.  & n. 

Aus·tra·lia (ô-str7lùyN) Abbr. Aus., Aust., Austl.  1. The world’s smallest con-

tinent, southeast of Asia between the Pacific and Indian oceans.  2. A common-

wealth comprising the continent of Australia, the island state of Tasmania, two 

external territories, and several dependencies. The first British settlement, a penal 

colony at Fort Jackson (now part of Sydney), was established in 1788. The 

present-day states grew as separate colonies; six of them formed a federation in 

1901. In 1911 Northern Territory joined the commonwealth and the Capital Ter-

ritory, site of Canberra, was created. Canberra is the capital and Sydney is the 

largest city. Population, 15,544,500. 

Aus·tra·lian (ô-str7lùyNn) adj.  Abbr. Aus., Aust., Austl. 1. Of or relating to 

Australia or its peoples, languages, or cultures.  2. Ecology. Of, relating to, or 

being the zoogeographic region that includes Australia and the islands adjacent to 

it, including New Guinea, New Zealand, Polynesia, and Tasmania.   —  n.  Abbr. 

Aus., Aust., Austl. 1. A native or inhabitant of Australia.  2. A member of any 

of the aboriginal peoples of Australia.  3. Any of the languages of the aboriginal 

peoples of Australia. 

Australian Alps (ô-str7lùyNn 4lps)  A chain of mountain ranges of southeast 

Australia in the southern part of the Great Dividing Range. Mount Kosciusko, ris-



ing to 2,231.4 m (7,316 ft), is the highest elevation and the tallest peak in Austra-

lia. 

Australian Ant·arc·tic Territory (ô-str7lùyNn 4nt-ärkùtVk tHrùV-tôrÙK, -

ärùtVk)  A large section of Antarctica claimed by Australia since 1931. It extends 

from longitude 45˚east to longitude 160˚east not including Adélie Coast. The 

claim is disputed by the United States. 

Australian ballot (ô-str7lùyNn b4lùNt) n.  A printed ballot that bears the 

names of all candidates and the texts of propositions and is distributed to the 

voter at the polls and marked in secret.  Also called secret ballot 

Australian crawl (ô-str7lùyNn krôl) n.  Sports. A crawl stroke in swimming 

that is executed with a flutter kick to each arm stroke. 

Australian pine (ô-str7lùyNn pXn) n.  See beefwood. 
Australian terrier (ô-str7lùyNn tHrùK-Nr) n.  A small dog of a breed originally 

bred in Australia, having a coarse, blackish coat with tan markings. 

Aus·tra·loid (ôùstrN-loidÙ) adj.  Anthropology. Of, relating to, or being a human 

racial classification traditionally distinguished by physical characteristics such as 

dark skin and dark curly hair, and including the aboriginal peoples of Australia 

along with various peoples of southeast Asia, especially Melanesia and the Malay 

Archipelago. No longer in scientific use.  [AUSTRAL(IAN) + -OID.] 
—Ausùtra·loidÙ n. 

aus·tra·lo·pith·e·cine (ô-str7Ùlo-pVthùV-sXnÙ, -sKnÙ) n.  Any of several extinct 

humanlike primates of the genus Australopithecus, known chiefly from Pleis-

tocene fossil remains found in southern and eastern Africa.   —  adj.  Of, relating 

to, or characteristic of these extinct humanlike primates.  [From New Latin 

AustralopithKcus : Latin austr7lis, southern; see AUSTRAL
1 + pithKcus, ape (from 

Greek pithKkos).]

Aus·tra·sia (ô-str7ùzhN, -shN)  The eastern portion of the kingdom of the 

Franks from the sixth to the eighth century, including parts of eastern France, 

western Germany, and the Netherlands. It eventually became part of the Carolin-

gian empire.   —Aus·traùsian adj.  & n. 

Aus·tri·a (ôùstrK-N) Abbr. Aus., Aust.  A landlocked country of central Europe. 

A Roman and Carolingian territory, it was later a powerful empire ruled by the 

Hapsburgs. The empire was broken up in 1918, and the republic of Austria was 

annexed by Adolf Hitler in 1938. Full sovereignty was restored in 1955. Vienna is 

the capital and the largest city. Population, 7,555,338.   —Ausùtri·an adj.  & n. 

Aus·tri·a-Hun·ga·ry (ôÙstrK-N-hƒngùgN-rK)  A former dual monarchy of cen-

tral Europe consisting of Austria, Hungary, Bohemia, Slovenia, Croatia, and parts 

of Poland, Romania, Dalmatia, and Italy. It was formed in 1867 after agitation by 

Hungarian nationalists within the Austrian empire and lasted until 1918.   
—AusÙtro-Hun·garùi·an (ôÙstro-hƒng-gârùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 



Austro-1 pref.  Southern:  Austro-Asiatic.  [From Latin auster, austr-, south. See 

aus- in Appendix.]

Austro-2 pref.  Austria; Austrian:  Austro-Hungarian. 

Aus·tro-A·si·at·ic (ôÙstro-7ÙzhK-4tùVk, -shK-, -zK-) n.  A family of languages of 

southeast Asia once dominant in northeast India and Indochina, including Mon-

Khmer and Munda.   —AusÙtro-AÙsi·atùic adj. 

Aus·tro·ne·sia (ôÙstro-nKùzhN, -shN)  The islands of the Pacific Ocean, includ-

ing Indonesia, Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia. 

Aus·tro·ne·sian (ôÙstro-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Of or relating to Austronesia or 

its peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  A family of languages that includes the 

Formosan, Indonesian, Malay, Melanesian, Micronesian, and Polynesian subfam-

ilies. 

aut- pref.  Variant of auto-. 
au·ta·coid also au·to·coid (ôùtN-koidÙ) n.  An organic substance, such as a hor-

mone, produced in one part of an organism and transported by the blood, 

lymph, or sap to another part of the organism where it exerts a physiologic effect 

on that part.  [AUT(O)- + Greek akos, cure + -OID.] —auÙta·coidùal (-koidùl) adj. 

au·tarch (ôùtärk) n.  An absolute ruler; a despot.  [Greek autarkhos, self-govern-

ing, autarch. See AUTARCHY
1.]

au·tar·chy1 (ôùtärÙkK) n.  pl. au·tar·chies. 1. Absolute rule or power; autoc-

racy.  2. A country under such rule.  [From Greek autarkhos, self-governing, 

autarch  : aut-, auto-, auto- + arkhos, ruler (from arkhein, to rule).] 
—au·tarùchic, au·tarùchi·cal adj. 

au·tar·chy2 (ôùtärÙkK) n.  Variant of autarky. 
au·tar·ky  or au·tar·chy (ôùtärÙkK) n.  pl. au·tar·kies or au·tar·chies. 1. A 

policy of national self-sufficiency and nonreliance on imports or economic aid.  

2. A self-sufficient region or country.  [Greek autarkeia, self-sufficiency, from 

autarkKs, self-sufficient  : aut-, auto-, auto- + arkein, to suffice.] —au·tarùkic, 
au·tarùki·cal adj. 

au·te·col·o·gy (ôÙtV-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of ecology that deals with the bio-

logical relationship between an individual organism or an individual species and 

its environment.   —auÙte·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

Au·teuil (o-toiù, o-tœùyN)  A former town between the Seine River and the Bois 

de Boulogne, now part of Paris. It was a favorite gathering place for French liter-

ary figures, including Molière and La Fontaine. 

au·teur (o-tûrù, o-tœrù) n.  A filmmaker, usually a director, who exercises cre-

ative control over his or her works and has a strong personal style.  [French, from 

Old French autor, author. See AUTHOR.]

au·teur·ism (o-tûrùVzÙNm) n.  Belief in the primary creative importance of the 

director in filmmaking, often combined with a critical advocacy of the works of 



certain strong, distinctive directors.  Also called auteur theory  —au·teurùist adj.  

& n. 

auth. abbr.  1. Authentic.  2. Author.  3. Authority.  4. Authorized. 

au·then·tic (ô-thHnùtVk) adj.  Abbr. auth. 1. Conforming to fact and therefore 

worthy of trust, reliance, or belief:  an authentic account by an eyewitness.  

2. Having a claimed and verifiable origin or authorship; not counterfeit or cop-

ied:  an authentic medieval sword.  3. Law. Executed with due process:  an authen-

tic deed.  4. Music. a. Of, relating to, or being a medieval mode having a range 

from its final tone to the octave above it.  b. Of, relating to, or being a cadence 

with the dominant chord immediately preceding the tonic chord.   5. Obsolete. 

Authoritative.  [Middle English autentik, from Old French autentique, from Late 

Latin authenticus, from Greek authentikos, from authentKs, author.] 
—au·thenùti·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: authentic, bona fide, genuine, real, true, undoubted, unquestion-

able. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “not counterfeit or cop-

ied”: an authentic painting by Corot; a bona fide transfer of property; genuine crab-

meat; a real diamond; true courage; undoubted evidence; an unquestionable antique. 

ANTONYM: counterfeit

au·then·ti·cate (ô-thHnùtV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. au·then·ti·cat·ed, au·then·ti·cat·ing, 
au·then·ti·cates. To establish the authenticity of; prove genuine:  a specialist 

who authenticated the antique samovar.  See Synonyms at confirm.  
—au·thenÙti·caùtion n.  —au·thenùti·caÙtor n. 

au·then·tic·i·ty (ôÙthHn-tVsùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being authen-

tic, trustworthy, or genuine. 

au·thor (ôùthNr) n.  1.  Abbr. auth., au a. The original writer of a literary work.  

b. One who practices writing as a profession.   2. An originator or creator:  the 

author of a new theory.  3. Author. God.   —  v.  tr. au·thored, au·thor·ing, 
au·thors. Usage Problem. To assume responsibility for the content of (a pub-

lished or an unpublished text).  [Middle English auctour, from Old French autor, 

from Latin auctor, creator, from auctus, past participle of augKre, to create. See 

aug- in Appendix.] —au·thorùi·al (ô-thôrùK-Nl, ô-thmrù-) adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The verb author, which had been out of use for a long period,

has been rejuvenated in recent years with the sense “to assume responsibility for

the content of a published text.” As such it is not quite synonymous with the verb

write; one can write, but not author, a love letter or an unpublished manuscript,

and the writer who ghostwrites a book for a celebrity cannot be said to have “au-

thored” the creation. The sentence He has authored a dozen books on the subject

was unacceptable to 74 percent of the Usage Panel, probably because it implies



that the fact of having a book published is worthy of special lexical distinction, a

notion that sits poorly with conventional literary sensibilities, and which seems to

smack of press agentry. The sentence The Senator authored a bill limiting uses of

desert lands in California was similarly rejected by 64 percent of the Panel, though

here the usage is common journalistic practice, and is perhaps justified by the

observation that we do not expect that legislators will actually write the bills to

which they attach their names. • The verb coauthor is well established in reference

to scientific and scholarly publications, where it serves a useful purpose, since the

people listed as authors of such works routinely include research collaborators

who have played no part in the actual writing of the text, but who are nonetheless

entitled to credit for the published results.

au·thor·i·tar·i·an (N-thôrÙV-târùK-Nn, N-thmrÙ-, ô-thôrÙ-, ô-thmrÙ-) adj.  

1. Characterized by or favoring absolute obedience to authority, as against indi-

vidual freedom:  an authoritarian regime.  2. Of, relating to, or expecting unques-

tioning obedience.  See Synonyms at dictatorial.  —au·thorÙi·tarùi·an n.  

—au·thorÙi·tarùi·an·ism n. 

au·thor·i·ta·tive (N-thôrùV-t7ÙtVv, N-thmrù-, ô-thôrù-, ô-thmrù-) adj.  1. Having 

or arising from authority; official:  an authoritative decree; authoritative sources.  

2. Of acknowledged accuracy or excellence; highly reliable:  an authoritative 

account of the revolution.  3. Wielding authority; commanding:  the captain’s 

authoritative manner.   —au·thorùi·taÙtive·ly adv.  —au·thorùi·taÙtive·ness 
n. 

au·thor·i·ty (N-thôrùV-tK, N-thmrù-, ô-thôrù-, ô-thmrù-) n.  pl. au·thor·i·ties. 
Abbr. auth. 1. a. The power to enforce laws, exact obedience, command, deter-

mine, or judge.  b. One that is invested with this power, especially a government 

or government officials:  land titles issued by the civil authority.   2. Power assigned 

to another; authorization:  Deputies were given authority to make arrests.  3. A 

public agency or corporation with administrative powers in a specified field:  a 

city transit authority.  4. a. An accepted source of expert information or advice:  a 

noted authority on birds; a reference book often cited as an authority.  b. A quota-

tion or citation from such a source:  biblical authorities for a moral argument.   

5. Justification; grounds:  On what authority do you make such a claim?  6. A con-

clusive statement or decision that may be taken as a guide or precedent.  7. Power 

to influence or persuade resulting from knowledge or experience:  political 

observers who acquire authority with age.  8. Confidence derived from experience 

or practice; firm self-assurance:  played the sonata with authority.  [Middle 

English auctorite, from Old French autorite, from Latin auctorit7s, auctorit7t-, 

from auctor, creator. See AUTHOR.]

au·thor·i·za·tion (ôÙthNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of authorizing.  

2. Something that authorizes; sanction.  See Synonyms at permission. 



au·thor·ize (ôùthN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. au·thor·ized, au·thor·iz·ing, au·thor·iz·es. 
1. To grant authority or power to.  2. To give permission for; sanction:  the city 

agency that authorizes construction projects.  3. To be sufficient grounds for; jus-

tify.  [Middle English auctorisen, from Old French autoriser, from Medieval Latin 

auctoriz7re, from Latin auctor, author. See AUTHOR.] —auùthor·izÙer n.  

SYNONYMS: authorize, accredit, commission, empower, license. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to give someone the authority to act”: autho-

rized her partner to negotiate in her behalf; a representative who was accredited by

his government; commissioned the real-estate agent to purchase the house for us; was

empowered to make decisions during the president’s absence; a pharmacist licensed

to practice in two states.

Au·thor·ized Version (ôùthN-rXzdÙ vûrùzhNn) n.  Abbr. AV, A.V. Bible. See 

King James Bible. 
au·thor·ship (ôùthNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The act, fact, or occupation of writing.  

2. Source or origin, as of a book or idea:  a poem of disputed authorship. 

au·tism (ôùtVzÙNm) n.  1. Abnormal introversion and egocentricity; acceptance 

of fantasy rather than reality.  2. Psychology. Infantile autism.   —auùtist n.  

—au·tisùtic (-tVk) adj. , n.  —au·tisùti·cal·ly adv. 

au·to (ôùto) n.  pl. au·tos. An automobile.   —  v.  intr. au·toed, au·to·ing, 
au·tos. To go by or ride in an automobile.  [Short for AUTOMOBILE.]

auto. abbr.  1. Automatic.  2. Automotive. 

auto-  or aut- pref.  1. Self; same:  autogamy.  2. Automatic:  autopilot.  [Greek, 

from autos, self.]

au·to·an·ti·bod·y (ôÙto-4nùtV-bmdÙK) n.  An antibody that attacks the cells and 

tissues of the organism in which it is formed. 

au·to·bahn (ôùtN-bänÙ, ouùto-) n.  An expressway in Germany and German-

speaking countries.  [German Auto, automobile; see AUTO + Bahn, road from 

Middle High German ban. See gwhen- in Appendix.]

au·to·bi·og·ra·phy (ôÙto-bX-mgùrN-fK, -bK-) n.  pl. au·to·bi·og·ra·phies. The 

biography of a person written by that person.   —auÙto·bi·ogùra·pher n.  

—auÙto·biÙo·graphùic (-bXÙN-gr4fùVk), auÙto·biÙo·graphùi·cal adj.  

—auÙto·biÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

au·to·bus (ôùto-bƒsÙ) n.  pl. au·to·bus·es or au·to·bus·ses. A motor coach; a 

bus. 

au·to·ca·tal·y·sis (ôÙto-kN-t4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. au·to·ca·tal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Cataly-

sis of a chemical reaction by one of the products of the reaction.   
—auÙto·catÙa·lytùic (-k4tÙl-VtùVk) adj.  —auÙto·catÙa·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

au·toch·thon (ô-tmkùthNn) n.  pl. au·toch·thons or au·toch·tho·nes (-thN-

nKzÙ). 1. One of the earliest known inhabitants of a place; an aborigine.  



2. Ecology. An indigenous plant or animal.  [Greek autokhthon : auto-, auto- + 

khthon, earth; see dhghem- in Appendix.]

au·toch·tho·nous (ô-tmkùthN-nNs) also au·toch·tho·nal (-thN-nNl)  or 

au·toch·thon·ic (ôÙtmk-thmnùVk) adj.  1. Originating where found; indigenous:  

autochthonous rocks; an autochthonous people; autochthonous folktales.  See Syn-

onyms at native.  2. Biology. Originating or formed in the place where found:  

an autochthonous blood clot.   —au·tochùthon·ism, au·tochùtho·ny n.  

—au·tochùtho·nous·ly adv. 

au·to·clave (ôùto-kl7vÙ) n.  A strong, pressurized, steam-heated vessel, as for 

laboratory experiments, sterilization, or cooking.  [French  : Greek auto-, auto- + 

Latin cl7vis, key.]

au·to·coid (ôùtN-koidÙ) n.  Variant of autacoid. 
au·toc·ra·cy (ô-tmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. au·toc·ra·cies. 1. Government by a single 

person having unlimited power; despotism.  2. A country or state that is gov-

erned by a single person with unlimited power. 

au·to·crat (ôùtN-kr4tÙ) n.  1. A ruler having unlimited power; a despot.  2. A 

person with unlimited power or authority:  a corporate autocrat.  [French auto-

crate, from Greek autokratKs, ruling by oneself  : auto-, auto- + -kratKs, -crat.] 
—auÙto·cratùic, auÙto·cratùi·cal adj.  —auÙto·cratùi·cal·ly adv. 

au·to·cross (ôùto-krôsÙ, -krmsù) n.  Sports. A competition for automobiles that 

tests driving skill and speed.  [AUTO(MOBILE) + (MOTO)CROSS.]

au·to-da-fé (ôÙto-dN-f7ù, ouÙto-) n.  pl. au·tos-da-fé (ôÙtoz-, ouÙtoz-). 
1. Public announcement of the sentences imposed on persons tried by the Inqui-

sition and the public execution of those sentences by the secular authorities.  

2. The burning of a heretic at the stake.  [Portuguese auto da fé : auto, act + da, of 

the + fé, faith.]

au·to-de·struct (ôÙto-dV-strƒktù) v.  intr. au·to-de·struct·ed, au·to-
de·struct·ing, au·to-de·structs. To destroy itself or oneself; self-destruct.  

[AUTO- + (SELF-)DESTRUCT.]

au·to·di·dact (ôÙto-dXùd4ktÙ) n.  A self-taught person.  [From Greek auto-

didaktos, self-taught  : auto-, auto- + didaktos, taught; see DIDACTIC.] 
—auÙto·di·dacùtic adj. 

au·to·dyne (ôùtN-dXnÙ) n.  A heterodyne radio device in which one tube serves 

simultaneously as oscillator and detector.  [AUTO- + (HETERO)DYNE.] 
—auùto·dyneÙ adj. 

au·toe·cious (ô-tKùshNs) adj.  Biology. Having all stages of a life cycle occurring 

on the same host.  [From AUTO- + Greek oikos, house; see weik-1 in Appendix.] 
—au·toeùcism (-sVzÙNm) n. 

au·to·er·o·tism (ôÙto-HrùN-tVzÙNm)  or au·to·e·rot·i·cism (-V-rmtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  

1. Self-satisfaction of sexual desire, as by masturbation.  2. The arousal of sexual 

feeling without an external stimulus.   —auÙto·e·rotùic (-V-rmtùVk) adj. 



au·tog·a·my (ô-tmgùN-mK) n.  1. Botany. Self-fertilization in plants.  2. Biology. 

The union of nuclei within and arising from a single cell, as in certain protozoans 

and fungi.   —auÙto·gamùic (ôÙto-g4mùVk), au·togùa·mous adj. 

au·to·gen·e·sis (ôÙto-jHnùV-sVs) also au·tog·e·ny (ô-tmjùN-nK) n.  See abio-
genesis.  —auÙto·ge·neùtic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —auÙto·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

au·tog·e·nous (ô-tmjùN-nNs) also au·to·gen·ic (ôÙtN-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Produced 

from within; self-generating.  2. Medicine. Originating with the individual to 

which applied:  an autogenous graft; an autogenous vaccine.   —au·togùe·nous·ly 
adv. 

au·tog·e·ny (ô-tojùN-nK) n.  Variant of autogenesis. 
au·to·gi·ro also au·to·gy·ro (ôÙto-jXùro) n.  pl. au·to·gi·ros. An aircraft pow-

ered by a conventional propeller and supported in flight by a freewheeling, hori-

zontal rotor that provides lift.  [A former trademark.]

au·to·graph (ôùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A person’s own signature or handwriting.  2. A 

manuscript in the author’s handwriting.   —  v.  tr. au·to·graphed, 
au·to·graph·ing, au·to·graphs. 1. To write one’s name or signature on or in; 

sign.  2. To write in one’s own handwriting.   —  adj.  Written in the writer’s own 

handwriting:  an autograph letter.  [Late Latin autographum, from neuter of Latin 

autographus, written with one’s own hand, from Greek autographos : auto-, auto- 

+ graphein, to write; see -GRAPH.] —auÙto·graphùic, auÙto·graphùi·cal adj.  

—auÙto·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

au·tog·ra·phy (ô-tmgùrN-fK) n.  1. The writing of something in one’s own 

handwriting.  2. Autographs considered as a group. 

au·to·gy·ro (ôÙto-jXùro) n.  Variant of autogiro. 
Au·to·harp (ôùto-härpÙ)  A trademark used for a musical instrument similar to 

a zither. 

au·to·hyp·no·sis (ôÙto-hVp-noùsVs) n.  1. The act or process of hypnotizing 

oneself.  2. A self-induced hypnotic state.  Also called self-hypnosis  
—auÙto·hyp·notùic (-nmtùVk) adj. 

au·to·im·mune (ôÙto-V-myunù) adj.  Of or relating to an immune response 

by the body against one of its own tissues or types of cells.   
—auÙto·im·muùni·ty n.  —auÙto·imÙmu·ni·zaùtion (-VmÙyN-nN-z7ùshNn) n. 

au·to·in·fec·tion (ôÙto-Vn-fHkùshNn) n.  Infection, such as recurrent boils, 

caused by bacteria, viruses, or parasites that persist on or in the body. 

au·to·in·oc·u·la·tion (ôÙto-V-nmkÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. Inoculation with a vac-

cine made from microorganisms obtained from the recipient’s own body.  2. An 

infection caused by a disease that has spread from a different part of the body.   
—auÙto·in·ocùu·la·ble adj. 

au·to·in·tox·i·ca·tion (ôÙto-Vn-tmkÙsV-k7ùshNn) n.  Self-poisoning caused by 

endogenous microorganisms, metabolic wastes, or other toxins produced within 

the body.  Also called autotoxemia 



au·to·load·ing (ôÙto-loùdVng) adj.  Semiautomatic. 

au·tol·o·gous (ô-tmlùN-gNs) adj.  Derived or transferred from the same individ-

ual’s body:  autologous blood donation.  [AUTO- + -logous as in HOMOLOGOUS.]

au·tol·y·sate (ô-tmlùV-s7tÙ, -z7tÙ) n.  Biochemistry. An end product of autolysis. 

au·tol·y·sin (ô-tmlùV-sVn, ôÙtN-lXùsVn) n.  Biochemistry. A substance, such as an 

enzyme, that is capable of destroying the cells or tissues of an organism within 

which it is produced. 

au·tol·y·sis (ô-tmlùV-sVs) n.  Biochemistry. The destruction of tissues or cells of 

an organism by the action of substances, such as enzymes, that are produced 

within the organism.  Also called self-digestion  —auÙto·lytùic (ôÙtN-lVtùVk) adj. 

au·to·mak·er (ôùto-m7ÙkNr) n.  A manufacturer of automotive vehicles; a car-

maker. 

Au·to·mat (ôùtN-m4tÙ)  A trademark used for automated restaurant services in 

which food is dispensed from vending machines. 

au·tom·a·ta (ô-tmmùN-tN) n.  A plural of automaton. 
au·to·mate (ôùtN-m7tÙ) v.  au·to·mat·ed, au·to·mat·ing, au·to·mates.  —  

v.  tr. 1. To convert to automatic operation:  automate a factory.  2. To control or 

operate by automation.   —  v.  intr. To convert to or make use of automation.  

[Back-formation from AUTOMATION.]

au·to·mat·ed teller machine (ôùtN-m7ÙtVd tHlùNr mN-shKnù) n.  Abbr. ATM 

An unattended electronic machine in a public place, connected to a data system 

and related equipment and activated by a bank customer to obtain cash with-

drawals and other banking services.  Also called automated bank teller, automated 

teller, automatic teller, automatic teller machine, cash machine. 

au·to·mat·ic (ôÙtN-m4tùVk) adj.  Abbr. auto. 1. a. Acting or operating in a 

manner essentially independent of external influence or control:  an automatic 

light switch; a budget deficit that caused automatic spending cuts.  b. Self-regulat-

ing:  an automatic washing machine.   2. a. Acting or done without volition or 

conscious control; involuntary:  automatic shrinking of the pupils of the eyes in 

strong light.  See Synonyms at spontaneous.  b. Acting or done as if by 

machine; mechanical:  an automatic reply to a familiar question.   3. a. Capable of 

firing continuously until ammunition is exhausted or the trigger is released:  an 

automatic rifle.  b. Semiautomatic:  an automatic pistol.    —  n.  1. An automatic 

machine or device.  2. a. An automatic firearm.  b. A semiautomatic firearm.   

3. A transmission or a motor vehicle with an automatic gear-shifting mechanism.  

4. Football. See audible.  [From Greek automatos : auto-, auto- + -matos, willing; 

see men-1 in Appendix.] —auÙto·matùi·cal·ly adv.  —auÙto·ma·ticùi·ty (-mN-

tVsùV-tK) n.  

WORD HISTORY: The words automatic pilot or automatic transmission bring

to mind mechanical devices that operate with minimal human intervention. Yet



the word automatic, which goes back to the Greek word automatos, “acting of

one’s own will, self-acting, of itself,” made up of two parts, auto-, “self,” and -

matos, “willing,” is first recorded in English in 1748 with reference to motions of

the body, such as the peristaltic action of the intestines: “The Motions are called

automatic from their Resemblance to the Motions of Automata, or Machines,

whose Principle of Motion is within themselves.” Although the writer had ma-

chines in mind, automatic could be used of living things, a use we still have, al-

though not the primary one. The association of automatic chiefly with machinery

may represent one instance of many in which we have come to see the world in

mechanical terms.

automatic pilot (ôÙtN-m4tùVk pXùlNt) n.  A navigation mechanism, as on an 

aircraft, that automatically maintains a preset course.  Also called robot pilot 

automatic teller (ôÙtN-m4tùVk tHlùNr) n.  See automated teller machine. 
automatic teller machine (ôÙtN-m4tùVk tHlùNr mN-shKnù) n.  Abbr. ATM See 

automated teller machine. 
au·to·ma·tion (ôÙtN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The automatic operation or control of 

equipment, a process, or a system.  2. The techniques and equipment used to 

achieve automatic operation or control.  3. The condition of being automatically 

controlled or operated.  [From AUTOMATIC.] —auÙto·maùtive adj. 

au·tom·a·tism (ô-tmmùN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. a. The state or quality of being auto-

matic.  b. Automatic mechanical action.   2. Philosophy. The theory that the body 

is a machine whose functions are accompanied but not controlled by conscious-

ness.  3. Physiology. a. The involuntary functioning of an organ or other body 

structure that is not under conscious control, such as the beating of the heart or 

the dilation of the pupil of the eye.  b. The reflexive action of a body part.   

4. Psychology. a. Suspension of consciousness in order to express subconscious 

ideas and feelings.  b. Mechanical, seemingly aimless behavior characteristic of 

various mental disorders.   [From Latin automaton, automaton. See AUTOMATON.] 
—au·tomùa·tist n. 

au·tom·a·ti·za·tion (ô-tmmÙN-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  Automation. 

au·tom·a·tize (ô-tmmùN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. au·tom·a·tized, au·tom·a·tiz·ing, 
au·tom·a·tiz·es. 1. To make automatic.  2. To turn into an automaton.  [From 

AUTOMATIC.]

au·tom·a·ton (ô-tmmùN-tNn, -tmnÙ) n.  pl. au·tom·a·tons or au·tom·a·ta (-

tN). 1. A self-operating machine or mechanism, especially a robot.  2. One that 

behaves or responds in a mechanical way.  [Latin, self-operating machine, from 

Greek, from neuter of automatos, self-acting. See AUTOMATIC.] —au·tomùa·tous 
adj. 

au·to·mo·bile (ôÙtN-mo-bKlù, -moùbKlÙ) n.  A self-propelled passenger vehicle 

that usually has four wheels and an internal-combustion engine, used for land 



transport.  Also called motorcar  —  adj.  Of or relating to automobiles; automo-

tive.  [French  : Greek auto-, auto- + French mobile, mobile (from Old French); 

see MOBILE.] —auÙto·mo·bilùist n. 

au·to·mo·tive (ôÙtN-moùtVv) adj.  Abbr. auto. 1. Moving by itself; self-propel-

ling or self-propelled.  2. Of or relating to self-propelled vehicles. 

au·to·nom·ic (ôÙtN-nmmùVk) adj.  1. Physiology. a. Of, relating to, or controlled 

by the autonomic nervous system.  b. Occurring involuntarily; automatic:  an 

autonomic reflex.   2. Resulting from internal stimuli; spontaneous.   
—auÙto·nomùi·cal·ly adv. 

autonomic nervous system (ôÙtN-nmmùVk nûrùvNs sVsùtNm) n.  The part of 

the vertebrate nervous system that regulates involuntary action, as of the intes-

tines, heart, and glands, and that is divided into the sympathetic nervous system 

and the parasympathetic nervous system. 

au·ton·o·mous (ô-tmnùN-mNs) adj.  1. Not controlled by others or by outside 

forces; independent:  an autonomous judiciary; an autonomous division of a corpo-

rate conglomerate.  2. Independent in mind or judgment; self-directed.  

3. a. Independent of the laws of another state or government; self-governing.  

b. Of or relating to a self-governing entity:  an autonomous legislature.  c. Self-

governing with respect to local or internal affairs:  an autonomous region of a 

country.   4. Autonomic.  [From Greek autonomos : auto-, auto- + nomos, law; see 

nem- in Appendix.] —au·tonùo·mous·ly adv. 

au·ton·o·my (ô-tmnùN-mK) n.  pl. au·ton·o·mies. 1. The condition or quality 

of being autonomous; independence.  2. a. Self-government or the right of self-

government; self-determination.  b. Self-government with respect to local or 

internal affairs:  granted autonomy to a national minority.   3. A self-governing 

state, community, or group.  [Greek autonomia, from autonomos, self-ruling. See 

AUTONOMOUS.] —au·tonùo·mist n. 

au·to·pen (ôùto-pHnÙ) n.  A mechanical device used for writing imitations of a 

personal signature. 

au·toph·a·gy (ô-tmfùN-jK) n.  The process of self-digestion by a cell through the 

action of enzymes originating within the same cell. 

au·to·pil·er (ôùto-pXÙlNr) n.  Computer Science. A specific automatic compiler.  

[AUTO- + (COM)PILER.]

au·to·pi·lot (ôùto-pXÙlNt) n.  Automatic pilot. 

au·to·plas·ty (ôùto-pl4sÙtK) n.  Surgical repair or reconstruction of a body part 

using tissue taken from another part of the body.   —auÙto·plasùtic adj.  

—auÙto·plasùti·cal·ly adv. 

au·to·pol·y·ploid (ôÙto-pmlùN-ploidÙ) adj.  Having more than two sets of 

chromosomes all derived from the same species.   —  n.  An organism having 

more than two sets of chromosomes, all of which were derived from the same 

species.   —auÙto·polùy·ploidÙy n. 



au·top·sy (ôùtmpÙsK, ôùtNp-) n.  pl. au·top·sies. 1. Examination of a cadaver to 

determine or confirm the cause of death.  Also called necropsy, postmortem, post-

mortem examination.  2. A critical assessment or examination after the fact:  a 

post-election campaign autopsy.  [Greek autopsia, a seeing for oneself  : auto-, 

auto- + opsis, sight; see okw- in Appendix.] —au·topùsic, au·topùsi·cal adj.  

—auùtopÙsist n. 

au·to·ra·di·o·gram (ôÙto-r7ùdK-o-gr4mÙ) n.  See autoradiograph. 
au·to·ra·di·o·graph (ôÙto-r7ùdK-o-gr4fÙ) n.  An image recorded on a photo-

graphic film or plate produced by the radiation emitted from a specimen, such as 

a section of tissue, that has been treated or injected with a radioactively labeled 

isotope or that has absorbed or ingested such an isotope.  Also called autoradio-

gram  —auÙto·raÙdi·o·graphùic adj.  —auÙto·raÙdi·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) n. 

au·to·route (ôùto-rutÙ) n.  An expressway in France and French-speaking 

countries.  [French  : auto, automobile; see AUTO + route, road (from Old French); 

see ROUTE.]

au·to·some (ôùtN-somÙ) n.  A chromosome that is not a sex chromosome.   
—auÙto·soùmal (-soùmNl) adj.  —auÙto·soùmal·ly adv. 

au·to·stra·da (ôÙto-sträùdN, ouÙto-) n.  An expressway in Italy.  [Italian  : auto, 

automobile; see AUTO + strada, street (from Late Latin str7ta, paved road); see 

STREET.]

au·to·sug·ges·tion (ôÙto-sNg-jHsùchNn) n.  Psychology. The process by which a 

person induces self-acceptance of an opinion, belief, or plan of action.   
—auÙto·sug·gestù v.  —auÙto·sug·gestÙi·bilùi·ty (-N-bVlùV-tK) n.  

—auÙto·sug·gestùi·ble adj.  —auÙto·sug·gesùtive (-tVv) adj. 

au·tot·o·mize (ô-tmtùN-mXzÙ) v.  au·tot·o·mized, au·tot·o·miz·ing, 
au·tot·o·miz·es.  —  v.  tr. To cause the autotomy of.   —  v.  intr. To undergo 

autotomy. 

au·tot·o·my (ô-tmtùN-mK) n.  The spontaneous casting off of a limb or other 

body part, such as the tail of certain lizards or the claw of a lobster, especially 

when the organism is injured or under attack.   —auÙto·tomùic (ôÙtN-tmmùVk) 

adj. 

au·to·tox·e·mi·a also au·to·tox·ae·mi·a (ôÙto-tmk-sKùmK-N) n.  See autoin-
toxication. 

au·to·tox·in (ôÙto-tmkùsVn) n.  A poison that acts on the organism in which it is 

generated.   —auÙto·toxùic adj. 

au·to·trans·form·er (ôÙto-tr4ns-fôrùmNr) n.  An electrical transformer in 

which the primary and secondary coils have some or all windings in common. 

au·to·troph (ôùtN-trmfÙ, -trofÙ) n.  An organism capable of synthesizing its own 

food from inorganic substances, using light or chemical energy. Green plants, 

algae, and certain bacteria are autotrophs.   —auÙto·trophùic (-trmfùVk, -troùfVk) 

adj.  —auÙto·trophùi·cal·ly adv.  —au·totùro·phy (ô-tmtùrN-fK) n. 



au·to·work·er (ôùto-wƒrÙkNr) n.  A worker in the automobile industry. 

au·tumn (ôùtNm) n.  1. The season of the year between summer and winter, 

lasting from the autumnal equinox to the winter solstice and from September to 

December in the Northern Hemisphere; fall.  2. A period of maturity verging on 

decline.   —  adj.  1. Of, having to do with, occurring in, or appropriate to the 

season of autumn:  autumn foliage; autumn harvests.  2. Grown during the season 

of autumn:  autumn crops.  [Middle English autumpne, from Old French 

autompne, from Latin autumnus.] —au·tumùnal (-tƒmùnNl) adj.  

—au·tumùnal·ly adv. 

autumnal equinox (ôùtNmùnNl KùkwN-nmksÙ) n.  1. The point at which the 

ecliptic intersects the celestial equator, the sun having a southerly motion.  2. The 

moment at which the sun passes through the autumnal equinox, about Septem-

ber 23, marking the beginning of autumn. 

autumn crocus (ôùtNm kroùkNs) n.  A corm-producing European and North 

African plant (Colchicum autumnale) having showy colorful flowers that appear 

in the fall.  Also called meadow saffron 

au·tun·ite (o-tƒnùXtÙ, ôùtN-nXt) n.  A yellowish, fluorescent minor ore of ura-

nium with the composition Ca(UO2)2(PO4)2·10-12H2O.  [After Autun, a city of 

east-central France.]

Au·vergne (o-vûrnù, o-vHrnù)  A historical region and former province of cen-

tral France traversed north to south by the Auvergne Mountains, a chain of 

extinct volcanoes. Auvergne became part of the French royal domain in 1615. 

aux. abbr.  1. Auxiliary.  2. Grammar. Auxiliary verb. 

aux·e·sis (ôg-zKùsVs, ôk-sKù-) n.  Growth resulting from increase in cell size with-

out cell division.  [Greek auxKsis, growth, from auxanein, auxK-, to grow. See 

aug- in Appendix.] —aux·etùic (ôg-zHtùVk) adj.  —aux·etùi·cal·ly adv. 

aux·il·ia·ry (ôg-zVlùyN-rK, -zVlùN-rK) adj.  Abbr. aux., auxil. 1. Giving assistance 

or support; helping.  2. Acting as a subsidiary; supplementary:  the main library 

and its auxiliary branches.  3. Held in or used as a reserve:  auxiliary troops; an 

auxiliary power generator.  4. Nautical. Equipped with a motor as well as sails.  

5. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being an auxiliary verb.   —  n.  pl. aux·il·ia·ries. 
Abbr. aux., auxil. 1. An individual or a group that assists or functions in a sup-

porting capacity:  a volunteers’ auxiliary at a hospital.  2. A member of a foreign 

body of troops serving a country in war.  3. Grammar. An auxiliary verb.  

4. Nautical. a. A sailing vessel equipped with a motor.  b. A vessel, such as a sup-

ply ship or a tug, that is designed for and used in instances and services other than 

combat.   [Middle English, from Latin auxili7rius, from auxilium, help. See aug- 
in Appendix.]

auxiliary verb (ôg-zVlùyN-rK vûrb) n.  Abbr. aux. v., aux. Grammar. A verb, 

such as have, can, or will, that accompanies the main verb in a clause and helps to 

make distinctions in mood, voice, aspect, and tense. 



aux·in (ôkùsVn) n.  Any of several plant hormones that regulate various func-

tions, including cell elongation.  [From Greek auxein, to grow. See aug- in 

Appendix.] —aux·inùic adj.  —aux·inùi·cal·ly adv. 

aux·o·troph (ôkùsN-trmf, -trofÙ) n.  An organism, such as a strain of bacteria, 

that has lost the ability to synthesize certain substances required for its growth 

and metabolism as the result of mutational changes.  [Back-formation from AUX-

OTROPHIC.]

aux·o·troph·ic (ôkÙsN-trmfùVk, -troùfVk) adj.  Requiring one or more specific 

substances for growth and metabolism that the parental organism was able to 

synthesize on its own. Used with respect to organisms, such as strains of bacteria, 

algae, or fungi, that can no longer synthesize certain growth factors because of 

mutational changes.  [Greek auxein, to increase; see AUXIN + -TROPHIC.]

aux. v. abbr.  Grammar. Auxiliary verb. 

Av (äv, ôv) also Ab (äb, äv, ôv) n.  The 11th month of the year in the Jewish calen-

dar.  See Table at calendar.  [Hebrew ’7b, from Canaanite ’ab.]

AV  or A.V. abbr.  1. Audio-visual.  2. Bible. Authorized Version. 

av. abbr.  1.  Also Av.. Avenue.  2. Average.  3. Avoirdupois. 

a.v.  or a/v abbr.  Ad valorem. 

a·vail (N-v7lù) v.  a·vailed, a·vail·ing, a·vails.  —  v.  tr. To be of use or advan-

tage to; help:  Nothing could avail the dying patient.   —  v.  intr. To be of use, 

value, or advantage; serve:  Halfway measures will no longer avail.   —  n.  Use, 

benefit, or advantage:  labored to no avail.   —idiom. avail (oneself) of. To 

make use of.  [Middle English availen : a-, intensive pref. (from Latin ad-); see 

AD- + Old French valoir, vail-, to be worth (from Latin valKre); see wal- in 

Appendix.] —a·vailùing·ly adv. 

a·vail·a·ble (N-v7ùlN-bNl) adj.  1. Present and ready for use; at hand; accessible:  

kept a fire extinguisher available at all times.  2. Capable of being gotten; obtain-

able:  a bedspread available in three colors.  3. Qualified and willing to serve:  a list 

of available candidates.  4. Archaic. a. Capable of bringing about a beneficial 

result or effect.  b. Law. Valid. Used especially of a plea.    —a·vailÙa·bilùi·ty, 
a·vailùa·ble·ness n.  —a·vailùa·bly adv. 

av·a·lanche (4vùN-l4nchÙ) n.  1. A fall or slide of a large mass, as of snow or 

rock, down a mountainside.  2. A massive or overwhelming amount; a flood:  

received an avalanche of mail.   —  v.  av·a·lanched, av·a·lanch·ing, 
av·a·lanch·es.  —  v.  intr. To fall or slide in a massive or overwhelming amount.   
—  v.  tr. To overwhelm; inundate.  [French; akin to Provençal lavanca, ravine  

perhaps akin to Latin l7bX, to slip.]

avalanche lily (4vùN-l4nchÙ lVlùK) n.  A western North American corm-produc-

ing plant (Erythronium grandiflorum) in the lily family, having white or golden-

yellow flowers with red anthers.  [So called because it grows near the snow line 

and blooms when the snow begins to melt.]



Av·a·lon (4vùN-lmnÙ) n.  In Arthurian legend, an island paradise in the western 

seas to which King Arthur went at his death. 

Avalon Peninsula (4vùN-lmnÙ pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A large, irregularly shaped pen-

insula of southeast Newfoundland, Canada. Most of the province’s population 

resides here. 

a·vant-garde (äÙvänt-gärdù, 4vÙänt-) n.  A group active in the invention and 

application of new techniques in a given field, especially in the arts.   —  adj.  Of, 

relating to, or being part of an innovative group, especially one in the arts:  avant-

garde painters; an avant-garde theater piece.  [French, from Old French, vanguard. 

See VANGUARD.] —aÙvant-gardùism n.  —aÙvant-gardùist n. 

av·a·rice (4vùN-rVs) n.  Immoderate desire for wealth; cupidity.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin av7ritia, from av7rus, greedy, from avKre, to desire.]

av·a·ri·cious (4vÙN-rVshùNs) adj.  Immoderately desirous of wealth or gain; 

greedy.   —avÙa·riùcious·ly adv.  —avÙa·riùcious·ness n. 

a·vas·cu·lar (7-v4sùkyN-lNr) adj.  Not associated with or supplied by blood ves-

sels.   —a·vasÙcu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n. 

a·vast (N-v4stù) interj.  Nautical. Used as a command to stop or desist.  [From 

Middle Dutch hou vast, hold fast  : hou, houd, imperative of houden, to hold + 

vast, fast; see past- in Appendix.]

av·a·tar (4vùN-tärÙ) n.  1. The incarnation of a Hindu deity, especially Vishnu, in 

human or animal form.  2. An embodiment, as of a quality or concept; an arche-

type:  the very avatar of cunning.  3. A temporary manifestation or aspect of a 

continuing entity:  occultism in its present avatar.  [Sanskrit avat7raU : ava, down + 

tarati, he crosses; see terN-2 in Appendix.]

a·vaunt (N-vôntù, N-väntù) adv.  Hence; away.  [Middle English, forward, from 

Old French avant, from Latin abante : ab-, from; see AB-1 + ante, before; see ANTE-

.]

AVC abbr.  1. American Veterans Committee.  2. Automatic volume control. 

avdp. abbr.  Avoirdupois. 

a·ve (äùv7) n.  1. An expression of greeting or farewell.  2. Ave. Roman Catholic 

Church. Hail Mary.  [Middle English, from Latin.]

ave.  or Ave.  or AVE abbr.  Avenue. 

Av·e·don (4vùV-dmnÙ), Richard. Born 1923.  American photographer noted for 

his imaginative, lively fashion photography and stark portraits. 

A·vel·la·ne·da (ä-vHlÙyä-nHùdä, ä-vHÙyä-, ä-vHÙzhä-nHùthä)  A city of eastern 

Argentina near Buenos Aires. It is an important commercial and industrial center. 

Population, 330,654. 

A·vel·li·no (äÙvHl-lKùnô)  A city of southern Italy east-northeast of Naples. 

Although damaged by an earthquake in 1930, the old city retains much of its 

medieval aspect. Population, 56,120. 



A·ve Ma·ri·a (äùv7 mN-rKùN) n.  Roman Catholic Church. Hail Mary.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin.]

a·venge (N-vHnjù) v.  tr. a·venged, a·veng·ing, a·veng·es. 1. To inflict a 

punishment or penalty in return for; revenge:  avenge a murder.  2. To take ven-

geance on behalf of:  avenged their wronged parents.  [Middle English avengen, 

from Old French avengier : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + vengier, to vindicate 

(from Latin vindic7re, to claim); see VINDICATE.] —a·vengùer n.  

—a·vengùing·ly adv. 

av·ens (4vùNnz) n.  pl. avens. 1. Any of various perennial herbs of the genus 

Geum in the rose family, having often pinnate basal leaves and variously colored 

flowers with many pistils.  2. The mountain avens.  [Middle English avence, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin avencia.]

Av·en·tine (4vùNn-tXnÙ, -tKnÙ)  One of the seven hills of ancient Rome. It was 

turned over to the plebes for settlement in 456 B.C.   —Avùen·tineÙ adj. 

a·ven·tu·rine (N-vHnùchN-rKnÙ, -rVn) also a·ven·tu·rin (-rVn) n.  1. An opaque 

or semitranslucent brown glass flecked with small metallic particles, often of cop-

per or chromic oxide.  2. Any of several varieties of quartz or feldspar flecked 

with particles of mica, hematite, or other materials. In this sense, also calledsun-

stone [French, from aventure, accident (so called because of its accidental discov-

ery or the randomness of inclusions in it). See ADVENTURE.] —a·venùtu·rineÙ 
adj. 

av·e·nue (4vùN-nuÙ, -nyuÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. Ave., AVE, Av., ave., av. A wide 

street or thoroughfare.  2. a. A broad roadway lined with trees.  b. Chiefly Brit-

ish. The drive leading from the main road up to a country house.   3. A means of 

access or approach:  new avenues of trade.  [French, from Old French, arrival, 

from feminine past participle of avenir, to approach, from Latin advenXre, to 

come to. See ADVENT.]

Av·en·zo·ar (4vÙNn-zoùNr), 1090?-1162.  Spanish-Arab physician and writer 

whose Practical Manual of Treatments and Diet showed an advanced understand-

ing of the human body based on science rather than speculation. 

a·ver (N-vûrù) v.  tr. a·verred, a·verr·ing, a·vers. 1. To affirm positively; 

declare.  See Synonyms at assert.  2. Law. a. To assert formally as a fact.  b. To 

justify or prove.   [Middle English averren, from Old French averer, from Vulgar 

Latin *advKr7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin vKrus, true; see wKro- in Appendix.] 
—a·verùment n.  —a·verùra·ble adj. 

av·er·age (4vùNr-Vj, 4vùrVj) n.  Abbr. av., avg. 1. Mathematics. a. A number that 

typifies a set of numbers of which it is a function.  b.  See arithmetic mean.   
2. a. An intermediate level or degree:  near the average in size.  b. The usual or 

ordinary kind or quality:  Although the wines vary, the average is quite good.   

3. Sports. The ratio of a team’s or player’s successful performances such as wins, 

hits, or goals, divided by total opportunities for successful performance, such as 



games, times at bat, or shots:  finished the season with a.500 average; a batting 

average of.274.  4. Law. a. The loss of a ship or cargo, caused by damage at sea.  

b. The incurrence of damage or loss of a ship or a cargo at sea.  c. The equitable 

distribution of such a loss among concerned parties.  d. A charge incurred 

through such a loss.   5. Nautical. Small expenses or charges that are usually paid 

by the master of a ship.   —  adj.  1. Mathematics. Of, relating to, or constituting 

an average.  2. Being intermediate between extremes, as on a scale:  a player of 

average ability.  3. Usual or ordinary in kind or character:  a poll of average people; 

average eyesight.  4. Assessed in accordance with the laws of average.   —  v.  

av·er·aged, av·er·ag·ing, av·er·ag·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. Mathematics. To calculate 

the average of:  average a set of numbers.  2. To do or have an average of:  averaged 

three hours of work a day.  3. To distribute proportionately:  average one’s income 

over four years so as to minimize the tax rate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or amount to an 

average:  Some sparrows are six inches long, but they average smaller. Our expenses 

averaged out to 45 dollars per day.  2. To buy or sell more goods or shares to obtain 

more than an average price.  [From Middle English averay, charge above the cost 

of freight, from Old French avarie, from Old Italian avaria, duty, from Arabic 

1aw7rXyah, damaged goods, from 1awar, blemish.] —avùer·age·ly adv.  

—avùer·age·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: average, medium, mediocre, fair, middling, indifferent, tolerable.

These adjectives indicate rank or position around the middle of a scale of evalu-

ation. Average and medium apply to what is midway between extremes on such a

scale; usually they imply both sufficiency and lack of distinction: a novel of average

merit; an orange of medium size. Mediocre stresses the undistinguished aspect of

what is average: “The caliber of the students... has gone from mediocre to above av-

erage” (Judy Pasternak). What is fair is passable but substantially below excellent:

a fair student; in fair health; have a fair idea of what’s going on. Middling refers to

middle position between best and worst: gave a middling performance at best. In-

different applies to what is of less than striking character, being neither very good

nor very bad: “One and the same thing can at the same time be good, bad, and in-

different, e.g., music is good to the melancholy, bad to those who mourn, and neither

good nor bad to the deaf” (Spinoza). Something that is tolerable is merely accept-

able: prepared a tolerable dinner.

A·ver·no (ä-vHrùno) Ancient name A·ver·nus (N-vûrùnNs).  A small crater lake 

of southern Italy near the Tyrrhenian Sea west of Naples. Because of its gloomy 

aspect and intense sulfuric vapors, now extinguished, the ancient Romans 

regarded it as the entrance to the underworld. 

A·ver·ro·ës  or A·ver·rho·ës (N-vHrùo-KzÙ, 4vÙN-roùKz), 1126-1198.  Spanish-

Arab physician and philosopher best known for his commentaries on Aristotle. 



Although he was a Muslim, his work was most influential among medieval Chris-

tian theologians. 

A·ver·sa (ä-vHrùsä)  A city of southern Italy near Naples. It is known for its spar-

kling white wines. Population, 50,525. 

a·verse (N-vûrsù) adj.  Having a feeling of opposition, distaste, or aversion; 

strongly disinclined:  was averse to sharing a table with them; investors who are 

averse to risk-taking.  [Latin 7versus, past participle of 7vertere, to turn away. See 

AVERT.] —a·verseùly adv.  —a·verseùness n. 

a·ver·sion (N-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. A fixed, intense dislike; repugnance:  

formed an aversion to crowds.  2. One that is intensely disliked and avoided.  3. A 

feeling of extreme repugnance accompanied by avoidance or rejection:  Her aver-

sion to alcohol consumption caused her to shun all social gatherings where such bev-

erages would be served.  4. Obsolete. The act of turning away or averting. 

aversion therapy (N-vûrùzhNn thHrùN-pK) n.  A type of behavior therapy 

designed to modify antisocial habits or addictions by creating a strong association 

with a disagreeable or painful stimulus. 

a·ver·sive (N-vûrùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Causing avoidance of an unpleasant or punish-

ing stimulus, as in techniques of behavior modification.   —a·verùsive·ly adv.  

—a·verùsive·ness n. 

a·vert (N-vûrtù) v.  tr. a·vert·ed, a·vert·ing, a·verts. 1. To turn away:  avert 

one’s eyes.  2. To ward off (something about to happen); prevent:  averted an acci-

dent by turning sharply.  See Synonyms at prevent.  [Middle English averten, 

from Old French avertir, from Latin 7vertere : 7-, ab-, away from; see AB-1 + vert-

ere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] —a·vertùi·ble, a·vertùa·ble adj. 

A·ver·y (7ùvN-rK), Milton Clark. 1893-1965.  American painter. Influenced by 

the works of Henri Matisse, his style of subtle colors and flat patterns influenced 

abstract expressionism. 

A·ves·ta (N-vHsùtN) n.  A body of ancient Persian writings, a sacred text of Zoro-

astrianism.  [Middle Persian apast7k, the basic (text), and apast7k, the (hymns of) 

praise.]

A·ves·tan (N-vHsùtNn) n.  The eastern dialect of Old Iranian, in which the Avesta 

is written.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Avesta or Avestan. 

avg. abbr.  Average. 

a·vi·an (7ùvK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of birds.  [From Latin avis, 

bird. See awi- in Appendix.]

a·vi·ar·y (7ùvK-HrÙK) n.  pl. a·vi·ar·ies. A large enclosure for holding birds in 

confinement.  [Latin avi7rium, from avis, bird. See awi- in Appendix.] 
—aùvi·a·rist (-N-rVst, -HrÙVst) n. 

a·vi·ate (7ùvK-7tÙ, 4vùK-) v.  intr. a·vi·at·ed, a·vi·at·ing, a·vi·ates. To operate 

an aircraft; fly.  [Back-formation from AVIATION.]



a·vi·a·tion (7ÙvK-7ùshNn, 4vÙK-) n.  Abbr. avn. 1. The operation of aircraft.  

2. The design, development, and production of aircraft.  3. Military aircraft.  

[French, from Latin avis, bird. See awi- in Appendix.]

aviation medicine (7ÙvK-7ùshNn mHdùV-sVn) n.  See aeromedicine. 
a·vi·a·tor (7ùvK-7ÙtNr, 4vùK-) n.  One who operates an aircraft; a pilot.  [French 

aviateur, from aviation, aviation. See AVIATION.]

aviator glasses (7ùvK-7ÙtNr gl4sùVz) pl.n.  Eyeglasses having a lightweight metal 

frame and oval lenses that narrow toward the bridge of the nose. 

a·vi·a·trix (7ÙvK-7ùtrVks, 4vÙK-) n.  A woman who operates an aircraft; a woman 

pilot. 

Av·i·cen·na (4vÙV-sHnùN), 980-1037.  Persian physician and philosopher noted 

for his Canon of Medicine, a standard medical textbook used in Europe until the 

17th century. 

a·vi·cul·ture (7ùvV-kƒlÙchNr, 4vùV-) n.  The raising, keeping, and care of birds.  

[Latin avis, bird; see awi- in Appendix + CULTURE.] —aÙvi·culùtur·ist n. 

av·id (4vùVd) adj.  1. Having an ardent desire or unbounded craving; greedy:  avid 

for adventure.  2. Marked by keen interest and enthusiasm:  an avid sports fan.  

See Synonyms at eager1.  [Latin avidus, from avKre, to desire.] —avùid·ly adv. 

av·i·din (4vùV-dVn) n.  A protein found in uncooked egg white that binds to and 

inactivates biotin. An abundance of avidin in the duct can result in a deficiency of 

biotin.  [AVID + (BIOT)IN, from its affinity for biotin.]

a·vid·i·ty (N-vVdùV-tK) n.  1. Ardent desire or craving; eagerness.  2. Keen interest 

or enthusiasm:  followed the tournament with avidity.  3. Chemistry. a. The disso-

ciation-dependent strength of an acid or base.  b. Degree of affinity.  

a·vi·fau·na (7ÙvN-fôùnN, 4vÙN-) n.  The birds of a specific region or period.  

[Latin avis, bird; see awi- in Appendix + FAUNA.] —aÙvi·fauùnal adj. 

A·vi·gnon (ä-vK-nyôNù)  A city of southeast France on the Rhone River. It was 

the seat of the papacy from 1309 to 1378 and the residence of several antipopes 

from 1378 to 1417. Population, 89,132. 

Á·vi·la (äùvN-lN, äùvK-lä)  A town of central Spain west-northwest of Madrid. It is 

a religious and tourist center. Population, 42,165. 

Á·vi·la Ca·ma·cho (äùvK-läÙ kN-mäùcho), Manuel. 1897-1955.  Mexican gen-

eral and politician whose presidency (1940-1946) was a period of stability. 

A·vi·lés (äÙ-vN-l7sù, äÙvK-lHsù)  A town of northwest Spain on an inlet of the Bay 

of Biscay. It is a port and an industrial center. Population, 89,992. 

a·vi·on·ics (7ÙvK-mnùVks, 4vÙK-) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The science and 

technology of electronics and the development of electronic devices as applied to 

aeronautics and astronautics:  Avionics has become even more important with the 

development of the space program.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The electronic sys-

tems, equipment, and other devices so developed:  The avionics on this spacecraft 



represent a new generation of sophistication.  [AVI(ATION) + (ELECTR)ONICS.] 
—aÙvi·onùic adj. 

a·vir·u·lent (7-vîrùyN-lNnt, 7-vîrùN-) adj.  Not virulent.   —a·virùu·lence n. 

a·vi·ta·min·o·sis (7-vXÙtN-mV-noùsVs) n.  A disease, such as scurvy, beriberi, or 

pellagra, caused by deficiency of one or more essential vitamins.   
—a·viÙta·min·otùic (-nmtùVk) adj. 

avn. abbr.  Aviation. 

AV node (7ùvKù nod) n.  See atrioventricular node.  [A(TRIO)V(ENTRICULAR) 

NODE.]

a·vo (äùvu) n.  pl. a·vos. A unit of currency in Macao.  See Table at currency.  
[Portuguese, shortened from oitavo, eighth, from Latin oct7vus. See OCTAVE.]

av·o·ca·do (4vÙN-käùdo, äÙvN-) n.  pl. av·o·ca·dos. 1. A tropical American tree 

(Persea americana) having oval or pear-shaped fruit with leathery skin, yellowish-

green flesh, and a large seed.  Also called alligator pear 2. The edible fruit of this 

tree.  3. Color. A dull green.  [American Spanish, alteration (influenced by Span-

ish avocado, earlier form of abogado, lawyer), of Nahuatl ahuacatl.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of avocado takes us back to the Nahuatl (the

language of the Aztecs) word ahuacatl, “fruit of the avocado tree” or “testicle.”

The word ahuacatl was compounded with others, as in ahuacamolli, meaning “av-

ocado soup or sauce,” from which the Spanish-Mexican word guacamole derives.

In trying to pronounce ahuacatl, the Spanish who found the fruit and its Nahuatl

name in Mexico came up with aguacate, but other Spanish speakers substituted

the form avocado for the Nahuatl word because ahuacatl sounded like the early

Spanish word avocado (now abogado), meaning “lawyer.” In borrowing the Span-

ish avocado, first recorded in English in 1697 in the compound avogato pear (with

a spelling that probably reflects Spanish pronunciation), we have lost many of the

traces of the more interesting Nahuatl word.

av·o·ca·tion (4vÙo-k7ùshNn) n.  1. An activity taken up in addition to one’s reg-

ular work or profession, usually for enjoyment; a hobby.  2. One’s regular work or 

profession.  3. Archaic. A distraction or diversion.  [Latin 7voc7tio, 7voc7tion-, 

diversion, from 7voc7tus, past participle of 7voc7re, to call away  : 7-, ab-, away; 

see AB-1 + voc7re, to call; see wekw- in Appendix.] —avÙo·caùtion·al adj.  

—avÙo·caùtion·al·ly adv. 

av·o·cet (4vùN-sHtÙ) n.  Any of several long-legged shore birds of the genus 

Recurvirostra, characterized by a long, slender, upturned beak.  [French avocette, 

from Italian avocetta.]

A·vo·ga·dro (äÙvN-gäùdro, äÙvo-), Amedeo. 1776-1856.  Italian chemist and 

physicist who advanced the hypothesis that has come to be called Avogadro’s law. 

From this hypothesis other physicists were able to calculate Avogadro’s number. 



A·vo·ga·dro’s law (äÙvN-gäùdroz lô, äÙvo-) n.  The principle that equal vol-

umes of all gases under identical conditions of pressure and temperature contain 

the same number of molecules. 

Avogadro’s number also Avogadro number (äÙvN-gäùdroz nƒmùbNr) n.  

Symbol N The number of molecules in a mole of a substance, approximately 

6.0225 ∞ 1023. 

a·void (N-voidù) v.  tr. a·void·ed, a·void·ing, a·voids. 1. To stay clear of; 

shun.  See Synonyms at escape.  2. To keep from happening:  avoid illness with 

rest and a balanced diet.  3. Law. To annul or make void; invalidate.  4. Obsolete. 

To void or expel.  [Middle English avoiden, from Anglo-Norman avoider, to 

empty out, variant of Old French esvuidier : es-, out (from Latin ex-); see EX- + 

vuidier, to empty (from voide, empty); see VOID.] —a·voidùa·ble adj.  

—a·voidùa·bly adv.  —a·voidùer n. 

a·void·ance (N-voidùns) n.  1. The act of shunning or avoiding.  2. Law. An 

annulment. 

av·oir·du·pois (4vÙNr-dN-poizù) n.  1.  Abbr. avdp., av. Avoirdupois weight.  

2. Informal. Weight or heaviness, especially of a person.  [Middle English avoir de 

pois, commodities sold by weight, alteration of Old French aveir de peis, goods of 

weight  : aveir, avoir, to have (from Latin habKre); see ABLE + de, of (from Latin dK-

, from); see DE- + peis, pois, weight (from Vulgar Latin *pKsum, from Latin pKn-

sum, past participle of pendere, to hang); see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

avoirdupois weight (4vÙNr-dN-poizù w7t) n.  A system of weights and mea-

sures based on a pound containing 16 ounces or 7,000 grains and equal to 453.59 

grams. 

A·von (7ùvmn, 7ùvNn, 4vùNn) also Up·per Avon (ƒpùNr)  A river of south-central 

England flowing 154.5 km (96 mi) to the Severn. It is known for its associations 

with Shakespeare. 

a·vouch (N-vouchù) v.  tr. a·vouched, a·vouch·ing, a·vouch·es. 1. To 

declare the provable truth or validity of; affirm:  She avouched that she herself was 

innocent.  2. To vouch for.  3. To accept responsibility for (an action, for exam-

ple); acknowledge.  4. To avow; confess.  [Middle English avouchen, to cite as a 

warrant, from Old French avochier, from Latin advoc7re, to summon. See ADVO-

CATE.]

a·vow (N-vouù) v.  tr. a·vowed, a·vow·ing, a·vows. 1. To acknowledge 

openly, boldly, and unashamedly; confess:  avow guilt.  See Synonyms at 

acknowledge.  2. To state positively.  See Synonyms at assert.  [Middle 

English avowen, from Old French avouer, from Latin advoc7re, to call upon. See 

ADVOCATE.] —a·vowùa·ble adj.  —a·vowùa·bly adv.  —a·vowùed·ly (-Vd-lK) 

adv.  —a·vowùer n. 

a·vow·al (N-vouùNl) n.  A frank admission or acknowledgment. 



a·vulse (N-vƒlsù) v.  tr. a·vulsed, a·vuls·ing, a·vuls·es. To separate, cut, or tear 

off by avulsion.  [Latin 7vellere, 7vuls-, to tear off  : 7-, ab-, away; see AB-1 + vellere, 

to pull.]

a·vul·sion (N-vƒlùshNn) n.  1. Medicine. The forcible tearing away of a body part 

by trauma or surgery.  2. The sudden movement of soil from one property to 

another as a result of a flood or a shift in the course of a boundary stream. 

a·vun·cu·lar (N-vƒngùkyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or having to do with an uncle.  

2. Regarded as being similar to an uncle, especially in benevolence.  [From Latin 

avunculus, maternal uncle. See awo- in Appendix.]

aw (ô) interj.  Used to express sympathy, disgust, or disbelief. 

AW abbr.  1. Aircraft warning.  2. Articles of War.  3. Automatic weapon. 

a.w. abbr.  1.  Also A/W. Actual weight.  2. All water. 

AWACS (7ùw4ks) n.  pl. AWACS. A military surveillance system, carried by air-

craft, that is capable of tracking a large number of other aircraft from a great dis-

tance.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  AWACS 

surveillance; AWACS operations.  [A(irborne) W(arning) A(nd) C(ontrol) 

S(ystem).]

a·wait (N-w7tù) v.  a·wait·ed, a·wait·ing, a·waits.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To wait for.  

See Synonyms at expect.  b. To be in a state of abeyance until:  a contract await-

ing signature.   2. To be in store for:  Death awaits us all.  3. Obsolete. To lie in 

ambush for.   —  v.  intr. 1. To wait.  2. To be in store:  A busy day awaits.  [Middle 

English awaiten, from Old North French awaitier : a-, on (from Latin ad-); see 

AD- + waitier, to watch; see WAIT.]

A·wa·ji (N-wäùjK)  or A·wa·ji·shi·ma (N-wäÙjK-shKùmN)  An island of Japan in 

the Inland Sea between southwest Honshu and Shikoku. 

a·wake (N-w7kù) v.  a·woke (N-wokù)  or a·waked, a·waked or a·wok·en 
(N-woùkNn), a·wak·ing, a·wakes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rouse from sleep; waken.  

2. To stir the interest of; excite.  3. To stir up (memories, for example).   —  v.  

intr. 1. To wake up.  2. To become alert.  3. To become aware or cognizant:  awoke 

to reality.  See Usage Note at wake1.   —  adj.  1. Completely conscious; not in a 

state of sleep.  2. Vigilant; watchful.  See Synonyms at aware.  [Middle English 

awaken, from Old English 7wacan : 7-, intensive pref. + wacan, wake; see WAKE
1.]

a·wak·en (N-w7ùkNn) v.  a·wak·ened, a·wak·en·ing, a·wak·ens.  —  v.  tr. 

To cause to wake up.   —  v.  intr. To wake up.  See Usage Note at wake1.  [Middle 

English awakenen, from Old English 7wæcnian : 7-, on, up; see A-2 + wæcnian, to 

waken; see WAKEN.] —a·wakùen·er n. 

a·ward (N-wôrdù) v.  tr. a·ward·ed, a·ward·ing, a·wards. 1. To grant as mer-

ited or due:  awarded prizes to the winners.  2. To give as legally due:  awarded 

damages to the plaintiff.  See Synonyms at grant.   —  n.  1. Something awarded 

or granted, as for merit.  2. A decision, such as one made by a judge or arbitrator.  

[Middle English awarden, from Anglo-Norman awarder, to decide (a legal case), 



variant of Old North French eswarder : es-, out (from Latin ex); see EX- + warder, 

to judge, guard; see wer-3 in Appendix.] —a·wardùa·ble adj.  —a·wardùer n. 

a·ward·ee (N-wôr-dKù) n.  The recipient of an award. 

a·ware (N-wârù) adj.  1. Having knowledge or cognizance:  aware of their limita-

tions.  2. Archaic. Vigilant; watchful.  [Middle English, variant of iwar, from Old 

English gewær. See wer-3 in Appendix.] —a·wareùness n.  

SYNONYMS: aware, cognizant, conscious, sensible, awake, alert, watchful, vigi-

lant. These adjectives mean mindful or heedful of something. Aware implies

knowledge gained through one’s own perceptions, as of the attitudes of others, or

by means of information: Are you aware of your opponent’s hostility? I am aware

that Congress has passed the legislation. Cognizant is a rather formal equivalent of

aware: “Our research indicates that the nation’s youth are cognizant of the law” (Jer-

ry D. Jennings). Conscious emphasizes the recognition of something sensed or felt:

“an importance... of which even Americans are barely conscious” (William Stanley

Jevons). Sensible implies knowledge gained through intellectual perception or

through intuition: “I am sensible that the mention of such a circumstance may ap-

pear trifling” (Henry Hallam). To be awake is to have full consciousness of some-

thing: “as much awake to the novelty of attention in that quarter as Elizabeth herself”

(Jane Austen). Alert stresses quickness to recognize and respond: alert enough to

spot the opportunity when it came. Watchful and vigilant imply being on the look-

out for what is dangerous or potentially so: a watchful parent with a toddler in

tow; keeping a vigilant eye on every building where a fire might start.

a·wash (N-wmshù, N-wôshù) adv.  1. a. Washed by the sea.  b. Washing about.   

2. In such a position or way as to be covered with or as if with water.   —  adj.  

1. Level with or washed by waves.  2. Overflowing with or as if with water: “Some 

of America’s big cities are awash in vacant office space” (Ross K. Baker).  3. Floating 

on or as if on waves. 

A·wash River (äùwäshÙ rVvùNr) also Ha·wash River (häù-)  A river of eastern 

Ethiopia flowing about 805 km (500 mi) northeast to the Danakil Desert. 

a·way (N-w7ù) adv.  1. From a particular thing or place:  ran away from the lion; 

sent the children away to boarding school.  2. a. At or to a distance in space or time:  

We live a block away from the park.  b. At or by a considerable interval:  away back 

in the 17th century; away off on the horizon.   3. a. In a different direction; aside:  

glanced away.  b. On the way:  We want to get away early in the day.   4. In or into 

storage or safekeeping:  put the toys away; jewels locked away in a safe.  5. Out of 

existence or notice:  The music faded away.  6. So as to remove, separate, or elimi-

nate:  chipped the paint away; cleared away the debris.  7. From one’s possession:  

gave the tickets away.  8. Continuously; steadily:  toiled away at the project for more 

than a year.  9. Freely; at will:  Fire away!   —  adj.  1. Absent:  The neighbors are 



away.  2. Distant, as in space or time:  The city is miles away. The game was still a 

week away.  3. Played on an opponent’s field or grounds:  an away game.  

4. Baseball. Out:  bases loaded, with two away.  [Middle English, from Old English 

aweg : a-, on; see A-1 + weg, way; see wegh- in Appendix.]

awe (ô) n.  1. A mixed emotion of reverence, respect, dread, and wonder 

inspired by authority, genius, great beauty, sublimity, or might:  We felt awe when 

contemplating the works of Bach. The imprisoned soldiers were in awe of their cap-

tors.  2. Archaic. a. The power to inspire dread.  b. Dread.    —  v.  tr. awed, 
aw·ing, awes. To inspire with awe.  [Middle English, from Old Norse agi.]

a·wea·ry (N-wîrùK) adj.  Archaic. Tired; weary. 

a·weath·er (N-wHthùNr) adv.  Nautical. To the windward side. 

a·weigh (N-w7ù) adj.  Nautical. Hanging clear of the bottom. Used of an anchor. 

awe·some (ôùsNm) adj.  1. Inspiring awe:  an awesome thunderstorm.  

2. Expressing awe:  stood in awesome silence before the ancient ruins.  3. Slang. 

Remarkable; outstanding: “a totally awesome arcade game” (Los Angeles Times).   
—aweùsome·ly adv.  —aweùsome·ness n. 

awe·struck (ôùstrƒkÙ) also awe·strick·en (-strVkÙNn) adj.  Full of awe. 

aw·ful (ôùfNl) adj.  1. Extremely bad or unpleasant; terrible:  had an awful day at 

the office.  2. Commanding awe: “this sea, whose gently awful stirrings seem to 

speak of some hidden soul beneath” (Herman Melville).  3. Filled with awe, espe-

cially: a. Filled with or displaying great reverence.  b. Obsolete. Afraid.   

4. Formidable in nature or extent:  an awful burden; an awful risk.   —  adv.  

Informal. Extremely; very:  was awful sick.  [Middle English aweful, awe-inspiring, 

blend of awe, awe; see AWE, *ayfull, awful (from Old English egefull : ege, dread + 

-full, -ful).] —awùful·ly adv.  —awùful·ness n. 

a·while (N-hwXlù, N-wXlù) adv.  For a short time.  

USAGE NOTE: Awhile, an adverb, is never preceded by a preposition such as

for, but the two-word form a while may be preceded by a preposition. In writing,

each of the following is acceptable: stay awhile; stay for a while; stay a while (but

not stay for awhile).

a·whirl (N-hwûrlù, N-wûrlù) adj.  1. Having a whirling motion; spinning:  leaves 

awhirl in the wind.  2. Being in a condition suggestive of a whirl, such as a state of 

excited activity or confusion: “All we could do was just stand there, our minds 

awhirl with the fluky wonder of it all” (David Mazel).   —a·whirlù adv. 

awk·ward (ôkùwNrd) adj.  1. Not graceful; ungainly.  2. a. Not dexterous; 

clumsy.  b. Clumsily or unskillfully performed:  The opera was marred by an awk-

ward aria.   3. a. Difficult to handle or manage:  an awkward bundle to carry.  

b. Difficult to effect; uncomfortable:  an awkward pose.   4. a. Marked by or 

causing embarrassment or discomfort:  an awkward remark; an awkward silence.  



b. Requiring great tact, ingenuity, skill, and discretion:  An awkward situation 

arose during the peace talks.   [Middle English awkeward, in the wrong way  : awke, 

wrong (from Old Norse öfugr, backward); see apo- in Appendix + -ward, -ward.] 
—awkùward·ly adv.  —awkùward·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: awkward, clumsy, maladroit, inept, gauche, ungainly. These adjec-

tives mean lacking grace or skill in movement, manner, or performance. Awkward

and clumsy, the least specific, are often interchangeable. Both emphasize lack of

physical dexterity (an awkward dancer; clumsy fingers); both can also suggest em-

barrassment or lack of ease (several awkward moments in the discussion; offered a

clumsy apology). Maladroit implies tactlessness or lack of skill in social relations:

a maladroit comment. Inept applies to inappropriate actions and speech: If the ru-

mor is true, can anything be more inept than to repeat it now? Gauche suggests a

lack of social polish: too gauche to leave the room when the conversation became

intimate. Ungainly implies a visible lack of grace in form or movement: long, un-

gainly legs; an ungainly gesture.

awl (ôl) n.  A pointed tool for making holes, as in wood or leather.  [Middle 

English aul, probably blend of Old English æl, and Old English awel, fleshhook.]

awn (ôn) n.  A slender, bristlelike appendage found on the spikelets of many 

grasses.  [Middle English awne, from Old Norse ögn, or from Old English agen; 

see ak- in Appendix.] —awned adj.  —awnùless adj. 

awn·ing (ôùnVng) n.  A rooflike structure, often made of canvas or plastic, that 

serves as a shelter, as over a storefront, window, door, or deck.  [Origin 

unknown.]

a·woke (N-wokù) v.  A past tense of awake. 
a·wok·en (N-woùkNn) v.  A past participle of awake. 
AWOL  or awol (7ùwôlÙ) adj.  Absent without leave.   —  n.  One who is absent 

without leave. 

a·wry (N-rXù) adv.  1. In a position that is turned or twisted toward one side; 

askew.  2. Away from the correct course; amiss.  See Synonyms at amiss.  
—a·wryù adj. 

aw-shucks (ôùshƒksù) adj.  Informal. Characterized by a shy, self-effacing, 

often unsophisticated manner: “He grinned his aw-shucks grin, passed a hand over 

his face and said, ‘Hi ya, guys!’” (William Manchester). 

ax  or axe (4ks) n.  pl. ax·es (4kùsVz). 1. A tool with a bladed, usually heavy head 

mounted crosswise on a handle, used for felling trees or chopping wood.  2. Any 

of various bladed, hand-held implements used as a cutting tool or weapon.  

3. Informal. A sudden termination of employment:  My colleague got the ax yester-

day.  4. Slang. A musical instrument, especially a guitar.   —  v.  tr. axed, ax·ing, 
ax·es. 1. To use a heavy, bladed cutting implement in order to chop or fell 



(something).  2. Informal. To remove ruthlessly or suddenly:  a social program 

that was axed to effectuate budget cuts.   —idiom. ax to grind. A selfish or sub-

jective aim:  He claimed to be disinterested, but I knew he had an ax to grind.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English æx.]

WORD HISTORY: To understand the origin of the idiom ax to grind, we need

to know that grind means “to sharpen.” This phrase is said to have come from a

story by the 19th-century journalist Charles Miner (alias Poor Robert) about a

seemingly friendly man who was able by flattery to persuade a young boy to turn

a grindstone for him. The tale first appeared in the Luzerne, Pennsylvania, Feder-

alist on September 7, 1810, under the title “Who’ll Turn Grindstones?” and later

in an 1815 book entitled Essays from the Desk of Poor Robert the Scribe. Because

“Poor Robert” was confused with “Poor Richard,” the story has often been erro-

neously attributed to Benjamin Franklin. The idiom itself is an Americanism—a

word or expression originating in the United States. It was at first restricted to

political contexts, but quotations from James Joyce (“Skin-the-Goat... evidently

with an axe to grind, was airing his grievances”) and George Bernard Shaw (“dis-

tinguished statesmen of different nations... each with a national axe to grind”)

attest that the phrase has traveled abroad and, as we know only too well, is no

longer found only in political contexts.

ax. abbr.  1. Logic & Mathematics. Axiom.  2. Axis. 

axe (4ks) n.  & v.   Variant of ax. 
ax·el (4kùsNl) n.  Sports. A jump in figure skating that is initiated from the outer 

forward edge of one skate, followed by one and one half midair turns and a 

return to the outer backward edge of the other skate.  [After Axel Paulsen, 19th-

century Norwegian figure skater.]

Ax·el Hei·berg (4kùsNl hXùbûrgÙ)  An island of northern Northwest Territories, 

Canada, in the Arctic Ocean west of Ellesmere Island. 

Ax·el·rod (4kùsNl-rädÙ), Julius. Born 1912.  American biochemist. He shared a 

1970 Nobel Prize for studies of how nerve impulses are transmitted. 

a·xen·ic (7-zHnùVk, 7-zKùnVk) adj.  Not contaminated by or associated with any 

other living organisms. Usually used in reference to pure cultures of microorgan-

isms that are completely free of the presence of other organisms.   
—a·xenùi·cal·ly adv. 

ax·es1 (4kùsKzÙ) n.  Plural of axis. 
ax·es2 (4kùsVz) n.  Plural of ax. 
ax·i·al (4kùsK-Nl) adj.  1. Relating to, characterized by, or forming an axis.  

2. Located on, around, or in the direction of an axis.   —axÙi·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  

—axùi·al·ly adv. 



axial skeleton (4kùsK-Nl skHlùV-tn) n.  The bones constituting the head and 

trunk of a vertebrate body. 

ax·il (4kùsVl) n.  The upper angle between a lateral organ, such as a leafstalk, and 

the stem that bears it.  [Latin axilla, armpit.]

ax·ile (4kùsXl) adj.  Situated along the central axis of an ovary having two or more 

locules:  axile placentation.  [AX(IS) + -ILE
1.]

ax·il·la (4k-sVlùN) n.  pl. ax·il·lae (-sVlùK). Anatomy. 1. The armpit.  2. A body 

part analogous to the armpit, such as the hollow under a bird’s wing.  [Latin.]

ax·il·lar (4k-sVlùNr, 4kùsN-lNr)  or ax·il·lar·y (4kùsN-lHrÙK) n.  pl. axillars or 

ax·il·lar·ies. One of the feathers in the axilla of a bird’s wing. 

ax·il·lar·y (4kùsN-lHrÙK) adj.  1. Anatomy. Of, relating to, or located near the 

axilla.  2. Botany. Of, relating to, or located in an axil.   —  n.  Variant of axillar. 
axillary bud (4kùsN-lHrÙK bƒd) n.  A lateral bud. 

ax·i·ol·o·gy (4kÙsK-mlùN-jK) n.  Philosophy. The study of the nature of values and 

value judgments.  [Greek axios, worth; see ag- in Appendix + -LOGY.] 
—axÙi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —axÙi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—axÙi·olùo·gist n. 

ax·i·om (4kùsK-Nm) n.  1. A self-evident or universally recognized truth; a 

maxim: “It is an economic axiom as old as the hills that goods and services can be 

paid for only with goods and services” (Albert Jay Nock).  2. An established rule, 

principle, or law.  3.  Abbr. ax. A self-evident principle or one that is accepted as 

true without proof as the basis for argument; a postulate.  [Middle English, from 

Old French axiome, from Latin axioma, axiomat-, from Greek, from axios, wor-

thy. See ag- in Appendix.]

ax·i·o·mat·ic (4kÙsK-N-m4tùVk) also ax·i·o·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of, relating 

to, or resembling an axiom; self-evident: “the axiomatic pillars of a new code of the 

law of nations” (William Taylor).   —axÙi·o·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

ax·is (4kùsVs) n.  pl. ax·es (4kùsKzÙ). Abbr. ax. 1. A straight line about which a 

body or geometric object rotates or may be conceived to rotate.  2. Mathematics. 

a. An unlimited line, half-line, or line segment serving to orient a space or a geo-

metric object, especially a line about which the object is symmetric.  b. A refer-

ence line from which distances or angles are measured in a coordinate system.   

3. A center line to which parts of a structure or body may be referred.  4. An 

imaginary line to which elements of a work of art, such as a picture, are referred 

for measurement or symmetry.  5. Anatomy. a. The second cervical vertebra on 

which the head turns.  b. Any of various central structures, such as the spinal col-

umn, or standard abstract lines used as a positional referent.   6. Botany. The 

main stem or central part about which organs or plant parts such as branches are 

arranged.  7. One of three mutually perpendicular lines that define the orienta-

tion of an aircraft, with one being along its direction of travel and the other two 

being perpendicular to the direction of travel.  8. A line through the optical cen-



ter of a lens that is perpendicular to both its surfaces.  9. One of three or four 

imaginary lines used to define the faces of a crystal and the position of its atoms.  

10. a. An alliance of powers, such as nations, to promote mutual interests and 

policies.  b. Axis. The alliance of Germany and Italy in 1936, later including 

Japan and other nations, that opposed the Allies in World War II.   [Middle 

English, from Latin.]

axis deer (4kùsVs dîr) n.  A deer (Axis axis) of central Asia, having a brown coat 

with white spots.  [Latin axis, a spotted Indian quadruped.]

ax·i·sym·met·ric (4kÙsK-sV-mHtùrVk) also ax·i·sym·met·ri·cal (-rV-kNl) adj.  

Having symmetry around an axis:  an axisymmetric cone.   
—axÙi·sym·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

ax·le (4kùsNl) n.  1. A supporting shaft or member on or with which a wheel or a 

set of wheels revolves.  2. a. The spindle of an axletree.  b. Either end of an axle-

tree.   [Middle English axel, from Old Norse öxull.]

ax·le·tree (4kùsNl-trKÙ) n.  A crossbar or rod supporting a vehicle, such as a cart, 

that has terminal spindles on which the wheels revolve.  [Blend of Middle English 

axel, axle; see AXLE, Middle English axtre, axletree (ax from Old English eax + tre, 

tree); see TREE.]

ax·man (4ksùmNn) n.  A man who wields an ax. 

Ax·min·ster (4ksùmVnÙstNr) n.  A carpet with stiff backing and a soft, colorful 

cut pile usually arranged in a complex pattern.  [After Axminster, a town of 

southwest England.]

ax·o·lotl (4kùsN-lmtÙl) n.  Any of several salamanders (genus Ambystoma) native 

to Mexico and the western United States that, unlike most amphibians, often 

retain their external gills and become sexually mature without undergoing meta-

morphosis.  [Nahuatl.]

ax·on (4kùsmnÙ) also ax·one (-sonÙ) n.  The usually long process of a nerve fiber 

that generally conducts impulses away from the body of the nerve cell.  [Greek 

axon, axis.] —axùon·al (4kùsN-nNl, 4k-smnùNl) adj. 

ax·o·neme (4kùsN-nKmÙ) n.  1. The bundle of fibrils that constitutes the central 

core of a cilium or flagellum.  2. The axial thread of a chromosome.  [Greek axon, 

axis + nKma, thread; see (s)nK- in Appendix.] —axÙo·neùmal adj. 

ax·o·no·met·ric (4kÙsN-no-mHtùrVk) adj.  Of or relating to a method of projec-

tion in which an object is drawn with its horizontal and vertical axes to scale but 

with its curved lines and diagonals distorted.  [From axonometry : Greek axon, 

axis + -METRY.]

ax·o·plasm (4kùsN-pl4zÙNm) n.  The cytoplasm of an axon.  [Greek axon + -

PLASM.] —axÙo·plasùmic (-pl4zÙmVk) adj. 

Ax·um (äkùsumÙ)  See Aksum. 
ay1 (X) interj.  Used before me to express distress or regret. 

ay2 (X) n.  & adv.   Variant of aye1. 



ay3 (7) adv.  Variant of aye2. 
a·yah (äùyN, 7ùN, XùN) n.  A maid or nurse native to India.  [Hindi 7y7, from Portu-

guese aia, nursemaid, from Latin avia, grandmother. See awo- in Appendix.]

a·ya·tol·lah (XÙN-toùlN, -to-läù) n.  Islam. 1. A high-ranking male Shiite religious 

authority, generally assuming a political role and regarded as worthy of imitation.  

2. Used as a title for such a leader.  [Persian ayätollah, from Arabic ’7yatull7h : 

’7yah, Koranic verse, miracle + all7h, Allah.]

AYC abbr.  American Youth Congress. 

aye1 also ay (X) n.  An affirmative vote or voter.   —  adv.  Yes; yea: “between the 

Scylla and Charybdis of Aye and No” (John Henry Newman).  [Perhaps from Mid-

dle English *ayye : ay, always; see AYE
2 + ye, yes; see YEA.]

aye2 also ay (7) adv.  Always; ever.  [Middle English ai, from Old Norse ei. See 

aiw- in Appendix.]

aye-aye (XùXÙ) n.  A nocturnal lemur (Daubentonia madagascariensis) native to 

northern Madagascar, having prominent ears, a long, bushy tail, and rodentlike 

teeth.  [French, from Malagasy aiay, probably imitative of its cry.]

A·ye·sha (äùK-shäÙ)  See Aisha. 
AYH abbr.  American Youth Hostels. 

a·yin (XùVn) n.  The 16th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew 1ayin.]

Ayl·mer (7lùmNr)  A town of southwest Quebec, Canada, on the Ottawa River 

west of Hull. It is a resort community. Population, 26,695. 

Ay·ma·ra (XÙmä-räù, XÙmN-) n.  pl. Aymara or Ay·ma·ras. 1. A member of a 

South American Indian people inhabiting parts of highland Bolivia and Peru.  

2. The Aymaran language of the Aymara. 

Ay·ma·ran (XÙmä-ränù) n.  A subgroup of the Quechumaran languages, the 

most important language being Aymara.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Aymara 

or their language or culture. 

Ayr (âr)  A burgh of southwest Scotland at the mouth of the Ayr River on the 

Firth of Clyde. It is a resort and a fishing port. Population, 48,600. 

Ayr·shire (ârùshîr, -shNr) n.  Any of various brown and white dairy cattle of a 

breed that originated in Ayr, Scotland. 

a-yuh (7ùyN, XùyN, 7-yƒù) interj.  New England. Used to express agreement. 

A·yut·thay·a (ä-yuùtN-yäÙ)  A city of south-central Thailand on an island in 

the Chao Phraya River north of Bangkok. It was founded c. 1350 and was the cap-

ital of a Siamese kingdom until 1767, when it was destroyed by the Burmese. Pop-

ulation, 55,319. 

AZ abbr.  Arizona. 

az. abbr.  1. Azimuth.  2. Azure. 

az- pref.  Variant of azo-. 
a·zal·ea (N-z7lùyN) n.  Any of various shrubs of the genus Rhododendron having 

showy, variously colored flowers.  [Greek, from feminine of azaleos, dry (so 



called because it grows in dry soil or from the texture of its wood). See as- in 

Appendix.]

a·zan (ä-zänù) n.  Islam. The Muslim summons to prayer, called by the muezzin 

from a minaret of a mosque five times a day.  [Arabic ’aB7n, from ’aBBana, to call 

to prayer, from ’uBn, ear.]

A·za·ña y Dí·ez (N-zänùyN K dKùHz, -Hs, ä-sänùyä), Manuel. 1880-1940.  Span-

ish writer and politician. He served as prime minister (1931-1933 and 1936) and 

was elected president (1936) but fled to France after the Nationalist victory in the 

civil war (1939). 

A·za·ni·a (N-z7ùnK-N, N-z7nùyN)  South Africa. The term is often used by Black 

African nationalists.   —A·zaùni·an adj.  & n. 

az·a·thi·o·prine (4zÙN-thXùN-prKnÙ) n.  An immunosuppressive agent used 

especially to prevent organ rejection in kidney transplant recipients.  [Probably 

from AZ(O)- + THIO- + P(U)RINE.]

A·za·zel (N-z7ùzNl, 4zùN-zHlÙ) n.  1. Bible. In the Old Testament, the evil spirit in 

the wilderness to whom a scapegoat was sent on the Day of Atonement.  2. Islam. 

One of the jinn.  [Hebrew 14z7’zKl, removal, scapegoat (ritually sent into the wil-

derness), perhaps originally a divine name.]

A·ze·glio (ä-zKlùyo), Marchese d’ Originally Massimo Taparelli. 1798-1866.  Ital-

ian politician and writer who headed the government under Victor Emmanuel II 

and later served as a diplomat to France and England. 

a·ze·o·trope (N-zKùN-tropÙ, 7ùzK-) n.  A liquid mixture of two or more sub-

stances that retains the same composition in the vapor state as in the liquid state 

when distilled or partially evaporated under a certain pressure.  [A-1 + Greek zein, 

to boil; see ZEOLITE + Greek -tropos, turning; see -TROPOUS.] —aÙze·o·tropùic 
(aÙzK-N-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj.  —aÙze·otùro·py (-mtùrN-pK) n. 

A·zer·bai·jan (4zÙNr-bX-jänù, äÙzNr-)  A country of Transcaucasia north of Iran. 

The region was settled by the Medes before the eighth century B.C. and was a sep-

arate kingdom after the death of Alexander the Great. Ceded to Russia by Persia 

in 1813 and 1828, the territory was a constituent republic of the U.S.S.R. from 

1936 to 1991. Baku is the capital. Population, 6,614,000. 

A·zer·bai·ja·ni (4zÙNr-bX-jäùnK, äzÙNr-) adj.  Of or relating to Azerbaijan or its 

people, language, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Azerbaijani or A·zer·bai·ja·nis. 1. A 

native or inhabitant of Azerbaijan.  2. The Turkic language of Azerbaijan. 

az·ide (4zùXd, 7ùzXd) n.  A chemical compound that contains the group N3.   
—az·i·do (azùV-doÙ) adj. 

a·z·i·do·thy·mi·dine (N-zXÙdo-thXùmV-dKnÙ, N-zKÙ-, 4zÙV-) n.  An antiviral drug 

that inhibits replication of the retrovirus that causes AIDS; AZT.  Also called 

zidovudine 

A·zil·ian (N-zVlùyNn) adj.  Archaeology. Of or relating to a Mesolithic western 

European culture.  [After le Mas d’Azil, a village of southern France.]



az·i·muth (4zùN-mNth) n.  Abbr. az. 1. The horizontal angular distance from a 

reference direction, usually the northern point of the horizon, to the point where 

a vertical circle through a celestial body intersects the horizon, usually measured 

clockwise. Sometimes the southern point is used as the reference direction, and 

the measurement is made clockwise through 360˚.  2. The horizontal angle of the 

observer’s bearing in surveying, measured clockwise from a referent direction, as 

from the north, or from a referent celestial body, usually Polaris.  3. The lateral 

deviation of a projectile or bomb.  [Middle English azimut, from Old French, 

from Arabic as-sum7t, pl. of as-samt, the way, compass bearing, from Latin 

sKmita, path.] —azÙi·muthùal (-mƒthùNl) adj.  —azÙi·muthùal·ly adv. 

azimuthal equidistant projection (4zÙN-mNthùNl KÙkwV-dVsùtNnt prN-

jHkùshNn) n.  A map projection of the earth designed so that a straight line from 

the central point on the map to any other point gives the shortest distance 

between the two points. 

az·ine (4zùKnÙ, 7ùzKnÙ) n.  A six-membered heterocyclic compound, such as pyri-

dine, that contains one or more atoms of nitrogen with a ring structure resem-

bling that of benzene. 

azine dye (4zùKnÙ dX) n.  Any of various dyes derived from phenazine. 

az·o (4zùo, 7ùzo) adj.  Containing a nitrogen group, especially N$N.  [From AZO-.]

azo-  or az- pref.  Containing a nitrogen group, especially one attached at both 

ends in a covalent bond to other groups:  azole.  [From French azote, nitrogen  : 

Greek a-, not; see A-1 + Greek zoK, life (from the fact that nitrogen does not sup-

port respiration); see gwei- in Appendix.]

azo dye (4zùo dX) n.  Any of various red, brown, or yellow acidic or basic dyes 

derived from amino compounds. 

a·zo·ic (7-zoùVk) adj.  Of or relating to geologic periods that precede the appear-

ance of life. 

az·ole (4zùolÙ, 7ùzolÙ) n.  A class of organic compounds having a five-membered 

heterocyclic ring with two double bonds. 

a·zon·al (7-zoùnNl) adj.  Not divided into zones. 

a·zon·ic (7-zmnùVk, 7-zoùnVk) adj.  Not restricted to a particular zone or region; 

not local. 

A·zores (7ùzôrz, 7ùzorz, N-zôrzù, N-zorzù) also A·ço·res (ä-sôrùHsh)  A group of 

volcanic islands in the northern Atlantic Ocean about 1,448 km (900 mi) west of 

mainland Portugal, of which they are administrative districts. Fishing, farming, 

and tourism are important to their economy.   —A·zorùe·an, A·zorùi·an adj.  & 

n. 

az·ote (4zùot, 7ùzmt, N-zotù) n.  Used formerly as a name for nitrogen.  [French. 

See AZO-.]

az·o·te·mi·a (4zÙN-tKùmK-N, 7ÙzN-) n.  See uremia.  [French azote, nitrogen; see 

AZO- + -EMIA.] —azÙo·teùmic (-mVk) adj. 



az·oth (4zùmth, -ôth) n.  Mercury considered in alchemy to be the primary 

source of all metals.  [Middle English azoc, from Old French, from Arabic az-

z7’uq, the mercury, from Syriac zXwag, from Middle Persian *zhXwak, from Old 

Iranian *jXvaka-, lively; akin to Sanskrit jXvaka-, lively, from jXva-, alive. See gwei- 
in Appendix.]

a·zo·to·bac·ter (7-zoùtN-b4kÙtNr) n.  Any of various rod-shaped, nonpatho-

genic, nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the genus Azotobacter, found in soil and water.  

[French azote, nitrogen; see AZO- + BACTER(IA).]

az·o·tu·ri·a (4zÙN-ttrùK-N, -tytrù-) n.  Increase of nitrogenous substances, 

especially urea, in the urine.  [French azote, nitrogen; see AZO- + -URIA.]

A·zov (4zùôf, 7ùzôf, N-zôfù), Sea of. The northern arm of the Black Sea between 

Russia and the Ukraine. The shallow sea has important fisheries. 

AZT (7ÙzK-tKù) n.  Azidothymidine.  [AZ(IDO)T(HYMIDINE).]

Az·tec (4zùtHkÙ) n.  1. A member of a people of central Mexico whose civilization 

was at its height at the time of the Spanish conquest in the early 16th century.  

2. The Nahuatl language of the Aztecs.   —  adj.  also Az·tec·an (-tHkÙNn) Of or 

relating to the Aztecs or their language, culture, or empire.  [Spanish Azteca, from 

Nahuatl Aztecatl : aztatl-, cranes + lan-, near + ztecatl, place.]

A·zue·la (N-zw7ùlN), Mariano. 1873-1952.  Mexican novelist whose work 

chronicles the social and political conflicts of the Mexican Revolution and its 

aftermath. 

a·zu·ki bean (N-zuùkK bKn) n.  Variant of adzuki bean. 
az·ure (4zhùNr) n.  1.  Abbr. az. a. Color. A light purplish blue.  b. Heraldry. The 

color blue.   2. The blue sky.  [Middle English, from Old French azur, from Medi-

eval Latin azura, from Arabic al-l7zaward, from Persian l7jvard, lapis lazuli.]

az·ur·ite (4zhùN-rXtÙ) n.  An azure blue vitreous mineral of basic copper carbon-

ate, Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2, used as a copper ore and as a gemstone.  Also called ches-

sylite 

A·zu·sa (N-zuùsN)  A city of southern California east of Pasadena. It is a residen-

tial and industrial center in a citrus-growing region. Population, 41,333. 

a·zy·gous (7-zXùgNs) adj.  Anatomy. Occurring singly; not one of a pair, as a vein 

or muscle. 



                                                                                                                                                                                      
b1 (bK)  or B (bK) n.  pl. b’s or B’s. 1. The second letter of the modern English 

alphabet.  2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter b.  3. The second 

in a series.  4. Music. a. The seventh tone in the scale of C major or the second 

tone in the relative minor scale.  b. A key or scale in which B is the tonic.  c. A 

written or printed note representing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to 

the pitch of this tone.   5. A human blood type of the ABO system.  6. The second 

best or second highest in quality or rank:  a mark of B on an English theme. 

b2 abbr.  Physics. 1. Barn.  2.  Or B. Bel.  3. Bottom quark. 

B1  1.  The symbol for the element boron. 2.  The symbol for magnetic flux 
density. 

B2  or b abbr.  1. Baryon number.  2. Games. Bishop. 

b.  or B. abbr.  1. Base.  2. Music. Basso.  3. Bay.  4. Billion.  5. Bolivar.  6. Book.  

7. Born.  8. Breadth.  9. Brother. 

B. abbr.  1. Bachelor.  2. Bacillus.  3. Baumé scale.  4. Bible.  5. Brotherhood. 

Ba  The symbol for the element barium. 
B.A. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Arts.  2. British Academy. 

baa (b4, bä) v.  intr. baaed, baa·ing, baas. To make a bleating sound, as a 

sheep or goat.   —  n.  The bleat of a sheep or goat.  [Imitative.]

Baa·de (bäùdN), Walter. 1893-1960.  German-born American astronomer 

whose research led to more accurate measurement of interstellar distances. 

Ba·al (b7ùNl) n.  pl. Ba·als or Ba·al·im (-N-lVm). 1. Any of various local fertility 

and nature gods of the ancient Semitic peoples considered to be false idols by the 

Hebrews.  2.  Often baal. A false god or idol.  [Hebrew ba1al, lord, Baal.]

Baal·bek (bälùbHkÙ, b7ùNl-) Formerly He·li·op·o·lis (hKÙlK-mpùN-lVs).  A town of 

eastern Lebanon northeast of Beirut. It is the site of an ancient Phoenician city 

probably devoted to the worship of Baal and is now noted for its extensive Roman 

ruins. Population, 24,000. 

Baal Shem Tov also Baal Shem Tob (bälù shHmù tovù), Originally Israel ben 

Eliezer. 1700?-1760.  Polish-born Jewish religious leader and mystic who founded 

Hasidism. 

Bab (bäb, b4b), the. Title of Ali Mohammad of Shiraz. 1819?-1850.  Persian 

founder of Babism, a 19th-century religion that forbade polygamy, begging, trad-

ing in slaves, and the use of alcohol or drugs. 

Bab. abbr.  Babylonian. 

ba·ba (bäùbN) n.  A leavened rum cake, usually made with raisins.  [French, from 

Polish baba, old woman.]

baba au rhum (bäÙbä o rƒmù) n.  Baba.  [French  : baba, baba + au, with the + 

rhum, rum.]

Ba·bar (bäùbNr)  See Baber. 



ba·bas·su (bäÙbN-suù) n.  A Brazilian feather-leaved palm (Orbignya barbosi-

ana) having hard-shelled fruits whose seeds yield an edible vegetable oil.  [Portu-

guese babaçú, from Tupi babassú, oauaussu.]

Bab·bage (b4bùVj), Charles. 1792-1871.  British mathematician and inventor 

of an analytical machine based on principles similar to those used in modern dig-

ital computers. 

Bab·bitt (b4bùVt) n.  A member of the middle class whose attachment to its busi-

ness and social ideals is such as to make that person a model of narrow-minded-

ness and self-satisfaction.  [After George F. Babbitt, the main character in the 

novel Babbitt by Sinclair Lewis.] —Babùbitt·ry n. 

Bab·bitt (b4bùVt), Irving. 1865-1933.  American humanist and scholar whose 

New Humanism movement sought to revive interest in classical virtues in literary 

criticism. 

Bab·bitt (b4bùVt), Isaac. 1799-1862.  American inventor who patented (1839) a 

bearing housing lined with an alloy of tin, antimony, and copper now known as 

babbitt metal. 

Bab·bitt (b4bùVt), Milton Byron. Born 1916.  American composer whose 

works, including Vision and Prayer (1961), for soprano and synthesizer, combine 

serial music and electronic effects. 

bab·bitt metal (b4bùVt mHtùl) n.  Any of several soft, silvery antifriction alloys 

composed of tin usually with small amounts of copper and antimony.  [After 

Isaac BABBITT.]

bab·ble (b4bùNl) v.  bab·bled, bab·bling, bab·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter a 

meaningless confusion of words or sounds.  2. To talk foolishly or idly; chatter: 

“In 1977 [he] was thought of as crazy because he was babbling about supply side” 

(Newt Gingrich).  3. To make a continuous low, murmuring sound, as flowing 

water.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter rapidly and indistinctly.  2. To blurt out impulsively; 

disclose without careful consideration.   —  n.  1. Inarticulate or meaningless talk 

or sounds.  2. Idle talk; prattle.  3. A continuous low, murmuring sound.  [Mid-

dle English babelen.]

bab·bler (b4bùlNr) n.  1. One that babbles:  a babbler of half-truths.  2. A tape 

recording of several dozen voices talking at the same time, used as an antibugging 

device to make private or secret conversations inaudible to eavesdroppers. 

Bab·cock (b4bùkmkÙ), Stephen Moulton. 1843-1931.  American agricultural 

chemist who developed the Babcock test for determining the fat content of milk. 

babe (b7b) n.  1. A baby; an infant.  2. An innocent or naive person.  3. Slang. A 

young woman.  [Middle English.]

ba·bel also Ba·bel (b4bùNl, b7ùbNl) n.  1. A confusion of sounds or voices.  See 

Synonyms at noise.  2. A scene of noise and confusion.  [After Babel.]



Ba·bel (b7ùbNl, b4bùNl)  In the Old Testament, a city (now thought to be Babylon) 

in Shinar where construction of a heaven-reaching tower was interrupted when 

the builders became unable to understand one another’s language. 

Bab el Man·deb (bäbÙ Hl mänùdHb)  A strategically important strait, 27.4 km 

(17 mi) wide, between the Arabian Peninsula and eastern Africa. It links the Red 

Sea with the Gulf of Aden. 

Ba·ben·berg (bäùbNn-bûrgÙ, -bHrkÙ)  A Franconian dynasty ruling the margra-

viate (976-1156) and duchy (1156-1246) of Austria. 

Ba·ber also Ba·bar  or Ba·bur (bäùbNr), Originally Zahir ud-Din Mohammed. 

1483-1530.  Mongol conqueror of India who made periodic raids into India 

(1519-1524), captured Delhi and Agra (1526), and founded the Mogul dynasty. 

ba·be·sia (bN-bKùzhN) n.  A genus of parasitic sporozoans of the family Babesi-

idae that infect the red blood cells of human beings and of animals such as dogs, 

cattle, and sheep.  Also called piroplasm [New Latin Babesia, genus name, after 

Victor Babez (1854-1926), Romanian bacteriologist.]

ba·be·si·o·sis (bN-bKÙzK-oùsVs) also bab·e·si·a·sis (b4bÙV-zXùN-sVs) n.  1. A tick-

borne protozoan infection of animals, such as Texas fever of cattle, that is caused 

by species of Babesia.  2. A human protozoan disease of red blood cells caused by 

Babesia species that is transmitted by the northern deer tick, characterized by 

fever, malaise, and hemolytic anemia, and prevalent on the coastal islands of the 

northeast United States.  Also called piroplasmosis 

Ba·beuf (bä-bœfù), François Noël. 1760-1797.  French communist and revo-

lutionary who was guillotined after his plot to overthrow the government was 

exposed. 

Ba·bi·a Gó·ra (bäÙbK-N gtrùN)  A peak, 1,726 m (5,659 ft) high, of the Beskids 

in the West Beskids on the border between Poland and Slovakia. It is the highest 

elevation in the range. 

Ba·bian Jiang (bäùbyänù jyängù)  See Black River (sense 1). 

Ba·bin·ski reflex (bN-bVnùskK rKùflHksÙ) also Ba·bin·ski’s reflex (-skKz) n.  

An extension of the great toe, sometimes with fanning of the other toes, in 

response to stroking of the sole of the foot. It is a normal reflex in infants, but it is 

usually associated with a disturbance of the pyramidal tract in children and 

adults.  Also called Babinski sign, Babinski’s sign.  [After Joseph François Felix 

Babinski (1857-1932), French neurologist.]

bab·i·ru·sa also bab·i·rus·sa  or bab·i·rous·sa (b4bÙN-ruùsN, bäÙbN-) n.  A 

nocturnal, forest-dwelling wild pig (Babyrousa babyrussa) of the East Indies, hav-

ing long, upward-curving tusks in the male.  [Malay b7bXr7sa : b7bX, hog + r7sa, 

deer.]

Ba·bi Yar (bäùbK yärù, bäùbyK)  A ravine outside Kiev in north-central Ukraine 

where the Jews of the city were killed by German troops in 1941. The massacre is 

commemorated in Yevgeny Yevtushenko’s 1961 poem “Babi Yar.” 



bab·ka (bäbùkN) n.  A coffee cake flavored with orange rind, rum, almonds, and 

raisins.  [Polish, diminutive of baba, old woman.]

ba·boo (bäùbu) n.  Variant of babu. 
ba·boon (b4-bunù) n.  1. Any of several large, terrestrial African and Asian 

monkeys of the family Cercopithecidae, especially of the genus Papio or Chaerop-

ithecus and related genera, characterized by an elongated, doglike muzzle, a short 

tail, and bare calluses on the buttocks.  2. Slang. A brutish person; a boor.  [Mid-

dle English babewin, from Old French babuin, gaping figure, gargoyle, baboon, 

perhaps blend of Old French babine, muzzle,, and babau, grimace.] 
—ba·boonùer·y n.  —ba·boonùish adj. 

Bab·son (b4bùsNn), Roger Ward. 1875-1967.  American financial statistician 

who in September 1929 forecast a sharp drop in stock prices, thereby correctly 

predicting the stock market crash of October 1929. 

ba·bu also ba·boo (bäùbu) n.  1. Used as a Hindi courtesy title for a man, 

equivalent to Mr.  2. a. A Hindu clerk who is literate in English.  b. Offensive. A 

native of India who has acquired some superficial education in English.   [Hindi 

b7b7, father.]

ba·bul (bN-bulù) n.  A tropical African tree (Acacia nilotica) that yields a gum 

similar to gum arabic and has a bark used in tanning.  [Persian b7bul.]

Ba·bur (bäùbNr)  See Baber. 
ba·bush·ka (bN-btshùkN) n.  A woman’s head scarf, folded triangularly and 

worn tied under the chin.  [Russian, grandmother, diminutive of baba, old 

woman.]

Ba·bu·yan Islands (bäÙbu-yänù XùlNndz)  An island group of the Philippines 

separated from the northern coast of Luzon by the narrow Babuyan Channel. 
The group comprises 24 islands, including Babuyan Island in the northeast. 

ba·by (b7ùbK) n.  pl. ba·bies. 1. a. A very young child; an infant.  b. The young-

est member of a family or group.  c. A very young animal.   2. An adult or a 

young person who behaves in an infantile way.  3. Slang. A girl or young woman.  

4. Slang. An object of personal concern or interest:  Keeping the boat in good 

repair is your baby.   —  adj.  bab·i·er, bab·iest. 1. Of or having to do with a 

baby.  2. Infantile or childish.  3. Small in comparison with others of the same 

kind:  baby vegetables.   —  v.  tr. ba·bied, ba·by·ing, ba·bies. To treat with 

often inordinate indulgence and solicitude.  See Synonyms at pamper.  [Middle 

English.] —baùby·hoodÙ n.  —baùby·ish adj. 

baby blue (b7ùbK blu) n.  Color. A very light to very pale greenish or purplish 

blue. 

ba·by-blue-eyes (b7ÙbK-bluùXzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). An 

annual plant (Nemophila menziesii), native to California and having showy flow-

ers that typically are bright blue with white centers. 

baby bond (b7ùbK bmnd) n.  A bond issued in an amount less than $1,000. 



baby boom (b7ùbK bum) n.  A sudden, large increase in the birthrate, espe-

cially the one in the United States after World War II from 1947 through 1961.   
—baùby-boomÙ (b7ùbK-bumÙ) adj. 

ba·by boom·er also ba·by-boom·er (b7ùbK-buÙmNr) n.  A member of a 

baby-boom generation. 

baby bust (b7ùbK bƒst) n.  A sudden decline in the birthrate. 

baby carriage (b7ùbK k4rùVj) n.  A four-wheeled carriage, often with a hood 

that folds back and having a handle for pushing, used for wheeling an infant 

about. 

baby grand (b7ùbK gr4nd) n.  Music. A small grand piano about 1.5 meters (5 

feet) long. 

Bab·y·lon1 (b4bùN-lNn, -lmnÙ)  1. The capital of ancient Babylonia in Mesopota-

mia on the Euphrates River. Established as capital c. 1750 B.C. and rebuilt in regal 

splendor by Nebuchadnezzar II after its destruction (c. 689 B.C.) by the Assyrians, 

Babylon was the site of the Hanging Gardens, one of the Seven Wonders of the 

World.  2. A community of southeast New York on the southwest coast of Long 

Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 12,388. 

Bab·y·lon2 (b4bùN-lNn, -lmnÙ) n.  1. A city or place of great luxury, sensuality, 

and often vice and corruption.  2. A place of captivity or exile. 

Bab·y·lo·ni·a (b4bÙN-loùnK-N, -lonùyN)  An ancient empire of Mesopotamia in 

the Euphrates River valley. It flourished under Hammurabi and Nebuchadnezzar 

II but declined after 562 B.C. and fell to the Persians in 539. 

Bab·y·lo·ni·an (b4bÙN-loùnK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Bab. 1. Of or relating to Babylonia 

or Babylon or their people, culture, or language.  2. Characterized by a luxurious, 

pleasure-seeking, and often immoral way of life.   —  n.  Abbr. Bab. 1. A native 

or inhabitant of Babylon or Babylonia.  2. The form of Akkadian used in Babylo-

nia. 

ba·by’s breath (b7ùbKz brHth) n.  Any of several Eurasian plants of the genus 

Gypsophila, such as G. paniculata, having numerous small, white flowers in pro-

fusely branched panicles. It is especially popular in flower arrangements and bou-

quets. 

ba·by-sit (b7ùbK-sVtÙ) v.  ba·by-·sat (-s4tÙ), ba·by-·sit·ting, ba·by-·sits.  —  
v.  intr. To take care of someone or something needing attention or guidance.   —  
v.  tr. To take care of:  baby-sat the children; baby-sat the Soviet defector; baby-sit a 

breaking news story.  

WORD HISTORY: The verb baby-sit is of interest to parents, children, and lin-

guists. It is interesting to the last group because it illustrates one of two types of

the linguistic process called back-formation. The first type is based on misunder-

standing, as in the case of our word pea. In Middle English the ancestor of pea

had plural forms, such as pese and pease, that were identical with singular forms.



In other words, the s was part of the word, not a plural ending. But around the

beginning of the 17th century people began to interpret the sound represented by

s as a plural ending, and a new singular, spelled pea in Modern English, was de-

veloped. On the other hand, in the case of baby-sit, first recorded in 1947, and

baby sitter, first recorded in 1937, no misunderstanding is involved. The agent

noun baby sitter with its -er suffix could have been derived from the verb baby-

sit, as diver was from dive, but the evidence seems to show that the pattern was

reversed, and the agent noun preceded the verb from which it would normally

have been derived.

baby sitter (b7ùbK sVtùNr) n.  1. A person engaged to care for one or more chil-

dren when the parents or guardians are not at home.  2. A person who cares for 

or watches someone or something that needs constant attention and guidance. 

baby’s tears also ba·by-tears (b7ùbK-tîrzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

An evergreen, mat-forming perennial (Soleirolia soleirolii) native to Corsica and 

Sardinia, grown as an ornamental for its numerous tiny, roundish leaves. 

baby tooth (b7ùbK tuth) n.  See milk tooth. 
BAC abbr.  Blood alcohol concentration. 

Ba·ca·bal (bäÙkä-bôlù)  A city of northeast Brazil south-southwest of São Luís. It 

is a trade center in an agricultural area. Population, 111,753. 

Ba·c4u (bN-kouù)  A city of eastern Romania north-northeast of Bucharest. It is 

an industrial center in an oil-producing region. Population, 165,655. 

bac·ca·lau·re·ate (b4kÙN-lôrùK-Vt) n.  1.  See bachelor’s degree.  2. A fare-

well address in the form of a sermon delivered to a graduating class.  [Medieval 

Latin baccalaure7tus (influenced by bacca, berry + laure7tus, crowned with lau-

rel), from baccal7rius, bachelor. See BACHELOR.]

bac·ca·rat (bäÙkN-räù, b4kÙN-) n.  Games. A card game in which the winner is the 

player who holds two or three cards totaling closest to nine.  [French baccara, 

from Provençal.]

bac·cate (b4kù7tÙ) adj.  1. Resembling a berry in texture or form; berrylike.  

2. Bearing berries.  [From Latin bacca, berry.]

Bac·chae (b4kùK) pl.n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The priestesses 

and women followers of Bacchus.  [Latin, from Greek Bakkhai, pl. of BakkhK, 

female worshiper of Bacchus, from Bakkhos, Bacchus.]

bac·cha·nal (b4kÙN-n4lù, -nälù, b4kùN-nNl) n.  1. A participant in the Bacchana-

lia.  2.  Often bacchanals. The Bacchanalia.  3. A drunken or riotous celebra-

tion.  4. A reveler.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or typical of the worship of Bacchus.  

[Latin bacch7n7lis, of Bacchus, probably from Bacch7n7lia, Bacchanalia, from 

Bacchus, Bacchus, from Greek Bakkhos.]

Bac·cha·na·lia (b4kÙN-n7lùyN, -n7ùlK-N) n.  pl. Bacchanalia. 1. The ancient 

Roman festival in honor of Bacchus.  2. bacchanalia. A riotous, boisterous, or 



drunken festivity; a revel.  [Latin, from Bacchus, Bacchus, from Greek Bakkhos.] 
—BacÙcha·naùlian adj.  & n. 

bac·chant (bN-k4ntù, -käntù, b4kùNnt) n.  pl. bac·chants or bac·chan·tes (bN-

k4nùtKz, -känù-, -k4ntsù, -käntsù). 1. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. A 

priest or votary of Bacchus.  2. A boisterous reveler.  [Latin bacch7ns, bacchant- 

present participle of bacch7rX, to celebrate the festival of Bacchus, from Bacchus, 

Bacchus, from Greek Bakkhos.] —bac·chan·tic (-k4nùtVk) adj. 

bac·chan·te (bN-k4nùtK, -känù-, -k4ntù, -käntù) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman 

Mythology. A priestess or female votary of Bacchus.  [French, from Latin 

bacch7ns, bacchant-. See BACCHANT.]

bac·chan·tes (bN-k4nùtKz, -känù-, -k4ntsù, -käntsù) n.  A plural of bacchant. 
Bac·chic (b4kùVk) adj.  1. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. Of or relating to 

Bacchus.  2. bacchic. Drunken and carousing; bacchanalian. 

Bac·chus (b4kùNs) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. See Dionysus. 
bach also batch (b4ch) v.  intr. bached also batched, bach·ing also 

batch·ing, bach·es also batch·es. Informal. To live alone and keep house as a 

bachelor.  [Short for BACHELOR.] —bach n. 

Bach (bäKH, bäk), Johann Sebastian. 1685-1750.  German composer and 

organist of the late baroque period. Among the greatest composers in history, he 

wrote more than 200 cantatas, the Saint Matthew Passion (1729), the Mass in B 

minor (1733-1738), orchestral works such as the the six Brandenburg Concertos, 

and numerous works for organ, harpsichord, other solo instruments, and cham-

ber ensembles. Four of his children became noted musicians: Wilhelm Friede-
mann Bach (1710-1784); Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788), an 

important figure in the development of the symphony; Johann Christoph 
Friedrich Bach (1732-1795); and Johann Christian Bach (1735-1782). 

bach·e·lor (b4chùN-lNr, b4chùlNr) n.  Abbr. B. 1. An unmarried man.  2. A per-

son who has completed the undergraduate curriculum of a college or university 

and holds a bachelor’s degree.  3. A male animal that does not mate during the 

breeding season, especially a young male fur seal kept from the breeding territory 

by older males.  4. A young knight in the service of another knight in feudal 

times.  [Middle English bacheler, squire, youth, bachelor, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin baccal7rius, tenant farmer, perhaps of Celtic origin.] 
—backùe·lor·dom, bachùe·lor·hoodÙ, bachùe·lor·shipÙ n. 

bach·e·lor’s (b4chùN-lNrz, b4chùlNrz) n.  A bachelor’s degree. 

bachelor’s but·ton (b4chùN-lNrz bƒtùn) n.  pl. bachelor’s buttons. 1.  See 

cornflower.  2. Any of several plants, that have buttonlike flowers or flower 

heads. 

bachelor’s degree (b4chùN-lNrz dV-grKù) n.  An academic degree conferred by 

a college or university upon those who complete the undergraduate curriculum.  

Also called baccalaureate 



bac·il·lar·y (b4sùN-lHrÙK, bN-sVlùN-rK) also ba·cil·lar (bN-sVlùNr, b4sùN-lNr) adj.  

1. Shaped like a rod or rods.  2. a. Consisting of small rods or rodlike structures.  

b. Caused by, relating to, or resembling bacilli:  bacillary dysentery.   [From BACIL-

LUS.]

ba·cil·lus (bN-sVlùNs) n.  pl. ba·cil·li (-sVlùXÙ). Abbr. B. 1. Any of various rod-

shaped, spore-forming, aerobic bacteria of the genus Bacillus that often occur in 

chains and include Bacillus anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax.  2. Any of 

various bacteria, especially a rod-shaped bacterium.  [Late Latin, diminutive of 

Latin baculum, rod. See bak- in Appendix.]

Ba·cil·lus Calmette-Guérin vaccine (bN-sVlùNs k4l-mHtùg7-r4nù k4l-

mHtùg7-r4nù) n.  Abbr. BCG A preparation consisting of attenuated human tuber-

cle bacilli that is used for immunization against tuberculosis.  [After Albert L.C. 

Calmette (1863-1933) and Camille Guérin (1872-1961), French bacteriologists.]

bacillus thu·rin·gi·en·sis (bN-sVlùNs tht-rVnÙjK-HnùsVs) n.  BT.  [After Thur-
ingia.]

bac·i·tra·cin (b4sÙV-tr7ùsVn) n.  A polypeptide antibiotic obtained from a strain 

of a bacterium (Bacillus subtilis) and used as a topical ointment in the treatment 

of certain bacterial infections, especially those caused by cocci.  [BACI(LLUS) + 

Margaret Tracy, an American child in whose blood it was first isolated + -IN.]

back1 (b4k) n.  1. a. The posterior portion of the trunk of the human body 

between the neck and the pelvis; the dorsum.  b. The analogous dorsal region in 

other animals.   2. The backbone or spine.  3. The part or area farthest from the 

front.  4. The part opposite to or behind that adapted for view or use:  the back of 

the hand; wrote on the back of the photograph.  5. The reverse side, as of a coin.  

6. A part that supports or strengthens from the rear:  the back of a couch.  

7. a. The part of a book where the pages are stitched or glued together into the 

binding.  b. The binding itself.   8. Sports. a. A player who takes a position 

behind the front line of other players in certain games, such as football.  b. This 

playing position.    —  v.  backed, back·ing, backs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

move backward or in a reverse direction:  Back the car up ten feet and then make 

the turn.  2. To furnish or strengthen with a back or backing.  3. To provide with 

financial or spiritual help; support or sustain:  backed our candidate with a $1,000-

a-plate dinner.  See Synonyms at support.  4. To bet or wager on.  5. To adduce 

evidence in support of; substantiate:  backed the argument with facts.  6. To form 

the back or background of:  Snowcapped mountains back the village.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To move backward.  2. To shift to a counterclockwise direction. Used of the 

wind.   —  adj.  1. Located or placed in the rear:  Deliveries should be made at the 

back entrance.  2. Distant from a center of activity; remote.  3. Of a past date; not 

current:  a back issue of a periodical.  4. Being owed or due from an earlier time; in 

arrears:  back pay.  5. Being in a backward direction.  6. Linguistics. Pronounced 

with the back of the tongue, as oo in cool. Used of vowels.   —  adv.  1. At, to, or 



toward the rear or back; backward.  2. In, to, or toward a former location:  went 

back for the class reunion.  3. In, to, or toward a former condition.  4. In, to, or 

toward a past time.  5. In reserve or concealment.  6. In check or under restraint:  

Barriers held the crowd back.  7. In reply or return.   —phrasal verbs. back 
away. To withdraw from a position; retreat.  back down. To withdraw from a 

position, opinion, or commitment.  back off. To retreat or draw away.  back 
out. 4. To withdraw from (an enterprise or a plan) before completion.  5. To fail 

to keep a commitment or promise.  back up. 6. To cause to accumulate or 

undergo accumulation:  The accident backed the traffic up for blocks. Traffic backed 

up in the tunnel.  7. Computer Science. To make a backup of (a program or file).   
—idiom. back and fill. 1. Nautical. To maneuver a vessel in a narrow channel 

by adjusting the sails so as to let the wind in and out of them in alteration.  2. To 

vacillate in one’s actions or decisions.  [Middle English bak, from Old English 

bæc.] —backùless adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The expression back of is an informal variant of in back of and

is best avoided in writing: There was a small stable in back of (not simply back of)

the house.

back2 (b4k) n.  A shallow vat or tub used chiefly by brewers.  [Dutch bak, from 

French bac, from Old French, boat, from Vulgar Latin *baccus, vessel, probably of 

Celtic origin.]

back·ache (b4kù7kÙ) n.  Discomfort or a pain in the region of the back or spine. 

back and forth (b4k Nnd fôrth) adv.  1. Backward and forward; to and fro.  

2. From side to side.   —backù-and-forthÙ (b4kù4n-fôrthÙ, -forthÙ) n.  & adj. 

Back Bay (b4k b7)  An area of Boston, Massachusetts, largely consisting of 

filled-in land reclaimed from mud flats after the 1850’s. It is noted for its many 

residences, long thoroughfares, and fine shops. 

back·beat (b4kùbKtÙ) n.  Music. A loud, steady, rhythmic beat characteristic of 

rock music.  [BACK(GROUND) + BEAT.]

back·bench (b4kùbHnchÙ) n.  1. Chiefly British. The rear benches in the House 

of Commons where junior members of Parliament sit behind government office-

holders and their counterparts in the opposition party.  2. New members of Con-

gress considered as a group: “a revolt of the backbench fueled by a powerful 

lobbying campaign” (Washington Post).   —back·benchùer n. 

back·bite (b4kùbXtÙ) v.  back·bit (-bVtÙ), back·bit·ten (-bVtÙn), back·bit·ing, 
back·bites.  —  v.  tr. To speak spitefully or slanderously about (another).   —  v.  

intr. To speak spitefully or slanderously about a person.   —backùbitÙer n. 

back·board (b4kùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. a. A board placed under or behind 

something to provide firmness or support.  b. A board placed beneath the body 

of a person with an injury to the neck or back, used especially in transporting the 



person in such a way as to avoid further injury.   2. Basketball. The elevated verti-

cal board from which the basket projects. 

back·bone (b4kùbonÙ) n.  1. The vertebrate spine or spinal column.  

2. Something, such as the keel of a ship, that resembles a backbone in appearance 

or position.  3. A main support or major sustaining factor:  the backbone of a the-

sis.  4. Strength of character; determination:  displayed grit and backbone in facing 

adversity.   —backùbonedÙ adj. 

back·break·ing (b4kùbr7ÙkVng) adj.  Demanding great exertion, especially 

physical exertion; arduous and exhausting.   —backùbreakÙer n. 

back burner (b4k bûrùnNr) n.  Informal. A position of relatively little impor-

tance:  put the issue of punctuation on the editorial back burner. 

back channel (b4k ch4nùNl) n.  A means by which actions, especially in gov-

ernment and diplomacy, are carried out secretly rather than through regular ave-

nues of communication.   —backù-chanÙnel (b4kùch4nÙNl) adj.  & v. 

back·cloth (b4kùklôth,-klmth) n.  See backdrop (n., sense 1). 

back·coun·try (b4kùkƒnÙtrK) n.  A sparsely inhabited rural region. 

back·court (b4kùkôrtÙ, -kortÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. The part of a court between the 

service line and the base line in tennis and other net games.  b. The part of the 

playing area farthest from the goal or target wall in certain court games, such as 

handball.   2. Basketball. a. The half of the court that a team defends.  b. The 

part of a team that forms the two guard positions.  c. The players in these posi-

tions.  

back·cross (b4kùkrôsÙ, -krmsÙ) v.  tr. back·crossed, back·cross·ing, 
back·cross·es. To cross (a hybrid) with one of its parents, or with an individual 

genetically identical to one of its parents.   —  n.  1. The act of making such a 

cross.  2. An individual resulting from such a cross.   —backùcrossÙ n. 

back dive (b4k dXv) n.  Sports. A dive performed from a board or platform with 

the diver’s back to the water. 

back·door (b4kùdôrÙ, -dorÙ) adj.  Secret or surreptitious; clandestine:  a back-

door romance.   —backùdoorÙ adv. 

back·drop (b4kùdrmpÙ) n.  1. A painted curtain hung at the back of a stage set.  

Also called backcloth 2. The setting, as of a historical event; the background. 

backed (b4kt) adj.  Having or furnished with a back or backing. Often used in 

combination:  a low-backed chair; a high-backed sofa. 

back·er (b4kùNr) n.  1. One that backs a person, a group, or an enterprise:  finan-

cial backers of a ballet company.  2. A person who bets on a contestant.  3. A 

worker who provides or works with backs or backing. 

back·field (b4kùfKldÙ) n.  1. Football. a. The players stationed behind the line of 

scrimmage.  b. The positions filled by these players.  c. The area in which these 

players line up.   2. Sports. The primarily defensive players in soccer, field hockey, 

and rugby. 



back·fire (b4kùfXrÙ) n.  1. An explosion of prematurely ignited fuel or of 

unburned exhaust gases in an internal-combustion engine.  2. The backward 

escape of gases or cartridge fragments when a gun is fired.  3. Another fire 

started to extinguish or control an oncoming fire, as in a forest, by burning an 

area in the path of the oncoming flames.   —  v.  intr. back·fired, back·fir·ing, 
back·fires. 1. To explode in the manner of or make the sound of a backfire.  

2. To start or use a backfire in extinguishing or controlling a forest fire.  3. To 

produce an unexpected, undesired result. 

back-for·ma·tion  or back formation (b4kùfôr-m7ÙshNn) n.  1. A new word 

created by removing an affix from an already existing word, as vacuum clean from 

vacuum cleaner, or by removing what is mistakenly thought to be an affix, as pea 

from the earlier English plural pease.  2. The process of forming words in this 

way. 

back·gam·mon (b4kùg4mÙNn) n.  Games. A board game for two persons, 

played with pieces whose moves are determined by throws of dice.  [BACK
1 + 

GAMMON
1.]

back·ground (b4kùgroundÙ) n.  Abbr. bg., bkgd. 1. The ground or scenery 

located behind something.  2. a. The part of a pictorial representation that 

appears as if it were in the distance and that provides relief for the principal 

objects in the foreground.  b. The general scene or surface against which designs, 

patterns, or figures are represented or viewed.   3. A position or an area of relative 

inconspicuousness or unimportance.  4. The circumstances and events surround-

ing or leading up to an event or occurrence.  5. A person’s experience, training, 

and education:  Her background in the arts is impressive.  6. Subdued music played 

especially as an accompaniment to dialogue in a dramatic performance.  

7. Sound or radiation present at a relatively constant low level at a specific loca-

tion.   —backùgroundÙ v. 

back·ground·er (b4kùgrounÙdNr) n.  An informal meeting at which an official 

provides background information, as to news reporters, about a governmental 

issue: “In a White House backgrounder on July 18 I had sketched the Administra-

tion’s philosophy for post-Vietnam Asia” (Henry A. Kissinger). 

back·hand (b4kùh4ndÙ) n.  1. Sports. A stroke or motion, as of a racket, made 

with the back of the hand facing outward and the arm moving forward.  

2. Handwriting characterized by letters that slant to the left.   —  adj.  Back-

handed.   —  adv.  With a backhanded stroke or motion.   —  v.  tr. 

back·hand·ed, back·hand·ing, back·hands. Sports. To perform, catch, or hit 

with a backhand:  She backhanded the ball crosscourt. 

back·hand·ed (b4kùh4nÙdVd) adj.  1. Sports. Made with or using a backhand:  a 

backhanded shot into the opponent’s court.  2. Oblique or roundabout:  a back-

handed compliment.   —backùhandÙed·ly adv.  —backùhandÙed·ness n. 



back·hoe (b4kùhoÙ) n.  An excavator whose bucket is rigidly attached to a 

hinged pole on the boom and is drawn backward to the machine when in opera-

tion.   —backùhoeÙ v. 

back·ing (b4kùVng) n.  1. Something forming a back:  the backing of a carpet.  

2. a. Support or aid:  financial backing.  b. Approval or endorsement:  The Presi-

dent has backing from the farm belt.  

back·lash (b4kùl4shÙ) n.  1. A sudden or violent backward whipping motion.  

2. An antagonistic reaction to an earlier action: “White backlash increases as the 

pressure for change in South Africa mounts” (Masipula Sithole).  3. A snarl formed 

in the part of a fishing line that is wound around the reel.  4. The play resulting 

from loose connections between gears or other mechanical elements.   —back-
ùlashÙ v. 

back·light (b4kùlXtÙ) n.  A type of spotlight, used in photography, that illumi-

nates a subject from behind.   —  v.  tr. back·light·ed or back·lit (-lVtÙ), 
back·light·ing, back·lights. To light (a subject, for example), from behind: 

“Desert sunshine backlights her chestnut curls and moon-white skin with an other-

worldly halo” (Los Angeles Times). 

back·list (b4kùlVstÙ) n.  A publisher’s list of older titles kept in print.   —back-
ùlistÙ v. 

back·lit (b4kùlVtÙ) v.  A past tense and a past participle of backlight. 
back·log (b4kùlmgÙ, -lôgÙ) n.  1. A reserve supply or source.  2. An accumula-

tion, especially of unfinished work or unfilled orders.  3. A large log at the back 

of a fire in a fireplace.   —  v.  back·logged, back·log·ging, back·logs.  —  v.  

tr. To acquire (something) as a backlog.   —  v.  intr. To become a backlog. 

back matter (b4k m4tùNr) n.  Material, such as an index or appendix, that fol-

lows the main body of a book.  Also called end matter 

back mutation (b4k myu-t7ùshNn) n.  A reversal process whereby a gene that 

has undergone mutation returns to its previous state. 

back·pack (b4kùp4kÙ) n.  1. A knapsack, often mounted on a lightweight 

frame, that is worn on a person’s back, as to carry camping supplies.  2. A piece of 

equipment, often containing life-support devices, designed to be used while 

being carried on the back:  a parachute in a backpack; an astronaut’s backpack.   
—  v.  back·packed, back·pack·ing, back·packs.  —  v.  intr. To hike while 

carrying a backpack.   —  v.  tr. To carry in a backpack.   —backùpackÙer n.  

—backùpackÙing n. 

back·ped·al (b4kùpHdÙl) v.  back·ped·aled or back·ped·alled, 
back·ped·al·ing or back·ped·al·ling, back·ped·als or back·ped·als.  —  v.  

intr. 1. Sports. To move backward, especially in boxing or football.  2. To retreat 

or withdraw:  The senator later backpedaled on the issue.   —  v.  tr. To pedal (a 

bicycle or other such vehicle) backward, in order to brake it. 



back·pres·sure (b4kùprHshÙNr) n.  Residual pressure opposing the free flow of 

a gas or liquid, as in a pipe or an exhaust system. 

back·rest (b4kùrHstÙ) n.  A rest or support for the back. 

Back River (b4k rVvùNr)  A river, about 965 km (600 mi) long, of central North-

west Territories, Canada. It rises in several lakes and flows northeast and north to 

an inlet south of Boothia Peninsula. 

back·room  or back room (b4kùrumù, -rtmù) n.  1. A room located at the 

rear.  2. The meeting place used by an inconspicuous controlling group.   —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or taking place in a backroom:  backroom card games.  

2. Marked by the exercise of inconspicuous control and maneuvering:  backroom 

politics. 

back·rush (b4kùrƒshÙ) n.  The seaward return of water after the landward 

motion of a wave.  Also called backwash 

back·saw (b4kùsôÙ) n.  A saw that is reinforced by a metal band along its back 

edge. 

back·scat·ter (b4kùsk4tÙNr) n.  The deflection of waves or particles by electro-

magnetic or nuclear forces through angles greater than 90˚ to the initial direction 

of travel.   —backùscatÙter v. 

back seat (b4k sKt) n.  1. A seat in the back, especially of a vehicle.  2. A subor-

dinate position, as in a group or hierarchy. 

back-seat driver (b4kùsKtÙ drXùvNr) n.  1. A passenger who constantly advises, 

corrects, or nags the driver of a motor vehicle.  2. A person who persists in giving 

unsolicited advice. 

back·set (b4kùsHtÙ) n.  1. A setback or reversal.  2. An eddy or countercurrent in 

water. 

back·shore (b4kùshôrÙ, -shorÙ) n.  The part of a shore between the foreshore 

and the landward edge that is above high water except in the most severe storms. 

back·side (b4kùsXdÙ) n.  Informal. The buttocks; the rump. 

back·slap (b4kùsl4pÙ) v.  back·slapped, back·slap·ping, back·slaps.  —  v.  

intr. To demonstrate effusive goodwill.   —  v.  tr. To demonstrate effusive good-

will toward (another or others).   —backùslapÙper n. 

back·slide (b4kùslXdÙ) v.  intr. back·slid (-slVdÙ), back·slid·ing, back·slides. 
To revert to sin or wrongdoing, especially in religious practice.   —backùslidÙer 
n. 

back·space (b4kùsp7sÙ) v.  intr. back·spaced, back·spac·ing, back·spac·es. 
To move the carriage of a typewriter or the cursor of a computer back one or 

more spaces by striking the key used for this purpose.   —  n.  The key on a type-

writer or computer keyboard used for backspacing. 

back·spin (b4kùspVnÙ) n.  A spin that tends to retard, arrest, or reverse the linear 

motion of an object, especially of a ball. 



back·stab (b4kùst4bÙ) v.  tr. back·stabbed, back·stab·bing, back·stabs. To 

attack (someone) unfairly, especially in an underhanded, deceitful manner: 

“Some backstab each other and threaten to settle their differences with a punch” 

(Thomas Boswell).   —backùstabÙber n. 

back·stage (b4kùst7jù) adv.  1. In or toward the area behind the performing 

space in a theater, especially the area comprising the dressing rooms.  2. In secret; 

privately.   —  adj.  (b4kùst7jÙ) 1. Of, relating to, occurring in, or situated behind 

the performing area of a theater.  2. Concealed from the public; private. 

back·stairs (b4kùstârzÙ) also back·stair (-stârÙ) adj.  Furtively carried on; clan-

destine:  backstairs gossip. 

back·stay (b4kùst7Ù) n.  1. Nautical. A rope or shroud extending from the top 

of a mast aft to a ship’s side or stern to help support the mast.  2. A supporting 

device at or for the back of something else. 

back·stitch (b4kùstVchÙ) n.  A stitch made by inserting the needle at the mid-

point of a preceding stitch so that the stitches overlap by half lengths.   —back-
ùstitchÙ v. 

back·stop (b4kùstmpÙ) n.  1. Sports. A screen or fence used to prevent a ball 

from being thrown or hit far out of a playing area, as in baseball.  2. Baseball. A 

catcher.  3. Something that supports or bolsters.   —  v.  tr. back·stopped, 
back·stop·ping, back·stops. 1. To serve as a backstop for.  2. a. To support or 

bolster: “The firm lacks a topflight strategic-consulting arm to backstop its technol-

ogy gurus” (Alex Beam).  b. To substitute for (another) in an emergency.  

back-sto·ry (bakùstôrÙK, -storÙK) n.  A prequel. 

back·stretch (b4kùstrHchÙ) n.  Sports. The part of an oval racecourse farthest 

from the spectators and opposite the homestretch. 

back·stroke (b4kùstrokÙ) n.  1. Sports. A swimming stroke executed with the 

swimmer lying on his or her back.  2. A backhanded stroke or motion:  a saw that 

cuts on the backstroke.   —backùstrokeÙ v.  —backùstrokÙer n. 

back·swept (b4kùswHptÙ) adj.  Swept, angled, or slanting backward:  a back-

swept hairstyle. 

back·swim·mer (b4kùswVmÙNr) n.  Any of various aquatic bugs of the family 

Notonectidae that swim on their backs by means of broadened, oarlike hind legs. 

back·sword (b4kùsôrdÙ, -sordÙ) n.  1. A sword with only one cutting edge.  

2. A one-handed fencing stick; a singlestick. 

back talk (b4k tôk) n.  Insolent or impudent retorts. 

back-to-back (b4kùtN-b4kÙ) adj.  Consecutive:  back-to-back performances; 

back-to-back home runs. 

back·track (b4kùtr4kÙ) v.  intr. back·tracked, back·track·ing, back·tracks. 
1. To go back over the course by which one has come.  2. To reverse one’s position 

or policy. 



back·up (b4kùƒpÙ) n.  1. a. A reserve or substitute.  b. Computer Science. A copy 

of a program or file that is stored separately from the original.   2. a. Support or 

backing.  b. Music. A background accompaniment, as for a performer.   3. An 

overflow or accumulation caused by clogging or by a stoppage:  a backup in the 

sink; a backup of traffic at the drawbridge.   —  adj.  Extra; standby:  a backup pilot. 

back·ward (b4kùwNrd) adj.  1. Directed or facing toward the back or rear.  

2. Done or arranged in a manner or an order that is opposite to previous occur-

rence or normal use.  3. Unwilling to act; reluctant; shy.  4. Behind others in 

progress or development:  The technology was backward, but the system worked.   
—  adv.  or back·wards (-wNrdz) 1. To or toward the back or rear.  2. With the 

back leading.  3. In a reverse manner or order.  4. To, toward, or into the past.  

5. Toward a worse or less advanced condition.   —idiom. bend over back-
ward (or lean over backward). To make an effort greater than is required.   
—backùward·ly adv.  —backùward·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: The adverb may be spelled backward or backwards, and the

forms are interchangeable: stepped backward; a mirror facing backwards. Only

backward is an adjective: a backward view.

back·wash (b4kùwmshÙ, -wôshÙ) n.  1. a. A backward flow of water, as from 

the action of oars.  b.  See backrush.   2. A backward flow of air, as from the 

propeller of an aircraft.  3. A result of an event; an aftermath. 

back·wa·ter (b4kùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  1. a. Water held or pushed back by or as 

if by a dam or current.  b. A body of water thus formed.   2. A place or situation 

regarded as isolated, stagnant, or backward: “The running of family fortunes has 

always been a backwater—albeit a lucrative one—of the investment management 

business” (Business Week).  3. A rowing or paddling stroke in which the oar or 

paddle is pushed forward, used to check a boat’s forward motion or move it back-

ward. 

back·woods (b4kùwtdzù) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. Heavily 

wooded, uncultivated, thinly settled areas.  2. An area that is far from population 

centers or that is held to be culturally backward.   —backùwoodsÙman n. 

back yard also back·yard (b4kùyärdù) n.  A yard at the rear of a house.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  backyard barbecues; backyard 

gossip. 

Ba·co·lod (bä-koùlôdÙ)  A city of northwest Negros Island in the south-central 

Philippines. It is a major port and processing center in a sugar-cane region. Popu-

lation, 262,415. 

ba·con (b7ùkNn) n.  The salted and smoked meat from the back and sides of a 

pig.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]



Ba·con1 (b7ùkNn), Francis First Baron Verulam and Viscount Saint Albans. 

1561-1626.  English philosopher, essayist, courtier, jurist, and statesman. His 

writings include The Advancement of Learning (1605) and the Novum Organum 

(1620), in which he proposed a theory of scientific knowledge based on observa-

tion and experiment that came to be known as the inductive method. 

Ba·con2 (b7ùkNn), Francis. 1909-1992.  Irish-born British painter best known 

for his portraits in which subjects are distorted and invested with feelings of ter-

ror. 

Ba·con (b7ùkNn), Nathaniel. 1647-1676.  English-born American colonist who 

led Bacon’s Rebellion (1676), in which a group of frontiersmen captured and 

burned Jamestown in an attempt to gain reforms and greater participation in the 

government of Virginia. 

Ba·con (b7ùkNn), Roger. Known as “the Admirable Doctor.” 1214?-1292.  

English friar, scientist, and philosopher whose Opus Majus (1267) argued that 

Christian studies should encompass the sciences. 

Ba·co·ni·an (b7-koùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the works or 

thought of the philosopher Francis Bacon.   —  n.  1. A follower of the doctrines 

of Francis Bacon.  2. One who believes in the Baconian theory. 

Baconian theory (b7-koùnK-Nn thKùN-rK) n.  The theory that Francis Bacon 

was the author of the plays attributed to Shakespeare. 

bact. abbr.  Bacteria; bacterial. 

bacter- pref.  Variant of bacterio-. 
bac·te·re·mi·a (b4kÙtN-rKùmK-N) n.  The presence of bacteria in the blood.   
—bacÙte·reùmic (-mVk) adj.  —bacÙte·reùmi·cal·ly adv. 

bacteri- pref.  Variant of bacterio-. 
bac·te·ri·a (b4k-tîrùK-N) n.  Abbr. bact. Plural of bacterium. 
bac·te·ri·al (b4k-tîrùK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. bact. Relating to or caused by bacteria:  a 

bacterial enzyme; bacterial diseases.   —bac·teùri·al n.  —bac·teùri·al·ly adv. 

bac·te·ri·cide (b4k-tîrùV-sXdÙ) n.  An agent that destroys bacteria.   
—bac·teÙri·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

bac·ter·in (b4kùtNr-Vn) n.  A suspension of killed or weakened bacteria used as a 

vaccine. 

bacterio-  or bacteri-  or bacter- pref.  Bacteria; bacterial:  bacteriology.  [New 

Latin bacterium, bacterium. See BACTERIUM.]

bac·te·ri·o·cin (b4k-tîrùK-N-sVnÙ) n.  An antibacterial substance, such as colicin, 

produced by a strain of certain bacteria and harmful to another strain within the 

same family.  [BACTERIO- + (COLI)CIN.]

bac·te·ri·o·gen·ic (b4k-tîrÙK-N-jHnùVk) also bac·te·ri·og·e·nous (-mjùN-nNs) 

adj.  Caused by bacteria. 

bac·te·ri·ol·o·gy (b4k-tîrÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. bacteriol. The study of bacteria, 

especially in relation to medicine and agriculture.   —bac·teÙri·o·logùic (-N-



lmjùVk), bac·teÙri·o·logùi·cal adj.  —bac·teÙri·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—bac·teÙri·olùo·gist n. 

bac·te·ri·ol·y·sis (b4k-tîrÙK-mlùV-sVs) n.  pl. bac·te·ri·ol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Dissolu-

tion or destruction of bacteria.   —bac·teÙri·o·lytùic (-N-lVtùVk) adj. 

bac·te·ri·o·phage (b4k-tîrùK-N-f7jÙ) n.  A virus that infects and lyses certain 

bacteria.   —bac·teÙri·o·phagùic (-f4jùVk) adj.  —bac·teÙri·ophùa·gy (-mfùN-jK) 

n. 

bac·te·ri·o·rho·dop·sin (b4k-tîrÙK-o-ro-dmpùsVn) n.  Microbiology. A purple 

pigment similar to rhodopsin occurring in the cell membranes of bacteria of the 

genus Halobacterium that converts sunlight directly into chemical energy. 

bac·te·ri·os·co·py (b4k-tîrÙK-msùkN-pK) n.  Microscopic examination of bacte-

ria. 

bac·te·ri·o·sta·sis (b4k-tîrÙK-o-st7ùsVs) n.  pl. bac·te·ri·o·sta·ses (-sKz). The 

inhibition of growth, but not the killing, of bacteria. 

bac·te·ri·o·stat (b4k-tîrùK-N-st4tÙ) n.  An agent, such as a chemical or biologi-

cal material, that inhibits bacterial growth.   —bac·teÙri·o·statùic adj. 

bac·te·ri·um (b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. bac·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-N). Any of the unicellular, 

prokaryotic microorganisms of the class Schizomycetes, which vary in terms of 

morphology, oxygen and nutritional requirements, and motility, and may be 

free-living, saprophytic, or pathogenic, the latter causing disease in plants or ani-

mals.  [New Latin, from Greek baktKrion, diminutive of baktron, rod. See bak- in 

Appendix.]

bac·te·ri·u·ri·a (b4k-tîrÙK-ytrùK-N) n.  The presence of bacteria in urine. 

bac·te·rize (b4kùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. bac·te·rized, bac·te·riz·ing, bac·te·riz·es. To 

change the composition of (something) by means of bacterial action.   
—bacÙte·ri·zaùtion (-rV-z7ùshNn) n. 

bac·te·roid (b4kùtN-roidÙ) adj.  Resembling bacteria in appearance or action.   
—  n.  Any of various structurally modified bacteria, such as those occurring on 

the root nodules of leguminous plants. 

Bac·tra (b4kùtrN)  See Balkh. 
Bac·tri·a (b4kùtrK-N)  An ancient country of southwest Asia. It was an eastern 

province of the Persian Empire before its conquest by the Greeks in 328 B.C. The 

kingdom was destroyed c. 130 B.C. by nomadic tribes.   —Bacùtri·an adj.  & n. 

Bactrian camel (b4kùtrK-Nn k4mùNl) n.  A two-humped camel (Camelus bac-

trianus) native to central and southwest Asia. 

bac·u·li·form (b4kùyN-lN-fôrmÙ, bN-kyuùlN-) adj.  Rod-shaped.  [Latin bacu-

lum, stick; see bak- in Appendix + -FORM.]

bad1 (b4d) adj.  worse (wûrs), worst (wûrst). 1. Not achieving an adequate 

standard; poor:  a bad recital.  2. Evil; sinful.  3. Disobedient or naughty:  bad 

children.  4. Disagreeable, unpleasant, or disturbing:  a bad piece of news.  

5. Unfavorable:  bad reviews for the play.  6. Not fresh; rotten or spoiled:  bad 



meat.  7. Injurious in effect; detrimental:  bad habits.  8. Not working properly; 

defective:  a bad telephone connection.  9. Full of or exhibiting faults or errors:  

bad grammar.  10. Having no validity; void:  passed bad checks.  11. Severe; 

intense:  a bad cold.  12. a. Being in poor health or in pain:  I feel bad today.  

b. Being in poor condition; diseased:  bad lungs.   13. Sorry; regretful:  She feels 

bad about how she treated you.  14. bad·der, bad·dest. Slang. Very good; great.   
—  n.  Something that is below standard or expectations, as of ethics or decency:  

weighing the good against the bad.   —  adv.  Usage Problem. Badly.   —idioms. in 
bad. Informal. In trouble or disfavor.  not half bad (or not so bad). Informal. 

Reasonably good.  [Middle English badde.] —badùness n.  

SYNONYMS: bad, evil, wicked. These adjectives are compared as they mean de-

parting from moral or ethical standards. Bad is the most inclusive; it applies to

what is regarded as being unpleasant, offensive, or blameworthy: bad weather; a

bad temper. “A bad book is as much of a labor to write as a good one” (Aldous Hux-

ley). Evil, a stronger term, adds to bad connotations of depravity and corruptive

influence: “The unconscious is not just evil by nature, it is also the source of the

highest good” (Carl Jung). Wicked suggests conscious or premeditated moral trans-

gression: “this wicked man Hitler, the repository and embodiment of many forms of

soul-destroying hatred, this monstrous product of former wrongs and shame” (Win-

ston S. Churchill). 

USAGE NOTE: Bad is often used as an adverb in sentences such as The house

was shaken up pretty bad or We need water bad. This usage is common in informal

speech but is widely regarded as unacceptable in formal writing. In an earlier sur-

vey, the sentence His tooth ached so bad he could not sleep was unacceptable to 92

percent of the Usage Panel. • The use of badly with want, once considered incor-

rect, is now entirely acceptable: We wanted badly to be at the wedding. • The adverb

badly is often used as the complement of verbs such as feel, as in I felt badly about

the whole affair, where the choice of badly as opposed to bad may convey an im-

plication that the distress is emotional, rather than physical. Although the origin

of this usage is a matter of dispute, the usage is now widespread and is supported

by analogy to the use of other adverbs with feel (as in We feel strongly about this

issue). In an earlier survey, a majority of the Usage Panel accepted this use of badly

in speech, though bad is less likely to occasion objections. • Badly is also used in

some regions to mean “unwell,” as in He was looking badly after the accident (com-

pare poorly, which is also used in this way). In an earlier survey, however, the usage

was found unacceptable in formal writing by 75 percent of the Usage Panel.

bad2 (b4d) v.  Archaic. A past tense of bid. 
bad actor (b4d 4kùtNr) n.  One that consistently behaves or reacts poorly: “Per-

haps... they will not be able to keep out the criminals and the bad actors who could 



end up harming the honest operators” (Economist). “Phosphorus is not the only bad 

actor in lake eutrophication” (Chemical Week). 

Ba·da·joz (bäÙdN-hozù, -thä-hôthù)  A city of southwest Spain on the Guadiana 

River near the Portugal border. An ancient fortress city, it rose to prominence 

under the Moors as the seat (1022-1094) of a vast independent emirate. Popula-

tion, 92,800. 

Ba·da·lo·na (bäÙdN-loùnN, -thä-lôùnä)  A city of northeast Spain, an industrial 

suburb of Barcelona on the Mediterranean Sea. Population, 229,281. 

bad·ass (b4dù4sÙ) Vulgar Slang. n.  A mean-tempered or belligerent person.   —  
adj.  Mean; belligerent. 

bad blood (b4d blƒd) n.  Enmity or bitterness among individuals or groups of 

people. 

bade (b4d, b7d) v.  A past tense of bid. 
Ba·den (bädùn)  A historical region of southwest Germany. In the 1840’s it was a 

center of the German liberal movement. 

Ba·den-Ba·den (bädÙn-bädùn)  A city of southwest Germany in the Black For-

est near the French border. Founded as a Roman garrison in the third century 

A.D., it has long been one of Europe’s most fashionable spas. Population, 48,622. 

Ba·den-Pow·ell (b7dÙn-poùNl), Sir Robert Stephenson Smyth. 1857-1941.  

British soldier who founded the Boy Scouts (1908) and with his sister Agnes 

(1858-1945) the Girl Guides (1910). 

badge (b4j) n.  1. a. A device or emblem worn as an insignia of rank, office, or 

membership in an organization.  b. An emblem given as an award or honor.   

2. A characteristic mark.  See Synonyms at sign.  [Middle English bagge, from 

Norman French bage.] —badge v. 

badg·er (b4jùNr) n.  1. a. Any of several carnivorous, burrowing mammals of 

the family Mustelidae, such as Meles meles of Eurasia or Taxidea taxus of North 

America, having short legs, long claws on the front feet, and a heavy, grizzled 

coat.  b. The fur or hair of this mammal.  c. Any of several similar mammals, 

such as the ratel.   2. Badger. Slang. A native or inhabitant of Wisconsin.   —  v.  

tr. badg·ered, badg·er·ing, badg·ers. To harry or pester persistently.  See 

Synonyms at harass.  [Perhaps from BADGE.]

WORD HISTORY: Our name for the Eurasian species of this mammal, which

is noted for championing its burrow just like a knight of old, may come from the

badger’s knightly emblem. The creature’s white head with a broad black stripe on

each side of the snout may have brought to mind a badge, hence the name badger.

One good piece of supporting evidence for this theory is that an earlier name for

the animal was bauson, which comes from the Old French word baucenc, usually

referring to a white patch on a horse and also meaning “badger.” Bauson is first



recorded before 1375, badger in 1523.

Bad Hom·burg (bätÙ hmmùbûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A city of west-central Germany at 

the foot of the Taunus Mountains near Frankfurt. It is a famous spa and resort. 

Population, 50,647. 

bad·i·nage (b4dÙn-äzhù) n.  Light, playful banter.  [French, from badin, joker, 

from Provençal badar, to gape, from Latin *bat7re.]

bad·lands (b4dùl4ndzÙ) pl.n.  Barren land characterized by roughly eroded 

ridges, peaks, and mesas. 

Bad·lands also Bad Lands (b4dùl4ndzÙ)  A heavily eroded arid region of 

southwest South Dakota and northwest Nebraska. The Badlands National Monu-

ment in South Dakota was established in 1939 to protect the area’s colorful rock 

formations and prehistoric fossils. 

bad·ly (b4dùlK) adv.  Usage Problem. 1. In a bad manner.  2. Very much; greatly.  

See Usage Note at bad1. 
bad·min·ton (b4dùmVnÙtNn) n.  Sports. A sport played by volleying a shuttle-

cock back and forth over a high, narrow net by means of a light, long-handled 

racket.  [After Badminton, the Duke of Beaufort’s country seat in western 

England.]

bad·mouth  or bad-mouth (b4dùmouthÙ, -mouthÙ) v.  tr. bad·mouthed, 
bad·mouth·ing, bad·mouths. Slang. To criticize or disparage, often spitefully 

or unfairly; run down: “those cross-Atlantic aficionados who persistently idolize the 

British theater and bad-mouth Broadway” (Benedict Nightingale). 

bad news (b4d nuz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Slang. One that is unpleas-

ant or undesirable:  A troublemaker within a group is always bad news. 

Ba·do·glio (bN-dolùyo), Pietro. 1871-1956.  Italian general and politician. A 

military figure in both World Wars, he formed a nonfascist government after 

Mussolini’s downfall (1943) and negotiated an armistice with the Allies (1944). 

Bad Salz·uf·len (bät sältsùtf-lNn, zältsù-)  A city of northwest Germany 

southwest of Hanover. Founded in 1048, it is a health resort with thermal springs. 

Population, 50,494. 

B.A.E. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Aeronautical Engineering.  2. Bachelor of Agricul-

tural Engineering.  3. Bachelor of Architectural Engineering.  4. Bachelor of Art 

Education.  5. Bachelor of Arts in Education. 

Bae·da (bKùdN)  See Bede. 
bae·de·ker (b7ùdV-kNr) n.  A guidebook to countries or a country.  [After Karl 

BAEDEKER.]

Bae·de·ker (b7ùdV-kNr), Karl. 1801-1859.  German publisher who established a 

series of guidebooks in 1829. 

B.A.Ed. abbr.  Bachelor of Arts in Education. 

B.Ae.E. abbr.  Bachelor of Aeronautical Engineering. 



Baeke·land (b7kùl4ndÙ), Leo Hendrik. 1863-1944.  Belgian-born American 

chemist who developed the first plastic to harden permanently after heating. 

bael (bHl, b7l, bVl) n.  The round to pear-shaped, yellowish, edible fruit of a 

chiefly Indian tree (Aegle marmelos), used in southern Asia as a food and as a 

medicine to treat dysentery.  [Hindi bKl;; akin to Sanskrit bilvaUTamil vi^7vi^avu.]

Baer (bâr), Karl Ernst von. 1792-1876.  Estonian-born German naturalist and 

pioneer embryologist who discovered the mammalian egg (1827). 

Bae·yer (b7ùNr), (Johann Friedrich Wilhelm) Adolf von. 1835-1917.  Ger-

man organic chemist. He won a 1905 Nobel Prize for research on organic dyes 

and compounds. 

Ba·ez (bX-Hzù, bXùHzÙ), Joan. Born 1941.  American folk singer and political activ-

ist. 

Baf·fin (b4fùVn)  A region of northeast Northwest Territories, Canada, including 

Baffin Island, the Queen Elizabeth and Parry islands, and Melville Peninsula. 

Baf·fin (b4fùVn), William. 1584?-1622.  English explorer who led several expedi-

tions (1612-1616) in search of the Northwest Passage. 

Baffin Bay (b4fùVn b7)  An ice-clogged body of water between northeast Can-

ada and Greenland. It connects with the Arctic Ocean to the north and west and 

with the Atlantic Ocean to the south by way of Davis Strait. 

Baffin Island (b4fùVn XùlNnd)  An island of northeast Northwest Territories, 

Canada, west of Greenland. It is the fifth-largest island in the world. 

baf·fle (b4fùNl) v.  tr. baf·fled, baf·fling, baf·fles. 1. To frustrate or check (a 

person) as by confusing or perplexing; stymie.  2. To impede the force or move-

ment of.   —  n.  1. A usually static device that regulates the flow of a fluid or 

light.  2. A partition that prevents interference between sound waves in a loud-

speaker.  [Perhaps blend of Scottish Gaelic bauchle, to denounce, revile publicly, 

and French bafouer, to ridicule.] —bafùfle·ment n.  —bafùfler n. 

baf·fle·gab (b4fùNl-g4bÙ) n.  Slang. Gobbledegook.  [BAFFLE + GAB.]

bag (b4g) n.  Abbr. bg. 1. a. A container of flexible material, such as paper, plas-

tic, or leather, that is used for carrying or storing items.  b. A handbag; a purse.  

c. A piece of hand luggage, such as a suitcase or a satchel.  d. An organic sac or 

pouch, such as the udder of a cow.   2. An object that resembles a pouch.  

3. Nautical. The bulging part of a sail.  4. The amount that a bag can hold.  5. An 

amount of game taken or legally permitted to be taken.  6. Baseball. A base.  

7. Slang. An area of interest or skill:  Cooking is not my bag.  8. Slang. A woman 

considered ugly or unkempt.   —  v.  bagged, bag·ging, bags.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

put into or as if into a bag.  2. To cause to bulge like a pouch.  3. To capture or kill 

as game:  bagged six grouse.  4. Informal. To gain possession of; capture.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To hang loosely.  2. To swell out; bulge.   —idioms. bag it. Slang. 1. To 

be a truant.  2. To cease discussion of an issue:  Finally in disgust I told my debat-

ing opponent to bag it.  in the bag. Assured of a successful outcome; virtually 



accomplished or won.  [Middle English bagge, from Old Norse baggi.] —bagùful 
n.  —bagùger n. 

bag and baggage (b4g Nnd b4gùVj) adv.  1. With all one’s belongings.  2. To a 

complete degree; entirely. 

ba·gasse (bN-g4sù) n.  The dry, fibrous residue remaining after the extraction of 

juice from the crushed stalks of sugar cane, used as a source of cellulose for some 

paper products.  [French, from Spanish bagazo, dregs, from Latin b7ca, berry.]

bag·a·telle (b4gÙN-tHlù) n.  1. An unimportant or insignificant thing; a trifle.  

2. A short piece of verse or music.  3. Games. A game played on an oblong table 

with a cue and balls.  [French, from Italian bagatella, diminutive of dialectal bag-

ata, little property, possibly from Latin b7ca, berry.]

Bag·dad (b4gùd4dÙ)  See Baghdad. 
Bage·hot (b4jùNt), Walter. 1826-1877.  British economist, social scientist, and 

journalist who wrote The English Constitution (1867), an analysis of the compara-

tive powers of the branches of British government. 

ba·gel (b7ùgNl) n.  A glazed, ring-shaped roll with a tough, chewy texture, made 

from plain yeast dough that is dropped briefly into nearly boiling water and then 

baked.  [Yiddish beygl, from Middle High German *böugel, diminutive of bouc, 

ring, from Old High German boug. See bheug- in Appendix.]

bag·gage (b4gùVj) n.  1. The trunks, bags, parcels, and suitcases in which one 

carries one’s belongings while traveling; luggage.  2. The movable equipment and 

supplies of an army.  3. Superfluous or burdensome practices, regulations, ideas, 

or traits.  4. a. A wanton or immoral woman.  b. An impudent or saucy girl or 

woman.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a baggage han-

dler; baggage claim.  [Middle English bagage, from Old French bague, bundle, per-

haps of Germanic origin.]

Bag·gies (b4gùKz)  A trademark used for a variety of plastic storage bags. This 

trademark, often styled without a final s and in lowercase, sometimes occurs in 

print with the meaning “a small plastic bag”: “[He] pulls out a Baggie full of pars-

ley” (Washington Post). “Police found marijuana in a baggie he had dropped into a 

truck” (National Law Journal). 

bag·ging (b4gùVng) n.  Material used for making bags. 

bag·gy (b4gùK) adj.  bag·gi·er, bag·gi·est. Bulging or hanging loosely:  baggy 

trousers.   —bagùgi·ly adv.  —bagùgi·ness n. 

Bagh·dad  or Bag·dad (b4gùd4dÙ)  The capital and largest city of Iraq, in the 

center of the country on the Tigris River. Founded in the eighth century, it 

became a large and powerful city whose greatness is reflected in the Arabian 

Nights. Population, 2,200,000. 

bag job (b4g jmb) n.  Slang. A black bag job. 

bag lady (b4g l7ùdK) n.  Slang. A homeless woman, especially one in a big city, 

who carries her possessions in a shopping bag. 



Bag·ley (b4gùlK), William Chandler. 1874-1946.  American psychologist and 

critic of progressive educational techniques. 

bag·man (b4gùmNn) n.  1. Slang. A person who collects money, as for racke-

teers.  2. Chiefly British. A traveling salesman. 

ba·gnio (b4nùyo, bänù-) n.  pl. ba·gnios. 1. A brothel.  2. Obsolete. A prison for 

slaves in Asian countries.  3. Obsolete. A public bathhouse in Italy or Turkey.  

[Italian bagno, bath, from Latin balneum, from Greek balaneion.]

Bag·nold (b4gùnNld), Enid. 1889-1981.  British writer whose works include the 

novel National Velvet (1935) and the play The Chalk Garden (1956). 

bag of waters (b4g ƒv wôùtNrz) n.  See water bag. 
bag people (b4g pKùpNl) pl.n.  Slang. Homeless people considered as a group. 

bag·pipe (b4gùpXpÙ) n.  Music. An instrument having a flexible bag inflated 

either by a tube with valves or by bellows, a double-reed melody pipe, and from 

one to four drone pipes. Often used in the plural.   —bagùpipeÙ v.  

—bagùpipÙer n. 

ba·guette (b4-gHtù) n.  1. a. A gem cut in the form of a narrow rectangle.  

b. The form of such a gem.   2. Architecture. A narrow, convex molding.  3. A 

small, narrow loaf of French bread often used for sandwiches.  [French, rod, from 

Italian bacchetta, diminutive of bacchio, rod, from Latin baculum, stick. See bak- 
in Appendix.]

Ba·gui·o (bäùgK-oÙ)  A city of northwest Luzon, Philippines. It is a mountain 

resort and the summer capital of the country. Population, 119,009. 

bag·wig (b4gùwVgÙ) n.  A wig with the back hair encased in a small silk sack, 

worn in the 18th century. 

bag·worm (b4gùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of several moths of the family Psychidae, 

which construct fibrous cases of silk spun together with leaves, twigs, or grass. 

The plant-feeding larvae and wingless adult females live in these cases. 

bah (bä, b4) interj.  Used to express impatient rejection or contempt. 

Ba·ha’i (bä-häùK, bN-hXù) adj.  Of or relating to a religion founded in 1863 in Iran 

and emphasizing the spiritual unity of all humankind.   —  n.  A teacher of or a 

believer in this faith.  [Persian bah7’X, a follower of Bah7’ull7h (see BAHAULLAH), 

“the Splendor of God”. bah7’X from bah7’, splendor, from Arabic.] —Ba·haùism 
(bN-häùVzÙNm, -hXù-) n.  —Ba·haùist n. 

Ba·ha·mas (bN-häùmNz, -h7ù-) also Ba·ha·ma Islands (-mN)  An island coun-

try in the Atlantic Ocean east of Florida and Cuba comprising some 700 islands 

and islets and numerous cays. The country gained its independence from Great 

Britain in 1973. Nassau, on New Providence Island, is the capital and the largest 

city. Population, 218,000.   —Ba·haùmi·an (-h7ùmK-Nn, -häù-), Ba·haùman (-

häùmNn, -h7ù-)  adj.  & n. 

Ba·ha·sa Indonesia (bä-häùsN VnÙdN-nKùzhN) n.  See Indonesian (n., sense 

4).  [Indonesian, Indonesian language, from Sanskrit bh7}7, speech, language.]



Bahasa Ma·lay (bä-häùsN mN-l7ù, m7ùl7) also Bahasa Me·la·yo (mN-läùyu) 

n.  See Malay (n., sense 2).  [Malay, Malay language, from Sanskrit bh7}7, speech, 

language.]

Ba·ha·ul·lah (bä-häÙt-läù), Originally Mirza Huseyn Ali. 1817-1892.  Persian 

religious leader who was a follower of the Bab and founded the Baha’i sect (1863). 

Ba·ha·wal·pur (bN-häÙwNl-ptrù, -häùwNl-ptrÙ)  A region and former 

princely state of east-central Pakistan between the Sutlej River and the Indian 

border. 

Ba·hi·a (bN-hKùN, bä-KùN)  See Salvador.  —Ba·hiùan adj.  & n. 

Ba·hí·a Blan·ca (bN-hKÙN bl4ngùkN, bä-Kùä vlängùkä)  A city of eastern Argen-

tina on the Bahía Blanca, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean southwest of Buenos 

Aires. It is a major shipping and commercial center. Population, 223,818. 

Ba·hi·a grass (bN-hKùN gr4s) n.  A perennial, sod-forming tropical American 

grass (Paspalum notatum) grown in warm regions, such as the southern United 

States, for forage, soil binding, and turf.  [After Bahia (Salvador), Brazil.]

Bah·rain  or Bah·rein (bä-r7nù)  A country comprising an archipelago of low, 

sandy islands in the Persian Gulf between Qatar and Saudi Arabia. It was the first 

Arabian country to strike oil (1932). A British protectorate after 1861, Bahrain 

became independent in 1971. Manama, on Bahrain Island, the largest in the 

archipelago, is the capital. Population, 350,798.   —Bah·rainùi adj.  & n. 

Bahr el Gha·zal (bârÙ HlÙ gN-z4lù, bärÙ HlÙ gä-zälù)  A river of southwest Sudan 

flowing about 805 km (500 mi) east to Lake No, where it joins the Bahr el Jebel. 

Bahr el Jeb·el (bârÙ jHbùNl)  A river, about 956 km (594 mi) long, of southern 

Sudan. It is a section of the White Nile. 

baht (bät) n.  pl. bahts or baht. A basic unit of currency in Thailand.  See Table 

at currency.  [Thai b7t.]

Ba·ia-Ma·re (bäùyN-mäùrN)  A city of northwest Romania north of Cluj. It is an 

industrial center and popular health resort. Population, 129,719. 

bai·gnet (bHn-y7ù) n.  Southern Louisiana. Variant of beignet. 
Bai·kal  or Bay·kal (bX-kôlù, -kmlù), Lake. A lake of south-central Russia. It is 

the largest freshwater lake in Eurasia and the world’s deepest lake, with a maxi-

mum depth of 1,742.2 m (5,712 ft). 

bail1 (b7l) n.  1. Security, usually a sum of money, exchanged for the release of an 

arrested person as a guarantee of that person’s appearance for trial.  2. Release 

from imprisonment provided by the payment of such money.  3. A person who 

provides this security.   —  v.  tr. bailed, bail·ing, bails. 1. To secure the release 

of by providing security.  2. To release (a person) for whom security has been 

paid.  3. Informal. To extricate from a difficult situation:  always bailing you out of 

trouble.  4. To transfer (property) to another for a special purpose but without 

permanent transference of ownership.  [Middle English, custody, from Old 



French, from baillier, to take charge of, from Latin b7iul7re, to carry a load, from 

b7iulus, carrier of a burden.] —bailùer n. 

bail2 (b7l) v.  bailed, bail·ing, bails.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove (water) from a 

boat by repeatedly filling a container and emptying it over the side.  2. To empty 

(a boat) of water by bailing.   —  v.  intr. To empty a boat of water by bailing.   —  
n.  A container used for emptying water from a boat.   —phrasal verb. bail 
out. 1. To parachute from an aircraft; eject.  2. To abandon a project or enter-

prise.  [From Middle English baille, bucket, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*b7iul7, water container, from Latin b7iul7re, to carry a load.] —bailùer n. 

bail3 (b7l) n.  1. The arched, hooplike handle of a container, such as a pail.  2. An 

arch or hoop, such as one of those used to support the top of a covered wagon.  

3. A hinged bar on a typewriter that holds the paper against the platen.  [Middle 

English beil, perhaps from Old English *bKgel, or of Scandinavian origin; see 

bheug- in Appendix.]

bail4 (b7l) n.  1. Chiefly British. A pole or bar used to confine or separate animals.  

2. Sports. One of the two crossbars that form the top of a wicket used in the game 

of cricket.  [Old French dialectal, probably from Latin baculum, stick. See BACIL-

LUS.]

bail·a·ble (b7ùlN-bNl) adj.  1. Eligible for bail:  a bailable defendant.  2. Allowing 

or admitting of bail:  a bailable offense. 

bail·ee (b7-lKù) n.  A person to whom property is bailed. 

bai·ley (b7ùlK) n.  bai·leys. 1. The outer wall of a castle.  2. The space enclosed 

by this outer wall.  [Middle English bailli, from Old French baille, probably from 

Latin bacula, pl. of baculum, log, stick. See BACILLUS.]

Bai·ley (b7ùlK), Gamaliel. 1807-1859.  American journalist who edited antisla-

very periodicals, such as the Cincinnati Philanthropist (1836-1843) and the 

National Era (1847-1859), in which Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin was published serially (1851-1852). 

Bai·ley (b7ùlK), Liberty Hyde. 1858-1954.  American botanist and horticultur-

ist noted for various scientific contributions and for establishing college exten-

sion courses for farmers. 

Bai·ley (b7ùlK), Nathan or Nathaniel. Died 1742.  British lexicographer whose 

Universal Etymological English Dictionary, first published in 1721, was used as a 

reference by Samuel Johnson and was the first English dictionary to treat etymol-

ogy consistently. 

Bailey bridge (b7ùlK brVj) n.  A steel bridge designed to be shipped in parts and 

assembled rapidly.  [After Sir Donald Bailey (1901-1985), British engineer.]

bail·ie (b7ùlK) n.  1. A Scottish municipal officer corresponding to an English 

alderman.  2. Obsolete. A bailiff.  [Middle English baillie, town official, from Old 

French bailiff, from Medieval Latin *b7iulXvus. See BAILIFF.]



bail·iff (b7ùlVf) n.  1. A court attendant entrusted with duties such as the mainte-

nance of order in a courtroom during a trial.  2. An official who assists a British 

sheriff and who has the power to execute writs, processes, and arrests.  3. Chiefly 

British. An overseer of an estate; a steward.  [Middle English baillif, from Old 

French baillis, baillif-, overseer of an estate, steward, from Medieval Latin 

*b7iulXvus, from Latin b7iulus, carrier.]

bail·i·wick (b7ùlN-wVkÙ) n.  1. A person’s specific area of interest, skill, or 

authority.  See Synonyms at field.  2. The office or district of a bailiff.  [Middle 

English bailliwik : baillif, bailiff; see BAILIFF + wik, town (from Old English wXc, 

from Latin vXcus); see VICINITY.]

Bail·lie (b7ùlK), Joanna. 1762-1851.  Scottish dramatist whose works include De 

Montfort, produced in 1800. 

bail·ment (b7lùmNnt) n.  1. The process of providing bail for an accused per-

son.  2. The act of delivering goods or personal property to another in trust. 

bail·or (b7ùlNr, b7-lôrù) n.  One who bails property to another. 

bail·out (b7lùoutÙ) n.  A rescue from financial difficulties:  corporate bailouts. 

bails·man (b7lzùmNn) n.  One who provides bail or security for another. 

Bain·bridge (b7nùbrVjÙ), William. 1774-1833.  American naval officer who 

commanded the U.S.S. Constitution to victory over the H.M.S. Java in the War of 

1812. 

bain-ma·rie (b4nùmN-rKù) n.  pl. bains-ma·rie (b4nùmN-rKù). A large pan con-

taining hot water in which smaller pans may be set to cook food slowly or to keep 

food warm.  [French, from Medieval Latin balneum Mariae, bath of Maria, prob-

ably after Maria, an early alchemist.]

Baird (bârd), John Logie. 1888-1946.  British electrical engineer and pioneer in 

the field of television, radar, and fiber optics. 

Bai·ri·ki (bX-rKùkK)  The administrative center of Kiribati, on Tarawa atoll in the 

northern Gilbert Islands of the west-central Pacific Ocean. Population, 1,956. 

bairn (bârn) n.  Scots. A child.  [Middle English barn, from Old English bearn. 

See bher-1 in Appendix.]

bait1 (b7t) n.  1. a. Food or other lure placed on a hook or in a trap and used in 

the taking of fish, birds, or other animals.  b. Something, such as a worm, used 

for this purpose.   2. An enticement; a temptation.  3. Archaic. A stop for food or 

rest during a trip.   —  v.  bait·ed, bait·ing, baits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place a lure in 

(a trap) or on (a fishing hook).  2. To entice, especially by trickery or strategy.  

3. To set dogs upon (a chained animal, for example) for sport.  4. To attack or 

torment, especially with persistent insults, criticism, or ridicule.  5. To tease.  See 

Synonyms at harass.  6. To feed (an animal), especially on a journey.   —  v.  

intr. Archaic. To stop for food or rest during a trip.  [Middle English, from Old 

Norse beita, food, fodder, fish bait. V., from Old Norse beita, to put animals to 

pasture, hunt with dogs. See bheid- in Appendix.] —baitùer n.  



USAGE NOTE: The word baited is sometimes incorrectly substituted for the

etymologically correct but unfamiliar word bated (“abated; suspended”) in the

expression bated breath.

bait2 (b7t) v.  Variant of bate2. 
bait and switch (b7t Nnd swVch) n.  A sales tactic in which a bargain-priced 

item is used to attract customers who are then encouraged to purchase a more 

expensive similar item. 

bait·fish (b7tùfVshÙ) n.  Chiefly Chesapeake Bay & Chiefly North Atlantic Coast. A 

small fish, such as a minnow, used for fishing bait. 

bai·za (bXùzä) n.  A unit of currency in Oman.  See Table at currency.  [Arabic, 

from Hindi pais7.]

baize (b7z) n.  An often bright-green cotton or woolen material napped to imi-

tate felt and used chiefly as a cover for gaming tables.  [French baies, from pl. of 

bai, bay-colored, from Latin badius.]

Ba·ja Cal·i·for·nia (bäùhä k4lÙV-fôrùnyN, -fôrùnK-N) also Low·er California 
(loùNr)  A mountainous peninsula of western Mexico extending south-southeast 

between the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of California south of the U.S. border. It 

was first explored by the Spanish in the 1530’s. 

Ba·jer (bXùNr), Fredrik. 1837-1922.  Danish pacifist who was a founder and pres-

ident of the International Peace Bureau in Bern, Switzerland. He shared the 1908 

Nobel Peace Prize. 

bake (b7k) v.  baked, bak·ing, bakes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cook (food) with dry 

heat, especially in an oven.  2. To harden or dry (something) by subjecting to heat 

in or as if in an oven:  bake bricks.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cook food with dry heat.  

2. To become hardened or dry by or as if by having been subjected to the heat of 

an oven.   —  n.  1. a. The act or process of baking.  b. An amount baked.   2. A 

social gathering at which food is cooked by baking and then served.  [Middle 

English baken, from Old English bacan.]

Ba·ke·lite (b7ùkN-lXtÙ, b7kùlXtÙ)  A trademark used for any of a group of synthetic 

resins and plastics found in a variety of manufactured articles. 

bake-off (b7kùôfÙ, -mfÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a bakery, as in a super-

market, that cooks preprepared pastry goods for public sale.   —bakeù-offÙ n. 

Bake-Off (b7kùôfÙ, -mfÙ)  A service mark used for a contest in which cooks pre-

pare their own recipes, usually of baked goods, and prizes are awarded for origi-

nality and taste. This service mark sometimes occurs in lowercase with the 

meaning “any contest among cooks”: “All the jockeying for support that has been 

going on recently has added a new dimension to the proceedings, as if there were a 

bake-off being held in the next room” (New York Times). 



bak·er (b7ùkNr) n.  1. One that bakes bread, cakes, or pastries, especially com-

mercially.  2. One that bakes, especially a portable oven. 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Ella. 1903-1986.  American social reformer whose organiza-

tional efforts were a major force behind the civil rights movement of the 1950’s 

and 1960’s. 

Ba·ker1 (b7kNr), George. Known as “Father Divine.” 1877-1965.  American 

religious leader who founded (1919) a communal religious sect called the Peace 

Mission. 

Ba·ker2 (b7kNr), George. 1915-1975.  American cartoonist who created Sad 

Sack (1942), a comic strip about a hapless GI. 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), George Pierce. 1866-1935.  American drama professor who 

tutored many notable American playwrights, including Eugene O’Neill and Sid-

ney Howard. 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Josephine. 1906-1975.  American-born French entertainer who 

became a popular jazz dancer and singer in Paris during the 1920’s and 1930’s. 

During World War II she worked for the French Resistance. 

Baker, Mount.  A peak, 3,287.3 m (10,778 ft) high, of northwest Washington in 

the Cascade Range east of Bellingham. It is in a popular resort area. 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Newton Diehl. 1871-1937.  American public official and law-

yer who served as secretary of war under President Woodrow Wilson (1916-1921) 

and was appointed to the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague (1928). 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Ray Stannard. 1870-1946.  American author and muckraking 

journalist who was the authorized biographer of Woodrow Wilson and wrote 

many books, including Our New Prosperity (1900) and Native American (1941). 

He also wrote essays under the pen name David Grayson. 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Russell Wayne. Born 1925.  American writer. A long-time New 

York Times columnist, he won a Pulitzer Prize in 1979 for distinguished commen-

tary and in 1983 for his autobiography Growing Up. 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Sir Samuel White. 1821-1893.  British explorer who founded a 

settlement at Ceylon (1848), explored the Blue Nile region (1861-1862), and dis-

covered Lake Albert (1864). 

Ba·ker (b7kNr), Sara Josephine. 1873-1945.  American pediatrician and pub-

lic-health pioneer whose work helped reduce the infant mortality rate in New 

York City to the lowest level of any large American city. 

Baker Lake (b7ùkNr l7k)  A lake of eastern Northwest Territories, Canada, near 

Chesterfield Inlet, an arm of Hudson Bay. 

bak·er’s dozen (b7ùkNrz dƒzùNn) n.  A group of 13.  [From the former custom 

among bakers of adding an extra roll as a safeguard against the possibility of 12 

weighing light.]



Ba·kers·field (b7ùkNrz-fKldÙ)  A city of south-central California at the southern 

end of the fertile San Joaquin Valley north-northwest of Los Angeles. Gold was 

discovered in the region in 1855 and petroleum in 1899. Population, 105,611. 

bak·er·sheet (b7ùkNr-shKtÙ) n.  Maine. See drip pan. 
baker’s yeast (b7ùkNrz yKst) n.  A commercial preparation consisting of dried 

cells of one or more strains of the fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae, used as a leav-

ening in baking. 

bak·er·y (b7ùkN-rK) n.  pl. bak·er·ies. A place where products such as bread, 

cake, and pastries are baked or sold.  Also called bakeshop 

bake·shop (b7kùshmpÙ) n.  See bakery. 
Bakh·ta·ran (bäkÙtN-ränù, bäKHÙtä-) Formerly Ker·man·shah (kHr-mänÙshäù, 

-shôù).  A city of western Iran west-southwest of Tehran. Founded in the fourth 

century A.D., it was later a frontier fortress against the Ottoman Turks. Popula-

tion, 532,000. 

bak·ing powder (b7ùkVng pouùdNr) n.  A mixture of baking soda, starch, and 

at least one slightly acidic compound such as cream of tartar that works as a leav-

ening agent in baking by releasing carbon dioxide when mixed with a liquid, such 

as milk or water. 

baking soda (b7ùkVng soùdN) n.  A white crystalline compound, NaHCO3, with 

a slightly alkaline taste, used in making effervescent salts and beverages, artificial 

mineral water, pharmaceuticals, and fire extinguishers.  Also called bicarbonate of 

soda, sodium bicarbonate. 

ba·kla·va (bäùklN-väÙ, bäÙklN-väù) n.  A dessert made of paper-thin layers of 

pastry, chopped nuts, and honey.  [Turkish.]

bak·sheesh (b4kùshKshÙ, b4k-shKshù) n.  pl. baksheesh. A gratuity or tip, paid 

to expedite service especially in some Near Eastern countries.  [Persian bakhshish, 

present, from Middle Persian bakhshishn, from bakhshXdan, bakhsh-, to give pre-

sents, from Avestan bakhsh-. See bhag- in Appendix.]

Bakst (bäkst), Léon Nikolaevich. 1866-1924.  Russian painter and scenic 

designer who modernized theater design. His best-known works were for ballets 

produced by Sergei Diaghilev in Paris. 

Ba·ku (bä-kuù)  The capital of Azerbaijan, in the eastern part on the Caspian 

Sea. Frequently under Persian rule, the city was incorporated into Russia in 1806. 

It has been a center of oil production since the 1870’s. Population, 1,104,000. 

Ba·ku·nin (bN-kuùnVn, -nyVn), Mikhail Aleksandrovich. 1814-1876.  Rus-

sian anarchist and political theorist who was imprisoned and later exiled to Sibe-

ria for his revolutionary activities. He escaped to London (1861), where he 

opposed Karl Marx. Bakunin’s theories of anarchy are considered the antithesis of 

Marx’s communism. 

BAL abbr.  British anti-lewisite. 



bal·a·cla·va (b4lÙNkläùvN) n.  1. A woolen hood almost completely covering the 

head and neck, worn by mountain climbers and skiers in cold climates.  2. A sim-

ilar hood often covering the shoulders, worn by soldiers and sailors.  [After Bal-
aklava.]

Bal·a·cla·va (b4lÙN-kl4vùN, -kläùvN)  See Balaklava. 
Ba·la·ki·rev (bN-läùkV-rNf), Mili Alekseevich. 1837-1910.  Russian composer 

whose works combine romanticism with folk music. The symphonic poems Tam-

ara and Russia are among his best-known compositions. 

Bal·a·kla·va also Bal·a·cla·va (b4lÙN-kl4vùN, -kläùvN)  A section of Sevastopol in 

the Crimea of southern Ukraine. During the Crimean War Balaklava became 

famous for the doomed charge of the British Light Brigade against heavy Russian 

fire (October 25, 1854). 

bal·a·lai·ka (b4lÙN-lXùkN) n.  Music. A Russian instrument with a triangular body 

and three strings that produces sounds similar to those of a mandolin.  [Russian 

balalaVka, of Turkic origin.]

bal·ance (b4lùNns) n.  1. A weighing device, especially one consisting of a rigid 

beam horizontally suspended by a low-friction support at its center, with identi-

cal weighing pans hung at either end, one of which holds an unknown weight 

while the effective weight in the other is increased by known amounts until the 

beam is level and motionless.  2. A state of equilibrium or parity characterized by 

cancellation of all forces by equal opposing forces.  3. The power or means to 

decide.  4. A state of bodily equilibrium.  5. A stable mental or psychological 

state; emotional stability.  6. A harmonious or satisfying arrangement or propor-

tion of parts or elements, as in a design.  7. An influence or force tending to pro-

duce equilibrium; counterpoise.  8. The difference in magnitude between 

opposing forces or influences.  9. Accounting. a. Equality of totals in the debit 

and credit sides of an account.  b. The difference between such totals, either on 

the credit or the debit side.   10. Something that is left over; a remainder.  

11. Chemistry. Equality of mass and net electric charge of reacting species on 

each side of an equation.  12. Mathematics. Equality with respect to the net num-

ber of reduced symbolic quantities on each side of an equation.  13. A balance 

wheel.   —  v.  bal·anced, bal·anc·ing, bal·anc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To determine 

the weight of (something) in or as if in a weighing device.  2. To compare by or as 

if by turning over in the mind:  balanced the pros and cons before making a final 

decision.  3. To bring into or maintain in a state of equilibrium.  4. To act as an 

equalizing weight or force to; counterbalance.  5. Accounting. a. To compute the 

difference between the debits and credits of (an account).  b. To reconcile or 

equalize the sums of the debits and credits of (an account).  c. To settle (an 

account, for example) by paying what is owed.   6. To bring into or keep in equal 

or satisfying proportion or harmony.  7. Mathematics. To bring (an equation) 

into balance.  8. Chemistry. To bring (an equation) into balance.  9. To move 



toward and then away from (a dance partner).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be in or come 

into equilibrium.  2. To be equal or equivalent.  3. To sway or waver as if losing or 

regaining equilibrium.  4. To move toward and then away from a dance partner.   
—idioms. in the balance. In an undetermined and often critical position:  

Our plans were left hanging in the balance. Resolution of these matters is still in the 

balance.  on balance. Taking everything into consideration; all in all.  [Middle 

English balaunce, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *bilancia, having two scale 

pans, from Latin bilanx : bi-, two; see dwo- in Appendix + lanx, scale.]

SYNONYMS: balance, equilibrium, equipoise, poise. The central meaning shared

by these nouns is “a state of stability resulting from the cancellation of all forces

by equal opposing forces”: upsetting the balance of nature through the use of insec-

ticides; equilibrium of power between Western and Eastern countries; the weights of

a scale in equipoise; a poise between disparate and contradictory emotions. See also

Synonyms at proportion remainder 
ANTONYM: imbalance

Bal·ance (b4lùNns) n.  See Libra. 
balance beam (b4lùNns bKm) n.  Sports. 1. A horizontal, raised beam with a 

width of 10 centimeters (4 inches) and a length of 5 meters (16 feet) that is used 

in gymnastic competition for balancing exercises.  2. A competitive gymnastics 

event in which various balancing feats are performed on this beam. 

balance of payments (b4lùNns ƒv p7ùmNnts) n.  A systematic record of a 

nation’s total payments to foreign countries, including the price of imports, the 

outflow of capital and gold, and the total receipts from abroad, including the 

price of exports and the inflow of capital and gold. 

balance of power (b4lùNns ƒv pouùNr) n.  Distribution of power in which no 

single nation is able to dominate or interfere with others. 

balance of terror (b4lùNns ƒv tHrùNr) n.  Evenly distributed military power 

between two or more potentially belligerent nations such that the equilibrium 

constitutes a deterrent to nuclear or limited war: “Will the balance of terror ever 

end? Will it end in a balance free from terror, or a terror lacking all balance?” 

(Edward Teller). 

balance of trade (b4lùNns ƒv tr7d) n.  The difference in value between the 

total exports and total imports of a nation during a specific period of time. 

bal·anc·er (b4lùNn-sNr) n.  See halter2. 
balance sheet (b4lùNns shKt) n.  Abbr. B.S. A statement of a business or an 

institution that lists the assets, debts, and owners’ investment as of a specified 

date. 

balance wheel (b4lùNns hwKl) n.  1. A wheel that regulates rate of movement 

in machine parts, as in a watch.  2. A stabilizing influence. 



Bal·an·chine (b4lùNn-chKnÙ, b4lÙNn-chKnù), George. Originally Georgi Balan-

chivadze. 1904-1983.  Russian-born American ballet director and choreographer 

who became artistic director of the New York City Ballet in 1948 and choreo-

graphed more than 100 ballets, including Firebird (1950) and Don Quixote 

(1965). 

bal·as (b4lùNs) n.  A rose-red to orange spinel used as a semiprecious gem, once 

confused with the ruby.  [Middle English, from Old French balais, and from Old 

Spanish balax; both akin to Medieval Latin balascus from Arabic balakh≥, from 

Persian Badakhsh7n, a region of northeast Afghanistan.]

ba·la·ta (bN-läùtN) n.  The nonelastic rubber obtained from the latex of the South 

American tree Manilkara bidentata. It has been used in the manufacture of golf-

ball covers and machine belts.  [American Spanish, from Tupi, and Galibi.]

Bal·a·ton (b4lùN-tmnÙ, bmlùm-tônÙ), Lake. A lake of west-central Hungary south-

west of Budapest. It is the largest lake in central Europe, with many tourist and 

health resorts. 

Bal·bo (bälùbo), Italo. 1896-1940.  Italian aviator and politician who aided Mus-

solini in the establishment of a fascist regime (1922). 

bal·bo·a (b4l-boùN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Panama.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [After Vasco N BALBOAÚÑEZ DE.]

Bal·bo·a (b4l-boùN), Vasco Núñez de. 1475-1517.  Spanish explorer and colo-

nial governor who discovered (1513) the Pacific Ocean and claimed it for Spain. 

bal·brig·gan (b4l-brVgùNn) n.  A knitted, unbleached cotton fabric for under-

wear.  [After Balbriggan, a seaport of eastern Ireland.]

Bal·bue·na (bäl-bw7ùnä), Bernardo de. 1562?-1627.  Spanish-born poet who 

wrote all of his works, such as La Grandeza Mexicana (1604), while living in Mex-

ico. 

Balch (bôlch), Emily Greene. 1867-1961.  American economist and sociologist. 

A founder of the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (1919), 

she shared the 1946 Nobel Peace Prize. 

bal·co·ny (b4lùkN-nK) n.  pl. bal·co·nies. 1. A platform that projects from the 

wall of a building and is surrounded by a railing, balustrade, or parapet.  2. A gal-

lery that projects over the main floor in a theater or an auditorium.  [Italian bal-

cone, from Old Italian, scaffold, of Germanic origin.]

bald (bôld) adj.  bald·er, bald·est. 1. Lacking hair on the head.  2. Lacking a 

natural or usual covering:  a bald spot on the lawn.  3. Zoology. Having white 

feathers or markings on the head, as in some birds or mammals.  4. Lacking 

ornamentation; unadorned.  5. Undisguised; blunt:  a bald statement of policy.  

[Middle English balled, probably from bal, ball. See BALL
1.] —baldùly adv.  

—baldùness n. 

bal·da·chin (bôlùdN-kVn, b4lù-) also bal·da·chi·no (b4lÙdN-kKùno) n.  pl. 

bal·da·chins also bal·da·chi·nos. 1. A rich fabric of silk and gold brocade.  



2. A canopy of fabric carried in church processions or placed over an altar, a 

throne, or a dais.  3. Architecture. A stone or marble structure built in the form of 

a canopy, especially over the altar of a church.  [Italian baldacchino, from Old Ital-

ian, from Baldacco, Baghdad.]

bald cypress (bôld sXùprVs) n.  1. A deciduous, coniferous tree (Taxodium disti-

chum) native to the swamps and streamsides of the southeast United States, hav-

ing alternate, awl-shaped leaves, globose cones, and sometimes aerial root knees.  

2. The decay-resistant wood of this plant, used in construction and boat building. 

bald eagle (bôld KùgNl) n.  A North American eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 

characterized by a brownish-black body and a white head and tail in the adult.  

Also called American eagle 

bal·der·dash (bôlùdNr-d4shÙ) n.  Nonsense.  [Possibly alteration of Medieval 

Latin balductum, posset.]

bald-faced (bôldùf7stÙ) adj.  1. Brash; undisguised:  a bald-faced lie.  

2. Zoology. Having a white face or face markings. 

bald·head (bôldùhHdÙ) n.  1. A person whose head is bald.  Also called baldpate 

2. Any of several birds having white markings on the head. 

bald·ing (bôlùdVng) adj.  Becoming bald.  

USAGE NOTE: The word balding was popularized by the newsmagazines of the

1930’s and was for a long time associated with breezy, journalistic style. It has

since passed into general usage, however, and has lost its earlier association with

journalism.

bald·pate (bôldùp7tÙ) n.  1.  See baldhead (n., sense 1).  2. The widgeon of 

North America. 

bal·dric (bôlùdrVk) n.  A belt, usually of ornamented leather, worn across the 

chest to support a sword or bugle.  [Middle English baudrik, from Old French 

baudre, and from Middle High German balderich.]

Bald·win1 (bôldùwVn)  1. An unincorporated community of southeast New 

York on the southern shore of western Long Island. It is mainly residential. Popu-

lation, 35,100.  2. A borough of southwest Pennsylvania, a suburb of Pittsburgh 

on the Monongahela River. Population, 21,923. 

Bald·win2 (bôldùwVn) n.  An American variety of apple with red or yellow and 

red skin.  [After Loammi BALDWIN.]

Bald·win I (bôldùwVn), 1058-1118.  King of Jerusalem (1100-1118) who was 

appointed to the throne after taking part in the First Crusade (1096-1099). 

Bald·win (bôldùwVn), Henry. 1780-1844.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1830-1844). 



Bald·win (bôldùwVn), James Arthur. 1924-1987.  American writer and out-

spoken critic of racism whose works include Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953), a 

novel, and Notes of a Native Son (1955), a collection of essays. 

Bald·win (bôldùwVn), James Mark. 1861-1934.  American psychologist and 

editor who founded and edited (1894-1909) the Psychological Review. 

Bald·win (bôldùwVn), Loammi. 1745-1807.  American engineer who built 

(1794-1804) the Middlesex Canal in Massachusetts and developed the Baldwin 

apple. His son Loammi (1780-1838) designed canals and the Bunker Hill Monu-

ment. 

Bald·win (bôldùwVn), Matthias William. 1795-1866.  American manufacturer 

who began producing steam locomotives in 1831. 

Bald·win (bôldùwVn), Roger Nash. 1884-1981.  American civil rights activist. 

In 1918 he helped found the American Civil Liberties Union, which he directed 

from 1920 to 1950. 

Bald·win (bôldùwVn), Stanley First Earl Baldwin of Bewdley. 1867-1947.  Brit-

ish prime minister (1923-1929 and 1935-1937) who responded to the General 

Strike of 1926 with the Trade Disputes Act of 1927, an antiunion bill, and facili-

tated the abdication of Edward VIII (1936). 

Bald·win Park (bôldùwVn pärk)  A city of southern California, a residential 

suburb of Los Angeles near the San Gabriel Mountains. Population, 69,330. 

bale1 (b7l) n.  A large package of raw or finished material tightly bound with 

twine or wire and often wrapped.   —  v.  tr. baled, bal·ing, bales. To wrap in a 

bale or in bales.  [Middle English, from Old French. See bhel-2 in Appendix.] 
—balùer n. 

bale2 (b7l) n.  1. Evil: “Tidings of bale she brought” (William Cullen Bryant).  

2. Mental suffering; anguish: “Relieve my spirit from the bale that bows it down” 

(Benjamin Disraeli).  [Middle English, from Old English bealu.]

Bal·e·ar·ic Islands (b4lÙK-4rùVk XùlNndz)  An archipelago in the western Medi-

terranean Sea off the eastern coast of Spain. Noted for their scenery and mild cli-

mate, the islands are a major tourist center. 

ba·leen (bN-lKnù) n.  See whalebone (n., sense 1).  [Middle English balene, 

from Old French baleine, from Latin balaena, whale, from Greek phalaina. See 

bhel-2 in Appendix.]

baleen whale (bN-lKnù hw7l) n.  Any of several usually large whales of the sub-

order Mysticeti, such as the right whale and rorquals, having a symmetrical skull, 

two blowholes, and whalebone plates instead of teeth.  Also called mysticete, 

whalebone whale. 

bale·ful (b7lùfNl) adj.  1. Portending evil; ominous.  See Synonyms at sinister.  
2. Harmful or malignant in intent or effect.   —baleùful·ly adv.  —baleù-
ful·ness n.  



USAGE NOTE: Baleful and baneful overlap in meaning, but baleful usually ap-

plies to that which menaces or foreshadows evil: a baleful look. Baneful is said

most often of that which is actually harmful or destructive: baneful effects of their

foreign policy.

Ba·len·ci·a·ga (bN-lHnÙsK-äùgN), Cristóbal. 1895-1972.  Spanish fashion 

designer noted for his stark, elegant designs. 

Balfe (b4lf), Michael William. 1808-1970.  Irish composer and singer whose 

works include the opera The Bohemian Girl (1843). 

Bal·four (b4lùftrÙ, -fôrÙ, -forÙ), Arthur James First Earl of Balfour. 1848-

1930.  British prime minister (1902-1905) who later served as foreign secretary 

under David Lloyd George (1916-1919). In 1917 he promised British support for 

a national homeland for Jews in Palestine, provided that the rights of existing 

communities would be safeguarded. 

Ba·li (bäùlK)  An island of southern Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas just east of 

Java. Largely mountainous with a tropical climate and fertile soil, it is sometimes 

called the “the Jewel of the East.” 

Ba·lik·pa·pan (bäÙlVk-päùpän)  A city of Indonesia in southeast Borneo on an 

inlet of Makassar Strait. It is a major port and oil center. Population, 208,040. 

Ba·li·nese (bäÙlN-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  Of or relating to Bali or its people, language, 

or culture.   —  n.  pl. Balinese. 1. A native or inhabitant of Bali.  2. The Indo-

nesian language of Bali. 

Balinese cat (bäÙlN-nKzù k4t) n.  A domestic cat that is a hybrid between the 

Persian and Siamese and that closely resembles the Siamese in appearance but has 

long, silky fur. 

Bal·iol (b7lùyNl), John de. 1249-1315.  Scottish king (1292-1296) who rebelled 

against English domination (1295) but was defeated by the English. He fled to 

France in 1296. 

balk also baulk (bôk) v.  balked also baulked, balk·ing also baulk·ing, 
balks also baulks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To stop short and refuse to go on:  The horse 

balked at the jump.  2. To refuse obstinately or abruptly:  She balked at the very 

idea of compromise.  3. a. Sports. To make an incomplete or misleading motion.  

b. Baseball. To make an illegal motion before pitching, allowing one or more base 

runners to advance one base.    —  v.  tr. 1. To put obstacles in the way of; check 

or thwart.  See Synonyms at frustrate.  2. Archaic. To let go by; miss.   —  n.  

1. A hindrance, check, or defeat.  2. Sports. An incomplete or misleading motion, 

especially an illegal move made by a baseball pitcher.  3. Games. One of the spaces 

between the cushion and the balk line on a billiard table.  4. a. An unplowed strip 

of land.  b. A ridge between furrows.   5. A wooden beam or rafter.  [Middle 



English balken, to plow up in ridges, from balk, ridge, from Old English balca, 

and from Old Norse balkr, beam.] —balkùer n. 

Bal·kan (bôlùkNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Balkan Peninsula or the Balkan 

Mountains.  2. Of or relating to the Balkan States or their inhabitants. 

Bal·kan·ize  or bal·kan·ize (bôlùkN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. Bal·kan·ized, Bal·kan·iz·ing, 
Bal·kan·iz·es. To divide (a region or territory) into small, often hostile units.  

[From the political division of the Balkans in the early 20th century.] —BalÙ-
kan·i·zaùtion n. 

Balkan Mountains (bôlùkNn mounùtNnz) also Bal·kans (bôlùkNnz)  A major 

mountain system of southeast Europe extending about 563 km (350 mi) from 

eastern Serbia through central Bulgaria to the Black Sea. The Balkans are a con-

tinuation of the Carpathian Mountains and rise to 2,377.2 m (7,794 ft). 

Balkan Peninsula also Balkans (bôlùkNn pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of 

southeast Europe bounded by the Black Sea, the Sea of Marmara, and the Aegean, 

Mediterranean, Ionian, and Adriatic seas. The Balkan States include Albania, 

Bulgaria, continental Greece, southeast Romania, European Turkey, and most of 

the territories organized as Yugoslavia in 1918. Formerly part of the Roman and 

Byzantine empires, the region fell to the Ottoman Turks by 1500. The Balkan 

Wars (1912-1913 and 1913), treaties signed after World War I, and nationalist 

movements led to the present political boundaries. 

Balkh (bälk) Formerly Bac·tra (b4kùtrN).  An ancient city in present-day north-

ern Afghanistan. One of the world’s oldest settlements, it was the capital of Bac-

tria and is the legendary birthplace of the prophet Zoroaster. 

Bal·khash (b4l-k4shù, bäl-käshù, -KHäshù), Lake. A shallow lake of southeast 

Kazakhstan. It has saline water in the east and fresh water in the west. 

balk line also balk·line (bôkùlXnÙ) n.  Games. A line parallel to one end of a bil-

liard table, from behind which opening shots with the cue ball are made. 

balk·y (bôùkK) adj.  balk·i·er, balk·i·est. 1. Given to stopping and refusing to 

go on:  a balky horse; a balky client.  See Synonyms at contrary.  2. Difficult to 

operate or start:  a balky switch; a balky engine.   —balkùi·ness n. 

ball1 (bôl) n.  1. a. A spherical or almost spherical body:  a ball of flame.  b. A 

spherical object or entity:  a steel ball.   2. Sports & Games. a. Any of various 

rounded, movable objects used in various athletic activities and games.  b. Such 

an object moving, thrown, hit, or kicked in a particular manner:  a low ball; a fair 

ball.  c. A game, especially baseball, played with such an object.  d. A pitched 

baseball that does not pass through the strike zone and is not swung at by the bat-

ter.   3. a. A solid spherical or pointed projectile, such as one shot from a cannon.  

b. Projectiles of this kind considered as a group.   4. A rounded part or protuber-

ance, especially of the body:  the ball of the foot.  5. balls. Vulgar Slang. a. The 

testicles.  b. Courage, especially when reckless.  c. Great presumptuousness.    —  
v.  balled, ball·ing, balls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To form into a ball.  2. Vulgar Slang. To 



have sexual intercourse with.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become formed into a ball.  

2. Vulgar Slang. To have sexual intercourse.   —phrasal verb. ball up. To con-

fuse; bungle.   —idiom. on the ball. Informal. 1. Alert, competent, or efficient:  

a teacher who is really on the ball.  2. Relating to qualities, such as competence, 

skill, or knowledge, that are necessary for success:  a manager who has a lot on the 

ball; a student who has nothing on the ball.  [Middle English bal, probably from 

Old English *beall. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

ball2 (bôl) n.  1. A formal gathering for social dancing.  2. Slang. An extremely 

enjoyable time or experience:  We had a ball during our vacation.  [French bal, 

from Old French, from baller, to dance, from Late Latin ball7re, from Greek bal-

lizein. See gwelN- in Appendix.]

Ball (bôl), John. Called “the Mad Priest.” Died 1381.  English social agitator who 

was executed for his role in the Peasants’ Revolt (1381). 

Ball (bôl), Lucille. 1911-1989.  American actress best known as the star of the 

popular situation comedy I Love Lucy (1951-1956). 

bal·lad (b4lùNd) n.  1. a. A narrative poem, often of folk origin and intended to 

be sung, consisting of simple stanzas and usually having a recurrent refrain.  

b. The music for such a poem.   2. Music. A popular song especially of a romantic 

or sentimental nature.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

ballad singer; ballad compositions.  [Middle English balade, poem or song in stanza 

form, from Old French ballade, from Old Provençal balada, song sung while 

dancing, from balar, to dance, from Late Latin ball7re, to dance. See BALL
2.] 

—bal·ladùic (bN-l4dùVk, b4-) adj. 

bal·lade (bN-lädù, b4-) n.  1. A verse form usually consisting of three stanzas of 

eight or ten lines each along with a brief envoy, with all three stanzas and the 

envoy ending in the same one-line refrain.  2. Music. A composition, usually for 

the piano, having the romantic or dramatic quality of a ballad.  [Middle English 

balade. See BALLAD.]

bal·lad·eer (b4lÙN-dîrù) n.  Music. A singer of ballads. 

bal·lad·ist (b4lùN-dVstÙ) n.  A singer or composer of ballads. 

bal·lad·ry (b4lùN-drK) n.  Ballads considered as a group. 

ballad stanza (b4lùNd st4nùzN) n.  A four-line stanza often used in ballads, 

rhyming in the second and fourth lines and having four metrical feet in the first 

and third lines and three in the second and fourth. 

ball-and-sock·et joint (bôlÙNn-smkùVt joint) n.  1. A synovial joint, such as 

the shoulder or hip joint, in which a spherical knob or knoblike part of one bone 

fits into a cavity or socket of another, so that some degree of rotary motion is pos-

sible in every direction.  Also called enarthrosis 2. A joint, as in a mechanical 

device, that permits rotary movement in all directions through the movement of 

a ball in a socket. 



bal·last (b4lùNst) n.  1. Heavy material that is placed in the hold of a ship or the 

gondola of a balloon to enhance stability.  2. a. Coarse gravel or crushed rock laid 

to form a bed for roads or railroads.  b. The gravel ingredient of concrete.   

3. Something that gives stability, especially in character.   —  v.  tr. bal·last·ed, 
bal·last·ing, bal·lasts. 1. To stabilize or provide with ballast.  2. To fill (a rail-

road bed) with or as if with ballast.  [Perhaps from Old Swedish, or Old Danish 

barlast bar, mere, bare; see bhoso- in Appendix + last, load.]

ball bearing (bôl bârùVng) n.  Abbr. bb, b.b. 1. A friction-reducing bearing 

consisting essentially of a ring-shaped track containing freely revolving hard 

metal balls against which a rotating shaft or other part turns.  2. A hard ball used 

in such a bearing. 

ball boy (bôl boi) n.  Sports. 1. A male attendant on a tennis court who collects 

the ball when it is out of play.  2. A boy who is in charge of the extra balls used in 

practice or those that are out of play, especially in baseball. 

ball carrier  or ball·car·ri·er (bôlùk4rÙK-Nr) n.  Football. A player who carries 

the ball on an offensive play. 

ball cock (bôl kmk) n.  A self-regulating device controlling the supply of water in 

a tank, cistern, or toilet by means of a float connected to a valve that opens or 

closes with a change in water level. 

bal·le·ri·na (b4lÙN-rKùnN) n.  1. A principal woman dancer in a ballet company.  

2. A woman ballet dancer.  [Italian, from ballare, to dance, from Late Latin 

ball7re, from Greek ballizein. See BALL
2.]

bal·let (b4-l7ù, b4lù7Ù) n.  1. A classical dance form characterized by grace and 

precision of movement and elaborate formal technique, often but not always per-

formed on point by the women dancers.  2. A theatrical presentation of group or 

solo dancing to a musical accompaniment, usually with costume and scenic 

effects, conveying a story or theme.  3. A musical composition written or used for 

this dance form.  4. A company or group that performs ballet.  [French, from 

Italian balletto, diminutive of ballo, dance, from ballare, to dance. See BALLERINA.] 
—bal·letùic (b4-lHtùVk) adj. 

bal·let·o·mane (b4-lHtùN-m7nÙ) n.  An ardent admirer of the ballet.  [French  : 

ballet, ballet; see BALLET + -mane, ardent admirer (from Greek -manKs); see 

MANIA.] —bal·letÙo·maùni·a (-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n. 

ball·flow·er (bôlùflouÙNr) n.  Architecture. An ornament in the form of a ball 

cupped in the petals of a circular flower. 

ball game also ball·game (bôùg7mÙ) n.  1. Sports. A game, especially baseball, 

that is played with a ball.  2. Slang. a. A competition: “But in the winner-take-all 

world of politics, the contest for the undecided 2 or 3 percent can be the whole ball-

game” (Brad Edmondson).  b. A particular condition, situation, or set of circum-

stances.   3. Anthropology. A game with religious and political significance in 



Maya and other Mesoamerican societies before the Spanish conquest, played with 

a rubber ball on a walled court. 

ball girl (bôl gûrl) n.  Sports. 1. A woman attendant on a tennis court who col-

lects the ball when it is out of play.  2. A girl who is in charge of the extra balls 

used in practice or those that are out of play, especially in baseball. 

bal·lis·ta (bN-lVsùtN) n.  pl. bal·lis·tae (-tKÙ). An ancient and medieval engine of 

warfare used to hurl heavy projectiles at a target.  [Latin, from Greek ballistKs, 

from ballein, to throw. See gwelN- in Appendix.]

bal·lis·tic (bN-lVsùtVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the study of the dynamics of 

projectiles.  b. Of or relating to the study of the internal action of firearms.   

2. Of or relating to projectiles, their motion, or their effects.  [From BALLISTA.] 
—bal·lisùti·cal·ly adv. 

ballistic missile (bN-lVsùtVk mVsùNl) n.  A projectile that assumes a free-falling 

trajectory after an internally guided, self-powered ascent. 

bal·lis·tics (bN-lVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. a. The study of the 

dynamics of projectiles.  b. The study of the flight characteristics of projectiles.   

2. a. The study of the functioning of firearms.  b. The study of the firing, flight, 

and effects of ammunition.    —  adj.  Of, relating to, or engaging in the study of 

ballistics:  a ballistics lab; ballistics experts.   —balÙlis·tiùcian (b4lÙV-stVshùNn) n. 

bal·lis·to·car·di·o·gram (bN-lVsÙto-kärùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A recording made by 

a ballistocardiograph.  [BALLIST(IC) + CARDIOGRAM.]

bal·lis·to·car·di·o·graph (bN-lVsÙto-kärùdK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  A device used to 

determine the volume of blood passing through the heart in a specific period of 

time and the force of cardiac contraction by measuring the body’s recoil as blood 

is ejected from the ventricles with each heartbeat.  [BALLIST(IC) + CARDIOGRAPH.] 
—bal·lisÙto·carÙdi·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) n. 

ball lightning (bôl lXtùnVng) n.  A rare form of lightning in the shape of a glow-

ing red ball, associated with thunderstorms and thought to consist of ionized gas. 

ball of fire (bôl ƒv fXr) n.  pl. balls of fire. A highly energetic or dynamic per-

son.  Also called fireball 

ball of wax (bôl ƒv w4ks) n.  Slang. An unspecified set of items or circum-

stances:  went shopping, had dinner, saw a play—the whole ball of wax. 

bal·lo·net (b4lÙN-n7ù) n.  One of several small, auxiliary gasbags placed inside a 

balloon or a nonrigid airship that can be inflated or deflated during flight to con-

trol and maintain shape and buoyancy.  [French ballonnet, diminutive of ballon, 

balloon. See BALLOON.]

bal·loon (bN-lunù) n.  1. a. A flexible, nonporous bag inflated with a gas, such 

as helium, that is lighter than the surrounding air, that causes the bag to rise and 

float in the atmosphere.  b. Such a bag with sufficient capacity to lift a suspended 

gondola or other payload.   2. Any of variously shaped, brightly colored inflatable 

rubber bags used as toys.  3. Medicine. A sac that is inserted into a body cavity or 



tube and distended with air or gas for therapeutic purposes, such as angioplasty.  

4. A rounded or irregularly shaped outline containing the words that a character 

in a cartoon is represented to be saying.   —  v.  bal·looned, bal·loon·ing, 
bal·loons.  —  v.  intr. 1. To ascend or ride in a balloon.  2. To expand or swell 

out like a balloon.  See Synonyms at bulge.  3. To increase or rise quickly.   —  v.  

tr. To cause to expand by or as if by inflating.   —  adj.  Suggestive of a balloon, as 

in shape:  balloon curtains.  [French ballon, from Italian dialectal ballone, augmen-

tative of balla, ball, of Germanic origin. See bhel-2 in Appendix.] —bal·loonùist 
n. 

balloon flower (bN-lunù flouùNr) n.  An east Asian perennial herb (Platyc-

odon grandiflorus), having large, star-shaped, often violet-blue flowers and grown 

as an ornamental. 

balloon mortgage (bN-lunù môrùgVj) n.  A mortgage with periodic pay-

ments that are insufficient to pay back a note, thereby requiring a large final pay-

ment. 

balloon sail (bN-lunù s7l) n.  Nautical. A comparatively large foresail used 

when going before the wind to supplement or replace a jib. 

balloon tire (bN-lunù tXr) n.  A wide pneumatic tire, inflated to low pressure. 

balloon vine (bN-lunù vXn) n.  A tendril-bearing vine (Cardiospermum halica-

cabum) widespread in warm regions and having small, whitish flowers and blad-

derlike fruits. 

bal·lot (b4lùNt) n.  1. A sheet of paper or a card used to cast or register a vote, 

especially a secret one.  2. The act, process, or method of voting, especially in 

secret.  3. A list of candidates running for office; a ticket.  4. The total of all votes 

cast in an election.  5. The right to vote; franchise.  6. A small ball once used to 

register a secret vote.   —  v.  intr. bal·lot·ed, bal·lot·ing, bal·lots. 1. To cast a 

ballot; vote.  2. To draw lots.  [Italian ballotta, a small ball used to register a vote, 

diminutive of dialectal balla, ball, of Germanic origin. See bhel-2 in Appendix.] 
—balùlot·er n. 

bal·lotte·ment (bN-lmtùmNnt) n.  Medicine. A palpatory technique for detect-

ing or examining a floating object in the body, as: a. The use of a finger to push 

sharply against the uterus and detect the presence or position of a fetus by its 

return impact.  b. Palpation of the abdominal wall while a kidney is being pushed 

sharply from the backside, used as a test for determining the presence of a float-

ing kidney.   [French, from ballotter, to toss, from Italian ballotta, diminutive of 

dialectal balla, ball. See BALLOON.]

ball·park (bôlùpärkÙ) n.  1. Sports. A park or stadium in which ball games are 

played.  2. Slang. The approximately proper range, as of possibilities or alterna-

tives:  Your estimate is right in the ballpark.   —  adj.  1. Sports. Of, relating to, or 

used in a park or stadium:  ballpark lights; ballpark seating.  2. Slang. Being 

approximately proper in range:  gave a ballpark estimate of future unit sales. 



ball-peen hammer (bôlùpKnÙ h4mùNr) n.  A hammer having one end of the 

head hemispherical and used in working metal. 

ball·point pen (bôlùpointÙ pHn) n.  A pen having as its writing point a small 

ball bearing that transfers ink stored in a cartridge onto a writing surface. 

ball·room (bôlùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A large room for dancing. 

ballroom dance (bôlùrumÙ d4ns) n.  Any of various social dances, such as 

the fox trot, tango, or waltz, in which couples follow a conventional pattern of 

steps.   —ballroom dancing n. 

balls·y (bôlùzK) adj.  balls·i·er, balls·i·est. Vulgar Slang. Very tough and coura-

geous, often recklessly or presumptuously so. 

ball valve (bôl v4lv) n.  A valve regulated by the position of a free-floating ball 

that moves in response to fluid or mechanical pressure. 

bal·ly·hoo (b4lùK-huÙ) n.  pl. bal·ly·hoos. 1. Sensational or clamorous adver-

tising.  2. Noisy shouting or uproar.   —  v.  tr. bal·ly·hooed, bal·ly·hoo·ing, 
bal·ly·hoos. To advertise by sensational methods.  [Origin unknown.]

WORD HISTORY: The origin of ballyhoo has been the subject of much specu-

lation. This spelling has actually graced four different words: ballyhoo, “sensation-

al advertising”; ballyhoo, a spelling of balao, a kind of fish; ballyhoo, a part of the

name ballyhoo bird, about which more later; and ballyhoo, a sailor’s epithet for a

disliked ship. This last ballyhoo (first recorded in 1836) was thought to be related

to, or the same as, the word ballahou, from Spanish balahú, “a type of schooner

common in the Antilles.” First recorded in 1867, ballahou, besides being a term

for a specific kind of ship, was also used contemptuously of inferior ships. But

the connection between these sailing terms or the name of the fish and our word

ballyhoo, first recorded in 1901, has not been established. There may, however, be

a tie between ballyhoo and the creature called a ballyhoo bird. According to a July

1880 article in Harper’s, the bird had four wings and two heads and could whistle

through one bill while singing through the other. Anyone who has ever hunted a

snipe will know what hunting ballyhoo birds was like.

bal·ly·rag (b4lùK-r4gÙ) v.  Variant of bullyrag. 
balm (bäm) n.  1. a. A chiefly Mediterranean perennial herb (Melissa officinalis) 

in the mint family, grown for its lemon-scented foliage, which is used as a season-

ing or for tea.  Also called lemon balm b. Any of several related plants in the mint 

family, such as the bee balm and the horse balm.   2. Any of various aromatic res-

ins exuded from several trees and shrubs, especially the balm of Gilead (Commi-

phora) and related plants.  3. An aromatic salve or oil.  4. A pleasing aromatic 

fragrance.  5. A soothing, healing, or comforting agent or quality.  [Middle 

English baume, balsam, from Old French basme, from Latin balsamum. See BAL-

SAM.]



bal·ma·caan (b4lÙmN-k4nù, -känù) n.  A loose, full overcoat with raglan sleeves, 

originally made of rough woolen cloth.  [After Balmacaan, an estate near Inv-

erness, Scotland.]

Bal·main (bäl-m4Nù), Pierre. 1914-1982.  French fashion designer particularly 

noted for elegant evening wear. 

balm of Gil·e·ad (bäm ƒv gVlùK-Nd, -4dÙ) n.  1. a. Any of several trees or 

shrubs of the genus Commiphora, especially C. opobalsamum, of Arabia and 

Somalia.  b.  See myrrh (n., sense 1).   2. A poplar tree of hybrid origin, with 

sticky, aromatic, resinous buds and heart-shaped leaves, cultivated as a shade tree.  

3. A shrubby plant (Cedronella canariensis) in the mint family, native to Madeira 

and the Canary Islands, having a large, lilac-to-violet corolla with two lips.  

[AfterGilead, known for its balm.]

Bal·mor·al (b4l-môrùNl, -mmrù-) n.  1. A brimless Scottish cap with a flat, round 

top.  2.  Often balmoral. A heavy, laced walking shoe.  [After Balmoral Castle in 

northeast Scotland.]

bal mu·sette (bälÙ mu-zHtù) n.  A dance hall in France, with the music pro-

vided by an accordion band.  [French  : bal, dance + musette, musette.]

balm·y1 (bäùmK) adj.  balm·i·er, balm·i·est. 1. Having the quality or fragrance 

of balm; soothing.  2. Mild and pleasant:  a balmy breeze.   —balmùi·ly adv.  

—balmùi·ness n. 

balm·y2 (bäùmK) adj.  balm·i·er, balm·i·est. Slang. Eccentric in behavior.  

[Alteration of BARMY.] —balmùi·ly adv.  —balmùi·ness n. 

bal·ne·al (b4lùnK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to baths or bathing.  [From Latin bal-

neum, bath. See BAGNIO.]

bal·ne·ol·o·gy (b4lÙnK-mlùN-jK) n.  The science of baths or bathing, especially 

the study of the therapeutic use of mineral baths.  [Latin balneum, bath; see BAG-

NIO + -LOGY.]

ba·lo·ney1 (bN-loùnK) n.  pl. ba·lo·neys. Variant of bologna. 
ba·lo·ney2 (bN-loùnK) n.  pl. ba·lo·neys. Slang. Nonsense.  [Probably variant of 

BOLOGNA.]

bal·sa (bôlùsN) n.  1. a. A tropical American tree (Ochroma pyramidale) having 

wood that is soft, very light in weight, and that is used as a substitute for cork in 

insulation, floats, and crafts such as model airplanes.  b. The wood of this tree.  

Also called corkwood  2. A raft consisting of a frame fastened to buoyant cylin-

ders of wood or metal.  [Spanish.]

bal·sam (bôlùsNm) n.  1. a. Any of several aromatic resins, such as balsam of 

Peru and Tolu balsam, that contain considerable amounts of benzoic acid, cin-

namic acid, or both, or their esters.  b. Any of several other fragrant plant resins, 

such as Canada balsam.  c. A similar substance, especially a fragrant ointment 

used as medication; a balm.   2. Any of various trees, especially the balsam fir, 



yielding an aromatic resinous substance.  3.  See jewelweed.  [Latin balsamum, 

from Greek balsamon.]

balsam apple (bôlùsNm 4pùNl) n.  A tendril-bearing annual Old World vine 

(Momordica balsamina), grown as an ornamental for its yellow flowers and ovoid, 

orange, warty fruits that open at maturity to expose red-coated seeds. 

balsam fir (bôlùsNm fûr) n.  A North American tree (Abies balsamea) having a 

pyramidal shape and flattened needles. It is widely used as a Christmas tree and 

yields Canada balsam and pulpwood. 

bal·sam·ic (bôl-s4mùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling balsam.  

2. Containing or yielding balsam. 

bal·sam·if·er·ous (bôlÙsN-mVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Yielding balsam. 

balsam of Pe·ru (bôlùsNm ƒv pN-ruù) n.  The thick, brown, aromatic resin of 

a tropical American tree (Myroxylon balsamum) used medically in skin lotions 

and cough preparations and in the manufacture of perfumes.  Also called balsam 

of Tolu 

balsam of To·lu (bôlùsNm ƒv tN-luù) n.  See balsam of Peru.  [After Tolú, a 

seaport of northwest Colombia.]

balsam pear (bôlùsNm pâr) n.  1. A tropical, Old World, tendril-bearing, 

annual vine (Momordica charantia), having yellow flowers and orange, warty 

fruits that open at maturity to expose red-coated seeds.  2. The immature fruit of 

this plant, used as a vegetable in Asian cuisine. The ripe fruit is not eaten. In this 

sense, also calledbitter gourd 

balsam poplar (bôlùsNm pmpùlNr) n.  A poplar tree of northern North America 

(Populus balsamifera) having ovate leaves and large buds coated with a sticky, fra-

grant resin.  Also called hackmatack, tacamahac. 

bal·sam·root (bôlùsNm-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  Any of several western North Ameri-

can perennial herbs of the genus Balsamorhiza in the composite family, having 

radiate heads of yellow flowers. The large roots of some species were used as food 

by certain Native American peoples. 

Bal·sas (bôlùsNs, bälù-)  A river flowing about 724 km (450 mi) from south-cen-

tral Mexico to the Pacific Ocean. 

Balt (bôlt) n.  1. A speaker of a Baltic language.  2. A native or inhabitant of 

Lithuania, Latvia, or Estonia. 

Bal·tha·zar also Bal·tha·sar (b4l-th7ùzNr, b4lùthN-zärÙ)  In the New Testament, 

one of the three wise men from the East who came bearing gifts for the infant 

Jesus, guided by the Star of Bethlehem. 

Bal·tic (bôlùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Baltic Sea, the Baltic States, or a Bal-

tic-speaking people.  2. Of or relating to the branch of the Indo-European lan-

guage family that contains Latvian, Lithuanian, and Old Prussian.   —  n.  The 

Baltic language branch. 



Baltic Sea (bôlùtVk sK)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean in northern Europe 

bounded by Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Russia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Poland, and Germany. It opens to the North Sea via channels and canals, is mostly 

shallow, with relatively low salinity, and often freezes for three to five months of 

the year. 

Baltic States (bôlùtVk st7ts)  Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, on the eastern coast 

of the Baltic Sea. Formerly Russian provinces, they became independent coun-

tries after World War I and were incorporated into the U.S.S.R. as constituent 

republics in 1940. They became independent again in 1991. 

Bal·ti·more (bôlùtN-môrÙ, -morÙ)  A city of northern Maryland on an arm of 

Chesapeake Bay northeast of Washington, D.C. It has been a busy port since the 

18th century. Population, 736,014.   —BalÙti·morùe·an n. 

Bal·ti·more (bôlùtN-môrÙ, -morÙ), Lord.  See Calvert. 
Bal·ti·more (bôlùtN-môrÙ, -morÙ), David. Born 1938.  American microbiolo-

gist. He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for research on the interaction of tumor 

viruses and genetic material. 

Baltimore oriole (bôlùtN-môrÙ ôrùK-olÙ) n.  A subspecies of the northern ori-

ole in its eastern range, of which the male is bright orange and black and the 

female olive brown with white wing bars.  [After Lord. BALTIMORE.]

Bal·to-Sla·vic (bôlÙto-släùvVk, -sl4vùVk) n.  A subfamily of the Indo-European 

language family that consists of the Baltic and Slavic branches.   —BalÙto-
Slaùvic adj. 

Ba·lu·chi (bN-luùchK) also Ba·luch (-luchù) n.  pl. Baluchi or Ba·lu·chis also 

Baluch  or Ba·lu·ches (-luùchNz). 1. A member of a traditionally nomadic 

Muslim people of Baluchistan.  2. The Iranian language of the Baluchi. 

Ba·lu·chi·stan (bN-luÙchV-st4nù)  A desert region of western Pakistan bounded 

by Iran, Afghanistan, and the Arabian Sea. 

ba·lu·chi·there (bN-luùchV-thîrÙ) n.  A very large, extinct rhinoceroslike mam-

mal of the genus Baluchitherium, of the Oligocene and Miocene epochs.  [Balu-
chi(stan) + -there, an extinct mammal (from New Latin -therium, from Greek 

thKrion, wild beast); see TREACLE.]

bal·us·ter (b4lùN-stNr) n.  1. a. One of the upright, usually rounded or vase-

shaped supports of a balustrade.  b. An upright support, such as a furniture leg, 

having a similar shape.   2. One of the supporting posts of a handrail.  [French 

balustre, from Italian balaustro, from balaustra, pomegranate flower (from a 

resemblance to the post), from Latin balaustium, from Greek balaustion.]

bal·us·trade (b4lùN-str7dÙ) n.  A rail and the row of balusters or posts that sup-

port it, as along the front of a gallery.  [French, from Italian balaustrata, from bal-

austro, baluster. See BALUSTER.]

Bal·zac (bôlùz4kÙ, b4lù-, bäl-zäkù), Honoré de. 1799-1850.  French writer and a 

founder of the realist school of fiction who portrayed the panorama of French 



society in a body of works known collectively as La Comédie Humaine.   
—Bal·zacùi·an adj. 

B.A.M. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Applied Mathematics.  2. Bachelor of Arts in Music. 

Ba·ma·ko (bäÙmN-koù)  The capital and largest city of Mali, in the southwest on 

the Niger River. It was a leading center of Muslim learning under the Mali empire 

(c. 11th-15th century). Population, 502,000. 

Bam·ba·ra (bäm-bäùrä) n.  pl. Bam·ba·ra or Bam·ba·ras. 1. A member of a 

people of the upper Niger River valley.  2. The Mandingo language of the Bam-

bara, used as a lingua franca in Mali. 

Bam·berg (b4mùbûrgÙ, bämùbHrkÙ)  A city of south-central Germany north-

northwest of Nuremburg. An industrial and commercial center, it was the capital 

of a powerful ecclesiastical state from 1007 to 1802. Population, 69,990. 

bam·bi·no (b4m-bKùno, bäm-) n.  pl. bam·bi·nos or bam·bi·ni (-nK). 1. A 

child; a baby.  2. A representation of the infant Jesus.  [Italian, diminutive of 

bambo, child.]

bam·boo (b4m-buù) n.  pl. bam·boos. 1. Any of various usually woody, tem-

perate or tropical grasses of the genera Arundinaria, Bambusa, Dendrocalamus, 

Phyllostachys, or Sasa.  2. The hard or woody stems of these plants, used in con-

struction, crafts, and fishing poles.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  bamboo furniture; bamboo sticks.  [Malay bambu, of Indic origin.]

Bam·boo Curtain (b4m-buù kûrùtn) n.  A political and ideological barrier 

between the West and the Communist countries of Asia after the Chinese revolu-

tion of 1949. 

bamboo shoot (b4m-buù shut) n.  The young shoot of certain species of 

the bamboo genera Dendrocalamus and Phyllostachys, sliced, cooked, and eaten as 

a vegetable, especially in east Asian cuisine. 

bam·boo·zle (b4m-buùzNl) v.  tr. bam·boo·zled, bam·boo·zling, 
bam·boo·zles. Informal. To take in by elaborate methods of deceit; hoodwink.  

See Synonyms at deceive.  [Origin unknown.] —bam·booùzle·ment n. 

ban1 (b4n) v.  tr. banned, ban·ning, bans. 1. To prohibit, especially by official 

decree.  See Synonyms at forbid.  2. South African. To deprive (a person sus-

pected of illegal activity) of the right of free movement and association with oth-

ers.  3. Archaic. To curse.   —  n.  1. An excommunication or condemnation by 

church officials.  2. A prohibition imposed by law or official decree.  3. Censure, 

condemnation, or disapproval expressed especially by public opinion.  4. A curse; 

an imprecation.  5. A summons to arms in feudal times.  [Middle English ban-

nen, to summon, banish, curse, from Old English bannan, to summon,, and from 

Old Norse banna, to prohibit, curse; see bh7-2 in Appendix.]

ban2 (bän) n.  pl. ba·ni (bäùnK). A unit of currency in Romania.  See Table at 

currency.  [Romanian, from Serbo-Croatian b7n, lord, from Turkic bayan, very 

rich person  : bay, rich; akin to Turkish bay, rich, gentleman  + -an, intensive suff.]



ba·nal (bN-n4lù, b7ùnNl, bN-nälù) adj.  Drearily commonplace and often predict-

able; trite.  See Synonyms at trite.  [French, from Old French, shared by tenants 

in a feudal jurisdiction, from ban, summons to military service, of Germanic ori-

gin. See bh7-2 in Appendix.] —ba·nalùizeÙ v.  —ba·nalùly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: The pronunciation of banal is not settled among educated

speakers of American English. Sixty years ago, H.W. Fowler recommended the

pronunciation BAN-al (rhyming with panel), but this pronunciation is now re-

garded as recondite by most Americans: it is preferred by only 2 percent of the

Usage Panel. Other possibilities are BANE-al (rhyming with anal), preferred by

38 percent of the Panel; ba-NAL (rhyming with canal), preferred by 46 percent;

and ba-NAHL (the last syllable rhyming with doll), preferred by 14 percent (this

last pronunciation is more common in British English). Some panelists admit to

being so vexed by the problem that they tend to avoid the word in conversation.

Speakers can perhaps take comfort in knowing that any one of the last three pro-

nunciations will have the support of a substantial minority, and that none of them

is incorrect. When several pronunciations of a word are widely used, there is really

no right or wrong one.

ba·nal·i·ty (bN-n4lùV-tK, b7-) n.  1. The condition or quality of being banal; triv-

iality.  2. Something that is trite, obvious, or predictable; a commonplace. 

ba·nan·a (bN-n4nùN) n.  1. Any of several treelike Asian herbs of the genus 

Musa, especially M. acuminata, having a terminal crown of large, entire leaves 

and a hanging cluster of fruits.  2. The elongated, edible fruit of these plants, hav-

ing a thick yellowish to reddish skin and white, aromatic, seedless pulp.  [Portu-

guese, and Spanish  from Wolof, Mandingo,, and Fulani.]

banana oil (bN-n4nùN oil) n.  1. A liquid mixture of amyl acetate and usually 

nitrocellulose, having a bananalike odor and used as a solvent or flavoring agent.  

2.  See amyl acetate.  3. Slang. Insincere flattery; nonsensical exaggeration. 

banana republic (bN-n4nùN rV-pƒbùlVk) n.  A small country that is economi-

cally dependent on a single crop, such as bananas, or a single product, such as tin. 

It is often governed by a dictator or officers of the armed forces: “America has 

begun to take on certain... characteristics of a banana republic. In those countries, 

savings are hoarded rather than invested in productive enterprises” (Richard B. 

Hoey). 

ba·nan·as (bN-n4nùNz) adj.  & adv.  Slang. Crazy: “That’s the horrible thing when 

you’re bananas—nobody can know the awful things that are going on in your head” 

(Otto Friedrich). “City dwellers... are subjected to so much noise it drives them 

bananas” (New Yorker). 

banana seat (bN-n4nùN sKt) n.  An elongated bicycle seat that usually curves 

upward in the back.  [From its shape.]



banana split (bN-n4nùN splVt) n.  Several scoops of ice cream and usually fla-

vored syrups or sauces, nuts, fruit, and whipped cream served on a banana that 

has been split lengthwise.  Also called houseboat 

Ba·na·ras (bN-närùNs, -Kz)  See Varanasi. 
Ba·nat (bN-nätù, bäùnätÙ)  A region of southeast-central Europe extending across 

western Romania, northeast Yugoslavia, and southern Hungary. 

ba·nau·sic (bN-nôùsVk, -zVk) adj.  1. Merely mechanical; routine: “a sensitive, 

self-conscious creature... in sad revolt against uncongenially banausic employment” 

(London Magazine).  2. Of or relating to a mechanic.  [Greek banausikos, from 

banausos, mechanic.]

ban·co (b4ngùko, bängù-) n.  pl. ban·cos. Games. A bet in certain gambling 

games for the entire amount the banker offers to accept.   —  interj.  Used to 

announce a bet in certain gambling games.  [Italian, masculine of banca, bank. 

See BANK
2.]

Ban·croft (b4nùkrôftÙ, -krmftÙ, b4ngù-), George. 1800-1891.  American histo-

rian and diplomat whose published works include the ten-volume History of the 

United States (1834-1874). As secretary of the navy (1845-1846) he established 

the naval academy at Annapolis. 

Ban·croft (b4nùkrôftÙ, -krmftÙ, b4ngù-), Hubert Howe. 1832-1918.  American 

publisher and historian noted for his 39-volume history of the North and Central 

American Pacific Coast (1875-1890). 

band1 (b4nd) n.  1. A thin strip of flexible material used to encircle and bind one 

object or to hold a number of objects together:  a metal band around the bale of 

cotton.  2. A strip or stripe that contrasts with something else in color, texture, or 

material.  3. A narrow strip of fabric used to trim, finish, or reinforce articles of 

clothing.  4. Something that constrains or binds morally or legally:  the bands of 

marriage and family.  5. A simple ungrooved ring, especially a wedding ring.  

6. a. A neckband or collar.  b. bands. The two strips hanging from the front of a 

collar as part of the dress of certain clerics, scholars, and lawyers.  c. A high collar 

popular in the 16th and 17th centuries.   7. a. Biology. A chromatically, structur-

ally, or functionally differentiated strip or stripe in or on an organism.  

b. Anatomy. A cordlike tissue that connects or holds structures together.   

8. Physics. a. A specific range of wavelengths or frequencies of electromagnetic 

radiation.  b. A range of very closely spaced electron energy levels in solids, the 

distribution and nature of which determine the electrical properties of a material.   

9. Any of the distinct grooves on a long-playing phonograph record that contains 

an individual selection or a separate section of a whole.  10. Computer Science. 

Circular tracks on a storage device such as a disk.  11. The cords across the back 

of a book to which the sheets or quires are attached.   —  v.  tr. band·ed, 
band·ing, bands. 1. To tie, bind, or encircle with or as if with a band.  2. To 

mark or identify with or as if with a band:  a program to band migrating birds.  



[Middle English, from Old Norse band, band, fetter,, and from Old French bande, 

band, strip of Germanic origin. See bhendh- in Appendix.]

band2 (b4nd) n.  1. a. A group of people.  b. A group of animals.   2. Music. A 

group of players who perform as an ensemble.   —  v.  band·ed, band·ing, 
bands.  —  v.  tr. To assemble or unite in a group.   —  v.  intr. To form a group; 

unite:  banded together for protection.  [Old French, probably of Germanic origin.]

SYNONYMS: band, company, corps, party, troop, troupe. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “a group of individuals acting together in a shared activ-

ity or enterprise”: a band of thieves; a company of scientists; a corps of drummers;

a party of tourists; a troop of students on a field trip; a troupe of actors.

band·age (b4nùdVj) n.  A strip of material such as gauze used to protect, immo-

bilize, compress, or support a wound or injured body part.   —  v.  tr. 

band·aged, band·ag·ing, band·ag·es. To apply a bandage to.  [French, from 

Old French bande, band, strip. See BAND
1.] —bandùag·er n. 

Band-Aid (b4ndù7dÙ)  A trademark used for an adhesive bandage with a gauze 

pad in the center, employed to protect minor wounds. This trademark sometimes 

occurs in print in figurative uses: “True welfare reform is being bypassed for Band-

Aid solutions” (Los Angeles Times). “Many critics contend that these measures are 

mere Band-Aids” (U.S. News & World Report). 

ban·dan·na  or ban·dan·a (b4n-d4nùN) n.  A large handkerchief usually fig-

ured and brightly colored.  [Probably Portuguese, from Hindi b7ndhn7, tie-dye-

ing, from b7ndhn7, to tie, from Sanskrit bandhati, he ties. See bhendh- in 

Appendix.]

Ban·dar Se·ri Be·ga·wan (bƒnÙdNr sHrÙK bN-gäùwNn)  The capital of Brunei, 

on the northern coast of Borneo. Population, 63,868. 

Ban·da Sea (b4nùdN sK, bänù-)  An arm of the Pacific Ocean in eastern Indone-

sia southeast of Sulawesi and north of Timor. It includes the Banda Islands, a 

group of volcanic islands in the Moluccas south of Ceram. 

B & B abbr.  Bed-and-breakfast. 

band·box (b4ndùbmksÙ) n.  A lightweight cylindrical box used to hold small 

articles of apparel. 

B and E abbr.  Law. Breaking and entering. 

ban·deau (b4n-doù) n.  pl. ban·deaux (-dozù)  or ban·deaus. 1. A narrow 

band for the hair.  2. A brassiere.  [French, from Old French bandel, diminutive 

of bande, band, strip. See BAND
1.]

Ban·de·lier (b4nÙdN-lîrù), Adolph Francis Alphonse. 1840-1914.  Swiss-

born American historian, explorer, archaeologist, and anthropologist particularly 

noted for his work in South and Central America. 



Ban·del·lo (b4n-dHlùo, bän-), Matteo. 1485?-1561.  Italian prelate and writer 

whose tales form the basis of many plays, including Shakespeare’s Much Ado 

about Nothing and Twelfth Night. 

ban·de·ri·lla (b4nÙdN-rKùN, -rKlùyN) n.  A decorated barbed dart that is thrust 

into the bull’s neck or shoulder muscles by a banderillero in a bullfight.  [Spanish, 

diminutive of bandera, banner, from Vulgar Latin *band7ria. See BANNER.]

ban·de·ri·lle·ro (b4nÙdN-rK-ârùo, -rKl-yârùo) n.  pl. ban·de·ri·lle·ros. One 

who implants decorated barbed darts into the bull’s neck or shoulder muscles 

during a bullfight.  [Spanish, from banderilla, banderilla. See BANDERILLA.]

ban·de·role  or ban·de·rol (b4nùdN-rolÙ) also ban·ne·rol (b4nùN-rolÙ) n.  

1. A narrow forked flag or streamer attached to a staff or lance or flown from a 

ship’s masthead.  2. A representation of a ribbon or scroll bearing an inscription.  

[French, from Italian banderuola, diminutive of bandiera, banner, from Vulgar 

Latin *band7ria. See BANNER.]

ban·di·coot (b4nùdV-kutÙ) n.  1. Any of several large Indian rats of the genera 

Bandicota and Nesokia, of southeast Asia.  2. Any of several ratlike marsupials of 

the family Peramelidae, of Australia and adjacent islands, that feed on insects and 

plants and have a long, tapering snout and elongated hind legs.  [Telugu 

bantikoku : banti, ball + kokku, long beak.]

ban·dit (b4nùdVt) n.  1. A robber, especially one who robs at gunpoint.  2. An 

outlaw; a gangster.  3. One who cheats or exploits others.  4. Slang. A hostile air-

craft, especially a fighter aircraft.   —idiom. make out like a bandit (or 

make out like bandits). Slang. To be highly successful in a given enterprise.  

[Italian bandito, from bandire, to band together, probably of Germanic origin. See 

bh7-2 in Appendix.] —banùdit·ry n. 

Ban·djar·ma·sin (b4nÙjNr-mäùsVn, bänÙ-)  See Banjarmasin. 
band·lead·er (b4ndùlKÙdNr) n.  Music. One who conducts a band, especially a 

dance band. 

band·mas·ter (b4ndùm4sÙtNr) n.  Music. One who conducts a band. 

ban·dog (b4nùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  A dog, such as a mastiff, kept chained as a watch-

dog or because of its ferocious aggressiveness.  [Middle English band-dogge : 

band, leash, chain; see BAND
1 + dogge, dog; see DOG.]

ban·do·leer  or ban·do·lier (b4nÙdN-lîrù) n.  A belt fitted with small pockets or 

loops for carrying cartridges and worn across the chest by soldiers.  [French ban-

doulière, from Spanish bandolera, diminutive of banda, band, of Germanic origin. 

See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

ban·do·ne·on (b4n-doùnK-mnÙ) n.  Music. A small accordion especially popular 

in Latin America.  [American Spanish bandoneón, from German Bandonion, 

Bandoneon : after H. Band (1821-1860), German inventor + Akkordion, accor-

dion; see ACCORDION.] —ban·doùne·on·ist (-N-nVst) n. 



ban·dore (b4nùdôrÙ, -dorÙ) also ban·do·ra (b4n-dôrùN, -dorùN) n.  Music. An 

ancient instrument resembling a guitar.  Also called pandore [Portuguese 

bandurra, from Late Latin pand7ra, from Greek pandoura.]

band saw (b4nd sô) n.  A power saw used in woodworking, consisting essen-

tially of a toothed metal band coupled to and continuously driven around the cir-

cumferences of two wheels. 

band shell also band·shell (b4ndùshHlÙ) n.  Music. A bandstand with a con-

cave, almost hemispheric wall at the rear that serves as a sounding board. 

bands·man (b4ndzùmNn) n.  Music. A player in a band. 

band·stand (b4ndùst4ndÙ) n.  Music. 1. A stand or platform, often roofed, for 

a band or orchestra.  2. An indoor stand or platform for musicians and other per-

formers. 

Ban·dung (bänùdtngÙ)  A city of Indonesia in western Java southeast of 

Jakarta. Founded by the Dutch in 1810, it is an industrial and cultural center and 

a resort known for its cool, healthful climate. Population, 1,462,637. 

band·wag·on (b4ndùw4gÙNn) n.  1. Music. An elaborately decorated wagon 

used to transport musicians in a parade.  2. Informal. A cause or party that 

attracts increasing numbers of adherents:  young voters jumping onto the party’s 

bandwagon.  3. Informal. A current trend:  tobacco companies that were hard hit by 

the nonsmoking bandwagon.   —bandùwagÙon·ing n. 

band·width (b4ndùwVdthÙ, -wVthÙ) n.  The numerical difference between the 

upper and lower frequencies of a band of electromagnetic radiation, especially an 

assigned range of radio frequencies. 

ban·dy (b4nùdK) v.  tr. ban·died, ban·dy·ing, ban·dies. 1. a. To toss or 

throw back and forth.  b. To hit (a ball, for example) back and forth.   2. a. To 

give and receive (words, for example); exchange:  The old friends bandied compli-

ments when they met.  b. To discuss in a casual or frivolous manner:  bandy an 

idea about.    —  adj.  Bowed or bent in an outward curve:  bandy legs.   —  n.  pl. 

ban·dies. Sports. 1. A game similar to modern field hockey.  2. A stick, bent at 

one end, used in playing this game.  [Origin unknown.]

ban·dy-leg·ged (b4nùdK-lHgÙVd, - lHgdÙ) adj.  Bowlegged. 

bane (b7n) n.  1. Fatal injury or ruin: “Hath some fond lover tic’d thee to thy 

bane?” (George Herbert).  2. A cause of death, destruction, or ruin: “Obedience,/

Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth,/Makes slaves of men” (Percy Bysshe Shel-

ley).  3. A deadly poison.  [Middle English, destroyer, from Old English bana. See 

gwhen- in Appendix.]

bane·ber·ry (b7nùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of several perennial herbs of the genus Act-

aea, native to northern temperate regions, having terminal clusters of red, white, 

or blackish berries.  2. The poisonous berry of a plant of this genus. 

bane·ful (b7nùfNl) adj.  Causing death, destruction, or ruin; harmful.  See Usage 

Note at baleful.  —baneùful·ly adv. 



Banff (b4mf)  A town of southwest Alberta, Canada, in the Rocky Mountains 

near Lake Louise. It is a popular winter resort. Population, 4,208. 

bang1 (b4ng) n.  1. A sudden loud noise, as of an explosion.  2. A sudden loud 

blow or bump.  3. Informal. A sudden burst of action:  The campaign started off 

with a bang.  4. Slang. A sense of excitement; a thrill:  We got a bang out of watch-

ing the old movies.   —  v.  banged, bang·ing, bangs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike 

heavily and often repeatedly; bump.  2. To close suddenly and loudly; slam.  3. To 

handle noisily or violently:  banged the pots in the kitchen.  4. Vulgar Slang. To 

have sexual intercourse with.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a sudden loud, explosive 

noise.  2. To crash noisily against or into something:  My elbow banged against the 

door.   —  adv.  Exactly; precisely:  The arrow hit bang on the target.   —phrasal 
verbs. bang away. 1. To assail insistently, especially with questions.  2. To 

work diligently and often at length:  banged away at the project until it was fin-

ished.  bang up. To damage extensively:  banged up the car.  [Probably from Old 

Norse bang, a hammering.]

bang2 (b4ng) n.  A fringe of hair cut short and straight across the forehead. 

Often used in the plural.   —  v.  tr. banged, bang·ing, bangs. To cut (hair) in 

bangs.  [Perhaps short for BANGTAIL.]

bang3 (b4ng) n.  Variant of bhang. 
bang4 (bHn-y7ù) n.  Southern Louisiana. Variant of beignet. 
Ban·ga·lore (b4ngÙgN-lôrù, -lorù)  A city of south-central India west of Madras. 

Founded in 1537, it is a major industrial center and transportation hub. Popula-

tion, 2,476,355. 

ban·ga·lore torpedo (b4ngùgN-lôrÙ tôr-pKùdo, -lorÙ) n.  A piece of metal 

pipe filled with an explosive, used primarily to clear a path through barbed wire 

or to detonate land mines.  [After Bangalore.]

bang·er (b4ngùNr) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A sausage.  2. A noisy old car.  3. A fire-

work that explodes with a sudden loud noise. 

Bang·ka  or Ban·ka (b4ngùkN)  An island of western Indonesia in the Java Sea 

separated from Sumatra by the narrow Strait of Bangka. Tin was discovered 

here in the early 1700’s. 

bang·kok (b4ngùkmkÙ, b4ng-kmkù) n.  A hat made of finely woven straw.  [After 

Bangkok.]

Bang·kok (b4ngùkmkÙ, b4ng-kmkù) also Krung Thep (grtng tHpù)  The capital 

and largest city of Thailand, in the southwest on the Chao Phraya River near the 

Gulf of Siam. It is a leading port and industrial center with a major jewelry mar-

ket. Population, 5,174,682. 

Bang·la·desh (bängÙglN-dHshù, b4ngÙ-)  A country of southern Asia on the Bay 

of Bengal. Formerly part of Bengal, it became East Pakistan when India achieved 

independence in 1947. After a savage civil war with West Pakistan (1971), Bang-



ladesh formed a separate nation. Dacca is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 87,052,000.   —BangÙla·deshùi adj.  & n. 

ban·gle (b4ngùgNl) n.  1. A rigid bracelet or anklet, especially one with no clasp.  

2. An ornament that hangs from a bracelet or necklace.  [Hindi baggrX, glass 

bracelet.]

Ban·gor (b4ngùgôr, -gNr)  1. A municipal borough of eastern Northern Ireland 

on Belfast Lough. It is a seaport, resort, and yachting center. Population, 67,600.  

2. A city of south-central Maine on the Penobscot River. Settled in 1769, it was 

occupied by the British during the War of 1812. Population, 33,181. 

Bangs (b4ngz), John Kendrick. 1862-1922.  American humorist and editor of 

Harper’s Weekly (1899-1907). 

Bang’s disease (b4ngz dV-zKzù) n.  See brucellosis (n., sense 2).  [After Bern-

hard L.F. Bang (1848-1932), Danish veterinarian.]

bang·tail (b4ngùt7lÙ) n.  1. A racehorse.  2. A detachable extension to the back 

of an envelope, having a perforated edge and special marketing information or an 

order form on it.  [BANG
1 + TAIL

1.]

Ban·gui (bäng-gKù, bäN-)  The capital and largest city of Central African Repub-

lic, in the southern part of the country on the Ubangi River. It is a major port and 

trade center. Population, 340,000. 

bang-up (b4ngùƒpÙ) adj.  Informal. Very good; excellent.  [From BANG
1.]

Bang·we·u·lu (b4ngÙwK-uùlu), Lake. A shallow lake bordered by swamps 

on a plateau of northeast Zambia. It was discovered by David Livingstone in 1868. 

ba·ni (bäùnK) n.  Plural of ban2. 
ban·ian (b4nùyNn) n.  Variant of banyan. 
ban·ish (b4nùVsh) v.  tr. ban·ished, ban·ish·ing, ban·ish·es. 1. To force to 

leave a country or place by official decree; exile.  2. To drive away; expel:  We ban-

ished all our doubts and fears.  [Middle English banishen, from Old French banir, 

baniss-, of Germanic origin. See bh7-2 in Appendix.] —banùish·er n.  

—banùish·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: banish, exile, expatriate, deport, transport, extradite. These verbs

mean to send away from a country or state. Banish applies to forced departure

from a country by official decree: was convicted of heresy and banished from the

kingdom. Exile specifies departure from one’s own country, either involuntarily

because of legal expulsion or voluntarily because of adverse circumstances: When

the government was overthrown, the royal family was exiled. Expatriate pertains to

departure that is sometimes forced but often voluntary and may imply change of

citizenship: an immigrant whose citizenship was revoked and who was expatriated

because he had concealed his criminal record. Deport denotes the act of sending an

alien abroad by governmental order: was deported for entering the country illegally.

Transport pertains to the sending abroad, usually to a penal colony, of one con-



victed of a crime: Offenders are no longer transported to Devil’s Island. Extradite

applies to the delivery of an accused or convicted person to the state or country

having jurisdiction over him or her: The court refused to extradite political refugees.

ban·is·ter also ban·nis·ter (b4nùV-stNr) n.  1. A handrail, along with all of its 

supporting structures.  2. One of the vertical supports of a handrail on a stair-

case.  [Variant of BALUSTER.]

Ban·ja Lu·ka (bänÙyN luùkN)  A city of northwest-central Yugoslavia northwest 

of Sarajevo. Ruled at various times by Turkey and Austria, Banja Luka became 

part of Yugoslavia after World War I. Population, 104,000. 

Ban·jar·ma·sin also Ban·djar·ma·sin (b4nÙjNr-mäùsVn, bänÙ-)  A city of Indo-

nesia on a delta island of southern Borneo. An important deep-water port, Ban-

jarmasin was part of a Hindu kingdom in the 14th century and passed to Muslim 

rulers in the 15th century. Population, 381,286. 

ban·jo (b4nùjo) n.  pl. ban·jos or ban·joes. Music. A fretted stringed instru-

ment having a narrow neck and a hollow circular body with a stretched dia-

phragm of vellum upon which the bridge rests.  [; akin to Jamaican English banja, 

fiddle  probably akin to Kimbundu, Tshiluba mbanza, a plucked stringed instru-

ment.] —banùjo·ist n. 

Ban·jul (bänùjulÙ) Formerly Bath·urst (b4thùNrst).  The capital and largest city 

of Gambia, on an island at the mouth of the Gambia River on the Atlantic Ocean. 

It was founded as a trading post by the British in 1816. Population, 44,536. 

bank1 (b4ngk) n.  1. A piled-up mass, as of snow or clouds.  See Synonyms at 

heap.  2. A steep natural incline.  3. An artificial embankment.  4.  Often 

banks. The slope of land adjoining a body of water, especially adjoining a river, 

lake, or channel.  5.  Often banks. A large elevated area of a sea floor.  6. Games. 

The cushion of a billiard or pool table.  7. The lateral inward tilting, as of a motor 

vehicle or an aircraft, in turning or negotiating a curve.   —  v.  banked, 
bank·ing, banks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To border or protect with a ridge or embank-

ment.  2. To pile up; amass:  banked earth along the wall.  3. To cover (a fire), as 

with ashes or fresh fuel, to ensure continued low burning.  4. To construct with a 

slope rising to the outside edge:  The turns on the racetrack were steeply banked.  

5. a. To tilt (an aircraft) laterally and inwardly in flight.  b. To tilt (a motor vehi-

cle) laterally and inwardly when negotiating a curve.   6. Games. To strike (a bil-

liard ball) so that it rebounds from the cushion of the table.  7. Sports. To play (a 

ball) in such a way as to make it glance off a surface, such as a backboard or wall.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To rise in or take the form of a bank.  2. To tilt an aircraft or a 

motor vehicle laterally when turning.  [Middle English, of Scandinavian origin.]

bank2 (b4ngk) n.  Abbr. bk. 1. a. A business establishment in which money is 

kept for saving or commercial purposes or is invested, supplied for loans, or 

exchanged.  b. The offices or building in which such an establishment is located.   



2. Games. a. The funds of a gambling establishment.  b. The funds held by a 

dealer or banker in some gambling games.  c. The reserve pieces, cards, chips, or 

play money in some games, such as poker, from which the players may draw.   

3. a. A supply or stock for future or emergency use:  a grain bank.  b. Medicine. A 

supply of human tissues or other materials, such as blood, skin, or sperm, held in 

reserve for future use.   4. A place of safekeeping or storage:  a computer’s memory 

bank.  5. Obsolete. A moneychanger’s table or place of business.   —  v.  banked, 
bank·ing, banks.  —  v.  tr. To deposit in or as if in a bank.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

transact business with a bank or maintain a bank account.  2. To operate a bank.   
—phrasal verb. bank on. To have confidence in; rely on.  [French banque, 

from Old Italian banca, bench, moneychanger’s table, from Old High German 

banc.]

bank3 (b4ngk) n.  1. A set of similar or matched things arranged in a row, espe-

cially: a. A set of elevators.  b. A row of keys on a keyboard.   2. Nautical. a. A 

bench for rowers in a galley.  b. A row of oars in a galley.   3. Printing. The lines of 

type under a headline.   —  v.  tr. banked, bank·ing, banks. To arrange or set 

up in a row: “Every street was banked with purple-blooming trees” (Doris Lessing).  

[Middle English, bench, from Old French banc, from Late Latin bancus, of Ger-

manic origin.]

Ban·ka (b4ngùkN)  See Bangka. 
bank·a·ble (b4ngùkN-bNl) adj.  1. Acceptable to or at a bank:  bankable funds.  

2. Guaranteed to bring profit:  a bankable movie star.   —bankÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

bank acceptance (b4ngk 4k-sHpùtNns) n.  A draft or bill of exchange drawn 

upon and accepted by a bank.  Also called banker’s acceptance 

bank account (b4ngk N-kountù) n.  Funds deposited in a bank that are credited 

to and subject to withdrawal by the depositor. 

bank annuity (b4ngk N-nuùV-tK) n.  Chiefly British. See consol. 
bank barn (b4ngk bärn) n.  A barn built into a hillside as protection against 

wind and cold, with a back entrance at the second-floor level. 

bank bill (b4ngk bVl) n.  See bank note. 
bank·book (b4ngkùbtkÙ) n.  A book held by a depositor in which his or her 

deposits and withdrawals are recorded by the bank.  Also called passbook 

bank·card (b4ngkùkärdÙ) n.  A card issued by a bank especially to identify the 

holder, used for receiving credit or for operating an automated teller machine. 

bank discount (b4ngk dVsùkountÙ) n.  The interest on a loan computed in 

advance and deducted at the time the loan is made. 

bank·er1 (b4ngùkNr) n.  1. One serving as an officer or owner of a bank.  

2. Games. The player in charge of the bank in some gambling games.   
—bankùer·ly adj. 

bank·er2 (b4ngùkNr) n.  One engaged in cod fishing off Newfoundland. 



bank·er3 (b4ngùkNr) n.  A workbench used by a mason or sculptor.  [From 

BANK
3, bench (obsolete).]

bank·er’s acceptance (b4ngùkNrz 4k-sHpùtNns) n.  See bank acceptance. 
bank·ers’ hours (b4ngùkNrz ourz) pl.n.  A short working day. 

Bank·head (b4ngkùhHdÙ), Tallulah Brockman. 1903-1968.  American actress 

noted for her wit, glamour, and performances in plays, such as The Little Foxes 

(1939), and motion pictures, including Lifeboat (1943). 

Bank·head (b4ngkùhHdÙ), William Brockman. 1874-1940.  American politi-

cian. A U.S. representative from Alabama, he was speaker of the House from 1936 

to 1940. 

bank holiday (b4ngk hmlùV-d7Ù) n.  1. A day on which banks are legally closed.  

2. Chiefly British. A legal holiday when banks are ordered to remain closed. 

bank·ing (b4ngùkVng) n.  Abbr. bkg. 1. The business of a bank.  2. The occupa-

tion of a banker. 

ban·kit (b4ngùkVt) n.  Southern Louisiana & East Texas. Variant of banquette 

(n., sense 2). 

bank note (b4ngk not) n.  A note issued by a bank representing its promise to 

pay a specific sum to the bearer on demand and acceptable as money.  Also called 

bank bill 

bank paper (b4ngk p7ùpNr) n.  1. Bank notes considered as a group.  

2. Securities, drafts, bills of exchange, and other commercial paper acceptable by 

a bank. 

bank rate (b4ngk r7t) n.  The rate of discount established by a country’s central 

bank. 

bank·roll (b4ngkùrolÙ) n.  1. A roll of paper money.  2. Informal. One’s ready 

cash.   —  v.  tr. bank·rolled, bank·roll·ing, bank·rolls. Informal. To under-

write the expense of (a business venture, for example).   —bankùrollÙer n. 

bank·rupt (b4ngkùrƒptÙ, -rNpt) n.  Abbr. bkpt. 1. Law. A debtor that, upon vol-

untary petition or one invoked by the debtor’s creditors, is judged legally insol-

vent. The debtor’s remaining property is then administered for the creditors or is 

distributed among them.  2. A person who is totally lacking in a specified 

resource or quality:  an intellectual bankrupt.   —  adj.  1. a. Having been legally 

declared financially insolvent.  b. Financially ruined; impoverished.   

2. a. Depleted of valuable qualities or characteristics:  a morally and ethically 

bankrupt politician.  b. Totally depleted; destitute:  was bankrupt of new ideas.  

c. Being in a ruined state:  a bankrupt foreign policy.    —  v.  tr. bank·rupt·ed, 
bank·rupt·ing, bank·rupts. 1. To cause to become financially bankrupt.  2. To 

ruin:  an administration that bankrupted its credibility by seeking to manipulate the 

news.  [French banqueroute, from Italian bancarotta : banca, moneychanger’s 

table; see BANK
2 + rotta, past participle of rompere, to break (from Latin rumpere); 



see reup- in Appendix.] —bankùrupt·cy (-rNpt-sK, -rNp-sK) n.  —bank·rupù-
tive adj. 

Banks (b4ngks), Sir Joseph. 1743-1820.  British botanist noted for his circum-

navigation of the globe (1768-1771) with James Cook, during which he discov-

ered and cataloged many species of plant and animal life. 

Banks (b4ngks), Nathaniel Prentiss. 1816-1894.  American politician and 

general who was governor of Massachusetts (1858-1861) and led the capture of 

Port Hudson, Louisiana (1863), during the Civil War. 

bank·si·a (b4ngkùsK-N) n.  Any of various Australian evergreen shrubs or trees of 

the genus Banksia, having narrow, spiny or toothed leaves, showy, dense clusters 

of usually yellow flowers, and small fruits in conelike clusters.  [After Sir Joseph 
BANKS.]

Banks Island (b4ngks XùlNnd)  An island of northwest Northwest Territories, 

Canada, in the Arctic Ocean west of Victoria Island. It is the westernmost island 

of the Arctic Archipelago. 

Banks·town (b4ngksùtounÙ)  A city of southeast Australia, a suburb of Sydney. 

Population, 153,600. 

Ban-Lon (b4nùlmnÙ)  A trademark used for knitted and woven fabrics made 

from artificially crimped yarns. 

Ban·ne·ker (b4nùV-kNr), Benjamin. 1731-1806.  American mathematician and 

astronomer who published an almanac (1792-1802) containing ephemerides that 

he had calculated. 

ban·ner (b4nùNr) n.  1. a. A piece of cloth attached to a staff and used as a stan-

dard by a monarch, military commander, or knight.  b. The flag of a nation, a 

state, or an army.   2. A piece of cloth bearing a motto or legend, as of a club.  3. A 

headline spanning the width of a newspaper page.  4. Botany. See standard (n., 

sense 8).   —  adj.  Unusually good; outstanding:  a banner year for the company.   
—  v.  tr. ban·nered, ban·ner·ing, ban·ners. Informal. To give a banner head-

line to (a story or an item) in a newspaper.  [Middle English banere, from Old 

French baniere, from Vulgar Latin *band7ria, from Late Latin bandum, of Ger-

manic origin. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

ban·ner·et1 (b4nùNr-Vt, -N-rHtÙ) also ban·ner·ette (b4nÙN-rHtù) n.  A small ban-

ner.  [Middle English baneret, from Old French banerete, diminutive of baniere, 

banner. See BANNER.]

ban·ner·et2 (b4nùNr-Vt, -N-rHtÙ) n.  A feudal knight ranking between a knight 

bachelor and a baron, who was entitled to lead men into battle under his own 

standard.  [Middle English baneret, from Old French, from baniere, banner. See 

BANNER.]

ban·ner·ette (b4nÙN-rHtù) n.  Variant of banneret1. 
ban·ne·rol (b4nùN-rolÙ) n.  Variant of banderole. 
ban·nis·ter (b4nùV-stNr) n.  Variant of banister. 



Ban·nis·ter (b4nùV-stNr), Roger. Born 1929.  British runner who in 1954 

became the first human being to run the mile in under four minutes. 

ban·nock (b4nùNk) n.  1. A flat, usually unleavened bread made of oatmeal or 

barley flour.  2. New England. Thin cornbread baked on a griddle.  [Middle 

English bannok, from Old English bannuc, of Celtic origin.]

Ban·nock (b4nùNk) n.  pl. Bannock or Ban·nocks. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting southeast Idaho and western Wyoming.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The variety of Northern Paiute spoken by the Bannock. 

Ban·nock·burn (b4nùNk-bûrnÙ, b4nÙNk-bûrnù)  A town of central Scotland 

north-northeast of Glasgow on the Bannock River, a tributary of the Forth. It 

was the site of Robert the Bruce’s defeat of the English under Edward II on June 

23, 1314. 

banns also bans (b4nz) pl.n.  An announcement, especially in a church, of an 

intended marriage.  [Middle English banes, pl. of ban, proclamation, from Old 

English gebann, and from Old French ban (of Germanic origin); see bh7-2 in 

Appendix.]

ban·quet (b4ngùkwVt) n.  1. An elaborate, sumptuous repast.  2. A ceremonial 

dinner honoring a particular guest or occasion.   —  v.  tr. intr. ban·quet·ed, 
ban·quet·ing, ban·quets. To honor at or partake of a banquet.  [Old French, 

diminutive of banc, bench. See BANK
3.] —banùquet·er n.  

WORD HISTORY: The linguistic stock of the word banquet has been fluctuat-

ing for a long time. The Old French word banquet, the likely source of our word,

is derived from Old French banc, “bench,” ultimately of Germanic origin. The

sense development in Old French seems to have changed from “little bench” to

“a meal taken on the family workbench” to “feast.” The English word banquet is

first recorded in a work possibly composed before 1475 with reference to a feast

held by the god Apollo, and the word appears to have been used from the 15th to

the 18th century to refer to the feasts of the powerful and the wealthy. Perhaps

this association led a 19th-century newspaper editor to label the word “grandilo-

quent” because it was being appropriated by those lower down on the social scale.

banquet room (b4ngùkwVt rum) n.  A large room, as in a restaurant, suitable 

for banquets. 

ban·quette (b4ng-kHtù) n.  1. A platform lining a trench or parapet wall on 

which soldiers may stand when firing.  2.  Also ban·kit (b4ngùkVt). Southern 

Louisiana & East Texas. A sidewalk: “The flower of loafers... was found stretched on 

the banquette on Tuesday night” (New Orleans Daily Picayune).  See Regional note 

at beignet.  3. A long upholstered bench placed against or built into a wall.  4. A 

ledge or shelf, as on a buffet.  [French, from Provençal banqueta, diminutive of 

banca, bench, of Germanic origin.]



bans (b4nz) pl.n.  Variant of banns. 
ban·shee also ban·shie (b4nùshK) n.  A female spirit in Gaelic folklore believed 

to presage, by wailing, a death in a family.  [Irish Gaelic bean sídhe, woman of the 

fairies, banshee  : bean, woman (from Old Irish ben); see gwen- in Appendix + 

sídhe, fairy (from Old Irish síde).]

ban·tam (b4nùtNm) n.  1. Any of various breeds of very small domestic fowl 

that are often miniatures of members of larger breeds.  2. A small but aggressive 

and spirited person.   —  adj.  1. Diminutive; miniature.  2. Aggressive and spir-

ited.  [After Bantam, Indonesia.]

ban·tam·weight (b4nùtNm-w7tÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A professional boxer weighing 

between 112 and 118 pounds (approximately 51-53.5 kilograms), heavier than a 

flyweight and lighter than a featherweight.  2. A contestant in various other 

sports in a similar weight class. 

ban·ter (b4nùtNr) n.  Good-humored, playful conversation.   —  v.  ban·tered, 
ban·ter·ing, ban·ters.  —  v.  tr. To speak to in a playful or teasing way.   —  v.  

intr. To exchange mildly teasing remarks.  [Origin unknown.] —banùter·er n.  

—banùter·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: banter, chaff, josh, kid, rag, razz, rib. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to poke fun at good-humoredly”: bantered with her colleagues

about their long coffee breaks; chaffed her for forgetting the appointment; joshed his

brother about his strange new haircut; thought you were kidding me; ragged her

about being so stubborn; razzed the teammate who missed the shot; ribbing a friend

for being helplessly in love.

Ban·ting (b4nùtVng), Sir Frederick Grant. 1891-1941.  Canadian physiologist. 

He shared a 1923 Nobel Prize for the discovery of insulin. 

bant·ling (b4ntùlVng) n.  A young child.  [Origin unknown.]

Ban·tu (b4nùtu) n.  pl. Bantu or Ban·tus. 1. A member of any of a large num-

ber of linguistically related peoples of central and southern Africa.  2. A group of 

over 400 closely related languages spoken in central, east-central, and southern 

Africa, belonging to the South Central subgroup of the Niger-Congo language 

family and including Swahili, Kinyarwanda, Kirundi, Zulu, and Xhosa.  [From 

Proto-Bantu *bantu, people  : ba-, pl. human pref. + ntu, entity.] —Banùtu adj. 

ban·yan also ban·ian (b4nùyNn) n.  A tropical Indian fig tree (Ficus benghalen-

sis), often widely spreading because of the many aerial roots that descend from 

the branches and develop into additional trunks. It is planted for ornament and 

shade.  [Short for banyan tree, merchants’ tree, from Portuguese banian, Hindu 

merchant, from Gujarati v7hiyo, from Sanskrit v7hijaU. See wen-1 in Appendix.]



ban·zai (bän-zXù) n.  A Japanese battle cry or patriotic cheer.  [Japanese, (may 

you live) ten thousand years, from Chinese (Mandarin) wàn suì : wàn, ten thou-

sand + suì, years.]

banzai attack (bän-zXù N-t4kù) n.  A desperate attack by Japanese troops in 

World War II.  Also called banzai charge 

ba·o·bab (b7ùo-b4bÙ, bäù-) n.  A tropical African tree (Adansonia digitata) hav-

ing a swollen trunk that stores water, palmately compound leaves, and long, 

hanging, hard-shelled fruits.  [Possibly from North African Arabic b7 Uibab, fruit 

of many seeds.]

Bao·ding also Pao·ting (bouùdVngù)  A city of northeast China south-south-

west of Beijing. The city wall was built during the Ming period. Population, 

400,000. 

Bao·ji also Pao·ki (bouùjKù)  A city of central China on the Wei He west of Xian. 

It is a thriving industrial center. Population, 275,000. 

Bao·tou also Pao·tow (bouùtoù)  A city of northern China on the Huang He 

(Yellow River) west of Hohhot. It is a major manufacturing center. Population, 

866,200. 

Bap. abbr.  Baptist. 

Bapt. abbr.  Baptist. 

bap·tism (b4pùtVzÙNm) n.  1. A religious sacrament marked by the symbolic use 

of water and resulting in admission of the recipient into the community of Chris-

tians.  2. A ceremony, a trial, or an experience by which one is initiated, purified, 

or given a name.  3. Christian Science. A submergence in Spirit or purification by 

Spirit.  [Middle English baptisme, from Old French, from Late Latin baptismus, 

from Greek baptismos, from baptizein, to baptize. See BAPTIZE.] —bap·tisùmal 
adj.  —bap·tisùmal·ly adv. 

baptism of fire (b4pùtVzÙNm ƒv fXr) n.  1. A soldier’s first experience of actual 

combat conditions.  2. A severe ordeal experienced for the first time. 

Bap·tist (b4pùtVst) n.  1.  Abbr. Bap., Bapt. A member of an evangelical Protes-

tant church of congregational polity, following the reformed tradition in worship, 

and believing in individual freedom, in the separation of church and state, and in 

baptism of voluntary, conscious believers.  2. baptist. One that baptizes.  [Mid-

dle English, baptizer, from Old French baptiste, from Late Latin baptista, from 

Greek baptXstKs, from baptizein, to baptize. See BAPTIZE.] —Bapùtist adj. 

bap·tis·ter·y also bap·tis·try (b4pùtV-strK) n.  pl. bap·tis·ter·ies also 

bap·tis·tries. 1. A part of a church or a separate building used for baptizing.  

2. A font used for baptism.  [Middle English baptisterie, from Old French, from 

Late Latin baptistKrium, from Greek baptistKrion, from baptizein, to baptize. See 

BAPTIZE.]

bap·tize (b4p-tXzù, b4pùtXzÙ) v.  bap·tized, bap·tiz·ing, bap·tiz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To admit into Christianity by means of baptism.  2. a. To cleanse or purify.  



b. To initiate.   3. To give a first or Christian name to; christen.   —  v.  intr. To 

administer baptism.  [Middle English baptizen, from Old French baptiser, from 

Late Latin baptiz7re, from Greek baptizein, from baptein, to dip.] —bap·tizùer 
n. 

bar1 (bär) n.  1. A relatively long, straight, rigid piece of solid material used as a 

fastener, support, barrier, or structural or mechanical member.  2. a. A solid 

oblong block of a substance, such as soap or candy.  b. A rectangular block of a 

precious metal.   3. Something that impedes or prevents action or progress.  See 

Synonyms at obstacle.  4. A ridge, as of sand or gravel, on a shore or streambed, 

that is formed by the action of tides or currents.  5. A narrow marking, as a stripe 

or band.  6. Heraldry. A pair of horizontal parallel lines drawn across a shield.  

7. Law. a. The nullification, defeat, or prevention of a claim or action.  b. The 

process by which nullification, defeat, or prevention is achieved.   8. The railing 

in a courtroom enclosing the part of the room where the judges and lawyers sit, 

witnesses are heard, and prisoners are tried.  9. A place of judgment; a tribunal.  

10. Law. a. Attorneys considered as a group.  b. The profession of law.   

11. Music. a. A vertical line dividing a staff into equal measures.  b. A measure.   

12. a. A counter at which drinks, especially alcoholic drinks, and sometimes 

food, are served.  b. An establishment or room having such a counter.    —  v.  tr. 

barred, bar·ring, bars. 1. To fasten securely with a long, straight, rigid piece of 

material.  2. To shut in or out with or as if with bars.  3. To obstruct or impede; 

block.  4. To keep out; exclude.  See Synonyms at hinder1.  5. To rule out; except.  

6. To mark with stripes or bands.  7. Law. To stop (a claim or action) by objec-

tion.   —  prep.  Except for; excluding:  This was your best performance, bar none.   
—idiom. behind bars. In prison.  [Middle English barre, from Old French, 

from Vulgar Latin *barra.]

bar2 (bär) n.  A unit of pressure equal to one million (106) dynes per square cen-

timeter.  [Greek baros, weight. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

BAR abbr.  Browning automatic rifle. 

bar. abbr.  1. a. Barometer.  b. Barometric.   2. Barrel. 

bar- pref.  Variant of baro-. 
Bar·a (b4rùN), Theda. 1890?-1955.  American actress of the silent film era. She 

appeared in sensational, highly publicized films, including Cleopatra (1917) and 

Salome (1918). 

Ba·rab·bas (bN-r4bùNs)  In the New Testament, the condemned thief whose 

release, instead of that of Jesus, was demanded of Pilate by the multitude. 

Ba·ra·cal·do (b4rÙN-kälùdo, bäÙrä)  A city of northern Spain, an industrial sub-

urb of Bilbao. Population, 118,692. 

Ba·ra·co·a (b4rÙN-koùN, bäÙrä-)  A city of southeast Cuba on the coast near the 

eastern end of the island. It is the oldest settlement in Cuba. Population, 35,754. 



Ba·ra·ka (bN-räùkN), Imamu Amiri. Originally LeRoi Jones. Born 1934.  Amer-

ican writer whose poems and plays, such as Slave Ship (1967), focus on racial con-

flict. 

Ba·ra·nof Island (b4rùN-nôfÙ XùlNnd, -nmfÙ, bN-räùnNf)  An island off southeast 

Alaska in the Alexander Archipelago. It was named after Aleksandr Baranov, who 

founded the town of Sitka on the island. 

Ba·ra·nov (bN-räùnNf), Aleksandr Andreevich. 1746-1819.  Russian fur 

trader and first governor of the Russian colony of Alaska. 

Ba·ra·no·vi·chi (bN-räùnN-vVchÙK)  A city of southwest Belarus west of 

Bobruisk. Founded in 1870, it passed to Poland in 1920 and was reincorporated 

into the U.S.S.R. in 1939. Population, 149,000. 

Bá·rá·ny (bäùränÙyN), Robert. 1876-1936.  Austrian otologist. He won a 1914 

Nobel Prize for research on the auditory system. 

bar·a·the·a (b4rÙN-thKùN) n.  A soft fabric of silk and cotton, silk and wool, or 

all wool.  [Origin unknown.]

barb1 (bärb) n.  1. A sharp point projecting in reverse direction to the main 

point of a weapon or tool, as on an arrow or fishhook.  2. A cutting remark.  

3. Zoology. One of the parallel filaments projecting from the main shaft of a 

feather.  4. Botany. A short, sharply hooked bristle or hairlike projection.  5.  See 

barbel1.  6. Any of various Old World freshwater fishes of the genus Barbus or 

Puntius and related genera.  7. A linen covering for a woman’s head, throat, and 

chin worn in medieval times.   —  v.  tr. barbed, barb·ing, barbs. To provide 

or furnish with a barb.  [Middle English barbe, from Old French, beard, from 

Latin barba. See bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

barb2 (bärb) n.  1. A horse of a breed introduced by the Moors into Spain from 

northern Africa that resembles the Arabians and is known for its speed and 

endurance.  2. One of a breed of domestic pigeons that is similar to the carrier 

and has dark plumage.  [French barbe, from Italian barbero, Berber, from Vulgar 

Latin *Barbaria, Barbary States. See BARBARIAN.]

Bar·ba·dos (bär-b7ùdosÙ, -dozÙ, -dNs) Abbr. Barb.  A country occupying the 

easternmost island of the West Indies. Probably first visited by the Portuguese, 

who named it Los Barbados (“the bearded”) for its numerous bearded fig trees, 

the island gained its independence from Great Britain in 1966. Bridgetown is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 248,983.   —Bar·baùdi·an adj.  & n. 

Barbados cherry (bär-b7ùdosÙ chHrùK) n.  1. A tropical American evergreen 

shrub (Malpighia glabra), having red or rose flowers in umbels and red cherrylike 

edible fruits.  2. The fruit of this plant, used to make desserts, preserves, and jel-

lies. 

Barbados gooseberry (bär-b7ùdosÙ gusùbHrÙK) n.  1. A tropical American 

cactus (Pereskia aculeata) with climbing or trailing spiny stems, broad leaves, and 

clusters of fragrant whitish, pale yellow, or pinkish flowers.  2. The small, globu-



lar, yellow edible fruit of this plant, used to make jellies and preserves.  Also called 

blade apple 

bar·bar·i·an (bär-bârùK-Nn) n.  1. A member of a people considered by those of 

another nation or group to have a primitive civilization.  2. A fierce, brutal, or 

cruel person.  3. An insensitive, uncultured person; a boor.  See Synonyms at 

boor.  [French barbarien, from barbare, from Latin barbarus, barbarous. See BAR-

BAROUS.] —bar·barùi·an·ism n. 

bar·bar·ic (bär-b4rùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of barbarians.  

2. Marked by crudeness or lack of restraint in taste, style, or manner.  [Latin bar-

baricus, from Greek barbarikos, from barbaros, foreign.] —bar·barùi·cal·ly adv. 

bar·ba·rism (bärùbN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. An act, trait, or custom characterized by 

ignorance or crudity.  2. a. The use of words, forms, or expressions considered 

incorrect or unacceptable.  b. A specific word, form, or expression so used.   

[Latin barbarismus, use of a foreign tongue or of one’s own tongue amiss, barbar-

ism, from Greek barbarismos, from barbarizein, to behave or speak like a barbar-

ian, from barbaros, non-Greek, foreign.]

USAGE NOTE: There is a significant difference in meaning between barbarism

and barbarity. Both denote some absence of civilization, but the word civilization

itself has several different senses, one the opposite of barbarism, the other the op-

posite of barbarity. On the one hand civilization may refer to the scientific, artis-

tic, and cultural attainments of advanced societies; and it is this sense that figures

in the meaning of barbarism. The English word barbarism originally referred to

incorrect use of language, but it is now used more generally to refer to ignorance

or crudity in matters of taste, including verbal expression: The New Yorker would

never tolerate such barbarisms. On the other hand, civilization may refer to the

basic social order that allows people to resolve their differences peaceably, and it

is this sense—that is, civilization as opposed to savagery—that figures in the

meaning of barbarity, which refers to savage brutality or cruelty in actions, as in

The accounts of the emperor’s barbarity shocked the world.

bar·bar·i·ty (bär-b4rùV-tK) n.  pl. bar·bar·i·ties. 1. Savage brutality or cruelty 

in actions or conduct.  2. A cruel or savage act.  3. Usage Problem. Crudity; 

coarseness.  See Usage Note at barbarism. 
bar·ba·rize (bärùbN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. bar·ba·rized, bar·ba·riz·ing, 
bar·ba·riz·es. To make or become crude, savage, or barbarous.   
—barÙba·ri·zaùtion (-rV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Bar·ba·ros·sa1 (bärÙbN-rmsùN, -rôsùN), European name for Khair ed-Din. Died 

1546.  Greek-born Turkish corsair who with his brother Arouj (died 1518) rav-

aged the coasts of Spain, Italy, and Greece. 

Bar·ba·ros·sa2 (bärÙbN-rmsùN, -rôsùN)  See Frederick I. 



bar·ba·rous (bärùbNr-Ns) adj.  1. Primitive in culture and customs; uncivilized.  

2. Lacking refinement or culture; coarse.  3. Characterized by savagery; very 

cruel.  See Synonyms at cruel.  4. Marked by the use or occurrence of barbarisms 

in spoken or written language.  [From Latin barbarus, from Greek barbaros, non-

Greek, foreign.] —barùba·rous·ly adv.  —barùba·rous·ness n. 

Bar·ba·ry (bärùbN-rK, -brK)  A region of northern Africa on the Mediterranean 

coast between Egypt and the Atlantic Ocean. Settled by Berbers in the 2nd millen-

nium B.C., it fell to the Arabs in the 7th century A.D. From the 16th to the 19th 

century it was used as a base by pirates who raided ships in the Mediterranean Sea 

and extracted tribute from the European powers trading in the area. 

Barbary ape (bärùbN-rK 7p) n.  A tailless monkey (Macaca sylvana) of Gibraltar 

and northern Africa.  Also called magot 

Barbary Coast (bärùbN-rK kost)  1. The Mediterranean coastal area of Barbary 

and the Barbary States.  2. A waterfront area of San Francisco, California, in the 

years after the 1849 gold rush. It was notorious for its gambling dens, saloons, 

brothels, and disreputable boarding houses. 

Barbary sheep (bärùbN-rK shKp) n.  See aoudad. 
Barbary States (bärùbN-rK st7ts)  The North African states of Algeria, Tunisia, 

Tripoli, and Morocco, especially from the 16th to the 19th century. 

bar·bas·co (bär-bäsùko) n.  pl. bar·bas·cos. 1. Any of several tropical Ameri-

can plants, as in the genus Lonchocarpus, that contain a substance that can stun or 

paralyze fish.  2. Any of several Mexican plants of the genus Dioscorea having a 

large, inedible root that yields an extract used as a raw material for synthetic ste-

roid hormones.  [American Spanish, from Spanish barbasco, mullein, alteration 

(possibly influenced by barba, beard), of verbasco, from Latin verbascum.]

bar·bate (bärùb7tÙ) adj.  Having a beard; bearded.  [Latin barb7tus, from barba, 

beard. See BARB
1.]

bar·be·cue (bärùbV-kyuÙ) n.  1. A grill, pit, or outdoor fireplace for roasting 

meat.  2. a. A whole animal carcass or section thereof roasted or broiled over an 

open fire or on a spit.  b. A social gathering, usually held outdoors, at which food 

is cooked over an open flame.    —  v.  tr. bar·be·cued, bar·be·cu·ing, 
bar·be·cues. To roast, broil, or grill (meat or seafood) over live coals or an open 

fire, often basting with a seasoned sauce.  [American Spanish barbacoa, of Taino 

origin.]

barbed (bärbd) adj.  1. Having barbs.  2. Cutting; stinging:  barbed criticism; 

barbed statements.   —barbùed·ness (bärùbVd-nVs) n. 

barbed wire (bärbd wXr) n.  Twisted strands of fence wire with barbs at regular 

intervals. 

bar·bel1 (bärùbNl) n.  One of the slender, whiskerlike tactile organs extending 

from the head of certain fishes, such as catfishes.  Also called barb1 [Obsolete 



French, from Old French, from Medieval Latin barbula, diminutive of Late Latin 

barbus, beard, from Latin barba. See bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

bar·bel2 (bärùbNl) n.  Any of several Old World freshwater fish of the genus Bar-

bus, especially B. barbus, having four barbels on its upper jaw.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin *barbellus, diminutive of barbus, from 

Latin barba, beard. See BARBEL
1.]

bar·bell (bärùbHlÙ) n.  A bar with adjustable weights at each end, lifted for sport 

or exercise.  [BAR
1 + (DUMB)BELL.]

bar·bel·late (bärùbN-l7tÙ, bär-bHlùVt, -7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Finely or minutely 

barbed:  barbellate stems.  [From New Latin barbella, diminutive of Latin barba, 

beard. See bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

bar·ber (bärùbNr) n.  One whose business is to cut hair and to shave or trim 

beards.   —  v.  bar·bered, bar·ber·ing, bar·bers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut the hair 

of.  2. To shave or trim the beard of.   —  v.  intr. To work as a barber.  [Middle 

English, from Old French barbour, from Medieval Latin barb7tor, from Latin 

barba, beard. See bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

Bar·ber (bärùbNr), Samuel. 1910-1981.  American composer whose works 

include Adagio for Strings (1936) and the opera Vanessa (1958), for which he won 

a Pulitzer Prize. 

bar·ber·ry (bärùbHrÙK) n.  Any of various shrubs of the genus Berberis having 

leaves that are often clustered, small yellow flowers, and red, orange, or blackish 

berries. They are grown as specimen or hedge plants.  [Middle English berberie, 

from Medieval Latin berberis.]

bar·ber·shop (bärùbNr-shmpÙ) n.  The place of business of a barber.   —  adj.  

Music. Of, consisting of, or relating to the performance of sentimental songs in 

four-part harmony:  a barbershop quartet. 

bar·ber’s itch (bärùbNrz Vch) n.  Any of various skin eruptions on the face and 

neck, especially ringworm of the beard.  Also called tinea barbae 

Bar·ber·ton (bärùbNr-tNn)  A city of northeast Ohio, an industrial suburb of 

Akron. Population, 27,623. 

bar·bet (bärùbVt) n.  Any of various brightly colored tropical birds of the family 

Capitonidae that have a broad bill with bristles at the base and are related to the 

toucans.  [Probably from BARB
1.]

bar·bette (bär-bHtù) n.  1. A platform or mound of earth within a fort from 

which guns are fired over the parapet.  2. An armored protective cylinder around 

a revolving gun turret on a warship.  [French, diminutive of barbe, beard. See 

BARB
1.]

bar·bi·can (bärùbV-kNn) n.  A tower or other fortification on the approach to a 

castle or town, especially one at a gate or drawbridge.  [Middle English, from Old 

French barbacane, from Medieval Latin barbacana, from Persian barb7rkh7na : 



barb7r, guard (from Old Iranian *pariv7raka-, protective); see wer-4 in Appendix 

+ kh7na, house (from Middle Persian kh7nak).]

bar·bi·cel (bärùbV-sHlÙ) n.  Zoology. One of the minute, hooked projections 

extending from and interlocking the barbules of a feather.  [New Latin barbicella, 

diminutive of Latin barba, beard. See bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

bar·bi·tal (bärùbV-tôlÙ, -t4lÙ) n.  A barbiturate, C8H12N2O3, that is a white crys-

talline powder and is used as a sedative and hypnotic especially in the form of its 

soluble salt, sodium barbital.  [From BARBITURIC ACID.]

bar·bi·tu·rate (bär-bVchùNr-Vt, -N-r7tÙ, bärÙbV-ttrùVt, -7tÙ, -tytrù-) n.  1. A salt 

or ester of barbituric acid.  2. Any of a group of barbituric acid derivatives that 

act as central nervous system depressants and are used as sedatives or hypnotics.  

[BARBITUR(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

bar·bi·tu·ric acid (bärÙbV-ttrùVk 4sùVd, -tytrù-) n.  An organic acid, 

C4H4O3N2, used in the manufacture of barbiturates and some plastics.  [Partial 

translation of German Barbitursäure.]

Bar·bi·zon (bärùbV-zmnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 19th-century 

group of landscape painters in France that included Corot, Daubigny, Millet, and 

Rousseau.  [After Barbizon, a village of north-central France.]

Bar·bour (bärùbNr), Philip Pendleton. 1783-1841.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1836-1841). 

Bar·bu·da (bär-buùdN)  An island of Antigua and Barbuda in the West Indies 

north of Antigua. It was privately owned from 1691 to 1872.   —Bar·buùdan adj.  

& n. 

bar·bule (bärùbyul) n.  Zoology. A small barb or pointed projection, especially 

one of the small projections fringing the edges of the barbs of feathers.  [Latin 

barbula, diminutive of barba, beard. See bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

Bar·busse (bär-busù, -büsù), Henri. 1873-1935.  French writer and editor 

whose works include Under Fire (1916), a novel based on his World War I experi-

ences. His disillusionment led him to pacifism and later to communism. 

barb·wire (bärbùwXrù) n.  Barbed wire. 

bar·ca (bärùkN) n.  Nautical. A double-ended boat, skiff, or barge used in the 

Mediterranean.  [Italian barca. See BARK
3.]

bar·ca·role also bar·ca·rolle (bärùkN-rolÙ) n.  Music. 1. A Venetian gondolier’s 

song with a rhythm suggestive of rowing.  2. A composition imitating a Venetian 

gondolier’s song.  [French, from Italian barcaruola, from barcaruolo, gondolier, 

from barca, boat, from Latin.]

Bar·ce·lo·na (bärÙsN-loùnN)  A city of northeast Spain on the Mediterranean 

Sea. Founded by the Carthaginians, it prospered under the Romans and Visig-

oths, fell to the Moors in 713, and was taken by Charlemagne’s Frankish troops in 

801. It has long been a center of Catalan separatism and of anarchic, socialist, and 

syndicalist movements. Population, 1,770,296. 



Barcelona chair (bärÙsN-loùnN châr)  A trademark used for a wide armless 

chair with leather cushions on a double X-shaped frame formed of gently curving 

stainless steel bars. 

B.Arch. abbr.  Bachelor of Architecture. 

bar chart (bär chärt) n.  See bar graph. 
Bar·clay (bärùklK), Robert. 1648-1690.  Scottish Quaker apologist whose Truth 

Triumphant (1692), a collection of his writings, describes and defends the tenets 

of Quakerism. 

Bar·clay de Tol·ly (bNr-klXù dN tôlùyN), Prince Mikhail. 1761-1818.  British-

born Russian field marshal active in the Napoleonic Wars. 

bar code (bär kod) n.  See Universal Product Code. 
bard1 (bärd) n.  1. One of an ancient Celtic order of minstrel poets who com-

posed and recited verses celebrating the legendary exploits of chieftains and 

heroes.  2. A poet, especially a lyric poet.  See Synonyms at poet.  [Middle 

English, from Irish and Scottish Gaelic bard, and from Welsh bardd; see gwerN-2 

in Appendix.] —bardùic adj. 

bard2 also barde (bärd) n.  A piece of armor used to protect or ornament a 

horse.   —  v.  tr. bard·ed, bard·ing, bards. To equip a horse with bards.  [Mid-

dle English barde, from Old French, from Old Italian barda, from Arabic 

barda1ah, packsaddle, from Persian pardah. See PURDAH.]

Bard (bärd), John. 1716-1799.  American physician who was among the first to 

use systematic dissection of cadavers for instruction. 

bar·da·cious (bärÙd7ùshNs) adj.  & adv.  Southern U.S. & South Midland U.S. 

Variant of bodacious. 
barde (bärd) n.  & v.  tr. Variant of bard2. 
Bar·deen (bär-dKnù), John. 1908-1991.  American physicist. He shared a Nobel 

Prize in 1956 for the development of the electronic transistor and in 1972 for a 

theory of superconductivity. 

Bar·do·li·no (bärÙdl-Kùno) n.  pl. Bar·do·li·nos. An Italian red wine with a dry, 

light taste.  [After Bardolino, a village of northern Italy.]

Bar·dot (bär-doù), Brigitte. Born 1935?.  French actress whose best-known 

films are And God Created Woman (1956) and Shaloko (1968). 

bare1 (bâr) adj.  bar·er, bar·est. 1. Lacking the usual or appropriate covering 

or clothing; naked:  a bare arm.  2. Exposed to view; undisguised:  bare fangs.  

3. Lacking the usual furnishings, equipment, or decoration:  bare walls.  

4. Having no addition, adornment, or qualification:  the bare facts.  See Syn-

onyms at empty.  5. Just sufficient; mere:  the bare necessities.  6. Obsolete. Bare-

headed.   —  v.  tr. bared, bar·ing, bares. 1. To make bare; uncover or reveal:  

bared their heads; baring secrets.  See Synonyms at strip1.  2. To expose:  The dog 

bared its teeth.  [Middle English bar, from Old English bær. See bhoso- in Appen-

dix.] —bareùness n. 



bare2 (bâr) v.  Archaic. A past tense of bear1. 
bare·back (bârùb4kÙ) also bare·backed (-b4ktÙ) adv.  & adj.  On a horse, pony, 

or other animal with no saddle:  rode bareback; a bareback rider. 

bare bones (bâr bonz) pl.n.  Informal. The basic elements or essentials:  out-

lined the bare bones of the proposal.   —bareù-bonesù (bârùbonzù) adj. 

bare·faced (bârùf7stù) adj.  1. a. Having no covering over the face.  b. Having 

no beard.   2. Without disguise; unconcealed.  3. Undisguisedly bold; brazen.  See 

Synonyms at shameless.  —bareùfacùed·ly (-f7ùsVd-lK, -f7stùlK) adv.  —bareù-
facùed·ness n. 

bare·foot (bârùftt) also bare·foot·ed (-fttÙVd) adv.  & adj.  With nothing 

on the feet:  walking barefoot in the grass; a barefoot boy. 

barefoot doctor (bârùftt dmkùtNr) n.  A lay health care worker, especially in 

rural China, trained in such activities as first aid, childbirth assistance, the dis-

pensing of drugs, and preventive medicine. 

ba·rege also ba·rège (bN-rHzhù) n.  A sheer fabric woven of silk or cotton and 

wool, used for women’s apparel.  [French barège, after Barèges, a town in France.]

bare·hand·ed (bârùh4nùdVd) adv.  & adj.  With no covering on the hands:  

fought barehanded; barehanded boxing.   —bareùhandùed·ness n. 

bare·head·ed (bârùhHdùVd) adv.  & adj.  With no covering on the head:  walking 

bareheaded in the rain; a bareheaded pedestrian.   —bareùheadùed·ness n. 

Ba·reil·ly also Ba·re·li (bN-r7ùlK)  A city of northern India east-southeast of 

Delhi. It was founded in the 16th century. Population, 386,734. 

bare-knuck·le (bârù nƒkÙNl) adv.  Without gloves:  boxers fighting bare-knuckle.   
—  adj.  1. Wearing no gloves:  an undefeated bare-knuckle champion.  2. Slang. 

Of a fiercely implacable character:  the bare-knuckle world of commercial real 

estate. 

bare-knuck·led (bârùnƒkÙNld) adv.  & adj.  Bare-knuckle. 

bare·leg·ged (bârùlHgÙVd, -lHgdÙ) adv.  & adj.  With the legs uncovered:  ran 

barelegged through the surf; barelegged children on the beach.   
—bareùlegÙged·ness n. 

Ba·re·li (bN-r7ùlK)  See Bareilly. 
bare·ly (bârùlK) adv.  1. By a very little; hardly:  could barely see the road in the 

fog.  2. In a scanty manner; sparsely:  a barely furnished room. 

bare-na·ked (bârùn7ùkVd, -nHkùVd) adv.  & adj.  Chiefly Northern U.S. With no 

clothes on.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Regional expressions abound for the meaning “entirely un-

clothed.” The chiefly Northern U.S. expression bare-naked illustrates the linguistic

process of redundancy, not normally acceptable in Standard English but produc-

tive in regional dialect speech. A redundant expression combines two words that

mean the same thing, thereby intensifying the effect. The expression buck-naked,



used chiefly in the South Atlantic and Gulf States, is not as clear as bare-naked

with respect to its origin; buck is possibly an alteration of butt, “buttocks.” If so,

bum-naked and bare-ass(ed), attested in the Northeastern U.S., represent the same

idea.

Bar·en·boim (b4rùVn-boimÙ), Daniel. Born 1942.  Israeli-born pianist and 

conductor who performed widely with his wife, the cellist Jacqueline du Pré. 

Bar·ents (b4rùNnts, bärù-), Willem. 1550?-1597.  Dutch Arctic explorer who led 

several expeditions (1594-1597) in search of the Northeast Passage. 

Barents Sea (b4rùNnts sK)  A shallow section of the Arctic Ocean north of Nor-

way and northwest Russia. The North Atlantic Current keeps its southern ports 

ice-free all year. 

barf (bärf) v.  tr. intr. barfed, barf·ing, barfs. Slang. To vomit.  [Probably imi-

tative.] —barf n. 

barf bag (bärf b4g) n.  Slang. A disposable plastic or paper bag provided to a 

passenger by an airline for use in case of airsickness. 

bar·fly (bärùflXÙ) n.  Slang. One who frequents drinking establishments. 

bar·gain (bärùgVn) n.  1. An agreement between parties fixing obligations that 

each promises to carry out.  2. a. An agreement establishing the terms of a sale or 

exchange of goods or services:  finally reached a bargain with the antique dealer 

over the lamp.  b. Property acquired or services rendered as a result of such an 

agreement.   3. Something offered or acquired at a price advantageous to the 

buyer.   —  v.  bar·gained, bar·gain·ing, bar·gains.  —  v.  intr. 1. To negoti-

ate the terms of an agreement, as to sell or exchange.  2. To engage in collective 

bargaining.  3. To arrive at an agreement.   —  v.  tr. To exchange; trade:  bar-

gained my watch for a meal.   —phrasal verb. bargain for (or bargain on). 

To count on; expect: “I never bargained for this tearing feeling inside me” (Anne 

Tyler).   —idiom. into the bargain (or in the bargain). Over and above 

what is expected; in addition.  [Middle English, from Old French bargaigne, hag-

gling, from bargaignier, to haggle, of Germanic origin. See bhergh-1 in Appen-

dix.] —barùgain·er n.  

SYNONYMS: bargain, compact, contract, covenant, deal. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “an agreement arrived at after discussion in which the

parties involved promise to honor their respective obligations”: kept his end of the

bargain and mowed the lawn; made a compact to correspond regularly; a legally

binding contract to install new windows in the house; a covenant for mutual defense;

annoyance that wasn’t part of the deal.



bargain basement (bärùgVn b7sùmNnt) n.  A basement floor or floors in a 

department store where goods and apparel are sold at reduced or discounted 

prices.   —barùgain-baseÙment (bärùgVn-b7sÙmNnt) adj. 

bar·gain·ing chip (bärùgN-nVng chVp) n.  Leverage, typically in the form of an 

inducement or a concession, useful in successful negotiations: “A bargaining chip 

is ultimately worthless if you’re not willing to bargain it away” (New Republic). 

barge (bärj) n.  Nautical. 1. a. A long, large, usually flat-bottomed boat for 

transporting freight that is generally unpowered and towed or pushed by other 

craft.  b. A large, open pleasure boat used for parties, pageants, or formal cere-

monies.   2. A powerboat reserved for the use of an admiral.   —  v.  barged, 
barg·ing, barg·es.  —  v.  tr. Nautical. To carry by barge.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move about clumsily.  2. To enter rudely and abruptly; intrude:  barged into the 

meeting.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin barca, boat.]

barge·board (bärjùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Architecture. A board, often ornately 

carved, attached along the projecting edge of a gable roof.  [Origin unknown.]

barg·ee (bär-jKù) n.  Chiefly British. A bargeman.  [BARGE + -EE
2.]

bar·gel·lo (bär-zhHlùo) n.  pl. bar·gel·los. A needlepoint stitch that produces 

zigzag lines.  [After the Bargello, a museum in Florence, Italy, which contains 

chairs upholstered in fabric worked in this stitch.]

barge·man (bärjùmNn) n.  The master or a crew member of a barge. 

bar·ghest also bar·guest (bärùgHst) n.  A goblin in English folklore, often 

appearing in the shape of a large dog and believed to portend imminent death or 

misfortune.  [bar (perhaps from BARROW
2) + ghest, ghost (dialectal variant of 

GHOST).]

bar·girl (bärùgûrlÙ) n.  1. A B-girl.  2. A barmaid. 

bar graph (bär gr4f) n.  A graph consisting of parallel, usually vertical bars or 

rectangles with lengths proportional to the frequency with which specified quan-

tities occur in a set of data.  Also called bar chart 

bar·guest (bärùgHst) n.  Variant of barghest. 
Bar Harbor (bär härùbNr)  A town of southeast Maine on Mount Desert Island. 

It is a summer resort. Population, 2,685. 

bar·hop (bärùhmpÙ) v.  intr. bar·hopped, bar·hop·ping, bar·hops. Slang. To 

patronize a series of bars during an evening. 

Ba·ri (bäùrK)  A city of southeast Italy on the Adriatic Sea. Controlled successively 

by the Greeks, Romans, Goths, Lombards, Byzantines, Normans, and Venetians, 

it became part of the kingdom of Naples in 1557. Population, 370,781. 

bar·i·at·rics (b4rÙK-4tùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of medicine 

that deals with the causes, prevention, and treatment of obesity.  [BAR(O)- + -IAT-

RICS.] —barÙi·atùric adj.  —barÙi·a·triùcian (-N-trVshùNn) n. 

ba·ril·la (bN-rKlùyN, -rKùyN) n.  1. Either of two Mediterranean saltworts (Salsola 

kali or S. soda) or a similar plant (Halogeton sativus), burned to obtain a crude 



soda ash.  2. The crude sodium carbonate ash obtained from these plants.  [Span-

ish barrilla.]

Bar·ing (bârùVng), Alexander First Baron Ashburton. 1774-1848.  British fin-

ancier and public official who concluded the treaty between Great Britain and the 

United States that defined the border between Canada and Maine (1842). 

Bar·ing (bârùVng), Evelyn First Earl of Cromer. 1841-1917.  British financier 

and diplomat who as British consul general in Egypt (1883-1907) promoted land, 

educational, legal, and transportation reforms. 

Ba·ri·sal (b4rùV-sôlÙ, bƒrÙV-sälù)  A city of southern Bangladesh on the Ganges 

River delta. The phenomenon known as “the Barisal guns,” unexplained sounds 

resembling distant thunder or cannon fire, may be seismic in origin. Population, 

159,298. 

bar·ite (bârùXt, b4rù-) also ba·ry·tes (bN-rXùtKz) n.  A yellow, white, or colorless 

crystalline mineral of barium sulfate, BaSO4, that is used in paint and as the chief 

source of barium chemicals.  Also called heavy spar [Greek barus, heavy; see 

gwerN-1 in Appendix + -ITE
1.]

bar·i·tone also bar·y·tone (b4rùV-tonÙ) n.  Music. 1. a. A male singer or voice 

with a range higher than a bass and lower than a tenor.  b. A part written for a 

voice with such a range.   2. A brass wind instrument with a range similar to that 

of a baritone voice.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  bar-

itone voices; baritone parts.  [Italian baritono, from Greek barutonos, deep sound-

ing  : barus, heavy; see gwerN-1 in Appendix + tonos, tone; see TONE.]

bar·i·um (bârùK-Nm, b4rù-) n.  Symbol Ba A soft, silvery-white alkaline-earth 

metal, used to deoxidize copper and in various alloys. Atomic number 56; atomic 

weight 137.34; melting point 725˚C; boiling point 1,140˚C; specific gravity 3.50; 

valence 2.  [BAR(YTA) + -IUM.] —barùic (-Vk) adj. 

barium sulfate (bârùK-Nm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A fine white powder, BaSO4, used as a 

pigment, as a filler for textiles, rubbers, and plastics, and as a contrast medium in 

x-ray photography of the digestive tract. 

bark1 (bärk) n.  1. The harsh, abrupt sound uttered by a dog.  2. A sound, such 

as a cough, that is similar to a dog’s bark.   —  v.  barked, bark·ing, barks.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To utter the harsh, abrupt sound of a dog.  2. To make a sound similar 

to a bark: “The birds bark softly, sounding almost like young pups” (Charleston SC 

News and Courier).  3. To speak sharply; snap: “It is power that can often be mis-

used—as when an obscure lieutenant colonel can bark at a Pentagon general, com-

manding him to do something questionable ‘because the White House wants it 

done’” (John Hughes).  4. To work as a barker, as at a carnival.   —  v.  tr. To utter 

in a loud, harsh voice:  The quarterback barked out the signals.   —idiom. bark 
up the wrong tree. To misdirect one’s energies or attention.  [From Middle 

English berken, to bark, from Old English beorcan.]



bark2 (bärk) n.  1. The tough outer covering of the woody stems and roots of 

trees, shrubs, and other woody plants. It includes all tissues outside the vascular 

cambium.  2. A specific kind of bark used for a special purpose, as in tanning or 

medicine.   —  v.  tr. barked, bark·ing, barks. 1. To remove bark from (a tree 

or log).  2. To rub off the skin of; abrade:  barked my shin on the car door.  3. To 

treat medically, tan, or dye using bark.  [Middle English, from Old Norse börkr.]

bark3 also barque (bärk) n.  Nautical. 1. A sailing ship with from three to five 

masts, all of them square-rigged except the after mast, which is fore-and-aft 

rigged.  2. A small vessel that is propelled by oars or sails.  [Middle English barke, 

boat, from Old French barque, from Old Italian barca, from Latin.]

bark beetle (bärk bKtùl) n.  Any of various small, cylindrical beetles of the fam-

ily Scolytidae that burrrow along the surface wood directly beneath the bark of 

trees, causing extensive damage. 

bar·keep·er (bärùkKÙpNr) also bar·keep (-kKpÙ) n.  1. A person who owns or 

operates a bar for the sale of alcoholic beverages.  2.  See bartender. 
bar·ken·tine also bar·quen·tine (bärùkNn-tKnÙ) n.  Nautical. A sailing ship 

with from three to five masts of which only the foremast is square-rigged, the 

others being fore-and-aft rigged.  [Probably BARK
3 + (BRIG)ANTINE.]

bark·er1 (bärùkNr) n.  1. One, such as a dog, that makes a bark or a barking 

sound.  2. An employee who stands before the entrance to a show, as at a carnival, 

and solicits customers with a loud, colorful sales spiel. 

bark·er2 (bärùkNr) n.  One that removes bark from trees or logs or prepares it for 

tanning. 

Bark·la (bärùklN), Charles Glover. 1877-1944.  British physicist. He won a 1917 

Nobel Prize for the discovery of roentgen radiation of the elements. 

Bar·kley (bärùklK), Alben William. 1877-1956.  Vice President of the United 

States (1949-1953) under Harry S Truman. 

bar-le-duc also Bar-le-Duc (bärÙlV-dukù) n.  A savory preserve made of white 

currants or gooseberries.  [After Bar-le-Duc, a town of northeast France.]

Bar·let·ta (bär-lHtùN)  A city of southern Italy on the Adriatic Sea west-north-

west of Bari. It passed to the Goths after the fall of the Roman Empire. Popula-

tion, 83,719. 

bar·ley (bärùlK) n.  1. A grass in the genus Hordeum, native to temperate regions, 

having flowers in terminal, often long-awned spikes.  2. The grain of H. vulgare 

or its varieties, used for livestock feed, malt production, and cereal.  [Middle 

English barli, from Old English bærlic. See bhares- in Appendix.]

bar·ley·corn (bärùlK-kôrnÙ) n.  1. The grain of barley.  2. A unit of measure 

equal to the width of a grain of barley, or about 3 inch (0.85 centimeter). 

barley sugar (bärùlK shtgùNr) n.  A clear, hard candy made by boiling down 

sugar, formerly with an extract of barley added. 



Bar·low (bärùloÙ), Joel. 1754-1812.  American poet and diplomat in Algiers 

(1795-1797). Among his noted poetic works are “The Hasty Pudding” (1796) and 

the epic Columbiad (1807). 

Barlow knife (bärùloÙ nXf) n.  A two-bladed pocketknife with a short, spear-

shaped blade for prying and gouging and a long, fine blade for carving and slic-

ing.  [After Barlow, the family name of its makers, two brothers in Sheffield, 

England.]

barm (bärm) n.  The yeasty foam that rises to the surface of fermenting malt 

liquors.  [Middle English berme, from Old English beorma, yeast. See bhreu- in 

Appendix.]

bar·maid (bärùm7dÙ) n.  A woman who serves drinks in a bar. 

bar·man (bärùmNn) n.  A man who serves drinks in a bar. 

Bar·me·cid·al (bärÙmV-sXdùl) also Bar·me·cide (bärùmV-sXdÙ) adj.  Plentiful or 

abundant in appearance only; illusory:  a Barmecidal feast.  [After Barmecide, a 

nobleman in The Arabian Nights, who served an imaginary feast to a beggar.]

bar mitz·vah  or bar miz·vah (bär mVtsùvN) n.  1. A 13-year-old Jewish boy, 

considered an adult and responsible for his moral and religious duties.  2. The 

ceremony that initiates and recognizes a boy as a bar mitzvah.   —  v.  tr. bar 
mitz·vahed, bar mitz·vah·ing, bar mitz·vahs. To confirm in the ceremony 

of bar mitzvah.  [Hebrew bar mi}wâ : bar, son + mi}wâ, command, command-

ment.]

barm·y (bärùmK) adj.  barm·i·er, barm·i·est. 1. Full of barm; foamy.  

2. Eccentric; daft. 

barn (bärn) n.  1. A large farm building used for storing farm products and shel-

tering livestock.  2. A large shed for the housing of vehicles, such as railroad cars.  

3. A particularly large, typically bare building:  lived in a barn of a country house.  

4.  Abbr. b Physics. A unit of area equal to 10–24 square centimeter, used to mea-

sure collision cross sections.  [Middle English bern, from Old English berærn : 

bere, barley; see bhares- in Appendix + ærn, house.]

Bar·na·bas (bärùnN-bNs), Saint Originally Joses  or Joseph the Levite. fl. first 

century A.D.  Christian convert and missionary with Saint Paul to Cyprus and Asia 

Minor. 

bar·na·cle (bärùnN-kNl) n.  1. Any of various marine crustaceans of the subclass 

Cirripedia that in the adult stage form a hard shell and remain attached to sub-

merged surfaces, such as rocks and ships’ bottoms.  2. The barnacle goose.  [Mid-

dle English, barnacle goose, from Old French bernacle, from Medieval Latin 

bernacula, diminutive of bernaca, perhaps from Old Irish báirneach, limpet.] 
—barùna·cled adj. 

barnacle goose (bärùnN-kNl gus) n.  A waterfowl (Branta leucopsis) of north-

ern Europe and Greenland that breeds in the Arctic and has a white face with a 

black streak between the eyes and bill. 



Bar·nard (bärùnNrd, bär-närdù), Christiaan Neethling. Born 1923.  South 

African surgeon who performed the first human heart transplant (1967). 

Bar·nard (bärùnNrd), Edward Emerson. 1857-1923.  American astronomer 

and pioneer in photography noted for the discovery of Jupiter’s fifth satellite 

(1892) and Barnard’s star (1916), the second-nearest star system to the sun. 

Bar·nard (bärùnNrd), Frederick Augustus Porter. 1809-1889.  American 

educator and advocate of higher educational opportunities for women. He was 

the president of Columbia University from 1864 to 1889. Barnard College is 

named in his honor. 

Bar·nard (bärùnNrd), George Grey. 1863-1938.  American sculptor whose 

early works, such as Struggle of Two Natures in Man (1894), were influenced by 

Rodin. A colossal statue of Abraham Lincoln (1917) is perhaps his best-known 

work. 

Bar·nard (bärùnNrd), Henry. 1811-1900.  American educator who sought 

higher standards in public schools and was the first U.S. commissioner of educa-

tion (1867-1870). 

Bar·na·ul (bärÙnN-ulù)  A city of south-central Russia on the Ob River south of 

Novosibirsk. It is an industrial center in a mining and agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 578,000. 

barn·burn·er (bärnùbûrÙnNr) n.  Informal. An extremely impressive event or 

successful outcome: “September will not be any barnburner [for car sales]” (Lee 

Iacocca). 

barn dance (bärn d4ns) n.  A social gathering, often held in a barn, with music 

and square dancing. 

Barnes (bärnz), Albert Coombs. 1873-1951.  American physician and art col-

lector noted for his discovery of Argyrol and his collection of modern French 

paintings. 

Bar·ne·veldt  or Bar·ne·veld (bärùnN-vHltÙ), Jan van Olden. 1547-1619.  

Dutch public official who negotiated a treaty with Spain (1609) and opposed cer-

tain Calvinist doctrines, both of which actions led to his arrest and execution for 

treason. 

barn owl (bärn oul) n.  A predatory nocturnal bird (Tyto alba) having a white, 

heart-shaped face, buff-brown upper plumage, and pale underparts, often nest-

ing in barns and other buildings.  Also called monkey-faced owl 

Barns·ley (bärnzùlK)  A municipal borough of northern England north of Shef-

field. It is a transportation and industrial center in a coal-mining area. Popula-

tion, 225,800. 

Barn·sta·ble (bärnùstN-bNl)  A town of southeast Massachusetts on central 

Cape Cod. It is a resort community with many fine beaches. Population, 30,898. 



Barn·sta·ple (bärnùstN-pNl)  A municipal borough of southwest England on 

Barnstaple Bay, an inlet of the Bristol Channel. Incorporated in 1557, Barnsta-

ple is a marketing town and tourist center. Population, 19,025. 

barn·storm (bärnùstôrmÙ) v.  barn·stormed, barn·storm·ing, 
barn·storms.  —  v.  intr. 1. To travel around the countryside making political 

speeches, giving lectures, or presenting plays.  2. To appear at county fairs and 

carnivals in exhibitions of stunt flying and parachute jumping.   —  v.  tr. To 

travel across while engaging in barnstorming.   —barnùstormÙer n. 

barn swallow (bärn swmlùo) n.  A widely distributed bird (Hirundo rustica) 

that nests in barns and caves and has a deeply forked tail, a dark-blue back, and 

tan underparts. 

Bar·num (bärùnNm), P(hineas) T(aylor). 1810-1891.  American showman 

who established The Greatest Show on Earth (1871), which was merged with its 

major competition (1881) to form the Barnum and Bailey Circus. 

barn·yard (bärnùyärdÙ) n.  The area surrounding a barn, often enclosed by a 

fence.   —  adj.  Smutty; earthy:  barnyard humor. 

barnyard grass (bärnùyärdÙ gr4s) n.  Any of certain grasses in the genus Echi-

nochloa, especially the Old World annual species E. crusgalli, used sometimes for 

forage and widespread as a weed. 

baro-  or bar- pref.  Weight; pressure:  barometer.  [From Greek baros, weight. See 

gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

Ba·ro·da (bN-roùdN)  A city of west-central India southeast of Ahmadabad. Once 

the capital of the princely state of Baroda, it is noted for its public buildings, pal-

aces, and Hindu temples. Population, 734,473. 

bar·o·gram (b4rùN-gr4mÙ) n.  A record produced by a barograph. 

bar·o·graph (b4rùN-gr4fÙ) n.  A recording barometer.   —barÙo·graphùic adj. 

Ba·ro·ja y Nes·si (bN-roùhN K nHsùK, bä-rôùhä), Pío. 1872-1956.  Spanish writer 

whose novels largely concern the intellectual and political climate of his home-

land. 

Ba·ro·lo (bä-roùloÙ, bN-roù-) n.  A full-bodied red wine produced in Italy.  [After 

Barolo in the Piedmont region of Italy.]

ba·rom·e·ter (bN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  1.  Abbr. bar. An instrument for measuring 

atmospheric pressure, used especially in weather forecasting.  2. Something that 

registers or responds to fluctuations; an indicator:  Opinion polls serve as a barom-

eter of the public mood.   —barÙo·metùric (b4rÙN-mHtùrVk), barÙo·metùri·cal 
adj.  —barÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —ba·romùe·try n. 

bar·on (b4rùNn) n.  1. a. A British nobleman of the lowest rank.  b. A nobleman 

of continental Europe, ranked differently in various countries.  c. A Japanese 

nobleman of the lowest rank.  d.  Also Baron. Abbr. Bn., bn. Used as the title for 

such a nobleman.   2. a. A feudal tenant holding his rights and title directly from 

a king or another feudal superior.  b. A lord or nobleman; a peer.   3. One having 



great wealth, power, and influence in a specified sphere of activity:  an oil baron.  

4. A cut of beef consisting of a double sirloin.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, probably of Germanic origin.]

bar·on·age (b4rùN-nVj) n.  1. The peers of a kingdom considered as a group.  

2. Barons considered as a group.  3. The rank or dignity of a baron.  4. A list of 

barons. 

bar·on·ess (b4rùN-nVs) n.  1. a. The wife or widow of a baron.  b. A woman 

holding the title to a barony.   2.  Also Baroness. Used as the title for such a 

noblewoman. 

bar·on·et (b4rùN-nVt, b4rÙN-nHtù) n.  1. A man holding a British hereditary title 

of honor reserved for commoners, ranking immediately below the barons and 

above all orders of knighthood except the Garter.  2.  Also Baronet. Abbr. Bart., 
Bt. Used as the title for such a man.  [Middle English, diminutive of baron, baron. 

See BARON.]

bar·on·et·age (b4rùN-nV-tVj, -nHtÙVj) n.  1. Baronets considered as a group.  

2. The rank or dignity of a baronet.  3. A list of baronets. 

bar·on·et·cy (b4rùN-nVt-sK, -nHtÙsK) n.  pl. bar·on·et·cies. The rank or dignity 

of a baronet or a baronetess. 

bar·on·et·ess (b4rùN-nV-tVs, b4rÙN-nHtùVs) n.  1. A woman holding a British 

hereditary title of honor reserved for commoners, ranking immediately below the 

barons and above all orders of knighthood except the Garter.  2. Baronetess. 

Abbr. Btss. Used as the title for such a woman. 

ba·rong (bN-rôngù, -rmngù) n.  A large, broad-bladed knife used by the Moros of 

the Philippines.  [Native word in the Philippines.]

ba·ro·ni·al (bN-roùnK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a baron or barony.  2. Suited 

for or befitting a baron; stately and grand:  a baronial mansion. 

bar·o·ny (b4rùN-nK) n.  pl. bar·o·nies. 1. The domain of a baron.  2. The rank 

or dignity of a baron. 

ba·roque (bN-rokù) adj.  1.  also Baroque. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

style in art and architecture developed in Europe from about 1550 to 1700, 

emphasizing dramatic, often strained effect and typified by bold, curving forms, 

elaborate ornamentation, and overall balance of disparate parts.  2.  Also 

Baroque. Music. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a style of composition that 

flourished in Europe from about 1600 to 1750, marked by chromaticism, strict 

forms, and elaborate ornamentation.  3. Marked by rich and sometimes bizarre 

or incongruous ornamentation.  See Synonyms at ornate.  4. Irregular in shape:  

baroque pearls.   —  n.  Also Baroque The baroque style or period in art, archi-

tecture, or music.  [French, from Italian barocco, and from Portuguese barroco.] 
—ba·roqueùly adv. 



bar·o·re·cep·tor (b4rÙN-rV-sHpùtNr) n.  A sensory nerve ending that is stimu-

lated by changes in pressure, especially one in the walls of blood vessels such as 

the carotid sinus. 

Ba·rot·se·land (bN-rmtùsK-l4ndÙ)  A former kindgom of central Africa, now the 

western part of Zambia. 

ba·rouche (bN-rushù) n.  A four-wheeled carriage with a collapsible top, two 

double seats inside opposite each other, and a box seat outside in front for the 

driver.  [German Barutsche, from Italian biroccio, from Vulgar Latin *birotium, 

from Late Latin birotus, two-wheeled  : Latin bi-, bi-; see dwo- in Appendix + 

Latin rota, wheel; see ret- in Appendix.]

barque (bärk) n.  Nautical. Variant of bark3. 
bar·quen·tine (bärùkNn-tKnÙ) n.  Nautical. Variant of barkentine. 
Bar·qui·si·me·to (bärÙkN-sN-m7ùto, -kK-sK-mHùtô)  A city of northwest Vene-

zuela west-southwest of Caracas. It was founded in 1552 and rebuilt after a major 

earthquake in 1812. Population, 504,000. 

bar·rack1 (b4rùNk) v.  tr. bar·racked, bar·rack·ing, bar·racks. To house (sol-

diers, for example) in quarters.   —  n.  Abbr. bks. 1.  Often bar·racks (b4rùNks). 
A building or group of buildings used to house military personnel.  2.  Often 

barracks. A large, unadorned building used for temporary occupancy.  [From 

French baraques, barracks, from Spanish barracas, soldiers’ tents or huts.]

bar·rack2 (b4rùNk) v.  bar·racked, bar·rack·ing, bar·racks.  —  v.  intr. 

1. Chiefly British. To jeer or shout at a player, speaker, or team.  2. Australian. To 

shout support for a team.   —  v.  tr. Chiefly British. To shout against; jeer at.  

[Perhaps from Irish dialectal barrack, to brag; akin to brag.] —barùrack·er n. 

barracks bag (b4rùNks b4g) n.  A cloth bag, usually with a drawstring, for the 

storage of clothing or laundry. 

bar·ra·coon (b4rÙN-kunù) n.  A barracks in which slaves or convicts were for-

merly held in temporary confinement.  [Spanish barracón, augmentative of bar-

raca, hut. See BARRACK
1.]

bar·ra·cu·da (b4rÙN-kuùdN) n.  pl. barracuda or bar·ra·cu·das. Any of vari-

ous fierce, mostly tropical marine fishes of the genus Sphyraena that resemble 

pike, have a projecting lower jaw with fanglike teeth, and include some edible spe-

cies.  [American Spanish, from Spanish dialectal barraco, overlapping tooth.]

bar·rage1 (bärùVj) n.  An artificial obstruction, such as a dam or an irrigation 

channel, built in a watercourse to increase its depth or to divert its flow.  [French, 

from barrer, to bar, from barre, bar, from Old French. See BAR
1.]

bar·rage2 (bN-räzhù) n.  1. a. A heavy curtain of artillery fire directed in front 

of friendly troops to screen and protect them.  b. A rapid, concentrated discharge 

of missiles, as from small arms.   2. An overwhelming, concentrated outpouring, 

as of words:  a barrage of criticism.   —  v.  tr. bar·raged, bar·rag·ing, 



bar·rag·es. To direct a barrage at.  [French (tir de) barrage, barrier (fire). See 

BARRAGE
1.]

SYNONYMS: barrage, bombard, pepper, shower. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to direct a concentrated outpouring, as of missiles or words, at

something or someone”: barraging the speaker with questions; bombarded the box

office with ticket orders; peppered the senator with protests; showered the child with

gifts.

bar·rage balloon (bN-räzhù bN-lunù) n.  A balloon anchored singly or in a 

series over a military objective to support nets that hinder the passage of enemy 

aircraft. 

Bar·ra Man·sa (bäùrä mäNùsä)  A city of southeast Brazil west-northwest of 

Rio de Janeiro. It is a rail junction and an industrial center. Population, 123,335. 

bar·ra·mun·da (b4rÙN-mƒnùdN) also bar·ra·mun·di (-dK) n.  pl. barra-
munda or bar·ra·mun·das also barramundi  or bar·ra·mun·dis. Any of sev-

eral Australian food fishes, such as the lungfish.  Also called ceratodus [Probably 

of Aboriginal origin.]

bar·ran·ca (bN-r4ngùkN) also bar·ran·co (-ko) n.  Southwestern U.S. 1. A deep 

ravine or gorge.  2. A bluff.  [Spanish, probably of Iberian origin.]

Bar·ran·ca·ber·me·ja (bä-rängùkä-vHr-mHùhä)  a city of northwest-central 

Colombia on the Magdalena River west-southwest of Bucaramanga. It is a river 

port. Population, 139,708. 

Bar·ran·quil·la (b4rÙNn-kKùN, -yä, bäÙrän-)  A city of northern Colombia on 

the Magdalena River near the Caribbean Sea. Founded in 1629, it is Colombia’s 

chief port. Population, 891,545. 

bar·ra·tor also bar·ra·ter (b4rùN-tNr) n.  Law. One that persistently instigates 

lawsuits.  [Middle English baratour, from Old French barateour, swindler, from 

barater, to cheat, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *pratt7re, from Greek prattein, to 

do.]

bar·ra·try (b4rùN-trK) n.  pl. bar·ra·tries. 1. Law. The offense of persistently 

instigating lawsuits, typically groundless ones.  2. An unlawful breach of duty on 

the part of a ship’s master or crew resulting in injury to the ship’s owner: “Gross 

misconduct of the officers is... barratry” (Tom Clancy).  3. Sale or purchase of posi-

tions in church or state.  [Middle English barratrie, the sale of church offices, 

from Old French baraterie, deception, malversation, from barater, to cheat. See 

BARRATOR.] —barùra·trous (-trNs) adj.  —barùra·trous·ly adv. 

Barr body (bär bmdùK) n.  Genetics. The condensed, inactive, single X chromo-

some found in the nuclei of somatic cells of most female mammals. Its presence 

is the basis of sex determination tests that are performed, for example, on ath-



letes.  Also called sex chromatin [After Murray L. Barr (born 1908), Canadian 

anatomist.]

barred (bärd) adj.  Marked with bars or stripes:  barred prison cells; barred plum-

age on a bird. 

barred owl (bärd oul) n.  A large North American owl (Strix varia) having 

barred, brownish plumage across the breast, a streaked belly, and a strident, hoot-

ing cry. 

Bar·rei·ro (bä-r7ùrt)  A city of western Portugal, an industrial suburb of Lis-

bon on the estuary of the Tagus River. Population, 50,863. 

bar·rel (b4rùNl) n.  1. A large, cylindrical container, usually made of staves bound 

together with hoops, with a flat top and bottom of equal diameter.  2. The quan-

tity that a barrel with a given or standard capacity will hold.  3.  Abbr. bar., bbl, 
bbl., bl. Any of various units of volume or capacity. In the U.S. Customary Sys-

tem it varies, as a liquid measure, from 31 to 42 gallons (120 to 159 liters) as 

established by law or usage.  See Table at measurement.  4. The cylindrical part 

or hollow shaft of any of various mechanisms, as: a. The metal, cylindrical part 

of a firearm through which the bullet travels.  b. A cylinder that contains a mov-

able piston.  c. The drum of a capstan.  d. The cylinder within the mechanism of 

a timepiece that contains the mainspring.   5. Informal. A large quantity:  a barrel 

of fun.  6. Slang. An act or an instance of moving rapidly, often recklessly, in a 

motor vehicle.   —  adj.  Likened to a barrel, as in shape:  a barrel chest; barrel hips.   
—  v.  bar·reled or bar·relled, bar·rel·ing or bar·rel·ling, bar·rels or 

bar·rels.  —  v.  tr. To put or pack in a barrel.   —  v.  intr. Slang. To move at a 

high speed.   —idioms. on the barrel (or on the barrelhead). Granting, giv-

ing, or requesting no credit:  paid cash on the barrel for the car.  over a barrel. In 

a very awkward position from which extrication is difficult:  During the negotia-

tions the opposing faction had us over a barrel.  [Middle English barel, from Old 

French baril.]

barrel cactus (b4rùNl k4kùtNs) n.  Any of several cacti, especially in the genera 

Ferocactus and Echinocactus, having unbranched, globular to columnar, ribbed 

spiny stems. 

barrel chair (b4rùNl châr) n.  A large upholstered chair having a high, rounded 

back resembling a half barrel. 

bar·rel·ful (b4rùNl-ftlÙ) n.  pl. bar·rel·fuls. The amount that a barrel can hold. 

bar·rel·head (b4rùNl-hHdÙ) n.  The flat top of a barrel. 

bar·rel·house (b4rùNl-housÙ) n.  1. A disreputable old-time saloon or bawdy-

house.  2. Music. An early style of jazz characterized by free group improvisation 

and an accented two-beat rhythm. 

barrel organ (b4rùNl ôrùgNn) n.  Music. A mechanical instrument on which a 

tune is played by the action of a revolving cylinder fitted with pegs or pins that 

open pipe valves supplied by a bellows. 



barrel roll (b4rùNl rol) n.  A flight maneuver in which an airplane makes a com-

plete rotation on its longitudinal axis while approximately maintaining its origi-

nal direction. 

bar·ren (b4rùNn) adj.  1. a. Not producing offspring.  b. Incapable of producing 

offspring.  See Synonyms at sterile.   2. Lacking vegetation, especially useful veg-

etation.  3. Unproductive of results or gains; unprofitable:  barren efforts.  See 

Synonyms at futile.  4. Devoid of something specified:  writing barren of insight.  

See Synonyms at empty.  5. Lacking in liveliness or interest.   —  n.  A tract of 

unproductive land, often with a scrubby growth of trees. Often used in the plural.  

[Middle English barreine, from Old French brahaigne, perhaps of Germanic ori-

gin.] —barùren·ly adv.  —barùren·ness n. 

Bar·ren Grounds (b4rùNn groundz)  A treeless, sparsely inhabited region of 

northern Canada northwest of Hudson Bay and east of the Mackenzie River 

basin. 

barren strawberry (b4rùNn strôùbHrÙK) n.  A low-growing, eastern North 

American perennial herb (Waldsteinia fragarioides) having strawberrylike leaves, 

yellow flowers, and small, dry, inedible fruit. 

Bar·rès (bä-rHsù), Auguste Maurice. 1862-1923.  French writer and politician 

whose written works trace his metamorphosis from egocentric to nationalist. 

bar·rette (bN-rHtù) n.  A small clasp used by women and girls for holding the 

hair in place.  [French, diminutive of barre, bar, from Old French. See BAR
1.]

bar·ri·cade (b4rùV-k7dÙ, b4rÙV-k7dù) n.  1. A structure set up across a route of 

access to obstruct the passage of an enemy.  2. Something that serves as an obsta-

cle; a barrier.  See Synonyms at bulwark.   —  v.  tr. bar·ri·cad·ed, 
bar·ri·cad·ing, bar·ri·cades. 1. To close off or block with a barricade.  2. To 

keep in or out by means of a barricade.  [French, from barrique, barrel, from Old 

Provençal barrica, from Vulgar Latin *barrXca. See EMBARGO.] —barùri·cadÙer n. 

Bar·rie (b4rùK)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, on Lake Simcoe north-

northwest of Toronto. It is a manufacturing center and summer resort. Popula-

tion, 38,423. 

Bar·rie (b4rùK), Sir J(ames) M(atthew). 1860-1937.  British writer whose 

whimsical and fantastic works include the play Peter Pan (1904). 

bar·ri·er (b4rùK-Nr) n.  1. A structure, such as a fence, built to bar passage.  

2. Something immaterial that obstructs or impedes:  Intolerance is a barrier to 

understanding.  See Synonyms at obstacle.  3. Ecology. A physical or biological 

factor that limits the migration, interbreeding, or free movement of individuals 

or populations.  4. A boundary or limit.  5. Something that separates or holds 

apart.  6. A movable gate that keeps racehorses in line before the start of a race.  

7. The palisades or fences enclosing the lists of a medieval tournament. Often 

used in the plural.  8. Geology. An ice barrier.  [Middle English barrer, from Old 

French barriere, from Vulgar Latin *barr7ria, from *barra, bar.]



barrier reef (b4rùK-Nr rKf) n.  A long, narrow ridge of coral or rock parallel to 

and relatively near a coastline, separated from the coastline by a lagoon too deep 

for coral growth. 

bar·ring (bärùVng) prep.  Apart from the occurrence of; excepting:  Barring 

strong headwinds, the plane will arrive on schedule. 

Bar·ring·ton (b4rùVng-tNn)  A town of eastern Rhode Island southeast of Provi-

dence. It was part of Massachusetts until 1746. Population, 15,849. 

bar·ri·o (bäùrK-oÙ, b4rù-) n.  pl. bar·ri·os. 1. An urban district or quarter in a 

Spanish-speaking country.  2. A chiefly Spanish-speaking community or neigh-

borhood in a U.S. city.  [Spanish, from Arabic barrX, of an open area, from barr, 

open area.]

bar·ris·ter (b4rùV-stNr) n.  Chiefly British. A lawyer admitted to plead at the bar 

in the superior courts.  See Synonyms at lawyer.  [Probably blend of BAR
1, and 

obsolete legister, legist; see LEGIST.]

Bar·ron (b4rùNn), Clarence Walker. 1855-1928.  American financial editor 

who purchased Dow Jones & Company (1901), thereby acquiring the Wall Street 

Journal, and founded Barron’s Financial Weekly (1921). 

bar·room (bärùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room or building in which alcoholic bev-

erages are sold at a bar. 

Bar·ros (bärùtshÙ), João de. 1496-1570.  Portuguese historian whose major 

work, Decades (1552-1615), is a history of the Portuguese in the East Indies. 

bar·row1 (b4rùo) n.  1. A flat, rectangular tray or cart with handles at each end.  

2. A wheelbarrow.  [Middle English barowe, from Old English bearwe. See bher-1 

in Appendix.]

bar·row2 (b4rùo) n.  A large mound of earth or stones placed over a burial site.  

[Middle English bergh, from Old English beorg, hill. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

bar·row3 (b4rùo) n.  A pig that has been castrated before reaching sexual matu-

rity.  [Middle English barow, from Old English bearg.]

Bar·row (b4rùo), Isaac. 1630-1677.  English theologian, scholar, and mathema-

tician who wrote about trigonometry, optics, and papal supremacy. 

Barrow, Point.  The northernmost point of Alaska, in the northwest on the 

Arctic Ocean. The nearby city of Barrow has research and government facilities. 

Population, 2,207. 

Bar·row-in-Fur·ness (b4rÙo-Vn-fûrùnVs)  A borough of northwest England on 

a peninsula in an inlet of the Irish Sea northwest of Manchester. It is a shipbuild-

ing center. Population, 72,800. 

Bar·ry (b4rùK), John. 1745-1803.  Irish-born American Revolutionary naval 

officer who commanded the Lexington in the capture (1776) of the Edward, the 

first British ship taken during the war. 



Bar·ry (b4rùK), Leonora Marie Kearney. Known as “Mother Lake.” 1849-

1930.  Irish-born American labor leader who campaigned for better factory wages 

and working conditions for women and children. 

Bar·ry (b4rùK), Philip. 1896-1949.  American playwright whose works, mostly 

comedies about the wealthy, include The Philadelphia Story (1939). 

Bar·ry·more (b4rùV-môrÙ, -morÙ)  Family of American actors, including Lionel 
(1878-1954), who won an Oscar in 1931 for Free Soul; his sister Ethel (1879-

1959), who appeared mainly on stage but also won an Academy Award in 1944 for 

None but the Lonely Heart; and their brother John (1882-1942), known as “the 

Great Profile,” who appeared on stage as Hamlet and Richard III and in many 

motion pictures, including Dinner at Eight (1933). 

bar sinister (bär sVnùV-stNr) n.  1. Heraldry. A bend or baton sinister held to sig-

nify bastardy.  2. A hint or proof of illegitimate birth. 

bar·stool (bärùstulÙ) n.  A usually high stool with a cushioned seat, used 

chiefly as seating for patrons at a bar. 

Bar·stow (bärùsto)  A city of southeast California northeast of Los Angeles. It 

was founded in the 1880’s as a silver-mining town. Population, 21,472. 

Bart. abbr.  Baronet. 

bar·tend·er (bärùtHnÙdNr) n.  One who mixes and serves alcoholic drinks at a 

bar.  Also called barkeeper 

bar·ter (bärùtNr) v.  bar·tered, bar·ter·ing, bar·ters.  —  v.  intr. To trade 

goods or services without the exchange of money.   —  v.  tr. To trade (goods or 

services) without the exchange of money.   —  n.  1. The act or practice of barter-

ing.  2. Something bartered.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or being something based 

on bartering:  a barter economy.  [Middle English barteren, probably from Old 

French barater. See BARRATOR.] —barùter·er n. 

Barth (bärth), John Simmons. Born 1930.  American writer whose novels, 

including The Sot-Weed Factor (1960, revised 1967), often examine the relation-

ship between language and reality. 

Barth (bärt, bärth), Karl. 1886-1968.  Swiss Protestant theologian who advo-

cated a return to the principles of the Reformation and the teachings of the Bible. 

His published works include Church Dogmatics (1932).   —Barthùi·an adj. 

Bar·thel·me (bärùthNl-mKÙ), Donald. 1931-1989.  American writer whose 

sometimes surrealistic stories of modern American life have been published in 

collections such as Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts (1968). 

Barthes (bärt), Roland. 1915-1980.  French critic who applied semiology, the 

study of signs and symbols, to literary and social criticism. 

Bar·thol·di (bär-thmlùdK, -tôl-dKù), Frédéric Auguste. 1834-1904.  French 

sculptor best known for his monumental figure of Liberty Enlightening the World, 

the Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor, presented to the United States by 

France and dedicated in 1886. 



Bar·tho·lin’s gland (bärùtl-Vnz gl4nd, -thN-lVnz) n.  Anatomy. Either of two 

small compound racemose glands located on either side of the vaginal orifice that 

secrete a lubricating mucus and are homologous to the bulbourethral glands in 

the male.  [After Caspar Bartholin (1585-1629), Danish physician.]

Bar·thol·o·mew (bär-thmlùN-myuÙ), Saint Sometimes called Na·than·ael (nN-

th4nùyNl)  One of the 12 Apostles. According to tradition, he visited India and 

Ethiopia and was martyred in Armenia. 

bar·ti·zan also bar·ti·san (bärùtV-zNn, bärÙtV-z4nù) n.  A small, overhanging tur-

ret on a wall or tower.  [Alteration of bratticing, timberwork, from BRATTICE.] 
—barùti·zaned adj. 

Bar·tles·ville (bärùtlz-vVlÙ)  A city of northeast Oklahoma north of Tulsa. It is a 

trade center in a ranching and oil-producing region. Population, 34,256. 

Bart·lett1 (bärtùlVt)  A town of southwest Tennessee, a suburb of Memphis. Pop-

ulation, 17,170. 

Bart·lett2 (bärtùlVt) n.  A widely grown variety of pear with yellowish skin and 

soft, juicy white flesh, eaten fresh or often canned.  [After Enoch Bartlett (1779-

1860).]

Bart·lett (bärtùlVt), John. 1820-1905.  American publisher and editor who com-

piled Familiar Quotations (1855) and a Shakespearean concordance (1894). 

Bart·lett (bärtùlVt), John Russell. 1805-1886.  American historian and anti-

quarian who compiled the Dictionary of Americanisms (1848) and served (1850-

1853) on the commission that established the boundary between Mexico and the 

United States. 

Bart·lett (bärtùlVt), Robert Abram. Known as “Captain Bob.” 1875-1946.  

American explorer who accompanied Robert E. Peary’s expedition to the North 

Pole (1909) and led numerous other Arctic voyages. 

Bar·tók (bärùtmkÙ, -tôkÙ), Béla. 1881-1945.  Hungarian pianist and composer 

whose works, including the music for the opera Duke Bluebeard’s Castle (1911) 

and Concerto for Orchestra (1943), combine Eastern European folk music with 

dissonant harmonies.   —Bar·tókùi·an adj. 

Bar·to·lom·me·o (bär-tmlÙN-m7ùo, -tôÙlô-), Fra. Originally Bartolommeo di 

Pagolo del Fattorino. 1475?-1517.  Italian painter of the Florentine school whose 

works include The Vision of Saint Bernard (1500-1507) and Madonna della Miser-

icordia (1515). 

Bar·ton (bärùtn), Clara. Full name Clarissa Harlowe Barton. 1821-1912.  Amer-

ican administrator who did battlefield relief work during the Civil War and orga-

nized the American Red Cross (1881). 

Bar·ton (bärùtn), Sir Derek Harold Richard. Born 1918.  British chemist. He 

shared a 1969 Nobel Prize for the study of organic molecules. 

Bar·tram (bärùtrNm), John. 1699-1777.  American botanist who established the 

first botanical garden in the colonies (1728) and corresponded with European 



botanists, thus introducing many American species to Europe. His son William 
Bartram (1739-1823) was also a botanist. 

Bar·uch (bârùNk, bN-ruk) n.  Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Ba·ruch (bN-rukù), Bernard Mannes. 1870-1965.  American stock broker, 

public official, and political adviser for every President from Woodrow Wilson to 

John F. Kennedy. 

bar·ware (bärùwârÙ) n.  The glassware and other items used in preparing alco-

holic drinks. 

bar·y·cen·ter (b4rùV-sHnÙtNr) n.  See center of mass.  [Greek barus, heavy; see 

gwerN-1 in Appendix + CENTER.]

bar·y·on (b4rùK-mnÙ) n.  Any of a family of subatomic particles, including the 

nucleon and hyperon multiplets, that participate in strong interactions, are com-

posed of three quarks, and are generally more massive than mesons.  Also called 

heavy particle [Greek barus, heavy; see gwerN-1 in Appendix + -ON
1.] 

—barÙy·onùic adj. 

baryon number (b4rùK-mnÙ nƒmùbNr) n.  A quantum number equal to the 

difference between the number of baryons and the number of antibaryons in a 

system of subatomic particles. It remains the same throughout any reaction. 

Ba·rysh·ni·kov (bN-rVshùnV-kôfÙ), Mikhail Nikolayavich. Born 1948.  Rus-

sian-born ballet dancer and choreographer who after performing with the Kirov 

Ballet in St. Petersburg defected to the United States (1974), where he has danced 

for the American Ballet Theater, appeared in independent productions, and cho-

reographed many works. 

bar·y·sphere (b4rùV-sfîr) n.  See centrosphere (n., sense 2).  [Greek barus, 

heavy; see gwerN-1 in Appendix + SPHERE.]

ba·ry·ta (bN-rXùtN) n.  Any of several barium compounds, such as barium sulfate.  

[New Latin, from Greek barutKs, weight, from barus, heavy. See gwerN-1 in 

Appendix.]

ba·ry·tes (bN-rXùtKz) n.  Variant of barite. 
bar·y·tone (b4rùV-tonÙ) n.  Music. Variant of baritone. 
Bar·zun (bärùzƒn), Jacques Martin. Born 1907.  French-born American edu-

cator, author, and historian whose works include Darwin, Marx, Wagner (1941), 

The American University (1968), and The Use and Abuse of Art (1974). 

B.A.S. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Agricultural Science.  2. Bachelor of Applied Science. 

bas·al (b7ùsNl, -zNl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, located at, or forming a base.  

b. Botany. Located at or near the base of a plant stem, or at the base of any other 

plant part:  basal placentation.   2. Of primary importance; basic.   —basùal·ly 
adv. 

basal body (b7ùsNl bmdùK) n.  A cellular organelle associated with the formation 

of cilia and flagella and similar to the centriole in structure.  Also called basal 

granule, kinetosome. 



basal cell (b7ùsNl sHl) n.  Biology. A type of cell found in the deepest layer of the 

epithelium. 

basal ganglion (b7ùsNl g4ngùglK-Nn) n.  Anatomy. Any of several masses of 

gray matter embedded in the cerebral hemispheres that are involved in the regula-

tion of voluntary movement. 

basal granule (b7ùsNl gr4nùyul) n.  See basal body. 
basal metabolic rate (b7ùsNl mHtÙN-bmlùVk r7t) n.  Abbr. BMR Physiology. 

The rate at which energy is used by an organism at complete rest, measured in 

human beings by the heat given off per unit time, and expressed as the calories 

released per kilogram of body weight or per square meter of body surface per 

hour. 

basal metabolism (b7ùsNl mV-t4bùN-lVzÙNm) n.  Abbr. BM Physiology. The 

minimum amount of energy required to maintain vital functions in an organism 

at complete rest, measured by the basal metabolic rate in a fasting individual who 

is awake and resting in a comfortably warm environment. 

ba·salt (bN-sôltù, b7ùsôltÙ) n.  1. A hard, dense, dark volcanic rock composed 

chiefly of plagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine, and often having a glassy appear-

ance.  2. A kind of hard unglazed pottery.  [Latin basaltKs, alteration of basanXtKs, 

touchstone, from Greek basanitKs (lithos), from basanos, of Egyptian origin.] 
—ba·salùtic (-sôlùtVk) adj. 

B.A.Sc. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Agricultural Science.  2. Bachelor of Applied Sci-

ence. 

bas·cule (b4sùkyul) n.  A device or structure, such as a drawbridge, counterbal-

anced so that when one end is lowered the other is raised.  [French, seesaw  : bas, 

low (from Medieval Latin bassus) + cul, bottom (from Latin c7lus, rump); see 

(s)keu- in Appendix.]

base1 (b7s) n.  Abbr. b., B. 1. a. The lowest or bottom part:  the base of a cliff; the 

base of a lamp.  b. Biology. The part of an animal or plant organ nearest its point 

of attachment.   2. a. A supporting part or layer; a foundation:  a skyscraper built 

on a base of solid rock.  b. A basic or underlying element; infrastructure:  the 

nation’s industrial base.   3. The fundamental principle or underlying concept of a 

system or theory; a basis.  4. A fundamental ingredient; a chief constituent:  a 

paint with an oil base.  5. The fact, observation, or premise from which a reason-

ing process is begun.  6. a. Games. A starting point, safety area, or goal.  

b. Baseball. Any one of the four corners of an infield, marked by a bag or plate, 

that must be touched by a runner before a run can be scored.   7. A center of 

organization, supply, or activity; a headquarters.  8. a. A fortified center of oper-

ations.  b. A supply center for a large force of military personnel.   9. Architecture. 

The lowest part of a structure, such as a wall, considered as a separate unit:  the 

base of a column.  10. Heraldry. The lower part of a shield.  11. Linguistics. A 

morpheme or morphemes regarded as a form to which affixes or other bases may 



be added.  12. Mathematics. a. The side or face of a geometric figure to which an 

altitude is or is thought to be drawn.  b. The number that is raised to various 

powers to generate the principal counting units of a number system.  c. The 

number raised to the logarithm of a designated number in order to produce that 

designated number.   13. A line used as a reference for measurement or computa-

tions.  14. Chemistry. a. Any of a large class of compounds, including the hydrox-

ides and oxides of metals, having a bitter taste, a slippery solution, the ability to 

turn litmus blue, and the ability to react with acids to form salts.  b. A molecular 

or ionic substance capable of combining with a proton to form a new substance.  

c. A substance that provides a pair of electrons for a covalent bond with an acid.   

15. Electronics. a. The region in a transistor between the emitter and the collec-

tor.  b. The electrode attached to this region.   16. One of the purines (adenine 

and guanine) or pyrimidines (cystosine, thymine, and uracil) that occurs attached 

to the sugar component of DNA or RNA.   —  adj.  1. Forming or serving as a 

base:  a base layer of soil.  2. Situated at or near the base or bottom:  a base camp 

for the mountain climbers.   —  v.  tr. based, bas·ing, bas·es. 1. To form or 

provide a base for:  based the new company in Portland.  2. To find a basis for; 

establish:  based her conclusions on the report; a film based on a best-selling novel.  

3. To assign to a base; station:  troops based in the Middle East.   —idiom. off 
base. Badly mistaken.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin basis, 

from Greek. See gw7- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: base, basis, foundation, ground, groundwork. These nouns all per-

tain to what underlies and supports. Base is applied chiefly to material objects:

amazed by the size of the monument’s base. Basis is used in a nonphysical sense:

“The basis of a democratic state is liberty” (Aristotle). Foundation applies physically

(the foundation of a house) and figuratively (a statement without foundation in

fact). It often stresses firmness of support for something of relative magnitude:

“Our flagrant disregard for the law attacks the foundation of this society” (Peter D.

Relic). Ground may denote an actual working surface, as in art (a white design on

a blue ground); more often it is used figuratively in the sense of a justifiable rea-

son: grounds for divorce. Groundwork is most often applied figuratively, in the

sense of a necessary preliminary: laid the groundwork for future negotiations.

base2 (b7s) adj.  bas·er, bas·est. 1. a. Having or showing a contemptible, 

mean-spirited, or selfish lack of human decency.  See Synonyms at mean2.  
b. Devoid of high values or ethics:  a base, degrading way of life.  c. Inferior in 

value or quality.   2. Containing inferior substances:  a base metal.  3. Archaic. Of 

low birth, rank, or position.  4. Obsolete. Short in stature.   —  n.  Obsolete. A bass 

singer or voice.  [Middle English bas, low, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

bassus.] —baseùly adv. 



base·ball (b7sùbôlÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A game played with a bat and ball by two 

opposing teams of nine players, each team playing alternately in the field and at 

bat, the players at bat having to run a course of four bases laid out in a diamond 

pattern in order to score.  b. The ball that is used in this game.   2. Games. A game 

of darts in which the players attempt to score points by throwing the darts at a 

target laid out in the form of a baseball diamond.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  a baseball hat; baseball gloves. 

base·board (b7sùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A molding that conceals the joint between 

an interior wall and a floor.  Also called mopboard 

base·born (b7sùbôrnÙ) adj.  1. Ignoble; contemptible.  2. a. Born of unwed 

parents; illegitimate.  b. Of humble birth.  

base·burn·er (b7sùbûrÙnNr) n.  A coal stove with a hopper that automatically 

replenishes itself from above as lower layers of fuel are consumed. 

base community (b7s kN-myuùnV-tK) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A lay 

group, especially in South America, practicing nonliturgical religious devotions 

and striving for socioeconomic improvement in the community. 

Base Exchange (b7s Vks-ch7njù)  Abbr. BX A service mark used for general 

merchandise store services for government employees on a naval or air force base. 

This service mark, often lowercased, sometimes occurs in print with the meaning 

“a general merchandise store on a military base”: “The products are distributed at 

Army and Air Force base exchanges” (Washington Post). 

base hit (b7s hVt) n.  Baseball. A hit by which the batter reaches base safely with-

out incurring an error, a fielder’s choice, or a force play. 

base house (b7s hous) n.  Slang. A crack house.  [(FREE)BASE + HOUSE.]

BASE jump (b7s jƒmp) n.  Sports. A parachute jump from extremely high 

structures and earth formations, typically involving heights under 305 meters 

(1,000 feet).  [B(UILDING) + a(ntenna tower) + S(PAN)1 + E(ARTH) + JUMP.]

BASE-jump (b7sùjƒmpÙ) v.  intr. BASE-·jumped, BASE-·jump·ing, BASE-
·jumps. Sports. To engage in the sport of parachuting off extremely high struc-

tures and earth formations.   —BASE jumper n. 

Ba·sel (bäùzNl) also Basle (bäl)  A city of northern Switzerland on the Rhine 

River. It is one of the oldest intellectual centers in Europe. Population, 176,200. 

base·less (b7sùlVs) adj.  Having no basis or foundation in fact; unfounded.  

SYNONYMS: baseless, groundless, idle, unfounded, unwarranted. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “being without a basis or foundation in

fact”: a baseless accusation; groundless rumors; idle gossip; unfounded suspicions;

unwarranted jealousy.

base level (b7s lHvùNl) n.  The lowest level to which a land surface can be 

reduced by the action of running water. 



base line (b7s lXn) n.  1. A line serving as a basis, as for measurement, calcula-

tion, or location.  2. Baseball. An area within which a base runner must stay when 

running between bases.  3. Sports. The boundary line at either end of a court, as 

in badminton or tennis. 

base·man (b7sùmNn) n.  Baseball. A player assigned to first, second, or third 

base. 

base·ment (b7sùmNnt) n.  1. The substructure or foundation of a building.  

2. The lowest habitable story of a building, usually below ground level.  3. New 

England. A public toilet, especially one in a school.  [Perhaps obsolete Dutch, 

foundation, possibly from Italian basamento, base of a column, from basare, to 

found, from base, bottom, from Latin basis. See BASIS.]

basement membrane (b7sùmNnt mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  A thin, delicate layer of 

connective tissue underlying the epithelium of many organs.  Also called base-

ment lamina 

base·ness (b7sùnVs) n.  The quality or state of being contemptible, mean-spir-

ited, or selfish. 

ba·sen·ji (bN-sHnùjK) n.  A dog of a breed originally from Africa, having a short, 

smooth, reddish-brown coat and characterized by the absence of a bark.  [Of 

Bantu origin; akin to Tshiluba basenji, inhabitants of the hinterland  : ba-, pl. 

pref. + -senji.]

base on balls (b7s mn bôlz) n.  Baseball. An advance to first base that is 

awarded to a batter who takes four pitches that are balls. 

base pair (b7s pâr) n.  The pair of nitrogenous bases, consisting of a purine 

linked by hydrogen bonds to a pyrimidine, that connects the complementary 

strands of a DNA molecule or of a double-stranded RNA molecule. The base 

pairs are adenine-thymine and guanine-cytosine in DNA, and adenine-uracil and 

guanine-cytosine in RNA. 

base pay (b7s p7) n.  An amount or a rate of compensation for a specified posi-

tion of employment or activity excluding any other payments or allowances. 

base runner (b7s rƒnùNr) n.  Baseball. A member of the team at bat who has 

safely reached or is trying to reach a base. 

ba·ses (b7ùsKzÙ) n.  Plural of basis. 
bash (b4sh) v.  bashed, bash·ing, bash·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike with a heavy, 

crushing blow.  2. Informal. To criticize (another) harshly, accusatorially, and 

threateningly: “He bashed the... government unmercifully over the... spy affair” 

(Lally Weymouth).   —  v.  intr. Informal. To engage in harsh, accusatory, threat-

ening criticism.   —  n.  1. Informal. A heavy, crushing blow.  2. Slang. A celebra-

tion; a party.  [Origin unknown.] —bashùer n. 

Ba·shan (b7ùshNn)  An ancient region of Palestine northeast of the Sea of Gali-

lee. 



ba·shaw (bN-shôù) n.  A pasha.  [Arabic b7≥7, from Turkish paza, from Persian 

p7dsh7h. See PADISHAH.]

bash·ful (b4shùfNl) adj.  1. Shy, self-conscious, and awkward in the presence of 

others.  See Synonyms at shy1.  2. Characterized by, showing, or resulting from 

shyness, self-consciousness, or awkwardness.  [From Middle English basshe, from 

basshed, past participle of basshen, to be discomfited, probably variant of 

abaishen. See ABASH.] —bashùful·ly adv.  —bashùful·ness n. 

Bash·kir·i·a (bäsh-kîrùK-N)  A region of southwest Russia in the southern Ural 

Mountains. It came under Russian control in the 16th century. 

Ba·sho (bäùsho, bä-shôù), Matsuo. 1644-1694.  Japanese poet known for his 

composition of haiku infused with the spirit of Zen Buddhism. 

basi-  or baso- pref.  1. Base; lower part:  basipetal.  2. Chemical base; chemically 

basic:  basophil.  [From Latin basis, base. See BASIS.]

ba·sic (b7ùsVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or forming a base; fundamental: “Basic 

changes in public opinion often occur because of shifts in concerns and priorities” 

(Atlantic).  2. Of, being, or serving as a starting point or basis:  a basic course in 

Russian; a set of basic woodworking tools.  3. Chemistry. a. Producing, resulting 

from, or relating to a base.  b. Containing a base, especially in excess of acid.  

c. Containing oxide or hydroxide anions. Used of a salt.   4. Geology. Containing 

little silica, as igneous rocks.   —  n.  1. An essential, fundamental element or 

entity:  the basics of math.  2. Basic training.   —baùsi·cal·ly adv.  —ba·sicùi·ty 
(-sVsùV-tK) n. 

BA·SIC  or Ba·sic (b7ùsVk) n.  Computer Science. A simplified user-level program-

ming language often employed with remote or time-sharing computer centers.  

[b(eginner’s) a(ll-purpose) s(ymbolic) i(nstruction) c(ode).]

ba·si·chro·mat·ic (b7ÙsV-kro-m4tùVk) adj.  Easily stained with basic dye. 

basic process (b7ùsVk prmsùHsÙ) n.  A method of steel production that uses a 

furnace lined with a basic refractory material. 

basic training (b7ùsVk tr7ùnVng) n.  The initial period of training of a recruit in 

the armed forces. 

ba·sid·i·a (bN-sVdùK-N) n.  Plural of basidium. 
ba·sid·i·o·carp (bN-sVdùK-N-kärpÙ) n.  A basidium-bearing structure found in 

such basidiomycetous fungi as mushrooms and puffballs.  [BASIDI(UM) + -CARP.]

ba·sid·i·o·my·cete (bN-sVdÙK-o-mXùsKtÙ, -mX-sKtù) n.  Any of various members 

of a large group of fungi bearing sexually produced spores on a basidium. The 

group includes puffballs, shelf fungi, rusts, smuts, and mushrooms.  [BASIDI(UM) 

+ -MYCETE.] —ba·sidÙi·o·my·ceùtous (-mX-sKùtNs) adj. 

ba·sid·i·o·spore (bN-sVdùK-N-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  A sexually produced fungal 

spore borne on a basidium.   —ba·sidÙi·o·spoùrous adj. 

ba·sid·i·um (bN-sVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. ba·sid·i·a (-K-N). A small, specialized club-

shaped structure typically bearing four basidiospores at the tips of minute projec-



tions. The basidium is unique to basidiomycetes and distinguishes them from 

other kinds of fungi.  [BAS(I)- + -idium, diminutive suff. (from Greek -idion).] 
—ba·sidùi·al adj. 

Ba·sie (b7ùsK), William. Known as “Count Basie.” 1904-1984.  American musi-

cian. A pianist, band leader, and composer, he was a major force in jazz music and 

was especially famous for his Big Band sound. 

ba·si·fixed (b7ùsN-fVkstÙ) adj.  Botany. Attached by the base, as certain anthers 

are to their filaments. 

ba·si·fy (b7ùsN-fXÙ) v.  tr. ba·si·fied, ba·si·fy·ing, ba·si·fies. Chemistry. 1. To 

convert into a base.  2. To make alkaline.   —baÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—baùsi·fiÙer n. 

bas·il (b4zùNl, b7ùzNl) n.  1. An Old World aromatic annual herb (Ocimum basili-

cum) in the mint family, cultivated for its leaves, which are a popular seasoning.  

Also called sweet basil 2. Any of various plants in the genus Ocimum, native to 

warm regions, having aromatic foliage and terminal clusters of small, usually 

white flowers.  [Middle English, from Old French basile, from Medieval Latin 

basilicum, from Greek basilikon, from neuter of basilikos, royal. See BASILICA.]

Bas·il (b4zùNl, b4sù-, b7ùzNl, -sNl), Saint Known as “the Great.” A.D. 330?-379?.  

Greek Christian leader who was bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia after A.D. 370 

and a vigorous opponent of Arianism. 

Ba·si·lan Islands (bä-sKùlänÙ XùlNndz)  A group of islands in the southern Phil-

ippines separated from southwest Mindanao by the narrow Basilan Strait. 
Basilan Island is the largest island in the group. 

bas·i·lar (b4sùN-lNr) also bas·i·lar·y (-lHrÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or located at or 

near the base, especially the base of the skull:  the basilar artery.  [New Latin 

basil7ris, from Latin basis, base. See BASIS.]

basilar membrane (b4sùN-lNr mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  Anatomy. A membranous por-

tion of the cochlea in the mammalian inner ear that supports the organ of Corti. 

Bas·il·don (b4zùNl-dNn, b7ùzNl-)  An urban district of southeast England east-

northeast of London. It has varied light industries. Population, 153,200. 

ba·sil·i·ca (bN-sVlùV-kN) n.  1. a. A public building of ancient Rome having a cen-

tral nave with an apse at one or both ends and two side aisles formed by rows of 

columns, which was used as a courtroom or assembly hall.  b. A Christian church 

building of a similar design, having a nave with a semicircular apse, two or four 

side aisles, a narthex, and a clerestory.   2. Roman Catholic Church. A church that 

has been accorded certain privileges by the pope.  [Latin, from Greek basilikK, 

from feminine of basilikos, royal, from basileus, king.] —ba·silùi·can (-kNn) adj. 

Ba·si·li·ca·ta (bN-zVlÙV-käùtN, bä-zKÙlK-käùtä)  A region of southern Italy border-

ing on the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Gulf of Taranta. It forms the instep of the Ital-

ian “boot.” 



bas·i·lisk (b4sùN-lVskÙ, b4zù-) n.  1. A legendary serpent or dragon with lethal 

breath and glance.  2. Any of various tropical American lizards of the genus 

Basiliscus, characterized by a crest on the head, back, and tail and the ability to 

run on the hind legs.  [Middle English, from Old French basilisc, from Latin 

basiliscus, from Greek basiliskos, diminutive of basileus, king.]

ba·sin (b7ùsVn) n.  1. a. An open, shallow, usually round container used espe-

cially for holding liquids.  b. The amount that such a vessel can hold.   2. A wash-

bowl; a sink.  3. a. An artificially enclosed area of a river or harbor designed so 

that the water level remains unaffected by tidal changes.  b. A small enclosed or 

partly enclosed body of water.   4. A region drained by a single river system:  the 

Amazon basin.  5. Geology. a. A broad tract of land in which the rock strata are 

tilted toward a common center.  b. A large, bowl-shaped depression in the surface 

of the land or ocean floor.   [Middle English, from Old French bacin, from Vulgar 

Latin *baccXnum, from *baccus, container, of Celtic origin.] —baùsin·al adj. 

bas·i·net (b4sÙN-nHtù, b4sùN-nVt) n.  A small, light, rounded steel helmet, termi-

nating in a point and often closed in front with a visor.  [Middle English, from 

Old French bacinet, diminutive of bacin, basin. See BASIN.]

Ba·sing·stoke (b7ùzVng-stokÙ)  A municipal borough of south-central England 

on the North Downs west-southwest of London. Mentioned as a royal manor in 

the Domesday Book, it was long a market center for silk and woolen textiles. Pop-

ulation, 67,300. 

ba·sip·e·tal (b7-sVpùV-tl, -zVpù-) adj.  Botany. Of or relating to the development 

or maturation of tissues or organs or the movement of substances, such as hor-

mones, from the apex downward toward the base.   —ba·sipùe·tal·ly adv. 

ba·sis (b7ùsVs) n.  pl. ba·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. A foundation upon which something 

rests.  2. The chief constituent; the fundamental ingredient.  3. The fundamental 

principle.  See Synonyms at base1.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek. 

See gw7- in Appendix.]

basis point (b7ùsVs point) n.  One one-hundredth of a percent, used in measur-

ing yield differences among bonds. 

bask (b4sk) v.  intr. basked, bask·ing, basks. 1. To expose oneself to pleasant 

warmth.  2. To take great pleasure or satisfaction:  She basked in her teacher’s 

praise.  [Middle English basken.]

Bas·ker·ville (b4sùkNr-vVlÙ), John. 1706-1775.  British printer and typographer. 

He produced a notable edition of Virgil in 1757 and designed the typeface that 

bears his name. 

bas·ket (b4sùkVt) n.  1.  Abbr. bsk. a. A container made of interwoven material, 

such as rushes or twigs.  b. The amount that a basket can hold.   2. An item 

resembling such a container in shape or function.  3. A usually open gondola sus-

pended from a hot-air balloon.  4. Basketball. a. Either of the two elevated goals, 

each consisting of a metal hoop from which an open-bottomed circular net is 



suspended.  b. The score, normally worth two points, made by throwing the ball 

through this goal.   5. Sports. A circular structure at the base of a ski pole, used to 

prevent the pole from sinking too deeply into the snow.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar Latin *baskauta, of Celtic origin.] —basùket·fulÙ 
n. 

bas·ket·ball (b4sùkVt-bôlÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A game played between two teams of 

five players each, the object being to throw the ball through an elevated basket on 

the opponent’s side of the rectangular court.  2. The ball that is used in this game. 

basket case (b4sùkVt k7s) n.  Informal. 1. One that is in a completely hopeless 

or useless condition: “He immediately becomes a psychological basket case, embit-

tered to the point of craziness” (New York). “After World War I, when the Hapsburg 

empire was split up, little Austria seemed a basket case” (Paul A. Samuelson).  2. A 

person, especially a soldier, who has had all four limbs amputated. 

basket fish (b4sùkVt fVsh) n.  See basket star. 
basket hilt (b4sùkVt hVlt) n.  A sword hilt with a basket-shaped guard serving to 

cover and protect the hand. 

Bas·ket Maker (b4sùkVt m7ùkNr) n.  1. Any of several early periods of Anasazi 

culture preceding the Pueblo periods and characterized by the use of wicker bas-

ketry, dry farming, and coiled pottery.  2. A member of the Anasazi people who 

produced this culture. 

bas·ket-of-gold (b4sùkVt-Nv-goldù) n.  A shrubby perennial European herb 

(Aurinia saxatilis) widely grown for its grayish foliage and profusion of small, 

golden-yellow flowers. 

bas·ket·ry (b4sùkV-trK) n.  1. The craft or process of making baskets.  2. Baskets 

considered as a group. 

basket star (b4sùkVt stär) n.  Any of various marine organisms of the class 

Ophiuroidea, related to the starfishes and having slender, branching, interlaced 

arms.  Also called basket fish 

basket weave (b4sùkVt wKv) n.  A textile weave consisting of double threads 

interlaced to produce a checkered pattern similar to that of a woven basket. 

Bas·kin (b4sùkVn), Leonard. Born 1922.  American sculptor, graphic artist, and 

teacher known especially for his powerfully expressive woodcuts. 

bask·ing shark (b4sùkVng shärk) n.  A very large shark (Cetorhinus maximus) 

that measures up to about 12 meters (40 feet) in length, feeds on plankton, and 

often floats near the surface of water. 

Basle (bäl)  See Basel. 
bas mitz·vah  or bas miz·vah (bäs mVtsùvN) n.  & v.   Variants of bat mitz-
vah. 

baso- pref.  Variant of basi-. 
ba·so·phil (b7ùsN-fVl, -zN-) n.  A cell, especially a white blood cell, having gran-

ules that stain readily with basic dyes. 



ba·so·phil·i·a (b7ÙsN-fVlùK-N, -zN-) n.  1. The affinity of cellular structures for 

basic dyes, such as methylene blue.  2. An increase in the number of basophils in 

the circulating blood.  3. An abnormal stippling of red blood cells with basic 

staining granules. 

ba·so·phil·ic (b7ÙsN-fVlùVk, -zN-) also ba·soph·i·lous (bN-smfùN-lNs) adj.  Relat-

ing to tissue components that stain readily with basic dyes. 

Ba·sov (bäùsôfÙ, -sNf), Nikolai Gennadievich. Born 1922.  Russian physicist. 

He shared a 1964 Nobel Prize for developing the maser and laser principle of pro-

ducing high-intensity radiation. 

basque (b4sk) n.  A woman’s close-fitting bodice.  [French, skirt of a garment, 

alteration (perhaps influenced by Basque, Basque); see BASQUE, of Old French 

baste, from Italian basta, tuck, possibly of Germanic origin.]

Basque (b4sk) n.  1. A member of a people of unknown origin inhabiting the 

western Pyrenees and the Bay of Biscay in France and Spain.  2. The language of 

the Basques, of no known linguistic affiliation.  [French, probably from Latin 

Vasco, perhaps from Basque Euskadi.] —Basque adj. 

Basque Provinces (b4sk prmvùVn-sVz)  A region comprising three provinces of 

northern Spain on the Bay of Biscay. It borders on France in the northeast along 

the western Pyrenees. 

Bas·ra (bäsùrN, bƒsù-)  A city of southeast Iraq on the Shatt al Arab near the Per-

sian Gulf. It is the only port in the country. Population, 616,700. 

bas-re·lief (bäÙrV-lKfù) n.  See low relief.  [French, from Italian bassorilievo : 

basso, low (from Medieval Latin bassus) + rilievo, relief (from rilevare, to raise, 

from Latin relev7re); see RELIEVE.]

bass1 (b4s) n.  pl. bass or bass·es. 1. Any of several North American freshwater 

fishes of the family Centrarchidae, related to but larger than the sunfishes.  

2. Any of various marine fishes of the family Serranidae, such as the sea bass and 

the striped bass.  [Middle English *bars, perch, from Old English bærs.]

bass2 (b7s) n.  Music. 1. A low-pitched sound or tone.  2. The tones in the lowest 

register of an instrument.  3. The lowest part in vocal or instrumental part music.  

4. a. A male singing voice of the lowest range.  b. A singer who has such a voice.   

5. An instrument, especially a double bass, that produces tones in a low register.   
—  adj.  1. Having a deep tone.  2. Low in pitch.  [Middle English bas, lowest 

musical part, from bas, low. See BASE
2.]

Bass (b4s), Sam. 1851-1878.  American outlaw in Nebraska and Texas during 

1877 and 1878. He was killed by Texas Rangers during an attempted bank rob-

bery. 

Bas·sa·no (bN-säùno), Jacopo. 1510-1592.  Italian painter of the Venetian 

school. One of the earliest genre painters in Italy, he depicted rustic life in both 

secular and religious scenes. 



bass clef (b7s klHf) n.  Music. A symbol indicating that the fourth line from the 

bottom of a staff represents the pitch of F below middle C.  Also called F clef 

bass drum (b7s drƒm) n.  Music. A large drum having a cylindrical body and 

two heads and producing a low, resonant sound. 

Basse·terre (b4s-târù, bäs-)  The capital of St. Christopher-Nevis, on St. Chris-

topher Island in the Leeward Islands of the West Indies. Population, 14,725. 

Basse-Terre (b4s-târù, bäs-)  The capital of the French overseas department of 

Guadeloupe, on the southern end of Basse-Terre Island in the Leeward Islands 

of the West Indies. Population, 13,656. 

basset hound (b4sùVt hound) n.  A short-haired hunting dog of a breed origi-

nating in France and having a long body, short legs, and long, drooping ears.  

[French, short, basset hound, diminutive of basse feminine adjective of bas, low. 

See BASE
2.]

bass fiddle (b7s fVdùl) n.  Music. See double bass. 
bas·si (bäùsK) n.  Music. A plural of basso. 
bas·si·net (b4sÙN-nHtù, b4sùN-nHtÙ) n.  An oblong basketlike bed for an infant.  

[French, small basin, diminutive of bassin, basin, from Old French, bacin. See 

BASIN.]

bas·si pro·fun·di (bäÙsK prN-ftnùdK) n.  Music. A plural of basso pro-
fundo. 

bass·ist (b7ùsVst) n.  Music. One who plays a bass instrument, especially a double 

bass. 

bas·so (b4sùo, bäùso) n.  pl. bas·sos or bas·si (bäùsK). Abbr. b., B. Music. A bass 

singer, especially an operatic bass.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin bassus, low.]

bas·soon (bN-sunù, b4-) n.  Music. A low-pitched woodwind instrument with a 

double reed, having a long wooden body attached to a U-shaped lateral tube that 

leads to the mouthpiece. The range of this instrument is typically two octaves 

lower than that of the oboe.  [French basson, from Italian bassone, augmentative 

of basso, bass. See BASSO.] —bas·soonùist n. 

bas·so pro·fun·do (b4sÙo prN-fƒnùdo, bäÙso prN-ftnùdo) n.  pl. basso 
pro·fun·dos or bas·si pro·fun·di (bäÙsK prN-ftnùdK). Music. 1. A deep bass 

singing voice.  2. A singer who has such a voice.  [Italian  : basso, bass + profondo, 

deep.]

bas·so-re·lie·vo (b4sÙo-rV-lKùvo) n.  pl. bas·so-re·lie·vos. See low relief.  
[Italian bassorilievo. See BAS-RELIEF.]

Bass Strait (b4s str7t)  A channel between Tasmania and southeast Australia 

connecting the Indian Ocean with the Tasman Sea. Its discovery in 1798 by the 

British explorer George Bass (died c. 1812) proved that Tasmania was not part of 

the Australian continent. 

bass viol (b7s vXùNl) n.  Music. 1.  See double bass.  2.  See viola da gamba. 



bass·wood (b4sùwtdÙ) n.  1.  See linden.  2. The soft, light-colored wood of 

any species of linden. It is used in making crates and boxes, in carving, and in 

millwork.  [bass, linden bark (alteration of BAST) + WOOD
1.]

bast (b4st) n.  Botany. Bast fiber.  [Middle English, from Old English bæst.]

bas·tard (b4sùtNrd) n.  1. An illegitimate child.  2. Something that is of irregu-

lar, inferior, or dubious origin.  3. Vulgar Slang. A person, especially one who is 

held to be mean or disagreeable.   —  adj.  1. Born of unwed parents; illegitimate.  

2. Not genuine; spurious:  a bastard style of architecture.  3. Resembling a known 

kind or species but not truly such.  [Middle English, from Old French, probably 

of Germanic origin; akin to Old Frisian bost, marriage.] —basùtard·ly adj. 

bas·tard·ize (b4sùtNr-dXzÙ) v.  tr. bas·tard·ized, bas·tard·iz·ing, 
bas·tard·iz·es. To lower in quality or character; debase.   —basÙtard·i·zaùtion 
(-tNr-dV-z7ùshNn) n. 

bastard toadflax (b4sùtNrd todùfl4ksÙ) n.  Any of various hemiparasitic 

plants of the genus Comandra, having clusters of small, whitish or greenish flow-

ers. 

bastard wing (b4sùtNrd wVng) n.  See alula. 
bas·tard·y (b4sùtNr-dK) n.  1. The condition of being of illegitimate birth; ille-

gitimacy.  2. The begetting of a bastard. 

baste1 (b7st) v.  tr. bast·ed, bast·ing, bastes. To sew loosely with large run-

ning stitches so as to hold together temporarily.  [Middle English basten, from 

Old French bastir, of Germanic origin.] —bastùer n. 

baste2 (b7st) v.  tr. bast·ed, bast·ing, bastes. To moisten (meat, for example) 

periodically with a liquid, such as melted butter or a sauce, especially while cook-

ing.  [Middle English basten.] —bastùer n. 

baste3 (b7st) v.  tr. bast·ed, bast·ing, bastes. 1. To beat vigorously; thrash.  

See Synonyms at beat.  2. To lambaste.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin; akin 

to Old Norse beysta. See bhau- in Appendix.]

bast fiber (b4st fXùbNr) n.  Botany. Any of various durable fibers obtained from 

the phloem or from tissues outside the phloem. These fibers include flax, hemp, 

jute, and ramie and are used for textiles and cordage. 

Bas·ti·a (b4sùtK-N, bä-stKùN)  A city of northeast Corsica, France, on the Tyrrhe-

nian Sea. It is a commercial and tourist center. Population, 44,020. 

bas·tille (b4-stKlù) n.  A prison; a jail.  [French, from Old French, fortress, alter-

ation of bastide, from Old Provençal bastida, from bastir, to build, of Germanic 

origin.]

Bas·tille Day (b4-stKlù d7) n.  July 14, observed in France in commemoration 

of the storming of the Paris Bastille in 1789, a citizens’ victory at the outset of the 

French Revolution. 

bas·ti·na·do (b4sÙtN-n7ùdo, -näù-) also bas·ti·nade (-n7dù, -nädù) n.  pl. 

bas·ti·na·does also bas·ti·nades. 1. A beating with a stick or cudgel, especially 



on the soles of the feet.  2. A stick or cudgel.   —  v.  tr. bas·ti·na·doed also 

bas·ti·nad·ed, bas·ti·na·do·ing also bas·ti·nad·ing, bas·ti·na·does also 

bas·ti·nades. To subject to a beating; thrash.  [Alteration of Spanish bastonada, 

from baston, stick, from Vulgar Latin *basto, ·baston-.]

bas·tion (b4sùchNn, -tK-Nn) n.  1. A projecting part of a fortification.  2. A well-

fortified position.  3. One that is considered similar to a defensive stronghold:  

You are a bastion of strength.  See Synonyms at bulwark.  [French, from Old 

French bastillon, from bastille, fortress. See BASTILLE.] —basùtioned adj. 

bast·naes·ite (b4stùnN-sXtÙ) n.  A yellowish to reddish-brown mineral, 

(Ce,La)CO3(F,OH), that is a source of rare-earth elements, including gadoloin-

ium, samarium, and neodymium.  [After Bastnäs, a mine in south-central Swe-

den.]

Bas·togne (b4-stonù, b4-stônùyN)  A town of southeast Belgium near the Lux-

embourg border. It was a crucial point in the U.S. defensive line during the World 

War II Battle of the Bulge (December 1944-January 1945). Population, 11,386. 

Bas·trop (b4sùtrNp)  A city of northeast Louisiana north-northeast of Monroe. It 

is an industrial center adjacent to a natural-gas field discovered in 1916. Popula-

tion, 15,527. 

Ba·su·to·land (bN-suùto-l4ndÙ)  See Lesotho. 
bat1 (b4t) n.  1. A stout wooden stick; a cudgel.  2. A blow, such as one delivered 

with a stick.  3. Baseball. A rounded, often wooden club, wider and heavier at the 

hitting end and tapering at the handle, used to strike the ball.  4. Sports. a. A club 

used in cricket, having a broad, flat-surfaced hitting end and a distinct, narrow 

handle.  b. The racket used in various games, such as table tennis or racquets.    
—  v.  bat·ted, bat·ting, bats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit with or as if with a bat.  

2. Baseball. a. To cause (a run) to be scored while at bat:  batted in the winning 

run with a double.  b. To have (a certain percentage) as a batting average.   

3. Informal. To produce in a hurried or an informal manner:  bat out a speech; bat 

out dance music.  4. Informal. To discuss or consider at length:  bat an idea around.   
—  v.  intr. 1. Baseball. a. To use a bat.  b. To have a turn at bat.   2. Slang. To 

wander about aimlessly.   —idioms. at bat. Sports. Taking one’s turn to bat, as 

in baseball or cricket.  go to bat for. To give assistance to; defend.  off the bat. 
Without hesitation; immediately:  They responded right off the bat.  [Middle 

English, perhaps partly of Celtic origin, and partly from Old French batte, 

pounding implement, flail (from batre, to beat); see BATTER
1.]

bat2 (b4t) n.  Any of various nocturnal flying mammals of the order Chiroptera, 

having membranous wings that extend from the forelimbs to the hind limbs or 

tail and anatomical adaptations for echolocation, by which they navigate and 

hunt prey.   —idiom. have bats in (one’s) belfry. To behave in an eccentric, 

bizarre manner.  [Alteration of Middle English bakke, of Scandinavian origin.]



bat3 (b4t) v.  tr. bat·ted, bat·ting, bats. To wink or flutter:  bat one’s eyelashes.  

[Probably a variant of BATE
2.]

bat4 (b4t) n.  Slang. A binge; a spree.  [Probably from batter, spree.]

bat. abbr.  Battalion. 

B.A.T. abbr.  Bachelor of Arts in Teaching. 

Ba·taan (bN-t4nù, -tänù)  A peninsula of western Luzon, Philippines, between 

Manila Bay and the South China Sea. After an extended siege U.S. and Philippine 

World War II troops surrendered to the Japanese in April 1942. U.S. forces recap-

tured the peninsula in February 1945. 

Ba·tan Islands (bN-tänù XùlNndz)  The northernmost island group of the Phil-

ippines, separated from southern Taiwan by a narrow channel. 

Ba·ta·vi·a (bN-t7ùvK-N)  1. A city of western New York west-southwest of Roch-

ester. It is an industrial center in a farming region. Population, 16,310.  2.  See 

Jakarta. 
bat·boy (b4tùboiÙ) n.  Baseball. A boy who is employed by a baseball team to 

look after its equipment, especially the bats. 

batch1 (b4ch) n.  1. An amount produced at one baking:  a batch of cookies.  

2. The quantity produced as the result of one operation:  mixed a batch of cement.  

3. The quantity needed for one operation:  a batch of dough.  4. A group of per-

sons or things:  a batch of tourists; a whole new batch of problems.  5. Computer 

Science. A set of data or jobs to be processed in a single program run.   —  v.  tr. 

batched, batch·ing, batch·es. To assemble or process as a batch.  [Middle 

English bache, probably from Old English *bæcce, from bacan, to bake.]

batch2 (b4ch) v.  Informal. Variant of bach. 
bate1 (b7t) v.  tr. bat·ed, bat·ing, bates. 1. To lessen the force or intensity of; 

moderate: “To his dying day he bated his breath a little when he told the story” 

(George Eliot).  See Usage Note at bait2.  2. To take away; subtract.  [Middle 

English baten, short for abaten. See ABATE.]

bate2 also bait (b7t) v.  intr. bat·ed also bait·ed, bat·ing also bait·ing, bates 

also baits. To flap the wings wildly or frantically. Used of a falcon.  [Middle 

English baten, from Old French batre, to beat. See BATTER
1.]

ba·teau (b4-toù) n.  pl. ba·teaux (-tozù). Nautical. 1. A long, light, flat-bot-

tomed boat with a sharply pointed bow and stern, used especially in Canada and 

the northeast United States.  2. A small, light, flat-bottomed rowboat used chiefly 

in Louisiana.  [Canadian, and Louisiana French  from French, boat, from Old 

French batel, from Old English b7t. See bheid- in Appendix.]

bateau bridge (b4-toù brVj) n.  See pontoon bridge. 
Bates (b7ts), Herbert Ernest. 1905-1974.  British writer who served with the 

Royal Air Force during World War II and under the pen name Flying Officer X 

wrote many short stories based on his experiences. 



Bates (b7ts), Katherine Lee. 1859-1929.  American educator and writer best 

known for her poem “America the Beautiful,” written in 1893 and revised in 1904 

and 1911. 

Bates·i·an mimicry (b7tùsK-Nn mVmùV-krK) n.  A form of protective mimicry 

in which an unprotected species, especially of an insect, closely resembles an 

unpalatable or harmful species and therefore is similarly avoided by predators.  

[After Henry W. Bates (1825-1892), British naturalist.]

Bate·son (b7tùsNn), William. 1861-1926.  British biologist who was one of the 

founders of the science of genetics. He experimentally proved Gregor Mendel’s 

theories on heredity and published the first English translation of Mendel’s work 

in 1900. 

bat·fish (b4tùfVshÙ) n.  pl. batfish or bat·fish·es. Any of various marine 

anglerfishes of the family Ogcocephalidae, having a retractable appendage above 

the mouth. 

bat·fowl (b4tùfoulÙ) v.  intr. bat·fowled, bat·fowl·ing, bat·fowls. To catch 

roosting birds at night by blinding them with a light and then hitting or netting 

them. 

bat·girl (b4tùgûrlÙ) n.  Baseball. A girl who is employed by a baseball team to 

look after its equipment, especially the bats. 

bath1 (b4th, bäth) n.  pl. baths (b4thz, bäthz, b4ths, bäths). 1. a. The act of 

soaking or cleansing the body, as in water or steam.  b. The water used for cleans-

ing the body.   2. a. A bathtub.  b. A bathroom.   3. A building equipped for 

bathing.  4.  Often baths. A resort providing therapeutic baths; a spa.  5. A liq-

uid or a liquid and its container in which something is dipped or soaked in order 

to process it:  an acid bath; a bath of dye.  [Middle English, from Old English 

bæth.]

bath2 (b4th) n.  An ancient Hebrew unit of liquid measure, equal to about 38 

liters (10 U.S. gallons).  [Hebrew.]

Bath (b4th, bäth)  A city of southwest England southeast of Bristol. Famous for 

its Georgian architecture and its hot mineral springs, tapped by the Romans in 

the first century A.D., it is a popular resort. Population, 84,100. 

Bath chair (b4th châr, bäth) n.  A hooded wheelchair used especially for inva-

lids, typically at a spa.  [AfterBath.]

bathe (b7th) v.  bathed, bath·ing, bathes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take a bath.  

2. To go into the water for swimming or other recreation.  3. To become 

immersed in or as if in liquid.   —  v.  tr. 1. To immerse in liquid; wet.  2. To wash 

in a liquid.  3. To apply a liquid to for healing or soothing purposes:  bathed the 

wound with iodine.  4. To seem to wash or pour over; suffuse:  a room that was 

bathed in sunlight.  [Middle English bathen, from Old English bathian.] 
—bathùer n. 



ba·thet·ic (bN-thHtùVk) adj.  Characterized by bathos.  See Synonyms at senti-
mental.  [Probably a blend of BATHOS, and PATHETIC.]

bath·house (b4thùhousÙ, bäthù-) n.  1. A building with facilities for bathing.  

2. A building with dressing rooms for swimmers. 

Bath·i·nette (b4thÙN-nHtù, bäÙthN)  A trademark used for portable bathing 

devices for infants. 

bath·ing cap (b7ùthVng k4p) n.  A snug elastic cap worn in the water especially 

to keep the hair dry. 

bathing suit (b7ùthVng sut) n.  See swimsuit. 
bath·mat (b4thùm4tÙ, bäthù-) n.  A mat used in front of a bathtub or shower, as 

to absorb water or prevent slipping. 

batho- pref.  Variant of bathy-. 
bath·o·lith (b4thùN-lVthÙ) n.  A large mass of igneous rock that has melted and 

intruded surrounding strata at great depths.   —bathÙo·lithùic adj. 

ba·thom·e·ter (bN-thmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure the depth of 

water. 

bath·o·pho·bi·a (b4thÙN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of depths. 

ba·thos (b7ùthmsÙ, -thôsÙ) n.  1. a. An abrupt, unintended transition in style 

from the exalted to the commonplace, producing a ludicrous effect.  b. An anti-

climax.   2. a. Insincere or grossly sentimental pathos: “a richly textured man 

who... can be... sentimental to the brink of bathos” (Kenneth L. Woodward).  

b. Banality; triteness.   [Greek, depth, from bathus, deep.]

bath·robe (b4thùrobÙ, bäthù-) n.  A loose-fitting robe worn before and after 

bathing and for lounging. 

bath·room (b4thùrumÙ, -rtmÙ, bäthù-) n.  A room equipped with facilities 

for taking a bath or shower and usually also containing a sink and toilet. 

bath salts (b4th sôlts, bäth) pl.n.  A perfumed crystalline substance for soften-

ing bathwater. 

Bath·she·ba (b4th-shKùbN, b4thùshN-)  In the Old Testament, the wife of Uriah 

and later of David. Her second son by David was Solomon. 

bath·tub (b4thùtƒbÙ, bäthù-) n.  A tub for bathing, especially one installed in a 

bathroom. 

Bath·urst (b4thùNrst)  1. A city of northern New Brunswick, Canada, on 

Chaleur Bay north-northeast of Fredericton. It is a popular beach resort. Popula-

tion, 15,705.  2.  See Banjul. 
Bathurst Island (b4thùNrst XùlNnd)  An island of northern Northwest Territo-

ries, Canada, in the Parry Islands northwest of Baffin Island. 

bath water (b4th wôùtNr, bäth) n.  The water used for a bath. 

bathy-  or batho- pref.  1. Deep; depth:  batholith.  2. Deep-sea:  bathysphere.  

[From Greek bathus, deep,, and from Greek bathos, depth (from bathus).]



ba·thym·e·try (bN-thVmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of the depth of large bodies of 

water.   —bathÙy·metùric (b4thÙN-mHtùrVk), bathÙy·metùri·cal adj.  

—bathÙy·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

bath·y·pe·lag·ic (b4thÙN-pN-l4jùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or living in the depths 

of the ocean, especially between about 600 and 3,000 meters (2,000 and 10,000 

feet). 

bath·y·scaph (b4thùV-sk4fÙ) also bath·y·scaphe (-sk4fÙ, -sk7fÙ) n.  A free-

diving, self-contained deep-sea research vessel consisting essentially of a large flo-

tation hull with a crewed observation capsule fixed to its underside, capable of 

reaching depths of 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) or more.  [BATHY- + Greek skaphos, 

boat.]

bath·y·sphere (b4thùV-sfîrÙ) n.  A reinforced spherical deep-diving chamber in 

which persons are lowered by a cable to study the oceans. The bathysphere, lim-

ited to depths of about 900 meters (3,000 feet), has been supplanted by the safer 

and more navigable bathyscaph. 

ba·tik (bN-tKkù, b4tùVk) n.  1. a. A method of dyeing a fabric by which the parts 

of the fabric not intended to be dyed are covered with removable wax.  b. A 

design that is created by this method.   2. Fabric dyed by this method.  [Malay 

batek, of Javanese origin, from Proto-Austronesian *beCík, tattoo (from the fact 

that the original process of piercing the waxed cloth prior to soaking was similar 

to tattooing).]

Ba·tis·ta y Zal·dí·var (bN-tKsùtN K zäl-dKùvärÙ, bä-tKùstä), Fulgencio. 1901-

1973.  Cuban dictator (1933-1940) and president (1940-1944 and 1954-1958). 

His corrupt authoritarian regime was overthrown on New Year’s Day, 1959, by a 

revolutionary movement led by Fidel Castro. 

ba·tiste (bN-tKstù, b4-) n.  A fine, plain-woven fabric made from various fibers 

and used especially for clothing.  [French, from Old French, perhaps after Bap-

tiste of Cambrai, 13th-century textile maker.]

bat·man (b4tùmNn) n.  A British military officer’s orderly.  [Obsolete bat (from 

French bât, from Old French bast, from Late Latin bastum) + MAN.]

bat mitz·vah  or bat miz·vah (bät mVtsùvN)  or bas mitz·vah  or bas 
miz·vah (bäs) n.  1. In Conservative and Reform Judaism, a Jewish girl of 12 to 

14 years of age, considered an adult and responsible for her moral and religious 

duties.  2. The ceremony that initiates and recognizes a girl as having achieved 

this status.   —  v.  tr. bat mitz·vahed, bat mitz·vah·ing, bat mitz·vahs. To 

confirm in the ceremony of bat mitzvah.  [Hebrew bat mi}wâ : bat, daughter + 

mi}wâ, commandment.]

ba·ton (bN-tmnù, b4-, b4tùn) n.  1. Music. A slender wooden stick or rod used by 

a conductor to direct an orchestra or band.  2. A hollow metal rod with a heavy 

rubber tip or tips that is wielded and twirled by a drum major or drum majorette.  

3. A short staff carried by certain public officials as a symbol of office.  4. Sports. 



The hollow cylinder that is carried by each member of a relay team and passed to 

the next runner.  5. A club or truncheon.  6. Heraldry. A shortened narrow bend, 

often signifying bastardy.  [French bâton, from Old French baston, stick, from 

Vulgar Latin *basto, ·baston-.]

Bat·on Rouge (b4tÙn ruzhù)  The capital of Louisiana, in the southeast-cen-

tral part of the state on a bluff above the Mississippi River. It has notable antebel-

lum houses. Population, 219,531. 

bat·o·pho·bi·a (b4tÙN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of being near an object of 

great height, such as a skyscraper or mountain.  [Greek batos, passable (from 

bainein, to go); see gw7- in Appendix + -PHOBIA.]

ba·tra·chi·an (bN-tr7ùkK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to vertebrate amphibians with-

out tails, such as frogs and toads.   —  n.  A vertebrate amphibian.  [From Greek 

batrakhos, frog.]

ba·tra·cho·tox·in (bN-tr4kÙN-tmkùsVn, b4tÙrN-ko-) n.  A steroid alkaloid derived 

from skin secretions of the Phyllobates and Dendrobates genera of South Ameri-

can arrow-poison frogs. It is one of the most potent venoms known.  [Greek 

batrakhos, frog + TOXIN.]

bats (b4ts) adj.  Slang. Crazy; insane.  [From bats in the belfry.]

bats·man (b4tsùmNn) n.  Sports. The player at bat in cricket and baseball. 

Bat·swa·na (bmt-swäùnN) n.  pl. Batswana or Bat·swa·nas. See Tswana (n., 

sense 1). 

batt (b4t) n.  Pieces of fabric used for stuffing; batting.  [Variant of BAT
1, cotton 

or wool fiber wadded into rolls or sheets.]

bat·tal·ion (bN-t4lùyNn) n.  1.  Abbr. bat., batt., bn., Bn. a. An army unit typ-

ically consisting of a headquarters and two or more companies, batteries, or simi-

lar subunits.  b. A large body of organized troops.   2. A great number:  battalions 

of ants.  [French bataillon, from Old French, from Italian battaglione, augmenta-

tive of battaglia, from Vulgar Latin *battalia. See BATTLE.]

Bat·ta·ni (bN-täùnK), al-. 858?-929.  Arab astronomer and mathematician. Con-

sidered the greatest astronomer of his time, he proved the possibility of annular 

eclipses and introduced an organized table of sines. 

bat·ten1 (b4tùn) v.  intr. bat·tened, bat·ten·ing, bat·tens. 1. To become fat.  

2. To thrive and prosper, especially at another’s expense:  slumlords who batten on 

the poor.  [Ultimately from Old Norse batna, to improve. See bhad- in Appen-

dix.]

bat·ten2 (b4tùn) n.  1. Nautical. a. One of several flexible strips of wood placed 

in pockets at the outer edge of a sail to keep it flat.  b. A narrow strip of wood 

used to fasten down the edges of the material that covers hatches in foul weather.   

2. Chiefly British. A narrow strip of wood used especially for flooring.   —  v.  tr. 

bat·tened, bat·ten·ing, bat·tens. Nautical. To furnish, fasten, or secure with 

battens:  batten down the hatches.  [Middle English batent, from Old French 



bataunt, wooden strip, clapper, from present participle of batre, to beat. See 

BATTER
1.]

Bat·ten (b4tùn), Jean. 1909-1982.  New Zealand aviator who was the first 

woman to fly a solo round trip between England and Australia (1935). 

Bat·ten·berg (b4tùn-bûrgÙ)  Title of a family of German counts until 1314. 

The title was revived in 1851, first for counts and later for princes, but was 

renounced in 1917 by the English branch of the family in favor of the surname 

Mountbatten. 

bat·ter1 (b4tùNr) v.  bat·tered, bat·ter·ing, bat·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit 

heavily and repeatedly with violent blows.  2. To damage, as by heavy wear.   —  v.  

intr. To pound repeatedly with heavy blows.   —  n.  Printing. A damaged area on 

the face of type or on a plate.  [Middle English bateren, from Old French batre, 

from Late Latin battere, from Latin battuere.]

SYNONYMS: batter, maim, mangle, maul, mutilate. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to damage, injure, or disfigure by beating, abuse, or hard use”:

a house battered by a hurricane; a wrist maimed in an accident; a mangled corpse;

a tent mauled by a hungry bear; mutilated the painting with a razor blade. See also

Synonyms at beat

bat·ter2 (b4tùNr) n.  Sports. The player at bat in baseball and cricket. 

bat·ter3 (b4tùNr) n.  A liquid or semiliquid mixture, as of flour, milk, and eggs, 

used in cooking.  [Middle English bater, probably from Old French bateure, a 

beating, from batre, to beat. See BATTER
1.]

bat·ter4 (b4tùNr) n.  A slope, as of the outer face of a wall, that recedes from bot-

tom to top.   —  v.  tr. bat·tered, bat·ter·ing, bat·ters. To construct so as to 

create an upwardly receding slope.  [Origin unknown.]

bat·ter·cake (b4tùNr-k7kÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. 1.  See pancake.  2.  See 

johnnycake. See Regional note at johnnycake. 
bat·tered child (b4tùNrd chXld) n.  A child upon whom multiple, continuing, 

often serious nonaccidental injuries have been inflicted usually by parents, guard-

ians, or other caregivers. 

battered child syndrome (b4tùNrd chXld sVnùdromÙ) n.  A combination of 

continuing, often serious physical injuries, such as bruises, scratches, hematomas, 

burns, or malnutrition, inflicted on a child through gross abuse usually by par-

ents, guardians, or other caregivers. 

battered woman syndrome (b4tùNrd wtmùNn sVnùdromÙ) n.  A pattern 

of signs and symptoms commonly appearing in women who are physically and 

mentally abused over an extended period by a husband or other dominant male 

figure. Characteristics of this syndrome are helplessness, constant fear, and a per-

ceived inability to escape. 



bat·ter·ing parent syndrome (b4tùNr-Vng pârùNnt sVnùdromÙ) n.  A group 

of signs and symptoms characterizing a psychological disorder in a child’s parent 

or other caregiver, resulting in a tendency or disposition to abuse the child. Ele-

ments contributory to this syndrome include a history of abuse upon the parent 

or other caregiver during childhood, unreasonable behavioral expectations of 

young children, and stress. 

battering ram (b4tùNr-Vng r4m) n.  1. A very heavy metal bar used by fire-

fighters and law enforcement officers to break down walls and doors.  2. A heavy 

beam used in ancient warfare to batter down the walls and gates of a place under 

siege. 

bat·ter·y (b4tùN-rK) n.  pl. bat·ter·ies. 1. a. The act of beating or pounding.  

b. Law. The unlawful and unwanted touching or striking of one person by 

another, with the intention of bringing about a harmful or offensive contact.   

2. a. An emplacement for one or more pieces of artillery.  b. A set of guns or 

other heavy artillery, on a warship, for example.  c.  Abbr. btry. An army artillery 

unit, corresponding to a company in the infantry.   3. a. An array of similar 

things intended for use together:  took a battery of achievement tests.  b. An 

impressive body or group:  a battery of political supporters.   4. Baseball. The 

pitcher and catcher.  5. Music. The percussion section of an orchestra.  

6. Electricity. a. Two or more connected cells that produce a direct current by 

converting chemical energy to electrical energy.  b. A single cell, such as a dry cell, 

that produces an electric current.   [Middle English batri, forged metal ware, from 

Old French baterie, a beating, from batre, to batter. See BATTER
1.]

Bat·ter·y (b4tùN-rK) also Battery Park  A park at the southern tip of Manhattan 

Island at the upper end of New York Bay in southeast New York. It is the site of 

early Dutch and English fortifications and of Castle Clinton, built in 1808 for the 

defense of the harbor. 

bat·ting (b4tùVng) n.  1. The act of one who bats.  2. Cotton, wool, or synthetic 

fiber wadded into rolls or sheets, used for stuffing furniture and mattresses and 

for lining quilts.  [Sense 2, from the beating of raw cotton to clean it.]

batting average (b4tùVng 4vùNr-Vj) n.  Baseball. A measure of a batter’s perfor-

mance obtained by dividing the total of base hits by the number of times at bat. 

bat·tle (b4tùl) n.  1. a. An encounter between opposing forces:  an important 

battle in the Pacific campaign.  b. Armed fighting; combat:  wounded in battle.   

2. A match between two combatants:  trial by battle.  3. a. A protracted contro-

versy or struggle:  won the battle of the budget.  b. An intense competition:  a battle 

of wits.    —  v.  bat·tled, bat·tling, bat·tles.  —  v.  intr. To engage in or as if in 

battle.   —  v.  tr. To fight against:  battled the enemy; battled cancer.  [Middle 

English batel, from Old French bataille, from Vulgar Latin *batt7lia, from Late 

Latin battu7lia, fighting and fencing exercises, from Latin battuere, to beat.] 
—batùtler n. 



Bat·tle (b4tùl)  A town of southeast England, site of the Battle of Hastings 

(1066). William the Conqueror built Battle Abbey to commemorate his victory 

here. Population, 4,987. 

bat·tle-ax  or bat·tle-axe (b4tùl-4ksÙ) n.  1. A heavy broad-headed ax formerly 

used as a weapon.  2. Informal. A woman held to be antagonistic or overbearing. 

Battle Creek (b4tùl krKk)  A city of southern Michigan east of Kalamazoo. 

Breakfast cereals and other food products are important to its economy. Popula-

tion, 53,540. 

battle cruiser (b4tùl kruùzNr) n.  A large warship with lighter armor but 

greater maneuverability than a battleship. 

battle cry (b4tùl krX) n.  1. A rallying cry uttered in combat, especially while 

attacking.  2. A slogan used by the proponents of a cause. 

bat·tle·dore (b4tùl-dôrÙ) n.  Sports. 1. a. An early form of badminton played 

with a flat wooden paddle and a shuttlecock.  b. The paddle used in this game.   

2. A badminton racket.  [Middle English batildore, perhaps blend of betel, bat; see 

BEETLE
3, Old Provençal batedor, bat (from battre, to beat, from Late Latin battere); 

see BATTER
1.]

battle fatigue (b4tùl fN-tKgù) n.  The debilitating psychiatric breakdown 

caused by the stress of combat.  Also called combat fatigue 

bat·tle·field (b4tùl-fKldÙ) n.  1. An area where a battle is fought.  2. A sphere of 

contention.  Also called battleground 

bat·tle·front (b4tùl-frƒntÙ) n.  1. The line or sector in which armed forces 

engage in combat.  2. The area where opponents meet or clash:  a struggle on the 

economic battlefront. 

bat·tle·ground (b4tùl-groundÙ) n.  See battlefield. 
battle group (b4tùl grup) n.  1. A U.S. army unit usually composed of five 

companies.  2. A naval force composed of a variable number of warships, escorts, 

and supply vessels, depending on the nature of the mission: “A carrier battle 

group... consists of an aircraft carrier, 10 escort combatants, and four support ships” 

(Defense & Foreign Affairs Daily). 

bat·tle·ment (b4tùl-mNnt) n.  A parapet built on top of a wall, with indenta-

tions for decoration or defense.  Also called embattlement [Middle English batel-

ment, alteration (influenced by batel, battle); see BATTLE, of Old French 

batillement, tower, turret, from bastille. See BASTILLE.] —batùtle·mentÙed (-

mHnÙtVd) adj. 

battle royal (b4tùl roiùNl) n.  pl. battles royal. 1. An intense altercation.  2. A 

battle involving many combatants.  3. A fight to the finish.  [BATTLE + ROYAL, 

grand in scale.]

bat·tle·ship (b4tùl-shVpÙ) n.  Any one of a class of warships of the largest size, 

carrying the greatest number of weapons and clad with the heaviest armor.  Also 

called battlewagon [Short for line-of-battle ship.]



battleship gray (b4tùl-shVpÙ gr7) n.  Color. A medium shade of gray.   —batÙ-
tle·ship-grayù adj. 

bat·tle·wag·on (b4tùl-w4gÙNn) n.  See battleship. 
bat·ty (b4tùK) adj.  bat·ti·er, bat·ti·est. Slang. Crazy; insane.  [From bats in the 

belfry.] —batùti·ness n. 

Ba·tu·mi (bN-tuùmK) also Ba·tum (-tumù)  A city of southwest Georgia on 

the Black Sea near the Turkish border. On the site of an ancient Greek colony, it is 

an important petroleum refining and shipping center. Population, 132,000. 

Bat Yam (bätÙ yämù)  A city of west-central Israel on the Mediterranean Sea 

near Tel Aviv-Jaffa. It is a resort and an industrial center. Population, 131,200. 

bau·ble (bôùbNl) n.  1. A small, showy ornament of little value; a trinket.  

2. Archaic. A mock scepter carried by a court jester.  [Middle English babel, from 

Old French, plaything.]

Bau·cis (bôùsVs) n.  Greek Mythology. A peasant woman of Phrygia who together 

with her husband Philemon received with great hospitality Zeus and Hermes dis-

guised as men. The gods rewarded the couple by turning them in their old age 

into intertwining linden and oak trees. 

baud (bôd) n.  Computer Science. A unit of speed in data transmission usually 

equal to one bit per second.  [After Jean Maurice Emile Baudot (1845-1903), 

French engineer.]

Baude·laire (bod-lârù), Charles Pierre. 1821-1867.  French writer, translator, 

and critic. His only volume of poetry, Les Fleurs du Mal (1857, expanded 1861), 

was publicly condemned as obscene but exerted an enormous influence over later 

symbolist and modernist poets such as T.S. Eliot. 

Bau·douin I (bo-dw4Nù), 1930-1993.  King of Belgium. Although he exercised 

the prerogative of rule after August 11, 1950, when the Belgian parliament 

accepted Leopold III’s offer to abdicate, he did not formally ascend the throne 

until July 17, 1951. 

Bau·haus (bouùhousÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 20th-century 

school of design, the aesthetic of which was influenced by and derived from tech-

niques and materials employed especially in industrial fabrication and manufac-

ture.  [German, an architecture school founded by Walter Gropius (1883-1969)  : 

Bau, construction, architecture (from Middle High German b7, building, from 

Old High German, from b7an, to dwell, settle); see bheuN- in Appendix + Haus, 

house (from Middle High German h7s, from Old High German).]

bau·hin·i·a (bô-hVnùK-N, bo-Vnù-) n.  Any of various tropical or subtropical 

trees, shrubs, or woody vines of the genus Bauhinia in the pea family, having two-

part or deeply cleft leaves and showy, variously colored flowers.  [New Latin, after 

Jean Bauhin (1541-1612) and Gaspard Bauhin (1560-1624), Swiss botanists.]

baulk (bôk) v.  & n.   Variant of balk. 



Baum (bôm, bäm), Lyman Frank. 1856-1919.  American writer known espe-

cially for The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900) and 13 other Oz stories, including 

Ozma of Oz (1917). 

Baum (boum), Vicki. 1896-1960.  Austrian-born American writer whose best-

known work is Grand Hotel (published in German in 1929 and in English in 

1931), a tale of tangled relationships set in a luxurious European hotel. 

Bau·mé (bo-m7ù), Antoine. 1728-1804.  French pharmacist who invented a 

process for making sal ammonia and in 1768 devised an improved hydrometer 

using the scale that now bears his name. 

Baumé scale (bo-m7ù sk7l) n.  Abbr. B., Bé A hydrometer scale used to mea-

sure the specific gravity of liquids.  [After Antoine BAUMÉ.]

Bau·ru (bou-ruù)  A city of southeast Brazil northwest of São Paulo. It is a rail-

road junction and commercial center. Population, 180,093. 

Baut·zen (boutùsNn)  A city of eastern Germany on the Spree River east-north-

east of Dresden. It was founded in the tenth century. Population, 50,502. 

baux·ite (bôkùsXtÙ) n.  The principal ore of aluminum, composed mainly of 

hydrous aluminum oxides and aluminum hydroxides.  [After Les Baux, a com-

mune of southeast France.] —baux·itùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

Ba·var·i·a (bN-vârùK-N)  A region and former duchy of southern Germany. Con-

quered by the Romans in 15 B.C., the region became one of the five preeminent 

duchies of medieval Germany but was later overrun and ruled by numerous fac-

tions and powers. 

Ba·var·i·an (bN-vârùK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Bavaria.  2. The High 

German dialect of Bavaria and Austria.   —Ba·varùi·an adj. 

Bavarian Alps (bN-vârùK-Nn 4lps)  A range of the Alps between southern 

Bavaria in Germany and the Tyrol in western Austria. It rises to 2,964.9 m (9,721 

ft) at Zugspitze on the southern border of Germany. 

bawd (bôd) n.  1. A woman who keeps a brothel; a madam.  2. A prostitute.  

[Middle English, probably from Old French baud, gay, licentious, from Old Low 

German bald, bold, merry. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

bawd·ry (bôùdrK) n.  Risqué, coarse, or obscene language.  [Middle English 

bawdery, pandering, from bawd, bawd. See BAWD.]

bawd·y (bôùdK) adj.  bawd·i·er, bawd·i·est. 1. Humorously coarse; risqué.  

2. Vulgar; lewd.   —bawdùi·ly adv.  —bawdùi·ness n. 

bawd·y·house (bôùdK-housÙ) n.  A house of prostitution. 

bawl (bôl) v.  bawled, bawl·ing, bawls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To cry or sob loudly; 

wail.  2. To cry out loudly and vehemently; shout.   —  v.  tr. To utter in a loud, 

vehement voice.  See Synonyms at shout.   —  n.  A loud, bellowing cry; a wail.   
—phrasal verb. bawl out. Informal. To reprimand loudly or harshly.  [Middle 

English bawlen, to bark, from Medieval Latin baul7re, to bark (probably of Scan-



dinavian origin,), or from Old Norse baula, to low (of imitative origin).] 
—bawlùer n. 

Bax·ter (b4kùstNr), Richard. 1615-1691.  English noncomformist clergyman 

and writer who served as chaplin for Cromwell’s army (1645-1647) and after the 

Restoration in the service of Charles II (1660-1662). 

bay1 (b7) n.  Abbr. b. 1. A body of water partially enclosed by land but with a 

wide mouth, affording access to the sea:  the Bay of Biscay.  2. An area of land, 

such as an arm of prairie partially enclosed by woodland, that resembles in shape 

or formation a partially enclosed body of water.  3. Often used as an attributive:  

bay flounder; bay scallops.  [Middle English, from Old French baie, perhaps from 

baer, to open out, gape. See BAY
2.]

bay2 (b7) n.  1. Architecture. A part of a building marked off by vertical elements, 

such as columns or pilasters:  an arcade divided into ten bays.  2. Architecture. a. A 

bay window.  b. An opening or recess in a wall.   3. A section or compartment, as 

in a service station, barn, or aircraft, that is set off for a specific purpose:  a cargo 

bay; an engine bay.  4. A sickbay.  [Middle English, from Old French baee, an 

opening, from baer, to gape, from Vulgar Latin *bad7re.]

bay3 (b7) adj.  Color. Reddish-brown:  a bay colt.   —  n.  1. Color. A reddish 

brown.  2. A reddish-brown animal, especially a horse having a black mane and 

tail.  [Middle English, from Old French bai, from Latin badius.]

bay4 (b7) n.  1. A deep, prolonged bark, such as the sound made by hounds.  

2. The position of one cornered by pursuers and forced to turn and fight at close 

quarters:  The hunters brought their quarry to bay.  3. The position of having been 

checked or held at a distance: “He has seen the nuclear threat held at bay for 40 

years” (Earl W. Foell).   —  v.  bayed, bay·ing, bays.  —  v.  intr. To utter a 

deep, prolonged bark.   —  v.  tr. 1. To pursue or challenge with barking: “I had 

rather be a dog, and bay the moon” (Shakespeare).  2. To express by barking or 

howling:  a mob baying its fury.  3. To bring to bay: “too big for the dogs which tried 

to bay it” (William Faulkner).  [Middle English, from abai, cornering a hunted 

animal, from Old French, from abaiier, to bark, perhaps from Vulgar Latin 

*abbai7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Vulgar Latin *bad7re, to gape, yawn. V., from Middle 

English baien, to bark  from abaien, from Old French abaiier.]

bay5 (b7) n.  1.  See laurel (n., sense 1).  2. Any of certain other trees or shrubs 

with aromatic foliage, such as the California laurel.  3. A crown or wreath made 

especially of the leaves and branches of the laurel and given as a sign of honor or 

victory.  4.  Often bays. Honor; renown.  [Middle English, from Old French 

baie, berry, from Latin b7ca.]

ba·ya·dere (bXùN-dîrÙ, -dârÙ) n.  A fabric with contrasting horizontal stripes.  

[French bayadère, from Portuguese bailadeira, dancer, from bailar, to dance, from 

Late Latin ball7re, from Greek ballizein. See gwelN- in Appendix.]



Ba·ya·món (bäÙyä-mônù)  A town of northeast Puerto Rico, a residential and 

industrial suburb of San Juan. Founded in 1772, it is one of the oldest settlements 

on the island. Population, 185,087. 

Ba·yar (bX-ärù), (Mahmud) Celal. 1884-1986.  Turkish political leader. A 

founder of the Turkish Republic, he served as its president from 1950 to 1960, 

when he was ousted by a military coup. 

Bay·ard (b7ùNrd, bXù-, bä-yärù), Seigneur de Originally Pierre Terrail. 1473-1524.  

French military hero known for his fearlessness and chivalry in the Italian cam-

paigns of Charles VII, Louis XII, and Francis I. He was called “le chevalier sans 

peur et sans reproche.” 

Bay·ard (bXùNrd, b7ù-), James Asheton. 1767-1815.  American politician. As a 

U.S. representative from Delaware he played a crucial role in the disputed presi-

dential election of 1800 and secured the choice of Thomas Jefferson over Aaron 

Burr in the House of Representatives. His grandson Thomas Francis Bayard 

(1828-1898) was the first to hold the rank of ambassador to Great Britain (1893-

1897). 

bay·ber·ry (b7ùbHrÙK) n.  1. A deciduous, eastern North American shrub 

(Myrica pensylvanica) having aromatic foliage and small, globose fruits with a 

waxy covering used for making fragrant candles.  2. The fruit of this tree. 

Bay City (b7 sVtùK)  1. A city of eastern Michigan on Saginaw Bay north-north-

west of Detroit. It is a port of entry and industrial center. Population, 38,936.  

2. A city of southeast Texas near the Colorado River and the Gulf of Mexico 

southwest of Houston. There are oil wells and sulfur mines in the area. Popula-

tion, 18,170. 

Ba·yeux (bX-yuù, b7-, bä-yœù)  A town of northwest France near the English 

Channel. The famed Bayeux tapestry, housed in a museum here, depicts incidents 

in the Norman Conquest (1066). Population, 14,721. 

Bay·kal (bX-kôlù, -kmlù), Lake. See Lake Baikal. 
bay laurel (b7 lôrùNl) n.  See laurel (n., sense 1). 

Bayle (b7l, bHl), Pierre. 1647-1706.  French philosopher and critic. Considered 

the progenitor of 18th-century rationalism, he compiled the famous Dictionnaire 

Historique et Critique (1697) and championed the cause of religious tolerance. 

bay leaf (b7 lKf) n.  The dried aromatic leaf of the laurel or bay (Laurus nobilis) 

used as a seasoning in cooking. 

Bay·lor (b7ùlNr), Robert Emmet Bledsoe. 1793-1873.  American jurist and 

Baptist cleric who was instrumental in obtaining a charter for the first Baptist col-

lege in Texas, which was named in his honor. 

bay lynx (b7 lVngks) n.  See bobcat. 
Bay of (b7 ƒv)  For names of actual bays, see the specific element of the name; 

for example, Biscay, Bay of; Pigs, Bay of. 



Bay of Pigs (b7 ƒv pVgz) n.  An invasion of another country that ends in failure 

and a rout: “A President who finally is afraid to risk a Bay of Pigs... will be reluctant 

to... intercept... terrorists” (Hugh Sidey). 

bay·o·net (b7ùN-nVt, -nHtÙ, b7ÙN-nHtù) n.  A blade adapted to fit the muzzle end 

of a rifle and used as a weapon in close combat.   —  v.  tr. bay·o·net·ed or 

bay·o·net·ted, bay·o·net·ing or bay·o·net·ting, bay·o·nets or bay·o·nets. 
To prod, stab, or kill with this weapon.  [French baïonnette, after Bayonne1.]

WORD HISTORY: It is not unusual for a word to come from a place name.

Cheddar, from the name of a village in southwest England; hamburger, after Ham-

burg, Germany; and mayonnaise, possibly from Mahón, the capital of Minorca,

are often found together on our tables. The word bayonet, a very undomestic sort

of word, also derives from a place name, that of Bayonne, a town in southwest

France where the weapon was first made. The French word baïonnette could mean

“a dagger or a knife” as well, and the English word bayonet is first found in 1672

with this meaning. The word is first recorded in its present sense in 1704.

Ba·yonne1 (b7-onù, bä-yônù)  A town of southwest France near the Bay of Bis-

cay and the Spanish border. French, Spanish, and Basque are all spoken here. Pop-

ulation, 41,381. 

Bay·onne2 (b7-yonù)  A city of northeast New Jersey on a peninsula in Upper 

New York Bay across from Staten Island. First colonized by the Dutch, it passed to 

the English in 1664. Population, 61,444. 

bay·ou (bXùu, bXùo) n.  1. A body of water, such as a creek or small river, that is 

a tributary of a larger body of water.  2. A sluggish stream that meanders through 

lowlands, marshes, or plantation grounds.  [Louisiana French bayouque, bayou, 

possibly from Choctaw bayuk.]

Bay·reuth (bX-roitù, bXùroit)  A city of east-central Germany northeast of 

Nuremberg. Richard Wagner lived here from 1872 to 1883 and designed the 

opera house used for the city’s internationally famous music festivals. Popula-

tion, 71,811. 

bay rum (b7 rƒm) n.  An aromatic liquid originally prepared by distilling the 

leaves of the bay rum tree in rum and water but now usually made by mixing the 

oil from those leaves with other solvents. 

bay rum tree (b7 rƒm trK) n.  A tropical American evergreen tree (Pimenta 

racemosa) having leathery leaves that yield a fragrant oil used in bay rum, per-

fumes, and soaps. 

Bay Shore (b7 shôr)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York on 

the southern shore of Long Island. It is a residential town and fishing resort. Pop-

ulation, 21,279. 



bay·side (b7ùsXdÙ) adj.  Situated very close to or on the shore of a bay:  bayside 

cottages. 

Bay·town (b7ùtounÙ)  A city of southeast Texas at the head of Galveston Bay on 

the Houston Ship Channel. It is an oil-refining and industrial center. Population, 

63,850. 

Bay Village (b7 vVlùVj)  A city of northeast Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland on Lake 

Erie. Population, 17,000. 

bay window (b7 wVnùdo) n.  1. Architecture. A large window or series of win-

dows projecting from the outer wall of a building and forming a recess within.  

2. Slang. A protruding belly; a paunch. 

ba·zaar also ba·zar (bN-zärù) n.  1. A market consisting of a street lined with 

shops and stalls, especially one in the Middle East.  2. A shop or a part of a store 

in which miscellaneous articles are sold.  3. A fair or sale at which miscellaneous 

articles are sold, often for charitable purposes.  [From Italian bazarro, and from 

Urdu b7z7r both from Persian. See wes-3 in Appendix.]

ba·zoo·ka (bN-zuùkN) n.  A shoulder-held weapon consisting of a long metal 

smoothbore tube for firing armor-piercing rockets at short range.  [After the 

bazooka, a crude wind instrument made of pipes, invented and named by Bob 

Burns (1896-1956), American comedian, probably from bazoo, kazoo.]

bb also b.b. abbr.  Ball bearing. 

BB (bKùbK) n.  A standard size of lead pellet that measures 40 of an inch (.44 centi-

meter) in diameter, and that is used in air rifles. 

B.B.A. abbr.  Bachelor of Business Administration. 

BBC (bKÙbK-sKù) abbr.  British Broadcasting Corporation. 

BBC English (bKÙbK-sKù VngùglVsh) n.  See Received Pronunciation. 
BB gun (bKùbK gƒn) n.  A small air rifle that shoots BB’s. 

bbl  or bbl. abbr.  Barrel. 

B.C. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Chemistry.  2.  Also B.C.. Before Christ.  3.  Or BC. Brit-

ish Columbia. 

B.C.B.G. abbr.  French. Bon chic, bon genre (stylish and well-to-do). 

BCD  or bcd abbr.  Computer Science. Binary coded decimal. 

B.C.E. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Chemical Engineering.  2. Bachelor of Civil Engi-

neering.  3.  Or B.C.E.. Before the Common Era. 

B cell (bKù sHl) n.  A type of lymphocyte that plays a major role in the body’s 

humoral immune response. When stimulated by a particular foreign antigen, 

these lymphocytes differentiate into plasma cells that synthesize the antibodies 

that circulate in the blood and react with the specific antigens.  Also called B lym-

phocyte [b(ursa-dependent) cell.]

BCG abbr.  Bacillus Calmette-Guérin vaccine. 

B.Ch.E. abbr.  Bachelor of Chemical Engineering. 

B.C.L. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Canon Law.  2. Bachelor of Civil Law. 



B complex (bKù kNm-plHksù) n.  See vitamin B complex. 
bd abbr.  Bundle. 

BD abbr.  1. Bank draft.  2. Bomb disposal. 

bd. abbr.  1. Board.  2. Bond.  3. Bound. 

B.D. abbr.  Bachelor of Divinity. 

b/d abbr.  Barrels per day. 

bdel·li·um (dHlùK-Nm) n.  An aromatic gum resin similar to myrrh, produced by 

certain Asian and African shrubs or trees of the genus Commiphora.  [Middle 

English, from Latin, from Greek bdellion;; akin to Hebrew bHdolaU.]

bd. ft. abbr.  Board foot. 

bdl abbr.  Bundle. 

bdle. abbr.  Bundle. 

bdrm. abbr.  Bedroom. 

bds. abbr.  Bound in boards. 

B.D.S. abbr.  Bachelor of Dental Surgery. 

be (bK) v.  First and third person singular past indicative was (wƒz, wmz; wNz 

when unstressed) second person singular and plural and first and third person 

plural past indicative, were (wûr) past subjunctive, were past participle, been 

(bVn) present participle, be·ing (bKùVng) first person singular present indicative, 
am (4m) second person singular and plural and first and third person plural 

present indicative, are (är) third person singular present indicative, is (Vz) 

present subjunctive, be.  —  v.  intr. 1. To exist in actuality; have life or reality:  I 

think, therefore I am.  2. a. To occupy a specified position:  The food is on the 

table.  b. To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed, untouched, or 

unmolested:  Let the children be.   3. To take place; occur:  The test was yesterday.  

4. To go or come:  Have you ever been to Italy? Have you been home recently?  

5. Usage Problem. Used as a copula in such senses as: a. To equal in identity: “To 

be a Christian was to be a Roman” (James Bryce).  b. To have a specified signifi-

cance:  A is excellent, C is passing. Let n be the unknown quantity.  c. To belong to a 

specified class or group:  The human being is a primate.  d. To have or show a 

specified quality or characteristic:  She is lovely. All men are mortal.  e. To seem to 

consist or be made of:  The yard is all snow. He is all bluff and no bite.   6. To 

belong; befall:  Peace be unto you. Woe is me.   —  v.  aux. 1. Used with the past 

participle of a transitive verb to form the passive voice:  The mayoral election is 

held annually.  2. Used with the present participle of a verb to express a continu-

ing action:  We are working to improve housing conditions.  3. Used with the infin-

itive of a verb to express intention, obligation, or future action:  She was to call 

before she left. You are to make the necessary changes.  4. Archaic. Used with the 

past participle of certain intransitive verbs to form the perfect tense: “Where be 

those roses gone which sweetened so our eyes?” (Philip Sidney).  [Middle English 



ben, from Old English bKon; see bheuN- in Appendix. See AM
1, IS, etc. for links to 

other Indo-European roots.]

SYNONYMS: be, breathe, exist, live, subsist. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to have life or reality”: Her parents are no more. A nicer person has

never breathed. He is one of the worst actors who ever existed. Human beings cannot

live without food and water. The benevolence subsisting in her character draws her

friends closer to her. 

USAGE NOTE: Traditional grammar requires the nominative form of the pro-

noun in the predicate of the verb be: It is I (not me); That must be they (not them),

and so forth. Even literate speakers of Modern English have found the rule diffi-

cult to conform to, but the stigmatization of It is me is by now so deeply lodged

among the canons of correctness that there is little likelihood that the construc-

tion will ever be entirely acceptable in formal writing. Adherence to the traditional

rule in informal speech, however, has come to sound increasingly pedantic, and

begins to sound absurd when the verb is contracted, as in It’s we. • The traditional

rule creates particular problems when the pronoun following be also functions as

the object of a verb or preposition in a relative clause, as in It is not them/they that

we have in mind when we talk about “crime in the streets” nowadays, where the

plural pronoun serves as both the predicate of is and the object of have. In this

example, 57 percent of the Usage Panel preferred the nominative form they, 33

percent preferred the accusative them, and 10 percent accepted both versions. But

H.W. Fowler, like other authorities, argued that the use of the nominative here is

an error caused by “the temptation... to assume, perhaps from hearing It is me

corrected to It is I, that a subjective [nominative] case cannot be wrong after the

verb to be.” Writers can usually find a way to avoid this problem: They are not the

ones we have in mind, We have someone else in mind, and so on. See Usage Note

at I1. See Usage Note at we.

Be  The symbol for the element beryllium. 
BE abbr.  1.  Also B.E.. Bachelor of Education.  2.  Also B.E.. Bachelor of Engi-

neering.  3. Board of Education. 

B/E abbr.  1. Bill of entry.  2. Bill of exchange. 

be- pref.  1. Completely; thoroughly; excessively. Used as an intensive:  bemuse.  

2. On; around; over:  besmear.  3. About; to:  bespeak.  4. Used to form transitive 

verbs from nouns, adjectives, and intransitive verbs, as: a. To make; cause to 

become:  bedim  b. To affect, cover, or provide:  bespectacled.   [Middle English bi-

, be-, from Old English be-, bi-. See ambhi in Appendix.]

Bé abbr.  Baumé scale. 

beach (bKch) n.  1. The shore of a body of water, especially when sandy or peb-

bly.  2. The sand or pebbles on a shore.   —  v.  tr. beached, beach·ing, 



beach·es. To haul or run ashore:  beached the rowboat in front of the cabin.  [Per-

haps Middle English beche, stream, from Old English bece.]

Beach (bKch), Alfred Ely. 1826-1896.  American editor and inventor who built 

a demonstration pneumatic subway under Broadway in New York City in 1870. 

Beach (bKch), Amy Marcey Cheney. 1867-1944.  American pianist and com-

poser best known for her songs and chamber music. Her Mass in E flat major was 

the first work by a woman to be performed by the Boston Symphony Orchestra. 

Beach (bKch), Moses Yale. 1800-1868.  American publisher whose aggressive 

journalism established the New York Sun as a leading daily newspaper. He is also 

credited with publishing the first syndicated news story. His son Moses Sperry 
Beach (1822-1892) invented a cutting device that allowed printing on a continu-

ous roll of paper and a process for printing both sides of a newspaper sheet at one 

time. 

Beach (bKch), Sylvia Woodbridge. 1887-1962.  American bookseller. From 

1919 to 1941 her shop in Paris, Shakespeare and Company, was a gathering place 

for authors such as Hemingway and Fitzgerald. She published the first edition of 

James Joyce’s Ulysses in 1922. 

beach ball (bKch bôl) n.  A large inflatable ball used for games especially at a 

beach or swimming pool. 

beach buggy (bKch bƒgùK) n.  See dune buggy. 
beach bum (bKch bƒm) n.  Informal. A person who habitually loafs or idles on 

beaches. 

beach-burn·er (bKchù bûrÙnNr) n.  Informal. A small, self-propelled watercraft 

for recreational use close to shore. 

beach·comb·er (bKchùkoÙmNr) n.  1. One who scavenges along beaches or in 

wharf areas.  2. A seaside vacationer. 

beach flea (bKch flK) n.  Any of various small, jumping crustaceans of the fam-

ily Orchestiidae, living on sandy beaches at or near the tide line.  Also called sand 

hopper 

beach·front (bKchùfrƒntÙ) n.  A strip of land facing or running along a beach.   
—  adj.  Situated along or having direct access to a beach:  beachfront hotels; 

beachfront property. 

beach grass (bKch gr4s) n.  A perennial grass of the genus Ammophila, espe-

cially A. breviligulata, native to sandy shores along the Great Lakes and Atlantic 

coast of North America, and having spikelets in long, erect, crowded clusters. It is 

commonly planted as a sandbinder to stabilize dunes and combat beach erosion.  

Also called marram 

beach·head (bKchùhHdÙ) n.  1. A position on an enemy shoreline captured by 

troops in advance of an invading force.  2. A first achievement that opens the way 

for further developments; a foothold. 

Beach-la-Mar (bKchÙlN-märù) n.  See Bislama. 



beach·less (bKchùlVs) adj.  Having no beach, especially because of increased 

ocean level and wave action:  beachless seaside towns. 

beach pea  or beach-pea (bKchùpKÙ) n.  Any of certain perennial herbs of the 

genus Lathyrus in the pea family, especially L. japonicus, native to shores in the 

Northern Hemisphere, having pinnately compound leaves and purplish flowers. 

beach plum (bKch plƒm) n.  A seacoast shrub (Prunus maritima) in the rose 

family, native to northeast North America and having white flowers and edible, 

plumlike fruits used in jams, jellies, and pies. 

beach·scape (bKchùsk7Ù) n.  A view of shore scenery or an artistic representa-

tion of it. 

beach·side (bKchùsXdÙ) adj.  Situated on or along a beach. 

beach·wear (bKchùwârÙ) n.  Clothing appropriate for swimming, boating, or 

sunning. 

beach wormwood (bKch wûrmùwtdÙ) n.  An Asian perennial seacoast 

plant (Artemisia stelleriana) in the composite family, densely covered with gray-

ish-white felty hairs and having elongate clusters of heads with tiny yellow flow-

ers. 

Beach·y Head (bKùchK hHd)  Chalk cliffs, 175.4 m (575 ft) high, on the south-

east coast of England. In 1690 Beachy Head was the scene of a French naval vic-

tory over Anglo-Dutch forces. 

bea·con (bKùkNn) n.  1. A signaling or guiding device, such as a lighthouse, 

located on a coast.  2. A radio transmitter that emits a characteristic guidance sig-

nal for aircraft.  3. A source of guidance or inspiration.  4. A signal fire, especially 

one used to warn of an enemy’s approach.   —  v.  tr. intr. bea·coned, 
bea·con·ing, bea·cons. To provide with or shine as a beacon.  [Middle English 

beken, from Old English bKacen. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

Bea·con Hill (bKùkNn hVl)  An area of Boston, Massachusetts, noted for its his-

toric residences, brick sidewalks, and picturesque mews. 

Bea·cons·field (bKùkNnz-fKldÙ)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a resi-

dential suburb of Montreal on Montreal Island. Population, 19,613. 

bead (bKd) n.  1. a. A small, often round piece of material, such as glass, plastic, 

or wood, that is pierced for stringing or threading.  b. beads. A necklace made 

of such pieces.  c. beads. Roman Catholic Church. A rosary.  d. Obsolete. A 

prayer. Often used in the plural.   2. A small, round object, especially: a. A drop 

of moisture:  beads of sweat.  b. A bubble of gas in a liquid.  c. A small metal knob 

on the muzzle of a firearm, such as a rifle, used for sighting.   3. A strip of mate-

rial, usually wood, with one molded edge placed flush against the inner part of a 

door or window frame.  4. Architecture. a. A decoration consisting of a usually 

continuous series of small spherical shapes, as on a convex molding.  b. Beading.   

5. A projecting rim or lip, as on a pneumatic tire.  6. A line of continuously-

applied ductile material, such as solder or caulking compound.  7. Chemistry. A 



globule of fused borax or other flux used in a bead test.   —  v.  tr. intr. bead·ed, 
bead·ing, beads. To furnish with or collect into beads.   —idiom. draw a 
bead on (or get a bead on). To take careful aim at.  [Middle English bede, 

rosary bead, prayer, from Old English bed, bedu, gebed, prayer. See gwhedh- in 

Appendix.]

bead·ing (bKùdVng) n.  1. Beads or the material used for making them.  

2. Ornamentation with beads.  Also called beadwork 3. Architecture. A narrow, 

half-rounded molding; a bead.  4. A narrow piece of openwork lace through 

which ribbon may be run.  5. Tiny drops of condensation, as on the outside of a 

glass. 

bea·dle (bKdùl) n.  A minor parish official formerly employed in an English 

church to usher and keep order during services.  [Middle English bedel, herald 

(from Old English bydel), and from Old French bedel (from Medieval Latin 

bedellus, from Old High German butil); see bheudh- in Appendix.]

Bea·dle (bKdùl), Erastus Flavel. 1821-1894.  American publisher who in 1860 

published the first dime novel, initiating a popular series of almost 3,000 books 

with virtually indistinguishable plots, implausible dialogue, and lashings of vio-

lence and suspense. 

Bea·dle (bKdùl), George Wells. 1903-1989.  American biologist. He shared a 

1958 Nobel Prize for discovering how genes transmit hereditary characteristics. 

bead plant (bKd pl4nt) n.  An evergreen, mat-forming plant (Nertera gra-

nadensis) chiefly of the Southern Hemisphere, grown especially as a houseplant 

for its abundant, long-lasting, orange drupes. 

bead test (bKd tHst) n.  Chemistry. A test to identify the metal constituents of a 

mineral in which a bead covered with the mineral is heated in a flame and cooled 

to observe its characteristic color and other properties. 

bead·work (bKdùwûrkÙ) n.  1.  See beading (n., sense 2).  2. Architecture. 

Beaded molding. 

bead·y (bKùdK) adj.  bead·i·er, bead·i·est. 1. Small, round, and shiny:  beady 

eyes.  2. Decorated or covered with beads. 

bea·gle (bKùgNl) n.  One of a breed of small hounds having short legs, drooping 

ears, and a smooth coat with white, black, and tan markings.  [Middle English 

begle, possibly from Old French bee gueule, loudmouth  : beer, to gape (variant of 

baer); see BAY
2 + gueule, gullet (from Latin gula).]

beak (bKk) n.  1. a. The horny, projecting structure forming the mandibles of a 

bird, especially one that is strong, sharp, and useful in striking and tearing; a bill.  

b. A similar structure in other animals, such as turtles, insects, or fish.   2. A usu-

ally firm, tapering tip on certain plant structures, such as some seeds and fruits.  

3. A beaklike structure or part, as: a. The spout of a pitcher.  b. A metal or metal-

clad ram projecting from the bow of an ancient warship.   4. Informal. The 



human nose.  5. Chiefly British. a. A schoolmaster.  b. A judge.   [Middle English 

bek, from Old French bec, from Latin beccus, of Celtic origin.] —beaked adj. 

beaked salmon (bKkd s4mùNn) n.  See sandfish (n., sense 2). 

beak·er (bKùkNr) n.  1. A wide cylindrical glass vessel with a pouring lip, used as 

a laboratory container and mixing jar.  2. A large drinking cup with a wide 

mouth.  [Middle Dutch bKker, drinking vessel,, and Middle English bekir both 

from Medieval Latin bic7rius, bic7rium, probably from Greek bikos, jug, possibly 

of Egyptian origin.]

be all and end all  or be-all and end-all (bKùôlÙ Nnd HndùôbÙ) n.  The 

quintessential or all-important element: “Not that the more spectacular athleticism 

is the be all and end all of free skating. Spins... and intricate step sequences are also 

important” (Howard Bass). 

beam (bKm) n.  Abbr. bm. 1. A squared-off log or a large, oblong piece of tim-

ber, metal, or stone used especially as a horizontal support in construction.  

2. Nautical. a. A transverse structural member of a ship’s frame, used to support 

a deck and to brace the sides against stress.  b. The breadth of a ship at the widest 

point.  c. The side of a ship:  sighted land off the starboard beam.   3. Informal. The 

widest part of a person’s hips:  broad in the beam.  4. A steel tube or wooden roller 

on which the warp is wound in a loom.  5. An oscillating lever connected to an 

engine piston rod and used to transmit power to the crankshaft.  6. a. The bar of 

a balance from which weighing pans are suspended.  b. Sports. A balance beam.   

7. The main horizontal bar on a plow to which the share, colter, and handles are 

attached.  8. One of the main stems of a deer’s antlers.  9. a. A ray or shaft of 

light.  b. A concentrated stream of particles or a similar propagation of waves:  a 

beam of protons; a beam of light.   10. A radio beam.   —  v.  beamed, 
beam·ing, beams.  —  v.  intr. 1. To radiate light; shine.  2. To smile expan-

sively.   —  v.  tr. 1. To emit or transmit:  beam a message via satellite.  2. To 

express by means of a radiant smile:  He beamed his approval of the new idea.   
—idiom. on the beam. 1. Following a radio beam. Used of aircraft.  2. On the 

right track; operating correctly.  [Middle English bem, from Old English bKam. 

See bheuN- in Appendix.]

beam-ends (bKmùHndzÙ) pl.n.  Nautical. The ends of a ship’s beams. 

beam·ish (bKùmVsh) adj.  Smiling, as with happiness or optimism.   
—beamùish·ly adv. 

beam·y (bKùmK) adj.  beam·i·er, beam·i·est. 1. Broad in the beam.  

2. Emitting beams, as of light; radiant. 

bean (bKn) n.  1. a. Any of various New World twining herbs of the genus 

Phaseolus in the pea family, having leaves with three leaflets, variously colored 

flowers, and edible pods and seeds.  b. A seed or pod of any of these plants.   

2. Any of several related plants or their seeds or pods, such as the adzuki bean, 

broad bean, or soybean.  3. Any of various other plants or their seeds or fruits, 



especially those suggestive of beans, such as the coffee bean or the vanilla bean.  

4. Slang. A person’s head.  5. beans. Slang. A small amount:  I don’t know beans 

about the stock market.  6. Chiefly British. A fellow; a chap.   —  v.  tr. beaned, 
bean·ing, beans. Slang. To hit (another) on the head with a thrown object, 

especially a pitched baseball.   —idioms. full of beans. 1. Energetic; frisky:  

The children were too full of beans to sit still.  2. Badly mistaken:  Don’t believe him; 

he’s full of beans.  spill the beans. To disclose a secret.  [Middle English ben, 

broad bean, from Old English bKan. See bha-bh7- in Appendix.]

Bean (bKn), Roy. Self-styled “the Law West of the Pecos.” 1825?-1903.  American 

frontiersman in Texas who in 1881 appointed himself justice of the peace and 

handed down judgments based on one law book and one six-shooter. 

bean·bag (bKnùb4gÙ) n.  1. A small bag filled with dried beans and used for 

throwing in games.  2. A small folded bag filled with lead pellets, used as ammu-

nition in a stun gun.  3. An article, such as a chair or the base of an ashtray, that is 

constructed as a bag filled with small pellets. 

bean ball (bKn bôl) n.  Baseball. A pitch aimed at the batter’s head. 

bean beetle (bKn bKtùl) n.  The Mexican bean beetle. 

bean counter (bKn kounùtNr) n.  Slang. A financial executive, especially an 

accountant: “Companies tended to recognize two cultures—that of the technologist 

and that of the bean counter” (Financial Times). 

bean curd (bKn kûrd) n.  Tofu. 

bean·er·y (bKùnN-rK) n.  pl. bean·er·ies. Informal. An inexpensive restaurant 

or café. 

bean family (bKn f4mùN-lK) n.  The pea family. 

bean·ie (bKùnK) n.  A small brimless cap.  [Probably from BEAN, head.]

bean·o (bKùno) n.  pl. bean·os. Games. A form of bingo, especially one using 

beans as markers.  [Blend of BEAN, and (BING)O.]

bean·pole (bKnùpolÙ) n.  1. A thin pole used to support bean vines.  

2. Informal. A very tall, thin person. 

bean sprouts (bKn sprouts) pl.n.  The tender, edible seedlings of certain bean 

plants, especially those of the mung bean. 

bean·stalk (bKnùstôkÙ) n.  The stem of a bean plant. 

bear1 (bâr) v.  bore (bôr, bor), borne (bôrn, born)  or born (bôrn), bear·ing, 
bears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hold up; support.  2. To carry on one’s person; convey.  

3. To carry in the mind; harbor:  bear a grudge.  4. To transmit at large; relate:  

bearing glad tidings.  5. To have as a visible characteristic:  bore a scar on the left 

arm.  6. To have as a quality; exhibit: “A thousand different shapes it bears” (Abra-

ham Cowley).  7. To carry (oneself) in a specified way; conduct:  She bore herself 

with dignity.  8. To be accountable for; assume:  bearing heavy responsibilities.  

9. To have a tolerance for; endure:  couldn’t bear his lying.  10. To call for; war-

rant:  This case bears investigation.  11. To give birth to.  12. To produce; yield:  



plants bearing flowers.  13. To offer; render:  I will bear witness to the deed.  14. To 

move by or as if by steady pressure; push: “boats against the current, borne back 

ceaselessly into the past” (F. Scott Fitzgerald).   —  v.  intr. 1. To yield fruit; pro-

duce:  peach trees that bear every summer.  2. To have relevance; apply:  They stud-

ied the ways in which the relativity theory bears on the history of science.  3. To exert 

pressure, force, or influence.  4. a. To force oneself along; forge.  b. To endure 

something with tolerance and patience:  Bear with me while I explain matters.   

5. To extend or proceed in a specified direction:  The road bears to the right at the 

bottom of the hill.   —phrasal verbs. bear down. 1. To overwhelm; vanquish.  

2. To apply maximum effort and concentration:  If you really bear down, you will 

finish the task.  bear out. To prove right or justified; confirm:  The test results 

bear out our claims.  bear up. To withstand stress, difficulty, or attrition:  The 

patient bore up well during the long illness.   —idioms. bear down on. To effect 

in a harmful or adverse way:  Financial pressures are bearing down on them.  bear 
fruit. To come to a satisfactory conclusion or to fruition.  bear in mind. To 

hold in one’s mind; remember:  Bear in mind that bridges freeze before roads.  

[Middle English beren, from Old English beran. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: bear, endure, stand, abide, suffer, tolerate. These verbs are com-

pared in the sense of withstanding or sustaining what is difficult or painful to

undergo. Bear pertains broadly to capacity to withstand: “Man performs, engen-

ders, so much more than he can or should have to bear. That’s how he finds that he

can bear anything” (William Faulkner). Endure specifies a continuing capacity to

face pain or hardship: “Human life is everywhere a state in which much is to be

endured and little to be enjoyed” (Samuel Johnson). Stand implies resoluteness of

spirit: The pain was too intense to stand. Actors who can’t stand criticism shouldn’t

perform in public. Abide and the more emphatic suffer suggest resignation and for-

bearance: She couldn’t abide fools. He suffered their insults in silence. Tolerate, in its

principal application to something other than pain, connotes reluctant acceptance

despite reservations: “A decent... examination of the acts of government should be

not only tolerated, but encouraged” (William Henry Harrison). See also Synonyms

at convey produce

bear2 (bâr) n.  1. a. Any of various usually omnivorous mammals of the family 

Ursidae that have a shaggy coat and a short tail and walk with the entire lower 

surface of the foot touching the ground.  b. Any of various other animals, such as 

the koala, that resemble a true bear.   2. A large, clumsy, or ill-mannered person.  

3. a. One, such as an investor, that sells securities or commodities in expectation 

of falling prices.  b. A pessimist, especially regarding business conditions.   

4. Slang. Something that is difficult or unpleasant:  The final exam was a bear.  

5. Slang. A police officer, especially one using radar to apprehend speeding 



motorists.  [Middle English bere, from Old English bera; see bher-2 in Appendix. 

Sense 3, probably from proverb To sell the bear’s skin before catching the bear.]

Bear (bâr), Mount. A peak, 4,523.5 m (14,831 ft) high, in the Wrangell Moun-

tains of southern Alaska near the British Columbia border. 

bear·a·ble (bârùN-bNl) adj.  That can be endured:  bearable pain; a bearable 

schedule.   —bearÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —bearùa·bly adv. 

bear·bait·ing (bârùb7ÙtVng) n.  The practice of setting dogs on a chained bear. 

bear·ber·ry (bârùbHrÙK) n.  Any of certain mat-forming shrubs of the genus 

Arctostaphylos, especially A. uva-ursi, native to North America and Eurasia, hav-

ing small leathery leaves, white or pinkish urn-shaped flowers, and red berrylike 

fruits.  Also called kinnikinnick 

bear·cat (bârùk4tÙ) n.  See binturong. 
beard (bîrd) n.  1. The hair on a man’s chin, cheeks, and throat.  2. A hairy or 

hairlike growth such as that on or near the face of certain mammals.  3. A tuft or 

group of hairs or bristles on certain plants, such as barley and wheat.  4. One that 

serves to divert suspicion or attention from another.   —  v.  tr. beard·ed, 
beard·ing, beards. 1. To furnish with a beard.  2. To confront boldly.  See Syn-

onyms at defy.  [Middle English berd, from Old English beard. See bhardh-7- in 

Appendix.] —beardùed adj.  —beardùed·ness n.  —beardùless adj.  

—beardùless·ness n. 

Beard (bîrd), Charles Austin. 1874-1948.  American historian and educator 

who explored the economic aspects of history in works such as An Economic 

Interpretation of the Constitution (1913). His view that the document was based 

on its formulators’ economic self-interests profoundly affected the study of 

American history. 

Beard (bîrd), Daniel Carter. Known as “Dan.” 1850-1941.  American writer 

and illustrator. In 1905 he founded the Sons of Daniel Boone, which in 1910 

became the first Boy Scout organization in the United States. 

Beard (bîrd), James Andrew. 1903-1985.  American cookery expert widely 

considered to be one of the foremost authorities on American cuisine. 

Beard (bîrd), Mary Ritter. 1876-1958.  American historian and feminist. She 

shared her husband Charles’s economic view of history and collaborated with 

him on The Rise of American Civilization (first volume 1927), in which they char-

acterized the Civil War as the “second American Revolution,” perpetrated by 

Northern capitalists over Southern plantation owners for economic gain. 

beard·ed iris (bîrùdVd XùrVs) n.  Any of various irises characterized by a conspic-

uous region of hairs or hairlike structures on the lower parts of the three outer 

drooping perianth segments. 

bearded vulture (bîrùdVd vƒlùchNr) n.  See lammergeier. 



Beard·more Glacier (bîrdùmôrÙ gl7ùshNr, -morÙ)  A valley glacier, about 418 

km (260 mi) long, in the Queen Maud Mountains of Antarctica. It was discovered 

by the British explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton in 1908. 

Beards·ley (bîrdzùlK), Aubrey Vincent. 1872-1898.  British illustrator whose 

black and white, often erotic drawings were both highly individual and typical of 

the art nouveau style. 

beard·tongue  or beard-tongue (bîrdùtƒngÙ) n.  See penstemon.  [After 

its bearded, tonguelike stamen.]

bear·er (bârùNr) n.  1. One that carries or supports, as: a. A porter.  b. A pall-

bearer.   2. One that holds a check or other redeemable note for payment.  3. A 

fruit- or flower-bearing plant. 

bearer bond (bârùNr bmnd) n.  A bond payable to the holder. 

bear grass (bâr gr4s) n.  1. A western North American perennial herb (Xero-

phyllum tenax) in the lily family, having a dense clump of basal grasslike leaves 

and a tall stalk bearing a terminal raceme of small whitish flowers.  2. Any of sev-

eral similar North American plants, especially species of the genera Nolina and 

Yucca. 

bear hug (bâr hƒg) n.  A rough, tight hug. 

bear·ing (bârùVng) n.  1. The manner in which one carries or conducts oneself:  

the poise and bearing of a champion.  2. a. A machine or structural part that sup-

ports another part.  b. A device that supports, guides, and reduces the friction of 

motion between fixed and moving machine parts.   3. Something that supports 

weight.  4. The part of an arch or beam that rests on a support.  5. a. The act, 

power, or period of producing fruit or offspring.  b. The quantity produced; 

yield.   6. Direction, especially angular direction measured from one position to 

another using geographical or celestial reference lines.  7.  Often bearings. 

Awareness of one’s position or situation relative to one’s surroundings:  lost my 

bearings after taking the wrong exit.  8. Relevant relationship or interconnection:  

Those issues have no bearing on our situation.  9. Heraldry. A charge or device on a 

field.  

SYNONYMS: bearing, manner, demeanor, mien, presence. These nouns pertain

to a person’s behavior as it reveals such distinctive personal qualities as his or her

individuality or upbringing. Bearing, the most inclusive, applies to both physical

posture and general conduct: has the erect bearing of a soldier. “That is Claudio. I

know him by his bearing” (Shakespeare). Manner is a person’s characteristic con-

duct or comportment: her pleasant, shy manner; their arrogant, overbearing man-

ner. Demeanor is behavior that reveals to others one’s personality or attitude: “The

President’s outward demeanor was genial and relaxed” (Edmund S. Muskie). Mien

pertains to bearing especially as it reflects an inner state of mind: She maintained

her serious mien until the interview was over. Presence denotes the quality of com-



manding respectful attention: “[Sir Thomas] More was a man of stately and hand-

some presence” (Horace Walpole).

bearing rein (bârùVng r7n) n.  A rein for a horse; a checkrein. 

bear·ish (bârùVsh) adj.  1. Clumsy, boorish, and surly.  2. a. Causing, expecting, 

or characterized by falling stock-market prices.  b. Pessimistic: “Whether or not 

the [Coast Guard] cutter’s presence made bearish the prospects of illicit trade in the 

outlying islands, there was a prompt mass migration of their inhabitants to the 

mainland” (Springfield MA Sunday Republican).    —bearùish·ly adv.  

—bearùish·ness n. 

Bear Mountain (bâr mounùtNn)  A peak, 391.6 m (1,284 ft) high, of southeast 

New York overlooking the Hudson River. It is in a popular resort area. 

Bé·arn (b7-ärnù)  A historical region and former province of southwest France in 

the western Pyrenees. The region was autonomous until 1620. 

bé·ar·naise sauce (bâr-n7zù sôs, b7Ùär-, -Nr-) n.  A sauce of butter and egg 

yolks that is flavored with vinegar, wine, shallots, tarragon, and chervil.  [From 

béarnaise, feminine of béarnais, of Béarn.]

Bear River (bâr rVvùNr)  A river rising in northeast Utah and flowing about 563 

km (350 mi) in a U-shaped course northwest through southwest Wyoming and 

southeast Idaho then south into Utah again. It empties into Great Salt Lake. 

bear’s breech (bârz brKch) n.  See acanthus (n., sense 1). 

bear’s ear (bârz îr) n.  See auricula (n., sense 1). 

bear·skin (bârùskVnÙ) n.  1. Something, such as a rug, made from the skin of a 

bear.  2. A tall military hat made of black fur. 

Be·as (bKùäsÙ)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, of northern India rising in 

the Himalaya Mountains. It is one of the five rivers of the Punjab that form a 

major tributary of the Indus River. 

beast (bKst) n.  1. a. An animal other than a human being, especially a large 

four-footed mammal.  b. New England & Southern U.S. A large domestic animal, 

especially a horse or bull.   2. Animal nature as opposed to intellect or spirit: “So 

far the beast in us has insisted upon having its full say” (William Dean Howells).  

3. A brutal, contemptible person.  [Middle English beste, from Old French, from 

Latin bKstia.]

beast epic (bKst HpùVk) n.  A long, usually allegorical verse narrative in which 

the characters are animals with human feelings and motives. 

beast·ings (bKùstVngz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Variant of beest-
ings. 

beast·ly (bKstùlK) adj.  beast·li·er, beast·li·est. 1. Of or resembling a beast; 

bestial.  See Synonyms at brute.  2. Very disagreeable; unpleasant.   —  adv.  

Chiefly British. To an extreme degree; very.   —beastùli·ness n. 



beast of burden (bKst ƒv bûrùdn) n.  pl. beasts of burden. An animal, 

such as a donkey, an ox, or an elephant, used for transporting loads or doing 

other heavy work. 

beat (bKt) v.  beat, beat·en (bKtùn)  or beat, beat·ing, beats.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To strike repeatedly.  b. To punish by hitting or whipping; flog.   2. a. To 

strike against repeatedly and with force; pound:  waves beating the shore.  b. To 

flap, especially wings.  c. To strike so as to produce music or a signal:  beat a 

drum.  d. Music. To mark or count (time or rhythm) with the hands or with a 

baton.   3. a. To shape or break by repeated blows; forge:  beat the glowing metal 

into a dagger.  b. To make by pounding or trampling:  beat a path through the jun-

gle.   4. To mix rapidly with a utensil:  beat two eggs in a bowl.  5. a. To defeat or 

subdue, as in a contest.  b. To force to withdraw or retreat:  beat back the enemy.  

c. To dislodge from a position:  I beat him down to a lower price.   6. Informal. To 

be superior to or better than:  Riding beats walking.  7. Slang. To perplex or baffle:  

It beats me; I don’t know the answer.  8. Informal. a. To avoid or counter the 

effects of, often by thinking ahead; circumvent:  beat the traffic.  b. To arrive or 

finish before (another):  We beat you home by five minutes.  c. To deprive, as by 

craft or ability:  He beat me out of 20 dollars with his latest scheme.    —  v.  intr. 

1. To inflict repeated blows.  2. To pulsate; throb.  3. Physics. To cause beating by 

superposing waves of different frequencies.  4. a. To emit sound when struck:  

The gong beat thunderously.  b. To strike a drum.   5. To flap repeatedly.  6. To be 

victorious or successful; win.  7. To hunt through woods or underbrush in search 

of game.  8. Nautical. To sail in the direction from which the wind blows.   —  n.  

1. A stroke or blow, especially one that produces a sound or serves as a signal.  

2. A pulsation or throb.  3. Physics. A pulsation produced by beating.  4. Music. 

a. A regular, rhythmical unit of time.  b. The gesture used by a conductor to indi-

cate this unit of time.  c. The symbol representing this unit of time.   5. The mea-

sured, rhythmical sound of verse; meter.  6. a. The area regularly covered by a 

reporter, a police officer, or a sentry:  television’s culture beat.  b. The reporting of 

a news item obtained ahead of one’s competitors.    —  adj.  1. Informal. Worn-

out; fatigued.  2. Of, relating to, or being a beatnik:  the beat generation.   
—phrasal verbs. beat off. 1. To drive away.  2. Vulgar Slang. To masturbate.  

beat out. Baseball. To reach base safely on (a bunt or ground ball).   —idioms. 
beat a retreat. To make a hasty withdrawal.  beat around the bush (or beat 
about the bush). To fail to confront a subject directly.  beat it. Slang. To leave 

hurriedly.  beat the bushes. To make an exhaustive search.  beat the drum 
(or beat the drums). To give enthusiastic public support or promotion:  a poli-

tician who beats the drum for liberalism.  to beat the band. With great vigor; in 

a fast and furious manner.  [Middle English beten, from Old English bKaten. See 

bhau- in Appendix.]



SYNONYMS: beat, baste, batter, belabor, buffet, hammer, lambaste, pound, pum-

mel, thrash. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to hit heavily and re-

peatedly with violent blows”: was mugged and beaten; basted him with a stick; was

battered and bloodied in the prize ring; rioting students belabored by squads of police

officers; buffeted him around the face with her open palm; hammered the opponent

with his fists; lambasting a horse thief with a riding crop; troops being pounded with

mortar fire; pummeled the bully soundly; an unruly child who was thrashed with a

birch cane. See also Synonyms at defeat pulsate

beat·en (bKtùn) adj.  1. Formed or made thin by hammering:  beaten gold.  

2. Worn by continuous use; familiar and much traveled:  a village located well off 

the beaten path.  3. Totally worn-out; exhausted. 

beat·er (bKùtNr) n.  1. One that beats, especially a device for beating:  a carpet 

beater.  2. A person who drives wild game from under cover for a hunter. 

be·a·tif·ic (bKÙN-tVfùVk) adj.  Showing or producing exalted joy or blessedness; 

angelic:  a beatific smile.  [Latin be7tificus : be7tus, happy, from past participle of 

be7re, to bless; see deu-2 in Appendix + -ficus, -fic.] —beÙa·tifùi·cal·ly adv. 

be·at·i·fy (bK-4tùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. be·at·i·fied, be·at·i·fy·ing, be·at·i·fies. 1. To 

make blessedly happy.  2. Roman Catholic Church. To proclaim (a deceased per-

son) to be one of the blessed and thus worthy of public religious veneration in a 

particular region or religious congregation.  3. To exalt above all others.  [French 

beatifier, from Late Latin be7tific7re : Latin be7tus, happy; see BEATIFIC + Latin -

fic7re, -fy.] —be·atÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

beat·ing (bKùtVng) n.  1. Punishment by whipping or flogging.  2. A sound 

defeat.  3. A throbbing or pulsation, as of the heart.  4. Physics. The periodic vari-

ation in amplitude of a wave produced by the superposition of two waves of dif-

ferent frequencies. 

be·at·i·tude (bK-4tùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. Supreme blessedness or happiness.  

2. Beatitude. Any of the declarations of blessedness made by Jesus in the Ser-

mon on the Mount.  3. Beatitude. Used as a title and form of address for a 

patriarch in the Armenian Church or a metropolitan in the Russian Orthodox 

Church:  Your Beatitude.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

be7tit7do, from be7tus, happy. See BEATIFIC.]

Beat·les (bKtùlz)  A former British pop group comprising John Lennon, Ringo 

Starr, Paul McCartney, and George Harrison. The group first gained international 

fame in 1962 and disbanded in 1970. 

beat·nik (bKtùnVk) n.  A person who acts and dresses with pointed, often exag-

gerated disregard for what is generally thought proper and who is given to radical 

and extravagant social criticism or self-expression.  [From beat generation, a 

group of unconventional young people of the 1950’s + -NIK.]



Bea·ton (bKtùn), Cecil Walter Hardy. 1904-1980.  British photographer, dia-

rist, and theatrical designer noted for his sets and costumes for My Fair Lady 

(stage, 1956; film, 1964). 

Be·a·trix (b7ùN-trVksÙ, bKù-), Born 1938.  Queen of the Netherlands who 

ascended the throne in April 1980 after the abdication of her mother, Juliana. 

Beat·tie (b7ùtK, bKÙ-), James. 1735-1803.  Scottish philosopher and poet best 

known as the author of The Minstrel (1771-1774), which detailed in Spenserian 

stanzas the evolution of poetic genius. 

beat-up (bKtùƒpù) adj.  Slang. Damaged or worn because of neglect or heavy 

use. 

beau (bo) n.  pl. beaus or beaux (boz). 1. The boyfriend of a woman or girl.  

2. A dandy; a fop.  [French, from beau, bel, handsome, from Latin bellus. See 

deu-2 in Appendix.]

Beau Brum·mell (bo brƒmùNl) n.  A dandy; a fop.  [After George Bryan 

(“Beau”) BRUMMELL.]

beau·coup (boùkuÙ, buù-, bo-kuù) also boo·coo  or boo·koo (buù-) 

Chiefly Southern U.S. adj.  Many; much:  beaucoup money.   —  n.  pl. 

beau·coups also beau·coos  or boo·koos. An abundance; a lot.   —  adv.  In 

abundance; galore:  money beaucoup.  [French  : beau, bel, fine, handsome; see 

BEAU + coup, stroke; see COUP.]

Beau·fort (boùfNrt), Henry. 1377?-1447.  English prelate and diplomat who 

was papal legate to a crusade against the Hussites (1427-1431) and crowned 

Henry VI king of France and England (1431). 

Beau·fort (boùfNrt), Margaret Countess of Richmond and Derby. 1441-1509.  

English Lancastrian. She forged an alliance with the Yorkists through the mar-

riage of her son Henry Tudor (later Henry VII) to Princess Elizabeth, daughter of 

the influential Woodville family. 

Beaufort scale (boùfNrt sk7l) n.  A scale on which successive ranges of wind 

velocities are assigned code numbers from 0 (calm) to 12 (hurricane), corre-

sponding to wind speeds of from less than 1 mile per hour (0-1 kilometer per 

hour) to over 74 miles per hour (over 117 kilometers per hour).  [After Sir Francis 

Beaufort (1774-1857), British naval officer.]

Beaufort Sea (boùfNrt sK)  A part of the Arctic Ocean north of northeast 

Alaska and northwest Canada extending from Point Barrow, Alaska, to the Cana-

dian Arctic Archipelago. Covered with pack ice year-round, it was first explored 

in 1914. 

beau geste (bo zhHstù) n.  pl. beaux gestes or beau gestes (bo zhHstù). 
1. A gracious gesture.  2. A gesture noble in form but meaningless in substance.  

[French  : beau, noble + geste, gesture.]

Beau·har·nais (bo-är-n7ù), Alexandre de. 1760-1794.  French soldier who 

fought with Rochambeau’s troops in the American Revolution and later in France 



with the French Revolutionary army. He was guillotined during the Reign of Ter-

ror. 

Beau·har·nais (bo-är-n7ù), Eugène de. 1781-1824.  French soldier and 

statesman. Son of Alexandre and Josephine de Beauharnais, he was later adopted 

by Napoleon I and became viceroy and then heir apparent to the throne of Italy 

(1806). 

Beau·har·nais (bo-är-n7ù), Josephine de. 1763-1814.  Empress of the 

French (1804-1809) as the wife of Napoleon I. Married first to Alexandre de 

Beauharnais, she wed Napoleon Bonaparte in 1796. The marriage was annulled 

(1809) because of her alleged infertility. 

beau i·de·al (boÙ X-dKùNl) n.  pl. beau ideals. 1. The concept of perfect 

beauty.  2. An idealized type or model:  the beau ideal of an American army officer.  

[French beau idéal : beau, perfect + ideal, ideal.]

Beau·jo·lais1 (boÙzhN-l7ù)  A hilly region of east-central France west of the 

Saône River between Mâcon and Lyon. It is noted for its wine. 

Beau·jo·lais2 (boùzhN-l7Ù) n.  A light red table wine.  [After Beaujolais1.]

Beau·mar·chais (bo-mär-sh7ù), Pierre Augustin Caron de. 1732-1799.  

French writer whose best-known works are the comic plays Le Barbier de Séville 

(1775) and Le Mariage de Figaro (1784), which inspired operas by Rossini and 

Mozart. 

beau monde (bo mmndù, môNdù) n.  pl. beaux mondes (bo môNdù)  or 

beau mondes (bo mmndzù). The world of fashionable society.  [French  : beau, 

good + monde, world, society.]

Beau·mont (boùmmntÙ)  A city of southeast Texas north-northeast of Houston. 

A ship canal links the city with the Gulf of Mexico. Population, 114,323. 

Beau·mont (boùmmntÙ, -mNnt), Francis. 1584-1616.  English poet and play-

wright. He wrote his major works, including The Maid’s Tragedy (1611), The Cox-

comb (1612), and The Knight of Malta (1619), with John Fletcher. 

Beau·mont (boùmmntÙ), William. 1785-1853.  American surgeon whose Phys-

iology of Digestion (1833) revolutionized the study of gastric digestion. 

Beau·port (bo-pôrù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, a suburb of Quebec 

City on the St. Lawrence River. Settled in 1634, it is one of the oldest communities 

in Canada. Population, 60,447. 

Beau·re·gard (boùrV-gärdÙ, bo-rN-gärù), Pierre Gustave Toutant. 1818-

1893.  American Confederate general known for his flamboyant personal style 

and dashing but not always successful strategic campaigns. He ordered the bom-

bardment of Fort Sumter in April 1861. 

beaut (byut) n.  Slang. Something outstanding of its kind: “When I make a mis-

take, it’s a beaut!” (Fiorello H. La Guardia).  [Short for BEAUTY.]

beau·te·ous (byuùtK-Ns) adj.  Beautiful, especially to the sight.   
—beauùte·ous·ly adv.  —beauùte·ous·ness n. 



beau·ti·cian (byu-tVshùNn) n.  One skilled in giving cosmetic treatments. 

beau·ti·ful (byuùtN-fNl) adj.  1. Having qualities that delight the senses, espe-

cially the sense of sight.  2. Exciting intellectual or emotional admiration.   
—beauùti·ful·ly adv.  —beauùti·ful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: beautiful, lovely, pretty, handsome, comely, fair. All these adjectives

apply to what excites aesthetic admiration. Beautiful, the most comprehensive,

applies to what stirs a heightened response both of the senses (a beautiful child;

beautiful country; a beautiful painting) and of the mind on its highest level (a per-

suasive and beautiful theory; a beautiful mathematical proof). Lovely applies to

what inspires emotion rather than intellectual appreciation: “They were lovely,

your eyes, but you didn’t know where to look” (George Seferis). “Every man feels

instinctively that all the beautiful sentiments in the world weigh less than a single

lovely action” (James Russell Lowell). What is pretty is beautiful but in a delicate

or graceful way; the word rarely applies to what is imposing: a pretty face; a pretty

song; a pretty room. Handsome stresses visual appeal by reason of conformity to

ideals of form and proportion: a very large, handsome paneled library. “She is very

pretty, but not so extraordinarily handsome” (Thackeray). Comely is usually re-

stricted to wholesome physical attractiveness: “Mrs. Hurd is a large woman with a

big, comely, simple face” (Ernest Hemingway). Fair in this context emphasizes vi-

sual appeal deriving from freshness or purity: “In the highlands, in the country

places,/Where the old plain men have rosy faces,/And the young fair maidens/Quiet

eyes” (Robert Louis Stevenson).

beautiful people also Beautiful People (byuùtN-fNl pKùpNl) pl.n.  Abbr. 

bp, BP Wealthy, prominent people, especially those in international society. 

beau·ti·fy (byuùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. intr. beau·ti·fied, beau·ti·fy·ing, beau·ti·fies. 
To make or become beautiful.   —beauÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—beauùti·fiÙer n. 

beau·ty (byuùtK) n.  pl. beau·ties. 1. A delightful quality associated with har-

mony of form or color, excellence of craftsmanship, truthfulness, originality, or 

another property.  2. One that is beautiful, especially a beautiful woman.  3. A 

quality or feature that is most effective, gratifying, or telling:  The beauty of the 

venture is that we stand to lose nothing.  4. An outstanding or conspicuous exam-

ple: “Hammett’s gun went off. The shot was a beauty, just slightly behind the eyes” 

(Lillian Hellman).  [Middle English beaute, from Old French biaute, from Vulgar 

Latin *bellit7s, from Latin bellus, pretty. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

beau·ty·ber·ry (byuù tK-bHrÙK) n.  Any of various shrubs of the genus Calli-

carpa cultivated for their axillary clusters of showy, often lavender-pink to violet 

berrylike fruits. 



beau·ty·bush (byuùtK-btshÙ) n.  A deciduous Chinese ornamental shrub 

(Kolkwitzia amabilis) cultivated for its profusion of showy pink flowers with yel-

low throats. 

beauty mark (byuùtK märk) n.  See beauty spot (n., sense 1). 

beauty parlor (byuùtK pärùlNr) n.  An establishment providing women with 

services that include hair treatment, manicures, and facials.  Also called beauty 

salon, beauty shop. 

beauty quark (byuùtK kwôrk) n.  See bottom quark. 
beauty salon (byuùtK sN-lmnù) n.  See beauty parlor. 
beauty shop (byuùtK shmp) n.  See beauty parlor. 
beauty spot (byuùtK spmt) n.  1. A mole or birthmark.  Also called beauty 

mark 2. A small black mark penciled or glued on a woman’s face or shoulders to 

accentuate the fairness of her skin or to conceal a blemish. 

Beau·vais (bo-v7ù)  A town of northern France north-northwest of Paris. Its 

tapestry works, established in the 17th century, were destroyed in June 1940 dur-

ing World War II. Population, 52,365. 

Beau·voir (bo-vwärù), Simone de. 1908-1986.  French writer, existentialist, 

and feminist whose works include The Second Sex (1949) and The Coming of Age 

(1970), a study of how different cultures view old age. 

beaux (boz) n.  A plural of beau. 
Beaux (bo), Cecilia. 1863-1942.  American artist who excelled in portraits, 

especially those of women and children. 

beaux-arts (bo-zärù, -zärtù) pl.n.  The fine arts.  [French  : beau, fine + art, art.]

beaux es·prits (boÙzH-sprKù) n.  Plural of bel esprit. 
beaux gestes (bo zhHstù) n.  A plural of beau geste. 
beaux mondes (bo môNdù) n.  A plural of beau monde. 
bea·ver1 (bKùvNr) n.  1. a. A large aquatic rodent of the genus Castor, having 

thick brown fur, webbed hind feet, a broad flat tail, and sharp incisors adapted 

for gnawing bark, felling trees, and constructing dams and underwater lodges.  

b. The fur of this rodent.  c. A top hat originally made of the underfur of this 

rodent.   2. A napped wool fabric, similar to felt, used for outer garments.  

3. a. Offensive & Vulgar Slang. The female genitalia.  b. Offensive & Vulgar Slang. 

A woman or girl.    —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a beaver or beavers:  beaver fur; a 

beaver hat.  2. Constructed by beavers:  beaver dams.   —  v.  intr. bea·vered, 
bea·ver·ing, bea·vers. To work diligently and energetically.  [Middle English 

bever, from Old English beofor. See bher-2 in Appendix.]

bea·ver2 (bKùvNr) n.  1. A piece of armor attached to a helmet or breastplate to 

protect the mouth and chin.  2. The visor on a helmet.  [Middle English bavier, 

from Old French baviere, child’s bib, beaver, from bave, saliva.]



bea·ver·board (bKùvNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A light, semirigid building material 

of compressed wood pulp, used for walls and partitions.  [Originally a trade-

mark.]

Bea·ver·brook (bKùvNr-brtkÙ), First Baron Originally William Maxwell Ait-

ken. 1879-1964.  Canadian-born British publisher, financier, and politician. He 

founded his press empire on the Daily Express (1916) and the Evening Standard 

(1923), held many cabinet positions during the 1940’s, and was a confidant of 

Winston Churchill. 

Bea·ver·creek (bKùvNr-krKkÙ)  A village of southwest Ohio, a residential suburb 

of Dayton. Population, 33,626. 

Bea·ver·head Mountains (bKùvNr-hHdÙ mounùtNnz)  A section of the Bit-

terroot Range in the Rocky Mountains along the Continental Divide on the bor-

der between eastern Idaho and southwest Montana. It rises to 3,343.1 m (10,961 

ft) at Garfield Mountain. 

Bea·ver River (bKùvNr rVvùNr)  1. A river rising in central Alberta, Canada, and 

flowing about 491 km (305 mi) eastward into Saskatchewan then north to the 

headwaters of the Churchill River.  2. A name for the North Canadian River as it 

flows about 450 km (280 mi) through northwest Oklahoma. 

Bea·ver·ton (bKùvNr-tNn)  A city of northwest Oregon west of Portland. It was 

founded in 1868. Population, 53,310. 

Be·bel (b7ùbNl), (Ferdinand) August. 1840-1913.  German socialist leader 

who was a cofounder and leader of the Social Democratic Party, organized in 

1869. 

be·bop (bKùbmpÙ) n.  Music. Bop.  [Imitation of a two-beat phrase in this music.] 
—beùbopÙper n. 

be·calm (bV-kämù) v.  tr. be·calmed, be·calm·ing, be·calms. 1. To render 

motionless for lack of wind.  2. To make calm or still; soothe. 

be·came (bV-k7mù) v.  Past tense of become. 
be·cause (bV-kôzù, -kƒzù) conj.  For the reason that; since.  [Middle English. See 

BECAUSE OF.]

USAGE NOTE: A traditional rule holds that the construction the reason is be-

cause is redundant, and should be avoided in favor of the reason is that. The usage

is well established, however, and can be justified by analogy to constructions such

as His purpose in calling her was so that she would be forewarned of the change in

schedule or The last time I saw her was when she was leaving for college. All three

constructions are somewhat less than graceful, however. • When because follows

a negated verb phrase, it should be preceded by a comma when the because clause

explains why the event did not occur. He didn’t marry her, because she was frivolous

means roughly, “Her frivolity was his reason for not marrying her.” When no

comma is used, the because clause is understood as part of what is being negated.



He didn’t marry her because she was frivolous means roughly, “His reason for mar-

rying her was independent of her frivolity.” See Usage Note at as1.

because of (bV-kôzù ƒv) prep.  On account of; by reason of.  [Middle English bi 

cause of, by reason of  : bi, by; see BY
1 + cause, reason; see CAUSE + of, of; see OF.]

bec·ca·fi·co (bHkÙN-fKùko) n.  pl. bec·ca·fi·cos. A small songbird or warbler of 

various genera, especially the European garden warbler (Sylvia hortensis), that is 

eaten as a delicacy in Italy and France.  [Italian  : beccare, to peck (from becco, 

beak, from Latin beccus); see BEAK + fico, fig (from Latin fXcus).]

bé·cha·mel sauce (b7ÙshN-mHlù sôs) n.  A white sauce of butter, flour, and 

milk or cream.  [French sauce béchamel, after Louis de Béchamel (1603-1703), 

chief steward of Louis XIV.]

be·chance (bV-ch4nsù) v.  intr. tr. be·chanced, be·chanc·ing, be·chanc·es. 
Archaic. To happen or happen to. 

bêche-de-mer (bHshÙdN-mârù) n.  pl. bêches-de-mer (bHshÙdN-mârù). See 

trepang.  [French, alteration (influenced by bêche, grub), of biche-de-mer, from 

Portuguese bicho do mar : bicho, worm (from Late Latin bKstulus, diminutive of 

Latin bKstia, beast) + do, of the + mar, sea (from Latin mare); see mori- in Appen-

dix.]

Bêche-de-Mer (bHshÙ dN-mârù) n.  See Bislama.  [From the commercial 

importance of BÊCHE-DE-MER where the language is spoken.]

Bech·u·a·na (bHchÙu-äùnN) n.  pl. Bechuana or Bech·u·a·nas. See Tswana 
(n., sense 1). 

Bech·u·a·na·land (bHch-wäùnN-l4ndÙ, bHchÙu-äùnN-)  See Botswana. 
beck1 (bHk) n.  A gesture of beckoning or summons.   —idiom. at (one’s) 
beck and call. Ready to comply with any wish or command.  [Middle English 

bek, from bekken, to beckon, alteration of bekenen. See BECKON.]

beck2 (bHk) n.  Chiefly British. A small brook; a creek.  [Middle English, from 

Old Norse bekkr. See bhegw- in Appendix.]

Beck·er (bHkùNr), Carl Lotus. 1873-1945.  American historian noted for his 

analyses of philosophies in action. His works include Our Great Experiment in 

Democracy (1924). 

Beck·er (bHkùNr), George Ferdinand. 1847-1919.  American geologist and 

physicist who did important survey work in the American West, South Africa, 

and the Philippines. 

beck·et (bHkùVt) n.  Nautical. A device, such as a looped rope, hook and eye, 

strap, or grommet, used to hold or fasten loose ropes, spars, or oars in position.  

[Origin unknown.]

Beck·et (bHkùVt), Saint Thomas à. 1118?-1170.  English Roman Catholic mar-

tyr. Chancellor to Henry II after 1154, he was appointed archbishop of Canter-

bury (1162) and fell into disfavor with the king. Charged with misappropriating 



crown funds (1164), Becket fled the country. Upon his return (1170) he was 

embroiled in the controversy surrounding Henry’s appointment of his son as 

archbishop of York and was murdered by four knights in Canterbury Cathedral. 

He was canonized in 1173. 

Beck·ett (bHkùVt), Samuel. 1906-1989.  Irish-born writer whose novels include 

Murphy (1938) and Malone Dies (1951). Beckett is known to a wider audience for 

his absurdist plays, such as Waiting for Godot (1952) and Krapp’s Last Tape (1959). 

He won the 1969 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Beck·ford (bHkùfNrd), William. 1759?-1844.  British writer and collector noted 

for his Arabian tale Vathek (1782), written in French, and for his magnificent res-

idences. 

Beck·ley (bHkùlK)  A city of southern West Virginia southeast of Charleston. It is 

a trade center in a coal-mining region. Population, 18,296. 

Beck·mann (bHkùmän), Max. 1884-1950.  German artist whose early expres-

sionistic manner yielded to his lasting style, the painting of brutal, often gro-

tesque figurative canvases, such as Night (1919). 

Beck·nell (bHkùnNl), William. 1796?-1865.  American frontier explorer who 

established the Sante Fe Trail (1822), the main trading route to the American 

Southwest. 

beck·on (bHkùNn) v.  beck·oned, beck·on·ing, beck·ons.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sig-

nal or summon, as by nodding or waving.  2. To attract because of an inviting or 

enticing appearance: “a lovely, sunny country that seemed to beckon them on to the 

Emerald City” (L. Frank Baum).   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a signaling or summon-

ing gesture.  2. To be inviting or enticing.   —  n.  A gesture of summons.  [Mid-

dle English bekenen, from Old English bKcnan. See bh7-1 in Appendix.] 
—beckùon·er n.  —beckùon·ing·ly adv. 

be·cloud (bV-kloudù) v.  tr. be·cloud·ed, be·cloud·ing, be·clouds. To darken 

with or as if with clouds; obscure:  a development that beclouds the real issues. 

be·come (bV-kƒmù) v.  be·came (-k7mù), be·come, be·com·ing, be·comes.  
—  v.  intr. To grow or come to be:  became more knowledgeable; will become clearer 

in the morning.   —  v.  tr. 1. To be appropriate or suitable to: “It would not become 

me... to interfere with parties” (Jonathan Swift).  2. To show to advantage; look 

good with:  The new suit becomes you.   —phrasal verb. become of. To be the 

fate of; happen to:  What has become of the old garden?  [Middle English bicomen, 

from Old English becuman. See gw7- in Appendix.]

be·com·ing (bV-kƒmùVng) adj.  1. Appropriate, suitable, or proper.  2. Pleasing 

or attractive to the eye.   —be·comùing·ly adv.  —be·comùing·ness n. 

Bec·que·rel (bH-krHlù, bHkÙN-rHlù)  Family of French physicists, including Anto-
ine César (1788-1878), one of the first investigators of electrochemistry; his son 

Alexandre Edmond (1820-1891), noted for his research on phosphorescence 



and spectroscopy; and his grandson Antoine Henri (1852-1908), who shared a 

1903 Nobel Prize for fundamental work in nuclear physics. 

bed (bHd) n.  1. a. A piece of furniture for reclining and sleeping, typically con-

sisting of a flat, rectangular frame and a mattress resting on springs.  b. A bed-

stead.  c. A mattress.   2. a. A place where one may sleep; lodging:  found bed and 

board at an inn.  b. Accommodations for a single person at a hospital or institu-

tion:  a maternity ward with 30 beds.   3. A time at which one goes to sleep:  drank 

milk before bed.  4. A place for lovemaking.  5. A marital relationship with its 

rights and intimacies.  6. a. A small plot of cultivated or planted land:  a flower 

bed.  b. An underwater or intertidal area in which a particular organism is estab-

lished in large numbers:  a clam bed; an oyster bed.   7. The bottom of a body of 

water, such as a stream.  8. A supporting, underlying, or securing part, especially: 

a. A layer of food surmounted by another kind of food:  tomatoes on a bed of let-

tuce.  b. A foundation of crushed rock or a similar substance for a road or rail-

road; a roadbed.  c. A layer of mortar upon which stones or bricks are laid.   

9. Printing. The heavy table of a printing press in which the type form is placed.  

10. The part of a truck, trailer, or freight car designed to carry loads.  

11. Geology. a. A rock mass of large horizontal extent bounded, especially above, 

by physically different material.  b. A deposit, as of ore, parallel to local stratifica-

tion.   12. A heap of material:  a bed of wood chips.   —  v.  bed·ded, bed·ding, 
beds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To furnish with a bed or sleeping quarters:  We bedded our 

guests down in the study.  2. To put or send to bed.  3. To have sexual relations 

with.  4. To plant in a prepared plot of soil.  5. To lay flat or arrange in layers.  

6. a. To embed.  b. To establish; base.    —  v.  intr. 1. To go to bed.  2. Geology. 

To form layers or strata.   —idioms. get into bed with. Slang. To become 

closely involved with another person or group, as in an intrigue: “The Israelis were 

experienced at [covert] work, but it was essential that the administration not get into 

bed with them on this” (Bob Woodward).  go to bed with. To have sexual rela-

tions with.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

B.Ed. abbr.  Bachelor of Education. 

Be·da (bKùdN)  See Bede. 
bed-and-break·fast  or bed and breakfast (bHdùn-brHkùfNst) n.  Abbr. B 
& B A private residence, several rooms of which are set aside for overnight guests 

whose paid accommodations include breakfast.   —bedù-and-breakùfast adj. 

be·daub (bV-dôbù) v.  tr. be·daubed, be·daub·ing, be·daubs. 1. To smear; 

soil.  2. To ornament in a vulgar, showy fashion. 

be·daz·zle (bV-d4zùNl) v.  tr. be·daz·zled, be·daz·zling, be·daz·zles. 1. To 

dazzle so completely as to make blind.  2. To please irresistibly; enchant.   
—be·dazùzle·ment n. 



bed·bug also bed bug (bHdùbƒgÙ) n.  A wingless, odorous insect (Cimex lectu-

larius) with a flat, reddish body that infests dwellings and bedding and feeds on 

human blood. Regional. Also called chinchRegional., chinch bug. 

bed·cham·ber (bHdùch7mÙbNr) n.  A bedroom. 

bed check (bHd chHk) n.  An inspection held at night in order to ensure that 

certain people, such as students or military personnel, are in bed as required by 

rules and regulations. 

bed·clothes (bHdùklozÙ, -klothzÙ) pl.n.  Coverings, such as sheets and blankets, 

that are ordinarily used on a bed. 

bed·ding (bHdùVng) n.  1. Bedclothes.  2. Material, especially straw, on which 

animals sleep.  3. A bottom layer; a foundation.  4. Geology. Stratification of 

rocks into beds. 

bedding plant (bHdùVng pl4nt) n.  A plant that has already been grown to 

blooming or near-blooming size before being planted out in a usually formal area 

for seasonal display of colorful flowers or foliage. 

Bed·does (bHdùozÙ), Thomas Lovell. 1803-1849.  British poet whose often 

macabre works include The Bride’s Tragedy (1822) and Death’s Jest-Book (1850), 

published posthumously. 

Bede (bKd) also Bae·da  or Be·da (bKùdN), Known as “the Venerable Bede.” 

673?-735.  Anglo-Saxon theologian and historian whose major work, Ecclesiastical 

History of the English Nation (731), written in Latin, remains an important source 

of ancient English history. He introduced the method of dating events from the 

birth of Christ. 

be·deck (bV-dHkù) v.  tr. be·decked, be·deck·ing, be·decks. To adorn or 

ornament in a showy fashion. 

be·dev·il (bV-dHvùNl) v.  tr. be·dev·iled or be·dev·illed, be·dev·il·ing or 

be·dev·il·ling, be·dev·ils or be·dev·ils. 1. To torment mercilessly; plague.  

2. To worry, annoy, or frustrate.  3. To possess with or as if with a devil; bewitch.  

4. To spoil; ruin.   —be·devùil·ment n. 

be·dew (bV-duù, -dyuù) v.  tr. be·dewed, be·dew·ing, be·dews. To wet 

with or as if with dew. 

bed·fast (bHdùf4stÙ) adj.  Confined to bed; bedridden. 

bed·fel·low (bHdùfHlÙo) n.  1. A bedmate.  2. One that is closely associated or 

allied with another: “Stupidity here makes an easy bedfellow, as always, with racial-

ism” (Christopher Hitchens). 

Bed·ford (bHdùfNrd)  1. A municipal borough of south-central England on the 

Ouse River west of Cambridge. It was the site of a British victory over the Saxons 

in 571. Population, 74,500.  2. A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb of 

Cleveland. Population, 15,056.  3. A city of northern Texas northeast of Fort 

Worth. It was settled c. 1843. Population, 20,821. 

Bed·ford (bHdùfNrd), Duke of.  See John of Lancaster. 



Bedford cord (bHdùfNrd kôrd) n.  A heavy fabric with a lengthwise ribbed 

weave that resembles corduroy.  [After Bedford, England.]

be·dight (bV-dXtù) v.  tr. be·dight or be·dight·ed, be·dight·ing, be·dights. 
Archaic. To dress or array.  [Middle English bidighten : bi-, be- + dighten, adorn; 

see DIGHT.]

be·dim (bV-dVmù) v.  tr. be·dimmed, be·dim·ming, be·dims. To make dim. 

be·di·zen (bV-dXùzNn, -dVzùNn) v.  tr. be·di·zened, be·di·zen·ing, be·di·zens. 
To ornament or dress in a showy or gaudy manner.  [BE- + DIZEN.] 
—be·diùzen·ment n. 

bed·lam (bHdùlNm) n.  1. A place or situation of noisy uproar and confusion.  

2.  Often Bedlam. Archaic. An insane asylum.  [Middle English Bedlem, Hospital 

of Saint Mary of Bethlehem, an institution in London for the mentally ill.]

bed·lam·ite (bHdùlN-mXtÙ) n.  A mentally ill person. 

Bed·ling·ton terrier (bHdùlVng-tNn tHrùK-Nr) n.  A dog of a breed developed in 

England, having a woolly grayish or brownish coat.  [After Bedlington, a town of 

northeast England.]

Bed·loe’s Island (bHdùloz XùlNnd)  See Liberty Island. 
bed·mate (bHdùm7tÙ) n.  One with whom a bed is shared. 

bed molding (bHd molùdVng) n.  1. The molding between the corona and 

frieze of an entablature.  2. A molding below a projecting part. 

Bed·norz (bHdùnôrts), J. Georg. Born 1950.  German physicist. He shared a 

1987 Nobel Prize for pioneering research in superconductivity. 

bed of roses (bHd ƒv roùzVz) n.  A state of great comfort or luxury. 

Bed·ou·in also Bed·u·in (bHdùu-Vn, bHdùwVn) n.  pl. Bedouin or Bed·ou·ins 
also Beduin  or Be·du·ins. An Arab of any of the nomadic tribes of the Arabian, 

Syrian, Nubian, or Sahara deserts.  [Middle English Bedoin, from Old French 

beduin, from Arabic bad7wXn, pl. of bad7wX, from badw, desert.]

bed·pan (bHdùp4nÙ) n.  A metal, glass, or plastic receptacle for the urinary and 

fecal discharges of persons confined to bed. 

bed·plate (bHdùpl7tÙ) n.  A plate, frame, or platform serving as a base or sup-

port for a machine. 

bed·post (bHdùpostÙ) n.  A vertical post at the corner of a bed. 

be·drag·gle (bV-dr4gùNl) v.  tr. be·drag·gled, be·drag·gling, be·drag·gles. 
To make wet and limp.  [BE- + DRAGGLE.]

be·drag·gled (bV-dr4gùNld) adj.  1. a. Wet; limp.  b. Soiled by or as if by hav-

ing been dragged through mud.   2. Being in a condition of deterioration; dilapi-

dated:  a street of bedraggled tenements. 

bed·rid·den (bHdùrVdÙn) also bed·rid (-rVdÙ) adj.  Confined to bed because of 

illness or infirmity.  [Middle English bedreden, from Old English bedrida : bed, 

bed; see BED + rida, rider (from rXdan, to ride); see RIDE.]



bed·rock (bHdùrmkÙ) n.  1. The solid rock that underlies loose material, such as 

soil, sand, clay, or gravel.  2. a. The very basis; the foundation:  Ownership of land 

is the bedrock of democracy.  b. The lowest point:  personal finances that were at 

bedrock.  

bed·roll (bHdùrolÙ) n.  A portable roll of bedding used especially by campers and 

others who sleep outdoors. 

bed·room (bHdùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  Abbr. bdrm., BR A room in which to sleep.   
—  adj.  1. Sexually suggestive:  a bedroom comedy; bedroom eyes.  2. Relating to 

or inhabited by commuters:  bedroom suburbs. 

bed·side (bHdùsXdÙ) n.  The side of a bed or the space alongside it.   —  adj.  

1. Near a bed:  a bedside table.  2. Of, relating to, or carried out near a bed:  a phy-

sician’s bedside conversation with a patient. 

bedside manner (bHdùsXdÙ m4nùNr) n.  The attitude and conduct of a physi-

cian in the presence of a patient. 

bed-sit·ter (bHdùsVtÙNr) n.  Chiefly British. A one-room apartment that serves as 

a bedroom and a living room.  [From BED + SITTING ROOM.]

bed·so·ni·a (bHd-soùnK-N) n.  pl. bed·so·ni·ae (-nK-XÙ). Any of a group of 

microorganisms of the genus Chlamydia that are obligate intracellular parasites 

and include the causative agents of trachoma, psittacosis, and lymphogranuloma 

venereum.  [New Latin, after Sir Samuel P. Bedson (died 1969), British bacteriol-

ogist.]

bed·sore (bHdùsôrÙ, -sorÙ) n.  A pressure-induced ulceration of the skin occur-

ring in persons confined to bed for long periods of time.  Also called decubitus 

ulcer 

bed·spread (bHdùsprHdÙ) n.  A usually decorative covering for a bed. 

bed·spring (bHdùsprVngÙ) n.  One of the springs supporting the mattress of a 

bed. Often used in the plural. 

bed·stead (bHdùstHdÙ) n.  The frame supporting a bed. 

bed·straw (bHdùstrôÙ) n.  Any of several weedy or ornamental plants of the 

genus Galium, having whorled leaves, clusters of small white or yellow flowers, 

and prickly stems.  Also called cleavers [Short for Our Lady’s Bedstraw, name for a 

plant of the genus Galium, whose foliage was used to stuff mattresses in medieval 

times.]

bed·time (bHdùtXmÙ) n.  The time at which one goes to bed. 

bedtime story (bHdùtXmÙ stôrùK) n.  A story that is read or told to a child just 

before bedtime. 

Bed·u·in (bHdùu-Vn, bHdùwVn) n.  Variant of Bedouin. 
bed-wet·ting (bHdùwHtÙVng) n.  Enuresis, especially when occurring noctur-

nally during sleep.   —bed wetter n. 

BE·dzin (bHnùjKnÙ)  A town of southern Poland northeast of Katowice. It was 

part of Russia from 1815 to 1919. Population, 77,100. 



bee1 (bK) n.  1. a. Any of several winged, hairy-bodied, usually stinging insects 

of the superfamily Apoidea in the order Hymenoptera, including both solitary 

and social species and characterized by sucking and chewing mouthparts for 

gathering nectar and pollen.  b. A bumblebee.  c. A honeybee.   2. A social gath-

ering where people combine work, competition, and amusement:  a quilting bee.   
—idiom. a bee in (one’s) bonnet. An impulsive, often eccentric turn of 

mind; a notion.  [Middle English, from Old English bKo; see bhei- in Appendix. 

Sense 2 perhaps also alteration of dialectal bean, voluntary help given to a farmer 

by his neighbors  from Middle English bene, extra service by a tenant to his lord, 

from Old English bKn, prayer. See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

bee2 (bK) n.  Nautical. A bee block.  [Middle English be, a ring, from Old English 

bKag. See bheug- in Appendix.]

bee3 (bK) n.  The letter b. 

bee balm (bK bäm) n.  An aromatic eastern North American herb (Monarda 

didyma) in the mint family, having variously colored, tubular bilabiate flowers 

grouped in dense, showy heads.  Also called bergamot 

Bee·be (bKùbK), (Charles) William. 1877-1962.  American naturalist, explorer, 

and author whose numerous expeditions include a record oceanic descent in a 

bathysphere he helped design (1934). 

bee block (bK blmk) n.  Nautical. A piece of hardwood on either side of a bow-

sprit through which forestays are reeved. 

bee·bread (bKùbrHdÙ) n.  A brownish substance consisting of a mixture of pol-

len and honey and used by bees as food. 

beech (bKch) n.  1. a. A deciduous tree of the genus Fagus having smooth, gray 

bark, alternate, simple leaves, and three-angled nuts enclosed in prickly burs. The 

best-known species are F. grandifolia of eastern North America and the European 

species F. sylvatica and its numerous cultivated forms.  b. The wood of any of 

these trees, used for flooring, containers, plywood, and tool handles.   2. Any of 

several other woody plants, as in the genera Carpinus and Nothofagus.  [Middle 

English beche, from Old English bKce. See bh7go- in Appendix.]

Bee·cham (bKùchNm), Sir Thomas. 1879-1961.  British conductor who 

founded the London Philharmonic (1932) and the Royal Philharmonic (1947) 

orchestras and helped popularize the works of Frederick Delius. 

beech·drops  or beech-drops (bKchùdrmpsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). A brownish eastern North American annual plant (Epifagus virginiana) 

having scalelike leaves and whitish tubular flowers with brown-purple stripes. It 

is parasitic on the roots of the beech tree. 

Bee·cher (bKùchNr)  A city of east-central Michigan, a suburb of Flint. Popula-

tion, 17,178. 

Bee·cher (bKùchNr), Lyman. 1775-1863.  American cleric. A fiery preacher, 

moderate Calvinist theologian, and resolute abolitionist, he was the father of 



Catharine Esther Beecher (1800-1878), who promoted equal educational 

opportunities for women; Edward Beecher (1803-1895), a clergyman and edu-

cator noted for his abolitionist views and writings; and Henry Ward Beecher 

(1813-1887), a clergyman and newspaper editor famous for his abolitionist ora-

tions. Harriet Beecher Stowe was another of Lyman’s children. 

beech fern (bKch fûrn) n.  Either of two woodland ferns with deeply cut trian-

gular blades, Thelypteris hexagonoptera of eastern North America and T. phegopt-

eris of North America and Eurasia. 

beech mast (bKch m4st) n.  The nuts of the beech tree; beechnuts. 

beech·nut (bKchùnƒtÙ) n.  The small, three-angled nut of a beech tree. 

bee-eat·er (bKùKÙtNr) n.  Any of various chiefly tropical Old World birds of the 

family Meropidae that have brightly colored plumage and feed on bees and 

wasps. 

beef (bKf) n.  pl. beeves (bKvz)  or beef. 1. a. A full-grown steer, bull, ox, or 

cow, especially one intended for use as meat.  b. The flesh of a slaughtered full-

grown steer, bull, ox, or cow.   2. Informal. Human muscle; brawn.  3. pl. beefs. 
Slang. A complaint.   —  v.  intr. beefed, beef·ing, beefs. Slang. To complain.   
—phrasal verb. beef up. Informal. To make or become greater or stronger:  

beef up the defense budget.  [Middle English, from Old French buef, from Latin 

bos, bov-. See gwou- in Appendix.]

beef·a·lo (bKùfN-loÙ) n.  pl. beefalo or beef·a·los  or beef·a·loes. A hybrid 

that results from a cross between the American buffalo, or bison, and beef cattle 

and is typically 8 buffalo and 8 bovine. Beefalo yields leaner beef than conven-

tional breeds of cattle.  Also called cattalo [BEEF + (BUFF)ALO.]

beef bour·gui·gnon (bKf btrÙgKn-yônù, -yôNù) n.  Braised beef cubes sim-

mered in a seasoned red wine sauce with mushrooms, carrots, and onions.  

[French boeuf bourguignon, from Bourgogne, Burgundy, a region of eastern 

France.]

beef·cake (bKfùk7kÙ) n.  Informal. Minimally attired men with muscular phy-

siques, as in photographs or motion pictures.  [BEEF + (CHEESE)CAKE.]

beef·eat·er (bKfùKÙtNr) n.  A yeoman of the British monarch’s royal guard.  

WORD HISTORY: Tourists in England who have seen the warders of the Tower

of London and the Yeomen of the Guard know that these men dressed in 15th-

century uniforms are called beefeaters. Not all tourists are aware, however, that

the original use of the term (recorded in 1610) was pejorative, referring to a well-

fed servant. In a work published before 1628 the word was also said to have been

used contemptuously by the French for an Englishman or an English soldier. The

word beefeater has thus risen in the world, for the well-fed, well-muscled beefeat-

ers of today (this use was first recorded in 1671) are considered by many to be a



national treasure.

beefed-up (bKftùƒpù) adj.  Informal. Having been made greater or stronger: 

“Beefed-up sales efforts [by competitors] overwhelmed them” (Wall Street Jour-

nal). 

bee fly (bK flX) n.  Any of various flies of the family Bombyliidae that resemble 

bees, feed on nectar and pollen, and have larvae that are parasitic on bees, wasps, 

and other insects. 

beef·steak (bKfùst7kÙ) n.  A slice of beef, such as one taken from the loin or the 

hindquarters, suitable for broiling or frying. 

beefsteak fungus (bKfùst7kÙ fƒngùgNs) n.  An edible fungus (Fistulina hepat-

ica), growing on living tree trunks, such as oak and ash, and having a large, irreg-

ularly shaped reddish cap. 

beef stro·ga·noff (bKf stroùgN-nôfÙ, -nmfÙ) n.  Thinly sliced beef fillet sautéed 

and mixed with onions, mushrooms, sour cream, and herbs, often served on a 

bed of noodles or rice.  [After Count Paul Stroganoff, 19th-century Russian dip-

lomat.]

beef Well·ing·ton (bKf wHlùVng-tNn) n.  A fillet of beef covered with pâté de 

foie gras, encased in pastry, and baked.  [Probably from the name Wellington.]

beef·wood (bKfùwtdÙ) n.  1. Any of various Australian evergreen trees or 

shrubs of the genus Casuarina, having jointed stems, scalelike whorled leaves, and 

small fruits grouped in woody, conelike structures.  2. The wood of any of these 

plants, often used in construction.  Also called Australian pine, casuarina. 

beef·y (bKùfK) adj.  beef·i·er, beef·i·est. 1. a. Muscular in build; brawny:  a 

beefy wrestler.  b. Substantial; filling: “a rather... beefy, densely colored wine” (Rob-

ert M. Parker, Jr.).   2. Filled with beef.   —beefùi·ness n. 

bee gum (bK gƒm) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. 1. A beehive located in a hollow 

tree or log.  2. Any beehive.  [BEE
1 + gum, a hollowed-out log (from GUM

1).]

bee·hive (bKùhXvÙ) n.  A hive for bees. 

bee·keep·er (bKùkKÙpNr) n.  See apiarist.  —beeùkeep·ing n. 

bee·line (bKùlXnÙ) n.  A direct, straight course.  [From the belief that a bee 

returns to its hive in a straight course.]

Be·el·ze·bub (bK-HlùzN-bƒbÙ) n.  Theology. 1. The Devil; Satan.  2. One of the 

fallen angels in Milton’s Paradise Lost. Beelzebub was next to Satan in power.  

3. An evil spirit; a demon.  [Probably ultimately alteration of ba1al zebûl, exalted 

Baal  : ba1al, Baal + zebûl, exalted.]

bee moth (bK môth) n.  A moth (Galleria mellonella) that lays its eggs in bee-

hives, where the larvae feed on the wax and debris of the honeycombs.  Also 

called wax moth 

been (bVn) v.  Past participle of be. 



beep (bKp) n.  A sound or a signal, as from a horn or an electronic device.   —  v.  

intr. beeped, beep·ing, beeps. To make a beep.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to make 

a beep.  2. To call, summon, or warn by means of a beeper.  [Imitative.]

beep·er (bKùpNr) n.  1. One that beeps.  2. A small portable electronic device 

that emits a beeping signal when the person carrying it is being paged. In this 

sense, also calledpager 

bee plant (bK pl4nt) n.  Any of numerous plants that attract bees for nectar or 

pollen. 

beer (bîr) n.  1. a. A fermented alcoholic beverage brewed from malt and fla-

vored with hops.  b. A fermented beverage brewed by traditional methods that is 

then dealcoholized so that the finished product contains no more than 0.5 per-

cent alcohol.  c. A carbonated beverage produced by a method in which the fer-

mentation process is either circumvented or altered, resulting in a finished 

product having an alcohol content of no more than 0.01 percent.   2. A beverage 

made from extracts of roots and plants:  birch beer.  [Middle English ber, from 

Old English bKor, from West Germanic, probably from Latin bibere, to drink. See 

po(i)- in Appendix.]

Beer (bâr), Wilhelm. 1797-1850.  German banker and astronomer who pub-

lished maps of the moon and Mars. 

Beer·bohm (bîrùbomÙ), Sir Henry Maximilian. Known as “Max.” 1872-1956.  

British caricaturist, writer, and wit whose Caricatures of Twenty-five Gentlemen 

appeared in 1896. He spent most of his later years in Italy. 

Beer·naert (bârùnärt), Auguste Marie François. 1829-1912.  Belgian diplo-

mat active in the peace conferences at The Hague (1899 and 1907). He shared the 

1909 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Beers (bîrz), Clifford Whittingham. 1876-1943.  American mental-health 

pioneer who as a patient discovered abysmal conditions in asylums. On his release 

he wrote an autobiography, A Mind That Found Itself (1908), and thereafter 

worked for international mental-health reforms. 

Beer·she·ba (bîr-shKùbN, bHr-shHvùN)  A city of southern Israel southwest of 

Jerusalem. In biblical times it marked the southern boundary of Palestine. Popu-

lation, 114,300. 

beer·y (bîrùK) adj.  beer·i·er, beer·i·est. 1. Smelling or tasting of beer:  beery 

breath.  2. Affected or produced by beer:  beery humor. 

beest·ings also beast·ings (bKùstVngz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The 

first milk secreted by a mammal, especially a cow, after parturition; colostrum.  

[Middle English bestinggis, pl. of besting, from Old English b«sting, from bKost, 

beestings.]

Bees·ton and Sta·ple·ford (bKùstNn Nnd st7ùpNl-fNrd)  An urban district of 

central England, a suburb of Nottingham. Population, 65,400. 



bees·wax (bKzùw4ksÙ) n.  1. The yellow to grayish-brown wax secreted by the 

honeybee for constructing honeycombs.  2. Commercial wax obtained by pro-

cessing and purifying the crude wax of the honeybee and used in making candles, 

crayons, and polishes. 

beet (bKt) n.  1. A biennial Eurasian plant (Beta vulgaris) grown as a crop plant 

for the edible roots and leaves.  2. The swollen root of this plant eaten as a vegeta-

ble, typically having reddish flesh.  3. The sugar beet.  [Middle English bete, from 

Old English bKte, from Latin bKta.]

beet armyworm (bKt ärùmK-wûrmÙ) n.  An armyworm (Spodoptera exigua) 

that feeds primarily on the foliage of alfalfa, beets, and other crops. 

Bee·tho·ven (b7ùtoÙvNn), Ludwig van. 1770-1827.  German composer. The 

greatest composer of his day, he began to lose his hearing in 1801 and was deaf by 

1819. His music, which formed a transition from classical to romantic composi-

tion, includes 9 symphonies, 5 piano concertos, a violin concerto, 32 piano sona-

tas, several other sonatas, 2 Masses, and an opera. 

bee·tle1 (bKtùl) n.  1. Any of numerous insects of the order Coleoptera, having 

biting mouthparts and forewings modified to form horny coverings that protect 

the underlying pair of membranous hind wings when at rest.  2. An insect resem-

bling a member of the order Coleoptera.   —  v.  intr. bee·tled, bee·tling, 
bee·tles. To make one’s way or move like a beetle: “Chambermaids... beetled from 

bedroom to bedroom loaded with... champagne” (Vanity Fair).  [Middle English 

betil, from Old English bitela, from bXtan, to bite. See bheid- in Appendix.]

bee·tle2 (bKtùl) adj.  Jutting; overhanging:  beetle brows.   —  v.  intr. bee·tled, 
bee·tling, bee·tles. To jut; overhang: “The rocks often beetled over the road” 

(Washington Irving).  [From Middle English bitel-brouwed, grim-browed  : bitel, 

sharp (probably from Old English *bitol, biting, from Old English bite, bite); see 

BIT
2 + brouwed (from brow, brow); see BROW.]

bee·tle3 (bKtùl) n.  1. A heavy mallet with a large wooden head.  2. A small 

wooden household mallet.  3. A machine with revolving wooden hammers that 

gives fabrics a lustrous sheen.  [Middle English betel, from Old English b«tl. See 

bhau- in Appendix.]

beet leafhopper (bKt lKfùhmpÙNr) n.  A small insect (Eutettix tenellus) that 

transmits a destructive viral disease to plants, especially sugar beets, in the United 

States. 

bee·tle·weed (bKtùl-wKdÙ) n.  See galax. 
bee tree (bK trK) n.  1. Any of various trees, such as the basswood, having nec-

tar-rich flowers that are especially attractive to bees.  2. A hollow tree in which 

bees form nests. 

beet·root (bKtùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  Chiefly British. The edible root of the beet. 

beetroot purple (bKtùrutÙ pûrùpNl) n.  Color. A deep to very deep purplish 

red. 



beeves (bKvz) n.  A plural of beef. 
bef. abbr.  Before. 

be·fall (bV-fôlù) v.  be·fell (-fHlù), be·fall·en (-fôùlNn), be·fall·ing, be·falls.  
—  v.  intr. To come to pass; happen.   —  v.  tr. To happen to.  See Synonyms at 

happen.  [Middle English bifallen, from Old English befeallan, to fall.]

be·fit (bV-fVtù) v.  tr. be·fit·ted, be·fit·ting, be·fits. To be suitable to or appro-

priate for:  formal attire that befits the occasion. 

be·fit·ting (bV-fVtùVng) adj.  Appropriate; suitable; proper.   —be·fitùting·ly 
adv. 

be·fog (bV-fôgù, -fmgù) v.  tr. be·fogged, be·fog·ging, be·fogs. 1. To cover 

or obscure with or as if with fog.  2. To cause confusion in; muddle. 

be·fool (bV-fulù) v.  tr. be·fooled, be·fool·ing, be·fools. 1. To make a fool 

of.  2. To hoodwink; deceive. 

be·fore (bV-fôrù, -forù) adv.  1. Earlier in time:  They called me the day before.  

2. In front; ahead.   —  prep.  Abbr. bef. 1. Previous to in time; earlier than.  2. In 

front of.  3. In store for; awaiting:  A young person’s whole life lies before him.  

4. Into or in the presence of:  She asked that the visitor be brought before her.  

5. Under the consideration or jurisdiction of:  The case is now before the court.  

6. In a position superior to:  The prince is before his brother in the line of succession.   
—  conj.  1. In advance of the time when:  See me before you leave.  2. Rather than; 

sooner than:  I will die before I will betray my country.  [Middle English bifore, 

from Old English beforan. See per1 in Appendix.]

before Christ (bV-fôrù krXst) adv.  Abbr. B.C. In a specified year of the pre-

Christian era. 

be·fore·hand (bV-fôrùh4ndÙ, -forù-) adv.  & adj.  1. In anticipation.  2. In 

advance; early. 

be·fore·time (bV-fôrùtXmÙ, -forù-) adv.  Archaic. Formerly. 

be·foul (bV-foulù) v.  tr. be·fouled, be·foul·ing, be·fouls. 1. To make dirty; 

soil.  See Synonyms at contaminate.  2. To cast aspersions upon; speak badly of. 

be·friend (bV-frHndù) v.  tr. be·friend·ed, be·friend·ing, be·friends. To 

behave as a friend to. 

be·fud·dle (bV-fƒdùl) v.  tr. be·fud·dled, be·fud·dling, be·fud·dles. 1. To 

confuse; perplex.  See Synonyms at confuse.  2. To stupefy with or as if with 

alcoholic drink. 

beg (bHg) v.  begged, beg·ging, begs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To ask for as charity:  

begged money while sitting in a doorway.  2. To ask earnestly for or of; entreat:  

begged me for help.  3. a. To evade; dodge:  a speech that begged the real issues.  

b. To take for granted without proof:  beg the point in a dispute.    —  v.  intr. 1. To 

solicit alms.  2. To make a humble or urgent plea.   —phrasal verb. beg off. 
To ask to be released from something, such as an obligation:  We were invited to 

stay for dinner, but we had to beg off.  [Middle English beggen, possibly from 



Anglo-Norman begger, from Old French begart, lay brother, one who prays. See 

BEGGAR.]

SYNONYMS: beg, crave, beseech, implore, entreat, importune. These verbs mean

to make an earnest request. Beg and crave apply to the act of asking in a serious

and sometimes humble manner, especially for something one cannot claim as a

right: I begged her to forgive me. The attorney craved the court’s indulgence. Beseech

emphasizes earnestness and often implies anxiety: Be silent, we beseech you. Im-

plore intensifies the senses of urgent supplication and anxiety: The child, with tears

in his eyes, implored his father not to be angry. Entreat pertains to persuasive plead-

ing calculated to overcome opposition: “Ask me no questions, I entreat you”

(Charles Dickens). Importune adds the sense of persistent and sometimes irksome

pleading: The foundation was being importuned by fundraisers to contribute to new

charities. See also Synonyms at cadge

be·gan (bV-g4nù) v.  Past tense of begin. 
be·get (bV-gHtù) v.  tr. be·got (-gmtù), be·got·ten (-gmtùn)  or be·got, 
be·get·ting, be·gets. 1. To father; sire.  2. To cause to exist or occur; produce:  

Violence begets more violence.  [Middle English biyeten, bigeten, from Old English 

begetan. See ghend- in Appendix.] —be·getùter n. 

beg·gar (bHgùNr) n.  1. One who solicits alms for a living.  2. An impoverished 

person; a pauper.  3. Informal. A man or a boy.   —  v.  tr. beg·gared, 
beg·gar·ing, beg·gars. 1. To make a beggar of; impoverish.  2. To exceed the 

limits, resources, or capabilities of:  beauty that beggars description.  [Middle 

English, from Old French begart, ultimately from Middle Dutch beggaert, one 

who rattles off prayers.]

beg·gar·ly (bHgùNr-lK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or befitting a beggar; very poor:  a 

beggarly existence in the slums.  2. So mean, petty, or paltry as to deserve con-

tempt.   —begùgar·li·ness n. 

beg·gar’s lice (bHgùNrz lXs) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. Any of several 

plants, such as the stickseed, having small, often prickly fruits that cling readily to 

clothing or animal fur.  2. The fruit of any of these plants. 

beggar’s purse (bHgùNrz pûrs) n.  A buckwheat crepe filled with caviar and 

crème fraîche, tied with strips of chives into the shape of a purse, and served as an 

appetizer. 

beggar ticks also beggar’s ticks (bHgùNr tVkùs) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). 1. a. Any of various weeds of the genus Bidens in the composite family, 

having heads of usually yellow flowers and small, dry fruits.  Also called bur mari-

gold, Spanish needles, sticktight, tickseed.  b. The fruit of any of these plants, typi-

cally having barbed awns and clinging readily to clothing and animal fur.   2. Any 

of certain other plants or their clinging fruits, especially species of the tick trefoil. 



beg·gar·y (bHgùN-rK) n.  1. Extreme poverty; penury.  2. The state or condition 

of being a beggar.  3. Beggars considered as a group. 

be·gin (bV-gVnù) v.  be·gan (-g4nù), be·gun (-gƒnù), be·gin·ning, be·gins.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To take the first step in performing an action; start.  2. To come into 

being:  when life began.  3. To do or accomplish in the least degree:  Those mea-

sures do not even begin to address the problem.   —  v.  tr. 1. To take the first step in 

doing; start:  began work.  2. To cause to come into being; originate.  3. To come 

first in:  The numeral 1 begins the sequence.  [Middle English biginnen, from Old 

English beginnan.]

SYNONYMS: begin, commence, start, initiate, inaugurate. These verbs are com-

pared as they denote coming or putting into operation, being, or motion or set-

ting about taking the first step, as in a procedure. Begin and commence are equiv-

alent in meaning, though commence is more formal: began the race; a play that

begins at eight o’clock; commenced her career as a scientist; festivities that com-

menced with the national anthem. Start is often interchangeable with begin and

commence but can also imply setting out from a specific point, frequently follow-

ing inaction: Stand and visit with me for a few minutes until the train starts. The

telephone started ringing. Initiate applies to the act of taking the first steps in a

process, without reference to what follows: The public hoped the government would

initiate restrictions on imported goods. Inaugurate often connotes a formal begin-

ning: “The exhibition inaugurated a new era of cultural relations between the Soviet

Union and United States” (Serge Schmemann).

Be·gin (b7ùgVn), Menachem. 1913-1992.  Russian-born Israeli politician. He 

led (1943-1948) Irgun, the Zionist underground movement in Palestine. After the 

establishment of Israel, Begin became a political leader known for his hard-line 

views on the Arabs, but as prime minister (1977-1983) he strove to resolve the 

Arab-Israel conflict. He shared the 1978 Nobel Peace Prize with Anwar el-Sadat of 

Egypt. 

be·gin·ner (bV-gVnùNr) n.  One who is just starting to learn or do something; a 

novice. 

be·gin·ning (bV-gVnùVng) n.  1. The act or process of bringing or being brought 

into being; a start.  2. The time when something begins or is begun:  the beginning 

of the war.  3. The place where something begins or is begun:  at the beginning of 

the road.  4. A source; an origin:  What was the beginning of the dispute?  5. The 

first part:  The front matter is at the beginning of the book.  6.  Often beginnings. 

An early or rudimentary phase:  the beginnings of human life on this planet.  

SYNONYMS: beginning, birth, dawn, genesis, nascence, rise. The central mean-

ing shared by these nouns is “the initial stage of a developmental process”: the



beginning of a new era in computer technology; the birth of generative grammar; the

dawn of civilization; the genesis of quantum mechanics; the nascence of classical

sculpture; the rise and decline of an ancient city-state. 

ANTONYM: end

beginning rhyme (bV-gVnùVng rXm) n.  1. Rhyme at the beginning of consecu-

tive lines of verse.  Also called initial rhyme 2.  See head rhyme. 
be·gird (bV-gûrdù) v.  tr. be·girt (-gûrtù)  or be·gird·ed, be·girt, be·gird·ing, 
be·girds. To encircle with or as if with a band. 

be·gone (bV-gônù, -gmnù) v.  Used chiefly in the imperative to express an order 

of dismissal.  [Middle English begone : be, imperative of ben, to be; see BE + gone, 

past participle of gon, to go; see GO
1.]

be·go·nia (bV-gonùyN) n.  Any of various tropical or subtropical plants of the 

genus Begonia, widely cultivated as ornamentals for their usually asymmetrical, 

brightly colored leaves.  [New Latin Begonia, genus name, after Michel Bégon 

(1638-1710), French governor in the West Indies.]

be·gor·ra (bV-gôrùN, -gmrùN) interj.  Irish. Used as a mild oath.  [Alteration of by 

God.]

be·got (bV-gmtù) v.  Past tense and a past participle of beget. 
be·got·ten (bV-gmtùn) v.  A past participle of beget. 
be·grime (bV-grXmù) v.  tr. be·grimed, be·grim·ing, be·grimes. To smear or 

soil with or as if with dirt. 

be·grudge (bV-grƒjù) v.  tr. be·grudged, be·grudg·ing, be·grudg·es. 
1. a. To envy the possession or enjoyment of:  She begrudged his youth.  b. To 

envy for the possession of:  She begrudged him his youth.  See Synonyms at envy.   
2. To give or expend with reluctance:  begrudged every penny spent.   
—be·grudgùer n.  —be·grudgùing·ly adv. 

be·guile (bV-gXlù) v.  tr. be·guiled, be·guil·ing, be·guiles. 1. To deceive by 

guile; delude.  See Synonyms at deceive.  2. To take away from by or as if by 

guile; cheat:  a disease that has beguiled me of strength.  3. To distract the attention 

of; divert: “to beguile you from the grief of a loss so overwhelming” (Abraham Lin-

coln).  4. To pass (time) pleasantly.  5. To amuse or charm; delight.  See Syn-

onyms at charm.  [Middle English bigilen : bi-, be- + gilen, to deceive; see GUILE.] 
—be·guileùment n.  —be·guilùer n.  —be·guilùing·ly adv. 

be·guine (bV-gKnù) n.  1. A ballroom dance similar to the rumba, based on a 

dance of Martinique and St. Lucia.  2. The music for this dance.  [French (West 

Indies) béguine, from French béguin, hood, flirtation, from beguine, Beguine. See 

BEGUINE.]

Beg·uine (b7ùgKnÙ, b7-gKnù) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A member of any of 

several lay sisterhoods founded in the Netherlands in the 13th century.  [Middle 



English begine, from Old French beguine, from Middle Dutch beg-, root of beg-

gaert, one who rattles off prayers.]

be·gum (b7ùgNm, bKù-) n.  1. A Muslim woman of rank.  2. Used as a form of 

address for such a woman.  [Urdu begam, from East Turkic begüm, first person 

sing. possessive of beg, master, mistress, from Old Turkic.]

be·gun (bV-gƒnù) v.  Past participle of begin. 
be·half (bV-h4fù, -häfù) n.  Interest, support, or benefit.   —idioms. in behalf 
of. For the benefit of; in the interest of.  on behalf of. As the agent of; on the 

part of.  [Middle English, from Old English be healfe, by (his) side  : be, by, at; see 

BY
1 + healf, side, half; see HALF.]

USAGE NOTE: Traditionally, in behalf of and on behalf of have distinct senses.

In behalf of means “for the benefit of,” as in We raised money in behalf of the earth-

quake victims. On behalf of means “as the agent of; on the part of,” as in The guard-

ian signed the contract on behalf of the minor child. The two senses are quite close,

however, and are often confused, even by reputable writers.

Be·han (bKùNn), Brendan Francis. 1923-1964.  Irish writer whose early associ-

ation with the Irish Republican Army and experiences in prison influenced his 

works, including the play The Quare Fellow (1954) and the autobiographical 

Borstal Boy (1958). 

be·have (bV-h7vù) v.  be·haved, be·hav·ing, be·haves.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

conduct oneself in a specified way:  The child behaved badly at the party.  b. To 

conduct oneself in a proper way:  I told the child to behave.   2. To act, react, func-

tion, or perform in a particular way:  This fabric behaves well even in hot weather.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To conduct (oneself) properly:  Did you behave yourself at the party?  

2. To conduct (oneself) in a specified way:  The witness behaved herself with great 

calmness.  [Middle English behaven : be-, be- + have, have; see HAVE.]

be·hav·ior (bV-h7vùyNr) n.  1. The manner in which one behaves.  2. Psychology. 

The actions or reactions of persons or things in response to external or internal 

stimuli.  [Middle English behavour, from behaven, to behave (on the model of 

havour, behavior, from Old French avoir, from avoir, to have),. See BEHAVE.] 
—be·havùior·al adj.  —be·havùior·al·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: behavior, conduct, deportment. These nouns all pertain to a per-

son’s actions as they constitute a means of evaluation by others. Behavior is the

most general: time off for good behavior; on their best behavior; guilty of contempt-

ible behavior. Conduct applies to actions considered from the standpoint of mo-

rality and ethics: “The fate of unborn millions will now depend... on the courage and

conduct of this army” (George Washington). “Life, not the parson, teaches conduct”

(Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.). Deportment more narrowly pertains to actions mea-



sured by a prevailing code of social behavior: “[Old Mr. Turveydrop] was not like

anything in the world but a model of Deportment” (Charles Dickens).

behavioral medicine (bV-h7vùyNr-Nl mHdùV-sVn) n.  The application of 

behavior therapy techniques, such as biofeedback, relaxation training, and hyp-

nosis, to the prevention and treatment of medical and psychosomatic disorders 

and to the treatment of undesirable behaviors, such as overeating and substance 

abuse.  Also called behavior medicine 

behavioral psychophysics (bV-h7vùyNr-Nl sXÙko-fVzùVks) n.  Psychology. A 

branch of psychology dealing primarily with the measurement of sensory capaci-

ties in nonaberrant animals. 

behavioral science (bV-h7vùyNr-Nl sXùNns) n.  A scientific discipline, such as 

sociology, anthropology or psychology, in which the actions and reactions of 

human beings and animals are studied through observational and experimental 

methods.   —behavioral scientist n. 

behavioral therapy (bV-h7vùyNr-Nl thHrùN-pK) n.  See behavior therapy. 
be·hav·ior·ism (bV-h7vùyN-rVzÙNm) n.  Psychology. A school of psychology that 

confines itself to the study of observable and quantifiable aspects of behavior and 

excludes subjective phenomena, such as emotions or motives.   —be·havùior·ist 
n.  —be·havÙior·isùtic adj. 

behavior medicine (bV-h7vùyNr mHdùV-sVn) n.  See behavioral medicine. 
behavior modification (bV-h7vùyNr mmdÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Psychology. 

1. The use of basic learning techniques, such as conditioning, biofeedback, rein-

forcement, or aversion therapy, to alter human behavior.  2.  See behavior ther-
apy.  —behavior modifier n. 

behavior therapy (bV-h7vùyNr thHrùN-pK) n.  Psychology. A form of psycho-

therapy that uses basic learning techniques to modify maladaptive behavior pat-

terns by substituting new responses to given stimuli for undesirable ones.  Also 

called behavioral therapy, behavior modification.  —behavior therapist n. 

be·hav·iour (bV-h7vùyNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of behavior. 
be·head (bV-hHdù) v.  tr. be·head·ed, be·head·ing, be·heads. To separate 

the head from; decapitate.  [Middle English biheden, from Old English 

behKafdian : be-, away from; see BE- + hKafod, head; see HEAD.]

be·held (bV-hHldù) v.  Past tense and past participle of behold. 
be·he·moth (bV-hKùmNth, bKùN-mNth) n.  1. Something enormous in size or 

power.  2.  Often Behemoth. Bible. A huge animal, possibly the hippopotamus, 

described in the Old Testament.  [Hebrew bHhKmôt, intensive pl. of bHhKmâ, 

beast.]

be·hest (bV-hHstù) n.  1. An authoritative command.  2. An urgent request:  I 

called the office at the behest of my secretary.  [Middle English bihest, vow, from 

Old English beh<s. See kei-2 in Appendix.]



be·hind (bV-hXndù) adv.  1. In, to, or toward the rear:  We walked behind.  2. In a 

place or condition that has been passed or left:  I left my gloves behind.  3. In 

arrears; late:  I fell behind in my payments.  4. Below the standard level; in or into 

an inferior position:  Don’t fall behind in class.  5. Slow:  My watch is running 

behind.  6. Archaic. Yet to come.   —  prep.  1. At the back of or in the rear of:  He 

sat behind her.  2. On the farther side or other side of; beyond:  The broom is 

behind the door.  3. In a place or time that has been passed or left by:  Their wor-

ries are behind them.  4. a. Later than:  The plane was behind schedule.  b. Used to 

indicate deficiency in performance:  behind us in technological develpment.   

5. a. Hidden or concealed by:  hatred hidden behind a bland smile.  b. In the 

background of; underlying:  Behind your every action is self-interest.   6. In a posi-

tion of support; at the back of:  The leaders have the army behind them.  7. In pur-

suit of:  The police were hard behind the escapees.   —  n.  Informal. The buttocks.  

[Middle English bihinde, from Old English behindan. See ko- in Appendix.]

be·hind·hand (bV-hXndùh4ndÙ) adj.  1. Being in arrears.  2. Being behind time; 

slow.  See Synonyms at tardy.  —be·hindùhandÙ adv. 

be·hind-the-scenes (bV-hXndÙthN-sKnzù) adj.  Done, maintained, or held in 

secret. 

be·hold (bV-holdù) v.  be·held (-hHldù), be·hold·ing, be·holds.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To perceive by the visual faculty; see:  beheld a tiny figure in the distance.  

b. To perceive through use of the mental faculty; comprehend: “Behold the man 

of the future” (Jerry Adler).   2. To look upon; gaze at:  We beheld a beautiful vista 

before us.  See Synonyms at see1.   —  v.  intr. Used in the imperative for the pur-

pose of calling attention.  [Middle English biholden, from Old English behaldan : 

be-, be- + haldan, to hold; see HOLD
1.] —be·holdùer n. 

be·hold·en (bV-holùdNn) adj.  Owing something, such as gratitude, to another; 

indebted.  [Middle English biholden, past participle of biholden, to observe. See 

BEHOLD.]

be·hoof (bV-hufù) n.  Benefit; advantage:  a sitting room that had been converted 

to a bedroom on my behoof.  [Middle English bihove, from Old English behof. See 

kap- in Appendix.]

be·hoove (bV-huvù) v.  be·hooved, be·hoov·ing, be·hooves.  —  v.  tr. To 

be necessary or proper for:  It behooves you at least to try.   —  v.  intr. To be neces-

sary or proper.  [Middle English behoven, from Old English behofian. See kap- in 

Appendix.]

Beh·ring (bârùVng, bHrù-, b7ùrVng), Emil Von. 1854-1917.  German physiologist. 

He won a 1901 Nobel Prize for work on serum immunization against diphtheria 

and tetanus. 

Behr·man (bârùmNn), S(amuel) N(athaniel). 1893-1973.  American play-

wright whose works include The Second Man (1927) and No Time for Comedy 

(1939). 



Bei·der·becke (bXùdNr-bHkÙ), Leon Bismark. Known as “Bix.” 1903-1931.  

American jazz composer and musician. A self-taught pianist and cornet player, he 

was the first white musician to be recognized by Black musicians as a luminary of 

the jazz world. 

beige (b7zh) n.  1. Color. A light grayish brown or yellowish brown to grayish 

yellow.  2. A soft fabric of undyed, unbleached wool.   —  adj.  Color. Light gray-

ish-brown or yellowish-brown to grayish-yellow.  [French, fine woolen fabric left 

in its natural color, from Old French bege, perhaps from Old Italian bambagia, 

cotton wool, from feminine of Late Latin bombax. See BOMBAST.]

bei·gnet also bai·gnet  or bei·gné  or bang (bHn-y7ù) n.  Southern Louisiana. 

1. A square doughnut with no hole: “a New Orleans coffeehouse selling beignets, an 

insidious Louisianian cousin of the doughnut that exists to get powdered sugar on 

your face” (Los Angeles Times).  2. A seafood fritter.  [French, fritter, of Celtic 

origin.]

REGIONAL NOTE: New Orleans, Louisiana, has been a rich contributor of

French loan words and local expressions to American English. One variety of

speech in this city is so distinctive that it has a name: yat. Many of the words, such

as beignet, café au lait, faubourg, lagniappe, and krewe, reflect the New World

French cuisine and culture characterizing this city and much of southern Louisi-

ana. Other words reflect distinctive physical characteristics of the city: banquette,

a raised sidewalk, and camelback and shotgun, distinctive architectural styles

found among New Orleans houses.

Bei·jing (b7ùjVngù) also Pe·king (pKùkVngù, p7ù-) Formerly (1928-1949) 

Pei·ping (p7ùpVngù).  The capital of China, in the northeast part of the country. 

Founded c. 700 B.C., it is a major commercial, industrial, and cultural center. The 

Inner City contains the Imperial, or Forbidden, City. Population, 5,860,000. 

be·ing (bKùVng) n.  1. The state or quality of having existence.  See Synonyms at 

existence.  2. a. Something, such as an object, an idea, or a symbol, that exists, 

is thought to exist, or is represented as existing.  b. The totality of all things that 

exist.   3. a. A person: “The artist after all is a solitary being” (Virginia Woolf).  

b. All the qualities constituting one that exists; the essence.  c. One’s basic or 

essential nature; personality.  

Bei·ra (b7ùrN)  A city of east-central Mozambique on the Mozambique Channel, 

an arm of the Indian Ocean. It is a commercial center and a popular resort. Popu-

lation, 230,744. 

Bei·rut1 (b7-rutù)  The capital and largest city of Lebanon, in the western part 

of the country on the Mediterranean Sea. Founded by the Phoenicians, it was an 

important Greek and Roman trade center. The city has long been the scene of bit-

ter factional fighting. Population, 509,000. 



Bei·rut2 (b7-rutù, b7ùrutÙ) n.  A place or situation characterized by ongoing, 

widespread, highly destructive strife: “Right now, [this state] is the Beirut of the 

medical malpractice system, with all the players in an angry state of turmoil and fac-

tionalism” (Hatfield MA Valley Advocate). 

Beis·sel (bXùsNl), Johann Konrad. 1690-1768.  German-born religious leader 

and hymn writer whose works influenced American hymnody. 

Be·ja (b7ùjN) n.  pl. Beja. 1. A member of a people living primarily as pastoral 

nomads in the area between the Nile River and the Red Sea.  2. The Cushitic lan-

guage of the Beja. 

be·je·sus (bV-jKùzNs, -j7ù-) n.  Slang. Used as an intensive:  The bear scared the 

bejesus out of us.  [Alteration of by Jesus.]

be·jew·eled (bV-juùNld) adj.  Decorated with or as if with jewels. 

Bé·ké·sy (b7ùk7-shK), Georg von. 1899-1972.  Hungarian-born American 

physiologist. He won a 1961 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the mecha-

nisms of stimulation within the cochlea. 

bel (bHl) n.  Abbr. b, B Ten decibels.  [After Alexander Graham BELL.]

be·la·bor (bV-l7ùbNr) v.  tr. be·la·bored, be·la·bor·ing, be·la·bors. 1. To 

attack with blows; hit, beat, or whip.  See Synonyms at beat.  2. To assail verbally.  

3. To discuss repeatedly or at length; harp on:  Don’t belabor the point. 

be·la·bour (bV-l7ùbNr) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of belabor. 
Bel·a·rus (bHlùN-rusÙ, bHlÙN-rusù) also Be·lo·rus·sia (bHlÙo-rƒshùN-)  or 

Bye·lo·rus·sia (byHlÙo) Also known as White Rus·sia (rƒshùN).  A country of 

eastern Europe east of Poland, south of Lithuania and Latvia, and north of 

Ukraine. Colonized originally by the Slavs, it was controlled at various times by 

Lithuania and Poland and was a constituent republic of the U.S.S.R from 1922 to 

1991. Minsk is the capital. Population, 9,942,000. 

Be·las·co (bN-l4sùko), David. 1853-1931.  American playwright and theatrical 

producer known for his realistic stage settings and innovative lighting effects. 

Among his productions were Madame Butterfly (1900) and Laugh, Clown, Laugh 

(1923). 

be·lat·ed (bV-l7ùtVd) adj.  Having been delayed; done or sent too late:  a belated 

birthday card.  [BE- + LATED.] —be·latùed·ly adv.  —be·latùed·ness n. 

Be·lau (bN-louù) also Pa·lau (pä-, pN-)  or Pe·lew (pN-luù, pK-)  A group of 

volcanic islands and islets in the Caroline Islands of the western Pacific Ocean. 

When the Carolines became part of the Federated States of Micronesia in 1978, 

Belau chose to form a republic in free association with the United States, which is 

responsible for its defense until 1996. 

be·lay (bV-l7ù) v.  be·layed, be·lay·ing, be·lays.  —  v.  tr. 1. Nautical. To 

secure or make fast (a rope, for example) by winding on a cleat or pin.  2. To 

secure (a mountain climber, for example) at the end of a length of rope.  3. To 

cause to stop.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be made secure.  2. Used in the imperative as an 



order to stop:  Belay there!   —  n.  1. The securing of a rope on a rock or other 

projection during mountain climbing.  2. An object, such as a rock, to which a 

mountain climber’s rope can be secured.  [Middle English bileggen, to surround, 

from Old English belecgan. See legh- in Appendix.]

Be·la·ya (bHlùN-yN)  A river of southwest Russia rising in the Ural Mountains and 

flowing about 1,416 km (880 mi) generally northwest to the Kama River. 

be·lay·ing pin (bV-l7ùVng pVn) n.  Nautical. A short, removable wooden or 

metal pin fitted in a hole in the rail of a boat and used for securing running gear. 

bel can·to (bHl känùto) n.  Music. A style of operatic singing characterized by 

rich tonal lyricism and brilliant display of vocal technique.  [Italian  : bel, bello, 

beautiful + canto, singing.]

belch (bHlch) v.  belched, belch·ing, belch·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To expel gas 

noisily from the stomach through the mouth; burp.  2. To erupt or explode.  

3. To gush forth.   —  v.  tr. 1. To expel (gas) noisily from the stomach through 

the mouth; burp.  2. To eject violently.  [Middle English belchen, from Old 

English bealcettan, or from *bealcian;; akin to bealcan.] —belch n. 

bel·dam  or bel·dame (bHlùdNm, -d4m) n.  An old woman, especially one who 

is considered ugly.  [Middle English, grandmother  : bel, indicating respect (from 

Old French bel, fine, from Latin bellus); see deu-2 in Appendix + dame, lady; see 

DAME.]

be·lea·guer (bV-lKùgNr) v.  tr. be·lea·guered, be·lea·guer·ing, 
be·lea·guers. 1. To harass; beset:  We are beleaguered by problems.  2. To sur-

round with troops; besiege.  See Synonyms at besiege.  [Probably Dutch 

belegeren : be-, around (from Middle Dutch bie); see ambhi in Appendix + leger, 

camp; see legh- in Appendix.] —be·leaùguer·ment n. 

Be·lém (bN-lHmù, -l7Nù) Formerly Pa·rá (pN-räù).  A city of northern Brazil on 

the Pará River. It is the chief port and commercial center of the vast Amazon 

River basin. Population, 933,287. 

bel·em·nite (bHlùNm-nXtÙ) n.  A cone-shaped, fossilized internal shell of any of 

an extinct genus of cephalopods related to the cuttlefish.  [New Latin belemnXtKs, 

from Greek belemnon, dart. See gwelN- in Appendix.]

bel es·prit (bHlÙ H-sprKù) n.  pl. beaux es·prits (boÙzH-sprKù). A cultivated, 

highly intelligent person.  [French  : bel, fine + esprit, mind.]

Bel·fast (bHlùf4stÙ, bHl-f4stù)  The capital and largest city of Northern Ireland, in 

the eastern part of the country on Belfast Lough, an inlet of the North Channel 

of the Irish Sea. Conflict between Protestants and Catholics has divided the city 

since the 19th century. Population, 318,600. 

Bel·fort (bHl-fôrù)  A city of northeast France commanding the strategic Belfort 
Gap between the Vosges and the Jura Mountains, thus dominating the land 

approaches from France, Germany, and Switzerland. Population, 51,206. 



bel·fry (bHlùfrK) n.  pl. bel·fries. 1. A bell tower, especially one attached to a 

building.  2. The part of a tower or steeple in which bells are hung.  [Middle 

English belfrei, from Old North French belfroi, alteration of Old French berfrei, 

berfroi. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.] —belùfried adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The words bell and belfry seem obviously related, but in fact

the bel- portion of belfry had nothing to do with bells until comparatively recently.

Belfry goes back to a compound formed in prehistoric Common Germanic. It is

generally agreed that the second part of this compound is the element·frij-, mean-

ing “peace, safety.” The first element is either ·bergan, “to protect,” which would

yield a compound meaning “a defensive place of shelter,” or ·berg-, “a high place,”

which would yield a compound meaning “a high place of safety, tower.” Whatever

the meaning of the original Germanic source, its Old French descendant berfrei,

which first meant “siege tower,” came to mean “watchtower.” Presumably because

bells were used in these towers, the word was applied to bell towers as well. The

Old North French alteration belfroi, which reminded English speakers of their na-

tive word belle (our bell), entered Middle English with the sense “bell tower,” first

recorded in 1272.

Belg. abbr.  Belgian; Belgium. 

Bel·gae (bHlùgXÙ, -jKÙ) pl.n.  A people who formerly inhabited northeast Gaul and 

areas of southeast England. Belgium is named for them.  [Latin.]

Bel·gaum (bHl-goumù)  A town of southwest India south-southeast of Kol-

hapur. It is an agricultural market town. Population, 274,430. 

Bel·gian (bHlùjNn) adj.  Abbr. Belg. Of or relating to Belgium or its people or 

culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Belgium.  2. Any of a breed of char-

acteristically large, reddish-brown or chestnut-colored draft horses. 

Belgian Con·go (bHlùjNn kmngùgo)  See Zaire. 
Belgian East Af·ri·ca (bHlùjNn Kst 4fùrV-kN)  The former Belgian trust terri-

tory of Ruanda-Urundi, now divided into the independent countries of Rwanda 

and Burundi. 

Belgian endive (bHlùjNn HnùdXvÙ) n.  The endive. 

Belgian hare (bHlùjNn hâr) n.  A large reddish-brown rabbit of a domestic 

breed developed in England from Belgian stock. 

Belgian Mal·in·ois (bHlùjNn m4lÙNn-wäù) n.  See Belgian sheep dog (n., 

sense 2). 

Belgian sheep dog (bHlùjNn shKp dôg) n.  1. Any of a breed of hardy black 

sheep dogs developed in Belgium.  2. Any of a breed of working dogs closely 

related to the Belgian sheep dog. In this sense, also calledBelgian Malinois, Belgian 

Tervuren. 



Belgian Ter·vu·ren (bHlùjNn tHr-vytrùNn, tNr-) n.  See Belgian sheep dog 
(n., sense 2). 

Bel·gic (bHlùjVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to Belgium or the Belgians.  2. Of or relat-

ing to the Belgae. 

Bel·gium (bHlùjNm) Abbr. Belg.  A country of northwest Europe on the North 

Sea. It has long been a strategic crossroads of Europe and the scene of heavy fight-

ing in numerous wars. The country is culturally divided into Dutch-speaking 

Flanders to the north of Brussels and French-speaking Wallonia to the south. 

Brussels is the capital and the largest city. Population, 9,858,017. 

Bel·go·rod (bHlùgN-rmdÙ, byHlùgN-rNt)  A city of southwest Russia on the Donets 

River. It is a transportation and industrial center. Population, 280,000. 

Bel·grade (bHlùgr7dÙ, -grädÙ, bHl-gr7dù) also Be·o·grad (bHùô-gräd)  The capi-

tal and largest city of Serbia and of Yugoslavia, in the north-central part of Serbia 

at the confluence of the Danube and Sava rivers. Founded in the 3rd century B.C., 

it has been the primary city of Serbia since the 12th century. Population, 936,200. 

Bel·gra·vi·a (bHl-gr7ùvK-N)  A fashionable residential district of southwest Lon-

don, England, centered on Belgrave Square. It was laid out in the 1820’s. 

Be·li·al (bKùlK-Nl, bKlùyNl) n.  1. Bible. A personification of wickedness and 

ungodliness alluded to in the Old and New Testaments.  2. One of the fallen 

angels who rebelled against God in Milton’s Paradise Lost. 

be·lie (bV-lXù) v.  tr. be·lied, be·ly·ing, be·lies. 1. To picture falsely; misrepre-

sent: “He spoke roughly in order to belie his air of gentility” (James Joyce).  2. To 

show to be false:  Their laughter belied their outward grief.  3. To be counter to; 

contradict:  At first glance, life at the boarding school seemed to belie all the bad 

things I had heard about it.  [Middle English bilien, from Old English belKogan, to 

deceive with lies. See leugh- in Appendix.] —be·liùer n. 

be·lief (bV-lKfù) n.  1. The mental act, condition, or habit of placing trust or con-

fidence in another.  2. Mental acceptance of and conviction in the truth, actuality, 

or validity of something.  3. Something believed or accepted as true, especially a 

particular tenet or a body of tenets accepted by a group of persons.  [Middle 

English bileve, alteration (influenced by bel«fan, belKfan, to believe;); see BELIEVE, 

of Old English gelKafa. See leubh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: belief, credence, credit, faith. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “mental acceptance of the truth, actuality, or validity of something”: a

statement unworthy of belief; an idea steadily gaining credence; testimony meriting

credit; put no faith in a liar’s assertions. See also Synonyms at opinion 
ANTONYM: disbelief

be·liev·a·ble (bV-lKùvN-bNl) adj.  Capable of eliciting belief or trust.  See Syn-

onyms at plausible.  —be·lievÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —be·lievùa·bly adv. 



be·lieve (bV-lKvù) v.  be·lieved, be·liev·ing, be·lieves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To accept 

as true or real:  Do you believe the news stories?  2. To credit with veracity:  I believe 

you.  3. To expect or suppose; think:  I believe they will arrive shortly.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To have firm faith, especially religious faith.  2. To have faith, confidence, or 

trust:  I believe in your ability to solve the problem.  3. To have confidence in the 

truth or value of something:  We believe in free speech.  4. To have an opinion; 

think:  They have already left, I believe.  [Middle English bileven, from Old English 

bel«fan, belKfan, gelKfan. See leubh- in Appendix.] —be·lievùer n. 

be·like (bV-lXkù) adv.  Archaic. Probably; perhaps.  [Probably be- (from BY
1) + 

LIKE
2, what is likely; see LIKE.]

Bel·i·sar·i·us (bHlÙV-sârùK-Ns), 505?-565.  Byzantine general under Emperor Jus-

tinian I who led campaigns against the barbarians in North Africa and Italy. 

be·lit·tle (bV-lVtùl) v.  tr. be·lit·tled, be·lit·tling, be·lit·tles. 1. To represent or 

speak of as contemptibly small or unimportant; disparage:  a person who belittled 

our efforts to do the job right.  2. To cause to seem less than another or little:  The 

size of the office tower belittles the surrounding buildings.  See Synonyms at decry.  
—be·litùtle·ment n.  —be·litùtler n. 

Be·li·tung (bN-lKùttng) also Bil·li·ton (bN-lKùtmnÙ)  An island of western Indo-

nesia in the Java Sea between Sumatra and Borneo. It has important tin mines. 

Be·lize (bN-lKzù)  1.  or Formerly Brit·ish Hon·du·ras (brVtùVsh hmn-dtrùNs, -

dytrù-) A country of Central America on the Caribbean Sea. A British colony in 

the late 19th century, it became self-governing in 1964 and independent in 1981. 

Belmopan is the capital. Population, 145,353.  2.  Also Belize City. The largest 

city of Belize, in the eastern part of the country on the Caribbean Sea at the 

mouth of the Belize River. It was devastated by a hurricane in 1961. The capital 

was moved to Belmopan in 1970. Population, 39,771. 

bell1 (bHl) n.  1. A hollow metal instrument, usually cup-shaped with a flared 

opening, that emits a metallic tone when struck.  2. Something resembling this 

hollow metal instrument in shape or sound, as: a. Music. The round, flared 

mouth of a wind instrument.  b. bells. Music. A percussion instrument consist-

ing of metal tubes or bars that emit tones when struck.  c. A hollow, usually 

inverted vessel, such as one used for diving deep below the surface of a body of 

water.  d. The corolla of a flower: “In a cowslip’s bell I lie” (Shakespeare).   

3. Nautical. a. A stroke on a hollow metal instrument to mark the hour.  b. The 

time indicated by the striking of this instrument, divided into half hours.    —  v.  

belled, bell·ing, bells.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a bell on.  2. To cause to flare like a 

bell.   —  v.  intr. To assume the form of a bell; flare.   —idiom. bell the cat. To 

perform a daring act.  [Middle English belle, from Old English.]

bell2 (bHl) n.  The bellowing or baying cry of certain animals, such as a deer in rut 

or a beagle on the hunt.   —  v.  intr. belled, bell·ing, bells. To utter long, deep, 



resonant sounds; bellow.  [From Middle English bellen, to bellow, from Old 

English bellan.]

Bell (bHl)  A city of southern California, a suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 

34,365. 

Bell (bHl), Alexander Graham. 1847-1922.  Scottish-born American inventor 

of the telephone. The first demonstration of electrical transmission of speech by 

his apparatus took place in 1876. Bell also invented the audiometer, an early hear-

ing aid, and improved the phonograph. 

Bell (bHl), (Arthur) Clive (Howard). 1881-1964.  British critic who proposed 

his aesthetic theory of significant form in Art (1914). 

Bell (bHl), John. 1797-1869.  American politician from Tennessee who was 

speaker of the House of Representatives (1834-1835) and later a senator (1847-

1859). He fought unsuccessfully to prevent the Civil War. 

Bel·la Coo·la (bHlùN kuùlN) n.  pl. Bella Coola or Bel·la Coo·las. 1. a. A 

Native American people inhabiting the coast of British Columbia along the Bella 

Coola River, a short stream flowing westward into a channel of Queen Charlotte 

Sound.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Salishan language of the Bella 

Coola. 

bel·la·don·na (bHlÙN-dmnùN) n.  1. A poisonous Eurasian perennial herb 

(Atropa belladonna) having usually solitary, nodding, purplish-brown, bell-

shaped flowers and glossy black berries.  Also called deadly nightshade 2. An alka-

loidal extract or tincture derived from this plant and used in medicine.  [Italian  : 

bella, feminine of bello, beautiful (from Latin bellus); see deu-2 in Appendix + 

donna, lady; see DONNA.]

belladonna alkaloids (bHlÙN-dmnùN 4lùkN-loidÙz) pl.n.  A group of alkaloids, 

including atropine and scopolamine, found in plants such as belladonna and jim-

sonweed. They are used in medicine to dilate the pupils of the eyes, dry respira-

tory passages, prevent motion sickness, and relieve cramping of the intestines and 

bladder. 

belladonna lily (bHlÙN-dmnùN lVlùK) n.  A bulbous, perennial southern African 

herb (Amaryllis belladonna), having showy umbels of large, trumpet-shaped 

flowers that appear in the fall after the spring leaves die back.  Also called amaryl-

lis 

Bel·la·my (bHlùN-mK), Edward. 1850-1898.  American writer and utopian 

socialist who publicized his political views through his popular novel Looking 

Backward (1888). 

Bel·la·ry (bN-lärùK)  A town of south-central India north-northwest of Banglad-

ore. It is a trade and administrative center. Population, 201,579. 

Bel·lay (bN-l7ù, bH-l7ù), Joachim du. 1522?-1560.  French poet. A founder of a 

group of poets known as the Pléiade, he wrote sonnets, satires on literary conven-

tions, and a manifesto of the group’s poetic principles. 



bell·bird (bHlùbûrdÙ) n.  Any of various tropical American birds of the family 

Cotingidae, having a characteristic bell-like call. 

bell-bot·tom (bHlùbmtÙNm) adj.  Having legs that flare out at the bottom:  bell-

bottom trousers. 

bell-bot·toms (bHlùbmtÙNmz) pl.n.  Trousers with legs that flare at the bottom. 

bell·boy (bHlùboiÙ) n.  A bellhop. 

bell buoy (bHl buùK) n.  Nautical. A buoy fitted with a warning bell that is acti-

vated by the movement of the waves. 

bell captain (bHl k4pùtNn) n.  The supervisor of a group of bellhops. 

belle (bHl) n.  A popular, attractive girl or woman, especially the most attractive 

one of a group:  the belle of the ball.  [French, beautiful, belle, from Latin bella, 

feminine of bellus. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

Bel·leau Wood (bH-loù wtd, bHlùo)  A forested area of northern France east 

of Château-Thierry. In World War I it was the site of a hard-fought victory over 

the Germans (June 1918) and now contains a cemetery dedicated to the Ameri-

cans who died in the battle. 

belle é·poque (bHl 7-pƒkù) n.  An era of artistic and cultural refinement in a 

society, especially in France at the beginning of the 20th century.  [French  : belle, 

beautiful + époque, era.]

Belle Fourche (bHlù fushù)  A river rising in northeast Wyoming and flowing 

about 467 km (290 mi) to the Cheyenne River in western South Dakota. 

Belle Glade (bHl gl7d)  A city of southeast Florida on Lake Okeechobee west 

of West Palm Beach. It was rebuilt after a hurricane in 1928. Population, 16,177. 

Belle Isle, Strait of. (bHl Xl)  A channel between southeast Labrador and north-

west Newfoundland, Canada. It is the northern entrance to the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. 

Bel·ler·o·phon (bN-lHrùN-fNn, -fmnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The Corinthian hero 

who, with the aid of the winged horse Pegasus, slew the Chimera. 

belles-let·tres (bHl-lHtùrN) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. Literature regarded 

for its aesthetic value rather than its didactic or informative content.  2. Light, 

stylish writings, usually on literary or intellectual subjects.  [French  : belles, fine + 

lettres, letters, literature.]

bel·let·rist (bHl-lHtùrVst) n.  A writer of belles-lettres.   —bel·letùrism n.  

—belÙle·trisùtic (bHlÙV-trVsùtVk) adj. 

Belle·ville (bHlùvVlÙ)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, near Lake Ontario 

east-northeast of Toronto. Founded in 1790, it is a processing and manufacturing 

center. Population, 34,881.  2. A city of southwest Illinois southeast of East St. 

Louis. It is in a coal-mining region and has diverse industries. Population, 42,785.  

3. A town of northeast New Jersey on the Passaic River near Newark. It was set-

tled by the Dutch c. 1680. Population, 34,213. 



Belle·vue (bHlùvyuÙ)  1. A city of eastern Nebraska, a suburb of Omaha on the 

Missouri River. Population, 30,982.  2. A city of west-central Washington on Lake 

Washington opposite Seattle. It is a manufacturing and residential community. 

Population, 73,903. 

bell·flow·er (bHlùflouÙNr) n.  1. Any of various herbs of the genus Campanula, 

native chiefly to the Northern Hemisphere and often having showy, bell-shaped, 

violet or blue flowers.  2. Any of several other plants, especially one with bell-

shaped flowers. 

Bell·flow·er (bHlùflouÙNr)  A city of southern California, a suburb in the Los 

Angeles-Long Beach metropolitan area. Population, 61,815. 

Bell Gardens (bHl gärùdnz)  A city of southern California, a suburb of Los 

Angeles. Population, 42,355. 

bell·hop (bHlùhmpÙ) n.  A person employed by a hotel to assist guests, as by car-

rying luggage and doing errands.  [Probably short for bell-hopper.]

bel·li·cose (bHlùV-kosÙ) adj.  Warlike in manner or temperament; pugnacious.  

See Synonyms at belligerent.  [Middle English, from Latin bellicosus, from belli-

cus, of war, from bellum, war.] —belùli·coseÙly adv.  —belÙli·cosùi·ty (-kmsùV-
tK), belùli·coseÙness n. 

bel·lig·er·ence (bN-lVjùNr-Nns) n.  A hostile or warlike attitude, nature, or incli-

nation; belligerency. 

bel·lig·er·en·cy (bN-lVjùNr-Nn-sK) n.  1. The state of being at war or being 

engaged in a warlike conflict.  2. Belligerence. 

bel·lig·er·ent (bN-lVjùNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Inclined or eager to fight; hostile or 

aggressive.  2. Of, pertaining to, or engaged in warfare.   —  n.  One that is hostile 

or aggressive, especially one that is engaged in war.  [Latin belliger7ns, belligerant- 

present participle of belliger7re, to wage war, from belliger, warlike  : bellum, war + 

gerere, to make.] —bel·ligùer·ent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: belligerent, bellicose, pugnacious, contentious, quarrelsome. These

adjectives are compared as they mean having or showing an eagerness to fight.

Belligerent may specify actual engagement in combat (tried to arrange a truce be-

tween the belligerent nations), or it may refer to a tendency to hostile behavior (A

belligerent reporter badgered the President for the facts). Bellicose and pugnacious

suggest a natural disposition to fight: “All successful newspapers are ceaselessly

querulous and bellicose. They never defend anyone or anything if they can help it; if

the job is forced upon them, they tackle it by denouncing someone or something else”

(H.L. Mencken). A retired litigator misses the challenge to her pugnacious intellect.

Contentious implies chronic argumentativeness: “His style has been described var-

iously as abrasive and contentious, overbearing and pompous” (Victor Merina).

Quarrelsome suggests bad temper and a perverse readiness to bicker and quarrel:

“On the days they worked they were good-natured and cheerful, and... they spent the



evening jollily; but on our idle days they were mutinous and quarrelsome” (Benjamin

Franklin).

bell·ing (bHlùVng) n.  Pennsylvania & West Virginia & Ohio. See shivaree. See 

Regional note at shivaree.  [From BELL
1.]

Bel·ling·ham (bHlùVng-h4mÙ)  A city of northwest Washington on Bellingham 
Bay south of the British Columbia, Canada, border. It is a port of entry with 

shipbuilding and processing industries. Population, 52,179. 

Bel·lings·hau·sen (bHlùVngz-houÙzNn), Fabian Gottlieb von. 1778-1852.  

Russian naval officer and explorer who led an expedition that circumnavigated 

Antarctica (1819-1821). 

Bellingshausen Sea (bHlùVngz-houÙzNn sK)  An arm of the southern Pacific 

Ocean off the coast of Antarctica extending from Alexander I Island to Thurston 

Island. 

Bel·li·ni (bN-lKùnK)  Family of Venetian painters, including Jacopo (1400?-

1470?), most of whose works have been lost, and his two sons, Gentile (1429?-

1507) and Giovanni (1430?-1516). Giovanni, the most illustrious of the three, 

profoundly influenced the Venetian school of painting with his interest in light 

and color. His works include Saint Francis in Ecstasy. 

Bel·li·ni (bN-lKùnK), Vincenzo. 1801-1835.  Italian composer whose operas 

include La Sonnambula and Norma (both 1831). 

bell jar (bHl jär) n.  A cylindrical glass vessel with a rounded top and an open 

base, used to protect and display fragile objects or to establish a vacuum or a con-

trolled atmosphere in scientific experiments. 

bell·man (bHlùmNn) n.  1. A bellhop.  2. A town crier. 

bell metal (bHl mHtùl) n.  An alloy of tin and copper used to make bells. 

Bell·more (bHlùmôrÙ, -morÙ)  An unincorporated town of southeast New York 

on southwest Long Island. It is primarily residential. Population, 16,438. 

Bel·lo (bHùyô)  A town of northwest-central Colombia, a suburb of Medellín. 

Population, 198,183. 

Bel·loc (bHlùmkÙ, -Nk), Hilaire. 1870-1953.  French-born British writer. Consid-

ered a master of light English prose, he was also known widely for his droll verse, 

especially The Bad Child’s Book of Beasts (1896). 

Bel·lo·na (bN-loùnN) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess of war. 

bel·low (bHlùo) v.  bel·lowed, bel·low·ing, bel·lows.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make 

the deep roaring sound characteristic of a bull.  2. To shout in a deep voice.   —  
v.  tr. To utter in a loud, powerful voice.  See Synonyms at shout.   —  n.  1. The 

roar of a large animal, such as a bull.  2. A very loud utterance or other sound.  

[Middle English belwen, perhaps from Old English belgan, to be enraged, and byl-

gan, to bellow.] —belùlow·er n. 



Bel·low (bHlùo), Saul. Born 1915.  Canadian-born American writer whose nov-

els, including The Dangling Man (1944) and Humboldt’s Gift (1975), often con-

cern an alienated individual within an indifferent society. He won the 1976 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

bel·lows (bHlùoz, -Nz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. An apparatus for 

producing a strong current of air, as for sounding a pipe organ or increasing the 

draft to a fire, consisting of a flexible, valved air chamber that is contracted and 

expanded by pumping to force the air through a nozzle.  b. Something, such as 

the pleated windbag of an accordion, that resembles this apparatus.   2. The 

lungs.  [Middle English belowes, from Old English belgas, pl. of belg. See bhelgh- 
in Appendix.]

Bel·lows (bHlùoz), George Wesley. 1882-1925.  American artist noted for his 

energetic paintings of sporting scenes, such as Stag at Sharkey’s (1909). 

bell pepper (bHl pHpùNr) n.  1. An annual pepper (Capsicum annuum) widely 

cultivated for its edible fruit.  2. The large, crisp, bell-shaped red, yellow, or green 

fruit of this plant. 

Bell’s Law (bHlz lô) n.  Anatomy. 1. An axiom stating that the anterior or ventral 

roots of the spinal nerves are motor and the posterior or dorsal roots are sensory.  

2. The neurological law that, in any reflex arc, nerve impulses are conducted in 

only one direction.  [After Sir Charles Bell (1774-1842), Scottish anatomist.]

bells of Ire·land (XrùlNnd ƒv XrùlNnd) n.  An annual western Asian plant 

(Moluccella laevis) in the mint family, grown for its long stems covered with per-

sistent shell-shaped calyxes. It is especially popular in flower arrangements. 

Bell’s palsy (bHlz pôlùzK) n.  A unilateral facial muscle paralysis of sudden 

onset, resulting from trauma, compression, or infection of the facial nerve and 

characterized by muscle weakness and a distorted facial expression.  [After Sir 

Charles Bell (1774-1842), Scottish anatomist.]

bell·weth·er (bHlùwHthÙNr) n.  One that serves as a leader or as a leading indica-

tor of future trends: “The degree to which the paper is censored is a political bell-

wether” (Justine De Lacy).  [Middle English bellewether, wether with a bell hung 

from its neck, leader of the flock  : belle, bell; see BELL
1 + wether, wether; see 

WETHER.]

Bell·wood (bHlùwtdÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential and manu-

facturing suburb of Chicago. Population, 20,241. 

bell·wort (bHlùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various perennial plants of the genus 

Uvularia in the lily family, native to eastern North America and having solitary, 

nodding, yellow bell-shaped flowers.  Also called merry-bells 

bel·ly (bHlùK) n.  pl. bel·lies. 1.  See abdomen (n., sense 1).  2. The underside 

of the body of certain vertebrates, such as snakes and fish.  3. Informal. a. The 

stomach.  b. An appetite for food.   4. The womb; the uterus.  5. a. A part that 

bulges or protrudes:  the belly of a sail.  b. Anatomy. The bulging, central part of a 



muscle.   6. A deep, hollow interior:  the belly of a ship.   —  v.  intr. tr. bel·lied, 
bel·ly·ing, bel·lies. To bulge or cause to bulge.  See Synonyms at bulge.  [Mid-

dle English beli, from Old English belg, bag. See bhelgh- in Appendix.]

bel·ly·ache (bHlùK-7kÙ) n.  1. Pain in the stomach or abdomen; colic.  2. Slang. 

A whining complaint.   —  v.  intr. bel·ly·ached, bel·ly·ach·ing, bel·ly·aches. 
Slang. To complain, especially in a whining manner.   —belùly·achÙer n. 

bel·ly·band (bHlùK-b4ndÙ) n.  1. A band passed around the belly of an animal to 

secure something, such as a saddle.  2. An encircling band for holding in a baby’s 

protruding navel. 

bel·ly·but·ton (bHlùK-bƒtÙn) n.  Informal. The navel; the umbilicus. 

belly dance (bHlùK d4ns) n.  A dance in which the performer makes sinuous hip 

and abdominal movements.   —belùly-danceÙ (bHlùK-d4nsÙ) v.  —belly dancer 
n. 

belly flop (bHlùK flmp) n.  Informal. A dive in which the front of the body hits 

flat against a surface, especially of water.   —belùly-flopÙ (bHlùK-flmpÙ) v. 

bel·ly·ful (bHlùK-ftlÙ) n.  Informal. An undesirable or unendurable amount:  a 

bellyful of criticism. 

bel·ly-land (bHlùK-l4ndÙ) v.  intr. bel·ly-·land·ed, bel·ly-·land·ing, bel·ly-
·lands. To land an aircraft on its underside without aid of landing gear.   —belly 
landing n. 

belly laugh (bHlùK l4f) n.  A deep laugh. 

bel·ly-up (bHlùK-ƒpù) adj.  Informal. Bankrupt:  The company is belly-up. 

belly wash (bHlùK wmsh) n.  Slang. A soft drink, especially soda. 

Bel·mont (bHlùmmntÙ)  1. A city of western California, a residential suburb 

midway between San Francisco and San Jose. Population, 24,127.  2. A town of 

eastern Massachusetts, a residential suburb of Boston. Population, 24,720. 

Bel·mont (bHlùmmntÙ), Alva Ertskin Smith Vanderbilt. 1853-1933.  Ameri-

can socialite and suffragist who won acceptance into New York’s high society 

through extravagant spending and entertaining. She later promoted women’s suf-

frage and was president of the National Women’s Party (1921-1933). 

Bel·mont (bHlùmmntÙ), August. 1816-1890.  German-born American banker, 

public official, and art collector who secured financial support for President 

Abraham Lincoln from European businessmen during the Civil War. 

Bel·mon·te (bHl-mônùt7), Juan. 1892-1962.  Spanish matador who introduced 

modern bullfighting techniques and completed 109 corridas. 

Bel·mo·pan (bHlÙmo-p4nù)  The capital of Belize, in the north-central part of 

the country. It became the capital in 1970 after a hurricane devastated Belize City 

(1961). Population, 2,935. 

Bel·oeil (bN-lXlù, bHl-œyù)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, on the Richelieu 

River northeast of Montreal. It has varied light industries. Population, 17,540. 



Be·lo Ho·ri·zon·te (bHlùo hôrÙV-zônùtK, bHùlt ôÙrV-zôNùthV)  A city of eastern 

Brazil north of Rio de Janeiro. An important manufacturing and marketing cen-

ter, it was built (1895-1897) as the first of Brazil’s planned communities. Popula-

tion, 1,780,855. 

Be·loit (bN-loitù)  A city of southern Wisconsin on the Illinois border south-

southeast of Madison. Beloit College was founded in 1846. Population, 35,573. 

bel·o·ne·pho·bi·a (bHlÙN-nN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of sharply pointed 

objects, especially needles.  [Greek belonK, needle; see gwelN- in Appendix + -

PHOBIA.]

be·long (bV-lôngù, -lmngù) v.  intr. be·longed, be·long·ing, be·longs. 
1. a. To be proper, appropriate, or suitable:  A napkin belongs at every place set-

ting.  b. To be in an appropriate situation or environment:  That plant belongs 

outdoors.   2. a. To be a member of a group, such as a club.  b. To fit into a group 

naturally:  No matter what I did, I just didn’t belong.   3. To be the property of: 

“The earth belongs to the living” (Thomas Jefferson).  4. To be a part of something 

else:  These blades belong to the food processor.  [Middle English bilongen : probably 

bi-, be- + longen, to belong (probably from long, dependent, from Old English 

gelang, along, depending); see del-1 in Appendix.]

Be·long·er (bV-lôngùNr, -lmngù-) n.  Caribbean. A Black native-born island resi-

dent: “Resentment for what many Belongers consider Britain’s parsimonious atti-

tude has rekindled a 13-year-old debate in the islands” (Maclean’s). 

be·long·ing (bV-lôngùVng, -lmngù-) n.  1.  Often belongings. Personal items 

that one owns; possessions.  2. Close, secure relationship:  a sense of belonging. 

Be·lo·rus·sia (bHlÙo-rƒshùN)  See Belarus. 
Bel·o·rus·sian (bHlÙo-rƒshùNn, byHlÙ-) adj.  Of or relating to Belarus or its peo-

ple, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Belarus.  2. The 

Slavic language of the people of Belarus. 

be·lov·ed (bV-lƒvùVd, -lƒvdù) adj.  Dearly loved.  [Middle English biloved, past 

participle of beloven, to love  : bi-, be- + loven, to love; see LOVE.] —be·lovùed n. 

be·low (bV-loù) adv.  1. In or to a lower place; beneath.  2. a. On or to a lower 

floor; downstairs.  b. Nautical. On or to a lower deck.   3. In a later part of a given 

text:  figures quoted below.  4. Farther down, as along a slope or valley.  5. In or to 

hell or Hades.  6. On earth.  7. a. In a lower rank or class.  b. Below zero in tem-

perature:  40˚ below.    —  prep.  1. Underneath; beneath.  2. Lower than, as on a 

graduated scale.  3. Unsuitable to the rank or dignity of:  Such petty behavior is 

below me.  [Middle English bilooghe : bi, by; see BY
1 + loghe, low; see LOW

1.]

be·low·ground (bV-loùgroundÙ) adv.  & adj.  Into or under the ground. 

Bel·sen (bHlùzNn) In full Ber·gen-Bel·sen (bûrùgNn-bHlùsNn, bHrùgNn-bHlùzNn).  

A village of northern Germany north of Hanover. It was the site of a Nazi concen-

tration camp during World War II. 



Bel·shaz·zar (bHl-sh4zùNr)  Son of Nebuchadnezzar II and last king of Babylon, 

who in the Old Testament was warned of his doom by handwriting on the wall 

that was interpreted by Daniel. 

belt (bHlt) n.  1. a. A flexible band, as of leather or cloth, worn around the waist 

to support clothing, secure tools or weapons, or serve as decoration.  

b. Something that resembles this type of band:  a belt of trees.   2. An encircling 

route.  3. A seat belt.  4. A continuous band or chain for transferring motion or 

power or conveying materials from one wheel or shaft to another.  5. A band of 

tough reinforcing material beneath the tread of a tire.  6. A geographic region 

that is distinctive in a specific respect: “This is America’s rural poverty belt” 

(Charles Kuralt).  See Synonyms at area.  7. Slang. A powerful blow; a wallop.  

8. Slang. A strong emotional reaction.  9. Slang. A drink of hard liquor.   —  v.  tr. 

belt·ed, belt·ing, belts. 1. To encircle; gird.  2. To attach with or as if with an 

encircling band.  3. To mark with or as if with an encircling band.  4. Slang. To 

strike forcefully; punch.  5. Slang. To sing in a loud and forceful manner:  belt out 

a song.  6. Slang. To swig (an alcoholic beverage).   —idioms. below the belt. 
Not according to the rules; unfairly.  tighten (one’s) belt. To begin to exercise 

thrift and frugality.  under (one’s) belt. In one’s possession or experience: “By 

his mid-teens, Liszt had three years of intensive concertizing under his belt” (Musical 

Heritage Review).  [Middle English, from Old English, ultimately from Latin bal-

teus.]

Bel·tane (bHlùt7n, -tNn) n.  1. An ancient Celtic feast marked by the lighting of 

bonfires and the performance of various rites of purification.  2. May 1, the day 

on which this feast was held.  [Middle English, from Scottish Gaelic bealltainn.]

belt highway (bHlt hXùw7Ù) n.  See beltway. 
belt·ing (bHlùtVng) n.  1. Belts considered as a group.  2. The material used to 

make belts. 

belt-tight·en·ing (bHltù tXtÙn-Vng) n.  Increased thrift and frugality; a reduc-

tion in spending. 

belt·way (bHltùw7Ù) n.  A high-speed highway that encircles or skirts an urban 

area.  Also called belt highway 

be·lu·ga (bN-luùgN) n.  1.  See white whale.  2. A large white sturgeon (Huso 

huso) of the Black and Caspian seas, whose roe is processed into caviar. In this 

sense, also calledbeluga sturgeon, whitefish.  [Russian byelukha, white whale,, and 

byeluga, sturgeon byeliV, white; see bhel-1 in Appendix + -uga, -ukha, augmenta-

tive suff..]

Be·lu·kha (bN-luùkN, byH-luùKHN)  A peak, 4,508.8 m (14,783 ft) high, of the 

Altai Mountains between south-central Russia and Kazakhstan near the Mongo-

lian border. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

bel·ve·dere (bHlùvV-dîrÙ) n.  A structure, such as an open, roofed gallery or a 

summerhouse, situated so as to command a view.  Also called gazebo [Italian  : bel, 



bello, beautiful (from Latin bellus); see deu-2 in Appendix + vedere, to see, view 

(from Latin vidKre, to see); see weid- in Appendix.]

Bel·ve·dere Park (bHlùvV-dîrÙ pärk)  A city of northwest Georgia, a suburb of 

Atlanta. Population, 18,089. 

Bel·vi·dere (bHlùvV-dîrÙ)  A city of northern Illinois east of Rockford. It is a 

manufacturing center in a farming region. Population, 15,176. 

Be·ly (byHùlK, bHù-), Andrei. Pen name of Boris Nikolaevich Bugaev. 1880-1934.  

Russian writer. A symbolist, he produced ornate, complex novels, such as The Sil-

ver Dome (1910) and Kotik Letayev (1918). 

Bel·zo·ni (bHl-zoùnK, -tsôù-), Giovanni Battista. 1778-1823.  Italian explorer 

and Egyptologist who discovered and opened ancient Egyptian tombs and tem-

ples, often sending the recovered artifacts to England. 

be·ma (bKùmN) n.  pl. be·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 1. Judaism. The platform from which 

services are conducted in a synagogue.  Also called almemar 2. Eastern Orthodox 

Church. The area of a church in which the altar is located; the sanctuary.  [Ulti-

mately from Greek bKma, step, platform. See gw7- in Appendix.]

Bem·ba (bHmùbN) n.  A Bantu language spoken in Zambia.  Also called Chibe-

mba 

be·med·aled  or be·med·alled (bV-mHdùld) adj.  Decorated with or wearing 

medals. 

Be·mel·mans (bKùmNl-mNnz, bHmùNl-), Ludwig. 1898-1962.  Austrian-born 

American illustrator and writer of children’s books, such as Madeleine (1939), 

and adult fiction, including Hotel Splendide (1940), which was based on his expe-

riences in the hotel and restaurant business. 

be·mire (bV-mXrù) v.  tr. be·mired, be·mir·ing, be·mires. 1. To soil with mud.  

2. To cause to sink into mud. 

be·moan (bV-monù) v.  tr. be·moaned, be·moan·ing, be·moans. 1. To 

mourn over; lament.  2. To express pity or grief for.  [Middle English bimonen, 

alteration (influenced by mone, moan); see MOAN, of bimenen, from Old English 

bem<nan : be-, be- + m<nan, to complain of; see mei-no- in Appendix.]

be·muse (bV-myuzù) v.  tr. be·mused, be·mus·ing, be·mus·es. 1. To cause 

to be bewildered; confuse.  See Synonyms at daze.  2. To cause to be engrossed in 

thought.   —be·musùed·ly (-myuùzVd-lK) adv.  —be·museùment n. 

ben (bHn) Scots. n.  The inner room or parlor of a house with two rooms.   —  
adv.  Inside; within.   —  prep.  Within.  [Middle English, variant of binne, within, 

from Old English binnan. See en in Appendix.]

Ben·a·cer·raf (bHn-4sùNr-Nf), Baruj. Born 1920.  Venezuelan-born American 

pathologist. He shared a 1980 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the relation-

ship of cell structure to organ transplants and diseases. 

Be·na·res (bN-närùNs, -Kz)  See Varanasi. 



Be·na·ven·te y Mar·tí·nez (bHnÙN-vHnùtK K mär-tKùnNs, bHÙnä-vHnùtH K mär-

tKùnHth), Jacinto. 1866-1954.  Spanish playwright. He won the 1922 Nobel Prize 

for literature for his subtly satirical plays. 

Ben Bel·la (bHn bHlùN), Ahmed. Born 1919.  Algerian revolutionary leader. 

Active in the Algerian nationalist movement after World War II, he became inde-

pendent Algeria’s first prime minister (1962) and its first elected president (1963) 

but was ousted in a coup (1965). 

Bence-Jones protein (bHnsùjonzù proùtKnÙ) n.  A protein occurring in the 

serum and urine of patients with certain diseases, especially multiple myeloma.  

[After Henry Bence-Jones (1813-1873), British physician.]

bench (bHnch) n.  1. A long seat, often without a back, for two or more persons.  

2. Nautical. A thwart in a boat.  3. Law. a. The seat for judges in a courtroom.  

b. The office or position of a judge.  c.  Often Bench. The judge or judges com-

posing a court.   4. a. A seat occupied by a person in an official capacity.  b. The 

office of such a person.   5. A strong worktable, such as one used in carpentry or 

in a laboratory.  6. A platform on which animals, especially dogs, are exhibited.  

7. Sports. a. The place where the players on a team sit when not participating in a 

game.  b. The reserve players on a team.   8. a. A level, narrow stretch of land 

interrupting a declivity.  b. A level elevation of land along a shore or coast, espe-

cially one marking a former shoreline.    —  v.  tr. benched, bench·ing, 
bench·es. 1. To furnish with benches.  2. To seat on a bench.  3. To show (dogs) 

in a bench show.  4. Sports. To keep out of or remove from a game:  benched the 

goalie for fighting.  [Middle English, from Old English benc.]

bench·er (bHnùchNr) n.  1. One that sits on a bench.  2. Chiefly British. A mem-

ber of the inner or higher bar who acts as a governor of one of the Inns of Court.  

3. One, such as a magistrate, who occupies a bench. 

Bench·ley (bHnchùlK), Robert Charles. 1889-1945.  American humorist, 

critic, and actor whose works, including the film How to Sleep (1935) and the 

book My Ten Years in a Quandary (1936), often pitted an average American 

against the complexities of modern life. 

bench·mark (bHnchùmärkÙ) n.  1. A standard by which something can be mea-

sured or judged: “Inflation... is a great distorter of seemingly fixed economic ideas 

and benchmarks” (Benjamin M. Friedman).  See Synonyms at standard.  2.  
Often bench mark. A surveyor’s mark made on a stationary object of previously 

determined position and elevation and used as a reference point in tidal observa-

tions and surveys.   —  v.  tr. bench·marked, bench·mark·ing, 
bench·marks. To measure (a rival’s product) according to specified standards in 

order to compare it with and improve one’s own product.  [From the use of the 

mark as a place to insert an angle iron that serves as a support for a leveling rod.]



bench press (bHnch prHs) n.  Sports. A lift that is executed from a horizontal 

position on a bench, in which the weight is lifted from the chest to arm’s length 

and then lowered back to the chest. 

bench-press (bHnchùprHsÙ) v.  tr. bench-·pressed, bench-·press·ing, 
bench-·press·es. Sports. To lift (barbells, for example) from a horizontal posi-

tion on a bench. 

bench show (bHnch sho) n.  An indoor exhibition of small animals, especially 

a competitive dog show.  [From the benches or platforms on which the dogs are 

displayed.]

bench·warm·er (bHnchùwôrÙmNr) n.  Sports. A substitute player. 

bench warrant (bHnch wôrùNnt) n.  Law. A warrant issued by a judge or court 

ordering the apprehension of an offender. 

bend1 (bHnd) v.  bent (bHnt), bend·ing, bends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring (some-

thing) into a state of tension:  bend a bow.  2. a. To cause to assume a curved or 

angular shape:  bend a piece of iron into a horseshoe.  b. To force to assume a dif-

ferent direction or shape, according to one’s own purpose: “Few will have the 

greatness to bend history itself, but each of us can work to change a small portion of 

events” (Robert F. Kennedy).   3. To cause to swerve from a straight line; deflect.  

4. To render submissive; subdue.  5. To apply (the mind) closely: “The weary 

naval officer goes to bed at night having bent his brain all day to a scheme of victory” 

(Jack Beatty).  6. Nautical. To fasten:  bend a mainsail onto the boom.   —  v.  intr. 

1. a. To deviate from a straight line or position:  The lane bends to the right at the 

bridge.  b. To assume a curved, crooked, or angular form or direction:  The sap-

lings bent in the wind.   2. To incline the body; stoop.  3. To make a concession; 

yield.  4. To apply oneself closely; concentrate:  She bent to her task.   —  n.  

1. a. The act or fact of bending.  b. The state of being bent.   2. Something bent:  

a bend in the road.  3. bends. Nautical. The thick planks in a ship’s side; wales.  

4. bends. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A manifestation of decompression sick-

ness that is caused by the formation of nitrogen bubbles in the blood and tissues 

after a rapid reduction in the surrounding pressure and is characterized by pain 

in the joints and abdomen.   —idioms. around the bend. Slang. Insane; crazy.  

bend (someone’s) ear. Slang. To talk to at length, usually excessively.  [Middle 

English benden, from Old English bendan. See bhendh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: bend, crook, curve, round. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to swerve or cause to swerve from a straight line”: bent his knees and

knelt; crooks her little finger when she holds a teacup; claws that curve under; round-

ing the lips to articulate an “o.” 

ANTONYM: straighten



bend2 (bHnd) n.  1. Heraldry. A band passing from the upper dexter corner of an 

escutcheon to the lower sinister corner.  2. Nautical. A knot that joins a rope to a 

rope or another object.  [Middle English, from Old English bend, band,, and from 

Old French bende, band (of Germanic origin); see bhendh- in Appendix.]

Bend (bHnd)  A city of central Oregon at the eastern foot of the Cascade Range 

east of Eugene. Lumbering and tourism are important to its economy. Popula-

tion, 20,469. 

Ben Day also ben·day  or Ben·day (bHn-d7ù) n.  A method of adding a tone to 

a printed image by imposing a transparent sheet of dots or other patterns on the 

image at some stage of a photographic reproduction process.  [After Benjamin 
DAY.]

bend·er (bHnùdNr) n.  1. One that bends:  a bender of iron bars; a bender of the 

truth.  2. Slang. A drinking spree. 

Ben·de·ry (bHn-dHrùK, bVn-dyHùrK)  A city of southern Moldavia on the Dniester 

River near Odessa. A historically strategic gateway to Bessarabia, the city has been 

controlled at various times by Turkey, Russia, Romania, and the Soviet Union. 

Population, 122,000. 

Ben·di·go (bHnùdV-goÙ)  A city of southeast Australia north-northwest of Mel-

bourne. It was founded in 1851 during the Australian gold rush. Population, 

31,841. 

bend sinister (bHnd sVnùV-stNr) n.  Heraldry. A band passing from the upper 

sinister corner of an escutcheon to the lower dexter corner. 

be·neath (bV-nKthù) adv.  1. In a lower place; below.  2. Underneath.   —  prep.  

1. Lower than; below.  2. Covered or concealed by:  The earth lay beneath a blan-

ket of snow.  3. Under the force, control, or influence of.  4. a. Lower than, as in 

rank or station.  b. Unworthy of; unbefitting:  It was beneath me to beg.   [Middle 

English binethe, from Old English beneothan : be, by; see BY
1 + neothan, below.]

ben·e·dict (bHnùV-dVktÙ) n.  A newly married man who was previously consid-

ered a confirmed bachelor.  [After Benedick, a character in Much Ado About Noth-

ing by Shakespeare.]

Ben·e·dict XIV (bHnùV-dVktÙ), Originally Prospero Lambertini. 1675-1758.  

Pope (1740-1758) who condemned the use of native rituals by Indian and Chi-

nese converts to Catholicism. 

Ben·e·dict XV (bHnùV-dVktÙ), Originally Giacomo della Chiesa. 1854-1922.  

Pope (1914-1922) who sponsored World War I relief efforts and sought to medi-

ate peace. 

Ben·e·dict (bHnùV-dVktÙ), Ruth Fulton. 1887-1948.  American anthropologist 

noted for her study of Native American and Japanese cultures. 

Ben·e·dic·tine (bHnÙV-dVkùtVn, -tKnÙ) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A monk or 

nun belonging to the order founded by Saint Benedict of Nursia.   —BenÙe·dicù-
tine adj. 



ben·e·dic·tion (bHnÙV-dVkùshNn) n.  1. A blessing.  2. An invocation of divine 

blessing, usually at the end of a church service.  3.  Often Benediction. Roman 

Catholic Church. A short service consisting of prayers, the singing of a Eucharistic 

hymn, and the blessing of the congregation with the host.  [Middle English bene-

diccioun, from Old French benedicion, from Latin benedictio, benediction-, from 

benedictus, past participle of benedicere, to bless  : bene, well; see deu-2 in Appen-

dix + dXcere, to speak; see deik- in Appendix.] —benÙe·dicùtive, 
benÙe·dicùto·ry (-dVkùtN-rK)  adj. 

Benedict of Nur·si·a (bHnùV-dVktÙ ƒv nûrùshK-N, -shN), Saint. A.D.480?-547?.  

Italian monk who as founder of the Benedictine order (c. 529) is considered the 

patriarch of Western monasticism. 

Ben·e·dict’s solution (bHnùV-dVkts sN-luùshNn) n.  A solution of sodium cit-

rate, sodium carbonate, and copper sulfate that changes from blue to yellow or 

red in the presence of reducing sugars, such as glucose.  Also called Benedict’s 

reagent [After Stanley Rossiter Benedict (1884-1936), American chemist.]

Benedict’s test (bHnùV-dVkts tHst) n.  A laboratory test using Benedict’s solu-

tion to detect sugar in a sample. 

Ben·e·dic·tus (bHnÙV-dVkùtNs) n.  1. A canticle that begins Benedictus qui venit 

in nomine Domini (“Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord”).  2. A 

canticle that begins Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel (“Blessed be the Lord God of 

Israel”).  [Latin, past participle of benedXcere, to bless. See BENEDICTION.]

ben·e·fac·tion (bHnùN-f4kÙshNn, bHnÙN-f4kù-) n.  1. The act of conferring aid 

of some sort.  2. A charitable gift or deed.  [Late Latin benefactio, benefaction-, 

from Latin benefactus, past participle of benefacere, to do a service  : bene, well; 

see deu-2 in Appendix + facere, to do; see dhK- in Appendix.]

ben·e·fac·tor (bHnùN-f4kÙtNr) n.  One that gives aid, especially financial aid.  

[Middle English, from Late Latin, from Latin benefacere. See BENEFACTION.]

ben·e·fac·tress (bHnùN-f4kÙtrVs) n.  A woman who gives aid, especially finan-

cial aid. 

be·nef·ic (bN-nHfùVk) adj.  Beneficent.  [Latin beneficus : bene, well; see BENEFAC-

TION + -ficus, -fic.]

ben·e·fice (bHnùN-fVs) n.  1. Ecclesiastical. a. A church office endowed with 

fixed capital assets that provide a living.  b. The revenue from such assets.   2. A 

landed estate granted in feudal tenure.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin beneficium, benefit, from beneficus, benefic. See BENEFIC.] —benùe·fice v. 

be·nef·i·cence (bN-nHfùV-sNns) n.  1. The state or quality of being kind, chari-

table, or beneficial.  2. A charitable act or gift.  [Latin beneficentia, from benefi-

cus, beneficent-, benefic. See BENEFIC.]

be·nef·i·cent (bN-nHfùV-sNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by or performing acts of 

kindness or charity.  2. Producing benefit; beneficial.  [Probably from BENEFI-



CENCE, on the model of such pairs as BENEVOLENT, BENEVOLENCE.] 
—be·nefùi·cent·ly adv. 

ben·e·fi·cial (bHnÙN-fVshùNl) adj.  1. Producing or promoting a favorable result; 

advantageous.  2. Law. Receiving or having the right to receive proceeds or other 

advantages.  [Middle English, from Old French beneficial, from Late Latin 

benefici7lis, from Latin beneficium, benefit. See BENEFICE.] —benÙe·fiùcial·ly 
adv.  —benÙe·fiùcial·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: beneficial, profitable, advantageous. These adjectives apply to

what promotes benefit or gain. Beneficial is said of what enhances well-being: a

temperate climate beneficial to the health; an arms limitation agreement beneficial

to all countries. Profitable refers to what yields material gain or useful compensa-

tion: profitable speculation on the stock market; a profitable meeting to resolve dif-

ficulties. Something advantageous affords improvement in relative position or in

chances of success: signed a contract that is advantageous to our company; found it

socially advantageous to entertain often and well.

ben·e·fi·ci·ar·y (bHnÙN-fVshùK-HrÙK, -fVshùN-rK) n.  pl. ben·e·fi·ci·ar·ies. 1. One 

that receives a benefit:  I am the beneficiary of your generosity.  2. The recipient of 

funds, property, or other benefits, as from an insurance policy or will.  

3. Ecclesiastical. The holder of a benefice.  [Medieval Latin benefici7rius, holder of 

a feudal benefice, from Latin, soldier granted privileges, from beneficium, bene-

fit. See BENEFICE.] —benÙe·fiùci·arÙy adj. 

ben·e·fit (bHnùN-fVt) n.  1. a. Something that promotes or enhances well-being; 

an advantage.  b. Help; aid.   2. A payment made or an entitlement available in 

accordance with a wage agreement, an insurance policy, or a public assistance 

program.  3. A public entertainment, performance, or social event held to raise 

funds for a person or cause.  4. Archaic. A kindly deed.   —  v.  ben·e·fit·ed also 

ben·e·fit·ted, ben·e·fit·ing also ben·e·fit·ting, ben·e·fits also ben·e·fits.  
—  v.  tr. To be helpful or useful to.   —  v.  intr. To derive benefit:  You will benefit 

from her good example.  [Middle English, from Old French bienfait, good deed, 

from Latin benefactum, from benefacere, to do a service. See BENEFACTION.]

SYNONYMS: benefit, capitalize, profit. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to derive advantage from something”: benefited from the stock split; cap-

italized on her adversary’s blunder; profiting from experience.

benefit of clergy (bHnùN-fVt ƒv klûrùjK) n.  1. The authorized sanction of a 

religious rite:  cohabiting without benefit of clergy.  2. Exemption from trial or 

punishment in a civil court, given to the clergy in the Middle Ages. 

benefit of the doubt (bHnùN-fVt ƒv thK dout) n.  A favorable judgment 

granted in the absence of full evidence. 



Be·ne·lux (bHnùN-lƒksÙ)  An economic union of Belgium, the Netherlands, and 

Luxembourg, originally established as a customs union in 1948. 

Be·ne≥ (bHnùHshÙ), Eduard. 1884-1948.  Czechoslovakian politician who was 

foreign minister (1918-1935) and president (1935-1938) until the German occu-

pation forced him to flee the country. On his return he was again elected presi-

dent (1946) but resigned after refusing to sign a Communist constitution (1948). 

Be·nét (bV-n7ù), William Rose. 1886-1950.  American writer and editor whose 

works include poetry, novels, and The Reader’s Encyclopedia (1948). His brother 

Stephen Vincent Benét (1898-1943), also a writer, is best known for his Civil 

War narrative poem John Brown’s Body (1928). 

Be·ne·ven·to (bHnÙN-vHnùto)  A city of southern Italy northeast of Naples. In 

ancient times it was an important trade center on the Appian Way. Population, 

51,900. 

be·nev·o·lence (bN-nHvùN-lNns) n.  1. An inclination to perform kind, charita-

ble acts.  2. a. A kindly act.  b. A gift given out of generosity.   3. A compulsory 

tax or payment exacted by some English sovereigns without the consent of Parlia-

ment. 

be·nev·o·lent (bN-nHvùN-lNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by or suggestive of doing 

good.  2. Of, concerned with, or organized for the benefit of charity.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin benevolKns, benevolent-  : bene, well; see 

deu-2 in Appendix + volKns, present participle of velle, to wish; see wel-1 in 

Appendix.] —be·nevùo·lent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: benevolent, charitable, eleemosynary, philanthropic. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “of, concerned with, providing, or provided

by charity”: a benevolent fund; a charitable foundation; eleemosynary relief; phil-

anthropic contributions. See also Synonyms at kind1

Ben·fleet (bHnùflKtÙ)  An urban district of southeast England on an inlet of the 

Thames estuary east of London. Population, 86,000. 

B.Eng. abbr.  Bachelor of Engineering. 

Ben·gal (bHn-gôlù, bHng-, bHnùgNl, bHngù-)  A region of eastern India and Bang-

ladesh. It was a province of India until 1947, when the eastern part became East 

Pakistan, and later (1971) Bangladesh, and the western section was included in 

independent India.   —BenÙga·leseù (bHnÙgN-lKzù, -lKsù, bHngÙ-) adj.  & n. 

Bengal, Bay of.  An arm of the Indian Ocean bordered by Sri Lanka and India 

on the west, Bangladesh on the north, and Burma and Thailand on the east. 

Ben·ga·li (bHn-gôùlK, bHng-) adj.  Of or relating to Bengal or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Bengal.  2. The modern 

Indic language of West Bengal and Bangladesh. 



ben·ga·line (bHngùgN-lKnÙ) n.  A fabric having a crosswise ribbed effect made 

of silk, wool, or synthetic fibers.  [French, from Bengale, Bengal.]

Bengal light (bHn-gôlù lXt) n.  1. A colored flare or light.  2. A blue light, for-

merly used for signaling. 

Ben·ga·si (bHn-gäùzK, bHng-)  See Benghazi. 
Beng·bu (bƒngùbuù) also Peng·pu (pƒngùpuù)  A city of eastern China 

northwest of Nanjing. It was a government base during the civil war (1946-1949). 

Population, 425,000. 

Ben·gha·zi also Ben·ga·si (bHn-gäùzK, bHng-)  A city of northeast Libya on the 

Gulf of Sidra. Inhabited since Greek and Roman times, it is a major port and was 

a capital of Libya from 1951 to 1972. Population, 367,600. 

B.Engr. abbr.  Bachelor of Engineering. 

B.Eng.Sci. abbr.  Bachelor of Engineering Science. 

Ben Gur·i·on (bHn gtrùK-Nn), David. Originally David Grün. 1886-1973.  

Polish-born Israeli political leader. Active in the Zionist movement, he founded 

the Mapai Party in 1930 and organized the resistance against the British after 

World War II. Upon Israel’s independence, he became prime minister (1948-1953 

and 1955-1963). 

Be·ni (bHùnK)  A river of central and northwest Bolivia rising in the Andes and 

flowing about 1,599 km (994 mi) to the Mamoré River. 

Be·ni·cia (bN-nKùshN)  A city of western California on an inlet of San Francisco 

Bay north-northeast of Oakland. It was the state capitol from 1853 to 1854. Pop-

ulation, 24,437. 

be·night·ed (bV-nXùtVd) adj.  1. Overtaken by night or darkness.  2. Being in a 

state of moral or intellectual darkness; unenlightened.   —be·nightùed·ly adv.  

—be·nightùed·ness n. 

be·nign (bV-nXnù) adj.  1. Of a kind and gentle disposition.  2. Showing gentle-

ness and mildness.  See Synonyms at kind1.  3. Tending to exert a beneficial 

influence; favorable:  the benign influence of pure air.  See Synonyms at favor-
able.  4. Medicine. Of no danger to health; not recurrent or progressive; not 

malignant:  a benign tumor.  [Middle English benigne, from Old French, from 

Latin benignus. See genN- in Appendix.] —be·nignùly adv. 

be·nig·nan·cy (bV-nVgùnNn-sK) n.  pl. be·nig·nan·cies. Benignity. 

be·nig·nant (bV-nVgùnNnt) adj.  1. Favorable; beneficial.  2. Kind and gracious.   
—be·nigùnant·ly adv. 

be·nig·ni·ty (bV-nVgùnV-tK) n.  pl. be·nig·ni·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being kind and gentle.  2. A kindly or gracious act. 

Be·nin (bN-nVnù, bH-nKnù)  1. A former kingdom of western Africa, now part of 

Nigeria. It flourished from the 14th to the 17th century.  2.  or Formerly 

Da·ho·mey (dN-hoùmK, dä-ô-m7ù) A country of western Africa. Originally made 

up of several ancient kingdoms colonized by France, it became independent in 



1960. Porto-Novo is the capital and Cotonou the largest city. Population, 

3,567,000.  3.  Also Benin City. A city of southern Nigeria on the Benin River, 
about 161 km (100 mi) long. The city is known for its bronze works of art. Popu-

lation, 161,700. 

Be·nin (bN-nVnù, bH-nKnù), Bight of. A wide indentation of the Gulf of Guinea 

in western Africa. 

ben·i·son (bHnùV-zNn, -sNn) n.  A blessing; a benediction.  [Middle English, from 

Old French beneison, from Latin benedictio, benediction-, praising. See BENEDIC-

TION.]

ben·ja·min (bHnùjN-mNn) n.  See benzoin (n., sense 1).  [Alteration of benjoin, 

bengewyne, early forms of BENZOIN.]

Ben·ja·min (bHnùjN-mNn)  In the Old Testament, the younger son of Jacob and 

Rachel and the forebear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

Ben·ja·min (bHnùjN-mNn), Asher. 1773-1845.  American architect particularly 

noted for his books, such as The American Builder’s Companion (1806), which 

popularized late colonial and Greek Revival designs throughout New England. 

Ben·ja·min (bHnùjN-mNn), Judah Philip. 1811-1884.  British-born American 

politician who served as Confederate secretary of war (1861-1862) and secretary 

of state (1862-1865). 

Ben Lo·mond (bHn loùmNnd)  A mountain, 973.6 m (3,192 ft) high, of south-

central Scotland on the eastern shore of Loch Lomond. 

ben·net (bHnùVt) n.  Herb bennet. 

Ben·nett (bHnùVt), (Enoch) Arnold. 1867-1931.  British writer whose plays and 

novels, such as The Old Wives’ Tale (1908), were influenced by the French realists 

and depict life among the lower middle classes. 

Ben·nett (bHnùVt), Floyd. 1890-1928.  American aviator and Arctic explorer 

who piloted with Richard E. Byrd the first flight over the North Pole (1926). 

Ben·nett (bHnùVt), James Gordon. 1795-1872.  American journalist and pub-

lisher who founded and edited (1835-1867) the New York Herald. His son James 
Gordon Bennett (1841-1918) succeeded him as editor (1867), founded the 

Paris edition of the Herald, and funded expeditions and sporting events. 

Ben·nett (bHnùVt), Richard Bedford Viscount Bennett. 1870-1947.  Canadian 

prime minister (1930-1935) who convened the 1932 economic conference in 

Ottawa. 

Ben Ne·vis (bHn nKùvVs, nHvùVs)  The highest mountain of Great Britain, rising 

to 1,343.8 m (4,406 ft) in the Grampian Mountains of western Scotland. 

Ben·ning·ton (bHnùVng-tNn)  A town of southwest Vermont west of Brattle-

boro. It is a tourist center and the seat of Bennington College (established 1925). 

Population, 16,451. 

ben·ny (bHnùK) n.  pl. ben·nies. Slang. An amphetamine tablet taken as a stimu-

lant.  [From BENZEDRINE.]



Ben·ny (bHnùK), Jack. 1894-1974.  American comedian known for his delayed 

comic delivery and for his shows on radio (1932-1955) and television (1950-

1965), which featured sketches based on his ficticious miserliness, constant age of 

39, and inexpert violin playing. 

Be·noît de Sainte-Maure (bNn-wäù dN s4Nt-môrù), fl. 12th century.  French 

trouvère whose Roman de Troie was a source for later works set during the Trojan 

War, such as Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. 

Ben·sen·ville (bHnùsNn-vVlÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chi-

cago. Population, 17,767. 

bent1 (bHnt) v.  Past tense and past participle of bend1.  —  adj.  1. Altered from 

an originally straight or even condition:  pieces of bent wire.  2. Determined to 

take a course of action:  I was bent on going to the theater.  3. Chiefly British. Cor-

rupt; venal.   —  n.  1. A tendency, disposition, or inclination: “The natural bent 

of my mind was to science” (Thomas Paine).  2. A transverse structural member or 

framework used for strengthening a bridge or trestle. 

bent2 (bHnt) n.  1. Bent grass.  2. The stiff stalk of various grasses.  3. An area of 

grassland unbounded by hedges or fences.  [Middle English, from Old English 

beonet (attested only in place names).]

Bent (bHnt), Charles. 1799-1847.  American pioneer and fur trader who with 

his brother William (1809-1869) established Bent’s Fort (1832), a principal trad-

ing post in the early Southwest. 

bent grass also bent·grass (bHntùgr4sÙ) n.  Any of various usually weedy 

grasses of the genus Agrostis native to chiefly temperate regions. Some are grown 

for pasture, turf, or putting greens on golf courses. 

Ben·tham (bHnùthNm), Jeremy. 1748-1832.  British writer, reformer, and phi-

losopher who systematically analyzed law and legislation, thereby laying the foun-

dations of utilitarianism. 

Ben·tham·ism (bHnùthN-mVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The utilitarian philosophy of 

Jeremy Bentham, holding that pleasure is the chief end of life and that the great-

est happiness for the greatest number should be the ultimate goal of human 

beings.   —Benùtham·iteÙ (-mXtÙ) n. 

ben·thos (bHnùthmsÙ) n.  1. The collection of organisms living on or in sea or 

lake bottoms.  2. The bottom of a sea or a lake.  [Greek.] —benùthic (-thVk), 
ben·thonùic (bHn-thmnùVk)  adj. 

Ben·tinck (bHnùtVngk), William Henry Cavendish Third Duke of Portland. 

1738-1809.  British politician who served as prime minister (1783 and 1807-1809) 

and home secretary (1794-1801). 

Bent·ley (bHntùlK), Richard. 1662-1742.  English cleric and classical scholar 

noted for his Letter to Dr. John Mill (1691) and Dissertation upon the Epistles of 

Phalaris (1699). 

ben·to (bHnùto) n.  Variant of obento. 



Ben·ton (bHnùtNn)  A city of central Arkansas southwest of Little Rock. There are 

bauxite deposits in the area. Population, 18,177. 

Ben·ton1 (bHnùtNn), Thomas Hart. Called “Old Bullion.” 1782-1858.  Ameri-

can legislator. A U.S. senator (1821-1851) and representative (1853-1855) from 

Missouri, he staunchly opposed the use of paper currency. 

Ben·ton2 (bHnùtNn), Thomas Hart. 1889-1975.  American artist whose paint-

ings and murals, such as The History of Missouri, were executed in a flat, realistic 

style known as regionalism and portrayed life in the Midwest and South. 

ben·ton·ite (bHnùtN-nXtÙ) n.  An absorbent aluminum silicate clay formed from 

volcanic ash and used in various adhesives, cements, and ceramic fillers.  [After 

Benton Formation (formerly Fort Benton Formation) of the Rock Creek district 

in eastern Wyoming.] —benÙton·itùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

bent·wood (bHntùwtdÙ) n.  Wood that has been steamed until pliable and 

then bent into shape.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

bentwood rocker; bentwood chairs. 

Be·nue (b7nùw7) also Bin·ue (bVnù-)  A river of western Africa rising in Came-

roon and flowing about 1,078 km (670 mi) to the Niger River in central Nigeria. 

be·numb (bV-nƒmù) v.  tr. be·numbed, be·numb·ing, be·numbs. 1. To 

make numb, especially by cold.  2. To make inactive; dull: “The anesthetic after-

noon benumbs, sickens our senses” (Karl Shapiro).  See Synonyms at daze.  [Mid-

dle English binomen, from past participle of binimen, to take away, from Old 

English beniman : be-, away; see BE- + niman, to take; see NUMB.] —be·numbù-
ment n. 

Ben·xi (bƒnùshKù) also Pen·ki (-jKù)  A city of northeast China south-southeast 

of Shenyang. It was founded as a metallurgical center in 1915. Population, 

678,500. 

Benz (bHnts), Karl Friedrich. 1844-1929.  German automobile pioneer credited 

with manufacturing the first vehicle powered with an internal-combustion 

engine, patented in 1886. 

benz- pref.  Variant of benzo-. 
benz·al·de·hyde (bHn-z4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A normally colorless aromatic oil, 

C6H5CHO, obtained naturally, as from the bitter almond, or made synthetically 

and used in perfumes and as a solvent and a flavoring. 

ben·zal·ko·ni·um chloride (bHnÙz4l-koùnK-Nm klôrùXdÙ) n.  A yellow-white 

powder prepared in an aqueous solution and used as a detergent, fungicide, bac-

tericide, and spermicide.  [BENZ(O)- + ALK(YL) + (AMM)ONIUM.]

Ben·ze·drine (bHnùzV-drKnÙ)  A trademark used for a brand of amphetamine. 

ben·zene (bHnùzKnÙ, bHn-zKnù) n.  Abbr. BHC A clear, colorless, highly refractive 

flammable liquid, C6H6, derived from petroleum and used in or to manufacture a 

wide variety of chemical products, including DDT, detergents, insecticides, and 

motor fuels.  Also called benzine, benzol. 



benzene hexachloride (bHnùzKnÙ hHkÙsN-klôrùXdÙ) n.  Abbr. BHC A musty-

smelling crystalline substance, C6H6Cl6, prepared by the chlorination of benzene, 

occurring in several isomeric forms, and used as a powerful insecticide. 

benzene ring (bHnùzKnÙ rVng) n.  The hexagonal ring structure in the benzene 

molecule, C6H6, and its substitutional derivatives, each vertex of which is occu-

pied and distinguished by a carbon atom. 

ben·zi·dine (bHnùzV-dKnÙ) n.  A yellowish, white, or reddish-gray crystalline 

powder, NH2C6H4C6H4NH2, used in dyes and to detect blood stains.  [BENZ(ENE) 

+ -ID(E) + -INE
2.]

ben·zim·id·az·ole (bHnÙzN-mV-d4zùolÙ, -mVdùN-zolÙ) n.  A crystalline com-

pound, C7H6N2, that is used in organic synthesis and inhibits the growth of cer-

tain microorganisms. 

ben·zine (bHnùzKnÙ, bHn-zKnù) also ben·zin (bHnùzVn) n.  1. A colorless, flam-

mable, liquid mixture of hydrocarbons obtained in distilling petroleum, used in 

cleaning and dyeing and as a motor fuel.  2.  See benzene. 
benzo-  or benz- pref.  Benzene; benzoic acid:  benzophenone.  [From BENZOIN.]

ben·zo·ate (bHnùzo-7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of benzoic acid. 

benzoate of soda (bHnùzo-7tÙ ƒv soùdN) n.  See sodium benzoate. 
ben·zo·caine (bHnùzN-k7nÙ) n.  A white, odorless, tasteless crystalline ester, 

ethyl-para-aminobenzoate (C6H4NH2CO2C2H5), used as a local anesthetic. 

ben·zo·di·az·e·pine (bHnÙzo-dX-4zùN-pKnÙ, -pVn) n.  Any of a group of chemi-

cal compounds with a common molecular structure and similar pharmacological 

effects, used as antianxiety agents, muscle relaxants, sedatives, and hypnotics.  

[BENZO- + DIAZEP(AM) + -INE
2.]

ben·zo·ic acid (bHn-zoùVk 4sùVd) n.  An aromatic white crystalline acid, 

C6H5COOH, used to season tobacco and in perfumes, dentifrices, and germi-

cides.  [From BENZOIN.]

ben·zo·in (bHnùzo-Vn, -zoinÙ) n.  1. A balsamic resin obtained from certain 

tropical Asian trees of the genus Styrax and used in perfumery and medicine.  

Also called benjamin, gum benjamin, gum benzoin.  2. A white or yellowish crys-

talline compound, C14H12O2, derived from benzaldehyde.  [French benjoin, and 

Italian benzoino both from Arabic lub7n j7wXy, frankincense of Java.]

ben·zol (bHnùzôlÙ, -zolÙ, zmlÙ) n.  See benzene.  [BENZ(O)- + -OL
1.]

ben·zo·phe·none (bHnÙzo-fV-nonù, -fKùnon) n.  A white crystalline com-

pound, C6H5COC6H6, used in perfumery and in medicine.  Also called diphe-

nylketone 

ben·zo·py·rene (bHnÙzo-pXùrKnÙ, -pX-rKnù) n.  A yellow, crystalline, aromatic 

hydrocarbon, C20H12, that is a carcinogen found in coal tar and cigarette smoke. 

ben·zo·yl (bHnùzo-VlÙ) n.  The univalent radical C6H5ICO–, derived from ben-

zoic acid. 



benzoyl peroxide (bHnùzo-VlÙ pN-rmkùsXdÙ) n.  A flammable white granular 

solid, (C6H5CO)2O2, used as a bleaching agent for flour, fats, waxes, and oils, as a 

polymerization catalyst, and in pharmaceuticals. 

ben·zyl (bHnùzVl, -zKlÙ) n.  The univalent radical C6H5CH2–, derived from tolu-

ene. 

Be·o·grad (bHùô-gräd)  See Belgrade. 
Be·o·wulf (b7ùN-wtlfÙ) n.  The legendary hero of an anonymous Old English 

epic poem believed to have been composed in the early eighth century. Beowulf 

slays the monster Grendel and its mother, becomes king of the Geats, and dies 

fighting a dragon. 

be·queath (bV-kwKthù, -kwKthù) v.  tr. be·queathed, be·queath·ing, 
be·queaths. 1. Law. To leave or give (property) by will.  2. To pass (something) 

on to another; hand down:  bequeathed to their children a respect for hard work.  

[Middle English biquethen, from Old English becwethan : be-, be- + cwethan, to 

say; see gwet- in Appendix.] —be·queathùal, be·queathùment n.  

—be·queathùer n. 

be·quest (bV-kwHstù) n.  1. The act of giving, leaving by will, or passing on to 

another.  2. Something that is bequeathed; a legacy.  [Middle English biquest 

(influenced by biquethen, to bequeath) : bi-, be- + quist, will (from Old English -

cwis, as in andcwis, answer); see gwet- in Appendix.]

Bé·ran·ger (b7-räN-zh7ù), Pierre Jean de. 1780-1857.  French poet whose 

politically colored lyrics, such as “Le Roi d’Yvetot,” were set to popular folk tunes. 

Be·rar (b7-rärù, bN-)  A region of west-central India. It was one of the early king-

doms of the Deccan. 

be·rate (bV-r7tù) v.  tr. be·rat·ed, be·rat·ing, be·rates. To rebuke or scold 

angrily and at length.  See Synonyms at scold. 
Ber·ber (bûrùbNr) n.  1. A member of a North African, primarily Muslim people 

living in settled or nomadic tribes from Morocco to Egypt.  2. Any of the Afro-

Asiatic languages of the Berbers.  [Arabic Barbar.] —Berùber adj. 

ber·ber·ine (bûrùbN-rKnÙ) n.  A bitter-tasting yellow alkaloid, C20H19NO5, 

obtained from several plants such as goldenseal and having medical uses as an 

antipyretic and antibacterial agent.  [New Latin Berberis, barberry genus (from 

Medieval Latin berberis, barberry, from Arabic barb7rXs) + -INE
2.]

ber·ceuse (bHr-sœzù) n.  pl. ber·ceuses (-sœzù). Music. 1. A lullaby.  2. A 

soothing composition.  [French, feminine of berceur, cradle rocker, from bercer, 

to rock, from Vulgar Latin *berti7re.]

Berch·tes·ga·den (bHrkùtNs-gädÙn, bHrKHù-)  A town of southeast Germany in 

the Bavarian Alps. It is a popular winter and summer resort. The site of Adolf 

Hitler’s wartime villa is on a peak overlooking the town. Population, 8,126. 

ber·dache (bNr-d4shù) n.  Among certain Native American peoples, a person, 

usually a male, who assumes the sexual identity and is granted the social status of 



the opposite sex.  [North American French, from French bardache, catamite, 

from Italian dialectal bardascia, from Arabic bardaj, slave, from Persian bardah, 

prisoner, from Middle Persian vartak, from Old Iranian *varta-. See welN- in 

Appendix.] —ber·dachùism n. 

Ber·dya·ev (bNr-dyäùyNf), Nikolai Aleksandrovich. 1874-1948.  Russian phi-

losopher whose spiritual ideals undercut his Marxist leanings and led to his 

expulsion from the Soviet Union (1922). His works include The Spiritual Crisis of 

the Intelligentsia (1910). 

Be·re·a (bN-rKùN)  A city of northeast Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland. Population, 

19,051. 

be·reave (bV-rKvù) v.  tr. be·reaved or be·reft (-rHftù), be·reav·ing, 
be·reaves. 1. To leave desolate or alone, especially by death: “Cry aloud for the 

man who is dead, for the woman and children bereaved” (Alan Paton).  2. Archaic. 

To take (something valuable or necessary), typically by force.  [Middle English 

bireven, to deprive, from Old English berKafian. See reup- in Appendix.] 
—be·reaveùment n.  —be·reavùer n. 

be·reaved (bV-rKvdù) adj.  Suffering the loss of a loved one:  the bereaved family.   
—  n.  One or those bereaved:  The bereaved has entered the church. The bereaved 

were comforted by their friends. 

be·reft (bV-rHftù) v.  A past tense and a past participle of bereave.  —  adj.  

1. a. Deprived of something:  They are bereft of their dignity.  b. Lacking some-

thing needed or expected: “Today’s graduates seem keenly aware that the future is 

bereft of conventional expectations” (Bruce Weber).   2. Suffering the death of a 

loved one; bereaved:  the bereft parents. 

Ber·en·gar·i·a (bHrÙNn-gârùK-N), 1165-1230.  Castilian-born queen of England 

as the wife of Richard I. 

Ber·e·ni·ce’s Hair (bHrÙN-nXùsKz hâr) n.  See Coma Berenices. 
Ber·en·son (bHrùVn-sNn), Bernard also Bernhard. 1865-1959.  Lithuanian-

born American art critic and historian particularly noted for his writings on the 

Italian Renaissance, including Venetian Painters of the Renaissance (1894). 

be·ret (bN-r7, bHrù7Ù) n.  1. A round, soft, brimless cap that fits snugly and is 

often worn angled to one side.  2. Beret. A Green Beret.  [French béret, from 

French dialectal berret, and from Old Provençal berret, cap  both from Late Latin 

birrus, hooded cloak. See BIRETTA.]

be·ret·ta  or ber·ret·ta (bN-rHtùN) n.  Variants of biretta. 
Be·re·zi·na (bN-rHùzV-nN, byN-ryH-zyV-näù)  A river of Belarus rising in the north-

west and flowing about 611 km (380 mi) generally southward to the Dnieper 

River. 

Be·rez·ni·ki (bN-rHzùnV-kK, byN-ryôzùnyV-kKÙ)  A city of western Russia on the 

Kama River. It is an important industrial center. Population, 195,000. 

berg (bûrg) n.  A mass of floating or stationary ice; an iceberg. 



Berg (bHrg, bHrk), Alban. 1885-1935.  Austrian composer. A pupil of Arnold 

Schönberg, he applied an atonal manner to classical forms in works such as the 

opera Wozzeck (1925) and Violin Concerto (1935). 

Berg (bûrg), Paul. Born 1926.  American chemist. He shared a 1980 Nobel Prize 

for developing methods for mapping the structure and function of DNA. 

Ber·ga·ma (bNr-gäùmN, bûrùgN-)  A town of western Turkey north of Izmir. It 

occupies the site of ancient Pergamum. Population, 34,716. 

Ber·ga·mo (bHrùgN-moÙ)  A city of northern Italy in the foothills of the Alps 

northeast of Milan. Originally a Gallic settlement, it later became a Lombard 

duchy. Population, 121,846. 

ber·ga·mot (bûrùgN-mmtÙ) n.  1. a. A small tree (Citrus aurantium subsp. ber-

gamia) commercially grown chiefly in southern Italy for its sour citrus fruits, the 

rinds of which yield an aromatic oil.  Also called bergamot orange b. The oil itself, 

used extensively in perfumery.  Also called bergamot oil  2.  See bee balm.  
[French bergamote, from Italian bergamotta, from Turkish dialectal beg-armudu, 

bey’s pear  : beg, bey; see BEY + armud, pear + -u, possessive suff..]

Ber·gen (bûrùgNn, bHrù-)  A city of southwest Norway on inlets of the North Sea. 

Founded c. 1070, it was the largest and most important city of medieval Norway. 

Population, 207,232. 

Ber·gen-Bel·sen (bûrùgNn-bHlùsNn, bHrùgNn-bHlùzNn)  See Belsen. 
Ber·gen·field (bûrùgNn-fKldÙ)  A borough of northeast New Jersey east of 

Paterson. It has varied light industries. Population, 24,458. 

Ber·ger (bHrùgNr), Hans. 1873-1941.  German psychiatrist and pioneer in elec-

troencephalography. 

Bergh (bûrg), Henry. 1811-1888.  American reformer who founded the Ameri-

can Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (1866). 

Ber·gisch-Glad·bach (bHrÙgVsh-glätùbäkÙ, -bäKHÙ)  A town of western Ger-

many near Cologne. Chartered in 1856, it is an industrial center. Population, 

100,749. 

Ber·gi·us (bHrùgK-Ns), Friedrich. 1884-1949.  German chemist. He shared a 

1931 Nobel Prize for the development of methods for high-pressure treatment of 

chemicals. 

Berg·man (bûrgùmNn), Ingmar. Born 1918.  Swedish director whose critically 

acclaimed films, such as The Silence (1963) and Fanny and Alexander (1983), are 

characterized by slow pace, laconic dialogue, and heavy use of symbolism to 

explore the psychological states of the characters. 

Berg·man (bûrgùmNn), Ingrid. 1915-1982.  Swedish actress who won an Acad-

emy Award in 1944 for Gaslight, in 1956 for Anastasia, and in 1974 for Murder on 

the Orient Express. 

Berg·mann’s rule (bûrgùmNnz rul) n.  Ecology. The principle holding that in 

a warm-blooded, polytypic, wide-ranging animal species, the body size of the 



members of each geographic group varies with the average environmental tem-

perature. According to this principle, warm-blooded animals living in cold cli-

mates tend to be larger than animals of the same species living in warm climates.  

[After Karl Bergmann (died 1865), German biologist.]

Berg·son (bHrgùsNn, bHrg-sôNù), Henri Louis. 1859-1941.  French philosopher 

and writer whose widely influential works, including Creative Evolution (1907) 

and The Creative Mind (1934), largely concern the importance of intuition as a 

means of attaining knowledge and the élan vital present in all living things. He 

won the 1927 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Berg·son·ism (bHrgùsN-nVzÙNm) n.  The philosophy of Henri Bergson, which 

asserts that the flow of time personally experienced is free and unrestricted rather 

than measured on a clock and contends that all living forms arise from a persist-

ing natural force, the élan vital.   —Berg·soùni·an (-soùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Berg·strom (bHrgùstrNm), Sune Karl. Born 1916.  Swedish biochemist and 

physician. He shared a 1982 Nobel Prize for research on prostaglandins. 

Ber·i·a (bHrùK-N), Lavrenti Pavlovich. 1899-1953.  Soviet secret police chief 

(1938-1953) during the brutal regime of Joseph Stalin. In the power struggle fol-

lowing Stalin’s death, Beria was convicted of conspiracy and executed. 

ber·i·ber·i (bHrùK-bHrùK) n.  A disease caused by a deficiency of thiamine, 

endemic in eastern and southern Asia and characterized by neurological symp-

toms, cardiovascular abnormalities, and edema.  [Singhalese, reduplication of 

beri, weakness.]

Ber·ing (bîrùVng, bârù-, b4rù- b7ùrVng), Vitus. 1681-1741.  Danish navigator and 

explorer who in 1728 sailed through the Bering Strait, proving (though he did not 

realize it at the time) that Asia and North America are separate continents. 

Bering Sea (bîrùVng sK)  A northward extension of the Pacific Ocean between 

Siberia and Alaska, lying north of the Aleutian Islands and connected with the 

Arctic Ocean by the Bering Strait. It was first explored in the 17th century. 

Bering Standard Time (bîrùVng st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Standard time in the 11th 

time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 165˚ west and used, for exam-

ple, in the Midway Islands.  Also called Bering Time [After the Bering (Sea), or 

Bering (Strait).]
Bering Strait (bîrùVng str7t)  A narrow stretch of water separating Alaska from 

Siberia and connecting the Arctic Ocean with the Bering Sea. It is believed that 

during prehistoric times the strait formed a land bridge by which the original 

inhabitants of North America arrived from Asia. 

Bering Time (bîrùVng tXm) n.  See Bering Standard Time. 
Berke·le·ian·ism (bärkùlK-N-nVzÙNm, bûrù-) n.  George Berkeley’s philosophy 

of subjective idealism, which holds that material objects have no independent 

being but exist only as concepts in God’s mind and as perceptions of those con-

cepts in other minds.   —Berkeùle·ian adj.  & n. 



Berke·ley (bûrkùlK)  1. A city of western California on San Francisco Bay north 

of Oakland. Founded as Oceanview on land purchased from a Spanish family in 

1853, it was renamed Berkeley in 1866. A branch of the University of California is 

here (established 1872). Population, 102,724.  2. A city of eastern Missouri, an 

industrial suburb of St. Louis. Population, 15,922. 

Berke·ley (bûrkùlK), Busby. 1895-1976.  American choreographer and film 

director noted for lavish, synchronized dance routines in films such as 42nd Street 

(1933). 

Berke·ley (bärkùlK, bûrkù-), George. 1685-1753.  Irish prelate and philosopher 

whose basic theory, directed against the materialism of Thomas Hobbes, is that to 

be is to perceive or to be perceived. His works include Treatise Concerning the 

Principles of Human Knowledge (1710). 

Berke·ley (bûrkùlK, bärkù-), Sir William. 1606-1677.  English colonial governor 

of Virginia (1641-1649 and 1660-1677) whose policies led to Bacon’s Rebellion 

(1676). 

ber·ke·li·um (bNr-kKùlK-Nm, bûrkùlK-Nm) n.  Symbol Bk A synthetic transuranic 

radioactive element having 9 isotopes with mass numbers from 243 to 250 and 

half-lives from 3 hours to 1,380 years. Atomic number 97; melting point 986˚C; 

valence 3, 4.  [After Berkeley, California.]

Berk·ley (bûrkùlK)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of Detroit. 

Population, 18,637. 

Berk·shire (bûrkùshîrÙ, -shNr) n.  One of a domestic breed of medium-sized 

black swine with white markings on the feet, legs, and face.  [After Berkshire, a 

county of south-central England.]

Berkshire Hills (bûrkùshîrÙ hVlz) also Berk·shires (bûrkùshîrzÙ, -shNrz)  A 

region of wooded hills in western Massachusetts rising to 1,064.8 m (3,491 ft). 

There are numerous resorts, state parks, and forests in the area. 

Ber·lich·ing·en (bHrùlVKH-VngÙNn), Götz or Gottfried von. 1480-1562.  Ger-

man knight and folk hero known as the subject of Goethe’s play Götz von Berlich-

ingen (1773). 

ber·lin (bNr-lVnù) n.  1. Berlin wool.  2.  Often berline. A four-wheeled closed 

carriage having an open, hooded seat behind.  [After Berlin, Germany.]

Ber·lin  1.  (bûr-lVnù) The capital and largest city of Germany, in the northeast 

part of the country. Divided between 1945 and 1990 into East Berlin and West 
Berlin, it was the center of the Prussian state and after 1871 was the capital of the 

German Empire. The division of the city grew out of the zones of occupation 

established at the end of World War II. The Berlin Wall, a wire and concrete bar-

rier, was erected by the East German government in August 1961 and dismantled 

in November 1989. Population, 3,034,118.  2.  (bûrùlVn) A city of central Con-

necticut, an industrial suburb of Hartford. Population, 16,787. 



Ber·lin (bûr-lVnù), Irving. Originally Israel Baline. 1888-1989.  Russian-born 

American songwriter who wrote more than 1,500 songs, including “Alexander’s 

Ragtime Band” (1911), and several musical comedies, such as Top Hat (1935) and 

Annie Get Your Gun (1946). 

ber·line (bNr-lVnù) n.  Variant of berlin (n., sense 2). 

Ber·lin·er (bûrùlN-nNr), Emile. 1851-1929.  German-born American inventor 

who greatly improved the telephone and invented the gramophone (1887). 

Berlin wool (bNr-lVnù wtl) n.  A light wool yarn used in making clothing, 

especially gloves. 

Ber·li·oz (bHrùlK-ozÙ, -osÙ), (Louis) Hector. 1803-1869.  French composer and 

leading representative of romanticism in French music. His works include Sym-

phonie Fantastique (1830), Romeo and Juliet (1839), and the opera The Trojans 

(1855-1858). 

berm also berme (bûrm) n.  1. a. A narrow ledge or shelf, as along the top or 

bottom of a slope.  b. The shoulder of a road.  c. A raised bank or path, such as 

one along a canal.   2. A terrace formed by wave action along the backshore of a 

beach.  3. A mound or bank of earth placed against the wall of a building to pro-

vide protection or insulation.  4. A ledge between the parapet and the moat in a 

fortification.  [French berme, from Dutch berm, from Middle Dutch bærm, 

berme.]

Ber·me·jo (bNr-m7ùho, bHr-)  A river of northern Argentina rising near the 

Bolivian border and flowing about 1,046 km (650 mi) generally southeast to the 

Paraguay River at the Paraguay border. 

Ber·mu·da (bNr-myuùdN)  A self-governing British colony comprising about 

300 coral islands in the Atlantic Ocean southeast of Cape Hatteras. The first set-

tlement was made in 1609 by British colonists shipwrecked on their way to Vir-

ginia. Tourism is crucial to its economy. Hamilton, on Bermuda Island, the 

largest in the archipelago, is the capital. Population, 56,000.   —Ber·muùdi·an, 
Ber·muùdan adj.  & n. 

Bermuda bag (bNr-myuùdN b4g) n.  An oval handbag with wooden handles 

and decorative removable covers. 

Bermuda buttercup (bNr-myuùdN bƒtùNr-kƒpÙ) n.  A southern African herb 

(Oxalis pes-caprae) having umbels of bright yellow flowers and compound leaves 

with three leaflets. 

Bermuda grass (bNr-myuùdN gr4s) n.  A mat-forming perennial grass (Cyn-

odon dactylon), widespread in warm regions and important as a lawn and pastur-

age grass in the southern United States. It is also common as a weed.  Also called 

scutch grass 

Bermuda lily (bNr-myuùdN lVlùK) n.  See Easter lily. 
Bermuda onion (bNr-myuùdN ƒnùyNn) n.  Any of several varieties of mild-

flavored onions shaped like a flattened sphere. 



Bermuda petrel (bNr-myuùdN pHtùrNl) n.  See cahow. 
Bermuda rig (bNr-myuùdN rVg) n.  Nautical. A fore-and-aft rig distinguished 

by a tall triangular mainsail and a sharply raked mast, widely used on cruising and 

racing vessels.  Also called Marconi rig 

Ber·mu·das (bNr-myuùdNz) pl.n.  Bermuda shorts. 

Bermuda shorts (bNr-myuùdN shôrts) pl.n.  Short pants that end slightly 

above the knee. 

Bern  or Berne (bûrn, bHrn)  The capital of Switzerland, in the west-central part 

of the country on the Aare River. Founded as a military post in 1191, it became 

part of the Swiss Confederation in 1353 and its capital in 1848. Population, 

140,600. 

Ber·na·dette of Lourdes (bûrÙnN-dHtù ƒf ltrd, ltrdz), Saint Originally 

Marie Bernarde Soubirous. 1844-1879.  French peasant girl whose visions of the 

Virgin Mary led to the establishment of the shrine at Lourdes, France. 

Ber·na·dotte (bûrùnN-dmtÙ), Count Folke. 1895-1948.  Swedish diplomat who 

as a leader of the Swedish Red Cross (1943-1948) helped save thousands of people 

from Nazi concentration camps. As United Nations mediator in Palestine (1948) 

he attempted to end Israeli-Arab hostilities but was assassinated by Israeli terror-

ists. 

Ber·na·nos (bHr-nä-nôsù), Georges. 1888-1948.  French writer whose novels, 

including The Diary of a Country Priest (1936), concern the opposing forces of 

God and Satan. 

Ber·nard (bHr-närù), Claude. 1813-1878.  French physiologist noted for his 

study of the digestive and nervous systems. 

Ber·nar·din de Saint-Pierre (bHr-när-d4Nù dN s4N-pyHrù), Jacques Henri. 
1737-1814.  French writer whose works, including the novel Paul et Virginie 

(1787), praise nature and lament civilization. 

Ber·nard of Clair·vaux (bNr-närdù ƒv klâr-voù, bHr-närù; klâr-voù), Saint. 

1090-1153.  French monastic reformer and political figure. Widely known for his 

piety and mysticism, he was instrumental in the condemnation of Peter Abelard 

and in rallying support for the Second Crusade. 

Berne (bûrn, bHrn)  See Bern. 
Ber·nese Alps (bûrùnKz 4lps, -nKs, bûr-nKzù, -nKsù)  A range of the Alps in cen-

tral Switzerland rising to 4,276.7 m (14,022 ft). 

Ber·nese mountain dog (bûrùnKz mounùtNn dôg, -nKs, bûr-nKzù, -nKsù) n.  

Any of a Swiss breed of large, muscular dogs having a soft, silky black coat with 

russet or tan markings on the forelegs, over each eye, and on both sides of a white 

chest. The dogs were formerly used for draft. 

Bern·hardt (bûrnùhärtÙ, bHr-närù), Sarah. Originally Henrietta Rosine Ber-

nard. Known as “the Divine Sarah.” 1844-1923.  French actress. Considered the 



romantic and tragic actress of her day, she first achieved fame for her perfor-

mance in Phèdre (1874). 

Ber·ni·ci·a (bNr-nVshùK-N, -nVshùN, bHr-)  A sixth-century A.D. Anglian kingdom 

in present-day northeast England. It was later part of the kingdom of Northum-

bria. 

Ber·ni·na Alps (bNr-nKùnN 4lps, bHr-)  A mountain group of southeast Switzer-

land in the Rhaetian Alps on the Swiss-Italian border. The highest elevation is Piz 
Bernina, rising to 4,051.6 m (13,284 ft). Bernina Pass connects Switzerland 

and Italy by road and rail. 

Ber·ni·ni (bNr-nKùnK, bHr-), Giovanni Lorenzo or Gianlorenzo. 1598-1680.  

Italian sculptor, painter, and architect. An outstanding exponent of the Italian 

baroque, he is noted for his flowing, dynamic sculpture, such as Apollo and 

Daphne (1622-1624), and his designs for many churches, including Saint Peter’s 

Basilica. 

Ber·noul·li (bNr-nuùlK)  Family of Swiss mathematicians and scientists, includ-

ing Jakob or Jacques (1654-1705), an important theorist of ordinary calculus 

and the calculus of variations. His brother Johann or Jean (1667-1748) devel-

oped integral and exponential calculus. Johann’s son Daniel (1700-1782) antici-

pated the law of conservation of energy, did pioneering work in the molecular 

theory of gases, and contributed to probability theory and the theory of differen-

tial equations. 

Bernoulli distribution (bNr-nuùlK dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  See binomial 
distribution.  [After Jakob BERNOULLI.]

Bernoulli effect (bNr-nuùlK V-fHktù) n.  The phenomenon of internal pressure 

reduction with increased stream velocity in a fluid.  [After Daniel BERNOULLI.]

Ber·noul·li’s law (bNr-nuùlKz lô) n.  Statistics. See law of large numbers.  
[After Jakob BERNOULLI.]

Bernoulli trial (bNr-nuùlK trXùNl) n.  Statistics. An experiment having only two 

possible outcomes, usually denoted success and failure, with the properties that 

the probability of occurrence of each outcome is the same in each trial and the 

occurrence of one excludes the occurrence of the other in any given trial.  [After 

Jakob BERNOULLI.]

Bern·stein (bûrnùstXnÙ, -stKnÙ), Leonard. 1918-1990.  American conductor 

and composer who has written numerous choral and symphonic works but is best 

known for his musical comedies, including West Side Story (1957). 

Bern·storff (bHrnùshtôrf), Count Johann Heinrich von. 1862-1939.  Ger-

man diplomat who as ambassador to the United States (1908-1917) warned his 

government against the use of unrestricted submarine warfare, a practice that 

precipitated American entry into World War I. 



Ber·ra (bHrùN), Lawrence Peter. Known as “Yogi.” Born 1925.  American base-

ball player and manager. Considered among the best catchers in baseball history, 

he played for the New York Yankees from 1946 to 1963. 

ber·ried (bHrùKd) adj.  1. Having or bearing berries:  berried branches; a berried 

plant.  2. Resembling a berry or berries: “an off-dry, berried flavor” (New York 

Times).  3. Bearing eggs. Used especially of egg-bearing crustaceans or fishes:  a 

berried lobster. 

ber·ry (bHrùK) n.  pl. ber·ries. 1. a. Botany. An indehiscent fruit derived from a 

single ovary and having the whole wall fleshy, such as the grape or tomato.  b. A 

small, juicy, fleshy fruit, such as a blackberry or raspberry, regardless of its botan-

ical structure.   2. The small, dark egg of certain crustaceans or fishes.   —  v.  intr. 

ber·ried, ber·ry·ing, ber·ries. 1. To hunt for or gather berries:  went berrying 

in July.  2. To bear or produce berries.  [Middle English berye, from Old English 

berie. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

Ber·ry (bH-rKù)  A historical region and former province of central France. Pur-

chased by the French crown in 1101, it became an independent duchy in 1360 and 

reverted to the crown in 1601. 

Ber·ry (bHrùK), Charles Edward Anderson. Known as “Chuck.” Born 1926.  

American musician and singer considered among the earliest and most influen-

tial rock ’n’ roll performers. 

Ber·ry·man (bHrùK-mNn), John. 1914-1972.  American poet whose dramatic, 

personal, and complex works include Homage to Mistress Bradstreet (1956) and 

the collection 77 Dream Songs (1964). 

ber·seem (bNr-sKmù) n.  A yellowish-flowered annual clover (Trifolium alexan-

drinum), native to the Mediterranean region and Asia and grown for forage in 

warm areas such as Florida.  Also called Egyptian clover [Arabic birsXm, from Cop-

tic bersXm.]

ber·serk (bNr-sûrkù, -zûrkù) adj.  1. Destructively or frenetically violent:  a ber-

serk worker who started smashing all the windows.  2. Mentally or emotionally 

upset; deranged:  berserk with grief.  3. Informal. Unrestrained, as with enthusi-

asm or appetite; wild:  berserk over chocolates.   —  n.  1. One that is violent, 

upset, or unrestrained.  2. A berserker.   —ber·serkù adv.  —ber·serkùly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: When we say that we are going berserk, we may not realize

how extreme a state this might be. Our adjective comes from the noun berserker,

or berserk, which is from the Old Norse word berserkr, “a wild warrior or cham-

pion.” Such warriors wore hides of bears, which explains the probable origins of

berserkr as a compound of ·bera, “bear,” and serkr, “shirt, coat.” These berserkers

became frenzied in battle, howling like animals, foaming at the mouth, and biting

the edges of their iron shields. Berserker is first recorded in English in the early



19th century, long after these wild warriors ceased to exist.

ber·serk·er (bNr-sûrùkNr, -zûrù-) n.  One of a band of ancient Norse warriors 

legendary for their savagery and reckless frenzy in battle.  [Old Norse berserkr : 

*bera, feminine of björn, bear; see bher-2 in Appendix + serkr, shirt.]

berth (bûrth) n.  1. Sufficient space for a ship to maneuver; sea room:  kept a 

clear berth of the reefs.  2. A space for a ship to dock or anchor:  a steamship 

moored to its berth at the pier.  3. a. Employment on a ship:  sought an officer’s 

berth in the merchant marine.  b. A job:  a comfortable berth as head of the depart-

ment.   4. a. A built-in bed or bunk, as on a ship or a train.  b. A place to sleep or 

stay; accommodations:  found a berth in a nearby hotel.   5. A space where a vehi-

cle can be parked, as for loading.   —  v.  berthed, berth·ing, berths.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring (a ship) to a berth.  2. To provide with a berth.   —  v.  intr. To come 

to a berth; dock.   —idiom. a wide berth. Ample space or distance to avoid an 

unwanted consequence:  gave their angry colleague a wide berth.  [Middle English 

birth; perhaps akin to beren, to bear. See BEAR
1.]

ber·tha (bûrùthN) n.  A wide, deep collar, often of lace, that covers the shoulders 

of a dress.  [French berthe, after Bertha (died 783), Carolingian queen as the wife 

of Pepin the Short.]

Ber·the·lot (bHr-tN-loù), Pierre Eugène Marselin. 1827-1907.  French chem-

ist and public official who was a founder of thermochemistry, studied explosives, 

and was the first to synthesize organic compounds. 

Ber·til·lon (bûrùtl-mnÙ, bHr-tK-yôNù), Alphonse. 1853-1914.  French anthro-

pologist and criminologist who devised the Bertillon system (1880). 

Bertillon system (bûrùtl-mnÙ sVsùtNm) n.  A system formerly used for identify-

ing persons by means of a detailed record of body measurements, physical 

description, and photographs. The Bertillon system was superseded by the more 

accurate procedure of fingerprinting.  [After Alphonse BERTILLON.]

Ber·wyn (bûrùwVn)  A city of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of Chicago. 

Population, 45,426. 

ber·yl (bHrùNl) n.  A transparent to translucent glassy mineral, essentially alumi-

num beryllium silicate, Be3Al2Si6O18, occurring in hexagonal prisms and consti-

tuting the chief source of beryllium. Transparent varieties in white, green, blue, 

yellow, or pink are valued as gems.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin bKryllus, from Greek bKrullos, from bKrullion, from Prakrit veruliya, from 

Pali ve^uriya; perhaps akin to Tamil ve^iru, or vi^ar, to whiten, become pale.] 
—berùyl·line (-N-lVn, -lXnÙ) adj. 

be·ryl·li·um (bN-rVlùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Be A high-melting, lightweight, corro-

sion-resistant, rigid, steel-gray metallic element used as an aerospace structural 

material, as a moderator and reflector in nuclear reactors, and in a copper alloy 

used for springs, electrical contacts, and nonsparking tools. Atomic number 4; 



atomic weight 9.0122; melting point 1,278˚C; boiling point 2,970˚C; specific 

gravity 1.848; valence 2.  [From BERYL.]

Ber·ze·li·us (bNr-zKùlK-Ns, bHr-s7ùlK-tsÙ), Baron Jöns Jakob. 1779-1848.  

Swedish chemist who published a table of atomic weights (1828); contributed to 

electrochemical theory; discovered cerium (1803), zirconium (1824), and tita-

nium (1825); and isolated silicon (1823). 

Bes (bHs) n.  Mythology. The Egyptian god of music and revelry. 

Be·san·çon (bV-zäN-soNù)  A city of eastern France east of Dijon. It is an indus-

trial center noted for the manufacture of clocks and watches. Population, 

113,283. 

Bes·ant (bHzùNnt), Annie Wood. 1847-1933.  English theosophist, philosopher, 

and political figure who advocated home rule and educational reforms in India. 

be·seech (bV-sKchù) v.  tr. be·sought (-sôtù)  or be·seeched, be·seech·ing, 
be·seech·es. 1. To address an earnest or urgent request to; implore:  beseech 

them for help.  2. To request earnestly; beg for:  beseech help.  See Synonyms at 

beg.  [Middle English bisechen, from Old English besKcan : be-, be- + sKcan, to 

seek; see SEEK.] —be·seechùer n. 

be·seem (bV-sKmù) v.  tr. be·seemed, be·seem·ing, be·seems. Archaic. To 

be appropriate for; befit.  [Middle English bisemen : bi-, be- + semen, to seem; see 

SEEM.]

be·set (bV-sHtù) v.  tr. be·set, be·set·ting, be·sets. 1. To attack from all sides.  

2. To trouble persistently; harass.  See Synonyms at attack.  3. To hem in; sur-

round: “the mountains which beset it round” (Nathaniel Hawthorne).  4. To stud, 

as with jewels.  [Middle English bisetten, from Old English besettan. See sed- in 

Appendix.] —be·setùment n. 

be·set·ting (bV-sHtùVng) adj.  Constantly troubling or attacking. 

be·shrew (bV-shruù) v.  tr. be·shrewed, be·shrew·ing, be·shrews. 
Archaic. To invoke evil upon; curse.  [Middle English bishrewen : bi-, be- + shrew, 

wicked person; see SHREW.]

be·side (bV-sXdù) prep.  1. At the side of; next to.  2. a. In comparison with:  a 

proposal that seems quite reasonable beside the others.  b. On an equal footing with:  

has earned a place beside the best performers in the business.   3. In addition to: 

“Many creatures beside man live in communities” (Stuart Chase).  See Usage Note 

at besides.  4. Except for.  See Usage Note at besides.  5. Not relevant to:  a 

remark that was beside the point.   —  adv.  Archaic. 1. In addition.  2. Nearby.   
—idiom. beside (oneself). In a state of extreme excitement or agitation:  They 

were beside themselves with glee.  [Middle English biside, from Old English be 

sXdan : be, by; see BY
1 + sXde, side.]

be·sides (bV-sXdzù) adv.  1. In addition; also.  2. Moreover; furthermore.  See 

Synonyms at also.  3. Otherwise; else:  has been to Mexico but nowhere besides.   



—  prep.  1. In addition to.  2. Except for; other than.  [Middle English  : biside, at 

the side; see BESIDE + -es, adv. suff.; see -S
3.]

USAGE NOTE: In modern usage the senses “in addition to” and “except for”

are conveyed more often by besides than beside. Thus: He had few friends besides

us. See Usage Note at together.

be·siege (bV-sKjù) v.  tr. be·sieged, be·sieg·ing, be·sieg·es. 1. To surround 

with hostile forces.  2. To crowd around; hem in.  3. To harass or importune, as 

with requests:  Reporters besieged the winner for interviews.  4. To cause to feel dis-

tressed or worried:  She was besieged by problems.  [Middle English besegen, proba-

bly (with substitution of bi-, be-), from assegen, from Old French assegier, from 

Vulgar Latin *assedic7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Vulgar Latin *sedic7re, to sit (from 

Latin sedKre); see SIEGE.] —be·siegeùment n.  —be·siegùer n.  

SYNONYMS: besiege, beleaguer, blockade, invest, siege. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to surround with hostile forces”: besiege a walled city: a

beleaguered settlement; blockaded the harbor; investing a fortress; a castle sieged by

foot soldiers and cavalry.

Bes·kids (bHsùkVdzÙ, bHs-kKdzù)  A mountain range of the western Carpathians 

extending about 322 km (200 mi) along the Polish-Slovakian border and rising to 

1,726 m (5,659 ft) at Babia Góra. The range is divided into the East Beskids and 

the West Beskids. 
be·smear (bV-smîrù) v.  tr. be·smeared, be·smear·ing, be·smears. To 

smear.  [Middle English bismeorwen, to make filthy, from Old English besmirwan, 

to besmear  : be-, be- + smierwan, to smear.]

be·smirch (bV-smûrchù) v.  tr. be·smirched, be·smirch·ing, be·smirch·es. 
1. To stain; sully:  a reputation that was besmirched by slander.  2. To make dirty; 

soil.   —be·smirchùer n.  —be·smirchùment n. 

be·som (bKùzNm) n.  1. A bundle of twigs attached to a handle and used as a 

broom.  2. Sports. The broom used to sweep the ice from the path of a curling 

stone.  [Middle English, from Old English besma.]

besom pocket (bKùzNm pmkùVt) n.  A flapless pocket trimmed with welting or 

reinforced stitching.  [besom, reinforcement around pocket opening.]

be·sot (bV-smtù) v.  tr. be·sot·ted, be·sot·ting, be·sots. To muddle or stupefy, 

as with alcoholic liquor or infatuation.  [BE- + sot, to stupefy (from sot, fool); see 

SOT  or from assot, to befool (from Old French assoter, from sot, foolish).]

be·sought (bV-sôtù) v.  A past tense and a past participle of beseech. 
be·spake (bV-sp7kù) v.  Archaic. A past tense of bespeak. 



be·spat·ter (bV-sp4tùNr) v.  tr. be·spat·tered, be·spat·ter·ing, be·spat·ters. 
To spatter with or as if with mud: “a thoughtful, anti-activist judge being bespat-

tered with charges of racism, sexism, hypocrisy and dishonesty” (William Safire). 

be·speak (bV-spKkù) v.  tr. be·spoke (-spokù), be·spo·ken (-spoùkNn)  or 

be·spoke, be·speak·ing, be·speaks. 1. To be or give a sign of; indicate.  See 

Synonyms at indicate.  2. To engage, hire, or order in advance.  See Synonyms at 

book.  3. To foretell; portend:  fearful weapons that bespeak great loss of life.  

4. Archaic. To speak to; address.  [Middle English bispeken, to speak out, from 

Old English besprecan, to speak about.]

be·spec·ta·cled (bV-spHkùtN-kNld) adj.  Wearing eyeglasses. 

be·spoke (bV-spokù) v.  Past tense and a past participle of bespeak. 
be·spo·ken (bV-spoùkNn) v.  A past participle of bespeak. 
be·sprent (bV-sprHntù) adj.  Archaic. Sprinkled over.  [Middle English bispreint, 

past participle of bisprengen, to besprinkle, from Old English besprengan : be-, be- 

+ sprengan, to sprinkle.]

be·sprin·kle (bV-sprVngùkNl) v.  tr. be·sprin·kled, be·sprin·kling, 
be·sprin·kles. To sprinkle.  [Probably from Middle English bisprenklen, from 

bisprengen. See BESPRENT.]

Bes·sa·ra·bi·a (bHsÙN-r7ùbK-N)  A region of Moldavia and western Ukraine. As 

the gateway from Russia into the Danube River valley, it was for centuries an 

invasion route from Asia to Europe. The region became part of Russia in 1812 but 

declared itself independent in 1918 and later voted for union with Romania, 

which was forced to cede it to the U.S.S.R. in 1940.   —BesÙsa·raùbi·an adj.  & n. 

Bes·sel (bHsùNl), Friedrich Wilhelm. 1784-1846.  Prussian astronomer who 

recalculated the orbit of Halley’s comet (1804), verified by parallax the distance 

from the earth to the twin star 61 Cygni (1838), and developed a class of mathe-

matical functions based on his study of planetary perturbation. 

Bes·se·mer (bHsùN-mNr)  A city of north-central Alabama south-southwest of 

Birmingham. Founded as a mining town, it was named after Sir Henry Bessemer. 

Population, 33,497. 

Bes·se·mer (bHsùN-mNr), Sir Henry. 1813-1898.  British inventor and metallur-

gist who received more than 100 patents, most notably for the Bessemer process. 

Bessemer converter (bHsùN-mNr kNn-vûrùtNr) n.  A large pear-shaped con-

tainer in which molten iron is converted to steel by the Bessemer process. 

Bessemer process (bHsùN-mNr prmsùHsÙ) n.  A method for making steel by 

blasting compressed air through molten iron to burn out excess carbon and 

impurities.  [After Sir Henry BESSEMER.]

Bes·sie (bHsùK) n.  An award given annually since 1984 by the Dance Theater 

Workshop in New York City for achievement in dance and the performing arts.  

[After Bessie Schönberg (born 1906), German-born American dance teacher.]



best (bHst) adj.  Superlative of good. 1. Surpassing all others in excellence, 

achievement, or quality; most excellent:  the best performer; the best grade of ore.  

2. Most satisfactory, suitable, or useful; most desirable:  the best solution; the best 

time for planting.  3. Greatest; most:  He spoke for the best part of an hour.   —  
adv.  Superlative of well2. 1. In a most excellent way; most creditably or advanta-

geously.  2. To the greatest degree or extent; most: “He was certainly the best hated 

man in the ship” (W. Somerset Maugham).   —  n.  1. One that surpasses all oth-

ers.  2. The best part, moment, or value:  The best is still to come. Let’s get the best 

out of life.  3. The optimum condition or quality:  look your best. She was at her 

best in the freestyle competition.  4. One’s nicest or most formal clothing.  5. The 

supreme effort one can make:  doing our best.  6. One’s warmest wishes or 

regards:  Give them my best.   —  v.  tr. best·ed, best·ing, bests. To get the bet-

ter of; beat: “I’m a rough customer, I expect, but I know when I’m bested” (Natha-

nael West).   —idioms. at best. 1. Interpreted most favorably; at the most:  no 

more than 40 people at best in attendance.  2. Under the most favorable condi-

tions:  has a top speed of 20 miles per hour at best.  for the best. With an ulti-

mately positive or preferable result.  get the best of (or have the best of). To 

outdo or outwit; defeat:  My opponent got the best of me in the debate.  [Middle 

English, from Old English betst. See bhad- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: According to rule, better should be used in comparisons be-

tween two things: Which house of Congress has the better (not best) attendance

record? In certain fixed expressions, however, best is used idiomatically for com-

parisons between two: Put your best foot forward. May the best man win! See Usage

Note at better1. See Usage Note at rather.

Best (bHst), Charles Herbert. 1899-1978.  American-born Canadian physiolo-

gist noted for his work on the discovery and application of insulin. 

best boy (bHst boi) n.  The chief assistant to the gaffer on a movie or television 

set. 

best-case (bHstùkasÙ) adj.  Most favorable; optimum: “the best-case scenario of a 

mild recession” (Business Week). 

be·stead (bV-stHdù) Archaic. v.  tr. be·stead·ed or be·stead, be·stead·ing, 
be·steads. 1. To be of service to; aid.  2. To be of use to; avail.   —  adj.  Having 

been placed; located.  [Probably BE- + STEAD, to help. Adj., from Middle English 

bistad, placed bi-, be- + -stad (ultimately from Old Norse staddr, placed, past par-

ticiple of stedhja, to stop, from stadhr, place); see st7- in Appendix.]

bes·tial (bHsùchNl, bKsù-) adj.  1. Beastly.  2. Marked by brutality or depravity.  

See Synonyms at brute.  3. Lacking in intelligence or reason; subhuman.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Late Latin bKsti7lis, from Latin bKstia, beast.] 
—besùtial·ly adv. 



bes·ti·al·i·ty (bHsÙchK-4lùV-tK, bKsÙ-) n.  pl. bes·ti·al·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being an animal or like an animal.  2. Conduct or an action marked 

by depravity or brutality.  3. Sexual relations between a human being and an ani-

mal. 

bes·ti·ar·y (bHsùchK-HrÙK, bKsù-) n.  pl. bes·ti·ar·ies. 1. A medieval collection of 

stories providing physical and allegorical descriptions of real or imaginary ani-

mals along with an interpretation of the moral significance each animal was 

thought to embody. A number of common misconceptions relating to natural 

history were preserved in these popular accounts.  2. A modern version of such a 

collection.  [Medieval Latin bKsti7rium, from Latin bKstia, beast.]

be·stir (bV-stûrù) v.  tr. be·stirred, be·stir·ring, be·stirs. To cause to become 

active; rouse:  finally bestirred himself to look for work.  [Middle English bistiren : 

probably bi-, be- + stiren, to rouse; see STIR
1.]

best man (bHst m4n) n.  The bridegroom’s chief attendant at a wedding. 

be·stow (bV-stoù) v.  tr. be·stowed, be·stow·ing, be·stows. 1. To present as 

a gift or an honor; confer:  bestowed high praise on the winners.  2. To apply; use: 

“On Hester Prynne’s story... I bestowed much thought” (Nathaniel Hawthorne).  

3. To store or house.  [Middle English bistowen : bi-, be- + stowen, to place; see 

STOW.] —be·stowùa·ble adj.  —be·stowùal, be·stowùment n. 

be·strew (bV-struù) v.  tr. be·strewed, be·strewed or be·strewn (-

strunù), be·strew·ing, be·strews. 1. To strew (a surface) with things so as to 

cover it:  The crowd bestrewed the streets with confetti.  2. To lie scattered over or 

about:  Books and papers bestrewed the desk.  [Middle English bistrewen, from Old 

English bestrKowian : be-, be- + strKowian, to strew; see STREW.]

be·stride (bV-strXdù) v.  tr. be·strode (-strodù), be·strid·den (-strVdùn), 
be·strid·ing, be·strides. 1. To sit or stand on with the legs astride; straddle.  

2. To dominate by position; tower over: “Hitler’s ghost, the specter that... bestrides 

mid-twentieth-century history” (Economist).  3. Archaic. To step or stride across.  

[Middle English bistriden, from Old English bestrXdan : be-, be- + strXdan, to 

mount a horse; see STRIDE.]

best·sell·er (bHstùsHlùNr) n.  A product, such as a book, that is among those sold 

in the largest numbers.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

bestseller lists; a bestseller candidate.   —bestùsellùer·dom n.  —bestù-sellùing 
adj. 

bet (bHt) n.  1. An agreement usually between two parties that the one who has 

made an incorrect prediction about an uncertain outcome will forfeit something 

stipulated to the other; a wager.  2. An amount or object risked in a wager; a stake.  

3. One on which a stake is or can be placed:  Our team is a sure bet to win.  4. a. A 

plan or an option considered with regard to its probable consequence:  Your best 

bet is to make reservations ahead of time.  b. Informal. A view; an opinion:  My bet 

is that the rain will hold off.    —  v.  bet or bet·ted, bet·ting, bets.  —  v.  tr. 



1. To stake (an amount, for example) in a bet.  2. To make a bet with:  I bet them 

that we would be first.  3. To make a bet on (a contestant or an outcome).  4. To 

maintain confidently, as if making a bet:  I bet they were surprised by the news.   
—  v.  intr. To make or place a bet.   —idiom. you bet. Informal. Of course; 

surely.  [Origin unknown.]

SYNONYMS: bet, ante, pot, stake, wager. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “something valuable risked on an uncertain outcome”: placed a 50-dollar

bet on a horse in the first race; raising the ante in a poker game; won the whole pot

in bridge; defeated her opponent and took the stakes; laid a wager on who would get

the role.

bet. abbr.  Between. 

be·ta (b7ùtN, bKù-) n.  1. The second letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. The second 

item in a series or system of classification.  3. A mathematical measure of the sen-

sitivity of rates of return on a portfolio or a given stock compared with rates of 

return on the market as a whole. A high degree of such sensitivity indicates mod-

erate or high price volatility.  4. Physics. a. A beta particle.  b. A beta ray.   

5. Chemistry. a. The second position from a designated carbon atom in an 

organic molecule at which an atom or a radical may be substituted.  b. An iso-

meric variation of a chemical compound. Used in combination:  beta-estradiol.   

[Greek bKta, from Canaanite bêt, house. See BETH.]

be·ta-ad·re·ner·gic (b7ÙtN-4dÙrN-nûrùjVk, bKÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a 

beta-receptor. 

beta-adrenergic block·ing agent (b7ÙtN-4dÙrN-nûrùjVk blmkùVng 7ùjNnt) 

n.  See beta-blocker. 
beta-adrenergic receptor (b7ÙtN-4dÙrN-nûrùjVk rV-sHpùtNr) n.  See beta-
receptor. 

be·ta-block·er (b7ùtN-blmkÙNr, bKù-) n.  Physiology. A drug, such as propanolol, 

that opposes the excitatory effects of norepinephrine released from sympathetic 

nerve endings at beta-receptors and is used for the treatment of angina, hyperten-

sion, arrhythmia, and migraine.  Also called beta-adrenergic blocking agent 

be·ta-car·o·tene (b7ÙtN-k4rùN-tKnÙ, bKÙ-) n.  One of the isomeric forms of car-

otene that is widely distributed in nature. 

beta cell (b7ùtN sHl) n.  Physiology. 1. Any of the insulin-producing cells of the 

islets of Langerhans in the pancreas.  2. Any of the basophilic chromophil cells 

located in the anterior lobe of the adenohypophysis. 

be·ta-en·dor·phin (b7ÙtN-Hn-dôrùfVn, bKÙ-) n.  An endorphin produced by the 

pituitary gland that is a potent pain suppressant. 



beta globulin (b7ùtN glmbùyN-lVn) n.  Biochemistry. A type of globulin in blood 

plasma that in electrically charged solutions exhibits colloidal mobility between 

that of the alpha and gamma globulins. 

be·ta·ine (bKùtN-KnÙ, -Vn) n.  1. A sweet crystalline alkaloid, C5H11NO2, occur-

ring in sugar beets and other plants and used in the treatment of muscular degen-

eration.  2. Any of several alkaloids with similar structures.  [Latin bKta, beet + -

INE
2.]

be·take (bV-t7kù) v.  tr. be·took (-ttkù), be·tak·en (-t7ùkNn), be·tak·ing, 
be·takes. 1. To cause (oneself) to go or move.  2. Archaic. To commit.  [Middle 

English bitaken : bi-, be- + taken, to take; see TAKE.]

be·ta·meth·a·sone (b7ÙtN-mHthùN-sonÙ, bKÙ-) n.  A synthetic glucocorticoid, 

C22H29FO5, that occurs as a white crystalline powder and is used as a topical anti-

inflammatory agent for the treatment of dermatological conditions.  [BETA + 

METH(YL) + (PREDNI)S(OL)ONE.]

be·ta-naph·thol (b7ÙtN-n4fùthôlÙ, -tholÙ, -n4pù-) n.  An isomeric form of 

naphthol, C10H7OH, occurring as white crystals and used in making antioxidants, 

pigments, and dyes. 

Be·tan·court (bHÙtän-ktrù, -kôrtù), Romulo. 1908-1981.  Venezuelan politi-

cal leader who founded the National Democratic Party (1935), spent several years 

in exile, and twice served as president (1945-1948 and 1959-1964). 

be·ta-ox·i·da·tion (b7ÙtN-mkÙsV-d7ùshNn, bKÙ-) n.  Biochemistry. The oxidative 

degradation of saturated fatty acids in which two-carbon units are sequentially 

removed from the molecule with each turn of the cycle. 

beta particle (b7ùtN pärùtV-kNl) n.  A high-speed electron or positron, espe-

cially one emitted in radioactive decay. 

beta ray (b7ùtN r7) n.  A stream of beta particles, especially of electrons. 

be·ta-re·cep·tor (b7ÙtN-rV-sHpùtNr, bKÙ-) n.  A site in the autonomic nervous 

system in which inhibitory responses occur when adrenergic agents, such as nore-

pinephrine and epinephrine, are released. Activation of beta-receptors causes var-

ious physiological reactions, such as relaxation of the bronchial muscles and an 

increase in the rate and force of cardiac contraction.  Also called beta-adrenergic 

receptor 

beta rhythm (b7ùtN rVthùNm) n.  See beta wave. 
be·ta·tron (b7ùtN-trmnÙ, bKù-) n.  A magnetic induction electron accelerator 

capable of accelerating electrons to energies of several hundred million electron 

volts. 

beta wave (b7ùtN w7v) n.  The second most common waveform occurring in 

electroencephalograms of the adult brain, characteristically having a frequency 

from 13 to 30 cycles per second. It is associated with an alert waking state but can 

also occur as a sign of anxiety or apprehension.  Also called beta rhythm 



be·tel (bKtùl) n.  An evergreen Indo-Malayan climbing or trailing shrub (Piper 

betle), having usually ovate leaves used to wrap betel nuts.  [Portuguese, from 

Malayalam vettila, vewwila, from Tamil vewwilai.]

Be·tel·geuse (bKtùl-juzÙ, bHtùl-jœzÙ) n.  A bright-red intrinsic variable star, 

527 light-years from Earth, in the constellation Orion.  [French Bételgeuse, proba-

bly from Arabic bayt al-jauz7.]

betel nut  or also be·tel·nut (bKtùl-nƒtÙ) n.  The seed of the betel palm, 

chewed with betel leaves, lime, and flavorings as a mild stimulant.  Also called 

areca nut 

betel palm (bKtùl päm) n.  A tropical Asian feather-leaved palm (Areca catechu) 

cultivated for its seeds.  Also called catechu 

bête noire (bHt nwärù) n.  One that is particularly disliked or that is to be 

avoided: “Tax shelters had long been the bête noire of reformers” (Irwin Ross).  

[French  : bête, beast + noire, black.]

beth (bHt) n.  The second letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew bêt, from bayit, 

house.]

be·than·e·chol (bH-th4nùV-kôlÙ, -kmlÙ) n.  A cholinergic drug, C7H17CLN2O2, 

that acts principally by stimulating the parasympathetic nervous system and is 

used in the form of its chloride to treat abdominal distention and urinary reten-

tion.  [Perhaps beth (blend of BETA, and METHYL ) + -ANE + CHOL(INE).]

Beth·a·ny (bHthùN-nK)  1. A village of ancient Palestine at the foot of the Mount 

of Olives near Jerusalem. According to the New Testament, it was the site of the 

resurrection of Lazarus.  2. A city of central Oklahoma west of Oklahoma City. It 

was settled in 1906. Population, 20,075. 

Be·the (b7ùtN), Hans Albrecht. Born 1906.  German-born American physicist. 

He won a 1967 Nobel Prize for research on the energy production of stars. 

beth·el (bHthùNl) n.  1. A hallowed or holy place.  2. a. A chapel for seafarers.  

b. Chiefly British. A Nonconformist chapel, especially a Baptist or Methodist one.   

[Hebrew bêt’el, house of God  : bêt, house + ’el, God.]

Beth·el (bHthùNl)  1.  (also bHthÙHlù) A town of ancient Palestine north of Jerusa-

lem. It is now a major archaeological site.  2. A town of southwest Connecticut 

southeast of Danbury. It has varied light industries. Population, 17,541. 

Bethel Park (bHthùNl pärk)  A borough of southwest Pennsylvania, an indus-

trial suburb of Pittsburgh. Population, 33,823. 

Be·thes·da (bN-thHzùdN)  An unincorporated city of west-central Maryland, a 

residential suburb of Washington, D.C. The National Institutes of Health and 

Naval Medical Center are here. Population, 62,936. 

be·think (bV-thVngkù) v.  be·thought (-thôtù), be·think·ing, be·thinks.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cause (oneself) to reflect on or consider.  2. To remind (oneself); 

remember.  See Synonyms at remember.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To meditate; pon-



der.  [Middle English bithinken, from Old English bethencan. See tong- in 

Appendix.]

Beth·le·hem (bHthùlV-hHmÙ, -lK-Nm)  1. A town in the West Bank south of 

Jerusalem. It is the traditional birthplace of Jesus. Population, 25,000.  2. A city of 

eastern Pennsylvania on the Lehigh River north-northwest of Philadelphia. It is 

an important steel-producing center. Population, 71,428. 

Beth·mann-Holl·weg (bHtÙmNn-hôlùv7gÙ, -män-), Theobald von. 1856-

1921.  German politician who as chancellor (1909-1917) was opposed to but 

unable to prevent unrestricted submarine warfare during World War I. 

be·thought (bV-thôtù) v.  Past tense and past participle of bethink. 
Beth·page (bHth-p7jù)  An unincorporated village of southeast New York on 

southwest Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 15,761. 

Beth·sa·i·da (bHth-s7ùV-dN)  A town of ancient Palestine on the northeast shore 

of the Sea of Galilee. 

Be·thune (bN-thunù, -thyunù), Mary McLeod. 1875-1955.  American edu-

cator who sought improved racial relations and educational opportunities for 

Black Americans. She was part of the U.S. delegation to the first United Nations 

meeting (1945). 

be·tide (bV-tXdù) v.  be·tid·ed, be·tid·ing, be·tides.  —  v.  tr. To happen to.   
—  v.  intr. To take place; befall.  See Synonyms at happen.  [Middle English 

bitiden : bi-, be- + tiden, to happen (from Old English tXdan); see TIDE
2.]

be·times (bV-tXmzù) adv.  1. In good time; early: “A beneficent microclimate 

brings out the camellias betimes” (John Russell).  2. Once in a while; on occasion.  

3. Archaic. Quickly; soon.  [Middle English bitimes : bi, by; see BY
1 + time, time; 

see TIME + -es, adv. suff.; see -S
3.]

bê·tise (b7-tKzù) n.  pl. bê·tises (-tKzù). 1. Stupidity; folly: “The bêtise of our 

human community is everywhere” (Thornton Wilder).  2. A stupid or foolish act 

or remark.  [French, from bête, beast, fool, foolish, from Old French beste, beast. 

See BEAST.]

Bet·je·man (bHchùN-mNn), Sir John. 1906-1984.  British poet and poet laureate 

(1972-1984) whose often nostalgic works, in collections such as A Few Late Chry-

santhemums (1955), praise the English countryside. He also wrote widely on Vic-

torian architecture. 

be·to·ken (bV-toùkNn) v.  tr. be·to·kened, be·to·ken·ing, be·to·kens. To be 

or give a sign or portent of.  See Synonyms at indicate.  [Middle English 

bitokenen : bi-, be- + toknen, to signify (from Old English t7cnian); see deik- in 

Appendix.]

bet·o·ny (bHtùn-K) n.  pl. bet·o·nies. 1. Any of several plants of the widespread 

genus Stachys in the mint family, especially S. officinalis, native chiefly to Europe 

and having spikes of usually reddish-purple flowers. It was once popular in herbal 

medicine.  Also called woundwort 2. The lousewort.  [Middle English, from Old 



French betoine, from Medieval Latin betonia, both from Latin vettonica, probably 

from VettonKs, an ancient Iberian tribe.]

be·took (bV-ttkù) v.  Past tense of betake. 
be·tray (bV-tr7ù) v.  tr. be·trayed, be·tray·ing, be·trays. 1. a. To give aid or 

information to an enemy of; commit treason against:  betray one’s country.  b. To 

deliver into the hands of an enemy in violation of a trust or allegiance:  betrayed 

Christ to the Romans.   2. To be false or disloyal to:  betrayed their cause; betray 

one’s better nature.  3. To divulge in a breach of confidence:  betray a secret.  4. To 

make known unintentionally:  Her hollow laugh betrayed her contempt for the idea.  

5. To reveal against one’s desire or will.  See Synonyms at reveal1.  6. To lead 

astray; deceive.  See Synonyms at deceive.  [Middle English bitrayen : bi-, be- + 

trayen, to betray (from Old French trair, from Latin tr7dere, to hand over); see 

TRADITION.] —be·trayùal n.  —be·trayùer n. 

be·troth (bV-trothù, -trôthù) v.  tr. be·trothed, be·troth·ing, be·troths. 1. To 

promise to give in marriage:  was betrothed to a member of the royal family.  2. To 

promise to marry.  [Middle English bitrouthen : bi-, be- + trouth, troth (from Old 

English trKowth); see deru- in Appendix.]

be·troth·al (bV-troùthNl, -trôùthNl) n.  1. The act of betrothing or the fact of 

being betrothed.  2. A mutual promise to marry; an engagement:  announced 

their betrothal the next day. 

be·trothed (bV-trothdù, -trôthtù) adj.  Engaged to be married.   —  n.  A person 

to whom one is engaged to be married. 

Bet·si·a·mi·tes (bHtÙsK-N-mKùtKz)  A river rising in the highlands of eastern 

Quebec, Canada, and flowing about 386 km (240 mi) generally southeast to the 

St. Lawrence River. 

bet·ta (bHtùN) n.  Any of various species of small, brightly colored, long-finned 

freshwater fishes of the genus Betta, found in southeast Asia.  [New Latin Betta, 

genus name.]

Bet·tel·heim (bHtùl-hXmÙ), Bruno. 1903-1990.  Austrian-born American psy-

chologist noted for his studies of children and education. His works include Love 

is Not Enough (1950) and The Uses of Enchantment (1976). 

Bet·ten·dorf (bHtùn-dôrfÙ)  A city of eastern Iowa, an industrial suburb of 

Davenport on the Mississippi River. Population, 28,132. 

bet·ter1 (bHtùNr) adj.  Comparative of good. 1. Greater in excellence or higher 

in quality than another of the same class, set, or kind.  2. More useful, suitable, or 

desirable than another or others:  found a better way to go; a suit with a better fit 

than that one.  3. More highly skilled or adept than another or others:  I am better 

at math than English.  4. Greater or larger:  argued for the better part of an hour.  

5. More advantageous or favorable than others; improved:  a better chance of suc-

cess.  6. Healthier or more fit than before:  The patient is better today.   —  adv.  

Comparative of well2. 1. In a more excellent way.  2. a. To a greater extent or 



degree:  better suited to the job; likes it better without sauce.  b. To greater advan-

tage; preferably:  a deed better left undone.   3. More:  It took me better than a year 

to recover.   —  n.  1. One that is greater in excellence or higher in quality than 

another or others.  2. A superior, as in standing, competence, or intelligence.   —  
v.  bet·tered, bet·ter·ing, bet·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make better; improve:  try-

ing to better conditions in the prison; bettered myself by changing jobs.  See Syn-

onyms at improve.  2. To surpass or exceed.   —  v.  intr. To become better.   
—idioms. for the better. Resulting in or aiming at an improvement:  Her con-

dition took a turn for the better.  had better. Usage Problem. Ought to; must:  We 

had better go before the storm becomes worse.  think better of. To change one’s 

mind about (a course of action) after reconsideration.  [Middle English, from 

Old English betera. See bhad- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The phrase had better is acceptable, as long as the had or its

contraction is preserved: You had better do it or You’d better do it, but not You better

do it. See Usage Note at best. See Usage Note at rather.

bet·ter2 (bHtùNr) n.  Variant of bettor. 
better half (bHtùNr h4f) n.  Informal. One’s spouse.  [From my better half, the 

larger part of me, that is, a close friend.]

bet·ter·ment (bHtùNr-mNnt) n.  1. An improvement over what has been the 

case:  financial betterment.  2. Law. An improvement beyond normal upkeep and 

repair that adds to the value of real property. 

bet·ter-off (bHtÙNr-ôfù, -mfù) adj.  Being in a better or more prosperous condi-

tion. 

Bet·ter·ton (bHtùNr-tNn), Thomas. 1635?-1710.  English actor of the Restora-

tion theater who also wrote popular adaptations of dramas. 

bet·tor also bet·ter (bHtùNr) n.  One that bets or places a bet. 

be·tween (bV-twKnù) prep.  Abbr. bet. 1. a. In or through the position or inter-

val separating:  between the trees; between 11 o’clock and 12 o’clock.  

b. Intermediate to, as in quantity, amount, or degree:  It costs between 15 and 20 

dollars.   2. Usage Problem. Connecting spatially:  a railroad between the two cities.  

3. Usage Problem. Associating or uniting in a reciprocal action or relationship:  an 

agreement between workers and management; a certain resemblance between the 

two stories.  4. a. By the combined effort or effect of:  Between them they suc-

ceeded.  b. In the combined ownership of:  They had only a few dollars between 

them.   5. As measured against. Often used to express a reciprocal relationship:  

choose between riding and walking.   —  adv.  In an intermediate space, position, 

or time; in the interim.   —idioms. between you and me. In the strictest 

confidence.  in between. In an intermediate situation:  My roommates disagreed 

and I was caught in between.  in between times. During an intervening period; 



in the meantime:  has written several books and teaches in between times.  [Middle 

English bitwene, from Old English betwKonum. See dwo- in Appendix.] 
—betweenùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: According to a widely repeated but unjustified tradition, “be-

tween is used for two, and among for more than two.” It is true that between is the

only choice when exactly two entities are specified: the choice between (not among)

good and evil, the rivalry between (not among) Great Britain and France. When

more than two entities are involved, however, or when the number of entities is

unspecified, the choice of one or the other word depends on the intended sense.

Between is used when the entities are considered as distinct individuals; among,

when they are considered as a mass or collectivity. Thus in the sentence The bomb

landed between the houses, the houses are seen as points that define the boundaries

of the area of impact (so that we presume that none of the individual houses was

hit). In The bomb landed among the houses, the area of impact is considered to be

the general location of the houses, taken together (in which case it is left open

whether any houses were hit). By the same token, we may speak of a series of wars

between the Greek cities, which suggests that each city was an independent bellig-

erent, or of a series of wars among the Greek cities, which allows as well the possi-

bility that the belligerents were shifting alliances of cities. For this reason, among

is most appropriate to indicate inclusion in a group: She is among the best of our

young sculptors. There is a spy among you (this last is arguably appropriate even

when there are only two addressees; certainly between would be impossible). Be-

tween is the preferred choice when the entities are seen as determining the limits

or endpoints of a range: The plane went down somewhere between Quito, Lima,

and La Paz. The truck driver had obviously been drinking between stops.

be·tween·brain (bV-twKnùbr7nÙ) n.  See diencephalon. 
be·tween·times (bV-twKnùtXmzÙ) adv.  At or during pauses: “She took such tiny 

bites and set her fork down on her plate betweentimes” (Anne Tyler). 

be·twixt (bV-twVkstù) adv.  & prep.  Between.   —idiom. betwixt and 
between. In an intermediate position; neither wholly one thing nor another.  

[Middle English bitwixt, from Old English betwix. See dwo- in Appendix.]

Beu·lah (byuùlN) n.  1. Bible. The land of Israel in the Old Testament.  2. The 

land of peace described in John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress. 

beurre blanc (bûrù blängkù, bœr bläNù) n.  A sauce made with butter, shallots, 

and vinegar or lemon juice, often served with seafood.  [French  : beurre, butter + 

blanc, white, not browned.]

Beuys (boiz, bois), Joseph. 1921-1986.  German artist who attempted to convey 

his highly politicized views through sculpture, drawings, and performance art. 

BeV abbr.  Billion electron volts. 



Bev·an (bHvùNn), Aneurin. 1897-1960.  Welsh-born British politician who as 

minister of health (1945-1951) was the chief architect of the National Health Ser-

vice. 

bev·el (bHvùNl) n.  1. The angle or inclination of a line or surface that meets 

another at any angle but 90˚.  2. Two rules joined together as adjustable arms used 

to measure or draw angles of any size or to fix a surface at an angle. In this sense, 

also calledbevel square  —  v.  bev·eled or bev·elled, bev·el·ing or 

bev·el·ling, bev·els or bev·els.  —  v.  tr. To cut at an inclination that forms an 

angle other than a right angle:  beveled the edges of the table.   —  v.  intr. To be 

inclined; slant.  [Possibly from Old French *bevel, perhaps from baif, open-

mouthed, from baer, to gape, from Vulgar Latin *bad7re.]

bevel gear (bHvùNl gîr) n.  Either of a pair of gears with teeth surfaces cut so 

that they can connect unparallel gear shafts. 

bevel square (bHvùNl skwâr) n.  See bevel (n., sense 2). 

bev·er·age (bHvùNr-ij, bHvùrVj) n.  Any one of various liquids for drinking, usu-

ally excluding water.  [Middle English, from Old French bevrage, from beivre, to 

drink, from Latin bibere. See po(i)- in Appendix.]

Bev·er·idge (bHvùNr-Vj, bHvùrVj), Albert Jeremiah. 1862-1927.  American pol-

itician and historian. A U.S. senator from Indiana (1899-1911), he is best known 

for his historical works, most notably The Life of John Marshall (1916-1919). 

Bev·er·idge (bHvùNr-Vj, bHvùrVj), Sir William Henry First Baron Beveridge of 

Tuggal. 1879-1963.  British economist who proposed (1942) a comprehensive 

social security system for all British citizens. 

Bev·er·ly (bHvùNr-lK)  A city of northeast Massachusetts northeast of Boston. It 

was settled in 1626. The schooner Hannah, the first ship of the Continental Navy, 

was outfitted here (1775). Population, 38,195. 

Beverly Hills (bHvùNr-lK hVlz)  A city of southern California surrounded by Los 

Angeles. It adjoins Hollywood and is famous as a fashionable residential area for 

show business personalities. Population, 31,971. 

Bev·in (bHvùVn), Ernest. 1884-1951.  British labor leader and politician who 

served as minister of labor (1940-1945) and foreign minister (1945-1951) and 

was instrumental in postwar diplomacy, notably the NATO treaty of 1949. 

bev·y (bHvùK) n.  pl. bev·ies. 1. A group of animals or birds, especially larks or 

quail.  2. A group or an assemblage:  a bevy of beauties.  See Synonyms at flock1.  
[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman bevee.]

be·wail (bV-w7lù) v.  tr. be·wailed, be·wail·ing, be·wails. 1. To cry over; 

lament:  bewail the dead.  2. To express sorrow or unhappiness over: “bewailing 

the possible effects of double-digit unemployment” (Washington Post).  [Middle 

English biwailen : bi-, be- + wailen; see WAIL.] —be·wailùer n.  —be·wailù-
ment n. 



be·ware (bV-wârù) v.  be·wared, be·war·ing, be·wares.  —  v.  tr. To be on 

guard against; be cautious of: “Beware the ides of March” (Shakespeare).   —  v.  

intr. To be cautious; exert caution:  We had to beware of the icy patches on the road. 

Beware of the dog.  [Middle English ben war : ben, to be; see BE + war, on one’s 

guard; see WARE
2.]

be·whis·kered (bV-hwVsùkNrd, -wVsù-) adj.  Having whiskers. 

be·wigged (bV-wVgdù) adj.  Wearing a wig. 

be·wil·der (bV-wVlùdNr) v.  tr. be·wil·dered, be·wil·der·ing, be·wil·ders. 
1. To confuse or befuddle, especially with numerous conflicting situations, 

objects, or statements.  See Synonyms at puzzle.  2. To cause to lose one’s bear-

ings; disorient:  The twists and turns in the cave soon bewildered us.   —be·wilù-
dered·ly adv.  —be·wilùdered·ness n.  —be·wilùder·ing·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: The word bewilder is probably used much more commonly

in its figurative sense “to confuse” than in its literal sense “to cause to lose one’s

bearings; disorient.” Yet the latter sense is most likely the clue to the original

source of this word. Bewilder, first recorded in 1684, is made up of the prefix be-

, here meaning “completely,” and the verb wilder, meaning “to cause to lose one’s

way,” first found in 1613. Wilder may in turn be a back-formation from wilder-

ness, a much older word than wilder. Users of English might have erroneously

thought that wilderness was derived from an older verb wilder, which they then

used with reference to the loss of one’s way that can occur in a wilderness.

be·wil·der·ment (bV-wVlùdNr-mNnt) n.  1. The condition of being confused or 

disoriented.  2. A situation of perplexity or confusion; a tangle:  a bewilderment 

of lies and half-truths. 

be·witch (bV-wVchù) v.  tr. be·witched, be·witch·ing, be·witch·es. 1. To 

place under one’s power by or as if by magic; cast a spell over.  2. To captivate 

completely; entrance.  See Synonyms at charm.  [Middle English biwicchen : 

probably bi-, be- + wicche, witch; see WITCH.] —be·witchùer n.  

—be·witchùer·y n. 

be·witch·ing (bV-wVchùVng) adj.  Enchanting as if with a magic spell; fascinat-

ing.   —be·witchùing·ly adv. 

be·witch·ment (bV-wVchùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of bewitching.  b. The power 

to bewitch.  c. The state of being bewitched.   2. A betwitching spell. 

be·wray (bV-r7ù) v.  tr. be·wrayed, be·wray·ing, be·wrays. Archaic. To dis-

close or betray.  [Middle English biwreien : bi-, be- + wreien, to accuse (from Old 

English wrKgan).]

bey (b7) n.  1. A provincial governor in the Ottoman Empire.  2. a. A ruler of the 

former kingdom of Tunis.  b. Used as the title for such a ruler.   3. Used formerly 



as a title for various Turkish and Egyptian dignitaries.  [Turkish, from Old Turkic 

beg, ruler, prince.]

be·yond (bK-mndù, bV-ymndù) prep.  1. On the far side of; past:  Just beyond the 

fence.  2. Later than; after:  beyond midnight.  3. To a degree that is past the 

understanding, reach, or scope of:  an evil beyond remedy.  4. To a degree or 

amount greater than:  rich beyond his wildest dreams.  5. In addition to:  asked for 

nothing beyond peace and quiet.   —  adv.  1. Farther along or away.  2. In addi-

tion; more:  wanted her share but nothing beyond.   —  n.  1. That which is past or 

to a degree greater than knowledge or experience; the unknown: “Sputnik, the 

first satellite to enter the great beyond of space” (Dale Russakoff).  2. The world 

beyond death; the hereafter.  [Middle English biyonde, from Old English 

begeondan : be, by; see BY
1 + geondan, on the far side of; see i- in Appendix.]

bez·ant (bHzùNnt, bN-z4ntù) n.  1.  See solidus (n., sense 1).  2. Architecture. A 

flat disk used as an ornament.  [Middle English besant, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin B«zantius, from Latin, of Byzantium.]

bez·el (bHzùNl) n.  1. A slanting surface or bevel on the edge of a cutting tool, 

such as a chisel.  2. The upper, faceted portion of a cut gem, above the girdle and 

below the table.  3. A groove or flange designed to hold a beveled edge, as of a 

watch crystal or a gem.  [Probably French dialectal; akin to French biseau, from 

bis, two times, from Latin. See dwo- in Appendix.]

Bé·ziers (b7z-y7ù)  A city of southern France southwest of Montpellier. An 

ancient Gallic fortress, it is an industrial center with an important trade in wines. 

Population, 76,647. 

be·zique (bN-zKkù) n.  Games. A card game similar to pinochle that is played 

with a deck of 64 cards.  [French bésigue, possibly from Italian bazzica, a kind of 

card game.]

be·zoar (bKùzôrÙ, -zorÙ) n.  A hard indigestible mass of material, such as hair, 

vegetable fibers, or fruits, found in the stomachs or intestines of animals, espe-

cially ruminants, and human beings. It was formerly considered to be an antidote 

to poisons and to possess magic properties.  [Middle English bezear, stone used as 

antidote to poison, probably from Old French bezahar, gastric or intestinal mass 

used as antidote to poison, from Arabic b7zahr, from Persian p7dzahr : p7d-, pro-

tector (from Avestan p7tar-); see p7- in Appendix + zahr, poison (from Middle 

Persian); see gwhen- in Appendix.]

Bez·wa·da (bHz-wäùdN)  See Vijayawada. 
bf abbr.  also b.f.  or bf. 1. Board foot.  2. Boldface. 

b.f.  or B/F abbr.  Accounting. Brought forward. 

B.F.A. abbr.  Bachelor of Fine Arts. 

BG  or B.G. abbr.  Brigadier general. 

bg. abbr.  1. Background.  2. Bag. 

BGH abbr.  Bovine growth hormone. 



B-girl (bKùgûrlÙ) n.  A woman employed by a bar to encourage customers to 

spend money freely.  [B(AR)1 + GIRL.]

BH abbr.  Bill of health. 

BHA (bKÙ7ch-7ù) n.  A white, waxy phenolic antioxidant, C11H16O2, used to pre-

serve fats and oils, especially in foods.  [B(UTYLATED) H(YDROXY)A(NISOLE).]

Bha·gal·pur (bäùgNl-ptrÙ)  A city of northeast India on the Ganges River 

north-northwest of Calcutta. It has remains of Buddhist monasteries. Population, 

225,062. 

Bha·ga·vad-Gi·ta (bäÙgN-väd-gKùtN) n.  Hinduism. A sacred Hindu text that is 

incorporated into the Mahabharata, an ancient Sanskrit epic. It takes the form of 

a philosophical dialogue in which Krishna instructs the prince Arjuna in ethical 

matters and the nature of God.  [Sanskrit bhagavad-gXt7, song of the Blessed One 

(Krishna)  : bhagavant-, fortunate, blessed (from bhagaU, good fortune); see 

bhag- in Appendix + gXt7, song (from g7yati, he sings).]

bhak·ti (b7kùtK) n.  Hinduism. The devotional way of achieving salvation, 

emphasizing the loving faith of a devotee for a deity and open to all persons irre-

spective of sex or caste.  [Sanskrit bhaktiU, devotion, from bhajati, to apportion. 

See BHAGAVAD-GITA.]

bhang also bang (b4ng) n.  A preparation from the leaves and seed capsules of 

the cannabis plant, smoked, chewed, eaten, or infused and drunk to obtain mild 

euphoria.  [Ultimately from Sanskrit bhagg7.]

Bhat·pa·ra (bät-päùrN)  A city of northeast India on the Hooghly River north of 

Calcutta. Once a center of Sanskrit learning, it is now part of a vast industrial 

complex. Population, 260,761. 

Bhav·na·gar (bou-nƒgùNr, bäv-)  A city of western India on the Gulf of Cam-

bay south of Ahmadabad. It is a manufacturing center and major port. Popula-

tion, 307,121. 

BHC abbr.  Benzene hexachloride. 

bhd. abbr.  Bulkhead. 

Bhi·lai·na·gar (bV-lXùnN-gNr)  or Bhi·lai (bV-lXù)  A city of east-central India east 

of Nagpur. It is the site of a large state-owned steel industry built with Soviet 

assistance. Population, 290,090. 

Bhn. abbr.  Brinell hardness number. 

Bho·lan Pass (bo-länù p4s)  See Bolan Pass. 
Bho·pal1 (bo-pälù)  A city of central India north-northwest of Nagpur. Founded 

in the early 18th century, it is an industrial and trade center. In 1984 a toxic gas 

leak at an insecticide plant killed more than 2,000 people. Population, 671,018. 

Bho·pal2 (bo-pälù) n.  An industrial disaster, especially in a developing country, 

that causes significant damage to the surrounding population and environment: 

“How inevitable... were future Bhopals?” (Fergus M. Bordewich). 



B-ho·ri·zon (bKùhN-rXù-zNn) n.  In ABC soil, the second or subsurface zone of 

soil made of clay and oxidized materials and organic matter obtained from the A-

horizon by leaching; subsoil.  Also called zone of accumulation, zone of illuviation. 

bhp  or b.hp. abbr.  Brake horsepower. 

BHT (bKÙ7ch-tKù) n.  A crystalline phenolic antioxidant, C15H24O, used to pre-

serve fats and oils, especially in foods.  [B(UTYLATED) H(YDROXY)T(OLUENE).]

Bhu. abbr.  Bhutan. 

Bhu·ba·nes·war (buÙbN-nHshùwNr)  A city of east-central India southwest of 

Calcutta. It is known for its Hindu and Buddhist shrines. Population, 219,211. 

Bhu·tan (bu-t4nù, -tänù) Abbr. Bhu.  An isolated country of central Asia in the 

eastern Himalaya Mountains. Great Britain and India have long exerted influence 

over the kingdom. Thimbu is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

1,232,000. 

Bhu·tan·ese (buÙtN-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  Of or relating to Bhutan or its people, 

language, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Bhutanese. 1. A native or inhabitant of Bhutan.  

2. The Sino-Tibetan language of Bhutan. 

Bhut·to (buùto), Benazir. Born 1953.  Pakistani politician. She served as prime 

minister from 1988 to 1990 and was reelected in 1993. 

Bhut·to (buùto), Zulfikar Ali. 1928-1979.  Pakistani politician who formed 

the Pakistan People’s Party (1967) and became president (1971) and prime minis-

ter (1973). In 1977 he was deposed by a coup d’état and later executed. 

bi (bX) Slang. n.  pl. bi’s. A bisexual person.   —  adj.  Bisexual. 

Bi  The symbol for the element bismuth. 
bi-1  or bin- pref.  1. a. Two:  biform.  b. Both:  binaural.  c. Both sides, parts, or 

directions:  biconcave.   2. a. Occurring at intervals of two:  bicentennial.  b. Usage 

Problem. Occurring twice during:  biweekly.   3. a. Containing twice the propor-

tion of a specified chemical element or group necessary for stability:  bicarbonate.  

b. Containing two chemical atoms, radicals, or groups:  biphenyl.   [Latin bis, bi-, 

twice,, and bXnX, two by two; see dwo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Bimonthly and biweekly mean “once every two months” and

“once every two weeks.” For “twice a month” and “twice a week,” the words semi-

monthly and semiweekly should be used. Since there is a great deal of confusion

over the distinction, a writer is well advised to substitute expressions like every

two months or twice a month where possible. However, used as nouns to denote

“a publication that appears every two months,” the words with bi- are unavoid-

able.

bi-2 pref.  Variant of bio-. 
BIA abbr.  Bureau of Indian Affairs. 



Bi·a·fra (bK-4fùrN, -äùfrN)  A region of eastern Nigeria on the Bight of Biafra, 
an arm of the Gulf of Guinea stretching from the Niger River delta to northern 

Gabon. It formed a secessionist state from May 1967 to January 1970.   —Bi·aùf-
ran adj.  & n. 

Bi·ak (bK-yäkù)  The largest of the Schouten Islands of Indonesia, off the north-

west coast of New Guinea. In World War II it was the scene of heavy fighting 

from May 27 to June 20, 1944. 

bi·a·ly (bK-äùlK) n.  pl. bia·lys. A flat, round baked roll topped with onion flakes.  

[After Bialystok.]

Bia·ly·stok (bK-äùlV-stôkÙ, byäùwV-)  A city of northeast Poland near the border 

of Belarus. About half the city’s population was killed by Nazi occupation forces 

(1941-1944). Today it is an industrial and transportation center. Population, 

245,400. 

bi·an·nu·al (bX-4nùyu-Nl) adj.  Happening twice each year; semiannual.   
—bi·anùnu·al·ly adv. 

Biar·ritz (bKùN-rVtsÙ, bKÙN-rVtsù)  A city of southwest France on the Bay of Biscay 

near the Spanish border. It is a fashionable resort. Population, 26,598. 

bi·as (bXùNs) n.  1. A line going diagonally across the grain of fabric:  Cut the cloth 

on the bias.  2. Usage Problem. a. A preference or an inclination, especially one 

that inhibits impartial judgment.  b. An unfair act or policy stemming from prej-

udice.   3. A statistical sampling or testing error caused by systematically favoring 

some outcomes over others.  4. Sports. a. A weight or irregularity in a ball that 

causes it to swerve, as in lawn bowling.  b. The tendency of such a ball to swerve.   

5. The fixed voltage applied to an electrode.   —  adj.  Slanting or diagonal; 

oblique:  a bias fold.   —  v.  tr. bi·ased or bi·assed, bi·as·ing or bi·as·sing, 
bi·as·es or bi·as·ses. 1. To influence in a particular, typically unfair direction; 

prejudice.  2. To apply a small voltage to (a grid).  [French biais, slant, from 

Provençal, perhaps ultimately from Greek epikarsios, slanted.]

SYNONYMS: bias, color, jaundice, prejudice, warp. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to influence unfavorably or detrimentally”: past experiences that

have biased his outlook; behavior that has colored my opinion of her; a view of cam-

paign promises that have become jaundiced; lying that has prejudiced the public

against the administration; bitterness that has warped your judgment. See also Syn-

onyms at incline predilection 
USAGE NOTE: In its sense of “a preference or an inclination,” bias can, in prin-

ciple, be used with equal appropriateness for an inclination that is beneficial or

for one that is adverse. But in a development similar to the one undergone by

discrimination, bias has come to be used most commonly when it is believed that

some injustice is involved. Thus, 90 percent of the Usage Panel accepts the sen-

tence The court’s ruling provided a strong endorsement of affirmative action pro-



grams as a means to counter the effect of decades of racial bias in police hiring prac-

tices. Moreover, it has become increasingly acceptable to use bias to refer not just

to an unfair preference but to an unfair act or policy based on such a preference,

as in “The report also notes ‘remarkably consistent’ biases in administration R & D

budget requests. These included emphasis on military R & D and civil basic research”

(Christian Science Monitor).

bi·ased also bi·assed (bXùNst) adj.  Usage Problem. Marked by or exhibiting bias; 

prejudiced:  gave a biased account of the trial.  See Usage Note at bias. 
bi·as-ply tire (bXùNs-plXÙ tXr) n.  A pneumatic tire having crossed layers of ply 

cord running diagonally to the tread. 

bi·ath·lon (bX-4thùlNn, -lmnÙ) n.  Sports. A competition that combines events in 

cross-country skiing and rifle shooting.  [BI-1 + Greek athlon, prize of contest.] 
—bi·athùlete (-lKt) n. 

bi·ax·i·al (bX-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  Having two axes.   —bi·axÙi·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  

—bi·axùi·al·ly adv. 

bib (bVb) n.  1. A piece of cloth or plastic secured under the chin and worn, espe-

cially by small children, to protect the clothing while eating.  2. a. The part of an 

apron or pair of overalls worn over the chest.  b. Bibbed overalls worn while ski-

ing.    —  v.  tr. intr. bibbed, bib·bing, bibs. To drink or to indulge in drinking.  

[Probably from Middle English bibben, to drink heartily, from Latin bibere. See 

po(i)- in Appendix.]

bib.  or Bib. abbr.  Biblical. 

Bib. abbr.  Bible. 

bib and tucker (bVb Nnd tƒkùNr) n.  Informal. Clothing:  put on my best bib and 

tucker for the reception. 

bibb (bVb) n.  1. Nautical. A bracket on the mast of a ship to support the trestle-

trees.  2. A bibcock.  [Alteration of BIB.]

bibbed (bVbd) adj.  Having a bib:  bibbed overalls. 

bib·ber (bVbùNr) n.  A tippler; a drinker.  [From BIB.]

Bibb lettuce (bVb lHtùNs) n.  A kind of lettuce forming a small, loose head and 

having tender, dark green leaves.  [After Jack Bibb, 19th-century American vege-

table grower.]

bib·cock (bVbùkmkÙ) n.  A faucet with a nozzle that is bent downward; a bibb.  

[Probably BIB + COCK
1.]

bi·be·lot (bKùbN-loÙ, bK-bloù) n.  1. A small decorative object; a trinket.  2. A 

miniature book, especially one that is finely crafted.  [French, from Old French 

beubelet, from a reduplication of bel, beautiful, from Latin bellus, handsome. See 

BELLE.]

bibl.  or Bibl. abbr.  Biblical. 



Bi·ble (bXùbNl) n.  1. a.  Abbr. B., Bib. The sacred book of Christianity, a collec-

tion of ancient writings including the books of both the Old Testament and the 

New Testament.  b.  Abbr. B., Bib. The Hebrew Scriptures, the sacred book of 

Judaism.  c. A particular copy of a Bible:  the old family Bible.  d. A book or col-

lection of writings constituting the sacred text of a religion.   2.  Often bible. A 

book considered authoritative in its field:  the bible of French cooking.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Late Latin biblia, from Greek, pl. of biblion, book 

diminutive of biblos, papyrus, book, from Bublos, Byblos.]

BOOKS OF THE BIBLE

Books of the Hebrew Scriptures appear as listed in the translation by the Jewish Publication Soci-

ety of America. Books of the Christian Bible appear as listed in the Jerusalem Bible, a 1966 trans-

lation of the 1956 French Roman Catholic version. The Old Testament books shown in italic are 

considered aprocryphal in most Christian churches, but they are accepted as canonical in the 

Roman Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Churches, and the Armenian and the Ethiopian 

Oriental Orthodox Churches. The Christian Old Testament parallels the Hebrew Scriptures with 

the exception of these books.
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Bible belt (bXùbNl bHlt) n.  Those sections of the United States, especially in the 

South and Middle West, where Protestant fundamentalism is widely practiced.   
—Bible belter n. 

Bible paper (bXùbNl p7ùpNr) n.  A thin, strong, opaque printing paper used for 

Bibles and reference books.  Also called India paper 

Bible Table Books of the Hebrew Scriptures appear as listed in the translation 

by the Jewish Publication Society of America. Books of the Christian Bible appear 

as listed in the Jerusalem Bible, a 1966 translation of the 1956 French Roman 

Catholic version. The Old Testament books shown in italic are considered aproc-

ryphal in most Christian churches, but they are accepted as canonical in the 

Roman Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Churches, and the Armenian and 

the Ethiopian Oriental Orthodox Churches. The Christian Old Testament paral-

lels the Hebrew Scriptures with the exception of these books.
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Christian Books of the Bible. 

bib·li·cal also Bib·li·cal (bVbùlV-kNl) adj.  1.  Abbr. bib., Bib., bibl., Bibl. Of, 

relating to, or contained in the Bible.  2. Being in keeping with the nature of the 

Bible, especially: a. Suggestive of the personages or times depicted in the Bible.  

b. Suggestive of the prose or narrative style of the King James Bible.   [From 

Medieval Latin biblicus, from Late Latin biblia, Bible. See BIBLE.] —Bibùli·cal·ly 
adv. 

Bib·li·cist (bVbùlV-sVst) n.  1. An expert on the Bible.  2. One who interprets the 

Bible literally.   —Bibùli·cism n. 

biblio- pref.  Book:  bibliophile.  [From Greek biblion, book. See BIBLE.]

bib·li·o·film (bVbùlK-o-fVlmÙ) n.  A type of microfilm used especially to photo-

graph the pages of books. 

bibliog. abbr.  Bibliographer; bibliography. 

bib·li·og·ra·pher (bVbÙlK-mgùrN-fNr) n.  Abbr. bibliog. 1. One trained in the 

description and cataloging of printed matter.  2. One who compiles a bibliogra-

phy. 

bib·li·og·ra·phy (bVbÙlK-mgùrN-fK) n.  pl. bib·li·og·ra·phies. Abbr. bibliog. 
1. A list of the works of a specific author or publisher.  2. a. A list of writings 

relating to a given subject:  a bibliography of Latin American history.  b. A list of 

writings used or considered by an author in preparing a particular work.   

3. a. The description and identification of the editions, dates of issue, author-

ship, and typography of books or other written material.  b. A compilation of 

such information.    —bibÙli·o·graphùi·cal (-N-gr4fùV-kNl), bibÙli·o·graphùic (-

Vk)  adj.  —bibÙli·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

bib·li·ol·a·try (bVbÙlK-mlùN-trK) n.  1. Excessive adherence to a literal interpreta-

tion of the Bible.  2. Extreme devotion to or concern with books.   
—bibÙli·olùa·ter n.  —bibÙli·olùa·trous adj. 

bib·li·o·man·cy (bVbùlK-N-m4nÙsK) n.  pl. bib·li·o·man·cies. Divination by 

interpretation of a passage chosen at random from a book, especially the Bible. 

bib·li·o·ma·ni·a (bVbÙlK-N-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  An exaggerated liking for the 

acquisition and ownership of books.   —bibÙli·o·maùni·acÙ (-4kÙ) n.  

—bibÙli·o·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl) adj. 

bib·li·o·phile (bVbùlK-N-fXlÙ) also bib·li·o·phil (-fVlÙ)  or bib·li·oph·i·list 
(bVbÙlK-mfùN-lVst) n.  1. A lover of books.  2. A collector of books.   
—bibÙli·ophùi·lism n.  —bibÙli·ophÙi·lisùtic adj. 

bib·li·o·pole (bVbùlK-N-polÙ) also bib·li·op·o·list (bVbÙlK-mpùN-lVst) n.  A dealer 

in rare books.  [Latin bibliopola, bookseller, from Greek bibliopolKs : biblio-, bib-

lio- + polein, to sell; see pel-4 in Appendix.] —bibÙli·o·polùic (-pmlùVk), 
bibÙli·o·polùi·cal adj. 



bib·li·o·the·ca (bVbÙlK-N-thKùkN) n.  1. A collection of books; a library.  2. A 

catalog of books.  [Latin bibliothKca, from Greek bibliothKkK : biblio-, biblio- + 

thKkK, case; see dhK- in Appendix.] —bibÙli·o·theùcal adj. 

bib·li·o·ther·a·py (bVbÙlK-o-thHrùN-pK) n.  A form of supportive psychother-

apy in which carefully selected reading materials are used to assist a subject in 

solving personal problems or for other therapeutic purposes. 

bib·li·ot·ics (bVbÙlK-mtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Examination of written 

documents to determine authorship or authenticity. 

bib·u·lous (bVbùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Given to or marked by the consumption of alco-

holic drink:  a bibulous fellow; a bibulous evening.  2. Very absorbent, as paper or 

soil.  [From Latin bibulus, from bibere, to drink. See po(i)- in Appendix.] 
—bibùu·lous·ly adv.  —bibùu·lous·ness n. 

bi·cam·er·al (bX-k4mùNr-Nl) adj.  Composed of or based on two legislative 

chambers or branches:  a bicameral legislature.  [BI-1 + Latin camera, chamber; see 

CAMERA + -AL
1.] —bi·camùer·al·ism n. 

bi·car·bon·ate (bX-kärùbN-n7tÙ, -nVt) n.  The radical group HCO3– or a com-

pound, such as sodium bicarbonate, containing it. 

bicarbonate of soda (bX-kärùbN-n7tÙ ƒv soùdN) n.  See baking soda. 
bi·cau·dal (bX-kôdùl) adj.  Zoology. Having two tails. 

bice blue (bXs blu) n.  Color. A moderate blue.  [Middle English bis, blue-gray 

(sense uncertain), from Old French bis, dark (in azur bis, dark blue,, and vert bis, 

dark green ).]

bice green (bXs grKn) n.  Color. A moderate yellow green.  [. See BICE BLUE.]

bi·cel·lu·lar (bX-sHlùyN-lNr) adj.  Having two cells. 

bi·cen·ten·a·ry (bXÙsHn-tHnùN-rK, bX-sHnùtN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. bi·cen·ten·a·ries. See 

bicentennial.  —biÙcen·tenùa·ry adj. 

bi·cen·ten·ni·al (bXÙsHn-tHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Happening once every 200 years.  

2. Lasting for 200 years.  3. Relating to a 200th anniversary.   —  n.  A 200th anni-

versary or its celebration.  Also called bicentenary 

bi·cen·tric (bX-sHnùtrVk) adj.  Having two centers.   —biÙcen·tricùi·ty (-trVsùV-tK) 

n. 

bi·ceph·a·lous (bX-sHfùN-lNs) adj.  Zoology. Having two heads. 

bi·ceps (bXùsHpsÙ) n.  pl. biceps or bi·ceps·es (-sHpÙsVz). 1. A muscle with two 

heads or points of origin.  2. a. The large muscle at the front of the upper arm 

that flexes the forearm.  Also called biceps brachii b. The large muscle at the back 

of the thigh that flexes the knee joint.  Also called biceps femoris  [Latin, two-

headed  : bi-, two; see BI-1 + caput, head; see kaput- in Appendix.]

biceps bra·chi·i (bXùsHpsÙ br7ùkK-XÙ, -kK-KÙ, br4kù-K-XÙ, -K-KÙ) n.  See biceps 
(n., sense 2a).  [New Latin biceps br7chii : biceps, biceps + Latin br7chii, genitive of 

br7chium, arm.]



biceps fem·o·ris (bXùsHpsÙ fHmùNr-Vs) n.  See biceps (n., sense 2b).  [New 

Latin  : biceps, biceps + Latin femoris, genitive of femur, thigh.]

Bi·chat (bK-shäù), Marie François Xavier. 1771-1802.  French anatomist who 

pioneered the histological study of organs. 

bi·chlo·ride (bX-klôrùXd, -klorù-) n.  See dichloride. 
bichon frisé (bK-shmnù frK-z7ù, frKz, bKùshmn) n.  pl. bi·chons fri·sés (bK-

shmnù frK-z7ù, frKz, bKùshmn). Any of a European breed of small, sturdy dogs, 

originating in the Mediterranean area and having a thick, wavy white coat, droop-

ing ears, and an upwardly curved tail.  [French  : bichon, lapdog + frisé, curly.]

bi·chro·mate (bX-kroùm7tÙ, -mVt) n.  See dichromate. 
bi·cip·i·tal (bX-sVpùV-tl) adj.  1. Having two heads or points of origin, as a mus-

cle.  2. Of or relating to a biceps.  [From New Latin biceps, bicipit-, biceps. See 

BICEPS.]

bick·er (bVkùNr) v.  intr. bick·ered, bick·er·ing, bick·ers. 1. To engage in a 

petty, bad-tempered quarrel; squabble.  See Synonyms at argue.  2. To flicker; 

quiver: “and bicker like a flame” (Robert Browning).   —  n.  A petty quarrel; a 

squabble.  [Middle English bikeren, to attack.] —bickùer·er n. 

bi·coas·tal  or bi-coast·al (bX-koùstNl) adj.  1. Relating to both the east and 

west coasts of the United States, as: a. Traveling frequently between coasts as part 

of a business or living arrangement: “the early generation of bicoastal airline com-

muters” (Elizabeth Mehren).  b. Located or developed chiefly along the two 

coasts:  a bicoastal economy.   2. Coast-to-coast:  bicoastal telephone calls. 

bi·col·or (bXùkƒlÙNr)  or bi·col·ored (-Nrd) adj.  Having two colors, as an animal. 

bi·con·cave (bXÙkmn-k7vù, bX-kmnùk7vÙ) adj.  Concave on both sides or surfaces:  

a biconcave lens.   —biÙcon·cavùi·ty (-k4vùV-tK) n. 

bi·con·vex (bXÙkmn-vHksù, bX-kmnùvHksÙ) adj.  Convex on both sides or surfaces:  

a biconvex disk.   —biÙcon·vexùi·ty (-vHkùsV-tK) n. 

bi·cor·nu·ate (bX-kôrùnyu-Vt, -7tÙ) also bi·corn (bXùkôrnÙ) adj.  1. Having two 

horns or horn-shaped parts.  2. Shaped like a crescent.  [From BI-1 + Latin corn7, 

horn; see ker-1 in Appendix.]

bi·cul·tur·al (bX-kƒlùchNr-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to two distinct cultures in one 

nation or geographic region:  bicultural education.   —bi·culùtur·al·ism n. 

bi·cus·pid (bX-kƒsùpVd) adj.  Having two points or cusps, as the crescent moon.   
—  n.  A bicuspid tooth, especially a premolar.  [New Latin bicuspis, bicuspid-  : 

Latin bi-, two; see BI-1 + Latin cuspis, sharp point.]

bicuspid valve (bX-kƒsùpVd v4lv) n.  See mitral valve. 
bi·cy·cle (bXùsVkÙNl, -sV-kNl, -sXÙkNl) n.  1. A vehicle consisting of a light frame 

mounted on two wire-spoked wheels one behind the other and having a seat, 

handlebars for steering, brakes, and two pedals or a small motor by which it is 

driven.  2. An exercise bicycle.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a bicycle shop; bicycle paths.   —  v.  intr. bi·cy·cled, bi·cy·cling, 



bi·cy·cles. To ride or travel on a bicycle.  [Probably BI-1 + -cycle (on the model of 

TRICYCLE, three-wheeled coach).] —biùcy·cler (-klNr), biùcy·clist (-klVst)  n. 

bicycle motocross (bXùsVkÙNl moùto-krôsÙ) n.  Abbr. BMX Sports. A cross-

country bicycle race, especially one involving young people riding bicycles 

designed for rough terrain. 

bi·cy·clic (bX-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) also bi·cy·cli·cal (-sXùklV-kNl, -sVkùlV-) adj.  

1. Consisting of or having two cycles.  2. Botany. Composed of or arranged in 

two distinct whorls, as the petals of a flower.  3. Chemistry. Containing molecules 

consisting of two fused rings. 

bid (bVd) v.  bade (b4d, b7d)  or bid, bid·den (bVdùn)  or bid, bid·ding, bids.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To issue a command to; direct.  See Synonyms at command.  2. To 

utter (a greeting or salutation).  3. To invite to attend; summon.  4. past tense and 

past participle. bid. Games. To state one’s intention to take (tricks of a certain 

number or suit in cards):  bid four hearts.  5. past tense and past participle. bid. To 

offer or propose (an amount) as a price.  6. past tense and past participle. bid. To 

offer (someone) membership, as in a group or club: “glancing around to be sure 

that he had been bid by a society that he wanted” (Louis Auchincloss).   —  v.  intr. 

1. past tense and past participle. bid. To make an offer to pay or accept a specified 

price:  decided not to bid on the roll-top desk.  2. past tense and past participle. bid. 
To seek to win or attain something; strive.   —  n.  1. a. An offer or proposal of a 

price.  b. The amount offered or proposed:  They lost the contract because their bid 

was too high.   2. An invitation, especially one offering membership in a group or 

club.  3. Games. a. The act of bidding in cards.  b. The number of tricks or points 

declared.  c. The trump or no-trump declared.  d. The turn of a player to bid.   

4. An earnest effort to win or attain something:  made a bid for the presidency.   
—phrasal verbs. bid in. To outbid on one’s own property at an auction in 

order to raise the final selling price.  bid up. To increase the amount bid:  bid up 

the price of wheat.   —idioms. bid defiance. To refuse to submit; offer resis-

tance to.  bid fair. To appear likely.  [Middle English bidden, to ask, command 

(from Old English biddan); see gwhedh- in Appendix, Middle English beden, to 

offer, proclaim (from Old English bKodan); see bheudh- in Appendix.] 
—bidùder n. 

b.i.d. abbr.  Latin. Bis in die (twice a day). 

bi·dar·ka (bX-därùkN) n.  A one- or two-hole kayak used by the Aleut and various 

Alaskan Eskimo groups.  [Russian baidarka, diminutive of baidara.]

bid·da·ble (bVdùN-bNl) adj.  1. Games. Strong enough to be bid. Used of a hand 

of cards.  2. Following directions or obeying commands; docile.  See Synonyms at 

obedient. 
Bid·de·ford (bVdùN-fNrd)  A city of southwest Maine on the Saco River south-

west of Portland. The first permanent settlement was established in 1630. Popula-

tion, 20,710. 



bid·den (bVdùn) v.  A past participle of bid. 
bid·ding (bVdùVng) n.  1. A demand that something be done; a command.  2. A 

request to appear; a summons.  3. Bids considered as a group, as at an auction or 

in card games:  The bidding was higher than expected. 

Bid·dle (bVdùl), Francis. 1886-1968.  French-born American jurist and public 

official who was U.S. attorney general (1941-1945) and a judge at the Nuremberg 

trials (1945-1946). 

Bid·dle (bVdùl), John. 1615-1662.  English theologian and founder of English 

Unitarianism who was several times imprisoned for his rejection of Trinitarian 

doctrine. 

Bid·dle (bVdùl), Nicholas. 1786-1844.  American financier and scholar who was 

president of the Bank of the United States (1822-1839). 

bid·dy1 (bVdùK) n.  pl. bid·dies. A hen; a fowl.  [Origin unknown.]

bid·dy2 (bVdùK) n.  pl. bid·dies. Slang. A woman, especially a garrulous old one.  

[Nickname for Bridget.]

Bid·dy Basketball (bVdùK b4sùkVt-bôlÙ)  A service mark used for organized 

children’s basketball games. 

bide (bXd) v.  bid·ed or bode (bod), bid·ed, bid·ing, bides.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

remain in a condition or state.  2. a. To wait; tarry.  b. To stay:  bide at home.  

c. To be left; remain.    —  v.  tr. past tense. bided. To await; wait for.   —idiom. 
bide (one’s) time. To wait for further developments.  [Middle English biden, 

from Old English bXdan. See bheidh- in Appendix.]

bi·den·tate (bX-dHnùt7tÙ) adj.  Having two teeth or toothlike parts. 

bi·det (bK-d7ù) n.  A fixture similar in design to a toilet that is straddled for bath-

ing the genitals and the posterior parts.  [French, bidet, pony, probably from Old 

French bider, to trot.]

bi·di·a·lec·tal (bXÙdX-N-lHkùtNl) adj.  Using two dialects of the same language.   
—biÙdi·a·lecùtal·ism n.  —biÙdi·a·lecùtal·ist n. 

bi·don·ville (bKÙdôN-vKlù) n.  A shantytown on the outskirts of a city, especially 

in France or North Africa.  [French  : bidon, gas can, oildrum (from Old French, 

bottle, tankard, probably of Scandinavian origin) + ville, town; see VILLAGE.]

Bie·der·mei·er (bKùdNr-mXÙNr) adj.  Of or relating to a type of furniture devel-

oped in Germany during the first half of the 19th century and modeled after 

French Empire styles.  [After Gottlieb Biedermeier, the unsophisticated imagi-

nary author of poems written by Ludwig Eichrodt (1827-1892) and others.]

Biel (bKl) also Bi·enne (bK-Hnù)  A city of northwest Switzerland at the northeast 

end of the Lake of Biel at the foot of the Jura Mountains. It is noted for its 

clocks. Population, 52,600. 

Bie·le·feld (bKùlN-fHltÙ)  A city of northwest Germany east of Münster. It is an 

industrial center long known for its fine linens. Population, 301,460. 



Biel·la (bK-HlùN)  A city of northwest Italy west-northwest of Milan. It is a manu-

facturing center famous for its textiles. Population, 53,572. 

Biel·sko-Bia·la (byHlÙskô-byäùlä, -byäùwä)  A city of southern Poland south of 

Katowice. Founded in the 13th century, it passed to Austria in 1772 and was 

returned to Poland in 1919. Population, 174,100. 

Bi·enne (bK-Hnù)  See Biel. 
bi·en·ni·a (bX-HnùK-N) n.  A plural of biennium. 
bi·en·ni·al (bX-HnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Lasting or living for two years.  2. Happening 

every second year.  3. Botany. Having a life cycle that normally takes two growing 

seasons to complete.   —  n.  1. An event that occurs every two years.  2. Botany. 

a. A plant that normally requires two seasons to complete its life cycle, growing 

usually as a rosette in the first season and producing flowers and fruits and then 

dying in the second season.  b. A perennial plant, such as the English daisy, culti-

vated as a biennial.    —bi·enùni·al·ly adv. 

bi·en·ni·um (bX-HnùK-Nm) n.  pl. bi·en·ni·ums or bi·en·ni·a (-HnùK-N). A two-

year period.  [Latin  : bi-, two; see BI-1 + annus, year; see at- in Appendix.]

Bien·ville (byHnùvVlÙ, by4N-vKlù), Sieur Jean Baptiste Lemoyne de. 1680-

1768.  French colonial administrator who as governor of Louisiana founded New 

Orleans (1718). 

bier (bîr) n.  1. A stand on which a corpse or a coffin containing a corpse is 

placed before burial.  2. A coffin along with its stand:  followed the bier to the cem-

etery.  [Alteration (influenced by French bière, coffin, from Old French biere, bier, 

of Germanic origin), of Middle English ber, from Old English bKr. See bher-1 in 

Appendix.]

Bierce (bîrs), Ambrose Gwinett. 1842-1914?.  American writer whose caustic 

wit and sense of realistic horror characterize his works, including In the Midst of 

Life (1891-1892) and The Devil’s Dictionary (1906). 

Bier·stadt (bîrùst4tÙ, -shtätÙ), Albert. 1830-1902.  German-born American 

landscape painter whose romanticized works include Domes of the Yosemite 

(1864). 

Bierstadt, Mount.  A peak, 4,288.3 m (14,000 ft) high, of north-central Colo-

rado in the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains. 

bi·fa·cial (bX-f7ùshNl) adj.  1. Having two faces, fronts, or façades.  2. Having 

two opposing surfaces that are alike. 

biff1 (bVf) Informal. v.  tr. biffed, biff·ing, biffs. To strike or punch.   —  n.  A 

blow or punch.  [From English biff, interjection, probably of imitative origin.]

biff2 (bVf) n.  Upper Midwest. Variant of biffy. 
bif·fy (bVfùK) also biff (bVf) n.  pl. bif·fies also biffs. Upper Midwest. 1. An out-

door toilet; an outhouse.  2. An indoor toilet.  [Perhaps alteration of PRIVY.]

bi·fid (bXùfVd) adj.  Forked or cleft into two parts:  a bifid petal.   —bi·fidùi·ty (-

fVdùV-tK) n.  —biùfid·ly adv. 



bi·fi·lar (bX-fXùlNr) adj.  Fitted with or involving the use of two threads or wires.   
—bi·fiùlar·ly adv. 

bi·flag·el·late (bX-fl4jùN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Having two flagella:  a biflagellate proto-

zoan. 

bi·fo·cal (bX-foùkNl, bXùfoÙ-) adj.  1. Having two focal lengths.  2. Having one 

section that corrects for distant vision and another that corrects for near vision, as 

an eyeglass lens.  3. Embodying two distinct and often conflicting goals, interests, 

or courses of action: “a smoothly functioning bifocal mind” (John McPhee). “A 

bifocal monetary policy... has kept one eye on the money supply and the other on 

interest rates” (Edward Meadows).   —  pl.n.   also bi·fo·cals (bX-foùkNlz, bXùfoÙ-) 

Eyeglasses with bifocal lenses.   —bi·foùcal·ism n. 

bi·fo·caled (bX-foùkNld) adj.  Wearing bifocals: “the thin, bifocaled woman” (Los 

Angeles Times). 

bi·fo·li·o·late (bX-foùlK-N-l7tÙ, -lVt) adj.  Botany. Having two leaflets. 

bi·form (bXùfôrmÙ) adj.  Having a combination of features or qualities of two 

distinct forms.  [Latin biformis : bi-, two; see BI-1 + forma, form; see FORM.]

bi·func·tion·al (bX-fƒngkùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Having two functions:  bifunctional 

neurons.  2. Chemistry. Having or involving two functional groups or binding 

sites:  bifunctional reagents. 

bi·fur·cate (bXùfNr-k7tÙ, bX-fûrù-) v.  bi·fur·cat·ed, bi·fur·cat·ing, 
bi·fur·cates.  —  v.  tr. To divide into two parts or branches.   —  v.  intr. To sep-

arate into two parts or branches; fork.   —  adj.  (-k7tÙ, -kVt) Forked or divided 

into two parts or branches, as the Y-shaped styles of certain flowers.  [Medieval 

Latin bifurc7re, bifurc7t-, to divide, from Latin bifurcus, two-pronged  : bi-, two; 

see BI-1 + furca, fork.] —biùfur·cateÙly adv.  —biÙfur·caùtion n. 

big (bVg) adj.  big·ger, big·gest. 1. Of considerable size, number, quantity, 

magnitude, or extent; large.  See Synonyms at large.  2. a. Of great force; strong:  

a big wind; in a big rage.  b. Obsolete. Of great strength.   3. Grown-up; adult.  

4. Pregnant:  big with child.  5. Filled up; brimming over:  felt big with love.  

6. Having or exercising considerable authority, control, or influence:  a big offi-

cial; a big chief.  7. Conspicuous in position, wealth, or importance; prominent:  a 

big figure in the peace movement.  8. Of great significance; momentous:  a big 

decision; a big victory.  9. Informal. Self-important; cocky:  You’re too big for your 

own good.  10. Loud and firm; resounding:  a big voice.  11. Bountiful; generous:  

had a big heart.   —  adv.  1. In a pretentious or boastful way:  talked big about the 

new job.  2. Informal. a. With considerable success:  made it big with their recent 

best-selling album.  b. In a thorough or unmistakable way; emphatically:  failed 

big at the box office.    —idiom. big on. Enthusiastic about; partial to: “The Jap-

anese are big on ranking things and deciding which is Number One” (James Fal-

lows).  [Middle English, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —bigùgish adj.  

—bigùly adv.  —bigùness n. 



big·a·mous (bVgùN-mNs) adj.  1. Involving bigamy.  2. Guilty of bigamy.   
—bigùa·mous·ly adv. 

big·a·my (bVgùN-mK) n.  pl. big·a·mies. Law. The criminal offense of marrying 

one person while still legally married to another.  [Middle English bigamie, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin bigamia, from Late Latin bigamus, twice mar-

ried  : Latin bi-, two; see BI-1 + Greek gamos, marriage; see -GAMOUS.] 
—bigùa·mist n. 

bi·ga·rade (bKÙgä-rädù) n.  1.  See sour orange.  2. A rich sauce served with 

duck, consisting of thickened duck stock flavored with the rind of bitter oranges, 

lemon juice, and sugar.  [French, from Provençal bigarrado, from past participle 

of bigarrar, to variegate, from Old French bigarrer : bi-, two (from Latin bi-); see 

BI-1 + garrer, to variegate (from garre, of two colors).]

big band (bVg b4nd)  or Big Band n.  A large dance or jazz band usually featur-

ing improvised solos by lead players. 

big bang (bVg b4ng) n.  The cosmic explosion that marked the origin of the uni-

verse according to the big bang theory. 

big bang theory (bVg b4ng thKùN-rK) n.  A cosmological theory holding that 

the universe originated approximately 20 billion years ago from the violent explo-

sion of a very small agglomeration of matter of extremely high density and tem-

perature. 

big beat (bVg bKt) n.  Music. Popular music, especially rock ’n’ roll, having a 

strong backbeat. 

Big Bend (bVg bHnd)  A region of southwest Texas on the Mexican border in a 

triangle formed by a bend in the Rio Grande. The area includes deep river can-

yons, desert wilderness, mountains rising to 2,386.6 m (7,825 ft), archaeological 

remains, and rare forms of plant and animal life. 

Big Black River (bVg bl4k rVvùNr)  A river rising in north-central Mississippi 

and flowing about 531 km (330 mi) generally southwest to the Mississippi River 

below Vicksburg. 

Big Blue River (bVg blu rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast Nebraska and flow-

ing about 483 km (300 mi) east and southeast to the Kansas River in northeast 

Kansas near Manhattan. 

big brother (bVg brƒthùNr) n.  1. An older brother.  2. A man who assumes the 

role of an older brother, as by providing guidance or protection.  3. a.  also Big 
Brother. An omnipresent, seemingly benevolent figure representing the oppres-

sive control over individual lives exerted by an authoritarian government.  b. A 

state, an organization, or a leader regarded in this manner.   [Sense 3, after Big 

Brother, a character in the novel Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell.] —bigù-
brothùer·ly (bVgùbrƒthùNr-lK) adj.  & adv. 



Big Broth·er·ism (bVg brƒthùN-rVzÙNm) n.  Authoritarian efforts at total con-

trol, as of a person or nation: “the frightening totalitarian Big Brotherism that 

launched the privacy scare” (Newsweek). 

big bucks (bVg bƒks) pl.n.  Slang. A large amount of money:  worked for big 

bucks in a large corporation. 

big business (bVg bVzùnVs) n.  Commercial operations organized and financed 

on a large scale:  clashes between labor and big business. 

big daddy  or Big Daddy (bVg d4dùK) n.  Slang. 1. One that is predominant, as 

in size, influence, or priority: “The big daddy of them all has always been the 

Frankfurt Fair” (Saturday Review).  2. One that exercises a paternalistic authority 

or control. 

big deal (bVg dKl) n.  Slang. 1. Something of great importance or consequence:  

made a big deal out of getting there on time; losing one penny was no big deal.  2. An 

important person:  She was a big deal in local politics.   —bigù-dealù (bVgùdKlù) 

adj. 

Big Di·o·mede Island (bVg dXùN-mKdÙ XùlNnd)  See Diomede Islands. 
Big Dipper (bVg dVpùNr) n.  A cluster of seven stars in the constellation Ursa 

Major, four forming the bowl and three the handle of a dipper-shaped configura-

tion.  Also called Charles’s Wain, Plow. 

Big·e·low (bVgùN-loÙ), Erastus Brigham. 1814-1879.  American inventor of 

power looms used in the manufacture of fabrics and carpets. He was a founder of 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1861). 

Big·e·low (bVgùN-loÙ), John. 1817-1911.  American writer and diplomat. An 

owner (1848-1861) of the New York Evening Post, he was ambassador to France 

(1861-1866), where he found the manuscript of Benjamin Franklin’s autobiogra-

phy, which he later edited and published (1868). 

bi·gem·i·nal (bX-jHmùN-nNl) adj.  Occurring in pairs; doubled or twinned:  a big-

eminal pulse.  [Possibly from Late Latin bigeminus, doubled  : Latin bi-, two; see 

BI-1 + Latin geminus, double.]

bi·gem·i·ny (bX-jHmùN-nK) n.  Medicine. 1. An association in pairs.  2. An 

abnormal pulse characterized by two beats in rapid succession followed by a 

pause. 

big enchilada  or Big Enchilada (bVg HnÙchN-läùdN) n.  Slang. 1. One who is 

in charge: “[the President’s] big enchilada on both foreign and domestic policy” 

(Mary McGrory).  2. Something of the highest value or importance: “[The team] 

won the big enchilada in 1980 and 1982” (Scott Ostler).  [On the model of such 

expressions as, big cheese.]

bi·ge·ner·ic (bXÙjN-nHrùVk) adj.  1. Relating to a hybrid that results from a cross 

between plants of different genera.  2. Having the characteristics of two different 

genera. 



big·eye (bVgùXÙ) n.  Any of several small, tropical marine fishes of the family Pri-

acanthidae, having large eyes and reddish scales. 

Big·foot (bVgùfttÙ) n.  A very large, hairy, humanlike creature purported to 

inhabit the Pacific Northwest and Canada.  Also called Sasquatch [From the size 

of the footprints believed to belong to it.]

big game (bVg g7m) n.  1. Large animals or fish hunted or caught for sport.  

2. Informal. An important objective.   —bigù-gameÙ (bVgùg7mÙ) adj. 

big·ge·ty (bVgùV-tK) adj.  Informal. Variant of biggity. 
big·gie (bVgùK) n.  Slang. 1. A very important person: “hassles between executive 

biggies” (New York).  2. Something that is considered big or important:  Her new 

movie is expected to be a biggie. 

big·gi·ty also big·ge·ty (bVgùV-tK) adj.  Informal. Self-important; conceited.  

[Probably alteration of BIG + -Y
1.]

big gun (bVg gƒn) n.  Slang. One that is powerful or influential:  The big guns for 

the prosecution were its expert witnesses. 

big·head (bVgùhHdÙ) n.  1. Informal. Conceit; egotism.  2.  Also big head. Any 

of various diseases of animals, especially rams, characterized by swelling of the 

head, face, or neck.   —bigùheadùed adj.  —bigùheadùed·ness n. 

big-heart·ed (bVgùhärùtVd) adj.  Generous; kind.   —bigù-heartùed·ly adv.  

—bigù-heartùed·ness n. 

big·horn (bVgùhôrnÙ) n.  pl. bighorn or big·horns. A wild sheep (Ovis 

canadensis) of the mountains of western North America, the male of which has 

massive, curved horns.  Also called mountain sheep, Rocky Mountain sheep. 

Big·horn Mountains (bVgùhôrnÙ mounùtNnz)  A section of the Rocky Moun-

tains of northern Wyoming and southern Montana rising to 4,018.4 m (13,175 ft) 

at Cloud Peak in Wyoming. 

Bighorn River (bVgùhôrnÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in west-central Wyoming and 

flowing about 742 km (461 mi) north to join the Yellowstone River in southern 

Montana northeast of Billings. 

big house (bVg hous) n.  Slang. A penitentiary. 

bight (bXt) n.  1. a. A loop in a rope.  b. The middle or slack part of an extended 

rope.   2. a. A bend or curve, especially in a shoreline.  b. A wide bay formed by 

such a bend or curve.   [Middle English, bend, angle, from Old English byht. See 

bheug- in Appendix.]

big league (bVg lKg) n.  1. Sports. A major league.  2. Informal. The most presti-

gious level of accomplishment.   —big leaguer n. 

big-league (bVgùlKgù) adj.  1. Sports. Major-league.  2. Informal. Outstanding 

or influential in one’s field:  a big-league politician; one of the big-league banking 

institutions. 



big lie (bVg lX) n.  Intentional distortion of the truth, especially for political or 

official purposes:  released falsified documents to bolster the big lie that no govern-

ment troops were involved in the other country’s internal problems. 

big money (bVg mƒnùK) n.  Slang. 1. A large amount of money, as in profits or 

salary:  made big money on the transaction.  2. A large-scale commercial enter-

prise.   —bigù-monùey (bVgùmƒnùK) adj. 

big·mouth (bVgùmouthÙ) n.  1. Slang. A loud-mouthed or gossipy person.  

2. Any of various fishes having unusually large mouths. 

big·mouthed (bVgùmouthdÙ, -mouthtÙ) adj.  1. Slang. Speaking loudly or 

indiscreetly; loud-mouthed.  2. Having a large mouth. 

Big Mud·dy River (bVg mƒdùK rVvùNr)  A river of southwest Illinois flowing 

about 217 km (135 mi) to the Mississippi River north-northwest of Cairo. 

big-name (bVgùn7mù) adj.  Informal. 1. Widely recognized or acclaimed; 

famous:  a big-name performer; a big-name college.  2. Of or involving one that is 

widely recognized or acclaimed:  big-name politics. 

big·no·ni·a (bVg-noùnK-N) n.  An evergreen, tendril-bearing woody vine (Big-

nonia capreolata), native chiefly to the southeast United States and having showy 

red-orange, trumpet-shaped flowers.  Also called cross vine [New Latin Bignonia, 

genus name, after Jean Paul Bignon (died 1743), French royal librarian.]

bigos (bKùgos) n.  A Polish stew made with meat and cabbage, traditionally sim-

mered for several days before serving.  [Polish.]

big·ot (bVgùNt) n.  One who is strongly partial to one’s own group, religion, race, 

or politics and is intolerant of those who differ.  [French, from Old French.]

WORD HISTORY: A bigot may have more in common with God than one

might think. Legend has it that Rollo, the first duke of Normandy, refused to kiss

the foot of the French king Charles III, uttering the phrase bi got, his borrowing

of the assumed Old English equivalent of our expression by God. Although this

story is almost certainly apocryphal, it is true that bigot was used by the French

as a term of abuse for the Normans, but not in a religious sense. Later, however,

the word, or very possibly a homonym, was used abusively in French for the Be-

guines, members of a Roman Catholic lay sisterhood. From the 15th century on

Old Frenchbigot meant “an excessively devoted or hypocritical person.” Bigot is

first recorded in English in 1598 with the sense “a superstitious hypocrite.”

big·ot·ed (bVgùN-tVd) adj.  Being or characteristic of a bigot:  a bigoted person; an 

outrageously bigoted viewpoint.   —bigùot·ed·ly adv.  —bigùot·ed·ness n. 

big·ot·ry (bVgùN-trK) n.  The attitude, state of mind, or behavior characteristic of 

a bigot; intolerance. 



Big San·dy Creek (bVg s4nùdK krKk)  A river rising in central Colorado and 

flowing about 322 km (200 mi) east-northeast and southeast to the Arkansas 

River. 

big shot (bVg shmt) n.  Slang. An important or influential person.   —big-
ùshotÙ, bigù-shotÙ (bVgùshmtÙ)  adj. 

Big Sioux River (bVg su rVvùNr)  A river rising in northeast South Dakota and 

flowing about 676 km (420 mi) southward, partly along the South Dakota-Iowa 

border, to the Missouri River at Sioux City, Iowa. 

Big Spring (bVg sprVng)  A city of west-central Texas west-southwest of Abilene. 

It is a trade center in an agricultural region. Population, 23,093. 

big stick (bVg stVk) n.  A display or threat, especially of military force:  a foreign 

policy that relied on the big stick.   —bigùstickù (bVgùstVkù) adj. 

Big Sur (bVg sûr)  A rugged, picturesque resort region along the Pacific coast of 

California south of Carmel and Monterey. 

big-tick·et (bVgùtVkùVt) adj.  Informal. Having a high price or cost:  big-ticket 

items such as cars and stereos; a big-ticket government program. 

big·time  or big-time (bVgùtXmÙ) adj.  Informal. Significant or important; 

major:  a bigtime comedian. 

big time (bVg tXm) n.  Informal. The most prestigious level of attainment in a 

competitive field:  made it to the big time with his latest film.   —bigù-timeÙ adj.  

—bigù-timÙer n. 

big toe (bVg to) n.  The largest and innermost toe of the human foot. 

big top (bVg tmp) n.  1. The main tent of a circus.  2. The circus. 

big tree (bVg trK) n.  See giant sequoia. 
big wheel (bVg hwKl) n.  Slang. A very important person. 

big·wig (bVgùwVgÙ) n.  Slang. A very important person. 

Bi·har (bK-härù)  A region of east-central India crossed by the Ganges River. Bud-

dha spent his early days in the area. 

Bi·ha·ri (bV-häùrK) n.  pl. Bihari or Bi·ha·ris. 1. A native or inhabitant of Bihar.  

2. The Indic language of the Bihari. 

bi·jou (bKùzhuÙ) n.  pl. bi·joux (-zhuÙ, -zhuzÙ). A small, exquisitely wrought 

trinket.  [French, from Breton bizou, jeweled ring, from biz, finger.]

bi·jou·te·rie (bK-zhuùtN-rK) n.  1. A collection of trinkets or jewelry.  

2. Decoration.  [French, from bijou, piece of jewelry. See BIJOU.]

bi·joux (bKùzhuÙ, -zhuzÙ) n.  Plural of bijou. 
bi·ju·gate (bXùjN-g7tÙ, -gVt, -bX-juù-) also bi·ju·gous (bXùjN-gNs, bX-juù-) adj.  

Botany. Relating to a pinnate leaf with two pairs of leaflets. 

Bi·ka·ner (bKÙkN-nîrù, -nârù)  A city of northwest India in the Thar Desert near 

the Pakistan border west-southwest of Delhi. It has several 16th-century Rajput 

palaces built of red sandstone. Population 253,174. 



bike (bXk) n.  1. A bicycle.  2. A motorcycle.  3. A motorbike.   —  v.  intr. biked, 
bik·ing, bikes. To ride a bike.  [Shortening and alteration of BICYCLE.]

bik·er (bXùkNr) n.  1. One who rides a bicycle or a motorbike.  2. A motorcyclist, 

especially a member of a motorcycle gang. 

bike·way (bXkùw7Ù) n.  A bicycle lane or path. 

bi·ki·ni (bV-kKùnK) n.  1. a. A very brief, close-fitting two-piece bathing suit 

worn by women.  b. A very brief, close-fitting bathing suit worn by men.   2.  
Often bikinis. Brief underpants that reach to the hips rather than to the waist.  

[French, after Bikini.] —bi·ki·ùnied (-nKd) adj. 

Bi·ki·ni (bV-kKùnK)  An atoll in the Ratak Chain of the Marshall Islands in the 

west-central Pacific Ocean. The area was the site of U.S. nuclear tests between 

1946 and 1958, including the first aerial detonation of a hydrogen bomb (May 21, 

1956). 

bi·la·bi·al (bX-l7ùbK-Nl) adj.  1. Pronounced or articulated with both lips, as the 

consonants b, p, m, and w.  2. Relating to both lips.   —  n.  A bilabial sound or 

consonant.   —bi·laùbi·al·ly adv. 

bi·la·bi·ate (bX-l7ùbK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having two lips, as the corollas of the 

snapdragon. 

bil·an·der (bVlùNn-dNr, bXùlNn-) n.  Nautical. A small two-masted sailing vessel, 

used especially on canals in the Low Countries.  [Dutch billander, probably from 

binlander, inlander, from binnenlander : binnen, within (from Middle Dutch); see 

en in Appendix + land, land; see lendh- in Appendix.]

bi·lat·er·al (bX-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Having or formed of two sides; two-sided.  

2. Affecting or undertaken by two sides equally; binding on both parties:  a bilat-

eral agreement; bilateral negotiations.  3. Having or marked by bilateral symmetry.   
—bi·latùer·al·ism n.  —bi·latùer·al·ly adv.  —bi·latùer·al·ness n. 

bilateral symmetry (bX-l4tùNr-Nl sVmùV-trK) n.  Symmetrical arrangement, as 

of an organism or a body part, along a central axis, so that the body is divided 

into equivalent right and left halves by only one plane. 

bi·lay·er (bXùl7ÙNr) n.  A structure, such as a film or membrane, consisting of two 

molecular layers:  a phospholipid bilayer. 

Bil·ba·o (bVl-bäùo, -bouù)  A city of northern Spain near the Bay of Biscay. 

Founded c. 1300, it is a major port and industrial center. Population, 397,541. 

bil·ber·ry (bVlùbHrÙK) n.  See blueberry.  [bil-, probably of Scandinavian origin; 

see bhel-2 in Appendix + BERRY.]

bil·bo1 (bVlùbo) n.  pl. bil·boes. An iron bar to which sliding fetters are attached, 

formerly used to shackle the feet of prisoners.  [Origin unknown.]

bil·bo2 (bVlùbo) n.  pl. bil·boes. Archaic. A sword, especially one having a well-

tempered blade.  [After Bilbao.]



Bil·bo (bVlùbo), Theodore Gilmore. 1877-1947.  American politician. As Mis-

sissippi governor (1916-1920 and 1928-1932) and U.S. senator (1935-1947), he 

was known for his filibuster techniques and his belief in white supremacy. 

bil·dungs·ro·man (bVlùdtngz-ro-mänÙ, -dtngks-)  or Bil·dungs·ro·man 
n.  A novel whose principal subject is the moral, psychological, and intellectual 

development of a usually youthful main character.  [German  : Bildung, forma-

tion (from Middle High German bildunge, from Old High German bildunga, 

from bilodi, form, shape) + Roman, novel (from French, a story in the vernacular, 

novel); see ROMAN.]

bile (bXl) n.  1. A bitter, alkaline, brownish-yellow or greenish-yellow fluid that is 

secreted by the liver, stored in the gallbladder, and discharged into the duodenum 

and aids in the emulsification, digestion, and absorption of fats.  Also called gall1 

2. Bitterness of temper; ill humor; irascibility.  3. Either of two bodily humors, 

black bile or yellow bile, in medieval physiology.  [French, from Latin bXlis.]
bile acid (bXl 4sùVd) n.  Any of the liver-generated steroid acids, such as cholic 

acid, that commonly occur in the bile in combination with glycine and taurine as 

sodium salts. 

bile duct (bXl dƒkt) n.  Any of the excretory passages in the liver that carry bile 

to the hepatic duct, which joins with the cystic duct to form the common bile 

duct opening into the duodenum. 

bile salt (bXl sôlt) n.  1. Any of the sodium salts of the bile acids occurring in 

bile.  2. A mixture, such as a commercial preparation derived from the bile of the 

ox, that is used medicinally as a hepatic stimulant or laxative. 

bi-lev·el  or bi·lev·el (bXùlHvÙNl) adj.  1. Having or existing on two levels:  a bi-

level passenger coach; a bi-level marketing campaign.  2. Divided vertically into two 

ground-floor levels:  a bi-level home.   —  n.  A dwelling that is divided vertically 

into two ground-floor levels. 

bilge (bVlj) n.  1. Nautical. a. The rounded portion of a ship’s hull, forming a 

transition between the bottom and the sides.  b. The lowest inner part of a ship’s 

hull.   2. Bilgewater.  3. Slang. Stupid talk or writing; nonsense.  4. The bulging 

part of a barrel or cask.   —  v.  bilged, bilg·ing, bilg·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. Nautical. To spring a leak in the bilge.  2. To bulge or swell.   —  v.  tr. Nautical. 

To break open the bilge of.  [Probably alteration of BULGE.] —bilgùy adj. 

bilge keel (bVlj kKl) n.  Nautical. Either of two beams or fins fastened length-

wise along the outside of a ship’s bilge to inhibit heavy rolling. 

bilge water (bVlj wôùtNr) n.  1. Water that collects and stagnates in the bilge of 

a ship.  2. Slang. Nonsense. 

bil·har·zi·a (bVl-härùzK-N) n.  See schistosome.  [New Latin Bilharzia, genus 

name, after Theodor Bilharz (1825-1862), German physician.]

bil·har·zi·a·sis (bVlÙhär-zXùN-sVs) n.  See schistosomiasis.  [BILHARZ(IA) + -

IASIS.]



bil·i·ar·y (bVlùK-HrÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to bile, the bile ducts, or the gallblad-

der.  2. Transporting bile. 

biliary cirrhosis (bVlùK-HrÙK sV-roùsVs) n.  A progressive inflammatory disease 

of the liver characterized by obstruction of the bile duct. 

bi·lim·bi (bN-lVmùbK) n.  1. An evergreen tree (Averrhoa bilimbi), native to tropi-

cal Asia and grown for its edible fruits.  2. The small, sour, greenish or yellowish 

cucumber-shaped fruit of this tree, eaten as a pickle or used in relishes and vari-

ous dishes.  [New Latin, species name, ultimately from Malay bHlimbing from 

Malay belimbing.]

bi·lin·e·ar (bX-lVnùK-Nr) adj.  Mathematics. Linear with respect to each of two 

variables or positions. Used of functions or equations. 

bi·lin·gual (bX-lVngùgwNl) adj.  1. a. Using or able to use two languages, espe-

cially with equal or nearly equal fluency.  b. Using two languages in some propor-

tion in order to facilitate learning by students who have a native proficiency in 

one language and are acquiring proficiency in the other:  bilingual training; bilin-

gual education.   2. Of, relating to, or expressed in two languages:  a bilingual dic-

tionary.   —  n.  A person who uses or is able to use two languages, especially with 

equal fluency.   —bi·linùgual·ism n.  —bi·linùgual·ly adv. 

bil·ious (bVlùyNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or containing bile; biliary.  

2. a. Characterized by an excess secretion of bile.  b. Relating to, characterized 

by, or experiencing gastric distress caused by a disorder of the liver or gallbladder.  

c. Appearing as if affected by such a disorder; sickly.   3. Resembling bile, espe-

cially in color:  a bilious green.  4. Having a peevish disposition; ill-humored.   
—bilùious·ly adv.  —bilùious·ness n. 

bil·i·ru·bin (bVlÙV-ruùbVn, bVlùV-ruÙ-) n.  A reddish-yellow bile pigment, 

C33H36N4O6, derived from the degradation of heme.  [Latin bXlis, bile + ruber, 

red; see reudh- in Appendix + -IN.]

bil·i·ver·din (bVlÙV-vûrùdVn, bVlùV-vûrÙ-) n.  A green pigment, C33H34N4O6, 

occurring in bile and sometimes formed by oxidation of bilirubin.  [German  : 

Latin bXlis, bile + German verd- (from French verdir, to make green); see VER-

DANT.]

bilk (bVlk) v.  tr. bilked, bilk·ing, bilks. 1. a. To defraud, cheat, or swindle:  

made millions bilking wealthy clients on art sales.  b. To evade payment of:  bilk 

one’s debts.   2. To thwart or frustrate: “Fate... may be to a certain extent bilked” 

(Thomas Carlyle).  3. To elude.   —  n.  1. One who cheats.  2. Obsolete. A hoax 

or swindle.  [Perhaps an alteration ofBALK.] —bilkùer n. 

bill1 (bVl) n.  1. An itemized list or statement of fees or charges.  2. A statement or 

list of particulars, such as a theater program or menu.  3. The entertainment 

offered by a theater.  4. A public notice, such as an advertising poster.  5. a. A 

piece of legal paper money:  a ten-dollar bill.  b. Slang. One hundred dollars.   

6. a. A bill of exchange.  b. Obsolete. A promissory note.   7. a. A draft of a pro-



posed law presented for approval to a legislative body.  b. The law enacted from 

such a draft:  a bottle bill in effect in three states; the GI Bill.   8. Law. A document 

presented to a court and containing a formal statement of a case, complaint, or 

petition.   —  v.  tr. billed, bill·ing, bills. 1. To present a statement of costs or 

charges to.  2. To enter on a statement of costs or on a particularized list.  3. a. To 

advertise or schedule by public notice or as part of a program.  b. To declare or 

describe officially; proclaim:  a policy that was billed as an important departure for 

the administration.   [Middle English bille, from Norman French, from Medieval 

Latin billa, alteration of bulla, seal on a document, from Latin, bubble.] 
—billùa·ble adj. 

bill2 (bVl) n.  1. The horny part of the jaws of a bird; a beak.  2. A beaklike mouth 

part, such as that of a turtle.  3. The visor of a cap.  4. Nautical. The tip of the 

fluke of an anchor.   —  v.  intr. billed, bill·ing, bills. To touch beaks together.  

[Middle English, from Old English bile.]

bill3 (bVl) n.  1. A billhook.  2. A halberd or similar weapon with a hooked blade 

and a long handle.  [Middle English bil, from Old English bill.]

bil·la·bong (bVlùN-bôngÙ, -bmngÙ) n.  Australian. 1. A dead-end channel extend-

ing from the main stream of a river.  2. A streambed filled with water only in the 

rainy season.  3. A stagnant pool or backwater.  [Wiradhuri (Aboriginal language 

of southeast Australia) bila, river + -bak, watercourse filled only after rain.]

bill·board1 (bVlùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A panel for the display of advertisements 

in public places, such as alongside highways or on the sides of buildings.  2. The 

advertisement or message posted on such a panel.  3. An introductory list of 

highlights from the program or text that follows, as in a broadcast or magazine.   
—  v.  tr. bill·board·ed, bill·board·ing, bill·boards. To advertise or proclaim 

on or as if on a billboard:  billboarded as the workers’ candidate.  [BILL
1 + BOARD.]

bill·board2 (bVlùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Nautical. A ledge on the bow of a ship on 

which the bill of an anchor rests when the anchor is secured to the cathead.  [BILL
2 

+ BOARD.]

bill·bug (bVlùbƒgÙ) n.  Any of several weevils, especially of the genera Calendra 

or Sitophilus, whose larvae feed on plants such as corn and other cereal grasses.  

[BILL
2 + BUG.]

bill·er (bVlùNr) n.  One that bills, as: a. A clerk who prepares bills.  b. A machine 

used in preparing bills.  

Bille·ric·a (bVl-rVkùN, bHlÙN-)  A town of northeast Massachusetts south of Lowell. 

Settled in 1637, it is primarily residential. Population, 37,609. 

bil·let1 (bVlùVt) n.  1. a. Lodging for troops.  b. A written order directing that 

such lodging be provided.   2. A position of employment; a job.  3. Archaic. A 

short letter; a note.   —  v.  bil·let·ed, bil·let·ing, bil·lets.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

lodge (soldiers).  b. To serve (a person) with a written order to provide lodging 

for soldiers.   2. To assign lodging to.   —  v.  intr. To be quartered; lodge.  [Middle 



English, official register, from Old French billette, from bullette, diminutive of 

bulle, document, from Medieval Latin bulla, document, seal. See BILL
1.]

bil·let2 (bVlùVt) n.  1. A short, thick piece of wood, especially one used as fire-

wood.  2. One of a series of regularly spaced, log-shaped segments used horizon-

tally as ornamentation in the moldings of Norman architecture.  3. a. A small, 

usually rectangular bar of iron or steel in an intermediate stage of manufacture.  

b. A small ingot of nonferrous metal.   4. a. The part of a harness strap that 

passes through a buckle.  b. A loop or pocket for securing the end of a buckled 

harness strap.   [Middle English, from Old French billette, diminutive of bille, log, 

from Vulgar Latin *bilia, possibly of Celtic origin.]

bil·let-doux (bVlÙ7-duù) n.  pl. bil·lets-doux (bVlÙ7-duzù). A love letter.  

[French  : billet, short note; see BILLET
1 + doux, sweet (from Latin dulcis).]

bill·fish (bVlùfVshÙ) n.  pl. billfish or bill·fish·es. 1. Any of various fishes of the 

family Istiophoridae, such as a marlin or sailfish, having an elongated, swordlike 

or spearlike snout and upper jaw.  2. Any of various other fishes having long, 

pointed jaws. 

bill·fold (bVlùfoldÙ) n.  A folding pocket-sized case for carrying paper money, 

small personal documents, and sometimes change. 

bill·head (bVlùhHdÙ) n.  A sheet of paper with a business name and address 

printed at the top, used for billing costs or charges. 

bill·hook (bVlùhtkÙ) n.  An implement with a curved blade attached to a han-

dle, used especially for clearing brush and for rough pruning. 

bil·liard (bVlùyNrd) Games. n.  See carom (n., sense 2a). 

bil·liards (bVlùyNrdz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Games. 1. A game played on a 

rectangular cloth-covered table with raised cushioned edges, in which a cue is 

used to hit three small, hard balls against one another or the side cushions of the 

table.  2. One of several similar games, sometimes using a table with pockets, as 

in pool.  [French billard, from bille, log. See BILLET
2.]

bill·ing (bVlùVng) n.  1. The relative importance of performers as indicated by the 

position and type size in which their names are listed on programs, theater mar-

quees, or advertisements:  top billing.  2. Advertising; promotion:  The product 

needed better billing to outsell its competition.  3.  Often billings. The total 

amount of business done in a specific period, as by an advertising agency or a law 

firm. 

Bil·lings (bVlùVngz)  A city of southern Montana on the Yellowstone River east-

southeast of Helena. A trade and manufacturing center, it is the largest city in the 

state. Population, 81,151. 

Bil·lings (bVlùVngz), Josh.  See Henry Wheeler Shaw. 
Bil·lings (bVlùVngz), William. 1746-1800.  American composer whose hymns, 

including “Chester,” were among the most popular and influential musical works 

composed in early America. 



bil·lings·gate (bVlùVngz-g7tÙ, -gVt) n.  Foul, abusive language.  [After Billings-

gate, a former fish market in London, England.]

bil·lion (bVlùyNn) n.  Abbr. b. 1. The cardinal number equal to 109.  2. Chiefly 

British. The cardinal number equal to 1012.  3. An indefinitely large number.  

[French, a million million  : blend of bi-, second power; see BI-1 and MILLION.] 
—bilùlion adj.  & pron. 

bil·lion·aire (bVlÙyN-nârù, bVlùyN-nârÙ) n.  A person whose wealth amounts to at 

least a billion dollars, pounds, or the equivalent in other currency.  [BILLION + 

(MILLION)AIRE.]

bil·lionth (bVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number one bil-

lion in a series.  2. One of a billion equal parts.   —bilùlionth adj.  & adv. 

Bil·li·ton (bN-lKùtmnÙ)  See Belitung. 
bill of attainder (bVl ƒv N-t7nùdNr) n.  pl. bills of attainder. A legislative act 

pronouncing a person guilty of a crime, usually treason, without trial and sub-

jecting that person to capital punishment and attainder. Such acts are prohibited 

by the U.S. Constitution. 

bill of entry (bVl ƒv HnùtrK) n.  pl. bills of entry. Abbr. B/E A listing of goods 

received at a customhouse as imports or for export. 

bill of exchange (bVl ƒv Vks-ch7njù) n.  pl. bills of exchange. Abbr. B/E A 

written order directing that a specified sum of money be paid to a specified per-

son. 

bill of fare (bVl ƒv fâr) n.  pl. bills of fare. 1. A list of dishes offered; a menu.  

2. A list of items or events in a presentation; a program. 

bill of goods (bVl ƒv gtdz) n.  pl. bills of goods. 1. A consignment of items 

for sale.  2. Informal. A plan, promise, or offer, especially one that is dishonest or 

misleading: “The salesman himself... is often depicted as the ultimate sucker, who 

has fallen for his own cheesy bill of goods” (Walter Goodman). 

bill of health (bVl ƒv hHlth) n.  pl. bills of health. Abbr. BH 1. A certificate 

stating whether there is infectious disease aboard a ship or in a port of departure, 

given to the ship’s master to present at the next port of arrival.  2. Informal. An 

attestation as to condition, especially a favorable one:  gave the structure a clean 

bill of health in spite of its age. 

bill of lading (bVl ƒv l7ùdVng) n.  pl. bills of lading. Abbr. B/L A document 

issued by a carrier to a shipper, listing and acknowledging receipt of goods for 

transport and specifying terms of delivery. 

bill of particulars (bVl ƒv pNr-tVkùyN-lNrz) n.  pl. bills of particulars. Law. 

An itemization of charges, claims, or counterclaims in an action. 

bill of rights (bVl ƒv rXts) n.  pl. bills of rights. 1. A formal summary of those 

rights and liberties considered essential to a people or group of people:  a con-

sumer bill of rights.  2.  Also Bill of Rights. The first ten amendments to the U.S. 

Constitution, added in 1791 to protect certain rights of citizens.  3.  Also Bill of 



Rights. A declaration of certain rights of subjects, enacted by the English Parlia-

ment in 1689. 

bill of sale (bVl ƒv s7l) n.  pl. bills of sale. Abbr. B.S. A document that attests a 

transfer of the ownership of personal property. 

bil·lon (bVlùNn) n.  1. An alloy of gold or silver with a greater proportion of 

another metal, such as copper, used in making coins.  2. An alloy of silver with a 

high percentage of copper, used in making medals and tokens.  [French, from Old 

French, ingot, from bille, log. See BILLET
2.]

bil·low (bVlùo) n.  1. A large wave or swell of water.  2. A great swell, surge, or 

undulating mass, as of smoke or sound.   —  v.  bil·lowed, bil·low·ing, 
bil·lows.  —  v.  intr. 1. To surge or roll in billows.  2. To swell out or bulge:  

sheets billowing in the breeze.   —  v.  tr. To cause to billow:  wind that billowed the 

sails.  [From Old Norse bylgja, a wave. See bhelgh- in Appendix.] 
—bilùlow·i·ness n.  —bilùlow·y adj. 

bill·post·er (bVlùpoÙstNr) n.  One that posts notices, posters, or advertisements.  

Also called billsticker  —billùpostÙing n. 

bil·ly1 (bVlùK) n.  pl. bil·lies. A billy club.  [Short for BILLY CLUB.]

bil·ly2 (bVlùK) n.  pl. bil·lies. Australian. A metal pot or kettle used in camp cook-

ing.  [Probably short for billypot, from Billy, nickname for William.]

billy club (bVlùK klƒb) n.  A short wooden club, especially a police officer’s club.  

[Perhaps alteration of *bully club; see BULLY
1, or from BILLET

2.]

bil·ly·cock (bVlùK-kmkÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A felt hat with a low, rounded crown, 

similar to a derby.  [Perhaps alteration of bullycocked : BULLY
1 + COCK

1.]

billy goat (bVlùK got) n.  Informal. A male goat. 

Bil·ly the Kid (bVlùK thK kVd)  See William H. Bonney. 
bi·lo·bate (bX-loùb7tÙ) also bi·lo·bat·ed (-b7ÙtVd)  or bi·lobed (bXù-lobdÙ) adj.  

Divided into or having two lobes:  a bilobate leaf. 

bi·lob·u·lar (bX-lmbùyN-lNr, -loùbyN-) adj.  Having two lobules. 

bi·lo·ca·tion (bXÙlo-k7ùshNn) n.  Existence or the ability to exist simultaneously 

in two places. 

bi·loc·u·lar (bX-lmkùyN-lNr) also bi·loc·u·late (-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Divided into or 

containing two chambers. 

Bi·lox·i1 (bN-lƒkùsK, -lmkù-) n.  pl. Biloxi or Bi·lox·is. 1. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting territory around Biloxi Bay in southeast Mississippi 

on the Gulf of Mexico.  b. A member of this people.   2. The extinct Siouan lan-

guage of the Biloxi. 

Bi·lox·i2 (bN-lƒkùsK, -lmkù-)  A city of southeast Mississippi on a peninsula 

between Biloxi Bay and Mississippi Sound on the Gulf of Mexico. Old Biloxi was 

settled by the French in 1699. Population, 46,319. 



bil·tong (bVlùtmngÙ, -tôngÙ) n.  South African. Narrow strips of meat dried in the 

sun.  [Afrikaans  : bil, buttock (from Middle Dutch bille); see bhel-2 in Appendix 

+ tong, tongue (from Middle Dutch tonghe); see digh7777- in Appendix.]

bi·man·u·al (bX-m4nùyu-Nl) adj.  Using or requiring the use of both hands.   
—bi·manùu·al·ly adv. 

bi·max·il·lar·y (bX-m4kùsN-lHrÙK) adj.  Relating to or affecting both jaws. 

bim·bo (bVmùbo) n.  pl. bim·bos. 1. Offensive Slang. A woman, especially one 

who is perceived as vacuous or as having an exaggerated interest in sexuality: 

“Bimbos had become major role models for young girls everywhere” (Ellen Good-

man).  2. Slang. A vacuous person: “a male bimbo... who even has to be tutored... in 

the clichés that comprise the basic interview” (George F. Will).  [Perhaps from Ital-

ian bimbo, baby.]

bi·mes·tri·al (bX-mHsùtrK-Nl) adj.  1. Occurring every two months; bimonthly.  

2. Lasting two months.  [From Latin bimKstris : bi-, two; see BI-1 + mKnsis, month; 

see mK-2 in Appendix.]

bi·me·tal·lic (bXÙmN-t4lùVk) adj.  1. Consisting of two metals, often bonded 

together and having different rates of thermal expansion.  2. Of, based on, or 

using the principles of bimetallism. 

bi·met·al·lism (bX-mHtùl-VzÙNm) n.  1. The use of a monetary standard consist-

ing of two metals, especially gold and silver, in a fixed ratio of value.  2. The doc-

trine advocating bimetallism.   —bi·metùal·list n.  —bi·metÙal·lisùtic adj. 

bi·mil·le·nar·y (bX-mVlùN-nHrÙK, bXÙmN-lHnùN-rK) n.  pl. bi·mil·le·nar·ies. A 

bimillenium.   —bi·milùle·narÙy adj. 

bi·mil·len·ni·um (bXÙmN-lHnùK-Nm) n.  pl. bi·mil·len·ni·ums or 

bi·mil·len·ni·a (-lHnùK-N). 1. A span of 2,000 years.  2. A 2,000th anniversary.   
—biÙmil·lenùni·al adj.  —biÙmil·lenùni·al·ly adv. 

Bim·i·nis (bVmùN-nKz)  A group of small islands of the western Bahamas in the 

Straits of Florida. According to legend, the islands are the site of the Fountain of 

Youth sought by Juan Ponce de León. 

bi·mod·al (bX-modùl) adj.  1. Having two distinct statistical modes.  

2. Designed for operation on either railroads or highways. Used of vehicles.   
—biÙmo·dalùi·ty (bXÙmo-d4lùV-tK) n. 

bi·mo·lec·u·lar (bXÙmN-lHkùyN-lNr) adj.  Relating to, consisting of, or affecting 

two molecules.   —biÙmo·lecùu·lar·ly adv. 

bi·month·ly (bX-mƒnthùlK) adj.  1. Happening every two months.  

2. Happening twice a month; semimonthly.   —  adv.  1. Once every two months.  

2. Twice a month; semimonthly.   —  n.  pl. bi·month·lies. A bimonthly publi-

cation.  See Usage Note at bi-1. 
bi·mor·phe·mic (bXÙmôr-fKùmVk) adj.  Consisting of two morphemes. 



bin (bVn) n.  A container or enclosed space for storage.   —  v.  tr. binned, 
bin·ning, bins. To place or store in a bin.  [Middle English binne, from Old 

English, probably of Celtic origin.]

bin- pref.  Variant of bi-1. 
bi·nal (bXùnNl) adj.  Twofold; double.  [New Latin bXn7lis, twin, from Latin bXnX, 

two by two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

bi·na·ry (bXùnN-rK) adj.  1. Characterized by or consisting of two parts or com-

ponents; twofold.  2. Of or relating to a system of numeration having 2 as its 

base.  3. Chemistry. Consisting of or containing only molecules consisting of two 

kinds of atoms.  4. Of or employing two comparatively nontoxic chemicals that 

combine to produce a deadly poison:  binary weapons; a binary nerve gas.  

5. Music. Having two sections or subjects.   —  n.  pl. bi·na·ries. Something that 

is binary, especially a binary star.  [Middle English binarie, from Late Latin 

bXn7rius, from Latin bXnX, two by two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

binary cod·ed decimal (bXùnN-rK koùdVd dHsùN-mNl) n.  Abbr. BCD, bcd 

Computer Science. A code in which a string of four binary digits represents a deci-

mal number. 

binary digit (bXùnN-rK dVjùVt) n.  Either of the digits 0 or 1, used in the binary 

number system. 

binary fission (bXùnN-rK fVshùNn) n.  A method of asexual reproduction that 

involves the splitting of a parent cell into two approximately equal parts. 

binary number system (bXùnN-rK nƒmùbNr sVsùtNm) n.  A method of repre-

senting numbers in which only the digits 0 and 1 are used. Successive units are 

powers of 2.  Also called binary system 

binary operation (bXùnN-rK mpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  An operation, such as addition, 

that is applied to two elements of a set to produce a third element of the set. 

binary star (bXùnN-rK stär) n.  A stellar system consisting of two stars orbiting 

about a common center of mass and often appearing as a single visual or tele-

scopic object.  Also called double star 

binary system (bXùnN-rK sVsùtNm) n.  See binary number system. 
bi·na·tion·al (bX-n4shùN-nNl, -n4shùnNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving two 

nations. 

bin·au·ral (bX-nôrùNl, bVn-ôrù-) adj.  1. a. Having or relating to two ears.  

b. Having to do with the perception of sound with both ears:  binaural hearing.   

2. Of or relating to sound transmission from two sources, which may vary acous-

tically, as in tone or pitch, to give a stereophonic effect.   —bin·auùral·ly adv. 

bind (bXnd) v.  bound (bound), bind·ing, binds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tie or secure, 

as with a rope or cord.  2. To fasten or wrap by encircling, as with a belt or rib-

bon.  3. To bandage:  bound up their wounds.  4. To hold or restrain with or as if 

with bonds.  5. To compel, obligate, or unite:  bound by a deep sense of duty; 

bound by a common interest in sports.  6. Law. To place under legal obligation by 



contract or oath.  7. To make certain or irrevocable:  bind the deal with a down 

payment.  8. To apprentice or indenture:  was bound out as a servant.  9. To cause 

to cohere or stick together in a mass:  Bind the dry ingredients with milk and eggs.  

10. To enclose and fasten (a book or other printed material) between covers.  

11. To furnish with an edge or border for protection, reinforcement, or orna-

mentation.  12. To constipate.  13. To form a chemical bond with.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To tie up or fasten something.  2. To stick or become stuck:  applied a lubricant 

to keep the moving parts from binding.  3. To be uncomfortably tight or restrict-

ing, as clothes.  4. To become compact or solid; cohere.  5. To be compelling or 

unifying:  the ties that bind.  6. To form a chemical bond.   —  n.  1. a. The act of 

binding.  b. The state of being bound.  c. Something that binds.  d. A place where 

something binds:  a bind halfway up the seam of the skirt.   2. Informal. A difficult, 

restrictive, or unresolvable situation:  found themselves in a bind when their car 

broke down.  3. Music. A tie, slur, or brace.   —phrasal verbs. bind off. To cast 

off in knitting.  bind over. Law. To hold on bail or place under bond.  [Middle 

English binden, from Old English bindan. See bhendh- in Appendix.]

bind·er (bXnùdNr) n.  1. One that binds, especially a bookbinder.  2. Something, 

such as a cord, used to bind.  3. A notebook cover with rings or clamps for hold-

ing sheets of paper.  4. Something, such as the latex in certain paints, that creates 

uniform consistency, solidification, or cohesion.  5. a. A machine that reaps and 

ties grain.  b. An attachment on a reaping machine that ties grain in bundles.   

6. Law. A payment or written statement making an agreement legally binding 

until the completion of a formal contract, especially an insurance contract. 

bind·er·y (bXnùdN-rK) n.  pl. bind·er·ies. A place where books are bound. 

bind·ing (bXnùdVng) n.  1. The action of one that binds.  2. Something that 

binds or is used as a binder.  3. The cover that holds together the pages of a book.  

4. A strip sewn or attached over or along an edge for protection, reinforcement, 

or ornamentation.  5. Sports. Fastenings on a ski for securing the boot.   —  adj.  

1. Serving to bind.  2. Uncomfortably tight and confining.  3. Imposing or com-

manding adherence to a commitment, an obligation, or a duty:  binding arbitra-

tion; a binding agreement.   —bindùing·ly adv.  —bindùing·ness n. 

binding energy (bXnùdVng HnùNr-jK) n.  1. The net energy required to decom-

pose a molecule, an atom, or a nucleus into its components.  2. The net energy 

required to remove an atomic electron to an infinitely remote position from its 

orbit. 

bin·dle·stiff (bVnùdl-stVfÙ) n.  A hobo, especially one who carries a bedroll.  

[English bindle, bundle (probably from German dialectal bindel, from Middle 

High German bündel, from binden, to bind, from Old High German binten); see 

bhendh- in Appendix + STIFF.]

bind·weed (bXndùwKdÙ) n.  1. Any of various trailing or twining, often weedy 

plants of the genera Calystegia and Convolvulus, having white, pink, or purple 



bell-shaped or funnel-shaped flowers.  2. Any of various similar trailing or twin-

ing plants, such as the black bindweed. 

bine (bXn) n.  The flexible twining or climbing stem of certain plants, such as the 

hop, woodbine, or bindweed.  [Alteration of BIND, vine.]

Bi·net-Si·mon scale (bV-n7ÙsK-moNù sk7l, -sXùmNn) n.  An evaluation of the 

relative mental development of children by a series of psychological tests of intel-

lectual ability.  Also called Binet scale, Binet-Simon test, Binet test.  [After Alfred 

Binet (1857-1911) and Théodore Simon (1873-1961), French psychologists.]

Bing (bVng), Sir Rudolf. Born 1902.  Austrian-born impresario who managed 

(1950-1972) the Metropolitan Opera in New York City. 

Bing cherry (bVng chHrùK) n.  A variety of cherry with juicy, sweet, deep red to 

nearly black fruit.  [Perhaps after an employee of the cherry’s originator.]

binge (bVnj) n.  1. A drunken spree or revel.  2. a. A period of unrestrained, 

immoderate self-indulgence.  b. A period of excessive or uncontrolled indulgence 

in food or drink:  an eating binge.    —  v.  intr. binged, bing·ing or binge·ing, 
bing·es. 1. To be immoderately self-indulgent and unrestrained: “The story is 

like a fever dream that a disturbed and imaginative city-dweller might have after 

binging on comics” (Lloyd Rose).  2. To engage in excessive or uncontrolled indul-

gence in food or drink.  [Dialectal binge, to soak.] —bingùer n.  

SYNONYMS: binge, fling, jag, orgy, spree. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a period of uncontrolled self-indulgence”: a gambling binge; had a fling

between commencement and graduate school; a crying jag; an eating orgy; a shopping

spree.

binge-eat·ing syndrome (bVnjùKÙtVng sVnùdromÙ) n.  See bulimia (n., 

sense 2). 

binge-purge syndrome (bVnjùpûrjù sVnùdromÙ) n.  See bulimarexia. 
binge-vom·it syndrome (bVnjùvmmùVt sVnùdromÙ) n.  See bulimarexia. 
Bing·ham (bVngùNm), George Caleb. 1811-1879.  American painter noted for 

his portraits and genre paintings of the American frontier. 

Bing·ham·ton (bVngùNm-tNn)  A city of south-central New York near the Penn-

sylvania border south-southeast of Syracuse. It was settled in 1787. Population, 

53,008. 

bin·go (bVngùgo) n.  pl. bin·gos. Games. A game of chance in which each player 

has one or more cards printed with differently numbered squares on which to 

place markers when the respective numbers are drawn and announced by a caller. 

The first player to mark a complete row of numbers is the winner.   —  interj.  

Used to express the sudden occurrence of an event or completion of an action.  

[Origin unknown.]



bin·na·cle (bVnùN-kNl) n.  Nautical. A case that supports and protects a ship’s 

compass, located near the helm.  [Alteration of Middle English bitakille, from Old 

Spanish bitácula, or from Old Portuguese bitácola both from Latin habit7culum, 

habitation, from habit7re, to inhabit. See ghabh- in Appendix.]

Bin·nig (bVnùVk), Gerd. Born 1947.  German physicist. He shared a 1986 Nobel 

Prize for designing an electron microscope able to scan individual atoms. 

bin·oc·u·lar (bN-nmkùyN-lNr, bX-) adj.  1. Relating to, used by, or involving both 

eyes at the same time:  binocular vision.  2. Having two eyes arranged to produce 

stereoscopic vision.   —  n.  An optical device, such as a pair of field glasses or 

opera glasses, designed for simultaneous use by both eyes and consisting of two 

small telescopes joined with a single focusing device. Often used in the plural.   
—bin·ocÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —bin·ocùu·lar·ly adv. 

bi·no·mi·al (bX-noùmK-Nl) adj.  Consisting of or relating to two names or terms.   
—  n.  1. Mathematics. A polynomial with two terms.  2. Biology. A taxonomic 

name in binomial nomenclature.  [From New Latin binomius, having two names 

 : BI-1 + French nom, name (from Latin nomen); see NOMINAL.] —bi·noùmi·al·ly 
adv. 

binomial distribution (bX-noùmK-Nl dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  The frequency 

distribution of the probability of a specified number of successes in an arbitrary 

number of repeated independent Bernoulli trials.  Also called Bernoulli distribu-

tion 

binomial nomenclature (bX-noùmK-Nl noùmNn-kl7ÙchNr) n.  The scientific 

naming of species whereby each species receives a Latin or Latinized name of two 

parts, the first indicating the genus and the second being the specific epithet. For 

example, Juglans regia is the English walnut; Juglans nigra, the black walnut. 

binomial theorem (bX-noùmK-Nl thKùNr-Nm) n.  Mathematics. A theorem that 

specifies the expansion of a binomial to any power without requiring the explicit 

multiplication of the binomial terms. 

bint (bVnt) n.  Chiefly British & Offensive. A woman or girl: “As the R.A.F. friend 

would have put it, you could never tell with these foreign bints” (Kingsley Amis).  

[Arabic, daughter.]

bin·tu·rong (bVn-ttrùông, -mng) n.  A civet (Arctictis binturong) of southeast 

Asia with a long, prehensile tail.  Also called bearcat [Malay bHnturong, binturong.]

bi·nu·cle·ar (bX-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  Variant of binucleate. 
binuclear family (bX-nuùklK-Nr f4mùN-lK) n.  The extended family, usually 

consisting of two separate households, formed by the children and subsequent 

spouses of the partners in a divorce. 

bi·nu·cle·ate (bX-nuùklK-Vt, -7tÙ, -nyuù-) also bi·nu·cle·at·ed (-7ÙtVd)  or 

bi·nu·cle·ar (-klK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  Having two nuclei. 

Bin·ue (bVnùw7)  See Benue. 



bi·o (bXùo) n.  pl. bi·os. Informal. 1. A biography.  2. A biographical sketch or 

outline.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  bio cards; bio 

information. 

bio-  or bi- pref.  1. Life; living organism:  biome.  2. Biology; biological:  biophys-

ics.  [Greek, from bios, life. See gwei- in Appendix.]

bio·ac·cu·mu·la·tion (bXÙo-N-kyumÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  The accumulation of a 

substance, such as a toxic chemical, in various tissues of a living organism:  the 

bioaccumulation of mercury in fish.   —biÙo·ac·cuùmu·laÙtive adj. 

bi·o·a·cous·tics (bXÙo-N-kuùstVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of 

sounds produced by or affecting living organisms, especially those sounds 

involved in communication. 

bi·o·ac·tive (bXÙo-4kùtVv) adj.  Of or relating to a substance that has an effect on 

living tissue:  bioactive compounds. 

bi·o·ac·tiv·i·ty (bXÙo-4k-tVvùV-tK) n.  The effect of a given agent, such as a vac-

cine, upon a living organism or on living tissue. 

bi·o·as·say (bXÙo-4sù7Ù, -4-s7ù) n.  Determination of the strength or biological 

activity of a substance, such as a drug or hormone, by comparing its effects with 

those of a standard preparation on a test organism. 

bi·o·as·tro·nau·tics (bXÙo-4sÙtrN-nôùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

study of the biological and medical effects of space flight on living organisms.   
—biÙo·asÙtro·nauùti·cal adj. 

bi·o·a·vail·a·bil·i·ty (bXÙo-N-v7ÙlN-bVlùV-tK) n.  The degree to which a drug or 

other substance becomes available at the physiological site of activity after admin-

istration. 

bi·o-bib·li·og·ra·phy  or bi·o·bib·li·og·ra·phy (bXÙo-bVbÙlK-mgùrN-fK) n.  pl. 

bi·o-bib·li·og·ra·phies. A book or article combining an account of a person’s 

life with a discussion of works written by or about that person. 

Bí·o-Bí·o (bKÙo-bKùo)  A river of central Chile flowing about 386 km (240 mi) 

generally northwest from the Andes to the Pacific Ocean near Concepción. 

bi·o·cat·a·lyst (bXÙo-k4tùl-Vst) n.  A substance, especially an enzyme, that ini-

tiates or modifies the rate of a chemical reaction in a living body; a biochemical 

catalyst.   —biÙo·catÙa·lytùic (-k4tÙl-VtùVk) adj. 

bi·o·ce·nol·o·gy (bXÙo-sN-nmlùN-jK) n.  Ecology. The study of communities in 

nature and of interactions among their members. 

bi·o·ce·no·sis also bi·o·coe·no·sis (bXÙo-sV-noùsVs)  or bi·o·ce·nose (-sKùnos) 

n.  pl. bi·o·ce·no·ses (-sKz). A group of interacting organisms that live in a par-

ticular habitat and form an ecological community. 

biochemical oxygen demand (bXÙo-kHmùV-kNl mkùsV-jNn dV-m4ndù) n.  

Abbr. B.O.D. Microbiology. The amount of oxygen required by aerobic microor-

ganisms to decompose the organic matter in a sample of water, such as that pol-



luted by sewage. It is used as a measure of the degree of water pollution.  Also 

called biological oxygen demand 

bi·o·chem·is·try (bXÙo-kHmùV-strK) n.  1. The study of the chemical substances 

and vital processes occurring in living organisms; biological chemistry; physio-

logical chemistry.  2. The chemical composition of a particular living system or 

biological substance:  viral biochemistry.   —biÙo·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj. , n.  

—biÙo·chemùi·cal·ly adv.  —biÙo·chemùist n. 

bi·o·chip (bXùo-chVpÙ) n.  Computer Science. A computer chip made from 

organic molecules rather than silicon or germanium. 

bi·o·cide (bXùN-sXdÙ) n.  A chemical agent, such as a pesticide, that is capable of 

destroying living organisms.   —biÙo·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

bi·o·cli·ma·tol·o·gy (bXÙo-klXÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the effects of cli-

matic conditions on living organisms.   —biÙo·cli·matùic (-klX-m4tùVk) adj. 

bio·coe·no·sis (bXÙo-sV-noùsVs) n.  Variant of biocenosis. 
bi·o·com·pat·i·bil·i·ty (bXÙo-kNm-p4tÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  The property of being 

biologically compatible by not producing a toxic, injurious, or immunological 

response in living tissue:  As a result of its strength and biocompatibility, the mate-

rial is often used in medical devices.   —biÙo·com·patùi·ble adj. 

bi·o·con·ver·sion (bXÙo-kNn-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  The conversion of organic 

materials, such as plant or animal waste, into usable products or energy sources 

by biological processes or agents, such as certain microorganisms. 

bi·o·de·grad·a·ble (bXÙo-dV-gr7ùdN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being decomposed by 

biological agents, especially bacteria:  a biodegradable detergent.   
—biÙo·de·gradÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —biÙo·degÙra·daùtion (-dHgÙrN-d7ùshNn) n.  

—biÙo·de·gradeù v. 

bi·o·di·ver·si·ty (bXÙo-dV-vûrùsV-tK) n.  The variety of organisms found within 

a specified geographic region. 

bi·o·dy·nam·ic (bXÙo-dX-n4mùVk, -dV-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the study of the 

effects of dynamic processes, such as motion or acceleration, on living organisms.  

2. Of or relating to a system of organic crop cultivation:  biodynamic farming. 

bi·o·dy·nam·ics (bXÙo-dX-n4mùVks, -dV-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The 

study of the effects of dynamic processes, such as motion or acceleration, on liv-

ing organisms.  2. The science of the force or energy of living matter and physio-

logical processes.  3. A method of organic gardening and crop cultivation in 

which certain factors, such as planetary and seasonal cycles, are considered. 

bi·o·e·lec·tric (bXÙo-V-lHkùtrVk) also bi·o·e·lec·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or 

having to do with the electric current generated by living tissue.  2. Of or relating 

to the effects of electricity on living tissue. 

bi·o·e·lec·tric·i·ty (bXÙo-V-lHk-trVsùV-tK, -KÙlHk-) n.  An electric current that is 

generated by living tissue, such as nerve and muscle. 



bi·o·e·lec·tron·ics (bXÙo-V-lHk-trmnùVks, -K-lHk-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

1. The application of the principles of electronics to biology and medicine.  

2. The study of the role of intermolecular electron transfer in physiological pro-

cesses.   —biÙo·e·lec·tronùic adj. 

bi·o·en·er·get·ics (bXÙo-HnÙNr-jHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

1. Biochemistry. The study of the flow and transformation of energy in and 

between living organisms and between living organisms and their environment.  

2. Psychology. A therapeutic approach that incorporates breathing, movement, 

body exercises, psychotherapy, and free expression of feelings to enhance self-

awareness and well-being and relieve physical and emotional tension.   
—biÙo·en·er·getùic adj. 

bi·o·en·gi·neer·ing (bXÙo-HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  1. The application of engineering 

principles to the fields of biology and medicine, as in the development of aids or 

replacements for defective or missing body organs.  Also called biomedical engi-

neering 2. Genetic engineering.   —biÙo·enÙgi·neerù n. 

bi·o·en·vi·ron·men·tal (bXÙo-Hn-vXÙrHn-mHnùtl, -vXÙNrn-) adj.  Having to do 

with the relationship between the environment and living organisms:  Bioenviron-

mental engineers are studying the effects of toxic chemicals on life in the area. 

bi·o·eth·ics (bXÙo-HthùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the ethical 

and moral implications of new biological discoveries and biomedical advances, as 

in the fields of genetic engineering and drug research.   —biÙo·ethùi·cal adj.  

—biÙo·ethùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

bi·o·feed·back (bXÙo-fKdùb4kÙ) n.  The technique of using monitoring devices 

to furnish information regarding an autonomic bodily function, such as heart 

rate or blood pressure, in an attempt to gain some voluntary control over that 

function. It may be used clinically to treat certain conditions, such as hyperten-

sion and migraine headache. 

bi·o·fla·vo·noid (bXÙo-fl7ùvN-noidÙ) n.  Any of a group of biologically active 

substances found in plants and functioning in the maintenance of the walls of 

small blood vessels in mammals. 

biog. abbr.  Biographer; biographical; biography. 

bi·o·gas (bXùo-g4sÙ) n.  A mixture of methane and carbon dioxide produced by 

bacterial degradation of organic matter and used as a fuel. 

bi·o·gen·e·sis (bXÙo-jHnùV-sVs) also bi·og·e·ny (bX-mjùN-nK) n.  1. The principle 

that living organisms develop only from other living organisms and not from 

nonliving matter.  2. Generation of living organisms from other living organ-

isms.  3.  See biosynthesis.  4. The supposed recurrence of the evolutionary 

stages of a species during the embryonic development and differentiation of a 

member of that species. In this sense, also calledrecapitulation  —biÙo·ge·netùic 
(-jN-nHtùVk), biÙo·ge·netùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —biÙo·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 



biogenetic law (bXÙo-jN-nHtùVk lô) n.  The theory that the stages in an organ-

ism’s embryonic development and differentiation correspond to the stages of 

evolutionary development characteristic of the species.  Also called Haeckel’s law, 

recapitulation theory. 

bi·o·gen·ic (bXÙo-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Produced by living organisms or biological 

processes.  2. Necessary for the maintenance of life processes. 

biogenic amine (bXÙo-jHnùVk N-mKnù) n.  Any of a group of naturally occur-

ring, biologically active amines, such as norepinephrine, histamine, and seroto-

nin, that act primarily as neurotransmitters and are capable of affecting mental 

functioning. 

bi·og·e·nous (bX-mjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Originating from living things.  

2. Producing life. 

bi·og·e·ny (bX-mjùN-nK) n.  Variant of biogenesis. 
bi·o·ge·o·chem·is·try (bXÙo-jKÙo-kHmùV-strK) n.  The study of the relationship 

between the geochemistry of a region and the animal and plant life in that region.   
—biÙo·geÙo·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj. 

bi·o·ge·og·ra·phy (bXÙo-jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the geographic distribu-

tion of organisms.   —biÙo·ge·ogùra·pher n.  —biÙo·geÙo·graphùic (-jKÙN-

gr4fùVk), biÙo·geÙo·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

bi·og·ra·phee (bX-mgÙrN-fKù, bK-) n.  The subject of a biography. 

bi·og·ra·pher (bX-mgùrN-fNr, bK-) n.  Abbr. biog. One who writes, composes, or 

produces biography. 

bi·o·graph·i·cal (bXÙN-gr4fùV-kNl) also bi·o·graph·ic (-gr4fùVk) adj.  Abbr. 

biog. 1. Containing, consisting of, or relating to the facts or events in a person’s 

life.  2. Of or relating to biography as a literary form.   —biÙo·graphùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

bi·og·ra·phy (bX-mgùrN-fK, bK-) n.  pl. bi·og·ra·phies. Abbr. biog. 1. An 

account of a person’s life written, composed, or produced by another:  a film 

biography of Adlai Stevenson; an oral biography.  2. Biographies considered as a 

group, especially when regarded as a genre.  3. The writing, composition, or pro-

duction of biographies:  a career entirely devoted to biography.  [Late Greek 

biographia : Greek bio-, bio- + Greek -graphia, -graphy.]

bi·o·haz·ard (bXùo-h4zÙNrd) n.  1. A biological agent, such as an infectious 

microorganism, or a condition that constitutes a threat to human beings, espe-

cially in biological research or experimentation.  2. The potential danger, risk, or 

harm from exposure to such an agent or condition. 

bi·o·in·or·gan·ic (bXÙo-VnÙôr-g4nùVk) adj.  Of or having to do with inorganic 

compounds and their role in biochemical processes. 

bi·o·in·stru·men·ta·tion (bXÙo-VnÙstrN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Use of instru-

ments for the recording or transmission of physiological information, such as 

breathing rate or heart rate.  2. The instruments so used. 



Bi·o·ko (bK-oùko) Formerly Fer·nan·do Po (fNr-n4nùdo poù).  An island of 

Equatorial Guinea in the Gulf of Guinea. 

biol. abbr.  1. Biological; biology.  2. Biologist. 

bi·o·log·i·cal (bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl) also bi·o·log·ic (-lmjùVk) adj.  Abbr. biol. 1. Of, 

relating to, caused by, or affecting life or living organisms.  2. Having to do with 

biology.  3. Related by blood:  the child’s biological parents; his biological sister.   —  
n.  A preparation, such as a drug, a vaccine, or an antitoxin, that is synthesized 

from living organisms or their products and used medically as a diagnostic, pre-

ventive, or therapeutic agent.   —biÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

biological clock (bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl klmk) n.  An innate mechanism in living organ-

isms that controls the periodicity or rhythm of various physiological functions or 

activities. 

biological control (bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl kNn-trolù) n.  Control of pests through the 

use of organisms that are natural predators, parasites, or pathogens. 

biological half-life (bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl h4fùlXfÙ) n.  Biology. See half-life (n., sense 

2a). 

biological oxygen demand (bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl mkùsV-jNn dV-m4ndù) n.  See 

biochemical oxygen demand. 
biological warfare (bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl wôrùfârÙ) n.  Abbr. BW The use of disease-

producing microorganisms, toxic biological products, or organic biocides to 

cause death or injury to humans, animals, or plants. 

bi·ol·o·gy (bX-mlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. biol. 1. The science of life and of living organ-

isms, including their structure, function, growth, origin, evolution, and distribu-

tion. It includes botany and zoology and all their subdivisions.  2. The life 

processes or characteristic phenomena of a group or category of living organisms:  

the biology of viruses.  3. The plant and animal life of a specific area or region.  

[German Biologie : Greek bio-, bio- + Greek -logia, -logy.] —bi·olùo·gist n. 

bi·o·lu·mi·nes·cence (bXÙo-luÙmN-nHsùNns) n.  Emission of visible light by 

living organisms such as the firefly and various fish, fungi, and bacteria.   
—biÙo·luÙmi·nesùcent adj. 

bi·ol·y·sis (bX-mlùV-sVs) n.  1. Death of a living organism or tissue caused or 

accompanied by lysis.  2. The decomposition of organic material by living organ-

isms, such as microorganisms.   —biÙo·lytùic (bXÙN-lVtùVk) adj. 

bi·o·mark·er (bXùo-märÙkNr) n.  Medicine. a.  See marker (n., sense 9).  b. A 

specific physical trait used to measure or indicate the effects or progress of a dis-

ease or condition:  Biomarkers of aging include thinning of the hair and diminished 

elasticity of the skin.  

bi·o·mass (bXùo-m4sÙ) n.  1. The total mass of living matter within a given unit 

of environmental area.  2. Plant material, vegetation, or agricultural waste used as 

a fuel or energy source. 



bi·o·ma·ter·i·al (bXÙo-mN-tîrùK-Nl) n.  A biocompatible material that is used to 

construct artificial organs, rehabilitation devices, or prostheses and replace natu-

ral body tissues.  [BIO(COMPATIBLE) + MATERIAL.]

bi·o·math·e·mat·ics (bXÙo-m4thÙN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

application of mathematical principles to biological processes.   
—biÙo·mathÙe·matùi·cal adj.  —biÙo·mathÙe·ma·tiùcian (-mN-tVshùNn) n. 

bi·ome (bXùomÙ) n.  A major regional or global biotic community, such as a 

grassland or desert, characterized chiefly by the dominant forms of plant life and 

the prevailing climate. 

bi·o·me·chan·ics (bXÙo-mV-k4nùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The study of 

the mechanics of a living body, especially of the forces exerted by muscles and 

gravity on the skeletal structure.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The mechanics of a part 

or function of a living body, such as of the heart or of locomotion.   
—biÙo·me·chanùi·cal adj.  —biÙo·me·chanùi·cal·ly adv. 

biomedical engineering (bXÙo-mHdùV-kNl HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  See bioengi-
neering. 

bi·o·med·i·cine (bXÙo-mHdùV-sVn) n.  1. The branch of medical science that 

deals with the ability of human beings to tolerate environmental stresses and vari-

ations, as in space travel.  2. The application of the principles of the natural sci-

ences, especially biology and physiology, to clinical medicine.   —biÙo·medùi·cal 
(-V-kNl) adj. 

bi·o·me·te·or·ol·o·gy (bXÙo-mKÙtK-N-rmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the relation-

ship between atmospheric conditions, such as temperature and humidity, and liv-

ing organisms. 

bi·o·met·rics (bXÙo-mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The statistical study of 

biological phenomena.   —biÙo·metùric, biÙo·metùri·cal adj.  

—biÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

bi·om·e·try (bX-mmùV-trK) n.  Biometrics. 

bi·on·ic (bX-mnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to bionics.  2. Having anatomical struc-

tures or physiological processes that are replaced or enhanced by electronic or 

mechanical components.  3. Having extraordinary strength, powers, or capabili-

ties; superhuman.  [BI(O)- + (ELECTR)ONIC.]

bi·on·ics (bX-mnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Application of biological princi-

ples to the study and design of engineering systems, especially electronic systems.  

[BI(O)- + (ELECTR)ONICS.]

bi·o·nom·ics (bXÙN-nmmùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). See ecology (n., sense 

1a).  [From French bionomique, pertaining to ecology, from bionomie, ecology  : 

Greek bio-, bio- + Greek -nomia, -nomy.] —biÙo·nomùic, biÙo·nomùi·cal adj.  

—biÙo·nomùi·cal·ly adv. 

-bi·ont (bXùmntÙ) suff.  Living organism; mode of living:  symbiont.  [BI(O)- + -

ONT.]



bi·o·or·gan·ic (bXÙo-ôr-g4nùVk) adj.  Of or having to do with organic com-

pounds and their role in biochemical processes. 

bi·o·phys·ics (bXÙo-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science that deals 

with the application of physics to biological processes and phenomena.   
—biÙo·physùi·cal adj.  —biÙo·physùi·cal·ly adv.  —biÙo·physùi·cist n. 

bi·o·pic (bXùo-pVkÙ) n.  A film or television biography, often with fictionalized 

episodes. 

bi·o·pol·y·mer (bXÙo-pmlùN-mNr) n.  A macromolecule, such as a protein or 

nucleic acid, that is formed in a living organism. 

bi·o·proc·ess (bXùo-prmsÙHs, -proÙsHs) n.  a. A technique that produces a bio-

logical material, such as a genetically engineered microbial strain, for commercial 

use.  b. Production of a commercially useful chemical or fuel by a biological pro-

cess, such as microbial fermentation or degradation.    —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  bioprocess technology; the bioprocess market.   —  v.  

tr. bi·o·proc·essed, bi·o·proc·ess·ing, bi·o·proc·ess·es. To prepare, produce, 

or treat (a substance) by means of a bioprocess. 

bi·op·sy (bXùmpÙsK) n.  pl. bi·op·sies. The removal and examination of a sample 

of tissue from a living body for diagnostic purposes.   —bi·opùsic (bX-mpùsVk), 
bi·opùtic (-tVk)  adj. 

bi·o·psy·chic (bXÙo-sXùkVk) adj.  1. Having to do with the relationship between 

psychological and biological phenomena.  2. Involving both psychological and 

biological phenomena. 

bi·o·psy·chol·o·gy (bXÙo-sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  See psychobiology (n., sense 1). 

bi·o·re·ac·tor (bXùo-rK-4kÙtNr) n.  1. A container, such as a large fermentation 

chamber, for growing living organisms that are used in the industrial production 

of substances such as pharmaceuticals, antibodies, or vaccines.  2. A living organ-

ism, such as a bacterium or yeast, that is used in the biotechnological production 

of substances such as pharmaceuticals, antibodies, or vaccines. 

bi·o·re·gion (bXùo-rKÙjNn) n.  An area constituting a natural ecological commu-

nity with characteristic flora, fauna, and environmental conditions and bounded 

by natural rather than artificial borders.   —biÙo·reùgion·al adj. 

bi·o·re·gion·al·ism (bXÙo-rKùjN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  The belief that social organiza-

tion and environmental policies should be based on the bioregion rather than on 

a region determined by political or economic boundaries.   —biÙo·reùgion·al·ist 
n. 

bi·o·re·search (bXÙo-rV-sûrchù, -rKùsûrch) n.  Research in the biological sci-

ences. 

bi·o·rhythm (bXùo-rVthÙNm) n.  An innate, cyclical biological process or func-

tion.   —biÙo·rhythùmic (-rVthùmVk) adj. 

bi·o·sat·el·lite (bXùo-s4tÙl-XtÙ) n.  An artificial, recoverable satellite that is 

designed to carry and support humans, animals, or other living organisms. 



bi·o·sci·ence (bXÙo-sXùNns) n.  See life science.  —biÙo·sciÙen·tifùic (-sXÙNn-

tVfùVk) adj.  —biùo·sciÙen·tist n. 

bi·o·scope (bXùN-skopÙ) n.  An early movie projector. 

bi·os·co·py (bX-msùkN-pK) n.  pl. bi·os·co·pies. Medical examination of a body 

to determine the presence or absence of life. 

bi·o·sen·sor (bXùo-sHnÙsNr, -sôr) n.  1. A device that detects, records, and trans-

mits information regarding a physiological change or process.  2. A device that 

uses biological materials to monitor the presence of various chemicals in a sub-

stance. 

-biosis suff.  A way of living:  parabiosis.  [From Greek biosis, way of life, from 

bioun, to live, from bios, life. See BIO-.]

bi·o·so·cial (bXÙo-soùshNl) adj.  Of or having to do with the interaction of bio-

logical and social forces:  the biosocial aspects of disease.   —biÙo·soùcial·ly adv. 

bi·o·sphere (bXùN-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The part of the earth and its atmosphere in which 

living organisms exist or that is capable of supporting life.  2. The living organ-

isms and their environment composing the biosphere.   —biÙo·spherùic (-

sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-) adj. 

bi·o·sta·tis·tics (bXÙo-stN-tVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Application of 

statistics to the analysis of biological and medical data. 

bi·o·syn·the·sis (bXÙo-sVnùthV-sVs) n.  Formation of a chemical compound by a 

living organism.  Also called biogenesis  —biÙo·syn·thetùic (-thHtùVk) adj.  

—biÙo·syn·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

bi·o·sys·tem·at·ics (bXÙo-sVsÙtN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The use of 

data obtained from cytogenetic, biochemical, and other experimental studies to 

assess the taxonomic relationships of organisms or populations, especially within 

an evolutionary framework.   —biÙo·sysÙtem·atùic adj. 

bi·o·ta (bX-oùtN) n.  The combined flora and fauna of a region.  [New Latin, from 

Greek biotK, way of life, from bios, life. See gwei- in Appendix.]

bi·o·tech (bXÙo-tHkù) n.  Informal. Biotechnology. 

bi·o·tech·nol·o·gy (bXÙo-tHk-nmlùN-jK) n.  1. The use of microorganisms, such 

as bacteria or yeasts, or biological substances, such as enzymes, to perform spe-

cific industrial or manufacturing processes. Applications include the production 

of certain drugs, synthetic hormones, and bulk foodstuffs as well as the biocon-

version of organic waste and the use of genetically altered bacteria in the cleanup 

of oil spills.  2. a. The application of the principles of engineering and technol-

ogy to the life sciences; bioengineering.  b.  See ergonomics (n., sense 2).   

—biÙo·techùni·cal (-nV-kNl) adj.  —biÙo·techÙno·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

bi·o·te·lem·e·try (bXÙo-tN-lHmùV-trK) n.  The monitoring, recording, and mea-

suring of a living organism’s basic physiological functions, such as heart rate, 

muscle activity, and body temperature, by the use of telemetry techniques. 



bi·o·ther·a·py (bXùo-thHrÙN-pK) n.  pl. bi·o·ther·a·pies. Treatment of disease 

with biologicals, such as certain drugs, vaccines, or antitoxins. 

bi·ot·ic (bX-mtùVk) adj.  1. Of or having to do with life or living organisms.  

2. Produced or caused by living organisms.  [Probably Greek biotikos, from 

biotos, life, from bioun, to live, from bios, life. See gwei- in Appendix.]

-biotic suff.  A mode of living:  endobiotic.  [Probably New Latin -bioticus, from 

Greek biotikos. See BIOTIC.]

biotic potential (bX-mtùVk pN-tHnùshNl) n.  An estimate of the maximum 

capacity of living things to survive and reproduce under optimal environmental 

conditions. 

bi·o·tin (bXùN-tVn) n.  A colorless crystalline vitamin, C10H16N2O3S, of the vita-

min B complex, essential for the activity of many enzyme systems and found in 

large quantities in liver, egg yolk, milk, and yeast.  [Greek biotos, life; see BIOTIC + 

-IN.]

bi·o·tite (bXùN-tXtÙ) n.  A dark-brown to black mica, 

K2(Mg,Fe,Al)6(Si,Al)8O20(OH)4, found in igneous and metamorphic rocks.  

[After Jean Baptiste Biot (1774-1862), French physicist.] —biÙo·titùic (-tVtùVk) 

adj. 

bi·o·tope (bXùN-topÙ) n.  An area that is uniform in environmental conditions 

and in its distribution of animal and plant life.  [BIO- + Greek topos, place.]

bi·o·trans·for·ma·tion (bXÙo-tr4nsÙfNr-m7ùshNn) n.  Chemical alteration of a 

substance within the body, as by the action of enzymes. 

bi·o·tron (bXùN-trmnÙ) n.  A climate-control chamber used for studying a living 

organism’s response to specific environmental conditions. 

bi·o·type (bXùN-tXpÙ) n.  A group of organisms having the same genotype.   
—biÙo·typùic (-tVpùVk) adj. 

bi·pa·ren·tal (bXÙ-pN-rHnùtl) adj.  Of or derived from two parents:  biparental 

inheritance. 

bip·a·rous (bVpùNr-Ns) adj.  Zoology. Producing two offspring in a single birth. 

bi·par·ti·san (bX-pärùtV-zNn, -sNn) adj.  Of, consisting of, or supported by mem-

bers of two parties, especially two major political parties:  a bipartisan resolu-

tion.   —bi·parùti·san·ism n.  —bi·parùti·san·shipÙ n. 

bi·par·tite (bX-pärùtXtÙ) adj.  1. Having or consisting of two parts.  2. a. Having 

two corresponding parts, one for each party:  a bipartite contract.  b. Having two 

participants; joint:  a bipartite agreement.   3. Botany. Divided into two portions 

almost to the base, as certain leaves.  [Latin bipartXtus, past participle of bipartXre, 

to divide into two parts  : bi-, two; see BI-1 + partXre, to part (from pars, a share); 

see perN-2 in Appendix.] —bi·parùtiteÙly adv.  —biÙpar·tiùtion (-tVshùNn) n. 

bi·ped (bXùpHdÙ) n.  An animal with two feet.   —  adj.  also bi·ped·al (bX-pHdùl) 

Having two feet; two-footed.  [Latin bipKs, biped-, two-footed  : bi-, two; see BI-1 + 

pKs, foot; see PEDESTRIAN.]



bi·phen·yl (bX-fHnùNl, -fKùnNl) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, C12H10, 

used as a heat-transfer agent, in fungicides, and in organic synthesis.  Also called 

diphenyl 

bi·pin·nate (bX-pVnù7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Decompound.   —bi·pinùnateÙly adv. 

bi·plane (bXùpl7nÙ) n.  An airplane having two pairs of wings fixed at different 

levels, especially one above and one below the fuselage. 

bi·pod (bXùpmdÙ) n.  A stand having two legs, as for the support of an instrument 

or weapon. 

bi·po·lar (bX-poùlNr) adj.  1. Relating to or having two poles.  2. Relating to or 

involving both of the earth’s polar regions.  3. Having two opposite or contradic-

tory ideas or natures:  the bipolar world of the postwar period.  4. Biology. Having 

two poles or opposite extremities:  a bipolar neuron.  5. Psychology. Relating to a 

major affective disorder that is characterized by episodes of mania and depres-

sion.   —biÙpo·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n. 

bipolar disorder (bX-poùlNr dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  Psychiatry. See manic-depres-
sive illness. 

bipolar illness (bX-poùlNr VlùnVs) n.  Psychiatry. See manic-depressive ill-
ness. 

bi·po·ten·ti·al·i·ty (bXÙpN-tHnÙshK-4lùV-tK) n.  1. a. The capacity to act, func-

tion, or develop in either of two possible ways.  b. The capacity to function either 

as a male or a female.   2. The condition of having both male and female repro-

ductive organs; hermaphroditism. 

bi·pro·pel·lant (bXÙprN-pHlùNnt) n.  A two-component rocket propellant, such 

as liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, fed separately to the combustion chamber 

as fuel and oxidizer.  Also called dipropellant 

bi·quad·rat·ic (bXÙkwm-dr4tùVk) Mathematics. adj.  Of or relating to the fourth 

degree.   —  n.  An algebraic equation of the fourth degree. 

bi·quar·ter·ly (bX-kwôrùtNr-lK) adj.  Happening or appearing two times during 

each three-month period of a year.   —bi·quarùter·ly adv. 

bi·ra·cial (bX-r7ùshNl) adj.  Of, for, or consisting of members of two races.   
—bi·raùcial·ism n. 

bi·ra·mous (bX-r7ùmNs) adj.  Consisting of or having two branches, as the 

appendages of an arthropod. 

birch (bûrch) n.  1. a. Any of various deciduous trees or shrubs of the genus Bet-

ula, native to the Northern Hemisphere and having unisexual flowers in catkins, 

alternate, simple, toothed leaves, and bark that often peels in thin papery layers.  

b. The hard, close-grained wood of any of these trees, used especially in furni-

ture, interior finishes, and plywood.   2. A rod from a birch, used to administer a 

whipping.   —  v.  tr. birched, birch·ing, birch·es. To whip with or as if with a 

birch.  [Middle English, from Old English birce. See bherNg- in Appendix.]



Birch·er (bûrùchNr) also Birch·ist (-chVst)  or Birch·ite (-chXtÙ) n.  A member or 

supporter of the John Birch Society, an anti-Communist organization founded in 

1958.  [After John Birch (died 1945), American missionary and intelligence 

officer.] —Birchùism n.  —Birchist, Birchite adj. 

birch partridge (bûrch pärùtrVj) n.  See ruffed grouse. 
bird (bûrd) n.  1. a. Any of the class Aves of warm-blooded, egg-laying, feathered 

vertebrates with forelimbs modified to form wings.  b. Such an animal hunted as 

game.  c. Such an animal, especially a chicken or turkey, used as food:  put the bird 

in the oven.   2.  See clay pigeon.  3. Sports. See shuttlecock.  4. Slang. A 

rocket, guided missile, satellite, or airplane.  5. Slang. A person, especially one 

who is odd or remarkable:  a sly old bird.  6. Chiefly British. A young woman.  

7. Slang. a. A loud sound expressing disapproval; a raspberry.  b. Discharge from 

employment:  lost a big sale and nearly got the bird.   8. An obscene gesture of 

anger, defiance, or derision made by pointing or jabbing the middle finger 

upward.   —  v.  intr. bird·ed, bird·ing, birds. 1. To observe and identify birds 

in their natural surroundings.  2. To trap, shoot, or catch birds.   —idiom. for 
the birds. Objectionable or worthless.  [Middle English, from Old English brid, 

young bird.] —birdùing n. 

bird·bath (bûrdùb4thÙ, -bäthÙ) n.  A basin filled with water for birds to drink 

and bathe in. 

bird·brain (bûrdùbr7nÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as silly or stupid.   
—birdùbrainedÙ adj. 

bird·cage (bûrdùk7jÙ) n.  1. A cage for birds.  2. Slang. The controlled air traffic 

space near an airport. 

bird·call (bûrdùkôlÙ) n.  1. The song or cry of a bird.  2. a. An imitation of the 

song or cry of a bird.  b. A small device for producing this sound.  

bird cherry (bûrd chHrùK) n.  Any of several cherry trees, especially the Eurasian 

Prunus padus, having clusters of white flowers and small black fruits. 

bird colonel (bûrd kûrùnNl) n.  Slang. A full colonel.  [From the eagle of the 

insignia.]

bird dog (bûrd dôg) n.  1. A dog used to hunt game birds; a gun dog.  

2. Informal. One that bird-dogs. 

bird-dog also bird·dog (bûrdùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) v.  bird-·dogged, bird-
·dog·ging, bird-·dogs. Informal.  —  v.  intr. To follow a subject of interest, 

such as a person or trend, with persistent attention.   —  v.  tr. 1. To observe or 

follow closely; monitor:  Police bird-dogged the suspect’s movements.  2. To seek 

out (talent or clients, for example):  bird-dogs recruits for the team. 

bird·er (bûrùdNr) n.  1. A bird watcher.  2. a. A breeder of birds.  b. A hunter of 

birds.  

bird feed  or bird·feed (bûrdùfKdÙ) n.  Food given to birds, especially dried 

food of mixed seeds. 



bird feeder also bird·feed·er (bûrdùfKÙdNr) n.  An outdoor container for bird 

feed, used to attract wild birds. 

bird-foot violet (bûrdùfttÙ vXùN-lVt) n.  Variant of bird’s-foot violet. 
bird·house (bûrdùhousÙ) n.  1. A box with one or more small entry holes, made 

as a nesting place for birds.  2. An aviary. 

bird·ie (bûrùdK) n.  1. Informal. A small bird.  2. Sports. a. One stroke under par 

for a hole in golf.  b.  See shuttlecock.    —  v.  tr. bird·ied, bird·ie·ing, 
bird·ies. Sports. To shoot (a hole in golf) in one stroke under par. 

bird·lime (bûrdùlXmÙ) n.  1. A sticky substance that is smeared on branches or 

twigs to capture small birds.  2. Something that captures or ensnares.   —  v.  tr. 

bird·limed, bird·lim·ing, bird·limes. 1. To smear with birdlime.  2. To catch 

with or as if with birdlime. 

bird louse (bûrd lous) n.  See biting louse. 
bird·man (bûrdùmNn) n.  1.  (also -m4nÙ) One, such as an ornithologist, who 

works with birds.  2. Slang. An aviator. 

bird of paradise (bûrd ƒv p4rùN-dXsÙ) n.  pl. birds of paradise. 1. Any of 

various birds of the family Paradisaeidae, native to New Guinea and adjacent 

islands, usually having brilliant plumage and long tail feathers in the male.  

2. Any of several southern African herbs of the genus Strelitzia, especially S. regi-

nae, having orange and blue flowers grouped above a boat-shaped bract. 

bird of passage (bûrd ƒv p4sùVj) n.  pl. birds of passage. 1. A migratory 

bird.  2. A person who moves from place to place frequently. 

bird of prey (bûrd ƒv pr7) n.  pl. birds of prey. Any of various predatory car-

nivorous birds such as the eagle or hawk. 

bird pepper (bûrd pHpùNr) n.  1. A variety of pepper (Capsicum annum var. 

glabriusculum) that includes the wild forms native to the southern United States 

and Mexico south to Colombia.  2. The small, pungent fruit of this plant. 

bird·seed (bûrdùsKdÙ) n.  A mixture of various kinds of seeds used for feeding 

birds, especially caged birds. 

Birds·eye (bûrdùzXÙ), Clarence. 1886-1956.  American inventor who received 

more than 300 patents, most notably for methods of quick-freezing food. 

bird’s-eye (bûrdzùXÙ) n.  1. A fabric woven with a pattern of small diamonds, 

each having a dot in the center.  2. The pattern of such a fabric.   —  adj.  

1. Marked with a spot or spots resembling a bird’s eye or eyes, as the bird’s-eye 

maple or a blue flower having a small circular yellow center.  2. Derived from or 

as if from an altitude or distance; comprehensive:  a bird’s-eye survey; a bird’s-eye 

view. 

bird’s-eye maple (bûrdzùXÙ m7ùpNl) n.  A form of wood, chiefly of the sugar 

maple, that is patterned with small rounded figures and is especially popular for 

making musical instruments. 



bird’s-foot trefoil (bûrdzùfttÙ trKùfoilÙ) n.  A perennial Old World herb 

(Lotus corniculata) in the pea family, having golden-yellow flowers and clusters of 

pods arranged like the claws of a bird. 

bird’s-foot violet (bûrdzùfttÙ vXùN-lVt) also bird-foot violet (bûrdùfttÙ 

vXùN-lVt) n.  An eastern North American violet (Viola pedata) having large blue or 

purple flowers and palmately divided leaves that are shaped somewhat like a 

bird’s foot. 

bird·shot (bûrdùshmtÙ) n.  A small lead shot for shotgun shells. 

bird’s-nest fern (bûrdzùnHstÙ fûrn) n.  An Old World tropical fern (Asplenium 

nidus), having undivided leaves arranged in a clump resembling a bird’s nest and 

popular as a houseplant. 

bird’s-nest fungus (bûrdzùnHstÙ fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of various fungi having a 

cuplike body containing several round, egglike stuctures that enclose the spores. 

bird watcher  or bird·watch·er also bird-watch·er (bûrdùwmchÙNr) n.  A 

person who observes and identifies birds in their natural surroundings.   —bird 
watching n. 

bi·re·frin·gence (bXÙrV-frVnùjNns) n.  The resolution or splitting of a light wave 

into two unequally reflected waves by an optically anisotropic medium such as 

calcite or quartz.  Also called double refraction  —biÙre·frinùgent adj. 

bi·reme (bXùrKmÙ) n.  An ancient galley equipped with two tiers of oars on each 

side.  [Latin birKmis : bi-, two; see BI-1 + rKmus, oar; see erN- in Appendix.]

bi·ret·ta also be·ret·ta  or ber·ret·ta (bN-rHtùN) n.  A stiff square cap with three 

or four ridges across the crown. Birettas are worn especially by Roman Catholic 

clergy and are black for priests, purple for bishops, and red for cardinals.  [Italian 

berretta, from Old Provençal berret, cap, from Late Latin birrus, hooded cloak, 

probably of Celtic origin.]

bi·ri·a·ni (bVÙrK-äùnK) n.  Variant of biryani. 
birk (bûrk) n.  Scots. Birch.  [Middle English birk, from Old English birce. See 

BIRCH.]

Bir·ken·head (bûrùkNn-hHdÙ)  A borough of northwest England at the mouth 

of the Mersey River near Liverpool. It has extensive docks and is a shipbuilding 

center. Population, 341,000. 

birk·ie (bûrùkK) Scots. n.  A man, especially one who is spirited and energetic.   
—  adj.  Lively; spirited; cocky.  [Possibly akin to Middle English berken, to bark, 

from Old English beorcan.]

birl (bûrl) v.  birled, birl·ing, birls.  —  v.  tr. To cause (a floating log) to spin 

rapidly by rotating with the feet.   —  v.  intr. 1. To participate in birling.  2. To 

spin.   —  n.  A whirring noise; a hum.  [Blend of BIRR
1, and WHIRL.] —birlùer n. 

birl·ing (bûrùlVng) n.  A game of skill, especially among lumberjacks, in which 

two competitors try to balance on a floating log while spinning it with their feet.  

Also called logrolling 



Bir·ming·ham (bûrùmVng-h4mÙ)  1.  (also -Nm) A city of central England 

northwest of London. It is a major industrial center and transportation hub. Pop-

ulation, 1,022,300.  2. A city of north-central Alabama northeast of Tuscaloosa. 

The largest city in the state, it is in a mining and industrial region. Population, 

265,968.  3. A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of Detroit. Popula-

tion, 19,997. 

Bir·ney (bûrùnK), James Gillespie. 1792-1857.  American politician and aboli-

tionist who sought to end slavery through political channels and moral argumen-

tation. 

birr1 (bûr) n.  1. A whirring sound.  2. Strong forward momentum; driving 

force.   —  v.  intr. birred, birr·ing, birrs. To make a whirring sound.  [Middle 

English bir, favorable wind, from Old Norse byrr. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

birr2 (bîr) n.  pl. birr or birrs. A basic unit of currency in Eritrea and Ethiopia.  

See Table at currency.  [Probably of Amharic origin.]

birth (bûrth) n.  1. a. The emergence and separation of offspring from the body 

of the mother.  b. The act or process of bearing young; parturition:  the mare’s 

second birth.  c. The circumstances or conditions relating to this event, as its time 

or location:  an incident that took place before my birth; a Bostonian by birth.   

2. a. The set of characteristics or circumstances received from one’s ancestors; 

inheritance:  strong-willed by birth; acquired their wealth through birth.  b. Origin; 

extraction:  of Swedish birth; of humble birth.  c. Noble or high status:  persons of 

birth.   3. A beginning or commencement.  See Synonyms at beginning.   —  v.  

tr. birthed, birth·ing, births. Chiefly Southern U.S. 1. To deliver (a baby).  

2. To bear (a child).  [Middle English, probably of Scandinavian origin. See bher-
1 in Appendix.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Until recently, the use of birth as a verb meaning “to bear

(a child)” has been confined to Southern speech: “Heap o’ good it do a woman to

birth a mess o’ young uns and raise ’em and then have ’em all go off to oncet” (Mar-

jorie K. Rawlings). Recently, however, the nonstandard Southern usage has coin-

cided with widespread usage of verbs derived from nouns, such as parent, net-

work, and microwave. Birth in this new usage is most commonly found in its

present participial form and is used as an adjective in the compound birthing

room.

birth canal (bûrth kN-n4lù) n.  The passageway through which the fetus is 

expelled during parturition, leading from the uterus through the cervix, vagina, 

and vulva. 

birth certificate (bûrth sNr-tVfùV-kVt) n.  An official record of the date and 

place of a person’s birth, usually including the names of the parents. 



birth control (bûrth kNn-trolù) n.  Voluntary limitation or control of the num-

ber of children conceived, especially by planned use of contraceptive techniques. 

birth control pill (bûrth kNn-trolù pVl) n.  See oral contraceptive. 
birth·day (bûrthùd7Ù) n.  1. The day of one’s birth.  2. The anniversary of one’s 

birth.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a birthday cake; 

birthday parties. 

birthday suit (bûrthùd7Ù sut) n.  The state of being nude; nakedness. 

birth defect (bûrth dKùfHktÙ) n.  A physiological or structural abnormality that 

develops at or before birth and is present at the time of birth, especially as a result 

of faulty development, infection, heredity, or injury.  Also called congenital anom-

aly 

birth family (bûrth f4mùN-lK) n.  A family consisting of one’s biological as 

opposed to adoptive parents and their offspring. 

birth father also birth·fa·ther (bûrthùfäÙthNr) n.  A biological father. 

birth·ing (bûrùthVng) adj.  Having to do with or used during birth:  a birthing 

counselor.   —  n.  The act of giving birth. 

birthing center (bûrùthVng sHnùtNr) n.  A medical facility, often associated 

with a hospital, that is designed to provide a comfortable, homelike setting during 

childbirth and that is generally less restrictive than a hospital in its regulations, as 

in permitting midwifery or allowing family members or friends to attend the 

delivery. 

birthing room (bûrùthVng rum) n.  An area of a hospital or outpatient medi-

cal facility equipped for labor, delivery, and recovery and designed as a natural, 

homelike environment.  See Regional note at birth. 
birth·mark (bûrthùmärkÙ) n.  A mole or blemish present on the skin from 

birth; a nevus. 

birth mother also birth·moth·er (bûrthùmƒthÙNr) n.  A biological mother. 

birth pang (bûrth p4ng) n.  1.  Often birth pangs. One of the repetitive pains 

occurring in childbirth.  2. birth pangs. Difficulty or turmoil associated with a 

development or transition:  the birth pangs of an emergent democracy. 

birth parent also birth·par·ent (bûrthùpârÙNnt, -p4rÙ-) n.  A biological par-

ent. 

birth·place (bûrthùpl7sÙ) n.  Abbr. bp., bpl The place where someone is born 

or where something originates. 

birth·rate also birth rate (bûrthùr7tÙ) n.  The ratio of total live births to total 

population in a specified community or area over a specified period of time. The 

birthrate is often expressed as the number of live births per 1,000 of the popula-

tion per year.  Also called natality 

birth·right (bûrthùrXtÙ) n.  1. A right, possession, or privilege that is one’s due 

by birth.  See Synonyms at right.  2. A special privilege accorded a first-born. 

birth·root (bûrthùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  See trillium. 



birth·stone (bûrthùstonÙ) n.  A gemstone associated with a particular month 

and customarily worn by persons born during that month. 

birth trauma (bûrth trouùmN) n.  1. A physical injury sustained by an infant 

during birth.  2. The psychological shock experienced by an infant during birth. 

birth·wort (bûrthùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several herbs or woody vines of the 

genus Aristolochia having showy, malodorous, purplish-brown to yellowish flow-

ers with peculiar or unusual shapes. The European species A. clematitis was used 

as a folk medicine to aid childbirth. 

bi·ry·a·ni also bi·ri·a·ni (bVÙrK-äùnK) n.  An Indian dish containing meat, fish, or 

vegetables and rice flavored with saffron or turmeric.  [Hindi, or Urdu.]

bis (bVs) adv.  Music. Again; twice. Used as a direction to repeat a passage.   —  
interj.  Used to request an additional performance.  [French, or Italian  both from 

Latin, twice. See dwo- in Appendix.]

Bis·cay (bVsùk7), Bay of. An arm of the Atlantic Ocean indenting the western 

coast of Europe from Brittany in northwest France southward to northwest Spain. 

Bis·cayne Bay (bVs-k7nù b7, bVsùk7nÙ)  A narrow inlet of the Atlantic Ocean in 

southeast Florida. Miami and Miami Beach are on the northern shore. 

bis·cot·to (bV-skmtùo, bK-skôtùtô) n.  pl. bis·cot·ti (bV-skmtùK, bK-skôtùtK). A 

crisp Italian cookie flavored with anise and often containing almonds or filberts.  

[Italian, from Medieval Latin bis coctus, twice cooked. See BISCUIT.]

bis·cuit (bVsùkVt) n.  pl. bis·cuits. 1. A small cake of shortened bread leavened 

with baking powder or soda.  2. Chiefly British. a. A thin, crisp cracker.  b. A 

cookie.   3. Color. A pale brown.  4. pl. biscuit. Clay that has been fired once but 

not glazed. In this sense, also calledbisque2 [Middle English bisquit, from Old 

French biscuit, from Medieval Latin bis coctus : Latin bis, twice; see dwo- in 

Appendix + Latin coctus, past participle of coquere, to cook; see pekw- in Appen-

dix.]

bise (bKz) n.  A cold north wind of the Swiss Alps and nearby regions of France 

and Italy.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

bi·sect (bXùsHktÙ, bX-sHktù) v.  bi·sect·ed, bi·sect·ing, bi·sects.  —  v.  tr. To cut 

or divide into two parts, especially two equal parts.   —  v.  intr. To split; fork.   
—bi·secùtion n.  —bi·secùtion·al adj.  —bi·secùtion·al·ly adv. 

bi·sec·tor (bXùsHkÙtNr, bX-sHkù-) n.  Something that bisects, especially a ray that 

bisects an angle. 

bi·se·ri·ate (bX-sKrùK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Arranged in two rows or in two cycles:  a bise-

riate perianth composed of both a calyx and a corolla. 

bi·ser·rate (bX-sHrù7tÙ) adj.  1. Botany. Having serrations that are themselves 

serrated; doubly serrate:  a biserrate leaf margin.  2. Zoology. Serrated on both 

sides:  biserrate antennae. 

bi·sex·u·al (bX-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to both sexes.  2. a. Having 

both male and female reproductive organs; hermaphroditic.  b. Botany. Denoting 



a single flower that contains functional staminate and pistillate structures; per-

fect.   3. Of, relating to, or having a sexual orientation to persons of either sex.   
—  n.  1. A bisexual organism; a hermaphrodite.  2. A bisexual person.   —biÙ-
sex·u·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  —bi·sexùu·al·ly adv. 

Bish·kek (bVshùkHk, bKsh-) Formerly Frun·ze (frtnùzN).  The capital of Kir-

ghiz, in the north-central part on the Chu River. Population, 604,000. 

bish·op (bVshùNp) n.  1. A high-ranking Christian cleric, in modern churches 

usually in charge of a diocese and in some churches regarded as having received 

the highest ordination in unbroken succession from the apostles.  2.  Abbr. B, bp. 
Games. A usually miter-shaped chess piece that can move diagonally across any 

number of unoccupied spaces.  3. Mulled port spiced with oranges, sugar, and 

cloves.  [Middle English, from Old English bisceope, from Vulgar Latin *ebiscopus, 

from Late Latin episcopus, from Late Greek episkopos, from Greek, overseer  : epi-

, epi- + skopos, watcher; see spek- in Appendix.]

Bish·op (bVshùNp), Elizabeth. 1911-1979.  American poet noted for her spare, 

largely descriptive works, such as “Filling Station” (1965). 

Bish·op (bVshùNp), James Alonzo. 1907-1987.  American writer. A syndicated 

columnist for 27 years, he also wrote several popular histories, such as The Day 

Lincoln Was Shot (1955). 

Bish·op (bVshùNp), J. Michael. Born 1936.  American microbiologist. He shared 

a 1989 Nobel Prize for discovering a sequence of genes that can cause cancer 

when mutated. 

bish·op·ric (bVshùN-prVk) n.  1. The office or rank of a bishop.  2. The diocese of 

a bishop.  [Middle English bishoprik, from Old English bisceoprXce, the diocese of 

a bishop  : bisceop, bishop; see BISHOP + rXce, realm; see reg- in Appendix.]

bish·op’s cap (bVshùNps k4p) n.  See miterwort. 
bishop’s weed (bVshùNps wKd) n.  1.  See goutweed.  2. A chiefly Mediter-

ranean annual plant (Ammi magus) in the parsley family, grown as a source of 

psoralens used in medicine and as an ornamental for its compound umbels of 

small white flowers. 

Bisk (bVsk, bKsk)  See Biysk. 
Bis·la·ma (bVs-läùmN) n.  A lingua franca that combines Malay and English, spo-

ken in the southwest Pacific, especially in the Papua New Guinea area.  Also called 

Beach-la-Mar, Bêche-de-Mer.  [Pidgin, or native variant of BÊCHE-DE-MER.]

Bis·marck (bVzùmärkÙ)  The capital of North Dakota, in the south-central part 

of the state on hills overlooking the Missouri River. It was originally a camp for 

laborers building the Northern Pacific Railroad. Population, 49,256. 

Bis·marck (bVzùmärkÙ), Prince Otto Eduard Leopold von. Called “the Iron 

Chancellor.” 1815-1898.  Creator and first chancellor of the German Empire 

(1871-1890). Instrumental in victory over Austria (1866) and the creation of the 

North German Confederation (1867), he instituted during his chancellorship 



sweeping social reforms by which he sought to stop the advance of German 

socialism.   —Bis·marckùi·an adj. 

Bismarck Archipelago (bVzùmärkÙ ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ)  A group of volcanic 

islands and islets of Papua New Guinea in the southwest Pacific Ocean. The 

islands were discovered by Dutch explorers in the early 1700’s. 

Bismarck Sea (bVzùmärkÙ sK)  A section of the southwest Pacific Ocean north-

east of New Guinea and northwest of New Britain. During World War II it was 

the site of a major naval battle (March 2-3, 1943) in which the Japanese fleet was 

completely destroyed. 

bis·muth (bVzùmNth) n.  Symbol Bi A white, crystalline, brittle, highly diamag-

netic metallic element used in alloys to form sharp castings for objects sensitive to 

high temperatures and in various low-melting alloys for fire-safety devices. 

Atomic number 83; atomic weight 208.980; melting point 271.3˚C; boiling point 

1,560˚C; specific gravity 9.747; valence 3, 5.  [Obsolete German Bismut, from 

New Latin bisem7tum, alteration of Medieval Latin wismutum, from obsolete 

German Wismut : Middle High German wise, meadow (from Old High German 

wisa) + Mut, Muth, claim to a mine (from muten, to stake a claim, demand, from 

Middle High German muoten, from Old High German, from muot, mind, spirit); 

see mK-1 in Appendix.] —bisùmuth·al adj. 

bi·son (bXùsNn, -zNn) n.  1. A bovine mammal (Bison bison) of western North 

America, having large forequarters, a shaggy mane, and a massive head with 

short, curved horns; a buffalo.  2. An animal (B. bonasus) of Europe, similar to 

but somewhat smaller than the bison; a wisent.  [Latin bison, of Germanic origin; 

akin to Old High German wisunt.]

bisque1 (bVsk) n.  1. a. A rich, creamy soup made from meat, fish, or shellfish.  

b. A thick cream soup made of puréed vegetables.   2. Ice cream mixed with 

crushed macaroons or nuts.  [Perhaps from French dialectal, sour soup, from Bis-

caye, Bay of Biscay.]

bisque2 (bVsk) n.  1.  See biscuit (n., sense 4).  2. Color. a. A pale orange-yellow 

to yellowish gray.  b. A color ranging in various industries from moderate yellow-

ish pink to grayish yellow.   [From BISCUIT.]

bisque3 (bVsk) n.  Sports. An advantage allowed an inferior player in certain 

games, such as a free point in tennis, an extra turn in croquet, or an additional 

stroke in golf.  [French.]

Bis·sau (bV-souù)  The capital and largest city of Guinea-Bissau, on an estuary of 

the Atlantic Ocean. Founded by the Portuguese in 1687, the city has been a free 

port since 1869. Population, 109,486. 

Bis·sell (bVsùNl), George Henry. 1821-1884.  American oilman who founded 

the first petroleum company in the United States (1854). 

bis·sex·tile (bX-sHkùstVl, -stXlÙ, bV-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a leap year.  2. Of or 

relating to the extra day falling in a leap year.   —  n.  A leap year.  [Late Latin bis-



sextilis, containing an intercalary day, from Latin bissextus, an intercalary day  : bi-

, twice; see BI-1 + sextus, sixth, because the sixth day before the Calends of March 

(February 24) occurred twice every leap year; see SEXT.]

bi·state (bXùst7tÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving two states:  bistate cooperation 

in combating crime. 

bis·ter  or bis·tre (bVsùtNr) n.  1. A water-soluble, yellowish-brown pigment.  

2. Color. A grayish to yellowish brown.  [French bistre.] —bisùtered adj. 

bis·tort (bVsùtôrtÙ) n.  1. A Eurasian perennial herb (Polygonum bistorta) having 

cylindrical spikes of usually pink flowers and a rhizome used as an astringent in 

folk medicine.  2. Any of certain related plants of the genus Polygonum.  [French 

bistorte, from Old French, from Medieval Latin *bistorta : Latin bis, twice; see BIS 

+ torta, past participle of torquKre, to twist; see TORQUE
1.]

bis·tou·ry (bVsùtN-rK) n.  pl. bis·tou·ries. A long, narrow surgical knife for 

minor incisions.  [French bistouri, perhaps from Italian dialectal bistori, from bis-

torino, of Pistoia, from Pistorium, Pistoia.]

bis·tre (bVsùtNr) n.  Variant of bister. 
bis·tro (bKùstro, bVsùtro) n.  pl. bis·tros. 1. A small bar, tavern, or nightclub.  

2. A small, informal restaurant serving wine.  [French bistro, or bistrot, tavern 

owner, tavern.]

WORD HISTORY: According to a popular story, bistro came into existence as

a French word when Russian soldiers entered Parisian restaurants and cafés after

the fall of Napoleon in 1815 shouting “bystro, bystro,” Russian for “quickly, quick-

ly.” Bistros seem to have been named not for this desire for quick service but pos-

sibly for a commodity to be found in at least some of them, since the French word

bistro may be related to the word bistouille, “raw spirits, rotgut.” Another possi-

bility is that the word bistro comes from the dialectal word bistraud, “young cow-

herd.” In Standard French the term may have come to mean “wine merchant’s

helper” and then “an establishment selling wine.” Although the French word bistro

is first recorded in 1884, evidence for the English word bistro is not found until

the early 1920’s.

bi·sul·cate (bX-sƒlùk7tÙ) adj.  Cleft or cloven, as a hoof. 

bi·sul·fate (bX-sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  The univalent inorganic acid group HSO4 or a salt of 

sulfuric acid containing it. 

bi·sul·fide (bX-sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  See disulfide. 
bi·sul·fite (bX-sƒlùfXtÙ) n.  The univalent inorganic acid group HSO3 or a salt of 

sulfurous acid containing it. 

bit1 (bVt) n.  1. A small portion, degree, or amount:  a bit of lint; a bit of luck.  2. A 

brief amount of time; a moment:  Wait a bit.  3. a. A short scene or episode in a 

theatrical performance.  b. A bit part.   4. An entertainment routine given regu-



larly by a performer; an act.  5. Informal. a. A particular kind of action, situation, 

or behavior:  got tired of the macho bit.  b. A matter being considered:  What’s this 

bit about inflation?   6. Informal. An amount equal to 8 of a dollar:  two bits.  

7. Chiefly British. A small coin:  a threepenny bit.   —idioms. a bit. To a small 

degree; somewhat:  a bit warm.  bit by bit. Little by little; gradually.  [Middle 

English bite, morsel, from Old English bita. See bheid- in Appendix.]

bit2 (bVt) n.  1. The sharp part of a tool, such as the cutting edge of a knife or ax.  

2. A pointed and threaded tool for drilling and boring that is secured in a brace, 

bitstock, or drill press.  3. The part of a key that enters the lock and engages the 

bolt and tumblers.  4. The tip of the mouthpiece on a pipe or a cigarette or cigar 

holder.  5. The metal mouthpiece of a bridle, serving to control, curb, and direct 

an animal.  6. Something that controls, guides, or curbs.   —  v.  tr. bit·ted, 
bit·ting, bits. 1. To place a bit in the mouth of (a horse, for example).  2. To 

check or control with or as if with a bit.  3. To make or grind a bit on (a key).   
—idiom. have the bit in one’s teeth (or take the bit in one’s teeth). To 

be uncontrollable, as a horse is when it clenches its teeth on the bit; to cast off or 

refuse restraint.  [Middle English bite, from Old English, act of biting. See bheid- 
in Appendix.]

bit3 (bVt) n.  Computer Science. 1. A single character of a language having just two 

characters, as either of the binary digits 0 or 1.  2. A unit of information equiva-

lent to the choice of either of two equally likely alternatives.  3. A unit of informa-

tion storage capacity, as of memory.  [Blend of B(INARY), and (DIG)IT.]

bit4 (bVt) v.  Past tense and a past participle of bite. 
bi·tar·trate (bX-tärùtr7tÙ) n.  The group C4H5O6– or a salt of tartaric acid con-

taining it. 

bitch (bVch) n.  1. A female canine animal, especially a dog.  2. Offensive. a. A 

woman considered to be spiteful or overbearing.  b. A lewd woman.   3. Slang. A 

complaint.  4. Slang. Something very unpleasant or difficult.   —  v.  bitched, 
bitch·ing, bitch·es. Slang.  —  v.  intr. To complain; grumble.   —  v.  tr. To 

botch; bungle.  [Middle English bicche, from Old English bicce.]

bitch·er·y (bVchùN-rK) n.  Malicious remarks or spiteful behavior: “the rapidly 

escalating and darkening volley of nasty political bitchery” (Joe Brown). 

bitch goddess (bVch gmdùVs) n.  Material success. 

bitch·y (bVchùK) adj.  bitch·i·er, bitch·i·est. Slang. Malicious, spiteful, or over-

bearing.   —bitchùi·ly adv.  —bitchùi·ness n. 

bite (bXt) v.  bit (bVt), bit·ten (bVtùn)  or bit, bit·ing, bites.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut, 

grip, or tear with or as if with the teeth.  2. a. To pierce the skin of with the teeth, 

fangs, or mouthparts.  b. To sting with a stinger.   3. To cut into with or as if with 

a sharp instrument:  The sword bit straight through the wooden shield.  4. To grip, 

grab, or seize:  bald treads that couldn’t bite the icy road; bitten by a sudden desire to 

travel.  5. To eat into; corrode.  6. To cause to sting or be painful:  cold that bites 



the skin; a conscience bitten by remorse.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grip, cut into, or injure 

something with or as if with the teeth.  2. To have a stinging effect.  3. To have a 

sharp taste.  4. To take or swallow bait.  5. To be taken in by a ploy or deception:  

tried to sell the Brooklyn Bridge, but no one bit.   —  n.  1. The act of biting.  2. A 

skin wound or puncture produced by an animal’s teeth or mouthparts:  the bite of 

an insect.  3. a. A stinging or smarting sensation.  b. An incisive, penetrating 

quality:  the bite of satire.   4. An amount removed by or as if by an act of biting:  

Rezoning took a bite out of the town’s residential area.  5. a. An amount of food 

taken into the mouth at one time; a mouthful.  b. Informal. A light meal or snack.   

6. The act or an instance of taking bait:  fished all day without a bite; an ad that got 

a few bites but no final sales.  7. a. A secure grip or hold applied by a tool or 

machine upon a working surface.  b. The part of a tool or machine that presses 

against and maintains a firm hold on a working surface.   8. Dentistry. The angle 

at which the upper and lower teeth meet; occlusion.  9. The corrosive action of 

acid upon an etcher’s metal plate.  10. Slang. An amount of money appropriated 

or withheld:  trying to avoid the tax bite.   —idioms. bite off more than one 
can chew. To decide or agree to do more than one can finally accomplish.  bite 
the bullet. Slang. To face a painful situation bravely and stoically.  bite the 
dust. Slang. 3. To fall dead, especially in combat.  4. To be defeated.  5. To come 

to an end.  bite the hand that feeds (one). To repay generosity or kindness 

with ingratitude and injury.  [Middle English biten, from Old English bXtan. See 

bheid- in Appendix.] —bitùa·ble, biteùa·ble adj.  —bitùer n.  

SYNONYMS: bite, champ, gnaw. The central meaning shared by these verbs is

“to seize and tear or grind something with the teeth”: bite into a ripe tomato; horses

champing grain; a dog gnawing a bone.

bite·plate also bite plate (bXtùpl7tÙ) n.  A removable dental appliance, fabri-

cated of wire and plastic, that is worn in the palate and used as a diagnostic or 

therapeutic aid in orthodontics or prosthodontics. 

bite·wing (bXtùwVngÙ) n.  A dental x-ray film with a central projection on which 

the teeth can close, holding it in position for the radiographic examination of sev-

eral upper and lower teeth simultaneously. 

Bi·thyn·i·a (bV-thVnùK-N)  An ancient country of northwest Asia Minor in 

present-day Turkey. Originally inhabited by Thracians, it was absorbed into the 

Roman Empire by the end of the first century B.C.   —Bi·thynùi·an adj.  & n. 

bit·ing (bXùtVng) adj.  1. Causing a stinging sensation.  2. Capable of gripping 

and affecting or wounding:  a biting aphorism.  See Synonyms at incisive.  
—bitùing·ly adv. 

biting louse (bXùtVng lous) n.  Any of several small, wingless, biting insects of 

the order Mallophaga that are external parasites on birds.  Also called bird louse 



biting midge (bXùtVng mVj) n.  See punkie. 
bi·tok (bKùtmk) n.  A dish made from ground meat mixed with milk, bread, and 

onions to form patties that are fried and served with a sour-cream sauce.  [Rus-

sian, from French bifteck (haché), (ground) beef, from BEEFSTEAK.]

Bi·to·la (bKtùl-yäÙ, bKùtôl-yäÙ)  A city of southern Macedonia near the Greek bor-

der. It was a major agricultural center in Roman times and an important military 

and commercial center in the 15th and 16th centuries. Population, 72,900. 

bit part (bVt pärt) n.  A small or insignificant role, as in a play or movie, usually 

having a few spoken lines. 

bit·stock (bVtùstmkÙ) n.  A handle used to secure and turn a drilling or boring bit; 

a brace. 

bitt (bVt) Nautical. n.  A vertical post, usually one of a pair, set on the deck of a 

ship and used to secure ropes or cables.   —  v.  tr. bitt·ed, bitt·ing, bitts. To 

wind (a cable) around a bitt.  [Perhaps of Dutch or Low German origin; akin to 

Old Norse biti, crossbeam.]

bit·ten (bVtùn) v.  A past participle of bite. 
bit·ter (bVtùNr) adj.  bit·ter·er, bit·ter·est. 1. Having or being a taste that is 

sharp, acrid, and unpleasant.  2. Causing a sharply unpleasant, painful, or sting-

ing sensation; harsh:  enveloped in bitter cold; a bitter wind.  3. Difficult or dis-

tasteful to accept, admit, or bear:  the bitter truth; bitter sorrow.  4. Proceeding 

from or exhibiting strong animosity:  a bitter struggle; bitter foes.  5. Resulting 

from or expressive of severe grief, anguish, or disappointment:  cried bitter tears.  

6. Marked by resentment or cynicism: “He was already a bitter elderly man with a 

gray face” (John Dos Passos).   —  adv.  In an intense or harsh way; bitterly:  a bit-

ter cold night.   —  v.  tr. bit·tered, bit·ter·ing, bit·ters. To make bitter.   —  n.  

1. That which is bitter: “all words... /Failing to give the bitter of the sweet” (Tenny-

son).  2. bitters. A bitter, usually alcoholic liquid made with herbs or roots and 

used in cocktails or as a tonic.  3. Chiefly British. A sharp-tasting beer made with 

hops.  [Middle English, from Old English. See bheid- in Appendix.] 
—bitùter·ly adv.  —bitùter·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: bitter, acerbic, acrid. The central meaning shared by these adjec-

tives is “unpleasantly sharp or pungent in taste or smell”: a bitter cough syrup;

acerbic barberries; acrid resin.

bitter almond (bVtùNr äùmNnd) n.  A variety of almond (Prunus dulcis var. 

amara) having kernels that yield an oil consisting mostly of benzaldehyde and 

some hydrocyanic acid. The detoxified oil can be used for flavoring. 

bitter aloes (bVtùNr 4lùoz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). See aloe (n., sense 3). 

bitter apple (bVtùNr 4pùNl) n.  See colocynth. 



bit·ter·brush (bVtùNr-brƒshÙ) n.  A shrub of the genus Purshia, especially P. tri-

dentata of western North America. 

bitter cress (bVtùNr krHs) n.  Any of several herbs of the genus Cardamine in the 

mustard family, having racemes of white, pink, or purplish flowers, usually 

divided leaves, and pods that dehisce explosively. 

bitter end (bVtùNr Hnd) n.  1. A final, painful, or disastrous extremity.  

2. Nautical. The inboard end of a chain, rope, or cable, especially the end of a 

rope or cable that is wound around a bitt.  [English bitter, bitt (BITT + -ER
1) + END. 

Sense 1, influenced by BITTER.]

bit·ter·end·er  or bit·ter-end·er (bVtùNr-HnùdNr) n.  One who persists in an 

action, attitude, or state despite difficult circumstances, until it becomes impossi-

ble to continue. 

bitter gourd (bVtùNr gôrd) n.  See balsam pear (n., sense 2). 

bit·tern1 (bVtùNrn) n.  Any of several wading birds of the genera Botaurus and 

Ixobrychus, having mottled, brownish plumage and a deep, booming cry in the 

male.  [Middle English bitour (with -n perhaps fromHERON), from Old French 

butor, possibly from Vulgar Latin *buti-taurus : Latin b7tio, buzzard + Latin tau-

rus, bull (after its cry); see tauro- in Appendix.]

bit·tern2 (bVtùNrn) n.  The bitter water solution of bromides, magnesium, and 

calcium salts remaining after sodium chloride is crystallized out of seawater.  

[From BITTER.]

bit·ter·nut (bVtùNr-nƒtÙ) n.  A hickory tree (Carya cordiformis) of eastern North 

America, having thin-shelled nuts with bitter kernels. 

bitter orange (bVtùNr ôrùVnj) n.  See sour orange. 
bit·ter·root (bVtùNr-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A perennial herb (Lewisia rediviva), native 

to western North America and having showy pink or whitish flowers and an edi-

ble, fleshy root. 

Bit·ter·root Range (bVtùNr-rutÙ r7nj, -rttÙ)  A rugged chain of the Rocky 

Mountains along the Idaho-Montana border. It rises to 3,474.9 m (11,393 ft) at 

Scott Peak. 

Bitterroot River (bVtùNr-rutÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in southwest Montana and 

flowing about 193 km (120 mi) northward to the Clark Fork River near Missoula. 

bit·ter·sweet (bVtùNr-swKtÙ) n.  1. A woody vine of the genus Celastrus, espe-

cially the North American species C. scandens and the eastern Asian species C. 

orbiculata, having small, round, yellow-orange fruits that open at maturity to 

expose red seeds.  Also called staff tree 2.  See bittersweet nightshade.  
3. Color. A dark to deep reddish orange.   —  adj.  1. Bitter and sweet at the same 

time:  bittersweet chocolate.  2. Producing or expressing a mixture of pain and 

pleasure:  a movie with a bittersweet ending.  3. Color. Dark to deep reddish-

orange.  [After its roots, which are said to taste bitter, then sweet when chewed.]



bittersweet nightshade (bVtùNr-swKtÙ nXtùsh7dÙ) n.  A poisonous climbing 

or trailing plant (Solanum dulcamara) native to Eurasia and a widespread weed in 

North America, having violet flowers with recurved corolla lobes and red berries.  

Also called bittersweet, deadly nightshade.  [After its roots, which are said to taste 

bitter, then sweet when chewed.]

bit·ty (bVtùK) adj.  bit·ti·er, bit·ti·est. 1. Informal. Tiny.  2. Chiefly British. 

Composed of small segments lacking cohesion; fragmented: “The play finally 

jerks its disjointed and bitty way to an arbitrary conclusion” (Martin Hoyle).   
—bit·ti·ness n. 

bi·tu·men (bV-tuùmNn, -tyuù-, bX-) n.  Any of various flammable mixtures of 

hydrocarbons and other substances, occurring naturally or obtained by distilla-

tion from coal or petroleum, that are a component of asphalt and tar and are used 

for surfacing roads and for waterproofing.  [Middle English bithumen, a mineral 

pitch from the Near East, from Latin bit7men, perhaps of Celtic origin.] 
—bi·tuùmi·noidÙ (-mN-noidÙ) adj. 

bi·tu·mi·nize (bV-tuùmN-nXzÙ, -tyuù-, bX-) v.  tr. bi·tu·mi·nized, 
bi·tu·mi·niz·ing, bi·tu·mi·niz·es. To treat with bitumen.   —bi·tuÙmi·ni·zaù-
tion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

bi·tu·mi·nous (bV-tuùmN-nNs, -tyuù-, bX-) adj.  1. Like or containing bitu-

men.  2. Of or relating to bituminous coal. 

bituminous coal (bV-tuùmN-nNs kol) n.  A mineral coal with a high percent-

age of volatile matter that burns with a smoky yellow flame.  Also called soft coal 

bi·va·lent (bX-v7ùlNnt) adj.  1. Chemistry. Divalent.  2. Biology. Consisting of a 

pair of homologous, synapsed chromosomes, as occurs during meiosis; double.   
—  n.  Biology. A pair of homologous, synapsed chromosomes associated together 

during meiosis.   —bi·vaùlence, bi·vaùlen·cy n. 

bi·valve (bXùv4lvÙ) n.  A mollusk, such as an oyster or a clam, that has a shell 

consisting of two hinged valves.   —  adj.  1. Having a shell consisting of two 

hinged valves.  2. Consisting of two similar separable parts.   —biùvalvedÙ adj. 

bi·var·i·ate (bX-vârùK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Mathematics. Having two variables:  bivariate 

binomial distribution. 

biv·ou·ac (bVvùu-4kÙ, bVvùw4kÙ) n.  A temporary encampment often in an 

unsheltered area.   —  v.  intr. biv·ou·acked, biv·ou·ack·ing, biv·ou·acs also 

biv·ou·acks. To camp in a bivouac.  [French, from German dialectal beiwacht, 

supplementary night watch  : bei-, beside (from Middle High German bi-, from 

Old High German); see ambhi in Appendix + Wacht, watch, vigil (from Middle 

High German wahte, from Old High German wahta); see weg- in Appendix.]

Bi·wa (bKùwä)  A lake of southern Honshu, Japan, west of Nagoya. It is the largest 

lake in the country and a popular scenic resort area. 

bi·week·ly (bX-wKkùlK) adj.  1. Happening every two weeks.  2. Happening 

twice a week; semiweekly.   —  n.  pl. bi·week·lies. A publication issued every 



two weeks.   —  adv.  1. Every two weeks.  2. Twice a week; semiweekly.  See Usage 

Note at bi-1. 
bi·year·ly (bX-yîrùlK) adj.  1. Happening every two years.  2. Happening twice a 

year; semiyearly.   —  adv.  1. Every two years.  2. Twice a year; semiyearly. 

Bi·ysk (bKùVsk, bKsk)  or Bisk (bVsk, bKsk)  A city of south-central Russia east-

southeast of Barnaul. It was founded as a fortress in 1709. Population, 226,000. 

biz (bVz) n.  Slang. Business. 

bi·zarre (bV-zärù) adj.  Strikingly unconventional and far-fetched in style or 

appearance; odd.  See Synonyms at fantastic.  [French, from Spanish bizarro, 

brave, probably from Basque bizar, beard.] —bi·zarreùly adv.  —bi·zarreùness 
n. 

Bi·zer·te (bV-zûrùtK, bK-zHrtù)  A city of northern Tunisia on the Mediterranean 

Sea northwest of Tunis. It was founded by the Phoenicians and is today a major 

port and naval base. Population, 62,856. 

Bi·zet (bK-z7ù), Alexandre César Léopold. Known as “Georges Bizet.” 1838-

1875.  French composer known especially for his opera Carmen (1875). 

bi·zon·al (bX-zoùnNl) adj.  Of or relating to the affairs of a zone under the joint 

administration of two powers. 

B.J. abbr.  Bachelor of Journalism. 

Björn·son (byûrnùsNn), Björnstjerne. 1832-1910.  Norwegian writer who 

sought to revive the literary language and character of Norway. His works include 

the novel The Fisher Girl (1868) and the epic poem Arnljot Gelline (1870). He won 

the 1903 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Bk  The symbol for the element berkelium. 
bk. abbr.  1. Bank.  2. Book. 

bkg. abbr.  Banking. 

bkgd. abbr.  Background. 

bklr. abbr.  Printing. Black letter. 

bkpg. abbr.  Bookkeeping. 

bkpt. abbr.  Bankrupt. 

bks. abbr.  1. Barracks.  2. Books. 

bl. abbr.  1. Barrel.  2. Black.  3. Blue. 

B.L. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Laws.  2. Bachelor of Letters.  3. Bachelor of Literature. 

B/L abbr.  Bill of lading. 

B.L.A. abbr.  Bachelor of Liberal Arts. 

blab (bl4b) v.  blabbed, blab·bing, blabs.  —  v.  tr. To reveal (secret matters) 

especially through indiscreet or unreserved talk.   —  v.  intr. 1. To reveal secret 

matters.  2. To chatter thoughtlessly or indiscreetly.  See Synonyms at gossip.   
—  n.  1. An incessant or indiscreet talker.  2. Lengthy chatter.  [Middle English 

blabben, to talk foolishly, back-formation from blaberen.] —blabùby adj. 



blab·ber (bl4bùNr) v.  intr. blab·bered, blab·ber·ing, blab·bers. To chatter; 

babble.   —  n.  1. Idle chatter.  2. A blabbermouth.  [Middle English blaberen.]

blab·ber·mouth (bl4bùNr-mouthÙ) n.  Informal. One who talks indiscreetly or 

incessantly. 

black (bl4k) Abbr. bl., blk. adj.  black·er, black·est. 1. Color. Being of the 

color black, producing or reflecting comparatively little light and having no pre-

dominant hue.  2. Having little or no light:  a black, moonless night.  3.  Often 

Black. a. Of, relating to, or belonging to a racial group having brown to black 

skin, especially one of African origin:  the Black population of South Africa.  b. Of, 

relating to, or belonging to an American ethnic group descended from African 

peoples having dark skin; African American; Afro-American: “When the history 

books are written in future generations, the historians will... say, ‘There lived a great 

people—a black people—who injected new meaning and dignity into the veins of 

civilization’” (Martin Luther King, Jr.). “Despite the exposure, being young, gifted 

and Black in the corridors of power has its trying moments” (Ebony).   4. Very dark 

in color:  rich black soil; black, wavy hair.  5. Soiled, as from soot; dirty:  feet black 

from playing outdoors.  6. Evil; wicked:  the pirates’ black deeds.  7. Cheerless and 

depressing; gloomy:  black thoughts.  8. Marked by anger or sullenness:  gave me a 

black look.  9.  Often Black. Attended with disaster; calamitous:  the stock market 

crash on Black Friday.  10. Deserving of, indicating, or incurring censure or dis-

honor: “Man... has written one of his blackest records as a destroyer on the oceanic 

islands” (Rachel Carson).  11. Wearing clothing of the darkest visual hue:  the 

black knight.  12. Served without milk or cream:  black coffee.  13. Appearing to 

emanate from a source other than the actual point of origin. Used chiefly of intel-

ligence operations:  black propaganda; black radio transmissions.  14. Disclosed, 

for reasons of security, only to an extremely limited number of authorized per-

sons; very highly classified:  black programs in the Defense Department; the Penta-

gon’s black budget.  15. Chiefly British. Boycotted as part of a labor union action.   
—  n.  1. Color. a. The achromatic color value of minimum lightness or maxi-

mum darkness; the color of objects that absorb nearly all light of all visible wave-

lengths; one extreme of the neutral gray series, the opposite being white. 

Although strictly a response to zero stimulation of the retina, the perception of 

black appears to depend on contrast with surrounding color stimuli.  b. A pig-

ment or dye having this color value.   2. Complete or almost complete absence of 

light; darkness.  3. Clothing of the darkest hue, especially such clothing worn for 

mourning.  4.  Often Black. a. A member of a racial group having brown to 

black skin, especially one of African origin.  b. An American descended from 

peoples of African origin having brown to black skin; an African American; an 

Afro-American: “Many blacks and Hispanics cannot borrow money from banks on 

subjective grounds” (Jesse Jackson).   5. Something that is colored black.  

6. Games. a. The black-colored pieces, as in chess or checkers.  b. The player 



using these pieces.    —  v.  tr. blacked, black·ing, blacks. 1. To make black:  

blacked their faces with charcoal.  2. To apply blacking to:  blacked the stove.  

3. Chiefly British. To boycott as part of a labor union action.   —  v.  intr. To 

become black.   —phrasal verb. black out. 1. a. To lose consciousness or 

memory temporarily:  blacked out at the podium.  b. To suppress (a fact or mem-

ory, for example) from conscious recognition:  blacked out many of my wartime 

experiences.   2. To prohibit the dissemination of, especially by censorship:  

blacked out the news issuing from the rebel provinces.  3. To extinguish or conceal 

all lights that might help enemy aircraft find a target during an air raid.  4. To 

extinguish all the lights on (a stage).  5. To cause a failure of electrical power in:  

Storm damage blacked out much of the region.  6. a. To withhold (a televised event 

or program) from a broadcast area:  blacked out the football game on local stations.  

b. To withhold a televised event or program from:  will black out the entire state to 

increase ticket sales for the game.    —idiom. in the black. On the credit side of a 

ledger; prosperous.  [Middle English blak, from Old English blæc. See bhel-1 in 

Appendix.] —blackùish adj.  —blackùly adv.  —blackùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Black is often capitalized in its use to denote persons, though

the lowercased form black is still widely used by authors of all races: “Together,

blacks and whites can move our country beyond racism” (Whitney Moore Young,

Jr.). Use of the capitalized form has the advantage of acknowledging the parallel

with other ethnic groups and nationalities, such as Italian and Sioux. It can be

argued that black is different from these other terms because it was derived from

an adjective rather than from a proper name. However, a precedent exists for the

capitalization of adjectives used to denote specific groups, as in the Reds and the

Whites (of the Russian Civil War) or the Greens (the European political party).

The capitalization of Black does raise ancillary problems for the treatment of the

term white. Orthographic evenhandedness would seem to require the use of the

uppercase form White, but this form might be taken to imply that whites consti-

tute a single ethnic group, an issue that is certainly debatable. On the other hand,

the use of the lowercase form white in the same context as the uppercase form

Black will obviously raise questions as to how and why the writer has distin-

guished between the two groups. There is no entirely happy solution to this prob-

lem. In all likelihood, uncertainty as to the mode of styling of white has dissuaded

many publications from adopting the capitalized form Black. See Usage Note at

color.

Black (bl4k), Hugo La Fayette. 1886-1971.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1937-1971). He was noted for his 

ardent support of civil rights. 



Black (bl4k), Sir James Whyte. Born 1924.  British pharmacologist. He shared 

a 1988 Nobel Prize for developing drugs to treat heart disease and stomach and 

duodenal ulcers. 

Black (bl4k), Joseph. 1728-1799.  British chemist who rediscovered carbon 

dioxide (1756) and formulated the concepts of latent heat and specific heat. 

Black (bl4k), Shirley Temple. Born 1927?.  American actress and public offi-

cial. As Shirley Temple she was an immensely popular child actress of the 1930’s, 

starring in films such as Bright Eyes (1934). As an adult she has held several diplo-

matic positions, including ambassador to Ghana (1974-1976). 

black alder (bl4k ôlùdNr) n.  1. A deciduous shrub or small tree (Ilex verticil-

lata), the most widespread of North American hollies, growing in many variable 

forms from Minnesota to Texas and Georgia.  Also called winterberry 2. A Eur-

asian alder tree (Alnus glutinosa) that is sometimes cultivated in North America, 

especially for its ability to grow in soils too wet for many other trees. 

black·a·moor (bl4kùN-mtrÙ) n.  Offensive. A dark-skinned person, especially 

a person from northern Africa.  [BLACK + -a-, of unknown origin + MOOR.]

black-and-blue (bl4kÙNn-bluù) adj.  Discolored from coagulation of blood 

below the surface of the skin. 

black-and-tan (bl4kùNn-t4nù) adj.  1. Having a black coat with tannish mark-

ings. Used of a dog.  2. Involving, recognizing, or admitting Black and white peo-

ple equally:  a black-and-tan organization. 

Black and Tan (bl4k Nnd t4n) n.  pl. Black and Tans. A member of the Royal 

Irish Constabulary, a force of British soldiers sent to Ireland to suppress the Sinn 

Fein rebellion of 1919 to 1921.  [From the color of their uniform.]

black-and-tan coonhound (bl4kùNn-t4nù kunùhoundÙ) n.  Any of an 

American breed of large, strong coonhounds that have pendulous ears and a 

short black coat with tan markings above the eyes and on the chest, legs, and 

muzzle. 

black-and-tan terrier (bl4kùNn-t4nù tHrùK-Nr) n.  See Manchester terrier. 
black and white (bl4k Nnd hwXt) n.  Abbr. BW, b/w 1. Writing or print:  saw 

their words in black and white.  2. A visual medium, as in photography or print-

making, employing only black and white or black, white, and values of gray:  a 

film shot in black and white; a painting reproduced in black and white. 

black-and-white (bl4kÙNn-hwXtù, -wXtù) adj.  1. Partially black and partially 

white:  a black-and-white cow.  2. Being in writing or print:  black-and-white 

proof.  3. a. Rendered in black and white or in achromatic colors:  a black-and-

white drawing.  b. Of or relating to the reproduction or presentation of visual 

images in black and white:  black-and-white television; black-and-white photogra-

phy.   4. Expressing, recognizing, or based on two mutually exclusive sets of ideas 

or values:  black-and-white categories; a black-and-white point of view. 

Black Ang·us (bl4k 4ngùgNs) n.  See Aberdeen Angus. 



black art (bl4k ärt) n.  Black magic; witchcraft. 

black-a-vised (bl4kùN-vXstÙ, -vXzdÙ) adj.  Having a dark complexion.  [From 

dialectal black a vice : BLACK + dialectal a, of (from Middle English, unstressed 

variant of of); see OF + vice, face (from Old French vis, face, from Latin vXsus, past 

participle of vidKre, to see); see weid- in Appendix.]

black bag job also black-bag job (bl4kùb4gù jmb) n.  Slang. An act of entry, 

search, and sometimes removal or photographing of property, conducted by fed-

eral investigators without a warrant. 

black·ball (bl4kùbôlÙ) n.  1. A negative vote, especially one that blocks the 

admission of an applicant to an organization.  2. A small black ball used as a neg-

ative ballot.   —  v.  tr. black·balled, black·ball·ing, black·balls. 1. To vote 

against, especially to veto the admission of.  2. To shut out from social or com-

mercial participation; ostracize or boycott.   —blackùballÙer n.  

SYNONYMS: blackball, blacklist, boycott, ostracize. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to exclude from social, professional, or commercial activities”:

blackballed from membership in the club; the movie industry blacklisting suspected

Communists; winegrowers hiring union grape pickers for fear of being boycotted; os-

tracized by the community for immoral activities. 

ANTONYM: admit

black bass (bl4k b4s) n.  Any of several North American freshwater game fishes 

of the genus Micropterus. 

black bear (bl4k bâr) n.  1. The common North American bear (Euarctos or 

Ursus americanus) that lives in forests, is omnivorous, and has a glossy black or 

dark brown coat.  2. Any of several black or dark brown Asiatic bears, especially 

Selenarctos thibetanus, with a pointed snout, a black coat, and a white, V-shaped 

mark on the chest. 

Black·beard (bl4kùbîrdÙ)  See Edward Teach. 
black belt (bl4k bHlt) n.  1. a. The rank of expert in a martial art such as judo 

or karate.  b. The black sash that symbolizes this rank of proficiency.  c. A person 

who has attained this rank.   2. A region of rich, black soil.  3.  Often Black Belt. 

An area having a predominantly Black population. 

black·ber·ry (bl4kùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of various shrubs of the genus Rubus, hav-

ing usually prickly stems, compound leaves, and an aggregate fruit of small 

drupelets.  2. The fruit of these plants, usually black, purple, or deep red. 

blackberry lily (bl4kùbHrÙK lVlùK) n.  A medicinal Chinese perennial herb 

(Belamcanda chinensis) having sword-shaped leaves, usually orange showy flow-

ers with red spots, and dehiscent fruits with shiny seeds in clusters resembling 

blackberries.  Also called leopard flower 



black bile (bl4k bXl) n.  One of the four humors of medieval physiology, sup-

posed to cause melancholy. 

black bindweed  or black-bind·weed (bl4kùbXndùwKdÙ) n.  A twining 

annual vine (Polygonum convolvulus), native to Eurasia but widespread as a weed 

and having heart-shaped leaves and clusters of small, greenish-white flowers. 

black birch (bl4k bûrch) n.  1.  See sweet birch.  2.  See river birch. 
black·bird (bl4kùbûrdÙ) n.  1. Any of various New World birds of the family Ict-

eridae, such as the grackle or red-winged blackbird, the male of which has black 

or predominantly black plumage.  2. An Old World songbird (Turdus merula), 

the male of which is black with a yellow bill. In this sense, also calledmerle 

black·board (bl4kùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A smooth, hard, dark-colored panel for 

writing on with chalk. 

black·bod·y (bl4kùbmdùK) n.  A theoretically perfect absorber of all incident 

radiation. 

black book (bl4k btk) n.  A book containing names of people and organiza-

tions to blacklist. 

black box (bl4k bmks) n.  1. a. A device or theoretical construct with known or 

specified performance characteristics but unknown or unspecified constituents 

and means of operation.  b. Something that is mysterious, especially as to func-

tion.   2. The flight recorder, as on a military or commercial aircraft, that docu-

ments preflight checks, in-flight procedures, and the landing. 

black bryony (bl4k brXùN-nK) n.  A poisonous, perennial twining herb (Tamus 

communis), native to Eurasia and sometimes grown as an ornamental for its red 

berries. 

black·buck (bl4kùbƒkÙ) n.  An antelope (Antilope cervicapra) of India that 

inhabits open grasslands and in the male has long, spiraled horns and a black coat 

with white underparts. 

Black·burn (bl4kùbûrnÙ)  A borough of northwest England north-northwest of 

Manchester. The city’s textile industry dates to the early 17th century. Population, 

141,700. 

Blackburn, Mount.  A peak, 5,039.5 m (16,523 ft) high, of the Wrangell 

Mountains in southern Alaska. 

black·cap (bl4kùk4pÙ) n.  1.  See black raspberry (n., sense 1).  2. a. A small 

European warbler (Sylvia atricapilla), the male of which is gray with a black 

crown.  b. Any of various other black-crowned birds, such as the chickadee.  

black cherry (bl4k chHrùK) n.  1. a. A deciduous North American tree (Prunus 

serotina) having drooping, elongate clusters of white flowers and blackish, some-

what poisonous fruits.  b. The close-grained, reddish-brown wood of this tree, 

used especially for furniture, cabinets, and musical instruments.   2. Any of vari-

ous dark-fruited kinds of cherry. 

black·cock (bl4kùkmkÙ) n.  The male of the black grouse. 



black cod (bl4k kmd) n.  See sablefish. 
black cohosh (bl4k koùhmshÙ) n.  An eastern North American perennial herb 

(Cimicifuga racemosa) having large, pinnately compound leaves and racemes of 

small white flowers.  Also called black snakeroot 

black comedy (bl4k kmmùV-dK) n.  Comedy that uses black humor. 

Black Country (bl4k kƒnùtrK)  A highly industrialized region of west-central 

England centered on Birmingham. It was named for the grime accumulated from 

factory smoke and other industrial pollutants. 

black cow (bl4k kou) n.  Chicago. A float made with root beer and vanilla ice 

cream.  See Regional note at milk shake.  [BLACK + COW
1 (from the ice cream 

used in making it).]

black crappie (bl4k krmpùK) n.  An edible North American sunfish (Pomoxis 

nigromaculatus) having dark mottled coloring.  Also called calico bass, strawberry 

bass. 

black cumin (bl4k kƒmùVn) n.  An annual Eurasian herb (Nigella sativa) having 

bluish-white flowers and pungent black seeds used as a seasoning in Asian cui-

sines. 

black·damp (bl4kùd4mpÙ) n.  A noncombustible gas that consists of a mixture 

of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, found in mines after fires or explosions and 

incapable of supporting life.  Also called chokedamp [BLACK + DAMP, gas.]

Black Death (bl4k dHth) n.  A form of bubonic plague, caused by the bacillus 

Yersinia (or Pasturella) pestis, that was pandemic throughout Europe and much of 

Asia in the 14th century.  [From the dark splotches it causes on its victims.]

black diamond (bl4k dXùN-mNnd) n.  1.  See carbonado2.  2.  Also black 
diamonds. Coal. 

black diet (bl4k dXùVt) n.  Deprivation of all food and water as a form of prison 

punishment and torture, usually resulting in death of the prisoners. 

black duck (bl4k dƒk) n.  A common duck (Anas rubripes) of the northeast 

United States and Canada, characterized by black or dusky brown plumage and 

often found in saltwater marshes. 

black economy (bl4k V-kmnùN-mK) n.  A sizable hidden segment of a country’s 

economy that operates on numerous unreported private cash transactions. 

black·en (bl4kùNn) v.  black·ened, black·en·ing, black·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make black.  2. To sully or defame:  a scandal that blackened the mayor’s name.  

3. To coat (fish or meat, for example) with pepper and other spices and then sear 

in a hot skillet, thereby producing meat that is black on the outside but tender on 

the inside.   —  v.  intr. To become dark or black:  The day blackened into night.   
—blackùen·er n. 

Black English (bl4k VngùglVsh) n.  The range of varieties of English spoken by 

American Black people.  



USAGE NOTE: In linguistic usage Black English refers to the entire range of

varieties of English spoken by American Black people of any educational or social

level. When reference is made to the nonstandard varieties of English used by cer-

tain Black speakers, the preferred terms are Vernacular Black English or Black En-

glish Vernacular.

Black·ett (bl4kùVt), Baron Patrick Maynard Stuart. 1897-1974.  British phys-

icist. He won a 1948 Nobel Prize for contributions to the study of cosmic radia-

tion. 

black eye (bl4k X) n.  1. A bruised discoloration of the flesh surrounding the 

eye.  2. A dishonored reputation; a bad name. 

black-eyed pea (bl4kùXdÙ pK) n.  See cowpea. 
black-eyed Su·san (bl4kùXdÙ suùzNn) n.  1. Any of several North American 

herbs of the genus Rudbeckia in the composite family, especially R. hirta, having 

hairy stems and leaves and showy flower heads with orange-yellow rays and dark 

purple or brown centers.  2. A tropical African twining herb (Thunbergia alata) 

cultivated for its showy, usually yellow to orange tubular flowers with dark purple 

centers. 

black·face (bl4kùf7sÙ) n.  1. Makeup for a conventionalized comic travesty of 

Black people, especially in a minstrel show.  2. An actor wearing such makeup in a 

minstrel show. 

black·fish (bl4kùfVshÙ) n.  pl. blackfish or black·fish·es. 1. Any of various 

dark-colored fishes, such as: a. A small, edible, freshwater fish (Dallia pectoralis) 

that inhabits streams and ponds of Alaska and Siberia and is noted for its ability 

to withstand freezing.  b.  See tautog.   2.  See pilot whale. 
black flag (bl4k fl4g) n.  A Jolly Roger. 

black-flag (bl4kùfl4gÙ) v.  tr. black-·flagged, black-·flag·ging, black-
·flags. Sports. To signal (the driver of a racing car) to proceed immediately to the 

pits. 

black fly (bl4k flX) n.  Any of various small, dark-colored biting flies of the fam-

ily Simuliidae, the larvae of which attach to rocks in running streams.  Also called 

buffalo gnat 

Black·foot (bl4kùfttÙ) n.  pl. Blackfoot or Black·feet (-fKtÙ). 1. a. A Native 

American confederacy located on the northern Great Plains, composed of the 

Blackfoot, Blood, and Piegan tribes. Traditional Blackfoot life was based on 

nomadic buffalo hunting.  b. A member of this confederacy.   2. a. The north-

ernmost tribe of the Blackfoot confederacy, inhabiting central Alberta.  b. A 

member of this tribe.   3. The Algonquian language of the Blackfoot, Blood, and 

Piegan.  4.  See Sihasapa.  —BlackùfootÙ adj. 



black-foot·ed albatross (bl4kùfttÙVd 4lùbN-trôsÙ) n.  An albatross 

(Diomedea nigripes) of the Pacific coastal islands that is blackish and dusky with 

black feet and legs and a whitish face. 

black-footed ferret (bl4kùfttÙVd fHrùVt) n.  A North American weasel (Mus-

tela nigripes) that is yellowish above, mixed with brown on the head and neck, 

and has a blackish mask and feet. It is related to the European polecat. 

Blackfoot Sioux (bl4kùfttÙ su) n.  pl. Blackfoot Sioux. See Sihasapa. 
Black Forest (bl4k fôrùVst)  A mountainous region of southwest Germany 

between the Rhine and Neckar rivers. It is a year-round resort area that is famous 

for its clock and toy industries. 

black frost (bl4k frôst) n.  A dry freeze without the protective formation of 

hoarfrost that results in the internal freezing and death of vegetation. 

black gold (bl4k gold) n.  Informal. Petroleum. 

black grouse (bl4k grous) n.  A Eurasian game bird (Lyrurus tetrix) with black 

plumage and white wing markings in the male and brownish, barred plumage in 

the female. 

black·guard (bl4gùNrd, -ärdÙ) n.  1. A thoroughly unprincipled person; a 

scoundrel.  2. A foul-mouthed person.   —  v.  tr. black·guard·ed, 
black·guard·ing, black·guards. To abuse verbally; revile.   —blackù-
guard·ism n.  —blackùguard·ly adj.  & adv. 

black gum (bl4k gƒm) n.  See sour gum. 
Black Hand (bl4k h4nd) n.  A secret society organized for acts of terrorism and 

blackmail that was active in the United States in the early 20th century. 

black haw (bl4k hô) n.  Either of two deciduous plants (Viburnum lentago or V. 

prunifolium), native to the eastern United States and having clusters of white 

flowers and blue-black berrylike fruits. 

Black Hawk (bl4k hôk), Originally Makataimeshekiakiak. 1767-1838.  Sauk 

leader. Resenting an 1804 treaty that ceded all Sauk and Fox lands east of the Mis-

sissippi River to the United States, he led 1,000 Fox and Sauk warriors in the Black 

Hawk War (1832). 

black·head (bl4kùhHdÙ) n.  1. Medicine. A plug of keratin and sebum within a 

hair follicle that is blackened at the surface.  Also called comedo 2. An infectious 

disease of turkeys and some wildfowl that is caused by a protozoan (Histomonas 

meleagridis) and results in lesions of the intestine and liver.  Also called enterohep-

atitis, histomoniasis, infectious enterohepatitis.  3. Any of various birds, such as the 

scaup, with dark head markings. 

black heroin (bl4k hHrùo-Vn) n.  A dark, sticky, extremely potent and highly 

addictive form of heroin, the purity of which is often as high as 60 to 70 percent. 

Black Hills (bl4k hVlz)  A group of rugged mountains of southwest South 

Dakota and northeast Wyoming rising to 2,208.8 m (7,242 ft) at Harney Peak. 

The Black Hills are a major recreational area. 



black hole (bl4k hol) n.  1. An extremely small region of space-time with a 

gravitational field so intense that nothing can escape, not even light.  2. A great 

void; an abyss:  The government created a bureaucratic black hole that swallows up 

individual initiative. 

black horehound (bl4k hôrùhoundÙ) n.  A Eurasian perennial herb (Ballota 

nigra) in the mint family, having hairy, strong-smelling foliage and clusters of 

pinkish-purple flowers. 

black humor (bl4k hyuùmNr) n.  1. The juxtaposition, as in writing or drama, 

of morbid or absurd elements with comical or farcical ones, especially so as to 

produce a shocking or disturbing effect.  2. The literary genre employing this 

technique.   —black humorist n. 

black ice (bl4k Xs) n.  A thin, nearly invisible coating of ice, as on the surface of a 

road or a sidewalk, that is usually caused by freezing mist and is extremely haz-

ardous. 

black·ing (bl4kùVng) n.  1.  See lampblack.  2. A preparation, such as a shoe or 

stove polish, that is used to impart a black color. 

black·jack (bl4kùj4kÙ) n.  1. A leather-covered bludgeon with a short, flexible 

shaft or strap, used as a hand weapon.  2. The blackjack oak.  3. Games. A card 

game in which the object is to accumulate cards with a higher count than that of 

the dealer but not exceeding 21. In this sense, also calledtwenty-one, vingt-et-un.  

4. Sphalerite.   —  v.  tr. black·jacked, black·jack·ing, black·jacks. 1. To hit 

or beat with a leather-covered bludgeon.  2. To coerce by threats.  [BLACK + JACK.]

blackjack oak (bl4kùj4kÙ ok) n.  A deciduous oak tree (Quercus marilandica), 

native mostly to the southeastern United States and having blackish bark and 

leaves with three shallow lobes at the widened apex. 

black knot (bl4k nmt) n.  A disease of the plum, the cherry, and related plants 

caused by the fungus Apiosporina morbosa and resulting in black, knotlike swell-

ings on the branches. 

black lead (bl4k lHd) n.  See graphite. 
black·leg (bl4kùlHgÙ) n.  1. An infectious, usually fatal bacterial disease of cattle 

and sometimes of sheep, goats, and swine, caused by Clostridium chauvoe and 

characterized by gas-containing swellings in the musculature.  2. A bacterial or 

fungal disease of certain plants, such as the cabbage and potato, that causes the 

stems to turn black at the soil line.  3. One who cheats at cards; a cardsharp.  

4. Chiefly British. A worker who is opposed to trade unions; a scab. 

black letter (bl4k lHtùNr) n.  Abbr. bklr. Printing. A heavy typeface with very 

broad counters and thick, ornamental serifs.  Also called gothic, Old English. 

black light (bl4k lXt) n.  Invisible ultraviolet or infrared radiation. Black light 

causes fluorescent materials to emit visible light and is used to take pictures in the 

dark. 



black·light trap (bl4kùlXtÙ tr4p) n.  An insect trap that attracts a wide variety 

of insects by the use of a form of black light. 

black·list (bl4kùlVstÙ) n.  A list of persons or organizations that have incurred 

disapproval or suspicion or are to be boycotted or otherwise penalized.   —  v.  tr. 

black·list·ed, black·list·ing, black·lists. To place on or as if on a blacklist.  See 

Synonyms at blackball.  —blackùlistÙer n. 

black locust (bl4k loùkNst) n.  A deciduous tree (Robinia pseudoacacia) in the 

pea family, native to the eastern and central United States and having alternate, 

pinnately compound leaves, spiny stipules, and hanging clusters of fragrant, 

creamy-white flowers. 

black lung (bl4k lƒng) n.  Pneumoconiosis caused by the long-term inhalation 

of coal dust.  Also called anthracosis 

black magic (bl4k m4jùVk) n.  Magic practiced for evil purposes or in league 

with supposed evil spirits; witchcraft. 

black·mail (bl4kùm7lÙ) n.  1. a. Extortion of money or something else of value 

from a person by the threat of exposing a criminal act or discreditable informa-

tion.  b. Something of value extorted in this manner.   2. Tribute formerly paid to 

freebooters along the Scottish border for protection from pillage.  [BLACK + 

MAIL
3.] —blackùmailÙ v.  —blackùmailÙer n. 

Black Ma·ri·a (bl4k mN-rXùN) n.  A patrol wagon.  [BLACK + the name Maria.]

black market (bl4k märùkVt) n.  1. The illegal business of buying or selling 

goods or currency in violation of restrictions such as price controls or rationing.  

2. A place where these illegal operations are carried on.   —blackù-marùket 
(bl4kùmärùkVt) adj.  —blackù-marùket·er, blackù-marÙket·eerù (-märÙkV-tîrù)  

n.  —blackù-marÙket·eerùing n. 

black-mar·ket (bl4kùmärùkVt) v.  tr. black-mar·ket·ed, black-mar·ket·ing, 
black-mar·kets. To trade (something) in the black market. 

black mass (bl4k m4s) n.  1. A travesty of the Roman Catholic Mass, ascribed 

to reputed worshipers of Satanism.  2. Black Mass. Informal. A Requiem Mass. 

black measles (bl4k mKùzNlz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A severe form 

of measles characterized by dark, hemorrhagic skin eruptions.  Also called hemor-

rhagic measles 

black medic  or black medick (bl4k mHdùVk) n.  A cloverlike Eurasian plant 

(Medicago lupulina) in the pea family, having dense clusters of small yellow flow-

ers and black pods. It is cultivated for forage.  Also called nonesuch [BLACK + 

MEDIC
1.]

black money (bl4k mƒnùK) n.  Income, as from illegal activities, that is not 

reported to the government for tax purposes. 

Black·more (bl4kùmôrÙ, -morÙ), Richard Doddridge. 1825-1900.  British 

writer of romance and adventure novels, most notably Lorna Doone (1869). 



Black Mountains (bl4k mounùtNnz)  A range of the Blue Ridge in western 

North Carolina rising to 2,038.6 km (6,684 ft) at Mount Mitchell. 

Black·mun (bl4kùmNn), Harry Andrew. 1908-1994.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1970-1994). 

Black Muslim (bl4k mƒzùlNm) n.  A member of a chiefly Black American 

group, the Nation of Islam, that professes Islamic religious beliefs. 

black mustard (bl4k mƒsùtNrd) n.  A weedy, annual Eurasian plant (Brassica 

nigra) in the mustard family, having racemes of yellow flowers and pungent seeds 

formerly used to prepare the condiment mustard. 

Black Nationalist (bl4k n4shùN-nN-lVst) n.  A member of a group of militant 

Black people who urge separatism from white people and the establishment of 

self-governing Black communities.   —Black Nationalism n. 

black nightshade (bl4k nXtùsh7dÙ) n.  A poisonous, annual Eurasian plant 

(Solanum nigrum), widespread as a weed and having clusters of white, star-

shaped flowers and usually blackish berries. 

black oak (bl4k ok) n.  A deciduous North American tree (Quercus velutina) 

having divided leaves with pointed lobes, a blackish outer bark, a yellowish inner 

bark, and durable wood. 

black·out (bl4kùoutÙ) n.  1. The concealment or extinguishment of lights that 

might be visible to enemy aircraft during an air raid.  2. Lack of illumination 

caused by an electrical power failure.  3. a. The sudden extinguishment of all 

stage lights in a theater to indicate the passage of time or to mark the end of an act 

or a scene.  b. A short, comic vaudeville skit that ends with lights off.   4. A tem-

porary loss of memory or consciousness.  5. a. A suppression, as of news, by cen-

sorhip.  b. Restriction or prohibition of telecasting a sports event in order to 

ensure ticket sales.   

SYNONYMS: blackout, faint, swoon, syncope. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a temporary loss of consciousness”: suffers blackouts at high alti-

tudes; fell in a dead faint at the sight of the cadaver; sank to the ground in a swoon;

was taken to the emergency room in a state of syncope.

Black Panther (bl4k p4nùthNr) n.  A member of an organization of militant 

Black Americans. 

black pepper (bl4k pHpùNr) n.  The small, dark, unripe fruit of the pepper 

plant (Piper nigrum), used whole or ground as a pungent spice. 

black·poll (bl4kùpolÙ) n.  A North American warbler (Dendroica striata), the 

male of which has a black cap.  [BLACK + POLL, head.]

Black·pool (bl4kùpulÙ)  A borough of northwest England on the Irish Sea 

north of Liverpool. It is a popular seaside resort. Population, 148,700. 



black poplar (bl4k pmpùlNr) n.  A Eurasian shade tree (Populus nigra) with 

spreading branches. 

Black Power (bl4k pouùNr) n.  A movement among Black Americans empha-

sizing racial pride and social equality through the creation of Black political and 

cultural institutions: “Black Power... calls for black people to consolidate behind 

their own, so that they can bargain from a position of strength” (Stokely Carmichael 

and Charles Hamilton). 

black pudding (bl4k ptdùVng) n.  A French black sausage made of pork and 

seasoned pig’s blood.  Also called boudin noir 

black racer (bl4k r7ùsNr) n.  A North American blacksnake (Coluber constrictor) 

commonly found in the eastern United States. 

black raspberry (bl4k r4zùbHrÙK) n.  1. A prickly eastern North American 

shrub (Rubus occidentalis) having an aggregate, edible, juicy, purple-black fruit.  

Also called blackcap 2. The fruit of this plant. 

black rat snake (bl4k r4t sn7k) n.  A North American blacksnake (Elaphe 

obsoleta) that resembles the black racer. 

Black River (bl4k rVvùNr)  1.  or Or in China Ba·bian Jiang (bäùbyänù jyängù) 

and in Vietnam Song Da (sôngù däù). A river of southeast Asia rising in south-

ern China and flowing about 805 km (500 mi) generally southeast to the Red 

River in northern Vietnam.  2. A river rising in southeast Missouri and flowing 

about 483 km (300 mi) to the White River in northeast Arkansas.  3. A river of 

northern New York rising in the Adirondack Mountains and flowing about 193 

km (120 mi) to Black River Bay, an inlet of Lake Ontario.  4. A river rising in 

central Wisconsin and flowing about 257 km (160 mi) generally southwest to the 

Mississippi River at La Crosse. 

Black Rod (bl4k rmd) n.  The chief usher of the British House of Lords.  [After 

the rod carried as symbol of the office.]

black rot (bl4k rmt) n.  Any of several fungal or bacterial plant diseases resulting 

in dark brown to black discoloration and decay of affected plant parts. 

black salsify (bl4k s4lùsN-fK) n.  A European plant (Scorzonera hispanica) in the 

composite family, having heads of yellow ray flowers and a large, edible, fleshy 

root. 

black sa·po·te (bl4k sN-poùtK, -t7) n.  1. A tropical American tree (Diospyros 

digyna) closely related to the persimmon, having edible, olive-green fruit that 

blackens when ripe and has a soft, chocolate-brown pulp.  2. The fruit of this 

plant.  [BLACK + American Spanish zapote, persimmonlike fruit (from Nahuatl 

tzapotl).]

Blacks·burg (bl4ksùbûrgÙ)  A town of southwest Virginia in the Allegheny 

Mountains west of Roanoke. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

(established 1872) is located here. Population, 34,590. 



Black Sea (bl4k sK)  An inland sea between Europe and Asia. It is connected 

with the Aegean Sea by the Bosporus, the Sea of Marmara, and the Dardanelles. 

black sheep (bl4k shKp) n.  A member of a family or other group who is con-

sidered undesirable or disreputable. 

Black Shirt (bl4k shûrt) n.  A member of a fascist party organization having a 

black shirt as part of its uniform, especially an Italian fascist. 

black skimmer (bl4k skVmùNr) n.  A skimmer (Rynchops niger) of North and 

South America that is black above and white below and has a scissorlike bill, 

bright red legs and feet, and dark brown eyes with vertical pupils. 

black·smith (bl4kùsmVthÙ) n.  1. One that forges and shapes iron with an anvil 

and hammer.  2. One that makes, repairs, and fits horseshoes.  [From the color of 

iron.] —blackùsmithÙing n. 

black·snake (bl4kùsn7kÙ) n.  1. Any of various dark-colored, chiefly nonven-

omous snakes, such as the black racer or the black rat snake of North America.  

2. A long, tapering, braided rawhide or leather whip with a snapper on the end. 

black snakeroot (bl4k sn7kùrutÙ) n.  See black cohosh. 
black spot (bl4k spmt) n.  Any of various fungal or bacterial diseases of plants, 

resulting in small black spots on the leaves or on other parts. 

black spruce (bl4k sprus) n.  A northern North American spruce (Picea mar-

iana) having blue-green needles and small egg-shaped cones. 

Black·stone (bl4kùstonÙ, -stNn), Sir William. 1723-1780.  British jurist and 

educator who wrote Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765-1769), the most 

comprehensive single treatment of the body of English law. 

black·strap (bl4kùstr4pÙ) n.  A dark, very thick molasses, especially a residual 

product of sugar refining that is used in the manufacture of industrial alcohol 

and as an ingredient in cattle feed.  [From its color and texture.]

black studies also Black Studies (bl4k stƒdùKz) pl.n.  Studies that deal with 

Afro-American culture. 

black-tailed deer (bl4kùt7ldÙ dîr) also black·tail deer (-t7lÙ) n.  See mule 
deer. 

black tar (bl4k tär) n.  Slang. Black heroin. 

black tea (bl4k tK) n.  A dark tea prepared from fresh tea leaves that have been 

fully fermented before being dried. 

black·thorn (bl4kùthôrnÙ) n.  A thorny, deciduous Eurasian shrub (Prunus spi-

nosa), having white flowers and small, bluish-black, plumlike fruits used chiefly 

for flavoring alcoholic beverages such as sloe gin.  Also called sloe 

black tie (bl4k tX) n.  1. A black bow tie worn with a dinner jacket.  

2. Semiformal evening wear typically for men, usually requiring a dinner jacket.   
—blackù-tieù (bl4kùtXù) adj. 



black·top (bl4kùtmpÙ) n.  A bituminous material, such as asphalt, used to pave 

roads.   —  v.  tr. black·topped, black·top·ping, black·tops. To pave with a 

bituminous material. 

Black·town (bl4kùtounÙ)  A city of southeast Australia, a suburb of Sydney. 

Population, 192,200. 

Black Vol·ta (bl4k vmlùtN, volù-, vôlù-)  A river of western Africa rising in west-

ern Burkina Faso and flowing about 1,352 km (840 mi) to the White Volta in 

Ghana. 

black vomit (bl4k vmmùVt) n.  1. Dark vomit consisting of digested blood and 

gastric contents.  2. Severe yellow fever with symptomatic regurgitation of dark 

vomited matter. 

black vulture (bl4k vƒlùchNr) n.  A carrion-eating bird (Coragyps atratus) of 

central North America and South America, having black plumage and a bald, 

black head. 

black walnut (bl4k wôlùnƒtÙ) n.  1. An eastern North American tree (Juglans 

nigra), having dark brown wood and a deeply furrowed nut enclosed in a globose, 

aromatic husk.  2. The wood of this tree, used especially for veneer, cabinets, fur-

niture, and gunstocks.  3. The nut of this tree, having an edible kernel used espe-

cially in confections. 

Black War·ri·or River (bl4k wôrùK-Nr rVvùNr, wmrù-)  A river rising in north-

central Alabama and flowing about 286 km (178 mi) generally southwest to the 

Tombigbee River. 

black·wash (bl4kùwmshÙ, -wôshÙ) v.  tr. black·washed, black·wash·ing, 
black·wash·es. To bring from concealment; disclose.  [BLACK + (WHITE)WASH.]

black·wa·ter fever (bl4kùwôÙtNr fKùvNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  A serious, often fatal 

complication of chronic malaria, characterized by the passage of bloody, dark red 

or black urine. 

Black·well (bl4ckùwHlÙ, -wNl), Antoinette Louisa Brown. 1825-1921.  

American social reformer. The first formally appointed (1852) woman pastor in 

America, she advocated abolition, temperance, and women’s rights. 

Black·well (bl4ckùwHlÙ, -wNl), Elizabeth. 1821-1910.  British-born American 

physician who was the first woman to be awarded a medical doctorate in modern 

times (1849). She founded (1853) an infirmary for women and children in New 

York City that her sister Emily Blackwell (1826-1910), also a physician, directed 

(1869-1910) and built into an accredited medical school. 

black widow (bl4k wVdùo) n.  A poisonous New World spider (Latrodectus 

mactans), the female of which produces extremely toxic venom and has a black, 

shiny body with red markings.  [From the fact that the female eats its mate.]

Black·wood (bl4kùwtdÙ), William. 1776-1834.  Scottish publisher and editor 

(1817-1834) of Blackwood’s Magazine, a Tory literary review that published 

Wordsworth and Shelley among others. 



blad·der (bl4dùNr) n.  1. a. Anatomy. Any of various distensible membranous 

sacs, such as the urinary bladder or the swim bladder, that serve as receptacles for 

fluid or gas.  b. An item resembling one of the membranous sacs in animals:  the 

bladder of a football.   2. Botany. Any of various hollow or inflated saclike organs 

or structures, such as the floats of certain seaweeds or the specialized traps of 

bladderworts.  3. Pathology. A blister, pustule, or cyst filled with fluid or air; a 

vesicle.  [Middle English bladdre, from Old English bl<dre. See bhlK- in Appen-

dix.]

bladder campion (bl4dùNr k4mùpK-Nn) n.  A weedy Eurasian perennial herb 

(Silene vulgaris) having white flowers with deeply notched petals and a balloon-

like, inflated calyx. 

bladder fern (bl4dùNr fûrn) n.  Any of various ferns of the widespread genus 

Cystopteris, having pinnately compound fronds and often growing in rocky areas.  

[After its bladder-like indusium.]

blad·der·nose (bl4dùNr-nozÙ) n.  See hooded seal. 
blad·der·nut (bl4dùNr-nƒtÙ) n.  1. Any of various deciduous shrubs or small 

trees of the genus Staphylea, native to north temperate regions and having oppo-

site compound leaves and terminal panicles of white flowers and bladderlike 

fruits.  2. The fruit of such a plant. 

bladder worm (bl4dùNr wûrm) n.  The bladderlike, encysted larva of the tape-

worm that is characteristic of the cysticercus stage. 

blad·der·wort (bl4dùNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various mostly aquatic car-

nivorous plants of the genus Utricularia, having small, specialized, urn-shaped 

bladders that trap minute insects and crustaceans. 

bladder wrack (bl4dùNr r4k) n.  Any of certain rockweeds, especially the 

widely distributed Fucus vesiculosus, having forked, brownish-green branches 

with gas-filled bladders. 

blad·der·y (bl4dùN-rK) adj.  1. Resembling or like a bladder.  2. Possessing a 

bladder or bladders. 

blade (bl7d) n.  1. The flat-edged cutting part of a sharpened weapon or tool.  

2. a. A sword.  b. A swordsman.   3. A dashing youth.  4. A flat, thin part or sec-

tion:  the blade of an oar; the blade of a food processor.  5. The metal runner of an 

ice skate.  6. A wide flat bone or bony part.  7. The flat upper surface of the 

tongue just behind the tip.  8. Botany. The expanded part of a leaf or petal. The 

term is often loosely used to include the entire leaf of grasses and similar plants.  

[Middle English, from Old English blæd. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —bladùed 
adj. 

blade apple (bl7d 4pùNl) n.  See Barbados gooseberry.  [From the shape of 

its leaves.]



blaff (bl4f) n.  Caribbean. A West Indian stew consisting of fish or occasionally 

pork, seasonings such as lime and garlic, and often fruits and vegetables.  [Proba-

bly from Dominican English braff, from BROTH.]

blag·ging (bl4gùVng) n.  Caribbean. Informal talk, usually among men, occur-

ring in a public place: “the street corner, the rum shop, the crossroads, wherever 

hanging out, or... blagging, takes place” (Roger D. Abrahams).  [From French 

blaguer, to talk through one’s hat, from blague, bladder, pouch, of Germanic ori-

gin, ultimately from Latin bulga, leather bag. See BULGE.]

Bla·go·vesh·chensk (bläÙgN-vHshùchHnsk, blN-gN-vyHshùchVsk)  A city of east-

ern Russia at the confluence of the Amur and Zeya rivers. It is a port and railroad 

hub. Population, 195,000. 

blah (blä) Informal. n.  1. Worthless nonsense; drivel.  2. blahs. A general feel-

ing of discomfort, dissatisfaction, or depression: “Monday morning Oscar woke up 

with the blahs” (New Yorker).   —  adj.  1. Dull and uninteresting.  2. Low in 

spirit or health; down:  sat around all day feeling blah.  [Imitative of meaningless 

talk.] —blah adv. 

blain (bl7n) n.  A skin swelling or sore; a blister; a blotch.  [Middle English, from 

Old English blegen.]

Blaine (bl7n)  A city of eastern Minnesota, an industrial suburb of St. Paul. Pop-

ulation, 28,558. 

Blaine (bl7n), James Gillespie. Known as “the Plumed Knight.” 1830-1893.  

American politician. A U.S. representative (1863-1876) and senator (1876-1881) 

from Maine, he was U.S. secretary of state (1881 and 1889-1892) and lost the 

1884 presidential election to Grover Cleveland. 

Blair (blâr), John. 1732-1800.  American jurist who was a member of the Consti-

tutional Convention (1787) and served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme 

Court (1789-1796). 

Blair (blâr), Montgomery. 1813-1883.  American lawyer and public official 

who represented Dred Scott before the U.S. Supreme Court (1857) and served as 

postmaster general (1861-1864). 

Blake (bl7k), James Herbert. Known as “Eubie.” 1883-1983.  American pianist 

and composer noted for his popular songs and Broadway productions, such as 

Shuffle Along (1921), which included “I’m Just Wild about Harry.” 

Blake (bl7k), Robert. 1599-1657.  English admiral who was a Parliamentarian 

during the English Civil War and pursued the Royalist fleet to the Mediterranean 

Sea, where he defeated it (1650). 

Blake (bl7k), William. 1757-1827.  British poet and artist whose paintings and 

poetic works, such as Songs of Innocence (1789) and The Marriage of Heaven and 

Hell (c. 1790), have a mystical, visionary quality. 

blam·a·ble also blame·a·ble (bl7ùmN-bNl) adj.  Deserving blame; culpable.  

See Synonyms at blameworthy.  —blamùa·ble·ness n.  —blamùa·bly adv. 



blame (bl7m) v.  tr. blamed, blam·ing, blames. 1. To hold responsible.  2. To 

find fault with; censure.  3. To place responsibility for (something):  blamed the 

crisis on poor planning.   —  n.  1. The state of being responsible for a fault or an 

error; culpability.  2. Censure; condemnation.   —idiom. to blame. 
1. Deserving censure; at fault.  2. Being the cause or source of something:  A 

freak storm was to blame for the power outage.  [Middle English blamen, from Old 

French blasmer, blamer, from Vulgar Latin *blastKm7re, alteration of Late Latin 

blasphKm7re, to reproach. See BLASPHEME.] —blamùer n.  

SYNONYMS: blame, fault, guilt. These nouns are compared in the sense of re-

sponsibility for an offense. Blame stresses censure or punishment for a lapse or

misdeed for which one is held accountable: The police laid the blame for the acci-

dent squarely on the driver’s shoulders. Fault is culpability for causing or failing to

prevent the occurrence of something detrimental: The student failed the examina-

tion, but not through any fault of his teacher. Guilt applies to serious, willful

breaches of conduct and stresses moral culpability: The case was dismissed because

the prosecution did not have sufficient evidence of the defendant’s guilt. See also Syn-

onyms at criticize

blame·a·ble (bl7ùmN-bNl) adj.  Variant of blamable. 
blamed (bl7md) adv.  & adj.  Informal. Used as an intensive:  drove so blamed 

slow that we were late; called me a blamed fool. 

blame·ful (bl7mùfNl) adj.  Deserving of blame; blameworthy.  See Synonyms at 

blameworthy.  —blameùful·ly adv.  —blameùful·ness n. 

blame·less (bl7mùlVs) adj.  Free of blame or guilt; innocent.   —blameùless·ly 
adv.  —blameùless·ness n. 

blame·wor·thy (bl7mùwûrÙthK) adj.  blame·wor·thi·er, 
blame·wor·thi·est. Deserving blame; reprehensible.   —blameùworÙthi·ness 
n.  

SYNONYMS: blameworthy, blamable, blameful, censurable, culpable, guilty, rep-

rehensible. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “meriting reproof or

punishment”: blameworthy if not criminal behavior; blamable but understandable

resentment; blameful capriciousness; censurable misconduct; culpable negligence; se-

cret guilty deeds; reprehensible arrogance. 

ANTONYM: blameless

Blanc (bläN), Louis. 1811-1882.  French political theorist whose writings, most 

notably Organization of Work (1839), are among the most influential early social-

ist treatises. 



Blanc (bl4ngk, bläN), Mont. The highest peak of the Alps, rising to 4,810.2 m 

(15,771 ft) in the Savoy Alps of southeast France on the Italian border. 

Blan·ca Peak (bl4ngùkN pKk)  A mountain, 4,375.2 m (14,345 ft) high, in the 

Sangre de Cristo Mountains of southern Colorado. It is the highest elevation in 

the range. 

blanc fixe (bl4ngkù fVksù, bläN fKksù) n.  Powdered barium sulfate used as a base 

for watercolor pigments and as a filler in paper.  [French  : blanc, white + fixe, 

fixed.]

blanch (bl4nch) also blench (blHnch) v.  blanched also blenched, 
blanch·ing also blench·ing, blanch·es also blench·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take 

the color from; bleach.  2. To whiten (a growing plant or plant part) by covering 

to cut off direct light.  3. To whiten (a metal) by soaking in acid or by coating 

with tin.  4. a. To scald (almonds, for example) in order to loosen the skin.  b. To 

scald (food) briefly, as before freezing or as a preliminary stage in preparing a 

dish.   5. To cause to turn white or become pale.   —  v.  intr. To turn white or 

become pale:  Their faces blanched in terror.  [Middle English blaunchen, to make 

white, from Old French blanchir, from blanche, feminine of blanc, white, of Ger-

manic origin. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] —blanchùer n. 

Blan·chard (bläN-shärù), Jean Pierre François. 1753-1809.  French aeronaut 

who was the first to cross the English Channel by balloon (1785). He invented 

and demonstrated a parachute the same year. 

blanc·mange (blN-mänjù, -mäNzhù) n.  A flavored and sweetened milk pud-

ding thickened with cornstarch.  [Middle English blankmanger, a dish made with 

almond milk, from Old French blanc mangier : blanc, white (of Germanic origin); 

see bhel-1 in Appendix + mangier, to eat, food (from Latin manduc7re); see MAN-

GER.]

bland (bl4nd) adj.  bland·er, bland·est. 1. Characterized by a moderate, 

unperturbed, or tranquil quality, especially: a. Pleasant in manner; smooth:  a 

bland smile.  b. Not irritating or stimulating; soothing:  a bland diet.  c. Exhibiting 

no personal worry, embarrassment, or concern:  told a series of bland lies.   2. Dull 

and insipid:  a bland little drama.  [Latin blandus, caressing, flattering. See mel-1 

in Appendix.] —blandùly adv.  —blandùness n. 

Bland (bl4nd), James Alan. 1854-1911.  American composer of popular songs, 

including “Carry Me Back to Old Virginny” (1878). 

bland·i·fy (bl4nùdN-fiÙ) v.  tr. bland·i·fied, bland·i·fy·ing, bland·i·fies. 
Informal. To make bland.   —blanÙdi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

Blan·ding (bl4nùdVng), Sarah Gibson. 1898-1985.  American educator and 

president of Vassar College (1946-1964). 

blan·dish (bl4nùdVsh) v.  tr. blan·dished, blan·dish·ing, blan·dish·es. To 

coax by flattery or wheedling; cajole.  [Middle English blandishen, from Old 



French blandir, blandiss-, from Latin blandXrX, from blandus, flattering. See mel-1 

in Appendix.] —blanùdish·er n.  —blanùdish·ment n. 

blank (bl4ngk) adj.  blank·er, blank·est. 1. a. Devoid of writing, images, or 

marks:  a blank page; a blank screen.  b. Containing no information; unrecorded 

or erased:  a blank tape; a blank diskette.   2. Not completed or filled in:  a blank 

questionnaire.  3. Not having received final processing; unfinished:  a blank key.  

4. a. Lacking expression; expressionless: “Although his gestures were elaborate, his 

face was blank” (Nathanael West).  See Synonyms at empty.  b. Appearing or 

seeming to appear dazed or confused:  greeted me with a blank stare.   5. Devoid 

of thought or impression:  a blank mind.  6. Devoid of activity, interest, or dis-

tinctive character; empty:  tried to fill the blank hours of the day.  7. Absolute; 

complete:  a blank refusal.   —  n.  1. An empty space or place; a void:  During the 

exam my mind was a blank.  2. a. An empty space on a document to be filled in.  

b. A document with one or more such spaces.   3. A manufactured article of a 

standard shape or form that is ready for final processing, as by stamping or cut-

ting:  a key blank.  4. A blank cartridge.  5. Something worthless, such as a losing 

lottery ticket.  6. A mark, usually a dash (—), indicating the omission of a word 

or of a letter or letters.  7. The white circle in the center of a target; a bull’s eye.   
—  v.  blanked, blank·ing, blanks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove, as from view; 

obliterate: “At times the strong glare of the sun blanked it from sight” (Richard 

Wright).  2. To block access to:  blank off a subway tunnel.  3. Sports. To prevent 

(an opponent) from scoring.  4. To punch or stamp from flat stock, especially 

with a die.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become abstracted:  My mind blanked out for a few 

seconds.  2. To fade away:  The music gradually blanked out.  [Middle English, 

white, having spaces to be filled in, from Old French blanc, white, of Germanic 

origin. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] —blankùly adv.  —blankùness n. 

blank cartridge (bl4ngk kärùtrVj) n.  A gun cartridge with a charge of powder 

but no bullet. 

blank check (bl4ngk chHk) n.  1. A signed check with no amount to be paid 

filled in.  2. Total freedom of action; carte blanche. 

blank endorsement (bl4ngk Hn-dôrsùmNnt) n.  An endorsement on a check 

or negotiable note that names no payee, making it payable to the bearer.  Also 

called endorsement in blank 

blan·ket (bl4ngùkVt) n.  1. A large piece of woven material used as a covering for 

warmth, especially on a bed.  2. A layer that covers or encloses:  a thick blanket of 

snow.   —  adj.  1. Applying to or covering all conditions or instances:  a blanket 

insurance policy.  2. Applying to or covering all members of a class:  blanket sanc-

tions against human-rights violators.   —  v.  tr. blan·ket·ed, blan·ket·ing, 
blan·kets. 1. To cover with or as if with a blanket:  leaves that blanket the ground.  

2. To cover so as to inhibit, suppress, or extinguish:  blanketed the grease fire with 

sand.  3. To apply to generally and uniformly without exception:  high telephone 



service charges that blanketed our region.  [Middle English, from Old French, an 

unbleached soft cloth, from blanc, white, of Germanic origin. See bhel-1 in 

Appendix.]

blanket flower (bl4ngùkVt flouùNr) n.  See gaillardia. 
blanket stitch (bl4ngùkVt stVch) n.  A buttonhole stitch used for edging around 

heavy material. 

blan·ket-stitch (bl4ngùkVt-stVchÙ) v.  tr. blan·ket-·stitched, blan·ket-
·stitch·ing, blan·ket-·stitch·es. To sew with a buttonhole stitch. 

blank verse (bl4ngk vûrs) n.  Verse consisting of unrhymed lines, usually of 

iambic pentameter. 

Blan·tyre (bl4n-tXrù)  A city of southern Malawi. It is the largest city and chief 

commercial center of the country. Population, 229,000. 

blare (blâr) v.  blared, blar·ing, blares.  —  v.  intr. To sound loudly and stri-

dently:  a stereo blaring in the next apartment.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to sound 

loudly and stridently:  Don’t blare the stereo.  2. To proclaim loudly and flamboy-

antly:  headlines blaring the scandal.   —  n.  1. A loud, strident noise.  

2. Flamboyance.  [Middle English bleren.]

blar·ney (blärùnK) n.  1. Smooth, flattering talk.  2. Deceptive nonsense.  [After 

the Blarney Stone in Blarney Castle, Blarney, Ireland.] —blarùney v. 

Blar·ney (blärùnK)  A village of southern Ireland near Cork. Blarney Castle (dat-

ing from the 15th century) is the site of the Blarney Stone, said to impart powers 

of eloquence and persuasion. 

Blas·co I·bá·ñez (bläùsko K-bänùy7s, -K-vänùyHth), Vicente. 1867-1928.  

Spanish writer of naturalistic novels concerning his homeland, such as The Cabin 

(1898), and several highly popular but less literary novels, including The Four 

Horsemen of the Apocalypse (1916). 

bla·sé (blä-z7ù) adj.  1. Uninterested because of frequent exposure or indul-

gence.  2. Unconcerned; nonchalant:  had a blasé attitude about housecleaning.  

3. Very sophisticated.  [French, from past participle of blaser, to cloy, from 

French dialectal, to be chronically hung over, probably from Middle Dutch 

bl7sen, to blow up, swell. See bhlK- in Appendix.]

blas·pheme (bl4s-fKmù, bl4sùfKmÙ) v.  blas·phemed, blas·phem·ing, 
blas·phemes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To speak of (God or a sacred entity) in an irreverent, 

impious manner.  2. To revile; execrate.   —  v.  intr. To speak blasphemy.  [Mid-

dle English blasfemen, from Old French blasfemer, from Late Latin blasphKm7re, 

from Greek blasphKmein : blas-, of unknown meaning + phKmK, speech; see bh7-2 

in Appendix.] —blas·phemùer (bl4s-fKùmNr, bl4sùfN-) n. 

blas·phe·mous (bl4sùfN-mNs) adj.  Impiously irreverent.  See Synonyms at 

profane.  [Middle English blasfemous, from Late Latin blasphKmus, from Greek 

blasphKmos, from blasphKmein, to blaspheme. See BLASPHEME.] 
—blasùphe·mous·ly adv.  —blasùphe·mous·ness n. 



blas·phe·my (bl4sùfN-mK) n.  pl. blas·phe·mies. 1. a. A contemptuous or 

profane act, utterance, or writing concerning God or a sacred entity.  b. The act 

of claiming for oneself the attributes and rights of God.   2. An irreverent or 

impious act, attitude, or utterance in regard to something considered inviolable 

or sacrosanct.  [Middle English blasfemie, from Late Latin blasphKmia, from 

Greek, from blasphKmein, to blaspheme. See BLASPHEME.]

blast (bl4st) n.  1. a. A very strong gust of wind or air.  b. The effect of such a 

gust.   2. A forcible stream of air, gas, or steam from an opening, especially one in 

a blast furnace to aid combustion.  3. a. A sudden loud sound, especially one 

produced by a stream of forced air:  a piercing blast from the steam whistle.  b. The 

act of producing such a sound:  gave a blast on his trumpet.   4. a. A violent explo-

sion, as of dynamite or a bomb.  b. The violent effect of such an explosion, con-

sisting of a wave of increased atmospheric pressure followed immediately by a 

wave of decreased pressure.  c. An explosive charge.   5. Botany. Any of several 

plant diseases of diverse causes, resulting in sudden death of buds, flowers, foli-

age, or young fruits.  6. A destructive or damaging influence.  7. A powerful hit, 

blow, or shot.  8. A violent verbal assault or outburst:  The candidate leveled a 

blast at her opponent.  9. Slang. A highly exciting or pleasurable experience or 

event, such as a big party.   —  v.  blast·ed, blast·ing, blasts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

knock down or shatter by or as if by explosion; smash.  2. To play or sound 

loudly:  The referees blasted their whistles.  3. a. To hit with great force:  The batter 

blasted the ball to right field.  b. To kill or destroy by hitting or shooting.   4. To 

have a harmful or destructive effect on.  5. To cause to shrivel, wither, or mature 

imperfectly by or as if by blast or blight:  crops that were blasted by frost.  6. To 

make or open by or as if by explosion:  blast a tunnel through the mountains.  7. To 

criticize or attack vigorously.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use or detonate explosives.  2. To 

emit a loud, intense sound; blare:  speakers blasting at full volume.  3. To wither or 

shrivel or mature imperfectly.  4. To criticize or attack with vigor.  5. To shoot.  

6. Electronics. To distort sound recording or transmission by overloading a 

microphone or loudspeaker.   —phrasal verb. blast off. To take off, as a 

rocket.   —idiom. full blast. At full speed, volume, or capacity:  turned the radio 

up full blast; played the stereo at full blast.  [Middle English, from Old English 

bl<st. See bhlK- in Appendix.] —blastùer n.  

SYNONYMS: blast, blight, dash, nip, wreck. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to have a pernicious, destructive, or ruinous effect on something”: pros-

pects for peace blasted; blighted hopes; dashed ambitions; plans that were nipped in

the bud; a wrecked life.

blast- pref.  Variant of blasto-. 



-blast suff.  An immature, embryonic stage in the development of cells or tissues:  

erythroblast.  [From Greek blastos, bud.]

blast cell (bl4st sHl) n.  1. A precursor of a human blood cell.  2. An immature, 

undifferentiated cell.  [-BLAST + CELL.]

blast·ed (bl4sùtVd) adj.  1. Used as an intensive:  I hate these blasted flies.  

2. Slang. Intoxicated; drunk.  3. Blighted, withered, or shriveled. 

blas·te·ma (bl4-stKùmN) n.  pl. blas·te·mas or blas·te·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 1. The 

formative, undifferentiated material from which cells are formed.  2. A mass of 

embryonic cells from which an organ or a body part develops, either in normal 

development or in the regeneration of a lost body part.  [Greek blastKma, off-

spring, sprout, from blastos, bud.] —blas·teùmal, blasÙte·matùic (bl4sÙtN-

m4tùVk) , blas·teùmic (bl4-stKùmVk)  adj. 

blast furnace (bl4st fûrùnVs) n.  A furnace in which combustion is intensified 

by a blast of air. 

-blastic suff.  Having a specified number or kind of formative elements such as 

buds, germs, cells, or cell layers:  meroblastic.  [From -BLAST.]

blasto-  or blast- pref.  Bud; germ; budding; germination:  blastocyst.  [From 

Greek blastos, bud.]

blas·to·coel  or blas·to·coele (bl4sùtN-sKlÙ) n.  The fluid-filled, central cavity 

of a blastula.  Also called segmentation cavity  —blasÙto·coeùlic adj. 

blas·to·cyst (bl4sùtN-sVstÙ) n.  Embryology. The modified blastula that is charac-

teristic of placental mammals.  Also called blastodermic vesicle  —blasÙto·cysùtic 
adj. 

blas·to·derm (bl4sùtN-dûrmÙ) n.  Embryology. 1. The layer of cells that devel-

ops on the surface of the yolk in an avian or reptilian egg and gives rise to the ger-

minal disk from which the embryo develops.  2. The layer of cells formed by the 

cleavage of a fertilized mammalian egg. It later divides into the three germ layers 

from which the embryo develops.   —blasÙto·derùmic, blasÙto·der·matùic (-

dNr-m4tùVk)  adj. 

blastodermic vesicle (bl4sùtN-dûrÙmVk vHsùV-kNl) n.  See blastocyst. 
blas·to·disk  or blas·to·disc (bl4sùtN-dVskÙ) n.  See germinal disk. 
blast·off also blast-off (bl4stùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  The launch, especially of a rocket. 

blas·to·gen·e·sis (bl4sÙtN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  1. The theory that inherited character-

istics are transmitted from parent to offspring by germ plasm.  2. Reproduction 

of an organism by budding.  3. The transformation of small lymphocytes into 

larger undifferentiated cells that are capable of undergoing mitosis.   
—blasÙto·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), blasÙto·genùic (-jHnùVk)  adj. 

blas·to·ma (bl4-stoùmN) n.  pl. blas·to·mas or blas·to·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A 

neoplasm composed of immature and undifferentiated cells. 



blas·to·mere (bl4sùtN-mîrÙ) n.  Embryology. Any of the cells resulting from the 

cleavage of a fertilized ovum during early embryonic development.   
—blasÙto·merùic (-mîrùVk, -mHrù-) adj. 

blas·to·my·cete (bl4sÙtN-mXùsKt, -mX-sKtù) n.  Any of various yeastlike, bud-

ding fungi of the genus Blastomyces that cause diseases in humans and animals. 

blas·to·my·cin (bl4sÙtN-mXùsVn) n.  A preparation that is derived from a culture 

of the fungus Blastomyces dermatitidis and is injected intracutaneously as a diag-

nostic test for blastomycosis. 

blas·to·my·co·sis (bl4sÙto-mX-koùsVs) n.  A fungal infection caused by a blas-

tomycete and characterized by multiple inflammatory lesions of the skin, mucous 

membranes, or internal organs. 

blas·to·pore (bl4sùtN-pôrÙ, -porÙ) n.  Embryology. The opening of the arch-

enteron.  [BLASTO- + PORE
2.] —blasÙto·porùic, blasÙto·porùal (-pôrùNl, -porù-)  

adj. 

blas·to·sphere (bl4sùtN-sfîrÙ) n.  See blastula. 
blas·to·spore (bl4sùtN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  A fungal spore produced by budding. 

blas·tu·la (bl4sùchN-lN) n.  pl. blas·tu·las or blas·tu·lae (-lKÙ). Embryology. An 

early embryonic form produced by cleavage of a fertilized ovum and consisting of 

a spherical layer of cells surrounding a fluid-filled cavity.  Also called blastosphere 

[New Latin, from Greek blastos, bud.] —blasùtu·lar adj.  —blasÙtu·laùtion (-

l7ùshNn) n. 

blat (bl4t) v.  blat·ted, blat·ting, blats.  —  v.  tr. To utter without thinking; 

blurt.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cry, especially like a sheep; bleat.  2. To make a harsh or 

raucous noise.  [Imitative.] —blat n. 

bla·tant (bl7tùnt) adj.  1. Unpleasantly loud and noisy: “There are those who find 

the trombones blatant and the triangle silly, but both add effective color” (Musical 

Heritage Review).  See Synonyms at vociferous.  2. Usage Problem. Totally or 

offensively conspicuous or obtrusive:  a blatant lie.  [From Latin blatXre, to blab 

(on the model of words such as RAMPANT).] —blaùtan·cy n.  —blaùtant·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: It is natural that blatant and flagrant are often confused, since

the words overlap in meaning. Both attribute conspicuousness and offensiveness

to certain acts. But blatant emphasizes the failure to conceal the act: a blatant ap-

peal to vanity; a blatant attempt to whitewash his country’s misdeeds. Flagrant, on

the other hand, tends to emphasize a serious wrongdoing in the offense itself:

flagrant child abuse; a flagrant violation of human rights. Certain contexts may ad-

mit either word depending on what is meant: a violation of international law

might be either blatant or flagrant. But writers who refer to the blatant torturing

of animals or the flagrant liberal bias of the media have implied something other

than what they presumably intended. In the first case, the writer is probably more

troubled by the enormity of the mistreatment of animals than by the failure to



conceal it, so that flagrant would have been the better choice. In the second case,

by contrast, the writer probably wants to draw attention to a moral failing in the

media’s unapologetic refusal to hide its bias, rather than to the iniquity of the bias

itself, an implication that would have been conveyed more successfully by blatant.

Blatant should not be used to mean simply “obvious,” as in the blatant danger of

such an approach.

Blatch·ford (bl4chùfNrd), Samuel. 1820-1893.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1882-1893). 

blath·er (bl4thùNr) also bleth·er (blHthù-) v.  intr. blath·ered, blath·er·ing, 
blath·ers. To talk nonsensically.   —  n.  Nonsensical talk.  [Old Norse bladhra. 

See bhlK- in Appendix.] —blathùer·er n. 

blath·er·skite (bl4thùNr-skXtÙ) n.  1. A babbling, foolish person.  2. Blather.  

[BLATHER + dialectal skite, a contemptible person (from Middle English shit, from 

Old English); see SHIT.]

Bla·vat·sky (blN-v4tùskK, -vätù-), Helena Petrovna Hahn. 1831-1891.  Rus-

sian-born theosophist who founded (1875) the Theosophical Society in New York 

City and wrote books of occult lore, such as Isis Unveiled (1877). 

blax·ploi·ta·tion (bl4kÙsploi-t7ùshNn) n.  Exploitation of Black people, espe-

cially in the American film industry, by casting them in negative, stereotypical 

roles and by failing to depict in the films the realities of Black life.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  blaxploitation movies; the blaxploita-

tion genre.  [Blend of BLACK, and EXPLOITATION.]

blaze1 (bl7z) n.  1. a. A brilliant burst of fire; a flame.  b. A destructive fire.   

2. A bright or steady light or glare:  the blaze of the desert sun.  3. A brilliant, strik-

ing display:  flowers that were a blaze of color.  4. A sudden outburst, as of emo-

tion:  a blaze of anger.  5. blazes. Used as an intensive:  Where in blazes are my 

keys?   —  v.  blazed, blaz·ing, blaz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To burn with a bright 

flame.  2. To shine brightly.  3. To be resplendent:  a garden blazing with flowers.  

4. To flare up suddenly:  My neighbor’s temper blazed.  5. To shoot rapidly and 

continuously:  Machine guns blazed.   —  v.  tr. To shine or be resplendent with:  

eyes that blazed hatred.  [Middle English blase, from Old English blæse. See bhel-
1 in Appendix.] —blazùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: blaze, flame, flare, flash, glare, incandescence, glow. These nouns

denote bright light, especially when it is a visible sign of combustion. Blaze stresses

intensity of burning and implies brilliance of illumination: We warmed our hands

near the blaze of the campfire. Flame pertains to a jet or tongue of fire: The paper

burned with a yellow and blue flame and then disintegrated. Flare applies to a daz-

zling but unsteady burst of light: Flares of brilliant red shot up from the smokestack.

Flash denotes a sudden momentary burst: The flash of strobe lights and the insistent



beat of the music made the disco a favorite gathering place for young people. Glare

emphasizes intensely and often intolerably bright light: The glare of the oncoming

headlights temporarily blinded me. Incandescence suggests the brilliance of some-

thing white-hot: “When heated to incandescence in the furnace of stars, each ele-

ment marks the spectrum of light it emits with a characteristic set of lines” (Malcolm

W. Browne). Glow stresses light in the absence of visible flame; it particularly sug-

gests steadiness of radiation without intense brilliance: When the electric stove is

turned on, the burners give off a red glow.

blaze2 (bl7z) n.  1. A white or light-colored spot on the face of an animal, such 

as a horse.  2. A mark cut or painted on a tree to indicate a trail.   —  v.  tr. 

blazed, blaz·ing, blaz·es. 1. To mark (a tree) with or as if with blazes.  2. To 

indicate (a trail) by marking trees with blazes.  [Of Germanic origin.]

blaze3 (bl7z) v.  tr. blazed, blaz·ing, blaz·es. To make known publicly; pro-

claim:  Headlines blazed the news.  [Middle English blasen, from Middle Dutch 

bl7sen, to blow up, swell. See bhlK- in Appendix.]

blaz·er (bl7ùzNr) n.  A lightweight, often striped or brightly colored sports jacket 

having pockets and notched lapels. 

blaz·ing star (bl7ùzVng stär) n.  1. A rhizomatous dioecious herb (Chamaelir-

ium luteum) in the lily family, having long racemes of small flowers.  Also called 

devil’s bit 2. Any of various North American plants of the genus Liatris in the 

composite family, having small, discoid flower heads grouped in a dense raceme 

or panicle.  Also called button snakeroot, gay feather.  3. A biennial plant (Mentze-

lia laevicaulis) of western North America, having large, star-shaped, pale-yellow 

flowers. 

bla·zon (bl7ùzNn) v.  tr. bla·zoned, bla·zon·ing, bla·zons. 1. Heraldry. a. To 

describe (a coat of arms) in proper terms.  b. To paint or depict (a coat of arms) 

with accurate detail.   2. To adorn or embellish with or as if with a coat of arms: 

“the stars and moons and suns blazoned on that sacred wall” (G.K. Chesterton).  

3. To proclaim widely.   —  n.  1. Heraldry. a. A coat of arms.  b. The description 

or representation of a coat of arms.   2. An ostentatious display.  [Probably from 

Middle English blasoun, shield, from Old French blason.] —blaùzon·er n.  

—blaùzon·ment n. 

bla·zon·ry (bl7ùzNn-rK) n.  pl. bla·zon·ries. 1. Heraldry. a. The art of properly 

and accurately describing or representing armorial bearings.  b. A coat of arms.   

2. An ostentatious display. 

bld. abbr.  1. Blood.  2. Printing. Boldface. 

bldg. abbr.  Building. 

bldr. abbr.  Builder. 

bleach (blKch) v.  bleached, bleach·ing, bleach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove 

the color from, as by means of chemical agents or sunlight.  2. To make white or 



colorless.   —  v.  intr. To become white or colorless.   —  n.  1. A chemical agent 

used for bleaching.  2. a. The act of bleaching.  b. The degree of bleaching 

obtained.   [Middle English blechen, from Old English bl<can. See bhel-1 in 

Appendix.]

bleach·er (blKùchNr) n.  1. One that bleaches or is used in bleaching.  2.  Often 

bleachers. An often unroofed outdoor grandstand for seating spectators.  

[Sense 2, from comparing a person’s exposure to the sun when sitting on them 

with the exposure of linens bleaching on a clothesline.]

bleach·ing powder (blKùchVng pouùdNr) n.  A powder containing calcium 

chloride and calcium hypochlorite, used in solution as a bleach.  Also called chlo-

ride of lime, chlorinated lime. 

bleak1 (blKk) adj.  bleak·er, bleak·est. 1. a. Gloomy and somber; dreary: 

“Life in the Aran Islands has always been bleak and difficult” (John Millington 

Synge).  b. Providing no encouragement; depressing:  a bleak prospect.   2. Cold 

and cutting; raw:  bleak winds of the North Atlantic.  3. Exposed to the elements; 

unsheltered and barren:  the bleak, treeless regions of the high Andes.  [Middle 

English bleik, pale, from Old Norse bleikr, white. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] 
—bleakùly adv.  —bleakùness n. 

bleak2 (blKk) n.  pl. bleak or bleaks. A small European freshwater fish of the 

genus Alburnus that is related to the carp and has silvery scales used in the manu-

facture of artificial pearls.  [Middle English bleke, probably alteration (influenced 

by bleke, pale); see BLEAK
1, of *blay, from Old English bl<ge.]

blear (blîr) v.  tr. bleared, blear·ing, blears. 1. To blur or redden (the eyes).  

2. To blur; dim.   —  adj.  Bleary.  [Middle English bleren.]

blear-eyed (blîrùXdÙ) adj.  Variant of bleary-eyed. 
blear·y (blîrùK) adj.  blear·i·er, blear·i·est. 1. Blurred or dimmed by or as if by 

tears:  bleary eyes.  2. Vaguely outlined; indistinct.  3. Exhausted; worn-out.   
—blearùi·ly adv.  —blearùi·ness n. 

blear·y-eyed (blîrùK-XdÙ) also blear-eyed (blîrùXdÙ) adj.  1. With eyes blurred 

or reddened, as from exhaustion or lack of sleep.  2. Dull of mind or perception. 

bleat (blKt) n.  1. a. The characteristic cry of a goat or sheep.  b. A sound similar 

to this cry.   2. A whining, feeble complaint.   —  v.  bleat·ed, bleat·ing, 
bleats.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter the characteristic cry of a goat or sheep.  2. To 

utter a sound similar to this cry, especially a whine.   —  v.  tr. To utter in a whin-

ing way.  [Middle English blet, from bleten, to bleat, from Old English bl<tan.] 
—bleatùer n. 

bleb (blHb) n.  1. A small blister or pustule.  2. An air bubble.  [Probably alter-

ation of BLOB.] —blebùby adj. 

bleed (blKd) v.  bled (blHd), bleed·ing, bleeds.  —  v.  intr. 1. To emit or lose 

blood.  2. To be wounded, especially in battle.  3. To feel sympathetic grief or 

anguish:  My heart bleeds for the victims of the air crash.  4. To exude a fluid such 



as sap.  5. To pay out money, especially an exorbitant amount.  6. a. To run 

together or be diffused, as dyes in wet cloth.  b. To undergo or be subject to such 

a diffusion of color:  The madras skirt bled when it was first washed.   7. To show 

through a layer of paint, as a stain or resin in wood.  8. To be printed so as to go 

off the edge or edges of a page after trimming.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To take or remove 

blood from.  b. To extract sap or juice from.   2. a. To draw liquid or gaseous 

contents from; drain.  b. To draw off (liquid or gaseous matter) from a container.   

3. a. To obtain money from, especially by improper means.  b. To drain of all 

valuable resources: “Politicians... never stop inventing illicit enterprises of govern-

ment that bleed the national economy” (David A. Stockman).   4. a. To cause (an 

illustration, for example) to bleed.  b. To trim (a page, for example) so closely as 

to mutilate the printed or illustrative matter.    —  n.  1. Illustrative matter that 

bleeds.  2. a. A page trimmed so as to bleed.  b. The part of the page that is 

trimmed off.   [Middle English bleden, from Old English blKdan, from blod, 

blood. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: It seems only common sense that bleed should be related to

blood, but one needs some knowledge of historical linguistics to understand the

relationship fully. In prehistoric Common Germanic, the hypothetical predeces-

sor of Germanic languages such as English, German, and Swedish, the word

·blodha-, “blood,” the ancestor of our word blood, is assumed to have existed.

From this noun was derived the verb ·blodhjan, “to bleed.” A change of sound then

came into play in Old English, that is, the j, pronounced like the y in your, caused

the vowel o, pronounced as in go, to become pronounced like the ö in German

schön. Later in Old English this o changed to K, pronounced like the a in labor,

eventually becoming like the e in bee by 1500. By this change, as well as others,

·blodhjan became Modern English bleed.

bleed·er (blKùdNr) n.  1. A person, such as a hemophiliac, who bleeds freely or is 

subject to frequent hemorrhages.  2. a. Slang. A blood vessel from which there is 

uncontrolled bleeding.  b. A blood vessel severed by trauma or surgery that 

requires cautery or ligature to arrest the flow of blood.   3. A person who draws 

blood from another; a phlebotomist. 

bleed·ing heart (blKùdVng härt) n.  1. Any of various perennial herbs of the 

genus Dicentra, especially the Old World D. spectabilis, having arching clusters of 

showy, pink to red or sometimes white, heart-shaped flowers.  2. A person who is 

considered excessively sympathetic toward those who claim to be underprivileged 

or exploited.   —bleedùing-heartÙ (-härtÙ) adj. 

bleep (blKp) n.  A brief high-pitched sound, as from an electronic device.   —  v.  

bleeped, bleep·ing, bleeps.  —  v.  intr. To emit a bleep or bleeps.   —  v.  tr. 

To edit out (spoken material) from a broadcast or recording, especially by replac-



ing with an electronic sound:  The station bleeped out the expletives from the taped 

interview.  [Imitative.] —bleepùer n. 

blem·ish (blHmùVsh) v.  tr. blem·ished, blem·ish·ing, blem·ish·es. To mar or 

impair by a flaw.   —  n.  An imperfection that mars or impairs; a flaw or defect.  

[Middle English blemisshen, from Old French blesmir, blemir, blemiss-, to make 

pale, of Germanic origin. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] —blemùish·er n.  

SYNONYMS: blemish, imperfection, fault, defect, flaw. All of these nouns de-

note loss or absence of perfection. Blemish applies to something, such as a blotch,

that is held to mar the appearance or impair the character of a thing: Cosmetics

are often used to conceal facial blemishes. “Industry in art is a necessity—not a vir-

tue—and any evidence of the same, in the production, is a blemish” (James McNeill

Whistler). Imperfection and fault apply more comprehensively to any deficiency

or shortcoming: “A true critic ought to dwell rather upon excellencies than imper-

fections” (Joseph Addison). “His independence and love of the English were his only

faults” (David Livingstone). Defect denotes a serious functional or structural

shortcoming: “Ill breeding... is not a single defect, it is the result of many” (Henry

Fielding). Flaw refers to an often small but always fundamental weakness: Flaws

in emeralds greatly reduce their value. Experiments revealed a very basic flaw in the

theory.

blench1 (blHnch) v.  intr. blenched, blench·ing, blench·es. To draw back or 

shy away, as from fear; flinch.  See Synonyms at recoil.  [Middle English 

blenchen, from Old English blencan, to deceive. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] 
—blenchùer n. 

blench2 (blHnch) v.  Variant of blanch. 
blend (blHnd) v.  blend·ed or blent (blHnt), blend·ing, blends.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To combine or mix so that the constituent parts are indistinguishable from one 

another: “He has no difficulty blending his two writing careers: novels and films” 

(Charles E. Claffey).  2. To combine (varieties or grades) to obtain a mixture of a 

particular character, quality, or consistency:  blend tobaccos.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

form a uniform mixture; intermingle: “The smoke blended easily into the odor of 

the other fumes” (Norman Mailer).  2. To become merged into one; unite.  3. To 

create a harmonious effect or result:  picked a tie that blended with the jacket.  See 

Synonyms at mix.   —  n.  1. a. The act of blending.  b. Something, such as an 

effect or a product, that is created by blending: “His face shows, as he stares at the 

fire, a blend of fastidiousness and intransigence” (John Fowles).  See Synonyms at 

mixture.   2. Linguistics. A word produced by combining parts of other words, as 

smog from smoke and fog.  [Middle English blenden, probably from Old Norse 

blanda, blend-. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]



blende (blHnd) n.  1. Any of various shiny minerals composed chiefly of metal-

lic sulfides.  2.  See sphalerite.  [German, from blenden, to deceive (because it 

resembles lead ore), from Middle High German blenden, from Old High German 

blentan, to blind, deceive. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

blend·ed whiskey (blHnùdVd hwVsùkK) n.  Whiskey that is either a blend of 

two or more straight whiskeys or a blend of whiskey and neutral spirits. 

blend·er (blHnùdNr) n.  One that blends, especially an electrical appliance with 

whirling blades for chopping, mixing, or liquefying foods. 

blend·ing inheritance (blHnùdVng Vn-hHrùV-tNns) n.  Genetics. The inherit-

ance pattern of a system involving incomplete dominance, whereby characters are 

inherited in heterozygous individuals that show the effects of both alleles. As a 

result the inherited characters in the offspring are intermediate between those of 

the parents. 

blen·ny (blHnùK) n.  pl. blen·nies. Any of several widely distributed, chiefly 

marine fishes that are primarily of the families Blenniidae and Clinidae and have 

small, elongated, often scaleless bodies.  [Latin blennius, a kind of sea fish, from 

Greek blennos, slime, blenny. See mel-1 in Appendix.]

blent (blHnt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of blend. 
ble·o·my·cin (blKÙN-mXùsVn) n.  An antibiotic that is obtained from cultures of 

the bacterium Streptomyces verticillus and used in the form of its sulfate for the 

treatment of various neoplasms.  [bleo-, of unknown meaning + -MYCIN.]

blephar- pref.  Variant of blepharo-. 
bleph·a·ri·tis (blHfÙN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the eyelids. 

blepharo-  or blephar- pref.  1. Eyelid; eyelids:  blepharospasm.  2. Cilium; fla-

gellum:  blepharoplast.  [Greek, from Greek blepharon, eyelid.]

bleph·a·ro·plast (blHfùNr-N-pl4stÙ) n.  A basal body in certain flagellated pro-

tozoans that consists of a minute mass of chromatin embedded in the cytoplasm 

at the base of the flagellum. 

bleph·a·ro·plas·ty (blHfùNr-N-pl4sÙtK) n.  Plastic surgery of the eyelids. 

bleph·a·ro·spasm (blHfùN-ro-sp4zÙNm) n.  Spasmodic winking caused by the 

involuntary contraction of an eyelid muscle. 

Blé·riot (bl7ùrK-o, bl7-ryoù), Louis. 1872-1936.  French inventor and aviator 

who was the first to cross the English Channel by airplane (1909). 

bles·bok (blHsùbmkÙ) n.  pl. blesbok or bles·boks. A South African antelope 

(Damaliscus albifrons) having curved horns and a large white mark on its face.  

[Afrikaans  : bles, white mark on an animal’s face (from Middle Dutch); see bhel-
1 in Appendix + bok, buck (from Middle Dutch boc).]

bless (blHs) v.  tr. blessed or blest (blHst), bless·ing, bless·es. 1. To make 

holy by religious rite; sanctify.  2. To make the sign of the cross over so as to sanc-

tify.  3. To invoke divine favor upon.  4. To honor as holy; glorify:  Bless the Lord.  

5. To confer well-being or prosperity on.  6. To endow, as with talent.  [Middle 



English blessen, from Old English blKtsian, to consecrate. See bhel-3 in Appen-

dix.] —blessùer n. 

bless·ed (blHsùVd) also blest (blHst) adj.  1. a. Worthy of worship; holy.  b. Held 

in veneration; revered.   2. Blessed. Roman Catholic Church. Used as a title 

before the name of one who has been beatified.  3. Bringing happiness, pleasure, 

or contentment.  4. blessed. Used as an intensive:  I don’t have a blessed dime.   
—blessùed·ly adv.  —blessùed·ness n. 

Blessed Sacrament (blHsùVd s4kùrN-mNnt) n.  Roman Catholic Church. The 

consecrated host. 

blessed thistle (blHsùVd thVsùNl) n.  An annual, yellow-flowered, thistlelike 

Mediterranean herb (Cnicus benedictus) in the composite family, used in herbal 

medicine. 

Blessed Virgin Mary (blHsùVd vûrùjVn mârùK) n.  Abbr. B.V.M. The Virgin 

Mary. 

bless·ing (blHsùVng) n.  1. The act of one that blesses.  2. A short prayer said 

before or after a meal.  3. Something promoting or contributing to happiness, 

well-being, or prosperity; a boon.  4. Approbation; approval:  This plan has my 

blessing. 

blest (blHst) v.  A past tense and a past participle of bless.  —  adj.  Variant of 

blessed. 
bleth·er (blHthùNr) v.  & n.   Variant of blather. 
bleu cheese (blu chKz) n.  See blue cheese.  [French, blue, from Old 

French. See BLUE.]

blew1 (blu) v.  Past tense of blow1. 
blew2 (blu) v.  Past tense of blow3. 
Bli·da (blKùdN)  A town of northern Algeria at the foot of the Atlas Mountains 

southwest of Algiers. It was built on the site of a Roman military base. Population, 

136,033. 

Bligh (blX), William. 1754-1817.  British naval officer who as captain of the 

H.M.S. Bounty was set adrift by his mutinous crew during a voyage to Tahiti 

(1789). 

blight (blXt) n.  1. a. Any of numerous plant diseases resulting in sudden con-

spicuous wilting and dying of affected parts, especially young, growing tissues.  

b. The condition or causative agent, such as a bacterium, fungus, or virus, that 

results in blight.   2. An extremely adverse environmental condition, such as air 

pollution.  3. Something that impairs growth, withers hopes and ambitions, or 

impedes progress and prosperity.   —  v.  blight·ed, blight·ing, blights.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause (a plant, for example) to undergo blight.  2. To have a deleterious 

effect on; ruin.  See Synonyms at blast.   —  v.  intr. To suffer blight.  [Origin 

unknown.]

blight·er (blXùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. A fellow, especially one held in low esteem. 



blimp (blVmp) n.  A nonrigid, buoyant airship. Modern blimps use helium 

instead of hydrogen to maintain buoyancy.  [Perhaps from LIMP.]

Blimp (blVmp) n.  Chiefly British. A pompous, reactionary, ultranationalistic per-

son.  [After Colonel Blimp, a cartoon character invented by David Low (1891-

1963).] —Blimpùish adj. 

blin (blVn) n.  pl. bli·ni (blKùnK, blVnùK). A small, light pancake served with hot 

melted butter, sour cream, and various other garnishes such as caviar or lox.  

[Russian, from Old Russian mlinƒ, blinƒ. See melN- in Appendix.]

blind (blXnd) adj.  blind·er, blind·est. 1. a. Sightless.  b. Having a maximal 

visual acuity of the better eye, after correction by refractive lenses, of one-tenth 

normal vision or less (20/200 or less on the Snellen test).  c. Of, relating to, or for 

sightless persons.   2. a. Performed or made without the benefit of background 

information that might prejudice the outcome or result:  blind taste tests used in 

marketing studies.  b. Performed without preparation, experience, or knowledge:  

made a blind stab at answering the question.  c. Performed by instruments and 

without the use of sight:  blind navigation.   3. Unable or unwilling to perceive or 

understand:  blind to a lover’s faults.  4. Not based on reason or evidence; unques-

tioning:  put blind faith in their leaders.  5. Slang. Drunk.  6. Independent of 

human control:  blind fate.  7. a. Difficult to comprehend or see; illegible.  

b. Incompletely or illegibly addressed:  blind mail.  c. Hidden from sight:  a blind 

seam.  d. Screened from the view of oncoming motorists:  a blind driveway.  

e. Secret or otherwise undisclosed:  a blind item in a military budget.   8. Closed at 

one end:  a blind socket; a blind passage.  9. Having no opening:  a blind wall.  

10. Botany. Failing to produce flowers or fruits:  a blind bud.   —  n.  

1. Something, such as a window shade or a Venetian blind, that hinders vision or 

shuts out light.  2. A shelter for concealing hunters, especially duck hunters.  

3. Something intended to conceal the true nature, especially of an activity; a sub-

terfuge.   —  adv.  1. a. Without seeing; blindly.  b. Without the aid of visual ref-

erence:  flew blind through the fog.   2. Without forethought or provision; 

unawares:  entered into the scheme blind.  3. Informal. Into a stupor:  drank them-

selves blind.  4. Used as an intensive:  Thieves in the bazaar robbed us blind.   —  v.  

tr. blind·ed, blind·ing, blinds. 1. To deprive of sight:  was blinded in an indus-

trial accident.  2. To dazzle:  skiers temporarily blinded by sunlight on snow.  3. To 

deprive of perception or insight:  prejudice that blinded them to the merits of the 

proposal.  4. To withhold light from:  Thick shrubs blinded our downstairs win-

dows.  [Middle English, from Old English. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] —blind-
ùing·ly adv.  —blindùly adv.  —blindùness n. 

blind alley (blXnd 4lùK) n.  1. An alley or passage that is closed at one end.  2. A 

mistaken, unproductive undertaking. 



blind date (blXnd d7t) n.  1. A social engagement between two persons who 

have not previously met, usually arranged by a mutual acquaintance.  2. Either of 

the persons participating in such a social engagement. 

blind·er (blXnùdNr) n.  1. blinders. A pair of leather flaps attached to a horse’s 

bridle to curtail side vision.  Also called blinkers 2. Something that serves to 

obscure clear perception and discernment. 

blind·fish (blXndùfVshÙ) n.  pl. blindfish or blind·fish·es. Any of various small 

fishes, such as the cavefish, that have rudimentary, nonfunctioning eyes and 

inhabit the waters of caves and underground streams. 

blind·fold (blXndùfoldÙ) v.  tr. blind·fold·ed, blind·fold·ing, blind·folds. 
1. To cover the eyes of with or as if with a bandage.  2. To prevent from seeing 

and especially from comprehending.   —  n.  1. A bandage to cover the eyes.  

2. Something that serves to obscure clear perception.  [From Middle English 

blindfolde, past participle of blindfellen, to strike blind, cover the eyes, from Old 

English geblindfellian : blind, blind; see BLIND + fellian, to strike down.] —blind-
ùfoldÙed adj. 

blind gut (blXnd gƒt) n.  1. A digestive cavity having only one opening.  2.  See 

cecum (n., sense 2). 

blind·man’s buff (blXndùm4nzÙ bƒf) n.  Games. A game in which a blind-

folded player tries to catch and identify one of the other players.  Also called 

blindman’s bluff [buff, short for BUFFET
2.]

blind pig (blXnd pVg) n.  Pacific Northwest. See blind tiger. 
blind pool (blXnd pul) n.  A start-up company that sells stock in a public offer-

ing without specifying how the investors’ money will be spent. 

blind side (blXnd sXd) n.  1. The side on which one’s vision, especially the 

peripheral vision, is limited or obstructed.  2. The side away from which one is 

directing one’s attention. 

blind-side  or blind·side (blXndùsXdÙ) v.  tr. blind-·sid·ed, blind-·sid·ing, 
blind-·sides. 1. To hit or attack on or from the blind side.  2. To catch or take 

unawares, especially with harmful or detrimental results: “The recent recession, 

with its wave of corporate cost-cutting, blind-sided many lawyers” (Aric Press). 

blind spot (blXnd spmt) n.  1. Anatomy. The small, circular, optically insensitive 

region in the retina where fibers of the optic nerve emerge from the eyeball. It has 

no rods or cones.  Also called optic disk 2. A part of an area that cannot be directly 

observed under existing circumstances.  3. An area where radio reception is weak 

or nonexistent.  4. A subject about which one is markedly ignorant or prejudiced: 

“Of course, all of us... have our crotchets and our blind spots. I abhor novels written 

in the present tense” (Mordecai Richler). 

blind staggers (blXnd st4gùNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). See stagger (n., 

sense 3). 



blind tiger (blXnd tXùgNr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. & Chiefly Midland U.S. A 

place where alcoholic beverages are sold illegally; a speakeasy. Regional. Also 

called blind pig [After the early custom of exhibiting animal curiosities in speak-

easies.]

blind trust (blXnd trƒst) n.  A financial arrangement in which a person, such as 

a high-ranking elected official, avoids possible conflict of interest by relegating 

his or her financial affairs to a fiduciary who has sole discretion as to their man-

agement. The person choosing the trust also gives up the right to information 

regarding the status of the assets. 

blind·worm (blXndùwûrmÙ) n.  See slowworm.  [From its small eyes.]

bli·ni (blKùnK, blVnùK) n.  Plural of blin. 
blink (blVngk) v.  blinked, blink·ing, blinks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To close and open 

one or both of the eyes rapidly.  2. To look through half-closed eyes, as in a bright 

glare; squint.  3. To shine with intermittent gleams; flash on and off.  4. a. To be 

startled or dismayed.  b. To waver or back down, as in a contest of wills: “This was 

the first genuine, direct confrontation between this administration and the Soviets. It 

was the U.S.A. that blinked” (Zbigniew Brzezinski).   5. To look with feigned igno-

rance:  a mayor who blinks at the corruption in city government.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to blink.  2. To hold back or remove from the eyes by blinking:  blinked back 

the tears.  3. To refuse to recognize or face:  blink ugly facts.  4. To transmit (a 

message) with a flashing light.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of rapidly closing 

and opening the eyes or an eye.  2. An instant:  I’ll be back in a blink.  3. Scots. A 

quick look or glimpse; a glance.  4. A flash of light; a twinkle.  5.  See iceblink 
(n., sense 1).  —idiom. on the blink. Out of working order.  [Probably Middle 

English blinken, to move suddenly, variant of blenchen. See BLENCH
1.]

SYNONYMS: blink, nictitate, twinkle, wink. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to open and close the eyelids or an eyelid rapidly”: a dog blinking

lazily at the fire; reptiles nictitating; twinkled, then laughed and responded; winking

conspiratorially at his chum.

blink·er (blVngùkNr) n.  1. One that blinks, especially a light that blinks in order 

to convey a message or warning.  2. blinkers. See blinder (n., sense 1).   —  v.  

tr. blink·ered, blink·er·ing, blink·ers. To put blinders on. 

blink·ered (blVngùkNrd) adj.  Subjective and limited, as in viewpoint or percep-

tion: “He grasped the meaning of a blinkered youth” (Benjamin DeMott). “The 

characters have a blinkered view and, misinterpreting what they see, sometimes take 

totally inexpedient action” (Pauline Kael). 

blintz (blVnts) also blin·tze (blVnùtsN) n.  A thin, rolled blin, usually filled with 

cottage cheese, that is folded and then sautéed or baked and often served with 



sour cream.  [Yiddish blintse, from Belorussian blintsy, pl. of blinets diminutive of 

blin, pancake, from Old Russian mlinƒ, blinƒ. See melN- in Appendix.]

blip (blVp) n.  1. A spot of light on a radar or sonar screen indicating the position 

of a detected object, such as an aircraft or a submarine.  Also called pip3 2. A 

high-pitched electronic sound; a bleep.  3. A temporary or insignificant phenom-

enon, especially a brief departure from the normal: “The decline in the share of 

GNP going to health... appears to be a one-time blip in the historic trend rather than 

the start of a new trend” (Atlantic).   —  v.  tr. blipped, blip·ping, blips. To 

bleep.  [Imitative.]

bliss (blVs) n.  1. Extreme happiness; ecstasy.  2. The ecstasy of salvation; spiritual 

joy.   —phrasal verb. bliss out. Slang. To go into a state of ecstasy.  [Middle 

English blisse, from Old English bliss, from blXths, from blXthe, joyful. See BLITHE.] 
—blissùful adj.  —blissùful·ly adv.  —blissùful·ness n. 

Bliss (blVs), Tasker Howard. 1853-1930.  American army officer and diplomat 

who was the army chief of staff (1917-1918) during World War I and a delegate to 

the peace negotiations at the war’s end. 

bliss-out  or bliss·out (blVsùoutÙ) n.  Slang. Ecstasy; bliss. 

blis·ter (blVsùtNr) n.  1. a. A local swelling of the skin that contains watery fluid 

and is caused by burning or irritation.  b. A similar swelling on a plant.   2. a. A 

raised bubble, as on a painted or laminated surface.  b. A rounded, bulging, usu-

ally transparent structure, such as one used for observation on certain aircraft or 

for display and protection of packaged products.    —  v.  blis·tered, 
blis·ter·ing, blis·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause a blister to form on.  2. To reprove 

harshly.   —  v.  intr. To break out in or as if in blisters.  [Middle English, probably 

from Old French blestre, of Germanic origin.] —blisùter·y adj. 

blister beetle (blVsùtNr bKtùl) n.  Any of various soft-bodied beetles of the fam-

ily Meloidae, such as the cantharis, that secrete a substance capable of blistering 

the skin.  Also called meloid 

blister copper (blVsùtNr kmpùNr) n.  An almost pure copper produced in an 

intermediate stage of copper refining.  [From its blistered appearance.]

blis·ter·ing (blVsùtNr-Vng) adj.  1. Intensely hot:  a blistering sun.  2. Harsh; 

severe:  blistering criticism.  3. Very rapid:  a blistering pace.  4. Producing a blister 

or blisters:  a blistering agent.   —blisùter·ing·ly adv. 

blister pack (blVsùtNr p4k) n.  A form of displaying and packaging an item of 

merchandise in which the merchandise is sealed into a transparent plastic blister 

backed by foil or cardboard.  Also called bubble pack 

blister rust (blVsùtNr rƒst) n.  Any of several diseases of pine trees caused by cer-

tain fungi of the genus Cronartium, resulting in conspicuous blistering and often 

dieback of affected areas. 

B.Lit. abbr.  Latin. Baccalaureus Litterarum (Bachelor of Literature). 



blithe (blXth, blXth) adj.  blith·er, blith·est. 1. Carefree and lighthearted.  

2. Lacking or showing a lack of due concern; casual:  spoke with blithe ignorance of 

the true situation.  See Synonyms at jolly.  [Middle English, from Old English 

blXthe.] —blitheùly adv.  —blitheùness n. 

blith·er (blVthùNr) v.  intr. blith·ered, blith·er·ing, blith·ers. To blather.  

[Alteration of BLATHER.]

blithe·some (blXthùsNm, blXthù-) adj.  Cheerful; merry.   —blitheùsome·ly 
adv.  —blithùsome·ness n. 

B.Litt. abbr.  Latin. Baccalaureus Litterarum (Bachelor of Literature). 

blitz (blVts) n.  1. a. A blitzkrieg.  b. A heavy aerial bombardment.   2. An intense 

campaign:  a media blitz focused on young voters.  3. Football. A defensive play in 

which one or more linebackers or defensive backs charge through the line of 

scrimmage at the snap in an attempt to overwhelm the quarterback, especially in 

a passing situation. In this sense, also calledred-dog  —  v.  blitzed, blitz·ing, 
blitz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To subject to a blitz.  2. Football. To rush (the quarterback) 

in a blitz.   —  v.  intr. Football. To carry out a blitz.  [Short for BLITZKRIEG.]

blitz·krieg (blVtsùkrKgÙ) n.  A swift, sudden military offensive, usually by com-

bined air and mobile land forces.  [German  : Blitz, lightning (from Middle High 

German blitze, from bliczen, to flash, from Old High German blëcchazzen); see 

bhel-1 in Appendix + Krieg, war (from Middle High German kriec, from Old 

High German chrKg, stubbornness); see gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

Blitz·stein (blVtsùstXnÙ), Marc. 1905-1964.  American composer whose works 

include operas, such as Triple Sec (1928), and musical plays, including The Cradle 

Will Rock (1937). 

bliv·it (blVvùVt) n.  Slang. 1. Something annoying, superfluous, or pointless.  

2. Something difficult or impossible to name.  [Origin unknown.]

Blix·en (blKkùsNn, blVkù-), Baroness Karen.  See Isak Dinesen. 
bliz·zard (blVzùNrd) n.  1. a. Meteorology. A violent snowstorm with winds blow-

ing at a minimum speed of 35 miles (56 kilometers) per hour and visibility of less 

than one-quarter mile (400 meters) for three hours.  b. A very heavy snowstorm 

with high winds.   2. A torrent; a superabundance:  The White House received a 

blizzard of phone calls.  [Origin unknown.]

blk. abbr.  1. Black.  2. Block.  3. Bulk. 

bloat (blot) v.  bloat·ed, bloat·ing, bloats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to swell up 

or inflate, as with liquid or gas.  2. To cure (fish) by soaking in brine and half-

drying in smoke.   —  v.  intr. To become swollen or inflated: “Government had 

bloated out of control” (Lance Morrow).   —  n.  1. A swelling of the rumen or 

intestinal tract of cattle and domestic animals that is caused by excessive gas for-

mation following fermentation of ingested watery legumes or green forage.  

2. An excess or surfeit, as of employees, expenses, or procedures:  corporate bloat.  



[From Middle English blout, soft, puffed, from Old Norse blautr, soft, soaked. See 

bhleu- in Appendix.]

bloat·ed (bloùtVd) adj.  1. Being much bigger than desired:  a bloated bureau-

cracy; a bloated budget.  2. Medicine. Swollen or distended beyond normal size by 

fluid or gaseous material. 

bloat·er1 (bloùtNr) n.  A large mackerel or herring, lightly smoked and salted.  

[From obsolete dialectal bloat, a soft, moist cured fish, probably from BLOAT.]

bloat·er2 (bloùtNr) n.  A small whitefish (Coregonus hoyi) of the Great Lakes and 

the lakes of eastern Canada. 

blob (blmb) n.  1. A soft, amorphous mass.  2. A daub, as of color.   —  v.  tr. 

blobbed, blob·bing, blobs. To splash or daub with blobs; splotch.  [From 

Middle English blober, bubble.]

bloc (blmk) n.  1. A group of nations, parties, or persons united for common 

action:  nations in the Communist bloc.  2. An often bipartisan coalition of legisla-

tors acting together for a common purpose or interest:  the farm bloc in the U.S. 

Senate.  [French, from Old French, block. See BLOCK.]

Bloch (blmk, blôk, blôKH), Ernest. 1880-1959.  Swiss-born American composer 

noted for his chamber music, such as Quintet for Piano and Strings (1923), and 

for works with Jewish themes, including Israel Symphony (1916). 

Bloch (blmk, blôk, blôKH), Felix. 1905-1983.  Swiss-born American physicist. He 

shared a 1952 Nobel Prize for work concerning the measurement of magnetic 

fields in atomic nuclei. 

Bloch (blmk, blôk, blôKH), Konrad Emil. Born 1912.  German-born American 

biochemist. He shared a 1964 Nobel Prize for research on cholesterol and fatty 

acid metabolism. 

block (blmk) n.  Abbr. blk. 1. a. A solid piece of a hard substance, such as wood, 

having one or more flat sides.  b. Such a piece used as a construction member or 

as a support.  c. Such a piece upon which chopping or cutting is done:  a butcher’s 

block.  d. Such a piece upon which persons are beheaded.  e. A small wooden or 

plastic cube used as a building toy:  a set of blocks.  f. Printing. A large amount of 

text.  g. Sports. A starting block.   2. A stand from which articles are displayed 

and sold at an auction:  Many priceless antiques went on the block.  3. A mold or 

form on which an item is shaped or displayed:  a hat block.  4. A substance, such 

as wood or stone, that has been prepared for engraving.  5. a. A pulley or a sys-

tem of pulleys set in a casing.  b. An engine block.   6. A bloc.  7. A set of like 

items, such as shares of stock, sold or handled as a unit.  8. A group of four or 

more unseparated postage stamps forming a rectangle.  9. Canadian. A group of 

townships in an unsurveyed area.  10. a. A usually rectangular section of a city or 

town bounded on each side by consecutive streets.  b. A segment of a street 

bounded by consecutive cross streets and including its buildings and inhabitants.   

11. A large building divided into separate units, such as apartments.  12. A 



length of railroad track controlled by signals.  13. The act of obstructing.  

14. Something that obstructs; an obstacle.  15. a. Sports. An act of bodily 

obstruction, as of a player or ball.  b. Football. Legal interference with an oppos-

ing player to clear the path of the ball carrier.   16. Medicine. Interruption, espe-

cially obstruction, of a normal physiological function:  nerve block.  

17. Psychology. Sudden cessation of speech or a thought process without an 

immediate observable cause, sometimes considered a consequence of repression.  

18. Slang. The human head:  threatened to knock my block off.  19. A blockhead.   
—  v.  blocked, block·ing, blocks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To shape into a block or blocks.  

2. To support, strengthen, or retain in place by means of a block.  3. To shape, 

mold, or form with or on a block:  block a hat.  4. a. To stop or impede the pas-

sage of or movement through; obstruct:  block traffic.  b. To shut out from view:  

a curtain blocking the stage.   5. To indicate broadly without great detail; sketch:  

block out a plan of action.  6. Sports. To impede the movement of (an opponent or 

the ball) by physical interference.  7. Medicine. To interrupt the proper function-

ing of (a nervous, muscular, or other physiological process), especially by the use 

of anesthesia.  8. Psychology. To fail to remember.  9. To run (trains) on a block 

system.   —  v.  intr. Sports. To obstruct the movement of an opponent.   
—idiom. out of the blocks. From a starting position, as in a race or contest:  

The company has in the past been slow out of the blocks to adapt to consumer tastes.  

[Middle English blok, from Old French, from Middle Dutch.] —blockùer n.  

SYNONYMS: block, hide, obscure, obstruct, screen, shroud. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to cut off from sight”: trees that block the view; a road

hidden by brush; mist that obscures the mountain peak; skyscrapers obstructing the

sky; a fence that screens the alley; a face shrouded by a heavy veil. See also Synonyms

at hinder1 obstacle

Block (blmk), Herbert Lawrence. Known as “Herblock.” Born 1909.  American 

editorial cartoonist whose witty works have appeared in the Washington Post and 

more than 200 other papers nationwide. He won a Pulitzer Prize in 1942 and in 

1954. 

block·ade (blm-k7dù) n.  1. The isolation of a nation, an area, a city, or a harbor 

by hostile ships or forces in order to prevent the entrance and exit of traffic and 

commerce.  2. The forces used to effect this isolation.   —  v.  tr. block·ad·ed, 
block·ad·ing, block·ades. To set up a blockade against.  See Synonyms at 

besiege.  —block·adùer n. 

block·ade-run·ner (blm-k7dùrƒnÙNr) n.  One that penetrates or evades a 

blockade.   —block·adeù-runÙning n. 

block·age (blmkùVj) n.  1. The act of obstructing.  2. An obstruction. 



block and tackle (blmk Nnd t4kùNl) n.  An apparatus of pulley blocks and 

ropes or cables used for hauling and hoisting heavy objects. 

block·bust·er (blmkùbƒsÙtNr) n.  1. Informal. Something, such as a film or 

book, that sustains widespread popularity and achieves enormous sales.  2. A 

high-explosive bomb used for demolition purposes.  3. One that engages in the 

practice of blockbusting. 

block·bust·ing (blmkùbƒsÙtVng) n.  Informal. The practice of persuading white 

homeowners to sell quickly and usually at a loss by appealing to the fear that 

minority groups and especially Black people will move into the neighborhood, 

causing property values to decline. The property is then resold at inflated prices. 

block grant (blmk gr4nt) n.  An unrestricted federal grant, as to a locality. 

block·head (blmkùhHdÙ) n.  A person regarded as very stupid; a dolt. 

block·house (blmkùhousÙ) n.  1. A military fortification constructed of sturdy 

material, such as concrete, and designed with ports for defensive firing or obser-

vation.  2. A heavily reinforced building used for launch operations of missiles 

and space launch vehicles.  3. A fort made of squared timbers with a projecting 

upper story. 

block·ish (blmkùVsh) adj.  Resembling a block, as in shape.   —blockùish·ly adv.  

—blockùish·ness n. 

Block Island (blmk XùlNnd)  An island off southern Rhode Island at the eastern 

entrance to Long Island Sound. Visited by Dutch explorers in 1614, it was settled 

in 1661. 

block letter (blmk lHtùNr) n.  Printing. 1. A letter printed or written sans serif.  

2. A sans-serif style of type. 

block plane (blmk pl7n) n.  A small plane used by carpenters for cutting across 

the grain of wood. 

block signal (blmk sVgùnNl) n.  A fixed signal at the entrance to a railroad block, 

indicating whether or not trains may enter. 

block system (blmk sVsùtNm) n.  A system for controlling and safeguarding the 

flow of railway trains in which track is divided into blocks, each controlled by 

automatic signals. 

block·y (blmkùK) adj.  block·i·er, block·i·est. Blockish. 

Bloem·ber·gen (blumùbûr-gNn), Nicolaas. Born 1920.  Dutch-born Ameri-

can physicist. He shared a 1981 Nobel Prize for developing technologies to study 

complex forms of matter. 

Bloem·fon·tein (blumùfmn-t7nÙ)  A city of central South Africa east-south-

east of Kimberley. It is unofficially called the judicial capital of the country 

because the appellate division of the national supreme court sits here. Population, 

102,600. 



Blois (blwä)  A town of central France on the Loire River northeast of Tours. It 

was the seat of the powerful counts of Blois and a favorite residence of French 

royalty. Population, 47,243. 

Blok (blôk), Aleksandr Aleksandrovich. 1880-1921.  Russian poet. Consid-

ered Russia’s greatest symbolist poet, he is particularly noted for his lyrics, verse 

dramas, and long poem The Twelve (1918). 

bloke (blok) n.  Chiefly British. A fellow; a man.  [Origin unknown.]

blond also blonde (blmnd) adj.  blond·er, blond·est. 1. Having fair hair and 

skin and usually light eyes:  blond Scandinavians.  2. Of a flaxen or golden color 

or of any light shade of auburn or pale yellowish brown:  blond hair.  3. Light-col-

ored through bleaching:  blond furniture.   —  n.  1. A person with fair hair and 

skin and usually light eyes.  2. Color. A light yellowish brown to dark grayish yel-

low.  [Middle English blounde, from Old French blonde, of Germanic origin. See 

bhel-1 in Appendix.] —blondùish adj.  —blondùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: It is usual in English to treat blond as if it required gender mark-

ing, as in French, spelling it blonde when referring to women and blond elsewhere.

But this practice is in fact a relatively recent innovation, and some have suggested

that it has sexist implications and that the form blond should be used for both

sexes. There is certainly a measure of justice to the claim that the two forms are

not used symmetrically. Since English does not normally mark adjectives accord-

ing to the gender of the nouns they modify, it is natural to interpret the final -e

as expressing some additional meaning, perhaps because it implies that hair color

provides a primary category of classification for women but not men. This asso-

ciation of hair color and a particular perception of feminine identity is suggested

in phrases such as dumb blonde and Is it true blondes have more fun? or in Susan

Brownmiller’s depiction of Hollywood’s “pantheon of celebrated blondes who have

fed the fantasies of men and fueled the aspirations of women.” The corresponding

masculine form blond, by contrast, is not ordinarily used to refer to men in con-

texts in which hair color is not specifically at issue; there is something arch in a

reference to Leslie Howard, Robert Redford, and other celebrated blonds. See Usage

Note at brunette.

blood (blƒd) n.  Abbr. bld. 1. a. The fluid consisting of plasma, blood cells, and 

platelets that is circulated by the heart through the vertebrate vascular system, 

carrying oxygen and nutrients to and waste materials away from all body tissues.  

b. A functionally similar fluid in animals other than vertebrates.  c. The juice or 

sap of certain plants.   2. A vital or animating force; lifeblood.  3. Bloodshed; 

murder.  4. Temperament or disposition:  a person of hot blood and fiery temper.  

5. a. Descent from a common ancestor; parental lineage.  b. Family relationship; 

kinship.  c. Descent from noble or royal lineage:  a princess of the blood.  



d. Recorded descent from purebred stock.  e. National or racial ancestry.   

6. a. A dandy.  b. Slang. A youth who is a member of a city gang.    —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  a blood transfusion; a Red Cross blood 

drive.   —  v.  tr. blood·ed, blood·ing, bloods. 1. To give (a hunting dog) its 

first taste of blood.  2. To subject (troops) to experience under fire: “The measure 

of an army is not known until it has been blooded” (Tom Clancy).   —idiom. in 
cold blood. Deliberately, coldly, and dispassionately.  [Middle English blod, 

from Old English blod. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

Blood (blƒd) n.  pl. Blood or Bloods. 1. A tribe of the Blackfoot confederacy 

inhabiting southern Alberta.  2. A member of this tribe. 

blood agar (blƒd 7ùgärÙ) n.  Microbiology. A nutrient culture medium that is 

enriched with whole blood and used for the growth of certain strains of bacteria. 

blood alcohol concentration (blƒd 4lùkN-hôlÙ kmnÙsNn-tr7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. 

BAC The concentration of alcohol in the blood, expressed as the weight of alco-

hol in a fixed volume of blood and used as a measure of the degree of intoxication 

in an individual. The concentration depends on body weight, the quantity and 

rate of alcohol ingestion, and the rates of alcohol absorption and metabolism.  

Also called blood alcohol level 

blood bank (blƒd b4ngk) n.  1. A place where whole blood or plasma is typed, 

processed, and stored for future use in transfusion.  2. Blood or plasma stored in 

such a place. 

blood·bath also blood bath (blƒdùb4thÙ, -bäthÙ) n.  Savage, indiscriminate 

killing; a massacre. 

blood boost·ing  or blood-boost·ing (blƒdùbuÙstVng) n.  See blood dop-
ing. 

blood-brain barrier (blƒdùbr7nÙ b4rùK-Nr) n.  A physiological mechanism 

that alters the permeability of brain capillaries, so that some substances, such as 

certain drugs, are prevented from entering brain tissue, while other substances 

are allowed to enter freely. 

blood brother (blƒd brƒthùNr) n.  1. A brother by birth.  2. One of two indi-

viduals who vow mutual fidelity and trust by a ceremony involving the mingling 

of each other’s blood.   —blood brotherhood n. 

blood cell (blƒd sHl) n.  Any of the cells contained in blood; an erythrocyte or 

leukocyte; a blood corpuscle. 

blood clot (blƒd klmt) n.  Physiology. A semisolid, gelatinous mass of coagulated 

blood that consists of red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets entrapped in 

a fibrin network. 

blood count (blƒd kount) n.  1. The number of red blood cells, white blood 

cells, and platelets in a definite volume of blood.  2. The determination of such a 

count.  3. Complete blood count. 



blood·cur·dling (blƒdùkûrdÙlVng) adj.  Causing great horror; terrifying.   
—bloodùcurÙdling·ly adv. 

blood dop·ing  or blood-dop·ing (blƒdùdoÙpVng) n.  The process of trans-

fusing an athlete with a quantity of blood that has been previously removed from 

the same athlete, allowing the buildup of extra red blood cells by the body in the 

interim. The goal of this controversial technique is to increase the oxygen-carry-

ing capacity of the blood and athletic endurance.  Also called blood boosting, blood 

packing. 

blood·ed (blƒdùVd) adj.  1. Having blood or a temperament of a specified kind. 

Used only in combination:  a cold-blooded reptile; a hot-blooded person.  

2. Thoroughbred:  blooded breeding stock. 

blood feud (blƒd fyud) n.  A feud involving the members of a family or clan. 

blood fluke (blƒd fluk) n.  See schistosome. 
blood group (blƒd grup) n.  Any of several immunologically distinct, geneti-

cally determined classes of human blood that are based on the presence or 

absence of certain antigens and are clinically identified by characteristic aggluti-

nation reactions.  Also called blood type 

blood·guilt (blƒdùgVltÙ) n.  The fact or state of being guilty of murder or blood-

shed. 

blood heat (blƒd hKt) n.  The normal temperature (about 37.0˚C or 98.6˚F) of 

human blood. 

blood·hound (blƒdùhoundÙ) n.  1. One of a breed of hounds with a smooth 

coat, drooping ears, sagging jowls, and a keen sense of smell.  2. Informal. A 

relentless pursuer. 

blood·less (blƒdùlVs) adj.  1. Deficient in or lacking blood.  2. Pale and anemic 

in color:  smiled with bloodless lips.  3. Achieved without bloodshed:  a bloodless 

coup.  4. Lacking vivacity or spirit:  a long, bloodless speech.  5. Devoid of human 

emotion or feeling:  charts of bloodless economic indicators.   —bloodùless·ly adv.  

—bloodùless·ness n. 

blood·let·ting (blƒdùlHtÙVng) n.  1. Bloodshed.  2. The removal of blood, usu-

ally from a vein, as a therapeutic measure.  3. The laying off of personnel or the 

elimination of resources.   —bloodùletÙter n. 

blood lily (blƒd lVlùK) n.  Any of several bulbous plants of the African genus 

Haemanthus grown for their dense clusters of red, white, or pink flowers with 

protruding stamens. 

blood·line (blƒdùlXnÙ) n.  Direct line of descent; pedigree. 

blood meal (blƒd mKl) n.  The dried and powdered blood of animals, used in 

animal feeds and as a nitrogen-rich fertilizer for plants. 

blood·mo·bile (blƒdùmN-bKlÙ) n.  A motor vehicle equipped for collecting 

blood from donors.  [BLOOD + (AUTO)MOBILE.]



blood money (blƒd mƒnùK) n.  1. Money paid by a killer as compensation to 

the next of kin of a murder victim.  2. Money gained at the cost of another’s life 

or livelihood. 

blood pack·ing  or blood-pack·ing (blƒdù p4kÙVng) n.  See blood doping. 
blood plasma (blƒd pl4zùmN) n.  The pale yellow or gray-yellow, protein-con-

taining fluid portion of the blood in which the blood cells and platelets are nor-

mally suspended. 

blood platelet (blƒd pl7tùlVt) n.  See platelet. 
blood poi·son·ing (blƒd poiùzN-nVng) n.  1.  See septicemia.  2.  See tox-
emia. 

blood pressure (blƒd prHshùNr) n.  Abbr. BP, B.P. The pressure exerted by the 

blood against the walls of the blood vessels, especially the arteries. It varies with 

the strength of the heartbeat, the elasticity of the arterial walls, the volume and 

viscosity of the blood, and a person’s health, age, and physical condition. 

blood profile (blƒd proùfXlÙ) n.  See complete blood count. 
blood red (blƒd rHd) n.  Color. A moderate to vivid red.   —bloodù-redù 

(blƒdùrHdù) adj. 

blood relation (blƒd rV-l7ùshNn) n.  A person who is related to another by 

birth rather than by marriage.   —blood relationship n. 

blood·root (blƒdùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A perennial wildflower (Sanguinaria 

canadensis), native to forests in eastern North America and having a fleshy root-

stock exuding a poisonous red sap, a single lobed leaf, and a solitary white flower 

in early spring.  Also called red puccoon 

blood serum (blƒd sîrùNm) n.  See serum (n., sense 1). 

blood·shed (blƒdùshHdÙ) n.  The shedding of blood, especially the injury or 

killing of human beings. 

blood·shot (blƒdùshmtÙ) adj.  Red and inflamed as a result of locally congested 

blood vessels:  bloodshot eyes.  [From obsolete bloodshotten : BLOOD + shotten, suf-

fused, past participle of SHOOT.]

blood·stain (blƒdùst7nÙ) n.  A stain caused by blood.   —  v.  tr. 

blood·stained, blood·stain·ing, blood·stains. To stain with blood. 

blood·stone (blƒdùstonÙ) n.  A variety of deep-green chalcedony flecked with 

red jasper.  Also called heliotrope 

blood·stream also blood stream (blƒdùstrKmÙ) n.  The flow of blood 

through the circulatory system of an organism. 

blood·suck·er (blƒdùsƒkÙNr) n.  1. An animal, such as a leech, that sucks 

blood.  2. An extortionist or a blackmailer.  3. A person who is intrusively or 

overly dependent upon another; a parasite.   —bloodùsuckÙing adj. 

blood sugar (blƒd shtgùNr) n.  1. Sugar in the form of glucose in the blood.  

2. The concentration of glucose in the blood, measured in milligrams of glucose 

per 100 milliliters of blood. 



blood test (blƒd tHst) n.  1. An examination of a sample of blood to determine 

its chemical, physical, or serologic characteristics.  2. A serologic test for certain 

diseases, such as syphilis or AIDS. 

blood·thirst·y (blƒdùthûrÙstK) adj.  1. Eager to shed blood.  2. Characterized 

by great carnage.   —bloodùthirstÙi·ly adv.  —bloodùthirstÙi·ness n. 

blood type (blƒd tXp) n.  See blood group. 
blood typ·ing  or blood-typ·ing (blƒdùtXÙpVng) n.  The process of identify-

ing an individual’s blood group by serologic testing of a sample of blood. 

blood vessel (blƒd vHsùNl) n.  An elastic tubular channel, such as an artery, a 

vein, or a capillary, through which the blood circulates. 

blood·worm (blƒdùwûrmÙ) n.  1. Any of various red, segmented marine 

worms of the genera Polycirrus and Enoplobranchus that have bright red bodies 

and are often used for bait.  2. The freshwater larvae of certain midges that are 

red as a result of the high hemoglobin content of their blood. 

blood·y (blƒdùK) adj.  blood·i·er, blood·i·est. 1. Stained with blood.  2. Of, 

characteristic of, or containing blood.  3. Accompanied by or giving rise to 

bloodshed:  a bloody fight.  4. Bloodthirsty.  5. Suggesting the color of blood; 

blood-red.  6. Used as an intensive: “Everyone wants to have a convict in his bloody 

family tree” (Robert Hughes).   —  adv.  Used as an intensive:  bloody well right.   
—  v.  tr. blood·ied, blood·y·ing, blood·ies. 1. To stain, spot, or color with or 

as if with blood.  2. To make bleed, as by injuring or wounding:  The troops were 

bloodied in the skirmish.   —bloodùi·ly adv.  —bloodùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: bloody, gory, sanguinary, sanguineous. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “attended by or causing bloodshed”: a bloody battle; a gory

murder; a sanguinary struggle; a sanguineous victory.

bloody mary also Bloody Mary (blƒdùK mârùK) n.  pl. bloody marys or 

bloody mary’s. A cocktail usually made of vodka, tomato juice, and seasonings.  

[After MARY I.]

blood·y-mind·ed (blƒdùK-mXnÙdVd) adj.  1. Ready and willing to accept 

bloodshed or to resort to violence: “forging alliances with bloody-minded tyrants” 

(Lewis H. Lapham).  2. Chiefly British. Perversely cantankerous: “The... unions... 

have never been as bloody-minded about demarcation as the shipbuilders” (Specta-

tor).   —bloodùy-mindùed·ness n. 

bloom1 (blum) n.  1. a. The flower of a plant.  b. Something resembling the 

flower of a plant: “Her hair was caught all to one side in a great bloom of frizz” 

(Anne Tyler).   2. a. The condition of being in flower:  a rose in full bloom.  b. A 

condition or time of vigor, freshness, and beauty; prime: “the radiant bloom of 

Greek genius” (Edith Hamilton).   3. A fresh, rosy complexion: “She was short, 

plump, and fair, with a fine bloom” (Jane Austen).  4. a. A waxy or powdery whit-



ish to bluish coating sometimes occurring on the surface of plant parts, such as 

on the fruits of certain plums.  b. A similar coating, as on newly minted coins.  

c. Chemistry. See efflorescence (n., sense 3a).   5. Glare that is caused by a shiny 

object reflecting too much light into a television camera.  6. A visible, colored 

area on the surface of bodies of water caused by excessive planktonic growth.   —  
v.  bloomed, bloom·ing, blooms.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To bear a flower or flow-

ers.  b. To support plant life in abundance:  rains that made the yard bloom.   2. To 

shine; glow.  3. To grow or flourish with youth and vigor.  4. To appear or expand 

suddenly:  White vapor bloomed from the side of the rocket’s fuel tank.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause to flourish.  2. Obsolete. To cause to flower.  [Middle English blom, 

from Old Norse blom. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —bloomùy adj.  

SYNONYMS: bloom, blossom, efflorescence, florescence, flower, flush, prime. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “a condition or time of greatest vigor

and freshness”: beauty in its full bloom; classical sculpture in its blossom; the efflo-

rescence of humanitarianism; the florescence of baroque music; in the flower of her

womanhood; in the flush of his popularity; the prime of life.

bloom2 (blum) n.  1. A bar of steel prepared for rolling.  2. A mass of wrought 

iron ready for further working.  [Middle English blome, lump of metal, from Old 

English bloma. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

bloom·er1 (bluùmNr) n.  1. a. A plant that blooms.  b. A person who attains 

full maturity and competence:  a late bloomer.   2. Slang. A blunder. 

bloom·er2 (bluùmNr) n.  1. A costume formerly worn by women and girls that 

was composed of loose trousers gathered about the ankles and worn under a 

short skirt.  2. bloomers. a. Wide, loose trousers gathered at the knee and for-

merly worn by women and girls as an athletic costume.  b. Girls’ underpants of 

similar design.   [After Amelia Jenks BLOOMER.]

Bloom·er (bluùmNr), Amelia Jenks. 1818-1894.  American social reformer 

who founded and edited the feminist newspaper Lily (1849-1855), wrote about 

unjust marriage laws and women’s suffrage, and advocated a new style of dress 

for women. 

Bloom·field (blumùfKldÙ)  1. A town of north-central Connecticut, a suburb 

of Hartford. Population, 19,483.  2. A town of northeast New Jersey, an industrial 

and residential suburb of Newark. It was settled c. 1660. Population, 45,061. 

Bloom·field (blumùfKldÙ), Leonard. 1887-1949.  American linguist who 

introduced a behavioristic approach to linguistics in his text Language (1933). 

bloom·ing (bluùmVng) adv.  & adj.  Chiefly British. Used as an intensive:  a 

blooming hot day; a blooming idiot.  [Probably a euphemism for BLOODY.]

Bloo·ming·ton (bluùmVng-tNn)  1. A city of central Illinois east-southeast of 

Peoria. It is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 51,972.  2. A city of 



south-central Indiana south-southwest of Indianapolis. Indiana University 

(established 1820) is located here. Population, 60,633.  3. A city of eastern Min-

nesota, a suburb of Minneapolis. Population, 86,335. 

Blooms·bur·y (blumzùbHrÙ-K, -bN-rK, -brK)  A residential district of north-

central London, England, famous for its associations with members of the intelli-

gentsia, including Virginia Woolf, E.M. Forster, and John Maynard Keynes, in the 

early 20th century. 

bloop (blup) Baseball. n.  A blooper.   —  v.  tr. blooped, bloop·ing, bloops. 
To hit (a ball) into the air just beyond the infield.   —  adj.  Hit just beyond the 

infield. 

bloop·er (bluùpNr) n.  1. Informal. A clumsy mistake, especially one made in 

public; a faux pas.  2. Baseball. a. A weakly hit ball that carries just beyond the 

infield.  b. A high pitch that is lobbed to the batter.   [From BLOOP, to make the 

high-pitched sound of interference in a radio signal,, and from the sound made 

by hitting a ball weakly.]

Bloor (bltr), Ella Reeve. Known as “Mother Bloor.” 1862-1951.  American 

labor organizer and political radical who was a founder (1919) and central com-

mittee member of the Communist Labor Party. 

blos·som (blmsùNm) n.  1. A flower or cluster of flowers.  2. The condition or 

time of flowering:  peach trees in blossom.  3. A period or condition of maximum 

development.  See Synonyms at bloom1.   —  v.  intr. blos·somed, 
blos·som·ing, blos·soms. 1. To come into flower; bloom.  2. To develop; 

flourish:  The child blossomed into a beauty.  [Middle English, from Old English 

blostm. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —blosùsom·y adj. 

blos·som-end rot (blmsùNm-HndÙ rmt) n.  A disease, especially of tomato, pep-

per, squash, or melon, caused by a deficiency of calcium and characterized by 

brown or black decay at the distal part of the fruit. 

blot1 (blmt) n.  1. A spot or a stain caused by a discoloring substance:  a blot of 

paint.  2. A stain on one’s character or reputation; a disgrace.  See Synonyms at 

stain.   —  v.  blot·ted, blot·ting, blots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To spot or stain, as with 

a discoloring substance.  2. To bring moral disgrace to.  3. To obliterate (writing, 

for example).  4. To make obscure; hide:  clouds blotting out the moon.  5. To 

destroy utterly; annihilate:  War blotted out their traditional way of life.  6. To soak 

up or dry with absorbent material.   —  v.  intr. 1. To spill or spread in a spot or 

stain.  2. To become blotted, soaked up, or absorbed.  [Middle English.]

blot2 (blmt) n.  1. Games. An exposed piece in backgammon.  2. Archaic. A weak 

point.  [Possibly from Low German blat, naked, unprotected.]

blotch (blmch) n.  1. A spot or blot; a splotch.  2. A discoloration on the skin; a 

blemish.  3. Any of several plant diseases caused by fungi and resulting in brown 

or black dead areas on leaves or fruit.   —  v.  tr. intr. blotched, blotch·ing, 



blotch·es. To mark or become marked with blotches.  [Probably blend of BLOT
1, 

and BOTCH.] —blotchùi·ly adv.  —blotchùi·ness n.  —blotchùy adj. 

blot·ter (blmtùNr) n.  1. A piece or pad of blotting paper.  2. A book containing 

daily records of occurrences or transactions:  a police blotter. 

blot·ting paper (blmtùVng p7ùpNr) n.  Absorbent paper used to blot a surface 

by soaking up excess ink. 

blot·to (blmtùo) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 

blouse (blous, blouz) n.  1. A woman’s or child’s loosely fitting shirt that 

extends to the waist or slightly below.  2. A loosely fitting garment resembling a 

long shirt, worn especially by European workmen.  3. The service coat or tunic 

worn by the members of some branches of the U.S. armed forces.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

bloused, blous·ing, blous·es. To hang or cause to hang loosely and fully.  

[French, possibly alteration (influenced by blousse, wool scraps, of Germanic ori-

gin), of obsolete French blaude, from Old French bliaut, probably of Germanic 

origin.]

blou·son (blouùsmnÙ, bluùzmnÙ) n.  A woman’s garment, such as a dress or 

blouse, with a fitted waistband over which material blouses.  [French, diminutive 

of blouse, blouse. See BLOUSE.]

blow1 (blo) v.  blew (blu), blown (blon), blow·ing, blows.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To be in a state of motion. Used of the air or of wind.  2. To move along or be 

carried by or as if by the wind:  Her hat blew away.  3. To expel a current of air, as 

from the mouth or from a bellows.  4. To produce a sound by expelling a current 

of air, as in sounding a wind instrument or a whistle.  5. To breathe hard; pant.  

6. To storm:  It blew all night.  7. To melt or otherwise become disabled. Used of a 

fuse.  8. To burst suddenly:  The tire blew.  9. To spout moist air from the blow-

hole. Used of a whale.  10. Informal. To boast.  11. Slang. To go away; depart.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause to move by means of a current of air.  2. To expel (air) from 

the mouth.  3. To cause air to be expelled suddenly from:  blew a tire.  4. To drive 

a current of air on, in, or through:  blew my hair dry after I shampooed it.  5. To 

clear out or make free of obstruction by forcing air through:  constantly blowing 

his nose in allergy season.  6. To shape or form (glass, for example) by forcing air 

or gas through at the end of a pipe.  7. Music. a. To cause (a wind instrument) to 

sound.  b. To sound:  a bugle blowing taps.   8. a. To cause to be out of breath.  

b. To allow (a winded horse) to regain its breath.   9. To demolish by the force of 

an explosion:  An artillery shell blew our headquarters apart.  10. To lay or deposit 

eggs in. Used of certain insects.  11. To melt or otherwise disable (a fuse).  

12. Slang. a. To spend (money) freely and rashly.  See Synonyms at waste.  
b. To spend money freely on; treat:  blew me to a sumptuous dinner.   13. Vulgar 

Slang. To perform fellatio on.  14. a. Slang. To spoil or lose through ineptitude.  

See Synonyms at botch.  b. To cause (a covert intelligence operation or opera-

tive) to be revealed and thereby jeopardized:  a story in the press that blew their 



cover; an agent who was blown by the opposition.   15. Slang. To depart (a place) in 

a great hurry:  Let’s blow this city no later than noon.   —  n.  1. The act or an 

instance of blowing.  2. a. A blast of air or wind.  b. A storm.   3. Informal. An 

act of bragging.  4. Slang. Cocaine.   —phrasal verbs. blow away. Slang. 

1. To kill by shooting, especially with a firearm.  2. To affect intensely; over-

whelm:  That concert blew me away.  blow in. Slang. To arrive, especially when 

unexpected.  blow off. To relieve or release (pressure); let off.  blow out. 5. To 

extinguish or be extinguished by a gust of air:  blow out a candle.  6. To fail, as an 

electrical apparatus.  7. To erupt in an uncontrolled manner. Used of a gas or oil 

well.  blow over. To subside, wane, or pass over with little lasting effect:  The 

storm blew over quickly. The scandal will soon blow over.  blow up. 9. To come 

into being:  A storm blew up.  10. To fill with air; inflate:  blow up a tire.  11. To 

enlarge (a photographic image or print).  12. To explode:  bombs blowing up.  

13. To lose one’s temper.   —idioms. blow a gasket. Slang. To explode with 

anger.  blow hot and cold. To change one’s opinion often on a matter; vacil-

late.  blow off steam. To give vent to pent-up emotion.  blow (one’s) cool. 
Slang. To lose one’s composure.  blow (one’s) mind. Slang. To affect with 

intense emotion, such as amazement, excitement, or shock.  blow (one’s) top 
(or blow (one’s) stack). Informal. Informal. To lose one’s temper.  [Middle 

English blowen, from Old English bl7wan. See bhlK- in Appendix.]

blow2 (blo) n.  1. A sudden hard stroke or hit, as with the fist or an object.  

2. An unexpected shock or calamity.  3. An unexpected attack; an assault.  [Mid-

dle English blaw.]

blow3 (blo) n.  1. A mass of blossoms:  peach blow.  2. The state of blossoming.   
—  v.  intr. tr. blew (blu), blown (blon), blow·ing, blows. To bloom or 

cause to bloom.  [From Middle English blowen, to bloom, from Old English 

blowan. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

blow·back (bloùb4kÙ) n.  1. The backpressure in an internal-combustion 

engine or a boiler.  2. Powder residue that is released upon automatic ejection of a 

spent cartridge or shell from a firearm.  3. The effect caused by recirculation into 

the source country of disinformation previously planted abroad by that country’s 

intelligence service in an effort to mislead the government of another country. 

blow-by-blow (bloù-bX-bloù) adj.  Exhibiting great detail:  a blow-by-blow 

description of the accident. 

blow-dry (bloùdrXÙ) v.  tr. blow-·dried, blow-·dry·ing, blow-·dries. To dry 

and often style (hair) with a hand-held dryer.   —blow dryer n. 

blow·er (bloùNr) n.  1. One that blows, especially a mechanical device, such as a 

fan, that produces a current of air.  2. Slang. A braggart.  3. Chiefly British. A tele-

phone. 

blow·fish (bloùfVshÙ) n.  pl. blowfish or blow·fish·es. See puffer. 



blow·fly (bloùflXÙ) n.  Any of several flies of the family Calliphoridae that 

deposit their eggs in carcasses or carrion or in open sores and wounds. 

blow·gun (bloùgƒnÙ) n.  A long, narrow pipe through which darts or pellets 

may be blown.  Also called blowpipe 

blow·hard (bloùhärdÙ) n.  Informal. A boaster or braggart. 

blow·hole (bloùholÙ) n.  1. An opening or one of a pair of openings for breath-

ing, located on the top of the head of cetaceans, such as whales and dolphins. The 

blowhole is opened by muscles upon surfacing and closed by the pressure of 

water upon diving.  2. A hole in ice to which aquatic mammals, such as dolphins, 

come to breathe.  3. A vent to permit the escape of air or other gas. 

blow·job (bloùjmbÙ) n.  Vulgar Slang. The act or an instance of fellatio. 

blown1 (blon) v.  Past participle of blow1.  —  adj.  1. Swollen or inflated; dis-

tended.  2. Out of breath; panting.  3. Flyblown.  4. Formed by blowing:  blown 

glass. 

blown2 (blon) v.  Past participle of blow3. 
blow·off (bloùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Something, such as a gas, that is blown off.  2. A 

device or channel for blowing off something. 

blow·out (bloùoutÙ) n.  1. a. A sudden rupture or bursting, as of an automobile 

tire.  b. The hole made by such a rupture.   2. A sudden escape of a confined gas 

or liquid, as from a well.  3. Slang. A large party or other social affair: “Lunch was 

a billion-calorie blowout beside the pool, accompanied by folkloric dancing” (Vanity 

Fair). 

blow·pipe (bloùpXpÙ) n.  1. A metal tube in which a flow of gas is mixed with a 

controlled flow of air to concentrate the heat of a flame, used especially in the 

identification of minerals.  2.  See blowgun.  3. A long, narrow iron pipe used 

to gather, work, and blow molten glass. 

blow·sy (blouùzK) adj.  Variant of blowzy. 
blow·torch (bloùtôrchÙ) n.  A portable burner for mixing gas and oxygen to 

produce a very hot flame, used for soldering, welding, and glass blowing. 

blow·up (bloùƒpÙ) n.  1. An explosion.  2. An outburst of temper.  3. A photo-

graphic enlargement. 

blow·y (bloùK) adj.  blow·i·er, blow·i·est. Windy or breezy. 

blow·zy also blow·sy (blouùzK) adj.  blow·zi·er also blow·si·er, blow·zi·est 

also blow·si·est. 1. Having a coarsely ruddy and bloated appearance.  

2. Disheveled and frowzy; unkempt:  blowzy hair.  [From obsolete blowze, beggar 

wench.] —blowùzi·ly adv.  —blowùzi·ness n. 

BLS abbr.  Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

B.L.S. abbr.  Bachelor of Library Science. 

BLT (bKÙHl-tKù) n.  pl. BLT’s or BLTs. A bacon, lettuce, and tomato sandwich. 

blub·ber1 (blƒbùNr) v.  blub·bered, blub·ber·ing, blub·bers.  —  v.  intr. To 

sob noisily.  See Synonyms at cry.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter while crying and sobbing.  



2. To make wet and swollen by weeping.   —  n.  A loud sobbing.  [Middle English 

bluberen, to bubble, from bluber, foam.] —blubùber·er n.  —blubùber·ing·ly 
adv. 

blub·ber2 (blƒbùNr) n.  1. The thick layer of fat between the skin and the muscle 

layers of whales and other marine mammals, from which an oil is obtained.  

2. Excessive body fat.  3. A large sea nettle or medusa.   —  adj.  Swollen and pro-

truding:  blubber cheeks.  [Middle English bluber, foam.] —blubùber·y adj. 

blu·cher (bluùchNr, -kNr) n.  1. A high shoe or half boot.  2. A shoe having the 

vamp and tongue made of one piece and the quarters lapping over the vamp.  

[After Gebhard Leberecht von BLÜCHER.]

Blü·cher (bluùkNr, -chNr, -KHNr), Gebhard Leberecht von Prince of Wahl-

statt. 1742-1819.  Prussian field marshal whose leadership of the Prussian army 

was crucial in the campaigns against Napoleon. 

bludg·eon (blƒjùNn) n.  A short, heavy club, usually of wood, that is thicker or 

loaded at one end.   —  v.  tr. bludg·eoned, bludg·eon·ing, bludg·eons. 
1. To hit with or as if with a heavy club.  2. To overcome by or as if by using a 

heavy club.  See Synonyms at intimidate.  [Origin unknown.] —bludgùeon·er, 
bludgÙeon·eerù (-N-nîrù)  n.  

WORD HISTORY: The origin of some words is simply not known, and blud-

geon is one such word. An interesting suggestion is that this word for a club used

as a weapon comes from cant, the secret jargon of people such as thieves and beg-

gars, and is related to the word blood. We do know that bludgeon is first recorded

in a dictionary in 1730, while its first recorded use in running text (1755) is simple

and to the point: “These villains... knocked him down with a bludgeon.”

blue (blu) n.  1.  Abbr. bl. Color. The hue of that portion of the visible spectrum 

lying between green and indigo, evoked in the human observer by radiant energy 

with wavelengths of approximately 450 to 490 nanometers; any of a group of col-

ors that may vary in lightness and saturation, whose hue is that of a clear daytime 

sky; one of the additive or light primaries; one of the psychological primary hues.  

2. a. A pigment or dye imparting this hue.  b. Bluing.   3. a. An object having 

this hue.  b. Dress or clothing of this hue:  The ushers wore blue.   4. a. A person 

who wears a blue uniform.  b. blues. A dress blue uniform, especially that of the 

U.S. Army.   5.  Often Blue. a. A member of the Union Army in the Civil War.  

b. The Union Army.   6. A bluefish.  7. A small blue butterfly of the family 

Lycaenidae.  8. a. The sky.  b. The sea.    —  adj.  blu·er, blu·est. 1. Color. Of 

the color blue.  2. Bluish or having parts that are blue or bluish, as the blue spruce 

and the blue whale.  3. Having a gray or purplish color, as from cold or contu-

sion.  4. Wearing blue.  5. a. Gloomy; depressed.  See Synonyms at depressed.  
b. Dismal; dreary:  a blue day.   6. Puritanical; strict.  7. Aristocratic; patrician.  



8. Indecent; risqué:  a blue joke; a blue movie.   —  v.  tr. intr. blued, blu·ing, 
blues. To make or become blue.   —idioms. blue in the face. To the point or 

at the point of extreme exasperation:  I argued with them until I was blue in the 

face.  into the blue. At a far distance; into the unknown.  out of the blue. 
3. From an unexpected or unforeseen source:  criticism that came out of the blue.  

4. At a completely unexpected time:  arrived out of the blue.  [Middle English blue, 

bleu, from Old French bleu, of Germanic origin. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] 
—blueùly adv.  —blueùness n. 

blue angel (blu 7nùjNl) n.  Slang. A blue devil. 

blue baby (blu b7ùbK) n.  An infant born with cyanosis as a result of a congen-

ital cardiac or pulmonary defect that causes inadequate oxygenation of the blood. 

blue·back salmon (bluùb4kÙ s4mùNn) n.  See sockeye salmon. 
blue·beard (bluùbîrdÙ) n.  A man who first marries and then murders one 

wife after another.  [After Blue Beard, translation of French Barbe Bleue, a charac-

ter in a story by Charles Perrault (1628-1703).]

blue·bell (bluùbHlÙ) also blue·bells (-bHlzÙ) n.  1. Any of several bulbous 

plants of the genus Endymion in the lily family, native to western Europe and 

northwest Africa and having racemes of usually blue to pink bell-shaped flowers.  

Also called wood hyacinth 2. Any of numerous plants of the genus Mertensia, 

especially the Virginia bluebells.  3.  See harebell.  4. Any of several other plants 

having bluish, usually bell-shaped flowers. 

blue·ber·ry (bluùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of numerous plants of the genus Vaccinium, 

having white to reddish, urn-shaped or tubular flowers and edible blue to blue-

black berries.  2. The fruit of any of these plants.  Also called bilberry 

blue·bill (bluùbVlÙ) n.  See scaup. 
blue·bird (bluùbûrdÙ) n.  Any of several North American songbirds of the 

genus Sialia, having blue plumage and usually a rust-colored breast in the male. 

blue-black (bluùbl4kù) adj.  Color. Very dark blue. 

blue blood also blue·blood (bluùblƒdÙ) n.  1. Noble or aristocratic descent.  

2. A member of the aristocracy.  [Translation of Spanish sangre azul : sangre, 

blood + azul, blue (probably from the visible veins of fair-complexioned aristo-

crats).] —blueù-bloodùed adj. 

blue·bon·net (bluùbmnÙVt) n.  1. Either of two annual lupines (Lupinus texen-

sis and L. subcarnosus), native to Texas and having palmately compound leaves 

and light blue flowers.  Also called Texas bluebonnet 2. a. A broad, blue woolen 

cap worn in Scotland.  b. A person wearing such a cap.  

blue book also blue·book (bluùbtkÙ) n.  1. An official list of persons in the 

employ of the U.S. government.  2. A book listing the names of socially promi-

nent people.  3. A blank notebook with blue covers in which to write the answers 

to examination questions. 



blue·bot·tle (bluùbmtÙl) n.  Any of several flies of the genus Calliphora that 

have a bright metallic-blue body and breed in decaying organic matter. 

blue box  also blue-box (bluùbmksÙ) n.  Slang. An electronic device having a 

tone pulsator that prevents telephone equipment from registering long-distance 

charges. 

blue catfish (blu k4tùfVshÙ) n.  A large, bluish freshwater catfish (Ictalurus 

furcatus) of the Mississippi River valley, often weighing more than 45 kilograms 

(100 pounds).  Also called blue cat 

blue cheese (blu chKz) n.  A semisoft cheese made of cow’s milk and having a 

greenish-blue mold and flavor similar to Roquefort cheese.  Also called bleu 

cheese 

blue chip (blu chVp) also blue-chip·per (bluùchVpÙNr) n.  1. A stock that sells 

at a high price because of public confidence in its long record of steady earnings.  

2. An extremely valuable asset or property.  3. Games. A blue poker chip of high 

value.   —blueù-chipÙ adj. 

blue·coat (bluùkotÙ) n.  A person who wears a blue uniform, especially a police 

officer.   —blueùcoatÙed adj. 

blue cohosh (blu koùhmshÙ) n.  A perennial herb (Caulophyllum thalictroides) 

of eastern North America, having a ternately compound leaf, small yellow-green 

or purplish flowers, and blue berrylike seeds. 

blue-col·lar (bluùkmlÙNr) adj.  Of or relating to wage earners, especially as a 

class, whose jobs are performed in work clothes and often involve manual labor.   
—blueù-colÙlar n. 

blue crab (blu kr4b) n.  An edible, bluish swimming crab (Callinectes sepidus) 

that has a wide distribution along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of North America. 

blue·curls also blue curls (bluùkûrlzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Any 

of several North American plants of the genus Trichostema in the mint family, 

having clusters of mostly bluish or purplish flowers with long, curved stamens. 

blue devil (blu dHvùNl) n.  1. Slang. A blue capsule or tablet containing barbi-

turate amobarbital or its sodium derivative.  2. blue devils. Informal. A feeling 

of depression; despondency. 

blue-eyed grass (bluùXdÙ gr4s) n.  Any of various New World perennial 

herbs of the genus Sisyrinchium having grasslike leaves and small blue, white, or 

yellow flowers. 

blue-eyed Mary (bluùXdÙ mârùK) n.  An annual North American herb (Col-

linsia verna) having bicolored flowers with two lips.  Also called innocence 

Blue·field (bluùfKldÙ)  A city of southern West Virginia in the Allegheny 

Mountains south-southeast of Charleston. It is a trade and shipping center in a 

coal-mining region. Population, 16,060. 

blue·fin tuna (blufVnÙ tuùnN) n.  A very large tuna (Thunnus thynnus) of 

temperate waters. It is an important commercial and eating variety. 



blue·fish (bluùfVshÙ) n.  pl. bluefish or blue·fish·es. 1. A voracious food and 

game fish (Pomatomus saltatrix) of temperate and tropical waters of the Atlantic 

and Indian oceans.  2. Any of various fishes that are predominantly blue, such as 

the pollack. 

blue flag (blu fl4g) n.  Any of several irises having blue or blue-violet flowers, 

especially Iris versicolor of eastern North America. 

blue flu (blu flu) n.  A sickout, especially by uniformed police officers.  [From 

the blue color of most police officers’ uniforms.]

blue fox (blu fmks) n.  1. An arctic fox whose fur is bluish gray during a color 

phase typically occurring in the summer or extending throughout the year.  

2. The fur of such a fox. 

blue·gill (bluùgVlÙ) n.  A common edible sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) of 

North American lakes and streams. 

blue·grass (bluùgr4sÙ) n.  1.  Also blue grass. Any of various grasses of the 

genus Poa, including many valuable lawn and pasture plants, such as Kentucky 

bluegrass, and also some weeds.  2. Music. A type of folk music that originated in 

the southern United States, typically played on banjos and guitars and character-

ized by rapid tempos and jazzlike improvisation. 

Blue·grass also Blue·grass Country  or Blue·grass Region (bluùgr4sÙ)  A 

region of central Kentucky noted for its lushly growing bluegrass and the breed-

ing of thoroughbred horses. 

blue-green alga (bluùgrKnÙ 4lùgN) n.  See cyanobacterium. 
blue grouse (blu grous) n.  A wildfowl (Dendragapus obscurus) of western 

North America, having predominantly gray plumage.  Also called dusky grouse, 

sooty grouse. 

blue gum (blu gƒm) n.  A tall timber tree (Eucalyptus globulus) of Australia, 

having smooth, bluish deciduous bark, and lance-shaped aromatic leaves. 

blue heaven (blu hHvùNn) n.  Slang. A blue devil. 

blue heron (blu hHrùNn) n.  Any of several varieties of heron with blue or 

blue-gray plumage. 

blue·ing (bluùVng) n.  Variant of bluing. 
blue·ish (bluùVsh) adj.  Variant of bluish. 
Blue Island (blu XùlNnd)  A city of northeast Illinois, a residential and indus-

trial suburb of Chicago. Population, 21,203. 

blue·jack·et (bluùj4kÙVt) n.  An enlisted person in the U.S. or British Navy; a 

sailor. 

blue jay (blu j7) n.  A North American bird (Cyanocitta cristata) having a 

crested head, predominantly blue plumage, and a harsh, noisy cry. 

blue-jeaned (bluùjKndÙ) adj.  1. Wearing blue jeans.  2. Characteristic or sug-

gestive of blue jeans:  a blue-jeaned look and a down-home attitude. 



blue jeans also blue·jeans (bluùjKnzÙ) pl.n.  Clothes, especially pants, made 

of blue denim. 

blue law (blu lô) n.  1. A law designed to regulate Sunday activities, such as 

shopping in retail stores.  2. One of a body of laws in colonial New England 

designed to enforce certain moral standards and particularly to prohibit specified 

forms of entertainment or recreation on Sundays. 

Blue Lodge (blu lmj) n.  A Freemasonry lodge in which the first three degrees, 

bearing blue decorations, are conferred. 

blue moon (blu mun) n.  Informal. A relatively long period of time:  I haven’t 

seen you in a blue moon. 

Blue Mountains (blu mounùtNnz)  A range of northeast Oregon and south-

east Washington consisting of an uplifted, eroded part of the Columbia Plateau. 

It rises to 2,777.3 m (9,106 ft) at Rock Creek Butte in Oregon. 

Blue Nile (blu nXl)  A river of northeast Africa. It is the chief headstream of the 

Nile and flows about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) from northwest Ethiopia to Sudan. At 

Khartoum it merges with the White Nile to form the Nile River proper. 

blue·nose (bluùnozÙ) n.  A puritanical person: “Bluenoses demand restraint 

against the porn and violence that are the staple of popular culture” (Charles Krau-

thammer).   —blueùnosedÙ adj. 

blue note (blu not) n.  Music. A flatted note, especially the third or seventh 

note of a chord, in place of an expected major interval.  [From its use in blues 

music.]

blue-pen·cil (bluùpHnÙsNl) v.  tr. blue-pen·ciled also blue-pen·cilled, 
blue-pen·cil·ing also blue-pen·cil·ling, blue-pen·cils also blue-pen·cils. To 

edit, revise, or correct with or as if with a blue pencil. 

blue pe·ter (blu pKùtNr) n.  Nautical. A blue flag with a white square in the 

center, flown to signal that a ship is ready to sail.  [From the fact that it represents 

the letter P in the International Code of Symbols.]

blue pike (blu pXk) n.  A freshwater food and game fish (Strizostedion vitreum 

glaucum) found in the Great Lakes. It is a variety of the walleye.  Also called blue 

pikeperch, blue walleye. 

blue-plate (bluùpl7tÙ) adj.  Being a main course of a restaurant meal usually 

offered at a special price:  a blue-plate lunch.  [Perhaps from the blue-patterned 

plate on which such meals were originally served.]

blue·point also blue point (bluùpointÙ) n.  A type of small oyster found 

chiefly in eastern coastal waters and usually eaten raw.  [After Blue Point, a local-

ity on Great South Bay, Long Island, New York.]

blue point (blu point) n.  A variety of a domestic cat, especially the Siamese, 

with a bluish-white coat and darker bluish-gray points. 

blue·print (bluùprVntÙ) n.  1. A photographic reproduction, as of architectural 

plans or technical drawings, rendered as white lines on a blue background.  Also 



called cyanotype 2. A detailed plan of action.  See Synonyms at plan.   —  v.  tr. 

blue·print·ed, blue·print·ing, blue·prints. 1. To make a blueprint of.  2. To 

lay a plan for. 

blue racer (blu r7ùsNr) n.  A bluish-green, harmless variety (Coluber constrictor 

flaviventris) of the blacksnake, found in the central United States. 

blue ribbon (blu rVbùNn) n.  1. An emblem, badge, or rosette made of blue 

ribbon that is awarded as the first prize in a competition.  2. An award or honor 

given for excellence.   —blueù-ribùbon (bluùrVbùNn) adj. 

blue-ribbon jury (bluùrVbùNn jtrùK) n.  Law. A jury whose members have 

been selected for their special qualifications, such as higher education, that sup-

posedly enable them to deal with complex legal issues.  Also called blue-ribbon 

panel, special jury. 

Blue Ridge also Blue Ridge Mountains (blu rVj)  A range of the Appala-

chian Mountains extending from southern Pennsylvania to northern Georgia. It 

rises to 2,038.6 m (6,684 ft) at Mount Mitchell in the Black Mountains of western 

North Carolina. 

blue runner (blu rƒnùNr) n.  See runner (n., sense 16). 

blues (bluz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. A state of depression or mel-

ancholy:  The blues has finally gotten me today. I really have the blues today.  

2. Music. A style of music evolved from southern Black American secular songs 

and usually distinguished by slow tempo and flatted thirds and sevenths.  [Short 

for BLUE DEVILS.] —bluesùman n.  —bluesùy adj. 

blue shark (blu shärk) n.  A pelagic shark (Prionace glauca) of tropical and 

temperate oceans that is a brilliant dark blue on top. It occasionally attacks peo-

ple. 

blue shift (blu shVft) n.  A decrease in the wavelength of radiation emitted by 

an approaching celestial body as a consequence of the Doppler effect.  [From the 

fact that the shorter wavelengths of light are at the blue end of the visible spec-

trum.]

blue-sky (bluùskXù) adj.  Unrealistic and impractical:  blue-sky marketing plans; 

blue-sky corporate planners. 

blue-sky law (bluùskXù lô) n.  A law designed to protect the public from buy-

ing fraudulent securities. 

Blue Springs (blu sprVngz)  A city of western Missouri, a suburb of Kansas 

City. Population, 40,153. 

blue spruce (blu sprus) n.  A Rocky Mountain tree (Picea pungens) having 

silvery-blue or blue-green, four-angled, needlelike leaves and cylindrical cones. It 

is extensively cultivated as an ornamental.  Also called Colorado blue spruce 

blues-rock (bluzùrmkÙ) n.  Music. A style of music that combines blues and 

rock ’n’ roll. 



blue·stem (bluùstHmÙ) n.  Any of several chiefly North American grasses of 

the genera Andropogon, Bothriochloa, and Schizachyrium, some of which are 

important prairie grasses. 

blue·stock·ing (bluùstmkÙVng) n.  A woman with strong scholarly or literary 

interests.  [After the Blue Stocking Society, a nickname for a predominantly 

female literary club of 18th-century London.] —blueùstockÙing adj. 

blue·stone (bluùstonÙ) n.  1. A bluish-gray sandstone used for paving and 

building.  2. A stone similar to this kind of sandstone. 

blue streak (blu strKk) n.  Informal. 1. Something moving very fast.  2. A 

rapid and seemingly interminable stream of words.  [Probably in allusion to a 

bolt of lightning.]

blue·tongue (bluùtƒngÙ) n.  A viral disease of sheep and cattle that is trans-

mitted by biting insects and is characterized by fever, the formation of oral 

lesions, and swelling and cyanosis of the lips and tongue. 

blu·ets (bluùVts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Any of several herbs of the 

genus Hedyotis, especially the low-growing H. caerulea of eastern North America, 

which has blue flowers with yellow centers.  Also called Quaker-ladies [Middle 

English, from bleu, blue. See BLUE.]

blue vitriol (blu vVtùrK-olÙ) n.  A blue, crystalline hydrous solution of copper 

sulfate, CuSO4·5H2O, one of the most important industrial copper salts, used in 

insecticides, germicides, and hair dyes and in the processing of leather and tex-

tiles. 

blue walleye (blu wôlùXÙ) n.  See blue pike. 
blue·weed (bluùwKdÙ) n.  A biennial Eurasian plant (Echium vulgare) natural-

ized as a weed in eastern North America and having usually blue flowers. 

blue whale (blu hw7l) n.  A very large whalebone whale (Sibbaldus musculus) 

having a bluish-gray back, yellow underparts, and several ventral throat grooves. 

It is considered the largest living animal, sometimes reaching a length of 30.5 

meters (100 feet).  Also called sulphur-bottom 

bluff1 (blƒf) v.  bluffed, bluff·ing, bluffs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mislead or deceive.  

2. To impress, deter, or intimidate by a false display of confidence.  3. Games. To 

try to mislead (opponents) in a card game by heavy betting on a poor hand or by 

little or no betting on a good one.   —  v.  intr. To engage in a false display of 

strength or confidence.   —  n.  1. The act or practice of bluffing.  2. One that 

bluffs.  [Probably from Dutch bluffen, from Low German.] —bluffùa·ble adj.  

—bluffùer n. 

bluff2 (blƒf) n.  A steep headland, promontory, riverbank, or cliff.   —  adj.  

bluff·er, bluff·est. 1. Rough and blunt but not unkind in manner.  See Syn-

onyms at gruff.  2. Having a broad, steep front.  [Probably from obsolete Dutch 

blaf, or Middle Low German blaff, broad.] —bluffùly adv.  —bluffùness n. 



blu·ing also blue·ing (bluùVng) n.  1. Any of various coloring agents used to 

counteract the yellowing of laundered fabrics.  2. A rinsing agent used to give a 

silver tint to gray or graying hair. 

blu·ish also blue·ish (bluùVsh) adj.  Somewhat blue.   —bluùish·ness n. 

Blum (blum), Léon. 1872-1950.  French socialist politician who served as pre-

mier (1936-1937, 1938, and 1946-1947). He was imprisoned (1940-1945) by the 

Vichy government during World War II. 

Blum·berg (blƒmùbNrg, blumù-), Baruch Samuel. Born 1925.  American 

virologist. He shared a 1976 Nobel Prize for research on the origin and spread of 

infectious diseases. 

Blu·me·nau (bluÙmV-nouù)  A town of southern Brazil southwest of São 

Paulo. It was founded by German immigrants in the 1850’s. Population, 144,785. 

Blu·men·bach (bluùmNn-bäkÙ, -bäKHÙ), Johann Friedrich. 1752-1840.  

German pioneer zoologist and anthropologist who divided the species Homo 

sapiens into five subclassifications. 

Blun·den (blƒnùdNn), Edmund Charles. 1896-1974.  British writer primarily 

known for his poetry and the prose work Undertones of War (1928), reflections 

on his World War I experiences. 

blun·der (blƒnùdNr) n.  A usually serious mistake typically caused by ignorance 

or confusion.   —  v.  blun·dered, blun·der·ing, blun·ders.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move clumsily or blindly.  2. To make a usually serious mistake.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make a stupid, usually serious error in; botch.  2. To utter (something) stupidly or 

thoughtlessly.  [From Middle English blunderen, to go blindly, perhaps from Old 

Swedish blundra, have one’s eyes closed, from Old Norse blunda.] —blunùder·er 
n.  —blunùder·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: blunder, bumble, flounder, lumber, lurch, stumble. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to move awkwardly or unsteadily”: blundered

into the room and fell; flies bumbling against the open jam jar; floundered up the

muddy mountain trail; a wagon lumbering along an unpaved road; twisted her ankle

and lurched home; stumbled but regained his balance.

blun·der·buss (blƒnùdNr-bƒsÙ) n.  1. A short musket of wide bore and flaring 

muzzle, formerly used to scatter shot at close range.  2. A person regarded as 

clumsy and stupid.  [Alteration of Dutch donderbus : donder, thunder (from Mid-

dle Dutch doner); see (s)tenN- in Appendix + bus, gun (from Middle Dutch busse, 

tube, from Latin buxis, box); see BOX
1.]

blunt (blƒnt) adj.  blunt·er, blunt·est. 1. Having a dull edge or end; not sharp.  

2. Abrupt and often disconcertingly frank in speech: “Onscreen, John Wayne was 

a blunt talker and straight shooter” (Time).  See Synonyms at gruff.  3. Slow to 

understand or perceive; dull.  4. Lacking in feeling; insensitive.   —  v.  blunt·ed, 



blunt·ing, blunts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dull the edge of.  2. To make less effective; 

weaken:  blunting the criticism with a smile.   —  v.  intr. To become blunt.  [Mid-

dle English.] —bluntùly adv.  —bluntùness n. 

blur (blûr) v.  blurred, blur·ring, blurs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make indistinct and 

hazy in outline or appearance; obscure.  2. To smear or stain; smudge.  3. To 

lessen the perception of; dim: “For street children... drugs offer the chance to blur 

their hopeless poverty” (Alma Guillermoprieto).   —  v.  intr. 1. To become indis-

tinct.  2. To make smudges or stains by smearing.   —  n.  1. A smear or blot; a 

smudge.  2. Something that is hazy and indistinct to the sight or mind.  [Proba-

bly; akin to Middle English bleren, to blear.] —blurùri·ness n.  —blurùry adj. 

blurb (blûrb) n.  A brief publicity notice, as on a book jacket.  [Coined by Gelett 

Burgess (1866-1951), American humorist.] —blurb v. 

blurt (blûrt) v.  tr. blurt·ed, blurt·ing, blurts. To utter suddenly and impul-

sively:  blurt a confession.  [Probably imitative.] —blurtùer n. 

blush (blƒsh) v.  intr. blushed, blush·ing, blush·es. 1. To become red in the 

face, especially from modesty, embarrassment, or shame; flush.  2. To become 

red or rosy.  3. To feel embarrassed or ashamed:  blushed at his own audacity.   —  
n.  1. A reddening of the face, especially from modesty, embarrassment, or 

shame.  2. A red or rosy color:  the blush of dawn.  3. A glance, look, or view:  

thought the painting genuine at first blush.  4. Blusher.  [Middle English blushen, 

from Old English blyscan. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] —blushùful adj.  —blush-
ùing·ly adv. 

blush·er (blƒshùNr) n.  Makeup used on the face and especially on the cheek-

bones to give a usually rosy tint. 

blush wine (blƒsh wXn) n.  Any of several wines having a slightly pink tinge, 

similar in style to a dry white wine and made from red-white grapes. 

blus·ter (blƒsùtNr) v.  blus·tered, blus·ter·ing, blus·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

blow in loud, violent gusts, as the wind during a storm.  2. a. To speak in a loudly 

arrogant or bullying manner.  b. To brag or make loud, empty threats.    —  v.  tr. 

To force or bully with swaggering threats.   —  n.  1. A violent, gusty wind.  

2. Turbulence or noisy confusion.  3. Loud, arrogant speech, often full of empty 

threats.  [Middle English blusteren, from Middle Low German blüsteren.] 
—blusùter·er n.  —blusùter·y, blusùter·ous adj. 

blvd.  or Blvd. abbr.  Boulevard. 

Bly (blX), Nellie.  See Elizabeth Cochrane Seaman. 
B lymphocyte also B-lym·pho·cyte (bKùlVmùfN-sXtÙ) n.  See B cell.  [b(ursa-

dependent) + LYMPHOCYTE.]

Blyth (blX, blXth)  A municipal borough of northeast England on the North Sea at 

the mouth of the Blyth River. It is an industrial center and a seaport. Population, 

78,200. 



Blythe·ville (blXùvNl, blXthùvVlÙ)  A city of northeast Arkansas near the Missis-

sippi River north of Memphis, Tennessee. It is a trade center in a cotton-growing 

area. Population, 22,906. 

BM abbr.  Physiology. Basal metabolism. 

bm. abbr.  Beam. 

b.m. abbr.  1. Board measure.  2. Bowel movement. 

B.M. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Medicine.  2. Bachelor of Music. 

B.M.E. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering.  2. Bachelor of Mining 

Engineering.  3. Bachelor of Music Education. 

B movie (bKù muùvK) n.  See B picture. 
BMR abbr.  Physiology. Basal metabolic rate. 

B.M.S. abbr.  Bachelor of Marine Science. 

B.Mus. abbr.  Bachelor of Music. 

BMX abbr.  Sports. Bicycle motocross. 

Bn.  or bn. abbr.  1. Baron.  2. Battalion. 

B’nai B’rith (bn7ùbrVthù) n.  A Jewish international service organization.  

[Hebrew bHnê bHrît, sons of the covenant.]

bo·a (boùN) n.  1. Any of various large, nonvenomous, chiefly tropical snakes of 

the family Boidae, which includes the python, anaconda, boa constrictor, and 

other snakes that coil around and suffocate their prey.  2. A long fluffy scarf 

made of soft material, such as fur or feathers.  [Middle English, from Latin boa, a 

large water snake.]

Bo·ab·dil (boÙNb-dKlù, bôÙäb-thKlù), Originally Abu Abdallah. Died c. 1527.  Last 

Moorish king of Granada (1482-1483 and 1486-1492). 

boa constrictor (boùN kNn-strVkùtNr) n.  A large boa (Constrictor constrictor) of 

tropical America that has brown markings and kills its prey by constriction. 

Bo·ad·i·ce·a (boÙ4d-V-sKùN)  See Boudicca. 
boar (bôr, bor) n.  1. a. An uncastrated male pig.  b. The adult male of any of 

several mammals, such as the beaver, raccoon, or guinea pig.   2. The wild boar.  

[Middle English bor, from Old English b7r.]

board (bôrd, bord) n.  Abbr. bd. 1. A long, flat slab of sawed lumber; a plank.  

2. A flat piece of wood or similarly rigid material adapted for a special use.  

3. Games. A flat surface on which a game is played.  4. The hard cover of a book.  

5. boards. A theater stage.  6. a. A table, especially one set for serving food.  

b. Food or meals considered as a whole:  board and lodging.   7. A table at which 

official meetings are held; a council table.  8. An organized body of administra-

tors or investigators:  a board of trustees; a board of directors.  9. An electrical-

equipment panel.  10. Computer Science. A circuit board.  11. Sports. a. A score-

board.  b. Basketball. A backboard.  c. boards. The wooden structure enclosing 

an ice hockey rink.  d. A diving board.  e. A surfboard.   12. Nautical. a. The side 

of a ship.  b. A leeboard.  c. A centerboard.   13. Obsolete. A border or an edge.   



—  v.  board·ed, board·ing, boards.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover or close with 

boards:  board up a broken window.  2. a. To furnish with meals in return for pay.  

b. To house where board is furnished:  board a horse at a stable.   3. a. To enter or 

go aboard (a vehicle or ship).  b. Nautical. To come alongside (a ship).   

4. Obsolete. To approach.   —  v.  intr. To receive meals in return for pay.   
—idiom. On board. 1. Aboard.  2. On the job.  [Middle English bord, from 

Old English.]

board certification (bôrd sûrÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The process by which a per-

son is tested and approved to practice in a specialty field, especially medicine, 

after successfully completing the requirements of a board of specialists in that 

field. For a physician, board certification is required in order to have the privilege 

of practicing in a hospital. 

board-cer·ti·fied (bôrdùsûrùtN-fXdÙ, bordù-) adj.  Having completed the pro-

cess of board certification in a specialty field. Used chiefly of physicians:  The hos-

pital maintains a staff of board-certified surgeons and anesthesiologists. 

board·er1 (bôrùdNr, borù-) n.  One who boards, especially one who pays a stipu-

lated sum in return for regular meals or for meals and lodging. 

board·er2 (bôrùdNr, borù-) n.  Sports. 1. A person who skies.  2. One who rides a 

skateboard.  3. One who uses a snowboard. 

boarder baby (bôrùdNr b7ùbK) n.  An infant, often the offspring of drug 

addicts or AIDS victims, who remains for months, sometimes up to a year, at the 

hospital where he or she was born, waiting for placement in a home. 

board foot (bôrd ftt) n.  pl. board feet. Abbr. bd. ft., bf, b.f., bf. A unit 

of cubic measure for lumber, equal to one foot square by one inch thick. 

board game (bôrd g7m) n.  Games. A game of strategy, such as chess or back-

gammon, played by moving pieces on a board and sometimes involving dice. 

board·ing house also board·ing·house (bôrùdVng-housÙ, borù-) n.  A house 

where paying guests are provided with meals and lodging. 

boarding school (bôrùdVng-housÙ skul) n.  A school where pupils are pro-

vided with meals and lodging. 

board measure (bôrd mHzhùNr) n.  Abbr. b.m. Measurement in board feet. 

board of education (bôrd ƒv HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  pl. boards of education. A 

school board. 

board of trade (bôrd ƒv tr7d) n.  pl. boards of trade. An association of 

bankers and business people to promote common commercial interests. 

board·room (bôrdùrumÙ, -rtmÙ, bordù-) n.  The room where the members 

of a board meet. 

board rule (bôrd rul) n.  A measuring stick for determining board feet. 

board·sail·ing (bôrdùs7ÙlVng, bordù-) n.  Sports. See windsurfing.  —board 
sailor n. 



board·walk (bôrdùwôkÙ, bordù-) n.  1. A walk made of wooden planks.  2. A 

promenade, especially of planks, along a beach or waterfront. 

boar·fish (bôrùfVsh, borù-) n.  pl. boarfish or boar·fish·es. Any of several 

marine fishes of the genus Antigonia, having a deep, flattened body, a projecting 

snout, and bright red coloring. 

boar·hound (bôrùhoundÙ, borù-) n.  A large dog, such as the Great Dane, used 

originally for hunting wild boars. 

Bo·as (boù4z), Franz. 1858-1942.  German-born American anthropologist who 

emphasized the systematic analysis of culture and language structures. 

boast1 (bost) v.  boast·ed, boast·ing, boasts.  —  v.  intr. To glorify oneself 

in speech; talk in a self-admiring way.   —  v.  tr. 1. To speak of with excessive 

pride.  2. Usage Problem. To possess or own (a desirable feature): “[the] capital of 

a region in the southeast that boasts bountiful coal fields” (US Air).  3. To contain; 

have.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of bragging.  2. A source of pride.  [Mid-

dle English bosten, from bost, a brag.] —boastùer n.  —boastùful adj.  

—boastùful·ly adv.  —boastùful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: boast, brag, crow, vaunt. These verbs all mean to speak with pride,

often excessive pride, about oneself or something, such as one’s possessions, re-

lated to oneself. Boast is the most general: “We confide [i.e., have confidence] in

our strength, without boasting of it; we respect that of others, without fearing it”

(Thomas Jefferson). Brag implies exaggerated claims and often an air of insolent

superiority: He bragged that his father was the most successful stockbroker on Wall

Street. Crow stresses exultation and loud rejoicing, as over a victory: No candidate

should crow until the votes have been counted. Vaunt suggests ostentatiousness and

lofty extravagance of expression: “an elite that... vaunts diplomacy over national

security concerns” (Jim Hoagland). 

USAGE NOTE: Some have objected to the use of boast as a transitive verb mean-

ing “to possess or own (a desirable feature),” as in This network boasts an audience

with a greater concentration of professionals and managers than any other broadcast

vehicle. This usage is by now well established, however, and is acceptable to 62

percent of the Usage Panel.

boast2 (bost) v.  tr. boast·ed, boast·ing, boasts. To shape or form (stone) 

roughly with a broad chisel.  [Origin unknown.]

boat (bot) n.  1. Nautical. a. A relatively small, usually open craft of a size that 

might be carried aboard a ship.  b. An inland vessel of any size.  c. A ship or sub-

marine.   2. A dish shaped like a boat:  a sauce boat.   —  v.  boat·ed, boat·ing, 
boats. Nautical.  —  v.  intr. 1. To travel by boat.  2. To ride a boat for pleasure.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To transport by boat.  2. To place in a boat.   —idiom. in the same 



boat. In the same situation as another or others.  [Middle English bot, from Old 

English b7t. See bheid- in Appendix.]

boat·bill (botùbVlÙ) n.  A tropical American wading bird (Cochlearius cochlear-

ius) having a large bill shaped like an inverted boat.  Also called boat-billed heron 

boat-billed heron (botùbVldÙ hHrùNn) n.  See boatbill. 
boat·er (boùtNr) n.  1. Nautical. One that drives or rides in a boat, especially a 

pleasure craft.  2. A stiff straw hat with a flat crown. 

boat hook (bot htk) n.  A pole with a metal point and hook at one end used 

especially to maneuver logs, rafts, and boats. 

boat·house (botùhousÙ) n.  A building at the water’s edge in which boats are 

kept. 

boat·lift (botùlVftÙ) n.  An unofficial system of transporting supplies and people, 

especially refugees, from one country to another by boats that are often danger-

ously overcrowded.  [BOAT + (AIR)LIFT.] —boatùliftÙ v. 

boat·load (botùlodÙ) n.  The number of passengers or the amount of cargo that 

a boat can hold. 

boat·man (botùmNn) n.  One who works on, deals with, or operates boats.   
—boatùman·shipÙ n. 

boat people (bot pKùpNl) pl.n.  Refugees, usually political ones, who attempt to 

flee from their native country to other countries by boat: “hundreds of thousands 

of boat people descending on the nation, arms outstretched in need” (Jerry Adler). 

boat·swain also bo’s’n  or bos’n  or bo·sun (boùsNn) n.  A warrant officer or 

petty officer in charge of a ship’s rigging, anchors, cables, and deck crew.  [Middle 

English botswein : bot, boat; see BOAT + swein, mate; see SWAIN.]

boat·swain’s chair (bosNnz châr) n.  Nautical. A short board secured by 

ropes and used as a seat by sailors when working aloft or over a ship’s side. 

boat train (bot tr7n) n.  A train that regularly carries passengers between a city 

and a port. 

Bo·az (boù4z)  In the Old Testament, the husband of Ruth. 

bob1 (bmb) v.  bobbed, bob·bing, bobs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit lightly and 

quickly; tap.  2. To cause to move up and down:  bobbed my head in response to the 

question.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move up and down:  a cork bobbing on the water.  2. To 

grab at floating or hanging objects with the teeth:  bobbed for apples.  3. To curtsy 

or bow.   —  n.  1. A tap or light blow.  2. A quick, jerky movement of the head or 

body.   —phrasal verb. bob up. To appear or arise unexpectedly or suddenly.  

[Middle English bobben.]

bob2 (bmb) n.  1. A small, knoblike pendent object, such as a plumb bob.  2. A 

fishing float or cork.  3. A small lock or curl of hair.  4. A woman’s or child’s 

short haircut.  5. Informal. Surgical shortening or reshaping of the nose.  6. The 

docked tail of a horse.  7. a. A bobsled.  b. A bob skate.    —  v.  bobbed, 
bob·bing, bobs.  —  v.  intr. To fish with a bob.   —  v.  tr. To cut short or 



reshape:  bobbed her hair; had his nose bobbed.  [Middle English bobbe, cluster of 

fruit.] —bobùber n. 

bob3 (bmb) n.  pl. bob. Chiefly British. A shilling.  [Origin unknown.]

Bo·ba·di·lla (boÙbN-dKlùyN, -dKùyN, bôÙvä-thKlùyä, -thKù-), Francisco de. Died 

1502.  Spanish colonial administrator who succeeded Columbus as viceroy of the 

Indies (1499-1502). 

bob·bin (bmbùVn) n.  1. A spool or reel that holds thread or yarn for spinning, 

weaving, knitting, sewing, or making lace.  2. Narrow braid formerly used as 

trimming.  [French bobine.]

bob·bi·net (bmbÙN-nHtù) n.  A machine-woven net fabric with hexagonal 

meshes.  [BOBBI(N) + NET
1.]

bobbin lace (bmbùVn l7s) n.  An intricate handmade lace made by interlacing 

thread around small notched pins or bobbins stuck into a pillow.  Also called pil-

low lace, point. 

bob·ble (bmbùNl) v.  bob·bled, bob·bling, bob·bles.  —  v.  intr. To bob up 

and down.   —  v.  tr. To lose one’s grip on (a ball, for example) momentarily.   —  
n.  A mistake or blunder.  [From BOB

1.]

bob·by (bmbùK) n.  pl. bob·bies. Chiefly British. A police officer.  [After Sir 

Robert PEEL, home secretary of England when the Metropolitan Police Force was 

created in 1829.]

bobby pin (bmbùK pVn) n.  A small metal hair clip with the ends pressed tightly 

together.  [From BOB
2.]

bobby socks also bobby sox (bmbùK smkss) pl.n.  Informal. Ankle socks worn 

by girls or women.  [Possibly from BOB
2 (influenced by BOBBY PIN).]

bob·by·sox·er also bobby sox·er (bmbùK-smkÙsNr) n.  Informal. A teenage girl. 

bob·cat (bmbùk4tÙ) n.  A wild cat (Lynx rufus) of North America, having spotted 

reddish-brown fur, tufted ears, and a short tail.  Also called bay lynx [BOB(TAIL) + 

CAT.]

bob·o·link (bmbùN-lVngkÙ) n.  An American migratory songbird (Dolichonyx 

oryzivorus), the male of which has black, white, and yellowish plumage.  Also 

called reedbirdRegional., ricebird.  [Imitative of its song.]

Bo·bruisk also Bo·bruysk (bN-bruùVsk)  A city of southern Belarus southeast 

of Minsk. It was founded in the 16th century. Population, 223,000. 

bob skate (bmb sk7t) n.  Sports. An ice skate with two parallel bearing edges.  

[Possibly BOB(SLED) + SKATE
1.]

bob·sled (bmbùslHdÙ) Sports. n.  1. A long racing sled with a steering mechanism 

controlling the front runners.  2. a. A long sled made of two shorter sleds joined 

in tandem.  b. Either of these two smaller sleds.    —  v.  intr. bob·sled·ded, 
bob·sled·ding, bob·sleds. To ride or race in or as if in a bobsled.  [BOB

2 + 

SLED.]



bob·stay (bmbùst7Ù) n.  Nautical. A rope or chain used to steady the bowsprit of 

a ship. 

bob·tail (bmbùt7lÙ) n.  1. A short or shortened tail.  2. An animal, such as a 

horse, having a short or shortened tail.  3. Something that has been cut short or 

abbreviated.   —bobùtailedÙ adj. 

bob·white (bmb-hwXtù, -wXtù) n.  A small North American quail (Colinus virgin-

ianus) having brown plumage with white markings.  [Imitative of its call.]

bo·cac·cio (bN-käùcho, -chK-oÙ) n.  pl. bo·cac·cios. A large, edible rockfish 

(Sebastes paucispinis) of American Pacific waters.  [Italian bocaccio, ugly mouth, 

diminutive of bocca, mouth, from Latin bucca.]

Bo·ca Ra·ton (boÙkN rN-tonù)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic Ocean 

south of Palm Beach. It is a resort and industrial center. Population, 61,492. 

Boc·cac·cio (bo-käùchK-oÙ, -choÙ), Giovanni. 1313-1375.  French-born Italian 

poet and writer whose classic work, the Decameron (1351-1353), is a collection of 

100 tales set against the melancholic background of the Black Death. 

boc·ce  or boc·ci  or boc·cie (bmchùK) n.  Sports. A game of Italian origin similar 

to bowling that is played with wooden balls on a long, narrow court covered with 

fine gravel.  [Italian bocce, bowls, pl. of boccia, ball.]

Boc·che·ri·ni (boÙkN-rKùnK, bmkÙN-, bôkÙkH-), Luigi. 1743-1805.  Italian com-

poser noted for his chamber music and cello concertos. 

Boc·cio·ni (bm-choùnK, bôt-chôù-), Umberto. 1882-1916.  Italian artist whose 

works embodied futurism. 

Boche also boche (bmsh, bôsh) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for a German.  [French, alteration of Alboche, blend of Allemand, German; see 

ALLEMANDE, and French dialectal caboche, cabbage, blockhead; see CABBAGE.]

Bo·cholt (boùkolt, -KHôlt)  A city of west-central Germany near the Netherlands 

border northwest of Essen. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 65,710. 

Bo·chum (boùkNm, -KHtm)  A city of west-central Germany in the Ruhr Valley 

east of Essen. Chartered in 1321, it is an industrial and commercial center. Popu-

lation, 384,774. 

bock beer (bmk bîr) n.  A strong dark beer, the first that is drawn from the vats 

in springtime.  [German Bockbier, alteration of Einbeckisch Bier, after Einbeck, a 

town of north-central West Germany.]

bod (bmd) n.  Slang. 1. The physical human body; build: “likes brainy men who 

maintain a good bod” (Catherine Breslin).  2. A person: “When his ancient tank 

had broken down... he had jumped on the back of mine with a few other bods” (Rob-

ert Crisp). 

B.O.D. abbr.  Biochemical oxygen demand. 

bo·da·cious also bow·da·cious (bo-d7ùshNs)  or bar·da·cious (bär-) South-

ern U.S. & South Midland U.S. adj.  1. Remarkable; prodigious.  2. Audacious; 



gutsy.   —  adv.  1. Completely; extremely.  2. Audaciously; boldly.  [Probably 

from dialectal boldacious, blend of BOLD, and AUDACIOUS.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Popularized in the comic strip Snuffy Smith, bodacious is

probably a blend of the words bold and audacious, whose combined senses are

evident in the following description of Sevier County, Tennessee, as “the most bo-

dacious display of tourisma this side of Anaheim” (Los Angeles Times). A more tra-

ditional meaning is “remarkable, prodigious”: “a bodacious amount of smoke”

(Springfield MA Morning Union); “the most bodacious tale of hidden treasure”

(Lawrence E. Will). Bodacious can also be an adverbial intensifier: “She’s so bow-

dacious unreasonable when she’s raised [irritated]” (William T. Thompson). Black

speech in New York City retains this Southernism as bardacious. Joseph Wright’s

English Dialect Dictionary cites the form boldacious, which, as the likely source for

bodacious, strengthens the theory that some archaic British expressions are pre-

served in the speech of the American South.

bode1 (bod) v.  tr. bod·ed, bod·ing, bodes. 1. To be an omen of:  heavy seas 

that boded trouble for small craft.  2. Archaic. To predict; foretell.  [Middle English 

boden, from Old English bodian, to announce. See bheudh- in Appendix.]

bode2 (bod) v.  A past tense of bide. 
bo·de·ga (bo-d7ùgN) n.  1. A small Hispanic grocery store, sometimes combined 

with a wineshop.  2. A warehouse for the storage of wine.  [Spanish, from Latin 

apothKca, storehouse. See APOTHECARY.]

Bod·en·heim (bodùn-hXmÙ), Maxwell. 1893?-1954.  American writer of cyni-

cal, sometimes grotesque poetry and realistic novels, such as Crazy Man (1924). 

Bo·den·see (bodùn-z7Ù)  See Lake of Constance. 
bo·dhi·satt·va (boÙdV-sƒtùvN) n.  Buddhism. An enlightened being who, out of 

compassion, forgoes nirvana in order to save others.  [Sanskrit bodhisattvaU, one 

whose essence is enlightenment  : bodhiU, perfect knowledge; see bheudh- in 

Appendix + sattvam, essence, being (from sat-, existing); see es- in Appendix.]

bod·ice (bmdùVs) n.  1. The fitted part of a dress that extends from the waist to 

the shoulder.  2. A woman’s laced outer garment, worn like a vest over a blouse.  

3. Obsolete. A corset.  [Alteration of bodies, pl. of BODY.]

bod·ied (bmdùKd) adj.  Having a body, especially of a specified kind. Often used 

in combination:  strong-bodied; weak-bodied. 

bod·i·less (bmdùK-lVs) adj.  Having no body, form, or substance; incorporeal. 

bod·i·ly (bmdùl-K) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or belonging to the body.  2. Physical 

as opposed to mental or spiritual:  bodily welfare.   —  adv.  1. In the flesh; in per-

son:  bodily but not mentally present.  2. As a complete physical entity:  carried the 

child bodily from the room.  



SYNONYMS: bodily, corporal, corporeal, fleshly, physical, somatic. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “of or relating to the human body”: a bodily

organ; a corporal defect; corporeal suffering; fleshly frailty; physical robustness; a so-

matic symptom.

bod·ing (boùdVng) n.  An omen or foreboding, especially of evil. 

bod·kin (bmdùkVn) n.  1. A small, sharply pointed instrument for making holes 

in fabric or leather.  2. A blunt needle for pulling tape or ribbon through a series 

of loops or a hem.  3. A long hairpin, usually with an ornamental head.  

4. Printing. An awl or pick for extracting letters from set type.  5. A dagger or sti-

letto.  [Middle English boidekin.]

Bo·do·ni (bo-doùnK, bN-), Gianbattista. 1740-1813.  Italian printer and 

designer of the Bodoni typeface, which is still widely used. 

bod·y (bmdùK) n.  pl. bod·ies. 1. a. The entire material or physical structure of 

an organism, especially of a human being or an animal.  b. The physical part of a 

person.  c. A corpse or carcass.   2. a. The trunk or torso of a human being or an 

animal.  b. The part of a garment covering the torso.   3. a. A human being; a 

person.  b. A group of individuals regarded as an entity; a corporation.   4. A 

number of persons, concepts, or things regarded as a group:  We walked out in a 

body.  5. The main or central part, as: a. Anatomy. The largest or principal part of 

an organ; corpus.  b. The nave of a church.  c. The content of a book or docu-

ment exclusive of prefatory matter, codicils, indexes, or appendices.  d. The pas-

senger- and cargo-carrying part of an aircraft, ship, or other vehicle.  e. Music. 

The sound box of an instrument.   6. A mass or collection of material that is dis-

tinct from other masses:  a body of water.  7. Consistency of substance, as in paint, 

textiles, or wine:  a sauce with body.  8. Printing. The part of a block of type 

underlying the impression surface.   —  v.  tr. bod·ied, bod·y·ing, bod·ies. 
1. To furnish with a body.  2. To give shape to: “Imagination bodies forth the 

forms of things unknown” (Shakespeare).  [Middle English bodi, from Old English 

bodig.]

SYNONYMS: body, corpse, carcass, cadaver. These nouns denote the physical or-

ganism of a person or an animal. Body refers to material substance, living or dead,

especially of a person: “my body to be buried obscurely” (Francis Bacon). Those who

smoke abuse their bodies. The word is often used to point up the distinction be-

tween material structure and spirit: The battle to keep body and soul together was

long and difficult. Corpse refers to the physical remains of a dead person: The

corpse of the victim could be removed only after the police had finished photograph-

ing the scene of the crime. Carcass primarily denotes the body of a dead animal:

“Close to the western summit there is the dried and frozen carcass of a leopard”



(Ernest Hemingway). The word is applied to a person, alive or dead, only derog-

atorily or humorously: He exercised strenously to keep his carcass in good condition.

Cadaver is a corpse used for dissection and study: cadavers in the pathology de-

partment of the medical school.

body bag (bmdùK b4g) n.  A zippered bag, usually of rubber, for transporting a 

human corpse. 

body blow (bmdùK blo) n.  1. Sports. A blow delivered to the front of the torso 

above the waist in boxing.  2. A serious setback; a major disappointment. 

bod·y·build·ing (bmdùK-bVlÙdVng) n.  Sports. The process of developing the 

musculature of the body through specific types of diet and physical exercise, such 

as weightlifting, especially for competitive exhibition.   —bodyùy·buildÙer n. 

body bunker (bmdùK bƒngùkNr) n.  A portable bulletproof shield used espe-

cially by riot police.  Also called body shield 

body cavity (bmdùK k4vùV-tK) n.  See coelom. 
body cell (bmdùK sHl) n.  See somatic cell. 
body clock (bmdùK klmk) n.  An internal mechanism of the body that is thought 

to regulate physical and mental functions in rhythm with normal daily activities. 

body corporate (bmdùK kôrùpNr-Vt) n.  See corporation (n., sense 2). 

body count (bmdùK kount) n.  A count of individual bodies, such as those of 

troops killed in combat operations. 

body English (bmdùK VngùglVsh) n.  1. The natural or instinctive tendency of a 

person to try to influence the movement of a propelled object, such as a ball, by 

twisting his or her body toward the desired goal.  2. The usually irregular move-

ment or spin of a propelled object as if it were influenced by this twisting. 

body fluid (bmdùK fluùVd) n.  1. A natural bodily fluid or secretion of fluid 

such as blood, semen, or saliva.  2. Total body water, contained principally in 

blood plasma and in intracellular and interstitial fluids. 

bod·y·guard (bmdùK-gärdÙ) n.  A person or group of persons, usually armed, 

responsible for the physical safety of one or more other persons. 

body image (bmdùK VmùVj) n.  The subjective concept of one’s physical appear-

ance based on self-observation and the reactions of others. 

body language (bmdùK l4ngùgwVj) n.  The bodily gestures, postures, and facial 

expressions by which a person communicates nonverbally with others. 

body louse (bmdùK lous) n.  A parasitic louse (Pediculus humanus corporis) that 

infests the body and clothes of human beings. 

body mechanics (bmdùK mV-k4nùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The 

application of kinesiology to the use of proper body movement in daily activities, 

to the prevention and correction of problems associated with posture, and to the 

enhancement of coordination and endurance. 



body packer (bmdùK p4kùNr) n.  A drug smuggler who swallows bags, usually 

filled with cocaine, to elude drug enforcement officers or customs officials. The 

bags may rupture and poison the carrier. 

body politic (bmdùK pmlùV-tVk) n.  The people of a politically organized nation 

or state considered as a group. 

body pop·ping (bmdùK pmpùVng) n.  Slang. A type of dancing characterized by 

convulsive body movements and mimed robotic gestures. 

body search (bmdùK-sûrchù) n.  A physical search of a person made usually by 

patting the body with the hands and often by exploring bodily orifices in an 

attempt to find concealed weapons, explosives, drugs, or other contraband.   
—bodùy-searchù (bmdùK-sûrchù) v. 

body shield (bmdùK shKld) n.  1. Any of variously configured devices used to 

protect the body of a corrections or law enforcement officer, as in a riot.  2.  See 

body bunker. 
body shirt (bmdùK shûrt) n.  1. A woman’s garment for the torso that is made 

with a sewn-in or snapped crotch.  2. A tight-fitting shirt or blouse. 

body shop (bmdùK shmp) n.  A shop or garage where the bodies of automotive 

vehicles are repaired. 

body snatcher (bmdùK sn4chùNr) n.  1. A person who steals corpses from 

graves and sells them, usually for purposes of dissection.  2. Slang. A corporate 

recruiter.   —bodùy·snatchÙing (bmdùK-sn4chÙVng) n. 

body stocking (bmdùK stmkùVng) n.  A tight-fitting, usually one-piece garment 

that covers the torso and sometimes has sleeves and legs. 

body suit (bmdùK sut) n.  A tight-fitting one-piece garment for the torso. 

bod·y·surf (bmdùK-sûrfÙ) v.  intr. bod·y·surfed, bod·y·surf·ing, 
bod·y·surfs. Sports. To ride the waves to shore without a surfboard.   
—bodùy·surfÙer n. 

body wall (bmdùK wôl) n.  The portion of an animal body that consists of ecto-

derm and mesoderm, forms the external body surface, and encloses the body cav-

ity. 

body·work (bmdùK-wûrkÙ) n.  1. The metal or plastic external structure of a 

motor vehicle.  2. The act or process of repairing the bodies of motor vehicles. 

Boeh·me (bœùmN)  or Boehm (bœm), Jakob.  See Jakob Böhme. 
boehm·ite (b7ùmXtÙ, boù-) n.  A white to dark reddish-brown orthorhombic 

mineral, AlO(OH), present in bauxite.  [German Böhmit, after J. Böhm (1858-

1930), German scientist.]

Boe·o·tia (bK-oùshN, -shK-N)  An ancient region of Greece north of Attica and 

the Gulf of Corinth. The cities of the region formed the Boeotian League in 

the seventh century B.C. but were usually under the dominance of Thebes.   
—Boe·oùtian adj.  & n. 



Boer (bor, bôr, btr) n.  A Dutch colonist or descendant of a Dutch colonist in 

South Africa.  [Afrikaans, from Dutch, farmer, from Middle Dutch gheboer, 

peasant. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

Bo·e·thi·us (bo-KùthK-Ns), Anicius Manlius Severinus. A.D.480?-524?.  

Roman philosopher. Falsely accused of treason, he wrote The Consolation of Phi-

losophy, an account of classical thought, while awaiting his execution. 

boff (bmf) n.  Slang. 1. A line in a play or film, for example, that elicits a big 

laugh: “He doesn’t go for the big boffs, artificially inflated, but lets his comedy build 

through a leisurely accumulation of bizarre details” (Vincent Canby).  2. A big 

laugh.  3. A conspicuous success.  Also called boffo, boffola.  [Probably from B(OX) 

OFF(ICE).]

bof·fin also Bof·fin (bmfùVn) n.  Chiefly British. A scientist, especially one 

engaged in research.  [Origin unknown.]

bof·fo (bmfùo) Slang. adj.  Extremely successful; great.   —  n.  See boff.  [Alter-

ation of BOFF.]

bof·fo·la (bmf-oùlN) n.  Slang. See boff.  [From BOFF.]

Bo·fors gun (boùfôrzÙ gƒn, buù-) n.  A double-barreled, automatic antiair-

craft gun.  [After Bofors, a city of south-central Sweden.]

bog (bôg, bmg) n.  1. a. An area having a wet, spongy, acidic substrate composed 

chiefly of sphagnum moss and peat in which characteristic shrubs and herbs and 

sometimes trees usually grow.  b. Any of certain other wetland areas, such as a 

fen, having a peat substrate.  Also called peat bog  2. An area of soft, naturally 

waterlogged ground.   —  v.  bogged, bog·ging, bogs.  —  v.  tr. To cause to 

sink in or as if in a bog:  We worried that the heavy rain across the prairie would 

soon bog our car. Don’t bog me down in this mass of detail.   —  v.  intr. To be hin-

dered and slowed.  [Irish Gaelic bogach, from bog, soft. See bheug- in Appen-

dix.] —bogùgi·ness n.  —bogùgy adj. 

Bo·ga·lu·sa (boÙgN-luùsN)  A city of southeast Louisiana near the Mississippi 

border north-northeast of New Orleans. It was founded in 1906. Population, 

16,976. 

Bo·gan (boùgNn), Louise. 1897-1970.  American poet whose subtle, spare works 

are metaphysical in tone. 

Bo·gart (boùgärt), Humphrey DeForest. 1899-1957.  American actor who 

played reticent, tough, but ultimately kind-hearted heroes in films such as Casa-

blanca (1942) and The African Queen (1951), for which he won an Academy 

Award. 

bog asphodel  or bog-as·pho·del (bôgù4sùfN-dHlÙ, bmgù-) n.  Any of several 

perennial herbs of the genus Narthecium in the lily family, native to boggy areas 

in northern temperate regions and having grasslike leaves and clusters of yellow 

flowers. 



bo·gey (boùgK) n.  also bo·gy  or bo·gie pl. bo·geys also bo·gies. 1.  (also 

btgùK, buùgK) An evil or mischievous spirit; a hobgoblin.  2.  (also btgùK, 

buùgK) A cause of annoyance or harassment.  3. Sports. a. An estimated stan-

dard golf score.  b. One golf stroke over par on a hole.   4. Slang. An unidentified 

flying aircraft.  5. Slang. A detective or police officer.   —  v.  tr. bo·geyed, 
bo·gey·ing, bo·geys. Sports. To shoot (a hole in golf) in one stroke over par.  

[Possibly variant of BOGLE.]

bog·ey·man  or bo·gy·man also boog·ey·man  or boog·y·man  or 

boog·ie·man (btgùK-m4nÙ, boùgK-, buùgK-) n.  A terrifying specter; a hobgob-

lin. 

bog·gle (bmgùNl) v.  bog·gled, bog·gling, bog·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To hesi-

tate as if in fear or doubt.  2. To shy away or be overcome with fright or astonish-

ment: “The mind now boggling at all the numbers on the table, both sides agreed to a 

recess of an hour” (Henry A. Kissinger).  3. To botch; bungle.   —  v.  tr. To cause 

to be overcome, as with fright or astonishment.  [Probably from boggle, dialectal 

variant of BOGLE.] —bogùgle n.  —bogùgler n. 

bog hole (bôg hol) n.  A hole containing soft mud or quicksand. 

bo·gie1 also bo·gy (boùgK) n.  pl. bo·gies. 1. A railroad car or locomotive 

undercarriage with two, four, or six wheels that swivels so curves can be negoti-

ated.  2. One of several wheels or supporting and aligning rollers inside the tread 

of a tractor or tank.  [Origin unknown.]

bo·gie2 (boùgK, btgùK, buùgK) n.  A variant of bogey. 
bo·gle (boùgNl) n.  A hobgoblin; a bogey.  [Scots bogill.]

Bo·gor (boùgôrÙ)  A city of western Java, Indonesia, south of Jakarta. It is a resort 

and agricultural research center with notable botanical gardens. Population, 

247,409. 

Bo·go·tá (boÙgN-täù)  The capital and largest city of Colombia, in the central 

part of the country on a high plain in the eastern Andes. It was a center of Chib-

cha culture before the Spanish established a settlement in 1538. Population, 

3,967,988. 

bog rosemary (bôg rozùmârÙK) n.  Any of several evergreen shrubs of the 

genus Andromeda, having pink or white urn-shaped flowers grouped in nodding 

umbels. 

Bogsat (bôgùs4tÙ, bmgù-)  or BOGSAT n.  Slang. A decision-making process that 

involves ad hoc judgments made by relatively inexperienced people, typically 

political or corporate staff members: “Bogsat is, more often than not, an innocent 

form of cronyism” (John W. Macy). “Most important decisions are still made by 

BOGSAT” (Dawn Marie Driscoll).  [B(unch) o(f) g(uys) s(itting) a(round a) 

t(able).]

bog spavin (bôg sp4vùVn) n.  A condition in horses in which lymph collects in 

the hock joint, causing a puffy swelling. 



bog·trot·ter (bôgùtrmtÙNr, bmgù-) n.  1. A person who lives in or frequents bogs.  

2. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for an Irishman. 

bo·gus (boùgNs) adj.  Counterfeit or fake.  [From English bogus, a device for 

making counterfeit money.]

bog·wood (bôgùwtdÙ, bmgù-) n.  Wood that has been preserved in a peat bog. 

bo·gy1 (boùgK, btgùK, buùgK) n.  Variant of bogey. 
bo·gy2 (boùgK) n.  Variant of bogie1. 
bo·gy·man (btgùK-m4nÙ, boùgK-, buùgK-) n.  Variant of bogeyman. 
Bo Hai also Po Hai (boù hXù)  An inlet of the Yellow Sea on the northeast coast of 

China west of the Shandong and Liaodong peninsulas. 

bo·hea (bo-hKù) n.  A black Chinese tea, originally the choicest grade but later an 

inferior variety.  [After the Fujian pronunciation of Chinese (Mandarin) w§ yí 

(sh7n), the Wuyi mountain range on the border of Jiangxi and Fujian provinces.]

bo·he·mi·a (bo-hKùmK-N) n.  1. A community of persons with artistic or liter-

ary tastes who adopt manners and mores conspicuously different from those 

expected or approved of by the majority of society.  2. The district in which bohe-

mians live.  [Back-formation from BOHEMIAN.]

Bo·he·mi·a (bo-hKùmK-N)  A historical region and former kingdom of present-

day western Czech Republic. The Czechs, a Slavic people, settled in the area 

between the 1st and 5th centuries A.D. A later principality was independent until 

the 15th century, when it passed to Hungary and then to the Hapsburgs. Bohemia 

became the core of Czechoslovakia in 1918. 

bo·he·mi·an (bo-hKùmK-Nn) n.  A person with artistic or literary interests who 

disregards conventional standards of behavior.  [French bohémien, from Bohême, 

Bohemia (from the unconventional life style of its Gypsy inhabitants).] 
—bo·heùmi·an adj.  —bo·heùmi·an·ism n. 

Bo·he·mi·an (bo-hKùmK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Bohemia.  2. A 

Gypsy.  3. The Czech dialects of Bohemia.   —Bo·heùmi·an adj. 

Bohemian Brethren (bo-hKùmK-Nn brHthùrNn) n.  A religious society orga-

nized in the 15th century by the Hussites. 

Bohemian Forest (bo-hKùmK-Nn fôrùVst)  A mountain range along the border 

of southeast Germany and southwest Czech Republic. The region is known for its 

glassmaking and woodcarving. 

Boh·len (boùlVn), Charles Eustis. 1904-1974.  American ambassador to the 

Soviet Union (1953-1957), the Philippines (1957-1959), and France (1962-1968). 

Böh·me also Boeh·me (bœùmN)  or Boehm (bœm), Jakob. 1575-1624.  Ger-

man theosophist and mystic whose works, including Mysterium Magnum (1623), 

describe evil as a necessary antithesis to good. He is considered the founder of 

modern theosophy. 

Bo·hol (bo-hôlù)  An island in the Visayan Islands of central Philippines north of 

Mindanao in the Bohol Sea. The Bohol Strait separates Bohol from Cebu. 



Bohr (bôr, bor), Niels Henrik David. 1885-1962.  Danish physicist. He won a 

1922 Nobel Prize for investigating atomic structure and radiations. His son Aage 
Niels Bohr (born 1922), also a physicist, shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for discover-

ing the asymmetry of atomic nuclei. 

Bohr effect (bôr V-fHktù) n.  Biochemistry. An effect by which an increase of 

carbon dioxide in the blood results in the dissociation of oxygen from hemoglo-

bin and other respiratory compounds.  [After Christian Bohr (1855-1911), Dan-

ish physiologist.]

Bohr theory (bôr thKùN-rK) n.  An early model of atomic structure in which 

electrons travel around the nucleus in a number of discrete stable orbits deter-

mined by quantum conditions.  [After Niels Henrik David BOHR.]

bo·hunk (boùhƒngk) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a per-

son from east-central Europe, especially a laborer.  [Blend of BO(HEMIAN), and 

HUNG(ARIAN).]

Bo·iar·do (boi-ärùdo, bo-yärù-), Matteo Maria. 1440?-1494.  Italian lyric poet 

known for his unfinished romantic epic Orlando Innamorato (1487). 

boil1 (boil) v.  boiled, boil·ing, boils.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To change from a liq-

uid to a vapor by the application of heat:  All the water boiled away and left the ket-

tle dry.  b. To reach the boiling point.  c. To undergo the action of boiling, 

especially in being cooked.   2. To be in a state of agitation; seethe:  a river boiling 

over the rocks.  3. To be stirred up or greatly excited:  The mere idea made me boil.   
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To vaporize (a liquid) by the application of heat.  b. To heat to the 

boiling point.   2. To cook or clean by boiling.  3. To separate by evaporation in 

the process of boiling:  boil the maple sap.   —  n.  1. The condition or act of boil-

ing.  2. Lower Southern U.S. A picnic featuring shrimp, crab, or crayfish boiled in 

large pots with spices, and then shelled and eaten by hand.  3. An agitated, swirl-

ing, roiling mass of liquid: “Those tumbling boils show a dissolving bar and a 

changing channel there” (Mark Twain).   —phrasal verbs. boil down. 1. To 

reduce in bulk or size by boiling.  2. To condense; summarize:  boiled down the 

complex document.  3. To constitute the equivalent of in summary:  The scathing 

editorial simply boils down to an exercise in partisan politics.  boil over. 4. To 

overflow while boiling.  5. To lose one’s temper.  [Middle English boillen, from 

Old French boillir, from Latin bullXre.]

SYNONYMS: boil, simmer, seethe, stew. To boil is to cook in a liquid heated to

a temperature at which it bubbles up and gives off vapor: boil potatoes. Figura-

tively boil pertains to intense agitation: She boiled with resentment. Simmer de-

notes gentle cooking just at or below the boiling point (Let the stock simmer for

several hours); figuratively it refers to a state of gentle ferment (Plans were sim-

mering in his mind). Seethe emphasizes in both senses the turbulence of steady

boiling at high temperature: Water seethed in the caldron. “The city had all through



the interval been seething with discontent” (John R. Green). Stew refers literally to

slow boiling and figuratively to a persistent but not violent state of agitation: I

always add a little Madeira to the liquid when I stew prunes. “They don’t want a

man to fret and stew about his work” (William H. Whyte, Jr.).

boil2 (boil) n.  A painful, circumscribed pus-filled inflammation of the skin and 

subcutaneous tissue usually caused by a local staphylococcal infection.  Also 

called furuncle [Middle English bile, from Old English b«le.]

Boi·leau-Des·pré·aux (bwä-loùdH-pr7-où), Nicolas. 1636-1711.  French 

critic and poet whose Art of Poetry (1674), a treatise in verse, is a summation of 

the rules and conventions in French literature. 

boil·er (boiùlNr) n.  1. An enclosed vessel in which water is heated and circulated, 

either as hot water or as steam, for heating or power.  2. A container, such as a 

kettle, for boiling liquids.  3. A storage tank for hot water. 

boil·er·mak·er (boiùlNr-m7ÙkNr) n.  1. One that makes or repairs boilers.  

2. Slang. A drink of whiskey with a beer chaser. 

boil·er·plate (boiùlNr-pl7tÙ) n.  1. A steel plate used in making the shells of 

steam boilers.  2. Journalistic material, such as syndicated features, available in 

plate or mat form.  3. Inconsequential, formulaic, or stereotypical language:  The 

provisions of the lease included no new elements and amounted to nothing more 

than boilerplate. 

boiler room (boiùlNr rum) n.  An area, as in a building or on a ship, that 

houses one or more steam boilers or hot-water tanks. 

boil·er-room (boiùlNr-rumÙ, -rtmÙ) adj.  Informal. Of, relating to, or involv-

ing often illegal, high-pressure telephone sales tactics, such as those used in selling 

stock, commodities, or land. 

boil·ing point (boiùlVng point) n.  1.  Abbr. bp The temperature at which a liq-

uid boils at a fixed pressure, especially under standard atmospheric conditions.  

2. Informal. The point at which one loses one’s temper. 

boil·off (boilùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  The vaporization of liquid, such as rocket fuel. 

Bois de Bou·logne (bwäÙ dN bu-lonù, -lônùyN)  A park in Paris, France, bor-

dering on the suburb of Neuilly-sur-Seine. A popular recreation area since the 

17th century, it is the site of Auteuil and Longchamps racecourses. 

bois de rose (bwäÙ dN rozù) n.  Color. A grayish red.  [French, rosewood  : bois, 

wood + de, of + rose, rose.]

Boi·se (boiùsK, -zK)  The capital and largest city of Idaho, in the southwest part of 

the state on the Boise River, about 257 km (160 mi) long. The city was founded 

in 1863 after gold was discovered in the river valley. Population, 102,160. 

bois·ter·ous (boiùstNr-Ns, -strNs) adj.  1. Rough and stormy; violent.  2. Loud, 

noisy, and lacking in restraint or discipline.  See Synonyms at vociferous.  [Mid-

dle English boistres, variant of boistous, rude, rough, perhaps from Old French 



boisteus, lame, limping, from boiste, knee joint.] —boisùter·ous·ly adv.  

—boisùter·ous·ness n. 

boîte (bwät) n.  A small restaurant or nightclub.  [French, from Old French 

boiste, box, from Late Latin buxida, from buxis. See BOX
1.]

Bo·i·to (boùK-toÙ), Arrigo. 1842-1918.  Italian composer, librettist, and writer 

best known for his romantic opera Mefistofele (1868). 

Bok (bmk), Edward William. 1863-1930.  Dutch-born American journalist and 

editor known for his editorship of the Ladies’ Home Journal and his work for 

peace and social reforms. 

bok choy also pak choi (bmkù choiù) n.  A Chinese vegetable (Brassica rapa var. 

Chinensis) in the mustard family, having a leafy head similar to that of the com-

mon cabbage.  [Chinese (Mandarin) bái cài : bái, white + cài, vegetable.]

Bo·kha·ra (bo-kärùN, -härùN, -KHäùrN)  See Bukhara. 
Bok·mål (btkùmôlÙ, bokù-) n.  See Dano-Norwegian.  [Norwegian  : bok, 

book; see bh7go- in Appendix + mål, language.]

Bol. abbr.  1. Bolivia.  2. Bolivian. 

bo·la (boùlN) also bo·las (-lNs) n.  A rope with weights attached, used especially 

in South America to catch cattle or game by entangling their legs.  [From Ameri-

can Spanish bolas, pl. of Spanish bola, ball, probably from Latin bulla.]

Bo·lan Pass also Bho·lan Pass (bo-länù p4s)  A mountain pass of western 

Pakistan at an altitude of 1,793.4 m (5,880 ft). The strategic pass has long been a 

gateway to India. 

bola tie (boùlN tX) n.  Variant of bolo tie. 
bold (bold) adj.  bold·er, bold·est. 1. Fearless and daring; courageous.  

2. Requiring or exhibiting courage and bravery.  See Synonyms at brave.  
3. Unduly forward and brazen in manner:  a bold, impudent child.  4. Clear and 

distinct to the eye; conspicuous:  a bold handwriting.  5. Steep or abrupt in grade 

or terrain:  bold cliffs.  6. Printing. Boldface.  [Middle English, from Old English 

bald. See bhel-2 in Appendix.] —boldùly adv.  —boldùness n. 

bold·face (boldùf7sÙ) Printing. n.  Abbr. bf, b.f., bf., bld. Type with thick, 

heavy lines.   —  adj.  Abbr. bf, b.f., bf., bld. Printed in thick, heavy type.   —  v.  

tr. bold·faced, bold·fac·ing, bold·fac·es. 1. To mark (copy) for printing in 

this type.  2. To set or print in this type. 

bold-faced (boldùf7stÙ) adj.  Impudent; brazen:  a bold-faced lie. 

bole1 (bol) n.  The trunk of a tree.  [Middle English, from Old Norse bolr. See 

bhel-2 in Appendix.]

bole2 (bol) n.  1. Any of various soft, fine clays, especially a reddish-brown vari-

ety used as a pigment.  2. Color. A moderate reddish brown.  [Middle English, 

from Medieval Latin bolus. See BOLUS.] —bole adj. 

bo·lec·tion (bo-lHkùshNn) n.  Architecture. A molding that projects from the 

surface of a panel.  [Origin unknown.]



bo·le·ro (bo-lârùo, bN-) n.  pl. bo·le·ros. 1. A very short jacket worn open in the 

front.  2. a. A Spanish dance in triple meter.  b. The music for this dance.   

[Spanish, from bola, ball. See BOLA.]

bo·le·tus (bo-lKùtNs) n.  pl. bo·le·tus·es or bo·le·ti (-tXÙ). A fungus of the 

genus Boletus, having an umbrella-shaped cap with spore-bearing tubules on the 

underside and including both edible and poisonous species.  [Latin bolKtus, 

mushroom.]

Bol·eyn (btlùVn, bt-lVnù), Anne. 1507-1536.  Queen of England (1533-1536) 

as the second wife of Henry VIII. The mother of Elizabeth I, she produced no 

male heir and was subsequently tried for adultery and beheaded. 

Bol·ger (bolùjNr), Ray. 1904-1987.  American dancer and actor best known for 

his performance as the scarecrow in The Wizard of Oz (1939). 

bo·lide (boùlXd, -lVd) n.  A meteoric fireball or something held to resemble it: “a 

world-class sports car—quick, agile, lively—in short, everything car magazines... 

have ever wanted in a bolide of this type” (Automobile).  [French, from Latin bolis, 

bolid-, from Greek bolis, missile, javelin, from ballein, to throw. See gwelN- in 

Appendix.]

Bol·ing·broke (bmlùVng-brtkÙ, btlù-, boùlVng-), First Viscount Originally 

Henry Saint John. 1678-1751.  English statesman, orator, and writer. A Jacobite, 

he spent much of his life in exile and wrote influential political treatises, notably 

The Idea of a Patriot King (1749). 

Bo·ling·brook (boùlVng-brtkÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 40,843. 

bo·li·var (bo-lKùvär, bmlùN-vNr) n.  pl. bo·li·vars or bo·li·var·es (bo-lKùvä-rHsÙ). 
Abbr. b. A basic unit of currency in Venezuela.  See Table at currency.  [Ameri-

can Spanish bolívar, after Simón BOLÍVAR.]

Bo·lí·var (boùlN-värÙ, bmlùN-, bo-lKùvär), Pico. A mountain, 5,005.4 m (16,411 

ft) high, of western Venezuela in the Cordillera Mérida south of Lake Maracaibo. 

It is the highest elevation in the range and in the country. 

Bo·lí·var (boùlN-värÙ, bmlùN-, bo-lKùvär), Simón. Known as “the Liberator.” 

1783-1830.  South American revolutionary leader who defeated the Spanish in 

1819, was made president of Greater Colombia (now Colombia, Venezuela, and 

Ecuador), and helped liberate (1823-1834) Peru and Bolivia. 

Bo·liv·i·a (bN-lVvùK-N, bo-) Abbr. Bol.  A landlocked country of western South 

America. It was named after Simón Bolívar who helped win its independence 

from Spain in 1825. Sucre is the legal capital and the seat of the judiciary. La Paz 

is the administrative center and the largest city. Population, 6,429,226.   
—Bo·livùi·an adj.  & n. 

bo·li·vi·a·no (bN-lVvÙK-äùno, bo-) n.  pl. bolivia·nos. A basic unit of currency 

in Bolivia.  See Table at currency.  [Spanish, Bolivian, boliviano, from Bolivia.]



boll (bol) n.  The seed-bearing capsule of certain plants, especially cotton and 

flax.  [Middle English, from Middle Dutch bolle, round object. See bhel-2 in 

Appendix.]

Böll (bœl), Heinrich. 1917-1985.  German writer whose works, such as The 

Clown (1963), examine the psychological and societal effects of World War II on 

the German people. He won the 1972 Nobel Prize for literature. 

bol·lard (bmlùNrd) n.  Nautical. A thick post on a ship or wharf, used for securing 

ropes and hawsers.  [Middle English, probably from bole, tree trunk. See BOLE
1.]

bol·li·to mis·to (bo-lKùto mVsùto) n.  pl. bol·li·ti mis·ti (bo-lKùtK mVsùtK). A 

mixture of vegetables and various meats, such as chicken, veal, beef, and sausage, 

cooked in a broth and usually served with a mustard-fruit sauce.  [Italian, mixed 

stew  : bollito, stew + misto, mixed.]

bol·lix also bol·lox (bmlùVks) v.  tr. bol·lixed also bol·loxed, bol·lix·ing also 

bol·lox·ing, bol·lix·es also bol·lox·es. Informal. To throw into confusion; 

botch or bungle:  managed to bollix up the whole project.  [Alteration of ballocks, 

testicles, from Middle English balloks, from Old English beallucas. See bhel-2 in 

Appendix.]

boll weevil (bol wKùvNl) n.  1. A small, grayish, long-snouted beetle (Anthono-

mus grandis) of Mexico and the southern United States, having adults that punc-

ture cotton buds and larvae that hatch in and damage cotton bolls.  2. Informal. A 

conservative Southern Democrat in the U.S. House of Representatives. 

boll·worm (bolùwûrmÙ) n.  1. The pink bollworm.  2.  See corn earworm. 
bo·lo (boùlo) n.  pl. bo·los. A long, heavy, single-edged machete originally used 

in the Philippines.  [Spanish, of Philippine origin.]

bo·lo·gna (bN-loùnK, -nN, -nyN) also ba·lo·ney  or bo·lo·ney (-nK) n.  A sea-

soned smoked sausage made of mixed meats, such as beef, pork, and veal.  [After 

Bologna.]

Bo·lo·gna (bN-lonùyN)  A city of north-central Italy at the foot of the Apennines 

north-northeast of Florence. It was originally an Etruscan town and became a 

Roman colony in the second century B.C. Its famed university was founded as a 

law school in A.D. 425. Population, 455,853.   —Bo·loùgnan, BoÙlo·gneseù 

(boÙlN-nKzù, -nKsù, -lNn-yKzù, -yKsù)  adj.  & n. 

bolo knife (boùlo nXf) n.  A bolo. 

bo·lom·e·ter (bo-lmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument that measures radiant heat by 

correlating the radiation-induced change in electrical resistance of a blackened 

metal foil with the amount of radiation absorbed.  [Greek bolK, ray; see gwelN- in 

Appendix + -METER.] —boÙlo·metùric (boÙlN-mHtùrVk) adj. 

bo·lo·ney (bN-loùnK) n.  Variant of bologna. 
bolo tie also bola tie (boùlo tX) n.  A necktie consisting of a piece of cord fas-

tened with an ornamental bar or clasp.  [Alteration of BOLA + TIE.]



Bol·she·vik (bolùshN-vVkÙ, bmlù-) n.  pl. Bol·she·viks or Bol·she·vi·ki (-vKùkK). 
1. a. A member of the left-wing majority group of the Russian Social Demo-

cratic Workers’ Party that adopted Lenin’s theses on party organization in 1903.  

b. A member of the Russian Social Democratic Workers’ Party that seized power 

in that country in November 1917.  c. A member of a Marxist-Leninist party or a 

supporter of one; a Communist.  Also called Bolshevist  2.  Often bolshevik. An 

extreme radical:  a literary bolshevik.  [Russian Bol’shevik, from bol’she, compara-

tive of bol’shoV, large. See bel- in Appendix.] —Bolùshe·vikÙ adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The word Bolshevik, an emotionally charged term in En-

glish, is derived from a very common word in Russian, bol’she, “bigger, more,” the

comparative form of bol’shoV, “big.” The name Bol’shevik was given to the faction

in the majority at the Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Workers’

Party in 1903 (the term is first recorded in English in 1907). The smaller faction

was known as Men’sheviki, from men’she, “less, smaller,” the comparative of malyV,
“little, few.” The Bol’sheviki, who sided with Lenin in the split that followed the

Congress, subsequently became the Russian Communist Party. In 1952 the word

Bol’shevik was dropped as an official term in the Soviet Union, but it had long

since passed into other languages, including English. It had even spawned the

slang term bolshie, though there is no menshie.

Bol·she·vism also bol·she·vism (bolùshN-vVzÙNm, bmlù-) n.  1. The strategy 

developed by the Bolsheviks between 1903 and 1917 with a view to seizing state 

power and establishing a dictatorship of the proletariat.  2. Soviet Communism. 

Bol·she·vist also bol·she·vist (bolùshN-vVst, bmlù-) n.  See Bolshevik (n., 

sense 1).  —BolÙshe·visùtic adj. 

bol·son (bol-sonù) n.  Chiefly Southwestern U.S. A flat, arid valley surrounded by 

mountains and draining into a shallow central lake.  [American Spanish bolsón, 

augmentative of Spanish bolsa, purse, pouch, from Late Latin bursa. See BURSA.]

bol·ster (bolùstNr) n.  A long, narrow pillow or cushion.   —  v.  tr. bol·stered, 
bol·ster·ing, bol·sters. 1. To support or prop up with or as if with a long, nar-

row pillow or cushion.  2. To buoy up:  Visitors bolstered the patient’s morale.  

[Middle English, from Old English. See bhelgh- in Appendix.] —bolùster·er n. 

bolt1 (bolt) n.  1. A bar made of wood or metal that slides into a socket and is 

used to fasten doors and gates.  2. A metal bar or rod in the mechanism of a lock 

that is thrown or withdrawn by turning the key.  3. A fastener consisting of a 

threaded pin or rod with a head at one end, designed to be inserted through holes 

in assembled parts and secured by a mated nut that is tightened by applying 

torque.  4. a. A sliding metal bar that positions the cartridge in breechloading 

rifles, closes the breech, and ejects the spent cartridge.  b. A similar device in any 

breech mechanism.   5. A short, heavy arrow with a thick head, used especially 



with a crossbow.  6. A flash of lightning; a thunderbolt.  7. A sudden or unex-

pected event:  The announcement was a veritable bolt.  8. A sudden movement 

toward or away.  9. A large roll of cloth of a definite length, especially as it comes 

from the loom.   —  v.  bolt·ed, bolt·ing, bolts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To secure or lock 

with or as if with a bolt.  2. To arrange or roll (lengths of cloth, for example) on 

or in a bolt.  3. To eat (food) hurriedly and with little chewing; gulp.  4. To desert 

or withdraw support from (a political party).  5. To utter impulsively; blurt.  

6. Archaic. To shoot or discharge (a missile, such as an arrow).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move or spring suddenly.  2. To start suddenly and run away:  The horse bolted at 

the sound of the shot. The frightened child bolted from the room.  3. To break away 

from a political party or its policies.  4. Botany. To flower or produce seeds pre-

maturely or develop a flowering stem from a rosette.   —idiom. bolt from the 
blue. A sudden, shocking surprise or turn of events.  [Middle English, from Old 

English, heavy arrow.]

bolt2 (bolt) v.  tr. bolt·ed, bolt·ing, bolts. To pass (flour, for example) through 

a sieve.  [Middle English bulten, from Old French buleter, from Middle High Ger-

man biuteln, from biutel, bag, purse.]

bolt-action (boltù4kùshNn) adj.  Loaded by a manually operated bolt. Used of a 

firearm. 

bolt·er1 (bolùtNr) n.  1. A horse given to bolting.  2. One who gives up member-

ship in or withdraws support from a political party. 

bolt·er2 (bolùtNr) n.  1. A machine used for sifting, especially for sifting flour.  

2. One who operates a sifting machine. 

bolt·hole (boltùholÙ) n.  1. A hole through which to bolt:  found a bolthole in the 

fencing.  2. A means of escape: “The book offered exotic escape, but one could imag-

ine more alluring boltholes than an ascetic all-male community” (Anthony Bur-

gess). 

Bol·ton (bolùtNn)  A borough of northwest England northwest of Manchester. It 

was a center of the woolen trade from the 14th to the 18th century. Population, 

263,000. 

bol·to·ni·a (bol-toùnK-N) n.  Any of several perennial herbs of the genus Bolto-

nia in the composite family, having flower heads with white to purplish rays and 

yellow centers.  [New Latin, genus name, after James Bolton, 18th-century British 

botanist.]

bolt·rope (boltùropÙ) n.  Nautical. A rope sewn into the outer edge of a sail to 

prevent it from tearing. 

Boltz·mann (boltsùmän), Ludwig. 1844-1906.  Austrian physicist. Considered 

a founder of modern physics, he developed the kinetic theory of gases. 

bo·lus (boùlNs) n.  pl. bo·lus·es. 1. A round mass: “A dense bolus of trapped dol-

phins fills the frame” (Kenneth Browser).  2. Pharmacology. A round medicinal 

preparation, such as a large pill or tablet, that is usually of a soft consistency and 



not prepackaged.  3. A soft mass of chewed food within the mouth or alimentary 

canal.  [Medieval Latin bolus, from Greek bolos, lump of earth.]

Bol·za·no (bol-zäùno, bôl-tsäùnô)  A city of northern Italy near the Austrian 

border north-northwest of Venice. It is a tourist center and health resort noted for 

its Alpine scenery. Population, 104,606. 

bomb (bmm) n.  1. a. An explosive weapon detonated by impact, proximity to 

an object, a timing mechanism, or other means.  b. An atomic or a nuclear bomb. 

Used with the.   2. Any of various weapons detonated to release destructive mate-

rial, such as smoke or gas.  3. Football. A very long forward pass intended to gain 

great yardage in a single play.  4. a. A container capable of withstanding high 

internal pressure.  b. A vessel for storing compressed gas.  c. A portable, manually 

operated container that ejects a spray, foam, or gas under pressure.   5. Slang. A 

dismal failure; a fiasco.  6. Slang. An old car.  7. Chiefly British. A large amount of 

money.   —  v.  bombed, bomb·ing, bombs.  —  v.  tr. To attack, damage, or 

destroy with or as if with bombs.   —  v.  intr. 1. To drop a bomb or bombs.  

2. Slang. To fail miserably:  The play bombed.  3. Slang. To paint a graffito.  

[French bombe, from Italian bomba, probably from Latin bombus, a booming 

sound, from Greek bombos.]

bom·bard (bmm-bärdù, bmmùbärdÙ) v.  tr. bom·bard·ed, bom·bard·ing, 
bom·bards. 1. To attack with bombs, shells, or missiles.  2. To assail persistently, 

as with requests.  See Synonyms at attack. See Synonyms at barrage2.  3. To 

irradiate (an atom).  4. To attack with a cannon firing stone balls.   —  n.  An 

early form of cannon that fired stone balls.  [From Middle English, a bombard, 

from Old French bombarde, from Medieval Latin bombarda, probably from Latin 

bombus, a booming sound. See BOMB.] —bom·bardùer n.  —bom·bardùment 
n. 

bom·bar·dier (bmmÙbNr-dîrù) n.  1. The member of a combat aircraft crew 

who operates the bombsight and drops the bombs.  2. Chiefly British. A noncom-

missioned artillery officer.  3. Archaic. A soldier in the artillery.  [French, from 

Old French bombarde, bombard. See BOMBARD.]

bombardier beetle (bmmÙbNr-dîrù bKtùl) n.  Any of various beetles of the 

genus Brachinus and related genera that expel an acrid, volatile secretion from the 

abdomen when disturbed, making an audible sound. 

bom·bar·don (bmmùbNr-dmnÙ, bmm-bärùdn) n.  Music. 1. A brass instrument 

resembling a tuba but with a lower pitch; a bass or contrabass tuba.  2. A 16-foot 

reed stop on an organ.  [French, from Italian bombardone, augmentative of bom-

bardo, alteration of bombarda, bombard, from Medieval Latin. See BOMBARD.]

bom·bast (bmmùb4stÙ) n.  Grandiloquent, pompous speech or writing.  [Alter-

ation of obsolete bombace, cotton padding, from Old French, from Late Latin 

bombax, cotton. See BOMBAZINE.] —bomùbastÙer n.  —bom·basùtic adj.  

—bom·basùti·cal·ly adv.  



SYNONYMS: bombast, rant, fustian, claptrap, rodomontade. All these nouns

designate speech or writing marked by an extravagance or affectation of style that

the content does not warrant. Bombast stresses inflation of style but does not al-

ways imply insubstantiality of thought: “Their eloquence is all bombast” (Charles

Kingsley). Rant, used chiefly of speech, emphasizes turgidity and violence of style:

“He sometimes... in his rants, talked with Norman haughtiness of the Celtic barbar-

ians” (Macaulay). Fustian stresses a contrast between pretentious style in writing

or speech and absurd or commonplace content: “They flounder about between fus-

tian in expression, and bathos in sentiment” (William Hazlitt). Claptrap is insin-

cere, empty speech or writing: “I hate... that air/Of claptrap, which your recent po-

ets prize” (Byron). Rodomontade is boastful speech and bluster: “a detestable

compound of vulgarity and rodomontade” (John Morley).

Bom·bay (bmm-b7ù)  A city of west-central India on coastal Bombay Island 

and adjacent Salsette Island. It is India’s main port and commercial center. Popu-

lation, 8,243,405. 

Bombay duck (bmm-b7ù dƒk) n.  1. A small, edible lizardfish (Harpodon 

nehereus) of Asia, having a thin, nearly transparent body.  2. The dried, salted 

flesh of this fish that is used in India as a relish, usually with curry. In this sense, 

also calledbummalo [Alteration of Marathi bombXla, bombil.]

bom·ba·zine (bmmÙbN-zKnù) n.  A fine twilled fabric of silk and worsted or cot-

ton, often dyed black and used for mourning clothes.  [French bombasin, from 

Late Latin bambacXnum, cotton fabric, from bombax, cotton, from Latin bomb«x, 

silk, silkworm, from Greek bombux, silkworm.]

bomb bay (bmm b7) n.  The compartment in the fuselage of a combat aircraft 

into which bombs are loaded and from which they are dropped. 

bombe (bmm, bôNb) n.  A dessert consisting of two or more layers of variously 

flavored ice cream frozen in a round or melon-shaped mold.  [French (from its 

shape). See BOMB.]

bombed (bmmd) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 

bomb·er (bmmùNr) n.  1. A combat aircraft designed to carry and drop bombs.  

2. One who makes and sets off bombs.  3. Upstate New York & Illinois. See sub-
marine (n., sense 2). See Regional note at submarine. 

bomb·let (bmmùlVt) n.  One of a number of small bombs usually contained in a 

cluster bomb and released in midair. 

bomb·proof (bmmùprufÙ) adj.  Designed and constructed to resist destruction 

by a bomb. 

bomb rack (bmm r4k) n.  A framework or mechanical holder for bombs on a 

combat aircraft. 

bomb·shell (bmmùshHlÙ) n.  1. An explosive bomb.  2. A shocking surprise. 



bomb·sight (bmmùsXtÙ) n.  A device in a combat aircraft for determining the 

point at which to drop a bomb in order to strike a target. 

bom·by·cid (bmmùbV-sVd) n.  A moth of the family Bombycidae, which includes 

the silkworms.  [From New Latin Bombycidae, family name, from Latin bomb«x, 

silkworm. See BOMBAZINE.]

Bo·mu (boùmu)  A river of central Africa rising in southeast Central African 

Republic and flowing about 805 km (500 mi) generally west along the boundary 

with Zaire to merge with the Uele and form the Ubangi River. 

Bon (bmn, boN), Cape. A peninsula of northeast Tunisia extending into the Med-

iterranean Sea across from Sicily. 

Bo·na (boùnN), Mount. A peak, 5,032.5 m (16,500 ft) high, of southern Alaska 

at the southern end of the Wrangell Mountains near the Canadian border. It is the 

highest elevation in the range. 

bo·na fide (boùnN fXdÙ, fXùdK, bmnùN) adj.  1. Made or carried out in good faith; 

sincere:  a bona fide offer.  2. Authentic; genuine:  a bona fide Rembrandt.  See 

Synonyms at authentic.  [Latin bon7 fidK : bon7, feminine ablative of bonus, 

good + fidK, ablative of fidKs, faith.]

bona fi·des (boùnN fXùdKz, fXdz) n.  (used with a pl. verb). Information that 

serves to guarantee a person’s good faith, standing, and reputation; authentic cre-

dentials: “Sakharov’s bona fides within the Soviet system... have given added weight 

to his message” (Christian Science Monitor).  [Latin bona fidKs, good faith  : bona, 

feminine of bonus, good + fidKs, faith.]

Bo·naire (bô-nârù)  An island of the Netherlands Antilles in the Caribbean Sea 

off the northern coast of Venezuela. Tourism is important to its economy. 

Bo·nam·pak (bo-nämùpäk)  A ruined Mayan city near present-day Tuxtla 

Gutiérrez in southern Mexico. The ruins, with temples and well-preserved fres-

coes, were discovered in 1946. 

bo·nan·za (bN-n4nùzN) n.  1. A rich mine, vein, or pocket of ore.  2. A source of 

great wealth or prosperity.  [Spanish, from Medieval Latin bonacia, calm sea, 

blend of Latin bonus, good; see deu-2 in Appendix, Medieval Latin malacia, calm 

sea (from Greek malakia, from malakos, soft); see mel-1 in Appendix.]

Bo·nan·za Creek (bN-n4nùzN krKk)  A stream of western Yukon Territory, 

Canada, flowing about 32 km (20 mi) to the Klondike River near Dawson. The 

first gold strike in the Yukon occurred here in 1896. 

Bo·na·parte (boùnN-pärtÙ)  Corsican family, all brothers of Napoleon I, includ-

ing Joseph (1768-1844), king of Naples (1806-1808) and Spain (1808-1813); 

Lucien (1775-1840), who disapproved of Napoleon’s policies; Louis (1778-

1846), who was king of Holland (1806-1810) and fought with Napoleon in Italy 

(1796-1797) and Egypt (1798-1799); and Jérôme (1784-1860), who was king of 

Westphalia (1807-1813), fought at Waterloo (1815), became marshal of France 

(1850), and was president of the senate under Napoleon III. 



Bo·na·part·ist (boùnN-pärÙtVst) n.  A follower or supporter of Napoleon I and 

his policies and dynastic claims or of the Bonaparte family.   —Boùna·partÙism 
n. 

Bon·a·ven·ture (bmnùN-vHnÙchNr) also Bon·a·ven·tu·ra (bmnÙN-vHn-chtrùN, 

-ttrùN, -tytrùN), Saint Originally Giovanni di Fidanza. Known as “the Seraphic 

Doctor.” 1217?-1274.  Italian theologian and philosopher who taught that the goal 

of all the arts and sciences is the direct contemplation of God. 

bon·bon (bmnùbmnÙ) n.  A candy that often has a center of fondant, fruit, or 

nuts and is coated with chocolate or fondant.  [French, reduplication of bon, 

good, from Latin bonus. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

bon·bon·nière (bmnÙbmn-yârù) n.  1. A small, ornate box or dish for candy.  

2. A confectioner’s store.  [French, from bonbon. See BONBON.]

bond (bmnd) n.  Abbr. bd. 1. Something, such as a fetter, cord, or band, that 

binds, ties, or fastens things together.  2.  Often bonds. Confinement in prison; 

captivity.  3. A uniting force or tie; a link:  the bonds of friendship, the familial 

bond.  4. A binding agreement; a covenant.  5. A duty, a promise, or another obli-

gation by which one is bound.  6. a. A substance or an agent that causes two or 

more objects or parts to cohere.  b. The union or cohesion brought about by such 

a substance or agent.   7. A chemical bond.  8. An overlapping arrangement of 

bricks or other masonry components in a wall.  9. Law. a. A written and sealed 

obligation, especially one requiring payment of a stipulated amount of money on 

or before a given day.  b. A sum of money paid as bail or surety.  c. A bail bonds-

man.   10. A certificate of debt issued by a government or corporation guarantee-

ing payment of the original investment plus interest by a specified future date.  

11. The condition of taxable goods being stored in a warehouse until the taxes or 

duties owed on them are paid.  12. An insurance contract in which an agency 

guarantees payment to an employer in the event of unforeseen financial loss 

through the actions of an employee.  13. Bond paper.   —  v.  bond·ed, 
bond·ing, bonds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mortgage or place a guaranteed bond on.  

2. To furnish bond or surety for.  3. To place (an employee, for example) under 

bond or guarantee.  4. To join securely, as with glue or cement.  5. To join (two or 

more individuals) in or as if in a nurturing relationship: “What bonded [the two 

men]—who spoke rarely and have little personal rapport—was patience and a con-

viction that uncontrolled inflation endangers... society” (Robert J. Samuelson).  

6. To lay (bricks, for example) in an overlapping pattern for solidity.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To cohere with or as if with a bond.  2. To form a close personal relationship.  

[Middle English, variant of band, from Old Norse. See bhendh- in Appendix.] 
—bondùa·ble adj.  —bondùer n. 

Bond (bmnd), Carrie Jacobs. 1862-1946.  American songwriter whose works 

include “I Love You Truly” (1901) and “The End of a Perfect Day” (1910). 



Bond (bmnd), Julian. Born 1940.  American politician and civil rights leader 

who was elected to the Georgia legislature (1966) but temporarily barred from 

taking office because of his opposition to the Vietnam War. 

Bond (bmnd), Thomas. 1712-1784.  American physician who founded in Phila-

delphia the first hospital in America (1752). 

bond·age (bmnùdVj) n.  1. The state of one who is bound as a slave or serf.  See 

Synonyms at servitude.  2. A state of subjection to a force, a power, or an influ-

ence.  3. The practice of being physically restrained, as with cords or handcuffs, 

as a means of attaining sexual gratification.  4. Villeinage.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Middle English bonde, serf, from Old English bonda, hus-

bandman, from Old Norse bondi, present participle of b7a, to live. See bheuN- in 

Appendix.]

bond·hold·er (bmndùholÙdNr) n.  One that owns a bond certificate of a govern-

ment or corporation. 

bond·ing (bmnùdVng) n.  1. a. The formation of close, specialized human rela-

tionships, such as those that link spouse with spouse or friend with friend: “He 

says he has rediscovered the comforts of male bonding in a Washington men’s group” 

(Marilyn Chase).  b. The attachment process occurring between a parent and off-

spring that usually begins at the time of birth, is the basis for further emotional 

affiliation, and influences the child’s physical and psychological development.   

2. Dentistry. A technique for the restoration, repair, or cosmetic improvement of 

a tooth that involves the application of a high-impact resinous material to the 

tooth surface, where it adheres to the existing enamel. 

bond·maid (bmndùm7dÙ) n.  A woman bondservant.  [BOND(WOMAN) + MAID.]

bond·man (bmndùmNn) n.  A male bondservant.  [Middle English, from bonde, 

serf. See BONDAGE.]

bond paper (bmnd p7ùpNr) n.  A superior grade of strong white paper made 

wholly or in part from rag pulp. 

bond·ser·vant (bmndùsûrÙvNnt) n.  1. A person obligated to service without 

wages.  2. A slave or serf.  [BOND(MAN) + SERVANT.]

bonds·man (bmndzùmNn) n.  1. A person who provides bond or surety for 

another.  2. A male bondservant. 

bond·wom·an (bmndùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman bondservant.  [Middle English 

bondewomman, from bonde, serf. See BONDAGE.]

bone (bon) n.  1. a. The dense, semirigid, porous, calcified connective tissue 

forming the major portion of the skeleton of most vertebrates. It consists of a 

dense organic matrix and an inorganic, mineral component.  b. Any of numer-

ous anatomically distinct structures making up the skeleton of a vertebrate ani-

mal. There are more than 200 different bones in the human body.  c. A piece of 

bone.   2. bones. a. The skeleton.  b. The body.  c. Mortal remains.   3. An ani-

mal structure or material, such as ivory, resembling bone.  4. Something made of 



bone or of material resembling bone, especially: a. A piece of whalebone or simi-

lar material used as a corset stay.  b. bones. Informal. Dice.   5. bones. The fun-

damental plan or design, as of the plot of a book.  6. a. bones. Flat clappers 

made of bone or wood originally used by the end man in a minstrel show.  

b. Bones. (used with a sing. verb). The end man in a minstrel show.    —  v.  

boned, bon·ing, bones.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove the bones from.  2. To stiffen 

(a piece of clothing) with stays, as of whalebone.   —  v.  intr. Informal. To study 

intensely, usually at the last minute: “He’s boning up on the role of Tevya” (Douglas 

Watt).   —idioms. bone of contention. The subject of a dispute.  bone to 
pick. Grounds for a complaint or dispute.  [Middle English bon, from Old 

English b7n.]

bone ash (bon 4sh) n.  The white, powdery calcium phosphate ash of burned 

bones, used as a fertilizer, in making ceramics, and in cleaning and polishing 

compounds. 

bone·black also bone black (bonùbl4kÙ) n.  A black pigment containing 

about 10 percent charcoal, made by roasting bones in an airtight container and 

used in polishes, as a filtering medium, and in decolorizing sugar.  Also called 

bone charcoal 

bone china (bon chXùnN) n.  Porcelain made of clay mixed with bone ash. 

bone conduction (bon kNn-dƒkùshNn) n.  The process by which sound waves 

are transmitted to the inner ear by the cranial bones without traveling through 

the air in the ear canal. 

bone-dry (bonùdrXù) adj.  Having no trace of moisture. 

bone·fish (bonùfVshÙ) n.  pl. bonefish or bone·fish·es. A marine game fish 

(Albula vulpes) of warm, shallow waters, having silvery scales.  [From its many 

small bones.]

bone·head (bonùhHdÙ) n.  Informal. A stupid person; a dunce.   —boneù-
headÙed adj.  —boneùheadÙed·ness n. 

bone marrow (bon m4rùo) n.  The soft, fatty, vascular tissue that fills most 

bone cavities and is the source of red blood cells and many white blood cells. 

bone marrow transplant (bon m4rùo tr4ns-pl4ntù) n.  A technique used to 

enhance or restore a person’s immune response or supply of blood cells or to 

replace diseased or destroyed bone marrow, as by radiation, with normally func-

tioning bone marrow. The technique involves the removal of bone marrow from 

a donor’s pelvic bone and intravenous administration of it to a patient. 

bone meal (bon mKl) n.  A substance made of crushed and coarsely ground 

bones that is used as a plant fertilizer and in animal feed. 

bon·er (boùnNr) n.  Informal. A blunder or an error.  [BONE(HEAD) + -ER
1.]

bone·set (bonùsHtÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Eupatorium in the 

composite family, especially the eastern North American species E. perfoliatum, 



having opposite leaves united around the stem and clusters of small, white flower 

heads.  Also called thoroughwort [From its use as a folk medicine.]

bone spavin (bon sp4vùVn) n.  A condition in horses caused by the deposition 

of new bone in the hock joint and sometimes producing lameness. 

bon·ey (boùnK) adj.  Variant of bony. 
bon·fire (bmnùfXrÙ) n.  A large outdoor fire.  [Middle English bonnefire : bon, 

bone; see BONE + fir, fire; see FIRE.]

bong1 (bmng, bông) n.  A deep ringing sound, as of a bell.   —  v.  bonged, 
bong·ing, bongs.  —  v.  tr. To cause to sound with a deep ringing noise.   —  v.  

intr. To make a deep ringing noise.  [Imitative.]

bong2 (bmng, bông) n.  A water pipe that consists of a bottle or a vertical tube 

partially filled with liquid and a smaller tube ending in a bowl, used often in 

smoking narcotic substances.  [Thai baung.]

bon·go1 (bmngùgo, bôngù-) n.  bon·gos. A large, forest-dwelling antelope (Boo-

cercus eurycerus) of central Africa, having a reddish-brown coat with white stripes 

and spirally twisted horns.  [Probably of Bantu origin; akin to Lingala mongu, 

antelope.]

bon·go2 (bmngùgo, bôngù-) n.  pl. bon·gos or bon·goes. Music. One of a pair 

of connected tuned drums that are played by beating with the hands.  [American 

Spanish bongó.]

Bon·heof·fer (bônùhœ-fNr), Dietrich. 1906-1945.  German Protestant theolo-

gian and philosopher whose works concern Christianity in the modern world. He 

was executed for his role in a plot to assassinate Hitler. 

Bon·heur (bô-nûrù, -nœrù), Rosa. 1822-1899.  French artist known for her ani-

mal paintings, such as The Horse Fair. 

bon·ho·mie (bmnÙN-mKù) n.  A pleasant and affable disposition; geniality.  

[French, from bonhomme, good-natured man  : bon, good (from Latin bonus); see 

deu-2 in Appendix + homme, man (from Latin homo); see dhghem- in Appen-

dix.]

bon·i·face (bmnùN-fNs, -f7sÙ) n.  The keeper of an inn, a hotel, a nightclub, or an 

eating establishment.  [After Boniface, an innkeeper in The Beaux’ Strategem by 

George Farquhar (1678-1707).]

Bon·i·face (bmnùN-f7sÙ), Saint Originally Winfrid  or Wynfrith. 675?-754.  

English Roman Catholic missionary active in Germany. 

Bon·i·face VIII (bmnùN-f7sÙ), Originally Benedetto Caetani. 1235?-1303.  Pope 

(1294-1303) who struggled to assert authority over England, France, and Sicily. 

Bon·i·face IX (bmnùN-f7sÙ), Originally Pietro Tomacelli. Died 1404.  Pope 

(1389-1404) whose papacy was marked by struggle against the Avignon anti-

popes. 

bon·ing knife (boùnVng nXf) n.  A knife with a narrow blade and a sharp point, 

used for removing the bones from poultry, meat, and fish. 



Bo·nin Islands (boùnVn XùlNndz)  An archipelago of volcanic islands in the 

western Pacific Ocean south of Japan. The islands formed a major Japanese mili-

tary stronghold in World War II. 

bo·ni·to (bN-nKùto) n.  pl. bonito or bo·ni·tos. 1. Any of several marine food 

and game fishes of the genus Sarda, related to and resembling the tuna.  2. Any of 

several similar fishes, such as the skipjack.  [Spanish, probably from bonito, 

pretty, from Latin bonus, good. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

bon·kers (bmngùkNrz) adj.  Informal. Crazy: “Yet here in the capital of the energy 

state, when word spread that free gas was to be found, the populace, as expected, 

went bonkers” (Washington Post).  [Origin unknown.]

bon mot (bôN moù) n.  pl. bons mots (bôN moù, mozù). A clever saying; a wit-

ticism.  [French  : bon, good + mot, word.]

Bonn (bmn, bôn)  The former capital of West Germany, in the western part of the 

country on the Rhine River. It was founded as a Roman garrison in the first cen-

tury A.D. and since 1990 has been the seat of the reunified German government. 

Population, 291,291. 

Bon·nard (bô-närù), Pierre. 1867-1947.  French painter who adhered to an 

impressionistic style in works such as The Bath. 

bon·net (bmnùVt) n.  1. a. A hat of cloth or straw, held in place by ribbons tied 

under the chin, that is worn by women and children.  b. Scots. A brimless cap 

worn by men.   2. A removable metal plate over a machine part, such as a valve.  

3. Chiefly British. The hood of an automobile.  4. a. A windscreen for a chimney.  

b. A cover for a fireplace.   5. Nautical. A strip of canvas laced to a fore-and-aft 

sail to increase sail area.   —  v.  tr. bon·net·ed, bon·net·ing, bon·nets. To put 

a bonnet on.  [Middle English bonet, cap, from Old French, material for a head-

dress, perhaps from Medieval Latin obbonis, probably of Germanic origin.]

Bon·net (bô-n7ù), Charles. 1720-1793.  Swiss naturalist who discovered par-

thenogenesis. 

Bon·net (bô-n7ù), Georges. 1889-1973.  French politician and diplomat who 

was foreign minister (1938-1939) at the outbreak of World War II. 

Bon·ne·ville Salt Flats (bmnùN-vVlÙ sôlt fl4ts)  A plain of northwest Utah west 

of Great Salt Lake in the bed of prehistoric Lake Bonneville. The flats are often 

used for speed-test trials. 

Bon·ney (bmnùK), William H. Known as “Billy the Kid.” 1859-1881.  American 

outlaw who murdered 21 men and was shot dead by Sheriff Pat Garrett (1850-

1908). 

bon·ny also bon·nie (bmnùK) adj.  bon·ni·er, bon·ni·est. Scots. 1. Physically 

attractive or appealing; pretty.  2. Excellent.  [Origin unknown.] —bonùni·ly 
adv.  —bonùni·ness n. 

bon·ny·clab·ber (bmnùK-kl4bÙNr) n.  New England & Central Atlantic U.S. 

Thick, soured milk eaten with cream and sugar, honey, or molasses.  [Irish Gaelic 



bainne clabair : bainne, milk (from Middle Irish, drop, milk, from Old Irish ban-

nae, drop) + probably clabair genitive of clabar, dasher of a churn.]

Bo·non·ci·ni (boÙnôn-chKùnK) also Buo·non·ci·ni (bwoÙ-)  Family of Italian 

composers, including Giovanni Maria (1642-1678), a musical theorist who 

wrote chamber and voice music, and his sons Giovanni Battista (1670-1747), a 

noted rival of Handel, and Antonio Maria (1677-1726), an operatic composer. 

bon·sai (bmn-sXù, bmnùsXÙ, -zXÙ) n.  pl. bonsai. 1. The art of growing dwarfed, 

ornamentally shaped trees or shrubs in small shallow pots or trays.  2. A tree or 

shrub grown by this method.  [Japanese, potted plant  : bon, basin (from Chinese 

pén) + sai, to plant (from Chinese z7i).]

bons mots (bôN moù, mozù) n.  Plural of bon mot. 
bon·spiel (bmnùspKlÙ) n.  Scots. A curling tournament or match.  [Probably 

Dutch *bonspel, league game  : bon, league perhaps from bonne, precinct of a city 

+ spel, game from Middle Dutch.]

bons vi·vants (bôNÙ vK-väNù) n.  Plural of bon vivant. 
bon·te·bok (bmnùtN-bmkÙ) n.  A rare South African antelope (Damaliscus dorcas 

or D. pygargus) having a dark reddish coat, a white rump, and a white mark on 

the face.  [Afrikaans  : bont, spotted (from Middle Dutch, probably from Latin 

punctus); see POINT + bok, buck (from Middle Dutch boc).]

Bon·temps (bôN-täNù), Arna Wendell. 1902-1973.  American writer whose 

works explore Black life and heritage. 

bon ton (bmn tmnù) n.  1. a. A sophisticated manner or style.  b. The proper 

thing to do.   2. High society.  [French  : bon, good + ton, tone.]

bo·nus (boùnNs) n.  pl. bo·nus·es. 1. Something given or paid in addition to 

what is usual or expected.  2. a. A sum of money or the equivalent given to an 

employee in addition to the employee’s usual compensation.  b. A sum of money 

in addition to salary that is given to a professional athlete for signing up with a 

team.   3. A subsidy from a government to an industry.  4. A premium, as of 

stock, that is given by a corporation to another party, such as a purchaser of its 

securities.  5. A sum of money that is paid by a corporation in excess of interest or 

royalties charged for the granting of a privilege or a loan to that corporation.  

[From Latin, good. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: bonus, bounty, subsidy, premium, prize, reward, gratuity. Each of

these nouns denotes a form of extra payment. Bonus usually applies to money in

excess of what is normally received or strictly due, given especially in recognition

of superior effort or achievement or as a share in profits: Those who put in many

hours of overtime will receive a percentage of their salary as a bonus. A bounty is a

sum of money offered by a government for the performance of a special service

considered to be desirable: The sheriff announced a bounty of 15 dollars for the pelt

of every coyote killed. Subsidy refers to a grant from a government in support of



an enterprise regarded as being in the public interest: The university will receive a

subsidy for research in artificial intelligence. A premium is generally something giv-

en as an incentive: “Brown & Williamson... has been a pioneer in direct mail since

it began offering premiums for coupons on its... packages” (ADWEEK). A prize is

awarded for superiority or victory, as in a contest or competition: “Every compul-

sion is put upon writers to become safe, polite, obedient, and sterile. In protest... I

must decline the Pulitzer Prize” (Sinclair Lewis). Reward refers broadly to payment

for a specific meritorious service: A $10,000 reward was offered to anyone who

could provide information useful in retrieving the stolen silver. A gratuity is a gift of

money made in appreciation of services rendered: Gratuities for waiters are includ-

ed in the bill.

bonus issue (boùnNs Vshùu) n.  See scrip issue. 
bon vi·vant (bôNÙ vK-väNù) n.  pl. bons vi·vants (bôNÙ vK-väNù). A person 

with refined taste, especially one who enjoys superb food and drink.  [French  : 

bon, good + vivant, present participle of vivre, to live.]

bon voy·age (bôNÙ vwä-yäzhù) interj.  Used to express farewell and good 

wishes to a departing traveler.  [French  : bon, good + voyage, journey.]

bon·y  or bon·ey (boùnK) adj.  bon·i·er or bon·ey·er, bon·i·est or 

bon·ey·est. 1. Of, relating to, resembling, or consisting of bone.  2. Having an 

internal skeleton of bones.  3. Full of bones:  a bony fillet of fish.  4. a. Having 

prominent or protruding bones:  a bony wrist.  b. Lean; scrawny.    —bonùi·ness 
n. 

bony fish (boùnK fVsh) n.  A fish having a bony rather than cartilaginous skele-

ton; a teleost. 

bonze (bmnz) n.  A Buddhist monk, especially of China, Japan, or nearby coun-

tries.  [French, from Portuguese bonzo, from Japanese bonso, from Chinese fán 

sKng : fán, ordinary + sKng, monk.]

boo1 (bu) n.  pl. boos. 1. A sound uttered to show contempt, scorn, or disap-

proval.  2. Informal. Any sound or anything at all:  You never said boo to me about 

overtime.   —  interj.  Used to express contempt, scorn, or disapproval or to 

frighten or surprise another.   —  v.  booed, boo·ing, boos.  —  v.  intr. To 

utter a boo.   —  v.  tr. To express contempt, scorn, or disapproval of by booing:  

booed the singer off the stage.  [Imitative.]

boo2 (bu) n.  Slang. Marijuana.  [Origin unknown.]

boob1 (bub) n.  Slang. A stupid or foolish person; a dolt.  [Short for BOOBY
1.]

boob2 (bub) n.  Vulgar Slang. A woman’s breast.  [Short for BOOBY
2.]

boob·oi·sie (bubÙwä-zKù) n.  A class of people regarded as stupid and gullible.  

[BOOB
1 + (BOURGE)OISIE.]

boo-boo also boo·boo (buùbu) n.  pl. boo-·boos. Informal. 1. A stupid 

mistake; a blunder: “the petty talking points, peripheral issues, tactical boo-boos, 



and small-bore scandals that regularly intrude on campaigns” (New Republic).  

2. A slight physical injury, such as a scratch.  [Perhaps alteration of boohoo, to 

weep noisily.]

boob tube (bub tub) n.  Slang. Television: “Parents complain about the qual-

ity of the shows but don’t prevent their children from gluing themselves to the boob 

tube” (David Owen).  [BOOB
1 + TUBE, television set.]

boo·by1 (buùbK) n.  pl. boo·bies. 1. A person regarded as stupid.  2. Any of 

several tropical sea birds of the genus Sula, resembling and related to the gannets.  

[Probably Spanish bobo, from Latin balbus, stammering.]

boo·by2 (buùbK) n.  pl. boo·bies. Vulgar Slang. A woman’s breast.  [Perhaps 

alteration of obsolete English bubby.]

booby hatch (buùbK h4ch) n.  1. Nautical. A raised covering over a small 

hatchway.  2. Slang. A mental health facility. 

booby prize (buùbK prXz) n.  1. Sports & Games. An award given to the one 

who scores lowest in a game or contest.  2. Informal. Acknowledgment of great 

inferiority, as in ability. 

booby trap (buùbK tr4p) n.  1. A concealed, often explosive device that is trig-

gered by an unsuspecting victim when a harmless-looking object is touched.  2. A 

situation that catches one off guard; a pitfall.   —booùby-trapù (buùbK-tr4pÙ) v. 

boo·coo (buùkuÙ) adj. , n.  & adv.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Variant of beau-
coup. 

boo·dle (budùl) n.  Slang. 1. a. Money, especially counterfeit money.  

b. Money accepted as a bribe.   2. Stolen goods; swag.  3. A crowd of people; 

caboodle.  [Dutch boedel, estate, from Middle Dutch bodel. See bheuN- in Appen-

dix.]

boog·er (btgùNr) n.  1. A bogeyman.  2. Slang. Dried nasal mucus.  3. Slang. 

An item that is unnamed or unnameable: “It’s... like a pop-top... one of those sharp 

little boogers you pull off the beer cans” (Hunter S. Thompson).  4. Slang. a. A 

worthless, despicable person.  b. A person; a fellow.   [Origin unknown.]

boog·ey·man (btgùK-m4nÙ, boùgK-, buùgK-) n.  Variant of bogeyman. 
boog·ie (btgùK, buùgK) Slang. v.  intr. boog·ied, boog·y·ing, boog·ies. To 

dance to the sound of rock music.   —  n.  1. Strongly rhythmic rock music.  

2. Boogie-woogie.  [From BOOGIE-WOOGIE.]

boog·ie·man (btgùK-m4nÙ, boùgK-, buùgK-) n.  Variant of bogeyman. 
boog·ie-woog·ie (btgÙK-wtgùK, buÙgK-wuùgK) n.  Music. A style of jazz 

piano characterized by a repeated rhythmic and melodic pattern in the bass and a 

series of improvised variations in the treble.  [Possibly from Black West African 

English (Sierra Leone) bogi(-bogi), to dance possibly akin to Hausa buga, to beat 

drums.]

boog·y·man (btgùK-m4nÙ, boùgK-, buùgK-) n.  Variant of bogeyman. 



boo·jum tree (buùjNm trK) n.  A deciduous tree (Idria columnaris), native to 

Baja California and having a thick, tapering, columnar trunk, slender spiny 

branches, and yellow flowers.  [After the boojum, an imaginary character in the 

poem The Hunting of the Snark by Lewis Carroll.]

book (btk) n.  Abbr. bk., b. 1. A set of written, printed, or blank pages fas-

tened along one side and encased between protective covers.  2. a. A printed or 

written literary work.  b. A main division of a larger printed or written work:  a 

book of the Old Testament.   3. a. A volume in which financial or business trans-

actions are recorded.  b. books. Financial or business records considered as a 

group:  checked the expenditures on the books.   4. a. A libretto.  b. The script of a 

play.   5. Book. The Bible.  6. a. A set of prescribed standards or rules on which 

decisions are based:  runs the company by the book.  b. Something regarded as a 

source of knowledge or understanding.  c. The total amount of experience, 

knowledge, understanding, and skill that can be used in solving a problem or per-

forming a task:  We used every trick in the book to finish the project on schedule.   

7. A packet of like or similar items bound together:  a book of matches.  8. A 

record of bets placed on a race.  9. Games. The number of card tricks needed 

before any tricks can have scoring value, as the first six tricks taken by the declar-

ing side in bridge.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a book 

report; book learning.   —  v.  tr. booked, book·ing, books. 1. To list or register 

in or as if in a book.  2. To record charges against (a person) on a police blotter.  

3. To arrange for (tickets or lodgings, for example) in advance; reserve.  4. To hire 

or engage:  The manager booked a magic show for Saturday night.  5. To allocate 

time for.   —idioms. bring to book. To demand an explanation from; call to 

account.  in one’s book. In one’s opinion:  In my book they both are wrong.  like 
a book. Thoroughly; completely:  I know my child like a book.  one for the 
books. A noteworthy act or occurrence.  throw the book at. 5. To make all 

possible charges against (a lawbreaker, for example).  6. To reprimand or punish 

severely.  [Middle English bok, from Old English boc. See bh7go- in Appendix.] 
—bookùer n.  

SYNONYMS: book, bespeak, engage, reserve. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to cause something to be set aside, as for one’s use or possession,

in advance”: will book a hotel room; bespoken merchandise; engaged a box for the

opera season; reserving a table at a restaurant.

book·bind·er·y (btkùbXnÙdN-rK) n.  An establishment where books are 

bound. 

book·bind·ing (btkùbXnÙdVng) n.  The art, trade, or profession of binding 

books.   —bookùbindÙer n. 

book·case (btkùk7sÙ) n.  A piece of furniture with shelves for holding books. 



book club (btk klƒb) n.  A commercial organization that sells books to its 

members on a regular, usually monthly, basis and typically at a discount. 

book·end (btkùHndÙ) n.  A prop placed at the end of a row of books to keep 

them upright. 

book·ie (btkùK) n.  See bookmaker (n., sense 2). 

book·ing (btkùVng) n.  1. An engagement, as for a performance by an enter-

tainer.  2. A reservation, as for accommodations at a hotel. 

book·ish (btkùVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a book.  2. Fond of 

books; studious.  3. Relying chiefly on book learning:  took a bookish rather than a 

pragmatic approach in solving the problem.  4. Pedantic; dull.  See Synonyms at 

pedantic.  5. Literary and formal in tone. Used of words.   —bookùish·ly adv.  

—bookùish·ness n. 

book·keep·ing (btkùkKÙpVng) n.  Abbr. bkpg. The practice or profession of 

recording the accounts and transactions of a business.   —bookùkeepÙer n. 

book·let (btkùlVt) n.  A small bound book or pamphlet, usually having a paper 

cover. 

book·lore (btkùlôrÙ, -lorÙ) n.  Knowledge gained from books. 

book·louse  or book louse (btkùlousÙ) n.  Any of various small, often wing-

less insects of the order Psocoptera (or Corrodentia), some species of which feed 

on stored flour products, paper, or bookbindings. 

book lung (btk lƒng) n.  A sacculate respiratory organ found in some arach-

nids, such as scorpions and spiders, consisting of several parallel membranous 

folds arranged like the pages in a book. 

book·mak·er (btkùm7ÙkNr) n.  1. One that edits, prints, publishes, or binds 

books.  2. One who accepts and pays off bets, as on a horserace. In this sense, also 

calledbookie  —bookùmakÙing n. 

book·mark (btkùmärkÙ) n.  A strip of material, as of ribbon or leather, or a 

metal clamp, that is placed between the pages of a book to mark the reader’s 

place. 

book·mo·bile (btkùmo-bKlÙ) n.  A truck, trailer, or van equipped to serve as a 

mobile lending library.  [BOOK + (AUTO)MOBILE.]

Book of Common Prayer (btk ƒv kmmùNn prâr) n.  The book of services 

and prayers used in the Anglican Church. 

boo·koo (buùkuÙ) adj. , n.  & adv.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Variant of beau-
coup. 

book·plate (btkùpl7tÙ) n.  A label bearing the owner’s name or other identifi-

cation that is pasted usually on the inside cover of a book.  Also called ex libris 

book·rack (btkùr4kÙ) n.  1. A small rack for books.  2. A rack for supporting 

an open book. 

book·sell·er (btkùsHlÙNr) n.  One that sells books, especially the owner of a 

bookstore. 



book·shelf (btkùshHlfÙ) n.  A shelf or set of shelves for holding books. 

book·shop (btkùshmpÙ) n.  A bookstore. 

book·stall (btkùstôlÙ) n.  A stall where books are sold, as on a street. 

book·stand (btkùst4ndÙ) n.  1. A small counter where books are sold.  2. A 

bookrack. 

book·store (btkùstôrÙ, -storÙ) n.  A store where books are sold. 

book value (btk v4lùyu) n.  The monetary amount by which an asset is val-

ued in business records, a figure not necessarily identical to the amount the asset 

could bring on the open market. 

book·worm (btkùwûrmÙ) n.  1. One who spends much time reading or 

studying.  2. Any of various insects, especially booklice and silverfish, that infest 

books and feed on the paste in the bindings. 

Boole (bul), George. 1815-1864.  British mathematician and logician who 

developed a calculus of symbolic logic. 

Bool·e·an (buùlK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to a logical combinatorial system 

treating variables, such as propositions and computer logic elements, through the 

operators AND, OR, NOT, IF, THEN, and EXCEPT:  information retrieval involv-

ing Boolean searching.  [After George BOOLE.]

Boolean algebra (buùlK-Nn 4lùjN-brN) n.  An algebraic system with two 

binary operations and an identity element that is used in symbolic logic and in 

logic circuits in computer science. 

boom1 (bum) v.  boomed, boom·ing, booms.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a 

deep, resonant sound.  2. To grow or develop rapidly; flourish:  Business is boom-

ing.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter or give forth with a deep, resonant sound:  a field com-

mander booming out orders.  2. To cause to grow or flourish; boost.   —  n.  1. A 

deep resonant sound, as of an explosion.  2. A time of economic prosperity.  3. A 

sudden increase, as in popularity.  [Middle English bomben, imitative of a loud 

noise.]

boom2 (bum) n.  1. Nautical. A long spar extending from a mast to hold or 

extend the foot of a sail.  2. A long pole extending upward at an angle from the 

mast of a derrick to support or guide objects lifted or suspended.  3. a. A barrier 

composed of a chain of floating logs enclosing other free-floating logs, typically 

used to catch floating debris or to obstruct passage.  b. A floating barrier serving 

to contain an oil spill.   4. A long movable arm used to maneuver and support a 

microphone.  5. a. A spar that connects the tail surfaces and the main structure 

of an airplane.  b. A long hollow tube attached to a tanker aircraft, through which 

fuel flows to another aircraft being refueled in flight.   [Dutch, tree, pole, from 

Middle Dutch. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

boom box (bum bmks) n.  Slang. A portable audio system, usually consisting 

of a cassette player and radio, with speakers capable of producing loud sound: 

“The notorious boom box... is no longer just a street noisemaker: in its latest refine-



ment it has built-in CD players and speakers able to handle digital sound” (Hans 

Fantel). 

boom·er (buùmNr) n.  1. Informal. A nuclear submarine armed with ballistic 

missiles.  2. Informal. A baby boomer.  3. A transient worker, especially in bridge 

construction.  4. Australian. A large, fully grown male kangaroo. 

boo·mer·ang (buùmN-r4ngÙ) n.  1. A flat, curved, usually wooden missile 

configured so that when hurled it returns to the thrower.  2. A statment or course 

of action that backfires.   —  v.  intr. boo·mer·anged, boo·mer·ang·ing, 
boo·mer·angs. To have the opposite effect from the one intended; backfire.  

[Dharuk (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) bumariny.]

WORD HISTORY: The words we have borrowed from native languages of Aus-

tralia, such as billabong, budgerigar, dingo, kangaroo, koala, kookaburra, waddy,

and wallaby, generally have the exotic sound of down under, and boomerang is no

exception. In a book about the languages of New South Wales published in 1790

is found the native term boo-mer-rit, glossed “the scimitar,” because of the curved

shape of the boomerang. In 1825 in a passage containing the first recorded in-

stance of the English form boomerang we are told it is “a short crested weapon

which the natives of Port Jackson [now part of Sydney] project with accurate aim

into a rotary motion.” In 1827 another commentator says that this term “may be

retained for want of a more descriptive name.”

boom·let (bumùlVt) n.  A small boom, as in business, politics, or the birth rate. 

boom·town (bumùtounÙ) n.  A town experiencing an economic or a popula-

tion boom. 

boom·y (buùmK) adj.  boom·i·er, boom·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, character-

ized by, or resulting from a flourishing economy: “Things aren’t as boomy as fore-

casters thought they would be” (U.S. News & World Report).  2. Acoustics. 

Exhibiting excessive accentuation on lower-pitched tones in reproduced sound: 

“This mode of bass reinforcement by resonance often causes boomy obfuscation of 

the true musical pitch—something akin to singing into a barrel” (New York Times). 

boon1 (bun) n.  1. A benefit bestowed, especially one bestowed in response to a 

request.  2. A timely blessing or benefit:  A spanking breeze is a boon to sailors.  

[Middle English bone, from Old Norse bon, prayer. See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

boon2 (bun) adj.  1. Convivial; jolly:  a boon companion to all.  2. Archaic. 

Favorable.  [Middle English bon, good, from Old French, from Latin bonus. See 

deu-2 in Appendix.]

boon·docks (bunùdmksÙ) pl.n.  Slang. 1. Wild and dense brush; jungle.  

2. Rural country; the backwoods.  [From Tagalog bundok, mountain.]

boon·dog·gle (bunùdôÙgNl, -dmgÙNl) Informal. n.  Unnecessary, wasteful, and 

often counterproductive work.   —  v.  intr. boon·dog·gled, boon·dog·gling, 



boon·dog·gles. To waste time or money on unnecessary and often counterpro-

ductive work.  [From boondoggle, a plaited leather cord worn by Boy Scouts. 

(Coined by R.H. Link, 20th-century American scoutmaster).] —boonùdogÙ-
gler n. 

Boone (bun), Daniel. 1734-1820.  American frontiersman, folk hero, and cen-

tral figure in the settlement of Kentucky. 

boon·ies (buùnKz) pl.n.  Slang. Rural country or a jungle.  [Shortening and 

alteration of BOONDOCKS.]

boor (btr) n.  1. A person with rude, clumsy manners and little refinement.  

2. A peasant.  [Dutch boer, from Middle Dutch gheboer. See bheuN- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: boor, barbarian, churl, lout, vulgarian, yahoo. The central mean-

ing shared by these nouns is “an uncouth and uncultivated person”: tourists acting

like boors; a barbarian on the loose in a museum; consideration wasted on a churl;

is both a lout and a bully; married a parvenu vulgarian; a yahoo and a blowhard.

boor·ish (btrùVsh) adj.  Resembling or characteristic of a boor; rude and 

clumsy in behavior.   —boorùish·ly adv.  —boorùish·ness n. 

boost (bust) v.  boost·ed, boost·ing, boosts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To raise or lift by 

pushing up from behind or below.  See Synonyms at lift.  2. a. To increase; raise:  

boost prices; efforts to boost participation in the program.  b. To assist in further 

development or progress:  a bill intended to boost local charities.   3. To stir up 

enthusiasm for; promote vigorously:  boosted their school with rallies and fund 

drives.  4. Electricity. To increase the voltage of (a circuit).  5. Slang. To shoplift.   
—  v.  intr. Slang. To engage in shoplifting.   —  n.  1. A push upward or ahead.  

2. An increase:  a big boost in salary.  [Perhaps from dialectal boostering, bustling, 

active.]

boost·er (buùstNr) n.  1. One that boosts, as: a. A device for increasing power 

or effectiveness.  b. An enthusiastic promoter, as of a sports team or school.  

c. Electronics. A radio-frequency amplifier.  d. The primary stage of a multistage 

rocket that provides the main thrust for launch, liftoff, and initial flight.   2. A 

booster shot.  3. Slang. One who steals goods on display in a store. 

booster cable (buùstNr k7ùbNl) n.  An electric cable used to connect a dis-

charged battery to a power source for charging.  Also called jumper cable 

booster dose (buùstNr dos) n.  See booster shot. 
boost·er·ish (buùstNr-Vsh) adj.  Highly supportive, as of a product, project, or 

cause. 

boost·er·ism (buùstN-rVzÙNm) n.  The highly supportive attitudes and activities 

of boosters: “the civic pride and heady boosterism that often accompany rising prop-

erty values” (New York). 



booster seat (buùstNr sKt) n.  1. A car seat for small children that lifts the 

child by several inches, designed for use with an adult seat belt.  2. A seat placed 

on top of the seat of a chair, used to elevate a small child at a table. 

booster shot (buùstNr shmt) n.  An additional dose of an immunizing agent, 

such as a vaccine or toxoid, given at a time after the initial dose to sustain the 

immune response elicited by the previous dose of the same agent.  Also called 

booster dose 

boost phase (bust f7z) n.  The period during which the rockets of a ballistic 

missile operate to bring it near or to peak velocity. 

boot1 (but) n.  1. Protective footgear, as of leather or rubber, covering the foot 

and part or all of the leg.  2. A protective covering, especially a sheath to enclose 

the base of a floor-mounted gear shift lever in a car or truck.  3. Chiefly British. 

An automobile trunk.  4. a. A kick.  b. Slang. An unceremonious dismissal, as 

from a job.  c. Slang. A swift, pleasurable feeling; a thrill.   5. A Denver boot.  6. A 

marine or navy recruit in basic training.  7. boots. An instrument of torture, 

used to crush the foot and leg.   —  v.  tr. boot·ed, boot·ing, boots. 1. To put 

boots on.  2. To kick.  3. Slang. To discharge unceremoniously.  See Synonyms at 

dismiss.  4. Computer Science. To enter (a program) into a computer using a few 

initial instructions.  5. To disable (a vehicle) by attaching a Denver boot.  [Middle 

English bote, from Old French.]

boot2 (but) v.  intr. boot·ed, boot·ing, boots. To be of help or advantage; 

avail.   —  n.  1. Chiefly Southern U.S. See lagniappe.  2. Archaic. Advantage; 

avail.   —idiom. to boot. In addition; besides.  [Middle English boten, to be of 

help, from Old English botian, from bot, help. See bhad- in Appendix.]

boot·black (butùbl4kÙ) n.  A person who cleans and polishes shoes for a living. 

boot camp (but k4mp) n.  A training camp for military recruits. 

boot·ed (buùtVd) adj.  Wearing boots. 

boo·tee also boo·tie (buùtK) n.  1. A soft, usually knitted shoe for a baby.  

2. An ankle-length disposable foot covering, used by medical personnel and oth-

ers in sterile environments. 

Bo·ö·tes (bo-oùtKz) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Virgo 

and Canes Venatici, containing the bright star Arcturus. Boötes is one of the earli-

est recorded constellations.  [Latin BootKs, from Greek bootKs, plowman, Boötes, 

from bootein, to plow, from bous, ox. See gwou- in Appendix.]

booth (buth) n.  pl. booths (buthz, buths). 1. a. A small, often enclosed 

compartment, usually accommodating only one person:  a voting booth; a projec-

tion booth.  b. A small enclosed compartment with a window, used to separate the 

occupant from others:  a ticket booth.   2. A seating area in a restaurant that has a 

table and seats whose high backs serve as partitions.  3. A small stall or stand for 

the display and sale of goods.  [Middle English bothe, of Scandinavian origin. See 

bheuN- in Appendix.]



Booth1 (buth)  Family of actors, including Junius Brutus (1796-1852), a Brit-

ish-born Shakespearean actor who in 1821 immigrated to the United States, and 

his sons Edwin Thomas (1833-1893), noted for his portrayal of Hamlet, and 

John Wilkes (1838-1865), the assassin of President Abraham Lincoln. 

Booth2 (buth)  Family of reformers, including William (1829-1912), a British 

religious leader who founded the Salvation Army (1878) with his wife, Cathe-
rine Mumford Booth (1829-1890), and served as its first general (1896-1912). 

His children William Bramwell (1856-1929); Ballington (1857-1940), who 

with his wife, Maud Ballington Booth (1865-1948), founded the Volunteers 

of America (1896); and Evangeline Cory (1865-1950) were active in the Salva-

tion Army. 

Boo·thi·a Peninsula (buùthK-N pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  The northernmost tip of the 

North American mainland, in northeast Northwest Territories, Canada. It is con-

nected with the Canadian mainland by the narrow Isthmus of Boothia and 

separated from Baffin Island to the east by the Gulf of Boothia, an arm of the 

Arctic Ocean. 

boo·tie (buùtK) n.  Variant of bootee. 
boot·jack (butùj4kÙ) n.  A forked device for holding a boot secure while the 

foot is being withdrawn. 

Boo·tle (butùl)  A borough of northwest England, a suburb of Liverpool at the 

mouth of the Mersey River. Population, 62,463. 

boot·leg (butùlHgÙ) v.  boot·legged, boot·leg·ging, boot·legs.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make, sell, or transport (alcoholic liquor) for sale illegally.  2. To produce, 

distribute, or sell without permission or illegally:  a clandestine outfit that bootlegs 

record albums and tapes.   —  v.  intr. 1. To engage in the bootlegging of alcoholic 

liquor or another product.  2. To attach a transmitter to a dish antenna, creating 

an uplink via which a signal is sent to a satellite without the knowledge of the sat-

ellite’s owner.  3. Football. To fake a hand-off, conceal the ball on the hip, and roll 

out in order to pass or especially to rush around the end. Used of a quarterback.   
—  n.  1. A product, especially alcoholic liquor, that is illicitly produced, distrib-

uted, or sold.  2. The part of a boot above the instep.  3. Football. A play in which 

the quarterback bootlegs.   —  adj.  Produced, sold, or transported illegally:  boot-

leg gin; bootleg tapes.  [From a smuggler’s practice of carrying liquor in the legs of 

boots.] —bootùlegÙger n. 

boot·less (butùlVs) adj.  Without advantage or benefit; useless.  See Synonyms 

at futile.  [BOOT
2 + -LESS.] —bootùless·ly adv.  —bootùless·ness n. 

boot·lick (butùlVkÙ) v.  boot·licked, boot·lick·ing, boot·licks.  —  v.  tr. To 

behave toward in a servile or obsequious manner.   —  v.  intr. To behave in a ser-

vile or obsequious manner.  See Synonyms at fawn1.  —bootùlickÙer n. 

boot·strap (butùstr4pÙ) n.  1. A loop of leather, cloth, or synthetic material 

that is sewn at the side or the top rear of a boot to help in pulling the boot on.  



2. Computer Science. A subroutine used to establish the full routine or another 

routine.   —  v.  tr. boot·strapped, boot·strap·ping, boot·straps. 1. To pro-

mote and develop by use of one’s own initiative and work without reliance on 

outside help: “We’ve bootstrapped our way back with aggressive tourism and recruit-

ing high tech industries” (John Corrigan).  2. Computer Science. To establish (a 

program) with a bootstrap.   —  adj.  1. Undertaken or accomplished with mini-

mal outside resources or help.  2. Computer Science. Being or relating to a process 

that is self-initiating or self-sustaining.   —idiom. by one’s (own) boot-
straps. By one’s own efforts. 

bootstrap loader (butùstr4pÙ loùdNr) n.  Computer Science. A short program 

that loads other loaders in a computer. 

bootstrap memory (butùstr4pÙ mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. A mem-

ory that allows new programs to be entered without erasing instructions already 

in the computer. 

boo·ty (buùtK) n.  pl. boo·ties. 1. Plunder taken from an enemy in time of 

war.  2. Goods or property seized by force or piracy.  3. A valuable prize, award, 

or gain.  [Middle English botye (influenced by bote, advantage); see BOOT
2, proba-

bly from Middle Low German b7te, exchange.]

booze (buz) Slang. n.  1. a. Hard liquor.  b. An alcoholic beverage.   2. A 

drinking spree.   —  v.  intr. boozed, booz·ing, booz·es. To drink alcoholic 

beverages excessively or chronically.  [Alteration of obsolete bouse, liquor, drink-

ing bout, from Middle English bousen, to drink to excess, from Middle Dutch 

b7sen.] —boozùer n.  —boozùy adj. 

booze·hound (buzùhoundÙ) n.  Slang. A very heavy drinker: “All old... booze-

hounds are alike, aren’t they?” (Jimmy Breslin). 

bop1 (bmp) Informal. v.  tr. bopped, bop·ping, bops. To hit or strike.   —  n.  

A blow; a punch.  [Imitative.]

bop2 (bmp) n.  Music. A style of jazz characterized by rhythmic and harmonic 

complexity, improvised solo performances, and a brilliant style of execution.   —  
v.  intr. bopped, bop·ping, bops. 1. To dance or move to the beat of this 

music.  2. Slang. To go:  bopped off to the movies.  [Short for BEBOP.] —bopùper 
n. 

Bo·phu·tha·tswa·na (boÙpu-tät-swäùnN)  An autonomous Black homeland 

within South Africa. It was granted nominal independence in December 1977. 

Mmabatho is the capital. Population, 1,347,000. 

Bopp (bmp), Franz. 1791-1867.  German philologist whose Comparative Gram-

mar (1833-1852) illustrated the similarities among Indo-European languages. 

bop·pish (bmpùVsh) n.  Music. In the style of bop: “a spirited boppish essay, full of 

harmonic twists and darting single-note runs” (Washington Post). 

BOQ abbr.  Bachelor Officers’ Quarters. 

bor. abbr.  Borough. 



bor- pref.  Variant of boro-. 
bo·ra (bôrùN, borùN) n.  A violent, cold, northeasterly winter wind on the Adriatic 

Sea.  [Italian dialectal, from Latin Bore7s, Boreas. See BOREAS.]

Bo·ra Bo·ra (bôrùN bôrùN, borùN borùN)  A volcanic island of French Polynesia in 

the Leeward group of the Society Islands in the southern Pacific Ocean. 

bo·rac·ic (bN-r4sùVk) adj.  Variant of boric. [From Medieval Latin bor7x, bor7c-, 

borax. See BORAX
1.]

bor·age (bôrùVj, bmrù-) n.  An annual, bristly European herb (Borago officinalis) 

having blue or purplish star-shaped flowers.  [Middle English, from Old French 

bourage, from Medieval Latin bor7go, probably from Arabic b71araq, from 

ab71araq, father of sweat (from its use as a sudorific).]

Bo·rah (bôrùN, borùN), William Edgar. 1865-1940.  American politician. A 

Republican U.S. senator from Idaho (1907-1940), he was noted for his indepen-

dent opinions. 

Borah Peak (bôrùN pKk)  A mountain, 3,861.9 m (12,662 ft) high, in the Lost 

River Range of central Idaho. It is the highest elevation in the state. 

bo·rane (bôrù7nÙ, borù-) n.  Any of a series of boron-hydrogen compounds or a 

substance such as BCL that may be considered a derivative of such a compound. 

Bo·rås (bu-rôsù)  A city of southwest Sweden east of Göteborg. It was founded 

in 1632. Population, 99,945. 

bo·rate (bôrù7tÙ, borù-) n.  A salt or an ester of boric acid. 

bo·rax1 (bôrù4ksÙ, -Nks, borù-) n.  1. A hydrated sodium borate, 

Na2B4O7·10H2O, an ore of boron, that is used as a cleaning compound.  2. An 

anhydrous sodium borate used in the manufacture of glass and various ceramics.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin, from Arabic b7raq, from Middle Persian 

b7rak.]

bo·rax2 (bôrù4ksÙ, borù-) n.  Cheap merchandise, especially tasteless furnishings: 

“today’s glinty borax” (New Yorker).  [Perhaps from the custom of giving away 

borax soap as a premium for the sale of cheap furniture.]

Bo·ra·zon (bôrùN-zmnÙ, borù-)  A trademark used for an abrasive of boron 

nitride granules. 

bor·bo·ryg·mus (bôrÙbN-rVgùmNs) n.  pl. bor·bo·ryg·mi (-mXÙ). A rumbling 

noise produced by the movement of gas through the intestines.  [New Latin, from 

Greek borborugmos, of imitative origin.]

Bor·deaux1 (bôr-doù)  A city of southwest France on the Garonne River. It was 

under English rule from 1154 to 1453 and was the seat of the French government 

in 1914 and again in 1940. Bordeaux is the trading center of a notable wine-pro-

ducing region. Population, 208,159. 

Bor·deaux2 (bôr-doù) n.  pl. Bor·deaux (bôr-doù, -dozù). A red or white wine 

originally produced in the region around Bordeaux, France. 



Bordeaux mixture (bôr-doù mVksùchNr) n.  A mixture of copper sulfate, lime, 

and water that is sprayed as a fungicide on trees and plants.  [Translation of 

French bouillie bordelaise : bouillie, gruel, mixture + bordelaise, of Bordeaux.]

bor·del·lo (bôr-dHlùo) n.  pl. bor·del·los. A house of prostitution.  [Italian, 

from Old French bordel, from borde, wooden hut, of Germanic origin.]

Bor·den (bôrùdn), Gail. 1801-1874.  American surveyor and inventor who 

developed condensed milk (1853) and other food products. 

Bor·den (bôrùdn), Lizzie Andrew. 1860-1927.  American woman accused and 

acquitted of the ax murder of her parents (1892). 

Bor·den (bôrùdn), Sir Robert Laird. 1854-1937.  Canadian prime minister 

(1911-1920) during World War I. 

bor·der (bôrùdNr) n.  1. A part that forms the outer edge of something.  2. A 

decorative strip around the edge of something, such as fabric.  3. A strip of 

ground, as at the edge of a garden or walk, in which ornamental plants or shrubs 

are planted.  4. The line or frontier area separating political divisions or geo-

graphic regions; a boundary.   —  v.  bor·dered, bor·der·ing, bor·ders.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To put a border on.  2. To lie along or adjacent to the border of:  Canada 

borders the United States.   —  v.  intr. 1. To lie adjacent to another:  The United 

States borders on Canada.  2. To be almost like another in character:  an act that 

borders on heroism.  [Middle English bordure, from Old French bordeure, from 

border, to border, from bort, border, of Germanic origin.] —borùder·er n.  

SYNONYMS: border, margin, edge, verge, brink, rim, brim. All these nouns refer

to the line or narrow area that marks the outside limit of something such as a

surface. Border refers either to the boundary line (erected a fence along the border

of the property) or to the area that is immediately inside the boundary (a picture

frame with a wide border). Margin is a border of more or less precisely definable

width that is often distinguishable in other respects from the rest of the surface:

a boathouse near the margin of the pond; the margin of a little clearing in the forest.

Edge refers specifically to the precise bounding line formed by the continuous

convergence of two surfaces: sat on the edge of the chair. Verge is an extreme ter-

minating line or edge (the sun’s afterglow on the verge of the horizon); figuratively

it indicates a point at which something is likely to begin or to happen (an explorer

on the verge of a great discovery). Brink denotes the edge of a steep place (stood on

the brink of the cliff); in an extended sense it indicates the likelihood or imminence

of a sudden change (on the brink of falling in love). Rim most often denotes the

edge of something, such as a wheel, that is circular or curved: a crack in the rim

of the lens. Brim applies to the upper edge or inner side of the rim of a container,

such as a cup, or of something shaped like a basin: lava issuing from the brim of

the crater. See also Synonyms at boundary



Bor·der collie (bôrùdNr kmlùK) n.  A British sheepdog that has a wavy, usually 

black coat with white markings and is used for herding.  [From the border coun-

try of England and Scotland where it was first bred.]

bor·der·land (bôrùdNr-l4ndÙ) n.  1. a. Land located on or near a frontier.  

b. The fringe:  a shadowy figure who lived on the borderland of the drug scene.   

2. An indeterminate area, situation, or condition:  the borderland between sanity 

and insanity. 

bor·der·line (bôrùdNr-lXnÙ) n.  1. A line that establishes or marks a border.  

2. An indefinite area intermediate between two qualities or conditions:  The bor-

derline between love and hate is often thin.   —  adj.  1. a. Verging on a given qual-

ity or condition:  borderline poverty.  b. Of a questionable nature or quality; 

dubious:  an applicant with borderline qualifications.   2. a. Psychology. Relating to 

any phenomenon that is intermediate between two groups and not clearly catego-

rized in either group:  a borderline state showing the characteristics of both neurotic 

and psychotic reactions.  b. Relating to a condition characterized by a pattern of 

instability in mood, interpersonal relations, and self-image and manifested by 

self-destructive, manipulative, and inconsistent behavior:  the borderline personal-

ity disorder; the borderline syndrome.  

Border States (bôrùdNr st7ts)  The slave states of Delaware, Maryland, Vir-

ginia, Kentucky, and Missouri that were adjacent to the free states of the North 

during the Civil War. Virginia joined the Confederacy in 1861, causing its western 

counties to form the new state of West Virginia. It and other Border States 

remained tied to the Union despite strong Southern sympathies. 

Border terrier (bôrùdNr tHrùK-Nr) n.  A small, hardy, rough-coated terrier bred 

to hunt foxes in the border country of England and Scotland. 

Bor·det (bôr-d7ù), Jules Jean Baptiste Vincent. 1870-1961.  Belgian bacteri-

ologist. He won a 1919 Nobel Prize for advances in immunology. 

bor·de·tel·la (bôrÙdN-tHlùN) n.  Microbiology. Any of various small, gram-nega-

tive coccobacilli of the genus Bordetella, some of which are pathogenic in the 

human respiratory tract. It includes B. partussis, the causative agent of whooping 

cough.  [New Latin Bordetella, genus name, after Jules Jean Baptiste Vincent 
BORDET.]

bor·dure (bôrùjNr) n.  Heraldry. A border around a shield.  [Middle English. See 

BORDER.]

bore1 (bôr, bor) v.  bored, bor·ing, bores.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a hole in or 

through, with or as if with a drill.  2. To form (a tunnel, for example) by drilling, 

digging, or burrowing.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a hole in or through something 

with or as if with a drill.  2. To proceed or advance steadily or laboriously:  a 

destroyer boring through heavy seas.   —  n.  1. A hole or passage made by or as if 

by use of a drill.  2. A hollow, usually cylindrical chamber or barrel, as of a fire-



arm.  3. The interior diameter of a hole, tube, or cylinder.  4. The caliber of a 

firearm.  5. A drilling tool.  [Middle English boren, from Old English borian.]

bore2 (bôr, bor) v.  tr. bored, bor·ing, bores. To make weary by being dull, 

repetitive, or tedious:  The play bored us.   —  n.  One that arouses boredom.  

[Origin unknown.]

bore3 (bôr, bor) n.  A high, often dangerous wave caused by the surge of a flood 

tide upstream in a narrowing estuary or by colliding tidal currents.  Also called 

eagre [Middle English bare, wave, from Old Norse b7ra. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

bore4 (bôr, bor) v.  Past tense of bear1. 
bo·re·al (bôrùK-Nl, borù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the north; northern.  2. Of or 

concerning the north wind.  3. Boreal. Of or relating to the forest areas of the 

northern North Temperate Zone, dominated by coniferous trees such as spruce, 

fir, and pine.  [Middle English, from Late Latin Bore7lis, from Latin Bore7s, 

Boreas. See BOREAS.]

Bo·re·as (bôrùK-Ns, borù-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The god of the north wind.  

2. boreas. The north wind.  [Middle English, from Latin Bore7s, from Greek, 

from boreios, coming from the north.]

bore·cole (bôrùkolÙ, borù-) n.  See kale (n., sense 1).  [Dutch boerenkool : boren, 

plural of boer, peasant; see BOOR + kool, cabbage from Middle Dutch cole, from 

Latin caulis, stalk. See KALE.]

bore·dom (bôrùdNm, borù-) n.  The condition of being bored; ennui.  

SYNONYMS: boredom, ennui, tedium. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a condition of mental weariness, listlessness, and discontent”: a party

so dull we thought we’d perish of boredom; took up a hobby to relieve the ennui of

retirement; the oppressive tedium of routine tasks. 

ANTONYM: amusement

bore·hole (bôrùholÙ, borù-) n.  A hole that is drilled into the earth, as in explor-

atory well drilling or in building construction. 

Bo·rel·li (bo-rHlùK), Giovanni Alfonso. 1608-1679.  Italian mathematician, 

astronomer, and physiologist who first reasoned that celestial objects follow para-

bolic paths and also studied the movement of animals. 

bor·er (bôrùNr, borù-) n.  1. A tool used for drilling.  2. An insect or insect larva, 

such as the corn borer, that bores into the woody parts of plants.  3. Any of vari-

ous mollusks that bore into soft rock or wood. 

Borg (bôrg), Bjorn. Born 1956.  Swedish tennis player who won five consecutive 

Wimbledon championships (1976-1980). 

Bor·ger (bôrùgNr)  A city of northern Texas in the Panhandle northeast of Ama-

rillo. Oil was discovered in the area in 1925. Population 15,675. 



Bor·ges (bôrùhHs), Jorge Luis. 1899-1986.  Argentinian writer particularly 

known for his short stories, which have a metaphysical, fantastic quality. 

Bor·gia (bôrùjN, -zhN)  Italian family, influential from the 14th to the 16th cen-

tury, that included the son and daughter of Pope Alexander VI. Cesare (1475?-

1507), a religious, military, and political leader, was the model for Machiavelli’s 

The Prince. Lucrezia (1489-1519), the Duchess of Ferrara, was a patron of learn-

ing and the arts. 

Bor·glum (bôrùglNm), Gutzon. Originally John Gutzon de la Mothe Borglum. 

1867-1941.  American sculptor noted for his monumental works, particularly the 

busts of four U.S. Presidents on Mount Rushmore. 

bo·ric (bôrùVk, borù-) also bo·rac·ic (bN-r4sùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, derived 

from, or containing boron. 

boric acid (bôrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A water-soluble white or colorless crystalline com-

pound, H3BO3, used as an antiseptic and preservative and in fireproofing com-

pounds, cosmetics, cements, and enamels. 

bo·ride (bôrùXdÙ, borù-) n.  A binary compound of boron with a more electrop-

ositive element or radical. 

bor·ing (bôrùVng, borù-) adj.  Uninteresting and tiresome; dull.   —borùing·ly 
adv.  —borùing·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: boring, monotonous, tedious, irksome, tiresome, humdrum. These

adjectives refer to what is so lacking in interest as to cause mental weariness. Bor-

ing implies feelings of listlessness and discontent: I had expected the book to be

boring, but on the contrary it was fascinating. What is monotonous bores because

of lack of variety: “There is nothing so desperately monotonous as the sea” (James

Russell Lowell). Tedious suggests dull slowness or long-windedness: When we trav-

el from coast to coast, we take a plane to avoid spending tedious days on the train.

Irksome describes what is demanding of time and effort and yet is dull and often

unrewarding: “I know and feel what an irksome task the writing of long letters is”

(Edmund Burke). Something tiresome fatigues because it seems to be intermina-

ble or to be marked by unremitting sameness: “What a tiresome being is a man

who is fond of talking” (Benjamin Jowett). Humdrum refers to what is common-

place, trivial, or unexcitingly routine: She led a humdrum existence—all work and

no play.

Bor·laug (bôrùlôgÙ), Norman Ernest. Born 1914.  American agronomist. He 

won the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize for his attempts to overcome world hunger 

through advances in agriculture. 

Bor·mann (bôrùmänÙ), Martin Ludwig. 1900-1945?.  German Nazi official 

who served as Hitler’s private secretary (1941-1945). He is believed to have died 

in May 1945, but the circumstances of his death are unknown. 



born (bôrn) v.  A past participle of bear1.  —  adj.  1. a.  Abbr. b. Brought into 

life by birth.  b. Brought into existence; created:  A new nation was born with the 

revolution.   2. a. Having from birth a particular quality or talent:  a born artist.  

b. Destined, or seemingly destined, from birth:  a person born to lead.   

3. Resulting or arising:  wisdom born of experience.  4. Native to a particular 

country, region, or place. Often used in combination:  Irish-born; Southern born 

and bred; Boston-born. 

Born (bôrn), Max. 1882-1970.  German-born physicist. He shared a 1954 Nobel 

Prize for his pioneering work in quantum mechanics. 

born-a·gain (bôrnùN-gHnÙ) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or being a person who has 

made a conversion or has renewed a commitment to Jesus Christ as his or her 

personal savior:  a born-again Christian.  b. Of or relating to evangelical Chris-

tianity:  born-again evangelism.   2. Characterized by renewal, resurgence, or 

return:  born-again patriotism; a born-again fiscal conservative.  [From born again 

in John 3:3 and 3:7.] —bornù-a·gainÙ, bornù-a·gainÙer n. 

borne (bôrn, born) v.  A past participle of bear1. 
Bor·ne·o (bôrùnK-oÙ)  An island of the western Pacific Ocean in the Malay 

Archipelago between the Sulu and Java seas southwest of the Philippines. It is the 

third-largest island in the world. The sultanate of Brunei is on the northwest 

coast; the rest of the island is divided between Indonesia and Malaysia.   
—Borùne·an adj.  & n. 

Born·holm (bôrnùhomÙ, -holmÙ, -hôlmÙ)  An island of eastern Denmark in the 

Baltic Sea near Sweden. It was held for varying periods by Denmark, Sweden, and 

Lübeck merchants before becoming part of Denmark in the 1600’s. 

born·ite (bôrùnXtÙ) n.  A brownish-bronze, lustrous copper ore with the compo-

sition Cu5FeS4 that tarnishes to purple when exposed to air.  [After Ignaz von 

Born (1742-1791), Austrian mineralogist.]

Bor·nu (bôrùnu)  A region and former Muslim kingdom of western Africa 

occupying a vast plain in present-day northeast Nigeria. Founded in the 11th cen-

tury, the kingdom reached the height of its power in the late 16th century. The 

region became part of Nigeria in 1902. 

boro-  or bor- pref.  Boron:  borosilicate.  [From BORON.]

Bo·ro·bu·dur (bôrÙN-bN-dtrù, borÙ-)  A ruined Buddhist shrine in central 

Java, Indonesia. Dating probably from the ninth century, the ruins include intri-

cately carved stone blocks illustrating episodes in the life of Buddha. 

Bo·ro·din (bôrùN-dKnÙ, bärù-, bN-rN-dKnù), Aleksandr Porfirevich. 1833-

1887.  Russian composer and chemist whose musical works were based on Rus-

sian folk themes and include the opera Prince Igor, unfinished at his death. 

Bo·ro·di·no (bôrÙN-dKùno, bmrÙ-, bN-rN-dyK-nôù)  A village of western Russia 

west of Moscow. Nearby, Napoleon defeated the Russian troops defending Mos-

cow on September 7, 1812. 



bo·ron (bôrùmnÙ, borù-) n.  Symbol B A soft, brown, amorphous or crystalline 

nonmetallic element, extracted chiefly from kernite and borax and used in flares, 

propellant mixtures, nuclear reactor control elements, abrasives, and hard metal-

lic alloys. Atomic number 5; atomic weight 10.811; melting point 2,300˚C; subli-

mation point 2,550˚C; specific gravity (crystal) 2.34; valence 3.  [BOR(AX)1 + 

(CARB)ON.]

boron carbide (bôrùmnÙ kärùbXdÙ) n.  A compound of boron and carbon, 

especially B4C, an extremely hard, black crystalline compound or solid solution. 

It is used as an abrasive, in control rods for nuclear reactors, and as a reinforcing 

filament in composite structural materials. 

bo·ro·sil·i·cate (bôrÙo-sVlùV-kVt, -k7tÙ, borÙ) n.  A salt that is derived from both 

boric acid and silicic acid and occurs naturally in dumortierite. 

borosilicate glass (bôrÙo-sVlùV-kVt gl4s) n.  A strong heat-resistant glass that 

contains a minimum of 5 percent boric oxide. 

bor·ough (bûrùo, bƒrù-o) n.  Abbr. bor. 1. A self-governing incorporated town 

in some U.S. states, such as New Jersey.  2. One of the five administrative units of 

New York City.  3. A civil division of the state of Alaska that is the equivalent of a 

county in most other U.S. states.  4. Chiefly British. a. A town having a municipal 

corporation and certain rights, such as self-government.  b. A town that sends a 

representative to Parliament.   5. A medieval group of fortified houses that 

formed a town having special privileges and rights.  [Middle English burgh, city, 

from Old English burg, fortified town. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

bor·ough-Eng·lish (bûrùo-VngùglVsh, bƒrù-) n.  An old custom in certain 

English boroughs whereby the right to inherit an estate intestate went to the 

youngest son or, in default of issue, to the youngest brother.  [Partial translation 

of Anglo-Norman tenure en burgh Engloys, tenure in an English borough. See 

BOROUGH.]

bor·rel·i·a (bN-rHlùK-N, -rKùlK-N) n.  Microbiology. Any of various irregularly 

coiled helical spirochetes of the genus Borrelia, some species of which cause 

relapsing fever in humans, other mammals, and birds.  [New Latin, after Amédée 

Borrel (1867-1936), French bacteriologist.]

Bor·ro·mi·ni (boÙro-mKùnK), Francesco. Originally Francesco Castelli. 1599-

1667.  Italian architect and sculptor of the baroque. He revolutionized architec-

ture with his treatment of space, light, and geometric shapes. 

bor·row (bmrùo, bôrùo) v.  bor·rowed, bor·row·ing, bor·rows.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To obtain or receive (something) on loan with the promise or understanding 

of returning it or its equivalent.  2. To adopt or use as one’s own:  I borrowed your 

good idea.  3. In subtraction, to take a unit from the next larger denomination in 

the minuend so as to make a number larger than the number to be subtracted.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To obtain or receive something.  2. Linguistics. To adopt words 

from one language for use in another.   —idiom. borrow trouble. To take an 



unnecessary action that will probably engender adverse effects.  [Middle English 

borwen, from Old English borgian. See bhergh-1 in Appendix.] —borùrow·er 
n. 

Bor·row (bmrùo), George Henry. 1803-1881.  British philologist, traveler, and 

writer of books based on his journeys, including Romany Rye (1857). 

bor·rowed time (bmrùod tXm, bôrù-) n.  An uncertain, typically uncontrolled 

extension of time that is the result of postponing or attempting to postpone the 

occurrence of something inevitable and often unpleasant. Often used with on:  

cancer patients living on borrowed time; an unstable government that existed for 

months on borrowed time. 

bor·row·ing (bmrùo-Vng, bôrù-) n.  Something that is borrowed, especially a 

word borrowed from one language for use in another. 

borscht also borsht (bôrsht)  or borsch (bôrsh) n.  A beet soup served hot or 

cold, usually with sour cream.  [Yiddish borsht, from Russian borshch, cow pars-

nip (the original base of the soup), borscht.]

borscht belt (bôrsht bHlt) n.  Informal. The predominantly Jewish resort hotels 

of the Catskill Mountains.  Also called borscht circuit [From the popularity of 

BORSCHT in the cuisine of these hotels.]

borsht (bôrsht) n.  Variant of borscht. 
bort (bôrt) n.  1. Poorly crystallized diamonds used for industrial cutting and 

abrasion.  2. A carbonado.  [Probably from Dutch boort.] —bortùy adj. 

bor·zoi (bôrùzoiÙ) n.  Any of a breed of tall, slender dogs having a narrow, 

pointed head and a silky, predominantly white coat, originally developed in Rus-

sia for hunting wolves.  Also called Russian wolfhound [Russian borzoV, swift.]

Bosc (bmsk) n.  A variety of pear having a long neck, greenish-yellow skin over-

laid with reddish-brown color, and juicy sweet flesh.  [After Louis Auguste Guil-

laume Bosc, 19th-century Belgian horticulturist.]

bos·cage also bos·kage (bmsùkVj) n.  A mass of trees or shrubs; a thicket.  [Mid-

dle English boskage, from Old French boscage, from bosc, forest, of Germanic ori-

gin.]

Bosch (bmsh, bôsh, bms, bôs), Hieronymous. 1450?-1516.  Dutch painter whose 

largely religious works are characterized by grotesque, fantastic creatures min-

gling with human figures. 

Bosch (bmsh, bôsh), Karl. 1874-1940.  German chemist. He shared a 1931 Nobel 

Prize for the development of methods for high-pressure treatment of chemicals. 

bosh (bmsh) Informal. n.  Nonsense.   —  interj.  Used to express disbelief or 

annoyance.  [Turkish boz, empty.]

bosk (bmsk) n.  A small wooded area.  [Back-formation from BOSKY.]

bos·kage (bmsùkVj) n.  Variant of boscage. 
bosk·y (bmsùkK) adj.  bosk·i·er, bosk·i·est. 1. Having an abundance of bushes, 

shrubs, or trees: “a bosky park leading to a modest yet majestic plaza” (Jack Beatty).  



2. Of or relating to woods.  [From Middle English bosk, bush, from Medieval 

Latin bosca, of Germanic origin.] —boskùi·ness n. 

bo’s’n  or bos’n (boùsNn) n.  Variants of boatswain. 
Bos·ni·a (bmzùnK-N)  A region comprising the northern part of Bosnia-Herze-

govina. It was settled by Serbs in the 7th century and became an independent 

state in the 12th century. Bosnia was controlled after 1463 by Turkey and after 

1878 by Austria-Hungary, which formally annexed Bosnia in 1908. After World 

War II Bosnia was united with Herzegovina to form a constituent republic of 

Yugoslavia.   —Bosùni·an adj.  & n. 

Bos·ni·a-Her·ze·go·vi·na (bmzùnK-N-hHrtÙsN-go-vKùnN)  or Bosnia and 
Herzegovina  A region and republic of the northwest Balkan Peninsula 

bounded by Croatia to the north and west, Serbia to the east, and Montenegro to 

the south. Bosnia-Herzegovina was a constituent republic of Yugoslavia from 

1946 to 1991. Sarajevo is the capital and the largest city. Population, 3,710,965. 

bos·om (btzùNm, buùzNm) n.  1. a. The chest of a human being:  He held the 

sleepy child to his bosom.  b. A woman’s breast or breasts.   2. The part of a gar-

ment covering the chest or breasts.  3. The security and closeness likened to being 

held in a warm familial embrace:  We welcomed the stranger into the bosom of our 

family.  4. The chest considered as the source of emotion.   —  adj.  Beloved; inti-

mate:  a bosom friend.  [Middle English, from Old English bosm.]

bo·son (boùsmn) n.  Any of a class of particles, such as the photon, pion, or alpha 

particle, that have zero or integral spin and obey statistical rules permitting any 

number of identical particles to occupy the same quantum state.  [After Satyen-

dra Nath Bose (1894-1974), Indian physicist.]

Bos·po·rus (bmsùpNr-Ns)  A narrow strait separating European and Asian Turkey 

and joining the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara. It has been an important 

trade route since ancient times. 

bos·quet (bmsùkVt) n.  A small grove; a thicket.  [French, from Italian boschetto, 

diminutive of bosco, forest, of Germanic origin.]

boss1 (bôs, bms) n.  1. a. An employer or a supervisor.  b. One who makes deci-

sions or exercises authority.   2. A professional politician who controls a party or 

a political machine.   —  v.  bossed, boss·ing, boss·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To super-

vise or control.  See Synonyms at supervise.  2. To give orders to, especially in 

an arrogant or domineering manner:  bossing us around.   —  v.  intr. To be or act 

as a supervisor or controlling element.   —  adj.  Slang. First-rate; topnotch.  

[Dutch baas, master.]

boss2 (bôs, bms) n.  1. A circular protuberance or knoblike swelling, as on the 

horns of certain animals.  2. A raised area used as ornamentation.  

3. Architecture. A raised ornament, such as one at the intersection of the ribs in a 

vaulted roof.  4. a. An enlarged part of a shaft to which another shaft is coupled 

or to which a wheel or gear is keyed.  b. A hub, especially of a propeller.    —  v.  



tr. bossed, boss·ing, boss·es. To emboss.  [Middle English boce, from Old 

French.]

boss3 (bôs, bms) n.  A cow or calf.  [Perhaps ultimately from Latin bos. See 

BOVINE.]

bos·sa no·va (bmsÙN noùvN, bôÙsN) n.  1. A lively Brazilian dance similar to the 

samba.  2. Music that is a blend of jazz and samba.  [Portuguese  : bossa, trend + 

nova, new.]

Bos·sier City (boùzhNr sVtùK)  A city of northwest Louisiana, an industrial sub-

urb of Shreveport on the opposite bank of the Red River. Population, 52,721. 

boss·ism (bôùsVzÙNm, bmsùVzÙ-) n.  The domination of a political organization by 

a boss. 

Bos·suet (bôs-w7ù), Jacques Bénigne. 1627-1704.  French prelate and histo-

rian noted for his funereal orations and a philosophical treatise on history. 

boss·y1 (bôùsK, bmsùK) adj.  boss·i·er, boss·i·est. Given to ordering others 

around; domineering.   —bossùi·ly adv.  —bossùi·ness n. 

boss·y2 (bôùsK, bmsùK) adj.  Decorated with raised ornaments. 

boss·y3 (bôùsK, bmsùK) n.  pl. boss·ies. Informal. A cow or calf.  [From BOSS
3.]

Bos·ton (bôùstNn, bmsùtNn)  The capital and largest city of Massachusetts, in the 

eastern part of the state on Boston Bay, an arm of Massachusetts Bay. Founded 

in the 17th century, it was a leading center of agitation against England in the 

18th century and a stronghold of abolitionist thought in the 19th century. Today 

it is a major commercial, financial, and educational hub. Population, 574,283.   
—Bos·toùni·an (bô-stoùnK-Nn, bms-) adj.  & n. 

Boston bull (bôùstNn btl) n.  See Boston terrier. 
Boston cream pie (bôùstNn krKm pX) n.  A round cake with a custard or cream 

filling. 

Boston fern (bôùstNn fûrn) n.  1. A cultivar of sword fern (Nephrolepis exal-

tata cv. Bostoniensis) having arching or drooping pinnate fronds. It is a popular 

houseplant.  2. Any of numerous other forms derived from the sword fern. 

Boston ivy (bôùstNn XùvK) n.  A high-climbing woody vine (Parthenocissus tri-

cuspidata), native to eastern Asia and having three-lobed deciduous leaves. It fre-

quently covers the outer walls of buildings and has attractive fall coloration.  Also 

called Japanese ivy 

Boston lettuce (bôùstNn lHtùNs) n.  A type of cultivated lettuce forming a 

rounded head and having soft-textured, yellow-green inner leaves. 

Boston rocker (bôùstNn rmkùNr) n.  A rocking chair having a high back with 

spindles, a decorative panel at the top, and a seat and arms that curve downward 

in front. 

Boston terrier (bôùstNn tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of a breed of small dogs originating 

in New England as a cross between a bull terrier and a bulldog and having a 

smooth, brindled or black coat with white markings.  Also called Boston bull 



bo·sun (boùsNn) n.  Variant of boatswain. 
Bos·well (bmzùwHlÙ, -wNl) n.  An assiduous and devoted admirer, student, and 

recorder of another’s words and deeds.  [After James BOSWELL.] 
—Bosùwell·izeÙ (-XzÙ) v. 

Bos·well (bmzùwHlÙ, -wNl), James. 1740-1795.  Scottish lawyer, diarist, and 

writer renowned as the biographer of Samuel Johnson.   —Bos·wellùi·an adj.  & 

n. 

Bos·worth Field (bmzùwNrth fKld)  A locality in central England near Leicester. 

It was the site of the final battle (August 22, 1485) of the Wars of the Roses, in 

which Henry Tudor (afterward Henry VII) defeated Richard III, the last king of 

the Plantagenet line. Richard was killed in the battle. 

bot also bott (bmt) n.  1. The parasitic larva of a botfly.  2. bots. (used with a 

sing. or pl. verb). A disease of mammals, especially cattle and horses, caused by 

infestation of the stomach or intestines with botfly larvae.  [Middle English, 

probably of Low German origin.]

bot. abbr.  1. Botanical; botanist; botany.  2. Bottle.  3. Bottom. 

bo·tan·i·cal (bN-t4nùV-kNl) also bo·tan·ic (-t4nùVk) adj.  Abbr. bot. 1. Of or 

relating to plants or plant life.  2. Of or relating to the science of botany.   —  n.  

A drug, medicinal preparation, or similar substance obtained from a plant or 

plants.  [From Late Latin botanicus, from Greek botanikos, from botanK, fodder, 

plants.] —bo·tanùi·cal·ly adv. 

botanical garden  or botanic garden (bN-t4nùV-kNl gärùdn) n.  A place 

where a wide variety of plants are cultivated for scientific, educational, and orna-

mental purposes, often including a library, a herbarium, and greenhouses; an 

aboretum. 

bot·a·nist (bmtùn-Vst) n.  Abbr. bot. One who specializes in botany. 

bot·a·nize (bmtùn-XzÙ) v.  bot·a·nized, bot·a·niz·ing, bot·a·niz·es.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To collect plants for scientific study.  2. To investigate or study plants sci-

entifically.   —  v.  tr. To investigate or explore the plant life of (a region).   
—botùa·nizÙer n. 

bot·a·ny (bmtùn-K) n.  pl. bot·a·nies. Abbr. bot. 1. a. The science or study of 

plants.  b. A book or scholarly work on this subject.   2. The plant life of a partic-

ular area:  the botany of the Ohio River valley.  3. The characteristic features and 

biology of a particular kind of plant or plant group.  [From BOTANICAL.]

Bot·a·ny Bay (bmtùn-K b7)  An inlet of the Tasman Sea in southeast Australia 

south of Sydney. It was visited by Capt. James Cook in 1770 and named by Sir 

Joseph Banks, the botanist in his crew, for the wide variety of exotic flora found 

on its shores. 

botch (bmch) v.  tr. botched, botch·ing, botch·es. 1. To ruin through clumsi-

ness.  2. To make or perform clumsily; bungle.  3. To repair or mend clumsily.   
—  n.  1. A ruined or defective piece of work: “I have made a miserable botch of 



this description” (Nathaniel Hawthorne).  2. A hodgepodge.  [Middle English boc-

chen, to mend.] —botchùer n.  —botchùy adj.  

SYNONYMS: botch, blow, bungle, fumble, muff. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to harm or spoil through inept or clumsy handling”: botch a repair;

blow an opportunity; a bungled performance; fumbled my chance for a promotion;

an actor muffing his lines.

bot·fly also bot fly (bmtùflXÙ) n.  Any of various stout, two-winged flies, chiefly 

of the genera Gasterophilus and Oestrus, having larvae that are parasitic on vari-

ous animals, especially horses and sheep, and sometimes on humans. 

both (both) adj.  One and the other; relating to or being two in conjunction:  

Both guests have arrived. Both the books are torn. Both her fingers are broken.   —  
pron.  The one and the other:  Both were candidates. We are both candidates. Both 

of us are candidates.   —  conj.  Used with and to indicate that each of two things 

in a coordinated phrase or clause is included:  both men and women; an attorney 

well regarded for both intelligence and honesty.  [Middle English bothe, from Old 

English b7 th7, both those  : b7, neuter of bKgen, both + th7, pl. of thæt, that; see 

THAT.]

USAGE NOTE: Both is used to indicate that the action or state denoted by the

verb applies individually to each of two entities. Both books weigh more than five

pounds, for example, means that each book weighs more than five pounds by it-

self, not that the two books weighed together come to more than five pounds.

Both is inappropriate where the verb does not apply to each of the entities by itself.

• In possessive constructions of both is usually preferred: the mothers of both (rath-

er than both their mothers); the fault of both (rather than both their fault or both’s

fault). • When both is used with and to link parallel elements in a sentence, the

words or phrases that follow them should correspond grammatically: in both In-

dia and China or both in India and in China (not both in India and China). See

Usage Note at and.

Bo·tha (boùtN, -täÙ), Louis. 1862-1919.  South African general in the Boer War 

(1899-1902) and first prime minister of the Union of South Africa (1910-1919). 

Bo·tha (boùtN, -täÙ), Pieter Willem. Born 1916.  South African prime minister 

(1978-1989) who defended and upheld apartheid despite international protest. 

Bo·the (boùtN), Walther Wilhelm. 1891-1957.  German physicist. He shared a 

1954 Nobel Prize for his research on cosmic radiation. 

both·er (bmthùNr) v.  both·ered, both·er·ing, both·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dis-

turb or anger, especially by minor irritations; annoy.  See Synonyms at annoy.  
2. a. To make agitated or nervous; fluster.  b. To make confused or perplexed; 

puzzle.   3. To intrude on without invitation or warrant; disturb.  4. To give trou-



ble to:  a back condition that bothers her constantly.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take the 

trouble; concern oneself.  2. To cause trouble.   —  n.  A cause or state of distur-

bance.   —  interj.  Used to express annoyance or mild irritation.  [Probably from 

dialectal bodder, possibly of Celtic origin.]

both·er·a·tion (bmthÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The act of bothering or the state of being 

bothered.   —  interj.  Used to express annoyance or irritation. 

both·er·some (bmthùNr-sNm) adj.  Causing bother; troublesome. 

Both·ni·a (bmthùnK-N), Gulf of. An arm of the Baltic Sea between Sweden and 

Finland. It is icebound for nearly half the year. 

Both·well (bmthùwHlÙ, -wNl, bmthù-), Fourth Earl of Title of James Hepburn. 

1536?-1578.  Scottish Protestant nobleman and third husband of Mary Queen of 

Scots, whose second husband, Lord Darnley, he murdered (1567). Acquitted of 

the crime, he wedded Mary and was soon forced into exile. He died while impris-

oned in Denmark. 

bo tree (bo trK) n.  See peepul.  [Partial translation of Singhalese bo-gaha, tree 

of wisdom, from Pali bodhi, from Sanskrit bodhiU, enlightenment. See bheudh- 
in Appendix.]

bot·ry·oid·al (bmtÙrK-oidùl) also bot·ry·oid (bmtùrK-oidÙ) adj.  Shaped like a 

bunch of grapes. Used especially of mineral formations:  botryoidal hematite.  

[From Greek botruoeidKs : botrus, bunch of grapes + -oeidKs, -oid.] 
—botÙry·oidùal·ly adv. 

bo·try·tis (bo-trXùtVs) n.  1. Any of various fungi of the genus Botrytis responsi-

ble for numerous diseases of fruits and vegetables.  2. Noble rot.  [New Latin, 

genus name, from Greek botrus, bunch of grapes.]

Bot·swa·na (bmt-swäùnN) Formerly Bech·u·a·na·land (bHch-wäùnN-l4ndÙ, 

bHchÙu-äùnN-).  A country of south-central Africa. A British protectorate after 

1885, it gained full independence in 1966. Gaborone is the capital and Francis-

town the largest city. Population, 973,000. 

bott (bmt) n.  Variant of bot. 
Bot·ti·cel·li (bmtÙV-chHlùK), Sandro. Originally Alessandro di Mariano dei Fil-

ipepi. 1444?-1510.  Italian painter of the Florentine school whose flowing drafts-

manship is evident in his masterpieces, Primavera (c. 1477) and Birth of Venus (c. 

1485). 

bot·tle (bmtùl) n.  Abbr. bot. 1. A receptacle having a narrow neck, usually no 

handles, and a mouth that can be plugged, corked, or capped.  2. The quantity 

that a bottle holds.  3. A receptacle filled with milk or formula that is fed, as to 

babies, in place of breast milk.  4. Informal. a. Intoxicating liquor:  Don’t take to 

the bottle.  b. The practice of drinking large quantities of intoxicating liquor:  Her 

problem is the bottle.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

bottle soda; a bottle recycling program.   —  v.  tr. bot·tled, bot·tling, bot·tles. 
1. To place in a bottle.  2. To hold in; restrain:  bottled up my emotions.  [Middle 



English botel, from Old French botele, from Medieval Latin butticula, diminutive 

of Late Latin buttis, cask.] —botùtler n. 

bot·tle·brush (bmtùl-brƒshÙ) n.  Any of various Australian shrubs or trees of 

the genera Callistemon and Melaleuca, having densely flowered, cylindrical spikes 

with numerous, long, protruding stamens that suggest a brush used to clean bot-

tles. 

bot·tled gas (bmtùld g4s) n.  Gas, such as butane or propane, stored under pres-

sure in portable tanks. 

bot·tle-feed (bmtùl-fKdÙ) v.  tr. bot·tle-·fed (-fHdÙ), bot·tle-·feed·ing, 
bot·tle-·feeds. To feed (a baby, for example) with a bottle. 

bottle gourd (bmtùl gôrd) n.  See calabash (n., sense 1). 

bottle green (bmtùl grKn) n.  Color. A dark to moderate or grayish green.   
—botùtle-greenù (bmtùl-grKnù) adj. 

bot·tle·neck (bmtùl-nHkÙ) n.  1. a. A narrow or obstructed section, as of a high-

way or a pipeline.  b. A point or an area of traffic congestion.   2. A hindrance to 

progress or production.  3. The narrow part of a bottle near the top.  4. Music. A 

style of guitar playing in which an object, such as a piece of glass or metal, is 

passed across the strings to achieve a gliding sound.   —  v.  tr. bot·tle·necked, 
bot·tle·neck·ing, bot·tle·necks. To slow down or impede by creating an 

obstruction. 

bot·tle-nosed dolphin (bmtùl-nozdÙ dmlùfVn) n.  Any of several marine 

mammals of the genus Tursiops, especially T. truncatus, widely distributed in tem-

perate and tropical waters and characterized by a short, protruding beak, a large, 

stocky body, and a prominent falcate dorsal fin.  Also called bottlenose 

bottle tree (bmtùl trK) n.  Any of certain Australian trees of the genus Brachychi-

ton, having a swollen, sometimes bottle-shaped trunk and cultivated in warm 

regions as an ornamental. 

bot·tom (bmtùNm) n.  Abbr. bot. 1. The deepest or lowest part:  the bottom of a 

well; the bottom of the page.  2. The underside:  scraped the bottom of the car on a 

rock.  3. The supporting part; the base.  4. The far end or part:  at the bottom of 

the bed.  5. a. The last place, as on a list.  b. The lowest or least favorable position:  

started at the bottom of the corporate hierarchy.   6. The basic underlying quality; 

the source:  Let’s get to the bottom of the problem.  7. The solid surface under a 

body of water.  8.  Often bottoms. Low-lying alluvial land adjacent to a river.  

Also called bottomland 9. a. Nautical. The part of a ship’s hull below the water 

line.  b. A ship; a boat: “English merchants did much of their overseas trade in for-

eign bottoms” (G.M. Trevelyan).   10.  Often bottoms. The trousers or short 

pants of pajamas.  11. Informal. The buttocks.  12. The seat of a chair.  

13. Baseball. The second or last half of an inning.  14. Staying power; stamina. 

Used of a horse.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a bot-

tom drawer; the bottom stair.   —  v.  bot·tomed, bot·tom·ing, bot·toms.  —  



v.  tr. 1. To provide with an underside.  2. To provide with a foundation.  3. To 

get to the bottom of; fathom.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become based or grounded.  

2. To rest on or touch the bottom.   —phrasal verb. bottom out. To descend 

to the lowest point possible, after which only a rise may occur:  Sales of personal 

computers have bottomed out.   —idiom. at bottom. Basically.  [Middle English 

botme, from Old English botm.] —botùtom·er n. 

bottom break (bmtùNm br7k) n.  A branch arising from the stem base of a 

plant.  [BOTTOM + BREAK, branch formed by pinching or disbudding.]

bot·tom·land (bmtùNm-l4ndÙ) n.  See bottom (n., sense 8). 

bot·tom·less (bmtùNm-lVs) adj.  1. Having no bottom.  2. Too deep to be mea-

sured:  a bottomless glacier lake.  3. Difficult or impossible to understand; unfath-

omable:  one of the bottomless mysteries of life.  4. Having no limitations or 

bounds; limitless:  a bottomless supply of money.  5. a. Nude, especially unclothed 

below the waist:  bottomless dancers.  b. Featuring such dancers as entertainment:  

bottomless bars.    —botùtom·less·ly adv. 

bottom line (bmtùNm lXn) n.  1. The line in a financial statement that shows net 

income or loss.  2. The final result or statement; upshot: “The bottom line, how-

ever, is that he has escaped” (David Wise).  3. The main or essential point: “A lot 

can happen between now and December, but the bottom line—for now—is that the 

city is still heading toward default” (New York). 

bot·tom-line (bmtùNm-lXnÙ) adj.  1. Concerned exclusively with costs and prof-

its:  bottom-line issues.  2. Ruthlessly realistic; pragmatic:  a bottom-line political 

strategy.   —botùtom-lineÙ v. 

bot·tom·most (bmtùNm-mostÙ) adj.  1. Sited at the very bottom:  the bottom-

most rung of a ladder.  2. Being or coming after all others; last:  Fleeing was the 

bottommost thought in my mind.  3. Forming the very basis:  Freedom of speech is 

one of the bottommost principles of democracy. 

bottom quark (bmtùNm kwôrk) n.  Abbr. b A quark with a charge of –3 and a 

mass about 10,000 times that of the electron.  Also called beauty quark 

bottom round (bmtùNm round) n.  A cut of meat, such as steak, taken from the 

outer section of a round of beef. 

Bot·trop (bmtùrmpÙ, bôtùrôpÙ)  A city of northwest Germany in the Ruhr Valley 

northwest of Essen. It developed as a coal-mining center after the 1860’s. Popula-

tion, 112,353. 

bot·u·lin (bmchùN-lVn) n.  Any of several potent neurotoxins produced by botuli-

num and resistant to proteolytic digestion.  [Latin botulus, sausage + -IN.]

bot·u·li·num (bmchÙN-lXùnNm) also bot·u·li·nus (-nNs) n.  An anaerobic, rod-

shaped bacterium (Clostridium botulinum) that secretes botulin and inhabits 

soils.  [New Latin, from Latin botulus, sausage.] —botÙu·liùnal adj. 

bot·u·lism (bmchùN-lVzÙNm) n.  A severe, sometimes fatal food poisoning caused 

by ingestion of food containing botulin and characterized by nausea, vomiting, 



disturbed vision, muscular weakness, and fatigue.  [German Botulismus, from 

Latin botulus, sausage.]

Boua·ké (bwäùk7)  A town of central Ivory Coast. It was once a crossroads for 

caravan trade. Population, 230,000. 

Bou·cher (bu-sh7ù), François. 1703-1770.  French artist whose paintings and 

tapestries are representative of the rococo style. 

Bou·cher·ville (buùshNr-vVlÙ, buÙsh7-vKlù)  A town of southern Quebec, 

Canada, an industrial suburb of Montreal on the St. Lawrence River. Population, 

29,704. 

Bou·ci·cault (buùsK-koÙ), Dion. Originally Dionysius Lardner Boursiquot. 

1820?-1890.  Irish-born American actor and playwright whose original and 

adapted works include The Octoroon (1859) and The Colleen Bawn (1860). 

bou·clé  or bou·cle (bu-kl7ù) n.  1. A type of yarn, usually three-ply and hav-

ing one thread looser than the others, that produces a rough-textured cloth.  

2. Fabric woven or knitted from this yarn.  [French, from past participle of bou-

cler, to curl, from Old French boucler, from boucle, buckle, curl of hair. See 

BUCKLE.]

Bou·dain (bu-d4nù, -d4Nù) n.  Variant of boudin. 
Bou·dic·ca (bu-dVkùN) also Bo·ad·i·ce·a (boÙ4d-V-sKùN), First century A.D.  

Queen of ancient Britain who led a temporarily successful revolt against the 

Roman army that had claimed her deceased husband’s kingdom. 

bou·din also Bou·dain (bu-d4nù, -d4Nù) n.  pl. bou·dins also Bou·dains (-

d4nù, -d4nzù). A highly seasoned link sausage of pork, pork liver, and rice that is a 

typical element of Louisiana Creole cuisine.  [French, from Old French bodine, 

intestines.]

boudin blanc (bu-d4nù bläN) n.  pl. boudins blancs (bläN). A French white 

sausage made of pork, chicken, or veal.  [French  : boudin, boudin + blanc, white.]

boudin noir (bu-d4nù nwär) n.  pl. boudins noirs (nwär). See black pud-
ding.  [French  : boudin, boudin + noir, black.]

bou·doir (buùdwärÙ, -dwôrÙ) n.  A woman’s private sitting room, dressing 

room, or bedroom.  [French, from Old French bouder, to sulk.]

bouf·fant (bu-fäntù) adj.  Puffed-out; full:  a bouffant hair style.  [French, 

from present participle of bouffer, to puff up, from Old French.]

bouffe (buf) n.  See comic opera.  [Short for OPÉRA BOUFFE.]

bou·gain·vil·lae·a (buÙgNn-vVlùK-N, -vVlùyN, -vKùN, boÙ-) n.  Variant of bou-
gainvillea. 

Bou·gain·ville (buùgNn-vVlÙ, bu-g4N-vKlù)  A volcanic island of Papua New 

Guinea in the Solomon Islands of the southwest Pacific Ocean. It was discovered 

by Louis de Bougainville in 1768. 



Bou·gain·ville (buùgNn-vVlÙ, bu-g4N-vKlù), Louis Antoine de. 1729-1811.  

French explorer who circumnavigated the globe (1766-1769) with a crew that 

included astronomers and naturalists. 

bou·gain·vil·le·a also bou·gain·vil·lae·a (buÙgNn-vVlùK-N, -vVlùyN, -vKùN, 

boÙ-) n.  Any of several South American woody shrubs or vines of the genus Bou-

gainvillea having groups of three petallike, showy, variously colored bracts 

attached to the flowers.  [New Latin Bougainvillea, genus name, after Louis 
Antoine de BOUGAINVILLE.]

bough (bou) n.  A tree branch, especially a large or main branch.  [Middle 

English, from Old English boh. See bh7ghu- in Appendix.]

bought (bôt) v.  Past tense and past participle of buy. See Regional note at 

boughten. 
bought·en (bôtùn) Chiefly Northern U.S. v.  A past participle of buy.  —  adj.  

1. Commercially made; purchased, as opposed to homemade:  boughten bread.  

2. Artificial; false. Used of teeth.  

REGIONAL NOTE: American regional dialects allow freer adjectival use of cer-

tain past participles of verbs than does Standard English. Time-honored examples

are boughten (Chiefly Northern U.S.) and bought (Chiefly Southern U.S.) to mean

“purchased rather than homemade”: boughten sugar, a boughten dress, bought

bread. The Northern form boughten (as in store boughten) features the participial

ending -en, added to bought, the participial form, probably by analogy with more

common participial adjectives such as frozen. Another development, analogous

with homemade, is evident in bought-made, cited in DARE from a Texas infor-

mant.

bou·gie (buùzhK, -jK) n.  1. Medicine. a. A slender, flexible, cylindrical instru-

ment that is inserted into a bodily canal, such as the urethra, to dilate, examine, or 

medicate.  b.  See suppository.   2. A wax candle.  [French, from Old French, a 

fine wax, after Bougie (Bejaïa), a city of northern Algeria.]

bouil·la·baisse (buÙyN-b7sù, bulùyN-b7sÙ) n.  1. A highly seasoned fish stew 

made of several kinds of fish and shellfish.  2. A combination of various differ-

ent, often incongruous elements:  a bouillabaisse of special interests.  [French, 

from Provençal bouiabaisso : boui, imperative of bouie, to boil (from Latin bullXre, 

from bulla, bubble) + abaisso, imperative of abeissa, to lower (from Vulgar Latin 

*abbassi7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Medieval Latin bassus, low).]

bouil·lon (btlùymnÙ, -yNn, buùymnÙ) n.  A clear, thin broth made typically by 

simmering beef or chicken in water with seasonings.  [French, from Old French, 

from boulir, to boil, from Latin bullXre, from bulla, bubble.]



bouillon cube (btlùymnÙ kyub) n.  A small cube of evaporated seasoned 

meat, poultry, or vegetable stock, used in making broth or to add flavor to soups 

or stews. 

boul. abbr.  Boulevard. 

Bou·lan·ger (bu-läN-zh7ù), Georges Ernest Jean Marie. 1837-1891.  

French military and political leader who after serving in the Franco-Prussian War 

(1870-1871) envisioned himself dictator and was accused of treason. He commit-

ted suicide in exile. 

Bou·lan·ger (bu-läN-zh7ù), Nadia Juliette. 1887-1979.  French music 

teacher of several modern American composers, including Virgil Thomson and 

Aaron Copland. 

boul·der also bowl·der (bolùdNr) n.  A large rounded mass of rock lying on the 

surface of the ground or embedded in the soil.  [Middle English bulder, of Scandi-

navian origin. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

Boul·der (bolùdNr)  A city of north-central Colorado northwest of Denver. It is a 

major Rocky Mountains resort and the seat of the University of Colorado 

(opened 1877). Population, 83,312. 

bould·er·ing (bolùdNr-Vng) n.  Sports. Basic or intermediate climbing carried 

out on relatively small rocks that can be traversed without great risk of bodily 

harm in case of a fall.   —bouldùer·er n. 

bou·le1 (buùlK, bu-l7ù) n.  1. The lower house of the modern Greek legisla-

ture.  2. a. The senate of 400 founded by Solon in ancient Athens.  b. A legislative 

assembly in any one of the ancient Greek states.   [Greek boulK. See gwelN- in 

Appendix.]

boule2 (bul) n.  A pear-shaped synthetic sapphire, ruby, or other alumina-

based gem, produced by fusing and tinting alumina.  [French, ball, from Old 

French, bubble, from Latin bulla.]

boule3 (bul) n.  Variant of buhl. 
boul·e·vard (btlùN-värdÙ, buùlN-) n.  Abbr. blvd., Blvd., boul. 1. A broad 

city street, often tree-lined and landscaped.  2. Upper Midwest. See median 
strip. See Regional note at neutral ground.  [French, from Old French bolle-

vart, rampart converted to a promenade, from Middle Dutch bolwerc, bulwark. 

See BULWARK.]

bou·le·vard·ier (buÙlN-vär-dy7ù, -dîrù) n.  A man about town.  [Obsolete 

French, from boulevard, boulevard. See BOULEVARD.]

boulevard strip (btlùN-värdÙ strVp) n.  Upper Midwest. See median strip. 
See Regional note at neutral ground. 

bou·le·ver·se·ment (buÙlN-vHrÙsN-mäNù) n.  1. A violent uproar; a tumult.  

2. A reversal.  [French, from Old French bouleverser, to overturn  : boule, ball 

(from Latin bulla) + verser, to overturn (from Old French, from Latin vers7re, 

frequentative of vertere, to turn); see wer-2 in Appendix.]



Bou·lez (bu-lHzù), Pierre. Born 1925.  French conductor and composer of 

atonal, avant-garde works, notably Le Marteau sans Maître (1955). 

boulle (bul) n.  Variant of buhl. 
Bou·logne (bu-lonù, -lônùyN) also Bou·logne-sur-Mer (-sûr-mHrù)  A city of 

northern France on the English Channel north-northwest of Amiens. Of Celtic 

origin, it is the leading fishing port of France. Population, 47,653. 

Bou·logne-Bil·lan·court (bu-lônÙyN-bK-yäN-ktrù)  A city of north-cen-

tral France, an industrial suburb of Paris. Population, 102,582. 

Bou·logne-sur-Mer (bu-lonùsûr-mHrù, -lônùyN-)  See Boulogne. 
bounce (bouns) v.  bounced, bounc·ing, bounc·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

rebound after having struck an object or a surface.  2. To move jerkily; bump:  

The car bounced over the potholes.  3. To recover quickly, as from a setback:  The 

patient bounced back to good health.  4. To bound:  children bouncing into the 

room.  5. Informal. To be sent back by a bank as valueless:  a check that bounced.  

6. Baseball. To hit a ground ball that rebounds before reaching an infielder:  The 

batter bounced out to the shortstop.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to strike an object or a 

surface and rebound:  bounce a ball on the sidewalk.  2. Slang. a. To expel by force.  

b. To dismiss from employment.  See Synonyms at dismiss.   3. To write (a 

check) on an overdrawn bank account.   —  n.  1. A rebound.  2. A sudden 

bound, spring, or leap.  3. The capacity to rebound; spring:  a ball with bounce.  

4. Spirit; liveliness.  5. Slang. Expulsion; dismissal.  6. Chiefly British. Loud, arro-

gant speech; bluster.  [Probably from Middle English bounsen, to beat.]

bounc·er (bounùsNr) n.  1. Slang. A person employed to expel disorderly per-

sons from a public place, especially a bar.  2. Baseball. A ground ball hit in such a 

way that it bounces. 

bounc·ing (bounùsVng) adj.  1. Vigorous; healthy:  a bouncing baby.  2. Spirited; 

lively:  a bouncing gait.   —bouncùing·ly adv. 

bouncing Bet (bounùsVng bHt) n.  A perennial Eurasian herb (Saponaria offici-

nalis) having dense clusters of pink to whitish flowers.  Also called soapwort 

[From Bet, nickname for Elizabeth.]

bounc·y (bounùsK) adj.  bounc·i·er, bounc·i·est. 1. Tending to bounce.  

2. Springy; elastic:  clean, bouncy hair.  3. Lively; energetic:  bouncy tunes.   
—bouncùi·ly adv. 

bound1 (bound) v.  intr. bound·ed, bound·ing, bounds. 1. To leap forward 

or upward; spring.  2. To progress by forward leaps or springs.   —  n.  1. A leap; 

a jump.  2. A rebound; a bounce.  [French bondir, to bounce, from Old French, to 

resound, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *bombitXre, from Latin bombit7re, to hum, 

from bombus, a humming sound, from Greek bombos.]

bound2 (bound) n.  1.  Often bounds. A boundary; a limit:  Our joy knew no 

bounds. Your remarks exceed the bounds of reason.  2. bounds. The territory on, 

within, or near limiting lines:  the bounds of the kingdom.   —  v.  bound·ed, 



bound·ing, bounds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To set a limit to; confine:  a high wall that 

bounded the prison yard; lives that were bounded by poverty.  2. To constitute the 

boundary or limit of:  a city park that was bounded by busy streets.  3. To identify 

the boundaries of; demarcate.   —  v.  intr. To border on another place, state, or 

country.  [Middle English, from Old French bodne, bonde, and Anglo-Norman 

bunde both from Medieval Latin bodina, of Celtic origin.]

bound3 (bound) v.  Past tense and past participle of bind.  —  adj.  1. Confined 

by bonds; tied:  bound and gagged hostages.  2. Being under legal or moral obliga-

tion:  bound by my promise.  3.  Abbr. bd. Equipped with a cover or binding:  

bound volumes.  4. Predetermined; certain:  We’re bound to be late.  

5. Determined; resolved:  She’s bound to be mayor.  6. Constipated. 

bound4 (bound) adj.  Headed or intending to head in a specified direction:  

commuters bound for home; a south-bound train.  [Alteration of Middle English 

boun, ready, from Old Norse b7inn, past participle of b7a, to get ready. See 

bheuN- in Appendix.]

bound·a·ry (bounùdN-rK, -drK) n.  pl. bound·a·ries. 1. Something that indi-

cates a border or limit.  2. The border or limit so indicated.  

SYNONYMS: boundary, border, frontier, limit. These nouns all denote a line or

an area separating one piece of territory from another. A boundary is a limiting

line: A stone wall marked the boundary between the two farms. A border is a line

that separates political entities: Customs officers inspected our luggage when we

crossed the border. Frontier denotes the part of a country that faces toward or

fronts an adjoining country: “that long [Canadian] frontier from the Atlantic to

the Pacific Oceans, guarded only by neighborly respect and honorable obligations”

(Winston S. Churchill). Limit denotes a boundary that surrounds an area: Cars

cannot exceed 35 miles per hour within city limits.

boundary condition (bounùdN-rK kNn-dVshùNn) n.  Mathematics. The condi-

tions specified for the solution to a set of differential equations. 

boundary layer (bounùdN-rK l7ùNr) n.  The layer of reduced velocity in fluids, 

such as air and water, that is immediately adjacent to the surface of a solid past 

which the fluid is flowing. 

Boun·da·ry Peak (bounùdN-rK pKk, -drK)  A mountain, 4,008.6 m (13,143 ft) 

high, of southwest Nevada near the California border. It is the highest elevation in 

the state. 

bound·en (bounùdNn) adj.  1. Obligatory:  their bounden duty.  2. Archaic. 

Being under obligation; obliged.  [Middle English, past participle of binden, to 

bind, from Old English bindan. See BIND.]

bound·er (bounùdNr) n.  Chiefly British. An ill-bred, unscrupulous man; a cad. 



bound form (bound fôrm) n.  A linguistic element that always occurs as part 

of another word, such as -ly in lovely. 

bound·less (boundùlVs) adj.  Being without boundaries or limits; infinite.  See 

Synonyms at infinite.  —boundùless·ly adv.  —boundùless·ness n. 

boun·te·ous (bounùtK-Ns) adj.  1. Giving or inclined to give generously.  

2. Generously and copiously given.  See Synonyms at liberal.  [Middle English 

bountevous, from Old French bontive, benevolent, from bonte, bounty. See 

BOUNTY.] —bounùte·ous·ly adv.  —bounùte·ous·ness n. 

boun·ti·ful (bounùtN-fNl) adj.  1. Giving freely and generously; liberal.  

2. Marked by abundance; plentiful.  See Synonyms at liberal.  —bounùti·ful·ly 
adv.  —bounùti·ful·ness n. 

Boun·ti·ful (bounùtN-fNl)  A city of north-central Utah, a residential suburb of 

Salt Lake City. Population, 32,877. 

boun·ty (bounùtK) n.  pl. boun·ties. 1. Liberality in giving.  2. Something that 

is given liberally.  3. A reward, inducement, or payment, especially one given by a 

government for acts deemed beneficial to the state, such as killing predatory ani-

mals, growing certain crops, starting certain industries, or enlisting for military 

service.  See Synonyms at bonus.  [Middle English bounte, from Old French 

bonte, from Latin bonit7s, goodness, from bonus, good. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

bounty hunter (bounùtK hƒnùtNr) n.  1. One who hunts predatory animals in 

order to collect a bounty.  2. One who pursues a criminal or fugitive for whom a 

reward is offered. 

bou·quet (bo-k7ù, bu-) n.  1. A cluster of flowers; a nosegay.  2. The fragrance 

typical of a wine or liqueur.  [French, from Old French bosquet, thicket, diminu-

tive of bosc, forest, of Germanic origin.]

SYNONYMS: bouquet, nosegay, posy. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a bunch of cut flowers”: a bouquet of roses; a bride carrying a nosegay of

lilies of the valley; gathered a posy of violets. See also Synonyms at fragrance

bouquet gar·ni (bo-k7ù gär-nKù) n.  pl. bou·quets gar·nis (bo-k7zÙ gär-nKù, 

bu-). A bunch of herbs tied together, wrapped in cheesecloth or enclosed in a 

small cloth sack, and immersed during cooking, as in a soup or stew.  [French  : 

bouquet, bunch + garni, past participle of garnir, to garnish.]

bou·quet·ier (buÙkN-tyHrù,-tîrù) n.  A small container for holding flowers in a 

nosegay, shaped like a trumpet or a cup and having a deep handle to hold the 

stems of the flowers, the heads of which are kept in place by a strong pin inserted 

through holes in the side of the cup.  Also called porte bouquet [French, from bou-

quet, bouquet. See BOUQUET.]



bour·bon (bûrùbNn) n.  A whiskey distilled from a fermented mash containing 

not less than 51 percent corn in addition to malt and rye.  [After Bourbon County 

in northeast Kentucky.]

Bour·bon1 (btrùbNn, bur-bôNù)  French royal family descended from Louis I, 

Duke of Bourbon (1270?-1342), whose members have ruled in France (1589-

1793 and 1814-1830), Spain (1700-1868, 1874-1931, and since 1975), and Naples 

and Sicily (1734-1860). 

Bour·bon2 (bûrùbNn) n.  A sociopolitical reactionary, especially a southern 

Democrat with highly conservative views.  [After the BOURBON family.]

Bour·bon (btrùbNn, bur-bôNù), Duc Charles de. 1490-1527.  French general 

who served Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, led a failed invasion of France 

(1524), and was killed while leading a German-Spanish assault on Rome. 

Bour·bon·nais (bur-bôN-n7ù)  A historical region and former province of 

central France in the Massif Central. It was held by the counts (later dukes) of 

Bourbon until 1527, when Francis I added it to the French crown lands. 

bour·don (btrùdn) n.  Music. 1. The monotonic drone bass of a bagpipe.  

2. An organ stop, commonly of the 16-foot pipes.  [Middle English burdoun, 

bass, from Old French bourdon.]

bourg (btrg) n.  1. A market town.  2. A medieval village, especially one situ-

ated near a castle.  [French, from Old French, from Late Latin burgus, fortress, of 

Germanic origin. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

bour·geois (btr-zhwäù, btrùzhwäÙ) n.  pl. bourgeois. 1. A person belong-

ing to the middle class.  2. A person whose attitudes and behavior are marked by 

conformity to the standards and conventions of the middle class.  3. In Marxist 

theory, a member of the property-owning class; a capitalist.   —  adj.  1. Of, relat-

ing to, or typical of the middle class.  2. Held to be preoccupied with respectabil-

ity and material values.  [French, from Old French burgeis, citizen of a town, from 

bourg, bourg. See BOURG.]

Bour·geois (btr-zhwäù), Léon Victor Auguste. 1851-1925.  French states-

man who was a member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague 

(1903-1925) and helped draft the Covenant of the League of Nations (1919). He 

won the 1920 Nobel Peace Prize. 

bour·geoise (btr-zhwäzù, btrùzhwäzÙ) n.  pl. bour·geois·es (-zhwäùzVz). A 

woman belonging to the middle class.  [French, feminine of bourgeois, bourgeois. 

See BOURGEOIS.] —bour·geoiseù adj. 

bour·geoi·sie (btrÙzhwä-zKù) n.  1. The middle class.  2. In Marxist theory, 

the social group opposed to the proletariat in the class struggle.  [French, from 

bourgeois, bourgeois. See BOURGEOIS.]

bourg·eoi·si·fi·ca·tion (btr-zhwäÙzN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The act or process of 

adopting or the condition of having adopted the characteristics attributed to the 



bourgeoisie: “Bourgeoisification, deplorable as it is, has good points too” (Robert M. 

Adams). 

bour·geoi·si·fy (btr-zhwäùzN-fXÙ) v.  tr. bour·geoi·si·fied, 
bour·geoi·si·fy·ing, bour·geoi·si·fies. To cause to adopt the characteristics 

attributed to the bourgeoisie: “Rock ’n’ roll... had become cozy and bourgeoisified” 

(Stephen Schiff). 

bour·geon (bûrùjNn) v.  Variant of burgeon. 
Bourges (btrzh)  A city of central France south-southeast of Orléans. It was a 

Roman provincial capital under Augustus and the site of a notable university that 

was founded by Louis XI in 1463 but abolished during the French Revolution. 

Population, 76,432. 

Bour·get (btr-zh7ù), Paul. 1852-1935.  French writer noted for his psycholog-

ical novels, particularly Le Disciple (1889). 

Bour·gogne (bur-gônùyN)  See Burgundy2. 
Bourke-White (bûrkùhwXtù, -wXtù), Margaret. 1906-1971.  American pho-

tographer and writer. An editor of Life magazine (1936-1969), she photographed 

such diverse subjects as the rural South, Soviet life, and the release of concentra-

tion camp victims. 

bourn1 also bourne (bôrn, born, btrn) n.  A small stream; a brook.  [Middle 

English, from Old English burna. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

bourn2 also bourne (bôrn, born, btrn) n.  Archaic. 1. A destination; a goal.  

2. A boundary; a limit.  [French bourne, from French dialectal bosne, borne, from 

Old French bodne, limit, boundary marker, from Medieval Latin bodina, of Celtic 

origin.]

Bourne·mouth (bôrnùmNth, bornù-, btrnù-)  A borough of southern 

England on an inlet of the English Channel southwest of Southampton. It is a 

popular resort and fine-arts center. Population, 143,000. 

bour·rée (bt-r7ù, bu-) n.  1. a. An old French dance resembling the gavotte, 

usually in quick duple time beginning with an upbeat.  b. The music for this 

dance.   2. A pas de bourrée.  [French, from bourrer, to stuff, from bourre, hair, 

fluff, from Late Latin burra, a shaggy garment.]

bourse (btrs) n.  A stock exchange, especially one in a continental European 

city.  [French, purse, bourse, from Late Latin bursa, bag. See BURSA.]

bouse also bowse (bouz) Nautical. v.  boused also bowsed, bous·ing also 

bows·ing, bous·es also bows·es.  —  v.  tr. To pull or hoist with a tackle.   —  
v.  intr. To hoist.  [Origin unknown.]

bou·stro·phe·don (buÙstrN-fKdùn, -fKùdmnÙ) n.  An ancient method of writ-

ing in which the lines are inscribed alternately from right to left and from left to 

right.  [From Greek boustrophKdon, turning like an ox while plowing  : bous, ox; 

see gwou- in Appendix + strophK, a turning from strephein, to turn. See 

streb(h)- in Appendix.] —bou·strophÙe·donùic (-strmfÙV-dmnùVk) adj. 



bout (bout) n.  1. A contest between antagonists; a match:  a wrestling bout.  2. A 

period of time spent in a particular way; a spell: “His tremendous bouts of drinking 

had wrecked his health” (Thomas Wolfe).  [From obsolete English bought, a turn-

ing (influenced by ABOUT), from Middle English, from bowen, to bend, turn. See 

BOW
2.]

bou·tique (bu-tKkù) n.  1. a. A small retail shop that specializes in gifts, fash-

ionable clothes, accessories, or food, for example.  b. A small shop located within 

a large department store or supermarket.   2. An investment boutique.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  boutique clothes; boutique food.  

[French, from Old French botique, small shop, from Old Provençal botica, from 

Latin apothKca, storehouse. See APOTHECARY.]

boutique brewery (bu-tKkù bruùN-rK) n.  See microbrewery. 
bou·ton (bu-tônù) n.  A knoblike enlargement at the end of an axon, where it 

synapses with other neurons.  [French, button, from Old French. See BUTTON.]

bou·ton·niere also bou·ton·nière (buÙtN-nîrù, -tNn-yârù) n.  A flower or 

small bunch of flowers worn in a buttonhole.  [French boutonnière, from Old 

French, buttonhole, from bouton, button. See BOUTON.]

bou·var·di·a (bu-värùdK-N) n.  Any of several Mexican and Central American 

shrubs or herbs of the genus Bouvardia cultivated for their showy, narrowly tubu-

lar, variously colored flowers grouped in terminal cymes.  [New Latin Bouvardia, 

genus name, after Charles Bouvard (1572-1658), French physician.]

Bou·vet Island (buùv7 XùlNnd)  A Norwegian dependency in the southern 

Atlantic Ocean near the Antarctic Circle south-southwest of the Cape of Good 

Hope. 

Bou·vier des Flan·dres (bu-vy7Ù dN fl4nùdNrz, d7 fläNùdrN) n.  Any of a 

breed of large, strong dogs developed in Belgium, having a rough, fawn to black 

coat and originally used for herding and guarding cattle.  [French  : bouvier, cow-

herd + des, of + Flandres, Flanders.]

bou·zou·ki (bt-zuùkK, bN-) n.  Music. A Greek stringed instrument resem-

bling a mandolin.  [Modern Greek mpouzouki, probably of Turkish origin.]

Bo·vet (bo-v7ù, -vHtù), Daniel. Born 1907.  Swiss-born Italian physiologist. He 

won a 1957 Nobel Prize for the development of muscle relaxants and the first 

synthetic antihistamine. 

bo·vid (boùvVd) adj.  Of or belonging to the family Bovidae, which includes 

hoofed, hollow-horned ruminants such as cattle, sheep, goats, and buffaloes.   —  
n.  A member of the family Bovidae.  [From New Latin Bovidae, family name, 

from Latin bos, cow. See BOVINE.]

bo·vine (boùvXnÙ, -vKnÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a ruminant mam-

mal of the genus Bos, such as an ox, cow, or buffalo.  2. Sluggish, dull, and stolid.   
—  n.  An animal of the genus Bos.  [Late Latin bovXnus, from Latin bos, cow. See 

gwou- in Appendix.]



bovine growth hormone (boùvXnÙ groth hôrùmonÙ) n.  Abbr. BGH A nat-

urally occurring hormone of cattle that regulates growth and milk production. It 

may also be produced artificially by genetic engineering techniques and adminis-

tered to cows to increase milk production.  Also called bovine somatotropin 

bow1 (bou) n.  Nautical. 1. The front section of a ship or boat.  2. The oar or the 

person wielding the oar closest to the bow.  [Middle English boue, probably of 

Low German origin. See bheug- in Appendix.]

bow2 (bou) v.  bowed, bow·ing, bows.  —  v.  intr. 1. To bend or curve 

downward; stoop.  2. To incline the body or head or bend the knee in greeting, 

consent, courtesy, acknowledgment, submission, or veneration.  3. To yield in 

defeat or out of courtesy; submit.  See Synonyms at yield.   —  v.  tr. 1. To bend 

(the head, knee, or body) to express greeting, consent, courtesy, acknowledgment, 

submission, or veneration.  2. To convey (greeting, for example) by bending the 

body.  3. To escort deferentially:  bowed us into the restaurant.  4. To cause to 

acquiesce; submit.  5. To overburden:  Grief bowed them down.   —  n.  An incli-

nation of the head or body, as in greeting, consent, courtesy, acknowledgment, 

submission, or veneration.   —phrasal verb. bow out. To remove oneself; 

withdraw.   —idiom. bow and scrape. To behave obsequiously.  [Middle 

English bowen, from Old English b7gan. See bheug- in Appendix.]

bow3 (bo) n.  1. A bent, curved, or arched object.  2. A weapon consisting of a 

curved, flexible strip of material, especially wood, strung taut from end to end 

and used to launch arrows.  3. a. An archer.  b. Archers considered as a group.   

4. a. Music. A rod having horsehair drawn tightly between its two raised ends, 

used in playing instruments of the violin and viol families.  b. A stroke made by 

this rod.   5. A knot usually having two loops and two ends; a bowknot.  6. a. A 

frame for the lenses of a pair of eyeglasses.  b. The part of such a frame passing 

over the ear.   7. A rainbow.  8. An oxbow.   —  v.  bowed, bow·ing, bows.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To bend (something) into the shape of a bow.  2. Music. To play (a 

stringed instrument) with a bow.   —  v.  intr. 1. To bend into a curve or bow.  

2. Music. To play a stringed instrument with a bow.  [Middle English bowe, from 

Old English boga. See bheug- in Appendix.]

Bow (bo), Clara. Known as “the It Girl.” 1905-1965.  American actress whose 

roles in silent films, such as Mantrap (1926) and It (1927), made her a symbol of 

the Roaring Twenties. 

bow compass (bou kƒmùpNs) n.  A drawing compass with legs that are con-

nected by an adjustable metal spring band. 

bow·da·cious (boÙd7ùshNs) adj.  & adv.  Southern U.S. & South Midland U.S. 

Variant of bodacious. 
Bow·ditch (bouùdVch), Nathaniel. 1773-1838.  American mathematician and 

astronomer noted for his works concerning navigation. 



bowd·ler·ize (bodùlN-rXzÙ, boudù-) v.  tr. bowd·ler·ized, bowd·ler·iz·ing, 
bowd·ler·iz·es. 1. To expurgate (a book, for example) prudishly.  2. To modify, 

as by shortening or simplifying or by skewing the content in a certain manner.  

[After Thomas Bowdler (1754-1825), who published an expurgated edition of 

Shakespeare in 1818.] —bowdùler·ism n.  —bowdÙler·i·zaùtion (-lNr-V-
z7ùshNn) n.  —bowdùler·izÙer n. 

bow·el (bouùNl, boul) n.  1. a.  Often bowels. The intestine.  b. A part or divi-

sion of the intestine:  the large bowel.   2. bowels. The interior of something:  in 

the bowels of the ship.  3. bowels. Archaic. The seat of pity or the gentler emo-

tions.  [Middle English, from Old French boel, from Latin botellus, small intes-

tine, diminutive of botulus, sausage.]

Bow·ell (boùNl), Sir Mackenzie. 1823-1917.  British-born Canadian prime 

minister (1894-1896) who later led the Conservative opposition (1896-1906). 

bowel movement (bouùNl muvùmNnt) n.  Abbr. b.m. 1. The discharge of 

waste matter from the large intestine; defecation.  2. The waste matter discharged 

from the large intestine; feces. 

Bow·en (boùNn), Catherine Drinker. 1897-1973.  American writer of semific-

tional biographies, such as The Lion and the Throne (1957), a life of Sir Edward 

Coke. 

Bow·en (boùNn), Elizabeth Dorothea Cole. 1899-1973.  Irish-born British 

writer best known for her novels about the upper middle class, notably The House 

in Paris (1935) and The Heat of the Day (1949). 

bow·er1 (bouùNr) n.  1. A shaded, leafy recess; an arbor.  2. A woman’s private 

chamber in a medieval castle; a boudoir.  3. A rustic cottage; a country retreat.   
—  v.  tr. bow·ered, bow·er·ing, bow·ers. To enclose in or as if in a bower; 

embower.  [Middle English bour, a dwelling, from Old English b7r. See bheuN- in 

Appendix.] —bowùer·y adj. 

bow·er2 (bouùNr) n.  Nautical. An anchor carried at the bow. 

bow·er·bird (bouùNr-bûrdÙ) n.  Any of various birds of the family Ptilono-

rhynchidae of Australia and New Guinea, the males of which build large, elabo-

rate structures of grasses, twigs, and brightly colored materials to attract females. 

Bow·ers (bouùNrz), Claude Gernade. 1878-1958.  American diplomat, writer, 

and historian whose works include The Young Jefferson (1945) and Embassy Win-

dows (1958). 

Bow·er·y (bouùN-rK, bouùrK)  A section of lower Manhattan in New York City. 

The street that gives the area its name was once the road to Peter Stuyvesant’s bou-

werij, or farm. At various times the Bowery has been notorious for its saloons, 

petty criminals, and derelicts. 

bow·fin (boùfVnÙ) n.  A primitive, bony freshwater fish (Amia calva) of central 

and eastern North America, with a long, spineless dorsal fin.  Also called dogfish, 

mudfish. 



bow·front (boùfrƒntÙ) adj.  1. Having an outward-curving front:  a bowfront 

bureau.  2. Designed or constructed with a bow window in front:  a bowfront 

house. 

bow·head (boùhHdÙ) n.  A whalebone whale (Balaena mysticetus) of Arctic seas, 

having a very large head and an arched upper jaw. 

Bow·ie (buùK)  A city of west-central Maryland northeast of Washington, D.C. 

It is primarily residential. Population, 37,589. 

Bow·ie (buùK, boùK), James. 1796-1836.  American-born Mexican colonist 

who joined the Texan forces during the struggle for independence from Mexico. 

He died during the defense of the Alamo. 

bow·ie knife (boùK nXf, buùK) n.  A single-edged steel hunting knife, about 15 

inches (38 centimeters) in length, having a hilt and a crosspiece.  [After James 
BOWIE.]

bow·knot (boùnmtÙ) n.  A knot with large, decorative loops. 

bowl1 (bol) n.  1. a. A hemispherical vessel, wider than it is deep, used for hold-

ing food or fluids.  b. The contents of such a vessel.   2. A drinking goblet.  3. A 

bowl-shaped part, as of a spoon or pipe.  4. a. A bowl-shaped topographic 

depression.  b. A bowl-shaped stadium or outdoor theater.   5. Football. Any of 

various post-season games played between specially selected teams.  [Middle 

English bowle, from Old English bolla. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

bowl2 (bol) n.  1. A large wooden ball weighted or slightly flattened so as to roll 

with a bias.  2. Sports. A roll or throw of the ball, as in bowling.  3. bowls. (used 

with a sing. verb). Sports & Games. See lawn bowling.  4. A revolving cylinder 

or drum in a machine.   —  v.  bowled, bowl·ing, bowls.  —  v.  intr. 

1. Sports. a. To participate in a game of bowling.  b. To throw or roll a ball in 

bowling.  c. To hurl a cricket ball from one end of the pitch toward the batsman 

at the other, keeping the arm straight throughout the delivery.   2. To move 

quickly and smoothly, especially by rolling:  The children bowled along on their 

bicycles.   —  v.  tr. 1. To throw or roll (a ball).  2. Sports. a. To achieve (a specified 

score) by bowling.  b. To perform (a specified amount, as a string or game) in 

bowling.   3. To move quickly and smoothly by or as if by rolling:  bowled a tire 

from the garage.  4. To meet or strike with or as if with the force of a rapidly roll-

ing object.   —phrasal verbs. bowl out. Sports. To retire (a batsman in 

cricket) with a bowled ball that knocks the bails off the wicket.  bowl over. 2. To 

take by surprise.  3. To make a powerful impression on; overwhelm.  [Middle 

English boule, from Old French, from Latin bulla, round object.]

bowl·der (bolùdNr) n.  Variant of boulder. 
bow·leg (boùlHgÙ) n.  1. A leg having an outward curvature in the region of the 

knee.  2. The condition of such a curvature of the legs. 

bow·leg·ged (boùlHgÙVd, -lHgdÙ) adj.  Having bowlegs. 

bowl·er1 (boùlNr) n.  Sports. One that bowls, as in cricket or bowling. 



bowl·er2 (boùlNr) n.  A derby hat.  [Probably from BOWL
2.]

Bowles (bolz), Chester Bliss. 1901-1986.  American diplomat and writer who 

served as U.S. ambassador to India (1951-1953 and 1963-1969) and wrote several 

books, notably The New Dimension of Peace (1955). 

bow·line (boùlVn, -lXnÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A rope attached to the weather leech of a 

square sail to hold the leech forward when sailing close-hauled.  2. A knot form-

ing a loop that does not slip.   —idiom. on a bowline. Nautical. Close-hauled.  

[Middle English bouline, probably from Middle Danish bovline, or Middle Low 

German bolXne both from boch lXne : boch, bow + lXne, line (from Latin lXnea); see 

LINE
1.]

bowl·ing (boùlVng) n.  Sports & Games. 1. a. A game played by rolling a ball 

down a wooden alley in order to knock down a triangular group of ten pins.  Also 

called tenpins b. A similar game, such as duckpins or ninepins.   2. Lawn bowling  

3. The playing of one of these games. 

bowling alley (boùlVng 4lùK) n.  Sports. 1. A smooth, level wooden lane used in 

bowling.  2. A building or room containing lanes for bowling. 

bowling ball (boùlVng bôl) n.  Sports. A large spherical ball, usually of rubber 

or plastic, having one or more indentations for the thumb and fingers. 

bowling green (boùlVng grKn) n.  Sports & Games. A level grassy area for lawn 

bowling. 

Bowl·ing Green (boùlVng grKnÙ)  1. A city of southern Kentucky southeast of 

Owensboro. It was occupied by the Confederates from the start of the Civil War 

until 1862. Population, 40,641.  2. A city of northwest Ohio south-southwest of 

Toledo. Bowling Green State University (established 1910) is located here. Popula-

tion, 28,176. 

bow·man1 (boùmNn) n.  An archer. 

bow·man2 (bouùmNn) n.  Nautical. A person who oars, rows, or paddles at the 

bow of a boat. 

Bow·man’s capsule (boùmNnz k4pùsNl) n.  Anatomy. A double-walled, cup-

shaped structure around the glomerulus of each nephron of the vertebrate kid-

ney. It serves as a filter to remove organic wastes, excess inorganic salts, and water.  

[After Sir William Bowman (1816-1892), British surgeon.]

bow pen (bo pHn) n.  A bow compass with a pen at the end of one leg. 

bow saw (bo sô) n.  A saw with a slender blade connected at each end to a nar-

row handle that curves outward like an archer’s bow. 

bowse (bouz) v.  Variant of bouse. 
Bow·ser (bouùzNr)  A trademark used for a mobile fuel tank and pump 

employed in refueling aircraft and other vehicles. 

bow·shot (boùshmtÙ) n.  The distance that an arrow can be shot. 

bow·sprit (bouùsprVtÙ, boù-) n.  Nautical. A spar, extending forward from the 

stem of a ship, to which the stays of the foremast are fastened.  [Middle English 



bouspret, possibly from Middle Low German bochsprKt : boch, bow + sprKt, sprit; 

see sper- in Appendix.]

bow·string (boùstrVngÙ) n.  The cord attached to both ends of an archer’s bow. 

bowstring hemp (boùstrVngÙ hHmp) n.  1. Any of several tropical African 

and Asian perennial plants of the genus Sansevieria, having thick, swordlike, 

spine-tipped leaves grouped in rosettes.  2. The fibers of any of these plants, used 

for bowstrings, cordage, mats, and nets. 

bow tie (bo tX) n.  A short necktie fashioned into a bowknot close to the throat. 

bow window (bo wVnùdo) n.  A bay window built in a curve. 

bow-wow  or bow·wow (bouùwouù) n.  1. a. The bark of a dog.  

b. Informal. A dog.   2. Outcry; clamor.  3. An overbearing manner.   —  adj.  

Commanding, especially in an arrogant manner; overbearing.  [Imitative.]

bow·yer (boùyNr) n.  1. One who makes or sells bows for archery.  2. Archaic. 

An archer. 

box1 (bmks) n.  1.  Abbr. bx., bx a. A container typically constructed with four 

sides perpendicular to the base and often having a lid or cover.  b. The amount or 

quantity that such a container can hold.   2. A square or rectangle:  Draw a box 

around your answer.  3. a. A separated compartment in a public place of enter-

tainment, such as a theater or stadium, for the accommodation of a small group.  

b. An area of a public place, such as a courtroom or stadium, marked off and 

restricted for use by persons performing a specific function:  a jury box.   4. A 

small structure serving as a shelter:  a sentry box.  5. Chiefly British. A small coun-

try house used as a sporting lodge:  a shooting box.  6. A box stall.  7. The raised 

seat for the driver of a coach or carriage.  8. Baseball. a. An area on a diamond 

marked by lines designating where the batter may stand.  b. Any of various desig-

nated areas for other team members, such as the pitcher, catcher, and coaches.   

9. Sports. A penalty box.  10. Printing. Featured printed matter enclosed by hair-

lines, a border, or white space and placed within or between text columns.  11. A 

hollow made in the side of a tree for the collection of sap.  12. A post office box.  

13. a. An insulating, enclosing, or protective casing or part in a machine.  b. A 

signaling device enclosed in a casing:  an alarm box.   14. a. Informal. A televi-

sion.  b. A very large portable radio.   15. Chiefly British. A gift or gratuity, espe-

cially one given at Christmas.  16. An awkward or perplexing situation; a 

predicament.  17. Vulgar Slang. The vulva and the vagina.   —  v.  tr. boxed, 
box·ing, box·es. 1. To pack in a box.  2. To confine in or as if in a box.  3. To 

border or enclose with or as if with a box:  Key sections of the report are boxed off.  

4. To provide a housing or case for (a machine part, for example).  5. a. To limit 

the activity or influence of by or as if by creating a restrictive structure or outlin-

ing a territory:  The legislature was boxed in by its earlier decisions.  b. Sports. To 

block (a competitor or opponent) from advancing, especially to hinder an oppo-

nent from getting a rebound in basketball by placing oneself between the oppo-



nent and the basket:  was boxed out by the tallest player on the team; was boxed in 

on the homestretch.   6. Nautical. To boxhaul.  7. To cut a hole in (a tree) for the 

collection of sap.  8. To blend (paint) by pouring alternately between two con-

tainers.  9. To change the shape of (a structure, such as a wall) by applying lath 

and plaster or boarding.   —idioms. box the compass. 1. To name the 32 

points of the compass in proper order.  2. To make a complete revolution or 

reversal.  in a box. Informal. In a very difficult or restrictive situation.  [Middle 

English, from Old English, from Late Latin buxis, from Greek puxis, from puxos, 

box tree.]

box2 (bmks) n.  A slap or blow with the hand or fist:  a box on the ear.   —  v.  

boxed, box·ing, box·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit with the hand or fist.  2. Sports. To 

take part in a boxing match with.   —  v.  intr. To fight with the fists or in a boxing 

match.  [Middle English.]

box3 (bmks) n.  pl. box or box·es. 1. a. Any of several evergreen shrubs or trees 

of the genus Buxus, especially the Eurasian species B. sempervirens, having oppo-

site, leathery, simple leaves and clusters of unisexual flowers. It is widely grown as 

a hedge plant.  b. The hard, light yellow wood of these plants, used to make musi-

cal instruments, rulers, inlays, and engraving blocks.   2. Any of several other 

shrubs or trees with similar foliage or timber.  [Middle English, from Old English, 

from Latin buxus, from Greek puxos.]

box·board (bmksùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A firm cardboard used for making boxes. 

box calf (bmks k4f) n.  Calfskin treated with chromium salts and having square 

markings on the grain.  [After Joseph Box, a 19th-century London bootmaker.]

box camera (bmks k4mùNr-N) n.  A simple camera shaped like a box and usually 

having a fixed focus and a single shutter speed. 

box·car (bmksùkärÙ) n.  1. A fully enclosed railroad car, typically having sliding 

side doors, used to transport freight.  2. boxcars. Games. A pair of sixes on the 

first throw in craps. 

box coat (bmks kot) n.  1. A coat designed to hang loosely from the shoulders.  

2. A heavy overcoat formerly worn by coachmen.  [BOX
1 + COAT.]

box elder (bmks HlùdNr) n.  A North American maple tree (Acer negundo) having 

pinnately compound leaves with coarsely toothed to lobed leaflets.  Also called 

ash-leaved maple 

box·er1 (bmkùsNr) n.  Sports. One who fights with the fists as a sport. 

box·er2 (bmkùsNr) n.  One that packs items in boxes. 

box·er3 (bmkùsNr) n.  A medium-sized, short-haired dog of a breed developed in 

Germany, having a brownish coat and a short, square-jawed muzzle.  [German, 

from English BOXER
1 (from its pugnacious nature).]

Box·er (bmkùsNr) n.  A member of a secret society in China that unsuccessfully 

attempted in 1900 to drive foreigners from the country by violence and force Chi-

nese Christians to renounce their religion.  [Approximate translation of Chinese 



(Mandarin) yì hé quán, righteous harmonious fists, alteration of yì hé tuán, righ-

teous harmonious society  : yì, righteous + hé, harmonious + tuán, society.]

boxer shorts (bmkùsNr shôrts) pl.n.  Men’s full-cut undershorts. 

box·fish (bmksùfVshÙ) n.  pl. boxfish or box·fish·es. See trunkfish. 
box·haul (bmksùhôlÙ) v.  tr. box·hauled, box·haul·ing, box·hauls. Nautical. 

To turn (a square-rigged ship) about on the heel by bracing the sails aback.  [BOX
1, 

to confine, reverse + HAUL.]

box·ing1 (bmkùsVng) n.  1. Material used for boxes.  2. A boxlike covering or 

enclosure.  3. The act of enclosing in a box. 

box·ing2 (bmkùsVng) n.  Sports. The act, activity, or sport of fighting with the 

fists. 

Box·ing Day (bmkùsVng d7) n.  The first weekday after Christmas, celebrated as 

a holiday in parts of the British Commonwealth, when Christmas gifts are tradi-

tionally given to service workers. 

boxing glove (bmkùsVng glƒv) n.  Sports. A heavily padded leather mitten worn 

for boxing. 

box kite (bmks kXt) n.  A tailless kite formed from or as if from two or more 

open-ended boxes connected at the corners by shafts spanning an interval of 

open space. 

box lunch (bmks lƒnch) n.  An individually portioned lunch packed in a small 

box. 

box office (bmks ôùfVs) n.  1. A booth, as in a theater or stadium, where tickets 

are sold.  2. a. The drawing power of a theatrical entertainment or of a per-

former; popular appeal.  b. A factor influencing this power:  Notoriety is usually 

good box office.   3. Total attendance for an entertainment; turnout.  4. The 

amount of money received from ticket sales for an entertainment.  [So named 

because it was originally an office for the booking of boxes in a theater.] —boxù-
ofÙfice (bmksùôÙfVs, -mfÙVs) adj. 

box pleat (bmks plKt) n.  A double pleat having two upper folds facing in oppo-

site directions and two under folds pressed toward each other. 

box score (bmks skôr) n.  Sports. A printed summary of a game, especially in 

baseball, in the form of a table listing the players and their positions and record-

ing individual performance. 

box seat (bmks sKt) n.  1. A seat in a box at a public place of entertainment, such 

as a theater or stadium.  2. A storage box on a coach, the lid of which serves as a 

seat for the driver. 

box set (bmks sHt) n.  A stage set with a ceiling and three walls. 

box social (bmks soùshNl) n.  A fund-raising event in which donated box 

lunches are auctioned off. 

box spring (bmks sprVng) n.  A bedspring consisting of a cloth-covered frame 

containing rows of coil springs. 



box stall (bmks stôl) n.  A large enclosed stall for a single animal. 

box step (bmks stHp) n.  A dance step in which the feet are moved in a pattern 

approximating a square. 

box·thorn (bmksùthôrnÙ) n.  See matrimony vine. 
box top (bmks tmp) n.  The top surface, as a flap or strip, of a box containing a 

commercial product, typically bearing identification and used to prove the date 

or fact of purchase. 

box turtle (bmks tûrùtl) n.  Any of several North American land turtles of the 

genus Terrapene having a hinged plastron that pulls up against the carapace, 

allowing the animal to become completely encased within its shell.  Also called 

box tortoise 

box·wood (bmksùwtdÙ) n.  1. The box plant.  2. The wood of the box plant. 

box·y (bmkùsK) adj.  box·i·er, box·i·est. Resembling a box, especially in simplic-

ity or rectangularity.   —boxùi·ness n. 

boy (boi) n.  1. A male child.  2. An immature or inexperienced man, especially a 

young man.  3. A son:  his youngest boy.  4. Informal. A grown man; a fellow:  a 

night out with the boys.  5. A male who comes from or belongs to a particular 

place:  a city boy.  6. Offensive. A male servant, such as a valet.   —  interj.  Used to 

express mild astonishment, elation, or disgust:  Oh boy—what a surprise!  [Middle 

English boi, possibly from Old French embuié, servant, past participle of embuier, 

to fetter.] —boyùhoodÙ n. 

bo·yar (bo-yärù, boiùNr) n.  A member of a class of higher Russian nobility that 

until the time of Peter I headed the civil and military administration of the coun-

try and participated in an early duma.  [From boiaren, from Russian boyarin, 

from Old Russian boljarin, from Turkic baylar, pl. of bay, rich; akin to Turkish 

bay, rich, gentleman.]

boy·cott (boiùkmtÙ) v.  tr. boy·cott·ed, boy·cott·ing, boy·cotts. 1. To act 

together in abstaining from using, buying, or dealing with as an expression of 

protest or disfavor or as a means of coercion.  See Synonyms at blackball.  2. To 

abstain from or unite with others in abstaining from using, buying, or dealing 

with.   —  n.  The act or an instance of boycotting.  [After Charles C. Boycott 

(1832-1897), English land agent in Ireland.] —boyùcottÙer n.  

WORD HISTORY: Charles C. Boycott seems to have been forced by his strong

sense of duty into becoming a household word. Boycott was the estate agent of

the Earl of Erne in County Mayo, Ireland. The earl was one of the absentee land-

owners who as a group held most of the land in Ireland. Boycott was chosen in

the fall of 1880 to be the test case for a new policy advocated by Charles Parnell,

an Irish politician who wanted land reform. Any landlord who would not charge

lower rents or any tenant who took over the farm of an evicted tenant would be

given the complete cold shoulder by Parnell’s supporters. Boycott, a former British



soldier, refused to charge lower rents and ejected his tenants. At this point mem-

bers of Parnell’s Irish Land League stepped in, and Boycott and his family found

themselves isolated—without servants, farmhands, service in stores, or mail de-

livery. Boycott’s name was quickly adopted as the term for this treatment, not just

in English but in other languages such as French, Dutch, German, and Russian.

Boy·den (boidùn), Seth. 1788-1870.  American inventor of processes for the 

manufacture of patent leather, workable forms of iron, and shaped hats. His 

brother Uriah Atherton Boyden (1804-1879) improved the turbine water 

wheel. 

Boyd Orr (boidù ôrù, orù), Lord John. 1880-1971.  British nutritionist. He won 

the 1949 Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to alleviate world hunger. 

boy·friend also boy friend (boiùfrHndÙ) n.  1. A favored male companion or 

sweetheart.  2. A male friend. 

boy·ish (boiùVsh) adj.  Characteristic of or befitting a boy:  boyish charm.   
—boyùish·ly adv.  —boyùish·ness n. 

Boyle (boil), Kay. 1902?-1992.  American writer whose works examine the rela-

tionships between Europeans and Americans. 

Boyle (boil), Robert. 1627-1691.  Irish-born British physicist and chemist 

whose precise definitions of chemical elements and reactions began the separa-

tion of chemistry from alchemy. In 1662 he formulated Boyle’s law. 

Boyle’s law (boilz lô) n.  The principle that at a constant temperature the vol-

ume of a confined ideal gas varies inversely with its pressure.  [After Robert 
BOYLE.]

Boyl·ston (boilùstNn), Zabdiel. 1679-1766.  American physician who was the 

first to administer the smallpox vaccine in America (1721). 

Boyne (boin)  A river of eastern Ireland flowing about 113 km (70 mi) to the 

Irish Sea. In the Battle of the Boyne on July 1, 1690, the armies of King William III 

defeated the forces of James II, who fled to France. 

Boyn·ton Beach (boinùtNn bKch)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic 

Ocean north of Boca Raton. It is a seaside resort. Population, 46,194. 

Boy Scout (boi skout) n.  1. A member of a worldwide organization of young 

men and boys, founded in England in 1908, for character development and citi-

zenship training.  2.  Often boy scout. Slang. A man whose attitudes and behav-

ior are felt to be naive. 

boy·sen·ber·ry (boiùzNn-bHrÙK) n.  1. A prickly bramble of uncertain origin 

but ultimately derived from a western North American blackberry (Rubus ursi-

nus).  2. The edible, dark wine-red to nearly black fruit of this plant, having a 

taste suggestive of raspberries.  [After Rudolph Boysen (died 1950), American 

botanist.]



boy wonder (boi wƒnùdNr) n.  An extremely talented and accomplished young 

man. 

Boz·ca·a·da (bozÙjä-ä-däù)  An island of Turkey in the northeast Aegean Sea 

south of the Dardanelles. According to tradition, it was the site of a Greek naval 

station during the Trojan War. 

Boze·man (bozùmNn)  A city of southwest Montana east-southeast of Butte. 

Settled in the 1860’s, it is a gateway to Yellowstone National Park. Population, 

22,660. 

bo·zo (boùzo) n.  pl. bo·zos. Slang. 1. A fellow; a guy.  2. A dunce; a fool.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

bp1 abbr.  Boiling point. 

bp2 also BP abbr.  Beautiful people. 

BP abbr.  1.  Or B/P. Bills payable.  2.  Or B.P.. Blood pressure. 

bp. abbr.  1. Birthplace.  2. Games. Bishop. 

B.P. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Pharmacy.  2. Bachelor of Philosophy. 

bpd abbr.  Barrels per day. 

B.Pd. abbr.  Bachelor of Pedagogy. 

B.P.E. abbr.  Bachelor of Physical Education. 

B.Ph. abbr.  Bachelor of Philosophy. 

B.Phil. abbr.  Bachelor of Philosophy. 

bpi abbr.  Computer Science. 1. Bits per inch.  2. Bytes per inch. 

B picture (bKù pVkùchNr) n.  A movie produced on a low budget, originally made 

to accompany the main feature in a double billing.  Also called B movie 

bpl abbr.  Birthplace. 

BPOE  or B.P.O.E. abbr.  Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks. 

Br  The symbol for the element bromine. 
BR abbr.  1. Bedroom.  2.  Or B/R. Bills receivable. 

br. abbr.  1. Branch.  2. Law. Brief.  3. Bronze.  4.  Or Br.. Brother.  5. Brown. 

Br. abbr.  1. Britain.  2. British. 

bra (brä) n.  A brassiere. 

Bra·bant (brN-b4ntù, -bäntù, bräùbNnt, -bäntÙ)  A region and former duchy of 

the Netherlands. It became an independent duchy in 1190 and is now divided 

between the southern Netherlands and north-central Belgium. 

brab·ble (br4bùNl) v.  intr. brab·bled, brab·bling, brab·bles. To quarrel 

noisily, especially over a small matter; wrangle.   —  n.  A petty dispute; a squab-

ble.  [Probably from Middle Dutch brabbelen, to squabble.] —brabùbler n. 

bra burner (brä bûrùnNr) n.  Slang. A woman perceived as having militant fem-

inist views. 

brace (br7s) n.  1. A device that holds or fastens two or more parts together or in 

place; a clamp.  2. A device, such as a supporting beam in a building or a connect-

ing wire or rope, that steadies or holds something else erect.  3. braces. Chiefly 



British. Suspenders.  4. An orthopedic appliance used to support, align, or hold a 

bodily part in the correct position.  5.  Often braces. A dental appliance, con-

structed of bands and wires that is fixed to the teeth to correct irregular align-

ment.  6. An extremely stiff, erect posture.  7. A cause or source of renewed 

physical or spiritual vigor.  8. A protective pad strapped to the bow arm of an 

archer.  9. Nautical. A rope by which a yard is swung and secured on a square-

rigged ship.  10. A cranklike handle with an adjustable aperture at one end for 

securing and turning a bit.  11. Music. A leather loop that slides to change the 

tension on the cord of a drum.  12. Music. a. A vertical line, usually accompanied 

by the symbol {, connecting two or more staffs.  b. A set of staffs connected in 

this way.   13. A symbol, { or }, enclosing two or more lines of text or listed items 

to show that they are considered as a unit.  14. Mathematics. Either of a pair of 

symbols, { }, used to indicate aggregation or to clarify the grouping of quantities 

when parentheses and square brackets have already been used.  Also called bracket 

15. pl. brace. A pair of like things:  three brace of partridges.  See Synonyms at 

couple.   —  v.  braced, brac·ing, brac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To furnish with a 

brace.  2. To support or hold steady with or as if with a brace; reinforce.  3. To 

prepare or position so as to be ready for impact or danger:  Union members braced 

themselves for a confrontation with management.  4. To confront with questions or 

requests.  5. To increase the tension of.  6. To invigorate; stimulate: “The freshness 

of the September morning inspired and braced him” (Thomas Hardy).  7. Nautical. 

To turn (the yards of a ship) by the braces.   —  v.  intr. To get ready; make prepa-

rations.   —phrasal verb. brace up. To summon one’s strength or endurance.  

[Middle English, from Old French, two arms, from Latin br7cchia, pl. of 

br7cchium, arm, from Greek brakhion, upper arm; see mregh-u- in Appendix. V., 

partly from Old French bracier from Old French brace.]

brace·let (br7sùlVt) n.  1. An ornamental band or chain encircling the wrist or 

arm.  2. Something, such as a handcuff, that resembles a wrist ornament.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, diminutive of bracel, armlet, from Latin br7cchi7le, 

from br7cchium, arm. See BRACE.]

brac·er1 (br7ùsNr) n.  1. One that braces, especially one that supports or holds 

something steady.  2. Informal. A stimulating drink, especially of an alcoholic 

beverage. 

bra·cer2 (br7ùsNr) n.  An arm or wrist guard worn by archers and fencers.  [Mid-

dle English, probably from Anglo-Norman, from Old French braceure, from bras, 

arm, from Latin br7cchium. See BRACE.]

bra·ce·ro (brN-sârùo) n.  pl. bra·ce·ros. A Mexican laborer permitted to enter 

the United States and work for a limited period of time, especially in agriculture.  

[Spanish, laborer, from brazo, arm, from Latin br7cchium, from Greek brakhion, 

upper arm. See mregh-u- in Appendix.]

brace root (br7s rut) n.  See prop root. 



bra·chi·a (br7ùkK-N, br4kùK-N) n.  Plural of brachium. 
bra·chi·al (br7ùkK-Nl, br4kùK-) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling the arm or a 

similar or homologous part, such as the foreleg, wing, or other forelimb of a ver-

tebrate:  the brachial artery.  [From Latin br7cchi7lis, from br7cchium, arm. See 

BRACHIUM.]

brachial plexus (br7ùkK-Nl plHkùsNs) n.  Anatomy. A network of nerves located 

in the neck and axilla, composed of the anterior branches of the lower four cervi-

cal and first two thoracic spinal nerves and supplying the chest, shoulder, and 

arm. 

bra·chi·ate (br7ùkK-Vt, -7tÙ, br4kùK-) adj.  Zoology. Having arms or armlike 

appendages.   —  v.  intr. bra·chi·at·ed, bra·chi·at·ing, bra·chi·ates (-7tÙ). To 

move by swinging with the arms from one hold to another, as certain apes do.  

[Latin br7cchi7tus, from br7cchium, arm, V., from New Latin br7chi7re, br7chi7t-, 

from br7cchium. See BRACHIUM.] —braÙchi·aùtion n. 

bra·chi·o·ce·phal·ic (br7ùkK-o-sN-f4lùVk, br4kùK-) adj.  Anatomy. Of or involv-

ing the arm and the head.  [BRACHI(UM) + CEPHALIC.]

brachiocephalic artery (br7ùkK-o-sN-f4lùVk ärùtN-rK) n.  See innominate 
artery. 

brachiocephalic trunk (br7ùkK-o-sN-f4lùVk trƒngk) n.  See innominate 
artery. 

brachiocephalic vein (br7ùkK-o-sN-f4lùVk v7n) n.  See innominate vein. 
bra·chi·o·pod (br7ùkK-N-pmdÙ, br4kùK-) n.  Any of various marine invertebrates 

of the phylum Brachiopoda, having bivalve dorsal and ventral shells enclosing a 

pair of tentacled, armlike structures that are used to sweep minute food particles 

into the mouth.  Also called lampshell [From New Latin Br7chiopoda, phylum 

name  : Latin br7cchium, arm; see BRACHIUM + New Latin -poda, -pod.] 
—brachùi·o·podÙ adj. 

bra·chi·um (br7ùkK-Nm, br4kùK-) n.  pl. bra·chi·a (br7ùkK-N, br4kùK-N). 1. The 

part of the upper arm or forelimb extending from the shoulder to the elbow.  

2. An arm or a homologous anatomical structure, such as a flipper or wing.  

3. The part of a limb or process corresponding to an arm.  [Latin br7cchium, arm, 

from Greek brakhion, upper arm. See mregh-u- in Appendix.]

brachy- pref.  Short:  brachydactylic.  [Greek brakhu-, from brakhus, short. See 

mregh-u- in Appendix.]

brach·y·ce·phal·ic (br4kÙV-sN-f4lùVk) also brach·y·ceph·a·lous (-sHfùN-lNs) 

adj.  Having a short, broad head with a cephalic index over 80.   
—brachÙy·cephùa·ly (-sHfùN-lK), brachÙy·cephùa·lism n. 

brach·y·dac·tyl·ic (br4kÙV-d4k-tVlùVk) also brach·y·dac·ty·lous (-d4kùtN-lNs) 

adj.  Having abnormally short fingers or toes.   —brachÙy·dac·tylùi·a (-tVlùK-N), 
brachÙy·dacùty·ly (-d4kùtN-lK)  n. 



bra·chyl·o·gy (br4-kVlùN-jK) n.  pl. bra·chyl·o·gies. 1. Brevity of speech; con-

ciseness.  2. A shortened or condensed phrase or expression.  [Medieval Latin 

brachylogia, from Greek brakhulogia : brakhu-, brachy- + logos, speech; see -LOGY.]

bra·chyp·ter·ous (br4-kVpùtNr-Ns) adj.  Having very short or rudimentary 

wings, as certain insects.  [From Greek brakhupteros : brakhu-, brachy- + pteron, 

wing; see -PTER.] —bra·chypùter·ism (-tN-rVzÙNm) n. 

brach·y·u·ran (br4kÙK-ytrùNn) also brach·y·u·ral (-ytrùNl)  or 

brach·y·u·rous (-ytrùNs) adj.  Of or belonging to the Brachyura, a group of 

crustaceans including the true crabs, characterized by a short abdomen concealed 

under the cephalothorax.   —  n.  A member of the Brachyura.  [From New Latin 

Brachyura, suborder name  : Greek brakhu-, brachy- + Greek oura, tail; see -

UROUS.]

brac·ing (br7ùsVng) adj.  Invigorating or refreshing; strengthening:  a bracing 

tonic.   —  n.  1. A support; a brace.  2. Braces considered as a group.   
—bracùing·ly adv. 

bra·ci·o·la (bräÙchK-oùlN, brä-choù-)  or bra·ci·o·le (-l7Ù, -lHÙ) n.  A thin slice of 

meat, usually wrapped around a stuffing and cooked with wine.  [Italian, proba-

bly from dialectal bras’ola, from bras’a, glowing ember, of Germanic origin. See 

bhreu- in Appendix.]

brack·en (br4kùNn) n.  1. A widespread, often weedy fern (Pteridium aquili-

num) having large, triangular, pinnately compound fronds and often forming 

dense thickets.  2. An area overgrown with this fern.  [Middle English braken, 

probably of Scandinavian origin. See bhreg- in Appendix.]

Brack·en·ridge (br4kùVn-rVjÙ), Hugh Henry. 1748-1816.  Scottish-born 

American writer whose works of fiction, such as Modern Chivalry (1792-1805, 

revised 1815), were among the first to incorporate American subject matter. 

brack·et (br4kùVt) n.  1. a. A simple rigid structure in the shape of an L, one arm 

of which is fixed to a vertical surface, the other projecting horizontally to support 

a shelf or other weight.  b. A small shelf or shelves supported by such structures.   

2. Architecture. A decorative or weight-bearing structural unit, two sides of which 

form a right angle with one arm flush against a wall and the other flush beneath a 

projecting surface; a console or corbel.  3. A wall-anchored fixture for gas or elec-

tricity.  4. a. One of a pair of marks, [], used to enclose written or printed mate-

rial or to indicate a mathematical expression considered in some sense a single 

quantity.  Also called square bracket b.  See angle bracket.  c. Mathematics. See 

brace (n., sense 14).   5. Chiefly British. One of a pair of parentheses.  6. A classi-

fication or grouping, especially within a sequence of numbers or grades, as a cat-

egory of incomes sharing the same tax rate.  7. a. The distance between two 

impacting shells, the first aimed beyond a target and the second aimed short of it, 

used to determine the range for artillery fire.  b. The shells fired in such a man-

ner.    —  v.  tr. brack·et·ed, brack·et·ing, brack·ets. 1. To furnish or support 



with a bracket or brackets.  2. To place within or as if within brackets.  3. To clas-

sify or group together.  4. To include or exclude by establishing specific bound-

aries.  5. To fire beyond and short of (a target) in order to determine artillery 

range.  [Possibly French braguette, codpiece, diminutive of brague, breeches, from 

Old Provençal braga, from Latin br7cae, of Celtic origin.]

bracket creep (br4kùVt krKp) n.  Informal. A shift of personal income into a 

higher tax bracket when the taxable income increases over time. 

bracket fungus (br4kùVt fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of various fungi that form shelflike 

growths on tree trunks and wood structures.  Also called shelf fungus 

brack·ish (br4kùVsh) adj.  1. Having a somewhat salty taste, especially from con-

taining a mixture of seawater and fresh water: “You could cut the brackish winds 

with a knife/Here in Nantucket” (Robert Lowell).  2. Distasteful; unpalatable:  a 

thin, brackish gruel.  [From Dutch brak.] —brackùish·ness n. 

Brack·nell (br4kùnNl)  A town of southeast England. It was designated as a new 

town in 1949 to alleviate overcrowding in London. Population, 50,100. 

brac·o·nid (br4kùN-nVd) n.  Any of several ichneumon flies of the family Bra-

conidae, the larvae of which are parasitic on other insects.  [From New Latin Bra-

conidae, family name, possibly from Greek brakhus, short. See BRACHY-.]

bract (br4kt) n.  A leaflike or scalelike plant part, usually small, sometimes showy 

or brightly colored, and located just below a flower, a flower stalk, or an inflores-

cence.  [From Latin bractea, gold leaf, perhaps from Greek brakhein, to rattle.] 
—bracùte·al (br4kùtK-Nl) adj. 

brac·te·ate (br4kùtK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Bearing bracts.  [New Latin bracte7tus, from 

Latin bractea, gold leaf. See BRACT.]

brac·te·o·late (br4kùtK-N-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Bearing bracteoles. 

brac·te·ole (br4kùtK-olÙ) n.  A small bract.  [Latin bracteola, gold leaf, diminu-

tive of bractea. See BRACT.]

brad (br4d) n.  A thin wire nail with a small head or a slight side projection 

instead of a head.  [Middle English, from Old Norse broddr, spike.] —brad v. 

brad·awl (br4dùôlÙ) n.  An awl with a beveled tip, used to make holes in wood 

for brads or screws. 

Brad·bur·y (br4dùbHrÙK, -bN-rK), Ray Douglas. Born 1920.  American writer 

of science fiction mingled with social commentary. His works include The Mar-

tian Chronicles (1950) and Fahrenheit 451 (1953). 

Brad·dock (br4dùNk), Edward. 1695-1755.  British general in America during 

the French and Indian War. He was mortally wounded during his unsuccessful 

expedition against Fort Duquesne (now Pittsburgh). 

Bra·den·ton (br7dùn-tNn)  A city of west-central Florida on an inlet of Tampa 

Bay south of Tampa. Hernando de Soto is believed to have landed near here in 

1539. Population, 43,779. 



Brad·ford (br4dùfNrd)  A borough of north-central England west of Leeds. Its 

worsted industry dates from the Middle Ages. Population, 464,100. 

Brad·ford (br4dùfNrd), Roark. 1896-1948.  American writer whose works, such 

as John Henry (1931), reflect Black folklore. 

Brad·ford1 (br4dùfNrd), William. 1590-1657.  English Puritan colonist in 

America. A signer of the Mayflower Compact and a settler of Plymouth Planta-

tion, he was elected governor for 30 one-year terms and led the colony through its 

difficult early years. 

Brad·ford2 (br4dùfNrd), William. 1663-1752.  English-born American colonial 

printer whose press produced the first American Book of Common Prayer 

(1710), New York City’s first newspaper (1725), and numerous other items. 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), Francis Herbert. 1846-1924.  British philosopher who, like 

Hegel, maintained that the mind is more fundamental than matter. 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), Henry. 1845-1923.  English lexicographer who was senior 

editor (1915-1923) of the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), James. 1693-1762.  English astronomer who discovered the 

aberration of light (1728) and the earth’s nutation (1748). 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), Joseph P. 1813-1892.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1870-1892). 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), Omar Nelson. 1893-1981.  American general who played a 

major part in the Allied victory in World War II. 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), Thomas. Born 1917.  American policeman and politician 

who became the first Black mayor of Los Angeles in 1973. He was narrowly 

defeated when he ran for governor of California in 1982. 

Brad·ley (br4dùlK), William Warren. Born 1943.  American basketball player 

and politician. He played for the New York Knicks (1967-1977) and was elected 

U.S. senator for New Jersey in 1978. 

Brad·street (br4dùstrKtÙ), Anne Dudley. 1612-1672.  English-born colonial 

poet who wrote several collections of verse, including The Tenth Muse Lately 

Sprung Up in America (1650). Her husband, Simon (1603-1697), was a colonial 

administrator and governor of Massachusetts (1679-1686 and 1689-1692). 

Bra·dy (br7ùdK), James Buchanan. Known as “Diamond Jim.” 1856-1917.  

American financier and philanthropist who gained his nickname because of his 

attraction to diamonds and his extravagant lifestyle. 

Bra·dy (br7ùdK), Mathew B. 1823-1896.  American pioneer photographer who 

was famous for his portraits and was appointed official Union photographer of 

the Civil War in 1861. 

brady- pref.  Slow:  bradycardia.  [Greek bradu-, from bradus, slow.]

brad·y·car·di·a (br4dÙV-kärùdK-N) n.  Slowness of the heart rate, usually fewer 

than 60 beats per minute in an adult human being.  [BRADY- + Greek kardia, 

heart; see CARDIA.] —bradÙy·carùdic (-dVk) adj. 



brad·y·ki·nin (br4dÙV-kXùnVn, -kVnùVn) n.  A biologically active polypeptide, 

consisting of nine amino acids, that forms from a blood plasma globulin and 

mediates the inflammatory response, increases vasodilation, and causes contrac-

tion of smooth muscle. 

brad·y·lo·gia (br4dÙN-loùjN, -jK-N) n.  Abnormally slow speech.  [BRADY- + 

Greek logos, speech; see -LOGY + -IA
1.]

brae (br7) n.  Scots. A hillside; a slope.  [Middle English bra, from Old Norse br7, 

eyelash.]

brag (br4g) v.  bragged, brag·ging, brags.  —  v.  intr. To talk boastfully.  See 

Synonyms at boast1.   —  v.  tr. To assert boastfully.   —  n.  1. A boast.  

2. Arrogant or boastful speech or manner.  3. Something boasted of.  4. A brag-

gart; a boaster.  5. Games. A card game similar to poker.   —  adj.  brag·ger, 
brag·gest. Exceptionally fine.  [Middle English braggen, from brag, ostenta-

tious.] —bragùger n. 

Bra·ga (bräùgN)  A city of northwest Portugal north-northeast of Oporto. Said to 

have been founded by the Carthaginians, it was an important settlement in 

Roman times. Population, 63,033. 

Bra·gan·za (brN-g4nùzN) also Bra·gan·ça (-gäNùsä)  A dynasty of Portuguese 

rulers (1640-1910) who also controlled Brazil from 1822 to 1889. 

Bragg (br4g), Braxton. 1817-1876.  American Confederate general in the Civil 

War who was defeated in the Chattanooga Campaign (1863). 

Bragg (br4g), Sir William Henry. 1862-1942.  British physicist. He shared a 

1915 Nobel Prize with his son Sir William Lawrence Bragg (1890-1971) for an 

analysis of x-ray spectra and the structure of crystals. 

brag·ga·do·ci·o (br4gÙN-doùsK-oÙ, -shK-oÙ, -sho) n.  pl. brag·ga·do·ci·os. 
1. A braggart.  2. a. Empty or pretentious bragging.  b. A swaggering, cocky 

manner.   [Alteration of Braggadocchio, (probably from BRAG), the personification 

of vainglory in The Faerie Queene by Edmund Spenser (1552?-1599).]

Bragg angle (br4g 4ngùgNl) n.  The angle between an incident x-ray beam and 

a set of crystal planes for which the secondary radiation displays maximum inten-

sity as a result of constructive interference.  [After Sir William Henry BRAGG, 

and Sir William Lawrence BRAGG.]

brag·gart (br4gùNrt) n.  One given to loud, empty boasting; a bragger.   —  adj.  

Boastful.  [French bragard, from braguer, to brag, perhaps from Middle English 

braggen. See BRAG.]

Bragg’s law (br4gz lô) n.  The fundamental law of x-ray crystallography, nλ = 

2dsinΘ, where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of a beam of x-rays incident on 

a crystal with lattice planes separated by distance d, and Θ is the Bragg angle.  

[After Sir William Henry BRAGG, and Sir William Lawrence BRAGG.]



Brahe (brä, bräùhK, bräùN), Tycho. 1546-1601.  Danish astronomer whose accu-

rate astronomical observations formed the basis for Johannes Kepler’s laws of 

planetary motion. 

Brah·ma1 (bräùmN) n.  1. Hinduism. a. The creator god, conceived chiefly as a 

member of the triad including also Vishnu and Shiva.  b.  Variant of Brahman 

(n., sense 1).  2.  Variant of Brahman (n., sense 3). [Sanskrit brahm7.]

Brah·ma2 also brah·ma (bräùmN, br7ù-) n.  A large domestic fowl of a breed 

originating in Asia and having feathered legs and small wings and tail.  [After 

Brahmaputra.]

Brah·man (bräùmNn) n.  1.  Also Brah·ma (-mN). Hinduism. a. A religious for-

mula or prayer and the holy or sacred power in it and in the officiating priest.  

b. The holy or sacred power that is the source and sustainer of the universe.  

c. The single absolute being pervading the universe and found within the individ-

ual; atman.   2. Hinduism. Variant of Brahmin (n., sense 1). 3.  Also Brah·ma (-

mN)  or Brah·min (-mVn). One of a breed of domestic cattle developed in the 

southern United States from stock originating in India and having a hump 

between the shoulders and a pendulous dewlap. Well adapted to hot climates, it is 

used chiefly for crossbreeding.  [Sanskrit. Sense 2, from br7hmaha-, brahmanic  

from brahman.] —Brah·manùic (-m4nùVk), Brah·manùi·cal adj. 

Brah·man·ism (bräùmN-nVzÙNm) also Brah·min·ism (bräùmV-) n.  Hinduism. 

1. The religious practices and beliefs of ancient India as reflected in the Vedas.  

2. The social and religious system of orthodox Hindus, especially of the Brah-

mans, based on a caste structure and various forms of pantheism.   —Brahù-
man·ist n. 

Brah·ma·pu·tra (bräÙmN-puùtrN)  A river of southern Asia rising in the 

Himalaya Mountains of southwest Tibet and flowing about 2,896 km (1,800 mi) 

east then south and west through northeast India to join the Ganges River and 

form a vast delta in central Bangladesh. 

Brah·min (bräùmVn) n.  1.  Also Brah·man (-mNn). Hinduism. a. The first of 

the four Hindu classes, responsible for officiating at religious rites and studying 

and teaching the Vedas.  b. A member of this class.   2. A member of a cultural 

and social elite, especially of that formed by descendants of old New England 

families:  a Boston Brahmin.  3.  Variant of Brahman (n., sense 3). [Probably 

alteration of Sanskrit br7hmahaU, from br7hmaha-, brahminic. See BRAHMAN.] 
—Brah·minùic (-mVnùVk), Brah·minùi·cal adj. 

Brah·min·ism (bräùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. The attitude or conduct typical of a 

social or cultural elite.  2. Hinduism. Brahmanism. 
Brahms (brämz), Johannes. 1833-1897.  German composer. His works, blend-

ing classical tradition with the new romantic impulse, include concertos, four 

symphonies, chamber music, and choral compositions.   —Brahmsùi·an adj. 



braid (br7d) v.  braid·ed, braid·ing, braids.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To interweave 

three or more strands, strips, or lengths of in a diagonally overlapping pattern:  

braided the rags into a strong rope.  b. To create (something) by such interweaving:  

braid a rug.  c. To style (the hair) by such interweaving.  d. To mingle (discrete 

elements, for example) as if by such interweaving:  braided the ideas into a com-

plex thesis.   2. To decorate or edge (something) with a trim of interwoven 

strands:  finished the jacket by braiding the collar and cuffs.  3. To fasten or deco-

rate (hair) with a band or ribbon.   —  v.  intr. To flow, twist, or wind as if inter-

woven:  a stream braiding through the woods.   —  n.  1. A braided segment or 

length, as of hair, fabric, or fiber.  2. Ornamental cord or ribbon, used especially 

for decorating or edging fabrics.  3. A ribbon or band used to fasten the hair.  

4. Slang. Naval officers of high rank.  [Middle English braiden, from Old English 

bregdan, to weave.] —braidùer n. 

braid·ed (br7ùdVd) adj.  1. a. Produced by or as if by braiding.  b. Having 

braids.   2. Decorated with braid.  3. Flowing in an interconnected network of 

channels that divide and reunite:  a braided stream. 

braid·ing (br7ùdVng) n.  1. Braided embroidery or trim.  2. Braids considered as 

a group. 

brail (br7l) Nautical. n.  1. One of several small ropes attached to the leech of a 

sail for drawing the sail in or up.  2. A small net for drawing fish from a trap or a 

larger net into a boat.   —  v.  tr. brailed, brail·ing, brails. 1. To gather in (a 

sail) with brails.  2. To haul in (fish) with a brail.  [Middle English braile, from 

Old French brail, belt, from Medieval Latin br7cale, from Latin br7cae, breeches, 

of Celtic origin.]

Br4·i·la (brN-KùlN)  A city of southeast Romania on the Danube River near the 

Moldavian and Ukrainian borders. It was taken by the Turks c. 1550 and finally 

awarded to Romania in 1829. Population, 224,998. 

Braille  or braille (br7l) n.  A system of writing and printing for visually 

impaired or sightless people, in which varied arrangements of raised dots repre-

senting letters and numerals are identified by touch.   —  v.  tr. Brailled or 

brailled, Braill·ing or braill·ing, Brailles or brailles. To print or transliterate 

using this system.  [After Louis BRAILLE.]

Braille (br7l), Louis. 1809-1852.  French musician, educator, and inventor of a 

writing and printing system for visually impaired or sightless people (1829). He 

lost his sight at the age of three. 

Braill·er  or braill·er (br7ùlNr) n.  A machine analogous to a typewriter, used for 

printing in Braille.  Also called Braillewriter 

Braille·writ·er  or braille·writ·er (br7lùrXÙtNr) n.  See Brailler. 
brain (br7n) n.  1. a. The portion of the vertebrate central nervous system that is 

enclosed within the cranium, continuous with the spinal cord, and composed of 

gray matter and white matter. It is the primary center for the regulation and con-



trol of bodily activities, receiving and interpreting sensory impulses, and trans-

mitting information to the muscles and body organs. It is also the seat of 

consciousness, thought, memory, and emotion.  b. A functionally similar portion 

of the invertebrate nervous system.   2. a. Intellectual ability; mind:  a dull brain; 

a quick brain.  b.  Often brains. Intellectual power; intelligence:  brains and good 

looks.  See Synonyms at mind.   3. A highly intelligent person.  4.  Often brains. 

The primary director or planner, as of an organization or movement.  5. The 

control center, as of a ship, aircraft, or spacecraft.   —  v.  tr. brained, brain·ing, 
brains. Slang. 1. To smash in the skull of.  2. To hit on the head.   —idioms. 
beat (one’s) brains (out). Informal. To exert or expend great mental effort:  

She beat her brains out during the examination.  on the brain. Obsessively in 

mind:  The coach has winning on the brain.  pick (someone’s) brain (or pick 
(someone’s) brains). To explore another’s ideas through questioning.  rack 
(one’s) brain. Informal. To think long and hard:  I racked my brain for hours try-

ing to recall her name.  [Middle English, from Old English brægen.]

brain·case also brain case (br7nùk7sÙ) n.  The part of the skull that encloses 

the brain; the cranium.  Also called brainpan 

brain·child (br7nùchXldÙ) n.  An original idea or plan attributed to a person or 

group. 

brain coral (br7n kôrùNl) n.  Any of several reef-building corals of the genus 

Meandrina, forming rounded colonies that resemble the convolutions of the 

human brain. 

brain damage (br7n d4mùVj) n.  Injury to the brain that is caused by various 

conditions, such as head trauma, inadequate oxygen supply, infection, or intrac-

ranial hemorrhage, and that may be associated with a behavioral or functional 

abnormality.   —brainù-damÙaged (br7nùd4mÙVjd) adj. 

brain death (br7n dHth) n.  Irreversible brain damage and loss of brain func-

tion, as evidenced by cessation of breathing and other vital reflexes, unrespon-

siveness to stimuli, absence of muscle activity, and a flat electroencephalogram 

for a specific length of time.   —brainù-deadÙ (br7nùdHdÙ) adj. 

brain drain (br7n dr7n) n.  The loss of skilled intellectual and technical labor 

through the movement of such labor toward more favorable geographic, eco-

nomic, or professional environments.   —brain-drain (br7nùdr7nÙ) v. 

Braine (br7n), John. 1922-1986.  British writer whose best-selling novel Room 

at the Top (1957) established him as one of Britain’s Angry Young Men. 

brain fever (br7n fKùvNr) n.  Inflammation of the brain or meninges, as in 

encephalitis or meningitis. 

brain hormone (br7n hôrùmonÙ) n.  Any of various hormones produced in 

the hypothalamic region of the brain, especially those acting on the pituitary 

gland to release other hormones. 

brain·ish (br7ùnVsh) adj.  Archaic. Headstrong; impetuous. 



brain·less (br7nùlVs) adj.  Unintelligent; stupid.   —brainùless·ly adv.  

—brainùless·ness n. 

brain·pan (br7nùp4nÙ) n.  See braincase. 
brain-pick·ing (br7nùpVkÙing) n.  The act of exploring another’s ideas through 

questioning.   —brainù-pickÙer n. 

brain·pow·er (br7nùpouÙNr) n.  1. Intellectual capacity.  2. People of well-

developed mental abilities:  a country that doesn’t value its brainpower. 

brain scan (br7n sk4n) n.  A scintigram of the brain, used to identify cerebral 

blood flow and to detect intracranial masses, lesions, tumors, or infarcts. 

brain·sick (br7nùsVkÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or induced by a mental disorder; 

insane or mad.   —brainùsickÙly adv.  —brainùsickÙness n. 

brain stem also brain·stem (br7nùstHmÙ) n.  The portion of the brain, con-

sisting of the medulla oblongata, pons Varolii, and mesencephalon, that connects 

the spinal cord to the forebrain and cerebrum. 

brain·storm (br7nùstôrmÙ) n.  1. A sudden clever plan or idea.  2. A sudden, 

violent disturbance of the mind.   —  v.  brain·stormed, brain·storm·ing, 
brain·storms.  —  v.  intr. To engage in or organize shared problem solving.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To consider or investigate (an issue, for example) by engaging in shared 

problem solving.  2. To think of or produce (a solution to a problem, for exam-

ple) by this method.   —brainùstormÙer n. 

brain·storm·ing (br7nùstôrÙmVng) n.  1. A method of shared problem solving 

in which all members of a group spontaneously contribute ideas.  2. A similar 

process undertaken by a person to solve a problem by rapidly generating a variety 

of possible solutions. 

brain·teas·er (br7nùtKÙzNr) n.  A mentally challenging problem or puzzle. 

Brain·tree (br7nùtrKÙ)  A town of eastern Massachusetts, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Boston. Population, 33,836. 

brain trust (br7n trƒst) n.  1. A group of experts who serve, usually unoffi-

cially, as advisers and policy planners, especially in a government.  2.  Often 

Brain Trust. Such a group associated with the administration of President Fran-

klin D. Roosevelt and the development of the New Deal.  3. brains trust. Chiefly 

British. A group of experts gathered to discuss issues informally in public, espe-

cially on radio or television.   —brain truster n. 

brain·wash (br7nùwmshÙ, -wôshÙ) v.  tr. brain·washed, brain·wash·ing, 
brain·wash·es. To subject to brainwashing.   —  n.  The process or an instance 

of brainwashing.  [Back-formation from BRAINWASHING.]

brain·wash·ing (br7nùwmshÙVng, -wôÙshVng) n.  1. Intensive, forcible indoc-

trination, usually political or religious, aimed at destroying a person’s basic con-

victions and attitudes and replacing them with an alternative set of fixed beliefs.  

2. The application of a concentrated means of persuasion, such as an advertising 



campaign or repeated suggestion, in order to develop a specific belief or motiva-

tion.  [Translation of Chinese (Mandarin) xW nan : xW, to wash + nan, brain.]

brain wave (br7n w7v) n.  1. A rhythmic fluctuation of electric potential 

between parts of the brain, as seen on an electroencephalogram.  2. Informal. A 

sudden inspiration. 

brain·work (br7nùwûrkÙ) n.  Intellectual activity, especially as an aspect of a 

person’s profession. 

brain·work·er (br7nùwûrÙkNr) n.  One whose profession primarily involves 

intellectual activity. 

brain·y (br7ùnK) adj.  brain·i·er, brain·i·est. Informal. Intelligent; smart.   
—brainùi·ly adv.  —brainùi·ness n. 

braise (br7z) v.  tr. braised, brais·ing, brais·es. To cook (meat or vegetables) 

by browning in fat, then simmering in a small quantity of liquid in a covered con-

tainer.  [French braiser, from braise, hot charcoal, from Old French brese, of Ger-

manic origin. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

brake1 (br7k) n.  1. A device for slowing or stopping motion, as of a vehicle, 

especially by contact friction.  2. Something that slows or stops action.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  brake fluid; a brake job.   —  v.  

braked, brak·ing, brakes.  —  v.  tr. To reduce the speed of with or as if with a 

brake.   —  v.  intr. 1. To operate or apply a brake.  2. To be slowed or stopped by 

or as if by the operation of a brake.  [Probably brake, bridle, curb, from Middle 

Dutch, or Middle Low German, nose ring, curb, flax brake; see BRAKE
2.]

WORD HISTORY: Brakes, which are constantly becoming more technological-

ly advanced, may take their name from a device associated with an earlier mode

of transportation. It is thought that the term brake may come from an earlier En-

glish word brake, meaning “a bridle or curb,” first recorded in the 16th century.

In any case, the first recorded occurrence of our word brake is found in 1772, well

before the advent of the automobile.

brake2 (br7k) n.  1. A toothed device for crushing and beating flax or hemp.  

2. A heavy harrow for breaking clods of earth.  3. An apparatus for kneading 

large amounts of dough.  4. A machine for bending and folding sheet metal.   —  
v.  tr. braked, brak·ing, brakes. 1. To crush (flax or hemp) in a toothed 

device.  2. To break up (clods of earth) with a harrow.  [Middle English, from 

Middle Dutch, from Middle Low German. See bhreg- in Appendix.]

brake3 (br7k) n.  A lever or handle on a machine such as a pump.  [Middle 

English, from Old French brac, from oblique form of bras, arm. See BRACER
2.]

brake4 (br7k) n.  1. Any of various ferns of the genus Pteris having pinnately 

compound leaves and including several popular houseplants.  2. Any of certain 



other ferns, such as the bracken or the cliff brake.  [Middle English, probably 

back-formation from braken. See BRACKEN.]

brake5 (br7k) n.  An area overgrown with dense brushwood, briers, and under-

growth; a thicket.  [Middle English, from Middle Low German. See bhreg- in 

Appendix.]

brake6 (br7k) n.  Variant of break (n., sense 28).  —  v.  Archaic. A past tense of 

break. 
brake drum (br7k drƒm) n.  A metal cylinder to which pressure is applied by a 

braking mechanism in order to arrest rotation of the wheel or shaft to which the 

cylinder is attached. 

brake horsepower (br7k hôrsùpouÙNr) n.  Abbr. bhp, b.hp. The actual or 

useful horsepower of an engine, usually determined from the force exerted on a 

friction brake or dynamometer connected to the drive shaft. 

brake light (br7k lXt) n.  See stoplight (n., sense 1). 

brake lining (br7k lXùnVng) n.  The covering of a brake shoe. 

brake·man (br7kùmNn) n.  One who operates, inspects, or repairs brakes, espe-

cially a railroad employee who assists the conductor and checks on the operation 

of a train’s brakes. 

brake pad (br7k p4d) n.  A flat block that presses against the disk of a disc 

brake. 

brake shoe (br7k shu) n.  A curved metal block that presses against and 

arrests the rotation of a wheel or brake drum. 

brak·ing distance (br7ùkVng dVsùtNns) n.  The distance required for a vehicle 

moving at a specified velocity to come to a complete stop after its brakes have 

been activated. 

braking time (br7ùkVng tXm) n.  The time required for a vehicle moving at a 

specified velocity to come to a complete stop after its brakes have been activated. 

bra·less (bräùlVs) adj.  & adv.  Wearing no brassiere.   —braùless·ness n. 

Bra·man·te (brN-mänùt7, brä-mänùtH), Donato. 1444-1514.  Italian architect 

who evolved the style known as High Renaissance. He provided the original cen-

tral plan for the new Saint Peter’s Basilica (begun in 1506). 

bram·ble (br4mùbNl) n.  1. A prickly shrub of the genus Rubus, including the 

blackberry and the raspberry.  2. A prickly shrub or bush.  [Middle English brem-

bel, from Old English bræmbel.] —bramùbly adj. 

bram·ble·ber·ry (br4mùbNl-bHrÙK) n.  The fruit of a bramble (Rubus). 

bram·bling (br4mùblVng) n.  A finch (Fringilla montifringilla) of northern Eur-

asia, having black, white, and rust-brown plumage.  [Probably from Old English 

*bræmbling : bræmbel, bramble + -ling, one connected with; see -LING
1.]

Bramp·ton (br4mpùtNn)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, an industrial 

suburb of Toronto. Population, 149,030. 



bran (br4n) n.  The outer layers of the grain of cereals such as wheat, removed 

during the process of milling and used as a source of dietary fiber.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, of Celtic origin.] —branùny adj. 

Bran (br4n) n.  Mythology. A gigantic Celtic god and ruler of Britain. After he was 

mortally wounded in battle, his head was buried in London, where it served as a 

protection against invaders. 

branch (br4nch) n.  Abbr. br. 1. a. A secondary woody stem or limb growing 

from the trunk or main stem of a tree or shrub or from another secondary limb.  

b. A lateral division or subdivision of certain other plant parts, such as a root or 

flower cluster.   2. Something that resembles a branch of a tree, as in form or 

function, as: a. A secondary outgrowth or subdivision of a main axis, such as the 

tine of a deer’s antlers.  b. Anatomy. An offshoot or a division of the main portion 

of a structure, especially that of a nerve, blood vessel, or lymphatic vessel; a 

ramus.   3. A limited part of a larger or more complex unit or system, especially: 

a. An area of specialized skill or knowledge, especially academic or vocational, 

that is related to but separate from other areas:  the judicial branch of government; 

the branch of medicine called neurology.  b. A division of a business or other orga-

nization.  c. A division of a family, categorized by descent from a particular 

ancestor.  d. Linguistics. A subdivision of a family of languages, such as the Ger-

manic branch of Indo-European.   4. a. A tributary of a river.  b. Chiefly South-

ern U.S. See creek (n., sense 1). See Regional note at run.  c. Chiefly Southern 

U.S. See branch water (n., sense 1).  d. A divergent section of a river, especially 

near the mouth.   5. Mathematics. A part of a curve that is separated, as by dis-

continuities or extreme points.  6. Computer Science. a. A sequence of program 

instructions to which the normal sequence of instructions relinquishes control, 

depending on the value of certain variables.  b. The instructions executed as the 

result of such a passing of control.    —  v.  branched, branch·ing, branch·es.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To put forth a branch or branches; spread by dividing.  2. a. To 

come forth as a branch or subdivision; develop or diverge from:  an unpaved road 

that branches from the main road; a theory that branches from an older system of 

ideas.  b. To enlarge the scope of one’s interests, business, or activities:  branch out 

from physics into related scientific fields.   3. Computer Science. To relinquish con-

trol to another set of instructions or another routine as a result of the presence of 

a branch.   —  v.  tr. 1. To separate (something) into or as if into branches.  2. To 

embroider (something) with a design of foliage or flowers.  [Middle English, 

from Old French branche, from Late Latin branca, paw, perhaps of Celtic origin.] 
—branchùless adj.  —branchùy adj.  

SYNONYMS: branch, arm, fork, offshoot. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “something resembling or structurally analogous to a limb of a tree”: a

branch of a railroad; an arm of the sea; the western fork of the river; an offshoot of



a mountain range.

bran·chi·a (br4ngùkK-N) n.  pl. bran·chi·ae (-kK-K). A gill or similar organ of 

respiration.  [Latin, from Greek brankhia, gills.]

bran·chi·al (br4ngùkK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling the gills of a fish, 

their homologous embryonic structures, or the derivatives of their homologous 

parts in higher animals:  branchial muscles. 

branchial arch (br4ngùkK-Nl ärch) n.  See gill arch. 
branchial cleft (br4ngùkK-Nl klHft) n.  See gill slit (n., sense 1). 

branchial groove (br4ngùkK-Nl gruv) n.  See gill slit (n., sense 2). 

bran·chi·o·pod (br4ngùkK-N-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various aquatic crustaceans of 

the subclass Branchiopoda, such as the fairy shrimp and water flea, characterized 

by a segmented body and flattened, leaflike thoracic appendages.  [From New 

Latin Branchiopoda, subclass name  : Latin branchia, gills; see BRANCHIA + New 

Latin poda, -pod; see -POD.] —branùchi·o·podÙ, branÙchi·opùo·dan (-mpùN-

dNn) , branÙchi·opùa·dous (-dNs)  adj. 

branch·let (br4nchùlVt) n.  A small branch or the terminal or ultimate subdivi-

sion of a branch. 

branch water (br4nch wôùtNr) n.  1. Plain water, especially when mixed with a 

liquor such as whiskey. Regional. Also called branch 2. Chiefly Southern U.S. 

Water from a stream.  [BRANCH, stream + WATER.]

Bran·cu·si (br4n-kuùzK, bräng-kushù), Constantin. 1876-1957.  Romanian-

born sculptor who settled in Paris in 1904. He broke sharply with the realist tradi-

tion, making abstract sculptures, chiefly in metal and stone, of great geometric 

simplicity. 

brand (br4nd) n.  1. a. A trademark or distinctive name identifying a product or 

a manufacturer.  b. A product line so identified:  a popular brand of soap.  c. A 

distinctive category; a particular kind:  a brand of comedy that I do not care for.   

2. A mark indicating identity or ownership, burned on the hide of an animal with 

a hot iron.  3. A mark burned into the flesh of criminals.  4. A mark of disgrace 

or notoriety; a stigma.  See Synonyms at stain.  5. A branding iron.  6. A piece of 

burning or charred wood.  7. A sword: “So flashed and fell the brand Excalibur” 

(Tennyson).   —  v.  tr. brand·ed, brand·ing, brands. 1. To mark with or as if 

with a hot iron.  See Synonyms at mark1.  2. To mark with disgrace or infamy; 

stigmatize.  3. To impress firmly; fix ineradicably:  Imagery of the war has branded 

itself into the national consciousness.  [Middle English, torch, from Old English. 

See gwher- in Appendix.] —brandùer n. 

bran·dade (bräN-dädù) n.  A dish of Provençal origin prepared from salted cod.  

[French, from Provençal brandado, from Old Provençal, past participle of bran-

dar, to shake, from brand, sword, of Germanic origin. See gwher- in Appendix.]



Bran·deis (br4nùdXsÙ, -dXzÙ), Louis Dembitz. 1856-1941.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1916-1939). His opposi-

tion to monopolies and defense of individual human rights formed the basis of 

many of his high court decisions. 

Bran·den·burg (br4nùdNn-bûrgÙ, bränùdNn-btrkÙ)  1. A historical region 

and former duchy of north-central Germany around which the kingdom of Prus-

sia developed. The region is now divided between Poland and Germany.  2. A city 

of northeast Germany on the Havel River west-southwest of Berlin. It is an indus-

trial center. Population, 95,133. 

brand·ing iron (br4nùdVng XùNrn) n.  An iron that is heated and used for indi-

cating identity or ownership. 

bran·dish (br4nùdVsh) v.  tr. bran·dished, bran·dish·ing, bran·dish·es. 
1. To wave or flourish (a weapon, for example) menacingly.  2. To display osten-

tatiously.  See Synonyms at flourish.   —  n.  A menacing or defiant wave or 

flourish.  [Middle English brandissen, from Old French brandir, brandiss-, from 

brand, sword, of Germanic origin. See gwher- in Appendix.] —branùdish·er n. 

brand·ling (br4ndùlVng) n.  A common reddish-brown earthworm (Eisenia foe-

tida) often used as fish bait.  [BRAND (from its markings) + -LING
1.]

brand name (br4nd n7m) n.  1.  See trade name (n., sense 1).  2. A com-

modity, service, or process having a trade name.   —brand-name (br4ndùn7mÙ) 

adj. 

brand-new (br4ndùnuù, -nyuù) adj.  Being in a fresh and unused condition; 

completely new. 

Bran·do (br4nùdo), Marlon. Born 1924.  American actor widely known for his 

film appearances, most notably as Stanley Kowalski in A Streetcar Named Desire 

(1951). 

Bran·don (br4nùdNn)  1. A city of southwest Manitoba, Canada, on the Assini-

boine River west of Winnipeg. It is an industrial and transportation center. Popu-

lation, 36,242.  2. An unincorporated village of west-central Florida, a residential 

suburb of Tampa. Population, 57,985. 

Brandt (br4nt, bränt), Willy. 1913-1992.  German political leader. He served as 

chancellor of West Germany (1969-1974) and won the 1971 Nobel Peace Prize for 

his efforts to reduce tension between the East and the West. 

bran·dy (br4nùdK) n.  pl. bran·dies. An alcoholic liquor distilled from wine or 

fermented fruit juice.   —  v.  tr. bran·died, bran·dy·ing, bran·dies. To pre-

serve, flavor, or mix with brandy.  [Short for brandy-wine, from Dutch 

brandewijn : brandende, present participle of branden, to burn; see gwher- in 

Appendix + wijn, wine; see WINE.]

Bran·dy·wine (br4nùdK-wXnÙ)  A creek of southeast Pennsylvania and north-

ern Delaware. It was the site of a major defeat of the Continental Army on Sep-



tember 11, 1777, thus allowing British troops to enter Philadelphia on September 

27. 

Bran·gus (br4ngùgNs)  A trademark used for any of a breed of beef cattle devel-

oped from a cross between the Brahman and the Aberdeen Angus. 

brank (br4ngk) n.  A device consisting of a metal frame for the head and a bit to 

restrain the tongue, formerly used to punish scolds. Usually used in the plural.  

[Possibly from Dutch branken, legs (of a compass, scissors, etc.), pl. of branke, 

branch, from Late Latin branca, paw. See BRANCH.]

bran·ni·gan (br4nùV-gNn) n.  1. A noisy or confused quarrel.  2. A drinking 

spree; a binge.  [Probably from the name Brannigan.]

brant (br4nt) n.  pl. brant or brants. Any of several small, dark wild geese of 

the genus Branta that breed in arctic regions, especially B. bernicla, having a black 

neck and head.  [Variant of brent(-goose), possibly from Middle English brende, 

brindled. See BRINDLED.]

Brant (br4nt), Joseph. Originally Thayendanegea. 1742-1807.  Mohawk leader 

who supported the British in the French and Indian War and the American Revo-

lution. 

Brant·ford (br4ntùfNrd)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, southwest of Tor-

onto. It was named for the Mohawk leader Joseph Brant, who is buried nearby. 

Alexander Graham Bell performed some of his early experiments in sound trans-

mission here in the 1870’s. Population, 74,315. 

Bran·ting (br4nùtVng, bränù-), Karl Hjalmar. 1860-1925.  Swedish political 

leader who served as premier (1920, 1921-1923, and 1924-1925). He shared the 

1921 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Braque (bräk, br4k), Georges. 1882-1963.  French painter who was a leading 

exponent and theorist of the cubist movement. 

Bras d’Or Lake (bräÙ dôrù dôrù)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean indenting 

deeply into Cape Breton Island in southeast Canada. 

brash1 (br4sh) adj.  brash·er, brash·est. 1. a. Hasty and unthinking; impetu-

ous.  b. Rash.   2. Lacking in sensitivity or tact.  3. Presumptuously forward; 

impudent.  See Synonyms at shameless.  4. Brittle:  brash timbers.  [Possibly 

imitative (influenced by RASH
1), or from brash, attack.] —brashùly adv.  

—brashùness n. 

brash2 (br4sh) n.  A mass or pile of rubble, refuse, or fragments, as of stone, 

brush, or ice.  [Perhaps an alteration of French brèche, breach in a wall, from Ital-

ian breccia. See BRECCIA.]

bra·sier1 (br7ùzhNr) n.  Variant of brazier1. 
bra·sier2 (br7ùzhNr) n.  Variant of brazier2. 
Bra·sí·lia (brN-zVlùyN)  The capital of Brazil, in the central plateau northwest of 

Rio de Janeiro. The city, laid out in the shape of an airplane, was officially inaugu-

rated in 1960. Population, 1,176,935. 



Bra·zov (brä-shôvù)  A city of central Romania in the foothills of the Transylva-

nian Alps north-northwest of Bucharest. It was founded in 1211 by the Teutonic 

Knights. Population, 331,240. 

brass (br4s) n.  1. a. A yellowish alloy of copper and zinc, sometimes including 

small amounts of other metals, but usually 67 percent copper and 33 percent zinc.  

b. Ornaments, objects, or utensils made of this alloy.   2.  Often brasses. Music. 

a. The section of a band or an orchestra composed of brass instruments.  b. Brass 

instruments or their players considered as a group.   3. A memorial plaque or tab-

let made of brass, especially one on which an effigy is incised.  4. A bushing or 

similar lining for a bearing, made from a copper alloy.  5. Informal. Bold self-

assurance; effrontery.  6. Slang. High-ranking military officers or other high offi-

cials.  7. Chiefly British. Money.  [Middle English bras, from Old English bræs.] 
—brass adj. 

bras·sard (brN-särdù, br4sùärdÙ) n.  1. A band or badge worn around the upper 

arm.  2.  Also bras·sart (brN-särtù, br4sùärtÙ). A piece of armor covering the 

arm, especially from elbow to shoulder.  [French, from Old French bras, arm, 

from Latin br7cchium, from Greek brakhion, upper arm. See mregh-u- in 

Appendix.]

brass band (br4s b4nd) n.  Music. A band composed of brass and sometimes 

percussion instruments. 

brass·bound (br4sùboundÙ) adj.  1. Banded or trimmed with brass or a similar 

metal, such as bronze.  2. Inflexible; rigid:  brassbound party loyalists.  3. Bold and 

impudent; brazen. 

brass-col·lar (br4sùkmlùNr) adj.  Unwavering in political allegiance; consistently 

voting a straight party ticket. 

bras·se·rie (br4sÙN-rKù, br4s-rKù) n.  A restaurant serving alcoholic beverages, 

especially beer, as well as food.  [French, from brasser, to malt, brew, from Old 

French bracier, from Vulgar Latin *braci7re, from Latin brace, malt, of Celtic ori-

gin.]

brass hat (br4s h4t) n.  Slang. 1. A high-ranking military officer.  2. A high-

ranking civilian official.  [From the gold braid on the hat.]

brass·ie also brass·y (br4sùK) n.  pl. brass·ies. Sports. A golf club with a brass-

plated sole and a wooden head, used for long low shots; a two wood. 

bras·siere (brN-zîrù) n.  A woman’s undergarment worn to support and give 

contour to the breasts.  [French, child’s jacket with sleeves, brassiere  : Old French 

bras, arm (from Latin br7cchium, from Greek brakhion, upper arm); see mregh-
u- in Appendix + -iere, one associated with; see -ER

1.]

brass instrument (br4s VnùstrN-mNnt) n.  Music. A wind instrument, such as 

the French horn or the trombone, made of brass or other metal. Sound is pro-

duced through vibration of the lips and adjustment of the length of the sound 

tube by means of valves or a slide. 



brass knuckles (br4s nƒkùNlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A metal 

chain or a set of rings attached to a bar that can be fitted over the fingers to 

increase the impact of a blow with the fist. 

brass ring (br4s rVng) n.  Slang. An opportunity to achieve wealth or success; a 

prize or reward. 

brass tacks (br4s t4ks) pl.n.  Informal. Essential facts; basics:  getting down to 

brass tacks. 

brass-tacks (br4sùt4ksÙ) adj.  Informal. Concerned with essential matters; prac-

tical:  a brass-tacks leader. 

brass·ware (br4sùwârÙ) n.  Articles made from brass. 

brass·y1 (br4sùK) adj.  brass·i·er, brass·i·est. 1. Made of or decorated with 

brass.  2. Resembling brass, as in color.  3. Music. Resembling or characterized by 

the sound of brass instruments: “The band was now playing some brassy march” 

(Robert Penn Warren).  4. Cheap and showy; flashy.  5. Informal. Brazen; inso-

lent.   —brassùi·ly adv.  —brassùi·ness n. 

brass·y2 (br4sùK) n.  Sports. Variant of brassie. 
brat1 (br4t) n.  A child, especially a spoiled or ill-mannered one.  [Possibly from 

brat, coarse garment, from Middle English, from Old English bratt, of Celtic ori-

gin.] —bratùtish adj.  —bratùtish·ness n. 

brat2 (br4t) n.  Bratwurst. 

Bra·ti·sla·va (br4tÙV-släùvN, bräÙtV-)  The capital of Slovakia, in the southeast 

part on the Danube River near the Austrian and Hungarian borders. It was the 

capital of Hungary from 1541 to 1784. Population, 409,100. 

brat pack (br4t p4k) n.  Slang. A group of highly successful young people 

engaged in the same profession: “the kind of overnight fame that characterizes the 

literary brat pack—that covey of under-30 novelists” (Christian Science Monitor).  

[On the model of rat pack.]

Bratsk (brätsk)  A city of south-central Russia on the Angara River north-north-

west of Irkutsk. It has hydroelectric power installations. Population, 240,000. 

Brat·tain (br4tùn), Walter Houser. 1902-1987.  American physicist. He shared 

a 1956 Nobel Prize for developing the electronic transistor. 

brat·tice (br4tùVs) n.  1. A partition, typically of wood or cloth, erected in a mine 

for ventilation.  2. A breastwork erected during a siege.  [Middle English bretice, 

defensive structure, from Old French bretesche, from Medieval Latin bretescha 

(turris), British-style (tower), probably from Old English bryttisc, British.] 
—bratùtice v. 

brat·tle (br4tùl) Scots. n.  1. A rattling or clattering sound.  2. A movement that 

produces such a sound.   —  v.  intr. brat·tled, brat·tling, brat·tles. To make a 

rattling or clattering sound, especially by rushing or scampering.  [Imitative.]



Brat·tle (br4tùl), Thomas. 1658-1713.  American merchant known primarily 

for his strong denunciation of the Salem witch trials (1692) and his opposition to 

the rigid Puritanism of Cotton and Increase Mather. 

Brat·tle·bor·o (br4tùl-bûrÙo, -bNr-N, -bƒrÙo)  A town of southeast Vermont on 

the Connecticut River and the New Hampshire border. It was chartered in 1753 

and is now a winter resort center. Population, 11,886. 

brat·ty (br7tùK) adj.  brat·ti·er, brat·ti·est. Characteristic of or being a brat; ill-

mannered.   —bratùti·ness n. 

brat·wurst (br4tùwûrstÙ, -vtrstÙ) n.  A small sausage of highly seasoned fresh 

pork, usually served fried.  [German, from Middle High German br7twurst, from 

Old High German  : br7to, meat; see bhreu- in Appendix + wurst, sausage; see 

WURST.]

Braun (broun), Eva. 1912-1945.  German lover and later wife of Adolf Hitler. 

They began living together in 1936, but the liaison was kept secret, and she was 

never seen in public with him. They were married hours before their double sui-

cide on April 30, 1945. 

Braun (broun), Karl Ferdinand. 1850-1918.  German physicist. He shared a 

1909 Nobel Prize for work on wireless telegraphy and cathode rays. 

Braun (brôn, broun), Wernher Magnus Maximilian von. 1912-1977.  Ger-

man-born American rocket engineer, who was director of the U.S. Army team 

that put the first American satellite, Explorer I, into space (1958). 

Braun·schwei·ger (brounùshwXÙgNr) n.  A smoked liver sausage.  [German, 

afterBraunschweig (Brunswick), West Germany.]

bra·va (bräùvä, brä-väù) interj.  Used to express approval of a woman, especially 

for a performance.   —  n.  A shout or cry of “brava.”  [Italian, feminine of bravo, 

bravo. See BRAVO
1.]

bra·va·do (brN-väùdo) n.  pl. bra·va·dos or bra·va·does. 1. a. Defiant or 

swaggering behavior:  strove to prevent our courage from turning into bravado.  

b. A pretense of courage; a false show of bravery.   2. A disposition toward showy 

defiance or false expressions of courage.  [Spanish bravada, from bravo, brave. 

See BRAVE.]

brave (br7v) adj.  brav·er, brav·est. 1. Possessing or displaying courage; val-

iant.  2. Making a fine display; impressive or showy: “a coat of brave red lipstick on 

a mouth so wrinkled that it didn’t even have a clear outline” (Anne Tyler).  

3. Excellent; great: “The Romans were like brothers/In the brave days of old” 

(Macaulay).   —  n.  1. A Native American warrior.  2. A courageous person.  

3. Archaic. A bully.   —  v.  braved, brav·ing, braves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To undergo 

or face courageously.  2. To challenge; dare: “Together they would brave Satan and 

all his legions” (Emily Brontë).  3. Obsolete. To make showy or splendid.   —  v.  

intr. Archaic. To make a courageous show or to put up a stalwart front.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Old Italian, or Old Spanish bravo, wild, brave, 



excellent  probably from Vulgar Latin *brabus, from Latin barbarus. See BARBA-

ROUS.] —braveùly adv.  —braveùness n.  

SYNONYMS: brave, courageous, fearless, intrepid, bold, audacious, valiant, val-

orous, doughty, mettlesome, plucky, dauntless, undaunted. These adjectives all mean

having or showing courage under difficult or dangerous conditions. Brave, the

least specific, is frequently associated with an innate quality: “Familiarity with

danger makes a brave man braver, but less daring” (Herman Melville). Courageous

implies an act of consciously rising to a specific test by drawing on a reserve of

inner strength: The young platoon leader set a courageous example for his soldiers

by leading them safely into and out of jungle territory held by the enemy. Fearless

emphasizes absence of fear and resolute self-possession: “world-class [boating]

races for fearless loners willing to face the distinct possibility of being run down, dis-

masted, capsized, attacked by whales” (Jo Ann Morse Ridley). Intrepid sometimes

suggests invulnerability to fear: Intrepid pioneers settled the American West. Bold

stresses not only readiness to meet danger or difficulty but often also a tendency

to seek it out: “If we shrink from the hard contests where men must win at the hazard

of their lives... then bolder and stronger peoples will pass us by” (Theodore

Roosevelt). Audacious implies extreme confidence and boldness: “To demand

these God-given rights is to seek black power—what I call audacious power” (Adam

Clayton Powell, Jr.). Valiant, said principally of persons, suggests the bravery of a

hero or a heroine: “a sympathetic and detailed biography that sees Hemingway as a

valiant and moral man” (New York Times). Valorous applies to the deeds of heros

and heroines: “Her passengers, the other hostages, will never forget her calm, confi-

dent, valorous work” (William W. Bradley). Doughty, a bit old-fashioned in flavor

and often used humorously, suggests stalwartness: The doughty old man battled

his illness with fierce determination. Mettlesome stresses spirit and love of chal-

lenge: The mettlesome actress resumed her career after recovering from a stroke.

Plucky emphasizes spirit and heart in the face of unfavorable odds: “Everybody

was... anxious to show these Belgians what England thought of their plucky little

country” (H.G. Wells). Dauntless refers to courage that resists subjection or intim-

idation: “So faithful in love, and so dauntless in war,/There never was knight like

the young Lochinvar” (Sir Walter Scott). Undaunted suggests courage and resolve

that persist after being put to the test: “Death and sorrow will be the companions

of our journey; hardship our garment; constancy and valor our only shield. We must

be united, we must be undaunted, we must be inflexible” (Winston S. Churchill).

See also Synonyms at defy

brave new world (br7v nu wûrld) n.  A vision or the realization of a radi-

cally transformed human existence, especially one in which scientific and techno-

logical change has a strong, adverse impact on social, political, and economic 



structures: “This brave new world of science... offered broader opportunities for 

greater success to more people. At the same time, it scarred those who could not reap 

its benefits” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  [After Brave New World, title of a novel by 

Aldous Huxley (1894-1963).]

brav·er·y (br7ùvN-rK, br7vùrK) n.  pl. brav·er·ies. 1. The condition or quality of 

being brave; courage.  2. Splendor or magnificence; show. 

bra·vis·si·mo (brä-vVsùN-moÙ) interj.  Used to express great approval, especially 

of a performance.  [Italian, superlative of bravo, fine. See BRAVO
1.]

bra·vo1 (bräùvo, brä-voù) interj.  Used to express approval, especially of a perfor-

mance.   —  n.  pl. bra·vos. A shout or cry of “bravo.”   —  v.  bra·voed, 
bra·vo·ing, bra·voes.  —  v.  tr. To express approval of by shouting “bravo.”   
—  v.  intr. To shout “bravo.”  [Italian. See BRAVE.]

bra·vo2 (bräùvo) n.  pl. bra·voes or bra·vos. A villain, especially a hired killer.  

[Italian, from bravo, wild, excellent. See BRAVE.]

bra·vu·ra (brN-vtrùN, -vytrùN) n.  1. Music. a. Brilliant technique or style in 

performance.  b. A piece or passage that emphasizes a performer’s virtuosity.   

2. A showy manner or display.  [Italian, from bravo, excellent. See BRAVE.]

braw (brô) adj.  braw·er, braw·est. Scots. 1. Fine; splendid.  2. Dressed in a 

fine or showy manner.  [Scots, variant of BRAVE.]

brawl (brôl) n.  1. A noisy quarrel or fight.  2. A loud party.  3. A loud, roaring 

noise.   —  v.  intr. brawled, brawl·ing, brawls. 1. To quarrel or fight noisily.  

2. To flow noisily, as water.  [Middle English braul, from braullen, to quarrel.] 
—brawlùer n.  —brawlùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: brawl, broil, donnybrook, fracas, fray, free-for-all, melee, row, ruc-

tion. The central meaning shared by these nouns is “a very noisy, disorderly, and

often violent quarrel or fight”: a barroom brawl; a protest march that degenerated

into a general broil between the demonstrators and the police; an incident that turned

into a vicious legal donnybrook; putting down a violent fracas among prison inmates;

eager for the fray; a regular free-for-all in the schoolyard; police plunging into the

melee; a terrific domestic row; a senseless ruction over trivia.

brawl·y (brôùlK) adj.  brawl·i·er, brawl·i·est. 1. Engaged in brawling.  

2. Tending to brawl. 

brawn (brôn) n.  1. Solid and well-developed muscles, especially of the arms 

and legs.  2. Muscular strength and power.  3. Chiefly British. The meat of a boar.  

4. Headcheese.  [Middle English, muscle, from Old French braon, meat, of Ger-

manic origin. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

brawn·y (brôùnK) adj.  brawn·i·er, brawn·i·est. 1. Strong and muscular.  See 

Synonyms at muscular.  2. Hardened; calloused.   —brawnùi·ly adv.  

—brawnùi·ness n. 



bray1 (br7) v.  brayed, bray·ing, brays.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter the loud, harsh 

cry of a donkey.  2. To sound loudly and harshly:  The foghorn brayed all night.   
—  v.  tr. To emit (an utterance or a sound) loudly and harshly.   —  n.  1. The 

loud, harsh cry of a donkey.  2. A sound resembling that of a donkey: “an endless 

bray of pointless jocosity” (Louis Auchincloss).  [Middle English braien, from Old 

French braire, of Celtic origin.]

bray2 (br7) v.  tr. brayed, bray·ing, brays. 1. To crush and pound to a fine 

consistency, as in a mortar.  2. To spread (ink) thinly over a surface.  [Middle 

English braien, from Old French breier, of Germanic origin. See bhreg- in 

Appendix.]

bray·er1 (br7ùNr) n.  One that brays, especially a donkey. 

bray·er2 (br7ùNr) n.  Printing. A small hand roller used to spread ink thinly and 

evenly. 

Braz. abbr.  1. Brazil.  2. Brazilian. 

braze1 (br7z) v.  tr. brazed, braz·ing, braz·es. 1. To make of or decorate with 

brass.  2. To make hard like brass.  [Middle English brasen, from Old English bra-

sian, from bræs, brass.]

braze2 (br7z) v.  tr. brazed, braz·ing, braz·es. To solder (two pieces of metal) 

together using a hard solder with a high melting point.  [Probably from French 

braser, from Old French, to burn, from brese, hot coal, of Germanic origin. See 

bhreu- in Appendix.] —brazùer n. 

bra·zen (br7ùzNn) adj.  1. Marked by flagrant and insolent audacity.  See Syn-

onyms at shameless.  2. Having a loud, usually harsh, resonant sound.  3. Made 

of brass.  4. Resembling brass, as in color or strength.   —  v.  tr. bra·zened, 
bra·zen·ing, bra·zens. To face or undergo with bold self-assurance:  brazened 

out the crisis.  [Middle English brasen, made of brass, from Old English bræsen, 

from bræs, brass.] —braùzen·ly adv.  —braùzen·ness n. 

bra·zen·faced (br7ùzNn-f7stÙ) adj.  Flagrantly and insolently audacious. 

bra·zier1 also bra·sier (br7ùzhNr) n.  One that works in brass.  [Middle English 

brasier, from bras, brass. See BRASS.]

bra·zier2 also bra·sier (br7ùzhNr) n.  1. A metal pan for holding burning coals 

or charcoal.  2. A cooking device consisting of a charcoal or electric heating 

source over which food is grilled.  [French brasier, from braise, hot coals. See 

BRAISE.]

Bra·zil (brN-zVlù) Abbr. Braz.  A country of eastern South America. The largest 

country in the continent, it was ruled by Portugal from 1500 to 1822 and was an 

empire until 1889, when a republic was established. Brasília has been the capital 

since 1960; São Paulo is the largest city. Population, 119,002,706.   —Bra·zilùi·an 
adj.  & n. 

Brazilian pepper tree (brN-zVlùK-Nn pHpùNr trK) n.  An evergreen Brazilian 

tree (Schinus terebinthifolius) having aromatic foliage and clusters of red, berry-



like fruits used for Christmas decorations. It is naturalized in warm regions and a 

serious pest in Hawaii and Florida.  Also called Christmas berry tree 

Brazil nut (brN-zVlù nƒt) n.  1. A tropical South American evergreen tree (Ber-

tholletia excelsa) having, globose, woody fruit and edible, dark brown, three-sided 

seeds.  2. The seed of this tree.  [After Brazil.]
bra·zil·wood (brN-zVlùwtdÙ) n.  The reddish wood of certain tropical trees or 

shrubs in the pea family, especially a Brazilian tree Caesalpinia echinata, whose 

wood is used for violin bows and as a source of a red or purplish dye.  [Obsolete 

brazil, brazilwood (from Middle English brasil, from Old French bresil, perhaps 

from *bresiller, to glow red, from brese, hot coal); see BRAISE + WOOD
1.]

Braz·os (br4zùNs)  A river rising as a tributary in eastern New Mexico and flow-

ing about 1,400 km (870 mi) generally southeast across Texas to the Gulf of Mex-

ico southwest of Galveston. 

Braz·za·ville (br4zùN-vVlÙ, brä-zä-vKlù)  The capital and largest city of Congo, in 

the southern part of the country on the Congo River across from Kinshasa, Zaire. 

Founded by the French in the 1880’s, it is a trade center and major port. Popula-

tion, 595,102. 

B.R.E. abbr.  Bachelor of Religious Education. 

Bre·a (br7ùN)  A city of southern California north of Anaheim. It is a residential 

community with varied light industries. Population, 32,873. 

breach (brKch) n.  1. a. An opening, a tear, or a rupture.  b. A gap or rift, espe-

cially in or as if in a solid structure such as a dike or fortification.   2. A violation 

or infraction, as of a law, a legal obligation, or a promise.  3. A breaking up or dis-

ruption of friendly relations; an estrangement.  4. A leap of a whale from the 

water.  5. The breaking of waves or surf.   —  v.  breached, breach·ing, 
breach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a hole or gap in; break through.  2. To break or 

violate (an agreement, for example).   —  v.  intr. To leap from the water:  waiting 

for the whale to breach.  [Middle English breche, from Old English brKc. See 

bhreg- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: breach, infraction, violation, transgression, trespass, infringement.

These nouns denote an act or instance of breaking a law or regulation or failing

to fulfill a duty, obligation, or promise. Breach and infraction are the least specific:

Revealing the secret would be a breach of trust. Infractions of the rules will not be

tolerated. A violation is an infraction committed willfully and with complete lack

of regard for legal, moral, or ethical considerations: She failed to appear for the

rehearsal, in flagrant violation of her contract. Transgression refers most often to a

violation of divine or moral law: “The children shall not be punished for the father’s

transgression” (Daniel Defoe). As it refers to the breaking of a statute, trespass im-

plies willful intrusion on another’s rights, possessions, or person: “In the limited

and confined sense [trespass] signifies no more than an entry on another man’s



ground without a lawful authority” (William Blackstone). Infringement is most

frequently used specifically to denote encroachment on another’s rights, such as

those granted by a copyright: “Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human

freedom” (William Pitt the Younger).

breach of promise (brKch ƒv prmmùVs) n.  Failure to fulfill a promise, espe-

cially a promise to marry. 

bread (brHd) n.  1. A staple food made from flour or meal mixed with other dry 

and liquid ingredients, usually combined with a leavening agent, and kneaded, 

shaped into loaves, and baked.  2. a. Food in general, regarded as necessary for 

sustaining life: “If bread is the first necessity of life, recreation is a close second” 

(Edward Bellamy).  b. Something that nourishes; sustenance: “My bread shall be 

the anguish of my mind” (Edmund Spenser).   3. a. Means of support; livelihood:  

earn one’s bread.  b. Slang. Money.    —  v.  tr. bread·ed, bread·ing, breads. To 

coat with bread crumbs, as before cooking:  breaded the fish fillets.  [Middle 

English, from Old English brKad; see bhreu- in Appendix. N., sense 3b, possibly 

from Cockney rhyming slang bread and honey.]

bread and butter (brHd Nnd bƒtùNr) n.  1. Means of support; livelihood.  

2. The essential sustaining element or elements; the mainstay: “As ever, politics, 

vulgarity and sentimentality were the bread and butter of the Academy Awards” 

(David Ansen). 

bread-and-but·ter (brHdùn-bƒtùNr) adj.  1. a. Influenced by or undertaken 

out of necessity:  a bread-and-butter job.  b. Reliable, especially for producing 

income; basic:  Household appliances are the company’s bread-and-butter goods.   

2. Expressive of gratitude for hospitality:  a bread-and-butter note. 

bread·bas·ket (brHdùb4sÙkVt) n.  1. A basket for serving bread.  2. A geo-

graphic region serving as a principal source of grain supply.  3. Slang. The stom-

ach. 

bread·board (brHdùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A board on which bread is sliced or 

dough is kneaded.  2. An experimental model, especially of an electric circuit; a 

prototype.   —  v.  tr. bread·board·ed, bread·board·ing, bread·boards. To 

construct an experimental model of (an electric circuit, for example).   
—breadùboardÙing n. 

bread·box (brHdùbmksÙ) n.  A container in which baked goods are stored to 

maintain their freshness. 

bread·fruit (brHdùfrutÙ) n.  1. A Malaysian evergreen timber tree (Artocarpus 

altilis) having large, round, yellowish, edible fruits.  2. The fruit of this tree. 

bread line (brHd lXn) n.  A line of people waiting to receive food given by a char-

itable organization or public agency. 

bread mold (brHd mold) n.  Any of various fungi of the genus Rhizopus, that 

form a dense, cottony growth on bread and other foods. 



bread·nut (brHdùnƒtÙ) n.  1. A large tree (Brosimum alicastrum) native to Mex-

ico, Central America, and the West Indies, having yellow fruits each with a large, 

edible seed.  2. The seed of this tree. 

bread·root (brHdùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A perennial herb (Psoralea esculenta) in the 

pea family, native to prairies and plains in central North America, and having a 

tuberous, starchy root that was an important food for many Native Americans.  

Also called prairie potato 

bread·stuff (brHdùstƒfÙ) n.  1. Bread in any form or shape.  2. Flour, meal, or 

grain used in the baking of bread. 

breadth (brHdth) n.  1.  Abbr. b. The measure or dimension from side to side; 

width.  2. A piece usually produced in a standard width:  a breadth of canvas.  

3. a. Wide range or scope:  breadth of knowledge.  b. Tolerance; broadminded-

ness:  a jurist of great breadth and wisdom.   4. An effect of unified, encompassing 

vision in an artistic composition.  [Middle English breth, from brede, on the 

model of length, length.]

breadth·ways (brHdthùw7zÙ)  or breadth·wise (-wXzÙ) adv.  & adj.  In the 

direction of the breadth. 

bread·win·ner (brHdùwVnÙNr) n.  One whose earnings are the primary source 

of support for one’s dependents. 

break (br7k) v.  broke (brok), bro·ken (broùkNn), break·ing, breaks.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to separate into pieces suddenly or violently; smash.  2. To divide 

into pieces, as by bending or cutting:  break crackers for a baby.  3. To snap off or 

detach:  broke a twig from the tree.  4. a. To fracture a bone of:  I broke my leg.  

b. To fracture (a bone):  I broke my femur.   5. To crack without separating into 

pieces.  6. a. To destroy the completeness of (a group of related items):  broke the 

set of books by giving some away.  b. To exchange for smaller monetary units:  

break a dollar.   7. To vary or disrupt the uniformity or continuity of:  a plain that 

was broken by low hills; caught the ball without breaking stride.  8. Electricity. To 

open:  break a circuit.  9. a. To force or make a way through; puncture or pene-

trate:  The blade barely broke the skin.  b. To part or pierce the surface of:  a dol-

phin breaking water.   10. To cause to burst.  11. To force one’s way out of; escape 

from:  break jail.  12. a. To find an opening or flaw in:  They couldn’t break my 

alibi.  b. To find the solution or key to; uncover the basic elements and arrange-

ment of:  break a code; break a spy ring.   13. To make known, as news:  break a 

story.  14. To surpass or outdo:  broke the league’s home-run record.  15. To over-

come (a force or resistance):  break the sound barrier.  16. To put an end to by 

force or strong opposition, especially to end (a strike) by means other than nego-

tiation.  17. To lessen in force or effect:  break a fall.  18. To render useless or 

inoperative:  We accidentally broke the radio.  19. To weaken or destroy, as in spirit 

or health; overwhelm with adversity: “For a hero loves the world till it breaks him” 

(William Butler Yeats).  20. To cause the ruin or failure of (an enterprise, for 



example):  Indiscretion broke both marriage and career.  21. To reduce in rank; 

demote.  22. To cause to be without money or go into bankruptcy.  23. To fail to 

fulfill; cancel:  break an engagement; break one’s vacation plans.  24. To fail to con-

form to; violate:  break the speed limit.  25. Law. To invalidate (a will) by judicial 

action.  26. a. To give up (a habit).  b. To cause to give up a habit:  They managed 

to break themselves of smoking.   27. To train to obey; tame:  The horse was difficult 

to break.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become separated into pieces or fragments.  2. To 

become cracked or split.  3. To become unusable or inoperative:  The television 

broke.  4. To give way; collapse.  5. To burst:  The blister has finally broken.  

6. a. To become punctured or penetrated.  b. To intrude on:  They broke in upon 

a heady conversation.  c. To filter in or penetrate:  Sunlight broke into the room.   

7. To become fractured.  8. To scatter or disperse; part:  The clouds broke after the 

storm.  9. Games. To make the opening shot that scatters the grouped balls in bil-

liards or pool.  10. Sports. To separate from a clinch in boxing.  11. To move away 

or escape suddenly.  12. To come forth or begin from a state of latency; come into 

being or emerge:  A storm was breaking over Miami. Crocuses broke from the soil.  

13. To emerge above the surface of water.  14. To become known or noticed:  The 

big story broke on Friday.  15. To change direction suddenly.  16. Baseball. To 

curve near or over the plate:  The pitch broke away from the batter.  17. To change 

suddenly from one tone quality or musical register to another:  My voice broke to a 

whisper.  18. Linguistics. To undergo breaking.  19. To change to a gait different 

from the one set. Used of a horse.  20. To interrupt or cease an activity:  We’ll 

break for coffee at ten.  21. To discontinue an association, an agreement, or a rela-

tionship:  The partners broke over a financial matter. One hates to break with an old 

friend.  22. To diminish or discontinue abruptly:  The fever is breaking.  23. To 

diminish in or lose physical or spiritual strength; weaken or succumb:  Their good 

cheer broke after repeated setbacks.  24. To decrease sharply in value or quantity:  

Stock prices broke when the firm suddenly announced layoffs.  25. To come to an 

end:  The cold spell broke yesterday.  26. To collapse or crash into surf or spray:  

waves that were breaking along the shore.  27. Informal. To take place or happen; 

proceed:  Things have been breaking well for them.  28. To break dance.   —  n.  

1. The act or an occurrence of breaking.  2. The result of breaking, as a crack or 

separation.  3. A beginning or an opening:  the break of day; a break in the clouds.  

4. A sudden movement; a dash:  The dog made a break toward the open field.  

5. An escape:  a prison break.  6. An interruption or a disruption in continuity or 

regularity:  television programming without commercial breaks.  7. A pause or an 

interval, as from work:  a coffee break.  8. A sudden or marked change.  9. A vio-

lation:  a security break.  10. An often sudden piece of luck, especially good luck:  

finally got the big break in life.  11. Informal. a. An allowance or indulgence; 

accommodating treatment:  The boss gave me a break because I’d been sick.  b. A 

favorable price or reduction:  a tax break for charitable contributions.   12. A sev-



ering of ties:  made a break with the past; a break between the two families.  

13. Informal. A faux pas.  14. A sudden decline in prices.  15. A caesura.  

16. Printing. a. The space between two paragraphs.  b. A series of three dots (...) 

used to indicate an omission in a text.  c. The place where a word is or should be 

divided at the end of a line.   17. Electricity. Interruption of a flow of current.  

18. Geology. A marked change in topography such as a fault or deep valley.  

19. Nautical. The point of discontinuity between two levels on the deck of a ship.  

20. Music. a. The point at which one register or a tonal quality changes to 

another.  b. The change itself.  c. A solo jazz cadenza played during the pause 

between the regular phrases or choruses of a melody.   21. A change in a horse’s 

gait to one different from that set by the rider.  22. Sports. The swerving of a ball 

from a straight path of flight, as in baseball or cricket.  23. Sports. The beginning 

of a race.  24. Sports. The separation after a clinch in boxing.  25. Games. The 

opening shot that scatters the grouped balls in billiards or pool.  26. Games. A 

run or unbroken series of successful shots, as in billiards or croquet.  27. Sports & 

Games. Failure to score a strike or a spare in a given bowling frame.  28.  Also 

brake. A high horse-drawn carriage with four wheels.  29. Break dancing.   
—phrasal verbs. break down. 1. To cause to collapse; destroy:  break down a 

partition; broke down our resolve.  2. a. To become or cause to become distressed 

or upset.  b. To have a physical or mental collapse.   3. To give up resistance; give 

way:  broke down and bought a new car; prejudices that break down slowly.  4. To 

fail to function; cease to be useful, effective, or operable:  The elevator broke 

down.  5. To render or become weak or ineffective:  Opposition to the king’s rule 

gradually broke down his authority.  6. a. To divide into or consider in parts; ana-

lyze.  b. To be divisible; admit of analysis:  The population breaks down into three 

main groups.   7. To decompose or cause to decompose chemically.  8. Electricity. 

To undergo a breakdown.  break in. 9. To train or adapt for a purpose.  10. To 

loosen or soften with use:  break in new shoes.  11. To enter premises forcibly or 

illegally:  a prowler who was trying to break in.  12. a. To interrupt a conversation 

or discussion.  b. To intrude.   break into. 13. To interrupt: “No one would have 

dared to break into his abstraction” (Alan Paton).  14. To begin suddenly:  The 

horse broke into a wild gallop. The child broke into a flood of tears.  15. To enter (a 

field of activity):  broke into broadcast journalism at an early age.  break off. 
16. To separate or become separated, as by twisting or tearing.  17. To stop sud-

denly, as in speaking.  18. a. To discontinue (a relationship).  b. To cease to be 

friendly.   break out. 19. To become affected with a skin eruption, such as pim-

ples.  20. To develop suddenly and forcefully:  Fighting broke out in the prison 

cells.  21. a. To ready for action or use:  Break out the rifles!  b. To bring forth for 

consumption:  Let’s break out the champagne.   22. To emerge or escape.  23. To 

be separable or classifiable into categories, as data.  24. To isolate (information) 

from a large body of data.  break through. To make a sudden, quick advance, as 



through obstruction or opposition.  break up. 26. a. To separate into pieces; 

divide:  break up a chocolate bar.  b. To interrupt the uniformity or continuity of:  

An impromptu visit broke up the long afternoon.   27. To scatter; disperse:  The 

crowd broke up after the game.  28. To bring or come to an end:  Guards broke up 

the fight. The marriage broke up.  29. Informal. To burst or cause to burst into 

laughter.   —idioms. break a leg. Used to wish someone, such as an actor, suc-

cess in a performance.  break bread. To eat together.  break camp. To pack up 

equipment and leave a campsite.  break cover. To emerge from a protected loca-

tion or hiding place:  The platoon broke cover and headed down the road.  break 
even. To gain an amount equal to that invested, as in a commercial venture.  

break new ground. To advance beyond previous achievements:  a company 

that broke new ground in the field of computers.  break (one’s) neck. To make 

the utmost possible effort.  break rank (or break ranks). 8. To fall into disor-

der, as a formation of soldiers.  9. To fail to conform to a prevailing or expected 

pattern or order: “Architectural experts have criticized the plaza in the past because 

it breaks rank with the distinctive façades of neighboring Fifth Avenue blocks, whose 

buildings are flush with the sidewalk” (Sharon Churcher).  break (someone’s) 
heart. To disappoint or dispirit severely.  break (someone’s) service. Sports. 

To win a game, as in tennis, served by one’s opponent.  break the ice. 12. To 

make a start.  13. To relax a tense or unduly formal atmosphere or social situa-

tion.  break wind. To expel intestinal gas.  [Middle English breken, from Old 

English brecan. See bhreg- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: break, crack, fracture, burst, split, splinter, shatter, shiver, smash.

These verbs are compared as they mean to separate or cause to separate into parts

or pieces. Break is the most general and like the other members of the set implies

either the sudden application of force or the build-up of internal stress: a window

broken by vandals; broke her leg; a delicate chair that will break under a great weight.

To crack is to break, often with a sharp snapping sound, without dividing into

parts: I cracked the platter when I knocked it against the table. The foundation of

the house cracked during the earthquake. The soil cracked from the drought. Fracture

applies to a break or crack in a rigid body: fractured her skull in the accident; a

vertebra that fractured in the fall. Burst implies a sudden coming apart, especially

from internal pressure, and the dispersion of contents: The child burst the balloon

with a pin. Her appendix burst. Split refers to a division into sections longitudi-

nally or along the direction of the grain: split the log with an ax; frost that caused

the rock to split. Splinter implies splitting into long, thin, sharp pieces: The tree was

struck by lightning and splintered. Repeated blows splintered the door. To shatter is

to break into many loose scattered pieces: The bottle will shatter if you drop it. An

exploding gas main shattered the tiles in the courtyard. Shiver is a term rarely en-

countered outside literary contexts; like shatter, it indicates sudden force that



causes fragmentation: “Every statue was hurled from its niche... every painted win-

dow [was] shivered to atoms” (John Lothrop Motley). “The panels shivering in, like

potsherds” (Thomas Carlyle). Smash stresses force of blow or impact and suggests

complete destruction: My glasses slipped from my hand and smashed on the floor.

The boat was smashed on the rocks. See also Synonyms at demote opportunity

break·a·ble (br7ùkN-bNl) adj.  Liable to break or to be broken.  See Synonyms at 

fragile.   —  n.  An article that can be broken easily:  We put the breakables away 

before the toddlers arrived.   —breakùa·ble·ness n. 

break·age (br7ùkVj) n.  1. The act of breaking.  2. A quantity broken.  3. Loss or 

damage as a result of breaking.  4. A commercial allowance for loss or damage. 

break·a·way (br7kùN-w7Ù) adj.  1. Designed to break, bend, or fall apart easily 

upon impact, especially to create an illusion, as with a theater prop, or for safety, 

as with a highway sign or barrier.  2. Severing or having severed alliance with 

another entity, policy, or attitude:  a group of breakaway political reformers.   —  n.  

1. One that breaks away.  2. The act of breaking away.  3. An object designed to 

break away. 

break·bone fever (br7kùbonÙ fKùvNr) n.  See dengue. 
break-bulk (br7kùbƒlkÙ) adj.  Having, being, or related to shipments of goods 

packed in small, separable units. 

break dance (br7k d4ns) n.  A performance of break dancing. 

break danc·ing also break·danc·ing (br7kùd4nÙsVng) n.  A style of dancing 

in which agility, and often spectacular gymnastic skills, are combined with panto-

mime and performed especially to the rhythms of rap music.   —breakù-danceÙ 
v.  —break dancer, breakù-dancÙer n. 

break·down (br7kùdounÙ) n.  1. a. The act or process of failing to function or 

continue.  b. The condition resulting from this:  a breakdown in communication.   

2. Electricity. The abrupt failure of an insulator or insulating medium to restrict 

the flow of current.  3. A typically sudden collapse in physical or mental health.  

4. An analysis, an outline, or a summary consisting of itemized data or essentials.  

5. Disintegration or decomposition into parts or elements.  6. A noisy, energetic 

American country dance. 

break·er1 (br7ùkNr) n.  1. One that breaks, as a machine for breaking up or 

crushing a substance, such as rock, coal, or plant fibers.  2. A circuit breaker.  3. A 

wave that crests or breaks into foam, especially against a shoreline.  4. One who 

break dances. 

brea·ker2 (br7ùkNr) n.  Nautical. A small water cask, often used in lifeboats.  

[Alteration of Spanish barrica. See BARRICADE.]

break-e·ven (br7kùKùvNn) adj.  Also break·e·ven. Marked by or indicating a 

balance of investment and return; having or showing neither profit nor loss.   —  
n.  The point, especially the level of sales of a good or service, at which the return 



on investment is exactly equal to the amount invested.  Also called break-even 

point 

break·fast (brHkùfNst) n.  The first meal of the day, usually eaten in the morn-

ing.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a breakfast nook; the 

breakfast dishes.   —  v.  break·fast·ed, break·fast·ing, break·fasts.  —  v.  

intr. To eat breakfast:  We breakfasted on the terrace.   —  v.  tr. To provide break-

fast for.  [Middle English brekfast : breken, to break; see BREAK + faste, a fast (from 

Old Norse fasta, to fast); see past- in Appendix.] —breakùfast·er n. 

break·front (br7kùfrƒntÙ) n.  A piece of furniture, such as a cabinet or a book-

case, in which the frontal plane is interrupted horizontally by a projecting central 

section.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a breakfront 

sideboard; a breakfront dresser. 

break-in (br7kùVnÙ) n.  1. Forcible entry, as into a building or room, for an ille-

gal purpose, especially theft.  2. An initial period of employment or operation 

during which the performance of a person or thing may be evaluated and 

adjusted. 

break·ing1 (br7ùkVng) n.  Linguistics. The change of a simple vowel to a diph-

thong, often caused by the influence of neighboring consonants.  [Translation of 

German Brechung.]

break·ing2 (br7ùkVng) n.  Break dancing. 

breaking and en·ter·ing (br7ùkVng Nnd HnùtNr-Vng) n.  Abbr. B and E Law. 

The gaining of unauthorized, illegal access to another’s premises, as by forcing a 

lock. 

breaking point (br7ùkVng point) n.  1. The point at which physical, mental, or 

emotional strength gives way under stress.  2. The point at which a condition or 

situation becomes critical. 

break·neck (br7kùnHkÙ) adj.  1. Dangerously fast:  a breakneck pace.  2. Likely 

to cause an accident:  a breakneck curve. 

break·off (br7kùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  The act or an instance of breaking off; discontinu-

ance. 

break·out (br7kùoutÙ) n.  1. A forceful emergence from a restrictive condition 

or situation.  2. A classified summary of statistical data. 

break·point (br7kùpointÙ) n.  1.  Or break point. A point of discontinuity, 

change, or cessation.  2. Computer Science. A point in a program at which opera-

tion may be interrupted for manual intervention. 

break·through (br7kùthruÙ) n.  1. An act of overcoming or penetrating an 

obstacle or restriction.  2. A military offensive that penetrates an enemy’s lines of 

defense.  3. A major achievement or success that permits further progress, as in 

technology. 

break·up (br7kùƒpÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of breaking up, as a division, 

dispersal, or disintegration.  2. The discontinuance of a relationship, as a mar-



riage or a friendship.  3. The cracking and shifting of ice in rivers or harbors dur-

ing the spring.  4. A loss of control or composure. 

break·wa·ter (br7kùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  A barrier that protects a harbor or 

shore from the full impact of waves. 

bream1 (brKm, brVm) n.  pl. bream or breams. 1. Any of several European 

freshwater fishes of the genus Abramis, especially A. brama, having a flattened 

body and silvery scales.  2. A similar fish, especially: a. Any one of various saltwa-

ter fishes in the family Sparidae, such as the porgy.  b. Any one of various fresh-

water sunfishes of the genus Lepomis and related genera, such as the bluegill.   

[Middle English breme, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

bream2 (brKm) v.  tr. breamed, bream·ing, breams. Nautical. To clean (a 

wooden ship’s hull) by applying heat to soften the pitch and then scraping.  

[From Middle Dutch brem(e), furze, broom.]

breast (brHst) n.  1. a. Either of two milk-secreting, glandular organs on the 

chest of a woman; the human mammary gland.  b. A corresponding organ in 

other mammals.  c. A corresponding rudimentary gland in the male.   2. a. The 

superior ventral surface of the human body, extending from the neck to the 

abdomen.  b. A corresponding part in other animals.   3. The part of a garment 

that covers the chest.  4. The seat of affection and emotion: “Griefs of mine own 

lie heavy in my breast” (Shakespeare).  5. A source of nourishment.  6. Something 

likened to the human breast:  the breast of a hill.  7. The face of a mine or tunnel.   
—  v.  tr. breast·ed, breast·ing, breasts. 1. To rise over; climb: “He breasted a 

rise and looked down. He was at the head of a small valley” (Ken Follett).  2. To 

encounter or advance against resolutely; confront boldly.  3. To push against with 

or as if with the breast.  [Middle English brest, from Old English brKost.]

breast-beat·ing (brHstùbKÙtVng) n.  A loud, self-conscious demonstration of 

emotion, especially of remorse.   —breastù-beatÙing adj. 

breast·bone (brHstùbonÙ) n.  See sternum. 
Breas·ted (brHsùtVd), James Henry. 1865-1935.  American archaeologist and 

historian who made important discoveries in Egypt and wrote numerous books, 

including Dawn of Conscience (1933). 

breast-feed (brHstùfKdÙ) v.  tr. breast-·fed (-fHdÙ), breast-·feed·ing, 
breast-·feeds. To feed (a baby) mother’s milk from the breast; suckle. 

breast·plate (brHstùpl7tÙ) n.  1. A piece of armor that covers the breast.  

2. Judaism. A square cloth set with 12 precious stones representing the 12 tribes 

of Israel, worn over the breast by ancient high priests. 

breast·stroke (brHstùstrokÙ) n.  Sports. A swimming stroke in which a person 

lies face down in the water and extends the arms in front of the head, then sweeps 

them both back laterally under the surface of the water while performing a frog 

kick.   —breastùstrokeÙ v.  —breastùstrokÙer n. 



breast·work (brHstùwûrkÙ) n.  A temporary, quickly constructed fortification, 

usually breast-high.  See Synonyms at bulwark. 
breath (brHth) n.  1. The air inhaled and exhaled in respiration.  2. The act or 

process of breathing; respiration.  3. The capacity to breathe, especially in a natu-

ral and unlabored manner.  4. Spirit or vitality; life.  5. A single respiration:  a 

deep breath.  6. Exhaled air, as evidenced by vapor, odor, or heat.  7. A momen-

tary pause or rest.  8. a. A momentary stirring of air.  b. A slight gust of fragrant 

air.   9. A trace or suggestion.  10. A softly spoken sound; a whisper.  

11. Linguistics. Exhalation of air without vibration of the vocal cords, as in the 

articulation of p and s.   —idioms. in one breath (or in the same breath). 

At or almost at the same time.  out of breath. Breathing with difficulty, as from 

exertion; gasping.  under (one’s) breath. In a muted voice or whisper.  [Middle 

English breth, from Old English br<th. See gwhrK- in Appendix.]

breath·a·ble (brKùthN-bNl) adj.  1. Suitable or pleasant for breathing:  breath-

able air.  2. Permitting air to pass through:  a breathable fabric.   
—breathÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

Breath·a·lyz·er (brHthùN-lXÙzNr)  A trademark used for a device that detects and 

measures alcohol in expired air so as to determine the concentration of alcohol in 

a person’s blood. This trademark, often used attributively, sometimes occurs in 

print in lowercase: “An arrestee requests to speak with or call an attorney, or anyone 

else, when requested to take a breathalyzer test” (National Law Journal). “The solu-

tion is the breathalyzer” (Legal Times). 

breathe (brKth) v.  breathed, breath·ing, breathes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To inhale 

and exhale air, especially when naturally and freely.  2. To be alive; live.  See Syn-

onyms at be.  3. To pause to rest or regain breath:  Give me a moment to breathe.  

4. To move or blow gently, as air.  5. To allow air to pass through:  a natural fabric 

that breathes.  6. To be exhaled or emanated, as a fragrance.  7. To be manifested 

or suggested, as an idea or feeling:  A sense of calm breathed from the landscape.  

8. To reach fullness of flavor and aroma through exposure to air. Used chiefly of 

wine.  9. To require air in the combustion process. Used of an internal-combus-

tion engine.   —  v.  tr. 1. To inhale and exhale (air, for example) during respira-

tion.  2. To inhale (an aroma, for example):  breathe the lush scent of lilacs.  3. To 

impart as if by breathing; instill:  an artist who knows how to breathe life into a por-

trait.  4. To exhale (something); emit.  5. To utter, especially quietly; whisper:  

Don’t breathe a word of this.  6. To make apparent or manifest; suggest:  Their 

manner breathed self-satisfaction.  7. To allow (a person or animal) to rest or 

regain breath.  8. Linguistics. To utter with a voiceless exhalation of air.  9. To 

draw in (air) for the combustion process. Used of an internal-combustion engine.   
—idioms. breathe down (someone’s) neck. 1. To threaten by proximity, 

especially by pursuing closely.  2. To watch or monitor closely, often annoyingly:  

The boss was breathing down my neck all morning.  breathe easily (or breathe 



easy) (or breathe freely). To be relaxed or relieved, especially after a period of 

tension.  breathe (one’s) last. To die.  [Middle English brethen, from breth, 

breath. See BREATH.] —breathùa·ble adj. 

breathed (brHtht) adj.  1.  (also brKthd) Linguistics. Voiceless.  2. Having breath 

of a specified kind. Often used in combination:  sour-breathed. 

breath·er (brKùthNr) n.  1. One that breathes, especially in a specified manner:  

a shallow breather.  2. Informal. A short rest period:  took a breather after skiing for 

two hours.  3. Informal. An activity, such as strenuous exercise, that causes diffi-

cult breathing.  4. A small vent allowing the passage of gas or liquid to or from an 

enclosed area. 

breath·ing (brKùthVng) n.  1. a. The act or process of respiration.  b. A single 

breath.   2. The time required to take one’s breath.  3. a. Either of two marks used 

in Greek to indicate aspiration of an initial vowel or diphthong (1) or the absence 

of such aspiration (’).  b. The presence or absence of aspiration indicated by these 

marks.  

breathing room (brKùthVng rum) n.  Sufficient room to permit ease of 

breathing or movement:  no breathing room on the crowded airplane; bought prop-

erty in the countryside to get a little breathing room. 

breathing space (brKùthVng sp7s) n.  1. Breathing room.  2. A breathing spell. 

breathing spell (brKùthVng spHl) n.  An opportunity to rest or give thought to 

a situation. 

breath·less (brHthùlVs) adj.  1. Breathing with difficulty; gasping:  was breathless 

from running.  2. Marked by the suspension of regular breathing, as from tension 

or excitement:  a breathless audience.  3. Causing or capable of causing the sus-

pension of regular breathing; tense or exciting:  a breathless flight.  4. a. Not 

breathing; without breath.  b. Dead.   5. Having no air or breeze; still:  a breathless 

summer day.   —breathùless·ly adv.  —breathùless·ness n. 

breath·tak·ing (brHthùt7ÙkVng) adj.  Inspiring awe; exciting.   
—breathùtakÙing·ly adv. 

breath·y (brHthùK) adj.  breath·i·er, breath·i·est. Marked by or as if by audi-

ble or noisy breathing:  a breathy voice.   —breathùi·ly adv.  —breathùi·ness n. 

brec·ci·a (brHchùK-N, brHchùN, brHshù-) n.  Rock composed of sharp-angled frag-

ments embedded in a fine-grained matrix.  [Italian, of Germanic origin. See 

bhreg- in Appendix.]

brec·ci·ate (brHchùK-7tÙ, brHshù-) v.  tr. brec·ci·at·ed, brec·ci·at·ing, 
brec·ci·ates. To form (rock) into breccia.   —brecÙci·aùtion n. 

Brecht (brHkt, brHKHt), Bertolt. 1898-1956.  German poet and playwright who 

developed “epic drama,” a style that relies on the audience’s reflective detachment 

rather than the production’s atmosphere and action. His works include The 

Threepenny Opera (1928) and The Caucasian Chalk Circle (1948).   
—Brechtùi·an adj. 



Breck·in·ridge (brHkùVn-rVjÙ), John Cabell. 1821-1875.  Vice President of the 

United States (1857-1861) under James Buchanan. In 1860 Breckinridge ran as 

the proslavery candidate for the presidency and was defeated by Abraham Lin-

coln. 

bred (brHd) v.  Past tense and past participle of breed. 
Bre·da (br7-däù)  A city of southern Netherlands south-southeast of Dordrecht. 

It was founded in the 11th century. Charles II of England lived here before the 

Restoration in 1660. Population, 118,662. 

brede (brKd) n.  Archaic. Ornamental embroidery or braiding.  [Variant of 

BRAID.]

bred-in-the-bone (brHdùn-thN-bonù) adj.  1. Deeply instilled; firmly estab-

lished:  bred-in-the-bone loyalty.  2. Persistent; habitual:  a bred-in-the-bone lib-

eral. 

breech (brKch) n.  1. The lower rear portion of the human trunk; the buttocks.  

2. breeches. a. Trousers extending to or just below the knee.  b. Informal. Trou-

sers.   3. The part of a firearm behind the barrel.  4. The lower part of a pulley 

block.  [Middle English brech, from Old English brKc, pl. of broc, leg covering; 

akin to Gaulish br7ca, hose, trousers.]

breech birth (brKch bûrth) n.  See breech delivery. 
breech·block (brKchùblmkÙ) n.  The metal part that closes the breech end of the 

barrel of a breechloading gun and that is removed to insert a cartridge and 

replaced before firing. 

breech·cloth (brKchùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) also breech·clout (-kloutÙ) n.  A cloth 

worn to cover the loins; a loincloth. 

breech delivery (brKch dV-lVvùN-rK) n.  Delivery of a fetus with the buttocks or 

feet appearing first.  Also called breech birth 

breech·es buoy (brVchùVz buùK, brKùchVz) n.  Nautical. An apparatus used for 

rescues and transfers at sea, consisting of sturdy canvas breeches attached at the 

waist to a ring buoy that is suspended from a pulley running along a rope from 

ship to shore or from ship to ship. 

breech·ing (brKùchVng, brVchùVng) n.  1. The strap of a harness that passes 

behind a draft animal’s haunches.  2. The short wool or hair on the rump and 

hind legs of a sheep, goat, or dog.  3. The parts of a gun that make up the breech.  

4. A rope formerly used to secure the breech of a cannon to the side of a ship to 

control the recoil. 

breech·load·er (brKchùloÙdNr) n.  A gun or other firearm loaded at the breech. 

breech·load·ing (brKchùloÙdVng) adj.  Designed to be loaded at the breech. 

Used of a gun or other firearm. 

breech presentation (brKch prHzÙNn-t7ùshNn) n.  The position of a fetus 

during labor in which the buttocks or feet appear first. 



breed (brKd) v.  bred (brHd), breed·ing, breeds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To produce (off-

spring); give birth to or hatch.  2. To bring about; engender.  3. a. To cause to 

reproduce, especially by controlled mating and selection:  breed cattle.  b. To 

develop new or improved strains in (organisms), chiefly through controlled mat-

ing and selection of offspring for desirable traits.  c. To mate with.   4. To rear or 

train; bring up.  5. To produce (fissionable material) in a breeder reactor.  6. To 

be the place of origin of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To produce offspring.  2. To originate 

and thrive:  Fads breed in empty heads and full purses.   —  n.  1. A group of 

organisms having common ancestors and certain distinguishable characteristics, 

especially a group within a species developed by artificial selection and main-

tained by controlled propagation.  2. A kind; a sort:  a new breed of politician; a 

new breed of computer.   —idioms. breed a scab on (one’s) nose (or breed 
scabs on (one’s) nose). Regional. To stir up trouble for oneself.  breed up a 
storm. New England. To become cloudy.  See Regional note at fair1.  [Middle 

English breden, from Old English brKdan. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

breed·er (brKùdNr) n.  1. A person who breeds animals or plants.  2. An animal 

kept to produce offspring.  3. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a 

heterosexual person.  4. A source or cause:  social injustice—a breeder of revolu-

tions.  5. A breeder reactor. 

breeder reactor (brKùdNr rK-4kùtNr) n.  A nuclear reactor that produces as well 

as consumes fissionable material, especially one that produces more fissionable 

material than it consumes. 

breed·ing (brKùdVng) n.  1. One’s line of descent; ancestry:  a person of noble 

breeding.  2. Training in the proper forms of social and personal conduct.  See 

Synonyms at culture.  3. Production of offspring or young.  4. The propagation 

of animals or plants. 

breeding ground (brKùdVng ground) n.  1. A place where animals breed.  

2. A place or set of circumstances that encourages the development of certain 

ideas or conditions:  the university as a breeding ground for new scientific theories. 

Breed’s Hill (brKdz hVl)  A hill in Charlestown, a section of Boston, Massachu-

setts. It was the site of the Battle of Bunker Hill on June 17, 1775. 

breeks (brKks) pl.n.  Scots. Breeches.  [Middle English, pl. of brek, from Old 

English brKc. See BREECH.]

breeze1 (brKz) n.  1. A light current of air; a gentle wind.  2. Meteorology. Any of 

five winds with speeds of from 4 to 31 miles (6 to 50 kilometers) per hour, 

according to the Beaufort scale.  3. Informal. Something, such as a task, that is 

easy to do.   —  v.  intr. breezed, breez·ing, breez·es. 1. To blow lightly.  

2. Informal. To progress swiftly and effortlessly:  We breezed through the test.  

3. To sprint around a racetrack as a means of exercise. Used of a racehorse.   
—idiom. shoot the breeze. Slang. To engage in idle conversation.  [Perhaps 

from Old Spanish briza, northeast wind.]



SYNONYMS: breeze, cinch, pushover, snap, walkaway, walkover. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “something that is easily accomplished”: The

exam was a breeze. Chopping onions is a cinch with a food processor. Winning the

playoffs was no pushover. The new computer program was a snap to learn. Getting

elected to the council was a walkaway. It wasn’t any walkover to alphabetize all those

names.

breeze2 (brKz) n.  The refuse left when coke or charcoal is made.  [Probably 

from French braise, hot coals, from Old French brese, of Germanic origin. See 

bhreu- in Appendix.]

breeze·way (brKzùw7Ù) n.  A roofed, open-sided passageway connecting two 

structures, such as a house and a garage. 

breez·y (brKùzK) adj.  breez·i·er, breez·i·est. 1. Exposed to breezes; windy.  

2. Fresh and animated; lively:  a breezy prose style.   —breezùi·ly adv.  

—breezùi·ness n. 

breg·ma (brHgùmN) n.  pl. breg·ma·ta (-mN-tN). The junction of the sagittal 

and coronal sutures at the top of the skull.  [Latin, top of the head, from Greek.] 
—breg·matùic (-m4tùVk) adj. 

Bre·men (brHmùNn, br7ùmNn)  A city of northwest Germany on the Weser River 

southwest of Hamburg. It is a major port and was a leading member of the 

Hanseatic League in the Middle Ages. Population, 530,520. 

Bre·mer·ha·ven (brHmÙNr-häùvNn, -h7ù-, br7ÙmNr-häùfNn)  A city of northwest 

Germany at the mouth of the Weser River near the North Sea. It has a deep natu-

ral harbor and is an important shipping center. Transatlantic service to the United 

States was inaugurated here in 1847. Population, 135,095. 

Brem·er·ton (brHmùNr-tNn)  A city of west-central Washington on an arm of 

Puget Sound west of Seattle. It was laid out in 1891 after its selection as the site of 

a U.S. naval shipyard. Population, 38,142. 

brems·strah·lung (brHmùshträÙlNng) n.  The electromagnetic radiation pro-

duced by an accelerated electrically charged subatomic particle, such as an elec-

tron, as when it is deflected by another charged particle.  [German  : Bremse, 

brake (from Middle Low German premse, from pramen, to press) + Strahlung, 

radiation (from Strahl, ray, from Middle High German str7le, from Old High 

German str7la, stripe, piece); see ster-2 in Appendix.]

Bren·an (brHnùNn), Gerald. 1894-1987.  British writer. A long-time resident of 

Spain, he wrote insightful studies of that country, including The Spanish Laby-

rinth, published in 1947. 

Bren·nan (brHnùNn), William Joseph, Jr. Born 1906.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1956-1990). 



Bren·ner Pass (brHnùNr p4s)  An Alpine pass, 1,371 m (4,495 ft) high, connect-

ing Innsbruck, Austria, with Bolzano, Italy. It has been a strategic trade and inva-

sion route since Roman times. 

brent (brHnt) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of brant. 
Brent (brHnt), Margaret. 1600-1671?.  English-born colonist and feminist. She 

immigrated to Maryland in 1638 and was the first woman to obtain a land grant 

there. 

Brent·wood (brHntùwtdÙ)  1. An urban district of southeast England east-

northeast of London. A grammar school in the district dates from the mid-16th 

century. Population, 72,700.  2. An unincorporated town of southeast New York 

on central Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 48,800. 

bre·sao·la (brH-soùlN, brV-zoù-) n.  Sliced salt-cured, air-dried beef that is 

dressed with olive oil, lemon juice, and black pepper before serving.  [Italian, 

diminutive of Italian dialectal *bresada, past participle of brasare, to braise, from 

French braiser. See BRAISE.]

Bre·scia (brHshùN)  A city of northern Italy east of Milan. It was a Gallic town, a 

Roman stronghold, and a free city from 936 to 1426. Population, 206,460. 

Bresh·kov·sky (brHsh-kôfùskK), Catherine. Known as “Grandmother of the 

Russian Revolution.” 1844-1934.  Russian revolutionary and social reformer who 

was imprisoned for her revolutionary activities before 1917. After the Russian 

Revolution she settled in Czechoslovakia. 

Bres·lau (brHsùlou)  See Wroclaw. 
Brest (brHst)  1. A city of northwest France on an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. Its 

large landlocked harbor was built in 1631 by Cardinal Richelieu as a military base 

and arsenal. Population, 156,060.  2.  or Formerly Brest-Li·tovsk (-lV-tôfskù) A 

city of southwest Belarus on the Bug River near the Polish border. The Treaty of 

Brest-Litovsk, ending World War I on the eastern front, was signed here by Russia 

and Germany on March 3, 1918. Population, 222,000. 

Bret. abbr.  Breton. 

Bre·tagne (brN-tänùyN)  See Brittany. 
breth·ren (brHthùrNn) n.  A plural of brother. 
Bret·on (brHtùn) adj.  Abbr. Bret. Of or relating to Brittany or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Brittany.  2.  Abbr. Bret. 
The Celtic language of Brittany. In this sense, also calledArmoric [Middle English, 

from Old French. See BRITON.]

Bre·ton (brV-tôNù), André. 1896-1966.  French poet and literary theorist. He 

began to write after World War I, at first linking himself with Dadaism but break-

ing with that movement to write the first manifesto of surrealism (1924). 

Bre·ton·neau (brV-tô-noù), Pierre. 1778-1862.  French surgeon who described 

typhoid and diphtheria and performed the first tracheotomy in 1825. 



Breu·er (broiùNr), Marcel Lajos. 1902-1981.  Hungarian-born American archi-

tect and furniture designer who was associated with the Bauhaus in the 1920’s. He 

is known for his chairs with tubular steel frames. 

Breu·ghel (broiùgNl, bruù-, brœù-)  See Brueghel. 
brev. abbr.  Brevet. 

breve (brHv, brKv) n.  1. A symbol (Ö) placed over a vowel to show that it has a 

short sound, as the a in bat.  2. A curved mark used to indicate a short or 

unstressed syllable of verse.  3. Music. A note equivalent to two whole notes.  

[Middle English, written communication, from Old French, from Medieval 

Latin, short syllable, from Latin, neuter of brevis, short. See BRIEF.]

bre·vet (brN-vHtù, brHvùVt) n.  Abbr. brev., bvt. A commission promoting a mil-

itary officer in rank without an increase in pay.   —  v.  tr. bre·vet·ted or 

bre·vet·ed, bre·vet·ting or bre·vet·ing, bre·vets or bre·vets. To promote 

by brevet.  [Middle English, official letter, from Anglo-Norman, diminutive of 

bref, letter, from Latin brevis, short. See BRIEF.] —bre·vetùcy (brN-vHtùsK) n. 

bre·vi·ar·y (brKùvK-HrÙK, brHvùK-) n.  pl. bre·vi·ar·ies. Ecclesiastical. A book 

containing the hymns, offices, and prayers for the canonical hours.  [Middle 

English breviarie, from Old French breviaire, from Medieval Latin brevi7rium, 

from Latin, summary, from brevis, short. See BRIEF.]

brev·i·ty (brHvùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or state of being brief in duration.  

2. Concise expression; terseness.  [Latin brevit7s, from brevis, short. See BRIEF.]

brew (bru) v.  brewed, brew·ing, brews.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make (ale or beer) 

from malt and hops by infusion, boiling, and fermentation.  2. To make (a bever-

age) by boiling, steeping, or mixing various ingredients:  brew tea.  3. To concoct; 

devise:  brew a plot to overthrow the government.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make ale or 

beer as an occupation.  2. To be imminent; impend: “storms brewing on every 

frontier” (John Dos Passos).   —  n.  1. a. A beverage made by brewing.  b. A 

serving of such a beverage.   2. Something produced as if by brewing; a mix:  

Their politics were a strange brew of idealism and self-interest.  [Middle English 

brewen, from Old English brKowan. See bhreu- in Appendix.] —brewùage n.  

—brewùer n. 

Brew·er (bruùNr), David Josiah. 1837-1910.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1889-1910). 

brew·er’s yeast (bruùNrz yKst) n.  A yeast of the genus Saccharomyces, used as 

a ferment in brewing and also as a source of B-complex vitamins. 

brew·er·y (bruùN-rK, brtrùK) n.  pl. brew·er·ies. An establishment for the 

manufacture of malt liquors, such as beer and ale. 

brew·is (bruùVs, bruz) n.  New England. Bread soaked in liquid, usually milk, 

and eaten as a pudding or as a side dish with meat.  [Middle English brewes, from 

Old French broez, pl. of broet diminutive of breu, broth, from Vulgar Latin *bro-

dum, of Germanic origin. See bhreu- in Appendix.]



brew·pub (bruùpƒbÙ) n.  1.  See microbrewery.  2. A saloon where the own-

ers make their own beer and serve it on the premises. 

Brew·ster (bruùstNr), William. 1567-1644.  English Pilgrim colonist who 

sailed to America on the Mayflower (1620) and was the religious leader of Ply-

mouth Colony. 

Brey·er (brXùNr), Stephen Gerald. Born 1938.  American jurist who was 

appointed an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1994. 

Brezh·nev (brHzhùnHf, -nyVf), Leonid Ilyich. 1906-1982.  Soviet leader. He 

served as the chairman of the Presidium (now the Politburo) and secretary of the 

Communist Party before becoming president of the U.S.S.R. in 1977. In 1968 he 

enunciated the Brezhnev Doctrine, which asserts that the U.S.S.R. may intervene 

in any Warsaw Pact country in which the Communist government is threatened. 

Soviet adherence to this doctrine was evidenced by the invasion of Czechoslova-

kia (1968) and Afghanistan (1977). 

Bri·an Bo·ru (brXùNn bN-ruù, bô-roù, brKn), 926-1014.  Irish king (1002-1014) 

who spent most of his life fighting the Danes and the Norse. He was killed after 

the final defeat of a Danish coalition, which ended Norse power in Ireland. 

Bri·and (brK-ändù, -äNù), Aristide. 1862-1932.  French politician who became 

prime minister for the first of 11 times in 1909. As foreign minister he was the 

chief architect of the Locarno Pact (1925), which guaranteed the borders of Bel-

gium, France, and Germany. He also drew up the Kellogg-Briand Pact (1928) and 

shared the 1926 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Bri·ansk (brK-änskù)  See Bryansk. 
bri·ar1 also bri·er (brXùNr) n.  1. A Mediterranean shrub or small tree (Erica 

arborea) whose hard, woody roots are used to make tobacco pipes.  2. A pipe 

made from the root of this plant or from a similar wood.  [French bruyère, heath, 

from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *br7c7ria, from Late Latin br7cus, heather, 

of Celtic origin. See wer-2 in Appendix.]

bri·ar2 (brXùNr) n.  Variant of brier1. 
bri·ard (brK-ärù, -ärdù) n.  Any of an ancient French breed of sturdily built, 

rough-coated dogs.  [French, from Brie, a region of northern France.]

bri·ar·root (brXùNr-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  The hard woody root of the briar. 

bri·ar·wood (brXùNr-wtdÙ) n.  Wood from the root of the briar. 

bribe (brXb) n.  1. Something, such as money or a favor, offered or given to a per-

son in a position of trust to influence that person’s views or conduct.  

2. Something serving to influence or persuade.   —  v.  bribed, brib·ing, 
bribes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give, offer, or promise a bribe to.  2. To gain influence 

over or corrupt by bribery.   —  v.  intr. To give, offer, or promise bribes.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, piece of bread given as alms.] —bribùa·ble adj.  

—bribùer n. 



brib·er·y (brXùbN-rK) n.  pl. brib·er·ies. The act or practice of offering, giving, 

or taking a bribe. 

bric-a-brac (brVkùN-br4kÙ) n.  Small, usually ornamental objects valued for their 

antiquity, rarity, originality, or sentimental associations.  [French bric-à-brac, 

expressive of confusion.]

Brice (brXs), Fannie. 1891-1951.  American entertainer who appeared in a num-

ber of films as well as the Ziegfield Follies. She portrayed the character of “Baby 

Snooks” on the radio from 1936 until her death. 

brick (brVk) n.  pl. bricks or brick. 1. A molded rectangular block of clay baked 

by the sun or in a kiln until hard and used as a building and paving material.  

2. An object shaped like such a block:  a brick of cheese.  3. Informal. A helpful, 

reliable person.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a brick 

wall; brick ice cream.   —  v.  tr. bricked, brick·ing, bricks. 1. To construct, line, 

or pave with bricks.  2. To close or wall with brick:  bricked up the windows of the 

old house.   —idiom. drop a brick. Informal. To make a clumsy social error.  

[Middle English brike, from Middle Dutch bricke.] —brickùy adj. 

brick·bat (brVkùb4tÙ) n.  1. A piece, especially of brick, used as a weapon or mis-

sile.  2. An unfavorable remark; criticism.  [BRICK + BAT
1, piece of brick.]

WORD HISTORY: The earliest sense of brickbat, recorded in a work first pub-

lished in 1563, was “a piece of brick.” Such pieces of brick have not infrequently

been thrown at others in the hope of injuring them; hence, the figurative brickbats

(first recorded in 1929) that critics hurl at performances they dislike. The appear-

ance of bat as the second part of this compound is explained by the fact that the

word bat, “war club, cudgel,” developed in Middle English the sense “chunk, clod,

wad,” and in the 16th century came to be used specifically for a piece of brick that

was unbroken on one end.

brick·lay·er (brVkùl7ÙNr) n.  A person skilled in building with bricks.   —brick-
ùlayÙing n. 

brick red (brVk rHd) n.  Color. A moderate to strong reddish brown.   —brickù-
redù (brVkùrHdù) adj. 

brick·work (brVkùwûrkÙ) n.  1. The technique or work of constructing with 

bricks and mortar.  2. A structure made of bricks. 

brick·yard (brVkùyärdÙ) n.  A place where bricks are made. 

bri·co·lage (brKÙko-läzhù, brVkÙo-) n.  Something made or put together using 

whatever materials happen to be available: “Even the decor is a bricolage, a mix of 

this and that” (Los Angeles Times).  [French, from bricole, trifle, from Old 

French, catapult, from Old Italian briccola, of Germanic origin.]

bri·dal (brXdùl) n.  A marriage ceremony; a wedding.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating 

to a bride or a marriage ceremony; nuptial.  2. Designed for a bride or a newly 



married couple:  a bridal shop; the hotel’s bridal suite.  [Middle English bridale, 

wedding, wedding feast, from Old English br«dealo : br«d, bride; see BRIDE + ealu, 

ale; see ALE.]

Bri·dal·veil Falls also Bri·dal Veil Falls (brXdùl-v7lÙ fôlz)  A waterfall, 189.1 

m (620 ft) high, in Yosemite National Park in east-central California. 

bridal wreath  or bri·dal-wreath (brXdùl-rKth) n.  Any of various shrubs of 

the genus Spiraea, such as S. prunifolia, having arching branches covered with 

white bloom. Bridal wreath is popular as an ornamental and in flower arrange-

ments. 

bride (brXd) n.  A woman who is about to be married or has recently been mar-

ried.  [Middle English, from Old English br«d.]

bride·groom (brXdùgrumÙ, -grtmÙ) n.  A man who is about to be married or 

has recently been married.  [Alteration of Middle English bridegome, from Old 

English br«dguma : br«d, bride; see BRIDE + guma, man; see dhghem- in Appen-

dix.]

bride price (brXd prXs) n.  A payment in the form of money, property, or other 

valuable asset that is made by or on behalf of a prospective husband to the bride’s 

family in certain cultures or societies. 

brides·maid (brXdzùm7dÙ) n.  A woman who attends the bride at a wedding. 

bridge1 (brVj) n.  1. A structure spanning and providing passage over a gap or 

barrier, such as a river or roadway.  2. Something resembling or analogous to this 

structure in form or function:  a land bridge between the continents; a bridge of 

understanding between two countries.  3. a. The upper bony ridge of the human 

nose.  b. The part of a pair of eyeglasses that rests against this ridge.   4. A fixed 

or removable replacement for one or several but not all of the natural teeth, usu-

ally anchored at each end to a natural tooth.  5. Music. a. A thin, upright piece of 

wood in some stringed instruments that supports the strings above the sound-

board.  b. A transitional passage connecting two subjects or movements.   

6. Nautical. A crosswise platform or enclosed area above the main deck of a ship 

from which the ship is controlled.  7. Games. a. A piece of wood used to steady 

the cue in billiards.  Also called rest1 b. The hand used as a support to steady the 

cue.   8. Electricity. a. Any of various instruments for measuring or comparing 

the characteristics, such as impedance or inductance, of a conductor.  b. An elec-

trical shunt.   9. Chemistry. An intramolecular connection that spans atoms or 

groups of atoms.   —  v.  tr. bridged, bridg·ing, bridg·es. 1. To build a bridge 

over.  2. To cross by or as if by a bridge.  [Middle English brigge, from Old English 

brycg. See bhr7777- in Appendix.] —bridgeùa·ble adj. 

bridge2 (brVj) n.  Games. Any of several card games derived from whist and 

played with one deck of cards divided equally among usually four people.  [From 

earlier biritch (influenced by BRIDGE
1), from Russian birich, a call.]



bridge·board (brVjùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A notched board at either side of a stair-

case that supports the treads and risers. 

bridge·head (brVjùhHdÙ) n.  1. a. A fortified position from which troops 

defend the end of a bridge nearest the enemy.  b. A forward position seized by 

advancing troops in enemy territory as a foothold for further advance.   2. The 

area immediately adjacent to the end of a bridge.  [Translation of French tête de 

pont : tête, head + de, of + pont, bridge.]

bridge loan (brVj lon) n.  A short-term loan intended to provide or extend 

financing until a more permanent arrangement is made. 

Bridge·port (brVjùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of southwest Connecticut on Long 

Island Sound southwest of New Haven. Settled in 1639, it grew as a fishing com-

munity and is today the leading industrial center of the state. Population, 

141,686. 

Bridg·er (brVjùNr), James. 1804-1881.  American frontiersman and fur trader 

famous for his tall tales. 

Bridg·es (brVjùVz), Harry. 1901-1990.  American labor leader. He organized the 

International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU) and served as 

its president for 40 years. 

Bridg·es (brVjùVz), Robert Seymour. 1844-1930.  British poet and essayist who 

was appointed poet laureate in 1913. He is best known for his philosophical poem 

The Testament of Beauty (1929). 

Bridge·ton (brVjùtNn)  1. A city of eastern Missouri on the Missouri River 

northwest of St. Louis. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 17,779.  2. A city 

of southwest New Jersey near the mouth of the Delaware River south of Philadel-

phia. Settled by Quakers c. 1686, it is now highly industrialized. Population, 

18,942. 

Bridge·town (brVjùtounÙ)  The capital of Barbados, in the West Indies. It was 

founded by the British in 1628. Population, 7,466. 

Bridge·wa·ter (brVjùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr)  A town of eastern Massachusetts south 

of Boston. It had an iron industry in colonial times. Population, 21,249. 

bridge·work (brVjùwûrkÙ) n.  1. A dental bridge.  2. Dental prosthetics involv-

ing a bridge or bridges. 

Bridg·man (brVjùmNn), Percy Williams. 1882-1961.  American physicist. He 

won a 1946 Nobel Prize for work in the field of high-pressure physics. 

bri·dle (brXdùl) n.  1. A harness, consisting of a headstall, bit, and reins, fitted 

about a horse’s head and used to restrain or guide the animal.  2. A curb or check:  

put a bridle on spending.  3. Nautical. A span of chain, wire, or rope that can be 

secured at both ends to an object and slung from its center point.   —  v.  

bri·dled, bri·dling, bri·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a bridle on.  2. To control or 

restrain with or as if with a bridle.  See Synonyms at restrain.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

lift the head and draw in the chin as an expression of scorn or resentment.  2. To 



show anger or resentment; take offense:  bridling at the criticism.  [Middle English 

bridel, from Old English brXdel.] —briùdler n. 

bridle path (brXdùl p4th) n.  A trail for horseback riding. 

Brie (brK) n.  A mold-ripened, whole-milk cheese with a whitish rind and a soft, 

light yellow center.  [After Brie, a region of northern France.]

brief (brKf) adj.  brief·er, brief·est. 1. Short in time, duration, length, or 

extent.  2. Succinct; concise:  a brief account of the incident.  3. Curt; abrupt.   —  
n.  1. A short, succinct statement.  2. A condensation or an abstract of a larger 

document or series of documents.  3.  Abbr. br. Law. a. A formal outline listing 

main contentions along with supporting evidence and documentation.  b. A doc-

ument containing all the facts and points of law pertinent to a specific case, filed 

by an attorney before arguing the case in court.   4. Roman Catholic Church. A 

papal letter that is not as formal as a bull.  5. A briefing.  6. briefs. Short, tight-

fitting underpants.   —  v.  tr. briefed, brief·ing, briefs. 1. To summarize.  

2. To give concise preparatory instructions, information, or advice to:  briefed the 

astronauts before the mission.   —idiom. in brief. In short.  [Middle English bref, 

from Old French, from Latin brevis. N., Middle English bref, written communica-

tion  from Old French, from Medieval Latin breve, from Latin, neuter of brevis, 

short. See mregh-u- in Appendix.] —briefùer n.  —briefùly adv.  —briefù-
ness n. 

brief·case (brKfùk7sÙ) n.  A portable, often flat case with a handle, used for car-

rying papers or books.  [brief, document + CASE
2.]

brief·ing (brKùfVng) n.  1. The act or procedure of giving or receiving concise 

preparatory instructions, information, or advice.  2. The information conveyed 

in this manner. 

Bri·enz (brK-Hntsù), Lake of. A lake of central Switzerland near Interlaken. It is 

noted for its scenic beauty. 

bri·er1 also bri·ar (brXùNr) n.  Any of several prickly plants, such as certain rose-

bushes or the greenbrier.  [Middle English brer, from Old English brKr.] 
—briùer·y adj. 

bri·er2 (brXùNr) n.  Variant of briar1. 
Bri·eux (brK-œù), Eugène. 1858-1932.  French playwright whose work exposed 

moral and social evils. 

brig (brVg) n.  1. Nautical. A two-masted sailing ship, square-rigged on both 

masts, carrying two or more headsails and a quadrilateral gaff sail or spanker aft 

of the mizzenmast.  2. A jail or prison on board a U.S. Navy or Coast Guard ves-

sel.  3. A jail or guardhouse, especially on the premises of a U.S. military installa-

tion.  [Short for BRIGANTINE. Senses 2 and 3, from the use of ships as prisons.]

brig. abbr.  Brigade. 

bri·gade (brV-g7dù) n.  1.  Abbr. brig. a. A military unit consisting of a variable 

number of combat battalions.  b. A U.S. Army administrative and tactical unit 



composed of a headquarters unit, at least one unit of infantry or armor or both, 

and designated support units. A brigade can be commanded by a brigadier gen-

eral or by a colonel.   2. A group of persons organized for a specific purpose:  

formed a bucket brigade to carry water to the fire.   —  v.  tr. bri·gad·ed, 
bri·gad·ing, bri·gades. To form into a brigade.  [French, from Old French, 

company, from Old Italian brigata, from brigare, to fight, from briga, strife, of 

Celtic origin. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

brig·a·dier (brVgÙN-dîrù) n.  A brigadier general.  [French, from brigade, brigade. 

See BRIGADE.]

brigadier general (brVgÙN-dîrù jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. brigadier generals. Abbr. 

B.G., BG, Brig. Gen. 1. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or 

Marine Corps that is above colonel and below major general.  2. One who holds 

this rank. 

brig·and (brVgùNnd) n.  A robber or bandit, especially one of an outlaw band.  

[Middle English brigaunt, from Old French, from Old Italian brigante, skir-

misher, from present participle of brigare, to fight. See BRIGADE.] 
—brigùand·age (-Nn-dVj), brigùand·ism n. 

brig·an·tine (brVgùNn-tKnÙ) n.  Nautical. A two-masted sailing ship, square-

rigged on the foremast and having a fore-and-aft mainsail with square main top-

sails.  [French brigantin, from Old French brigandin, from Old Italian brigantino, 

skirmishing ship, from brigante, skirmisher. See BRIGAND.]

Brig. Gen. abbr.  Brigadier general. 

Briggs (brVgz), Henry. 1561-1630.  English mathematician who devised the dec-

imal-based system of logarithms and invented the modern method of long divi-

sion. 

Brig·ham City (brVgùNm sVtùK)  A city of northern Utah north of Ogden. It was 

founded as Box Elder in 1851 and renamed in 1856 to honor Brigham Young. 

Population, 15,644. 

bright (brXt) adj.  bright·er, bright·est. 1. a. Emitting or reflecting light 

readily or in large amounts; shining.  b. Comparatively high on the scale of 

brightness.  c. Full of light or illumination:  a bright sunny day; a stage bright with 

spotlights.   2. Characterizing a dyestuff that produces a highly saturated color; 

brilliant.  3. Glorious; splendid:  one of the bright stars of stage and screen; a bright 

moment in history.  4. Full of promise and hope; auspicious:  had a bright future in 

publishing.  5. Happy; cheerful:  bright faces.  6. Animatedly clever; intelligent.  

7. High and clear:  the bright sound of the trumpet section.  [Middle English, from 

Old English beorht. See bherNg- in Appendix.] —bright, brightùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: bright, brilliant, radiant, lustrous, lambent, luminous, incandes-

cent, effulgent. These adjectives refer to what emits or reflects light. Bright is the

most general: bright sunshine; a bright blue; bright teeth. Brilliant implies intense



brightness and often suggests sparkling, glittering, or gleaming light: a brilliant

color; a brilliant gemstone. Something that is radiant radiates or seems to radiate

light: a radiant sunrise; a radiant smile. A lustrous object originates no light but

reflects an agreeable sheen: thick, lustrous auburn hair; a necklace of lustrous pearls.

Lambent applies to a soft, flickering light: “its tranquil streets, bathed in the lam-

bent green of budding trees” (James C. McKinley). Luminous refers broadly to what

shines with light but is said especially of something that glows in the dark: The

watch has a luminous dial. Incandescent stresses burning brilliance, as of some-

thing white-hot: Flames consist of incandescent gases. Effulgent suggests splendid

radiance: “The crocus, the snowdrop, and the effulgent daffodil are considered bright

harbingers of spring” (John Gould). See also Synonyms at intelligent

Bright (brXt), John. 1811-1889.  British politician and noted orator who was a 

founder of the Anti-Corn Law League (1839). 

bright·en (brXtùn) v.  tr. intr. bright·ened, bright·en·ing, bright·ens. To 

make or become bright or brighter.   —brightùen·er n. 

bright·ness (brXtùnVs) n.  1. The state or quality of being bright.  2. The effect 

or sensation by means of which an observer is able to distinguish differences in 

luminance.  3. Color. The dimension of a color that represents its similarity to 

one of a series of achromatic colors ranging from very dim (dark) to very bright 

(dazzling). 

Brigh·ton (brXtùn)  A borough of southeast England on the English Channel 

south of London. It became a fashionable resort after 1783 when the Prince of 

Wales (later George IV) began to patronize it. The Royal Pavilion, in a combina-

tion of Chinese and Mogul styles, was designed by the noted architect John Nash 

(1752-1835). Population, 150,200. 

Bright’s disease (brXts dV-zKzù) n.  Any of several diseases of the kidney 

marked by the presence of albumin in the urine.  [After Richard Bright (1789-

1858), British physician.]

bright·work (brXtùwûrkÙ) n.  Metal parts or fixtures made bright by polishing. 

brill (brVl) n.  pl. brill or brills. An edible flatfish (Bothas rhombus) of European 

waters.  [Origin unknown.]

Brill (brVl), Abraham Arden. 1874-1948.  Austrian-born American psychiatrist 

known for his translations of the works of Jung and Freud. 

Bril·lat-Sa·va·rin (brK-yäù sä-vä-r4Nù), Anthelme. 1755-1826.  French politi-

cian and gourmet, who is noted for his Physiologie de Goût (1825), a witty disser-

tation on the art of dining. 

bril·liance (brVlùyNns) n.  1. The state or quality of being brilliant, as: 

a. Extreme brightness.  b. Exceptional clarity and agility of intellect or invention.   

2. Splendor; magnificence.  3. Music. Sharpness and clarity of tone. 

bril·lian·cy (brVlùyNn-sK) n.  Brilliance, as of intellect or artistic performance. 



bril·liant (brVlùyNnt) adj.  1. Full of light; shining.  See Synonyms at bright.  
2. Color. Relating to or being a hue that has a combination of high lightness and 

strong saturation.  3. Sharp and clear in tone.  4. Glorious; magnificent:  the bril-

liant court life at Versailles.  5. Superb; wonderful:  The soloist gave a brilliant per-

formance.  6. Marked by unusual and impressive intellectual acuteness:  a brilliant 

mind; a brilliant solution to the problem.  See Synonyms at intelligent.   —  n.  A 

precious gem, especially a diamond, finely cut in any of various forms with 

numerous facets.  [French brillant, present participle of briller, to shine, from Ital-

ian brillare, perhaps from brillo, beryl, from Latin beryllus. See BERYL.] 
—brilùliant·ly adv.  —brilùliant·ness n. 

bril·lian·tine (brVlùyNn-tKnÙ) n.  1. An oily, perfumed hairdressing.  2. A glossy 

fabric made from cotton and worsted or cotton and mohair.  [French brillantine, 

from brillant, brilliant. See BRILLIANT.]

brim (brVm) n.  1. The rim or uppermost edge of a hollow container or natural 

basin.  2. A projecting rim or edge:  the brim of a hat.  3. A border or an edge.  See 

Synonyms at border.   —  v.  brimmed, brim·ming, brims.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

be full to the brim.  2. To overflow:  The cup is brimming over with chowder.   —  
v.  tr. To fill to the brim.  [Middle English brimme.]

brim·ful (brVmùftlù) adj.  Full to overflowing. 

brim·stone (brVmùstonÙ) n.  1. Sulfur.  2. a. Damnation to hell; hellfire.  

b. Fiery or passionate rhetoric: “the great American evangelist of Yankee bargain-

hunting, converting us... with the brimstone of his secular preaching” (Rushworth 

M. Kidder).   [Middle English brimston, from Old English brynst7n. See gwher- 
in Appendix.]

Brin·di·si (brVnùdV-zK, brKnù-)  A city of southern Italy on the Adriatic Sea south-

east of Bari. It was an ancient center of trade with the eastern Mediterranean and 

an embarkation point for the Crusaders during the Middle Ages. Population, 

88,947. 

brin·dle (brVnùdl) n.  1. A brindled color.  2. A brindled animal.  [Back-forma-

tion from BRINDLED.]

brin·dled (brVnùdld) adj.  Tawny or grayish with streaks or spots of a darker 

color.  [Alteration of Middle English brended, probably from brende, past partici-

ple of brennen, to burn, from Old Norse brenna. See gwher- in Appendix.]

brine (brXn) n.  1. Water saturated with or containing large amounts of a salt, 

especially of sodium chloride.  2. a. The water of a sea or an ocean.  b. A large 

body of salt water.   3. Salt water used for preserving and pickling foods.   —  v.  

tr. brined, brin·ing, brines. To immerse, preserve, or pickle in salt water.  

[Middle English, from Old English brXne.] —brinùer n. 

Bri·nell hardness (brV-nHlù härdùnVs) n.  The relative hardness of metals and 

alloys, determined by forcing a steel ball into a test piece under standard condi-



tions and measuring the surface area of the resulting indentation.  [After Johan 

August Brinell (1849-1925), Swedish engineer.]

Brinell hardness number (brV-nHlù härdùnVs nƒmùbNr) n.  Abbr. Bhn. The 

numerical value assigned to the Brinell hardness of metals and alloys.  Also called 

Brinell number 

brine shrimp (brXn shrVmp) n.  Any of various small crustaceans of the genus 

Artemia. 

bring (brVng) v.  tr. brought (brôt), bring·ing, brings. 1. To take with oneself 

to a place:  brought enough money with me.  2. To carry as an attribute or contri-

bution:  You bring many years of experience to your new post.  3. To lead or force 

into a specified state, situation, or location:  bring the water to a boil; brought the 

meeting to a close.  4. a. To persuade; induce:  The defendant’s testimony brought 

others to confess.  b. To get the attention of; attract:  Smoke and flames brought the 

neighbors.   5. To cause to occur as a consequence or concomitant:  Floods brought 

destruction to the valley. A chill can bring on a cold.  6. To cause to become appar-

ent to the mind; recall:  This music brings back memories.  7. Law. To advance or 

set forth (charges) in a court.  8. To sell for:  a portrait that brought a million dol-

lars.   —phrasal verbs. bring around (or bring round). 1. To cause to adopt 

an opinion or take a certain course of action.  2. To cause to recover conscious-

ness.  bring down. 3. To cause to fall or collapse.  4. To kill.  bring forth. 
5. To give rise to; produce:  plants bringing forth fruit.  6. To give birth to (young).  

bring forward. 7. To present; produce:  bring forward proof.  8. Accounting. To 

carry (a sum) from one page or column to another.  bring in. 9. Law. To give or 

submit (a verdict) to a court.  10. To produce, yield, or earn (profits or income).  

bring off. To accomplish:  bring off a successful advertising campaign.  bring on. 
To cause to appear:  brought on the dessert.  bring out. 13. a. To reveal or 

expose:  brought out the facts.  b. To introduce (a debutante) to society.   14. To 

produce or publish:  bring out a new book.  15. To nurture and develop (a quality, 

for example) to best advantage:  You bring out the best in me.  bring to. 16. To 

cause to recover consciousness.  17. Nautical. To cause (a ship) to turn into the 

wind or come to a stop.  bring up. 18. To take care of and educate (a child); rear.  

19. To introduce into discussion; mention.  20. To vomit.  21. To cause to come 

to a sudden stop.   —idioms. bring down the house. To win overwhelming 

approval from an audience.  bring home. To make perfectly clear:  a lecture that 

brought home several important points.  bring to bear. 3. To exert; apply:  bring 

pressure to bear on the student’s parents.  4. To put (something) to good use: “All of 

one’s faculties are brought to bear in an effort to become fully incorporated into the 

landscape” (Barry Lopez).  bring to light. To reveal or disclose:  brought the real 

facts to light.  bring to mind. To cause to be remembered:  Thoughts of fishing 

brought to mind our youth.  bring to (one’s) knees. To reduce to a position of 

subservience or submission.  bring to terms. To force (another) to agree.  



bring up the rear. To be the last in a line or sequence.  [Middle English bringen, 

from Old English bringan. See bher-1 in Appendix.] —bringùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: In most dialects of American English bring is used to denote

motion toward the place of speaking or the place from which the action is regard-

ed: Bring it over here. The prime minister brought a large retinue to Washington with

her. Take is used to denote motion away from such a place: Take it over there. The

President will take several advisers with him when he goes to Moscow. When the

relevant point of focus is not the place of speaking itself, the difference obviously

depends on the context. We can say either The labor leaders brought or took their

requests to the mayor’s office, depending on whether we want to describe things

from the point of view of the labor leaders or the mayor. Perhaps for this reason,

the distinction between bring and take has been blurred in some areas; a parent

may say of a child, for example, She always takes a pile of books home with her from

school. This usage may sound curious to those who are accustomed to observe the

distinction more strictly, but it bears no particular stigma of incorrectness or il-

literacy. • The form brung is common in colloquial use in many areas, even among

educated speakers, but it is not acceptable for use in formal writing.

bring·down (brVngùdounÙ) n.  Something disappointing; a letdown. 

brink (brVngk) n.  1. a. The upper edge of a steep or vertical slope:  the brink of a 

cliff.  b. The margin of land bordering a body of water.   2. The point at which 

something is likely to begin; the verge: “Time and again the monarchs and states-

men of Europe approached the brink of conflict” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  See Syn-

onyms at border.  [Middle English, probably of Scandinavian origin.]

brink·man·ship (brVngkùmNn-shVpÙ) also brinks·man·ship (brVngksù-) n.  

The practice, especially in international politics, of seeking advantage by creating 

the impression that one is willing and able to push a highly dangerous situation to 

the limit rather than concede. 

Brin·ton (brVnùtNn), Daniel Garrison. 1837-1899.  American anthropologist 

who was the first to attempt a systematic classification of Native American lan-

guages. 

brin·y (brXùnK) adj.  brin·i·er, brin·i·est. Of, relating to, or resembling brine; 

salty.   —brinùi·ness n. 

bri·o (brKùo) n.  Vigor; vivacity.  [Italian, from Spanish brio, or Provençal briu 

both of Celtic origin. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

bri·oche (brK-ôshù, -oshù) n.  A soft, light-textured bread made from eggs, but-

ter, flour, and yeast and formed into a roll or a bun.  [French, from Old French, 

from broyer, brier, to knead, of Germanic origin. See bhreg- in Appendix.]

bri·o·lette (brKÙN-lHtù) n.  A pear-shaped or oval gem, especially a diamond, cut 

in long triangular facets.  [French, perhaps alteration (influenced by brillant, bril-



liant), of brignolette, diminutive of brignole, dried plum, from Brignoles, a town 

of southeast France.]

bri·quette also bri·quet (brV-kHtù) n.  A block of compressed coal dust, char-

coal, or sawdust and wood chips, used for fuel and kindling.  [French, diminutive 

of brique, brick, from Middle Dutch bricke.]

bri·sance (brV-zänsù, -zäNsù) n.  The shattering effect of the sudden release of 

energy in an explosion.  [French, from brisant, present participle of briser, to 

break, from Old French brisier, from Vulgar Latin *brisi7re, perhaps of Celtic ori-

gin.] —bri·santù (-zäntù, -zäNtù) adj. 

Bris·bane (brVzùbNn, -b7nÙ)  A city of eastern Australia on the Brisbane River, 
about 346 km (215 mi) long, near its mouth on Moreton Bay, an inlet of the 

Pacific Ocean. The area was settled in 1824 as a penal colony. Population, 

734,750. 

Bris·bane (brVzùb7n, -bNn), Albert. 1809-1890.  American social reformer and 

proponent of small, self-sustaining communities as the ideal social organization. 

His experimental community in Red Bank, New Jersey, lasted for 12 years (1843-

1855). 

Bris·bane (brVzùb7n, -bNn), Arthur. 1864-1936.  American newspaper editor 

who practiced and encouraged techniques of yellow journalism in order to 

increase the circulation of his newspapers. 

brisk (brVsk) adj.  brisk·er, brisk·est. 1. Marked by speed, liveliness, and vigor; 

energetic:  had a brisk walk in the park.  See Synonyms at nimble.  2. Keen or 

sharp in speech or manner:  a brisk greeting.  3. Stimulating and invigorating:  a 

brisk wind.  4. Pleasantly zestful:  a brisk tea.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.] 
—briskùly adv.  —briskùness n. 

bris·ket (brVsùkVt) n.  1. The chest of an animal.  2. The ribs and meat taken 

from the chest of an animal.  [Middle English brusket, perhaps of Scandinavian 

origin.]

bris·ling (brVzùlVng, brVsù-) n.  See sprat (n., sense 1).  [Norwegian, alteration 

(influenced by Norwegian brisa, to flash), of Low German bretling, from bret, 

broad.]

bris·tle (brVsùNl) n.  A stiff hair.   —  v.  bris·tled, bris·tling, bris·tles.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To stand stiffly on end like bristles:  The hair on the dog’s neck bristled.  

2. To raise the bristles:  The cat bristled at the sight of the large dog.  3. To react in 

an angry or offended manner:  The author bristled at the suggestion of plagiarism.  

4. To be covered or thick with or as if with bristles:  The path bristled with thorns.  

See Synonyms at teem1.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to stand erect like bristles; stiffen.  

2. To furnish or supply with bristles.  3. To ruffle; disturb.  [Middle English bris-

tel, probably from Old English *byrstel, from byrst, bristle.]



bris·tle·cone pine (brVsùNl-konÙ pXn) n.  A small slow-growing pine (Pinus 

aristata), native to the western United States and having needles in fascicles of 

five. It is among the oldest living trees. 

bris·tle·tail (brVsùNl-t7lÙ) n.  Any of various wingless insects of the order Thysa-

nura, such as the silverfish, having bristlelike posterior appendages. 

bris·tly (brVsùlK) adj.  bris·tli·er, bris·tli·est. 1. a. Consisting of or similar to 

bristles.  b. Thick with bristles.   2. Tending to react with agitation or anger; bel-

ligerent:  some bristly exchanges between the White House and the press. 

Bris·tol (brVsùtNl)  1. A city of southwest England west of London. It has been an 

important trading center since the 12th century. Population, 400,300.  2. A city of 

central Connecticut north of Waterbury. Its clockmaking industry dates from 

1790. Population, 60,640.  3. A town of eastern Rhode Island on Narragansett 

Bay southeast of Providence. In the 18th and 19th centuries its port was a base for 

slave trading, privateering, whaling, and shipbuilding. Population, 21,625.  

4. Two cities on the Tennessee-Virginia line east-northeast of Kingsport, Tennes-

see. The communities, though politically independent, are an economic unit and 

share a main thoroughfare along the state boundary. Population, 23,421 (Tennes-

see) and 18,426 (Virginia). 

Bristol Bay (brVsùtNl b7)  An arm of the Bering Sea in southwest Alaska between 

the mainland and the Alaska Peninsula. It is a rich salmon-fishing area. 

Bristol board (brVsùtNl bôrd) n.  A smooth, heavy pasteboard of fine quality.  

[After Bristol, England.]

Bristol Channel (brVsùtNl ch4nùNl)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean stretching 

west from the Severn River and separating Wales from southwest England. It is a 

major shipping route. 

brit also britt (brVt) n.  1. The young of herring and similar fish.  2. Minute 

marine organisms, such as crustaceans of the genus Calanus, that are a major 

source of food for right whales.  [Perhaps from Cornish br«thel, mackerel (from 

Old Cornish breithil, from *breith, speckled), or from Welsh brithyll, trout  from 

brith, speckled.]

Brit (brVt) n.  Informal. A British person: “Americans approaching this new work of 

his are confronting not a hidebound Brit but a full-fledged citizen of Anglophonia” 

(Anthony Burgess). 

Brit. abbr.  Britain; British. 

Brit·ain1 (brVtùn)  The island of Great Britain during pre-Roman, Roman, and 

early Anglo-Saxon times before the reign of Alfred the Great (871-899). The 

name is derived from Brittania, which the Romans used for the portion of the 

island that they occupied. 

Brit·ain2 (brVtùn) Abbr. Brit., Br.  See United Kingdom. 



Bri·tan·nia (brV-t4nùyN, -t4nùK-N) n.  1. A female personification of Great Brit-

ain or the British Empire.  2.  Also britannia. Britannia metal.  [Latin, Britain, 

from BrittannX, the Britons. See BRITON.]

bri·tan·nia metal (brV-t4nùyN mHtùl, -t4nùK-N) n.  A white alloy of tin with 

copper, antimony, and sometimes bismuth and zinc that resembles pewter and is 

used in utensils and tableware. 

Bri·tan·nic (brV-t4nùVk) adj.  British. 

britch·es (brVchùVz) pl.n.  Breeches.   —idiom. too big for (one’s) britches. 
Overconfident; cocky.  [Alteration of breeches, pl. of BREECH.]

Brit·i·cism (brVtùV-sVzÙNm) also Brit·ish·ism (-shVzÙNm) n.  A word, a phrase, or 

an idiom characteristic of or peculiar to English as it is spoken in Great Britain.  

[From BRITI(SH), on the model of words such as GALLICISM.]

Brit·ish (brVtùVsh) adj.  Abbr. Brit., Br. 1. a. Of or relating to Great Britain or its 

people, language, or culture.  b. Of or relating to the United Kingdom or the 

Commonwealth of Nations.   2. Of or relating to the ancient Britons.   —  n.  

1. The people of Great Britain.  2.  Abbr. Brit., Br. British English.  3. The Celtic 

language of the ancient Britons.  [Middle English Brittish, from Old English Bryt-

tisc, relating to the ancient Britons, from Bryttas, Britons, of Celtic origin.]

British A·mer·i·ca (brVtùVsh N-mHrùV-kN)  See British North America. 
British Ant·arc·tic Territory (brVtùVsh 4nt-ärkùtVk tHrùV-tôrÙK, -ärùtVk)  A 

British territory of the extreme Southern Hemisphere, including the South 

Orkney and South Shetland island groups in the southern Atlantic Ocean and 

Graham Land on the Antarctic Peninsula. 

British an·ti-lew·is·ite (brVtùVsh 4nÙtK-luùV-sXtÙ, 4nÙtX-) n.  Abbr. BAL See 

dimercaprol. 
British Cam·e·roons (brVtùVsh k4mÙN-runzù)  A former British trust terri-

tory of western Africa, divided in 1961 between Nigeria and Cameroon. 

British Co·lum·bi·a (brVtùVsh kN-lûmùbK-N) Abbr. BC, B.C.  A province of 

western Canada bordering on the Pacific Ocean. It joined the confederation in 

1871. The coastal area was first explored by Capt. James Cook in 1778. Victoria 

Island was a separate colony from 1849 until 1866, when it was combined with 

the mainland territory. Victoria is the capital and Vancouver the largest city. Pop-

ulation, 2,744,467. 

British Com·mon·wealth (brVtùVsh kmmùNn-wHlthÙ)  See Commonwealth 
of Nations. 

British East Af·ri·ca (brVtùVsh Kst 4fùrV-kN)  The former British territories of 

eastern Africa, including Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, and Zanzibar. 

British Empire (brVtùVsh HmùpXrÙ)  The geographic and political units formerly 

under British control, including dominions, colonies, dependencies, trust territo-

ries, and protectorates. At the height of its power in the late 19th and early 20th 



centuries, it encompassed territories on all continents, comprising about one 

quarter of the world’s land area and population. 

British English (brVtùVsh VngùglVsh) n.  The English language used in England as 

distinguished from that used elsewhere. 

Brit·ish·er (brVtùV-shNr) n.  Informal. A native or inhabitant of Great Britain. 

British Gui·a·na (brVtùVsh gK-4nùN, -äùnN)  See Guyana. 
British Hon·du·ras (brVtùVsh hmn-dtrùNs, -dytrù-)  See Belize (sense 1). 

British In·di·a (brVtùVsh VnùdK-N)  The part of the Indian subcontinent under 

direct British administration until 1947. 

British In·di·an Ocean Territory (brVtùVshVnùdK-Nn oùshNn tHrùV-tôrÙK)  A 

British colony comprising small islands in the western Indian Ocean. It was 

formed in 1965 by agreement with Mauritius and Seychelles. 

British Isles (brVtùVsh Xlz)  A group of islands off the northwest coast of Europe 

comprising Great Britain, Ireland, and adjacent smaller islands. 

Brit·ish·ism (brVtùV-shVzÙNm) n.  Variant of Briticism. 
British North A·mer·i·ca (brVtùVsh nôrth N-mHrùV-kN) also British America  

The former British possessions in North America north of the United States. The 

term was once used to designate Canada. 

British Sol·o·mon Islands (brVtùVsh smlùN-mNn XùlNndz)  A former British 

protectorate in the Solomon and Santa Cruz islands of the southwest Pacific 

Ocean. 

British So·ma·li·land (brVtùVsh so-mäùlK-l4ndÙ, sN-)  A former British protec-

torate of eastern Africa on the Gulf of Aden. It has been part of Somaliland since 

1960. 

British thermal unit (brVtùVsh thûrùmNl yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. Btu 1. The quan-

tity of heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of water from 60˚ to 

61˚F at a constant pressure of one atmosphere.  2. The quantity of heat equal to 

180 of the heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of water from 32˚ 

to 212˚F at a constant pressure of one atmosphere. 

British To·go·land (brVtùVsh toùgo-l4ndÙ)  A former British protectorate of 

western Africa. It became part of Ghana in 1957. 

British Vir·gin Islands (brVtùVsh vûrùjVn XùlNndz)  A British colony in the east-

ern Caribbean east of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Road Town, on 

Tortola Island, is the capital. Population, 12,034. 

British West Af·ri·ca (brVtùVsh wHst 4fùrV-kN)  The former British territories 

of western Africa, including Nigeria, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Gold Coast, Togo-

land, and Cameroons. 

British West In·dies (brVtùVsh wHst VnùdKz) Abbr. B.W.I.  The islands of the 

West Indies that were formerly under British control, including Jamaica, Barba-

dos, Trinidad and Tobago, and the Bahamas. 



Brit·on (brVtùn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Great Britain.  2. One of a Celtic 

people inhabiting ancient Britain at the time of the Roman invasion.  [Middle 

English Britoun, Celt, Briton, from Anglo-Norman Britun, from Latin BrittonKs, 

Britons, of Celtic origin.]

britt (brVt) n.  Variant of brit. 
Brit·ta·ny (brVtùn-K) also Bre·tagne (brN-tänùyN)  A historical region and 

former province of northwest France on a peninsula between the English Chan-

nel and the Bay of Biscay. It was settled c. 500 by Britons driven out of their 

homeland by the Anglo-Saxons. The region was formally incorporated into 

France in 1532. 

Brittany spaniel (brVtùn-K sp4nùyNl) n.  A large pointing spaniel of a breed 

originating in France. 

Brit·ten (brVtùn), (Edward) Benjamin. 1913-1976.  British composer known 

for his song cycles, such as Les Illuminations (1939), and operas, including Peter 

Grimes (1945) and Death in Venice (1973). 

brit·tle (brVtùl) adj.  brit·tler, brit·tlest. 1. a. Likely to break, snap, or crack, as 

when subjected to pressure:  brittle bones.  b. Easily disrupted:  a brittle relation-

ship between husband and wife.  See Synonyms at fragile.   2. a. Difficult to deal 

with; snappish:  a brittle disposition.  b. Lacking warmth of feeling; cold:  The 

duchess, though well-known as a society hostess, conveyed an unmistakably brittle 

air.   3. Brilliantly sharp, as in percussive sound.  4. a. Perishable.  b. Fleeting; 

transitory.    —  n.  A confection of caramelized sugar to which nuts are added:  

walnut brittle.  [Middle English britel, probably from Old English *brytel, from 

bryttian, to shatter.] —britùtle·ly (brVtùl-K) adv.  —britùtle·ness n. 

brit·tle·bush (brVtùl-btshÙ) n.  A shrub (Encelia farinosa) in the composite 

family, native to Mexico and the southwest United States and having grayish foli-

age and showy flower heads with yellow rays. 

brittle star (brVtùl stär) n.  Any of various marine organisms of the class Ophi-

uroidea, related to and resembling the starfish but having long, slender arms.  

Also called ophiuroid 

Brit·ton·ic (brV-tmnùVk) also Bry·thon·ic (-thmnù-) n.  The branch of the Celtic 

languages that includes Welsh, Breton, and Cornish.  [Ultimately from Latin Brit-

tonKs, Britons. See BRITON.]

Brive-la-Gail·larde (brKv-lä-gä-yädù) also Brive (brKv)  A city of southwest-

central France south-southeast of Limoges. It grew around a medieval church 

dedicated to Saint Martin. Population, 51,511. 

Brix scale (brVks sk7l) n.  A hydrometer scale for measuring the sugar content of 

a solution at a given temperature.  [After Adolf F. Brix (1798-1870), German sci-

entist.]

Br·no (bûrùno)  A city of southeast Czech Republic southeast of Prague. Founded 

in the tenth century, it became a free imperial city in 1243. Population, 383,443. 



bro. abbr.  Brother. 

broach1 (broch) v.  tr. broached, broach·ing, broach·es. 1. a. To bring up 

(a subject) for discussion or debate.  b. To announce:  We broached our plans for 

the new year.   2. To pierce in order to draw off liquid:  broach a keg of beer.  3. To 

draw off (a liquid) by piercing a hole in a cask or other container.  4. To shape or 

enlarge (a hole) with a tapered, serrated tool.   —  n.  1. a. A tapered, serrated 

tool used to shape or enlarge a hole.  b. The hole made by such a tool.   2. A spit 

for roasting meat.  3. A mason’s narrow chisel.  4. A gimlet for tapping or 

broaching casks.  5.  Variant of brooch. [Middle English brochen, to pierce, 

probably from broche, pointed weapon or implement, from Old French, from 

Vulgar Latin *brocca, from Latin broccus, projecting.] —broachùer n.  

SYNONYMS: broach, introduce, moot, raise. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to bring forward a point, topic, or question for consideration or

discussion”: didn’t know how to broach the subject tactfully; introduce a tax bill be-

fore the legislature; an idea that was approved when it was first mooted before the

committee; raised the problem of dropouts with the faculty.

broach2 (broch) v.  intr. tr. broached, broach·ing, broach·es. Nautical. To 

veer or cause to veer broadside to the wind and waves:  tried to keep the boat from 

broaching to.  [Probably from BROACH
1.]

broad (brôd) adj.  broad·er, broad·est. 1. Wide in extent from side to side:  a 

broad river; broad shoulders.  2. Large in expanse; spacious:  a broad lawn.  

3. Having a certain width from side to side:  A sidewalk three feet broad.  4. Full; 

open:  broad daylight.  5. Covering a wide scope; general:  a broad rule.  6. Liberal; 

tolerant:  had broad views regarding social services.  See Synonyms at broad-
minded.  7. Relating to or covering the main facts or the essential points.  

8. Plain and clear; obvious:  gave us a broad hint to leave.  9. Obsolete. Outspoken.  

10. Vulgar; ribald:  a broad joke.  11. Heavily regional:  a broad Southern accent.  

12. Linguistics. Pronounced with the tongue placed low and flat and with the oral 

cavity wide open, like the a in bath when pronounced like the a in father. Used of 

vowels.   —  n.  1. A wide, flat part, as of one’s hand.  2. Slang. A woman or girl: 

“I use ‘broad’ as a moniker of respect for a woman who [knows] how to throw a 

mean right” (James Wolcott).   —  adv.  Fully; completely.  [Middle English brod, 

from Old English br7d.] —broadùly adv.  —broadùness n. 

broad arrow (brôd 4rùo) n.  1. An arrow with a wide barbed head.  2. Chiefly 

British. A wide arrowhead mark identifying government property. 

broad·ax also broad·axe (brôdù4ksÙ) n.  An ax with a wide, flat head and a 

short handle; a battle-ax. 

broad·band (brôdùb4ndÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or having a wide band of elec-

tromagnetic frequencies:  broadband communications.   —broadùbandÙ n. 



broad bean also broad·bean (brôdùbKnÙ) n.  1. An annual Old World plant 

(Vicia faba) in the pea family, having pinnately compound leaves, white flowers 

with lateral purplish blotches, and long, thick pods.  2. The edible seed or green 

pod of this plant. It is the bean of antiquity.  Also called fava bean, horse bean. 

broad-brush (brôdùbrƒshÙ) adj.  Sweepingly general in scope or thrust:  an 

unfair, broad-brush indictment of all public officials. 

broad·cast (brôdùk4stÙ) v.  broad·cast or broad·cast·ed, broad·cast·ing, 
broad·casts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To transmit (a radio or television program) for public 

or general use.  2. To send out or communicate, especially by radio or television:  

The agency broadcast an urgent appeal for medical supplies.  3. To make known 

over a wide area:  broadcast rumors.  See Synonyms at announce.  4. To sow 

(seed) over a wide area, especially by hand.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To transmit a radio 

or television program for public or general use.  b. To be on the air:  The station 

begins broadcasting at 6 A.M.   2. To participate in a radio or television program.  

3. To send a transmission or signal; transmit.   —  n.  1. Transmission of a radio 

or television program or signal for public use.  2. a. A radio or television pro-

gram:  watched the morning news broadcast.  b. The duration of such a program.   

3. The act of scattering seed.   —  adj.  1. a. Communicated by means of televi-

sion or radio.  b. Of or relating to television or radio communications:  broadcast 

journalism; the print and broadcast media.   2. Widely known.  3. Scattered over a 

wide area.   —  adv.  In a scattered manner.   —broadùcastÙer n. 

Broad-Church (brôdùchûrchù) adj.  Of or relating to members of the Anglican 

Communion in the late 19th century who favored liberalization of ritual and 

doctrine. 

broad·cloth (brôdùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  1. A densely textured woolen cloth with 

a plain or twill weave and a lustrous finish.  2. A closely woven silk, cotton, or 

synthetic fabric with a narrow crosswise rib.  [Middle English brode clothe, cloth 

woven in strips of double width  : brode, broad; see BROAD + clothe, cloth; see 

CLOTH.]

broad·en (brôdùn) v.  tr. intr. broad·ened, broad·en·ing, broad·ens. To 

make or become broad or broader.   —broadùen·er n. 

broad gauge (brôd g7j) n.  1. A distance between the rails of a railroad track 

that is greater than the standard width of 562 inches (143.5 centimeters).  2. A 

locomotive, car, or railway line of this gauge. 

broad-gauge (brôdùg7jÙ) adj.  1. Having a broad gauge. Used of a railroad 

track.  2. Informal. Having a wide scope:  broad-gauge criticism. 

broad jump (brôd jƒmp) n.  Sports. See long jump. 
broad·leaf (brôdùlKfÙ) adj.  Broad-leaved. 

broad-leaved (brôdùlKvdÙ) also broad-leafed (-lKftÙ) adj.  Having broad or 

relatively broad leaves rather than needlelike or scalelike leaves. 



broad·loom (brôdùlumÙ) adj.  Woven on a wide loom:  a broadloom carpet.   
—broadùloomÙ n. 

broad-mind·ed (brôdùmXnùdVd) adj.  Having or characterized by tolerant or 

liberal views.   —broadù-mindùed·ly adv.  —broadù-mindùed·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: broad-minded, broad, liberal, open-minded, tolerant. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “having or showing an inclination to respect

views and beliefs that differ from one’s own”: a broad-minded but evenhanded

judge; showed generous and broad sympathies; a liberal cleric; open-minded impar-

tiality; a tolerant attitude. 

ANTONYM: narrow-minded

Broad River (brôd rVvùNr)  A river rising on the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge 

in western North Carolina and flowing about 241 km (150 mi) southeast then 

south to Columbia, South Carolina, where it joins the Saluda River to form the 

Congaree. 

Broads (brôdz)  A low-lying region of eastern England with wide, shallow lakes 

interconnected by rivers and small streams. The Broads is a wildlife sanctuary and 

recreational center. 

broad·sheet (brôdùshKtÙ) n.  See broadside (n., sense 4). 

broad·side (brôdùsXdÙ) n.  1. The side of a ship above the water line.  2. a. All 

the guns on one side of a warship.  b. The simultaneous discharge of these guns.   

3. A forceful verbal attack, as in a speech or editorial.  4. a. A large sheet of paper 

usually printed on one side.  b. Something, such as an advertisement or public 

notice, that is printed on a broadside.  Also called broadsheet  5. A broad, unbro-

ken surface.   —  adv.  With the side turned to a given object:  The wave caught the 

canoe broadside and sank it.   —  v.  tr. broad·sid·ed, broad·sid·ing, 
broad·sides. To strike or collide with full on the side:  were killed when an intox-

icated driver broadsided their car. 

broad-spec·trum (brôdùspHkùtrNm) adj.  Widely applicable or effective:  a 

broad-spectrum antibiotic. 

broad·sword (brôdùsôrdÙ, -sordÙ) n.  A sword with a wide, usually two-edged 

blade that is designed for slashing rather than thrusting. 

broad·tail (brôdùt7lÙ) n.  1.  See karakul.  2. The black pelt of a prematurely 

born karakul sheep, having a flat surface with wavy markings. 

Broad·way (brôdùw7Ù)  1. A thoroughfare of New York, the longest street in 

the world. It begins at the southern tip of Manhattan and extends about 241 km 

(150 mi) north to Albany.  2. The principal theater and amusement district of 

New York City, on the West Side of midtown Manhattan centered on Broadway. 

broad-winged hawk (brôdùwVngdÙ hôk) n.  A crow-sized forest hawk 

(Buteo platypterous) of eastern North America. 



Brob·ding·nag·i·an (brmbÙdVng-n4gùK-Nn) adj.  Immense; enormous.  [After 

Brobdingnag, a country in Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift, where everything 

was enormous.]

bro·cade (bro-k7dù) n.  A heavy fabric interwoven with a rich, raised design.  

[Spanish, or Portuguese brocado from Italian brocato, from brocco, twisted thread, 

from Vulgar Latin *brocca, spike, from Latin brocchus, projecting, of Celtic ori-

gin.] —bro·cadeù v.  tr.

broc·a·tel also broc·a·telle (brmkÙN-tHlù) n.  A heavy fabric with highly raised 

designs.  [French brocatelle, from Italian broccatello, diminutive of broccato, bro-

cade. See BROCADE.]

broc·co·li (brmkùN-lK) n.  1. A vegetable (Brassica oleracea var. italica) in the 

mustard family, closely related to the cauliflower and having dense clusters of 

numerous green flower buds.  2. The flower clusters of this plant, eaten as a vege-

table before the flower buds open.  [Italian, pl. of broccolo, flowering sprout of a 

turnip diminutive of brocco, shoot, sprout, from Vulgar Latin *brocca, spike. See 

BROCADE.]

broccoli raab  or broccoli rabe (brmkùN-lK räb) n.  A vegetable plant (Brassica 

rapa) related to the turnip and grown for its pungent leafy shoots.  [Italian broc-

coli di rapa : broccoli, pl. diminutive of brocco, sprout, shoot; see BROCCOLI + di, of 

(from Latin dK); see DE- + rapa, turnip; see RAPE
2.]

bro·chette (bro-shHtù) n.  1. A small skewer or spit used to broil or roast meat, 

fish, or vegetables.  2. Food broiled or roasted on a small skewer or spit.  [French, 

from Old French, pl. diminutive of broche, spit. See BROACH
1.]

bro·chure (bro-shtrù) n.  A small booklet or pamphlet, often containing pro-

motional material or product information.  [French, from brocher, to stitch, from 

broche, knitting needle, from Old French, spit, needle. See BROACH
1.]

brock (brmk) n.  Chiefly British. A badger.  [Middle English brok, from Old 

English broc, of Celtic origin.]

Brock·en (brmkùNn)  A granite peak, 1,142.8 m (3,747 ft) high, of the Harz 

Mountains in central Germany. It is the legendary site of the witches’ Sabbath on 

Walpurgis Night. 

brock·et (brmkùVt) n.  1. A two-year-old red deer with its first horns.  2. Any of 

several small South American deer of the genus Mazama, having short, 

unbranched horns.  [Middle English broket, from Old French brocard, from 

broque, animal’s horn, dialectal variant of broche, spit. See BROACH
1.]

Brock·ton (brmkùtNn)  A city of eastern Massachusetts south of Boston. It was 

settled in 1700. Population, 92,788. 

Brock·ville (brmkùvVlÙ)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on the St. 

Lawrence River south of Ottawa. It is a summer resort. Population, 19,896. 

Brod·sky, Joseph. 1940-1996.  Russian poet and essayist who was exiled from 

the Soviet Union in 1972. He won the 1987 Nobel Prize for literature. 



bro·gan (broùgNn) n.  A heavy, ankle-high work shoe.  [Irish Gaelic brogan, 

diminutive of brog, brogue. See BROGUE
1.]

Bro·gan (broùgNn), Sir Denis William. 1900-1974.  British political scientist 

and historian known for his books on America as well as other general works, 

such as The English People (1943) and The French Nation (1957). 

Bro·glie (brô-glKù), Louis Victor de. 1892-1987.  French physicist who demon-

strated (1927) that particles exhibit wavelike properties, thus establishing the field 

of wave mechanics. He won a 1929 Nobel Prize. 

brogue1 (brog) n.  1. A heavy shoe of untanned leather, formerly worn in Scot-

land and Ireland.  2. A strong oxford shoe, usually with ornamental perforations 

and wing tips.  [Irish, and Scottish Gaelic brog from Old Irish broc, shoe, possibly 

from Old Norse brok, legging,, or from Old English broc, sing. of brKc, trousers; 

akin to Gaulish br7ca, hose, trousers .]

brogue2 (brog) n.  A strong dialectal accent, especially a strong Irish accent.  

[Probably from the brogues worn by peasants.]

broi·der (broiùdNr) v.  tr. broi·dered, broi·der·ing, broi·ders. To ornament 

with needlework; embroider.  [Alteration (influenced by Middle English broiden, 

braided), of Middle English brouderen, from Old French brosder, brouder. See 

EMBROIDER.] —broiùder·y n. 

broil1 (broil) v.  broiled, broil·ing, broils.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cook by direct radi-

ant heat, as over a grill or under an electric element.  2. To expose to great heat.   
—  v.  intr. To be exposed to great heat.   —  n.  1. The act of broiling or the con-

dition of being broiled.  2. Food, especially meat, that is broiled.  [Middle English 

broilen, from Old French brusler, bruler, perhaps from usler, to burn (with br- 

from bruir, to burn), from Latin ustul7re, to scorch, from 7rere, to burn.]

broil2 (broil) n.  A rowdy argument; a brawl.  See Synonyms at brawl.   —  v.  

intr. broiled, broil·ing, broils. To engage in a rowdy argument.  [From obsolete 

broil, to brawl, from Middle English broilen, from Anglo-Norman broiller, mix 

up, confuse, from breu, broth, brew, from Vulgar Latin *brodum, of Germanic 

origin. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

broil·er (broiùlNr) n.  1. One that broils, especially a small oven or the part of a 

stove used for broiling food.  2. A tender young chicken suitable for broiling. 

broke (brok) v.  1.  Past tense of break. 2. Non-Standard. A past participle of 

break.  —  adj.  Informal. 1. Bankrupt.  2. Lacking funds: “Following the elec-

tion, the Democrats were demoralized, discredited, and broke” (Thomas P. O’Neill, 

Jr.). 

bro·ken (broùkNn) v.  Past participle of break.  —  adj.  1. a. Forcibly separated 

into two or more pieces; fractured:  a broken arm; broken glass.  b. Sundered by 

divorce, separation, or desertion of a parent or parents:  children from broken 

homes; a broken marriage.   2. Having been violated:  a broken promise.  

3. a. Incomplete:  a broken set of books.  b. Being in a state of disarray; disor-



dered:  troops fleeing in broken ranks.   4. a. Intermittently stopping and starting; 

discontinuous:  a broken cable transmission.  b. Varying abruptly, as in pitch:  bro-

ken sobs.  c. Spoken with gaps and errors:  broken English.   5. Topographically 

rough; uneven:  broken terrain.  6. a. Subdued totally; humbled:  a broken spirit.  

b. Weakened and infirm:  broken health.   7. Crushed by grief:  died of a broken 

heart.  8. Financially ruined; bankrupt.  9. Not functioning; out of order:  a bro-

ken washing machine.   —broùken·ly adv.  —broùken·ness n. 

Bro·ken Arrow (broÙkNn 4rùo)  A city of northeast Oklahoma, a suburb of 

Tulsa. Population, 58,043. 

bro·ken-down (broÙkNn-dounù) adj.  1. Out of working order.  2. In poor 

condition, as from old age; infirm. 

bro·ken-field (broùkNn-fKldù) adj.  Football. Accomplished by a ball carrier 

against opposition that is widely scattered over the field:  broken-field running. 

bro·ken·heart·ed (broùkNn-härùtVd) adj.  Grievously sad. 

bro·ker (broùkNr) n.  1. One that acts as an agent for others, as in negotiating 

contracts, purchases, or sales in return for a fee or commission.  2. A stockbroker.  

3. A power broker.   —  v.  tr. bro·kered, bro·ker·ing, bro·kers. To arrange or 

manage as a broker:  broker an agreement among opposing factions.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman brocour, abrocour; possibly akin to Spanish albo-

roque, ceremonial gift at conclusion of business deal.]

WORD HISTORY: Giving gifts to one’s broker might be justifiable from an et-

ymological point of view because the word broker may be connected through its

Anglo-Norman source brocour, abrocour, with Spanish alboroque, meaning “cere-

mony or ceremonial gift after the conclusion of a business deal.” If this connec-

tion does exist, “business deal” is the notion shared by the Spanish and Anglo-

Norman words because brocour referred to the middleman in transactions. The

English word broker is first found in Middle English in 1355, several centuries

before we find instances of its familiar compounds pawnbroker, first recorded in

1687, and stockbroker, first recorded in 1706.

bro·ker·age (broùkNr-Vj) n.  1. The business of a broker.  2. A fee or commis-

sion paid to a broker.  3. A firm engaged in buying and selling stocks and bonds 

for clients. 

brol·ly (brmlùK) n.  pl. brol·lies. Chiefly British. An umbrella.  [Shortening and 

alteration of UMBRELLA.]

brom- pref.  Variant of bromo-. 
bro·mate (broùm7tÙ) n.  1. A salt of bromic acid.  2. An ion of bromic acid, 

BrO3.   —  v.  tr. bro·mat·ed, bro·mat·ing, bro·mates. To treat (a substance) 

chemically with a bromate. 



brome (brom) n.  Any of various grasses of the genus Bromus, native to temper-

ate regions and including several weeds and ornamentals and some species 

important for forage.  [New Latin Bromus, genus name, from Latin bromos, oats, 

from Greek.]

bro·me·li·ad (bro-mKùlK-4dÙ) n.  Any of various mostly epiphytic tropical 

American plants of the family Bromeliaceae, usually having long, stiff leaves, col-

orful flowers, and showy bracts. Bromeliads include the pineapple, the Spanish 

moss, and numerous ornamentals.  [From New Latin Bromelia, type genus, after 

Olaf Bromelius (1639-1705), Swedish botanist.]

Brom·field (brmmùfKldÙ), Louis. 1896-1956.  American writer and farmer. His 

novel Early Autumn was awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1927. At Malabar, his farm in 

Ohio, he successfully utilized modern scientific agricultural methods, and many 

of his later works dealt with farm life. 

bro·mic acid (broùmVk 4sùVd) n.  A corrosive, colorless liquid, HBrO3, used in 

making dyes and pharmaceuticals. 

bro·mide (broùmXdÙ) n.  1. a. A binary compound of bromine with another 

element, such as silver.  b. Potassium bromide.   2. a. A commonplace remark or 

notion; a platitude.  See Synonyms at cliché.  b. A tiresome person; a bore.    
—bro·midùic (-mVdùVk) adj. 

bro·mi·nate (broùmN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. bro·mi·nat·ed, bro·mi·nat·ing, 
bro·mi·nates. To combine (a substance) with bromine or a bromine compound.   
—broÙmi·naùtion n. 

bro·mine (broùmKn) n.  Symbol Br A heavy, volatile, corrosive, reddish-brown, 

nonmetallic liquid element, having a highly irritating vapor. It is used in produc-

ing gasoline antiknock mixtures, fumigants, dyes, and photographic chemicals. 

Atomic weight 79.904; atomic number 35; melting point 7.2˚C; boiling point 

58.78˚C; valence 1, 3, 5, 7.  [French brome (from Greek bromos, stench) + -INE
2.]

bro·mism (broùmVzÙNm) also bro·min·ism (broùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  A toxic condi-

tion caused by the chronic overuse of bromides, characterized by mental dullness, 

loss of muscular coordination, and sometimes skin eruptions. 

bromo-  or brom- pref.  Bromine:  bromide.  [From BROMINE, and BROMIDE.]

bronch- pref.  Variant of broncho-. 
bron·chi (brmngùkXÙ, -kKÙ) n.  Plural of bronchus. 
bron·chi·a (brmngùkK-N) n.  Plural of bronchium. 
bron·chi·al (brmngùkK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the bronchi, the bronchia, or 

the bronchioles.   —bronùchi·al·ly adv. 

bronchial asthma (brmngùkK-Nl 4zùmN) n.  Asthma that is caused by spas-

modic contraction of the muscular walls of the bronchial tubes. 

bronchial tube (brmngùkK-Nl tub) n.  A bronchus or any of its branches. 

bron·chi·ec·ta·sis (brmngÙkK-HkùtN-sVs) n.  Chronic dilatation of the bronchial 

tubes.  [Greek bronkhia, bronchial tubes (from bronkhos, windpipe) + Greek ekta-



sis, extension (ek-, out; see ecto- + tasis, a stretching from teinein, to stretch); see 

ten- in Appendix.]

bron·chi·ole (brmngùkK-olÙ) n.  Any of the fine, thin-walled, tubular extensions 

of a bronchus.  [French  : bronchi (from New Latin, pl. of bronchus); see BRON-

CHUS + -ole, diminutive suff. (from Latin -ola).] —bronÙchi·oùlar (-oùlNr) adj. 

bron·chi·tis (brmn-kXùtVs, brmng-) n.  1. Chronic or acute inflammation of the 

mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes.  2. A disease marked by this inflam-

mation.   —bron·chitùic (-kVtùVk) adj. 

bron·chi·um (brmngùkK-Nm) n.  pl. bron·chi·a (-kK-N). A bronchial tube that is 

smaller than a bronchus and larger than a bronchiole.  [New Latin, sing. of Late 

Latin bronchia, bronchial tubes, from Greek bronkhia, from bronkhos, windpipe.]

broncho-  or bronch- pref.  Bronchus; bronchial:  bronchoscope.  [Late Latin, 

from Greek bronkho-, from bronkhos, windpipe.]

bron·cho·di·la·tor (brmngÙko-dX-l7ùtNr, -dV-, -dXùl7-) n.  A drug that widens 

the air passages of the lungs and eases breathing by relaxing bronchial smooth 

muscle. 

bron·cho·pneu·mon·ia (brmngÙko-nt-monùyN, -nyt-) n.  A pneumonia 

involving inflammation of the lungs that spreads from and after infection of the 

bronchi. 

bron·cho·scope (brmngùkN-skopÙ) n.  A slender tubular instrument with a 

small light on the end for inspection of the interior of the bronchi.   
—bronÙcho·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —bronÙcho·scopùi·cal·ly adv.  

—bron·chosùco·pist (brmn-kmsùkN-pVst, brmng-) n.  —bron·chosùco·py (-kN-

pK) n. 

bron·chus (brmngùkNs) n.  pl. bron·chi (-kXÙ, -kKÙ). Either of two main 

branches of the trachea, leading directly to the lungs.  [New Latin, from Greek 

bronkhos, windpipe.]

bron·co (brmngùko) n.  pl. bron·cos. A wild or semiwild horse or pony of west-

ern North America.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, wild, perhaps from Vul-

gar Latin *bruncus, knot in a tree, perhaps from Latin broccus, projecting 

(influenced by truncus, stump).]

bron·co·bust·er (brmngùko-bƒsÙtNr) n.  One who breaks wild horses to the 

saddle. 

Bron·të (brmnùtK)  Family of British novelists and poets, including Charlotte 

(1816-1855), Emily, (1818-1848), and Anne (1820-1849). In 1846 their first 

publication was issued, a volume of poetry entitled Poems by Currer, Ellis and 

Acton Bell. In 1847 Charlotte published Jane Eyre; Emily, Wuthering Heights; and 

Anne, Agnes Gray. Charlotte published Shirley in 1849 and Villette in 1853. 

bron·to·saur (brmnùtN-sôrÙ)  or bron·to·sau·rus (brmnÙtN-sôrùNs) n.  A very 

large herbivorous dinosaur of the genus Apatosaurus (or Brontosaurus), of the 



Jurassic period.  [New Latin Brontosaurus, genus name  : Greek brontK, thunder + 

Greek sauros, lizard.]

Bronx (brmngks)  A borough of New York City in southeast New York on the 

mainland north of Manhattan. It was first settled by Jonas Bronck (died c. 1643), 

a Dane in the service of the Dutch West India Company, and became part of 

Greater New York in 1898. Population, 1,203,789. 

Bronx cheer (brmngks chîr) n.  Slang. A loud sound expressing disapproval; a 

raspberry.  [After the Bronx.]

bronze (brmnz) n.  1.  Abbr. br. a. Any of various alloys of copper and tin in var-

ious proportions, sometimes with traces of other metals.  b. Any of various alloys 

of copper, with or without tin, and antimony, phosphorus, or other components.   

2. A work of art made of one of these alloys.  3. a. Color. A moderate yellowish to 

olive brown.  b. A pigment of this color.    —  adj.  1. Made of or consisting of 

bronze.  2. Color. Of a moderate yellowish to olive brown.   —  v.  tr. bronzed, 
bronz·ing, bronz·es. To give the color or appearance of bronze to.  [French, 

from Italian bronzo.] —bronzùer n.  —bronzùy adj. 

Bronze Age (brmnz 7j) n.  A period of human culture between the Stone Age 

and the Iron Age, characterized by weapons and implements made of bronze. 

Bronze Star (brmnz stär) n.  A U.S. military decoration awarded either for her-

oism or for meritorious achievement in ground combat. The Bronze Star awarded 

for heroism is distinguished by a metallic “V” device signifying valor. 

brooch (broch, bruch) also broach (broch) n.  A relatively large decorative pin 

or clasp.  [Middle English broche, pointed tool, brooch, pin. See BROACH
1.]

brood (brud) n.  1. The young of certain animals, especially a group of young 

birds or fowl hatched at one time and cared for by the same mother.  2. The chil-

dren in one family.   —  v.  brood·ed, brood·ing, broods.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sit 

on or hatch (eggs).  2. To protect (young) by or as if by covering with the wings.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To sit on or hatch eggs.  2. To hover envelopingly; loom.  3. a. To 

be deep in thought; meditate.  b. To focus the attention on a subject persistently 

and moodily; worry:  brooded over the insult for several days.  c. To be depressed.    
—  adj.  Kept for breeding:  a brood hen; a brood mare.  [Middle English, from Old 

English brod. See bhreu- in Appendix.] —broodùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: brood, dwell, fret, mope, stew, worry. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to turn over in the mind moodily and at length”: brooding about

his decline in popularity; dwelled on her defeat; fretting over the loss of their jobs;

moping about his illness; stewing over her upcoming trial; worrying about the unpaid

bills. See also Synonyms at flock1



brood·er (bruùdNr) n.  1. One, such as an animal or a person, that broods:  a 

flock of brooders; a constant brooder over trifles.  2. A heated enclosure in which 

fowls are raised. 

brood·y (bruùdK) adj.  brood·i·er, brood·i·est. 1. a. Meditative; contempla-

tive.  b. Oppressive: “The room’s air was broody and sullen, like the season’s own, 

full of storm clouds” (Nicholas Proffitt).   2. Disposed to sit on eggs to hatch them:  

a broody hen.   —broodùi·ness n. 

brook1 (brtk) n.  See creek (n., sense 1). See Regional note at run.  [Middle 

English, from Old English broc.]

brook2 (brtk) v.  tr. brooked, brook·ing, brooks. To put up with; tolerate:  

We will brook no further argument.  [Middle English brouken, from Old English 

br7can, to use, enjoy.]

Brooke (brtk), Sir Alan Francis First Viscount Alanbrooke. 1883-1963.  Brit-

ish field marshal. During World War II he was Winston Churchill’s principal stra-

tegic adviser. 

Brooke (brtk), Rupert. 1887-1915.  British poet known for his war poetry 

suffused with a romantic patriotic quality. 

Brook·field (brtkùfKldÙ)  1. A village of northeast Illinois, a residential sub-

urb of Chicago. Population, 18,876.  2. A city of southeast Wisconsin, a suburb of 

Milwaukee. Population, 35,184. 

brook·ie (brtkùK) n.  A brook trout. 

Brook·ings (brtkùVngz), Robert Somers. 1850-1932.  American business-

man and philanthropist who founded (1927) the Brookings Institution, an orga-

nization that conducts social science research projects for businesses and the 

government. 

brook·ite (brtkùXtÙ) n.  A mineral form of titanium dioxide, TiO2, having 

characteristic orthorhombic crystals and a red-brown to black color.  [After 

Henry James Brooke (1771-1857), British mineralogist.]

brook·let (brtkùlVt) n.  A small brook. 

brook·lime (brtkùlXmÙ) n.  Either of two related trailing plants, Veronica 

americana of North America and V. beccabunga of Eurasia, growing in wet or 

moist places and having clusters of small blue or purplish flowers.  [Alteration of 

Middle English brokelemok : broke, brook; see BROOK
1 + lemok, a kind of 

brooklime (from Old English hleomoc).]

Brook·line (brtkùlXnÙ)  A town of eastern Massachusetts, a residential suburb 

of Boston. Population, 54,718. 

Brook·lyn (brtkùlVn)  A borough of New York City in southeast New York on 

western Long Island. Dutch colonists first settled the area in 1636 and 1637 and in 

1645 established the hamlet of Breuckelen near the present-day site of borough 

hall. Renamed Brooklyn by the English, the expanded community became part of 

Greater New York City in 1898. Population, 2,300,664. 



Brook·lyn Center (brtkùlVn sHnùtNr)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a sub-

urb of Minneapolis. Population, 28,887. 

Brook·lyn Park (brtkùlVn pärk)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a suburb of 

Minneapolis. Population, 56,381. 

Brook Park (brtk pärk)  A city of northeast Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland. Pop-

ulation, 22,865. 

Brooks (brtks), Gwendolyn Elizabeth. Born 1917.  American poet known 

for her verses detailing the dreams and struggles of Black Americans. An early 

volume of poems, Annie Allen (1949), was awarded a Pulitzer Prize. 

Brooks (brtks), Phillips. 1835-1893.  American Episcopal bishop noted for his 

intelligent and positive sermons. He wrote the Christmas hymn “O Little Town of 

Bethlehem” (1868). 

Brooks (brtks), Van Wyck. 1886-1963.  American literary historian, critic, 

and translator who wrote many books on the literary history of America, includ-

ing The Flowering of New England (1936), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Brook·side (brtkùsXdÙ) also Brookside Park  A community of northern Del-

aware southwest of Wilmington. It is mainly residential. Population, 15,307. 

Brooks Range (brtks r7nj)  A mountain chain of northern Alaska within the 

Arctic Circle. The northernmost section of the Rocky Mountains, it rises to about 

2,763 m (9,060 ft) in the eastern part of the range. 

brook trout (brtk trout) n.  A freshwater game fish (Salvelinus fontinalis) of 

eastern North America.  Also called speckled trout, squaretail. 

broom (brum, brtm) n.  1. A bunch of twigs, straw, or bristles bound 

together, attached to a stick or handle, and used for sweeping.  2. a. Any of vari-

ous Mediterranean shrubs of the genus Cytisus in the pea family, especially C. 

Scoparius, having mostly compound leaves with three leaflets and showy, usually 

bright yellow flowers.  b. Any of several similar or related shrubs, especially in the 

genera Genista and Spartium.    —  v.  tr. broomed, broom·ing, brooms. To 

sweep with or as if with a broom.  [Middle English, from Old English brom.] 
—broomùy adj. 

Broom·all (bruùmôl)  A community of southeast Pennsylvania, a suburb of 

Philadelphia. Population, 23,642. 

broom·ball (brumùbôlÙ, brtmù-) n.  Sports. A kind of ice hockey that is 

played on ice with the players using brooms and a soccer ball instead of hockey 

sticks and a puck and wearing shoes or boots instead of ice skates.   
—broomùballÙer n. 

broom·corn (brumùkôrnÙ, brtmù-) n.  A variety of sorghum (Sorghum 

bicolor) having a stiff, erect, much-branched flower cluster, the stalks of which are 

used to make brooms. 

Broom·field (brumùfKldÙ)  A city of north-central Colorado, a suburb of 

Denver. Population, 24,638. 



broom·rape (brumùr7pÙ, brtmù-) n.  Any of various parasitic herbs of the 

genus Orobanche, having purplish or yellowish flowers and small scalelike leaves 

that lack chlorophyll. Broomrape grows on the roots of various plants.  [Transla-

tion of Medieval Latin r7pum genistae : Latin r7pum, underground stock of a tree 

+ Latin genistae, genitive of genista, broom (from the growth of these tubers on 

the roots of broom).]

broom·stick (brumùstVkÙ, brtmù-) n.  The handle of a broom. 

bros. abbr.  Brothers. 

Bros·sard (brô-särù, -särdù)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a residential 

suburb of Montreal on the St. Lawrence River. Population, 52,232. 

broth (brôth, brmth) n.  pl. broths (brôths, brmths, brôthz, brmthz). 1. The water 

in which meat, fish, or vegetables have been boiled; stock.  2. A thin, clear soup 

based on stock, to which rice, barley, meat, or vegetables may be added.  [Middle 

English, from Old English. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

broth·el (brmthùNl, brôùthNl) n.  A house of prostitution.  [Short for brothel-

house, from Middle English brothel, prostitute, from brothen, past participle of 

brethen, to go to ruin, from Old English brKothan, to decay.]

broth·er (brƒthùNr) n.  pl. broth·ers. Abbr. bro., br., b. 1. A male having the 

same parents as another or one parent in common with another.  2. pl. Often 

breth·ren (brHthùrNn). One who shares a common ancestry, allegiance, charac-

ter, or purpose with another or others, especially: a. A kinsman.  b. A fellow 

man.  c. A fellow member, as of a fraternity, trade union, or panel of judges on a 

court.  d. A close male friend; a comrade.  e. A soul brother.   3. pl. Often breth-
ren. Something, such as a corporation or an institution, that is regarded as a 

member of a class: “A station that... relies on corporate contributions or advertising 

to survive runs the risk of becoming virtually indistinguishable from its commercial 

brethren” (W. John Moore).  4.  Abbr. Br. Ecclesiastical. a. A member of a men’s 

religious order who is not in holy orders but engages in the work of the order.  

b. A lay member of a religious order of men.  c. pl. Often brethren. A fellow 

member of the Christian church.   [Middle English, from Old English brothor. See 

bhr7ter- in Appendix.]

broth·er·hood (brƒthùNr-htdÙ) n.  1. The state or relationship of being 

brothers.  2. Fellowship.  3.  Abbr. B. An association of men, such as a fraternity 

or union, united for common purposes.  4. All the members of a profession or 

trade. 

broth·er-in-law (brƒthùNr-Vn-lôÙ) n.  pl. broth·ers-in-law (brƒthùNrz-). 
1. The brother of one’s husband or wife.  2. The husband of one’s sister.  3. The 

husband of the sister of one’s husband or wife. 

broth·er·ly (brƒthùNr-lK) adj.  Characteristic of or befitting brothers; frater-

nal.   —brothùer·li·ness n.  —brothùer·ly adv. 

broth·ers-in-law (bruthùNrz-Vn-lôÙ) n.  Plural of brother-in-law. 



brougham (brum, bruùNm, brom, broùNm) n.  1. A closed four-wheeled car-

riage with an open driver’s seat in front.  2. An automobile with an open driver’s 

seat.  3. An electrically powered automobile resembling a coupé.  [After Henry 

Peter Brougham, First Baron Brougham and Vaux (1778-1868), Scottish-born 

jurist.]

brought (brôt) v.  Past tense and past participle of bring. 
brou·ha·ha (bruùhä-häÙ) n.  An uproar; a hubbub.  [French, of imitative ori-

gin.]

Broun (brun), (Matthew) Heywood (Campbell). 1888-1939.  American 

journalist who addressed social injustices, most notably the Sacco and Vanzetti 

case. 

brow (brou) n.  1. a. The superciliary ridge over the eyes.  b. The eyebrow.  

c. The forehead.   2. A facial expression; countenance: “Speak you this with a sad 

brow?” (Shakespeare).  3. The projecting upper edge of a steep place:  the brow of 

a hill.  [Middle English, from Old English br7. See bhr7777- in Appendix.]

bro·wal·li·a (brN-wäùlK-N) n.  Any of various tropical American herbs of the 

genus Browallia, having blue, violet, or white flowers with united petals.  [New 

Latin, after Bishop John Browall (1707-1755), Swedish botanist.]

brow·beat (brouùbKtÙ) v.  tr. brow·beat, brow·beat·en (-bKtÙn), 
brow·beat·ing, brow·beats. To intimidate or subjugate by an overbearing 

manner or domineering speech; bully.  See Synonyms at intimidate.  —browù-
beatÙer n. 

Brow·der (brouùdNr), Earl Russell. 1891-1973.  American Communist leader. 

He was the Communist Party’s candidate for President in 1936 and 1940. 

brown (broun) n.  Abbr. br. Color. Any of a group of colors between red and yel-

low in hue that are medium to low in lightness and low to moderate in saturation.   
—  adj.  brown·er, brown·est. 1. Color. Of the color brown.  2. Deeply sun-

tanned.   —  v.  tr. intr. browned, brown·ing, browns. 1. To make or become 

brown.  2. To cook until brown.   —phrasal verb. brown off. Chiefly British. 

To make or become angry or irritated.  [Middle English, from Old English br7n. 

See bher-2 in Appendix.] —brownùish adj.  —brownùness n. 

Brown (broun), Charles Brockden. 1771-1810.  American writer and editor 

who is considered America’s first professional novelist. Brown is best known for 

his Gothic romances, such as Wieland (1798), Ormund (1799), and Jane Talbot 

(1801). 

Brown (broun), Ford Madox. 1821-1893.  British historical painter associated 

with the Pre-Raphaelites. He painted a series of frescoes depicting the major his-

torical events in Manchester, England. 

Brown (broun), Harrison Scott. 1917-1986.  American chemist. After devel-

oping the method for producing plutonium for atomic bombs, he lectured widely 

against the proliferation of such weaponry. 



Brown (broun), Henry Billings. 1836-1913.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1890-1906). 

Brown (broun), Herbert Charles. Born 1912.  British-born American chemist. 

He shared a 1979 Nobel Prize for discoveries in the chemistry of boron and phos-

phorus. 

Brown (broun), James. Born 1933.  American singer. First popular in the 

1950’s with hits like “Please, Please, Please,” he is often called the “Godfather of 

Soul.” 

Brown (broun), John. 1800-1859.  American abolitionist. In 1859 Brown and 

21 followers captured the U.S. arsenal at Harper’s Ferry as part of an effort to lib-

erate Southern slaves. His group was defeated, and Brown was hanged after a trial 

in which he won sympathy as an abolitionist martyr. 

Brown (broun), John Mason. 1900-1969.  American drama critic whose books 

include To All Hands (1943) and Daniel Boone (1952). 

Brown (broun), Michael. Born 1941.  American geneticist. He shared a 1985 

Nobel Prize for discoveries related to cholesterol metabolism. 

Brown (broun), Olympia. 1835-1926.  American minister and suffragist who 

was the first woman in the United States to be ordained in the ministry of an 

established denomination (1863). 

Brown (broun), Robert. 1773-1858.  Scottish botanist known for his investiga-

tion of the sexual behavior of plants. His discovery of the irregular movement of 

pollen grains led to the concept known as Brownian movement. 

brown alga (broun 4lùgN) n.  Any of a large group of chiefly marine plants of 

the division Phaeophyta, including the rockweeds and the kelps, having brown 

and yellow pigments that mask the chlorophyll. 

brown bagging (broun b4gùVng) n.  1. The practice of taking one’s lunch to 

work, typically in a brown paper bag.  2. The practice of taking one’s own liquor 

into a public establishment, such as a restaurant, where setups are available.   
—brown bagger n. 

brown bear (broun bâr) n.  Any of several large bears of the genus Ursus, such 

as the grizzly and Kodiak bears, inhabiting western North America and northern 

Eurasia and having brown to yellowish fur. Brown bears are sometimes catego-

rized as the single species U. arctos. 

brown Bet·ty (broun bHtùK) n.  A baked pudding of chopped or sliced apples, 

bread crumbs, raisins, sugar, butter, and spices. 

brown bread (broun brHd) n.  1. A bread made of a dark flour, such as gra-

ham or whole-wheat flour.  2. A steamed bread usually made of cornmeal, flour, 

and molasses. 

brown coal (broun kol) n.  See lignite. 



Browne (broun), Charles Farrar. Pen name Artemus Ward. 1834-1867.  

American humorist who used backwoods characters and local dialect to com-

ment on current events in his fictional tales of an itinerant showman. 

Browne (broun), Hablot Knight. Known as “Phiz.” 1815-1882.  British illus-

trator chosen by Charles Dickens to supply decorations for his Pickwick Papers 

(1836) and other serialized tales. 

Browne (broun), Sir Thomas. 1605-1682.  English physician and writer known 

for the richness of his prose in works such as Religio Medici (1642), an attempt to 

reconcile Christian faith with scientific knowledge. 

brown fat (broun f4t) n.  A dark-colored, mitochondrion-rich adipose tissue 

in many mammals that generates heat to regulate body temperature, especially in 

hibernating animals. 

Brown·i·an movement (brouùnK-Nn muvùmNnt) n.  The random move-

ment of microscopic particles suspended in a liquid or gas, caused by collisions 

with molecules of the surrounding medium.  Also called Brownian motion [After 

Robert BROWN.]

brown·ie (brouùnK) n.  1. Brownie. A member of the Girl Scouts from six 

through eight years of age.  2. A bar of moist, usually chocolate cake, often with 

nuts.  3. A small sprite thought to do helpful work at night.  4. A brown trout.  

[Sense 3, from the notion of the sprite as a tiny brown man.]

Brownie point also brownie point (brouùnK point) n.  Credit considered as 

earned, especially by favorably impressing a superior.  [From the practice of 

awarding points for achievement to Brownies in the Girl Scouts.]

Brown·ing (brouùnVng), Elizabeth Barrett. 1806-1861.  British poet. Over-

coming ill health and the jealous objections of her tyrannical father, she eloped to 

Italy with Robert Browning and married him in 1846. Her greatest work, Sonnets 

from the Portuguese (1850), is a sequence of love poems written to her husband. 

Brown·ing (brouùnVng), John Moses. 1855-1926.  American firearms inven-

tor whose designs include repeating rifles, automatic pistols, and a machine gun 

dubbed “the Peacemaker” that was used in the Spanish-American War and 

adapted for aerial warfare in World War I. 

Brown·ing (brouùnVng), Robert. 1812-1889.  British poet best known for dra-

matic monologues such as “My Last Duchess,” “Fra Lippo Lippi,” and “The 

Bishop Orders His Tomb.” His work, including his masterpiece, The Ring and the 

Book (1868-1869), explored new ways of using diction and poetic rhythm. 

Browning automatic rifle (brouùnVng ôÙtN-m4tùVk rXùfNl) n.  Abbr. BAR 

A.30 caliber air-cooled, automatic or semiautomatic, gas-operated, magazine-fed 

rifle used by U.S. troops in World Wars I and II and the Korean War.  [After John 
Moses BROWNING.]

Browning machine gun (brouùnVng mN-shKnù gƒn) n.  A.30 or.50 caliber 

automatic belt-fed, air-cooled or water-cooled machine gun capable of firing 



ammunition at a rate of more than 500 rounds per minute, used by U.S. troops in 

World War II and the Korean War.  [After John Moses BROWNING.]

brown lung disease (broun lƒng dV-zKzù) n.  See byssinosis. 
brown mustard (broun mƒsùtNrd) n.  1.  See Indian mustard.  2. The black 

mustard. 

brown·nose  or brown-nose (brounùnozÙ) v.  tr. brown·nosed, 
brown·nos·ing, brown·nos·es. Informal. To curry favor with in an obsequi-

ous manner; fawn on.   —brownùnoseÙ n.  —brownùnosÙer n. 

brown·out (brounùoutÙ) n.  A reduction or cutback in electric power, especially 

as a result of a shortage, a mechanical failure, or overuse by consumers.  [BROWN 

+ (BLACK)OUT.]

brown patch (broun p4ch) n.  A disease of turf grasses caused by a fungus of 

the genus Rhizoctonia and resulting in circular patches of dead leaves. 

brown rat (broun r4t) n.  See Norway rat. 
brown recluse spider (broun rHkùlusÙ spXùdNr) n.  A venomous spider 

(Loxosceles reclusa) having an hourglass-shaped mark on the cephalothorax, 

introduced into the southern United States from South America. 

brown rice (broun rXs) n.  The whole grain of rice, from which the germ and 

outer layers containing the bran have not been removed; unpolished rice. 

brown rot (broun rmt) n.  Any of several plant diseases, especially a disease of 

peach, plum, apricot, cherry, and related plants, characterized by wilting and 

browning of the flowers and leaves and rotting of the fruits. 

Brown Shirt  or brown·shirt (brounùshûrtÙ) n.  1. A Nazi, especially a storm 

trooper.  2. A racist, especially a violent, right-wing one.  [Translation of German 

Braunhemd : braun, brown + Hemd, shirt.]

brown·stone (brounùstonÙ) n.  1. A brownish-red sandstone used as a build-

ing material.  2. A house built or faced with brownish-red sandstone. 

brown study (broun stƒdùK) n.  A state of deep thought.  [BROWN, gloomy + 

STUDY, mental state.]

brown sugar (broun shtgùNr) n.  1. Unrefined or incompletely refined sugar 

that still retains some molasses, which imparts a brownish color to it.  2. A com-

mercial product made by the addition of molasses to white sugar. 

Browns·ville (brounzùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of southern Texas on the Rio Grande 

near its mouth on the Gulf of Mexico. It is a major port of entry served by a deep-

water channel that accommodates oceangoing ships. Population, 98,962. 

Brown Swiss (broun swVs) n.  One of a hardy breed of large brown dairy cattle 

that originated in Switzerland. 

brown-tail moth (brounùt7lÙ môth) n.  A small white and brown tussock 

moth (Euproctis phaeorrhoea) whose caterpillars defoliate shade trees and pro-

duce a poison capable of causing a skin rash on contact. 



brown thrasher (broun thr4shùNr) n.  A North American bird (Toxostoma 

rufum) related to the mockingbird and having a reddish-brown back and a dark-

streaked breast. 

brown trout (broun trout) n.  A European freshwater game fish (Salmo trutta) 

that is dark olive to purple-black above and yellow-brown with reddish spots on 

the sides. It is naturalized in North America. 

Brown·wood (brounùwtdÙ)  A city of central Texas west of Waco. It is an 

industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 18,387. 

browse (brouz) v.  browsed, brows·ing, brows·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

inspect something in a leisurely and casual way:  browsed through the record collec-

tion for items of interest.  b. To read something superficially by selecting passages 

at random:  browsed through the report during lunch.   2. To feed on leaves, young 

shoots, and other vegetation; graze.   —  v.  tr. 1. To look through or over (some-

thing) casually:  browsed the evening paper; browsing the gift shops for souvenirs.  

2. a. To nibble; crop.  b. To graze on.    —  n.  1. Young twigs, leaves, and shoots 

that are fit for animals to eat.  2. An act of browsing.  [Probably from obsolete 

French broust, young shoot, from Old French brost, of Germanic origin.]

brows·er (brouùzNr) n.  1. One that browses.  2. Computer Science. A program 

that accesses and displays files available on the World Wide Web. 

Broz (broz, brôz), Josip.  See Marshal. Tito. 
Bru·beck (bruùbHk), David Warren. Known as “Dave.” Born 1920.  American 

jazz pianist and composer considered to be one of the foremost exponents of pro-

gressive jazz. 

Bruce (brus), Blanche Kelso. 1841-1898.  American political leader who was 

the first Black politician to serve a full term in the U.S. Senate (1875-1881). 

Bruce (brus), Sir David. 1855-1931.  Australian physician and bacteriologist 

known for his description (1887) of the bacterium that causes undulant fever, or 

brucellosis. 

Bruce (brus), Lenny. 1926-1966.  American comedian whose scathing, often 

obscene humor strongly influenced later young comics. 

Bruce (brus), Robert the.  See Robert I2. 
Bruce (brus), Stanley Melbourne First Viscount Bruce of Melbourne. 1883-

1967.  Australian politician who was prime minister (1923-1929) and a delegate 

(1933-1936) to the League of Nations. 

bru·cel·la (bru-sHlùN) n.  pl. bru·cel·lae (-sHlùK)  or bru·cel·las. Microbiology. 

Any of various aerobic, short, rod-shaped bacteria of the genus Brucella that are 

pathogenic to human beings and domestic animals.  [After Sir David BRUCE.]

bru·cel·lo·sis (bruÙsN-loùsVs) n.  1. An infectious bacterial disease of human 

beings that is caused by brucellae, transmitted by contact with infected animals, 

and characterized by fever, malaise, and headache.  Also called Gibraltar fever, 

Malta fever, Mediterranean fever, Rock fever, undulant fever.  2. A disease of 



domestic animals, such as cattle, sheep, goats, and dogs, that is caused by brucel-

lae and sometimes results in spontaneous abortions in newly infected animals.  

Also called Bang’s disease [BRUCELL(A) + -OSIS.]

Bruch (brtk, brtKH), Max Karl August. 1838-1920.  German composer 

known especially for his violin pieces, including Violin Concerto in G Minor 

(1868). 

bru·cine (bruùsKnÙ, -sVn) n.  A poisonous white crystalline alkaloid, 

C23H26N2O4, derived from the seeds of nux vomica and closely related plants and 

used to denature alcohol.  [After James Bruce (1730-1794), Scottish explorer.]

Bruck·ner (brtkùnNr), Anton. 1824-1896.  Austrian organist and composer 

whose major works include nine symphonies, a Requiem (1848-1849), and a Te 

Deum (1881). 

Brue·ghel  or Brue·gel also Breu·ghel (broiùgNl, bruù-, brœù-), Pieter. 
Known as “the Elder.” 1525?-1569.  Flemish painter noted for his landscapes and 

his lively genre scenes, including Peasant Wedding (c. 1567). His son Pieter 

(1564-1638?), known as “the Younger,” is primarily remembered for his copies of 

his father’s works, while another son, Jan (1568-1625), is frequently called “the 

Flower Brueghel” or “the Velvet Brueghel” for the silky detail of his still-life 

paintings. 

Bruges (bruzh)  A city of northwest Belgium connected by canal with the 

North Sea. It was founded in the 9th century and was a leading member of the 

Hanseatic League in the 13th century. Today the old city is a popular tourist cen-

ter known as “the City of Bridges.” Population, 118,218. 

Bruhn (brun), Erik. 1928-1986.  Danish-born ballet dancer noted for his pre-

cise, dramatic style in works such as Giselle and Swan Lake. 

bru·in (bruùVn) n.  A bear.  [Middle English bruin, name of the bear in History of 

Reynard the Fox, translated by William Caxton, from Middle Dutch bruun, bruin, 

brown, name of the bear in Middle Dutch version of the fable. See bher-2 in 

Appendix.]

bruise (bruz) v.  bruised, bruis·ing, bruis·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To injure the 

underlying soft tissue or bone of (part of the body) without breaking the skin, as 

by a blow.  b. To damage (plant tissue), as by abrasion or pressure:  bruised the 

fruit by careless packing.   2. To dent or mar.  3. To pound (berries, for example) 

into fragments; crush.  4. To hurt, especially psychologically.   —  v.  intr. To 

experience or undergo bruising:  Peaches bruise easily.   —  n.  1. An injury to 

underlying tissues or bone in which the skin is not broken, often characterized by 

ruptured blood vessels and discolorations.  2. A similar injury to plant tissue, 

often resulting in discoloration or spoilage.  3. An injury, especially to one’s feel-

ings.  [Middle English bruisen, from Old English br«san, to crush,, and from Old 

North French bruisier (of Germanic origin).]

bruis·er (bruùzNr) n.  Informal. A large, heavyset man. 



bruit (brut) v.  tr. bruit·ed, bruit·ing, bruits. To spread news of; repeat.   —  
n.  1.  (also bruùK) Medicine. An abnormal sound heard in auscultation.  

2. Archaic. a. A rumor.  b. A din; a clamor.   [From Middle English, noise, from 

Old French, past participle of bruire, to roar, from Vulgar Latin *br7gXre (from 

Latin r7gXre, and from Vulgar Latin *bragere).]

Bru·lé (bru-l7ù) n.  pl. Brulé or Bru·lés. 1. A Native American people consti-

tuting a subdivision of the Teton Sioux, inhabiting northwest Nebraska and 

southwest South Dakota.  2. A member of this people.  [French brûlé, burnt (par-

tial translation of their own name for themselves).]

bru·mal (bruùmNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or occurring in winter.  [Latin br7m7lis, 

from br7ma, winter, from *brevima (diKs), the shortest (day) or winter solstice, 

archaic superlative of brevis, short. See mregh-u- in Appendix.]

brume (brum) n.  Fog or mist.  [French, from Old French, perhaps from 

Provençal, from Latin br7ma, winter. See BRUMAL.] —bruùmous (bruùmNs) adj. 

brum·ma·gem (brƒmùN-jNm) adj.  Cheap and showy; meretricious.  [Alter-

ation of Birmingham, England (from the counterfeit coins made there in the 

17th century).] —brumùma·gem n. 

Brum·mell (brƒmùNl), George Bryan. Known as “Beau Brummell.” 1778-

1840.  British dandy who popularized new men’s fashions, including simply cut 

clothing, trousers rather than breeches, and elaborate neckwear. An inveterate 

gambler, he died in poverty in an insane asylum in France. 

brunch (brƒnch) n.  A meal typically eaten late in the morning as a combination 

of a late breakfast and an early lunch.  [BR(EAKFAST) + (L)UNCH.]

Bru·nei (bru-nXù)  A sultanate of northwest Borneo on the South China Sea. 

Formerly a self-governing British protectorate, it became fully independent on 

January 1, 1984. Bandar Seri Begawan is the capital. Population, 191,765. 

Bru·nel (bru-nHlù), Sir Marc Isambard. 1769-1849.  French-born British 

engineer who invented a tunneling shield and successfully used it in his construc-

tion of the Thames Tunnel (1825-1843). His son Isambard Kingdom Brunel 
(1806-1859) designed the first transatlantic steamship, the Great Western (1838). 

Bru·nel·le·schi (bruÙnN-lHsùkK), Filippo. 1377-1446.  Italian architect cele-

brated for his work during the Florentine Renaissance. His greatest achievement 

is the octagonal ribbed dome of the Florence cathedral. 

bru·net (bru-nHtù) adj.  1. Of a dark complexion or coloring.  2. Having dark 

brown or black hair or eyes.   —  n.  A person with dark brown hair.  See Usage 

Note at brunette.  [French, from Old French, diminutive of brun, brown, of 

Germanic origin. See bher-2 in Appendix.]

Bru·ne·tière (bruÙnN-tyHrù), Vincent de Paul Marie Ferdinand. 1849?-

1906.  French critic and editor who applied principles of Darwinian evolution to 

the development of literature and decried the naturalist school for its lack of 

moral purpose. 



bru·nette (bru-nHtù) adj.  Having dark or brown hair.   —  n.  A girl or woman 

with dark or brown hair.  [French, feminine of brunet. See BRUNET.]

USAGE NOTE: Brunette was for a long time used to denote a woman having a

dark complexion; now it is used chiefly in reference to hair color. The general

practice is to use the form brunette to refer only to women, with brunet as a less

frequently used variant that can be applied as well to men and mixed groups. The

distinction, like the one between blonde and blond, has been regarded as carrying

sexist implications. In this case, however, it is difficult to see how the problem can

be easily resolved. It is unlikely that brunette could be pressed into service as a

neutral term, since the suffix -ette is too closely associated with marked feminine

gender. Brunet is theoretically available for both sexes but is rarely applied to men,

whose corresponding coloration is typically described simply as “brown.” It

would, of course, be possible to use brown for the hair color of both sexes, if only

that word could be redeemed from the associations of drabness that led to the

adoption of the substitute brunette in the first place. See Usage Note at blond.
See Usage Note at -ette.

brung (brƒng) v.  Usage Problem. A past tense and a past participle of bring. See 

Usage Note at bring. 
Brun·hild (brunùhVltÙ) n.  A queen in the Nibelungenlied who is won as a bride 

by Gunther. 

Brun·ner (brtnùNr), (Heinrich) Emil. 1889-1966.  Swiss theologian who 

advocated Protestant ecumenism and stressed the importance of revelation in the 

relationship between God and the individual. 

Bru·no (bruùno), Giordano. 1548?-1600.  Italian philosopher who used 

Copernican principles in formulating his cosmic theory of an infinite universe. 

Condemned by the Inquisition for heresy, immoral conduct, and blasphemy, he 

was burned at the stake. 

Bruno of Co·logne (bruùno ƒv kN-lonù), Saint. 1030?-1101.  German monk 

who established a monastery at Chartreuse in southern France (1084) and 

founded the Carthusian order. 

Bruns·wick (brƒnzùwVk)  1. A region and former duchy of north-central Ger-

many. Established in the 13th century, the duchy became independent in 1918 

before joining the Weimar Republic.  2. A city of north-central Germany east-

southeast of Hanover. Reputedly founded in 861, it is an industrial and commer-

cial center. Population, 253,057.  3. A city of southeast Georgia south-southwest 

of Savannah near the Atlantic coast. It is a port of entry. Population, 16,433.  4. A 

town of southwest Maine on the Androscoggin River northeast of Portland. Bow-

doin College (established 1794) is here. Population, 17,336.  5. A city of northeast 

Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland and Akron. Population, 28,230. 



Brunswick stew (brƒnzùwVk stu) n.  A stew that usually contains chicken 

and rabbit or squirrel meat cooked with vegetables.  [After Brunswick, a county 

of southern Virginia.]

brunt (brƒnt) n.  1. The main impact or force, as of an attack.  2. The main bur-

den:  bore the brunt of the household chores.  [Middle English, perhaps of Scandi-

navian origin.]

brush1 (brƒsh) n.  1. a. A device consisting of bristles fastened into a handle, 

used in scrubbing, polishing, or painting.  b. The act of using this device.   2. A 

light touch in passing; a graze.  3. A bushy tail:  the brush of a fox.  4. A sliding 

connection completing a circuit between a fixed and a moving conductor.  5. A 

snub; a brushoff.   —  v.  brushed, brush·ing, brush·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

clean, polish, or groom with a brush.  b. To apply with or as if with motions of a 

brush.  c. To remove with or as if with motions of a brush.   2. To dismiss 

abruptly or curtly:  brushed the matter aside; brushed an old friend off.  3. To touch 

lightly in passing; graze against.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use or apply a brush.  2. To 

move past something so as to touch it lightly.   —phrasal verb. brush up. 
1. To refresh one’s memory.  2. To renew a skill.  [Middle English brusshe, from 

Old French brosse, brushwood, brush. See BRUSH
2.] —brushùer n.  —brushùy 

adj.  

SYNONYMS: brush, flick, glance, graze, shave, skim. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to make light and momentary contact with something in pass-

ing”: her arm brushing mine; flicked the paper with his finger; an arrow that glanced

off the tree; a knife blade grazing the countertop; a taxi that shaved the curb; an oar

skimming the surface of the pond.

brush2 (brƒsh) n.  1. a. A dense growth of bushes or shrubs.  b. Land covered 

by such a growth.   2. Cut or broken branches.  [Middle English brusshe, from 

Old French brosse, brushwood, from Vulgar Latin *bruscia, perhaps from Latin 

bruscum, knot on a maple.] —brushùy adj. 

brush3 (brƒsh) n.  A brief, often hostile or alarming encounter:  a brush with the 

law; a brush with death.  [Middle English, from brushen, to hasten, rush, probably 

from brusshe, brush. See BRUSH
1.]

brush discharge (brƒsh dVs-chärjù) n.  A faintly visible, relatively slow crack-

ling discharge of electricity without sparking. 

brushed (brƒsht) adj.  Having a nap produced by brushing:  a dress made of 

brushed cotton. 

brush·fire also brush fire (brƒshùfXrÙ) n.  1. A fire in low-growing, scrubby 

trees and brush.  2. A relatively minor crisis.   —  adj.  Minor enough to involve 

only small-scale mobilization of counteracting resources:  brushfire wars. 

brush·off also brush-off (brƒshùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  An abrupt dismissal or snub. 



brush·wood (brƒshùwtdÙ) n.  1. Branches that have been cut or broken off.  

2. a. Dense undergrowth.  b. An area covered by such growth.  

brush·work (brƒshùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Work done with a brush.  2. The manner in 

which a painter applies paint with a brush. 

brusque also brusk (brƒsk) adj.  Abrupt and curt in manner or speech; dis-

courteously blunt.  See Synonyms at gruff.  [French, lively, fierce, from Italian 

brusco, coarse, rough, from Late Latin br7scum, perhaps blend of Latin r7scus, 

butcher’s broom,, and Late Latin br7cus, heather; see BRIAR
1.] —brusqueùly adv.  

—brusqueùness n. 

brus·que·rie (brüsÙkN-rKù) n.  Curtness or bluntness of manner.  [French, from 

brusque, brusque. See BRUSQUE.]

Brus·sels (brƒsùNlz)  The capital and largest city of Belgium, in the central part 

of the country. Officially bilingual (Flemish and French), it became capital of Bel-

gium in 1830. Metropolitan area population, 2,395,000. 

Brussels carpet (brƒsùNlz kärùpVt) n.  A machine-made carpet consisting of 

small, colored woolen loops that form a heavy, patterned pile. 

Brussels griffon (brƒsùNlz grVfùNn) n.  See griffon (n., sense 1). 

Brussels lace (brƒsùNlz l7s) n.  Net lace with an appliqué design, formerly made 

by hand but now usually made by machine. 

Brussels sprouts (brƒsùNlz sprouts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. A 

vegetable (Brassica oleracea var. gemmifera) in the mustard family, having long, 

stout cabbagelike buds.  2. The edible buds of this plant. 

brut (brut) adj.  Very dry. Used of champagne.  [French, from Old French, 

rough, from Latin br7tus, heavy. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

bru·tal (brutùl) adj.  1. Extremely ruthless or cruel.  See Synonyms at brute.  
2. Crude or unfeeling in manner or speech.  3. Harsh; unrelenting:  a brutal win-

ter in the Arctic.  4. Disagreeably precise or penetrating:  spoke with brutal honesty.   
—bruùtal·ly adv. 

bru·tal·ism (brutùl-VzÙNm) n.  A style of architecture characterized by massive 

or monolithic forms typically unrelieved by exterior decoration.   —bruùtal·ist 
n. 

bru·tal·i·ty (bru-t4lùV-tK) n.  pl. bru·tal·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being 

ruthless, cruel, harsh, or unrelenting.  2. A ruthless, cruel, harsh, or unrelenting 

act. 

bru·tal·ize (brutùl-XzÙ) v.  tr. bru·tal·ized, bru·tal·iz·ing, bru·tal·iz·es. 
1. To make cruel, harsh, or unfeeling.  2. To treat cruelly or harshly.   
—bruÙtal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

brute (brut) n.  1. An animal; a beast.  2. A brutal, crude, or insensitive person.   
—  adj.  1. Of or relating to beasts; animal: “None of the brute creation requires 

more than food and shelter” (Henry David Thoreau).  2. Characteristic of a brute, 

especially: a. Entirely physical:  brute force.  b. Lacking or showing a lack of rea-



son or intelligence:  a brute impulse.  c. Savage; cruel:  brute coercion.  

d. Unremittingly severe:  was driven to steal food through brute necessity.   

3. Coarse; brutish.  [From Middle English, nonhuman, from Old French brut, 

from Latin br7tus, stupid. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.] —brutùism n.  

SYNONYMS: brute, animal, brutish, brutal, beastly, bestial. These adjectives ap-

ply to what is more characteristic of lower animals than of human beings. Brute,

the least derogatory, stresses a lack of the understanding or sensibility regarded as

distinguishing people from animals: brute force. Animal emphasizes physical na-

ture as opposed to intellect or spirit: animal vitality. Brutishstresses marked lack

of human refinement and sensitivity: He had the look of a dull and brutish man.

Brutal emphasizes unfeeling cruelty: “the brutal amusements of the bullbaiting or

the cockpit” (William Howitt). Both beastly and bestial imply degeneracy or moral

degradation: indulging beastly desires; bestial and sordid drunkenness. Beastly, how-

ever, is often used to characterize what is merely very disagreeable: What a beastly

storm!

brut·ish (bruùtVsh) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of a brute.  2. Crude in feeling 

or manner.  3. Sensual; carnal.  4. Rough; uncivilized: “the Mesabi Iron Range, a 

brutish stretch of maroon hillocks” (John McCormick).  See Synonyms at brute.  
—brutùish·ly adv.  —brutùish·ness n. 

Brut·ti·um (brttùK-Nm, brƒtù-)  An ancient region of southern Italy roughly 

occupying present-day Calabria in the toe of the Italian “boot.” 

Bru·tus (bruùtNs), Marcus Junius. 85?-42 B.C.  Roman politician and general 

who conspired to assassinate Julius Caesar. In the subsequent power struggle with 

Mark Antony and Octavian, Brutus was defeated at the Battle of Philippi and 

committed suicide. 

brux·ism (brƒkùsVzÙNm) n.  The habitual, involuntary grinding or clenching of 

the teeth, usually during sleep, as from anger, tension, fear, or frustration.  [From 

New Latin br7xis, a gnashing, from Greek br7kein, to gnash.]

Bry·an (brXùNn)  A city of east-central Texas northwest of Houston. It is an indus-

trial community and a research center. Population, 55,002. 

Bry·an (brXùNn), William Jennings. Called “the Great Commoner”  or “the 
Boy Orator of the Platte.” 1860-1925.  American lawyer and politician who 

campaigned unsuccessfully for the presidency in 1896, 1900, and 1908. He is 

famous for his impassioned “Cross of Gold” speech advocating free silver (1896) 

and for his defense of fundamentalism in the Scopes trial (1925). 

Bry·ansk also Bri·ansk (brK-änskù)  A city of western Russia southwest of Mos-

cow. It was part of Lithuania until the 16th century. Population, 430,000. 

Bry·ant (brXùNnt), William Cullen. 1794-1878.  American poet, critic, and edi-

tor known especially for his early nature poems, such as “Thanatopsis” (1817) 



and “To a Waterfowl” (1821). As editor and part owner (1829-1878) of the New 

York Evening Post he advocated reforms ranging from abolitionism to free trade. 

Bryce (brXs), James First Viscount Bryce of Dechmont. 1838-1922.  British dip-

lomat and historian whose American Commonwealth (1888) is a classic study of 

government and politics. 

Bryn·hild (brVnùhVldÙ) n.  A Valkyrie who is revived from an enchanted sleep by 

Sigurd. 

bryo- pref.  Moss:  bryology.  [New Latin, from Greek bruon, moss, from bruein, 

to swell, teem.]

bry·ol·o·gy (brX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of bryophytes.   —bryÙo·logùi·cal (-N-

lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

bry·o·ny (brXùN-nK) n.  pl. bry·o·nies. 1. Any of various Eurasian tendril-bear-

ing vines of the genus Bryonia, having red or black berries and tuberous roots for-

merly used as medicine.  2. The black bryony.  [Latin bryonia, from Greek 

bruonia, from bruein, to swell, teem.]

bry·o·phyte (brXùN-fXtÙ) n.  A plant of the Bryophyta, a division of photosyn-

thetic, chiefly terrestrial, nonvascular plants, including the mosses, liverworts, 

and hornworts.   —bryÙo·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

bry·o·zo·an (brXÙN-zoùNn) n.  Any of various small aquatic animals of the phy-

lum Bryozoa that reproduce by budding and form mosslike or branching colonies 

permanently attached to stones or seaweed.  Also called moss animal, polyzoan.   
—  adj.  Of or belonging to the Bryozoa.  [From New Latin Bryozoa, phylum 

name  : BRYO- + Greek zoia, pl. of zoion, animal; see -ZOON.]

Bryth·on (brVthùNn, -mnÙ) n.  1. An ancient Celtic Briton of Cornwall, Wales, or 

Cumbria.  2. One who speaks a Brittonic language.  [Welsh, from Latin BrittonKs, 

Britons. See BRITON.]

Bry·thon·ic (brV-thmnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the Brythons or their language 

or culture.   —  n.  Variant of Brittonic. 
Brze·zin·ski (brV-zhVnùskK), Zbigniew. Born 1928.  Polish-born American 

political adviser and member of the National Security Council (1977-1981). 

B.S. abbr.  1. Bachelor of Science.  2. Balance sheet.  3. Bill of sale.  4. Obscene. 

Bullshit. 

BSA abbr.  Boy Scouts of America. 

B.S.A. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. 

B.S.A.A. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Applied Arts. 

B.S.Arch. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Architecture. 

B.Sc. abbr.  Bachelor of Science. 

B.S.Ch. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Chemistry. 

B.S.Ec. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Economics. 

B.S.Ed. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Education. 

B.S.E.E. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. 



B.S.For. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Forestry. 

B.S.F.S. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Foreign Service. 

bsh. abbr.  Bushel. 

BSI abbr.  British Standards Institution. 

B-side (bKùsXdÙ) n.  The reverse side of a phonograph record, especially a single.  

[From the B on the record’s label.]

bsk. abbr.  Basket. 

B.S.N. abbr.  Bachelor of Science in Nursing. 

BT (bKùtKù) n.  A bacterium, lethal to and used to control many kinds of caterpil-

lars that are pests of ornamental, crop, and other plants.  [B(ACILLUS) T(HURING-

IENSIS).]

Bt. abbr.  Baronet. 

B.T. abbr.  Bachelor of Theology. 

B.Th. abbr.  Bachelor of Theology. 

btry. abbr.  Battery. 

Btss. abbr.  Baronetess. 

Btu abbr.  British thermal unit. 

bu. abbr.  1. Bureau.  2.  Or bu. Bushel. 

bub (bƒb) n.  Slang. Fellow. Used as a term of familiar address:  See you around, 

bub.  [Probably short for BROTHER.]

Bu·bas·tis (byu-b4sùtVs)  An ancient city of northeast Egypt in the Nile delta. It 

was a religious center for the worship of the cat-headed god Bast. 

bub·ble (bƒbùNl) n.  1. A thin, usually spherical or hemispherical film of liquid 

filled with air or gas:  a soap bubble.  2. A globular body of air or gas formed 

within a liquid:  air bubbles rising to the surface.  3. A pocket formed in a solid by 

air or gas that is trapped, as during cooling or hardening.  4. a. The act or process 

of forming bubbles.  b. A sound made by or as if by the forming and bursting of 

bubbles.   5. Something insubstantial, groundless, or ephemeral, especially: a. A 

fantastic or impracticable idea or belief; an illusion:  didn’t want to burst the new 

volunteers’ bubble.  b. A speculative scheme that comes to nothing:  lost money in 

the real estate bubble.   6. Something light or effervescent: “Macon—though terri-

bly distressed—had to fight down a bubble of laughter” (Anne Tyler).  7. A usually 

transparent glass or plastic dome.  8. A protective, often isolating envelope or 

cover: “The Secret Service will talk of tightening protection, but no President wants 

to live in a bubble” (Anthony Lewis).   —  v.  bub·bled, bub·bling, bub·bles.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To form or give off bubbles.  2. To move or flow with a gurgling 

sound:  a brook bubbling along its course.  3. To rise to or as if to the surface; 

emerge: “Since then, the revolution has bubbled up again in many forms” (Jonathan 

Schell).  4. To display irrepressible activity or emotion:  bubbling over with excite-

ment.   —  v.  tr. To cause to form bubbles.  [From Middle English bubelen, to 

bubble.]



bubble and squeak (bƒbùNl Nnd skwKk) n.  Chiefly British. Cabbage and 

potatoes fried together.  [Imitative of the sounds made as it cooks.]

bubble bath (bƒbùNl b4th) n.  1. A perfumed preparation, such as powdered 

crystals or a liquid, added to bath water to make it foam.  2. A bath to which such 

a preparation has been added. 

bubble car (bƒbùNl kär) n.  A small, usually three-wheeled automobile with a 

transparent bubble top. 

bubble chamber (bƒbùNl ch7mùbNr) n.  An apparatus in which the movement 

and collision of ionizing particles is determined by the examination of trails of 

gas bubbles that form in the paths of the particles as they move through a super-

heated liquid. 

bubble gum (bƒbùNl gƒm) n.  Chewing gum that can be blown into bubbles. 

bub·ble-gum also bub·ble·gum (bƒbùNl-gƒmÙ) adj.  Informal. 1. Marked by 

or displaying an adolescent immaturity, as in style or taste.  2. Vapid; bland: 

“Bubblegum news... is information packaged like a Krazy Kat cartoon” (Tom 

Shales). 

bub·ble·head (bƒbùNl-hHdÙ) n.  A foolish or empty-headed person: “He pre-

sents antiwar protesters... as bubbleheads who didn’t even know where Southeast 

Asia was” (Frank Rich). 

bubble memory (bƒbùNl mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. A memory in 

which binary digits are represented by the presence or absence of magnetic bub-

bles. 

bubble pack (bƒbùNl p4k) n.  See blister pack. 
bub·bler (bƒbùlNr) n.  Northern U.S. A drinking fountain. Used especially in 

Wisconsin. 

bubble top (bƒbùNl tmp) n.  1. A transparent glass or plastic dome, such as one 

constructed over a swimming pool or courtyard.  2. A transparent, often bullet-

proof enclosure forming the top of an automobile.   —bubùble·topÙ (bƒbùNl-

tmpÙ) adj. 

bub·bly (bƒbùlK) adj.  1. Full of or producing bubbles:  a bubbly drink; a bubbly 

soap.  2. Resembling bubbles:  big, bubbly clouds.  3. Full of high spirits; efferves-

cent:  bright, bubbly children.   —  n.  pl. bub·blies. Informal. Champagne. 

bub·by (btbùK, bubùK) n.  pl. bub·bies. Slang. A woman’s breast.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Bu·ber (buùbNr), Martin. 1878-1965.  Austrian-born Judaic scholar and phi-

losopher whose influential I and Thou (1923) posits a direct personal dialogue 

between God and the individual. 

bu·bo (buùbo, byuù-) n.  pl. bu·boes. An inflamed, tender swelling of a 

lymph node, especially in the area of the armpit or groin, that is characteristic of 

certain infections, such as plague and syphilis.  [Middle English, from Late Latin 

bubo, bubon-, from Greek boubon.]



bu·bon·ic plague (bu-bmnùVk pl7g, byu-) n.  A contagious, often fatal epi-

demic disease caused by the bacterium Yersinia pestis, transmitted from person to 

person or by the bite of fleas from an infected host, especially a rat, and charac-

terized by chills, fever, vomiting, diarrhea, and the formation of buboes. 

bu·bon·o·cele (bu-bmnùN-sKlÙ, byu-) n.  A partial hernia of the groin, char-

acterized by swelling in the groin area.  [Greek boubonokKlK : boubon, groin + kKlK, 

rupture.]

Bu·ca·ra·man·ga (buÙkN-rN-mängùgN, -kä-rä-mängùgä)  A city of north-cen-

tral Colombia in the Cordillera Oriental of the Andes. Founded in 1622, it is a 

leading commercial center. Population, 342,169. 

buc·cal (bƒkùNl) adj.  Of or relating to the cheeks or the mouth cavity.  [From 

Latin bucca, cheek.]

buc·ca·neer (bƒkÙN-nîrù) n.  1. A pirate, especially one of the freebooters who 

preyed on Spanish shipping in the West Indies during the 17th century.  2. A 

ruthless speculator or adventurer.  [French boucanier, from boucaner, to cure 

meat, from boucan, barbecue frame, possibly from Arawakan, or Tupinamba (a 

Tupian language) bocan, rack.] —bucÙca·neerù v.  

WORD HISTORY: The Errol Flynn-like figure of the buccaneer pillaging the

Spanish Main may seem less dashing if we realize that the term buccaneer corre-

sponds to the word barbecuer. The first recorded use of the French word boucani-

er, which was borrowed into English, referred to a person on the islands of His-

paniola and Tortuga who hunted wild oxen and boars and smoked the meat in a

barbecue frame known in French as a boucan. This French word came from an

Arawakan or Tupinamba word meaning “a rack, sometimes used for roasting or

for storing things, or a racklike platform supporting an Indian house.” The orig-

inal barbecuers seem to have subsequently adapted a more remunerative way of

life, piracy, which accounts for the new meaning given to the word. Buccaneer is

recorded first in 1661 in its earlier sense in English; the sense we are familiar with

is recorded in 1690.

buc·ca·neer·ing (bƒkÙN-nîrùVng) adj.  Showing boldness and enterprise, as in 

business, often to the point of recklessness or unscrupulousness. 

Bu·ceph·a·lus (byu-sHfùN-lNs) n.  Alexander the Great’s war horse. 

Buch·an (bƒkùNn, bƒKHù-), Sir John First Baron Tweedsmuir. 1875-1940.  Scot-

tish writer and government official who was governor-general of Canada (1935-

1940) but is best known for his adventure novels, such as The Thirty-Nine Steps 

(1915). 

Bu·chan·an (byu-k4nùNn, bN-), James. 1791-1868.  The 15th President of the 

United States (1857-1861). He tried to maintain a balance between proslavery and 

antislavery factions, but his moderate views angered radicals in both North and 



South, and he was unable to forestall the secession of South Carolina on Decem-

ber 20, 1860. 

Bu·chan·nan (byu-k4nùNn, bN-), James McGill. Born 1919.  American econ-

omist. He won a 1986 Nobel Prize for the application of economic theories to the 

analysis of political decision-making. 

Bu·cha·rest (buùkN-rHstÙ, byuù-)  The capital and largest city of Romania, in 

the southeast part of the country on a tributary of the Danube River. Founded in 

the 14th century, it soon became a fortress and commercial center on the trade 

route to Constantinople. Population, 1,995,156. 

Bu·chen·wald (buùkNn-wôldÙ, -KHNn-vältÙ)  A village of central Germany 

near Weimar. It was the site of a Nazi concentration camp during World War II. 

Buch·man (btkùmNn, bƒkù-), Frank Nathan Daniel. 1878-1961.  American 

evangelist who preached at Oxford University in the 1920’s, where he founded the 

Oxford Group, or Buchmanism, which later became the nucleus of Moral Re-

Armament. 

Buch·ner (btkùnNr, buKHù-), Eduard. 1860-1917.  German chemist. He won 

a 1907 Nobel Prize for the discovery of cell-less fermentation. 

Büch·ner (bukùnNr, büKHù-), Georg. 1813-1837.  German playwright who 

blended socialist sympathies with a brutally stark, realistic style in his three plays, 

Danton’s Death, Leonce and Lena, and the fragmentary Woyzeck. 

bu·chu (buùku, byuùkyu) n.  Any of various shrubs of the southern African 

genus Agathosma, especially A. betulina and A. crenulata, whose leaves are used as 

a mild diuretic and also yield an aromatic oil used for flavoring.  [Afrikaans boe-

goe, probably from Zulu bucu, perhaps ultimately of Khoikhoin origin.]

buck1 (bƒk) n.  1. a. The adult male of some animals, such as the deer, antelope, 

or rabbit.  b. Antelope considered as a group:  a herd of buck.   2. a. A robust or 

high-spirited young man.  b. A fop.   3. Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for 

a Native American or Black man.  4. An act or instance of bucking:  a horse that 

unseated its rider on the first buck.  5. a. Buckskin.  b. bucks. Buckskin breeches 

or shoes.    —  v.  bucked, buck·ing, bucks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To leap upward 

arching the back:  The horse bucked in fright.  2. To charge with the head lowered; 

butt.  3. To make sudden jerky movements; jolt:  The motor bucked and lurched 

before it finally ran smoothly.  4. To resist stubbornly and obstinately; balk.  

5. Informal. To strive with determination:  bucking for a promotion.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To throw or toss by bucking:  buck off a rider; bucked the packsaddle off its back.  

2. To oppose directly and stubbornly; go against: “Los Angeles County, the most 

populous county in the country, is bucking the trend” (American Demographics).  

3. Football. To charge into (an opponent’s line) carrying the ball.  4. Archaic. To 

butt against with the head.   —  adj.  Of the lowest rank in a specified military 

category:  a buck private; a buck sergeant.   —phrasal verb. buck up. To sum-

mon one’s courage or spirits; hearten:  My friends tried to buck me up after I lost 



the contest.  [Middle English bukke, from Old English buc, male deer,, and bucca, 

male goat.] —buckùer n. 

buck2 (bƒk) n.  1. A sawhorse or sawbuck.  2. A leather-covered frame used for 

gymnastic vaulting.  [Alteration (influenced by BUCK
1), of Dutch bok, male goat, 

trestle, from Middle Dutch boc.]

buck3 (bƒk) n.  Informal. 1. A dollar.  2. An amount of money:  working overtime 

to make an extra buck.  [Short for BUCKSKIN (from its use in trade).]

buck4 (bƒk) n.  Games. A counter or marker formerly passed from one poker 

player to another to indicate an obligation, especially one’s turn to deal.   
—idiom. the buck stops here. Slang. The ultimate responsibility rests here.  

[Short for buckhorn knife (from its use as a marker in poker).]

Buck (bƒk), Pearl Sydenstricker. 1892-1973.  American writer whose life as a 

missionary in China lent a vivid immediacy to her novels, including The Good 

Earth (1931). She won the 1938 Nobel Prize for literature. 

buck·a·roo also buck·er·oo (bƒkÙN-ruù) n.  pl. buck·a·roos or buck·er·oos. 
Chiefly California. See cowboy (n., sense 1).  [Alteration (perhaps influenced by 

BUCK
1), of Spanish vaquero, from vaca, cow, from Latin vacca.]

buck·bean (bƒkùbKnÙ) n.  A perennial herb (Menyanthes trifoliata) native to the 

Northern Hemisphere and having trifoliate leaves and clusters of white, pink, or 

purplish flowers.  [Translation of Flemish bocks boonen, goat’s beans  : bocks, 

goat’s + boonen, beans.]

buck·board (bƒkùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A four-wheeled open carriage with the seat 

or seats attached to a flexible board running between the front and rear axles.  

[Obsolete buck, body of a wagon (from Middle English bouk, belly, from Old 

English b7c) + BOARD.]

buck·er·oo (bƒkÙN-ruù) n.  Chiefly California. Variant of buckaroo. 
buck·et (bƒkùVt) n.  1. a. A cylindrical vessel used for holding or carrying liquids 

or solids; a pail.  b. The amount that a bucket can hold:  One bucket of paint will 

be enough for the ceiling.   2. A unit of dry measure in the U.S. Customary System 

equal to 2 pecks (17.6 liters).  See Table at measurement.  3. A receptacle on 

various machines, such as the scoop of a power shovel or the compartments on a 

water wheel, used to gather and convey material.  4. Basketball. A basket.   —  v.  

buck·et·ed, buck·et·ing, buck·ets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hold, carry, or put in a 

bucket:  bucket up water from a well.  2. To ride (a horse) long and hard.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To move or proceed rapidly and jerkily:  bucketing over the unpaved lane.  

2. To make haste; hustle.   —idiom. a drop in the bucket. An insufficient or 

inconsequential amount in comparison with what is required.  [Middle English, 

from Old French buket, of Germanic origin.]

bucket brigade (bƒkùVt brV-g7dù) n.  A line of people formed to fight a fire by 

passing buckets of water from a source to the fire. 



bucket seat (bƒkùVt sKt) n.  A single, usually low seat with a contoured back, 

typically used in some automobiles. 

bucket shop (bƒkùVt shmp) n.  A fraudulent brokerage operation in which 

orders to buy and sell are accepted but no executions take place. Instead, the oper-

ators expect to profit when customers close out their positions at a loss.  [From 

bucket shop, a saloon selling small amounts of liquor in buckets, from its resem-

blance to the forerunner of such brokerage operations, which dealt in small units 

of stocks and commodities.]

buck·eye (bƒkùXÙ) n.  1. Any of various North American trees or shrubs of the 

genus Aesculus, having palmately compound, opposite leaves, erect panicles of 

white to red or yellow flowers, and large, shiny seeds with a large attachment scar. 

All parts of the plant are poisonous.  2. The spiny or smooth fruit of any of these 

plants.  3. The large, shiny brown seed of such a fruit.  [BUCK
1 + EYE.]

buck fever (bƒk fKùvNr) n.  Nervous excitement felt by a novice hunter at the 

first sight of game. 

buck·horn (bƒkùhôrnÙ) n.  1. The horn of a buck.  2. The material of such a 

horn, used especially to make handles for knives and tools. 

buck·hound (bƒkùhoundÙ) n.  A hound used for coursing deer. 

Buck·ing·ham (bƒkùVng-Nm, -h4mÙ), First Duke of Originally George Villiers. 

1592-1628.  English courtier and statesman whose military and political policies 

caused continual friction with Parliament. He was assassinated by a disgruntled 

naval officer. 

Buck·ing·ham (bƒkùVng-Nm, -h4mÙ), Second Duke of Originally George Villi-

ers. 1628-1687.  English courtier who was a prominent member of the influential 

group known as the Cabal that formed the ministry of Charles II after the Resto-

ration. A vain and ambitious individual, Buckingham was dismissed for miscon-

duct in 1674. 

buck·jump (bƒkùjƒmpÙ) v.  intr. buck·jumped, buck·jump·ing, 
buck·jumps. 1. To buck, as a horse or mule does.  2. To move in sudden jerks; 

lurch.   —buckùjump·er n. 

buck·le (bƒkùNl) n.  1. A clasp for fastening two ends, as of straps or a belt, in 

which a device attached to one of the ends is fitted or coupled to the other.  2. An 

ornament that resembles this clasp, such as a metal square on a shoe or hat.  3. An 

instance of bending, warping, or crumpling; a bend or bulge.   —  v.  buck·led, 
buck·ling, buck·les.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fasten with a buckle.  2. To cause to bend, 

warp, or crumple.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become fastened with a buckle.  2. To bend, 

warp, or crumple, as under pressure or heat.  3. To give way; collapse:  My knees 

buckled with fear.  4. To succumb, as to exhaustion or authority; give in:  finally 

buckled under the excessive demands of the job.   —phrasal verbs. buckle 
down. To apply oneself with determination.  buckle up. To use a safety belt, 



especially in an automobile.  [Middle English bokel, from Old French boucle, 

from Latin buccula, cheek strap of a helmet, diminutive of bucca, cheek.]

buck·ler (bƒkùlNr) n.  1. A small, round shield either carried or worn on the 

arm.  2. A means of protection; a defense: “has enjoyed a reputation as a shield 

and buckler for... the academic avant-garde” (Donal Henahan).   —  v.  tr. 

buck·lered, buck·ler·ing, buck·lers. To shield; protect.  [Middle English 

bokeler, from Old French bouclier, from boucle, boss on a shield, from Latin buc-

cula, diminutive of bucca, cheek.]

Buck·ley (bƒkùlK), William Frank, Jr. Born 1925.  American writer and editor 

known especially for his caustic, polysyllabic wit. 

buck-na·ked (bƒkùnHkùVd) adv.  & adj.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Bare-naked.  

[Origin unknown.]

Buck·ner (bƒkùnNr), Simon Bolivar. 1823-1914.  American army officer who 

served in the Mexican War, then became a Confederate general in the Civil War. 

His son Simon Bolivar Buckner, Jr. (1886-1945), commanded U.S. forces in 

Alaska and the Pacific sector during World War II and was killed in action during 

the assault on Okinawa. 

buck·o (bƒkùo) n.  pl. buck·oes. 1. A blustering or bossy person.  2. Irish. A 

young man; a lad.  [Alteration of BUCK
1.]

buck-pass·ing (bƒkùp4sÙVng) n.  Informal. The shifting of responsibility or 

blame to another: “smothered in avalanches of recriminations and orgies of buck-

passing” (Forbes).  [BUCK
4 (from a poker player’s passing the marker, or buck, to 

the next player when not wanting to deal).] —buckù-passÙer n. 

buck·ram (bƒkùrNm) n.  1. A coarse cotton fabric heavily sized with glue, used 

for stiffening garments and in bookbinding.  2. Archaic. Rigid formality.   —  adj.  

Resembling or suggesting buckram, as in stiffness or formality: “a wondrous buck-

ram style” (Thomas Carlyle).   —  v.  tr. buck·ramed, buck·ram·ing, 
buck·rams. To stiffen with or as if with buckram.  [Middle English bukeram, 

fine linen, from Old French boquerant, and from Old Italian bucherame both 

after Bukhara, from which fine linen was once imported.]

buck·saw (bƒkùsôÙ) n.  A woodcutting saw, usually set in an H-shaped frame.  

[From BUCK
2.]

buck·shee (bƒkùshK) Chiefly British. n.  1. Something extra or left over that is 

obtained free.  2. An extra ration.   —  adj.  1. Free of charge; gratis: “If they 

deposit these shares, too, in the scheme, they will get further buckshee shares on a 

one-for-one basis” (Economist).  2. Unsolicited; gratuitous: “The title was a bit of 

buckshee deceit, and had little to do with the plot” (Financial Times).  [Variant of 

BAKSHEESH.]

buck·shot (bƒkùshmtÙ) n.  A large lead shot for shotgun shells, used especially in 

hunting big game. 



buck·skin (bƒkùskVnÙ) n.  1. a. The skin of a male deer.  b. A soft, grayish-yel-

low leather usually having a suede finish, once made from deerskins but now gen-

erally made from sheepskins.   2. buckskins. Clothing, especially breeches or 

shoes, made from buckskin.  3. A person who wears buckskins, especially an 

American backwoodsman or soldier in the Revolutionary War.  4. A horse of a 

grayish-yellow color.   —buckùskinÙ adj. 

buck·thorn (bƒkùthôrnÙ) n.  Any of various shrubs or small trees of the genus 

Rhamnus, which includes several ornamentals and a few medicinal species such as 

the cascara buckthorn.  [Translation of New Latin cervX spXna : cervX, genitive of 

cervus, buck + spXna, thorn.]

buck·tooth (bƒkùtuthù) n.  A prominent, projecting upper front tooth.  

[BUCK
1 + TOOTH.] —buckùtoothedù (-tuthtù) adj. 

buck·wheat (bƒkùhwKtÙ, -wKtÙ) n.  1. a. An annual Asian plant (Fagopyrum 

esculentum) having clusters of small whitish or pinkish flowers and small, seed-

like, triangular fruits.  b. The edible fruits of this plant, used either whole or 

ground into flour.   2. Any of several similar or related plants.  [Probably partial 

translation of Middle Dutch boecweite : boek, beech; see bh7go- in Appendix + 

weite, wheat.]

bu·col·ic (byu-kmlùVk) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of the countryside or its peo-

ple; rustic.  See Synonyms at rural.  2. Of or characteristic of shepherds or flocks; 

pastoral.   —  n.  1. A pastoral poem.  2. A farmer or shepherd; a rustic.  [Latin 

b7colicus, pastoral, from Greek boukolikos, from boukolos, cowherd  : bous, cow; 

see gwou- in Appendix + -kolos, herdsman; see kwel-1 in Appendix.] 
—bu·colùi·cal·ly adv. 

Bu·co·vi·na (buÙkN-vKùnN)  See Bukovina. 
bud1 (bƒd) n.  1. Botany. a. A small protuberance on a stem or branch, some-

times enclosed in protective scales and containing an undeveloped shoot, leaf, or 

flower.  b. The stage or condition of having buds:  branches in full bud.   

2. Biology. a. An asexual reproductive structure, as in yeast or a hydra, that con-

sists of an outgrowth capable of developing into a new individual.  b. A small, 

rounded organic part, such as a taste bud, that resembles a plant bud.   3. A per-

son or thing that is not yet fully developed:  the bud of a new idea.   —  v.  

bud·ded, bud·ding, buds.  —  v.  intr. 1. To put forth or produce buds:  a 

plant that buds in early spring.  2. To develop or grow from or as if from a bud: 

“listened sympathetically for a moment, a bemused smile budding forth” (Washing-

ton Post).  3. To be in an undeveloped stage or condition.  4. To reproduce asexu-

ally by forming a bud.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to put forth buds.  2. To graft a bud 

onto (a plant).  [Middle English budde.] —budùder n. 

bud2 (bƒd) n.  Informal. Friend; chum. Used as a form of familiar address for a 

man or boy:  Move along, bud.  [Short for BUDDY.]



Bu·da·pest (buùdN-pHstÙ, -pHshtÙ)  The capital and largest city of Hungary, in 

the north-central part of the country on the Danube River. It was formed in 1873 

by the union of Buda on the right bank of the river with Pest on the left bank. The 

city was the center of the Hungarian uprising in 1956. Population, 2,071,484. 

Bud·dha1 (buùdN, btdùN), Originally Siddhartha Gautama. 563?-483? B.C.  

Indian mystic and founder of Buddhism. He began preaching after achieving 

supreme enlightenment at the age of 35. 

Bud·dha2 (buùdN, btdùN) n.  1. One who has achieved a state of perfect spiri-

tual enlightenment in accordance with the teachings of Buddha.  2. A representa-

tion or likeness of Buddha.  [Sanskrit buddha-, enlightened, past participle of 

bodhati, he awakes. See bheudh- in Appendix.]

Bud·dha·hood (buùdN-htdÙ, btdùN-) n.  A state of spiritual enlightenment 

in accordance with Buddhist teachings. 

Bud·dhism (buùdVzÙNm, btdùVzÙ-) n.  1. The doctrine, attributed to Buddha, 

that suffering is inseparable from existence but that inward extinction of the self 

and of worldly desire culminates in a state of spiritual enlightenment beyond 

both suffering and existence.  2. The religion represented by the many groups, 

especially numerous in Asia, that profess varying forms of this doctrine and that 

venerate Buddha.   —Budùdhist adj. , n.  —Bud·dhisùtic adj. 

bud·ding (bƒdùVng) n.  A form of asexual reproduction in which an outgrowth 

developing on a parent organism detaches to produce a new individual. 

bud·dle (bƒdùl) n.  An inclined trough in which crushed ore is washed with run-

ning water to flush away impurities.  [Probably from Low German buddeln, to 

agitate.]

bud·dle·ia (bƒdùlK-N, bƒd-lKùN) n.  See butterfly bush.  [New Latin, after 

Adam Buddle (died 1715), British botanist.]

bud·dy (bƒdùK) Informal. n.  pl. bud·dies. 1. A good friend; a comrade.  2. A 

partner, especially one of a pair or team associated under the buddy system.  

3. Friend or comrade; chum. Used as a form of familiar address, especially for a 

man or boy:  Watch it, buddy.   —  v.  intr. bud·died, bud·dy·ing, bud·dies. To 

associate as a buddy or buddies:  buddied around with the older guys.   —phrasal 
verb. buddy up. To ingratiate oneself, as by presuming friendship:  buddied up 

to the coach in hopes of making the team.  [Probably alteration of BROTHER.]

bud·dy-bud·dy (bƒdùK-bƒdùK) adj.  Informal. Showing or marked by great 

outward friendship. 

buddy stores (bƒdùK storz) pl.n.  Aircraft fuel tanks designed to transfer fuel 

from the host plane to another plane, such as a fighter, during flight. 

buddy system (bƒdùK sVsùtNm) n.  An arrangement in which persons are 

paired, as for mutual safety or assistance. 

budge1 (bƒj) v.  budged, budg·ing, budg·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move or stir 

slightly:  The child was stuck tight and couldn’t budge.  2. To alter a position or atti-



tude:  had made the decision and wouldn’t budge.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to move 

slightly.  2. To cause to alter a position or attitude:  an adamant critic who couldn’t 

be budged.  [Old French bouger, from Vulgar Latin *bullic7re, to bubble, from 

Latin bullXre, to boil.]

budge2 (bƒj) n.  Fur made from lambskin dressed with the wool outside, for-

merly used to trim academic robes.   —  adj.  Archaic. Overformal; pompous.  

[Middle English bouge, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin bugia, proba-

bly from Latin bulga, leather bag. See BUDGET.]

Budge (bƒj), John Donald. Known as “Don.” Born 1915.  American tennis 

player who in 1938 was the first to win the Grand Slam (Wimbledon, French, 

U.S., and Australian titles). 

budg·er·i·gar (bƒjùN-rK-gärÙ, bƒjÙN-rKù-) n.  A parakeet (Melopsittacus undula-

tus) native to Australia and having green, yellow, or blue plumage. It is a popular 

cage bird bred in a variety of colors not found in wild populations.  Also called 

shell parakeet [Yuwaalaraay (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) gijirri-

gaa.]

budg·et (bƒjùVt) n.  1. a. An itemized summary of estimated or intended expen-

ditures for a given period along with proposals for financing them:  submitted the 

annual budget to Congress.  b. A systematic plan for the expenditure of a usually 

fixed resource, such as money or time, during a given period:  A new car will not 

be part of our budget this year.  c. The total sum of money allocated for a particu-

lar purpose or period of time:  a project with an annual budget of five million dol-

lars.   2. A stock or collection with definite limits: “his budget of general 

knowledge” (William Hazlitt).   —  v.  budg·et·ed, budg·et·ing, budg·ets.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To plan in advance the expenditure of:  needed help budgeting our 

income; budgeted my time wisely.  2. To enter or account for in a budget:  forgot to 

budget the car payments.   —  v.  intr. To make or use a budget.   —  adj.  1. Of or 

relating to a budget:  budget items approved by Congress.  2. Appropriate to a bud-

get; inexpensive:  a budget car; budget meals.  [Middle English bouget, wallet, from 

Old French bougette, diminutive of bouge, leather bag, from Latin bulga, of Celtic 

origin. See bhelgh- in Appendix.] —budgùet·arÙy (bƒjùV-tHrÙK) adj.  

—budgùet·er, budgÙet·eerù (-V-tîrù)  n. 

budg·ie (bƒjùK) n.  Informal. A budgerigar. 

bud·worm (bƒdùwûrmÙ) n.  A larva of several tortricid moths, especially the 

spruce budworm, that devours plant buds. 

Bu·ell (byuùNl), Don Carlos. 1818-1898.  American army officer who was 

relieved of his Union command after failing to pursue Gen. Braxton Bragg’s 

retreating Confederate troops at the Battle of Perryville in Kentucky (October 8, 

1862). 



Bue·na Park (bw7ùnN pärk)  A city of southern California west-northwest of 

Anaheim. Knott’s Berry Farm, a re-created gold rush town, is here. Population, 

68,784. 

Bue·na·ven·tu·ra (bw7ÙnN-vHn-ttrùN, -tytrùN, bwHÙnä-vHn-tuùrä)  A city 

of western Colombia on Buenaventura Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. The 

city was originally settled in the 1540’s. Population, 157,528. 

Bue·na Vis·ta (bw7ùnN vVsùtN, bwHùnä vKsùtä)  A locality in northern Mexico 

just south of Saltillo. In the Mexican War U.S. forces led by Zachary Taylor 

defeated a Mexican army commanded by Santa Anna on February 22-23, 1847. 

Bue·nos Ai·res (bw7ùnNs ârùKz, XùrVz, bwHùnôs XùrHs)  The capital and largest 

city of Argentina, in the eastern part of the country on the Río de la Plata. 

Founded by the Spanish in 1536, it became the national capital in 1862. The 

highly industrialized city is also a major port. Population, 2,922,829. 

buff1 (bƒf) n.  1. A soft, thick, undyed leather made chiefly from the skins of 

buffalo, elk, or oxen.  2. A military uniform coat made of such leather.  3. Color. 

A pale, light, or moderate yellowish pink to yellow, including moderate orange 

yellow to light yellowish brown.  4. Informal. Bare skin:  swimming in the buff.  

5. A piece of soft material, such as velvet or leather, often mounted on a block 

and used for polishing.   —  adj.  1. Made or formed of buff:  a buff jacket.  

2. Color. Of the color buff.   —  v.  tr. buffed, buff·ing, buffs. 1. To polish or 

shine with a piece of soft material.  2. To soften the surface of (leather) by raising 

a nap.  3. To make the color of buff.  [From obsolete buffle, buffalo, from French 

buffle, from Late Latin b7falus. See BUFFALO.]

buff2 (bƒf) n.  Informal. One that is enthusiastic and knowledgeable about a sub-

ject:  a Civil War buff.  [From the buff-colored uniform worn by New York volun-

teer firemen around 1920, originally applied to an enthusiast of fires and fire 

fighting.]

buf·fa·lo (bƒfùN-loÙ) n.  pl. buffalo or buf·fa·loes  or buf·fa·los. 1. a. Any of 

several oxlike Old World mammals of the family Bovidae, such as the water buf-

falo and Cape buffalo.  b. The North American bison, Bison bison.   2. The buf-

falo fish.   —  v.  tr. buf·fa·loed, buf·fa·lo·ing, buf·fa·loes. 1. To intimidate, 

as by a display of confidence or authority: “The board couldn’t buffalo the federal 

courts as it had the Comptroller” (American Banker).  2. To deceive; hoodwink: 

“Too often... job seekers have buffaloed lenders as to their competency and training” 

(H. Jane Lehman).  3. To confuse; bewilder.  [Italian bufalo, or Portuguese  or 

Spanish búfalo from Late Latin b7falus, from Latin b7balus, from Greek bouba-

los.]

WORD HISTORY: The buffalo is so closely associated with the Wild West that

it would seem natural to assume that its name comes from a Native American

word, as is the case with the words moose and skunk. In fact, however, buffalo can



probably be traced back by way of one or more of the Romance languages, such

as Portuguese, Spanish, or Italian, through Vulgar Latin and Latin and ultimately

to the Greek word boubalos, meaning “an antelope or a buffalo.” The buffalo re-

ferred to by the Greek and Latin words was, of course, not the American one but

rather an Old World mammal, such as the water buffalo of southern Asia. Applied

to the North American mammal, buffalo is in fact a misnomer, bison being the

preferred term. As far as everyday usage is concerned, however, buffalo, first re-

corded for the American mammal in 1635, is older than bison, first recorded in

1774.

Buf·fa·lo (bƒfùN-loÙ)  A city of western New York at the eastern end of Lake Erie 

on the Canadian border. It is a major Great Lakes port of entry and an important 

manufacturing and milling center. Population, 328,123. 

buffalo berry (bƒfùN-loÙ bHrùK) n.  1. Any of three North American shrubs or 

small trees of the genus Shepherdia, having small yellowish flowers, drupelike 

fruits, and foliage that is covered with silvery scales.  2. The berry of any of these 

plants. 

Buffalo Bill (bƒfùN-loÙ bVl)  See William Frederick Cody. 
buffalo bug (bƒfùN-loÙ bƒg) n.  See carpet beetle. 
buffalo fish (bƒfùN-loÙ fVsh) n.  Any of several suckers of the genus Ictiobus, 

having a humped back and found mostly in the Mississippi Valley. 

buffalo gnat (bƒfùN-loÙ n4t) n.  See black fly. 
buffalo grass (bƒfùN-loÙ gr4s) n.  A mat-forming perennial grass (Buchloe dac-

tyloides) native to the plains of central North America, important as a forage grass 

and sometimes used for lawns. 

Buffalo Grove (bƒfùN-loÙ grov)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 36,427. 

buffalo robe (bƒfùN-loÙ rob) n.  The dressed skin of the North American 

bison, used as a lap robe, cape, or blanket. 

Buffalo wings (bƒfùN-loÙ wVngz) pl.n.  Fried chicken wings served with hot 

sauce and blue cheese dressing.  [After Buffalo, where they were first served.]

buff·er1 (bƒfùNr) n.  1. One that buffs, especially a piece of soft leather or cloth 

used to shine or polish.  2. A buffing wheel. 

buff·er2 (bƒfùNr) n.  1. Something that lessens or absorbs the shock of an 

impact.  2. One that protects by intercepting or moderating adverse pressures or 

influences: “A sense of humor... may have served as a buffer against the... shocks of 

disappointment” (James Russell Lowell).  3. Something that separates potentially 

antagonistic entities, as an area between two rival powers that serves to lessen the 

danger of conflict.  4. Chemistry. A substance that minimizes change in the acid-

ity of a solution when an acid or base is added to the solution.  5. Computer Sci-

ence. A device or area used to store data temporarily and deliver it at a rate 



different from that at which it was received.   —  v.  tr. buff·ered, buff·er·ing, 
buff·ers. 1. To act as a buffer for or between.  2. Chemistry. To treat (a solution) 

with a buffer.  [Perhaps from buff, blow, buffet, from Middle English buffe, short 

for buffet, from Old French. See BUFFET
2.]

buffer state (bƒfùNr st7t) n.  A neutral state lying between two rival or poten-

tially hostile states and serving to prevent conflict between them. 

buffer zone (bƒfùNr zon) n.  A neutral area between hostile or belligerent 

forces that serves to prevent conflict. 

buf·fet1 (bN-f7ù, bu-) n.  1. A large sideboard with drawers and cupboards.  

2. a. A counter or table from which meals or refreshments are served.  b. A res-

taurant having such a counter.   3. A meal at which guests serve themselves from 

various dishes displayed on a table or sideboard.   —  adj.  Informally served:  a 

buffet luncheon.  [French.]

buf·fet2 (bƒfùVt) n.  A blow or cuff with or as if with the hand.   —  v.  

buf·fet·ed, buf·fet·ing, buf·fets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit or beat, especially repeat-

edly.  2. To strike against forcefully; batter:  winds that buffeted the tent.  See Syn-

onyms at beat.  3. To drive or force with or as if with repeated blows:  was 

buffeted about from job to job by the vagaries of the economy.  4. To force (one’s 

way) with difficulty.   —  v.  intr. To force one’s way with difficulty:  a ship buffet-

ing against the wind.  [Middle English, from Old French buffet, diminutive of 

buffe, blow.] —bufùfet·er n. 

Buf·fet (bu-f7ù), Bernard. Born 1928.  French painter known for his views of 

Paris and for his somber works, such as The Angel of Destruction, expressing disil-

lusionment and despair. 

buf·fi (buùfK) n.  A plural of buffo. 
buff·ing wheel (bƒfùVng hwKl) n.  A wheel covered with a soft material, such 

as velvet or leather, for shining and polishing metal. 

buf·fle·head (bƒfùNl-hHdÙ) n.  A small North American diving duck (Buceph-

ala albeola) having black and white plumage and a densely feathered, rounded 

head.  Also called butterball [Obsolete buffle, buffalo (from French, from Late 

Latin b7falus); see BUFFALO + HEAD.]

buf·fo (buùfo) n.  pl. buf·fi (-fK)  or buf·fos. Music. A man who sings comic 

opera roles.  [Italian, from buffare, to puff, of imitative origin.]

Buf·fon (bu-fôNù), Comte Georges Louis Leclerc de. 1707-1788.  French 

naturalist whose monumental Histoire Naturelle (36 volumes, 1749-1788; 8 addi-

tional volumes completed by assistants and published in 1804) laid the founda-

tion for later studies in biology, zoology, and comparative anatomy. 

buf·foon (bN-funù) n.  1. A clown; a jester:  a court buffoon.  2. A person given 

to clowning and joking.  3. A ludicrous or bumbling person; a fool.  [French 

bouffon, from Old Italian buffone, from buffa, jest, from buffare, to puff, of imi-

tative origin.] —buf·foonùer·y (bN-fuùnN-rK) n. 



bug (bƒg) n.  1. A true bug.  2. An insect or similar organism, such as a centipede 

or an earwig.  3. a. A disease-producing microorganism:  a flu bug.  b. The illness 

or disease so produced: “stomach flu, a cold, or just some bug going around” (David 

Smollar).   4. a. A defect or difficulty, as in a system or design.  b. Computer Sci-

ence. A defect in the code or routine of a program.   5. An enthusiasm or obses-

sion:  got bitten by the writing bug.  6. An enthusiast or devotee; a buff:  a model 

train bug.  7. An electronic listening device, such as a hidden microphone or wire-

tap, used in surveillance:  planted a bug in the suspect’s room.   —  v.  bugged, 
bug·ging, bugs.  —  v.  intr. To grow large; bulge:  My eyes bugged when I saw 

the mess.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To annoy; pester.  b. To prey on; worry:  a memory that 

bugged me for years.   2. To equip (a room or telephone circuit, for example) with 

a concealed electronic listening device.  3. To make (the eyes) bulge or grow large.   
—phrasal verbs. bug off. Slang. To leave someone alone; go away.  bug out. 
Slang. 2. To leave or quit, usually in a hurry.  3. To avoid a responsibility or duty. 

Often used with on or of:  bugged out on his partners at the first sign of trouble.   
—idiom. put a bug in (someone’s) ear. Informal. To impart useful informa-

tion to (another) in a subtle, discreet way.  [Origin unknown.] —bugùger n. 

Bug (bug, buk)  1.  Also Western Bug. A river of eastern Europe rising in the 

southwest Ukraine and flowing about 772 km (480 mi) through Poland to the 

Vistula River near Warsaw.  2.  Also Southern Bug. A river of southern Ukraine 

rising in the southwest part and flowing about 853 km (530 mi) generally south-

east to the Black Sea. 

bug·a·boo (bƒgùN-buÙ) n.  pl. bug·a·boos. 1. An object of obsessive, usually 

exaggerated fear or anxiety: “Boredom, laziness and failure... These bugaboos, mag-

nified by imagination, keep [the workaholic] running” (Dun’s Review).  2. A 

recurring or persistent problem: “the bugaboos that have plagued vision systems: 

high price and slow throughput” (Lawrence A. Goshorn).  [Perhaps of Celtic ori-

gin.]

Bu·gan·da (bu-g4nùdN, byu-)  A region and former kingdom of eastern 

Africa on the northern shore of Lake Victoria in present-day Uganda. It was a 

British protectorate from 1900 until 1962, when it joined independent Uganda. 

bug·bane (bƒgùb7nÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Cimicifuga, native 

to northern temperate regions and including the black cohosh. 

bug·bear (bƒgùbârÙ) n.  1. A bugaboo.  2. A fearsome imaginary creature, espe-

cially one evoked to frighten children.  [Obsolete bug, hobgoblin (from Middle 

English bugge) + BEAR
2.]

bug-eyed (bƒgùXdÙ) adj.  1. Having protruding eyes.  2. Wide-eyed, as with 

astonishment or curiosity; agog. 

bug·ger (bƒgùNr, btgù-) n.  1. Vulgar. A sodomite.  2. A contemptible or dis-

reputable person.  3. A fellow; a chap: “He’s a silly little bugger, then” (John le 

Carré).   —  v.  bug·gered, bug·ger·ing, bug·gers. Vulgar.  —  v.  intr. To 



practice sodomy.   —  v.  tr. To practice sodomy with.  [Middle English bougre, 

heretic, from Old French boulgre, from Medieval Latin Bulgarus. See BULGAR.]

bug·ger·y (bƒgùN-rK, btgù-) n.  Vulgar. Sodomy. 

bug·gy1 (bƒgùK) n.  pl. bug·gies. 1. A small, light, one-horse carriage usually 

having four wheels in the United States and two wheels in Great Britain.  2. A 

baby carriage.  3. Informal. An automobile.  4. Chiefly Southern U.S. A shopping 

cart, especially for groceries.  [Origin unknown.]

bug·gy2 (bƒgùK) adj.  bug·gi·er, bug·gi·est. 1. Infested with bugs.  2. Slang. 

Crazy.   —bugùgi·ness n. 

bug·house (bƒgùhousÙ) n.  Slang. A mental health facility.  [Probably from 

BUG, enthusiast.]

bug juice (bƒg jus) n.  Slang. A sweet flavored drink, such as punch, that is 

usually not carbonated.  [After its unattractive color and flavor.]

bu·gle1 (byuùgNl) n.  Music. A brass wind instrument somewhat shorter than a 

trumpet and lacking keys or valves.   —  v.  intr. bu·gled, bu·gling, bu·gles. 
1. Music. To sound a bugle.  2. To give forth a deep, prolonged sound similar to 

the bay of a hound.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin b7culus, steer, 

diminutive of bos, ox. See gwou- in Appendix.] —buùgler n. 

bu·gle2 (byuùgNl) n.  A tubular glass or plastic bead used to trim clothing.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

bu·gle3 (byuùgNl) n.  Bugleweed. 

bu·gle·weed (byuùgNl-wKdÙ) n.  Any of several herbs of the genera Ajuga and 

Lycopus in the mint family, having opposite leaves, square stems, and axillary 

clusters of purplish to white flowers.  [From Middle English bugle, from Old 

French, from Late Latin b7gula (perhaps influenced by b7glossa, bugloss); see 

BUGLOSS, from Latin b7gillo.]

bu·gloss (byuùglôsÙ, -glmsÙ) n.  Any of several usually hairy Old World plants, 

especially in the genera Anchusa, Brunnera, and Echium, having blue or violet 

flowers.  [Middle English buglosse, from Old French, from Late Latin b7glossa, 

from Latin b7glossos, from Greek bouglossos : bous, ox; see gwou- in Appendix + 

glossa, tongue.]

buhl also boule  or boulle (bul) n.  An elaborate inlay of tortoiseshell, ivory, 

and metal, used especially in decorating furniture.  [After André Charles Boulle 

or Buhl (1642-1732), French woodcarver.]

buhr·stone also burr·stone (bûrùstonÙ) n.  A tough, silicified limestone for-

merly used to make millstones. It is typified by the presence of multiple cavities 

that originally housed fossilized shells.  [Variant of BURR
1 + STONE.]

build (bVld) v.  built (bVlt), build·ing, builds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To form by combin-

ing materials or parts; construct.  2. To order, finance, or supervise the construc-

tion of:  The administration built several new housing projects.  3. To develop or 

give form to according to a plan or process; create:  build a nation; built a success-



ful business out of their corner grocery store.  4. To increase or strengthen by adding 

gradually to:  money building interest in a savings account; build support for a polit-

ical candidate.  5. To establish a basis for; found or ground:  build an argument on 

fact.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make something by combining materials or parts.  2. To 

engage in the construction or design of buildings: “Each of the three architects 

built in a different style” (Dwight Macdonald).  3. To develop in magnitude or 

extent:  clouds building on the horizon.  4. To progress toward a maximum, as of 

intensity:  suspense building from the opening scene to the climax.   —  n.  The 

physical makeup of a person or thing:  an athletic build.  See Synonyms at phy-
sique.  —phrasal verbs. build in (or build into). To construct or include as 

an integral part of:  a wall with shelving that was built in; build stability into the 

economy.  build on (or build upon). To use as a basis or foundation:  We must 

build on our recent success.  build up. 3. To develop or increase in stages or by 

degrees:  built up the business; building up my endurance for the marathon.  4. To 

accumulate or collect:  sediment building up on the ocean floor.  5. To bolster:  

build up the product with a massive ad campaign; built up my hopes after the inter-

view.  6. To fill up (an area) with buildings.  [Middle English bilden, from Old 

English byldan. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

build·a·ble (bVlùdN-bNl) adj.  Suitable or available for building: “The problem 

was finding a site that was well located, appropriately zoned... and buildable” (Sam 

Hall Kaplan). 

build·down also build-down (bVldùdounÙ) n.  A systematic numerical reduc-

tion, especially of nuclear weapons, in which more than one weapon or warhead 

is destroyed for every new one that is built.  [On the model of BUILDUP.] 
—buildù-downÙ adj. 

build·er (bVlùdNr) n.  1.  Abbr. bldr. One that builds, especially a person who 

contracts for and supervises the construction of a building.  2. An abrasive or 

filler used in a soap or detergent. 

build·er·ing (bVlùdNr-Vng) n.  Sports. The art or practice of climbing tall build-

ings, especially skyscrapers.  [On the model of BOULDERING.] —buildùer·er n. 

build·ing (bVlùdVng) n.  1.  Abbr. bldg. Something that is built, as for human 

habitation; a structure.  2. The act, process, art, or occupation of constructing.  

SYNONYMS: building, structure, edifice, pile. All these nouns denote some-

thing, such as a house or school, constructed for human habitation or use. Build-

ing is the basic, broadly applicable term of the group: an office building; con-

demned buildings being razed. “The essential thing in a building... is that it be

strongly built, and fit for its uses” (John Ruskin). Structure is sometimes inter-

changeable with building (The ranch was a long, low wooden structure); more of-

ten, though, the word implies considerable size: In time their modest house was

superseded by an elegant structure of glass and steel. Edifice most frequently implies



something large and imposing: The legislature is housed in an impressive granite

edifice. Pile suggests the massiveness of stone and frequently denotes a cluster of

buildings: “Philip testified his joy... by raising the magnificent pile of the Escorial”

(William Hickling Prescott).

building society (bVlùdVng sN-sXùV-tK) n.  Chiefly British. A savings and loan 

association. 

build·up also build-up (bVldùƒpÙ) n.  1. The act or process of amassing or 

increasing:  a military buildup; a buildup of tension during the strike.  2. The result 

of building up:  a pipe clogged by rust buildup.  3. a. Widely favorable publicity, 

especially by a systematic campaign:  The new movie was given a tremendous 

buildup in the media.  b. Extravagant praise.  

built (bVlt) v.  Past tense and past participle of build.  —  adj.  1. Having a speci-

fied physique:  a heavily built boxer.  2. Informal. Having a well-developed or 

attractive body:  a dancer who is really built. 

built-in (bVltùVnù) adj.  1. Constructed as part of a larger unit; not detachable:  a 

built-in cabinet.  2. Forming a permanent or essential element or quality:  a built-

in escape clause.   —builtù-inÙ n. 

built-up (bVltùƒpù) adj.  1. Made by fastening several layers or sections one on 

top of the other:  a built-up roof.  2. Filled with buildings; developed:  a built-up 

neighborhood. 

Buis·son (bwK-sôNù), Ferdinand Édouard. 1841-1932.  French educator. An 

ardent pacifist, he shared the 1927 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Bu·jo·nes (bu-hoùnHs), Fernando. Born 1955.  American dancer. In 1974, at 

the age of 18, he was the first American to win the International Ballet Competi-

tion. 

Bu·jum·bu·ra (buÙjNm-btrùN)  The capital and largest city of Burundi, in the 

western part of the country on Lake Tanganyika. Originally called Usumbura, it 

was renamed when Burundi became independent in 1962. Population, 229,980. 

Bu·kha·ra (bu-kärùN, -härùN, -KHäùrN) also Bo·kha·ra (bo-)  A city of southern 

Uzbekistan west of Samarkand. It is one of the oldest cultural and trade centers of 

Asia and was capital of the former emirate of Bukhara from the 16th to the 19th 

century. Population, 209,000. 

Bu·kha·rin (bu-kärùVn, -KHärù-), Nikolai Ivanovich. 1888-1938.  Bolshevik 

revolutionary and Soviet politician who advocated gradual agricultural collectiv-

ization. He was executed for treason after the last of the Moscow “show trials” of 

the 1930’s. 

Bu·ko·vi·na also Bu·co·vi·na (buÙkN-vKùnN)  A historical region of eastern 

Europe in western Ukraine and northeast Romania. A part of the Roman prov-

ince of Dacia, it was overrun by barbarian hordes after the third century A.D. The 

area was later controlled by Kiev, the Ottoman Empire, and Austria. 



bul. abbr.  Bulletin. 

Bu·la·wa·yo (buÙlN-w7ùyo, -wäù-)  A city of southwest Zimbabwe near the 

Botswana border. It was founded by the British in 1893. Population, 413,814. 

bulb (bƒlb) n.  1. Botany. a. A short, modified, underground stem surrounded 

by usually fleshy modified leaves that contain stored food for the shoot within:  

an onion bulb; a tulip bulb.  b. A similar underground stem or root, such as a 

corm, rhizome, or tuber.  c. A plant that grows from a bulb.   2. A rounded pro-

jection or part:  the bulb of a syringe.  3. An incandescent lamp or its glass hous-

ing.  4. Anatomy. A rounded dilation or expansion of a canal, vessel, or organ.  

[Latin bulbus, from Greek bolbos, bulbous plant.]

bul·bar (bƒlùbNr, -bärÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a bulb, especially 

of the medulla oblongata:  bulbar poliomyelitis. 

bul·bel (bƒlùbNl, -bHlÙ) n.  1. A smaller bulb produced from a larger bulb.  2. A 

bulblet.  [French bulbille. See BULBIL.]

bul·bif·er·ous (bƒl-bVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing or producing bulbs or bulbils. 

bul·bil (bƒlùbNl, -bVlÙ) n.  1. A small bulb or bulblike structure in the place of a 

flower or in a leaf axil, as in a tiger lily.  2. A bulblet.  [French bulbille, diminutive 

of bulbe, bulb, from Latin bulbus. See BULB.]

bulb·let (bƒlbùlVt) n.  A small bulb. 

bul·bo·u·re·thral gland (bƒlÙbo-yt-rKùthrNl gl4nd) n.  Anatomy. Either of 

two small racemose glands that are located below the prostate and discharge a 

component of the seminal fluid into the urethra. They are homologous to the 

Bartholin’s glands in the female.  Also called Cowper’s gland [BULBO(US) + URE-

THRAL + GLAND
1.]

bul·bous (bƒlùbNs) adj.  1. Resembling a bulb in shape; rounded or swollen:  a 

bulbous nose; a bulbous stem base.  2. Botany. Bearing bulbs or growing from a 

bulb.   —bulùbous·ly adv. 

bul·bul (btlùbtlÙ) n.  1. Any of various passerine, chiefly tropical Old World 

songbirds of the family Pycnonotidae, having grayish or brownish plumage.  2. A 

songbird often mentioned in Persian poetry and thought to be a nightingale.  

[Persian, from Arabic.]

Bul·finch (btlùfVnchÙ), Charles. 1763-1844.  American architect whose major 

works include the Massachusetts State House in Boston (1798) and the comple-

tion of the U.S. Capitol (1830). 

Bul·finch (btlùfVnchÙ), Thomas. 1796-1867.  American writer best known for 

his books popularizing Greek, Roman, Scandinavian, and Celtic mythology. 

Bulg. abbr.  Bulgaria; Bulgarian. 

Bul·ga·nin (btl-g4nùVn, -gäùnyVn), Nikolai Aleksandrovich. 1895-1975.  

Soviet military and political leader who was premier from 1955 to 1958, when he 

was ousted by Nikita Khrushchev for “anti-Party” activities. 



Bul·gar (bƒlùgärÙ, btlù-) n.  See Bulgarian (n., sense 1).  [Medieval Latin Bul-

garus, from Greek Boulgaros, from Turkic bulghar, of mixed origin, promiscuous, 

from bulgamakq, to mix.]

Bul·gar·i·a (bƒl-gârùK-N, btl-) Abbr. Bulg.  A country of southeast Europe on 

the Black Sea. Settled in the 6th century A.D. by Slavic tribes, it was ruled by Tur-

key from the late 14th to the early 20th century. Sofia is the capital and the largest 

city. Population, 8,960,679. 

Bul·gar·i·an (bƒl-gârùK-Nn, btl-) Abbr. Bulg. adj.  Of or relating to Bulgaria or 

its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Bulgaria.  

Also called Bulgar 2. The Slavic language of the Bulgarians. 

bulge (bƒlj) n.  1. A protruding part; an outward curve or swelling.  2. Nautical. 

A bilge.  3. A sudden, usually temporary increase in number or quantity:  The 

baby boom created a bulge in school enrollment.  4. An advantage.   —  v.  bulged, 
bulg·ing, bulg·es.  —  v.  tr. To cause to curve outward.   —  v.  intr. 1. To curve 

outward.  2. To swell up.  3. To stick out; protrude.  [Middle English, pouch, 

from Old French bulge, bouge, from Latin bulga, bag, of Celtic origin. See 

bhelgh- in Appendix.] —bulgùi·ness n.  —bulgùy adj.  

SYNONYMS: bulge, balloon, belly, jut, overhang, project, protrude. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to curve, spread, or extend outward past the

normal or usual limit”: a wallet bulging with money; expenses ballooning; a sail

bellying in the wind; a pipe jutting from his mouth; overhanging eaves; projecting

teeth; a head protruding from the window.

bul·gur also bul·ghur (btl-gtrù, bƒlùgNr) n.  Cracked wheat grains, often 

used in Middle Eastern dishes.  Also called bulgur wheat [Ottoman Turkish 

bulgh7r.]

bu·lim·a·rex·i·a (byu-lVmÙN-rHkùsK-N, -lKÙmN-, bu-) n.  An eating disorder in 

which one alternates between abnormal craving for and aversion to food. It is 

characterized by episodes of excessive food intake followed by periods of fasting 

and self-induced vomiting or diarrhea.  Also called binge-purge syndrome, binge-

vomit syndrome, bulimia nervosa.  [BULIM(IA) + (AN)OREXIA.]

bu·lim·i·a (byu-lVmùK-N, -lKùmK-N, bu-) n.  1. Insatiable appetite.  2. An eating 

disorder common among young women of normal or nearly normal weight that 

is characterized by episodic, uncontrolled binge eating and followed by feelings of 

guilt, depression, and self-condemnation. It is often associated with measures 

taken to prevent weight gain, such as dieting or fasting. In this sense, also called-

binge-eating syndrome [New Latin, from Greek boulimia : bous, ox; see gwou- in 

Appendix + limos, hunger.] —bu·limùic adj.  & n. 

bulimia ner·vo·sa (byu-lVmùK-N nûr-voùsN) n.  See bulimarexia.  [New 

Latin  : BULIMIA + nervosa, consisting of nerves.]



bulk (bƒlk) n.  1. Size, mass, or volume, especially when very large.  2. a. A dis-

tinct mass or portion of matter, especially a large one:  the dark bulk of buildings 

against the sky.  b. The body of a human being, especially when large.   3. The 

major portion or greater part: “The great bulk of necessary work can never be any-

thing but painful” (Bertrand Russell).  4.  See fiber (n., sense 6).  5. Thickness of 

paper or cardboard in relation to weight.  6.  Abbr. blk. Nautical. A ship’s cargo.   
—  v.  bulked, bulk·ing, bulks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be or appear to be massive in 

terms of size, volume, or importance; loom:  Safety considerations bulked large 

during development of the new spacecraft.  2. To grow or increase in size or impor-

tance.  3. To cohere or form a mass:  Certain paper bulks well.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to swell or expand.  2. To cause to cohere or form a mass.   —  adj.  Being 

large in mass, quantity, or volume:  a bulk buy; a bulk mailing.   —idiom. in 
bulk. 1. Unpackaged; loose.  2. In large numbers, amounts, or volume.  [Middle 

English, perhaps partly alteration of bouk, belly, trunk of the body (from Old 

English b7c), and partly from Old Norse bulki, cargo, heap; see bhel-2 in Appen-

dix.]

bulk·head (bƒlkùhHdÙ) n.  Abbr. bhd. 1. a. Nautical. One of the upright parti-

tions dividing a ship into compartments and serving to add structural rigidity 

and to prevent the spread of leakage or fire.  b. A partition or wall serving a simi-

lar purpose in a vehicle, such as an aircraft or spacecraft.   2. A wall or embank-

ment, as in a mine or along a waterfront, that acts as a protective barrier.  

3. Chiefly New England. A horizontal or sloping structure providing access to a 

cellar stairway.  [bulk, stall, partition (perhaps of Scandinavian origin) + HEAD.]

bulk·y (bƒlùkK) adj.  bulk·i·er, bulk·i·est. 1. Having considerable bulk; mas-

sive.  2. Of large size for its weight:  a bulky knit.  3. Clumsy to manage; unwieldy.   
—bulkùi·ly adv.  —bulkùi·ness n. 

bull1 (btl) n.  1. a. An adult male bovine mammal.  b. The uncastrated adult 

male of domestic cattle.  c. The male of certain other large animals, such as the 

alligator, elephant, or moose.   2. An exceptionally large, strong, and aggressive 

person.  3. a. An optimist, especially regarding business conditions.  b. A person 

who buys commodities or securities in anticipation of a rise in prices or who tries 

by speculative purchases to effect such a rise.   4. Slang. A police officer or detec-

tive.  5. Vulgar. Empty, foolish, or pretentious talk.   —  v.  bulled, bull·ing, 
bulls.  —  v.  tr. To push; force.   —  v.  intr. To push ahead or through forcefully: 

“He bulls through the press horde that encircles the car” (Scott Turow).   —  adj.  

1. Male.  2. Large and strong like a bull.  3. Characterized by rising prices:  a bull 

market.   —idiom. grab the bull by the horns (or take the bull by the 
horns). To deal with a problem directly and resolutely.  [Middle English bule, 

from Old English bula, probably from Old Norse boli. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]



bull2 (btl) n.  1. An official document issued by the pope and sealed with a 

bulla.  2. The bulla with which such a document is sealed.  [Middle English bulle, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin bulla. See BULLA.]

bull3 (btl) n.  A gross blunder in logical speech or expression.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Bull (btl) n.  See Taurus. 
Bull (bul, btl), Ole Bornemann. 1810-1880.  Norwegian violinist who 

toured extensively through the United States and attempted to found a Norwe-

gian colony in Pennsylvania (1852). 

bull. abbr.  Bulletin. 

bul·la (btlùN) n.  pl. bul·lae (btlùK). 1. A round seal affixed to a papal bull.  

2. Pathology. A large blister or vesicle.  [Medieval Latin, from Latin, bubble, seal.]

bul·lace plum (btlùVs plƒm) n.  See damson (n., sense 1).  [Middle English 

bolas, from Anglo-Norman bullace, from Medieval Latin bolluca.]

bul·lae (btlùK) n.  Plural of bulla. 
bul·late (btlù7tÙ, bƒlù-) adj.  Having a puckered or blistered appearance:  bul-

late leaves.  [Latin bull7tus, from bulla, bubble.]

bull·bait·ing (btlùb7ÙtVng) n.  The formerly popular sport of setting dogs to 

attack a chained bull and especially to seize it by the nose. 

bull·bat (btlùb4tÙ) n.  See nighthawk (n., sense 1a).  [From its roaring sound 

in flight.]

bull·boat (btlùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A shallow, saucer-shaped skin boat used 

especially by Plains Indians for transporting possessions and sometimes persons 

across rivers or streams. 

bull·dog (btlùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  1. Any of a breed of short-haired dog character-

ized by a large head, strong, square jaws with dewlaps, and a stocky body. It was 

originally bred for bullbaiting.  2. A short-barreled, large-caliber revolver or pis-

tol.  3. A heat-resistant material used to line puddling furnaces.  4. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A proctor’s assistant at Oxford University or Cambridge University.   —  adj.  

Stubborn.   —  v.  tr. bull·dogged, bull·dog·ging, bull·dogs. Western U.S. To 

throw (a calf or steer) by seizing its horns and twisting its neck until the animal 

falls.   —bullùdogÙger n. 

bull·doze (btlùdozÙ) v.  bull·dozed, bull·doz·ing, bull·doz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To clear, dig up, or move with a bulldozer.  2. To treat in an abusive manner; 

bully.  3. To coerce in an unsympathetic or cruel way.  See Synonyms at intimi-
date.  4. To do away with; demolish: “A massive bipartisan majority voted... to 

bulldoze the social programs of decades in the next 30 days” (Peter Goldman).   —  
v.  intr. 1. To operate a bulldozer.  2. To proceed forcefully or insensitively: 

“intends to bulldoze ahead with plans for extensive reconstruction” (New York 

Times).  [Perhaps alteration of obsolete bulldose, severe beating  : BULL
1 + DOSE.]



bull·doz·er (btlùdoÙzNr) n.  1. A heavy, driver-operated machine for clearing 

and grading land, usually having continuous treads and a broad hydraulic blade 

in front.  2. An overbearing person; a bully. 

bull dyke (btl dXk) n.  Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a lesbian. 

bul·let (btlùVt) n.  1. a. A usually metal projectile in the shape of a pointed cyl-

inder or a ball that is expelled from a firearm, especially a rifle or a handgun.  

b. Such a projectile in a metal casing; a cartridge.   2. An object resembling a pro-

jectile in shape, action, or effect.  3. Printing. A heavy dot (·) used to highlight a 

particular passage.  [French boulette, diminutive of boule, ball, from Old French, 

from Latin bulla.]

bul·le·tin (btlùV-tn, -tVn) n.  Abbr. bul., bull. 1. A brief report, especially an 

official statement on a matter of public interest issued for immediate publication 

or broadcast.  2. A brief update or summary of current news, as on television or 

radio or in a newspaper.  3. A periodical, especially one published by an organiza-

tion or society.  4. A printed program, especially one listing the order of worship 

for a religious service:  a church bulletin.   —  v.  tr. bul·le·tined, bul·le·tin·ing, 
bul·le·tins. To inform by bulletin.  [French, probably from Italian bullettino, 

diminutive of bolletta, bill diminutive of bolla, bubble, bull. See BULL
2.]

bulletin board (btlùV-tn bôrd) n.  1. A board on which notices are posted.  

2. Computer Science. A system that enables users to send or read messages that are 

of general interest and addressed to no particular person. 

bul·let·proof (btlùVt-prufÙ) adj.  Impenetrable by bullets.   —  v.  tr. 

bul·let·proofed, bul·let·proof·ing, bul·let·proofs. To make impenetrable by 

bullets. 

bullet train (btlùVt tr7n) n.  A high-speed passenger train. 

bull fiddle (btl fVdùl) n.  See double bass. 
bull·fight (btlùfXtÙ) n.  A public spectacle, performed especially in Spain, Por-

tugal, and parts of Latin America, in which a fighting bull is engaged in a series of 

traditional maneuvers culminating usually with the ceremonial execution of the 

bull by sword. In Portugal the bull is often fought from horseback and is not 

killed.   —bullùfightÙer n.  —bullùfightÙing n. 

bull·finch (btlùfVnchÙ) n.  1. A European bird (Pyrrhula pyrrhula) having a 

short, thick bill and in the male a red breast, blue-gray back, and black head, 

wings, and tail.  2. Any of several similar finches. 

bull·frog (btlùfrôgÙ, -frmgÙ) n.  Any of several large, heavy-bodied frogs, 

chiefly of the genus Rana and especially R. catesbeiana, native to North America 

and having a characteristic deep, resonant croak. 

bull·head (btlùhHdÙ) n.  1. Any of several large-headed North American 

freshwater catfishes of the genus Ictalurus.  2. Any of several fishes of the family 

Cottidae, such as the sculpin and the miller’s thumb.  3. Upper Northern U.S. See 

catfish. 



bull·head·ed (btlùhHdùVd) adj.  Foolishly or irrationally stubborn; head-

strong.  See Synonyms at obstinate.  —bullùheadùed·ly adv.  —bullùhead-
ùed·ness n. 

bull·horn (btlùhôrnÙ) n.  A portable device consisting of a microphone 

attached to a loudspeaker, used especially to amplify the voice. 

Bul·lins (btlùVnz), Ed. Born 1935.  American writer known primarily for his 

dramatic works that explore the Black experience, including In the Wine Time 

(1968). 

bul·lion (btlùyNn) n.  1. a. Gold or silver considered with respect to quantity 

rather than value.  b. Gold or silver in the form of bars, ingots, or plates.   2. A 

heavy lace trimming made of twisted gold or silver threads.  [Middle English, 

ingot of precious metal, from Anglo-Norman, from Old French billon (from 

bille, stick); see BILLON, and from Old French bouillon, bubble on the surface of 

boiling liquid (from boilir, to boil); see BOIL
1.]

bull·ish (btlùVsh) adj.  1. a. Having a heavy, muscular physique.  

b. Bullheaded.   2. a. Causing, expecting, or characterized by rising stock market 

prices: “Cheaper energy is bullish because it stimulates growth” (Eric Gelman).  

b. Optimistic or confident:  bullish on the prospects of reaching a negotiated settle-

ment.    —bullùish·ly adv.  —bullùish·ness n. 

Bul·litt (btlùVt), William Christian. 1891-1967.  American diplomat who was 

the first ambassador (1933-1936) to the Soviet Union after its recognition by the 

United States. 

bull·mas·tiff (btlùm4sùtVf) n.  A large, heavy-set, powerful dog of a breed 

developed from the bulldog and the mastiff. 

Bull Moose (btl mus) n.  A member or supporter of the U.S. Progressive 

Party founded to support the presidential candidacy of Theodore Roosevelt in 

1912.  [From the party’s emblem.]

Bull Moose Party (btl mus pärùtK) n.  See Progressive Party (n., sense 

1). 

bull·necked (btlùnHktÙ) adj.  Having a short, thick neck. 

bul·lock (btlùNk) n.  1. A castrated bull; a steer.  2. A young bull.  [Middle 

English bullok, from Old English bulluc. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

bul·lock’s heart (btlùNks härt) n.  See custard apple. 
Bul·lock’s oriole (btlùNks ôrùK-olÙ) n.  A subspecies of the northern oriole in 

its western range, distinguished from the Baltimore oriole in the male by its 

orange cheeks and large white wing patches and in the female by its whiter belly.  

[After William Bullock, 19th-century British naturalist.]

bull·pen (btlùpHnÙ) n.  1. A fenced enclosure for confining bulls.  2. A place 

for the temporary detention of prisoners.  3. Baseball. a. An area where relief 

pitchers warm up during a game.  b. The relief pitchers of a team considered as a 

group.  



bull·ring (btlùrVngÙ) n.  A circular arena for bullfights. 

bull·roarer (btlùrôrùNr, -rorù-) n.  A small wooden slat attached to a string that 

makes a roaring noise when whirled. 

Bull Run (btl rƒn)  A small stream of northeast Virginia southwest of Wash-

ington, D.C., near Manassas. It was the site of two important Civil War battles 

(July 21, 1861, and August 29-30, 1862), both Confederate victories. They are also 

known as the Battles of Manassas. 

bull session (btl sHshùNn) n.  Informal. An informal group discussion. 

bull’s-eye  or bull’s eye (btlzùXÙ) n.  1. a. The small central circle on a target.  

b. A shot that hits this circle.   2. a. A direct hit:  scored a bull’s-eye on the window 

with a snowball.  b. The precise accomplishment of a goal or purpose: “With his 

overflowing style, [he] almost always hits the bull’s-eye of universality” (William 

Zimmer).   3. A thick, circular piece of glass set, as in a roof or ship’s deck, to 

admit light.  4. A circular opening or window.  5. a. A planoconvex lens used to 

concentrate light.  b. A lantern or lamp having such a lens.   6. A piece of round, 

hard candy. 

bull·shit (btlùshVtÙ) Obscene. n.  Abbr. B.S. Foolish, insolent talk; nonsense.   
—  v.  bull·shit also bull·shat (-sh4t)  or bull·shit·ted (-shVtùVd), 
bull·shit·ting, bull·shits.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speak foolishly or insolently.  2. To 

engage in idle conversation.   —  v.  tr. To attempt to mislead or deceive by talking 

nonsense.   —  interj.  Used to express extreme displeasure or exasperation.   
—bullùshitÙter n. 

bull snake (btl sn7k) n.  Any of several large, nonvenomous North American 

snakes of the genus Pituophis that have yellow and brown or black markings and 

feed chiefly on rodents.  Also called gopher snake 

bull terrier (btl tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of a breed of dog having a short, usually 

white coat and a tapering muzzle, developed in England by crossing a bulldog 

with a now extinct breed of terrier. 

bull thistle (btl thVsùNl) n.  A biennial Eurasian thistle (Cirsium vulgare) in the 

composite family, naturalized in North America and having heads of purplish 

flowers and spiny stems and leaves.  [From its large head.]

bull tongue (btl tƒng) n.  A large, detachable plowshare with a single blade, 

used chiefly for breaking or clearing heavy soil.  [From its resemblance to a bull’s 

tongue.]

bull·whip (btlùhwVpÙ, -wVpÙ) n.  A long, plaited rawhide whip with a knotted 

end.   —  v.  tr. bull·whipped, bull·whip·ping, bull·whips. To whip or beat 

with a bullwhip. 

bul·ly1 (btlùK) n.  pl. bul·lies. 1. A person who is habitually cruel or overbear-

ing, especially to smaller or weaker people.  2. A hired ruffian; a thug.  3. A pimp.  

4. Archaic. A fine person.  5. Archaic. A sweetheart.   —  v.  bul·lied, bul·ly·ing, 
bul·lies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To treat in an overbearing or intimidating manner.  See 



Synonyms at intimidate.  2. To make (one’s way) aggressively.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

behave like a bully.  2. To force one’s way aggressively or by intimidation: “They 

bully into line at the gas pump” (Martin Gottfried).   —  adj.  Excellent; splendid:  

did a bully job of persuading the members.   —  interj.  Used to express approval:  

Bully for you!  [Possibly from Middle Dutch boele, sweetheart, probably alteration 

of broeder, brother. See bhr7ter- in Appendix.]

bul·ly2 (btlùK) n.  Canned or pickled beef.  Also called bully beef [Perhaps 

French bouilli, boiled meat, label on canned beef, from past participle of bouillir, 

to boil, from Old French boilir. See BOIL
1.]

bul·ly·boy (btlùK-boiÙ) n.  1. An aggressive or pugnacious fellow; a tough.  

2. A hired thug; a goon. 

bully pulpit (btlùK ptlùpVt) n.  An advantageous position, as for making 

one’s views known or rallying support: “The presidency had been transformed from 

a bully pulpit on Pennsylvania Avenue to a stage the size of the world” (Hugh Sidey). 

bul·ly·rag (btlùK-r4gÙ) also bal·ly·rag (b4lùK-) v.  tr. bul·ly·ragged, 
bul·ly·rag·ging, bul·ly·rags. To mistreat or intimidate by bullying.  [From dia-

lectal ballarag.]

Bü·low (byuùlo), Prince Bernhard Heinrich Martin Karl von. 1849-1929.  

German politician and diplomat who was chancellor from 1900 to 1909. As 

ambassador to Rome (1914) he tried unsuccessfully to keep Italy out of World 

War I. 

Bü·low (byuùlo), Hans Guido von. 1830-1894.  German pianist and conduc-

tor considered to be the first modern virtuoso conductor. He was instrumental in 

popularizing the works of Brahms and Wagner. 

bul·rush (btlùrƒshÙ) n.  1. Any of various aquatic or wetland herbs of the 

genus Scirpus, having grasslike leaves and usually clusters of small, often brown 

spikelets.  2. Any of several wetland plants of similar aspect, such as the papyrus 

and the cattail.  [Middle English bulrish : perhaps alteration (influenced by bule, 

bull); see BULL
1 of bole, stem; see BOLE

1 + rish, rush; see RUSH
2.]

bul·wark (btlùwNrk, -wôrkÙ, bƒlù-) n.  1. A wall or embankment raised as a 

defensive fortification; a rampart.  2. Something serving as a defense or safe-

guard: “We have seen the necessity of the Union, as our bulwark against foreign dan-

ger” (James Madison).  3. A breakwater.  4.  Often bulwarks. Nautical. The part 

of a ship’s side that is above the upper deck.   —  v.  tr. bul·warked, 
bul·wark·ing, bul·warks. 1. To fortify with a wall, an embankment, or a ram-

part.  2. To provide defense or protection for.  [Middle English bulwerk, from 

Middle Dutch bolwerk, from Middle High German bolwerc : bole, plank; see 

bhel-2 in Appendix + werc, work (from Old High German); see werg- in 

Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: bulwark, barricade, breastwork, earthwork, rampart, bastion, par-



apet. All of these nouns refer literally to structures used as a defense against attack.

A bulwark can be a mound of earth, an embankment, or a wall-like fortification.

Barricade pertains broadly to a barrier to passage but usually implies hasty con-

struction to meet an imminent threat. Breastwork denotes a low defensive wall,

especially a temporary one hurriedly built. Earthwork is a defensive construction

of earth. A rampart, the main defensive structure around a guarded place, is per-

manent, high, and broad. A bastion is a projecting section of a fortification from

which defenders have a wide range of view and fire. Parapet applies to any low

fortification, typically a wall atop a rampart. Of these words bulwark, barricade,

rampart, and bastion are the most frequently used to refer figuratively to some-

thing regarded as being a safeguard or a source of protection: “The only sure bul-

wark of continuing liberty is a government strong enough to protect the interests of

the people, and a people strong enough and well enough informed to maintain its

sovereign control over its government” (Franklin D. Roosevelt). It was impossible to

break through her barricade of reticence. “There is no rampart that will hold out

against malice” (Molière). A free press is one of the bastions of a democracy.

Bul·wer (btlùwNr), William Henry Lytton Earle Baron Dalling and Bulwer. 

1801-1872.  British politician and diplomat who negotiated the Clayton-Bulwer 

Treaty (1850) guaranteeing Anglo-American protection of an isthmian canal in 

Central America. 

Bul·wer-Lyt·ton (btlùwNr-lVtùn), Edward George Earle Lytton First 

Baron Lytton. 1803-1873.  British writer best known for his popular historical 

novels, especially The Last Days of Pompeii (1834), and for his seemingly endless 

convoluted sentences. 

bum1 (bƒm) n.  1. A tramp; a vagrant.  2. A lazy or shiftless person, especially 

one who seeks to live solely by the support of others.  3. An incompetent, insig-

nificant, or obnoxious person:  The batter called the pitcher a bum.  4. One who is 

devoted to a particular activity or milieu:  a beach bum.   —  v.  bummed, 
bum·ming, bums.  —  v.  intr. 1. To live by begging and scavenging from place 

to place. Often used with around.  2. To loaf.   —  v.  tr. To acquire by begging; 

cadge.  See Synonyms at cadge.   —  adj.  1. Inferior; worthless:  gave me bum 

advice; did a bum job of fixing the car.  2. Disabled; malfunctioning:  a bum shoul-

der.  3. Unfavorable or unfair:  got a bum deal on my final grade for the course.  

4. Unpleasant; lousy:  had a bum time at the party.   —idiom. on the bum. 
1. Living as a vagrant or a tramp.  2. Out of order; broken.  [Back-formation 

from BUMMER.]

bum2 (bƒm) n.  Chiefly British. The buttocks.  [Middle English bom.]

bum·ber·shoot (bƒmùbNr-shutÙ) n.  An umbrella.  [Alteration of UMBRELLA + 

alteration of (PARA)CHUTE.]



bum·ble1 (bƒmùbNl) v.  bum·bled, bum·bling, bum·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

speak in a faltering manner.  2. To move or proceed clumsily.  See Synonyms at 

blunder.   —  v.  tr. To bungle; botch.  [Perhaps blend of BUNGLE, and STUMBLE.]

bum·ble2 (bƒmùbNl) v.  intr. bum·bled, bum·bling, bum·bles. To make a 

humming or droning sound; buzz.   —  n.  A humming or droning sound; a buzz.  

[Middle English bomblen, of imitative origin.]

bum·ble·bee (bƒmùbNl-bKÙ) n.  Any of various large, hairy, social bees of the 

genus Bombus that nest underground.  Also called humblebee [BUMBLE
2 + BEE

1.]

bum·boat (bƒmùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A small boat used to peddle provisions to 

ships anchored offshore.  [Probably partial translation of Low German bumboot, 

ship’s boat, partial translation of Dutch dialectal bomschuit, small fishing boat  : 

bom, ship’s bottom (from Dutch bodem, from Middle Dutch) + schuit, ship.]

bumf  or bumph (bƒmf) n.  Chiefly British. 1. Printed matter, such as pam-

phlets, forms, or memorandums, especially of an official nature and deemed of 

little interest or importance.  2. Toilet paper.  [Short for bum fodder.]

bum·fuz·zle (bƒmùfƒzÙNl) v.  tr. bum·fuz·zled, bum·fuz·zling, 
bum·fuz·zles. Chiefly Southern U.S. To confuse.  [Probably bum- (probably 

alteration of BAMBOOZLE) + fuzzle (perhaps blend of FUDDLE, and FUZZY ).]

bum·ma·lo (bƒmùN-lo) n.  pl. bum·ma·los. See Bombay duck (n., sense 2).  

[Marathi bombXla.]

bum·mer (bƒmùNr) n.  Slang. 1. a. An adverse reaction to a hallucinogenic 

drug.  b. A disagreeable person, event, or situation.   2. A failure: “Now, the bad 

news: the book is a bummer” (Newsweek).  3. One who bums, especially for a liv-

ing.  [From BUM
1, adj.. Senses 2 and 3, probably from German Bummler, loafer  

from bummeln, to loaf.]

bump (bƒmp) v.  bumped, bump·ing, bumps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike or col-

lide with.  2. To cause to knock against an obstacle.  3. a. To knock to a new posi-

tion; shift:  bumped the crate out of the way.  b. To shake up and down; jolt:  

bumped the child on her knee; was bumped about on a rough flight.   4. a. To dis-

place from a position within a group or organization.  b. To deprive (a passenger) 

of a reserved seat because of overbooking.   5. To raise; boost:  bump up the price 

of gasoline.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hit or knock against something.  2. To proceed with 

jerks and jolts:  bumped along slowly over the rocky terrain.   —  n.  1. a. A blow, 

collision, or jolt.  b. The sound of something bumping:  heard a loud bump in the 

dark.   2. a. A raised or rounded spot; a bulge.  b. A slight swelling or lump.  

c. Something, such as unevenness or a hole in a road, that causes a bump.   3. A 

rise or increase, as in prices or enrollment.  4. One of the natural protuberances 

on the human skull, considered to have significance in phrenology.  5. A forward 

thrust of the pelvis, as in a burlesque striptease.  6. Slang. A shot of hard liquor, 

sometimes accompanied by a beer chaser.   —phrasal verbs. bump into. To 



meet by chance:  I often bump into him at the supermarket.  bump off. Slang. To 

murder.  [Imitative.]

bump·er1 (bƒmùpNr) n.  1. A usually metal or rubber bar attached to either end 

of a motor vehicle, such as a truck or car, to absorb impact in a collision.  2. A 

protective device for absorbing shocks or impeding contact. 

bump·er2 (bƒmùpNr) n.  1. A drinking vessel filled to the brim.  2. Something 

extraordinarily large.   —  adj.  Extraordinarily abundant or full:  a bumper crop 

of corn.  [Perhaps from BUMP.]

bumper sticker (bƒmùpNr stVkùNr) n.  A sticker bearing a printed message for 

display on a vehicle’s bumper. 

bump·er-to-bump·er (bƒmùpNr-tN-bƒmùpNr) adj.  1. Traveling close 

together with bumpers almost touching:  The cars were bumper-to-bumper in the 

tunnel.  2. Moving slowly or stalled as a result of tight spacing between vehicles:  

bumper-to-bumper traffic.   —bumpùer-to-bumpùer adv. 

bumph (bƒmf) n.  Variant of bumf. 
bump·kin1 (bƒmpùkVn, bƒmù-) n.  An awkward, unsophisticated person; a 

yokel.  [Perhaps from Flemish boomken, shrub, diminutive of boom, tree; see 

bheuN- in Appendix, or from Middle Dutch bommekijn, diminutive of bomme, 

barrel.]

WORD HISTORY: The term bumpkin may at one time have been directed at

an entire people rather than that segment of the population living in a rural area.

The first recorded appearance of the word in 1570 is glossed by the Latin word

Batavus, “Dutchman,” thus making plausible the suggestion that bumpkin may

come from either the Middle Dutch word bommekijn, “little barrel,” or the Flem-

ish word boomken, “shrub.” The connection would be between a squat object and

the short, rotund figure of the Dutchman in the popular imagination. Any bump-

kin would surely prefer this etymology to another suggestion that bumpkin is a

derivative of bum, “the rear end.”

bump·kin2 (bƒmpùkVn, bƒmù-) n.  Nautical. A short spar projecting from the 

deck of a ship, used to extend a sail or secure a block or stay.  [Probably from 

Dutch boomken, diminutive of boom, tree. See BOOM
2.]

bump·tious (bƒmpùshNs) adj.  Crudely or loudly assertive; pushy.  [Perhaps 

blend of BUMP, and PRESUMPTUOUS.] —bumpùtious·ly adv.  —bumpù-
tious·ness n. 

bump·y (bƒmùpK) adj.  bump·i·er, bump·i·est. 1. Covered with or full of 

bumps:  a bumpy country road.  2. Marked by bumps and jolts; rough:  a bumpy 

flight.   —bumpùi·ly adv.  —bumpùi·ness n. 

bum’s rush (bƒmz rƒsh) n.  Forcible ejection from a place. 



bun1 (bƒn) n.  1. A small bread roll, often sweetened or spiced and sometimes 

containing dried fruit.  2. A tight roll of hair worn at the back of the head.  [Mid-

dle English bunne, probably from Old French bugne, boil, of Celtic origin.]

bun2 (bƒn) n.  Slang. A drunken spree.  [Origin unknown.]

bun3 (bƒn) n.  Slang. One of the buttocks.  [Dialectal, hind part of a rabbit or 

squirrel, from Scottish Gaelic, stump, bottom, from Old Irish.]

bu·na (buùnN, byuù-) n.  A synthetic rubber made from the polymerization of 

butadiene and sodium.  [Originally a trademark.]

Bu·nau-Va·ril·la (bu-no-vä-rK-äù, bü-), Philippe Jean. 1859-1940.  French 

engineer who organized the company that built the Panama Canal, led the con-

spiracy that brought about Panama’s separation from Colombia, and negotiated 

(1903) the treaty giving the United States control of the finished canal. 

bunch (bƒnch) n.  1. a. A group of things growing close together; a cluster or 

clump:  a bunch of grapes; grass growing in bunches.  b. A group of like items or 

individuals gathered or placed together:  a bunch of keys on a ring; people standing 

around in bunches.   2. Informal. A group of people usually having a common 

interest or association:  My brother and his bunch are basketball fanatics.  

3. Informal. A considerable number or amount; a lot:  a bunch of trouble; a whole 

bunch of food.  4. A small lump or swelling; a bump.   —  v.  bunched, 
bunch·ing, bunch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To gather or form into a cluster:  bunched 

my fingers into a fist.  2. To gather together into a group.  3. To gather (fabric) 

into folds.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form a cluster or group:  runners bunching up at the 

starting line.  2. To be gathered together in folds, as fabric.  3. To swell; protrude.  

[Middle English bonche, probably from Flemish bondje, diminutive of bont, bun-

dle, from Middle Dutch. See BUNDLE.] —bunchùi·ness n.  —bunchùy adj. 

bunch·ber·ry (bƒnchùbHrÙK) n.  See dwarf cornel. 
Bunche (bƒnch), Ralph Johnson. 1904-1971.  American diplomat. He won 

the 1950 Nobel Peace Prize for his work on the United Nations Palestine Com-

mission. 

bunch·flow·er (bƒnchùflouÙNr) n.  A perennial herb (Melanthium virginicum) 

in the lily family, native to the eastern United States and having narrow leaves and 

a branched cluster of cream-colored or greenish flowers. 

bunch grass  or bunch·grass (bƒnchùgr4sÙ) n.  Any of various grasses in 

many different genera that grow in clumplike fashion rather than forming a sod 

or mat. 

bunch·ing onion (bƒnùchVng ƒnùyNn) n.  Any of certain kinds of onion 

plants, such as the Welsh onion, that does not form a well-developed bulb and is 

grown for its multiple stems, which are used as scallions. 

bun·co also bun·ko (bƒngùko) Informal. n.  pl. bun·cos also bun·kos. A swin-

dle in which an unsuspecting person is cheated; a confidence game.   —  v.  tr. 

bun·coed also bun·koed, bun·co·ing also bun·ko·ing, bun·cos also 



bun·kos. To swindle.  [Probably alteration of Spanish banca, card game, from 

Italian banca, bank, of Germanic origin. See BANK
2.]

bun·combe (bƒngùkNm) n.  Variant of bunkum. 
bund1 (bƒnd) n.  1. An embankment or dike, especially in India.  2. A street 

running along a harbor or waterway, especially in the Far East.  [Hindi band, 

from Persian, from Middle Persian, from Avestan banda-, from Old Iranian. See 

bhendh- in Appendix.]

bund2 (btnd, bƒnd) n.  1. An association, especially a political association.  2.  
Often Bund. A pro-Nazi German-American organization of the 1930’s.  3.  
Often Bund. A European Jewish socialist movement founded in Russia in 1897.  

[German, from Middle High German bunt. See bhendh- in Appendix.] 
—bundùist n. 

bun·dle (bƒnùdl) n.  Abbr. bd., bdl, bdle. 1. A group of objects held together, 

as by tying or wrapping.  2. Something wrapped or tied up for carrying; a pack-

age.  3. Biology. A cluster or strand of closely bound muscle or nerve fibers.  

4. Botany. A vascular bundle.  5. Informal. a. A large amount; a lot:  had a bundle 

of fun at the dance.  b. A large sum of money:  made a bundle selling real estate.    
—  v.  bun·dled, bun·dling, bun·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tie, wrap, or gather 

together.  2. To dispatch or dispense of quickly and with little fuss; hustle:  bun-

dled the child off to school.  3. To dress (a person) warmly:  bundled them up in 

winter clothes.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hurry; hasten:  The children came bundling in 

from outside.  2. To dress oneself warmly.  3. To sleep in the same bed while fully 

clothed, a custom formerly practiced by engaged couples in New England and in 

Wales.  [Middle English bundel, probably from Middle Dutch bondel. See 

bhendh- in Appendix.] —bunùdler n. 

bundle of nerves (bƒnùdl ƒv nûrvz) n.  Informal. An extremely nervous per-

son. 

bundle scar (bƒnùdl skär) n.  A small mark on a leaf scar indicating a point 

where a vein from the leaf was once connected with the stem. 

bundle sheath (bƒnùdl shKth) n.  A layer or region of cells surrounding a vas-

cular bundle. 

bundt cake (bƒnt k7k, btnt) n.  A ring-shaped cake baked in a tube pan that 

has fluted sides.  [Originally a trademark.]

bung (bƒng) n.  1. A stopper especially for the hole through which a cask, keg, or 

barrel is filled or emptied.  2. A bunghole.   —  v.  tr. bunged, bung·ing, 
bungs. 1. To close with or as if with a cork or stopper.  2. Informal. To injure or 

damage:  fell on skis and bunged up my leg.  3. Chiefly British. To fling; toss: “The 

Hungarian director bungs star Klaus Maria Brandauer once more into the breaches 

of past Teuton history” (Nigel Andrews).  [Middle English bunge, from Middle 

Dutch bonge, from Late Latin puncta, hole, from Latin, feminine past participle 

of pungere, to prick. See peuk- in Appendix.]



bun·ga·low (bƒngùgN-loÙ) n.  1. A small house or cottage usually having a sin-

gle story and sometimes an additional attic story.  2. A thatched or tiled one-story 

house in India surrounded by a wide verandah.  [Hindi baggl7, Bengali (house), 

from Bengali, of Bengal.]

bung·hole (bƒngùholÙ) n.  The hole in a cask, keg, or barrel through which liq-

uid is poured in or drained out. 

bun·gle (bƒngùgNl) v.  bun·gled, bun·gling, bun·gles.  —  v.  intr. To work 

or act ineptly or inefficiently.   —  v.  tr. To handle badly; botch.  See Synonyms at 

botch.   —  n.  A clumsy or inept performance; a botch:  made a bungle of the 

case due to inexperience.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —bunùgler n.  

—bunùgling·ly adv. 

Bu·nin (buùnVn, -nyVn), Ivan Alekseevich. 1870-1953.  Russian writer best 

known for his short stories, such as “The Gentleman from San Francisco” (1916). 

He lived in exile in Paris after 1919 and won the 1933 Nobel Prize for literature. 

bun·ion (bƒnùyNn) n.  A painful, inflamed swelling of the bursa at the first joint 

of the big toe, characterized by enlargement of the joint and lateral displacement 

of the toe.  [Probably alteration of obsolete bunny, swelling, from Middle English 

bony, perhaps from Old French bugne. See BUN
1.]

bunk1 (bƒngk) n.  1. A narrow bed built like a shelf into or against a wall, as in a 

ship’s cabin.  2. A bunk bed.  3. A place for sleeping.   —  v.  bunked, bunk·ing, 
bunks.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To sleep in a bunk or bed.  b. To stay the night; sleep:  

bunk over at a friend’s house.   2. To go to bed:  bunked down early.   —  v.  tr. To 

provide with sleeping quarters.  [Perhaps short for BUNKER.]

bunk2 (bƒngk) n.  Empty talk; nonsense.  [Short for BUNKUM.]

bunk bed (bƒngk bHd) n.  Either of a pair of narrow beds stacked one on top of 

the other. 

bun·ker (bƒngùkNr) n.  1. a. A bin or tank especially for fuel storage, as on a 

ship.  b.  Often bunkers. Fuel, such as coal or fuel oil, used especially in ships.   

2. a. An underground defensive position with a fortified projection above 

ground level for gun emplacements.  b. A protective chamber:  watched the missile 

launch from a bunker.   3. Sports. A sand trap serving as an obstacle on a golf 

course.   —  v.  tr. bun·kered, bun·ker·ing, bun·kers. 1. To store or place 

(fuel) in a bunker.  2. Sports. To hit (a golf ball) into a bunker.  [Scots bonker, 

chest, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —bunùker adj. 

Bun·ker Hill (bƒngùkNr hVl)  A low elevation, 32.6 m (107 ft) high, in Charles-

town, a section of Boston, Massachusetts. The first major Revolutionary War bat-

tle took place on nearby Breed’s Hill on June 17, 1775. 

bun·ker·ing (bƒngùkNr-Vng) n.  Nautical. The act or process of supplying a ship 

with fuel. 

bunk·house (bƒngkùhousÙ) n.  A building providing sleeping quarters on a 

ranch or in a camp. 



bunk·mate (bƒngkùm7tÙ) n.  A person with whom one shares sleeping quar-

ters. 

bun·ko (bƒngùko) n.  & v.   Variant of bunco. 
bunk·room (bƒngkùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room providing usually temporary 

sleeping quarters, as for workers or travelers. 

bun·kum also bun·combe (bƒngùkNm) n.  Empty or insincere talk; claptrap.  

[After Buncombe, a county of western North Carolina, from a remark made 

around 1820 by its congressman, who felt obligated to give a dull speech “for 

Buncombe”.]

bun·ny (bƒnùK) n.  pl. bun·nies. A rabbit, especially a young one.  [Dialectal 

bun, tail of a rabbit. See BUN
3.]

Bun·ra·ku (btn-räùku, btnùräÙ-) n.  A traditional Japanese puppet theater 

featuring large puppets operated by on-stage puppeteers with a narrative recited 

from off-stage. The puppets have heads, hands, and feet of wood attached to a 

bodiless cloth costume.  [Japanese  : after the Bunraku-za theater built in the early 

19th century by Bunraku-ken Oemurea (died 1810).]

Bun·sen (bƒnùsNn), Robert Wilhelm. 1811-1899.  German chemist who pio-

neered in spectrum analysis and codiscovered the elements cesium and rubidium. 

He introduced the Bunsen burner in 1855. 

Bunsen burner (bƒnùsNn bûrùnNr) n.  A small laboratory burner consisting of 

a vertical metal tube connected to a gas source and producing a very hot flame 

from a mixture of gas and air let in through adjustable holes at the base.  [After 

Robert Wilhelm BUNSEN.]

bunt1 (bƒnt) v.  bunt·ed, bunt·ing, bunts.  —  v.  tr. 1. Baseball. To bat (a 

pitched ball) by tapping it lightly so that the ball rolls slowly in front of the 

infielders.  2. To push or strike with or as if with the head; butt.   —  v.  intr. 

1. Baseball. To bat a pitched ball by tapping it lightly, causing it to roll slowly in 

front of the infielders.  2. To butt.   —  n.  1. Baseball. a. The act of bunting.  

b. A bunted ball.   2. A butt with or as if with the head.  [Dialectal, to push, 

strike.] —buntùer n. 

bunt2 (bƒnt) n.  1. Nautical. The middle portion of a sail, especially a square 

one, that is shaped like a pouch to increase the effect of the wind.  2. The pouch-

like midsection of a fishing net in which the catch is concentrated.  [Perhaps from 

Swedish bunt, or Danish bundt both of Low German origin.]

bunt3 (bƒnt) n.  A smut disease of wheat and other cereal grasses, caused by 

fungi of the genus Tilletia and resulting in grains filled with foul-smelling, sooty 

black spores.  [Origin unknown.]

bunt·ing1 (bƒnùtVng) n.  1. A light cotton or woolen cloth used for making 

flags.  2. Flags considered as a group.  3. Strips of cloth or material usually in the 

colors of the national flag, used especially as drapery or streamers for festive dec-

oration.  [Perhaps from German bunt, colored.]



bunt·ing2 (bƒnùtVng) n.  Any of various birds of the family Fringillidae, having 

short, cone-shaped bills and brownish or grayish plumage.  [Middle English.]

bunt·ing3 (bƒnùtVng) n.  A snug-fitting, hooded sleeping bag of heavy material 

for infants.  [Perhaps from Scots buntin, plump, short.]

bunt·line (bƒntùlVn, -lXnÙ) n.  Nautical. A rope that keeps a square sail from bel-

lying when it is being hauled up for furling.  [BUNT
2 + LINE

1.]

Bunt·line (bƒntùlVn, -lXnÙ), Ned.  See Edward Zane Carroll Judson. 
Bu·ñu·el (bu-nyu-Hlù), Luis. 1900-1983.  Spanish director known for his 

studies of modern social manners in films such as Belle de Jour (1966) and The 

Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie (1972). 

bun·ya-bun·ya also bun·ya·bun·ya (bƒnùyN-bƒnùyN) n.  An Australian ever-

green coniferous tree (Araucaria bidwilli) having tiers of nearly whorled 

branches, sharp-pointed leaves, and large cones.  Also called bunya pine [From 

Wiradhuri (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) bunya.]

Bun·yan (bƒnùyNn), John. 1628-1688.  English preacher and writer celebrated 

for his Pilgrim’s Progress (two parts, 1678 and 1684), the allegorical tale of Chris-

tian’s journey from the City of Destruction to the Celestial City. 

Bun·yan·esque (bƒnÙyN-nHskù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or suggestive of the 

allegorical writings of John Bunyan.  2. a. Of, relating to, or suggestive of the leg-

end of Paul Bunyan.  b. Of astonishingly large size: “Bunyanesque waves... 

crunched homes and municipal piers into little more than kindling wood” (Time).  

bun·ya pine (bƒnùyN pXn) n.  See bunya-bunya. 
bun·yip (bƒnùyVp) n.  Australian. 1. An imaginary monster inhabiting swamps 

and lagoons.  2. An imposter; a fake.  [Wemba (Aboriginal language of south-

western Australia) banib.]

Buo·non·ci·ni (bwoÙnôn-chKùnK)  See Bononcini. 
buoy (buùK, boi) n.  1. Nautical. A float, often having a bell or light, moored in 

water as a warning of danger or as a marker for a channel.  2. A life buoy.   —  v.  

tr. buoyed, buoy·ing, buoys. 1. To keep afloat or aloft:  a glider buoyed by air 

currents.  2. a. To maintain at a high level; support: “the persistent... takeover spec-

ulation, which has buoyed up the shares of banks” (Financial Times).  b. To hearten 

or inspire; uplift: “buoyed up by the team spirit and the pride of the older generation 

back at home” (Judith Martin).   3. To mark with or as if with a buoy.  [Middle 

English boie, from Old French boue, probably of Germanic origin. See bh7-1 in 

Appendix.]

buoy·ance (boiùNns, buùyNns) n.  Buoyancy. 

buoy·an·cy (boiùNn-sK, buùyNn-) n.  1. a. The tendency or capacity to remain 

afloat in a liquid or rise in air or gas.  b. The upward force that a fluid exerts on 

an object less dense than itself.   2. Ability to recover quickly from setbacks; resil-

ience.  3. Lightness of spirit; cheerfulness. 



buoy·ant (boiùNnt, buùyNnt) adj.  1. Having or marked by buoyancy:  a buoy-

ant balloon; buoyant spirits.  2. Lighthearted; gay:  in a buoyant mood.  [Spanish 

boyante, present participle of boyar, to refloat a boat, from boya, buoy, from Old 

French boue. See BUOY.] —buoyùant·ly adv. 

bu·pres·tid (byu-prHsùtVd) n.  Any of various beetles of the family Buprestidae, 

which are destructive wood borers as larvae and often have a metallic red, green, 

or blue color.  [From New Latin B7prKstidae, family name, from B7prKstis, type 

genus, from Latin b7prKstis, beetle harmful to cattle, from Greek bouprKstis : bous, 

ox; see gwou- in Appendix + prKthein, to swell up.]

bur1 also burr (bûr) n.  1. a. A rough, prickly husk or covering surrounding the 

seeds or fruits of plants such as the chestnut or the burdock.  b. A plant produc-

ing such husks or coverings.   2. A persistently clinging or nettlesome person or 

thing.  3. A rough protuberance, especially a burl on a tree.  4. Any of various 

rotary cutting tools designed to be attached to a drill.  [Middle English burre, of 

Scandinavian origin.]

bur2 (bûr) n.  & v.   Variant of burr2. 
bur3 (bûr) n.  Variant of burr3. 
bur. abbr.  Bureau. 

Bur. abbr.  Burma; Burmese. 

bu·ran (bu-ränù) n.  A violent windstorm of the Eurasian steppes, accompanied 

in summer by dust and in winter by snow.  [Russian, probably from Tatar.]

’burb also burb (bûrb) n.  Informal. A suburb: “when the condos get so dense out 

in those ’burbs that the deer have to run right through hot tubs” (Russell Baker).  

[Short for SUBURB.]

Bur·bage (bûrùbVj), Richard. 1567?-1619.  English actor and theater manager. 

The foremost tragedian of his day, he was the first to play the title roles in Shakes-

peare’s Hamlet, King Lear, Othello, and Richard III. 

Bur·bank (bûrùb4ngkÙ)  1. A city of southern California near Los Angeles. 

There are several motion picture and television studios here. Population, 93,643.  

2. A city of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Population, 27,600. 

Bur·bank (bûrùb4ngkÙ), Luther. 1849-1926.  American horticulturist who 

developed countless new varieties of fruits, vegetables, and flowers, including the 

Burbank potato and the Shasta daisy. 

Bur·bidge (bûrùbVj), (Eleanor) Margaret. Born 1919.  British-born American 

astronomer who worked on the composition of the interior of the stars. She was 

director of the Royal Greenwich Observatory (1972-1973). 

bur·ble (bûrùbNl) n.  1. A gurgling or bubbling sound, as of running water.  2. A 

rapid, excited flow of speech.  3. A separation in the boundary layer of fluid 

about a moving streamlined body, such as the wing of an airplane, causing a 

breakdown in the smooth flow of fluid and resulting in turbulence.   —  v.  intr. 

bur·bled, bur·bling, bur·bles. 1. To bubble; gurgle.  2. To speak quickly and 



excitedly; gush.  [Middle English burblen, to bubble.] —burùbler n.  —burùbly 
adj. 

bur·bot (bûrùbNt) n.  pl. burbot or bur·bots. A freshwater fish (Lota lota) of 

the Northern Hemisphere, related to and resembling the cod and having barbels 

on the nose and chin.  Also called cusk, eelpout.  [Middle English, from Old 

French borbote, from borbeter, to move about in mud.]

Burch·field (bûrchùfKldÙ), Charles Ephraim. 1893-1967.  American painter 

whose works, usually in watercolor, include landscapes and somber urban scenes. 

Burck·hardt (btrkùhärt), Jacob or Jakob. 1818-1897.  Swiss historian who 

was one of the founders of the culturally oriented school of modern historical 

writing. His classic work is The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy (1860). 

bur cucumber (bûr kyuùkƒmÙbNr) n.  1. A weedy, annual, tendril-bearing 

vine (Sicyos angulatus) native to North America and having small whitish flowers 

and clusters of small fruits covered with long, slender prickles.  2. The fruit of 

this vine. 

bur·den1 (bûrùdn) n.  1. Something that is carried.  2. a. Something that is 

emotionally difficult to bear.  b. A source of great worry or stress; weight:  The 

burden of economic sacrifice rests on the workers of the plant.   3. A responsibility or 

duty:  The burden of organizing the campaign fell to me.  4. Nautical. a. The 

amount of cargo that a vessel can carry.  b. The weight of the cargo carried by a 

vessel at one time.    —  v.  tr. bur·dened, bur·den·ing, bur·dens. 1. To weigh 

down; oppress.  2. To load or overload.  [Middle English, from Old English 

byrthen. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: burden, affliction, cross, trial, tribulation. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “something that is onerous or troublesome”: the burden

of a guilty conscience; indebtedness that is an affliction; illness that is her cross; sitting

still, a trial to the very young; domestic tribulations.

bur·den2 (bûrùdn) n.  1. A principal or recurring idea; a theme: “The burden of 

what he said was to defend enthusiastically the conservative aristocracy” (J.A. 

Froude).  See Synonyms at substance.  2. Music. a. The chorus or refrain of a 

composition.  b. The drone of a bagpipe.  c. Archaic. The bass accompaniment to 

a song.   [Variant of BOURDON.]

burden of proof (bûrùdn ƒv pruf) n.  Law. The responsibility of proving a 

disputed charge or allegation. 

bur·den·some (bûrùdn-sNm) adj.  Of or like a burden; onerous.   
—burùden·some·ly adv.  —burùden·some·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: burdensome, onerous, oppressive, arduous, demanding, rigorous,

exacting. These adjectives all apply to what imposes a severe test of bodily or spir-



itual strength. Burdensome is associated with both mental and physical hardship:

The burdensome task of preparing her income tax return awaited her. Onerous adds

to burdensome the connotation of the figuratively heavy load imposed by some-

thing irksome or annoying: My duties weren’t onerous; I only had to greet the guests.

Something oppressive weighs one down in body or spirit, as by subjection to an

overpowering natural influence or to the harsh or unjust exercise of power: op-

pressive humidity. “Old forms of government finally grow so oppressive that they

must be thrown off” (Herbert Spencer). Arduous emphasizes the expenditure of

sustained and often exhausting labor: Learning a new role is a long and arduous

undertaking. Demanding, rigorous, and exacting imply the imposition of severe

and uncompromising demands: Music is a demanding art. “Yet out of this unflat-

tering, rigorous realism... Swift made great art” (M.D. Aeschliman). Making a petit

point pillow is exacting work.

bur·dock (bûrùdmkÙ) n.  Any of several weedy, chiefly biennial plants of the 

genus Arctium in the composite family, having pink or purplish flower heads sur-

rounded by prickly bracts and forming a bur in fruit.  [BUR
1 + DOCK

4.]

bu·reau (bytrùo) n.  pl. bu·reaus or bu·reaux (-oz). 1. A chest of drawers, 

especially a dresser for holding clothes.  2. Chiefly British. A writing desk or writ-

ing table with drawers.  3.  Abbr. bur., bu. a. A government department or a 

subdivision of a department.  b. An office, usually of a large organization, that is 

responsible for a specific duty:  a news bureau.  c. A business that offers informa-

tion of a specified kind:  a travel bureau.   [French, cloth cover for desks, desk, 

office, from Old French burel, woolen cloth, probably from Vulgar Latin *b7ra, 

from Late Latin burra, shaggy garment.]

bu·reauc·ra·cy (byt-rmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. bu·reauc·ra·cies. 
1. a. Administration of a government chiefly through bureaus or departments 

staffed with nonelected officials.  b. The departments and their officials as a 

group:  promised to reorganize the federal bureaucracy.   2. Management or admin-

istration marked by diffusion of authority among numerous offices and adher-

ence to inflexible rules of operation: “knew something about bureaucracy and those 

nameless, faceless forces that can crush the life’s blood from the individual” (Rollene 

W. Saal).  3. An administrative system in which the need or inclination to follow 

complex procedures impedes effective action:  innovative ideas that get bogged 

down in red tape and bureaucracy.  [French bureaucratie : bureau, office; see 

BUREAU + -cratie, rule (from Old French); see -CRACY.]

bu·reau·crat (bytrùN-kr4tÙ) n.  1. An official of a bureaucracy.  2. An official 

who is rigidly devoted to the details of administrative procedure.   
—buÙreau·cratùic adj.  —buÙreau·cratùi·cal·ly adv. 

bu·reau·crat·ese (bytrÙN-kr4-tKzù, -tKsù) n.  A style of language characterized 

by jargon and euphemism that is used especially by bureaucrats: “Soviet bureau-



cratese, especially the tongue-twisting acronyms and alien-sounding portmanteau 

words of the state security apparatus” (Strobe Talbott). 

bu·reau·cra·tize (byt-rmkùrN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. bu·reau·cra·tized, 
bu·reau·cra·tiz·ing, bu·reau·cra·tiz·es. To make into a bureaucracy or bring 

under bureaucratic control: “The failure of communication is built—or... bureau-

cratized—into the legal system” (Anatole Broyard).   —bu·reauÙcra·ti·zaùtion (-

tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

bu·reaux (bytrùoz) n.  A plural of bureau. 
bu·rette also bu·ret (byt-rHtù) n.  A uniform-bore glass tube with fine grada-

tions and a stopcock at the bottom, used especially in laboratory procedures for 

accurate fluid dispensing and measurement.  [French, diminutive of buire, vase 

for liquors, from Old French, probably of Germanic origin.]

burg (bûrg) n.  1. Informal. A city or town: “There are no more opportunities for 

you in this burg” (Damon Runyon).  2. A fortified or walled town in early or 

medieval Europe.  [Probably from -burg in place names, such as Plattsburg, Har-

risburg, from Middle English burgh, town, from Old English burg. Sense 2, ulti-

mately from Germanic *burgs, hill fort. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

bur·gage (bûrùgVj) n.  A tenure in England and Scotland under which property 

of the king or a lord in a town was held in return for a yearly rent or the rendering 

of a service.  [Middle English, from Old French bourgage, from Medieval Latin 

burg7gium, from Late Latin burgus, fortified town, of Germanic origin. See BUR-

GESS.]

bur·gee (bNr-jKù, bûrùjK) n.  Nautical. A small distinguishing flag displayed by a 

yacht.  [Perhaps from French dialectal bourgeais, shipowner, from Old French 

burgeis, citizen, from bourg, bourg. See BOURG.]

bur·geon also bour·geon (bûrùjNn) v.  intr. bur·geoned, bur·geon·ing, 
bur·geons. 1. a. To put forth new buds, leaves, or greenery; sprout.  b. To begin 

to grow or blossom.   2. Usage Problem. To grow and flourish.  [Middle English 

burgeonen, from Old French borjoner, from burjon, a bud, from Vulgar Latin 

*burrionem, from Late Latin burra, a shaggy garment.]

USAGE NOTE: Burgeon has gained greater acceptance in recent years in its use

to mean not just “to put forth buds” but more generally “to grow and flourish.”

In 1969 only 49 percent of the Usage Panel accepted the phrase the burgeoning

population of Queens; in our most recent survey 74 percent accepted the same

phrase. However, it should be noted that in this use burgeon is more acceptable

when it takes the form of the present participle. Only 29 percent of the current

Panel accepts the sentence News programs are less expensive to produce than enter-

tainment series, and the public’s appetite for them has burgeoned.



burg·er (bûrùgNr) n.  1. A sandwich consisting of a bun, a cooked beef patty, and 

often other ingredients such as cheese, onion slices, lettuce, or condiments. Often 

used in combination:  a cheeseburger.  2. A sandwich with a nonbeef filling. Often 

used in combination:  a crab burger, a tofu burger.  [Short for HAMBURGER.]

Bur·ger (bûrùgNr), Warren Earl. 1907-1995.  American jurist who served as the 

chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1969-1986). 

Bür·ger (btrùgNr), Gottfried August. 1747-1794.  German romantic poet 

who was influential in the revival of interest in folk songs. His ballads include 

“Lenore” (1773). 

bur·gess (bûrùjVs) n.  1. A freeman or citizen of an English borough.  2. A 

member of the English Parliament who once represented a town, borough, or 

university.  3. A member of the lower house of the legislature of colonial Virginia 

or Maryland.  [Middle English burgeis, from Old French, from Late Latin burgKn-

sis, from burgus, fortified town. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

Bur·gess (bûrùjVs), Anthony. 1917-1993.  British writer and critic noted for his 

comic novels, including the futuristic classic A Clockwork Orange (1962). 

Bur·gess (bûrùjVs), (Frank) Gelett. 1866-1951.  American writer and illustra-

tor whose works include Are You a Bromide? (1907) and Look Eleven Years Younger 

(1937). He also wrote the famous quatrain beginning “Have you ever seen a pur-

ple cow?” 

burgh (bûrg) n.  A chartered town or borough in Scotland.  [Scots, variant of 

BOROUGH.]

burgh·er (bûrùgNr) n.  1. A citizen of a town or borough.  2. A comfortable or 

complacent member of the middle class.  3. a. A member of the mercantile class 

of a medieval European city.  b. A citizen of a medieval European city.   [German 

Bürger, or Dutch burger both from Middle High German burgaere, from Old 

High German burg7rX, from burg, city. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

Burgh·ley (bûrùlK), First Baron.  See William Cecil. 
bur·glar (bûrùglNr) n.  One who commits burglary.  [Anglo-Norman burgler 

(alteration of burgesur, probably from Old French burg, borough), Medieval Latin 

burgul7tor (alteration of burg7tor, from burg7re, to commit burglary in, from Late 

Latin burgus, fortified town) both of Germanic origin. See bhergh-2 in Appen-

dix.]

bur·glar·i·ous (bNr-glârùK-Ns) adj.  Of or relating to burglary.   
—bur·glarùi·ous·ly adv. 

bur·glar·ize (bûrùglN-rXzÙ) v.  bur·glar·ized, bur·glar·iz·ing, bur·glar·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To enter and steal from (a building or other premises).  2. To commit 

burglary against:  The second-floor tenants have been burglarized twice.   —  v.  

intr. To commit burglary. 

bur·glar·proof (bûrùglNr-prufÙ) adj.  Secure against burglary. 



bur·gla·ry (bûrùglN-rK) n.  pl. bur·gla·ries. The act of entering a building or 

other premises with the intent to commit theft. 

bur·gle (bûrùgNl) v.  tr. intr. bur·gled, bur·gling, bur·gles. To burglarize.  

[Back-formation from BURGLAR.]

bur·go·mas·ter (bûrùgN-m4sÙtNr) n.  The principal magistrate, comparable to 

a mayor, of a city or town in the Netherlands, Flanders, Austria, or Germany.  

[Partial translation of Dutch burgemeester : burg, town (from Middle Dutch 

burch); see bhergh-2 in Appendix + meester, master.]

bur·go·net (bûrùgN-nVt, bûrÙgN-nHtù) n.  A light steel helmet with a peak and 

hinged flaps covering the cheeks, worn in the 16th century.  [Old French bourgui-

gnotte, probably from Bourgogne, Burgundy, a region of eastern France.]

bur·goo (bûrùguÙ, bNr-guù) n.  pl. bur·goos. 1. New England. Any of several 

thick stews, originally an oatmeal porridge.  2. Kentucky. a. A spicy stew made of 

poultry, game, other meats, and vegetables, usually cooked outdoors.  b. A picnic 

featuring such a stew.   [Perhaps alteration of RAGOUT.]

Bur·gos (burùgosÙ)  A city of northern Spain on a high plateau south-south-

west of Bilbao. Founded c. 884, it was the capital of the kingdom of Castile in the 

11th century. Population, 155,849. 

Bur·goyne (bûr-goinù, bûrùgoinÙ), John. Known as “Gentleman Johnny.” 

1722-1792.  British general and playwright. In the American Revolution he cap-

tured Fort Ticonderoga (July 6, 1777) but lost the Battle of Saratoga (October 17, 

1777). The Heiress (1786) was his most popular play. 

Bur·gun·dy1 (bûrùgNn-dK)  1. A ducal house of Burgundy split into the Cape-

tian line (1032-1361) and the Cadet, or Valois, line (1363-1477).  2. A Portuguese 

dynasty (1139-1383) beginning with Alfonso I, who made Portugal an indepen-

dent kingdom. 

Bur·gun·dy2 (bûrùgNn-dK) also Bour·gogne (bur-gônùyN)  A historical 

region and former province of eastern France. The area was first organized into a 

kingdom by the Burgundii in the 5th century A.D. At the height of its later power 

in the 14th and 15th centuries, Burgundy controlled vast territories in present-

day Netherlands, Belgium, and northeast France. It was incorporated into the 

French crown lands by Louis XI in 1477.   —Bur·gunùdi·an (bNr-gƒnùdK-Nn) 

adj.  & n. 

Bur·gun·dy3 (bûrùgNn-dK) n.  pl. Bur·gun·dies. 1. a. Any of various red or 

white wines produced in Burgundy, France.  b. Any of various similar wines pro-

duced elsewhere.   2. burgundy. Color. A dark grayish or blackish red to dark 

purplish red or reddish brown. 

bur·i·al (bHrùK-Nl) n.  The act or process of burying.  [Middle English buriel, 

back-formation from buriels (taken as pl.), from Old English byrgels. See 

bhergh-1 in Appendix.] —burùi·al adj. 



bu·rin (bytrùVn, bûrù-) n.  1. A steel cutting tool with a sharp beveled point, 

used in engraving or carving stone.  2. The style or technique of an engraver’s 

work.  3. Archaeology. An early flint tool with a head like a chisel.  [French, prob-

ably from obsolete Italian burino, of Germanic origin.]

Burk  or Burke (bûrk), Martha Jane. Known as “Calamity Jane.” 1852?-1903.  

American frontierswoman and legendary figure of the Wild West. Often dressed 

in men’s clothing, she was reputed to be a crack shot and an expert rider. 

burke (bûrk) v.  tr. burked, burk·ing, burkes. 1. To suppress or extinguish 

quietly; stifle:  burked the investigation by failing to reappoint the commission.  

2. To avoid; disregard: “To make The Tempest a tragic and depressing play he was 

willing to burke all the elements that made it the exact opposite” (Robert M. 

Adams).  3. To execute (someone) by suffocation so as to leave the body intact 

and suitable for dissection.  [After William Burke (1792-1829), Irish-born grave 

robber and murderer.]

Burke (bûrk), Billie. 1886-1970.  American actress who appeared frequently 

with John Drew and made numerous motion pictues, including The Wizard of Oz 

(1939). 

Burke (bûrk), Edmund. 1729-1797.  Irish-born British politician and writer. 

Famous for his oratory, he pleaded the cause of the American colonists in Parlia-

ment and was instrumental in developing the notions of party responsibility and 

a loyal opposition within the parliamentary system. His major work, Reflections 

on the Revolution in France (1790), voices his opposition to the excesses of the 

French experience. 

Burke (bûrk), Martha Jane.  See Martha Jane Burk. 
Bur·ki·na Fa·so (bNr-kKùnN fäùso) Formerly Up·per Vol·ta (ƒpùNr vmlùtN, volù-

, vôlù-).  A landlocked country of western Africa. It was a French protectorate 

from 1896 until 1960, when it gained its independence. The name of the country 

was officially changed on August 4, 1984. Ouagadougou is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 6,965,886. 

Bur·kitt’s lymphoma (bûrùkVts lVm-foùmN) n.  An undifferentiated malig-

nant lymphoma usually occurring among children in central Africa, character-

ized by a large osteolytic lesion in the mandible or by a mass in the retroperitoneal 

area and associated with the Epstein-Barr virus.  Also called Burkitt’s tumor [After 

Denis Parsons Burkitt, 20th-century Ugandan physician.]

burl (bûrl) n.  1. A knot, lump, or slub in yarn or cloth.  2. a. A large, rounded 

outgrowth on the trunk or branch of a tree.  b. The wood cut from such an out-

growth, often used decoratively as a veneer.    —  v.  tr. burled, burl·ing, burls. 
To dress or finish (cloth) by removing knots, lumps, slubs, or loose threads.  

[Middle English burle, from Old French bourle, tuft of wool, diminutive of 

bourre, coarse wool, from Late Latin burra, shaggy garment.] —burlùer n. 



bur·lap (bûrùl4pÙ) n.  A strong, coarsely woven cloth made of fibers of jute, flax, 

or hemp and used to make bags, to reinforce linoleum, and in interior decoration.  

[Origin unknown.]

Bur·leigh (bûrùlK), First Baron.  See William Cecil. 
Bur·leigh (bûrùlK), Harry Thacker. 1866-1949.  American singer, composer, 

and arranger who devoted much of his lifework to preserving the musical heri-

tage of Black Americans. 

bur·lesque (bNr-lHskù) n.  1. A literary or dramatic work that makes a subject 

appear ridiculous by treating it in an incongruous way, as by presenting a lofty 

subject with vulgarity or an inconsequential one with mock dignity.  See Syn-

onyms at caricature.  2. A ludicrous or mocking imitation; a travesty:  The 

antics of the defense attorneys turned the trial into a burlesque of justice.  3. A vari-

ety show characterized by broad ribald comedy, dancing, and striptease.   —  v.  

bur·lesqued, bur·lesqu·ing, bur·lesques.  —  v.  tr. To imitate mockingly or 

humorously: “always bringing junk... home, as if he were burlesquing his role as 

provider” (John Updike).   —  v.  intr. To use the methods or techniques of bur-

lesque.  [From French, comical, from Italian burlesco, from burla, joke, probably 

from Spanish, from Vulgar Latin *burrula, diminutive of Late Latin burrae, non-

sense, from burra, wool.] —bur·lesqueù adj.  —bur·lesqueùly adv.  

—bur·lesquùer n. 

bur·ley (bûrùlK) n.  pl. bur·leys. A light-colored tobacco grown chiefly in Ken-

tucky and used especially in making cigarettes.  [Probably from the name Burley.]

Bur·lin·game (bûrùlVn-g7mÙ, -lVng-)  A city of western California on the west-

ern shore of San Francisco Bay. It is mainly residential. Population, 26,801. 

Bur·lin·game (bûrùlVn-g7mÙ, -lVng-), Anson. 1820-1870.  American diplomat 

who served as ambassador to China (1861-1867) and then, in an unprecedented 

move, represented the Chinese government on goodwill tours to the United States 

and Europe (1868-1870). 

Bur·ling·ton (bûrùlVng-tNn)  1. A city of southern Ontario, Canada, a suburb of 

Hamilton on Lake Ontario. Population, 114,853.  2. A city of southeast Iowa on 

hills overlooking the Mississippi River. Settled in the 1830’s, it was the temporary 

capital of Iowa Territory (1838-1840). Population, 27,208.  3. A town of north-

east Massachusetts, a residential suburb of Boston. Population, 23,302.  4. A city 

of north-central North Carolina east of Greensboro. It is a textile center in an 

industrialized area. Population, 39,498.  5. A city of northwest Vermont on Lake 

Champlain west-northwest of Montpelier. The largest city in the state, it was the 

site of a military and naval base during the War of 1812. Population, 39,127. 

bur·ly (bûrùlK) adj.  bur·li·er, bur·li·est. Heavy, strong, and muscular; husky.  

See Synonyms at muscular.  [Middle English burlich, from Old English *borlic, 

excellent. See bher-1 in Appendix.] —burùli·ly adv.  —burùli·ness n. 



Bur·ma (bûrùmN) Officially (since 1989) Myan·mar (myän-mäù). Abbr. Bur.  A 

country of southeast Asia on the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea. Site of an 

ancient kingdom, Burma was a province of British India from 1886 until 1948, 

when it gained its independence. Rangoon is the capital and the largest city. Pop-

ulation, 35,313,905. 

Bur·man (bûrùmNn) adj.  Variant of Burmese.  —  n.  Variant of Burmese (n., 

sense 1). 

bur marigold (bûr m4rùV-goldÙ) n.  See beggar ticks (pl.n., sense 1a). 

Burma Road (bûrùmN rod)  A highway extending about 1,126 km (700 mi) 

generally northeastward through mountainous country from northeast Burma to 

Kunming, China. It was a vital transportation route for wartime supplies to the 

Chinese government from 1938 to 1946. 

Bur·mese (bNr-mKzù, -mKsù) also Bur·man (bûrùmNn) adj.  Abbr. Bur. Of or 

relating to Burma or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Burmese. 1.  
Also Burman. A native or inhabitant of Burma.  2. The Sino-Tibetan language of 

Burma. 

burn1 (bûrn) v.  burned or burnt (bûrnt), burn·ing, burns.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To cause to undergo combustion.  b. To destroy with fire:  burned the trash; 

burn a house down.  c. To consume (fuel or energy, for example):  burned all the 

wood that winter.   2. Physics. To cause to undergo nuclear fission or fusion.  3. To 

damage or injure by fire, heat, radiation, electricity, or a caustic agent:  burned the 

toast; burned my skin with the acid.  4. a. To execute or kill with fire:  burning her-

etics at the stake.  b. To execute by electrocution.   5. a. To make or produce by 

fire or heat:  burn a hole in the rug.  b. To dispel; dissipate:  The sun burned off the 

fog.   6. a. To use as a fuel:  a furnace that burns coal.  b. To metabolize (glucose, 

for example) in the body.   7. To impart a sensation of intense heat to:  The chili 

burned my mouth.  8. a. To irritate or inflame, as by chafing or sunburn.  b. To 

let (oneself or a part of one’s body) become sunburned.   9. To brand (an ani-

mal).  10. To harden or impart a finish to by subjecting to intense heat; fire:  burn 

clay pots in a kiln.  11. To make angry:  That remark really burns me.  12. a. To 

defeat in a contest, especially by a narrow margin.  b. To inflict harm or hardship 

on; hurt: “Huge loan losses have burned banks in recent years” (Christian Science 

Monitor).  c. To swindle or deceive; cheat:  We really got burned on the used car we 

bought.    —  v.  intr. 1. a. To undergo combustion.  b. To admit of burning:  

Wood burns easily.   2. To consume fuel:  a rocket stage designed to burn for three 

minutes before being jettisoned.  3. Physics. To undergo nuclear fission or fusion.  

4. a. To emit heat or light by or as if by fire:  campfires burning in the dark; the sun 

burning brightly in the sky.  b. To become dissipated or to be dispelled by or as if 

by heat:  The fog burned off as the sun came up.   5. To give off light; shine:  a light 

burning over the door.  6. To be destroyed, injured, damaged, or changed by or as 

if by fire:  a house that burned to the ground; eggs that burned and stuck to the pan.  



7. a. To be very hot; bake:  a desert burning under the midday sun.  b. To feel or 

look hot:  a child burning with fever.  c. To impart a sensation of heat:  a liniment 

that burns when first applied.   8. a. To become irritated or painful, as by chafing 

or inflammation:  eyes burning from the smoke.  b. To become sunburned or 

windburned.   9. To be consumed with strong emotion, especially: a. To be or 

become angry:  an insult that really made me burn.  b. To be very eager:  was burn-

ing with ambition.   10. To penetrate by or as if by intense heat or flames:  enemy 

ground radar burning through the fighters’ electronic jammers; a look that burned 

into them.  11. To be vividly or painfully present:  shame burning in my heart.  

12. a. To suffer punishment or death by or as if by fire:  souls burning in hell.  

b. To be electrocuted.    —  n.  1. An injury produced by fire, heat, radiation, 

electricity, or a caustic agent.  2. A burned place or area:  a cigarette burn in the 

tablecloth.  3. The process or result of burning:  The fire settled down to a steady 

burn.  4. A stinging sensation:  the burn of alcohol on an open wound.  5. A sun-

burn or windburn.  6. Aerospace. A firing of a rocket.  7. A swindle.   —phrasal 
verbs. burn out. 1. To stop burning from lack of fuel.  2. To wear out or make 

or become inoperative as a result of heat or friction:  The short circuit burned out 

the fuse.  3. To cause (a property owner or a resident) to have to evacuate the pre-

mises because of fire:  The shopkeeper was burned out by arsonists.  4. To make or 

become exhausted, especially as a result of long-term stress: “Hours are long, stress 

is high, and many recruits drop out or burn out” (Robert J. Samuelson).  burn up. 
5. To make angry:  Their rudeness really burns me up.  6. To travel over or through 

at high speed:  drag racers burning up the track.   —idioms. burn (one’s) 
bridges. To eliminate the possibility of return or retreat.  burn the candle at 
both ends (or burn one’s candle at both ends). To exhaust oneself or one’s 

resources by leading a hectic or extravagant life.  burn the midnight oil. To 

work or study very late at night.  to burn. In great amounts:  They had money to 

burn.  [Middle English burnen, from Old English beornan, to be on fire,, and 

from bærnan, to set on fire; see gwher- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: burn, scorch, singe, sear, char, parch. These verbs mean to injure

or alter by means of intense heat or flames. Burn, the most general, applies to the

effects of exposure to a source of heat or to something that can produce a similar

effect: burned the rug with a cigarette; left the onions on the stove and burned them;

burned my fingers by handling dry ice. Scorch usually refers to contact with flame

or heated metal and involves superficial burning that discolors or damages the

texture of something: afraid that the iron might scorch the sheet; trees that were

scorched in a forest fire. Singe specifies superficial burning by brief exposure to

flame and especially the deliberate removal of projections such as bristles or

feathers from a carcass, such as a plucked fowl, before cooking: a grease fire that

singed my eyelashes; singed the Thanksgiving turkey, then roasted it. Sear applies to



surface burning of organic tissue, as by branding or cauterizing: Sear the lamb

over high heat before lowering the flame and adding liquid. To char is most often

to reduce a substance to carbon or charcoal by means of fire: The timbers of the

house were charred by the raging fire. Parch in this sense emphasizes the drying and

often fissuring of a surface from exposure to flame, the sun, or hot wind: The

torrid rays of the sun parched the soil.

burn2 (bûrn) n.  Scots. A small stream; a brook.  [Middle English, from Old 

English burna. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

Bur·na·by (bûrùnN-bK)  A city of southwest British Columbia, Canada, a suburb 

of Vancouver. Population, 136,494. 

burn bag (bûrn b4g) n.  A bag into which secret or highly sensitive documents 

are placed before they are burned. 

burn center (bûrn sHnùtNr) n.  A multidisciplinary health care facility in which 

victims of burns are treated. 

burned-out (bûrndùoutù)  or burnt-out (bûrntù-) adj.  Worn out or 

exhausted, especially as a result of long-term stress. 

Burne-Jones (bûrnùjonzù), Sir Edward Coley. 1833-1898.  British painter 

and member of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood who is known for the mystical, 

dreamlike settings of his paintings and stained-glass designs. 

burn·er (bûrùnNr) n.  1. One that burns, especially: a. A device, as in a furnace, 

stove, or gas lamp, that is lighted to produce a flame.  b. A device on a stovetop, 

such as a gas jet or electric element, that produces heat.   2. a. A unit, such as a 

furnace, in which something is burned:  an oil burner.  b. An incinerator.   

3. Slang. a. An elaborate mural painted by a graffiti artist, usually on the wall of 

an abandoned building.  b. A large, multicolored graffito.  

bur·net (bNr-nHtù, bûrùnVt) n.  A perennial plant of the genus Sanguisorba, hav-

ing pinnately compound leaves and apetalous flowers. The young leaves are 

sometimes added to salads as a garnish.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

burneta, from Old French brunete, dark brown, diminutive of brun, brown, of 

Germanic origin. See bher-2 in Appendix.]

Bur·net (bNr-nHtù, bûrùnVt), Sir (Frank) Macfarlane. 1899-1985.  Australian 

virologist. He shared a 1960 Nobel Prize for work on acquired immunological tol-

erance. 

Bur·nett (bûr-nHtù, bûrùnVt), Frances Eliza Hodgson. 1849-1924.  British-

born American writer famous for her popular children’s books, especially Little 

Lord Fauntleroy (1886), whose priggish title character dressed in black velvet with 

ruffled lace collars and sported long golden curls. 

Bur·ney (bûrùnK), Frances. Known as “Fanny.” 1752-1840.  British writer best 

known for her witty and sophisticated letters and diaries covering the years from 

1768 until her death. 



Burn·ham (bûrùnNm), Daniel Hudson. 1846-1912.  American architect and 

city planner. He did his major work in Chicago, including the general design for 

the Columbian Exposition (1893) and several early skyscrapers. 

burn·ing (bûrùnVng) adj.  1. Marked by flames or intense heat:  a burning sun.  

2. Characterized by intense emotion; passionate:  a burning desire for justice.  

3. Of immediate import; urgent: “the issues that seem so burning in Washington” 

(John F. Kennedy).   —burnùing·ly adv. 

burning bush also burn·ing-bush (bûrùnVng-btshù) n.  1. Any of several 

shrubs or shrubby plants, such as the summer cypress and certain species of 

euonymous, having foliage that turns bright red in autumn.  2.  See gas plant. 
bur·nish (bûrùnVsh) v.  tr. bur·nished, bur·nish·ing, bur·nish·es. 1. To make 

smooth or glossy by or as if by rubbing; polish.  2. To rub with a tool that serves 

especially to smooth or polish.   —  n.  A smooth, glossy finish or appearance; 

luster.  [Middle English burnishen, from Old French burnir, burniss-, variant of 

brunir, from brun, shining, of Germanic origin. See bher-2 in Appendix.] 
—burùnish·er n. 

Burn·ley (bûrnùlK)  A borough of northwest England north of Manchester. It 

grew as a coal-mining and textile center. Population, 93,700. 

bur·noose also bur·nous (bNr-nusù) n.  A hooded cloak worn especially by 

Arabs.  [French burnous, from Arabic burnus, from Greek birros, hooded cloak, 

from Late Latin birrus.]

burn·out (bûrnùoutÙ) n.  1. A failure in a device attributable to burning, exces-

sive heat, or friction.  2. Aerospace. a. The termination of rocket or jet-engine 

operation because of fuel exhaustion or shutoff.  b. The point at which this ter-

mination occurs.   3. a. Physical or emotional exhaustion, especially as a result of 

long-term stress or dissipation.  b. One who is worn out physically or emotion-

ally, as from long-term stress.  

Burns (bûrnz), Arthur Frank. Born 1904.  Austrian-born American economist 

and influential adviser to several presidential administrations. 

Burns (bûrnz), George. 1896-1996.  American comedian and actor. From 1922 

to 1964 he and Gracie Allen were a popular husband-and-wife comedy team. 

Since her death in 1964 he has appeared in both comic and dramatic roles, win-

ning an Academy Award in 1975 for The Sunshine Boys. 

Burns (bûrnz), Robert. 1759-1796.  Scottish poet considered the major poetic 

voice of his nation. His lyrics, written in dialect and infused with humor, cele-

brate love, patriotism, and rustic life.   —Burnsùi·an adj. 

Burn·side (bûrnùsXdÙ), Ambrose Everett. 1824-1881.  American general and 

politician known more for his side-whiskers (or sideburns) than for his career in 

the Union Army, which included defeats at Fredericksburg (1862) and Petersburg 

(1864). 



burn·sides (bûrnùsXdzÙ) pl.n.  Heavy side whiskers worn with the chin clean-

shaven.  [After Ambrose Everett BURNSIDE.]

Burns·ville (bûrnzùvVlÙ)  A city of southeastern Minnesota, a suburb of Minne-

apolis. Population, 51,288. 

burnt (bûrnt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of burn1. 
burnt offering (bûrnt ôùfNr-Vng) n.  A slaughtered animal or other offering 

burned on an altar as a religious sacrifice. 

burnt-out (bûrntùoutù) adj.  Variant of burned-out. 
burnt sienna (bûrnt sK-HnùN) n.  1. A reddish-brown pigment prepared by cal-

cining raw sienna.  2. Color. A dark reddish orange. 

bur oak (bûr ok) n.  An oak tree (Quercus macrocarpa) of eastern North Amer-

ica, having pinnately lobed leaves, acorns enclosed within a deep fringed cup, and 

hard, durable wood. 

burp (bûrp) n.  A belch.   —  v.  burped, burp·ing, burps.  —  v.  intr. To 

belch.   —  v.  tr. To cause (a baby) to expel gas from the stomach, as by patting 

the back after feeding.  [Imitative.]

burp gun (bûrp gƒn) n.  A lightweight portable submachine gun. 

burr1 (bûr) n.  1. A rough edge or area remaining on material, such as metal, 

after it has been cast, cut, or drilled.  2.  Variant of bur1.  —  v.  tr. burred, 
burr·ing, burrs. 1. To form a burr on.  2. To remove burrs from.  [Variant of 

BUR
1.]

burr2 also bur (bûr) n.  1. A trilling of the letter r, usually made with the tip of 

the tongue and characteristic of Scottish speech.  2. A buzzing or whirring sound.   
—  v.  burred, burr·ing, burrs also burs.  —  v.  tr. To pronounce with a burr.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To speak with a burr.  2. To make a buzzing or whirring sound.  

[Imitative.]

burr3 also bur (bûr) n.  A washer that fits around the smaller end of a rivet.  

[Middle English burre, ring, disk, alteration of burwhe, circle, disk.]

Burr (bûr), Aaron. 1756-1836.  American politician who became Vice President 

of the United States (1801-1805) under Thomas Jefferson after a deadlock in the 

electoral college was broken by the House of Representatives. On July 11, 1804, 

Burr mortally wounded his rival Alexander Hamilton in a duel and later fled 

south where he was involved in a mysterious conspiracy to establish an indepen-

dent nation in Mexico and the Southwest. Tried for treason, he was acquitted for 

lack of evidence. 

bur reed  or bur-reed (bûrùrKdÙ) n.  Any of various aquatic or wetland plants 

of the genus Sparganium, having elongated leaves and ball-like clusters of tiny, 

beaked fruits. 

bur·ri·to (bt-rKùto, bN-) n.  pl. bur·ri·tos. A flour tortilla wrapped around a 

filling, as of beef, beans, or cheese.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, diminu-

tive of burro, burro. See BURRO.]



Bur·ritt (bûrùVt), Elihu. Known as “the Learned Blacksmith.” 1810-1879.  Amer-

ican social reformer who advocated an international congress to promote world 

peace. 

bur·ro (bûrùo, btrùo, bƒrùo) n.  pl. bur·ros. A small donkey, especially one 

used as a pack animal.  [Spanish, back-formation from borrico, donkey, from Late 

Latin burrXcus, small horse.]

bur·ro’s tail (bûrùoz t7l, btrù-, bƒrù-) n.  A Mexican plant (Sedum morga-

nianum) grown chiefly as a houseplant for its hanging, taillike stems covered with 

succulent, overlapping leaves.  Also called donkey’s tail 

Bur·roughs (bûrùoz, bƒrù-), Edgar Rice. 1875-1950.  American writer best 

known for creating the character Tarzan in his novel Tarzan of the Apes (1914). 

Bur·roughs (bûrùoz, bƒrù-), John. 1837-1921.  American naturalist and writer 

whose vivid essays gained him wide popularity as a benign sage of nature. 

Bur·roughs1 (bûrùoz, bƒrù-), William Seward. 1855-1898.  American inven-

tor who in the early 1890’s designed and patented the first practical adding 

machine. 

Bur·roughs2 (bûrùoz, bƒrù-), William Seward. Born 1914.  American writer 

noted especially for Naked Lunch (1959), a surrealist portrait of drug addiction. 

bur·row (bûrùo, bƒrùo) n.  1. A hole or tunnel dug in the ground by a small ani-

mal, such as a rabbit or a mole, for habitation or refuge.  2. A narrow or snug 

place.   —  v.  bur·rowed, bur·row·ing, bur·rows.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To dig a 

hole or tunnel for habitation or refuge.  b. To live or hide in such a place.   2. To 

move or progress by or as if by digging or tunneling: “Suddenly the train is bur-

rowing through the pinewoods” (William Styron).   —  v.  tr. 1. To make by or as if 

by tunneling.  2. To dig a hole or tunnel in or through.  3. Archaic. To hide in or 

as if in a burrow.  [Middle English borow.] —burùrow·er n. 

bur·row·ing owl (bûrùo-Vng oul, bƒrù-) n.  A small, long-legged owl (Speotyto 

cunicularia) of American prairies that nests in burrows dug by animals such as 

prairie dogs or rabbits. 

burr·stone (bûrùstonÙ) n.  Variant of buhrstone. 
bur·ry (bûrùK) adj.  bur·ri·er, bur·ri·est. Having burs; prickly. 

bur·sa (bûrùsN) n.  pl. bur·sae (-sK)  or bur·sas. Anatomy. A sac or saclike bodily 

cavity, especially one containing a viscous lubricating fluid and located between a 

tendon and a bone or at points of friction between moving structures.  [Late 

Latin, purse, pouch, from Greek, skin, wineskin.] —burùsal adj. 

Bur·sa (bûrùsN, btr-säù)  A city of northwest Turkey west of Ankara. It dates 

from the third century B.C. and was a capital of the Ottoman Turks in the 1300’s. 

Population, 445,113. 

bursa of Fa·bri·ci·us (bûrùsN ƒv fN-brVshùK-Ns, -brVshùNs) n.  A thymuslike 

lymphoid gland in birds that is an outgrowth of the cloaca and the site of B cell 

maturation.  [After Hieronymus Fabricius (1537-1619), Italian anatomist.]



bur·sar (bûrùsNr, -särÙ) n.  An official in charge of funds, as at a college or uni-

versity; a treasurer.  [Middle English burser, from Medieval Latin burs7rius, from 

Late Latin bursa, purse. See BURSA.]

bur·sa·ry (bûrùsN-rK) n.  pl. bur·sa·ries. 1. A treasury, especially of a public 

institution or religious order.  2. Chiefly British. A scholarship granted to a uni-

versity student in need.  [Medieval Latin burs7ria, from bursa, purse. See BURSA.] 
—bur·sarùi·al (bNr-sârùK-Nl) adj. 

burse (bûrs) n.  1. A purse.  2. Ecclesiastical. A flat cloth case for carrying the 

corporal that is used in celebrating the Eucharist.  [Late Latin bursa. See BURSA.]

bur·si·tis (bNr-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a bursa, especially in the shoulder, 

elbow, or knee joint. 

burst (bûrst) v.  burst, burst·ing, bursts.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To come open or 

fly apart suddenly or violently, especially from internal pressure.  b. To explode.   

2. To be or seem to be full to the point of breaking open:  The sacks were bursting 

with grain.  3. To emerge, come forth, or arrive suddenly:  burst out of the door.  

4. To come apart or seem to come apart because of overwhelming emotion:  

thought his heart would burst with happiness.  5. To give sudden utterance or 

expression:  burst out laughing; burst into tears.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to burst:  

burst the balloon.  See Synonyms at break.  2. To exert strong pressure in order to 

force (something) open.  3. Computer Science. To separate (a continuous form or 

printout) into individual sheets.   —  n.  1. A sudden outbreak or outburst; an 

explosion.  2. The result of bursting, especially the explosion of a projectile or 

bomb on impact or in the air.  3. a. The number of bullets fired from an auto-

matic weapon by one pull of the trigger.  b. A volley of bullets fired from an auto-

matic weapon:  The machine gunner fired a quick burst.   4. An abrupt, intense 

increase; a rush:  a burst of speed; wind blowing in fitful bursts.  [Middle English 

bursten, from Old English berstan.]

burst·er (bûrùstNr) n.  Computer Science. An offline device used to burst com-

puter printout. 

Burt (bûrt), William Austin. 1792-1858.  American surveyor and inventor who 

in 1829 patented his “Typographer,” a forerunner of the typewriter. He also 

invented (1836) a solar compass to offset magnetic attraction. 

bur·then (bûrùthNn) n.  A burden. 

bur·ton (bûrùtn) n.  Nautical. A light tackle having double or single blocks, used 

to hoist or tighten rigging.  [Origin unknown.]

Bur·ton (bûrùtn)  A city of southeast-central Michigan, a suburb of Flint. Popu-

lation, 27,617. 

Bur·ton (bûrùtn), Harold Hitz. 1888-1964.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1945-1958). 



Bur·ton (bûrùtn), Richard. 1925-1984.  Welsh-born actor. Highly regarded for 

his dramatic range on stage and screen, he was also known for his tempestuous 

lifestyle. 

Bur·ton (bûrùtn), Sir Richard Francis. 1821-1890.  British explorer and Orien-

talist. Disguised as a Pathan, he journeyed (1853) to the forbidden cities of Mecca 

and Medina and in 1858 tried unsuccessfully to discover the source of the Nile 

River. His best-known work is a translation of The Arabian Nights (1885-1888), 

which was considered scandalous at the time. 

Bur·ton (bûrùtn), Robert. 1577-1640.  English cleric and writer known chiefly 

for his Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), a treatise on the causes, symptoms, and 

cure of melancholy that ranges far afield in its lively depiction of everyday life. 

Burton upon Trent  or Burton on Trent (bûrùtn N-pmnù trHntù)  A borough 

of west-central England south-southwest of Derby. It is the center of a brewing 

industry begun by Benedictine monks who built an abbey on the site in 1002. 

Population, 48,500. 

Bu·ru (btrùu)  An island of eastern Indonesia in the Moluccas west of Ceram. 

Bu·run·di (bt-runùdK, -rtnù-)  A country of east-central Africa with a coast-

line on Lake Tanganyika. It was part of German East Africa and later of Belgian-

ruled Ruanda-Urundi before it gained its independence in 1962. Bujumbura is 

the capital and the largest city. Population, 4,523,513.   —Bu·runùdi·an adj.  & n. 

bur·y (bHrùK) v.  tr. bur·ied, bur·y·ing, bur·ies. 1. To place in the ground:  bury 

a bone.  2. To place (a corpse) in a grave, a tomb, or the sea; inter.  3. To conceal 

by or as if by covering over with earth; hide:  buried her face in the pillow; buried 

the secret deep within himself.  See Synonyms at hide1.  4. To occupy (oneself) 

with deep concentration; absorb:  buried myself in my studies.  5. To put an end 

to; abandon:  buried their quarrel and shook hands.   —idiom. bury the 
hatchet. To stop fighting; resolve a quarrel.  [Middle English burien, from Old 

English byrgan. See bhergh-1 in Appendix.] —burùi·er n. 

Bur·y (bHrùK)  A borough of northwest England north-northwest of Manchester. 

It was founded on the site of a Saxon settlement and has been a textile center since 

the 14th century. Population, 177,600. 

bur·y·ing beetle (bHrùK-Vng bKtùl) n.  Any of various black or black and 

orange beetles of the genus Necrophorus that bury dead mice and other small ani-

mals on which they feed and lay their eggs.  Also called sexton beetle 

Bury Saint Ed·munds (bHrùK s7nt HdùmNndz)  A municipal borough of east-

central England east of Cambridge. In 903 the remains of King Edmund were 

interred in the town’s monastery (founded c. 630), which became a famous 

shrine and Benedictine abbey. Population, 28,914. 

bus (bƒs) n.  pl. bus·es or bus·ses. 1. A long motor vehicle for carrying passen-

gers, usually along a fixed route.  2. Informal. A large or ungainly automobile.  

3. A four-wheeled cart for carrying dishes in a restaurant.  4. Electricity. A bus 



bar.  5. Computer Science. A parallel circuit that connects the major components 

of a computer, allowing the transfer of electric impulses from one connected 

component to any other.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

a bus station; a bus tour.   —  v.  bused or bussed, bus·ing or bus·sing, bus·es 

or bus·ses.  —  v.  tr. 1. To transport in a bus.  2. To transport (schoolchildren) 

by bus to schools outside their neighborhoods, especially as a means of achieving 

racial integration.  3. To carry or clear (dishes) in a restaurant.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

travel in a bus.  2. To work as a busboy.  [Short for OMNIBUS. V., intr., sense 2, 

back-formation from BUSBOY.]

bus. abbr.  Business. 

bus bar (bƒs bär) n.  Electricity. A conducting bar that carries heavy currents to 

supply several electric circuits. 

bus·boy also bus boy (bƒsùboiÙ) n.  A restaurant employee who clears away 

dirty dishes, sets tables, and serves as an assistant to a waiter or waitress.  

[(OMNI)BUS + BOY.]

bus·by (bƒzùbK) n.  pl. bus·bies. A tall, full-dress fur hat worn in certain guards 

regiments of the British army.  [Possibly from the name Busby.]

bush1 (btsh) n.  1. A low shrub with many branches.  2. A thick growth of 

shrubs; a thicket.  3. a. Land covered with dense vegetation or undergrowth.  

b. Land remote from settlement:  the Australian bush.   4. A shaggy mass, as of 

hair.  5. A fox’s tail.  6. a. Archaic. A clump of ivy hung outside a tavern to indi-

cate the availability of wine inside.  b. Obsolete. A tavern.    —  v.  bushed, 
bush·ing, bushes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To grow or branch out like a bush.  2. To 

extend in a bushy growth.   —  v.  tr. To decorate, protect, or support with bushes.   
—  adj.  Slang. Bush-league; second-rate: “Reviewers here have tended to see in him 

a kind of bush D.H. Lawrence” (Saturday Review).  [Middle English, partly from 

Old English busc, partly from Old French bois, wood (of Germanic origin), and 

partly of Scandinavian origin (; akin to Danish busk). N., sense 3, possibly from 

Dutch bosch.]

bush2 (btsh) v.  tr. bushed, bush·ing, bush·es. To furnish or line with a 

bushing.  [From bush, bushing, possibly alteration of Dutch bus, box.]

Bush (btsh), Barbara. Born 1925.  First Lady of the United States (1989-1993) 

as the wife of President George Bush. She has been active in promoting literacy. 

Bush (btsh), George Herbert Walker. Born 1924.  The 41st President of the 

United States (1989-1993). He was previously U.S. ambassador to the United 

Nations (1971-1972) and China (1974-1975), director of the Central Intelligence 

Agency (1976-1977), and Vice President (1981-1989) under Ronald Reagan. 

Bush (btsh), Vannevar. 1890-1974.  American electrical engineer and physi-

cist who designed (1928) the differential analyzer, an early computer, and 

directed the World War II effort to develop the first atomic bomb. 



bush baby (btsh b7ùbK) n.  Any of several small, nocturnal African primates 

of the genera Galago and Euoticus, having dense, woolly fur, large round eyes, 

prominent ears, and a long tail.  Also called galago 

bush bean (btsh bKn) n.  1. A shrubby variety of the snap bean.  2. Any bean 

plant with an upright, bushy growth not requiring an artificial support. 

bush·buck (btshùbƒkÙ) n.  An African antelope (Tragelaphus scriptus) having 

a reddish-brown coat with white markings and twisted horns.  Also called har-

nessed antelope [Translation of Afrikaans bosbok : bos, bush + bok, buck.]

bush clover (btsh kloùvNr) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Lespedeza in 

the pea family, having compound leaves with three leaflets and various colored 

flowers and often grown for forage, soil improvement, erosion control, or orna-

ment.  Also called lespedeza 

bushed (btsht) adj.  Informal. Extremely tired; exhausted: “I once stayed awake 

seven years on end. Not even a nap. Boy, was I bushed” (Martin Amis).  [Possibly 

from Australian slang, lost in the bush.]

bush·el1 (btshùNl) n.  Abbr. bsh., bu., bu 1. a. A unit of volume or capacity 

in the U.S. Customary System, used in dry measure and equal to 4 pecks, 2,150.42 

cubic inches, or 35.24 liters.  b. A unit of volume or capacity in the British Impe-

rial System, used in dry and liquid measure and equal to 2,219.36 cubic inches or 

36.37 liters.  See Table at measurement.   2. A container with the capacity of a 

bushel.  3. Informal. A large amount; a great deal.  [Middle English, from Anglo-

Norman bussel, variant of Old French boissiel, from boisse, one sixth of a bushel, 

of Celtic origin.]

bush·el2 (btshùNl) v.  tr. bush·eled or bush·elled, bush·el·ing or 

bush·el·ling, bush·els or bush·els. To alter or mend (clothing).  [Probably 

from German bosseln, to do odd jobs, alteration (perhaps influenced by bosseln, 

to emboss), of basteln, to putter.] —bushùel·er, bushùel·ler n.  —bush-
ùel·man (-mNn) n. 

bush honeysuckle (btsh hƒnùK-sƒkÙNl) n.  1. Any of three eastern North 

American shrubs of the genus Diervilla, having opposite, deciduous leaves and 

clusters of yellow flowers.  2. Any of several shrubby honeysuckle plants of the 

genus Lonicera, especially L. tatarica and L. xylosteum. 

Bu·shi·do also bu·shi·do (btshùV-doÙ, buùshV-) n.  The traditional code of 

the Japanese samurai, stressing honor, self-discipline, bravery, and simple living.  

[Japanese bushido : bushi, warrior (from Chinese w§ shì, knight, warrior  : w§, 

military + shì, brave warrior) + do, way (from Chinese dào).]

bush·ing (btshùVng) n.  1. A fixed or removable cylindrical metal lining used 

to constrain, guide, or reduce friction.  2. Electricity. An insulating lining for an 

aperture through which a conductor passes.  3. An adapter threaded to permit 

joining of pipes with different diameters.  [From BUSH
2.]



bush jacket (btsh j4kùVt) n.  A long, cotton shirtlike jacket usually with four 

flat pockets and a belt. 

bush league (btsh lKg) n.  Baseball. A minor league.   —bush leaguer n. 

bush-league (btshùlKgÙ) adj.  1. Baseball. Of or belonging to a minor league.  

2. Slang. Of inferior or unprofessional quality; second-rate:  a bush-league adver-

tising campaign. 

Bush·man (btshùmNn) n.  1.  See San.  2. bushman. Australian. One who 

lives or travels in the wilderness, especially in the outback.  [Translation of Afri-

kaans boschjeman : boschje, bush + man, man.]

Bush·man (btshùmNn), Francis Xavier. 1883-1966.  American actor whose 

classic profile and impressive physique made him a matinee idol of the silent-film 

era. 

bush·mas·ter (btshùm4sÙtNr) n.  A large venomous snake (Lachesis mutus) of 

tropical America, having brown and grayish markings. 

Bush·nell (btshùnNl), David. 1742-1824.  American inventor who designed 

(1775) a man-propelled submarine for use against British ships in the Revolution. 

The device proved ineffectual (it was ridiculed as “Bushnell’s Turtle”) but earned 

him later regard as “the Father of the Submarine.” 

Bush·nell (btshùnNl), Horace. 1802-1876.  American theologian whose repu-

diation of traditional Calvinistic austerity had a profound effect on liberal Protes-

tant thought. 

bush pig (btsh pVg) n.  A hog (Potamochoerus porcus) of southern Africa, hav-

ing long tufts of hair on the face and ears.  [Translation of Afrikaans bosvark : bos, 

bush + vark, pig.]

bush pilot (btsh pXùlNt) n.  A person who flies a small airplane to and from 

areas inaccessible to larger aircraft or other means of transportation. 

bush·rang·er (btshùr7nÙjNr) n.  1. One who lives in the wilderness.  

2. Australian. An outlaw living in the bush. 

bush·tit (btshùtVtÙ) n.  Either of two small, long-tailed birds (Psaltriparus min-

imus or P. melanotis) of western North America, having predominantly gray 

plumage. 

bush·whack (btshùhw4kÙ, -w4kÙ) v.  bush·whacked, bush·whack·ing, 
bush·whacks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make one’s way through thick woods by cutting 

away bushes and branches.  2. To travel through or live in the woods.  3. To fight 

as a guerrilla in the woods.   —  v.  tr. To attack suddenly from a place of conceal-

ment; ambush.  See Synonyms at ambush.  —bushùwhackÙer n. 

bush·y (btshùK) adj.  bush·i·er, bush·i·est. 1. Overgrown with bushes.  

2. Thick and shaggy:  a bushy head of hair.   —bushùi·ly adv.  —bushùi·ness n. 

busi·ness (bVzùnVs) n.  Abbr. bus. 1. a. The occupation, work, or trade in which 

a person is engaged:  the wholesale food business.  b. A specific occupation or pur-

suit:  the best designer in the business.   2. Commercial, industrial, or professional 



dealings:  new systems now being used in business.  3. A commercial enterprise or 

establishment:  bought his uncle’s business.  4. Volume or amount of commercial 

trade:  Business had fallen off.  5. Commercial dealings; patronage:  took her busi-

ness to a trustworthy salesperson.  6. a. One’s rightful or proper concern or inter-

est: “The business of America is business” (Calvin Coolidge).  b. Something 

involving one personally:  It’s none of my business.   7. Serious work or endeavor:  

got right down to business.  8. An affair or matter: “We will proceed no further in 

this business” (Shakespeare).  9. An incidental action performed by an actor on 

the stage to fill a pause between lines or to provide interesting detail.  

10. Informal. Verbal abuse; scolding:  gave me the business for being late.  

11. Obsolete. The condition of being busy.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a business computer; a business suit.  [Middle English busi-

nesse, from bisi, busy. See BUSY.]

SYNONYMS: business, industry, commerce, trade, traffic. These nouns apply to

forms of activity that have the objective of supplying commodities. Business per-

tains broadly to commercial, financial, and industrial activity: decided to go into

the oil business. Industry is the production and manufacture of goods or commod-

ities, especially on a large scale: the computer industry; the arms industry. Com-

merce and trade refer to the exchange and distribution of goods or commodities:

laws regulating interstate commerce; involved in the domestic fur trade; foreign com-

merce (or trade). Traffic pertains broadly to commercial dealings but in particular

to businesses engaged in the transportation of goods or passengers: renovated the

docks to attract shipping traffic. The word may also suggest illegal trade, as in nar-

cotics: Traffic in stolen goods was brisk. See also Synonyms at affair

business administration (bVzùnVs 4d-mVnÙV-str7ùshNn) n.  A college or uni-

versity course of studies that offers instruction in general business principles and 

practices. 

business card (bVzùnVs kärd) n.  A small card printed or engraved with a per-

son’s name and business affiliation, including such information as title, address, 

and telephone number. 

business cycle (bVzùnVs sXùkNl) n.  A sequence of economic activity typically 

characterized by recession, fiscal recovery, growth, and fiscal decline. 

busi·ness·like (bVzùnVs-lXkÙ) adj.  1. Showing or having characteristics advanta-

geous to or of use in business; methodical and systematic.  2. Purposeful; earnest.  

3. Practical; unemotional:  The couple maintained a businesslike attitude toward 

their divorce. 

busi·ness·man (bVzùnVs-m4nÙ) n.  A man engaged in business.  See Usage Note 

at man. 



busi·ness·per·son (bVzùnVs-pûrÙsNn) n.  One engaged in business.  See Usage 

Note at man. 
busi·ness·wom·an (bVzùnVs-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman engaged in business.  See 

Usage Note at man. 
bus·ing  or bus·sing (bƒsùVng) n.  The transportation of schoolchildren by bus 

to schools outside their neighborhoods, especially as a means of achieving racial 

integration. 

busk·er (bƒsùkNr) n.  A street musician or public entertainer, especially one who 

solicits money during a performance: “A sun-warmed busker fiddles some Vivaldi 

near the subway exit north of the White House” (New York Times).  [From busk, to 

entertain by singing and dancing, of unknown origin.]

bus·kin (bƒsùkVn) n.  1. A foot and leg covering reaching halfway to the knee, 

resembling a laced half boot.  2. a. A thick-soled laced half boot worn by actors 

of Greek and Roman tragedies.  b. Tragedy, especially that which resembles a 

Greek tragedy.   [Perhaps alteration (influenced by BUCKSKIN), of obsolete French 

broisequin, small leather boot.]

bus·load (bƒsùlodÙ) n.  The number of passengers or the quantity of cargo that 

a bus can carry. 

bus·man (bƒsùmNn) n.  One who drives a bus. 

bus·man’s holiday (bƒsùmNnz hmlùV-d7Ù) n.  Informal. A vacation during 

which one engages in activity that is similar to one’s usual work. 

Bu·so·ni (bu-zoùnK, byu-), Ferruccio Benvenuto. 1866-1924.  Italian pia-

nist, conductor, and composer known for his flamboyant style. His works include 

operas, concertos for piano and violin, and orchestral pieces. 

buss (bƒs) v.  tr. intr. bussed, buss·ing, buss·es. To kiss.   —  n.  A kiss.  [Pos-

sibly blend of obsolete bass (; akin to French baiser), and obsolete cuss (; akin to 

Middle English kissen, to kiss ); see KISS  or from Scottish Gaelic bus, lips, mouth; 

see PUSS
2.]

bus·ses (bƒsùVz) n.  A plural of bus. 
bus·sing (bƒsùVng) n.  Variant of busing. 
bust1 (bƒst) n.  1. A sculpture representing a person’s head, shoulders, and upper 

chest.  2. a. A woman’s bosom.  b. The human chest.   [French buste, from Italian 

busto, possibly from Latin bustum, sepulchral monument.]

bust2 (bƒst) v.  bust·ed, bust·ing, busts.  —  v.  tr. 1. Slang. a. To smash or 

break, especially forcefully: “Mr. Luger worked it with a rake, busting up the big 

clods, making a flat brown table” (Garrison Keillor).  b. To render inoperable or 

unusable:  busted the vending machine by putting in foreign coins.   2. To cause to 

come to an end; break up:  an attempt to bust the union.  3. To break or tame (a 

horse).  4. To cause to become bankrupt or short of money: “Too often, the prom-

ise of a high-tech design leads to a weapon that busts the budget” (Business Week).  

5. Slang. To reduce in rank.  See Synonyms at demote.  6. To hit; punch.  



7. Slang. a. To place under arrest.  b. To make a raid on.    —  v.  intr. 1. Slang. 

a. To undergo breakage; become broken.  b. To burst; break: “Several companies 

have threatened to bust out of their high-wage contracts by the dubious technique of 

declaring bankruptcy” (Washington Post).   2. To become bankrupt or short of 

money.  3. Games. To lose at blackjack by exceeding a score of 21.   —  n.  1. A 

failure; a flop: “The home-style bean curd is a bust, oily and rubbery” (Mark and 

Gail Barnett).  2. A state of bankruptcy.  3. A time or period of widespread finan-

cial depression: “Bankers consider the region’s diversified economy to be good protec-

tion against a possible real estate bust” (American Banker).  4. A punch; a blow.  

5. A spree:  a fraternity beer bust.  6. Slang. a. An arrest.  b. A raid.   [Variant of 

BURST.]

Bus·ta·man·te (btsÙtN-mänùt7), Sir (William) Alexander. 1884-1977.  

Jamaican labor leader and politician who opposed federation with other West 

Indian states and was the first prime minister (1962-1967) of independent 

Jamaica. 

bus·tard (bƒsùtNrd) n.  Any of various large, long-legged Old World game birds 

of the family Otididae that frequent dry, open, grassy plains.  [Middle English, 

from blend of Old French bistarde, and Old French oustarde both from Latin avis 

tarda : avis, bird; see awi- in Appendix + tarda, feminine of tardusslow.]

bust·er (bƒsùtNr) n.  1. One that breaks up something:  a crime buster.  2. A 

broncobuster.  3. A particularly robust child.  4. Informal. Fellow. Used as a form 

of familiar address:  Say, buster, where are you going? 

bus·ti·cate (bƒsùtV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. bus·ti·cat·ed, bus·ti·cat·ing, bus·ti·cates. 
Northern U.S. To break into pieces.  See Regional note at absquatulate.  [BUST

2 

+ -icate (as in MEDICATE).]

bus·tier (bus-ty7ù, bƒs-) n.  A formfitting sleeveless and usually strapless 

woman’s top, worn as lingerie and often as evening attire.  [French, from buste, 

bust. See BUST
1.]

bus·tle1 (bƒsùNl) v.  intr. tr. bus·tled, bus·tling, bus·tles. To move or cause to 

move energetically and busily.   —  n.  Excited and often noisy activity; a stir.  

[Possibly variant of obsolete buskle, frequentative of busk, to prepare oneself, 

from Old Norse b7ask. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

bus·tle2 (bƒsùNl) n.  1. A frame or pad to support and expand the fullness of the 

back of a woman’s skirt.  2. A bow, peplum, or gathering of material at the back 

of a woman’s skirt below the waist.  [Origin unknown.]

Bu·sto Ar·si·zio (buùsto är-sKùtsyo)  A city of northern Italy northwest of 

Milan. It is a center of Italy’s cotton industry. Population, 76,769. 

bust·y (bƒsùtK) adj.  bust·i·er, bust·i·est. Full-bosomed. 

bu·sul·fan (byu-sƒlùfNn) n.  An alkylating agent, C6H14O6S2, that is used as an 

antineoplastic drug in the treatment of chronic myelocytic leukemia.  [Blend of 

BUTANE, and SULFONYL.]



bus·y (bVzùK) adj.  bus·i·er, bus·i·est. 1. Engaged in activity, as work; occupied.  

2. Sustaining much activity:  a busy morning; a busy street.  3. Meddlesome; pry-

ing.  4. Being in use, as a telephone line.  5. Cluttered with detail to the point of 

being distracting:  a busy design.   —  v.  tr. bus·ied, bus·y·ing, bus·ies. To 

make busy; occupy:  busied myself preparing my tax return.  [Middle English bisi, 

busi, from Old English bisig.] —busùi·ly adv.  —busùy·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: busy, industrious, diligent, assiduous, sedulous. All these adjectives

suggest active or sustained effort to accomplish something. Busy, the most general,

often refers simply and nonspecifically to engagement in activity: Don’t bother

me-I’m busy. The word sometimes indicates constant and customary work or ac-

tivity: a busy lawyer; a busy day. Industrious implies steady application that is often

habitual or the result of a natural inclination: The raspberries were harvested by

industrious workers. Diligent suggests constant painstaking effort, often toward the

achievement of a specific goal: A diligent detective investigates all clues. Assiduous

emphasizes sustained application: She is assiduous in her efforts to learn French.

Sedulous adds to assiduous the sense of persistent, thoroughgoing endeavor: “the

sedulous pursuit of legal and moral principles” (Ernest van den Haag); “the inno-

vative specialty store and oasis of elegant gadgets to the sedulous and casual collector

alike” (Time).

bus·y·bod·y (bVzùK-bmdÙK) n.  A person who meddles or pries into the affairs of 

others. 

busy signal (bVzùK sVgùnNl) n.  A series of sharp buzzing tones heard over a tele-

phone when the line dialed is already in use. 

bus·y·work (bVzùK-wûrkÙ) n.  Activity, such as schoolwork or office work, 

meant to take up time but not necessarily yield productive results. 

but (bƒt; bNt when unstressed) conj.  1. On the contrary:  the plan caused not pros-

perity but ruin.  2. Contrary to expectation; yet:  She organized her work but 

accomplished very little. He is tired but happy.  3. Usage Problem. Used to indicate 

an exception:  No one but she saw the prowler.  4. With the exception that; except 

that. Used to introduce a dependent clause:  would have resisted but that they 

lacked courage.  5. Informal. Without the result that:  It never rains but it pours.  

6. Informal. That. Often used after a negative:  There is no doubt but right will pre-

vail.  7. That... not. Used after a negative or question:  There never is a tax law pre-

sented but someone will oppose it.  8. If not; unless: “Ten to one but the police have 

got them” (Charlotte M. Yonge).  9. Informal. Than:  They had no sooner arrived 

but they turned around and left.   —  prep.  Usage Problem. Except.   —  adv.  

1. Merely; just; only:  hopes that lasted but a moment.  2. Used as an intensive:  Get 

out of here but fast!  [Middle English, from Old English b7tan. See ud- in Appen-

dix.]



USAGE NOTE: Traditional grammarians have worried over what form the pro-

noun ought to take when but is used to indicate an exception in sentences such

as No one but I (or No one but me) has read it. Some have argued that but is a

conjunction in these sentences and therefore should be followed by the nomina-

tive form I. However, many of these grammarians have gone on to argue some-

what inconsistently that the accusative form me is appropriate when the but

phrase occurs at the end of a sentence, as in No one has read it but me. While this

treatment of the construction has a considerable weight of precedent on its side

and cannot be regarded as incorrect, a strong case can be made on grammatical

grounds for treating this use of but as a preposition. For one thing, if but were

truly a conjunction here, we would expect the verb to agree in person and number

with the noun or pronoun following but; we would then say No one but the stu-

dents have read it. What is more, if but were a true conjunction here we would not

expect that it could be moved to the end of a clause, as in No one has read it but

the students. Note that we cannot use the conjunction and in a similar way, saying

John left and everyone else in the class in place of John and everyone else in the class

left. These observations suggest that but is best considered as a preposition here

and followed by accusative forms such as me and them in all positions: No one but

me has read it. No one has read it but me. These recommendations are supported

by 73 percent of the Usage Panel when the but phrase precedes the verb and by

93 percent when the but phrase follows the verb. • But is redundant when used

together with however, as in But the army, however, went on with its plans; one or

the other word should be eliminated. • But is generally not followed by a comma.

Correct written style requires Kim wanted to go, but we stayed, not Kim wanted to

go, but, we stayed. • But may be used to begin a sentence at all levels of style. See

Usage Note at and. See Usage Note at cannot. See Usage Note at doubt. See

Usage Note at however. See Usage Note at I1.

but- pref.  Containing a group of four carbon atoms:  butyl.  [From BUTYRIC.]

bu·ta·di·ene (byuÙtN-dXùKnÙ, -dX-Knù) n.  A colorless, highly flammable hydro-

carbon, C4H6, obtained from petroleum and used in the manufacture of syn-

thetic rubber.  [BUTA(NE) + DI-1 + -ENE.]

bu·tane (byuùt7nÙ) n.  Either of two isomers of a gaseous hydrocarbon, C4H10, 

produced synthetically from petroleum and used as a household fuel, refrigerant, 

and aerosol propellant and in the manufacture of synthetic rubber.  [BUT(YL) + -

ANE.]

bu·ta·no·ic acid (byuÙtN-noùVk 4sùVd) n.  See butyric acid.  [BUTAN(E) + -

OIC.]

bu·ta·nol (byuùtN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, nmlÙ) n.  Either of two butyl alcohols derived 

from butane and used as solvents and in organic synthesis.  [BUTAN(E) + -OL
1.]



bu·ta·none (byuùtN-nonÙ) n.  A colorless, flammable ketone, 

CH3COCH2CH3, used in lacquers, paint removers, cements and adhesives, clean-

ing fluids, and celluloid.  Also called methyl ethyl ketone [BUTAN(E) + -ONE.]

Bu·ta·zol·i·din (byuÙtN-zmlùV-dVn)  A trademark used for a preparation of phe-

nylbutazone, an anti-inflammatory and analgesic drug. 

butch (btch) n.  1. A butch haircut.  2. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging 

term for a lesbian.   —  adj.  Unusually or markedly masculine in appearance or 

manner.  [Probably from the male nickname Butch.] —butch adj. 

butch·er (btchùNr) n.  1. a. One that slaughters and dresses animals for food 

or market.  b. One that sells meats.   2. One who kills brutally or indiscriminately.  

3. A vender, especially one on a train or in a theater.  4. One who bungles some-

thing.   —  v.  tr. butch·ered, butch·er·ing, butch·ers. 1. To slaughter or pre-

pare (animals) for market.  2. To kill brutally or indiscriminately.  3. To botch; 

bungle:  butcher a project; butchered the language.  [Middle English bucher, from 

Old French bouchier, from bouc, boc, he-goat, probably of Celtic origin.] 
—butchùer·er n. 

butch·er·bird (btchùNr-bûrdÙ) n.  Any of various birds, especially the shrike, 

that impale their prey on thorns. 

butch·er-block (btchùNr-blmkÙ) adj.  Made of or resembling a board of thick 

strips of hardwood like that on which butchers chop meat:  a butcher-block 

counter. 

butcher knife (btchùNr nXf) n.  A heavy-duty knife with a broad, sharp blade 

used for cutting meat. 

butch·er’s broom (btchùNrz brum) n.  An evergreen shrub (Ruscus aculea-

tus) native to Europe and the Mediterranean region, having leaflike stems, green-

ish flowers, and usually red berries. 

butch·er·y (btchùN-rK) n.  pl. butch·er·ies. 1. Wanton or cruel killing; car-

nage.  2. Something botched; a bungle.  3. The trade of a butcher.  4. Chiefly 

British. A slaughterhouse. 

butch haircut (btch hârùkƒtÙ) n.  A haircut in which the hair is cropped close 

to the head. 

Bute (byut)  An island of southwest Scotland in the Firth of Clyde. 

Bu·te·nandt (butùn-äntÙ), Adolf Friedrich. 1903-1995.  German chemist. 

He shared a 1939 Nobel Prize for his work on sexual hormones but declined the 

honor following a Nazi edict prohibiting acceptance. 

bu·te·o (byuùtK-oÙ) n.  pl. bu·te·os. Any of various broad-winged, soaring 

hawks of the genus Buteo.  [Latin b7teo, a kind of hawk or falcon.]

but·ler (bƒtùlNr) n.  The head servant in a household who is usually in charge of 

food service, the care of silverware, and the deportment of the other servants.  

[Middle English, from Old French bouteillier, bottle bearer, from bouteille, botele, 

bottle. See BOTTLE.]



But·ler (bƒtùlNr)  A city of western Pennsylvania north of Pittsburgh. It is a man-

ufacturing center in a highly industrialized region. Population, 15,714. 

But·ler (bƒtùlNr), Benjamin Franklin. 1818-1893.  American army officer and 

politician. His harsh rule as military governor of New Orleans (May-December 

1862) led to charges of corruption and Butler’s removal. He later opened the 

impeachment proceedings against President Andrew Johnson (1868). 

But·ler (bƒtùlNr), Nicholas Murray. 1862-1947.  American educator who advo-

cated peace through education. He shared the 1931 Nobel Peace Prize. 

But·ler (bƒtùlNr), Pierce. 1866-1939.  American jurist who served as an associate 

justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1923-1939). 

But·ler1 (bƒtùlNr), Samuel. 1612-1680.  English poet remembered primarily for 

his three-part work Hudibras (1663-1678), a venomous mock-heroic satire on the 

Puritans. 

But·ler2 (bƒtùlNr), Samuel. 1835-1902.  British writer best known for The Way 

of All Flesh (1903), a semiautobiographical novel satirizing family life in mid-Vic-

torian England. 

but·ler’s pantry (bƒtùlNrz p4nùtrK) n.  A serving and storage room between a 

kitchen and dining room. 

butt1 (bƒt) v.  butt·ed, butt·ing, butts.  —  v.  tr. To hit or push against with 

the head or horns; ram.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hit or push something with the head or 

horns.  2. To project forward or out.   —  n.  A push or blow with the head or 

horns.   —phrasal verb. butt in. To interfere or meddle in other people’s 

affairs.  [Middle English butten, from Old French bouter, to strike, of Germanic 

origin. See bhau- in Appendix.] —buttùer n. 

butt2 (bƒt) v.  tr. intr. butt·ed, butt·ing, butts. To join or be joined end to 

end; abut.   —  n.  1. A butt joint.  2. A butt hinge.  [Middle English butten, from 

Anglo-Norman butter (variant of Old French bouter); see BUTT
1, and from but, 

end; see BUTT
4.]

butt3 (bƒt) n.  1. One that serves as an object of ridicule or contempt:  I was the 

butt of their jokes.  2. a. A target.  b. butts. A target range.  c. An obstacle behind 

a target for stopping the shot.   3. An embankment or hollow used as a blind by 

hunters of wildfowl.  4. a. Archaic. A goal.  b. Obsolete. A bound; a limit.   [Mid-

dle English butte, target, from Old French, from but, goal, end, target. See BUTT
4.]

butt4 (bƒt) n.  1. The larger or thicker end of an object:  the butt of a rifle.  

2. a. An unburned end, as of a cigarette.  b. Informal. A cigarette.   3. A short or 

broken remnant; a stub.  4. Informal. The buttocks; the rear end.  [Middle English 

butte, from Old French but, end, of Germanic origin.]

butt5 (bƒt) n.  1. A large cask.  2. A unit of volume equal to two hogsheads, usu-

ally the equivalent of 126 U.S. gallons (about 477 liters).  [Middle English, from 

Old French boute, from Late Latin *buttia, variant of buttis.]



butte (byut) n.  Chiefly Western U.S. A hill that rises abruptly from the sur-

rounding area and has sloping sides and a flat top.  [French, from Old French 

butte, mound behind targets. See BUTT
3.]

Butte (byut)  A city of southwest Montana south-southwest of Helena. It has 

been a mining center since its settlement in the 1860’s and enjoyed its greatest 

importance after the discovery of copper deposits in 1880. Population, 33,336. 

but·ter (bƒtùNr) n.  1. A soft yellowish or whitish emulsion of butterfat, water, 

air, and sometimes salt, churned from milk or cream and processed for use in 

cooking and as a food.  2. Any of various substances similar to butter, especially: 

a. A spread made from fruit, nuts, or other foods:  apple butter.  b. A vegetable 

fat having a nearly solid consistency at ordinary temperatures.   3. Flattery.   —  v.  

tr. but·tered, but·ter·ing, but·ters. To put butter on or in.   —phrasal verb. 
butter up. To praise or flatter excessively:  You’re always buttering up the boss.  

[Middle English butere, from Old English, from Latin butyrum, from Greek 

bouturon : bous, cow; see gwou- in Appendix + turos, cheese; see teuN- in Appen-

dix.]

but·ter-and-eggs (bƒtùNr-Nn-Hgzù) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

weedy, perennial herb (Linaria vulgaris) native to Eurasia, having narrow leaves 

and racemes of showy, long-spurred yellow and orange flowers.  Also called toad-

flax 

but·ter·ball (bƒtùNr-bôlÙ) n.  1. Informal. A chubby or fat person.  2.  See buf-
flehead. 

butter bean (bƒtùNr bKn) n.  1. Chiefly Southern U.S. & Chiefly Midland U.S. 

See lima bean.  2. New England. See wax bean. 
but·ter·bur (bƒtùNr-bûrÙ) n.  Any of several perennial herbs of the genus Peta-

sites in the composite family, native to northern temperate regions and having 

large basal leaves and dense clusters of usually whitish or purplish flower heads. 

butter clam (bƒtùNr kl4m) n.  A large, delicately flavored clam of the genus 

Saxidomus, found on the Pacific coast of North America and having a distinctive 

shell that was formerly used as money by Native Americans.  Also called money 

shell 

but·ter·cup (bƒtùNr-kƒpÙ) n.  Any of numerous herbs of the genus Ranunculus, 

native chiefly to temperate and cold regions and having acrid juice, often toothed 

or lobed leaves, and usually yellow or white flowers with numerous pistils. 

buttercup squash (bƒtùNr-kƒpÙ skwmsh) n.  A type of winter squash (Cucur-

bita maxima) shaped somewhat like a drum and having a dark green rind marked 

with silver or gray and yellowish to orange flesh. 

but·ter·fat (bƒtùNr-f4tÙ) n.  The natural fat of milk from which butter is made, 

consisting largely of the glycerides of oleic, stearic, and palmitic acids. 

but·ter·fin·gers (bƒtùNr-fVngÙgNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). A person who 

tends to drop things.   —butùter·finÙgered adj. 



but·ter·fish (bƒtùNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. butterfish or but·ter·fish·es. 1. A marine 

food fish (Poronotus triacanthus) of the North American Atlantic coast, having a 

flattened body.  2. Any of various similar or related fishes, such as the moonfish 

and gunnel.  [From its slippery mucous coating.]

but·ter·fly (bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  1. Any of various insects of the order Lepidoptera, 

characteristically having slender bodies, knobbed antennae, and four broad, usu-

ally colorful wings.  2. A person interested principally in frivolous pleasure:  a 

social butterfly.  3. Sports. The butterfly stroke.  4. butterflies. A feeling of 

unease or mild nausea caused especially by fearful anticipation.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  a butterfly knife; a butterfly hinge.   —  
v.  tr. but·ter·flied, but·ter·fly·ing, but·ter·flies. To cut and spread open and 

flat, as shrimp.  [Middle English butterflye, from Old English butorflKoge : butor, 

butere, butter; see BUTTER + flKoge, fly; see FLY
2.]

WORD HISTORY: Is a butterfly named for the color of its excrement or be-

cause it was really a thieving witch? The first suggestion rests on the fact that an

early Dutch name for the butterfly was boterschijte. This name is as astonishing a

phenomenon as the fact that anyone ever noticed the color of butterfly excrement.

Apparently, however, when the butterfly was not busy leaving colorful traces of

itself, it was stealing milk and butter. This was not because of its thievish nature

but because it was really a mischievous witch in the form of a winged insect. So

the second suggestion is that this predilection for butter larceny gave rise to the

colorful insect’s name.

butterfly bush (bƒtùNr-flXÙ btsh) n.  Any of various shrubs of the genus Bud-

dleja native chiefly to warm regions and cultivated for their showy clusters of 

small, variously colored flowers.  Also called buddleia 

butterfly fish (bƒtùNr-flXÙ fVsh) n.  1. Any of various small, brightly colored 

tropical marine fishes of the family Chaetodontidae, having deep, flattened bod-

ies and a single dorsal fin.  2. Any of various fishes with broad, winglike fins. 

butterfly orchid (bƒtùNr-flXÙ ôrùkVd) n.  Any of certain orchids, including Epi-

dendrum tampense of Florida, Habenaria psycodes of eastern North America, and 

Oncidium krameranum and O. pupilio of tropical America, having showy, brightly 

colored flowers. 

butterfly pea (bƒtùNr-flXÙ pK) n.  Any of several plants of the genera Cen-

trosema and Clitoria in the pea family, having blue or lavender flowers and flat 

pods. 

butterfly stroke (bƒtùNr-flXÙ strok) n.  Sports. A swimming stroke in which 

both arms are drawn upward out of the water and forward with a simultaneous 

up-and-down kick of the feet. 



butterfly valve (bƒtùNr-flXÙ v4lv) n.  1. A disk turning on a diametrical axis 

inside a pipe, used as a throttle valve or damper.  2. A valve composed of two 

semicircular plates hinged on a common spindle, used to permit flow in one 

direction only. 

butterfly weed (bƒtùNr-flXÙ wKd) n.  A North American milkweed (Asclepias 

tuberosa) having showy clusters of usually bright orange flowers and a root that 

was formerly used in medicine.  Also called orange milkweed, pleurisy root. 

but·ter·milk (bƒtùNr-mVlkÙ) n.  1. The sour liquid that remains after the butter-

fat has been removed from whole milk or cream by churning.  2. A cultured sour 

milk made by adding certain microorganisms to sweet milk. 

buttermilk sky (bƒtùNr-mVlkÙ skX) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See mackerel 
sky.  [From the resemblance of the clouds to the texture of cultured milk.]

but·ter·nut (bƒtùNr-nƒtÙ) n.  1. a. An eastern North American walnut (Juglans 

cinerea) having light-brown wood, pinnately compound leaves, and a deeply fur-

rowed nut enclosed in an egg-shaped, sticky, aromatic husk.  Also called white 

walnut b. The nut of this tree, having an edible sweet kernel.  c. The wood of this 

tree, used for furniture, boxes, and interior finishes.  d. The bark of this tree.  

e. A brownish dye obtained from the husks of the fruits of this tree.   

2. a. butternuts. Clothing dyed with butternut extract, especially the uniforms 

of Confederate soldiers in the Civil War.  b. Informal. A Confederate soldier or 

partisan in the Civil War.   3.  See souari nut.  [From the nut’s oiliness.]

butternut squash (bƒtùNr-nƒtÙ skwmsh) n.  A type of winter squash (Cucurb-

ita moschata) shaped somewhat like a bell and having a smooth, tan rind and edi-

ble yellowish to orange flesh. 

but·ter·scotch (bƒtùNr-skmchÙ) n.  A syrup, sauce, candy, or flavoring made by 

melting butter, brown sugar, and sometimes artificial flavorings.  [Alteration of 

butterscot : BUTTER + scotof unknown origin.]

but·ter·weed (bƒtùNr-wKdÙ) n.  1. A succulent annual or biennial plant (Sene-

cio glabellus), native to the eastern United States and having pinnately divided 

leaves and bright yellow, radiate flower heads.  2. The horseweed. 

but·ter·wort (bƒtùNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of numerous carnivorous plants of 

the genus Pinguicula, having a rosette of basal leaves that are coated with a sticky 

secretion that traps small insects for digestion. 

but·ter·y1 (bƒtùN-rK) adj.  1. Resembling, containing, or spread with butter.  

2. Marked by effusive and insincere flattery.   —butùter·i·ness n. 

but·ter·y2 (bƒtùN-rK, bƒtùrK) n.  pl. but·ter·ies. 1. A room in which liquors are 

stored.  2. Chiefly British. A place in colleges and universities where students may 

buy provisions.  [Middle English buttrie, from Anglo-Norman buterie, alteration 

of botelerie, from Old French botele, bottle. See BOTTLE.]

butt hinge (bƒt hVnj) n.  A hinge composed of two plates attached to abutting 

surfaces of a door and door jamb and joined by a pin.  [From BUTT
2.]



butt·in·sky (bƒt-VnùskK) n.  pl. butt·in·skies. Slang. One who is prone to butt-

ing in; a meddler.  [BUTT
1 + IN1 + -sky, last syllable in many Slavic surnames.]

butt joint (bƒt joint) n.  A joint formed by two abutting surfaces placed 

squarely together.  [From BUTT
2.]

but·tock (bƒtùNk) n.  1. a. Either of the two rounded prominences on the 

human torso that are posterior to the hips and formed by the gluteal muscles and 

underlying structures.  b. The analogous part of the body on certain mammals.   

2. buttocks. The rear pelvic area of the human body.  [Middle English, from 

Old English buttuc, strip of land, end. See bhau- in Appendix.]

but·ton (bƒtùn) n.  1. a. A generally disk-shaped fastener used to join two parts 

of a garment by fitting through a buttonhole or loop.  b. Such an object used for 

decoration.   2. Any of various objects resembling a button, especially: a. A push-

button switch.  b. The blunt tip of a fencing foil.  c. A fused metal or glass glob-

ule.   3. Any of various knoblike structures of a plant or animal, especially: a. An 

immature, unexpanded mushroom.  b. The tip of a rattlesnake’s rattle.   4. A usu-

ally round flat badge that bears a design or printed information and is typically 

pinned to a garment:  a campaign button.  5. Informal. The end of the chin, 

regarded as the point of impact for a punch.   —  v.  but·toned, but·ton·ing, 
but·tons.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fasten with buttons:  buttoned his shirt; buttoned up her 

raincoat.  2. To decorate or furnish with buttons.  3. Informal. To close (the lips 

or mouth):  Button your lip.   —  v.  intr. To be or be capable of being fastened 

with buttons:  The blouse buttons up the back.   —idiom. on the button. 
Exactly; precisely.  [Middle English, from Old French bouton, from bouter, to 

thrust, of Germanic origin. See bhau- in Appendix.] —butùton·er n.  —butù-
ton·y adj. 

But·ton (bƒtùn), Richard Totten. Known as “Dick.” Born 1929.  American fig-

ure skater who was U.S. men’s champion from 1946 to 1952 and won Olympic 

gold medals in 1948 and 1952. 

but·ton·ball (bƒtùn-bôlÙ) n.  See sycamore (n., sense 1).  [From its button-

shaped fruit.]

but·ton·bush (bƒtùn-btshÙ) n.  A deciduous North American shrub (Cephal-

anthus occidentalis) having opposite leaves and spherical clusters of small white 

flowers. 

but·ton-down (bƒtùn-dounÙ) adj.  1. Having the ends of the collar fastened 

down by buttons:  a button-down shirt.  2.  Also but·toned-down (bƒtùnd-). 
Conservative, conventional, or unimaginative: “a colorful character in the but-

toned-down, dull-gray world of business” (Newsweek). 

button fern (bƒtùn fûrn) n.  A New Zealand fern (Pellaea rotundifolia) culti-

vated as a houseplant for its arching or trailing leaves with round, dark green, 

buttonlike leaflets. 



but·ton·hole (bƒtùn-holÙ) n.  1. A small slit in a garment or piece of fabric for 

fastening a button.  2. Chiefly British. A boutonniere.   —  v.  tr. but·ton·holed, 
but·ton·hol·ing, but·ton·holes. 1. To make a buttonhole in.  2. To sew with a 

buttonhole stitch.  3. To accost and detain (a person) in conversation by or as if 

by grasping the person’s outer garments: “He was also frequently buttonholed by 

White House lobbyists... who seemed to be permanently assigned to shadow the burly 

Democrat” (Terence Moran).  [Sense 3, probably alteration of button-hold.] 
—butùton·holÙer n. 

buttonhole stitch (bƒtùn-holÙ stVch) n.  A loop stitch that forms a reinforced 

edge, as around a buttonhole. 

but·ton·hook (bƒtùn-htkÙ) n.  A small hook for fastening a button on shoes 

or gloves. 

button mangrove (bƒtùn m4nùgrovÙ) n.  See buttonwood (n., sense 2). 

but·ton·mold (bƒtùn-moldÙ) n.  A piece of wood, plastic, or metal that is cov-

ered with fabric to form a button. 

but·ton·quail (bƒtùn-kw7lÙ) n.  Any of various small, quaillike Old World 

birds of the family Turnicidae that lack a hind toe and are related to the crane and 

the bustard. 

button snakeroot (bƒtùn sn7kùrutÙ) n.  1.  See rattlesnake master.  2.  
See blazing star (n., sense 2). 

but·ton·wood (bƒtùn-wtdÙ) n.  1.  See sycamore (n., sense 1).  2. An ever-

green shrub or tree (Conocarpus erectus), growing in mangrove forests of tropical 

America and western Africa and having alternate leathery leaves and small but-

tonlike heads of greenish flowers.  Also called button mangrove 

but·tress (bƒtùrVs) n.  1. A structure, usually brick or stone, built against a wall 

for support or reinforcement.  2. Something resembling a buttress, as: a. The 

flared base of certain tree trunks.  b. A horny growth on the heel of a horse’s 

hoof.   3. Something that serves to support, prop, or reinforce: “The law is by its 

very nature a buttress of the status quo” (J. William Fulbright).   —  v.  tr. 

but·tressed, but·tress·ing, but·tress·es. 1. To support or reinforce with a 

buttress.  2. To sustain, prop, or bolster: “The author buttresses her analysis with 

lengthy dissections of several of Moore’s poems” (Warren Woessner).  [Middle 

English buteras, from Old French bouterez, from bouter, to strike against, of Ger-

manic origin. See bhau- in Appendix.]

butt shaft (bƒt sh4ft) n.  A blunt arrow used for target practice.  [Probably 

from BUTT
4.]

butt weld (bƒt wHld) n.  A welded butt joint. 

butt-weld (bƒtùwHldù) v.  tr. butt-·weld·ed, butt-·weld·ing, butt-·welds. 
To join by a butt weld. 

bu·tut (buùtutÙ) n.  pl. butut or bu·tuts. A unit of currency in Gambia.  See 

Table at currency.  [Wolof.]



bu·tyl (byutùl) n.  A hydrocarbon radical, C4H9, with the structure of butane 

and valence 1. 

butyl alcohol (byutùl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  Any of four isomeric alcohols, C4H9OH, 

widely used as solvents and in organic synthesis. 

bu·tyl·ate (byutùl-7tÙ) v.  tr. bu·tyl·at·ed, bu·tyl·at·ing, bu·tyl·ates. To 

bring a butyl group into (a compound).   —buÙtyl·aùtion n. 

bu·tyl·at·ed hy·drox·y·an·i·sole (byutùl-7ÙtVd hX-drmkÙsK-4nùV-solÙ) n.  

BHA. 

butylated hy·drox·y·tol·u·ene (byutùl-7ÙtVd hX-drmkÙsK-tmlùyu-KnÙ) n.  

BHT. 

bu·tyl·ene (byutùl-KnÙ) n.  Any of three gaseous isomeric ethylene hydrocar-

bons, C4H8, used principally in making synthetic rubbers. 

butyl rubber (byutùl rƒbùNr) n.  A synthetic rubber produced by copolymer-

ization of a butylene with isoprene, nearly impermeable to air and used in tires, 

inner tubes, and insulation. 

bu·ty·ra·ceous (byuÙtN-r7ùshNs) adj.  Resembling butter in appearance, con-

sistency, or chemical properties.  [Latin butyrum, butter; see BUTTER + -ACEOUS.]

bu·tyr·al·de·hyde (byuÙtN-r4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A transparent, highly flammable 

liquid, C4H8O, used in synthesizing resins.  [BUTYR(IC) + ALDEHYDE.]

bu·ty·rate (byuùtN-r7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of butyric acid.  [BUTYR(IC) + -ATE
2.]

bu·tyr·ic (byu-tîrùVk) adj.  1. Relating to, containing, or derived from butter.  

2. Relating to or derived from butyric acid.  [From Latin butyrum, butter. See 

BUTTER.]

butyric acid (byu-tîrùVk 4sùVd) n.  Either of two colorless isomeric acids, 

C3H7COOH, occurring in animal milk fats and used in disinfectants, emulsifying 

agents, and pharmaceuticals.  Also called butanoic acid 

bu·ty·rin (byuùtNr-Vn) n.  Any of three isomeric glyceryl esters of butyric acid, 

naturally present in butter.  [French butyrine, from Latin butyrum, butter. See 

BUTTER.]

bu·ty·ro·phe·none (byu-tVrÙo-fN-nonù, byuÙtN-ro-) n.  Any of a group of 

neuroleptic drugs, such as haloperidol, administered in the treatment of acute 

psychotic episodes, schizophrenia, and other psychiatric disorders.  [BUTYR(IC) + 

PHEN- + -ONE.]

bux·om (bƒkùsNm) adj.  1. a. Healthily plump and ample of figure: “A genera-

tion ago, fat babies were considered healthy and buxom actresses were popular, but 

society has since come to worship thinness” (Robert A. Hamilton).  b. Full-

bosomed.   2. Archaic. Lively, vivacious, and gay.  3. Obsolete. Obedient; yielding; 

pliant.  [Middle English, obedient, from Old English *b7hsum, from b7gan, to 

bend, submit. See bheug- in Appendix.] —buxùom·ly adv.  —buxùom·ness 
n. 



Bux·te·hu·de (btkùstN-huÙdN), Dietrich. 1637-1707.  Swedish-born organ-

ist and composer in Germany. His concerts attracted a wide audience, including 

Handel and Bach. 

buy (bX) v.  bought (bôt), buy·ing, buys.  —  v.  tr. 1. To acquire in exchange 

for money or its equivalent; purchase.  See Regional note at boughten.  2. To be 

capable of purchasing: “Certainly there are lots of things in life that money won’t 

buy” (Ogden Nash).  3. To acquire by sacrifice, exchange, or trade:  wanted to buy 

love with gifts.  4. To bribe:  tried to buy a judge.  5. Slang. To accept the truth or 

feasibility of:  The officer didn’t buy my lame excuse for speeding.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

purchase goods; act as a purchaser.  2. To believe in a person or movement or 

subscribe to an idea or theory:  couldn’t buy into that brand of conservatism.   —  
n.  1. Something bought or for sale; a purchase.  2. Informal. Something that is 

underpriced; a bargain.   —phrasal verbs. buy off. To bribe in order to pro-

ceed without interference or be exempted from an obligation or from prosecu-

tion.  buy out. To purchase the entire stock, business rights, or interests of.  buy 
up. To purchase all that is available of.   —idioms. buy time. To increase the 

time available for a specific purpose: “A moderate recovery thus buys time for Con-

gress and the Administration to whittle the deficit” (G. David Wallace).  buy the 
farm. Slang. To die, especially suddenly or violently.  [Middle English, from Old 

English bycgan.] —buyùa·ble adj. 

buy·er (bXùNr) n.  One that buys, especially a purchasing agent for a retail store. 

buy·er’s market also buy·ers’ market (bXùNrz märùkVt) n.  A market condi-

tion characterized by low prices and a supply of commodities exceeding demand. 

buy·out also buy-out (bXùoutÙ) n.  1. The purchase of the entire holdings or 

interests of an owner or investor.  2. The purchase of a company or business: “If 

the workers do approve the buyout, their company will become the nation’s largest 

employee-owned enterprise” (Harry Anderson). 

Bu·z4u (bN-zouù, bt-zƒùu)  A city of southeast Romania northeast of Buchar-

est. It is an important transportation hub. Population, 126,780. 

buzz (bƒz) v.  buzzed, buzz·ing, buzz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a low dron-

ing or vibrating sound like that of a bee.  2. a. To talk, often excitedly, in low 

tones.  b. To be abuzz; hum:  The department was buzzing with rumors.   3. To 

move quickly and busily; bustle.  4. To make a signal with a buzzer.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause to buzz.  2. To utter in a rapid, low voice: “What is he buzzing in my 

ears?” (Robert Browning).  3. Informal. To fly low over:  The plane buzzed the con-

trol tower.  4. To signal with a buzzer.  5. To make a telephone call to.   —  n.  1. A 

vibrating, humming, or droning sound.  2. A low murmur:  a buzz of talk.  3. A 

telephone call:  Give me a buzz at nine.  4. Slang. Pleasant intoxication, as from 

alcohol.   —phrasal verb. buzz off. Informal. To leave quickly; go away:  I told 

them in no uncertain terms to buzz off.  [Middle English bussen, of imitative ori-

gin.]



buz·zard (bƒzùNrd) n.  1. Any of various North American vultures, such as the 

turkey vulture.  2. Chiefly British. A hawk of the genus Buteo, having broad wings 

and a broad tail.  3. An avaricious or otherwise unpleasant person.  [Middle 

English busard, hawk of the genus Buteo, from Old French, from Latin b7teo.]

Buz·zards Bay (bƒzùNrdz b7)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean in southeast Mas-

sachusetts connected with Cape Cod Bay by the Cape Cod Canal. 

buzz bomb (bƒz bmm) n.  See robot bomb. 
buzz·er (bƒzùNr) n.  An electric signaling device, such as a doorbell, that makes a 

buzzing sound. 

buzz saw (bƒz sô) n.  See circular saw. 
buzz·word (bƒzùwûrdÙ) n.  A usually important-sounding word or phrase con-

nected with a specialized field or group that is used primarily to impress layper-

sons: “‘Sensitivity’ is the buzzword in the beauty industry this fall” (ADWEEK). 

B.V.D. also BVD (bKùvKùdKù)  A trademark used for undershirts and underpants. 

This trademark sometimes occurs in print with a final s: “He will be under con-

stant scrutiny, right down to his BVD’s” (Los Angeles Times). 

B vitamin (bKù vXùtN-mVn) n.  A member of the vitamin B complex group of 

vitamins. 

B.V.M. abbr.  Blessed Virgin Mary. 

bvt. abbr.  1. Brevet.  2. Brevetted. 

BW abbr.  1. Biological warfare.  2.  Also b/w. Black and white. 

bwa·na (bwäùnN) n.  Used as a form of respectful address in parts of Africa.  

[Swahili, from Arabic ’ab7n7, our father.]

B.W.I. abbr.  British West Indies. 

BX abbr.  Base Exchange. 

bx. also bx abbr.  Box. 

by1 (bX) prep.  1. Close to; next to:  the window by the door.  2. With the use or 

help of; through:  We came by the back road.  3. Up to and beyond; past:  We drove 

by the house.  4. In the period of; during:  sleeping by day.  5. Not later than:  by 

5:30 P.M.  6. a. In the amount of:  letters by the thousands.  b. To the extent of:  

shorter by two inches.   7. a. According to:  played by the rules.  b. With respect to:  

siblings by blood.   8. In the name of:  swore by the Bible to tell the truth.  

9. Through the agency or action of:  was killed by a bullet.  10. Used to indicate a 

succession of specified individuals, groups, or quantities:  One by one they left. 

They were persuaded little by little.  11. a. Used in multiplication and division:  

Multiply 4 by 6 to get 24.  b. Used with measurements:  a room 12 by 18 feet.  

c. Used to express direction with points of the compass:  south by southeast.    —  
adv.  1. On hand; nearby:  Stand by.  2. Aside; away:  We put it by for later.  3. Up 

to, alongside, and past:  The car raced by.  4. Into the past:  as years go by.  [Middle 

English, from Old English bX, be. See ambhi in Appendix.]

by2 (bX) n.  Variant of bye. 



b.y. abbr.  Billion years. 

by-  or bye- pref.  1. By:  bygone.  2. Secondary, incidental:  byway. 

by and by (bX Nnd bX) adv.  After a while; soon. 

by-and-by (bXÙNn-bXù) n.  Some future time or occasion. 

by and large (bX Nnd lärj) adv.  For the most part; generally:  By and large, the 

play was a success. 

by-bid·der (bXùbVdÙNr) n.  A person who bids at an auction to raise prices for the 

owner.   —byù-bidÙding n. 

Byb·los (bVbùlNs, -lmsÙ)  An ancient city of Phoenicia north-northeast of present-

day Beirut, Lebanon. It was the chief city of Phoenicia in the second millennium 

B.C. and was noted for its papyruses. 

by-blow (bXùbloÙ) n.  1. An indirect or chance blow.  2. An illegitimate child; a 

bastard. 

Byd·goszcz (bVdùgôsh, -gôshch)  A city of north-central Poland northeast of 

Poznad. Chartered in 1346, it developed during the Middle Ages around the site 

of a prehistoric fort. Population, 361,400. 

bye also by (bX) n.  1. A secondary matter; a side issue.  2. Sports. The position of 

one who draws no opponent for a round in a tournament and so advances to the 

next round.   —idiom. by the bye. By the way; incidentally.  [From BY
1.]

bye- pref.  Variant of by-. 
bye-bye (bXùbXÙ, bX-bXù) interj.  Used to express farewell.   —  adv.  Informal. 

1. Away.  2. To bed; to sleep: “[Live Senate television is] a great way to go bye-bye. 

Pretty soon you’re asleep” (William Proxmire).  [Reduplication of (GOOD-)BYE.]

by-e·lec·tion also bye-e·lec·tion (bXùV-lHkÙshNn) n.  A special election held 

between general elections to fill a vacancy, as for a parliamentary seat. 

Bye·lo·rus·sia (byHlÙo-rƒshùN)  See Belarus.  —ByelÙo·rusùsian adj.  & n. 

by·gone (bXùgônÙ, -gmnÙ) adj.  Gone by; past:  bygone days.   —  n.  One, espe-

cially a grievance, that is past:  Let bygones be bygones. 

by·law (bXùlôÙ) n.  1. A law or rule governing the internal affairs of an organiza-

tion.  2. A secondary law.  [Middle English bilawe, body of local regulations; akin 

to Danish by-lag, township ordinance  : Old Norse b«r, settlement; see bheuN- in 

Appendix + Old Norse *lagu, law; see legh- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A casual glance at the word bylaw might make one think

that the element by- means “secondary, subsidiary,” especially since bylaw can

mean “a secondary law.” It is possible that by-, as in byway, has influenced bylaw

in the sense “secondary law”; however, bylaw existed long before the sense in ques-

tion. The word is first recorded in 1283 with the meaning “a body of customs or

regulations, as of a village, manor, religious organization, or sect.” By- in this word

comes from Old Norse, as may the word bylaw, and is related to if not identical

with the element -by in the names of many places, such as Whitby, where Scan-



dinavians settled when they invaded England during the early Middle Ages. We

get the sense of this -by if we compare the related word entered as bær, bœr, b«r,

in the standard dictionary of Old Icelandic, meaning “a town or village” in Nor-

way, Sweden, and Denmark and “a farm or landed estate” in Iceland. We thus see

why bylaw would mean “a body of customs of a village or manor” and why we

use the word to mean “a law or rule governing the internal affairs of an organi-

zation.”

by·line also by-line (bXùlXnÙ) n.  A line at the head of a newspaper or magazine 

article carrying the writer’s name.   —  v.  tr. by·lined, by·lin·ing, by·lines. To 

write (a newspaper or magazine article) under a byline.   —byùlinÙer n. 

by-name (bXùn7mÙ) n.  1. A surname.  2. A nickname. 

Byng (bVng), Julian Hedworth George. 1862-1935.  British general in World 

War I and governor-general of Canada (1921-1926). 

BYOB  or B.Y.O.B abbr.  Bring your own booze; bring your own bottle. 

by·pass also by-pass (bXùp4sÙ) n.  1. A highway that passes around or to one 

side of an obstructed or congested area.  2. A pipe or channel used to conduct gas 

or liquid around another pipe or a fixture.  3. A means of circumvention.  

4. Electricity. See shunt (n., sense 3).  5. Medicine. a. An alternative passage cre-

ated surgically to divert the flow of blood or other bodily fluid or circumvent an 

obstructed or diseased organ.  b. A surgical procedure to create such a channel:  a 

coronary artery bypass; a gastric bypass.    —  v.  tr. by·passed, by·pass·ing, 
by·pass·es. 1. To avoid (an obstacle) by using an alternative channel, passage, or 

route.  2. To be heedless of; ignore:  bypassed standard office procedures.  3. To 

channel (piped liquid, for example) through a bypass. 

by·past (bXùp4stÙ) adj.  Past; bygone. 

by-path (bXùp4thÙ, -päthÙ) n.  An indirect or rarely used path. 

by-play (bXùpl7Ù) n.  Secondary action or speech taking place while the main 

action proceeds, as during a theatrical performance. 

by·prod·uct  or by-prod·uct (bXùprmdÙNkt) n.  1. Something produced in the 

making of something else.  2. A secondary result; a side effect. 

Byrd (bûrd), Richard Evelyn. 1888-1957.  American naval officer and explorer. 

After being the first to fly over the North Pole (with Floyd Bennett in 1926), he 

turned his attention to Antarctica, leading five expeditions between 1929 and 

1956 and establishing a base for scientific discovery at Little America. 

Byrd (bûrd), William. 1674-1744.  American planter and colonial official whose 

diaries (written in shorthand) provide a rare and humorous account of daily life 

in pre-Revolutionary Virginia. 

byre (bXr) n.  Chiefly British. A barn for cows.  [Middle English, from Old English 

b«re. See bheuN- in Appendix.]



Byrnes (bûrnz), James Francis. 1879-1972.  American politician who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1941-1942). As secretary of state 

(1945-1947) he tried unsuccessfully to ease postwar tensions between the United 

States and the U.S.S.R. 

by·road (bXùrodÙ) n.  See byway (n., sense 1). 

By·ron (bXùrNn), George Gordon Sixth Baron Byron of Rochdale. 1788-1824.  

British poet acclaimed as one of the leading figures of the romantic movement. 

The “Byronic hero”—lonely, rebellious, and brooding—first appeared in Man-

fred (1817). Among his other works are Childe Harold (1812-1818), The Prisoner 

of Chillon (1816), and the epic satire Don Juan (1819-1824). Byron was notorious 

for his love affairs and unconventional lifestyle. He died while working to secure 

Greek independence from the Turks.   —By·ronùic (bX-rmnùVk) adj.  

—By·ronùi·cal·ly adv. 

bys·si (bVsùXÙ) n.  A plural of byssus. 
bys·si·no·sis (bVsÙV-noùsVs) n.  An occupational respiratory disease caused by 

the long-term inhalation of cotton, flax, or hemp dust and characterized by 

shortness of breath, coughing, and wheezing.  Also called brown lung disease [Late 

Latin byssinum, linen garment (from Latin byssus, linen cloth) + -OSIS.]

bys·sus (bVsùNs) n.  pl. bys·sus·es or bys·si (bVsùXÙ). 1. Zoology. A mass of 

strong, silky filaments by which certain bivalve mollusks, such as mussels, attach 

themselves to rocks and other fixed surfaces.  2. A fine-textured linen of ancient 

times, used by the Egyptians for wrapping mummies.  [Middle English bissus, 

linen cloth, from Latin, from Greek bussos, linen, ultimately from Egyptian w’C, 

linen.]

by·stand·er (bXùst4nÙdNr) n.  A person who is present at an event without par-

ticipating in it. 

by·street (bXùstrKtÙ) n.  A side street. 

byte (bXt) n.  1. A sequence of adjacent bits operated on as a unit by a computer.  

2. The amount of computer memory needed to store one character of a specified 

size, usually 8 bits for a microcomputer and 16 bits for a larger computer.  [Alter-

ation and blend of BIT
3, and BITE.]

by the way (bX thK w7) adv.  Incidentally. 

By·tom (bKùtômÙ, bVù-)  A city of southwest Poland northwest of Katowice. It 

became part of Prussia in 1742 and was incorporated into Poland in 1945. Popu-

lation, 239,200. 

by·way (bXùw7Ù) n.  1. A side road.  Also called byroad 2. A secondary or arcane 

field of study. 

by·word also by-word (bXùwûrdÙ) n.  1. a. A proverbial expression; a proverb.  

b. An often-used word or phrase.   2. One that represents a type, class, or quality: 

“Polyester got its déclassé reputation in the 1970s after cheap, poorly made double-

knit leisure suits became a byword for bad taste” (Fortune).  3. An object of notori-



ety or interest:  The eccentric poet was a byword in literary circles.  4. An epithet.  

[Middle English byworde, from Old English bXword, translation of Latin prover-

bium.]

Byz·an·tine (bVzùNn-tKnÙ, -tXnÙ, bV-z4nùtVn) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the 

ancient city of Byzantium.  b. Of or relating to the Byzantine Empire.   2. Of or 

belonging to the style of architecture developed from the fifth century A.D. in the 

Byzantine Empire, characterized by a central dome resting on a cube formed by 

four round arches and their pendentives and by the extensive use of surface deco-

ration, especially veined marble panels, low relief carving, and colored glass 

mosaics.  3. Of the painting and decorative style developed in the Byzantine 

Empire, characterized by formality of design, frontal stylized presentation of fig-

ures, rich use of color, especially gold, and generally religious subject matter.  

4. a. Of the Eastern Orthodox Church or the rites performed in it.  b. Of a Uniat 

church that maintains the worship of the Eastern Orthodox Church or the rites 

performed in it.   5.  Often byzantine. a. Of, relating to, or characterized by 

intrigue; scheming or devious: “a fine hand for Byzantine deals and cozy arrange-

ments” (New York).  b. Highly complicated; intricate and involved:  a bill to sim-

plify the Byzantine tax structure.    —  n.  A native or inhabitant of Byzantium or 

the Byzantine Empire. 

Byzantine Empire (bVzùNn-tKnÙ HmùpXrÙ)  The eastern part of the later 

Roman Empire, dating from A.D. 330 when Constantine I rebuilt Byzantium and 

made it his capital. Its extent varied greatly over the centuries, but its core 

remained the Balkan Peninsula and Asia Minor. The empire collapsed when Con-

stantinople fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453. 

By·zan·ti·um (bV-z4nùshK-Nm, -tK-Nm)  1. The Byzantine Empire.  2. An 

ancient city of Thrace on the site of present-day Istanbul, Turkey. It was founded 

by the Greeks in the seventh century B.C. and taken by the Romans in A.D. 196. 

Constantine I ordered the rebuilding of the city in 330 and renamed it Constanti-

nople. 

BZ (bKùzKù) n.  Used by the U.S. Army as a code word for a gas, C21H23NO3, that 

produces incapacitating disorientation and hallucination when inhaled.  [Possibly 

abbr. of benzilic, from BENZOIN.]



                                                                                                                                                                                     
c1  or C (sK) n.  pl. c’s or C’s. 1. The third letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter c.  3. The third in a series.  

4. C. The third best or third highest in quality or rank:  a mark of C on a term 

paper.  5. Music. a. The first tone in the scale of C major or the third tone in the 

relative minor scale.  b. A key or scale in which the tone of C is the tonic.  c. A 

written or printed note representing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to 

the pitch of this tone.  

c2 abbr.  1. Physics. Candle.  2. Carat.  3. Physics. Charm quark.  4.  Also C. Math-

ematics. Constant.  5. Cubic. 

C1 (sK) n.  A computer programming language widely used on microcomputers. 

C2  1.  The symbol for the element carbon (n., sense 1). 2.  Also c. The symbol 

for the Roman numeral one hundred.  3. c. The symbol for the speed of light in a 

vacuum.  4. Electricity. The symbol for capacitance. 5. Physics. The symbol for 

charge conjugation. 
C3 abbr.  1. Celsius.  2. Centigrade.  3. C. Physics. Charm.  4. Slang. Cocaine.  

5. Coulomb. 

c.  or C. abbr.  1. Capacity.  2. Cape.  3. Carton.  4. Case.  5. Catcher.  6. Cent.  

7. Centavo.  8. Centime.  9. Century.  10. Chapter.  11. Church.  12. Circa.  

13. Latin. Congius (gallon).  14. Consul.  15. Copy.  16. Copyright.  17. Corps.  

18. Cup. 

C. abbr.  1. Catholic.  2. Celtic.  3. Chancellor.  4. Chief.  5. City.  6. Companion.  

7. Congress.  8. Conservative.  9. Court. 

ca abbr.  1. Centare.  2. Circa. 

Ca  The symbol for the element calcium. 
CA abbr.  1. California.  2.  Also C.A.. Chronological age. 

C.A. abbr.  1. a. Central America.  b. Central American.   2.  Also c.a.. Chartered 

accountant. 

c/a abbr.  Current account. 

CAA  or C.A.A. abbr.  Civil Aeronautics Administration. 

cab1 (k4b) n.  1. A taxicab.  2. The covered compartment of a heavy vehicle or 

machine, such as a truck or locomotive, in which the operator or driver sits.  3. A 

one-horse vehicle for public hire.   —  v.  cabbed, cab·bing, cabs.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To ride or travel in a taxicab:  We cabbed to the opera.  2. To drive a taxicab:  a 

student who cabbed for a living.   —  v.  tr. To transport or convey in a taxicab:  

cabbed the package to the airport.  [Short for CABRIOLET.]

cab2 also kab (k4b) n.  An ancient Hebrew unit of measure equal to about 2 liters 

(2.1 quarts).  [Hebrew qab, hollow vessel.]

CAB abbr.  Civil Aeronautics Board. 

ca·bal (kN-b4lù) n.  1. A conspiratorial group of plotters or intriguers: “Espionage 

is quite precisely it—a cabal of powerful men, working secretly” (Frank Conroy).  

2. A secret scheme or plot.  See Synonyms at conspiracy.   —  v.  intr. ca·balled, 



ca·bal·ling, ca·bals. To form a cabal; conspire.  [French cabale, from Medieval 

Latin cabala. See CABALA.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of cabal reveals how a word can be transferred

from one sphere of activity to another while retaining only a tenuous connection

with its past. Ultimately from Hebrew but transmitted to English probably by way

of Medieval Latin and French, cabal is first recorded in English in 1616 in the

sense “cabala.” Cabala was the name for the Hebrew oral tradition transmitted by

Moses and also the name for a Jewish religious philosophy based on an esoteric

interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures. The notion “esoteric” is central to the

development of this word in English, for cabal, probably following the sense de-

velopment in French, came to mean “a tradition, special interpretation, or secret,”

“a private intrigue” (first recorded in 1646-1647), and “a small body of intriguers”

(first recorded in 1660). It is probably not coincidental that cabal is found with

these latter meanings during the mid-17th century, that time of plots and coun-

terplots by Royalists and Parliamentarians. The word gained a false etymology

when it was noticed that the five most influential ministers of Charles II were

named Clifford, Arlington, Buckingham, Ashley, and Lauderdale.

cab·a·la  or cab·ba·la also kab·a·la  or kab·ba·la (k4bùN-lN, kN-bäù-) n.  1.  
Often Cabala. A body of mystical teachings of rabbinical origin, often based on 

an esoteric interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures.  2. A secret doctrine resem-

bling these teachings.  [Medieval Latin, from Hebrew qabb7lâ, received doctrine, 

tradition, from qibbKl, to receive.] —cabùa·lism n.  —cabùa·list n. 

ca·ba·let·ta (k4bÙN-lHtùN, käÙbN-) n.  pl. ca·ba·let·tas or ca·ba·let·te (-lHtùK). 
1. Music. a. A short aria that has a repetitive rhythm and a simple style.  b. The 

final section of an aria or duet marked by a quick uniform rhythm.   

2. Something likened to such a short aria or a final section of a piece: “And a 

chronic chorus of cascades and birds/Cuts loose in a wild cabaletta” (W.H. Auden).  

[Italian, alteration of coboletta, stanza, diminutive of cobola, cobla, from Old 

Provençal cobla, from Latin copula, link.]

cab·a·lis·tic (k4bÙN-lVsùtVk) adj.  1. Having a secret or hidden meaning; occult:  

cabalistic symbols engraved in stone.  2. Of or relating to the cabala.   
—cabÙa·lisùti·cal·ly adv. 

cab·al·le·ro (k4bÙN-lârùo, -Nl-yârùo, käÙbä-yHùro) n.  pl. cab·al·le·ros. 1. A 

Spanish gentleman; a cavalier.  2. One who is skilled in riding and managing 

horses; a horseman.  [Spanish, from Late Latin caball7rius, horse groom, from 

Latin caballus, horse.]

ca·ban·a also ca·ba·ña (kN-b4nùN, -b4nùyN) n.  A shelter on a beach or at a 

swimming pool used as a bathhouse.  [Spanish cabaña, from Late Latin capanna, 

hut.]



Ca·ba·na·tuan (käÙbN-nN-twänù, -bä-nä-)  A city of central Luzon, Philippines, 

north of Manila. It was the site of a World War II Japanese prison camp for Amer-

ican and Filipino soldiers captured at Bataan and Corregidor. Population, 38,400. 

cab·a·ret (k4bÙN-r7ù) n.  1. A restaurant or nightclub providing short programs 

of live entertainment.  2. The floor show presented by such a restaurant or night-

club.  [French, tap-room, from Middle Dutch cabret, from Old North French 

camberette, from Late Latin camera, room. See CHAMBER.]

cab·bage (k4bùVj) n.  1. Any of several forms of a European vegetable (Brassica 

oleracea var. capitata) of the mustard family, having a globose head consisting of a 

short stem and tightly overlapping green to purplish leaves.  2. Any of several 

similar or related plants, such as Chinese cabbage.  3. The terminal bud of several 

species of palm, eaten as a vegetable.  4. Slang. Money, especially in the form of 

bills.  5. Informal. Sweetheart; dear. Used as a term of endearment.  [Middle 

English caboche, from Old North French, head, possibly from alteration of Latin 

caput. See CAPITAL
1.] —cabùbag·y adj. 

cabbage butterfly (k4bùVj bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  Any of several white butterflies of 

the genus Pieris, having larvae that feed on cabbage. 

cabbage palm (k4bùVj päm) n.  1. Any of several palms, such as the assai, with 

edible terminal buds.  2.  See cabbage palmetto. 
cabbage palmetto (k4bùVj p4l-mHtùo) n.  A species of palmetto (Sabal pal-

metto) native to the southeast United States and the Bahamas, having an edible 

terminal bud and leaves used in religious services on Palm Sunday.  Also called 

cabbage palm 

cabbage rose (k4bùVj roz) n.  A coarse, prickly shrub (Rosa centifolia) native to 

the Caucasus, having fragrant, pink, double-petaled flowers and widely cultivated 

as a source of attar of roses. 

cab·bage·worm (k4bùVj-wûrmÙ) n.  A larva that feeds on and is destructive to 

cabbage, especially the bright-green larva of the cabbage butterfly. 

cab·ba·la (k4bùN-lN, kN-bäù-) n.  Variant of cabala. 
cab·by  or cab·bie (k4bùK) n.  pl. cab·bies. A cabdriver.  [CAB

1 + -Y
3.]

cab·driv·er also cab driver (k4bùdrXÙvNr) n.  One who drives a taxicab for hire. 

Cab·ell (k4bùNl), James Branch. 1879-1958.  American writer best known for a 

series of satirical novels, including Jurgen (1919), set in a fictitious medieval 

French province called Poictesme. 

ca·ber (k7ùbNr) n.  Sports. A long, heavy wooden pole tossed end over end as a 

demonstration of strength in Scottish highland games.  [Scottish Gaelic cabar, 

pole, beam, rafter, from Vulgar Latin *caprio, from Latin capra, she-goat. See 

CHEVRON.]

cab·er·net (k4bÙNr-n7ù) n.  A dry red wine made from the black grape variety 

Cabernet sauvignon.  [French.]



Ca·be·za de Va·ca (kN-b7ùzN dN väùkN, kä-vHùthä thH väùkä), Álvar Núñez. 
1490?-1557?.  Spanish explorer and colonial administrator who explored parts of 

present-day Florida, Texas, and Mexico and aroused Spain’s interest in the region 

with his vivid stories of riches and opportunities. 

CABG abbr.  Coronary artery bypass graft. 

Ca·bi·mas (kN-bKùmNs, kä-vKùmäs)  A town of northwest Venezuela on the 

northeast shore of Lake Maracaibo. It is a center for oil producing and refining. 

Population, 183,000. 

cab·in (k4bùVn) n.  1. A small, roughly built house; a cottage.  2. Nautical. a. A 

room in a ship used as living quarters by an officer or a passenger.  b. An enclosed 

compartment in a boat that serves as a shelter or as living quarters.   3. The 

enclosed space in an aircraft or spacecraft for the crew, passengers, or cargo.   —  
v.  tr. intr. cab·ined, cab·in·ing, cab·ins. To confine or live in or as if in a small 

space or area.  [Middle English caban, from Old French cabane, from Old 

Provençal cabana, from Late Latin capanna.]

cabin boy (k4bùVn boi) n.  A boy servant aboard a ship. 

cabin class (k4bùVn kl4s) n.  Nautical. A class of accommodations on some pas-

senger ships, lower than first class and higher than tourist class. 

cabin cruiser (k4bùVn kruùzNr) n.  Nautical. A powerboat with a cabin that has 

living accommodations. 

Ca·bin·da (kN-bVnùdN)  A territory of Angola forming an exclave on the Atlantic 

Ocean between Congo and Zaire. It was separated from Angola proper when the 

Belgian Congo (now Zaire) acquired a corridor to the sea along the lower Congo 

River. 

cab·i·net (k4bùN-nVt) n.  1. An upright, cupboardlike repository with shelves, 

drawers, or compartments for the safekeeping or display of a collection of objects 

or materials.  2.  Often Cabinet. A body of persons appointed by a head of state 

or a prime minister to head the executive departments of the government and to 

act as official advisers.  3. Archaic. A small or private room set aside for a specific 

activity.  4. Rhode Island & Southeastern Massachusetts. See milk shake (n., sense 

1). See Regional note at milk shake.   —  adj.  1. Suitable for storage or display 

in a cabinet, as because of size or decorative quality.  2. Of, relating to, or being a 

member of a governmental cabinet:  cabinet matters; a cabinet minister.  3. Used 

in the making of cabinets:  teak and other heavy cabinet wood.  [French, partly 

from diminutive of Old North French cabine, gambling-room (perhaps alteration 

of Old French cabane, small house); see CABIN, and partly from Italian gabinetto, 

closet, chest of drawers; akin to Old North French cabine. N., sense 4, possibly 

from the square wooden container in which the mixer was encased.] 
—cabùi·net·ful n. 

cab·i·net·mak·er (k4bùN-nVt-m7ÙkNr) n.  An artisan specializing in making 

fine articles of wooden furniture.   —cabùi·net·makÙing n. 



cab·i·net·ry (k4bùV-nV-trK) n.  Cabinetwork:  finely detailed cabinetry. 

cab·i·net·work (k4bùN-nVt-wûrkÙ) n.  Finished woodwork fashioned by a cabi-

netmaker. 

cabin fever (k4bùVn fKùvNr) n.  Uneasiness or distress that results from a lack of 

environmental stimulation, as when living in a remote, sparsely populated region 

or in a small, enclosed space. 

ca·ble (k7ùbNl) n.  1. a. A strong, large-diameter, heavy steel or fiber rope.  

b. Something that resembles such steel or fiber rope.   2. Electricity. A bound or 

sheathed group of mutually insulated conductors.  3. Nautical. a. A heavy rope 

or chain for mooring or anchoring a ship.  b. A cable length.   4. A cablegram.  

5. Cable television.   —  v.  ca·bled, ca·bling, ca·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To send a 

cablegram to.  b. To transmit (a message) by telegraph.   2. To supply or fasten 

with a cable or cables.   —  v.  intr. To send a cablegram.  [Middle English, from 

Old North French, from Late Latin capulum, lasso, from Latin capere, to seize. See 

kap- in Appendix.] —caùbler n. 

Ca·ble (k7ùbNl), George Washington. 1844-1925.  American writer whose 

works, including short stories and the novel The Grandissimes (1880), concern 

social order and racial discord in the South. 

cable car (k7ùbNl kär) n.  A car designed to operate on a cableway or cable rail-

way. 

ca·ble·cast (k7ùbNl-k4stÙ) n.  A telecast by cable television.  [CABLE + 

(BROAD)CAST.] —caùble·castÙ v.  —caùble·castÙer n. 

ca·ble·gram (k7ùbNl-gr4mÙ) n.  A telegram sent by submarine cable.  [CABLE + 

(TELE)GRAM.]

ca·ble-laid (k7ùbNl-l7dÙ) adj.  Made of three ropes of three strands each, twisted 

together counterclockwise. 

cable length (k7ùbNl lHngkth) also ca·ble’s length (k7ùbNlz lHngkth) n.  Nau-

tical. A unit of length equal to 720 feet (220 meters) in the United States and 608 

feet (185 meters) in England. 

cable railway (k7ùbNl r7lùw7Ù) n.  A railroad on which the cars are moved by 

an endless cable driven by a stationary engine. 

ca·ble’s length (k7ùbNlz lHngkth) n.  Nautical. Variant of cable length. 
cable stitch (k7ùbNl stVch) n.  A stitch in knitting that produces a twisted, rope-

like design. 

ca·blet (k7ùblVt) n.  A cable-laid rope with a circumference of less than 10 inches 

(25 centimeters). 

cable television (k7ùbNl tHlùN-vVzhÙNn) n.  A television distribution system in 

which station signals, picked up by elevated antennas, are delivered by cable to the 

receivers of subscribers.  Also called cable TV, cablevision, community antenna 

television. 

ca·ble·vi·sion (k7ùbNl-vVzhÙNn) n.  See cable television. 



ca·ble·way (k7ùbNl-w7Ù) n.  A suspended cable used as a track typically for a 

cable car. 

cab·man (k4bùmNn) n.  A man who drives a taxicab. 

cab·o·chon (k4bùN-shmnÙ) n.  1. A highly polished, convex-cut, unfaceted gem.  

2. A convex style of cutting gems.   —  adv.  In a highly polished, convex-cut, 

unfaceted style:  a sapphire that was cut cabochon.  [French, from Old North 

French, augmentative of caboche, head. See CABBAGE.]

Ca·bo·clo  or ca·bo·clo (kN-bôùklu, -klo) n.  pl. Ca·bo·clos. A person, espe-

cially a Brazilian, whose descent is traced entirely or partially to the Indian peo-

ples inhabiting Brazil: “got to know some caboclos, the Amazonian backwoods 

people who are some of the warmest people on earth” (Alex Shoumatoff).  [Portu-

guese, of Tupian origin.]

ca·bom·ba (kN-bmmùbN) n.  See fanwort.  [American Spanish.]

ca·boo·dle (kN-budùl) n.  Informal. 1. The lot, group, or bunch:  donated the 

whole caboodle.  2. A crowd or collection of people.  [Alteration of BOODLE.]

ca·boose (kN-busù) n.  1. The last car on a freight train, having kitchen and 

sleeping facilities for the train crew.  2. Obsolete. a. A ship’s galley.  b. Any of var-

ious cast-iron cooking ranges used in such galleys during the early 19th century.  

c. An outdoor oven or fireplace.   [Possibly from obsolete Dutch cab7se, ship’s 

galley, from Middle Low German kab7se : perhaps *kab-, cabin; akin to Old 

French cabane; see CABIN + Middle High German h7s, house.]

Cab·ot (k4bùNt), John. Originally Giovanni Caboto. 1450?-1498?.  Italian-born 

explorer who commanded the English expedition that discovered the North 

American mainland (1497). 

Cab·ot (k4bùNt), Sebastian. 1476?-1557.  Italian-born explorer and cartogra-

pher who led an English expedition in search of the Northwest Passage (1509) 

and a Spanish expedition to South America (1525-1528). He published a map of 

the world in 1544. 

cab·o·tage (k4bùN-täzhÙ) n.  1. Trade or navigation in coastal waters.  2. The 

exclusive right of a country to operate the air traffic within its territory.  [French, 

from caboter, to sail along a coast, perhaps from Spanish cabo, cape, from Latin 

caput, head. See CAPE
2.]

Cabot Strait (k4bùNt str7t)  A channel between southwest Newfoundland and 

northern Cape Breton Island, Canada, connecting the Gulf of St. Lawrence with 

the Atlantic Ocean. 

Ca·bral (kN-brälù, -brôlù), Pedro Alvares. 1467?-1520?.  Portuguese explorer 

who discovered Brazil (1500) and claimed it for Portugal. 

ca·bret·ta (kN-brHtùN) n.  A soft, kidlike leather used for gloves and shoes and 

made from sheepskin having coarse, hairlike wool.  [Spanish Portuguese cabra, 

she-goat (both from Latin capra, feminine of caper, goat) + Italian -etta, diminu-

tive suff..]



ca·bril·la (kN-brKùyN, -brVlùN) n.  Any of various sea basses, especially Epinephelus 

guttatus of tropical waters, such as the Mediterranean.  [Spanish, diminutive of 

cabra, she-goat. See CABRETTA.]

Ca·bri·llo (kN-brKùlo, -yo, -brKlùyo, kä-brKlùyt), Juan Rodríguez. Died 1543.  

Portuguese-born explorer who discovered California (1542) while in the service 

of Spain. 

Ca·bri·ni (kN-brKùnK), Saint Frances Xavier. Known as “Mother Cabrini.” 

1850-1917.  Italian-born American religious leader who founded the Missionary 

Sisters of the Sacred Heart (1880) and was the first American to be canonized 

(1946). 

cab·ri·ole (k4bùrK-olÙ) n.  A form of furniture leg that curves outward and then 

narrows downward into an ornamental foot, characteristic of Queen Anne and 

Chippendale furniture.  [French, caper (from its resemblance to the foreleg of a 

capering animal). See CABRIOLET.]

cab·ri·o·let (k4bÙrK-N-l7ù) n.  1. A two-wheeled, one-horse carriage that has two 

seats and a folding top.  2. An automobile with a folding top; a convertible coupe.  

[French, diminutive of cabriole, caper, from obsolete capriole, from Italian capri-

ola, from capriolo, roebuck, from Latin capreolus, masculine diminutive of caprea, 

roe deer, from caper, he-goat.]

cab·stand (k4bùst4ndÙ) n.  A place designated for taxicabs waiting for hire. 

cac- pref.  Variant of caco-. 
ca·ca·o (kN-käùo, -k7ùo) n.  pl. ca·ca·os. 1. An evergreen tropical American tree 

(Theobroma cacao) having leathery, ellipsoid, ten-ribbed fruits borne on the 

trunks and older branches.  Also called chocolate tree 2. The seed of this plant, 

used in making chocolate, cocoa, and cocoa butter. In this sense, also calledcacao 

bean, cocoa bean.  [Spanish, from Nahuatl cacahuatl.]

cacao butter (kN-käùo bƒtùNr) n.  See cocoa butter. 
Cá·ce·res (käùsN-r7sÙ, -thH-rHsÙ)  A city of west-central Spain southwest of 

Madrid. An important Roman settlement, it was ruled by the Moors from 1142 to 

1229. Population, 69,734. 

ca·cha·ca also ca·cha·ça (kN-shäùsN) n.  A light Brazilian rum made from sugar 

cane.  [Portuguese cachaça.]

cach·a·lot (k4shùN-lmtÙ, -loÙ) n.  See sperm whale.  [French, from Spanish, or 

Portuguese cachalote, augmentative of cachola, big head.]

cache (k4sh) n.  1. a. A hiding place used especially for storing provisions.  b. A 

place for concealment and safekeeping, as of valuables.  c. The store of goods or 

valuables concealed in a hiding place.   2. Computer Science. A fast storage buffer 

in the central processing unit of a computer. In this sense, also calledcache mem-

ory  —  v.  tr. cached, cach·ing, cach·es. To hide or store in a cache.  See Syn-

onyms at hide1.  [French, from cacher, to hide, from Old French, to press, hide, 

from Vulgar Latin *co7ctic7re, to store, pack together, frequentative of Latin 



co7ct7re, to constrain, from co7ctus, past participle of cogere, to force. See 

COGENT.]

ca·chec·tic (kN-kHkùtVk) adj.  Affected by or relating to cachexia.  [French 

cachectique, from Latin cachecticus, from Greek kakhektikos, from kakhexia, bad 

condition of the body. See CACHEXIA.]

Cache la Pou·dre (k4shÙ lN puùdNr, -drN)  A river of northern Colorado flow-

ing about 201 km (125 mi) to the South Platte River. 

cache memory (k4sh mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. See cache (n., sense 

2). 

cache·pot (k4shùpmtÙ, -poÙ) n.  An ornamental container for a flowerpot.  

[French  : cacher, to hide; see CACHE + pot, pot (from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *pottus).]

ca·chet (k4-sh7ù) n.  1. A mark or a quality, as of distinction, individuality, or 

authenticity: “Federal courts have a certain cachet which state courts lack” (Chris-

tian Science Monitor).  2. A seal on a document, such as a letter.  3. a. A com-

memorative design stamped on an envelope to mark a postal or philatelic event.  

b. A motto forming part of a postal cancellation.   4. A kind of wafer capsule for-

merly used by pharmacists for presenting an unpleasant-tasting drug.  [French, 

from Old French, from cacher, to press. See CACHE.]

ca·chex·i·a (kN-kHkùsK-N) n.  Weight loss, wasting of muscle, loss of appetite, 

and general debility that can occur during a chronic disease.  [Late Latin, from 

Greek kakhexia : kako-, caco- + hexis, condition (from ekhein, to have); see segh- 
in Appendix.]

cach·in·nate (k4kùN-n7tÙ) v.  intr. cach·in·nat·ed, cach·in·nat·ing, 
cach·in·nates. To laugh hard, loudly, or convulsively; guffaw.  [Latin cachinn7re, 

cachinn7t-, probably of imitative origin.] —cachÙin·naùtion n.  —cachùin·naÙ-
tor n. 

ca·chou (k4-shuù, k4shùu) n.  A pastille used to sweeten the breath.  [French, 

from Portuguese cachu, from Malayalam k7ccu, from Tamil k7yccu.]

ca·chu·cha (kN-chuùchN) n.  An Andalusian solo dance in 3/4 time.  [Spanish, 

small boat, cachucha, possibly from diminutive of cacho, shard, saucepan, proba-

bly from Vulgar Latin *cacculus, alteration of Latin caccabus, pot, from Greek 

kakkabos, probably of Semitic origin; akin to Akkadian kukubu, vessel.]

ca·cique (kN-sKkù) n.  1. An Indian chief, especially in the Spanish West Indies 

and other parts of Latin America during colonial and postcolonial times.  2. A 

local political boss in Spain or Latin America.  [American Spanish, from Arawak 

kassequa, chieftain.]

cack-hand·ed (k4kùh4nùdVd) adj.  Chiefly British. 1. Left-handed.  

2. Awkward; clumsy.  [Perhaps from Old Norse keikr, bent backwards; akin to 

Danish keite, left-handed.]



cack·le (k4kùNl) v.  cack·led, cack·ling, cack·les.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make the 

shrill cry characteristic of a hen after laying an egg.  2. To laugh or talk in a shrill 

manner.   —  v.  tr. To utter in cackles.   —  n.  1. The act or sound of cackling.  

2. Shrill laughter.  3. Foolish chatter.  [Middle English cakelen, probably from 

Middle Low German k7keln, of imitative origin.] —cackùler n. 

caco-  or cac- pref.  Bad:  cacography.  [Greek kako-, from kakos, bad. See kakka- 
in Appendix.]

cac·o·dyl (k4kùN-dVlÙ) n.  1. The arsenic group (CH3)2As–.  2. A poisonous oil, 

As2(CH3)4, with an obnoxious garlicky odor.  [Greek kakodKs, bad-smelling 

(kakos, bad; see kakka- in Appendix + -odKs, -smelling from ozein, od-, to smell) 

+ -YL.] —cacÙo·dylùic adj. 

cac·o·ë·thes (k4kÙo-KùthKz) n.  An irresistible compulsion; a mania.  [Latin 

cacoKthes, from neuter of Greek kakoKthKs, ill-disposed  : kakos, bad; see kakka- in 

Appendix + Kthos, disposition; see s(w)e- in Appendix.]

ca·cog·ra·phy (kN-kmgùrN-fK) n.  1. Bad handwriting.  2. Bad spelling. 

cac·o·mis·tle (k4kùN-mVsÙNl) n.  A small, carnivorous mammal (Bassariscus 

astutus) of the southwest United States, having grayish or brownish fur and a 

black-banded tail and resembling the raccoon.  [American Spanish cacomiztle, 

from Nahuatl tlacomiztli : tlaco, half, part + miztli, mountain lion.]

cac·o·nym (k4kùN-nVm) n.  An erroneous name, especially in taxonomic classifi-

cation; a misnomer.   —ca·conùy·my (kN-kmnùN-mK) n. 

ca·coph·o·nous (kN-kmfùN-nNs) adj.  Having a harsh, unpleasant sound; dis-

cordant.  [From Greek kakophonos : kakos, bad; see kakka- in Appendix + phonK, 

sound; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —ca·cophùo·nous·ly adv. 

ca·coph·o·ny (kN-kmfùN-nK) n.  pl. ca·coph·o·nies. 1. Jarring, discordant 

sound; dissonance:  heard a cacophony of horns during the traffic jam.  2. The use 

of harsh or discordant sounds in literary composition, as for poetic effect.  

[French cacophonie, from Greek kakophonia, from kakophonos, cacophonous. See 

CACOPHONOUS.]

cac·tus (k4kùtNs) n.  pl. cac·ti (-tXÙ)  or cac·tus·es. 1. Any of various succulent, 

spiny, usually leafless plants native mostly to arid regions of the New World, hav-

ing variously colored, often showy flowers with numerous stamens and petals.  

2. Any of several similar plants.  [Latin, cardoon, from Greek kaktos.]

cactus pear (k4kùtNs pâr) n.  See tuna2. 
ca·cu·mi·nal (kN-kyuùmN-nNl) adj.  Articulated with the tip of the tongue 

turned back and up toward the roof of the mouth; retroflex.  [From Latin 

cac7men, cac7min-, summit, point.]

cad (k4d) n.  An unprincipled, ungentlemanly man.  [Short for CADDIE.] 
—cadùdish adj.  —cadùdish·ly adv.  —cadùdish·ness n. 

CAD abbr.  Computer-aided design. 



ca·das·tre also ca·das·ter (kN-d4sùtNr) n.  A public record, survey, or map of 

the value, extent, and ownership of land as a basis of taxation.  [French, from 

Provençal cadastro, from Italian catastro, alteration of Old Italian catastico, from 

Late Greek katastikhon, register  : Greek kata-, by; see CATA- + Greek stikhos, line; 

see steigh- in Appendix.] —ca·dasùtral adj. 

ca·dav·er (kN-d4vùNr) n.  A dead body, especially one intended for dissection.  

See Synonyms at body.  [Middle English, from Latin cad7ver, from cadere, to fall, 

die. See kad- in Appendix.] —ca·davùer·ic (-Nr-Vk) adj. 

ca·dav·er·ine (kN-d4vùN-rKnÙ) n.  A syrupy, colorless, fuming ptomaine, 

C5H14N2, formed by the carboxylation of lysine by bacteria in decaying animal 

flesh. 

ca·dav·er·ous (kN-d4vùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Suggestive of death; corpselike:  a cadav-

erous odor.  2. a. Of corpselike pallor; pallid: “I saw a cadaverous face appear at a 

small window” (Charles Dickens).  b. Emaciated; gaunt:  a cadaverous mongrel 

picking through the garbage.    —ca·davùer·ous·ly adv.  —ca·davùer·ous·ness 
n. 

cad·dice (k4dùVs) n.  Variant of caddis. 
caddice fly (k4dùVs flX) n.  Variant of caddis fly. 
caddice worm (k4dùVs wûrm) n.  Variant of caddis worm. 
cad·die also cad·dy (k4dùK) n.  pl. cad·dies. 1. Sports. One hired to serve as an 

attendant to a golfer, especially by carrying the golf clubs.  2. Scots. A boy who 

does odd jobs.   —  v.  intr. cad·died, cad·dy·ing, cad·dies. To serve as a cad-

die.  [Scots, from French cadet, cadet, caddie. See CADET.]

cad·dis also cad·dice (k4dùVs) n.  A coarse woolen fabric, yarn, or ribbon bind-

ing.  [Probably from Middle English cadace, cotton wool (from Anglo-Norman, 

from Old Provençal cadarz), and from French cadis, woolen cloth (from Old 

Provençal).]

caddis fly also caddice fly (k4dùVs flX) n.  Any of various four-winged insects 

of the order Trichoptera, found near lakes and streams.  [Perhaps from obsolete 

cad (influenced by CADDIS), variant of COD
2 (from the tube in which the larva 

lives).]

caddis worm also caddice worm (k4dùVs wûrm) n.  The aquatic, wormlike 

larva of the caddis fly, enclosed in a cylindrical case covered with grains of sand, 

fragments of shell, and other debris. 

Cad·do (k4dùo) n.  pl. Caddo or Cad·dos. 1. a. A Native American confeder-

acy composed of numerous small tribes formerly inhabiting the Red River area of 

Louisiana, Arkansas, and eastern Texas and now located in central Oklahoma.  

b. A member of this confederacy.   2. The Caddoan language of the Caddo.  

[French, from Caddo kaduhdá·?u., a major tribe of the Caddo confederacy.]



Cad·do·an (k4dùo-Nn) n.  A family of North American Indian languages for-

merly spoken in the Dakotas, Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and 

Louisiana, and presently in North Dakota and Oklahoma. 

cad·dy1 (k4dùK) n.  pl. cad·dies. A small container, such as a box, used especially 

for holding tea.  [Alteration of CATTY
1.]

cad·dy2 (K4dùK) n.  & v.   Variant of caddie. 
cade (k7d) adj.  Left by its mother and reared by hand:  a cade calf.  [Middle 

English, pet lamb.]

Cade (k7d), Jack. Died 1450.  English rebel who led an unsuccessful rebellion 

against Henry VI (1450). 

-cade suff.  Procession:  motorcade.  [From CAVALCADE.]

ca·delle (kN-dHlù) n.  A small blackish beetle (Tenebroides mauritanicus), both 

the larval and adult forms of which damage stored grain.  [French, from 

Provençal cadello, from Latin catella, feminine of catellus, puppy, from catulus, 

the young of animals. See kat- in Appendix.]

ca·dence (k7dùns) n.  pl. ca·denc·es. 1. Balanced, rhythmic flow, as of poetry 

or oratory.  See Synonyms at rhythm.  2. The measure or beat of movement, as 

in dancing or marching.  3. a. A falling inflection of the voice, as at the end of a 

sentence.  b. General inflection or modulation of the voice.   4. Music. A progres-

sion of chords moving to a harmonic close or point of rest.  [Middle English, 

from Old French *cadence, from Old Italian cadenza, from Vulgar Latin *caden-

tia, a falling, from Latin cadKns, cadent- present participle of cadere, to fall. See 

kad- in Appendix.] —caùdenced adj. 

ca·den·cy (k7dùn-sK) n.  pl. ca·den·cies. Cadence. 

ca·dent (k7dùnt) adj.  1. Having cadence or rhythm.  2. Archaic. Falling, as 

water or tears.  [Latin cadKns, cadent- present participle of cadere, to fall. See kad- 
in Appendix.]

ca·den·tial (kN-dHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a cadence.  2. Music. Of or 

having to do with a cadenza: “At certain cadential points, [he] inserts brief cadenzas 

that add an improvisational touch” (Boris Schwarz). 

ca·den·za (kN-dHnùzN) n.  Music. 1. An elaborate, ornamental melodic flourish 

interpolated into an aria or other vocal piece.  2. An extended virtuosic section 

for the soloist near the end of a movement of a concerto.  [Italian, from Old Ital-

ian, cadence. See CADENCE.]

cade oil (k7d oil) n.  See juniper tar.  [French cade, a species of juniper, from 

Provençal, from Old Provençal; akin to Late Latin catanum, possibly of Celtic ori-

gin.]

ca·det (kN-dHtù) n.  1. A student at a military school who is training to be an 

officer.  2. a. A younger son or brother.  b. A youngest son.   3. Slang. A pimp.  

[French, from dialectal capdet, captain, from Late Latin capitellum, diminutive of 

Latin caput, capit-, head. See kaput- in Appendix.] —ca·detùshipÙ n. 



cadge (k4j) v.  intr. tr. cadged, cadg·ing, cadg·es. To beg or get by begging.  

[Perhaps back-formation from obsolete cadger, peddler, from Middle English 

cadgear.] —cadgùer n.  

SYNONYMS: cadge, beg, bum, mooch, panhandle. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to ask, ask for, or get as charity”: cadged a cigarette; derelicts

begging for change; bum a drink; mooching food; homeless people forced to panhan-

dle in subway stations.

Cad·il·lac (k4dùl-4kÙ, kä-dK-yäkù), Sieur Antoine de la Mothe. 1658-1730.  

French explorer and colonial administrator who founded Detroit (1701) and was 

governor of Louisiana (1711-1716). 

Cá·diz (kN-dVzù, k7ùdVz, käù-, käùthKth, -thKs)  A city of southwest Spain north-

west of Gibraltar on the Gulf of Cádiz, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. Cádiz was 

founded c. 1100 B.C. by Phoenicians and passed to the Carthaginians (c. 500 B.C.), 

Romans (third century A.D.), Moors (711), and the kingdom of Castile (1262). Its 

port was a base for Spanish treasure ships after the conquest of the Americas. 

Population, 160,839. 

cad·mi·um (k4dùmK-Nm) n.  Symbol Cd A soft, bluish-white metallic element 

occurring primarily in zinc, copper, and lead ores, that is easily cut with a knife 

and is used in low-friction, fatigue-resistant alloys, solders, dental amalgams, 

nickel-cadmium storage batteries, nuclear reactor shields, and in rustproof elec-

troplating. Atomic number 48; atomic weight 112.40; melting point 320.9˚C; 

boiling point 765˚C; specific gravity 8.65; valence 2.  [Latin cadmXa, calamine 

(from its being found with calamine in zinc ore) (from Greek kadmeia (ge), The-

ban (earth), from Kadmos, Cadmus) + -IUM.] —cadùmic (-mVk) adj. 

cadmium sulfate (k4dùmK-Nm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A compound, CdSO4, that forms 

colorless crystals, is water soluble, and is used as an antiseptic. 

Cad·mus (k4dùmNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A Phoenician prince who killed a 

dragon and sowed its teeth, from which sprang up an army of men who fought 

one another until only five survived. With these five men Cadmus founded the 

city of Thebes. 

Cad·mus (k4dùmNs), Paul. Born 1904.  American artist noted for his realistic 

paintings and etchings of sordid scenes. 

cad·re (k4dùrK, käùdr7) n.  1. A nucleus of trained personnel around which a 

larger organization can be built and trained:  a cadre of sergeants and corporals 

who train recruits.  2. a. A tightly knit group of zealots who are active in advanc-

ing the interests of a revolutionary party.  b. A member of such a group.   3. A 

framework.  [French, from Italian quadro, frame, from Latin quadrum, a square, 

from neuter of quadrus, square. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]



ca·du·ce·us (kN-duùsK-Ns, -shNs, -dyuù-) n.  pl. ca·du·ce·i (-sK-XÙ). 1. a. A 

herald’s wand or staff, especially in ancient times.  b. Greek Mythology. A winged 

staff with two serpents twined around it, carried by Hermes.   2. An insignia 

modeled on Hermes’ staff and used as the symbol of the medical profession.  

[Latin c7d7ceus, alteration of Greek karukeion, from karux, herald.] 
—ca·duùce·an (-sK-Nn, -shNn) adj. 

ca·du·ci·ty (kN-duùsV-tK, -dyuù-) n.  1. The frailty of old age; senility.  2. The 

quality or state of being perishable; impermanence.  [French caducité, from 

caduc, frail, falling, from Latin cad7cus. See CADUCOUS.]

ca·du·cous (kN-duùkNs, -dyuù-) adj.  Dropping off or shedding at an early 

stage of development, as the gills of most amphibians or the sepals or stipules of 

certain plants.  [From Latin cad7cus, falling, from cadere, to fall. See kad- in 

Appendix.]

cae·cil·ian (sN-sVlùyNn, -sVlùK-Nn, -sKlù-) n.  Any of various legless, burrowing, 

wormlike amphibians of the order Gymnophiona, of tropical regions.  [From 

Latin caecilia, a kind of lizard, from caecus, blind (from its small eyes).]

cae·cum (sKùkNm) n.  Variant of cecum. 
Caed·mon (k4dùmNn), Died c. 680.  The earliest English poet. According to 

Bede, he was an elderly herdsman who received the power of song in a vision. 

Cae·li·an (sKùlK-Nn)  One of the seven hills of ancient Rome. The most south-

easterly of the hills, it was densely populated until much of it was devastated by a 

fire in A.D. 27.   —Caeùli·an adj. 

Cae·lum (sKùlNm) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Columba 

and Eridanus.  [Latin caelum, sculptor’s chisel. See kaN-id- in Appendix.]

Caen (käN)  A city of northern France southwest of Le Havre. A Huguenot 

stronghold in the 16th and 17th centuries, it is the burial place of William the 

Conqueror. Population, 114,068. 

Caer·nar·von (kär-närùvNn)  A municipal borough of northwest Wales on a 

narrow strait of the Irish Sea opposite Anglesey Island. The investiture of Charles 

as Prince of Wales took place in the castle here in 1969. Population, 9,506. 

caer·phil·ly (kär-fVlùK) n.  A mild white Welsh cheese.  [After Caerphilly, a dis-

trict of southeast Wales.]

cae·sar also Cae·sar (sKùzNr) n.  1. Used as a title and form of address for 

Roman emperors.  2. A dictator or an autocrat.  [Middle English cesar, from Latin 

Caesar, after Julius CAESAR.]

Cae·sar (sKùzNr), Julius. In full Gaius Julius Caesar. 100-44 B.C.  Roman general, 

statesman, and historian who invaded Britain (55), crushed the army of his polit-

ical enemy Pompey (48), pursued other enemies to Egypt, where he installed 

Cleopatra as queen (47), returned to Rome, and was given a mandate by the peo-

ple to rule as dictator for life (45). On March 15 of the following year he was 

murdered by a group of republicans led by Cassius and Brutus, who feared he 



intended to establish a monarchy ruled by himself.   —Cae·sarùe·an, 
Cae·sarùi·an (sV-zârùK-Nn)  adj. 

Cae·sa·re·a (sKÙzN-rKùN, sHsÙN-, sHzÙN-)  1.  or Also Caesarea Pal·e·sti·nae 
(p4lÙV-stXùnK) An ancient seaport of Palestine south of present-day Haifa, Israel. It 

was founded (30 B.C.) by Herod the Great and later became the capital of Roman 

Judea. The city was destroyed by Muslims in 1265.  2.  or Also Caesarea 
Phil·ip·pi (fVlùV-pX, fV-lVpùX) An ancient city of northern Palestine near Mount 

Hermon in present-day southwest Syria. It was built in the first century A.D. on 

the site of a center for the worship of Pan.  3.  or Also Caesarea Maz·a·ca 
(m4zùN-kN) An ancient city of Cappadocia on the site of present-day Kayseri in 

central Turkey. The chief city of the region, it was destroyed by Persians in A.D. 

260. 

cae·sar·e·an (sV-zârùK-Nn) adj.  & n.   Variant of cesarean. 
caesarean section (sV-zârùK-Nn sHkùshNn) n.  Variant of cesarean section. 
cae·sar·i·an (sV-zârùK-Nn) adj.  & n.   Variant of cesarean. 
Cae·sar·ism (sKùzN-rVzÙNm) n.  Military or imperial dictatorship; political 

authoritarianism.   —Caeùsar·ist n.  —CaeÙsar·isùtic adj. 

caesar salad (sKùzNr s4lùNd) n.  A tossed salad of greens, anchovies, croutons, 

and grated cheese with a dressing of olive oil, lemon juice, and a raw or coddled 

egg.  [Possibly after Caesar’s, a restaurant in Tijuana, Mexico.]

cae·si·um (sKùzK-Nm) n.  Variant of cesium. 
caes·tus (sHsùtNs) n.  Variant of cestus2. 
cae·su·ra also ce·su·ra (sV-zhtrùN, -ztrùN) n.  pl. cae·su·ras or cae·su·rae (-

zhtrùK, -ztrùK). 1. A pause in a line of verse dictated by sense or natural speech 

rhythm rather than by metrics.  2. A pause or an interruption, as in conversation:  

After another weighty caesura the senator resumed speaking.  3. In Latin and Greek 

prosody, a break in a line caused by the ending of a word within a foot, especially 

when this coincides with a sense division.  4. Music. A pause or breathing at a 

point of rhythmic division in a melody.  [Latin caes7ra, a cutting, from caesus, 

past participle of caedere, to cut off. See kaN-id- in Appendix.] —cae·suùral, 
cae·suùric adj. 

C.A.F. abbr.  Cost and freight. 

ca·fé also ca·fe (k4-f7ù, kN-) n.  A coffeehouse, restaurant, or bar.  [French, cof-

fee, café, from Italian caffè, coffee, from Ottoman Turkish qahveh. See COFFEE.]

ca·fé au lait (k4-f7Ù o l7ù) n.  1. Coffee served with hot milk.  2. Color. A light 

coffee hue.  See Regional note at beignet.  [French  : café, coffee + à, with + lait, 

milk.]

café fil·tre (k4-f7ù fVlùtrN) n.  A beverage made by passing boiling water through 

ground coffee held in a filtering device that fits on top of a cup or pot.  [French  : 

café, coffee + filtre, filter.]



café noir (k4-f7ù nwärù) n.  Coffee served without cream or milk.  [French  : 

café, coffee + noir, black.]

café society (k4-f7ù sN-sXùV-tK) n.  The group of socialites and celebrities that 

frequents fashionable nightclubs and resorts and attends fashionable events: “the 

glittering café society that revolves around the city’s elite cultural institutions” (Busi-

ness Week). 

caf·e·te·ri·a (k4fÙV-tîrùK-N) n.  A restaurant in which the customers are served at 

a counter and carry their meals on trays to tables.  [Spanish cafetería, coffee shop, 

cafeteria, from café, coffee, from Ottoman Turkish qahveh. See COFFEE.]

cafeteria benefit (k4fÙV-tîrùK-N bHnùN-fVt) n.  A particular employee benefit 

selected from a company plan offering a variety of choices that can be balanced to 

suit individual needs. 

caf·e·te·ri·a-style (k4fÙV-tîrùK-N-stXlÙ) adj.  1. Arranged in the manner of a caf-

eteria:  a cafeteria-style student dining hall.  2. Designed, established, or arranged 

in such a way that one may choose or select from a group, body, or collection only 

those things deemed desirable:  cafeteria-style medical benefits. 

caf·e·to·ri·um (k4fÙV-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-) n.  pl. caf·e·to·ri·ums or caf·e·to·ri·a 
(-tôrùK-N, -torù-). A large room, usually in an educational institution, that serves 

both as a cafeteria and as an auditorium.  [CAFE(TERIA) + (AUDI)TORIUM.]

caf·feine also caf·fein (k4-fKnù, k4fùKnÙ, k4fùK-Vn) n.  A bitter white alkaloid, 

C8H10N4O2, often derived from tea or coffee and used in medicine chiefly as a 

mild stimulant and to treat certain kinds of headache.  [German Kaffein (from 

Kaffee, coffee), or French caféine both from French café, coffee. See CAFÉ.] —caf-
ùfein·atÙed (k4fùN-n7ÙtVd) adj. 

caf·fein·ism (k4-fKùnVzÙNm, k4fùK-, k4fùK-N-) n.  A toxic condition marked by 

diarrhea, elevated blood pressure, rapid breathing, heart palpitations, and insom-

nia, caused by excessive ingestion of coffee and other caffeine-containing sub-

stances. 

caf·fe lat·te (käfùfH lätùtH, k4fù7) n.  See latte. 
caf·tan  or kaf·tan (k4fùt4nÙ, -tNn, k4f-t4nù) n.  1. A full-length garment with 

elbow-length or long sleeves, worn chiefly in eastern Mediterranean countries.  

2. A westernized version of this garment consisting of a loose, usually brightly 

colored waist-length or ankle-length tunic.  [Russian kaftan, from Ottoman 

Turkish qaft7n.]

cage (k7j) n.  1. A structure for confining birds or animals, enclosed on at least 

one side by a grating of wires or bars that lets in air and light.  2. A barred room 

or fenced enclosure for confining prisoners.  3. An enclosing openwork struc-

ture:  placed a protective cage over the sapling; a bank teller’s cage.  4. An elevator 

car.  5. a. Baseball. A large wire screen placed behind home plate to stop balls in 

batting practice.  b. Sports. A hockey or soccer goal made of a network frame.  

c. Basketball. The basket.    —  v.  tr. caged, cag·ing, cag·es. To put or confine 



in or as if in a cage.  See Synonyms at enclose.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin cavea.]

Cage (k7j), John Milton, Jr. 1912-1992.  American composer of avant-garde 

works, such as Sonatas and Interludes for a piano with its strings damped by wood 

and metal (1946-1948). 

cage·ling (k7jùlVng) n.  A bird kept as a pet in a cage. 

ca·gey also ca·gy (k7ùjK) adj.  ca·gi·er, ca·gi·est. 1. Wary; careful:  a cagey 

avoidance of a definite answer.  2. Crafty; shrewd:  a cagey lawyer.  [Origin 

unknown.] —caùgi·ly adv.  —caùgi·ness n. 

Ca·glia·ri (kälùyN-rKÙ)  A city of Sardinia, Italy, on the southern coast on the 

Gulf of Cagliari, an inlet of the Mediterranean Sea. The city was taken by the 

Romans in 238 B.C. Population, 232,785. 

Ca·glio·stro (k4l-yoùstro, kä-lyôùstrô), Count Alessandro di. Originally 

Giuseppe Balsamo. 1743-1795.  Italian adventurer who was famous throughout 

Europe as a magician and alchemist. 

Cag·ney (k4gùnK), James. Known as “Jimmy.” 1899-1986.  American actor 

noted for his portrayals of tough, often maleficent characters in films such as 

Public Enemy (1931). He won an Academy Award for Yankee Doodle Dandy 

(1942). 

C.A.G.S. abbr.  Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies. 

Ca·guas (käùgwäsÙ)  A city of east-central Puerto Rico south-southeast of San 

Juan. It is an industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 87,214. 

ca·gy (k7ùjK) adj.  Variant of cagey. 
Ca·ha·ba (kN-hôùbN, -häù-)  A river rising in the Appalachian Mountains of 

north-central Alabama near Birmingham and flowing about 322 km (200 mi) 

generally south to the Alabama River near Selma. 

ca·hier (kä-y7ù) n.  A report, especially one concerning the policy or proceedings 

of a parliamentary group.  [French, notebook, from Old French quaier, from Vul-

gar Latin *quaternum, from Latin quaternX, group of four, from quater, four 

times. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

Cahn (kän), Sammy. Born 1915.  American songwriter whose collaborations 

with various composers include “High Hopes” (1959) and “Call Me Irresponsi-

ble” (1963). 

Ca·ho·ki·a (kN-hoùkK-N)  A village of southwest Illinois, a residential suburb of 

East St. Louis. Nearby are the Cahokia Mounds, a group of approximately 85 

prehistoric Native American earthworks. Population, 17,550. 

ca·hoots (kN-hutsù) pl.n.  Informal. Questionable collaboration; secret partner-

ship:  an accountant in cahoots with organized crime.  [Perhaps from French 

cahute, cabin, from Old French, possibly blend of cabane; see CABIN, and hutte; see 

HUT.]



ca·how (kN-houù) n.  An earth-burrowing, nocturnal bird (Pterodroma cahow), 

once abundant in Bermuda but now nearly extinct, with a hooked black beak, 

brown and white plumage, and a gray underside.  Also called Bermuda petrel 

[Imitative of its cry.]

Ca·huil·la (kN-wKùN) n.  pl. Cahuilla or Ca·huil·las. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting parts of southeast California.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Uto-Aztecan language of the Cahuilla.  [American Spanish.]

CAI abbr.  Computer-aided instruction. 

Cai·a·phas (k7ùN-fNs, kXù-), Joseph. fl. first century A.D.  In the New Testament, 

the Jewish high priest who presided over the counsel that condemned Jesus. 

Cai·cos Islands (k7ùkNs XùlNndz, -kos)  One of the island groups constituting 

the Turks and Caicos Islands in the Atlantic Ocean southeast of the Bahamas. 

cai·man also cay·man (k7ùmNn) n.  pl. cai·mans. Any of various tropical 

American crocodilians of the genus Caiman and related genera, resembling and 

closely related to the alligators.  [Spanish caimán, from Carib acayuman.]

Cain (k7n)  In the Old Testament, the eldest son of Adam and Eve, who murdered 

his brother Abel out of jealousy and was condemned to be a fugitive. 

-caine suff.  A synthetic alkaloid anesthetic:  eucaine.  [From COCAINE.]

cai·no·to·pho·bi·a (k7-noÙtN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of newness.  

[Greek kainotKs, newness (from kainos, new); see ken- in Appendix + -PHOBIA.]

ca·ïque (kä-Kkù) n.  Nautical. 1. A long, narrow rowboat used in the Middle 

East.  2. A small sailing vessel used in the eastern Mediterranean.  [French, from 

Italian caicco, from Ottoman Turkish qayïq, from Old Turkic qayghuq.]

caird (kârd) n.  Scots. An itinerant tinker.  [Scottish Gaelic ceard, tinker, smith, 

from Old Irish cerd, artisan, skill.]

cairn (kârn) n.  A mound of stones erected as a memorial or marker.  [Middle 

English carne, from Scottish Gaelic carn, from Old Irish.] —cairned adj. 

cairn·gorm (kârnùgôrmÙ) n.  See smoky quartz.  [After the Cairngorm 
(Mountains).]

Cairn·gorm Mountains (kârnùgôrmÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of the Gram-

pian Mountains in central Scotland rising to 1,310.3 m (4,296 ft) at Ben Macdhui. 

It is a popular winter sports area. 

Cairn terrier (kârn tHrùK-Nr) n.  A small dog of a breed developed in Scotland, 

having a broad head and a rough, shaggy coat.  [So called because it hunts among 

cairns.]

Cai·ro  1.  (kXùro) The capital and largest city of Egypt, in the northeastern part 

of the country on the Nile River. Old Cairo was built c. 642 as a military camp; the 

new city was founded c. 968 by the Fatimid dynasty and reached its greatest pros-

perity under the Mameluke sultans (13th-16th century). Population, 6,205,000.  

2.  (k7ùro) A town of extreme southern Illinois near the confluence of the Missis-



sippi and Ohio rivers. It was named after Cairo, Egypt, because of its similar 

deltalike setting. Population, 5,931. 

cais·son (k7ùsmnÙ, -sNn) n.  1. A watertight structure within which construction 

work is carried on under water.  2.  See camel (n., sense 2).  3. A large box open 

at the top and one side, designed to fit against the side of a ship and used to repair 

damaged hulls under water.  4. A floating structure used to close off the entrance 

to a dock or canal lock.  5. a. A horse-drawn vehicle, usually two-wheeled, used 

to carry artillery ammunition and coffins at military funerals.  b. A large box 

used to hold ammunition.   [French, from Old French, large box, alteration 

(influenced by caisse, chest, from Old Provençal caissa, from Vulgar Latin *capsea, 

from Latin capsa, box), of casson, from Italian cassone, augmentative of cassa, 

box, from Latin capsa.]

caisson disease (k7ùsmnÙ dV-zKzù) n.  See decompression sickness. 
Caith·ness (k7thùnHs, k7th-nHsù)  A historical region and former county of 

northeast Scotland. Settled by the Picts, it was overrun by the Vikings in the ninth 

century and did not revert to Scottish rule until 1202. 

cai·tiff (k7ùtVf) n.  A despicable coward; a wretch.   —  adj.  Despicable and cow-

ardly.  [Middle English caitif, from Norman French, from Latin captXvus, pris-

oner. See CAPTIVE.]

Ca·ius (k7ùNs, kXù-)  See Gaius. 
Ca·jan (k7ùjNn) n.  & adj.   Variant of Cajun. 
ca·jan pea (k7ùjNn pK) n.  1. A tropical African shrub (Cajanus cajan) of the pea 

family, having trifoliolate leaves, yellow or orange flowers, hairy pods, and small 

edible seeds.  2. A seed of this plant.  Also called catjang, dahl, pigeon pea.  [Malay 

kachang, bean, pea.]

ca·jole (kN-jolù) v.  tr. ca·joled, ca·jol·ing, ca·joles. To urge with gentle and 

repeated appeals, teasing, or flattery; wheedle.  [French cajoler, possibly blend of 

Old French cageoler, to chatter like a jay (from geai, jai, jay); see JAY
2, Old French 

gaioler, to lure into a cage (from gaiole, jaiole, cage); see JAIL.] —ca·jolùer n.  

—ca·jolùer·y (-joùlN-rK) n.  —ca·jolùing·ly adv. 

Ca·jun also Ca·jan (k7ùjNn) n.  1. A member of a group of people in southern 

Louisiana descended from French colonists exiled from Acadia in the 18th cen-

tury.  2.  Often Cajan. A member of a group living in southern Alabama and 

southeast Mississippi, of mixed white, Black, and Native American ancestry.   —  
adj.  Of or relating to the Cajuns or their culture.  [Alteration of ACADIAN.]

cake (k7k) n.  1. A sweet baked food made of flour, liquid, eggs, and other ingre-

dients, and usually served in rectangular, square, or rounded layer form.  2. A 

flat, rounded mass of dough or batter, such as a pancake that is baked or fried.  

3. A flat, rounded mass of hashed or chopped food that is baked or fried; a patty.  

4. A shaped or molded piece, as of soap or ice.  5. A layer or deposit of com-

pacted matter:  a cake of grime in the oven.   —  v.  caked, cak·ing, cakes.  —  v.  



tr. To cover or fill with a thick layer, as of compacted matter:  a miner whose face 

was caked with soot.   —  v.  intr. To become formed into a compact or crusty 

mass:  As temperatures dropped, the wet snow caked.  [Middle English, from Old 

Norse kaka.]

cake·walk (k7kùwôkÙ) n.  1. Something easily accomplished:  The diving cham-

pionship was a cakewalk for her.  2. A 19th-century public entertainment among 

American Black people in which walkers performing the most accomplished or 

amusing steps won cakes as prizes.  3. a. A strutting dance, often performed in 

minstrel shows.  b. The music for this dance.    —  v.  intr. cake·walked, 
cake·walk·ing, cake·walks. To perform a strutting dance.   —cakeùwalkÙer 
n. 

cal  or Cal abbr.  1. Cal. Calorie (large calorie).  2. Calorie (mean calorie).  

3. Calorie (small calorie). 

cal. abbr.  1. Calendar.  2. Caliber. 

Cal. abbr.  California. 

Cal·a·bar bean (k4lùN-bär bKn) n.  The poisonous seed of a tropical western 

African woody vine (Physostigma venenosum) in the pea family, which has been 

used as an ordeal poison and is the source of the drug physostigmine.  Also called 

ordeal bean [After Calabar, a town of southeast Nigeria.]

cal·a·bash (k4lùN-b4shÙ) n.  1. An annual vine (Lagenaria siceraria) having 

white flowers and smooth, large, hard-shelled gourds.  Also called bottle gourd, 

white-flowered gourd.  2. A tropical American tree (Crescentia cujete) bearing 

hard-shelled, gourdlike fruits on the trunk and main branches.  Also called cala-

bash tree 3. Any of certain similar or related plants.  4. The fruit of any of these 

plants.  5. A utensil or container made from the dried, hollowed-out shell of any 

of these fruits.  6. A smoking pipe with a curved stem and a large bowl made 

from the shell of a gourd.  [French calebasse, gourd, from Spanish calabaza, from 

Catalan carabaça, perhaps from Arabic qar’ah y7bisah, dry gourd  : qar’ah, gourd 

+ y7bisah, dry.]

Cal·a·bash (k4lùN-b4shÙ) n.  A style of cooking in the southeast United States in 

which various seafoods, such as deviled crab, shrimp, oysters, and flounder, are 

deep-fried and then heaped onto dinner plates for serving.  [Perhaps from cala-

bash, a turtle cooked in its shell, from CALABASH.]

calabash tree (k4lùN-b4shÙ trK) n.  See calabash (n., sense 2). 

cal·a·boose (k4lùN-busÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. & Chiefly Western U.S. A 

jail.  [Louisiana French calabouse, from Spanish calabozo, dungeon.]

Cal·a·bre·se (k4lÙN-br7ùzK) n.  A type of broccoli, introduced from Italy and 

grown extensively in North America, bearing clusters of blue-green to dark green 

flower buds.  [Italian, Calabrian, from Calabria, Calabria.]



Ca·la·bri·a (kN-l7ùbrK-N, kä-läùbrK-ä)  A region of southern Italy forming the toe 

of the Italian “boot.” Founded as a Greek colony, it was taken by the Romans in 

268 B.C. and by the Byzantine Empire in the ninth century A.D. 

ca·la·di·um (kN-l7ùdK-Nm) n.  Any of various tropical American plants of the 

genus Caladium widely cultivated for their ornamental foliage, variously pat-

terned in white, green, pink, or red.  [New Latin Caladium, genus name, from 

Malay kHladi, an aroid.]

Ca·lah (k7ùlN) also Ka·lakh (käùläKH)  An ancient city of Assyria on the Tigris 

River south of present-day Mosul, Iraq. It was probably built in the 13th century 

B.C. 

Ca·lais (k4-l7ù, k4lù7)  A city of northern France on the Strait of Dover opposite 

Dover, England. The city fell to the English in 1347 after a siege of 11 months and 

was retaken by the French in 1558. Population, 76,527. 

cal·a·man·co (k4lÙN-m4ngùko) n.  pl. cal·a·man·coes. A glossy woolen fabric 

with a checked pattern on one side.  [Perhaps from Spanish calamaco, from Late 

Latin calamaucus, felt cap.]

cal·a·man·der (k4lùN-m4nÙdNr) n.  The hard, black-and-brown-striped wood 

of certain tropical Asian trees of the genus Diospyros, especially D. quaesita of Sri 

Lanka, used for making furniture.  [Probably from Dutch kalamanderhout, cala-

mander wood, perhaps from alteration of Coromandel Coast.]

cal·a·mar·i (käÙlN-mäùrK, k4lÙN-) n.  Squid prepared as food.  [Italian, pl. of 

calamaro, from Late Latin calam7rium, pen-case, from Latin calam7rius, relating 

to a reed pen, from calamus, reed pen (perhaps from the “ink” the squid secretes). 

See CALAMUS.]

cal·a·mi (k4lùN-mXÙ) n.  Plural of calamus. 
Ca·la·mi·an Islands (käÙlN-mK-änù XùlNndz, -myänù)  An island group of the 

west-central Philippines between Mindoro and Palawan. 

cal·a·mine (k4lùN-mXnÙ, -mVn) n.  1.  See hemimorphite.  2. A pink, odorless, 

tasteless powder of zinc oxide with a small amount of ferric oxide, dissolved in 

mineral oils and used in skin lotions.  3. An alloy composed of lead, tin, and zinc.  

[French, from Medieval Latin calamXna, alteration of Latin cadmXa. See CAD-

MIUM.]

cal·a·mint (k4lùN-mVntÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genera Calamintha or 

Satureja in the mint family, cultivated for their aromatic foliage and clusters of 

pink, lilac, or white flowers.  [Middle English calaminte, from Old French cala-

mente, from Medieval Latin calamentum, from Latin calaminthK, from Greek 

kalaminthK.]

cal·a·mite (k4lùN-mXtÙ) n.  Any of various extinct, chiefly carboniferous trees of 

the genus Calamites, related to the modern-day herbaceous horsetails (Equise-

tum).  [New Latin CalamXtKs, genus name, from Late Greek kalamitKs, reedlike, 

from Greek kalamos, reed.]



ca·lam·i·tous (kN-l4mùV-tNs) adj.  Causing or involving calamity; disastrous.   
—ca·lamùi·tous·ly adv.  —ca·lamùi·tous·ness n. 

ca·lam·i·ty (kN-l4mùV-tK) n.  pl. ca·lam·i·ties. 1. An event that brings terrible 

loss, lasting distress, or severe affliction; a disaster:  A hurricane would be a calam-

ity for this low-lying coastal region.  See Synonyms at disaster.  2. Dire distress 

resulting from loss or tragedy.  [Middle English calamite, from Old French, from 

Latin calamit7s.]

Ca·lam·i·ty Jane (kN-l4mùV-tK j7nù)  See Martha Jane Burk. 
cal·a·mon·din (k4lÙN-mmnùdVn) n.  1. A small evergreen citrus tree (∞Citrofor-

tunella mitis), widely cultivated as a houseplant for its glossy foliage and orna-

mental fruits.  2. The sour fruit of this plant, resembling a small tangerine and 

sometimes used as a flavoring or for beverages, sauces, or marmalades.  [Tagalog 

kalamunding.]

cal·a·mus (k4lùN-mNs) n.  pl. cal·a·mi (-mXÙ). 1. a.  See sweet flag.  b. The 

aromatic, underground stem of the sweet flag, yielding an oil used in perfumery.   

2. Any of various chiefly tropical Asian climbing palms of the genus Calamus, 

having strong, flexible stems used as a source of rattan.  3.  See quill (n., sense 1).  

[Latin, reed, from Greek kalamos.]

ca·lan·do (kN-länùdo) adv.  & adj.  Music. With a gradual decrease in tempo and 

volume. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, present participle of calare, to 

slacken, from Latin cal7re, from Greek khalan.]

ca·lash (kN-l4shù) also ca·lèche (-lHshù) n.  1. a. A light carriage with two or 

four low wheels and a collapsible top.  b. A top for this or a similar carriage.   2. A 

woman’s folding bonnet of the late 18th century.  [French calèche, from German 

Kalesche, from Czech kolesa, from pl. of kolo, koles-, wheel. See kwel-1 in Appen-

dix.]

cal·a·the·a (k4lÙN-thKùN) n.  Any of various tropical American evergreen plants 

of the genus Calathea widely cultivated indoors for their attractively marked 

leaves.  [New Latin calathea, genus name, from Latin calathus, basket. See 

CALATHUS.]

cal·a·thus (k4lùN-thNs) n.  pl. cal·a·thi (-thXÙ). A vase-shaped basket represented 

in Greek painting and sculpture.  [Latin, from Greek kalathos.]

calc. abbr.  1. Calculation.  2. Mathematics. Calculus. 

calc- pref.  Variant of calci-. 
cal·ca·ne·o·cu·boid ligament (k4l-k7ÙnK-o-kyuùboidÙ lVgùN-mNnt) n.  The 

ligament that connects the calcaneus and the cuboid bones. 

cal·ca·ne·us (k4l-k7ùnK-Ns) also cal·ca·ne·um (-nK-Nm) n.  pl. cal·ca·ne·i (-nK-

XÙ) also cal·ca·ne·a (-nK-N). The quadrangular bone at the back of the tarsus.  

Also called heel bone [Late Latin calc7neus, heel, from Latin calc7neum, from calx, 

calc-.] —cal·caùne·al adj. 



cal·car1 (k4lùkärÙ) n.  pl. cal·car·i·a (k4l-kârùK-N). A spur or spurlike projection, 

such as one found on the base of a petal or on the wing or leg of a bird.  [Latin, 

spur, from calx, calc-, heel.]

cal·car2 (k4lùkärÙ) n.  A furnace formerly used in glassmaking for calcination of 

materials into frit.  [Italian calcara, from Late Latin calc7ria (forn7x), lime(-kiln), 

from Latin, feminine of calc7rius, of lime. See CALCAREOUS.]

cal·car·e·ous (k4l-kârùK-Ns) adj.  Composed of, containing, or characteristic of 

calcium carbonate, calcium, or limestone; chalky.  [From Latin calc7rius, from 

calx, calc-, lime. See CALX.] —cal·carùe·ous·ly adv. 

cal·car·i·a (k4l-kârùK-N) n.  Plural of calcar1. 
cal·car·ine sulcus (k4lùkN-rXnÙ sƒlùkNs) n.  A sulcus on the occipital lobe of the 

brain.  Also called calcarine fissure [CALCAR
1 + -INE

1.]

Cal·ca·sieu (k4lùkN-shuÙ)  A river rising in west-central Louisiana and flowing 

about 322 km (200 mi) east, southeast, then southwest to the Gulf of Mexico. 

Near its outlet it passes through Lake Calcasieu. 
cal·ced·o·ny (k4l-sHdùn-K) n.  Variant of chalcedony. 
cal·ce·o·lar·i·a (k4lÙsK-N-lârùK-N) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Cal-

ceolaria native from Mexico to South America and widely cultivated for their 

showy, speckled, slipper-shaped flowers.  Also called slipper flower, slipperwort.  

[New Latin Calceolaria, genus name, from Latin calceolus, small shoe. See CAL-

CEOLATE.]

cal·ce·o·late (k4lùsK-N-l7tÙ) adj.  Shaped like a slipper, as the pouchlike petal of 

the flower of the lady’s slipper.  [From Latin calceolus, diminutive of calceus, shoe, 

from calx, calc-, heel.]

cal·ces (k4lùsKzÙ) n.  A plural of calx. 
calci-  or calc- pref.  Calcium; calcium salt; lime:  calciferous.  [From Latin calx, 

calc-, lime. See CALX.]

cal·cic (k4lùsVk) adj.  Composed of, containing, derived from, or relating to cal-

cium or lime. 

cal·ci·cole (k4lùsV-kolÙ) n.  A plant that thrives in soil rich in lime.  [French  : 

calci-, calcium (from Latin calx, calc-, lime); see CALX + -cole, -dwelling (from 

Latin -cola); see -COLOUS.] —cal·cicùo·lous (-sVkùN-lNs) adj. 

cal·cif·er·ol (k4l-sVfùN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ, -rmlÙ) n.  See vitamin D 2.  [CALCIFER(OUS) + -

OL
1.]

cal·cif·er·ous (k4l-sVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Of, forming, or containing calcium or cal-

cium carbonate. 

cal·cif·ic (k4l-sVfùVk) adj.  Producing salts of lime, as in the formation of eggshells 

in birds and reptiles. 

cal·ci·fi·ca·tion (k4lÙsN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Impregnation with calcium or cal-

cium salts, as with calcium carbonate.  b. Hardening, as of tissue, by such 



impregnation.   2. A calcified substance or part.  3. An inflexible, unchanging 

state:  calcification of negotiations. 

cal·ci·fuge (k4lùsN-fyujÙ) n.  A plant that does not grow well in lime-rich soil.   
—cal·cifùu·gal (-sVfùyN-gNl), cal·cifùu·gous (-yN-gNs)  adj. 

cal·ci·fy (k4lùsN-fXÙ) v.  tr. intr. cal·ci·fied, cal·ci·fy·ing, cal·ci·fies. 1. To make 

or become stony or chalky by deposition of calcium salts.  2. To make or become 

inflexible and unchanging. 

cal·ci·mine also kal·so·mine (k4lùsN-mXnÙ) n.  A white or tinted liquid contain-

ing zinc oxide, water, glue, and coloring matter, used as a wash for walls and ceil-

ings.   —  v.  tr. cal·ci·mined, cal·ci·min·ing, cal·ci·mines. To cover or wash 

with calcimine.  [Originally a trademark.]

cal·cine (k4l-sXnù, k4lùsXnÙ) v.  cal·cined, cal·cin·ing, cal·cines.  —  v.  tr. To 

heat (a substance) to a high temperature but below the melting or fusing point, 

causing loss of moisture, reduction, or oxidation and the decomposition of car-

bonates and other compounds.   —  v.  intr. To undergo calcination.  [Middle 

English calcinen, from Old French calciner, from Medieval Latin calcXn7re, from 

Late Latin calcXna, quicklime, from Latin calx, calc-, lime. See CALX.] 
—calÙci·naùtion (-sN-n7ùshNn) n. 

cal·ci·no·sis (k4lÙsN-noùsVs) n.  An abnormal condition in which calcium salts 

are deposited in a part or tissue of the body.  [CALC(I)- (influenced by CALCINE) + -

OSIS.]

cal·cite (k4lùsXtÙ) n.  A common crystalline form of natural calcium carbonate, 

CaCO3, that is the basic constituent of limestone, marble, and chalk.  Also called 

calcspar  —cal·citùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

cal·ci·to·nin (k4lÙsV-toùnVn) n.  A peptide hormone, produced by the thyroid 

gland in human beings, that lowers plasma calcium and phosphate levels without 

augmenting calcium accretion.  Also called thyrocalcitonin [CALCI- + TON(E) + -

IN.]

cal·ci·um (k4lùsK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ca A silvery, moderately hard metallic element 

that constitutes approximately 3 percent of the earth’s crust and is a basic compo-

nent of most animals and plants. It occurs naturally in limestone, gypsum, and 

fluorite, and its compounds are used to make plaster, quicklime, Portland 

cement, and metallurgic and electronic materials. Atomic number 20; atomic 

weight 40.08; melting point 842 to 848˚C; boiling point 1,487˚C; specific gravity 

1.55; valence 2.  [Latin calx, calc-, lime; see CALX + -IUM.]

calcium carbide (k4lùsK-Nm kärùbXdÙ) n.  A grayish-black crystalline com-

pound, CaC2, obtained by heating pulverized limestone or quicklime with carbon 

and used to generate acetylene gas, as a dehydrating agent, and in the manufac-

ture of graphite and hydrogen. 

calcium carbonate (k4lùsK-Nm kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A colorless or white crystal-

line compound, CaCO3, occurring naturally as chalk, limestone, marble, and 



other forms and used in a wide variety of manufactured products including com-

mercial chalk, medicines, and dentifrices. 

calcium chloride (k4lùsK-Nm klôrùXdÙ) n.  A white deliquescent compound, 

CaCl2, used chiefly as a drying agent, refrigerant, and preservative and for con-

trolling dust and ice on roads. 

calcium cyanamide (k4lùsK-Nm sX-4nùN-mVd) n.  A gray-black compound, 

CaCN2, used as a fertilizer and weed killer. 

calcium cyanide (k4lùsK-Nm sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  A gray or black compound, 

Ca(CN)2, used to kill insects and rodents. 

calcium cyclamate (k4lùsK-Nm sXùklN-m7tÙ) n.  An artificially prepared salt of 

cyclamic acid, C12H24O6N2S2Ca2H2O, formerly used as a nonnutritive low-calorie 

sweetener but now banned because of possible carcinogenic effects of its meta-

bolic products. 

calcium fluoride (k4lùsK-Nm fltrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless powder, CaF2, used in 

emery wheels, carbon electrodes, and cements. 

calcium hydroxide (k4lùsK-Nm hX-drmkùsXdÙ) n.  A soft white powder, 

Ca(OH)2, used in making mortar, cements, calcium salts, paints, hard rubber 

products, and petrochemicals.  Also called slaked lime 

calcium hypochlorite (k4lùsK-Nm hXÙpN-klôrùXtÙ) n.  A white crystalline 

solid, Ca(OCl)2·4H2O, used as a bactericide, fungicide, and bleaching agent. 

calcium light (k4lùsK-Nm lXt) n.  See limelight (n., sense 2). 

calcium nitrate (k4lùsK-Nm nXùtr7tÙ) n.  Colorless crystals, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, 

used in explosives. 

calcium oxide (k4lùsK-Nm mkùsXdÙ) n.  A white, caustic, lumpy powder, CaO, 

used as a refractory, as a flux, in manufacturing steel and paper, in glassmaking, 

in waste treatment, in insecticides, and as an industrial alkali.  Also called lime3 

calcium phosphate (k4lùsK-Nm fmsùf7tÙ) n.  1. A colorless deliquescent pow-

der, Ca(H2PO4)2, used in baking powders, as a plant food and a plastic stabilizer, 

and in glass.  2. A white crystalline powder, CaHPO4, used as an animal food, as a 

plastic stabilizer, and in glass and toothpaste.  3. A white amorphous powder, 

Ca3(PO4)2, used in ceramics, rubber, fertilizers, and plastic stabilizers and as a 

food supplement. 

calc·spar  or calc-spar (k4lkùspärÙ) n.  See calcite.  [Partial translation of 

Swedish kalkspat : kalk, lime (from Old Swedish kalker, from Middle Low Ger-

man kalk, from Latin calx, calc-, lime); see CALX + spat, spar (mineral).]

calc-tu·fa (k4lkùtuÙfN, -tyuÙ-) also calc-tuff (-tƒfÙ) n.  Calcareous tufa, a 

porous or spongy deposit of calcium carbonate found in calcareous mineral 

springs.  [CALC(AREOUS) + TUFA.]

cal·cu·la·ble (k4lùkyN-lN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be calculated or estimated:  calcu-

lable odds.  2. Readily relied on; dependable:  a calculable assistant.   
—calÙcu·la·bilùi·ty n. 



cal·cu·late (k4lùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  cal·cu·lat·ed, cal·cu·lat·ing, cal·cu·lates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To ascertain by computation; reckon:  calculating the area of a circle; calcu-

lated their probable time of arrival.  2. To make an estimate of; evaluate:  calculat-

ing the team’s chances of winning.  3. To make for a deliberate purpose; design:  a 

sturdy car that is calculated to last for years; a choice that was calculated to please.  

4.  Also cal’late (k4lù7tÙ, -l7tÙ). Chiefly New England & Chiefly Upper Southern 

U.S. a. To suppose: “I cal’late she’s a right smart cook” (Dialect Notes).  b. To plan, 

intend, or count on.    —  v.  intr. 1. To perform a mathematical process; figure:  

We must measure and calculate to determine how much paint will be needed.  2. To 

predict consequences.  3. Regional. a. To suppose; guess.  b. To count, depend, or 

rely on someone or something:  We’re calculating on your help.   [Late Latin 

calcul7re, calcul7t-, from Latin calculus, small stone used in reckoning, diminutive 

of calx, calc-, small stone for gaming. See CALX.]

SYNONYMS: calculate, compute, reckon, cipher, figure. These verbs refer to the

determination of a result, such as expense, through the use of mathematical meth-

ods. Calculate, the most comprehensive, often implies a relatively high level of

abstraction or procedural complexity: astronomers calculating the positions of the

planets. Compute applies in general to essentially straightforward though possibly

lengthy arithmetic operations: computing fees according to time spent. Reckon, ci-

pher, and figure suggest the use of simple arithmetic: reckoned the number of hours

before her departure; had to be taught to read and to cipher; trying to figure my share

of the bill.

cal·cu·lat·ed (k4lùkyN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Determined by mathematical calculation.  

2. Undertaken after careful estimation of the likely outcome:  took a calculated 

risk.  3. Made or planned to accomplish a certain purpose; deliberate:  insincere, 

calculated modesty.  4. Likely; apt.   —calùcu·latÙed·ly adv. 

cal·cu·lat·ing (k4lùkyN-l7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Capable of performing calculations:  a 

calculating machine.  2. a. Shrewd; crafty.  b. Coldly scheming or conniving.    
—calùcu·latÙing·ly adv. 

cal·cu·la·tion (k4lÙkyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1.  Abbr. calc. a. The act, process, or result 

of calculating.  b. An estimate based on probabilities.   2. Careful, often cunning 

estimation and planning of likely outcomes, especially to advance one’s own 

interests.   —calùcu·laÙtive adj. 

cal·cu·la·tor (k4lùkyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that calculates, as: a. An electronic or a 

mechanical device for the performance of mathematical computations.  b. A per-

son who operates such a machine or otherwise makes calculations.   2. A set of 

mathematical tables used to aid in calculating. 

cal·cu·li (k4lùkyN-lXÙ) n.  A plural of calculus. 



cal·cu·lous (k4lùkyN-lNs) adj.  Relating to, caused by, or having a calculus or cal-

culi. 

cal·cu·lus (k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  pl. cal·cu·li (-lXÙ)  or cal·cu·lus·es. 1. Pathology. An 

abnormal concretion in the body, usually formed of mineral salts and found in 

the gallbladder, kidney, or urinary bladder, for example.  2. Dentistry. Tartar.  3.  
Abbr. calc. Mathematics. a. The branch of mathematics that deals with limits and 

the differentiation and integration of functions of one or more variables.  b. A 

method of analysis or calculation using a special symbolic notation.  c. The com-

bined mathematics of differential calculus and integral calculus.   4. A system or 

method of calculation: “[a] dazzling grasp of the nation’s byzantine budget calcu-

lus” (David M. Alpern).  [Latin, small stone used in reckoning. See CALCULATE.]

calculus of variations (k4lùkyN-lNs ƒv v4r-K-7ùshNnz) n.  Mathematical anal-

ysis of the maxima and minima of definite integrals, the integrands of which are 

functions of independent variables, dependent variables, and the derivatives of 

one or more dependent variables. 

Cal·cut·ta (k4l-kƒtùN)  A city of eastern India on the Hooghly River in the 

Ganges delta. Founded c. 1690 as a British East India Company trading post, it is 

India’s largest city and a major port and industrial center. In the notorious Black 

Hole of Calcutta more than 120 British soldiers died of suffocation (1756) after 

being imprisoned overnight in the small, stifling dungeon by the nawab of Ben-

gal. Population, 3,305,006. 

Cal·der (kôlùder, kmlù-), Alexander. 1898-1976.  American sculptor who cre-

ated the mobile in Paris in the early 1930’s and also produced immobile abstract 

sculptures known as stabiles. 

cal·de·ra (k4l-dârùN, -dîrùN, kôl-) n.  A large crater formed by volcanic explosion 

or by collapse of a volcanic cone.  [Spanish, caldron, caldera, from Late Latin 

cald7ria. See CALDRON.]

Cal·de·rón de la Bar·ca (kälÙdN-rônù d7 lN bärùkN, kälÙthH-rônù thH lä 

bärùkä), Pedro. 1600-1681.  Spanish playwright. One of the greatest dramatists 

of Spain’s Golden Age (17th century), he wrote more than 120 plays, including 

Life is a Dream (1635). 

cal·dron also caul·dron (kôlùdrNn) n.  1. A large vessel, such as a kettle or vat, 

used for boiling.  2. A state or situation of great distress or unrest felt to resemble 

a boiling kettle or vat:  a caldron of conflicting corporate politics.  [Middle English, 

alteration of cauderon, from Norman French, diminutive of caudiere, cooking 

pot, from Late Latin cald7ria, from feminine of Latin cald7rius, suitable for 

warming, from calidus, warm. See kelN-1 in Appendix.]

Cald·well (kôldùwHlÙ, -wNl, kmldù-)  A city of southwest Idaho on the Boise River 

west of Boise. It was built on the site of an Oregon Trail camping ground. Popula-

tion, 18,400. 



Cald·well (kôldùwHlÙ, -wNl, kmldù-), Erskine Preston. 1903-1987.  American 

writer best known for his graphic novels about poverty and degeneration, such as 

Tobacco Road (1932). 

Cald·well (kôldùwHlÙ, -wNl, kmldù-), (Janet) Taylor. 1900-1985.  British-born 

American writer of popular novels, including Dynasty of Death (1938). 

Cald·well (kôldùwHlÙ, -wNl, kmldù-), Sarah. Born 1928.  American conductor 

and opera producer noted for her ingenious stagings of classical and modern 

works. 

ca·lèche (kN-lHshù) n.  Variant of calash. 
Cal·e·don (k4lùV-dNn)  A town of southeast Ontario, Canada, northwest of Tor-

onto. Pop. 26,645. 

Cal·e·do·ni·a (k4lÙV-doùnK-N, -donùyN)  Roman Britain north of the Antonine 

Wall, which stretched from the Firth of Forth to the Firth of Clyde. Today the 

term is used as a poetic appellation for all of Scotland.   —CalÙe·doùni·an adj.  & 

n. 

Caledonian Canal (k4lÙV-doùnK-Nn kN-n4lù)  A waterway, about 97 km (60 

mi) long, cutting diagonally across northern Scotland from Loch Linnhe on the 

southwest to Moray Firth on the northeast. Opened in 1822, it is used today 

mainly by pleasure craft. 

cal·en·dar (k4lùNn-dNr) n.  Abbr. cal. 1. Any of various systems of reckoning 

time in which the beginning, length, and divisions of a year are defined.  2. A 

table showing the months, weeks, and days in at least one specific year.  3. A 

schedule of events.  4. An ordered list of matters to be considered:  a calendar of 

court cases; the bills on a legislative calendar.  5. Chiefly British. A catalogue of a 

university.   —  v.  tr. cal·en·dared, cal·en·dar·ing, cal·en·dars. To enter in a 

calendar; schedule.  [Middle English calender, from Old French calendier, from 

Late Latin kalend7rium, from Latin, account book, from kalendae, calends (from 

the fact that monthly interest was due on the calends). See kelN-2 in Appendix.]

calendar month (k4lùNn-dNr mƒnth) n.  See month (n., sense 2). 

calendar year (k4lùNn-dNr yîr) n.  Abbr. CY See year (n., sense 1a). 

cal·en·der (k4lùNn-dNr) n.  A machine in which paper or cloth is made smooth 

and glossy by being pressed through rollers.   —  v.  tr. cal·en·dered, 
cal·en·der·ing, cal·en·ders. To press (paper or cloth) in the rollers of such a 

machine.  [French calandre, from Vulgar Latin *colendra, alteration (possibly 

influenced by Latin columna, column), of Latin cylindrus, roller. See CYLINDER.] 
—calùen·der·er n. 

ca·len·dri·cal (kN-lHnùdrV-kNl) also ca·len·dric (-drVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

used in a calendar. 

cal·ends also kal·ends (k4lùNndz, k7ùlNndz) n.  pl. calends also kalends. The 

day of the new moon and the first day of the month in the ancient Roman calen-



dar.  [Middle English kalendes, from Latin kalendae. See kelN-2 in Appendix.] 
—ca·lenùdal (kN-lHnùdNl) adj. 

ca·len·du·la (kN-lHnùjN-lN) n.  A Mediterranean annual plant (Calendula offici-

nalis) in the composite family, widely cultivated for its showy, yellow or orange, 

THREE PRINCIPAL CALENDARS

In use throughout most of the modern world, the Gregorian calendar was first introduced in 

1582 by Pope Gregory XIII as a corrected form of the Julian calendar of the first century B.C. 

The Jewish calendar is used to mark the dates of annual religious events and is the official cal-

endar of the Jewish religious community. The Moslem calendar is used throughout the 

Islamic world to mark the religious festivals and is the official calendar in many Moslem coun-

tries. The following lists begin with the first month of the year.

GREGORIAN JEWISH MOSLEM

The solar year of the 

Gregorian calendar 

consists of 365 days, 

except in a leap year, 

which has 366 days and 

occurs every fourth, 

even−numbered year. 

Centenary years are leap 

years only if they are 

evenly divisible by 400.

NUMBER 
MONTHS OF DAYS

January31

February 28

in leap year 29

March 31

April 30

May 31

June 30

July 31

August 31

September 30

October 31

November 30

December 31

The Jewish calendar is based on 

both the solar and lunar cycles. The 

average lunar year of 354 days is 

adjusted to the solar year by the peri-

odic introduction of leap years, which 

contain an intercalary month and 

ensure that the major religious festivals 

fall in their proper season.

NUMBER 
MONTHS OF DAYS

Tishri (September−October)*30

Heshvan (October−November) 29

in some years 30

Kislev (November−December) 29

in some years 30

Tevet (December−January) 29

Shevat (January−February) 30

Adar (February−March) 29

in some years 30

Adar Sheni 29

intercalary month 

in leap year only

Nisan (March−April) 30

Iyar (April−May) 29

Sivan (May−June) 30

Tammuz (June−July) 29

Av (July−August) 30

Elul (August−September) 29

*The months correspond approxi-

mately to those of the Gregorian cal-

endar shown in parentheses.

The Moslem calendar 

is based on the lunar year 

and consists of 354 or 

355 days. The number of 

days in each month is 

adjusted throughout the 

year in accordance with 

each lunar cycle. The 

beginning of the Moslem 

year retrogresses through 

the solar year, complet-

ing a full cycle every 321⁄2 

years.

NUMBER 
MONTHS OF DAYS

Muharram 29 or 30

Safar 29 or 30

Rabi I 29 or 30

Rabi II 29 or 30

Jumada I 29 or 30

Jumada II 29 or 30

Rajab 29 or 30

Sha‘ban 29 or 30

Ramadan 29 or 30

Shawwal 29 or 30

Dhu’l-Qa‘dah 29 or 30

Dhu’l-Hijjah 29 or 30



rayed flower heads that were formerly used in medicine, coloring, and flavoring 

of food.  Also called pot marigold [Medieval Latin, marigold, from Latin kalendae, 

calends. See CALENDS.]

cal·en·ture (k4lùNn-chtrÙ) n.  A tropical fever once believed to be caused by 

the heat.  [Spanish calentura, from calentar, to heat, from Latin calKns, calent- 

present participle of calKre, to be warm. See kelN-1 in Appendix.]

calf1 (k4f, käf) n.  pl. calves (k4vz, kävz). 1. a. A young cow or bull.  b. The 

young of certain other mammals, such as the elephant or whale.   2. Calfskin 

leather.  3. A large floating chunk of ice split off from a glacier, an iceberg, or a 

floe.  4. An awkward, callow youth.  [Middle English, from Old English cealf.]

calf2 (k4f, käf) n.  pl. calves (k4vz, kävz). The fleshy, muscular back part of the 

human leg between the knee and ankle.  [Middle English, from Old Norse k7lfi.]

calf·skin (k4fùskVnÙ, käfù-) n.  Abbr. cf. 1. The hide of a calf.  2. Fine leather 

made from the hide of a calf. 

Cal·ga·ry (k4lùgN-rK)  A city of southern Alberta, Canada, south of Edmonton. 

Site of the annual Calgary Stampede, a famous rodeo dating from 1912, the city is 

the center of Canada’s petroleum industry. The 1988 Winter Olympics were held 

here. Population, 592,743.   —Cal·garùi·an (-gârùK-Nn, -g4rù-) n. 

Cal·houn (k4l-hunù), John Caldwell. 1782-1850.  Vice President of the 

United States (1825-1832) under John Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson. In his 

political philosophy he maintained that the states had the right to nullify federal 

legislation that they deemed unconstitutional. 

Ca·li (käùlK)  A city of western Colombia on the Cali River southwest of Bogotá. 

It was founded in 1536. Population, 1,347,810. 

Cal·i·ban (k4lùN-b4nÙ) n.  The grotesque, deformed slave in Shakespeare’s The 

Tempest. 

cal·i·ber (k4lùN-bNr) n.  1.  Abbr. cal. a. The diameter of the inside of a round 

cylinder, such as a tube.  b. The diameter of the bore of a firearm, usually shown 

in hundredths or thousandths of an inch and expressed in writing or print in 

terms of a decimal fraction: .45 caliber.  c. The diameter of a large projectile, such 

as an artillery shell, measured in millimeters or in inches.   2. Degree of worth; 

quality:  a school of high caliber; an executive of low caliber.  [French calibre.]

cal·i·brate (k4lùN-br7tÙ) v.  tr. cal·i·brat·ed, cal·i·brat·ing, cal·i·brates. 1. To 

check, adjust, or determine by comparison with a standard (the graduations of a 

quantitative measuring instrument):  calibrate a thermometer.  2. To determine 

the caliber of (a tube).  3. To make corrections in; adjust:  calibrated the polling 

procedures to ensure objectivity.   —calùi·braÙtor n. 

cal·i·bra·tion (k4lÙN-br7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of calibrating or the 

state of being calibrated.  2.  Often calibrations. A set of gradations that show 

positions or values:  the calibrations on a pressure gauge. 

cal·i·bre (k4lùN-bNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of caliber. 



ca·li·ces (k7ùlV-sKzÙ, k4lùV-) n.  Plural of calix. 
ca·li·che (kN-lKùchK) n.  1. a. A crude sodium nitrate occurring naturally in 

Chile, Peru, and the southwest United States, used as fertilizer.  b.  See sodium 
nitrate.   2.  See hardpan (n., sense 1).  [American Spanish, from Spanish, peb-

ble in a brick, flake of lime, from cal, lime, from Latin calx, calc-, lime. See CALX.]

cal·i·co (k4lùV-koÙ) n.  pl. cal·i·coes or cal·i·cos. 1. a. A coarse, brightly printed 

cloth.  b. Chiefly British. A plain white cotton cloth, heavier than muslin.   2. An 

animal, such as a cat, having a coat that is mottled in tones of white with red and 

black.  [After Calicut.] —calùi·co adj. 

cal·i·co·back (k4lùV-ko-b4kÙ) n.  See harlequin bug. 
calico bass (k4lùV-koÙ b4s) n.  See black crappie.  [From the colored spots on 

its body.]

calico bush (k4lùV-koÙ btsh) n.  See mountain laurel. 
Cal·i·cut (k4lùV-kƒtÙ) also Ko·zhi·kode (koùzhV-kodÙ)  A city of southwest India 

on the Malabar Coast southwest of Bangalore. It was the site of Vasco da Gama’s 

first landfall in India (1498) and was later occupied by Portuguese, British, 

French, and Danish trading colonies. Population, 394,447. 

ca·lif (k7ùlVf, k4lùVf) n.  Variant of caliph. 
Cal·i·for·nia (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN, -fôrùnK-N) Abbr. CA, Cal., Calif.  A state of the 

western United States on the Pacific Ocean. It was admitted as the 31st state in 

1850. The area was colonized by the Spanish and formally ceded to the United 

States by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848). California is often called the 

Golden State because of its sunny climate and the discovery of gold during its 

pioneering days. Sacramento is the capital and Los Angeles the largest city. Popu-

lation, 29,839,250.   —CalÙi·forùnian adj.  & n. 

California, Gulf of.  An arm of the Pacific Ocean in northwest Mexico separat-

ing Baja California from the mainland. 

California bay (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN b7) n.  See California laurel. 
California condor (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN kmnùdôrÙ) n.  A very large vulture (Gymno-

gyps californianus), related to the condor of South America, found in the south-

ern California mountains and nearly extinct. 

California Current (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN kûrùNnt)  A cold current originating in the 

northern Pacific Ocean and passing southward and then southwestward along the 

western coast of North America. 

California laurel (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN lôrùNl) n.  An aromatic evergreen tree (Umbel-

lularia californica) native to California and southern Oregon and having clusters 

of small yellowish-green flowers, olivelike yellowish-green to purple fruits, and 

light brown wood valued for use in fine woodwork.  Also called California bay, 

Oregon myrtle. 



California nutmeg (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN nƒtùmHgÙ) n.  An evergreen tree (Torreya 

californica) native to California, having yewlike linear leaves and solitary drupe-

like seeds surrounded by a green, purple-streaked, fleshy aril. 

California pepper tree (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN pHpùNr trK) n.  See pepper tree. 
California poppy (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN pmpùK) n.  An herb (Eschscholzia californica) 

native to western North America and having finely divided leaves and showy, 

often orange or yellow flowers. 

California quail (k4lÙV-fôrùnyN kw7l) n.  A plump, chunky bird (Lophortyx 

californicus) of western North America, having gray and brown plumage and a 

curving black plume on the crown of the head. 

cal·i·for·nite (k4lÙN-fôrùnXt) n.  A massive green vesuvianite.  [After California 
(where it is found).]

cal·i·for·ni·um (k4lÙN-fôrùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Cf A synthetic element produced 

in trace quantities by helium isotope bombardment of curium. All isotopes are 

radioactive, chiefly by emission of alpha particles. Atomic number 98; mass num-

bers 244 to 254; half-lives varying from 25 minutes to 800 years.  [After Califor-
nia.]

ca·lig·i·nous (kN-lVjùN-nNs) adj.  Dark, misty, and gloomy.  [From Latin 

c7lXginosus, from c7lXgo, c7lXgin-, darkness.]

Ca·lig·u·la (kN-lVgùyN-lN), Originally Gaius Caesar. A.D. 12-41.  Emperor of Rome 

(37-41) who succeeded his adoptive father, Tiberius. After a severe illness, he dis-

played the ruthlessness, extravagance, and megalomania that led to his assassina-

tion. 

Ca·li·na·go (k4lÙV-näùgo, käÙlV-) n.  pl. Calinago or Ca·li·na·gos. 1. A member 

of a Caribbean Indian people inhabiting the Lesser Antilles.  2. The language of 

the Calinago.  [Spanish calinago, calino, caribal, alterations of karinako, from 

Carib, brave men  : ka, sky, spirit + na, group + -ko, group place.]

cal·i·pash (k4lùN-p4shÙ, k4lÙN-p4shù) n.  An edible, gelatinous, greenish sub-

stance lying beneath the upper shell of a turtle.  [Possibly alteration of Spanish 

carapacho, carapace.]

cal·i·pee (k4lùN-pKÙ, k4lÙN-pKù) n.  An edible, gelatinous, yellowish substance 

lying beneath the lower shell of a turtle.  [Possibly alteration of CALIPASH.]

cal·i·per also cal·li·per (k4lùN-pNr) n.  1.  Often calipers. An instrument con-

sisting essentially of two curved hinged legs, used to measure thickness and dis-

tances.  2. A large instrument having a fixed and a movable arm on a graduated 

stock, used for measuring the diameters of logs and similar objects.  3. A vernier 

caliper.  [Alteration of CALIBER.] —calùi·per v. 

ca·liph also ca·lif  or kha·lif (k7ùlVf, k4lùVf) n.  A male leader of an Islamic polity.  

[Middle English calife, from Old French, from Arabic TalXfah, successor (to 

Mohammed), caliph, from Talafa, to succeed.]

ca·liph·ate (k7ùlV-f7tÙ, -fVt, k4lùV-) n.  The office or jurisdiction of a caliph. 



Cal·ish·er (k4lùV-shNr), Hortense. Born 1911.  American writer whose works, 

including short stories and novels, such as The New Yorkers (1969), display diverse 

but consistently high literary styles. 

cal·is·then·ics (k4lÙVs-thHnùVks) n.  Sports. 1. (used with a pl. verb). Gymnastic 

exercises designed to develop muscular tone and promote physical well-being:  

Sit-ups, trunk twists, and other calisthenics are demonstrated on the videotape.  

2. (used with a sing. verb). The practice or art of such exercises:  Calisthenics is rec-

ommended to relax the muscles before a run.  [From Greek kalli-, beautiful (from 

kallos, beauty) + sthenos, strength.] —calÙis·thenùic adj. 

ca·lix (k7ùlVks, k4lùVks) n.  pl. ca·li·ces (k7ùlV-sKzÙ, k4lùV-). Ecclesiastical. A chalice.  

[Latin calix, calic-, cup.]

Ca·lix·tus III (kN-lVkùstNs), Originally Alfonso Borgia. 1378-1458.  Pope (1455-

1458) whose nepotism empowered the Borgia family in Italy. 

calk1 (kôk) n.  1. A pointed extension on the toe or heels of a horseshoe, 

designed to prevent slipping.  2. A spiked plate fixed on the bottom of a shoe to 

prevent slipping and preserve the sole.  [Probably back-formation from obsolete 

calkin, from Middle English kakun, possibly from Middle Dutch kalkoen, hoof,, 

or from Old French calcain, heel (Middle Dutch, from Old French) from Latin 

calc7neum, heel-bone. See CALCANEUS.] —calk v. 

calk2 (kôk) v.  Variant of caulk. 
Cal·kins (kôùkVnz), Mary Whiton. 1863-1930.  American psychologist and 

philosopher. A student of William James, she was the first American woman rec-

ognized as an important figure in psychology and philosophy. 

call (kôl) v.  called, call·ing, calls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To say in a loud voice; 

announce:  called my name from across the street; calling out numbers.  2. To 

demand or ask for the presence of:  called the children to dinner; call the police.  

3. To demand or ask for a meeting of; convene or convoke:  call the legislature into 

session.  4. To order or request to undertake a particular activity or work; sum-

mon:  She was called for jury duty. He was called to the priesthood.  5. To give the 

command for; order:  call a work stoppage.  6. To communicate or try to commu-

nicate with by telephone:  called me at nine.  7. To lure (prey) by imitating the 

characteristic cry of an animal:  call ducks.  8. To cause to come to the mind or to 

attention:  a story that calls to mind an incident in my youth.  9. To name:  What 

will you call the baby?  10. To consider or regard as being of a particular type or 

kind; characterize:  Let’s call the game a draw. I’d hardly call him a good manager.  

11. To designate; label:  Nobody calls me a liar.  12. a. To demand payment of:  

call a loan.  b. To require the presentation of (a bond) for redemption before 

maturity.   13. Sports. a. To stop or postpone (a game) because of bad weather, 

darkness, or other adverse conditions.  b. To declare in the capacity of an umpire 

or referee:  call a runner out; call a foul on a boxer; call a penalty for holding.  c. To 

indicate a decision in regard to:  calling balls and strikes behind the plate; called a 



close play.  d. To give the orders or signals for:  a quarterback who called a poor 

play.   14. Games. a. To describe the intended outcome of (one’s billiard shot) 

before playing.  b. To equal the bet of (the preceding bet or bettor) in a poker 

game.   15. To indicate or characterize accurately in advance; predict:  It is often 

difficult to call the outcome of an election.  See Synonyms at predict.  16. To chal-

lenge the truthfulness or genuineness of:  called the debater on a question of fact.  

17. To shout directions in rhythm for (a square dance).   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

speak loudly; shout:  a swimmer who was calling for help.  b. To utter a character-

istic cry. Used of an animal:  geese calling in early morning.   2. To communicate or 

try to communicate with someone by telephone:  I called twice, but no one 

answered.  3. To pay a short visit:  We called to pay our respects.   —  n.  1. A loud 

cry; a shout.  2. a. The characteristic cry of an animal.  b. A sound or an instru-

ment made to imitate such a cry, used as a lure:  a moose call.   3. A telephone 

communication or connection.  4. Need or occasion:  There was no call for an 

apology.  5. Demand:  There isn’t much call for buggy whips today.  6. A claim on a 

person’s time or life:  the call of duty.  7. A short visit, especially one made as a 

formality or for business or professional purposes.  8. A summons or an invita-

tion.  9. a. A signal, such as that made by a horn or bell.  b. The sounding of a 

horn to encourage hounds during a hunt.   10. a. A strong inner urge or prompt-

ing; a vocation:  a call to the priesthood.  b. The strong attraction or appeal of a 

given activity or environment:  the call of the wild; answered the call of the desert.   

11. A roll call.  12. A notice of rehearsal times posted in a theater.  13. Sports. A 

decision made by an umpire or a referee.  14. A direction or series of directions 

rhythmically called out to square dancers.  15. a. A demand for payment of a 

debt.  b. A demand to submit bonds to the issuer for redemption before the 

maturity date.  c. An option to buy a certain quantity of a stock or commodity for 

a specified price within a specified time.  d. A demand for payment due on stock 

bought on margin when the value has shrunk.    —phrasal verbs. call back. 
1. To communicate the need for (someone) to return from one situation or loca-

tion to a previous one:  Management called the laid-off workers back.  2. To tele-

phone or radio (a person) who has called previously:  I called her back at noon.  

3. To recall (a defective product) for repair:  The company has called back all such 

models built in 1990.  call down. 4. To find fault with; reprimand:  The teacher 

called me down for disobedience.  5. To invoke, as from heaven.  call for. 6. To 

appear, as on someone else’s premises, in order to get:  My chauffeur will call for 

you at seven.  7. To be an appropriate occasion for:  This news calls for champagne.  

8. To require; demand:  work that calls for patience.  call forth. To evoke; elicit:  a 

love song that calls forth sad memories.  call in. 10. To take out of circulation:  

calling in silver dollars.  11. To summon for assistance or consultation:  call in a 

specialist.  12. To communicate with another by telephone:  Has the boss called in 

today?  call off. 13. To cancel or postpone:  call off a trip; called the trip off.  



14. To restrain or recall:  Call off your dogs.  call out. 15. To cause to assemble; 

summon:  call out the guard.  16. To challenge to a duel.  call up. 17. To sum-

mon to active military service:  called up reserve troops for active duty.  18. To 

cause one to remember; bring to mind:  stories that call up old times.  19. To bring 

forth for action or discussion; raise.  call upon. 20. To order; require:  I call upon 

you to tell the truth.  21. To make a demand or a series of demands on:  Social 

institutions are now being called upon to provide assistance to the homeless.   —idi-
oms. call a spade a spade. To speak directly, precisely, and forthrightly.  call 
in question (or call into question). To raise doubts about.  call it a day. 
Informal. To stop whatever one has been doing, for the remainder of the day or at 

least for the present.  call it quits. Informal. To stop working or trying; quit.  call 
names. To speak to or about another in offensive terms.  call (someone’s) 
bluff. To challenge another with a display of strength or confidence.  call the 
shots (or call the tune). Informal. To exercise authority; be in charge.  on call. 
8. Available when summoned for service or use:  physicians who were on call for 48 

hours.  9. Subject to payment on demand.  within call. Close enough to come if 

summoned:  The nurse is within call if you need him.  [Middle English callen, 

probably from Old Norse kalla. See gal- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: call, convene, convoke, muster, summon. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to demand or request to appear, come, or assemble”:

called the doctor; convene a meeting; convoke the legislature; mustering the militia;

summon a witness.

cal·la (k4lùN) n.  1. A calla lily.  2. A marsh plant (Calla palustris) of the North 

Temperate zone, having small, densely clustered, greenish flowers partly enclosed 

in a spreading white spathe. In this sense, also calledwater arum [New Latin Calla, 

genus name, from Greek kallaia, wattle of a cock, perhaps from kallos, beauty.]

Cal·la·ghan (k4lùN-hNn, -h4nÙ), (Leonard) James. Born 1912.  British prime 

minister (1976-1979) who as Chancellor of the Exchequer (1964-1967) intro-

duced controversial tax measures. 

Cal·la·ghan (k4lùN-hNn, -h4nÙ), Morley Edward. Born 1903.  Canadian 

writer whose realistic works include the novel Strange Fugitive (1928). 

calla lily (k4lùN lVlùK) n.  Any of several chiefly southern African plants of the 

genus Zantedeschia, widely cultivated as ornamentals and cut flowers for their 

showy white, yellow, pink, or purple spathes. 

Cal·la·o (kN-yäùo, käyouù)  A city of west-central Peru on the Pacific Ocean near 

Lima. Founded in 1537, it is Peru’s largest port. Population, 264,133. 

Cal·las (k4lùNs, käùlNs), Maria Meneghini. 1923-1977.  American coloratura 

soprano known for her dramatic intensity. Among her notable operatic roles was 

Bellini’s Norma. 



cal’late (k4lù7tÙ, -l7tÙ) v.  Chiefly New England & Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. 

Variant of calculate (v. tr., sense 4). 

call·back (kôlùb4kÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of calling back from one loca-

tion or situation to the previous one:  a callback of laid-off auto workers.  2. A 

return telephone or radio call.  3. A recall of a recently sold product by the manu-

facturer to correct a defect. 

call·board (kôlùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A bulletin board backstage in a theater for 

posting instructions and notices. 

call box (kôl bmks) n.  1. A roadside telephone used for reporting motorists’ 

emergencies, such as collisions and automotive breakdowns.  2. Chiefly British. A 

public telephone booth. 

call·boy (kôlùboiÙ) n.  1. One who tells performers when it is time for them to 

go on stage.  2. A bellhop.  3. A male prostitute hired by telephone. 

call·er1 (kôùlNr) n.  1. One that calls, especially a party placing a telephone call.  

2. A person paying a short social visit.  3. A person who calls out numbers or 

directions, as at a bingo game or a square dance. 

cal·ler2 (k4lùNr) adj.  Scots. 1. Fresh.  2. Cool and refreshing.  [Middle English 

calour, alteration of calver.]

Cal·les (kXù7s, käùyHs), Plutarco Elías. 1877-1945.  Mexican general and politi-

cian whose presidency (1924-1928) was marked by economic reforms and strug-

gles between church and state. 

call girl (kôl gûrl) n.  A woman prostitute hired by telephone. 

call house (kôl hous) n.  A house of prostitution. 

cal·lig·ra·phy (kN-lVgùrN-fK) n.  1. a. The art of fine handwriting.  b. Works in 

fine handwriting considered as a group.   2. Handwriting.  [French calligraphie, 

from Greek kalligraphia, beautiful writing  : kalli-, beautiful (from kallos, beauty) 

+ -graphia, -graphy.] —cal·ligùra·pher, cal·ligùra·phist n.  —calÙli·graphùic 
(k4lÙV-gr4fùVk) adj. 

Cal·lim·a·chus1 (kN-lVmùN-kNs), Fifth century B.C.  Greek sculptor who reput-

edly designed the Corinthian column. 

Cal·lim·a·chus2 (kN-lVmùN-kNs), Third century B.C.  Greek poet and scholar 

whose extant works include 64 epigrams and a catalog of the library at Alexan-

dria. 

call-in (kôlùVnÙ) adj.  Being in a format such that listeners or viewers are invited 

to have their telephone conversations with the host or guests on a show broadcast 

to other listeners:  a call-in radio show.   —  n.  1. A viewer or listener’s telephone 

conversation with or telephone call to the host of such a show.  2. A viewer or lis-

tener making such a call. 

call·ing (kôùlVng) n.  1. An inner urge; a strong impulse.  2. An occupation, a 

profession, or a career. 



calling card (kôùlVng kärd) n.  An engraved card bearing one’s full name.  Also 

called visiting card 

cal·li·o·pe (kN-lXùN-pKÙ, k4lùK-opÙ) n.  Music. An instrument fitted with steam 

whistles, played from a keyboard.  [From CALLIOPE.]

Cal·li·o·pe (kN-lXùN-pKÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The Muse of epic poetry.  [Latin, 

from Greek KalliopK : kalli-, beautiful (from kallos, beauty) + ops, op-, voice; see 

wekw- in Appendix.]

cal·li·op·sis (k4lÙK-mpùsVs) n.  A North American annual plant (Coreopsis tincto-

ria) widely cultivated for its showy flower heads with yellow rays and purple-red 

to brownish centers.  [New Latin  : Greek kalli-, beautiful (from kallos, beauty) + 

Greek opsis, appearance; see -OPSIS.]

cal·li·per (k4lùN-pNr) n.  Variant of caliper. 
cal·li·pyg·i·an (k4lÙN-pVjùK-Nn) also cal·li·py·gous (-pXùgNs) adj.  Having beau-

tifully proportioned buttocks.  [From Greek kallipugos : kalli-, beautiful (from 

kallos, beauty) + pugK, buttocks.]

Cal·lis·the·nes (kN-lVsùthN-nKzÙ), 360?-328? B.C.  Greek philosopher who 

chronicled the eastern expedition of Alexander the Great. 

Cal·lis·to (kN-lVsùto) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A nymph, beloved of Zeus and 

hated by Hera. Hera changed her into a bear, and Zeus then placed her in the sky 

as the constellation Ursa Major.  2. One of the four brightest satellites of Jupiter 

and the sixth in distance from the planet. Originally sighted by Galileo, it is the 

largest planetary satellite.  [Latin, from Greek Kallisto, perhaps from kallistos, 

superlative of kalos, beautiful.]

call letters (kôl lHtùNrz) pl.n.  The identifying code letters or numbers of a radio 

or television transmitting station, assigned by a regulatory body.  Also called call 

sign 

call loan (kôl lon) n.  A loan repayable on demand at any time.  Also called 

demand loan 

call number (kôl nƒmùbNr) n.  A number used in libraries to classify a book 

and indicate its location on the shelves. 

cal·lose (k4lùosÙ) n.  Botany. A complex branched carbohydrate commonly asso-

ciated with sieve areas of sieve elements.  [From Latin callosus, callous. See CAL-

LOUS.]

cal·los·i·ty (kN-lmsùV-tK) n.  pl. cal·los·i·ties. 1. The condition of being cal-

loused.  2. Hardheartedness; insensitivity.  3.  See callus (n., sense 1a).  [Middle 

English callosite, from Old French, from Late Latin callosit7s, from Latin callosus, 

callous. See CALLOUS.]

cal·lous (k4lùNs) adj.  1. Having calluses; toughened:  callous skin on the elbow.  

2. Emotionally hardened; unfeeling:  a callous indifference to the suffering of oth-

ers.   —  v.  tr. intr. cal·loused, cal·lous·ing, cal·lous·es. To make or become 



callous.  [Middle English, from Old French cailleux, from Latin callosus, from cal-

lum, hard skin.] —calùlous·ly adv.  —calùlous·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Do not confuse the adjective callous, as in Years of dealing with

criminals had left her callous, with the noun callus, as in I have a callus on my

thumb. The verbs callous and callus mean respectively “to make or become cal-

lous” and “to form or develop hardened tissue.”

cal·low (k4lùo) adj.  Lacking adult maturity or experience; immature:  a callow 

youth.  [Middle English calwe, bald, from Old English calu.] —calùlow·ness n. 

Cal·lo·way (k4lùN-w7Ù), Cabell. Known as “Cab.” 1907-1994.  American jazz 

musician and bandleader noted for his scat singing. 

call sign (kôl sXn) n.  See call letters. 
call to quarters (kôl tu kwôrùtNrz) n.  A signal by a bugle that calls troops to 

their barracks just before taps. 

call-up (kôlùƒpÙ) n.  The act or an instance of summoning reserve military per-

sonnel to active service. 

cal·lus (k4lùNs) n.  pl. cal·lus·es. 1. a. A localized thickening and enlargement of 

the horny layer of the skin.  Also called callosity b. The hard bony tissue that 

develops around the ends of a fractured bone during healing.   2. Botany. 

a. Undifferentiated tissue that develops on or around an injured or cut plant sur-

face or in tissue culture.  b. The hardened, sometimes sharp base of the floret of 

certain grasses.    —  v.  intr. cal·lused, cal·lus·ing, cal·lus·es. To form or 

develop such hardened tissue.  See Usage Note at callous.  [Latin, masculine of 

callum.]

call waiting (kôl w7ùtVng) n.  A telephone service that alerts a party who is 

using the phone of an incoming call and allows switching between calls. 

calm (käm) adj.  calm·er, calm·est. 1. Nearly or completely motionless; undis-

turbed:  the calm surface of the lake.  2. Not excited or agitated; composed:  The 

President was calm throughout the global crisis.   —  n.  1. An absence or cessation 

of motion; stillness.  2. Serenity; tranquillity; peace.  3. A condition of no wind 

or a wind with a speed of less than 1 mile (2 kilometers) per hour, according to 

the Beaufort scale.   —  v.  tr. intr. calmed, calm·ing, calms. To make or 

become calm or quiet:  A warm bath will calm you. After the storm, the air calmed.  

[Middle English calme, from Old French, from Old Italian calmo, from Late Latin 

cauma, heat of the day, resting place in the heat of the day, from Greek kauma, 

burning heat, from kaiein, to burn. N., from Middle English calme from Italian 

calma, from Vulgar Latin *calma, from Late Latin.] —calmùly adv.  —calmù-
ness n.  

SYNONYMS: calm, tranquil, placid, serene, halcyon, peaceful. These adjectives



denote absence of excitement or disturbance. Calm implies freedom from emo-

tional agitation: calm acceptance of the inevitable. Tranquil suggests a more endur-

ing calm: hoped for a more tranquil life in the country. Placid suggests a pleasant,

often phlegmatic calm: “Not everyone shared his placid temperament. Several

cursed the delays” (Samuel G. Freedman). Serene denotes a lofty, even spiritual

repose: remained serene in the midst of turbulence. Halcyon suggests happy tran-

quillity: halcyon days of youth. Peaceful implies undisturbed serenity: “I am...

peaceful as old age tonight” (Robert Browning).

calm·a·tive (käùmN-tVv, k4lùmN-) adj.  Having relaxing or pacifying properties; 

sedative.   —  n.  A sedative. 

cal·o·mel (k4lùN-mHlÙ, -mNl) n.  A colorless, white or brown tasteless compound, 

Hg2Cl2, used as a purgative and an insecticide.  Also called mercurous chloride 

[Probably from New Latin kalomelas : Greek kalos, beautiful + melas, black.]

Ca·lo·o·can (k4lÙN-oùkän, käÙl7-)  A city of southwest Luzon, Philippines, a sub-

urb of Manila. Population, 467,816. 

cal·o·re·cep·tor (k4lÙN-rV-sHpùtNr) n.  A sensory receptor that detects warmth.  

[Latin calor, heat; see kelN-1 in Appendix + RECEPTOR.]

ca·lor·ic (kN-lôrùVk, -lmrù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to heat:  the caloric effect of sun-

light.  2. Of or relating to calories:  the caloric content of foods.   —  n.  A hypo-

thetically indestructible, uncreatable, highly elastic, self-repellent, all-pervading 

fluid formerly thought responsible for the production, possession, and transfer 

of heat.  [French calorique, from Latin calor, heat. See kelN-1 in Appendix.] 
—ca·lorùi·cal·ly adv. 

cal·o·rie (k4lùN-rK) n.  1.  Abbr. cal Any of several approximately equal units of 

heat, each measured as the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 

gram of water by 1˚C from a standard initial temperature, especially from 3.98˚C, 

14.5˚C, or 19.5˚C, at 1 atmosphere pressure.  Also called gram calorie, small calo-

rie.  2.  Abbr. cal The unit of heat equal to 100 the quantity of heat required to 

raise the temperature of 1 gram of water from 0 to 100˚C at 1 atmosphere pres-

sure.  Also called mean calorie 3. a.  Abbr. Cal The unit of heat equal to the 

amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 kilogram of water by 1˚C at 

1 atmosphere pressure.  Also called kilocalorie, kilogram calorie, large calorie.  b. A 

unit of energy-producing potential equal to this amount of heat that is contained 

in food and released upon oxidation by the body.  Also called nutritionist’s calorie  

[French, from Latin calor, heat. See kelN-1 in Appendix.]

cal·o·rif·ic (k4lÙN-rVfùVk) adj.  Relating to or generating heat or calories.  [French 

calorifique, from Latin calorificus : calor, heat; see kelN-1 in Appendix + -ficus, -

fic.]

calorific value (k4lÙN-rVfùVk v4lùyu) n.  The calories or thermal units con-

tained in one unit of a substance and released when the substance is burned. 



cal·o·rim·e·ter (k4lÙN-rVmùV-tNr) n.  1. An apparatus for measuring the heat 

generated by a chemical reaction, change of state, or formation of a solution.  

2. The part of this apparatus, usually a container for holding a sample, in which 

the heat measured causes a change of state.  [Latin calor, heat; see kelN-1 in 

Appendix + -METER.] —ca·lorÙi·metùric (kN-lôrÙN-mHtùrVk, -lmrÙ-) adj.  

—ca·lorÙi·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

cal·o·rim·e·try (k4lÙN-rVmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of the amount of heat 

evolved or absorbed in a chemical reaction, change of state, or formation of a 

solution.  [Latin calor, heat; see kelN-1 in Appendix + -METRY.]

ca·lotte (kN-lmtù) n.  A skullcap, especially one worn by Roman Catholic priests.  

[French, from Provençal calota, or Italian callotta.]

cal·pac  or cal·pack also kal·pac (k4lùp4kÙ, k4l-p4kù) n.  A large black cap, usu-

ally of sheepskin or felt, worn in Turkey, the Caucasus, Iran, and neighboring 

regions.  [Ottoman Turkish qalp7q, from Old Turkic, probably ultimately from 

Middle Persian kul7fak, cap, diminutive of kul7f, hat.]

Cal·pe (k4lùpK)  Ancient Gibraltar. Calpe was one of the Pillars of Hercules at the 

entrance to the Mediterranean Sea. 

calque (k4lk) n.  See loan translation.  [French, from calquer, to trace, copy, 

from Italian calcare, to press, from Latin calc7re, to tread on, from calx, heel.]

Cal·ta·nis·set·ta (kälÙtN-nV-sHtùN, kälÙtä-nKs-sHtùtä)  A city of central Sicily, 

Italy, southeast of Palermo. It is a sulfur-producing center. Population, 54,000. 

cal·trop (k4lùtrNp, kôlù-) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genera Tribulus and 

Kallstroemia, having spiny or tuberculate fruits.  2. A Mediterranean species of 

star thistle (Centaurea calcitrapa) naturalized in North America.  3.  See water 
chestnut (n., sense 1).  4. A metal device with four projecting spikes so arranged 

that when three of the spikes are on the ground, the fourth points upward, used 

as a hazard to pneumatic tires or to the hooves of horses.  [Middle English calket-

rappe, from Norman French, and from Old English calcatrippe, thistle  both from 

Medieval Latin calcatrippa, thistle  : possibly from Latin calc7re, to tread on; see 

CALQUE + trappa, trap (of Germanic origin).]

cal·u·met (k4lùyN-mHtÙ, -mVt, k4lÙyN-mHtù) n.  A long-stemmed sacred or cere-

monial tobacco pipe used by certain Native Americans.  [Canadian French, from 

French dialectal, straw, from Late Latin calamellus, diminutive of Latin calamus, 

reed, from Greek kalamos.]

Cal·u·met (k4lùyN-mHtÙ, -mVt)  A major industrial region of northeast Illinois 

and northwest Indiana on Lake Michigan adjacent to Chicago. 

Calumet City (k4lùyN-mHtÙ sVtùK)  A city of northeast Illinois, an industrial sub-

urb of Chicago. Population, 37,840. 

ca·lum·ni·ate (kN-lƒmùnK-7tÙ) v.  tr. ca·lum·ni·at·ed, ca·lum·ni·at·ing, 
ca·lum·ni·ates. To make maliciously or knowingly false statements about.  See 



Synonyms at malign.  [Latin calumni7rX, calumni7t-, from calumnia, calumny. 

See CALUMNY.] —ca·lumÙni·aùtion n.  —ca·lumùni·aÙtor n. 

ca·lum·ni·ous (kN-lƒmùnK-Ns) adj.  Containing or implying calumny; slander-

ous or defamatory.   —ca·lumùni·ous·ly adv. 

cal·um·ny (k4lùNm-nK) n.  pl. cal·um·nies. 1. A false statement maliciously 

made to injure another’s reputation.  2. The utterance of maliciously false state-

ments; slander.  [Middle English calumnie, from Old French calomnie, from Latin 

calumnia, from calvX, to deceive.]

cal·va·dos (k4lÙvN-dosù, k4lùvN-dosÙ) n.  A French brandy made from apples.  

[French, after Calvados, a department of northwest France.]

cal·var·i·um (k4l-vârùK-Nm) n.  pl. cal·var·i·ums or cal·var·i·a (-K-N). A skull 

that lacks the lower jaw or the lower jaw and the facial parts.  [Latin calv7ria, 

skull, from calva, scalp, from calvus, bald.]

Cal·va·ry1 (k4lùvN-rK, k4lùvrK) also Gol·go·tha (gmlùgN-thN, gml-gmthùN)  A hill 

outside ancient Jerusalem where Jesus was crucified. 

Cal·va·ry2 also cal·va·ry (k4lùvN-rK) n.  pl. Cal·va·ries. 1. A sculptured depic-

tion of the Crucifixion.  2. calvary. A great ordeal.  [French calvaire, from Cal-

vaire, Calvary. Sense 2, from Calvary1.]

Calvary cross (k4lùvN-rK krôs) n.  Heraldry. A Latin cross set on three steps. 

calve (k4v, käv) v.  calved, calv·ing, calves.  —  v.  intr. 1. To give birth to a 

calf.  2. To break at an edge, so that a portion separates. Used of a glacier or an 

iceberg.   —  v.  tr. 1. To give birth to (a calf).  2. To set loose (a mass of ice). Used 

of a glacier or an iceberg.  [Middle English calven, from Old English *calfian, 

from calf, calf.]

Cal·vert (k4lùvNrt)  Family of English colonists in America, including George 

(1580?-1632), First Baron Baltimore; his son Cecilius (1605-1675), Second Baron 

and recipient of the Maryland charter; another son, Leonard (1606-1647), first 

governor of Maryland (1634-1647); and Cecilius’s son Charles (1637-1715), 

Third Baron and governor (1661-1675) and proprietor (1675-1689) of Maryland. 

calves1 (k4vz, kävz) n.  Plural of calf1. 
calves2 (k4vz, kävz) n.  Plural of calf2. 
Cal·vin (k4lùvVn), John. 1509-1564.  French-born Swiss Protestant theologian 

who broke with the Roman Catholic Church (1533) and set forth the tenets of his 

theology, known today as Presbyterianism, in Institutes of the Christian Religion 

(1536). 

Cal·vin (k4lùvVn), Melvin. Born 1911.  American chemist. He won a 1961 Nobel 

Prize for discovering the series of chemical reactions in photosynthesis. 

Cal·vin·ism (k4lùvV-nVzÙNm) n.  The religious doctrines of John Calvin, empha-

sizing the omnipotence of God and the salvation of the elect by God’s grace alone.   
—Calùvin·ist adj. , n.  —CalÙvin·isùtic adj.  —CalÙvin·isùti·cal·ly adv. 



Cal·vi·no (k4l-vKùno, käl-), Italo. 1923-1985.  Italian writer of allegorical tales, 

such as The Nonexistent Knight and the Cloven Viscount (1962), and science fic-

tion, including Cosmicomics (1965). 

calx (k4lks) n.  pl. calx·es or cal·ces (k4lùsKzÙ). The crumbly residue left after a 

mineral or metal has been calcined or roasted.  [Middle English, from Latin, lime, 

limestone, pebble, from Greek khalix, pebble.]

ca·ly·ces (k7ùlV-sKzÙ, k4lùV-) n.  A plural of calyx. 
ca·ly·cine (k7ùlV-sXnÙ, -sVn, k4lùV-) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a calyx. 

ca·lyc·u·lus (kN-lVkùyN-lNs) n.  pl. ca·lyc·u·li (-lXÙ). 1. Biology. A small cup-

shaped structure.  2. Botany. A group of small bracts that resembles a calyx.  

[Latin, diminutive of calyx, calyc-, calyx. See CALYX.] —ca·lycùu·lar adj.  

—ca·lycùu·late (-lVt, l7tÙ) adj. 

Cal·y·don (k4lùV-dmnÙ, -dNn)  An ancient city of west-central Greece north of 

the Gulf of Patras. According to legend, the Calydonian boar, a gigantic beast sent 

by Artemis to devastate the city, was slain by Meleager, the son of the king of 

Calydon.   —CalÙy·doùni·an (-doùnK-Nn, -donùyNn) adj.  & n. 

ca·lyp·so (kN-lVpùso) n.  pl. ca·lyp·sos. A terrestrial orchid (Calypso bulbosa) 

native to north temperate regions, having a rose-pink flower with an inflated 

pouchlike lip usually marked with white, purple, and yellow.  [Probably Latin 

Calypso, Calypso. See CALYPSO
1.]

Ca·lyp·so1 (kN-lVpùso) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A sea nymph who delayed Odys-

seus on her island, Ogygia, for seven years.  2. The satellite of Saturn that is tenth 

in distance from the planet.  [Latin, from Greek Kalupso, from kaluptein, to con-

ceal. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

Ca·lyp·so2  or ca·lyp·so (kN-lVpùso) n.  pl. Ca·lyp·sos also Ca·lyp·soes. Music. 

A type of music that originated in the West Indies, notably in Trinidad, and is 

characterized by improvised lyrics on topical or broadly humorous subjects.  

[Origin unknown.] —Ca·lyp·soùni·an (kN-lVp-soùnK-Nn, k4lÙVp-) n. 

ca·lyp·tra (kN-lVpùtrN) n.  1. The protective cap or hood covering the spore case 

of a moss or related plant.  2. A similar hoodlike, lidlike, or caplike structure, 

such as a root cap.  [Medieval Latin, from Greek kaluptra, veil, from kaluptein, to 

cover. See kel-1 in Appendix.] —ca·lypùtrateÙ (-tr7tÙ) adj. 

ca·lyx (k7ùlVks, k4lùVks) n.  pl. ca·lyx·es or ca·ly·ces (k7ùlV-sKzÙ, k4lùV-). 1. The 

sepals of a flower considered as a group.  2. A cuplike structure or organ, such as 

one of the cuplike divisions of the pelvis or of the kidney.  3. A collecting struc-

ture in the kidney.  [Latin calyx, calyc-, from Greek kalux.]

cal·zo·ne (k4l-zoùnK, -zonù) n.  An Italian turnover of pizza dough with a sea-

soned filling of cheese or meat.  [Italian, pant leg, calzone, from calza, sock, from 

Vulgar Latin *calcea, from Latin calceus, shoe. See DISCALCED.]



cam (k4m) n.  An eccentric or multiply curved wheel mounted on a rotating 

shaft, used to produce variable or reciprocating motion in another engaged or 

contacted part.  [Dutch kam, cog, comb. See gembh- in Appendix.]

Cam (k4m)  A river, about 64 km (40 mi) long, of east-central England. It flows 

past Cambridge to join the Ouse River south of Ely. 

CAM abbr.  Computer Science. Computer-aided manufacturing. 

Ca·ma·güey (k4mÙN-gw7ù, käÙmä-)  A city of east-central Cuba. Founded in 

1514, it was moved to its present site in 1528. Population, 244,091. 

ca·ma·ra·der·ie (käÙmN-räùdN-rK, k4mÙN-r4dùN-) n.  Goodwill and lighthearted 

rapport between or among friends; comradeship.  [French, from camarade, com-

rade, from Old French, roommate. See COMRADE.]

cam·a·ril·la (k4mÙN-rVlùN, -rKùyN) n.  A group of confidential, often scheming 

advisers; a cabal.  [Spanish, diminutive of cámara, room, from Late Latin camera. 

See CHAMBER.]

Cam·a·ril·lo (k4mÙN-rKùo)  A city of southern California west of Los Angeles. It 

is a manufacturing center in a fertile farming area. Population, 52,303. 

cam·as  or cam·ass (k4mùNs) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Camassia 

in the lily family, especially C. quamash of western North America, having grass-

like leaves, a raceme of blue flowers, and a bulb that was an important food for 

various Native American peoples.  Also called quamash 2. Death camas.  [Chi-

nook Jargon, perhaps of Nootka origin.]

Cam·bay (k4m-b7ù), Gulf of. An inlet of the Arabian Sea on the northwest 

coast of India. 

cam·ber (k4mùbNr) n.  1. a. A slightly arched surface, as of a road, a ship’s deck, 

an airfoil, or a snow ski.  b. The condition of having an arched surface.   2. A set-

ting of automobile wheels in which they are closer together at the bottom than at 

the top.   —  v.  intr. tr. cam·bered, cam·ber·ing, cam·bers. To arch or cause 

to arch slightly.  [From Middle English caumber, curved, from Old North French 

dialectal caumbre, Latin camur, perhaps from Greek kamara, vault.]

Cam·ber·well beauty (k4mùbNr-wHlÙ byuùtK, -wNl) n.  Chiefly British. The 

mourning cloak.  [After Camberwell, a former borough of London, England.]

cam·bi·um (k4mùbK-Nm) n.  A lateral meristem in most vascular plants that 

forms parallel rows of cells resulting in secondary tissues either as secondary 

growth or as cork.  [Medieval Latin, exchange, from Late Latin cambXre, cambi7re, 

to exchange, of Celtic origin.] —camùbi·al adj. 

Cam·bo·di·a (k4m-boùdK-N)  or Kam·pu·che·a (k4mÙpu-chKùN) Formerly 

(1970-1975) Khmer Republic (kmâr).  A country of southeast Asia on the Gulf 

of Siam. During the time of the Khmer emperors, it ruled the entire Mekong 

River valley but fell under the sway of its stronger neighbors after the 15th cen-

tury. Cambodia became part of French Indochina in the 19th century and pro-



claimed its independence in 1953. Phnom Penh is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 5,756,141.   —Cam·boùdi·an adj.  & n. 

Cam·bri·a (k4mùbrK-N)  Wales during Roman times. The term is now used as a 

poetic appellation. 

Cam·bri·an (k4mùbrK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Wales; Welsh.  2. Of, relat-

ing to, or belonging to the geologic time, system of rocks, and sedimentary depos-

its of the first period of the Paleozoic Era, characterized by warm seas and desert 

land areas.   —  n.  1. A native of Wales; a Welshman.  2. The Cambrian Period.  

[From Medieval Latin Cambria, Wales, alteration of Cumbria, from Welsh 

Cymry. Adj., sense 2, and n., sense 2, after Cambria.]

Cambrian Mountains (k4mùbrK-Nn mounùtNnz)  A rugged upland plateau 

extending north to south through central Wales. 

cam·bric (k7mùbrVk) n.  A finely woven white linen or cotton fabric.  [Obsolete 

Flemish kameryk, from Kameryk, Cambrai, a city of northern France.]

cambric tea (k7mùbrVk tK) n.  A drink for children, made of hot water, milk, 

sugar, and usually a small amount of tea.  [So called because it is thin and white 

like cambric.]

Cam·bridge (k7mùbrVj)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, west-north-

west of Hamilton. Population 77,183.  2. A municipal borough of east-central 

England on the Cam River north-northeast of London. It is an ancient market 

town and the site of Cambridge University, established in the 12th to 13th cen-

tury. Population, 100,200.  3. A city of eastern Massachusetts on the Charles River 

opposite Boston. Settled in 1630 as New Towne, it is known for its research and 

educational facilities, including Harvard University (founded in 1636), Radcliffe 

College (1879), and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1861). Population, 

95,802. 

Cam·by·ses (k4m-bXùsKz), Died 522 B.C.  King of Persia (529-522) who 

extended Persian rule throughout the Nile Valley. 

cam·cord·er (k4mùkôrÙdNr) n.  A self-contained unit of communications 

equipment made up of a lightweight, hand-held television camera and a video-

cassette recorder.  [CAM(ERA) + (RE)CORDER.]

Cam·den (k4mùdNn)  1. A city of southern Arkansas south-southwest of Little 

Rock. It is a manufacturing and transportation center. Population, 15,356.  2. A 

city of western New Jersey on the Delaware River opposite Philadelphia. Walt 

Whitman lived here from 1873 to 1892. Population, 87,492. 

came1 (k7m) n.  A slender, grooved lead bar used to hold together the panes in 

stained glass or latticework windows.  [Possibly dialectal kame, ridge. See KAME.]

came2 (k7m) v.  Past tense of come. 
cam·el (k4mùNl) n.  1. A humped, long-necked ruminant mammal of the genus 

Camelus, domesticated in Old World desert regions as a beast of burden and as a 

source of wool, milk, and meat.  2. A device used to raise sunken objects, consist-



ing of a hollow structure that is submerged, attached tightly to the object, and 

pumped free of water.  Also called caisson 3. Sports. A spin in figure skating that 

is performed in an arabesque or modified arabesque position.  [Middle English, 

from Old English, and from Anglo-Norman cameil both from Latin camKlus, 

from Greek kamKlos, of Semitic origin.]

cam·el·back (k4mùNl-b4kÙ) adj.  Shaped like a hump or an arching curve.   —  
n.  New Orleans. A narrow house with one story in front and two in the rear.  See 

Regional note at beignet. 
cam·el·eer (k4mÙN-lîrù) n.  A person who drives or rides a camel. 

ca·mel·lia (kN-mKlùyN) n.  Any of several evergreen shrubs or small trees of the 

genus Camellia native to eastern Asia, especially C. japonica, having shiny leaves 

and showy roselike flowers that are usually red, white, or pink.  [New Latin 

Camellia, genus name, after Georg Josef Kamel (1661-1706), Moravian Jesuit 

missionary.]

ca·mel·o·pard (kN-mHlùN-pärdÙ) n.  1. A giraffe.  2. Heraldry. A bearing resem-

bling a giraffe but represented with long, curved horns.  [Middle English, from 

Medieval Latin camKlopardus, from Latin camKlopardalis, from Greek 

kamKlopardalis : kamKlos, camel; see CAMEL + pardalis, pard (so called because the 

giraffe has a head like a camel’s and the spots of a leopard).]

Ca·mel·o·par·da·lis (kN-mHlÙo-pärùdl-Vs) n.  A constellation in the Northern 

Hemisphere in the large space between Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, and Perseus.  

[Latin camKlopardalis, camelopard. See CAMELOPARD.]

Cam·e·lot (k4mùN-lmtÙ) n.  1. In Arthurian legend, the site of King Arthur’s 

court.  2. A place or time of idealized beauty, peacefulness, and enlightenment. 

cam·el’s hair (k4mùNlz hâr) n.  1. The soft, fine hair of the camel or a substi-

tute for it.  2. A soft, heavy, usually light tan cloth, made chiefly of the hair of 

camel. 

Cam·em·bert (k4mùNm-bârÙ) n.  A creamy, mold-ripened cheese that softens 

on the inside as it matures.  [French, after Camembert, a village of northwest 

France.]

cam·e·o (k4mùK-oÙ) n.  pl. cam·e·os. 1. a. A gem or shell carved in relief, espe-

cially one in which the raised design and the background consist of layers of con-

trasting colors.  b. The technique of carving in this way.  c. A medallion with a 

profile cut in raised relief.   2. A brief, vivid portrayal or depiction:  a literary 

cameo.  3. A brief but dramatic appearance of a prominent actor, as in a single 

scene of a motion picture. In this sense, also calledcameo role  —  v.  cam·e·oed, 
cam·e·o·ing, cam·e·os.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make into or like a gem or shell carved 

in relief.  2. To portray in sharp, delicate relief, as in a literary composition.   —  
v.  intr. To make a brief but dramatic appearance, as in a film:  She cameoed as 

Anne Boleyn in A Man for All Seasons.  [Italian, Middle English cameu (from Old 

French camaieu, and from Medieval Latin camah7tus).]



cam·er·a (k4mùNr-N, k4mùrN) n.  1. An apparatus for taking photographs, gener-

ally consisting of a lightproof enclosure having an aperture with a shuttered lens 

through which the image of an object is focused and recorded on a photosensitive 

film or plate.  2. The part of a television transmitting apparatus that receives the 

primary image on a light-sensitive cathode tube and transforms it into electrical 

impulses.  3. Camera obscura.  4. pl. cam·er·ae (-N-rK). A judge’s private cham-

ber.   —idioms. in camera. In private.  off camera. Outside the field of view 

of a television or movie camera.  on camera. Within the field of view of a televi-

sion or movie camera.  [Late Latin, room. See CHAMBER.]

camera lu·ci·da (k4mùNr-N luùsV-dN) n.  pl. camera lu·ci·das. An optical 

device that projects a virtual image of an object onto a plane surface, especially 

for tracing.  [New Latin  : Latin camera, chamber + Latin lucida, light.]

cam·er·a·man (k4mùNr-N-m4nÙ, k4mùrN-) n.  A man who operates a movie or 

television camera. 

camera ob·scu·ra (k4mùNr-N Nb-skytrùN) n.  pl. camera ob·scu·ras. A 

darkened chamber in which the real image of an object is received through a 

small opening or lens and focused in natural color onto a facing surface rather 

than recorded on a film or plate.  [New Latin  : Latin camera, chamber + Latin 

obscura, dark.]

cam·er·a·per·son (k4mùNr-N-pûrÙsNn, k4mùrN-) n.  One who operates a movie 

or television camera. 

cam·er·a-read·y (k4mùNr-N-rHdùK, k4mùrN-) adj.  Prepared in such a way as to 

be appropriate for photographing prior to being made into a printing plate:  cam-

era-ready art; camera-ready text copy. 

cam·er·a·wom·an (k4mùNr-N-wtmÙNn, k4mùrN-) n.  A woman who operates 

a movie or television camera. 

cam·er·lin·go (k4mÙNr-lVngùgo) also cam·er·len·go (-lHngùgo) n.  pl. 

cam·er·lin·gos. The cardinal who manages the pope’s secular affairs.  [Italian 

camarlingo, of Germanic origin.]

Cam·er·on (k4mùNr-Nn), Mount. A peak, 4,342.6 m (14,238 ft) high, in the 

Rocky Mountains of central Colorado. 

Cam·e·roon (k4mÙN-runù) also Came·roun (käm-runù)  A country of west-

central Africa on the Bight of Biafra. Comprising the former French Cameroons 

and the southern part of British Cameroons, it became independent in 1960. 

Yaoundé is the capital and Douala the largest city. Population, 9,542,400. 

Cam·e·roons (k4mÙN-runzÙ)  A region and former German protectorate of 

west-central Africa. After World War I the territory was divided into British Cam-

eroons and French Cameroons. 

Came·roun (käm-runù)  See Cameroon. 
cam·i (k4mùK) n.  pl. cam·is. A camisole worn as an undergarment. 



cam·i·on (k4mùK-Nn, käm-yôNù) n.  1. A truck.  2. A bus.  [French, from Old 

French chamion, three-wheeled cart.]

cam·i·sa·do (k4mÙV-s7ùdo, -säù-) n.  pl. cam·i·sa·does. Archaic. A surprise 

attack by night.  [Probably from obsolete Spanish encamisado, shirted, surprise 

attack, from camisa, shirt (so called because the attackers wore white shirts over 

their armor for identification), from Late Latin camisia, camXsa.]

ca·mise (kN-mKzù, -mKsù) n.  A loose shirt, shift, or tunic.  [Arabic qamX}, from 

Late Latin camisia, camXsa, shirt.]

cam·i·sole (k4mùV-solÙ) n.  1. A woman’s sleeveless undergarment, now usually 

worn under a sheer blouse.  2. A short negligee.  [French (from Italian camiciola, 

diminutive of camicia, shirt), or from Old Provençal camisolla, diminutive of 

camisa, shirt  both from Late Latin camisia, camXsa.]

Cam·lan (k4mùlNn) n.  In Arthurian legend, the battlefield where King Arthur 

was mortally wounded. 

cam·let (k4mùlVt) n.  1. A rich cloth of Asian origin, supposed originally to have 

been made of camel’s hair and silk and later made of goat’s hair and silk or other 

combinations.  2. A garment made from this cloth.  [Middle English chamelet, 

from Old French chamelot, perhaps from Arabic Tamlah, nap, fibers.]

cam·o (k4mùo) n.  pl. cam·os. Informal. Camouflage fabric or a garment made 

of it.  [Short for CAMOUFLAGE.]

Ca·mões (kN-moiNshù) also Ca·mo·ëns (k4mùo-Nnz, kN-moù-), Luiz Vaz de. 
1524?-1580.  Portuguese writer whose epic poem Os Lusíadas (1572) is among 

Portugal’s greatest literary works. 

cam·o·mile (k4mùN-mXlÙ, -mKlÙ) n.  Variant of chamomile. 
Ca·mor·ra (kN-môrùN, -mmrùN) n.  1. A Neapolitan secret society organized 

about 1820, notorious for practicing violence and blackmail.  2. camorra. An 

unscrupulous, clandestine group.  [Italian, perhaps from camorra, a kind of 

smock, said to have been worn by members of the society.]

cam·ou·flage (k4mùN-fläzhÙ, -fläjÙ) n.  1. The method or result of concealing 

personnel or equipment from an enemy by making them appear to be part of the 

natural surroundings.  2. Concealment by disguise or protective coloring.  

3. Fabric or a garment dyed in splotches of green, brown, tan, and black so as to 

make the wearer indistinguishable from the surrounding environment.   —  v.  

cam·ou·flaged, cam·ou·flag·ing, cam·ou·flag·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To conceal by 

the use of disguise or by protective coloring or garments that blend in with the 

surrounding environment.  2. To conceal, usually through misrepresentation or 

other artifice:  camouflaged their hatred with professions of friendship.  See Syn-

onyms at disguise.   —  v.  intr. To use protective coloring or garments for con-

cealment.  [French, from camoufler, to disguise, alteration (influenced by 

camouflet, snub, smoke blown in one’s face), of Italian camuffare.] 
—camùou·flagÙer n. 



camp1 (k4mp) n.  1. a. A place where tents, huts, or other temporary shelters are 

set up, as by soldiers, nomads, or travelers.  b. A cabin or shelter or group of such 

buildings:  gathered branches and grasses for a makeshift camp; had a fishing camp 

in Vermont.  c. The people using such shelters:  a howl that awakened the whole 

camp.   2. a. A place in the country that offers simple group accommodations 

and organized recreation or instruction, as for vacationing children:  a girls’ sum-

mer camp; a tennis camp.  b. Sports. A place where athletes engage in intensive 

training, especially preseason training.  c. The people attending the programs at 

such a place.   3. Military service; army life.  4. A group of people who think alike 

or share a cause; side:  The council members disagreed, falling into liberal and con-

servative camps.   —  v.  camped, camp·ing, camps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make or 

set up a camp.  2. To live in or as if in a camp; settle:  We camped in the apartment 

until the furniture arrived.   —  v.  tr. To shelter or lodge in a camp; encamp:  They 

camped themselves by a river.  [Obsolete French, perhaps from Italian, or Spanish 

campo all from Latin campus, field.]

camp2 (k4mp) n.  1. An affectation or appreciation of manners and tastes com-

monly thought to be artificial, vulgar, or banal.  2. Banality, vulgarity, or artifici-

ality when deliberately affected or when appreciated for its humor: “Camp is 

popularity plus vulgarity plus innocence” (Indra Jahalani).   —  adj.  Having delib-

erately artificial, vulgar, banal, or affectedly humorous qualities or style:  played 

up the silliness of their roles for camp effect.   —  v.  camped, camp·ing, camps.  
—  v.  intr. To act in a deliberately artificial, vulgar, or banal way.   —  v.  tr. To 

give a deliberately artificial, vulgar, or banal quality to:  camped up their cowboy 

costumes with chaps, tin stars, and ten-gallon hats.  [Origin unknown.] —campùy 
adj. 

Camp (k4mp), Walter Chauncey. 1859-1925.  American football coach and 

promoter who developed many of the sport’s basic rules. 

Cam·pa·gna di Ro·ma (k4m-pänùyN dK roùmN, -mä, käm-)  A low-lying 

region surrounding Rome, Italy. It was a favorite residential area during ancient 

times but was largely abandoned for centuries because of the prevalence of 

malaria. Much of the region was reclaimed and repopulated in the 19th and 20th 

centuries. 

cam·paign (k4m-p7nù) n.  1. A series of military operations undertaken to 

achieve a large-scale objective during a war:  Grant’s Vicksburg campaign secured 

the entire Mississippi for the Union.  2. An operation or series of operations ener-

getically pursued to accomplish a purpose:  an advertising campaign for a new 

product; a candidate’s political campaign.   —  v.  intr. cam·paigned, 
cam·paign·ing, cam·paigns. To engage in an operation planned to achieve a 

certain goal:  campaigned through the jungles of Vietnam; campaigned for human 

rights.  [French campagne, from Italian campagna, military operation, from Late 



Latin camp7nia, open country, battlefield, from campus, field.] —cam·paignùer 
n.  

SYNONYMS: campaign, crusade, drive, push. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a vigorous concerted effort to accomplish a purpose”: a fund-rais-

ing campaign; a crusade for improved social services; a drive to sell bonds; a push to

get the bill through Congress.

Cam·pa·ni·a (k4m-p7ùnK-N, -p7nùyN, käm-päùnyä)  A region of southern Italy 

on the Tyrrhenian Sea. Inhabited in ancient times by Italic tribes, Greek colonists, 

Etruscans, and Samnites, it was conquered by Rome in the fourth century B.C. 

Campania joined Italy in 1860 as part of the kingdom of Naples. 

cam·pa·ni·le (k4mÙpN-nKùlK) n.  pl. cam·pa·ni·les (-lKz)  or cam·pa·ni·li (-lK). 
A bell tower, especially one near but not attached to a church or other public 

building.  [French, from Italian, from campana, bell, from Late Latin camp7na, 

bell (made of metal produced in Campania), from Latin camp7nus, of Campania, 

from Campania.]

cam·pa·nol·o·gy (k4mÙpN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The art or study of bell casting and 

ringing.  [Late Latin camp7na, bell; see CAMPANILE + -LOGY.] 
—camÙpa·nolùo·gist n. 

cam·pan·u·la (k4m-p4nùyN-lN) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Campan-

ula, which includes the harebell, bellflower, and Canterbury bells.  [New Latin 

Campanula, genus name, diminutive of Late Latin camp7na, bell. See CAMPANILE.]

cam·pan·u·late (k4m-p4nùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Shaped like a bell, as cer-

tain flowers are. 

Camp·bell (k4mùbNl)  A city of west-central California southwest of San Jose. It 

has an electronics industry. Population, 26,910. 

Camp·bell (k4mùbNl), Sir Colin Baron Clyde. 1792-1863.  British naval and 

army officer active in the War of 1812 and numerous conflicts in India and 

China. 

Camp·bell (k4mùbNl), John Archibald. 1811-1889.  American jurist and pub-

lic official who served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1853-

1861) and as assistant secretary of war (1862-1865) in the Confederate cabinet. 

Camp·bell (k4mùbNl), Joseph. 1904-1987.  American mythologist who wrote 

numerous influential works, including The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949) 

and the four-volume Masks of God (1959-1967). 

Camp·bell (k4mùbNl), Sir Malcolm. 1885-1948.  British racer who established 

speed records for automobiles and speedboats, all of which were surpassed by his 

son Donald (1921-1967). 



Camp·bell (k4mùbNl), Mrs. Patrick. Originally Beatrice Stella Tanner. 1865-

1940.  British actress who was the first to portray Eliza in Pygmalion (1913), a part 

written for her by George Bernard Shaw. 

Camp·bell1 (k4mùbNl), Thomas. 1763-1854.  Irish-born American religious 

leader who with his son Alexander (1788-1866) founded the Disciples of Christ 

(1809). 

Camp·bell2 (k4mùbNl), Thomas. 1777-1844.  British poet and editor best 

known for his ballad “Lord Ullin’s Daughter” (1809). 

Camp·bell-Ban·ner·man (k4mÙbNl-b4nùNr-mNn, k4mÙNl-), Sir Henry. 
1836-1908.  British politician who was the Liberal Party leader during the Boer 

War (1899-1902) and later served as prime minister (1905-1908). 

Campbell River (k4mùbNl rVvùNr)  A city of southwest British Columbia, Can-

ada, on Vancouver Island and the Strait of Georgia northwest of Vancouver. Pop-

ulation, 15,370. 

Camp Da·vid (k4mp d7ùvVd)  A presidential retreat in the Catoctin Mountains 

of northern Maryland north-northwest of Washington, D.C. It was established by 

Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1942 as Shangri-La. Dwight D. Eisenhower renamed it 

Camp David in honor of his grandson. 

Cam·pe·che (k4m-pKùchK, käm-pHù-)  A city of southeast Mexico on the Bay 
of Campeche, a section of the Gulf of Mexico west of Yucatán. Founded in 

1540, Campeche was frequently sacked by buccaneers in the 17th century. Popu-

lation, 128,434. 

camp·er (k4mùpNr) n.  1. One that camps, such as a person lodging temporarily 

in a tent or cabin.  2. a. A motor vehicle with space and equipment, either in a 

rear compartment or in an attached trailer, for sleeping and simple housekeeping, 

used for camping and recreational travel.  b. The rear compartment or attached 

trailer of such a vehicle.  

cam·pe·si·no (kämÙpV-sKùno, k4mÙ-) n.  pl. cam·pe·si·nos. A farmer or farm 

worker in a Latin-American country.  [Spanish, from campo, field, from Latin 

campus.]

cam·pes·tral (k4m-pHsùtrNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or growing in uncultivated 

land or open fields.  [From Latin campester, of a field, from campus, field.]

camp·fire (k4mpùfXrÙ) n.  1. An outdoor fire in a camp, used for cooking or 

warmth.  2. A meeting held around such a fire. 

Camp Fire Girl (k4mp fXr gûrl) n.  A member of an organization for girls aged 

7 through 18 that strives to instill good values and character and teach practical 

skills.  [From Camp Fire Girls, Inc.]

camp follower (k4mp fmlùo-Nr) n.  1. A civilian who follows a military unit 

from place to place, especially as a vender of supplies or as a prostitute.  2. One 

who follows but does not belong to a main body or group. 



camp·ground (k4mpùgroundÙ) n.  An area used for setting up a camp or hold-

ing a camp meeting. 

cam·phene (k4mùfKnÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline terpene, C10H16, used in the 

manufacture of synthetic camphor and insecticides.  [CAMPH(OR) + -ENE.]

cam·phor (k4mùfNr) n.  An aromatic crystalline compound, C10H16O, obtained 

naturally from the wood or leaves of the camphor tree or synthesized and used as 

an insect repellent, in the manufacture of film, plastics, lacquers, and explosives, 

and in medicine chiefly in external preparations to relieve mild pain and itching.  

[Middle English caumfre, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin camphora, 

from Arabic k7f7r, possibly from Malay kapur;; akin to Sanskrit karp7raU.] 
—camÙphor·aùceous (k4mÙfN-r7ùshNs) adj.  —cam·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) 

adj. 

cam·phor·ate (k4mùfN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. cam·phor·at·ed, cam·phor·at·ing, 
cam·phor·ates. To treat or impregnate with camphor. 

camphor oil (k4mùfNr oil) n.  The oil obtained by steam distillation from the 

wood of the camphor tree and used to produce natural camphor. 

camphor tree (k4mùfNr trK) n.  An east Asian evergreen tree (Cinnamomum 

camphora) naturalized and cultivated as an ornamental in the southern United 

States, having aromatic wood and leathery leaves that are a source of camphor. 

cam·phor·weed (k4mùfNr-wKdÙ) n.  Either of two eastern North American 

herbs Heterotheca subaxillaris or Pluchea camphorata, of the composite family, 

having numerous small flower heads. 

Cam·pi·na Gran·de (k4mÙpK-nN gr4nùdN, -dK, käN-pKùnN gräNùdN)  A city of 

extreme eastern Brazil northwest of Recife. It is a commercial and financial cen-

ter. Population, 222,102. 

Cam·pi·nas (k4m-pKùnNs, käN-)  A city of southeast Brazil north-northwest of 

São Paulo. It grew as the center of a coffee-producing region in the 19th century. 

Population, 566,627. 

cam·pi·on (k4mùpK-Nn) n.  Any of several plants of the genera Lychnis and 

Silene native chiefly to the Northern Hemisphere and having variously colored 

flowers with notched or fringed petals.  [Origin unknown.]

Cam·pi·on (k4mùpK-Nn), Thomas. 1567-1620.  English poet and composer of 

songs for voice and lute. 

camp meeting (k4mp mKùtVng) n.  An evangelistic gathering held in a tent or 

outdoors and often lasting several days. 

cam·po (k4mùpo, kämù-) n.  pl. cam·pos. A large grassy plain in South Amer-

ica, with scattered bushes and small trees.  [Spanish, field, from Latin campus.]

Cam·po·bel·lo Island (k4mÙpN-bHlùo XùlNnd)  An island of southwest New 

Brunswick, Canada, off the coast of Maine. A popular resort area, the island 

became part of Canada in 1817. 



Cam·po Gran·de (k4mÙpo gr4nùdN, -dK, käNùpt gräNùdN)  A city of south-

west Brazil west-northwest of São Paulo. It is a major processing and shipping 

center. Population, 282,857. 

camp·o·ree (k4mÙpN-rKù) n.  An assembly or gathering of Boy Scouts or Girl 

Scouts on a local or district level.  [Probably CAMP
1 + (JAMB)OREE.]

Cam·pos (k4mùpNs, käNùpts)  A city of southeast Brazil on the Paraíba River 

northeast of Rio de Janeiro. It was founded in the 17th century. Population, 

178,457. 

camp robber (k4mp rmbùNr) n.  See gray jay. 
camp·site (k4mpùsXtÙ) n.  An area suitable or used for camping. 

Camp Springs (k4mp sprVngz)  A city of west-central Maryland, a suburb of 

Washington, D.C. Population, 16,392. 

camp·stool (k4mpùstulÙ) n.  A light folding stool. 

cam·pus (k4mùpNs) n.  pl. cam·pus·es. The grounds of a school, college, uni-

versity, or hospital.  [Latin, field.]

cam·py·lo·bac·ter·o·sis (k4mÙpN-lo-b4kÙtN-roùsVs) n.  A gastrointestinal con-

dition characterized by diarrhea, abdominal cramps, and fever, caused by eating 

raw meat or unpasteurized milk contaminated with Campylobacter jejuni, a bac-

terium that infects poultry, cattle, and sheep.  [New Latin Campylobacter, genus 

name (Greek kampulos, curved + BACTER(IUM)) + -OSIS.]

cam·py·lot·ro·pous (k4mÙpN-lmtùrN-pNs) adj.  Botany. Having an ovule par-

tially inverted and curved such that the micropyle nearly meets the funiculus.  

[Greek kampulos, curved + -TROPOUS.]

Cam·ranh Bay  or Cam Ranh Bay (k4mùr4nù b7, kämùränù)  An inlet of the 

South China Sea in southeast Vietnam. Formerly a French naval base, it was the 

site of a large U.S. military installation during the Vietnam War. 

cam·shaft (k4mùsh4ftÙ) n.  An engine shaft fitted with a cam or cams. 

Ca·mus (kä-muù, -müù), Albert. 1913-1960.  French writer and philosopher 

whose works, such as The Stranger (1942) and The Plague (1947), concern the 

absurdity of the human condition. He won the 1957 Nobel Prize for literature. 

can1 (k4n; kNn when unstressed) v.  aux. Past tense could (ktd). 1. a. Used to 

indicate physical or mental ability:  I can carry both suitcases. Can you remember 

the war?  b. Used to indicate possession of a specified power, right, or privilege:  

The President can veto congressional bills.  c. Used to indicate possession of a spec-

ified capability or skill:  I can tune the harpsichord as well as play it.   2. a. Used to 

indicate possibility or probability:  I wonder if my long lost neighbor can still be 

alive. Such things can and do happen.  b. Used to indicate that which is permitted, 

as by conscience or feelings:  One can hardly blame you for being upset.  c. Used to 

indicate probability or possibility under the specified circumstances:  They can 

hardly have intended to do that.   3. Usage Problem. Used to request or grant per-

mission:  Can I be excused?  [Middle English, first and third person singular 



present tense of connen, to know how, from Old English cunnan. See gno- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Generations of grammarians and schoolteachers have insisted

that can should be used only to express the capacity to do something, and that

may must be used to express permission. Technically, correct usage therefore re-

quires The supervisor said that anyone who wants an extra day off may (not can)

have one, or May (not can) I take another week to submit the application? Only 21

percent of the Usage Panel accepts can in the latter sentence. But can has a long

history of use by educated speakers to express permission, particularly in British

English. What is more, the blurring of the line between can and may is socially

and historically inevitable, since politeness often makes the use of can preferable

in the “permission” sense. For example, the sentence You can borrow my car if you

like is a more gracious offer than You may borrow my car; the first presumes the

granting of permission, while the second makes a point of it. Still, it is under-

standable that insistence on the use of may should become a traditional school-

room ritual, particularly in first-person requests such as May I leave the room?

since it requires the pupil to distinguish explicitly between what is possible and

what is allowed, a difference not always apparent to younger children. And even

in later life, observance of the distinction is often advisable in the interests of clar-

ity. Thus, the sentence Students can take no more than three courses allows the pos-

sibility that a student who is unusually capable may take more, whereas Students

may take no more than three courses does not. • The use of can to express permis-

sion is better tolerated in negative questions, as in Can’t I have the car tonight?

probably because the alternative contraction mayn’t is felt to be awkward.

can2 (k4n) n.  1. A usually cylindrical metal container.  2. a. An airtight con-

tainer, usually made of tin-coated iron, in which foods or beverages are preserved.  

b. The contents of such a container.   3. Slang. A jail or prison.  4. Slang. A toilet 

or restroom.  5. Slang. The buttocks.   —  v.  tr. canned, can·ning, cans. 1. To 

seal in an airtight container for future use; preserve:  canning peaches.  2. Slang. 

To make a recording of:  can the audience’s applause for a TV comedy show.  

3. Slang. To dismiss from employment or school.  See Synonyms at dismiss.  
4. Slang. To put a stop to; quit:  Let’s can the chatter.  [Middle English canne, a 

water container, from Old English.] —canùner n. 

can. abbr.  1. a. Canceled.  b. Cancellation.   2. Cannon.  3. Canon.  4. Canto. 

Can. abbr.  1. Canada.  2. Canadian. 

Ca·na (k7ùnN)  A village of northern Palestine near Nazareth. In the New Testa-

ment, Jesus performed his first miracle here, changing water into wine. 



Ca·naan (k7ùnNn)  An ancient region made up of Palestine or the part of it 

between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea. In the Old Testament, it was 

referred to as the Promised Land. 

Ca·naan·ite (k7ùnN-nXtÙ) n.  1. A member of a Semitic people inhabiting 

Canaan from late prehistoric times and who were conquered by the Israelites 

around 1000 B.C.  2. The Semitic language of the Canaanites.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to ancient Canaan or its people, language, or culture. 

Can·a·da (k4nùN-dN) Abbr. Can.  A country of northern North America. Eastern 

Canada was settled by both English and French colonists and was ceded to 

England in 1763 after the Seven Years’ War. The Dominion of Canada was 

formed in 1867 and extended to the western provinces in 1905; Newfoundland 

formally joined the federation in 1949. The Statute of Westminster (1931) con-

firmed Canada’s status as an independent nation within the Commonwealth. 

Ottawa is the capital and Montreal the largest city. Population, 23,343,181.   
—Ca·naùdi·an (kN-n7ùdK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Canada balsam (k4nùN-dN bôlùsNm) n.  A viscous, yellowish, transparent resin 

obtained from the balsam fir and used as a cement for glass lenses and for 

mounting specimens on microscopic slides. 

Canada goose  or Canadian goose (k4nùN-dN gus) n.  A common wild 

goose (Branta canadensis) of North America, having grayish plumage, a black 

neck and head, and a white throat patch. 

Canada jay (k4nùN-dN j7) n.  See gray jay. 
Canada thistle (k4nùN-dN thVsùNl) n.  A perennial herb (Cirsium arvense) in the 

composite family, native to Europe and naturalized as a noxious weed in North 

America, having spiny-margined leaves and rose-purple or sometimes white 

flower heads. 

Canadian bacon (k4n7ùdK-Nn b7ùkNn) n.  Cured rolled bacon from the loin of 

a pig. 

Canadian Falls (kN-n7ùdK-Nn fôlz) also Horse·shoe Falls (hôrsùshuÙ fôlz, 

hôrshù-)  A section, about 48 m (158 ft) high, of Niagara Falls within Ontario, 

Canada. 

Canadian French (k4n7ùdK-Nn frHnch) n.  The French language as used in 

Canada. 

Canadian goose (k4n7ùdK-Nn gus) n.  Variant of Canada goose. 
Canadian hemlock (k4n7ùdK-Nn hHmùlmkÙ) n.  A coniferous evergreen 

monoecious tree (Tsuga canadensis) native from Nova Scotia to Alaska and valu-

able for its timber, as a pulpwood, for tanning, and as an ornamental. 

Canadian River (k4n7ùdK-Nn rVvùNr)  A river rising in northeast New Mexico 

and flowing about 1,458 km (906 mi) eastward across the Texas Panhandle to the 

Arkansas River in eastern Oklahoma. 

Canadian Shield (k4n7ùdK-Nn shKld)  See Laurentian Plateau. 



ca·nai·gre (kN-nXùgrK) n.  A perennial herb (Rumex hymenosepalus) native 

chiefly to southwest North America, having tannin-rich, tuberous roots formerly 

used for tanning and in herbal medicine.  [Spanish.]

ca·naille (kN-nXù, -n7lù) n.  1. The masses of the people; the proletariat.  

2. Rabble; riffraff.  [French, from Italian canaglia, pack of dogs, rabble, from 

cane, dog, from Latin canis. See kwon- in Appendix.]

ca·nal (kN-n4lù) n.  1. An artificial waterway or artificially improved river used 

for travel, shipping, or irrigation.  2. Anatomy. A tube, duct, or passageway.  

3. Astronomy. One of the faint, hazy markings resembling straight lines on early 

telescopic images of the surface of Mars.   —  v.  tr. ca·nalled or ca·naled, 
ca·nal·ling or ca·nal·ing, ca·nals or ca·nals. 1. To dig an artificial waterway 

through:  canal an isthmus.  2. To provide with an artificial waterway or water-

ways.  [Partly French, channel,, and partly Middle English, tube (from Medieval 

Latin can7le) both from Latin can7lis, tube, channel, probably from canna, small 

reed. See CANE.]

Ca·na·let·to (k4nÙN-lHtùo), Originally Giovanni Antonio Canal. 1697-1768.  

Italian painter noted for his detailed and precisely proportioned views of Venice. 

can·a·lic·u·late (k4nÙN-lVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Having one or more longitudinal 

grooves or channels.  [Latin can7licul7tus, from can7liculus, diminutive of can7lis, 

channel. See CANAL.]

can·a·lic·u·lus (k4nÙN-lVkùyN-lNs) n.  pl. can·a·lic·u·li (-lXÙ). A small canal or 

duct in the body, such as the minute channels in compact bone.  [Latin, diminu-

tive of can7lis, conduit. See CANAL.] —canÙa·licùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 

can·a·li·za·tion (k4nÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of canalizing.  

2. A system of canals. 

can·a·lize (k4nùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. can·a·lized, can·a·liz·ing, can·a·liz·es. 1. To 

furnish with or convert into a canal or canals.  2. To provide an outlet for; chan-

nel. 

Ca·nal Zone (kN-n4lù zon) also Pan·a·ma Canal Zone (p4nùN-mäÙ, -môÙ) 

Abbr. CZ, C.Z.  A strip of land, about 16 km (10 mi) wide, across the Isthmus of 

Panama. Formerly administered by the United States for the operation of the 

Panama Canal, it was turned over to Panama in 1979. 

Can·an·dai·gua Lake (k4nÙNn-d7ùgwa l7k)  A glacial lake of west-central 

New York. One of the Finger Lakes, it is in a popular resort area. 

can·a·pé (k4nùN-p7Ù, -pK) n.  A cracker or a small, thin piece of bread or toast 

spread with cheese, meat, or relish and served as an appetizer.  [French, from 

canapé, couch, from Medieval Latin can7pKum, mosquito net. See CANOPY.]

ca·nard (kN-närdù) n.  1. An unfounded or false, deliberately misleading story.  

2. a. A short, winglike control surface projecting from the fuselage of an aircraft, 

such as a space shuttle, mounted forward of the main wing and serving as a hori-

zontal stabilizer.  b. An aircraft whose horizontal stabilizing surfaces are forward 



of the main wing.   [French, duck, canard, probably from the phrase vendre un 

canard à moitié, to half-sell a duck, to swindle, from Old French quanart, duck, 

from caner, to cackle, of imitative origin.]

ca·nar·y (kN-nârùK) n.  pl. ca·nar·ies. 1. A small finch (Serinus canaria) native 

to the Canary Islands that is greenish to yellow and has long been bred as a cage 

bird.  2. Slang. a. A woman singer.  b. An informer; a stool pigeon.   3. A sweet 

white wine from the Canary Islands, similar to Madeira.  4. A lively 16th-century 

court dance.  5. Color. A light to moderate or vivid yellow.  [French canari, from 

Spanish canario, of the Canary Islands, from (Islas) Canarias, Canary (Islands), 

from Late Latin Can7riae (‚nsulae), (islands) of dogs, from Latin can7rius, per-

taining to dogs, canine, from canis, dog. See kwon- in Appendix.]

ca·nar·y-bird flower (kN-nârùK-bûrdÙ flouùNr) n.  A Peruvian climbing plant 

(Tropaeolum peregrinum) cultivated for its showy, spurred yellow flowers.  Also 

called canary-bird vine 

canary grass (kN-nârùK gr4s) n.  1. An annual Mediterranean grass (Phalaris 

canariensis) having grains used as food for caged birds, such as canaries.  2. Any 

of several related grasses, such as reed canary grass. 

Ca·nar·y Islands (kN-nârùK XùlNndz)  A group of Spanish islands in the Atlantic 

Ocean off the northwest coast of Africa. The Canaries have been part of Spain 

since 1479 and are a major tourist center. 

ca·nas·ta (kN-n4sùtN) n.  Games. A card game for two to six players, related to 

rummy and requiring two decks of cards.  [Spanish, from canasto, basket, from 

Latin canistrum. See CANISTER.]

Ca·nav·er·al (kN-n4vùNr-Nl, -n4vùrNl), Cape. Formerly (1963-1973), Cape. 
Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK).  A sandy promontory extending into the Atlantic Ocean 

from a barrier island on the east-central coast of Florida. It is the site of NASA’s 

Kennedy Manned Space Flight Center, the launching area for U.S. space missions. 

Can·ber·ra (k4nùbNr-N, -bHrÙN)  The capital of Australia, in the southeast part of 

the country. Settled in 1824, it replaced Melbourne as the capital in 1908. Popula-

tion, 243,450. 

Can·by (k4nùbK), Henry Seidel. 1878-1961.  American writer and editor of 

Saturday Review (1924-1936). He helped establish the Book-of-the-Month Club 

(1926). 

canc. abbr.  1. Canceled.  2. Cancellation. 

can·can (k4nùk4nÙ) n.  An exuberant dance that originated in France, performed 

by women and marked by high kicking.  [French.]

can·cel (k4nùsNl) v.  can·celed also can·celled, can·cel·ing also can·cel·ling, 
can·cels also can·cels.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cross out with lines or other markings.  

See Synonyms at erase.  2. To annul or invalidate.  3. To mark or perforate (a 

postage stamp or check, for example) to indicate that it may not be used again.  

4. To equalize or make up for; offset:  Today’s decline in stock price canceled out 



yesterday’s gain.  5. Mathematics. a. To remove (a common factor) from the 

numerator and denominator of a fractional expression.  b. To remove (a com-

mon factor or term) from both sides of an equation or inequality.   6. Printing. To 

omit or delete.   —  v.  intr. To neutralize one another; counterbalance:  two oppos-

ing forces that canceled out.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of canceling; a can-

cellation.  2. Printing. a. Deletion of typed or printed matter.  b. The matter 

deleted.  c. A replacement for deleted matter.   [Middle English cancellen, from 

Old French canceller, from Latin cancell7re, to cross out, from cancellus, lattice, 

diminutive of cancer, lattice.] —canùcel·a·ble adj.  —canùcel·er n. 

can·ce·la·tion (k4nÙsN-l7ùshNn) n.  Variant of cancellation. 
can·cel·late (k4n-sHlùVt, k4nùsN-l7tÙ) also can·cel·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Anatomy. 

Cancellous.  [Latin cancell7tus, past participle of cancell7re, to make in a crisscross 

pattern. See CANCEL.]

can·cel·la·tion also can·ce·la·tion (k4nÙsN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. can., canc. 
1. The act or an instance of canceling.  2. A mark or a perforation indicating can-

celing.  3. Something canceled, especially a released accommodation or an 

unfilled appointment. 

can·cel·lous (k4n-sHlùNs, k4nùsN-lNs) adj.  Anatomy. Having an open, latticed, or 

porous structure. Used especially of bone.  [From Latin cancellus, lattice. See CAN-

CEL.]

can·cer (k4nùsNr) n.  1. a. Any of various malignant neoplasms characterized by 

the proliferation of anaplastic cells that tend to invade surrounding tissue and 

metastasize to new body sites.  b. The pathological condition characterized by 

such growths.   2. A pernicious, spreading evil:  A cancer of bigotry spread through 

the community.  [Middle English. See CANKER.] —canùcer·ous (k4nùsNr-Ns) adj. 

Can·cer (k4nùsNr) n.  1. A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Leo 

and Gemini.  2. a. The fourth sign of the zodiac in astrology.  b. One who is born 

under this sign.  Also called Crab  [Middle English, from Latin. See CANKER.]

Can·cer·i·an (k4n-sHrùK-Nn) n.  One who is born under the sign of Cancer.   
—Cancerian adj. 

can·croid (k4ngùkroidÙ) n.  See squamous cell carcinoma.   —  adj.  1. Of or 

relating to squamous cell carcinoma.  2. Resembling a crab.  [Latin cancer, cancr-; 

see CANCER + -OID.]

Can·cún (k4n-kunù, käng-)  An island community of southeast Mexico off the 

northeast tip of the Yucatán Peninsula. It is a popular Caribbean resort. Popula-

tion, 33,273. 

can·del·a (k4n-dHlùN) n.  Abbr. cd A unit of luminous intensity equal to 60 of the 

luminous intensity per square centimeter of a blackbody radiating at the temper-

ature of solidification of platinum (2,046˚K).  Also called candle See Table at 

measurement.  [Latin candKla, candle. See CANDLE.]



can·de·la·bra (k4nÙdl-äùbrN, -4bùrN, -7ùbrN) n.  A candelabrum.  [From Latin 

candKl7bra, pl. of candKl7brum. See CANDELABRUM.]

can·de·la·brum (k4nÙdl-äùbrNm, -4bùrNm, -7ùbrNm) n.  pl. can·de·la·bra (-

brN)  or can·de·la·brums. A large decorative candlestick having several arms or 

branches.  [Latin candKl7brum, candlestick, from candKla, candle. See CANDLE.]

can·de·lil·la (k4nÙdl-KùN) n.  A shrubby spurge (Euphorbia antisyphilitica) 

native to southwest Texas and Mexico, having densely clustered, erect, essentially 

leafless stems that yield a multipurpose wax.  [American Spanish, diminutive of 

Spanish candela, candle, from Latin candKla. See CANDLE.]

can·dent (k4nùdNnt) adj.  Having a white-hot glow; incandescent.  [Latin cand-

Kns, candent- present participle of candKre, to shine. See kand- in Appendix.]

can·des·cence (k4n-dHsùNns) n.  The state of being white hot; incandescence.  

[From Latin candKscKns, candKscent- present participle of candKscere inchoative of 

candKre, to shine. See CANDID.] —can·desùcent adj.  —can·desùcent·ly adv. 

Can·di·a1 (k4nùdK-N)  A name used by Italian colonizers (13th-17th century) for 

the island of Crete. 

Can·di·a2 (k4nùdK-N)  See Iráklion. 
can·did (k4nùdVd) adj.  1. Free from prejudice; impartial.  2. Characterized by 

openness and sincerity of expression; unreservedly straightforward:  In private, I 

gave them my candid opinion.  See Synonyms at frank1.  3. Not posed or 

rehearsed:  a candid snapshot.   —  n.  An unposed informal photograph.  [Latin 

candidus, glowing, white, pure, guileless, from candKre, to shine. See kand- in 

Appendix.] —canùdid·ly adv.  —canùdid·ness n. 

can·di·da (k4nùdV-dN) n.  Any of the pathogenic yeastlike imperfect fungi of the 

genus Candida.  [Latin, feminine of candidus, white. See CANDID.]

can·di·date (k4nùdV-d7tÙ, -dVt) n.  1. A person who seeks or is nominated for an 

office, prize, or honor.  2. One that seems likely to gain a certain position or come 

to a certain fate:  young actors who are candidates for stardom; a memorandum that 

is a good candidate for the trash can.  [Latin candid7tus, clothed in white (from the 

white togas worn by Romans seeking office), candidate, from candidus, white. See 

CANDID.] —canùdi·da·cy (-dN-sK), canùdi·da·tureÙ (-dN-chtrÙ, -chNr)  n. 

candid camera (k4nùdVd k4mùNr-N) n.  A small, easily operated camera with a 

fast lens for taking unposed or informal photographs. 

can·di·di·a·sis (k4nÙdV-dXùN-sVs) n.  A fungous infection caused by a member of 

the genus Candida, especially C. albicans, that can involve various parts of the 

body, such as the skin and mucous membranes.  Also called moniliasis 

can·died (k4nùdKd) adj.  Permeated, covered, encrusted, or cooked with sugar:  

candied sweet potatoes. 

can·dle (k4nùdl) n.  1. a. A solid, usually cylindrical mass of tallow, wax, or 

other fatty substance with an axially embedded wick that is burned to provide 

light.  b. Something resembling this object in shape or use.   2.  Abbr. c Physics. 



a. An obsolete unit of luminous intensity, originally defined in terms of a wax 

candle with standard composition and equal to 1.02 candelas.  Also called inter-

national candle b.  See candela.    —  v.  tr. can·dled, can·dling, can·dles. To 

examine (an egg) for freshness or fertility by holding it before a bright light.  

[Middle English candel, from Old English, and from Anglo-Norman candele both 

from Latin candKla, from candKre, to shine. See kand- in Appendix.] —canùdler 
n. 

can·dle·ber·ry (k4nùdl-bHrÙK) n.  1. Any of certain bayberries, the wax myrtle, 

or the fruit of these plants.  2.  See candlenut. 
can·dle·fish (k4nùdl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. candlefish or can·dle·fish·es. An oily, edi-

ble fish (Thaleichthys pacificus) of northern Pacific waters, formerly dried and 

used as a torch by Native Americans.  Also called eulachon 

can·dle·hold·er (k4nùdl-holÙdNr) n.  A candlestick. 

can·dle·light (k4nùdl-lXtÙ) n.  1. Illumination from a candle or candles.  

2. Dusk; twilight. 

Can·dle·mas (k4nùdl-mNs) n.  1. A Christian feast commemorating the purifi-

cation of the Virgin Mary and the presentation of the infant Jesus in the temple.  

2. February 2, the day on which this feast is observed.  [Middle English candel-

masse, from Old English candelmæsse : candel, candle; see CANDLE + mæsse, mass 

(from the blessing of candles at the feast); see MASS.]

can·dle·nut (k4nùdl-nƒtÙ) n.  1. A tropical southeast Asian tree (Aleurites 

moluccana) bearing nutlike seeds that are used to make candles and yield a drying 

oil used in paints, varnishes, lacquer, and soft soap.  2. The seed of this tree.  Also 

called candleberry 

can·dle·pin (k4nùdl-pVnÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A slender bowling pin used in a varia-

tion of the game of tenpins.  2.  Also candlepins. (used with a sing. verb). A 

bowling game using slender pins and a ball smaller than that used in tenpins. 

can·dle·pow·er (k4nùdl-pouÙNr) n.  Abbr. cp Luminous intensity expressed in 

candelas. 

can·dle·snuff·er (k4nùdl-snƒfÙNr) n.  An implement with a bell-shaped cup 

and often a long, slender handle, used to extinguish the flame of a candle. 

can·dle·stick (k4nùdl-stVkÙ) n.  A holder with a cup or spike for a candle. 

can·dle·wick (k4nùdl-wVkÙ) n.  1. The wick of a candle.  2. a. A soft, heavy cot-

ton thread similar to that used to make wicks for candles.  b. Embroidery made 

of tufts of this thread.  

can·dle·wood (k4nùdl-wtdÙ) n.  1. Any of several trees or shrubs yielding a 

usually resinous wood.  2. The wood of such a plant, burned for light or fuel.  

3. The ocotillo. 

can-do (k4nùduù) adj.  Informal. Marked by a willingness to tackle a job and get 

it done: “the city’s indomitable optimism and can-do spirit” (Christian Science 

Monitor). 



Can·dolle (käN-dôlù), Augustin Pyrame de. 1778-1841.  Swiss botanist who 

introduced the method of classifying plants by structure. 

can·dor (k4nùdNr) n.  1. Frankness or sincerity of expression; openness.  

2. Freedom from prejudice; impartiality.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin, from candKre, to shine. See kand- in Appendix.]

C & W  or C and W abbr.  Country and western. 

can·dy (k4nùdK) n.  pl. can·dies. 1. A rich, sweet confection made with sugar 

and often flavored or combined with fruits or nuts.  2. A piece of such a confec-

tion.   —  v.  can·died, can·dy·ing, can·dies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reduce to sugar 

crystals.  2. To cook, preserve, saturate, or coat with sugar or syrup.  3. To make 

pleasant or agreeable; sweeten.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become crystallized into sugar.  

2. To become coated with sugar or syrup.  [Middle English candi, crystallized 

cane sugar, short for sugre-candi, translation of Old French sucre candi, and Old 

Italian zucchero candi both from Arabic sukkar qandXy : sukkar, sugar; see SUGAR + 

qandXy, candied (from qand, cane sugar, probably from Dravidian kah£u, lump).]

can·dy-ass  or candy ass (k4nùdK-4sÙ) n.  Vulgar Slang. A sissy; a wimp.   
—canùdy-assÙ adj. 

candy striper (k4nùdK strXùpNr) n.  A volunteer worker in a hospital.  [From the 

resemblance of the volunteer’s red and white striped uniform to a candy cane.]

can·dy·tuft (k4nùdK-tƒftÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Iberis in the 

mustard family, native to Europe and the Mediterranean region and widely culti-

vated for their showy clusters of white, pink, crimson, or purple flowers.  [Obso-

lete Candy (variant of Candia1) + TUFT.]

cane (k7n) n.  1. a. A slender, strong but often flexible stem, as of certain bam-

boos, reeds, or rattans.  b. A plant having such a stem.  c. Such stems or strips of 

such stems used for wickerwork or baskets.   2. A bamboo (Arundinaria gigantea) 

native to the southeast United States, having long stiff stems and often forming 

canebrakes.  3. The stem of a raspberry, blackberry, certain roses, or similar 

plants.  4. Sugar cane.  5. A stick used as an aid in walking or carried as an acces-

sory.  6. A rod used for flogging.   —  v.  tr. caned, can·ing, canes. 1. To make, 

supply, or repair with flexible woody material.  2. To hit or beat with a rod.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin canna, small reed, from Greek 

kanna, of Semitic origin.] —canùer n. 

cane·brake (k7nùbr7kÙ) n.  A dense thicket of cane. 

ca·nes·cent (kN-nHsùNnt) adj.  1. Biology. Covered with short, fine whitish or 

grayish hairs or down; hoary.  2. Turning white or grayish.  [Latin c7nKscKns, 

c7nKscent- present participle of c7nKscere inchoative of c7nKre, to be white, from 

c7nus, white. See kas- in Appendix.] —ca·nesùcence n. 

cane sugar (k7n shtgùNr) n.  Sucrose obtained from sugar cane. 



Ca·nes Ve·nat·i·ci (k7ÙnKz vV-n4tùV-sXÙ) n.  A constellation in the Northern 

Hemisphere near Ursa Major and Boötes, under the handle of the Big Dipper.  

[canKs, pl. of canis, dog + vKn7ticX, pl. of vKn7ticus, hunting.]

Ca·net·ti (kä-nHtùK), Elias. 1905-1994.  Bulgarian-born writer whose works, all 

written in German, include a novel, The Tower of Babel (1935), and Crowds and 

Power (1960), a study of mass psychology. He won the 1981 Nobel Prize for liter-

ature. 

Ca·ney Fork (k7ùnK fôrk)  A river rising in central Tennessee and flowing about 

232 km (144 mi) west then north to the Cumberland River. 

can·field (k4nùfKldÙ) n.  Games. A form of solitaire.  [After Richard Albert Can-

field (1855-1914), American gambler.]

Can·field (k4nùfKldÙ), Cass. 1897-1986.  American publisher and editor who 

encouraged and published several notable writers, including James Thurber and 

E.B. White. 

cangue (k4ng) n.  A heavy wooden yoke borne on the shoulders and enclosing 

the neck and arms, formerly used in China for punishing petty criminals.  

[French, from Portuguese canga.]

Can·i·a·pis·cau also Kan·i·a·pis·kau (k4nÙK-N-pVsùko, -kou)  A river of north-

ern Quebec, Canada, rising in Lake Caniapiscau (or Lake Kaniapiskau) and 

flowing about 925 km (575 mi) generally northward to the Larch River. 

ca·nic·u·lar (kN-nVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to Sirius or Procyon.  2. Of or 

relating to the dog days.  [Late Latin canXcul7ris, of Sirius, from Latin CanXcula, 

Sirius, diminutive of canis, dog. See kwon- in Appendix.]

ca·nid (k4nùVd, k7ùnVd) n.  Any of various widely distributed carnivorous mam-

mals of the family Canidae, which includes the foxes, wolves, dogs, jackals, and 

coyotes.  [From New Latin Canidae, from Canis, type genus (from Latin). See 

CANINE.]

Ca·niff (k7ùnVf), Milton Arthur. 1907-1988.  American cartoonist noted for the 

adventure comic strips Terry and the Pirates (1934-1946) and Steve Canyon (1947-

1988). 

ca·nine (k7ùnXn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the canids.  2. Of, 

relating to, or being one of the pointed conical teeth located between the incisors 

and the first bicuspids.   —  n.  1. An animal of the family Canidae, especially a 

dog.  2. One of the pointed, conical teeth located between the incisors and the 

first bicuspids. In this sense, also calledcuspid [Latin canXnus, from canis, dog. See 

kwon- in Appendix.]

canine distemper (k7ùnXn dVs-tHmùpNr) n.  See distemper1 (n., sense 1a). 

Ca·nis Ma·jor (k7ÙnVs m7ùjNr, k4nÙVs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemi-

sphere near Puppis and Lepus, containing the star Sirius.  [Latin canis, dog + 

major, larger.]



Canis Mi·nor (k7ÙnVs mXùnNr) n.  A constellation in the equatorial region of the 

Southern Hemisphere near Hydra and Monoceros, containing the star Procyon.  

[Latin canis, dog + minor, smaller.]

can·is·tel (k4nùV-stHlÙ) n.  1. A tree (Pouteria campechiana), native to Mexico, 

Central America, and the Caribbean and having very sweet oval fruit with a 

musky odor.  2. The fruit of this tree.  Also called eggfruit [American Spanish.]

can·is·ter (k4nùV-stNr) n.  1. A box or can of thin metal or plastic used for hold-

ing dry cooking ingredients, such as flour, sugar, or tea.  2. A metallic cylinder 

packed with shot that are scattered when the cylinder is fired; case shot.  3. The 

part of a gas mask that contains the filter for removing toxic agents from the air.  

[Latin canistrum, basket, from Greek kanastron, from kanna, reed. See CANE.]

can·ker (k4ngùkNr) n.  1. Ulceration of the mouth and lips.  2. An inflammation 

or infection of the ear and auditory canal, especially in dogs and cats.  3. A condi-

tion in horses similar to but more advanced than thrush.  4. a. A localized dis-

eased or necrotic area on a plant part, especially on a trunk, branch, or twig of a 

woody plant, usually caused by fungi or bacteria.  b. Any of several diseases of 

plants characterized by the presence of such lesions.   5. A source of spreading 

corruption or decay.   —  v.  can·kered, can·ker·ing, can·kers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

attack or infect with canker.  2. To infect with corruption or decay.   —  v.  intr. 

To become infected with or as if with canker.  [Middle English, from Old English 

cancer, and from Old French cancre both from Latin cancer. See kar- in Appen-

dix.]

canker brake (k4ngùkNr br7k) n.  See Christmas fern. 
can·ker·ous (k4ngùkNr-Ns) adj.  1. Marked by or infected with canker; ulcerous.  

2. Causing canker; ulcerating. 

can·ker·root (k4ngùkNr-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  The goldthread. 

canker sore (k4ngùkNr sôr) n.  A small, painful ulcer or sore, usually of the 

mouth. 

can·ker·worm (k4ngùkNr-wûrmÙ) n.  The larva of either of two moths (Paleac-

rita vernata or Alsophila pometaria), destructive to fruit and shade trees. 

can·na (k4nùN) n.  Any of various perennial tropical herbs of the genus Canna, 

having clusters of large, showy flowers and including an edible variety.  [Latin 

canna, cane. See CANE.]

can·na·bi·di·ol (k4nÙN-bV-dXùôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ) n.  A chemical constituent of can-

nabis, C21H28(OH)2.  [CANNABI(S) + DI-1 + -OL
1.]

can·na·bin (k4nùN-bVn) n.  A resinous material extracted from cannabis.  [CAN-

NAB(IS) + -IN.]

can·na·bis (k4nùN-bVs) n.  1. A tall, annual dioecious plant (Cannabis sativa), 

native to central Asia and having alternate, palmately divided leaves and tough 

bast fibers.  2. Any of several mildly euphoriant, intoxicating hallucinogenic 



drugs, such as ganja, hashish, or marijuana, prepared from various parts of this 

plant.  [Latin, from Greek kannabis.] —canùna·bic (-bVk) adj. 

Can·nae (k4nùK)  An ancient town of southeast Italy where Carthaginians under 

Hannibal defeated the Romans in 216 B.C. 

canned (k4nd) adj.  1. Preserved and sealed in a can or jar.  2. Informal. 

Recorded or taped for repeated use on television or radio:  canned laughter.  

3. Informal. a. Used repeatedly with little or no change:  a canned speech.  

b. Totally unoriginal; devoid of individuality: “Most [soundtrack albums] contain 

homogenized dance tracks that provide little more than canned excitement” (Boston 

Globe).  

Canned Heat (k4nd hKt)  A trademark used for solid alcohol or paraffin fuel 

that is packed in small cans and used to heat food. 

can·nel (k4nùNl) n.  A bituminous coal that burns brightly with much smoke.  

[Perhaps short for cannel coal, dialectal variant of candle coal (from its bright 

flame).]

can·nel·lo·ni (känÙN-loùnK) n.  Large-sized tubes of pasta stuffed with meat or 

cheese and baked in a tomato or cream sauce.  [Italian, plural of cannellone, tubu-

lar soup noodle, from cannello, small tube, diminutive of canna, reed, from Latin. 

See CANE.]

can·ne·lure (k4nùN-ltrÙ) n.  A groove around the cylinder of a bullet.  [French, 

alteration of cannelature, from Old Italian cannellatura, from cannello, small 

tube. See CANNELLONI.]

can·ner·y (k4nùN-rK) n.  pl. can·ner·ies. A factory where fish, vegetables, or 

other foods are canned. 

Cannes (k4n, k4nz, kän)  A city of southeast France on the Mediterranean Sea 

near Nice. It is a fashionable resort and the site of an annual international film 

festival. Population, 72,259. 

can·ni·bal (k4nùN-bNl) n.  1. A person who eats the flesh of other human beings.  

2. An animal that feeds on others of its own kind.  [From Spanish Caníbalis, 

name (as recorded by Christopher Columbus) of the man-eating Caribs of Cuba 

and Haiti, variant of caríbalis, from Arawak caniba, carib, an ethnic name.] 
—canùni·bal·ism n.  —canÙni·bal·isùtic adj. 

can·ni·bal·ize (k4nùN-bN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. can·ni·bal·ized, can·ni·bal·iz·ing, 
can·ni·bal·iz·es. 1. To remove serviceable parts from (damaged airplanes, for 

example) for use in the repair of other equipment of the same kind.  2. To deprive 

of vital elements or resources, such as personnel, equipment, or funding, for use 

elsewhere: “It becomes necessary to cannibalize unsuccessful projects to fund those 

which can proceed” (Daily Report for Executives).  3. To draw on as a major 

source: “cannibalizes the lives of his wife and friends for his second-rate novels” 

(Washington Post).   —canÙni·bal·i·zaùtion (-bN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 



can·ni·kin (k4nùV-kVn) n.  1. A small can or cup.  2. A small wooden bucket.  

[Dutch kanneken (from Middle Dutch cannekijn, diminutive of canne, can), and 

Flemish cannikin, diminutive of cann, can.]

Can·ning (k4nùVng), Earl Charles John. 1812-1862.  British colonial adminis-

trator who was governor-general (1856-1858) and first viceroy (1858-1862) of 

India. 

Can·ning (k4nùVng), George. 1770-1827.  British politician who served as for-

eign secretary (1807-1809 and 1822-1827) and prime minister (1827). 

Can·ning (k4nùVng), Sir Stratford First Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe. 1786-

1880.  British diplomat to the Ottoman court who strongly influenced Turkish 

policy in the mid-1800’s. 

Can·nock (k4nùNk)  An urban district of west-central England north-northwest 

of Birmingham. It is the center of a mining area based at Cannock Chase, a 

nearby moorland. Population, 84,900. 

can·no·li (kN-noùlK, k4-) n.  A fried pastry roll with a sweet, creamy filling.  [Ital-

ian, pl. of cannolo, tube diminutive of canna, reed. See CANNELLONI.]

can·non (k4nùNn) n.  pl. cannon or can·nons. Abbr. can. 1. A large, mounted 

weapon that fires heavy projectiles. Cannon include guns, howitzers, and mor-

tars.  2. The loop at the top of a bell by which it is hung.  3. A round bit for a 

horse.  4. Zoology. The section of the lower leg in some hoofed mammals between 

the hock or knee and the fetlock, containing the cannon bone.  5. Chiefly British. 

A carom made in billiards.   —  v.  can·noned, can·non·ing, can·nons.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To bombard with cannon.  2. Chiefly British. To cause to carom in billiards.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To fire cannon.  2. Chiefly British. To make a carom in billiards.  

[Middle English canon, from Old French, from Old Italian cannone, augmenta-

tive of canna, tube, from Latin, reed. See CANE.]

Can·non (k4nùNn), Annie Jump. 1863-1941.  American astronomer noted for 

her work on classifying stellar spectra. 

Can·non (k4nùNn), Joseph Gurney. Known as “Uncle Joe.” 1836-1926.  Amer-

ican politician who as Republican speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives 

(1903-1911) was known for his strongly partisan and autocratic use of authority. 

can·non·ade (k4nÙN-n7dù) v.  can·non·ad·ed, can·non·ad·ing, 
can·non·ades.  —  v.  tr. To assault with heavy artillery fire.   —  v.  intr. To 

deliver heavy artillery fire.   —  n.  1. An extended, usually heavy discharge of 

artillery.  2. A harsh verbal or physical attack.  [From French canonade, discharge 

of artillery, from Italian cannonata, from cannone, cannon, from Old Italian. See 

CANNON.]

can·non·ball also cannon ball (k4nùNn-bôlÙ) n.  1. A round projectile fired 

from a cannon.  2. A jump into water made with the arms grasping the upraised 

knees.  3. Something, such as a fast train, moving with great speed.  4. Sports. A 

fast low serve in tennis.   —  v.  intr. can·non·balled, can·non·ball·ing, 



can·non·balls. 1. To travel with great speed.  2. To jump into water while grasp-

ing one’s upraised knees with one’s arms. 

cannonball tree (k4nùNn-bôlÙ trK) n.  A South American tree (Couroupita 

guianensis) bearing globose, woody fruits on its trunk and main branches. The 

hard shells of the fruits are used to make containers and utensils. 

cannon bone (k4nùNn bon) n.  A supporting bone of the leg in some hoofed 

mammals, analogous to the metacarpus of the hand or the metatarsus of the foot 

in human beings. 

can·non·eer (k4nÙN-nîrù) n.  A soldier in the artillery; a gunner. 

cannon fodder (k4nùNn fmdùNr) n.  Soldiers, sailors, or other military person-

nel regarded as likely to be killed or wounded in combat. 

can·non·ry (k4nùNn-rK) n.  pl. can·non·ries. 1. A battery of cannons; artillery.  

2. Artillery fire. 

can·not (k4nùmt, kN-nmtù, k4-) v.  aux. The negative form of can1. 

USAGE NOTE: The idiomatic phrase cannot but has sometimes been criticized

as a double negative, perhaps because it has been confused with can but. The but

of cannot but, however, means “except,” as it does in phrases such as no one but,

while the but of can but has the sense only, as it does in the sentence We had but

a single bullet left. Both cannot but and can but are established as standard expres-

sions. • The construction cannot help is used with a present participle to roughly

the same effect as cannot but in a sentence such as We cannot help admiring his

courage. But this construction is generally restricted to contexts in which a person

is unable to affect an outcome that would normally be under his or her control.

It would be more precise to say With all the public interest in the affair, the book

cannot but attract the attention of reviewers (or... can but gain...) than to say the

book cannot help attracting the attention of reviewers, which suggests that the book

might have had a say in the matter. • The construction cannot help but probably

arose as a blend of cannot help and cannot but; it has the meaning of the first and

the syntax of the second: We cannot help but admire his courage. The construction

has sometimes been criticized as a redundancy, but it is by now an established

idiom with reputable precedent on its side. • The expression cannot (or can’t) seem

to has occasionally been criticized as illogical, and so it is. Brian can’t seem to get

angry does not mean “Brian is incapable of appearing to get angry,” as its syntax

would seem to dictate; rather, it means “Brian appears to be unable to get angry.”

But the idiom serves a useful purpose, since the syntax of English does not allow

a logical equivalent like Brian seems to cannot...; and the cannot seem to construc-

tion is so widely used that it would be pedantic to object to it. See Usage Note at

but. See Usage Note at care. See Usage Note at help.



can·nu·la also can·u·la (k4nùyN-lN) n.  pl. can·nu·las or can·nu·lae (-lKÙ). A 

flexible tube, usually containing a trocar at one end, that is inserted into a bodily 

cavity, duct, or vessel to drain fluid or administer a substance such as a medica-

tion.  [Latin, diminutive of canna, reed. See CANE.]

can·nu·lar also can·u·lar (k4nùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a tube; 

tubular. 

can·nu·late also can·u·late (k4nùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. can·nu·lat·ed, 
can·nu·lat·ing, can·nu·lates. To insert a cannula into (a bodily cavity, duct, or 

vessel), as for the drainage of fluid or the administration of medication.   —  adj.  

Tubular; hollow.   —canÙnu·laùtion n. 

can·ny (k4nùK) adj.  can·ni·er, can·ni·est. 1. Careful and shrewd, especially 

where one’s own interests are concerned.  2. Cautious in spending money; frugal.  

3. Scots. a. Steady, restrained, and gentle.  b. Snug and quiet.   [From CAN
1.] 

—canùni·ly adv.  —canùni·ness n. 

Ca·no·as (kN-noùNs, kä-nôùäs)  A city of southern Brazil, a suburb of Pôrto 

Alegre. Population, 213,999. 

ca·noe (kN-nuù) Nautical. n.  A light, slender boat that has pointed ends and is 

propelled by paddles.   —  v.  ca·noed, ca·noe·ing, ca·noes.  —  v.  tr. To carry 

or send by canoe.   —  v.  intr. To travel in or propel a canoe.  [French canoe, 

Spanish canoa (French, from Spanish) of Cariban origin.] —ca·noeùist n. 

canoe birch (kN-nuù bûrch) n.  See paper birch. 
can of worms (k4n ƒv wûrmz) n.  pl. cans of worms. Informal. A source of 

unforeseen and troublesome complexity. 

ca·no·la (kN-noùlN) n.  A rapeseed oil that is very low in erucic acid content.  

[Origin unknown.]

can·on1 (k4nùNn) n.  Abbr. can. 1. An ecclesiastical law or code of laws estab-

lished by a church council.  2. A secular law, rule, or code of law.  3. a. An estab-

lished principle:  the canons of polite society.  b. A basis for judgment; a standard 

or criterion.   4. The books of the Bible officially accepted as Holy Scripture.  

5. The works of a writer that have been accepted as authentic:  the entire Sherlock 

Holmes canon.  6. Canon. The part of the Mass beginning after the Preface and 

Sanctus and ending just before the Lord’s Prayer.  7. The calendar of saints 

accepted by the Roman Catholic Church.  8. Music. A composition or passage in 

which the same melody is repeated by one or more voices, overlapping in time in 

the same or a related key.  [Middle English canoun, from Old English canon, and 

from Old French  both from Latin canon, rule, from Greek kanon, measuring rod, 

rule.]

can·on2 (k4nùNn) n.  1. A member of a chapter of priests serving in a cathedral 

or collegiate church.  2. A member of certain religious communities living under 

a common rule and bound by vows.  [Middle English canoun, from Norman 



French canun, from Late Latin canonicus, one living under a rule, from canon, 

rule. See CANON
1.]

ca·ñon (k4nùyNn) n.  Variant of canyon. 
can·on·ess (k4nùN-nVs) n.  A member of a religious community of women living 

under a common rule but not bound by vows. 

ca·non·i·cal (kN-nmnùV-kNl) also ca·non·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

required by canon law.  2. Of or appearing in the biblical canon.  3. Conforming 

to orthodox rules, as of procedure.  4. Of or belonging to a cathedral chapter.  

5. Music. Having the form of a canon.   —ca·nonùi·cal·ly adv.  —canÙon·icùi·ty 
(k4nÙN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

canonical hours (kN-nmnùV-kNl ourz) pl.n.  Ecclesiastical. a. The times of day 

at which canon law prescribes certain prayers to be said. These times are matins 

with lauds, prime, tierce, sext, nones, vespers, and complin.  b. The prayers said 

at these times.  

ca·non·i·cals (kN-nmnùV-kNlz) pl.n.  The dress prescribed by canon for officiat-

ing clergy. 

can·on·ist (k4nùN-nVst) n.  A person specializing in canon law.   
—canÙon·isùtic, canÙon·isùti·cal adj. 

can·on·ize (k4nùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. can·on·ized, can·on·iz·ing, can·on·iz·es. 
1. To declare (a deceased person) to be a saint and entitled to be fully honored as 

such.  2. To include in the biblical canon.  3. To approve as being within canon 

law.  4. To treat as sacred; glorify.   —canÙon·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n.  

—canùon·izÙer n. 

canon law (k4nùNn lô) n.  The body of officially established rules governing the 

faith and practice of the members of a Christian church. 

can·on·ry (k4nùNn-rK) n.  pl. can·on·ries. 1. The office or dignity of a canon.  

2. Canons considered as a group. 

ca·noo·dle (kN-nudùl) v.  ca·noo·dled, ca·noo·dling, ca·noo·dles. Infor-

mal.  —  v.  intr. To engage in caressing, petting, or lovemaking.   —  v.  tr. To win 

over or convince by cajoling or flattering; wheedle: “his matchless ability to charm, 

bamboozle, or canoodle most of his political associates” (Timothy Garton Ash).  [Of 

unknown origin; akin to English dialectal canoodle, donkey, fool, one who is fool-

ish in love.]

Ca·no·pic  or ca·no·pic (kN-noùpVk, -nmpùVk) adj.  Relating to or being an 

ancient Egyptian vase, urn, or jar used to hold the viscera of an embalmed body.  

[After Canopus1.]

Ca·no·pus1 (kN-noùpNs)  An ancient city of northern Egypt east of Alexandria. 

It was the site of a great temple honoring Serapis. 

Ca·no·pus2 (kN-noùpNs) n.  A star, 650 light-years from Earth, in the constella-

tion Carina. It is the second-brightest star in the sky.  [Latin, from Greek kanopos, 

perhaps of Egyptian origin.]



can·o·py (k4nùN-pK) n.  pl. can·o·pies. 1. A covering, usually of cloth, sus-

pended over a throne or bed or held aloft on poles above an eminent person or a 

sacred object.  2. Architecture. An ornamental, rooflike projection over a niche, an 

altar, or a tomb.  3. A protective rooflike covering, often of canvas, mounted on a 

frame over a walkway or door.  4. A high, overarching covering, such as the sky: 

“I just look up at the stars and let the vastness of that black and twinkling canopy fill 

my soul” (Margaret Mason).  5. The uppermost layer in a forest, formed by the 

crowns of the trees.  Also called crown canopy 6. The transparent enclosure over 

the cockpit of an aircraft.  7. The part of a parachute that opens up to catch the 

air.   —  v.  tr. can·o·pied, can·o·py·ing, can·o·pies. To cover with or as if with 

a canopy.  [Middle English canape, from Medieval Latin can7pKum, mosquito net, 

from Latin conopKum, from Greek konopeion, bed with mosquito netting, from 

konops, mosquito.]

ca·no·rous (kN-nôrùNs, -norù-, k4nùNr-Ns) adj.  Richly melodious; tuneful: 

“Edward R. Murrow’s canorous broadcasts of the blitz of London” (Newsweek).  

[From Latin canorus, from canor, tune, from canere, to sing. See kan- in Appen-

dix.] —ca·noùrous·ly adv.  —ca·noùrous·ness n. 

Ca·nos·sa (kN-nmsùN, kä-nôsùsä)  A village of north-central Italy in the Apen-

nines. In January 1077 the Holy Roman emperor Henry IV did penance in the 

castle here to obtain a pardon from his excommunication by Pope Gregory VII. 

Ca·no·va (kN-noùvN), Antonio. 1757-1822.  Italian sculptor who was an impor-

tant figure in the development of neoclassicism. 

Can·so (k4nùso), Strait of. A narrow channel between Cape Breton Island and 

the northeast mainland of Nova Scotia, Canada. 

canst (k4nst) v.  aux. Archaic. A second person singular present tense of can1. 
cant1 (k4nt) n.  1. Angular deviation from a vertical or horizontal plane or sur-

face; an inclination or a slope.  2. A slanted or oblique surface.  3. a. A thrust or 

motion that tilts something.  b. The tilt caused by such a thrust or motion.   

4. An outer corner, as of a building.   —  v.  cant·ed, cant·ing, cants.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To set at an oblique angle; tilt.  2. To give a slanting edge to; bevel.  3. To 

change the direction of suddenly.   —  v.  intr. 1. To lean to one side; slant.  2. To 

take an oblique direction or course; swing around, as a ship.  [Middle English, 

side, from Old North French, from Vulgar Latin *cantus, corner, from Latin can-

thus, rim of wheel, tire, of Celtic origin.]

cant2 (k4nt) n.  1. Monotonous talk filled with platitudes.  2. Hypocritically 

pious language.  3. The special vocabulary peculiar to the members of an under-

world group; argot.  4. Whining speech, such as that used by beggars.  5. The spe-

cial terminology understood among the members of a profession, discipline, or 

class but obscure to the general population; jargon.  See Synonyms at dialect.   
—  v.  intr. cant·ed, cant·ing, cants. 1. To speak tediously or sententiously; 

moralize.  2. To speak in argot or jargon.  3. To speak in a whining, pleading tone.  



[Anglo-Norman cant, song, singing, from canter, to sing, from Latin cant7re. See 

kan- in Appendix.] —cantùing·ly adv.  —cantùing·ness n. 

Cant. abbr.  Bible. Canticle of Canticles. 

can’t (k4nt)  Cannot. 

can·ta·bi·le (kän-täùbV-l7Ù) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a smooth, lyrical, flowing 

style. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  A cantabile passage or movement.  [Ital-

ian, from Late Latin cant7bilis, worthy to be sung, from Latin cant7re, to sing. See 

kan- in Appendix.]

Can·ta·bri·an Mountains (k4n-t7ùbrK-Nn mounùtNnz)  A range of northern 

Spain extending about 483 km (300 mi) along the coast of the Bay of Biscay from 

the Pyrenees to Cape Finisterre. It rises to 2,649.8 m (8,688 ft) at Torre de 

Cerredo. 

Can·ta·brig·i·an (k4nÙtN-brVjùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Cambridge, 

England, or Cambridge, Massachusetts.  2. Of or relating to Cambridge Univer-

sity.   —  n.  1. A native or resident of Cambridge, England, or Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts.  2. A student or graduate of Cambridge University.  [From Medieval 

Latin Cantabrigia, Cambridge, England.]

can·ta·la (k4n-täùlN) n.  1. A species of agave (Agave cantula) cultivated chiefly 

in warm regions of the Old World for its leaf fibers.  2. The fiber of this plant, 

used for twine, rope, and nets.  [Origin unknown.]

can·ta·loupe also can·ta·loup (k4nùtl-opÙ) n.  1. A variety of melon (Cucumis 

melo var. reticulatus) having a tan rind with netlike ridges and a sweet, fragrant 

orange flesh.  2. Any of several other related or similar melons.  [French canta-

loup, perhaps from Italian cantalupo (from Cantalupo, a former papal villa near 

Rome), or from Cantaloup, a village of southern France.]

can·tan·ker·ous (k4n-t4ngùkNr-Ns) adj.  1. Ill-tempered and quarrelsome; dis-

agreeable.  2. Difficult to handle: “had to use liquid helium, which is supercold, 

costly and cantankerous” (Boston Globe).  [Perhaps from Middle English contek, 

dissension (influenced by words such as RANCOROUS, CANKEROUS), from Anglo-

Norman contec, possibly from Latin cont7ctus, past participle of contingere, to 

touch. See CONTACT.] —can·tanùker·ous·ly adv.  —can·tanùker·ous·ness n. 

can·ta·ta (kNn-täùtN) n.  Music. A vocal and instrumental piece composed of 

choruses, solos, and recitatives.  [Italian (aria) cantata, sung (aria), feminine past 

participle of cantare, to sing, from Latin cant7re. See kan- in Appendix.]

can·teen (k4n-tKnù) n.  1. a. A snack bar or small cafeteria, as on a military 

installation.  b. A bar or small general store formerly established for the patron-

age of soldiers.   2. A recreation hall or social club where refreshments are avail-

able.  3. A temporary or mobile eating place, especially one set up in an 

emergency.  4. A flask for carrying drinking water, as on a hike.  5. a. A box with 

compartments for carrying cooking gear and eating utensils.  b. A soldier’s mess 



kit.   6. Chiefly British. A box used to store silverware.  [French cantine, from Ital-

ian cantina, wine cellar.]

can·ter (k4nùtNr) n.  A smooth gait, especially of a horse, that is slower than a 

gallop but faster than a trot.   —  v.  can·tered, can·ter·ing, can·ters.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To ride a horse at a canter.  2. To go or move at a canter.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause (a horse) to go at a canter.  [Ultimately from phrases such as Canterbury 

gallop, after Canterbury, England, toward which pilgrims rode at an easy pace.]

WORD HISTORY: Most of those who have majored in English literature, and

many more besides, know that Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales were told by a group

of pilgrims on their way to Canterbury to visit the shrine of England’s famous

martyr Thomas à Becket. Many pilgrims other than Chaucer’s visited Canterbury

on horse, and phrases such as Canterbury gallop, Canterbury pace, and Canterbury

trot described the easy gait at which they rode to their destination. The first re-

corded instance of one of these phrases, Canterbury pace, is found in a work pub-

lished before 1636. However, in a work written in 1631 we find a shortened form,

the noun Canterbury, meaning “a canter,” and later, in 1673, the verb Canterbury,

meaning “to canter.” This verb, or perhaps the noun, was further shortened, giv-

ing us the verb canter, first recorded in 1706, and the noun canter, first recorded

in 1755.

Can·ter·bur·y (k4nùtNr-bHrÙK, -brK, -tN-)  1. A city of southeast Australia, a sub-

urb of Sydney. Population, 128,000.  2. A borough of southeast England on the 

Stour River east-southeast of London. Canterbury Cathedral (11th-16th century) 

is the seat of the archbishop and primate of the Anglican Communion. Built on 

the site of an abbey founded by Saint Augustine c. 600, it was the scene of the 

murder of Thomas à Becket (1170). Population, 36,000. 

Canterbury bells (k4nùtNr-bHrÙK XrùlNnd) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

European biennial herb (Campanula medium) widely cultivated for its showy, 

bell-shaped, blue, pink, or white flowers.  [From the association of the flowers 

with the bells on the horses of Canterbury pilgrims.]

can·tha·ris (k4nùthNr-Vs) n.  pl. can·thar·i·des (k4n-th4rùV-dKzÙ). 1. A brilliant 

green blister beetle (Lytta vesicatoria or Cantharis vesicatoria) of central and 

southern Europe.  2. cantharides. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A toxic prepara-

tion of the crushed, dried bodies of this beetle, formerly used as a counterirritant 

for skin blisters and as an aphrodisiac.  Also called Spanish fly [Latin cantharis, 

cantharid-, from Greek kantharis, from kantharos.]

can·thi (k4nùthXÙ) n.  Plural of canthus. 
can·thi·tis (k4n-thXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the canthus. 



cant hook (k4nt htk) n.  A wooden lever with a movable metal hook near one 

end, used for handling logs. It is similar to a peavey but has a blunt tip, often with 

teeth.  [From CANT
1.]

can·thus (k4nùthNs) n.  pl. can·thi (-thXÙ). The angle formed by the meeting of 

the upper and lower eyelids at either side of the eye.  [Late Latin, from Greek kan-

thos.]

can·ti·cle (k4nùtV-kNl) n.  1. Music. A song or chant, especially a nonmetrical 

hymn with words taken from a biblical text.  2. Canticles. Bible. The Song of 

Songs.  [Middle English, from Latin canticulum, diminutive of cantus, song from 

past participle of canere, to sing. See kan- in Appendix.]

Canticle of Can·ti·cles (k4nùtV-kNl ƒv k4nùtV-kNlz) n.  Abbr. Cant. Bible. The 

Song of Songs. 

Can·ti·gny (käN-tK-nyKù)  A village of northern France south of Amiens. It was 

the site of the first U.S. offensive (May 1918) in World War I. 

can·ti·le·na (k4nÙtl-KùnN) n.  Music. A sustained, smooth-flowing melodic line.  

[Italian, from Latin cantilKna, song, from cantus. See CANTICLE.]

can·ti·le·ver (k4nùtl-KÙvNr, -HvÙNr) n.  1. A projecting structure, such as a beam, 

that is supported at only one end.  2. A member, such as a beam, that projects 

beyond a fulcrum and is supported by a balancing member or a downward force 

behind the fulcrum.  3. A bracket or block supporting a balcony or cornice.   —  
v.  can·ti·le·vered, can·ti·le·ver·ing, can·ti·le·vers.  —  v.  tr. To construct as 

or in the manner of a cantilever.   —  v.  intr. To extend outward as or in the man-

ner of a cantilever.  [Perhaps CANT
1 + LEVER.]

cantilever bridge (k4nùtl-KÙvNr brVj) n.  A bridge formed by two projecting 

beams or trusses that are joined in the center by a connecting member and are 

supported on piers and anchored by counterbalancing members. 

can·til·late (k4nùtl-7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. can·ti·lat·ed, can·ti·lat·ing, can·ti·lates. 
To chant or recite in a musical monotone.  [Latin cantil7re, cantil7t-, to sing, from 

cant7re, to sing. See kan- in Appendix.] —canÙtil·laùtion n. 

can·ti·na (k4n-tKùnN) n.  Southwestern U.S. A bar that serves liquor.  [Spanish, 

canteen, from Italian, wine cellar.]

can·tle (k4nùtl) n.  1. The raised rear part of a saddle.  2. A corner, segment, or 

portion; a piece:  a cantle of land.  [Middle English cantel, corner, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin cantellus, from Vulgar Latin *cantus. See CANT
1.]

can·to (k4nùto) n.  pl. can·tos. Abbr. can. One of the principal divisions of a 

long poem.  [Italian, from Latin cantus, song. See CANTICLE.]

can·ton (k4nùtNn, -tmnÙ) n.  1. a. A small territorial division of a country, espe-

cially one of the states of Switzerland.  b. A subdivision of an arrondissement in 

France.   2. Heraldry. A small, square division of a shield, usually in the upper 

right corner.  3. A usually rectangular division of a flag, occupying the upper cor-

ner next to the staff.  [French, from Old French, from Old Italian cantone, aug-



mentative of canto, corner, from Vulgar Latin *cantus. See CANT
1.] —canùton·al 

(k4nùtN-nNl, k4n-tmnùNl) adj. 

Can·ton (k4nùtNn)  1. A town of eastern Massachusetts, a residential and indus-

trial suburb of Boston. Population, 18,530.  2. A city of northeast Ohio south-

southeast of Akron. It was the home of President William McKinley. Population, 

84,161.  3.  (k4nùtmnÙ, k4nÙtmnù) See Guangzhou. 
Can·ton crepe (k4nùtmnÙ kr7p) n.  A soft, silk or rayon fabric with a finely 

crinkled texture, similar to but heavier than crêpe de Chine.  [After Canton 

(Guangzhou), China.]

Can·ton·ese (k4nÙtN-nKzù, -nKsù) n.  The dialect of Chinese spoken in and 

around Guangzhou (formerly Canton), China.   —CanÙton·eseù adj. 

Can·ton flannel (k4nùtmnÙ fl4nùNl) n.  Flannelette.  [After Canton (Guang-

zhou), China.]

Can·ton Island (k4nùtNn XùlNnd)  A coral atoll of the Phoenix Islands in the 

central Pacific Ocean southwest of Honolulu, Hawaii. An important aviation way 

station, it was placed under Anglo-American control in 1939. 

can·ton·ment (k4n-tonùmNnt, -tmnù-) n.  1. a. A group of temporary billets 

for troops.  b. Assignment of troops to temporary quarters.   2. A permanent 

military installation in India.  [From CANTON, to quarter soldiers.]

Can·ton porcelain (k4nùtmnÙ pôrùsN-lVn) n.  Porcelain having a blue or white 

underglaze, decorated in the enameling workshops of Canton (now Guangzhou) 

and exported from China during the 18th and early 19th centuries.  Also called 

Chinese export porcelain [After Canton (Guangzhou), China.]

Can·ton River (k4nùtmnÙ rVvùNr, k4nÙtmnù)  See Zhu Jiang. 
can·tor (k4nùtNr) n.  1. The Jewish religious official who leads the musical part 

of a service.  2. The person who leads a church choir or congregation in singing; a 

precentor.  [Latin, singer, from canere, to sing. See kan- in Appendix.] 
—can·toùri·al (k4n-tôrùK-Nl, -tmrù-) adj. 

Can·tor (k4nùtNr), Eddie. 1892-1964.  American entertainer known especially 

for his energetic, goggle-eyed performances in vaudeville and Broadway reviews. 

can·trip (k4nùtrVp) n.  1. Scots. A magic spell; a witch’s trick.  2. Chiefly British. A 

deceptive move; a sham.  [Origin unknown.]

can·tus fir·mus (k4nÙtNs fîrùmNs, fûrù-) n.  Music. A plainsong melody serving 

as the basis of a polyphonic composition by the addition of contrapuntal voices, 

as in 15th-century polyphony.  [Medieval Latin  : Latin cantus, song + Latin fir-

mus, fixed.]

Ca·nuck (kN-nƒkù) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Cana-

dian, especially a French Canadian.  [Probably alteration of CANADIAN.]

can·u·la (k4nùyN-lN) n.  Variant of cannula. 
can·u·lar (k4nùyN-lNr) adj.  Variant of cannular. 
can·u·late (k4nùyN-l7tÙ) v.  & adj.   Variant of cannulate. 



Ca·nute also Cnut  or Knut (kN-nutù, -nyutù), Known as “the Great.” 994?-

1035.  King of England (1016-1035), Denmark (1018-1035), and Norway (1028-

1035) whose reign, at first brutal, was later marked by wisdom and temperance. 

He is the subject of many legends. 

can·vas (k4nùvNs) n.  1. A heavy, coarse, closely woven fabric of cotton, hemp, 

or flax, used for tents and sails.  2. a. A piece of such fabric on which a painting, 

especially an oil painting, is executed.  b. A painting executed on such fabric.   

3. A fabric of coarse open weave, used as a foundation for needlework.  4. The 

background against which events unfold, as in a historical narrative:  a grim por-

trait of despair against the bright canvas of the postwar economy.  5. Nautical. A sail 

or set of sails.  6. a. A tent or group of tents.  b. A circus tent.   7. Sports. The 

floor of a ring in which boxing or wrestling takes place.   —idiom. under can-
vas. 1. Nautical. With sails spread.  2. In a tent or tents.  [Middle English cane-

vas, from Old French, and from Medieval Latin canav7sium both ultimately from 

Latin cannabis, hemp. See CANNABIS.]

can·vas·back (k4nùvNs-b4kÙ) n.  A North American wild duck (Aythya valisine-

ria) having a reddish-brown head and neck and a whitish back. 

canvas duck (k4nùvNs dƒk) n.  A fabric made of lightweight cotton or linen. 

can·vass (k4nùvNs) v.  can·vassed, can·vass·ing, can·vass·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To examine carefully or discuss thoroughly; scrutinize: “The evidence had been 

repeatedly canvassed in American courts” (Anthony Lewis).  2. a. To go through (a 

region) or go to (persons) to solicit votes or orders.  b. To conduct a survey of 

(public opinion); poll.    —  v.  intr. 1. To make a thorough examination or con-

duct a detailed discussion.  2. To solicit voters, orders, or opinions.   —  n.  1. An 

examination or discussion.  2. A solicitation of votes or orders.  3. A survey of 

public opinion.  [From obsolete canvass, to toss in a canvas sheet as punishment, 

from CANVAS.] —canùvass·er n. 

can·yon also ca·ñon (k4nùyNn) n.  A narrow chasm with steep cliff walls, cut 

into the earth by running water; a gorge.  [Spanish cañon, augmentative of caña, 

tube, cane, from Latin canna, reed, from Greek kanna. See CANE.]

can·zo·ne (k4n-zoùnK, känt-sôùnH) n.  pl. can·zo·nes (-nKz, -n7z)  or can·zo·ni 
(-nK). 1. A medieval Italian or Provençal lyric of varying stanzaic form, usually 

with a concluding envoy.  2. Music. A polyphonic song evolving from this form of 

poetry and resembling the madrigal in style.  [Italian, from Latin cantio, cantion-, 

song, from cantus, past particple of canere, to sing. See kan- in Appendix.]

can·zo·net (k4nÙzN-nHtù) n.  Music. A short, lighthearted air or song.  [From 

Italian canzonetta, diminutive of canzone. See CANZONE.]

caou·tchouc (kouùchtkÙ, -chukÙ) n.  See rubber1 (n., sense 1).  [French, 

probably from Spanish caucho, from Tupi cau-ucha.]

cap1 (k4p) n.  1. A usually soft and close-fitting head covering, either having no 

brim or with a visor.  2. a. A special head covering worn to indicate rank, occupa-



tion, or membership in a particular group:  a cardinal’s cap; a sailor’s cap.  b. An 

academic mortarboard. Used especially in the phrase cap and gown.   3. a. A pro-

tective cover or seal, especially one that closes off an end or a tip:  a bottle cap; a 

35-millimeter lens cap.  b. A crown for covering or sealing a tooth.  c. A tread for a 

worn pneumatic tire.  d. A fitted covering used to seal a well or large pipe.   4. A 

summit or top, as of a mountain.  5. An upper limit; a ceiling:  placed a cap on 

mortgage rates.  6. Architecture. The capital of a column.  7. Botany. a. The top 

part, or pileus, of a mushroom.  b. A calyptra.   8. a. A percussion cap.  b. A 

small explosive charge enclosed in paper for use in a toy gun.   9. Any of several 

sizes of writing paper, such as foolscap.   —  v.  tr. capped, cap·ping, caps. 
1. To cover, protect, or seal with a cap.  2. To award a special cap to as a sign of 

rank or achievement:  capped the new women nurses at graduation.  3. To lie over 

or on top of; cover:  hills capped with snow.  4. To apply the finishing touch to; 

complete:  cap a meal with dessert.  5. To follow with something better; surpass or 

outdo:  capped his last trick with a disappearing act that brought the audience to its 

feet.  6. To set an upper limit on:  decided to cap cost-of-living increases.   —idi-
oms. cap in hand. Respectfully or humbly; unpretentiously.  set (one’s) cap 
for. To attempt to attract and win as a mate.  [Middle English cappe, from Old 

English cæppe, from Late Latin cappa.]

cap2 (k4p) Informal. n.  A capital letter.   —  v.  tr. capped, cap·ping, caps. To 

capitalize.  [Shortened form of CAPITAL
1.]

CAP abbr.  Civil Air Patrol. 

cap. abbr.  1. Capacity.  2. Capital. 

ca·pa·bil·i·ty (k7ÙpN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. ca·pa·bil·i·ties. 1. The quality of being 

capable; ability.  2.  Often capabilities. A talent or ability that has potential for 

development or use:  a student of great capabilities.  3. The capacity to be used, 

treated, or developed for a specific purpose:  nuclear capability. 

ca·pa·ble (k7ùpN-bNl) adj.  1. Having capacity or ability; efficient and able:  a 

capable administrator.  2. Having the ability required for a specific task or accom-

plishment; qualified:  capable of winning.  3. Having the inclination or disposi-

tion:  capable of violence.  4. Susceptible; permitting:  an error capable of remedy.  

[Late Latin cap7bilis, from capere, to take. See kap- in Appendix.] 
—caùpa·ble·ness n.  —caùpa·bly adv. 

ca·pa·cious (kN-p7ùshNs) adj.  Capable of containing a large quantity; spacious 

or roomy.  See Synonyms at spacious.  [From Latin cap7x, cap7c-, from capere, 

to take. See kap- in Appendix.] —ca·paùcious·ly adv.  —ca·paùcious·ness n. 

ca·pac·i·tance (kN-p4sùV-tNns) n.  1.  Symbol C The ratio of charge to potential 

on an electrically charged, isolated conductor.  2.  Symbol C The ratio of the elec-

tric charge transferred from one to the other of a pair of conductors to the result-

ing potential difference between them.  3. a. The property of a circuit element 



that permits it to store charge.  b. The part of the circuit exhibiting capacitance.   

[CAPACIT(Y) + -ANCE.] —ca·pacùi·tive (-tVv) adj.  —ca·pacùi·tive·ly adv. 

ca·pac·i·tate (kN-p4sùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. ca·pac·i·tat·ed, ca·pac·i·tat·ing, 
ca·pac·i·tates. 1. To render fit or make qualified; enable.  2. Biology. To cause 

(spermatozoa) to undergo the physical changes needed to penetrate and fertilize 

an egg.  [CAPACIT(Y) + -ATE
1.] —ca·pacÙi·taùtion n. 

ca·pac·i·tor (kN-p4sùV-tNr) n.  An electric circuit element used to store charge 

temporarily, consisting in general of two metallic plates separated and insulated 

from each other by a dielectric.  Also called condenser 

ca·pac·i·ty (kN-p4sùV-tK) n.  pl. ca·pac·i·ties. Abbr. c., C., cap. 1. a. The ability 

to receive, hold, or absorb.  b. A measure of this ability; volume.   2. The maxi-

mum amount that can be contained:  a trunk filled to capacity.  3. a. Ability to 

perform or produce; capability.  b. The maximum or optimum amount that can 

be produced:  factories operating below capacity.   4. The power to learn or retain 

knowledge; mental ability.  5. Innate potential for growth, development, or 

accomplishment; faculty.  See Synonyms at ability.  6. The quality of being suit-

able for or receptive to specified treatment:  the capacity of elastic to be stretched.  

7. The position in which one functions; role:  in your capacity as sales manager.  

8. Legal qualification or authority:  the capacity to make an arrest.  9. Electricity. 

Capacitance.   —  adj.  Filling a space with the most it can hold:  a capacity crowd 

at the concert.  [Middle English capacite, from Old French, from Latin cap7cit7s, 

from cap7x, cap7c-, spacious. See CAPACIOUS.]

ca·par·i·son (kN-p4rùV-sNn) n.  1. An ornamental covering for a horse or for its 

saddle or harness; trappings.  2. Richly ornamented clothing; finery.   —  v.  tr. 

ca·par·i·soned, ca·par·i·son·ing, ca·par·i·sons. 1. To outfit (a horse) with an 

ornamental covering.  2. To dress (another) in rich clothing.  [Obsolete French 

caparasson, from Old Spanish caparazón, from Medieval Latin cappa, cloak. See 

CAPE
1.]

Cap de la Ma·de·leine  or Cap-de-la-Ma·de·leine (k4pÙ dN lä m4d-l7nù, -

lHnù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence River northeast of 

Montreal. It is a manufacturing center with a shrine that is an important pilgrim-

age site. Population, 32,626. 

cape1 (k7p) n.  A sleeveless outer garment fastened at the throat and worn hang-

ing over the shoulders.  [Middle English cape, partly variant of cope, cope; see 

COPE
2, and partly from Anglo-Norman cape (from Medieval Latin c7pa, variant 

of Late Latin cappa).]

cape2 (k7p) n.  Abbr. c., C. A point or head of land projecting into a body of 

water.  [Middle English cap, from Old French, from Old Provençal, from Latin 

caput, head. See kaput- in Appendix.]

Cape (k7p)  or Cape of  For names of actual capes, see the specific element of 

the names, for example, Hatteras, Cape; Good Hope, Cape of. Other geo-



graphic names beginning with Cape are entered under Cape, for example, Cape 
Coral, Florida; Cape York Peninsula. 

Cape Bret·on Island (k7p brHtùn XùlNnd, brVtùn)  An island forming the 

northeast part of Nova Scotia, Canada. It was under French sovereignty from 

1632 to 1763. 

Cape buffalo (k7p bƒfùN-loÙ) n.  A large, often fierce buffalo (Syncerus caffer) 

of Africa, having massive downward-curving horns. 

Cape Cod Canal (k7p kmd kN-n4lù)  A waterway, about 28 km (17.5 mi) long, 

of southeast Massachusetts connecting Buzzards Bay with Cape Cod Bay, the 

southern part of Massachusetts Bay. The canal was built (1910-1914) to shorten 

the water route between New York and Boston. 

Cape Cod cottage (k7p kmd kmtùVj) n.  A compact house of one or one-and-

a-half stories with a gabled roof and a central chimney. 

Cape Coral (k7p kôrùNl)  A city of southwest Florida on the estuary of the 

Caloosahatchee River southwest of Fort Myers. It grew rapidly during the 1970’s. 

Population, 74,991. 

Cape Fear River (k7p fîr rVvùNr)  A river rising in central North Carolina and 

flowing about 325 km (202 mi) southeast to the Atlantic Ocean north of Cape 

Fear. 

Cape Gi·rar·deau (k7p jN-rärùdo, -räù-)  A city of southeast Missouri on the 

Mississippi River south-southeast of St. Louis. It was founded in 1793. Popula-

tion, 34,438. 

Cape gooseberry (k7p gusùbHrÙK) n.  A tropical South American plant 

(Physalis peruviana) having yellow flowers with purple centers and an inflated 

calyx enclosing an edible yellow berry used to make jam, sauces, and desserts. 

Cape jasmine (k7p j4zùmVn) n.  See gardenia. 
†a·pek (chäùpHkÙ), Karel. 1890-1938.  Czechoslovakian writer noted for his sci-

ence fiction, such as the play R.U.R. (1921), and his psychologically penetrating 

novels, including An Ordinary Life (1934). 

cap·e·lin (k4pùN-lVn, k4pùlVn) also cap·lin (k4pùlVn) n.  A small, edible marine 

fish (Mallotus villosus) of northern Atlantic and Pacific waters, related to and 

resembling the smelt.  [Canadian French capelan, from French, codfish, from Old 

Provençal, from Medieval Latin cappel7nus. See CHAPLAIN.]

Ca·pel·la (kN-pHlùN) n.  A double star in Auriga, the brightest star in the constel-

lation, approximately 46 light-years from Earth.  [Latin, diminutive of caper, 

goat.]

Cape primrose (k7p prVmùrozÙ) n.  Any of various chiefly African plants of 

the genus Streptocarpus, widely cultivated as houseplants for their attractive foli-

age and clusters of showy, colorful flowers.  Also called streptocarpus 

Cape Province (k7p prmvùVns) Officially Cape of Good Hope Province;. 
formerly (before 1910) Cape Colony.. Abbr. C.P.  A province and historical 



region of southern South Africa on the Atlantic and Indian oceans. Settled by the 

Dutch in 1652, it was ceded to Great Britain in 1814 and became part of the newly 

formed Union of South Africa in 1910. 

ca·per1 (k7ùpNr) n.  1. A playful leap or hop.  2. A frivolous escapade or prank.  

3. Slang. An illegal plot or enterprise, especially one involving theft.   —  v.  intr. 

ca·pered, ca·per·ing, ca·pers. To leap or frisk about; frolic.  [Alteration of 

CAPRIOLE.]

ca·per2 (k7ùpNr) n.  1. A usually spiny Mediterranean shrub (Capparis spinosa) 

having white to pale lilac flowers and dehiscent fruits with reddish pulp.  2. A 

pickled flower bud of this plant, used as a pungent condiment in sauces, relishes, 

and various other dishes.  [Middle English caperis, capar, from Latin capparis, 

from Greek kapparis.]

cap·er·cail·lie (k4pÙNr-k7lùyK, -k7ùlK) also cap·er·cail·zie (-k7lùzK) n.  A large 

grouse (Tetrao urogallus), native to northern Europe and having dark plumage 

and a fanlike tail.  Also called wood grouse [Scottish Gaelic capull coille : capull, 

horse (from Middle Irish capall, from Old Irish, ultimately from Latin caballus, 

of Celtic origin) + coille, genitive of coille, forest (from Old Irish caill).]

Ca·per·na·um (kN-pûrùnK-Nm)  A city of ancient Palestine on the northwest 

shore of the Sea of Galilee. It was Jesus’s home for much of his ministry and the 

site of many events in the New Testament. A nearby elevation is said to have been 

the setting for the Sermon on the Mount. 

caper spurge (k7ùpNr spûrj) n.  An ornamental European spurge (Euphorbia 

lathyris) having a latex considered to be a potential source of hydrocarbons that 

can be converted into fuel. 

cape·skin (k7pùskVnÙ) n.  Soft leather made from sheepskin, used especially for 

gloves.  [After, Cape of. Good Hope.]

Ca·pet (k7ùpVt, k4pùVt, k4-p7ù)  A dynasty of French kings (987-1328), including 

Hugh Capet (940?-996), who was elected king in 987, thereby permanently 

removing the Carolingians from power, and ruled until his death. The expansion 

of territory and centralization of power under the Capets began the movement 

toward a unified France. 

Ca·pe·tian (kN-pKùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to the French dynasty founded by 

Hugh Capet.   —  n.  A member of this dynasty. 

Cape Town  or Cape·town (k7pùtounÙ)  The legislative capital of South 

Africa, in the extreme southwest part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. It was 

founded in 1652 as a supply station for the Dutch East Indies Company. Popula-

tion, 859,940. 

Cape Verde (k7p vûrd) Abbr. C.V.  An island country of the Atlantic Ocean 

west of Senegal. The islands were settled by the Portuguese in the mid-15th cen-

tury, became a colony in 1495 and an overseas province in 1951, and gained inde-

pendence in 1975. Praia, on São Tiago Island, is the capital. Population, 296,093. 



Cape York Peninsula (k7p yôrk pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of northeast 

Australia between the Gulf of Carpentaria and the Coral Sea. 

cap·ful (k4pùftlÙ) n.  pl. cap·fuls. The amount that a cap can hold. 

cap gun (k4p gƒn) n.  A toy pistol with a hammer action that detonates a mildly 

explosive cap. 

Cap Hai·tien (k4pÙ h7ùshNn)  or Cap-Ha·ï·tien (kä-pä-K-sy4Nù)  A city of 

northern Haiti on the Atlantic Ocean. Founded c. 1670, it is a tourist center. Pop-

ulation, 64,406. 

ca·pi·as (k7ùpK-Ns) n.  Law. A warrant for arrest.  [Middle English, from Medi-

eval Latin, from Latin, second person sing. present subjunctive of capere, to seize 

(from the first word of the writ). See kap- in Appendix.]

cap·il·lar·i·ty (k4pÙN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. cap·il·lar·i·ties. The interaction between 

contacting surfaces of a liquid and a solid that distorts the liquid surface from a 

planar shape.  Also called capillary action 

cap·il·lar·y (k4pùN-lHrÙK) adj.  1. Relating to or resembling a hair; fine and slen-

der.  2. Having a very small internal diameter:  a capillary tube.  3. Anatomy. Of or 

relating to the capillaries.  4. Physics. Of or relating to capillarity.   —  n.  pl. 

cap·il·lar·ies. 1. Anatomy. One of the minute blood vessels that connect arteri-

oles and venules. These blood vessels form an intricate network throughout the 

body for the interchange of various substances, such as oxygen and carbon diox-

ide, between blood and tissue cells.  2. A tube with a very small internal diameter.  

[From Latin capill7ris, from capillus, hair.]

capillary action (k4pùN-lHrÙK 4kùshNn) n.  See capillarity. 
capillary attraction (k4pùN-lHrÙK N-tr4kùshNn) n.  The force that results from 

greater adhesion of a liquid to a solid surface than internal cohesion of the liquid 

itself and that causes the liquid to be raised against a vertical surface, as water is in 

a clean glass tube. It is the force that allows a porous material to soak up a liquid. 

capillary bed (k4pùN-lHrÙK bHd) n.  Anatomy. The network of capillaries in a 

particular area or organ of the body. 

cap·i·tal1 (k4pùV-tl) n.  1. a.  Abbr. cap. A town or city that is the official seat of 

government in a political entity, such as a state or nation.  b. A city that is the cen-

ter of a specific activity or industry:  the financial capital of the world.   

2. a. Wealth in the form of money or property, used or accumulated in a business 

by a person, partnership, or corporation.  b. Material wealth used or available for 

use in the production of more wealth.  c. Human resources considered in terms 

of their contributions to an economy: “[The] swift unveiling of his... plans pro-

voked a flight of human capital” (George F. Will).   3. Accounting. The remaining 

assets of a business after all liabilities have been deducted; net worth.  4. Capital 

stock.  5. Capitalists considered as a group or class.  6. An asset or advantage: 

“profited from political capital accumulated by others” (Michael Mandelbaum).  7.  
Abbr. cap. A capital letter.   —  adj.  1. First and foremost; principal:  a decision of 



capital importance.  2. First-rate; excellent:  a capital idea.  3. Relating to or being 

a seat of government.  4. Extremely serious:  a capital blunder.  5. Involving death 

or calling for the death penalty:  a capital offense.  6. Of or relating to financial 

assets, especially being or related to those financial assets that add to the net 

worth of a business:  made capital improvements at the plant site.  7.  Abbr. cap. 
Relating to or being a capital letter.  [From Middle English, principal, from Old 

French, from Latin capit7lis, from caput, head, money laid out. See kaput- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The term for a town or city that serves as a seat of government

is spelled capital. The term for the building in which a legislative assembly meets

is spelled capitol.

cap·i·tal2 (k4pùV-tl) n.  Architecture. The top part of a pillar or column.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman, from Late Latin capitellum, diminutive of Latin 

caput, head. See kaput- in Appendix.]

capital account (k4pùV-tl N-kountù) n.  1. An account stating the amount of 

funds and assets invested in a business by the owners or stockholders, including 

retained earnings.  2. A statement of the net worth of a business at a given time. 

capital asset (k4pùV-tl 4sùHtÙ) n.  A long-term asset, such as land or a building. 

capital expenditure (k4pùV-tl Vk-spHnùdN-chNr) n.  Funds spent for the 

acquisition of a long-term asset. 

capital flight (k4pùV-tl flXt) n.  Large-scale removal of individual and corporate 

investment capital and income from a country. 

capital gain (k4pùV-tl g7n) n.  The amount by which proceeds from the sale of 

a capital asset exceed the original cost. 

capital goods (k4pùV-tl gtdz) pl.n.  Goods, such as machinery, used in the 

production of commodities; producer goods. 

cap·i·tal-in·ten·sive (k4pÙV-tl-Vn-tHnùsVv) adj.  Requiring a large expenditure 

of capital in comparison to labor:  a capital-intensive industry. 

cap·i·tal·ism (k4pùV-tl-VzÙNm) n.  An economic system in which the means of 

production and distribution are privately or corporately owned and development 

is proportionate to the accumulation and reinvestment of profits gained in a free 

market. 

cap·i·tal·ist (k4pùV-tl-Vst) n.  1. A supporter of capitalism.  2. An investor of 

capital in business, especially one having a major financial interest in an impor-

tant enterprise.  3. A person of great wealth.   —  adj.  Capitalistic. 

cap·i·tal·is·tic (k4pÙV-tl-VsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to capitalism or capitalists.  

2. Favoring or practicing capitalism:  a capitalistic country.   
—capÙi·tal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 



cap·i·tal·i·za·tion (k4pÙV-tl-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The practice or act of capitaliz-

ing.  b. The sum that results from capitalizing.   2. a. The amounts and types of 

long-term financing used by a firm, including common stock, preferred stock, 

retained earnings, and long-term debt.  b. The total par value or stated value of 

no-par capital stock issues.   3. The use of capital letters in writing or printing. 

cap·i·tal·ize (k4pùV-tl-XzÙ) v.  cap·i·tal·ized, cap·i·tal·iz·ing, cap·i·tal·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To use as or convert into capital.  2. To supply with capital or invest-

ment funds:  capitalize a new business.  3. To authorize the issue of a certain 

amount of capital stock of:  capitalize a corporation.  4. To convert (debt) into 

capital stock or shares.  5. To calculate the current value of (a future stream of 

earnings or cash flows).  6. To include (expenditures) in business accounts as 

assets instead of expenses.  7. a. To write or print in capital letters.  b. To begin a 

word with a capital letter.    —  v.  intr. To turn something to one’s advantage; 

benefit:  capitalize on an opponent’s error.  See Synonyms at benefit.  
—capùi·tal·izÙa·ble adj. 

capital letter (k4pùV-tl lHtùNr) n.  A letter written or printed in a size larger than 

and often in a form differing from its corresponding lowercase letter; an upper-

case letter. 

cap·i·tal·ly (k4pùV-tl-K) adv.  In an excellent manner; admirably. 

capital punishment (k4pùV-tl pƒnùVsh-mNnt) n.  The penalty of death for the 

commission of a crime. 

capital ship (k4pùV-tl shVp) n.  A warship of the largest class, such as a battleship 

or an aircraft carrier. 

capital stock (k4pùV-tl stmk) n.  Abbr. CS 1. The total amount of stock autho-

rized for issue by a corporation, including common and preferred stock.  2. The 

total stated or par value of the permanently invested capital of a corporation. 

cap·i·tate (k4pùV-t7tÙ) adj.  1. Anatomy. Enlarged and globular at the tip, as a 

bone of the wrist having a rounded, knoblike end.  2. Botany. Forming a headlike 

mass or dense cluster, as the flowers of plants in the composite family.  [Latin 

capit7tus, having a head, from caput, capit-, head. See kaput- in Appendix.]

cap·i·ta·tion (k4pÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A poll tax.  2. A payment or fee of a fixed 

amount per person.  [Late Latin capit7tio, capit7tion-, from Latin caput, capit-, 

head. See kaput- in Appendix.] —capùi·taÙtive adj. 

cap·i·tel·lum (k4pÙV-tHlùNm) n.  pl. cap·i·tel·la (-tHlùN). Anatomy. The rounded 

protuberance at the lower end of the humerus that articulates with the radius.  

[Late Latin, diminutive of Latin caput, capit-, head. See kaput- in Appendix.]

cap·i·tol (k4pùV-tl) n.  1. A building or complex of buildings in which a state leg-

islature meets.  2. Capitol. The building in Washington, D.C., where the Con-

gress of the United States meets.  See Usage Note at capital1.  [Middle English 

Capitol, Jupiter’s temple in Rome, from Old French capitole, from Latin Capito-



lium, after CapitolXnus, Capitoline, the hill on which Jupiter’s temple stood, per-

haps akin to caput, head. See CAPITAL
1.]

Capitol Hill (k4pùV-tl hVl) n.  Informal. The U.S. Congress. 

Cap·i·to·line (k4pùV-tN-lXnÙ)  The highest of the seven hills of ancient Rome. It 

was the historic and religious center of the city.   —Capùi·to·lineÙ adj. 

Capitol Peak (k4pùV-tl pKk)  A mountain, 4,309.7 m (14,130 ft) high, in the 

Rocky Mountains of west-central Colorado. 

ca·pit·u·la (kN-pVchùN-lN) n.  Plural of capitulum. 
ca·pit·u·lar (kN-pVchùN-lNr) adj.  Of or relating to a chapter, especially an ecclesi-

astical chapter.  [Medieval Latin capitul7ris, from capitulum, chapter. See CHAP-

TER.] —ca·pitùu·lar·ly adv. 

ca·pit·u·lar·y (kN-pVchùN-lHrÙK) n.  pl. ca·pit·u·lar·ies. 1. A member of an 

ecclesiastical or similar chapter.  2. a. An ecclesiastical or civil ordinance.  b. A set 

of such ordinances, especially those promulgated by Charlemagne and his succes-

sors.   [Medieval Latin capitul7rius, from capitulum, chapter. See CHAPTER.]

ca·pit·u·late (kN-pVchùN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. ca·pit·u·lat·ed, ca·pit·u·lat·ing, 
ca·pit·u·lates. 1. To surrender under specified conditions; come to terms.  2. To 

give up all resistance; acquiesce.  See Synonyms at yield.  [Medieval Latin 

capitul7re, capitul7t-, to draw up in chapters, from capitulum, chapter. See CHAP-

TER.] —ca·pitùu·lant n.  —ca·pitùu·laÙtor n. 

ca·pit·u·la·tion (kN-pVchÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of surrendering or giving up.  

See Synonyms at surrender.  2. A document containing the terms of surrender.  

3. An enumeration of the main parts of a subject; a summary.   
—ca·pitùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ca·pit·u·lum (kN-pVchùN-lNm) n.  pl. ca·pit·u·la (-lN). 1. Botany. See flower 
head (n., sense 1).  2. Biology. A small knob or head-shaped part, such as a pro-

tuberance of a bone or the tip of an insect’s antenna.  [Latin, diminutive of caput, 

capit-, head. See kaput- in Appendix.]

cap·let (k4pùlVt) n.  A smooth, coated, oval-shaped medicine tablet intended to 

be tamper-resistant.  [CAP(SULE) + (TAB)LET.]

cap·lin (k4pùlVn) n.  Variant of capelin. 
ca·po1 (k7ùpo) n.  pl. ca·pos. Music. A small movable bar placed across the fin-

gerboard of a guitar or similar instrument so as to raise the pitch of all the strings 

uniformly.  [Italian capo (di tastiera), head (of the fingerboard), from Latin caput. 

See kaput- in Appendix.]

ca·po2 (käùpo, k4pùo) n.  pl. ca·pos. The head of a branch of an organized crime 

syndicate.  [Italian, from Latin caput, head. See CAPO
1.]

ca·pon (k7ùpmnÙ, -pNn) n.  A male chicken castrated when young to improve the 

quality of its flesh for food.  [Middle English capoun, from Old English cap7n, 

and from Old French capon both from Latin c7po, c7pon-.]



ca·po·na·ta (käÙpN-näùtN) n.  A seasoned mixture of eggplant and other vegeta-

bles served as an appetizer.  [Italian, of Sicilian dialectal origin.]

Ca·pone (kN-ponù), Alphonse. Known as “Al.” Also called “Scarface.” 1899-

1947.  Italian-born American gangster who ruthlessly ruled the Chicago under-

world and was imprisoned (1931-1939) for tax evasion. 

cap·o·ral (k4pùNr-Nl, k4pÙN-r4lù) n.  A strong dark tobacco.  [French, short for 

(tabac de) caporal, corporal(’s tobacco), from Italian caporale, from capo, head. 

See CAPO
1.]

ca·pote (kN-potù) n.  A long, usually hooded cloak or coat.  [French, from Old 

French capote, capette, diminutive of cape, cloak, from Medieval Latin c7pa. See 

CAPE
1.]

Ca·po·te (kN-poùtK), Truman. 1924-1984.  American writer whose works, such 

as In Cold Blood (1966), concern alienated, sometimes psychopathic characters. 

He also wrote the novella Breakfast at Tiffany’s (1958), detailing the New York life 

of an uninhibited playgirl, Holly Golightly. 

Capp (k4p), Al. 1909-1979.  American cartoonist noted for his comic strip L’il 

Abner (1934-1977). 

Cap·pa·do·cia (k4pÙN-doùshN, -shK-N)  An ancient region of Asia Minor in 

present-day east-central Turkey. Heart of a Hittite state and later a Persian 

satrapy, it was annexed by the Romans in A.D. 17.   —CapÙpa·doùcian adj.  & n. 

cap·per (k4pùNr) n.  1. One that caps or makes caps.  2. Informal. Something 

that surpasses or completes what has gone before; a finishing touch or finale.  

3. Slang. One who acts as a decoy, as in a confidence game. 

cap pistol (k4p pVsùtNl) n.  A cap gun. 

cap·puc·ci·no (k4pÙN-chKùno, käÙpN-) n.  pl. cap·puc·ci·nos. Espresso coffee 

mixed or topped with steamed milk or cream.  [Italian, Capuchin, cappuccino 

(from the resemblance of its color to the color of the monk’s habit). See CAPU-

CHIN.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word cappuccino exemplifies how words

can develop new senses because of resemblances that the original coiners of the

terms might not have dreamed possible. The Capuchin order of friars, established

after 1525, played an important role in bringing Catholicism back to Reformation

Europe. Its Italian name came from the long, pointed cowl, or cappuccino, derived

from cappuccio, “hood,” that was worn as part of the order’s habit. The French

version of cappuccino was capuchin (now capucin), from which came English Ca-

puchin. The name of this pious order was later used as the name (first recorded

in English in 1785) for a type of monkey with a tuft of black, cowllike hair. In

Italian cappuccino went on to develop another sense, “espresso coffee mixed or

topped with steamed milk or cream,” so called because the color of the coffee re-

sembled the color of the habit of a Capuchin friar. The first use of cappuccino in



English is recorded in 1948 in a work about San Francisco.

Cap·ra (k4pùrN), Frank. 1897-1991.  American filmmaker who won an Academy 

Award for his direction of It Happened One Night (1934), Mr. Deeds Goes to Town 

(1936), and You Can’t Take It with You (1938). 

cap·re·o·my·cin (k4pÙrK-o-mXùsVn) n.  An antibiotic derived from a bacterium 

(Streptomyces capreolus) that is effective against the microorganism responsible 

for tuberculosis in human beings.  [Latin capreolus diminutive of caper, capr-, 

goat + -MYCIN.]

Ca·pri (kN-prKù, k4pùrK, käùprK)  An island of southern Italy on the southern edge 

of the Bay of Naples. A popular resort since Roman times, it is famous for its Blue 

Grotto, a picturesque cave indenting the island’s high, precipitous coast. 

cap·ric acid (k4pùrVk 4sùVd) n.  A fatty acid, CH3(CH2)8COOH, obtained from 

animal fats and oils and used in the manufacture of perfumes and fruit flavors.  

Also called decanoic acid [From Latin caper, capr-, goat (from the acid’s nasty 

smell).]

ca·pric·cio (kN-prKùcho, -chK-oÙ) n.  pl. ca·pric·cios. 1. Music. An instrumental 

work with an improvisatory style and a free form.  2. A prank; a caper.  3. A 

whim.  [Italian. See CAPRICE.]

ca·pric·cio·so (kN-prKÙchK-oùso, käÙprK-choùso) adj.  Music. Lively and free. 

Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from capriccio, caprice. See CAPRICE.]

ca·price (kN-prKsù) n.  1. a. An impulsive change of mind.  b. An inclination to 

change one’s mind impulsively.  c. A sudden, unpredictable action, change, or 

series of actions or changes:  A hailstorm in July is a caprice of nature.   2. Music. A 

capriccio.  [French, from Italian capriccio, from caporiccio, fright, sudden start  : 

capo, head (from Latin caput); see kaput- in Appendix + riccio, curly (from Latin 

Kricius, hedgehog, from Kr).]

SYNONYMS: caprice, whim, whimsy, vagary, freak. These nouns are compared

as they denote an impulsive or unexpected notion. Caprice strongly suggests lack

of apparent motivation and can imply wanton and willful behavior: Before the

establishment of labor unions, a worker could be discharged at the caprice of any

manager. Whim and whimsy can both mean a quaint or fantastic idea, but whim

more strongly suggests sudden inspiration, whimsy a playful or fanciful quality:

That suggestion was no whim of the moment. “Talk of space stations, space manu-

facturing or space defense will be whimsy until the cost of reaching orbit comes down”

(Gregg Easterbrook). Vagary emphasizes the erratic and unpredictable, even irre-

sponsible nature of a notion or an act: “This is a time of life when a solicitous fam-

ily does well to watch affectionately over the vagaries of its unattached relatives, par-

ticularly of those who are comfortably off” (J.P. Marquand). Freak is a sudden and

seemingly motiveless turn of mind: “Sometimes goldfinches one by one will drop/



From low-hung branches... /Then off at once, as in a wanton freak” (John Keats).

ca·pri·cious (kN-prVshùNs, -prKùshNs) adj.  Characterized by or subject to whim; 

impulsive and unpredictable.  See Synonyms at arbitrary.  —ca·priùcious·ly 
adv.  —ca·priùcious·ness n. 

Cap·ri·corn (k4pùrV-kôrnÙ) also Cap·ri·cor·nus (k4pÙrV-kôrùnNs) n.  1. A con-

stellation in the equatorial region of the Southern Hemisphere, near Aquarius 

and Sagittarius.  2. a. The tenth sign of the zodiac in astrology.  b. One who is 

born under this sign.  Also called Goat  [Middle English Capricorne, from Latin 

Capricornus : caper, capr-, goat + corn7, horn; see ker-1 in Appendix.]

Cap·ri·corn·i·an (k4pÙrV-kôrùnK-Nn) n.  One who is born under the sign of 

Capricorn. 

Cap·ri·cor·nus (k4pÙrV-kôrùnNs) n.  Variant of Capricorn. 
cap·ri·fi·ca·tion (k4pÙrN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  A method of assuring pollination of 

the Smyrna and other edible figs in which flower clusters of the caprifig are hung 

from trees of the edible fig, allowing wasps to carry pollen from the flowers of the 

caprifig to those of the edible varieties.  [Latin caprifXc7tio, caprifXc7tion-, from 

caprifXc7tus, past participle of caprifXc7re, to ripen figs by caprification, from 

caprifXcus, caprifig. See CAPRIFIG.]

cap·ri·fig (k4pùrN-fVgÙ) n.  A wild variety of Mediterranean fig (Ficus carica var. 

sylvestris) used in the caprification of certain edible figs.  [Middle English, from 

Latin caprifXcus (influenced by Middle English fig, fig) : caper, capr-, goat + fXcus, 

fig; see FIG
1.]

cap·ri·ole (k4pùrK-olÙ) n.  1. An upward leap made by a trained horse without 

going forward and with the hind legs kicked out.  2. A playful leap or jump; a 

caper.   —  v.  intr. cap·ri·oled, cap·ri·ol·ing, cap·ri·oles. To perform a capri-

ole.  [French, from Italian capriola, somersault, from capriolo, roebuck, wild goat, 

from Latin capreolus, diminutive of caper, capr-, goat.]

ca·pri pants (käùprK p4nts, kN-prKù) pl.n.  Tight-fitting, calf-length women’s 

pants, often having a slit on the outside of the leg bottoms.  [After Capri.]
ca·pris (käùprKz, kN-prKzù) pl.n.  Capri pants. 

Ca·pri·vi Strip (kN-prKùvK strVp)  A panhandle area of northeast Namibia. It 

passed from Great Britain to Germany in 1890 in order to give German South-

West Africa access to the Zambezi River. 

ca·pro·ic acid (kN-proùVk 4sùVd, k4-) n.  A liquid fatty acid, CH3(CH2)4COOH, 

found in animal fats and oils or synthesized and used in the manufacture of 

pharmaceuticals and flavorings.  [From Latin caper, capr-, goat (from the acid’s 

goatlike smell).]

ca·pryl·ic acid (kN-prVlùVk 4sùVd, k4-) n.  A liquid fatty acid, C8H1602, found in 

butter and other fats and oils and having a rancid taste. It is used in the manufac-

ture of dyes and perfumes.  [CAPR(IC ACID) + -YL + -IC.]



caps. abbr.  Capsule. 

cap·sa·i·cin (k4p-s7ùV-sVn) n.  A colorless, pungent, crystalline compound, 

C18H27NO3, that is derived from capsicum and is a strong irritant to skin and 

mucous membranes.  [CAPSIC(UM) (perhaps influenced by Latin capsa, box); see 

CAPSICUM + -IN.]

cap screw (k4p skru) n.  A long-threaded bolt, usually with a square head, 

used in fastening machine parts. 

Cap·si·an (k4pùsK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a Paleolithic culture of 

northern Africa and southern Europe.  [French capsien, from Latin Capsa, Gafsa, 

a town of west-central Tunisia.]

cap·si·cum (k4pùsV-kNm) n.  1. Any of various tropical American pepper plants 

of the genus Capsicum, especially any of the numerous cultivated forms of the 

species C. annuum and C. frutescens.  2. The fruit of any of these plants, espe-

cially the dried pungent types used as a condiment and in medicine.  [New Latin 

Capsicum, genus name, perhaps from Latin capsa, box (from its podlike fruit).]

cap·sid (k4pùsVd) n.  The protein shell that surrounds a virus particle.  [From 

Latin capsa, box.]

cap·size (k4pùsXzÙ, k4p-sXzù) v.  intr. tr. cap·sized, cap·siz·ing, cap·siz·es. To 

overturn or cause to overturn:  The boat capsized. I capsized the canoe.  [Origin 

unknown.]

cap·so·mere (k4pùsN-mîrÙ) n.  One of the individual subunits that makes up a 

capsid.  [CAPS(ID) + -MERE.]

cap·stan (k4pùstNn, -st4nÙ) n.  1. Nautical. An apparatus used for hoisting 

weights, consisting of a vertical spool-shaped cylinder that is rotated manually or 

by machine and around which a cable is wound.  2. A small cylindrical shaft used 

to drive magnetic tape at a constant speed in a tape recorder.  [Middle English, 

from Norman French, from Old Provençal cabestan, from cabestre, noose, from 

Latin capistrum, halter, probably from capere, to seize. See kap- in Appendix.]

cap·stone (k4pùstonÙ) n.  1. The top stone of a structure or wall.  2. The 

crowning achievement or final stroke; the culmination or acme. 

cap·su·lar (k4pùsN-lNr, -syt-) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a capsule. 

cap·su·late (k4pùsN-l7tÙ, -lVt, -syt-) also cap·su·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Enclosed 

in or formed into a capsule.   —capÙsu·laùtion n. 

cap·sule (k4pùsNl, -sul) n.  Abbr. caps. 1. A small soluble container, usually 

made of gelatin, that encloses a dose of an oral medicine or a vitamin.  

2. Anatomy. A fibrous, membranous, or fatty sheath that encloses an organ or 

part, such as the sac surrounding the kidney or the fibrous tissues that surround a 

joint.  3. Microbiology. A mucopolysaccharide outer shell enveloping certain bac-

teria.  4. Botany. a. A dry, dehiscent fruit that develops from two or more united 

carpels.  b. The thin-walled, spore-containing structure of mosses and related 

plants.   5. A space capsule.  6. A brief summary; a condensation.   —  adj.  



1. Highly condensed; very brief:  a capsule description.  2. Very small; compact.   
—  v.  tr. cap·suled, cap·sul·ing, cap·sules. 1. To enclose in or furnish with a 

capsule.  2. To condense or summarize:  capsuled the news.  [French, from Latin 

capsula, diminutive of capsa, box.]

cap·sul·ize (k4pùsN-lXzÙ, -syt-) v.  tr. cap·sul·ized, cap·sul·iz·ing, 
cap·sul·iz·es. To capsule:  capsulized the news every 30 minutes. 

cap·su·lot·o·my (k4pÙsN-lmtùN-mK) n.  Incision into a capsule, especially that of 

the crystalline lens of the eye, as to remove cataracts by surgery. 

Capt. abbr.  Captain. 

cap·tain (k4pùtNn) n.  1.  Abbr. Capt. One who commands, leads, or guides oth-

ers, especially: a. The officer in command of a ship, aircraft, or spacecraft.  b. A 

precinct commander in a police or fire department, usually ranking above a lieu-

tenant and below a chief.  c. The designated leader of a team or crew in sports.   

2.  Abbr. Capt., Cpt., CPT a. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, 

or Marine Corps that is above first lieutenant and below major.  b. A commis-

sioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above commander and below 

rear admiral.  c. One who holds the rank of captain.   3. A figure in the forefront; 

a leader:  a captain of industry.  4. One who supervises or directs the work of oth-

ers, especially: a. A district official for a political party.  b. A restaurant employee 

who is in charge of the waiters and usually attends to table seating.  c. A bell cap-

tain.    —  v.  tr. cap·tained, cap·tain·ing, cap·tains. To act as captain of; com-

mand or direct:  captained the football team.  [Middle English capitain, from Old 

French, from Late Latin capit7neus, chief, from Latin caput, capit-, head. See 

kaput- in Appendix.] —capùtain·cy n.  —capùtain·shipÙ n. 

cap·tain’s chair (k4pùtNnz châr) n.  A wooden chair having a low back with 

spindles that curve forward to provide armrests. 

captain’s mast (k4pùtNnz m4st) n.  A disciplinary hearing during which the 

commanding officer of a naval unit studies and disposes of cases against the 

enlisted personnel in the unit. 

cap·tan (k4pùtNn, -t4nÙ) n.  A white solid agricultural fungicide, C9H8O2NSCl3.  

[Short for MERCAPTAN.]

cap·tion (k4pùshNn) n.  1. A title, short explanation, or description accompany-

ing an illustration or a photograph.  2. A subtitle in a motion picture.  3. A title 

or heading, as of a document or article.  4. Law. The heading of a pleading or 

other document that identifies the parties, court, term, and number of the action.   
—  v.  tr. cap·tioned, cap·tion·ing, cap·tions. To furnish a caption for.  [Mid-

dle English capcioun, arrest, from Old French capcion, from Latin captio, caption-

, from captus, past participle of capere, to seize. See kap- in Appendix.]

cap·tious (k4pùshNs) adj.  1. Marked by a disposition to find and point out triv-

ial faults.  See Synonyms at critical.  2. Intended to entrap or confuse, as in an 

argument:  a captious question.  [Middle English capcious, from Old French cap-



tieux, from Latin captiosus, from captio, seizure, sophism, from captus, past parti-

ciple of capere, to seize. See kap- in Appendix.] —capùtious·ly adv.  

—capùtious·ness n. 

cap·ti·vate (k4pùtN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. cap·ti·vat·ed, cap·ti·vat·ing, cap·ti·vates. 
1. To attract and hold by charm, beauty, or excellence.  See Synonyms at charm.  
2. Archaic. To capture.  [Late Latin captiv7re, captiv7t-, to capture, from Latin 

captXvus, prisoner. See CAPTIVE.] —capÙti·vaùtion n.  —capùti·vaÙtor n. 

cap·tive (k4pùtVv) n.  1. One, such as a prisoner of war, that is forcibly confined, 

subjugated, or enslaved.  2. One held in the grip of a strong emotion or passion.   
—  adj.  1. Taken and held prisoner, as in war.  2. Held in bondage; enslaved.  

3. Kept under restraint or control; confined:  captive birds.  4. Restrained by cir-

cumstances that prevent free choice:  a captive audience; a captive market.  

5. Enraptured, as by beauty; captivated.  [Middle English captif, from Old 

French, from Latin captXvus, from captus, past participle of capere, to seize. See 

kap- in Appendix.]

cap·tiv·i·ty (k4p-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. cap·tiv·i·ties. The state or period of being 

imprisoned, confined, or enslaved. 

cap·to·pril (k4pùtN-prVlÙ) n.  A drug used in the treatment of hypertension that 

functions by inhibiting the enzymes that activate angiotensin.  [(MER)CAPT(AN) + 

pr(opano)-, propane (from PROPANE) + -YL.]

cap·tor (k4pùtNr, -tôrÙ) n.  One that takes another as a captive.  [Late Latin captor, 

hunter, from Latin capere, to seize. See kap- in Appendix.]

cap·ture (k4pùchNr) v.  tr. cap·tured, cap·tur·ing, cap·tures. 1. To take cap-

tive, as by force or craft; seize.  2. To gain possession or control of, as in a game or 

contest:  capture the queen in chess; captured the liberal vote.  3. To attract and 

hold:  tales of adventure that capture the imagination.  4. To succeed in preserving 

in lasting form:  capture a likeness in a painting.   —  n.  1. The act of catching, 

taking, or winning, as by force or skill.  2. One that has been seized, caught, or 

won; a catch or prize.  3. Physics. The phenomenon in which an atom or a nucleus 

absorbs a subatomic particle, often with the subsequent emission of radiation.  

[From French, capture, from Old French, from Latin capt7ra, a catching of ani-

mals, from captus, past participle of capere, to seize. See kap- in Appendix.]

Cap·u·a (k4pùyu-N, käùpwä)  A town of southern Italy north of Naples. The 

strategically important ancient Roman city of Capua was located nearby on the 

Appian Way. Population, 18,053. 

ca·puche (kN-puchù, -pushù) n.  A hood on a cloak, especially the long, 

pointed cowl worn by a Capuchin monk.  [Italian cappuccio, from cappa, hood, 

from Late Latin, cloak.]

cap·u·chin (k4pùyN-chVn, -shVn, kN-pyuù-) n.  1. Capuchin. A monk belonging 

to the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin, an independent order of Franciscans 

founded in Italy in 1525-1528 and dedicated to preaching and missionary work.  



2. A hooded cloak worn by women.  3. Any of several long-tailed monkeys of the 

genus Cebus, native to Central and South America and often having a hoodlike 

tuft of hair on the head. In this sense, also calledsapajou [Obsolete French, from 

Italian cappuccino, pointed cowl, Capuchin, from cappuccio, hood. See CAPUCHE.]

cap·y·ba·ra (k4pÙN-bärùN, -b4rùN) n.  A large semiaquatic rodent (Hydrochoerus 

hydrochaeris) of tropical South America, having short limbs and a vestigial tail 

and often attaining lengths of more than 1.2 meters (4 feet).  [Portuguese capyb-

ara, from Tupi capivara, capibara : capii, grass + urara, eater.]

car (kär) n.  1. An automobile.  2. A vehicle, such as a streetcar, that runs on rails:  

a railroad car.  3. A boxlike enclosure for passengers and freight on a conveyance:  

an elevator car.  4. The part of a balloon or airship that carries people and cargo.  

5. Archaic. A chariot, carriage, or cart.  [Middle English carre, cart, from Old 

North French, from Latin carra, pl. of carrus, carrum, a Gallic type of wagon. See 

kers- in Appendix.]

car. abbr.  Carat. 

car·a·bao (k4rÙN-bouù, käÙrN-) n.  pl. car·a·baos. See water buffalo.  [Span-

ish, from Visayan karabáw, from Malay kêrbau.]

car·a·bid (k4rùN-bVd, kN-r4bùVd) n.  Any of a large family (Carabidae) of chiefly 

black beetles that often inhabit the spaces under stones, logs, or piles of debris 

and feed on other insects.  Also called ground beetle [From New Latin C7rabidae, 

family name, from Latin c7rabus, crustacean, from Greek karabos, horned bee-

tle.] —carùa·bid adj. 

car·a·bi·neer also car·a·bi·nier (k4rÙN-bN-nîrù)  or car·bi·neer (kärÙbN-) n.  A 

soldier armed with a carbine.  [French carabinier, from carabine, carbine. See CAR-

BINE.]

car·a·bi·ner also kar·a·bi·ner (k4rÙN-bKùnNr) n.  An oblong metal ring with a 

spring clip, used in mountaineering to attach a running rope to a piton or similar 

device.  [German Karabiner, short for Karabinerhaken, hook for a carbine, from 

Karabiner, carbine, from French carabine. See CARBINE.]

car·a·bi·nier (k4rÙN-bN-nîrù) n.  Variant of carabineer. 
ca·ra·bi·nie·re (k4rÙN-bVn-yârùK, käÙrä-bK-nyHùrH) n.  pl. ca·ra·bi·nie·ri (-bVn-

yârùK, -bK-nyHùrK). A member of the Italian police force.  [Italian, from French 

carabinier. See CARABINEER.]

car·a·cal (k4rùN-k4lÙ) n.  A wildcat (Lynx caracal) of Africa and southern Asia 

having short, fawn-colored fur and long, tufted ears.  [French, from Ottoman 

Turkish qaraq7l7q : qara, black + q7l7q, ear.]

Car·a·cal·la (k4rÙN-k4lùN), Real name Marcus Aurelius Antonius. A.D. 188-217.  

Emperor of Rome (211-217) who was obsessed with and sought to imitate Alex-

ander the Great. His brutal, undisciplined rule of the empire, however, led to his 

assassination and left only a legacy of infamy. 



car·a·car·a (k4rÙN-k4rùN, -kN-räù) n.  Any of several large, carrion-eating or 

predatory hawks of the subfamily Caracarinae, native to South and Central 

America and the southern United States.  [Spanish, and Portuguese caracará both 

from Tupi caracara.]

Ca·ra·cas (kN-räùkNs)  The capital and largest city of Venezuela, in the northern 

part of the country near the Caribbean coast. It was founded by the Spanish in 

1567 and grew rapidly during the oil boom of the 1950’s. Population, 3,041,000. 

car·ack (k4rùNk) n.  Nautical. Variant of carrack. 
car·a·cole (k4rùN-kolÙ) also car·a·col (-kmlÙ) n.  A half turn to right or left per-

formed by a horse and rider.   —  v.  intr. car·a·coled, car·a·col·ing, 
car·a·coles. To perform a caracole.  [French, from Spanish caracol, snail.]

car·a·cul (k4rùN-kNl) n.  Variant of karakul. 
ca·rafe (kN-r4fù) n.  1. A glass or metal bottle, often with a flared lip, used for 

serving water or wine.  2. A glass pot with a pouring spout, used in making cof-

fee.  [French, from Italian caraffa, from Spanish garrafa, probably from Arabic 

Sarafa, to ladle, scoop.]

car·am·bo·la (k4rÙNm-boùlN) n.  1. An ornamental evergreen tree (Averrhoa 

carambola), native to southeast Asia and having crisp, edible, yellow to orange, 

longitudinally ridged fruits that are star-shaped in cross section.  2. The fruit of 

this plant, eaten fresh or used to make jams and juices. In this sense, also called-

star fruit [Portuguese, perhaps from Marathi karambal.]

car·a·mel (k4rùN-mNl, -mHlÙ, kärùmNl) n.  1. A smooth, chewy candy made with 

sugar, butter, cream or milk, and flavoring.  2. Burnt sugar, used for coloring and 

sweetening foods.  3. Color. A moderate yellow brown.  [French, from Old 

French, from Old Spanish caramel, caramelo, from Portuguese caramel, from Late 

Latin calamellus, diminutive of Latin calamus, reed, cane, from Greek kalamos.]

car·a·mel·ize (k4rùN-mN-lXzÙ, kärùmN-) v.  tr. intr. car·a·mel·ized, 
car·a·mel·iz·ing, car·a·mel·iz·es. To convert or be converted into caramel.   
—carÙa·mel·i·zaùtion (-mN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ca·ran·gid (kN-r4nùjVd, -r4ngùgVd) n.  Any of a large family (Carangidae) of 

marine food and game fishes, such as the jacks and pompanos.  [From New Latin 

Carangidae, family name, from French carangue, mackerel, from Spanish car-

anga.] —ca·ranùgid adj. 

car·a·pace (k4rùN-p7sÙ) n.  1. Zoology. A hard bony or chitinous outer covering, 

such as the fused dorsal plates of a turtle or the portion of the exoskeleton cover-

ing the head and thorax of a crustacean.  2. A protective, shell-like covering lik-

ened to that of a turtle or crustacean: “He used to worry that Sarah would age the 

same way, develop the same brittle carapace” (Anne Tyler).  [French, from Spanish 

carapacho.]

car·at (k4rùNt) n.  1.  Abbr. c, car. A unit of weight for precious stones, equal to 

200 milligrams.  2.  Variant of karat. [Middle English, from Old French, from 



Medieval Latin quar7tus, from Arabic qXr7£, weight of four grains, from Greek 

keration, a weight, diminutive of keras, horn. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

Ca·ra·vag·gio (k4rÙN-väùjo, käÙrä-vädùjô), Michelangelo Merisi da. 1573-

1610.  Italian painter of the baroque whose influential works, such as Deposition 

of Christ (1604), are marked by intense realism and revolutionary use of light. 

car·a·van (k4rùN-v4nÙ) n.  1. A company of travelers journeying together, as 

across a desert or through hostile territory.  2. A single file of vehicles or pack ani-

mals.  3. A large covered vehicle; a van.  4. Chiefly British. A trailer or dwelling 

place on wheels.  [French caravane, or Italian carovana both from Persian 

k7rv7n.]

car·a·van·sa·ry (k4rÙN-v4nùsN-rK) also car·a·van·se·rai (-rXÙ) n.  pl. 

car·a·van·sa·ries also car·a·van·se·rais. 1. An inn built around a large court 

for accommodating caravans at night in the Near or Far East.  2. A large inn or 

hostelry.  [French caravanserai, from Persian k7rv7nsar7y : k7rv7n, caravan + 

sar7y, camp, palace; see terN-2 in Appendix.]

car·a·vel  or car·a·velle (k4rùN-vHlÙ) also car·vel (kärùvNl, -vHlÙ) n.  Nautical. 

Any of several types of small, light sailing ships, especially one with two or three 

masts and lateen sails used by the Spanish and Portuguese in the 15th and 16th 

centuries.  [French caravelle, from Old French, from Old Portuguese caravela, 

diminutive of cáravo, ship, from Late Latin c7rabus, a small wicker boat, from 

Late Greek karabos, light ship, from Greek, horned beetle.]

car·a·way (k4rùN-w7Ù) n.  1. A biennial Eurasian herb (Carum carvi) in the 

parsley family, having finely divided leaves and clusters of small, white or pinkish 

flowers.  2. The seedlike fruit of this plant, widely used as a flavoring and season-

ing in various foods. In this sense, also calledcaraway seed [Middle English care-

wei, from Old French carvi, caroi, probably from Medieval Latin carvi, carwi, 

ultimately from Arabic kar7wiy7, from Greek karon.]

Car·a·way (k4rùN-w7Ù), Hattie Ophelia Wyatt. 1878-1950.  American legis-

lator. Appointed to fill out her husband’s term in the U.S. Senate in 1931, she 

became in 1932 the first elected woman senator and served until 1945. 

caraway seed (k4rùN-w7Ù sKd) n.  See caraway (n., sense 2). 

carb- pref.  Variant of carbo-. 
car·ba·mate (kärùbN-m7tÙ, kär-b4mù7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of carbamic acid, 

especially one used as an insecticide.  [CARBAM(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

car·ba·maz·e·pine (kärÙbN-m4zùN-pKnÙ) n.  An anticonvulsant and analgesic 

drug, C15H12N2O, used in the treatment of certain forms of epilepsy and to 

relieve pain associated with trigeminal neuralgia.  [Rearrangement of chemical 

name dibenzazepinecarboxamide.]

car·bam·ic acid (kär-b4mùVk 4sùVd) n.  A hypothetical acid, NH2COOH, that 

exists only in the form of its esters and salts.  [CARBAM(IDE) + -IC.]

car·ba·mide (kärùbN-mXdÙ, kär-b4mùVd) n.  See urea.  [CARB(O)- + AMIDE.]



car·bam·o·yl (kär-b4mùo-VlÙ) n.  The radical NH2CO.  [CARBAM(IC ACID) + -YL.]

car·ban·i·on (kär-b4nùXÙNn, -XÙmnÙ) n.  An anion in which carbon carries a neg-

ative charge and an unshared pair of electrons. 

car·ba·ryl (kärùbN-rVlÙ) n.  A carbamate, C12H11NO2, used as a general-purpose 

insecticide.  [CARB(AMATE) + AR(OMATIC) + -YL.]

car·ben·i·cil·lin (kär-bHnÙV-sVlùVn) n.  A semisynthetic derivative of penicillin 

that is effective in the treatment of infections caused by certain susceptible strains 

of Gram-negative bacteria, such as Pseudomonas and Proteus.  [car(boxy)ben(zyl-

pen)icillin, semisynthetic penicillin.]

car·bide (kärùbXdÙ) n.  1. A binary compound consisting of carbon and a more 

electropositive element, especially calcium.  2. A hard material made of com-

pacted binary compounds of carbon and heavy metals, used to make tools that 

cut metal. 

car·bine (kärùbKnÙ, -bXnÙ) n.  A lightweight rifle with a short barrel.  [French 

carabine, from Old French carabin, soldier armed with a musket, perhaps from 

escarrabin, gravedigger, from scarabee, dung beetle. See SCARAB.]

car·bi·neer (kärÙbN-nîrù) n.  Variant of carabineer. 
car·bi·nol (kärùbN-nôlÙ, -nmlÙ, -nolÙ) n.  1.  See methanol.  2. An alcohol 

derived from methanol. 

carbo-  or carb- pref.  Carbon:  carbohydrate.  [French, from carbone, carbon. 

See CARBON.]

car·bo·cy·clic (kärÙbo-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj.  Chemistry. Having a ring composed 

exclusively of carbon atoms, as benzene. 

car·bo·hy·drase (kärÙbo-hXùdr7sÙ, -dr7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes, such as 

amylase, that catalyze the hydrolysis of a carbohydrate. 

car·bo·hy·drate (kärÙbo-hXùdr7tÙ) n.  Any of a group of organic compounds 

that includes sugars, starches, celluloses, and gums and serves as a major energy 

source in the diet of animals. These compounds are produced by photosynthetic 

plants and contain only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, usually in the ratio 1:2:1. 

carbohydrate loading (kärÙbo-hXùdr7tÙ loùdVng) n.  A dietary practice that 

increases carbohydrate reserves in muscle tissue through the consumption of 

extra quantities of high-starch foods. Some marathoners and other endurance 

athletes follow this practice prior to competition. 

car·bo·lat·ed (kärùbN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Containing or treated with carbolic acid. 

car·bol·ic acid (kär-bmlùVk 4sùVd) n.  See phenol (n., sense 1).  [CARB(O)- + -OL
1 

+ -IC.]

car·bo-load·ing (kärùbo-loÙdVng) n.  Informal. Carbohydrate loading.   
—carùbo-loadÙ v. 

car bomb (kär bmm) n.  A car wired with explosives that are then detonated, as 

by remote control, so as to kill persons or destroy property nearby. 



car·bon (kärùbNn) n.  1.  Symbol C A naturally abundant nonmetallic element 

that occurs in many inorganic and in all organic compounds, exists freely as 

graphite and diamond and as a constituent of coal, limestone, and petroleum, 

and is capable of chemical self-bonding to form an enormous number of chemi-

cally, biologically, and commercially important molecules. Atomic number 6; 

atomic weight 12.01115; sublimation point above 3,500˚C; boiling point 4,827˚C; 

specific gravity of amorphous carbon 1.8 to 2.1, of diamond 3.15 to 3.53, of 

graphite 1.9 to 2.3; valence 2, 3, 4.  2. a. A sheet of carbon paper.  b. A copy made 

by using carbon paper.   3. Electricity. a. Either of two rods through which cur-

rent flows to form an arc, as in lighting or welding.  b. A carbonaceous electrode 

in an electric cell.   [French carbone, from Latin carbo, carbon-, a coal, charcoal. 

See ker-3 in Appendix.] —carùbon·ous (-bN-nNs) adj. 

carbon 14 (kärùbNn;) n.  A naturally radioactive carbon isotope with atomic 

mass 14 and half-life 5,780 years, used in determining the age of ancient organic, 

geologic, or archaeological specimens. 

car·bon-14 dating (kärÙbNn-fôr-tKnù d7ùtVng, -for-) n.  Carbon dating. 

car·bo·na·ceous (kärÙbN-n7ùshNs) adj.  Consisting of, containing, relating to, 

or yielding carbon. 

car·bo·na·do1 (kärÙbN-n7ùdo, -näù-) Archaic. n.  pl. car·bo·na·does or 

car·bo·na·dos. A piece of scored and broiled fish, fowl, or meat.   —  v.  tr. 

car·bo·na·doed, car·bo·na·do·ing, car·bo·na·dos. 1. To score and broil 

(fish, fowl, or meat).  2. To slice or cut.  [From Spanish carbonada, from carbón, 

charcoal, from Latin carbo, carbon-. See CARBON.]

car·bo·na·do2 (kärÙbN-n7ùdo, -näù-) n.  pl. car·bo·na·does. A form of 

opaque or dark-colored diamond used for drills.  Also called black diamond [Por-

tuguese, from carbone, carbon, from French. See CARBON.]

car·bo·na·ra (kärÙbN-närùN) n.  A sauce for pasta containing eggs, minced 

bacon or ham, grated cheese, and seasonings.  [Italian (alla) carbonara, (from) a 

charcoal grill, from carbone, charcoal, from Latin carbo, carbon-. See CARBON.]

car·bon·ate (kärùbN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. car·bon·at·ed, car·bon·at·ing, 
car·bon·ates. 1. To charge (a beverage, for example) with carbon dioxide gas.  

2. To burn to carbon; carbonize.  3. To change into a carbonate.   —  n.  (-n7tÙ, -

nVt) A salt or ester of carbonic acid.   —carÙbon·aùtion n.  —carùbon·aÙtor n. 

car·bon·at·ed water (kärùbN-n7ÙtVd wôùtNr) n.  See soda water (n., sense 

1a). 

carbon bisulfide (kärùbNn bX-sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  Carbon disulfide. 

carbon black (kärùbNn bl4k) n.  Any of various finely divided forms of carbon 

derived from the incomplete combustion of natural gas or petroleum oil and 

used to reinforce rubber and as an ingredient in inks, paints, crayons, and pol-

ishes. 



carbon copy (kärùbNn kmpùK) n.  1.  Abbr. cc A duplicate, as of a letter, made by 

using carbon paper.  2. A person or thing that closely resembles another. 

carbon cycle (kärùbNn sXùkNl) n.  1. Physics. See carbon-nitrogen cycle.  
2. Ecology. The combined processes, including photosynthesis, decomposition, 

and respiration, by which carbon as a component of various compounds cycles 

between its major reservoirs—the atmosphere, oceans, and living organisms. 

Car·bon·dale (kärùbNn-d7lÙ)  A city of southern Illinois southeast of East St. 

Louis. It is the seat of a branch of Southern Illinois University (established 1869). 

Population, 27,033. 

carbon dating (kärùbNn d7ùtVng) n.  The determination of the approximate 

age of an ancient object, such as an archaeological specimen, by measuring the 

amount of carbon 14 it contains.   —carùbon-dateÙ (kärùbNn-d7tÙ) v. 

carbon dioxide (kärùbNn dX-mkùsXd) n.  A colorless, odorless, incombustible 

gas, CO2, formed during respiration, combustion, and organic decomposition 

and used in food refrigeration, carbonated beverages, inert atmospheres, fire 

extinguishers, and aerosols.  Also called carbonic acid gas 

carbon disulfide (kärùbNn dX-sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A clear, flammable liquid, CS2, used 

to manufacture viscose rayon and cellophane, as a solvent for fats, rubber, resins, 

waxes, and sulfur, and in matches, fumigants, and pesticides. 

carbon fiber (kärùbNn fXùbNr) n.  An extremely strong thin fiber made by pyro-

lyzing synthetic fibers, such as rayon, until charred. It is used to make high-

strength composites. 

car·bon·ic acid (kär-bmnùVk 4sùVd) n.  A weak, unstable acid, H2CO3, present in 

solutions of carbon dioxide in water. 

carbonic acid gas (kär-bmnùVk 4sùVd g4s) n.  See carbon dioxide. 
Car·bon·if·er·ous (kärÙbN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Of, belonging to, or denoting a 

geologic division of the Paleozoic Era following the Devonian and preceding the 

Permian, including the Mississippian Period and the Pennsylvanian Period and 

characterized, especially in the Pennsylvanian, by swamp formation and deposi-

tion of plant remains later hardened into coal.  2. carboniferous. Producing or 

containing carbon or coal.   —  n.  The Carboniferous Period. 

car·bo·ni·um (kär-boùnK-Nm) n.  An organic cation, such as H3C, having one 

less electron than a corresponding free radical and with positive charge localized 

on the carbon atom. 

car·bon·i·za·tion (kärÙbN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of carbonizing.  

2. The destructive distillation of bituminous coal, done in the absence of air in 

order to obtain coke and other fractions having a greater percentage of carbon 

than the original material. 

car·bon·ize (kärùbN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. car·bon·ized, car·bon·iz·ing, car·bon·iz·es. 
1. To reduce or convert a carbon-containing substance to carbon, as by partial 

burning.  2. To coat or combine with carbon.   —carùbon·izÙer n. 



carbon monoxide (kärùbNn mN-nmkùsXdÙ) n.  A colorless, odorless, highly 

poisonous gas, CO, formed by the incomplete combustion of carbon or a carbon-

aceous material, such as gasoline. 

car·bon-ni·tro·gen cycle (kärÙbNn-nXùtrN-jNn sXùkNl) n.  Physics. A chain of 

thermonuclear reactions in which nitrogen isotopes are formed in intermediate 

stages and carbon acts essentially as a catalyst to convert four hydrogen atoms 

into one helium atom with the emission of two positrons. The entire sequence is 

thought to generate significant amounts of energy in the sun and certain other 

stars.  Also called carbon cycle, nitrogen cycle. 

carbon paper (kärùbNn p7ùpNr) n.  A lightweight paper coated on one side 

with a dark waxy pigment, placed between two sheets of blank paper so that the 

bottom sheet will receive a copy of what is typed or written on the top sheet. 

carbon process (kärùbNn prmsùHsÙ) n.  A photographic printing process using 

permanent pigments, such as carbon, contained in a sensitized tissue or film of 

gelatin. 

carbon star (kärùbNn stär) n.  Any of a class of stars with high carbon-to-

hydrogen ratios and primarily low temperatures. 

carbon tetrachloride (kärùbNn tHtÙrN-klôrùXdÙ) n.  A poisonous, nonflam-

mable, colorless liquid, CCl4, used in fire extinguishers and as a dry-cleaning 

fluid. 

car·bon·yl (kärùbN-nVlÙ) n.  1. The bivalent radical CO.  Also called carbonyl 

group 2. A metal compound, such as Ni(CO)4, containing the CO group.   
—carÙbon·ylùic adj. 

car·bo·rane (kärùbN-r7nÙ) n.  Any of a class of stable compounds containing 

carbon, hydrogen, and boron.  [Blend of CARBON, and BORANE.]

Car·bo·run·dum (kärÙbN-rƒnùdNm)  A trademark used for an abrasive of sili-

con carbide crystals. 

carboxy- pref.  Carboxyl:  carboxyhemoglobin.  [From CARBOXYL.]

car·box·y·he·mo·glo·bin (kär-bmkÙsK-hKùmN-gloÙbVn) n.  The compound 

that is formed when inhaled carbon monoxide combines with hemoglobin in the 

blood. 

car·box·yl (kär-bmkùsNl) n.  The univalent radical, COOH, the functional group 

characteristic of all organic acids.  [CARB(O)- + OX(Y)- + -YL.] —carÙbox·ylùic (-

sVlùVk) adj. 

car·box·yl·ase (kär-bmkùsN-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes a carboxy-

lation or decarboxylation reaction. 

car·box·yl·a·tion (kär-bmkÙsN-l7ùshNn) n.  The introduction of a carboxyl 

group into a compound or molecule. 

car·box·yl·ic acid (kärÙbmk-sVlùVk 4sùVd) n.  An organic acid that contains one 

or more carboxyl groups. 



car·box·y·meth·yl·cel·lu·lose (kär-bmkÙsK-mHthÙNl-sHlùyN-losÙ) n.  A deriv-

ative of cellulose whose sodium salt is used in the manufacture of processed foods 

as a stabilizing and emulsifying agent and in medicine as a laxative. 

car·box·y·pep·ti·dase (kär-bmkÙsK-pHpùtV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that 

catalyzes the hydrolysis of a terminal amino acid from the end of a peptide or 

polypeptide that contains a free carboxyl group. 

car·boy (kärùboiÙ) n.  A large glass or plastic bottle, usually encased in a protec-

tive basket or crate and often used to hold corrosive liquids.  [Persian qar7bah, 

from Arabic qarr7bah, big jug.]

car·bun·cle (kärùbƒngÙkNl) n.  1. A painful localized bacterial infection of the 

skin and subcutaneous tissue that usually has several openings through which pus 

is discharged.  2. a. A deep-red garnet, unfaceted and convex.  b. Obsolete. A red 

precious stone.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin carbunculus, 

small glowing ember, carbuncle, diminutive of carbo, carbon-, coal. See ker-3 in 

Appendix.] —carùbunÙcled adj.  —car·bunùcu·lar (-kyN-lNr) adj. 

car·bu·ret (kärùbN-r7tÙ, -rHtÙ, -byN-) v.  tr. car·bu·ret·ed or car·bu·ret·ted, 
car·bu·ret·ing or car·bu·ret·ting, car·bu·rets or car·bu·rets. To combine or 

mix (a gas, for example) with volatile hydrocarbons, so as to increase available 

fuel energy.  [From carburet, carbide, from French carbure, from Latin carbo, car-

bon. See CARBON.] —car·bu·reùtion n. 

car·bu·re·tor (kärùbN-r7ÙtNr, -byN-) n.  A device used in internal-combustion 

engines to produce an explosive mixture of vaporized fuel and air.  [From CARBU-

RET.]

car·bu·rize (kärùbN-rXzÙ, -byN-) v.  tr. car·bu·rized, car·bu·riz·ing, 
car·bu·riz·es. 1. To treat, combine, or impregnate with carbon, as when case-

hardening steel.  2. To carburet.  [CARBUR(ET) + -IZE.] —carÙbu·ri·zaùtion (-bNr-

V-z7ùshNn, -byNr-) n. 

car·ca·jou (kärùkN-juÙ, -zhuÙ) n.  See wolverine (n., sense 1).  [Canadian 

French, from Montagnais kuàkuàtsheu.]

car·ca·net (kärùkN-nHtÙ, -nVt) n.  Archaic. A jeweled necklace, collar, or head-

band.  [From Old French carcan, collar, perhaps from Medieval Latin carcannum, 

perhaps of Germanic origin.]

car·cass (kärùkNs) n.  1. The dead body of an animal, especially one slaughtered 

for food.  2. The body of a human being.  See Synonyms at body.  3. Remains 

from which the substance or character is gone:  the carcass of a once glorious 

empire.  4. A framework or basic structure:  the carcass of a burned-out building.  

[Middle English carcas, from Anglo-Norman carcais, and Medieval Latin carca-

sium.]

Car·cas·sonne (kärÙ-kN-sônù, -sonù, -kä-)  A city of southern France southeast 

of Toulouse. Its medieval stronghold is a major tourist attraction. Population, 

41,153. 



Car·che·mish (kärùkN-mVshÙ, kär-kKùmVsh)  An ancient Hittite and Assyrian 

city on the Euphrates River in present-day southern Turkey. Nebuchadnezzar II 

defeated the Egyptians here in 605 B.C. 

carcino- pref.  Cancer; cancerous:  carcinogen.  [Greek karkino-, from karkinos, 

crab, cancer. See kar- in Appendix.]

car·cin·o·gen (kär-sVnùN-jNn, kärùsN-nN-jHnÙ) n.  A cancer-causing substance or 

agent.   —carÙci·no·genùe·sis (kärÙsN-nN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  —carÙcin·o·genùic (-

jHnùVk) adj.  —carÙci·no·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

car·ci·noid (kärùsN-noidÙ) n.  A small tumor, usually found in the gastrointesti-

nal tract, that secretes serotonin. 

car·ci·no·ma (kärÙsN-noùmN) n.  pl. car·ci·no·mas or car·ci·no·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). An invasive malignant tumor derived from epithelial tissue that tends to 

metastasize to other areas of the body.  [Latin, cancerous ulcer, from Greek karki-

noma, from karkinos, cancer. See kar- in Appendix.] —carÙci·noùma·toid (-

noùmN-toidÙ) adj.  —carÙci·nomùa·tous (-nmmùN-tNs, -noùmN-) adj. 

car·ci·no·ma·to·sis (kärÙsN-noÙmN-toùsVs) n.  A pathological condition char-

acterized by the presence of carcinomas that have metastasized to many parts of 

the body.  [Greek karkinoma, karkinomat-, cancerous ulcer; see CARCINOMA + -

OSIS.]

car coat (kär kot) n.  An overcoat with a length extending to about the middle of 

the thighs. 

card1 (kärd) n.  1. A flat, usually rectangular piece of stiff paper, cardboard, or 

plastic, especially: a. One of a set or pack bearing significant numbers, symbols, 

or figures, used in games and in divination.  b. A greeting card.  c. A post card.  

d. One bearing a person’s name and other information, used for purposes of 

identification or classification.  e. A business card.  f. A credit card.  g. A mag-

netic card.  h. One used for recording information in a file:  an index card; a rec-

ipe card.   2. cards. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Games. a. A game played with 

cards.  b. The playing of games with cards.   3. A program, especially for a sports 

event.  4. a. A menu, as in a restaurant.  b. A wine list.   5. Computer Science. 

a. A circuit board, especially for use in a microcomputer.  b. A punch card.   6. A 

compass card.  7. Informal. An eccentrically amusing person.  8. Something, such 

as an advantageous circumstance or tactical maneuver, that can be used to help 

gain an objective: “[He believed that] Soviet Russia... had far more Iranian cards to 

play than had the United States” (Theodore Draper).   —  v.  tr. card·ed, 
card·ing, cards. 1. To furnish with or attach to a card.  2. To list (something) 

on a card; catalogue.  3. To check the identification of, especially in order to ver-

ify legal age.   —phrasal verbs. card in. To sign in, as at a place of business, by 

use of a magnetic card.  card out. To sign out, as from a place of business, by use 

of a magnetic card.   —idioms. card up (one’s) sleeve. A secret resource or 

plan held in reserve:  a tough negotiator who had a number of cards up his sleeve.  



in the cards. Likely or certain to happen:  My promotion to a higher position just 

isn’t in the cards.  put (one’s) cards on the table (or lay (one’s) cards on 
the table). To make frank and clear revelation, as of one’s motives or intentions.  

[Middle English carde, from Old French carte, from Latin charta, paper made 

from papyrus, from Greek khartKs.]

card2 (kärd) n.  1. A wire-toothed brush or a machine fitted with rows of wire 

teeth, used to disentangle fibers, as of wool, prior to spinning.  2. A device used 

to raise the nap on a fabric.   —  v.  tr. card·ed, card·ing, cards. To comb out or 

brush with a card.  [Middle English carde, from Medieval Latin cardus, from 

Latin carduus, thistle.] —cardùer n. 

Card. abbr.  Roman Catholic Church. Cardinal. 

car·da·mom (kärùdN-mNm)  or car·da·mon (-mNn) n.  1. a. A rhizomatous 

Indian herb (Elettaria cardamomum) having capsular fruits with aromatic seeds 

used as a spice or condiment.  b. The seed of this plant.   2. Any of several plants 

of the related genus Amomum, used as a substitute for cardamom.  [Middle 

English cardamome, from Old French cardemome, from Latin cardamomum, 

from Greek kardamomon : kardamon, cress + amomon, an Indian spice.]

card·board (kärdùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A material similar to thick, stiff paper, that 

is made of pressed paper pulp or pasted sheets of paper. It is used for making car-

tons and signs, for example.   —  adj.  1. Made of or consisting of cardboard.  

2. a. Flimsy; insubstantial.  b. Lacking depth; superficial:  a movie with only card-

board caricatures of its historical subjects.  

card-car·ry·ing (kärdùk4rÙK-Vng) adj.  1. Being an enrolled member of a par-

ticular organization:  a card-carrying Communist.  2. Avidly devoted to a group or 

cause:  card-carrying fitness enthusiasts.  [From the assumption that such a person 

carries a membership card.]

card catalog (kärd k4tùl-ôgÙ) n.  An alphabetical listing, especially of books in 

a library, made with a separate card for each item. 

Cár·de·nas (kärùdn-äsÙ, -thH-näsÙ)  A city of northern Cuba on the Bay of 
Cárdenas, an inlet of the Straits of Florida. Cárdenas is a processing and ship-

ping center. Population, 59,532. 

Cár·de·nas (kärùdn-äsÙ, -thH-näsÙ), Lázaro. 1895-1970.  Mexican soldier and 

politician who as president (1934-1940) distributed land to peasants, instituted 

social reforms, and expropriated foreign-held properties. 

card·hold·er (kärdùholÙdNr) n.  One that holds a card, especially a credit card.   
—cardùholdÙing adj. 

cardi- pref.  Variant of cardio-. 
car·di·a (kärùdK-N) n.  pl. car·di·ae (-dK-KÙ)  or car·di·as. 1. The opening of the 

esophagus into the stomach.  2. The upper portion of the stomach that adjoins 

this opening.  [Greek kardia, heart, cardiac orifice of the stomach. See kerd- in 

Appendix.]



car·di·ac (kärùdK-4kÙ) adj.  1. Of, near, or relating to the heart:  cardiac arteries.  

2. Of or relating to the cardia.   —  n.  A person with a heart disorder.  [Middle 

English, from Latin cardiacus, from Greek kardiakos, from kardia, heart. See 

kerd- in Appendix.]

cardiac arrest (kärùdK-4kÙ N-rHstù) n.  Sudden cessation of heartbeat and car-

diac function, resulting in the loss of effective circulation. 

cardiac glycoside (kärùdK-4kÙ glXùkN-sXdÙ) n.  Any of several glycosides 

obtained chiefly from plant sources such as the foxglove, used medicinally to 

increase the force of contraction of heart muscle and to regulate heartbeats. 

cardiac massage (kärùdK-4kÙ mN-säzhù) n.  A resuscitative procedure that 

employs the rhythmic compression of the chest and heart in an effort to restore 

and maintain the circulation after cardiac arrest or ventricular fibrillation.  Also 

called heart massage 

cardiac muscle (kärùdK-4kÙ mƒsùNl) n.  The specialized striated muscle tissue 

of the heart; the myocardium. 

car·di·ae (kärùdK-KÙ) n.  A plural of cardia. 
car·di·al·gia (kärÙdK-4lùjN, -jK-N) n.  1.  See heartburn.  2. Localized pain in 

the region of the heart.  [Greek kardialgia : kardia, heart; see CARDIA + -algia, -

algia.]

Car·diff (kärùdVf)  The capital and largest city of Wales, in the southeast part of 

the country on Bristol Channel. It was a prosperous coal-shipping port in the 

19th and early 20th centuries. Population, 281,300. 

car·di·gan (kärùdV-gNn) n.  A knitted upper garment, such as a sweater or a 

jacket, that opens down the front.  [After the Seventh Earl of Cardigan, James 

Thomas Brudenell (1797-1868), British army officer.]

Car·di·gan Bay (kärùdV-gNn b7)  A wide-mouthed inlet of St. George’s Channel 

on the western coast of Wales. 

car·di·nal (kärùdn-Nl, kärdùnNl) adj.  1. Of foremost importance; paramount:  a 

cardinal rule; cardinal sins.  2. Color. Dark to deep or vivid red.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. 

Card. Roman Catholic Church. A high church official, ranking just below the 

pope, who has been appointed by a pope to membership in the College of Cardi-

nals.  2. Color. A dark to deep or vivid red.  3. A North American finch (Cardina-

lis cardinalis) having a crested head, a short, thick bill, and bright red plumage in 

the male.  4. A short, hooded cloak, originally of scarlet cloth, worn by women in 

the 18th century.  5. A cardinal number.  [Middle English, from Late Latin 

cardin7lis, principal, pivotal, from Latin, serving as a hinge, from cardo, cardin-, 

hinge.] —carùdi·nal·shipÙ n. 

car·di·nal·ate (kärùdn-N-lVt, -l7tÙ, kärdùnN-) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. The 

position, rank, dignity, or term of a cardinal.  2. The College of Cardinals. 



cardinal flower (kärùdn-Nl flouùNr) n.  A perennial lobelia (Lobelia cardinalis) 

native to central and eastern North America, having an elongate cluster of showy, 

brilliant red flowers. 

cardinal number (kärùdn-Nl nƒmùbNr) n.  A number, such as 3 or 11 or 412, 

used in counting to indicate quantity but not order. 

cardinal point (kärùdn-Nl point) n.  One of the four principal directions on a 

compass: north, south, east, or west. 

cardinal virtue (kärùdn-Nl vûrùchu) n.  One of the four paramount virtues in 

classical philosophy: justice, prudence, fortitude, or temperance. 

cardio-  or cardi- pref.  Heart:  cardiovascular.  [Greek kardio-, from kardia, 

heart. See kerd- in Appendix.]

car·di·o·ac·cel·er·a·tor (kärÙdK-oÙ4k-sHlùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  An agent, such as a 

drug, that increases the heart rate.   —carÙdi·oÙac·celÙer·aùtion n. 

car·di·o·gen·ic (kärÙdK-o-jHnùVk, -jKùnVk) adj.  1. Having origin in the heart.  

2. Resulting from a disease or disorder of the heart. 

car·di·o·gram (kärùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  1. The curve traced by a cardiograph, used 

in the diagnosis of heart disorders.  2.  See electrocardiogram. 
car·di·o·graph (kärùdK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  1. An instrument used to record the 

mechanical movements of the heart.  2.  See electrocardiograph.  
—carÙdi·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) n. 

car·di·oid (kärùdK-oidÙ) n.  A heart-shaped plane curve, the locus of a fixed 

point on a circle that rolls on the circumference of another circle with the same 

radius. 

car·di·ol·o·gy (kärÙdK-mlùN-jK) n.  The medical study of the structure, function, 

and disorders of the heart.   —carÙdi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—carÙdi·olùo·gist n. 

car·di·o·meg·a·ly (kärÙdK-o-mHgùN-lK) n.  Enlargement of the heart.  Also 

called megalocardia 

car·di·o·my·op·a·thy (kärÙdK-o-mX-mpùN-thK) n.  pl. 

car·di·o·my·op·a·thies. A disease or disorder of the heart muscle, especially of 

unknown or obscure cause. 

car·di·op·a·thy (kärÙdK-mpùN-thK) n.  pl. car·di·op·a·thies. A disease or disor-

der of the heart. 

car·di·o·pul·mo·nar·y (kärÙdK-o-ptlùmN-nHrÙK, -pƒlù-) adj.  Of, relating to, 

or involving both the heart and the lungs. 

cardiopulmonary bypass (kärÙdK-o-ptlùmN-nHrÙK bXùp4sÙ) n.  A proce-

dure to circulate and oxygenate the blood while surgery is performed on the 

heart. It involves the diversion of blood from the heart and lungs through a heart-

lung machine and the return of oxygenated blood to the aorta. 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (kärÙdK-o-ptlùmN-nHrÙK rV-sƒsÙV-
t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. CPR An emergency procedure, often employed after cardiac 



arrest, in which cardiac massage, artificial respiration, and drugs are used to 

maintain the circulation of oxygenated blood to the brain. 

car·di·o·res·pi·ra·to·ry (kärÙdK-o-rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -rV-spXrùN-) adj.  Of 

or relating to the heart and the respiratory system. 

car·di·o·tho·rac·ic (kärÙdK-o-thN-r4sùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the heart and 

the chest. 

car·di·o·vas·cu·lar (kärÙdK-o-v4sùkyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. CV Of, relating to, or 

involving the heart and the blood vessels:  cardiovascular disease. 

car·di·tis (kär-dXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the muscle tissue of the heart. 

car·doon (kär-dunù) n.  A Mediterranean plant (Cynara cardunculus) closely 

related to the artichoke, cultivated for its edible leafstalks and roots.  [Middle 

English cardoun, from Old French cardon, from Old Provençal, from Late Latin 

cardo, cardon-, from Latin carduus, wild thistle.]

Car·do·zo (kär-doùzo), Benjamin Nathan. 1870-1938.  American jurist and 

writer who served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1932-1938). 

card·sharp (kärdùshärpÙ) also card·sharp·er (-shärÙpNr) n.  An expert in 

cheating at cards.   —cardùsharpÙing n. 

Car·duc·ci (kär-duùchK), Giosuè. 1835-1907.  Italian poet considered the 

national poet of modern Italy. He won the 1906 Nobel Prize for literature. 

care (kâr) n.  1. A burdened state of mind, as that arising from heavy responsibil-

ities; worry.  2. Mental suffering; grief.  3. An object or source of worry, atten-

tion, or solicitude:  the many cares of a working parent.  4. Caution in avoiding 

harm or danger:  handled the crystal bowl with care.  5. a. Close attention; pains-

taking application:  painting the window frames and sashes with care.  b. Upkeep; 

maintenance:  a product for the care of fine floors; hair care products.   6. Watchful 

oversight; charge or supervision:  left the child in the care of a neighbor.  

7. Attentive assistance or treatment to those in need:  a hospital that provides 

emergency care.   —  v.  cared, car·ing, cares.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be concerned or 

interested:  Once inside, we didn’t care whether it rained or not.  2. To provide 

needed assistance or watchful supervision:  cared for the wounded; caring for an 

aged relative at home.  3. To object or mind:  If no one cares, I’ll smoke.  4. a. To 

have a liking or attachment:  didn’t care for the movie.  b. To have a wish; be 

inclined:  Would you care for another helping?    —  v.  tr. 1. To wish; desire:  Would 

you care to dance?  2. To be concerned to the degree of:  I don’t care a bit what crit-

ics think.  [Middle English, from Old English cearu.]

SYNONYMS: care, charge, custody, keeping, supervision, trust. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “the function of watching, guarding, or over-

seeing”: left the house keys in my care; has charge of all rare books in the library; had

custody of his friend’s car during her absence; left the canary in the neighbors’ keep-

ing; assuming supervision of the first-grade pupils; documents that were committed



to the bank’s trust. See also Synonyms at anxiety 
USAGE NOTE: It is true that a close examination of the syntax of the phrase I

could care less reveals that it ought by rights to mean something like “I care more

than I might,” rather than “I don’t care at all.” But while the illogicality of a phrase

may be reason enough for excluding it from formal writing, this illogicality can-

not be invoked as grounds for keeping it out of the colloquial language, particu-

larly when the phrase is itself an expression of casual indifference. See Usage Note

at cannot.

CARE abbr.  Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere. 

ca·reen (kN-rKnù) v.  ca·reened, ca·reen·ing, ca·reens.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

lurch or swerve while in motion.  2. To rush headlong or carelessly; career: “He 

careened through foreign territories on a desperate kind of blitz” (Anne Tyler).  

3. Nautical. a. To lean to one side, as a ship sailing in the wind.  b. To turn a ship 

on its side for cleaning, caulking, or repairing.    —  v.  tr. Nautical. 1. To cause (a 

ship) to lean to one side; tilt.  2. a. To lean (a ship) on one side for cleaning, 

caulking, or repairing.  b. To clean, caulk, or repair (a ship in this position).    —  
n.  Nautical. 1. The act or process of careening a ship.  2. The position of a 

careened ship.  [From French (en) carène, (on) the keel, from Old French carene, 

from Old Italian carena, from Latin carXna. See kar- in Appendix.] —ca·reenùer 
n.  

USAGE NOTE: The implication of rapidity that most often accompanies the

use of careen as a verb of motion may have arisen naturally through the extension

of the nautical sense of the verb to apply to the motion of automobiles, which

generally careen, that is, lurch or tip over, only when driven at high speed. There

is thus no reason to conclude that this use of the verb is the result of a confusion

of careen with career, “to rush.” Whatever the origin of this use, however, it is by

now so well established that it would be pedantic to object to it.

ca·reer (kN-rîrù) n.  1. a. A chosen pursuit; a profession or occupation.  b. The 

general course or progression of one’s working life or one’s professional achieve-

ments:  an officer with a distinguished career; a teacher in the midst of a long career.   

2. A path or course, as of the sun through the heavens.  3. Speed: “My hasting 

days fly on with full career” (John Milton).   —  adj.  Doing what one does as a 

permanent occupation or lifework:  career diplomats; a career criminal.   —  v.  

intr. ca·reered, ca·reer·ing, ca·reers. To move or run at full speed; rush.  See 

Usage Note at careen.  [French carrière, from Old French, racecourse, from Old 

Provençal carriera, street, from Medieval Latin (via) carr7ria, (road) for carts, 

from Latin carrus, a Gallic type of wagon. See kers- in Appendix.]



ca·reer·ism (kN-rîrùVzÙNm) n.  Pursuit of professional advancement as one’s 

chief or sole aim: “Rampant careerism, which makes many a work place a joyless 

site, was in check” (Mary McGrory).   —ca·reerùist n. 

care·free (kârùfrKÙ) adj.  Free of worries and responsibilities. 

care·ful (kârùfNl) adj.  1. Attentive to potential danger, error, or harm; cautious:  

was careful when crossing the busy street; gave a careful answer.  2. Thorough and 

painstaking in action or execution; conscientious:  a careful search; careful art 

restorers.  3. Protective; solicitous:  Be careful of his feelings.  4. Full of cares or 

anxiety: “Thou art careful and troubled about many things” (Luke 10:41).   
—careùful·ly adv.  —careùful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: careful, heedful, mindful, observant, watchful. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “cautiously attentive”: was careful not to get her

shoes muddy; heedful of the danger; mindful of his health; observant to avoid giving

offense; a watchful nurse tending a critically ill patient. See also Synonyms at me-
ticulous 
ANTONYM: careless

care·giv·er (kârùgVvÙNr) n.  1. An individual, such as a physician, nurse, or social 

worker, who assists in the identification, prevention, or treatment of an illness or 

disability.  2. An individual, such as a parent, foster parent, or head of a house-

hold, who attends to the needs of a child or dependent adult.   —careùgivÙing 
adj.  & n. 

care·less (kârùlVs) adj.  1. Taking insufficient care; negligent:  a careless house-

keeper; careless proofreading.  2. Marked by or resulting from lack of forethought 

or thoroughness:  a careless mistake.  3. Showing a lack of consideration:  a care-

less remark.  4. Unconcerned or indifferent; heedless:  careless of the consequences.  

5. Unstudied or effortless:  danced with careless grace.  6. Exhibiting a disposition 

that is free from cares; cheerful:  a careless grin; a careless wave of the hand.   
—careùless·ly adv.  —careùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: careless, heedless, thoughtless, inadvertent. These adjectives apply

to what is marked by insufficient care or attention. Careless often implies negli-

gence: “It is natural for careless writers to run into faults they never think of”

(George Berkeley). Heedless suggests often reckless inattentiveness: “We have al-

ways known that heedless self-interest was bad morals; we know now that it is bad

economics” (Franklin D. Roosevelt). Thoughtless applies to actions taken without

due thought or consideration: “At length I recollected the thoughtless saying of a

great princess, who, on being informed that the country people had no bread, replied,

‘Let them eat cake’” (Jean Jacques Rousseau). Inadvertent is used of actions marked

by unintentional lack of care: With an inadvertent gesture she swept the vase off the



table onto the floor.

ca·ress (kN-rHsù) n.  A gentle touch or gesture of fondness, tenderness, or love.   
—  v.  tr. ca·ressed, ca·ress·ing, ca·ress·es. 1. To touch or stroke in an affec-

tionate or loving manner.  2. To touch or move as if with a caress:  soft music that 

caressed the ears.  3. To treat fondly, kindly, or favorably; cherish.  [French caresse, 

from Italian carezza, from caro, dear, from Latin c7rus. See k7- in Appendix.] 
—ca·ressùer n.  —ca·ressùing·ly adv.  —ca·resùsive adj.  

SYNONYMS: caress, cuddle, fondle, pet. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to touch or handle affectionately”: caressed the little boy’s forehead; cud-

dled the kitten in her arms; fondling my hand; petting his pony.

car·et (k4rùVt) n.  A proofreading symbol (^) used to indicate where something is 

to be inserted in a line of printed or written matter.  [Latin, there is lacking, third 

person sing. present tense of carKre, to lack. See kes- in Appendix.]

care·tak·er (kârùt7ÙkNr) n.  1. One that is employed to look after or take charge 

of goods, property, or a person; a custodian.  2. One that temporarily performs 

the duties of an office:  The government resigned, but the premier served as care-

taker until new leaders could be elected.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a caretaker government; a caretaker administration. 

Ca·rew (kN-ruù), Thomas. 1595?-1639?.  English poet whose amorous, light 

lyrics were favored by Charles I. 

care·worn (kârùwôrnÙ, -wornÙ) adj.  Showing the effects of worry, anxiety, or 

burdensome responsibility:  the parent’s careworn face.  See Synonyms at hag-
gard. 

car·fare (kärùfârÙ) n.  The fare charged a passenger, as on a streetcar or bus. 

car·go (kärùgo) n.  pl. car·goes or car·gos. The freight carried by a ship, an air-

craft, or another vehicle.  [Spanish, from cargar, to load, from Late Latin 

carric7re, from Latin carrus, a Gallic type of wagon. See kers- in Appendix.]

car·hop (kärùhmpÙ) n.  One who waits on customers at a drive-in restaurant. 

Car·i·a (kârùK-N)  An ancient region of southwest Asia Minor with a coastline on 

the Aegean Sea. It was settled by Dorian and Ionian colonists and conquered by 

Alexander the Great in 334 B.C.   —Carùi·an adj.  & n. 

Car·ib (k4rùVb) n.  pl. Carib or Car·ibs. 1.  Also Car·i·ban (k4rùN-bNn, kN-

rKùbNnù). A member of a group of American Indian peoples of northern South 

America, the Lesser Antilles, and the eastern coast of Central America.  2. Any of 

the languages of the Carib.  [Spanish Caribe, of Cariban origin.] —Carùib adj. 

Car·i·ban (k4rùN-bNn, kN-rKùbNn) n.  pl. Cariban or Cari·bans. 1.  Variant of 

Carib (n., sense 1). 2. A language family comprising the Carib languages.   
—Carùi·ban adj. 



Car·ib·be·an (k4rÙN-bKùNn, kN-rVbùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Caribbean 

Sea, its islands, or its Central or South American coasts or to the peoples or cul-

tures of this region.  2. Of or relating to the Carib or their language or culture.   
—  n.  A Carib. 

Caribbean Sea (k4rÙN-bKùNn sK)  An arm of the western Atlantic Ocean 

bounded by the coasts of Central and South America and the West Indies. It has 

been an important shipping route since the opening of the Panama Canal in 

1914. Its many islands and tropical climate make the Caribbean a major tourist 

area. 

ca·ri·be (kN-rKùbK) n.  See piranha.  [American Spanish, from Spanish Caribe, 

Carib. See CARIB.]

Car·i·boo Mountains (k4rùN-buÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of eastern British 

Columbia, Canada, parallel to and west of the Rocky Mountains. It rises to 

3,583.8 m (11,750 ft) at Mount Sir Wilfred Laurier. Gold was discovered in the 

western foothills in 1860. 

car·i·bou (k4rùN-buÙ) n.  pl. caribou or car·i·bous. Any of several large rein-

deer native to northern North America.  [Micmac Qalipu (influenced by Canadian 

French caribou, also from Micmac), from Proto-Algonquin *mek7lixpowa : 

*mek7l-, to scrape + *-ixpo-, snow.]

car·i·ca·ture (k4rùV-kN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. a. A representation, especially pic-

torial or literary, in which the subject’s distinctive features or peculiarities are 

deliberately exaggerated to produce a comic or grotesque effect.  b. The art of 

creating such representations.   2. A grotesque imitation or misrepresentation:  

The trial was a caricature of justice.   —  v.  tr. car·i·ca·tured, car·i·ca·tur·ing, 
car·i·ca·tures. To represent or imitate in an exaggerated, distorted manner.  

[French, from Italian caricatura, from caricare, to load, to exaggerate, from Late 

Latin carric7re, from Latin carrus, a Gallic type of wagon. See kers- in Appendix.] 
—carùi·ca·turÙist n.  

SYNONYMS: caricature, burlesque, parody, travesty, satire, lampoon. These

nouns denote artistic forms in which someone or something is imitated in an

amusing and generally critical manner. A caricature grossly exaggerates a distinc-

tive or striking feature, as of a person or group, with intent to ridicule. Burlesque,

which usually denotes a stage work, suggests outlandish mimicry and broad com-

edy to provoke laughter. Parody, travesty, and satire generally apply to written

works. Parody is writing that employs the manner and style of a well-known work

or writer for a ludicrous effect. A travesty is a harshly distorted imitation. Satire

usually involves holding up to ridicule the follies and vices of a people or time. A

lampoon is a malicious but broadly humorous satire. 

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word caricature takes us back to the Gaul-

ish word ·karros, meaning “a wagon or cart,” which became Latin carrus, “a Gallic



type of wagon.” This Latin word has continued to roll through the English lan-

guage, giving us car, career, cargo, carry, and charge, among others. Caricature, an-

other offspring of carrus, came to us via French from Italian, in which caricatura,

the source of the French word, was derived from Italian caricare, “to load, burden,

or exaggerate.” Caricare in turn came from Late Latin carric7re, “to load,” derived

from the Romans’ Gaulish borrowing carrus.

car·ies (kârùKz) n.  pl. caries. Decay of a bone or tooth, especially dental caries.  

[Latin cariKs.]

car·il·lon (k4rùN-lmnÙ, -lNn) n.  Music. 1. A stationary set of chromatically tuned 

bells in a tower, usually played from a keyboard.  2. A composition written or 

arranged for these bells.   —  v.  intr. car·il·lonned, car·il·lon·ning, car·il·lons. 
To play a carillon.  [French, alteration of Old French quarregnon, from Late Latin 

quaternio, quaternion-, set of four. See QUATERNION.]

car·il·lon·neur (k4rÙN-lN-nûrù) n.  Music. A person who plays a carillon.  

[French, from carillon, carillon. See CARILLON.]

ca·ri·na (kN-rXùnN, -rKù-) n.  pl. ca·ri·nae (-nK). A keel-shaped ridge or structure, 

such as that on the breastbone of a bird or of the fused lower two petals of flowers 

of many members of the pea family.  [Latin carXna, keel. See kar- in Appendix.]

Ca·ri·na (kN-rXùnN) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Volans 

and Vela that contains the star Canopus.  [Latin carXna, keel. See CARINA.]

ca·ri·nae (kN-rXùnK, -rKù-) n.  Plural of carina. 
car·i·nate (k4rùN-n7tÙ, -nVt) also car·i·nat·ed (-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Shaped like or hav-

ing a carina or keel; ridged. 

car·ing (kârùVng) adj.  Usage Problem. Feeling and exhibiting concern and empa-

thy for others: “We formed Generations United to argue for a caring society” (Jack 

Ossofsky).  

USAGE NOTE: Some critics have objected to the use of caring as an adjective,

perhaps because it appears to treat compassion as a chronic condition. The ac-

ceptability of the usage may therefore vary according to the relation between the

source and object of the caring. Thus 74 percent of the Usage Panel accepts the

sentence A child has a right to certain things: a secure home, a healthful environ-

ment, and caring parents. A smaller majority, 58 percent, accepts We are looking

for a few caring people to help with this program, where the adjective appears to

ascribe an undiscriminating disposition to care about whatever object of concern

may present itself. Finally, only 29 percent of the Panel accepts A child has the right

to grow up in a healthful, caring environment, where caring is applied to circum-

stances rather than to persons.



Ca·rin·thi·a (kN-rVnùthK-N)  A region and former duchy of central Europe in 

southern Austria. It was part of the Hapsburg domains after 1335.   
—Ca·rinùthi·an adj. 

Car·i·o·ca (k4rÙK-oùkN) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  

2. carioca. a. A dance similar to the samba.  b. The music for this dance.   [Por-

tuguese, of Tupian origin.] —CarÙi·oùcan adj. 

car·i·ole also car·ri·ole (k4rùK-olÙ) n.  1. A small, open, two- or four-wheeled 

carriage drawn by one horse.  2. A light covered cart.  [French carriole, from Old 

Provençal carriola, diminutive of carri, chariot, from Latin carrus, a Gallic type of 

wagon. See kers- in Appendix.]

car·i·ous (kârùK-Ns) adj.  Having caries, especially of the teeth; decayed.   
—carÙi·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK), carùi·ous·ness n. 

car·jack (kärùj4kÙ) v.  tr. car·jacked, car·jack·ing, car·jacks. To commit forc-

ible theft of (a vehicle) from its users.  [CAR + (HI)JACK.]

cark (kärk) v.  tr. intr. carked, cark·ing, carks. To burden or be burdened with 

trouble; worry.   —  n.  A worry; a trouble:  carks and cares.  [Middle English 

carken, from Norman French carquier, to burden, load, from Late Latin carric7re. 

See CARGO.]

Carl XVI Gus·tav (kärl gƒsùtäv, -täf, gtsù-), Born 1946.  King of Sweden 

(since 1973). He succeeded his grandfather Gustavus VI. 

Carle·ton (kärlùtNn), Sir Guy First Baron Dorchester. 1724-1808.  British gen-

eral and colonial administrator who repelled an American attack on Quebec 

(1775-1776) and captured the fort at Crown Point, New York (1776). 

car·line  or car·lin (kärùlVn) n.  Scots. A woman, especially an old one.  [Middle 

English kerling, from Old Norse, from karl, man.]

car·ling (kärùlVng, -lVn) n.  Nautical. One of the short timbers running fore and 

aft that connect the transverse beams supporting the deck of a ship.  [Middle 

English, from Old French calingue, and from Old Norse kerling, old woman (Old 

French, from Old Norse).]

Car·lisle (kär-lXlù, kärùlXlÙ)  1. A borough of northwest England near the Scottish 

border. Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned in Carlisle’s 11th-century castle 

from May to July 1568. Population, 71,200.  2. A borough of southern Pennsylva-

nia west-southwest of Harrisburg. It was a headquarters for George Washington 

during the Whiskey Rebellion of 1794. Population, 18,419. 

Car·list (kärùlVst) n.  A supporter of Don Carlos, the pretender to the Spanish 

throne, or his heirs.   —Carùlist adj. 

car·load (kärùlodÙ) n.  Abbr. c.l. 1. The quantity that a car can hold.  2. The offi-

cial minimum weight necessary to ship freight at a reduced rate. 

Car·los (kärùlNs, -lôs), Don Count of Molina. 1788-1855.  Spanish pretender to 

the throne who claimed the title (1833) when his brother Ferdinand VII’s daugh-

ter Isabella II inherited the crown because of Ferdinand’s abrogation (1830) of the 



ancient Salic law prohibiting women from succeeding to the throne. Don Carlos 

waged an unsuccessful civil war until 1840. His claim was later revived by his 

heirs in 1860, 1869, and 1872. 

Carlos de Aus·tri·a (kärùlNs dV ôùstrK-N, thH ouùstrK-ä), Don. 1545-1568.  Heir 

to the Spanish throne who died mysteriously after being convicted of conspiring 

to kill his father, Philip II, who intended to name a new heir. 

Car·lo·ta (kär-lôùtN), 1840-1927.  Belgian-born empress of Mexico (1864-1867) 

as the wife of Archduke Maximilian of Austria. 

Car·lo·vin·gian (kärÙlN-vVnùjNn, -jK-Nn) adj.  & n.   Variant of Carolingian. 
Carls·bad (kärlzùb4dÙ)  1. A city of southern California on the Pacific Ocean 

north-northwest of San Diego. It is a health resort and manufacturing center. 

Population, 63,126.  2. A city of southeast New Mexico on the Pecos River near 

the Texas border. Large deposits of potash were discovered in the vicinity in 1931. 

Population, 24,952.  3.  (also kärlsùbätÙ) See Karlovy Vary. 
Carlsbad Caverns (kärlzùb4dÙ k4vùNrnz)  A group of limestone caverns in the 

Guadalupe Mountains of southeast New Mexico including spectacular stalactite 

and stalagmite formations. 

Carl·son (kärlùsNn), Chester Floyd. 1906-1968.  American inventor of the 

xerographic process for copying documents (first patented in 1940). 

Carls·ru·he (kärlzùruÙN, kärlsù-)  See Karlsruhe. 
Carl·ton (kärlùtNn)  A city of central England, an industrial suburb of Notting-

ham. Population, 104,300. 

Car·lyle (kär-lXlù, kärùlXl), Thomas. 1795-1881.  British historian and essayist 

whose works, such as The French Revolution (1837), are characterized by his tren-

chant social and political criticism and his complex literary style. 

car·mak·er (kärùm7ÙkNr) n.  A manufacturer of automotive vehicles, such as 

cars, trucks, and vans. 

Car·man (kärùmNn), (William) Bliss. 1861-1929.  Canadian poet noted for his 

ebullient nature poems, including the collection Low Tide on Grand Pré (1893). 

Car·mar·then (kär-märùthNn)  A municipal borough of southern Wales. One 

of the oldest towns in Wales, it was built on the site of a Roman fort. Population, 

12,302. 

Car·me (kärùmK) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is 15th in distance from the 

planet.  [Greek KarmK, mother by Zeus of Britomartis, a Cretan goddess.]

Car·mel  1.  (kär-mHlù)  or Also Car·mel-by-the-Sea (-bX-thN-sKù) A city of 

western California on Carmel Bay at the southern end of the Monterey Penin-

sula. It is an artists’ and writers’ colony and a popular tourist spot. Population, 

4,707.  2.  (kärùmNl) A city of central Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis. Popula-

tion, 25,380. 



Car·mel (kärùmNl), Mount. A limestone ridge of northwest Israel extending 

about 24 km (15 mi) from the Plain of Esdraelon northwest to the Mediterranean 

Sea. It rises to approximately 546 m (1,790 ft). 

Car·mel·ite (kärùmN-lXtÙ) n.  1. A monk or mendicant friar belonging to the 

order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, founded in 1155.  Also called White Friar 

2. A member of a community of nuns of this order, founded in 1452.   
—Carùmel·iteÙ adj. 

Car·mi·chael (kärùmX-kNl)  An unincorporated community of north-central 

California, a residential suburb of Sacramento. Population, 48,702. 

Car·mi·chael (kärùmX-kNl), Hoagland Howard. Known as “Hoagy.” 1899-

1981.  American songwriter whose many popular works include “Stardust” 

(1929) and “Georgia on My Mind” (1930). 

car·min·a·tive (kär-mVnùN-tVv, kärùmN-n7Ù-) adj.  Inducing the expulsion of gas 

from the stomach and intestines.   —  n.  A drug or agent that induces the expul-

sion of gas from the stomach or intestines.  [Middle English carminatif, from Old 

French, from Latin carmin7tus, past participle of carmin7re, to card wool, from 

*carmen, card for wool, from c7rere, to card.]

car·mine (kärùmVn, -mXnÙ) n.  1. Color. A strong to vivid red.  2. A crimson pig-

ment derived from cochineal.   —  adj.  Color. Strong to vivid red.  [French car-

min, from Medieval Latin carminium, probably blend of Arabic qirmiz, kermes; 

see KERMES, and Latin minium, cinnabar; see MINIUM.]

Car·mo·na (kär-moùnN), Antonio Oscar de Fragoso. 1869-1951.  President 

of Portugal (1928-1951) who was a largely symbolic leader during the dictatorial 

reign of Antonio de Oliveira Salazar. 

Car·nac (kärùn4k, kär-näkù)  A small village in northwest France on the coast of 

Brittany. It is famous for its prehistoric megalithic monuments that extend in 

parallel rows.   —Car·naùcian (-n7ùshNn) adj. 

car·nage (kärùnVj) n.  1. Massive slaughter, as in war; a massacre.  2. Corpses, 

especially of those killed in battle.  [French, from Old French, from Old Italian 

carnaggio, from Medieval Latin carn7ticum, meat, from Latin caro, carn-, flesh. 

See sker-1 in Appendix.]

car·nal (kärùnNl) adj.  1. Relating to the physical and especially sexual appetites:  

carnal desire.  2. Worldly or earthly; temporal:  the carnal world.  3. Of or relating 

to the body or flesh; bodily:  carnal remains.  [Middle English, from Old North 

French carnel, from Latin carn7lis, from Latin caro, carn-, flesh. See sker-1 in 

Appendix.] —car·nalùi·ty (kär-n4lùV-tK) n.  —carùnal·ly adv. 

carnal knowledge (kärùnNl nmlùVj) n.  Sexual intercourse. 

car·nall·ite (kärùnN-lXtÙ) n.  A white, brownish, or reddish mineral, 

KCl·MgCl2·6H2O, an ore of potassium, used to manufacture potash salts.  [After 

Rudolf von Carnall (1804-1874), German mining engineer.]



car·nas·si·al (kär-n4sùK-Nl) adj.  Adapted for tearing apart flesh:  carnassial 

teeth.   —  n.  A tooth adapted for tearing apart flesh, especially one of the last 

upper premolar or first lower molar teeth in carnivorous mammals.  [From 

French carnassier, carnivorous, from Provençal, from carnasso, meat in abun-

dance, from carn, flesh, from Latin caro, carn-. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

car·na·tion (kär-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Any of numerous cultivated forms of a 

perennial plant (Dianthus caryophyllus) having showy, variously colored, usually 

double, often fragrant flowers with fringed petals.  b. A flower of this plant.  Also 

called clove pink  2. A pinkish tint once used in painting.  [From obsolete French, 

flesh-colored, from Old French (from Old Italian carnagione, skin, complexion, 

from carne, flesh), or from Late Latin carn7tio, carn7tion-, flesh  both from Latin 

caro, carn-. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

car·nau·ba (kär-nôùbN, -nouù-, -nuù-) n.  1. A Brazilian palm tree (Copernicia 

prunifera) having densely waxy, fan-shaped leaves and toothed leafstalks.  2. A 

hard wax obtained from the leaves of this plant and used especially in polishes 

and floor waxes. In this sense, also calledcarnauba wax [Portuguese, from Tupi 

carnaúba.]

Car·ne·gie (kärùnN-gK, kär-n7ùgK, -nHgùK), Andrew. 1835-1919.  Scottish-born 

American industrialist and philanthropist who amassed a fortune in the steel 

industry and donated millions of dollars for the benefit of the public. 

Car·ne·gie (kärùnN-gK), Dale. 1888-1955.  American educator known for his 

self-improvement book How to Win Friends and Influence People (1936). 

car·nel·ian (kär-nKlùyNn) also cor·nel·ian (kôr-) n.  A pale to deep red or red-

dish-brown variety of clear chalcedony, used in jewelry.  [Middle English corne-

line, from Old French, from cornel, cornel, from Latin cornus.]

car·net (kär-n7ù) n.  1. An official pass or permit, especially one for crossing 

national boundaries.  2. A book of postage stamps.  [French, notebook, carnet, 

from Old French quernet, pocket notebook, from quaer, quire. See QUIRE
1.]

car·ney (kärùnK) n.  Informal. Variant of carny. 
Car·nic Alps (kärùnVk 4lps)  A range of the eastern Alps in southern Austria and 

northeast Italy rising to about 2,782 m (9,121 ft). 

Car·ni·o·la (kärÙnK-oùlN, kärn-yoù-)  A mountainous region of northwest Yugo-

slavia. The earliest inhabitants, a Celtic people, were displaced by the Romans, 

who in turn were overrun by Slovenes in the sixth century A.D.   —CarÙni·oùlan 
adj.  & n. 

car·ni·tine (kärùnV-tKnÙ) n.  A betaine commonly occurring in the liver and in 

skeletal muscle that functions in fatty acid transport across mitochondrial mem-

branes.  [German Karnitin, from Karnin, a basic substance derived from meat, 

from Latin caro, carn-, flesh. See CARNAL.]

car·ni·val (kärùnN-vNl) n.  1. a. A festival marked by merrymaking and feasting 

during the season just before Lent.  b. Merrymaking and feasting just before 



Lent.   2. A traveling amusement show usually including rides, games, and side-

shows.  3. A festival or revel:  winter carnival.  [Italian carnevale, from Old Italian 

carnelevare, Shrovetide  : carne, meat (from Latin caro, carn-); see sker-1 in 

Appendix + levare, to remove (from Latin lev7re, to raise); see legwh- in Appen-

dix.]

car·ni·vore (kärùnN-vôrÙ, -vorÙ) n.  1. A flesh-eating animal.  2. Any of various 

predatory, flesh-eating mammals of the order Carnivora, including the dogs, cats, 

bears, weasels, hyenas, and raccoons.  3. An insectivorous plant.  [From French, 

meat-eating, from Latin carnivorus. See CARNIVOROUS.]

car·niv·o·rous (kär-nVvùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Of or relating to carnivores.  2. Flesh-

eating or predatory:  a carnivorous bird.  3. Botany. Capable of trapping insects or 

other small organisms and absorbing nutrients from them; insectivorous.  [From 

Latin carnivorus : caro, carn-, flesh; see sker-1 in Appendix + -vorus, -vorous.] 
—car·nivùo·rous·ly adv.  —car·nivùo·rous·ness n. 

Car·not (kär-noù), Lazare Nicolas Marguerite. 1753-1823.  French military 

strategist for the Republican armies during the French Revolution. He later held 

high positions under Napoleon I. 

Car·not (kär-noù), (Marie François) Sadi. 1837-1894.  French politician who 

served as president (1887-1894) of the Third Republic and was assassinated by an 

anarchist. 

Car·not (kär-noù), Nicolas Léonard Sadi. 1796-1832.  French physicist and 

engineer who founded the science of thermodynamics. 

car·no·tite (kärùnN-tXtÙ) n.  A yellow ore of uranium and radium with composi-

tion K(UO2)2(VO4)2·3H2O.  [French, after Marie Adolphe Carnot (died 1920), 

French mining engineer.]

car·ny also car·ney (kärùnK) n.  pl. car·nies also car·neys. Informal. 1. A carni-

val.  2. A person who works with a carnival. 

car·ob (k4rùNb) n.  1. An eastern Mediterranean evergreen tree (Ceratonia sili-

qua) in the pea family, having pinnately compound leaves and large, dark, leath-

ery pods.  2. The pod of this plant, containing a sweet edible pulp and seeds that 

yield a gum used as a stabilizer in food products.  Also called algarroba 3. An edi-

ble powder or flour made from the ground seeds and pods of this plant, often 

used as a substitute for chocolate.  [Middle English carabe, from Old French car-

obe, from Medieval Latin carr7bium, from Arabic Tarr7bah.]

ca·roche (kN-rochù, -roshù) n.  A stately carriage of the late 16th and 17th centu-

ries.  [Obsolete French carroche, from Old Italian carrozza, ultimately from carro, 

cart, from Latin carrus, a Gallic type of wagon. See kers- in Appendix.]

car·ol (k4rùNl) n.  1. Music. A song of praise or joy, especially for Christmas.  

2. An old round dance often accompanied by singing.   —  v.  car·oled also 

car·olled, car·ol·ing also car·ol·ling, car·ols also car·ols.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

sing in a loud, joyous manner.  2. To go from house to house singing Christmas 



songs.   —  v.  tr. 1. To celebrate in or as if in song:  caroling the victory.  2. To sing 

loudly and joyously.  [Middle English carole, a kind of round dance with singing, 

from Old French carole, probably from Late Latin choraula, choral song, from 

Latin choraulKs, accompanist, from Greek khoraulKs : khoros, choral dance; see 

CHORUS + aulos, flute.] —carùol·er n. 

Car·ol II (k4rùNl), 1893-1953.  King of Romania (1930-1940) who renounced his 

right of succession (1925) because of his love for a commoner, Magda Lupescu 

(1896?-1977), but reclaimed the throne in 1930. In 1940 he was ousted by a Nazi-

influenced revolt. 

Carol City (k4rùNl sVtùK)  An unincorporated community of southeast Florida 

northwest of Miami Beach. It is mainly residential. Population, 53,331. 

Car·o·le·an (k4rÙN-lKùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Charles I or Charles II of 

England.  [From Medieval Latin Carolus, Charles.]

Ca·ro·li·na  1.  (k4rÙN-lXùnN) An English colony of southeastern North America, 

first settled in 1653 and divided into North Carolina and South Carolina in 1729.  

2.  (käÙrô-lKùnä) A city of northeast Puerto Rico east-southeast of San Juan. It is a 

processing center with a textile industry. Population, 147,835. 

Carolina allspice (k4rÙN-lXùnN ôlùspXsÙ) n.  A species of sweet shrub (Calycan-

thus floridus) native chiefly to the southeast United States.  Also called strawberry 

shrub 

Carolina jasmine also Carolina jessamine (k4rÙN-lXùnN j4zùmVn) n.  Any of 

several poisonous, woody, evergreen vines of the genus Gelsemium, especially G. 

sempervirens, of the southeast United States, having fragrant, yellow, funnel-

shaped flowers.  Also called Carolina yellow jasmine, evening trumpet flower, jas-

mine, yellow jessamine. 

Ca·ro·li·nas (k4rÙN-lXùnNz)  The colonies (after 1729) or present-day states of 

North Carolina and South Carolina. 

Carolina yellow jasmine (k4rÙN-lXùnN yHlùo j4zùmVn) n.  See Carolina jas-
mine. 

Car·o·line (k4rùN-lXnÙ, -lVn) adj.  Relating to the life and times of Charles I or 

Charles II of England.  [Medieval Latin CarolXnus, from Carolus, Charles.]

Caroline Islands (k4rùN-lXnÙ XùlNndz)  An archipelago of the western Pacific 

Ocean east of the Philippines. The islands were controlled successively by Spain, 

Germany, and Japan before being included in the U.S. Trust Territory of the 

Pacific Islands in 1947. 

Caroline of Bruns·wick (k4rùN-lXnÙ ƒv brƒnzùwVk), 1768-1821.  Consort of 

George IV of Great Britain. She married the Prince of Wales in 1795 but separated 

from him in 1796 and spent most of her time abroad until he succeeded to the 

throne in 1820. George then attempted to divorce her, and although the suit was 

dropped, Caroline was forcibly excluded from the coronation in July 1821. 



Car·o·lin·gian (k4rÙN-lVnù-jNn, -jK-Nn) also Car·lo·vin·gian (kärÙlN-vVnùjNn, -

jK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the Frankish dynasty that was founded by Pepin the 

Short in 751 and that lasted until 987 in France and 911 in Germany.   —  n.  A 

member of the Carolingian dynasty.  [French Carolingien, alteration of Carlov-

ingien, blend of Medieval Latin Carolus, Charles,, and French Mérovingien, 

Merovingian.]

Car·o·lin·i·an (k4rÙN-lVnùK-Nn) adj.  1. Caroline.  2. Of or relating to Charle-

magne and his times.  3. Of or relating to Carolina or the Carolinas.   —  n.  A 

native or inhabitant of Carolina or the Carolinas. 

Carol Stream (k4rùNl strKm)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chi-

cago. Population, 31,716. 

car·om (k4rùNm) n.  1. A collision followed by a rebound.  2. Games. a. A shot 

in billiards in which the cue ball successively strikes two other balls.  Also called 

billiard b. A similar shot in a related game, such as pool.    —  v.  car·omed, 
car·om·ing, car·oms.  —  v.  intr. 1. To collide and rebound; glance:  The car 

caromed off the guard rail into the ditch.  2. Games. To make a carom, as in bil-

liards.   —  v.  tr. To cause to carom.  [Short for carambole, a stroke at billiards, 

from French, a billiard ball, from Spanish carambola, a stroke at billiards, perhaps 

from Portuguese, carambola. See CARAMBOLA.]

Ca·ro·ní (kärÙN-nKù)  A river rising in southeast Venezuela near the Guyana bor-

der and flowing 885 km (550 mi) northward to join the Orinoco River. 

car·o·tene (k4rùN-tKnÙ) also car·o·tin (-tVn) n.  An orange-yellow to red crystal-

line pigment, C40H56, found in animal tissue and certain plants, such as carrots 

and squash. It exists in three isomeric forms and is converted to vitamin A in the 

liver.  [German Karotin, from Latin carota, carrot. See CARROT.]

car·o·te·ne·mi·a (k4rÙN-tN-nKùmK-N) n.  The presence of excess carotene in the 

blood, often resulting in yellowing of the skin. 

ca·rot·e·noid (kN-rmtùn-oidÙ) n.  Any of a class of yellow to red pigments, 

including the carotenes and the xanthophylls.   —  adj.  Of or relating to such a 

pigment. 

Ca·roth·ers (kN-rƒthùNrz), Wallace Hume. 1896-1937.  American chemist 

who developed the synthetic material nylon, which was patented in 1937. 

ca·rot·id (kN-rmtùVd) n.  Either of the two major arteries, one on each side of the 

neck, that carry blood to the head.   —  adj.  Of or relating to either of these arter-

ies.  [French carotide, from Greek karotides, carotid arteries, from karoun, to stu-

pefy. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

carotid body (kN-rmtùVd bmdùK) n.  A chemoreceptor located near the bifurca-

tions of the carotid arteries that monitors changes in the oxygen content of the 

blood and helps control respiratory activity. 



carotid sinus (kN-rmtùVd sXùnNs) n.  A dilated area located at the bifurcations of 

the carotid arteries and containing numerous baroreceptors that function in the 

control of blood pressure by mediating changes in the heart rate. 

car·o·tin (k4rùN-tVn) n.  Variant of carotene. 
ca·rous·al (kN-rouùzNl) n.  A riotous drinking party; boisterous merrymaking; 

revelry. 

ca·rouse (kN-rouzù) n.  Boisterous, drunken merrymaking; a carousal.   —  v.  

intr. ca·roused, ca·rous·ing, ca·rous·es. 1. To engage in boisterous, drunken 

merrymaking.  2. To drink excessively.  [German garaus, all out, drink up  : gar, 

completely (from Middle High German, from Old High German garo) + aus, 

out, up (from Middle High German 7z, from Old High German 7z); see ud- in 

Appendix.] —ca·rousùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: The origin of the word carouse can be found in a German

interjection that meant “time to leave the bar.” German garaus, which is derived

from the phrase gar (“all”) aus (“out”), meaning “all out,” then came to mean

“drink up, bottoms up,” and “a last drink before closing time.” The English bor-

rowed this noun, with the meaning “the practice of sitting around drinking until

closing time,” sometimes spelling the word garaus but usually spelling it closer to

the way it is spelled today. Soon after the word is first recorded as a noun in 1559,

we find the verb carouse, in 1567.

car·ou·sel  or car·rou·sel (k4rÙN-sHlù, -zHlù) n.  1. A merry-go-round, as one at 

an amusement park.  2. A circular conveyor on which objects are displayed or 

rotated:  a baggage carousel in an airport.  3. A tournament in which knights or 

horsemen engaged in various exercises and races.  [French carrousel, tilting 

match, carousel, from Italian carosello, tilting match.]

carp1 (kärp) v.  intr. carped, carp·ing, carps. To find fault in a disagreeable 

way; complain fretfully.  See Synonyms at quibble.  [Middle English carpen, 

from Old Norse karpa, to boast.] —carpùer n. 

carp2 (kärp) n.  pl. carp or carps. 1. An edible freshwater fish (Cyprinus carpio) 

of Europe and Asia that is frequently bred in ponds and lakes.  2. Any of various 

fishes of the family Cyprinidae.  [Middle English carpe, from Old French carpe, 

from Medieval Latin carpa, of Germanic origin.]

-carp suff.  Fruit; part of a fruit; fruitlike structure:  mesocarp.  [New Latin -

carpium, from Greek -karpion, from karpos, fruit. See kerp- in Appendix.]

car·pac·cio (kär-päùcho) n.  Very thinly sliced raw beef or tuna garnished with a 

sauce.  [Italian, after Vittore CARPACCIO, who favored red pigments.]

Car·pac·cio (kär-päùchK-o, -chô), Vittore. 1460?-1525?.  Italian painter noted 

for his vivid narrative series on religious subjects. 



car·pal (kärùpNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or near the carpus.   —  n.  A bone of the 

carpus.  [New Latin carp7lis, from Greek karpos, wrist.]

Car·pa·thi·an Mountains (kär-p7ùthK-Nn mounùtNnz)  A major mountain 

system of central Europe in Slovakia, southern Poland, western Ukraine, and 

northeast Romania. Extending in an arc about 2,253 km (1,400 mi) long, the 

range links the Alps with the Balkan Mountains and is a popular year-round 

resort area. 

car·pe di·em (kärùpH dKùHmÙ, -Nm, dXù-) n.  The admonition to seize the plea-

sures of the moment without thought for the future.  [Latin  : carpe, seize + diem, 

day.]

car·pel (kärùpNl) n.  One of the structural units of a pistil, representing a modi-

fied, ovule-bearing leaf.  [New Latin carpellum, from Greek karpos, fruit. See 

kerp- in Appendix.] —carùpel·larÙy (-pN-lHrÙK) adj. 

car·pel·late (kärùpN-l7tÙ, -lVt) adj.  Botany. Having carpels; pistillate. 

Car·pen·tar·i·a (kärÙpNn-târùK-N), Gulf of. A wide inlet of the Arafura Sea 

indenting the northern coast of Australia. 

car·pen·ter (kärùpNn-tNr) n.  A skilled worker who makes, finishes, and repairs 

wooden objects and structures.   —  v.  car·pen·tered, car·pen·ter·ing, 
car·pen·ters.  —  v.  tr. To make, finish, or repair (wooden structures).   —  v.  

intr. To work as a carpenter.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin 

carpent7rius (artifex), (maker) of a carriage, from carpentum, a two-wheeled car-

riage. See kers- in Appendix.] —carùpen·try (-trK) n. 

carpenter ant (kärùpNn-tNr 4nt) n.  Any of various large ants of the genus 

Camponotus that nest in and are destructive to wood. 

carpenter bee (kärùpNn-tNr bK) n.  Any of various solitary bees of the family 

Apidae that bore tunnels into wood to lay their eggs. 

Car·pen·ters·ville (kärùpNn-tNrz-vVlÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois west-

northwest of Chicago. It was settled in 1834. Population, 23,049. 

car·pet (kärùpVt) n.  1. a. A thick, heavy covering for a floor, usually made of 

woven wool or synthetic fibers; a rug.  b. The fabric used for this floor covering.   

2. A surface or surface covering that is similar to a rug:  a carpet of leaves and pine 

needles on the forest floor.   —  v.  tr. car·pet·ed, car·pet·ing, car·pets. To cover 

with or as if with a carpet:  carpet the stairs; snow that carpeted the sidewalks.   
—idiom. on the carpet. 1. In a position of being reprimanded by one in 

authority:  was called on the carpet for cheating.  2. Under discussion or consider-

ation:  Several important matters will be on the carpet at today’s meeting.  [Middle 

English, from Old French carpite, from Medieval Latin carpXta, from Old Italian 

carpita, from carpire, to pluck, from Latin carpere. See kerp- in Appendix.]

car·pet·bag (kärùpVt-b4gÙ) n.  A traveling bag made of carpet fabric that was 

used chiefly in the United States during the 19th century.   —  adj.  Of or relating 

to carpetbaggers. 



car·pet·bag·ger (kärùpVt-b4gÙNr) n.  1. A Northerner who went to the South 

after the Civil War for political or financial advantage.  2. An outsider, especially 

a politician, who presumptuously seeks a position or success in a new locality.  

[So called because they carried their belongings in a carpetbag.] —carù-
pet·bagÙger·y n. 

carpet beetle (kärùpVt bKtùl) n.  Any of various small beetles of the genera 

Anthrenus and Attagenus having larvae that are injurious to fabrics and furs.  Also 

called buffalo bug 

car·pet-bomb (kärùpVt-bmmÙ) v.  tr. intr. car·pet-·bombed, car·pet-
·bomb·ing, car·pet-·bombs. To bomb in a systematic and extensive pattern, so 

as to devastate a large target area uniformly.   —carùpet-bombÙing n. 

carpet grass  or car·pet·grass (kärùpVt-gr4sÙ) n.  Any of several coarse, sod-

forming grasses of the chiefly New World genus Axonopus, especially A. affinis, 

cultivated for turf and pasture in warm, humid regions. 

car·pet·ing (kärùpV-tVng) n.  1. Material used for carpets.  2. A carpet or car-

pets. 

car·pet·weed (kärùpVt-wKdÙ) n.  A prostrate, mat-forming annual plant (Mol-

lugo verticillata) widespread as a weed throughout North America and having 

whorled leaves and small, greenish-white flowers. 

car·pi (kärùpXÙ) n.  Plural of carpus. 
Car·pi (kärùpK)  A city of northern Italy north of Modena. It is a rail junction and 

processing center. Population, 52,400. 

-carpic suff.  Variant of -carpous. 
carp·ing (kärùpVng) adj.  Naggingly critical or complaining.   —carpùing·ly adv. 

carpo- pref.  Fruit:  carpophore.  [Greek karpo-, from karpos, fruit. See kerp- in 

Appendix.]

car pool (kär pul) n.  1. An arrangement whereby several participants or their 

children travel together in one vehicle, the participants sharing the costs and 

often taking turns providing the vehicle and driver.  2. A group, as of commuters 

or parents, participating in a car pool. 

car-pool (kärùpulÙ) v.  car-·pooled, car-·pool·ing, car-·pools.  —  v.  intr. 

To travel in a car pool.   —  v.  tr. To transport by means of a car pool:  car-pool the 

children to school.   —carù-poolÙer n. 

car·poph·a·gous (kär-pmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on fruit; fruit-eating. 

car·po·phore (kärùpN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A slender stalk that supports each half of 

a dehisced fruit in many members of the parsley family. 

car·port (kärùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  An open-sided shelter for an automotive vehicle, 

formed by a roof projecting from the side of a building. 

-carpous  or -carpic suff.  A specified number or kind of carpel or fruit:  apoc-

arpous.  [From New Latin -carpus, from Greek karpos, fruit. See kerp- in Appen-

dix.]



car·pus (kärùpNs) n.  pl. car·pi (-pXÙ). 1. The group of eight bones forming the 

joint between the forearm and the hand.  Also called wrist 2. A joint in quadru-

peds corresponding to the wrist.  [New Latin, from Greek karpos, wrist.]

Car·rac·ci (kN-räùchK, kä-rätù-)  Family of Bolognese painters, including Agos-
tino (1557-1602), his brother Annibale (1560-1609), and their cousin Lodov-
ico (1555-1619). Their works and influence led a reform of Mannerism that 

provided a transition to the baroque style. 

car·rack also car·ack (k4rùNk) n.  Nautical. A large galleon used in the 14th, 

15th, and 16th centuries.  [Middle English carike, from Medieval Latin carrica, 

and from Old French caraque (from Old Spanish carraca) both from Arabic 

qar7qXr, pl. of qurq7r.]

car·ra·geen also car·ra·gheen (k4rùN-gKnÙ) n.  See Irish moss.  [After Car-

ragheen, a village of southeast Ireland.]

car·ra·geen·an also car·ra·geen·in (k4rÙN-gKùnNn) n.  Any of a group of 

closely related colloids derived from Irish moss and several other red algae, widely 

used as a thickening, stabilizing, emulsifying, or suspending agent in industrial, 

pharmaceutical, and food products. 

car·ra·gheen (k4rùN-gKnÙ) n.  Variant of carrageen. 
Car·ran·tuo·hill (k4rÙNn-tuùNl)  The highest mountain of Ireland, rising to 

1,041.3 m (3,414 ft) in the southwest part of the country in Macgillicuddy’s 

Reeks. 

Car·ran·za (kN-r4nùzN, kä-ränùsä), Venustiano. 1859-1920.  Mexican revolu-

tionary politician who was the first president (1915-1920) of the new Mexican 

Republic after the overthrow of dictator Porfirio Díaz (1911). 

Car·ra·ra (kN-rärùN, kär-räùrä)  A city of northern Italy near the Ligurian Sea east 

of Genoa. It is famous for the white marble quarried nearby that was favored by 

Michelangelo. Population, 68,460. 

car·re·four (k4rÙN-ftrÙ) n.  1. A crossroads.  2. A public square; a plaza.  

[French, from Old French carrefor, from Latin quadrifurcus, four-forked  : 

quadri-, quadri- + furca, fork.]

car·rel also car·rell (k4rùNl) n.  A partially partitioned nook in or near the stacks 

in a library, used for private study.  [Middle English carole, round dance ring, cir-

cle, stall for study. See CAROL.]

Car·rel (kN-rHlù, k4rùNl), Alexis. 1873-1944.  French-born American surgeon 

and biologist. He won a 1912 Nobel Prize for his work on vascular ligature and 

grafting of blood vessels and organs. 

Car·rère (kN-rârù), John Merven. 1858-1911.  American architect who with his 

partner Thomas Hastings designed the office buildings of the U.S. Senate (1905) 

and House of Representatives (1906) and the New York Public Library (1897-

1911). 



car·riage (k4rùVj) n.  1. A wheeled vehicle, especially a four-wheeled horse-

drawn passenger vehicle, often of an elegant design.  2. Chiefly British. A railroad 

passenger car.  3. A baby carriage.  4. A wheeled support or frame for carrying a 

heavy object, such as a cannon.  5. A moving part of a machine for holding or 

shifting another part:  the carriage of a typewriter.  6. a. The act or process of 

transporting or carrying.  b.  (k4rùK-Vj) The cost of or the charge for transporting.   

7. The manner of holding and moving one’s head and body; bearing.  See Syn-

onyms at posture.  8. Archaic. Management; administration.  [Middle English 

cariage, from Norman French, from carier, to carry. See CARRY.]

carriage dog (k4rùVj dôg) n.  See Dalmatian (n., sense 2). 

carriage trade (k4rùVj tr7d) n.  Wealthy patrons or customers, as of a store. 

car·rick bend (k4rùVk bHnd) n.  Nautical. A type of knot used to fasten two 

cables or hawsers together.  [From obsolete carrick, variant of CARRACK.]

carrick bitt (k4rùVk bVt) n.  Nautical. Either of the two posts that support the 

windlass on a ship’s deck.  [Probably from obsolete carrick, variant of CARRACK.]

car·ri·er (k4rùK-Nr) n.  1. One that transports or conveys:  baggage carriers; a mes-

sage carrier.  2. One, such as a person, a business, or an organization, that deals in 

the transport of passengers or goods.  3. A mechanism or device by which some-

thing is conveyed or conducted.  4. Medicine. A person or an animal that shows 

no symptoms of a disease but harbors the infectious agent of that disease and is 

capable of transmitting it to others.  5. Genetics. An individual that carries one 

gene for a particular recessive trait. A carrier does not express the trait but, when 

mated with another carrier, can produce offspring that do.  6. Electronics. a. A 

carrier wave.  b. A charge-carrying entity, especially an electron or a hole in a 

semiconductor.   7. An aircraft carrier.  8. A telecommunications company. 

carrier pigeon (k4rùK-Nr pVjùNn) n.  1. A homing pigeon, especially one trained 

to carry messages.  2. Any of various large domestic pigeons having a prominent 

wattle. 

carrier wave (k4rùK-Nr w7v) n.  An electromagnetic wave that can be modu-

lated, as in frequency, amplitude, or phase, to transmit speech, music, images, or 

other signals. 

car·ri·ole (k4rùK-olÙ) n.  Variant of cariole. 
car·ri·on (k4rùK-Nn) n.  Dead and decaying flesh.   —  adj.  1. Of or similar to 

dead and decaying flesh.  2. Feeding on such flesh.  [Middle English careine, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar Latin *caronia, from Latin caro, flesh. See sker-1 in 

Appendix.]

carrion crow (k4rùK-Nn kro) n.  A common European crow (Corvus corone) 

having glossy black plumage. 

carrion flower (k4rùK-Nn flouùNr) n.  1. Any of several North American plants 

of the genus Smilax, especially S. herbacea, an herbaceous tendril-bearing vine 



having clusters of small greenish flowers with the odor of decaying flesh.  2.  See 

starfish flower. 
Car·roll (k4rùNl), Anna Ella. 1815-1893.  American political pamphleteer and 

adviser who wrote prolifically for anti-Catholic and pro-Union causes. In 1862 

she published a pamphlet that outlined what was to become President Abraham 

Lincoln’s constitutional theory concerning the rebellious states. 

Car·roll (k4rùNl), Charles. Known as “Carroll of Carrollton.” 1737-1832.  Amer-

ican Revolutionary leader and legislator who was a member of the Continental 

Congress (1776-1778), signed the Declaration of Independence (1776), and 

served as a U.S. senator (1789-1792). 

Car·roll (k4rùNl), Lewis.  See Charles Lutwidge Dodgson. 
Car·roll·ton (k4rùNl-tNn)  A city of northern Texas, a residential and industrial 

suburb of Dallas. Population, 82,169. 

car·rot (k4rùNt) n.  1. A biennial Eurasian plant (Daucus carota subsp. sativus) in 

the parsley family, widely cultivated as an annual for its edible taproot.  2. The 

usually tapering, elongate, fleshy orange root of this plant, eaten as a vegetable.  

3. Queen Anne’s lace.  4. A reward offered for desired behavior; an inducement: 

“The U.S. should use a moratorium on [strategic defense initiative] development as 

a carrot to bring an acceptable offensive arms limitation” (C. Peter Gall).  [French 

carotte, from Old French garroite, from Latin carota, from Greek karoton. See 

ker-1 in Appendix.]

car·rot-and-stick (k4rùNt-Nn-stVkù) adj.  Combining a promised reward with a 

threatened penalty:  took a carrot-and-stick approach to the rehabilitation of juve-

nile offenders. 

car·rot·y (k4rùN-tK) adj.  1. Bright orange in color.  2. Having carrot-colored 

hair. 

car·rou·sel (k4rÙN-sHlù, -zHlù) n.  Variant of carousel. 
car·ry (k4rùK) v.  car·ried, car·ry·ing, car·ries.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hold or support 

while moving; bear:  carried the baby in my arms; carrying a heavy backpack.  See 

Synonyms at convey.  2. a. To take from one place to another; transport:  a train 

carrying freight; a courier carrying messages.  b. Chiefly Southern U.S. To transport 

(someone) in a motor vehicle, such as an automobile.   3. To serve as a means for 

the conveyance of; transmit:  pipes that carry waste water; a bridge that carries traf-

fic between the two cities.  4. a. To communicate; pass on:  The news was carried by 

word of mouth to every settlement.  b. To express or contain:  harsh words that car-

ried a threat of violence.   5. To have (something) on the surface or skin; bear:  car-

ries scars from acne.  6. To hold or be capable of holding:  The tank carries 16 

gallons when full.  7. To support the weight or responsibility of:  carried a heavy 

academic load last semester.  8. To keep or have on one’s person:  stopped carrying 

credit cards.  9. To be pregnant with.  10. a. To hold and move (the body or a part 

of it) in a particular way:  carried her head proudly.  b. To behave or conduct (one-



self) in a specified manner.   11. To extend or continue in space, time, or degree:  

carried the line to the edge of the page; carry a joke too far.  12. a. To give impetus 

to; propel:  The wind carried the ball over the fence.  b. To take further; advance:  

carry a cause.   13. To take or seize, especially by force; capture.  14. a. To be suc-

cessful in; win:  lost the game but carried the match.  b. To gain victory, support, or 

acceptance for:  The motion was carried in a close vote.  c. To win a majority of the 

votes in:  Roosevelt carried all but two states in the 1936 presidential election.  d. To 

gain the sympathy of; win over:  The amateurs’ enthusiasm carried the audience.   

15. To include or keep on a list:  carried a dozen workers on the payroll.  16. a. To 

have as an attribute or accompaniment:  an appliance carrying a full-year guaran-

tee.  b. To involve as a condition, consequence, or effect:  The crime carried a five-

year sentence.   17. To transfer from one place, as a column, page, or book, to 

another:  carry a number in addition.  18. To keep in stock; offer for sale:  a store 

that carries a full line of electronic equipment.  19. To keep in one’s accounts as a 

debtor:  carried the unemployed customer for 90 days.  20. a. To maintain or sup-

port (one that is weaker or less competent, for example).  b. To compensate for (a 

weaker member or partner) by one’s performance.   21. To place before the pub-

lic; print or broadcast:  The morning papers carried the story. The press conference 

was carried by all networks.  22. To produce as a crop.  23. To provide forage for 

(livestock):  land that carries sheep.  24. To sing (a melody, for example) on key:  

carry a tune.  25. Sports. a. To cover (a distance) or advance beyond (a point or 

object) in one golf stroke.  b. Football. To hold and rush with (the ball).  

c. Basketball. To palm (the ball) in violation of the rules.    —  v.  intr. 1. To act as 

a bearer:  teach a dog to fetch and carry.  2. To be transmitted or conveyed; cover a 

range:  a voice that carries well.  3. To admit of being transported:  Unbalanced 

loads do not carry easily.  4. To hold the neck and head in a certain way. Used of a 

horse.  5. To be accepted or approved:  The proposal carried by a wide margin.   —  
n.  pl. car·ries. 1. The act or process of carrying.  2. A portage, as between two 

navigable bodies of water.  3. a. The range of a gun or projectile.  b. The distance 

traveled by a hurled or struck ball.  c. Reach; projection: “a voice that had far more 

carry to it than at any time in the term thus far” (Jimmy Breslin).   4. Football. An 

act of rushing with the ball:  a carry of two yards.   —phrasal verbs. carry 
away. To move or excite greatly:  was carried away by desire.  carry forward. 
Accounting. To transfer (an entry) to the next column, page, or book, or to 

another account.  carry off. 3. To cause the death of:  was carried off by a fever.  

4. To handle successfully:  carried off the difficult situation with aplomb.  carry 
on. 5. To conduct; maintain:  carry on a thriving business.  6. To engage in:  carry 

on a love affair.  7. To continue without halting; persevere:  carry on in the face of 

disaster.  8. To behave in an excited, improper, or silly manner.  carry out. 9. To 

put into practice or effect:  carry out a new policy.  10. To follow or obey:  carry 

out instructions.  11. To bring to a conclusion; accomplish:  carried out the mission 



successfully.  carry over. 12. Accounting. a. To transfer (an account) to the next 

column, page, or book relating to the same account.  b. To retain (merchandise or 

other goods) for a subsequent, usually the next, season.   13. To deduct (an 

unused tax credit or a loss, for example) for taxable income of a subsequent 

period.  14. To persist to another time or situation:  The confidence gained in 

remedial classes carried over into the children’s regular school work.  carry 
through. 15. To accomplish; complete:  carry a project through despite difficul-

ties.  16. To survive; persist:  prejudices that have carried through over the centuries.  

17. To enable to endure; sustain:  a faith that carried them through the ordeal.   
—idioms. carry a torch (or carry the torch). To feel a painful, unrecipro-

cated love:  still carrying a torch for an old sweetheart.  carry the ball. Informal. 

To assume the leading role; do most of the work.  carry the day. To be victori-

ous; win.  [Middle English carien, from Old North French carier, from carre, cart. 

See CAR.]

REGIONAL NOTE: A non-Southerner is always amused when a Southerner of-

fers to “carry” rather than to drive him or her somewhere, imagining it to be an

invitation to be picked up and bodily lugged to the destination. However, the verb

carry, which to Southerners means “to transport (someone) in a motor vehicle,

such as an automobile,” is etymologically more precise in the Southern usage than

anywhere else. Carry derives from the Latin noun carrus, “cart,” from which we

get the nouns carriage and our modern car. Therefore, carry is more closely related

to car than is drive, which only makes literal sense if the vehicle is drawn by a team

of animals.

car·ry·all (k4rùK-ôlÙ) n.  1. A large receptacle, such as a bag, basket, or pocket-

book, used to carry things from one place to another.  2. A closed automobile 

with two lengthwise seats facing each other.  3. A covered one-horse carriage with 

two seats.  [Alteration of CARIOLE.]

car·ry·ing capacity (k4rùK-Vng kN-p4sùV-tK) n.  1. The maximum number of 

persons or things that a vehicle or a receptacle can carry:  a van with a carrying 

capacity of 12.  2. Ecology. The maximum number of individuals or inhabitants 

that a given environment can support without detrimental effects. 

carrying charge (k4rùK-Vng chärj) n.  The interest charged on the balance 

owed when paying in installments. 

car·ry·on (k4rùK-mnÙ) adj.  Small or compact enough to be carried aboard an air-

plane, a train, or a bus by a passenger:  carryon luggage.   —  n.  A bag, suitcase, or 

other item that can be carried aboard a commercial transport vehicle. 

car·ry·out (k4rùK-outù) adj.  Intended to be consumed away from the place of 

sale; takeout:  a shop offering carryout sandwiches.   —  n.  An item of food or a 

meal that is to be consumed away from the place of sale. 



car·ry·o·ver (k4rùK-oÙvNr) n.  1. Something that is transferred or extended 

from an earlier time or another place:  a showing of new fashions as well as carry-

overs from last spring; a carryover of good will from the previous meeting.  

2. Accounting. A sum transferred to a new column, page, or book relating to the 

same account. 

car seat (kär sKt) n.  A small removable seat, usually equipped with safety straps, 

that fastens to the seat of a vehicle and is used for securing young children. 

car·sick (kärùsVkÙ) adj.  Suffering from motion sickness caused by travel in a 

motor vehicle.   —carùsickÙness n. 

Car·son (kärùsNn)  A city of southern California, a residential and industrial sub-

urb of Los Angeles. Population, 83,995. 

Car·son (kärùsNn), Christopher. Known as “Kit.” 1809-1868.  American fron-

tiersman who was the renowned guide of John C. Frémont’s western expeditions 

in the 1840’s, an agent for the Ute (1853-1861), and a Union general in the Civil 

War. 

Car·son (kärùsNn), Johnny. Born 1925.  American comedian and mainstay of 

late-night television as the host of The Tonight Show (since 1962). 

Car·son (kärùsNn), Rachel Louise. 1907-1964.  American environmentalist and 

writer whose best-known work, Silent Spring (1962), condemns the use of pesti-

cides hazardous to wildlife. 

Carson City (kärùsNn sVtùK)  The capital of Nevada, in the western part of the 

state near the California border. It was laid out in 1858 on the site of an earlier 

trading post and named in honor of Kit Carson. Population, 40,443. 

Carson River (kärùsNn rVvùNr)  A river rising in western Nevada near Carson 

City and flowing about 201 km (125 mi) northeast to Carson Sink, an intermit-

tent lake. 

cart (kärt) n.  1. A small wheeled vehicle typically pushed by hand:  a shopping 

cart; a pastry cart.  2. A two-wheeled vehicle drawn by an animal and used in 

farm work and for transporting goods.  3. a. An open two-wheeled carriage.  

b. A light motorized vehicle:  a golf cart.    —  v.  tr. cart·ed, cart·ing, carts. 
1. To convey in a cart or truck:  cart away garbage.  2. To convey laboriously or 

unceremoniously; lug:  carted the whole gang off to jail.  [Middle English, wagon, 

from Old English cræt, and from Old Norse kartr.] —cartùa·ble adj.  —cartùer 
n. 

cart·age (kärùtVj) n.  Abbr. ctg., ctge. 1. The act or process of carting.  2. The 

cost of carting. 

Car·ta·ge·na (kärÙtN-g7ùnN, -jKù-, -hHùnä)  1. A city of northwest Colombia on 

the Bay of Cartagena, an inlet of the Caribbean Sea. Founded in 1533, Carta-

gena was once the richest port on the Spanish Main. Population, 495,028.  2. A 

city of southeast Spain on the Mediterranean Sea south-southeast of Murcia. It 



was settled c. 225 B.C. and soon became the chief Carthaginian sea base in Spain. 

Population, 142,300. 

Carte (kärt), Richard D’Oyly. 1844-1901.  British theatrical producer associ-

ated with the works of W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan. 

carte blanche (kärt bläNshù, kärts blänchù, bl4nch) n.  pl. cartes blanches 

(kärt bläNshù, kärts blänchù, bl4nchù). Unrestricted power to act at one’s own dis-

cretion; unconditional authority:  had given the interior decorator carte blanche 

and then detested the results.  [French  : carte, ticket + blanche, blank.]

car·tel (kär-tHlù) n.  1. A combination of independent business organizations 

formed to regulate production, pricing, and marketing of goods by the members.  

2. An official agreement between governments at war, especially one concerning 

the exchange of prisoners.  3. A group of parties, factions, or nations united in a 

common cause; a bloc.  [German Kartell, from French cartel, from Italian cartello, 

placard, from Medieval Latin cartellus, charter, diminutive of Latin charta, carta, 

paper made from papyrus. See CARD
1.]

Car·ter (kärùtNr), Howard. 1873-1939.  British archaeologist who worked in 

Egypt after 1890 and discovered (1922) the tomb of Tutankhamen. 

Car·ter (kärùtNr), James Earl, Jr. Known as “Jimmy.” Born 1924.  The 39th 

President of the United States (1977-1981), who is credited with establishing 

energy-conservation measures, concluding the Panama Canal treaties (1978), and 

negotiating the Camp David accords between Egypt and Israel (1979). 

Car·ter (kärùtNr), Rosalynn Smith. Born 1928.  First Lady of the United States 

(1977-1981) as the wife of President Jimmy Carter. She worked on better care for 

the elderly and for the mentally and emotionally disadvantaged. 

Car·ter·et (kärÙtN-rHtù)  A borough of northeast New Jersey south of Elizabeth 

opposite Staten Island. It is an industrial center. Population, 19,025. 

Car·ter·et (kärùtNr-Vt), John Earl Granville. 1690-1763.  British statesman and 

diplomat who twice served as secretary of state (1721-1724 and 1742-1744). 

Car·te·sian (kär-tKùzhNn) adj.  Of or relating to the philosophy or methods of 

Descartes.  [French cartésien (from Ren DESCARTESÉ), New Latin Cartesi7nus 

(from Cartesius, Latin form of Descartes).] —Car·teùsian·ism n. 

Cartesian coordinate (kär-tKùzhNn ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ) n.  A member of the set of 

numbers that locates a point in a Cartesian coordinate system. 

Cartesian coordinate system (kär-tKùzhNn ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ sVsùtNm) n.  1. A 

two-dimensional coordinate system in which the coordinates of a point in a plane 

are its distances from two perpendicular lines that intersect at an origin, the dis-

tance from each line being measured along a straight line parallel to the other.  

2. A three-dimensional coordinate system in which the coordinates of a point in 

space are its distances from each of three perpendicular lines that intersect at an 

origin. 



Cartesian plane (kär-tKùzhNn pl7n) n.  A plane having all points described by 

Cartesian coordinates. 

Cartesian product (kär-tKùzhNn prmdùNkt) n.  A set of all pairs of elements (x, 

y) that can be constructed from given sets, X and Y, such that x belongs to X and y 

to Y. 

Car·thage (kärùthVj)  An ancient city and state of northern Africa on the Bay of 

Tunis northeast of modern Tunis. It was founded by the Phoenicians in the ninth 

century B.C. and became the center of Carthaginian power in the Mediterranean 

after the sixth century B.C. The city was destroyed by the Romans at the end of the 

Third Punic War (146 B.C.) but was rebuilt by Julius Caesar and later (A.D. 439-

533) served as capital of the Vandals before its virtual annihilation by the Arabs 

(698).   —CarÙtha·ginùi·an (kärÙthN-jVnùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Car·thu·sian (kär-thuùzhNn) Roman Catholic Church. n.  A member of a con-

templative order founded during the 11th century by Saint Bruno.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to the Carthusian order.  [Medieval Latin Carthusi7nus, from Cartusia, 

Chartreuse, France, where the order’s first monastery was built.]

Car·tier (kär-ty7ù, kärùtK-7Ù), Sir George Étienne. 1814-1873.  Prime minister 

of Canada (1858-1862) who served jointly with Sir John Macdonald. He per-

suaded French Canadians to accept Canada’s confederation (1867). 

Car·tier (kär-ty7ù, kärùtK-7Ù), Jacques. 1491-1557.  French explorer who navi-

gated the St. Lawrence River (1535) and laid claim to the region for France. 

Car·tier-Bres·son (kär-ty7ÙbrH-sôNù), Henri. Born 1908.  French photogra-

pher noted for his black-and-white documentary photographs of daily life. 

car·ti·lage (kärùtl-Vj) n.  A tough, elastic, fibrous connective tissue found in var-

ious parts of the body, such as the joints, outer ear, and larynx. A major constitu-

ent of the embryonic and young vertebrate skeleton, it is converted largely to 

bone with maturation.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin cartil7go, 

cartil7gin-.]

cartilage bone (kärùtl-Vj bon) n.  A bone developed from cartilage. 

car·ti·lag·i·nous (kärÙtl-4jùN-nNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or consisting of carti-

lage.  2. Having a skeleton consisting mainly of cartilage.  3. Having the texture 

of cartilage; firm and tough, yet flexible. 

cartilaginous fish (kärÙtl-4jùN-nNs fVsh) n.  A fish whose skeleton consists 

mainly of cartilage, especially a member of the class Chondrichthyes, such as a 

shark, skate, or ray. 

cart·load (kärtùlodÙ) n.  The amount of something, such as dirt, that a cart can 

carry. 

car·to·gram (kärùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  A presentation of statistical data in geographical 

distribution on a map.  [French cartogramme : carte, map (from Old French, card, 

from Latin charta, carta, paper made from papyrus); see CARD
1 + -gramme, a 

record (from Late Latin gramma, something written); see -GRAM.]



car·tog·ra·phy (kär-tmgùrN-fK) n.  The art or technique of making maps or 

charts.  [French cartographie : carte, map (from Old French, from Latin charta, 

carta, paper made from papyrus); see CARD
1 + -graphie, writing (from Greek 

graphia); see -GRAPHY.] —car·togùra·pher n.  —carÙto·graphùic (kärÙtN-

gr4fùVk), carÙto·graphùi·cal adj. 

car·ton (kärùtn) n.  Abbr. c., C., ctn. 1. Any of various containers made from 

cardboard or coated paper:  cans packed in cartons; a milk carton.  2. The contents 

of a carton:  dyed the whole carton of eggs.   —  v.  tr. car·toned, car·ton·ing, 
car·tons. To place (something) in a carton.  [French, from Italian cartone, paste-

board, augmentative of carta, card, paper, from Latin charta, carta, paper made 

from papyrus. See CARD
1.]

car·toon (kär-tunù) n.  1. A drawing depicting a humorous situation, often 

accompanied by a caption.  2. A drawing representing current public figures or 

issues symbolically and often satirically:  a political cartoon.  3. A preliminary 

sketch similar in size to the work, such as a fresco, that is to be copied from it.  

4. An animated cartoon.  5. A comic strip.   —  v.  car·tooned, car·toon·ing, 
car·toons.  —  v.  tr. To draw a humorous or satirical representation of; carica-

ture.   —  v.  intr. To make humorous or satirical drawings.  [French carton, draw-

ing, from Italian cartone, pasteboard. See CARTON.] —car·toonùish adj.  

—car·toonùist n. 

car·top (kärùtmpÙ) adj.  Designed for use or suitable for carrying on top of a 

vehicle:  a cartop luggage rack; a cartop boat. 

car·touche  or car·touch (kär-tushù) n.  1. A structure or figure, often in the 

shape of an oval shield or oblong scroll, used as an architectural or graphic orna-

ment or to bear a design or inscription.  2. An oval or oblong figure in ancient 

Egyptian hieroglyphics that encloses characters expressing the names or epithets 

of royal or divine personages.  3. A heavy paper cartridge case.  [French, from 

Italian cartoccio, paper cornet, from carta, card, paper. See CARTON.]

car·tridge (kärùtrVj) n.  1. a. A cylindrical, usually metal casing containing the 

primer and charge of ammunition for firearms.  b. Such a casing fitted with a 

bullet.  c. A similar piece of ammunition, such as a shotgun shell.   2. A case filled 

with high explosives, used in blasting.  3. A small modular unit designed to be 

inserted into a larger piece of equipment:  an ink cartridge; a disposable cartridge 

of caulking compound.  4. A removable case containing the stylus and electric 

conversion circuitry in a phonograph pickup.  5. a. A case containing magnetic 

tape in a reel; a cassette.  b. A case containing a ribbon in a spool, for use in print-

ers and electric typewriters.   6. A lightproof case with photographic film that can 

be loaded directly into a camera.  [Alteration of earlier cartage, alteration of 

French cartouche, from Italian cartuccio, variant of cartoccio, roll of paper. See 

CARTOUCHE.]



cartridge belt (kärùtrVj bHlt) n.  A belt with loops or pockets for carrying 

ammunition or other kinds of equipment. 

cartridge clip (kärùtrVj klVp) n.  A metal container or frame for holding car-

tridges to be loaded into an automatic rifle or pistol. 

car·tu·lar·y also char·tu·lar·y (kärùchN-lHrÙK) n.  pl. car·tu·lar·ies. A collec-

tion of deeds or charters, especially a register of titles to all the property of an 

estate or a monastery.  [Middle English cartularie, collection of documents, from 

Medieval Latin cartul7rium, from Latin cartula, chartula, document. See CHAR-

TER.]

cart·wheel (kärtùhwKlÙ, -wKlÙ) n.  1. A handspring in which the body turns 

over sideways with the arms and legs spread like the spokes of a wheel.  2. Slang. 

A large coin, such as a silver dollar. 

Cart·wright (kärtùrXtÙ), Edmund. 1743-1823.  British cleric and inventor of 

the power loom (1785-1790). 

Car·ty (kärùtK), John Joseph. 1861-1932.  American electrical engineer noted 

for his improvements to the telephone. 

Ca·rua·ru (kärÙwä-ruù)  A city of northeastern Brazil west of Recife. It is a 

manufacturing and processing center. Population, 137,502. 

ca·run·cle (kN-rƒngùkNl, k4rùƒngÙ-) n.  1. Biology. A fleshy, naked outgrowth, 

such as a fowl’s wattles.  2. Botany. An outgrowth or appendage at or near the 

hilum of certain seeds, as of the castor-oil plant.  [Obsolete French caruncule, 

from Latin caruncula, diminutive of caro, flesh. See sker-1 in Appendix.] 
—ca·runùcu·lar (-kyN-lNr) adj.  —ca·runùcu·late (-lVt, -l7tÙ), ca·runùcu·latÙed 

(-l7ÙtVd)  adj. 

Ca·ru·so (kN-ruùso, -zo), Enrico. 1873-1921.  Italian operatic tenor who with 

his powerful, pure, emotive voice is considered one of the greatest singers ever. 

car·va·crol (kärùvN-krôlÙ, -krolÙ) n.  An aromatic phenolic compound, 

C10H14O, found in plants such as oregano and savory and used in flavorings and 

fungicides.  [New Latin carvi (specific epithet of (Carum) carvi, caraway, from 

Medieval Latin); see CARAWAY + Latin 7cer, acr-, sharp; see ak- in Appendix + -

OL
1.]

carve (kärv) v.  carved, carv·ing, carves.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To divide into pieces 

by cutting; slice:  carve a roast turkey.  b. To divide by parceling out:  carve up an 

estate.   2. To cut into a desired shape; fashion by cutting:  carve the wood into a 

figure.  3. To make or form by or as if by cutting:  carve initials in the bark; carved 

out an empire.  4. To decorate by cutting and shaping carefully.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

engrave or cut figures as an art, a hobby, or a trade.  2. To disjoint, slice, and serve 

meat or poultry.  [Middle English kerven, from Old English ceorfan. See gerbh- 
in Appendix.] —carvùer n. 

car·vel (kärùvNl, -vHlÙ) n.  Variant of caravel. 



car·vel-built (kärùvNl-bVltÙ, -vHlÙ-) adj.  Nautical. Built with the hull planks 

lying flush or edge to edge rather than overlapping:  a carvel-built ship. 

carv·en (kärùvNn) v.  Archaic. A past tense and a past participle of carve.  —  
adj.  That has been wrought or decorated by carving. 

Car·ver (kärùvNr), George Washington. 1864?-1943.  American botanist, 

agricultural chemist, and educator who developed hundreds of uses for the pea-

nut, soybean, and sweet potato, prompting Southern farmers to produce these 

soil-enriching cash crops. 

Car·ver (kärùvNr), John. 1576?-1621.  English-born Pilgrim colonist who was 

the first governor of Plymouth Colony (1620-1621). 

carv·ing (kärùvVng) n.  1. The cutting of material such as stone or wood in order 

to form a figure or design.  2. A figure or design formed by this kind of cutting. 

car wash (kär wmsh) n.  An area, place, or business equipped for cleaning and 

washing motor vehicles such as cars, vans, and small trucks. 

Car·y (k4rùK)  A town of east-central North Carolina, an industrial suburb of 

Raleigh. Population, 43,858. 

Car·y (k4rùK), Alice. 1820-1871.  American poet noted for her hymns. Her sister 

Phoebe (1824-1871) was also a poet. 

Car·y (k4rùK), (Arthur) Joyce (Lunel). 1888-1957.  British writer whose novels, 

including The Horse’s Mouth (1944), concern the necessity of personal freedom. 

Car·y (k4rùK), Henry Francis. 1772-1844.  British poet and translator (1805-

1814) of Dante’s Divine Comedy. 

car·y·at·id (k4rÙK-4tùVd) n.  pl. car·y·at·ids or car·y·at·i·des (-V-dKzÙ). Architec-

ture. A supporting column sculptured in the form of a draped female figure.  

[From Latin Cary7tides, maidens of Caryae, caryatids, from Greek Karuatides, 

from Karuai, Caryae, a village of Laconia in southern Greece.] —carÙy·atùi·dal 
(-V-dNl), carÙy·atÙi·deùan (-V-dKùNn) , carÙy·a·tidùic (-N-tVdùVk)  adj. 

caryo- pref.  Variant of karyo-. 
car·y·op·sis (k4rÙK-mpùsVs) n.  pl. car·y·op·ses (-mpùsKzÙ)  or car·y·op·si·des (-

mpùsV-dKzÙ). See grain (n., sense 1a).  [cary(o)- variant of KARYO- + -OPSIS.]

CAS abbr.  Certificate of Advanced Study. 

ca·sa·ba also cas·sa·ba (kN-säùbN) n.  A variety of winter melon (Cucumis melo 

var. Inodorus) having a yellow rind and sweet, whitish flesh.  [After Kasaba (Tur-

gutlu), a city of western Turkey.]

Cas·a·blan·ca (k4sÙN-bl4ngùkN, käÙsN-blängùkN)  A city of northwest Morocco 

on the Atlantic Ocean south-southwest of Tangier. Founded by the Portuguese in 

the 16th century, it became a center of French influence in Africa after 1907. It is 

now Morocco’s largest city. Population, 2,139,204. 

Ca·sals (kN-s4lzù, -sälzù), Pablo. 1876-1973.  Spanish cellist considered the 

greatest of his time. 



Cas·a·no·va (k4sÙN-noùvN, k4zÙ-) n.  1. A man who is amorously and gallantly 

attentive to women.  2. A promiscuous man; a philanderer.  [After Giovanni 
Jacopo CASANOVA DE SEINGALT.]

Cas·a·no·va de Sein·galt (k4sÙN-noùvN dN s4N-gältù, k4zÙ-, käÙsä-nôùvä), 

Giovanni Jacopo. 1725-1798.  Italian adventurer who after his expulsion from 

a seminary wandered Europe, meeting luminaries, working in a variety of occu-

pations, and establishing a legendary reputation as a lover. His memoirs chronicle 

his adventures. 

Cas·bah also Kas·bah (k4zùbäÙ, käzù-) n.  1. A castle or palace in northern 

Africa.  2.  Often casbah. The older section of a city in northern Africa or the 

Middle East.  [French, from Arabic dialectal qa}bah, from Arabic qa}abah, for-

tress.]

cas·cade (k4-sk7dù) n.  1. A waterfall or a series of small waterfalls over steep 

rocks.  2. Something, such as lace, thought to resemble a waterfall or series of 

small waterfalls, especially an arrangement or fall of material.  3. A succession of 

stages, processes, operations, or units.  4. Electronics. A series of components or 

networks, the output of each of which serves as the input for the next.   —  v.  intr. 

tr. cas·cad·ed, cas·cad·ing, cas·cades. To fall or cause to fall in or as if in a 

cascade.  [French, from Italian cascata, from cascare, to fall, from Vulgar Latin 

*casic7re, from Latin cadere. See kad- in Appendix.]

Cas·cade Range (k4s-k7dù r7nj)  A mountain chain of western Canada and 

the United States extending about 1,126 km (700 mi) south from British Colum-

bia through western Washington and Oregon to northern California, where it 

joins the Sierra Nevada. Mount Rainier, 4,395.1 m (14,410 ft), is the highest peak 

and one of many snow-capped volcanic cones in the range. 

cas·car·a (k4-sk4rùN) n.  A buckthorn (Rhamnus purshiana) native to northwest 

North America, the bark of which is the source of cascara sagrada.  [Spanish cás-

cara, bark, from cascar, to break off, from Vulgar Latin *quassic7re, from Latin 

quass7re, frequentative of quatere, to shake. See kwKt- in Appendix.]

cascara sa·gra·da (k4-sk4rùN sN-gräùdN) n.  The dried bark of the cascara 

buckthorn, used as a laxative.  [American Spanish cáscara sagrada : Spanish cás-

cara, bark + Spanish sagrada, sacred.]

cas·ca·ril·la (k4sÙkN-rVlùN) n.  1. A tropical shrub or tree (Croton eluteria) native 

to the West Indies and northern South America, having a bark that yields an aro-

matic, spicy oil used as a flavoring and fragrance.  2. The bark of this plant.  

[Spanish, diminutive of cáscara, bark. See CASCARA.]

Cas·co Bay (k4sùko b7)  A deep inlet of the Atlantic Ocean in southwest Maine. 

The bay, with its wooded, hilly islands, is a popular vacation area. 

case1 (k7s) n.  1. An instance of something; an occurrence; an example:  a case of 

mistaken identity.  See Synonyms at example.  2. An occurrence of a disease or 

disorder:  a mild case of flu.  3. A set of circumstances or a state of affairs; a situa-



tion:  It may rain, in which case the hike will be canceled.  4. Actual fact; reality:  We 

suspected the walls were hollow, and this proved to be the case.  5. A question or 

problem; a matter:  It is simply a case of honor.  6. A situation that requires investi-

gation, especially by a formal or official body.  7. Law. a. An action or a suit or 

just grounds for an action.  b. The facts or evidence offered in support of a claim.   

8. A set of reasons or supporting facts; an argument:  presented a good case for 

changing the law.  9. A person or group of persons being assisted, treated, or stud-

ied, as by a physician, lawyer, or social worker.  10. Informal. A peculiar or eccen-

tric person; a character.  11. Linguistics. a. The syntactic relationship of a noun, a 

pronoun or a determiner to the other words of a sentence, indicated by declen-

sional endings, by the position of the words within the sentence, by prepositions, 

or by postpositions.  b. The form or position of a word that indicates this rela-

tionship.  c. Such forms, positions, and relationships considered as a group.  d. A 

pattern of inflection of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives to express different syn-

tactic functions in a sentence.  e. The form of such an inflected word.    —  v.  tr. 

cased, cas·ing, cas·es. Informal. To examine carefully, as in planning a crime:  

cased the bank before robbing it.   —idioms. in any case. Regardless of what has 

occurred or will occur.  in case. 2. If it happens that; if.  3. As a precaution:  took 

along an umbrella, just in case.  in case of. If there should happen to be:  a num-

ber to call in case of emergency.  [Middle English cas, from Old French, from Latin 

c7sus, from past participle of cadere, to fall. See kad- in Appendix.]

case2 (k7s) n.  1. A container; a receptacle:  a jewelry case; meat-filled cases of 

dough.  2.  Abbr. c., C., cs. A container with its contents.  3. A decorative or pro-

tective covering or cover.  4. A set or pair:  a case of pistols.  5. The frame or 

framework of a window, door, or stairway.  6. The surface or outer layer of a 

metal alloy.   —  v.  tr. cased, cas·ing, cas·es. To put into or cover with a case; 

encase.  [Middle English, from Norman French casse, from Latin capsa.]

ca·se·ate (k7ùsK-7tÙ) v.  intr. ca·se·at·ed, ca·se·at·ing, ca·se·ates. To undergo 

caseation.  [Back-formation from CASEATION.]

ca·se·a·tion (k7ÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  Necrotic degeneration of bodily tissue into a 

soft, cheeselike substance.  [From Latin c7seus, cheese.]

case·book (k7sùbtkÙ) n.  A book containing source materials in a specific area, 

used as a reference and in teaching. 

case goods (k7s gtdz) pl.n.  1. a. Furniture, such as bookcases or chests of 

drawers, that provide the user with interior storage space.  b. Dining and bed-

room furniture sold as sets.   2. Food and beverage products sold by the case. 

case·hard·en (k7sùhärÙdn) v.  tr. case·hard·ened, case·hard·en·ing, 
case·hard·ens. 1. To harden the surface or case of (iron or steel) by high-tem-

perature shallow infusion of carbon followed by quenching.  2. To make callous 

or insensitive. 



case history (k7s hVsùtN-rK) n.  A detailed account of the facts affecting the 

development or condition of a person or group under treatment or study, espe-

cially in medicine, psychiatry, or psychology. 

ca·sein (k7ùsKnÙ, -sK-Vn) n.  A white, tasteless, odorless protein precipitated from 

milk by rennin. It is the basis of cheese and is used to make plastics, adhesives, 

paints, and foods.  [Ultimately from Latin c7seus, cheese.]

case in point (k7s Vn point) n.  pl. cases in point. A relevant illustrative 

example. 

case knife (k7s nXf) n.  1. A knife kept in a sheath or case.  2. A table knife. 

case law (k7s lô) n.  Law based on judicial decision and precedent rather than 

on statutes. 

case·load (k7sùlodÙ) n.  The number of cases handled in a given period, as by an 

attorney or by a clinic or social services agency. 

case·mate (k7sùm7tÙ) n.  1. A fortified enclosure for artillery on a warship.  

2. An armored compartment for artillery on a rampart.  [French, from Italian 

casamatta : perhaps casa, house (from Latin c7sa) + matto, mad, crazy (from 

Latin mattus, drunk, past participle of madKre, to be drunk).] —caseùmatÙed 
adj. 

case·ment (k7sùmNnt) n.  1. a. A window sash that opens outward by means of 

hinges.  b. A window with such sashes.   2. A case or covering.  [Middle English, a 

hollow molding, possibly from Middle English case, chest, frame. See CASE
2.] 

—caseùment·ed adj. 

Case·ment (k7sùmNnt), Sir Roger David. 1864-1916.  British diplomat who 

sought German assistance in the Irish nationalist cause during World War I and 

was executed for treason. 

ca·se·ous (k7ùsK-Ns) adj.  Resembling cheese.  [From Latin c7seus, cheese.]

ca·sern also ca·serne (kN-zûrnù) n.  A military barracks or garrison.  [French 

caserne, from Old French, small room for the night watch, from Old Provençal 

cazerna, group of four men, from Latin quaterna, four together, from Latin 

quaternX, by four. See QUATERNION.]

Ca·se·ros (kä-sHùros)  A city of eastern Argentina, a suburb of Buenos Aires. 

Population, 343,004. 

Ca·ser·ta (kN-zHrùtN, kä-zHrùtä)  A city of southern Italy north-northeast of 

Naples. German World War II forces in Italy surrendered to the Allies here on 

April 29, 1945. Population, 66,754. 

case shot (k7s shmt) n.  1. a. A shot-packed metallic cylinder used as ammuni-

tion in a firearm; a canister.  b. The shot in such a cylinder.   2. A shrapnel shell. 

case study (k7s stƒdùK) n.  1. A detailed analysis of a person or group, espe-

cially as a model of medical, psychiatric, psychological, or social phenomena.  

2. a. A detailed, intensive study of a unit, such as a corporation or a division 

within a corporation, that stresses factors contributing to its success or failure.  



b. An exemplary or cautionary model; an instructive example: “Before they lost 

their independence, [the two companies] were case studies in unsuccessful long-

term planning” (T. Boone Pickens, Jr.).  

case system (k7s sVsùtNm) n.  A method of teaching law that emphasizes the 

study of selected cases rather than textbooks. 

case·work (k7sùwûrkÙ) n.  Social work devoted to the needs of individual cli-

ents or cases.   —caseùworkÙer n. 

cash1 (k4sh) n.  1. Money in the form of bills or coins; currency.  2. Payment for 

goods or services in currency or by check.   —  v.  tr. cashed, cash·ing, cash·es. 
To exchange for or convert into ready money:  cash a check; cash in one’s gambling 

chips.   —phrasal verbs. cash in. 1. To withdraw from a venture by or as if by 

settling one’s account.  2. Informal. To obtain a profit or other advantage by 

timely exploitation:  Profiteers cashed in during the gasoline shortage.  3. Slang. To 

die.  cash out. To dispose of a long-held asset for profit:  Hard-pressed farmers 

are tempted to cash out by selling their valuable land.  [Obsolete French casse, 

money box (from Norman French); see CASE
2, or from Italian cassa (from Latin 

capsa, case).] —cashùless adj. 

cash2 (k4sh) n.  pl. cash. Any of various Asian coins of small denomination, 

especially a copper and lead coin with a square hole in its center.  [Portuguese 

caixa, from Tamil k7cu, a small coin.]

cash-and-car·ry (k4shùNn-k4rùK) adj.  Sold for cash, usually without delivery 

service.   —  n.  The policy of selling goods for cash, usually without delivery ser-

vice. 

cash bar (k4sh bär) n.  A bar, such as one at a large party, where drinks are sold 

by the glass. 

cash·book (k4shùbtkÙ) n.  A book in which a record of cash receipts and 

expenditures is kept. 

cash cow (k4sh kou) n.  Slang. A steady, dependable source of funds or income: 

“a collapse of its profitable cash cow, the clusters of word-processing machines” 

(Christian Science Monitor). 

cash crop (k4sh krmp) n.  A crop, such as tobacco, grown for direct sale rather 

than for livestock feed. 

cash discount (k4sh dVsùkountÙ) n.  Abbr. c.d. A reduction in the price of an 

item for sale allowed if payment is made within a stipulated period. 

cash·ew (k4shùu, kN-shuù) n.  1. A tropical American evergreen tree (Anacar-

dium occidentale) widely cultivated for its edible nutlike kernels.  2. The kidney-

shaped seed of this tree, eaten after roasting.  [Probably Portuguese acajú, from 

Tupi acajú, from cajú, yellow fruit, acidic.]

cashew apple (k4shùu 4pùNl) n.  The soft, swollen, pear-shaped edible stalk 

of the fruit of the cashew, used for beverages, preserves, or jams. 

cashew nut (k4shùu nƒt) n.  The edible seed of the cashew tree. 



cash flow (k4sh flo) n.  1. The pattern of income and expenditures, as of a 

company or person, and the resulting availability of cash:  The city improved its 

cash flow by borrowing against future revenues.  2. The cash receipts or net income 

from one or more assets for a given period, reckoned after taxes and other dis-

bursements, and often used as a measure of corporate worth.   —cashù-flowÙ 
(k4shùfloÙ) adj. 

cash·ier1 (k4-shîrù) n.  1. The officer of a bank or business concern in charge of 

paying and receiving money.  2. A store employee who handles cash transactions 

with customers.  [Dutch cassier, or French caissier both from caisse, money box, 

from Old Provençal caisa, from Vulgar Latin *capsea, from Latin capsa, case.]

ca·shier2 (k4-shîrù) v.  tr. ca·shiered, ca·shier·ing, ca·shiers. To dismiss 

from a position of command or responsibility, especially for disciplinary reasons.  

See Synonyms at dismiss.  [Dutch casseren, from Old French casser, to dismiss, 

annul. See QUASH
1.]

ca·shier’s check (k4-shîrzù chHk) n.  A check drawn by a bank on its own 

funds and signed by the bank’s cashier. 

cash machine (k4sh mN-shKnù) n.  See automated teller machine. 
cash·mere (k4zhùmîrÙ, k4shù-) n.  1. Fine, downy wool growing beneath the 

outer hair of the Cashmere goat.  2. A soft fabric made of this wool or of similar 

fibers.  [After Kashmir.]
Cash·mere (k4shùmîrÙ, k4sh-mîrù)  See Kashmir. 
Cashmere goat also Kashmir goat (k4zhùmîrÙ got) n.  A goat native to the 

Himalayan regions of India and Tibet and prized for its wool. 

cash register (k4sh rHjùV-stNr) n.  A machine that tabulates the amount of sales 

transactions, makes a permanent and cumulative record of them, and has a 

drawer in which cash can be kept. 

cas·i·mere (k4zùN-mîrÙ, k4sù-) n.  Variant of cassimere. 
cas·ing (k7ùsVng) n.  1. An outer cover:  a shell casing.  2. The frame or frame-

work for a window or door.  3. A metal pipe or tube used as a lining for a water, 

oil, or gas well.  4. A membranous case, often made of animal intestine, used to 

contain sausage or other processed meat. 

ca·si·no (kN-sKùno) n.  pl. ca·si·nos. 1. A public room or building for gambling 

and other entertainment.  2.  Also cas·si·no. Games. A card game for two to four 

players in which cards on the table are matched by cards in the hand.  3. A sum-

mer or country house in Italy.  [Italian, diminutive of casa, house, from Latin 

casa.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word casino reveals a transformation

from a cottage to a gambling palace. The source of our word, Italian casino, is a

diminutive of casa, “house,” itself from Latin c7sa, “cottage, hut, hovel.” Central

to the transformation is the development of the senses of casino in Italian. The



word was first applied to a country house and then came to be used for a social

gathering place, a room or building where one could dance, listen to music, and

gamble. This last pastime seems to have gained precedence over the others, at least

as far as the development of the word is concerned, and casino took on the mean-

ing “gambling establishment.” These senses of the Italian word have all been bor-

rowed into English, the sense “social gathering place” being recorded first in the

18th century, the sense “gambling establishment” first in 1851.

cask (k4sk) n.  Abbr. ck., csk. 1. A sturdy cylindrical container for storing liq-

uids; a barrel.  2. The quantity that such a container can hold.  [Middle English 

caske, possibly from Old Spanish casco, potsherd, helmet, from cascar, to break. 

See CASCARA.]

cas·ket (k4sùkVt) n.  1. A small case or chest, as for jewels and other valuables.  

2. A coffin.   —  v.  tr. cas·ket·ed, cas·ket·ing, cas·kets. To enclose in a case, 

chest, or coffin.  [Middle English, possibly alteration of Old French cassette. See 

CASSETTE.]

Cas·lon (k4zùlNn), William. 1692-1766.  English type designer whose typefaces, 

such as Caslon, were widely used in the 18th century. 

Ca·so·ri·a (kN-sôrùK-N, kä-)  A city of southern Italy, a suburb of Milan. Popula-

tion, 68,355. 

Cas·par (k4sùpärÙ, -pNr) also Gas·par (g4sù-)  In the New Testament, one of the 

three wise men from the East who came bearing gifts for the infant Jesus, guided 

by the Star of Bethlehem. 

Cas·per (k4sùpNr)  A city of east-central Wyoming on the North Platte River 

northwest of Cheyenne. It was founded in 1888 with the coming of the railroad 

and grew rapidly after the discovery of oil nearby. Population, 46,742. 

Cas·pi·an Sea (k4sùpK-Nn sK)  A saline lake between southeast Europe and 

western Asia. Its water level is decreasing because of dam construction on the 

Volga River, which feeds the lake. 

casque (k4sk) n.  1. A helmet, especially an ornate, visorless headpiece of the 

16th century.  2. Zoology. A helmetlike structure or protuberance.  [French, from 

Spanish casco. See CASK.] —casqued (k4skt) adj. 

Cass (k4s), Lewis. 1782-1866.  American soldier, politician, and diplomat who 

held several governmental positions, including U.S. secretary of war (1831-1836) 

during the Black Hawk and Seminole wars. 

cas·sa·ba (kN-säùbN) n.  Variant of casaba. 
Cas·san·dra (kN-s4nùdrN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A daughter of Priam, the king 

of Troy, endowed with the gift of prophecy but fated by Apollo never to be 

believed.  2. One that utters unheeded prophecies.  [Latin, from Greek Kassan-

dra.]



cas·sa·tion (k4-s7ùshNn) n.  Abrogation or annulment by a higher authority.  

[Middle English cassatioun, from Old French cassation, from Late Latin cass7tio, 

cass7tion-, from cass7tus, past participle of cass7re, to annul. See QUASH
1.]

Cas·satt (kN-s4tù), Mary Stevenson. 1844?-1926.  American painter noted for 

her studies of mothers and their children, such as The Bath (1891-1892). She was 

associated with the French impressionists. 

cas·sa·va (kN-säùvN) n.  1. A shrubby tropical American plant (Manihot escu-

lenta) widely grown for its large, tuberous, starchy roots.  2. The root of this 

plant, eaten as a staple food in the tropics only after leaching and drying to 

remove cyanide. Cassava starch is also the source of tapioca.  Also called manioc 

[Ultimately from Taino casavi, flour from manioc.]

Cas·sel (k4sùNl, käùsNl)  See Kassel. 
Cas·sel·ber·ry (k4sùNl-bHrÙK)  A city of east-central Florida, a suburb of 

Orlando. Population, 18,911. 

cas·se·na (kN-sKùnN) n.  Botany. Variant of cassina. 
cas·se·ne (kN-sKùnN) n.  Botany. Variant of cassina. 
cas·se·role (k4sùN-rolÙ) n.  1. a. A dish, usually of earthenware, glass, or cast 

iron, in which food is both baked and served.  b. Food prepared and served in 

such a dish.   2. Chemistry. A small-handled, deep porcelain crucible used for 

heating and evaporating.  [French, saucepan, diminutive of Old French casse, 

ladle, pan, from Old Provençal cassa, from Medieval Latin cattia, dipper, from 

Greek kuathion, diminutive of kuathos, ladle.]

cas·sette (kN-sHtù, k4-) n.  1. A small, flat case containing two reels and a length 

of magnetic tape that winds between them, used in audio or video tape recorders 

or players.  2. A lightproof cartridge containing photographic film or plates, used 

in specially designed cameras.  3. A cartridge for holding and winding typewriter 

or printer ribbon while in the machine.  [French, small box, from Old French, 

diminutive of Norman French casse, case. See CASE
2.]

cassette deck (kN-sHtù dHk) n.  A tape deck designed for recording or playing 

audiocassettes. 

cassette memory (kN-sHtù mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. A removable car-

tridge containing magnetic tape that stores programs. 

cassette player (kN-sHtù pl7ùNr) n.  A tape player designed to play recorded 

cassettes. 

cas·sia (k4shùN) n.  1. Any of various chiefly tropical or subtropical trees, shrubs, 

or herbs of the genus Cassia in the pea family, having pinnately compound leaves, 

usually yellow flowers, and long, flat or cylindrical pods.  2. a. A tropical Asian 

evergreen tree (Cinnamomum cassia) having aromatic bark used as a substitute 

for cinnamon.  b. The bark of this tree.   [Middle English, from Latin, a kind of 

plant, from Greek kassia, of Semitic origin.]



cas·si·mere also cas·i·mere (k4zùN-mîrÙ, k4sù-) n.  A plain or twilled woolen 

cloth used for suits.  [Variant of CASHMERE.]

Cas·sin (kä-s4Nù), René. 1887-1976.  French jurist and public official. He won 

the 1968 Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to safeguard human rights. 

cas·si·na also cas·se·na  or cas·se·ne  or cas·si·ne (kN-sKùnN) n.  Botany. 1.  
See dahoon.  2.  See yaupon.  [American Spanish, yaupon, from Timucua 

kasine.]

Cas·sin·gle (kN-sVngùgNl, k4-)  A trademark used for a prerecorded magnetic 

tape cassette typically containing one song. 

Cas·si·ni (kN-sKùnK, kä-), Giovanni Domenico or Jean Dominique. 1625-

1712.  Italian-born French astronomer and first director of the Royal Observatory 

in Paris (1669). 

cas·si·no (kN-sKùno) n.  Games. Variant of casino (n., sense 2). 

Cas·si·no (kN-sKùno, käs-)  A town of central Italy in the Apennines northwest of 

Naples. In World War II the town and nearby Benedictine monastery of Monte 

Cassino were reduced to rubble during fierce German-Allied fighting (February-

May 1944). Population, 26,300. 

Cas·si·o·dor·us (k4sÙK-N-dôrùNs, -dorù-), Flavius Magnus Aurelius. Sixth 

century A.D.  Roman statesman and historian who wrote Chronicon, a universal 

history to A.D. 519, and Institutiones, a broad course of study for a monastery. 

Cas·si·o·pe·ia (k4sÙK-N-pKùN) n.  A W-shaped constellation in the Northern 

Hemisphere between Andromeda and Cepheus.  [Latin CassiopKa, from Greek 

Kassiepeia.]

Cas·sir·er (kN-sîrùNr, kä-), Ernst. 1874-1945.  German philosopher who was 

concerned with the formation of concepts in the mind and the theory of scien-

tific knowledge. 

cas·sis (kN-sKsù) n.  1. A Eurasian currant (Ribes nigrum) bearing black berries.  

2. A cordial made from the berries of this plant.  [French, from Latin cassia, a 

kind of plant. See CASSIA.]

cas·sit·er·ite (kN-sVtùN-rXtÙ) n.  A light yellow, red-brown, or black mineral, 

SnO2, that is an important tin ore.  Also called tinstone [French cassitérite, from 

Greek kassiteros, tin.]

Cas·sius Lon·gi·nus (k4shùNs lmn-jXùnNs), Gaius. Died 42 B.C.  Roman general 

and politician who was a leading member of the conspiracy to assassinate Julius 

Caesar. 

cas·sock (k4sùNk) n.  An ankle-length garment with a close-fitting waist and 

sleeves, worn by the clergy and others assisting in church services.  [French 

casaque, long coat, from Old French, perhaps from Italian casacca, from Persian 

kazh7gand, padded garment  : kazh, raw silk + 7gand, stuffed.]

cas·sou·let (k4sÙt-l7ù) n.  A casserole of white beans, various meats, vegeta-

bles, and herbs, slowly simmered or baked in a slow oven.  [French, stove dish, 



diminutive of cassolo, earthenware vessel, from casso, from Old Provençal cassa. 

See CASSEROLE.]

cas·so·war·y (k4sùN-wHrÙK) n.  pl. cas·so·war·ies. Any of several large flight-

less birds of the genus Casuarius of Australia, New Guinea, and adjacent areas, 

having a large, bony projection on the top of the head and brightly colored wat-

tles.  [Malay kHsuari.]

cast (k4st) v.  cast, cast·ing, casts.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To throw (something, espe-

cially something light):  The angler cast the line.  b. To throw with force; hurl:  

waves that cast driftwood far up on the shore.  See Synonyms at throw.   2. To 

shed; molt.  3. To throw forth; drop:  cast anchor.  4. To throw on the ground, as 

in wrestling.  5. To deposit or indicate (a ballot or vote).  6. To turn or direct:  All 

eyes were cast upon the speaker.  7. To cause to fall onto or over something or in a 

certain direction, as if by throwing:  candles casting light; cast aspersions on my 

character; findings that cast doubt on our hypothesis.  8. To bestow; confer: “The 

government I cast upon my brother” (Shakespeare).  9. a. To roll or throw (dice, 

for example).  b. To draw (lots).   10. To give birth to prematurely:  The cow cast a 

calf.  11. To cause (hunting hounds) to scatter and circle in search of a lost scent.  

12. a. To choose actors for (a play, for example).  b. To assign a certain role to 

(an actor):  cast her as the lead.  c. To assign an actor to (a part):  cast each role 

carefully.   13. To form (liquid metal, for example) into a particular shape by 

pouring into a mold.  14. To give a form to; arrange:  decided to cast the book in 

three parts.  15. To contrive; devise:  cast a plan.  16. To calculate or compute; add 

up (a column of figures).  17. To calculate astrologically:  cast my horoscope.  

18. To warp; twist:  floorboards cast by age.  19. Nautical. To turn (a ship); change 

to the opposite tack.   —  v.  intr. 1. To throw something, especially to throw out a 

lure or bait at the end of a fishing line.  2. To add a column of figures; make cal-

culations.  3. To make a conjecture or a forecast.  4. To receive form or shape in a 

mold.  5. To search for a lost scent in hunting with hounds.  6. Nautical. a. To 

veer to leeward from a former course; fall off.  b. To put about; tack.   7. To 

choose actors for the parts in a play, movie, or other theatrical presentation.  

8. Obsolete. To estimate; conjecture.   —  n.  1. a. The act or an instance of cast-

ing or throwing.  b. The distance thrown.   2. a. A throwing of a fishing line or 

net into the water.  b. The line or net thrown.   3. a. A throw of dice.  b. The 

number thrown.   4. A stroke of fortune or fate; lot.  5. a. A direction or expres-

sion of the eyes.  b. A slight squint.   6. Something, such as molted skin, that is 

thrown off, out, or away.  7. The addition of a column of figures; calculation.  

8. A conjecture; a forecast.  9. a. The act of pouring molten material into a mold.  

b. The amount of molten material poured into a mold at a single operation.  

c. Something formed by this means:  The sculpture was a bronze cast.   10. An 

impression formed in a mold or matrix; a mold:  a cast of her face made in plaster.  

11. A rigid dressing, usually made of gauze and plaster of Paris, used to immobi-



lize an injured body part, as in a fracture or dislocation.  Also called plaster cast 

12. The form in which something is made or constructed; arrangement:  the 

close-set cast of her features.  13. Outward form or look; appearance:  a suit of styl-

ish cast.  14. Sort; type:  fancied himself to be of a macho cast.  15. An inclination; 

tendency:  her thoughtful cast of mind.  16. The actors in a theatrical presentation.  

17. A slight trace of color; a tinge.  18. A distortion of shape.  19. The circling of 

hounds to pick up a scent in hunting.  20. A pair of hawks released by a falconer 

at one time.  See Synonyms at flock1.  —phrasal verbs. cast about. 1. To 

make a search; look:  had to cast about for an hour, looking for a good campsite.  

2. To devise means; contrive:  cast about for new ways to proceed.  cast around. 
To search about:  cast around for solutions to the problem.  cast off. 4. To discard; 

reject:  cast off old clothing.  5. To let go; set loose:  cast off a boat; cast off a line.  

6. To make the last row of stitches in knitting.  7. Printing. To estimate the space a 

mansucript will occupy when set into type.  cast on. To make the first row of 

stitches in knitting.  cast out. To drive out by force; expel.   —idiom. cast 
(one’s) lot with. To join or side with for better or worse.  [Middle English cas-

ten, from Old Norse kasta.]

Cas·ta·gno (kä-stäùnyo), Andrea del. 1423-1457.  Florentine painter noted 

for his Last Supper, part of the Passion of Christ Cycle that he painted for the 

Church of Sant’ Apollonia in Florence. 

cas·ta·net (k4sÙtN-nHtù) n.  Music. A rhythm instrument consisting of a pair of 

slightly concave shells of ivory or hardwood, held in the palm of the hand by a 

connecting cord over the thumb and clapped together with the fingers. Often 

used in the plural.  [Spanish castañeta, from castaña, chestnut, from Latin casta-

nea. See CHESTNUT.]

cast·a·way (k4stùN-w7Ù) adj.  1. Cast adrift or ashore; shipwrecked.  

2. Discarded; thrown away.   —  n.  1. A shipwrecked person.  2. A rejected or 

discarded person or thing. 

caste (k4st) n.  1. a. Any of four classes, comprising numerous subclasses, con-

stituting Hindu society.  b. Any of numerous hereditary, endogamous social sub-

classes stratified according to Hindu ritual purity.   2. A social class separated 

from others by distinctions of hereditary rank, profession, or wealth.  3. a. A 

social system or the principle of grading society based on castes.  b. The social 

position or status conferred by a system based on castes:  lose caste by doing work 

beneath one’s station.   4. A specialized level in a colony of social insects, such as 

ants, in which the members, such as workers or soldiers, carry out a specific func-

tion.  [Spanish casta, race, and Portuguese casta, race, caste, both from feminine 

of casto, pure  from Latin castus. See kes- in Appendix.]

Cas·tel Gan·dol·fo (kä-stHlù gän-dôlùfo)  A town of central Italy on Lake 

Albano southeast of Rome. It is the site of the papal summer residence. Popula-

tion, 3,600. 



Cas·tel·lam·ma·re di Sta·bia (kä-stHlÙN-märù7 dV stäbùyN, kä-stHlÙläm-

mäùrH dK stäùbyä)  A city of southern Italy on the Bay of Naples west of Salerno. A 

summer resort and spa, it has thermal mineral springs known since Roman times. 

Population, 70,317. 

cas·tel·lan (k4sùtN-lNn) n.  The keeper or governor of a castle.  [Middle English 

castelain, from Norman French, from Medieval Latin castell7nus, from Latin, of a 

fortress, from castellum, stronghold. See CASTLE.]

cas·tel·lat·ed (k4sùtN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Furnished with turrets and battlements in 

the style of a castle.  2. Having a castle.  [Medieval Latin castell7tus, past participle 

of castell7re, to fortify as a castle, from Latin castellum, fort. See CASTLE.] —casÙ-
tel·laùtion n. 

Cas·tel·lón de la Pla·na (k4sÙtNl-yonù dN lä pläùnN, käÙstHlyônù dH lä pläùnä)  

A city of eastern Spain on the Mediterranean Sea north-northeast of Valencia. A 

port and manufacturing center, it was captured from the Moors in 1233. Popula-

tion, 129,518. 

cast·er (k4sùtNr) n.  1. One that casts:  a caster of nets.  2.  Also cas·tor (k4sùtNr). 
A small wheel on a swivel, attached under a piece of furniture or other heavy 

object to make it easier to move.  3.  Also castor. a. A small bottle, pot, or shaker 

for holding a condiment.  b. A stand for a set of condiment containers.  

cas·ti·gate (k4sùtV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. cas·ti·gat·ed, cas·ti·gat·ing, cas·ti·gates. 
1. To inflict severe punishment on.  See Synonyms at punish.  2. To criticize 

severely.  [Latin castXg7re, castXg7t-, from castus, pure. See kes- in Appendix.] 
—casÙti·gaùtion n.  —casùti·gaÙtor n. 

Cas·ti·glio·ne (käÙstVl-yoùn7, käÙstK-lyôùnH), Count Baldassare. 1478-1529.  

Italian diplomat and writer best known for Il Cortegiano (1528), which describes 

the perfect courtier. 

Cas·tile (k4s-tKlù)  A region and former kingdom of central and northern Spain. 

Autonomous from the tenth century, it joined with Aragon after the marriage of 

Isabella and Ferdinand in 1479, thus forming the nucleus of modern Spain. 

Castile soap also cas·tile soap (k4s-tKlù sop) n.  A fine, hard, white, odorless 

soap made with olive oil and sodium hydroxide.  [After Castile.]

Cas·ti·lho (kNsh-tKùlyu), Antonio Feliciano de. 1800-1875.  Portuguese 

author and translator who became a leader of the romantic movement in Portu-

gal. He is known for his poems and his translations of Virgil, Ovid, and Shakes-

peare. 

Cas·til·ian (k4-stVlùyNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Castile.  2. a. The Span-

ish dialect of Castile.  b. The standard literary and official form of Spanish, which 

is based on this dialect.    —  adj.  Of or relating to Castile or its people, language, 

or culture. 

cast·ing (k4sùtVng) n.  1. a. The act or process of making casts or molds.  

b. Something cast in a mold.   2. The act of throwing a fishing line.  



3. Something cast off or out.  4. Selection of actors or performers for the parts of 

a presentation. 

casting vote (k4sùtVng vot) n.  The vote of a presiding officer in an assembly or 

council, given to break a tie. 

cast iron (k4st XùNrn) n.  A hard, brittle, nonmalleable iron-carbon alloy, cast 

into shape, containing 2 to 4.5 percent carbon, 0.5 to 3 percent silicon, and lesser 

amounts of sulfur, manganese, and phosphorus. 

cast-i·ron (k4stùXùNrn) adj.  1. Made of cast iron.  2. Rigid; inflexible:  a cast-iron 

rule.  3. Exceptionally strong or resistant:  a cast-iron stomach. 

cast-iron plant (k4stùXùNrn pl4nt) n.  See aspidistra. 
cas·tle (k4sùNl) n.  1. a. A large fortified building or group of buildings with 

thick walls, usually dominating the surrounding country.  b. A fortified strong-

hold converted to residential use.  c. A large, ornate building similar to or resem-

bling a fortified stronghold.   2. A place of privacy, security, or refuge.  3. Games. 

See rook2.   —  v.  cas·tled, cas·tling, cas·tles.  —  v.  intr. Games. To move 

the king in chess from its own square two empty squares to one side and then, in 

the same move, bring the rook from that side to the square immediately past the 

new position of the king.   —  v.  tr. 1. To place in or as if in a castle.  2. Games. To 

move (the king in chess) by castling.  [Middle English castel, from Old English, 

and from Norman French  both from Latin castellum, diminutive of castrum. See 

kes- in Appendix.]

Cas·tle (k4sùNl), Vernon Blythe. 1887-1918.  British-born dancer who together 

with his wife, Irene Foote Castle (1893-1969), gained recognition for innova-

tive dancing. 

cas·tled (k4sùNld) adj.  Castellated. 

Castle Peak (k4sùNl pKk)  A mountain, 4,350.8 m (14,265 ft) high, in the Elk 

Mountains of west-central Colorado. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

Cas·tle·reagh (k4sùNl-r7Ù), Viscount Title of Robert Stewart, Second Marquis 

of Londonderry. 1769-1822.  British politician who as chief secretary for Ireland 

(1798-1801) was able to quell the 1798 rebellion and form a political union 

between Ireland and Great Britain (1800). 

cast·off (k4stùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. One that has been discarded.  2. Printing. A calcu-

lation of the amount of space a manuscript will occupy when set into type. 

cast-off (k4stùôfÙ, -mfÙ) adj.  Discarded; rejected. 

cas·tor1 (k4sùtNr) n.  1. An oily, brown, odorous substance obtained from glands 

in the groin of the beaver and used as a perfume fixative.  2. A hat made of beaver 

fur or an imitation.  3. A heavy wool fabric used especially for overcoats.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin, beaver, from Greek kastor.]

cas·tor2 (k4sùtNr) n.  Variant of caster. 



Cas·tor (k4sùtNr) n.  1. Greek Mythology. One of the Dioscuri.  2. A double star 

in the constellation Gemini, the brightest star in the group, approximately 46 

light-years from Earth.  [Latin, from Greek Kastor, twin of Pollux.]

castor bean (k4sùtNr bKn) n.  1. The castor-oil plant.  2. The poisonous seed of 

the castor-oil plant, from which castor oil is obtained.  [CASTOR (OIL) + BEAN.]

castor oil (k4sùtNr oil) n.  A colorless or pale yellowish oil extracted from the 

seeds of the castor-oil plant, used pharmaceutically as a laxative and skin softener 

and industrially as a lubricant.  [Possibly from a former use as a substitute for cas-

tor in medicine.]

cas·tor-oil plant (k4sùtNr-oilù pl4nt) n.  A poisonous, ornamental, tropical 

African herb or tree (Ricinus communis) having palmately lobed leaves and uni-

sexual flowers and yielding a seed oil of commercial and medicinal value. 

cas·trate (k4sùtr7tÙ) v.  tr. cas·trat·ed, cas·trat·ing, cas·trates. 1. To remove 

the testicles of (a male); geld or emasculate.  2. To remove the ovaries of (a 

female); spay.  3. To deprive of virility or spirit; emasculate.   —  n.  An individual 

who is incapable of reproduction as a result of removal, destruction, or inactiva-

tion of the gonads.  [Latin castr7re, castr7t-. See kes- in Appendix.] 
—casùtrat·er, casùtra·tor n.  —cas·traùtion n. 

ca·stra·to (k4-sträùto, kN-) n.  pl. ca·stra·ti (-tK)  or ca·stra·tos. Music. A male 

singer castrated before puberty so as to retain a soprano or alto voice.  [Italian, 

from Latin castr7tus, past participle of castr7re, to castrate. See CASTRATE.]

Cas·tries (käsùtrKzÙ, -trKsÙ)  The capital of St. Lucia, in the Windward Islands of 

the British West Indies. It was founded by the French in 1650. Population, 50,798. 

Cas·tro (k4sùtro, käùstro), Cipriano. 1858?-1924.  Venezuelan soldier and politi-

cian who was president from 1902 to 1908, when he was suspended by the con-

gress for his dictatorial policies. 

Cas·tro (k4sùtro, käùstro), Fidel. Born 1927.  Cuban revolutionary leader who 

overthrew the corrupt regime of the dictator Fulgencio Batista in 1959 and estab-

lished a socialist state. He has supported other liberation struggles in Latin Amer-

ica and Africa and maintained close ties with the Soviet Union. 

Cas·tro·ism (k4sùtro-VzÙNm) n.  The political and socioeconomic principles and 

policies of Fidel Castro.   —Casùtro·ist, Casùtro·iteÙ (-XtÙ)  adj.  & n. 

Cas·trop-Rau·xel (käsùtrôp-roukùsNl)  A city of western Germany in the Ruhr 

Valley south-southwest of Münster. It is a commercial and industrial center. Pop-

ulation, 76,428. 

Cas·tro Valley (k4sùtro v4lùK)  An unincorporated community of western Cal-

ifornia southeast of Oakland. It is mainly residential. Population, 48,619. 

ca·su·al (k4zhùu-Nl) adj.  1. Occurring by chance.  See Synonyms at chance.  
2. a. Occurring at irregular or infrequent intervals; occasional:  casual employ-

ment at a factory; a casual correspondence with a former teacher.  

b. Unpremeditated; offhand:  a casual remark.   3. a. Being without ceremony or 



formality; relaxed:  a casual evening with friends.  b. Suited for everyday wear or 

use; informal.   4. Not serious or thorough; superficial:  a casual inspection.  

5. a. Showing little interest or concern; nonchalant:  a casual disregard for cold 

weather.  b. Lenient; permissive:  a casual attitude toward drugs.   6. Not close or 

intimate; passing:  a casual acquaintance with avant-garde music.   —  n.  1. One 

that serves or appears at irregular intervals, especially a temporary worker.  2.  
Often casuals. Casual clothing.  3. A soldier temporarily attached to a unit while 

awaiting permanent assignment.  [Middle English casuel, from Old French, from 

Latin c7su7lis, from c7sus, event. See CASE
1.] —caùsu·al·ly adv.  —caùsu·al·ness 

n. 

ca·su·al·ty (k4zhùu-Nl-tK) n.  pl. ca·su·al·ties. 1. An accident, especially one 

involving serious injury or loss of life.  2. One injured or killed in an accident:  a 

train wreck with an unknown number of casualties.  3. a. One injured, killed, cap-

tured, or missing in action through engagement with an enemy.  b.  Often casu-
alties. Loss in numbers especially through engagement with an enemy:  

Battlefield casualties were high.   4. One that is harmed or eliminated as a result of 

an action or circumstance:  The corner grocery was a casualty of the expanding 

supermarkets.  [Middle English casuelte, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

c7su7lit7s, chance, accident, from Latin c7su7lis, fortuitous. See CASUAL.]

ca·su·a·ri·na (k4zhÙu-N-rXùnN) n.  See beefwood.  [New Latin Casuarina, 

genus name, from Malay kHsuari, cassowary (from the resemblance of its twigs to 

the drooping feathers of the cassowary).]

ca·su·ist (k4zhùu-Vst) n.  A person who is expert in or given to casuistry.  

[French casuiste, from Spanish casuista, from Latin c7sus, case. See CASE
1.]

ca·su·is·tic (k4zhÙu-VsùtVk) also ca·su·is·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to 

casuists or casuistry.   —caÙsu·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

ca·su·ist·ry (k4zhùu-V-strK) n.  pl. ca·sui·ist·ries. 1. Specious or excessively 

subtle reasoning intended to rationalize or mislead.  2. The determination of 

right and wrong in questions of conduct or conscience by the application of gen-

eral principles of ethics.  [From CASUIST.]

ca·sus bel·li (k7ÙsNs bHlùX, käÙsNs bHlùK) n.  pl. casus belli. An act or event that 

provokes or is used to justify war.  [New Latin c7sus bellX : Latin c7sus, occasion + 

Latin bellX, genitive of bellum, war.]

cat (k4t) n.  1. a. A small carnivorous mammal (Felis catus or F. domesticus) 

domesticated since early times as a catcher of rats and mice and as a pet and exist-

ing in several distinctive breeds and varieties.  b. Any of various other carnivo-

rous mammals of the family Felidae, which includes the lion, tiger, leopard, and 

lynx.  c. The fur of a domestic cat.   2. A woman who is regarded as spiteful.  3. A 

cat-o’-nine-tails.  4. A catfish.  5. Nautical. a. A cathead.  b. A device for raising 

an anchor to the cathead.  c. A catboat.  d. A catamaran.   6. Slang. a. A person, 

especially a man.  b. A player or devotee of jazz music.    —  v.  cat·ted, cat·ting, 



cats.  —  v.  tr. Nautical. To hoist an anchor to (the cathead).   —  v.  intr. Slang. 

To look for sexual partners; have an affair or affairs: “catting around with every 

lady in sight” (Gore Vidal).   —idiom. let the cat out of the bag. To let a 

secret be known.  [Middle English, from Old English catt, from Germanic *kat-

tuz.]

CAT (k4t) abbr.  1. Clear-air turbulence.  2. Computerized axial tomography. 

cat. abbr.  Catalog. 

cata- pref.  1. Down:  catadromous.  2. Reverse; backward; degenerative:  catapla-

sia.  [Greek kata-, from kata, down, downwards, thoroughly. See kat- in Appen-

dix.]

ca·tab·o·lism (kN-t4bùN-lVzÙNm) n.  The metabolic breakdown of complex mol-

ecules into simpler ones, often resulting in a release of energy.  [CATA- + 

(META)BOLISM.] —catÙa·bolùic (k4tÙN-bmlùVk) adj.  —catÙa·bolùi·cal·ly adv. 

ca·tab·o·lite (kN-t4bùN-lXtÙ) n.  A substance produced by the process of catabo-

lism.  [CATABOL(ISM) + -ITE
2.]

ca·tab·o·lize (kN-t4bùN-lXzÙ) v.  intr. tr. ca·tab·o·lized, ca·tab·o·liz·ing, 
ca·tab·o·liz·es. To undergo or cause to undergo catabolism. 

cat·a·chre·sis (k4tÙN-krKùsVs) n.  pl. cat·a·chre·ses (-sKz). 1. a. Strained use of 

a word or phrase, as for rhetorical effect.  b. A deliberately paradoxical figure of 

speech.   2. The improper use of a word or phrase, especially in application to 

something it does not denote, as the use of blatant to mean “flagrant.”  [Latin cat-

achrKsis, improper use of a word, from Greek katakhrKsis, excessive use, from 

katakhrKsthai, to misuse  : kata-, completely; see CATA- + khrKsthai, to use; see 

gher-2 in Appendix.] —catÙa·chresùtic (-krHsùtVk), catÙa·chresùti·cal (-tV-kNl)  

adj.  —catÙa·chresùti·cal·ly adv. 

cat·a·clysm (k4tùN-klVzÙNm) n.  1. A violent upheaval that causes great destruc-

tion or brings about a fundamental change.  See Synonyms at disaster.  2. A vio-

lent and sudden change in the earth’s crust.  3. A devastating flood.  [French 

cataclysme, from Latin cataclysmos, deluge, from Greek kataklusmos, from katak-

luzein, to inundate  : kata-, intensive pref.; see CATA- + kluzein, to wash away.] 
—catÙa·clysùmic (-klVzùmVk), catÙa·clysùmal (-klVzùmNl)  adj. 

cat·a·comb (k4tùN-komÙ) n.  1.  Often catacombs. An underground cemetery 

consisting of chambers or tunnels with recesses for graves.  2. An underground 

burial place.  [Probably French catacombe, from Old French, from Late Latin cat-

acumba.]

ca·tad·ro·mous (kN-t4dùrN-mNs) adj.  Living in fresh water but migrating to 

marine waters to breed. Used of fish. 

cat·a·falque (k4tùN-f4lkÙ, -fôlkÙ) n.  1. A decorated platform or framework on 

which a coffin rests in state during a funeral.  2. Roman Catholic Church. A cof-

fin-shaped structure draped with a pall, used to represent the corpse at a requiem 

Mass celebrated after the burial.  [French, from Italian catafalco.]



Cat·a·lan (k4tùl-4nÙ, -Nn, k4tÙl-4nù) adj.  Of or relating to Catalonia or its peo-

ple, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Catalonia.  2. The 

Romance language spoken especially in Catalonia, the Balearic Islands, Andorra, 

and the Roussillon region of France.  [Middle English Catalane, possibly from 

Catalan catalana, from Catalunya, Catalonia.]

cat·a·lase (k4tùl-7sÙ, -7zÙ) n.  An enzyme found in the blood and in most living 

cells that catalyzes the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide into water and oxy-

gen.  [CATAL(YSIS) + -ASE.] —catÙa·latùic (k4tÙl-4tùVk) adj. 

cat·a·lec·tic (k4tÙl-HkùtVk) adj.  Lacking one or more syllables, especially in the 

final foot. Used of verse.  [Late Latin catalKcticus, from Greek katalKktikos, from 

katalKgein, to leave off  : kata-, intensive pref.; see CATA- + lKgein, to cease, termi-

nate; see slKg- in Appendix.]

cat·a·lep·sy (k4tùl-HpÙsK) n.  pl. cat·a·lep·sies. A condition characterized by 

lack of response to external stimuli and by muscular rigidity, so that the limbs 

remain in whatever position they are placed. It is known to occur in a variety of 

physical and psychological disorders, such as epilepsy and schizophrenia, and can 

be induced by hypnosis.  [Middle English catalempsi, from Late Latin catalKmpsia, 

from Greek katalKpsis, from katalambanein, to seize upon  : kata-, intensive pref.; 

see CATA- + lambanein, lKp-, to seize.] —catÙa·lepùtic (k4tÙl-HpùtVk) adj. 

cat·a·lex·is (k4tÙl-HkùsVs) n.  The absence of one or more syllables in a line of 

verse, especially in the last foot.  [Greek katalKxis, from katalKgein, to leave off. See 

CATALECTIC.]

Cat·a·li·na Island (k4tÙl-KùnN XùlNnd)  See Santa Catalina Island. 
cat·a·lo (k4tùl-oÙ) n.  Variant of cattalo. 
cat·a·log  or cat·a·logue (k4tùl-ôgÙ, -mgÙ) n.  Abbr. cat. 1. a. A list or itemized 

display, as of titles, course offerings, or articles for exhibition or sale, usually 

including descriptive information or illustrations.  b. A publication, such as a 

book or pamphlet, containing such a list or display:  a catalog of fall fashions; a 

seed catalog.   2. A list or enumeration: “the long catalogue of his concerns: unem-

ployment, housing, race, drugs, the decay of the inner city, the environment and fam-

ily life” (Anthony Holden).  3. A card catalog.   —  v.  cat·a·loged or 

cat·a·logued, cat·a·log·ing or cat·a·logu·ing, cat·a·logs or cat·a·logues.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make an itemized list of:  catalog a record collection.  2. a. To list or 

include in a catalog.  b. To classify (a book or publication, for example) according 

to a categorical system.    —  v.  intr. 1. To make a catalog.  2. To be listed in a cat-

alog:  an item that catalogs for 200 dollars.  [Middle English cathaloge, list, register, 

from Old French catalogue, from Late Latin catalogus, from Greek katalogos, 

from katalegein, to list  : kata-, down, off; see CATA- + legein, to count; see leg- in 

Appendix.] —catùa·logÙer, catùa·loguÙer n. 

ca·ta·logue rai·son·né (k4tùl-ôgÙ r7ÙzN-n7ù, -mgÙ, kä-tä-lôgù rH-zô-n7ù) n.  pl. 

ca·ta·logues rai·son·nés (k4tùl-ôgzÙ r7ÙzN-n7ù, -mgzÙ, kä-tä-lôgù rH-zô-n7ù). A 



publication listing titles of articles or literary works, especially the contents of an 

exhibition, along with related descriptive or critical material.  [French  : catalogue, 

catalog + raisonné, methodical, descriptive, from past participle of raisonner, to 

reason, analyze.]

Cat·a·lo·nia (k4tÙl-onùyN, -oùnK-N)  A region of northeast Spain bordering on 

France and the Mediterranean Sea. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries it was 

a center of socialist and anarchist activity. The Catalans established a separate 

state in the 1930’s.   —CatÙa·loùnian adj.  & n. 

ca·tal·pa (kN-t4lùpN, -tôlù-) n.  Any of various, usually deciduous trees of the 

genus Catalpa, especially C. bignonioides or C. speciosa, native to the United States 

and having whorled, heart-shaped leaves, showy clusters of white flowers, and 

long, slender, cylindrical pods.  Also called Indian bean [Creek kataÁpa : ka-, head 

+ taÁpa, wing (from the shape of its flowers).]

ca·tal·y·sis (kN-t4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. ca·tal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). The action of a catalyst, 

especially an increase in the rate of a chemical reaction.  [Greek katalusis, dissolu-

tion, from kataluein, to dissolve  : kata-, intensive pref.; see CATA- + luein, to 

loosen; see leu- in Appendix.]

cat·a·lyst (k4tùl-Vst) n.  1. Chemistry. A substance, usually used in small 

amounts relative to the reactants, that modifies and increases the rate of a reac-

tion without being consumed in the process.  2. One that precipitates a process or 

event, especially without being involved in or changed by the consequences.  

[From CATALYSIS.]

SYNONYMS: catalyst, ferment, leaven, leavening, yeast. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “an agent that stimulates or precipitates a reaction, de-

velopment, or change”: a serious breach of trust that was the catalyst for the divorce;

love, the most powerful ferment; the leaven of reform working in their minds; a leav-

ening of humor; the yeast of revolution.

cat·a·lyt·ic (k4tÙl-VtùVk) adj.  Of, involving, or acting as a catalyst: “Deregulation’s 

catalytic power... is still reshaping the banking, communications, and transportation 

industries” (Ellyn E. Spragins).  [Greek katalutikos, able to dissolve, from katalu-

sis, dissolution. See CATALYSIS.] —catÙa·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

catalytic converter (k4tÙl-VtùVk kNn-vûrùtNr) n.  A reaction chamber typically 

containing a finely divided platinum-iridium catalyst into which exhaust gases 

from an automotive engine are passed together with excess air so that carbon 

monoxide and hydrocarbon pollutants are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water. 

catalytic cracker (k4tÙl-VtùVk kr4kùNr) n.  An oil refinery unit in which the 

cracking of petroleum takes place in the presence of a catalyst. 

cat·a·lyze (k4tùl-XzÙ) v.  tr. cat·a·lyzed, cat·a·lyz·ing, cat·a·lyz·es. 1. To 

modify, especially to increase, the rate of (a chemical reaction) by catalysis.  2. To 



bring about; initiate: “The technology bred of science has catalyzed stupendous eco-

nomic growth” (Nature).  3. To produce fundamental change in; transform:  

changes in student enrollment that have catalyzed the educational system.  [From 

CATALYSIS.] —catùa·lyzÙer n. 

cat·a·ma·ran (k4tÙN-mN-r4nù) n.  Nautical. 1. A boat with two parallel hulls or 

floats, especially a light sailboat with a mast mounted on a transverse frame join-

ing the hulls.  2. A raft of logs or floats lashed together and propelled by paddles 

or sails.  [Tamil ka££umaram : ka££u, to tie + maram, tree, log.]

cat·a·me·ni·a (k4tÙN-mKùnK-N) n.  See menses.  [Greek katamKnia, from neu-

ter pl. of katamKnios, monthly  : kata-, according to, per; see CATA- + mKn, month; 

see mK-2 in Appendix.] —catÙa·meùni·al adj. 

cat·a·mite (k4tùN-mXtÙ) n.  A boy who has a sexual relationship with a man.  

[Latin catamXtus, from CatamXtus, Ganymede, from Etruscan Catmite, from 

Greek GanumKdKs.]

cat·a·mount (k4tùN-mountÙ) n.  See mountain lion.  [Short for CATAMOUN-

TAIN.]

cat·a·moun·tain (k4tÙN-mounùtNn) n.  Any of various wild felines, such as the 

leopard or a wildcat.  [Alteration of cat of the mountain.]

cat-and-mouse (k4tùn-mousù) adj.  1. Playfully or teasingly cruel, as in pro-

longing the pain or torment of another:  the cat-and-mouse tactics of the interroga-

tors.  2. Of or involving a suspenseful and sometimes alternating relation beween 

hunter and hunted: “another cat-and-mouse thriller” (New York Times). 

Ca·ta·nia (kN-t7nùyN, -t7ùnK-N, kä-täùnyä)  A city of eastern Sicily, Italy on the 

Gulf of Catania, an inlet of the Ionian Sea. Founded in the eighth century B.C., 

Catania was a flourishing Greek community and later a Roman colony. Popula-

tion, 378,521. 

Ca·tan·za·ro (käÙtän-zärùo, -dzärùo)  A city of southern Italy near the Ionian 

Sea. It was founded in the tenth century. Population, 100,637. 

cat·a·pho·re·sis (k4tÙN-fN-rKùsVs) n.  See electrophoresis (n., sense 1).  

—catÙa·pho·retùic (-rHtùVk) adj.  —catÙa·pho·retùi·cal·ly adv. 

cat·a·pla·sia (k4tÙN-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Pathology. Degenerative reversion of 

cells or tissue to a less differentiated form.   —catÙa·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

cat·a·plasm (k4tùN-pl4zÙNm) n.  See poultice.  [Middle English cathaplasma, 

and French cataplasme both from Latin cataplasma, from Greek kataplasma, 

from kataplassein, to plaster over  : kata-, down, onto, over; see CATA- + plassein, 

to mold, form; see PLASMA.]

cat·a·plex·y (k4tùN-plHkÙsK) n.  A sudden loss of muscle tone and strength, usu-

ally caused by an extreme emotional stimulus.  [From Greek kataplKxis, fixation 

(of the eyes), from kataplKssein, to astound, terrify  : kata-, intensive pref.; see 

CATA- + plKssein, plKk-, to strike; see pl7k-2 in Appendix.] —catÙa·plecùtic (-plH-

kùtVk) adj. 



cat·a·pult (k4tùN-pƒltÙ, -ptltÙ) n.  1. A military machine for hurling missiles, 

such as large stones or spears, used in ancient and medieval times.  2. A mecha-

nism for launching aircraft at a speed sufficient for flight, as from the deck of a 

carrier.  3. A slingshot.   —  v.  cat·a·pult·ed, cat·a·pult·ing, cat·a·pults.  —  
v.  tr. To hurl or launch from or as if from a catapult.   —  v.  intr. To become cat-

apulted; spring or bolt.  [French catapulte, from Old French, from Latin cata-

pulta, from Greek katapaltKs : kata-, cata- + pallein, to brandish, poise a weapon 

before hurling; see pol- in Appendix.]

cat·a·ract (k4tùN-r4ktÙ) n.  1. A large or high waterfall.  2. A great downpour; a 

deluge.  3. Pathology. Opacity of the lens or capsule of the eye, causing impair-

ment of vision or blindness.  [Middle English cataracte, from Old French, from 

Latin cataracta, from Greek katarraktKs, kataraktKs, probably from katarassein, to 

dash down (kat-, kata-, cata- + arassein, to strike).]

ca·tarrh (kN-tärù) n.  Inflammation of mucous membranes, especially of the 

nose and throat.  [Middle English catarre, from Old French catarrhe, from Late 

Latin catarrhus, from Greek katarrous, from katarrein, to flow down  : kata-, cata- 

+ rhein, to flow; see sreu- in Appendix.] —ca·tarrhùal, ca·tarrhùous adj.  

—ca·tarrhùal·ly adv. 

ca·tas·ta·sis (kN-t4sùtN-sVs) n.  pl. ca·tas·ta·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The intensified part 

of the action directly preceding the catastrophe in classical tragedy.  2. The climax 

of a drama.  [Greek katastasis, settled state, from kathistanai, to come into a cer-

tain state  : kat-, kata-, cata- + histanai, to set; see st7- in Appendix.]

ca·tas·tro·phe (kN-t4sùtrN-fK) n.  1. A great, often sudden calamity.  See Syn-

onyms at disaster.  2. A complete failure; a fiasco:  The food was cold, the guests 

quarreled—the whole dinner was a catastrophe.  3. The concluding action of a 

drama, especially a classical tragedy, following the climax and containing a reso-

lution of the plot.  4. A sudden violent change in the earth’s surface; a cataclysm.  

[Greek katastrophK, an overturning, ruin, conclusion, from katastrephein, to ruin, 

undo  : kata-, cata- + strephein, to turn; see streb(h)- in Appendix.]

cat·a·stroph·ic (k4tÙN-strmfùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving a catastro-

phe.  2. Involving or resulting in substantial, often ruinous medical expense:  a 

catastrophic illness.   —catÙa·strophùi·cal·ly adv. 

ca·tas·tro·phism (kN-t4sùtrN-fVzÙNm) n.  1. Geology. The doctrine that major 

changes in the earth’s crust result from catastrophes rather than evolutionary pro-

cesses.  2. The prediction or expectation of cataclysmic upheaval, as in political or 

social developments.   —ca·tasùtro·phist n. 

cat·a·to·ni·a (k4tÙN-toùnK-N) n.  An abnormal condition variously characterized 

by stupor, stereotypy, mania, and either rigidity or extreme flexibility of the 

limbs. It is most often associated with schizophrenia.  [New Latin, from German 

Katatonie, from Greek katatonos, stretching tight, from katateinein, to stretch 



tight  : kata-, intensive pref.; see CATA- + teinein, to stretch; see ten- in Appendix.] 
—catÙa·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. , n.  —catÙa·tonùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ca·taw·ba1 (kN-tôùbN) n.  pl. Catawba or Ca·taw·bas. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting territory along the Catawba River in North and South 

Carolina and now located in western South Carolina.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.  c. The Siouan language of the Catawba.  

Ca·taw·ba2 (kN-tôùbN) n.  pl. Ca·taw·bas. 1. A reddish North American grape 

developed from the fox grape.  2. Wine made from such grapes.  [After Cat-
awba (River).]

Catawba River (kN-tôùbN rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Blue Ridge of western 

North Carolina and flowing about 402 km (250 mi) generally southward into 

South Carolina, where it is called the Wateree River. 

cat·bird (k4tùbûrdÙ) n.  A North American songbird (Dumetella carolinensis) 

having predominantly slate plumage.  [From the resemblance of one of its calls to 

the mewing of a cat.]

catbird seat (k4tùbûrdÙ sKt) n.  A position of power or prominence. 

cat·boat (k4tùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A broad-beamed sailboat carrying a single sail 

on a mast stepped well forward and often fitted with a centerboard. 

cat·bri·er (k4tùbrXÙNr) n.  Any of several woody, usually prickly dioecious vines 

of the genus Smilax, having greenish, unisexual flowers, heart-shaped leaves, and 

usually bluish to black berries.  Also called greenbrier, smilax. 

cat burglar (k4t bûrùglNr) n.  A burglar who is especially skilled at stealthy or 

undetected entry of a premises. 

cat·call (k4tùkôlÙ) n.  A harsh or shrill call or whistle expressing derision or dis-

approval.   —  v.  cat·called, cat·call·ing, cat·calls.  —  v.  tr. To express deri-

sion or disapproval of with catcalls.   —  v.  intr. To make catcalls. 

catch (k4ch, kHch) v.  caught (kôt), catch·ing, catch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cap-

ture or seize, especially after a chase.  2. To take by or as if by trapping or snaring.  

3. a. To discover or come upon suddenly, unexpectedly, or accidentally:  He was 

caught in the act of stealing.  b. To become cognizant or aware of suddenly:  caught 

her gazing out the window.   4. a. To take hold of, especially forcibly or suddenly; 

grasp:  caught me by the arm; caught the reins.  b. To grab so as to stop the motion 

of:  catch a ball.   5. a. To overtake:  The green car caught me on the straightaway.  

b. To reach just in time; take:  caught the bus to town; catch a wave.   6. a. To hold, 

as by snagging or entangling.  b. To cause to become suddenly or accidentally 

hooked, entangled, or fastened:  caught my hem on the stair.  c. To hold up; delay:  

was caught in traffic for an hour.   7. To hit; strike:  a punch that caught me in the 

stomach.  8. To check (oneself) during an action:  I caught myself before replying.  

9. To become subject to or to contract, as by exposure to a pathogen:  catch a cold.  

10. a. To become affected by or infused with:  caught the joyous mood of the festi-

val.  b. To suffer from the receipt of (criticism, for example):  caught hell for being 



late.   11. To take or get suddenly, momentarily, or quickly:  We caught a glimpse 

of the monarch. I caught a hint of sarcasm in your response.  12. a. To grasp men-

tally; apprehend:  I don’t catch your meaning.  b. To apprehend and reproduce 

accurately by or as if by artistic means:  an impressionist who caught the effects of 

wind and water in his paintings.   13. To attract and fix; arrest:  couldn’t catch their 

attention; caught the teacher’s eye.  14. To charm; captivate.  15. a. Informal. To 

go to see (a performance, for example):  caught the midnight show.  b. To get 

(something required), usually quickly or for a brief period:  catch some sleep.    —  
v.  intr. 1. To become held, entangled, or fastened:  My coat caught in the car door.  

2. To act or move so as to hold or grab someone or something:  tried to catch at 

the life preserver.  3. To be communicable or infectious; spread.  4. To ignite:  The 

fire caught.  5. Baseball. To act as catcher.   —  n.  1. The act of catching; a taking 

and holding.  2. Something that catches, especially a device for fastening or for 

checking motion.  3. a. Something caught:  The mistake you found was a good 

catch.  b. Informal. One, such as a person or thing, that is worth catching.   

4. Sports. a. The grabbing and holding of a thrown, kicked, or batted ball before 

it hits the ground.  b. A game of throwing and catching a ball.   5. A quantity that 

is caught:  The catch amounted to 50 fish.  6. A choking or stoppage of the breath 

or voice.  7. A stop or break in the operation of a mechanism.  8. Informal. A 

tricky or previously unsuspected condition or drawback:  It sounds like a good 

offer, but there may be a catch.  9. A snatch; a fragment.  10. Music. A canonical, 

often rhythmically intricate composition for three or more voices, popular espe-

cially in the 17th and 18th centuries.   —phrasal verbs. catch on. 1. To under-

stand; perceive.  2. To become popular:  Skateboarding caught on quickly.  catch 
out. To detect (another) in the act or process of wrongdoing.  catch up. 4. To 

snatch:  The mugger caught the wallet up and fled.  5. To detect (another) in a mis-

take or wrongdoing:  Auditors caught up with the embezzler.  6. To come up from 

behind; overtake.  7. a. To become involved with, often unwillingly:  was caught 

up in the scandal.  b. To captivate; enthrall:  I was caught up in the mood of the 

evening.   8. a. To bring up to date; brief:  Let me catch you up on all the gossip.  

b. To bring an activity nearer to completion:  I must catch up on my correspon-

dence.    —idioms. catch fire. 1. To ignite.  2. To become very enthusiastic.  

3. To become the subject of great interest and widespread enthusiasm:  an idea 

that caught fire all over the country.  catch it. Informal. To receive a punishment 

or scolding.  catch (one’s) breath. To rest so as to be able to continue an activ-

ity.  [Middle English cacchen, from Old North French cachier, to chase, from Latin 

capt7re, frequentative of capere, to seize. See kap- in Appendix.] —catchùa·ble 
adj.  

SYNONYMS: catch, enmesh, ensnare, entangle, entrap, snare, tangle, trap. The

central meaning shared by these verbs is “to take in and hold as if by using bait



or a lure”: caught in her own lies; enmeshed in the neighbors’ dispute; ensnaring an

unsuspecting dupe with fast talk; became entangled in his own contradictions; en-

trapped by a skillful interviewer into making a damaging statement; snared by false

hopes; tangled by his own duplicity; trapped into making an incriminating admis-

sion.

Catch-22 also catch-22 (k4chÙtwHn-tK-tuù, kHchÙ-) n.  pl. Catch-22’s or 

Catch-22s also catch-22’s  or catch-22s. 1. a. A situation in which a desired 

outcome or solution is impossible to attain because of a set of inherently illogical 

rules or conditions: “In the Catch-22 of a closed repertoire, only music that is 

already familiar is thought to deserve familiarity” (Joseph McLennan).  b. The 

rules or conditions that create such a situation.   2. A situation or predicament 

characterized by absurdity or senselessness.  3. A contradictory or self-defeating 

course of action: “The Catch-22 of his administration was that every grandiose 

improvement scheme began with community dismemberment” (Village Voice).  

4. A tricky or disadvantageous condition; a catch: “Of course, there is a Catch-22 

with Form 4868—you are supposed to include a check if you owe any additional tax, 

otherwise you face some penalties” (New York).  [After Catch-22, a novel by Joseph 

Heller (born 1923), American writer.] —CatchÙ-22ù adj. 

catch·all (k4chùôlÙ, kHchù-) n.  1. A receptacle or storage area for odds and ends.  

2. Something that encompasses a wide variety of items or situations:  a word that 

serves as a catchall for a bewildering array of computer accessories.   —catchùallÙ 
adj. 

catch-as-catch-can (k4chÙNz-k4ch-k4nù, kHchÙNz-kHch-) adj.  Using or mak-

ing do with whatever means are available; irregular:  made a catch-as-catch-can 

living doing odd jobs.   —  adv.  However or by whatever means possible: “Reading 

was learned catch-as-catch-can, while reindeer farming was learned deeply and 

thoroughly through the daily rigors of survival” (Bunny McBride). 

catch basin (k4ch b7ùsVn) n.  1. A receptacle at the entrance to a sewer designed 

to keep out large or obstructive matter.  2. A reservoir for collecting surface 

drainage or runoff. 

catch colt (k4ch kolt) n.  Western U.S. See old-field colt. See Regional note at 

old-field colt. 
catch·er (k4chùNr, kHchù-) n.  Abbr. c., C. One that catches, especially the base-

ball player positioned behind home plate who signals for and receives pitches. 

catch·fly (k4chùflXÙ, kHchù-) n.  Any of several plants of the genera Silene and 

Lychnis, native chiefly to the Northern Hemisphere and having white, pink, red, 

or purplish flowers and sticky stems and calyxes on which small insects may 

become stuck. 

catch·ing (k4chùVng, kHchù-) adj.  1. Infectious.  2. Attractive; catchy. 



catch·ment (k4chùmNnt, kHchù-) n.  1. A catching or collecting of water, espe-

cially rainwater.  2. a. A structure, such as a basin or reservoir, used for collecting 

or draining water.  b. The amount of water collected in such structure.   3. A 

catchment area. 

catchment area (k4chùmNnt ârùK-N) n.  1. The area drained by a river or body 

of water.  Also called catchment basin 2. The surrounding area served by an insti-

tution, such as a hospital or school. 

catch·pen·ny (k4chùpHnÙK, kHchù-) adj.  Designed and made to sell without 

concern for quality; cheap.   —  n.  A cheap item. 

catch phrase (k4ch fr7z) n.  A phrase in wide or popular use, especially one 

serving as a slogan for a group or movement. 

catch·pole also catch·poll (k4chùpolÙ, kHchù-) n.  A sheriff’s officer, especially 

one who arrests debtors.  [Middle English cacchepol, from Norman French 

cachepol, probably from Old French chacepol : chacier, to chase; see CHASE
1 + poul, 

rooster (from Latin pullus, chicken); see pau- in Appendix.]

catch·up (k4chùNp, kHchù-) n.  Variant of ketchup. 
catch-up (k4chùƒpÙ, kHchù-) n.  1. An approach or strategy intended to over-

come a disadvantage or lead:  The competition will be playing catch-up for the rest 

of the season.  2. An increase intended to bring an amount or rate up to a stan-

dard: “the statutory catch-up of Social Security benefits with the cost of living” 

(Nation).   —catchù-upÙ adj. 

catch·word (k4chùwûrdÙ, kHchù-) n.  1. a. A well-known word or phrase, espe-

cially one that exemplifies a notion, class, or quality: “Glasnost has entered the 

international vocabulary as a catchword for a general liberalization of Soviet society” 

(Bill Keller).  b. A catchy name or slogan: “the top management of major corpora-

tions... busy coining catchwords for their new management concepts” (Japan Eco-

nomic Journal).   2. Printing. a. A guideword.  b. The first word of a page 

printed in the bottom right-hand corner of the preceding page.  

catch·y (k4chùK, kHchùK) adj.  catch·i·er, catch·i·est. 1. Attractive or appealing:  

a catchy idea for a new television series.  2. Easily remembered:  a song with a 

catchy tune.  3. Tricky; deceptive:  a catchy question on an exam.  4. Fitful or spas-

modic:  catchy breathing.   —catchùi·ness n. 

cate (k7t) n.  Archaic. A choice or dainty food; a delicacy.  [Short for acate, from 

Middle English acat, a purchase, from Norman French, from acater, to buy. See 

CATER.]

cat·e·che·sis (k4tÙV-kKùsVs) n.  pl. cat·e·che·ses (-sKz). Oral instruction given 

to catechumens.  [Late Latin catKchKsis, from Greek katKkhKsis, oral instruction, 

from katKkhein, to teach by word of mouth. See CATECHIZE.] —catÙe·chetùi·cal 
(-kHtùV-kNl) adj. 

cat·e·chin (k4tùV-kVnÙ) n.  A crystalline substance, C15H14O6, derived from cate-

chu and used in tanning and dyeing.  Also called catechol [CATECH(U) + -IN.]



cat·e·chism (k4tùV-kVzÙNm) n.  1. A book giving a brief summary of the basic 

principles of Christianity in question-and-answer form.  2. A manual giving 

basic instruction in a subject, usually by rote or repetition.  3. A body of funda-

mental principles or beliefs, especially when accepted uncritically: “the core of the 

catechism of the antinuclear left, the notion that the threat to peace is technological, 

not political” (George F. Will).  4. A close questioning or examination, as of a 

political figure.  [French catechisme, from Old French, from Late Latin catKchis-

mus, from Late Greek katKkhismos, from katKkhizein, to teach by word of mouth. 

See CATECHIZE.]

cat·e·chist (k4tùV-kVst) n.  A person who catechizes, especially one who instructs 

catechumens in preparation for admission into a Christian church.  [French cate-

chiste, from Old French, from Late Latin catKchista, from Late Greek katKkhistKs, 

from katKkhizein, to teach by word of mouth. See CATECHIZE.] —catÙe·chisùtic, 
catÙe·chisùti·cal adj. 

cat·e·chize (k4tùV-kXzÙ) v.  tr. cat·e·chized, cat·e·chiz·ing, cat·e·chiz·es. 
1. To teach the principles of Christian dogma, discipline, and ethics by means of 

questions and answers.  2. To question or examine closely or methodically: 

“Boswell was eternally catechizing him on all kinds of subjects” (Macaulay).  [Mid-

dle English catecizen, from Old French catechiser, from Medieval Latin 

catKchiz7re, from Late Greek katKkhizein, from Greek katKkhein : kata-, down, off, 

out; see CATA- + Kkhein, to sound (from KkhK, sound).] —catÙe·chi·zaùtion (-kV-
z7ùshNn) n.  —catùe·chizÙer n. 

cat·e·chol (k4tùV-kôlÙ, -kmlÙ, -kolÙ) n.  1.  See catechin.  2. A biologically 

important organic phenol, having two hydroxyl groups attached to the benzene 

ring.  [CATECH(U) + -OL
1.]

cat·e·cho·la·mine (k4tÙV-koùlN-mKnÙ, -kôÙ-) n.  Any of a group of amines 

derived from catechol that have important physiological effects as neurotrans-

mitters and hormones and include epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine. 

cat·e·chu (k4tùN-chuÙ) n.  1. a. A spiny Asian tree (Acacia catechu) having 

bipinnately compound leaves, spikes of yellow flowers, and dark heartwood.  b. A 

raw material obtained from the heartwood of this plant, used in the preparation 

of tannins and brown dyes.  Also called cutch  2.  See betel palm.  [Probably 

from Malay kachu, probably from Dravidian karaiyal, karaiccal, that which is dis-

solved, from karai, to melt.]

cat·e·chu·men (k4tÙV-kyuùmNn) n.  1. One who is being taught the principles 

of Christianity.  2. One who is being instructed in a subject at an elementary 

level.  [Middle English cathecumine, from Old French catechumene, from Latin 

catKch7menus, from Greek katKkhoumenos, present passive participle of katKkhein, 

to instruct. See CATECHIZE.]

cat·e·gor·i·cal (k4tÙV-gôrùV-kNl, -gmrù-) also cat·e·gor·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Being 

without exception or qualification; absolute.  See Synonyms at explicit.  2. a. Of 



or relating to a category or categories.  b. According to or using categories:  a cat-

egorical arrangement of specimens.    —catÙe·gorùi·cal·ly adv.  

—catÙe·gorùi·cal·ness n. 

categorical imperative (k4tÙV-gôrùV-kNl Vm-pHrùN-tVv) n.  In the ethical sys-

tem of Immanuel Kant, an unconditional moral law that applies to all rational 

beings and is independent of any personal motive or desire. 

cat·e·go·rize (k4tùV-gN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. cat·e·go·rized, cat·e·go·riz·ing, 
cat·e·go·riz·es. To put into a category or categories; classify.   
—catùe·go·rizÙa·ble adj.  —catÙe·go·ri·zaùtion (-gNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

cat·e·go·ry (k4tùV-gôrÙK, -gorÙK) n.  pl. cat·e·go·ries. 1. A specifically defined 

division in a system of classification; a class.  2. A general class of ideas, terms, or 

things that mark divisions or coordinations within a conceptual scheme, espe-

cially: a. Aristotle’s modes of objective being, such as quality, quantity, or rela-

tion, that are inherent in everything.  b. Kant’s modes of subjective 

understanding, such as singularity, universality, or particularity, that organize 

perceptions into knowledge.  c. A basic logical type of philosophical conception 

in post-Kantian philosophy.   [French catégorie, from Old French, from Late Latin 

catKgoria, class of predicables, from Greek katKgoria, accusation, charge, from 

katKgorein, to accuse, predicate  : kata-, down, against; see CATA- + agoreuein, Kgor-

, to speak in public (from agora, marketplace, assembly); see ger- in Appendix.]

category killer (k4tùV-gôrÙK kVlùNr) n.  Slang. A large retail store or chain of 

stores specializing in a single kind of merchandise that is stocked in great quantity 

and variety and sold at discount prices. 

ca·te·na (kN-tKùnN) n.  pl. ca·te·nae (-nK)  or ca·te·nas. A closely linked series, 

especially of excerpted writings or commentaries.  [Latin catKna, chain.]

cat·e·nar·y (k4tùn-HrÙK, kN-tKùnN-rK) n.  pl. cat·e·nar·ies. 1. The curve theoret-

ically formed by a perfectly flexible, uniformly dense, and inextensible cable sus-

pended from its endpoints.  2. Something having the general shape of this curve.  

[New Latin catKn7ria, from Latin, feminine of catKn7rius, relating to a chain, 

from catKna, chain.] —catùe·narÙy adj. 

cat·e·nate (k4tùn-7tÙ) v.  tr. cat·e·nat·ed, cat·e·nat·ing, cat·e·nates. To 

connect in a series of ties or links; form into a chain.  [Latin catKn7re, catKn7t-, 

from catKna, chain.]

ca·ter (k7ùtNr) v.  ca·tered, ca·ter·ing, ca·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To provide food 

or entertainment.  2. To be particularly attentive or solicitous; minister:  The 

nurses catered to my every need. The legislation catered to various special interest 

groups.   —  v.  tr. 1. To provide food service for:  a business that caters banquets 

and weddings.  2. To attend to the wants or needs of.  [From obsolete cater, a 

buyer of provisions, from Middle English catour, short for acatour, from Norman 

French, from acater, to buy, from Vulgar Latin *accapt7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin 

capt7re, to chase; see CATCH.] —caùter·er n. 



cat·er-cor·nered (k4tùNr-kôrÙnNrd, k4tùK-) also cat·er-cor·ner (-nNr)  or 

cat·ty-cor·nered (k4tùK-kôrÙnNrd)  or cat·ty-cor·ner (-nNr)  or kit·ty-
cor·nered (kVtùK-kôrÙnNrd)  or kit·ty-cor·ner (-kôrÙnNr) adj.  Diagonal.   —  
adv.  In a diagonal position.  [From obsolete cater, four at dice, from Middle 

English, from Old French catre, four, from Latin quattuor. See kwetwer- in 

Appendix.]

cat·er·pil·lar (k4tùNr-pVlÙNr, k4tùN-) n.  1. The wormlike, often brightly colored, 

hairy or spiny larva of a butterfly or moth.  2. Any of various insect larvae similar 

to those of the butterfly or moth.  [Middle English catirpel, catirpeller, probably 

alteration of Old North French *catepelose : cate, cat (from Latin cattus) + pelose, 

hairy (from Latin pilosus); see PILOSE.]

WORD HISTORY: It seems that the larvae of moths and butterflies are popu-

larly seen as resembling other, larger animals. Consider the Italian dialect word

gatta, “cat, caterpillar”; the German dialect term tüfelskatz, “caterpillar” (literally

“devil’s cat”); the French word chenille, “caterpillar” (from a Vulgar Latin dimin-

utive, ·canXcula, of canis, “dog”); and last but not least, our own word caterpillar,

which appears probably to have come through Northern French from the Old

French term chatepelose, meaning literally “hairy cat.” Our word caterpillar is first

recorded in English in 1440 in the form catyrpel. Catyr, the first part of catyrpel,

may indicate the existence of an English word ·cater, meaning “tomcat,” otherwise

attested only in caterwaul. Cater would be cognate with Middle High German kat-

er and Dutch kater. The latter part of catyrpel seems to have become associated

with the word piller, “plunderer.” By giving the variant spelling -ar, Johnson’s Dic-

tionary set the spelling caterpillar with which we are familiar today.

Cat·er·pil·lar (k4tùNr-pVlÙNr, k4tùN-)  A trademark used for a tractor equipped 

with continuous chain treads. 

cat·er·waul (k4tùNr-wôlÙ) v.  intr. cat·er·wauled, cat·er·waul·ing, 
cat·er·wauls. 1. To cry or screech like a cat in heat.  2. To make a shrill, discor-

dant sound.  3. To have a noisy argument.   —  n.  A shrill, discordant sound.  

[Middle English *caterwawlen : *cater, tomcat; akin to Low German kater+ 

wawlen, wrawlen, to yowl (ultimately of imitative origin).]

Cates·by (k7tsùbK), Mark. 1679?-1749.  British naturalist who studied Ameri-

can flora and brought many specimens back to Great Britain. 

Cates·by (k7tsùbK), Robert. 1573-1605.  English conspirator who along with 

Guy Fawkes was involved in the Gunpowder Plot (1604-1605) to assassinate 

James I. He was killed resisting arrest. 

cat·fight (k4tùfXtÙ) n.  1. A fight between or among cats.  2. Informal. A vocifer-

ous dispute:  a catfight between farmers and the government over subsidies. 



cat·fish (k4tùfVshÙ) n.  pl. catfish or cat·fish·es. Any of numerous scaleless, 

chiefly freshwater fishes of the suborder Siluroidei, characteristically having 

whiskerlike barbels extending from the upper jaw. Regional. Also called bullhead-

Regional., mud catRegional., mud puppy. 

cat·gut (k4tùgƒtÙ) n.  A tough, thin cord made from the treated and stretched 

intestines of certain animals, especially sheep, and used for stringing musical 

instruments and tennis rackets and for surgical ligatures. 

cath. abbr.  1. Cathedral.  2. Cathode. 

Cath·ar (k4thùär) n.  pl. Cath·a·ri (-N-rXÙ)  or Cath·ars. A member of a heretical 

Christian sect that flourished in western Europe in the 12th and 13th centuries 

and professed a dualistic belief emphasizing ascetic renunciation of the world.  

[French Cathare, from sing. of Medieval Latin CatharX, from Late Greek Katharoi, 

from pl. of Greek katharos, pure.] —Cathùar adj.  —Cathùa·rism n.  

—Cathùa·rist adj.  & n. 

ca·thar·sis (kN-thärùsVs) n.  pl. ca·thar·ses (-sKz). 1. Medicine. Purgation, espe-

cially for the digestive system.  2. A purifying or figurative cleansing of the emo-

tions, especially pity and fear, described by Aristotle as an effect of tragic drama 

on its audience.  3. A release of emotional tension, as after an overwhelming 

experience, that restores or refreshes the spirit.  4. Psychology. a. A technique 

used to relieve tension and anxiety by bringing repressed feelings and fears to 

consciousness.  b. The therapeutic result of this process; abreaction.   [New Latin, 

from Greek katharsis, from kathairein, to purge, from katharos, pure.]

ca·thar·tic (kN-thärùtVk) adj.  Inducing catharsis; purgative.   —  n.  An agent for 

purging the bowels, especially a laxative.  [Late Latin catharticus, from Greek 

kathartikos, from kathairein, to purge. See CATHARSIS.]

Ca·thay (k4-th7ù)  A medieval name for China popularized by Marco Polo in 

accounts of his travels. It usually applied only to the area north of the Yangtze 

River (Chang Jiang). 

cat·head (k4tùhHdÙ) n.  Nautical. A beam projecting outward from the bow of a 

ship and used as a support to lift the anchor. 

ca·thect (kN-thHktù, k4-) v.  tr. ca·thect·ed, ca·thect·ing, ca·thects. To con-

centrate emotional energy on (an object or idea).  [Back-formation from CATHE-

XIS.] —ca·thecùtic adj. 

ca·the·dra (kN-thKùdrN) n.  pl. ca·the·drae (-drK). 1. A bishop’s official chair 

or throne.  2. The office or see of a bishop.  3. The official chair of an office or 

position, as of a professor.  [Middle English, from Latin, chair, from Greek 

kathedra : kat-, kata-, cata- + hedra, seat; see sed- in Appendix.]

ca·the·dral (kN-thKùdrNl) n.  Abbr. cath. 1. The principal church of a bishop’s 

diocese, containing the episcopal throne.  2. A large, important church.  

3. Something that resembles a cathedral, as in grandeur or authority.   —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or containing a bishop’s throne:  a cathedral church.  2. Relating 



to or issuing from a chair of office or authority; authoritative.  3. Of, relating to, 

or resembling a cathedral:  tall trees whose branches met to form cathedral arches 

over the path.  [Short for cathedral church, from Middle English cathedral, of a 

diocese, from Old French, from Medieval Latin cathedr7lis, of a bishop’s see, 

from Latin cathedra, chair. See CATHEDRA.]

cathedral ceiling (kN-thKùdrNl sKùlVng) n.  A high, open, usually slanting or 

pointed ceiling. 

ca·thep·sin (kN-thHpùsVn) n.  Any of various proteolytic enzymes found in ani-

mal tissue that catalyze the hydrolysis of proteins into polypeptides.  [German 

Kathepsin, from Greek kathepsein, to digest  : kat-, kata-, cata- + hepsein, to boil.]

Cath·er (k4thùNr), Willa Sibert. 1873-1947.  American author who wrote about 

frontier life. Her novel One of Ours (1922) won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Cath·e·rine I (k4thùNr-Vn, k4thùrVn), 1684?-1727.  Empress of Russia (1725-

1727) as successor to her husband, Peter the Great. She founded the Russian 

Academy of Sciences (1725). 

Cath·e·rine II (k4thùNr-Vn, k4thùrVn), Known as “Catherine the Great.” 1729-

1796.  Empress of Russia (1762-1796) after her husband, Peter III (1728-1762), 

was deposed by a group led by her lover. She vastly increased the territory of the 

empire through conquest and three partitions of Poland. 

Cath·e·rine de Mé·di·cis (k4thùNr-Vn dN mHdùV-chKÙ, k4thùrVn, kät-rKnù dN 

m7-dK-sKsù), 1519-1589.  Queen of France as the wife of Henry II and regent dur-

ing the minority (1560-1563) of her son Charles IX. She continued to wield 

power until the end of Charles’s reign (1574). 

Cath·e·rine of Ar·a·gon (k4thùNr-Vn ƒv 4rùN-gmnÙ, k4thùrVn; 4rùN-gmnÙ), 

1485-1536.  The first wife of Henry VIII of England. Henry’s insistence on a 

divorce from her (1533) caused his break with Roman Catholicism and the begin-

ning of the English Reformation. 

Catherine of Bra·gan·za (k4thùNr-Vn ƒv brN-gänùzN), 1638-1705.  Portu-

guese princess and queen of England as the wife of Charles II. 

Catherine of Si·en·a (k4thùNr-Vn ƒv sK-HnùN, syHùnä), Saint. 1347-1380.  Ital-

ian religious leader who mediated a peace between the Florentines and Pope 

Urban VI in 1378. 

cath·er·ine wheel (k4thùNr-Vn hwKl, k4thùrVn) n.  See pinwheel (n., sense 2).  

[After Saint Catherine of Alexandria (died A.D. 307), who was condemned to be 

tortured on a wheel.]

cath·e·ter (k4thùV-tNr) n.  A hollow, flexible tube for insertion into a body cav-

ity, duct, or vessel to allow the passage of fluids or distend a passageway. Its uses 

include the drainage of urine from the bladder through the urethra or insertion 

through a blood vessel into the heart for diagnostic purposes.  [Late Latin, from 

Greek kathetKr, from kathienai, to send down  : kat-, kata-, cata- + hiKnai, hK-, to 

send; see yK- in Appendix.]



cath·e·ter·ize (k4thùV-tN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. cath·e·ter·ized, cath·e·ter·iz·ing, 
cath·e·ter·iz·es. To introduce a catheter into.   —cathÙe·ter·i·zaùtion (-rV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

ca·thex·is (kN-thHkùsVs) n.  pl. ca·thex·es (-thHkùsKz). Concentration of emo-

tional energy on an object or idea.  [Greek kathexis, holding, retention, from 

katekhein, to hold fast  : kat-, kata-, intensive pref.; see CATA- + ekhein, to hold; 

see segh- in Appendix.]

cath·ode (k4thùodÙ) n.  Abbr. cath., ka 1. A negatively charged electrode, as of 

an electrolytic cell, a storage battery, or an electron tube.  2. The positively 

charged terminal of a primary cell or a storage battery that is supplying current.  

[Greek kathodos, descent  : kat-, kata-, cata- + hodos, way, path.] —ca·thodùic 
(k4-thmdùVk) adj.  —ca·thodùi·cal·ly adv. 

cathode ray (k4thùodÙ r7) n.  1. A stream of electrons emitted by the cathode 

in electrical discharge tubes.  2. One of the electrons that is emitted in a stream 

from a cathode-ray tube. 

cath·ode-ray tube (k4thùod-r7Ù tub) n.  Abbr. CRT A vacuum tube in which 

a hot cathode emits electrons that are accelerated as a beam through a relatively 

high voltage anode, further focused or deflected electrostatically or electromag-

netically, and allowed to fall on a phosphorescent screen. 

cath·o·lic (k4thùN-lVk, k4thùlVk) adj.  1. Of broad or liberal scope; comprehen-

sive: “The 100-odd pages of formulas and constants are surely the most catholic to be 

found” (Scientific American).  2. Including or concerning all humankind; univer-

sal: “what was of catholic rather than national interest” (J.A. Froude).  3. Catholic. 

Abbr. C. a. Of or involving the Roman Catholic Church.  b. Of or relating to the 

universal Christian church.  c. Of or relating to the ancient undivided Christian 

church.  d. Of or relating to those churches that have claimed to be representa-

tives of the ancient undivided church.    —  n.   also Catholic Abbr. C. A member 

of a Catholic church, especially a Roman Catholic.  [Middle English catholik, uni-

versally accepted, from Old French catholique, from Latin catholicus, universal, 

from Greek katholikos, from katholou, in general  : kat-, kata-, down, along, 

according to; see CATA- + holou, from neuter genitive of holos, whole; see sol- in 

Appendix.] —ca·tholùi·cal·ly (kN-thmlùVk-lK) adv. 

Catholic Church (k4thùN-lVk chûrch) n.  The Roman Catholic Church. 

Catholic Epistles (k4thùN-lVk V-pVsùNlz) pl.n.  Bible. The five New Testament 

epistles (James, I and II Peter, I John, and Jude) that were addressed to the univer-

sal church rather than to particular Christian communities. 

Ca·thol·i·cism (kN-thmlùV-sVzÙNm) n.  The faith, doctrine, system, and practice 

of a Catholic church, especially the Roman Catholic Church. 

cath·o·lic·i·ty (k4thÙN-lVsùV-tK) n.  1. The condition or quality of being catholic; 

breadth or inclusiveness.  2. General application or acceptance; universality.  

3. Catholicity. Roman Catholicism. 



ca·thol·i·cize (kN-thmlùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. ca·thol·i·cized, ca·thol·i·ciz·ing, 
ca·thol·i·ciz·es. 1. To make or become catholic.  2. To convert or be converted 

to Catholicism. 

ca·thol·i·con (kN-thmlùV-kmnÙ) n.  A universal remedy; a panacea.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin, from Greek katholikon, generic 

description, from neuter of katholikos, universal. See CATHOLIC.]

cat·house (k4tùhousÙ) n.  Slang. A house of prostitution. 

Cat·i·line (k4tùl-XnÙ), 108?-62 B.C.  Roman politician and conspirator who led an 

unsuccessful revolt against the Roman Republic while Cicero was a consul. 

cat·i·on (k4tùXÙNn) n.  An ion or group of ions having a positive charge and char-

acteristically moving toward the negative electrode in electrolysis.  [Greek kation, 

something going down, from neuter of kation present participle of katienai : kat-, 

kata-, cata- + ienai, to go; see ei- in Appendix.] —catÙi·onùic (k4tÙX-mnùVk) adj. 

cation exchange (k4tùXÙNn Vks-ch7njù) n.  A chemical process in which cat-

ions of like charge are exchanged equally between a solid, such as zeolite, and a 

solution, such as water. The process is often used to soften water. 

cat·jang (kä-ch4ngù) n.  1.  See cajan pea.  2.  See cowpea.  [Dutch katjang, 

from Malay kachang, pea, bean.]

cat·kin (k4tùkVn) n.  A usually dense, cylindrical, often drooping cluster of uni-

sexual, apetalous flowers found in willows, birches, and oaks.  Also called ament1 

[From obsolete Dutch katteken, kitten, diminutive of katte, cat (from its resem-

blance to a kitten’s tail), from Germanic *kattuz.]

cat·like (k4tùlXkÙ) adj.  Resembling a cat, especially in being quiet or stealthy. 

Cat·lin (k4tùlVn), George. 1796-1872.  American artist who painted portraits 

and tribal scenes in the American West and in South and Central America. 

cat·mint (k4tùmVntÙ) n.  1. Any of various aromatic, ornamental, annual or 

perennial plants of the genus Nepeta, having opposite leaves and variously col-

ored flowers with two-lipped corollas.  2. Chiefly British. Catnip. 

cat·nap (k4tùn4pÙ) n.  A short nap; a light sleep.   —  v.  intr. cat·napped, 
cat·nap·ping, cat·naps. To take a short nap; doze lightly. 

cat·nip (k4tùnVpÙ) n.  1. A hairy, aromatic perennial herb (Nepeta cataria) in the 

mint family, native to Eurasia and containing an aromatic oil to which cats are 

strongly attracted.  2. Any of various other mostly aromatic plants in the genus 

Nepeta, cultivated for their ornamental foliage and clusters of blue, lavender, or 

white flowers.  [CAT + nip, catnip (variant of nep, from Middle English nept, nep, 

from Old English nepte, from Latin nepeta, aromatic herb, perhaps of Etruscan 

origin).]

Ca·to1 (k7ùto), Marcus Porcius. Known as “the Elder”  or “the Censor.” 234-

149 B.C.  Roman politician and general who wrote the first history of Rome. As 

censor he attempted to restore simplicity to Roman life. 



Ca·to2 (k7ùto), Marcus Porcius. Known as “the Younger.” 95-46 B.C.  Roman 

politician and great-grandson of Cato the Elder. A conservative opponent of 

Julius Caesar’s political ambitions, he supported Pompey against Caesar in the 

civil war and committed suicide after Caesar’s decisive victory at Thapsus. 

Ca·toc·tin Mountains (kN-tmkùtVn mounùtNnz)  A section of the Blue Ridge 

in northern Maryland extending from the Pennsylvania border south to Virginia. 

Camp David is located in the northern part. 

cat-o’-nine-tails (k4tÙN-nXnùt7lzÙ) n.  pl. cat-o’-nine-tails. A whip consisting 

of nine knotted cords fastened to a handle, used in flogging.  [So called because it 

leaves marks like the scratches of a cat.]

Ca·tons·ville (k7tùnz-vVlÙ)  An unincorporated community of north-central 

Maryland, a suburb of Baltimore. Population, 35,233. 

ca·top·tric (kN-tmpùtrVk) also ca·top·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to mir-

rors and reflected images.  [Greek katoptrikos, from katoptron, mirror. See okw- 
in Appendix.] —ca·topùtrics n. 

cat rig (k4t rVg) n.  Nautical. The rig of a catboat. 

Cat·ron (k4tùrNn), John. 1786?-1865.  American jurist who served as an associ-

ate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1837-1865). 

CAT scan (k4t sk4n) n.  An image produced by a CAT scanner.  Also called CT 

scan 

CAT scanner (k4t sk4nùNr) n.  A device that produces cross-sectional views of 

an internal body structure using computerized axial tomography.  Also called CT 

scanner 

cat’s cradle (k4ts kr7dùl) n.  1. A game in which a string is looped on the fin-

gers to form an intricate pattern between a player’s hands that can be successively 

varied or transferred to another player’s hands.  2. An intricate pattern: “Their 

computers devised a cat’s cradle of infinite complexity for the flight tracks of half a 

dozen space cameras around the globe’s surface” (Frederick Forsyth). 

cat scratch disease (k4t skr4ch dV-zKzù) n.  A disease thought to be transmit-

ted to humans by the scratch or bite of a cat and characterized by fever and swol-

len lymph nodes.  Also called cat scratch fever 

cat’s-eye (k4tsùXÙ) n.  pl. cat’s-eyes. 1. Any of various semiprecious gems such 

as chrysoberyl, BeAl2O4, reflecting a band of light that shifts position as the gem 

is turned.  2. A glass or plastic reflector designed to glow in the beam of a head-

light, used on a vehicle as a safety device or set in rows along a highway as lane 

markers.  3. A marble having an eyelike design, such as concentric circles or a col-

ored center set in clear glass. 

Cats·kill Mountains (k4tùskVlÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of the Appalachian 

Mountains in southeast New York just west of the Hudson River. The mountains, 

rising to 1,282.2 m (4,204 ft), include many popular resort areas. 



cat’s-paw also cats·paw (k4tsùpôÙ) n.  pl. cat’s-paws also cats·paws. 1. A 

person used by another as a dupe or tool.  2. A light breeze that ruffles small areas 

of a water surface.  3. Nautical. A knot made by twisting a section of rope to form 

two adjacent eyes through which a hook is passed, used in hoisting.  [From a fable 

about a monkey that used a cat’s paw to pull chestnuts out of a fire.]

cat·sup (k4tùsNp, k4chùNp, kHchù-) n.  Variant of ketchup. 
Catt (k4t), Carrie (Lane) Chapman. 1859-1947.  American suffragist who was 

an organizer and president (1900-1904 and 1915-1947) of the National American 

Woman Suffrage Association. She organized the League of Women Voters in 

1919, the year before the 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution was ratified. 

cat·tail (k4tùt7lÙ) n.  Any of various perennial herbs of the genus Typha, wide-

spread in marshy places and having long, straplike leaves and a dense, cylindrical 

cluster of minute flowers and fruits.  Also called reed mace 

cat·ta·lo also cat·a·lo (k4tùl-oÙ) n.  pl. cat·ta·loes or cat·ta·los. See beefalo.  
[CATT(LE) + (BUFF)ALO.]

cat·tie (k4tùK) n.  Variant of catty2. 
cat·tle (k4tùl) pl.n.  1. Any of various mammals of the genus Bos, including cows, 

steers, bulls, and oxen, often raised for meat and dairy products.  2. Human 

beings, especially when viewed contemptuously or as a mob.  [Middle English 

catel, property, livestock, from Old North French, from Old Provençal capdal, 

from Medieval Latin capit7le, holdings, funds, from neuter of Latin capit7lis, 

principal, original, from caput, head. See kaput- in Appendix.]

cattle call (k4tùl kôl) n.  Informal. An audition in which a large number of often 

inexperienced actors or performers try out. 

cattle egret (k4tùl KùgrVt) n.  A small egret (Bubulus ibis) native to Africa and 

southern Eurasia that feeds among grazing cattle. 

cattle grub (k4tùl grƒb) n.  The larva of a warble fly, especially of the genus 

Hypoderma, that parasitizes cattle and causes a boillike swelling under the hide. 

cattle guard (k4tùl gärd) n.  A grid, usually of parallel metal bars, set at ground 

level in a road or gateway as a barrier to cattle while allowing the passage of vehi-

cles and pedestrians. 

cat·tle·man (k4tùl-mNn, -m4nÙ) n.  A man who raises or tends cattle. 

cattle prod (k4tùl prmd) n.  A usually electrified prod designed for driving cat-

tle. 

cattle tick (k4tùl tVk) n.  A brown tick (Boophilus annulatus) whose bite trans-

mits the causative agent of Texas fever in cattle. 

cat·tle·ya (k4tùlK-N) n.  Any of various tropical American, mostly epiphytic 

orchids of the genus Cattleya, much hybridized and extensively cultivated for 

their showy, variously colored flowers.  [New Latin Cattleya, genus name, after 

William Cattley (died 1832), British patron of botany.]



Cat·ton (k4tùn), (Charles) Bruce. 1899-1978.  American historian and editor 

who wrote extensively on the Civil War and edited (1954-1959) American Heri-

tage magazine. 

cat·ty1 (k4tùK) adj.  cat·ti·er, cat·ti·est. 1. Subtly cruel or malicious; spiteful:  a 

catty remark.  2. Catlike; stealthy.   —catùti·ly adv.  —catùti·ness n. 

cat·ty2 also cat·tie (k4tùK) n.  pl. cat·ties. Any of various units of weight used in 

Southeast Asia, especially a Chinese measure equal to 500 grams (approximately 

1.1 pounds).  [Malay kati.]

cat·ty-cor·nered (k4tùK-kôrÙnNrd)  or cat·ty-cor·ner (-nNr) adj.  & adv.   

Variants of cater-cornered. 
Ca·tul·lus (kN-tƒlùNs), Gaius Valerius. 84?-54? B.C.  Roman lyric poet known 

for his love poems to “Lesbia,” an aristocratic Roman woman whose real name 

was Clodia. 

CATV abbr.  Community antenna television. 

cat·walk (k4tùwôkÙ) n.  A narrow, often elevated walkway, as on the sides of a 

bridge or in the flies above a theater stage. 

Cau·ca (kouùkN)  A river rising in the Cordillera Central of western Colombia 

and flowing about 965 km (600 mi) northward to the Magdalena River. 

Cau·ca·sia (kô-k7ùzhN, -shN)  See Caucasus. 
Cau·ca·sian (kô-k7ùzhNn, -k4zhùNn) adj.  1. Anthropology. Of, relating to, or 

being a major human racial division traditionally distinguished by physical char-

acteristics such as very light to brown skin pigmentation and straight to wavy or 

curly hair, and including peoples indigenous to Europe, northern Africa, western 

Asia, and India. No longer in scientific use.  2. Of or relating to the Caucasus 

region or its peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. Anthropology. A member 

of the Caucasian racial division. No longer in scientific use.  2. A native or inhab-

itant of the Caucasus. 

Cau·ca·soid (kôùkN-soidÙ) Anthropology. adj.  Of or relating to the Caucasian 

racial division. No longer in scientific use.   —  n.  A member of the Caucasian 

racial division. No longer in scientific use. 

Cau·ca·sus (kôùkN-sNs) also Cau·ca·sia (kô-k7ùzhN, -shN)  A region between the 

Black and Caspian seas that includes Russia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Armenia. 

Inhabited before 2000 B.C., it was the scene of countless invasions over the millen-

niums. The region’s vast oil resources were a major German objective in World 

War II. 

Caucasus Mountains (kôùkN-sNs mounùtNnz)  A range extending from the 

north to the southeast in the Caucasus. Mount Elbrus, 5,645.6 m (18,510 ft), is 

the highest elevation. 

cau·cus (kôùkNs) n.  pl. cau·cus·es or cau·cus·ses. 1. a. A meeting of the local 

members of a political party especially to select delegates to a convention or regis-

ter preferences for candidates running for office.  b. A closed meeting of party 



members within a legislative body to decide on questions of policy or leadership.  

c. A group within a legislative or decision-making body seeking to represent a 

specific interest or influence a particular area of policy:  a minority caucus.   

2. Chiefly British. A committee within a political party charged with determining 

policy.   —  v.  cau·cused or cau·cussed, cau·cus·ing or cau·cus·sing, 
cau·cus·es or cau·cus·ses.  —  v.  intr. To assemble in or hold a caucus.   —  v.  

tr. To assemble or canvass (members of a caucus).  [After the Caucus Club of Bos-

ton (in the 1760’s), possibly from Medieval Latin caucus, drinking vessel.]

cau·dad (kôùd4dÙ) adv.  Anatomy. Toward the tail or posterior end of the body; 

caudally.  [Latin cauda, tail + -AD.]

cau·dal (kôdùl) adj.  Anatomy. 1. a. Of, at, or near the tail or hind parts; poste-

rior:  the caudal fin of a fish.  b. Situated beneath or on the underside; inferior.   

2. Zoology. Taillike.  [New Latin caud7lis, from Latin cauda, tail.] —cauùdal·ly 
adv. 

cau·date (kôùd7tÙ) also cau·dat·ed (-d7ÙtVd) adj.  Having a tail or taillike 

appendage.  [Medieval Latin caud7tus, from Latin cauda, tail.] —cau·daùtion n. 

caudate nucleus (kôùd7tÙ nuùklK-Ns) n.  A basal ganglion located in the lat-

eral ventricle of the brain that has a curved, taillike extension and functions in 

motor control. 

cau·dex (kôùdHksÙ) n.  pl. cau·di·ces (-dV-sKzÙ)  or cau·dex·es. 1. The thick-

ened, usually underground base of the stem of many perennial herbaceous plants, 

from which new leaves and flowering stems arise.  2. The trunk of a palm or tree 

fern.  [Latin caudex, tree trunk.]

cau·dil·lis·mo (kôÙdKl-yKzùmo, -dK-yKzù-, kouÙthKl-, -thK-) n.  The practice or 

system of rule by a caudillo.  [Spanish, from caudillo, leader. See CAUDILLO.]

cau·dil·lo (kô-dKlùyo, -dKùyo, kou-thKlù-, -thKù-) n.  pl. cau·dil·los. 1. A leader 

or chief, especially a military dictator.  2. A political boss; an overlord.  [Spanish, 

leader, from Late Latin capitellum, diminutive of Latin caput, head. See kaput- in 

Appendix.]

cau·dle (kôdùl) n.  A warm drink consisting of wine or ale mixed with sugar, 

eggs, bread, and various spices, sometimes given to ill persons.  [Middle English 

caudel, from Old North French, from Medieval Latin caldellus, from Latin cal-

dum, hot drink, from caldus, calidus, warm, hot. See kelN-1 in Appendix.]

caught (kôt) v.  Past tense and past participle of catch. 
caul (kôl) n.  1. A portion of the amnion, especially when it covers the head of a 

fetus at birth.  Also called pileus 2.  See greater omentum.  [Middle English 

calle, from Old English cawl, basket.]

caul·dron (kôlùdrNn) n.  Variant of caldron. 
cau·les·cent (kô-lHsùNnt) adj.  Botany. Having a well-developed aboveground 

stem.  [Latin caulis, stem + -ESCENT.]



cau·li·flor·y (kôùlN-flôrÙK, -florÙK) n.  The production of flowers and fruits on 

the older branches or trunks of woody plants, such as the redbud, and many 

mostly tropical plants, including cacao.  [From Latin caulis, stem + flos, flor-, 

flower; see FLOWER.] —cauùli·florÙous adj. 

cau·li·flow·er (kôùlV-flouÙNr, kmlùV-) n.  An herb (Brassica oleracea var. botrytis) 

in the mustard family, related to the cabbage and broccoli and having a whitish 

undeveloped flower with a large, edible head.  [Probably alteration (influenced by 

FLOWER), of New Latin cauliflora : Latin caulis, stem + Latin flos, flor-, flower; see 

FLOWER.]

cauliflower ear (kôùlV-flouÙNr îr) n.  An ear swollen and deformed by 

repeated blows. 

cau·line (kôùlXnÙ) adj.  Botany. Of, having, or growing on a stem. Used especially 

of leaves arising from the upper part of a stem.  [Latin caulis, stem + -INE
1.]

caulk also calk (kôk) v.  caulked also calked, caulk·ing also calk·ing, caulks 

also calks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make watertight or airtight by filling or sealing:  caulk 

a pipe joint; caulked the cracks between the boards with mud.  2. Nautical. To make 

(a boat) watertight by packing seams with a waterproof material, such as oakum 

or pitch.   —  v.  intr. To apply caulking:  caulked all around the window frame.   
—  n.  Caulking.  [Middle English cauken, to press, from Old North French cau-

quer, from Latin calc7re, to tread, from calx, heel.] —caulkùer n. 

caulk·ing (kôùkVng) n.  A usually impermeable substance used for caulking.  

Also called caulking compound 

caus. abbr.  Causative. 

caus·al (kôùzNl) adj.  1. Of, involving, or constituting a cause:  a causal relation-

ship between scarcity of goods and higher prices.  2. Indicative of or expressing a 

cause.   —  n.  A word or grammatical element, such as since or because, express-

ing a cause or reason.   —causùal·ly adv. 

cau·sal·i·ty (kô-z4lùV-tK) n.  pl. cau·sal·i·ties. 1. The principle of or relation-

ship between cause and effect.  2. A causal agency, force, or quality. 

cau·sa·tion (kô-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of causing.  2. A cause.  

3. Causality. 

caus·a·tive (kôùzN-tVv) adj.  1. Functioning as an agent or cause.  2.  Abbr. 

caus. Expressing causation. Used of a verb or verbal affix.   —causùa·tive n.  

—causùa·tive·ly adv. 

cause (kôz) n.  1. a. The producer of an effect, result, or consequence.  b. The 

one, such as a person, an event, or a condition, that is responsible for an action or 

a result.   2. A basis for an action or a response; a reason:  The doctor’s report gave 

no cause for alarm.  3. A goal or principle served with dedication and zeal: “the 

cause of freedom versus tyranny” (Hannah Arendt).  4. The interests of a person or 

group engaged in a struggle: “The cause of America is in great measure the cause of 

all mankind” (Thomas Paine).  5. Law. a. A ground for legal action.  b. A lawsuit.   



6. A subject under debate or discussion.   —  v.  tr. caused, caus·ing, caus·es. 
1. To be the cause of or reason for; result in.  2. To bring about or compel by 

authority or force:  The moderator invoked a rule causing the debate to be ended.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin causa, reason, purpose.] 
—causùa·ble adj.  —causeùless adj.  —causùer n.  

SYNONYMS: cause, reason, occasion, antecedent. These nouns denote what

brings about or is associated with an effect or result. A cause is an agent or con-

dition that permits the occurrence of an effect or necessarily or ineluctably leads

to a result: “He is not only dull in himself, but the cause of dullness in others” (Sam-

uel Foote). Reason refers to what explains the occurrence or nature of an effect:

There was no obvious reason for the accident. Occasion is a situation that permits

or stimulates existing causes to come into play: “Such were the causes; but the im-

mediate occasion of his departure... was the favorable opportunity... of migrating in

a pleasant way” (Thomas De Quincey). Antecedent refers to what has gone before

and implies a relationship—but not necessarily a causal one—with what ensues:

Some of the antecedents of World War II lie in economic conditions in Europe fol-

lowing World War I.

’cause (kôz, kƒz) conj.  Informal. Because. 

cause cé·lè·bre (kozÙ s7-lHbùrN) n.  pl. causes cé·lè·bres (kozÙ s7-lHbùrN). 
1. An issue arousing widespread controversy or heated public debate.  2. A cele-

brated legal case.  [French  : cause, case + célèbre, celebrated.]

cau·se·rie (koz-rKù) n.  1. An informal discussion or chat, especially of an intel-

lectual nature.  2. A short, conversational piece of writing or criticism.  [French, 

from causer, to talk, from Latin caus7rX, to plead, discuss, from causa, case, 

cause.]

cause·way (kôzùw7Ù) n.  1. A raised roadway, as across water or marshland.  

2. A paved highway.  [Middle English caucewei : cauce, raised road (from Norman 

French caucie, from Medieval Latin calci7ta (via), paved (road), from Latin calx, 

calc-, limestone); see CALX + wei, road (variant of way); see WAY.]

caus·tic (kôùstVk) adj.  1. Capable of burning, corroding, dissolving, or eating 

away by chemical action.  2. Corrosive and bitingly trenchant; cutting.  See Syn-

onyms at sarcastic.  3. Causing a burning or stinging sensation, as from intense 

emotion: “Most of all, there is caustic shame for my own stupidity” (Scott Turow).  

4. Of or relating to light emitted from a point source and reflected or refracted 

from a curved surface.   —  n.  1. A caustic material or substance.  2. A hydroxide 

of a light metal.  3. A caustic curve or surface.  [Middle English caustik, from 

Latin causticus, from Greek kaustikos, from kaustos, from kaiein, kau-, to burn.] 
—causùti·cal·ly adv.  —caus·ticùi·ty (kô-stVsùV-tK) n. 

caustic potash (kôùstVk pmtù4shÙ) n.  See potassium hydroxide. 



caustic soda (kôùstVk soùdN) n.  See sodium hydroxide. 
cau·ter·ize (kôùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. cau·ter·ized, cau·ter·iz·ing, cau·ter·iz·es. 
1. To burn or sear with a cautery.  2. To deaden, as to feelings or moral scruples; 

callous.  [Middle English cauterizen, from Late Latin cautKriz7re, to cauterize, 

brand, from Latin cautKrium, cautery. See CAUTERY.] —cauÙter·i·zaùtion (-tNr-V-
z7ùshNn) n. 

cau·ter·y (kôùtN-rK) n.  pl. cau·ter·ies. 1. An agent or instrument used to 

destroy abnormal tissue by burning, searing, or scarring, including caustic sub-

stances, electric currents, lasers, and very hot or very cold instruments.  2. The act 

or process of cauterizing.  [Middle English cauterie, from Latin cautKrium, brand-

ing iron, cautery, from Greek kautKrion, from kaiein, kau-, to burn.]

cau·tion (kôùshNn) n.  1. a. Careful forethought to avoid danger or harm.  

b. Close attention or vigilance to minimize risk:  The car proceeded over the rickety 

bridge with caution.   2. Prudence or restraint in action or decision:  advised cau-

tion in choosing a school.  3. A warning or admonishment, especially to take heed:  

I received a caution from the doctor about fat in my diet.  4. A cautious action; a 

precaution:  The climbers took the necessary cautions in preparing for the ascent.  

5. Informal. One that is striking or alarming.   —  v.  tr. cau·tioned, 
cau·tion·ing, cau·tions. To advise to take heed; warn or admonish.  See Syn-

onyms at warn.  [Middle English caucioun, from Old French caution, from Latin 

cautio, caution-, from cautus, past participle of cavKre, to take care.]

cau·tion·ar·y (kôùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  Giving or serving as a warning; admonitory:  

a cautionary tale; cautionary advice. 

cau·tious (kôùshNs) adj.  1. Showing or practicing caution; careful.  2. Tentative 

or restrained; guarded:  felt a cautious optimism that the offer would be accepted.   
—cauùtious·ly adv.  —cauùtious·ness n. 

cav. abbr.  1. Cavalier.  2. Cavalry.  3. Cavity. 

cav·al·cade (k4vÙNl-k7dù, k4vùNl-k7dÙ) n.  1. A procession of riders or horse-

drawn carriages.  2. A ceremonial procession or display.  3. A succession or series:  

starred in a cavalcade of Broadway hits.  [French, from Old French, from Old Ital-

ian cavalcata, from cavalcare, to ride on horseback, from Medieval Latin 

caballic7re, from Latin caballus, horse.]

cav·a·lier (k4vÙN-lîrù) n.  1.  Abbr. cav. A gallant or chivalrous man, especially 

one serving as escort to a woman of high social position; a gentleman.  2.  Abbr. 

cav. A mounted soldier; a knight.  3. Cavalier. A supporter of Charles I of 

England in his struggles against Parliament.  Also called Royalist  —  adj.  

1. Showing arrogant or offhand disregard; dismissive:  a cavalier attitude toward 

the suffering of others.  2. Carefree and nonchalant; jaunty.  3. Cavalier. Of or 

relating to a group of 17th-century English poets associated with the court of 

Charles I.  [French, horseman, from Old Italian cavaliere, from Medieval Latin 

caball7rius, from Latin caballus, horse.] —cavÙa·lierùly adv. 



ca·val·la (kN-v4lùN) n.  pl. ca·va·las or cavalla. 1. Any of various tropical 

marine food fishes of the family Carangidae, which includes the jacks and pom-

panos.  2.  See king mackerel.  [Spanish caballa, horse mackerel, from Late 

Latin, from Latin caballus, horse.]

cav·al·ry (k4vùNl-rK) n.  pl. cav·al·ries. Abbr. cav. 1. A highly mobile army unit 

using vehicular transport, such as light armor and helicopters.  2. Troops trained 

to fight on horseback.  [French cavalerie, from Italian cavalleria, from cavaliere, 

cavalier. See CAVALIER.] —cavùal·ry·man n. 

cav·a·tel·li (k4vÙN-tHlùK) n.  Small shell-shaped or bullet-shaped pasta.  [Italian, 

from pl. diminutive of cavato past participle of cavare, to hollow out, from Latin 

cav7re. See EXCAVATE.]

cave (k7v) n.  A hollow or natural passage under or into the earth with an open-

ing to the surface.   —  v.  caved, cav·ing, caves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dig or hollow 

out.  2. To cause to collapse or yield.  3. To crumple or smash:  The top of the car 

was caved in by the impact.   —  v.  intr. 1. To fall in; collapse:  The walls caved in 

during the earthquake.  2. To give up all opposition; yield:  The school committee 

finally caved in to the demands of parents and teachers.  3. To explore caves.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Latin cava, from neuter pl. of cavus, hollow. 

See keuN- in Appendix.] —cavùer n. 

ca·ve·at (k7ùvK-4tÙ, k4vùK-, käùvK-ätÙ) n.  1. a. A warning or caution: “A final 

caveat: Most experts feel that clients get unsatisfactory results when they don’t specify 

clearly what they want” (Savvy).  b. A qualification or explanation.   2. Law. A 

formal notice filed by an interested party with a court or officer, requesting the 

postponement of a proceeding until the filer is heard.   —  v.  ca·ve·at·ed or 

ca·ve·at·ted, ca·ve·at·ing or ca·ve·at·ting, ca·ve·ats or ca·ve·ats.  —  v.  

intr. Law. To enter a caveat.   —  v.  tr. Informal. To qualify with a warning or clar-

ification:  The spokesperson caveated the statement with a reminder that certain 

facts were still unknown.  [From Latin, let him beware, imperative of cavKre, to 

beware.]

caveat emp·tor (k7ùvK-4tÙ HmpùtôrÙ) n.  The axiom or principle in commerce 

that the buyer alone is responsible for assessing the quality of a purchase before 

buying.  [From Latin, let the buyer beware  : caveat, imperative of cavKre, to 

beware + emptor, buyer.]

cave dweller (k7v dwHlùNr) n.  One that dwells in a cave, especially a prehis-

toric human.   —caveù-dwellÙing (k7vùdwHlÙVng) adj. 

cave·fish (k7vùfVshÙ) n.  pl. cavefish or cave·fish·es. Any of various freshwa-

ter fishes of the family Amblyopsidae, found in subterranean waters and having 

rudimentary, nonfunctioning eyes. 

cave-in (k7vùVnÙ) n.  1. a. A collapse, as of a tunnel or structure.  b. A place 

where a cave-in has occurred.   2. An act or instance of ceasing opposition or 

resistance:  The vote was seen as a cave-in to the demands of the administration. 



Cav·ell (k4vùNl, kN-vHlù), Edith Louisa. 1865-1915.  British nurse who remained 

in Brussels after the German occupation (1915) to help smuggle Allied troops to 

the Dutch border. She was caught by the Germans and executed. 

cave·man also cave man (k7vùm4nÙ) n.  1. A prehistoric or primitive human 

living in caves.  2. Informal. A man who is crude or brutal, especially toward 

women.   —caveùmanÙ, caveù-manÙ adj. 

Cav·en·dish (k4vùNn-dVsh), Henry. 1731-1810.  British chemist and physicist 

who discovered the properties of hydrogen and established that water is a com-

pound of hydrogen and oxygen. 

Cav·en·dish (k4vùNn-dVsh), Spencer Compton Eighth Duke of Devonshire. 

Known as “the Marquis of Hartington.” 1833-1908.  British politician and leader 

of the Liberal opposition in the House of Commons (1875-1880). 

Cav·en·dish (k4vùNn-dVsh), Thomas. 1555?-1592.  English navigator and free-

booter who died while attempting his third voyage around the world. 

cav·ern (k4vùNrn) n.  1. A large cave.  2. A large underground chamber, as in a 

cave.   —  v.  tr. cav·erned, cav·ern·ing, cav·erns. 1. To enclose in or as if in a 

cavern.  2. To hollow out.  [Middle English caverne, from Old French, from Latin 

caverna, from cavus, hollow. See keuN- in Appendix.]

cav·er·nic·o·lous (k4vÙNr-nVkùN-lNs) adj.  Inhabiting caverns or caves:  caverni-

colous animals. 

cav·ern·ous (k4vùNr-nNs) adj.  1. Filled with caverns.  2. Resembling a cavern, 

as in depth, vastness, or effect:  a cavernous yawn; cavernous echoes.  3. Anatomy. 

Filled with cavities or hollow areas; porous.   —cavùern·ous·ly adv. 

ca·vet·to (kN-vHtùo) n.  pl. ca·vet·ti (-vHtùK)  or ca·vet·tos. A concave molding 

with a cross section that approximates a quarter circle.  [Italian, diminutive of 

cavo, hollow, from Latin cavus. See keuN- in Appendix.]

cav·i·ar also cav·i·are (k4vùK-ärÙ, käùvK-) n.  The roe of a large fish, especially 

sturgeon, that is salted, seasoned, and eaten as a delicacy or relish.  [Alteration of 

caviarie (probably from obsolete Italian caviari, pl. of caviaro), or from French 

caviare both from Turkish havyar, from Persian kh7vy7r;; akin to kh7yah, egg, 

from Middle Persian kh7yak. See awi- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Although caviar might seem to be something quintessen-

tially Russian, the word caviar is not a native one, the Russian term being ikra.

Caviar first came into English in the 16th century, probably by way of French and

Italian, which, along with other European languages, borrowed it from Turkish

havyar. The source of the Turkish word is apparently an Iranian dialectal form

related to the Persian word for “egg,” kh7yah, and this in turn goes back to the

same Indo-European root that gives us the English words egg and oval. This rather

exotic etymology is appropriate to a substance that is not to everyone’s taste, giv-

ing rise to Shakespeare’s famous phrase, “’twas caviary to the general,” the general



public, that is.

cav·il (k4vùNl) v.  cav·iled also cav·illed, cav·il·ing also cav·il·ling, cav·ils also 

cav·ils.  —  v.  intr. To find fault unnecessarily; raise trivial objections.  See Syn-

onyms at quibble.   —  v.  tr. To quibble about; detect petty flaws in.   —  n.  A 

carping or trivial objection.  [French caviller, from Old French, from Latin 

cavill7rX, to jeer, from cavilla, a jeering.] —cavùil·er n. 

cav·i·ta·tion (k4vÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The sudden formation and collapse of low-

pressure bubbles in liquids by means of mechanical forces, such as those resulting 

from rotation of a marine propeller.  2. The pitting of a solid surface.  

3. Medicine. The formation of cavities in a body tissue or an organ, especially 

those formed in the lung as a result of tuberculosis.  [From CAVITY.] 
—cavùi·tateÙ v. 

Ca·vi·te (kN-vKùtK, kä-vKùtH)  A city of southwest Luzon, Philippines, on Manila 

Bay southwest of Manila. It has been an important naval base since Spanish times. 

The American facilities here were virtually destroyed in bombing raids by the Jap-

anese on December 10, 1941. Population, 87,666. 

cav·i·ty (k4vùV-tK) n.  pl. cav·i·ties. Abbr. cav. 1. A hollow; a hole.  2. A hollow 

area within the body:  a sinus cavity.  3. A pitted area in a tooth caused by caries.  

See Synonyms at hole.  [French cavité, from Late Latin cavit7s, from Latin cavus, 

hollow. See keuN- in Appendix.]

ca·vort (kN-vôrtù) v.  intr. ca·vort·ed, ca·vort·ing, ca·vorts. 1. To bound or 

prance about in a sprightly manner; caper.  2. To have lively or boisterous fun; 

romp:  The children cavorted in the water, splashing and ducking each other.  [Possi-

bly alteration of CURVET.]

Ca·vour (kN-vtrù, kä-vurù), Conte Camillo Benso di. 1810-1861.  Italian 

political leader who was premier of Sardinia (1852-1859 and 1860-1861) and 

assisted in the unification of Italy under Victor Emmanuel II, the king of Sar-

dinia. 

ca·vy (k7ùvK) n.  pl. ca·vies. 1. Any of various tailless South American rodents of 

the family Caviidae, which includes the guinea pig.  2. Any of various similar or 

related rodents, such as the capybara, coypu, and agouti.  [From New Latin Cavia, 

genus name, perhaps from Galibi cabiai.]

caw (kô) n.  The hoarse, raucous sound characteristic of a crow or similar bird.   
—  v.  intr. cawed, caw·ing, caws. To utter such a hoarse, raucous sound.  

[Imitative.]

Cawn·pore (kônùpôrÙ, -porÙ)  See Kanpur. 
Ca·xi·as (kN-shKùNs), Duke of Title of Luiz Alves de Lima y Silva. 1803-1880.  

Brazilian general and statesman who commanded the Brazilian army that drove 

the Argentine dictator Juan Manuel de Rosas from Buenos Aires (1851). 



Caxias do Sul (kN-shKùNs dN sulù)  A city of southern Brazil north of Pôrto 

Alegre. It is an industrial center in a wine-producing region. Population, 198,683. 

Cax·ton (k4kùstNn), William. 1422?-1491.  English printer who published the 

first book in English, Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye (c. 1475). 

cay (kK, k7) n.  A small, low island composed largely of coral or sand.  [Alteration 

(influenced by QUAY), of Spanish cayo, probably from Taino.]

Cay·enne (kX-Hnù, k7-)  The capital of French Guiana, on Cayenne Island at 

the mouth of the Cayenne River. Founded by the French in 1643, it was the 

center of a penal colony from the 1850’s until the 1940’s. Population, 38,093. 

cay·enne pepper (kX-Hnù pHpùNr, k7-) n.  An orange-red to dark red condi-

ment consisting of the ground ripe fruits of any of several pungent varieties of 

capsicum.  Also called red pepper [Alteration (by folk etymology from Cay-
enne), of kian, chian, from Tupi quiínia, hot pepper.]

cay·man (k7ùmNn) n.  Variant of caiman. 
Cay·man Islands (k7-m4nù XùlNndz, k7ùmNn)  A British-administered island 

group in the Caribbean Sea northwest of Jamaica, including Grand Cayman, 
Little Cayman, and Cayman Brac. The islands were discovered by Columbus 

in 1503. Georgetown, on Grand Cayman, is the capital. Population, 16,677. 

Ca·yu·ga (k7-yuùgN, kX-) n.  pl. Cayuga or Ca·yu·gas. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people formerly inhabiting the shores of Cayuga Lake in west-central New 

York, with present-day populations in Ontario, western New York, Wisconsin, 

and Oklahoma. The Cayuga are one of the five original tribes of the Iroquois con-

federacy.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Iroquoian language spoken by the 

Cayuga. 

Cayuga Lake (k7-yuùgN l7k)  A lake of west-central New York. The longest of 

the Finger Lakes, it is a popular resort area. 

cay·use (kX-yusù, kXùyusÙ) n.  Pacific Northwest. A horse, especially an Indian 

pony.  [Short for cayuse pony, from CAYUSE.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The noun cayuse comes from the name of the Cayuse peo-

ple in the Pacific Northwest. Cayuse is used chiefly in the territory of the word’s

origin—the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho—although its use has also

spread into other Western states. A verb meaning “to buck,” derived from the

noun, is cited by Ramon F. Adams in Old-Time Cowhand (1961): “What cowboys

in other sections called buckin’, the Texan called pitchin’, and a term used in South

Texas, though seldom heard in other sections, was cayusein’.”

Cay·use (kX-yusù, kXùyusÙ) n.  pl. Cayuse or Cay·us·es. 1. a. A Native Amer-

ican people inhabiting northeast Oregon and southeast Washington.  b. A mem-

ber of this people.   2. a. The extinct traditional language of the Cayuse, not 



closely related to any other.  b. The dialect of Nez Perce spoken by the Cayuse in 

the 19th and 20th centuries.  

Cb  The symbol for the element columbium. 
CB (sK-bKù) abbr.  Citizens band. 

CBC abbr.  1. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.  2. Complete blood count. 

C.B.D. abbr.  Cash before delivery. 

CB·er (sK-bKùNr) n.  One that uses a CB radio. 

CBI abbr.  Cumulative book index. 

CBW abbr.  Chemical and biological warfare. 

cc abbr.  1. Carbon copy.  2. Cubic centimeter. 

cc. abbr.  Chapters. 

C.C.A. abbr.  Law. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

CCC abbr.  1. Civilian Conservation Corps.  2. Commodity Credit Corporation. 

CCD abbr.  Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. 

CCF  or C.C.F. abbr.  Cooperative Commonwealth Federation of Canada. 

CCK abbr.  Cholecystokinin. 

cckw. abbr.  Counterclockwise. 

C clef (sKù klHf) n.  Music. A symbol indicating which line of a staff represents the 

pitch of middle C. On the bottom line it becomes the soprano clef, on the middle 

line the alto clef, and on the third line above the bottom the tenor clef. 

CCS abbr.  Combined chiefs of staff. 

CCTV abbr.  Closed-circuit television. 

CCU abbr.  Coronary care unit. 

ccw. abbr.  Counterclockwise. 

cd abbr.  Candela. 

Cd  The symbol for the element cadmium. 
CD abbr.  1.  Also C/D. Certificate of deposit.  2.  Also C.D.. Civil defense.  

3. Compact disk.  4. French. Corps diplomatique (diplomatic corps). 

cd. abbr.  Cord. 

c.d. abbr.  Cash discount. 

CDC abbr.  Centers for Disease Control. 

Cdr.  or CDR abbr.  Commander. 

CD/ROM (sKùdKÙrmmù) n.  Computer Science. A compact disk that functions as a 

read-only memory. 

CDT  or C.D.T. abbr.  Central Daylight Time. 

Ce  The symbol for the element cerium. 
C.E. abbr.  1. Chemical engineer.  2. Civil engineer.  3. Common Era. 

ce·a·no·thus (sKÙN-nôùthNs) n.  Any of various shrubs or small trees of the 

genus Ceanothus, native mostly to western North America and often cultivated 

for their ornamental foliage and showy clusters of usually blue or whitish flowers.  

Also called redroot [New Latin, genus name, from Greek keanothos, corn-thistle.]



cease (sKs) v.  ceased, ceas·ing, ceas·es.  —  v.  tr. To put an end to; discon-

tinue:  The factory ceased production.  See Synonyms at stop.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

come to an end; stop:  a process that never ceases.  2. To stop performing an activ-

ity or action; desist: “fold our wings,/And cease from wanderings” (Tennyson).   —  
n.  Cessation; pause:  We worked without cease to get the project finished on time.  

[Middle English cesen, from Old French cesser, from Latin cess7re, to stop, fre-

quentative of cKdere, to yield. See ked- in Appendix.]

cease-fire  or cease·fire (sKsùfXrù) n.  1. An order to stop firing.  2. Suspension 

of active hostilities; a truce. 

cease·less (sKsùlVs) adj.  Without stop or pause; constant.  See Synonyms at con-
tinual.  —ceaseùless·ly adv.  —ceaseùless·ness n. 

Ceau·ses·cu (chou-shHsùku), Nicolae. 1918-1989.  Romanian politician who 

was the absolute ruler after 1965. His regime was overthrown in December 1989, 

and Ceausescu was executed for crimes against the state. 

Ce·bu (sH-buù)  An island of the central Philippines in the Visayan Islands 

between Leyte and Negros. Magellan landed on the island in 1521. The city of 

Cebu is an important harbor on the eastern coast. Its population is 490,281. 

ce·ca (sKùkN) n.  Plural of cecum. 
Cec·il (sHsùNl), (Edgar Algernon) Robert First Viscount Cecil of Chelwood. 

1864-1958.  British public official who helped draft the League of Nations Cove-

nant and was president of the League of Nations Union (1923-1945). He won the 

1937 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Cec·il (sHsùNl), Robert First Viscount Cranborne and First Earl of Salisbury. 

1563?-1612.  English statesman who helped secure the throne for James I after the 

death of Elizabeth I (1603). 

Cec·il (sHsùNl), Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoyne Third Marquis of Salisbury. 

1830-1903.  British politician who was foreign minister under Benjamin Disraeli 

and prime minister (1885-1892 and 1895-1902). 

Cec·il (sHsùNl), William First Baron Burghley or Burleigh. 1520-1598.  English 

statesman and chief adviser to Elizabeth I. He persuaded the queen to execute 

Mary Queen of Scots. 

Ce·cil·ia (sV-sKlùyN), Saint. Third century A.D.  Christian martyr traditionally 

regarded as the patron saint of music. 

ce·cro·pi·a moth (sV-kroùpK-N môth) n.  A large North American silkworm 

moth (Hyalophora cecropia) having wings with red, white, and black markings.  

[New Latin cecropia, species name, from Latin, feminine of Cecropius, Athenian, 

from Greek Kekropios, from Kekrops, Cecrops, a legendary Athenian knight.]

ce·cum also cae·cum (sKùkNm) n.  ce·ca (-kN). 1. A saclike cavity with only one 

opening.  2. Anatomy. The large blind pouch forming the beginning of the large 

intestine. In this sense, also calledblind gut [Middle English, from Latin (intestX-



num) caecum, blind (intestine), from caecus, blind.] —ceùcal adj.  —ceùcal·ly 
adv. 

CED abbr.  Committee for Economic Development. 

ce·dar (sKùdNr) n.  a. Any of several Old World evergreen coniferous trees of the 

genus Cedrus, having stiff needles on short shoots and large, erect seed cones with 

broad deciduous scales.  b. Any of several other evergreen coniferous trees or 

shrubs, such as the Alaska cedar, incense cedar, or red cedar.  c. The durable, aro-

matic wood of any of these plants, especially that of the red cedar, often used to 

make chests.   [Middle English cedre, from Old French, from Latin cedrus, from 

Greek kedros.]

ce·dar-ap·ple rust (sKùdNr-4pÙNl rƒst) n.  A disease caused by a rust fungus 

(Gymnosporangium juniperi-virginianae) that spends part of its life cycle on cer-

tain junipers, causing galls and twig dieback, and the remainder of its life cycle on 

susceptible apples or crab apples, causing lesions and early shedding of leaves or 

fruit. 

ce·dar·bird (sKùdNr-bûrdÙ) n.  See cedar waxwing. 
Ce·dar Falls (sKùdNr fôlz)  A city of northeast Iowa, a manufacturing suburb of 

Waterloo on the Cedar River. Population, 36,322. 

cedar of Lebanon (sKùdNr ƒv lHbùN-nNn) n.  pl. cedars of Lebanon. A large, 

long-lived cedar (Cedrus libani), native to Lebanon and Turkey and having 

spreading horizontal branches at maturity. 

Cedar Rapids (sKùdNr r4pùVdz)  A city of east-central Iowa on the Cedar River 

west-northwest of Davenport. It is a major commercial, industrial, and transpor-

tation center. Population, 108,751. 

Cedar River (sKùdNr rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast Minnesota and flowing 

about 531 km (330 mi) southeastward to the Iowa River in southeast Iowa. 

cedar waxwing (sKùdNr w4ksùwVngÙ) n.  A North American bird (Bombycilla 

cedrorum) having a crested head, a yellow-tipped tail, and predominantly brown 

plumage.  Also called cedarbird [Probably so called because it eats the berries of 

the red cedar.]

cede (sKd) v.  tr. ced·ed, ced·ing, cedes. 1. To surrender possession of, espe-

cially by treaty.  See Synonyms at relinquish.  2. To yield; grant:  The debater 

refused to cede the point to her opponent.  [French céder, from Old French, from 

Latin cKdere. See ked- in Appendix.]

ce·di (s7ùdK) n.  pl. cedi or ce·dis. A basic unit of currency in Ghana.  See Table 

at currency.  [Possibly from Akan (Fante) sedZ, small shell, cowry.]

ce·dil·la (sV-dVlùN) n.  A mark (¸) placed beneath the letter c, as in the spelling of 

the French word garçon, to indicate that the letter is to be pronounced (s).  [Obso-

lete Spanish, diminutive of ceda, the letter z (so called because a small z was for-

merly written after a c, and later below it, to indicate that the normal hard c was to 

be pronounced as a sibilant, like s or z), from Late Latin zeta, zeta. See ZETA.]



cee (sK) n.  The letter c. 

CEEB abbr.  College Entry Examination Board. 

cei·ba (s7ùbN) n.  The silk-cotton tree.  [Spanish, probably from Arawakan.]

ceil (sKl) v.  tr. ceiled, ceil·ing, ceils. 1. To provide or cover with a ceiling.  

2. Nautical. To provide (a ship) with interior planking or lining.  [Middle English 

celen, probably from Old French *celer, from Latin cael7re, to carve, from caelum, 

chisel. See CAELUM.]

cei·lidh (k7ùlK) n.  An Irish or Scottish social gathering with traditional music, 

dancing, and storytelling.  [Irish Gaelic céilidhe, from Old Irish célide, visit, from 

céle, companion. See kei-1 in Appendix.]

ceil·ing (sKùlVng) n.  1. a. The upper interior surface of a room.  b. Material 

used to cover this surface.   2. Something resembling a ceiling:  a ceiling of leaves 

over the arbor.  3. An upper limit, especially as set by regulation:  wage and price 

ceilings.  4. a. The highest altitude under particular weather conditions from 

which the ground is still visible.  b. The altitude of the lowest layer of clouds.  

c. Absolute ceiling.   5. Nautical. The planking applied to the interior framework 

of a ship.  [Middle English celing, from celen, to ceil. See CEIL.] —ceilùinged adj. 

ceil·om·e·ter (sK-lmmùV-tNr) n.  A photoelectric instrument for ascertaining 

cloud heights.  [CEIL(ING) + -METER.]

cel·a·don (sHlùN-dmnÙ) n.  1. Color. A pale to very pale green.  2. A type of pot-

tery having a pale green glaze, originally produced in China.  [French, after Céla-

don, a character in L’Astrée, a romance by Honoré d’Urfé (1568-1625), French 

writer, (after Celadon, a character in Ovid’s Metamorphoses).] —celùa·donÙ adj. 

cel·a·don·ite (sHlùN-dn-XtÙ) n.  A soft mica having a green hue and a high iron 

content. 

Ce·lae·no (sV-lKùno) n.  1. Greek Mythology. One of the Pleiades.  2. One of the 

six stars in the Pleiades cluster visible to the naked eye.  [Latin Celaeno, from 

Greek Kelaino.]

cel·an·dine (sHlùNn-dXnÙ, -dKnÙ) n.  1. A perennial Eurasian herb (Chelidonium 

majus) having deeply divided leaves, showy yellow flowers, and yellow-orange 

latex.  Also called swallowwort 2. The lesser celandine.  [Middle English celidoine, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin celidonia, from Latin chelXdonia, feminine 

of chelXdonium, from Greek khelidonion, from khelidon, swallow (from the associ-

ation by ancient writers of the blossoming of the plant with the return of the 

swallows in spring). See ghel-1 in Appendix.]

celandine poppy (sHlùNn-dXnÙ pmpùK) n.  A perennial herb (Stylophorum 

diphyllum) native to midwest North America and somewhat similar in appear-

ance to the celandine. 

Ce·la·ya (sN-lXùN, sH-läùyä)  A city of central Mexico northwest of Mexico City. It 

was founded in 1571. Population, 141,675. 

-cele1 suff.  Tumor; hernia:  cystocele.  [From Greek kKlK, tumor.]



-cele2 suff.  -coel. 
ce·leb (sN-lHbù) n.  Informal. A celebrity. 

Cel·e·bes (sHlùN-bKzÙ, sN-lKùbKzÙ, sH-l7ùbHs) also Su·la·we·si (suÙlä-w7ùsK)  An 

irregularly shaped island of central Indonesia on the equator east of Borneo. The 

Portuguese first visited Celebes in 1512 but were ousted by the Dutch in the 

1600’s. The island is noted for its rare species of fauna. 

Celebes Sea (sHlùN-bKzÙ sK)  A section of the western Pacific Ocean between 

Celebes and the southern Philippines. It is connected with the Java Sea by Makas-

sar Strait. 

cel·e·brant (sHlùN-brNnt) n.  1. a. A person who participates in a religious cere-

mony or rite.  b. The priest officiating at the celebration of the Eucharist.   2. A 

participant in a celebration.  

USAGE NOTE: Strictly speaking, celebrant should be reserved for an official

participant in a religious ceremony or rite. In an earlier survey, however, a major-

ity of the Usage Panel accepted the use of celebrant to mean “a participant in a

celebration” (as in New Year’s Eve celebrants). In this more general sense, celebrator

is an undisputed alternative.

cel·e·brate (sHlùN-br7tÙ) v.  cel·e·brat·ed, cel·e·brat·ing, cel·e·brates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To observe (a day or event) with ceremonies of respect, festivity, or 

rejoicing.  See Synonyms at observe.  2. To perform (a religious ceremony):  cel-

ebrate Mass.  3. To extol or praise:  a sonnet that celebrates love.  4. To make widely 

known; display: “a determination on the author’s part to celebrate... the offenses of 

another” (William H. Pritchard).   —  v.  intr. 1. To observe an occasion with 

appropriate ceremony or festivity.  2. To perform a religious ceremony.  3. To 

engage in festivities:  went out and celebrated after the victory.  [Middle English cel-

ebraten, from Latin celebr7re, celebr7t-, to frequent, celebrate, from celeber, celebr-

, frequented, famous.] —celÙe·braùtion n.  —celùe·braÙtor n.  

—celùe·bra·toÙry (sHlùN-brN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, sN-lHbùrN-) adj. 

cel·e·brat·ed (sHlùN-br7ÙtVd) adj.  Known and praised widely; noted.  See Syn-

onyms at noted. 
ce·leb·ri·ty (sN-lHbùrV-tK) n.  pl. ce·leb·ri·ties. 1. A famous person.  2. Renown; 

fame.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a celebrity fund-

raising dinner; celebrity exercise books.  [Middle English celebrite, fame, from Old 

French, from Latin celebrit7s, from celeber, celebr-, famous.] —ce·leb-
ùri·ty·hoodÙ n.  

SYNONYMS: celebrity, hero, luminary, name, notable, personage. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “a widely known person”: social celebrities; the

heroes of science; a theatrical luminary; a big name in sports; a notable of the concert



stage; a personage in the field of philosophy.

ce·le·ri·ac (sN-lîrùK-4kÙ, -lHrù-) n.  An edible variety of celery (Apium graveolens 

var. rapaceum) cultivated for its swollen, knobby root.  Also called celery root, tur-

nip-rooted celery.  [Alteration of CELERY.]

ce·ler·i·ty (sN-lHrùV-tK) n.  Swiftness of action or motion; speed.  See Synonyms 

at haste.  [French célérité, from Old French, from Latin celerit7s, from celer, 

swift.]

cel·er·y (sHlùN-rK) n.  pl. cel·er·ies. 1. A biennial European plant (Apium graveo-

lens var. dulce) in the parsley family, having edible roots, leafstalks, leaves, and 

fruits.  2. The crisp, thick leafstalks of this plant.  3. The seedlike fruits of this 

plant used as a flavoring.  [French céleri, from Italian dialectal seleri, pl. of selero, 

alteration of Late Latin selXnon, parsley, from Greek selinon.]

celery cabbage (sHlùN-rK k4bùVj) n.  See Chinese cabbage. 
celery root (sHlùN-rK rut) n.  See celeriac. 
ce·les·ta (sN-lHsùtN) also ce·leste (-lHstù) n.  Music. An instrument with a key-

board and metal plates struck by hammers that produce bell-like tones.  [French 

célesta, from céleste, celestial, from Latin caelestis. See CELESTIAL.]

ce·les·tial (sN-lHsùchNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the sky or the heavens:  Planets 

are celestial bodies.  2. Of or relating to heaven; divine:  celestial beings.  

3. Supremely good; sublime:  celestial happiness.  4. Celestial. Of or relating to 

the Chinese people or to the former Chinese Empire.   —  n.  A heavenly being; a 

god or angel.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin celesti7lis, 

from Latin caelestis, from caelum, sky.] —ce·lesùtial·ly adv. 

Celestial Empire (sN-lHsùchNl HmùpXrÙ)  An old name for China or the Chinese 

Empire. 

celestial equator (sN-lHsùchNl V-kw7ùtNr) n.  A great circle on the celestial 

sphere in the same plane as the earth’s equator.  Also called equinoctial, equinoctial 

circle. 

celestial globe (sN-lHsùchNl glob) n.  A model of the celestial sphere showing 

the positions of the stars and other celestial bodies. 

celestial horizon (sN-lHsùchNl hN-rXùzNn) n.  A great circle on the celestial 

sphere having a plane that passes through the center of the earth and is parallel to 

an observer’s horizon.  Also called rational horizon 

celestial longitude (sN-lHsùchNl lmnùjV-tudÙ) n.  The angular distance east-

ward from the vernal equinox to the great circle drawn through the pole of the 

ecliptic and a celestial body. 

celestial mechanics (sN-lHsùchNl mV-k4nùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

science of the motion of celestial bodies under the influence of gravitational 

forces. 



celestial navigation (sN-lHsùchNl n4vÙV-g7ùshNn) n.  Navigation of a ship or 

an aircraft based on the positions of celestial bodies.  Also called astronavigation 

celestial pole (sN-lHsùchNl pol) n.  Either of two diametrically opposite points 

at which the extensions of the earth’s axis intersect the celestial sphere. 

celestial sphere (sN-lHsùchNl sfVr) n.  An imaginary sphere of infinite extent 

with the earth at its center on which the stars, planets, and other heavenly bodies 

appear to be located. 

cel·es·tine (sHlùV-stVnÙ, -stXnÙ, sN-lHsùtVn, -tXn) n.  See celestite.  [German Zöles-

tin, from Latin caelestis, celestial. See CELESTIAL.]

cel·es·tite (sHlùV-stXtÙ, sN-lHsùtXtÙ) n.  A white, red-brown, orange, or light blue 

principal strontium ore, essentially strontium sulfate, SrSO4, found in sedimen-

tary rock.  Also called celestine [CELESTINE + -ITE
1.]

ce·li·ac also coe·li·ac (sKùlK-4kÙ) adj.  Of or relating to the abdomen or abdomi-

nal cavity.  [Latin coeliacus, from Greek koiliakos, from koilia, abdomen, from 

koilos, hollow. See keuN- in Appendix.]

celiac disease (sKùlK-4kÙ dV-zKzù) n.  A chronic nutritional disturbance, usually 

of young children, caused by the inability to metabolize gluten, which results in 

malnutrition, a distended abdomen, muscle wasting, and the passage of stools 

having a high fat content. The disorder can be controlled by a special diet that 

emphasizes the elimination of all foods containing gluten. 

cel·i·ba·cy (sHlùN-bN-sK) n.  1. Abstinence from sexual intercourse, especially by 

reason of religious vows.  2. The condition of being unmarried. 

cel·i·bate (sHlùN-bVt) n.  1. One who abstains from sexual intercourse, especially 

by reason of religious vows.  2. One who is unmarried.   —  adj.  1. Abstaining 

from sexual intercourse, especially by reason of religious vows.  2. Unmarried; 

unwed.  [Latin caelib7tus, From caelebs, caelib-, unmarried.]

USAGE NOTE: Historically, celibate means only “unmarried”; its use to mean

“abstaining from sexual intercourse” is a 20th-century development. But the new

sense of the word appears more or less to have displaced the old, and the use of

celibate to mean “unmarried” is now almost sure to invite misinterpretation in

other than narrowly ecclesiastical contexts. Sixty-eight percent of the Usage Panel

rejected the older use in the sentence He remained celibate [unmarried], although

he engaged in sexual intercourse.

cell (sHl) n.  1. A narrow, confining room, as in a prison or convent.  2. A small 

enclosed cavity or space, such as a compartment in a honeycomb or within a 

plant ovary or an area bordered by veins in an insect’s wing.  3. Biology. The 

smallest structural unit of an organism that is capable of independent function-

ing, consisting of one or more nuclei, cytoplasm, and various organelles, all sur-

rounded by a semipermeable cell membrane.  4. The smallest organizational unit 



of a centralized group or movement, especially of a political party of Leninist 

structure.  5. Electricity. a. A single unit for electrolysis or conversion of chemical 

into electric energy, usually consisting of a container with electrodes and an elec-

trolyte.  Also called electrochemical cell b. A single unit that converts radiant 

energy into electric energy:  a solar cell.   6. Computer Science. A basic unit of stor-

age in a computer memory that can hold one unit of information, such as a char-

acter or word.  7. A geographic area or zone surrounding a transmitter in a 

cellular telephone system.  8. A small, humble abode, such as a hermit’s cave or 

hut.  9. A small religious house dependent on a larger one, such as a priory within 

an abbey.   —  v.  celled, cell·ing, cells.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put or confine in a cell.  

2. To store in a honeycomb.   —  v.  intr. To live in or share a cell.  [Middle English 

celle, from Old English cell, and from Old French  both from Latin cella, chamber. 

See kel-1 in Appendix.]

cel·la (sHlùN) n.  pl. cel·lae (sHlùK). The inner room or sanctuary of an ancient 

Greek or Roman temple.  [Latin. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

cel·lar (sHlùNr) n.  1. A room or enclosed space used for storage, usually beneath 

the ground or under a building.  2. A basement.  3. An underground shelter, as 

from storms.  4. A wine cellar.  5. Slang. The lowest level, especially in the stand-

ing of an athletic team:  The revitalized team came from the cellar to win the pen-

nant.   —  v.  tr. cel·lared, cel·lar·ing, cel·lars. To store in a cellar.  [Middle 

English celer, from Old French, from Late Latin cell7rium, pantry, from Latin 

cella, storeroom. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

cel·lar·age (sHlùNr-Vj) n.  1. A fee charged for storage in a cellar.  2. A cellar or 

several cellars. 

cel·lar·er (sHlùNr-Nr) n.  A person, as in a monastic community, who is responsi-

ble for maintaining the supply of food and drink.  [Middle English celerer, from 

Old French, from Latin cell7rius, steward, from cella, storeroom. See kel-1 in 

Appendix.]

cel·lar·ette also cel·lar·et (sHlÙN-rHtù) n.  A cabinet for storing bottles of wine 

or liquor. 

cell·block (sHlùblmkÙ) n.  A group of cells that make up a section or unit of a 

prison. 

cell body (sHl bmdùK) n.  The portion of a nerve cell that contains the nucleus 

but does not incorporate the dendrites or axon.  Also called soma 

cell cycle (sHl sXùkNl) n.  The series of events involving the growth, replication, 

and division of a eukaryotic cell. 

cell division (sHl dV-vVzhùNn) n.  The process by which a cell divides to form two 

daughter cells. Upon completion of the process, each daughter cell contains the 

same genetic material as the original cell and roughly half of its cytoplasm. 

Cel·le (sHlùN, tsHlùN)  A city of northern Germany south of Hamburg. It was 

founded in 1292. Population, 70,754. 



Cel·li·ni (chN-lKùnK, chH-), Benvenuto. 1500-1571.  Italian writer and sculptor 

who is known for his Autobiography and his sculpture of Perseus. 

cell·mate (sHlùm7tÙ) n.  A person with whom one shares a cell, especially in a 

prison. 

cell-med·i·at·ed immune response (sHlùmKÙdK-7ÙtVd V-myoonù rV-
spmnsù) n.  The immune response produced when sensitized T cells directly attack 

foreign antigens and secrete lymphokines that initiate the body’s humoral 

immune response.  Also called cellular immune response 

cell membrane (sHl mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  The semipermeable membrane that 

encloses the cytoplasm of a cell.  Also called cytomembrane, plasmalemma, plasma 

membrane. 

cel·lo1 (chHlùo) n.  pl. cel·los. Music. A four-stringed instrument of the violin 

family, pitched lower than the viola but higher than the double bass.  [Short for 

VIOLONCELLO.] —celùlist (chHlùVst) n. 

cel·lo2 (sHlùo) n.  Cellophane.   —cel·lo adj. 

cel·lo·bi·ose (sHlÙN-bXùosÙ, -ozÙ) n.  A disaccharide that is produced from the 

partial hydrolysis of cellulose.  [CELL(ULOSE) + BI-1 + -OSE
2.]

cel·loi·din (sN-loidùn) n.  A pure form of pyroxylin in which specimens for 

microscopic examination are embedded.  [CELL(ULOSE) + -OID + -IN.]

cel·lo·phane (sHlùN-f7nÙ) n.  A thin, flexible, transparent cellulose material 

made from wood pulp and used as a moistureproof wrapping.  [Originally a 

trademark.] —celùlo·phaneÙ adj. 

cellophane noodle (sHlùN-f7nÙ nudùl) n.  A thin, transparent noodle. 

cell plate (sHl pl7t) n.  A partition formed during cell division in plants and 

some algae that separates the two newly formed daughter cells. 

cell sap (sHl s4p) n.  The liquid contained within a vacuole of a plant cell. 

cel·lu·lar (sHlùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a cell.  2. Consisting 

of or containing a cell or cells:  the cellular construction of a beehive; the cellular 

nature of plant and animal tissue.  3. Of or involving the cells of an organization 

or movement: “The assessment of opposition to any totalitarian regime... is notori-

ously difficult, for any effective movement must be secretive and cellular” (Anthony 

Sampson).  [From Latin cellula, cellule. See CELLULE.] —celÙlu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) 

n.  —celùlu·lar·ly adv. 

cellular immune response (sHlùyN-lNr V-myoonù rV-spmnsù) n.  See cell-
mediated immune response. 

cellular respiration (sHlùyN-lNr rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  The series of metabolic 

processes by which living cells produce energy through the oxidation of organic 

substances. 

cellular slime mold (sHlùyN-lNr slXm mold) n.  See slime mold (n., sense 1). 

cellular telephone (sHlùyN-lNr tHlùN-fonÙ) n.  A mobile radiotelephone, often 

in an automobile, that uses a network of short-range transmitters located in over-



lapping cells throughout a region, with calls automatically switched from one 

transmitter to the next as the caller enters an adjoining cell. A central station 

switches the calls and makes connections to regular telephone lines. 

cel·lu·lase (sHlùyN-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  Any of several enzymes produced chiefly by 

fungi, bacteria, and protozoans that catalyze the hydrolysis of cellulose.  [CEL-

LUL(OSE) + -ASE.]

cel·lule (sHlùyul) n.  A small cell.  [French, from Latin cellula, diminutive of 

cella, chamber. See CELLA.]

cel·lu·lite (sHlùyN-lXtÙ) n.  A fatty deposit causing a dimpled or uneven appear-

ance, as around the thighs and buttocks.  [French  : cellule, cellule; see CELLULE + -

ite, disease (from New Latin -itis, -itis).]

cel·lu·li·tis (sHlÙyN-lXùtVs) n.  A spreading inflammation of subcutaneous or con-

nective tissue.  [CELLUL(E) + -ITIS.]

cel·lu·loid (sHlùyN-loidÙ) n.  1. A colorless, flammable material made from 

nitrocellulose and camphor and used to make photographic film.  2. a. Motion-

picture film: “a strange, anachronistic sight: theater pieces transferred to celluloid” 

(David Ansen).  b. The cinema; motion pictures: “There are no heroes but in cellu-

loid” (Charles Langbridge Morgan).    —  adj.  1. Made of or using a material 

made from nitrocellulose and camphor.  2. Of or portrayed on film or in motion 

pictures.  3. Artificial; synthetic:  a novel with flat, celluloid characters.  [Originally 

a trademark.]

cel·lu·lo·lyt·ic (sHlÙyN-lo-lVtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or causing the hydrolysis of 

cellulose:  cellulolytic organisms.  [CELLULO(SE) + -LYTIC.]

cel·lu·lose (sHlùyN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  A complex carbohydrate, (C6H10O5)n, that is 

composed of glucose units, forms the main constituent of the cell wall in most 

plants, and is important in the manufacture of numerous products, such as 

paper, textiles, pharmaceuticals, and explosives.  [French, from cellule, biological 

cell. See CELLULE.] —celÙlu·loùsic (-loùsVk, -zVk) adj. 

cellulose acetate (sHlùyN-losÙ 4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  A cellulose resin used in lacquers, 

photographic film, transparent sheeting, and cigarette filters. 

cellulose nitrate (sHlùyN-losÙ nXùtr7tÙ) n.  See nitrocellulose. 
cell wall (sHl wôl) n.  The rigid outermost cell layer found in plants and certain 

algae, bacteria, and fungi but characteristically absent from animal cells. 

ce·lom (sKùlNm) n.  Variant of coelom. 
ce·lo·sia (sN-loùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  See cockscomb (n., sense 3).  [New Latin CKlo-

sia, genus name, from Greek kKlos, dry, burnt (from its color), from kaiein, to 

burn.]

Cel·o·tex (sHlùN-tHksÙ)  A trademark used for a building board that is employed 

as insulation or paneling. 

Cel·si·us (sHlùsK-Ns, -shNs) adj.  Abbr. C Of or relating to a temperature scale that 

registers the freezing point of water as 0˚ and the boiling point as 100˚ under nor-



mal atmospheric pressure.  See Table at measurement.  [After Anders CEL-

SIUS.]

Cel·si·us (sHlùsK-Ns, -shNs), Anders. 1701-1744.  Swedish astronomer who 

devised (1742) the centigrade thermometer. 

celt (sHlt) n.  A common prehistoric tool of stone or metal, shaped like a chisel or 

ax head.  [Late Latin *celtis, chisel.]

Celt (kHlt, sHlt) also Kelt (kHlt) n.  1. One of an Indo-European people originally 

of central Europe and spreading to western Europe, the British Isles, and south-

east to Galatia during pre-Roman times, especially a Briton or Gaul.  2. A speaker 

of a modern Celtic language or a descendant of such a speaker, especially a mod-

ern Gael, Welshman, Cornishman, or Breton.  [French Celte, sing. of Celtes, from 

Latin Celtae, from Greek Keltoi.]

Celt·i·ber·i·an (kHlÙtV-bHrùK-Nn, sHlÙ-) n.  1. One of an ancient Celtic people of 

northern Spain.  2. The language of this people, known from place and personal 

names and from inscriptions.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Celtiberians or to 

their language or culture. 

Celt·ic (kHlùtVk, sHlù-) also Kelt·ic (kHlù-) n.  Abbr. C. A subfamily of the Indo-

European language family comprising the Brittonic and the Goidelic branches.   
—  adj.  Of or relating to the Celtic people and languages. 

Celtic cross (kHlùtVk krôs) n.  A Latin cross with a circle superimposed on its 

center. 

Celt·i·cism (kHlùtV-sVzÙNm, sHlù-) n.  1. A Celtic custom.  2. A Celtic idiom.  3. A 

fondness for Celtic culture. 

Celt·i·cist (kHlùtV-sVst, sHlù-) n.  A specialist in Celtic culture or Celtic languages. 

cem·ba·lo (chHmùbN-loÙ) n.  pl. cem·ba·los. Music. A harpsichord.  [Italian, 

short for clavicembalo, from Medieval Latin cl7vicymbalum : Latin cl7vis, key + 

Latin cymbalum, cymbal; see CYMBAL.] —cemùba·list (-bN-lVst) n. 

ce·ment (sV-mHntù) n.  1. a. A building material made by grinding calcined 

limestone and clay to a fine powder, which can be mixed with water and poured 

to set as a solid mass or used as an ingredient in making mortar or concrete.  

b. Portland cement.  c. Concrete.   2. A substance that hardens to act as an adhe-

sive; glue.  3. Something that serves to bind or unite: “Custom was in early days 

the cement of society” (Walter Bagehot).  4. Geology. A chemically precipitated 

substance that binds particles of clastic rocks.  5. Dentistry. A substance used for 

filling cavities or anchoring crowns, inlays, or other restorations.  6.  Variant of 

cementum.  —  v.  ce·ment·ed, ce·ment·ing, ce·ments.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

bind with or as if with cement.  2. To cover or coat with cement.   —  v.  intr. To 

become cemented.   —idiom. in cement. Firmly settled or determined; unal-

terable:  The administration’s position on taxes was set in cement despite the unfa-

vorable public response.  [Middle English, from Old French ciment, from Latin 



caementum, rough-cut stone, from caedere, to cut. See kaN-id- in Appendix.] 
—ce·mentùer n. 

ce·men·ta·tion (sKÙmHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or result of cement-

ing.  2. A metallurgical coating process in which iron or steel is immersed in a 

powder of another metal, such as zinc, chromium, or aluminum, and heated to a 

temperature below the melting point of either. 

ce·ment·ite (sV-mHnùtXtÙ) n.  A hard, brittle iron carbide, Fe3C, found in steel 

with more than 0.85 percent carbon.  [From CEMENT.]

ce·men·ti·tious (sKÙmHn-tVshùNs) adj.  Of or relating to a chemical precipitate, 

especially of carbonates, having the characteristics of cement. 

cement mixer (sV-mHntù mVkùsNr) n.  A machine, often mounted on a truck, 

having a revolving drum in which cement, sand, gravel, and water are combined 

into concrete. 

ce·men·tum (sV-mHnùtNm) also ce·ment (-mHntù) n.  A bonelike substance 

covering the root of a tooth.  [New Latin, from Latin caementum, rough stone. 

See CEMENT.]

cem·e·ter·y (sHmùV-tHrÙK) n.  pl. cem·e·ter·ies. A place for burying the dead; a 

graveyard.  [Middle English cimiterie, from Old French cimitiere, from Medieval 

Latin cimitKrium, from Late Latin coemKtKrium, from Greek koimKtKrion, from 

koiman, to put to sleep. See kei-1 in Appendix.]

CEMF abbr.  Counter-electromotive force. 

cen. abbr.  1. Central.  2. Century. 

cen·a·cle (sHnùN-kNl) n.  1. A clique or circle, especially of writers.  2. A small 

dining room, usually on an upper floor.  [French cénacle, from Old French, the 

room where the Last Supper took place, from Latin cKn7culum, dining room, gar-

ret, from cKna, meal; see sker-1 in Appendix. Sense 2, Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin cKn7culum.]

Cen·ci (chHnùchK), Beatrice. 1577-1599.  Italian noblewoman who was hanged 

for patricide. She was the subject of a number of poems and other works of art, 

including Shelley’s The Cenci (1819). 

-cene suff.  Recent. Used in names of geological periods:  Oligocene.  [From 

Greek kainos, new. See ken- in Appendix.]

Ce·nis (sN-nKù), Mont. A mountain pass, 2,083.5 m (6,831 ft) high, in the Alps 

on the French-Italian border. It was long important as an invasion route. 

ceno- pref.  Variant of coeno-. 
cen·o·bite also coen·o·bite (sHnùN-bXtÙ, sKùnN-) n.  A member of a convent or 

other religious community.  [Middle English, from Late Latin coenobXta, from 

coenobium, convent, from Greek koinobion, from koinobios, living in community 

 : koinos, common; see kom in Appendix + bios, life; see gwei- in Appendix.] 
—cenÙo·bitùic (-bVtùVk), cenÙo·bitùi·cal adj. 



ce·no·spe·cies (sKÙnN-spKùshKz, -sKz, sHnÙN-) n.  A group of related ecospecies 

capable of interbreeding so as to produce at least partially fertile hybrids. 

cen·o·taph (sHnùN-t4fÙ) n.  A monument erected in honor of a dead person 

whose remains lie elsewhere.  [French cénotaphe, from Old French, from Latin 

cenotaphium, from Greek kenotaphion : kenos, empty + taphos, tomb.] 
—cenÙo·taphùic adj. 

Ce·no·zo·ic (sKÙnN-zoùVk, sHnÙN-) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the latest 

era of geologic time, which includes the Tertiary Period and the Quaternary 

Period and is characterized by the formation of modern continents, glaciation, 

and the diversification of mammals, birds, and plants.   —  n.  The Cenozoic Era.  

[Greek kainos, new; see ken- in Appendix + -ZOIC.]

cense (sHns) v.  tr. censed, cens·ing, cens·es. 1. To perfume with incense.  

2. To burn incense to.  [Middle English censen, short for encensen, from encens, 

incense. See INCENSE
2.]

cen·ser (sHnùsNr) n.  A vessel in which incense is burned, especially during reli-

gious services.  [Middle English, short for encenser, from Anglo-Norman encen-

sier, from encens, incense, from Old French. See INCENSE
2.]

cen·sor (sHnùsNr) n.  1. A person authorized to examine books, films, or other 

material and to remove or suppress what is considered morally, politically, or oth-

erwise objectionable.  2. An official, as in the armed forces, who examines per-

sonal mail and official dispatches to remove information considered secret or a 

risk to security.  3. One that condemns or censures.  4. One of two officials in 

ancient Rome responsible for taking the public census and supervising public 

behavior and morals.  5. Psychology. The agent in the unconscious that is respon-

sible for censorship.   —  v.  tr. cen·sored, cen·sor·ing, cen·sors. To examine 

and expurgate.  [Latin cKnsor, Roman censor, from cKnsKre, to assess. See kens- in 

Appendix.] —cenùsor·a·ble adj.  —cen·soùri·al (sHn-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj. 

cen·so·ri·ous (sHn-sôrùK-Ns, -sorù-) adj.  1. Tending to censure; highly critical.  

2. Expressing censure.  See Synonyms at critical.  [Latin cKnsorius, of a censor, 

from cKnsor, Roman censor. See CENSOR.] —cen·soùri·ous·ly adv.  

—cen·soùri·ous·ness n. 

cen·sor·ship (sHnùsNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The act, process, or practice of censoring.  

2. The office or authority of a Roman censor.  3. Psychology. Prevention of dis-

turbing or painful thoughts or feelings from reaching consciousness except in a 

disguised form. 

cen·sur·a·ble (sHnùshNr-N-bNl) adj.  Deserving of or open to censure.  See Syn-

onyms at blameworthy.  —cenùsur·a·ble·ness, cenÙsur·a·bilùi·ty n.  —cen-
ùsur·a·bly adv. 

cen·sure (sHnùshNr) n.  1. An expression of strong disapproval or harsh criti-

cism.  2. An official rebuke, as by a legislature of one of its members.   —  v.  tr. 

cen·sured, cen·sur·ing, cen·sures. 1. To criticize severely; blame.  See Syn-



onyms at criticize.  2. To express official disapproval of: “whether the Senate will 

censure one of its members for conflict of interest” (Washington Post).  [Middle 

English, from Latin cKns7ra, censorship, from cKnsor, Roman censor. See CENSOR.] 
—cenùsur·er n. 

cen·sus (sHnùsNs) n.  1. An official, usually periodic enumeration of a popula-

tion, often including the collection of related demographic information.  2. In 

ancient Rome, a count of the citizens and an evaluation of their property for tax-

ation purposes.  [Latin cKnsus, registration of citizens, from cKnsKre, to assess. See 

kens- in Appendix.]

cent (sHnt) n.  Abbr. c., ct., C. A unit of currency in Australia, Bahamas, Barba-

dos, Belize, Brunei, Canada, Cayman Islands, Republic of China (Taiwan), 

Cyprus, Dominica, Ethiopia, Fiji, Grenada, Guyana, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Kenya, 

Liberia, Kiribati, Liberia, Malta, Mauritius, Namibia, Nauru, Netherlands, Neth-

erlands Antilles, New Zealand, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, 

Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Somalia, South Africa, Sri 

Lanka, Suriname, Swaziland, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Tuvalu, Uganda, 

United States, and Zimbabwe.  See Table at currency.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, hundred, from Latin centum. See dekc in Appendix.]

cent. abbr.  1. Centigrade.  2. Central.  3. Latin. Centum (hundred).  4. Century. 

cen·tal (sHnùtl) n.  See hundredweight (n., sense 1).  [From Latin centum, 

hundred. See dekc in Appendix.]

cen·taur (sHnùtôrÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. One of a race of monsters having the 

head, arms, and trunk of a man and the body and legs of a horse.  [Middle 

English, from Latin Centaurus, from Greek Kentauros.]

Cen·tau·rus (sHn-tôrùNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near 

Vela and Lupus.  [Latin Centaurus, centaur. See CENTAUR.]

cen·tau·ry (sHnùtôrÙK) n.  pl. cen·tau·ries. Any of several herbs of the genus 

Centaurium, especially a Eurasian species (C. erythraea) that has clusters of pink 

flowers and has long been used in herbal medicine.  [Middle English, from Old 

English centaurie, from Latin centaurKum, from Greek kentaureion, from Kentau-

ros, centaur (from the legend that the plant’s medicinal properties were discov-

ered by the centaur Chiron).]

cen·ta·vo (sHn-täùvo) n.  pl. cen·ta·vos. Abbr. c., C. A unit of currency in 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Cape Verde, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, 

Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guinea-Bissau, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, 

Phillipines, Portugal, and São Tomé and Príncipe.  See Table at currency.  [Span-

ish, hundredth, from Latin centum, hundred. See dekc in Appendix.]

cen·te·nar·i·an (sHnÙtN-nârùK-Nn) n.  One that is 100 years old or older.  [From 

Latin centKn7rius, of a hundred. See CENTENARY.] —cenÙte·narùi·an adj. 

cen·ten·a·ry (sHn-tHnùN-rK, sHnùtN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to a 100-year 

period.  2. Occurring once every 100 years.   —  n.  pl. cen·ten·a·ries. 1. A 100-



year period.  2. A centennial.  [Latin centKn7rius, of a hundred, from centum, 

hundred. See dekc in Appendix.]

cen·ten·ni·al (sHn-tHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to an age or period of 100 

years.  2. Occurring once every 100 years:  a centennial commemoration.  3. Of or 

relating to a 100th anniversary.   —  n.  A 100th anniversary or a celebration of it.  

[Latin centum, hundred; see dekc in Appendix + (BI)ENNIAL.] 
—cen·tenùni·al·ly adv. 

cen·ter (sHnùtNr) n.  Abbr. ctr. 1. A point or place that is equally distant from the 

sides or outer boundaries of something; the middle:  the center of town; the center 

of a stage.  2. a. A point equidistant from the vertexes of a regular polygon.  b. A 

point equidistant from all points on the circumference of a circle or on the sur-

face of a sphere.   3. A point around which something rotates or revolves:  The 

sun is the center of our solar system.  4. A part of an object that is surrounded by 

the rest; a core:  chocolates with soft centers.  5. a. A place where a particular activ-

ity or service is concentrated:  a medical center.  b. A point of origin, as of influ-

ence, ideas, or actions:  a center of power; a center of unrest.  c. An area of dense 

population:  a metropolitan center.   6. A person or thing that is the chief object of 

attention, interest, activity, or emotion.  7. A person, object, or group occupying 

a middle position.  8.  Often Center. A political group or a set of policies repre-

senting a moderate view between those of the right and the left.  9. Physiology. A 

group of neurons in the central nervous system that control a particular function:  

the vasomotor center.  10. Sports. A player who holds a middle position on the 

field, court, or forward line in some team sports, such as football and basketball.  

11. Baseball. Center field.  12. a. A small conical hole made in a piece of work 

with a center punch so that a drill can be accurately positioned within it.  b. A bar 

with a conical point used to support work, as during turning on a lathe.    —  v.  

cen·tered, cen·ter·ing, cen·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place in or at the center:  cen-

tered the vase on the table.  2. To direct toward a center or central point; concen-

trate or focus:  tried to center the discussion on the main issues.  3. Football. To pass 

(the ball) back between the legs to begin a down.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be concen-

trated; cluster:  The epidemic centered in the urban areas.  2. To have a central 

theme or concern; be focused:  Her novels center on the problems of adolescence.  

[Middle English centre, from Old French, from Latin centrum, from Greek ken-

tron, center of a circle, from kentein, to prick. See kent- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: center, focus, headquarters, heart, hub, seat. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “a region, person, or thing around which something,

such as an activity, is concentrated”: a great cultural center; the focus of research

efforts; the headquarters of a multinational corporation; a town that is the heart of

the colony; the hub of a steel empire; the seat of government. 

USAGE NOTE: According to traditional canons of usage, the verb center may



be freely used with the prepositions on, upon, in, or at; but its use with around is

excoriated as “ungrammatical,” “illogical,” “geometrically senseless,” and “physi-

cally impossible.” But the fact that writers persist in using this phrase in sentences

such as The discussion centered around the need for curriculum revision (where tra-

ditionalists would require revolved around) suggests a widespread perception that

center around, for all its apparent illogicality, may sometimes represent the true

nature of experience. Center may denote a variety of relations involving having,

finding, or turning about a center, and the choice of a preposition depends on

what is intended. There is reputable precedent for usages such as Our hope cen-

tered in the young sovereign; His thoughts centered on the long journey before him;

and The trade is centered at Amsterdam; as well as for usages such as A storm of

battle centered around the king, in which example around seems to be the only

appropriate choice. See Usage Note at equal.

center back (sHnùtNr b4k) n.  Sports. The player in the back line during a volley-

ball or water polo game. 

center bit (sHnùtNr bVt) n.  A drill bit having a sharp center point, used in car-

pentry for boring holes. 

cen·ter·board (sHnùtNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Nautical. A movable keel in a sailboat 

that can be pivoted upward to reduce the boat’s draft in shallow water. 

Cen·ter·each (sHnùtN-rKchÙ)  A community of southeast New York on central 

Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 26,720. 

cen·tered (sHnùtNrd) adj.  1. Being at or placed in the center.  2. Having a speci-

fied center. Often used in combination:  a soft-centered candy; a yellow-centered 

daisy.  3. Self-confident and well-balanced: “He’s a centered guy. He’s always 

seemed to know what he wanted, and gone after it in a concrete way” (Vanity Fair). 

center field (sHnùtNr fKld) n.  Abbr. CF Baseball. 1. The middle third of the out-

field, behind second base.  2. The position played by the center fielder. 

center fielder (sHnùtNr fKlùdNr) n.  Abbr. CF Baseball. The player who defends 

center field. 

cen·ter·fold (sHnùtNr-foldÙ) n.  1. A magazine center spread, especially a fold-

out of an oversize photograph or feature.  2. a. The subject of a photograph used 

as a centerfold, often a nude model.  b. A feature, such as an advertisement or 

calender, inserted as a centerfold.  

cen·ter·line (sHnùtNr-lXnÙ) n.  A painted line running along the center of a road 

or highway that divides it into two sections for traffic moving in opposite direc-

tions, or, in the case of a divided highway, for lines of traffic moving in the same 

direction at different speeds. 

center of gravity (sHnùtNr ƒv gr4vùV-tK) n.  pl. centers of gravity. 1.  Abbr. 

c.g. The point in or near a body at which the gravitational potential energy of the 

body is equal to that of a single particle of the same mass located at that point and 



through which the resultant of the gravitational forces on the component parti-

cles of the body acts.  2. The point of greatest importance, interest, or activity: 

“The center of gravity for the English language is no longer Britain. American 

English is the greatest influence on English everywhere” (Robert W. Burchfield). 

center of mass (sHnùtNr ƒv m4s) n.  pl. centers of mass. Abbr. c.m. The 

point in a system of bodies at which the mass of the system may be considered to 

be concentrated and at which external forces may be considered to be applied.  

Also called barycenter, centroid. 

cen·ter·piece (sHnùtNr-pKsÙ) n.  1. Something in a central position, especially a 

decorative object or arrangement placed at the center of a table.  2. The central or 

most important feature: “Now comes decontrol, the centerpiece of [the President’s] 

energy program” (Tom Alexander). 

center punch (sHnùtNr pƒnch) n.  A tool with a sharp point used in metalwork-

ing to mark centers or center lines on pieces to be drilled. 

center spread (sHnùtNr sprHd) n.  1. The two facing pages in the center of a 

magazine or newspaper.  2. A feature that occupies the center of a magazine or 

newspaper:  a four-page center spread devoted to the championship playoffs. 

Cen·ter·ville (sHnùtNr-vVlÙ)  A city of southwest Ohio, a suburb of Dayton. Pop-

ulation, 18,886. 

cen·tes·i·mal (sHn-tHsùN-mNl) adj.  Relating to or divided into hundredths.  

[From Latin centKsimus, from centum, hundred. See dekc in Appendix.] 
—cen·tesùi·mal·ly adv. 

cen·tes·i·mo1 (sHn-tHsùN-moÙ) n.  pl. cen·tes·i·mos or cen·tes·i·mi (-mK). A 

unit of currency in Italy, San Marino, and Vatican City.  See Table at currency.  
[Italian, hundredth, from Latin centKsimus. See CENTESIMAL.]

cen·tes·i·mo2 (sHn-tHsùN-moÙ) n.  pl. cen·tes·i·mos. A unit of currency in 

Chile, Panama, and Uruguay.  See Table at currency.  [Spanish centésimo, hun-

dredth, from Latin centKsimus. See CENTESIMAL.]

centi- pref.  1. One hundredth part (10–2):  centiliter.  2. One hundred:  centi-

pede.  [French, from Latin centi-, hundred, from centum. See dekc in Appen-

dix.]

cen·ti·grade (sHnùtV-gr7dÙ) adj.  Abbr. C, cent. Celsius.  See Table at measure-
ment.  [French  : centi-, centi- + grade, degree (from Italian grado, rank, degree, 

from Latin gradus, step); see ghredh- in Appendix.]

cen·ti·gram (sHnùtV-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. cg, cgm A metric unit of mass equal to 

one hundredth (10–2) of a gram. 

cen·ti·li·ter (sHnùtN-lKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. cl A metric unit of volume equal to one 

hundredth (10–2) of a liter. 

cen·time (sänùtKmÙ, säN-tKmù) n.  Abbr. c., C. A unit of currency in Algeria, Bel-

gium, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, 

Comoros, Congo, Djibouti, France, Gabon, Haiti, Ivory Coast, Liechtenstein, 



Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mali, Monaco, Morocco, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, 

Switzerland, Togo, and Vanuatu.  See Table at currency.  [French, from Old 

French centisme, from Latin centKsimus, hundredth, from centum, hundred. See 

dekc in Appendix.]

cen·ti·me·ter (sHnùtN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. cm A unit of length equal to one hun-

dredth (10–2) of a meter.  See Table at measurement. 
cen·ti·me·ter-gram-sec·ond system (sHnùtN-mKÙtNr-gr4mùsHkùNnd 

sVsùtNm) n.  Abbr. cgs, CGS An absolute metric system in which the basic units of 

length, mass, and time are the centimeter, gram, and second, in the United States 

used chiefly in science, medicine, and engineering. 

cen·ti·mo (sHnùtN-moÙ) n.  pl. cen·ti·mos. A unit of currency in Andorra, Costa 

Rica, Paraguay, Spain, and Venezeula.  See Table at currency.  [Spanish céntimo, 

from French centime. See CENTIME.]

cen·ti·pede (sHnùtN-pKdÙ) n.  Any of various wormlike arthropods of the class 

Chilopoda, having a flattened body composed of segments, each bearing a pair of 

jointed appendages. The appendages of the foremost body segment are modified 

into venomous biting organs with which it preys on insects, such as cockroaches.  

[Latin centipeda : centi-, centi- + pKs, ped-, foot; see -PED.]

centipede grass (sHnùtN-pKdÙ gr4s) n.  A low, mat-forming perennial grass 

(Eremochloa ophiuroides) native to southeast Asia and cultivated for lawns in 

warm regions such as the southeast United States. 

cen·ti·poise (sHnùtN-poizÙ) n.  Abbr. cP A centimeter-gram-second unit of 

dynamic viscosity equal to one hundredth (10–2) of a poise. 

cent·ner (sHntùnNr) n.  1. a. A unit of weight in Germany and Scandinavia cor-

responding to the hundredweight and equal to 50 kilograms (110.23 pounds).  

b. A unit of weight in the Soviet Union equal to 100 kilograms (220.46 pounds).   

2. An assaying unit equal to one dram.  [German Zentner, from Old High Ger-

man cënten7ri, from Latin centKn7rius, of a hundred. See CENTENARY.]

cen·to (sHnùto) n.  pl. cen·tos. A literary work pieced together from the works 

of several authors.  [Latin cento, patchwork.]

centr- pref.  Variant of centro-. 
cen·tra (sHnùtrN) n.  A plural of centrum. 
cen·tral (sHnùtrNl) adj.  Abbr. cent., cen. 1. Situated at, in, or near the center:  

the central states.  2. Forming the center.  3. Having dominant or controlling 

power or influence:  the central office of the corporation.  4. Of basic importance; 

essential or principal: “Performance, including technological invention and artistic 

creation, will become central to education at all levels” (Frederick Turner).  5. Easily 

reached from various points:  a central location for the new store.  6. Of or consti-

tuting a single source controlling all components of a system:  central air condi-

tioning.  7. Anatomy. a. Of, relating to, or originating from the nervous system.  

b. Relating to a centrum.   8. Linguistics. Neither front nor back. Used of vowels, 



as the u in cut.   —  n.  1. a. A telephone exchange.  b. An operator at a telephone 

exchange.   2. An office or agency that is at the center of a group of related activi-

ties and serves to control and coordinate them:  traffic central.  [Latin centr7lis, 

from centrum, center. See CENTER.] —cenùtral·ly adv. 

Cen·tral Af·ri·can Republic (sHnùtrNl 4fùrV-kNn rV-pƒbùlVk) Formerly (1976-

1979) Central African Empire..  A country of central Africa. Part of French 

Equatorial Africa after the 1890’s, it became independent in 1960. Bangui is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 2,395,000. 

Central A·mer·i·ca (sHnùtrNl N-mHrùV-kN) Abbr. C.A.  A region of southern 

North America extending from the southern border of Mexico to the northern 

border of Colombia. It separates the Caribbean Sea from the Pacific Ocean and is 

linked to South America by the Isthmus of Panama.   —Central A·merùi·can 
adj.  & n. 

central angle (sHnùtrNl 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle having its vertex at 

the center of a circle. 

Central A·sian U.S.S.R. (sHnùtrNl 7ùzhNn;, 7ùshNn)  A historical region of the 

southern U.S.S.R. stretching from the Caspian Sea to just beyond the Irtysh River. 

It included Kazakhstan, Kirghiz, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. 

central bank (sHnùtrNl b4ngk) n.  A nation’s principal monetary authority, such 

as the Federal Reserve Bank, which regulates the money supply and credit, issues 

currency, and manages the rate of exchange. 

central city (sHnùtrNl sVtùK) n.  A heavily populated city at the core of a large 

metropolitan area. 

Central Falls (sHnùtrNl fôlz)  A city of northeast Rhode Island, an industrial 

suburb of Providence. Population, 16,995. 

Cen·tra·lia (sHn-tr7lùyN)  A city of south-central Illinois east of East St. Louis. It 

was founded in 1853. Population, 15,126. 

Central I·slip (sHnùtrNl XùslVp)  A community of southeast New York on central 

Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 26,028. 

cen·tral·ism (sHnùtrN-lVzÙNm) n.  Concentration of power and authority in a 

central organization, as in a political system.   —cenùtral·ist n.  —cenÙ-
tral·isùtic adj. 

cen·tral·i·ty (sHn-tr4lùV-tK) n.  1. The state or quality of being central.  2. A ten-

dency to be or remain at the center. 

cen·tral·ize (sHnùtrN-lXzÙ) v.  cen·tral·ized, cen·tral·iz·ing, cen·tral·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To draw into or toward a center; consolidate.  2. To bring under a sin-

gle, central authority.   —  v.  intr. To come together at a center; concentrate.   
—cenÙtral·i·zaùtion (-trN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —cenùtral·izÙer n. 

Central Kar·roo (sHnùtrNl kN-ruù)  See Karroo. 
central nervous system (sHnùtrNl nûrùvNs sVsùtNm) n.  Abbr. CNS The por-

tion of the vertebrate nervous system consisting of the brain and spinal cord. 



Central Park (sHnùtrNl pärk)  An extensive recreational area of New York City 

extending north to south in central Manhattan. The land, acquired in 1856, was 

developed according to plans drawn up by the landscape artists Frederick Law 

Olmsted and Calvert Vaux. 

central processing unit (sHnùtrNl prmsùHsÙVng yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. CPU Com-

puter Science. The part of a computer that interprets and executes instructions. 

Central Provinces (sHnùtrNl prmvùVn-sVz)  The Canadian provinces of Ontario 

and Quebec. 

Central Standard Time (sHnùtrNl st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Abbr. CST, C.S.T. Stan-

dard time in the sixth time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 90˚ W 

and used in the central United States.  Also called Central Time 

Central Valley (sHnùtrNl v4lùK)  A rich agricultural valley of central California 

between the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Ranges. 

cen·tre (sHnùtNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of center. 
centri- pref.  Variant of centro-. 
cen·tric (sHnùtrVk) also cen·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  1. Situated at or near the cen-

ter; central.  2. Having a center.  3. Of or relating to diatoms of the class Cen-

trales, distinguished by their radially symmetrical form.   —cenùtri·cal·ly adv.  

—cen·tricùi·ty (sHn-trVsùV-tK) n. 

-centric suff.  1. Having a specified kind or number of centers:  polycentric.  

2. Having a specified object as the center:  geocentric. 

cen·tri·cal (sHnùtrV-kNl) adj.  Variant of centric. 
cen·trif·u·gal (sHn-trVfùyN-gNl, -trVfùN-) adj.  1. Moving or directed away from a 

center or axis.  2. Operated by means of centrifugal force.  3. Physiology. Trans-

mitting nerve impulses away from the central nervous system; efferent.  

4. Botany. Developing or progressing outward from a center or axis, as in a flower 

cluster in which the oldest flowers are in the center and the youngest flowers are 

near the edge.  5. Tending or directed away from centralization, as of authority: 

“The division of Europe into two warring blocs, each ultimately dependent on a 

superpower patron, is subject to ever-increasing centrifugal stress” (Scott Sullivan).  

[From New Latin centrifugus : Latin centrum, center; see CENTER + Latin fugere, to 

flee.] —cen·trifùu·gal·ism n.  —cen·trifùu·gal·ly adv. 

centrifugal force (sHn-trVfùyN-gNl fôrs) n.  The component of apparent force 

on a body in curvilinear motion, as observed from that body, that is directed away 

from the center of curvature or axis of rotation. 

cen·tri·fuge (sHnùtrN-fyujÙ) n.  a. An apparatus consisting essentially of a 

compartment spun about a central axis to separate contained materials of differ-

ent specific gravities, or to separate colloidal particles suspended in a liquid.  

b. An apparatus in which human beings or animals are enclosed and which is 

revolved to simulate the effects of acceleration in a spacecraft.    —  v.  tr. 

cen·tri·fuged, cen·tri·fug·ing, cen·tri·fug·es. To rotate (something) in a cen-



trifuge or to separate, dehydrate, or test by means of this apparatus.  [French, cen-

trifugal, from New Latin centrifugus. See CENTRIFUGAL.] —cen·trifÙu·gaùtion 
(sHn-trVfÙyN-g7ùshNn, -trVfÙN-) n. 

cen·tri·ole (sHnùtrK-olÙ) n.  One of two cylindrical cellular structures that are 

composed of nine triplet microtubules and form the asters during mitosis.  [New 

Latin centriolum, diminutive of Latin centrum, center. See CENTER.]

cen·trip·e·tal (sHn-trVpùV-tl) adj.  1. Moving or directed toward a center or axis.  

2. Operated by means of centripetal force.  3. Physiology. Transmitting nerve 

impulses toward the central nervous system; afferent.  4. Botany. Developing or 

progressing inward toward the center or axis, as in the head of a sunflower, in 

which the oldest flowers are near the edge and the youngest flowers are in the 

center.  5. Tending or directed toward centralization:  the centripetal effects of a 

homogeneous population.   —cen·tripùe·tal·ly adv. 

centripetal force (sHn-trVpùV-tl fôrs) n.  The component of force acting on a 

body in curvilinear motion that is directed toward the center of curvature or axis 

of rotation. 

cen·trism (sHnùtrVzÙNm) n.  The political philosophy of avoiding the extremes of 

right and left by taking a moderate position. 

cen·trist (sHnùtrVst) n.  One who takes a position in the political center; a moder-

ate.   —  adj.  Marked by or adhering to a moderate political view: “The deep pool 

of centrist opinion in the country, that essential guarantee against violent political 

upheavals, is being dangerously shaken” (New York Times). 

centro-  or centr-  or centri- pref.  Center:  centroid.  [From Latin centrum, and 

Greek kentron; see CENTER.]

cen·tro·bar·ic (sHnÙtrN-b4rùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the center of gravity.  

[From Greek kentrobarikK, theory of the center of gravity  : kentron, center; see 

CENTER + baros, weight; see gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

cen·troid (sHnùtroidÙ) n.  1.  See center of mass.  2. The point in a system of 

masses each of whose coordinates is a weighted mean of coordinates of the same 

dimension of points within the system, the weights being determined by the den-

sity function of the system. 

cen·tro·lec·i·thal (sHnÙtrN-lHsùN-thNl) adj.  Biology. Having the yolk located in 

the center:  a centrolecithal egg.  [CENTRO- + LECITH(IN) + -AL
1.]

cen·tro·mere (sHnùtrN-mîrÙ) n.  The most condensed and constricted region of 

a chromosome to which the spindle fiber is attached during mitosis.   —cen-
Ùtro·merùic (-mHrùVk, -mîrù-) adj. 

cen·tro·some (sHnùtrN-somÙ) n.  A small region of cytoplasm adjacent to the 

nucleus that contains the centrioles and serves to organize microtubules.   —cen-
Ùtro·soùmic (-soùmVk) adj. 



cen·tro·sphere (sHnùtrN-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The mass of cytoplasm surrounding the 

centriole in a centrosome.  2. The central core of the earth. In this sense, also 

calledbarysphere 

cen·trum (sHnùtrNm) n.  pl. cen·trums or cen·tra (-trN). The major part of a 

vertebra, exclusive of the bases of the neural arch.  [Latin, center. See CENTER.]

cen·tum (kHnùtNm) adj.  Of, relating to, or comprising the Indo-European lan-

guages that maintained a distinction between the reflexes of Indo-European velar 

k, g, gh and labiovelar kw, gw, gwh.  [Latin, hundred (a word whose initial sound in 

classical Latin illustrates the preservation of the Indo-European velar k). See 

dekc in Appendix.]

cen·tu·ri·on (sHn-ttrùK-Nn, -tytrù-) n.  The commander of a century in the 

Roman army.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin centurio, centurion-

, from centuria, group of a hundred. See CENTURY.] —cen·tuùri·al adj. 

cen·tu·ry (sHnùchN-rK) n.  pl. cen·tu·ries. 1.  Abbr. C., c., cen., cent. a. A 

period of 100 years.  b. Each of the successive periods of 100 years before or since 

the advent of the Christian era.   2. a. A unit of the Roman army originally con-

sisting of 100 men.  b. One of the 193 electoral divisions of the Roman people.   

3. A group of 100 things.  [Latin centuria, a group of a hundred, from centum, 

hundred. See dekc in Appendix.] —cenùtu·ry·longÙ adj. 

century plant (sHnùchN-rK pl4nt) n.  See agave. 
CEO  or C.E.O. abbr.  Chief executive officer. 

ce·orl (ch7ùôrl) n.  A freeman of the lowest class in Anglo-Saxon England.  [Old 

English.]

cep  or cèpe (sHp) n.  A species of edible mushroom (Boleteus edulis) widely dis-

tributed in woodlands.  [French cèpe, from Gascon cep, tree trunk, cep, from 

Latin cipus, cippus, post, boundary marker.]

cephal- pref.  Variant of cephalo-. 
ceph·a·lad (sHfùN-l4dÙ) adv.  Biology. Toward the head or anterior section. 

ceph·al·al·gia (sHfÙN-l4lùjN, -jK-N) n.  Pain in the head; a headache. 

ceph·a·lex·in (sHfÙN-lHkùsVn) n.  A semisynthetic analogue of cephalosporin 

used especially in the treatment of respiratory and urinary tract infections.  

[CEPHAL(OSPORIN) + -ex-of unknown origin + -IN.]

ce·phal·ic (sN-f4lùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the head.  2. Located on, in, or 

near the head.  [French céphalique, from Latin cephalicus, from Greek kephalikos, 

from kephalK, head. See ghebh-el- in Appendix.] —ce·phalùi·cal·ly adv. 

-cephalic suff.  Having a specified kind or number of heads:  dolichocephalic. 

cephalic index (sN-f4lùVk VnùdHksÙ) n.  The ratio of the maximum width of the 

head to its maximum length, multiplied by 100. 

ceph·a·lin (sHfùN-lVn) also keph·a·lin (kHfù-) n.  Any of a group of phospholip-

ids having hemostatic properties and found especially in the nervous tissue of the 

brain and spinal cord. 



ceph·a·li·za·tion (sHfÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  An evolutionary trend in the animal 

kingdom toward centralization of neural and sensory organs in the head or ante-

rior region of the body. 

cephalo-  or cephal- pref.  Head:  cephalothorax.  [New Latin, from Greek keph-

alo-, from kephalK, head. See ghebh-el- in Appendix.]

ceph·a·lo·chor·date (sHfÙN-lN-kôrùd7tÙ) n.  Any of various primitive chordate 

animals of the subphylum Cephalochordata, such as the lancet, that lack a true 

vertebral column.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the subphylum Ceph-

alochordata.  [From New Latin Cephalochordata, subphylum name  : CEPHALO- + 

Chordata, chordate phylum; see CHORDATE.]

ceph·a·lo·me·ter (sHfÙN-lmmùV-tNr) n.  A device for measuring the head. 

ceph·a·lom·e·try (sHfÙN-lmmùV-trK) n.  Scientific measurement of the head.   
—cephÙa·lo·metùric (-lo-mHtùrVk) adj. 

Ceph·a·lo·ni·a (sHfÙN-loùnK-N, -lonùyN) also Ke·fal·li·ní·a (kHÙfä-lK-nKùä)  The 

largest of the Ionian Islands off the western coast of Greece. It was held by the 

British from 1809 to 1864. 

ceph·a·lo·pod (sHfùN-lN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various marine mollusks of the class 

Cephalopoda, such as the octopus, squid, cuttlefish, or nautilus, having a large 

head, large eyes, prehensile tentacles, and, in most species, an ink sac containing a 

dark fluid used for protection or defense.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging 

to the class Cephalopoda.  [From New Latin Cephalopoda, class name  : CEPHALO- 

+ -poda, -pod.] —cephÙa·lopùo·dan (sHfÙN-lmpùN-dNn) n.  & adj. 

ceph·a·lo·spo·rin (sHf-N-lN-spôrùVn, -sporù-) n.  Any of various broad-spec-

trum antibiotics, closely related to the penicillins, that were originally derived 

from the fungus Cephalosporium acremonium.  [New Latin Cephalosporium, 

genus name (CEPHALO- + spora, spore); see SPORE + -IN.]

ceph·a·lo·thin (sHfùN-lN-thVn) n.  A semisynthetic analogue of cephalosporin 

having a broad spectrum of antibiotic activity that is administered parenterally 

and used especially to treat systemic infections caused by susceptible microorgan-

isms.  [CEPHALO(SPORIN) + THI(O)- + -(I)N.]

ceph·a·lo·tho·rax (sHfÙN-lN-thôrù4ksÙ, -thorù-) n.  The anterior section of 

arachnids and many crustaceans, consisting of the fused head and thorax. 

-cephalous suff.  Having a specified kind of head or number of heads:  diceph-

alous.  [From Greek -kephalos, from kephalK, head. See ghebh-el- in Appendix.]

-cephaly suff.  A specified condition of the head:  microcephaly. 

Ce·phe·id (sKùfK-Vd, sHfùK-) n.  Any of a class of intrinsically variable stars with 

exceptionally regular periods of light pulsation.  [From CEPHEUS.]

Ce·pheus (sKùfyusÙ, -fK-Ns, sHfùK-) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemi-

sphere near Cassiopeia and Draco.  [Latin CKpheus, from Greek KKpheus.]

ce·ra·ceous (sN-r7ùshNs) adj.  Waxy or waxlike.  [Latin cKra, wax; see CERATE + -

ACEOUS.]



Ce·ram (s7ùrämÙ, sH-räNù)  An island of eastern Indonesia in the Moluccas west 

of New Guinea. It borders on the Ceram Sea, a section of the western Pacific 

Ocean. 

ce·ram·al (sN-r4mùNl) n.  See cermet.  [CERAM(IC) + AL(LOY).]

ce·ram·ic (sN-r4mùVk) n.  1. Any of various hard, brittle, heat-resistant and cor-

rosion-resistant materials made by shaping and then firing a nonmetallic min-

eral, such as clay, at a high temperature.  2. a. An object, such as earthenware, 

porcelain, or tile, made of ceramic.  b. ceramics. (used with a sing. verb). The art 

or technique of making objects of ceramic, especially from fired clay.   [From 

Greek keramikos, of pottery, from keramos, potter’s clay. See ker-3 in Appendix.] 
—ce·ramùic adj. 

ce·ram·ist (sN-r4mùVst, sHrùN-mVst) n.  One who makes objects of ceramic. 

ce·ras·tes (sN-r4sùtKz) n.  pl. cerastes. Any of several venomous snakes of the 

genus Cerastes, such as the horned viper, having hornlike projections over each 

eye.  [Middle English, from Latin cerastKs, from Greek kerastKs, horned serpent, 

from keras, horn. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cerat- pref.  Variant of kerato-. 
ce·rate (sîrù7tÙ) n.  A hard, unctuous, fat- or wax-based solid, sometimes medi-

cated, formerly applied to the skin directly or on dressings.  [Latin cKr7tum, from 

cKr7tus, past participle of cKr7re, to cover with wax, from cKra, wax; akin to Greek 

kKros.]

ce·rat·ed (sîrù7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Coated with wax or resin.  2. Having a cere:  a cer-

ated beak.  [From Latin cKr7tus. See CERATE.]

cerato- pref.  Variant of kerato-. 
ce·rat·o·dus (sN-r4tùN-dNs) n.  pl. ce·rat·o·dus·es. 1. Any of various extinct 

lungfishes of the genus Ceratodus, of the Triassic and Cretaceous periods.  2.  See 

barramunda.  [New Latin Ceratodus, genus name  : Greek keras, kerat-, horn; 

see ker-1 in Appendix + Greek odous, tooth; see dent- in Appendix.]

cer·a·toid (sHrùN-toidÙ) adj.  Similar to a horn; hornlike. 

Cer·ber·us (sûrùbNr-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. A three-

headed dog guarding the entrance to Hades.   —CerÙber·eùan (sûrÙbN-rKùNn) 

adj. 

cer·car·i·a (sNr-kârùK-N) n.  pl. cer·car·i·ae (-K-KÙ)  or cer·car·i·as. The parasitic 

larva of a trematode worm, having a tail that disappears in the adult stage.  [New 

Latin  : Greek kerkos, tail + -aria feminine of Latin -arius, -ary.] —cer·carùi·al 
adj. 

cer·cus (sûrùkNs, kHrù-) n.  pl. cer·ci (sûrùsX, -kX, kHrùkK). Either of a pair of ter-

minal, dorsolateral sensory appendages of certain insects, such as the female 

mosquito.  [New Latin, from Greek kerkos, tail.]



cere1 (sîr) v.  tr. cered, cer·ing, ceres. To wrap in or as if in cerecloth.  [Middle 

English ceren, ciren, from Old French cirer, to cover with wax, from Latin cKr7re. 

See CERATE.]

cere2 (sîr) n.  A fleshy or waxlike swelling at the base of the upper part of the 

beak in certain birds, such as parrots.  [Middle English sere, from Old French cire, 

from Medieval Latin cKra, from Latin, wax. See CERATE.] —cered adj. 

ce·re·al (sîrùK-Nl) n.  1. a. A grass such as wheat, oats, or corn, the starchy grains 

of which are used as food.  b. The grain of such a grass.   2. Any of several other 

plants or their edible seed or fruit, such as buckwheat or grain amaranth.  3. A 

food prepared from any of these plants, especially a breakfast food made from 

commercially processed grain.   —  adj.  Consisting of or relating to grain or to a 

plant producing grain.  [From Latin cere7lis, of grain, from CerKs, Ceres. See ker-
2 in Appendix.]

cereal leaf beetle (sîrùK-Nl lKf bKtùl) n.  An Old World beetle (Oulema melan-

opus) now found in the United States, where it is a serious pest of grain crops as a 

result of its consumption of cereal grasses. 

cer·e·bel·lum (sHrÙN-bHlùNm) n.  pl. cer·e·bel·lums or cer·e·bel·la (-bHlùN). 
The trilobed structure of the brain, lying posterior to the pons and medulla 

oblongata and inferior to the occipital lobes of the cerebral hemispheres, that is 

responsible for the regulation and coordination of complex voluntary muscular 

movement as well as the maintenance of posture and balance.  [Medieval Latin, 

from Latin, diminutive of cerebrum, brain. See ker-1 in Appendix.] 
—cerÙe·belùlar (-bHlùNr) adj. 

cerebr- pref.  Variant of cerebro-. 
cer·e·bra (sHrùN-brN, sN-rKùbrN) n.  A plural of cerebrum. 
cer·e·bral (sHrùN-brNl, sN-rKù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the brain or cerebrum.  

2. Appealing to or requiring the use of the intellect; intellectual rather than emo-

tional: “His approach is cerebral, analytical, cautious” (Helen Dewar).   
—cer·eùbral·ly adv. 

cerebral accident (sHrùN-brNl 4kùsV-dNnt) n.  See stroke1 (n., sense 6). 

cerebral cortex (sHrùN-brNl kôrùtHksÙ) n.  The extensive outer layer of gray 

matter of the cerebral hemispheres, largely responsible for higher brain functions, 

including sensation, voluntary muscle movement, thought, reasoning, and mem-

ory. 

cerebral hemisphere (sHrùN-brNl hHmùV-sfîrÙ) n.  Either of the two symmet-

rical halves of the cerebrum, as divided by the longitudinal cerebral fissure. 

cerebral palsy (sHrùN-brNl pôlùzK) n.  A disorder usually caused by brain dam-

age occurring at or before birth and marked by muscular impairment. Often 

accompanied by poor coordination, it sometimes involves speech and learning 

difficulties.   —cerùe·bral-palÙsied (sHrùN-brNl-pôlÙzKd, sN-rKù-) adj. 



cer·e·brate (sHrùN-br7tÙ) v.  intr. cer·e·brat·ed, cer·e·brat·ing, cer·e·brates. 
To use the power of reason; think.  See Synonyms at think.  [Back-formation 

from cerebration, from Latin cerebrum, brain. See CEREBRUM.] —cerÙe·braùtion 
n. 

cerebro-  or cerebr- pref.  Brain; cerebrum:  cerebroside.  [From CEREBRUM.]

cer·e·bro·side (sHrùN-brN-sXdÙ, sN-rKù-) n.  Any of various lipid compounds 

containing glucose or galactose and glucose, and found in the brain and other 

nerve tissue.  [CEREBR(O)- + -OS(E)2 + -IDE.]

cer·e·bro·spi·nal (sHrÙN-bro-spXùnNl, sN-rKÙbro-) adj.  Of or relating to the 

brain and spinal cord. 

cerebrospinal fluid (sHrÙN-bro-spXùnNl fluùVd) n.  Abbr. CSF The serumlike 

fluid that circulates through the ventricles of the brain, the cavity of the spinal 

cord, and the subarachnoid space, functioning in shock absorption. 

cerebrospinal meningitis (sHrÙN-bro-spXùnNl mHnÙVn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflamma-

tion of the meninges of both the brain and the spinal cord. 

cer·e·bro·vas·cu·lar (sHrÙN-bro-v4sùkyN-lNr, sN-rKÙbro-) adj.  Of or relating to 

the blood vessels that supply the brain. 

cerebrovascular accident (sHrÙN-bro-v4sùkyN-lNr 4kùsV-dNnt) n.  Abbr. CVA 

See stroke1 (n., sense 6). 

cer·e·brum (sHrùN-brNm, sN-rKù-) n.  pl. cer·e·brums or cer·e·bra (-brN). The 

large, rounded structure of the brain occupying most of the cranial cavity, 

divided into two cerebral hemispheres that are joined at the bottom by the corpus 

callosum. It controls and integrates motor, sensory, and higher mental functions, 

such as thought, reason, emotion, and memory.  [Latin, brain. See ker-1 in 

Appendix.]

cere·cloth (sîrùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  Cloth coated with wax, formerly used for 

wrapping the dead. 

cer·e·ment (sHrùN-mNnt, sîrùmNnt) n.  1. Cerecloth.  2.  Often cerements. A 

burial garment. 

cer·e·mo·ni·al (sHrÙN-moùnK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, appropriate to, or characterized by 

ceremony; formal or ritual.  2. Involved or used in ceremonies:  ceremonial garb.   
—  n.  1. A set of ceremonies prescribed for an occasion; a ritual.  2. A ceremony 

or rite.   —cerÙe·moùni·al·ism n.  —cerÙe·moùni·al·ist n.  

—cerÙe·moùni·al·ly adv. 

cer·e·mo·ni·ous (sHrÙN-moùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Strictly observant of or devoted to 

ceremony, ritual, or etiquette; punctilious: “borne on silvery trays by ceremonious 

world-weary waiters” (Financial Times).  2. a. Characterized by ceremony: “Put-

ting on a hat can be a ceremonious act, an elegant gesture in the ritual of dressing” 

(Ruth La Ferla).  b. In accord with prescribed or customary usage; rigidly formal:  

Their ceremonious greetings did not seem heartfelt.    —cerÙe·moùni·ous·ly adv.  

—cerÙe·moùni·ous·ness n. 



cer·e·mo·ny (sHrùN-moÙnK) n.  pl. cer·e·mo·nies. 1. A formal act or set of acts 

performed as prescribed by ritual or custom:  a wedding ceremony; the Japanese 

tea ceremony.  2. A conventional social gesture or act of courtesy:  the ceremony of 

shaking hands when introduced.  3. A formal act without intrinsic purpose; an 

empty form:  ignored the ceremony of asking for comments and suggestions from 

other committee members.  4. Strict observance of formalities or etiquette:  The 

head of state was welcomed with full ceremony.  [Middle English ceremonie, from 

Latin caerimonia, religious rite.]

Ce·ren·kov (chN-rHngùkôf, -kNf, chV-ryVn-kôfù), Pavel Alekseevich.  See 

Pavel Alekseevich Cherenkov. 
Ce·ren·kov effect also Che·ren·kov effect (chN-rHngùkôf V-fHktù, -kNf) n.  

The emission of light by a charged particle passing through a transparent non-

conducting liquid or solid material at a speed greater than the speed of light in 

that material.  [After Pavel Alekseevich CHERENKOV.]

Cerenkov radiation also Cherenkov radiation (chN-rHngùkôf r7ÙdK-

7ùshNn) n.  Light emitted in the Cerenkov effect. 

Ce·res (sîrùKz) n.  1. Roman Mythology. The goddess of agriculture.  2. The larg-

est asteroid and the first to be discovered, having an orbit between Mars and Jupi-

ter.  [Latin CerKs. See ker-2 in Appendix.]

ce·re·us (sîrùK-Ns) n.  Any of several cacti of the genus Cereus or closely related 

genera, such as a night-blooming cereus.  [New Latin CKreus, genus name, from 

Latin cKreus, candle (from its shape), from cKra, wax. See CERATE.]

Cerf (sûrf), Bennett Alfred. 1898-1971.  American editor and publisher. 

Known for his love of puns, he was also a panelist on the television show What’s 

My Line? (1952-1968). 

ce·ric (sîrùVk, sHrù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing cerium, especially with 

valence 4.  [CER(IUM) + -IC.]

ceric oxide (sîrùVk mkùsXdÙ) n.  A pale yellow-white powder, CeO2, used in 

ceramics, to polish glass, and to sensitize photosensitive glass. 

cer·iph (sHrùVf) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of serif. 
ce·rise (sN-rKsù, -rKzù) n.  Color. A deep to vivid purplish red.  [French, from Old 

French, cherry. See CHERRY.] —ce·riseù adj. 

ce·ri·um (sîrùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ce A lustrous, iron-gray, malleable metallic rare-

earth element that occurs chiefly in the minerals monazite and bastnaesite, exists 

in four allotropic states, is a constituent of lighter flint alloys, and is used in vari-

ous metallurgical and nuclear applications. Atomic number 58; atomic weight 

140.12; melting point 795˚C; boiling point 3,468˚C; specific gravity 6.67 to 8.23; 

valence 3, 4.  [CER(ES) + -IUM.]

cer·met (sûrùmHtÙ) n.  A material consisting of processed ceramic particles 

bonded with metal and used in high-strength and high-temperature applications.  

Also called ceramal [CER(AMIC) + MET(AL).]



cer·nu·ous (sûrùnyu-Ns) adj.  Botany. Nodding; drooping.  [From Latin cern-

uus, bowing forward.]

ce·ro (sîrùo, sHrùo) n.  pl. ce·ros or cero. An edible fish (Scomberomorus regalis) 

of western Atlantic waters, having silvery sides and a dark-blue back.  Also called 

sierra [Alteration of Spanish sierra, saw, sawfish. See SIERRA.]

ce·ro·tic acid (sN-roùtVk 4sùVd, -rmtùVk) n.  A fatty acid, CH3(CH2)24COOH, 

occurring in waxes, such as beeswax or carnauba wax.  [From Latin cKrotum, wax 

plaster, from Greek kKroton, from neuter of kKroun, to wax, from kKros, wax.]

ce·ro·type (sîrùN-tXpÙ, sHrùN-) n.  The process of preparing a printing surface for 

electrotyping by first engraving on a wax-coated metal plate.  [Greek kKros, wax + 

TYPE.]

ce·rous (sîrùNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing cerium, especially with valence 

3.  [CER(IUM) + -OUS.]

Cer·re·do (sN-r7ùdo, sH-rHùthô), Torre de. See Torre de Cerredo. 
Cer·ri·tos (sN-rKùtNs)  A city of southern California, a suburb of Los Angeles. 

Population, 53,240. 

Cer·ro de Pun·ta (sHrùo dN punùtN, -tä)  A mountain, 1,338.6 m (4,389 ft) 

high, of central Puerto Rico in the Cordillera Central. It is the highest elevation 

on the island. 

Cerro Gor·do (sHrùo gôrùdo)  A mountain pass of southeast Mexico between 

Veracruz and Mexico City. It was the site of a U.S. victory (April 18, 1847) in the 

Mexican War. 

cert. abbr.  1. Certificate; certification.  2. Certified. 

cer·tain (sûrùtn) adj.  1. Definite; fixed:  set aside a certain sum each week.  

2. Sure to come or happen; inevitable:  certain success.  3. Established beyond 

doubt or question; indisputable:  What is certain is that every effect must have a 

cause.  4. Capable of being relied on; dependable:  a quick and certain remedy.  

5. Having or showing confidence; assured.  6. a. Not specified or identified but 

assumed to be known:  a certain popular teacher; felt that certain breeds did not 

make good pets.  b. Named but not known or previously mentioned:  a certain Ms. 

Johnson.   7. Perceptible; noticeable:  a certain cozy charm; kept a certain air of 

mystery about him.  8. Not great; calculable:  to a certain degree; a certain delay in 

the schedule.   —  pron.  An indefinite but limited number; some:  Certain of the 

products are faulty.   —idiom. for certain. Without doubt; definitely.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *cert7nus, from Latin certus, past 

participle of cernere, to determine. See krei- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: certain, inescapable, inevitable, sure, unavoidable. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “impossible to avoid or evade”: certain

death; an inescapable conclusion; an inevitable result; sudden but sure regret; an un-

avoidable accident. See also Synonyms at sure 



USAGE NOTE: Although certain appears to be an absolute term, it is frequently

qualified by adverbs, as in fairly certain or quite certain. In an earlier survey, a

majority of the Usage Panel accepted the construction Nothing could be more cer-

tain.

cer·tain·ly (sûrùtn-lK) adv.  1. Undoubtedly; definitely:  This is certainly not my 

writing.  2. By all means; of course:  You may certainly join us.  3. Surely:  They 

certainly are hard workers. 

cer·tain·ty (sûrùtn-tK) n.  pl. cer·tain·ties. 1. The fact, quality, or state of being 

certain:  the certainty of death.  2. Something that is clearly established or assured: 

“On the field of battle there are no certainties” (Tom Clancy).  

SYNONYMS: certainty, certitude, assurance, conviction. These nouns mean free-

dom from doubt. Certainty implies an absence of doubt that is based on a thor-

ough consideration of evidence: “Jealousy feeds upon suspicion, and it turns into

fury or it ends as soon as we pass from suspicion to certainty” (La Rochefoucauld).

Certitude is certainty that is based more on personal belief than on objective facts:

“Certitude is not the test of certainty” (Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.). Assurance is a

feeling of confidence resulting from subjective experience: “There is no such thing

as absolute certainty, but there is assurance sufficient for the purposes of human life”

(John Stuart Mill). Conviction is certainty arising from the vanquishment of

doubt: “The supreme happiness of life is the conviction that we are loved” (Victor

Hugo).

cer·tes (sûrùtKz, sûrts) adv.  Archaic. Certainly; truly.  [Middle English, from Old 

French (a) certes, perhaps from Latin ad cert7s, or from Vulgar Latin *cert7nus 

both from Latin certus, certain. See CERTAIN.]

certif. abbr.  Certificate. 

cer·ti·fi·a·ble (sûrÙtN-fXùN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be certified:  a certifiable fact; 

certifiable data.  2. Fit to be declared insane.   —cerÙti·fiùa·bly adv. 

cer·tif·i·cate (sNr-tVfùV-kVt) n.  Abbr. cert., certif., ctf., ct. 1. A document tes-

tifying to the truth of something:  a certificate of birth.  2. A document issued to a 

person completing a course of study not leading to a diploma.  3. A document 

certifying that a person may officially practice in certain professions.  4. A docu-

ment certifying ownership.   —  v.  tr. cer·tif·i·cat·ed, cer·tif·i·cat·ing, 
cer·tif·i·cates (-k7tÙ). To furnish with, testify to, or authorize by a certificate.  

[Middle English certificat, from Old French, from Medieval Latin certific7tum, 

something certified, from neuter of Late Latin certific7tus, past participle of 

certific7re, to certify. See CERTIFY.] —cer·tifùi·ca·toÙry (-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

certificate of deposit (sNr-tVfùV-kVt ƒv dV-pmzùVt) n.  pl. certificates of 
deposit. Abbr. CD, C/D A certificate from a bank stating that the named party 



has a specified sum on deposit, usually for a given period of time at a fixed rate of 

interest. 

cer·ti·fi·ca·tion (sûrÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. cert. 1. a. The act of certifying.  

b. The state of being certified.   2. A certified statement. 

cer·ti·fied check (sûrùtN-fXdÙ chHk) n.  A check guaranteed by a bank to be 

covered by sufficient funds on deposit. 

certified mail (sûrùtN-fXdÙ m7l) n.  Uninsured first-class mail for which proof 

of delivery is obtained. 

certified public accountant (sûrùtN-fXdÙ pƒbùlVk N-kounùtNnt) n.  Abbr. 

CPA, C.P.A. A public accountant who has been certified by a state examining 

board as having met the state’s legal requirements. 

cer·ti·fy (sûrùtN-fXÙ) v.  cer·ti·fied, cer·ti·fy·ing, cer·ti·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

confirm formally as true, accurate, or genuine.  b. To guarantee as meeting a 

standard:  butter that was certified Grade A.  See Synonyms at approve.   2. To 

acknowledge in writing on the face of (a check) that the signature of the maker is 

genuine and that there are sufficient funds on deposit for its payment.  3. To 

issue a license or certificate to.  4. To declare legally insane.  5. Archaic. To inform 

positively; assure.   —  v.  intr. To testify:  certify to the facts.  [Middle English cer-

tifien, from Old French certifier, from Late Latin certific7re : Latin certus, certain; 

see CERTAIN + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —cerùti·fiÙer n. 

cer·ti·o·rar·i (sûrÙshK-N-rârùK, -räùrK) n.  Law. A writ from a higher court to a 

lower one requesting a transcript of the proceedings of a case for review.  [Middle 

English, from Latin certior7rX (volumus), (we wish) to be informed (from the 

word’s occurrence in the writ), passive of certior7re, to inform, apprise, from cer-

tior, comparative of certus, certain. See CERTAIN.]

cer·ti·tude (sûrùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. The state of being certain; complete 

assurance; confidence.  2. Sureness of occurrence or result; inevitability.  

3. Something that is assured or unfailing: “eager to swap the hazards of American 

freedom for the gray certitudes of Soviet life” (Time).  See Synonyms at certainty.  
[Middle English, from Late Latin certit7do, from Latin certus, certain. See CER-

TAIN.]

ce·ru·le·an (sN-ruùlK-Nn) adj.  Color. Azure; sky-blue.  [From Latin caeruleus, 

dark blue; akin to caelum, sky.]

ce·ru·lo·plas·min (sN-ruÙlo-pl4zùmVn) n.  A blood glycoprotein to which cop-

per is bound during transport and storage.  [CERUL(EAN) + PLASM(A) + -IN.]

ce·ru·men (sN-ruùmNn) n.  See earwax.  [New Latin, from Latin cKra, wax. 

See CERATE.] —ce·ruùmi·nous (-mN-nNs) adj. 

ce·ruse (sN-rusù, sîrùusÙ) n.  A white lead pigment, sometimes used in cosmet-

ics.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin cKrussa.]

ce·rus·site (sN-rƒsùXtÙ) n.  A colorless or white mineral, PbCO3, that is an ore of 

lead; lead carbonate.  [German Zerussit, from Latin cKrussa, ceruse.]



Cer·van·tes Sa·a·ve·dra (sNr-v4nùtKz säÙN-v7ùdrN, thHr-bänùtHs säÙä-

bHthùrä), Miguel de. 1547-1616.  Spanish writer who is best known for his clas-

sic satirical novel Don Quixote (1605-1615). 

cer·vi·cal (sûrùvV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to a neck or a cervix.  [From Latin 

cervXx, cervXc-, neck. See CERVIX.]

cervical cap (sûrùvV-kNl k4p) n.  A small, rubber, cup-shaped contraceptive 

device that fits over the uterine cervix to prevent the entry of sperm. 

cer·vi·ces (sûrùvV-sKzÙ, sNr-vXùsKz) n.  A plural of cervix. 
cer·vi·ci·tis (sûrÙvV-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the cervix of the uterus. 

cer·vine (sûrùvXnÙ) adj.  Relating to, resembling, or characteristic of deer.  [Latin 

cervXnus, from cervus, deer. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cer·vix (sûrùvVks) n.  pl. cer·vix·es or cer·vi·ces (sûrùvV-sKzÙ, sNr-vXùsKz). 1. The 

neck.  2. A neck-shaped anatomical structure, such as the narrow outer end of the 

uterus.  [Latin cervXx, neck. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

ce·sar·e·an also cae·sar·e·an  or cae·sar·i·an  or ce·sar·i·an (sV-zârùK-Nn) adj.  

Of or relating to a cesarean section.   —  n.  A cesarean section. 

cesarean section also caesarean section (sV-zârùK-Nn sHkùshNn) n.  A surgi-

cal incision through the abdominal wall and uterus, performed to deliver a fetus.  

[From the traditional belief that Julius CAESAR (or his eponymous ancestor) was 

born by this operation.]

ce·sar·i·an (sV-zârùK-Nn) adj.  & n.   Variant of cesarean. 
Ce·se·na (chN-z7ùnN, chH-zHùnä)  A city of north-central Italy east-northeast of 

Florence. It flourished under the Malatesta family (1379)-1465), who founded its 

Renaissance-style library. Population, 67,600. 

ce·si·um also cae·si·um (sKùzK-Nm) n.  Symbol Cs A soft, silvery-white ductile 

metal, liquid at room temperature, the most electropositive and alkaline of the 

elements, used in photoelectric cells and to catalyze hydrogenation of some 

organic compounds. Atomic number 55; atomic weight 132.905; melting point 

28.5˚C; boiling point 690˚C; specific gravity 1.87; valence 1.  [From Latin caesius, 

bluish gray (from its blue spectral lines).]

†es·ké Bu·dI·jo·vi·ce (chHsùkH btdùyN-yô-vV-tsH)  A city of south-central 

Czech Republic on the Vltava River south of Prague. It was founded in the 13th 

century. Population, 93,520. 

ces·pi·tose (sHsùpV-tosÙ) adj.  Botany. Growing in tufts or clumps.  [New Latin 

caespitosus, from Latin caespes, caespit-, turf.] —cesùpi·toseÙly adv. 

cess (sHs) n.  Irish. Luck.  [Possibly short for SUCCESS.]

ces·sa·tion (sH-s7ùshNn) n.  A bringing or coming to an end; a ceasing:  a cessa-

tion of hostilities.  [Middle English cessacioun, from Old French cessation, from 

Latin cess7tio, cess7tion-, from cess7tus, past participle of cess7re, to stop. See 

CEASE.]



ces·sion (sHshùNn) n.  1. A ceding or surrendering, as of territory to another 

country by treaty.  2. Something, such as territory, that is ceded.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin cessio, cession-, from cessus, past participle of cKdere, 

to yield. See ked- in Appendix.]

cess·pit (sHsùpVtÙ) n.  A pit for refuse or sewage.  [CESS(POOL) + PIT
1.]

cess·pool (sHsùpulÙ) n.  1. A covered hole or pit for receiving drainage or sew-

age, as from a house.  2. A filthy, disgusting, or morally corrupt place.  [Perhaps 

alteration (influenced by POOL
1), of obsolete cesperalle, drainpipe, from Middle 

English suspiral, vent, from Old French sospirail, breathing hole, from souspirer, 

to breathe, from Latin suspXr7re, to sigh. See SUSPIRE.]

ces·ta (sHsùtN) n.  Sports. A scoop-shaped wicker basket that is worn over the 

hand and used to catch and throw the ball in jai alai.  [Spanish, basket, from Latin 

cista, chest. See CHEST.]

ces·ti (sHsùtX) n.  Plural of cestus1. 
ces·tode (sHsùtodÙ) n.  Any of various parasitic flatworms of the class Cestoda, 

including the tapeworms, having a long, flat body equipped with a specialized 

organ of attachment at one end.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the class 

Cestoda.  [From New Latin Cestoda, class name, from Latin cestus, belt, from 

Greek kestos. See CESTUS
1.]

ces·tus1 (sHsùtNs) n.  pl. ces·ti (-tX). A woman’s belt or girdle, especially as worn 

in ancient Greece.  [Latin, belt, from Greek kestos. See kent- in Appendix.]

ces·tus2 also caes·tus (sHsùtNs) n.  pl. ces·tus·es. A covering for the hand made 

of leather straps weighted with iron or lead and worn by boxers in ancient Rome.  

[Latin caestus, from caedere, to strike. See kaN-id- in Appendix.]

ce·su·ra (sV-zhtrùN, -ztrùN) n.  Variant of caesura. 
CET  or C.E.T. abbr.  Central European Time. 

CETA abbr.  Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. 

ce·ta·cean (sV-t7ùshNn) n.  Any of various aquatic, chiefly marine mammals of 

the order Cetacea, including the whales, dolphins, and porpoises, characterized 

by a nearly hairless body, anterior limbs modified into broad flippers, vestigial 

posterior limbs, and a flat, notched tail.   —  adj.  also ce·ta·ceous (sV-t7ùshNs) 

Of, relating to, or belonging to the order Cetacea.  [From New Latin CKt7cea, 

order name, from Latin cKtus, whale. See CETUS.]

ce·tane (sKùt7nÙ) n.  A colorless liquid, C16H34, used as a solvent and in stan-

dardized hydrocarbons.  [Latin cKtus, whale (so called because it is found in 

sperm whale oil); see CETUS + -ANE.]

cetane number (sKùt7nÙ nƒmùbNr) n.  The performance rating of a diesel fuel, 

corresponding to the percentage of cetane in a cetane-methylnaphthalene mix-

ture with the same ignition performance. A higher cetane number indicates 

greater fuel efficiency.  Also called cetane rating 



cete (sKt) n.  A company of badgers.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Middle English, 

possibly from Medieval Latin cetus, assembly, from Latin coetus, a coming 

together, variant of coitus. See COITUS.]

ce·ter·is par·i·bus (k7ÙtNr-Vs p4rùN-bNs) adv.  Abbr. cet. par. With all other 

factors or things remaining the same.  [New Latin cKterXs p7ribus, with other 

things equal  : Latin cKterXs, ablative pl. of cKterus, the other + Latin p7ribus, abla-

tive pl. of p7rs, equal.]

ce·tol·o·gy (sV-tmlùN-jK) n.  The zoology of whales and related aquatic mammals.  

[Latin cKtus, whale; see CETUS + -LOGY.] —ceÙto·logùi·cal (sKtÙl-mjùV-kNl) adj.  

—ce·tolùo·gist n. 

cet. par. abbr.  Ceteris paribus. 

Ce·tus (sKùtNs) n.  A constellation in the equatorial region of the Southern Hemi-

sphere near Aquarius and Eridanus.  [Latin cKtus, whale, from Greek kKtos.]

ce·tyl alcohol (sKtùl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  A waxy alcohol, C15H33OH, used in cosmet-

ics and pharmaceuticals.  [Latin cKtus, whale; see CETUS + -YL.]

Ceu·ta (syuùtN, thHùu-tä, sHù-)  A Spanish city of northwest Africa, an enclave 

in Morocco on the Strait of Gibraltar. A flourishing trade city under the Arabs, it 

was taken by the Portuguese in 1415 and passed to Spain in 1580. Population, 

68,882. 

Cé·vennes (s7-vHnù)  A mountain range of southern France west of the Rhone 

River. Its highest elevation is 1,754.7 m (5,753 ft). 

ce·vi·che  or se·vi·che (sN-vKùch7, sH-) n.  Raw fish marinated in lime or lemon 

juice with olive oil and spices and served as an appetizer.  [American Spanish, 

from Spanish cebiche, fish stew, from cebo, fodder, bait, from Latin cibus, food.]

Cey·lon (sV-lmnù, s7-)  See Sri Lanka.  —CeyÙlo·neseù (-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n. 

Ce·yx (sKùVks) n.  Greek Mythology. The husband of Alcyone. 

Cé·zanne (s7-z4nù, -zänù), Paul. 1839-1906.  French artist and leading postim-

pressionist figure. His most famous paintings include Mont Sainte-Victoire 

(1885-1887) and The Card Players (1890-1892).   —Cé·zanÙnesqueù (-

z4nÙHskù) adj. 

Cf  The symbol for the element californium. 
CF abbr.  1. Baseball. Center field; center fielder.  2. Cystic fibrosis. 

cf. abbr.  1. Calfskin.  2. Latin. Confer (compare). 

c.f.  or C.F. abbr.  Cost and freight. 

C/F abbr.  Accounting. Carried forward. 

CFC abbr.  Chlorofluorocarbon. 

c.f.i.  or C.F.I. abbr.  Cost, freight, and insurance. 

cfm  or c.f.m. abbr.  Cubic feet per minute. 

cfs  or c.f.s. abbr.  Cubic feet per second. 

cg abbr.  Centigram. 

c.g. abbr.  1. Center of gravity.  2.  Or C.G.. Consul general. 



C.G. abbr.  1. Coast guard.  2. Commanding general. 

cgm abbr.  Centigram. 

cgs  or CGS abbr.  Centimeter-gram-second system. 

ch abbr.  1. Chain (measurement).  2. Games. Check (chess). 

ch. abbr.  1.  Or Ch.. Chaplain.  2. Chapter.  3. Check (bank order).  4.  Or Ch.. 
Chief.  5. Child; children.  6.  Or Ch.. Church. 

Ch. abbr.  China. 

c.h.  or C.H. abbr.  1. Clearing-house.  2. Courthouse.  3. Customhouse. 

Cha·blis (sh4-blKù, shä-, sh4bùlK) n.  1. A very dry white Burgundy wine origi-

nally from east-central France.  2. A blended white table wine of California.  

[After Chablis, a village of north-central France.]

cha-cha (chäùchä) n.  A rhythmic ballroom dance that originated in Latin Amer-

ica.   —  v.  intr. cha-·chaed, cha-·cha·ing, cha-·chas. To perform this rhyth-

mic ballroom dance.  [American Spanish chachachá.]

chach·ka  or tchotch·ke (chmchùkN) also tsats·ke (tsätsùkN) n.  Slang. A cheap, 

showy trinket.  [Yiddish tshatshke, from Polish dialectal czaczka.]

chac·ma (ch4kùmN) n.  A grayish-black baboon (Papio ursinus) of southern and 

eastern Africa.  [Possibly of Khokhoin origin.]

Cha·co (chäùko)  See Gran Chaco. 
cha·conne (shä-kônù, -kmnù) n.  1. A slow, stately dance of the 18th century or 

the music for it.  2. Music. A form consisting of variations based on a reiterated 

harmonic pattern.  [French, from Spanish chacona, a kind of dance.]

chad (ch4d) n.  Small pieces of paper or cardboard generated by punching holes 

in paper tape or data cards.  [Origin unknown.] —chadùless adj. 

Chad (ch4d)  A country of north-central Africa. Formerly part of French Equa-

torial Africa, it became independent in 1960. Ndjamena is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 4,405,000.   —Chadùi·an adj.  & n. 

Chad, Lake.  A shallow lake of north-central Africa in Chad, Cameroon, Niger, 

and Nigeria. It was first explored by Europeans in 1823. 

Chad·ic (ch4dùVk) n.  A branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family, spoken in 

west-central Africa and including Hausa as its best-known member. 

cha·dor (chä-dôrù) n.  A loose, usually black robe worn by Muslim women that 

covers the body from head to toe and most of the face.  [Urdu ch7dar, cover, 

cloth, from Persian, screen, tent, from Sanskrit chattram, screen, parasol. See 

CHUDDAR.]

Chad·wick (ch4dùwVk), Henry. 1824-1908.  British-born American sports-

writer who helped organize professional baseball. In 1869 he began an annual 

baseball handbook, which later became Spalding’s Official Baseball Guide. 

Chad·wick (ch4dùwVk), Sir James. 1891-1974.  British physicist. He won a 

1935 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the neutron. 



Chaer·o·ne·a (kHrÙN-nKùN, kîrÙ-)  An ancient city of eastern Greece. Philip of 

Macedon defeated a confederation of Greek states here in 338 B.C. 

chae·ta (kKùtN) n.  pl. chae·tae (-tKÙ). A bristle or seta, especially of an annelid 

worm.  [New Latin, from Greek khaitK, long hair.]

chae·tog·nath (kKùtmg-n4thÙ) n.  Any of various marine worms of the phylum 

Chaetognatha, which includes the arrow worms.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

belonging to the phylum Chaetognatha.  [From New Latin Chaetognatha, phylum 

name  : chaeta, chaeta; see CHAETA + Greek gnathos, jaw; see genu-2 in Appen-

dix.] —chae·togùna·thous (-nN-thNs) adj. 

chafe (ch7f) v.  chafed, chaf·ing, chafes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wear away or irritate 

by rubbing.  2. To annoy; vex.  3. To warm by rubbing, as with the hands.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To rub and cause irritation or friction:  The high collar chafed against my 

neck.  2. To become worn or sore from rubbing.  3. To feel irritated or impatient:  

chafed at the delay.   —  n.  1. Warmth, wear, or soreness produced by friction.  

2. Annoyance; vexation.  [Middle English chafen, from Old French chaufer, to 

warm, from Vulgar Latin *calef7re, alteration of Latin calefacere : calKre, to be 

warm; see kelN-1 in Appendix + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: chafe, abrade, excoriate, fret, gall. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to wear down or rub away a surface by or as if by scraping”: chafed

my skin; a swift stream abrading boulders; an excoriated elbow; rope that fretted a

groove in the post; his heel galled by an ill-fitting shoe.

Cha·fee (ch7ùfK), Zechariah. 1885-1957.  American lawyer and civil libertarian 

whose influential works include The Inquiring Mind (1928) and Free Speech in the 

United States (1941). 

cha·fer (ch7ùfNr) n.  Any of various beetles of the family Scarabaeidae, such as 

the cockchafer.  [Middle English, a kind of beetle, from Old English ceafor.]

chaff1 (ch4f) n.  1. Botany. Thin, dry bracts or scales, especially: a. The dry 

bracts enclosing mature grains of wheat and some other cereal grasses, removed 

during threshing.  b. The scales or bracts borne on the receptacle among the 

small, individual flowers of many plants in the composite family.   2. Finely cut 

straw or hay used as fodder.  3. Trivial or worthless matter.  4. Strips of metal, 

foil, or glass fiber with a metal content, cut into various lengths and having vary-

ing frequency responses, that are used to reflect electromagnetic energy as a radar 

countermeasure. These materials, usually dropped from aircraft, also can be 

deployed from shells or rockets.  [Middle English chaf, from Old English ceaf.] 
—chafùfy adj. 

chaff2 (ch4f) v.  chaffed, chaff·ing, chaffs.  —  v.  tr. To make fun of in a 

good-natured way; tease.   —  v.  intr. To engage in playful teasing.  See Synonyms 



at banter.   —  n.  Good-natured teasing; banter.  [Possibly alteration of CHAFE, 

or CHAFF
1.]

chaff·er1 (ch4fùNr) n.  One who engages in banter or good-natured teasing. 

chaf·fer2 (ch4fùNr) v.  chaf·fered, chaf·fer·ing, chaf·fers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

bargain or haggle.  2. Chiefly British. To bandy words; engage in small talk.   —  v.  

tr. To bargain or haggle for.   —  n.  Archaic. A bargaining or haggling.  [Middle 

English chaffaren, to haggle, from chaffare, cheapfare, bargaining  : chep, pur-

chase; see CHEAP + fare, journey, business (from Old English faru, from faran, to 

travel); see FARE.] —chafùfer·er n. 

chaf·finch (ch4fùVnch) n.  A small European songbird (Fringilla coelebs), the 

male of which has predominantly reddish-brown plumage.  [Middle English 

chaffinche, from Old English ceaffinc : ceaf, chaff, husk + finch, finch.]

chaf·ing dish (ch7ùfVng dVsh) n.  A metal dish or pan mounted above a heating 

device and used to cook food or keep it warm at the table. 

Cha·gall (shN-gälù, -g4lù, shä-), Marc. 1887-1985.  Russian-born artist noted for 

his dreamlike, fanciful imagery and brilliantly colored canvases. Among his 

works are two huge murals designed for the New York City Metropolitan Opera 

House (1966). 

Cha·gas’ disease (shäùgNs dV-zKzù) n.  A South American form of trypanoso-

miasis caused by the protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi that is characterized by fever 

and enlargement of the spleen and lymph nodes.  [After Carlos Chagas (1879-

1934), Brazilian physician.]

Chag·a·tai (ch4gÙN-tXù)  See Jagatai. 
Cha·gres (chäùgrHs)  A river rising in central Panama, flowing southwest to 

Gatún Lake (formed by a dam on the river), then draining northwest to the Car-

ibbean Sea. 

cha·grin (shN-grVnù) n.  A keen feeling of mental unease, as of annoyance or 

embarrassment, caused by failure, disappointment, or a disconcerting event:  To 

her chagrin, the party ended just as she arrived.   —  v.  tr. cha·grined, 
cha·grin·ing, cha·grins. To cause to feel chagrin; mortify or discomfit:  He was 

chagrined at the poor sales of his book.  See Synonyms at embarrass.  [French, 

possibly from dialectal French chagraigner, to distress, become gloomy, from Old 

French graim, sorrowful, gloomy, of Germanic origin.]

WORD HISTORY: The ultimate etymology of the word chagrin, which comes

directly to us from French, is considered uncertain by many etymologists. At one

time chagrin was thought to be the same word as shagreen, “a leather or skin with

a rough surface,” derived from French chagrin. The reasoning was that in French

the word for this rough material, which was used to smooth and polish things,

was extended to the notion of troubles that fret and annoy a person. It was later

decided, however, that the sense “rough leather” and the sense “sorrow” each be-



longed to a different French word chagrin. Other etymologists have offered an

alternative explanation, suggesting that the French word chagrin, “sorrow,” is a

loan translation of the German word Katzenjammer, “a morning-after-the-night-

before feeling.” A loan translation is a type of borrowing from another language

in which the elements of a foreign word, as in Katzen, “cats,” and Jammer, “dis-

tress, seediness,” are assumed to be translated literally by corresponding elements

in another language, in this case, chat, “cat,” and grigner, “to grimace.” The actual

etymology is less colorful, with the word probably going back to a Germanic

word, ·gramX, meaning “sorrow, trouble.” Chagrin is first recorded in English in

1656 in the now obsolete sense “anxiety, melancholy.”

chain (ch7n) n.  1. a. A connected, flexible series of links, typically of metal, 

used especially for holding objects together or restraining or for transmitting 

mechanical power.  b. Such a set of links, often of precious metal and with pen-

dants attached, worn as an ornament or symbol of office.   2. A restraining or 

confining agent or force.  3. chains. a. Bonds, fetters, or shackles.  b. Captivity 

or oppression; bondage:  threw off the chains of slavery.   4. A series of closely 

linked or connected things:  a chain of coincidences.  See Synonyms at series.  
5. A number of establishments, such as stores, theaters, or hotels, under common 

ownership or management.  6. A range of mountains.  7. Chemistry. A group of 

atoms bonded in a spatial configuration like links in a chain.  8. a. An instrument 

used in surveying, consisting of 100 linked pieces of iron or steel and measuring 

66 feet (20.1 meters).  Also called Gunter’s chain b. A similar instrument used in 

engineering, measuring 100 feet (30.5 meters).  c.  Abbr. ch A unit of measure-

ment equal to the length of either of these instruments.    —  v.  tr. chained, 
chain·ing, chains. 1. To bind or make fast with a chain or chains:  chained the 

dog to a tree.  2. To restrain or confine as if with chains:  workers who were chained 

to a life of dull routine.  [Middle English chaine, from Old French, from Latin cat-

Kna.]

Chain (ch7n), Sir Ernst Boris. 1906-1979.  German-born British biochemist. 

He shared a 1945 Nobel Prize for isolating and purifying penicillin, discovered in 

1928 by Sir Alexander Fleming. 

chain fern (ch7n fûrn) n.  Any of various terrestrial ferns of the genus Wood-

wardia, native chiefly to the Northern Hemisphere, having pinnately compound 

or divided leaves that when fertile bear chainlike rows of spore cases. 

chain gang (ch7n g4ng) n.  A group of convicts chained together, especially for 

outdoor labor. 

chain letter (ch7n lHtùNr) n.  A letter sent to a number of people asking each 

recipient to send copies with the same request to a specified number of others. 

The circulation of a chain letter increases in geometrical progression as long as 

the instructions are followed by all recipients. 



chain·link fence (ch7nùlVngkÙ fHns) n.  A fence made of thick steel wire inter-

woven in a diamond pattern. 

chain mail (ch7n m7l) n.  Flexible armor made of joined metal links or scales. 

chain·man (ch7nùmNn) n.  Either of the two persons who hold a surveyor’s 

measuring chain. 

chain of command (ch7n ƒv kN-m4ndù) n.  pl. chains of command. A sys-

tem whereby authority passes down from the top through a series of executive 

positions or military ranks in which each is accountable to the one directly supe-

rior. 

chain pickerel (ch7n pVkùNr-Nl) n.  A freshwater game and food fish (Esox 

niger) of eastern North America. 

chain-re·act (ch7nÙrK-4ktù) v.  intr. chain-re·act·ed, chain-re·act·ing, 
chain-re·acts. To undergo a chain reaction. 

chain reaction (ch7n rK-4kùshNn) n.  1. A series of events in which each 

induces or influences the next.  2. Physics. A multistage nuclear reaction, espe-

cially a self-sustaining series of fissions in which the release of neutrons from the 

splitting of one atom leads to the splitting of others.  3. Chemistry. A series of 

reactions in which one product of a reacting set is a reactant in the following set. 

chain saw (ch7n sô) n.  A portable power saw with teeth linked in an endless 

chain.   —chainù-sawÙ (ch7nùsôÙ) v. 

chain-smoke (ch7nùsmokÙ) v.  chain-·smoked, chain-·smok·ing, chain-
·smokes.  —  v.  intr. To smoke continually, as by lighting the next cigarette from 

the previous one.   —  v.  tr. To smoke (cigarettes, for example) in continuing suc-

cession.   —chain smoker n. 

chain stitch (ch7n stVch) n.  A decorative sewing stitch in which loops are con-

nected like the links of a chain. 

chain store (ch7n stôr) n.  One of a number of retail stores under the same 

ownership and dealing in the same merchandise. 

chair (châr) n.  1. A piece of furniture consisting of a seat, legs, back, and often 

arms, designed to accommodate one person.  2. A seat of office, authority, or dig-

nity, such as that of a bishop.  3. a. An office or position of authority, such as a 

professorship.  b. A person who holds an office or a position of authority, such as 

one who presides over a meeting or administers a department of instruction at a 

college; a chairperson.   4. The position of a player in an orchestra.  5. Slang. The 

electric chair.  6. A seat carried about on poles; a sedan chair.  7. Any of several 

devices that serve to support or secure, such as a metal block that supports and 

holds railroad track in position.   —  v.  tr. chaired, chair·ing, chairs. 1. To 

install in a position of authority, especially as a presiding officer.  2. To preside 

over as chairperson:  chair a meeting.  [Middle English chaiere, from Old French, 

from Latin cathedra. See CATHEDRA.]

chair car (châr kär) n.  See parlor car. 



chair lift (châr lVft) n.  A mechanized, cable-suspended, aerial chair assembly 

used to transport skiers and others up or down a mountain slope. 

chair·man (chârùmNn) n.  Abbr. chm., Chmn 1. The presiding officer of an 

assembly, a meeting, a committee, or a board.  2. The administrative head of a 

department of instruction, as at a college.  See Usage Note at man.   —  v.  tr. 

chair·manned, chair·man·ning, chair·mans. To act as chairman of. 

chair·man·ship (chârùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  The office or term of a chairman. 

chair·per·son (chârùpûrÙsNn) n.  A chairman or chairwoman.  See Usage Note 

at man. 
chair·wom·an (chârùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman presiding officer of an assem-

bly, meeting, committee, or board.  2. A woman administrative head of a depart-

ment of instruction, as at a college.  See Usage Note at man. 
chaise (sh7z) n.  1. Any of various light, open carriages, often with a collapsible 

hood, especially a two-wheeled carriage drawn by one horse.  2. A post chaise.  

3. A chaise longue.  [French, chair, variant of Old French chaiere. See CHAIR.]

chaise longue (sh7z lôngù) n.  pl. chaise longues or chaises longues 
(sh7z lôngù). A reclining chair with a lengthened seat that supports the out-

stretched legs.  [French  : chaise, chair + longue, long.]

chak·ra (chƒkùrN) n.  One of the seven centers of spiritual energy in the human 

body according to yoga philosophy.  [Sanskrit cakram, wheel, circle. See kwel-1 in 

Appendix.]

cha·lah (KHäùlN) n.  Variant of challah. 
cha·la·za (kN-l7ùzN, -l4zùN) n.  pl. cha·la·zae (-zK)  or cha·la·zas. 1. Biology. 

One of two spiral bands of tissue in an egg that connect the yolk to the lining 

membrane at either end of the shell.  2. Botany. The region of an ovule that is 

opposite the micropyle, where the integuments and nucellus are joined.  [Greek 

khalaza, hard lump, hailstone.] —cha·laùzal adj. 

cha·la·zi·on (kN-l7ùzK-Nn, -mnÙ) n.  pl. cha·la·zi·a (-zK-N). A cyst of a tarsal 

gland.  [Greek khalazion, diminutive of khalaza, hard lump, hailstone.]

Chal·ce·don (k4lùsV-dmnÙ, k4l-sKdùn)  An ancient Greek city of northwest Asia 

Minor on the Bosporus near present-day Istanbul. It was founded in 685 B.C. and 

passed to Rome in A.D. 74. 

chal·ced·o·ny also cal·ced·o·ny (k4l-sHdùn-K) n.  pl. chal·ced·o·nies. A 

translucent to transparent milky or grayish quartz with distinctive microscopic 

crystals arranged in slender fibers in parallel bands.  [Late Latin chalcKdonius, 

from Greek khalkKdon, a mystical stone (Rev. 21:19), perhaps from KhalkKdon, 

Chalcedon.] —chalÙce·donùic (k4lÙsV-dmnùVk) adj. 

chal·cid (k4lùsVd) n.  Any of various minute wasps of the superfamily Chalci-

doidea, many of whose larvae parasitize the larvae of other insects.  [From New 

Latin Chalcis, type genus, from Greek khalkos, copper (from the wasp’s metallic 

color).]



Chal·cid·i·ce (k4l-sVdùV-sK) also Khal·ki·dhi·kí (käl-kKÙthK-kKù, KHäl-)  A 

mountainous peninsula of northeast Greece projecting into the northern Aegean 

Sea with three fingerlike extensions.   —Chal·cidùi·an adj.  & n. 

Chal·cis (k4lùsVs) also Khal·kís (käl-kKsù, KHäl-)  An ancient city of southeast 

Greece on the western coast of Euboea. It was a prosperous trading center after 

the eighth century B.C., establishing outposts in Italy, Syria, Sicily, and mainland 

Greece. 

chal·co·cite (k4lùkN-sXtÙ) n.  A dark gray mineral, essentially Cu2S, that is an 

important ore of copper.  [Alteration of obsolete chalcosine, from Greek khalkos, 

copper.]

chal·co·py·rite (k4lÙkN-pXùrXtÙ) n.  A yellow mineral, essentially CuFeS2, that is 

an important ore of copper.  Also called copper pyrites [New Latin chalcopyrites : 

Greek khalkos, copper + PYRITES.]

Chal·de·a  or Chal·dae·a (k4l-dKùN)  An ancient region of southern Mesopota-

mia. Settled c. 1000 B.C., it reached the height of its power under Nebuchadnezzar 

II. The Chaldean empire was destroyed by Persians in 539 B.C. 

Chal·de·an also Chal·dae·an (k4l-dKùNn)  or Chal·dee (k4lùdKÙ) adj.  Of or 

relating to Chaldea or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A member of an 

ancient Semitic people who ruled in Babylonia.  2.  See Aramaic.  3. A person 

versed in occult learning.   —Chal·daùic (-d7ùVk) adj.  & n. 

chal·dron (chôlùdrNn) n.  A unit of dry measure formerly used in England, 

equal to 4 quarters or about 32 bushels for grain and 36 bushels for coal.  [Middle 

English, from Old French chauderon, augmentative of chaudiere, kettle, from Late 

Latin cald7ria. See CALDRON.]

cha·let (sh4-l7ù, sh4lù7) n.  1. a. A wooden dwelling with a sloping roof and 

widely overhanging eaves, common in Switzerland and other Alpine regions.  

b. A cottage or lodge built in this style.   2. The hut of a herder in the Swiss Alps.  

[French, from Swiss French, possibly diminutive of *cala, shelter.]

Cha·leur Bay (shN-ltrù b7, -lûrù)  An inlet of the Gulf of St. Lawrence 

between eastern Quebec and northern New Brunswick, Canada. It is an impor-

tant fishing ground. 

Cha·lia·pin (shä-lyäùpVn), Feodor Ivanovich. 1873-1938.  Russian-born 

French operatic basso who gained fame for his performance in Arrigo Boito’s 

Mefistofele. 

chal·ice (ch4lùVs) n.  1. A cup or goblet.  2. A cup for the consecrated wine of the 

Eucharist.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin calix, calic-.]

chal·i·co·there (k4lùV-kN-thîrÙ) n.  Any of various extinct ungulate mammals of 

the Eocene to Pleistocene epochs, having distinctive three-clawed, three-toed feet.  

[New Latin Chalicotherium, genus name  : Greek khalix, khalik-, pebble + Greek 

thKrion, diminutive of thKr, beast; see ghwer- in Appendix.]



chalk (chôk) n.  1. A soft, compact calcite, CaCO3, with varying amounts of sil-

ica, quartz, feldspar, or other mineral impurities, generally gray-white or yellow-

white and derived chiefly from fossil seashells.  2. a. A piece of chalk or chalklike 

substance in crayon form, used for marking on a blackboard or other surface.  

b. Games. A small cube of chalk used in rubbing the tip of a billiard or pool cue 

to increase its friction with the cue ball.   3. A mark made with chalk.  4. Chiefly 

British. A score or tally.   —  v.  tr. chalked, chalk·ing, chalks. 1. To mark, 

draw, or write with chalk:  chalked my name on the blackboard.  2. To rub or cover 

with chalk, as the tip of a billiard cue.  3. To make pale; whiten.  4. To treat (soil, 

for example) with chalk.   —phrasal verb. chalk up. 1. To earn or score:  chalk 

up points.  2. To credit or ascribe:  Chalk that up to experience.  [Middle English, 

from Old English cealk, from Latin calx, calc-, lime. See CALX.] —chalkùi·ness n.  

—chalkùy adj. 

chalk·board (chôkùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A smooth, hard panel, usually green or 

black, for writing on with chalk; a blackboard. 

chalk·stone (chôkùstonÙ) n.  Pathology. See tophus (n., sense 1). 

chalk talk (chôk tôk) n.  A lecture, often informal, illustrated with diagrams 

chalked on a blackboard. 

chal·lah also cha·lah  or hal·lah (KHäùlN, häù-) n.  A loaf of yeast-leavened, 

white egg bread, usually braided, traditionally eaten by Jews on the Sabbath, holi-

days, and other ceremonial occasions.  [Hebrew Uallâ.]

chal·lenge (ch4lùNnj) n.  1. a. A call to engage in a contest, fight, or competi-

tion:  a challenge to a duel.  b. An act or statement of defiance; a call to confronta-

tion:  a challenge to the government’s authority.   2. A demand for explanation or 

justification; a calling into question:  a challenge to a theory.  3. A sentry’s call to 

an unknown party for proper identification.  4. A test of one’s abilities or 

resources in a demanding but stimulating undertaking:  a career that offers a chal-

lenge.  5. A claim that a vote is invalid or that a voter is unqualified.  6. Law. A 

formal objection to the inclusion of a prospective juror in a jury.  7. Immunology. 

The induction or evaluation of an immune response in an organism by adminis-

tration of a specific antigen to which it has been sensitized.   —  v.  chal·lenged, 
chal·leng·ing, chal·leng·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To call to engage in a contest, fight, 

or competition:  challenged me to a game of chess.  b. To invite with defiance; dare:  

challenged him to contradict her.  See Synonyms at defy.   2. To take exception to; 

call into question; dispute:  a book that challenges established beliefs.  3. To order 

to halt and be identified, as by a sentry.  4. Law. To take formal objection to (a 

prospective juror).  5. To question the qualifications of (a voter) or validity of (a 

vote).  6. To have due claim to; call for:  events that challenge our attention.  7. To 

summon to action, effort, or use; stimulate:  a problem that challenges the imagi-

nation.  8. Immunology. To induce or evaluate an immune response in (an organ-

ism) by administering a specific antigen to which it has been sensitized.   —  v.  



intr. 1. To make or give voice to a challenge.  2. To begin barking upon picking up 

the scent. Used of hunting dogs.  [Middle English chalenge, from Old French, 

from Latin calumnia, trickery, false accusation; see CALUMNY. V., from Middle 

English chalengen from Old French chalangier, from Latin calumni7rX, from 

calumnia, calumny.] —chalùlenge·a·ble adj. 

chal·leng·er (ch4lùNn-jNr) n.  1. One that challenges:  a challenger of established 

authority.  2. Sports. One who competes against the holder of a title or champion-

ship, as in boxing. 

chal·leng·ing (ch4lùNn-jVng) adj.  1. Calling for full use of one’s abilities or 

resources in a difficult but stimulating effort:  a challenging course of study; a chal-

lenging role for an inexperienced performer.  2. Absorbing; intriguing:  a challeng-

ing idea. 

chal·lis (sh4lùK) n.  A soft, lightweight, usually printed fabric made of wool, cot-

ton, or rayon.  [Possibly from the surname Challis.]

Chal·mette (sh4l-mHtù)  A village of extreme southeast Louisiana on the east 

bank of the Mississippi River just below New Orleans. It is a processing center. 

Population, 31,860. 

cha·lone (k7ùlonÙ, k4lùonÙ) n.  Any of several polypeptides that are produced by 

a body tissue and that cause the reversible inhibition of mitosis in the cells of that 

tissue.  [From Greek khalon, present participle of khalan, to slacken.]

Châ·lons-sur-Marne (shä-lôNÙsûrùmärnù, -sür-)  A city of northeast France 

east of Paris. The Huns under Attila were defeated here in A.D. 451. Population, 

51,137. 

Cha·lon-sur-Saône (shä-lôNÙsûr-sonù, -sür-)  A city of east-central France 

north of Mâcon. It is an inland port and a manufacturing center. Population, 

56,194. 

cha·lyb·e·ate (kN-lVbùK-Vt, -lKùbK-) adj.  1. Impregnated with or containing salts 

of iron.  2. Tasting like iron, as water from a mineral spring.   —  n.  Water or 

medicine containing iron in solution.  [New Latin chalybe7tus, from Latin cha-

lybs, steel, from Greek khalups, khalub-, possibly from Khalups sing. of Khalubes, 

Chalybes, people of Asia Minor famous for their steel.]

cham (k4m) n.  Archaic. A Tartar or Mogul khan.  [French, from Turkish kh7n, 

lord, prince. See KHAN
1.]

Cha·mae·leon also Cha·me·leon (kN-mKlùyNn, -mKùlK-Nn) n.  A constellation 

in the southern polar region near Apus and Mensa.  [Latin chamaeleon, chame-

leon. See CHAMELEON.]

cham·ae·phyte (k4mùN-fXtÙ) n.  A low-growing perennial plant whose dor-

mant overwintering buds are borne at or just above the surface of the ground.  

[Greek khamai, on the ground; see dhghem- in Appendix + -PHYTE.]

cham·ber (ch7mùbNr) n.  1. A room in a house, especially a bedroom.  2. A 

room where a person of authority, rank, or importance receives visitors.  



3. chambers. A room in which a judge may consult privately with attorneys or 

hear cases not taken into court.  4. chambers. Chiefly British. A suite of rooms, 

especially one used by lawyers.  5. A hall for the meetings of a legislative or other 

assembly.  6. A legislative or judicial body.  7. A board or council.  8. A place 

where municipal or state funds are received and held; a treasury.  9. a. An 

enclosed space or compartment:  the chamber of a pump; a compression chamber.  

b. An enclosed space in the body of an organism; a cavity:  the four chambers of 

the heart.   10. a. A compartment in a firearm, as in the breech of a rifle or the 

cylinder of a revolver, that holds the cartridge in readiness for firing.  b. An 

enclosed space in the bore of a gun that holds the charge.    —  v.  tr. 

cham·bered, cham·ber·ing, cham·bers. 1. To put in or as if in a chamber; 

enclose or confine.  2. To furnish with a chamber.  [Middle English chaumbre, 

from Old French chambre, from Late Latin camera, chamber, from Latin, vault, 

from Greek kamara.]

cham·bered nautilus (ch7mùbNrd nôtùl-Ns) n.  See nautilus (n., sense 1). 

cham·ber·lain (ch7mùbNr-lNn) n.  1. a. An officer who manages the household 

of a sovereign or a noble; a chief steward.  b. A high-ranking official in various 

royal courts.   2. An official who receives the rents and fees of a municipality; a 

treasurer.  3. Roman Catholic Church. An often honorary papal attendant.  [Mid-

dle English chaumberlein, from Old French chamberlenc, from Frankish 

*kamerling : Late Latin camera, chamber; see CHAMBER + Germanic *-linga-, one 

connected with; see -LING
1.]

Cham·ber·lain (ch7mùbNr-lVn), (Arthur) Neville. 1869-1940.  British politi-

cian and prime minister (1937-1940) who advocated a policy of appeasement 

toward the fascist regimes of Europe. He was forced to declare war on Germany 

after its invasion of Poland in 1939. 

Cham·ber·lain (ch7mùbNr-lVn), Joseph. 1836-1914.  British politician who 

served as the mayor of Birmingham (1873-1876), president of the Board of Trade 

(1880-1885), and colonial secretary (1895-1903). 

Cham·ber·lain (ch7mùbNr-lVn), Sir (Joseph) Austen. 1863-1937.  British 

politician who helped establish the Locarno Pact. He won the 1925 Nobel Peace 

Prize. 

Cham·ber·lain (ch7mùbNr-lVn), Owen. Born 1920.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1959 Nobel Prize for demonstrating the existence of the antiproton. 

Cham·ber·lin (ch7mùbNr-lVn), Thomas Chrowder. 1843-1928.  American 

geologist who with the astronomer Forest Ray Moulton (1872-1952) proposed 

(1906) the planetismal hypothesis for the formation of the planets in the solar 

system. 

cham·ber·maid (ch7mùbNr-m7dÙ) n.  A maid who cleans and cares for bed-

rooms, as in a hotel. 



chamber music (ch7mùbNr myuùzVk) n.  Music. Compositions traditionally 

intended for performance in a private room or small concert hall and written for 

an instrumental ensemble, such as a trio or quartet, with one player for each part. 

chamber of commerce (ch7mùbNr ƒv kmmùNrs) n.  pl. chambers of com-
merce. Abbr. C. of C. An association of businesspersons and merchants for the 

promotion of commercial interests in the community. 

chamber pot (ch7mùbNr pmt) n.  A portable vessel used in a bedroom as a toi-

let. 

Cham·bers (ch7mùbNrz), (Jay David) Whittaker. 1901-1961.  American 

journalist and onetime member of the Communist Party who testified before the 

House Un-American Activities Committee (1948), where he implicated Alger 

Hiss. 

Cham·bers (ch7mùbNrz), Robert. 1802-1871.  Scottish publisher and writer 

known for his Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (published anonymously 

in 1844), a controversial exposition of the theory of evolutionary development. 

Cham·bers·burg (ch7mùbNrz-bûrgÙ)  A borough of southern Pennsylvania 

southwest of Harrisburg. It was burned by the Confederate cavalry in July 1864 

after the townspeople refused to pay an indemnity of $100,000 in gold. Popula-

tion, 16,647. 

Cham·bé·ry (shäN-b7-rKù)  A city of eastern France east-southeast of Lyons. It 

is a manufacturing center in a popular tourist area. Population, 53,427. 

Cham·bly (sh4mùblK, shäN-blKù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the 

Richelieu River east of Montreal. Its fort, built by the French in 1665, was cap-

tured by the British in 1760 and held briefly by the Americans during the Revolu-

tionary War. Population, 12,190. 

Cham·bord (shäN-bôrù)  A village of north-central France northeast of Tours. 

It is noted for its magnificent Renaissance château built by Francis I. 

cham·bray (sh4mùbr7Ù) n.  A fine, lightweight fabric woven with white threads 

across a colored warp.  [Alteration of French cambrai, cambric, after Cambrai, a 

city of northern France.]

cha·me·leon (kN-mKlùyNn, -mKùlK-Nn) n.  1. Any of various tropical Old World 

lizards of the family Chamaeleonidae, characterized by their ability to change 

color.  2.  See anole.  3. A changeable or inconstant person: “In his testimony, the 

nominee came off as... a chameleon of legal philosophy” (Joseph A. Califano, Jr.).  

[Middle English camelioun, from Latin chamaeleon, from Greek khamaileon : 

khamai, on the ground; see dhghem- in Appendix + leon, lion (loan translation 

of Akkadian nK≥ qaqqari, ground lion, lizard); see LION.] —cha·meÙle·onùic (-lK-

mnùVk) adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The words referring to the animal chameleon and the plant

chamomile are related etymologically by a reference to the place one would expect



to find them, that is, on the ground. The first part of both words goes back to the

Greek form khamai, meaning “on the ground.” What is found on the ground in

each case is quite different, of course. The khamaileon is a “lion [leon] on the

ground,” a term translating the Akkadian phrase nK≥ qaqqari. The khamaimKlon is

“an apple [mKlon] on the ground,” so named because the blossoms of at least one

variety of this creeping herb have an applelike scent. Both words are first found

in Middle English, chameleon in a work composed before 1382 and chamomile in

a work written in 1373.

Cha·me·leon (kN-mKlùyNn, -mKùlK-Nn) n.  Variant of Chamaeleon. 
cham·fer (ch4mùfNr) v.  tr. cham·fered, cham·fer·ing, cham·fers. 1. To cut 

off the edge or corner of; bevel.  2. To cut a groove in; flute.   —  n.  1. A flat sur-

face made by cutting off the edge or corner of a block of wood or other material.  

2. A furrow or groove, as in a column.  [Probably back-formation from chamfer-

ing, from French chanfrein, bevelled edge, from past participle of Old French 

chanfreindre, to bevel  : chant, edge (from Latin canthus, iron tire); see CANT
1 + 

fraindre, to break (from Latin frangere); see bhreg- in Appendix.]

cham·fron (ch4mùfrNn) n.  Armor used to protect the front of a war horse’s 

head in medieval times.  [Middle English shamfron, from Old French chanfrein : 

Latin c7mus, horse-muzzle, heavy necklace (from Greek kKmos) + Latin frKnum, 

bridle, bit; see FRENUM.]

cha·mi·se (chN-mKzù) also cha·mi·so (-mKùso) n.  pl. cha·mi·ses also 

cha·mi·sos. An evergreen shrub, (Adenostoma fasciculatum) in the rose family, 

native to California, having small needlelike leaves in fascicles and clusters of 

small white flowers.  [Spanish chamisa, from Galician chamiça, dry brush, fire-

wood, from chama, flame, from Latin flamma. See FLAME.]

Cha·mi·zal (sh4mÙV-zälù, chämÙV-sälù)  An area on the northern bank of the Rio 

Grande near El Paso, Texas. It became part of the United States after the river 

shifted course in the 19th century and was returned to Mexico in 1963. 

cham·ois (sh4mùK) n.  pl. cham·ois (sh4mùKz). 1. An extremely agile goat ante-

lope (Rupicapra rupicapra) of mountainous regions of Europe, having upright 

horns with backward-hooked tips.  2.  Also cham·my  or sham·my (sh4mùK). 

pl. cham·mies. a. A soft leather made from the hide of this animal or other ani-

mals such as deer or sheep.  b. A piece of such leather, or a cotton fabric made to 

resemble it, used as a polishing cloth or in shirts.   3. Color. A moderate to grayish 

yellow.  [French, from Old French, from Late Latin camox.]

cham·o·mile  or cam·o·mile (k4mùN-mXlÙ, -mKlÙ) n.  a. An aromatic perennial 

herb (Chamaemelum nobile) in the composite family, native to Europe and the 

Mediterranean region, having feathery foliage and flower heads with white rays 

and yellow centers.  b. A similar, related Eurasian annual plant (Matricaria 

recutita).  c. The dried flower heads of either one of these plants, used to make an 



herbal tea and yielding an oil used in commercial flavorings and perfumery.   

[Middle English camomille, from Old French, from Late Latin chamomilla, alter-

ation of Latin chamaemKlon, from Greek khamaimKlon : khamai, on the ground; 

see dhghem- in Appendix + mKlon, apple.]

Cha·mo·nix (sh4mÙN-nKù, shä-mô-)  A valley of eastern France at the foot of 

Mont Blanc. It is a major winter sports resort and was the site of the 1924 Winter 

Olympics. 

champ1 (ch4mp) v.  champed, champ·ing, champs.  —  v.  tr. To bite or 

chew upon noisily.  See Synonyms at bite.   —  v.  intr. To work the jaws and teeth 

vigorously.   —idiom. champ at the bit. To show impatience at being held 

back or delayed.  [Probably imitative.]

champ2 (ch4mp) n.  Informal. A champion. 

cham·pagne (sh4m-p7nù) n.  1. a. A sparkling white wine produced in Cham-

pagne.  b. A similar sparkling wine made elsewhere.   2. Color. A pale orange yel-

low to grayish yellow or yellowish gray.  [French, short for (vin de) Champagne, 

(wine from) Champagne, from Late Latin camp7nia, flat open country. See CAM-

PAIGN.]

Cham·pagne (sh4m-p7nù, shäN-pänùyN)  A historical region and former prov-

ince of northeast France. It was incorporated into the French royal domain in 

1314. The sparkling wine champagne was first produced here c. 1700. 

cham·paign (shäm-p7nù) n.  A stretch of level and open country; a plain.  

[Middle English champain, from Old French champainge, from Late Latin 

camp7nia. See CAMPAIGN.] —cham·paignù adj. 

Cham·paign (sh4m-p7nù)  A city of east-central Illinois adjoining Urbana. It 

was founded in 1855 with the coming of the railroad. Population, 63,502. 

cham·pak also cham·pac (ch4mùp4k, chƒmùpƒk)  or cham·pa·ca (ch4mùpN-

kN, chƒmù-) n.  An evergreen timber tree (Michelia champaca) native to India and 

having fragrant orange-yellow flowers that yield an oil used in perfumery.  

[Hindi campak, from Sanskrit campakaU.]

cham·per·ty (ch4mùpNr-tK) n.  pl. cham·per·ties. Law. A sharing in the pro-

ceeds of a lawsuit by an outside party who has promoted the litigation.  [Middle 

English champartie, from Old French champart, the lord’s share of the tenant’s 

crop, from Medieval Latin campars, campXpars : Latin campX, genitive of campus, 

field + Latin pars, part; see PART.] —chamùper·tous (-tNs) adj. 

cham·pi·gnon (sh4m-pVnùyNn) n.  An edible mushroom, especially the much 

cultivated species Agaricus bisporus.  [French, alteration of Old French champig-

neul, probably from Vulgar Latin *(fungus) campiniolus, (fungus) growing in the 

fields, from Late Latin camp7nia, countryside. See CAMPAIGN.]

Cham·pi·gny-sur-Marne (shäN-pK-nyKÙsûr-märnù, -sür-)  A city of north-

ern France, a suburb of Paris. Population, 76,176. 



cham·pi·on (ch4mùpK-Nn) n.  1. One that wins first place or first prize in a 

competition.  2. One that is clearly superior or has the attributes of a winner:  a 

champion at teaching.  3. An ardent defender or supporter of a cause or another 

person:  a champion of the homeless.  4. One who fights; a warrior.   —  v.  tr. 

cham·pi·oned, cham·pi·on·ing, cham·pi·ons. 1. To fight for, defend, or sup-

port as a champion:  championed the cause of civil rights.  See Synonyms at sup-
port.  2. Obsolete. To defy or challenge.   —  adj.  1. Holding first place or prize:  

a champion show dog.  2. Superior to all others: “the champion playboy of the West-

ern World” (John Millington Synge).  [Middle English champioun, combatant, 

athlete, from Old French champion, from Medieval Latin campio, campion-, from 

Latin campus, field.]

Cham·pi·on (ch4mpùyNn), Gower. 1921-1980.  American dancer who choreo-

graphed and directed many musicals, including Hello Dolly! (1964). 

cham·pi·on·ship (ch4mùpK-Nn-shVpÙ) n.  1. The position or title of a winner.  

2. Defense or support; advocacy:  her championship of the elderly and their rights.  

3. A competition or series of competitions held to determine a winner. 

Cham·plain (sh4m-pl7nù), Lake. A lake of northeast New York, northwest Ver-

mont, and southern Quebec, Canada. It was the site of important battles in the 

French and Indian War, the American Revolution, and the War of 1812. The 

region has many popular resorts. 

Cham·plain (sh4m-pl7nù, shäN-pl4Nù), Samuel de. 1567?-1635.  French 

explorer who founded Port Royal, now Annapolis Royal, in Nova Scotia (1605) 

and established a settlement (1608) on the site of present-day Quebec. 

champ·le·vé (shäN-lN-v7ù) n.  A technique of decorating metal in which areas 

that have been hollowed out, as by incising, are filled with colored enamel and 

fired.  [French  : champ, field (from Old French, from Latin campus) + levé, 

raised; see LEVEE
2.] —champÙle·véù adj. 

Cham·pol·lion (shäN-pô-lyôNù), Jean François. 1790-1832.  French Egyptol-

ogist. Working from the Rosetta stone, he became the first person to decipher 

Egyptian hieroglyphics (1821). 

Champs É·ly·sées (shäN z7-lK-z7ù)  A tree-lined thoroughfare of Paris, 

France, leading from the Place de la Concorde to the Arc de Triomphe. 

chan. abbr.  Channel. 

chance (ch4ns) n.  1. a. The unknown and unpredictable element in happen-

ings that seems to have no assignable cause.  b. A force assumed to cause events 

that cannot be foreseen or controlled; luck:  Chance will determine the outcome.   

2.  Often chances. The likelihood of something happening; possibility or proba-

bility:  Chances are good that you will win. Is there any chance of rain?  3. An acci-

dental or unpredictable event.  4. A favorable set of circumstances; an 

opportunity:  a chance to escape.  5. A risk or hazard; a gamble:  took a chance that 

the ice would hold me.  6. Games. A raffle or lottery ticket.  7. Baseball. An oppor-



tunity to make a putout or an assist that counts as an error if unsuccessful.   —  
adj.  Caused by or ascribable to chance; unexpected, random, or casual:  a chance 

encounter; a chance result.   —  v.  chanced, chanc·ing, chanc·es.  —  v.  intr. 

To come about by chance; occur:  It chanced that the train was late that day.   —  v.  

tr. To take the risk or hazard of:  not willing to chance it.   —phrasal verb. 
chance on (or chance upon). To find or meet accidentally; happen upon:  

While in Paris we chanced on two old friends.   —idioms. by chance. 1. Without 

plan; accidentally:  They met by chance on a plane.  2. Possibly; perchance:  Is he, 

by chance, her brother?  on the off chance. In the slight hope or possibility.  

[Middle English, unexpected event, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *caden-

tia, from Latin cadKns, cadent- present participle of cadere, to fall, befall. See kad- 
in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: chance, random, casual, haphazard, desultory. These adjectives ap-

ply to what is determined not by deliberation or method but by accident. Chance

stresses lack of premeditation: a chance meeting with a friend. Random implies the

absence of a specific pattern or objective and suggests a lack of direction that

might or could profitably be imposed: struck by a random shot; took a random

guess. Casual stresses lack of deliberation and often suggests an absence of due

concern: made a casual observation. Haphazard implies a carelessness or a willful

leaving to chance: offered a haphazard plan of action. Desultory suggests a shifting

about from one thing to another that reflects a lack of method: engaged in a des-

ultory conversation. See also Synonyms at happen opportunity

chance·ful (ch4nsùfNl) adj.  1. Eventful:  spent two chanceful months in England 

during the war.  2. Archaic. Casual. 

chan·cel (ch4nùsNl) n.  The space around the altar of a church for the clergy and 

sometimes the choir, often enclosed by a lattice or railing.  [Middle English 

chauncel, from Old French chancel, from Late Latin cancellus, latticework, sing. of 

Latin cancellX. See CANCEL.]

chan·cel·ler·y  or chan·cel·lor·y (ch4nùsN-lN-rK, -slN-rK) n.  pl. 

chan·cel·ler·ies. 1. The rank or position of a chancellor.  2. a. The office or 

department of a chancellor.  b. The building in which such an office or depart-

ment is located.   3. The official place of business of an embassy or consulate.  

[Middle English chancelrie, from Old French chancelerie, from chancelier, chan-

cellor. See CHANCELLOR.]

chan·cel·lor (ch4nùsN-lNr, -slNr) n.  Abbr. C. 1. Any of various officials of high 

rank, especially: a. A secretary to a monarch or noble.  b. Chiefly British. The 

chief secretary of an embassy.  c. The chief minister of state in some European 

countries.   2. a. The president of certain American universities.  b. Chiefly Brit-

ish. The honorary or titular head of a university.   3. Law. The presiding judge of a 



court of chancery or equity in some states of the United States.  [Middle English 

chaunceler, from Old French chancelier, from Late Latin cancell7rius, doorkeeper, 

from Latin cancellX, bars, latticework. See CANCEL.] —chanùcel·lor·shipÙ n. 

Chan·cel·lor of the Exchequer (ch4nùsN-lNr ƒv thK ebreve/ksùchHkÙNr, -

slNr) n.  The senior finance minister in the British government and a member of 

the prime minister’s cabinet. 

Chan·cel·lors·ville (ch4nùsN-lNrz-vVlÙ, -slNrz-)  A former town of northeast 

Virginia west of Fredericksburg. It was the site of a major Civil War battle (May 2-

4, 1863) in which the Confederates under Robert E. Lee defeated the Union forces 

commanded by Joseph Hooker. Stonewall Jackson was mortally wounded in the 

battle. 

chan·cel·lor·y (ch4nùsN-lN-rK, -slN-rK) n.  Variant of chancellery. 
chance-med·ley (ch4nsùmHdùlK) n.  A random, haphazard action or occur-

rence.  [Middle English chaunce medley, manslaughter, from Norman French 

chance medlee, mixed accident  : Old French chance, accident; see CHANCE + Old 

French medlee, mixed; see MEDLEY.]

chan·cer·y (ch4nùsN-rK) n.  pl. chan·cer·ies. 1. Law. a. A court of chancery.  

b. The proceedings and practice of a court of chancery; equity.  c. A court of 

public record; an office of archives.  d. One of the five divisions of the High 

Court of Justice of Great Britain, presided over by the Lord High Chancellor.   

2. The office or department of a chancellor; a chancellery.  [Middle English chan-

cerie, alteration of chancelrie. See CHANCELLERY.]

Chan Chan (chänù chänù)  A ruined pre-Incan city of northern Peru, probably 

built after A.D. 800. It may once have had a population of 200,000. 

Chan·chiang (jänùjyängù)  See Zhanjiang. 
chan·cre (sh4ngùkNr) n.  1. A dull red, hard, insensitive lesion that is the first 

manifestation of syphilis.  2. An ulcer located at the initial point of entry of a 

pathogen.  [French, from Old French, from Latin cancer, tumor, crab. See kar- in 

Appendix.] —chanùcrous (-krNs) adj. 

chan·croid (sh4ngùkroidÙ) n.  A soft, highly infectious, nonsyphilitic venereal 

ulcer of the genital region, caused by the bacillus Hemophilus ducreyi.  Also called 

soft chancre [French chancroïde, from chancre, chancre. See CHANCRE.] 
—chanùcroidÙal (-kroidÙl) adj. 

chanc·y (ch4nùsK) adj.  chanc·i·er, chanc·i·est. 1. Uncertain as to outcome; 

risky; hazardous.  2. Random; haphazard.  3. Scots. Lucky; propitious.   
—chancùi·ness n. 

chan·de·lier (sh4nÙdN-lîrù) n.  A branched, decorative lighting fixture that 

holds a number of bulbs or candles and is suspended from a ceiling.  [Middle 

English chandeler, from Old French chandelier, from Vulgar Latin *candKl7rium, 

alteration of Latin candKl7brum, candelabrum. See CANDELABRUM.]



chan·delle (sh4n-dHlù) n.  A sudden, steep climbing turn of an aircraft, exe-

cuted to alter flight direction and gain altitude simultaneously.  [French, from 

chandelle, candle, from Old French, from Latin candKla. See CANDLE.]

Chan·di·garh (chƒnùdK-gNr, chƒnÙdV-gƒrù)  A city of northern India north of 

Delhi. It was laid out by a European team of architects led by Le Corbusier. Popu-

lation, 373,789. 

chan·dler (ch4ndùlNr) n.  1. One that makes or sells candles.  2. A retail dealer 

in specified goods or equipment:  a ship chandler.  [Middle English chaundeler, 

from Old French chandelier, from Vulgar Latin *candKl7rius, from Latin candKla. 

See CANDLE.] —chanùdler·y (ch4ndùlN-rK) n. 

Chan·dler (ch4ndùlNr)  A city of south-central Arizona southeast of Phoenix. It 

is a residential community and winter resort. Population, 90,533. 

Chan·dler (ch4ndùlNr), Charles Frederick. 1836-1925.  American chemist and 

public-health pioneer known for his contributions to industrial chemistry. 

Chan·dler (ch4ndùlNr), Raymond Thornton. 1888-1959.  American novelist 

noted for creating the character Philip Marlowe, a tough and cynical detective. 

His works include The Big Sleep (1939) and Farewell, My Lovely (1940). 

Chan·dra·gup·ta (chƒnÙdrN-gtpùtN), Died c. 297 B.C.  King of northern 

India (322?-298) and founder of a dynasty of Hindu kings of India that ruled 

until c. 185 B.C. 

Chan·dra·se·khar (shänÙdrN-s7ùkär, chƒnÙdrN-sh7ùkNr), Subrahmanyan. 
1910-1995.  Indian-born American astrophysicist. He shared a 1983 Nobel Prize 

for research on the evolution of stars. 

Cha·nel (shN-nHlù), Gabrielle Bonheur. Known as “Coco.” 1883-1971.  French 

fashion designer famous for her tailored suits and dresses and for her line of per-

fumes, particularly Chanel No. 5. 

Cha·ney (ch7ùnK), Lon. 1883-1930.  American actor known for his perfor-

mances as monsters in horror movies, particularly The Hunchback of Notre Dame 

(1923) and The Phantom of the Opera (1925). 

Chang·chow (chängùjoù)  See Changzhou. 
Chang·chun (chängùchtnù) Formerly Hsin·king (shVnùkVngù, -gVngù).  A city 

of northeast China south-southwest of Harbin. It was the capital of the Japanese 

puppet state of Manchukuo from 1932 until 1945. Changchun is the capital of 

Jilin province. Population, 1,480,000. 

change (ch7nj) v.  changed, chang·ing, chang·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cause 

to be different:  change the spelling of a word.  b. To give a completely different 

form or appearance to; transform:  changed the yard into a garden.   2. To give and 

receive reciprocally; interchange:  change places.  3. To exchange for or replace 

with another, usually of the same kind or category:  change one’s name; a light that 

changes colors.  4. a. To lay aside, abandon, or leave for another; switch:  change 

methods; change sides.  b. To transfer from (one conveyance) to another:  change 



planes.   5. To give or receive the equivalent of (money) in lower denominations 

or in foreign currency.  6. To put a fresh covering on:  change a bed; change the 

baby.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become different or undergo alteration:  He changed as he 

matured.  2. To undergo transformation or transition:  The music changed to a 

slow waltz.  3. To go from one phase to another, as the moon or the seasons.  

4. To make an exchange:  If you prefer this seat, I’ll change with you.  5. To transfer 

from one conveyance to another:  She changed in Chicago on her way to the coast.  

6. To put on other clothing:  We changed for dinner.  7. To become deeper in tone:  

His voice began to change at age 13.   —  n.  1. The act, process, or result of altering 

or modifying:  a change in facial expression.  2. The replacing of one thing for 

another; substitution:  a change of atmosphere; a change of ownership.  3. A trans-

formation or transition from one state, condition, or phase to another:  the 

change of seasons.  4. Something different; variety:  ate early for a change.  5. A 

different or fresh set of clothing.  6.  Abbr. chg. a. Money of smaller denomina-

tion given or received in exchange for money of higher denomination.  b. The 

balance of money returned when an amount given is more than what is due.  

c. Coins:  had change jingling in his pocket.   7. Music. A pattern or order in which 

bells are rung.  8. A market or exchange where business is transacted.   
—phrasal verb. change off. 1. To alternate with another person in perform-

ing a task.  2. To perform two tasks at once by alternating or a single task by alter-

nate means.   —idioms. change hands. To pass from one owner to another.  

change (one’s) mind. To reverse a previously held opinion or an earlier deci-

sion.  change (one’s) tune. To alter one’s approach or attitude.  [Middle 

English changen, from Norman French chaunger, from Latin cambi7re, cambXre, 

to exchange, probably of Celtic origin.]

change·a·ble (ch7nùjN-bNl) adj.  1. Liable to change; capricious:  changeable 

weather.  2. Being such that alteration is possible:  changeable behavior.  

3. Varying in color or appearance when seen from different angles:  changeable 

silk.   —changeÙa·bilùi·ty, changeùa·ble·ness n.  —changeùa·bly adv. 

change·ful (ch7njùfNl) adj.  Having the tendency or ability to change; vari-

able.   —changeùful·ly adv.  —changeùful·ness n. 

change·less (ch7njùlVs) adj.  Unchanging; constant. 

change·ling (ch7njùlVng) n.  1. A child secretly exchanged for another.  

2. Archaic. A changeable, fickle person.  3. Archaic. A person of deficient intelli-

gence. 

change of heart (ch7nj ƒv härt) n.  pl. changes of heart. A reversal of 

one’s opinion, attitude, or feelings. 

change of life (ch7nj ƒv lXf) n.  Menopause. 

change·o·ver (ch7njùoÙvNr) n.  A conversion to a different purpose or from 

one system to another, as in equipment or production techniques. 



chang·er (ch7njùNr) n.  1. One that changes something:  an inveterate changer of 

decor.  2. A record changer. 

change ring·ing (ch7nj rVngùVng) n.  Music. The ringing of a set of chimes or 

bells with every possible unrepeated variation. 

change·up (ch7njùƒpÙ) n.  Baseball. A pitch intended to look like a fastball, 

which actually approaches the plate at a slow speed, thereby causing the batter to 

swing prematurely.  [Alteration of change-of-pace.]

Chang Jiang (chängù jyängù)  See Yangtze River. 
Chang·sha (chängùshäù)  A city of southern China on the Xiang Jiang west-

southwest of Shanghai. It was founded in the early third century B.C. and was long 

noted as a literary center. Changsha is the capital of Hunan province. Population, 

1,123,900. 

Chang·zhou also Chang·chow (chängùjoù)  A city of eastern China on the 

Grand Canal west-northwest of Shanghai. It is an industrial center in an agricul-

tural region. Population, 425,000. 

Chan·kiang (chänùkyängù, jänùjyängù)  See Zhanjiang. 
chan·nel1 (ch4nùNl) n.  Abbr. chan. 1. The bed of a stream or river.  2. The 

deeper part of a river or harbor, especially a deep navigable passage.  3. A broad 

strait, especially one that connects two seas.  4. A trench, furrow, or groove.  5. A 

tubular passage for liquids; a conduit.  6. A course or passage through which 

something may move or be directed:  new channels of thought; a reliable channel of 

information.  7.  Often channels. A route of communication or access:  took her 

request through official channels.  8. Electronics. A specified frequency band for 

the transmission and reception of electromagnetic signals, as for television sig-

nals.  9. The medium through which a spirit guide purportedly communicates 

with the physical world.  10. A rolled metal bar with a bracket-shaped section.   
—  v.  tr. chan·neled also chan·nelled, chan·nel·ing also chan·nel·ling, 
chan·nels also chan·nels. 1. To make or cut channels in.  2. To form a groove 

or flute in.  3. To direct or guide along some desired course:  channels her curiosity 

into research.  4. To serve as a medium for (a spirit guide).  [Middle English 

chanel, from Old French, from Latin can7lis. See CANAL.] —chanùnel·er n. 

chan·nel2 (ch4nùNl) n.  Nautical. A wood or steel ledge projecting from a sailing 

ship’s sides to spread the shrouds and keep them clear of the gunwales.  [Alter-

ation of obsolete chainwale : CHAIN + WALE.]

channel bass (ch4nùNl b4s) n.  See red drum. 
channel black (ch4nùNl bl4k) n.  A type of carbon black formed by exposing 

an iron plate to a natural gas flame and collecting the deposited soot.  [From 

CHANNEL
1.]

channel catfish (ch4nùNl k4tùfVshÙ) n.  A freshwater food fish (Ictalurus punc-

tatus) common to the central United States.  Also called channel cat 



chan·nel·ing (ch4nùN-lVng) n.  Purported communication by a disembodied 

entity through a living person, as by voice during a trance. 

Chan·nel Islands (ch4nùNl XùlNndz)  A group of British islands in the English 

Channel off the coast of Normandy, France. Settled by Norse mariners, the 

islands became part of the duchy of Normandy in the tenth century and passed to 

England with the Norman Conquest of 1066. 

chan·nel·ize (ch4nùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. chan·nel·ized, chan·nel·iz·ing, 
chan·nel·iz·es. 1. To make, form, or cut channels in.  2. To direct through a 

channel.   —chanÙnel·i·zaùtion (ch4nÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Chan·nel·view (ch4nùNl-vyuÙ)  A community of southeast Texas, a suburb of 

Houston. Population, 25,564. 

Chan·ning (ch4nùVng), Edward. 1856-1931.  American historian whose major 

work was A History of the United States (six volumes, 1905-1925). The last vol-

ume, covering the Civil War, won a Pulitzer Prize (1926). 

Chan·ning (ch4nùVng), William Ellery. 1780-1842.  American religious leader 

whose writings and sermons led to the emergence of Unitarianism. 

cha·no·yu (chäùnô-yuù) n.  The Japanese tea ceremony, an ancient ritual for 

the preparation, serving, and drinking of tea.  [Japanese  : cha, tea + no, possessive 

particle + yu, hot water.]

chan·son (shäN-sôNù) n.  pl. chan·sons (-sôNù, -sôNzù). Music. A song, espe-

cially a French cabaret song.  [French, from Old French, from Latin cantio, can-

tion-, from cantus, past participle of cant7re, to sing. See CHANT.]

chanson de geste (shäN-sôNù dN zhHstù) n.  pl. chansons de geste. Any of 

more than 80 Old French epic poems of the 11th to the 14th centuries celebrating 

the deeds of historical or legendary figures, especially the exploits of Charle-

magne and his successors.  [French  : chanson, song + de, of + geste, heroic 

exploit.]

chant (ch4nt) n.  1. Music. a. A short, simple melody in which a number of syl-

lables or words are sung on or intoned to the same note.  b. A canticle or prayer 

sung or intoned in this manner.  c. A song or melody.   2. A monotonous rhyth-

mic call or shout, as of a slogan:  the chant of the crowd at the rally.   —  v.  

chant·ed, chant·ing, chants.  —  v.  tr. 1. Music. To sing or intone to a chant:  

chant a prayer.  2. Music. To celebrate in song:  chanting a hero’s deeds.  3. To say 

in the manner of a chant:  chanted defiant slogans.   —  v.  intr. 1. Music. To sing, 

especially in the manner of a chant:  chanted while a friend jumped rope.  2. To 

speak monotonously.  [Probably from French, song, from Old French, from Latin 

cantus, from past participle of canere, to sing. V., from Middle English chaunten, 

to sing  from Old French chanter, from Latin cant7re, frequentative of canere. See 

kan- in Appendix.] —chantùing·ly adv. 



chant·er (ch4nùtNr) n.  1. Music. A person, such as a chorister, who chants.  

2. Music. The pipe of a bagpipe on which the melody is played.  3. A priest who 

sings in a chantry. 

chan·te·relle (sh4nÙtN-rHlù, shänÙ-) n.  An edible mushroom (Cantharellus 

cibarius) that is yellow to orange in color, trumpet-shaped, and sometimes fra-

grant.  [French, from New Latin cantharella, feminine diminutive of Latin 

cantharus, cup (from its shape), from Greek kantharos.]

chan·teuse (shäN-tœzù) n.  Music. A woman singer, especially a nightclub 

singer.  [French, feminine of chanteur, singer, from chanter, to sing. See CHANT.]

chan·tey also chan·ty (sh4nùtK, ch4nù-)  or shan·tey  or shan·ty (sh4nùtK) n.  

pl. chan·teys also chan·ties. Music. A song sung by sailors to the rhythm of 

their movements while working.  [Probably from French chantez, imperative pl. 

of chanter, to sing, from Old French. See CHANT.]

chan·ti·cleer (ch4nùtV-klîrÙ, sh4nù-) n.  A rooster.  [Middle English chauntecler, 

from Old French chantecler, the name of the rooster in the tale of Reynard the Fox 

 : chanter, to sing; see CHANT + cler, clear; see CLEAR.]

Chan·til·ly (sh4n-tVlùK, shäN-tK-yKù)  A village of northern France north of Paris. 

It was long noted for its fine porcelain and delicate lace. Population, 10,065. 

chan·try (ch4nùtrK) n.  pl. chan·tries. Ecclesiastical. 1. An endowment to cover 

expenses for the saying of masses and prayers, usually for the soul of the founder 

of the endowment.  2. An altar or chapel endowed for the saying of such masses 

and prayers.  [Middle English chanterie, from Old French, from chanter, to sing. 

See CHANT.]

chan·ty (sh4nùtK, ch4nù-) n.  Music. Variant of chantey. 
Cha·nu·kah (KHäùnN-kN, häù-) n.  Variant of Hanukkah. 
Cha·nute (shN-nutù), Octave. 1832-1910.  French-born American engineer 

and aviation pioneer. His experiments and designs were acknowledged by the 

Wright brothers. 

Chao K’uang-yin (jouù kwängùyVnù)  See Zhao Kuangyin. 
Chao Phra·ya (chou prä-yäù)  A river of Thailand formed by the Nan and Ping 

rivers and flowing about 225 km (140 mi) southward past Bangkok to the Gulf of 

Thailand. 

cha·os (k7ùmsÙ) n.  1. A condition or place of great disorder or confusion.  2. A 

disorderly mass; a jumble:  The desk was a chaos of papers and unopened letters.  3.  
Often Chaos. The disordered state of unformed matter and infinite space sup-

posed in some cosmogonic views to have existed before the ordered universe.  

4. Physics. The aperiodic, unpredictable behavior arising in a system extremely 

sensitive to variations in initial conditions and exhibited by phenomena such as 

turbulent flow, long-range weather patterns, and cardiac arrhythmias.  

5. Obsolete. An abyss; a chasm.  [Middle English, formless primordial space, from 

Latin, from Greek khaos.] —cha·otùic (-mtùVk) adj.  —cha·otùi·cal·ly adv. 



Chao Tzu-yang (jouù dzu-yängù)  See Zhao Ziyang. 
chap1 (ch4p) v.  chapped, chap·ping, chaps.  —  v.  tr. To cause (the skin) to 

roughen, redden, or crack, especially as a result of cold or exposure:  The head-

wind chapped the cyclist’s lips.   —  v.  intr. To split or become rough and sore:  skin 

that chaps easily in winter.   —  n.  A sore roughening or splitting of the skin, 

caused especially by cold or exposure.  [Middle English chappen.]

chap2 (ch4p) n.  Informal. A man or boy; a fellow.  [Short for CHAPMAN.]

chap. abbr.  Chapter. 

Cha·pa·la (chN-päùlN)  A lake of west-central Mexico southeast of Guadalajara. 

It is the largest lake in the country and a popular resort area. 

chap·ar·ral (sh4pÙN-r4lù) n.  1. Ecology. A biome characterized by hot, dry sum-

mers and cool, moist winters and dominated by a dense growth of mostly small-

leaved evergreen shrubs, as that found in the foothills of California.  2. A dense 

thicket of shrubs and small trees.  [Spanish, from chaparro, evergreen oak, from 

Basque txapar, diminutive of saphar, thicket.]

chaparral bird (sh4pÙN-r4lù bûrd) n.  See roadrunner. 
chaparral cock (sh4pÙN-r4lù kmk) n.  See roadrunner. 
cha·pa·ti also cha·pat·ti (chN-päùtK) n.  A traditional flat, disk-shaped bread of 

northern India, made of wheat flour, water, and salt.  [Hindi cap7tX.]
chap·book (ch4pùbtkÙ) n.  A small book or pamphlet containing poems, bal-

lads, stories, or religious tracts.  [CHAP(MAN) + BOOK (so called because it was 

originally sold by chapmen).]

chape (ch7p, ch4p) n.  A metal tip or mounting on a scabbard or sheath.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, hood, head covering, from Late Latin cappa, 

hooded cloak.]

cha·peau (sh4-poù) n.  pl. cha·peaus or cha·peaux (-pozù). A hat.  [French, 

from Old French chapel, from Vulgar Latin cappellus, diminutive of Late Latin 

cappa, hooded cloak.]

chap·el (ch4pùNl) n.  1. a. A place of worship that is smaller than and subordi-

nate to a church.  b. A place of worship in an institution, such as a prison, college, 

or hospital.  c. A recess or room in a church set apart for special or small services.  

d. A place of worship for those not belonging to an established church.  e. The 

services held at a chapel:  Students attend chapel each morning.   2. Music. A choir 

or orchestra connected with a place of worship at a royal court.  3. a. A funeral 

home.  b. A room in a funeral home used for conducting funeral services.   [Mid-

dle English chapele, from Old French, from Medieval Latin capella, chapel, can-

opy, cape (perhaps from a shrine containing the cape of St. Martin of Tours), 

diminutive of capa, from Late Latin cappa, hooded cloak.]

Chap·el Hill (ch4pùNl hVl)  A town of north-central North Carolina at the edge 

of the Piedmont west-northwest of Raleigh. It is the seat of the University of 

North Carolina (chartered 1789). Population, 38,719. 



chap·er·on  or chap·er·one (sh4pùN-ronÙ) n.  1. A person, especially an older 

or married woman, who accompanies a young unmarried woman in public.  

2. An older person who attends and supervises a social gathering for young peo-

ple.  3. A guide or companion whose purpose is to ensure propriety or restrict 

activity: “to see and feel the rough edges of the society... without the filter of official 

chaperones” (Philip Taubman).   —  v.  tr. chaper·oned, chaper·on·ing, 
chaper·ones. To act as chaperon to or for.  See Synonyms at accompany.  
[French, from chaperon, hood, from Old French, diminutive of chape, cape, head 

covering. See CHAPE.] —chapùer·onÙage (-roÙnVj) n.  

WORD HISTORY: The chaperon at a high-school dance seems to have little

relationship to what was first signified by the English word chaperon, “a hood for

a hawk,” and not even that much to what the word later meant, “a protectress of

a young single woman.” The sense “hood for a hawk,” recorded in a Middle En-

glish text composed before 1400, reflects the original meaning of the Old French

word chaperon, “hood, headgear.” In order to understand why our chaperon came

to have the sense “protectress,” we need to know that in French the verb chaper-

onner, meaning “to cover with a hood,” was derived from chaperon and that this

verb subsequently developed the figurative sense “to protect.” Under the influence

of the verb sense the French noun chaperon came to mean “escort,” a meaning

that was borrowed into English, being found first in a work published in 1720. In

its earlier use English chaperon referred to a person, commonly an older woman,

who accompanied a young unmarried woman in public to protect her. The En-

glish verb chaperon, “to be a chaperon,” is first recorded in Jane Austen’s Sense and

Sensibility, begun in 1796 as a sketch called “Elinor and Marianne” and published

as a novel in 1811.

chap·fall·en (ch4pùfôÙlNn) also chop·fall·en (chmpù-) adj.  Being in low spir-

its; dejected and disheartened.  [From obsolete chaps, alteration of CHOPS.]

chap·i·ter (ch4pùV-tNr) n.  Architecture. The capital of a column.  [Middle 

English chapitre, chapter, chapiter. See CHAPTER.]

chap·lain (ch4pùlVn) n.  Abbr. Ch., ch. 1. A member of the clergy attached to a 

chapel.  2. a. A member of the clergy who conducts religious services for an insti-

tution, such as a prison or hospital.  b. A member of the clergy who is connected 

with a royal court or an aristocratic household.   3. A member of the clergy 

attached to a branch of the armed forces.  [Middle English chapelein, from Old 

French chapelain, from Medieval Latin capell7nus, from capella, chapel. See 

CHAPEL.] —chapùlain·cy, chapùlain·shipÙ n. 

chap·let (ch4pùlVt) n.  1. A wreath or garland for the head.  2. Roman Catholic 

Church. a. A rosary having beads for five decades of Hail Marys.  b. The prayers 

counted on such a rosary.   3. A string of beads.  4. Architecture. A small molding 



carved to resemble a string of beads.  [Middle English chapelet, from Old French, 

diminutive of chapel, hat, wreath. See CHAPEAU.] —chapùlet·ed adj. 

Chap·lin (ch4pùlVn), Sir Charles Spencer. Known as “Charlie.” 1889-1977.  

British-born actor, director, and producer who gained fame for his role as a 

tramp in baggy trousers and a bowler hat. His productions include The Kid 

(1921), The Gold Rush (1925), and City Lights (1931). 

chap·man (ch4pùmNn) n.  1. Chiefly British. A peddler.  2. Archaic. A dealer or 

merchant.  [Middle English, from Old English cKapman : cKap, trade; see CHEAP + 

man, mann, man; see MAN.]

Chap·man (ch4pùmNn), Frank Michler. 1864-1945.  American ornithologist 

who was curator of ornithology (1908-1942) at the American Museum of Natural 

History in New York City and compiled a number of bird studies, including A 

Color Key to North American Birds (1903). 

Chap·man (ch4pùmNn), George. 1559?-1634.  English writer, dramatist, and 

translator noted for his translations of Homer’s Iliad (1598-1611) and Odyssey 

(1616). 

Chap·man (ch4pùmNn), John. Known as “Johnny Appleseed.” 1775?-1845.  

American pioneer and subject of many legends. He traveled widely in the Ohio 

River valley, planting apple seeds and pruning apple trees. 

Chap·man (ch4pùmNn), John Jay. 1862-1933.  American writer best known 

for his essays. His works include Emerson and Other Essays (1898) and New Hori-

zons in American Life (1932). 

chaps (ch4ps, sh4ps) pl.n.  Heavy leather trousers without a seat, worn over ordi-

nary trousers by ranch hands to protect their legs.  [Short for American Spanish 

chaparreras, from Spanish chaparro, chaparral. See CHAPARRAL.]

Chap Stick (ch4p stVk)  A trademark used for a medicinal preparation for the 

prevention or treatment of chapped lips. 

chap·ter (ch4pùtNr) n.  Abbr. chap., ch., c., C. 1. One of the main divisions of a 

relatively lengthy piece of writing, such as a book, that is usually numbered or 

titled.  2. A distinct period or sequence of events, as in history or a person’s life:  

Steamboat travel opened a new chapter in America’s exploration of the West.  3. A 

local branch of an organization, such as a club or fraternity:  The Chicago chapter 

is admitting new members this year.  4. Ecclesiastical. a. An assembly of the canons 

of a church or of the members of a religious residence.  b. The canons of a church 

or the members of a religious residence considered as a group.   5. A short Scrip-

tural passage read after the psalms in certain church services.  [Middle English 

chaptre, variant of chapitre, chapter, chapiter, from Old French, alteration of 

chapitle, from Latin capitulum, diminutive of caput, head. See kaput- in Appen-

dix.]



chapter and verse (ch4pùtNr Nnd vûrs) n.  1. Full, detailed information on a 

subject or an issue:  recited the client’s complaints by chapter and verse.  2. Bible. A 

specific passage. 

chapter house (ch4pùtNr hous) n.  1. A building in which the chapter of a 

church or religious residence assembles.  2. A house in which a chapter of a fra-

ternity or sorority lives and holds its meetings. 

Cha·pul·te·pec (chN-pulùtN-pHkÙ)  A rocky hill south of Mexico City, Mexico. 

It was the site of a major American victory (September 12-13, 1847) during the 

Mexican War. 

char1 (chär) v.  charred, char·ring, chars.  —  v.  tr. 1. To burn the surface of; 

scorch.  2. To reduce to carbon or charcoal by incomplete combustion.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To become scorched.  2. To become reduced to carbon or charcoal.  See 

Synonyms at burn1.   —  n.  A substance that has been scorched, burned, or 

reduced to charcoal.  [Back-formation from CHARCOAL.]

char2 also charr (chär) n.  pl. char or chars also charr  or charrs. Any of sev-

eral fishes of the genus Salvelinus, especially the arctic char, related to the trout 

and salmon.  [Origin unknown.]

char3 (chär) Chiefly British. n.  A charwoman.   —  v.  intr. charred, char·ring, 
chars. To work as a charwoman.  [Middle English, a piece of work, from Old 

English cierr, a turning.]

char. abbr.  Charter. 

char·a·banc (sh4rùN-b4ngÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A large bus, typically used for 

sightseeing.  [From French char à bancs : char, coach, carriage (from Old French, 

cart); see CHARIOT + à, with (from Latin ad, toward); see AD- + bancs, benches, pl. 

of banc (from Old French); see BANK
3.]

char·a·cin (k4rùN-sVn) also char·a·cid (-sVd) n.  See tetra.  [From New Latin 

Characinidae, former family name, from Greek kharax, kharak-, a kind of fish.]

char·ac·ter (k4rùNk-tNr) n.  1. The combination of qualities or features that dis-

tinguishes one person, group, or thing from another.  See Synonyms at disposi-
tion.  2. A distinguishing feature or attribute, as of an individual, a group, or a 

category.  See Synonyms at quality. See Synonyms at type.  3. Genetics. A struc-

ture, function, or attribute determined by a gene or group of genes.  4. Moral or 

ethical strength.  5. A description of a person’s attributes, traits, or abilities.  6. A 

formal written statement as to competency and dependability, given by an 

employer to a former employee; a recommendation.  7. Public estimation of 

someone; reputation:  personal attacks that damaged her character.  8. Status or 

role; capacity:  in his character as the father.  9. a. A notable or well-known per-

son; a personage.  b. A person, especially one who is peculiar or eccentric:  a 

shady character; catcalls from some character in the back row.   10. a. A person 

portrayed in an artistic piece, such as a drama or novel.  b. Characterization in 

fiction or drama:  a script that is weak in plot but strong in character.   11. A mark 



or symbol used in a writing system.  12. Computer Science. a. One of a set of 

symbols, such as letters or numbers, that are arranged to express information.  

b. The multibit code representing such a character.   13. A style of printing or 

writing.  14. A symbol used in secret writing; a cipher or code.   —  adj.  1. Of or 

relating to one’s character.  2. a. Specializing in the interpretation of often minor 

roles that emphasize fixed personality traits or specific physical characteristics:  a 

character actor.  b. Of or relating to the interpretation of such roles by an actor:  

the character part of the hero’s devoted mother.   3. Dedicated to the portrayal of a 

person with regard to distinguishing psychological or physical features:  a charac-

ter sketch.  4. Law. Of or relating to a person who gives testimony as to the moral 

and ethical reputation or behavior of one engaged in a lawsuit:  a character wit-

ness.   —  v.  tr. charac·tered, charac·ter·ing, charac·ters. Archaic. 1. To 

write, print, engrave, or inscribe.  2. To portray or describe.   —idioms. in char-
acter. Consistent with someone’s general character or behavior:  behavior that 

was totally in character.  out of character. Inconsistent with someone’s general 

character or behavior:  a response so much out of character that it amazed me.  

[Middle English carecter, distinctive mark, imprint on the soul, from Old French 

caractere, from Latin charactKr, from Greek kharaktKr, from kharassein, to 

inscribe, from kharax, pointed stick.] —charùac·ter·less adj. 

character assassination (k4rùNk-tNr N-s4sÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  A vicious personal 

verbal attack, especially one intended to destroy or damage a public figure’s repu-

tation.   —character assassin n. 

char·ac·ter·ful (k4rùNk-tNr-fNl) adj.  Having or displaying remarkable, memo-

rable character: “It was easy to forget what a sensitive and characterful performance 

he could deliver” (Charles Champlin). 

char·ac·ter·is·tic (k4rÙNk-tN-rVsùtVk) adj.  Being a feature that helps to distin-

guish a person or thing; distinctive:  heard my friend’s characteristic laugh; the 

stripes that are characteristic of the zebra.   —  n.  1. A feature that helps to iden-

tify, tell apart, or describe recognizably; a distinguishing mark or trait.  

2. Mathematics. The integral part of a logarithm as distinguished from the man-

tissa:  The characteristic of the logarithm 6.3214 is 6.   —charÙac·ter·isùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

char·ac·ter·i·za·tion (k4rÙNk-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of 

characterizing.  2. A description of qualities or peculiarities:  a list of places of 

interest, with brief characterizations of each.  3. Representation of a character or 

characters on the stage or in writing, especially by imitating or describing actions, 

gestures, or speeches. 

char·ac·ter·ize (k4rùNk-tN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. character·ized, character·iz·ing, 
character·iz·es. 1. To describe the qualities or peculiarities of:  characterized the 

warden as ruthless.  2. To be a distinctive trait or mark of; distinguish:  the rash 



and high fever that characterize this disease; a region that is characterized by its dikes 

and canals.   —charùac·ter·izÙer n. 

char·ac·ter·y (k4rùNk-tN-rK, kN-r4kù-) n.  pl. character·ies. A system of charac-

ters or symbols used to express or convey thought and meaning. 

cha·rade (shN-r7dù) n.  1. Games. a. charades. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

game in which words or phrases are represented in pantomime, sometimes sylla-

ble by syllable, until they are guessed by the other players.  b. An episode in this 

game or a word or phrase so represented.   2. A readily perceived pretense; a trav-

esty:  went through the charade of a public apology.  [French, probably from 

Provençal charrado, chat, from charra, to chat, chatter, perhaps from Italian ciar-

lare.]

char·broil (chärùbroilÙ) v.  tr. char·broiled, char·broil·ing, char·broils. To 

broil over charcoal:  charbroil a steak.  [CHAR
1 + BROIL

1.]

char·coal (chärùkolÙ) n.  1. A black, porous, carbonaceous material, 85 to 98 

percent carbon, produced by the destructive distillation of wood and used as a 

fuel, filter, and absorbent.  2. a. A drawing pencil or crayon made from this 

material.  b. A drawing executed with such a pencil or crayon.   3. Color. A dark 

grayish brown to black or dark purplish gray.   —  v.  tr. char·coaled, 
char·coal·ing, char·coals. 1. To draw, write, or blacken with a black, carbon-

aceous material.  2. To charbroil.  [Middle English charcol : char (perhaps from 

Old French charbon, from Latin carbo); see CARBON + col, charcoal, coal; see 

COAL.]

Char·cot (shär-koù), Jean Baptiste Étienne Auguste. 1867-1936.  French 

explorer who led two missions to the Antarctic (1903-1905 and 1908-1910). He 

died when the Pourquoi Pas? sank off Iceland. 

Char·cot (shär-koù), Jean Martin. 1825-1893.  French neurologist known for 

his research into diseases of the nervous system. Sigmund Freud was one of his 

pupils. 

char·cu·ter·ie (shär-kuÙtN-rKù, -kuùtN-rK) n.  1. Sausages, ham, pâtés, and 

other cooked or processed meat foods.  2. A delicatessen specializing in such 

foods.  [French, from chaircuicterie : chair, meat (from Latin caro, flesh); see CAR-

NAGE + cuict, cuit, cooked (from Latin coctus, past participle of coquere); see 

COOK.]

chard (chärd) n.  Swiss chard.  [Alteration (possibly influenced by French char-

don, thistle), of French carde, from Provençal cardon, cardoon. See CARDOON.]

char·don·nay also Char·don·nay (shärÙdn-7ù, shärùdn-7Ù) n.  A dry white 

table wine, originally from Burgundy, France. 

Char·dzhou (chär-joù, chVr-)  A city of east-central Turkmenistan on the Amu 

Darya southwest of Tashkent. It is an inland port and a manufacturing center. 

Population, 157,000. 



Cha·rente (shN-räntù, shä-räNtù)  A river of France rising in the foothills of the 

Massif Central and flowing about 354 km (220 mi) westward to the Bay of Biscay. 

charge (chärj) v.  charged, charg·ing, charg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To impose a 

duty, responsibility, or obligation on:  charged him with the task of watching the 

young swimmers.  2. To set or ask (a given amount) as a price:  charges ten dollars 

for a haircut.  3. To hold financially liable; demand payment from:  charged her 

for the balance due.  4. To postpone payment on (a purchase) by recording as a 

debt:  paid cash for the stockings but charged the new coat.  5. a. To load to capac-

ity; fill:  charge a furnace with coal.  b. To saturate; impregnate:  The atmosphere 

was charged with tension.   6. To load (a gun or other firearm) with a quantity of 

explosive:  charged the musket with powder.  7. To instruct or urge authoritatively; 

command:  charged her not to reveal the source of information.  8. Law. To instruct 

(a jury) about the law, its application, and the weighing of evidence.  9. To make a 

claim of wrongdoing against; accuse or blame:  The police charged him with car 

theft. Critics charged the writer with a lack of originality.  10. To put the blame for; 

attribute or impute:  charged the accident to the driver’s inexperience.  11. To attack 

violently:  The troops charged the enemy line.  12. Electricity. a. To cause forma-

tion of a net electric charge on or in (a conductor, for example).  b. To energize (a 

storage battery) by passing current through it in the direction opposite to dis-

charge.   13. To excite; rouse:  a speaker who knows how to charge up a crowd.  

14. To direct or put (a weapon) into position for use; level.  15. Heraldry. To 

place a bearing on.   —  v.  intr. 1. To rush forward in or as if in a violent attack:  

dogs trained to charge at intruders; children charging through the house.  2. To 

demand or ask payment:  did not charge for the second cup of coffee.  3. To post-

pone payment for a purchase.  4. Accounting. To consider or record as a loss. 

Often used with off.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. chg. a. Expense; cost.  b. The price asked 

for something:  no charge for window-shopping.   2. a. A weight or burden; a load:  

a freighter relieved of its charge of cargo.  b. The quantity that a container or appa-

ratus can hold.   3. A quantity of explosive to be set off at one time.  4. An 

assigned duty or task; a responsibility:  The commission’s charge was to determine 

the facts.  5. One that is entrusted to another’s care or management:  the baby sit-

ter’s three young charges.  6. a. Supervision; management:  the scientist who had 

overall charge of the research project.  b. Care; custody:  a child put in my charge.   

7. An order, a command, or an injunction.  8. Law. Instruction given by a judge 

to a jury about the law, its application, and the weighing of evidence.  9. A claim 

of wrongdoing; an accusation:  a charge of murder; pleaded not guilty to the 

charges.  10. a. A rushing, forceful attack:  repelled the charge of enemy troops; the 

charge of a herd of elephants.  b. The command to attack:  The bugler sounded the 

charge.   11.  Abbr. chg. A debt or an entry in an account recording a debt:  Are 

you paying cash or is this a charge?  12.  Abbr. chg. A financial burden, such as a 

tax or lien.  13.  Symbol q Physics. a. The intrinsic property of matter responsible 



for all electric phenomena, in particular for the force of the electromagnetic 

interaction, occurring in two forms arbitrarily designated negative and positive.  

b. A measure of this property.  c. The net measure of this property possessed by a 

body or contained in a bounded region of space.   14. Informal. A feeling of 

pleasant excitement; a thrill:  got a real charge out of the movie.  15. Heraldry. A 

bearing or figure.   —idioms. in charge. 1. In a position of leadership or 

supervision:  the security agent in charge at the airport.  2. Chiefly British. Under 

arrest.  in charge of. Having control over or responsibility for:  You’re in charge 

of making the salad.  [Middle English chargen, to load, from Old French chargier, 

from Late Latin carric7re, from Latin carrus, cart, of Celtic origin. See kers- in 

Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: charge, freight, imbue, impregnate, permeate, pervade, saturate,

suffuse. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to cause to be filled with a

particular mood or tone”: an atmosphere charged with excitement; a pause freight-

ed with meaning; poetry imbued with grace; a spirit impregnated with lofty ideals;

optimism that permeates a group; letters pervaded with gloom; a novel saturated with

imagination; a heart suffused with love. See also Synonyms at care price

charge·a·ble (chärùjN-bNl) adj.  1. Suitable to be charged, as to an account:  

chargeable expenses.  2. Liable to be accused or indicted.   —chargeùa·ble·ness 
n. 

charge account (chärj N-kountù) n.  A credit arrangement in which a cus-

tomer receives purchased goods or services before paying for them. 

charge card (chärj kärd) n.  See credit card. 
charge conjugation (chärj kmnÙjN-g7ùshNn) n.  Symbol C Physics. 1. A math-

ematical operator that changes the sign of the charge and of the magnetic 

moment of every particle in the system to which it is applied.  2. The theoretical 

conversion of matter to antimatter or of antimatter to matter. 

charge-coup·led device (chärjùkƒpÙNld dV-vXsù) n.  A device made up of 

semiconductors arranged in such a way that the electric charge output of one 

semiconductor charges an adjacent one. 

char·gé d’af·faires (shär-zh7Ù dN-fârù, dä-) n.  pl. char·gés d’affaires (-

zh7Ù, -zh7zÙ). 1. A diplomat who temporarily substitutes for an absent ambassa-

dor or minister.  2. A diplomat of the lowest rank, accredited by one government 

to the minister of foreign affairs of another.  [French  : chargé, charged, in charge 

+ de, with, of + affaires, affairs.]

charge density (chärj dHnùsV-tK) n.  The electric charge per unit area or per 

unit volume of a body or of a region of space. 

charged particle (chärjd pärùtV-kNl) n.  An elementary particle, such as a pro-

ton or an electron, with a positive or negative electric charge. 



charg·er1 (chärùjNr) n.  1. One that charges, such as an instrument that charges 

or replenishes storage batteries.  2. A horse trained for battle; a cavalry horse. 

charg·er2 (chärùjNr) n.  A large shallow dish; a platter.  [Middle English char-

geour, from Old French chargeor, from chargier, to load. See CHARGE.]

Cha·ri (shäùrK, shä-rKù)  See Shari. 
Char·ing Cross (ch4rùVng krôs)  A district of London, England, where Edward 

I erected (c. 1290) the last of a series of crosses in memory of his wife, Eleanor of 

Castile. 

char·i·ot (ch4rùK-Nt) n.  1. An ancient horse-drawn two-wheeled vehicle used in 

war, races, and processions.  2. A light four-wheeled carriage used for occasions 

of ceremony or for pleasure.   —  v.  tr. intr. chari·ot·ed, chari·ot·ing, 
chari·ots. To convey or ride in a chariot.  [Middle English, vehicle, from Old 

French, from char, cart, from Latin carrus, of Celtic origin. See kers- in Appen-

dix.]

char·i·o·teer (ch4rÙK-N-tîrù) n.  The driver of a chariot. 

Char·i·o·teer (ch4rÙK-N-tîr) n.  See Auriga. 
char·ism (k4rùVzÙNm) n.  Theology. Charisma. 

cha·ris·ma (kN-rVzùmN) n.  pl. cha·ris·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 1. a. A rare personal 

quality attributed to leaders who arouse fervent popular devotion and enthusi-

asm.  b. Personal magnetism or charm:  a television news program famed for the 

charisma of its anchors.   2. Theology. An extraordinary power, such as the ability 

to perform miracles, granted to a Christian by the Holy Spirit.  [Greek kharisma, 

divine favor, from kharizesthai, to favor, from kharis, favor. See gher-2 in Appen-

dix.]

char·is·mat·ic (k4rÙVz-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by cha-

risma: “the warmth of a naturally charismatic leader” (Joyce Carol Oates).  

2. Theology. Of, relating to, or being a type of Christianity that emphasizes per-

sonal religious experience and divinely inspired powers, as of healing, prophecy, 

and the gift of tongues.   —  n.  Theology. A member of a Christian charismatic 

group or movement. 

char·i·ta·ble (ch4rùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Generous in giving money or other help to 

the needy.  2. Mild or tolerant in judging others; lenient.  3. Of, for, or concerned 

with charity:  a charitable organization.  See Synonyms at benevolent.  
—charùi·ta·ble·ness n.  —charùi·ta·bly adv. 

Char·i·ton (sh4rùV-tn)  A river rising in southern Iowa and flowing about 451 

km (280 mi) east then south to the Missouri River in northern Missouri. 

char·i·ty (ch4rùV-tK) n.  pl. chari·ties. 1. Provision of help or relief to the poor; 

almsgiving.  2. Something given to help the needy; alms.  3. An institution, an 

organization, or a fund established to help the needy.  4. Benevolence or generos-

ity toward others or toward humanity.  5. Indulgence or forbearance in judging 

others.  See Synonyms at mercy.  6.  Often Charity. Theology. The virtue defined 



as love directed first toward God but also toward oneself and one’s neighbors as 

objects of God’s love.  [Middle English charite, from Old French, Christian love, 

from Latin c7rit7s, affection, from c7rus, dear. See k7- in Appendix.]

cha·ri·va·ri (shVvÙN-rKù, shVvùN-rKÙ) n.  pl. cha·ri·va·ris. See shivaree. See 

Regional note at shivaree.  [French, from Old French, perhaps from Late Latin 

carXbaria, headache, from Greek karKbaria : karK, head; see ker-1 in Appendix + 

barus, heavy; see gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

char·kha also char·ka (chûrùkN, chärù-) n.  A spinning wheel used in India for 

spinning cotton.  [Hindustani carkh7, from Persian charkha, diminutive of 

charkh, wheel, from Old Persian *carka-. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

char·la·tan (shärùlN-tNn) n.  A person who makes elaborate, fraudulent, and 

often voluble claims to skill or knowledge; a quack or fraud.  See Synonyms at 

impostor.  [French, from Italian ciarlatano, probably alteration (influenced by 

ciarlare, to prattle), of cerretano, inhabitant of Cerreto, a city of Italy once famous 

for its quacks.] —charÙla·tanùic (-t4nùVk), charÙla·tanùi·cal adj.  

—charùla·tan·ism, charùla·tan·ry n.  

WORD HISTORY: A charlatan and chatter are inseparable, even perhaps in the

etymology of charlatan. According to one explanation, charlatan goes back

through French to Italian ciarlatano, “mountebank, fraud,” from the word ciar-

lare, “to chatter.” Another explanation would derive charlatan from the Italian

word cerretano, “an inhabitant of Cerreto, a quack,” the village of Cerreto being

noted for its charlatans. It seems, however, that both ciarlare and cerretano have

been involved in the formation of the Italian word. The first example of the En-

glish word and of its earliest recorded sense, “huckster, especially of medicines,

who gives his pitch to a crowd; mountebank,” is found in 1618. The sense familiar

to us, “a person pretending to skill or knowledge,” is first recorded in 1809.

Char·le·magne (shärùlN-m7nÙ), Also called Charles I  or “Charles the 
Great.” 742?-814.  King of the Franks (768-814) and founder of the first empire 

in western Europe after the fall of Rome. His court at Aix-la-Chapelle became the 

center of a cultural rebirth in Europe, known as the Carolingian Renaissance. 

Char·le·roi (shärùlN-roiÙ, shär-lN-rwäù)  A city of southern Belgium south of 

Brussels. It was founded in 1666 and is now a commercial center and rail junc-

tion. Population, 216,144. 

Charles (chärlz), Prince of Wales. Born 1948.  The eldest son of Elizabeth II and 

heir to the British throne. He was invested as Prince of Wales in 1969. 

Charles I1 (chärlz), 1600-1649.  King of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1625-

1649). His power struggles with Parliament resulted in the English Civil War 

(1642-1648) in which Charles was defeated. He was tried for treason and 

beheaded in 1649. 



Charles I2 (chärlz), 1887-1922.  Emperor of Austria (1916-1918) and king of 

Hungary as Charles IV (1916-1918). Deposed after World War I, he twice failed 

to regain the Hungarian throne (1921). 

Charles I3 (chärlz)  See Charlemagne. 
Charles II (chärlz), 1630-1685.  King of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1660-

1685) who reigned during the Restoration, a period of expanding trade and colo-

nization as well as strong opposition to Catholicism. 

Charles V (chärlz), 1500-1558.  Holy Roman emperor (1519-1558) and king of 

Spain as Charles I (1516-1556). He summoned the Diet of Worms (1521) and the 

Council of Trent (1545-1563). 

Charles VII (chärlz), 1403-1461.  King of France (1422-1461). He ended the 

Hundred Years’ War (1453) by driving the English from most of France. 

Charles IX (chärlz), 1550-1574.  King of France (1560-1574). His mother, 

Catherine de Médicis, controlled most of his decisions and persuaded him to 

order the massacre of French Protestants on Saint Bartholomew’s Day in 1572. 

Charles X (chärlz), 1757-1836.  King of France (1824-1830) who attempted to 

restore absolutism by dissolving the Chamber of Deputies and terminating free-

dom of the press. He abdicated as a result of the July Revolution of 1830 and later 

fled to England. 

Charles XIV (chärlz), Originally Jean Baptiste Jules Bernadotte. 1763-1844.  

King of Sweden and Norway (1818-1844). He served under Napoleon Bonaparte 

in the Italian campaign (1796-1797) and was elected crown prince in 1810, 

founding the present Swedish royal dynasty. 

Charles (chärlz), Jacques Alexandre César. 1746-1823.  French physicist and 

inventor who formulated Charles’s law (1787) and was the first to use hydrogen 

in balloons (1783). 

Charles (chärlz), Ray. Born 1930.  American musician and composer whose 

songs, such as “I Can’t Stop Loving You,” are rooted in gospel music, blues, and 

jazz. 

Charles·bourg (chärlzùbûrgÙ, shärl-btrù)  A city of southern Quebec, Can-

ada, near Quebec City. It was settled in 1659. Population, 68,326. 

Charles Ed·ward Stu·art (chärlz HdÙwNrd stuùNrt, styuù-)  See Charles 
Edward Stuart. 

Charles Lou·is (chärlz luùK), 1771-1847.  Austrian archduke and military 

leader who modernized the Austrian army, creating a formidable force that con-

tributed to the downfall of Napoleon I. 

Charles Mar·tel (chärlz mär-tHlù), Known as “the Hammer.” 688?-741.  Frank-

ish ruler of Austrasia (715-741) who in 732 halted the European invasion of the 

Moors. His grandson was Charlemagne. 



Charles River (chärlz rVvùNr)  A river, about 97 km (60 mi) long, of eastern 

Massachusetts flowing into Boston harbor and separating Boston from Cam-

bridge. 

Charles’s law (chärlùzVz lô) n.  The physical law that the volume of a fixed 

mass of gas held at a constant pressure varies directly with the absolute tempera-

ture.  [After Jacques Alexandre C CHARLESÉSAR.]

Charles’s Wain (chärlùzVz w7n) n.  See Big Dipper.  [Middle English charles-

wen, Charles’ (Charlemagne’s) wain, probably reinterpreted from Old English 

carles wægn, churl’s wain  : carl, churl (from Old Norse karl) + wægn, wain; see 

WAIN.]

Charles·ton1 (chärlùstNn)  1. A city of eastern Illinois east-southeast of Deca-

tur. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 20,398.  2. A city of southeast 

South Carolina northeast of Savannah. Charleston has been a major commercial 

and cultural center since colonial times. Population, 80,414.  3. The capital and 

largest city of West Virginia, in the west-central part of the state. The city grew 

around the site of Fort Lee in the late 1780’s. Population, 57,287. 

Charles·ton2 (chärlùstNn) n.  A fast ballroom dance in 4/4 time, popular during 

the 1920’s.  [After Charleston1, South Carolina.]

Charleston Peak (chärlùstNn pKk)  A mountain, 3,635.3 m (11,919 ft) high, of 

southeast Nevada in the Spring Mountains west of Las Vegas. 

Charles·town (chärlzùtounÙ)  A former city of eastern Massachusetts, the old-

est part of present-day Boston. It was settled c. 1629. The Battle of Bunker Hill 

was fought here at Breed’s Hill on June 17, 1775. 

Char·le·ville-Mé·zières (shärl-vKlÙm7-zyHrù)  A city of northeast France on 

the Meuse River east-northeast of Paris. Mézières was founded in the ninth cen-

tury and Charleville in 1606. The cities merged in 1966. Population, 58,667. 

char·ley horse (chärùlK hôrs) n.  Informal. A cramp or stiffness in a muscle, 

especially of the upper leg, caused by injury or excessive exertion.  [Originally 

baseball slang, of unknown origin.]

char·lock (chärùlNk, -lmkÙ) n.  An annual weed (Sinapis arvensis) in the mustard 

family, native to Eurasia and naturalized in North America, having racemes of 

yellow flowers and hairy stems and foliage.  [Middle English cherlok, from Old 

English cerlic.]

char·lotte (shärùlNt) n.  A dessert consisting of a mold of sponge cake or bread 

with a filling, as of fruits, whipped cream, or custard.  [French, from the personal 

name Charlotte.]

Char·lotte1 (shärùlNt), 1896-1985.  Grand duchess of Luxembourg. Ascending 

to the throne in 1919, she took her government into exile during the Nazi occupa-

tion of Luxembourg and supported her people through regular radio broadcasts. 

She returned triumphantly in 1945 and ruled until 1984. 



Char·lotte2 (shärùlNt)  A city of southern North Carolina near the South Caro-

lina border south-southwest of Winston-Salem. Settled c. 1750 and named for the 

wife of King George III of England, it is the largest city in the state. Population, 

395,934. 

Charlotte A·ma·lie (shärùlNt N-mälùyN)  The capital of the U.S. Virgin Islands, 

on St. Thomas Island in the West Indies east of Puerto Rico. It was called St. Tho-

mas from 1921 to 1937. Population, 11,842. 

charlotte russe (shärùlNt rusù) n.  A cold dessert of Bavarian cream set in a 

mold lined with ladyfingers.  [French  : charlotte, charlotte + russe, Russian.]

Char·lottes·ville (shärùlNts-vVlÙ)  An independent city of central Virginia 

northwest of Richmond. It is the seat of the University of Virginia (founded 

1819). Thomas Jefferson’s estate, Monticello, is nearby. Population, 40,341. 

Char·lotte·town (shärùlNt-tounÙ)  The capital and largest city of Prince 

Edward Island, Canada, on the southern coast of the island. It was founded by the 

French c. 1720. Population, 15,282. 

charm (chärm) n.  1. The power or quality of pleasing or delighting; attractive-

ness:  a breezy tropical setting of great charm.  2. A particular quality that attracts; 

a delightful characteristic:  A mischievous grin was among the child’s many charms.  

3. A small ornament, such as one worn on a bracelet.  4. An item worn for its 

supposed magical benefit, as in warding off evil; an amulet.  5. An action or for-

mula thought to have magical power.  6. The chanting of a magic word or verse; 

incantation.  7.  Abbr. C Physics. A quantum property of the charm quark whose 

conservation explains the absence of certain strange-particle decay modes and 

that accounts for the longevity of the J particle.   —  v.  charmed, charm·ing, 
charms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To attract or delight greatly:  the simple elegance of the meal 

charmed the guests.  2. To induce by using strong personal attractiveness:  

charmed the guard into admitting them without invitations.  3. To cast or seem to 

cast a spell on; bewitch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be alluring or pleasing.  2. To function 

as an amulet or charm.  3. To use magic spells.  [Middle English charme, magic 

spell, from Old French, from Latin carmen, incantation. See kan- in Appendix.] 
—charmùing·ly adv.  —charmùless adj.  

SYNONYMS: charm, beguile, bewitch, captivate, enchant, entrance, fascinate.

The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to attract strongly or irresistibly”:

grace and manners that charmed the old curmudgeon; delicacies that beguile even

the most discerning gourmet; a performance that bewitched the audience; a novel

that captivates its readers; an evening that enchanted all the guests; music that en-

trances its listeners; a celebrity who fascinated his fellow guests. 

ANTONYM: repel



charmed life (chärmd lXf) n.  A life that seems to have been protected by a 

charm or spell. 

charmed particle (chärmd pärùtV-kNl) n.  Physics. A particle with nonzero 

total charm. 

charm·er (chärùmNr) n.  1. One that charms, especially a disarmingly attractive 

person.  2. One who casts spells; an enchanter or a magician. 

char·meuse (shär-muzù, -musù, -mœzù) n.  A satin-finished silk fabric.  

[French, trade name, from charmeuse, charmer, seductress, from charmer, to 

charm, from charme, charm. See CHARM.]

char·mo·ni·um (chär-moùnK-Nm) n.  Any of various elementary particles con-

sisting of a charm quark and an antiquark.  [From CHARM.]

charm quark (chärm kwôrk) n.  Abbr. c A quark with a charge of +3, a mass 

about 2,900 times that of the electron, and a charm of +1. 

char·nel (chärùnNl) n.  A repository for the bones or bodies of the dead; a char-

nel house.   —  adj.  Resembling, suggesting, or suitable for receiving the dead.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin carn7le, from neuter of Latin 

carn7lis, of the flesh, from caro, carn-, flesh. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

charnel house (chärùnNl hous) n.  1. A building, room, or vault in which the 

bones or bodies of the dead are placed; a charnel.  2. A scene or place of great 

physical suffering and loss of life:  The bombing turned the barracks into a charnel 

house. 

Char·on (kârùNn) n.  Greek Mythology. 1. The ferryman who conveyed the dead 

to Hades over the river Styx.  2. The only satellite of Pluto. 

char·qui (chärùkK) n.  See jerky2.  [American Spanish, from Quechua ch’arki.]

charr (chär) n.  Variant of char2. 
chart (chärt) n.  1. A map showing coastlines, water depths, or other informa-

tion of use to navigators.  2. An outline map on which specific information, such 

as scientific data, can be plotted.  3. A sheet presenting information in the form 

of graphs or tables.  4.  See graph1 (n., sense 2).  5.  Often charts. A listing of 

best-selling recorded music or other items. Often used with the.   —  v.  tr. 

chart·ed, chart·ing, charts. 1. To make a chart of.  2. To plan (something) in 

detail:  is charting a course to destruction.  [Obsolete French charte, from Latin 

charta, sheet of paper made from papyrus. See CARD
1.]

char·ter (chärùtNr) n.  Abbr. char. 1. A document issued by a sovereign, legisla-

ture, or other authority, creating a public or private corporation, such as a city, 

college, or bank, and defining its privileges and purposes.  2. A written grant 

from the sovereign power of a country conferring certain rights and privileges on 

a person, a corporation, or the people:  A royal charter exempted the Massachusetts 

colony from direct interference by the Crown.  3. A document outlining the princi-

ples, functions, and organization of a corporate body; a constitution:  the city 

charter.  4. An authorization from a central organization to establish a local 



branch or chapter.  5. Special privilege or immunity.  6. a. A contract for the 

commercial leasing of a vessel or space on a vessel.  b. The hiring or leasing of an 

aircraft, a vessel, or other vehicle, especially for the exclusive, temporary use of a 

group of travelers.   7. A written instrument given as evidence of agreement, 

transfer, or contract; a deed.   —  v.  tr. char·tered, char·ter·ing, char·ters. 
1. To grant a charter to; establish by charter.  2. To hire or lease by charter:  char-

ter an oil tanker.  3. To hire (a bus or an airplane, for example) for the exclusive, 

temporary use of a group of travelers.  [Middle English chartre, from Old French, 

from Latin chartula, diminutive of charta, paper made from papyrus. See CARD
1.] 

—charùter·er n. 

char·tered accountant (chärùtNrd N-kounùtNnt) n.  Abbr. C.A., c.a. Chiefly 

British. A member of one of the institutes of accountants granted a royal charter. 

char·ter·house (chärùtNr-housÙ) n.  A Carthusian monastery.  [By folk etymol-

ogy from Anglo-Norman chartrouse, from Old French chartreus. See CHAR-

TREUSE.]

charter member (chärùtNr mHmùbNr) n.  An original member or a founder of 

an organization. 

Chart·ism (chärùtVzÙNm) n.  The principles and practices of a party of political 

reformers, chiefly workingmen, active in England from 1838 to 1848.  [From 

Medieval Latin charta, charter (referring to the “People’s Charter” of 1837), from 

Latin, paper, document. See CARD
1.] —Charùtist adj.  & n. 

chart·ist (chärùtVst) n.  A stock-market specialist who uses charts and graphs to 

interpret market action, predict trends, or forecast price movements of individual 

stocks. 

Char·tres (shärt, shärùtrN)  A city of northern France southwest of Paris. Its 

13th-century cathedral is a masterpiece of Gothic architecture noted for its 

stained glass and asymmetrical spires. Population, 37,119. 

char·treuse (shär-truzù, -trusù, -trœzù) n.  Color. A strong to brilliant green-

ish yellow to moderate or strong yellow green.  [From CHARTREUSE.] 
—char·treuseù adj. 

Char·treuse (shär-truzù, -trusù, -trœzù)  A trademark used for a usually yel-

low or green liqueur. 

char·tu·lar·y (kärùchN-lHrÙK) n.  Variant of cartulary. 
char·wom·an (chärùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman hired to do cleaning or similar 

work, usually in a large building. 

char·y (chârùK) adj.  char·i·er, char·i·est. 1. Very cautious; wary:  was chary of 

the risks involved.  2. Not giving or expending freely; sparing:  was chary of com-

pliments.  [Middle English chari, careful, sorrowful, from Old English cearig, sor-

rowful, from cearu, sorrow. See CARE.] —charùi·ly adv.  —charùi·ness n. 



Cha·ryb·dis (kN-rVbùdVs) n.  Greek Mythology. A whirlpool off the Sicilian coast, 

personified as a ship-devouring sea monster and located opposite the cave of 

Scylla. 

chase1 (ch7s) v.  chased, chas·ing, chas·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To follow rapidly in 

order to catch or overtake; pursue:  chased the thief.  2. To follow (game) in order 

to capture or kill; hunt:  chase foxes.  3. Informal. To seek the favor or company of 

persistently:  still chasing members of the opposite sex.  4. To put to flight; drive:  

chased the dog away.   —  v.  intr. 1. To go or follow in pursuit.  2. Informal. To go 

hurriedly; rush:  chased all over looking for us.   —  n.  1. The act of chasing; pur-

suit.  2. a. The hunting of game:  the thrill of the chase.  b. Something that is 

hunted or pursued; quarry.   3. Chiefly British. a. A privately owned, unenclosed 

game preserve.  b. The right to hunt or keep game on the land of others.    
—idiom. give chase. To engage in pursuit of quarry:  Police gave chase to the 

speeding car.  [Middle English chasen, to hunt, from Old French chacier, from 

Vulgar Latin *capti7re, from Latin capt7re, to catch. See CATCH.]

chase2 (ch7s) n.  Printing. A rectangular steel or iron frame into which pages or 

columns of type are locked for printing or plate making.  [Perhaps from French 

châsse, case, reliquary, from Old French chasse, from Latin capsa.]

chase3 (ch7s) n.  1. a. A groove cut in an object; a slot:  the chase for the quarrel 

on a crossbow.  b. A trench or channel for drainpipes or wiring.   2. The part of a 

gun in front of the trunnions.  3. The cavity of a mold.   —  v.  tr. chased, 
chas·ing, chas·es. 1. To groove; indent.  2. To cut (the thread of a screw).  3. To 

decorate (metal) by engraving or embossing.  [Possibly from obsolete French 

chas, groove, enclosure, from Old French, from Latin capsa, box. V., variant of 

ENCHASE.]

Chase (ch7s), Mary Ellen. 1887-1973.  American writer and educator known 

for her novels about the seacoast of Maine, including Silas Crockett (1935). 

Chase (ch7s), Salmon Portland. 1808-1873.  American jurist who served as 

the chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1864-1873). He presided over the 

trial of President Andrew Johnson (1868). 

Chase (ch7s), Samuel. 1741-1811.  American jurist and Revolutionary War 

leader who was a delegate to the Continental Congresses, signed the Declaration 

of Independence, and served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court 

(1796-1811). 

Chase (ch7s), Stuart. 1888-1985.  American economist whose work concerns 

the problems of a wealthy, technologically oriented society. 

chas·er1 (ch7ùsNr) n.  1. One that chases or pursues another:  a chaser of crimi-

nals.  2. Informal. A drink, as of beer or water, taken after hard liquor. 

chas·er2 (ch7ùsNr) n.  1. One who decorates metal by engraving or embossing.  

2. A steel tool for cutting or finishing screw threads. 



chasm (k4zùNm) n.  1. A deep, steep-sided opening in the earth’s surface; an 

abyss or a gorge.  2. A sudden interruption of continuity; a gap.  3. A pronounced 

difference of opinion, interests, or loyalty.  [Latin chasma, from Greek khasma.] 
—chasùmal (k4zùmNl) adj. 

chas·mog·a·mous (k4z-mmgùN-mNs) adj.  Of or relating to a flower that 

opens to allow for pollination.  [Greek khasma, an opening + -GAMOUS.]

chas·sé (sh4-s7ù) n.  A ballet movement consisting of one or more quick, gliding 

steps with the same foot always leading.   —  v.  intr. chas·séd, chas·sé·ing, 
chas·sés. To perform this movement.  [French, from past participle of chasser, to 

chase, from Old French chacier. See CHASE
1.]

chasse·pot (sh4sùpoÙ) n.  A breechloading rifle introduced into the French 

army in 1866.  [French, after Antoine Alphonse Chassepot (1833-1905), French 

gunsmith.]

chas·seur (sh4-sûrù) n.  1. Any of certain light cavalry or infantry troops 

trained for rapid maneuvers.  2. A hunter.  3. A uniformed footman.  [French, 

from Old French chaceor, from chacier, to pursue. See CHASE
1.]

Chas·sid (KHäùsVd, KHôù-, häù-) n.  Variant of Hasid.  —Chas·siùdic adj.  

—Chas·siùdism n. 

chas·sis (sh4sùK, ch4sùK) n.  pl. chas·sis (-Kz). 1. The rectangular steel frame, 

supported on springs and attached to the axles, that holds the body and motor of 

an automotive vehicle.  2. The landing gear of an aircraft, including the wheels, 

skids, floats, and other structures that support the aircraft on land or water.  

3. The frame on which a gun carriage moves forward and backward.  4. The 

framework to which the components of a radio, television, or other electronic 

equipment are attached.  [French châssis, frame, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *capsXcium, from Latin capsa, box.]

chaste (ch7st) adj.  chast·er, chast·est. 1. Morally pure in thought or conduct; 

decent and modest.  2. a. Not having experienced sexual intercourse; virginal.  

b. Abstaining from unlawful sexual intercourse.  c. Abstaining from sexual inter-

course; celibate.   3. Pure or simple in design or style; austere.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin castus. See kes- in Appendix.] —chasteùly adv.  

—chasteùness n. 

chas·ten (ch7ùsNn) v.  tr. chas·tened, chas·ten·ing, chas·tens. 1. To correct 

by punishment or reproof; take to task.  2. To restrain; subdue:  chasten a proud 

spirit.  3. To rid of excess; refine or purify:  chasten a careless writing style.  [Alter-

ation of obsolete chaste, from Middle English chasten, chastien, from Old French 

chastiier, from Latin castig7re. See CASTIGATE.] —chasùten·er n. 

chaste tree (ch7st trK) n.  Any of several shrubs or trees of the genus Vitex, 

especially two cultivated Old World species (V. agnus-castus and V. negundo), hav-

ing aromatic, palmately compound leaves and clusters of usually lilac flowers. 



chas·tise (ch4s-tXzù, ch4sùtXzÙ) v.  tr. chas·tised, chas·tis·ing, chas·tis·es. 
1. To punish, as by beating.  See Synonyms at punish.  2. To criticize severely; 

rebuke.  3. Archaic. To purify.  [Middle English chastisen, alteration of chasten, 

chastien. See CHASTEN.] —chas·tisùa·ble adj.  —chas·tiseùment (ch4s-

tXzùmNnt, ch4sùtVz-mNnt) n.  —chas·tisùer n. 

chas·ti·ty (ch4sùtV-tK) n.  1. The condition or quality of being pure or chaste.  

2. a. Virginity.  b. Virtuous character.  c. Celibacy.   [Middle English chastite, 

from Old French chastete, from Latin castit7s, from castus, pure. See CHASTE.]

chastity belt (ch4sùtV-tK bHlt) n.  A beltlike device of medieval times designed 

to prevent the woman wearing it from having sexual intercourse. 

chas·u·ble (ch4zùN-bNl, ch4zhùN-, ch4sùN-) n.  A long, sleeveless vestment worn 

over the alb by a priest during services.  [French, from Old French, from Late 

Latin casubla, hooded garment, from *casupula, diminutive of casa, house.]

chat (ch4t) v.  intr. chat·ted, chat·ting, chats. To converse in an easy, familiar 

manner; talk lightly and casually.   —  n.  1. An informal, light conversation.  

2. Any of several birds known for their chattering call, as of the genera Saxicola or 

Icteria.   —phrasal verb. chat up. To engage (someone) in light, casual talk: 

“He would be... chatting up folks from Kansas” (Vanity Fair).  [Middle English 

chatten, to jabber, alteration of chateren. See CHATTER.]

cha·teau also châ·teau (sh4-toù) n.  pl. cha·teaus or cha·teaux (-tozù). 
1. a. A French castle.  b. A French manor house.   2. A large country house.  

[French château, from Old French chastel, from Latin castellum, castle. See CAS-

TLE.]

Cha·teau·bri·and also cha·teau·bri·and (sh4-toÙ-brK-äNù) n.  A double-

thick, tender center cut of beef tenderloin, sometimes stuffed with seasonings 

before grilling.  [After Vicomte François René de CHÂTEAUBRIAND.]

Châ·teau·bri·and (shä-toÙbrK-äNù, sh4-), Vicomte François René de. 1768-

1848.  French political leader, diplomat, and writer considered a forerunner of 

romanticism. His works include Atala (1801), The Genius of Christianity (1802), 

and Memoirs from beyond the Tomb, published posthumously. 

Châ·teau·guay (sh4tùN-g7Ù, shä-to-g7ù)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, 

southwest of Montreal. It is a port of entry and manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 36,928. 

Châ·teau·roux (shä-to-ruù)  A city of central France southeast of Tours. It is 

a commercial center with textile and food-processing industries. Population, 

51,942. 

Châ·teau-Thier·ry (shä-to-tyH-rKù)  A town of northern France on the Marne 

River east-northeast of Paris. It was the site of the second Battle of the Marne 

(June 3-4, 1918), which ended the last major German offensive in World War I. 

Population, 14,557. 



chat·e·lain (sh4tùl-7nÙ) n.  The master of a castle; a castellan.  [Middle English 

chatelein, from Old French chastelain, from Latin castell7nus, from castellum, cas-

tle. See CASTLE.]

chat·e·laine (sh4tùl-7nÙ) n.  1. a. The mistress of a castle.  b. The mistress of a 

large, fashionable household.   2. A clasp or chain worn at the waist for holding 

keys, a purse, or a watch.  [French châtelaine, feminine of châtelain, chatelain, 

from Old French chastelain. See CHATELAIN.]

Chat·ham (ch4tùNm)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on the Thames 

River east-northeast of Windsor. It is an industrial center in an agricultural 

region. Population, 40,952.  2. A municipal borough of southeast England east of 

London. Elizabeth I established the first dockyard here in 1588. Population, 

142,800. 

Chat·ham (ch4tùNm), First Earl of.  See William Pitt1. 
Chatham Islands (ch4tùNm XùlNndz)  An island group of New Zealand in the 

southwest Pacific Ocean east of South Island. The islands were discovered in 

1791. 

cha·toy·ant (shN-toiùNnt) adj.  Having a changeable luster.   —  n.  A chatoyant 

stone or gemstone, such as the cat’s-eye.  [French, present participle of chatoyer, 

to shimmer like cats’ eyes, from chat, cat. See CAT.] —cha·toyùan·cy n. 

chat show (ch4t sho) n.  Chiefly British. A talk show. 

Chat·ta·hoo·chee (ch4tÙN-huùchK)  A river rising in northern Georgia and 

flowing about 702 km (436 mi) generally southwest then south to the Flint River 

on the Georgia-Florida border. 

Chat·ta·noo·ga (ch4tÙN-nuùgN)  A city of southeast Tennessee on the Georgia 

border southeast of Nashville. A port of entry on the Tennessee River, it was stra-

tegically important during the Civil War and was finally taken by Union forces in 

November 1863. Population, 152,466. 

chat·tel (ch4tùl) n.  1. Law. An article of personal, movable property.  2. A slave.  

[Middle English chatel, movable property, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

capit7le. See CATTLE.]

chattel mortgage (ch4tùl môrùgVj) n.  A mortgage using movable personal 

property rather than real estate as security. 

chat·ter (ch4tùNr) v.  chat·tered, chat·ter·ing, chat·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

talk rapidly, incessantly, and on trivial subjects; jabber.  2. To utter a rapid series 

of short, inarticulate, speechlike sounds:  birds chattering in the trees.  3. To click 

quickly and repeatedly:  Our teeth chattered from the cold.  4. To vibrate or rattle 

while in operation:  A power drill will chatter if the bit is loose.   —  v.  tr. To utter 

in a rapid, usually thoughtless way:  chattered a long reply.   —  n.  1. Idle, trivial 

talk.  2. The sharp, rapid sounds made by some birds and animals.  3. A series of 

quick rattling or clicking sounds.  [Middle English chateren, of imitative origin.] 
—chatùter·er n. 



chat·ter·box (ch4tùNr-bmksÙ) n.  An extremely talkative person. 

chatter mark also chat·ter·mark (ch4tùNr-märkÙ) n.  1. A riblike marking on 

wood or metal, caused by vibration of a cutting tool.  2. Geology. One of a series 

of short scars made by glacial drift on a surface of bedrock. 

Chat·ter·ton (ch4tùNr-tNn), Thomas. 1752-1770.  British poet who fooled 

scholars by ascribing his poetry to a 15th-century monk, Thomas Rowley. Unable 

to support himself by writing, Chatterton became dejected and took his own life 

at age 18. His work and example influenced the romantic poets. 

chat·ty (ch4tùK) adj.  chat·ti·er, chat·ti·est. 1. Inclined to chat; friendly and 

talkative.  2. Full of or in the style of light informal talk:  a chatty letter.   
—chatùti·ly adv.  —chatùti·ness n. 

Chau·cer (chôùsNr), Geoffrey. 1340?-1400.  English poet regarded as the great-

est literary figure of medieval England. His works include The Book of the Duchess 

(1369), Troilus and Criseyde (c. 1385), and his masterwork, The Canterbury Tales 

(1387-1400).   —Chau·cerùi·an (chô-sîrùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

chauf·feur (shoùfNr, sho-fûrù) n.  One employed to drive a private automobile.   
—  v.  chauf·feured, chauf·feur·ing, chauf·feurs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To serve as a 

driver for (another).  2. To transport in (a motor vehicle); drive:  chauffeured the 

guests around town.   —  v.  intr. To serve as a driver for another.  [French, stoker, 

from chauffer, to heat, stoke, from Old French chaufer. See CHAFE.]

chaul·moo·gra (chôl-muùgrN) n.  Any of several tropical Asian trees of the 

genus Hydnocarpus, whose seeds contain an oil formerly used to treat skin lesions 

caused by leprosy and other diseases.  [Bengali c7ulmugr7.]

chaunt (chônt, chänt) n.  & v.  Archaic. Variant of chant. 
Chau·tau·qua Lake (shN-tôùkwN l7k, chN-)  A lake of extreme southwest New 

York. The Chautauqua movement of adult education, offering a range of cultural, 

religious, and recreational activies, was founded in 1874 at the resort village of 

Chautauqua on the northwest shore of the lake. 

Chau·temps (sho-täNù), Camille. 1885-1963.  French politician who served as 

premier (1930, 1933-1934, and 1937-1938). 

chau·vin·ism (shoùvN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Militant devotion to and glorification of 

one’s country; fanatical patriotism.  2. Prejudiced belief in the superiority of 

one’s own gender, group, or kind: “the chauvinism... of making extraterrestrial life 

in our own image” (Henry S.F. Cooper, Jr.).  [French chauvinisme, after Nicolas 

Chauvin, a legendary French soldier famous for his devotion to Napoleon.] 
—chauùvin·ist n.  —chauÙvin·isùtic adj.  —chauÙvin·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

Cha·vannes (shä-vänù), Pierre Puvis de.  See Pierre Puvis de Chavannes. 
Cha·vez (chäùvHzÙ, shäù-), Cesar Estrada. 1927-1993.  American labor orga-

nizer who founded the National Farm Workers Association (1962). 



Chá·vez (chäùvHzÙ, -vHsÙ), Carlos. 1899-1978.  Mexican conductor and com-

poser who founded the Mexican Symphony Orchestra (1928). His works include 

Xochipilli Macuilxochitl (1940). 

chaw (chô) Regional. v.  intr. tr. chawed, chaw·ing, chaws. To chew.   —  n.  

A chew, especially of tobacco.  [Variant of CHEW.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The use of chaw for chew, in both the verb and the noun,

is remarkably wide in its U.S. distribution, occurring in pronunciations from New

England south to the Gulf States, throughout the Midwest, and westward to Col-

orado and California. Chaw has a wide range of senses in regional expressions.

One meaning of the verb is “to bawl someone out”: He chawed her good. A South-

ern sense is “to get the best of someone in a bantering contest” or simply “to em-

barrass”: “That compliment sort of chawed me” (Publication of the American Di-

alect Society). The noun chaw can mean “a twist of chewing tobacco” or “an

attachment or hold (on someone)”; for example, a flirtatious girl in South Mid-

land states is “tryin’ to git a chaw on a feller” (Dialect Notes). In areas where Irish

immigrants were seeking work at the turn of the century, chaw was a derogatory

term for an Irishman.

Cha·yef·sky (chX-HfùskK, ch7-), Paddy. 1923-1981.  American playwright and 

screenwriter who adapted several of his acclaimed television dramas into movies. 

He won an Academy Award for Marty (1955) and Hospital (1971). 

cha·yo·te (chä-yoùt7) n.  1. A tropical American perennial herbaceous vine 

(Sechium edule) having tendrils, tuberous roots, and an edible, pear-shaped fruit 

cooked as a vegetable.  2. The fruit of this plant. Regional. Also called mirliton 

[Spanish, from Nahuatl chayotli.]

cha·zan  or haz·zan also chaz·zen (KHäùzNn) n.  A cantor in a synagogue.  

[Late Hebrew Uazz7n.]

Ch.E. abbr.  Chemical engineer. 

cheap (chKp) adj.  cheap·er, cheap·est. 1. a. Relatively low in cost; inexpen-

sive or comparatively inexpensive.  b. Charging low prices:  a cheap restaurant.   

2. a. Obtainable at a low rate of interest. Used especially of money.  b. Devalued, 

as in buying power:  cheap dollars.   3. Achieved with little effort:  a cheap victory; 

cheap laughs.  4. Of or considered of small value:  in wartime, when life was cheap.  

5. Of poor quality; inferior:  a cheap toy.  6. Worthy of no respect; vulgar or con-

temptible:  a cheap gangster.  7. Stingy; miserly.   —  adv.  cheaper, cheapest. 
Inexpensively:  got the new car cheap.   —idioms. cheap at twice the price. 
Extremely inexpensive.  on the cheap. By inexpensive means; cheaply:  traveled 

to Europe on the cheap.  [From Middle English (god) chep, (good) price, purchase, 

bargain, from Old English cKap, trade, from Latin caupo, shopkeeper.] —cheap-
ùly adv.  —cheapùness n. 



cheap·en (chKùpNn) v.  cheap·ened, cheap·en·ing, cheap·ens.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make cheap or cheaper.  2. To lower in public estimation; debase or 

degrade:  misconduct that cheapened a high office.   —  v.  intr. To become cheap or 

cheaper.   —cheapùen·er n. 

cheap·ie (chKùpK) n.  Slang. 1. A cheap item.  2. A stingy person. 

cheap·jack (chKpùj4kÙ) n.  A peddler or dealer of cheap goods.   —  adj.  Infe-

rior in quality or value; tawdry: “the cheapjack moviemaking... that feeds on the low 

taste of the mob” (Judith Crist). 

cheap shot (chKp shmt) n.  An unfair or unsporting verbal attack on a vulnera-

ble target. 

Cheap·side (chKpùsXdÙ)  A street and district in the City of London, England. It 

was the market center of medieval London and the site of the Mermaid Tavern, a 

gathering place for Elizabethan poets and playwrights. 

cheap·skate (chKpùsk7tÙ) n.  Slang. A stingy person; a miser. 

cheat (chKt) v.  cheat·ed, cheat·ing, cheats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To deceive by trick-

ery; swindle:  cheated customers by overcharging them for purchases.  2. To deprive 

by trickery; defraud:  cheated them of their land.  3. To mislead; fool:  illusions that 

cheat the eye.  4. To elude; escape:  cheat death.   —  v.  intr. 1. To act dishonestly; 

practice fraud.  2. To violate rules deliberately, as in a game:  accused of cheating at 

cards.  3. Informal. To be sexually unfaithful:  young marrieds who cheat on their 

spouses.   —  n.  1. An act of cheating; a fraud or swindle.  2. One that cheats; a 

swindler.  3. Law. Fraudulent acquisition of another’s property.  4. Botany. An 

annual European species of brome grass (Bromus secalinus) widely naturalized in 

temperate regions.  [Middle English cheten, to confiscate, short for acheten, vari-

ant of escheten, from eschete, escheat. See ESCHEAT.] —cheatùer n.  

—cheatùing·ly adv. 

che·bec (chV-bHkù) n.  See least flycatcher.  [Imitative of its call.]

Che·bok·sa·ry (chV-bmk-särùK)  A city of west-central Russia on the Volga River 

west of Kazan. It is a commercial and cultural center. Population, 389,000. 

check (chHk) n.  1. An action or influence that stops motion or expression; a 

restraint:  Heavy rains were a check on the army’s advance.  2. The condition of 

being stopped or held back; restraint:  kept my temper in check; holding agricul-

tural pests in check with sprays.  3. An abrupt stop in forward movement or 

progress; a halt.  4. The act or an instance of inspecting or testing, as for accuracy 

or quality; examination:  the careful check of each unit before sale; gave the car an 

oil check.  5. A standard for inspecting or evaluating; a test.  6. A check mark.  

7. A ticket or slip of identification:  a baggage check.  8. A bill at a restaurant or 

bar.  9. Games. A chip or counter used in gambling.  10.  Abbr. ch., ck. A written 

order to a bank to pay the amount specified from funds on deposit; a draft.  

11. A small crack; a chink.  12. a. A pattern of small squares, as on a chessboard.  

b. One of the squares of such a pattern.  c. A fabric patterned with squares:  a 



dress of pale green check.   13.  Abbr. ch Games. a. A move in chess that directly 

attacks an opponent’s king but does not constitute a checkmate.  b. The position 

or condition of a king so attacked.   14. Sports. The act of blocking or impeding 

an opponent in control of the puck in ice hockey, either with one’s body or one’s 

stick.   —  interj.  1. Games. Used to declare that a chess opponent’s king is in 

check.  2. Informal. Used to express agreement or understanding.   —  v.  

checked, check·ing, checks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arrest the motion of abruptly; 

halt:  checked the flow by shutting a valve.  2. To hold in restraint; curb:  check an 

impulse to laugh.  See Synonyms at restrain.  3. To slow the growth of; retard.  

4. To rebuke; rebuff.  5. To inspect so as to determine accuracy, quality, or other 

condition; test:  checked the brakes and lights for defects; checked out the system to 

make sure there were no errors in the software.  6. To verify by consulting a source 

or authority:  checked her facts before speaking; check a spelling in the dictionary.  

7. To put a check mark on or next to:  checked off each item on the shopping list.  

8. To deposit for temporary safekeeping:  checked his coat at the door.  9. To con-

sign (luggage, for example) for shipment on a transportation vehicle:  checked her 

bags and boarded the plane.  10. To make cracks or chinks in:  Sunlight dried and 

checked the paint.  11. Games. To move in chess so as to put (an opponent’s king) 

under direct attack.  12. Sports. To block or impede (an opposing player with the 

puck) in ice hockey by using one’s body or one’s stick.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come to 

an abrupt halt; stop.  2. To agree point for point; correspond:  The fingerprints 

checked with the ones on file.  3. To be verified or confirmed; pass inspection:  The 

suspect’s story checked out.  4. To make an examination or investigation; inquire:  

phoned to check on the departure time; checked into the rumor.  5. To write a check 

on a bank account.  6. To undergo cracking in a pattern of checks, as paint does.  

7. Games. To place a chess opponent’s king in check.  8. a. To pause to relocate a 

scent. Used of hunting dogs.  b. To abandon the proper game and follow baser 

prey. Used of trained falcons.   9. Sports. To block or impede an opposing player 

carrying the puck in ice hockey.   —phrasal verbs. check in. To register, as at a 

hotel.  check out. 2. To settle one’s bill and leave a hotel or other place of lodg-

ing.  3. To withdraw (an item) after recording the withdrawal:  check out books.  

4. To record and total up the prices of and receive payment for (items being pur-

chased) at a retail store:  The cashier checked out and bagged my order.  check 
over. To look over; examine:  The teacher checked the students’ papers over.  [Mid-

dle English chek, check in chess, from Old French eschec, from Arabic sh7h, from 

Persian, king, king in chess. See SHAH.] —checkùa·ble adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The words check, chess, and shah are all related. Shah, as one

might think, is a borrowing into English of the Persian title for the monarch of

that country. The Persian word sh7h was also a term used in chess, a game played

in Persia long before it was introduced to Europe. One said sh7h as a warning



when the opponent’s king was under attack. The Persian word in this sense, after

passing through Arabic, probably Old Spanish, and then Old French, came into

Middle English as chek about seven hundred years ago. Chess itself comes from a

plural form of the Old French word that gave us the word check. Checkmate, the

next stage after check, goes back to the Arabic phrase sh7h m7t, meaning “the king

is stymied.” Through a complex development having to do with senses that

evolved from the notion of checking the king, check came to mean something

used to ensure accuracy or authenticity. One such means was a counterfoil, a part

of a check, for example, retained by the issuer as documentation of a transaction.

Check first meant “counterfoil” and then came to mean anything, such as a bill

or bank draft, with a counterfoil—or eventually even without one.

check·book (chHkùbtkÙ) n.  A book containing blank checks issued by a bank. 

checked (chHkt) adj.  1. Having a pattern of checks or squares:  checked cloth.  

2. Held in check; restrained.  3. Linguistics. Situated in a stopped or closed sylla-

ble:  a checked vowel. 

check·er (chHkùNr) n.  1. a. One, such as an inspector or examiner, that checks.  

b. One that receives items for temporary safekeeping or for shipment:  a baggage 

checker.   2. Games. a. checkers. (used with a sing. verb). A game played on a 

checkerboard by two players, each using 12 pieces.  b. One of the round, flat 

pieces used in this game.   3. a. A pattern of checks or squares.  b. One of the 

squares in such a pattern.   4. A cashier.   —  v.  tr. check·ered, check·er·ing, 
check·ers. 1. To mark with a checked or squared pattern.  2. To diversify (some-

thing) in color, shading, or character; variegate.  [Middle English cheker, chess-

board, alteration of escheker, from Old French eschequier, from eschec, check in 

chess. See CHECK.]

check·er·ber·ry (chHkùNr-bHrÙK) n.  See wintergreen (n., sense 1a).  

[CHECKER(BOARD) + BERRY.]

check·er·bloom (chHkùNr-blumÙ) n.  An ornamental herb (Sidalcea malvi-

flora) native to the western coast of North America and cultivated for its showy 

clusters of pink to purple flowers.  [CHECKER(BOARD) + BLOOM
1.]

check·er·board (chHkùNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Games. A board on which chess 

and checkers are played, divided into 64 squares of two alternating colors. 

check·ered (chHkùNrd) adj.  1. Divided into squares.  2. Marked by light and 

dark patches; diversified in color.  3. Marked by great changes or shifts in for-

tune:  a checkered career. 

check·ing account (chHkùVng N-kountù) n.  A bank account in which checks 

may be written against amounts on deposit. 

check·list (chHkùlVstÙ) n.  A list of items to be noted, checked, or remembered. 

check mark (chHk märk) n.  A mark placed next to an item to show that it has 

been noted, verified, or approved. 



check·mate (chHkùm7tÙ) v.  tr. check·mat·ed, check·mat·ing, 
check·mates. 1. Games. To attack (a chess opponent’s king) in such a manner 

that no escape or defense is possible, thus ending the game.  2. To defeat com-

pletely.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. chm. Games. a. A move that constitutes an inescapable 

and indefensible attack on a chess opponent’s king.  b. The position or condition 

of a king so attacked.   2. Utter defeat.   —  interj.  Games. Used to declare the 

checkmate of an opponent’s king in chess.  [Middle English chekmat, from Old 

French eschec mat, from Arabic sh7h m7t, the king is dead  : sh7h, king (from Per-

sian); see SHAH + m7t, dead.]

check·off (chHkùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Collection of dues from members of a union by 

authorized deduction from their wages. 

check·out (chHkùoutÙ) n.  1. The act, time, or place of checking out, as at a 

hotel, library, or supermarket.  2. A test, as of a machine, for proper functioning.  

3. An investigation; an inspection. 

check·point (chHkùpointÙ) n.  A point where a check is performed:  Vehicles are 

stopped at several checkpoints along the border. 

check·rein (chHkùr7nÙ) n.  1. A short rein that extends from a horse’s bit to the 

saddle to keep the horse from lowering its head.  2. A rein joining the bit of one 

of a span of horses to the driving rein of the other horse. 

check·room (chHkùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A place where hats, coats, packages, or 

other items can be stored temporarily. 

check·up (chHkùƒpÙ) n.  1. An examination or inspection.  2. A general physical 

examination. 

Ched·dar also ched·dar (chHdùNr) n.  Any of several types of smooth, hard 

cheese varying in flavor from mild to extra sharp.  [After Cheddar, a village of 

southwest England.]

cheek (chKk) n.  1. The fleshy part of either side of the face below the eye and 

between the nose and ear.  2. Something resembling the cheek in shape or posi-

tion.  3. Either of the buttocks.  4. Cool impertinence.  See Synonyms at temer-
ity.   —  v.  tr. cheeked, cheek·ing, cheeks. Informal. To speak impudently to.   
—idiom. cheek by jowl. Side by side; close together.  [Middle English cheke, 

from Old English cKace.]

cheek·bone (chKkùbonÙ) n.  See zygomatic bone. 
cheek pouch (chKk pouch) n.  A pocketlike fold of skin in the cheeks of vari-

ous animals, such as squirrels, gophers, and monkeys, that functions as a means 

of carrying food. 

Cheek·to·wa·ga (chKkÙtN-wäùgN)  An unincorporated community of western 

New York east of Buffalo. It is mainly residential. Population, 84,387. 

cheek·y (chKùkK) adj.  cheek·i·er, cheek·i·est. Impertinently bold; impudent 

and saucy.   —cheekùi·ly adv.  —cheekùi·ness n. 



cheep (chKp) n.  A faint, shrill sound like that of a young bird; a chirp.   —  v.  

intr. cheeped, cheep·ing, cheeps. To make a faint, shrill sound or sounds; 

chirp.  [Imitative.] —cheepùer n. 

cheer (chîr) n.  1. Lightness of spirits or mood; gaiety or joy:  a happy tune, full 

of cheer.  2. A source of joy or happiness; comfort.  3. a. A shout of approval, 

encouragement, or congratulation.  b. A short, rehearsed jingle or phrase, 

shouted in unison by a squad of cheerleaders.   4. Festive food and drink; refresh-

ment.   —  v.  cheered, cheer·ing, cheers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make happier or 

more cheerful:  a warm fire that cheered us.  2. To encourage with or as if with 

cheers; urge:  The fans cheered the runners on.  See Synonyms at encourage.  
3. To salute or acclaim with cheers; applaud.  See Synonyms at applaud.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To shout cheers.  2. To become cheerful:  had lunch and soon cheered up.  

[Middle English chere, expression, mood, from Old French chiere, face, from Late 

Latin cara, from Greek kara, head. See ker-1 in Appendix.] —cheerùer n.  

—cheerùing·ly adv. 

cheer·ful (chîrùfNl) adj.  1. Being in good spirits; merry.  See Synonyms at 

glad1.  2. Promoting a feeling of cheer; pleasant:  a cozy, cheerful room.  

3. Reflecting willingness or good humor:  cheerful labor.   —cheerùful·ly adv.  

—cheerùful·ness n. 

cheer·i·o (chîrÙK-où) interj.  Chiefly British. Used in greeting or parting.  [Alter-

ation of CHEER.]

cheer·lead (chîrùlKdÙ) v.  intr. cheer·led (-lHdÙ), cheer·lead·ing, 
cheer·leads. 1. To lead organized cheering, as at sports events.  2. To express or 

promote automatic or servile praise:  We want someone not just to cheerlead but to 

help us revamp our organization.  [Back-formation from CHEERLEADER.]

cheer·lead·er (chîrùlKÙdNr) n.  1. One who leads the cheering of spectators, as 

at a sports contest.  2. One who expresses or promotes thoughtless praise; an adu-

lator. 

cheer·led (chîrùlHdÙ) v.  Past tense and past participle of cheerlead. 
cheer·less (chîrùlVs) adj.  Lacking cheer; depressing.   —cheerùless·ly adv.  

—cheerùless·ness n. 

cheers (chîz) interj.  Used as a toast. 

cheer·y (chîrùK) adj.  cheer·i·er, cheer·i·est. Showing or suggesting good spir-

its; cheerful:  a cheery hello.   —cheerùi·ly adv.  —cheerùi·ness n. 

cheese1 (chKz) n.  1. a. A solid food prepared from the pressed curd of milk, 

often seasoned and aged.  b. A molded mass of this substance.   2. Something 

resembling this substance in shape or consistency.  [Middle English chese, from 

Old English c«se, from Germanic *kasjus, from Latin c7seus.]

cheese2 (chKz) v.  tr. cheesed, chees·ing, chees·es. Slang. To stop.   
—idiom. cheese it. Slang. 1. To look out. Often used in the imperative.  2. To 

get away fast; get going. Often used in the imperative.  [Origin unknown.]



cheese3 (chKz) n.  Slang. An important person.  [Perhaps from Urdu chXz, thing, 

from Persian, from Old Persian *ci≥-ciy, something. See kwo- in Appendix.]

cheese·burg·er (chKzùbûrÙgNr) n.  A hamburger topped with melted cheese. 

cheese·cake (chKzùk7kÙ) n.  1. A cake made of sweetened cottage cheese or 

cream cheese, eggs, milk, sugar, and flavorings.  2. Informal. Photographs of min-

imally attired women. 

cheese·cloth (chKzùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  A coarse, loosely woven cotton gauze, 

originally used for wrapping cheese. 

cheese-par·ing (chKzùpârÙVng) adj.  Miserly; stingy.   —  n.  1. Something of 

little or no value.  2. Stinginess; parsimony. 

chees·y (chKùzK) adj.  chees·i·er, chees·i·est. 1. Containing or resembling 

cheese.  2. Informal. a. Tasteless and showy, often in a vulgar manner.  b. Having 

an appreciation for what is tasteless and showy.   3. Informal. Of poor quality; 

shoddy.  [Sense 2, possibly from cheesy, showy, from CHEESE
3.] —cheesùi·ness n. 

chee·tah also che·tah (chKùtN) n.  A long-legged, swift-running wild cat (Acin-

onyx jubatus) of Africa and southwest Asia, having black-spotted, tawny fur and 

nonretractile claws. The cheetah, the fastest animal on land, can run for short dis-

tances at about 96 kilometers (60 miles) per hour.  [Hindustani cXt7, from San-

skrit citrak7yaU, tiger, leopard  : citra-, variegated + k7yaU, body; see kwei-2 in 

Appendix.]

Chee·ver (chKùvNr), John. 1912-1982.  American writer who depicted life in 

American suburbs with humor and compassion in his short stories and novels. 

He won a Pulitzer Prize for The Stories of John Cheever (1978). 

chef (shHf) n.  A cook, especially the chief cook of a large kitchen staff.  [French, 

short for chef (de cuisine), head (of the kitchen). See CHIEF.]

chef-d’oeu·vre (sh7-dœùvrN, -dûrvù) n.  pl. chefs-d’oeuvre (sh7-). A mas-

terpiece, especially in literature or art.  [French  : chef, head, beginning + de, of + 

oeuvre, work.]

chef’s salad (shHfs s4lùNd) n.  A tossed green salad that usually includes raw 

vegetables, hard-boiled eggs, and julienne strips of cheese and meat. 

cheiro- pref.  Variant of chiro-. 
Che·ju (chHùjuù)  An island of South Korea separated from the southwest coast 

of the mainland by Cheju Strait, a channel linking the Yellow Sea and Korea 

Strait. 

Che·khov also Che·kov (chHkùôf, -mf, -mv, chyHùKHNf), Anton Pavlovich. 
1860-1904.  Russian writer whose dramas, such as The Seagull (1896, revised 

1898), and stories, including “A Dreary Story” (1889), concern the inability of 

human beings to communicate with one another.   —Che·khoùvi·an (chH-

koùvK-Nn) adj. 

Che·kiang (chƒùkyängù, jNùgyängù)  See Zhejiang. 



Che·kov (chHkùôf, -mf, -mv, chyHùKHNf), Anton Pavlovich.  See Anton Pav-
lovich Chekhov. 

che·la (kKùlN) n.  pl. che·lae (-lK). A pincerlike claw of a crustacean or an arach-

nid, such as a lobster, crab, or scorpion.  [New Latin, from Greek khKlK, claw.]

Che·lan (shN-l4nù), Lake. A narrow lake of north-central Washington in the 

Cascade Range. It is the third-deepest freshwater lake in the United States. 

che·late (kKùl7tÙ) adj.  Zoology. Having chelae or resembling a chela.   —  n.  

Chemistry. A chemical compound in the form of a heterocyclic ring, containing a 

metal ion attached by coordinate bonds to at least two nonmetal ions.   —  v.  tr. 

che·lat·ed, che·lat·ing, che·lates. 1. Chemistry. To combine (a metal ion) 

with a chemical compound to form a ring.  2. Medicine. To remove (a heavy 

metal, such as lead or mercury) from the bloodstream by means of a chelate, such 

as EDTA.   —cheùlat·a·ble adj.  —che·laùtion n.  —cheùlaÙtor n. 

che·lic·er·a (kV-lVsùNr-N) n.  pl. che·lic·er·ae (-N-rKÙ). Either of the first pair of 

fanglike appendages near the mouth of an arachnid, such as a spider, often modi-

fied for grasping and piercing.  [New Latin  : CHELA + Greek keras, horn; see ker-1 

in Appendix.]

che·li·form (kKùlN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the shape of a chela; pincerlike. 

Chel·li·an  or Chel·le·an (shHlùK-Nn) adj.  Abbevillian.  [After Chelles, a city of 

north-central France.]

Chelms·ford (chHmzùfNrd)  1. A municipal borough of southeast England 

northeast of London. Guglielmo Marconi began the world’s first broadcasting 

service here in 1920. Population, 58,500.  2. A town of northeast Massachusetts 

near Lowell. It is chiefly residential. Population, 32,388. 

che·loid (kKùloidÙ) n.  Variant of keloid. 
che·lo·ni·an (kV-loùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the order Chelo-

nia, which includes the turtles and tortoises.   —  n.  A reptile of the order Chelo-

nia.  [From New Latin Chelonia, order name, from Greek khelonK, tortoise.]

Chel·sea (chHlùsK)  1. A district of western London, England, on the north bank 

of the Thames River, popular since the 18th century with writers and artists.  2. A 

city of eastern Massachusetts, a suburb of Boston. It was settled in 1624 and set 

off from Boston in 1739. Population, 28,710. 

Chel·ten·ham (chHltùnNm, chHlùtNn-Nm)  A municipal borough of west-central 

England south of Birmingham. It has been a popular resort since the discovery of 

mineral springs in 1716. Population, 86,100. 

Che·lya·binsk (chHl-yäùbVnsk, chV-lyäù-)  A city of southwest Russia south of 

Sverdlovsk. Founded in 1736 as a Russian frontier outpost, it is a major metallur-

gical and industrial center. Poulation, 1,096,000. 

Che·lyus·kin (chHl-yuùskVn, chV-lyuù-), Cape. A cape of north-central Russia 

on the Taimyr Peninsula. It is the northernmost point of Asia. 

chem. abbr.  Chemical; chemist; chemistry. 



chem-  or chemi- pref.  Variant of chemo-. 
chem·ic (kHmùVk) adj.  1. Chemical.  2. Archaic. Alchemic.   —  n.  Obsolete. An 

alchemist. 

chem·i·cal (kHmùV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. chem. 1. Of or relating to chemistry.  2. Of 

or relating to the properties or actions of chemicals.   —  n.  1. A substance with a 

distinct molecular composition that is produced by or used in a chemical process.  

2. A drug, especially an illicit or addictive one.  [Obsolete chimical, from chimic, 

alchemist, from New Latin chimicus, from Medieval Latin alchimicus, from 

alchymia, alchemy. See ALCHEMY.] —chemùi·cal·ly adv. 

chemical abuse (kHmùV-kNl N-byuzù) n.  See substance abuse. 
chemical bond (kHmùV-kNl bmnd) n.  Any of several forces or mechanisms, 

especially the ionic bond, covalent bond, and metallic bond, by which atoms or 

ions are bound in a molecule or crystal. 

chemical dependency (kHmùV-kNl dV-pHnùdNn-sK) n.  A physical and psy-

chological habituation to a mood- or mind-altering drug, such as alcohol or 

cocaine. 

chemical engineering (kHmùV-kNl HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  The branch of engi-

neering that deals with the technology of large-scale chemical production and the 

manufacture of products through chemical processes.   —chemical engineer 
n. 

Chem·i·cal Mace (kHmùV-kNl m7s)  A trademark used for a temporarily dis-

abling liquid packed in aerosol form and sprayed in self-defense into the face of 

an attacker, thereby causing dizziness, irritation of the eyes, and immobilization. 

chemical warfare (kHmùV-kNl wôrùfârÙ) n.  Warfare and associated military 

operations involving the employment of lethal and incapacitating munitions and 

agents, typically poisons, contaminants, and irritants. 

chem·i·lu·mi·nes·cence (kHmÙN-luÙmN-nHsùNns) n.  Emission of light as a 

result of a chemical reaction at environmental temperatures.   
—chemÙi·luÙmi·nesùcent adj. 

che·min de fer (shN-m4NÙ dN fârù) n.  Games. A variation of baccarat.  [French 

chemin de fer, railroad  : chemin, way + de, of + fer, iron.]

che·mise (shN-mKzù) n.  1. A woman’s loose, shirtlike undergarment.  2. A 

loosely fitting dress that hangs straight, sometimes worn with a belt; a shift.  

[Middle English, from Old French, shirt, from Late Latin camisia.]

chem·i·sette (shHmÙV-zHtù) n.  1. A short, sleeveless bodice, formerly worn by 

women.  2. A blouse front formerly worn by women; a dickey.  [French, diminu-

tive of chemise, shirt, from Old French. See CHEMISE.]

chem·i·sorb (kHmùV-sôrbÙ) also chem·o·sorb (-N-sôrbÙ) v.  tr. 

chem·i·sorbed, chem·i·sorb·ing, chem·i·sorbs. To take up and chemically 

bind (a substance) onto the surface of another substance.  [CHEMI- + (AB)SORB.] 
—chemÙi·sorpùtion (-sôrpùshNn) n. 



chem·ist (kHmùVst) n.  Abbr. chem. 1. A scientist specializing in chemistry.  

2. Chiefly British. A pharmacist.  3. Obsolete. An alchemist.  [Obsolete chimist, 

from New Latin chimista, from Medieval Latin alchymista, alchemist, from 

alchymia, alchemy. See ALCHEMY.]

chem·is·try (kHmùV-strK) n.  pl. chem·is·tries. Abbr. chem. 1. The science of 

the composition, structure, properties, and reactions of matter, especially of 

atomic and molecular systems.  2. The composition, structure, properties, and 

reactions of a substance.  3. The elements of a complex entity and their dynamic 

interrelation: “Now that they had a leader, a restless chemistry possessed the group” 

(John Updike).  4. Mutual attraction or sympathy; rapport:  The chemistry was 

good between the partners. 

Chem·nitz (kHmùnVts)  See Karl-Marx-Stadt. 
che·mo (kKùmo, kHmùo) n.  Informal. Chemotherapy or a chemotherapeutic 

treatment. 

chemo-  or chemi-  or chem- pref.  Chemicals; chemical:  chemotherapy.  [From 

CHEMICAL.]

che·mo·au·to·troph (kKÙmo-ôùtN-trofÙ, -trmfÙ, kHmÙo-) n.  An organism, 

such as a bacterium or a protozoan, that obtains its nourishment through the oxi-

dation of inorganic chemical compounds as opposed to photosynthesis.   
—cheÙmo·auÙto·troùphic (-troùfVk, -trmfùVk) adj.  

—cheÙmo·auÙto·troùphi·cal·ly adv.  —cheÙmo·au·totùro·phy (-ô-tmtùrN-fK) 

n. 

che·mo·pre·ven·tion (kKÙmo-prV-vHnùshNn, kHmÙo-) n.  The use of chemical 

agents, drugs, or food supplements to prevent disease.  Also called chemoprophy-

laxis  —cheÙmo·pre·venùtive adj.  & n. 

che·mo·pro·phy·lax·is (kKÙmo-proÙfN-l4kùsVs, kHmÙo-) n.  See chemopre-
vention.  —cheÙmo·proÙphy·lacùtic (-l4kùtVk) n.  & adj. 

che·mo·re·cep·tion (kKÙmo-rV-sHpùshNn, kHmÙo-) n.  The physiological 

response of a sense organ to a chemical stimulus.   —cheÙmo·re·cepùtive adj.  

—cheÙmo·reÙcep·tivùi·ty (-rKÙsHp-tVvùV-tK) n. 

che·mo·re·cep·tor (kKÙmo-rV-sHpùtNr, kHmÙo-) n.  A sensory nerve cell or 

sense organ, as of smell or taste, that responds to chemical stimuli. 

che·mo·sen·so·ry (kKÙmo-sHnùsN-rK, kHmÙo-) adj.  Relating to the perception 

of a chemical stimulus by sensory means. Used especially of olfactory reception. 

chem·o·sorb (kHmùN-sôrbÙ) v.  Variant of chemisorb. 
che·mo·sphere (kKùmN-sfîrÙ, kHmùN-) n.  The region of the atmosphere from 

30 to 190 kilometers (20 to 120 miles) above Earth’s surface, in which photo-

chemical reactions initiated by solar radiation occur. 

che·mo·sur·ger·y (kKÙmo-sûrùjN-rK, kHmÙo-) n.  Selective destruction of tissue 

by use of chemicals, as for removing malignant skin lesions.   
—cheÙmo·surùgi·cal (-jV-kNl) adj. 



che·mo·syn·the·sis (kKÙmo-sVnùthV-sVs, kHmÙo-) n.  Synthesis of carbohydrate 

from carbon dioxide and water using energy obtained from the chemical oxida-

tion of simple inorganic compounds. This form of synthesis is limited to certain 

bacteria and fungi.   —cheÙmo·syn·thetùic (-sVn-thHtùVk) adj.  

—cheÙmo·syn·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

che·mo·sys·tem·at·ics (kKÙmo-sVsÙtN-m4tùVks, kHmÙo-) n.  (used with a sing. 

or pl. verb). See chemotaxonomy. 
che·mo·tax·is (kKÙmo-t4kùsVs, kHmÙo-) n.  The characteristic movement or ori-

entation of an organism or cell along a chemical concentration gradient either 

toward or away from the chemical stimulus.   —cheÙmo·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk) adj.  

—cheÙmo·tacùti·cal·ly adv. 

che·mo·tax·on·o·my (kKÙmo-t4k-smnùN-mK, kHmÙo-) n.  Classification of 

organisms based on differences at the biochemical level, especially in the amino 

acid sequences of common proteins.  Also called chemosystematics  
—cheÙmo·taxÙo·nomùic (-t4kÙsN-nmmùVk) adj.  

—cheÙmo·taxÙo·nomùi·cal·ly adv.  —cheÙmo·tax·onùo·mist n. 

che·mo·ther·a·py (kKÙmo-thHrùN-pK, kHmÙo-) n.  1. The treatment of cancer 

using specific chemical agents or drugs that are selectively destructive to malig-

nant cells and tissues.  2. The treatment of disease using chemical agents or drugs 

that are selectively toxic to the causative agent of the disease, such as a virus, bac-

terium, or other microorganism.   —cheÙmo·therÙa·peuùtic (-pyuùtVk) adj.  

—cheÙmo·therÙa·peuùti·cal·ly adv.  —cheÙmo·therùa·pist n. 

che·mot·ro·pism (kV-mmtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Movement or growth of an organism 

or part of an organism in response to a chemical stimulus.   —cheÙmo·tropùic 
(kKÙmo-trmpùVk, kHmÙo-) adj. 

chem·ur·gy (kHmùNr-jK, kV-mûrù-) n.  The development of new industrial 

chemical products from organic raw materials, especially from those of agricul-

tural origin.   —che·murùgic (kV-mûrùjVk), che·murùgi·cal adj. 

Chen also Ch’ên (chƒn)  A Chinese dynasty that ruled from 557 to 589. 

Che·nab (chN-näbù)  A river, about 1,086 km (675 mi) long, of northern India 

and eastern Pakistan. It is one of the five rivers of the Punjab. 

Cheng·chow (jƒngùjoù, jœngù-)  See Zhengzhou. 
Cheng·du also Cheng·tu (chƒngùduù)  A city of south-central China west-

northwest of Chongqing. Founded before 770 B.C., it is one of China’s oldest cit-

ies. Population, 1,590,000. 

Ché·nier (sh7-ny7ù), André Marie de. 1762-1794.  French poet who was a 

master of classical verse. The majority of his work was published 25 years after his 

death by guillotine during the Reign of Terror. 

che·nille (shN-nKlù) n.  1. A soft, tufted cord of silk, cotton, or worsted used in 

embroidery or for fringing.  2. Fabric made of this cord, commonly used for bed-



spreads or rugs.  [French chenille, caterpillar, chenille, from Latin canXcula, dimin-

utive of canis, dog. See kwon- in Appendix.]

Che·nin Blanc (shHnùVn blängkù) n.  1. A grape used in making white wine.  

2. The white wine so made. 

Chen·nault (shN-nôltù), Claire Lee. 1890-1958.  American air force officer 

active in China (1941-1945), where he organized American volunteer aviators as 

the Flying Tigers and later commanded official U.S. forces during World War II. 

che·no·pod (kKùnN-pmdÙ, kHnùN-) n.  Any plant of the goosefoot family, which 

includes spinach, beets, and pigweed.  [From New Latin Chenopodiaceae, family 

name, from Chenopodium, type genus  : Greek khKn, goose; see ghans- in 

Appendix + -podium, neuter of -podius, -pod.]

Che·ops (kKùmps), Originally Khu·fu (kuùfuÙ) 2590-2567 B.C.  Second king of 

the IV Dynasty of Egypt, renowned as the builder of the Great Pyramid at Giza. 

cheque (chHk) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of check. 
cheq·uer (chHkùNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of checker. 
Cher (shHr)  A river of central France flowing about 354 km (220 mi) to the Loire 

River near Tours. 

Cher·bourg (shârùbtrgÙ, shHr-burù)  A city of northwest France on the 

English Channel. The site has been occupied since ancient times and was fre-

quently contested by the French and English because of its strategic location. Pop-

ulation, 28,442. 

Che·ren·kov also Ce·ren·kov (chN-rHngùkôf, -kNf, chV-ryVn-kôfù), Pavel Ale-
kseevich. Born 1904.  Russian physicist. He shared a 1958 Nobel Prize for work 

leading to the development of a cosmic-ray counter. 

Che·ren·kov effect (chN-rHngùkôf V-fHktù, -kNf) n.  Variant of Cerenkov 
effect. 

Cherenkov radiation (chN-rHngùkôf r7ÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  Variant of Cerenkov 
radiation. 

Che·re·po·vets (chHrÙN-pN-vHtsù, chV-rV-pƒ-vyHtsù)  A city of east-central Rus-

sia north of Moscow. It grew around a monastery established in the 14th century. 

Population, 299,000. 

cher·i·moy·a (chHrÙN-moiùN) n.  1. A tropical American tree (Annona cheri-

mola) having heart-shaped, edible fruits with green skin and white, aromatic 

flesh.  2. The fruit of this plant.  [American Spanish chirimoya, from Quechua 

chirimuya.]

cher·ish (chHrùVsh) v.  tr. cher·ished, cher·ish·ing, cher·ish·es. 1. To treat 

with affection and tenderness; hold dear:  cherish one’s family; fine rugs that are 

cherished by their owners.  2. To keep fondly in mind; entertain:  cherish a memory.  

See Synonyms at appreciate.  [Middle English cherishen, from Old French 

cherir, cheriss-, from cher, dear, from Latin c7rus. See k7- in Appendix.] 
—cherùish·a·ble n.  —cherùish·er n.  —cherùish·ing·ly adv. 



Cher·kas·sy (chNr-käùsK)  A city of central Ukraine on the Dnieper River south-

southeast of Kiev. It was an important Cossack outpost before passing to Russia 

in the 1790’s. Population, 273,000. 

Cher·ni·gov (chNr-nKùgNf, -nyKù-)  A city of north-central Ukraine north-

northeast of Kiev. First mentioned in 907, it was the capital of the Chernigov 

principality in the 11th century and later passed to Lithuania, Poland, and Russia. 

Population, 278,000. 

Cher·no·byl (chNr-noùbNl, chyVr-nôùbVl)  A city of north-central Ukraine north-

northwest of Kiev. It was the site of a major nuclear power plant accident on April 

16, 1986. Population (in 1986), 12,000. 

Cher·nov·tsy (chNr-nôftùsK, chyVr-nƒf-tsVù)  A city of southwest Ukraine in the 

foothills of the Carpathian Mountains near the Romanian border. It was a center 

of the Ukrainian nationalist movement in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Pop-

ulation, 244,000. 

cher·no·zem (chHrùnN-zHmÙ, chîrÙnN-zyômù) n.  A very black topsoil, rich in 

humus, typical of cool to temperate semiarid regions, such as the grasslands of 

European Russia.  [Russian chernozëm : chërnyV, black + Old Russian zemV, earth; 

see dhghem- in Appendix.] —cherÙno·zemùic adj. 

Cher·o·kee (chHrùN-kKÙ, chHrÙN-kKù) n.  pl. Cherokee or Cher·o·kees. 1. a. A 

Native American people formerly inhabiting the southern Appalachian Moun-

tains from the western Carolinas and eastern Tennessee to northern Georgia, with 

present-day populations in northeast Oklahoma and western North Carolina. 

The Cherokee were removed to Indian Territory in the 1830’s after conflict with 

American settlers over rights to traditional lands.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Iroquoian language of the Cherokee.  [From Cherokee tsalaki.] 
—Cherùo·keeÙ adj. 

Cherokee rose (chHrùN-kKÙ roz) n.  A prickly, climbing, evergreen rose (Rosa 

laevigata) native to China and naturalized in the southeast United States, having 

showy, white, fragrant flowers. 

Cherokee Strip  or Cherokee Outlet (chHrùN-kKÙ strVp)  A plot of land in 

present-day northern Oklahoma. Purchased from the Cherokee Nation by the 

United States in 1891, it was opened to settlement in 1893. 

che·root also she·root (shN-rutù) n.  A cigar with square-cut ends.  [French 

cheroute, ultimately from Tamil curru££u, from curi, to be spiral.]

cher·ry (chHrùK) n.  pl. cher·ries. 1. a. Any of several trees or shrubs of the 

genus Prunus, especially P. avium or P. cerasus, native chiefly to northern temper-

ate regions and having pink or white flowers and small, juicy drupes.  b. The yel-

low, red, or blackish fruit of any of these plants.  c. The wood of any of these 

plants, especially black cherry.  d. Any of various plants, such as the Barbados 

cherry or the cornelian cherry, having fruits resembling a cherry.   2. Color. A 

moderate or strong red to purplish red.  3. Vulgar Slang. The hymen considered 



as a symbol of virginity.   —  adj.  1. Containing or having the flavor of cherries.  

2. Made of the wood of a cherry tree:  a cherry cabinet.  3. Color. Of a moderate 

or strong red to purplish red.  [Middle English cheri, from Anglo-Norman cherise, 

variant of Old French cerise, from Vulgar Latin *ceresia, from *cerasia, from 

Greek kerasia, cherry tree, from kerasos, of Semitic origin; akin to Assyrian kar≥u.]

cherry birch (chHrùK bûrch) n.  See sweet birch. 
cherry bomb (chHrùK bmm) n.  A red, ball-shaped firecracker that explodes 

with a loud bang. 

Cher·ry Hill (chHrùK hVl)  An urban township of west-central New Jersey east-

southeast of Camden. It is mainly residential. Population, 69,319. 

cherry laurel (chHrùK lôrùNl) n.  A frequently cultivated Eurasian evergreen 

shrub or small tree (Prunus laurocerasus) in the rose family, having showy clusters 

of white flowers and glossy foliage that yields an oil similar to bitter almond oil. 

cherry picker (chHrùK pVkùNr) n.  A mobile crane having a maneuverable verti-

cal boom, at the top of which a passenger can do such work as tree pruning and 

street-light maintenance. 

cherry plum (chHrùK plƒm) n.  A deciduous ornamental Eurasian shrub or 

small tree (Prunus cerasifera) in the rose family, having white flowers and small 

red to yellow edible fruits.  Also called myrobalan, myrobalan plum. 

cher·ry·stone (chHrùK-stonÙ) n.  The quahog clam when half-grown and of 

comparatively small size. 

cherry tomato (chHrùK tN-m7ùto) n.  A variety of tomato (Lycopersicon escu-

lentum var. cerasiforme) having small red to yellow fruits. 

cher·so·nese (kûrùsN-nKzÙ, -nKsÙ) n.  A peninsula.  [Latin chersonKsus, from 

Greek khersonKsos : khersos, dry land + nKsos, island; see sn7- in Appendix.]

chert (chûrt) n.  1. A variety of silica that contains microcrystalline quartz.  2. A 

siliceous rock of chalcedonic or opaline silica occurring in limestone.  [Origin 

unknown.] —chertùy adj. 

Chert·sey (chûrtùsK)  An urban district of southeast England on the southern 

bank of the Thames River. It has engineering works. Population, 73,100. 

cher·ub (chHrùNb) n.  1. pl. cher·u·bim (chHrùN-bVmÙ, -yN-bVmÙ). a. A winged 

celestial being.  b. One of the second order of angels.   2. pl. cher·ubs. a. A rep-

resentation of a small angel, portrayed as a child with a chubby, rosy face.  b. A 

person, especially a child, with an innocent or chubby face.   [Middle English, 

from Late Latin, from Hebrew kHrûb.] —che·ruùbic (chN-ruùbVk) adj.  

—che·ruùbi·cal·ly adv. 

Che·ru·bi·ni (kHrÙN-bKùnK, kHÙru-), (Maria) Luigi Carlo Zenobio Salva-
tore. 1760-1842.  Italian composer whose 29 operas, including Les Deux Journées 

(1800), helped form the transition in music from classicism to romanticism. 

cher·vil (chûrùvNl) n.  1. An annual Eurasian herb (Anthriscus cerefolium) in the 

parsley family, having aromatic parsleylike leaves that are used as a seasoning or 



garnish.  2. Any of several related plants, such as those of the genus Chaerophyl-

lum.  [Middle English, from Old English cerfille, from Latin chaerephyllum, from 

Greek khairephullon : khairein, to greet, delight in; see gher-2 in Appendix + 

phullon, leaf; see bhel-3 in Appendix.]

Ches·a·peake (chHsùN-pKkÙ)  An independent city of southeast Virginia south 

of Norfolk. Its vast area includes residential communities, farmland, and a sec-

tion of the Great Dismal Swamp. Population, 151,976. 

Chesapeake Bay (chHsùN-pKkÙ b7)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean separating 

the Delmarva Peninsula from mainland Maryland and Virginia. Explored and 

charted by John Smith in 1608, it is an important link in the Intracoastal Water-

way. 

Chesapeake Bay retriever (chHsùN-pKkÙ b7 rV-trKùvNr) n.  A hunting dog of 

a breed developed in the United States, and having a thick, short, wavy coat rang-

ing from dark brown to tan in color and known for its skill in retrieving game 

from water. 

Chesh·ire1 (chHshùNr, -îrÙ)  A town of south-central Connecticut north of New 

Haven. It is mainly residential. Population, 25,684. 

Chesh·ire2 also chesh·ire (chHshùNr) n.  A hard, yellow English cheese made 

from cow’s milk.  [After Cheshire, a county of west-central England.]

Ches·hunt (chHsùNnt)  An urban district of southeast England, a residential sub-

urb of London. Population, 79,700. 

Ches·nutt (chHsùnƒtÙ), Charles Waddell. 1858-1932.  American writer whose 

works, such as The Wife of His Youth (1899), concern racial prejudice and life 

among Black Americans. 

chess1 (chHs) n.  Games. A board game for two players, each beginning with 16 

pieces of six kinds that are moved according to individual rules, with the objective 

of checkmating the opposing king.  [Middle English ches, short for Old French 

esches, pl. of eschec, check in chess. See CHECK.]

chess2 (chHs) n.  Any of several species of brome grass, especially the cheat.  

[Origin unknown.]

chess3 (chHs) n.  pl. chess or chess·es. One of the floorboards of a pontoon 

bridge.  [Middle English ches, tier, perhaps from Old French chasse, frame, from 

Latin capsa, box.]

chess·board (chHsùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Games. A board marked with 64 squares, 

used in playing chess. 

chess·man (chHsùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  Games. One of the pieces used in playing 

chess. 

ches·sy·lite (shHsùN-lXtÙ, chHsù-) n.  See azurite.  [After Chessy, a town of east-

central France.]

chest (chHst) n.  1. The part of the body between the neck and the abdomen, 

enclosed by the ribs and the breastbone; the thorax.  2. a. A sturdy box with a lid 



and often a lock, used especially for storage.  b. A small closet or cabinet with 

shelves for storing supplies:  a medicine chest above the bathroom sink.   3. a. The 

treasury of a public institution.  b. The funds kept there.   4. a. A box for the 

shipping of certain goods, such as tea.  b. The quantity packed in such a box.   

5. A sealed receptacle for liquid, gas, or steam.  6. A bureau; a dresser.   —idiom. 
get (something) off (one’s) chest. To vent one’s pent-up feelings.  [Middle 

English, from Old English cest, box, from West Germanic *kist7, from Latin cista, 

from Greek kistK.] —chestùed (chHsùtVd) adj. 

Ches·ter (chHsùtNr)  1. A borough of west-central England on the Dee River 

south-southeast of Liverpool. The Romans built a fort here to defend the river 

crossing into Wales and named the settlement Deva. Chester is known for its 

Rows, a double tier of shops and houses along its main streets. Population, 

58,100.  2. A city of southeast Pennsylvania on the Delaware River, an industrial 

suburb of Philadelphia. Established as Upland, it was the site of William Penn’s 

first landing in America (1682) and is the oldest city in the state. Population, 

41,856. 

ches·ter·field (chHsùtNr-fKldÙ) n.  1. A single- or double-breasted overcoat, 

usually with concealed buttons and a velvet collar.  2. Chiefly Northern California 

& Chiefly Canada. A large, overstuffed sofa with upright armrests.  [After a 19th-

century earl of Chesterfield.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Chesterfield, a term for any type of sofa, was probably

brought down from Canada, where it is common. According to Craig M. Carver

in American Regional Dialects, this regionalism is “unique to northern California.”

The word probably comes from the name of a 19th-century earl of Chesterfield

and originally referred “specifically to a couch with upright armrests at either

end.” It appears to have come into use in Canada around 1903 and in Northern

California at about the same time.

Ches·ter·field (chHsùtNr-fKldÙ)  A city of north-central England south of Shef-

field. It is an important industrial center. Population, 96,300. 

Ches·ter·field (chHsùtNr-fKldÙ), Fourth Earl of Title of Philip Dormer Stan-

hope. 1694-1773.  English politician and writer best known for Letters to His Son 

(1774), which portrays the ideal 18th-century gentleman. 

Ches·ter-le-Street (chHsÙtNr-lV-strKtù)  An urban district of northeast England 

south-southeast of Newcastle. It is in a mining area. Population, 51,800. 

Ches·ter·ton (chHsùtNr-tNn), Gilbert Keith. 1874-1936.  British writer and 

critic known for his Roman Catholicism and his conservative political views. His 

works include essays, a series of detective novels featuring Father Brown, and vol-

umes of criticism and polemics. 



Chester White (chHsùtNr hwXt) n.  Any of a breed of large white hogs with 

drooping ears that were originally bred in Chester County in southeast Pennsyl-

vania. 

chest·nut (chHsùnƒtÙ, -nNt) n.  1. a. Any of several deciduous trees of the genus 

Castanea native to northern temperate regions, having alternate, simple, toothed 

leaves, and nuts enclosed in a prickly husk.  b. The often edible nut of any of 

these trees.  c. The wood of any of these trees.   2. Any of several other plants, 

such as the horse chestnut.  3. Color. A moderate to deep reddish brown.  4. A 

reddish-brown horse.  5. A small, hard callus on the inner surface of a horse’s 

foreleg.  6. An old, frequently repeated joke, story, or song.   —  adj.  Color. Of a 

moderate to deep reddish brown.  [Earlier chesten (from Middle English chesteine, 

from Old French chastaigne, from Latin castanea, from Greek kastanea, chestnut 

tree) + NUT.]

chestnut blight (chHsùnƒtÙ blXt) n.  A disease of chestnut trees caused by a 

fungus (Cryphonectria parasitica) that is especially destructive to the American 

chestnut, characterized by cankers that eventually kill the branches and trunk. 

chestnut oak (chHsùnƒtÙ ok) n.  Either of two eastern North American decidu-

ous oak trees (Quercus prinus and Q. muehlenbergii) having leaves that resemble 

those of the American chestnut. 

chest of drawers (chHst ƒv drôùNrz) n.  pl. chests of drawers. A piece of 

furniture consisting of a set of drawers that fit within a frame. 

chest·y (chHsùtK) adj.  chest·i·er, chest·i·est. Informal. 1. Having a large or 

well-developed chest or bust.  2. Arrogant or proud; conceited.   —chestùi·ness 
n. 

che·tah (chKùtN) n.  Variant of cheetah. 
chet·rum (chKùtrNm, chHtùrNm) n.  A unit of currency in Bhutan.  See Table at 

currency.  [Native word in Bhutan.]

che·val-de-frise (shN-v4lÙdN-frKzù) n.  pl. che·vaux-de-frise (shN-voÙ-). 
1. An obstacle composed of barbed wire or spikes attached to a wooden frame, 

used to block enemy advancement.  2. An obstacle made of jagged glass or spikes 

set into masonry on top of a wall.  [French, Frisian horse (from its use in 

Friesland to compensate for a lack of cavalry)  : cheval, horse + de, of + Frise, 

Friesland.]

che·val·et (shN-v4lù7, shHvÙN-l7ù) n.  Music. The bridge of a stringed instrument.  

[French, from diminutive of cheval, horse, from Latin caballus.]

che·val glass (shN-v4lù gl4s) n.  A long mirror mounted on swivels in a frame.  

[From French cheval, support, horse. See CHEVALET.]

chev·a·lier (shHvÙN-lîrù) n.  1. A member of certain male orders of knighthood 

or merit, such as the Legion of Honor in France.  2. a. A French nobleman of the 

lowest rank.  b. Used as a title for such a nobleman.   3. A knight.  4. A chivalrous 



man.  [Middle English chevaler, from Old French chevalier, from Late Latin 

caball7rius, horseman, from caballus, horse.]

Che·va·lier (shN-v4lùy7, shN-vä-ly7ù), Maurice. 1888-1972.  French actor and 

singer best known for his cabaret appearances and his role in the musical film 

Gigi (1958). 

che·vaux-de-frise (shN-voÙdN-frKzù) n.  Plural of cheval-de-frise. 
che·ve·lure (shNv-lürù) n.  A head of hair.  [Middle English cheveler, from Old 

French cheveleure, from Latin capill7t7ra, from capillus, hair.]

Chev·i·ot (shHvùK-Nt, chHvù-) n.  1. Any of a breed of hornless sheep with short, 

thick wool, originally raised in the Cheviot Hills.  2.  Also cheviot. A woolen 

fabric with a coarse twill weave, used chiefly for suits and overcoats and originally 

made from the wool of this breed of sheep.  [After the Cheviot (Hills).]
Cheviot Hills (chHvùK-Nt hVlz, shVvù-, chKùvK-)  A range of hills extending about 

56 km (35 mi) along the border between England and Scotland. The Cheviot, 
816.2 m (2,676 ft), is the highest elevation. 

chèv·re (shHvùrN) n.  Cheese made from goat’s milk.  [French, from Old French, 

from Latin capra, she-goat, feminine of caper, goat.]

chev·ron (shHvùrNn) n.  1. A badge or insignia consisting of stripes meeting at 

an angle, worn on the sleeve of a military or police uniform to indicate rank, 

merit, or length of service.  2. Heraldry. A device shaped like an inverted V.  3. A 

V-shaped pattern, especially a kind of fret used in architecture.  [Middle English 

cheveron, from Old French chevron, rafter (from the meeting of rafters at an 

angle), probably from Vulgar Latin *caprio, caprion-, from Latin caper, capr-, 

goat.]

chev·ro·tain (shHvùrN-t7nÙ) n.  Any of several small, deerlike, hornless rumi-

nants of the genera Hyemoschus and Tragulus native to the tropical rain forests of 

central Africa, India, and southeast Asia.  Also called mouse deer [French chevro-

tin, from Old French, diminutive of chevrot, kid diminutive of chevre, goat, from 

Latin capra, she-goat, feminine of caper, goat.]

Chev·y Chase (chHvÙK ch7sù)  A village of west-central Maryland, a residential 

suburb of Washington, D.C. Population, 12,232. 

chew (chu) v.  chewed, chew·ing, chews.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bite and grind 

with the teeth; masticate.  2. To meditate on; ponder:  chew a problem over.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To make a crushing and grinding motion with the teeth.  See Regional 

note at chaw.  2. To cogitate; meditate:  chewed on the difficulties ahead.  

3. Informal. To use chewing tobacco.   —  n.  1. The act of chewing.  

2. Something held in the mouth and chewed, especially a plug of tobacco.   
—phrasal verb. chew out. Slang. To reprimand; scold.   —idioms. chew 
the cud. Slang. To ponder over; meditate.  chew the fat (or chew the rag). 

Slang. To talk together in a friendly, leisurely way; chat at length.  [Middle English 

cheuen, from Old English cKowan.] —chewùa·ble adj.  —chewùer n. 



Che·wa (ch7ùwä) n.  A Bantu language spoken in Malawi, closely related to 

Nyanja. 

chew·ing gum (chuùVng gƒm) n.  A sweetened, flavored preparation for 

chewing, usually made of chicle. 

che·wink (chV-wVngkù) n.  See towhee (n., sense 1).  [Imitative of its call.]

chew·y (chuùK) adj.  chew·i·er, chew·i·est. Needing much chewing:  chewy 

candy.   —chewùi·ness n. 

Chey·enne1 (shX-Hnù, -4nù) n.  pl. Cheyenne or Chey·ennes. 1. a. A Native 

American people, divided after 1832 into the Northern and Southern Cheyenne, 

inhabiting respectively southeast Montana and southern Colorado, with present-

day populations in Montana and Oklahoma. The Cheyenne became nomadic 

buffalo hunters after migrating to the Great Plains in the 18th century and fig-

ured prominently in the resistance by Plains Indians to white encroachment.  

b. A member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Cheyenne.  

[Canadian French, from Dakota ≥ahíyela.] —Chey·enneù adj. 

Chey·enne2 (shX-4nù, -Hnù)  The capital of Wyoming, in the southeast part of 

the state near the Nebraska and Colorado borders. It was founded in 1867 as a 

division point for the Union Pacific Railroad. Population, 50,008. 

Cheyenne River (shX-Hnù rVvùNr)  A river rising in eastern Wyoming and flow-

ing about 848 km (527 mi) east then northeast to the Missouri River in central 

South Dakota. 

Cheyne-Stokes respiration (ch7nùstoksù rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn, ch7ùnK-stoksù) n.  

An abnormal type of breathing seen especially in comatose patients, character-

ized by alternating periods of shallow and deep breathing.  [After John Cheyne 

(1777-1836), Scottish physician, and William Stokes (1804-1878), Irish physi-

cian.]

chez (sh7) prep.  At the home of; at or by.  [French, from Old French, from Latin 

casa, cottage, hut.]

chg. abbr.  1. Change.  2. Charge. 

chi also khi (kX) n.  The 22nd letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek khi.]

chi·a (chKùN) n.  An aromatic annual plant (Salvia columbariae) in the mint fam-

ily, native to Mexico and the southwest United States and having clusters of blue 

or violet flowers and edible seedlike fruits.  [American Spanish chía, from 

Nahuatl chiah.]

Chi·ai  or Chia-i (jK-Xù, jyäùKù)  A city of southwest Taiwan north of Kaohsiung. It 

is an agricultural market center. Population, 252,376. 

Chia-ling (jyäùlVngù)  See Jialing. 
Chia·mus·su (jyäùmuùstù)  See Jiamusi. 
Chiang Kai-shek (ch4ngù kXùshHkù, jyängù), 1887-1975.  Chinese military and 

political figure who led the Nationalists against the rising Communist forces and 



was driven from the mainland to Taiwan (1949), where he served as president of 

Nationalist China until his death. 

Chi·an·ti (kK-änùtK, -4nù-) n.  A dry table wine, usually red, originally produced 

in northwest Italy.  [After the Chianti Mountains, a range of the Apennines in 

central Italy.]

chiao (chyou) n.  pl. chiao. Variant of jiao. 
chi·a·ro·scu·ro (kK-ärÙN-sktrùo, -skytrùo) n.  pl. chi·a·ro·scu·ros. 1. The 

technique of using light and shade in pictorial representation.  2. The arrange-

ment of light and dark elements in a pictorial work of art.  Also called claire-

obscure [Italian  : chiaro, bright, light (from Latin cl7rus, clear); see kelN-2 in 

Appendix + oscuro, dark (from Latin obsc7rus); see (s)keu- in Appendix.] 
—chi·aÙro·scuùrist n. 

chi·as·ma (kX-4zùmN) also chi·asm (kXù4zÙNm) n.  pl. chi·as·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or 

chi·as·mas also chi·asms. 1. Anatomy. A crossing or intersection of two tracts, 

as of nerves or ligaments.  2. Genetics. The point of contact between paired chro-

matids during meiosis, resulting in a cross-shaped configuration and represent-

ing the cytological manifestation of crossing over.  [Greek khiasma, cross-piece, 

from khiazein, to mark with an X, from khi, chi (from the letter’s shape).] 
—chi·asùmal, chi·asùmic, chiÙas·matùic (-m4tùVk)  adj. 

chi·as·ma·ty·py (kX-4zùmN-tXÙpK) n.  The meiotic twisting between paired 

chromatids that produces chiasmata.  [CHIASMA + TYP(E) + -Y
2.]

chi·as·mus (kX-4zùmNs) n.  pl. chi·as·mi (-mXÙ). A rhetorical inversion of the 

second of two parallel structures, as in “Each throat/Was parched, and glazed each 

eye” (Samuel Taylor Coleridge).  [New Latin, from Greek khiasmos, syntactic 

inversion, from khiazein, to invert or mark with an X. See CHIASMA.]

chi·as·to·lite (kX-4sùtN-lXtÙ) n.  A mineral variety of andalusite with carbon-

aceous impurities regularly arranged along the longer axis of the crystal.  [From 

Greek khiastos, crossed, past participle of khiazein, to mark with an X. See CHI-

ASMA.]

chiaus (chous, choush) n.  An official Turkish messenger, emissary, or sergeant.  

[Turkish ç7vuz, from Old Turkic ch7v, announcement.]

Chi·ba (chKùbäù)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, on the northeast shore of 

Tokyo Bay. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 788,920. 

Chib·cha (chVbùchN) n.  pl. Chibcha or Chib·chas. 1. A member of an extinct 

Indian people once inhabiting central Colombia.  2. The extinct language of the 

Chibcha. 

Chib·chan (chVbùchNn) n.  1. A member of a widely scattered Indian people of 

Colombia and Central America.  2. A language family comprising the Chibchan 

languages. 

Chi·bem·ba (chV-bHmùbN) n.  See Bemba. 



chi·bouk also chi·bouque (chV-bukù, shV-) n.  A Turkish tobacco pipe with a 

long stem and a red clay bowl.  [Turkish dialectal çibuk, from çubuk, shoot, twig, 

staff, from Old Turkic chubuq, chXbXq, diminutive of chXp, chXb-, branch.]

chic (shKk) adj.  chic·er, chic·est. 1. Conforming to the current fashion; stylish:  

chic clothes; a chic boutique.  2. Adopting or setting current fashions and styles; 

sophisticated:  chic, well-dressed young executives.  See Synonyms at fashionable.   
—  n.  1. The quality or state of being stylish; fashionableness.  2. Sophistication 

in dress and manner; elegance.  [French, probably from German Schick, skill, fit-

ness, elegance, from Middle High German (sich) schicken, to outfit (oneself); fit 

in.] —chicùly adv.  —chicùness n. 

Chi·ca·go (shV-käùgo, -kôù-)  The largest city of Illinois, in the northeast part of 

the state on Lake Michigan. It is a major port and the commercial, financial, 

industrial, and cultural center of the Middle West. The city was nearly destroyed 

by a disastrous fire in 1871. Population, 2,783,726.   —Chi·caùgo·an n. 

Chi·ca·go (shV-käùgo, -kôù-), Judy. Born 1939.  American artist best known for 

The Dinner Party (1979), a ceramic and needlepoint project depicting the social 

history of women in the Western world. 

Chicago Heights (shV-käùgo hXts)  A city of northeast Illinois south of Chi-

cago. It is an industrial center. Population, 33,072. 

Chicago River (shV-käùgo rVvùNr)  A river formed at Chicago by the junction of 

northern and southern branches that total about 55 km (34 mi) in length. It is an 

important link in the Illinois Waterway. 

Chi·ca·na (chV-käùnN, shV-) n.  Usage Problem. A Mexican-American woman or 

girl.  See Usage Note at Chicano.  [American Spanish, feminine of chicano, chi-

cano. See CHICANO.] —Chi·caùna adj. 

chi·cane (shV-k7nù, chV-) v.  chi·caned, chi·can·ing, chi·canes.  —  v.  intr. To 

resort to tricks or subterfuges; use chicanery.   —  v.  tr. To trick; deceive.   —  n.  

1. Chicanery.  2. Games. A bridge or whist hand without trumps.  [French chica-

ner, from Old French, to quibble.] —chi·canùer n. 

chi·can·er·y (shV-k7ùnN-rK, chV-) n.  pl. chi·can·er··ies. 1. Deception by trick-

ery or sophistry.  2. A trick; a subterfuge. 

Chi·ca·no (chV-käùno, shV-) n.  pl. Chi·ca·nos. Usage Problem. A Mexican-

American.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Mexican-Americans or their culture.  

[American Spanish, dialectal variant of Mexicano, Mexican, from México, Mex-

ico.]

USAGE NOTE: Care should be taken in using the term Chicano when referring

to Mexican-Americans. In some regions of the Southwest the term suggests ethnic

pride; in others it may be felt to be derogatory. See Usage Note at Hispanic.



Chich·a·gof Island (chVchùN-gôfÙ XùlNnd, -gmfÙ)  An island of southeast Alaska 

in the northern Alexander Archipelago. It was named after a Russian admiral. 

Chi·chén It·zá (chK-chHnù K-tsäù, KtùsN)  An ancient Mayan city of central 

Yucatán in Mexico. It was founded c. A.D. 514 and abandoned in 1194. There are 

extensive well-preserved ruins on the site. 

Chich·es·ter (chVchùV-stNr)  A municipal borough of southern England near the 

English Channel east of Southampton. Called Regnum by the Romans, it was a 

major port in the Middle Ages. Population, 24,300. 

chi·chi (shKùshK) adj.  chi·chi·er, chi·chi·est. Ostentatiously stylish; deliberately 

chic.   —  n.  Ostentatious stylishness.  [French.]

chick (chVk) n.  1. a. A young chicken.  b. The young of any bird.   2. A child.  

3. Slang. A girl or young woman.  [Middle English chike, variant of chiken, 

chicken. See CHICKEN.]

chick·a·dee (chVkùN-dKÙ) n.  Any of several small, plump North American birds 

of the genus Parus, having predominantly gray plumage and a dark-crowned 

head.  [Imitative of its call.]

Chick·a·mau·ga (chVkÙN-môùgN)  A city of extreme northwest Georgia south of 

Chattanooga, Tennessee. Confederate troops led by Braxton Bragg defeated 

Union forces here on September 19-20, 1863. Population, 2,232. 

chick·a·ree (chVkùN-rKÙ) n.  A small squirrel (Tamiasciurus douglasi) of the ever-

green forests of northwest North America, resembling and closely related to the 

red squirrel.  [Imitative.]

Chick·a·saw (chVkùN-sôÙ) n.  pl. Chick·a·saw or Chick·a·saws. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting northeast Mississippi and northwest Ala-

bama, now located in south-central Oklahoma. The Chickasaw were removed to 

Indian Territory in the 1830’s.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Muskogean 

language of the Chickasaw.   —Chickùa·sawÙ adj. 

Chick·a·sa·whay (chVkÙN-sôùw7)  A river, about 338 km (210 mi) long, of 

southeast Mississippi. 

Chick·a·sha (chVkùN-sh7Ù)  A city of central Oklahoma southwest of Oklahoma 

City. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 15,828. 

chick·en (chVkùNn) n.  1. a. The common domestic fowl (Gallus domesticus) or 

its young.  b. Any of various similar or related birds.  c. The flesh of the common 

domestic fowl.   2. Slang. A coward.  3. Any of various foolhardy competitions in 

which the participants persist in a dangerous course of action until one loses 

nerve and stops.   —  adj.  Slang. Afraid; cowardly.   —  v.  intr. chick·ened, 
chick·en·ing, chick·ens. Slang. To act in a cowardly manner; lose one’s nerve:  

chickened out at the last moment.  [Middle English chiken, from Old English 

cXcen.]

chicken breast (chVkùNn brHst) n.  Pathology. See pigeon breast.  —chick-
ùen-breastÙed (chVkùNn-brHsÙtVd) adj. 



chicken feed (chVkùNn fKd) n.  Slang. A trifling amount of money. 

chicken hawk (chVkùNn hôk) n.  1. Any of various hawks that prey on or have 

the reputation of preying on chickens.  2. Vulgar Slang. A man who seeks out 

young boys as his sexual partners. 

chick·en-heart·ed (chVkùNn-härÙtVd) adj.  Lacking courage; cowardly.   
—chickùen·heartÙed·ness n. 

Chick·en Little (chVkùNn lVtùl) n.  A confirmed pessimist, particularly one who 

warns of impending disaster.  [After a character in a story who is hit on the head 

by an acorn and believes the sky is falling.]

chick·en-liv·ered (chVkùNn-lVvÙNrd) adj.  Cowardly. 

chick·en·pox  or chicken pox (chVkùNn-pmksÙ) n.  An acute contagious dis-

ease, primarily of children, that is caused by the varicella-zoster virus and charac-

terized by skin eruptions, slight fever, and malaise.  Also called varicella 

chicken run (chVkùNn rƒn) n.  An enclosed area in which chickens are allowed 

to walk and run about. 

chicken shit (chVkùNn shVt) Obscene. n.  Contemptibly petty, insignificant non-

sense.   —  adj.  1. Contemptibly unimportant; petty.  2. Cowardly; afraid. 

chicken snake (chVkùNn sn7k) n.  See rat snake. 
chicken wire (chVkùNn wXr) n.  A light-gauge galvanized wire fencing usually 

made with hexagonal mesh. 

chick·pea (chVkùpKÙ) n.  1. An annual Asian plant (Cicer arietinum) in the pea 

family, widely cultivated for the edible seeds in its short, inflated pods.  2. A seed 

of this plant.  Also called garbanzo [Obsolete chichpease : Middle English chiche, 

chickpea (from Old French, from Latin cicer) + pease, pea; see PEA.]

chick·weed (chVkùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various herbs of the genera Cerastium and 

Stellaria, especially S. media, a European weed naturalized worldwide. The herb 

has small white flowers, petals with two deep lobes, and opposite leaves.  [So 

called because it is eaten by chickens.]

Chi·cla·yo (chV-kläùyo, chK-)  A city of northwest Peru north-northwest of 

Lima. Situated on the coastal desert between the Andes and the Pacific Ocean, the 

city may go years at a time without rainfall. Population, 213,095. 

chic·le (chVkùNl) n.  The coagulated milky juice of the sapodilla, used as the prin-

cipal ingredient of chewing gum.  [Spanish, from Nahuatl chictli.]

Chic·lets (chVkùlVts)  A trademark used for chewing gum in the form of small, 

square, candy-coated pieces. 

Chi·co (chKùko)  A city of northern California northwest of Oroville. It is a pro-

cessing and packing center in an almond-growing region. Population, 40,079. 

Chic·o·pee (chVkùN-pK)  A city of southwest Massachusetts on the Connecticut 

River near Springfield. It was founded c. 1641 and set off from Springfield in 

1848. Population, 56,632. 



chic·o·ry (chVkùN-rK) n.  pl. chic·o·ries. 1. A perennial herb (Cichorium intybus) 

of the composite family, native to the Old World, widely naturalized in North 

America, and having rayed flower heads with blue florets.  Also called succory 

2. Any of various forms of this plant having edible leaves, such as radicchio.  

3. The dried, roasted, ground roots of this plant, used as an adulterant of or sub-

stitute for coffee.  [Middle English cicoree (from Old French cichoree), and French 

chicorée both from Latin cichorium, cichorKum, from Greek kikhoreia, pl. diminu-

tive of kikhora, kikhorK.]

Chi·cou·ti·mi (shV-kuùtN-mK)  A city of south-central Quebec, Canada, on the 

Saguenay River north of Quebec City. A Jesuit mission was established here in 

1676. Population, 60,064. 

chide (chXd) v.  chid·ed or chid (chVd), chid·ed or chid  also chid·den 
(chVdùn), chid·ing, chides.  —  v.  tr. To scold mildly so as to correct or 

improve; reprimand:  chided the boy for his sloppiness.   —  v.  intr. To express dis-

approval.  [Middle English chiden, from Old English cXdan, from cXd, strife, con-

tention.] —chidùer n.  —chidùing·ly adv. 

chief (chKf) n.  Abbr. ch., Ch., C. 1. One who is highest in rank or authority; a 

leader.  2.  Often Chief. a. A chief petty officer.  b. Nautical. The chief engineer 

of a ship.   3. Slang. A boss.  4. Heraldry. The upper section of a shield.  5. The 

most important or valuable part.   —  adj.  1. Highest in rank, authority, or 

office.  2. Most important or influential.  See Usage Note at perfect.   —  adv.  

Archaic. Chiefly.  [Middle English chef, from Old French, from Latin caput, head. 

See kaput- in Appendix.] —chiefùdom n.  —chiefùshipÙ n.  

SYNONYMS: chief, principal, main, leading, foremost, primary, prime. These ad-

jectives refer to what is first in rank or in importance. Chief applies to a person

of the highest authority: a chief magistrate. Used figuratively, chief implies maxi-

mum importance or value: Her children were her chief joy. Principal applies to

someone or something of the first order in rank, power, or significance: the prin-

cipal cellist in an orchestra; their principal source of entertainment. Main applies to

what exceeds others in extent, size, or importance: the main building on the cam-

pus; the main subject of conversation. Leading suggests personal magnetism, a

record of achievement, or suitability or capacity for influencing others: She is one

of the leading physicians of the city. Foremost is closely related to leading but more

strongly emphasizes first position and the sense of having forged ahead of others:

the foremost research scientist of the day. Primary stresses first in the sense of ori-

gin, sequence, or development: attending primary school. It can also mean first in

the sense of “basic” or “fundamental”: The primary function of a house is to pro-

vide warmth and shelter. Prime applies to what is first in comparison with others

and to what is of the best quality: a theory of prime significance; prime veal; a prime



Burgundy.

chief executive (chKf Vg-zHkùyN-tVv) n.  1. Chief Executive. The President of 

the United States.  2. A principal executive official, such as the leader of a nation’s 

government or the governor of a state. 

chief executive officer (chKf Vg-zHkùyN-tVv ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. CEO, C.E.O. 
The highest-ranking executive in a company or organization, responsible for car-

rying out the policies of the board of directors on a day-to-day basis. 

chief justice also Chief Justice (chKf jƒsùtVs) n.  Abbr. C.J. The presiding 

judge of a high court having several judges, especially the U.S. Supreme Court. 

chief·ly (chKfùlK) adv.  1. Above all; especially.  2. Almost entirely; mainly.   —  
adj.  Of or relating to a chief:  chiefly responsibilities. 

chief master sergeant (chKf m4sùtNr särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. CMSGT 1. A non-

commissioned rank in the U.S. Air Force that is above senior master sergeant.  

2. One who holds this rank. 

chief of staff (chKf ƒv st4f) n.  pl. chiefs of staff. Abbr. CS, C. of S. 1.  
Often Chief of Staff. The ranking officer of the U.S. Army or Air Force, respon-

sible to the secretary of his or her branch and to the President.  2. The senior mil-

itary staff officer at the division level or higher. 

chief of state (chKf ƒv st7t) n.  pl. chiefs of state. The formal head of a 

nation, distinct from the head of the government. 

chief petty officer (chKf pHtùK ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. CPO 1. An enlisted rank in 

the U.S. Navy that is above petty officer first class and below senior chief petty 

officer.  2. One who holds this rank. 

chief·tain (chKfùtNn) n.  The leader or head of a group, especially a clan or tribe.  

[Middle English cheftain, from Old French chevetain, from Late Latin capit7neus, 

from Latin caput, head. See kaput- in Appendix.] —chiefùtain·cy n.  —chief-
ùtain·shipÙ n. 

Ch’ien-lung (chyHnùltngù)  See Qianlong. 
Chie·ti (ky7ùtK)  A city of central Italy near the Adriatic coast. It occupies the site 

of an ancient Roman settlement. Population, 55,207. 

chiff·chaff (chVfùch4fÙ) n.  A small European warbler (Phylloscopus collybita) 

with yellowish-green plumage.  [Imitative of its song.]

chif·fon (shV-fmnù, shVfùmnÙ) n.  1. A fabric of sheer silk or rayon.  

2. Ornamental accessories, such as ribbons or laces, for women’s clothing.   —  
adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling the fabric chiffon.  2. Made light and fluffy 

by the addition of beaten egg whites or gelatin:  a lemon chiffon pie.  [French, rag, 

chiffon, from chiffe, old rag, perhaps variant of Old French chipe, of Germanic 

origin.]

chif·fo·nier (shVfÙN-nîrù) n.  A narrow, high chest of drawers or bureau, often 

with a mirror attached.  [French, from chiffon, rag. See CHIFFON.]



chif·fo·robe (shVfùN-robÙ, shVfùrobÙ) n.  Regional. A tall piece of furniture typi-

cally having drawers on one side and space for hanging clothes on the other.  

[CHIFFO(NIER) + (WARD)ROBE.]

Chif·ley (chVfùlK), Joseph Benedict. 1885-1951.  Australian politician who 

served as prime minister (1945-1949) and attempted to nationalize the country’s 

banks (1947). 

chig·ger (chVgùNr) n.  1. Any of various small, six-legged larvae of mites of the 

family Trombiculidae, parasitic on insects, humans, and other vertebrates. The 

chigger’s bite produces a wheal that is usually accompanied by severe itching.  

Also called chigoe, harvest bug, harvest mite, jigger2, red bug.  2.  See chigoe (n., 

sense 1).  [Alteration of CHIGOE.]

chi·gnon (shKn-ymnù, shKnùymnÙ) n.  A roll or knot of hair worn at the back of 

the head or especially at the nape of the neck.  [French, from Old French chai-

gnon, chain, collar, nape, from Vulgar Latin *catKnio, from Latin catKna, chain.]

chig·oe (chVgùo, chKùgo) n.  1. A small tropical flea (Tunga penetrans), the fertil-

ized female of which burrows under the skin of animals and humans, causing 

intense irritation and sores that may become severely infected.  Also called chig-

ger, jigger2, sand flea.  2.  See chigger (n., sense 1).  [Possibly from Galibi chico, 

or of African origin. See JIGGER
2.]

Chig·well (chVgùwHl, -wNl)  An urban district of southeast England, a residential 

suburb of London. Population, 51,290. 

Chi·hua·hua1 (chN-wäùwä, chK-)  A city of northern Mexico south of Ciudad 

Juárez. It is the rail and commercial center for the vast northern section of the 

country. Population, 385,603. 

Chi·hua·hua2 (chV-wäùwä, -wN) n.  A very small dog of a breed originating in 

Mexico, having pointed ears and a smooth coat.  [After Chihuahua, a city and 

state of northern Mexico.]

Chi·ka·ma·tsu Mon·za·e·mon (chKÙkä-mätùsu mônÙzä-H-mônù), 1653-

1724.  Japanese playwright whose numerous plays, mostly written for the puppet 

theater, deeply influenced Japanese drama. 

chil·blain (chVlùbl7nÙ) n.  An inflammation followed by itchy irritation on the 

hands, feet, or ears, resulting from exposure to moist cold.  [CHIL(L) + BLAIN.] 
—chilùblainedÙ adj. 

child (chXld) n.  pl. chil·dren (chVlùdrNn). Abbr. ch. 1. A person between birth 

and puberty.  2. a. An unborn infant; a fetus.  b. An infant; a baby.   3. One who 

is childish or immature.  4. A son or daughter; an offspring.  5.  Often children. 

Members of a tribe; descendants:  children of Abraham.  6. a. An individual 

regarded as strongly affected by another or by a specified time, place, or circum-

stance:  a child of nature; a child of the Sixties.  b. A product or result of something 

specified: “Times Square is a child of the 20th century” (Richard F. Shepard).    



—idiom. with child. Pregnant.  [Middle English, from Old English cild.] 
—childùless adj.  —childùless·ness n. 

Child (chXld), Julia. Born 1912.  American cookery expert known for her books 

and her instructional television and video series. 

Child (chXld), Lydia Maria Francis. 1802-1880.  American abolitionist and 

writer of novels, children’s books, and reform works, such as Appeal in Favor of 

That Class of Americans Called Africans (1833). 

child·bear·ing (chXldùbârÙVng) n.  The human act or process of giving birth; 

parturition.   —childùbearÙing adj. 

child·bed (chXldùbHdÙ) n.  The condition of a woman in the process of giving 

birth. 

childbed fever (chXldùbHdÙ fKùvNr) n.  See puerperal fever. 
child·birth (chXldùbûrthÙ) n.  Parturition. 

child-care  or child·care (chXldùkârÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or providing care for 

children, especially preschoolers:  a child-care center; child-care professionals.   
—childùcareÙ n. 

childe (chXld) n.  Archaic. A child of noble birth.  [Middle English childe, child, 

child. See CHILD.]

child·free (chXldùfrKÙ) adj.  Without children, especially by choice:  childfree 

couples. 

child·hood (chXldùhtdÙ) n.  1. The time or state of being a child.  2. The early 

stage in the existence or development of something:  the childhood of Western civ-

ilization. 

child·ish (chXlùdVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or suitable for a child or childhood:  

a high, childish voice; childish nightmares.  2. a. Marked by or indicating a lack of 

maturity; puerile:  tired of your childish pranks.  b. Not complicated; simple.  

c. Affected mentally by old age; senile.    —childùish·ly adv.  —childùish·ness 
n. 

child labor (chXld l7ùbNr) n.  The full-time employment of children who are 

under a minimum legal age. 

child·like (chXldùlXkÙ) adj.  Like or befitting a child, as in innocence, trustfulness, 

or candor. 

child·proof (chXldùprufÙ) adj.  1. Designed to resist tampering by young chil-

dren:  a childproof aspirin bottle.  2. Made safe for young children, as by the 

removal or alteration of potential hazards:  a childproof kitchen.   —  v.  tr. 

child·proofed, child·proof·ing, child·proofs. To make childproof:  child-

proof a house. 

chil·dren (chVlùdrNn) n.  Abbr. ch. Plural of child. 
child restraint (chXld rV-str7ntù) n.  A device, such as a seat belt or small car 

seat with a seat belt, used to control and protect a child in a motor vehicle. 

child’s play (chXldz pl7) n.  1. Something very easy to do.  2. A trivial matter. 



Chil·e (chVlùK, chKùlH)  A country of southwest South America with a long Pacific 

coastline. Colonized by Spain in 1541, it declared its independence in 1818. Santi-

ago is the capital and the largest city. Population, 11,329,736.   —Chilùe·an adj.  

& n. 

Chil·e saltpeter (chVlùK sôltùpKùtNr) n.  See sodium nitrate. 
chil·i (chVlùK) n.  pl. chil·ies. 1. The pungent fresh or dried fruit of any of several 

cultivated varieties of capsicum, used especially as a flavoring in cooking.  Also 

called chili pepper 2. Chili con carne.  [Spanish chile, chili, from Nahuatl chilli.]

chil·i·ad (kVlùK-4dÙ, -Nd) n.  1. A group that contains 1,000 elements.  2. One 

thousand years; a millennium.  [Late Latin chilias, chiliad-, from Greek khilias, 

from khilioi, thousand. See gheslo- in Appendix.]

chil·i·asm (kVlùK-4zÙNm) n.  Theology. The doctrine stating that Jesus will reign 

on earth for 1,000 years.  [New Latin chiliasmus, from Late Latin chilias, chiliad. 

See CHILIAD.] —chilùi·astÙ (-4stÙ, -Nst) n.  —chilÙi·asùtic adj. 

chil·i·bur·ger (chVlùK-bûrÙgNr) n.  A hamburger covered with chili con carne. 

chili con car·ne (chVlùK kmn kärùnK) n.  A highly spiced dish made of red pep-

pers, meat, and often beans.  [Spanish  : chili, chile, chili + con, with + carne, 

meat.]

chil·i·dog (chVlùK-dôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  A hot dog covered with chili con carne, served 

in a long roll. 

Chi·lin (jKùlVnù)  See Jilin. 
chili pepper (chVlùK pHpùNr) n.  See chili (n., sense 1). 

chili powder (chVlùK pouùdNr) n.  A condiment consisting of ground chilies 

mixed with several seasonings, such as cumin, oregano, and garlic. 

chili sauce (chVlùK sôs) n.  A spiced sauce made with chilies and tomatoes. 

chill (chVl) n.  1. A moderate but penetrating coldness.  2. A sensation of cold-

ness, often accompanied by shivering and pallor of the skin.  3. A checking or 

dampening of enthusiasm, spirit, or joy:  bad news that put a chill on the celebra-

tion.  4. A sudden numbing fear or dread.   —  adj.  1. Moderately cold; chilly:  a 

chill wind.  2. Not warm and friendly; distant:  a chill greeting.  3. Discouraging; 

dispiriting: “Chill penury repressed their noble rage” (Thomas Gray).   —  v.  

chilled, chill·ing, chills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To affect with or as if with cold.  2. To 

lower in temperature; cool.  3. To make discouraged; dispirit.  4. Metallurgy. To 

harden (a metallic surface) by rapid cooling.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be seized with 

cold.  2. To become cold or set:  jelly that chills quickly.  3. Metallurgy. To become 

hard by rapid cooling.  [Middle English chile, from Old English cele. See gel- in 

Appendix.] —chillùing·ly adv.  —chillùness n. 

Chil·lán (chK-yänù)  A city of central Chile east-northeast of Concepción. 

Founded in the 16th century, it was twice destroyed by earthquakes (1835 and 

1939). Population, 118,163. 



chill·er (chVlùNr) n.  1. One that chills.  2. A frightening story, especially one 

involving violence, evil, or the supernatural; a thriller. 

chill factor (chVl f4kùtNr) n.  Wind-chill factor. 

Chil·li·coth·e (chVlÙV-kmthùK, -kôùthK)  A city of south-central Ohio south of 

Columbus. It became capital of the Northwest Territory in 1800 and served as 

Ohio’s capital from 1803 to 1810 and from 1812 to 1816. Population, 21,923. 

Chil·li·wack (chVlùN-w4kÙ)  A city of southwest British Columbia, Canada, on 

the Fraser River east of Vancouver. It is a processing center. Population, 40,642. 

chill·y (chVlùK) adj.  chill·i·er, chill·i·est. 1. Cool or cold enough to cause shiver-

ing.  See Synonyms at cold.  2. Seized with or feeling cold; shivering.  3. Distant 

and cool; unfriendly:  a chilly look.   —chillùi·ly adv.  —chillùi·ness n. 

Chi·lo·é (chVlÙo-7ù, chKÙlô-Hù)  An island off south-central Chile. It is the largest 

of the Chilean islands and the only one to be successfully settled. 

chi·lo·pod (kXùlN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various arthropods of the class Chilopoda, 

which includes the centipedes.  [From New Latin ChXlopoda, class name  : Greek 

kheilos, lip + -poda, -pod (so called because the foremost pair of legs are jawlike 

appendages).]

Chil·tern Hills (chVlùtNrn hVlz)  A range of chalk hills in south-central England 

northeast of the upper Thames River. 

Chiltern Hundreds (chVlùtNrn hƒnùdrVdz) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Chiefly 

British. A merely formal office applied for by members of Parliament when they 

wish to resign from the House of Commons.  [Short for Stewardship of the Chil-

tern Hundreds, tracts of crown lands in south-central England including the 

Chiltern Hills.]

Chi·lung (jKùltngù, chKù-)  See Keelung. 
chi·mae·ra (kX-mîrùN, kV-) n.  1. A deep-sea cartilaginous fish of the family Chi-

maeridae, having a smooth-skinned tapering body and a whiplike tail.  

2. Genetics. Variant of chimera. [New Latin Chimaera, type genus, from Latin 

chimaera, chimera. See CHIMERA.]

Chi·mae·ra (kX-mîrùN, kV-) n.  Greek Mythology. Variant of Chimera. 
Chim·bo·ra·zo (chVmÙbN-räùzo, -r7ù-, chKmÙbô-räùsô)  An inactive volcano, 

6,271.1 m (20,561 ft) high, in central Ecuador. The highest elevation of the Cor-

dillera Real, it was first scaled in 1880. 

Chim·bo·te (chVm-boùtK, chKm-bôùtH)  A city of western Peru on the Pacific 

Ocean north-northwest of Callao. It suffered severe earthquake damage in 1970. 

Population, 223,341. 

chime1 (chXm) n.  1. An apparatus for striking a bell or set of bells to produce a 

musical sound.  2.  Often chimes. Music. A set of bells tuned to scale and used as 

an orchestral instrument.  3. A single bell, as in the mechanism of a clock.  4. The 

sound produced by or as if by a bell or bells.  5. Agreement; accord:  a flawless 

chime of romance and reality.   —  v.  chimed, chim·ing, chimes.  —  v.  intr. 



1. a. To sound with a harmonious ring when struck.  b. To make a musical sound 

by striking a bell or set of bells.   2. To be in agreement or accord: harmonize:  

Their views chimed with ours. The seafood and wine chimed perfectly.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To produce (music) by striking bells.  2. To strike (a bell) to produce music.  

3. a. To signal or make known by chiming:  The clock chimed noon.  b. To call, 

send, or welcome by chiming.   4. To repeat insistently.   —phrasal verb. chime 
in. 1. To interrupt the speech of others, especially with an unwanted opinion.  

2. To join in harmoniously.  3. To go together harmoniously; agree.  [From Mid-

dle English chimbe (belle), from Old French, variant of cimble, cymbal, from 

Latin cymbalum. See CYMBAL.] —chimùer n. 

chime2 (chXm) n.  The rim of a cask.  [Middle English chimb, from Old English 

cim-, cimb-. See gembh- in Appendix.]

chi·me·ra also chi·mae·ra (kX-mîrùN, kV-) n.  Genetics. 1. An organism consist-

ing of two or more tissues of different genetic composition, produced as a result 

of mutation, grafting, or the mixture of cell populations from different zygotes.  

2. An organism produced by genetic engineering, in which DNA from distinct 

parent species is combined to produce an individual with a double chromosome 

complement.  [Middle English chimere, Chimera, from Old French, from Latin 

chimaera, from Greek khimaira, chimera, she-goat. See ghei- in Appendix.]

Chi·me·ra also Chi·mae·ra (kX-mîrùN, kV-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A fire-

breathing she-monster usually represented as a composite of a lion, goat, and ser-

pent.  2. An imaginary monster made up of grotesquely disparate parts. 

chi·mer·i·cal (kX-mHrùV-kNl, -mîrù-, kV-) also chi·mer·ic (-mHrùVk, -mîrù-) adj.  

1. Created by or as if by a wildly fanciful imagination; highly improbable.  

2. Given to unrealistic fantasies; fanciful.   —chi·merùi·cal·ly adv. 

chi·mer·ism (kX-mîrùVzÙNm, kXùmN-rVzÙ-) n.  The condition of being a genetic 

chimera. 

chim·i·chan·ga (chVmÙK-chängùgN) n.  A deep-fried burrito.  [American Span-

ish.]

Chim·kent (chVm-kHntù)  A city of south-central Kazakhstan north of Tashkent. 

Founded in the 12th century, it was taken by Russia in 1864. Population, 369,000. 

chim·ney (chVmùnK) n.  pl. chim·neys. 1. a. A passage through which smoke 

and gases escape from a fire or furnace; a flue.  b. The usually vertical structure 

containing a chimney.  c. The part of such a structure that rises above a roof.   

2. Chiefly British. A smokestack, as of a ship or locomotive.  3. A glass tube for 

enclosing the flame of a lamp.  4. Something, such as a narrow cleft in a cliff, 

resembling a chimney.  [Middle English chimenei, from Old French cheminee, 

from Late Latin camXn7ta, fireplace, from Latin camXnus, furnace, from Greek 

kaminos.]

chim·ney·piece (chVmùnK-pKsÙ) n.  1. The mantel of a fireplace.  2. A decora-

tion over a fireplace. 



chimney pot (chVmùnK pmt) n.  A short, usually earthenware pipe placed on the 

top of a chimney to improve the draft. 

chimney sweep (chVmùnK swKp) n.  A worker employed to clean soot from 

chimneys. 

chimney swift (chVmùnK swVft) n.  A small, dark, swallowlike New World bird 

(Chaetura pelagica) that frequently nests in chimneys. 

chimp (chVmp) n.  Informal. A chimpanzee. 

chim·pan·zee (chVmÙp4n-zKù, -pNn-, chVm-p4nùzK) n.  A gregarious anthro-

poid ape (Pan troglodytes) of tropical Africa, having long dark hair and somewhat 

arboreal habits and exhibiting humanlike behavior and a high degree of intelli-

gence. It is now considered vulnerable to extinction in the wild.  [Portuguese, 

from Kongo (Vili) ci-mpenzi.]

chin (chVn) n.  The central forward portion of the lower jaw.   —  v.  chinned, 
chin·ning, chins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pull (oneself) up with the arms while grasping 

an overhead horizontal bar until the chin is level with the bar.  2. Music. To place 

(a violin) under the chin in preparation to play it.   —  v.  intr. 1. To chin oneself.  

2. Informal. To make idle conversation; chatter.  [Middle English, from Old 

English cin. See genu-2 in Appendix.] —chinùless adj. 

Chin (jVn)  See Jin. 
Chin. abbr.  China; Chinese. 

Ch’in (chVn)  See Qin. 
chi·na (chXùnN) n.  1. High-quality porcelain or ceramic ware, originally made in 

China.  2. Porcelain or earthenware used for the table.  [Short for chinaware.]

WORD HISTORY: Our term china for porcelain or ceramic ware is a shorten-

ing of chinaware and probably china dishes. Although the word china is identical

in spelling to the name of the country, there are 16th- and 17th-century spellings

like chiney, cheny, and cheney that reflect the borrowing into English of the Persian

term for this porcelain, chXnX. The Persian word and the Sanskrit word cXn7U, “Chi-

nese people,” which gave us the English name for the country, go back to the Chi-

nese word Qin, the name of the dynasty that ruled China from 221 to 206 B.C.

Chi·na (chXùnN) Abbr. Ch., Chin.  A country of eastern Asia. Its ancient civiliza-

tion traditionally dates to c. 2700 B.C. After a bitter civil war (1946-1949) a peo-

ple’s republic led by Mao Zedong was established on the mainland, and the 

Nationalists fled to Taiwan. Beijing is the capital and Shanghai the largest city. 

Population, 1,008,175,288. 

China, Republic of.  See Taiwan. 
China aster (chXùnN 4sùtNr) n.  An annual Chinese plant (Callistephus chinensis) 

in the composite family, widely grown in several forms for its showy, variously 

colored flower heads. 



chi·na·ber·ry (chXùnN-bHrÙK) n.  A deciduous Asian tree (Melia azedarach), 

widely cultivated and naturalized in the southern United States and having bipin-

nately compound leaves, clusters of purplish flowers, and yellow, globose, poi-

sonous fruits.  Also called China tree 

China jute (chXùnN jut) n.  See velvetleaf. 
Chi·na·man (chXùnN-mNn) n.  Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a Chi-

nese man. 

China rose (chXùnN roz) n.  A Chinese rose (Rosa chinensis) having mostly red, 

pink, or white flowers. It is an ancestor of many cultivated hybrid roses. 

China Sea (chXùnN sK)  The western part of the Pacific Ocean extending along 

the eastern coast of Asia from southern Japan to the Malay Peninsula. It is divided 

by Taiwan into the East China Sea and the South China Sea. 
China syndrome (chXùnN sVnùdromÙ) n.  The accidental melting of a nuclear 

reactor core so that its contents sink through the bottom of its container and into 

the earth. 

Chi·na·town (chXùnN-tounÙ) n.  A neighborhood or section of a city that is 

inhabited chiefly by Chinese people. 

China tree (chXùnN trK) n.  See chinaberry. 
chi·na·ware (chXùnN-wârÙ) n.  Tableware made of china. 

Chi·na·wood oil (chXùnN-wtdÙ oil) n.  See tung oil. 
chinch (chVnch) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. & Chiefly Midland U.S. See bedbug.  

[Spanish chinche, from Latin cXmex, cXmic-, bug.]

chinch bug also cinch bug (chVnch bƒg) n.  1. A small black and white insect 

(Blissus leucopterus) that is very destructive to grains and grasses.  2. Chiefly 

Southern U.S. & Chiefly Midland U.S. See bedbug. 
chin·che·rin·chee (chVnÙchN-rVn-chKù, chVngÙkN-) n.  A southern African bul-

bous plant (Ornithogalum thyrsoides) in the lily family, whose fragrant cluster of 

showy white blossoms is popular as a cut flower.  [Probably Afrikaans tjienkeri-

entjee.]

chin·chil·la (chVn-chVlùN) n.  1. a. A squirrellike rodent (Chinchilla laniger) 

native to the mountains of South America and widely raised in captivity for its 

soft, pale gray fur.  b. The fur of this animal.   2. A thick, twilled cloth of wool 

and cotton used for overcoats.  [Spanish, probably alteration of a native word in 

Aymara.]

Chin·chow (jVnùjoù)  See Jinzhou. 
chinch·y (chVnùchK) adj.  chinch·i·er, chinch·i·est. Chiefly Southern U.S. 

Stingy; tightfisted; cheap.  [Alteration of CHINTZY.]

Chin·co·teague Bay (shVngùkN-tKgÙ b7, chVngù-)  A long, narrow bay off 

northeast Virginia and southeast Maryland. Chincoteague Island is at the 

southern end of the bay. 



Chincoteague pony (shVngùkN-tKgÙ poùnK) n.  A type of small, inbred North 

American horse that runs wild on certain islands off the Virginia coast.  [After 

Chincoteague Island.]

Chin·dwin (chVnùdwVnù)  A river rising in the hills of northern Burma and flow-

ing about 1,158 km (720 mi) generally south to the Irrawaddy River. 

chine (chXn) n.  1. a. The backbone or spine, especially of an animal.  b. A cut of 

meat containing part of the backbone.   2. A ridge or crest.  3. Nautical. The line 

of intersection between the side and bottom of a flatbottom or V-bottom boat.  

[Middle English, from Old French eschine, of Germanic origin. See skei- in 

Appendix.]

Chi·nese (chX-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  Abbr. Chin. Of or relating to China or its peo-

ples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  pl. Chinese. Abbr. Chin. 1. a. A native or 

inhabitant of China.  b. A person of Chinese ancestry.  c.  See Han1.   2. a. A 

branch of the Sino-Tibetan language family that consists of the various dialects 

spoken by the Chinese people.  b. Any of the dialects spoken by the Chinese peo-

ple.   3. Informal. Chinese food. 

Chinese anise (chX-nKzù 4nùVs) n.  An evergreen tree (Illicium anisatum), 

native to Japan and Korea and having aromatic leaves and fragrant white or yel-

low flowers. 

Chinese artichoke (chX-nKzù ärùtV-chokÙ) n.  A perennial Chinese herb 

(Stachys affinis) in the mint family, cultivated for its edible, tuberous under-

ground stems that somewhat resemble a string of large, whitish beads. 

Chinese black mushroom (chX-nKzù bl4k mƒshùrumÙ) n.  See shiitake. 
Chinese cabbage (chX-nKzù k4bùVj) n.  Any of several forms of a plant (Bras-

sica rapa var. pekinensis) of the mustard family, having an elongated head of over-

lapping, crinkled, broad-stalked leaves and eaten as a vegetable in eastern Asian 

cuisine.  Also called celery cabbage, napa, pe-tsai. 

Chinese calendar (chX-nKzù k4lùNn-dNr) n.  The traditional lunisolar calendar 

of the Chinese people, based on 24 seasonal segments each about 15 days long. An 

intercalary month is occasionally necessary to reconcile the lunar year with the 

solar year. 

Chinese checkers (chX-nKzù chHkùNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

Games. A board game in which each player tries to move a set of marbles 

arranged in holes from one point of a six-pointed star to the opposite point by 

means of single moves or jumps. 

Chinese chestnut (chX-nKzù chHsùnƒtÙ) n.  A chestnut (Castanea mollissima) 

native to China and Korea, resistant to chestnut blight and cultivated as an orna-

mental and for its edible nuts. 

Chinese chive (chX-nKzù chXv) n.  An eastern Asian herb (Allium tuberosum) 

having flat leaves, small white flowers, and elongated bulbs covered with a fibrous 

coat. Often used in the plural.  Also called garlic chive, Oriental garlic. 



Chinese date (chX-nKzù d7t) n.  See jujube (n., sense 1). 

Chinese evergreen (chX-nKzù HvùNr-grKnÙ) n.  A Chinese evergreen plant 

(Aglaonena modestum) cultivated as a houseplant for its dark green or occasion-

ally variegated foliage. 

Chinese export porcelain (chX-nKzù Vk-spôrtù pôrùsN-lVn) n.  See Canton 
porcelain. 

Chinese gooseberry (chX-nKzù gusùbHrÙK) n.  See kiwi (n., sense 2). 

Chinese houses (chX-nKzù housùVz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Any of 

several chiefly Californian plants of the genus Collinsia, especially C. heterophylla, 

which has several widely spaced whorls of purple and white flowers suggestive of 

a pagoda. 

Chinese ink (chX-nKzù Vngk) n.  See India ink (n., sense 2). 

Chinese kale (chX-nKzù k7l) n.  A Chinese vegetable (Brassica oleracea var. 

alboglabra) of the mustard family, related to the cabbage and grown for its leafy 

shoots used in eastern Asian cuisine. 

Chinese lantern (chX-nKzù l4nùtNrn) n.  A decorative collapsible lantern of 

thin, brightly colored paper. 

Chinese lantern plant (chX-nKzù l4nùtNrn pl4nt) n.  See winter cherry. 
Chinese mustard (chX-nKzù mƒsùtNrd) n.  Any of several cultivated varieties 

of the Indian mustard, grown for their leafy shoots and eaten as a vegetable espe-

cially in eastern Asian cuisine. 

Chinese parsley (chX-nKzù pärùslK) n.  See coriander (n., sense 2). 

Chinese pear (chX-nKzù pâr) n.  See sand pear. 
Chinese puzzle (chX-nKzù pƒzùNl) n.  1. A very intricate puzzle.  2. Something 

very difficult or complex. 

Chinese radish (chX-nKzù r4dùVsh) n.  See daikon. 
Chinese red (chX-nKzù rHd) n.  Color. See vermilion (n., sense 2). 

Chinese restaurant syndrome (chX-nKzù rHsùtNr-Nnt sVnùdromÙ) n.  A 

group of symptoms, including dizziness, facial pressure, sweating, and headache, 

that may occur after the ingestion of food containing large amounts of monoso-

dium glutamate. 

Chinese tallow tree (chX-nKzù t4lùo trK) n.  An ornamental tree (Sapium seb-

iferum), native to China and Japan and naturalized in the southern United States 

and having a thick, waxy seed coat that is used in making candles and soap.  Also 

called vegetable tallow 

Chinese wall (chX-nKzù wôl) n.  A barrier, especially one that seriously hinders 

communication or understanding: “still believe a Chinese wall can exist between 

public and private selves” (Gail Sheehy).  [After the Great Wall of China.]

Chinese water chestnut (chX-nKzù wôùtNr chHsùnƒtÙ) n.  See water chest-
nut (n., sense 2). 

Chinese white (chX-nKzù hwXt) n.  See zinc oxide. 



Chinese windlass (chX-nKzù wVndùlNs) n.  See differential windlass. 
Ch’ing (chVng)  See Qing. 
Ching·hai (chVngùhXù)  See Qinghai. 
Chin Hills (chVn hVlz)  A range of hills in western Burma rising to 3,055.5 m 

(10,018 ft). Much of the range is covered with pine and teak forests. 

Chin·ju (jVnùjuù)  A city of southern South Korea west of Pusan. It is a transpor-

tation center in an agricultural region. Population, 219,000. 

chink1 (chVngk) n.  A narrow opening, such as a crack or fissure.   —  v.  tr. 

chinked, chink·ing, chinks. 1. To make narrow openings in.  2. To fill narrow 

openings in.  [Probably alteration of obsolete chine, from Middle English, crack, 

from Old English cine.] —chinkùy adj. 

chink2 (chVngk) n.  A slight, metallic sound, as of coins rattling in a pocket.   —  
v.  intr. tr. chinked, chink·ing, chinks. To make or cause to make a slight, 

metallic sound.  [Imitative.]

Chink (chVngk) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Chinese per-

son.  [Probably alteration of CHINESE.]

Chin·kiang (chVnùky4ngù, jVnùgyängù)  See Zhenjiang. 
chi·no (chKùno, shKù-) n.  pl. chi·nos. 1. A coarse, twilled cotton fabric used for 

uniforms and sometimes work or sports clothes.  2. Trousers made of a coarse, 

twilled cotton. Often used in the plural.  [American Spanish, mestizo, yellowish 

(from its original tan color), probably from Spanish chino, Chinese, from China, 

China.]

Chi·no (chKùno)  A city of southern California east of Los Angeles. It was 

founded in 1887. Population, 59,682. 

chi·noi·se·rie (shKnÙwäz-rKù) n.  1. A style in art reflecting Chinese influence 

through use of elaborate decoration and intricate patterns.  2. An object reflect-

ing Chinese artistic influence.  [French, from chinois, Chinese, from Chine, 

China.]

Chi·nook (shV-ntkù, chV-) n.  pl. Chinook or Chi·nooks. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting the lower Columbia River valley and 

adjoining coastal regions of Washington and Oregon, now located in western 

Washington. The Chinook traded widely throughout the Pacific Northwest.  b. A 

member of this people.  c. The Chinookan language of the Chinook.   2. a. Any 

of various Chinookan-speaking peoples formerly inhabiting the Columbia River 

valley eastward to The Dalles and now located in southern Washington and 

northern Oregon.  b. A member of any of these peoples.   3. chinook. a. A 

moist, warm wind blowing from the sea on the northwest U.S. coast.  b. A warm, 

dry wind that descends from the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, causing 

a rapid rise in temperature.   [Chehalis (Salishan) c’inuk.]

Chi·nook·an (shV-ntkùNn, chV-) n.  A North American Indian language family 

of Washington and Oregon.   —Chi·nookùan adj. 



Chinook Jargon (shV-ntkù järùgNn) n.  A pidgin language combining words 

from Nootka, Chinook, Salishan languages, French, and English, formerly used as 

a lingua franca in the Pacific Northwest. 

Chinook salmon (shV-ntkù s4mùNn) n.  A very large, commercially valuable 

salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) of northern Pacific waters, characterized by 

irregular black spots on its back.  Also called king salmon, quinnat salmon. 

chin·qua·pin (chVngùkN-pVnÙ) n.  1. Any of several deciduous shrubs or small 

trees related and similar to the chestnut, especially Castanea pumila, native to the 

eastern United States.  2. A large evergreen tree (Castanopsis chrysophylla) of the 

Pacific Coast of North America.  Also called giant chinquapin, golden chinquapin.  

3. The nut of any of these plants.  [Of Algonquian origin; akin to Virginia Algon-

quin chechinkamin, chestnut.]

chinquapin oak (chVngùkN-pVnÙ ok) n.  A deciduous oak shrub (Quercus 

prinoides) of the eastern and central United States, having toothed leaves that 

resemble those of the chinquapin. 

chintz (chVnts) n.  A printed and glazed cotton fabric, usually of bright colors.  

[Obsolete chints, pl. of chint, calico cloth, from Hindi cXh£, from Sanskrit citra-, 

shiny, variegated.]

chintz·y (chVntùsK) adj.  chintz·i·er, chintz·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, or deco-

rated with chintz.  2. a. Gaudy; trashy:  chintzy merchandise.  b. Stingy; miserly.  

chin-up (chVnùƒpÙ) n.  The act or an instance of chinning oneself, practiced 

especially as a fitness exercise.  Also called pull-up 

Chin·wang·tao (chVnùwängùtouù)  See Qinhuangdao. 
Chiog·gia (kK-oùjN, kyôdùjä)  A city of northeast Italy on an island in the Vene-

tian lagoon. It is connected with the mainland by a bridge. Population, 38,200. 

Chi·os (kXùmsÙ, -osÙ, kKù-, KHKùôs) also Khí·os (kKùôs, KHKù-)  An island of eastern 

Greece in the Aegean Sea off the western coast of Turkey. It was noted in antiquity 

for its school of epic poets. 

chip1 (chVp) n.  1. A small piece, as of wood, stone, or glass, broken or cut off.  

2. A crack or flaw caused by the removal of a small piece.  3. a. Games. A small 

disk or counter used in poker and other games to represent money.  b. chips. 

Slang. Money.   4. a. Electronics. A minute slice of a semiconducting material, 

such as silicon or germanium, doped and otherwise processed to have specified 

electrical characteristics, especially before it is developed into an electronic com-

ponent or integrated circuit.  Also called microchip b. An integrated circuit.   

5. a. chips. A thin, usually fried slice of food, especially a potato chip.  b.  Often 

chips. A very small piece of food or candy:  chocolate chips.  c. chips. Chiefly 

British. French fries.   6. Wood, palm leaves, straw, or similar material cut and 

dried for weaving.  7. A fragment of dried animal dung used as fuel.  

8. Something worthless.  9. Sports. A chip shot.   —  v.  chipped, chip·ping, 
chips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To chop or cut with an ax or other implement.  2. a. To break 



a small piece from:  chip a tooth.  b. To break or cut off (a small piece):  chip ice 

from the car window.   3. To shape or carve by cutting or chopping:  chipped her 

name in the stone.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become broken off into small pieces.  

2. Sports. To make a chip shot in golf.   —phrasal verb. chip in. 1. To contrib-

ute money or labor:  We all chipped in for champagne.  2. To interrupt with com-

ments; interject.  3. Games. To put up chips or money as one’s bet in poker and 

other games.   —idioms. chip off the old block. A child whose appearance or 

character closely resembles that of one or the other parent.  chip on (one’s) 
shoulder. A habitually hostile or combative attitude.  [Middle English, from Old 

English cyp, beam, from Latin cippus.]

chip2 (chVp) v.  intr. chipped, chip·ping, chips. To cheep, as a bird.  [Imita-

tive.] —chip n. 

chip3 (chVp) n.  Sports. A trick method of throwing one’s opponent in wrestling.  

[Origin unknown.]

Chip·e·wy·an (chVpÙN-wXùNn) n.  pl. Chipewyan or Chip·e·wy·ans. 1. a. A 

Native American people made up of numerous autonomous bands inhabiting a 

large area of northern Canada north of the Churchill River. Formerly nomadic 

caribou hunters, the Chipewyan became settled fur traders during the 18th cen-

tury.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Athabaskan language of the Chipew-

yan.  [Cree ?Xpway7n, parka wearer  : cXpw-, pointed + ay7n, skin.]

chip·mak·er (chVpùm7ÙkNr) n.  A manufacturer of electronic and integrated cir-

cuit chips. 

chip·munk (chVpùmƒngkÙ) n.  Any of several small, striped, terrestrial squirrels 

of the genera Tamias and Eutamias, especially T. striatus of eastern North Amer-

ica.  [Alteration of obsolete chitmunk, perhaps from Ojibwa ajidamoon., red 

squirrel.]

chipped beef (chVpt bKf) n.  Dried beef smoked and sliced very thin. 

Chip·pen·dale (chVpùNn-d7lÙ) adj.  Of or relating to an 18th-century English 

style of furniture characterized by flowing lines and often rococo ornamentation.  

[After Thomas CHIPPENDALE.]

Chip·pen·dale (chVpùNn-d7lÙ), Thomas. 1718-1779.  British cabinetmaker 

noted for his graceful neoclassical furniture, particularly chairs, which had wide 

influence on his contemporary artisans. 

chip·per1 (chVpùNr) n.  One that chips or cuts:  a wood chipper. 

chip·per2 (chVpùNr) v.  intr. chip·pered, chip·per·ing, chip·pers. 1. To chirp 

or twitter, as a bird.  2. To babble.  [Frequentative of CHIP
2.]

chip·per3 (chVpùNr) adj.  In lively spirits; cheerful.  [Possibly alteration of British 

dialectal kipper, lively.]

Chip·pe·wa (chVpùN-wôÙ, -wäÙ, -w7Ù, -wN) n.  pl. Chippewa or Chip·pe·was. 
See Ojibwa. 



Chippewa River (chVpùN-wôÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in the lake region of 

northern Wisconsin and flowing about 290 km (180 mi) generally south to the 

Mississippi River. 

chip·ping sparrow (chVpùVng sp4rùo) n.  A small North American sparrow 

(Spizella passerina) having a reddish-brown crown. 

chip·py (chVpùK) n.  pl. chip·pies. 1. A chipping sparrow.  2. Slang. A woman 

prostitute.  [From CHIP
2.]

chip shot (chVp shmt) n.  Sports. A short, lofted golf stroke, used in approaching 

the green. 

chi·ral (kXùrNl) adj.  Of or relating to the structural characteristic of a molecule 

that makes it impossible to superimpose it on its mirror image.  [CHIR(O)- + -AL
1.] 

—chi·ralùi·ty (kX-r4lùV-tK) n. 

Chi-Rho (kXùroù, kKù-) n.  A monogram and symbol for Christ, consisting of the 

superimposed Greek letters chi (Χ) and rho (Ρ), often embroidered on altar cloths 

and clerical vestments.  Also called Christogram [CHI + RHO first two letters of 

Greek Khristos, Christ.]

Chir·i·ca·hua (chVrÙV-käùwN) n.  pl. Chiricahua or Chir·i·ca·huas. 1. A for-

merly nomadic Apache tribe inhabiting southern New Mexico, southeast Arizona, 

and northern Mexico, with present-day populations in Oklahoma and New Mex-

ico.  2. A member of this tribe. 

Chi·ri·co (kîrùV-koÙ, kKùrK-kôÙ), Giorgio de. 1888-1978.  Italian painter whose 

works are characterized by deep shadow and perspective, barren landscapes, and 

elements of classical architecture and sculpture. 

chirk (chûrk) v.  tr. intr. chirked, chirk·ing, chirks. To make or become cheer-

ful.  [Middle English chirken, to chirp, chirrup, from Old English cearcian, to 

chatter, alteration of cracian, to resound. See CRACK.]

chiro-  or cheiro- pref.  Hand:  chiropractic.  [Latin, from Greek kheir, hand. See 

ghesor- in Appendix.]

chi·rog·ra·phy (kX-rmgùrN-fK) n.  Penmanship.   —chi·rogùra·pher n.  

—chiÙro·graphùic (kXÙrN-gr4fùVk), chiÙro·graphùi·cal adj. 

chi·ro·man·cy (kXùrN-m4nÙsK) n.  Palmistry.   —chiùro·manÙcer n. 

Chi·ron (kXùrmnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The wise centaur who tutored Achilles, 

Hercules, and Asclepius. 

chi·rop·o·dy (kV-rmpùN-dK, shV-) n.  See podiatry.  [CHIRO- + -POD + -Y
2.] 

—chi·ropùo·dist n. 

chi·ro·prac·tic (kXùrN-pr4kÙtVk) n.  A system of therapy in which disease is con-

sidered the result of abnormal function of the nervous system. The method of 

treatment usually involves manipulation of the spinal column and other body 

structures.  [CHIRO- + Greek praktikos, practical; see PRACTICAL.] —chiùro·pracÙ-
tor n. 



chi·rop·ter·an (kX-rmpùtNr-Nn) also chi·rop·ter (-rmpùtNr) n.  A mammal, such 

as the bat, that is a member of the order Chiroptera and has forelimbs modified 

as wings.  [From New Latin Chiroptera, order name  : CHIRO- + -PTER.] 
—chi·ropùter·an adj. 

chirp (chûrp) n.  A short, high-pitched sound, such as that made by a small bird 

or an insect.   —  v.  intr. chirped, chirp·ing, chirps. To make a short, high-

pitched sound.  [Middle English *chirpen, of imitative origin.]

chirr (chûr) n.  A harsh, trilling sound, such as that made by crickets.   —  v.  intr. 

chirred, chirr·ing, chirrs. To make a harsh, trilling sound.  [Imitative.]

chir·ren (chVrùNn) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Children.  

REGIONAL NOTE: The linguistic process of ellipsis allows for the deletion

within words of some internal sounds, such as weakly stressed syllables and less

prominent consonants. This process caused Old English heafod ultimately to be-

come Modern English head, losing its internal v sound (spelled f in Old English).

Ellipsis is still an active process in American regional dialects. For example, in chir-

ren both the l and the d of children are omitted in favor of the more conspicuous r.

chir·rup (chûrùNp, chVrù-) v.  chir·ruped, chir·rup·ing, chir·rups.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To utter a series of chirps.  2. To make clucking or clicking sounds with the 

lips, as in urging on a horse.   —  v.  tr. 1. To sound with chirps.  2. To make 

clucking sounds to.   —  n.  1. A series of chirps.  2. A series of clucks or clicking 

sounds, such as those made to urge on a horse.  [Variant of CHIRP.]

chi·rur·geon (kX-rûrùjNn) n.  Archaic. A surgeon.  [Middle English cirurgien, 

from Old French, from Latin chXrurgia, surgery. See SURGERY.]

chis·el (chVzùNl) n.  A metal tool with a sharp beveled edge, used to cut and shape 

stone, wood, or metal.   —  v.  chis·eled or chis·elled, chis·el·ing or 

chis·el·ling, chis·els or chis·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To shape or cut with a chisel.  

2. Informal. a. To cheat or swindle.  b. To obtain by deception.    —  v.  intr. 1. To 

use a chisel.  2. Informal. a. To use unethical methods; cheat: “who’s up, who’s 

down and who’s chiseling on the side” (James Reston).  b. To intrude oneself with-

out welcome:  always tries to chisel in on our conversations.   [Middle English, from 

Old French cisiel, from Vulgar Latin *cXsellus, cutting tool, from diminutive of 

Latin caesus, past participle of caedere, to cut. See kaN-id- in Appendix.] 
—chisùel·er n. 

chis·eled  or chis·elled (chVzùNld) adj.  Made or shaped with or as if with a 

chisel:  a finely chiseled nose. 

Chis·holm (chVzùNm), Shirley Anita Saint Hill. Born 1924.  American politi-

cian who as a U.S. representative from New York State (1969-1983) sought an end 

to the Vietnam War and advocated educational and social reforms. 



Chisholm Trail (chVzùNm tr7l)  A former cattle trail from San Antonio, Texas, 

north to Abilene, Kansas. It was important after the Civil War until the expansion 

of the railroads and the introduction of barbed-wire fencing all but closed the 

trail. 

chi-square (kXùskwârù) n.  A test statistic that is calculated as the sum of the 

squares of observed values minus expected values divided by the expected values. 

chi-square test (kXùskwârù tHst) n.  A test that uses the chi-square statistic to 

test the fit between a theoretical frequency distribution and a frequency distribu-

tion of observed data for which each observation may fall into one of several 

classes. 

chit1 (chVt) n.  1. A statement of an amount owed for food and drink; a check.  

2. A short letter; a note.  3. A Brownie point:  earned vital chits with his party by 

making fundraising speeches.  [Obsolete chitty, from Hindi ci££hX, note, letter, from 

Sanskrit *citrik7, ·citrit7, note.]

chit2 (chVt) n.  1. A child.  2. A saucy girl or young woman.  [Middle English, 

young animal.]

Chi·ta (chV-täù)  A city of southeast Russia east of Irkutsk. It was founded in 

1653. Population, 336,000. 

chit·chat (chVtùch4tÙ) n.  1. Casual conversation; small talk.  2. Gossip.   —  v.  

intr. chit·chat·ted, chit·chat·ting, chit·chats. To engage in small talk or gos-

sip.  [Reduplication of CHAT.]

chi·tin (kXtùn) n.  A tough, protective, semitransparent substance, primarily a 

nitrogen-containing polysaccharide, forming the principal component of arthro-

pod exoskeletons and the cell walls of certain fungi.  [French chitine, from New 

Latin chiton, mollusk, from Greek khiton, chiton. See CHITON.] —chiùtin·ous 
adj. 

chit·lin circuit  or chit·lin’ circuit (chVtùlVn sûrùkVt) n.  Informal. A circuit of 

nightclubs and theaters that feature Black performers and cater especially to Black 

audiences: “I was traveling up and down... with these little groups on what they call 

the chitlin’ circuit” (Carter Jefferson). 

chit·lins  or chit·lings (chVtùlVnz) pl.n.  Variants of chitterlings. 
chi·ton (kXtùn, kXùtmnÙ) n.  1. Any of various marine mollusks of the class Poly-

placophora that live on rocks and have shells consisting of eight overlapping cal-

careous plates.  Also called sea cradle 2. A tunic worn by men and women in 

ancient Greece.  [Greek khiton, tunic, of Semitic origin; akin to Hebrew kuttonet, 

garment.]

Chit·ta·gong (chVtùN-gôngÙ, -gmngÙ)  A city of southeast Bangladesh near the 

Bay of Bengal. It is a major port and industrial center. Population, 980,000. 

chit·ter (chVtùNr) v.  intr. chit·tered, chit·ter·ing, chit·ters. To twitter or chat-

ter, as a bird.  [Middle English chiteren, of imitative origin.]



chit·ter·lings also chit·lins  or chit·lings (chVtùlVnz) pl.n.  The small intestines 

of pigs, especially when cooked and eaten as food.  [From Middle English chiter-

ling, probably diminutive of Old English *cieter, intestines.]

chi·val·ric (shV-v4lùrVk, shVvùNl-) adj.  Of or relating to chivalry. 

chiv·al·rous (shVvùNl-rNs) adj.  1. Having the qualities of gallantry and honor 

attributed to an ideal knight.  2. Of or relating to chivalry.  3. Characterized by 

consideration and courtesy, especially toward women.   —chivùal·rous·ly adv.  

—chivùal·rous·ness n. 

chiv·al·ry (shVvùNl-rK) n.  pl. chiv·al·ries. 1. The medieval system, principles, 

and customs of knighthood.  2. a. The qualities idealized by knighthood, such as 

bravery, courtesy, honor, and gallantry toward women.  b. A manifestation of any 

of these qualities.   3. A group of knights or gallant gentlemen.  [Middle English 

chivalrie, from Old French chevalerie, from chevalier, knight. See CHEVALIER.]

WORD HISTORY: The Age of Chivalry was also the age of the horse. Bedecked

in elaborate armor and other trappings, horses were certainly well dressed al-

though they might have wished for lighter loads. That the horse should be fea-

tured so prominently during the Age of Chivalry is etymologically appropriate,

because chivalry goes back to the Latin word caballus, “horse, especially a riding

horse or packhorse.” Borrowed from French, as were so many other important

words having to do with medieval English culture, the English word chivalry is

first recorded in works composed around the beginning of the 14th century and

is found in several senses, including “a body of armored mounted warriors serv-

ing a lord” and “knighthood as a ceremonially conferred rank in the social sys-

tem.” Our modern sense, “the medieval system of knighthood,” could not exist

until the passage of several centuries had allowed the perspective for such a con-

ceptualization, with this sense being recorded first in 1765.

chive (chXv) n.  A Eurasian bulbous herb (Allium schoenoprasum) in the lily fam-

ily, having clusters of usually pink to rose-violet flowers and cultivated for its 

long, slender, hollow leaves used as a mild onion-flavored seasoning. Often used 

in the plural.  [Middle English chive, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin cKpa, 

onion.]

chiv·vy  or chiv·y (chVvùK) v.  chiv·vied or chiv·ied, chiv·vy·ing or 

chiv·y·ing, chiv·vies or chiv·ies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To vex or harass with petty 

attacks:  political opponents who chivvied the senator.  2. To maneuver or secure 

gradually: “had spent two weeks chivvying this division toward combat readiness” 

(Tom Clancy).   —  v.  intr. To scurry.   —  n.  pl. chiv·vies or chiv·ies. 1. A hunt 

or chase.  2. A hunting cry.  [Variant of chevy, a hunt, hunting cry, from Chevy 

Chase, title of a ballad about a border skirmish, from Cheviot Chase, a large 

unenclosed hunting tract in the Cheviot Hills.]



Chka·lov (chN-käùlNf, chkäù-)  See Orenburg. 
chl. abbr.  Chloroform. 

chlam·y·date (kl4mùV-d7tÙ) adj.  Having a mantle. Used of mollusks.  [Latin 

chlamyd7tus, cloaked, from chlamys, chlamyd-, mantle. See CHLAMYS.]

chla·myd·e·ous (klN-mVdùK-Ns) adj.  Botany. Having a perianth.  [Latin 

chlamys, chlamyd-, mantle; see CHLAMYS + -EOUS.]

chlam·y·des (kl4mùV-dKzÙ) n.  A plural of chlamys. 
chla·myd·i·a (klN-mVdùK-N) n.  pl. chla·myd·i·ae (-K-KÙ). Microbiology. 1. Any 

of various gram-negative, coccoid microorganisms of the genus Chlamydia, espe-

cially C. psittaci and C. trachomatis, that are pathogenic to human beings and ani-

mals, causing diseases such as conjunctivitis in cattle and sheep and trachoma, 

nonspecific urethritis, and proctitis in human beings.  2. Any of several common, 

often asymptomatic, sexually transmitted diseases caused by the microorganism 

Chlamydia trachomatis, including nonspecific urethritis in men.  [New Latin, 

genus name, from Latin chlamys, chlamyd-, mantle. See CHLAMYS.] 
—chla·mydùi·al adj. 

chla·myd·o·spore (klN-mVdùN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  A thick-walled, asexual fungal 

spore that is derived from a hyphal cell and can function as a resting spore.  

[Latin chlamys, chlamyd-, mantle; see CHLAMYS + SPORE.]

chlam·ys (kl4mùVs, kl7ùmVs) n.  pl. chlam·ys·es or chlam·y·des (kl4mùV-dKzÙ). 
A short mantle fastened at the shoulder, worn by men in ancient Greece.  [Latin, 

from Greek khlamus.]

chlo·as·ma (klo-4zùmN) n.  pl. chlo·as·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A patchy brown or 

dark brown skin discoloration that usually occurs on a woman’s face and may 

result from hormonal changes, as in pregnancy.  [New Latin, from Greek khlo-

asma, greenness, from khloazein, to be green, from khloos, greenish color. See 

ghel-2 in Appendix.]

chlor- pref.  Variant of chloro-. 
chlor·ac·ne (klôr-4kùnK, klor-) n.  An acnelike skin disorder caused by pro-

longed exposure to chlorinated hydrocarbons. 

chlo·ral (klôrùNl, klorù-) n.  A colorless, mobile, oily aldehyde, CCl3CHO, a pen-

etrating lung irritant, used to manufacture DDT and chloral hydrate.  

[CHLOR(INE) + AL(COHOL).]

chloral hydrate (klôrùNl hXùdr7tÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, 

CCl3CH(OH)2, used medicinally as a sedative and hypnotic. 

chlo·ra·mine (klôrùN-mKnÙ, klorù-) n.  Any of several compounds containing 

nitrogen and chlorine, especially an unstable colorless liquid, NH2Cl, used to 

make hydrazine. 

chlo·ram·phen·i·col (klôrÙ4m-fHnùV-kôlÙ, -kmlÙ, -kolÙ, klorÙ-) n.  An antibi-

otic, C11H12Cl2N2O5, derived from the soil bacterium Streptomyces venezuelae or 



produced synthetically and effective against a broad spectrum of microorgan-

isms.  [CHLOR(O)- + AM(IDE) + PHE(NO)- + NI(TRO)- + (GLY)COL.]

chlo·rate (klôrù7tÙ, klorù-) n.  The inorganic group ClO3 or a compound con-

taining it. 

chlor·dane (klôrùd7nÙ, klorù-) also chlor·dan (-d4nÙ) n.  A colorless, odorless, 

viscous liquid, C10H6Cl8, used as an insecticide. It may be toxic to human beings 

and wildlife as a result of its effect on the nervous system.  [CHLOR(O)- + 

(IN)D(ENE) + -ANE.]

chlor·di·az·e·pox·ide (klôrÙdX-4zÙN-pmkùsXdÙ, klorÙ-) n.  A benzodiazepine 

drug, C16H14ClN3O, whose hydrochloride is used as an antianxiety drug and in 

the treatment of chronic alcoholism and alcohol withdrawal.  [CHLOR(O)- + DI-1 + 

AZ(O) + EP(I)- + OXIDE.]

chlo·rel·la (klN-rHlùN) n.  Any of various unicellular green algae of the genus 

Chlorella, easily cultured and often used in studies of photosynthesis and other 

experiments.  [New Latin Chlorella, genus name, from Greek khloros, green. See 

CHLORO-.]

chlo·ren·chy·ma (klN-rHngùkN-mN) n.  Plant tissue consisting of parenchyma 

cells that contain chloroplasts.  [CHLOR(OPHYLL) + -ENCHYMA.]

chlo·ric (klôrùVk, klorù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing chlorine. 

chloric acid (klôrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A strongly oxidizing unstable acid, HClO3·7H2O. 

chlo·ride (klôrùXdÙ, klorù-) n.  A binary compound of chlorine.   —chlo·ridùic 
(klN-rVdùVk) adj. 

chloride of lime (klôrùXdÙ ƒv lXm) n.  See bleaching powder. 
chlo·ri·nate (klôrùN-n7tÙ, klorù-) v.  tr. chlo·ri·nat·ed, chlo·ri·nat·ing, 
chlo·ri·nates. To treat or combine with chlorine or a chlorine compound.   
—chloÙri·naùtion n.  —chloùri·naÙtor n. 

chlo·ri·nat·ed lime (klôrùN-n7ÙtVd lXm, klorù-) n.  See bleaching powder. 
chlo·rine (klôrùKnÙ, -Vn, klorù-) n.  Symbol Cl A highly irritating, greenish-yellow 

gaseous halogen, capable of combining with nearly all other elements, produced 

principally by electrolysis of sodium chloride and used widely to purify water, as a 

disinfectant and bleaching agent, and in the manufacture of many important 

compounds including chloroform and carbon tetrachloride. Atomic number 17; 

atomic weight 35.45; freezing point –100.98˚C; boiling point –34.6˚C; specific 

gravity 1.56 (–33.6˚C); valence 1, 3, 5, 7. 

chlo·rite1 (klôrùXtÙ, klorù-) n.  A generally green or black secondary mineral, 

(Mg,Fe,Al)6(Si,Al)4O10(OH)8, often formed by metamorphic alteration of pri-

mary dark rock minerals, that appears as a spot of green and resembles mica.  

[Latin chlorXtis, a green precious stone, from Greek khloritis, from khloros, green. 

See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

chlo·rite2 (klôrùXtÙ, klorù-) n.  The inorganic group ClO2 or a salt containing it. 



chloro-  or chlor- pref.  1. Green:  chlorosis.  2. Chlorine:  chloroform.  [From 

Greek khloros, green. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

chlo·ro·ben·zene (klôrÙo-bHnùzKnÙ, -bHn-zKnù, klorÙ-) n.  A colorless, volatile 

flammable liquid, C6H5Cl, used to prepare phenol, DDT, and aniline and as a 

general solvent. 

chlo·ro·car·bon (klôrÙo-kärùbNn, klorÙ-) n.  A compound that consists of chlo-

rine and halocarbon. 

chlo·ro·fluor·o·car·bon (klôrÙo-fltrÙo-kärùbNn, -flôrÙ-, -florÙ-, klorÙ-) n.  

Abbr. CFC Any of various halocarbon compounds consisting of carbon, hydro-

gen, chlorine, and fluorine, once used widely as aerosol propellants and refriger-

ants. Chlorofluorocarbons are believed to cause depletion of the atmospheric 

ozone layer. 

chlo·ro·form (klôrùN-fôrmÙ, klorù-) n.  Abbr. chl. A clear, colorless, heavy, 

sweet-smelling liquid, CHCl3, used in refrigerants, propellants, and resins, as a 

solvent, and sometimes as an anesthetic. Chloroform, once widely used in human 

and veterinary surgery, has generally been replaced by less toxic, more easily con-

trolled agents.   —  v.  tr. chlo·ro·formed, chlo·ro·form·ing, chlo·ro·forms. 
1. To treat with chloroform to anesthetize, render unconscious, or kill.  2. To 

apply chloroform to.  [CHLORO- + FORM(YL).]

chlo·ro·hy·drin (klôrÙo-hXùdrVn, klorÙ-) n.  An aliphatic organic chemical com-

pound that is both an alkyl chloride and an alcohol, frequently containing a sin-

gle chlorine atom and a single hydroxyl group on adjacent carbon atoms. 

Chlo·ro·my·ce·tin (klôrÙo-mX-sKtùn, klorÙ-)  A trademark used for an antibi-

otic preparation of chloramphenicol. 

chlo·ro·phyll also chlo·ro·phyl (klôrùN-fVl, klorù-) n.  Any of a group of 

related green pigments found in photosynthetic organisms, especially: a. A waxy 

blue-black microcrystalline green-plant pigment, C55H72MgN4O5, with a charac-

teristic blue-green alcohol solution.  Also called chlorophyll a b. A similar green-

plant pigment, C55H70MgN4O6, having a brilliant green alcohol solution.  Also 

called chlorophyll b  

chlo·ro·pic·rin (klôrÙN-pVkùrVn, klorÙ-) n.  An oily, colorless liquid, CCl3NO2, 

used as a lung irritant in poison gas and in dyestuffs, disinfectants, insecticides, 

and soil fumigants.  Also called nitrochloroform [CHLORO- + PICR(O)- + -IN.]

chlo·ro·plast (klôrùN-pl4stÙ, klorù-) also chlo·ro·plas·tid (klôrÙN-pl4sùtVd, 

klorÙ-) n.  Botany. A chlorophyll-containing plastid found in algal and green plant 

cells.  [CHLORO- + PLAST(ID).]

chlo·ro·prene (klôrùN-prKnÙ, klorù-) n.  A colorless liquid, C4H5Cl, that poly-

merizes to neoprene.  [CHLORO- + (ISO)PRENE.]

chlo·ro·quine (klôrùN-kwXnÙ, -kwKnÙ, klorù-) n.  A drug, C18H26ClN3, used 

mainly in the treatment and prevention of malaria.  [CHLORO- + QUIN(OLIN)E.]



chlo·ro·sis (klN-roùsVs) n.  1. Botany. The yellowing or whitening of normally 

green plant tissue because of a decreased amount of chlorophyll, often as a result 

of disease or nutrient deficiency.  2. Pathology. An iron-deficiency anemia, pri-

marily of young women, characterized by a greenish-yellow discoloration of the 

skin. In this sense, also calledgreensickness  —chlo·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj.  

—chlo·rotùi·cal·ly adv. 

chlo·ro·thi·a·zide (klôrÙN-thXùN-zXdÙ, klorÙ-) n.  A thiazide diuretic used in the 

treatment of hypertension, heart failure, and edema to promote the excretion of 

excess salt and water from the body. 

chlor·prom·a·zine (klôr-prmmùN-zKnÙ, -proùmN-, klor-) n.  A drug, 

C17H19ClN2S, derived from phenothiazine and used to suppress vomiting and as 

a sedative and a tranquilizer, especially in the treatment of schizophrenia and 

other psychotic states.  [CHLOR(O)- + PRO(PYL) + M(ETHYL) + AZINE.]

chlor·tet·ra·cy·cline (klôrÙtHt-rN-sXùklKnÙ, -klVn, klorÙ-) n.  A broad-spectrum 

antibiotic, C22H23ClN2O8, obtained from the soil bacterium Streptomyces aureo-

faciens and used in the treatment of a variety of infections. 

chm. abbr.  1. Chairman.  2. Checkmate. 

Chmn abbr.  Chairman. 

cho·an·o·cyte (ko-4nùN-sXtÙ) n.  One of a layer of flagellated cells lining the 

body cavity of a sponge and characterized by a collar of cytoplasm surrounding 

the flagellum.  Also called collar cell [Greek khoanK, funnel (from khein, to pour); 

see gheu- in Appendix + -CYTE.]

Choate (chot), Rufus. 1799-1859.  American politician who served as a U.S. 

representative (1831-1834) and senator (1841-1845) from Massachusetts. His son 

Joseph Hodges Choate (1832-1917) was ambassador to Great Britain (1899-

1905). 

chock (chmk) n.  1. A block or wedge placed under something else, such as a 

wheel, to keep it from moving.  2. Nautical. A heavy fitting of metal or wood with 

two jaws curving inward, through which a rope or cable may be run.   —  v.  tr. 

chocked, chock·ing, chocks. 1. To fit with or secure by a chock:  The plane’s 

wheels were chocked and chained down.  2. Nautical. To place (a boat) on chocks.   
—  adv.  1. As completely as possible:  a report chock full of errors.  2. As close as 

possible:  had to stand chock up against the railing.  [Possibly from Old North 

French choque, log, from Gaulish *tsukka, stump, of Germanic origin.]

chock-a-block  or chock·a·block (chmkùN-blmkÙ) adj.  1. Squeezed together; 

jammed:  The cheering fans were chock-a-block in the stands.  2. Completely filled; 

stuffed: “I recommend the north shore chowder, chockablock with pieces of seasonal 

fish” (Charles Monaghan).  3. Nautical. Drawn so close as to have the blocks 

touching. Used of a ship’s hoisting tackle.   —  adv.  Chock:  a hall that was chock-

a-block full.  [Alteration (influenced by CHOCK), of block-a-block : BLOCK + A-2 + 

BLOCK.]



choc·o·hol·ic (chôkÙN-hôùlVk, -hmlùVk, chmkÙ-) n.  A person who craves choco-

late.  [CHOC(OLATE) + (ALC)OHOLIC.]

choc·o·late (chôùkN-lVt, chôkùlVt, chmkù-) n.  1. Fermented, roasted, shelled, and 

ground cacao seeds, often combined with a sweetener or flavoring agent.  2. A 

beverage made by mixing water or milk with chocolate.  3. A small, chocolate-

covered candy with a hard or soft center.  4. Color. A grayish to deep reddish 

brown to deep grayish brown.   —  adj.  1. Made or flavored with chocolate:  

chocolate pudding.  2. Color. Of a grayish to deep reddish brown to deep grayish 

brown.  [Spanish, from Nahuatl xocolatl : xococ, bitter + atl, water.]

chocolate tree (chôùkN-lVt trK) n.  See cacao (n., sense 1). 

Choc·taw (chmkùtô) n.  pl. Choctaw or Choc·taws. 1. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting central and southern Mississippi and southwest Ala-

bama, with present-day populations in Mississippi and southeast Oklahoma. The 

Choctaw were removed to Indian Territory in the 1830’s.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Muskogean language of the Choctaw.  [Choctaw Chahta.]

Choc·taw·hatch·ee (chmkÙtN-h4chùK)  A river rising in southern Alabama 

and flowing about 225 km (140 mi) south into northwest Florida, where it emp-

ties into Choctawhatchee Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. 

choice (chois) n.  1. The act of choosing; selection.  2. The power, right, or lib-

erty to choose; option.  3. One that is chosen.  4. A number or variety from 

which to choose:  a wide choice of styles and colors.  5. The best or most preferable 

part.  6. Care in choosing.  7. An alternative.   —  adj.  choic·er, choic·est. 
1. a. Of very fine quality.  b. Appealing to refined taste.   2. Selected with care.  

3. Of the U.S. Government grade of meat higher than good and lower than 

prime.   —idiom. of choice. Preferred above others of the same kind or set: 

“the much used leveraged buyout as the weapon of choice” (Alison Leigh Cowan).  

[Middle English chois, from Old French, from choisir, to choose, from Vulgar 

Latin *causXre, of Germanic origin. See geus- in Appendix.] —choiceùly adv.  

—choiceùness n.  

SYNONYMS: choice, alternative, option, preference, selection, election. Each of

these nouns denotes the act, power, or right of choosing. Choice implies broadly

the freedom to choose from a set, as of persons or things: The store offers a wide

choice of fruits and vegetables. I had no choice—their decision was final. Alternative

emphasizes a choosing between only two possibilities or courses of action: “An

unhappy alternative is before you, Elizabeth.... Your mother will never see you again

if you do not marry Mr. Collins, and I will never see you again if you do” (Jane

Austen). Option often stresses a power or liberty to choose that has been granted,

as by an authority: The option lies between accepting the candidate the administra-

tion proposes and reconstituting the search committee. Preference indicates choice

based on one’s values, bias, or predilections: We were offered our preference of



wines. Selection suggests a variety of things or persons to choose from: Parents

should exercise care in their selection of the movies their young children see. Election

especially emphasizes the use of judgment in choosing: The university recommends

the election of courses in composition and literature. See also Synonyms at delicate

choir (kwXr) n.  1. An organized company of singers, especially one performing 

church music or singing in a church.  2. a. The part of a church used by such a 

company of singers.  b. The part of the chancel in a cruciform church that is 

occupied by this company of singers.   3. Music. a. A group of instruments of the 

same kind:  a string choir.  b. A division of some pipe organs, containing pipes 

suitable for accompanying a choir.   4. An organized group:  a choir of dancers.  

5. One of the orders of angels.   —  v.  intr. choired, choir·ing, choirs. Music. 

To sing in chorus.  [Middle English quer, quire, from Old French cuer, from Medi-

eval Latin chorus, from Latin, choral dance. See CHORUS.]

choir·boy (kwXrùboiÙ) n.  1. Music. A boy member of a choir.  2. Informal. A 

young man who is considered to be of the highest character: “They’re... choir-

boys—clean, scrubbed nothings—so there’s no dramatic or psychological preparation 

for the explosion of killing” (Pauline Kael). 

choir·girl (kwXrùgûrlÙ) n.  Music. A girl member of a choir. 

choir loft (kwXr lôft) n.  A gallery for a group of church singers. 

choir·mas·ter (kwXrùm4sÙtNr) n.  The director of a group of church singers. 

Choi·seul (shwä-zœlù)  One of the Solomon Islands in the southwest Pacific 

Ocean southeast of Bougainville Island. It was under German control from 1886 

to 1899. 

choke (chok) v.  choked, chok·ing, chokes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To interfere with the 

respiration of by compression or obstruction of the larynx or trachea.  2. a. To 

check or slow down the movement, growth, or action of:  a garden that was 

choked by weeds.  b. To block up or obstruct by filling or clogging:  Mud choked 

the drainpipe.  c. To fill up completely; jam:  Major commuter arteries were choked 

with stalled traffic.   3. To reduce the air intake of (a carburetor), thereby enrich-

ing the fuel mixture.  4. Sports. To grip (a bat or racket, for example) at a point 

nearer the hitting surface.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have difficulty in breathing, swallow-

ing, or speaking.  2. To become blocked up or obstructed.  3. Sports. To shorten 

one’s grip on the handle of a bat or racket.  4. To fail to perform effectively 

because of nervous agitation or tension: “The only top official to choke up was the 

Secretary of State.... he created a problem by insisting on solving a problem that was 

not acute” (William Safire).   —  n.  1. The act or sound of choking.  

2. a. Something that constricts or chokes.  b. A narrow part, such as the choke-

bore of a firearm.   3. A device used in an internal-combustion engine to enrich 

the fuel mixture by reducing the flow of air to the carburetor.   —phrasal 
verbs. choke back. To hold back; suppress:  choked back his tears.  choke off. 



To bring to an end as if by choking: “Treasury borrowing of existing savings would 

drive up the interest rate and choke off economic activity” (Paul Craig Roberts).  

choke up. To be unable to speak because of strong emotion.  [Middle English 

choken, short for achoken, from Old English 7ceocian : 7-, intensive pref. + cKoce, 

cKace, jaw, cheek.]

choke·ber·ry (chokùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of various deciduous shrubs of the genus 

Aronia in the rose family, native to eastern North America and having clusters of 

small white or pinkish flowers and tiny red to black applelike fruit.  2. The fruit 

of any of these plants.  [From its bitter fruit.]

choke·bore (chokùbôrÙ, -borÙ) n.  1. A shotgun bore that narrows toward the 

muzzle to prevent wide scattering of the shot.  2. A gun with a narrowed bore 

near the muzzle. 

choke chain (chok ch7n) n.  See choke collar. 
choke·cher·ry (chokùchHrÙK) n.  1. A deciduous North American shrub or 

small tree (Prunus virginiana) in the rose family, having elongate clusters of small 

white flowers and astringent, dark red to nearly black fruit.  2. The fruit of this 

plant.  [From its bitter fruit.]

choke coil (chok koil) n.  Electronics. A circuit element used to suppress or limit 

the flow of alternating current without affecting the flow of direct current. 

choke collar (chok kmlùNr) n.  A chain collar that tightens like a noose when the 

leash is pulled, used in canine obedience training or to control untrained animals.  

Also called choke chain 

choke·damp (chokùd4mpÙ) n.  See blackdamp.  [So called because it causes 

suffocation in mines.]

choke·hold (chokùholdÙ) n.  A restraining move in which one person seizes 

another around the neck in a tight grip, typically from behind. 

choke·point  or choke point (chokùpointÙ) n.  1. A narrow passage, such as a 

strait, through which shipping must pass.  2. A point of congestion or obstruc-

tion. 

chok·er (choùkNr) n.  1. One that chokes or suffocates another.  2. Something 

that fits closely around the neck or throat, as: a. A tight-fitting necklace.  b. A 

high, tight collar.  c. A narrow neckpiece of fur.  

chok·ing (choùkVng) adj.  1. Causing a feeling of being choked or suffocated:  

The hall was filled with choking clouds of smoke.  2. Having a strained or husky 

sound:  spoke in a choking voice.   —chokùing·ly adv. 

chok·y (choùkK) adj.  chok·i·er, chok·i·est. 1. Likely to cause choking.  

2. Tending to become choked. 

chol- pref.  Variant of chole-. 
cho·lan·gi·og·ra·phy (ko-l4nÙjK-mgùrN-fK) n.  X-ray examination of the bile 

ducts following administration of a radiopaque contrast medium.  [CHOL(E)- + 

ANGIOGRAPHY.] —cho·lanÙgi·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk) adj. 



chole-  or chol- pref.  Bile:  cholesterol.  [From Greek kholK, bile. See ghel-2 in 

Appendix.]

cho·le·cal·cif·er·ol (koÙlV-k4l-sVfùN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ, -rmlÙ) n.  See vitamin D 3. 
cho·le·cyst (koùlV-sVstÙ) n.  The gallbladder. 

cho·le·cys·tec·to·my (koÙlV-sV-stHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. cho·le·cys·tec·to·mies. 
Surgical removal of the gallbladder. 

cho·le·cys·ti·tis (koÙlV-sV-stXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the gallbladder. 

cho·le·cys·to·ki·nin (koÙlV-sVsÙtN-kXùnVn) n.  Abbr. CCK A hormone produced 

principally by the small intestine in response to the presence of fats, causing con-

traction of the gallbladder, release of bile, and secretion of pancreatic digestive 

enzymes.  Also called pancreozymin 

cho·le·li·thi·a·sis (koÙlN-lV-thXùN-sVs) n.  The presence or formation of gall-

stones in the gallbladder or bile ducts. 

chol·er (kmlùNr, koùlNr) n.  1. Anger; irritability.  2. a. Archaic. One of the four 

humors of the body thought in the Middle Ages to cause anger and bad temper 

when present in excess; yellow bile.  b. Obsolete. The quality or condition of being 

bilious.   [Middle English colre, from Old French, from Latin cholera, cholera, 

jaundice, from Greek kholera, from kholK, bile. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

chol·er·a (kmlùNr-N) n.  1. An acute infectious disease of the small intestine, 

caused by the bacterium Vibrio cholerae and characterized by profuse watery diar-

rhea, vomiting, muscle cramps, severe dehydration, and depletion of electrolytes.  

Also called Asiatic cholera 2. Any of various diseases of domesticated animals, 

such as chickens, turkeys, or hogs, marked by severe gastroenteritis.  [Latin, chol-

era, jaundice. See CHOLER.] —cholÙe·raùic (-N-r7ùVk) adj.  —cholùe·roidÙ (-N-

roidÙ) adj. 

cholera mor·bus (kmlùNr-N môrùbNs) n.  Acute gastroenteritis occurring in 

summer and autumn and marked by severe cramps, diarrhea, and vomiting. No 

longer in scientific use.  [New Latin  : Latin cholera, jaundice + Latin morbus, dis-

ease.]

chol·er·ic (kmlùN-rVk, kN-lHrùVk) adj.  1. Easily angered; bad-tempered.  

2. Showing or expressing anger.   —cholùer·i·cal·ly, cholùer·ic·ly adv. 

cho·le·sta·sis (koÙlV-st7ùsVs) n.  Suppression of biliary flow. 

cho·les·ter·in (kN-lHsùtNr-Vn) n.  Cholesterol. 

cho·les·ter·ol (kN-lHsùtN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ) n.  A white, crystalline substance, 

C27H45OH, found in animal tissues and various foods, that is normally synthe-

sized by the liver and is important as a constituent of cell membranes and a pre-

cursor to steroid hormones. Its level in the bloodstream can influence the 

pathogenesis of certain conditions, such as the development of atherosclerotic 

plaque and coronary artery disease.  [CHOLE- + Greek stereos, solid; see ster-1 in 

Appendix + -OL
1 (so called because it was first found in gallstones).]



cho·le·styr·a·mine (koÙlV-stîrùN-mKnÙ, ko-lHsÙtN-r4mùKn) n.  A drug used to 

lower serum cholesterol levels and treat itching associated with jaundice through 

its ability to bind intestinal bile acids and promote their excretion.  [CHOLE- + 

styr- possibly alteration of STER(OL) + AMINE.]

Cho·let (sho-l7ù)  A city of western France east-southeast of Nantes. It is an 

industrial center. Population, 55,524. 

cho·lic acid (koùlVk 4sùVd) n.  An abundant crystalline bile acid, C24H40O5 

derived from cholesterol.  [Greek kholikos, bilious, from kholK, bile. See CHOLE-.]

cho·line (koùlKnÙ) n.  A natural amine, C5H15NO2, often classed in the vitamin B 

complex and a constituent of many other biologically important molecules, such 

as acetylcholine and lecithin. 

cho·lin·er·gic (koÙlN-nûrùjVk) adj.  1. Activated by or capable of liberating ace-

tylcholine, especially as related to nerve fibers of the parasympathetic nervous 

system.  2. Having physiological effects similar to acetylcholine:  a cholinergic 

agent or drug.  [(ACETYL)CHOLIN(E) + Greek ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix.]

cho·lin·es·ter·ase (koÙlN-nHsùtN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  An enzyme found chiefly at 

nerve terminals that inactivates acetylcholine by hydrolyzing it to form acetic acid 

and choline.  [CHOLIN(E) + ESTERASE.]

chol·la (choiùN) n.  Any of several spiny, shrubby, or treelike cacti of the genus 

Opuntia having cylindrical stem segments.  [American Spanish, from obsolete 

Spanish, upper part of the head, possibly from Old French cholle, round lump, 

head, of Germanic origin.]

Cho·lu·la (chN-luùlN, chô-luùlä)  A town of east-central Mexico west of Puebla. 

Site of an ancient Toltec center and a city sacred to the Aztecs, it was destroyed by 

Hernando Cortés in 1519. Population, 26,748. 

Cho·mo Lha·ri (choÙmo lärùK)  A peak, 7,318.8 m (23,996 ft) high, of the 

southeast Himalaya Mountains on the Bhutan-China border. 

chomp (chmmp) v.  chomped, chomp·ing, chomps.  —  v.  tr. To chew or 

bite on noisily:  a horse chomping oats.   —  v.  intr. To chew or bite on something 

repeatedly:  chomping on a cigar.   —  n.  The act or an instance of vigorous biting: 

“He finished the last of his sandwich with a single chomp” (Anne Tyler).  [Variant 

of CHAMP
1.]

Chom·sky (chmmùskK), Noam. Born 1928.  American linguist who revolution-

ized the study of language with his theory of generative grammar, set forth in 

Syntactic Structures (1957). 

chon (chon) n.  pl. chon. A unit of currency in North Korea and South Korea.  

See Table at currency.  [Korean.]

chondr-  or chondri- pref.  Variants of chondro-. 
chon·dri·fy (kmnùdrN-fXÙ) v.  chon·dri·fied, chon·dri·fy·ing, chon·dri·fies.  
—  v.  tr. To change (a tissue) into cartilage.   —  v.  intr. To develop into cartilage 

or become cartilaginous.   —chonÙdri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 



chon·dri·o·some (kmnùdrK-N-somÙ) n.  See mitochondrion. 
chon·drite (kmnùdrXtÙ) n.  A stone of meteoric origin characterized by chon-

drules.   —chon·dritùic (-drVtùVk) adj. 

chondro-  or chrondri-  or chrondr- pref.  1. Cartilage:  chondrocranium.  

2. Granule:  chondrite.  [From Greek khondros, granule, cartilage. See ghrendh- 
in Appendix.]

chon·dro·cra·ni·um (kmnÙdro-kr7ùnK-Nm) n.  pl. chon·dro·cra·ni·ums or 

chon·dro·cra·ni·a (-nK-N). 1. The cartilaginous cranium of an embryo before 

ossification.  2. A portion of the embryonic cranium forming the bones of the 

base of the skull and eventually undergoing ossification. 

chon·dro·i·tin sulfate (kmn-droùV-tVn sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  One of several classes of 

sulfated glycosaminoglycans that is a major constituent in various connective tis-

sues, especially in the ground substance of blood vessels, bone, and cartilage.  

[From chondroitic acid, an acid occurring in cartilage.]

chon·dro·ma (kmn-droùmN) n.  pl. chon·dro·mas or chon·dro·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). A cartilaginous growth or tumor. 

chon·dro·ma·la·cia (kmnÙdro-mN-l7ùshN) n.  Abnormal softening or degener-

ation of cartilage of the joints, especially of the knee.  [CHONDRO- + Greek 

malakia, softness (from malakos, soft); see mel-1 in Appendix.]

chon·dro·ma·ta (kmn-droùmN-tN) n.  A plural of chondroma. 
chon·drule (kmnùdrul) n.  A small round granule of extraterrestrial origin 

found embedded in some meteorites. 

Chong·jin (chôngùjVnù, chœngù-)  A city of northeast North Korea on the Sea of 

Japan. It is a port and an industrial center. Population, 490,000. 

Chong·qing (chôngùchVngù, chungù-) also Chung·king (chtngùkVngù, 

jtngùgVngù)  A city of south-central China on the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang). It 

was the capital of China from 1937 to 1946. Population 2,080,000. 

Chon·ju (chônùjuù, chœnù-)  A city of southwest South Korea south of Seoul. It 

is a marketing center in a rice-growing region. Population, 305,000. 

choose (chuz) v.  chose (choz), cho·sen (choùzNn), choos·ing, choos·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To select from a number of possible alternatives; decide on and pick 

out.  2. a. To prefer above others:  chooses the supermarket over the neighborhood 

grocery store.  b. To determine or decide:  chose to fly rather than drive.    —  v.  

intr. To make a choice; make a selection:  was used to doing as she chose.   
—phrasal verb. choose up. To choose players and form sides or teams for a 

game, such as baseball or softball.  [Middle English chesen, from Old English cKo-

san. See geus- in Appendix.] —choosùer n.  

SYNONYMS: choose, select, elect, pick. These verbs mean to make a choice from

a number of possibilities. Choose implies the use of judgment in taking one of

several persons, things, or courses of action: “We do not choose survival as a value;



it chooses us” (B.F. Skinner). Select stresses fastidiousness in choosing from a wide

variety: Four skiers will be selected to represent each country. Elect strongly suggests

deliberation in making a selection, usually between alternatives: I elected not to go.

Pick, like select, indicates care in choosing: “Not only do I knock ’em out, I pick the

round” (Muhammad Ali).

choos·y also choos·ey (chuùzK) adj.  choos·i·er, choos·i·est. Very careful in 

choosing; highly selective.   —choosùi·ness n. 

Cho O·yu (choù o-yuù)  A peak, 8,158.8 m (26,750 ft) high, of the central 

Himalaya Mountains on the Nepal-China border. 

chop1 (chmp) v.  chopped, chop·ping, chops.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cut by strik-

ing with a heavy, sharp tool, such as an ax:  chop wood.  b. To shape or form by 

chopping:  chop a hole in the ice.  c. To cut into small pieces:  chop onions; chop up 

meat.  d. To curtail as if by chopping:  chopped off his sentence midway; are going 

to chop expenses.   2. Sports. To hit or hit at with a short, swift downward stroke.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To make heavy, cutting strokes.  2. Archaic. To move roughly or 

suddenly.   —  n.  1. The act of chopping.  2. a. A swift, short, cutting blow or 

stroke.  b. Sports. A short, downward stroke.   3. A piece that has been chopped 

off, especially a cut of meat, usually taken from the rib, shoulder, or loin and con-

taining a bone.  4. a. A short, irregular motion of waves.  b. An area of choppy 

water, as on an ocean.   [Middle English choppen, probably variant of chappen, to 

split. See CHAP
1.]

chop2 (chmp) v.  intr. chopped, chop·ping, chops. To change direction sud-

denly, as a ship in the wind.  [Obsolete, to exchange, from Middle English chop-

pen, to barter, bargain, variant of chapen, from Old English ce7pian, from cKap, 

bargain, trade. See CHEAP.]

chop3 (chmp) n.  1. An official stamp or permit in the Far East.  2. a. A mark 

stamped on goods or coins to indicate their identity or quality.  b. Quality; class:  

first chop.   [Hindi ch7p, seal.]

chop-chop (chmpùchmpù) adv.  Informal. Right away; quickly.  [Pidgin English, 

reduplication of chop, quick. See CHOPSTICK.]

chop·fall·en (chmpùfôÙlNn) adj.  Variant of chapfallen. 
chop·house (chmpùhousÙ) n.  A restaurant that specializes in serving steaks and 

chops. 

Cho·pin (sho-p4nù, -p4Nù), Frédéric François. 1810-1849.  Polish-born French 

composer and pianist of the romantic era. His music, written chiefly for the 

piano, is noted for its expressiveness. 

Cho·pin (shoùp4nÙ), Kate O’Flaherty. 1851-1904.  American writer whose 

works, such as The Awakening (1899), portray Creole life in Louisiana. 



cho·pine (cho-pKnù, chm-, chmpùVn) n.  A woman’s shoe worn in the 16th and 

17th centuries that featured a very high, thick sole.  [Obsolete French chapin, 

from Old Spanish, from chapa, plate, covering, from Old French. See CHAPE.]

chop·log·ic (chmpùlmjÙVk) n.  Complicated, often illogical or spurious argumen-

tation.  [From to chop logic, to bandy logic, from chop, to bandy, exchange. See 

CHOP
2.] —chopùlogÙic adj. 

chop·per (chmpùNr) n.  1. One that chops:  a vegetable chopper.  2. A device that 

interrupts an electric current or a beam of radiation.  3. Informal. A helicopter.  

4. choppers. Slang. Teeth, especially a set of false teeth.  5. Informal. A motorcy-

cle, especially one that is customized.   —  v.  intr. tr. chop·pered, 
chop·per·ing, chop·pers. Informal. To travel by helicopter or transport (some-

one or something) by helicopter. 

chop·ping block (chmpùVng blmk) n.  A wooden block on which food or wood 

is chopped. 

chop·py1 (chmpùK) adj.  chop·pi·er, chop·pi·est. 1. Having many small waves:  

choppy seas.  2. Marked by abrupt transitions; jerky:  choppy prose.   —chopùpi·ly 
adv.  —chopùpi·ness n. 

chop·py2 (chmpùK) adj.  chop·pi·er, chop·pi·est. Abruptly shifting; variable. 

Used of the wind. 

chops (chmps) pl.n.  1. The jaws.  2. a. The mouth.  b. The lower cheeks or 

jowls.   3. Slang. The technical skill with which a jazz or rock musician performs.   
—idiom. slap (someone’s) chops (or bust (someone’s) chops). New 

England. 1. a. To scold or insult.  b. To disappoint or defeat.   2. To hold (a 

building contractor) to the letter of an agreement.  [; akin to Possibly akin to 

CHOP
1.]

chop shop (chmp shmp) n.  Slang. A place where stolen cars are disassembled for 

parts that are then sold. 

chop·stick (chmpùstVkÙ) n.  One of a pair of slender sticks made especially of 

wood or ivory, held between the thumb and fingers and used as an eating utensil 

in Asian countries and in restaurants serving Asian food. Often used in the plural.  

[Pidgin English chop, quick (probably from Chinese (Cantonese) kuaì) + STICK.]

chop su·ey (chmp suùK) n.  1. A Chinese-American dish consisting of small 

pieces of meat or chicken cooked with bean sprouts and other vegetables and 

served with rice.  2. Informal. A miscellany: “His coterie of execs were up to their 

pin stripes in a chop suey of deals” (TV Guide).  [Chinese (Cantonese) tsapsui, 

mixed pieces  : Chinese (Mandarin) zá, mixed + Chinese (Mandarin) suì, to break 

up, pieces.]

cho·ra·gus (kN-r7ùgNs) n.  pl. cho·ra·gi (-jXÙ). 1. One who undertook the 

expense of providing the chorus in ancient Greek drama.  2. The leader of a 

group or movement.  [Latin, from Greek khoragos : khoros, chorus; see gher-1 in 

Appendix + agein, to lead; see ag- in Appendix.] —cho·ragùic (-r4jùVk) adj. 



cho·ral (kôrùNl, korù-) adj.  Music. 1. Of or relating to a chorus or choir.  

2. Performed or written for performance by a chorus.  [Medieval Latin chor7lis, 

from chorus, choral dance, from Latin. See CHORUS.] —choùral·ly adv. 

cho·rale also cho·ral (kN-r4lù, -rälù) n.  Music. 1. A Protestant hymn melody.  

2. A harmonized hymn, especially one for organ.  3. A chorus or choir.  [Ger-

man, short for Choralgesang, choral song, translation of Medieval Latin cantus 

chor7lis. See CHORAL.]

chorale prelude (kN-r4lù prHlùyudÙ) n.  Music. A composition usually for 

organ, chiefly in baroque style and characterized by an elaborate contrapuntal 

structure based on the melody of a hymn or chorale. 

choral speaking (kôrùNl spKùkVng) n.  Recitation of poetry or prose by a cho-

rus. 

chord1 (kôrd, kord) n.  1. Music. A combination of three or more usually con-

cordant tones sounded simultaneously.  2. Harmony, as of color.   —  v.  

chord·ed, chord·ing, chords.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be in accord; agree.  2. Music. 

To play chords on an instrument.   —  v.  tr. 1. Music. To play chords on.  2. To 

harmonize.  [Alteration (influenced by chord, musical instrument string); see 

CHORD
2, of Middle English cord, from accord, agreement, from Old French acorde, 

from acorder, to agree. See ACCORD.]

chord2 (kôrd, kord) n.  1. A line segment that joins two points on a curve.  2. A 

straight line connecting the leading and trailing edges of an airfoil.  3. Anatomy. 

Variant of cord (n., sense 5). 4. An emotional feeling or response:  Her words 

struck a sympathetic chord in her audience.  5. Archaic. The string of a musical 

instrument.  [Alteration of CORD.]

chord·al (kôrùdl) adj.  Music. 1. Of or relating to the strings of an instrument.  

2. Relating to or consisting of a harmonic chord.  3. Giving prominence to har-

monic rather than contrapuntal structure:  chordal music. 

chor·date (kôrùd7tÙ, -dVt) n.  Any of numerous animals belonging to the phy-

lum Chordata, having at some stage of development a dorsal nerve cord, a noto-

chord, and gill slits and including all vertebrates and certain marine animals, such 

as the lancelets.  [From New Latin Chord7ta, phylum name, from Latin chorda, 

cord. See CORD.]

chord organ (kôrd ôrùgNn) n.  Music. An electronic or reed organ equipped 

with buttons for producing chords. 

chore (chôr, chor) n.  1. A routine or minor duty.  See Synonyms at task.  
2. chores. a. Daily or routine domestic tasks.  b. The routine morning and 

evening tasks of a farmer, such as the feeding of livestock.   3. An unpleasant or 

burdensome task.  [Variant of CHAR
3.]

-chore suff.  A plant distributed by a specified agency:  zoochore.  [From Greek 

khorein, to spread about. See ghK- in Appendix.]



cho·re·a (kô-rKùN, ko-) n.  Any of various disorders of the nervous system 

marked by uncontrollable and irregular muscle movements, especially of the 

arms, legs, and face.  [New Latin chorea (Sancti Viti), (St. Vitus’) dance, from 

Latin chorKa, from Greek khoreia, choral dance, from khoros. See CHORUS.]

cho·re·o·graph (kôrùK-N-gr4fÙ, korù-) v.  cho·re·o·graphed, 
cho·re·o·graph·ing, cho·re·o·graphs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To create the choreography 

of:  choreograph a ballet.  2. To plan out or oversee the movement, development, 

or details of; orchestrate:  advance people who choreographed the candidate’s whis-

tle-stop tour.   —  v.  intr. To specialize in choreography.   —choÙre·ogùra·pher 
(-mgùrN-fNr) n. 

cho·re·og·ra·phy (kôrÙK-mgùrN-fK, korÙ-) n.  pl. cho·re·og·ra·phies. 
1. a. The art of creating and arranging dances or ballets.  b. A work created by 

this art.   2. Something, such as a situation or series of situations or a plan or 

series of plans, likened to dance arrangements: “There are times when the choreog-

raphy of frustration and violence seems rather too rich” (John Simon).  [French 

chorégraphie : Greek khoreia, choral dance; see CHOREA + -graphie, writing (from 

Latin -graphia, -graphy).] —choÙre·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—choÙre·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

cho·ri·amb (kôrùK-4mbÙ, -4mÙ, korù-) n.  1. A metrical foot consisting of a tro-

chee followed by an iamb, much used in Greek and Latin poetry.  2. A foot of 

verse used in lyric poetry having two unstressed syllables flanked by the two 

rhythmic stresses marking the first and last syllables of the foot.  [Late Latin 

choriambus, from Greek khoriambos : khoreios, of a chorus (from khoros, chorus); 

see CHORUS + iambos, iamb.] —choÙri·amùbic (-4mùbVk) adj. 

cho·ric (kôrùVk, korù-, kmrù-) adj.  Of or relating to a chorus.  [Late Latin choricus, 

from Greek khorikos, from khoros, choral dance. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

cho·rine (kôrùKnÙ, korù-) n.  A chorus girl.  [CHOR(US) + -INE
1.]

cho·ri·o·al·lan·to·is (kôrÙK-oÙN-l4nùto-Vs, korÙ-) n.  Embryology. The highly 

vascular fetal membrane that consists of the fused chorion and allantois, found 

adjacent to the eggshell in reptiles and birds and constituting the placenta in most 

mammals.   —choÙri·o·alÙlan·toùic (-o-4lÙNn-toùVk) adj. 

cho·ri·oid (kôrùK-oidÙ, korù-) n.  & adj.   Variant of choroid. [Greek khorioe-

idKs, like an afterbirth  : khorion, afterbirth + -oeidKs, -oid.]

cho·ri·on (kôrùK-mnÙ, korù-) n.  Embryology. The outer membrane enclosing the 

embryo in reptiles, birds, and mammals. In placental mammals it contributes to 

the development of the placenta.  [Greek khorion. See gherN- in Appendix.] 
—choÙri·onùic (-mnùVk) adj. 

chorionic villus (kôrÙK-mnùVk vVlùNs) n.  One of the minute vascular projec-

tions of the fetal chorion that combines with maternal uterine tissue to form the 

placenta. 



chorionic villus sampling (kôrÙK-mnùVk vVlùNs s4mùplVng) n.  A prenatal test 

to detect birth defects that is performed at an early stage of pregnancy and 

involves retrieval and examination of tissue from the chorionic villi.  Also called 

chorionic villus biopsy 

cho·ri·pet·al·ous (kôrÙN-pHtùl-Ns, korÙ-) adj.  Having separate petals; polypeta-

lous.  [Greek khori, khoris, apart; see ghK- in Appendix + PETALOUS.]

cho·ris·ter (kôrùV-stNr, korù-, kmrù-) n.  Music. 1. A singer in a choir, especially a 

choirboy or choirgirl.  2. A leader of a choir.  [Middle English queristre, from 

Anglo-Norman *cueristre, from Medieval Latin chorista, from chorus, chorus, 

from Latin, choral dance. See CHORUS.]

cho·ri·zo (chN-rKùzo, -so) n.  pl. cho·ri·zos. A very spicy pork sausage seasoned 

especially with garlic.  [Spanish.]

C-ho·ri·zon (sKùhN-rXÙzNn) n.  The third-deepest soil zone in ABC soil, unaltered 

by weathering and made up of the parent rock from which the two uppermost 

layers derive as well as other mineral materials. 

Chor·ley (chôrùlK)  A municipal borough of northwest England west-northwest 

of Manchester. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 54,700. 

cho·rog·ra·phy (kN-rmgùrN-fK) n.  1. The technique of mapping a region or 

district.  2. A description or map of a region.  [Latin chorographia, from Greek 

khorographia : khoros, place; see ghK- in Appendix + -graphia, -graphy.] 
—cho·rogùra·pher n.  —choÙro·graphùic (kôrÙN-gr4fùVk, korÙ-), 
choÙro·graphùi·cal adj.  —choÙro·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

cho·roid (kôrùoidÙ, korù-)  or cho·ri·oid (kôrùK-oidÙ, korù-) n.  The dark-brown 

vascular coat of the eye between the sclera and the retina.  Also called choroid coat, 

choroid membrane.   —  adj.  1. Resembling the chorion; membranous.  2. Of or 

relating to the choroid.  [From Greek khoroeidKs, like an afterbirth, alteration of 

khorioeidKs : khorion, afterbirth; see CHORION + -oeidKs, -oid.]

Chor·ril·los (chô-rKùos)  A city of west-central Peru, a residential suburb of 

Lima. Population, 141,881. 

chor·tle (chôrùtl) n.  A snorting, joyful laugh or chuckle.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

chor·tled, chor·tling, chor·tles. To utter a chortle or express with a chortle.  

[Blend of CHUCKLE, and SNORT.] —chorùtler n.  

WORD HISTORY: “‘O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!’ He chortled in his joy.”

Perhaps Lewis Carroll would chortle a bit himself to find that people are still using

the word chortle, which he coined in Through the Looking-Glass, published in

1872. In any case, Carroll had constructed his word well, combining the words

chuckle and snort to create it. This type of word is called a blend or a portmanteau

word. In Through the Looking-Glass Humpty Dumpty uses portmanteau to de-

scribe the word slithy, saying, “It’s like a portmanteau—there are two meanings



packed up into one word” (the meanings being “lithe” and “slimy”).

cho·rus (kôrùNs, korù-) n.  pl. cho·rus·es. 1. Music. a. A composition in four or 

more parts written for a large number of singers.  b. A refrain in which an audi-

ence joins a soloist in a song.  c. A repeat of the opening statement of a popular 

song played by the whole group.  d. A solo section based on the main melody of a 

popular song and played by a member of the group.  e. A body of singers who 

perform choral compositions.  f. A body of vocalists and dancers who support 

the soloists and leading performers in operas, musical comedies, and revues.   

2. a. A group of persons who speak or sing in unison a given part or composition 

in drama or poetry recitation.  b. An actor in Elizabethan drama who recites the 

prologue and epilogue to a play and sometimes comments on the action.   3. a. A 

group of masked dancers who performed ceremonial songs at religious festivals 

in early Greek times.  b. The group in a classical Greek drama whose songs and 

dances present an exposition of or, in later tradition, a disengaged commentary 

on the action.  c. The portion of a classical Greek drama consisting of choric 

dance and song.   4. A group or performer in a modern drama serving a purpose 

similar to the Greek chorus.  5. The performers of a choral ode, especially a Pin-

daric ode.  6. a. A speech, song, or other utterance made in concert by many peo-

ple.  b. A simultaneous utterance by a number of people:  a chorus of jeers from 

the bystanders.  c. The sounds so made.    —  v.  tr. intr. cho·rused or 

cho·russed, cho·rus·ing or cho·rus·sing, cho·rus·es or cho·rus·ses. To sing 

or utter in or as if in chorus.   —idiom. in chorus. All together; in unison.  

[Latin, choral dance, from Greek khoros. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

chorus girl (kôrùNs gûrl) n.  A young woman who dances in a theatrical chorus. 

-chory suff.  Plant dispersal by a specified agency:  zoochory. 

Cho·rzów (hôùzhtf)  A city of southern Poland northwest of Katowice. It is a 

mining center. Population, 144,200. 

chose1 (choz) v.  Past tense of choose. 
chose2 (shoz) n.  Law. An item of personal property; a chattel.  [French, from 

Latin causa, thing, case, reason.]

cho·sen (choùzNn) v.  Past participle of choose.  —  adj.  1. Selected from or 

preferred above others:  the chosen few.  2. Having been selected by God; elect.   
—  n.  pl. chosen. 1. One of the elect.  2. The elect considered as a group. 

Cho·sen (choùsHnù)  A name used for Korea since the second millennium B.C. 

chott also shott (shmt) n.  1. The depression surrounding a salt marsh or lake, 

especially in North Africa.  2. The bed of a dried salt marsh.  [French, from Ara-

bic ≥a££.]
Chou (jo)  See Zhou. 
chou·croute (shu-krutù) n.  An Alsatian dish of sauerkraut with wine, sau-

sages, pork, and juniper berries.  [French choucroute (garnie), (garnished) 



sauerkraut, alteration (influenced by chou, cabbage, from Latin caulis), of Ger-

man dialectal sûrkrût : Old High German s7r, sour + Old High German kr7t, cab-

bage, kraut.]

Chou En-lai (joù Hn-lXù)  See Zhou Enlai. 
chough (chƒf) n.  A crowlike Old World bird of the genus Pyrrhocorax, espe-

cially P. pyrrhocorax, having black plumage and red legs.  [Middle English.]

chow1 (chou) n.  Any of a breed of heavy-set dog originating in China, having a 

long, dense, reddish-brown or black coat and a blue-black tongue.  Also called 

chow chow [Possibly from Chinese (Cantonese) gnu, dog.]

chow2 (chou) Slang. n.  Food; victuals.   —  v.  intr. chowed, chow·ing, 
chows. To eat:  chowed down on the meat and potatoes.  [Possibly from Chinese 

(Cantonese) zab, food, miscellany, from Chinese (Mandarin) zá, mixed.]

Chow (jo)  See Zhou. 
chow chow (chou chou) n.  See chow1. 
chow-chow (chouùchouÙ) n.  1. A Chinese preserve of fruits, peels, and ginger.  

2. A relish consisting of chopped vegetables pickled in mustard.  [Pidgin English, 

possibly reduplication of Chinese (Cantonese) zab, food, mixture. See CHOW
2.]

chow·der (chouùdNr) n.  1. A thick soup containing fish or shellfish, especially 

clams, and vegetables, such as potatoes and onions, in a milk or tomato base.  

2. A soup similar to this seafood dish:  corn chowder.  [French chaudière, stew pot, 

from Old French, from Late Latin cald7ria. See CALDRON.]

chow·hound (chouùhoundÙ) n.  Slang. A person who enjoys eating. 

chow line (chou lXn) n.  Slang. A line of people waiting for food, as in a cafete-

ria. 

chow mein (chouù m7nù) n.  A Chinese-American dish consisting of a combi-

nation of stewed vegetables and meat served over fried noodles.  [Chinese (Man-

darin) ch5o miàn : ch5o, to stir-fry + miàn, noodles.]

Chr abbr.  Bible. Chronicles. 

Chr. abbr.  Christ; Christian. 

chres·ard (krHsùNrd) n.  Water present in the soil and available for plant absorp-

tion.  [Greek khrKsis, use (from khrKsthai, to use); see gher-2 in Appendix + Greek 

ardein, to water.]

Chrés·tien de Troyes also Chré·tien de Troyes (kr7-tyäNù dN trwäù), fl. 

1170.  French trouvère who wrote the earliest surviving Arthurian romances, 

including Perseval, the first work to incorporate the quest for the Holy Grail into 

an Arthurian tale. 

chres·tom·a·thy (krH-stmmùN-thK) n.  pl. chres·tom·a·thies. 1. A selection of 

literary passages, usually by one author.  2. An anthology used in studying a lan-

guage.  [Greek khrKstomatheia : khrKstos, useful (from khrKsthai, to use); see gher-
2 in Appendix + -matheia, body of learning (from manthanein, math-, to learn); 

see mendh- in Appendix.] —chresÙto·mathùic (krHsÙtN-m4thùVk) adj. 



Chré·tien (kr7-ty4Nù), Jean. Born 1934.  Canadian politician who was elected 

prime minister in 1993. 

Chré·tien de Troyes (kr7-ty4Nù dN trwäù)  See Chréstien de Troyes. 
chrism (krVzùNm) n.  Ecclesiastical. 1. A consecrated mixture of oil and balsam, 

used for anointing in church sacraments such as baptism and confirmation.  Also 

called holy oil 2. A sacramental anointing, especially upon confirmation into the 

Eastern Orthodox Church.  [Middle English crisme, chrism, chrisom, from Old 

English crisma, from Latin chrXsma, from Greek khrisma, an anointing, from 

khriein, to anoint. See ghrKi- in Appendix.] —chrisùmal (krVzùmNl) adj. 

chris·om (krVzùNm) n.  1. A white cloth or robe worn by an infant at baptism.  

2. Archaic. An infant wearing a baptismal robe; a baby.  [Middle English crisom, 

variant of crisme, chrisom, chrism. See CHRISM.]

chrisom child (krVzùNm chXld) n.  Archaic. An infant that dies before one 

month of age. 

Christ (krXst) n.  Abbr. Chr. 1. The Messiah, as foretold by the prophets of the 

Old Testament.  2. Jesus.  3. Christian Science. “The divine manifestation of God, 

which comes to the flesh to destroy incarnate error” (Mary Baker Eddy).  [Middle 

English Crist, from Old English CrXst, from Latin ChrXstus, from Greek Khristos, 

from khristos, anointed, from khriein, to anoint. See ghrKi- in Appendix.] 
—ChristùlikeÙ adj.  —ChristùlikeÙness n.  —Christùli·ness n.  —Christùly 
adj. 

Christ·church (krXstùchûrchÙ)  A city of eastern South Island, New Zealand, 

near the Pacific coast. It is an important manufacturing center. Population, 

161,700. 

chris·ten (krVsùNn) v.  tr. chris·tened, chris·ten·ing, chris·tens. 1. a. To bap-

tize into a Christian church.  b. To give a name to at baptism.   2. a. To name:  

christened the kitten “Snowball.”  b. To name and dedicate ceremonially:  christen 

a ship.   3. To use for the first time:  christened the new car by going for a drive.  

[Middle English cristnen, from Old English cristnian, from cristen, Christian. See 

CHRISTIAN.]

Chris·ten·dom (krVsùNn-dNm) n.  1. Christians considered as a group.  2. The 

Christian world.  [Middle English Cristendom, from Old English cristendom : cris-

ten, Christian; see CHRISTIAN + -dom, -dom.]

chris·ten·ing (krVsùN-nVng) n.  The Christian sacrament of baptizing and nam-

ing an infant. 

Chris·tian (krVsùchNn) adj.  1. Professing belief in Jesus as Christ or following 

the religion based on the life and teachings of Jesus.  2. Relating to or derived 

from Jesus or Jesus’s teachings.  3. Manifesting the qualities or spirit of Jesus; 

Christlike.  4. Relating to or characteristic of Christianity or its adherents.  

5. Showing a loving concern for others; humane.   —  n.  Abbr. Chr. 1. One who 

professes belief in Jesus as Christ or follows the religion based on the life and 



teachings of Jesus.  2. One who lives according to the teachings of Jesus.  [Middle 

English Cristen, from Old English cristen, from Latin Christi7nus, from Greek 

Khristianos, from Khristos, Christ. See CHRIST.] —Chrisùtian·ly adj.  & adv. 

Chris·tian X (krVsùchNn), 1870-1947.  King of Denmark (1912-1947) noted for 

his passive resistance to the Nazi occupation of Denmark in World War II. 

Christian Brother (krVsùchNn brƒthùNr) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A mem-

ber of the order of Brothers of the Christian Schools that was founded in France 

in 1684 by Saint Jean Baptiste de la Salle (1651-1719) and is dedicated primarily 

to education. 

Christian era (krVsùchNn îrùN) n.  The period beginning with the birth of Jesus. 

chris·ti·an·i·a (krVsÙtK-4nùK-N, -äùnK-N, krVsÙchK-) n.  Sports. A christie.  [Norwe-

gian, after Christiania (Oslo), Norway.]

Chris·ti·a·ni·a (krVsÙtK-4nùK-N, -äùnK-N, krVsÙchK-)  See Oslo. 
Chris·ti·an·i·ty (krVsÙchK-4nùV-tK, krVsÙtK-) n.  pl. Chris·ti·an·i·ties. 1. The 

Christian religion, founded on the life and teachings of Jesus.  2. Christians as a 

group; Christendom.  3. The state or fact of being a Christian. 

Chris·tian·ize (krVsùchN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. Chris·tian·ized, chris·tian·iz·ing, 
Chris·tian·iz·es. To convert (another) to Christianity; make Christian.   
—ChrisÙtian·i·zaùtion (-chN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —Chrisùtian·izÙer n. 

Christian name (krVsùchNn n7m) n.  1. A name given at baptism or confirma-

tion.  2. A name that precedes a person’s family name, especially the first name. 

Christian Science (krVsùchNn sXùNns) n.  Abbr. CS The church and the religious 

system founded by Mary Baker Eddy, emphasizing healing through spiritual 

means as an important element of Christianity and teaching pure divine good-

ness as underlying the scientific reality of existence.  Also called Church of Christ, 

Scientist  —Christian Scientist n. 

Chris·tian·sted (krVsùchNn-stHdÙ)  The chief city of St. Croix in the U.S. Virgin 

Islands. Tourism is the leading industry. Population, 2,846. 

chris·tie  or chris·ty (krVsùtK) n.  pl. chris·ties. Sports. A usually high-speed ski 

turn used for changing the direction of descent or stopping, performed by shift-

ing the weight forward and turning with the skis kept parallel.  [Short for CHRIS-

TIANIA.]

Chris·tie (krVsùtK), Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa. 1890-1976.  British writer of 

more than 70 detective novels, including The Murder of Roger Ackroyd (1926), 

And Then There Were None (1940), and The Pale Horse (1961). 

Chris·ti·na (krV-stKùnN), 1626-1689.  Queen of Sweden (1632-1654). A patron of 

learning and the arts, she unexpectedly abdicated her throne, embraced Roman 

Catholicism, and spent much of the rest of her life in Rome. 

Christ·mas (krVsùmNs) n.  1. A Christian feast commemorating the birth of 

Jesus.  2. December 25, the day on which this feast is celebrated.  

3. Christmastide.  [Middle English Cristemas, from Old English CrXstes mæsse, 



Christ’s festival  : CrXst, Christ; see CHRIST + mæsse, festival; see MASS.] —Christù-
mas·sy, Christùmas·y adj. 

Christmas berry (krVsùmNs bHrùK) n.  See toyon. 
Christmas berry tree (krVsùmNs bHrùK trK) n.  See Brazilian pepper tree. 
Christmas cactus (krVsùmNs k4kùtNs) n.  An epiphytic cactus (Schlumbergera 

∞bridgesii) of Brazilian ancestry, widely cultivated as a houseplant and having 

jointed flat segments with crenate margins and showy, often magenta or rose-

purple flowers that bloom in winter. 

Christmas card (krVsùmNs kärd) n.  A greeting card sent at Christmas to 

express good will. 

Christmas club (krVsùmNs klƒb) n.  A savings account, as in a bank, requiring 

periodic deposits to ensure money for shopping at Christmas. 

Christmas disease (krVsùmNs dV-zKzù) n.  A type of hemophilia that is caused 

by a deficiency of factor IX.  [After Stephen Christmas, a 20th-century British 

boy who was first diagnosed with it.]

Christmas Eve (krVsùmNs Kv) n.  1. The evening before Christmas.  2. The day 

before Christmas. 

Christmas fern (krVsùmNs fûrn) n.  A North American evergreen fern (Polysti-

chum acrostichoides) having pinnate leaves and dense clusters of lance-shaped 

fronds.  Also called canker brake, dagger fern. 

Christmas Island (krVsùmNs XùlNnd)  1. An Australian-administered island in 

the eastern Indian Ocean south of Java. It was annexed by Great Britain in 1888 

and came under Australian sovereignty in 1958.  2. The largest of the Line Islands 

in the central Pacific Ocean near the equator. Discovered by James Cook in 1777, 

the island is now part of Kiribati. 

Christmas rose (krVsùmNs roz) n.  A European perennial evergreen herb 

(Helleborus niger) cultivated for its white or pinkish flowers that bloom in winter. 

Christ·mas·tide (krVsùmNs-tXdÙ) n.  A Christian festival observed from Decem-

ber 24, Christmas Eve, to January 5, the eve of Epiphany. 

Christ·mas·time (krVsùmNs-tXmÙ) n.  The season of Christmas. 

Christmas tree (krVsùmNs trK) n.  An evergreen or artificial tree decorated, as 

with lights and ornaments, during the Christmas season. 

Chris·to·gram (krVsùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  See Chi-Rho. 
Chris·tol·o·gy (krV-stmlùN-jK) n.  pl. Chris·tol·o·gies. 1. The theological study 

of the person and deeds of Jesus.  2. A doctrine or theory based on Jesus or Jesus’s 

teachings.   —ChrisÙto·logùi·cal (krVsÙtN-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

Chris·tophe (krK-stôfù), Henri. 1767-1820.  King of Haiti (1811-1820) who 

before proclaiming himself monarch had been instrumental in the liberation of 

Haiti from France (1804). 

Chris·to·pher (krVsùtN-fNr), Saint. fl. third century A.D.  Christian martyr often 

depicted as a giant who converted to Christianity and thereafter devoted himself 



to carrying travelers across a river. His feast, July 25, was dropped from the Cath-

olic liturgical calendar in 1969. 

Christ’s thorn (krXsts thôrn) also Christ-thorn (krXstùthôrnÙ) n.  1. Either of 

two similar and related Old World spiny shrubs (Ziziphus spina-christi or Paliurus 

spina-christi) popularly believed to have been used for Jesus’s crown of thorns.  

2. Any of several other plants, such as the crown-of-thorns. 

chris·ty (krVsùtK) n.  Sports. Variant of christie. 
Chris·ty (krVsùtK), Edwin Pearce. 1815-1862.  American showman whose 

troupe, Christy’s Minstrels, developed the standard minstrel show format. 

Chris·ty (krVsùtK), Howard Chandler. 1873-1952.  American artist noted for 

his portraits of political figures, including Calvin Coolidge and Benito Mussolini. 

chrom- pref.  Variant of chromo-. 
chro·ma (kroùmN) n.  The aspect of color in the Munsell color system by which a 

sample appears to differ from a gray of the same lightness or brightness and that 

corresponds to saturation of the perceived color.  [Greek khroma, color.]

chro·maf·fin (kroùmN-fVn) adj.  Readily stained with chromium salts:  chroma-

ffin cells of the adrenal medulla.  [German  : Chrom, chromium (from French 

chrome); see CHROME + Latin affXnis, related; see AFFINED.]

chromat- pref.  Variant of chromato-. 
chro·mate (kroùm7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of chromic acid. 

chro·mat·ic (kro-m4tùVk) adj.  1. a. Relating to colors or color.  b. Relating to 

color perceived to have a saturation greater than zero.   2. Music. a. Of, relating 

to, or based on the chromatic scale.  b. Relating to chords or harmonies based on 

nonharmonic tones.   [Greek khromatikos, from khroma, khrom7t-, color.] 
—chro·matùi·cal·ly adv.  —chro·matùi·cism (-sVzÙNm) n. 

chromatic aberration (kro-m4tùVk 4bÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Color distortion in an 

image produced by a lens, caused by the inability of the lens to bring the various 

colors of light to focus at a single point. 

chro·ma·tic·i·ty (kroÙmN-tVsùV-tK) n.  The aspect of color that includes consid-

eration of its dominant wavelength and purity. 

chro·mat·ics (kro-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The scientific study of 

color.   —chroùma·tist (-mN-tVst) n. 

chromatic scale (kro-m4tùVk sk7l) n.  Music. A scale consisting of 12 semi-

tones. 

chro·ma·tid (kroùmN-tVd) n.  Either of the two daughter strands of a duplicated 

chromosome that are joined by a single centromere and separate during cell divi-

sion to become individual chromosomes. 

chro·ma·tin (kroùmN-tVn) n.  A complex of nucleic acids and proteins in the cell 

nucleus that stains readily with basic dyes and condenses to form chromosomes 

during cell division.   —chroÙma·tinùic adj. 



chromato-  or chromat- pref.  1. Color:  chromatophore.  2. Chromatin:  chro-

matolysis.  [Greek khroma, khromat-, color.]

chro·mat·o·gram (kro-m4tùN-gr4mÙ) n.  The pattern of separated substances 

obtained by chromatography. 

chro·mat·o·graph (kro-m4tùN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument that produces a chro-

matogram.   —  v.  tr. chro·mat·o·graphed, chro·mat·o·graph·ing, 
chro·mat·o·graphs. To separate and analyze by chromatography.   
—chro·matÙo·graphùic adj.  —chro·matÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

chro·ma·tog·ra·phy (kroÙmN-tmgùrN-fK) n.  Any of various techniques for the 

separation of complex mixtures that rely on the differential affinities of sub-

stances for a gas or liquid mobile medium and for a stationary adsorbing medium 

through which they pass, such as paper, gelatin, or magnesia.   
—chroÙma·togùra·pher n. 

chro·ma·tol·y·sis (kroÙmN-tmlùV-sVs) n.  Biology. The dissolution or disintegra-

tion of chromophil material, such as chromatin, within a cell.   
—chro·matÙo·lytùic (-m4tÙl-VtùVk) adj. 

chro·mat·o·phil·ic (kro-m4tÙN-fVlùVk) adj.  Staining readily. Used of a cell or 

cell structure. 

chro·mat·o·phore (kro-m4tùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  Biology. 1. A pigment-contain-

ing or pigment-producing cell, especially in certain lizards, that by expansion or 

contraction can change the color of the skin.  Also called pigment cell 2. A special-

ized pigment-bearing organelle in certain photosynthetic bacteria and cyanobac-

teria.   —chro·matÙo·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj. 

chrome (krom) n.  1. a. Chromium or a chromium alloy.  b. Something plated 

with a chromium alloy.   2. A pigment containing chromium.   —  v.  tr. 

chromed, chrom·ing, chromes. 1. To plate with chromium.  2. To tan or dye 

with a chromium compound.  [French, from Greek khroma, color (from the bril-

liant colors of chromium compounds).]

-chrome suff.  1. Colored:  polychrome.  2. Color; pigment:  urochrome.  [From 

Greek khroma, color.]

chrome alum (krom 4lùNm) n.  A violet-red crystalline compound, 

CrK(SO4)2·12H2O, used in tanning, as a mordant, and in photography. 

chrome green (krom grKn) n.  1. Any of a class of green pigments consisting 

of chrome yellow and iron blue in various proportions.  2. Color. A very dark yel-

lowish green to moderate or strong green. 

chrome red (krom rHd) n.  A light orange to red pigment consisting of basic 

lead chromate, PbCrO4, with varying amounts of lead oxide, PbO. 

chrome yellow (krom yHlùo) n.  Lead chromate, PbCrO4, a yellow pigment 

often combined with lead sulfate, PbSO4, for lighter hues. 

chro·mic (kroùmVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing chromium, especially 

with valence 3. 



chromic acid (kroùmVk 4sùVd) n.  1. A corrosive, oxidizing acid, H2CrO4, occur-

ring only as salts or in solution.  2. The anhydride of chromic acid, CrO3, a pur-

plish crystalline material that reacts explosively with reducing agents and is used 

in chromium plating, as an oxidizing agent, and to color glass and rubber. 

chromic oxide (kroùmVk mkùsXdÙ) n.  A bright-green crystalline powder, Cr2O3, 

used in metallurgy and as a paint pigment. 

chro·mite (kroùmXtÙ) n.  A widely distributed black to brownish-black chro-

mium ore, FeCr2O4. 

chro·mi·um (kroùmK-Nm) n.  Symbol Cr A lustrous, hard, steel-gray metallic 

element, resistant to tarnish and corrosion and found primarily in chromite. It is 

used as a catalyst, to harden steel alloys and produce stainless steels, in corrosion-

resistant decorative platings, and as a pigment in glass. Atomic number 24; 

atomic weight 51.996; melting point 1,890˚C; boiling point 2,482˚C; specific 

gravity 7.18; valence 2, 3, 6.  [From French chrome. See CHROME.]

chromo-  or chrom- pref.  1. Color:  chromoplast.  2. Chromium:  chromous.  

[From Greek khroma, color.]

chro·mo·dy·nam·ics (kroÙmo-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

physics of the relationship between color-carrying quarks, especially the nature of 

their strong interaction, which is characterized by the exchange of gluons. 

chro·mo·gen (kroùmN-jNn) n.  1. Chemistry. A substance capable of conversion 

into a pigment or dye.  2. Biology. A strongly pigmented or pigment-generating 

organelle, organ, or microorganism.   —chroÙmo·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

chro·mo·lith·o·graph (kroÙmN-lVthùN-gr4fÙ) n.  A colored print produced by 

chromolithography. 

chro·mo·li·thog·ra·phy (kroÙmN-lV-thmgùrN-fK) n.  The art or process of 

printing color pictures from a series of stone or zinc plates by lithography.   
—chroÙmo·li·thogùra·pher n.  —chroÙmo·lithÙo·graphùic (-lVthÙN-gr4fùVk) 

adj. 

chro·mo·mere (kroùmN-mîrÙ) n.  One of the serially aligned beadlike granules 

of concentrated chromatin that constitutes a chromosome during the early 

phases of cell division.   —chroÙmo·merùic (-mHrùVk, -mîrù-) adj. 

chro·mo·ne·ma (kroÙmN-nKùmN) n.  pl. chro·mo·ne·ma·ta (-mN-tN). The 

spirally coiled central filament of a chromatid along which the chromomeres are 

aligned.  [CHROMO(SOME) + Greek nKma, thread; see (s)nK- in Appendix.] 
—chroÙmo·neùmal (-nKùmNl), chro·moÙne·matùal (-nK-m4tùl) , 
chroÙmo·ne·matùic (-nN-m4tùVk) , chroÙmo·neùmic (-nKùmVk)  adj. 

chro·mo·phil (kroùmN-fVlÙ) adj.  Readily stained with dyes:  chromophil cells. 

chro·mo·phore (kroùmN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A chemical group capable of selective 

light absorption resulting in the coloration of certain organic compounds.   
—chroÙmo·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj. 



chro·mo·plast (kroùmN-pl4stÙ) n.  Botany. A plastid that contains pigments 

other than chlorophyll, usually yellow or orange carotenoids. 

chro·mo·pro·tein (kroÙmN-proùtKn, -tK-Vn) n.  A conjugated protein, such as 

hemoglobin, that contains a colored, metal-containing prosthetic group, such as 

heme. 

chro·mo·some (kroùmN-somÙ) n.  1. A threadlike linear strand of DNA and 

associated proteins in the nucleus of animal and plant cells that carries the genes 

and functions in the transmission of hereditary information.  2. A circular strand 

of DNA in bacteria and cyanobacteria that contains the hereditary information 

necessary for cell life.   —chroÙmo·soùmal (-soùmNl), chroÙmo·soùmic (-

soùmVk)  adj.  —chroÙmo·soùmal·ly adv. 

chro·mo·sphere (kroùmN-sfîrÙ) n.  1. An incandescent, transparent layer of 

gas, primarily hydrogen, several thousand miles in depth, lying above and sur-

rounding the photosphere of a star, such as the sun, but distinctly separate from 

the corona.  2. A gaseous layer similar to a chromosphere around a star.   
—chroÙmo·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-) adj. 

chro·mous (kroùmNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing chromium, especially 

with valence 2. 

chron. abbr.  1. Chronicle.  2. Chronological.  3. Chronology. 

Chron. abbr.  Bible. Chronicles. 

chron- pref.  Variant of chrono-. 
chro·nax·ie also chro·nax·y (kroùn4kÙsK, krmnù4kÙ-) n.  pl. chro·nax·ies. The 

minimum interval of time necessary to electrically stimulate a muscle or nerve 

fiber, using twice the minimum current needed to elicit a threshold response.  

[French  : Greek khronos, time + Greek axia, value (from axios, worthy); see ag- 
in Appendix.]

chron·ic (krmnùVk) adj.  1. Of long duration; continuing:  chronic money prob-

lems.  2. Lasting for a long period of time or marked by frequent recurrence, as 

certain diseases:  chronic colitis.  3. Subject to a habit or pattern of behavior for a 

long time:  a chronic liar.  [French chronique, from Latin chronicus, from Greek 

khronikos, of time, from khronos, time.] —chronùi·cal·ly adv.  —chro·nicùi·ty 
(krm-nVsùV-tK) n.  

SYNONYMS: chronic, confirmed, habitual, inveterate. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “having long had a habit or a disease”: a chronic com-

plainer; a confirmed bachelor; a habitual cheat; an inveterate smoker.

chron·i·cle (krmnùV-kNl) n.  1.  Abbr. chron. An extended account in prose or 

verse of historical events, sometimes including legendary material, presented in 

chronological order and without authorial interpretation or comment.  2. A 

detailed narrative record or report.  3. Chronicles. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. 



Chron., Chr A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.   —  v.  tr. chron·i·cled, 
chron·i·cling, chron·i·cles. To record in or in the form of a historical record.  

[Middle English cronicle, from Anglo-Norman, alteration of Old French cronique, 

from Latin chronica, from Greek khronika (biblia), chronological (books), annals, 

from khronikos, of time. See CHRONIC.] —chronùi·cler (-klNr) n. 

chronicle play (krmnùV-kNl pl7) n.  A dramatization of historical material, 

especially any of the Elizabethan dramas based on the chronicle histories of 

England. 

chrono-  or chron- pref.  Time:  chronometer.  [From Greek khronos, time.]

chron·o·bi·ol·o·gy (krmnÙo-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of the effects of time and 

rhythmical phenomena on life processes. 

chron·o·gram (krmnùN-gr4mÙ, kroùnN-) n.  1. The record produced by a chro-

nograph.  2. An inscribed phrase in which certain letters can be read as Roman 

numerals indicating a specific date.   —chronÙo·gram·matùic (-grN-m4tùVk) 

adj.  —chronÙo·gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

chron·o·graph (krmnùN-gr4fÙ, kroùnN-) n.  An instrument that registers or 

graphically records time intervals such as the duration of an event.   
—chronÙo·graphùic adj.  —chronÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

chronol. abbr.  1. Chronological.  2. Chronology. 

chron·o·log·i·cal (krmnÙN-lmjùV-kNl, kroÙnN-) also chron·o·log·ic (-lmjùVk) adj.  

Abbr. chron., chronol. 1. Arranged in order of time of occurrence.  2. Relating 

to or in accordance with chronology.   —chronÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

chronological age (krmnÙN-lmjùV-kNl 7j) n.  Abbr. CA, C.A. The number of 

years a person has lived, used especially in psychometrics as a standard against 

which certain variables, such as behavior and intelligence, are measured. 

chro·nol·o·gy (krN-nmlùN-jK) n.  pl. chro·nol·o·gies. Abbr. chron., chronol. 
1. The science that deals with the determination of dates and the sequence of 

events.  2. The arrangement of events in time.  3. A chronological list or table.   
—chro·nolùo·gist n. 

chro·nom·e·ter (krN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  An exceptionally precise timepiece.   
—chronÙo·metùric (krmnÙN-mHtùrVk, kroÙnN-), chronÙo·metùri·cal adj.  

—chronÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

chro·nom·e·try (krN-nmmùV-trK) n.  The scientific measurement of time. 

chron·o·scope (krmnùN-skopÙ, kroùnN-) n.  An optical instrument for the pre-

cise measurement of very small time intervals.   —chronÙo·scopùic (-skmpùVk) 

adj. 

chrys- pref.  Variant of chryso-. 
chrys·a·lid (krVsùN-lVd) n.  A chrysalis.   —  adj.  Relating to or resembling a 

chrysalis. 

chrys·a·lis (krVsùN-lVs) n.  pl. chrys·a·lis·es or chry·sal·i·des (krV-s4lùV-dKzÙ). A 

pupa, especially of a moth or butterfly, enclosed in a firm case or cocoon.  [Latin 



chr«sallis, from Greek khrusallis, khrusallid-, gold-colored pupa of a butterfly, 

from khrus-, chryso-.]

WORD HISTORY: “All that is gold does not glitter” we may say when confront-

ed with khrus- or khruso-, the combining form of the Greek word khrusos, “gold.”

We find this form, for example, in the Greek word khrusallis, “chrysalis,” which

refers specifically to a gold-colored pupa. This Greek word gave us our chrysalis,

first recorded in English in the 17th century. As Modern English chrys- or chryso-

the Greek form khrus- or khruso- has also been used to make words that did not

exist in Greek. Among the more interesting of these are chrysocracy, “rule of the

wealthy,” and chrysotherapy, “the treatment of disease with gold compounds.”

chry·san·the·mum (krV-s4nùthN-mNm, -z4nù-) n.  1. Any of numerous, 

mostly Eurasian plants of the genus Chrysanthemum in the composite family, 

many of which are cultivated as ornamentals for their showy, radiate flower 

heads.  2. A flower head of one of these plants.  [Latin chr«santhemum, from 

Greek khrusanthemon, gold flower  : khrus-, chryso- + anthemon, flower (from 

anthos).]

chrys·el·e·phan·tine (krV-sHlÙN-f4nùtKnÙ, -tXnÙ) adj.  Made of gold and ivory, 

as certain pieces of sculpture or artwork in ancient Greece.  [Greek 

khruselephantinos : khrus-, chryso- + elephas, elephant-, ivory; see ELEPHANT.]

Chrys·ler (krXsùlNr), Walter Percy. 1875-1940.  American automobile manu-

facturer who founded the Chrysler Corporation (1925). 

chryso-  or chrys- pref.  Gold; golden:  chrysotherapy.  [Greek khrus-, khruso-, 

from khrusos, gold, of Semitic origin; akin to Hebrew U7rû}.]
chrys·o·ber·yl (krVsùN-bHrÙNl) n.  A gray, green to yellow, or brown vitreous 

mineral, BeAl2O4, relatively rare and used as a gemstone.  [Latin chr«sobKryllus, 

from Greek khrusobKrullos : khruso-, chryso- + bKrullos, beryl; see BERYL.]

chrys·o·lite (krVsùN-lXtÙ) n.  See olivine.  [Middle English crisolite, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin crXsolitus, from Latin chr«solithus, from Greek khru-

solithos, topaz  : khruso-, chryso- + lithos, stone.]

chrys·o·mel·id (krVsÙN-mHlùVd, -mKùlVd) n.  Any of various beetles of the family 

Chrysomelidae, which includes the Colorado potato beetle.   —  adj.  Of or 

belonging to the family Chrysomelidae.  [From New Latin Chrysomela, type 

genus, from Greek khrusomKlon, quince  : khruso-, chryso- + mKlon, apple.]

chrys·o·prase (krVsùN-pr7zÙ) n.  An apple-green chalcedony used as a gem-

stone.  [Middle English crisopase, from Old French crisopras, from Latin 

chr«soprasus, from Greek khrusoprasos : khruso-, chryso- + prason, leek; see 

PRASEODYMIUM.]

Chry·sos·tom (krVsùNs-tNm, krV-smsù-), Saint John. A.D. 347?-407.  Antioch-

born Greek prelate. Made patriarch of Constantinople (398), he elegantly criti-



cized the wealthy and powerful, earning himself the name Chrysostom, “golden-

mouthed.” 

chrys·o·ther·a·py (krVsÙo-thHrùN-pK) n.  The treatment of certain diseases, 

especially rheumatoid arthritis, with gold compounds. 

chrys·o·tile (krVsùN-tVlÙ) n.  A fibrous mineral variety of serpentine forming 

part of commercial asbestos.  [German Chrysotil : Greek khruso-, chryso- + Greek 

tilos, something plucked (from tillein, to pluck).]

chthon·ic (thmnùVk) also chtho·ni·an (thoùnK-Nn) adj.  Greek Mythology. Of or 

relating to the gods and spirits of the underworld.  [From Greek khthonios, of the 

earth, from khthon, earth. See dhghem- in Appendix.]

Chu (chu)  A river of southern Kazakhstan flowing about 1,126 km (700 mi) 

eastward into Issyk-Kul. 

chub (chƒb) n.  pl. chub or chubs. 1. Any of various freshwater fishes of the 

family Cyprinidae related to the carps and minnows, especially a Eurasian spe-

cies, Leuciscus cephalus.  2. Any of various North American fishes, such as a fresh-

water whitefish of the genus Coregonus or a marine fish of the genus Kyphosus.  

[Middle English chubbe.]

chub·by (chƒbùK) adj.  chub·bi·er, chub·bi·est. Rounded and plump.  See 

Synonyms at fat.  [Probably from CHUB (from the plumpness of the fish).] 
—chubùbi·ly adv.  —chubùbi·ness n. 

Chu·but (chN-butù, chu-)  A river rising in the Andes of southwest Argentina 

and flowing about 805 km (500 mi) eastward to the Atlantic Ocean. 

chuck1 (chƒk) v.  tr. chucked, chuck·ing, chucks. 1. To pat or squeeze fondly 

or playfully, especially under the chin.  2. a. To throw or toss:  chucked stones into 

the water.  b. Informal. To throw out; discard:  chucked my old sweater.  

c. Informal. To force out; eject:  chucking out the troublemakers.   3. Informal. To 

give up; quit:  chucked her job.   —  n.  1. An affectionate pat or squeeze under the 

chin.  2. A throw, toss, or pitch.  [Variant of chock, possibly from French choc, 

knock, blow. See SHOCK
1.]

chuck2 (chƒk) n.  1. A cut of beef extending from the neck to the ribs and 

including the shoulder blade.  2. a. A clamp that holds a tool or the material 

being worked in a machine such as a lathe.  b. A clamping device for holding a 

drill bit.   [Dialectal chuck, lump, perhaps variant of CHOCK.]

chuck3 (chƒk) v.  intr. chucked, chuck·ing, chucks. To make a clucking 

sound.   —  n.  A clucking sound.  [Middle English chukken, of imitative origin.]

chuck-a-luck (chƒkùN-lƒkÙ) n.  Games. A gambling game in which players bet 

on the possible combinations of three thrown dice.  [Probably CHUCK
1 + LUCK.]

chuck·hole (chƒkùholÙ) n.  See pothole (n., sense 1).  [Probably from 

CHUCK
1.]

chuck·le (chƒkùNl) v.  intr. chuck·led, chuck·ling, chuck·les. 1. To laugh qui-

etly or to oneself.  2. To cluck or chuck, as a hen.   —  n.  A quiet laugh of mild 



amusement or satisfaction.  [Probably frequentative of CHUCK
3.] —chuckùler n.  

—chuckùle·some adj.  —chuckùling·ly (-lVng-lK) adv. 

chuck·le·head (chƒkùNl-hHdÙ) n.  Informal. A stupid, gauche person; a block-

head.  [Possibly from CHUCK
2.] —chuckùle·headÙed adj. 

chuck wagon (chƒk w4gùNn) n.  A wagon equipped with food and cooking 

utensils, as on a ranch or in a lumber camp. 

chuck·wal·la (chƒkùwmlÙN) n.  A large herbaceous lizard (Sauromalus obesus) of 

the southwest United States and Mexico, related to the iguana.  [American Span-

ish chacahuala, from Cahuilla tcáxxwal.]

chuck-will’s-wid·ow (chƒkÙwVlz-wVdùo) n.  A bird (Caprimulgus carolinen-

sis) of the southern and central United States, resembling but larger than the 

whippoorwill.  [Imitative of its call.]

chud·dar (chƒdùNr) n.  1. A chador.  2. A cotton shawl traditionally worn in 

India by men and women.  [Urdu chaddar, cloth, from Sanskrit chattram, screen, 

parasol, from chadati, he covers, protects.]

chu·fa (chuùfN) n.  An Old World sedge (Cyperus esculentus var. sativus) having 

edible, nutlike tubers.  [From Spanish chufar, to make fun of, alteration of chu-

flar, to whistle, ridicule, from Vulgar Latin *sufil7re, alteration of Latin sXbil7re, 

sXfil7re, to hiss, whistle at. See SIBILANT.]

chuff1 (chƒf) n.  A rude, insensitive person; a boor.  [Middle English chuffe.]

chuff2 (chƒf) v.  intr. chuffed, chuf·fing, chuffs. To produce or move with 

noisy puffing or explosive sounds: “Switch engines chuffed impatiently in busy rail 

yards” (Robert Paul Jordan).   —  n.  A noisy puffing or explosive sound, such as 

one made by a locomotive.  [Imitative.]

chug (chƒg) n.  A dull explosive sound, usually short and repeated, made by or as 

if by a laboring engine.   —  v.  intr. chugged, chug·ging, chugs. 1. To make 

dull, explosive sounds.  2. To move or travel while making dull, explosive sounds.  

[Imitative.] —chugùger n. 

Chu·gach Mountains (chuùg4chÙ mounùtNnz, -g4shÙ)  A range of southern 

Alaska extending eastward from Cook Inlet to the Canadian border. Mount Mar-

cus Baker, 4,018.7 m (13,176 ft), is the highest elevation. 

chug·a·lug (chƒgùN-lƒgÙ) Slang. v.  chug·a·lugged, chug·a·lug·ging, 
chug·a·lugs.  —  v.  tr. To swallow the contents of (a container of beer, for 

example) without pausing.   —  v.  intr. To swallow liquid, such as beer, without 

pausing.   —  adv.  In continuous gulps:  drank the beer chugalug.  [Imitative.]

chu·kar (chN-kärù) n.  A Eurasian partridge (Alectoris graeca) with grayish-

brown plumage and red legs and bill, introduced into western North America as a 

game bird.  [Hindi cakor, from Sanskrit cakoraU.]

Chuk·chi also Chuk·chee (chtkùchK) n.  pl. Chukchi or Chuk·chis also 

Chukchee  or Chuk·chees. 1. A member of a people of northeast Siberia.  



2. The language of the Chukchi, noted for being pronounced differently by men 

and women.  [Russian, pl. of chukcha, from Chukchi chawchNw.]

Chukchi Peninsula (chtkùchK pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of extreme 

northeast Russia across the Bering Strait from northwest Alaska. It borders on the 

Chukchi Sea, a section of the Arctic Ocean. 

Chu Kiang (chuù kyängù, juù gyängù)  See Zhu Jiang. 
chuk·ka (chƒkùN) n.  A short, ankle-length boot, usually made of suede, having 

two or three pairs of eyelets.  [Alteration of CHUKKER (so called because polo play-

ers wear a similar boot).]

chuk·ker also chuk·kar (chƒkùNr) n.  Sports. One of the periods of play, lasting 

72 minutes, in a polo match.  [Hindi cakkar, circle, turn, from Sanskrit cakram. 

See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

Chu·la Vis·ta (chuùlN vVsùtN)  A city of southern California south of San 

Diego. It is an industrial center. Population, 135,163. 

Chu·lym also Chu·lim (chN-lVmù, chu-)  A river of south-central Russia flow-

ing about 1,730 km (1,075 mi) north and west to the Ob River. 

chum1 (chƒm) n.  An intimate friend or companion.   —  v.  intr. chummed, 
chum·ming, chums. 1. a. To be an intimate friend.  b. To display good-

natured friendliness:  chummed around with the other teammates.   2. To share the 

same room, as in a dormitory.  [Perhaps short for chamber fellow, roommate.]

chum2 (chƒm) n.  Bait usually consisting of oily fish ground up and scattered on 

the water.   —  v.  chummed, chum·ming, chums.  —  v.  intr. To fish with 

such bait.   —  v.  tr. To lure (fish) with such bait.  [Origin unknown.]

chum3 (chƒm) n.  A chum salmon. 

Chu·mash (chuùm4sh) n.  pl. Chumash or Chu·mash·es. 1. A group of 

Hokan-speaking Native American peoples formerly inhabiting the southern Cali-

fornia coastal region around and the channel islands off Santa Barbara, with a 

small present-day population near Santa Barbara.  2. A member of any of these 

peoples. 

chum·my (chƒmùK) adj.  chum·mi·er, chum·mi·est. Intimate; friendly.  See 

Synonyms at familiar.  —chumùmi·ly adv.  —chumùmi·ness n. 

chump1 (chƒmp) n.  A stupid or foolish person; a dolt.  [Perhaps blend of 

CHUNK, and LUMP
1  or STUMP.]

chump2 (chƒmp) v.  tr. intr. chumped, chump·ing, chumps. To chew or 

make a chewing movement.  [Variant of CHAMP
1.]

chum salmon (chƒm s4mùNn) n.  A Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) with 

minute specks on its back that is fished for food and sport.  [Chinook Jargon cam, 

spotted, striped, from Lower Chinook c’Nám(·), variegated.]

Chung·king (chtngùkVngù, jtngùgVngù)  See Chongqing. 
chunk (chƒngk) n.  1. A thick mass or piece:  a chunk of ice.  2. Informal. A sub-

stantial amount:  won quite a chunk of money.  3. A strong, stocky horse.   —  v.  



chunked, chunk·ing, chunks.  —  v.  tr. To form into chunks.   —  v.  intr. To 

make a dull clacking sound:  listened to the electronic printer chunk along.  [Per-

haps variant of CHUCK
2.]

chunk·y (chƒngùkK) adj.  chunk·i·er, chunk·i·est. 1. Short and thick; stocky.  

2. Containing small, thick pieces:  chunky peanut butter; chunky soup.   
—chunkùi·ly adv.  —chunkùi·ness n. 

chun·nel (chƒnùNl) n.  An underwater tunnel for the passage of motor vehicles, 

especially one under the English Channel.  [CH(ANNEL)1 + (T)UNNEL.]

church (chûrch) n.  Abbr. c., C., ch., Ch. 1. A building for public, especially 

Christian worship.  2.  Often Church. a. The company of all Christians regarded 

as a mystic spiritual body.  b. A specified Christian denomination:  the Presbyte-

rian Church.  c. A congregation.   3. Public divine worship in a church; a religious 

service:  goes to church at Christmas and Easter.  4. The clerical profession; clergy.  

5. Ecclesiastical power as distinguished from the secular:  the separation of church 

and state.  6. Christian Science. “The structure of Truth and Love” (Mary Baker 

Eddy).   —  v.  tr. churched, church·ing, church·es. To conduct a church ser-

vice for, especially to perform a religious service for (a woman after childbirth).   
—  adj.  Of or relating to the church; ecclesiastical.  [Middle English chirche, from 

Old English cirice, ultimately from Medieval Greek kurikon, from Late Greek 

kuriakon (doma), the Lord’s (house), from Greek kuriakos, of the lord, from 

kurios, lord. See keuN- in Appendix.]

Church (chûrch), Frederick Edwin. 1826-1900.  American painter and leader 

of the Hudson River School. His works include Heart of the Andes (1859). 

church father  or Church Father (chûrch fäùthNr) n.  Any of the authorita-

tive early writers in the Christian church who formulated doctrines and codified 

religious observances. 

church·go·er (chûrchùgoÙNr) n.  One who attends church.   —churchùgoÙing 
adj.  & n. 

Chur·chill (chûrùchVlÙ, chûrchùhVlÙ), John First Duke of Marlborough. 1650-

1722.  English general and statesman during the reigns of James II, Anne, and 

George I. He is considered among history’s greatest military commanders. 

Churchill, Mount.  A peak, 4,769.6 m (15,638 ft) high, in the Wrangell Moun-

tains of southern Alaska. 

Chur·chill (chûrùchVlÙ, chûrchùhVlÙ), Randolph Henry Spencer. 1849-1895.  

British politician who led the so-called Fourth Party, a group of Conservative 

members of Parliament who advocated social and constitutional reform. 

Chur·chill (chûrùchVlÙ, chûrchùhVlÙ), Winston. 1871-1947.  American writer 

known for his popular historical romance novels, such as Richard Carvel (1899). 

Chur·chill (chûrùchVlÙ, chûrchùhVlÙ), Sir Winston Leonard Spenser. 1874-

1965.  British politician and writer. As prime minister (1940-1945 and 1951-

1955) he led Great Britain through World War II. Churchill published several 



works, including The Second World War (1948-1953), and won the 1953 Nobel 

Prize for literature.   —Chur·chillùi·an (chûr-chVlùK-Nn) adj. 

Churchill Falls (chûrùchVlÙ fôlz) Formerly Grand Falls (gr4nd).  A waterfall, 

74.7 m (245 ft) high, of the upper Churchill River in southwest Labrador, Canada. 

There is an enormous hydroelectric power plant at the falls. 

Churchill River (chûrùchVlÙ rVvùNr)  1. A river of eastern Canada flowing about 

965 km (600 mi) across Labrador to the Atlantic Ocean.  2. A river rising in 

northwest Saskatchewan, Canada, and flowing about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) east-

ward across Saskatchewan and northern Manitoba then northeast to Hudson Bay. 

It was once an important fur-trading route. 

church key (chûrch kK) n.  A can or bottle opener having a usually triangular 

head. 

church·ly (chûrchùlK) adj.  1. Of or relating to a church.  2. Appropriate for or 

suggestive of a church: “aspires to the pure fragrance of churchly incense” (Martin 

Bernheimer).   —churchùli·ness n. 

church·man (chûrchùmNn) n.  1. A man who is a cleric.  2. A man who is a 

member of a church.   —churchùman·ly adj.  —churchùman·shipÙ n. 

Church of Christ, Scientist (chûrch ƒv krXst sXùNn-tVst) n.  See Christian 
Science. 

Church of England (chûrch ƒv VngùglNnd) n.  Abbr. C. of E. The episcopal 

and liturgical national church of England, which has its see in Canterbury. 

Church of Jesus Christ of Lat·ter-day Saints (chûrch ƒv jKùzNs krXst 

ƒv latùNr-d7Ù s7nts) n.  See Mormon Church. 
Church of Rome (chûrch ƒv rom) n.  The Roman Catholic Church. 

Church Slavonic (chûrch slN-vmnùVk) n.  See Old Church Slavonic. 
church·war·den (chûrchùwôrÙdn) n.  1. A lay officer in the Anglican Church 

chosen annually by the vicar or the congregation to handle the secular and legal 

affairs of the parish.  2. One of two elected chief lay officers of the vestry in the 

Episcopal Church. 

church·wom·an (chûrchùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is a cleric.  2. A 

woman who is a member of a church. 

church·y (chûrùchK) adj.  church·i·er, church·i·est. 1. Conforming or adher-

ing rigorously to the practices or creeds of a church.  2. Of, suitable for, or sug-

gesting a church: “two... ladies in churchy hats sipping pale pink drinks” (Anne 

Tyler). 

church·yard (chûrchùyärdÙ) n.  1. A yard adjacent to a church, especially a 

cemetery.  2. The ground on which a church stands. 

churl (chûrl) n.  1. A rude, boorish person.  See Synonyms at boor.  2. A miserly 

person.  3. a. A ceorl.  b. A medieval English peasant.   [Middle English, from 

Old English ceorl, peasant.]



churl·ish (chûrùlVsh) adj.  1. Of, like, or befitting a churl; boorish or vulgar.  

2. Having a bad disposition; surly: “as valiant as the lion, churlish as the bear” 

(Shakespeare).  3. Difficult to work with, such as soil; intractable.   
—churlùish·ly adv.  —churlùish·ness n. 

churn (chûrn) n.  A vessel or device in which cream or milk is agitated to sepa-

rate the oily globules from the caseous and serous parts, used to make butter.   —  
v.  churned, churn·ing, churns.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To agitate or stir (milk or 

cream) in order to make butter.  b. To make by the agitation of milk or cream:  

churn butter.   2. To shake or agitate vigorously:  wind churning up the piles of 

leaves.  See Synonyms at agitate.  3. To buy and sell (a client’s securities) fre-

quently, especially in order to generate commissions.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make but-

ter by operating a device that agitates cream or milk.  2. To move with or produce 

great agitation:  waves churning in the storm; so angry it made my stomach churn.   
—phrasal verb. churn out. To produce in an abundant and automatic man-

ner:  churns out four novels a year.  [Middle English chirne, from Old English cyrn, 

cyrin.] —churnùer n. 

churr (chûr) n.  The sharp whirring or trilling sound made by some insects and 

birds, such as the grasshopper and partridge.   —  v.  intr. churred, churr·ing, 
churrs. To make a sharp whirring sound.  [Imitative.]

Chur·ri·gue·resque (chtrÙV-gN-rHskù) adj.  Of or relating to a style of 

baroque architecture of Spain and its Latin-American colonies, characterized by 

elaborate and extravagant decoration.  [Spanish churrigueresco, after José Benito 

Churriguera (1665-1725), Spanish architect.]

chur·ro (chtrùo) n.  pl. chur·ros. A thick, coiled fritter of fried dough.  [Span-

ish, perhaps from dialectal xurro, dirty, Valencian.]

chute (shut) n.  1. An inclined trough, passage, or channel through or down 

which things may pass.  2. A waterfall or rapid.  3. A parachute, such as one for 

pilots or skydivers.   —  v.  chut·ed, chut·ing, chutes.  —  v.  tr. To convey or 

deposit by a chute.   —  v.  intr. To go or descend by a chute.  [French, a fall, alter-

ation (influenced by chu, from Vulgar Latin *cad7tum, from *cadKre, to fall), of 

Old French cheoite, feminine past participle of cheoir, to fall, from Vulgar Latin 

*cadKre, from Latin cadere; see kad- in Appendix. Sense 3, short for PARACHUTE.]

Chu Teh (juù dNù)  See Zhu De. 
chute-the-chute (shutùthN-shutù) n.  Variant of shoot-the-chute. 
chutist (shuùtVst) n.  One who parachutes from an aircraft; a parachutist.  

[Short for PARACHUTIST.]

chut·ney (chƒtùnK) n.  A pungent relish made of fruits, spices, and herbs.  

[Hindi ca£nX.]
chutz·pah also hutz·pah (KHttùspN, httù-) n.  Utter nerve; effrontery: “has 

the chutzpah to claim a lock on God and morality” (New York Times).  [Yiddish 

khutspe, from Late Hebrew Uu}pâ.]



Chu·vash1 (cht-väshù) n.  pl. Chuvash or Chu·vash·es. 1. A member of a 

people located in the middle Volga River valley, chiefly in the Chuvash region.  

2. The Turkic language spoken by the Chuvash.  [Russian, from Chuvash ?5va≥.]

Chu·vash2 (chuùväshÙ, chyu-väshù)  A region of western Russia in the Volga 

River valley. Conquered by the Mongols in the 13th and 14th centuries, it came 

under Russian rule in 1552. 

chyle (kXl) n.  A milky fluid consisting of lymph and emulsified fat extracted 

from chyme by the lacteals during digestion and passed to the bloodstream 

through the thoracic duct.  [French, from Late Latin ch«lus, from Greek khulos, 

juice. See gheu- in Appendix.] —chy·laùceous (kX-l7ùlNs), chyùlous (kXùNs)  

adj. 

chy·lo·mi·cron (kXÙlo-mXùkrmnÙ) n.  One of the microscopic particles of emul-

sified fat found in the blood and lymph and formed during the digestion of fats.  

[CHYL(E) + Greek mikron, small thing, from neuter of mikros, small.]

chyme (kXm) n.  The thick semifluid mass of partly digested food that is passed 

from the stomach to the duodenum.  [Middle English chime, humors, body flu-

ids, from Old French, from Late Latin ch«mus, from Greek khumos, juice. See 

gheu- in Appendix.] —chyùmous (kXùmNs) adj. 

chy·mo·pa·pa·in (kXÙmo-pN-p7ùVn, -pXùVn) n.  A proteolytic enzyme obtained 

from the fruit of the tropical tree Carica papaya that resembles papain and is used 

in the treatment of herniated intervertebral disks.  [CHYM(E) + PAPAIN.]

chy·mo·sin (kXùmN-sVn) n.  See rennin.  [CHYM(E) + -OS(E)2 + -IN.]

chy·mo·tryp·sin (kXÙmN-trVpùsVn) n.  A pancreatic digestive enzyme that cata-

lyzes the hydrolysis of certain proteins in the small intestine into polypeptides and 

amino acids.  [CHYM(E) + TRYPSIN.] —chyÙmo·trypùtic (-tVk) adj. 

Ci abbr.  1. Cirrus.  2. Curie. 

CI abbr.  1. Certificate of insurance.  2. Cost and insurance. 

CIA abbr.  Central Intelligence Agency. 

CIAA abbr.  Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association. 

Cia·no (chäùno), Conte Galeazzo. 1903-1944.  Italian fascist politician. Mar-

ried (1930) to the daughter of Benito Mussolini, he urged Italy to join the Axis 

powers in World War II but later favored a separate peace with the Allies. Among 

those who called for Mussolini’s resignation, he was tried for treason and exe-

cuted on Mussolini’s orders. 

ciao (chou) interj.  Used to express greeting or farewell.  [Italian, from dialectal 

ciau, alteration of Italian (sono vostro) schiavo, (I am your) slave, from Medieval 

Latin sclavus. See SLAVE.]

Ciar·di (chärùdK), John Anthony. 1916-1986.  American poet and critic noted 

for his clear, ironic poetry, works of literary criticism, such as How Does a Poem 

Mean? (1960), and a translation of Dante’s Divine Comedy (1954-1970). 



Cib·ber (sVbùNr), Colley. 1671-1757.  English playwright and theatrical manager 

who wrote comedies such as The Careless Husband (1704) and was appointed 

poet laureate in 1730. 

Cí·bo·la (sKùbN-lN)  A vaguely defined historical region generally thought to be in 

present-day northern New Mexico. It included seven pueblos, the fabled Seven 

Cities of Cíbola, which were sought by the earliest Spanish explorers for their 

supposed riches. 

ci·bo·ri·um (sV-bôrùK-Nm, -borù-) n.  pl. ci·bo·ri·a (-bôrùK-N, -borù-). 1. A 

vaulted canopy permanently placed over an altar.  2. A covered receptacle for 

holding the consecrated wafers of the Eucharist.  [Medieval Latin ciborium, from 

Latin, a drinking cup, from Greek kiborion, probably of Egyptian origin.]

ci·ca·da (sV-k7ùdN, -käù-) n.  pl. ci·ca·das or ci·ca·dae (-dKÙ). Any of various 

insects of the family Cicadidae, having a broad head, membranous wings, and in 

the male a pair of resonating organs that produce a characteristic high-pitched, 

droning sound.  Also called cicala [Middle English, from Latin cic7da.]

cicada killer (sV-k7ùdN kVlùNr) n.  A large wasp (Sphecius speciosus) that preys on 

cicadas. 

ci·ca·la (sV-käùlN) n.  See cicada.  [Italian, from Latin cic7da. See CICADA.]

cic·a·trix (sVkùN-trVksÙ, sV-k7ùtrVks) n.  pl. cic·a·tri·ces (sVkÙN-trXùsKz, sV-k7ùtrV-
sKzÙ). A scar left by the formation of new connective tissue over a healing sore or 

wound.  [Middle English cicatrice, from Latin cic7trXx, cic7trXc-.] —cicÙa·triùcial 
(sVkÙN-trVshùNl), ci·catùri·coseÙ (sV-k4tùrV-kosÙ)  adj. 

cic·a·trize (sVkùN-trXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. cic·a·trized, cic·a·triz·ing, cic·a·triz·es. To 

heal or become healed by the formation of scar tissue.  [Middle English cicatrizen, 

from Old French cicatriser, from Medieval Latin cic7triz7re, from Late Latin 

cic7trXc7rX, to scar over, from Latin cic7trXx, cic7trXc-, cicatrix.] —cicÙa·tri·zaù-
tion (-trV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Cic·e·ro (sVsùN-roÙ)  A town of northeast Illinois, an industrial and residential 

suburb of Chicago. Population, 67,436. 

Cic·e·ro (sVsùN-roÙ), Marcus Tullius. 106-43 B.C.  Roman statesman, orator, and 

philosopher. A major figure in the last years of the Republic, he is best known for 

his orations against Catiline and for his mastery of Latin prose.   
—CicÙe·roùni·an adj. 

cic·e·ro·ne (sVsÙN-roùnK, chVchÙN-, chKÙchH-rôùnH) n.  pl. cic·e·ro·nes or 

cic·e·ro·ni (nK). A guide for sightseers.  [Italian, from Latin Cicero Ciceron-, 

Marcus Tullius Cicero.]

cich·lid (sVkùlVd) n.  Any of various tropical and subtropical freshwater fishes of 

the family Cichlidae, many of which are popular as aquarium fish.  [From New 

Latin Cichla, type genus, from Greek kikhlK, a kind of fish. See ghel-1 in Appen-

dix.] —cichùlid adj. 



Cid (sVd), the. Originally Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar. 1043?-1099.  Spanish soldier and 

national hero whose military exploits, including the capture of Valencia (1094), 

are recounted in several literary works. 

CID also C.I.D. abbr.  Criminal Investigation Department. 

-cide suff.  1. Killer:  bactericide.  2. Act of killing:  ecocide.  [Middle English, 

from Old French (from Latin -cXda, killer), and from Latin -cXdium, killing  both 

from caedere, to strike; kill. See kaN-id- in Appendix.]

ci·der (sXùdNr) n.  The juice pressed from fruits, especially apples, used as a bever-

age or to make other products, such as vinegar.  [Middle English sidre, from Old 

French, from Late Latin sXcera, intoxicating drink, from Greek sikera, from 

Hebrew ≥Kk7r.]

cider vinegar (sXùdNr vVnùV-gNr) n.  Vinegar made from fermented cider. 

ci-de·vant (sKÙdN-väNù) adj.  Heretofore; former.  [French  : ci, here + devant, 

before.]

Cien·fue·gos (syHn-fw7ùgos)  A city of south-central Cuba on Cienfuegos 
Bay, a narrow-necked inlet of the Caribbean Sea. The city is a port and a trade 

and processing center. Population, 102,297. 

c.i.f.  or C.I.F. abbr.  Cost, insurance, and freight. 

ci·gar (sV-gärù) n.  A compact roll of tobacco leaves prepared for smoking.  

[Spanish cigarro, possibly from Maya sik’ar, from sik, tobacco.]

ci·gar-box cedar (sV-gärùbmks sKùdNr) n.  See Spanish cedar. 
cig·a·rette also cig·a·ret (sVgÙN-rHtù, sVgùN-rHtÙ) n.  1. A small roll of finely cut 

tobacco for smoking, enclosed in a wrapper of thin paper.  2. A similar roll of 

another substance, such as a tobacco substitute or marijuana.  [French, diminu-

tive of cigare, cigar, from Spanish cigarro. See CIGAR.]

Cig·a·rette (sVgÙN-rHtù, sVgùN-rHtÙ)  A trademark used for a long, slender, high-

powered offshore racing boat. This trademark often occurs in print as cigarette 

boat: “The skipper hoisted a sailfish pennant and we steamed triumphantly back 

into the harbor past cigarette boats” (Advertising Age). “The Coast Guard... has let 

him pilot government cigarette boats off the Florida coast” (U.S. News & World 

Report). 

cigar flower (sV-gärù flouùNr) n.  A small bushy plant (Cuphea ignea), native to 

Mexico and Jamaica and widely cultivated as an ornamental and a houseplant for 

its red, tubular flowers that have white and dark tips that resemble lit cigars. 

cig·a·ril·lo (sVgÙN-rVlùo) n.  pl. cig·a·ril·los. A small, narrow cigar.  [Spanish 

cigarrillo, diminutive of cigarro, cigar. See CIGAR.]

ci·gar-store Indian (sV-gärùstôrÙ VnùdK-Nn, -storÙ) n.  A wooden effigy of a 

Native American holding a cluster of cigars, formerly used as the emblem of a 

tobacconist. 

ci·lan·tro (sV-l4nùtro) n.  See coriander (n., sense 2).  [Spanish, alteration of 

Late Latin coliandrum, from Latin coriandrum. See CORIANDER.]



cil·i·a (sVlùK-N) n.  Plural of cilium. 
cil·i·ar·y (sVlùK-HrÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling cilia.  2. Of or relating 

to the ciliary body and associated structures of the eye. 

ciliary body (sVlùK-HrÙK bmdùK) n.  A thickened portion of the vascular tunic of 

the eye located between the choroid and the iris. 

cil·i·ate (sVlùK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Ciliated.   —  n.  Any of various protozoans of the 

class Ciliata, characterized by numerous cilia.   —cilùi·ate·ly adv.  —cilÙi·aùtion 
n. 

cil·i·a·ted (sVlùK-7ÙtVd) adj.  Having cilia. 

cil·ice (sVlùVs) n.  A coarse cloth; haircloth.  [French, from Latin cilicium, a cover-

ing made of Cilician goat’s hair, from Cilicia.]

Ci·li·cia (sV-lVshùN)  An ancient region of southeast Asia Minor along the Mediter-

ranean Sea south of the Taurus Mountains. The area was conquered by Alexander 

the Great and later became part of the Roman Empire. It was the site of an inde-

pendent Armenian state from 1080 to 1375.   —Ci·liùcian adj.  & n. 

Cilician Gates (sV-lVshùNn g7ts)  A mountain pass in the Taurus Mountains of 

southern Turkey. The pass has served for centuries as a natural highway linking 

Anatolia with the Mediterranean coast. 

cil·i·o·late (sVlùK-N-l7tÙ) adj.  Having minute cilia.  [From New Latin ciliolum, 

diminutive of cilium, cilium, from Latin, eyelid. See CILIUM.]

cil·i·um (sVlùK-Nm) n.  pl. cil·i·a (-K-N). 1. A microscopic hairlike process extend-

ing from the surface of a cell or unicellular organism. Capable of rhythmical 

motion, it acts in unison with other such structures to bring about the movement 

of the cell or of the surrounding medium.  2. An eyelash.  3. Botany. One of the 

hairs along the margin or edge of a structure, such as a leaf, usually forming a 

fringe.  [Latin, eyelid. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

Ci·ma·bu·e (chKÙmä-buùH), Giovanni. Originally Cenni di Pepo. 1240?-

1302?.  Italian painter trained in the Byzantine style and considered the first mas-

ter of the Florentine school. 

Cim·ar·ron (sVmùN-rmnÙ, -ronÙ)  A river rising in northeast New Mexico and 

flowing about 1,123 km (698 mi) eastward across southwest Kansas to the Arkan-

sas River in northern Oklahoma. 

ci·met·i·dine (sV-mHtùV-dKnÙ, -dXnÙ) n.  A drug, C10H16N6S, that inhibits acid 

secretion in the stomach and is used to treat gastrointestinal disorders, such as 

peptic ulcers.  [ci- (alteration of CYANO-) + MET(HYL) + (GUAN)IDINE.]

ci·mex (sXùmHksÙ) n.  pl. cim·i·ces (sVmùV-sKzÙ). An insect of the genus Cimex, 

which includes the bedbugs.  [Latin cXmex, bedbug.]

Cim·me·ri·an (sV-mîrùK-Nn) adj.  Very dark or gloomy.   —  n.  Greek Mythology. 

One of a mythical people described by Homer as inhabiting a land of perpetual 

darkness.  [From Latin Cimmerii, the Cimmerians, from Greek Kimmerioi.]



Ci·mon (sXùmNn, -mmnÙ), 507?-449? B.C.  Athenian military and political leader 

who was instrumental in the organization of the Delian League (478) and com-

manded the defeat of the Persian fleet (466). 

CINC  or C in C abbr.  Commander in chief. 

cinch (sVnch) n.  1. A girth for a pack or saddle.  2. A firm grip.  3. Something 

easy to accomplish.  See Synonyms at breeze1.  4. A sure thing; a certainty.   —  
v.  cinched, cinch·ing, cinch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a saddle girth on.  2. To 

get a tight grip on.  3. Informal. To make certain of:  cinch a victory.   —  v.  intr. 

To tighten a saddle girth. Often used with up.  [Spanish cincha, feminine of cin-

cho, belt, from Latin cXnctus, from past participle of cingere, to gird. See kenk- in 

Appendix.]

cinch bug (sVnch bƒg) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. & Chiefly Midland U.S. Variant 

of chinch bug. 
cin·cho·na (sVng-koùnN, sVn-choù-) n.  1. Any of several trees and shrubs of the 

genus Cinchona, native chiefly to the Andes and cultivated for bark that yields the 

medicinal alkaloids quinine and quinidine, which are used to treat malaria.  

2. The dried bark of any of these plants. In this sense, also calledJesuit’s bark, 

Peruvian bark.  [New Latin Cinchona, genus name, reputedly after Francisca Hen-

ríquez de Ribera (1576-1639), Countess of Chinchón.] —cin·chonùic (sVng-

kmnùVk, sVn-chmnù-) adj. 

cin·cho·nine (sVngùkN-nKnÙ, sVnùchN-) n.  An alkaloid, C19H22N2O, derived from 

the bark of various cinchona trees and used as an antimalarial agent.  [CIN-

CHON(A) + -INE
2.]

cin·cho·nism (sVngùkN-nVzÙNm, sVnùchN-) n.  A pathological condition resulting 

from an overdose of cinchona bark or its alkaloid derivatives and marked by 

headache, dizziness, hearing loss, and ringing in the ears. 

Cin·cin·na·ti (sVnÙsN-n4tùK, -n4tùN)  A city of extreme southwest Ohio on the 

Ohio River. Founded in 1788, it is a port of entry and an industrial, commercial, 

and cultural center for an extensive area in Ohio and Kentucky. Population, 

364,040. 

Cin·cin·na·tus (sVnÙsN-n4tùNs, -n7ùtNs), Lucius Quinctius. 519?-438 B.C.  

Roman statesman who according to tradition was twice called away from his 

farm to assume the dictatorship of Rome (458 and 439). 

Cin·co de Ma·yo (sKngùko dN mäùyo, thH) n.  May 5, observed by Mexican 

communities in Latin America and Mexican-American communities in the 

United States in commemoration of the 1862 defeat of French troops at the Battle 

of Puebla.  [Spanish  : cinco, five + de, of + Mayo, May.]

cinc·ture (sVngkùchNr) n.  1. The act of encircling or encompassing.  

2. a. Something that encircles or surrounds.  b. A belt or sash, especially one 

worn with an ecclesiastical vestment or the habit of a monk or nun.    —  v.  tr. 



cinc·tured, cinc·tur·ing, cinc·tures. To gird; encompass.  [Latin cXnct7ra, from 

cXnctus, past participle of cingere, to gird. See kenk- in Appendix.]

cin·der (sVnùdNr) n.  1. a. A burned or partly burned substance, such as coal, that 

is not reduced to ashes but is incapable of further combustion.  b. A partly 

charred substance that can burn further but without flame.   2. cinders. Ashes.  

3. cinders. Geology. See scoria (n., sense 1).  4. Metallurgy. See scoria (n., sense 

2).  5. Slag from a metal furnace.   —  v.  tr. cin·dered, cin·der·ing, cin·ders. 
To burn or reduce to cinders.  [Alteration (influenced by Old French cendre, 

ashes, from Latin cinis), of Middle English sinder, from Old English, slag, dross.] 
—cinùder·y adj. 

cinder block  or cin·der·block (sVnùdNr-blmkÙ) n.  A usually hollow building 

block made with concrete and coal cinders. 

Cin·der·el·la (sVnÙdN-rHlùN) n.  One that unexpectedly achieves recognition or 

success after a period of obscurity and neglect.  [After Cinderella, the fairy-tale 

character who escapes from a life of drudgery and marries a prince, translation of 

French Cendrillon.]

cin·e·aste also cin·e·ast (sVnùK-4st)  or cin·é·aste (sVnÙ7-ästù) n.  1. A film or 

movie enthusiast.  2. A person involved in filmmaking.  [French cinéaste, from 

ciné, cinema, short for cinéma. See CINEMA.]

cin·e·ma (sVnùN-mN) n.  1. a. A film or movie.  b. A movie theater.   2. a. Films 

or movies considered as a group.  b. The film or movie industry.   3. The art or 

technique of making films or movies; filmmaking.  [French cinéma, short for 

cinématograph. See CINEMATOGRAPH.] —cinÙe·matùic (sVnÙN-m4tùVk) adj.  

—cinÙe·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

cin·e·ma·go·er (sVnùN-mN-goÙNr) n.  A filmgoer. 

cin·e·ma·theque (sVnÙN-mN-tHkù) n.  A small movie theater showing classic or 

avant-garde films.  [French cinémathèque, blend of cinéma, cinema; see CINEMA, 

bibliothèque, library (from Latin bibliotheca); see BIBLIOTHECA.]

cin·e·ma·tize (sVnùN-mN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. cin·e·ma·tized, cin·e·ma·tiz·ing, 
cin·e·ma·tiz·es. To adapt (a novel or a play, for example) for film or movies.   
—cinÙe·matÙi·zaùtion (-m4tÙV-z7ùshNn) n. 

cin·e·mat·o·graph (sVnÙN-m4tùN-gr4fÙ) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A movie camera 

or projector.  2. The art or technique of making films or movies.  [French 

cinématographe : Greek kinKma, kinKmat-, motion (from kinein, to move); see 

kei-2 in Appendix + -graphe, -graph.]

cin·e·ma·tog·ra·pher (sVnÙN-mN-tmgùrN-fNr) n.  1. A movie photographer, 

especially one who is in charge of shooting a movie.  2. Chiefly British. A movie 

projectionist. 

cin·e·ma·tog·ra·phy (sVnÙN-mN-tmgùrN-fK) n.  The art or technique of film or 

movie photography.   —cinÙe·matÙo·graphùic (-m4tÙN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—cinÙe·matÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 



ci·né·ma vé·ri·té (sKÙn7-mäù v7ÙrK-t7ù) n.  A style of filmmaking that stresses 

unbiased realism.  [French cinéma-vérité : cinéma, cinema + vérité, truth.]

cin·e·ole also cin·e·ol (sVnùK-olÙ) n.  See eucalyptol.  [Alteration of New Latin 

cinae oleum : cinae, genitive of cina, wormseed + Latin oleum, oil; see OLEO-.]

cin·e·phile (sVnùN-fXlÙ) n.  A film or movie enthusiast.  [French cinéphile : ciné, 

cinema; see CINEASTE + -phile, -phile.]

cin·e·ra·di·og·ra·phy (sVnÙo-r7ÙdK-mgùrN-fK) n.  A diagnostic technique in 

which a movie camera is used to film the images, as of internal body structures, 

produced through radiography or fluoroscopy.  [CINE(MA) + RADIOGRAPHY.]

Cin·er·am·a (sVnÙN-r4mùN, -räùmN)  A trademark used for a motion-picture pro-

cess designed to produce wide-screen, realistic images. 

cin·e·rar·i·a1 (sVnÙN-rârùK-N) n.  Plural of cinerarium. 
cin·e·rar·i·a2 (sVnÙN-rârùK-N) n.  Any of several hybrid ornamental plants (Sene-

cio ∞hybridus) in the composite family, derived from species native to the Canary 

Islands and widely grown as indoor or bedding plants for their showy, variously 

colored radiate flower heads and attractive silvery foliage.  [New Latin Cineraria, 

genus name, from Latin ciner7rius, of ashes (from the ash-colored down on its 

leaves). See CINERARIUM.]

cin·e·rar·i·um (sVnÙN-rârùK-Nm) n.  pl. cin·e·rar·i·a (-K-N). A place for keeping 

the ashes of a cremated body.  [Latin ciner7rium, from neuter of ciner7rius, of 

ashes, from cinis, ciner-, ashes.] —cinùer·arÙy (sVnùN-rHrÙK) adj. 

ci·ne·re·ous (sV-nîrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Consisting of or resembling ashes.  2. Of a 

gray color tinged with black.  [From Latin cinereus, from cinis, ciner-, ashes.]

cin·er·in (sVnùNr-Vn) n.  Either of two compounds, C20H28O3 or C21H28O5, used 

in insecticides.  [Latin cinis, ciner-, ashes + -IN.]

cin·gu·lum (sVngùgyN-lNm) n.  pl. cin·gu·la (-lN). Biology. A girdlelike marking 

or structure, such as a band or ridge, on an animal.  [Latin, girdle, from cingere, to 

gird. See kenk- in Appendix.] —cinùgu·late (-lVt), cinùgu·laÙted (-l7ÙtVd)  adj. 

Ci·ni·sel·lo Bal·sa·mo (chKÙnV-zHlùo bôlùsN-moÙ, chKÙnK-zHlùlô bälùsä-môÙ)  A 

city of northern Italy, a suburb of Milan. Population, 80,323. 

cin·na·bar (sVnùN-bärÙ) n.  1. A heavy reddish mercuric sulfide, HgS, that is the 

principal ore of mercury.  2. Red mercuric sulfide used as a pigment.  3. Color. 

See vermilion (n., sense 2).  [Middle English cinabare, from Latin cinnabaris, 

from Greek kinnabari.]

cinnamic acid (sN-n4mùVk 4sùVd) n.  A white crystalline acid, C6H5CH2COOH, 

obtained from cinnamon or from balsams such as storax or made synthetically 

and used chiefly to manufacture perfumery compounds.  [CINNAM(ON) + -IC.]

Cin·na·min·son (sVnÙN-mVnùsNn)  A community of southwest New Jersey near 

the Delaware River northeast of Camden. The destructive Japanese beetle was 

first discovered here in 1916. Population, 16,072. 



cin·na·mon (sVnùN-mNn) n.  1. a. The dried aromatic inner bark of certain 

tropical Asian trees in the genus Cinnamomum, especially C. verum and C. 

loureirii, often ground and used as a spice.  b. A plant yielding this bark.   

2. Color. A light reddish brown.   —  adj.  Color. Of a light reddish brown.  [Mid-

dle English cinamome, from Old French, from Latin cinnamomum, from Greek 

kinnamomon, of Semitic origin; akin to Hebrew qinn7môn.] —cin·namùic (sN-

n4mùVk) adj. 

cinnamon bear (sVnùN-mNn bâr) n.  A variety of the North American black 

bear (Ursus americanus) that has a reddish-brown coat. 

cinnamon fern (sVnùN-mNn fûrn) n.  A New World fern (Osmunda cinna-

momea) having narrow, spore-bearing, cinnamon-colored leaves in early spring, 

which are later encircled by wider, sterile green leaves. 

cinnamon stone (sVnùN-mNn ston) n.  See essonite. 
cin·quain (sVngùk7nÙ, s4ngù-) n.  A five-line stanza.  [French cinq, five (from 

Latin quXnque); see penkwe in Appendix + (QUATR)AIN.]

cinque (sVngk, s4ngk) n.  Games. The number five in cards or dice.  [Middle 

English cink, from Old French, from Latin quXnque, five. See penkwe in Appen-

dix.]

cin·que·cen·tist (chVngÙkwV-chHnùtVst) n.  An Italian, especially a poet or an 

artist, of the 16th century. 

cin·que·cen·to (chVngÙkwV-chHnùto) n.  The 16th century, especially in Italian 

art and literature.  [Italian, from (mil) cinquecento, (one thousand) five hundred 

 : cinque, five (from Latin quXnque); see penkwe in Appendix + cento, hundred 

(from Latin centum); see dekc in Appendix.]

cinque·foil (sVngkùfoilÙ, s4ngkù-) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Poten-

tilla in the rose family, native chiefly to temperate and cold regions and having 

yellow or sometimes white or red flowers and compound leaves that in some spe-

cies bear five leaflets.  2. Architecture. A design having five sides composed of 

converging arcs, usually used as a frame for glass or a panel.  [Middle English 

cinkfoil : cink, five; see CINQUE + foil, leaf (translation of Old French quintefeuille, 

from Latin quXnquefolium, translation of Greek pentaphullon); see FOIL
2.]

Cinque Ports (sVngkù ports)  A group of seaports of southeast England (origi-

nally Hastings, Romney, Hythe, Dover, and Sandwich) that formed a maritime 

and defensive association in the 11th century. They reached the height of their 

significance in the Anglo-French conflicts of the 14th century. 

CIO also C.I.O. abbr.  Congress of Industrial Organizations. 

ci·on (sXùNn) n.  Variant of scion (n., sense 2). 

Ci·pan·go (sV-p4ngùgo)  A poetic name for Japan, used by Marco Polo. 

ci·pher also cy·pher (sXùfNr) n.  1. The mathematical symbol (0) denoting 

absence of quantity; zero.  2. An Arabic numeral or figure; a number.  3. The 

Arabic system of numerical notation.  4. One having no influence or value; a 



nonentity.  5. a. A cryptographic system in which units of plain text of regular 

length, usually letters, are arbitrarily transposed or substituted according to a pre-

determined code.  b. The key to such a system.  c. A message written or transmit-

ted in such a system.   6. A design combining or interweaving letters or initials; a 

monogram.   —  v.  ci·phered, ci·pher·ing, ci·phers.  —  v.  intr. To solve 

problems in arithmetic; calculate.  See Synonyms at calculate.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

put in secret writing; encode.  2. To solve by means of arithmetic.  [Middle 

English cifre, from Old French, from Medieval Latin cifra, from Arabic }ifr, from 

}afira, to be empty (translation of Sanskrit {7nyam, cipher, dot).]

cir abbr.  1. Circle.  2. Circuit.  3. Circular  4. Circumference. 

circ. abbr.  1. Circle.  2. Circuit.  3. Circular.  4. Circulation.  5. Circumference. 

cir·ca (sûrùkN) prep.  Abbr. ca, c., C. In approximately; about:  born circa 1900.  

[Latin circ7, from circum, around, from circus, circle. See CIRCLE.]

cir·ca·di·an (sNr-k7ùdK-Nn, -k4dùK-, sûrÙkN-dXùNn, -dKù-) adj.  Biology. Relating to 

or exhibiting approximately 24-hour periodicity.  [Latin circ7, around; see CIRCA + 

Latin diKs, day; see deiw- in Appendix.] —cir·caùdi·an·ly adv. 

circadian rhythm (sNr-k7ùdK-Nn rVthùNm) n.  A daily rhythmic activity cycle, 

based on 24-hour intervals, that is exhibited by many organisms. 

Cir·cas·sia (sNr-k4shùN, -K-N)  A historical region of southwest Russia on the 

northeast coast of the Black Sea north of the Caucasus Mountains. It was ceded to 

Russia by the Ottoman Turks in 1829. 

Cir·cas·sian (sNr-k4shùNn, -k4shùK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Circassia.  

2. The non-Indo-European language of the Circassians.   —  adj.  Of or relating 

to Circassia or its people, language, or culture. 

Circassian walnut (sNr-k4shùNn wôlùnƒtÙ) n.  A type of English walnut, pat-

terned with swirls and curves in shades of brown or with occasional black streaks, 

used for veneer and cabinetwork. 

Cir·ce (sûrùsK) n.  Greek Mythology. A goddess who turned Odysseus’s men tem-

porarily into swine but later gave him directions for their journey home.   —Cir-
ùce·an (sûrùsK-Nn, sNr-sKùNn) adj. 

cir·ci·nate (sûrùsN-n7tÙ) adj.  1. Ring-shaped.  2. Botany. Rolled up in the form 

of a coil with the tip in the center, as an unexpanded fern frond.  [Latin circin7tus, 

past participle of circin7re, to make circular, from circinus, pair of compasses. See 

CIRCINUS.] —cirùci·nateÙly adv. 

Cir·ci·nus (sûrùsN-nNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near 

Musca and Triangulum Australe.  [Latin circinus, pair of compasses, from circus, 

circle. See CIRCLE.]

cir·cle (sûrùkNl) n.  Abbr. cir, circ. 1. A plane curve everywhere equidistant from 

a given fixed point, the center.  2. A planar region bounded by a circle.  

3. Something, such as a ring, shaped like such a plane curve.  4. A circular course, 

circuit, or orbit:  a satellite’s circle around the earth.  5. A curved section or tier of 



seats in a theater.  6. A series or process that finishes at its starting point or con-

tinuously repeats itself; a cycle.  7. A group of people sharing an interest, activity, 

or achievement.  8. A territorial or administrative division, especially of a prov-

ince, in some European countries.  9. A sphere of influence or interest; domain:  

well-known in artistic circles.  10. Logic. A vicious circle.   —  v.  cir·cled, 
cir·cling, cir·cles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make or form a circle around; enclose.  2. To 

move in a circle around.   —  v.  intr. To move in a circle.  [Middle English cercle, 

from Old French, from Latin circulus, diminutive of circus, circle, from Greek kir-

kos, krikos. See sker-2 in Appendix.] —cirùcler (-klNr) n.  

SYNONYMS: circle, coterie, set, clique. These nouns denote a group of people

sharing an interest or activity. Circle connotes gravitation around a central point

or element: my circle of friends; prominent in financial circles. “For the most of us,

if we do not talk of ourselves, or at any rate of the individual circles of which we are

the centers, we can talk of nothing” (Anthony Trollope). Coterie applies to a small,

select group of congenial persons: “a coterie of Wall Street bankers and their

friends” (Robert B. Reich). Set suggests a large, loosely bound group, especially of

persons of the same social status who have similar interests and tastes: “These men

constituted the best set in the College.... All were reading men, and all good men”

(Walter Besant). A clique is an exclusive group, usually social and often partici-

pating in activities from which outsiders are barred: “the narrow, often self-per-

petuating cliques which control our lives, living standards and leisure” (John Lloyd).

See also Synonyms at surround turn

circle graph (sûrùkNl gr4f) n.  See pie chart. 
cir·clet (sûrùklVt) n.  A small circle, especially a circular ornament.  [Middle 

English cerclet, from Old French, diminutive of cercle, circle. See CIRCLE.]

cir·cuit (sûrùkVt) n.  Abbr. cir, circ. 1. a. A closed, usually circular line that goes 

around an object or area.  b. The region enclosed by such a line.  See Synonyms at 

circumference.   2. a. A path or route the complete traversal of which without 

local change of direction requires returning to the starting point.  b. The act of 

following such a path or route.  c. A journey made on such a path or route.   

3. Electronics. a. A closed path followed or capable of being followed by an elec-

tric current.  b. A configuration of electrically or electromagnetically connected 

components or devices.   4. a. A regular or accustomed course from place to 

place; a round:  a salesperson on the Detroit-Minneapolis-Chicago circuit; a popular 

speaker on the lecture circuit.  b. The area or district thus covered, especially a ter-

ritory under the jurisdiction of a judge in which periodic court sessions are held.   

5. a. An association of theaters in which plays, acts, or films move from theater 

to theater for presentation.  b. A group of nightclubs, show halls, or resorts at 

which entertainers appear in turn.  c. An association of teams, clubs, or arenas of 



competition:  the downhill ski circuit.    —  v.  intr. tr. cir·cuit·ed, cir·cuit·ing, 
cir·cuits. To make a circuit or circuit of.  [Middle English, circumference, from 

Old French, from Latin circuitus, a going around, from past participle of cir-

cumXre, to go around  : circum-, circum- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix.]

circuit board (sûrùkVt bôrd) n.  Computer Science. An insulated board on which 

interconnected circuits and components such as microchips are mounted or 

etched. 

circuit breaker (sûrùkVt br7ùkNr) n.  An automatic switch that stops the flow of 

electric current in a suddenly overloaded or otherwise abnormally stressed elec-

tric circuit. 

circuit court (sûrùkVt kôrt) n.  Law. A state court that holds sessions at several 

different places within a judicial district. 

cir·cu·i·tous (sNr-kyuùV-tNs) adj.  Being or taking a roundabout, lengthy course.  

See Synonyms at indirect.  [From Medieval Latin circuitosus, from Latin circui-

tus, a going around. See CIRCUIT.] —cir·cuùi·tous·ly adv.  —cir·cuùi·ty, 
cir·cuùi·tous·ness n. 

circuit rider (sûrùkVt rXùdNr) n.  A cleric who travels from church to church, 

especially in a rural district. 

cir·cuit·ry (sûrùkV-trK) n.  pl. cir·cuit·ries. 1. The design of or a detailed plan for 

an electric circuit.  2. Electric circuits considered as a group. 

cir·cu·lar (sûrùkyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. cir, circ. 1. Of or relating to a circle.  

2. a. Shaped like or nearly like a circle; round.  b. Moving in or forming a circle.   

3. Circuitous; roundabout:  took a circular route to the office.  4. Marked by rea-

soning in a circle:  a circular theory.  5. Addressed or distributed to a large number 

of persons.   —  n.  A printed advertisement, directive, or notice intended for 

mass distribution.  [Middle English circuler, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin 

circul7ris, from circulus, circle. See CIRCLE.] —cirÙcu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —cir-
ùcu·lar·ly adv. 

circular file (sûrùkyN-lNr fXl) n.  Slang. A wastebasket. 

circular function (sûrùkyN-lNr fƒngkùshNn) n.  See trigonometric function. 
cir·cu·lar·ize (sûrùkyN-lN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. cir·cu·lar·ized, cir·cu·lar·iz·ing, 
cir·cu·lar·iz·es. 1. To publicize with circulars.  2. To canvass or poll using a 

questionnaire.   —cirÙcu·lar·i·zaùtion (-lN-ri-z7ùshNn) n.  —cirùcu·lar·izÙer n. 

circular measure (sûrùkyN-lNr mHzhùNr) n.  The measure of an angle in radi-

ans. 

circular saw (sûrùkyN-lNr sô) n.  A power saw for cutting wood or metal con-

sisting of a toothed disk rotated at high speed.  Also called buzz saw 

cir·cu·late (sûrùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  cir·cu·lat·ed, cir·cu·lat·ing, cir·cu·lates.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To move in or flow through a circle or circuit:  blood circulating through 

the body.  2. To move around, as from person to person or place to place:  a guest 

circulating at a party.  3. To move about or flow freely, as air.  4. To spread widely 



among persons or places; disseminate:  Gossip tends to circulate quickly.   —  v.  tr. 

To cause to move about or be distributed:  Please circulate these fliers.  [From Mid-

dle English circulat, continuously distilled, from circul7tus, past participle of 

circul7re, to make circular, from circulus. See CIRCLE.] —cirùcu·laÙtive (-l7ÙtVv) 

adj.  —cirùcu·laÙtor n. 

cir·cu·lat·ing decimal (sûrùkyN-l7ÙtVng dHsùN-mNl) n.  See repeating deci-
mal. 

circulating library (sûrùkyN-l7ÙtVng lXùbrHrÙK) n.  See lending library. 
cir·cu·la·tion (sûrÙkyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. circ. 1. Movement in a circle or cir-

cuit, especially the movement of blood through bodily vessels as a result of the 

heart’s pumping action.  2. a. Movement or passage through a system of vessels, 

as of water through pipes; flow.  b. Free movement or passage.   3. The passing of 

something, such as money or news, from place to place or person to person.  

4. a. The condition of being passed about and widely known; distribution.  

b. Dissemination of printed material, especially copies of newspapers or maga-

zines, among readers.  c. The number of copies of a publication sold or distrib-

uted.  

cir·cu·la·tor·y (sûrùkyN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to circulation.  

2. Of or relating to the circulatory system. 

circulatory system (sûrùkyN-lN-tôrÙK sVsùtNm) n.  The system of structures, 

consisting of the heart, blood vessels, and lymphatics, by which blood and lymph 

are circulated throughout the body. 

circum. abbr.  Circumference. 

circum- pref.  Around; about:  circumlunar.  [Latin, from circum, around, accusa-

tive of circus, circle. See CIRCLE.]

cir·cum·am·bi·ent (sûrÙkNm-4mùbK-Nnt) adj.  Encompassing on all sides; sur-

rounding.   —cirÙcum·amùbi·ence, cirÙcum·amùbi·en·cy n.  —cir-
Ùcum·amùbi·ent·ly adv. 

cir·cum·am·bu·late (sûrÙkNm-4mùbyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. cir·cum·am·bu·lat·ed, 
cir·cum·am·bu·lat·ing, cir·cum·am·bu·lates. To walk around (something), 

especially as part of a ritual: “Circumambulate the city of a dreamy Sabbath after-

noon” (Herman Melville).   —cirÙcum·amÙbu·laùtion n. 

cir·cum·bo·re·al (sûrÙkNm-bôrùK-Nl, -borù-) adj.  Distributed or occurring 

chiefly throughout the boreal regions of North America and Eurasia. Used espe-

cially of plants. 

cir·cum·cise (sûrùkNm-sXzÙ) v.  tr. cir·cum·cised, cir·cum·cis·ing, 
cir·cum·cis·es. 1. To remove the prepuce of (a male).  2. To remove the prepuce 

or a part of the clitoris of (a female).  [Middle English circumcisen, from Latin cir-

cumcXdere, circumcXs-, to cut around (translation of Greek peritemnein) : circum-, 

circum- + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.] —cirùcum·cisÙer n. 



cir·cum·ci·sion (sûrÙkNm-sVzhùNn) n.  1. The act of circumcising.  2. A reli-

gious ceremony, as in the Jewish or Muslim faith, in which someone is circum-

cised.  3. Circumcision. a. A Christian feast celebrating the circumcision of 

Jesus. Used with the.  b. January 1, the day on which this feast is celebrated. Used 

with the.  

cir·cum·duc·tion (sûrÙkNm-dƒkùshNn) n.  The circular movement of a limb 

such that the distal end of the limb delineates an arc.  [Latin circumductio, circum-

duction-, act of leading around, from circumductus, past participle of 

circumd7cere, to lead around  : circum-, circum- + d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in 

Appendix.]

cir·cum·fer·ence (sNr-kƒmùfNr-Nns) n.  Abbr. cir, circ., circum. 1. The 

boundary line of a circle.  2. a. The boundary line of a figure, area, or object.  

b. The length of such a boundary.   [Middle English, from Old French circonfer-

ence, from Latin circumferentia, from circumferKns, circumferent- present partici-

ple of circumferre, to carry around  : circum-, circum- + ferre, to carry; see bher-1 

in Appendix.] —cir·cumÙfer·enùtial (-fN-rHnùshNl) adj.  

SYNONYMS: circumference, circuit, compass, perimeter, periphery. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “a line around a closed figure or area”: the cir-

cumference of the earth; a park five acres in circuit; stayed within the compass of the

schoolyard; the perimeter of a rectangle; erected a fence around the periphery of the

property.

cir·cum·flex (sûrùkNm-flHksÙ) n.  A mark (^) used over a vowel in certain lan-

guages or in phonetic keys to indicate quality of pronunciation.   —  adj.  

1. Having this mark.  2. Curving around:  a circumflex blood vessel.  [From Latin 

circumflexus, bent around, circumflex, past participle of circumflectere, to bend 

around  : circum-, circum- + flectere, to bend.]

cir·cum·flu·ent (sNr-kƒmùflu-Nnt) also cir·cum·flu·ous (-Ns) adj.  Flowing 

around or surrounding. 

cir·cum·fuse (sûrÙkNm-fyuzù) v.  tr. cir·cum·fused, cir·cum·fus·ing, 
cir·cum·fus·es. 1. To pour or diffuse around; spread.  2. To surround, as with 

liquid; suffuse.  [Latin circumfundere, circumf7s-  : circum-, circum- + fundere, to 

pour; see gheu- in Appendix.] —cirÙcum·fuùsion n. 

cir·cum·lo·cu·tion (sûrÙkNm-lo-kyuùshNn) n.  1. The use of unnecessarily 

wordy and indirect language.  2. Evasion in speech or writing.  3. A roundabout 

expression.  [Middle English circumlocucioun, from Latin circumloc7tio, 

circumloc7tion-, from circumloc7tus, past participle of circumloquX : circum-, cir-

cum- + loquX, to speak; see tolkw- in Appendix.] —cirÙcum·locÙu·toùri·ly (-

lmkÙyN-tôrùN-lK, -torù-) adv.  —cirÙcum·locùu·toÙry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 



cir·cum·lu·nar (sûrÙkNm-luùnNr) adj.  Revolving about or surrounding the 

moon. 

cir·cum·nav·i·gate (sûrÙkNm-n4vùV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. cir·cum·nav·i·gat·ed, 
cir·cum·nav·i·gat·ing, cir·cum·nav·i·gates. 1. To proceed completely around:  

circumnavigating the earth.  2. To go around; circumvent:  circumnavigate the 

downtown traffic.   —cirÙcum·navÙi·gaùtion n.  —cirÙcum·navùi·gaÙtor n. 

cir·cum·po·lar (sûrÙkNm-poùlNr) adj.  1. Located or found in one of the Polar 

Regions.  2. Astronomy. Denoting a star that from a given observer’s latitude does 

not go below the horizon. 

cir·cum·ro·tate (sûrÙkNm-roùt7tÙ) v.  intr. cir·cum·ro·tat·ed, 
cir·cum·ro·tat·ing, cir·cum·ro·tat·es. To turn like a wheel; revolve.   —cir-
Ùcum·ro·taùtion n.  —cirÙcum·roùta·toÙry (-tN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

cir·cum·scis·sile (sûrÙkNm-sVsùVl, -VlÙ) adj.  Botany. Splitting or opening along a 

circumference, with the top coming off as a lid:  a circumscissile seed capsule.  [CIR-

CUM- + Latin scissilis, easily split, splitting; see SCISSILE.]

cir·cum·scribe (sûrùkNm-skrXbÙ) v.  tr. cir·cum·scribed, cir·cum·scrib·ing, 
cir·cum·scribes. 1. To draw a line around; encircle.  2. To limit narrowly; 

restrict.  3. To determine the limits of; define.  See Synonyms at limit.  4. a. To 

enclose (a polygon or polyhedron) within a configuration of lines, curves, or sur-

faces so that every vertex of the enclosed object is incident on the enclosing con-

figuration.  b. To erect (such a configuration) around a polygon or polyhedron:  

circumscribe a circle around a square.   [Middle English circumscriben, from Latin 

circumscrXbere : circum-, circum- + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.] 
—cirÙcum·scribùa·ble adj.  —cirùcum·scribÙer n. 

cir·cum·scrip·tion (sûrÙkNm-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. The act of circumscribing or 

the state of being circumscribed.  2. Something, such as a limit or restriction, that 

circumscribes.  3. A circumscribed space or area.  4. A circular inscription, as on 

a medallion.  [Latin circumscrXptio, circumscrXption-, from circumscrXptus, past 

participle of circumscrXbere, to circumscribe. See CIRCUMSCRIBE.] —cir-
Ùcum·scripùtive adj.  —cirÙcum·scripùtive·ly adv. 

cir·cum·so·lar (sûrÙkNm-soùlNr) adj.  Revolving around or surrounding the sun. 

cir·cum·spect (sûrùkNm-spHktÙ) adj.  Heedful of circumstances and potential 

consequences; prudent.  [Middle English, from Latin circumspectus, past partici-

ple of circumspicere, to take heed  : circum-, circum- + specere, to look; see spek- 
in Appendix.] —cirùcum·spectÙly adv. 

cir·cum·spec·tion (sûrÙkNm-spHkùshNn) n.  The state or quality of being cir-

cumspect.  See Synonyms at prudence. 
cir·cum·stance (sûrùkNm-st4nsÙ) n.  1. A condition or fact attending an event 

and having some bearing on it; a determining or modifying factor.  2. A condi-

tion or fact that determines or must be considered in the determining of a course 

of action.  3.  Often circumstances. The sum of determining factors beyond 



willful control:  a victim of circumstance; work that will begin on Monday if cir-

cumstances permit.  4. circumstances. Financial status or means: “Prior came of 

a good family, much reduced in circumstances” (George Sherburn).  5. Detail 

accompanying or surrounding an event, as in a narrative or series of events.  

6. Formal display; ceremony:  the pomp and circumstance of a coronation.  7. A 

particular incident or occurrence:  Your arrival was a fortunate circumstance.  See 

Synonyms at occurrence.   —  v.  tr. cir·cum·stanced, cir·cum·stanc·ing, 
cir·cum·stanc·es. To place in particular circumstances or conditions; situate.   
—idioms. under no circumstances. In no case; never.  under the circum-
stances (or in the circumstances). Given these conditions; such being the 

case.  [Middle English, from Old French circonstance, from Latin circumstantia, 

from circumst7ns, circumstant- present participle of circumst7re, to stand around 

 : circum-, circum- + st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Use of the idiom under the circumstances is justified by both

logic and reputable precedent, and objections to it must be accounted at best over-

fussy if not also, as H.W. Fowler put it, “puerile.”

cir·cum·stan·tial (sûrÙkNm-st4nùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or dependent on 

circumstances.  2. Of no primary significance; incidental.  3. Complete and par-

ticular; full of detail:  a circumstantial report about the debate.  See Synonyms at 

detailed.  4. Full of ceremonial display.   —cirÙcum·stanùtial·ly adv. 

circumstantial evidence (sûrÙkNm-st4nùshNl HvùV-dNns) n.  Law. Evidence 

not bearing directly on the fact in dispute but on various attendant circumstances 

from which the judge or jury might infer the occurrence of the fact in dispute. 

cir·cum·stan·ti·al·i·ty (sûrÙkNm-st4nÙshK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. 

cir·cum·stan·ti·al·i·ties. 1. The quality of being fully or minutely detailed.  2. A 

particular detail or circumstance. 

cir·cum·stan·ti·ate (sûrÙkNm-st4nùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. cir·cum·stan·ti·at·ed, 
cir·cum·stan·ti·at·ing, cir·cum·stan·ti·ates. To set forth or verify with cir-

cumstances; give detailed proof or description of.   —cirÙcum·stanÙti·aùtion n. 

cir·cum·ter·res·tri·al (sûrÙkNm-tN-rHsùtrK-Nl) adj.  Revolving around or sur-

rounding the earth. 

cir·cum·val·late (sûrÙkNm-v4lù7tÙ) v.  tr. cir·cum·val·lat·ed, 
cir·cum·val·lat·ing, cir·cum·val·lates. To surround with or as if with a ram-

part.   —  adj.  1.  (also -Vt) Surrounded with or as if with a rampart.  2. Anatomy. 

Surrounded by a ridge or raised, wall-like structure.  [Latin circumvall7re, 

circumvall7t-  : circum-, circum- + vallum, rampart with palisades from vallus, 

post, stake.] —cirÙcum·val·laùtion n. 

cir·cum·vent (sûrÙkNm-vHntù) v.  tr. cir·cum·vent·ed, cir·cum·vent·ing, 
cir·cum·vents. 1. To surround (an enemy, for example); enclose or entrap.  



2. To go around; bypass:  circumvented the city.  3. To avoid or get around by art-

ful maneuvering:  She planned a way to circumvent all the bureaucratic red tape.  

[Middle English circumventen, from Latin circumvenXre, circumvent-  : circum-, 

circum- + venXre, to go, come; see gw7- in Appendix.] —cirÙcum·ventùer, cir-
Ùcum·venùtor n.  —cirÙcum·venùtion n.  —cirÙcum·venùtive adj. 

cir·cum·vo·lu·tion (sNr-kƒmÙvN-luùshNn, sûrÙkNm-vo-) n.  1. An act of turn-

ing, coiling, or folding about a center, a core, or an axis.  2. A single turn, coil, or 

fold; a convolution.  [Middle English circumvolucioun, from Medieval Latin 

circumvol7tio, circumvol7tion-, from Latin circumvol7tus, past participle of cir-

cumvolvere, to roll around. See CIRCUMVOLVE.]

cir·cum·volve (sûrÙkNm-vmlvù) v.  intr. tr. cir·cum·volved, cir·cum·volv·ing, 
cir·cum·volves. To revolve or cause to revolve.  [Latin circumvolvere : circum-, 

circum- + volvere, to roll; see wel-2 in Appendix.]

cir·cus (sûrùkNs) n.  1. a. A public entertainment consisting typically of a variety 

of performances by acrobats, clowns, and trained animals.  b. A traveling com-

pany that performs such entertainments.  c. A circular arena, surrounded by tiers 

of seats and often covered by a tent, in which such shows are performed.   2. A 

roofless, oval enclosure surrounded by tiers of seats that was used in antiquity for 

public spectacles.  3. Chiefly British. An open circular place where several streets 

intersect.  4. Informal. Something suggestive of a circus, as in frenetic activity or 

noisy disorder: “The city is a circus of the senses” (William H. Gass).  [Middle 

English, round arena, from Latin, circus, circle. See CIRCLE.] —cirùcus·y adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The modern circus owes its name but fortunately not its

regular program of events to the amusement of ancient times. The Latin word

circus, which comes from the Greek word kirkos, “circle, ring,” referred to a cir-

cular or oval area enclosed by rows of seats for spectators. In the center ring, so

to speak, was held a variety of events, including chariot races and gladiatorial

combats, spectacles in which bloodshed and brutality were not uncommon. The

first use of circus recorded in English, in a work by Chaucer written around 1380,

probably refers to the Circus Maximus in Rome. Our modern circus, which dates

to the end of the 18th century, was originally an equestrian spectacle as well, but

the trick riders were soon joined in the ring by such performers as ropedancers,

acrobats, and jugglers. Even though the circular shape of the arena and the eques-

trian nature of some of the performances are carried over from its Roman name-

sake, the modern circus, despite occasional accidental violence, has little connec-

tion with its brutal namesake of long ago.

ci·ré also cire (sV-r7ù) adj.  Having a highly glazed finish, usually by the applica-

tion of wax:  a ciré shirt; a ciré jacket.   —  n.  A fabric or garment with such a fin-

ish.  [French, past participle of cirer, to wax, from Latin cKr7re. See CERATED.]



Ci·re·bon (chVrùN-bônÙ)  A city of south-central Indonesia on the northern coast 

of Java east-northeast of Bandung. It is a port on the Java Sea. Population, 

223,776. 

cirque (sûrk) n.  A steep hollow, often containing a small lake, occurring at the 

upper end of a mountain valley.  Also called cwm [French, from Latin circus, cir-

cle. See CIRCLE.]

cir·rate (sîrù7tÙ) adj.  Biology. Having or resembling a cirrus or cirri.  [Latin 

cirr7tus, curled, from cirrus, curl of hair.]

cir·rho·sis (sV-roùsVs) n.  1. A chronic disease of the liver characterized by the 

replacement of normal tissue with fibrous tissue and the loss of functional liver 

cells. It can result from alcohol abuse, nutritional deprivation, or infection espe-

cially by the hepatitis virus.  2. Chronic interstitial inflammation of any tissue or 

organ.  [New Latin  : Greek kirros, tawny (from the color of the diseased liver) + -

OSIS.] —cir·rhotùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

cir·ri (sîrùXÙ) n.  Plural of cirrus. 
cirri- pref.  Variant of cirro-. 
cir·ri·ped (sîrùN-pHdÙ) also cir·ri·pede (-pKdÙ) n.  Any of various crustaceans of 

the subclass Cirripedia, which includes the barnacles and related organisms that 

attach themselves to objects or become parasitic in the adult stage.  [From New 

Latin Cirripedia, order name  : CIRR(US) + -PED.] —cirùri·pedÙ adj. 

cirro-  or cirri- pref.  Cirrus cloud:  cirrostratus.  [From CIRRUS.]

cir·ro·cu·mu·lus (sîrÙo-kyumùyN-lNs) n.  A high-altitude cloud composed of a 

series of small, regularly arranged cloudlets in the form of ripples or grains. 

cir·ro·stra·tus (sîrÙo-str7ùtNs, -str4tùNs) n.  A high-altitude, thin hazy cloud, 

usually covering the sky and often producing a halo effect. 

cir·rus (sîrùNs) n.  pl. cir·ri (sîrùXÙ). 1. A high-altitude cloud composed of narrow 

bands or patches of thin, generally white, fleecy parts.  2. Botany. A tendril or 

similar part.  3. Zoology. A slender, flexible appendage, such as the fused cilia of 

certain protozoans.  [Latin, curl of hair.]

C.I.S. abbr.  Commonwealth of Independent States 

cis- pref.  1. On this side:  cisatlantic.  2. Having a pair of identical atoms or 

groups on the same side of a plane that passes through two carbon atoms linked 

by a double bond. Used of a geometric isomer:  cis-butene.  [Latin, from cis, on 

this side of. See ko- in Appendix.]

cis·al·pine (sVs-4lùpXnÙ) adj.  Relating to, living on, or coming from the southern 

side of the Alps.  [Latin CisalpXnus : cis-, cis- + alpXnus, alpine; see ALPINE.]

Cis·al·pine Gaul (sVs-4lùpXnÙ gôlù)  A section of ancient Gaul south and east of 

the Alps in present-day Italy. 

cis·at·lan·tic (sVsÙNt-l4nùtVk) adj.  Situated on this side of the Atlantic Ocean. 

Cis·cau·ca·sia (sVsÙkô-k7ùzhN, -shN)  A steppeland of southwest Russia in the 

Caucasus north of the main range of the Caucasus Mountains. 



cis·co (sVsùko) n.  pl. cis·coes or cis·cos. Any of several North American fresh-

water fishes of the genus Coregonus or Leucichthys, related to and resembling the 

whitefish.  [From Canadian French ciscoette, from Ojibwa bemidewiskawed, the 

(fish) with oily skin.]

Cis·kei (sVsùkX)  A Black homeland of southeast South Africa. It was granted 

nominal independence in 1980. Zwelitsha is the capital. Population, 645,000. 

cis·lu·nar (sVs-luùnNr) adj.  Situated between the earth and the moon. 

cis·mon·tane (sVs-mmnùt7nÙ) adj.  Situated on this side of the mountains, espe-

cially the Alps. 

cist1 (sVst) n.  A wicker receptacle used in ancient Rome for carrying sacred uten-

sils in procession.  [Latin cista, from Greek kistK.]

cist2 (sVst, kVst) also kist (kVst) n.  A Neolithic stone coffin.  [Welsh, chest, from 

Latin cista, basket. See CIST
1.]

Cis·ter·cian (sV-stûrùshNn) n.  A member of a contemplative monastic order 

founded by reformist Benedictines in France in 1098.  [French Cistertien, from 

Medieval Latin Cistercium, Cîteaux, a village of eastern France, site of an abbey.] 
—Cis·terùcian adj. 

cis·tern (sVsùtNrn) n.  1. A receptacle for holding water or other liquid, especially 

a tank for catching and storing rainwater.  2. Anatomy. A cisterna.  [Middle 

English cisterne, from Latin cisterna, from cista, box, from Greek kistK, basket.] 
—cis·ternùal (sV-stûrùnNl) adj. 

cis·ter·na (sV-stûrùnN) n.  pl. cis·ter·nae (-nK). 1. Anatomy. A fluid-containing 

sac or cavity in the body of an organism.  Also called reservoir 2. Cytology. One of 

the saclike vesicles that comprise the endoplasmic reticulum.  [Latin, cistern. See 

CISTERN.] —cis·terùnal adj. 

cis·tron (sVsùtrmnÙ) n.  A section of DNA that contains the genetic code for a sin-

gle polypeptide and functions as a hereditary unit.  [From cis-trans test, a genetic 

test (CIS- + TRANS-) + -ON
1.] —cis·tronùic adj. 

cit. abbr.  1. Citation.  2. Cited.  3. Citizen. 

cit·a·del (sVtùN-dNl, -dHlÙ) n.  1. A fortress in a commanding position in or near a 

city.  2. A stronghold or fortified place; a bulwark.  [French citadelle, from Italian 

cittadella, diminutive of città, city, from Latin cXvit7s. See CITY.]

ci·ta·tion (sX-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. cit. 1. The act of citing.  2. a. A quoting of an 

authoritative source for substantiation.  b. A source so cited; a quotation.   

3. Law. A reference to previous court decisions or authoritative writings.  

4. Enumeration or mention, as of facts, especially: a. An official commendation 

for meritorious action, especially in military service:  a citation for bravery.  b. A 

formal statement of the accomplishments of one being honored with an aca-

demic degree.   5. An official summons, especially one calling for appearance in 

court.   —ci·taùtion·al adj.  —ciùta·toÙry (sXùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 



cite (sXt) v.  tr. cit·ed, cit·ing, cites. 1. To quote as an authority or example.  

2. To mention or bring forward as support, illustration, or proof:  cited several 

instances of insubordinate behavior.  3. a. To commend officially for meritorious 

action in military service.  b. To honor formally.   4. To summon before a court 

of law.  [Middle English citen, to summon, from Old French citer, from Latin 

cit7re. See kei-2 in Appendix.] —citùa·ble adj. 

Ci·thae·ron (sV-thîrùNn)  A mountain, 1,410 m (4,623 ft) high, of southeast 

Greece. It was considered sacred to Dionysus and the Muses. 

cith·a·ra (sVthùNr-N, kVthù-) n.  Music. An ancient instrument resembling the lyre.  

[Latin, from Greek kithara.]

cith·er (sVthùNr, sVthù-) n.  A cittern.  [French cithare, kitaire, from Latin cithara, 

cithara. See CITHARA.]

cith·ern (sVthùNrn, sVthù-) n.  Variant of cittern. 
cit·ied (sVtùKd) adj.  Having a city or cities. 

cit·i·fied (sVtùV-fXdÙ) adj.  Having or pretending to have the sophisticated style or 

manner associated with an urban way of life. 

cit·i·fy (sVtùV-fXÙ) v.  tr. cit·i·fied, cit·i·fy·ing, cit·i·fies. 1. To cause to become 

urban.  2. To impart the styles and manners of a city to: “Will the immigration of 

high-powered executives somehow citify the country?” (Wharton Magazine).   
—citÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

cit·i·zen (sVtùV-zNn) n.  Abbr. cit. 1. A person owing loyalty to and entitled by 

birth or naturalization to the protection of a state or nation.  2. A resident of a 

city or town, especially one entitled to vote and enjoy other privileges there.  3. A 

civilian.  4. A native, inhabitant, or denizen of a particular place: “We have 

learned to be citizens of the world, members of the human community” (Franklin D. 

Roosevelt).  [Middle English citisein, from Anglo-Norman citesein, probably 

alteration of Old French citeain, from cite, city. See CITY.] —citùi·zen·ly adj.  

SYNONYMS: citizen, national, subject. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a person owing allegiance to a nation or state and entitled to its protec-

tion”: an American citizen; a British national; a French subject.

cit·i·zen·ry (sVtùV-zNn-rK) n.  pl. cit·i·zen·ries. Citizens considered as a group. 

cit·i·zen’s arrest (sVtùV-zNnz N-rHstù) n.  An arrest made by a citizen, for whom 

legal authority arises from the fact of citizenship, rather than by an officer of the 

law. 

cit·i·zens band (sVtùV-zNnz b4nd) n.  Abbr. CB A radio-frequency band offi-

cially allocated for private radio communications. 

cit·i·zen·ship (sVtùV-zNn-shVpÙ) n.  The status of a citizen with its attendant 

duties, rights, and privileges. 



Ci·tlal·té·petl (sKÙtläl-t7ùpHt-l) Also, Mount. O·ri·za·ba (ôrÙV-zäùbN, orÙ-, 

ôÙrK-säùvä).  An extinct volcanic peak, 5,702.6 m (18,697 ft) high, of southern 

Mexico between Mexico City and Veracruz. It is the highest elevation in the coun-

try. 

cit·ral (sVtùr4l) n.  A mobile pale-yellow liquid, C9H15COH, derived from lemon-

grass oil and used in perfume and as a flavoring.  [CITR(US) + -AL
3.]

cit·rate (sVtùr7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of citric acid. 

cit·ric (sVtùrVk) adj.  Of or relating to citric acid. 

citric acid (sVtùrVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless translucent crystalline acid, 

C6H8O7·H2O, principally derived by fermentation of carbohydrates or from 

lemon, lime, and pineapple juices and used in preparing citrates and in flavorings 

and metal polishes. 

citric acid cycle (sVtùrVk 4sùVd sXùkNl) n.  See Krebs cycle. 
cit·ri·cul·ture (sVtùrV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  The cultivation of citrus fruits.  [CITR(US) + 

CULTURE.] —citÙri·culùtur·ist n. 

ci·trine (sV-trKnù, sVtùrKnÙ) n.  1. A pale yellow variety of crystalline quartz 

resembling topaz.  2. Color. A light to moderate olive.  [Middle English, reddish 

yellow, from Old French citrin, from Medieval Latin citrXnus, from Latin citrus, 

citron tree.] —ci·trineù adj. 

cit·ron (sVtùrNn) n.  1. a. A thorny evergreen shrub or small tree (Citrus medica) 

native to India and widely cultivated for its large, lemonlike fruits that have a 

thick, warty rind.  b. The fruit of this plant, whose rind is often candied and used 

in confections and fruitcakes.   2. A globose watermelon (Citrullus lanatus var. 

citroides) having white flesh that is candied or pickled.  3. Color. A grayish green 

yellow.  [Middle English, from Old French, alteration (influenced by limon, 

lemon); see LEMON, of Latin (m7lum) citreum, citron (fruit), from citrus, citron 

tree.] —citùron adj. 

cit·ro·nel·la (sVtÙrN-nHlùN) n.  1. A tropical Asian grass (Cymbopogon nardus) 

having bluish-green, lemon-scented leaves and an essential oil.  2. A pale yellow 

to brownish aromatic oil obtained from this plant, used chiefly in perfumery and 

also in some insect repellents and commercial flavorings.  [New Latin, from 

French citronnelle, lemon oil, diminutive of citron, citron. See CITRON.]

cit·ro·nel·lal (sVtÙrN-nHlù4lÙ) n.  A colorless aromatic liquid, C10H18O, obtained 

from citronella and certain other essential oils or produced synthetically and used 

in making perfumes and as a commercial flavoring.  [CITRONELL(A) + -AL
3.]

cit·ro·nel·lol (sVtÙrN-nHlùôl, -ol, -ml) n.  A colorless liquid, C10H20O, with a rose-

like odor, derived from any of several essential oils or made synthetically and used 

extensively in perfumery.  [CITRONELL(A) + -OL
1.]

cit·rul·line (sVtùrN-lKnÙ) n.  An amino acid, C6H13N3O3, originally isolated from 

watermelon, that is produced as an intermediate in the conversion of ornithine to 

arginine during urea formation in the liver.  [New Latin Citrullus, watermelon 



genus (from Medieval Latin citrullus, watermelon, from Italian dialectal citrulo, 

from Late Latin citrium, from Latin citrus, citron) + -INE
2.]

cit·rus (sVtùrNs) n.  pl. citrus or cit·rus·es. 1. Any of various evergreen, usually 

spiny shrubs or trees of the genus Citrus, such as the grapefruit, lemon, or orange, 

native to southern and southeast Asia, having leathery, aromatic, unifoliolate 

compound leaves and widely cultivated for their juicy, edible fruits that have a 

leathery, aromatic rind.  2. The fruit of any of these plants.   —  adj.  Of or relat-

ing to any of the citrus plants or their fruits.  [Latin, citron tree.]

citrus canker (sVtùrNs k4ngùkNr) n.  A destructive bacterial disease of citrus 

plants that attacks seedlings and mature plants and causes defoliation and death. 

Cit·rus Heights (sVtùrNs hXts)  A community of north-central California, a sub-

urb of Sacramento. Population, 107,439. 

citrus red mite (sVtùrNs rHd mXt) n.  A large mite (Panonychus citri) that infests 

citrus plants and shrubs.  Also called citrus red spider 

cit·tern (sVtùNrn) also cith·ern (sVthùNrn, sVthù-) n.  Music. A 16th-century guitar 

with a flat, pear-shaped body.  [Perhaps blend of Latin cithara, cithara; see CITH-

ARA, obsolete English gittern (from Middle English, from Old French guiterne, 

from Latin cithara).]

cit·y (sVtùK) n.  pl. cit·ies. Abbr. C. 1. A center of population, commerce, and cul-

ture; a town of significant size and importance.  2. a. An incorporated munici-

pality in the United States with definite boundaries and legal powers set forth in a 

charter granted by the state.  b. A Canadian municipality of high rank, usually 

determined by population but varying by province.  c. A large incorporated town 

in Great Britain, usually the seat of a bishop, with its title conferred by the Crown.   

3. The inhabitants of a city considered as a group.  4. An ancient Greek city-state.  

5. City. An area or complex specializing in a particular type of merchandise. 

Often used in combination:  Car City on Route 1A; Bargain City.  6. Slang. Used in 

combination as an intensive:  The playing field was mud city after the big rain.  

[Middle English cite, from Old French, from Latin cXvit7s, from cXvis, citizen. See 

kei-1 in Appendix.]

city council (sVtùK kounùsNl) n.  The governing body of a city. 

city desk (sVtùK dHsk) n.  The newspaper department that handles local news. 

city editor (sVtùK HdùV-tNr) n.  1. A newspaper editor responsible for handling 

local news and reporters’ assignments.  2. Chiefly British. A newspaper editor 

who handles commercial and financial news. 

city father (sVtùK fäùthNr) n.  A municipal official, such as a council member. 

city hall (sVtùK hôl) n.  1. The building housing the administrative offices of a 

municipal government.  2. The municipal government, especially its officials 

considered as a group.  3. Slang. An entrenched and insensitive bureaucracy:  still 

trying to fight city hall. 



city manager (sVtùK m4nùV-jNr) n.  An administrator appointed by a city coun-

cil to manage the affairs of the municipality. 

cit·y·scape (sVtùK-sk7pÙ) n.  1. An artistic representation, such as a painting or 

photograph, of a city.  2. A city or section of a city regarded as a scene: “the vast 

cityscape of lower Manhattan” (New Yorker). 

city slicker (sVtùK slVkùNr) n.  Informal. A person with the sophisticated manner 

and dress traditionally associated by rural people with city dwellers. 

cit·y-state (sVtùK-st7tù) n.  A sovereign state consisting of an independent city 

and its surrounding territory. 

cit·y·wide (sVtùK-wXdÙ) adj.  Including or occurring in all parts of a city:  city-

wide busing; a citywide strike. 

Ci·u·dad Bo·lí·var (sKÙt-dädù bN-lKùvär, syu-thäthù bô-lKùvär)  A city of 

east-central Venezuela on the Orinoco River southeast of Caracas. It was founded 

in 1764 on the narrows (or angosturas) of the river and was popularly known as 

Angostura. Population, 151,000. 

Ciudad de Nau·cal·pan de Juá·rez (sKÙt-dädù dH nou-kälùpän dH 

hwäùrHs)  A city of south-central Mexico, a suburb of Mexico City. Population, 

723,723. 

Ciudad Gua·ya·na (sKÙt-dädù gwN-yäùnN, gwä-yäùnä)  A city of eastern Ven-

ezuela on the Orinoco River. It was founded in 1961 as a planned community. 

Population, 212,000. 

Ciudad Juá·rez (sKÙt-dädù wärùHz, hwäùrHs) also Juárez  A city of northern 

Mexico on the Rio Grande opposite El Paso, Texas. The two cities are connected 

by bridge. Population, 544,496. 

Ciudad Ma·de·ro (sKÙt-dädù mN-dHrùo, mä-thHùrô)  A city of eastern Mexico 

on the Gulf of Mexico. It is a suburb of Tampico. Population, 132,444. 

Ciudad O·bre·gón (sKÙt-dädù oÙbrH-gmnù, ô-vrH-gônù)  A city of northwest 

Mexico south-southeast of Hermosillo. It is a trade and processing center in an 

agricultural region. Population, 165,572. 

Ciudad O·je·da (sKÙt-dädù o-hHù-dN, -thä)  A city of northwest Venezuela on 

the eastern shore of Lake Maracaibo. It is a petroleum-refining center. Popula-

tion, 129,000. 

Ciudad Re·al (sKÙt-dädù rH-älù)  A city of central Spain in a fertile area south 

of Madrid. It was founded by Alfonso X of Castile (1226?-1284). Population, 

53,546. 

Ciudad Tru·jil·lo (sKÙt-dädù tru-hKùyo)  See Santo Domingo. 
Ciudad Vic·to·ri·a (sKÙt-dädù vVk-tôrùK-N, -torù-, vKk-tôùryä)  A city of east-

central Mexico south-southeast of Monterrey. It was founded in 1750. Popula-

tion, 140,161. 

civ. abbr.  Civil; civilian. 



civ·et (sVvùVt) n.  1. Any of various carnivorous catlike mammals of the family 

Viverridae of Africa and Asia, having anal scent glands that secrete a fluid with a 

musky odor.  Also called civet cat 2. The thick, yellowish, musky fluid secreted by 

one of these mammals, used in the manufacture of perfumes.  3. The fur of one 

of these mammals.  [French civette, from Old French, from Catalan civetta, from 

Medieval Latin zibethus, from Arabic zab7d, civet perfume.]

civ·ic (sVvùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to a city, a citizen, or citizenship; 

municipal or civil.  [Latin cXvicus, from cXvis, citizen. See kei-1 in Appendix.]

civ·ics (sVvùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of political science that 

deals with civic affairs and the rights and duties of citizens. 

civ·ies (sVvùKz) pl.n.  Slang. Variant of civvies. 
civ·il (sVvùNl) adj.  Abbr. civ. 1. Of, relating to, or befitting a citizen or citizens:  

civil duties.  2. Of or relating to citizens and their interrelations with one another 

or with the state:  civil society; the civil branches of government.  3. Of ordinary cit-

izens or ordinary community life as distinguished from the military or the eccle-

siastical:  civil authorities.  4. Of or in accordance with organized society; 

civilized.  5. Sufficiently observing or befitting accepted social usages; not rude:  a 

civil reply.  See Synonyms at polite.  6. Being in accordance with or denoting 

legally recognized divisions of time:  a civil year.  7. Law. Relating to the rights of 

private individuals and legal proceedings concerning these rights as distinguished 

from criminal, military, or international regulations or proceedings.  [Middle 

English, from Latin cXvXlis, from cXvis, citizen. See kei-1 in Appendix.] —civùil·ly 
adv. 

civil death (sVvùNl dHth) n.  Law. Total deprivation of civil rights resulting from 

conviction for treason or other serious offense. 

civil defense (sVvùNl dV-fHnsù) n.  Abbr. CD, C.D. A range of emergency mea-

sures to be taken by an organized body of civilian volunteers for the protection of 

life and property in the event of natural disaster or enemy attack. 

civil disobedience (sVvùNl dVsÙN-bKùdK-Nns) n.  Refusal to obey civil laws in an 

effort to induce change in governmental policy or legislation, characterized by the 

use of passive resistance or other nonviolent means. 

civil engineer (sVvùNl HnÙjN-nîrù) n.  Abbr. C.E. An engineer trained in the 

design and construction of public works, such as bridges or dams, and other large 

facilities.   —civil engineering n. 

ci·vil·ian (sV-vVlùyNn) n.  Abbr. civ. 1. A person following the pursuits of civil life.  

2. A specialist in Roman or civil law.   —  adj.  Of or relating to civilians or civil 

life; nonmilitary:  civilian clothes; a civilian career.  [Middle English, civil law 

judge, from Old French civilien, from civil, civil, from Latin cXvXlis. See CIVIL.]

ci·vil·ian·ize (sV-vVlùyN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. ci·vil·ian·ized, ci·vil·ian·iz·ing, 
ci·vil·ian·iz·es. To convert to civilian operation or control.   —ci·vilÙian·i·zaù-
tion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 



ci·vil·i·ty (sV-vVlùV-tK) n.  pl. ci·vil·i·ties. 1. Courteous behavior; politeness.  2. A 

courteous act or utterance. 

civ·i·li·za·tion (sVvÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. An advanced state of intellectual, cul-

tural, and material development in human society, marked by progress in the arts 

and sciences, the extensive use of writing, and the appearance of complex politi-

cal and social institutions.  2. The type of culture and society developed by a par-

ticular nation or region or in a particular epoch:  Mayan civilization; the 

civilization of ancient Rome.  3. The act or process of civilizing or reaching a civi-

lized state.  4. Cultural or intellectual refinement; good taste.  5. Modern society 

with its conveniences:  returned to civilization after camping in the mountains. 

civ·i·lize (sVvùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. civ·i·lized, civ·i·liz·ing, civ·i·liz·es. 1. To raise from 

barbarism to an enlightened stage of development; bring out of a primitive or 

savage state.  2. To educate in matters of culture and refinement; make more pol-

ished or sophisticated.   —civùi·lizÙa·ble adj.  —civùi·lizÙer n. 

civ·i·lized (sVvùN-lXzdÙ) adj.  1. Having a highly developed society and culture.  

2. Showing evidence of moral and intellectual advancement; humane, ethical, 

and reasonable:  terrorist acts that shocked the civilized world.  3. Marked by 

refinement in taste and manners; cultured; polished. 

civil law (sVvùNl lô) n.  Abbr. c.l., C.L. Law. 1. The body of laws of a state or 

nation dealing with the rights of private citizens.  2. The law of ancient Rome as 

embodied in the Justinian code, especially that which applied to private citizens.  

3. A system of law having its origin in Roman law, as opposed to common law or 

canon law. 

civil libertarian (sVvùNl lVbÙNr-târùK-Nn) n.  One who is actively concerned with 

the protection of those rights guaranteed to the individual by law: “Civil libertari-

ans tend to assume such tests must be an illegal invasion of privacy” (Larry Martz). 

civil lib·er·ties (sVvùNl lVbùNr-tKz) pl.n.  Fundamental individual rights, such as 

freedom of speech and religion, protected by law against unwarranted govern-

mental or other interference. 

civil marriage (sVvùNl m4rùVj) n.  A marriage ceremony performed by a civil 

official. 

civil rights (sVvùNl rXts) pl.n.  The rights belonging to an individual by virtue of 

citizenship, especially the fundamental freedoms and privileges guaranteed by the 

13th and 14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and by subsequent acts of 

Congress, including civil liberties, due process, equal protection of the laws, and 

freedom from discrimination.   —  adj.  or civ·il-rights (sVvùNl-rXtsù) 1. Of or 

relating to such rights or privileges:  civil rights legislation.  2. Of or relating to a 

political movement, especially during the 1950’s and 1960’s, devoted to securing 

equal opportunity and treatment for members of minority groups.   —civil 
righter n. 

civil servant (sVvùNl sûrùvNnt) n.  A person employed in the civil service. 



civil service (sVvùNl sûrùvVs) n.  Abbr. CS 1. Those branches of public service 

that are not legislative, judicial, or military and in which employment is usually 

based on competitive examination.  2. The entire body of persons employed by 

the civil branches of a government. 

civil war (sVvùNl wôr) n.  1. A war between factions or regions of the same coun-

try.  2. A state of hostility or conflict between elements within an organization: 

“The broadcaster is in the midst of a civil war that has brought it to the brink of a 

complete management overhaul” (Bill Powell).  3. Civil War. The war in the 

United States between the Union and the Confederacy from 1861 to 1865.  Also 

called War Between the States 4. Civil War. The war in England between the Par-

liamentarians and the Royalists from 1642 to 1648. 

Ci·vi·ta·vec·chia (chKÙvK-tä-vHkùyä)  A city of west-central Italy on the Tyrrhe-

nian Sea west-northwest of Rome. Its harbor is the chief port of Rome. Popula-

tion, 45,836. 

civ·vies also civ·ies (sVvùKz) pl.n.  Slang. Civilian clothes.  [Shortening and alter-

ation of CIVILIAN.]

C.J. abbr.  Law. Chief Justice. 

ck. abbr.  1. Cask.  2. Check. 

cl abbr.  Centiliter. 

Cl  The symbol for the element chlorine. 
cl. abbr.  1. Class; classification.  2. Clause.  3. Clearance.  4. Closet.  5. Cloth. 

c.l. abbr.  1. Carload.  2.  Or C.L.. Civil law.  3. Common law. 

clab·ber (kl4bùNr) n.  Sour, curdled milk. Regional. Also called thick milk  —  v.  

tr. intr. clab·bered, clab·ber·ing, clab·bers. To curdle.  [Short for BONNYCLAB-

BER.]

clack (kl4k) v.  clacked, clack·ing, clacks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make an abrupt, 

sharp sound, as in the collision of two hard surfaces.  2. To chatter thoughtlessly 

or at length.  3. To cackle or cluck, as a hen.   —  v.  tr. To cause to make an 

abrupt, sharp sound.   —  n.  1. A clacking sound:  the clack of an old-fashioned 

typewriter.  2. Something that makes a clacking sound.  3. Thoughtless, pro-

longed talk; chatter.  [Middle English clakken, from Old Norse klaka, of imitative 

origin.] —clackùer n. 

clack valve (kl4k v4lv) n.  A hinged valve that permits fluids to flow in only one 

direction and clacks when the valve closes. 

Clac·ton (kl4kùtNn) also Clac·ton-on-Sea (-mn-sKù, -ôn-)  An urban district of 

southeast England on the North Sea. It is a resort situated on high cliffs overlook-

ing the sea. Population, 44,000. 

Clac·to·ni·an (kl4k-toùnK-Nn) adj.  Archaeology. Of or relating to a lower Pale-

olithic culture of northwest Europe.  [After Clacton.]

Clac·ton-on-Sea (kl4kùtNn-mn-sKù, -ôn-)  See Clacton. 



clad1 (kl4d) v.  tr. clad, clad·ding, clads. 1. To sheathe or cover (a metal) with 

a metal.  2. To cover with a protective or insulating layer of other material.  [Back-

formation from CLADDING.]

clad2 (kl4d) v.  A past tense and a past participle of clothe. 
clad·ding (kl4dùVng) n.  1. A metal coating bonded onto another metal under 

high pressure and temperature.  2. A protective or insulating layer fixed to the 

outside of a building or another structure.  [Earlier, clothing, possibly from 

CLAD
2.]

clade (kl7d) n.  A group of organisms, such as a species, whose members share 

homologous features derived from a common ancestor.  [From Greek klados, 

branch.]

cla·dist (kl4dùVst, kl7ùdist) n.  One who classifies organisms according to the 

principles of cladistics. 

cla·dis·tics (klN-dVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). A system of classification 

based on the phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary history of groups of 

organisms.   —cla·disùtic adj.  —cla·disùti·cal·ly adv. 

cla·doc·er·an (klN-dmsùNr-Nn) n.  Any of various small, mostly freshwater crus-

taceans of the order Cladocera, which includes the water fleas.   —  adj.  Of or 

belonging to the order Cladocera.  [From New Latin Cladocera, order name  : 

Greek klados, branch + Greek keras, horn; see ker-1 in Appendix.]

clad·ode (kl4dùodÙ) n.  See cladophyll.  [New Latin cladodium, from Late 

Greek kladodKs, many-branched, from Greek klados, branch.] —cla·doùdi·al 
(klN-doùdK-Nl) adj. 

clad·o·gen·e·sis (kl4dÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The evolutionary change and diversifica-

tion resulting from the branching off of new taxa from common ancestral lin-

eages.  [Greek klados, branch + -GENESIS.] —cladÙo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  

—cladÙo·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

clad·o·gram (kl4dùN-gr4mÙ, kl7ùdN-) n.  A branching, treelike diagram in which 

the endpoints of the branches represent specific species of organisms. It is used to 

illustrate phylogenetic relationships and show points at which various species 

have diverged from common ancestral forms.  [Greek klados, branch + -GRAM.]

clad·o·phyll (kl4dùN-fVlÙ) n.  A branch or portion of a stem that resembles and 

functions as a leaf.  Also called cladode [Greek klados, twig + -PHYLL.]

cla·fou·ti (klä-fu-tKù) n.  A fruit and custard pastry made with a thick batter.  

[French clafoutis, from Old French  : claufir, to attach with nails (from Latin clavo 

figere : clavo, ablative sing. of clavis, nail + figere, to fix) + foutis nominalized 

form of foutre, to stuff. See FOOTLE.]

claim (kl7m) v.  tr. claimed, claim·ing, claims. 1. To demand or ask for as 

one’s own or one’s due; assert one’s right to:  claim a reward.  2. To take in a vio-

lent manner as if by right:  a hurricane that claimed two lives.  3. To state to be 

true, especially when open to question; assert or maintain:  claimed he had won 



the race; a candidate claiming many supporters.  4. To deserve or call for; require:  

problems that claim her attention.   —  n.  1. A demand for something as rightful 

or due.  2. A basis for demanding something; a title or right.  3. Something 

claimed in a formal or legal manner, especially a tract of public land staked out by 

a miner or homesteader.  4. a. A demand for payment in accordance with an 

insurance policy or other formal arrangement.  b. The sum of money demanded.   

5. A statement of something as a fact; an assertion of truth:  makes no claim to be 

a cure.   —idiom. lay claim to. To assert one’s right to or ownership of.  [Mid-

dle English claimen, from Old French clamer, claim-, from Latin cl7m7re, to call. 

See kelN-2 in Appendix.] —claimùa·ble adj.  —claimùer n.  

SYNONYMS: claim, pretense, pretension, title. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a legitimate or asserted right to demand something as one’s right-

ful due”: had a strong legal claim to the property; makes no pretense to scholarliness;

pretensions to the chairmanship unjustified in every particular; has no title to our

thanks. See also Synonyms at demand

claim·ant (kl7ùmNnt) n.  A party that makes a claim. 

Clair (klâr), René. Originally René Chomette. 1898-1981.  French filmmaker. An 

early exponent of productions with sound, he directed the classics Sous les Toits de 

Paris (1929) and Le Million (1931). 

clair·au·di·ence (klâr-ôùdK-Nns) n.  The supposed power to hear things outside 

the range of normal perception.  [CLAIR(VOYANCE) + AUDIENCE.] 
—clair·auùdi·ent adj.  & n. 

clair de lune (klârÙ dN lunù) n.  1. A pale, grayish-blue glaze applied to vari-

ous kinds of Chinese porcelain.  2. The color of such a glaze.  [French  : clair, light 

+ de, of + lune, moon.]

claire-ob·scure (klârùNb-skytrù) n.  See chiaroscuro.  [French clair-obscur, 

translation of Italian chiaroscuro.]

clair·voy·ance (klâr-voiùNns) n.  1. The supposed power to see objects or 

events that cannot be perceived by the senses.  2. Acute intuitive insight or per-

ceptiveness. 

clair·voy·ant (klâr-voiùNnt) adj.  1. Of or relating to clairvoyance.  2. Having 

the supposed power to see objects or events that cannot be perceived by the 

senses.   —  n.  A person, such as a medium, possessing the supposed power of 

clairvoyance.  [French  : clair, clear (from Latin cl7rus); see kelN-2 in Appendix + 

voyant, present participle of voir, to see (from Latin vidKre); see weid- in Appen-

dix.]

clam1 (kl4m) n.  1. a. Any of various usually burrowing marine and freshwater 

bivalve mollusks of the class Pelecypoda, including members of the genera Venus 

and Mya, many of which are edible.  b. The soft, edible body of such a mollusk.   



2. Informal. A close-mouthed person, especially one who can keep a secret.  

3. Slang. A dollar:  set me back 75 clams.   —  v.  intr. clammed, clam·ming, 
clams. To hunt for clams.   —phrasal verb. clam up. Informal. To refuse to 

talk.  [From obsolete clam-shell, shell that clamps, clam, from CLAM
2.] 

—clamùmer n. 

clam2 (kl4m) n.  A clamp or vise.  [Middle English, from Old English clam, 

clamm, bond, fetter.]

cla·mant (kl7ùmNnt, kl4mùNnt) adj.  1. Clamorous; loud.  2. Demanding atten-

tion; pressing:  clamant needs.  [Latin cl7m7ns, cl7mant- present participle of 

cl7m7re, to cry out. See kelN-2 in Appendix.] —claùmant·ly adv. 

clam·bake (kl4mùb7kÙ) n.  1. A seashore picnic where clams, fish, corn, and 

other foods are traditionally baked on heated stones covered with seaweed.  

2. Informal. A party or gathering, especially a noisy and lively one. 

clam·ber (kl4mùbNr, kl4mùNr) v.  intr. clam·bered, clam·ber·ing, clam·bers. 
To climb with difficulty, especially on all fours; scramble.   —  n.  A difficult, awk-

ward climb.  [Middle English clambren, probably frequentative of climben, to 

climb. See CLIMB.] —clamùber·er n. 

clam·ber·ing (kl4mùbNr-Vng, kl4mùNr-) adj.  Of or relating to a plant, often one 

without tendrils, that sprawls or climbs. 

clam chowder (kl4m chouùdNr) n.  Any of various soups made with clams, salt 

pork, potatoes, onions, and milk or tomatoes. 

clam dig·gers  or clam·dig·gers (kl4mùdVgÙNrz) pl.n.  Casual pants in a mid-

calf length. 

clam-flat (kl4mùflatÙ) n.  New England. A level stretch of soft tidal mud where 

clams burrow. 

clam·my (kl4mùK) adj.  clam·mi·er, clam·mi·est. 1. Disagreeably moist, sticky, 

and cold to the touch:  a clammy handshake.  2. Damp and unpleasant:  clammy 

weather.  3. Uneasy; apprehensive:  The ghost town gave us a clammy feeling.  

[Middle English, sticky, probably from clam (from Old English, mud, clay), or 

from Middle Low German klam, stickiness.] —clamùmi·ly adv.  

—clamùmi·ness n. 

clam·or (kl4mùNr) n.  1. A loud outcry; a hubbub.  2. A vehement expression of 

discontent or protest:  a clamor in the press for pollution control.  3. A loud, sus-

tained noise.  See Synonyms at noise.   —  v.  clam·ored, clam·or·ing, 
clam·ors.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a loud, sustained noise or outcry.  2. To make 

insistent demands or complaints:  clamored for tax reforms.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

exclaim insistently and noisily:  The representatives clamored their disapproval.  

2. To influence or force by clamoring:  clamored the mayor into resigning.  [Middle 

English clamour, from Old French, from Latin cl7mor, shout, from cl7m7re, to cry 

out. See kelN-2 in Appendix.] —clamùor·er n. 



clam·or·ous (kl4mùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Making or marked by loud outcry or sus-

tained din.  2. Insistently demanding attention; importunate.  See Synonyms at 

vociferous.  —clamùor·ous·ly adv.  —clamùor·ous·ness n. 

clam·our (kl4mùNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of clamor. 
clamp (kl4mp) n.  1. Any of various devices used to join, grip, support, or com-

press mechanical or structural parts.  2. Any of various tools with opposing, often 

adjustable sides or parts for bracing objects or holding them together.   —  v.  tr. 

clamped, clamp·ing, clamps. 1. To fasten, grip, or support with or as if with a 

clamp.  2. To establish by authority; impose:  clamped a tax on imports.   
—phrasal verb. clamp down. To become more strict or repressive; impose 

controls:  clamping down on environment polluters.  [Middle English, from Middle 

Dutch klampe.]

clamp·down (kl4mpùdounÙ) n.  An imposing of restrictions or controls: 

“Advertisers and broadcasters would raise howls of protest against any strong clamp-

down” (Wall Street Journal). 

clamp·er (kl4mùpNr) n.  One that clamps, especially a spiked plate attached to 

the sole of a shoe to prevent slipping on ice. 

clam·shell (kl4mùshHlÙ) n.  1. The shell of a clam.  2. Any of various devices 

with two hinged jaws, used for dredging or digging. 

clam·worm (kl4mùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various segmented burrowing marine 

worms of the genus Nereis, commonly used as bait for fishing.  Also called nereis 

clan (kl4n) n.  1. A traditional social unit in the Scottish Highlands, consisting of 

a number of families claiming a common ancestor and following the same hered-

itary chieftain.  2. A division of a tribe tracing descent from a common ancestor.  

3. A large group of relatives, friends, or associates.  [Middle English, from Scot-

tish Gaelic clann, family, from Old Irish cland, offspring, from Latin planta, 

plant, sprout. See plat- in Appendix.]

clan·des·tine (kl4n-dHsùtVn) adj.  Kept or done in secret, often in order to con-

ceal an illicit or improper purpose.  See Synonyms at secret.  [Latin clandestXnus, 

probably blend of *clam-de, secretly (from clam); see kel-1 in Appendix, and 

intestXnus, internal; see INTESTINE.] —clan·desùtine·ly adv.  —clan·desù-
tine·ness, clanÙdes·tinùi·ty n. 

clang (kl4ng) n.  1. A loud, resonant, metallic sound.  2. The strident call of a 

crane or goose.   —  v.  intr. tr. clanged, clang·ing, clangs. To make or cause to 

make a clang.  [Probably from Latin clangere, to ring, clang.]

clang·er (kl4ngùNr) n.  Chiefly British. A blunder; a faux pas. 

clan·gor (kl4ngùNr, kl4ngùgNr) n.  1. A clang or repeated clanging.  2. A loud 

racket; a din.   —  v.  intr. clan·gored, clan·gor·ing, clan·gors. To make a 

clangor.  [Latin, from clangere, to clang.] —clanùgor·ous adj.  

—clanùgor·ous·ly adv. 

clan·gour (kl4ngùNr, kl4ngùgNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of clangor. 



clank (kl4ngk) n.  A metallic sound, sharp and hard but not resonant:  the clank 

of chains.   —  v.  intr. clanked, clank·ing, clanks. To make a sharp, hard, 

metallic sound.  [Probably imitative.] —clankùy adj. 

clan·nish (kl4nùVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a clan.  

2. Inclined to cling together as a group and exclude outsiders.   —clanùnish·ly 
adv.  —clanùnish·ness n. 

clans·man (kl4nzùmNn) n.  A man belonging to a clan. 

clans·wom·an (kl4nzùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman belonging to a clan. 

clap1 (kl4p) v.  clapped, clap·ping, claps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To strike the palms of 

the hands together with a sudden explosive sound, as in applauding.  2. To come 

together suddenly with a sharp sound.   —  v.  tr. 1. To strike together with a 

sharp sound, as one hard surface on another:  clapped a book on the desk.  2. To 

strike (the hands) together with an abrupt, loud sound, usually repeatedly:  

clapped hands in time to the music.  3. To strike lightly but firmly with the open 

hand, as in greeting:  clapped me on the shoulder.  4. To put or place quickly and 

firmly:  clapped the purse snatcher in jail; clapped a lid on the box.  5. To arrange 

hastily:  clapped together a plan.   —  n.  1. The act or sound of clapping the 

hands.  2. A sudden, loud, explosive sound:  a clap of thunder.  3. A sharp blow 

with the open hand; a slap.  4. Obsolete. A sudden stroke of fortune, especially of 

bad luck.  [Middle English clappen, from Old English clæppan, clappian, to throb, 

and from Old Norse klappa, to clap, pat.]

clap2 (kl4p) n.  Vulgar Slang. Gonorrhea. Often used with the.  [Probably from 

obsolete French clapoir, bubo, from Old French clapier, brothel, from Old 

Provençal, rabbit warren, from clap, heap of stones, perhaps of Celtic origin.]

clap·board (kl4bùNrd, kl4pùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A long, narrow board with one 

edge thicker than the other, overlapped horizontally to cover the outer walls of 

frame structures.  Also called weatherboard  —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a clapboard house; a clapboard roof.   —  v.  tr. 

clap·board·ed, clap·board·ing, clap·boards. To cover with clapboards.  

[Partial translation of Dutch klaphout : klappen, to split, crack + Middle Dutch 

holt, board.]

clap·per (kl4pùNr) n.  1. One who applauds.  2. The tongue of a bell.  3. Slang. 

The tongue of a garrulous person.  4. clappers. Two flat pieces of wood held 

between the fingers and struck together rhythmically. 

clapper rail (kl4pùNr r7l) n.  A North American bird (Rallus longirostris) of 

coastal marshes, characterized by a henlike appearance, brownish plumage, long 

bill, and clattering cry. 

clap·trap (kl4pùtr4pÙ) n.  Pretentious, insincere, or empty language.  See Syn-

onyms at bombast.  [Obsolete claptrap, a theatrical trick to win applause  : CLAP
1 

+ TRAP
1.]



claque (kl4k) n.  1. A group of persons hired to applaud at a performance.  2. A 

group of fawning admirers.  [French, from claquer, to clap, of imitative origin.]

Clare·mont (klârùmmntÙ)  A city of southern California northeast of Pomona. 

It is mainly residential and the site of the associated Claremont Colleges. Popula-

tion, 32,503. 

clar·ence (kl4rùNns) n.  A four-wheeled closed carriage with seats for four pas-

sengers.  [After the Duke of Clarence (1765-1837), later William IV of England.]

Clar·en·don (kl4rùNn-dNn), First Earl of Title of Edward Hyde. 1609-1674.  

English politician and historian who was falsely accused of treason and banished 

(1667). While in France he wrote his major work, The History of the Rebellion and 

Civil Wars in England (1702-1704). 

Clare of As·si·si (klâr ƒf N-sKùzK, -sK, N-sVsùK), Saint. 1194-1253.  Italian nun 

and religious leader who founded with Saint Francis of Assisi the first Franciscan 

order of nuns, the Poor Clares. She was canonized in 1255. 

clar·et (kl4rùVt) n.  1. a. A dry red wine produced in the Bordeaux region of 

France.  b. A similar wine made elsewhere.   2. Color. A dark or grayish purplish 

red to dark purplish pink.  [Middle English, light-colored wine, from Old French 

(vin) claret, diminutive of clair, clear  : from Latin cl7rus; see CLEAR.]

claret cup (kl4rùVt kƒp) n.  A chilled drink made of claret mixed with soda, fruit 

juices, brandy, and sugar. 

clar·i·fy (kl4rùN-fXÙ) v.  clar·i·fied, clar·i·fy·ing, clar·i·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make clear or easier to understand; elucidate:  clarified her intentions.  2. To clear 

of confusion or uncertainty:  clarify the mind.  3. To make clear by removing 

impurities or solid matter, as by heating gently:  clarify butter.   —  v.  intr. To 

become clear.  [Middle English clarifien, from Old French clarifier, from Late 

Latin cl7rific7re : Latin cl7rus, clear; see CLEAR + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —clarÙi·fi·caù-
tion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —clarùi·fiÙer n. 

clar·i·net (kl4rÙN-nHtù) n.  Music. A woodwind instrument having a straight, 

cylindrical tube with a flaring bell and a single-reed mouthpiece, played by means 

of finger holes and keys.  [French clarinette, feminine diminutive of Old French 

clarin, clarion, clarion; see CLARION, or of Provençal clarin, oboe (from Old 

Provençal clar, clear, from Latin cl7rus); see CLEAR.] —clarÙi·netùist, 
clarÙi·netùtist n. 

clar·i·on (kl4rùK-Nn) adj.  Loud and clear:  a clarion call to resistance.   —  n.  

Music. 1. A medieval trumpet with a shrill, clear tone.  2. The sound of this 

instrument or a sound resembling it.  [Middle English clarioun, a clarion, from 

Old French clarion, from Medieval Latin cl7rio, cl7rion-, from Latin cl7rus, clear. 

See CLEAR.]

clar·i·ty (kl4rùV-tK) n.  1. Clearness of appearance:  the clarity of the mountain air.  

2. Clearness of thought or style; lucidity:  writes with clarity and perception.  



[Middle English clarite, brightness, from Latin cl7rit7s, clearness, from cl7rus, 

clear. See CLEAR.]

Clark (klärk)  An unincorporated community of northeast New Jersey southwest 

of Elizabeth. It is mainly residential. Population, 16,699. 

Clark (klärk), Alvan. 1804-1887.  American astronomer and lens manufacturer 

who with his son Alvan Graham Clark (1832-1897) made the objective lenses 

of the world’s two largest refracting telescopes, one at Lick Observatory in Cali-

fornia (1888) and one at Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin (1897). 

Clark (klärk), Charles Joseph. Known as “Joe.” Born 1939.  Canadian politi-

cian who served as prime minister (1979-1980). 

Clark (klärk), George Rogers. 1752-1818.  American military leader and fron-

tiersman who led numerous raids on British troops and Native Americans in the 

Northwest Territory during the Revolutionary War. 

Clark (klärk), James Beauchamp. Known as “Champ.” 1850-1921.  American 

legislator who was speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives (1911-1919). 

Clark (klärk), John Bates. 1847-1938.  American economist known for his the-

ory of marginal productivity. He wrote The Philosophy of Wealth (1885) and The 

Distribution of Wealth (1899). 

Clark (klärk), Kenneth Bancroft. Born 1914.  Panamanian-born American 

psychologist and author who demonstrated the psychological effects of racial seg-

regation and ghetto life, influencing the Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board 

of Education (1954). 

Clark (klärk), Sir Kenneth McKenzie. 1903-1983.  British art historian whose 

works include The Nude (1955), Civilisation (1970), and Feminine Beauty (1980). 

Clark (klärk), Mark Wayne. 1896-1984.  American general who was Allied 

commander in North Africa and Italy in World War II and supreme commander 

of United Nations forces in Korea (1952-1953). 

Clark (klärk), Tom Campbell. 1899-1977.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1949-1967). 

Clark (klärk), William. 1770-1838.  American explorer who joined Meriwether 

Lewis in an expedition to the Pacific Ocean (1804-1806). Clark was responsible 

for the careful mapmaking en route. 

Clarke (klärk), Charles Cowden. 1787-1877.  British Shakespearean scholar 

who collaborated with his wife Mary Victoria Clarke (1809-1898) on Recollec-

tions of Writers (1878) and The Shakespeare Key (1879). 

Clarke (klärk), James Freeman. 1810-1888.  American religious reformer, 

abolitionist, and advocate of woman suffrage. 

Clarke (klärk), John Hessin. 1857-1945.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1916-1922). 



Clark Fork (klärk fôrk)  A river rising in southwest Montana near Butte and 

flowing about 579 km (360 mi) generally north then northwest to Pend Oreille 

Lake in the Idaho Panhandle. 

clark·i·a (klärùkK-N) n.  Any of various annual, chiefly western North American 

plants of the genus Clarkia, several of which are cultivated for their showy red, 

purple, pink, or white flowers.  [New Latin Clarkia, genus name, after William 
CLARK.]

Clarks·burg (klärksùbûrgÙ)  A city of northern West Virginia south-southeast 

of Wheeling. It was an important Union supply base during the Civil War. Popu-

lation, 18,059. 

Clarks·dale (klärksùd7lÙ)  A city of northwest Mississippi near the Arkansas 

border. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 19,717. 

Clarks·ville (klärksùvilÙ)  1. A town of southern Indiana on the Ohio River 

opposite Louisville, Kentucky. It was founded in 1784 by the explorer George 

Rogers Clark. Population, 19,833.  2. A city of northwest Tennessee on the Cum-

berland and Red rivers northwest of Nashville. An important tobacco market, it is 

also a manufacturing center. Population, 75,494. 

clar·y (klârùK) n.  pl. clar·ies. A stout aromatic Mediterranean herb (Salvia 

sclarea) in the mint family, having showy violet, pink, or white flower clusters and 

yielding an essential oil used as a flavoring and in perfumery.  Also called clary 

sage [Middle English clare, from Medieval Latin sclarea, and from Old English 

slaria.]

clash (kl4sh) v.  clashed, clash·ing, clash·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To collide with a 

loud, harsh, usually metallic noise:  cymbals clashing.  2. To come into conflict; be 

in opposition:  factions that clashed on a tax increase; an eyewitness account that 

clashed with published reports.  3. To create an unpleasant visual impression when 

placed together:  colors that clash.   —  v.  tr. To strike together with a loud, harsh, 

metallic noise.   —  n.  1. A loud, harsh noise, such as that made by two metal 

objects in collision.  2. A conflict, as between opposing or irreconcilable ideas.  

See Synonyms at discord.  3. An encounter between hostile forces; a battle or 

skirmish.  [Imitative.]

clasp (kl4sp) n.  1. A fastening, such as a hook or buckle, used to hold two or 

more objects or parts together.  2. a. An embrace or hug.  b. A grip or grasp of 

the hand.   3. A small metal bar or other device attached to the ribbon of a mili-

tary decoration to indicate the action or service for which it was awarded or an 

additional award of the same medal.   —  v.  tr. clasped, clasp·ing, clasps. 
1. To fasten with or as if with a clasp.  2. To hold in a tight embrace.  3. To grip 

firmly in or with the hand; grasp.  [Middle English claspe, probably ultimately 

from Old English clyppan, to grasp, hold.]

clasp·er (kl4sùpNr) n.  1. One that clasps.  2. Any of the appendages of the male 

of certain insects and crustaceans that are used during copulation to hold the 



female.  3. A posterior extension on each of the pelvic fins of male elasmobranch 

fishes that aids in the transmission of sperm during copulation. 

clasp·ing (kl4sùpVng) adj.  Botany. Denoting a leaf whose base partially or com-

pletely surrounds a stem. 

clasp knife (kl4sp nXf) n.  A pocketknife with a folding blade. 

class (kl4s) n.  Abbr. cl. 1. A set, collection, group, or configuration containing 

members regarded as having certain attributes or traits in common; a kind or cat-

egory.  2. A division based on quality, rank, or grade, as: a. A grade of mail:  a 

package sent third class.  b. A quality of accommodation on public transport:  

tourist class.   3. a. A social stratum whose members share certain economic, 

social, or cultural characteristics:  the lower-income classes.  b. Social rank or caste, 

especially high rank.  c. Informal. Elegance of style, taste, and manner:  an actor 

with class.   4. a. A group of students or alumni who have the same year of gradu-

ation.  b. A group of students who meet at a regularly scheduled time to study the 

same subject.  c. The period during which such a group meets:  had to stay after 

class.   5. Biology. A taxonomic category ranking below a phylum or division and 

above an order.  See Table at taxonomy.  6. Statistics. An interval in a frequency 

distribution.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  class war-

fare; a class picnic.   —  v.  tr. classed, class·ing, class·es. To arrange, group, or 

rate according to qualities or characteristics; assign to a class; classify.  [French 

classe, from Latin classis, class of citizens. See kelN-2 in Appendix.]

class. abbr.  1. Classic; classical.  2. Classification; classified. 

class act (kl4s 4kt) n.  Informal. One of distinctive and superior quality: “In this 

world of often tacky entertainment they have just witnessed the definition of a ‘class 

act’” (Linda Bird Francke). 

class action (kl4s 4kùshNn) n.  Law. A lawsuit brought by one or more plaintiffs 

on behalf of a large group of others who have a common interest.   —classù-acù-
tion (kl4sù4kùshNn) adj. 

class-con·scious (kl4sùkmnùshNs) adj.  1. Aware of belonging to a particular 

socioeconomic class.  2. Supportive of class solidarity.   —classù-conùs-
cious·ness n. 

clas·ses (kl4sùKz) n.  Plural of classis. 
clas·sic (kl4sùVk) adj.  1. a. Belonging to the highest rank or class.  b. Serving as 

the established model or standard:  a classic example of colonial architecture.  

c. Having lasting significance or worth; enduring.   2. a. Adhering or conforming 

to established standards and principles:  a classic piece of research.  b. Of a well-

known type; typical:  a classic mistake.   3.  Abbr. class. Of or characteristic of the 

literature, art, and culture of ancient Greece and Rome; classical.  4. a. Formal, 

refined, and restrained in style.  b. Simple and harmonious; elegant:  the classic 

cut of a suit; the classic lines of a clipper ship.   5. Having historical or literary asso-

ciations:  classic battlefields of the Civil War.   —  n.  1. An artist, author, or work 



generally considered to be of the highest rank or excellence, especially one of 

enduring significance.  2. A work recognized as definitive in its field.  3. a. A lit-

erary work of ancient Greece or Rome.  b. classics. The languages and literature 

of ancient Greece and Rome. Used with the.  c. One that is of the highest rank or 

class:  The car was a classic of automotive design.   4. A typical or traditional exam-

ple.  5. Informal. A superior or unusual example of its kind:  The reason he gave 

for being late was a classic.  6. A traditional event, especially a major sporting 

event that is held annually:  a golf classic. 

clas·si·cal (kl4sùV-kNl) adj.  1.  Abbr. class. a. Of or relating to the ancient 

Greeks and Romans, especially their art, architecture, and literature.  

b. Conforming to the artistic and literary models of ancient Greece and Rome.  

c. Versed in the classics:  a classical scholar.   2. Of or relating to the most artisti-

cally developed stage of a civilization:  Chinese classical poetry.  3.  Abbr. class. 
Music. a. Of or relating to European music during the latter half of the 18th and 

the early 19th centuries:  a classical work by Mozart.  b. Of or relating to music in 

the educated European tradition, such as symphony and opera, as opposed to 

popular or folk music.   4. Of, relating to, or being a variety of a language that is 

epitomized by a prestigious body of literature.  5. a. Standard and authoritative 

rather than new or experimental:  classical methods of navigation.  b. Well-known; 

classic:  the classical argument between free trade and protectionism.   6. Of or 

relating to nonrelativistic or nonquantum physics:  classical mechanics.  

7. Relating to or consisting of studies in the humanities and general sciences:  a 

classical curriculum.   —clasÙsi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), clasùsi·cal·ness n.  

—clasùsi·cal·ly adv. 

classical conditioning (kl4sùV-kNl kNn-dVshùN-nVng) n.  Psychology. A process 

of behavior modification by which a subject comes to respond in a desired man-

ner to a previously neutral stimulus that has been repeatedly presented along with 

an unconditioned stimulus that elicits the desired response. 

clas·si·cism (kl4sùV-sVzÙNm) also clas·si·cal·ism (-kN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Aesthetic 

attitudes and principles manifested in the art, architecture, and literature of 

ancient Greece and Rome and characterized by emphasis on form, simplicity, 

proportion, and restraint.  2. Adherence to the aesthetic values embodied in 

ancient Greek and Roman art and literature.  3. Classical scholarship.  4. A Greek 

or Latin expression or idiom. 

clas·si·cist (kl4sùV-sVst) n.  1. One versed in the classics; a classical scholar.  2. An 

adherent of classicism.  3. An advocate of the study of ancient Greek and Latin. 

clas·si·cize (kl4sùV-sXzÙ) v.  clas·si·cized, clas·si·ciz·ing, clas·si·ciz·es.  —  v.  

tr. To make classic or classical.   —  v.  intr. To conform to classic style. 

clas·si·fi·ca·tion (kl4sÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. cl., class. 1. The act or result of 

classifying.  2. A category or class.  3. Biology. The systematic grouping of organ-

isms into categories on the basis of evolutionary or structural relationships 



between them; taxonomy.   —clasÙsi·fi·ca·toùri·ly (kl4sÙN-fV-kN-tôrùN-lK, -torù-, 

klN-sVfÙV-) adv.  —clasùsi·fi·ca·toÙry (kl4sùN-fV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, klN-sVfùV-, kl4sÙN-

fV-k7ùtN-rK) adj. 

clas·si·fied (kl4sùN-fXdÙ) adj.  Abbr. class. 1. Arranged in classes or categories.  

2. Available to authorized persons only, as for reasons of national security:  a clas-

sified document. 

classified advertisement (kl4sùN-fXdÙ 4dÙvNr-tXzùmNnt) n.  An advertise-

ment, usually brief and in small type, printed in a newspaper or magazine under 

headings with others of the same category. 

clas·si·fi·er (kl4sùN-fXÙNr) n.  Linguistics. A word or morpheme used in some lan-

guages in certain contexts, such as counting, that indicates the semantic class to 

which an item belongs. For example, hon is used in Japanese in counting long, 

slender objects such as sticks or pencils. 

clas·si·fy (kl4sùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. clas·si·fied, clas·si·fy·ing, clas·si·fies. 1. To 

arrange or organize according to class or category.  2. To designate (a document, 

for example) as confidential, secret, or top secret.   —clasùsi·fiÙa·ble adj. 

clas·sis (kl4sùVs) n.  pl. clas·ses (-Kz). Ecclesiastical. 1. A governing body of pas-

tors and elders in certain Reformed churches, having jurisdiction over local 

churches.  2. The district or churches governed by such a body.  [Latin, class of 

citizens. See CLASS.]

class·ism (kl4sùVzÙNm) n.  Bias based on social or economic class.   —classùist 
adj.  & n. 

class·less (kl4sùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking social or economic distinctions of class:  a 

classless society.  2. Belonging to no particular social or economic class. 

class·mate (kl4sùm7tÙ) n.  A member of the same class at school. 

clas·son (kl4sùmn) n.  Either of two massless bosons, the photon and the gravi-

ton, that are quanta of the two classical fields, electromagnetic and gravitational.  

[CLASS(ICAL) + (BOS)ON.]

class·room (kl4sùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room or place especially in a school in 

which classes are conducted:  a second-floor classroom; an outdoor classroom.   —  
n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  classroom teachers; classroom 

instruction. 

class·y (kl4sùK) adj.  class·i·er, class·i·est. Informal. Highly stylish; elegant.   
—classùi·ness n. 

clast (kl4st) n.  A rock fragment or grain resulting from the breakdown of larger 

rocks.  [From Greek klastos, broken, from klan, to break.]

clas·tic (kl4sùtVk) adj.  1. Separable into parts or having removable sections:  a 

clastic anatomical model.  2. Geology. Made up of fragments of preexisting rock; 

fragmental.  [From Greek klastos, broken. See CLAST.] —clasùtic n. 

clath·rate (kl4thùr7tÙ) adj.  1. Biology. Having a latticelike structure or appear-

ance:  clathrate foliage.  2. Chemistry. Of or relating to inclusion complexes in 



which molecules of one substance are completely enclosed within the crystal 

structure of another.   —  n.  Chemistry. A clathrate compound, such as urea.  

[Latin cl7thr7tus, past participle of cl7thr7re, to furnish with a lattice, from 

cl7thrX, cl7tra, lattice, from Greek klKithra, pl. of klKithron, door bar, from kleiein, 

to close.]

clat·ter (kl4tùNr) v.  clat·tered, clat·ter·ing, clat·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make 

a rattling sound.  2. To move with a rattling sound:  clattering along on roller 

skates.  3. To talk rapidly and noisily; chatter.   —  v.  tr. To cause to make a rat-

tling sound.   —  n.  1. A rattling sound:  the clatter of dishes in the kitchen.  2. A 

loud disturbance; a racket:  the clatter of the subway train.  3. Noisy talk; chatter.  

[Middle English clateren, from Old English *clatrian. See gal- in Appendix.] 
—clatùter·er n. 

Claude (klod), Albert. 1899-1983.  Luxembourg-born Belgian biologist. He 

shared a 1974 Nobel Prize for contributions to the understanding of living cells. 

Clau·del (klo-dHlù), Paul Louis Charles. 1868-1955.  French diplomat and 

writer whose works include poetry and a number of plays, such as Tidings 

Brought to Mary (1912). 

clau·di·ca·tion (klôÙdV-k7ùshNn) n.  A halt or lameness in a person’s walk; a 

limp.  [Middle English claudicacioun, from Latin claudic7tio, claudic7tion-, from 

claudic7tus, past participle of claudic7re, to limp, from claudus, lame.]

Clau·di·us I (klôùdK-Ns), In full Tiberius Claudius Drusus Nero Germanicus. 10 

B.C.-A.D. 54.  Emperor of Rome (A.D. 41-54) who became ruler after Caligula was 

murdered. He was poisoned by his wife, Agrippina, after her son Nero was named 

as heir. 

Clau·di·us II (klôùdK-Ns), In full Marcus Aurelius Claudius Gothicus. A.D. 214-

270.  Emperor of Rome (268-270) who defeated the Goths in 269. 

Clau·di·us1 (klôùdK-Ns), Appius. In full Appius Claudius Crassus. fl. fifth cen-

tury B.C.  Roman decemvir (451-449) whose actions provoked a plebian revolt 

and the overthrow of the decemvirs. 

Clau·di·us2 (klôùdK-Ns), Appius. In full Appius Claudius Caecus. fl. fourth-

third century B.C.  Roman censor and consul who built the first Roman aqueduct 

and began construction of the Appian Way. 

clause (klôz) n.  Abbr. cl. 1. Grammar. A group of words containing a subject 

and a predicate and forming part of a compound or complex sentence.  2. A dis-

tinct article, stipulation, or provision in a document.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin clausa, close of a rhetorical period, from feminine 

of Latin clausus, past participle of claudere, to close.] —clausùal (klôùzNl) adj. 

Clau·se·witz (klouùzN-vVts), Karl von. 1780-1831.  Prussian army officer and 

military theorist who proposed the doctrines of total war and war as an instru-

ment of policy. His treatise On War was published posthumously (1833). 

claus·tral (klôùstrNl) adj.  Variant of cloistral. 



claus·tro·pho·bi·a (klôÙstrN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of being in narrow 

or enclosed spaces.  [Latin claustrum, enclosed place; see CLOISTER + -PHOBIA.] 
—clausùtro·phobeÙ n. 

claus·tro·pho·bic (klôÙstrN-foùbVk) adj.  1. a. Relating to or suffering from 

claustrophobia.  b. Uncomfortably closed or hemmed in.   2. Usage Problem. 

Tending to induce claustrophobia; uncomfortably confined or crowded:  a claus-

trophobic little room.   —clausÙtro·phoùbi·cal·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Clinically speaking, claustrophobic denotes a pathological dis-

position to feel terror in closed spaces. But like other terms from clinical psychol-

ogy (narcissism and schizophrenic, for example), the word has been applied more

loosely in general usage: at first to refer to a temporary feeling of being closed in

(as in I felt claustrophobic in that tiny room) and then to refer to a space that in-

duces such sensations (as in The staff members are jammed into a nest of claustro-

phobic offices). This latter usage was unacceptable to 74 percent of the members

of the Usage Panel, many of whom said that claustrophobic should be used only

to describe a psychological state. In defense of this usage, however, it can be point-

ed out that it is well established and that it follows a general tendency to combine

adjectives with nouns according to a progressively looser construal of the semantic

connection between the two. Thus the phrase topless swimsuit came to be followed

by topless dancers, which led in turn to topless bars, topless districts, and topless or-

dinances. By the same token, a room that induces a particular emotion may be

described as sad or cheerful without objection, and there seems to be no principled

basis for drawing the line at calling it claustrophobic.

cla·vate (kl7ùv7tÙ) adj.  Biology. Having one end thickened; club-shaped:  clavate 

antennae.  [From Latin cl7va, club.] —claùvateÙly adv. 

clave1 (kl7v) v.  Archaic. A past tense of cleave1. 
clave2 (kl7v) v.  Archaic. A past tense of cleave2. 
cla·ver (kl7ùvNr) Scots. v.  intr. cla·vered, cla·ver·ing, cla·vers. To gossip or 

talk idly.   —  n.  Gossip; idle talk.  [Perhaps of Celtic origin.]

clav·i·chord (kl4vùV-kôrdÙ) n.  Music. An early keyboard instrument with a soft 

sound produced by small brass wedges striking horizontal strings.  [Middle 

English clavicord, from Medieval Latin cl7vichordium : Latin cl7vis, key + Latin 

chorda, string; see CORD.] —clavùi·chordÙist n. 

clav·i·cle (kl4vùV-kNl) n.  1. Either of two slender bones in human beings that 

extend from the manubrium of the sternum to the acromion of the scapula.  Also 

called collarbone 2. One of the bones of the pectoral girdle in many vertebrates.  

[New Latin cl7vXcula, from Latin, diminutive of cl7vis, key (from its shape).] 
—cla·vicùu·lar (klN-vVkùyN-lNr) adj.  —cla·vicùu·lateÙ (-l7tÙ) adj. 



cla·vier (klN-vîrù, kl7ùvK-Nr, kl4vùK-) n.  Music. 1. A keyboard.  2. A stringed key-

board instrument, such as a harpsichord.  [German Klavier, from French clavier, 

from Old French, key-bearer, from Latin cl7vis, key.]

cla·vus (kl7ùvNs, kläù-) n.  See corn2.  [Latin, nail, callus.]

claw (klô) n.  1. A sharp, curved nail on the toe of a mammal, reptile, or bird.  

2. a. A chela or similar pincerlike structure on the end of a limb of a crustacean 

or other arthropod.  b. A limb terminating in such a structure.   3. Something, 

such as the cleft end of a hammerhead, that resembles a claw.  4. Botany. The nar-

rowed, stalklike basal part of certain petals or sepals.   —  v.  tr. intr. clawed, 
claw·ing, claws. To scratch, dig, tear, or pull with or as if with claws.  [Middle 

English clawe, from Old English clawu.] —clawed adj. 

claw hammer (klô h4mùNr) n.  1. A hammer having a head with one end 

forked for removing nails.  2. Informal. A swallow-tailed coat. 

claw hatchet (klô h4chùVt) n.  A hatchet having one end of the head forked. 

Claw·son (klôùsNn)  A city of southeast Michigan, an industrial suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 15,103. 

clay (kl7) n.  1. a. A fine-grained, firm earthy material that is plastic when wet 

and hardens when heated, consisting primarily of hydrated silicates of aluminum 

and widely used in making bricks, tiles, and pottery.  b. A hardening or nonhard-

ening material having a consistency similar to clay and used for modeling.   

2. Geology. A sedimentary material with grains smaller than 0.002 millimeters in 

diameter.  3. Moist, sticky earth; mud.  4. The human body as opposed to the 

spirit.  [Middle English clei, from Old English clæg.] —clayùey (kl7ùK), clayùish 

adj. 

Clay1 (kl7), Cassius Marcellus. 1810-1903.  American abolitionist and public 

official who was minister to Russia (1861-1862 and 1863-1869). 

Clay2 (kl7), Cassius Marcellus.  See Muhammad Ali. 
Clay (kl7), Henry. Known as “the Great Compromiser.” 1777-1852.  American 

politician who pushed the Missouri Compromise through the U.S. House of Rep-

resentatives (1820) in an effort to reconcile free and slave states. 

Clay (kl7), Lucius DuBignon. 1897-1978.  American army officer who com-

manded U.S. forces in Germany (1945-1949) and oversaw the Berlin airlift 

(1948). 

Clay·ma·tion (kl7-m7ùshNn)  A service mark used for an animation process in 

which clay figurines are manipulated and filmed to produce an image of lifelike 

movement. 

clay mineral (kl7 mVnùNr-Nl) n.  Any of various hydrous silicates that have a 

fine crystalline structure and are components of clay. 

clay·more (kl7ùmôrÙ, -morÙ) n.  1. A claymore mine.  2. A large, double-edged 

broadsword formerly used by Scottish Highlanders.  [Scottish Gaelic claidheamh 

mor, Celtic sword  : Old Irish claideb, sword + mor, great; see mK-3 in Appendix.]



claymore mine (kl7ùmôrÙ mXn) n.  A lens-shaped, ground-emplaced antiper-

sonnel mine whose blast is focused in the direction of the oncoming enemy. 

clay pigeon (kl7 pVjùNn) n.  A clay disk thrown as a flying target for skeet and 

trapshooting.  Also called bird 

Clay·ton (kl7tùn), John Middleton. 1796-1856.  American public official who 

as secretary of state (1849-1850) negotiated the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty with Great 

Britain (1850), establishing the neutrality of a proposed canal across Central 

America. 

cld. abbr.  1. Called.  2. Cleared. 

clean (klKn) adj.  clean·er, clean·est. 1. Free from dirt, stain, or impurities; 

unsoiled.  2. a. Free from foreign matter or pollution; unadulterated:  clean air; 

clean drinking water.  b. Not infected:  a clean wound.   3. a. Producing relatively 

little pollution:  a clean fuel; a cleaner, more efficient engine.  b. Producing rela-

tively little radioactive fallout or contamination:  a clean nuclear bomb.   

4. Having no imperfections or blemishes; regular:  a clean, straight line.  5. Free 

from clumsiness; deft; adroit:  a clean throw.  6. Devoid of restrictions or encum-

brances:  a clean bill of health.  7. Thorough; complete:  a clean getaway.  

8. Having few alterations or corrections; legible:  clean manuscript.  9. Blank:  a 

clean page.  10. a. Morally pure; virtuous:  led a clean life.  b. Having no marks of 

discredit or offense:  a clean voting record.   11. Fit for all readers, listeners, or 

audiences; not ribald or obscene:  a clean joke.  12. Honest or fair:  a clean fighter; 

a clean competition.  13. Slang. a. Not carrying concealed weapons or drugs.  

b. Free from narcotics addiction.  c. Innocent of a suspected crime.    —  adv.  

cleaner, cleanest. 1. So as to be unsoiled:  wash the dishes clean.  2. In a fair 

manner:  played the game clean.  3. In a clean or nonpolluting manner:  a fuel that 

burns clean.  4. Informal. Entirely; wholly:  clean forgot the appointment.   —  v.  

cleaned, clean·ing, cleans.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rid of dirt, rubbish, or impurities:  

clean a room; clean a suit.  2. To get rid of (impurities or dirt, for example); 

remove:  cleaned up the trash; cleaned off the stains.  3. To prepare (fowl or other 

food) for cooking, as by removing the entrails or fat.  4. To remove the contents 

from; empty:  cleaned my plate.   —  v.  intr. To undergo or perform an act of 

cleaning.   —phrasal verbs. clean out. 1. To rid of dirt, rubbish, or impuri-

ties.  2. To empty of contents or occupants.  3. Informal. To drive or force out:  

cleaned out the incompetent workers.  4. Slang. To deprive completely of money or 

material wealth:  The robbery cleaned us out.  clean up. 5. To make clean or 

orderly.  6. To make oneself clean, neat, or presentable.  7. To dispose of; settle:  

cleaned up the unpaid bills.  8. Slang. To make a large profit, often in a short 

period of time:  cleaned up during the bull market.   —idiom. clean house. 
Slang. To eliminate or discard what is undesirable:  The scandal forced the com-

pany to clean house.  [Middle English clene, from Old English cl<ne.] 
—cleanùa·ble adj.  —cleanùness n.  



SYNONYMS: clean, antiseptic, cleanly, immaculate, spotless. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “free from dirt”: clean clothing; antiseptic surgical

instruments; cats, cleanly animals; an immaculate tablecloth; spotless gloves. 

ANTONYM: dirty

clean and jerk (klKn Nnd jûrk) n.  Sports. A lift in weightlifting in which a 

weight is raised to shoulder height, held there briefly, and then pushed overhead 

in a rapid motion of the arms, typically accompanied by a spring or lunge from 

the legs. 

clean-cut (klKnùkƒtù) adj.  1. Clearly and sharply defined or outlined.  2. Neat 

and trim in appearance. 

clean·er (klKùnNr) n.  1. One whose work or business is cleaning.  2. A machine 

or substance used in cleaning.  3.  Often cleaners. A dry-cleaning establishment. 

clean-hand·ed (klKnùh4nùdVd) adj.  Innocent; guiltless. 

clean-limbed (klKnùlVmdù) adj.  Having well-formed limbs; well-proportioned. 

clean·ly (klHnùlK) adj.  clean·li·er, clean·li·est. Habitually and carefully neat 

and clean.  See Synonyms at clean.   —  adv.  (klKnùlK) In a clean manner.   
—cleanùli·ness (klHnùlK-nVs) n. 

clean room (klKn rum) n.  A room that is maintained virtually free of con-

taminants, such as dust or bacteria, used in laboratory work and in the produc-

tion of precision parts for electronic or aerospace equipment.  Also called white 

room 

cleanse (klHnz) v.  tr. cleansed, cleans·ing, cleans·es. To free from dirt, 

defilement, or guilt; purge or clean.  [Middle English clensen, from Old English 

cl<nsian, from cl<ne, pure, clean.]

cleans·er (klHnùzNr) n.  1. A detergent, powder, or other chemical agent that 

removes dirt, grease, or stains.  2. A skin lotion or cream that is used to clean the 

face. 

clean-shav·en (klKnùsh7ùvNn) adj.  1. Having the beard or hair shaved off.  

2. Having recently shaved. 

Cle·an·thes (klK-4nùthKz), 331?-232? B.C.  Greek philosopher who succeeded 

Zeno as head of the Stoic school. 

clean·up (klKnùƒpÙ) n.  1. A thorough cleaning or ordering.  2. Informal. The 

final, often routine tasks that complete a project.  3. Slang. A very large profit; a 

killing.  4. Baseball. The fourth position on a team’s batting order, usually 

reserved for a strong hitter who can drive in extra runs.   —cleanùupÙ adj. 

clear (klîr) adj.  clear·er, clear·est. 1. Free from clouds, mist, or haze:  a clear 

day.  2. Free from what dims, obscures, or darkens; unclouded:  clear water; 

bright, clear colors.  3. Free from flaw, blemish, or impurity:  a clear, perfect dia-

mond; a clear record with the police.  4. Free from impediment, obstruction, or 



hindrance; open:  a clear view; a clear path to victory.  5. Plain or evident to the 

mind; unmistakable:  a clear case of cheating.  6. Easily perceptible to the eye or 

ear; distinct.  7. Discerning or perceiving easily; keen:  a clear mind.  8. Free from 

doubt or confusion; certain.  9. Free from qualification or limitation; absolute:  a 

clear winner.  10. Free from guilt; untroubled:  a clear conscience.  11. Having 

been freed from contact, proximity, or connection:  At last we were clear of the 

danger. The ship was clear of the reef.  12. Free from charges or deductions; net:  a 

clear profit.  13. Containing nothing.   —  adv.  1. Distinctly; clearly:  spoke loud 

and clear.  2. Out of the way; completely away:  stood clear of the doors.  

3. Informal. All the way; completely:  slept clear through the night; read the book 

clear to the end.   —  v.  cleared, clear·ing, clears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make light, 

clear, or bright.  2. To rid of impurities, blemishes, muddiness, or foreign matter.  

3. To free from confusion, doubt, or ambiguity; make plain or intelligible:  

cleared up the question of responsibility.  4. a. To rid of objects or obstructions:  

clear the table; clear the road of debris.  b. To make (a way or clearing) by removing 

obstructions:  clear a path through the jungle.  c. To remove (objects or obstruc-

tions):  clear the dishes; clear snow from the road.   5. a. To remove the occupants 

of:  clear the theater.  b. To remove (people):  clear the children from the room.   

6. Computer Science. a. To rid (a memory or buffer, for example) of instructions 

or data.  b. To remove (instructions or data) from a memory.   7. To free from a 

legal charge or imputation of guilt; acquit:  cleared the suspect of the murder 

charge.  8. To pass by, under, or over without contact:  The boat cleared the dock.  

9. To settle (a debt).  10. To gain (a given amount) as net profit or earnings.  

11. To pass (a bill of exchange, such as a check) through a clearing-house.  

12. a. To secure the approval of:  The bill cleared the Senate.  b. To authorize or 

approve:  cleared the material for publication.   13. To free (a ship or cargo) from 

legal detention at a harbor by fulfilling customs and harbor requirements.  14. To 

give clearance or authorization to:  cleared the plane to land.  15. To free (the 

throat) of phlegm by making a rasping sound.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become clear:  

The sky cleared.  2. To go away; disappear:  The fog cleared.  3. a. To exchange 

checks and bills or settle accounts through a clearing-house.  b. To pass through 

the banking system and be debited and credited to the relevant accounts:  The 

check cleared.   4. To comply with customs and harbor requirements in discharg-

ing a cargo or in leaving or entering a port.   —  n.  A clear or open space.   
—phrasal verb. clear out. Informal. To leave a place, usually quickly.   —idi-
oms. clear the air. To dispel differences or emotional tensions.  in the clear. 
2. Free from burdens or dangers.  3. Not subject to suspicion or accusations of 

guilt:  The evidence showed that the suspect was in the clear.  [Middle English cler, 

from Old French, from Latin cl7rus, clear, bright. See kelN-2 in Appendix.] 
—clearùa·ble adj.  —clearùer n.  —clearùly adv.  —clearùness n.  



SYNONYMS: clear, limpid, lucid, pellucid, transparent. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “not opaque or clouded”: clear, sediment-free claret;

limpid blue eyes; lucid air; a pellucid brook; transparent crystal. See also Synonyms

at apparent 
ANTONYM: opaque

clear-air turbulence (klîrùârù tûrùbyN-lNns) n.  Abbr. CAT A severe atmo-

spheric turbulence that occurs under otherwise tranquil conditions and subjects 

aircraft to strong updrafts and downdrafts. 

clear·ance (klîrùNns) n.  1. The act or process of clearing.  2. A space cleared; a 

clearing.  3.  Abbr. cl. a. The amount of space or distance by which a moving 

object clears something.  b. The height or width of a passage:  an underpass with a 

13-foot clearance.   4. An intervening space or distance allowing free play, as 

between machine parts.  5. Permission for an aircraft, ship, or other vehicle to 

proceed, as after an inspection of equipment or cargo or during certain traffic 

conditions.  6. Official certification of blamelessness, trustworthiness, or suit-

ability.  7. A sale, generally at reduced prices, to dispose of old merchandise.  8.  
Abbr. cl. The passage of checks and other bills of exchange through a clearing-

house.  9. Physiology. a. The removal by the kidneys of a substance from blood 

plasma.  b. Renal clearance.  

Cle·ar·chus (klK-ärùkNs), fl. fifth century B.C.  Spartan military leader and gov-

ernor of Byzantium (408). His rule was so severe that the people surrendered the 

city to the Athenians in his absence. 

clear-cut (klîrùkƒtù) adj.  1. Distinctly and sharply defined or outlined.  2. Not 

ambiguous; clear and obvious.  See Synonyms at apparent. See Synonyms at 

incisive.   —  v.  clear-·cut, clear-·cut·ting, clear-·cuts.  —  v.  tr. To remove 

all of the trees in (a tract of timber) at one time.   —  v.  intr. To log an area by 

removing all of the trees at one time.   —  n.  A tract of timberland that has been 

clear-cut. 

clear-eyed (klîrùXdù) adj.  1. Having sharp, bright eyes; keen-sighted.  

2. Mentally acute or perceptive. 

Clear·field (klîrùfKldÙ)  A city of northern Utah south of Ogden. It is a trade 

center in an irrigated agricultural area. Population, 21,435. 

clear-head·ed (klîrùhHdùVd) adj.  Having a clear, orderly mind; sensible.   
—clearù-headùed·ly adv.  —clearù-headùed·ness n. 

clear·ing (klîrùVng) n.  1. The act or process of making or becoming clear.  2. A 

tract of land within a wood or other overgrown area from which trees and other 

obstructions have been removed.  3. An open space:  a clearing in the fog.  

4. a. The exchange among banks of checks, drafts, and notes and the settlement 



of consequent differences.  b. clearings. The total of claims presented daily at a 

clearing-house.  

clear·ing-house  or clear·ing·house (klîrùVng-housÙ) n.  Abbr. c.h., C.H. An 

office where banks exchange checks and drafts and settle accounts. 

clear-sight·ed (klîrùsXùtVd) adj.  1. Having sharp, clear vision.  2. Perceptive; 

discerning.   —clearù-sightùed·ly adv.  —clearù-sightùed·ness n. 

clear·sto·ry (klîrùstôrÙK, -storÙK) n.  Variant of clerestory. 
Clear·wa·ter (klîrùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr)  A city of west-central Florida west of 

Tampa. It is a residential and resort community. Population, 98,784. 

Clearwater Mountains (klîrùwôÙtNr mounùtNnz)  A range of north-central 

Idaho between the Salmon River and the Bitterroot Range. The highest point is 

about 2,745 m (9,000 ft). 

Clearwater River (klîrùwôÙtNr rVvùNr)  1. A river, about 209 km (130 mi) 

long, of northwest Saskatchewan and northeast Alberta, Canada. It joins the 

Athabasca River at Fort McMurray.  2. A river rising in the Bitterroot Range of 

northern Idaho and flowing about 306 km (190 mi) generally west to join the 

Snake River at Lewiston. Gold was discovered along the river in 1860. 

clear·weed (klîrùwKdÙ) n.  Either of two eastern North American annual plants 

(Pilea pumila or P. fontana) having short, drooping clusters of tiny greenish-white 

flowers and translucent stems and leaves.  Also called richweed 

clear·wing (klîrùwVngÙ) n.  Any of various diurnal moths of the family Sesiidae, 

having scaleless, transparent wings and a wasplike appearance. 

cleat (klKt) n.  1. A strip of wood or iron used to strengthen or support the sur-

face to which it is attached.  2. a. A projecting piece of metal or hard rubber 

attached to the underside of a shoe to provide traction.  b. cleats. A pair of shoes 

with such projections on the soles.   3. A piece of metal or wood having project-

ing arms or ends on which a rope can be wound or secured.  4. A wedge-shaped 

piece of material, such as wood, that is fastened onto something, such as a spar, to 

act as a support or prevent slippage.  5. A spurlike device used in gripping a tree 

or pole in climbing.   —  v.  tr. cleat·ed, cleat·ing, cleats. To supply, support, 

secure, or strengthen with a cleat.  [Middle English clete, from Old English *clKat, 

lump, wedge.]

cleav·age (klKùvVj) n.  1. The act of splitting or cleaving.  2. The state of being 

split or cleft; a fissure or division.  3. Mineralogy. The splitting or tendency to 

split of a crystallized substance along definite crystalline planes, yielding smooth 

surfaces.  4. Embryology. a. The series of mitotic cell divisions that produces a 

blastula from a fertilized ovum. It is the basis of the multicellularity of complex 

organisms.  Also called segmentation b. Any single cell division in such a series.   

5. Informal. The hollow between a woman’s breasts, especially as revealed by a 

low neckline. 



cleave1 (klKv) v.  cleft (klHft)  or cleaved  or clove (klov), cleft or cleaved  
or clo·ven (kloùvNn), cleav·ing, cleaves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To split with or as if with 

a sharp instrument.  See Synonyms at tear1.  2. To make or accomplish by or as if 

by cutting:  cleave a path through the ice.  3. To pierce or penetrate.   —  v.  intr. 

1. Mineralogy. To split or separate, especially along a natural line of division.  

2. To make one’s way; penetrate.  [Middle English cleven, from Old English clKo-

fan. See gleubh- in Appendix.] —cleavùa·ble adj. 

cleave2 (klKv) v.  intr. cleaved, cleav·ing, cleaves. 1. To adhere, cling, or 

stick fast.  2. To be faithful:  cleave to one’s principles.  [Middle English cleven, 

from Old English cleofian.]

cleav·er (klKùvNr) n.  A heavy, broad-bladed knife or hatchet used especially by 

butchers. 

cleav·ers (klKùvNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See bedstraw.  [Middle 

English clivers, probably blend of clife, burdock (from Old English clXfe), clivres, 

claws (from Old English clifras, pl. of clifer).]

Cle·burne (klKùbNrn)  A city of northeast Texas south of Fort Worth. It is a mar-

ket center in an agricultural region. Population, 22,205. 

cleek (klKk) n.  1. Sports. A number one golf iron, having very little loft to the 

club face.  2. Scots. A large hook, such as one used to hang a pot over a fire.  [Mid-

dle English cleike, large hook, from cleken, to grasp, variant of clechen, from Old 

English *cl<can; probably akin to clyccan, to clutch.]

clef (klHf) n.  Music. A symbol indicating the pitch represented by one line of a 

staff, in relation to which the other pitches of the staff can be determined.  

[French, key, from Old French, from Latin cl7vis.]

cleft (klHft) v.  A past tense and a past participle of cleave1.  —  adj.  1. Divided; 

split.  2. Botany. Having indentations that extend about halfway to the center, as 

in certain leaves.   —  n.  1. A crack, crevice, or split.  2. A split or indentation 

between two parts, as of the chin.  [Middle English, past participle of cleven, to 

split; see CLEAVE
1. N., from Middle English  alteration (influenced by cleft), of 

clift, from Old English geclyft. See gleubh- in Appendix.]

cleft palate (klHft p4lùVt) n.  A congenital fissure in the roof of the mouth, 

resulting from incomplete fusion of the palate during embryonic development. It 

may involve only the uvula or extend through the entire palate. 

Cleis·the·nes (klXsùthN-nKzÙ)  or Clis·the·nes (klVsù-), fl. sixth century B.C.  

Greek tyrant of Sicyon who led the Ionian population of the region in a revolt 

against the Dorians. 

cleis·tog·a·mous (klX-stmgùN-mNs) also cleis·to·gam·ic (klXÙstN-g4mùVk) adj.  

Botany. Of or relating to a flower that does not open and is self-pollinated in the 

bud.  [Greek kleistos, closed (from kleiein, to close) + -GAMOUS.] 
—cleis·togùa·mous·ly adv.  —cleis·togùa·my (-mK) n. 



cleis·to·the·ci·um (klXÙstN-thKùsK-Nm) n.  pl. cleis·to·the·ci·a (-sK-N). Botany. 

A closed, spherical ascocarp.  [New Latin  : Greek kleistos, closed (from kleiein, to 

close) + Greek thKkion, small case, diminutive of thKkK, receptacle; see dhK- in 

Appendix.]

clem·a·tis (klHmùN-tVs, klV-m4tùVs) n.  Any of various ornamental, mostly climb-

ing plants of the genus Clematis, native chiefly to northern temperate regions and 

having showy, variously colored flowers or decorative fruit clusters.  [Latin clKma-

tis, a creeping plant, from Greek klKmatis, from klKma, klKmat-, twig.]

Cle·men·ceau (klHmÙNn-soù, klH-mäN-), Georges. 1841-1929.  French politi-

cian who served as premier (1906-1909 and 1917-1920) and played a key role in 

negotiating the Treaty of Versailles (1919). 

clem·en·cy (klHmùNn-sK) n.  pl. clem·en·cies. 1. A disposition to show mercy, 

especially toward an offender or enemy.  See Synonyms at mercy.  2. A merciful, 

kind, or lenient act.  3. Mildness, especially of weather. 

Clem·ens (klHmùNnz), Samuel Langhorne. Pen name Mark Twain. 1835-

1910.  American author and humorist who drew on his childhood along the Mis-

sissippi River to create masterpieces of humor and sarcasm, including Tom Saw-

yer (1876) and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884). 

clem·ent (klHmùNnt) adj.  1. Inclined to be lenient or merciful.  2. Mild:  clem-

ent weather.  [Middle English, from Latin clKmKns, clKment-.] —clemùent·ly adv. 

Clem·ent I (klHmùNnt), Saint Known as “Clement of Rome.” Died c. A.D. 97.  

Pope (88-97) who was one of the Apostolic Fathers and the author of the First 

Epistle to the Corinthians (c. 96). 

Clem·ent V (klHmùNnt), Originally Bertrand de Got. 1264-1314.  Pope (1305-

1314) befriended by Philip IV of France, who arranged his election as pope and at 

whose request the papal residence was moved from Rome to Avignon (1309). 

Clem·ent VII (klHmùNnt), Originally Giulio de’ Medici. 1475?-1534.  Pope 

(1523-1534) who refused to grant the divorce of Henry VIII from Catherine of 

Aragon and was unable to stop Henry’s break with the Roman Catholic Church. 

clem·en·tine (klHmùNn-tXnÙ, -tKnÙ) n.  A deep red-orange, often seedless tan-

gerinelike fruit.  [French clémentine, perhaps after Père Clément (fl. 1902), 

French missionary in Africa.]

Clement of Al·ex·an·dri·a (klHmùNnt ƒv 4lÙVg-z4nùdrK-N), Saint. A.D. 150?-

220?.  Greek Christian theologian who is considered the founder of the Alexan-

drian school of theology. 

clench (klHnch) v.  tr. clenched, clench·ing, clench·es. 1. To close tightly:  

clench one’s teeth; clenched my fists in anger.  2. To grasp or grip tightly:  clenched 

the steering wheel.  3. To clinch (a bolt, for example).  4. Nautical. To fasten with a 

clinch.   —  n.  1. A tight grip or grasp.  2. Something, such as a mechanical 

device, that clenches or holds fast.  3. Nautical. See clinch (n., sense 4).  [Middle 

English clenchen, from Old English beclencan.]



cle·o·me (klK-oùmK) n.  Any of various often strong-smelling plants of the genus 

Cleome, native chiefly to warm regions and including several ornamentals.  Also 

called spider flower [New Latin Cleome, genus name.]

Cle·on (klKùmn), Died 422 B.C.  Athenian political and military leader who led the 

democratic faction after the death of Pericles (429 B.C.). 

Cle·o·pat·ra (klKÙN-p4tùrN, -päùtrN, -p7ù-), 69-30 B.C.  Egyptian queen (51-49 

and 48-30) noted for her beauty and charisma. Octavian defeated the forces led 

by Cleopatra and Mark Antony at Actium (31). 

CLEP abbr.  College Level Examination Program. 

clepe (klKp) v.  tr. cleped (klKpt, klHpt), cleped or clept (klHpt)  or y·clept (V-
klHptù)  or y·cleped (V-klKptù, V-klHptù), clep·ing, clepes. Archaic. To call; 

name.  [Middle English clepen, from Old English cleopian, to cry out.]

clep·sy·dra (klHpùsV-drN) n.  pl. clep·sy·dras or clep·sy·drae (-drKÙ). An 

ancient device that measured time by marking the regulated flow of water 

through a small opening.  Also called water glass [Latin, from Greek klepsudra : 

kleptein, kleps-, to steal + hudor, water; see wed-1 in Appendix.]

clept (klHpt) v.  A past participle of clepe. 
clere·sto·ry also clear·sto·ry (klîrùstôrÙK, -storÙK) n.  pl. clere·sto·ries. 1. The 

upper part of the nave, transepts, and choir of a church, containing windows.  

2. An upper portion of a wall containing windows for supplying natural light to a 

building.  [Middle English clerestorie : perhaps cler, giving light, clear; see CLEAR + 

storie, tier; see STORY
2.]

cler·gy (klûrùjK) n.  pl. cler·gies. The body of people ordained for religious ser-

vice.  See Usage Note at collective noun.  [Middle English clergie, from Old 

French (from clerc, cleric, from Late Latin clKricus); see CLERK, and from Old 

French clergé, body of clerks (from Late Latin clKric7tus, from clKricus, clerk, 

cleric).]

cler·gy·man (klûrùjK-mNn) n.  A man who is a member of the clergy. 

cler·gy·wom·an (klûrùjK-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a member of the 

clergy. 

cler·ic (klHrùVk) n.  A member of the clergy.  [Late Latin clKricus. See CLERK.]

cler·i·cal (klHrùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to clerks or office workers or their 

work.  2. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the clergy.  3. Advocating clericalism.   
—  n.  1. A member of the clergy.  2. clericals. Garments worn by the clergy.  

3. An advocate of clericalism.   —clerùi·cal·ly adv. 

clerical collar (klHrùV-kNl kmlùNr) n.  A stiff white collar in the shape of a band 

fastened at the back of the neck, worn by certain members of the Christian clergy. 

cler·i·cal·ism (klHrùV-kN-lVzÙNm) n.  A policy of supporting the power and influ-

ence of the clergy in political or secular matters.   —clerùi·cal·ist n. 



cler·i·hew (klHrùN-hyuÙ) n.  A humorous verse, usually consisting of two 

unmatched rhyming couplets, about a person whose name generally serves as one 

of the rhymes.  [After Edmund Clerihew Bentley (1875-1956), British writer.]

cler·i·sy (klHrùV-sK) n.  Educated people considered as a group; the literati.  [Ger-

man Klerisei, clergy, from Medieval Latin clKricia, from Late Latin clKricus, priest. 

See CLERK.]

clerk (klûrk; British klärk) n.  Abbr. clk. 1. A person who works in an office per-

forming such tasks as keeping records, attending to correspondence, or filing.  

2. a. A person who keeps the records and performs the regular business of a 

court or legislative body.  b. Law. A law clerk, as for a judge.   3. A person who 

works at a sales counter or service desk, as at a store or hotel.  4. A cleric.  

5. Archaic. A scholar.   —  v.  intr. clerked, clerk·ing, clerks. To work or serve 

as a clerk:  clerked in a store; clerks for a judge.  [Middle English, clergyman, secre-

tary, from Old English clerc, and Old French clerc, clergyman  both from Late 

Latin clKricus, from Greek klKrikos, belonging to the clergy, from klKros, inherit-

ance, lot.] —clerkùdom n.  —clerkùshipÙ n. 

clerk·ly (klûrkùlK) adj.  clerk·li·er, clerk·li·est. 1. Of, relating to, or characteris-

tic of a clerk.  2. Archaic. Scholarly.   —clerkùli·ness n. 

Cler·mont-Fer·rand (klHr-moNÙfN-räNù, -fH-)  A city of central France west of 

Lyons. Clermont was founded in Roman times and merged with Montferrand, an 

11th-century town, in 1731. Population, 147,361. 

Cleve·land (klKvùlNnd)  1. A city of northeast Ohio on Lake Erie. A port of 

entry and industrial center, the city was laid out in 1796 by Moses Cleveland 

(1754-1806). Population, 505,616.  2. A city of southeast Tennessee east-north-

east of Chattanooga. It is a trade center with varied industries. Population, 

30,354. 

Cleveland, Mount.  A peak, 3,192.1 m (10,466 ft) high, of northwest Mon-

tana. It is the highest point in the Lewis Range of the Rocky Mountains. 

Cleve·land (klKvùlNnd), (Stephen) Grover. 1837-1908.  The 22nd and 24th 

President of the United States (1885-1889 and 1893-1897). He was known as an 

honest, independent President opposed to corruption and the spoils system. 

Cleveland Heights (klKvùlNnd hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential 

suburb of Cleveland. Population, 54,052. 

clev·er (klHvùNr) adj.  clev·er·er, clev·er·est. 1. Mentally quick and original; 

bright.  2. Nimble with the hands or body; dexterous.  3. Exhibiting quick-wit-

tedness:  a clever story.  4. New England. Easily managed; docile: “Oxen must be 

pretty clever to be bossed around the way they are” (Dialect Notes).  5. New 

England. Affable but not especially smart.  6. Chiefly Southern U.S. Good-

natured; amiable.  See Regional note at ugly.  [Middle English cliver;; akin to East 

Frisian klifer, klüfer, perhaps from kl7fen, to gnaw apart, work assiduously, of 



Low German origin; akin to Old Saxon klioban, to split, cleave. See gleubh- in 

Appendix.] —clevùer·ly adv.  —clevùer·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: clever, ingenious, shrewd. These adjectives are compared as they

refer to mental adroitness or to practical ingenuity and skill. Clever, the most

comprehensive, stresses mental quickness or adeptness: “If I ever felt inclined to

be timid as I was going into a room full of people, I would say to myself, ‘You’re the

cleverest member of one of the cleverest families in the cleverest class of the cleverest

nation in the world, why should you be frightened?’” (Beatrice Webb). Ingenious

implies originality and inventiveness: “an ingenious solution to the storage problem”

(Linda Greider). Shrewd emphasizes mental astuteness and practical understand-

ing: “a woman of shrewd intellect and masculine character” (Leslie Stephen). 

REGIONAL NOTE: In the 17th and 18th centuries, in addition to its basic sense

of “able to use the brain readily and effectively,” the word clever acquired a con-

stellation of imprecise but generally positive senses in regional British speech:

“clean-limbed and handsome,” “neat and convenient to use,” and “of an agreeable

disposition.” Some of these British regional senses, brought over when America

was colonized, are still found in American regional speech, as in the South, where

clever can mean “good-natured, amiable,” in old-fashioned speech. The speech of

New England extends the meaning “good-natured” to animals in the specific

sense of “easily managed, docile.” Perhaps it was the association with animals that

gave rise to another meaning, “affable but not especially smart,” applicable to peo-

ple when used in old-fashioned New England dialects. 

WORD HISTORY: Being too clever is thought to be unwise, and support for

this popular notion may be afforded by the fact that the devil seems to have been

the first “clever” one in English. The source of our word clever is probably the

Middle English word cliver, recorded only once in a work written before 1250, in

which it is said that the devil is “cliver on sinnes.” This means something like

“skillful in respect to sins.” Cliver probably goes back to the Indo-European root

gleubh-, “to cut, cleave.” Although the intermediate ancestry of cliver is unclear,

the semantic connection has to do with penetration or incisiveness—that is, cut-

ting through to the heart of the matter, just as a woodcarver cuts through material

in order to realize a certain vision.

Cleves (klKvz)  See Kleve. 
clev·is (klHvùVs) n.  A U-shaped metal piece with holes in each end through which 

a pin or bolt is run, used as a fastening device.  [From clevi, possibly of Scandina-

vian origin; akin to Old Norse klofi, cleft. See gleubh- in Appendix.]

clew1 (klu) n.  1. A ball of yarn or thread.  2. Greek Mythology. The ball of 

thread used by Theseus to find his way out of the labyrinth.  3. clews. The cords 

by which a hammock is suspended.  4.  Also clue. Nautical. a. One of the two 



lower corners of a square sail.  b. The lower aft corner of a fore-and-aft sail.  c. A 

metal loop attached to the lower corner of a sail.    —  v.  tr. clewed, clew·ing, 
clews. 1. To roll or coil into a ball.  2.  Also clue. Nautical. To raise the lower 

corners of (a square sail) by means of clew lines. Used with up.  [Middle English 

clewe, from Old English cliwen.]

clew2 (klu) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of clue1. 
clew line (klu lXn) n.  Nautical. A rope used to raise the clew of a sail up to the 

yard or mast. 

Cli·burn (klXùbNrn), Van. Born 1934.  American pianist who was the first Amer-

ican to win the Tchaikovsky Prize (1958). 

cli·ché (klK-sh7ù) n.  A trite or overused expression or idea: “Even while the phrase 

was degenerating to cliché in ordinary public use... scholars were giving it increasing 

attention” (Anthony Brandt).  [French, past participle of clicher, to stereotype 

(imitative of the sound made when the matrix is dropped into molten metal to 

make a stereotype plate).]

SYNONYMS: cliché, bromide, commonplace, platitude, truism. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “an expression or idea that has lost its original-

ity or force through overuse”: a short story weakened by clichés; the old bromide

that we are what we eat; uttered the commonplace “welcome aboard”; taking comfort

in the platitude that all will end well; a once-original thought that has become a

truism.

cli·chéd (klK-sh7dù) adj.  Having become stale or commonplace through over-

use; hackneyed: “In the States, it might seem a little clichéd; in Paris, it seems fresh 

and original” (Nina Martin). 

Cli·chy (klK-shKù)  A city of north-central France, a suburb of Paris. It was a resi-

dence of Merovingian royalty in the seventh century. Population, 46,895. 

click (klVk) n.  1. A brief, sharp, nonresonant sound:  the click of a door latch.  2. A 

mechanical device, such as a pawl, that snaps into position.  3. Linguistics. An 

implosive stop found in some African languages and produced by raising the 

back of the tongue to make contact with the soft palate and simultaneously clos-

ing the lips or touching the teeth or alveolar ridge with the tip and sides of the 

tongue. In this sense, also calledsuction stop  —  v.  clicked, click·ing, clicks.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To produce a click or series of clicks.  2. Slang. a. To be a great suc-

cess:  The play clicked on Broadway.  b. To function well together; hit it off.  c. To 

become clear; fall into place.    —  v.  tr. To cause to click, as by striking together:  

clicked his heels.  [Imitative.] —clickùer n. 

click beetle (klVk bKtùl) n.  Any of various beetles of the family Elateridae, char-

acterized by the ability to right themselves from an overturned position by flip-

ping into the air with a clicking sound.  Also called snapping beetle 



cli·ent (klXùNnt) n.  1. The party for which professional services are rendered, as 

by an attorney.  2. A customer or patron:  clients of the hotel.  3. A person using 

the services of a social services agency.  4. One that depends on the protection of 

another.  5. A client state.  6. Computer Science. A computer or program that can 

download files for manipulation from a server.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin cliKns, client-, dependent, follower. See klei- in Appendix.] 
—cliùent·age (-Nn-tVj) n.  —cli·enùtal (klX-Hnùtl, klXùNn-) adj. 

cli·en·tele (klXÙNn-tHlù, klKÙän-) n.  1. The clients of a professional person or 

practice considered as a group.  2. A body of customers or patrons:  a restaurant’s 

clientele.  [French clientèle, from Latin clientKla, clientship, from cliKns, client. See 

CLIENT.]

client state (klXùNnt st7t) n.  A country that is dependent on the economic or 

military support of a larger, more powerful country: “Each superpower continues 

to arm its client states” (C.L. Sulzberger). 

cliff (klVf) n.  A high, steep, or overhanging face of rock.  [Middle English clif, 

from Old English.] —cliffùy adj. 

cliff brake (klVf br7k) n.  Any of several ferns in the widely distributed genus 

Pellaea, typically growing in relatively dry, rocky areas or on cliffs and having pin-

nately compound, often leathery leaves. 

cliff dweller (klVf dwHlùNr) n.  1. A member of certain Anasazi groups of the 

southwest United States who built rock or adobe dwellings on sheltered ledges in 

the sides of cliffs.  2. Informal. A person who lives in a large apartment house, 

especially in a city.   —cliff dwelling n. 

cliff·hang·er (klVfùh4ngÙNr) n.  1. A melodramatic serial in which each episode 

ends in suspense.  2. A suspenseful situation occurring at the end of a chapter, a 

scene, or an episode.  3. A contest so closely matched that the outcome is uncer-

tain until the end.   —cliffùhangÙing adj. 

Clif·ford (klVfùNrd), Nathan. 1803-1881.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1858-1881). 

Cliff·side Park (klVfùsXdÙ pärk)  A borough of northeast New Jersey on the Pal-

isades overlooking the Hudson River opposite New York City. It is mainly residen-

tial and has varied light industries. Population, 20,393. 

cliff swallow (klVf swmlùo) n.  A North American swallow (Petrochelidon pyr-

rhonota) that builds a bottle-shaped nest of mud, grass, and twigs on the face of a 

cliff or bluff or under the eaves of a roof. 

Clift (klVft), Montgomery. 1920-1966.  American actor known for his perfor-

mances in Red River (1948), From Here to Eternity (1953), and Judgment at 

Nuremberg (1961). 

Clif·ton (klVfùtNn)  A city of northeast New Jersey near Paterson. It was formerly 

part of Passaic. Population, 71,742. 



cli·mac·ter·ic (klX-m4kùtNr-Vk, klXÙm4k-tHrùVk) n.  1. a. A period of life charac-

terized by physiological and psychic change that marks the end of the reproduc-

tive capacity of women and terminates with the completion of menopause.  b. A 

corresponding period sometimes occurring in men that may be marked by a 

reduction in sexual activity, although fertility is retained.   2. A critical period or 

year in a person’s life when major changes in health or fortune are thought to take 

place.  3. A critical stage, period, or year: “before the end of the millennium, 

whether [he] lives to see that ecclesiastical climacteric or not” (Conor Cruise 

O’Brien).   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a climacteric.  2. Critical; crucial.  [From 

Latin clXmactKricus, of a dangerous period in life, from Greek klimaktKrikos, from 

klimaktKr, dangerous point, rung of a ladder, from klimax, ladder. See CLIMAX.]

cli·mac·tic (klX-m4kùtVk) also cli·mac·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Relating to or consti-

tuting a climax.   —cli·macùti·cal·ly adv. 

cli·mate (klXùmVt) n.  1. The meteorological conditions, including temperature, 

precipitation, and wind, that characteristically prevail in a particular region.  2. A 

region of the earth having particular meteorological conditions:  lives in a cold cli-

mate.  3. A prevailing condition or set of attitudes in human affairs:  a climate of 

unrest.  [Middle English climat, from Old French, from Late Latin clXma, clXmat-, 

from Greek klima, surface of the earth, region. See klei- in Appendix.]

cli·mat·ic (klX-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to climate.  2. Ecology. Influenced 

by or resulting from the prevailing climate.   —cli·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

cli·ma·tol·o·gy (klXÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The meteorological study of climates and 

their phenomena.   —cliÙma·to·logùic (-mN-tl-mjùVk), cliÙma·to·logùi·cal (-V-
kNl)  adj.  —cliÙma·to·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —cliÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

cli·max (klXùm4ksÙ) n.  1. The point of greatest intensity or force in an ascending 

series or progression; a culmination.  See Synonyms at summit.  2. a. A series of 

statements or ideas in an ascending order of rhetorical force or intensity.  b. The 

final statement in such a series.   3. a. A moment of great or culminating inten-

sity in a narrative or drama, especially the conclusion of a crisis.  b. The turning 

point in a plot or dramatic action.   4.  See orgasm (n., sense 1).  5. A stage in 

ecological development in which a community of organisms, especially plants, is 

stable and capable of perpetuating itself.  Also called climax community  —  v.  tr. 

intr. cli·maxed, cli·max·ing, cli·max·es. To bring to or reach a climax.  [Latin 

clXmax, rhetorical climax, from Greek klimax, ladder. See klei- in Appendix.]

climb (klXm) v.  climbed, climb·ing, climbs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move upward on 

or mount, especially by using the hands and feet or the feet alone; ascend:  climb a 

mountain; climbed the stairs.  2. To grow in an upward direction on or over:  ivy 

climbing the walls.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move oneself upward, especially by using the 

hands and feet.  2. To rise slowly, steadily, or effortfully; ascend.  See Synonyms at 

rise.  3. To move in a specified direction by using the hands and feet:  climbed 

down the ladder; climbed out the window.  4. To slant or slope upward:  The road 



climbs steeply to the top.  5. To engage in the activity or sport of mountain climb-

ing.  6. To grow in an upward direction, as some plants do, often by means of 

twining stems or tendrils.   —  n.  1. An act of climbing; an ascent:  a long, 

exhausting climb to the top.  2. A place to be climbed:  The face of the cliff was a 

steep climb.  [Middle English climben, from Old English climban.] —climbùa·ble 
(klXùmN-bNl) adj. 

climb-down  or climb·down (klXmùdounÙ) n.  A retreat from an earlier posi-

tion or opinion; a backing down: “Agreeing to give up their arms and to yield con-

trol of Tripoli represented a major climb-down” (Jim Muir). 

climb·er (klXùmNr) n.  1. One that climbs, especially a person who climbs moun-

tains.  2. Sports. A device, such as a crampon, used in mountain climbing.  3. A 

plant that climbs.  4. A person who avidly seeks a higher social or professional 

position. 

climb·ing fern (klXùmVng fûrn) n.  Any of various terrestrial ferns of the genus 

Lygodium, having a single pinnately compound leaf that climbs by twining, 

including L. palmatum of the eastern United States. 

climbing iron (klXùmVng XùNrn) n.  Sports. See crampon (n., sense 2). 

climbing perch (klXùmVng pûrch) n.  A freshwater fish (Anabas testudineus) of 

tropical Asia, having modified gills allowing it to breathe air and pectoral fins 

adapted for traveling on land. 

clime (klXm) n.  Climate:  in search of warmer climes.  [Middle English, region of 

the earth, from Late Latin clXma, from Greek klima. See CLIMATE.]

clin- pref.  Variant of clino-. 
-clinal suff.  Sloping:  synclinal.  [From Greek klinein, to lean. See klei- in Appen-

dix.]

cli·nan·dri·um (klV-n4nùdrK-Nm) n.  pl. cli·nan·dri·a (-drK-N). Botany. A hol-

low containing the anther in the upper part of the column of an orchid flower.  

[New Latin  : Greek klinK, couch (from klinein, to recline); see klei- in Appendix 

+ New Latin -andrium, stamen (from Greek anKr, andr-, man); see -ANDRY.]

clinch (klVnch) v.  clinched, clinch·ing, clinch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To fix or 

secure (a nail or bolt, for example) by bending down or flattening the pointed 

end that protrudes.  b. To fasten together in this way.   2. To settle definitely and 

conclusively; make final: “The cocktail circuit is a constant and more contracts are 

clinched over pâté than over paper” (Ann L. Trebbe).  3. Nautical. To fasten with a 

clinch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be held together securely.  2. Sports. To hold a boxing 

opponent’s body with one or both arms to prevent or hinder his punches.  

3. Slang. To embrace amorously.   —  n.  1. Something, such as a clamp, that 

clinches.  2. The clinched part of a nail, bolt, or rivet.  3. Sports. An act or 

instance of clinching in boxing.  4. Nautical. A knot in a rope made by a half 

hitch with the end of the rope fastened back by seizing.  Also called clench 

5. Slang. An amorous embrace.  [Variant of CLENCH.]



clinch·er (klVnùchNr) n.  1. One that clinches, as: a. A nail, screw, or bolt for 

clinching.  b. A tool for clinching nails, screws, or bolts.   2. Informal. A point, 

fact, or remark that settles something conclusively; a decisive factor. 

Clinch River (klVnch rVvùNr)  A river rising in southwest Virginia and flowing 

about 483 km (300 mi) generally southwest across eastern Tennessee to the Ten-

nessee River. 

cline (klXn) n.  Ecology. A gradual change in a character or feature across the dis-

tributional range of a species or population, usually correlated with an environ-

mental or a geographic transition.  [From Greek klinein, to lean. See klei- in 

Appendix.] —clinùal (klXùnNl) adj. 

-cline suff.  Slope:  anticline.  [Back-formation from -CLINAL.]

cling (klVng) v.  intr. clung (klƒng), cling·ing, clings. 1. To hold fast or adhere 

to something, as by grasping, sticking, embracing, or entwining:  clung to the rope 

to keep from falling; fabrics that cling to the body.  2. To remain close; resist separa-

tion:  We clung together in the storm.  3. To remain emotionally attached; hold on:  

clinging to outdated customs.   —  n.  Botany. A clingstone.  [Middle English clin-

gen, from Old English clingan.] —clingùer n.  —clingùy adj. 

cling·fish (klVngùfVshÙ) n.  pl. clingfish or cling·fish·es. Any of various small 

marine fishes of the family Gobiesocidae, having a large sucking disk under the 

front part of the body by which they fasten themselves to rocks and seaweed. 

Cling·mans Dome (klVngùmNnz dom)  A mountain, 2,026.1 m (6,643 ft) 

high, in the Great Smoky Mountains on the Tennessee-North Carolina border. It 

is the highest elevation of the range and the highest point in Tennessee. 

cling·stone (klVngùstonÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a fruit, especially a peach, hav-

ing flesh that adheres closely to the stone.   —  n.  A clingstone fruit, especially a 

peach. 

clin·ic (klVnùVk) n.  1. A facility, often associated with a hospital or medical 

school, that is devoted to the diagnosis and care of outpatients.  2. A medical 

establishment run by several specialists working in cooperation and sharing the 

same facilities.  3. A group session offering counsel or instruction in a particular 

field or activity:  a vocational clinic; a tennis clinic.  4. a. A seminar or meeting of 

physicians and medical students in which medical instruction is conducted in the 

presence of the patient, as at the bedside.  b. A place where such instruction 

occurs.  c. A class or lecture of medical instruction conducted in this manner.   

[French clinique, from Greek klinikK (tekhnK), clinical (method), feminine of klin-

ikos, from klinK, couch, bed. See klei- in Appendix.]

-clinic suff.  1. Sloping:  isoclinic.  2. Having a specified number of oblique axial 

intersections:  triclinic. 

clin·i·cal (klVnùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or connected with a clinic.  

2. Involving or based on direct observation of the patient:  a clinical diagnosis.  

3. Very objective and devoid of emotion; analytical: “He spoke in the clipped, clin-



ical monotones typical of police testimony in court” (Connie Paige).  4. Suggestive 

of a medical clinic; austere and antiseptic:  a clinical style of decor.   —clinùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

clinical thermometer (klVnùV-kNl thNr-mmmùV-tNr) n.  A thermometer used 

to measure body temperature, especially a small glass thermometer designed with 

a narrowing above the bulb so that the mercury column stays in position when 

the instrument is removed from the body. 

cli·ni·cian (klV-nVshùNn) n.  1. A physician, psychologist, or psychiatrist special-

izing in clinical studies or practice.  2. One who conducts sessions or teaches at a 

clinic.  [French clinicien, from clinique, clinic. See CLINIC.]

clink1 (klVngk) v.  intr. tr. clinked, clink·ing, clinks. To make or cause to make 

a light, sharp ringing sound.   —  n.  A light, sharp ringing sound, as of glass or 

metal.  [Middle English clinken, probably from Middle Dutch klinken, of imita-

tive origin.]

clink2 (klVngk) n.  Slang. A prison or a prison cell; a jail:  spent the night in the 

clink.  [After Clink, a district of London famous for its prison.]

clink·er (klVngùkNr) n.  1. The incombustible residue, fused into an irregular 

lump, that remains after the combustion of coal.  2. A partially vitrified brick or a 

mass of bricks fused together.  3. An extremely hard burned brick.  4. Vitrified 

matter expelled by a volcano.  5. Slang. a. A sour note in a musical performance:  

hit a clinker.  b. A mistake; a blunder.  c. Something of inferior quality; a conspic-

uous failure:  a clinker of a show.   6. Chiefly British. Something admirable or 

first-rate.   —  v.  intr. clink·ered, clink·er·ing, clink·ers. To form clinkers in 

burning.  [Obsolete Dutch klinckaerd, from Middle Dutch klinken, to clink. See 

CLINK
1.]

clink·er-built (klVngùkNr-bVltÙ) adj.  Built with overlapping planks or boards, as 

a ship.  [From obsolete clinker, clinch-nail, from Middle English clinken, probably 

variant of clenchen, to clench, from Old English beclencan.]

clino-  or clin- pref.  Slope; slant:  clinometer.  [New Latin, from Greek klinein, to 

slope. See klei- in Appendix.]

cli·nom·e·ter (klX-nmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of various surveying instruments for 

measuring angles of elevation, slope, or incline, as of an embankment.  Also 

called inclinometer  —cliÙno·metùric (-nN-mHtùrVk), cliÙno·metùri·cal adj.  

—cli·nomùe·try n. 

clin·quant (klVngùkNnt, kl4N-käNù) adj.  Glittering with gold or tinsel.   —  n.  

Imitation gold leaf; tinsel; glitter.  [French, glistening, tinkling, present participle 

of obsolete clinquer, to clink, perhaps from Middle Dutch klinken. See CLINK
1.]

Clin·ton (klVnùtNn)  1. An unincorporated community of west-central Maryland 

southeast of Washington, D.C. Andrews Air Force Base is nearby. Population, 

19,987.  2. A city of east-central Iowa on the Mississippi River northeast of Dav-



enport. It is a manufacturing and trade center in an agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 32,828. 

Clin·ton (klVnùtNn), DeWitt. 1769-1828.  American politician who as governor 

of New York (1817-1823 and 1825-1828) was a principal supporter of the Erie 

Canal (completed 1825). 

Clin·ton1 (klVnùtNn), George. 1686?-1761.  British naval officer and colonial 

administrator who served as governor of Newfoundland (1732-1741) and New 

York (1741-1753). 

Clin·ton2 (klVnùtNn), George. 1739-1812.  Vice President of the United States 

(1805-1812) under Thomas Jefferson and James Madison. As governor of New 

York (1777-1795) he was suspicious of centralized government and opposed New 

York’s ratification of the U.S. Constitution. 

Clin·ton (klVnùtNn), Sir Henry. 1738-1795.  British general in the American Rev-

olution who was commander in chief of British forces in North America (1778-

1781). 

Clin·ton (klVnùtNn), Hillary Rodham. Born 1947.  First Lady of the United 

States (since 1993) as the wife of President Bill Clinton. She is an attorney and a 

noted spokesperson for children’s rights. 

Clin·ton (klVnùtNn), James. 1733-1812.  American military leader who fought in 

the French and Indian War (1755-1763) and served as a brigadier general during 

the American Revolution. 

Clin·ton (klVnùtNn), William Jefferson. Known as “Bill.” Born 1946.  The 42nd 

President of the United States (since 1993). He previously served as the governor 

of Arkansas (1979-1981 and 1983-1993). 

clin·to·ni·a (klVn-toùnK-N) n.  Any of various perennial herbs of the genus Clin-

tonia in the lily family, native to North America and eastern Asia and having 

broad basal leaves, white, greenish-yellow, or purplish flowers, and blue or black 

berries.  [New Latin Clintonia, genus name, after DeWitt CLINTON.]

Cli·o (klXùo) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The Muse of history.  2. pl. Cli·os (klKùo). A 

statuette awarded annually for outstanding achievement in radio and television 

advertising.  [Latin, from Greek Kleio, from kleiein, to tell. See kleu- in Appen-

dix.]

cli·o·met·rics (klXÙN-mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of history 

using economic models and advanced mathematical methods of data processing 

and analysis.  [CLIO + -METRICS.] —cliÙo·metùric adj.  —cliÙo·me·triùcian (-mV-
trVshùNn) n. 

clip1 (klVp) v.  clipped, clip·ping, clips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut, cut off, or cut out 

with or as if with shears:  clip coupons; clipped three seconds off the record.  2. To 

make shorter by cutting; trim:  clip a hedge.  3. To cut off the edge of:  clip a coin.  

4. To cut short; curtail.  5. a. To shorten (a word or words) by leaving out letters 

or syllables.  b. To enunciate with clarity and precision:  clip one’s words.   



6. Informal. To hit with a sharp blow:  clipped me under the eye.  7. Slang. To 

cheat, swindle, or rob.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cut something.  2. Informal. To move 

rapidly.   —  n.  1. The act of clipping.  2. Something clipped off, especially: 

a. The wool shorn at one shearing, as of sheep.  b. A season’s shearing.   3. A 

short extract from a film or videotape.  4. Informal. A quick, sharp blow:  a clip 

on the ear.  5. Informal. A pace or rate:  go at a fast clip.  6. A single occasion; a 

time:  could write nine pages at a clip.  7. clips. A pair of shears or clippers.  [Mid-

dle English clippen, from Old Norse klippa.]

clip2 (klVp) n.  1. Any of various devices for gripping or holding things together; a 

clasp or fastener.  2. A piece of jewelry that fastens with a clasp or clip; a brooch.  

3. A cartridge clip.  4. Football. An act of clipping.   —  v.  tr. clipped, clip·ping, 
clips. 1. To fasten with or as if with a clip; hold tightly.  2. Football. To block (an 

opponent who is not carrying the ball) illegally from the rear.  3. Archaic. To 

embrace or encompass.  [Middle English, hook, from clippen, to clasp, embrace, 

from Old English clyppan.]

clip·board (klVpùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A small writing board with a spring clip at 

the top for holding papers or a writing pad. 

clip joint (klVp joint) n.  Slang. A restaurant, nightclub, or other business where 

customers are regularly overcharged. 

clip-on (klVpùmnÙ, -ônÙ) adj.  Designed to attach by means of a clip:  clip-on ear-

rings.   —clipù-onÙ n. 

clipped form (klVpt fôrm) n.  A word formed by dropping one or more sylla-

bles from a polysyllabic word, such as gas from gasoline or phone from telephone. 

clip·per (klVpùNr) n.  1. One that cuts, shears, or clips.  2. An instrument or tool 

for cutting, clipping, or shearing. Often used in the plural:  nail clippers.  

3. Nautical. A sharp-bowed sailing vessel of the mid-19th century, having tall 

masts and sharp lines and built for great speed.  4. One that moves very fast.  

5. Electronics. See limiter (n., sense 2). 

clip·ping (klVpùVng) n.  Something cut off or out, especially an item clipped from 

a newspaper or magazine. 

clip·sheet (klVpùshKtÙ) n.  A sheet of paper containing news items and other 

newspaper material, usually printed on only one side for convenience in clipping 

and reprinting. 

clique (klKk, klVk) n.  A small, exclusive group of friends or associates.  See Syn-

onyms at circle.   —  v.  intr. cliqued, cliqu·ing, cliques. Informal. To form, 

associate in, or act as a clique.  [French, from Old French, latch, or from obsolete 

French cliquer, to click, clink of imitative origin.] —cliquùey, cliquùy, cliquùish 

adj.  —cliquùish·ly adv.  —cliquùish·ness n. 

Clis·the·nes (klVsùthN-nKzÙ)  See Cleisthenes. 
cli·tel·lum (klX-tHlùNm) n.  pl. cli·tel·la (-tHlùN). A swollen, glandular, saddlelike 

region in the epidermis of certain annelid worms, such as the earthworm, that 



secretes a viscous fluid to form a cocoon for their eggs.  [New Latin clXtellum, sing. 

of Latin clXtellae, packsaddle. See klei- in Appendix.]

clit·o·ris (klVtùNr-Vs, klXùtNr-) n.  A small, elongated erectile organ at the anterior 

part of the vulva, homologous with the penis.  [New Latin, from Greek kleitoris. 

See klei- in Appendix.] —clitùo·ral (-Nr-Nl) adj. 

Clive (klXv), Robert Baron Clive of Plassey. 1725-1774.  British soldier and 

statesman who was instrumental in securing Great Britain’s interests in India. 

clk. abbr.  Clerk. 

clm. abbr.  Column. 

clo·a·ca (klo-7ùkN) n.  pl. clo·a·cae (-sKÙ). 1. A sewer or latrine.  2. Zoology. 

a. The common cavity into which the intestinal, genital, and urinary tracts open 

in vertebrates such as fish, reptiles, birds, and some primitive mammals.  b. The 

posterior part of the intestinal tract in various invertebrates.   [Latin clo7ca, sewer, 

canal.] —clo·aùcal (-kNl) adj. 

cloak (klok) n.  1. A loose outer garment, such as a cape.  2. Something that cov-

ers or conceals:  a cloak of secrecy.   —  v.  tr. cloaked, cloak·ing, cloaks. To 

cover or conceal with or as if with a cloak.  See Synonyms at clothe. See Syn-

onyms at disguise. See Synonyms at hide1.  [Middle English cloke, from Old 

North French cloque, cloak, bell (from its shape), from Medieval Latin clocca. See 

CLOCK
1.]

cloak-and-dag·ger (klokÙNn-d4gùNr) adj.  Marked by melodramatic intrigue 

and often espionage. 

cloak fern (klok fûrn) n.  Any of various ferns in the genus Notholaena, native 

chiefly to the temperate and tropical Americas, having pinnately compound 

leaves, and often found in dry, rocky areas. 

cloak·room (klokùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  1. A room where coats and other articles 

may be left temporarily, as in a theater or school.  Also called coatroom 2. A pri-

vate lounge adjacent to a legislative chamber. 

clob·ber (klmbùNr) v.  tr. clob·bered, clob·ber·ing, clob·bers. Slang. 1. To 

strike violently and repeatedly; batter or maul.  2. To defeat decisively.  3. To crit-

icize harshly.  [Origin unknown.]

clo·chard (klo-shärù) n.  pl. clo·chards (-shärù). A tramp; a vagrant.  [French, 

from clocher, to limp, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *cloppic7re, from clop-

pus, lame person, alteration of Latin claudus.]

cloche (klosh) n.  1. A close-fitting woman’s hat with a bell-like shape.  2. A 

usually bell-shaped cover, used chiefly to protect plants from frost.  [French, 

from Old French, bell, from Medieval Latin clocca. See CLOCK
1.]

clock1 (klmk) n.  1. An instrument other than a watch for measuring or indicat-

ing time, especially a mechanical or electronic device having a numbered dial and 

moving hands or a digital display.  2. A time clock.  3. A source of regularly 

occurring pulses used to measure the passage of time, as in a computer.  4. Any of 



various devices that indicate measurement, such as a speedometer or a taximeter.  

5. Botany. The downy flower head of a dandelion that has gone to seed.   —  v.  

clocked, clock·ing, clocks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To time, as with a stopwatch:  clock a 

runner.  2. To register or record with a mechanical device:  clocked the winds at 60 

miles per hour.   —  v.  intr. To record working hours with a time clock:  clocks in at 

8 A.M. and out at 4 P.M.   —idiom. clean (someone’s) clock. Slang. To beat or 

defeat decisively: “Immense linemen declared their intentions to clean the clocks of 

opposing players” (Russell Baker).  [Middle English clokke, from Old North French 

cloque, bell, or from Middle Dutch clocke, bell, clock  both from Medieval Latin 

clocca, of imitative origin.] —clockùer n. 

clock2 (klmk) n.  An embroidered or woven decoration on the side of a stocking 

or sock.  [Perhaps from CLOCK
1, bell (obsolete), from its original bell-shaped 

appearance.]

clock radio (klmk r7ùdK-o) n.  A radio having a built-in alarm clock that can be 

set to turn the radio on automatically. 

clock-watch·er (klmkùwôchÙNr) n.  A person who is eager for the time to pass, 

as at work or school.   —clockù-watchÙing n. 

clock·wise (klmkùwXzÙ) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. cw. In the same direction as the 

rotating hands of a clock. 

clock·work (klmkùwûrkÙ) n.  A mechanism of geared wheels driven by a wound 

spring, as in a mechanical clock.   —idiom. like clockwork. With machinelike 

regularity and precision; perfectly:  The project proceeded like clockwork. 

clod (klmd) n.  1. A lump or chunk, especially of earth or clay.  2. Earth or soil.  

3. A dull, stupid person; a dolt.  [Middle English, variant of clot, lump. See CLOT.] 
—clodùdish adj.  —clodùdish·ly adv.  —clodùdish·ness n. 

clod·hop·per (klmdùhmpÙNr) n.  1. A clumsy, coarse person; a bumpkin.  2. A 

big, heavy shoe. 

clo·fi·brate (klo-fXùbr7t, -fVbùr7t) n.  A synthetic drug, C12H15ClO3, used pri-

marily to reduce abnormally elevated levels of plasma cholesterol and triglyceride.  

[clofibric acid (perhaps C(H)LO(RO)- + FIBR(O)- + -IC) + -ATE
2.]

clog (klôg, klmg) n.  1. An obstruction or hindrance.  2. A weight, such as a block, 

attached to the leg of an animal to hinder movement.  3. A heavy, usually 

wooden-soled shoe.   —  v.  clogged, clog·ging, clogs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

obstruct movement on or in; block up:  Heavy traffic clogged the freeways.  2. To 

hamper the function or activity of; impede: “attorneys clogging our courts with 

actions designed to harass state and local governments” (Roslyn L. Anderson and 

Patricia L. Irvin).   —  v.  intr. 1. To become obstructed or choked up:  The pipes 

had clogged with rust.  2. To thicken or stick together; clot.  3. To do a clog dance.  

[Middle English, block attached to an animal’s leg.]

clog dance (klôg d4ns) n.  A dance performed while wearing clogs and charac-

terized by heavy, stamping steps.   —clog dancer n. 



cloi·son·né (kloiÙzN-n7ù, klN-wäÙzN-) n.  1. Enamelware in which the surface 

decoration is formed by different colors of enamel separated by thin strips of 

metal.  2. The process or method of producing such enamelware.  [French, past 

participle of cloisonner, to partition, from Old French cloison, partition, from 

Vulgar Latin *clausio, clausion-, from Latin clausus, past participle of claudere, to 

close, lock.] —cloi·son·néù adj. 

clois·ter (kloiùstNr) n.  1. A covered walk with an open colonnade on one side, 

running along the walls of buildings that face a quadrangle.  2. a. A place, espe-

cially a monastery or convent, devoted to religious seclusion.  b. Life in a monas-

tery or convent.   3. A secluded, quiet place.   —  v.  tr. clois·tered, 
clois·ter·ing, clois·ters. 1. To shut away from the world in or as if in a cloister; 

seclude.  2. To furnish (a building) with a cloister.  [Middle English cloistre, from 

Old French, alteration (influenced by cloison, partition); see CLOISONNÉ, of clostre, 

from Latin claustrum, enclosed place, from claudere, to close.]

clois·tral (kloiùstrNl) also claus·tral (klôùstrNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or sug-

gesting a cloister; secluded.  2. Living in a cloister. 

clomb (klom) v.  Archaic. A past tense and a past participle of climb. 
clom·i·phene (klmmùN-fKn, kloùmN-) n.  A synthetic drug, C26H28CINO, that is 

used in its citrate form to stimulate ovulation.  [C(H)LO(RO)- + (A)MI(NE) + 

PHEN(YL).]

clomp (klmmp) v.  intr. clomped, clomp·ing, clomps. To walk heavily and 

noisily.  [Imitative.]

clone (klon) n.  1. A group of genetically identical cells descended from a single 

common ancestor, such as a bacterial colony whose members arose from a single 

original cell as a result of binary fission.  2. An organism descended asexually 

from a single ancestor, such as a plant produced by layering or a polyp produced 

by budding.  3. A replica of a DNA sequence, such as a gene, produced by genetic 

engineering.  4. One that copies or closely resembles another, as in appearance or 

function: “filled with business-school clones in gray and blue suits” (Michael M. 

Thomas).   —  v.  cloned, clon·ing, clones.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make multiple 

identical copies of (a DNA sequence).  2. a. To establish and maintain pure lin-

eages of (a cell) under laboratory conditions.  b. To reproduce or propagate asex-

ually:  clone a frog; clone a plant variety.   3. To produce a copy of; imitate: “The 

look has been cloned into cliché” (Cathleen McGuigan).   —  v.  intr. To grow as a 

clone.  [Greek klon, twig.] —clonùal (kloùnNl) adj.  —clonùal·ly adv.  —clonùer 
n. 

clon·i·dine (klmnùV-dKnÙ, kloùnV-) n.  A synthetic drug, C9H9Cl2N3, used in the 

treatment of hypertension and for the prevention of migraine headaches.  

[C(H)LO(RO)- + (A)NI(LINE) + (IMI)D(E) + -INE
2.]

clo·nus (kloùnNs) n.  pl. clo·nus·es. An abnormality in neuromuscular activity 

characterized by rapidly alternating muscular contraction and relaxation.  [New 



Latin, from Greek klonos, turmoil.] —cloùnic (kloùnVk, klmnùVk) adj.  

—clo·nicùi·ty (klo-nVsùV-tK, klm-), cloùnism (kloùnVzÙNm, klmnùVzÙNm)  n. 

clop (klmp) n.  A sharp, hollow sound, as of a horse’s hoof striking pavement.   
—  v.  intr. clopped, clop·ping, clops. To make or move with this sound.  [Imi-

tative.]

clo·que also clo·qué (klo-k7ù) n.  A cotton, silk, or rayon fabric with a raised 

woven pattern and a puckered or quilted look.  [French cloqué, past participle of 

cloquer, to become blistered, from dialectal cloque, blister, from Medieval Latin 

clocca, bell. See CLOCK
1.]

close (klos) adj.  clos·er, clos·est. 1. Being near in space or time.  2. Being near 

in relationship:  close relatives.  3. Bound by mutual interests, loyalties, or affec-

tions; intimate:  close friends.  4. Having little or no space between elements or 

parts; tight and compact:  a close weave.  5. Being near the surface; short:  a close 

haircut.  6. Being on the brink of:  close to tears.  7. Decided by a narrow margin; 

almost even:  a close election.  8. Faithful to the original:  a close copy.  9. Rigorous; 

thorough:  close attention; close supervision.  10. Shut; closed.  11. Shut in; 

enclosed.  12. Confining or narrow; crowded:  close quarters.  13. Fitting tightly:  

close garments.  14. Lacking fresh air; stuffy:  a close room.  15. Confined to spe-

cific persons or groups:  a close secret.  16. Strictly confined or guarded:  kept 

under close custody.  17. Hidden from view; secluded.  18. Secretive; reticent:  was 

close about her personal life.  19. Giving or spending with reluctance; stingy.  

20. Not easily acquired; scarce:  Money was close.  21. Linguistics. Pronounced 

with the tongue near the palate, as the ee in meet. Used of vowels.  22. Marked by 

more rather than less punctuation, especially commas.   —  v.  closed, clos·ing, 
clos·es (kloz).  —  v.  tr. 1. To move (a door, for example) so that an opening or 

passage is covered or obstructed; shut.  2. To bar access to:  closed the road for 

repairs.  3. To fill or stop up:  closed the cracks with plaster.  4. To stop the opera-

tions of permanently or temporarily:  closed down the factory.  5. To bring to an 

end; terminate:  close a letter; close a bank account.  6. To bring together all the ele-

ments or parts of:  Management closed ranks and ostracized the troublemaker.  

7. To join or unite; bring into contact:  close a circuit.  8. To draw or bind together 

the edges of:  close a wound.  9. To complete the final details or negotiations on:  

close a deal.  10. Archaic. To enclose on all sides.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become shut:  

The door closed quietly.  2. To come to an end; finish:  The book closes on a hopeful 

note.  3. To reach an agreement; come to terms.  4. To cease operation:  The shop 

closes at six.  5. a. To engage at close quarters:  closed with the enemy.  b. To draw 

near:  The orbiter closed with the space station in preparation for docking.   6. To 

come together:  My arms closed around the little child.   —  n.  (kloz) 1. The act of 

closing.  2. A conclusion; a finish:  The meeting came to a close.  3. Music. The 

concluding part of a phrase or theme; a cadence.  4.  (klos) An enclosed place, 

especially land surrounding or beside a cathedral or other building.  5.  (klos) 



Chiefly British. A narrow way or alley.  6. Archaic. A fight at close quarters.   —  
adv.  closer, closest (klos). In a close position or manner; closely:  stayed close 

together.   —phrasal verbs. close in. 1. To seem to be gathering in on all sides:  

The problems closed in.  2. To advance on a target so as to block escape:  The police 

closed in on the sniper.  3. To surround so as to make unusable:  The airport was 

closed in by fog.  close out. 4. To dispose of (a line of merchandise) at reduced 

prices.  5. To terminate, as by selling:  close out a business.   —idioms. close to 
home. So as to affect one’s feelings or interests:  Her comment hit close to home.  

close to the wind. Nautical. At a close angle into the direction from which the 

wind is blowing:  sailing close to the wind.  [Middle English clos, closed, from Old 

French, from Latin clausus, past participle of claudere, to close. V., from Middle 

English closen from Old French clore, clos-, from Latin claudere.] —closeùly adv.  

—closeùness n.  —closùer (kloùzNr) n.  —closùing (kloùzVng) n.  

SYNONYMS: close, immediate, near, nearby, nigh, proximate. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “not far from another in space, time, or relation-

ship”: an airport close to town; her immediate family; his nearest relative; a nearby

library; our nighest neighbor; a proximate neighborhood. See also Synonyms at

complete familiar stingy 
ANTONYM: far

USAGE NOTE: Strictly speaking, the phrase close proximity says nothing that is

not said by proximity itself. Like other common redundancies, however (old ad-

age, mental telepathy), this usage is too widespread and too innocuous to be worth

objecting to. See Usage Note at redundancy.

close call (klos kôl) n.  Informal. A narrow escape. 

close corporation (klos kôrÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  See closed corporation. 
closed (klozd) adj.  1. Having boundaries; enclosed:  a closed corridor between 

the two buildings.  2. Blocked or barred to passage or entry:  a closed port.  

3. Explicitly limited; restricted:  closed membership.  4. Self-contained or self-suf-

ficient:  a closed relationship.  5. Barred to the public; conducted in secrecy:  a 

closed session of the judiciary committee.  6. Mathematics. a. Of or relating to a 

curve, such as a circle, having no endpoints.  b. Of or relating to a surface having 

no boundary curves.  c. Of or relating to an interval containing both its end-

points.  d. Characterized by or possessing the property by which an operation 

acting on an element in a set produces an element within the set.   7. Computer 

Science. a. Of or relating to a file that cannot be accessed.  b. Of or relating to a 

switch that is on.   8. Linguistics. Ending in a consonant:  a closed syllable. 

closed book (klozd btk) n.  A person or thing that cannot be known or 

understood; something unfathomable or puzzling. 



closed-cap·tioned (klozdÙk4pùshNnd) adj.  Broadcast with captions that can 

be seen only on a specially equipped receiver:  closed-captioned television for the 

hearing-impaired. 

closed chain (klozd ch7n) n.  Chemistry. See ring1 (n., sense 14). 

closed circuit (klozd sûrùkVt) n.  1. An electric circuit providing an uninter-

rupted, endless path for the flow of current.  2. A television transmission circuit 

with a limited number of reception stations and no broadcast facilities.   
—closedù-cirùcuit (klozdùsûrùkVt) adj. 

closed corporation (klozd kôrÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  A corporation in which the 

shares of stock are held by relatively few persons and are not publicly traded.  Also 

called close corporation 

closed couplet (klozd kƒpùlVt) n.  A rhymed couplet forming a complete 

thought or syntactic unit, for example, “True wit is nature to advantage dressed,/

What oft was thought, but ne’er so well expressed” (Alexander Pope). 

closed-door (klozdùdôrÙ, -dorÙ) adj.  Not open to the public; held in privacy:  a 

series of closed-door meetings. 

closed-end investment company (klozdùHndÙ Vn-vHstùmNnt kƒmùpN-

nK) n.  A company with fixed capitalization whose shares are bought and sold by 

investors and whose capital is invested in other companies. 

closed interval (klozd VnùtNr-vNl) n.  Mathematics. See interval (n., sense 4). 

closed-mind·ed (klozdùmXnùdVd) adj.  Variant of close-minded. 
close·down (klozùdounÙ) n.  A suspension or termination of operations:  a 

plant closedown. 

closed shop (klozd shmp) n.  See union shop. 
close-fist·ed (klosùfVsùtVd) adj.  Tightfisted; stingy.  See Synonyms at stingy. 
close-grained (klosùgr7ndù) adj.  Dense or compact in structure or texture, as 

a wood composed of small-diameter cells. 

close-hauled (klosùhôldù) adv.  & adj.  Nautical. With sails trimmed flat for 

sailing as close to the wind as possible. 

close-knit (klosùnVtÙ) adj.  Held tightly together, as by social or cultural ties:  a 

close-knit family. 

close-mind·ed (klosùmXnùdVd, klozù-)  or closed-mind·ed (klozdù-) adj.  

Intolerant of the beliefs and opinions of others; stubbornly unreceptive to new 

ideas.   —closeù-mindùed·ness n. 

close-mouthed (klosùmouthdù, -mouthtù) adj.  Disposed not to talk; tight-

lipped. 

close-or·der drill (klosùôrÙdNr drVl) n.  A military drill in marching, maneu-

vering, and formal handling of arms in which the participants perform at close 

intervals. 

close·out (klozùoutÙ) n.  A sale in which all remaining stock is disposed of, usu-

ally at greatly reduced prices. 



close shave (klos sh7v) n.  Informal. A narrow escape; a close call. 

clos·et (klmzùVt, klôùzVt) n.  1.  Abbr. cl. A cabinet or enclosed recess for linens, 

household supplies, or clothing.  2. A small private chamber, as for study or 

prayer.  3. A water closet; a toilet.  4. A state of secrecy or cautious privacy:  Two 

days before the election, the candidate suddenly came out of the closet and 

denounced the proposed law.   —  v.  tr. clos·et·ed, clos·et·ing, clos·ets. To 

enclose or shut up in a private room, as for discussion:  closeted themselves with 

their attorneys.   —  adj.  1. Private; confidential:  closet information.  2. Being so 

or engaging only in private; secret:  a closet proponent of a tax increase; a closet 

alcoholic.  3. Based on theory and speculation rather than practice.  [Middle 

English, private room, from Old French, diminutive of clos, enclosure, from Latin 

clausum, from neuter of clausus, enclosed. See CLOSE.] —closùet·fulÙ n. 

closet drama (klmzùVt dräùmN) n.  A play to be read rather than performed. 

closet queen (klmzùVt kwKn) n.  Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a gay 

or homosexual man who chooses not to reveal his sexual orientation. 

close-up (klosùƒpÙ) n.  1. A photograph or a film or television shot taken at 

close range.  2. An intimate view or description.   —closeù-upÙ adj. 

clos·ing transaction (kloùzVng tr4n-s4kùshNn) n.  1. The last transaction for 

a security during a trading day.  2. An option order that will eliminate or decrease 

the size of an existing option position. 

clos·trid·i·um (klm-strVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. clos·trid·i·a (-K-N). Any of various rod-

shaped, spore-forming, chiefly anaerobic bacteria of the genus Clostridium, such 

as the nitrogen-fixing bacteria found in soil and those causing botulism and teta-

nus.  [New Latin Clostridium, genus name, from Greek klostKr, spindle, from 

klothein, to spin.] —clos·tridùi·al (-Nl) adj. 

clo·sure (kloùzhNr) n.  1. The act of closing or the state of being closed:  closure 

of an incision.  2. Something that closes or shuts.  3. A bringing to an end; a con-

clusion:  finally brought the project to closure.  4.  See cloture.  5. The property of 

being mathematically closed.   —  v.  tr. clo·sured, clo·sur·ing, clo·sures. To 

cloture (a debate).  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin claus7ra, 

fortress, lock, from clausus, enclosed; see CLOSE. Sense 4, translation of French clô-

ture. See CLOTURE.]

clot (klmt) n.  1. A thick, viscous, or coagulated mass or lump, as of blood.  2. A 

clump, mass, or lump, as of clay.  3. A compact group:  a clot of automobiles block-

ing the tunnel’s entrance.   —  v.  clot·ted, clot·ting, clots.  —  v.  intr. To form 

into a clot or clots; coagulate.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to form into a clot or clots.  

See Synonyms at coagulate.  2. To fill or cover with or as if with clots.  [Middle 

English, from Old English clott, lump.]

cloth (klôth, klmth) n.  pl. cloths (klôths, klôthz, klmths, klmthz). Abbr. cl. 
1. Fabric or material formed by weaving, knitting, pressing, or felting natural or 

synthetic fibers.  2. A piece of fabric or material used for a specific purpose, as a 



tablecloth.  3. Nautical. a. Canvas.  b. A sail.   4. The characteristic attire of a 

profession, especially that of the clergy.  5. The clergy:  a man of the cloth.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English cl7th.]

cloth·bound (klôthùboundÙ, klmthù-) adj.  Having a cover of thick paper 

boards covered with cloth. Used of a book. 

clothe (kloth) v.  tr. clothed or clad (kl4d), cloth·ing, clothes. 1. To put 

clothes on; dress.  2. To provide clothes for.  3. To cover as if with clothing.  

[Middle English clothen, from Old English cl7thian, from cl7th, cloth.]

SYNONYMS: clothe, cloak, drape, mantle, robe. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to cover as if with clothes”: trees clothed in leafy splendor; mist that

cloaks the mountains; a beam draped with cobwebs; a boulder mantled with moss;

snow robing fields and gardens. 

ANTONYM: unclothe

clothes (kloz, klothz) pl.n.  1. Articles of dress; wearing apparel; garments.  

2. Bedclothes.  [Middle English, from Old English cl7thas, pl. of cl7th, cloth.]

clothes·horse (klozùhôrsÙ, klothzù-) n.  1. A frame on which clothes are hung 

to dry or air.  2. A person excessively concerned with dress. 

clothes·line (klozùlXnÙ, klothzù-) n.  A cord, rope, or wire on which clothes may 

be hung to dry or air.   —  v.  tr. clothes·lined, clothes·lin·ing, clothes·lines. 
Sports. To knock down (an opponent in an athletic contest) by hooking the neck 

with an outstretched arm. 

clothes moth (kloz môth) n.  Any of various moths of the family Tineidae, 

whose larvae feed on wool, hair, fur, and feathers. 

clothes·pin (klozùpVnÙ, klothzù-) n.  A clip of wood or plastic for fastening 

clothes to a clothesline. 

clothes·press also clothes press (klozùprHsÙ, klothzù-) n.  A chest, closet, or 

wardrobe in which clothes are kept. 

clothes tree (kloz trK) n.  An upright pole or stand with hooks or pegs on 

which to hang clothing.  Also called coat tree 

cloth·ier (klothùyNr, kloùthK-Nr) n.  One that makes or sells clothing or cloth. 

cloth·ing (kloùthVng) n.  1. Clothes considered as a group; wearing apparel.  

2. A covering. 

Clo·tho (kloùtho) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the three Fates, the spinner of the 

thread of destiny. 

cloth yard (klôth yärd) n.  The standard unit of cloth measurement, equal to 36 

inches (0.914 meter). 

clot·ted cream (klmtùVd krKm) n.  A thick cream made primarily in England by 

heating and cooling milk on which cream has already been allowed to rise, and 

then by skimming the cream from the top.  Also called Devonshire cream 



clo·ture (kloùchNr) n.  A parliamentary procedure by which debate is ended and 

an immediate vote is taken on the matter under discussion.  Also called closure  
—  v.  tr. clo·tured, clo·tur·ing, clo·tures. To apply cloture to (a parliamentary 

debate).  [French clôture, from Old French closture, probably alteration of closure, 

closure. See CLOSURE.]

cloud (kloud) n.  1. a. A visible body of very fine water droplets or ice particles 

suspended in the atmosphere at altitudes ranging up to several miles above sea 

level.  b. A mass, as of dust, smoke, or steam, suspended in the atmosphere or in 

outer space.   2. A large moving body of things in the air or on the ground; a 

swarm:  a cloud of locusts.  3. Something that darkens or fills with gloom.  4. A 

dark region or blemish, as on a polished stone.  5. Something that obscures.  

6. Suspicion or a charge affecting a reputation.  7. A collection of charged parti-

cles:  an electron cloud.   —  v.  cloud·ed, cloud·ing, clouds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cover with or as if with clouds:  Mist clouded the hills.  2. To make gloomy or trou-

bled.  3. To obscure:  cloud the issues.  4. To cast aspersions on; sully:  Scandal 

clouded the officer’s reputation.   —  v.  intr. To become cloudy or overcast:  The sky 

clouded over.   —idiom. in the clouds. 1. Imaginary; unreal; fanciful.  

2. Impractical.  [Middle English, hill, cloud, from Old English cl7d, rock, hill.] 
—cloudùless adj. 

cloud·ber·ry (kloudùbHrÙK) n.  A creeping perennial herb (Rubus chamaemorus) 

in the rose family, native to northern regions of North America and Eurasia and 

having white flowers and edible, yellowish fruit. 

cloud·burst (kloudùbûrstÙ) n.  A sudden, heavy rainstorm; a downpour. 

cloud chamber (kloud ch7mùbNr) n.  A gas-filled device in which the path of 

charged subatomic particles can be detected by the formation of chains of drop-

lets on ions generated by their passage. It is also used to infer the presence of neu-

tral particles and to study certain nuclear reactions. 

cloud forest (kloud fôrùVst) n.  A tropical forest, often near peaks of coastal 

mountains, that usually has constant cloud cover throughout the year. 

cloud grass (kloud gr4s) n.  An annual grass (Agrostis nebulosa) native to Spain 

and Portugal, cultivated for its delicate, finely branched cluster of tiny spikelets 

and used in dried arrangements. 

cloud·land (kloudùl4ndÙ) n.  A realm of imagination or fantasy. 

cloud·let (kloudùlVt) n.  A small cloud or something resembling one. 

cloud nine (kloud nXn) n.  Informal. A state of elation or great happiness:  was 

on cloud nine after winning the marathon. 

Cloud Peak (kloud pKk)  A mountain, 4,018.4 m (13,175 ft) high, in the Big-

horn Mountains of north-central Wyoming. It is the highest elevation in the 

range. 



cloud·scape (kloudùsk7pÙ) n.  1. A work of art representing a view of clouds:  

an Impressionist painting that is a vast cloudscape of buoyant, floating forms.  2. A 

photograph showing a view of clouds, such as those surrounding a planet. 

cloud seed·ing (kloud sKùdVng) n.  The technique of stimulating rainfall, espe-

cially by distributing dry ice crystals or silver iodide smoke through clouds. 

cloud·y (klouùdK) adj.  cloud·i·er, cloud·i·est. 1. Full of or covered with 

clouds; overcast.  2. Of or like a cloud or clouds.  3. Marked with indistinct 

masses or streaks:  cloudy marble.  4. Not transparent, as certain liquids.  

5. a. Open to more than one interpretation.  b. Not clearly perceived or percepti-

ble.   6. Troubled; gloomy.   —cloudùi·ly adv.  —cloudùi·ness n. 

Clough (klƒf), Arthur Hugh. 1819-1861.  British poet who is the subject of 

Matthew Arnold’s elegy “Thyrsis” (1866). 

clout (klout) n.  1. A blow, especially with the fist.  2. a. Baseball. A long, power-

ful hit.  b. Sports. An archery target.   3. Informal. a. Influence; pull: “All the evi-

dence showed that Russia does not have that kind of clout in the Far East any more” 

(Joseph Kraft).  b. Power; muscle.   4. Regional. A piece of cloth, especially a 

baby’s diaper.   —  v.  tr. clout·ed, clout·ing, clouts. To hit, especially with the 

fist.  [Middle English, probably from Old English cl7t, cloth patch.]

clove1 (klov) n.  1. An evergreen tree (Syzygium aromaticum) native to the 

Moluccas and widely cultivated in warm regions for its aromatic dried flower 

buds.  2. A flower bud of this plant, used whole or ground as a spice. Often used 

in the plural.  [Middle English, from Old French clou (de girofle), nail (of the 

clove tree), from Latin cl7vus, nail.]

clove2 (klov) n.  One of the small sections of a separable bulb, as that of garlic.  

[Middle English, from Old English clufu. See gleubh- in Appendix.]

clove3 (klov) v.  1.  A past tense of cleave1. 2. Archaic. A past participle of 

cleave1. 
clove4 (klov) v.  Archaic. A past tense of cleave2. 
clove hitch (klov hVch) n.  A knot used to secure a line to a spar, post, or other 

object, consisting of two half hitches made in opposite directions.  [Middle 

English clove, split, past participle of cleven, to split. See CLEAVE
1.]

clo·ven (kloùvNn) v.  A past participle of cleave1.  —  adj.  Split; divided. 

cloven foot (kloùvNn ftt) n.  See cloven hoof (n., sense 1). 

clo·ven-footed (kloùvNn-fttùVd) adj.  Cloven-hoofed. 

cloven hoof (kloùvNn htf) n.  1. A divided or cleft hoof, as in deer or cattle.  

Also called cloven foot 2. Evil or Satan, often depicted as a figure with cleft hoofs. 

clo·ven-hoofed (kloùvNn-htftù, -huftù, -htvdù, -huvdù) adj.  1. Having 

cloven hoofs, as deer or cattle do.  2. Satanic; devilish. 

clove oil (klov oil) n.  An aromatic oil obtained from the buds, stems, or leaves 

of the clove tree, used in flavoring and perfumery, and as a temporary anesthetic 

for toothaches. 



clove pink (klov pVngk) n.  See carnation (n., sense 1). 

clo·ver (kloùvNr) n.  1. Any of various herbs of the genus Trifolium in the pea 

family, having trifoliolate leaves and dense heads of small flowers and including 

species grown for forage, for erosion control, and as a source of nectar for honey-

bees.  2. Any of several other plants in the pea family, such as bush clover and 

sweet clover.  3. Any of several nonleguminous plants, such as owl’s clover and 

water clover.   —idiom. in clover. Living a carefree life of ease, comfort, or 

prosperity.  [Middle English, from Old English cl7fre.]

clo·ver·leaf (kloùvNr-lKfÙ) n.  A highway interchange at which two highways, 

one crossing over the other, have a series of entrance and exit ramps resembling 

the outline of a four-leaf clover and enabling vehicles to proceed in either direc-

tion on either highway.   —  adj.  Resembling or shaped like a leaf of the clover 

plant. 

Clo·vis1 (kloùvVs)  1. A city of central California in the foothills of the Sierra 

Nevada near Fresno. It is a processing center. Population, 50,323.  2. A city of 

eastern New Mexico near the Texas border. It is a trade center in a wheat and cat-

tle area. Population, 30,954. 

Clo·vis2 (kloùvVs) adj.  Of or relating to a prehistoric human culture widespread 

throughout North America from about 12,000 to 9,000 B.C., distinguished by 

sharp, fluted projectile points made of chalcedony or obsidian.  [After Clovis1, 

New Mexico.]

Clo·vis I (kloùvVs), A.D. 466?-511.  King of the Franks (481-511) who unified 

Gaul as a single kingdom and established his capital at Paris. His name, Gallicized 

as “Louis,” was given to 18 later French monarchs. 

clown (kloun) n.  1. a. A buffoon or jester who entertains by jokes, antics, and 

tricks in a circus, play, or other presentation.  b. One who jokes and plays tricks.   

2. A coarse, rude, vulgar person; a boor.  3. A peasant; a rustic.   —  v.  intr. 

clowned, clown·ing, clowns. 1. To behave like a buffoon or jester.  2. To per-

form as a buffoon or jester.  [Of Scandinavian origin (; akin to Icelandic klunni, 

clumsy person ), or of Low German origin.] —clownùish adj.  —clownùish·ly 
adv.  —clownùish·ness n. 

clown anemone (kloun N-nHmùN-nK) n.  See anemone fish. 
clown fish (kloun fVsh) n.  See anemone fish. 
clox·a·cil·lin (klmkÙsN-sVlùVn) n.  A semisynthetic antibiotic of the penicillin 

group that is used primarily to treat infections caused by staphylococci, strepto-

cocci, or pneumococci.  [C(H)L(ORO)- + OX(O)- + A(ZO)- + (PENI)CILLIN.]

cloy (kloi) v.  cloyed, cloy·ing, cloys.  —  v.  tr. To cause distaste or disgust by 

supplying with too much of something originally pleasant, especially something 

rich or sweet; surfeit.   —  v.  intr. To cause to feel surfeited.  See Synonyms at 

satiate.  [Short for obsolete accloy, to clog, from Middle English acloien, from 

Old French encloer, to drive a nail into, from Medieval Latin incl7v7re : Latin in-, 



in; see IN-2 + Latin cl7v7re, to nail (from cl7vus, nail).] —cloyùing·ly adv.  

—cloyùing·ness n. 

cloze (kloz) adj.  Based on or being a test of reading comprehension in which the 

test taker is asked to supply words that have been systematically deleted from a 

text.  [Alteration of CLOSURE.]

CLU abbr.  Chartered life underwriter. 

club (klƒb) n.  1. A stout, heavy stick, usually thicker at one end, suitable for use 

as a weapon; a cudgel.  2. Sports. An implement used in some games to drive a 

ball, especially a stick with a protruding head used in golf.  3. Games. a. A black 

figure shaped like a trefoil or clover leaf on certain playing cards.  b. A playing 

card with this figure.  c. clubs. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The suit of cards 

represented by this figure.   4. A group of people organized for a common pur-

pose, especially a group that meets regularly:  a garden club.  5. The building, 

room, or other facility used for the meetings of an organized group.  6. Sports. An 

athletic team or organization.  7. A nightclub.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a club meeting; club regulations.   —  v.  clubbed, 
club·bing, clubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike or beat with or as if with a club.  2. To 

use (a firearm) as a club by holding the barrel and hitting with the butt end.  

3. To gather or combine (hair, for example) into a clublike mass.  4. To contrib-

ute to a joint or common purpose.   —  v.  intr. To join or combine for a common 

purpose; form a club.  [Middle English, from Old Norse klubba.]

club·ba·ble also club·a·ble (klƒbùN-bNl) adj.  Informal. Suited to membership 

in a social club; sociable. 

clubbed (klƒbd) adj.  Shaped like a club. 

club·ber (klƒbùNr) n.  1. One that wields a club.  2. One who is active in a club. 

club·by (klƒbùK) adj.  club·bi·er, club·bi·est. 1. Typical of a club or club mem-

bers.  2. Friendly; sociable.  3. Clannish; exclusive.   —clubùbi·ness n. 

club car (klƒb kär) n.  A railroad passenger car equipped with lounge chairs, 

tables, a buffet or bar, and other comforts.  Also called lounge car 

club chair (klƒb châr) n.  A heavily upholstered easy chair with arms and a low 

back. 

club·face (klƒbùf7sÙ) n.  Sports. The surface on the head of a golf club used to 

strike the ball directly. 

club·foot (klƒbùfttÙ) n.  1. A congenital deformity of the foot, usually marked 

by a curled shape or twisted position of the ankle, heel, and toes.  Also called tal-

ipes 2. A foot so deformed.   —clubùfootùed adj. 

club·house (klƒbùhousÙ) n.  1. A building occupied by a club.  2. Sports. The 

locker room of an athletic team. 

club·man (klƒbùmNn, -m4nÙ) n.  A man who is a member of a club or clubs, 

especially one who is active in club life. 



club moss  or club-moss (klƒbùmôsÙ, -mmsÙ) n.  Any of various mostly small 

vascular plants of the genus Lycopodium, often resembling mosses and reproduc-

ing by spores.  [From the club-shaped strobiles on some species of this plant.]

club·room (klƒbùrumÙ, rtmÙ) n.  A room used for meetings or activities of a 

club. 

club root (klƒb rut) n.  A disease of cabbage and related plants, caused by a 

fungus (Plasmodiophora brassicae) and characterized by knobby or club-shaped 

swellings on the roots and wilting, yellowing, and stunted growth of aboveground 

parts. 

club sandwich (klƒb s4ndùwVch) n.  A sandwich composed of two or three 

slices of bread with a filling of various meats, tomato, lettuce, and dressing. 

club soda (klƒb soùdN) n.  See soda water (n., sense 1a). 

club steak (klƒb st7k) n.  See Delmonico steak. 
club·wom·an (klƒbùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a member of a club or 

clubs, especially one who is active in club life. 

cluck (klƒk) n.  1. a. The characteristic sound made by a hen when brooding or 

calling its chicks.  b. A sound similar to this.   2. Informal. A stupid or foolish 

person.   —  v.  clucked, cluck·ing, clucks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter the charac-

teristic sound of a hen.  2. To make a sound similar to that of a hen, as in coaxing 

a horse.   —  v.  tr. 1. To call by making the characteristic sound of a hen or a sim-

ilar sound.  2. To express by clucking:  He clucked disapproval.  [Middle English 

clokken, from Old English cloccian.]

clue1 (klu) n.  Something that serves to guide or direct in the solution of a prob-

lem or mystery.   —  v.  tr. clued, clue·ing or clu·ing, clues. To give (someone) 

guiding information:  Clue me in on what’s happening.  [Variant of CLEW
1 (from 

Theseus’s use of a ball of thread as a guide through the Cretan labyrinth).]

clue2 (klu) Nautical. n.  Variant of clew1 (n., sense 4).  —  v.  Variant of clew1 

(v. tr., sense 2). 

Cluj-Na·po·ca (kltzhùnä-pôùkä)  A city of west-central Romania northwest of 

Bucharest. It was founded by German colonists in the 12th century and became 

part of Romania in 1920. Population, 301,244. 

Clum·ber spaniel also clum·ber spaniel (klƒmùbNr sp4nùyNl) n.  A dog of a 

breed developed in England, having short legs, a stocky body, and a silky, pre-

dominantly white coat.  [After Clumber Park, an estate in Nottinghamshire, a 

county of central England.]

clump (klƒmp) n.  1. A clustered mass; a lump:  clumps of soil.  2. A thick group-

ing, as of trees or bushes.  3. A heavy, dull sound; a thud.   —  v.  clumped, 
clump·ing, clumps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To form lumps or thick groupings.  2. To 

walk or move so as to make a heavy, dull sound.   —  v.  tr. To gather into or form 

lumps or thick groupings of.  [Probably Low German klump, from Middle Low 

German klumpe, cluster of trees.] —clumpùy adj. 



clum·sy (klƒmùzK) adj.  clum·si·er, clum·si·est. 1. Lacking physical coordina-

tion, skill, or grace; awkward.  2. Awkwardly constructed; unwieldy:  clumsy 

wooden shoes; a clumsy sentence.  3. Gauche; inept:  a clumsy excuse.  See Syn-

onyms at awkward.  [From obsolete clumse, to be numb with cold, from Mid-

dle English clomsen, of Scandinavian origin.] —clumùsi·ly adv.  —clumùsi·ness 
n. 

clung (klƒng) v.  Past tense and past participle of cling. 
clunk (klƒngk) n.  1. A dull sound; a thump.  2. A blow that produces a dull 

sound.  3. Informal. A stupid, dull person.   —  v.  clunked, clunk·ing, clunks.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To make or move with a clunk.  2. To strike something so as to 

make a dull sound.   —  v.  tr. To strike so as to make a dull sound: “Icy weather 

affected the clock’s mechanism and for several hours Big Ben clunked instead of 

bonged the time changes” (Christian Science Monitor).  [Imitative.]

clunk·er (klƒngùkNr) n.  Informal. 1. A decrepit machine, especially an old car; a 

rattletrap.  2. A failure; a flop. 

clunk·y (klƒngùkK) adj.  clunk·i·er, clunk·i·est. Clumsy in form or manner; 

awkward:  clunky high-heel shoes. 

Clu·ny (kluùnK, klu-nKù, klü-)  A town of east-central France north-northwest 

of Lyons. Its abbey, the center of an influential religious order, was founded in 

910. Population, 4,335. 

clu·pe·id (kluùpK-Vd) n.  Any of various widely distributed soft-finned fishes of 

the family Clupeidae, which includes the herrings, menhadens, and sardines.   —  
adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the family Clupeidae.  [From New Latin Clu-

peidae, family name, from Latin clupea, a kind of small fish.]

Clur·man (klûrùmNn), Harold. 1901-1980.  American theatrical director and 

critic who directed a number of Broadway productions, including Awake and Sing 

(1935) and Tiger at the Gates (1955). 

clus·ter (klƒsùtNr) n.  1. A group of the same or similar elements gathered or 

occurring closely together; a bunch: “She held out her hand, a small tight cluster of 

fingers” (Anne Tyler).  2. Linguistics. Two or more successive consonants in a 

word, as cl and st in the word cluster.   —  v.  clus·tered, clus·ter·ing, clus·ters.  
—  v.  intr. To gather or grow into bunches.   —  v.  tr. To cause to grow or form 

into bunches.  [Middle English, from Old English clyster.]

cluster bean (klƒsùtNr bKn) n.  See guar. 
cluster bomb (klƒsùtNr bmm) n.  A projectile that, when dropped from an air-

craft or fired through the air, releases explosive fragments over a wide area. 

cluster headache (klƒsùtNr hHdù7kÙ) n.  A severe recurring headache that is 

associated with the release of histamine and is characterized by sudden sharp 

pain, watering of the eye, and runny nose on one side of the head. 

cluster pine (klƒsùtNr pXn) n.  A Mediterranean pine tree (Pinus pinaster) hav-

ing long needles in clusters of two, and large ovoid seed-bearing cones. 



clutch1 (klƒch) v.  clutched, clutch·ing, clutch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To grasp and 

hold tightly.  2. To seize; snatch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To attempt to grasp or seize:  

clutch at a life raft.  2. To engage or disengage a motor vehicle’s clutch.   —  n.  

1. A hand, claw, talon, or paw in the act of grasping.  2. A tight grasp.  3.  Often 

clutches. Control or power:  caught in the clutches of sin.  4. A device for grip-

ping and holding.  5. a. Any of various devices for engaging and disengaging two 

working parts of a shaft or of a shaft and a driving mechanism.  b. The appara-

tus, such as a lever or pedal, that activates one of these devices.   6. A tense, criti-

cal situation:  came through in the clutch.  7. A clutch bag.   —  adj.  Informal. 

1. Being or occurring in a tense or critical situation:  won the championship by 

sinking a clutch putt.  2. Tending to be successful in tense or critical situations:  

The coach relied on her clutch pitcher.  [Middle English clucchen, from Old English 

clyccan.]

clutch2 (klƒch) n.  1. The complete set of eggs produced or incubated at one 

time.  2. A brood of chickens.  3. A group; a bunch.   —  v.  tr. clutched, 
clutch·ing, clutch·es. To hatch (chicks).  [Variant of dialectal cletch, to hatch, 

from Middle English clekken, from Old Norse klekja.]

clutch bag (klƒch b4g) n.  A woman’s purse that is usually strapless. 

clut·ter (klƒtùNr) n.  1. A confused or disordered state or collection; a jumble:  

clutter in the attic.  2. A confused noise; a clatter.   —  v.  clut·tered, 
clut·ter·ing, clut·ters.  —  v.  tr. To litter or pile in a disordered manner:  Tools 

and boxes cluttered the garage. I cluttered up my files with clippings.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To run or move with bustle and confusion.  2. To make a clatter.  [Probably 

from Middle English cloteren, to clot, from clot, lump, from Old English clott.]

Clyde (klXd)  A river of southwest Scotland flowing about 171 km (106 mi) 

northwest to the Firth of Clyde, an estuary of the North Channel. The river is 

navigable to Glasgow for oceangoing vessels. 

Clyde·bank (klXdùb4ngkÙ)  A burgh of west-central Scotland on the north bank 

of the Clyde River. Many large ocean liners, including the Queen Mary, were built 

in its shipyards. Population, 52,385. 

Clydes·dale (klXdzùd7lÙ) n.  A large, powerful draft horse of a breed developed 

in the Clyde valley of Scotland, having white, feathered hair on its fetlocks. 

clyp·e·ate (klVpùK-Vt) also clyp·e·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Shaped like a round 

shield.  2. Zoology. Having a clypeus:  clypeate insects. 

clyp·e·us (klVpùK-Ns) n.  pl. clyp·e·i (-K-XÙ). Zoology. A shieldlike plate on the 

front of the head of an insect.  [New Latin, from Latin clipeus, round shield.] 
—clypùe·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

clys·ter (klVsùtNr) n.  An enema.  [Middle English clister, from Old French clistere, 

from Latin clyster, from Greek klustKr, clyster pipe, from kluzein, to wash out.]

Cly·tem·nes·tra also Cly·taem·nes·tra (klXÙtNm-nHsùtrN) n.  Greek Mythology. 

The wife of Agamemnon who, with the assistance of her lover Aegisthus, mur-



dered him on his return from the Trojan War and was later murdered by her son 

Orestes. 

cm abbr.  Centimeter. 

Cm  The symbol for the element curium. 
CM abbr.  Common market. 

c.m. abbr.  1. Center of mass.  2. Circular mil.  3. Court-martial. 

CMA also C.M.A. abbr.  Certified medical assistant. 

cmd. abbr.  1. Command.  2. Cmd.. Commander. 

cmdg. abbr.  Commanding. 

Cmdr abbr.  Commander. 

cml. abbr.  Commercial. 

CMSGT abbr.  Chief master sergeant. 

CMV abbr.  Cytomegalovirus. 

C/N abbr.  Credit note. 

cni·do·blast (nVùdN-bl4stÙ) n.  A cell in the epidermis of coelenterates in which a 

nematocyst is developed.  [New Latin cnXd7, nematocyst (from Latin cnXdK, nettle, 

from Greek knidK) + -BLAST.]

Cni·dus also Cni·dos (nXùdNs)  An ancient Greek city of Asia Minor in present-

day southwest Asiatic Turkey. It was noted for its wealth and its magnificent 

buildings and statuary. 

Cnos·sos  or Cnos·sus (nmsùNs)  See Knossos. 
CNS abbr.  Central nervous system. 

Cnut (kN-nutù, -nyutù)  See Canute. 
Co1  The symbol for the element cobalt. 
Co2 abbr.  Bible. Corinthians. 

CO abbr.  1. Colorado.  2.  Or C.O.. Commanding officer.  3.  Also C.O.. Consci-

entious objector. 

co. abbr.  1.  Or co. also Co.. Company  2. County. 

c.o. abbr.  1. Accounting. Carried over.  2. Cash order. 

c/o also c.o. abbr.  Care of. 

co- pref.  1. Together; joint; jointly; mutually:  coeducation.  2. a. Partner or asso-

ciate in an activity:  coauthor; cofounder.  b. Subordinate or assistant:  copilot.   

3. To the same extent or degree:  coextensive.  4. Complement of an angle:  cotan-

gent.  [Middle English, from Latin, variant of com-, com-.]

CoA abbr.  Coenzyme A. 

co·ac·er·vate (ko-4sùNr-v7tÙ) n.  A cluster of droplets separated out of a lyo-

philic colloid.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a cluster of droplets.  2. Biology. 

Growing in clusters.   —  v.  tr. co·ac·er·vated, co·ac·er·vat·ing, 
co·ac·er·vates. To cause to form a coacervate.  [From Latin coacerv7tus, past 

participle of coacerv7re, to heap together  : co-, co- + acerv7re, to heap (from acer-

vus, a heap).] —co·acùer·vate adj.  —co·acÙer·vaùtion n. 



coach (koch) n.  1. a. A motorbus.  b. A railroad passenger car.  c. A closed 

automobile, usually with two doors.  d. A large, closed, four-wheeled carriage 

with an elevated exterior seat for the driver; a stagecoach.   2. An economical class 

of passenger accommodations on a commercial airplane or a train.  3. Sports. A 

person who trains or directs athletes or athletic teams.  4. a. A person who gives 

instruction, as in singing or acting.  b. A private tutor employed to prepare a stu-

dent for an examination.    —  v.  tr. intr. coached, coach·ing, coach·es. 1. To 

train or tutor or to act as a trainer or tutor.  2. To transport by or ride in a coach.  

[French coche, from obsolete German Kotsche, from Hungarian kocsi, after Kocs, 

a town of northwest Hungary (where such carriages were first made).] 
—coachùa·ble adj.  —coachùer n. 

coach dog (koch dôg) n.  See Dalmatian (n., sense 2).  [So called because it 

was trained to run behind a coach.]

coach·man (kochùmNn) n.  1. A man who drives a coach or carriage.  2. An 

artificial fly used in angling. 

co·ac·tion (ko-4kùshNn) n.  1. An impelling or restraining force; a compulsion.  

2. Joint action.  3. Ecology. Any of the reciprocal actions or effects, such as symbi-

osis, that can occur in a community.  [Middle English coaccioun, from Latin 

co7ctio, co7ction-, a collecting, from co7ctus, past participle of cogere, to collect, 

condense; see COAGULUM. Senses 2 and 3 CO- + ACTION.] —co·acùtive adj.  

—co·acùtive·ly adv. 

co·a·dapt·ed (koÙN-d4pùtVd) adj.  Ecology. Of or relating to characteristics that 

have become established through mutually beneficial interaction between organ-

isms in a community.   —coÙad·ap·taùtion (-4d-4p-t7ùshNn) n. 

co·ad·ju·tant (ko-4jùN-tNnt) n.  A helper; an assistant.  See Synonyms at assis-
tant. 

co·ad·ju·tor (koÙN-juùtNr, ko-4jùN-tNr) n.  1. A coworker; an assistant.  See Syn-

onyms at assistant.  2. An assistant to a bishop, especially one designated to suc-

ceed the bishop.  [Middle English coadjutour, assistant, from Latin coadi7tor : co-, 

co- + adi7tor, assistant (from adi7t7re, to aid); see ADJUTANT.]

co·ad·u·nate (ko-4jùN-nVt, -n7tÙ) adj.  Closely joined; grown together; united.  

[Late Latin coad7n7tus, past participle of coad7n7re, to combine  : Latin co-, co- + 

Latin ad7n7re, to unite (ad-, ad- + 7nus, one); see oi-no- in Appendix.] 
—co·adÙu·naùtion (-n7ùshNn) n.  —co·adùu·naÙtive adj. 

co·ag·u·lant (ko-4gùyN-lNnt) n.  An agent that causes a liquid or sol to coagu-

late.   —co·agùu·lant adj. 

co·ag·u·lase (ko-4gùyN-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  An enzyme, such as rennin or thrombin, 

that induces coagulation.  [COAGUL(ATE) + -ASE.]

co·ag·u·late (ko-4gùyN-l7tÙ) v.  co·ag·u·lat·ed, co·ag·u·lat·ing, 
co·ag·u·lates.  —  v.  tr. To cause transformation of (a liquid or sol, for exam-

ple) into or as if into a soft, semisolid, or solid mass.   —  v.  intr. To become coag-



ulated.  [Middle English coagulaten, from Latin co7gul7re, co7gul7t-, from 

co7gulum, coagulator. See COAGULUM.] —co·agÙu·la·bilùi·ty n.  

—co·agùu·la·ble adj.  —co·agÙu·laùtion n.  —co·agùu·laÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: coagulate, clot, congeal, curdle, jell, jelly, set. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to change or be changed from a liquid into a thickened

mass”: egg white coagulating when heated; gravy clotting as it cools; water congealing

into ice; milk that had curdled; used pectin to jell the jam; jellied consommé; allowed

the aspic to set.

co·ag·u·lum (ko-4gùyN-lNm) n.  pl. co·ag·u·la (-lN). A coagulated mass, as of 

blood; a clot.  [Latin, coagulator, rennet, from cogere, to condense  : co-, co- + 

agere, to drive; see ag- in Appendix.]

coal (kol) n.  1. a. A natural dark brown to black graphitelike material used as a 

fuel, formed from fossilized plants and consisting of amorphous carbon with 

various organic and some inorganic compounds.  b. A piece of this substance.   

2. A glowing or charred piece of solid fuel.  3. Charcoal.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  coal miners; coal seams; coal haulers.   —  v.  

coaled, coal·ing, coals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To burn (a combustible solid) to a char-

coal residue.  2. To provide with coal.   —  v.  intr. To take on coal.  [Middle 

English col, from Old English.]

coal·er (koùlNr) n.  Something, such as a ship or train, used for carrying or sup-

plying coal. 

co·a·lesce (koÙN-lHsù) v.  intr. co·a·lesced, co·a·lesc·ing, co·a·lesc·es. 1. To 

grow together; fuse.  2. To come together so as to form one whole; unite:  The 

rebel units coalesced into one army to fight the invaders.  See Synonyms at mix.  
[Latin coalKscere : co-, co- + alKscere, to grow, inchoative of alere, to nourish; see 

al-2 in Appendix.] —coÙa·lesùcence n.  —coÙa·lesùcent adj. 

coal·field (kolùfKldÙ) n.  An area in which deposits of coal are found. 

coal·fish (kolùfVshÙ) n.  Any of several black or dark-colored fishes, especially 

the pollock or sablefish. 

coal gas (kol g4s) n.  1. A gaseous mixture produced by the destructive distilla-

tion of bituminous coal and used as a commercial fuel.  2. The gaseous mixture 

released by burning coal. 

coal·i·fi·ca·tion (koÙlN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Compression and hardening over long 

periods of time, the processes by which coal is formed from plant materials. 

co·a·li·tion (koÙN-lVshùNn) n.  1. An alliance, especially a temporary one, of peo-

ple, factions, parties, or nations.  2. A combination into one body; a union.  

[French, from Medieval Latin coalitio, coalition-, from Latin coalitus, past partici-

ple of coalKscere, to grow together. See COALESCE.] —coÙa·liùtion·ist n. 



coal measures (kol mHzhùNrz) pl.n.  Geology. 1. Coal Measures. A strati-

graphic unit equivalent to the Pennsylvanian or Upper Carboniferous periods.  

2. Strata of the Carboniferous period containing coal deposits. 

coal oil (kol oil) n.  See kerosene. 
Coal·sack (kolùs4kÙ) n.  1. A dark nebula, one of the nearest to Earth, that 

appears in the southern Milky Way.  2. A similar dark nebula in the Northern 

Hemisphere near the constellation Cygnus. 

coal tar (kol tär) n.  A viscous black liquid containing numerous organic com-

pounds that is obtained by the destructive distillation of coal and used as a roof-

ing, waterproofing, and insulating compound and as a raw material for many 

dyes, drugs, and paints. 

coam·ing (koùmVng) n.  Nautical. A raised rim or border around an opening, as 

in a ship’s deck, designed to keep out water.  [Origin unknown.]

co-an·chor  or co·an·chor (ko-4ngùkNr) n.  Either of two news commentators 

jointly narrating or coordinating a newscast.   —  v.  co-an·chored, co-
an·chor·ing, co-an·chors.  —  v.  intr. To narrate or coordinate a newscast with 

another person.   —  v.  tr. To narrate or coordinate (a newscast) with another 

person. 

co·arc·tate (ko-ärkùt7tÙ) adj.  Zoology. 1. Enclosed in an oval, horny case. Used 

of an insect pupa.  2. Constricted, narrowed, or compressed, as a segment of a 

blood vessel.  [Latin coarct7tus, past participle of coarct7re, to compress, alteration 

of coart7re : co-, co- + art7re, to compress (from artus, tight, confined); see ar- in 

Appendix.]

co·arc·ta·tion (koÙärk-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A narrowing or constricting, especially of 

the aorta or of a blood vessel.  2. The state of being enclosed in an oval, horny 

case. Used of an insect pupa. 

coarse (kôrs, kors) adj.  coars·er, coars·est. 1. Of low, common, or inferior 

quality.  2. a. Lacking in delicacy or refinement:  coarse manners.  b. Vulgar or 

indecent:  coarse language.   3. Consisting of large particles; not fine in texture:  

coarse sand.  4. Rough, especially to the touch:  a coarse tweed.  [Middle English 

cors, probably from course, custom. See COURSE.] —coarseùly adv.  —coarseù-
ness n.  

SYNONYMS: coarse, gross, indelicate, vulgar, obscene, ribald. These adjectives

apply to what is offensive to accepted standards of decency, propriety, morality,

or good taste. Coarse implies roughness and crudeness: A stand-up comedian per-

formed a coarse imitation of the President. Gross suggests a lack of refinement verg-

ing on brutishness: “It is futile to expect a hungry and squalid population to be any-

thing but violent and gross” (Thomas H. Huxley). Indelicate implies a lack of

delicacy, tact, or taste: She bridled at the indelicate suggestion. Vulgar emphasizes

impropriety and suggests boorishness and poor breeding: The movie is full of lan-



guage so vulgar it should have been edited. Obscene strongly stresses loathsome

lewdness and indecency: The book is racy rather than obscene. Ribald implies vul-

gar, coarse, off-color language or behavior that provokes mirth: “Peals of laughter

were mingled with loud ribald jokes” (Washington Irving).

coarse-grained (kôrsùgr7ndù, korsù-) adj.  1. Having a rough, coarse texture.  

2. Not refined; indelicate and crude. 

coars·en (kôrùsNn, korù-) v.  tr. intr. coars·ened, coars·en·ing, coars·ens. To 

make or become coarse. 

coast (kost) n.  1. a. Land next to the sea; the seashore.  b. Coast. The Pacific 

Coast of the United States.   2. A hill or other slope down which one may coast, as 

on a sled.  3. The act of sliding or coasting; slide.  4. Obsolete. The frontier or 

border of a country.   —  v.  coast·ed, coast·ing, coasts.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

slide down an incline through the effect of gravity.  b. To move effortlessly and 

smoothly.  See Synonyms at slide.   2. To move without further use of propelling 

power.  3. To act or move aimlessly or with little effort:  coasted for a few weeks 

before applying for a job.  4. Nautical. To sail near or along a coast.   —  v.  tr. Nau-

tical. To sail or move along the coast or border of.  [Middle English coste, from 

Old French, from Latin costa, side. See kost- in Appendix.] —coastùal (koùstNl) 

adj. 

coast·er (koùstNr) n.  1. One that coasts, as: a. One who acts in an aimless man-

ner.  b. A sled or toboggan.  c. One who rides a sled or toboggan.   2. Nautical. A 

vessel engaged in coastal trade: “dirty British coaster with a salt-caked smokestack” 

(John Masefield).  3. A roller coaster.  4. a. A disk, plate, or small mat placed 

under a bottle, pitcher, or drinking glass to protect a table top or other surface 

beneath.  b. A small tray, often on wheels, for passing something, such as a wine 

decanter, around a table.   5. A resident of a coastal region. 

coaster brake (koùstNr br7k) n.  A brake and clutch on the rear wheel and 

drive mechanism of a bicycle operated through reverse pressure on the pedals. 

coast guard also Coast Guard (kost gärd) n.  Abbr. C.G. 1. The branch of a 

nation’s armed forces that is responsible for coastal defense, protection of life and 

property at sea, and enforcement of customs, immigration, and navigation laws.  

2. A member of a coast guard. 

coast·guards·man (kostùgärdzÙmNn) n.  A member of a coast guard. 

coast·land (kostùl4ndÙ) n.  The land along a coast. 

coast·line (kostùlXnÙ) n.  The shape, outline, or boundary of a coast. 

Coast Mountains (kost mounùtNnz)  A range of western British Columbia, 

Canada, and southeast Alaska extending about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) parallel to the 

Pacific coast. The mountains slope precipitously to the Pacific Ocean, where the 

shoreline is deeply indented by fjords. Mount Waddington, 3,996.7 m (13,104 ft), 

is the highest elevation in the range. 



Coast Ranges (kost r7nùjVz)  A series of mountain ranges of extreme western 

North America extending from southeast Alaska to Baja California along the 

coastline of the Pacific Ocean. 

Coast Salish (kost s7ùlVsh) n.  The Salish-speaking Native American peoples 

inhabiting the northwest Pacific coast from the Strait of Georgia to southwest 

Washington. 

coast-to-coast (kostùtN-kostù) adj.  Reaching, airing, or traveling from one 

coast to another, especially across a nation or continent:  a coast-to-coast flight; 

coast-to-coast sports coverage on TV. 

coast·ward (kostùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward or directed toward a coast:  The 

schooner sailed coastward. We followed a coastward route.   —coastùwards (-

wNrdz) adv. 

coast·wise (kostùwXzÙ) adv.  & adj.  Along, by way of, or following a coast:  The 

winds blew coastwise. Coastwise winds contributed to the storm. 

coat (kot) n.  1. a. A sleeved outer garment extending from the shoulders to the 

waist or below.  b. A garment extending to just below the waist and usually form-

ing the top part of a suit.   2. A natural outer covering, such as the fur of an ani-

mal; an integument.  3. A layer of material covering something else; a coating:  a 

second coat of paint.   —  v.  tr. coat·ed, coat·ing, coats. 1. To provide or cover 

with a coat.  2. To cover with a layer, as of paint.  [Middle English cote, from Old 

French, of Germanic origin.] —coatùed adj. 

Coat·bridge (kotùbrVjÙ)  A burgh of south-central Scotland east of Glasgow. It 

is a manufacturing center with iron and steel industries. Population, 50,700. 

coat·dress (kotùdrHsÙ) n.  A dress that buttons up the front and is tailored 

somewhat like a coat. 

co·a·ti (ko-äùtK) n.  Any of four species of omnivorous mammals of the genera 

Nasua or Nasuella of South and Central America and the southwest United States, 

related to and resembling the raccoon but having a longer snout and tail.  [Span-

ish, and Portuguese coatí from Tupi  : cua, belt + tim, nose.]

co·a·ti·mun·di also co·a·ti·mon·di (ko-äÙtK-mƒnùdK) n.  A coati.  [Possibly 

Tupi coati + Tupi mundé, animal trap.]

coat·ing (koùtVng) n.  1. A layer of a substance spread over a surface for protec-

tion or decoration; a covering layer.  2. Cloth for making coats. 

coat of arms (kot ƒv ärmz) n.  pl. coats of arms. Heraldry. 1. A tabard or 

surcoat blazoned with bearings.  2. a. An arrangement of bearings, usually 

depicted on and around a shield, that indicates ancestry and distinctions.  b. A 

representation of bearings.  

coat of mail (kot ƒv m7l) n.  pl. coats of mail. An armored coat made of 

chain mail, interlinked rings, or overlapping metal plates; a hauberk. 

coat·room (kotùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  See cloakroom (n., sense 1). 



Coats Land (kots l4nd)  A region of western Antarctica along the southeast 

shore of the Weddell Sea. 

coat·tail (kotùt7lÙ) n.  1. The loose back part of a coat that hangs below the 

waist.  2. coattails. The skirts of a formal or dress coat.   —idioms. on (some-
one’s) coattails. With the assistance of another:  won the mayor’s post on the 

senator’s coattails.  on the coattails of. 2. As a result of the success of another:  

elected to office on the coattails of a popular governor.  3. Immediately following or 

as a direct result of:  resigned on the coattails of the scandal. 

coat tree (kot trK) n.  See clothes tree. 
Co·at·za·co·al·cos (ko-ätÙsN-ko-älùkNs, kô-äÙtsä-kô-älùkôs)  A city of eastern 

Mexico on the Gulf of Campeche at the mouth of the Coatzacoalcos River, 
about 282 km (175 mi) long. The city is an important commercial center. Popula-

tion, 127,170. 

co·au·thor  or co-au·thor (ko-ôùthNr) n.  A collaborating or joint author.   —  
v.  tr. co·au·thored, co·au·thor·ing, co·au·thors. To be a collaborating or 

joint author of: “He and a colleague... co-authored a genetics text” (Roger W. Pease, 

Jr.).  See Usage Note at author. 
coax1 (koks) v.  coaxed, coax·ing, coax·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To persuade or try to 

persuade by pleading or flattery; cajole.  2. To obtain by persistent persuasion:  

coaxed the secret out of the child.  3. Obsolete. To caress; fondle.   —  v.  intr. To use 

persuasion or inducement.  [Obsolete cokes, to fool, from cokes, fool.] —coaxùer 
n.  —coaxùing·ly adv. 

co·ax2 (koù4ks, ko-4ksù) n.  Informal. A coaxial cable. 

co·ax·i·al (ko-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  Having or mounted on a common axis. 

coaxial cable (ko-4kùsK-Nl k7ùbNl) n.  A cable consisting of a conducting outer 

metal tube enclosing and insulated from a central conducting core, used for high-

frequency transmission of telephone, telegraph, and television signals.  Also 

called coaxial line 

cob (kmb) n.  1. A corncob:  corn on the cob.  2. A male swan.  3. A thickset, 

stocky, short-legged horse.  4. A small lump or mass, as of coal.  5. A mixture of 

clay and straw used as a building material.  [Probably from obsolete cob, round 

object, head, testicle.]

co·bal·a·min (ko-b4lùN-mVn) also co·bal·a·mine (-mKnÙ) n.  See vitamin B 

12.  [COBAL(T) + (VIT)AMIN.]

co·balt (koùbôltÙ) n.  Symbol Co A hard, brittle metallic element, found associ-

ated with nickel, silver, lead, copper, and iron ores and resembling nickel and iron 

in appearance. It is used chiefly for magnetic alloys, high-temperature alloys, and 

in the form of its salts for blue glass and ceramic pigments. Atomic number 27; 

atomic weight 58.9332; melting point 1,495˚C; boiling point 2,900˚C; specific 

gravity 8.9; valence 2, 3.  [German Kobalt, from Middle High German kobolt, gob-

lin (from the trouble it gave silver miners).]



cobalt 60 (koùbôltÙ;) n.  A radioactive isotope of cobalt with mass number 60 

and exceptionally intense gamma-ray activity, used in radiotherapy, metallurgy, 

and materials testing. 

cobalt blue (koùbôltÙ blu) n.  1. A blue to green pigment consisting of a vari-

able mixture of cobalt oxide and alumina.  2. Color. A moderate to deep vivid 

blue or strong greenish blue. 

co·balt·ic (ko-bôlùtVk) adj.  Of or containing cobalt, especially with a valence of 

3. 

co·balt·ite (koùbôl-tXtÙ) also co·balt·ine (-tKnÙ) n.  A rare silver-white to gray 

mineral, cobalt sulfarsenide, CoAsS, that is a cobalt ore and is used in ceramics. 

co·balt·ous (ko-bôlùtNs) adj.  Of or containing cobalt, especially with a valence 

of 2. 

Cobb (kmb), Irwin Shrewsbury. 1876-1944.  American humorist known for 

his books and short-story collections, especially Old Judge Priest (1915). 

Cobb (kmb), Tyrus Raymond. Known as “Ty.” 1886-1961.  American baseball 

player and manager who was the first player elected to the National Baseball Hall 

of Fame (1936). He set a number of major league records, including a lifetime 

batting average of.367. 

cob·ber (kmbùNr) n.  Australian. A pal; a buddy.  [Possibly from dialectal cob, to 

take a liking to.]

Cob·bett (kmbùVt), William. 1763?-1835.  British journalist and social reformer 

noted for his Rural Rides (1830), a collection of essays showing the deterioration 

of rural life brought about by the Industrial Revolution. 

cob·ble1 (kmbùNl) n.  1. A cobblestone.  2. Geology. A rock fragment between 64 

and 256 millimeters in diameter, especially one that has been naturally rounded.  

3. cobbles. See cob coal.   —  v.  tr. cob·bled, cob·bling, cob·bles. To pave 

with cobblestones.  [Short for COBBLESTONE.]

cob·ble2 (kmbùNl) v.  tr. cob·bled, cob·bling, cob·bles. 1. To make or mend 

(boots or shoes).  2. To put together clumsily; bungle:  cobbled a plan together at 

the last minute.  [Probably back-formation from COBBLER
1.]

cob·bler1 (kmbùlNr) n.  1. One that mends or makes boots and shoes.  2. Archaic. 

One who is clumsy at work; a bungler.  [Middle English cobeler.]

cob·bler2 (kmbùlNr) n.  1. A deep-dish fruit pie with a thick top crust.  2. An iced 

drink made of wine or liqueur, sugar, and citrus fruit.  [Origin unknown.]

cob·ble·stone (kmbùNl-stonÙ) n.  A naturally rounded paving stone.  [Middle 

English cobelston : obsolete cobel, probably diminutive of cob, round object; see 

COB + Middle English ston, stone, stone; see STONE.]

cob coal (kmb kol) n.  Coal in rounded lumps of various sizes.  Also called 

cobbles1 

Cob·den (kmbùdNn), Richard. 1804-1865.  British politician who was a leading 

supporter of free trade and an opponent of protectionism. 



co·bel·lig·er·ent (koÙbN-lVjùNr-Nnt) n.  One, such as a nation, that assists 

another or others in waging war, usually without entering a formal alliance. 

Cobh (kov)  An urban district of southern Ireland on Cork Harbor. It is a popu-

lar seaside resort. Population, 6,587. 

co·bi·a (koùbK-N) n.  A large food and game fish (Rachycentron canadum) of 

tropical and subtropical seas.  Also called sergeant fish [Origin unknown.]

co·ble (koùbNl) n.  1. Nautical. A small, flat-bottomed fishing boat with a lugsail 

on a raking mast.  2. Scots. A kind of flat-bottomed rowboat.  [Middle English 

cobel, perhaps ultimately from Latin caupulus, a kind of small ship.]

Co·blenz (koùblHntsÙ)  See Koblenz. 
cob·nut (kmbùnƒtÙ) n.  1. The large edible nut of a cultivated variety of hazel.  

2. The plant bearing this fruit. 

CO·BOL  or Co·bol (koùbôlÙ) n.  Computer Science. A language based on English 

words and phrases, used in programming digital computers for various business 

applications.  [Co(mmon) B(usiness-)O(riented) L(anguage).]

co·bra (koùbrN) n.  1. Any of several venomous snakes, especially of the genus 

Naja, that are native to Asia and Africa and are capable of expanding the skin of 

the neck to form a flattened hood.  2. Leather made from the skin of one of these 

snakes.  [Short for Portuguese cobra (de capello), snake (with a hood), from Latin 

colubra, feminine of coluber.]

Co·burg (koùbûrgÙ)  A city of central Germany north of Nuremberg. It was first 

mentioned in the 11th century. Population, 44,239. 

cob·web (kmbùwHbÙ) n.  1. a. The web spun by a spider to catch its prey.  b. A 

single thread spun by a spider.   2. Something resembling the web of a spider in 

gauziness or flimsiness.  3. An intricate plot; a snare:  caught in a cobweb of espio-

nage and intrigue.  4. cobwebs. Confusion; disorder:  cobwebs on the brain.   —  
v.  tr. cob·webbed, cob·web·bing, cob·webs. To cover with or as if with 

cobwebs.  [Middle English coppeweb : coppe, spider (short for attercoppe, from 

Old English 7ttercoppe : 7tor, poison + copp, head) + web, web (from Old 

English); see WEB.] —cobùwebÙby adj. 

co·ca (koùkN) n.  1. Any of certain Andean evergreen shrubs or small trees of the 

genus Erythroxylum, especially E. coca, whose leaves contain cocaine and other 

alkaloids.  2. The dried leaves of such a plant, chewed by people of the Andes for 

a stimulating effect and also used for extraction of cocaine and other alkaloids.  

[Spanish, from Quechua kúka.]

co·caine (ko-k7nù, koùk7nÙ) n.  Abbr. C A colorless or white crystalline alkaloid, 

C17H21NO4, extracted from coca leaves, sometimes used in medicine as a local 

anesthetic especially for the eyes, nose, or throat and widely used as an illicit drug 

for its euphoric and stimulating effects.  [French cocaïne, from coca, coca, from 

Spanish. See COCA.]

co·cain·ism (ko-k7ùnVzÙNm) n.  The habitual or excessive use of cocaine. 



co·cain·ize (ko-k7ùnXzÙ) v.  tr. co·cain·ized, co·cain·iz·ing, co·cain·iz·es. To 

anesthetize (a body part) with cocaine.   —co·cainÙi·zaùtion (-k7ÙnV-z7ùshNn) n. 

co·car·cin·o·gen (koÙkär-sVnùN-jNn, ko-kärùsVn-N-jHnÙ) n.  A substance or fac-

tor that will not promote cancer by itself but can potentiate cancer when acting 

with carcinogenic agents.   —co·carÙcin·o·genùic (-sN-nN-jHnùVk) adj. 

coc·ci (kmkùsX, kmkùX) n.  Plural of coccus. 
coc·cid (kmkùsVd) n.  Any of various insects of the superfamily Coccoidea, 

including the scale insects and mealybugs.  [From New Latin Coccidae, family 

name, from Coccus, type genus, from Greek kokkos, grain.]

coc·cid·i·oi·do·my·co·sis (kmk-sVdÙK-oiÙdo-mX-koùsVs) n.  An infectious res-

piratory disease of human beings and other animals caused by inhaling the fun-

gus Coccidioides immitis. It is characterized by fever and various respiratory 

symptoms.  Also called valley fever [New Latin Coccidioides, genus name (from 

Coccidium, coccidium; see coccidium + -oides from Greek -oeidKs, -oid) + MYCO-

SIS.]

coc·cid·i·o·sis (kmk-sVdÙK-oùsVs) n.  A parasitic disease of many animals, includ-

ing cattle, swine, sheep, dogs, cats, and poultry, but rarely of human beings, 

resulting from infestation of the alimentary canal by protozoans of the order 

Coccidia.  [New Latin Coccidia, order name, pl. of coccidium, coccidium; see COC-

CIDIUM + -OSIS.]

coc·cid·i·um (kmk-sVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. coc·cid·i·a (-K-N). Any of various parasitic 

protozoans belonging to the order Coccidia and responsible for a disease of the 

alimentary canal in livestock, fowl, and human beings.  [New Latin Coccidium, 

originally a genus name  : COCCUS + -idium, n. suff. (from Greek -idion, diminu-

tive suff.).]

coc·co·ba·cil·lus (kmkÙo-bN-sVlùNs) n.  pl. coc·co·ba·cil·li (-sVlùX). A bacillus 

that is short and oval in shape.  [COCC(US) + BACILLUS.]

coc·coid (kmkùoid) adj.  Shaped like or resembling a coccus; spherical.   —  n.  A 

coccoid microorganism. 

coc·co·lith (kmkùN-lVthÙ) n.  A microscopic skeletal plate made of calcite that 

protects certain marine phytoplankton and which, in a fossilized state, forms 

chalk and limestone deposits.  [COCC(US) (from its shape) + -LITH.]

coc·cus (kmkùNs) n.  pl. coc·ci (kmkùsX, kmkùX). 1. A bacterium having a spherical 

or spheroidal shape.  2. Botany. A division containing a single seed that splits 

apart from a many-lobed fruit.  [New Latin, from Greek kokkos, grain, seed.]

-coccus suff.  A microorganism of spherical or spheroidal shape:  streptococcus.  

[From COCCUS.]

coc·cyg·e·al (kmk-sVjùK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the coccyx:  coccygeal vertebra.  

[From New Latin coccyx, cocc«g-, coccyx. See COCCYX.]

coc·cyx (kmkùsVks) n.  pl. coc·cy·ges (kmk-sXùjKz, kmkùsV-jKzÙ). A small triangular 

bone at the base of the spinal column in human beings and tailless apes, consist-



ing of several fused rudimentary vertebrae.  Also called tailbone [New Latin, from 

Greek kokkux, cuckoo, coccyx (from its resemblance to a cuckoo’s beak).]

Co·cha·bam·ba (koÙchN-bämùbN, kôÙchä-bämùbä)  A city of west-central 

Bolivia north-northwest of Sucre. Founded in 1574 as Orpeza, it was renamed in 

1786. Population, 317,251. 

Co·chin1 (koùchVn)  A region and former princely state of southwest India on the 

Malabar Coast of the Arabian Sea. The city of Cochin was visited by Vasco da 

Gama in 1502 and colonized by the Portuguese in the following year. It was taken 

by the Dutch in 1663 and occupied by the British in 1795. Population, 513,249. 

Co·chin2 (koùchVn, kmchùVn) n.  See Cochin China2. 
Cochin Chi·na1 (koùchVn chXùnN)  A region of southern Indochina including 

the rich delta area of the Mekong River. Originally a part of the Khmer Empire, it 

fell to the Annamese in the 18th century and to the French in the 19th century. 

The region forms the southern part of present-day Vietnam. 

Cochin Chi·na2 (koùchVn chXùnN) n.  A large domestic fowl of a breed devel-

oped in Asia, having thickly feathered legs.  Also called Cochin2, Shanghai2.  [After 

Cochin China1.]

coch·i·neal (kmchÙN-nKlù, kmchùN-nKlÙ, koÙchN-, koùchN-) n.  1. A red dye made 

of the dried and pulverized bodies of female cochineal insects. It is used as a bio-

logical stain and as an indicator in acid-base titrations.  2. Color. A vivid red.  

[French cochenille, from Spanish cochinilla, cochineal insect, probably from Vul-

gar Latin *coccinella, from feminine diminutive of Latin coccinus, scarlet, from 

Greek kokkinos, from kokkos, kermes berry (from its use in making scarlet dye).] 
—cochÙi·nealù adj. 

cochineal insect (kmchÙN-nKlù VnùsHktÙ) n.  Any of several red scale insects of 

the family Dactylopiidae that feed on cacti, especially the prickly pear, and range 

from the southwest United States to Central America. 

Co·chise (ko-chKsù, -chKzù), 1812?-1874.  Chiricahua Apache leader who 

directed Apache resistance to U.S. troops in Arizona (1861-1872). 

coch·le·a (kmkùlK-N, koùklK-N) n.  pl. coch·le·ae (-lK-KÙ, -lK-XÙ) also coch·le·as. 
A spiral-shaped cavity of the inner ear that resembles a snail shell and contains 

nerve endings essential for hearing.  [Latin, snail shell, from Greek kokhlias, snail, 

from kokhlos, land snail.] —cochùle·ar adj. 

cochlear nerve (kmkùlK-Nr nûrv) n.  A division of the acoustic nerve that con-

ducts auditory stimuli to the brain. 

coch·le·ate (kmkùlK-Vt, -7tÙ, koùklK-) also coch·le·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  Shaped 

like a snail shell; spirally twisted.  [Latin cochle7tus, from cochlea, snail shell. See 

COCHLEA.]

Coch·ran (kmkùrNn), Jacqueline. 1910-1980.  American aviator who held 

numerous national and international speed records and headed the Women’s Air 

Force Service Pilots during World War II. 



cock1 (kmk) n.  1. a. An adult male chicken; a rooster.  b. An adult male of vari-

ous other birds.   2. A weathervane shaped like a rooster; a weathercock.  3. A 

leader or chief.  4. A faucet or valve by which the flow of a liquid or gas can be 

regulated.  5. a. The hammer of a firearm.  b. The position of the hammer of a 

firearm when ready for firing.   6. A tilting or jaunty turn upward:  the cock of a 

hat.  7. Vulgar Slang. The penis.  8. Archaic. The characteristic cry of a rooster 

early in the morning.   —  v.  cocked, cock·ing, cocks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To set the 

hammer of (a firearm) in a position ready for firing.  2. To set (a device, such as a 

camera shutter) in a position ready for use.  3. To tilt or turn up or to one side, 

usually in a jaunty or alert manner:  cocked an eyebrow in response to a silly ques-

tion.  4. To raise in preparation to throw or hit:  cocked the bat before swinging at 

the pitch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To set the hammer of a firearm in a position ready for 

firing.  2. To turn or stick up.  3. To strut; swagger.   —idioms. cock a snoot 
(or cock a snook). Slang. To express scorn or derision by or as if by placing the 

thumb on the nose and wiggling the fingers; thumb one’s nose: “[He] could cock a 

snoot at the rest of the... world and blithely go his own way” (Elie Kedourie).  cock 
of the walk. An overbearing or domineering person.  [Middle English cok, 

from Old English cocc, probably from Late Latin coccus, from coco, a cackling, of 

imitative origin.]

cock2 (kmk) n.  A cone-shaped pile of straw or hay.   —  v.  tr. cocked, cock·ing, 
cocks. To arrange (straw or hay) into piles shaped like cones.  [Middle English 

cok.]

cock·ade (km-k7dù) n.  An ornament, such as a rosette or knot of ribbon, usually 

worn on the hat as a badge.  [Alteration of obsolete cockard, from French cocarde, 

from Old French coquarde, feminine of coquard, vain, cocky, from coq, cock. See 

COCK
1.] —cock·adùed adj. 

cock-a-hoop (kmkÙN-hupù, -htpù) adj.  1. Being in a state of boastful elation 

or exultation.  2. Being askew.  [From the phrase to set cock on hoop, to drink fes-

tively.] —cockÙ-a-hoopù adv. 

Cock·aigne (km-k7nù) n.  An imaginary land of easy and luxurious living.  

[Middle English cokaigne, from Old French, from (pais de) cokaigne, (land of) 

plenty, from Middle Low German kokenje, diminutive of koke, cake.]

cock-a-leek·ie also cock·a·leek·ie (kmkÙN-lKùkK) n.  A soup made with 

chicken broth and leeks.  [Alteration of cockie, diminutive of COCK
1 + leekie, 

diminutive of LEEK.]

cock·a·lo·rum (kmkÙN-lôrùNm, -lorù-) n.  1. A little man with an unduly high 

opinion of himself.  2. Boastful talk; braggadocio.  [Perhaps alteration (influ-

enced by Latin -orum, nominal ending), of obsolete Flemish kockeloeren, to crow, 

of imitative origin.]



cock·a·ma·mie also cock·a·ma·my (kmkùN-m7ÙmK) adj.  Slang. 1. Trifling; 

nearly valueless.  2. Ludicrous; nonsensical:  gave me a cockamamie reason for not 

going.  [Probably alteration of DECALCOMANIA.]

cock-and-bull story (kmkÙNn-btlù stôrùK) n.  An absurd or highly improba-

ble tale passed off as being true. 

cock·a·tiel also cock·a·teel (kmkÙN-tKlù) n.  A small crested Australian parrot 

(Nymphicus hollandicus) having gray and yellow plumage.  [Dutch kaketielje, ulti-

mately from Malay kakatua, cockatoo. See COCKATOO.]

cock·a·too (kmkùN-tuÙ) n.  pl. cock·a·toos. Any of various large parrots, espe-

cially of the genus Kakatoe of Australia and adjacent areas, characterized by a 

long, erectile crest.  [Dutch kaketoe, from Malay kakatua.]

cock·a·trice (kmkùN-trVs, -trXsÙ) n.  Mythology. A serpent hatched from a cock’s 

egg and having the power to kill by its glance.  [Middle English cocatrice, basilisk, 

from Old French cocatris, from Medieval Latin coc7trix, coc7tric-, possibly alter-

ation of calc7trix, from Latin calc7re, to track, from calx, calc-, heel (translation of 

Greek ikhneumon, tracker). See ICHNEUMON.]

cock·boat (kmkùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A small rowboat, especially one used to ferry 

supplies from ship to shore.  Also called cockleboat [Middle English cokboot : cok, 

cockboat (from Anglo-Norman coque, probably ultimately from Latin caudica, 

from caudex, caudic-, tree trunk) + boot, boat; see BOAT.]

cock·chaf·er (kmkùch7ÙfNr) n.  Any of various European beetles of the family 

Scarabaeidae, especially Melolontha melolontha, which is destructive to plants.  

[Possibly COCK
1 + CHAFER.]

Cock·croft (kmkùkrôftÙ, -krmftÙ), Sir John Douglas. 1897-1967.  British physi-

cist who with Ernest Walton succeeded in splitting the atom (1931). They shared 

a 1951 Nobel Prize for their contributions to nuclear physics. 

cock·crow (kmkùkroÙ) n.  The very beginning of the day; dawn. 

cocked hat (kmkt h4t) n.  A hat with the brim turned up in two or three places, 

especially a three-cornered hat; a tricorn. 

cock·er1 (kmkùNr) n.  1. A cocker spaniel.  2. a. A person who keeps or trains 

gamecocks.  b. A person who promotes or attends cockfights.  

cock·er2 (kmkùNr) v.  tr. cock·ered, cock·er·ing, cock·ers. To pamper, spoil, or 

coddle.  [Middle English cokeren.]

cock·er·el (kmkùNr-Nl) n.  A young rooster.  [Middle English cokerel, diminutive 

of cok, cock. See COCK
1.]

cocker spaniel (kmkùNr sp4nùyNl) n.  A dog of a breed originally developed in 

England, having long, drooping ears and a variously colored silky coat.  [From its 

original use in hunting woodcocks.]

cock·eye (kmkùXÙ) n.  A squinting eye.  [Possibly alteration (influenced by COCK
1) 

of Irish Gaelic caoch, one-eyed, squinting (from Old Irish cáech) + EYE.]



cock·eyed (kmkùXdÙ) adj.  Informal. 1. Foolish; ridiculous; absurd:  a cockeyed 

idea.  2. Askew; crooked.  3. Intoxicated; drunk. 

Cock·eys·ville (kmkùKz-vVlÙ)  A community of northern Maryland, a manufac-

turing suburb of Baltimore. Population, 18,668. 

cock·fight (kmkùfXtÙ) n.  A fight between gamecocks, often having their legs fit-

ted with metal spurs, that is arranged as a spectacle.   —cockùfightÙing adj.  & n. 

cock·horse (kmkùhôrsÙ) n.  1. Something used as a toy horse, such as the knee 

of an adult or a rocking horse.  2. A horse added to a team of horses to assist a 

wagon through high water or over difficult terrain.  [Origin unknown.]

cock·le1 (kmkùNl) n.  1. Any of various bivalve mollusks of the family Cardiidae, 

having rounded or heart-shaped shells with radiating ribs.  2. The shell of a 

cockle.  3. A wrinkle; a pucker.  4. Nautical. A cockleshell.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

cock·led, cock·ling, cock·les. To become or cause to become wrinkled or 

puckered.   —idiom. cockles of (one’s) heart. One’s innermost feelings:  The 

valentine warmed the cockles of my heart.  [Middle English cokel, from Old French 

coquille, shell, from Vulgar Latin *cochillia, from Latin conchyllium, from Greek 

konkhulion, diminutive of konkhK, mussel.]

cock·le2 (kmkùNl) n.  Any of several weedy plants, especially the corn cockle.  

[Middle English cokkel, from Old English coccel, from Medieval Latin *cocculus, 

diminutive of Latin coccus, kermes berry, from Greek kokkos.]

cock·le·boat (kmkùNl-botÙ) n.  Nautical. See cockboat. 
cock·le·bur (kmkùNl-bûrÙ) n.  1. Any of several annual weeds of the genus 

Xanthium in the composite family, having small seedlike fruits enclosed within a 

prickly bur that clings readily to clothing or animal fur.  2. A bur of this plant. 

cock·le·shell (kmkùNl-shHlÙ) n.  1. a. The shell of a cockle.  b. A shell similar to 

that of a cockle.   2. Nautical. A small, light boat. 

cock·loft (kmkùlôftÙ, -lmftÙ) n.  A small loft, garret, or attic.  [Probably from its 

use as a roosting place.]

cock·ney (kmkùnK) n.  pl. cock·neys. 1.  Often Cockney. A native of the East 

End of London.  2. The dialect or accent of the natives of the East End of Lon-

don.   —  adj.  Of or relating to cockneys or their dialect.  [Middle English coke-

nei, city dweller, pampered child, cock’s egg  : coken, cock (possibly blend of cok; 

see cock1, and chiken, chicken ); see CHICKEN + ei, egg (from Old English <g); see 

awi- in Appendix.]

cock-of-the-rock (kmkÙNv-thN-rmkù) n.  pl. cocks-of-the-rock. Either of two 

South American birds (Rupicola rupicola or R. peruviana) having a distinctive 

crest and bright-orange or reddish plumage in the male.  [From its habit of nest-

ing on rocks.]

cock·pit (kmkùpVtÙ) n.  1. a. The space in the fuselage of a small airplane con-

taining seats for the pilot, copilot, and sometimes passengers.  b. The space set 

apart for the pilot and crew, as in a helicopter, large airliner, or transport aircraft.   



2. The driver’s compartment in a racing car.  3. A pit or enclosed area for cock-

fights.  4. A place where many battles have been fought.  5. Nautical. a. A com-

partment in an old warship below the water line, used as quarters for junior 

officers and as a station for the wounded during a battle.  b. An area in a small 

decked vessel toward the stern, lower than the rest of the deck, from which the 

vessel is steered.  

cock·roach (kmkùrochÙ) n.  Any of numerous oval, flat-bodied insects of the 

family Blattidae, including several species that are common household pests.  [By 

folk etymology from obsolete cacarootch, from Spanish cucaracha, from cuca, cat-

erpillar.]

WORD HISTORY: The word for cockroach in Spanish is cucaracha, which

should certainly set anyone with an eye for etymology to thinking. Users of En-

glish did not simply borrow the Spanish word, however. Instead, they made it con-

form in appearance to other English words: cock, the word for rooster, and roach,

the name of a fish. We do not know exactly why these words were chosen other

than their resemblance to the two parts of the original Spanish word. We do know

that the first recorded use of the word comes from a 1624 work by the colonist

John Smith. The form Smith used, cacarootch, is closer to the Spanish. A form

more like our own, cockroche, is first recorded in 1657.

cocks·comb (kmksùkomÙ) n.  1. The comb of a rooster.  2. The cap of a jester, 

decorated to resemble the comb of a rooster.  3. An annual plant (Celosia cristata) 

widely cultivated for its showy, fan-shaped or plumelike clusters of red or yellow 

flowers.  Also called celosia 4. Obsolete. Variant of coxcomb (n., sense 1). 

cocks·foot n.  Chiefly British. Orchard grass. 

cock·shy (kmkùshXÙ) n.  pl. cock·shies. Chiefly British. 1. A mark aimed at in 

throwing contests.  2. The throw in a throwing contest.  [From an old game in 

which sticks were shied at a cock.]

cock·spur hawthorn (kmkùspûrÙ hôùthôrnÙ) n.  A small, thorny North 

American tree (Crataegus crus-galli) having white flowers and small red fruit.  

[From the resemblance of its thorn to a cock’s spur.]

cock·suck·er (kmkùsƒkÙNr) n.  Obscene. 1. One who performs an act of fellatio.  

2. A mean or despicable person. 

cock·sure (kmkùshtrù) adj.  1. Completely sure; certain.  2. Too sure; overcon-

fident.   —cockùsureùly adv.  —cockùsureùness n. 

cock·tail (kmkùt7lÙ) n.  1. Any of various mixed alcoholic drinks consisting usu-

ally of brandy, whiskey, vodka, or gin combined with fruit juices or other liquors 

and often served chilled.  2. An appetizer, such as mixed fruit served with some 

juice or seafood served with a sharp sauce:  fruit cocktail; shrimp cocktail.   —  adj.  



1. Of or relating to cocktails:  a cocktail glass; a cocktail party.  2. Suitable for wear 

on semiformal occasions:  a cocktail dress.  [Origin unknown.]

cocktail table (kmkùt7lÙ t7ùbNl) n.  See coffee table. 
cock-up (kmkùƒpÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A blunder; a mess. 

cock·y (kmkùK) adj.  cock·i·er, cock·i·est. Overly self-assertive or self-confident.   
—cockùi·ly adv.  —cockùi·ness n. 

Co·co (koùko)  A river rising in northern Nicaragua and flowing about 483 km 

(300 mi) northeast along the Nicaragua-Honduras border to the Caribbean Sea. 

co·coa (koùko) n.  1. a. A powder made from cacao seeds after they have been 

fermented, roasted, shelled, ground, and freed of most of their fat.  b. A beverage 

made by mixing this powder with sugar in hot water or milk.   2. Color. A moder-

ate brown to reddish brown.  [Alteration (influenced by coco, coconut palm); see 

COCONUT, of CACAO.] —coùcoa adj. 

Co·coa (koùko)  A city of east-central Florida east-southeast of Orlando. It is a 

tourist center in a citrus-growing region. Population, 17,722. 

cocoa bean (koùko bKn) n.  See cacao (n., sense 2). 

cocoa butter (koùko bƒtùNr) n.  A yellowish-white fatty solid obtained from 

cacao seeds and used as an ingredient in cosmetics, tanning oils, chocolate, and 

soap.  Also called cacao butter 

co·coa·nut (koùkN-nƒtÙ, -nNt) n.  Variant of coconut. 
co·co·bo·lo (koÙkN-boùlo) n.  pl. co·co·bo·los. 1. Any of certain trees of the 

genus Dahlbergia in the pea family, especially D. retusa of Central America and 

Mexico.  2. The hard, durable wood of such a tree, deep orange-red with black 

streaking or mottling, used for small specialty items such as knife handles.  

[Spanish, from Arawak kakabali.]

co·co-de-mer (koùko-dN-mârù) n.  1. A fan-leaved palm (Lodoicea maldivica) 

native to the Seychelles, bearing the largest seed of all plants, which is enclosed in 

a hard shell resembling a pair of coconuts joined in the middle.  2. The hard-

shelled seed of this plant.  Also called double coconut [French  : coco, coconut + de, 

of + mer, sea.]

co·con·spir·a·tor (koÙkNn-spîrùN-tNr) n.  A joint conspirator. 

co·co·nut also co·coa·nut (koùkN-nƒtÙ, -nNt) n.  1. The fruit of the coconut 

palm, consisting of a fibrous husk surrounding a large seed.  2. The large, brown, 

hard-shelled seed of the coconut, containing white flesh surrounding a partially 

fluid-filled central cavity.  3. The edible white flesh of the coconut, often shred-

ded and used in food and confections or for the extraction of coconut oil.  4. A 

coconut palm.  [coco (from Portuguese côco, grinning skull, goblin, coconut, 

probably from Late Latin coccum, shell); see COCOON + NUT.]

coconut crab (koùkN-nƒtÙ kr4b) n.  A large terrestrial hermit crab (Birgus 

latro) that can climb trees and that feeds on carrion and vegetation. 



coconut milk (koùkN-nƒtÙ mVlk) n.  1. A milky fluid extracted from the flesh 

of the coconut, used in foods or as a beverage.  2. The watery fluid in the central 

cavity of the coconut, used chiefly as a beverage. 

coconut oil (koùkN-nƒtÙ oil) n.  A pale yellow to colorless oil or a white semi-

solid fat obtained from the flesh of the coconut, widely used in food products 

and in the production of cosmetics and soaps. 

coconut palm (koùkN-nƒtÙ päm) n.  A feather-leaved palm (Cocos nucifera) 

extensively cultivated in tropical regions for food, beverages, oil, thatching, fiber, 

utensils, or ornament. 

co·coon (kN-kunù) n.  1. a. A protective case of silk or similar fibrous material 

spun by the larvae of moths and other insects that serves as a covering for their 

pupal stage.  b. A similar natural protective covering or structure, such as the egg 

case of a spider.   2. A protective plastic coating that is placed over stored military 

or naval equipment.  3. Something suggestive of a cocoon in appearance or pur-

pose: “a congressionally mandated process that will gradually strip these institutions 

of a cocoon of regulations” (Edward Meadows).   —  v.  co·cooned, co·coon·ing, 
co·coons.  —  v.  tr. To envelop in or as if in a cocoon, as for protection from a 

harsh or unfriendly environment.   —  v.  intr. To retreat as if into a cocoon, as for 

security from a harsh or unfriendly environment.  [French cocon, from Provençal 

coucoun, diminutive of coco, shell, from Late Latin coccum, from Latin, berry, oak 

gall, from Greek kokkos, seed, berry.]

co·coon·ing (kN-kuùnVng) n.  Retreat into the privacy of one’s own home dur-

ing leisure time as a means of insulating oneself from what is perceived to be a 

harsh, unpredictable world: “The harassments of daily life—looming nuclear incin-

eration, rude waiters—have driven people to cocooning. They have gone to ground in 

their dens... to keep at bay the modern world” (George F. Will). 

coco plum  or co·co·plum (koùko-plƒmÙ) n.  An evergreen shrub or small tree 

(Chrysobalanus icaco) native to the American and African tropics, having plum-

like fruit used to make jellies and preserves.  [Alteration of Spanish icaco, from 

Arawak ikaku.]

Co·cos Islands (koùkos XùlNndz) also Kee·ling Islands (kKùlVng)  An island 

group in the eastern Indian Ocean southwest of Sumatra. Discovered in 1609, the 

islands were settled by the British in 1826 and are today administered by Austra-

lia. 

co·cotte (kô-kôtù) n.  A woman prostitute.  [French, chicken, prostitute, femi-

nine diminutive of coq, cock, from Old French. See COCK
1.]

co·co·yam (koùko-y4mÙ) n.  See taro.  [COCO(A) + YAM (from its being planted 

in coconut groves).]

Coc·teau (kmk-toù, kôk-), Jean. 1889-1963.  French author and filmmaker who 

worked in nearly every artistic medium but is best known for the novel Les 



Enfants Terrible (1929), the play The Infernal Machine (1934), and the film Beauty 

and the Beast (1945). 

co·cur·ric·u·lar (koÙkN-rVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Complementing but not part of the reg-

ular curriculum:  The civics class sponsored a voter registration drive as a cocurricu-

lar activity. 

Co·cy·tus (ko-kXùtNs, -sXù-) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the five rivers of Hades. 

cod1 (kmd) n.  pl. cod or cods. Any of various marine fishes of the family 

Gadidae, especially Gadus morhua, an important food fish of northern Atlantic 

waters.  Also called codfish [Middle English.]

cod2 (kmd) n.  1. A husk or pod.  2. Archaic. The scrotum.  3. Obsolete. A bag.  

[Middle English, from Old English codd.]

Cod (kmd), Cape. A hook-shaped peninsula of southeast Massachusetts extend-

ing east and north into the Atlantic Ocean. Fishing, whaling, and shipping were 

important here until the late 1800’s; the economy today is based largely on tour-

ism. 

COD  or C.O.D. abbr.  1. Cash on delivery.  2. Collect on delivery. 

co·da (koùdN) n.  Music. A passage at the end of a movement or composition that 

brings it to a formal close.  [Italian, from Latin cauda, tail.]

cod·dle (kmdùl) v.  tr. cod·dled, cod·dling, cod·dles. 1. To cook in water just 

below the boiling point:  coddle eggs.  2. To treat indulgently; baby.  See Synonyms 

at pamper.  [Possibly alteration of CAUDLE.] —codùdler n. 

code (kod) n.  1. A systematically arranged and comprehensive collection of 

laws.  2. A systematic collection of regulations and rules of procedure or conduct:  

a traffic code.  3. a. A system of signals used to represent letters or numbers in 

transmitting messages.  b. A system of symbols, letters, or words given certain 

arbitrary meanings, used for transmitting messages requiring secrecy or brevity.   

4. A system of symbols and rules used to represent instructions to a computer.  

5. Genetics. The genetic code.  6. Slang. A patient whose heart has stopped beat-

ing, as in cardiac arrest.   —  v.  cod·ed, cod·ing, codes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sys-

tematize and arrange (laws and regulations) into a code.  2. To convert (a 

message, for example) into code.   —  v.  intr. 1. Genetics. To specify the genetic 

code for an amino acid or a polypeptide.  2. Slang. To go into cardiac arrest.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin codex, book. See CODEX.]

code·book (kodùbtkÙ) n.  A book that lists the symbols of a code and their 

meanings. 

co·dec·li·na·tion (koÙdHk-lN-n7ùshNn) n.  Astronomy. The complement of the 

declination. 

co·de·fen·dant (koÙdV-fHnùdNnt) n.  Law. A joint defendant. 

co·deine (koùdKnÙ, -dK-Vn) n.  An alkaloid narcotic, C18H21NO3, derived from 

opium or morphine and used as a cough suppressant, analgesic, and hypnotic.  



[French codéine : Greek kodeia, poppy head (from koos, cavity); see keuN- in 

Appendix + -ine, alkaloid; see -INE
2.]

code name (kod n7m) n.  A name assigned to conceal the identity or existence 

of something or someone. 

code-name (kodùn7mÙ) v.  tr. code-·named, code-·nam·ing, code-
·names. To assign a code name to. 

co·de·ter·mi·na·tion (koÙdV-tûrÙmN-n7ùshNn) n.  Cooperation, especially 

between labor and management, in policymaking: “The codetermination of labor 

with management, compulsory in large firms here, was applied to universities as 

well, with governing committees forced to share representation more evenly between 

professors, junior staff, and students” (Elizabeth Pond). 

code word (kod wûrd) n.  1. A secret word or phrase used as a code name or 

password.  2. A euphemism: “The Democrats’ ‘populism’ is a code word for bigger 

farm subsidies and protectionism” (New Republic). 

co·dex (koùdHksÙ) n.  pl. co·di·ces (koùdV-sKzÙ, kmdùV-). A manuscript volume, 

especially of a classic work or of the Scriptures.  [Latin codex, codic-, tree trunk, 

wooden tablet, book, variant of caudex, stem, trunk.]

cod·fish (kmdùfVshÙ) n.  pl. codfish or cod·fish·es. See cod1. 
codg·er (kmjùNr) n.  Informal. A somewhat eccentric man, especially an old one.  

[Perhaps alteration of obsolete cadger, peddler. See CADGE.]

co·di·ces (koùdV-sKzÙ, kmdùV-) n.  Plural of codex. 
cod·i·cil (kmdùN-sVl) n.  1. Law. A supplement or appendix to a will.  2. A supple-

ment or appendix.  [Middle English, from Old French codicille, from Latin codi-

cillus, diminutive of codex, codic-, codex. See CODEX.] —codÙi·cilùla·ry (kmdÙN-

sVlùN-rK) adj. 

cod·i·fy (kmdùV-fXÙ, koùdN-) v.  tr. cod·i·fied, cod·i·fy·ing, cod·i·fies. 1. To 

reduce to a code:  codify laws.  2. To arrange or systematize.   —codÙi·fi·caùtion 
(-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —codùi·fiÙer n. 

co·di·rect (koÙdV-rHktù) v.  tr. co·di·rected, co·di·rect·ing, co·di·rects. To 

direct (a play, film, or other form of public entertainment) jointly with another 

or others.   —co·di·rectùor n. 

cod·ling1 (kmdùlVng) also cod·lin (-lVn) n.  1. A greenish, elongated English 

apple used for cooking.  2. A small, unripe apple.  [Alteration of Middle English 

querdlyng, possibly from Anglo-Norman *querdelion, lionheart  : Old French 

cuer, heart; see COURAGE + de, of (from Latin dK); see DE- + Old French lion, lion; 

see LION.]

cod·ling2 (kmdùlVng) n.  pl. cod·lings or codling. A young cod. 

codling moth also codlin moth (kmdùlVng môth) n.  A small, grayish moth 

(Carpocapsa pomonella) whose larvae are destructive to various fruits, especially 

apples. 



cod-liv·er oil (kmdùlVvùNr oil) n.  An oil obtained from the liver of cod and 

related fishes and used as a dietary source of vitamins A and D. 

co·dom·i·nance (ko-dmmùN-nNns) n.  Genetics. A condition in which both alle-

les of a gene pair in a heterozygote are fully expressed, with neither one being 

dominant or recessive to the other. 

co·dom·i·nant (ko-dmmùN-nNnt) adj.  1. Genetics. Of or relating to two alleles 

of a gene pair in a heterozygote that are both fully expressed.  2. a. Ecology. Being 

one of two or more of the most characteristic species in a biotic community.  

b. Influencing the presence and type of other species in the community.    —  n.  

Ecology. One of the most characteristic species in a biotic community. 

co·don (koùdmnÙ) n.  A sequence of three adjacent nucleotides constituting the 

genetic code that specifies the insertion of an amino acid in a specific structural 

position in a polypeptide chain during protein synthesis.  [COD(E) + -ON
1.]

cod·piece (kmdùpKsÙ) n.  A pouch at the crotch of the tight-fitting breeches 

worn by men in the 15th and 16th centuries.  [Middle English codpece : cod, bag, 

scrotum (from Old English codd, bag) + pece, piece; see PIECE.]

cods·wal·lop (kmdzùwmlÙNp) n.  Chiefly British. Nonsense; rubbish.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Co·dy (koùdK), William Frederick. Known as “Buffalo Bill.” 1846-1917.  Amer-

ican frontier scout and showman who after 1883 toured the United States and 

Europe with his Wild West Show. 

co·ed  or co-ed (koùHdÙ) Informal. n.  A woman who attends a coeducational 

college or university.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to an education system in which 

both men and women attend the same institution or classes; coeducational:  a 

coed university.  2. Open to both sexes:  a coed dorm; a coed pool.  [Short for coed-

ucational.]

co·ed·it (ko-HdùVt) v.  tr. co·ed·it·ed, co·ed·it·ing, co·ed·its. To edit (a print 

publication or a film) jointly with another or others.   —co·edùi·tor n. 

co·ed·u·ca·tion (ko-HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  The system of education in which both 

men and women attend the same institution or classes.   —co·edÙu·caùtion·al 
adj.  —co·edÙu·caùtion·al·ly adv. 

co·ef·fi·cient (koÙN-fVshùNnt) n.  Abbr. coef. 1. Mathematics. A number or 

symbol multiplying a variable or an unknown quantity in an algebraic term, as 4 

in the term 4x, or x in the term x(a+b).  2. A numerical measure of a physical or 

chemical property that is constant for a system under specified conditions such as 

the coefficient of friction. 

coefficient of correlation (koÙN-fVshùNnt ƒv kôrÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  pl. coeffi-
cients of correlation. See correlation coefficient. 

coefficient of friction (koÙN-fVshùNnt ƒv frVkùshNn) n.  pl. coefficients of 
friction. The ratio of the weight of an object being moved along a surface and 

the force that maintains contact between the object and the surface. 



coefficient of self-induction (koÙN-fVshùNnt ƒv sHlfÙVn-dƒkùshNn) n.  pl. 

coefficients of self-induction. Electricity. See self-inductance. 
coefficient of viscosity (koÙN-fVshùNnt ƒv vV-skmsùV-tK) n.  pl. coefficients 
of viscosity. The degree to which a fluid resists flow under an applied force, 

measured by the tangential friction force per unit area divided by the velocity gra-

dient under conditions of streamline flow. 

-coel  or -coele  or -cele suff.  Chamber; cavity:  blastocoel.  [New Latin -coela, 

from Greek koilos, hollow. See keuN- in Appendix.]

coe·la·canth (sKùlN-k4nthÙ) n.  Any of various mostly extinct fishes of the order 

Coelacanthiformes, known only in fossil form until a single living species, Latim-

eria chalumnae of African marine waters, was identified in 1938.  [New Latin 

Coelacanthus, former genus name  : coel-, hollow (from Greek koilos); see -COEL + 

acanthus, -spined (from Greek akantha, spine).] —coeÙla·canùthineÙ (-

k4nùthXnÙ, -thVn) adj.  —coeÙla·canùthous (-thNs) adj. 

-coele suff.  Variant of -coel. 
coe·len·te·ra (sV-lHnùtNr-N) n.  Plural of coelenteron. 
coe·len·ter·ate (sV-lHnùtN-r7tÙ, -tNr-Vt) n.  Any of various invertebrate animals 

of the phylum Coelenterata, characterized by a radially symmetrical body with a 

saclike internal cavity, and including the jellyfishes, hydras, sea anemones, and 

corals.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the phylum Coelenterata.  [From 

New Latin Coelenterata, phylum name  : coel-, hollow; see COELACANTH + 

ENTER(ON) + -ATE
1.] —coe·len·terùic (-tHrùVk) adj. 

coe·len·ter·on (sV-lHnùtN-rmnÙ, -tNr-Nn) n.  pl. coe·len·te·ra (-tNr-N). The sac-

like cavity within the body of a coelenterate.  [New Latin  : coel-, hollow; see 

COELACANTH + ENTERON.]

coe·li·ac (sKùlK-4kÙ) adj.  Variant of celiac. 
coe·lom also ce·lom  or coe·lome (sKùlNm) n.  The cavity within the body of all 

animals higher than the coelenterates and certain primitive worms, formed by the 

splitting of the embryonic mesoderm into two layers. In mammals it forms the 

peritoneal, pleural, and pericardial cavities.  Also called body cavity [German 

Koelom, from Greek koiloma, cavity, from koilos, hollow. See keuN- in Appendix.] 
—coe·lomùic (sV-lmmùVk, -loùmVk) adj. 

coe·lo·mate (sKùlN-m7tÙ) adj.  Possessing a coelom:  a coelomate animal.   
—coeùlo·mate n. 

coeno-  or ceno- pref.  Common:  coenocyte.  [New Latin, from Greek koino-, 

from koinos. See kom in Appendix.]

coen·o·bite (sHnùN-bXtÙ, sKùnN-) n.  Variant of cenobite. 
coe·no·cyte (sKùnN-sXtÙ) n.  A multinucleate cytoplasmic mass enclosed by a 

single cell wall, as in slime molds and certain fungi and algae.   —coeÙno·cytùic 
(-sVtùVk) adj. 



coe·nu·rus (sV-ntrùNs, -nytrù-) n.  pl. coe·nu·ri (-ntrùXÙ, -nytrùXÙ). The 

parasitic larval stage of the tapeworm Taenia multiceps that consists of a cyst in 

which the scolex develops and that infects the central nervous system of rumi-

nants, especially sheep.  [COEN(O)- + -UR(O)US.]

co·en·zyme (ko-HnùzXmÙ) n.  A nonproteinaceous organic substance that usu-

ally contains a vitamin or mineral and combines with a specific protein, the 

apoenzyme, to form an active enzyme system.   —coÙen·zy·matùic (-zN-m4tùVk) 

adj.  —co·enÙzy·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

coenzyme A (ko-HnùzXmÙ 7) n.  Abbr. CoA A coenzyme present in all living 

cells that functions as an acyl group carrier and is necessary for fatty acid synthe-

sis and oxidation, pyruvate oxidation, and other acetylation reactions. 

coenzyme Q (ko-HnùzXmÙ kyu) n.  Ubiquinone. 

co·e·qual (ko-KùkwNl) adj.  Equal with one another, as in rank or size.   —  n.  

An equal.   —coÙe·qualùi·ty (-kwmlùV-tK) n.  —co·eùqual·ly adv. 

co·erce (ko-ûrsù) v.  tr. co·erced, co·erc·ing, co·erc·es. 1. To force to act or 

think in a certain way by use of pressure, threats, or intimidation; compel.  2. To 

dominate, restrain, or control forcibly:  coerced the strikers into compliance.  See 

Synonyms at force.  3. To bring about by force or threat:  efforts to coerce agree-

ment.  [Latin coercKre, to control, restrain  : co-, co- + arcKre, to enclose, confine.] 
—co·ercùer n.  —co·ercùi·ble adj. 

co·er·cion (ko-ûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. The act or practice of coercing.  2. Power 

or ability to coerce.   —co·erùcion·arÙy (-zhN-nHrÙK, -shN-) adj. 

co·er·cive (ko-ûrùsVv) adj.  Characterized by or inclined to coercion.   —co·erù-
cive·ly adv.  —co·erùcive·ness n. 

co·es·sen·tial (koÙV-sHnùshNl) adj.  Having the same essence or nature.   
—coÙes·senÙti·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK), coÙes·senùtial·ness n.  —coÙes·senù-
tial·ly adv. 

co·e·ta·ne·ous (koÙV-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Of equal age, duration, or period; coeval.  

[From Late Latin coaet7neus, a contemporary  : Latin co-, co- + Latin aet7s, age; 

see aiw- in Appendix.] —coÙe·taùne·ous·ly adv.  —coÙe·taùne·ous·ness n. 

co·e·ter·nal (koÙV-tûrùnNl) adj.  Equally or jointly eternal.   —coÙe·terùnal·ly 
adv. 

co·e·ter·ni·ty (koÙV-tûrùnV-tK) n.  Existence for eternity with another or others. 

Coeur d’A·lene (kôrÙ dN-l7nù, kôrdÙl-7nù, kûrdÙ-)  A city of northern Idaho 

on Coeur D’Alene Lake in the Panhandle east of Spokane, Washington. The 

city is the gateway to a popular resort area. Population, 24,563. 

Coeur de Li·on (kûrù dN lKùNn, kœr dN lyôNù)  See Richard I. 
co·e·val (ko-KùvNl) adj.  Originating or existing during the same period; lasting 

through the same era.   —  n.  One of the same era or period; a contemporary.  

[From Late Latin coaevus : co-, co- + aevum, age; see aiw- in Appendix.] 
—co·eùval·ly adv. 



co·ev·o·lu·tion (koÙHv-N-luùshNn, -K-vN-) n.  The evolution of two or more 

interdependent species, each adapting to changes in the other. It occurs, for 

example, between predators and prey and between insects and the flowers that 

they pollinate.   —coÙev·o·luùtion·ar·y adj.  —coÙe·volveù (-V-vmlvù) v. 

co·ex·ist (koÙVg-zVstù) v.  intr. co·ex·ist·ed, co·ex·ist·ing, co·ex·ists. 1. To 

exist together, at the same time, or in the same place.  2. To live in peace with 

another or others despite differences, especially as a matter of policy: “recognize 

and accept, as every President in the nuclear age has, that this means coexisting with 

the Soviet Union” (McGeorge Bundy).   —coÙex·isùtence n.  —coÙex·isùtent 
adj. 

co·ex·tend (koÙVk-stHndù) v.  intr. tr. co·ex·tend·ed, co·ex·tend·ing, 
co·ex·tends. To extend or cause to extend through the same space or duration.   
—coÙex·tenùsion n. 

co·ex·ten·sive (koÙVk-stHnùsVv) adj.  Having the same limits, boundaries, or 

scope.   —coÙex·tenùsive·ly adv. 

co·fac·tor (koùf4kÙtNr) n.  A substance, such as a metallic iron or coenzyme, that 

must be associated with an enzyme for the enzyme to function. 

C. of C. abbr.  Chamber of commerce. 

C. of E. abbr.  Church of England. 

cof·fee (kôùfK, kmfùK) n.  1. a. Any of various tropical African shrubs or trees of 

the genus Coffea, especially C. arabica, widely cultivated in the tropics for their 

seeds that are dried, roasted, and ground to prepare a stimulating, aromatic 

drink.  b. The beanlike seeds of this plant, enclosed within a pulpy fruit.  c. The 

beverage prepared from the seeds of this plant.   2. Color. A moderate brown to 

dark brown or dark grayish brown.  3. An informal social gathering at which cof-

fee and other refreshments are served.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a coffee cup; a coffee grinder.  [Alteration (influenced by Italian 

caffè, from Turkish), of Ottoman Turkish qahveh, from Arabic qahwah.]

WORD HISTORY: Would one be as ready to drink chaoua, kauhi, or coffa as

coffee? Most of these exotic early forms of our word reflect the fact that coffee,

though a normal accompaniment to the life of many English speakers, was orig-

inally an exotic substance. Coffee came to Europe from the Middle East, where

its name was qahveh, an Ottoman Turkish pronunciation of Arabic qahwah, the

Turks having borrowed the word and the drink from the Arabs. The first three

forms cited above show the influence of the Middle Eastern words for coffee. Our

form coffee results from combining caffè, the Italian version of the Middle Eastern

word, and the vowel of the Middle Eastern word, represented by o. Coffee is first

recorded in English in 1601 with the spelling coffe.



coffee break (kôùfK br7k) n.  A short break from work during which coffee or 

other refreshments may be consumed. 

cof·fee·cake (kôùfK-k7kÙ, kmfùK-) n.  A cake or sweetened bread, often contain-

ing nuts or raisins. 

cof·fee·house also coffee house (kôùfK-housÙ, kmfùK-) n.  A restaurant 

where coffee and other refreshments are served, especially one where people 

gather for conversation, games, or musical entertainment. 

coffee klatch  or coffee klatsch (kôùfK kl4ch, kläch) also kaf·fee·klatsch 
(kmfùK-kl4chÙ, -klächÙ, kôùfK-) n.  A casual social gathering for coffee and conver-

sation.  [Partial translation of German Kaffeeklatsch : Kaffee, coffee + Klatsch, 

gossip.]

cof·fee·mak·er also coffee maker (kôùfK-m7ÙkNr, kmfùK-) n.  An apparatus 

used to brew coffee. 

coffee mill (kôùfK mVl) n.  A device for grinding roasted coffee beans. 

cof·fee·pot (kôùfK-pmtÙ, kmfùK-) n.  A pot for brewing or serving coffee. 

coffee shop (kôùfK shmp) n.  A small restaurant in which coffee and light meals 

are served. 

coffee table (kôùfK t7ùbNl) n.  A long, low table, often placed before a sofa.  

Also called cocktail table 

cof·fee-ta·ble book (kôùfK-t7ÙbNl btk, kmfÙK-) n.  An oversize book of elab-

orate design that may be used for display, as on a coffee table. 

cof·fer (kôùfNr, kmfùNr) n.  1. A strongbox.  2.  Often coffers. a. Financial 

resources; funds.  b. A treasury:  stole money from the union coffers.   

3. Architecture. A decorative sunken panel in a ceiling, dome, soffit, or vault.  

4. The chamber formed by a canal lock.  5. A cofferdam.  6. A floating dock.   —  
v.  tr. cof·fered, cof·fer·ing, cof·fers. 1. To put in a coffer.  2. Architecture. To 

supply (a ceiling, for example) with decorative sunken panels.  [Middle English 

cofre, from Old French, alteration of *cofne, from Latin cophinus, basket. See COF-

FIN.]

cof·fer·dam (kôùfNr-d4mÙ, kmfùNr-) n.  1. A temporary watertight enclosure 

that is pumped dry to expose the bottom of a body of water so that construction, 

as of piers, may be undertaken.  2. A watertight chamber attached to the side of a 

ship to facilitate repairs below the water line. 

Cof·fey·ville (kôùfK-vVlÙ, kmfùK-)  A city of southeast Kansas near the Oklahoma 

border. It was settled as a cattle-shipping point after the coming of the railroad in 

the 1870’s. Population, 15,185. 

cof·fin (kôùfVn, kmfùVn) n.  1. An oblong box in which a corpse is buried.  2. The 

horny part of a horse’s hoof.   —  v.  tr. cof·fined, cof·fin·ing, cof·fins. To 

place in or as if in a coffin.  [Middle English cofin, basket, from Old French, from 

Latin cophinus, from Greek kophinos.]



Cof·fin (kôùfVn, kmfùVn), Levi. 1789-1877.  American abolitionist whose Quaker 

village in Indiana was a significant part of the Underground Railroad. 

Cof·fin (kôùfVn, kmfùVn), Robert Peter Tristram. 1892-1955.  American writer 

who won a Pulitzer Prize (1936) for Strange Holiness, a collection of poetry. 

coffin bone (kôùfVn bon) n.  The bone enclosed inside a horse’s hoof. 

coffin corner (kôùfVn kôrùnNr) n.  Football. Either corner of the field formed 

by the sideline and the defending team’s goal line. The ball may be deliberately 

punted out of bounds in this area, thus forcing the receiving team to play very 

close to its goal line. 

coffin nail (kôùfVn n7l) n.  Slang. A cigarette. 

cof·fle (kôùfNl, kmfùNl) n.  A group of animals, prisoners, or slaves chained 

together in a line.   —  v.  tr. cof·fled, cof·fling, cof·fles. To fasten together in a 

coffle.  [Arabic q7filah, caravan.]

co·found (ko-foundù) v.  tr. co·found·ed, co·found·ing, co·founds. To 

establish or found in concert with another or others.   —co·foundùer n. 

C. of S. abbr.  Chief of staff. 

co·func·tion (koùfungkÙshNn) n.  The trigonometric function of the comple-

ment of an angle:  Cotan θ is cofunction of tan θ. 

cog1 (kmg, kôg) n.  1. One of a series of teeth, as on the rim of a wheel or gear, 

whose engagement transmits successive motive force to a corresponding wheel or 

gear.  2. A cogwheel.  3. A subordinate member of an organization who performs 

necessary but usually minor or routine functions.  [Middle English cogge, proba-

bly of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish kugg, kugge.] —cogged adj. 

cog2 (kmg, kôg) v.  cogged, cog·ging, cogs.  —  v.  tr. To load or manipulate 

(dice) fraudulently.   —  v.  intr. To cheat, especially at dice.   —  n.  An instance 

of cheating; a swindle.  [Origin unknown.]

cog3 (kmg, kôg) n.  A tenon projecting from a wooden beam designed to fit into 

an opening in another beam to form a joint.   —  v.  tr. cogged, cog·ging, 
cogs. To join with tenons.  [Alteration (influenced by COG

1), of cock, to join with 

tenons.]

cog. abbr.  Cognate. 

co·gen·er·a·tion (ko-jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  A process in which an industrial facil-

ity uses its waste energy to produce heat or electricity. 

co·gent (koùjNnt) adj.  Appealing to the intellect or powers of reasoning; con-

vincing:  a cogent argument.  See Synonyms at valid.  [Latin cogKns, cogent- 

present participle of cogere, to force  : co-, co- + agere, to drive; see ag- in Appen-

dix.] —coùgen·cy (-jNn-sK) n.  —coùgent·ly adv. 

cog·i·ta·ble (kmjùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Thinkable; conceivable:  Since the discovery of the 

vaccine, annihilation of the disease is at last cogitable. 

cog·i·tate (kmjùV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. cog·i·tat·ed, cog·i·tat·ing, cog·i·tates. To 

take careful thought or think carefully about; ponder.  See Synonyms at think.  



[Latin cogit7re, cogit7t-  : co-, intensive pref.; see CO- + agit7re, to consider; see 

AGITATE.] —cogùi·taÙtor n. 

cog·i·ta·tion (kmjÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Thoughtful consideration; meditation.  2. A 

serious thought; a carefully considered reflection. 

cog·i·ta·tive (kmjùV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to cogitation.  2. Inclined to or 

capable of cogitation.   —cogùi·taÙtive·ly adv.  —cogùi·taÙtive·ness n. 

co·gnac (konùy4kÙ, kmnù-, kônù-) n.  A brandy distilled from white wine and 

produced in the vicinity of Cognac. 

Co·gnac (kônùy4kÙ, kmn-, kô-nyäkù)  A city of western France on the Charente 

River north-northeast of Bordeaux. It is famous for its distilleries, which have 

manufactured and exported cognac since the 18th century. Population, 20,660. 

cog·nate (kmgùn7tÙ) adj.  Abbr. cog. 1. Related by blood; having a common 

ancestor.  2. Related in origin, as certain words in genetically related languages 

descended from the same ancestral root; for example, English name and Latin 

nomen from Indo-European np-men-.  3. Related or analogous in nature, charac-

ter, or function.   —  n.  1. One related by blood or origin with another, especially 

a person sharing an ancestor with another.  2. A word related to one in another 

language.  [Latin cogn7tus : co-, co- + gn7tus, born, past participle of n7scX, to be 

born; see genN- in Appendix.] —cog·naùtion n. 

cog·ni·tion (kmg-nVshùNn) n.  1. The mental process or faculty of knowing, 

including aspects such as awareness, perception, reasoning, and judgment.  

2. That which comes to be known, as through perception, reasoning, or intuition; 

knowledge.  [Middle English cognicioun, from Latin cognitio, cognition-, from 

cognitus, past participle of cognoscere, to learn  : co-, intensive pref.; see CO- + 

gnoscere, to know; see gno- in Appendix.] —cog·niùtion·al adj. 

cog·ni·tive (kmgùnV-tVv) adj.  1. Of, characterized by, involving, or relating to 

cognition: “Thinking in terms of dualisms is common in our cognitive culture” (Key 

Reporter).  2. Having a basis in or reducible to empirical factual knowledge.   
—cogùni·tive·ly adv. 

cognitive dissonance (kmgùnV-tVv dVsùN-nNns) n.  Psychology. A condition of 

conflict or anxiety resulting from inconsistency between one’s beliefs and one’s 

actions, such as opposing the slaughter of animals and eating meat. 

cognitive science (kmgùnV-tVv sXùNns) n.  The study of the nature of various 

mental tasks and the processes that enable them to be performed. 

cog·ni·za·ble (kmgùnV-zN-bNl, kmg-nXù-) adj.  1. Knowable or perceivable.  

2. Law. That can be tried before a particular court.   —cogùni·za·bly adv. 

cog·ni·zance (kmgùnV-zNns) n.  1. Conscious knowledge or recognition; aware-

ness.  2. The range of what one can know or understand.  3. Observance; notice:  

We will take cognizance of your objections at the proper time.  4. Law. Acknowledg-

ment, recognition, or jurisdiction; the assumption of jurisdiction in a case.  

5. Heraldry. A crest or badge worn to distinguish the bearer.  [Middle English 



conissaunce, from Old French conoissance, from connoistre, to know, from Latin 

cognoscere, to learn. See COGNITION.]

cog·ni·zant (kmgùnV-zNnt) adj.  Fully informed; conscious.  See Synonyms at 

aware.  [From COGNIZANCE.]

cog·no·men (kmg-noùmNn) n.  pl. cog·no·mens or cog·nom·i·na (-nmmùN-

nN). 1. a. A family name; a surname.  b. The third and usually last name of a cit-

izen of ancient Rome, as Caesar in Gaius Julius Caesar.   2. A name, especially a 

descriptive nickname or epithet acquired through usage over a period of time.  

See Synonyms at name.  [Latin  : co-, co- + nomen, name; see np-men- in 

Appendix.] —cog·nomùi·nal (-nmmùN-nNl) adj. 

co·gno·scen·te (kmnÙyN-shHnùtK, kmgÙnN-) n.  pl. co·gno·scen·ti (-tK). A per-

son with superior, usually specialized knowledge or highly refined taste; a con-

noisseur.  [Obsolete Italian, from Latin cognoscKns, cognoscent- present participle 

of cognoscere, to know. See COGNITION.]

co·gon (ko-gonù) n.  An Old World perennial grass (Imperata cylindrica), wide-

spread as a weed in warm regions and used for thatching.  [Spanish cogón, from 

Tagalog kúgon.]

cog railway (kmg r7lùw7Ù) n.  A railway designed to operate on steep slopes and 

having a locomotive with a center cogwheel that engages with a cogged center rail 

to provide traction.  Also called rack railway 

Cogs·well chair (kmgzùwHlÙ châr, -wNl) n.  An upholstered easy chair, open 

under the armrests, with a sloping back and cabriole front legs.  [Probably from 

the name Cogswell.]

cog·wheel (kmgùhwKlÙ, -wKlÙ, kôgù-) n.  1. A toothed wheel.  2. One of a set of 

cogged wheels within a mechanism. 

co·hab·it (ko-h4bùVt) v.  intr. co·hab·it·ed, co·hab·it·ing, co·hab·its. 1. To 

live together as spouses.  2. To live together in a sexual relationship when not 

legally married.  [Late Latin cohabit7re : Latin co-, co- + Latin habit7re, to dwell; 

see INHABIT.] —co·habùi·tant, co·habùit·er n.  —co·habÙi·taùtion n.  

—co·habÙi·taùtion·al adj. 

Co·han (koùh4nÙ), George Michael. 1878-1942.  American singer, songwriter, 

and playwright known for his flashy, patriotic Broadway productions. He wrote 

“Over There” and “I’m a Yankee Doodle Dandy.” 

co·heir (ko-ârù) n.  A joint heir, as to an estate. 

co·heir·ess (ko-ârùVs) n.  A joint woman heir, as to an estate. 

Co·hen (koùNn), Morris Raphael. 1880-1947.  Russian-born American educa-

tor and philosopher known for his work on the philosophy of law and for a num-

ber of writings, including Reason and Nature (1931). 

Co·hen (koùNn), Stanley. Born 1922.  American biochemist. He shared a 1986 

Nobel Prize for the discovery of epidermal growth factor. 



co·here (ko-hîrù) v.  co·hered, co·her·ing, co·heres.  —  v.  intr. 1. To stick 

or hold together in a mass that resists separation.  2. To have internal elements or 

parts logically connected so that aesthetic consistency results: “The movie as a 

whole failed to cohere” (Robert Brustein).   —  v.  tr. To cause to form a united, 

orderly, and aesthetically consistent whole.  [Latin cohaerKre : co-, co- + haerKre, to 

cling.]

co·her·ence (ko-hîrùNns, -hHrù-) n.  1. The quality or state of cohering, espe-

cially a logical, orderly, and aesthetically consistent relationship of parts.  

2. Physics. The property of being coherent, as of waves. 

co·her·en·cy (ko-hîrùNn-sK) n.  pl. co·her·en·cies. Coherence. 

co·her·ent (ko-hîrùNnt, -hHrù-) adj.  1. Sticking together; cohering.  2. Marked 

by an orderly, logical, and aesthetically consistent relation of parts:  a coherent 

essay.  3. Physics. Of, relating to, or having waves with similar direction, ampli-

tude, and phase that are capable of exhibiting interference.  4. Of or relating to a 

system of units of measurement in which a small number of basic units are 

defined from which all others in the system are derived by multiplication or divi-

sion only.  5. Botany. Sticking to but not fused with a part or an organ of the same 

kind.   —co·herùent·ly adv. 

co·he·sion (ko-hKùzhNn) n.  1. The act, process, or condition of cohering:  

exhibited strong cohesion in the family unit.  2. Physics. The intermolecular attrac-

tion by which the elements of a body are held together.  3. Botany. The congenital 

union of parts of the same kind, such as a calyx of five united sepals.  [From Latin 

cohaesus, past participle of cohaerKre, to cling together. See COHERE.] —co·heù-
sive (-sVv, -zVv) adj.  —co·heùsive·ly adv.  —co·heùsive·ness n. 

co·he·sion·less (ko-hKùzhNn-lVs) adj.  Composed of particles that do not 

cohere. Used of soil. 

Cohn (kon), Ferdinand Julius. 1828-1898.  German botanist who is considered 

the founder of bacteriology. He was the first to recognize bacteria as plants. 

Cohn (kon), Roy Marcus. 1927-1986.  American lawyer who gained notoriety 

as Joseph McCarthy’s assistant during the Communist scare of the 1950’s. Shortly 

before his death he was disbarred in New York for unethical practices. 

co·ho (koùho) n.  pl. co·hos or coho. The coho salmon. 

Co·hoes (kN-hozù)  A city of east-central New York on the Hudson River north 

of Albany. It was settled by the Dutch in 1665. Population, 16,825. 

co·hort (koùhôrtÙ) n.  1. A group or band of people.  2. A companion or an 

associate.  3. A generational group as defined in demographics, statistics, or mar-

ket research: “The cohort of people aged 30 to 39... were more conservative” (Ameri-

can Demographics).  4. a. One of the 10 divisions of a Roman legion, consisting 

of 300 to 600 men.  b. A group of soldiers.   [Middle English, from Old French 

cohorte, from Latin cohors, cohort-. See gher-1 in Appendix.]



USAGE NOTE: The use of cohort to refer to an individual rather than a group

has gained considerable currency in recent years, and seems now to be the pre-

dominant usage. Seventy-one percent of the Usage Panel accepts the sentence The

cashiered dictator and his cohorts have all written their memoirs, while only 43 per-

cent accepts The gangster walked into the room surrounded by his cohort. • Perhaps

because of its original military meaning, cohort usually implies a somewhat neg-

ative judgment. A phrase such as the President and his cohorts might therefore be

better used by critics of the President than by defenders.

coho salmon (koùho s4mùNn) n.  A small silver food and game fish (Oncorhyn-

chus kisutch) native to North Pacific waters and introduced in the Great Lakes.  

Also called silver salmon [Alteration of cohose, from Salish (Halkomelem) k’wNx-
wNθ.]

co·hosh (koùhmshÙ) n.  Any of several North American plants, especially blue 

cohosh, black cohosh, and baneberry.  [From Eastern Abenaki kkwÛhas.]

co·host  or co-host (koùhostÙ) n.  A joint host, as of a social event.   —  v.  tr. 

co·host·ed, co·host·ing, co·hosts. To serve as a joint host of: “In 1980, [he] 

co-hosted another event for large contributors” (New Yorker).  See Usage Note at 

host1. 
co·hune (ko-hunù) n.  A feather-leaved Central American palm (Orbignya 

cohune) having hard-shelled fruits that yield a useful oil.  [New Latin, perhaps 

from American Spanish, from Mosquito ókhún.]

coif (koif) n.  1.  (also kwäf) A coiffure.  2. A tight-fitting cap worn under a veil, 

as by nuns.  3. A white skullcap formerly worn by English lawyers.  4. A heavy 

skullcap of steel or leather, formerly worn under a helmet or mail hood.   —  v.  tr. 

coifed, coif·ing, coifs. 1.  (also kwäf) To arrange or dress (the hair).  2. To 

cover with or as if with a coif.  [Middle English, from Old French coife, from Late 

Latin cofea, helmet, of Germanic origin.]

coif·feur (kwä-fûrù) n.  A male hairdresser.  [French, from coiffer, to coif, from 

Old French coife, coif. See COIF.]

coif·feuse (kwä-fyuzù, -fœzù) n.  A woman hairdresser.  [French, feminine of 

coiffeur, coiffeur. See COIFFEUR.]

coif·fure (kwä-fytrù) n.  A hairstyle.   —  v.  tr. coif·fured, coif·fur·ing, 
coif·fures. To arrange or dress (hair).  [French, from coiffer, to coif. See COIF-

FEUR.]

coign (koin, kwoin) n.  & v.   Variant of quoin. 
coil1 (koil) n.  1. a. A series of connected spirals or concentric rings formed by 

gathering or winding:  a coil of rope; long coils of hair.  b. An individual spiral or 

ring within such a series.   2. A spiral pipe or series of spiral pipes, as in a radiator.  

3. Electricity. a. A wound spiral of two or more turns of insulated wire, used to 



introduce inductance into a circuit.  b. Any of various devices of which such a 

spiral is the major component.   4. A roll of postage stamps prepared for use in a 

vending machine.   —  v.  coiled, coil·ing, coils.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wind in con-

centric rings or spirals.  2. To wind into a shape resembling a coil.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To form concentric rings or spirals.  2. To move in a spiral course:  black smoke 

coiling up into the sky.  [Probably from obsolete French coillir, to gather up, from 

Latin colligere. See COLLECT
1.] —coilùer n. 

coil2 (koil) n.  A disturbance; a fuss.  [Origin unknown.]

Coim·ba·tore (koimÙbN-torù, -tôrù)  A city of southern India south-southwest 

of Bangalore. It is a manufacturing center and an agricultural market. Popula-

tion, 704,514. 

Co·im·bra (ko-VmùbrN, kwVmù-, kwKNù-)  A city of central Portugal north-north-

east of Lisbon. It is noted for its university, founded in Lisbon in the 1290’s and 

transferred to Coimbra in 1540. Population, 74,616. 

coin (koin) n.  1. A small piece of metal, usually flat and circular, authorized by a 

government for use as money.  2. Metal money considered as a whole.  3. A flat, 

circular piece or object felt to resemble metal money:  a pizza topped with coins of 

pepperoni.  4. Architecture. A corner or cornerstone.  5. A mode of expression 

considered standard:  Two-word verbs are valid linguistic coin in the 20th century.   
—  v.  tr. coined, coin·ing, coins. 1. To make (pieces of money) from metal; 

mint or strike:  coined silver dollars.  2. To make pieces of money from (metal):  

coin gold.  3. To devise (a new word or phrase).   —  adj.  Requiring one or more 

pieces of metal money for operation:  a coin washing machine.   —idiom. the 
other side of the coin. One of two differing or opposing views or sides.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, die for stamping coins, wedge, from Latin cuneus, 

wedge.] —coinùa·ble adj.  —coinùer n. 

coin·age (koiùnVj) n.  1. The right or process of making coins.  2. a. Metal cur-

rency.  b. A system of metal currency.   3. a. A new word or phrase.  b. The 

invention of new words.   4. Ancestry or social background: “Count Gengler was 

of common coinage, but in coming to America he took on a royal name” (Jimmy 

Breslin). 

co·in·cide (koÙVn-sXdù) v.  intr. co·in·cid·ed, co·in·cid·ing, co·in·cides. 1. To 

occupy the same relative position or the same area in space.  2. To happen at the 

same time or during the same period.  3. To correspond exactly; be identical.  

4. To agree exactly, as in opinion; concur.  See Synonyms at agree.  [Medieval 

Latin coincidere : Latin co-, co- + Latin incidere, to occur; see INCIDENT.]

co·in·ci·dence (ko-VnùsV-dNns, -dHnsÙ) n.  1. The state or fact of occupying the 

same relative position or area in space.  2. A sequence of events that although 

accidental seems to have been planned or arranged. 

co·in·ci·dent (ko-VnùsV-dNnt) adj.  1. Occupying the same area in space or hap-

pening at the same time:  a series of coincident events.  See Synonyms at contem-



porary.  2. Being very similar to another, as in nature:  testimony that was 

coincident with the actual facts.  3. Matching point for point; coinciding:  coinci-

dent circles. 

co·in·ci·den·tal (ko-VnÙsV-dHnùtl) adj.  1. Occurring as or resulting from coin-

cidence.  2. Happening or existing at the same time.   —co·inÙci·denùtal·ly adv. 

co·in·sur·ance (koÙVn-shtrùNns) n.  1. Insurance held jointly by two or more 

insurers.  2. A form of insurance in which a person insures property for less than 

its full value and agrees to be responsible for the difference. 

co·in·sure (koÙVn-shtrù) v.  tr. co·in·sured, co·in·sur·ing, co·in·sures. 1. To 

insure jointly.  2. To insure with coinsurance. 

coir (koir) n.  The fiber obtained from the husk of a coconut, used chiefly in 

making rope and matting.  [Malayalam kayar, cord, from kayaru, to be twisted.]

co·i·tus (koùV-tNs, ko-Kù-) n.  Sexual union between a male and a female involv-

ing insertion of the penis into the vagina.  [Latin, from past participle of coXre, to 

copulate  : co-, co- + Xre, to go, come; see ei- in Appendix.] —coùi·tal adj.  

—coùi·tal·ly adv. 

coitus in·ter·rup·tus (koùV-tNs VnÙtN-rƒpùtNs) n.  Sexual intercourse deliber-

ately interrupted by withdrawal of the penis from the vagina prior to ejaculation.  

[New Latin  : Latin coitus, coitus + Latin interruptus, interrupted.]

coke1 (kok) n.  The solid residue of impure carbon obtained from bituminous 

coal and other carbonaceous materials after removal of volatile material by 

destructive distillation. It is used as a fuel and in making steel.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

coked, cok·ing, cokes. To convert or be converted into coke.  [Perhaps from 

Middle English colk, core.]

coke2 (kok) n.  Slang. Cocaine. 

Coke (kok)  A trademark used for a soft drink.  See Regional note at tonic. 
Coke (ktk, kok), Sir Edward. 1552-1634.  English jurist who as chief justice of 

the Court of Common Pleas (1606-1616) ruled that the common law is supreme 

law, even when the Crown disagrees. 

coke·head (kokùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A heavy user of cocaine: “his fictional charac-

ters—the cokehead, wild-man producer, the celebrity exercise man” (Wall Street 

Journal). 

col (kml) n.  A pass between two mountain peaks or a gap in a ridge.  [French, 

from Old French, neck, from Latin collum. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

Col  or Col. abbr.  Bible. Colossians. 

col. abbr.  1. Collect; collected; collector.  2. College; collegiate.  3. Colonial; col-

ony.  4. Color.  5. Column. 

Col. abbr.  1. Colombia.  2. Colonel.  3. Colorado. 

col-1 pref.  Variant of com-. 
col-2 pref.  Variant of colo-. 



co·la1 (koùlN) n.  A carbonated soft drink containing an extract of the cola nut 

and other flavorings. Regional. Also called dope 

co·la2 (koùlN) n.  Plural of colon1 (n., sense 2). 

co·la3 (koùlN) n.  A plural of colon2. 
co·la4 also ko·la (koùlN) n.  Either of two tropical African evergreen plants (Cola 

acuminata or C. nitida) having reddish, fragrant, nutlike seeds yielding an extract 

that contains caffeine and theobromine and is used in carbonated beverages and 

pharmaceuticals.  [Of West African origin; akin to Temne kRla, kola nut.]

COLA abbr.  Cost-of-living adjustment. 

col·an·der (kƒlùNn-dNr, kmlù-) n.  A bowl-shaped kitchen utensil with perfora-

tions for draining off liquids and rinsing food.  [Middle English colyndore, proba-

bly alteration of Old Provençal colador, strainer, from Vulgar Latin col7torium, 

from Latin col7tus, past participle of col7re, to strain, from colum, sieve.]

Col·bert (kôl-bHrù, kol-), Jean Baptiste. 1619-1683.  French politician who 

served as an adviser to Louis XIV. Colbert reformed taxes, centralized the admin-

istration, and improved roads and canals in an effort to encourage trade. 

col·can·non (kml-k4nùNn) n.  An Irish dish of mashed potatoes and cabbage, 

seasoned with butter.  [Irish Gaelic c7l ceannan : cál, cabbage (from Old Irish c7l, 

from Latin caulis) + ceannan, white-headed (ceann, head from Old Irish cenn + 

fionn, white from Old Irish find); see weid- in Appendix.]

Col·ches·ter (kolùchHsÙtNr, -chV-stNr)  A municipal borough of southeast 

England near the North Sea. It was an important pre-Roman city and the site of 

the first Roman colony in Britain. Population, 83,900. 

col·chi·cine (kmlùchV-sKnÙ, kmlùkV-) n.  A poisonous, pale-yellow alkaloid, 

C22H25NO6, obtained from the autumn crocus and used in plant breeding to 

induce chromosome doubling and in medicine to treat gout.  [COLCHIC(UM) + -

INE
2.]

col·chi·cum (kmlùchV-kNm, kmlùkV-) n.  1. Any of various bulbous plants of the 

genus Colchicum, such as the autumn crocus.  2. The dried ripe seeds or corms of 

the autumn crocus, both of which yield colchicine.  [Latin, a plant with a poison-

ous root, from Greek kolkhikon, meadow saffron, after Kolkhos, Colchis.]

Col·chis (kmlùkVs)  An ancient region on the Black Sea south of the Caucasus 

Mountains. It was the site of Jason’s legendary quest for the Golden Fleece. 

col·co·thar (kmlùkN-thNr, -thärÙ) n.  A brownish-red ferric oxide obtained as a 

residue after heating ferrous sulfate, used in glass polishing and as a pigment.  

[Medieval Latin, from Spanish colcótar, from Arabic qulqu£7r, possibly from 

Greek khalkanthos, copper sulfate  : khalkos, copper + anthos, flower.]

cold (kold) adj.  cold·er, cold·est. 1. a. Having a low temperature.  b. Having a 

temperature lower than normal body temperature.  c. Feeling no warmth; 

uncomfortably chilled.   2. a. Marked by deficient heat:  a cold room.  b. Being at 

a temperature that is less than what is required:  cold oatmeal.  c. Chilled by 



refrigeration or ice:  cold beer.   3. Lacking emotion; objective:  cold logic.  

4. Having no appeal to the senses or feelings:  a cold decor.  5. a. Not affectionate 

or friendly; aloof:  a cold person; a cold nod.  b. Exhibiting or feeling no enthusi-

asm:  a cold audience; a cold response to the new play; a concert that left me cold.  

c. Devoid of sexual desire; frigid.   6. Color. Designating a tone or color, such as 

pale gray, that suggests little warmth.  7. Having lost all freshness or vividness 

through passage of time:  dogs attempting to catch a cold scent.  8. a. Marked by or 

sustaining a loss of body heat:  cold hands and feet.  b. Appearing to be dead; 

unconscious.  c. Dead:  was cold in his grave.   9. Marked by unqualified certainty 

or sure familiarity.  10. So intense as to be almost uncontrollable:  cold fury.   —  
adv.  1. To an unqualified degree; totally:  was cold sober.  2. With complete final-

ity:  We turned him down cold.  3. Without advance preparation or introduction:  

took the exam cold and passed; walked in cold and got the new job.   —  n.  

1. a. Relative lack of warmth.  b. The sensation resulting from lack of warmth; 

chill.   2. A condition of low air temperature; cold weather:  went out into the cold 

and got a chill.  3. A viral infection characterized by inflammation of the mucous 

membranes lining the upper respiratory passages and usually accompanied by 

malaise, fever, chills, coughing, and sneezing. In this sense, also calledcommon 

cold, coryza.  —idiom. out in the cold. Lacking benefits given to others; 

neglected.  [Middle English, from Old English ceald. See gel- in Appendix.] 
—coldùly adv.  —coldùness n.  

SYNONYMS: cold, arctic, chilly, cool, frigid, frosty, gelid, glacial, icy. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “marked by a low or an extremely low tem-

perature”: cold air; an arctic climate; a chilly day; cool water; a frigid room; a frosty

morning; gelid seas; glacial winds; icy hands. 

ANTONYM: hot

cold bath (kold b4th) n.  Informal. A chilly reaction or response. 

cold-blood·ed (koldùblƒdùVd) adj.  1. a. Lacking feeling or emotion:  a cold-

blooded killer.  b. Executed without feeling or emotion:  a cold-blooded crime; a 

cold-blooded performance of the concerto.   2. Ectothermic.   —coldù-blood-
ùed·ly adv.  —coldù-bloodùed·ness n. 

cold call (kold kôl) n.  A telephone call or visit made to someone who is not 

known or not expecting contact, often in order to sell something.   —coldù-callÙ 
(koldùkôlÙ), coldù callÙ v. 

cold cash (kold k4sh) n.  Informal. Money readily at hand. 

cold chisel (kold chVzùNl) n.  A chisel made of hardened, tempered steel and 

used for cutting cold metal. 

cold·cock (koldùkmkÙ) v.  tr. cold·cocked, cold·cock·ing, cold·cocks. Slang. 

To knock (another) unconscious. 



cold comfort (kold kƒmùfNrt) n.  Extremely limited empathy, sympathy, or 

encouragement: “I told him that the years would pass with remarkable celerity, but 

that appeared to be cold comfort” (Nelson Bryant). 

cold cream (kold krKm) n.  An emulsion for softening and cleansing the skin. 

cold cut (kold kƒt) n.  A slice of cold, cooked meat. Often used in the plural. 

cold drink (kold drVngk) n.  1. A drink, as of water, served or taken cold.  

2. Chiefly Southern U.S. See soft drink. See Regional note at tonic. 
cold duck (kold dƒk) n.  A beverage made of sparkling Burgundy and cham-

pagne.  [Translation of German Kalte Ente, a drink made from a mixture of 

wines.]

Col·den (kolùdNn), Cadwallader. 1688-1776.  Irish-born colonial administra-

tor, scientist, and philosopher noted particularly for his History of Five Indian 

Nations (1727). 

cold-eyed (koldùXdÙ) adj.  Cold-bloodedly dispassionate:  a cold-eyed appraisal 

of the situation. 

cold feet (kold fKt) pl.n.  Slang. Fearfulness or timidity preventing the comple-

tion of a course of action. 

cold fish (kold fVsh) n.  Informal. An aloof person. 

cold frame (kold fr7m) n.  An unheated outdoor structure consisting of a 

wooden or concrete frame and a top of glass or clear plastic, used for protecting 

and acclimatizing seedlings and plants. 

cold front (kold frƒnt) n.  The leading portion of a cold atmospheric air mass 

moving against and eventually replacing a warm air mass. 

Cold Harbor (kold härùbNr)  A locality in eastern Virginia east-northeast of 

Richmond. Confederate forces defeated Union troops here in two Civil War bat-

tles (1862 and 1864). 

cold-heart·ed (koldùhärùtVd) adj.  Devoid of sympathy or feeling.   —coldù-
heartùed·ly adv.  —coldù-heartùed·ness n. 

cold light (kold lXt) n.  1. Light producing little or no heat.  2. Light emitted by 

a process other than incandescence. 

cold pack (kold p4k) n.  1. A compress of gauze, cloth, or plastic filled or 

moistened with a cold fluid and applied externally to swollen or injured body 

parts to relieve pain and swelling.  2. A canning process in which uncooked food 

is packed in jars or cans, then sterilized by heat. 

cold rolling (kold roùlVng) n.  The rolling of steel or other metal at room tem-

perature to preserve its original crystal structure. 

cold rubber (kold rƒbùNr) n.  A durable, strong synthetic rubber polymerized 

at low temperatures. 

cold·shoul·der (koldùsholùdNr) v.  tr. cold·shoul·dered, 
cold·shoul·der·ing, cold·shoul·ders. Informal. To slight or snub (someone). 



cold shoulder (kold sholùdNr) n.  Informal. Deliberate coldness or disregard; a 

slight or a snub:  received the cold shoulder from several members of the club. 

cold shower (kold shouùNr) n.  Informal. A startlingly chilly, unenthusiastic 

reaction, response, or reception: “The elections, however, amounted to a cold 

shower for the... authorities” (Los Angeles Times). 

cold sore (kold sôr) n.  A small blister occurring on the lips and face and caused 

by herpes simplex.  Also called fever blister, herpes labialis. 

cold storage (kold stôrùVj) n.  1. Protective storage, as of foods or furs, in a 

refrigerated place.  2. Informal. A state of being held in abeyance. 

cold sweat (kold swHt) n.  A reaction to nervousness, fear, pain, or shock, char-

acterized by simultaneous perspiration and chill and cold moist skin. 

cold turkey (kold tûrùkK) n.  Slang. 1. Immediate, complete withdrawal from 

something on which one has become dependent, such as an addictive drug.  

2. Blunt language or procedural method.  3. A cold fish. 

cold type (kold tXp) n.  Typesetting, such as photocomposition, done without 

the casting of metal. 

cold wall effect (kold wôl V-fHktù) n.  The chilly discomfort experienced by a 

person in a building as his or her body radiates heat to the cold surface of an 

uninsulated wall. 

cold war  or Cold War (kold wôr) n.  1. A state of political tension and mili-

tary rivalry between nations that stops short of full-scale war.  2. A state of rivalry 

and tension between two factions, groups, or individuals that stops short of open, 

violent confrontation.   —cold warrior n. 

cold water (kold wôùtNr) n.  Informal. Deprecation, as of a proposal or an idea 

deemed silly or ill-advised: “The President was careful not to throw cold water on 

the latest Soviet arms proposal” (Christian Science Monitor). 

cold-wa·ter (koldùwôÙtNr, -wmtùNr) adj.  Lacking modern plumbing or heating 

facilities:  a cold-water flat. 

Cold·wa·ter River (koldùwôÙtNr rVvùNr, -wmtÙNr)  A river, 354 km (220 mi) 

long, of northwest Mississippi flowing generally south to the Tallahatchie River. 

cold wave (kold w7v) n.  1. An onset of unusually cold weather within a 24-

hour period.  2. A form of permanent wave in which the hair is set by chemicals 

rather than by heat. 

cold-weld (koldùwHldù) v.  tr. cold-·weld·ed, cold-·weld·ing, cold-·welds. 
To weld under high pressure or vacuum without heat. 

cold weld·ing (kold wHlùdVng) n.  The welding of two materials under high 

pressure or vacuum without the use of heat. 

cole (kol) n.  See kale (n., sense 1).  [Middle English col, from Old English c7l, 

from Latin caulis, cabbage.]

Cole (kol), Nat “King”. 1919-1965.  American singer and pianist who recorded 

such popular ballads as “Unforgettable” and “Mona Lisa.” 



Cole (kol), Thomas. 1801-1848.  American painter acknowledged as the leader 

of the Hudson River School, America’s first painting movement. 

co·lec·to·my (kN-lHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. co·lec·to·mies. Surgical removal of part or 

all of the colon. 

cole·man·ite (kolùmN-nXtÙ) n.  A natural white or colorless hydrated calcium 

borate, Ca2B6O11·5H2O, a principal source of borax.  [After William Tell Coleman 

(1824-1893), American merchant in California.]

co·le·op·ter·an (koÙlK-mpùtNr-Nn, kmlÙK-) also co·le·op·ter·on (-tN-rmnÙ) n.  

Any of numerous insects of the order Coleoptera, characterized by forewings 

modified to form tough, protective covers for the membranous hind wings and 

including the beetles, weevils, and fireflies.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging 

to the order Coleoptera.  [From New Latin Coleoptera, order name, from Greek 

koleopteros, sheath-winged  : koleon, sheath; see kel-1 in Appendix + pteron, wing; 

see pet- in Appendix.] —coÙle·opùter·ous (-tNr-Ns) adj. 

co·le·op·tile (koÙlK-mpùtVl, kmlÙK-) n.  A protective sheath enclosing the shoot tip 

and embryonic leaves of grasses.  [From New Latin coleoptilum : Greek koleon, 

sheath; see kel-1 in Appendix + Greek ptilon, plume; see pet- in Appendix.]

co·le·o·rhi·za (koÙlK-N-rXùzN, kmlÙK-) n.  pl. co·le·o·rhi·zae (-zK). A protective 

sheath enclosing the embryonic root of grasses.  [New Latin  : Greek koleon, 

sheath; see kel-1 in Appendix + Greek rhiza, root; see wr7d- in Appendix.]

Cole·ridge (kolùrVj, koùlN-rVj), Samuel Taylor. 1772-1834.  British poet and 

critic who was a leader of the romantic movement. With William Wordsworth he 

published Lyrical Ballads (1798), which contains “The Rime of the Ancient Mari-

ner,” his best-known poem. 

cole·slaw also cole slaw (kolùslôÙ) n.  A salad of finely shredded raw cabbage 

and sometimes shredded carrots, dressed with mayonnaise.  [Dutch koolsla : kool, 

cabbage (from Middle Dutch cole, from Latin caulis) + sla, salad (short for salade, 

from French, from Old French); see SALAD.]

Col·et (kmlùNt), John. 1467?-1519.  English scholar and theologian who founded 

Saint Paul’s School in London (1509) to promote classical as well as scriptural 

learning. 

Co·lette (km-lHtù, kô-), (Sidonie Gabrielle Claudine). 1873-1954.  French 

novelist known for her observations of women and nature. She wrote the Clau-

dine series, as well as Chéri (1920) and Gigi (1945). 

co·le·us (koùlK-Ns) n.  Any of various Old World herbs of the genus Coleus in the 

mint family, widely cultivated for their multicolored decorative leaves.  Also 

called flame nettle [New Latin Coleus, genus name, from Greek koleos, sheath 

(from the way its filaments are joined). See kel-1 in Appendix.]

cole·wort (kolùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  See kale (n., sense 1). 

Col·fax (kolùf4ks), Schuyler. 1823-1885.  Vice President of the United States 

(1869-1873) under Ulysses S. Grant. 



Col·gate (kolùg7tÙ), William. 1783-1857.  American manufacturer who 

founded a successful soap-manufacturing business (1806) that grew into the Col-

gate-Palmolive-Peet Company. 

coli- pref.  Variant of colo-. 
col·ic (kmlùVk) n.  Severe abdominal pain caused by spasm, obstruction, or disten-

tion of any of the hollow viscera, such as the intestines. Often a condition of early 

infancy, colic is marked by chronic irritability and crying.   —  adj.  (koùlVk) Of, 

relating to, or affecting the colon.  [Middle English colik, affecting the colon, 

colic, from Old French colique, from Latin colica (passio), (suffering) of the 

colon, feminine of colicus, from Greek kolikos, from kolon, colon.] —colùick·y 
(kmlùV-kK) adj. 

col·i·cin (kmlùV-sVn, koùlV-) n.  Any of various antibacterial proteins produced by 

certain strains of the colon bacillus that are lethal to other closely related strains 

of bacteria.  [COL(ON)2 + -IC + -IN.]

col·ic·root (kmlùVk-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  1. Any of certain perennial herbs of the 

genus Aletris in the lily family, especially A. farinosa of eastern North America, 

having racemes of small white flowers and rootstocks formerly used in medicine 

to treat colic.  Also called star grass 2. Any of various other plants thought to 

relieve colic. 

co·li·form (koùlN-fôrmÙ, kmlùN-) adj.  Microbiology. Of or relating to the bacilli 

that commonly inhabit the intestines of human beings and other vertebrates, 

especially the colon bacillus.   —coùli·formÙ n. 

Co·li·gny  or Co·li·gni (kô-lK-nyKù), Gaspard de. 1519-1572.  French general 

and Huguenot leader who was one of the first victims in the massacre of Protes-

tants that took place on Saint Bartholomew’s Day, 1572. 

co·lin·e·ar (ko-lVnùK-Nr) adj.  1. Containing elements that correspond to one 

another and that are arranged in the same linear sequence.  2. Collinear.   
—co·linÙe·arùi·ty (-4rùV-tK) n. 

col·i·se·um also col·os·se·um (kmlÙV-sKùNm) n.  A large amphitheater for public 

sports events, entertainment, or assemblies.  [Medieval Latin ColisKum, an amphi-

theater in Rome, Italy, variant of Latin ColossKum, from neuter of colossKus, gigan-

tic, from colossus, huge statue. See COLOSSUS.]

co·lis·tin (kN-lVsùtVn, ko-) n.  Microbiology. An antibiotic produced by the bacte-

rium Bacillus polymyxa or B. colistinus that is effective against a wide range of 

gram-negative bacteria and is used especially in the treatment of infections of the 

gastrointestinal tract.  [From New Latin ColistXnus, species name, from COLI-.]

co·li·tis (kN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the colon.  Also called colonitis 

coll. abbr.  1. Collateral.  2. Collect; collection; collector.  3. College; collegiate.  

4. Colloquial; colloquialism. 

coll- pref.  Variant of collo-. 



col·lab·o·rate (kN-l4bùN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. col·lab·o·rat·ed, col·lab·o·rat·ing, 
col·lab·o·rates. 1. To work together, especially in a joint intellectual effort.  

2. To cooperate treasonably, as with an enemy occupation force in one’s country.  

[Late Latin collabor7re, collabor7t-  : Latin com-, com- + Latin labor7re, to work 

(from labor, toil).] —col·labÙo·raùtion n.  —col·labùo·raÙtive adj.  

—col·labùo·raÙtor n. 

col·lab·o·ra·tion·ist (kN-l4bÙN-r7ùshN-nVst) n.  One that collaborates with an 

enemy occupation force.   —col·labÙo·raùtion·ism n. 

col·lage (ko-läzhù, kN-) n.  1. a. An artistic composition of materials and objects 

pasted over a surface, often with unifying lines and color.  b. The art of creating 

such compositions.   2. An assemblage of diverse elements:  a collage of conflicting 

memories.   —  v.  col·laged, col·lag·ing, col·lages.  —  v.  tr. To paste (diverse 

materials) over a surface, thereby creating an artistic product.   —  v.  intr. To cre-

ate such an artistic product.  [French, from coller, to glue, from colle, glue, from 

Vulgar Latin *colla, from Greek kolla.] —col·lagùist n. 

collage film (ko-läzhù fVlm) n.  A film that has disparate scenes linked in series 

without transition. 

col·la·gen (kmlùN-jNn) n.  The fibrous protein constituent of bone, cartilage, ten-

don, and other connective tissue. It is converted into gelatin by boiling.  [Greek 

kolla, glue + -GEN.] —colÙla·genùic (-jHnùVk), col·lagùe·nous (kN-l4jùN-nNs)  

adj. 

col·lag·e·nase (kN-l4jùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ, kmlùN-jN-) n.  Any of various enzymes that 

catalyze the hydrolysis of collagen and gelatin. 

col·lapse (kN-l4psù) v.  col·lapsed, col·laps·ing, col·laps·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To fall down or inward suddenly; cave in.  2. To break down suddenly in 

strength or health and thereby cease to function:  a monarchy that collapsed.  3. To 

fold compactly:  chairs that collapse for storage.   —  v.  tr. To cause to fold, break 

down, or fall down or inward.   —  n.  1. The act of falling down or inward, as 

from loss of supports.  2. An abrupt failure of function, strength, or health; a 

breakdown.  3. An abrupt loss of perceived value or of effect:  the collapse of pop-

ular respect for the integrity of world leaders.  [Latin coll7bX, coll7ps-, to fall together 

 : com-, com- + l7bX, to fall.] —col·lapsÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —col·lapsùi·ble, 
col·lapsùa·ble adj. 

col·lar (kmlùNr) n.  1. The part of a garment that encircles the neck.  2. A neck-

lace.  3. a. A restraining or identifying band of leather, metal, or plastic put 

around the neck of an animal.  b. The cushioned part of a harness that presses 

against the shoulders of a draft animal.   4. Biology. An encircling structure or 

bandlike marking, as around the neck of an animal, suggestive of a collar.  5. Any 

of various ringlike devices used to limit, guide, or secure a machine part.  

6. Slang. An arrest, as of a criminal.   —  v.  tr. col·lared, col·lar·ing, col·lars. 
1. To furnish with a collar.  2. Slang. a. To seize or detain.  b. To arrest (a crimi-



nal, for example).   [Middle English coler, from Old French colier, from Latin 

coll7re, from collum, neck. See kwel-1 in Appendix.] —colùlared adj. 

col·lar·bone (kmlùNr-bonÙ) n.  See clavicle (n., sense 1). 

collar cell (kmlùNr sHl) n.  See choanocyte. 
col·lard (kmlùNrd) n.  1.  See kale (n., sense 1).  2. collards. The leaves of kale, 

used as a vegetable.  [Variant of COLEWORT.]

collared peccary (kmlùNrd pHkùN-rK) n.  A small wild hog (Tayassu tajacu) with 

a range from the southwest United States to northern Argentina, having a gray 

and black coat with a white band from the back to the chest.  Also called javelina 

collat. abbr.  Collateral. 

col·late (kN-l7tù, kmlù7tÙ, koùl7tÙ) v.  tr. col·lat·ed, col·lat·ing, col·lates. 1. To 

examine and compare carefully in order to note points of disagreement.  2. To 

assemble in proper numerical or logical sequence.  3. Printing. a. To examine 

(gathered sheets) in order to arrange them in proper sequence before binding.  

b. To verify the order and completeness of (the pages of a volume).   

4. Ecclesiastical. To admit (a cleric) to a benefice.  [From Latin coll7tus, past parti-

ciple of conferre, to bring together  : com-, com- + l7tus, brought; see telN- in 

Appendix.] —col·laùtor n. 

col·lat·er·al (kN-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  Abbr. collat., coll. 1. Situated or running side 

by side; parallel.  2. Coinciding in tendency or effect; concomitant or accompany-

ing.  3. Serving to support or corroborate:  collateral evidence.  4. Of a secondary 

nature; subordinate:  collateral target damage from a bombing run.  5. Of, relating 

to, or guaranteed by a security pledged against the performance of an obligation:  

a collateral loan.  6. Having an ancestor in common but descended from a differ-

ent line.   —  n.  1. Property acceptable as security for a loan or other obligation.  

2. A collateral relative.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin coll7ter7lis : Latin 

com-, com- + Latin l7tus, l7ter-, side.] —col·latùer·al·ly adv. 

col·lat·er·al·ize (kN-l4tùNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. col·lat·er·al·ized, col·lat·er·al·iz·ing, 
col·lat·er·al·izes. 1. To secure (a loan) through use of collateral.  2. To pledge 

(property, for example) as collateral. 

col·la·tion (kN-l7ùshNn, km-, ko-) n.  1. The act or process of collating.  2. a. A 

light meal permitted on fast days.  b. A light meal.  

col·league (kmlùKgÙ) n.  A fellow member of a profession, a staff, or an aca-

demic faculty; an associate.  See Synonyms at partner.  [French collègue, from 

Latin collKga : com-, com- + lKg7re, to depute; see leg- in Appendix.] 
—colùleague·shipÙ n. 

col·lect1 (kN-lHktù) v.  col·lect·ed, col·lect·ing, col·lects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring 

together in a group or mass; gather.  2. To accumulate as a hobby or for study.  

3. To call for and obtain payment of:  collect taxes.  4. To recover control of:  col-

lect one’s emotions.  5. To call for (someone); pick up:  collected the children and 

drove home.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come together in a group or mass; gather.  See Syn-



onyms at gather.  2. To take in payments or donations:  collecting for charity.   
—  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. col., coll. With payment to be made by the receiver:  called 

collect; a collect phone call.  [Middle English collecten, from Latin colligere, collKct-  : 

com-, com- + legere, to gather; see leg- in Appendix.]

col·lect2 (kmlùVkt, -HktÙ) n.  Ecclesiastical. A brief formal prayer that is used in 

various Western liturgies before the epistle and that varies with the day.  [Middle 

English collecte, from Old French, from Medieval Latin collKcta, short for (or7tio 

ad) collKctam, (prayer at the) gathering, from Latin collKctus, gathered, past parti-

ciple of colligere, to gather. See COLLECT
1.]

col·lect·a·ble (kN-lHkùtN-bNl) n.  Variant of collectible. 
col·lec·ta·ne·a (kmlÙHk-t7ùnK-N) pl.n.  A selection of passages from one or more 

authors; an anthology.  [Latin, from neuter pl. of collKct7neus, collected, from col-

lKctus. See COLLECT
2.]

col·lect·ed (kN-lHkùtVd) adj.  1. Self-possessed; composed.  See Synonyms at 

cool.  2.  Abbr. col. Brought or placed together from various sources:  the col-

lected poems of W.H. Auden.   —col·lectùed·ly adv.  —col·lectùed·ness n. 

col·lect·i·ble also col·lect·a·ble (kN-lHkùtN-bNl) n.  One of a group or class of 

objects, such as period glass or domestic utensils, prized by fanciers.   
—col·lectùi·ble, col·lectùa·ble adj. 

col·lec·tion (kN-lHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. col., coll. 1. The act or process of collect-

ing.  2. A group of objects or works to be seen, studied, or kept together.  3. An 

accumulation; a deposit:  a collection of dust on the piano.  4. a. A collecting of 

money, as in church.  b. The sum so collected.  

col·lec·tive (kN-lHkùtVv) adj.  1. Assembled or accumulated into a whole.  2. Of, 

relating to, characteristic of, or made by a number of people acting as a group:  a 

collective decision.   —  n.  1. An undertaking, such as a business operation, set up 

on the principle of ownership and control of the means of production and distri-

bution by the workers involved, usually under the supervision of a government.  

2. Grammar. A collective noun.   —col·lecùtive·ly adv.  —col·lecùtive·ness n. 

collective bar·gain·ing (kN-lHkùtVv bärùgN-nVng) n.  Negotiation between the 

representatives of organized workers and their employer or employers to deter-

mine wages, hours, rules, and working conditions. 

collective farm (kN-lHkùtVv färm) n.  A farm or a group of farms organized as 

a unit and managed and worked cooperatively by a group of laborers under state 

supervision. 

collective mark (kN-lHkùtVv märk) n.  A trademark or service mark used by 

members of a cooperative, an association, or other collective group or organiza-

tion, including marks used to indicate membership in a union, an association, or 

other organization. 

collective noun (kN-lHkùtVv noun) n.  Grammar. A noun that denotes a collec-

tion of persons or things regarded as a unit.  



USAGE NOTE: In American usage, a collective noun takes a singular verb when

it refers to the collection considered as a whole, as in The family was united on

this question. The enemy is suing for peace. It takes a plural verb when it refers to

the members of the group considered as individuals, as in My family are always

fighting among themselves. The enemy were showing up in groups of three or four to

turn in their weapons. (In British usage, however, collective nouns are more often

treated as plurals: The government have not announced a new policy. The team are

playing in the test matches next week.) A collective noun should not be treated as

both singular and plural in the same construction; thus The family is determined

to press its (not their) claim. Among the common collective nouns are committee,

clergy, company, enemy, group, family, flock, public, and team. See Usage Note at

government. See Usage Note at group.

collective unconscious (kN-lHkùtVv ƒn-kmnùshNs) n.  In Jungian psychology, 

a part of the unconscious mind, shared by a society, a people, or all humankind. 

The product of ancestral experience, it contains concepts of science, religion, and 

morality, for example. 

col·lec·tiv·ism (kN-lHkùtN-vVzÙNm) n.  The principles or system of ownership 

and control of the means of production and distribution by the people collec-

tively.   —col·lecùtiv·ist n.  —col·lecÙtiv·isùtic adj.  —col·lecÙtiv·isùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

col·lec·tiv·i·ty (kmlÙHk-tVvùV-tK, kN-lHkÙ-) n.  1. The quality or condition of 

being collective.  2. The people as a whole. 

col·lec·tiv·ize (kN-lHkùtN-vXzÙ) v.  tr. col·lec·tiv·ized, col·lec·tiv·iz·ing, 
col·lec·tiv·iz·es. To organize (an economy, industry, or enterprise) on the basis 

of collectivism.   —col·lecÙtiv·i·zaùtion (-tN-vV-z7ùshNn) n. 

col·lec·tor (kN-lHkùtNr) n.  1. One that collects:  a solar energy collector; a dust 

collector.  2.  Abbr. col., coll. A person employed to collect taxes, duties, or other 

payments.  3. A person who makes a collection, as of stamps.  4. Electronics. An 

electrode in an electron tube that collects electrons which have finished carrying 

current.   —col·lecùtor·shipÙ n. 

col·leen (km-lKnù, kmlùKnÙ) n.  An Irish girl.  [Irish Gaelic cailín, diminutive of 

caile, girl, from Old Irish.]

col·lege (kmlùVj) n.  Abbr. col., coll. 1. a. An institution of higher learning that 

grants the bachelor’s degree in liberal arts or science or both.  b. An undergradu-

ate division or school of a university offering courses and granting degrees in a 

particular field.  c. A school, sometimes but not always a university, offering spe-

cial instruction in professional or technical subjects.  d. The students, faculty, 

and administration of such a school or institution.  e. The building or buildings 

occupied by such a school or institution.  f. Chiefly British. A self-governing soci-



ety of scholars for study or instruction, incorporated within a university.  g. An 

institution in France for secondary education that is not supported by the state.   

2. a. A body of persons having a common purpose or shared duties:  a college of 

surgeons.  b. An electoral college.   3. A body of clerics living together on an 

endowment.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  college 

courses; college faculty.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin collKgium, 

association. See COLLEGIUM.]

Col·lege Board (kmlùVj bôrd)  A service mark used for the administration of 

aptitude and achievement tests, used by some colleges and universities in admit-

ting and placing students. 

College of Cardinals (kmlùVj ƒv kärùdn-Nlz) n.  Roman Catholic Church. The 

body of all the cardinals that elect the pope, assist him in governing the church, 

and administer the Holy See when the papacy is vacant. 

College Park (kmlùVj pärk)  1. A city of northwest Georgia, a residential suburb 

of Atlanta. Population, 20,457.  2. A city of west-central Maryland north-north-

east of Washington, D.C. It is the seat of the University of Maryland (established 

1807). Population, 21,927. 

College Station (kmlùVj st7ùshNn)  A city of east-central Texas northwest of 

Houston. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University (opened 1876) is here. 

Population, 52,456. 

college try (kmlùVj trX) n.  Informal. A serious effort to do or achieve. 

col·le·gi·a (kN-lKùjK-N, -lHgùK-N) n.  A plural of collegium. 
col·le·gi·al (kN-lKùjK-Nl, -jNl) adj.  1. a. Characterized by or having power and 

authority vested equally among colleagues: “He... prefers a collegial harmony that 

will present him with a consensus on the issues” (Time).  b. Roman Catholic 

Church. Characterized by the equal sharing of power among the bishops.   2. Of, 

relating to, characterized by, or likened to college life; collegiate: “Law-school fac-

ulties have traditionally been thought of as collegial—academic extensions of the 

courtroom civility that calls for the enemy to be spoken of as ‘my learned opponent’” 

(Calvin Trillin).  [Middle English, from Latin collKgi7lis, of colleagues, from col-

lKgium, association. See COLLEGIUM.] —col·leùgi·al·ly adv. 

col·le·gi·al·i·ty (kN-lKÙjK-4lùV-tK) n.  1. Shared power and authority vested 

among colleagues.  2. Roman Catholic Church. The doctrine that bishops collec-

tively share collegiate power. 

col·le·gian (kN-lKùjNn, -jK-Nn) n.  A college student or recent college graduate.  

[Middle English, member of an endowed religious or scholarly body, from Medi-

eval Latin collKgi7nus, from Latin collKgium, association. See COLLEGIUM.]

col·le·giate (kN-lKùjVt, -jK-Vt) adj.  Abbr. col., coll. 1. Of, relating to, or held to 

resemble a college.  2. Of, for, or typical of college students.  3. Of or relating to a 

collegiate church.  [Middle English collegiat, from Late Latin collKgi7tus, from 

Latin collKgium, association. See COLLEGIUM.]



collegiate church (kN-lKùjVt chûrch) n.  1. A Roman Catholic or Anglican 

church other than a cathedral, having a chapter of canons and presided over by a 

dean or provost.  2. a. A church in the United States associated with others under 

a common body of pastors.  b. An association of such churches.   3. A church in 

Scotland served by two or more ministers at the same time. 

col·le·gi·um (kN-lKùjK-Nm, -lHgùK-) n.  pl. col·le·gi·a (-lKùjK-N, -lHgùK-N)  or 

col·le·gi·ums. 1. An executive council or committee of equally empowered 

members, especially one supervising an industry, a commissariat, or another 

organization in the Soviet Union.  2. A group, the members of which pursue 

shared goals while working within a framework of mutual trust and respect: 

“This standing firm... enables the college to be a community, a collegium of students 

and faculty working at common problems and possibilities from the shared perspec-

tive of the liberal arts” (Robert A. Spivey).  [Russian kollegiya, from Latin col-

lKgium, association, from collKga, colleague. See COLLEAGUE.]

col·lem·bo·lan (kN-lHmùbN-lNn) n.  See springtail.  [COLL(O)- + Greek embo-

los, peg, stopper; see EMBOLUS.]

col·len·chy·ma (kN-lHngùkN-mN) n.  A supportive tissue of plants, consisting of 

elongated, living cells with unevenly thickened walls.  [COLL(O)- + -ENCHYMA.] 
—colÙlen·chymùa·tous (kmlÙNn-kVmùN-tNs) adj. 

col·len·chyme (kmlùNn-kVmÙ) n.  A gelatinous mesenchyme that constitutes a 

layer in the body wall of many coelenterates and ctenophores.  [From COLLEN-

CHYMA.]

col·let (kmlùVt) n.  1. A cone-shaped sleeve used for holding circular or rodlike 

pieces in a lathe or other machine.  2. A metal collar used in watchmaking to join 

one end of a balance spring to the balance staff.  3. A circular flange or rim, as in 

a ring, into which a gem is set.  [French, diminutive of col, collar, from Latin col-

lum, neck. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

col·lide (kN-lXdù) v.  intr. col·lid·ed, col·lid·ing, col·lides. 1. To come together 

with violent, direct impact.  2. To meet in opposition; conflict: “When truths col-

lide, compromise becomes the first casualty” (Henry A. Kissinger).  [Latin collXdere : 

com-, com- + laedere, to strike.]

col·lie (kmlùK) n.  A large dog of a breed originating in Scotland as a sheepdog, 

having long hair and a long, narrow muzzle.  [Scots, perhaps variant of colly, like 

coal, from Middle English col, coal. See COAL.]

col·lier (kmlùyNr) n.  1. A coal miner.  2. Nautical. A coal ship.  [Middle English 

colier, from col, coal, from Old English.]

Col·lier (kmlùyNr, -K-Nr), Jeremy. 1650-1726.  English clergyman who refused to 

take an oath of allegiance to William and Mary and was imprisoned for his Jaco-

bite sympathies (1692). He was outlawed in 1696 for granting absolution to 

would-be assassins of William who were about to be executed. 



Col·lier (kmlùyNr, -K-Nr), John. 1884-1968.  American sociologist and public offi-

cial who as commissioner of Indian affairs (1933-1945) worked to preserve 

Native American territories and cultures. 

col·lier·y (kmlùyN-rK) n.  pl. col·lier·ies. A coal mine together with its physical 

plant and outbuildings. 

col·li·gate (kmlùV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. col·li·gat·ed, col·li·gat·ing, col·li·gates. 1. To 

tie or group together.  2. Logic. To bring (isolated facts) together by an explana-

tion or hypothesis that applies to them all.  [Latin collig7re, collig7t-  : com-, com- 

+ lig7re, to tie, bind; see leig- in Appendix.] —colÙli·gaùtion n. 

col·li·ga·tive (kmlùV-g7ÙtVv) adj.  Chemistry. Depending on the quantity of mol-

ecules but not on their chemical nature:  colligative properties. 

col·li·mate (kmlùN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. col·li·mat·ed, col·li·mat·ing, col·li·mates. 
1. To make parallel; line up.  2. To adjust the line of sight of (an optical device).  

[New Latin collXm7re, collXm7t-, alteration of Latin collXne7re, to aim  : com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + lXne7re, to make straight (from lXnea, line); see LINE
1.] 

—colÙli·maùtion n. 

col·li·ma·tor (kmlùN-m7ÙtNr) n.  A device capable of collimating radiation, as a 

long narrow tube in which strongly absorbing or reflecting walls permit only 

radiation traveling parallel to the tube axis to traverse the entire length. 

col·lin·e·ar (kN-lVnùK-Nr, km-) adj.  1. Passing through or lying on the same 

straight line.  2. Containing a common line; coaxial.   —col·linÙe·arùi·ty (-4rùV-
tK) n. 

Col·lings·wood (kmlùVngz-wtdÙ)  A borough of southwest New Jersey south-

east of Camden. It was founded by Quakers in 1682. Population, 15,289. 

col·lins (kmlùNnz) n.  A tall iced drink made with liquor, such as gin, and lemon 

or lime juice.  [Probably from the name Collins.]

Col·lins1 (kmlùVnz), Michael. 1890-1922.  Irish nationalist and Sinn Fein leader 

who helped negotiate the establishment of the Irish Free State (1921). 

Col·lins2 (kmlùVnz), Michael. Born 1930.  Italian-born American astronaut who 

as a crew member of Apollo 11 piloted the spacecraft during its historic mission 

to the moon (1969). He orbited the moon alone while Neil Armstrong and Buzz 

Aldrin made the first manned lunar landing. 

Col·lins (kmlùVnz), William. 1721-1759.  British poet best known for his melan-

choly Odes (1747). 

Col·lins (kmlùVnz), (William) Wilkie. 1824-1889.  British writer noted for his 

pioneering detective novels, including The Woman in White (1860) and Moon-

stone (1868). 

col·lin·si·a (kN-lVnùzK-N) n.  Any of various North American plants of the genus 

Collinsia, which includes blue-eyed Mary and Chinese houses.  [New Latin Collin-

sia, genus name, after Zaccheus Collins (1764-1831), American botanist.]



Col·lins·ville (kmlùVnz-vVlÙ)  A city of southwest Illinois east-northeast of East 

St. Louis. It was formerly a coal-mining center. Population, 22,446. 

col·li·sion (kN-lVzhùNn) n.  1. The act or process of colliding; a crash or conflict.  

2. Physics. A brief dynamic event consisting of the close approach of two or more 

particles, such as atoms, resulting in an abrupt change of momentum or exchange 

of energy.  [Middle English, from Late Latin collXsio, collXsion-, from Latin collXsus, 

past participle of collXdere, to collide. See COLLIDE.] — col·liùsion·al adj.  

SYNONYMS: collision, concussion, crash, impact, jar, jolt, shock. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “violent forcible contact between two or more

things”: the midair collision of two light planes; the concussion caused by an explo-

sion; the crash of a car into a tree; the impact of a sledgehammer on pilings; felt

repeated jars as the train ground to a halt; a series of jolts as the baby carriage rolled

down the steps; experienced the physical shock of a sudden fall to hard pavement.

collision course (kN-lVzhùNn kôrs) n.  A course, such as that of moving objects 

or opposing philosophies, that will end in impact or conflict if permitted to con-

tinue unchanged or unabated:  two planes on a collision course; dissidents on a col-

lision course with the dictatorial regime. 

collision cross section (kN-lVzhùNn krôs sHkùshNn) n.  See cross section (n., 

sense 2). 

collo-  or coll- pref.  1. Glue:  collenchyma.  2. Colloid:  collotype.  [New Latin, 

from Greek kolla, glue.]

col·lo·cate (kmlùN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. col·lo·cat·ed, col·lo·cat·ing, col·lo·cates. To 

place together or in proper order; arrange side by side.  [Latin colloc7re, colloc7t-  : 

com-, com- + loc7re, to place; see LOCATE.]

col·lo·ca·tion (kmlÙo-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of collocating or the state of being 

collocated.  2. An arrangement or juxtaposition, especially of linguistic elements, 

such as words.   —colÙlo·caùtion·al adj. 

col·lo·di·on (kN-loùdK-Nn) n.  A highly flammable, colorless or yellowish syrupy 

solution of pyroxylin, ether, and alcohol, used as an adhesive to close small 

wounds and hold surgical dressings, in topical medications, and for making pho-

tographic plates.  [From New Latin collodium, from Greek kollodKs, glutinous, 

gluelike  : from kolla, glue + -oeidKs, -oid.]

col·logue (kN-logù) v.  intr. col·logued, col·logu·ing, col·logues. 1. To be 

on friendly or intimate terms with someone.  2. a. To consult or confer with 

someone.  b. To chat.   3. Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. To conspire; intrigue: “I’m 

satisfied they’re colloguing to beat me out of my place” (Dialect Notes).  [Perhaps 

alteration (influenced by Latin colloquX, to converse); see COLLOQUIUM, of col-

league, to enter into an alliance, from Old French colleguer, from Latin collig7re, to 



collect (influenced by Old French collegue, colleague); see COLLEAGUE,. See COLLI-

GATE.]

col·loid (kmlùoidÙ) n.  1. Chemistry. a. A suspension of finely divided particles in 

a continuous medium in which the particles are approximately 5 to 5,000 ang-

stroms in size, do not settle out of the substance rapidly, and are not readily fil-

tered.  b. The particulate matter so suspended.   2. Physiology. The gelatinous 

product of the thyroid gland, consisting mainly of thyroglobulin, which serves as 

the precursor and storage form of thyroid hormone.  3. Pathology. Gelatinous 

material resulting from colloid degeneration in diseased tissue.   —  adj.  Of, 

relating to, containing, or having the nature of a colloid.   —col·loiùdal (kN-

loidùl, km-) adj.  —col·loiùdal·ly adv. 

col·lop (kmlùNp) n.  1. A small portion of food or a slice, especially of meat.  2. A 

roll of fat flesh.  [Middle English.]

colloq. abbr.  Colloquial; colloquialism. 

col·lo·qui·a (kN-loùkwK-N) n.  A plural of colloquium. 
col·lo·qui·al (kN-loùkwK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. coll., colloq. 1. Characteristic of or 

appropriate to the spoken language or to writing that seeks the effect of speech; 

informal.  2. Relating to conversation; conversational.  [From COLLOQUY.] 
—col·loùqui·al n.  —col·loùqui·al·ly adv.  —col·loùqui·al·ness n. 

col·lo·qui·al·ism (kN-loùkwK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  Abbr. coll., colloq. 1. Colloquial 

style or quality.  2. A colloquial expression. 

col·lo·qui·um (kN-loùkwK-Nm) n.  pl. col·lo·qui·ums or col·lo·qui·a (-kwK-N). 
1. An informal meeting for the exchange of views.  2. An academic seminar on a 

broad field of study, usually led by a different lecturer at each meeting.  [Latin, 

conversation, from colloquX, to talk together  : com-, com- + loquX, to speak; see 

tolkw- in Appendix.]

col·lo·quy (kmlùN-kwK) n.  pl. col·lo·quies. 1. A conversation, especially a for-

mal one.  2. A written dialogue.  [From Latin colloquium, conversation. See COL-

LOQUIUM.]

col·lo·type (kmlùN-tXpÙ) n.  1. A printing process employing a glass plate with a 

gelatin surface that carries the image to be reproduced.  Also called photogelatin 

process 2. A print made by this process. 

col·lude (kN-ludù) v.  intr. col·lud·ed, col·lud·ing, col·ludes. To act together 

secretly to achieve a fraudulent, illegal, or deceitful purpose; conspire.  [Latin 

coll7dere : com-, com- + l7dere, to play; see leid- in Appendix.] —col·ludùer n. 

col·lu·sion (kN-luùzhNn) n.  A secret agreement between two or more parties 

for a fraudulent, illegal, or deceitful purpose.  See Synonyms at conspiracy.  
[Middle English, from Latin coll7sio, coll7sion-, from coll7sus, past participle of 

coll7dere, to collude. See COLLUDE.]

col·lu·sive (kN-luùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Acting in secret to achieve a fraudulent, illegal, 

or deceitful goal.   —col·luùsive·ly adv.  —col·luùsive·ness n. 



col·lu·vi·um (kN-luùvK-Nm) n.  pl. col·lu·vi·ums or col·lu·vi·a (-vK-N). A 

loose deposit of rock debris accumulated through the action of gravity at the base 

of a cliff or slope.  [Latin, a collection of washings, dregs, from colluere, to wash 

thoroughly  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + -luere, to wash; see leu(N)- in 

Appendix.] —col·luùvi·al adj. 

col·lyr·i·um (kN-lîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. col·lyr·i·ums or col·lyr·i·a (-K-N). A medicinal 

lotion applied to the eye; eyewash.  [Latin, from Greek kollurion, eye salve, poul-

tice, diminutive of kollura, roll of bread.]

col·ly·wob·bles (kmlùK-wmbÙNlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Informal. 

Pain in the stomach or bowels.  [Probably alteration (influenced by COLIC, and 

WOBBLE ), of CHOLERA MORBUS.]

Col·mar also Kol·mar (kolùmär, kôl-märù)  A city of eastern France between the 

Vosges Mountains and the Rhine River. It became a free imperial city in 1226. 

Population, 62,483. 

Colo. abbr.  Colorado. 

colo-  or coli-  or col- pref.  Colon:  colostomy.  [From COLON
2.]

col·o·bo·ma (kmlÙN-boùma) n.  pl. col·o·bo·ma·ta (-mN-tN). An anomaly of 

the eye, usually a developmental defect, that often results in some loss of vision.  

[New Latin coloboma, from Greek koloboma, part removed in mutilation, from 

koloboun, to mutilate, from kolobos, maimed.] —colÙo·boùma·tous adj. 

col·o·bus monkey (kmlùN-bNs mƒngùkK, kN-loù-) n.  Any of various large Afri-

can monkeys of the genus Colobus having a long tail and vestigial thumbs.  [New 

Latin Colobus, genus name, from Greek kolobos, maimed (from the appearance of 

its hands).]

col·o·cynth (kmlùN-sVnthÙ) n.  1. A tendril-bearing Old World vine (Citrullus 

colocynthis) bearing yellowish, green-mottled fruits the size of small lemons.  

2. The fruit of this plant, whose dried, bitter, spongy pulp is a very strong laxa-

tive.  Also called bitter apple [Latin colocynthis, from Greek kolokunthis, from 

kolokunthK, round gourd.]

co·logne (kN-lonù) n.  A scented liquid made of alcohol and various fragrant 

oils.  Also called eau de cologne [Short for cologne (water), translation of French 

(eau de) Cologne, after Cologne.]

WORD HISTORY: The word cologne, denoting toilet water, is from Cologne, the

French name of the city in Germany that in German is called Köln, where cologne

has been made since the beginning of the 18th century. The first use of cologne

for toilet water is recorded in English in 1814, with the word being used in the

compound cologne water, a translation of eau de cologne, the French name for this

liquid. With a history dating back to the Roman Empire, a history reflected in its

name, in fact, which comes from the Latin word Colonia, meaning “colony,” Co-

logne is memorialized in English, though in a hidden way, as the name of a minor



luxury.

Co·logne (kN-lonù) also Köln (kœln)  A city of western Germany on the Rhine 

River north of Bonn. It was a Roman settlement called Colonia Agrippina after 

A.D. 50 and passed under Frankish control in the 5th century. During the 15th 

century it flourished as a member of the Hanseatic League. Population, 922,286. 

Co·lombes (kN-lomù, kô-lôNbù)  A city of north-central France, an industrial 

suburb of Paris on the Seine River. Population, 78,777. 

Co·lom·bi·a (kN-lƒmùbK-N) Abbr. Col.  A country of northwest South America 

with coastlines on the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. It was settled by the 

Spanish in 1510 and formed the nucleus of the viceroyalty of New Granada after 

1740. Colombia gained its independence from Spain in 1819 under the leadership 

of Simón Bolivar. Bogotá is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

26,525,670.   —Co·lomùbi·an adj.  & n. 

Co·lom·bo (kN-lƒmùbo)  The capital and largest city of Sri Lanka, on the west-

ern coast of the island on the Indian Ocean. The city was probably known to 

Greco-Roman, Arab, and Chinese traders more than 2,000 years ago. It became 

capital of the crown colony of Ceylon in 1802 and of independent Ceylon in 

1948. Population, 587,647. 

co·lon1 (koùlNn) n.  pl. co·lons. 1. a. A punctuation mark (:) used after a word 

introducing a quotation, an explanation, an example, or a series and often after 

the salutation of a business letter.  b. The sign (:) used between numbers or 

groups of numbers in expressions of time (2:30 A.M.) and ratios (1:2).   2. pl. 

co·la (-lN). A section of a metrical period in quantitative verse, consisting of two 

to six feet and in Latin verse having one principal accent.  [Latin colon, part of a 

verse, from Greek kolon, limb, member, metrical unit.]

co·lon2 (koùlNn) n.  pl. co·lons or co·la (-lN). The section of the large intestine 

extending from the cecum to the rectum.  [Middle English, from Latin, from 

Greek kolon, large intestine.] —co·lonùic (kN-lmnùVk) adj. 

co·lon3 (ko-lonù) n.  pl. co·lons or co·lo·nes (-loùn7sÙ). A basic unit of cur-

rency in Costa Rica and El Salvador.  See Table at currency.  [Spanish colón, after 

Cristóbal Colón, Christopher Columbus.]

Co·lón (kN-lmù, kô-lônù)  A city of northern Panama at the Caribbean entrance to 

the Panama Canal. The city was founded as Aspinwall in 1850 by Americans 

working on the Panama Railroad and was renamed in 1890. Population, 59,840. 

co·lon bacillus (koùlNn bN-sVlùNs) n.  Microbiology. A rod-shaped bacterium, 

especially Escherichia coli, a normal, generally nonpathogenic commensal found 

in all vertebrate intestinal tracts, but which can be virulent, causing diarrhea and 

other dysenteric symptoms. Its presence in water is an indicator of fecal contami-

nation. 



colo·nel (kûrùnNl) n.  Abbr. Col. 1. a. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Army, 

Air Force, or Marine Corps that is above lieutenant colonel and below brigadier 

general.  b. One who holds this rank or a similar rank in another military organi-

zation.   2. An honorary nonmilitary title awarded by some states of the United 

States.  [Alteration of obsolete coronel, from French, from Old Italian colonello, 

from diminutive of colonna, column of soldiers, from Latin columna, column. 

See kel-2 in Appendix.] —coloùnel·cy, coloùnel·shipÙ n. 

Colonel Blimp (kûrùnNl blVmp) n.  Chiefly British. A pompous, reactionary, 

ultranationalistic person.  [After Colonel Blimp, a cartoon character created by Sir 

David Low.]

co·lo·nes (ko-loùn7sÙ) n.  A plural of colon3. 
co·lo·ni·al (kN-loùnK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. col. 1. Of, relating to, possessing, or inhabit-

ing a colony or colonies.  2.  Often Colonial. a. Of or relating to the 13 British 

colonies that became the original United States of America.  b. Of or relating to 

the colonial period in the United States.   3.  Often Colonial. Of, relating to, or 

being a style of architecture and furniture prevalent in the American colonies just 

before and during the Revolution.  4. Living in, consisting of, or forming a col-

ony:  colonial organisms.   —  n.  1. An inhabitant of a colony.  2. A house 

designed in an architectural style reminiscent of the one prevalent in the Ameri-

can colonies just before and during the Revolution.   —co·loùni·al·ly adv. 

Colonial Heights (kN-loùnK-Nl hXts)  A city of southeast Virginia south of 

Richmond. It was Robert E. Lee’s headquarters during the Battle of Petersburg 

(1864). Population, 16,064. 

co·lo·ni·al·ism (kN-loùnK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  A policy by which a nation maintains or 

extends its control over foreign dependencies.   —co·loùni·al·ist n. 

col·o·nist (kmlùN-nVst) n.  1. An original settler or founder of a colony.  2. An 

inhabitant of a colony. 

co·lon·i·tis (koÙlN-nXùtVs) n.  See colitis. 
col·o·ni·za·tion (kmlÙN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  The act or process of establishing a col-

ony or colonies. 

col·o·nize (kmlùN-nXzÙ) v.  col·o·nized, col·o·niz·ing, col·o·niz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To form or establish a colony or colonies in.  2. To migrate to and settle in; 

occupy as a colony.  3. To establish in a new settlement; form a colony of.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To form or establish a colony.  2. To settle in a colony or colonies.   
—colùo·nizÙer n. 

col·on·nade (kmlÙN-n7dù) n.  Architecture. 1. A series of columns placed at reg-

ular intervals.  2. A structure composed of columns placed at regular intervals.  

[French, alteration of colonnate, from Italian colonnato, from colonna, column, 

from Latin columna. See kel-2 in Appendix.] —colÙon·nadùed adj. 



co·lon·o·scope (ko-lmnùN-skopÙ, kN-) n.  A long, flexible endoscope, often 

equipped with a device for obtaining tissue samples, that is used for visual exami-

nation of the colon.  Also called coloscope 

co·lon·os·co·py (koÙlN-nmsùkN-pK) n.  Examination of the colon by means of a 

colonoscope.  Also called coloscopy 

col·o·ny (kmlùN-nK) n.  pl. col·o·nies. 1. a. A group of emigrants or their 

descendants who settle in a distant territory but remain subject to or closely asso-

ciated with the parent country.  b. A territory thus settled.   2.  Abbr. col. A 

region politically controlled by a distant country; a dependency.  3. a. A group of 

people with the same interests or ethnic origin concentrated in a particular area:  

the American colony in Paris.  b. The area occupied by such a group.   4. A group 

of people who have been institutionalized in a relatively remote area:  an island 

penal colony.  5. Ecology. A group of the same kind of animals, plants, or one-

celled organisms living or growing together.  6. Microbiology. A visible growth of 

microorganisms, usually in a solid or semisolid nutrient medium.  [Middle 

English colonie, from Latin colonia, from colonus, settler, from colere, to cultivate. 

See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

col·o·phon (kmlùN-fmnÙ, -fNn) n.  1. An inscription placed usually at the end of 

a book, giving facts about its publication.  2. A publisher’s emblem or trademark 

placed usually on the title page of a book.  [Late Latin colophon, from Greek kolo-

phon, summit, finishing touch. See kel-2 in Appendix.]

Col·o·phon (kmlùN-fmnÙ)  An ancient Greek city of Asia Minor northwest of 

Ephesus. It was famous for its cavalry. 

col·or (kƒlùNr) n.  Abbr. col. 1. That aspect of things that is caused by differing 

qualities of the light reflected or emitted by them, definable in terms of the 

observer or of the light, as: a. The appearance of objects or light sources 

described in terms of the individual’s perception of them, involving hue, light-

ness, and saturation for objects and hue, brightness, and saturation for light 

sources.  b. The characteristics of light by which the individual is made aware of 

objects or light sources through the receptors of the eye, described in terms of 

dominant wavelength, luminance, and purity.   2. A substance, such as a dye, pig-

ment, or paint, that imparts a hue.  3. a. The general appearance of the skin; 

complexion.  b. A ruddy complexion.  c. A reddening of the face; a blush.   

4. The skin pigmentation of a person not classed as white.  5. colors. A flag or 

banner, as of a country or military unit.  6. colors. The salute made during the 

ceremony of raising or lowering a flag.  7. colors. A distinguishing symbol, 

badge, ribbon, or mark:  the colors of a college.  8. colors. One’s opinion or posi-

tion:  Stick to your colors.  9.  Often colors. Character or nature:  revealed their 

true colors.  10. a. Outward appearance, often deceptive:  a tale with only the 

slightest color of truth.  b. Appearance of authenticity:  testimony that lends color to 

an otherwise absurd notion.   11. a. Variety of expression.  b. Vivid, picturesque 



detail:  a story with a great deal of color in it.   12. Traits of personality or behavior 

that attract interest.  13. The use or effect of pigment in painting, as distinct 

from form.  14. Music. Tonal quality.  15. Law. A mere semblance of legal right.  

16. A particle or bit of gold found in auriferous gravel or sand.  17. Physics. A 

quantum characteristic of quarks that determines their role in the strong interac-

tion.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  color photography; 

color television.   —  v.  col·ored, col·or·ing, col·ors.  —  v.  tr. 1. To impart 

color to or change the color of.  2. a. To give a distinctive character or quality to; 

modify.  See Synonyms at bias.  b. To exert an influence on; affect:  The war col-

ored the lives of all of us.   3. a. To misrepresent, especially by distortion or exag-

geration:  color the facts.  b. To gloss over; excuse:  a parent who colored the 

children’s lies.    —  v.  intr. 1. a. To take on color.  b. To change color.   2. To 

become red in the face; blush.  [Middle English colour, from Old French, from 

Latin color. See kel-1 in Appendix.] —colùor·er n.  

USAGE NOTE: The terms person of color and people of color have been revived

for use in formal contexts to refer to members or groups of non-European origin

(e.g., Black people, Asians, Pacific Islanders, and Native Americans): “These are

profound tendencies which strike at the middle class as well as the poor, at whites as

well as people of color” (Jesse Jackson). Many people prefer people of color as a

rough substitute for minorities because these groups are not in fact in the minority

in many parts of America. See Usage Note at black.

col·or·a·ble (kƒlùNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Meant to deceive; not genuine.  2. Seemingly 

true or genuine; plausible.  See Synonyms at plausible.  —colÙor·a·bilùi·ty, 
colùor·a·ble·ness n.  —colùor·a·bly adv. 

Col·o·ra·do (kmlÙN-r4dùo, -räùdo) Abbr. CO, Col., Colo.  A state of the west-

central United States. It was admitted as the 38th state in 1876. First explored by 

the Spanish in the 16th and 17th centuries, the region was added to the United 

States through the Louisiana Purchase (1803) and a cession by Mexico (1848). 

The Colorado Territory was organized in 1861. Denver is the capital and the larg-

est city. Population, 3,307,912.   —ColÙo·raùdan adj.  & n. 

Colorado blue spruce (kmlÙN-r4dùo blu sprus) n.  See blue spruce. 
Colorado Desert (kmlÙN-r4dùo dHzùNrt)  An arid region of southeast Califor-

nia west of the Colorado River. 

Colorado potato beetle (kmlÙN-r4dùo pN-t7ùto bKtùl) n.  A small yellow-

and-black striped beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata) that is a major agricultural 

pest. 

Colorado River (kmlÙN-r4dùo rVvùNr)  1. A river of central Argentina rising in 

the Andes and flowing about 853 km (530 mi) southeast to the Atlantic Ocean.  

2. A river of the southwest United States rising in the Rocky Mountains and flow-



ing about 2,333 km (1,450 mi) southwest through the Colorado Plateau of 

western Colorado, southeast Utah, and western Arizona to the Gulf of California 

in northwest Mexico. In Arizona it flows along the borders of Nevada and Cali-

fornia. The most spectacular of its many gorges is the Grand Canyon.  3. A river 

rising in northwest Texas and flowing about 1,438 km (894 mi) southeast to an 

inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. 

Colorado Springs (kmlÙN-r4dùo sprVngz)  A city of central Colorado at the 

foot of Pikes Peak south of Denver. It is a popular tourist center near the site of 

the U.S. Air Force Academy (established here in 1958). Population, 281,140. 

col·or·ant (kƒlùNr-Nnt) n.  Something, especially a dye, a pigment, an ink, or a 

paint, that colors or modifies the hue of something else.   —  adj.  Color. Of or 

being a subtractive primary color. 

col·or·a·tion (kƒlÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. Arrangement of colors.  2. The sum of the 

beliefs or principles of a person, a group, or an institution. 

col·or·a·tu·ra (kƒlÙNr-N-ttrùN, -tytrùN) n.  Music. 1. Florid, ornamental vocal 

trills and runs.  2. Music characterized by florid, ornamental trills and runs.  3. A 

singer, especially a soprano, specializing in such trills and runs.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  coloratura compositions; a coloratura 

performer.  [Obsolete Italian, from Late Latin color7t7ra, coloring, from Latin 

color7tus, past participle of color7re, to color, from color, color. See COLOR.]

color bar (kƒlùNr bär) n.  See color line. 
col·or·blind  or col·or-blind (kƒlùNr-blXndÙ) adj.  1. Partially or totally unable 

to distinguish certain colors.  2. a. Not subject to racial prejudices.  b. Not recog-

nizing racial or class distinctions: “Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither 

knows nor tolerates classes among citizens” (John M. Harlan).    —colùor·blindÙ-
ness n. 

col·or·breed (kƒlùNr-brKdÙ) v.  tr. col·or·bred (-brHdÙ), col·or·breed·ing, 
col·or·breeds. To breed (plants or animals) selectively to produce new or 

desired colors. 

col·or·cast (kƒlùNr-k4stÙ) v.  col·or·cast or col·or·cast·ed, col·or·cast·ing, 
col·or·casts.  —  v.  tr. To broadcast (a television program) in color.   —  v.  intr. 

To televise a program in color.   —  n.  A television program broadcast in color.  

[COLOR + (BROAD)CAST.]

col·or-code (kƒlùNr-kodÙ) v.  tr. col·or-·cod·ed, col·or-·cod·ing, col·or-
·codes. To color, as wires or papers, according to a code for easy identification. 

co·lo·rec·tal (koÙlN-rHkùtNl) adj.  Associated with or involving both the colon 

and the rectum:  colorectal cancer. 

col·ored (kƒlùNrd) adj.  1. Having color:  colored tissue paper.  2.  Often Col-
ored. Offensive. a. Of or belonging to a racial group not regarded as white: “the 

huge shift that occurred when we stopped thinking of ourselves as colored people” 

(Courtland Milloy).  b. Of mixed racial strains.   3. Distorted or biased, as by 



irrelevant or incorrect information.   —  n.  also Colored pl. colored or col-
oreds also Colored  or Coloreds. Offensive. 1. A person of a racial group not 

regarded as white.  2. A person of mixed racial strains.  See Usage Note at black. 
col·or·fast (kƒlùNr-f4stÙ) adj.  Having color that will not run or fade with wash-

ing or wear:  a colorfast fabric.   —colùor·fastÙness n. 

color filter (kƒlùNr fVlùtNr) n.  A photographic filter made of colored glass that 

modifies the light incident on a film by selectively absorbing colors. It is used 

when taking photographs through haze. 

col·or·ful (kƒlùNr-fNl) adj.  1. Full of color; abounding in colors:  colorful leaves 

in the fall.  2. Characterized by rich variety; vividly distinctive:  colorful language.   
—colùor·ful·ly adv.  —colùor·ful·ness n. 

color guard (kƒlùNr gärd) n.  The ceremonial escort for the flag, as of a country 

or an organization. 

col·or·if·ic (kƒlÙN-rVfùVk) adj.  Producing or imparting color. 

col·or·im·e·ter (kƒlÙN-rVmùV-tNr) n.  1. Any of various instruments used to 

determine or specify colors, as by comparison with spectroscopic or visual stan-

dards.  2. An instrument that measures the concentration of a known constituent 

of a solution by comparison with colors of standard solutions of that constituent.   
—colÙor·i·metùric (-Nr-N-mHtùrVk) adj.  —colÙor·i·metùri·cal·ly adv.  

—colÙor·imùe·try n. 

col·or·ing (kƒlùNr-Vng) n.  1. The art, manner, or process of applying color.  2. A 

substance used to color something.  3. Appearance with regard to color.  

4. Characteristic aspect, tone, or style.  5. False or misleading appearance. 

col·or·ist (kƒlùNr-Vst) n.  1. A painter skilled in achieving special effects with 

color:  a forceful colorist whose idiom was reminiscent of Cézanne.  2. A hairdresser 

who specializes in dyeing hair.   —colÙor·isùtic adj. 

col·or·i·za·tion (kƒlÙNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  A computer-assisted process by which 

color is imparted to previously black-and-white film. The original film is first 

transferred to videotape, to which numerically coded colors are assigned, frame 

by frame, area by area. A graphics computer then applies the assigned colors to 

the appropriate areas of the images on each frame within a scene. The process 

continues until the entire film has been tinted. 

col·or·ize (kƒlùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. col·or·ized, col·or·iz·ing, col·or·iz·es. To impart 

color to (black-and-white film) by means of a computer-assisted process: “Be pre-

pared... for the... colorized version of Topper” (Vincent Canby).   —colùor·iz·er n. 

col·or·less (kƒlùNr-lVs) adj.  1. Lacking color.  2. Weak in color; pallid.  

3. Lacking animation, variety, or distinction; dull.  See Synonyms at dull.  
—colùor·less·ly adv.  —colùor·less·ness n. 

color line (kƒlùNr lXn) n.  A barrier, created by custom, law, or economic differ-

ences, separating nonwhite persons from whites.  Also called color bar 

co·lo·scope (koùlN-skopÙ) n.  See colonoscope. 



co·los·co·py (kN-lmsùkN-pK) n.  See colonoscopy. 
Co·los·sae (kN-lmsùK)  An ancient city of central Asia Minor. It was the site of an 

early Christian church to which Saint Paul addressed his Epistle to the Colossians.   
—Co·losùsian (-lmshùNn) adj.  & n. 

co·los·sal (kN-lmsùNl) adj.  Of a size, extent, or degree that elicits awe or taxes 

belief; immense.  See Synonyms at enormous.  [French, from Latin colossus, 

colossus. See COLOSSUS.] —co·losùsal·ly adv. 

col·os·se·um (kmlÙV-sKùNm) n.  Variant of coliseum. 
co·los·si (kN-lmsùXÙ) n.  A plural of colossus. 
Co·los·sians (kN-lmshùNnz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Col, Col. Bible. 

A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Latin ColossKnses, inhabitants of Colos-

sae, from Colossae, Colossae, from Greek Kolossai.]

co·los·sus (kN-lmsùNs) n.  pl. co·los·si (-lmsùXÙ)  or co·los·sus·es. 1. A huge 

statue.  2. Something likened to a huge statue, as in size or importance:  a colossus 

of bureaucracy.  [Latin, from Greek kolossos.]

Co·los·sus of Rhodes (kN-lmsùNs ƒf rodz)  A huge statue of Apollo located at 

the entrance to the harbor of Rhodes. Built c. 280 B.C. and later destroyed by an 

earthquake, it was about 37 m (120 ft) high and was one of the Seven Wonders of 

the World. 

co·los·to·my (kN-lmsùtN-mK) n.  pl. co·los·to·mies. 1. Surgical construction of 

an artificial excretory opening from the colon.  2. The opening created by such a 

surgical procedure. 

co·los·trum (kN-lmsùtrNm) n.  The thin, yellowish fluid secreted by the mam-

mary glands at the time of parturition that is rich in antibodies and minerals, and 

precedes the production of true milk.  Also called foremilk [Latin.] —co·losùtral 
(-trNl) adj. 

col·our (kƒlùNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of color. 
-colous suff.  Having a specified kind of habitat:  arenicolous.  [From Latin -cola, 

tiller, inhabitant. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

col·pi·tis (kml-pXùtVs) n.  See vaginitis.  [Greek kolpos, vagina + -ITIS.]

col·por·tage (kmlùpôrÙtVj, -porÙ-) n.  The work of a colporteur. 

col·por·teur (kmlùpôrÙtNr, -porÙ-) n.  A peddler of devotional literature.  

[French, alteration (influenced by col, neck, from the idea that peddlers carry 

their wares on trays suspended from straps around their necks), of Old French 

comporteur, from comporter, to conduct, peddle. See COMPORT.]

col·po·scope (kmlùpN-skopÙ) n.  A magnifying and photographic device used as 

an aid in the diagnostic examination of the vaginal and cervical epithelia.  [Greek 

kolpos, vagina, womb + -SCOPE.] —colÙpo·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj. 

col·pos·co·py (kml-pmsùkN-pK) n.  pl. col·pos·co·pies. Examination of the 

vaginal and cervical epithelia by means of a colposcope.  [Greek kolpos, vagina, 

womb + -SCOPY.]



colt (kolt) n.  1. A young male horse.  2. A youthful or inexperienced person; a 

novice.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

Colt (kolt), Samuel. 1814-1862.  American firearms inventor and manufacturer 

who developed the first revolver. 

colt·ish (kolùtVsh) adj.  1. Relating to or suggestive of a colt.  2. Lively and play-

ful; frisky.   —coltùish·ly adv.  —coltùish·ness n. 

Col·ton (kolùtNn)  A city of southern California, a suburb of San Bernardino. 

Population, 40,213. 

Col·trane (kolùtr7n), John William. 1926-1967.  American jazz saxophonist 

and composer whose musical innovations broke through formal thematic and 

harmonic restrictions in jazz improvisation. 

colts·foot (koltsùfttÙ) n.  pl. colts·foots. 1. A low perennial Eurasian herb 

(Tussilago farfara) in the composite family, naturalized in parts of North America 

and having dandelionlike flower heads and large, hoof-shaped basal leaves.  

2. The dried leaves or flower heads of this plant, long used in herbal medicine to 

treat coughs.  3.  See galax.  [From the shape of its leaves.]

col·u·brid (kmlùN-brVd, kmlùyN-) n.  Any of numerous, widely distributed, chiefly 

nonvenomous snakes of the family Colubridae, which includes the king snakes, 

garter snakes, and water snakes.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the Col-

ubridae.  [From New Latin Colubridae, family name, from Latin coluber, colubr-, 

snake.]

col·u·brine (kmlùN-brXnÙ, kmlùyN-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a snake.  

2. Colubrid. 

co·lu·go (kN-luùgo) n.  pl. co·lu·gos. See flying lemur.  [Of Malayan origin.]

Col·um (kƒlùNm), Saint.  See Saint. Columba. 
Col·um (kmlùNm), Padraic. 1881-1972.  Irish-American writer who was associ-

ated with the Irish Renaissance. His volumes of poetry include Wild Earth (1907) 

and Images of Departure (1968). 

Co·lum·ba (kN-lƒmùbN) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near 

Caelum and Puppis.  Also called Dove [Latin columba, dove.]

Columba also Col·um (kƒlùNm), Saint. 521-597.  Irish missionary who estab-

lished a monastery on the island of Iona and subsequently Christianized northern 

Scotland. 

col·um·bar·i·um (kmlÙNm-bârùK-Nm) also col·um·bar·y (kmlùNm-bHrÙK) n.  pl. 

col·um·bar·i·a (-K-N) also col·um·bar·ies. 1. a. A vault with niches for urns 

containing ashes of the dead.  b. One of the niches in such a vault.   2. a. A dove-

cote.  b. A pigeonhole in a dovecote.   [Latin columb7rium, sepulchre for urns, 

dovecote, from columba, dove.]

Co·lum·bi·a1 (kN-lƒmùbK-N)  1. A community of north-central Maryland west-

southwest of Baltimore. It is mainly residential. Population, 75,883.  2. A city of 

central Missouri north-northwest of Jefferson City. The main campus of the Uni-



versity of Missouri (established 1839) is here. Population, 69,101.  3. The capital 

and largest city of South Carolina, in the central part of the state. It was chosen as 

the site of the new state’s capital in 1786. Population, 98,052.  4. A city of west-

central Tennessee south-southwest of Nashville. It was first settled in 1807. Popu-

lation, 28,583. 

Co·lum·bi·a2 (kN-lƒmùbK-N) n.  The United States.  [After Christopher 
COLUMBUS.]

Co·lum·bi·a (kN-lƒmùbK-N), Cape. A cape on the northern coast of Ellesmere 

Island. It is the northernmost point of Canada. 

Co·lum·bi·a (kN-lƒmùbK-N), District of. See District of Columbia. 
Co·lum·bi·a Heights (kN-lƒmùbK-N hXts)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a resi-

dential suburb of Minneapolis. Population, 18,910. 

Co·lum·bi·an (kN-lƒmùbK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the United States.  2. Of 

or relating to Christopher Columbus. 

Co·lum·bi·a River (kN-lƒmùbK-N rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast British 

Columbia, Canada, and flowing about 1,947 km (1,210 mi) south then west 

through the Columbia Plateau and along the Washington-Oregon border to its 

outlet on the Pacific Ocean. It was discovered and named by the American 

explorer Robert Gray in 1792. 

col·um·bine (kmlùNm-bXnÙ) n.  Any of various perennial herbs of the genus 

Aquilegia native to north temperate regions, cultivated for their showy, variously 

colored flowers that have petals with long, hollow spurs.  Also called aquilegia 

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin columbXna, from feminine of Latin colum-

bXnus, dovelike (from the resemblance of the inverted flower to a cluster of 

doves), from columba, dove.]

co·lum·bite (kN-lƒmùbXtÙ) n.  A black, red-brown, or colorless mineral, essen-

tially (Fe, Mn)(Nb, Ta)2O6, the principal ore of niobium.  [COLUMB(IUM) + -ITE
1.]

co·lum·bi·um (kN-lƒmùbK-Nm) n.  Symbol Cb Niobium. No longer in scientific 

use.  [After COLUMBIA
2.]

Co·lum·bus (kN-lƒmùbNs)  1. A city of western Georgia on the Chattahoochee 

River south-southwest of Atlanta. Settled in 1828 on the site of a Creek village, it 

is a port of entry and major industrial center. Population, 179,278.  2. A city of 

south-central Indiana south-southeast of Indianapolis. It was a supply depot for 

Union troops during the Civil War. Population, 31,802.  3. A city of northeast 

Mississippi near the Alabama border. There are many antebellum houses in the 

area. Population, 23,799.  4. A city of east-central Nebraska at the confluence of 

the Loup and Platte rivers west of Omaha. It is a trade, processing, and manufac-

turing center. Population, 19,480.  5. The capital of Ohio, in the central part of 

the state. Laid out in 1812, it is a major industrial, commercial, and cultural cen-

ter. Population, 632,910. 



Co·lum·bus (kN-lƒmùbNs), Christopher. 1451-1506.  Italian explorer in the 

service of Spain who determined that the earth was round and attempted to reach 

Asia by sailing west from Europe, thereby discovering America (1492). He made 

three subsequent voyages to the Caribbean in his quest for a sea route to China. 

Columbus Day (kN-lƒmùbNs d7) n.  October 12, observed in the United States 

in commemoration of the discovery in 1492 of the New World by Christopher 

Columbus. Columbus Day is now officially observed on the second Monday in 

October. 

col·u·mel·la (kmlÙyN-mHlùN, kmlÙN-) n.  pl. col·u·mel·lae (-mHlùK). Any small 

columnlike structure in various plants and animals, often forming the central axis 

of development for the organism or an anatomical structure.  [Latin, diminutive 

of columna, column. See COLUMN.] —colÙu·melùlar (-mHlùNr) adj.  

—colÙu·melùlateÙ (-mHlù7tÙ) adj. 

col·umn (kmlùNm) n.  Abbr. col., clm. 1. Architecture. A supporting pillar con-

sisting of a base, a cylindrical shaft, and a capital.  2. Something resembling an 

architectural pillar in form or function:  a column of mercury in a thermometer.  

3. a. Printing. One of two or more vertical sections of typed lines lying side by 

side on a page and separated by a rule or a blank space.  b. A feature article that 

appears regularly in a publication, such as a newspaper.   4. A formation, as of 

troops or vehicles, in which all elements follow one behind the other.  5. Botany. 

A columnlike structure, especially one formed by the union of a stamen and the 

style in an orchid flower, or one formed by the united staminal filaments in flow-

ers such as those of the hibiscus or mallow.  6. Anatomy. Any of various tubular 

or pillarlike supporting structures in the body, each generally having a single tis-

sue origin and function:  the vertebral column.  [Middle English columne, from 

Latin columna. See kel-2 in Appendix.] —colùumned (kmlùNmd) adj. 

co·lum·nar (kN-lƒmùnNr) adj.  1. Having the shape of a column.  

2. Constructed with or having columns. 

columnar epithelium (kN-lƒmùnNr HpÙN-thKùlK-Nm) n.  Epithelium consist-

ing of one or more cell layers, the most superficial of which is composed of elon-

gated and somewhat cylindrical cells projecting toward the surface. 

co·lum·ne·a (kN-lƒmùnK-N) n.  Any of various bushy or trailing tropical Ameri-

can plants of the genus Columnea, grown indoors for their showy, colorful, tubu-

lar flowers.  [New Latin Columnea, genus name, after Fabius Columna, Latin 

name of Fabio Colonna (1567-1650?), Italian botanist.]

co·lum·ni·a·tion (kN-lƒmÙnK-7ùshNn) n.  Architecture. The use or arrangement 

of columns in a building. 

col·um·nist (kmlùNm-nVst, -N-mVst) n.  A writer of a column in a publication, 

such as a newspaper. 



Col·ville (kolùvVlÙ, kmlù-)  A river rising in the Brooks Range of northwest Alaska 

and flowing about 603 km (375 mi) east and north across the tundra to the Arctic 

Ocean. 

col·za (kmlùzN, kolù-) n.  See rape2.  [French, from Dutch koolzaad : kool, cab-

bage (from Middle Dutch cole, from Latin caulis) + zaad, seed (from Middle 

Dutch saet); see sK- in Appendix.]

COM abbr.  Computer-output microfilm; computer-output microfilmer. 

com. abbr.  1. Combining.  2. Combustion.  3. Comedy; comic.  4. Comma.  

5. Commentary.  6. Commerce; commercial.  7.  Or Com.. Commission; com-

missioner.  8.  Or Com.. Committee.  9. Common.  10. Commune.  

11. Communication.  12. Community. 

Com. abbr.  1.  Also com.. Commander.  2. Commodore.  3. Communist. 

com-  or col-  or con- pref.  Together; with; joint; jointly:  commingle.  [Middle 

English, from Latin, from Old Latin com. See kom in Appendix.]

co·ma1 (koùmN) n.  pl. co·mas. A state of deep, often prolonged unconscious-

ness, usually the result of injury, disease, or poison, in which an individual is inca-

pable of sensing or responding to external stimuli and internal needs.  [Greek 

koma, deep sleep.]

co·ma2 (koùmN) n.  pl. co·mae (-mK). 1. Astronomy. The nebulous, luminescent 

cloud containing the nucleus and constituting the major portion of the head of a 

comet.  2. Botany. A usually terminal tuft or cluster, especially a tuft of hairs on a 

seed, as on a willow or milkseed.  3. Physics. A diffuse, pear-shaped image of a 

point source.  [Latin, hair, from Greek komK.] —coùmal adj. 

Co·ma Ber·e·ni·ces (koùmN bHrÙN-nXùsKzÙ) n.  A constellation in the northern 

sky near Boötes and Leo that contains a prominent cluster of galaxies and the 

north pole of the Milky Way.  Also called Berenice’s Hair [New Latin Coma 

BerenicKs, Berenice’s hair  : Latin coma, hair + Latin BerenicKs, genitive of BerenicK, 

Berenice (a queen of Egypt who promised her hair to Venus).]

co·mae (koùmK) n.  Plural of coma2. 
Co·man·che (kN-m4nùchK) n.  pl. Comanche or Co·man·ches. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly ranging over the southern Great Plains from western 

Kansas to northern Texas and now located in Oklahoma. The Comanche became 

nomadic buffalo hunters after migrating south from Wyoming in the 18th cen-

tury.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Uto-Aztecan language of the 

Comanche.  [Spanish, from Ute k[mman?i.] —Co·manùche adj. 

co·mate1 (koùm7tÙ) adj.  Comose.  [Latin com7tus, having long hair, from coma, 

hair. See COMA
2.]

co·mate2 (ko-m7tù, koùm7tÙ) n.  A mate; a companion. 

co·ma·tose (koùmN-tosÙ, kmmùN-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or affected with 

coma; unconscious.  2. Marked by lethargy; torpid.   —coùma·toseÙly adv. 



co·mat·u·lid (kN-m4chùN-lVd) also co·mat·u·la (-lN) n.  pl. co·mat·u·lids also 

co·mat·u·lae (-lK). Any of various marine invertebrates of the class Crinoidea, 

such as the sea lilies and feather stars, that are attached to a surface by a stalk 

when young but may be free-swimming as adults.  [From New Latin 

Com7tulidae, former family name, from Late Latin com7tulus, having neatly 

curled hair, from Latin com7tus, having long hair. See COMATE
1.]

comb (kom) n.  1. a. A thin toothed strip, as of plastic, used to smooth, arrange, 

or fasten the hair.  b. An implement, such as a card for dressing and cleansing 

wool or other fiber, that resembles a hair comb in shape or use.  c. A currycomb.   

2. a. The fleshy crest or ridge that grows on the crown of the head of domestic 

fowl and other birds and is most prominent in the male.  b. Something suggest-

ing a fowl’s comb in appearance or position.   3. A honeycomb.   —  v.  combed, 
comb·ing, combs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dress or arrange with or as if with a comb.  

2. To card (wool or other fiber).  3. To search thoroughly; look through:  combed 

the dresser drawers for a lost bracelet.   —  v.  intr. To roll and break. Used of waves.  

[Middle English, from Old English. See gembh- in Appendix.]

comb. abbr.  1. Combination.  2. Combining.  3. Combustion. 

Com·ba·hee (kƒm-bKù, kƒmùbK)  A river, about 225 km (140 mi) long, of 

southern South Carolina flowing southeast to the Atlantic Ocean. 

com·bat (kNm-b4tù, kmmùb4tÙ) v.  com·bat·ed or com·bat·ted, com·bat·ing 

or com·bat·ting, com·bats or com·bats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To oppose in battle; 

fight against.  2. To oppose vigorously; struggle against.  See Synonyms at 

oppose.   —  v.  intr. To engage in fighting; contend or struggle.   —  n.  

(kmmùb4tÙ) Fighting, especially armed battle; strife.  See Synonyms at conflict.   
—  adj.  1. Of or relating to combat:  flew 50 combat missions.  2. Intended for use 

or deployment in combat:  combat boots; combat troops.  [French combattre, from 

Old French, from Late Latin combattere : Latin com-, com- + Latin battere, to beat 

(alteration of battuere).]

com·bat·ant (kNm-b4tùnt, kmmùbN-tnt) n.  One, such as a person or a combat 

vehicle, that takes part in armed strife.   —  adj.  Engaging in armed strife. 

combat fatigue (kNm-b4tù fN-tKgù) n.  A nervous disorder, usually temporary 

but sometimes leading to a permanent neurosis, brought on by the exhaustion 

and stress of combat or similar situations and characterized by deep anxiety, 

depression, irritability, and other related symptoms.  Also called battle fatigue 

com·bat·ive (kNm-b4tùVv) adj.  Eager or disposed to fight; belligerent.  See Syn-

onyms at argumentative.  —com·batùive·ly adv.  —com·batùive·ness n. 

comb·er (koùmNr) n.  1. One, such as a machine or a worker, that combs wool, 

for example.  2. A long wave that has reached its peak or broken into foam; a 

breaker. 

com·bi·na·tion (kmmÙbN-n7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. comb. 1. The act of combining or 

the state of being combined.  2. The result of combining.  3. An alliance of per-



sons or parties for a common purpose; an association.  4. A sequence of numbers 

or letters used to open a combination lock.  5. Mathematics. One or more ele-

ments selected from a set without regard to the order of selection.   
—comÙbi·naùtion·al adj. 

combination lock (kmmÙbN-n7ùshNn lmk) n.  A lock that will open only when 

its dial is turned through a predetermined sequence of positions identified on the 

dial face by numbers or letters. 

com·bi·na·tive (kmmùbN-n7ÙtVv, kNm-bXùnN-tVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

resulting from combination.  2. Tending, serving, or able to combine. 

com·bi·na·to·ri·al (kmmÙbN-nN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-, kNm-bXÙnN-) adj.  1. Relating 

to or involving combinations.  2. Relating to the arrangement and manipulation 

of mathematical elements in sets. 

com·bi·na·tor·ics (kmmÙbN-nN-tôrùVks, -tmrù-, kNm-bXÙnN-) n.  (used with a 

sing. verb). Combinatorial mathematics. 

com·bine (kNm-bXnù) v.  com·bined, com·bin·ing, com·bines.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring into a state of unity; merge.  2. To join (two or more substances) to 

make a single substance, such as a chemical compound; mix.  3. To possess or 

exhibit in combination:  The choreography, which combines artistry and athletics, is 

extremely innovative.  4.  (kmmùbXnÙ) To harvest (a grain crop) using a cutting, 

threshing, and cleaning machine.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become united; coalesce.  

2. To join forces for a common purpose.  See Synonyms at join.  3. Chemistry. To 

form a compound.  4.  (kmmùbXnÙ) To harvest a grain crop using a cutting, 

threshing, and cleaning machine: “Norwegian bachelor farmers combining in their 

antique McCormacks” (Garrison Keillor).   —  n.  (kmmùbXnÙ) 1. A power-oper-

ated harvesting machine that cuts, threshes, and cleans grain.  2. An association 

of people or groups united for the furtherance of political or commercial inter-

ests.  3. A combination.  [Middle English combinen, from Old French combiner, 

from Late Latin combXn7re : Latin com-, com- + bXnX, two by two; see dwo- in 

Appendix.] —com·binùer n. 

comb·ings (koùmVngz) pl.n.  Small loose pieces of material, such as hairs or 

wool, removed with a comb. 

com·bin·ing (kNm-bXùnVng) n.  Abbr. com., comb. 1. The act or process of 

joining, merging, or mixing two or more things.  2.  (kmmùbX-nVng) The act or 

process of operating a combine. 

com·bin·ing form (kNm-bXùnVng fôrm) n.  Grammar. A modified form of an 

independent word in English or in a language such as Greek or Latin from which 

English has borrowed that occurs only in combination with other forms. It com-

bines with words, affixes, or other combining forms to form compounds or 

derivatives, as electro- (from electric) in electromagnet or geo- (from Greek gKo-, 

from gK- “earth”) in geochemistry. 

comb jelly (kom jHlùK) n.  See ctenophore. 



com·bo (kmmùbo) n.  pl. com·bos. 1. Music. A small jazz band.  2. Informal. 

The product or result of combining; a combination.  [Short for COMBINATION.]

com·bus·ti·ble (kNm-bƒsùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of igniting and burning.  

2. Easily aroused or excited.   —  n.  A substance that ignites and burns readily.   
—com·busÙti·bilùi·ty n.  —com·busùti·bly adv. 

com·bus·tion (kNm-bƒsùchNn) n.  Abbr. com., comb. 1. The process of burn-

ing.  2. A chemical change, especially oxidation, accompanied by the production 

of heat and light.  3. Violent anger or agitation:  Combustion within the populace 

slowly built up to the point of revolution.  [Middle English, from Late Latin com-

bustio, combustion-, from Latin combustus, past participle of comb7rere, to burn 

up, blend of com-, intensive pref.; see COM-, and amb7rere, to burn around (ambi-

, ambi- + 7rere, to burn).] —com·busùtive (-tVv) adj. 

combustion chamber (kNm-bƒsùchNn ch7mùbNr) n.  An enclosure in which 

combustion, especially of a fuel or propellant, is initiated and controlled. 

com·bus·tor (kNm-bƒsùtNr) n.  A combustion chamber and its igniters, injec-

tors, and other related apparatus in a jet engine or gas turbine. 

comd. abbr.  Command. 

comdg. abbr.  Commanding. 

Comdr. abbr.  Commander. 

Comdt. abbr.  Commandant. 

come (kƒm) v.  intr. came (k7m), come, com·ing, comes. 1. a. To advance 

toward the speaker or toward a specified place; approach:  Come to me.  b. To 

advance in a specified manner:  The children came reluctantly when I insisted.   

2. a. To make progress; advance:  a former drug addict who has come a long way.  

b. To fare:  How are things coming today? They’re coming fine.   3. a. To reach a 

particular point in a series or as a result of orderly progression:  At last we came to 

the chapter on ergonomics.  b. To arrive, as in due course:  Dawn comes at 5 A.M. in 

June.   4. To move into view; appear:  The moon came over the horizon.  5. To 

occur in time; take place: “In the... saloon... the sawdust on the floor gets changed 

biweekly come fog, downpour or the occasional shard of sunlight” (Paul A. Witte-

man).  6. a. To arrive at a particular result or end:  come to an understanding.  

b. To arrive at or reach a particular state or condition:  Come to your senses!  c. To 

move or be brought to a particular position:  The convoy came to an abrupt halt.   

7. To extend; reach:  water that came to my waist.  8. To have priority; rank:  My 

work comes first.  9. a. To reach a particular condition or to arrive at a specified 

viewpoint:  I have come to view the issue in a different light. How did you come to 

know that?  b. To happen as a result:  This comes of your carelessness.   10. To fall 

to one:  No good can come of this.  11. To occur in the mind:  A good idea just came 

to me.  12. a. To issue forth:  A cry came from the frightened child.  b. To be 

derived; originate:  Oaks come from acorns.  c. To be descended:  They come from a 

good family.  d. To be within a given range or spectrum of reference or applica-



tion:  This stipulation comes within the terms of your contract.   13. To be a native 

or resident of:  My friend comes from Chicago.  14. To add up to a certain amount:  

Expenses came to more than income.  15. a. To become:  The knot came loose. This 

is a dream that has come true.  b. To turn out to be:  A good education doesn’t come 

cheap.   16. To be available or obtainable:  shoes that come in all sizes.  17. Vulgar 

Slang. To experience orgasm.   —  n.  Vulgar Slang. Semen.   —phrasal verbs. 
come about. 1. To take place; happen.  2. To turn around.  3. Nautical. To 

change tack.  come across. 4. To meet or find by chance:  came across my old 

college roommate in town today.  5. Slang. a. To do what is wanted.  b. To pay over 

money that is demanded:  came across with the check.   6. To give an impression: 

“He comes across as a very sincere, religious individual” (William L. Clay).  come 
along. 7. To make advances to a goal; progress:  Things are coming along fine.  

8. To go with someone else who takes the lead:  I’ll come along on the hike.  9. To 

show up; appear:  Don’t take the first offer that comes along.  come around (or 

come round). 10. To recover, revive:  fainted but soon came around.  11. To 

change one’s opinion or position:  You’ll come around after you hear the whole 

story.  come at. 12. To obtain; get:  come at an education through study.  13. To 

rush at; attack.  come back. 14. To return to or regain past success after a period 

of misfortune.  15. To retort; reply:  came back with a sharp riposte.  16. To recur 

to the memory:  When I saw the picture, happy memories came back.  come by. 
17. To gain possession of; acquire:  Mortgages are hard to come by.  18. To pay a 

visit.  come down. 19. To lose wealth or position:  He has really come down in 

the world.  20. a. To pass or be handed down by tradition:  customs that come 

down from colonial times.  b. To be handed down from a higher authority:  An 

indictment finally came down.   21. Slang. To happen; occur:  What’s coming down 

tonight?  come in. 22. a. To arrive:  Fall clothes will be coming in soon.  b. To 

become available for use:  New weather information just came in.  c. To start pro-

ducing. Used of an oil well.   23. To arrive among those who finish a contest or 

race:  came in fifth.  24. To perform or function in a particular way:  A food pro-

cessor comes in handy.  25. To reply in a specified manner to a call or signal:  The 

pilot’s voice came in loud and clear.  26. To take on a specified role:  When editorial 

review commences, that’s where you come in.  come into. To acquire, especially as 

an inheritance:  She came into a fortune on her 21st birthday.  come off. 28. To 

happen; occur:  The trip came off on schedule.  29. To acquit oneself:  She is sure to 

come off badly if challenged to explain.  30. To turn out to be successful:  a party 

that came off.  come on. 31. To convey a particular personal image:  comes on as 

an old-fashioned reactionary.  32. Slang. To show sexual interest in someone:  try-

ing to come on to me during the party.  33. a. To progress or advance in incre-

ments:  Darkness came on after seven.  b. To begin in small increments or by 

degrees:  Sleet came on after one o’clock.   34. To hurry up; move rapidly. Often 

used in the imperative:  Would you please come on! We’ll be late!  35. To stop an 



inappropriate behavior; abandon a position or an attitude; be obliging. Used 

chiefly in the imperative:  You’ve used the same feeble excuse for weeks. Come on!  

come out. 36. To become known:  The whole story came out at the trial.  37. To 

be issued or brought out:  The author’s new book just came out.  38. To make a for-

mal social debut:  She came out at age 18 in New York City.  39. To end up; result:  

Everything came out wrong.  40. To declare oneself publicly:  The governor came 

out in favor of tax breaks.  41. To reveal that one is gay or homosexual.  come 
over. 42. To change sides, as in a controversy.  43. To pay a casual visit.  come 
through. 44. To do what is required or anticipated:  I asked for their help, and 

they came through.  45. a. To become manifest:  The parents’ tenderness comes 

through in their facial expressions.  b. To be communicated in a specified manner:  

The pilot’s voice came through loud and clear.   come to. 46. To recover con-

sciousness:  The fainting victim came to.  47. Nautical. a. To bring the bow into 

the wind.  b. To anchor.   come up. 48. To manifest itself; arise:  The question 

never came up.  49. To rise above the horizon:  The sun came up.  50. To rise, as in 

status or rank:  a general who came up from the ranks.  51. To draw near; 

approach:  came up and said hello.  come upon. To discover or meet by accident.   
—idioms. come a cropper. To fail utterly.  come clean. To confess all.  come 
down on. To punish, oppose, or reprimand severely and often with force:  a dis-

trict attorney who came down hard on drug dealers.  come down to. 4. To con-

front or deal with forthrightly:  When you come right down to it, you have to admit 

I’m correct.  5. To amount to in essence:  It comes down to this: the man is a cheat.  

come down with. To become sick with (an illness):  came down with the flu.  

come in for. To receive; be subjected to:  came in for harsh criticism.  come into 
(one’s) own. 8. To get possession of what belongs to one.  9. To obtain rightful 

recognition or prosperity:  a concert pianist who has at last come into his own.  

come off it. Slang. To stop acting or speaking foolishly or pretentiously. Often 

used in the imperative.  come out with. 11. To put into words; say:  always 

comes out with the truth.  12. To reveal publicly:  came out with a new tax package.  

come to blows. To begin a physical fight.  come to grief. To meet with disas-

ter; fail.  come to grips with. To confront squarely and attempt to deal deci-

sively with: “He had to come to grips with the proposition” (Louis Auchincloss).  

come to light (or come to hand). To be clearly revealed or disclosed: “A fur-

ther problem... came to light last summer as a result of post-flight inspections” (John 

Noble Wilford).  come to terms. 17. To confront squarely and come to under-

stand fully and objectively: “He attempts to come to terms with his own early expe-

riences... and with his father, a con man of extravagant dimensions” (Peter S. 

Prescott).  18. To reach mutual agreement:  The warring factions have at last come 

to terms.  come true. To happen as predicted:  My fondest dreams have at last 

come true.  come up against. To encounter, especially a difficulty or major 

problem.  come up with. To bring forth or discover:  came up with a cure for the 



disease.  [Middle English comen, from Old English cuman. See gw7- in Appen-

dix.]

come·back (kƒmùb4kÙ) n.  1. a. A return to formerly enjoyed status or pros-

perity:  The film star made an unexpected comeback.  b. A return to popularity:  

Wide ties are making a comeback this year.   2. The act of making up a deficit, as in 

a contest or game.  3. A reply, especially a quick, witty one; a retort. 

co·me·di·an (kN-mKùdK-Nn) n.  1. A professional entertainer who tells jokes or 

performs various other comic acts.  2. An actor in comedy.  3. A writer of com-

edy.  4. A person who amuses or tries to be amusing; a clown.  [French comédien, 

player, comedian, from comédie, comedy, from Medieval Latin comKdia. See COM-

EDY.]

co·me·dic (kN-mKùdVk) adj.  Of or relating to comedy.   —co·meùdi·cal·ly adv. 

co·me·di·enne (kN-mKÙdK-Hnù) n.  A woman professional entertainer who tells 

jokes or performs various other comic acts.  [French comédienne, feminine of 

comédien, comedian. See COMEDIAN.]

com·e·do (kmmùV-doÙ) n.  pl. com·e·dos or com·e·do·nes (-doùnKz). See 

blackhead (n., sense 1).  [Latin comedo, glutton, from comedere, to eat up  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + edere, to eat; see ed- in Appendix.]

com·e·do·gen·ic (kmmÙV-do-jHnùVk) adj.  Tending to produce or aggravate 

acne.  [COMEDO + -GENIC.]

come·down (kƒmùdounÙ) n.  1. A decline to a lower status or level.  2. a. A 

feeling of disappointment or depression.  b. A cause of disappointment or 

depression.  

com·e·dy (kmmùV-dK) n.  pl. com·e·dies. Abbr. com. 1. a. A dramatic work 

that is light and often humorous or satirical in tone and that usually contains a 

happy resolution of the thematic conflict.  b. The genre made up of such works.   

2. A literary or cinematic work of a comic nature or that uses the themes or 

methods of comedy.  3. Popular entertainment composed of jokes, satire, or 

humorous performance.  4. The art of composing or performing comedy.  5. A 

humorous element of life or literature:  the human comedy of political campaigns.  

6. A humorous occurrence.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a comedy writer; a comedy show.   —idiom. comedy of errors. A ludi-

crous event or sequence of events:  The candidate’s campaign turned out to be a 

political comedy of errors.  [Middle English comedie, from Medieval Latin comKdia, 

from Latin comoedia, from Greek komoidia, from komoidos, comic actor  : komos, 

revel + aoidos, singer (from aeidein, to sing); see wed-2 in Appendix.]

comedy of manners (kmmùV-dK ƒv m4nùNrz) n.  pl. comedies of man-
ners. A comedy satirizing the attitudes and behavior of a particular social group, 

often of fashionable society. 

come-hith·er (kƒm-hVthùNr) adj.  Seductive; alluring:  a come-hither look. 



come·ly (kƒmùlK) adj.  come·li·er, come·li·est. 1. Pleasing and wholesome in 

appearance; attractive.  See Synonyms at beautiful.  2. Suitable; seemly:  comely 

behavior.  [Middle English comli, alteration (probably influenced by bicomli, 

seemly, from bicomen, to be suitable); see BECOME, of cumli, from Old English 

c«mlic, lovely, delicate, from c«me, beautiful.] —comeùli·ness n. 

Co·me·ni·us (kN-mKùnK-Ns), John Amos. 1592-1670.  Czechoslovakian theo-

logian and educational reformer who held that science exalted divine majesty 

rather than threatened it. 

come-on (kƒmùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  1. Something offered to allure or attract; an 

inducement, especially to buy.  2. Slang. A sexual or romantic approach or pro-

posal. 

com·er (kƒmùNr) n.  1. One that arrives or comes:  free food for all comers.  

2. One showing promise of attaining success:  a political comer. 

co·mes·ti·ble (kN-mHsùtN-bNl) adj.  Fit to be eaten; edible.   —  n.  Something 

that can be eaten as food:  meat, cheese, and other comestibles.  [French, from Old 

French, from Late Latin comKstibilis, from Latin comKstus, alteration (influenced 

by potus, drunk); see POTION, of comKsus, past participle of comedere, to eat up  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + edere, to eat; see ed- in Appendix.]

com·et (kmmùVt) n.  A celestial body, observed only in that part of its orbit that is 

relatively close to the sun, having a head consisting of a solid nucleus surrounded 

by a nebulous coma up to 2.4 million kilometers (1.5 million miles) in diameter 

and an elongated, curved vapor tail arising from the coma when sufficiently close 

to the sun. Comets are thought to consist chiefly of ammonia, methane, carbon 

dioxide, and water.  [Middle English comete, from Old English comKta, from 

Latin, from Greek (astKr) komKtKs, long-haired (star), from komK, hair.] 
—comùet·arÙy (-V-tHrÙK), co·metùic (kN-mHtùVk)  adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Comets have been feared throughout much of human his-

tory, and even in our own time their goings and comings receive great attention.

Perhaps a comet might seem less awesome if we realized that our name for it is

based on a figurative resemblance between it and human beings. This figurative

name is recorded first in the works of Aristotle, in which he uses komK, the Greek

word for “hair of the head,” to mean “luminous tail of a comet.” Aristotle then

uses the derived word komKtKs, “wearing long hair,” as a noun meaning “comet.”

The Greek word was adopted into Latin as comKtKs, which was refashioned in Late

Latin and given the form comKta, furnishing Old English with comKta, the earliest

English ancestor of our word comet.

come·up·pance (kƒmÙƒpùNns) n.  A punishment or retribution that one 

deserves; one’s just deserts: “It’s a chance to strike back at the critical brotherhood 

and give each his comeuppance for evaluative sins of the past” (Judith Crist). 



com·fit (kƒmùfVt, kmmù-) n.  A confection that consists of a piece of fruit, a seed, 

or a nut coated with sugar.  [Middle English confit, from Old French, from Latin 

confectum, thing prepared, neuter past participle of conficere, to prepare  : com-, 

com- + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.]

com·fort (kƒmùfNrt) v.  tr. com·fort·ed, com·fort·ing, com·forts. 1. To 

soothe in time of affliction or distress.  2. To ease physically; relieve.   —  n.  1. A 

condition or feeling of pleasurable ease, well-being, and contentment.  2. Solace 

in time of grief or fear.  3. Help; assistance:  gave comfort to the enemy.  4. One 

that brings or provides comfort.  5. The capacity to give physical ease and well-

being:  enjoying the comfort of my favorite chair.  [Middle English comforten, from 

Old French conforter, to strengthen, from Late Latin confort7re : Latin com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + Latin fortis, strong; see bhergh-2 in Appendix.] 
—comùfort·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: comfort, console, solace. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to give hope or help to in time of grief or pain”: comforted the distressed

child; consoling a woman on the death of her husband; solaced myself with a hot cup

of coffee. See also Synonyms at amenity rest1

com·fort·a·ble (kƒmùfNr-tN-bNl, kƒmfùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Providing physical com-

fort:  a comfortable chair.  2. Free from stress or anxiety; at ease:  not comfortable 

about the interview.  3. Sufficient to provide financial security:  comfortable earn-

ings.   —comùfort·a·ble·ness n.  —comùfort·a·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: comfortable, cozy, snug, restful. These words mean affording ease

of mind or body. Comfortable implies the absence of sources of pain or distress:

sleeps in a comfortable bed; wears comfortable clothes. The word may also suggest

peace of mind: felt comfortable with the decision; has a comfortable income. Cozy

evokes the image of a warm room in winter and suggests homey and reassuring

ease: sat in a cozy nook near the fire; had a cozy little chat. Snug brings to mind the

image of a warm, secure, compact shelter: children snug in their beds. Restful sug-

gests a quiet conducive to tranquillity: spent a restful hour reading; a room painted

in restful colors.

com·fort·er (kƒmùfNr-tNr) n.  1. One that comforts:  the nurse as comforter of 

the sick.  2. Comforter. The Holy Spirit.  3. A quilted bedcover.  4. A narrow, 

long, typically woolen neck scarf. 

comfort food (kƒmùfNrt fud) n.  Easily prepared plain food, such as maca-

roni and cheese, meat loaf, or puddings, sometimes prepackaged. 

comfort station (kƒmùfNrt st7ùshNn) n.  A public restroom or toilet. 

com·frey (kƒmùfrK) n.  pl. com·freys. Any of various hairy perennial Eurasian 

herbs of the genus Symphytum, especially S. officinale, having variously colored 



flowers in coiled cymes and long used in herbal medicine.  Also called healing 

herb [Middle English comferi, from Old French cumfirie, from Vulgar Latin *con-

fervia, from Latin conferva, from confervKre, to boil together  : com-, com- + fer-

vKre, to boil; see FERVENT.]

com·fy (kƒmùfK) adj.  com·fi·er, com·fi·est. Informal. Comfortable. 

com·ic (kmmùVk) adj.  Abbr. com. 1. Characteristic of or having to do with com-

edy.  2. Of or relating to comic strips.  3. Amusing; humorous:  a comic situation 

involving the family’s pets.   —  n.  1. a. A comedian.  b. A person whose behavior 

elicits laughter.   2. a. comics. Comic strips.  b. A comic book.   3. A source of 

humor in art or life.  [Latin comicus, from Greek komikos, from komos, revel.]

com·i·cal (kmmùV-kNl) adj.  1. Provoking mirth or amusement; funny.  2. Of or 

relating to comedy.   —comÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), comùi·cal·ness n.  

—comùi·cal·ly adv. 

comic book (kmmùVk btk) n.  A book of comic strips.  Also called funny book 

Co·mice (ko-mKsù, kN-) n.  A cultivated variety of pear having greenish-yellow 

skin blushed with russet-red and yellowish, juicy, fine-textured flesh.  [From 

French (Doyenne du) Comice, (Dean of the) Show, from comice (agricole), (agri-

cultural) show, from Old French, convention, from Latin comitia. See COMITIA.]

comic opera (kmmùVk mpùNr-N) n.  Music. An opera or operetta with a humor-

ous plot, spoken dialogue, and usually a happy ending.  Also called bouffe, opéra 

comique. 

com·ic-op·er·a (kmmÙVk-mpùNr-N, -mpùrN) adj.  Not to be taken seriously:  

comic-opera politics; a comic-opera style of uniform. 

comic relief (kmmùVk rV-lKfù) n.  A humorous or farcical interlude in a serious 

literary work, especially a tragedy, intended to relieve the dramatic tension or 

heighten the emotional impact by means of contrast. 

comic strip (kmmùVk strVp) n.  A narrative series of cartoons. 

Co·mines also Com·mines  or Com·mynes  or Co·mynes (kô-mKnù), Phil-
ippe de. 1447?-1511.  French diplomat, political adviser, and historian whose 

Mémoires (1524) are among the most perceptive historical documents of the Mid-

dle Ages. 

com·ing (kƒmùVng) adj.  1. Approaching; forthcoming; next:  the coming season; 

a coming report on arms limitation.  2. Showing promise of fame or success.   —  
n.  Arrival; advent:  the coming of spring. 

com·ing-out (kƒmÙVng-outù) n.  A social debut. 

Com·in·tern (kmmùVn-tûrnÙ) n.  An association of Communist parties of the 

world, established in 1919 by Lenin and dissolved in 1943.  [Russian komintern, 

abbreviation of KommunisticheskiV Internatsional, Communist International.]

co·mi·ti·a (kN-mVshùK-N, -mVshùN) n.  pl. comitia. A popular assembly in ancient 

Rome having legislative or electoral duties.  [Latin, from pl. of comitium, assem-



bly place  : com-, com- + itus, past participle of Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix.] 
—co·miùtial (-mVshùNl) adj. 

com·i·ty (kmmùV-tK) n.  pl. com·i·ties. 1. An atmosphere of social harmony.  2.  
See comity of nations (n., sense 2).  3. The principle by which the courts of 

one jurisdiction may accede or give effect to the laws or decisions of another.  

[Latin comit7s, from comis, friendly. See smei- in Appendix.]

comity of nations (kmmùV-tK ƒv n7ùshNnz) n.  1. Courteous recognition 

accorded by one nation to the laws and institutions of another.  2. The nations 

observing international comity. In this sense, also calledcomity 

com·ix (kmmùVks) pl.n.  Comic books and comic strips, especially of the under-

ground press: “the countercultural... comix of the sixties and early seventies, with 

their explicit criticism of American society” (Lloyd Rose).  [Alteration of comics, pl. 

of COMIC.]

coml. abbr.  Commercial. 

comm. abbr.  1. Commerce.  2. Commission; commissioner.  3.  Also Comm.. 
Committee.  4. Commonwealth.  5. Communication. 

com·ma (kmmùN) n.  1.  Abbr. com. Grammar. A punctuation mark (,) used to 

indicate a separation of ideas or of elements within the structure of a sentence.  

2. A pause or separation; a caesura.  3. Any of several butterflies of the genus 

Polygonia, having wings with brownish coloring and irregularly notched edges.  

[Latin, from Greek komma, piece cut off, short clause, from koptein, to cut.]

Com·mack (koùm4k, kmmù4k)  An unincorporated community of southeast 

New York on central Long Island. It is chiefly residential. Population, 36,124. 

comma fault (kmmùN fôlt) n.  Improper use of a comma to join two indepen-

dent clauses.  Also called comma splice 

Com·ma·ger (kmmùN-jNr), Henry Steele. Born 1902.  American historian 

whose works include Majority Rule and Minority Rights (1943) and The American 

Mind (1950). 

com·mand (kN-m4ndù) v.  com·mand·ed, com·mand·ing, com·mands.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To direct with authority; give orders to.  2. To have control or author-

ity over; rule:  a general who commands an army.  3. To have at one’s disposal:  a 

person who commands seven languages.  4. To deserve and receive as due; exact:  

The troops’ bravery commanded respect.  5. a. To exercise dominating, authorita-

tive influence over: “He commands any room he enters” (Stephen Schiff).  b. To 

dominate by physical position; overlook:  a mountain commanding the valley 

below.    —  v.  intr. 1. To give orders.  2. To exercise authority or control as or as 

if one is a commander.   —  n.  1. The act of commanding.  2. An order given 

with authority.  3. Computer Science. A signal that initiates an operation defined 

by an instruction.  4. a. The authority to command:  an admiral in command.  

b. Possession and exercise of the authority to command:  command of the seas.   

5. Ability to control or use; mastery:  command of four languages.  6. Dominance 



by location; extent of view.  7.  Abbr. cmd. a. The jurisdiction of a commander.  

b. A military unit, post, district, or region under the control of one officer.  c. A 

unit of the U.S. Air Force that is larger than an air force.    —  adj.  1. Of, relating 

to, or constituting a command:  command headquarters; a command decision.  

2. Done or performed in response to a command:  a command performance.  

[Middle English commaunden, from Old French comander, from Late Latin 

command7re : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + mand7re, to entrust; see man-2 in 

Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: command, order, bid, enjoin, direct, instruct, charge. These verbs

mean to issue an instruction that must be obeyed. Both command and order em-

phasize authority, but command often suggests the authority of an official (A gen-

eral commands), while order can sometimes imply an autocratic or highhanded

quality (The teacher ordered the child to leave the room). Bid suggests an oral com-

mand: I bid you be seated. Enjoin, direct, and instruct do not connote the authority

of command or order, but they all imply compliance. Enjoin can apply both to

demanding and to prohibiting a course of conduct or action: Orders to intelligence

operatives often enjoin secrecy. Strikers were enjoined from picketing. Direct implies

the giving of an order but less strongly than command: The governor directed the

attorney general to investigate allegations of police corruption. Instruct often sug-

gests a direction to do something in a specific way: Students were instructed to

submit their essays before the end of the term. Charge implies the imposition of a

duty: She was charged with the supervision of the proofreaders.

com·man·dant (kmmÙNn-d4ntù, -däntù) n.  Abbr. Comdt. The commanding 

officer of a military organization.  [French, from present participle of com-

mander, to command, from Old French comander. See COMMAND.]

com·man·deer (kmmÙNn-dîrù) v.  tr. com·man·deered, 
com·man·deer·ing, com·man·deers. 1. To force into military service.  2. To 

seize for military use; confiscate.  3. To take arbitrarily or by force.  See Synonyms 

at appropriate.  [Afrikaans kommandeer, from French commander, to com-

mand, from Old French comander. See COMMAND.]

com·mand·er (kN-m4nùdNr) n.  1. A person who commands, especially a com-

manding officer.  2.  Abbr. CDR, Cdr., Cmd., Cmdr, com., Com., Comdr. a. A 

commissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above lieutenant 

commander and below captain.  b. One who holds this rank.  c. The chief com-

missioned officer of a military unit regardless of his or her rank.   3. An officer in 

some knightly or fraternal orders. 

commander in chief (kN-m4nùdNr Vn chKf) n.  pl. commanders in chief. 
Abbr. CINC, C in C 1.  Often Commander in Chief. The supreme commander 



of all the armed forces of a nation.  2. The officer commanding a major armed 

force. 

com·mand·ing (kN-m4nùdVng) adj.  1.  Abbr. cmdg., comdg. Having com-

mand; controlling.  2. Dominating, as by magnitude or position:  took a com-

manding lead at the polls; a commanding view of the ocean.   —com·mandùing·ly 
adv.  —com·mandùing·ness n. 

commanding officer (kN-m4nùdVng ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. CO, C.O. A military 

officer in charge of a unit, post, camp, base, or station. 

com·mand·ment (kN-m4ndùmNnt) n.  1. A command; an edict.  2. One of the 

Ten Commandments. 

command module (kN-m4ndù mmjùul) n.  The portion of a spacecraft in 

which the astronauts live, communicate with a ground station, and operate con-

trols during a flight. 

com·man·do (kN-m4nùdo) n.  pl. com·man·dos or com·man·does. 1. a. A 

small fighting force specially trained for making quick, destructive raids against 

enemy-held areas.  b. A member of such a force.   2. a. An organized force of 

Boer troops in South Africa.  b. A raid made by such a force.   [Afrikaans kom-

mando, from Dutch commando, unit of troops, from Spanish comando, from 

comandar, to command, from Late Latin command7re. See COMMAND.]

command post (kN-m4ndù post) n.  Abbr. CP, C.P. 1. The field headquarters 

used by the commander of a military unit.  2. A headquarters, as for communica-

tions, used by a team or an organization:  a mobile news command post for election 

night coverage. 

comma splice (kmmùN splXs) n.  See comma fault. 
com·me·dia dell’ar·te (kN-m7ÙdK-N dHl-ärùtK, -tH, -mHdÙK-N) n.  A type of 

comedy developed in Italy in the 16th and 17th centuries and characterized by 

improvisation from a standard plot outline and the use of stock characters, often 

in traditional masks and costumes.  [Italian  : commedia, comedy + dell’arte, of 

the guild, professional (from arte, art, craft, guild).]

comme il faut (kƒmÙ Kl foù) adj.  Being in accord with conventions or 

accepted standards; proper.  [French  : comme, as + il faut, it is necessary, proper.]

com·mem·o·rate (kN-mHmùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. com·mem·o·rat·ed, 
com·mem·o·rat·ing, com·mem·o·rates. 1. To honor the memory of with a 

ceremony.  See Synonyms at observe.  2. To serve as a memorial to.  [Latin 

commemor7re, commemor7t-, to remind  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + 

memor7re, to remind (from memor, mindful); see (s)mer-1 in Appendix.] 
—com·memùo·raÙtor n. 

com·mem·o·ra·tion (kN-mHmÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of honoring the 

memory of or serving as a memorial to someone or something.  2. Something 

that honors or preserves the memory of another. 



com·mem·o·ra·tive (kN-mHmùNr-N-tVv, -N-r7Ù-) adj.  Honoring or preserving 

the memory of another.   —  n.  Something that honors or preserves the memory 

of another. 

com·mem·o·ra·to·ry (kN-mHmùNr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Commemorative. 

com·mence (kN-mHnsù) v.  com·menced, com·menc·ing, com·menc·es.  
—  v.  tr. To begin; start.   —  v.  intr. To enter upon or have a beginning; start.  See 

Synonyms at begin.  [Middle English commencen, from Old French comencier, 

from Vulgar Latin *cominiti7re : Latin com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + Late Latin 

initi7re, to begin (from Latin initium, beginning); see ei- in Appendix.] 
—com·mencùer n. 

com·mence·ment (kN-mHnsùmNnt) n.  1. A beginning; a start.  2. a. A cere-

mony at which academic degrees or diplomas are conferred.  b. The day on 

which such a ceremony occurs.  

com·mend (kN-mHndù) v.  tr. com·mend·ed, com·mend·ing, com·mends. 
1. To represent as worthy, qualified, or desirable; recommend.  2. To express 

approval of; praise.  See Synonyms at praise.  3. To commit to the care of 

another; entrust.  [Middle English commenden, from Latin commend7re : com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + mand7re, to entrust; see man-2 in Appendix.] 
—com·mendùa·ble adj.  —com·mendùa·ble·ness n.  —com·mendùa·bly 
adv. 

com·men·da·tion (kmmÙNn-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of commending.  

2. Something, especially an official award or citation, that commends. 

com·men·da·to·ry (kN-mHnùdN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Serving to commend. 

com·men·sal (kN-mHnùsNl) Biology. adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by a 

symbiotic relationship in which one species is benefited while the other is unaf-

fected.   —  n.  An organism participating in a symbiotic relationship in which 

one species derives some benefit while the other is unaffected.  [Middle English, 

sharing a meal, from Medieval Latin commKns7lis : Latin com-, com- + Latin 

mKnsa, table.] —com·menùsal·ly adv. 

com·men·sal·ism (kN-mHnùsN-lVzÙNm) n.  Biology. A symbiotic relationship 

between two organisms of different species in which one derives some benefit 

while the other is unaffected. 

com·men·su·ra·ble (kN-mHnùsNr-N-bNl, -shNr-) adj.  1. Measurable by a com-

mon standard.  2. Commensurate; proportionate.  3. Mathematics. Exactly divis-

ible by the same unit an integral number of times. Used of two quantities.  [Late 

Latin commKns7r7bilis : Latin com-, com- + mKns7r7bilis, measurable (from 

mKs7r7re, to measure); see COMMENSURATE.] —com·menÙsu·ra·bilùi·ty n.  

—com·menùsu·ra·bly adv. 

com·men·su·rate (kN-mHnùsNr-Vt, -shNr-) adj.  1. Of the same size, extent, or 

duration as another.  2. Corresponding in size or degree; proportionate:  a salary 

commensurate with my performance.  3. Measurable by a common standard; com-



mensurable.  [Late Latin commKns7r7tus : Latin com-, com- + mKns7r7tus, from 

past participle of mKns7r7re, to measure (from Latin mKns7ra, measure); see MEA-

SURE.] —com·menùsu·rate·ly adv.  —com·menÙsu·raùtion n. 

com·ment (kmmùHnt) n.  1. a. A written note intended as an explanation, an 

illustration, or a criticism of a passage in a book or other writing; an annotation.  

b. A series of annotations or explanations.   2. a. A statement of fact or opinion, 

especially a remark that expresses a personal reaction or attitude.  b. An implied 

conclusion or judgment:  a novel that is a comment on contemporary lawlessness.   

3. Talk; gossip:  a divorce that caused much comment.  4. Computer Science. Text in 

a program that does not function in the program itself but is used by the pro-

grammer to explain instructions.   —  v.  com·ment·ed, com·ment·ing, 
com·ments.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a comment; remark.  2. To serve as a judg-

mental commentary: “Her demise comments on [the Upper East Side’s] entire way 

of life” (Mark Muro).   —  v.  tr. To make comments on; annotate.  [Middle 

English, from Late Latin commentum, interpretation, from Latin, contrivance, 

from neuter past participle of comminXscX, to devise. See men-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: comment, observation, remark. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “an expression of fact, opinion, or explanation”: made an unpleas-

ant comment about my friend; a casual observation about the movie; an offensive

personal remark.

com·men·tar·y (kmmùNn-tHrÙK) n.  pl. com·men·tar·ies. Abbr. com. 1. A 

series of explanations or interpretations.  2.  Often commentaries. An exposi-

tory treatise or series of annotations; an exegesis.  3. An apt explanation or illus-

tration:  a scandal that is a sad commentary on national politics.  4.  Often 

commentaries. A personal narrative; a memoir.   —comÙmen·tarùi·al (-târùK-

Nl) adj. 

com·men·tate (kmmùNn-t7tÙ) v.  com·men·tat·ed, com·men·tat·ing, 
com·men·tates.  —  v.  intr. To serve as commentator.   —  v.  tr. Usage Problem. 

To make a running commentary on.  [Back-formation from COMMENTATOR.]

USAGE NOTE: Commentate, in the sense “to make a running commentary on,”

as in she commentated the fashion show, was unacceptable to a majority of the Us-

age Panel in an earlier survey.

com·men·ta·tor (kmmùNn-t7ÙtNr) n.  1. A broadcaster or writer who reports 

and analyzes events in the news.  2. One who writes or delivers a commentary or 

commentaries. 

com·merce (kmmùNrs) n.  1.  Abbr. com., comm. The buying and selling of 

goods, especially on a large scale, as between cities or nations.  See Synonyms at 

business.  2. Intellectual exchange or social interaction.  3. Sexual intercourse.  



[French, from Old French, from Latin commercium : com-, com- + merx, merc-, 

merchandise.]

Com·merce City (kmmùNrs sVtùK)  A city of north-central Colorado, an indus-

trial suburb of Denver. Population, 16,466. 

com·mer·cial (kN-mûrùshNl) adj.  Abbr. com., coml., cml. 1. a. Of or relating 

to commerce:  a commercial loan; a commercial attaché.  b. Engaged in commerce:  

a commercial trucker.  c. Involved in work that is intended for the mass market:  a 

commercial artist.   2. Of, relating to, or being goods, often unrefined, produced 

and distributed in large quantities for use by industry.  3. Having profit as a chief 

aim:  a commercial book, not a scholarly tome.  4. Sponsored by an advertiser or 

supported by advertising:  commercial television.   —  n.  An advertisement on 

television or radio.   —com·merùcial·ly adv. 

commercial bank (kN-mûrùshNl b4ngk) n.  A bank whose principal functions 

are to receive demand deposits and to make short-term loans. 

com·mer·cial·ism (kN-mûrùshN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The practices, methods, aims, 

and spirit of commerce or business.  2. An attitude that emphasizes tangible 

profit or success.   —com·merùcial·ist n.  —com·merÙcial·isùtic adj. 

com·mer·cial·ize (kN-mûrùshN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. com·mer·cial·ized, 
com·mer·cial·iz·ing, com·mer·cial·iz·es. 1. To apply methods of business to 

for profit.  2. a. To do, exploit, or make chiefly for financial gain.  b. To sacrifice 

the quality of for profit.    —com·merÙcial·i·zaùtion (-shN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

commercial paper (kN-mûrùshNl p7ùpNr) n.  Short-term, unsecured, dis-

counted, and negotiable notes sold by one company to another in order to satisfy 

immediate cash needs. 

commercial traveler (kN-mûrùshNl tr4vùNl-Nr) n.  A traveling sales represen-

tative. 

com·mie also Com·mie (kmmùK) n.  Informal. A Communist.  [Short for COM-

MUNIST.]

com·mi·na·tion (kmmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  A formal denunciation.  [Middle English 

comminacioun, from Latin commin7tio, commin7tion-, from commin7tus, past 

participle of commin7rX, to threaten  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + min7rX, to 

threaten; see MENACE.] —com·minùa·toÙry (kN-mVnùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, kmmùV-nN-) 

adj. 

Com·mines (kô-mKnù), Philippe de.  See Philippe de Comines. 
com·min·gle (kN-mVngùgNl) v.  com·min·gled, com·min·gling, 
com·min·gles.  —  v.  intr. To become blended.   —  v.  tr. To cause to blend 

together; mix. 

com·mi·nute (kmmùN-nutÙ, -nyutÙ) v.  tr. com·mi·nut·ed, 
com·mi·nut·ing, com·mi·nutes. To reduce to powder; pulverize.  [Latin com-

minuere, commin7t-  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + minuere, to lessen; see 

mei-2 in Appendix.] —comÙmi·nuùtion n. 



com·mis·er·ate (kN-mVzùN-r7tÙ) v.  com·mis·er·at·ed, com·mis·er·at·ing, 
com·mis·er·ates.  —  v.  tr. To feel or express sorrow or pity for; sympathize 

with.   —  v.  intr. To feel or express sympathy:  commiserated over their failure.  

[Latin commiser7rX, commiser7t-  : com-, com- + miser7rX, to pity (from miser, 

wretched).] —com·misùer·aÙtive adj.  —com·misùer·aÙtive·ly adv.  

—com·misùer·aÙtor n. 

com·mis·er·a·tion (kN-mVzÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The feeling or expression of pity or 

sorrow.  See Synonyms at pity. 
com·mis·sar (kmmùV-särÙ) n.  1. a. An official of the Communist Party in 

charge of political indoctrination and the enforcement of party loyalty.  b. The 

head of a commissariat in the Soviet Union until 1946.   2. A person who tries to 

control public opinion.  [Russian komissar, from German Kommissar, deputy, 

from Medieval Latin commiss7rius, agent. See COMMISSARY.]

com·mis·sar·i·at (kmmÙV-sârùK-Vt) n.  1. A department of an army in charge of 

providing food and other supplies for the troops.  2. A food supply.  3. A major 

government department in the Soviet Union until 1946.  [French, from Medieval 

Latin commiss7rius, agent; see COMMISSARY. Sense 3, from Russian komissariat 

from French commissariat.]

com·mis·sar·y (kmmùV-sHrÙK) n.  pl. com·mis·sar·ies. 1. a. A supermarket for 

military personnel and their dependents, usually located on a military installa-

tion.  b. A store where food and equipment are sold, as in a mining camp.   2. A 

lunchroom or cafeteria, especially one in a film or television studio.  3. A person 

to whom a special duty is given by a higher authority; a deputy.  [Middle English 

commissarie, agent, from Medieval Latin commiss7rius, from Latin commissus, 

entrusted. See COMMISSION.]

com·mis·sion (kN-mVshùNn) n.  1. a. The act of granting certain powers or the 

authority to carry out a particular task or duty.  b. The authority so granted.  

c. The matter or task so authorized:  Investigation of fraud was their commission.  

d. A document conferring such authorization.   2. a.  Abbr. Com., com., 
comm. A group of people officially authorized to perform certain duties or 

functions:  The Federal Trade Commission investigates false advertising.  b.  Often 

Commission. A ruling council within the Mafia that adjudicates family disputes 

and regulates family activities.   3. The act of committing or perpetrating:  the 

commission of a crime.  4. A fee or percentage allowed to a sales representative or 

an agent for services rendered.  5. a.  Abbr. Com., com., comm. An official doc-

ument issued by a government, conferring on the recipient the rank of a commis-

sioned officer in the armed forces.  b. The rank and powers so conferred.    —  v.  

tr. com·mis·sioned, com·mis·sion·ing, com·mis·sions. 1. To grant a com-

mission to.  See Synonyms at authorize.  2. To place an order for:  commissioned 

a new symphony for the festival.  3. To put (a ship) into active service.   —idioms. 
in commission. 1. In active service. Used of a ship.  2. In use or in usable condi-



tion.  on commission. With a sales commission serving as full or partial recom-

pense for the work done:  sells boats on commission.  out of commission. 4. Not 

in active service. Used of a ship.  5. Not in use or in working condition.  [Middle 

English commissioun, from Latin commissio, commission-, from commissus, past 

participle of committere, to entrust. See COMMIT.] —com·misùsion·al adj. 

com·mis·sion·aire (kN-mVshÙN-nârù) n.  Chiefly British. A uniformed atten-

dant, such as a doorman.  [French, from Medieval Latin commission7rius, from 

Latin commissio, commission-, commission. See COMMISSION.]

com·mis·sioned officer (kN-mVshùNnd ôùfV-sNr) n.  An officer who holds a 

commission and ranks as a second lieutenant or above in the U.S. Army, Air 

Force, or Marine Corps, or as an ensign or above in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard. 

com·mis·sion·er (kN-mVshùN-nNr) n.  Abbr. Com., com., Comr., comm. 1. A 

member of a commission.  2. A person authorized by a commission to perform 

certain duties.  3. A governmental official in charge of a department:  a police 

commissioner.  4. Sports. An official selected by an athletic association or league to 

exercise administrative or regulatory powers over it:  a baseball commissioner.   
—com·misùsion·er·shipÙ n. 

commission merchant (kN-mVshùNn mûrùchNnt) n.  One that buys and sells 

goods for others on a commission basis. 

commission plan (kN-mVshùNn pl4n) n.  Municipal government in which leg-

islative and administrative functions and powers are vested in an elected commis-

sion rather than in a mayor and city council. 

com·mis·sure (kmmùN-shtrÙ) n.  1. A line or place at which two things are 

joined.  2. Anatomy. a. A tract of nerve fibers passing from one side to the other 

of the spinal cord or brain.  b. The point or surface where two parts, such as the 

eyelids, lips, or cardiac valves, join or form a connection.   3. Botany. The surface 

or place along which two structures, such as carpels, are joined.  [Middle English, 

from Latin commiss7ra, from commissus, past participle of committere, to join. 

See COMMIT.] —comÙmis·suùral adj. 

com·mis·sur·ot·o·my (kmmÙN-sht-rmtùN-mK) n.  pl. 

com·mis·sur·ot·o·mies. Surgical incision of a commissure in the body, as one 

made in the heart to relieve constriction of the mitral valve or one made in the 

brain to treat certain psychiatric disorders.  [COMMISSUR(E) + -TOMY.]

com·mit (kN-mVtù) v.  com·mit·ted, com·mit·ting, com·mits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

do, perform, or perpetrate:  commit a murder.  2. To put in trust or charge; 

entrust.  3. To place officially in confinement or custody, as in a mental health 

facility.  4. To consign for future use or reference or for preservation:  commit the 

verse to memory.  5. To put into a place to be kept safe or to be disposed of.  

6. a. To make known the views of (oneself) on an issue:  I never commit myself on 

such issues.  b. To bind or obligate, as by a pledge:  They were committed to follow 

orders.   7. To refer (a legislative bill, for example) to a committee.   —  v.  intr. To 



pledge or obligate one’s own self:  felt that he was too young to commit fully to 

marriage.  [Middle English committen, from Latin committere : com-, com- + mit-

tere, to send.] —com·mitùta·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: commit, consign, entrust, confide, relegate. These verbs mean to

give over to another for a purpose such as care or safekeeping. Commit has the

widest application and means to deliver to another to deal with: The general sent

the troops committed to his charge into battle. The word can also refer to giving

over for preservation or confinement: I committed the sonata to memory. The pa-

tient was committed to the hospital. To consign is to transfer to another’s custody

or charge: The owner consigned the paintings to a dealer for sale. Entrust and confide

stress trust and confidence in another: The task was too important to be entrusted

to a child. She confided her plans to her family. To relegate is to assign to a specific

and especially an inferior category or position: Some scientists relegate parapsy-

chology to the sphere of quackery.

com·mit·ment (kN-mVtùmNnt) n.  1. The act or an instance of committing, 

especially: a. The act of referring a legislative bill to committee.  b. Official con-

signment, as to a prison or mental health facility.  c. A court order authorizing 

consignment to a prison.   2. a. A pledge to do.  b. Something pledged, especially 

an engagement by contract involving financial obligation.   3. The state of being 

bound emotionally or intellectually to a course of action or to another person or 

persons:  a deep commitment to liberal policies; a profound commitment to the fam-

ily. 

com·mit·tal (kN-mVtùl) n.  1. The act of entrusting:  committal of the property to 

an attorney.  2. The act or an instance of committing to confinement.  3. The act 

of pledging oneself to a particular view or position:  articulated her strong com-

mittal to world peace. 

com·mit·tee (kN-mVtùK) n.  Abbr. com., Com., comm., Comm. 1. A group of 

people officially delegated to perform a function, such as investigating, consider-

ing, reporting, or acting on a matter.  See Usage Note at collective noun.  
2. Archaic. A person to whom a trust or charge is committed.  [From Middle 

English committe, trustee, from Anglo-Norman comité, past participle of cometre, 

to commit, from Latin committere. See COMMIT.]

com·mit·tee·man (kN-mVtùK-mNn, -m4nÙ) n.  1. A man who is a member of a 

committee.  2. A man who is a party leader of a ward or precinct. 

committee of the whole (kN-mVtùK ƒv thK hol) n.  The whole membership 

of a legislative body sitting as a committee to consider the details of a proposal. 

com·mit·tee·wom·an (kN-mVtùK-wtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is a mem-

ber of a committee.  2. A woman who is a party leader of a ward or precinct. 



com·mix (kN-mVksù, km-) v.  com·mixed, com·mix·ing, com·mix·es.  —  v.  

intr. To be or become mixed.   —  v.  tr. To cause to mix.  [From Middle English 

commixt, mixed together, from Latin commixtus, past participle of commiscKre, to 

mix together  : com-, com- + miscKre, to mix; see meik- in Appendix.]

com·mix·ture (kN-mVksùchNr, km-) n.  1. The act or process of mixing.  2. The 

result of mixing; a mixture. 

com·mode (kN-modù) n.  1. A low cabinet or chest of drawers, often elabo-

rately decorated and usually standing on legs or short feet.  2. a. A movable stand 

or cupboard containing a washbowl.  b. A chair enclosing a chamber pot.  c. A 

toilet.   3. A woman’s ornate headdress, fashionable around 1700.  [French, from 

commode, convenient, from Latin commodus. See COMMODIOUS.]

com·mo·di·ous (kN-moùdK-Ns) adj.  1. Spacious; roomy.  See Synonyms at 

spacious.  2. Archaic. Suitable; handy.  [Middle English, convenient, from Medi-

eval Latin commodiosus, from Latin commodus : com-, com- + modus, measure; 

see med- in Appendix.] —com·moùdi·ous·ly adv.  —com·moùdi·ous·ness n. 

com·mod·i·ty (kN-mmdùV-tK) n.  pl. com·mod·i·ties. 1. Something useful that 

can be turned to commercial or other advantage.  2. An article of trade or com-

merce, especially an agricultural or mining product, that can be transported.  

3. Advantage; benefit.  4. Obsolete. A quantity; lot.  [Middle English commodite, 

from Old French, convenience, from Latin commodit7s, from commodus, conve-

nient. See COMMODIOUS.]

com·mo·dore (kmmùN-dôrÙ, -dorÙ) n.  Abbr. Com. 1. a. A commissioned rank 

in the U.S. Navy that is above captain and below rear admiral. This rank, abol-

ished in 1899, was restored temporarily during World War II and is currently in 

use as the lowest grade of admiral.  b. One who holds this rank.   2. Used as an 

unofficial designation for a captain in the British Navy temporarily in command 

of a fleet division or squadron.  3. a. The senior captain of a naval squadron or 

merchant fleet.  b. The presiding officer of a yacht club.   [Obsolete commandore, 

probably from Dutch komandeur, commander, from French commandeur, from 

Old French, from comander, to command. See COMMAND.]

Com·mo·dus (kmmùN-dNs), Lucius Aelius Aurelius. A.D. 161-192.  Emperor 

of Rome (180-192) who ruled in a cruel and violent manner. He was murdered in 

a conspiracy led by his mistress. 

com·mon (kmmùNn) adj.  com·mon·er, com·mon·est. Abbr. com. 
1. a. Belonging equally to or shared equally by two or more; joint:  common inter-

ests.  b. Of or relating to the community as a whole; public:  for the common good.  

See Usage Note at mutual.   2. Widespread; prevalent.  3. a. Occurring fre-

quently or habitually; usual.  b. Most widely known; ordinary:  the common 

housefly.   4. Having no special designation, status, or rank:  a common sailor.  

5. a. Not distinguished by superior or noteworthy characteristics; average:  the 

common spectator.  b. Of no special quality; standard:  common procedure.  c. Of 



mediocre or inferior quality; second-rate:  common cloth.   6. Unrefined or coarse 

in manner; vulgar:  behavior that branded him as common.  7. Grammar. a. Either 

masculine or feminine in gender.  b. Representing one or all of the members of a 

class; not designating a unique entity.    —  n.  Abbr. com. 1. commons. The 

common people; commonalty.  2. commons. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

a. The political class composed of commoners.  b. The parliamentary represen-

tatives of this class.   3.  Often Commons. See House of Commons.  4. A tract 

of land, usually in a centrally located spot, belonging to or used by a community 

as a whole:  a band concert on the village common.  5. The legal right of a person to 

use the lands or waters of another, as for fishing.  6. commons. (used with a sing. 

verb). A building or hall for dining, typically at a university or college.  

7. Common stock.  8. Ecclesiastical. A service used for a particular class of festi-

vals.   —idiom. in common. Equally with or by all.  [Middle English commune, 

from Old French, from Latin comm7nis. See mei-1 in Appendix.] —comù-
mon·ly adv.  —comùmon·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: common, ordinary, familiar, vulgar. These adjectives describe

what is generally known or frequently encountered. Common applies to what is

customary, takes place often, is widely used, or is well known: a common problem;

a common thief; the common dandelion. The term also suggests lack of distinction

and can imply coarseness or crudeness: drank wine of the commonest sort; had a

very common look about him. Ordinary describes what is of the usual kind and is

not distinguished in any way from others. In the latter sense it is sometimes de-

rogatory: A ballpoint pen is adequate for most ordinary purposes. The violinist gave

a very ordinary performance marked by an occasional memory lapse. Familiar ap-

plies to what is well known or quickly recognized through frequent occurrence or

regular association: a nursery rhyme familiar to most children; sang all the old fa-

miliar songs. Vulgar describes what is associated with the great mass of people:

“He [Shakespeare] was not something sacred and aloof from the vulgar herd of men”

(William Hazlitt). The word usually connotes the lack of refinement of common:

Slurping soup directly from the bowl is vulgar. See also Synonyms at general

com·mon·age (kmmùN-nVj) n.  1. The right to pasture animals on common 

land.  2. The state of being held in common. 

com·mon·al·i·ty (kmmÙN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. com·mon·al·i·ties. 1. The posses-

sion, along with another or others, of a certain attribute or set of attributes: “First 

there needs to be an acknowledgment of some degree of commonality, mutuality, 

responsibility and opportunity with respect to fellow blacks” (H. Naylor Fitzhugh).  

2.  See commonalty (n., sense 1). 

com·mon·al·ty (kmmùN-nNl-tK) n.  pl. com·mon·al·ties. 1. The common peo-

ple as opposed to the upper classes.  Also called commonality 2. A body corporate; 



a corporation.  3. An entire group:  the commonalty of laypeople.  [Middle English 

communalte, from Old French comunalte, from Medieval Latin comm7n7lit7s, 

from Late Latin comm7n7lis, of the community. See COMMUNAL.]

common bile duct (kmmùNn bXl dƒkt) n.  The duct formed by the union of 

the cystic duct and the hepatic duct that carries bile from the liver and the gall-

bladder to the duodenum. 

common carrier (kmmùNn k4rùK-Nr) n.  1. One that is in the business of trans-

porting the public, goods, or messages for a fee.  2. A company that provides tele-

communications services, as by telephone or satellite, to the public. 

common cold (kmmùNn kold) n.  See cold (n., sense 3). 

common denominator (kmmùNn dV-nmmùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  1. Mathematics. A 

quantity into which all the denominators of a set of fractions may be divided 

without a remainder.  2. A commonly shared theme or trait. 

common divisor (kmmùNn dV-vXùzNr) n.  Mathematics. A quantity that is a fac-

tor of two or more quantities.  Also called common measure 

com·mon·er (kmmùN-nNr) n.  1. One of the common people.  2. A person with-

out noble rank or title. 

Com·mon Era (kmmùNn îrùN) n.  Abbr. C.E. The period coinciding with the 

Christian era. 

common fraction (kmmùNn fr4kùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A fraction having an 

integer as a numerator and an integer as a denominator. 

common gender (kmmùNn jHnùdNr) n.  1. Grammar. In Modern English, the 

gender of those nouns that apply to either sex, as spouse, parent, or mouse.  

2. Linguistics. In some languages, the gender of those nouns that may be either 

masculine or feminine but not neuter, as Latin parKns, “parent,” or bos, “ox, cow.”  

3. Linguistics. In some languages, the gender of those nouns belonging to the sin-

gle gender derived from the earlier masculine and feminine genders and separate 

from the neuter gender, as in Hittite or modern Danish. 

common ground (kmmùNn ground) n.  A foundation for mutual understand-

ing: “The leaders failed to find common ground on the defensive side of this possible 

bargain” (McGeorge Bundy). 

common law (kmmùNn lô) n.  Abbr. c.l. Law. The system of laws originated and 

developed in England and based on court decisions, on the doctrines implicit in 

those decisions, and on customs and usages rather than on codified written laws. 

com·mon-law marriage (kmmùNn-lôÙ m4rùVj) n.  A marriage existing by 

mutual agreement between a man and a woman, or by the fact of their cohabita-

tion, without a civil or religious ceremony. 

common logarithm (kmmùNn lôùgN-rVthÙNm) n.  Mathematics. A logarithm to 

the base 10, especially as distinguished from a natural logarithm. 



common market  or Common Market (kmmùNn märùkVt) n.  Abbr. CM An 

economic unit, typically formed of nations, intended to eliminate or markedly 

reduce trade barriers among its members. 

Common Market (kmmùNn märùkVt) Officially Eu·ro·pe·an Economic 
Community (ytrÙN-pKùNn).  An economic union established in 1958 to reduce 

tariff barriers and promote trade and cooperation among the countries of west-

ern Europe. The original members—Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 

France, Italy, and West Germany—were joined by Ireland, Great Britain, and 

Denmark in 1973, by Greece in 1981, and by Spain and Portugal in 1986. 

common measure (kmmùNn mHzhùNr) n.  1. Music. See common time.  
2. Mathematics. See common divisor.  3. A ballad stanza form in iambic meter, 

often rhyming in alternating pairs, that is typical of many church hymns. In this 

sense, also calledhymnal stanza 

common multiple (kmmùNn mƒlùtN-pNl) n.  Mathematics. A quantity into 

which each of two or more other quantities may be divided with zero remainder:  

The quantities 6, 12, and 24 are common multiples of 2 and 3. 

common noun (kmmùNn noun) n.  Grammar. A noun, such as book or dog, 

that can be preceded by the definite article and that represents one or all of the 

members of a class. 

com·mon·place (kmmùNn-pl7sÙ) adj.  Having no remarkable features, charac-

teristics, or traits; ordinary.   —  n.  1. a. A trite or obvious remark; a platitude: 

“the solidified commonplaces of established wisdom” (John Simon).  See Synonyms 

at cliché.  b. Something that is ordinary or common.   2. Archaic. A passage 

marked for reference or entered in a commonplace book.  [Translation of Latin 

locus comm7nis, generally applicable literary passage, translation of Greek koinos 

topos.]

commonplace book (kmmùNn-pl7sÙ btk) n.  A personal journal in which 

quotable passages, literary excerpts, and comments are written. 

common pleas (kmmùNn plKz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Law. In some 

states of the United States, a court of common pleas. 

common room (kmmùNn rum) n.  1. A faculty lounge in a college or univer-

sity.  2. A lounge for use by all members of a residential institution or commu-

nity. 

common salt (kmmùNn sôlt) n.  1.  See salt (n., sense 1).  2. Sodium chloride. 

common school (kmmùNn skul) n.  A public elementary school. 

com·mon·sense (kmmùNn-sHnsù) adj.  Having or exhibiting native good judg-

ment: “commonsense scholarship on the foibles and oversights of a genius” (Times 

Literary Supplement).   —comùmon·senùsi·ble adj.  —comùmon·senùsi·bly 
adv. 

common sense (kmmùNn sHns) n.  Native good judgment.  [Translation of 

Latin sKnsus comm7nis, common feelings of humanity.]



com·mon-si·tus pick·et·ing (kmmùNn-sXùtNs pVkùV-tVng) also com·mon-
site picketing (kmmùNn-sXtÙ) n.  Picketing by a labor union of an entire con-

struction project as a result of a grievance held against a single subcontractor on 

the project, a tactic that can result in a shutdown of the project.  [Latin situs, site. 

See SITE.]

common stock (kmmùNn stmk) n.  Ordinary capital shares of a corporation 

that have exclusive residual claim on the net assets and net income of the corpora-

tion after all prior claims have been paid. 

common time (kmmùNn tXm) n.  Music. A meter with four quarter notes to the 

measure.  Also called common measure 

common touch (kmmùNn tƒch) n.  The ability to appeal to the interests and 

sensibilities of the ordinary person: “an effective administrator and also an effec-

tive leader, with a common touch” (Christian Science Monitor). 

com·mon·weal (kmmùNn-wKlÙ) n.  1. The public good or welfare.  2. Archaic. 

A commonwealth or republic. 

com·mon·wealth (kmmùNn-wHlthÙ) n.  1. The people of a nation or state; the 

body politic.  2.  Abbr. comm. A nation or state governed by the people; a repub-

lic.  3. Commonwealth. a. Used to refer to some U.S. states, namely, Kentucky, 

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.  b. Used to refer to a self-governing, 

autonomous political unit voluntarily associated with the United States, namely, 

Puerto Rico and the Northern Mariana Islands.   4.  Often Commonwealth. 

The Commonwealth of Nations.  5. The English state and government from the 

death of Charles I in 1649 to the restoration of the monarchy in 1660, including 

the Protectorate of 1653 to 1659.  6. Archaic. The public good; commonweal. 

Commonwealth of Independent States (kmmùNn-wHlthÙ ƒv VnÙdV-
pHnùdNnt st7ts)  Abbr. C.I.S. A federation of self-governing states in eastern 

Europe, Asia Minor, and central Asia. Founded in 1991, it includes most of the 

constituent republics of the former Soviet Union. 

Commonwealth of Na·tions (kmmùNn-wHlthÙ ƒv n7ùshNnz) also Brit·ish 
Commonwealth (brVtùVsh)  An association comprising the United Kingdom, its 

dependencies, and many former British colonies that are now sovereign states 

with a common allegiance to the British Crown. It was formally established by the 

Statute of Westminster in 1931. 

common wormwood (kmmùNn wûrmùwtdÙ) n.  See absinthe (n., sense 

1). 

com·mo·tion (kN-moùshNn) n.  1. A condition of turbulent motion.  2. a. An 

agitated disturbance; a hubbub:  heard a commotion in the hall.  b. Civil distur-

bance or insurrection; disorder.   [Middle English commocioun, from Old French 

commotion, from Latin commotio, commotion-, from commotus, past participle of 

commovKre, to disturb  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + movKre, to move; see 

meuN- in Appendix.]



com·move (kN-muvù) v.  tr. com·moved, com·mov·ing, com·moves. To 

agitate; disturb.  [Middle English commeven, from Old French commovoir, com-

meuv-, from Latin commovKre. See COMMOTION.]

com·mu·nal (kN-myuùnNl, kmmùyN-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a commune.  

2. Of or relating to a community.  3. a. Of, belonging to, or shared by the people 

of a community; public.  b. Marked by collective ownership and control of goods 

and property.   [French, from Late Latin comm7n7lis, from Latin comm7nis, com-

mon. See COMMON.] —comÙmu·nalùi·ty (kmmÙyN-n4lùV-tK) n.  

—com·muùnal·ly adv. 

com·mu·nal·ism (kN-myuùnN-lVzÙNm, kmmùyN-nN-) n.  1. Belief in or practice 

of communal ownership, as of goods and property.  2. Strong devotion to the 

interests of one’s own minority or ethnic group rather than those of society as a 

whole. 

com·mu·nal·ist (kN-myuùnN-lVst) n.  1. An advocate of communal living.  

2. One who is more interested in one’s own minority or ethnic group than in 

society as a whole.  3. One who is deeply concerned about the quality of commu-

nity life.   —com·muÙnal·isùtic adj. 

com·mu·nal·ize (kN-myuùnN-lXzÙ, kmmùyN-nN-) v.  tr. com·mu·nal·ized, 
com·mu·nal·iz·ing, com·mu·nal·iz·es. To convert into communal property. 

Com·mu·nard (kmmÙyN-närdù) n.  1. A member or advocate of the Commune 

of Paris of 1871.  2. communard. One who lives in a commune.  [French, from 

commune, commune. See COMMUNE
2.]

com·mune1 (kN-myunù) v.  intr. com·muned, com·mun·ing, com·munes. 
1. To be in a state of intimate, heightened sensitivity and receptivity, as with one’s 

surroundings:  hikers communing with nature.  2. To receive the Eucharist.  [Mid-

dle English communen, from Old French communier (from Latin comm7nic7re); 

see COMMUNICATE, and from Old French communer, to share (from commun, 

common); see COMMON.]

com·mune2 (kmmùyunÙ, kN-myunù) n.  Abbr. com. 1. a. A relatively small, 

often rural community whose members share common interests, work, and 

income and often own property collectively.  b. The people in such a community.   

2. The smallest local political division of various European countries, governed 

by a mayor and municipal council.  3. a. A local community organized with a 

government for promoting local interests.  b. A municipal corporation in the 

Middle Ages.   [French, independent municipality, from Old French comugne, 

from Medieval Latin comm7nia, community, from neuter of Latin comm7nis, 

common. See mei-1 in Appendix.]

com·mu·ni·ca·ble (kN-myuùnV-kN-bNl) adj.  1. Transmittable between per-

sons or species; contagious:  communicable diseases.  2. Readily communicated:  

communicable ideas.  3. Talkative.   —com·muÙni·ca·bilùi·ty, 
com·muùni·ca·ble·ness n.  —com·muùni·ca·bly adv. 



com·mu·ni·cant (kN-myuùnV-kNnt) n.  1. A person who receives or is entitled 

to receive Communion.  2. A person, especially an informant, who communi-

cates something.   —com·muùni·cant adj. 

com·mu·ni·cate (kN-myuùnV-k7tÙ) v.  com·mu·ni·cat·ed, 
com·mu·ni·cat·ing, com·mu·ni·cates.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To convey information 

about; make known; impart:  communicated the new data to our office.  b. To 

reveal clearly; manifest: “Music... can name the unnamable and communicate the 

unknowable” (Leonard Bernstein).   2. To spread (a disease, for example) to oth-

ers; transmit:  a carrier who communicated typhus.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have an 

interchange, as of ideas.  2. To express oneself in such a way that one is readily 

and clearly understood: “That ability to communicate was strange in a man given 

to long, awkward silences” (Anthony Lewis).  3. To receive Communion.  4. To be 

connected, one with another:  apartments that communicate.  [Latin 

comm7nic7re, comm7nic7t-, from comm7nis, common. See mei-1 in Appendix.] 
—com·muùni·caÙtor n. 

com·mu·ni·ca·tion (kN-myuÙnV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. com., comm. 1. The act 

of communicating; transmission.  2. a. The exchange of thoughts, messages, or 

information, as by speech, signals, writing, or behavior.  b. Interpersonal rapport.  

c. communications. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The art and technique of 

using words effectively and with grace in imparting one’s ideas.   3. Something 

communicated; a message.  4. communications. A means of communicating, 

especially: a. A system, such as mail, telephone, or television, for sending and 

receiving messages.  b. A network of routes for sending messages and transport-

ing troops and supplies.   5. communications. The technology employed in 

transmitting messages.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

communication systems; communication technology; communications equipment; 

communications interface.   —com·muÙni·caùtion·al adj. 

com·mu·ni·ca·tions satellite (kN-myuÙnV-k7ùshNnz s4tùl-XtÙ) n.  An artifi-

cial satellite used to aid telecommunications, as by reflecting or relaying a radio 

signal. 

com·mu·ni·ca·tive (kN-myuùnV-k7ÙtVv, -kN-tVv) adj.  1. Inclined to communi-

cate readily; talkative.  2. Of or relating to communication.   —com·muùni·caÙ-
tive·ly adv.  —com·muùni·caÙtive·ness n. 

com·mun·ion (kN-myunùyNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of sharing, as of 

thoughts or feelings.  2. Religious or spiritual fellowship.  3. A body of Christians 

with a common religious faith who practice the same rites; a denomination.  

4. Communion. a. The sacrament of the Eucharist received by a congregation.  

b. The consecrated elements of the Eucharist.  c. The part of the Mass or a liturgy 

in which the Eucharist is received.   [Middle English communioun, Christian fel-

lowship, Eucharist, from Old French communion, from Late Latin comm7nio, 



comm7nion-, from Latin, mutual participation, from comm7nis, common. See 

COMMON.]

com·mu·ni·qué (kN-myuÙnV-k7ù, -myuùnV-k7Ù) n.  An official announce-

ment.  [French, past participle of communiquer, to announce, from Latin 

comm7nic7re, to communicate. See COMMUNICATE.]

com·mu·nism (kmmùyN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. A theoretical economic system charac-

terized by the collective ownership of property and by the organization of labor 

for the common advantage of all members.  2. Communism. a. A system of 

government in which the state plans and controls the economy and a single, often 

authoritarian party holds power, claiming to make progress toward a higher social 

order in which all goods are equally shared by the people.  b. The Marxist-Lenin-

ist version of Communist doctrine that advocates the overthrow of capitalism by 

the revolution of the proletariat.   [French communisme, from commun, common, 

from Old French, from Latin comm7nis. See COMMUNE
2.]

Communism Peak (kmmùyN-nVzÙNm pKk) also, Mount. Communism..  A 

mountain, 7,500 m (24,590 ft) high, of the northeast Tadzhikistan in the Pamirs 

near the Chinese border. It is the highest elevation in the country. 

Com·mu·nist (kmmùyN-nVst) n.  Abbr. Com. 1. a. A member of a Marxist-

Leninist party.  b. A supporter of such a party or movement.   2. A Communard.  

3.  Often communist. A radical viewed as a subversive or revolutionary.   —  
adj.  Abbr. Com. 1.  Often communist. Relating to, characteristic of, or held to 

resemble communism or Communists.  2. communist. Supporting, advocating, 

or serving to further communism:  communist propaganda. 

com·mu·nis·tic (kmmÙyN-nVsùtVk) adj.  Of, characteristic of, or inclined to com-

munism.   —comÙmu·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

com·mu·ni·tar·i·an (kN-myuÙnV-târùK-Nn) n.  A member or supporter of a 

small cooperative or a collectivist community. 

com·mu·ni·ty (kN-myuùnV-tK) n.  pl. com·mu·ni·ties. Abbr. com. 1. a. A 

group of people living in the same locality and under the same government.  

b. The district or locality in which such a group lives.   2. A group of people hav-

ing common interests:  the scientific community; the international business com-

munity.  3. a. Similarity or identity:  a community of interests.  b. Sharing, 

participation, and fellowship.   4. Society as a whole; the public.  5. Ecology. a. A 

group of plants and animals living and interacting with one another in a specific 

region under relatively similar environmental conditions.  b. The region occu-

pied by a group of interacting organisms.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  community problems; community facilities.  [Middle English 

communite, citizenry, from Old French, from Latin comm7nit7s, fellowship, from 

comm7nis, common. See COMMON.]

community antenna television (kN-myuùnV-tK 4n-tHnùN tHlùN-vVzhÙNn) 

n.  Abbr. CATV See cable television. 



community center (kN-myuùnV-tK sHnùtNr) n.  A meeting place used by 

members of a community for social, cultural, or recreational purposes. 

community chest (kN-myuùnV-tK chHst) n.  A fund financed by private con-

tributions for aiding various charitable organizations and welfare agencies. 

community college (kN-myuùnV-tK kmlùVj) n.  A junior college without resi-

dential facilities that is often funded by the government. 

community medicine (kN-myuùnV-tK mHdùV-sVn) n.  Public health services 

emphasizing preventive medicine and epidemiology for members of a given com-

munity or region. 

community property (kN-myuùnV-tK prmpùNr-tK) n.  Property owned 

jointly by spouses. 

com·mu·nize (kmmùyN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. com·mu·nized, com·mu·niz·ing, 
com·mu·niz·es. 1. To subject to public ownership or control.  2. To convert to 

Communist principles or control.   —comÙmu·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

com·mut·a·ble (kN-myuùtN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be substituted, inter-

changed, or revoked:  a commutable prison sentence.  2. Accessible to commuters: 

“Seattle’s next most commutable island is Vashon” (Islands).   
—com·mutÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

com·mu·tate (kmmùyN-t7tÙ) v.  tr. com·mu·tat·ed, com·mu·tat·ing, 
com·mu·tates. To reverse the direction of (an alternating electric current) each 

half-cycle to produce a unidirectional current.  [Back-formation from COMMUTA-

TOR.]

com·mu·ta·tion (kmmÙyN-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A substitution, an exchange, or an 

interchange.  2. a. The substitution of one kind of payment for another.  b. The 

payment substituted.   3. The travel of a commuter.  4. Electricity. a. Conversion 

of alternating to unidirectional current.  b. Reversal of current direction.   

5. Law. Reduction of a penalty to a less severe one.  [Middle English commuta-

cioun, from Latin comm7t7tio, comm7t7tion-, from comm7t7tus, past participle 

of comm7t7re, to alter, exchange. See COMMUTE.]

commutation ticket (kmmÙyN-t7ùshNn tVkùVt) n.  A ticket issued at a reduced 

rate by a railroad or other transportation company for passage over a given route 

for a specified number of trips. 

com·mu·ta·tive (kmmùyN-t7ÙtVv, kN-myuùtN-tVv) adj.  1. Relating to, involv-

ing, or characterized by substitution, interchange, or exchange.  2. Independent 

of order. Used of a logical or mathematical operation that combines objects or 

sets of objects two at a time. If a ∞ b = b ∞ a, the operation indicated by ∞ is com-

mutative.   —com·muÙta·tivùi·ty (kN-myuÙtN-tVvùV-tK) n. 

commutative group (kmmùyN-t7ÙtVv grup) n.  A mathematical group in 

which the result of multiplying one member by another is independent of the 

order of multiplication.  Also called Abelian group 



com·mu·ta·tor (kmmùyN-t7ÙtNr) n.  A cylindrical arrangement of insulated 

metal bars connected to the coils of a direct-current electric motor or generator, 

providing a unidirectional current from the generator or a reversal of current into 

the coils of the motor. 

com·mute (kN-myutù) v.  com·mut·ed, com·mut·ing, com·mutes.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To travel as a commuter.  2. a. To make substitution or exchange.  b. To 

serve as a substitute.   3. To pay in gross, usually at a reduced rate, rather than in 

individual payments.  4. Logic & Mathematics. To satisfy or engage in a commuta-

tive operation.   —  v.  tr. 1. To substitute (one thing for another); exchange.  

2. To change (a penalty, debt, or payment) to a less severe one.   —  n.  An act or 

instance of commuting, especially the trip made by a commuter:  a 22-mile com-

mute; an easy commute.  [Middle English commuten, to transform, from Latin 

comm7t7re : com-, com- + m7t7re, to change; see mei-1 in Appendix.]

com·mut·er (kN-myuùtNr) n.  One that travels regularly from one place to 

another, as from suburb to city and back. 

Com·mynes (kô-mKnù), Philippe de.  See Philippe de Comines. 
Co·mo (koùmo)  A resort city of northern Italy near the Swiss border at the 

southwest end of Lake Como. The city was a Roman colony and became an 

independent commune in the 11th century. Population, 95,183. 

co·mon·o·mer (ko-mmnùN-mNr) n.  Chemistry. One of the compounds that 

constitute a copolymer. 

Com·o·rin (kmmùNr-Vn), Cape. A cape at the southernmost point of India pro-

jecting into the Indian Ocean. 

Com·o·ros (kmmùN-rozÙ)  A country comprising the three main islands and 

numerous islets of the Comoro Islands in the Indian Ocean off southeast Africa 

between Mozambique and Madagascar. The islands declared their independence 

from France in 1975, although Mayotte, the largest of the group, voted to retain 

its status as a French territory. Moroni, on Grande Comoro Island, is the capital 

of the country. Population, 346,992. 

co·mose (koùmosÙ) adj.  Botany. Having a coma; comate. 

comp1 (kmmp) v.  intr. comped, comp·ing, comps. Music. To play a jazz 

accompaniment, as on a piano or guitar.  [Short for ACCOMPANY.]

comp2 (kmmp) n.  Informal. Something, such as a theater ticket or a book, given 

free of charge.  [Short for COMPLIMENTARY.]

comp. abbr.  1. Companion.  2. Comparative.  3. Compensation.  

4. a. Compilation; compiler.  b. Compiled.   5. Complete.  6. Compose; com-

poser.  7. Composite; composition; compositor.  8. Compound.  

9. Comprehensive.  10. Comprising. 

com·pact1 (kNm-p4ktù, kmm-, kmmùp4ktÙ) adj.  1. Closely and firmly united or 

packed together; dense:  compact clusters of flowers.  2. Occupying little space 

compared with others of its type:  a compact camera; a compact car.  3. Brief and 



to the point; concise:  a compact narration.  4. Marked by or having a short, solid 

physique:  a wrestler of compact build.   —  v.  com·pact·ed, com·pact·ing, 
com·pacts (kNm-p4ktù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To press or join firmly together:  a kitchen 

device that compacted the trash.  2. a. To make by pressing or joining together; 

compose.  b. To consolidate; combine.    —  v.  intr. To be capable of being 

pressed tightly together or to become so pressed:  garbage that compacts easily.   
—  n.  (kmmùp4ktÙ) 1. A small case containing a mirror, pressed powder, and a 

powder puff.  2. An automobile that is bigger in size than a subcompact but 

smaller than an intermediate.  [Middle English, from Latin comp7ctus, past parti-

ciple of compingere, to put together  : com-, com- + pangere, to fasten; see pag- in 

Appendix.] —com·pactùly adv.  —com·pactùness n. 

com·pact2 (kmmùp4ktÙ) n.  An agreement or a covenant.  See Synonyms at bar-
gain.  [Latin compactum, neuter past participle of compacXscX, to make an agree-

ment  : com-, com- + pacXscX, to agree; see PACT.]

com·pact disk (kmmùp4ktÙ dVsk)  or compact disc n.  Abbr. CD A small opti-

cal disk on which matter such as data or music is encoded. 

com·pact·er (kNm-p4kùtNr, kmmùp4kÙ-) n.  Variant of compactor. 
com·pac·tion (kNm-p4kùshNn) n.  The process of compacting or the state of 

being compacted. 

com·pac·tor  or com·pact·er (kNm-p4kùtNr, kmmùp4kÙ-) n.  An apparatus that 

compresses refuse into relatively small packs for handy disposal. 

com·pan·ion1 (kNm-p4nùyNn) n.  1. A person who accompanies or associates 

with another; a comrade.  2.  Abbr. C., comp. A person employed to assist, live 

with, or travel with another.  3. One of a pair or set of things; a mate.   —  v.  tr. 

com·pan·ioned, com·pan·ion·ing, com·pan·ions. To be a companion to; 

accompany.  [Middle English compaignyon, from Old French compaignon, from 

Vulgar Latin *comp7nio, comp7nion-  : Latin com-, com- + Latin p7nis, bread; see 

p7- in Appendix.]

com·pan·ion2 (kNm-p4nùyNn) n.  Nautical. A companionway. 

com·pan·ion·a·ble (kNm-p4nùyN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Having the qualities of a 

good companion; friendly.  See Synonyms at social.  2. Suggestive of compan-

ionship:  reading together in companionable silence.   —com·panùion·a·ble·ness 
n.  —com·panùion·a·bly adv. 

com·pan·ion·ate (kNm-p4nùyN-nVt) adj.  1. Having the qualities of a compan-

ion.  2. Harmonious; suitable. 

companionate marriage (kNm-p4nùyN-nVt m4rùVj) n.  A marriage in which 

the partners agree not to have children and may divorce by mutual consent, with 

neither partner responsible for the financial welfare of the other. 

companion cell (kNm-p4nùyNn sHl) n.  A specialized parenchyma cell, located 

in the phloem of flowering plants and closely associated in development and 

function with a sieve-tube element. 



companion plant·ing (kNm-p4nùyNn pl4nùtVng) n.  The cultivation of cer-

tain kinds of plants together in the same area, especially if one species will benefit 

from another, as planting an insect-repellent plant in a vegetable garden. 

com·pan·ion·ship (kNm-p4nùyNn-shVpÙ) n.  The relationship of companions; 

fellowship. 

com·pan·ion·way (kNm-p4nùyNn-w7Ù) n.  Nautical. A staircase leading from a 

deck to the cabins or area below.  [From companion, framed windows above a 

hatchway, companionway, probably alteration of obsolete Dutch kompanje, from 

Old French compagne, steward’s cabin, storeroom, from Old Italian (camera 

della) compagna, (cabin for) provisions, pantry, from Vulgar Latin *comp7nia, 

things eaten with bread  : Latin com-, com- + Latin p7nis, bread; see COMPANION
1.]

com·pa·ny (kƒmùpN-nK) n.  pl. com·pa·nies. 1. A group of persons.  See Syn-

onyms at band2.  2. a. One’s companions or associates:  moved in fast company; 

is known by the company she keeps.  b. A guest or guests:  had company for the 

weekend.  c. The state of friendly companionship; fellowship:  was grateful for her 

company; friends who finally parted company.   3. a. A business enterprise; a firm.  

b.  Abbr. co., co, Co. A partner or partners not specifically named in a firm’s 

title:  Lee Rogers and Company.   4. A troupe of dramatic or musical performers:  a 

repertory company.  5. a. A subdivision of a military regiment or battalion that 

constitutes the lowest administrative unit. It is usually under the command of a 

captain and is made up of at least two platoons.  b. A unit of firefighters.   6. A 

ship’s crew and officers.  See Usage Note at collective noun.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  company policy; a company newsletter.   —  
v.  tr. com·pa·nied, com·pa·ny·ing, com·pa·nies. To accompany or associate 

with.  [Middle English compainie, from Old French compaignie, from Vulgar 

Latin *comp7nia, from *comp7nio, companion. See COMPANION
1.]

com·pa·ny-grade officer (kƒmùpN-nK-gr7dÙ ôùfV-sNr) n.  A commissioned 

officer having the rank of second lieutenant, first lieutenant, or captain in the 

U.S. Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps.  Also called company officer 

company town (kƒmùpN-nK toun) n.  A town whose residents are dependent 

on the economic support of a single firm for maintenance of retail stores, 

schools, hospitals, and housing. 

compar. abbr.  Comparative. 

com·pa·ra·ble (kmmùpNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Admitting of comparison with another 

or others: “The satellite revolution is comparable to Gutenberg’s invention of mov-

able type” (Irvin Molotsky).  2. Similar or equivalent:  pianists of comparable abil-

ity.   —comÙpa·ra·bilùi·ty, comùpa·ra·ble·ness n.  —comùpa·ra·bly adv. 

comparable worth (kmmùpNr-N-bNl wûrth) n.  A theory holding that com-

pensation for job classifications filled chiefly by women should be the same as for 

those classifications filled chiefly by men if the jobs, albeit dissimilar, are 

regarded as having equal value. According to this theory, workers’ salaries should 



be calculated on a scale of socioeconomic value that transcends traditional supply 

and demand. 

com·par·a·tist (kNm-p4rùN-tVst) n.  A person who employs the comparative 

method, as in studying literature.  [French comparatiste, from comparative, com-

parative, from comparer, to compare. See COMPARE.]

com·par·a·tive (kNm-p4rùN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. comp., compar. 1. Relating to, 

based on, or involving comparison.  2. Estimated by comparison; relative:  a com-

parative newcomer.  3. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being the intermediate degree 

of comparison of adjectives, as better, sweeter, or more wonderful, or adverbs, as 

more softly.  4. Linguistics. a. Of or relating to the synchronic typological compar-

ison of languages.  b. Of or relating to the comparison of languages descended 

from a common ancestor:  comparative historical linguistics.    —  n.  Grammar. 

1. The comparative degree.  2. An adjective or adverb expressing the comparative 

degree.   —com·parùa·tive·ly adv. 

comparative method (kNm-p4rùN-tVv mHthùNd) n.  Linguistics. 

1. Comparison of languages with the goal of establishing their descent from a 

common ancestor.  2. Comparison of phonemes, morphemes, words, or syntac-

tic constructions in genetically related languages with the goal of reconstructing 

the sound system, grammar, or lexicon of the protolanguage. 

com·pa·ra·tor (kmmùpN-r7ÙtNr, kNm-p4rùN-) n.  Any of various instruments for 

comparing a measured property of an object, such as its shape, color, or bright-

ness, with a standard. 

com·pare (kNm-pârù) v.  com·pared, com·par·ing, com·pares.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To consider or describe as similar, equal, or analogous; liken.  2.  Abbr. cp. To 

examine in order to note the similarities or differences of.  3. Grammar. To form 

the positive, comparative, or superlative degree of (an adjective or adverb).   —  v.  

intr. 1. To be worthy of comparison; bear comparison:  two concert halls that just 

do not compare.  2. To draw comparisons.   —  n.  Comparison:  a musician 

beyond compare.   —idiom. compare notes. To exchange ideas, views, or opin-

ions.  [Middle English comparen, from Old French comparer, from Latin 

compar7re, from comp7r, equal  : com-, com- + p7r, equal; see perN-2 in Appen-

dix.] —com·parùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Compare usually takes the preposition to when it refers to the

activity of describing the resemblances between unlike things: He compared her to

a summer day. Scientists sometimes compare the human brain to a computer. It takes

with when it refers to the act of examining two like things in order to discern their

similarities or differences: The police compared the forged signature with the orig-

inal. The committee will have to compare the Senate’s version of the bill with the

version that was passed by the House. When compare is used to mean “to liken

(one) with another,” with is traditionally held to be the correct form: That little



bauble is not to be compared with (not to) this enormous jewel. But to is frequently

used in this context and is not incorrect.

com·par·i·son (kNm-p4rùV-sNn) n.  1. a. The act of comparing or the process of 

being compared.  b. A statement or estimate of similarities and differences.   

2. The quality of being similar or equivalent; likeness:  no comparison between the 

two books.  3. Grammar. The modification or inflection of an adjective or adverb 

to denote the positive, comparative, and superlative degrees.  [Middle English 

comparisoun, from Old French comparaison, from Latin compar7tio, 

compar7tion-, from compar7tus, past participle of compar7re, to compare. See 

COMPARE.]

com·par·i·son-shop (kNm-p4rùV-sNn-shmpÙ) v.  intr. com·par·i·son-
·shopped, com·par·i·son-·shop·ping, com·par·i·son-·shops. To shop for 

bargains by comparing the prices of competing brands or stores. 

com·part (kNm-pärtù) v.  tr. com·part·ed, com·part·ing, com·parts. To 

divide into parts.  [Obsolete French compartir, from Italian compartire, from Late 

Latin compartXrX, to share  : Latin com-, com- + Latin partXrX, to divide (from pars, 

part-, a part); see perN-2 in Appendix.]

com·part·ment (kNm-pärtùmNnt) n.  Abbr. compt. 1. One of the parts or 

spaces into which an area is subdivided.  2. A separate room, section, or chamber:  

a storage compartment.   —  v.  tr. com·part·ment·ed, com·part·ment·ing, 
com·part·ments. To compartmentalize: “The information has not been compart-

mented” (John H. Cushman, Jr.).   —comÙpart·mentùal (kmmÙpärt-mHnùtl) adj. 

com·part·men·tal·ize (kmmÙpärt-mHnùtl-XzÙ, kNm-pärtÙ-) v.  tr. 

com·part·men·tal·ized, com·part·men·tal·iz·ing, com·part·men·tal·iz·es. 
To separate into distinct parts, categories, or compartments: “You learn... even the 

ability to compartmentalize ethics” (Ellen Goodman).   —comÙ-
part·menÙtal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

com·pass (kƒmùpNs, kmmù-) n.  1. a. A device used to determine geographic 

direction, usually consisting of a magnetic needle or needles horizontally 

mounted or suspended and free to pivot until aligned with the magnetic field of 

Earth.  b. Another device, such as a radio compass or a gyrocompass, used for 

determining geographic direction.   2. A V-shaped device for describing circles or 

circular arcs and for taking measurements, consisting of a pair of rigid, end-

hinged legs, one of which is equipped with a pen, pencil, or other marker and the 

other with a sharp point providing a pivot about which the drawing leg is turned.  

Also called pair of compasses 3. a. An enclosing line or boundary; a circumfer-

ence:  outside the compass of the fence.  See Synonyms at circumference.  b. A 

restricted space or area:  four huge crates within the compass of the elevator.  

c. Range or scope, as of understanding, perception, or authority: “Lacking a 

coherent intellectual and moral commitment, [he] was forced to find his compass in 



personal experience” (Doris Kearns Goodwin).  See Synonyms at range.    —  v.  

tr. com·passed, com·pass·ing, com·pass·es. 1. To make a circuit of; circle:  

The sailboat compassed the island.  2. To surround; encircle.  See Synonyms at 

surround.  3. To understand; comprehend.  4. To succeed in carrying out; 

accomplish.  See Synonyms at reach.  5. To scheme; plot.   —  adj.  1. Forming a 

curved configuration.  2. Semicircular. Used of bow windows.  [Middle English 

compas, circle, compass, from Old French, from compasser, to measure, from Vul-

gar Latin *compass7re, to pace off  : Latin com-, com- + Latin passus, step; see 

PACE
1.] —comùpass·a·ble adj. 

compass card (kƒmùpNs kärd) n.  A freely pivoting circular disk carrying the 

magnetic needles of a compass and marked with the 32 points of the compass and 

the 360 degrees of the circle. 

com·pas·sion (kNm-p4shùNn) n.  Deep awareness of the suffering of another 

coupled with the wish to relieve it.  See Synonyms at pity.  [Middle English com-

passioun, from Late Latin compassio, compassion-, from compassus, past participle 

of compatX, to sympathize  : Latin com-, com- + Latin patX, to suffer; see pK(i)- in 

Appendix.] —com·pasùsion·less adj. 

com·pas·sion·ate (kNm-p4shùN-nVt) adj.  Feeling or showing compassion; 

sympathetic.  See Synonyms at humane.   —  v.  tr. com·pas·sion·at·ed, 
com·pas·sion·at·ing, com·pas·sion·ates (-n7tÙ). To pity.   —com·pasù-
sion·ate·ly adv.  —com·pasùsion·ate·ness n. 

compass plant (kƒmùpNs pl4nt) n.  A perennial herb (Silphium laciniatum) in 

the composite family, native to prairie regions of the Midwest United States and 

having radiate yellow flower heads and erect, basal, pinnately divided leaves. 

com·pat·i·ble (kNm-p4tùN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of existing or performing in 

harmonious, agreeable, or congenial combination with another or others:  com-

patible family relationships.  2. Capable of orderly, efficient integration and oper-

ation with other elements in a system with no modification or conversion 

required.  3. Capable of forming a chemically or biochemically stable system.  

4. Of or relating to a television system in which color broadcasts can be received 

in black and white by sets incapable of color reception.  5. Medicine. Capable of 

being grafted, transfused, or transplanted from one individual to another with-

out rejection:  compatible blood.   —  n.  A device, such as a computer or com-

puter software, that can be integrated into or used with another device or system 

of its type.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin compatXbilis, from Late Latin 

compatX, to sympathize. See COMPASSION.] —com·patÙi·bilùi·ty, 
com·patùi·ble·ness n.  —com·patùi·bly adv. 

com·pa·tri·ot (kNm-p7ùtrK-Nt, -mtÙ) n.  1. A person from one’s own country.  

2. A colleague.  [French compatriote, from Late Latin compatriota : Latin com-, 

com- + Late Latin patriota, countryman; see PATRIOT.] —com·paÙtri·otùic (-

mtùVk) adj. 



compd. abbr.  Compound. 

com·peer (kmmùpîrÙ, kNm-pîrù) n.  1. A person of equal status or rank; a peer.  

2. A comrade, companion, or associate.  [Middle English comper, from Old 

French, from Latin comp7r, equal. See COMPARE.]

com·pel (kNm-pHlù) v.  tr. com·pelled, com·pel·ling, com·pels. 1. To force, 

drive, or constrain:  Duty compelled the soldiers to volunteer for the mission.  2. To 

necessitate or pressure by force; exact:  An energy crisis compels fuel conservation.  

See Synonyms at force.  3. To exert a strong, irresistible force on; sway: “The 

land, in a certain, very real way, compels the minds of the people” (Barry Lopez).  

[Middle English compellen, from Latin compellere : com-, com- + pellere, to drive; 

see pel-5 in Appendix.] —com·pelùla·ble adj.  —com·pelùla·bly adv.  

—com·pelùler n. 

com·pel·la·tion (kmmÙpN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of addressing or designating 

someone by name.  2. A name; an appellation.  [Latin compell7tio, compell7tion-, 

from compell7tus, past participle of compell7re, to address. See pel-5 in Appen-

dix.]

com·pel·ling (kNm-pHlùVng) adj.  1. Urgently requiring attention:  a host of 

compelling socioeconomic problems.  2. Drivingly forceful:  compelling ambition 

and egotism. 

com·pend (kmmùpHndÙ) n.  A compendium. 

com·pen·di·a (kNm-pHnùdK-N) n.  A plural of compendium. 
com·pen·di·ous (kNm-pHnùdK-Ns) adj.  Containing or stating briefly and con-

cisely all the essentials; succinct.  [Middle English, from Late Latin compendiosus, 

from Latin compendium, a shortening. See COMPENDIUM.] —com·penùdi·ous·ly 
adv.  —com·penùdi·ous·ness n. 

com·pen·di·um (kNm-pHnùdK-Nm) n.  pl. com·pen·di·ums or com·pen·di·a 
(-dK-N). 1. A short, complete summary; an abstract.  2. A list or collection of var-

ious items.  [Latin, a shortening, from compendere, to weigh together  : com-, 

com- + pendere, to weigh; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

com·pen·sa·ble (kNm-pHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Being such as to entitle or warrant 

compensation:  compensable injuries. 

com·pen·sate (kmmùpNn-s7tÙ) v.  com·pen·sat·ed, com·pen·sat·ing, 
com·pen·sates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To offset; counterbalance.  2. To make satisfactory 

payment or reparation to; recompense or reimburse:  Management compensated 

us for the time we worked.  3. To stabilize the purchasing power of (a monetary 

unit) by changing the gold content in order to counterbalance price variations.   
—  v.  intr. To serve as or provide a substitute or counterbalance.  [Latin 

compKns7re, compKns7t-  : com-, com- + pKns7re, to weigh; see (s)pen- in Appen-

dix.] —comùpen·saÙtive (kmmùpNn-s7ÙtVv, kNm-pHnùsN-tVv) adj.  

—comùpen·saÙtor n.  —com·penùsa·toÙry (kNm-pHnùsN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 



com·pen·sa·tion (kmmÙpNn-s7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. comp. 1. The act of compen-

sating or the state of being compensated.  2. Something, such as money, given or 

received as payment or reparation, as for a service or loss.  3. Biology. The increase 

in size or activity of one part of an organism or organ that makes up for the loss 

or dysfunction of another.  4. Psychology. Behavior that develops either con-

sciously or unconsciously to offset a real or imagined deficiency, as in personality 

or physical ability.   —comÙpen·saùtion·al adj. 

com·pere (kmmùpârÙ) Chiefly British. n.  The master of ceremonies, as of a tele-

vision entertainment program or a variety show.   —  v.  com·pered, 
com·per·ing, com·peres.  —  v.  tr. To serve as master of ceremonies for.   —  v.  

intr. To serve as the master of ceremonies.  [French compère, from Old French, 

godfather, companion, from Medieval Latin compater : Latin com-, com- + Latin 

pater, father; see PATER.]

com·pete (kNm-pKtù) v.  intr. com·pet·ed, com·pet·ing, com·petes. To 

strive with another or others to attain a goal, such as gaining an advantage or win-

ning a victory.  See Synonyms at rival.  [Late Latin competere, to strive together, 

from Latin, to coincide, be suitable  : com-, com- + Latin petere, to seek; see pet- 
in Appendix.]

com·pe·tence (kmmùpV-tNns) n.  1. a. The state or quality of being adequately 

or well qualified; ability.  See Synonyms at ability.  b. A specific range of skill, 

knowledge, or ability.   2. Law. The quality or condition of being legally qualified 

to perform an act.  3. Sufficient means for a comfortable existence.  

4. Microbiology. The ability of bacteria to be genetically transformable.  

5. Medicine. The ability to respond immunologically to bacteria, viruses, or other 

antigenic agents. 

com·pe·ten·cy (kmmùpV-tNn-se) n.  pl. com·pe·ten·cies. Competence. 

com·pe·tent (kmmùpV-tNnt) adj.  1. Properly or sufficiently qualified; capable:  

a competent typist.  2. Adequate for the purpose:  a competent performance.  

3. Law. Legally qualified or fit to perform an act.  [Middle English, adequate, 

from Old French, from Latin competKns, competent- present participle of compe-

tere, to be suitable. See COMPETE.] —comùpe·tent·ly adv. 

com·pe·ti·tion (kmmÙpV-tVshùNn) n.  1. The act of competing, as for profit or a 

prize; rivalry.  2. A test of skill or ability; a contest:  a skating competition.  

3. Rivalry between two or more businesses striving for the same customer or 

market.  4. A competitor:  The competition has cornered the market.  5. Ecology. 

The simultaneous demand by two or more organisms for limited environmental 

resources, such as nutrients, living space, or light. 

com·pet·i·tive (kNm-pHtùV-tVv) adj.  1. Of, involving, or determined by compe-

tition:  competitive games.  2. Liking competition or inclined to compete:  a highly 

competitive sales representative.  3. Biochemistry. Relating to the inhibition of 

enzyme activity that results from the reversible combination of an enzyme with 



an alternate compound and prevents normal substrate binding.   
—com·petùi·tive·ly adv.  —com·petùi·tive·ness n. 

com·pet·i·tor (kNm-pHtùV-tNr) n.  One that competes with another, as in sports 

or business; a rival. 

Com·piégne (komp-y7nù, kôN-pyHnùyN)  A city of northern France on the Oise 

River northeast of Paris. The armistice ending World War I was signed in a rail-

road car in a nearby forest on November 11, 1918. Adolf Hitler demanded that 

the same car be used for the formal surrender of France in World War II on June 

22, 1940. Population, 40,384. 

com·pi·la·tion (kmmÙpN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. comp. 1. The act of compiling.  

2. Something, such as a set of data, a report, or an anthology, that is compiled. 

com·pile (kNm-pXlù) v.  tr. com·piled, com·pil·ing, com·piles. 1. To gather 

into a single book.  2. To put together or compose from materials gathered from 

several sources:  compile an encyclopedia.  3. Computer Science. To translate (a 

program) into machine language.  [Middle English compilen, from Old French 

compiler, probably from Latin compXl7re, to plunder  : com-, com- + pXla, heap (of 

stones), pillar.]

com·pil·er (kNm-pXùlNr) n.  Abbr. comp. 1. One that compiles:  a compiler of 

anthologies.  2. Computer Science. A program that translates another program 

written in a high-level language into machine language so that it can be executed. 

com·pla·cence (kNm-pl7ùsNns) n.  1. Contented self-satisfaction.  2. Total lack 

of concern. 

com·pla·cen·cy (kNm-pl7ùsNn-sK) n.  1. A feeling of contentment or self-satis-

faction, especially when coupled with an unawareness of danger or trouble.  

2. An instance of contented self-satisfaction. 

com·pla·cent (kNm-pl7ùsNnt) adj.  1. Contented to a fault; self-satisfied and 

unconcerned:  He had become complacent after years of success.  2. Eager to please; 

complaisant.  [Latin complacKns, complacent- present participle of complacKre, to 

please  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + placKre, to please; see pl7k-1 in Appen-

dix.] —com·plaùcent·ly adv. 

com·plain (kNm-pl7nù) v.  intr. com·plained, com·plain·ing, com·plains. 
1. To express feelings of pain, dissatisfaction, or resentment.  2. To make a for-

mal accusation or bring a formal charge.  [Middle English compleinen, from Old 

French complaindre, complaign-, from Vulgar Latin *complangere : Latin com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + Latin plangere, to lament; see pl7k-2 in Appendix.] 
—com·plainùer n. 

com·plain·ant (kNm-pl7ùnNnt) n.  Law. A party that makes a complaint or files 

a formal charge, as in a court of law; a plaintiff. 

com·plaint (kNm-pl7ntù) n.  1. An expression of pain, dissatisfaction, or resent-

ment.  2. A cause or reason for complaining; a grievance.  3. a. A bodily disorder 

or disease; a malady or an ailment.  b. The symptom or distress about which a 



patient seeks medical assistance.   4. Law. a. The presentation by the plaintiff in a 

civil action, setting forth the claim on which relief is sought.  b. A formal charge, 

made under oath, of the commission of a crime or other such offense.   [Middle 

English compleinte, from Old French complainte, from feminine past participle of 

complaindre, to complain. See COMPLAIN.]

com·plai·sance (kNm-pl7ùsNns, -zNns) n.  The inclination to comply willingly 

with the wishes of others; amiability. 

com·plai·sant (kNm-pl7ùsNnt, -zNnt) adj.  Exhibiting a desire or willingness to 

please; cheerfully obliging.  [French, from Old French, present participle of com-

plaire, to please, from Latin complacKre. See COMPLACENT.] —com·plaiùsant·ly 
adv. 

com·pleat (kNm-plKtù) adj.  1. Of or characterized by a highly developed or 

wide-ranging skill or proficiency: “The compleat speechwriter... comes to anonym-

ity from Harvard Law” (Israel Shenker).  2. Being an outstanding example of a 

kind; quintessential: “Here was the compleat modern misfit: the very air appeared to 

poison him; his every step looked treacherous and hard won” (Stephen Schiff).  

[Variant of COMPLETE.]

com·plect (kNm-plHktù) v.  tr. com·plect·ed, com·plect·ing, com·plects. To 

join by weaving or twining together; interweave.  [Latin complectX, to entwine  : 

com-, com- + plectere, to plait; see plek- in Appendix.]

com·plect·ed (kNm-plHkùtVd) adj.  Informal. Marked by or having a particular 

facial complexion. Often used in combination: “A white-haired and ruddy-com-

plected priest stood on the deck of one of the trawlers” (New York Times). “Fewer 

still could fit the original job description of a raven-haired, smooth-complected, red-

lipped innocent” (Los Angeles Times).  [Back-formation from complection, variant 

of COMPLEXION.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Complected has a long history in American folk speech,

showing up, for example, in 1806 in the journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedi-

tion: “[The Indians] are... reather lighter complected... than the Indians of the Mis-

souri” (Meriwether Lewis). Complected has long been treated as a dialectal term

in dictionaries, but it actually should be regarded as informal Standard English,

since its wide distribution (including New England, the Midwest, the South, and

elsewhere) disqualifies it as a true regionalism. Its use by one western Texas infor-

mant quoted in DARE extends its semantic domain beyond skin color to general

appearance: “a fat-complected man.”

com·ple·ment (kmmùplN-mNnt) n.  1. a. Something that completes, makes up 

a whole, or brings to perfection.  b. The quantity or number needed to make up a 

whole:  shelves with a full complement of books.  c. Either of two parts that com-

plete the whole or mutually complete each other.   2. An angle related to another 



so that the sum of their measures is 90˚.  3. Grammar. A word or words used after 

a verb to complete a predicate construction; for example, the phrase to eat ice 

cream in We like to eat ice cream.  4. Music. An interval that completes an octave 

when added to a given interval.  5. The full crew of officers and enlisted person-

nel required to run a ship.  6. Biochemistry. A complex system of proteins found 

in normal blood serum that combines with antibodies to destroy pathogenic bac-

teria and other foreign cells.  Also called alexin 7. Logic & Mathematics. For a uni-

versal set, the set of all elements in the set that are not in a specified subset.   —  v.  

tr. com·ple·ment·ed, com·ple·ment·ing, com·ple·ments (-mHntÙ). To serve 

as a complement to:  Roses in a silver bowl complement the handsome cherry table.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin complKmentum, from complKre, to 

fill out. See COMPLETE.]

USAGE NOTE: Complement and compliment, though quite distinct in meaning,

are sometimes confused because they are pronounced the same. Complement

means “something that completes or brings to perfection”: The antique silver was

a complement to the beautifully set table. Compliment means “an expression or act

of courtesy or praise”: They gave us a compliment on our beautifully set table.

com·ple·men·tal (kmmÙplN-mHnùtl) adj.  Having to do with or being a com-

plement.   —comÙple·menùtal·ly adv. 

com·ple·men·tar·i·ty (kmmÙplN-mHn-t4rùV-tK) n.  The state or quality of 

being complementary: “This is where the complementarity of the masculine and the 

feminine so acutely emerges. They are the necessary poles of a dialectic process” 

(Therese Namenek). 

com·ple·men·ta·ry (kmmÙplN-mHnùtN-rK, -trK) adj.  1. Forming or serving as a 

complement; completing.  2. Supplying mutual needs or offsetting mutual lacks.  

3. Genetics. Of or relating to a group of genes that act in concert to produce a spe-

cific phenotype.  4. Biochemistry. Of or relating to the specific pairing of the 

purines and pyrimidines between strands of a DNA or an RNA molecule.   
—comÙple·menùta·ri·ly (-tN-rN-lK, -trN-lK, -mHn-târùN-lK) adv.  —comÙ-
ple·menùta·ri·ness n. 

complementary angles (kmmÙplN-mHnùtN-rK 4ngùgNlz) pl.n.  Mathematics. 

Two angles whose sum is 90˚. 

complementary color (kmmÙplN-mHnùtN-rK kƒlùNr) n.  Either one of two 

colors whose mixture in the right proportions produces white (in the case of 

light) or gray (in the case of pigment):  Red and green are complementary colors. 

complement fixation (kmmùplN-mNnt fVk-s7ùshNn) n.  The binding of active 

serum complement to a specific antigen-antibody pair. It is used in various diag-

nostic tests, such as the Wasserman test, to detect the presence of a specific anti-

gen or antibody. 



com·plete (kNm-plKtù) adj.  com·plet·er, com·plet·est. Abbr. comp., cpl 
1. Having all necessary or normal parts, components, or steps; entire:  a complete 

meal.  2. Botany. Having all principal parts, namely, the sepals, petals, stamens, 

and pistil or pistils. Used of a flower.  3. Having come to an end; concluded.  

4. Absolute; total: “In Cairo I have seen buildings which were falling down as they 

were being put up, buildings whose incompletion was complete” (William H. Gass).  

5. a. Skilled; accomplished:  a complete musician.  b. Thorough; consummate:  a 

complete coward.    —  v.  tr. com·plet·ed, com·plet·ing, com·pletes. 1. To 

bring to a finish or an end:  She has completed her studies.  2. To make whole, with 

all necessary elements or parts:  A second child would complete their family.  [Mid-

dle English complet, from Latin complKtus, past participle of complKre, to fill out  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + plKre, to fill; see pelN-1 in Appendix.] 
—com·pleteùly adv.  —com·pleteùness n.  —com·pleùtive adj.  

SYNONYMS: complete, close, end, finish, conclude, terminate. These verbs mean

to bring or to come to a natural or proper stopping point. Complete suggests the

final stage in bringing an undertaking to fruition: “Nothing worth doing is com-

pleted in our lifetime” (Reinhold Niebuhr). Close applies to the ending of some-

thing ongoing or continuing: The orchestra closed the concert with an encore. If

there is a further falloff in ticket sales, the play will close. End emphasizes finality:

We ended the meal with fruit and cheese. “Where laws end, tyranny begins” (Will-

iam Pitt). Finish is sometimes interchangeable with complete: “Give us the tools,

and we will finish the job” (Winston S. Churchill). Often, though, it suggests the

addition of final details to what has already essentially been completed: I finished

the pillowcase with a border of lace. Conclude adds to complete and close a sense of

formality: Government representatives concluded tariff negotiations. The article

concluded with a restatement of the major points presented. Terminate more specif-

ically suggests reaching an established limit in time or space: The mayor terminat-

ed the press conference with a few words of thanks. The family lives on a dead-end

street that terminates at a fence. 

USAGE NOTE: Complete is sometimes held to be an absolute term like perfect

or chief, which is not subject to comparison. Nonetheless, it can be qualified as

more or less, for example. A majority of the Usage Panel accepts the example His

book is the most complete treatment of the subject. See Usage Note at perfect.

complete blood count (kNm-plKtù blƒd kount) n.  Abbr. CBC The determi-

nation of the quantity of each type of blood cell in a given sample of blood, often 

including the amount of hemoglobin, the hematocrit, and the proportions of var-

ious white cells.  Also called blood profile 



complete metamorphosis (kNm-plKtù mHtÙN-môrùfN-sVs) n.  Zoology. The 

complete form of metamorphosis in which an insect passes through four separate 

stages of growth, as embryo, larva, pupa, and imago.  Also called holometabolism 

com·ple·tion (kNm-plKùshNn) n.  The act of completing or the state of being 

completed. 

com·plex (kNm-plHksù, kmmùplHksÙ) adj.  1. a. Consisting of interconnected or 

interwoven parts; composite.  b. Composed of two or more units:  a complex car-

bohydrate.   2. Involved or intricate, as in structure; complicated.  3. Grammar. 

a. Consisting of at least one bound form. Used of a word.  b. Consisting of an 

independent clause and at least one other independent or dependent clause. Used 

of a sentence.    —  n.  (kmmùplHksÙ) 1. A whole composed of interconnected or 

interwoven parts:  a complex of cities and suburbs; the military-industrial complex.  

2. Psychiatry. A group of related, often repressed ideas and impulses that compel 

characteristic or habitual patterns of thought, feelings, and behavior.  3. An exag-

gerated or obsessive concern or fear.  4. Medicine. The combination of factors, 

symptoms, or signs of a disease or disorder that forms a syndrome.  [Latin com-

plexus, past participle of complectX, to entwine. See COMPLECT.] —com·plexùly 
adv.  —com·plexùness n.  

SYNONYMS: complex, complicated, intricate, involved, tangled, knotty. These

adjectives mean having parts so interconnected as to make the whole perplexing.

Complex implies a combination of many associated parts: The composer trans-

formed a simple folk tune into a complex set of variations. Complicated stresses elab-

orate relationship of parts: Middle Eastern politics is so complicated that even ex-

perts cannot agree on a cohesive policy. Intricate refers to a pattern of intertwining

parts that is difficult to follow or analyze: “No one could soar into a more intricate

labyrinth of refined phraseology” (Anthony Trollope). Involved stresses confusion

arising from the commingling of parts and the consequent difficulty of separating

them: The plot of the play has been criticized as being too involved. Tangled strongly

suggests the random twisting of many parts: “Oh, what a tangled web we weave,/

When first we practice to deceive!” (Sir Walter Scott). Knotty stresses intellectual

complexity leading to difficulty of solution or comprehension: Even the professor

couldn’t clarify the knotty point.

complex conjugate (kNm-plHksù kmnùjN-g7tÙ) n.  Mathematics. Either one of 

a pair of imaginary numbers whose real parts are identical, whose imaginary 

parts differ only in sign, and whose product is a real number; for example, 6 + 4i 

and 6 – 4i are complex conjugates whose product is 52. 

complex fraction (kNm-plHksù fr4kùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A fraction in 

which the numerator or the denominator or both contain fractions.  Also called 

compound fraction 



com·plex·ion (kNm-plHkùshNn) n.  1. The natural color, texture, and appear-

ance of the skin, especially of the face.  2. General character, aspect, or appear-

ance:  findings that will alter the complexion of the problem.  3. The combination 

of the four humors of cold, heat, moistness, and dryness in specific proportions, 

thought in ancient and medieval physiology to control the temperament and the 

constitution of the body.  [Middle English complexioun, physical constitution, 

from Old French complexion, from Late Latin complexio, complexion-, balance of 

the humors, from Latin, combination, from complexus, past participle of com-

plectX, to entwine. See COMPLECT.] —com·plexùion·al adj. 

com·plex·ioned (kNm-plHkùshNnd) adj.  Of or having a specified complexion. 

Often used in combination:  fair-complexioned. 

com·plex·i·ty (kNm-plHkùsV-tK) n.  pl. com·plex·i·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being complex.  2. Something complex:  a maze of bureaucratic and 

legalistic complexities. 

complex number (kNm-plHksù nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. Any number of the 

form a + bi, where a and b are real numbers and i is an imaginary number whose 

square equals –1. 

complex plane (kNm-plHksù pl7n) n.  Mathematics. A plane whose points have 

complex numbers as their coordinates. 

complex variable (kNm-plHksù vârùK-N-bNl) n.  Mathematics. An expression 

of the form x + iy, where x and y are real variables and i2 = –1. 

com·pli·ance (kNm-plXùNns) n.  1. a. The act of complying with a wish, request, 

or demand; acquiescence.  b. Medicine. Willingness to follow a prescribed course 

of treatment.   2. A disposition or tendency to yield to the will of others.  

3. a. Extension or displacement of a loaded structure per unit load.  

b. Flexibility.  

com·pli·an·cy (kNm-plXùNn-sK) n.  Compliance. 

com·pli·ant (kNm-plXùNnt) adj.  Disposed or willing to comply; submissive.  See 

Synonyms at obedient.  —com·pliùant·ly adv. 

com·pli·ca·cy (kNm-plVkùN-sK) n.  pl. com·pli·ca·cies. 1. The state of being 

complicated.  2. A complication. 

com·pli·cate (kmmùplV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. com·pli·cat·ed, com·pli·cat·ing, 
com·pli·cates. 1. To make or become complex or perplexing.  2. To twist or 

become twisted together.   —  adj.  (-kVt) 1. Complex, intricate, and involved.  

2. Biology. Folded longitudinally one or several times, as certain leaves or the 

wings of some insects.  [Latin complic7re, complic7t-, to fold together  : com-, 

com- + plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.]

com·pli·cat·ed (kmmùplV-k7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Containing intricately combined or 

involved parts.  2.  Not easy to understand or analyze.  See Synonyms at com-
plex. See Usage Note at elaborate.  —comùpli·catÙed·ly adv.  —comù-
pli·catÙed·ness n. 



com·pli·ca·tion (kmmÙplV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of complicating.  2. A con-

fused or intricate relationship of parts.  3. A factor, a condition, or an element 

that complicates.  4. Medicine. A secondary disease, an accident, or a negative 

reaction occurring during the course of an illness and usually aggravating the ill-

ness. 

com·plice (kmmùplVs) n.  Archaic. An associate; an accomplice.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin complex, complic-, one closely connected with  : 

Latin com-, com- + Latin plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.]

com·plic·it (kNm-plVsùVt) adj.  Associated with or participating in a questionable 

act or a crime; having complicity:  newspapers complicit with the propaganda arm 

of a dictatorship.  [Back-formation from COMPLICITY.]

com·plic·i·ty (kNm-plVsùV-tK) n.  pl. com·plic·i·ties. Involvement as an accom-

plice in a questionable act or a crime. 

com·pli·er (kNm-plXùNr) n.  One that complies:  a ready complier with all rules 

and regulations. 

com·pli·ment (kmmùplN-mNnt) n.  1. An expression of praise, admiration, or 

congratulation.  2. A formal act of civility, courtesy, or respect.  

3. compliments. Good wishes; regards:  Extend my compliments to your parents.  

See Usage Note at complement.   —  v.  tr. com·pli·ment·ed, 
com·pli·ment·ing, com·pli·ments. 1. To pay a compliment to.  2. To show 

fondness, regard, or respect for by giving a gift or performing a favor.  [French, 

from Italian complimento, from Spanish cumplimiento, from cumplir, to com-

plete, from Latin complKre, to fill up  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + plKre, to 

fill; see pelN-1 in Appendix.]

com·pli·men·ta·ry (kmmÙplN-mHnùtN-rK, -trK) adj.  1. Expressing, using, or 

resembling a compliment:  a concert that received complimentary reviews.  

2. Given free to repay a favor or as an act of courtesy:  complimentary copies of the 

new book.   —comÙpli·menùta·ri·ly adv. 

complimentary close (kmmÙplN-mHnùtN-rK kloz) n.  Words, such as Yours 

truly, that appear at the end of a letter and just before the writer’s signature, used 

as a polite termination of the letter. 

com·plin (kmmùplVn)  or com·pline (-plVn, -plXnÙ) n.  Abbr. cpl Ecclesiastical. 

1. The last of the seven canonical hours recited or sung just before retiring.  

2. The time of day appointed for this service.  [Middle English, alteration (proba-

bly influenced by matines, matins); see MATINS, of compli, from Old French com-

plie, from Medieval Latin (hora) complKta, final (hour), from Latin complKtus, 

past participle of complKre, to complete. See COMPLETE.]

com·ply (kNm-plXù) v.  intr. com·plied, com·ply·ing, com·plies. 1. To act in 

accordance with another’s command, request, rule, or wish:  The patient complied 

with the physician’s orders.  2. Obsolete. To be courteous or obedient.  [Middle 



English complien, to carry out, fulfill, from Old French complir, from Latin com-

plKre. See COMPLETE.]

com·po (kmmùpo) n.  pl. com·pos. Any of various combined substances, such 

as mortar or plaster, formed by mixing ingredients.  [Short for COMPOSITION.]

com·po·nent (kNm-poùnNnt) n.  1. A constituent element, as of a system.  See 

Synonyms at element.  2. A part of a mechanical or electrical complex.  

3. Mathematics. One of a set of two or more vectors having a sum equal to a given 

vector.  4. Any of the minimum number of substances required to specify com-

pletely the composition of all phases of a chemical system.   —  adj.  Being or 

functioning as a constituent or an ingredient.  [From Latin componKns, compo-

nent- present participle of componere, to put together  : com-, com- + ponere, to 

put; see apo- in Appendix.] —comÙpo·nenùtial (kmmÙpN-nHnùshNl) adj. 

com·port (kNm-pôrtù, -portù) v.  com·port·ed, com·port·ing, com·ports.  
—  v.  tr. To conduct or behave (oneself) in a particular manner:  Comport your-

self with dignity.   —  v.  intr. To agree, correspond, or harmonize:  a foreign policy 

that comports with the principles of democracy.  [Middle English comporten, from 

Old French comporter, to conduct, from Latin comport7re, to bring together  : 

com-, com- + port7re, to carry; see per-2 in Appendix.]

com·port·ment (kNm-pôrtùmNnt, -portù-) n.  Bearing; deportment. 

com·pos (kmmùpNs) adj.  Compos mentis; sane: “The well-being of the country, 

even the survival of the world, depends on the president’s being compos” (Morton 

Kondracke).  [Short for COMPOS MENTIS.]

com·pose (kNm-pozù) v.  com·posed, com·pos·ing, com·pos·es. Abbr. 

comp.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make up the constituent parts of; constitute or form:  an 

exhibit composed of French paintings; the many ethnic groups that compose our 

nation.  See Usage Note at comprise.  2. To make or create by putting together 

parts or elements.  3. To create or produce (a literary or musical piece).  4. To 

make (oneself) calm or tranquil:  Compose yourself and deal with the problems log-

ically.  5. To settle or adjust; reconcile:  They managed to compose their differences.  

6. To arrange aesthetically or artistically.  7. Printing. To arrange or set (type or 

matter to be printed).   —  v.  intr. 1. To create a literary or a musical piece.  

2. Printing. To set type.  [Middle English composen, from Old French composer, 

alteration (influenced by poser, to put, place); see POSE
1, of Latin componere. See 

COMPONENT.]

com·posed (kNm-pozdù) adj.  Serenely self-possessed; calm.  See Synonyms at 

cool.  —com·posùed·ly (-poùzVd-lK) adv.  —com·posùed·ness n. 

com·pos·er (kNm-poùzNr) n.  Abbr. comp. One that composes, especially a per-

son who composes music. 

com·pos·ing room (kNm-poùzVng rum) n.  Printing. A room where typeset-

ting is done. 



composing stick (kNm-poùzVng stVk) n.  Printing. A small, shallow tray, usu-

ally metal and with an adjustable end, in which type is set by hand.  Also called job 

stick 

com·pos·ite (kNm-pmzùVt) adj.  Abbr. comp. 1. Made up of distinct compo-

nents; compound.  2. Mathematics. Having factors; factorable.  3. Botany. Of, 

belonging to, or characteristic of the composite family.  4. Composite. Architec-

ture. Of, relating to, or being in the Composite order.   —  n.  Abbr. comp. 1. A 

structure or an entity made up of distinct components.  See Synonyms at mix-
ture.  2. A complex material, such as wood or fiberglass, in which two or more 

distinct, structurally complementary substances, especially metals, ceramics, 

glasses, and polymers, combine to produce structural or functional properties 

not present in any individual component.  3. Botany. A composite plant.  [French, 

from Old French, from Latin compositus, past participle of componere, to put 

together. See COMPONENT.] —com·posùite·ly adv.  —com·posùite·ness n. 

composite family (kNm-pmzùVt f4mùN-lK) n.  The largest family of flowering 

plants, the Compositae (Asteraceae), comprising about 1,100 genera and more 

than 20,000 species and characterized by many small flowers arranged in a head 

looking like a single flower and subtended by an involucre of bracts. A head may 

consist of both ray flowers and disk flowers, as in the sunflower, of disk flowers 

only, as in the burdock, or of ray flowers only, as in the dandelion. 

composite number (kNm-pmzùVt nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. An integer 

exactly divisible by at least one number other than itself or 1. 

Composite order (kNm-pmzùVt ôrùdNr) n.  Architecture. A Roman capital 

formed by superimposing Ionic volutes on a Corinthian capital. 

composite photograph (kNm-pmzùVt foùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  A photograph made 

by combining two or more separate photographs. 

com·po·si·tion (kmmÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  Abbr. comp. 1. a. The combining of dis-

tinct parts or elements to form a whole.  b. The manner in which such parts are 

combined or related.  c. General makeup:  the changing composition of the elector-

ate.  d. The result or product of composing; a mixture or compound.   

2. Arrangement of artistic parts so as to form a unified whole.  3. a. The art or 

act of composing a musical or literary work.  b. A work of music, literature, or 

art, or its structure or organization.   4. A short essay, especially one written as an 

academic exercise.  5. Law. A settlement whereby the creditors of a debtor about 

to enter bankruptcy agree, in return for some financial consideration, usually 

proffered immediately, to the discharge of their respective claims on receipt of 

payment which is in a lesser amount than that actually owed on the claim.  

6. Linguistics. The formation of compounds from separate words.  7. Printing. 

Typesetting.  [Middle English composicioun, from Old French composition, from 

Latin compositio, composition-, from compositus, past participle of componere, to 



put together. See COMPONENT.] —comÙpo·siùtion·al adj.  —comÙpo·siù-
tion·al·ly adv. 

com·pos·i·tive (kNm-pmzùV-tVv) adj.  Synthetic; compounded. 

com·pos·i·tor (kNm-pmzùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. comp. Printing. One that sets written 

material into type; a typesetter.  [Middle English compositur, one who composes, 

settler of disputes, from Anglo-Norman compositour, from Latin, writer, com-

piler, from componere, composit-, to put together. See COMPONENT.] 
—com·posÙi·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj. 

compos men·tis (kmmùpNs mHnùtVs) adj.  Of sound mind; sane.  [Latin  : com-

pos, having mastery of + mentis, genitive of mKns, mind.]

com·post (kmmùpostÙ) n.  1. A mixture of decaying organic matter, as from 

leaves and manure, used to improve soil structure and provide nutrients.  2. A 

composition; a mixture.   —  v.  tr. com·post·ed, com·post·ing, com·posts. 
1. To fertilize with a mixture of decaying organic matter.  2. To convert (vegeta-

ble matter) to compost.  [Middle English compote, from Old French, mixture, 

compost, from Latin compositum, mixture, from neuter past participle of compo-

nere, to put together. See COMPONENT.]

com·po·sure (kNm-poùzhNr) n.  A calm or tranquil state of mind; self-posses-

sion.  See Synonyms at equanimity.  [From COMPOSE.]

com·pote (kmmùpot) n.  1. Fruit stewed or cooked in syrup.  2. A long-

stemmed dish used for holding fruit, nuts, or candy.  [French, from Old French 

composte, mixture, from Latin composita, feminine past participle of componere, 

to put together. See COMPONENT.]

com·pound1 (kmm-poundù, kNm-, kmmùpoundÙ) v.  com·pound·ed, 
com·pound·ing, com·pounds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To combine so as to form a whole; 

mix.  2. To produce or create by combining two or more ingredients or parts:  

pharmacists compounding prescriptions.  3. To settle (a debt, for example) by 

agreeing on an amount less than the claim; adjust.  4. To compute (interest) on 

the principal and accrued interest.  5. To add to; increase:  High winds com-

pounded the difficulties of the firefighters.   —  v.  intr. 1. To combine in or form a 

compound.  2. To come to terms; agree.   —  adj.  (kmmùpoundÙ, kmm-poundù, 

kNm-) 1. Consisting of two or more substances, ingredients, elements, or parts.  

2. Botany. Composed of more than one part.   —  n.  (kmmùpoundÙ) Abbr. 

comp., cpd. 1. A combination of two or more elements or parts.  See Synonyms 

at mixture.  2. Linguistics. A word that consists either of two or more elements 

that are independent words, such as loudspeaker, baby-sit, or high school, or of 

specially modified combining forms of words, such as Greek philosophia, from 

philo-, “loving,” and sophia, “wisdom.”  3. Chemistry. A pure, macroscopically 

homogeneous substance consisting of atoms or ions of two or more different ele-

ments in definite proportions that cannot be separated by physical means. A 

compound usually has properties unlike those of its constituent elements.  



4. Botany. a. A leaf whose blade is divided into two or more distinct leaflets.  b. A 

pistil composed of two or more united carpels.   [Alteration of Middle English 

compounen, from Old French componre, compondre, to put together, from Latin 

componere. See COMPONENT.] —com·poundùa·ble adj.  —com·poundùer n. 

com·pound2 (kmmùpoundÙ) n.  1. A building or buildings, especially a resi-

dence or group of residences, set off and enclosed by a barrier.  2. An enclosed 

area used for confining prisoners of war.  [Alteration of Malay kampong, village.]

com·pound-com·plex sentence (kmmùpound-kmmùplHks sHnùtNns) n.  A 

sentence consisting of at least two coordinate independent clauses and one or 

more dependent clauses. 

compound eye (kmm-poundù X) n.  The eye of most insects and some crusta-

ceans, which is composed of many light-sensitive elements, each having its own 

refractive system and each forming a portion of an image. 

compound fraction (kmm-poundù fr4kùshNn) n.  Mathematics. See com-
plex fraction. 

compound fracture (kmm-poundù fr4kùchNr) n.  A fracture in which broken 

bone fragments lacerate soft tissue and protrude through an open wound in the 

skin. 

compound gland (kmm-poundù gl4nd) n.  Anatomy. A gland composed of 

branching duct systems that combine, eventually to open into a secretory duct. 

compound interest (kmm-poundù VnùtrVst) n.  Interest computed on the 

accumulated unpaid interest as well as on the original principal. 

compound lens (kmm-poundù lHnz) n.  See lens (n., sense 2). 

compound microscope (kmm-poundù mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A microscope con-

sisting of an objective and an eyepiece at opposite ends of an adjustable tube. 

compound number (kmm-poundù nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A quantity 

that is expressed in terms of two or more different units, such as 10 pounds 5 

ounces or 3 feet 4 inches. 

compound sentence (kmm-poundù sHnùtNns) n.  A sentence of two or more 

coordinate independent clauses, often joined by a conjunction or conjunctions, 

as The problem was difficult, but I finally found the answer. 

compound sugar (kmm-poundù shtgùNr) n.  A sugar that yields two or more 

monosaccharides on hydrolysis. 

com·pra·dor also com·pra·dore (kmmÙprN-dôrù) n.  1. A go-between; an 

intermediary.  2. A native-born agent in China and certain other Asian countries 

formerly employed by a foreign business to serve as a collaborator or an interme-

diary in commercial transactions.  [Portuguese, from Late Latin compar7tor, 

buyer, from Latin compar7re, to buy  : com-, com- + par7re, to get; see perN-1 in 

Appendix.]

com·pre·hend (kmmÙprV-hHndù) v.  tr. com·pre·hend·ed, 
com·pre·hend·ing, com·pre·hends. 1. To take in the meaning, nature, or 



importance of; grasp.  See Synonyms at apprehend.  2. To take in as a part; 

include.  See Synonyms at include.  [Middle English comprehenden, from Latin 

comprehendere : com-, com- + prehendere, to grasp; see ghend- in Appendix.] 
—comÙpre·hendùi·ble adj.  —comÙpre·hendùing·ly adv. 

com·pre·hen·si·ble (kmmÙprV-hHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Readily comprehended or 

understood; intelligible.  [Latin comprehKnsibilis, from comprehKnsus, past partici-

ple of comprehendere, to comprehend. See COMPREHEND.] 
—comÙpre·henÙsi·bilùi·ty, comÙpre·henùsi·ble·ness n.  

—comÙpre·henùsi·bly adv. 

com·pre·hen·sion (kmmÙprV-hHnùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or fact of grasping 

the meaning, nature, or importance of; understanding.  b. The knowledge that is 

acquired in this way.   2. Capacity to include.  3. Logic. The sum of meanings and 

corresponding implications inherent in a term.  [Middle English comprehensioun, 

from Latin comprehKnsio, comprehKnsion-, from comprehKnsus, past participle of 

comprehendere, to comprehend. See COMPREHEND.]

com·pre·hen·sive (kmmÙprV-hHnùsVv) adj.  1. So large in scope or content as to 

include much:  a comprehensive history of the revolution.  2. Marked by or show-

ing extensive understanding:  comprehensive knowledge.   —  n.  1.  Often com-
prehensives. Examinations covering the entire field of major study, given in the 

final undergraduate or graduate year of college.  2.  Abbr. comp. A preliminary 

layout showing all the elements planned for an advertisement.  [Late Latin com-

prehKnsXvus, conceivable, from comprehKnsus, past participle of comprehendere, to 

comprehend. See COMPREHEND.] —comÙpre·henùsive·ly adv.  

—comÙpre·henùsive·ness n. 

com·press (kNm-prHsù) v.  tr. com·pressed, com·press·ing, com·press·es. 
1. To press together:  compressed her lips.  2. To make more compact by or as if by 

pressing.  See Synonyms at contract.   —  n.  (kmmùprHsÙ) 1. Medicine. A soft 

pad of gauze or other material applied with pressure to a part of the body to con-

trol hemorrhage or to supply heat, cold, moisture, or medication to alleviate pain 

or reduce infection.  2. A machine for compressing material.  [Middle English 

compressen, from Old French compresser, from Late Latin compress7re, frequenta-

tive of Latin comprimere : com-, com- + premere, to press; see per-4 in Appendix.]

com·pressed (kNm-prHstù) adj.  1. Pressed together or into less volume or 

space.  2. Biology. Flattened, especially laterally or lengthwise, as certain leafstalks 

or the bodies of many fishes. 

compressed air (kNm-prHstù âr) n.  Air under greater than atmospheric pres-

sure, especially when used to power a mechanical device or to provide a portable 

supply of oxygen. 

com·press·i·ble (kNm-prHsùN-bNl) adj.  That can be compressed:  compressible 

packing materials; a compressible box.   —com·pressÙi·bilùi·ty, 
com·pressùi·ble·ness n. 



com·pres·sion (kNm-prHshùNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of compressing.  

b. The state of being compressed.   2. a. The process by which the working sub-

stance in a heat engine, such as the vapor mixture in the cylinder of an internal-

combustion engine, is compressed.  b. The engine cycle during which this process 

occurs.    —com·presùsion·al adj. 

compression wave (kNm-prHshùNn w7v) n.  A wave propagated by means of 

the compression of a fluid, as a sound wave in air is. 

com·pres·sive (kNm-prHsùVv) adj.  Serving to or able to compress.   
—com·presùsive·ly adv. 

com·pres·sor (kNm-prHsùNr) n.  One that compresses, especially a machine 

used to compress gases. 

com·prise (kNm-prXzù) v.  tr. com·prised, com·pris·ing, com·pris·es. 1. To 

consist of; be composed of: “The French got... French Equatorial Africa, comprising 

several territories” (Alex Shoumatoff).  2. To include; contain: “The word ‘poli-

tics’... comprises, in itself, a difficult study of no inconsiderable magnitude” (Charles 

Dickens).  See Synonyms at include.  3. Usage Problem. To compose; constitute: 

“Put together the slaughterhouses, the steel mills, the freight yards... that comprised 

the city” (Saul Bellow).  [Middle English comprisen, from Old French compris, 

past participle of comprendre, to include, from Latin comprehendere. See COMPRE-

HEND.] —com·prisùa·ble adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The traditional rule states that the whole comprises the parts;

the parts compose the whole. In strict usage: The Union comprises 50 states. Fifty

states compose (or constitute or make up) the Union. While this distinction is still

maintained by many writers, comprise is increasingly used, especially in the pas-

sive, in place of compose: The Union is comprised of 50 states. In an earlier survey,

a majority of the Usage Panel found this use of comprise unacceptable. See Usage

Note at include.

com·pro·mise (kmmùprN-mXzÙ) n.  1. a. A settlement of differences in which 

each side makes concessions.  b. The result of such a settlement.   2. Something 

that combines qualities or elements of different things:  The incongruous design is 

a compromise between high tech and early American.  3. A concession to some-

thing detrimental or pejorative:  a compromise of morality.   —  v.  

com·pro·mised, com·pro·mis·ing, com·pro·mis·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To settle by 

concessions.  2. To expose or make liable to danger, suspicion, or disrepute:  an 

embassy that was compromised by hidden listening devices.  3. Obsolete. To pledge 

mutually.   —  v.  intr. To make a compromise.  [Middle English compromis, from 

Old French, from Latin compromissum, mutual promise, from neuter past parti-

ciple of compromittere, to promise mutually  : com-, com- + promittere, to prom-

ise; see PROMISE.] —comùpro·misÙer n. 



compt. abbr.  Compartment. 

Comp·ton (kmmpùtNn)  A city of southern California, a residential and indus-

trial suburb between Los Angeles and Long Beach. Population, 90,454. 

Comp·ton (kmmpùtNn), Arthur Holly. 1892-1962.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1927 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the Compton effect. 

Comp·ton-Bur·nett (kmmpÙtNn-bNr-nHtù), Ivy. 1892-1969.  British novelist 

known for depicting life in Edwardian England. Her works include Brothers and 

Sisters (1929) and Mother and Son (1955). 

Compton effect (kmmpùtNn V-fHktù) n.  The increase in wavelength of electro-

magnetic radiation, especially of an x-ray or a gamma-ray photon, scattered by an 

electron.  [After Arthur Holly COMPTON.]

comp·trol·ler (kNn-troùlNr) n.  Variant of controller (n., sense 2). 

com·pul·sion (kNm-pƒlùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of compelling.  b. The state of 

being compelled.   2. a. An irresistible impulse to act, regardless of the rationality 

of the motivation: “The compulsion to protect the powerful from the discomfort of 

public disclosure feeds further abuse and neglect” (Boston Globe).  b. An act or acts 

performed in response to such an impulse.   [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Late Latin compulsio, compulsion-, from Latin compulsus, past participle of 

compellere, to compel. See COMPEL.]

com·pul·sive (kNm-pƒlùsVv) adj.  1. Having the capacity to compel:  a frighten-

ing, compulsive novel.  2. Psychology. Caused or conditioned by compulsion or 

obsession.   —  n.  A person with behavior patterns governed by a compulsion.   
—com·pulùsive·ly adv.  —com·pulùsive·ness n.  —comÙpul·sivùi·ty 
(kmmÙpƒl-sVvùV-tK, kNm-) n. 

com·pul·so·ry (kNm-pƒlùsN-rK) adj.  1. Obligatory; required:  a compulsory 

examination.  2. Employing or exerting compulsion; coercive.   —  n.  pl. 

com·pul·so·ries. Sports. A school figure. Often used in the plural.   
—com·pulùso·ri·ly adv.  —com·pulùso·ri·ness n. 

com·punc·tion (kNm-pƒngkùshNn) n.  1. A strong uneasiness caused by a 

sense of guilt.  See Synonyms at penitence.  2. A sting of conscience or a pang of 

doubt aroused by wrongdoing or the prospect of wrongdoing.  See Synonyms at 

qualm.  [Middle English compunccioun, from Old French componction, from 

Late Latin compunctio, compunction-, sting of conscience, puncture, from com-

punctus, past participle of compungere, to sting  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + 

pungere, to prick; see peuk- in Appendix.] —com·puncùtious (-shNs) adj.  

—com·puncùtious·ly adv. 

com·pur·ga·tion (kmmÙpNr-g7ùshNn) n.  Law. An ancient form of trial in 

which an accused person could call 11 people to swear to their belief in his inno-

cence.  [Late Latin comp7rg7tio, comp7rg7tion-, complete purification, from 

Latin comp7rg7tus, past participle of comp7rg7re, to purify completely  : com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + p7rg7re, to purify; see peuN- in Appendix.]



com·pu·ta·tion (kmmÙpyt-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of comput-

ing.  b. A method of computing.   2. The result of computing.  3. The act of 

operating a computer.   —comÙpu·taùtion·al adj.  —comÙpu·taùtion·al·ly 
adv. 

com·pute (kNm-pyutù) v.  com·put·ed, com·put·ing, com·putes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To determine by mathematics, especially by numerical methods:  computed the 

tax due.  See Synonyms at calculate.  2. To determine by the use of a computer.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To determine an amount or number.  2. To use a computer.   —  n.  

Computation:  amounts beyond compute.  [Latin comput7re : com-, com- + put7re, 

to reckon; see peu- in Appendix. N., from Late Latin computus from Latin 

comput7re, to compute.] —com·putÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —com·putùa·ble adj. 

com·put·er (kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  1. A device that computes, especially a pro-

grammable electronic machine that performs high-speed mathematical or logical 

operations or that assembles, stores, correlates, or otherwise processes informa-

tion.  2. One who computes.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  computer programming; computer software. 

computer crime (kNm-pyuùtNr krXm) n.  Criminal activity directly related to 

the use of computers, specifically illegal trespass into the computer system or 

database of another, manipulation or theft of stored or on-line data, or sabotage 

of equipment and data.   —computer criminal n. 

com·put·er·dom (kNm-pyuùtNr-dNm) n.  The world of computers and those 

who use them. 

com·put·er·ese (kNm-pyuÙtN-rKzù, -rKsù) n.  The technical language of those 

involved in computer technology. 

com·put·er·ist (kNm-pyuùtNr-Vst) n.  One who uses or operates a computer. 

com·put·er·ize (kNm-pyuùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. com·put·er·ized, 
com·put·er·iz·ing, com·put·er·iz·es. Usage Problem. 1. To furnish with a 

computer or computer system.  2. To enter, process, or store (information) in a 

computer or system of computers.  See Usage Note at -ize.  
—com·putùer·izÙa·ble adj.  —com·putÙer·i·zaùtion (-pyuÙtNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

com·put·er·ized (kNm-pyuùtN-rXzdÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a computer or the 

use of a computer. 

computerized axial tomography (kNm-pyuùtN-rXzdÙ 4kùsK-Nl to-

mmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. CAT Tomography in which computer analysis of a series of 

cross-sectional scans made along a single axis of a bodily structure or tissue is 

used to construct a three-dimensional image of that structure. The technique is 

used in diagnostic studies of internal bodily structures, as in the detection of 

tumors or brain aneurysms. 

computerized tomography (kNm-pyuùtN-rXzdÙ to-mmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. 

CT Computerized axial tomography. 



computer literacy (kNm-pyuùtNr lVtùNr-N-sK) n.  The ability to operate a 

computer and to understand the language used in working with a specific system 

or systems.   —computer literate adj. 

computer virus (kNm-pyuùtNr vXùrNs) n.  A computer program that is 

designed to replicate itself by copying itself into the other programs stored in a 

computer. It may be benign or have a negative effect, such as causing a program 

to operate incorrectly or filling a computer’s memory with unwanted codes. 

Comr. abbr.  Commissioner. 

com·rade (kmmùr4dÙ, -rNd) n.  1. A person who shares one’s interests or activi-

ties; a friend or companion.  2.  Often Comrade. A fellow member of a group, 

especially a fellow member of the Communist Party.  [French camarade, from 

Old French, roommate, from Old Spanish camarada, barracks company, room-

mate, from camara, room, from Late Latin camera. See CHAMBER.] 
—comùrade·shipÙ n.  

WORD HISTORY: A comrade can be socially or politically close, a closeness

that is found at the etymological heart of the word comrade. In Spanish the Latin

word camara, with its Late Latin meaning “chamber, room,” was retained, and the

derivative camarada, with the sense “roommates, especially barrack mates,” was

formed. Camarada then came to have the general sense “companion.” English

borrowed the word from Spanish and French, English comrade being first record-

ed in the 16th century. The political sense of comrade, now associated with Com-

munism, had its origin in the late-19th-century use of the word as a title by so-

cialists and communists in order to avoid such forms of address as mister. This

usage, which originated during the French Revolution, is first recorded in English

in 1884.

Com·sat (kmmùs4tÙ)  A trademark used for a communications satellite. 

Com·stock (kmmùstmkÙ, kƒmù-), Anthony. 1844-1915.  American reformer. As 

organizer and secretary of the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, he 

became notorious for his moral crusades against literature and artwork that he 

considered obscene. 

Com·stock·er·y (kmmùstmkÙN-rK, kƒmù-) n.  Censorship of literature and other 

forms of expression and communication because of perceived immorality or 

obscenity.  [After Anthony COMSTOCK.]

WORD HISTORY: Bowdlerism, named after Dr. Thomas Bowdler (1754-

1825), has been around longer than Comstockery, named for Anthony Comstock

(1844-1915). All Bowdler did to enter the world of common nouns was to expur-

gate Shakespeare, the Bible, and Gibbon’s History of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire. On the other hand, Comstock, the organizer and secretary of the



New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, helped destroy 160 tons of litera-

ture and pictures that he deemed immoral. Comstockery, the word honoring his

achievements, is first recorded in 1905 in a letter by George Bernard Shaw to the

New York Times: “Comstockery is the world’s standing Joke at the expense of the

United States.... It confirms the deep-seated conviction of the Old World that

America is a provincial place, a second rate country-town civilization after all.”

Comstock Lode (kmmùstmkÙ lod)  A rich vein of gold and silver discovered in 

1859 at Virginia City in western Nevada. Because of wasteful mining techniques, 

it was largely abandoned by 1898. 

com·symp (kmmùsVmpÙ) n.  Slang. A Communist Party sympathizer.  

[COM(MUNIST) + SYMP(ATHIZER).]

Comte (kôNt), (Isidore) Auguste (Marie François). 1798-1857.  French phi-

losopher known as the founder of positivism. He also established sociology as a 

systematic study. 

Com·tism (kmmùtVzÙNm) n.  The philosophy of Auguste Comte; positivism.   
—Comùtist (kmmùtVst) n. 

Co·mynes (kô-mKnù), Philippe de.  See Philippe de Comines. 
con1 (kmn) adv.  In opposition or disagreement; against:  debated the issue pro and 

con.   —  n.  1. An argument or opinion against something.  2. One that holds an 

opposing opinion or view.  [Middle English, short for contra, from Latin contr7, 

against. See CONTRA-.]

con2 (kmn) v.  tr. conned, con·ning, cons. 1. To study, peruse, or examine 

carefully.  2. To learn or commit to memory.  [Middle English connen, to know, 

from Old English cunnan. See gno- in Appendix.] —conùner n. 

con3  or conn (kmn) Nautical. v.  tr. conned, con·ning, cons or conns. To 

direct the steering or course of (a vessel).   —  n.  1. The station or post of the 

person who steers a vessel.  2. The act or process of steering a vessel.  [From cond, 

from Middle English conduen, from Old French conduire, from Latin cond7cere, 

to lead together. See CONDUCE.]

con4 (kmn) Slang. v.  tr. conned, con·ning, cons. To swindle (a victim) by first 

winning his or her confidence; dupe.   —  n.  A swindle.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, 

or involving a swindle or a fraud:  a con artist; a con job.  [Short for CONFIDENCE.]

con5 (kmn) n.  Slang. A convict. 

con. abbr.  1. Music. Concerto.  2. Law. Conclusion.  3. Latin. Conjunx (wife).  

4. Connection.  5. Consolidate; consolidated.  6.  Or Con.. Consul.  

7. Continued. 

con- pref.  Variant of com-. 
Con·a·kry (kmnùN-krK)  The capital and largest city of Guinea, in the southwest 

part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. It is on an island connected with the 

mainland by causeway. Population, 600,000. 



con a·mo·re (kmnÙ N-môrùK, -morùK, kônÙ ä-môùr7) adv.  1. Music. Lovingly; 

tenderly. Used chiefly as a direction.  2. With devotion or zeal.  [Italian  : con, 

with + amore, love.]

Co·nant (koùnNnt), James Bryant. 1893-1978.  American educator who was 

president of Harvard University (1933-1953) and served as ambassador to West 

Germany (1955-1957). 

co·na·tion (ko-n7ùshNn) n.  Psychology. The aspect of mental processes or 

behavior directed toward action or change and including impulse, desire, voli-

tion, and striving.  [Latin con7tio, con7tion-, effort, from con7tus, past participle 

of con7rX, to try.] —co·naùtion·al adj.  —coùna·tive (koùnN-tVv, kmnùN-) adj. 

con bri·o (kmn brKùo, kôn) adv.  Music. With great energy; vigorously. Used 

chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : con, with + brio, vigor.]

conc. abbr.  1. Concentrate.  2. Concrete. 

con·cat·e·nate (kmn-k4tùn-7tÙ, kNn-) v.  tr. con·cat·e·nat·ed, 
con·cat·e·nat·ing, con·cat·e·nates. 1. To connect or link in a series or chain.  

2. Computer Science. To arrange (strings of characters) into a chained list.   —  
adj.  (-nVt, -n7tÙ) Connected or linked in a series.  [Late Latin concatKn7re, 

concatKn7t-  : com-, com- + catKn7re, to bind (from Latin catKna, chain).] 
—con·catÙe·naùtion n. 

con·cave (kmn-k7vù, kmnùk7vÙ) adj.  Curved like the inner surface of a sphere.   
—  n.  A concave surface, structure, or line.   —  v.  tr. con·caved, con·cav·ing, 
con·caves. To make concave.  [Middle English, from Latin concavus : com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + cavus, hollow; see keuN- in Appendix.] 
—con·caveùly adv.  —con·caveùness n. 

con·cav·i·ty (kmn-k4vùV-tK) n.  pl. con·cav·i·ties. 1. The state of being curved 

like the inner surface of a sphere.  2. A surface or structure configured in such a 

curve: “a perfect concavity of white sand lined with palm... trees” (Islands). 

con·ca·vo-con·cave (kmn-k7Ùvo-kmn-k7vù) adj.  Concave on both surfaces; 

biconcave. Used of a lens. 

con·ca·vo-con·vex (kmn-k7Ùvo-kmn-vHksù) adj.  1. Concave on one side and 

convex on the other.  2. Having greater curvature on the concave side than on the 

convex side. Used of a lens. 

con·ceal (kNn-sKlù) v.  tr. con·cealed, con·ceal·ing, con·ceals. To keep from 

being seen, found, observed, or discovered; hide.  See Synonyms at hide1.  [Mid-

dle English concelen, from Old French conceler, from Latin concKl7re : com-, inten-

sive pref.; see COM- + cKl7re, to hide; see kel-1 in Appendix.] —con·cealùa·ble 
adj.  —con·cealùer n.  —con·cealùment n. 

con·cede (kNn-sKdù) v.  con·ced·ed, con·ced·ing, con·cedes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

acknowledge, often reluctantly, as being true, just, or proper; admit.  See Syn-

onyms at acknowledge.  2. To yield or grant (a privilege or right, for example).  

See Synonyms at grant.   —  v.  intr. To make a concession: yield:  The losing can-



didate conceded at midnight after the polls had closed.  [French concéder, from 

Latin concKdere : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + cKdere, to yield; see ked- in 

Appendix.] —con·cedùed·ly (-sKùdVd-lK) adv.  —con·cedùer n. 

con·ceit (kNn-sKtù) n.  1. A favorable and especially unduly high opinion of 

one’s own abilities or worth.  2. An ingenious or witty turn of phrase or thought.  

3. a. A fanciful poetic image, especially an elaborate or exaggerated comparison.  

b. A poem or passage consisting of such an image.   4. a. The result of intellec-

tual activity; a thought or an opinion.  b. A fanciful thought or idea.   5. a. A 

fancy article; a knickknack.  b. An extravagant, fanciful, and elaborate construc-

tion or structure: “An eccentric addition to the lobby is a life-size wooden horse, a 

19th century conceit” (Mimi Sheraton).    —  v.  tr. con·ceit·ed, con·ceit·ing, 
con·ceits. 1. Chiefly British. To take a fancy to.  2. Obsolete. To understand; con-

ceive.  [Middle English, mind, conception, from Anglo-Norman conceite, from 

Late Latin conceptus. See CONCEPT.]

SYNONYMS: conceit, amour-propre, egoism, egotism, narcissism, vanity. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “a regarding of oneself with often ex-

cessive favor”: constant boasting that reveals conceit; insulted her amour-propre; im-

perturbable egoism; arrogance and egotism betrayed by a glance; lack of consider-

ation arising from narcissism; immoderate and incurable vanity. 

ANTONYM: humility

con·ceit·ed (kNn-sKùtVd) adj.  Holding or characterized by an unduly high opin-

ion of oneself; vain.   —con·ceitùed·ly adv.  —con·ceitùed·ness n. 

con·ceive (kNn-sKvù) v.  con·ceived, con·ceiv·ing, con·ceives.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To become pregnant with (offspring).  2. To form or develop in the mind; 

devise:  conceive a plan to increase profits.  3. To apprehend mentally; understand:  

couldn’t conceive the meaning of that sentence.  4. To be of the opinion that; think:  

didn’t conceive such a tragedy could occur.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form or hold an idea:  

Ancient peoples conceived of the earth as flat.  2. To become pregnant.  [Middle 

English conceiven, from Old French concevoir, conceiv-, from Latin concipere : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.] 
—con·ceivÙa·bilùi·ty, con·ceivùa·ble·ness n.  —con·ceivùa·ble adj.  

—con·ceivùa·bly adv.  —con·ceivùer n. 

con·cel·e·brate (kNn-sHlùN-br7tÙ) v.  con·cel·e·brat·ed, con·cel·e·brat·ing, 
con·cel·e·brates.  —  v.  intr. To take part in a concelebration of the Eucharist.   
—  v.  tr. To take part in (a Eucharist) as a joint celebrant.  [Latin concelebr7re, 

concelebr7t-  : com-, com- + celebr7re, to celebrate; see CELEBRATE.] 
—con·celùe·brant (-brNnt) n. 

con·cel·e·bra·tion (kNn-sHlÙN-br7ùshNn) n.  Celebration of the Eucharist by 

two or more officiants. 



con·cen·ter (kNn-sHnùtNr, kmn-) v.  tr. intr. con·cen·tered, con·cen·ter·ing, 
con·cen·ters. To direct toward or come together at a common center.  [Probably 

Italian concentrare, or French concentrer both from Latin com-, com- + Latin cen-

trum, center; see CENTER.]

con·cen·trate (kmnùsNn-tr7tÙ) v.  con·cen·trat·ed, con·cen·trat·ing, 
con·cen·trates.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To direct or draw toward a common center; 

focus.  b. To bring into one main body:  Authority was concentrated in the presi-

dent.   2. To make (a solution or mixture) less dilute.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To con-

verge toward or meet in a common center.  b. To increase by degree; gather: 

“Dusk began to concentrate into full night” (Anthony Hyde).   2. To direct one’s 

thoughts or attention:  We concentrated on the task before us.   —  n.  Abbr. conc. 
A product that has been concentrated, especially a food that has been reduced in 

volume or bulk by the removal of liquid:  pineapple juice concentrate.  [From CON-

CENTER.] —conùcen·traÙtive adj.  —conùcen·traÙtive·ly adv.  

—conùcen·traÙtor n. 

con·cen·tra·tion (kmnÙsNn-tr7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of concen-

trating, especially the fixing of close, undivided attention.  b. The condition of 

being concentrated.   2. Something that has been concentrated.  3. Chemistry. 

The amount of a specified substance in a unit amount of another substance. 

concentration camp (kmnÙsNn-tr7ùshNn k4mp) n.  1. A camp where prison-

ers of war, enemy aliens, and political prisoners are detained and confined, typi-

cally under harsh conditions.  2. A place or situation characterized by extremely 

harsh conditions. 

concentration gradient (kmnÙsNn-tr7ùshNn gr7ùdK-Nnt) n.  The graduated 

difference in concentration of a solute per unit distance through a solution. 

con·cen·tric (kNn-sHnùtrVk) also con·cen·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  Having a com-

mon center.  [Middle English concentrik, from Medieval Latin concentricus : Latin 

com-, com- + Latin centrum, center; see CENTER.] —con·cenùtri·cal·ly adv.  

—conÙcen·tricùi·ty (kmnÙsHn-trVsùV-tK) n. 

Con·cep·ción (kNn-sHpÙsK-onù, -sHpùshNn, kônÙsHp-syônù)  A city of west-cen-

tral Chile near the Pacific coast south-southwest of Santiago. Founded in 1550, it 

has frequently suffered severe earthquake damage. Population, 267,891. 

con·cept (kmnùsHptÙ) n.  1. A general idea derived or inferred from specific 

instances or occurrences.  2. Something formed in the mind; a thought or notion.  

See Synonyms at idea.  3. Usage Problem. A scheme; a plan: “began searching for 

an agency to handle a new restaurant concept” (ADWEEK).  [Late Latin conceptus, 

from Latin, past participle of concipere, to conceive. See CONCEIVE.]

USAGE NOTE: In fields such as entertainment and advertising, concept is often

used loosely to mean “a scheme, plan,” as in The studio liked the concept for the

new game show and decided to put it into development. Perhaps this usage sounds



most at home in these industries.

con·cep·ta·cle (kNn-sHpùtN-kNl) n.  One of many specialized hollow chambers 

containing reproductive structures that appear as dark, dotlike bodies on the sur-

face of receptacles in certain algae and fungi.  [Latin concept7culum, receptacle, 

from conceptus, past participle of concipere, to conceive. See CONCEIVE.]

concept art (kmnùsHptÙ ärt) n.  Conceptual art. 

con·cep·tion (kNn-sHpùshNn) n.  1. a. Formation of a viable zygote by the 

union of the male sperm and the female ovum; fertilization.  b. The entity 

formed by the union of the male sperm and the female ovum; an embryo or a 

zygote.   2. a. The ability to form or understand mental concepts and abstrac-

tions.  b. Something conceived in the mind; a concept, plan, design, idea, or 

thought.  See Synonyms at idea.   3. Archaic. A beginning; a start.  [Middle 

English concepcioun, from Old French conception, from Latin conceptio, concep-

tion-, from conceptus. See CONCEPT.] —con·cepùtion·al adj.  —con·cepùtive 
adj.  —con·cepùtive·ly adv. 

con·cep·tu·al (kNn-sHpùchu-Nl) adj.  Of, consisting of, or relating to concepts 

or conception:  conceptual discussions that antedated development of the new prod-

uct.  [Medieval Latin conceptu7lis, from Late Latin conceptus, a thought. See CON-

CEPT.] —con·cepùtu·al·ly adv. 

conceptual art (kNn-sHpùchu-Nl ärt) n.  Art that is intended to convey an idea 

or a concept to the perceiver and need not involve the creation or appreciation of 

a traditional art object such as a painting or a sculpture.   —conceptual artist 
n. 

con·cep·tu·al·ism (kNn-sHpùchu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. The doctrine, 

intermediate between nominalism and realism, that universals exist only within 

the mind and have no external or substantial reality.  2. A school of abstract art or 

an artistic doctrine that is concerned with the intellectual engagement of the 

viewer through conveyance of an idea and negation of the importance of the art 

object itself.   —con·cepùtu·al·ist n.  —con·cepÙtu·al·isùtic adj.  

—con·cepÙtu·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

con·cep·tu·al·ize (kNn-sHpùchu-N-lXzÙ) v.  con·cep·tu·al·ized, 
con·cep·tu·al·iz·ing, con·cep·tu·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To form a concept or con-

cepts of, and especially to interpret in a conceptual way: “Efforts to conceptualize 

the history and structure of the universe were already running into trouble because... 

the universe was not as uniform as had been assumed” (John Noble Wilford).   —  
v.  intr. To form concepts.   —con·cepÙtu·al·i·zaùtion (-sHpÙchu-N-lV-z7ùshNn) 

n.  —con·cepùtu·al·izÙer n. 

con·cep·tus (kNn-sHpùtNs) n.  The product of conception at any point between 

fertilization and birth. It includes the embryo or the fetus as well as the extraem-

bryonic membranes.  [Latin, something conceived. See CONCEPT.]



con·cern (kNn-sûrnù) v.  con·cerned, con·cern·ing, con·cerns.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To have to do with or relate to:  an article that concerns the plight of homeless 

people.  2. To be of interest or importance to:  This problem concerns all of us.  

3. To engage the attention of; involve:  We concerned ourselves with accomplishing 

the task at hand.  4. To cause anxiety or uneasiness in:  The firm’s weak financial 

posture is starting to concern its stockholders.   —  v.  intr. Obsolete. To be of impor-

tance.   —  n.  1. A matter that relates to or affects one.  See Synonyms at affair.  
2. Regard for or interest in someone or something.  3. A troubled or anxious 

state of mind arising from solicitude or interest.  See Synonyms at anxiety.  4. A 

business establishment or enterprise; a firm.  5. A contrivance; a gadget.  [Middle 

English concernen, from Old French concerner, from Medieval Latin concernere, 

from Late Latin, to mingle together  : com-, com- + cernere, to sift; see krei- in 

Appendix.]

con·cerned (kNn-sûrndù) adj.  1. Interested and involved:  sent a memorandum 

to those concerned.  2. Anxious; troubled:  the concerned parents of youthful 

offenders. 

con·cern·ing (kNn-sûrùnVng) prep.  In reference to.  See Usage Note at partici-
ple. 

con·cern·ment (kNn-sûrnùmNnt) n.  1. A matter that is of concern.  

2. Reference, relation, or importance.  3. Anxiety; worry. 

con·cert (kmnùsûrtÙ, -sNrt) n.  1. Music. A performance given by one or more 

singers or instrumentalists or both.  2. a. Agreement in purpose, feeling, or 

action.  b. Unity achieved by mutual communication of views, ideas, and opin-

ions:  acted in concert on the issue.  c. Concerted action: “One feels between them 

an accumulation of gentleness and strength, a concert of energies” (Vanity Fair).    
—  v.  con·cert·ed, con·cert·ing, con·certs (kNn-sûrtù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To plan 

or arrange by mutual agreement.  2. To adjust; settle.   —  v.  intr. To act together 

in harmony.  [French, from Italian concerto, from Old Italian, agreement, har-

mony, possibly from Late Latin concertus, past participle of concernere, to mingle 

together. See CONCERN.]

con·cert·ed (kNn-sûrùtVd) adj.  1. Planned or accomplished together; com-

bined:  We made a concerted effort to solve the problem.  2. Music. Arranged in 

parts for voices or instruments.   —con·certùed·ly adv. 

con·cert·go·er (kmnùsNrt-goÙNr) n.  One who attends a concert.   
—conùcert·goÙing adj.  & n. 

concert grand (kmnùsûrtÙ gr4nd) n.  Music. The largest grand piano, being 

roughly 2.7 meters (9 feet) in length, and having the volume, tone, and timbre 

appropriate for use in concerts. 

con·cer·ti·na (kmnÙsNr-tKùnN) n.  Music. A small, hexagonal accordion with bel-

lows and with buttons for keys.  [CONCERT + Italian -ina, feminine diminutive 

suff..]



con·cer·ti·no (kmnÙchHr-tKùno) n.  pl. con·cer·ti·nos. Music. 1. A short con-

certo.  2. The solo instrument group in a concerto grosso.  [Italian, diminutive of 

concerto, concert. See CONCERT.]

con·cer·tize (kmnùsNr-tXzÙ) v.  intr. con·cer·tized, con·cer·tiz·ing, 
con·cer·tiz·es. Music. To give concerts or perform in concerts: “has worked 

extensively on Broadway, has also made several movies, starred in a television series 

and concertized regularly throughout the country” (Jeremy Gerard). 

con·cert·mas·ter (kmnùsNrt-m4sÙtNr) n.  Music. The first violinist and assistant 

conductor in a symphony orchestra. 

con·cert·mis·tress (kmnùsNrt-mVsÙtrVs) n.  Music. A woman who is the first 

violinist and assistant conductor in a symphony orchestra. 

con·cer·to (kNn-chHrùto) n.  pl. con·cer·tos or con·cer·ti (-tK). Abbr. con. 
Music. A composition for an orchestra and one or more solo instruments, typi-

cally in three movements.  [Italian, concert. See CONCERT.]

concerto gros·so (kNn-chHrùto groùso) n.  pl. concerti grossi (groùsK). 
Music. A composition for a small group of solo instruments and a full orchestra.  

[Italian  : concerto, concerto + grosso, large.]

concert pitch (kmnùsûrtÙ pVch) n.  1. Music. See international pitch.  2. The 

state of being ready and tensely alert:  a diver whose mental and physical states were 

at concert pitch before executing the dive. 

con·ces·sion (kNn-sHshùNn) n.  1. The act of conceding.  2. a. Something, such 

as a point previously claimed in argument, that is later conceded.  b. An acknowl-

edgment or admission.   3. A grant of a tract of land made by a government or 

other controlling authority in return for stipulated services or a promise that the 

land will be used for a specific purpose.  4. a. The privilege of maintaining a sub-

sidiary business within certain premises.  b. The space allotted for such a busi-

ness.  c. The business itself:  had an ice-cream concession in the subway station.   

[Middle English, from Latin concessio, concession-, from concessus, past participle 

of concKdere, to concede. See CONCEDE.] —con·cesùsion·al adj.  —con·cesù-
sion·arÙy (-sHshùN-nHrÙK) adj. 

con·ces·sion·aire (kNn-sHshÙN-nârù) n.  The holder or operator of a conces-

sion.  [French, from concession, concession, from Latin concessio. See CONCES-

SION.]

con·ces·sion·er (kNn-sHshùN-nNr) n.  A concessionaire. 

con·ces·sive (kNn-sHsùVv) adj.  1. Of the nature of or containing a concession.  

2. Grammar. Expressing concession, as the conjunction though.  [Late Latin con-

cessXvus, from Latin concessus, past participle of concKdere, to concede. See CON-

CEDE.] —con·cesùsive·ly adv. 

conch (kmngk, kmnch) n.  pl. conchs (kmngks)  or conch·es (kmnùchVz). 1. Any 

of various tropical marine gastropod mollusks, especially of the genera Strombus 

and Cassis, having large, often brightly colored spiral shells and edible flesh.  



2. The shell of one of these gastropod mollusks, used as an ornament, in making 

cameos, or as a horn.  3. Anatomy. See concha (n., sense 1).  [Middle English 

conche, from Old French, from Latin concha, mussel, from Greek konkhK.]

conch- pref.  Variant of concho-. 
con·cha (kmngùkN) n.  pl. con·chae (-kKÙ). 1. Anatomy. Any of various struc-

tures, such as the external ear, that resemble a shell in shape.  Also called conch 

2. Architecture. The half dome over an apse.  [Late Latin, semidome, from Latin, 

mussel shell. See CONCH.] —conùchal (-kNl) adj. 

conchi- pref.  Variant of concho-. 
con·chif·er·ous (kmng-kVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Having or forming a shell. 

con·chi·o·lin (kmng-kXùN-lVn, kmn-) n.  A protein substance that is the organic 

basis of mollusk shells.  [CONCH + -OL
1 + -IN.]

concho-  or conchi-  or conch- pref.  Shell:  conchology.  [Greek konkho-, from 

konkhos, shell.]

Con·cho·bar (kmn-kƒvùNr, -kuùhtr, kmnùNr) n.  Mythology. The king of 

Ulster. 

con·choi·dal (kmng-koidùl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a surface character-

ized by smooth, shell-like convexities and concavities, as on fractured obsidian.  

[From Greek konkhoeidKs, mussellike  : konkho-, concho- + -eidKs, -oeidKs, -oid.] 
—con·choiùdal·ly adv. 

con·chol·o·gy (kmng-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of zoology that deals with the 

study of mollusks and shells.   —conÙcho·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—con·cholùo·gist n. 

Con·chos (kmnùchos, kônùchôs)  A river of northwest Mexico flowing about 563 

km (350 mi) northeast to the Rio Grande. 

con·cierge (kôN-syârzhù) n.  1. A staff member of a hotel or apartment com-

plex who assists guests or residents, as by handling the storage of luggage, taking 

and delivering messages, and making reservations for tours.  2. A person, espe-

cially in France, who lives in an apartment house, attends the entrance, and serves 

as a janitor.  [French, from Old French cumcerges, from Vulgar Latin *conservius, 

alteration of Latin conservus, fellow slave  : com-, com- + servus, slave.]

con·cil·i·ar (kNn-sVlùK-Nr) adj.  Of, relating to, or generated by a council:  a con-

ciliar appointment made by the governor; conciliar edicts.  [From Latin concilium, 

council. See COUNCIL.]

con·cil·i·ate (kNn-sVlùK-7tÙ) v.  con·cil·i·at·ed, con·cil·i·at·ing, con·cil·i·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To overcome the distrust or animosity of; appease.  2. To regain or try 

to regain (friendship or goodwill) by pleasant behavior.  3. To make or attempt to 

make compatible; reconcile.   —  v.  intr. To gain or try to gain someone’s friend-

ship or goodwill.  See Synonyms at pacify.  [Latin concili7re, concili7t-, from con-

cilium, meeting. See kelN-2 in Appendix.] —con·cilùi·a·ble (-N-bNl) adj.  



—con·cilÙi·aùtion n.  —con·cilùi·aÙtor n.  —con·cilùi·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) 

adj. 

con·cin·ni·ty (kNn-sVnùV-tK) n.  pl. con·cin·ni·ties. 1. Harmony in the arrange-

ment or interarrangement of parts with respect to a whole.  2. Studied elegance 

and facility in style of expression: “He has what one character calls ‘the gifts of con-

cinnity and concision,’ that deft swipe with a phrase that can be so devastating in 

children” (Elizabeth Ward).  3. An instance of harmonious arrangement or stud-

ied elegance and facility.  [From Latin concinnit7s, from concinn7re, to put in 

order, from concinnus, deftly joined.]

con·cise (kNn-sXsù) adj.  Expressing much in few words; clear and succinct.  

[Latin concXsus, past participle of concXdere, to cut up  : com-, intensive pref.; see 

COM- + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.] —con·ciseùly adv.  

—con·ciseùness n. 

con·ci·sion (kNn-sVzhùNn) n.  1. The state or quality of being concise: “a role 

made... dramatically accessible by the concision of the form” (George Steiner).  

2. Archaic. A cutting apart or off. 

con·clave (kmnùkl7vÙ, kmngù-) n.  1. A secret or confidential meeting.  2. Roman 

Catholic Church. a. The private rooms in which the cardinals meet to elect a new 

pope.  b. The meeting held to elect a new pope.   3. A meeting of family members 

or associates.  [Middle English, private chamber, conclave of cardinals, from Latin 

concl7ve, lockable room  : com-, com- + cl7vis, key.]

con·clude (kNn-kludù) v.  con·clud·ed, con·clud·ing, con·cludes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring to an end; close:  concluded the rally with the national anthem.  See 

Synonyms at complete.  2. To bring about (a final agreement or settlement):  

conclude a peace treaty.  3. To reach a decision or form an opinion about.  See 

Synonyms at decide.  4. To arrive at (a logical conclusion or end) by the process 

of reasoning; infer on the basis of convincing evidence:  The jury concluded that 

the defendant was innocent.  5. Obsolete. To confine; enclose.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

come to an end; close.  2. To come to a decision or an agreement.  [Middle 

English concluden, from Latin concl7dere : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + claud-

ere, to close.] —con·cludùer n. 

con·clu·sion (kNn-kluùzhNn) n.  1. The close or last part; the end or finish.  

2. The result or outcome of an act or process.  3. A judgment or decision reached 

after deliberation.  See Synonyms at decision.  4. A final arrangement or settle-

ment, as of a treaty.  5.  Abbr. con. Law. The close of a plea or deed.  6. Logic. 

a. The proposition that must follow from the major and minor premises in a syl-

logism.  b. The proposition concluded from one or more premises; a deduction.   

[Middle English conclusioun, from Old French conclusion, from Latin concl7sio, 

concl7sion-, from concl7sus, past participle of concl7dere, to end. See CONCLUDE.]



con·clu·sive (kNn-kluùsVv) adj.  Serving to put an end to doubt, question, or 

uncertainty; decisive.  See Synonyms at decisive.  —con·cluùsive·ly adv.  

—con·cluùsive·ness n. 

con·clu·so·ry (kNn-kluùsN-rK) adj.  1. Conclusive.  2. Law. Convincing, but 

not so much so that contradiction is impossible; not justified or supported by all 

the facts: “Perfunctory and conclusory findings of the magistrate... did not comport 

with requirements of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure” (National Law Journal). 

con·coct (kNn-kmktù) v.  tr. con·coct·ed, con·coct·ing, con·cocts. 1. To pre-

pare by mixing ingredients, as in cooking.  2. To devise, using skill and intelli-

gence; contrive:  concoct a mystery story.  [Latin concoquere, concoct-, to boil 

together  : com-, com- + coquere, to cook; see pekw- in Appendix.] 
—con·coctùer, con·cocùtor n.  —con·cocùtion n. 

con·com·i·tance (kNn-kmmùV-tNns) n.  1. Occurrence or existence together or 

in connection with one another.  2. A concomitant. 

con·com·i·tant (kNn-kmmùV-tNnt) adj.  Occurring or existing concurrently; 

attendant.  See Synonyms at contemporary.   —  n.  One that occurs or exists 

concurrently with another.  [Late Latin concomit7ns, concomitant- present partici-

ple of concomit7rX, to accompany  : Latin com-, com- + Latin comit7rX, to accom-

pany (from comes, comit-, companion); see ei- in Appendix.] 
—con·comùi·tant·ly adv. 

con·cord (kmnùkôrdÙ, kmngù-) n.  1. Harmony or agreement of interests or feel-

ings; accord.  2. A treaty establishing peaceful relations.  3. Grammar. Agreement 

between words in person, number, gender, and case.  [Middle English concorde, 

from Old French, from Latin concordia, from concors, concord-, agreeing  : com-, 

com- + cor, heart; see kerd- in Appendix.]

Con·cord (kmngùkNrd)  1. A city of west-central California northeast of Oak-

land. It is a residential and manufacturing community. Population, 111,348.  2. A 

town of eastern Massachusetts on the Concord River west-northwest of Boston. 

An early battle of the Revolutionary War was fought here on April 19, 1775. In the 

19th century the town was noted as an intellectual and literary center. Population, 

17,076.  3. A community of east-central Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. Popula-

tion, 19,859.  4. The capital of New Hampshire, in the south-central part of the 

state on the Merrimack River. It became the capital in 1808. Population, 36,006.  

5.  (kmnùkôrdÙ) A city of south-central North Carolina northeast of Charlotte. 

Gold was discovered in the area in 1799. Population, 27,347. 

con·cor·dance (kNn-kôrùdns) n.  1. Agreement; concord.  2. An alphabetical 

index of all the words in a text or corpus of texts, showing every contextual occur-

rence of a word:  a concordance of Shakespeare’s works.  3. Genetics. The presence 

of a given trait in both members of a pair of twins. 

concordance rate (kNn-kôrùdns r7t) n.  A quantitative statistical expression 

for the concordance of a given genetic trait. 



con·cor·dant (kNn-kôrùdnt) adj.  Harmonious; agreeing.  [Middle English con-

cordaunt, from Old French concordant, from Latin concord7ns, concordant- 

present participle of concord7re, to agree, from concors, concord-, agreeing. See 

CONCORD.] —con·corùdant·ly adv. 

con·cor·dat (kNn-kôrùd4tÙ) n.  1. A formal agreement; a compact.  2. Roman 

Catholic Church. An agreement between the pope and a government for the regu-

lation of church affairs.  [French, from Medieval Latin concord7tum, from neuter 

past participle of Latin concord7re, to agree. See CONCORDANT.]

Con·cord grape (kmngùkNrd gr7p) n.  A cultivated variety of the fox grape 

having dark blue to purple-black skin, used for making jelly, juice, and wine.  

[After Concord, Massachusetts.]

con·course (kmnùkôrsÙ, -korsÙ, kmngù-) n.  1. A large open space for the gather-

ing or passage of crowds, as in an airport.  2. A broad thoroughfare.  3. A great 

crowd; a throng.  4. The act of coming, moving, or flowing together.  [Middle 

English concours, assembly, throng, from Old French, from Latin concursus, from 

past participle of concurrere, to assemble  : com-, com- + currere, to run; see kers- 
in Appendix.]

con·cres·cence (kNn-krHsùNns) n.  1. Biology. The growing together of related 

parts, tissues, or cells.  2. The amassing of physical particles.  [Latin concrKscentia, 

from concrKscKns, concrKscent- present participle of concrKscere, to grow together. 

See CONCRETE.] —con·cresùcent adj. 

con·crete (kmn-krKtù, kmng-, kmnùkrKtÙ, kmngù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to an 

actual, specific thing or instance; particular:  had the concrete evidence needed to 

convict.  2. Existing in reality or in real experience; perceptible by the senses; real:  

concrete objects such as trees.  3. Of or relating to a material thing or group of 

things as opposed to an abstraction.  4. Formed by the coalescence of separate 

particles or parts into one mass; solid.  5. Made of hard, strong, conglomerate 

construction material.   —  n.  (kmnùkrKtÙ, kmngù-, kmn-krKtù, kmng-) 1.  Abbr. 

conc. A hard, strong construction material consisting of sand, conglomerate 

gravel, pebbles, broken stone, or slag in a mortar or cement matrix.  2. A mass 

formed by the coalescence of particles.   —  v.  con·cret·ed, con·cret·ing, 
con·cretes (kmnùkrKtÙ, kmngù-, kmn-krKtù, kmng-).  —  v.  tr. 1. To build, treat, or 

cover with hard, strong conglomerate construction material.  2. To form into a 

mass by coalescence or cohesion of particles or parts.   —  v.  intr. To harden; 

solidify.  [Middle English concret, from Latin concrKtus, past participle of concrK-

scere, to grow together, harden  : com-, com- + crKscere, to grow; see ker-2 in 

Appendix.] —con·creteùly adv.  —con·creteùness n. 

concrete music (kmn-krKtù myuùzVk) n.  Musique concrète. 

concrete poetry (kmn-krKtù poùV-trK) n.  Poetry that visually conveys the 

poet’s meaning through the graphic arrangement of letters, words, or symbols on 

the page. 



con·cre·tion (kNn-krKùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of concreting into a 

mass; coalescence.  b. The state of having been concreted:  a concretion of seminal 

ideas in her treatise.   2. A solid, hard mass.  3. Geology. A rounded mass of min-

eral matter found in sedimentary rock.  4. Pathology. A solid mass, usually com-

posed of inorganic material, formed in a cavity or tissue of the body; a calculus.   
—con·creùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

con·cret·ism (kmn-krKùtVzÙNm, kmng-) n.  The practice of representing abstract 

concepts or qualities in concrete form, as in concrete poetry.   —con·cretùist n. 

con·cre·tize (kmnùkrV-tXzÙ, kmngù-) v.  tr. con·cre·tized, con·cre·tiz·ing, 
con·cre·tiz·es. To make real or specific: “The need to simplify and concretize... 

was hardly acceptable to a mind fascinated by the... suggestiveness of ideas” (Arthur 

A. Cohen).   —conÙcre·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

con·cu·bi·nage (kmn-kyuùbN-nVj, kNn-) n.  1. Law. Cohabitation without legal 

marriage.  2. The state of being a concubine. 

con·cu·bine (kmngùkyN-bXnÙ, kmnù-) n.  1. Law. A woman who cohabits with a 

man.  2. In certain societies, such as imperial China, a woman contracted to a 

man as a secondary wife, often having few legal rights and low social status.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin concubXna : com-, com- + cub7re, 

to lie down.]

con·cu·pis·cence (kmn-kyuùpV-sNns) n.  A strong desire, especially sexual 

desire; lust.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin concupXscentia, 

from Latin concupXscKns, concupXscent- present participle of concupXscere incho-

ative of concupere, to desire strongly  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + cupere, to 

desire.] —con·cuùpis·cent adj. 

con·cur (kNn-kûrù) v.  intr. con·curred, con·cur·ring, con·curs. 1. To be of 

the same opinion; agree.  See Synonyms at assent.  2. To act together; cooperate.  

3. To occur at the same time; coincide.  4. Obsolete. To converge; meet.  [Middle 

English concurren, from Latin concurrere, to meet, coincide  : com-, com- + cur-

rere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.]

con·cur·rence (kNn-kûrùNns, -kƒrù-) n.  1. Agreement in opinion.  

2. Cooperation, as of agents, circumstances, or events.  3. Simultaneous occur-

rence; coincidence. 

con·cur·ren·cy (kNn-kûrùNn-sK, -kƒrù-) n.  pl. con·cur·ren·cies. Concurrence: 

“Concurrency of development with deployment... has almost always proven counter-

productive” (Harold Brown). 

con·cur·rent (kNn-kûrùNnt, -kƒrù-) adj.  1. Happening at the same time as 

something else.  See Synonyms at contemporary.  2. Operating or acting in 

conjunction with another.  3. Meeting or tending to meet at the same point; con-

vergent.  4. Being in accordance; harmonious.  [Middle English, from Latin con-

currKns, concurrent- present participle of concurrere, to coincide. See CONCUR.] 
—con·curùrent n.  —con·curùrent·ly adv. 



concurrent resolution (kNn-kûrùNnt rHzÙN-luùshNn) n.  A resolution 

adopted by both houses of a bicameral legislature that does not have the force of 

law and does not require the signature of the chief executive. 

con·cuss (kNn-kƒsù) v.  tr. con·cussed, con·cuss·ing, con·cuss·es. To injure 

by concussion: “a middle-aged woman concussed by a blow on the head” (Manches-

ter Guardian Weekly).  [Latin concutere, concuss-, to strike together  : com-, com- 

+ quatere, to strike; see kwKt- in Appendix.]

con·cus·sion (kNn-kƒshùNn) n.  1. A violent jarring; a shock.  See Synonyms at 

collision.  2. An injury to an organ, especially the brain, produced by a violent 

blow and followed by a temporary or prolonged loss of function.  [Middle 

English concussioun, bruise, contusion, from Latin concussio, concussion-, concus-

sion, from concussus, past participle of concutere, to strike together. See CONCUSS.] 
—con·cusùsive (-kƒsùVv) adj.  —con·cusùsive·ly adv. 

cond. abbr.  1. Condition.  2. Conductivity.  3. Conductor. 

Con·dé (kôN-d7ù), Prince de Title of Louis II de Bourbon. Known as “the Great 

Condé.” 1621-1686.  French general who won major victories in the Thirty Years’ 

War. 

con·demn (kNn-dHmù) v.  tr. con·demned, con·demn·ing, con·demns. 
1. To express strong disapproval of:  condemned the needless waste of food.  2. To 

pronounce judgment against; sentence.  3. To judge or declare to be unfit for use 

or consumption, usually by official order:  condemn an old building.  4. Law. To 

appropriate (property) for public use.  [Middle English condemnen, from Old 

French condemner, from Latin condemn7re : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + 

damn7re, to sentence (from damnum, penalty).] —con·demùna·ble (-dHmùnN-

bNl) adj.  —con·demùna·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  —con·demnùer n.  

SYNONYMS: condemn, damn, doom, sentence. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to fix the punishment or destiny of one found to be guilty or un-

deserving”: condemned the dissident to hard labor; damned to everlasting uncertain-

ty; an attempt that was doomed to failure; sentenced the murderer to life in prison.

See also Synonyms at criticize

con·dem·na·tion (kmnÙdHm-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of condemning.  

b. The state of being condemned.   2. Severe reproof; strong censure.  3. A reason 

or occasion for condemning. 

con·den·sate (kmnùdNn-s7tÙ, -dHn-, kNn-dHnùs7tÙ) n.  A product of condensa-

tion.  [From condensate, condensed, from Latin condKns7tus, past participle of 

condKns7re, to condense. See CONDENSE.]

con·den·sa·tion (kmnÙdHn-s7ùshNn, -dNn-) n.  1. The act of condensing.  

2. The state of being condensed.  3. A condensate.  4. Physics. a. The process by 

which a gas or vapor changes to a liquid.  b. The liquid so formed.   5. Chemistry. 



A chemical reaction in which water or another simple substance is released by the 

combination of two or more molecules.  6. Psychology. The process by which a 

single symbol or word is associated with the emotional content of a group of 

ideas, feelings, memories, or impulses, especially as expressed in dreams.   
—conÙden·saùtion·al adj. 

con·dense (kNn-dHnsù) v.  con·densed, con·dens·ing, con·dens·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To reduce the volume or compass of.  See Synonyms at contract.  2. To 

make more concise; abridge or shorten.  3. Physics. a. To cause (a gas or vapor) to 

change to a liquid.  b. To remove water from (milk, for example).    —  v.  intr. 

1. To become more compact.  2. To undergo condensation.  [Middle English con-

densen, from Old French condenser, from Latin condKns7re : com-, intensive pref.; 

see COM- + dKns7re, to thicken (from dKnsus, thick).] —con·densÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—con·densùa·ble, con·densùi·ble adj. 

con·densed milk (kNn-dHnstù mVlk) n.  Cow’s milk with sugar added, reduced 

by evaporation to a thick consistency. 

con·dens·er (kNn-dHnùsNr) n.  1. One that condenses, especially an apparatus 

used to condense vapor.  2.  See capacitor.  3. A mirror, lens, or combination of 

lenses used to gather light and direct it upon an object or through a projection 

lens. 

con·de·scend (kmnÙdV-sHndù) v.  intr. con·de·scend·ed, con·de·scend·ing, 
con·de·scends. 1. To descend to the level of one considered inferior; lower one-

self.  See Synonyms at stoop1.  2. To deal with people in a patronizingly superior 

manner.  [Middle English condescenden, from Old French condescendre, from 

Late Latin condKscendere : Latin com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + dKscendere, to 

descend; see DESCEND.] —conÙde·scendùer n. 

con·de·scen·dence (kmnÙdV-sHnùdNns) n.  Condescension. 

con·de·scend·ing (kmnÙdV-sHnùdVng) adj.  Displaying a patronizingly superior 

attitude.   —conÙde·scendùing·ly adv. 

con·de·scen·sion (kmnÙdV-sHnùshNn) n.  1. The act of condescending or an 

instance of it.  2. Patronizingly superior behavior or attitude.  [Late Latin condK-

scKnsio, condKscKnsion-, from condKscKnsus, past participle of condKscendere, to 

condescend. See CONDESCEND.]

con·dign (kNn-dXnù) adj.  Deserved; adequate:  condign censure.  [Middle English 

condigne, from Old French, from Latin condignus : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- 

+ dignus, worthy; see dek- in Appendix.] —con·dignùly adv. 

con·di·ment (kmnùdN-mNnt) n.  A sauce, relish, or spice used to season food.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin condXmentum, from condXre, to 

season. See dhK- in Appendix.] —conÙdi·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj. 

con·di·tion (kNn-dVshùNn) n.  Abbr. cond. 1. A mode or state of being: “The 

Organization Man survives as a modern classic because it captures a permanent part 

of our social condition” (Robert J. Samuelson).  2. a. A state of health.  b. A state 



of readiness or physical fitness.  See Synonyms at state.   3. A disease or physical 

ailment:  a heart condition.  4. Social position; rank.  5. One that is indispensable 

to the appearance or occurrence of another; prerequisite:  Compatibility is a con-

dition of a successful marriage.  6. One that restricts or modifies another; a quali-

fication.  7. conditions. Existing circumstances:  Conditions in the office made 

concentration impossible.  8. Grammar. The dependent clause of a conditional 

sentence.  9. Logic. A proposition on which another proposition depends; the 

antecedent of a conditional proposition.  10. Law. a. A provision making the 

effect of a legal instrument contingent on the occurrence of an uncertain future 

event.  b. The event itself.   11. An unsatisfactory grade given to a student, serv-

ing notice that deficiencies can be made up by the completion of additional work.  

12. Obsolete. Disposition; temperament.   —  v.  tr. con·di·tioned, 
con·di·tion·ing, con·di·tions. 1. To make dependent on a condition or condi-

tions.  2. To stipulate as a condition.  3. To render fit for work or use.  4. To 

accustom (oneself or another) to; adapt:  had to condition herself to long hours of 

hard work; conditioned the troops to marches at high altitudes.  5. To air-condition.  

6. To give the unsatisfactory grade of condition to.  7. Psychology. To cause an 

organism to respond in a specific manner to a conditioned stimulus in the 

absence of an unconditioned stimulus.  8. To replace moisture or oils in (hair, for 

example) by use of a therapeutic product.  [Middle English condicioun, from Old 

French condicion, from Latin conditio, condition-, from condXcere, to agree  : com-, 

com- + dXcere, to talk; see deik- in Appendix.]

con·di·tion·al (kNn-dVshùN-nNl) adj.  1. Imposing, depending on, or containing 

a condition.  See Synonyms at dependent.  2. Grammar. Stating, containing, or 

implying a condition.  3. Psychology. Brought about by conditioning.   —  n.  

Grammar. A mood, tense, clause, or word expressing a condition.   —con·diÙ-
tion·alùi·ty (-dVshÙN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —con·diùtion·al·ly adv. 

conditional probability (kNn-dVshùN-nNl prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  The probability 

that an event will occur, given that one or more other events have occurred. 

con·di·tioned (kNn-dVshùNnd) adj.  1. Subject to or dependent on a condition 

or conditions.  2. Physically fit.  3. Prepared for a specific action or process.  

4. Psychology. Exhibiting or trained to exhibit a conditioned response. 

conditioned response (kNn-dVshùNnd rV-spmnsù) n.  Abbr. CR Psychology. A 

new or modified response elicited by a stimulus after conditioning.  Also called 

conditioned reflex 

conditioned stimulus (kNn-dVshùNnd stVmùyN-lNs) n.  Abbr. CS Psychology. A 

previously neutral stimulus that, after repeated association with an uncondi-

tioned stimulus, elicits the response effected by the unconditioned stimulus itself. 

con·di·tion·er (kNn-dVshùN-nNr) n.  One that conditions, especially an additive 

or application that improves the quality or usability of a substance:  a soil condi-

tioner; a hair conditioner. 



con·di·tion·ing (kNn-dVshùN-nVng) n.  Psychology. A process of behavior modi-

fication by which a subject comes to associate a desired behavior with a previ-

ously unrelated stimulus. 

con·do (kmnùdoÙ) n.  pl. con·dos. Informal. A condominium.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  condo sales; condo advertisements. 

con·dole (kNn-dolù) v.  intr. con·doled, con·dol·ing, con·doles. To express 

sympathy or sorrow:  I condoled with him in his loss.  [Late Latin condolKre, to feel 

another’s pain  : Latin com-, com- + Latin dolKre, to grieve.] —con·doùla·toÙry 
(-doùlN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  —con·dolùer n. 

con·do·lence (kNn-doùlNns) n.  1. Sympathy with a person who has experi-

enced pain, grief, or misfortune.  See Synonyms at pity.  2. A formal declaration 

of condolence.   —con·doùlent adj. 

con·dom (kmnùdNm, kƒnù-) n.  A flexible sheath, usually made of thin rubber or 

latex, designed to cover the penis during sexual intercourse for contraceptive pur-

poses or as a means of preventing sexually transmitted diseases.  [Origin 

unknown.]

con·do·min·i·um (kmnÙdN-mVnùK-Nm) n.  pl. con·do·min·i·ums also 

con·do·min·i·a (-mVnùK-N). 1. a. Real estate, such as a unit in an apartment 

complex or a parking space in a garage, that combines fee simple title to the unit 

and joint ownership in the common elements shared with other unit owners.  

b. A unit in such a complex.   2. a. Joint sovereignty, especially joint rule of terri-

tory by two or more nations, or a plan to achieve it: “The allies would fear that 

they were pawns in a superpower condominium” (New Republic).  b. A politically 

dependent territory.    —conÙdo·minùi·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

Con·don (kmnùdNn), Edward Uhler. 1902-1974.  American physicist who par-

ticipated in the Manhattan Engineering District atomic bomb project (1943-

1945). During the 1950’s he directed Air Force investigations of unidentified fly-

ing objects. 

con·do·na·tion (kmnÙdN-n7ùshNn, -do-) n.  The act of condoning, especially 

the implied forgiveness of an offense by ignoring it. 

con·done (kNn-donù) v.  tr. con·doned, con·don·ing, con·dones. To over-

look, forgive, or disregard (an offense) without protest or censure.  See Synonyms 

at forgive.  [Latin condon7re : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + don7re, to give 

(from donum, gift); see do- in Appendix.] —con·donùer n. 

con·dor (kmnùdôrÙ, -dNr) n.  1. Either of two New World vultures, Vultur gry-

phus of the Andes or Gymnogyps californianus, a nearly extinct vulture of the 

mountains of California, having a bare head and neck and dull black plumage 

containing variable amounts of white. With a wingspan of about three meters 

(ten feet), they are the largest birds in the Western Hemisphere.  2. A gold coin of 

some South American countries bearing the figure of one of these vultures.  

[Spanish cóndor, from Quechua cuntur.]



Con·dor·cet (kôn-dôr-sHù), Marquis de Title of Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas 

Caritat. 1743-1794.  French mathematician and philosopher known for his work 

on the mathematical theory of probability and for his philosophical study Sketch 

for a Historical Picture of the Progress of the Human Mind (1795). 

con·dot·tie·re (kmnÙdN-tyârùK, -tyârù7) n.  pl. con·dot·tie·ri (-tyârùK). A leader 

of mercenary soldiers between the 14th and 16th centuries.  [Italian, from con-

dotta, troop of mercenaries, from feminine past participle of condurre, to con-

duct, from Latin cond7cere, to lead together. See CONDUCE.]

con·duce (kNn-dusù, -dyusù) v.  intr. con·duced, con·duc·ing, con·duc·es. 
To contribute or lead to a specific result: “The quiet conduces to thinking about the 

darkening future” (George F. Will).  [Latin cond7cere : com-, com- + d7cere, to 

lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —con·ducùer n.  —con·ducùing·ly adv. 

con·du·cive (kNn-duùsVv, -dyuù-) adj.  Tending to cause or bring about; con-

tributive:  working conditions not conducive to productivity.  See Synonyms at 

favorable.  —con·duùcive·ness n. 

con·duct (kNn-dƒktù) v.  con·duct·ed, con·duct·ing, con·ducts.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To direct the course of; manage or control.  2. To lead or guide.  3. Music. To 

lead (an orchestra, for example).  4. To serve as a medium for conveying; trans-

mit:  Some metals conduct heat.  5. To comport (oneself) in a specified way:  She 

conducted herself stoically in her time of grief.   —  v.  intr. 1. To act as a conductor.  

2. To lead.   —  n.  (kmnùdƒktÙ) 1. The way a person acts, especially from the 

standpoint of morality and ethics.  2. The act of directing or controlling; man-

agement.  3. Obsolete. A guide; an escort.  [Middle English conducten, from Latin 

cond7cere, conduct-, to lead together. See CONDUCE.] —con·ductÙi·bilùi·ty n.  

—con·ductùi·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: conduct, direct, manage, control, steer. All of these verbs mean to

exercise direction over the course of an activity or over the activities of a person

or persons. Conduct can apply to the guidance, authority, and responsibility of a

single person: The chairperson conducted the hearing. It can also refer to the coor-

dinated actions of a group: A neutral team from the United Nations will observe

the elections to be sure that they are conducted fairly. Direct stresses the regulation

of activities to assure that they are properly planned and carried out: direct a po-

litical campaign. Manage suggests the manipulation or handling of a person, a

group of persons, or, often, a complex organization: knows how to manage a staff;

managing a large resort. Control implies the exercise of authoritative direction; it

stresses regulation in the form of restraint or keeping in check and connotes com-

mand or domination: police controlling a crowd; controls the firm’s personnel poli-

cies. Steer suggests guidance as if by means of a device such as a rudder that con-

trols direction or course: steered the conversation away from politics. See also



Synonyms at accompany behavior

con·duc·tance (kNn-dƒkùtNns) n.  Symbol G A measure of a material’s ability 

to conduct electric charge; the reciprocal of the resistance. 

con·duc·tim·e·try (kmnÙdƒk-tVmùV-trK) n.  The scientific measurement of 

solution conductance. 

con·duc·tion (kNn-dƒkùshNn) n.  The transmission or conveying of something 

through a medium or passage, especially the transmission of electric charge or 

heat through a conducting medium without perceptible motion of the medium 

itself. 

con·duc·tive (kNn-dƒkùtVv) adj.  Exhibiting conductivity. 

con·duc·tiv·i·ty (kmnÙdƒk-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. con·duc·tiv·i·ties. Abbr. cond. 
1. The ability or power to conduct or transmit heat, electricity, or sound.  2. The 

conductance of a material.  3. Physiology. The conductibility of a structure, espe-

cially the ability of a nerve to transmit a wave of excitation. 

con·duc·to·met·ric titration (kNn-dƒkÙtN-mHtùrVk tX-tr7ùshNn) n.  Titration 

based on changes in the electrical conductance of a solution. 

con·duc·tor (kNn-dƒkùtNr) n.  Abbr. cond. 1. One who conducts, especially: 

a. One who is in charge of a railroad train, bus, or streetcar.  b. Music. One who 

directs an orchestra or other such group.   2. Physics. A substance or medium that 

conducts heat, light, sound, or especially an electric charge.  3. A lightning rod, as 

on a house or barn.   —conÙduc·toùri·al (kmnÙdƒk-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  

—con·ducùtor·shipÙ n. 

con·duit (kmnùdu-Vt, -dVt) n.  1. A pipe or channel for conveying fluids, such as 

water.  2. A tube or duct for enclosing electric wires or cable.  3. A means by 

which something is transmitted:  an arms dealer who served as a conduit for intelli-

gence data.  4. Archaic. A fountain.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin conductus, from Latin, past participle of cond7cere, to lead 

together. See CONDUCE.]

con·du·pli·cate (kmn-duùplV-kVt, -dyuù-) adj.  Folded together lengthwise, as 

certain leaves or certain petals in a bud.  [Latin conduplic7tus, past participle of 

conduplic7re, to double  : com-, com- + duplic7re, to double (from duplex, duplic-, 

double); see dwo- in Appendix.] —conÙdu·pli·caùtion (-k7ùshNn) n. 

con·dyle (kmnùdXlÙ, -dl) n.  A rounded prominence at the end of a bone, most 

often for articulation with another bone.  [Latin condylus, knuckle, from Greek 

kondulos.] —conùdy·lar (-dN-lNr) adj.  —conùdy·loidÙ (-dl-oidÙ) adj. 

con·dy·lo·ma (kmnÙdl-oùmN) n.  pl. con·dy·lo·mas or con·dy·lo·ma·ta (-

mN-tN). A wartlike growth on the skin or mucous membrane, usually in the area 

of the anus or external genitalia.  [Greek konduloma, from kondulos, knuckle.] 
—conÙdy·loùma·tous (-mN-tNs) adj. 



condyloma a·cu·mi·na·tum (kmnÙdl-oùmN N-kyuÙmN-n7ùtNm) n.  pl. 

condylomata a·cu·mi·na·ta (-n7ùtN). See genital wart.  [Latin ac7min7tum, 

pointed, neuter of ac7min7tus. See ACUMINATE.]

con·dy·lo·ma·ta (kmnÙdl-oùmN-tN) n.  A plural of condyloma. 
cone (kon) n.  1. Mathematics. a. The surface generated by a straight line, the 

generator, passing through a fixed point, the vertex, and moving along a fixed 

curve, the directrix.  b. A right circular cone.   2. a. The figure formed by a cone, 

bound or regarded as bound by its vertex and a plane section taken anywhere 

above or below the vertex.  b. Something having the shape of this figure: “the 

cone of illuminated drops spilling beneath a street lamp” (Anne Tyler).   3. Botany. 

a. A unisexual reproductive structure of gymnospermous plants such as conifers 

and cycads, typically consisting of a central axis around which there are scaly, 

overlapping, spirally arranged sporophylls that develop pollen-bearing sacs or 

naked ovules or seeds.  b. A similar structure that produces spores on club 

mosses, horsetails, and spike mosses.  c. Any reproductive structure resembling a 

cone, such as a cluster of hop or alder fruits.   4. Physiology. One of the photore-

ceptors in the retina of the eye that is responsible for daylight and color vision. 

These photoreceptors are most densely concentrated in the fovea centralis, creat-

ing the area of greatest visual acuity.  5. Any of various gastropod mollusks of the 

family Conidae of tropical and subtropical seas, having a conical, often vividly 

marked shell and the ability to inflict a poisonous, sometimes fatal sting.   —  v.  

tr. coned, con·ing, cones. To shape (something) like a cone or a segment of 

one.  [French cône, and Middle English, angle of a quadrant  both from Latin 

conus, from Greek konos. See ko- in Appendix.]

cone·flow·er (konùflouÙNr) n.  Any of various North American plants of the 

genera Rudbeckia, Ratibida, and Echinacea in the composite family, having disk 

flowers on a cone-shaped central receptacle surrounded by colorful ray flowers. 

cone·nose (konùnozÙ) n.  Any of various bloodsucking hemipterous insects of 

the family Reduviidae, especially Triatoma sanguisuga of Mexico and the south-

ern and western United States, having sucking mouthparts and capable of inflict-

ing a painful, toxic bite. Although they usually prey on insects, some suck the 

blood of mammals.  Also called cone-nosed bug, kissing bug. 

cone-nosed bug (konùnozdÙ bƒg) n.  See conenose. 
Con·es·to·ga (kmnÙV-stoùgN) n.  pl. Conestoga or Con·es·to·gas. See Sus-
quehannock (n., sense 1). 

Conestoga wagon (kmnÙV-stoùgN w4gùNn) n.  A heavy covered wagon with 

broad wheels, used by American pioneers for westward travel.  [After Conestoga, 

a village of southeast Pennsylvania.]

co·ney1 also co·ny (koùnK, kƒnùK) n.  pl. co·neys also co·nies. 1. A rabbit, 

especially the European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus).  2. The fur of a rabbit.  3.  
See pika.  4.  See hyrax.  5. a. A grouper (Epinephelus fulvus) of the tropical 



Atlantic, having dark brown or sharply bicolored skin and a few blue and black 

spots.  b. Chiefly Florida Keys & Chiefly West Indies. Either of two related fish, the 

red hind or the graysby.   6. Archaic. A dupe; a simpleton.  [Middle English coni, 

from Old French conis, pl. of conil, from Latin cunXculus, possibly from cunnus, 

cunus, female pudenda.]

co·ney2 (koùnK) n.  Informal. A Coney Island. 

Co·ney Island1 (koùnK XùlNnd)  A resort district of Brooklyn, New York, on the 

Atlantic Ocean, famous for its boardwalk and amusement park featuring souve-

nir stands, thrilling rides, and numerous eating places. 

Co·ney Island2 (koùnK XùlNnd) n.  Informal. A frankfurter served in a bun with 

condiments; a hot dog. 

conf. abbr.  1. Conference.  2. Confidential. 

con·fab (kmnùf4bÙ) Informal. n.  A casual talk; confabulation.   —  v.  intr. 

con·fabbed, con·fab·bing, con·fabs (kNn-f4bù, kmnùf4bÙ). To engage in 

casual talk. 

con·fab·u·late (kNn-f4bùyN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. con·fab·u·lat·ed, 
con·fab·u·lat·ing, con·fab·u·lates. 1. To talk casually; chat.  2. Psychology. To 

replace fact with fantasy unconsciously in memory.  [Latin conf7bul7rX, 
conf7bul7t-  : com-, com- + f7bul7rX, to talk (from f7bula, conversation); see 

FABLE.] —con·fabÙu·laùtion n.  —con·fabùu·laÙtor n.  —con·fabùu·la·toÙry 
(-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

con·fect (kNn-fHktù) v.  tr. con·fect·ed, con·fect·ing, con·fects. 1. To make 

into a confection or preserve.  2. To put together by combining materials:  a group 

of writers who confected a television series.   —  n.  (kmnùfHktÙ) A sweet confection, 

such as candy.  [Middle English confecten, to prepare, from Latin conficere, con-

fect-  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.]

con·fec·tion (kNn-fHkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of confecting or the result 

of it: “These sentiments are not the confection of a consummate courtroom actor” 

(Ron Rosenbaum).  2. A sweet preparation, such as candy.  3. A sweetened 

medicinal compound; an electuary.  4. A piece displaying splendid craft, skill, 

and work:  The gown was a confection of satin and appliqué.   —  v.  tr. 

con·fec·tioned, con·fec·tion·ing, con·fec·tions. To make into a confection. 

con·fec·tion·ar·y (kNn-fHkùshN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. con·fec·tion·ar·ies. 1. A con-

fectioner’s shop; a confectionery.  2. Sweet preparations; confections.  

3. Obsolete. A confectioner.   —con·fecùtion·arÙy adj. 

con·fec·tion·er (kNn-fHkùshN-nNr) n.  One that makes or sells confections. 

con·fec·tion·ers’ sugar (kNn-fHkùshN-nNrz shtgùNr) n.  Finely pulverized 

sugar with cornstarch added. 

con·fec·tion·er·y (kNn-fHkùshN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. con·fec·tion·er·ies. 1. Candies 

and other confections considered as a group.  2. The skill or occupation of a con-

fectioner.  3. A confectioner’s shop. 



confed. abbr.  Confederation. 

con·fed·er·a·cy (kNn-fHdùNr-N-sK) n.  pl. con·fed·er·a·cies. 1. a. A union of 

persons, parties, or states; a league.  b. The persons, parties, or states joined in 

such a union.  c. Confederacy. The 11 Southern states that seceded from the 

United States in 1860 and 1861.   2. A group of people who have united for 

unlawful practices; a conspiracy.  [Middle English confederacie, from Anglo-Nor-

man, from Late Latin confoeder7tio, confoeder7tion-, agreement, from 

confoeder7tus, past participle of confoeder7re, to unite. See CONFEDERATE.]

con·fed·er·al (kNn-fHdùNr-Nl, -fHdùrNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to confederation 

or a specific confederation.  2. Of, relating to, or involving the activities of two or 

more nations: “Can federal or confederal solutions be negotiated to limit ethnic 

strife?” (Lincoln P. Bloomfield).   —con·fedùer·al·ist n. 

con·fed·er·ate (kNn-fHdùNr-Vt) n.  1. A member of a confederacy; an ally.  

2. One who assists in a plot; an accomplice.  See Synonyms at partner.  
3. Confederate. A supporter of the American Confederacy.   —  adj.  1. United 

in a confederacy; allied.  2. Confederate. Of or having to do with the American 

Confederacy.   —  v.  tr. intr. con·fed·er·at·ed, con·fed·er·at·ing, 
con·fed·er·ates (-N-r7tÙ). To form into or become part of a confederacy.  [From 

Middle English confederat, allied, from Late Latin confoeder7tus, past participle of 

confoeder7re, to unite  : Latin com-, com- + Latin foeder7re, to unite (from foedus, 

foeder-, league); see bheidh- in Appendix.] —con·fedùer·aÙtive adj. 

con·fed·er·a·tion (kNn-fHdÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. confed. 1. a. The act of 

forming into or becoming part of a confederacy.  b. The state of being confeder-

ated.   2. A group of confederates, especially of states or nations, united for a 

common purpose; a league.   —con·fedÙer·aùtion·ism n.  

—con·fedÙer·aùtion·ist n. 

con·fer (kNn-fûrù) v.  con·ferred, con·fer·ring, con·fers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

bestow (an honor, for example):  conferred a medal on the hero; conferred an hon-

orary degree on her.  2. To invest with (a characteristic, for example):  a carefully 

worded statement that conferred an aura of credibility onto the administration’s 

actions.   —  v.  intr. To meet in order to deliberate together or compare views.  

[Latin conferre : com-, com- + ferre, to bring; see bher-1 in Appendix.] 
—con·ferùment n.  —con·ferùra·ble adj.  —con·ferùral n.  —con·ferùrer n.  

SYNONYMS: confer, advise, consult, parley, treat. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to exchange views in order to reach a decision or resolve differ-

ences”: a doctor conferring with a patient; a board chairperson advising with the

members; has to consult with an attorney; parleyed with enemy representatives dur-

ing the cease-fire; delegates treating for the recognition of their union.



con·fer·ee also con·fer·ree (kmnÙfN-rKù) n.  1. A participant in a conference.  

2. One upon whom something, such as an honor, is conferred. 

con·fer·ence (kmnùfNr-Nns, -frNns) n.  Abbr. conf. 1. a. A meeting for consul-

tation or discussion.  b. An exchange of views.  c. A meeting of committees to 

settle differences between two legislative bodies.   2. An assembly of clerical or of 

clerical and lay members from a particular district in various Protestant churches.  

3. Sports. An association of teams.  4. The act of conferring, as of an academic 

degree.  [Medieval Latin conferentia, from Latin conferKns, conferent- present par-

ticiple of conferre, to bring together. See CONFER.] —conÙfer·enùtial (-fN-

rHnùshNl) adj. 

conference call (kmnùfNr-Nns kôl) n.  A conference by telephone in which 

three or more persons in different locations participate by means of a central 

switching unit. 

con·fer·ree (kmnÙfN-rKù) n.  Variant of conferee. 
con·fess (kNn-fHsù) v.  con·fessed, con·fess·ing, con·fess·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

disclose (something damaging or inconvenient to oneself); admit.  See Synonyms 

at acknowledge.  2. To acknowledge belief or faith in; profess.  3. a. To make 

known (one’s sins) to God or to a priest.  b. To hear the confession of (a peni-

tent).    —  v.  intr. 1. To admit or acknowledge something damaging or inconve-

nient to oneself:  The suspect confessed to the crime.  2. a. To disclose one’s sins to 

a priest.  b. To listen to a confession.   [Middle English confessen, from Old 

French confesser, from Vulgar Latin *confess7re, from Latin confitKrX, confess-  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + fatKrX, to admit; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] 
—con·fessùa·ble adj.  —con·fessùed·ly (-Vd-lK) adv. 

con·fes·sion (kNn-fHshùNn) n.  1. The act or process of confessing.  

2. Something confessed, especially disclosure of one’s sins to a priest for absolu-

tion.  3. A written or an oral statement acknowledging guilt, made by one who 

has been accused or charged with an offense.  4. An avowal of belief in the doc-

trines of a particular faith; a creed.  5. A church or group of worshipers adhering 

to a specific creed. 

con·fes·sion·al (kNn-fHshùN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling confession.   
—  n.  A small enclosed stall in which a priest hears confessions. 

con·fes·sor (kNn-fHsùNr) n.  1. One who confesses.  2. One who confesses faith 

in Christianity in the face of persecution but does not suffer martyrdom.  3. a. A 

priest who hears confession and gives absolution.  b. A priest who is one’s spiri-

tual mentor.  

con·fet·ti (kNn-fHtùK) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Small pieces or streamers of 

colored paper that are scattered around during the course of festive occasions:  

Confetti covers the floor every year on January 1.  [Italian, pl. of confetto, candy, 

from Medieval Latin confectum, neuter of Latin confectus, past participle of con-

ficere, to prepare. See CONFECT.]



con·fi·dant (kmnùfV-d4ntÙ, -däntÙ, kmnÙfV-d4ntù, -däntù) n.  1. One to whom 

secrets or private matters are disclosed.  2. A character in a drama or fiction, such 

as a trusted friend or servant, who serves as a device for revealing the inner 

thoughts or intentions of a main character.  [French confident, from Italian confi-

dente, from Latin confXdKns, confXdent- present participle of confXdere, to rely on. 

See CONFIDE.]

con·fi·dante (kmnùfV-d4ntÙ, -däntÙ, kmnÙfV-d4ntù, -däntù) n.  1. A woman to 

whom secrets or private matters are disclosed.  2. A woman character in a drama 

or fiction, such as a trusted friend or servant, who serves as a device for revealing 

the inner thoughts or intentions of a main character.  [French confidente, femi-

nine of confident, confidant. See CONFIDANT.]

con·fide (kNn-fXdù) v.  con·fid·ed, con·fid·ing, con·fides.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tell 

(something) in confidence.  2. To put into another’s keeping.   —  v.  intr. To dis-

close private matters in confidence.  See Synonyms at commit.  [Middle English 

confide, to rely on, from Old French confider, from Latin confXdere : com-, inten-

sive pref.; see COM- + fXdere, to trust; see bheidh- in Appendix.] —con·fidùer n. 

con·fi·dence (kmnùfV-dNns) n.  1. Trust or faith in a person or thing.  2. A 

trusting relationship:  I took them into my confidence.  3. a. That which is con-

fided; a secret:  A friend does not betray confidences.  b. A feeling of assurance that 

a confidant will keep a secret:  I am telling you this in strict confidence.   4. A feel-

ing of assurance, especially of self-assurance.  5. The state or quality of being cer-

tain:  I have every confidence in your ability to succeed.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

involving a swindle or fraud:  a confidence scheme; a confidence trickster.  

SYNONYMS: confidence, assurance, aplomb, self-confidence, self-possession.

These nouns denote a feeling of emotional security resulting from faith in one-

self. Confidence is a firm belief in one’s powers, abilities, or capacities: “You gain

strength, courage and confidence by every experience in which you really stop to look

fear in the face” (Eleanor Roosevelt). Assurance even more strongly stresses cer-

tainty and can suggest arrogance: How can a nonscientist explain an abstruse theory

with such assurance? Aplomb implies calm poise: “It is native personality, and that

alone, that endows a man to stand before presidents or generals, or in any distin-

guished collection, with aplomb” (Walt Whitman). Self-confidence stresses trust in

one’s own self-sufficiency: “The most vital quality a soldier can possess is self-con-

fidence, utter, complete and bumptious” (George S. Patton). Self-possession implies

composure arising from control over one’s own reactions: “In life courtesy and

self-possession... are the sensible impressions of the free mind, for both arise... from

never being swept away, whatever the emotion, into confusion or dullness” (William

Butler Yeats). See also Synonyms at trust



confidence game (kmnùfV-dNns g7m) n.  A swindle in which the victim is 

defrauded after his or her confidence has been won. 

confidence interval (kmnùfV-dNns VnùtNr-vNl) n.  A statistical range with a 

specified probability that a given parameter lies within the range. 

confidence limit (kmnùfV-dNns lVmùVt) n.  Either of the two numbers that spec-

ify the endpoints of a confidence interval. 

confidence man (kmnùfV-dNns m4n) n.  A man who swindles his victims by 

using a confidence game. 

con·fi·dent (kmnùfV-dNnt) adj.  1. Marked by assurance, as of success.  

2. Marked by confidence in oneself; self-assured.  See Synonyms at sure.  3. Very 

bold; presumptuous.  4. Obsolete. Confiding; trustful.  [Latin confXdKns, confX-
dent- present participle of confXdere, to rely on. See CONFIDE.] —conùfi·dent·ly 
adv. 

con·fi·den·tial (kmnÙfV-dHnùshNl) adj.  Abbr. conf. 1. Done or communicated 

in confidence; secret.  2. Entrusted with the confidence of another:  a confidential 

secretary.  3. Denoting confidence or intimacy:  a confidential tone of voice.  See 

Synonyms at familiar.  4. Containing secret information, the unauthorized dis-

closure of which poses a threat to national security.   —conÙfi·denÙti·alùi·ty (-

shK-4lùV-tK), conÙfi·denùtial·ness n.  —conÙfi·denùtial·ly adv. 

confidential communication (kmnÙfV-dHnùshNl kN-myuÙnV-k7ùshNn) n.  

Law. A statement made to someone, such as one’s physician, attorney, priest, or 

spouse, who cannot be compelled to divulge the information. 

con·fid·ing (kNn-fXùdVng) adj.  Having a tendency to confide; trusting.   
—con·fidùing·ly adv.  —con·fidùing·ness n. 

con·fig·u·ra·tion (kNn-fVgÙyN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Arrangement of parts or ele-

ments.  b. The form, as of a figure, determined by the arrangement of its parts or 

elements.  See Synonyms at form.   2. Psychology. Gestalt.  3. Chemistry. The 

structural arrangement of atoms in a compound or molecule.   —con·figÙu·raù-
tion·al·ly adv.  —con·figùu·raÙtive, con·figÙu·raùtion·al adj. 

con·fig·u·ra·tion·ism (kNn-fVgÙyN-r7ùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  Gestalt psychology. 

con·fig·ure (kNn-fVgùyNr) v.  tr. con·fig·ured, con·fig·ur·ing, con·fig·ures. 
To design, arrange, set up, or shape with a view to specific applications or uses:  

an internal security vehicle that was configured for rough terrain.  [Middle English 

configuren, from Old French configurer, from Latin config7r7re : com-, com- + 

fig7r7re, to form (from fig7ra, shape); see dheigh- in Appendix.]

con·fine (kNn-fXnù) v.  con·fined, con·fin·ing, con·fines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

keep within bounds; restrict:  Please confine your remarks to the issues at hand.  See 

Synonyms at limit.  2. To shut or keep in, especially to imprison.  3. To restrict in 

movement:  The sick child was confined to bed.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To border.   
—  n.  (kmnùfXnÙ) 1. confines. a. The limits of a space or an area; the borders:  

within the confines of one county.  b. Restraining elements:  wanted to escape the 



confines of corporate politics and bureaucracy.  c. Purview; scope:  children who 

learned to work within the confines of the curriculum; a theory that has transcended 

the confines of science.   2. a. Archaic. A restriction.  b. Obsolete. A prison.   

[French confiner, from Old French, from confins, boundaries, ultimately from 

Latin confXne, from neuter of confXnis, adjoining  : com-, com- + fXnis, border.] 
—con·finùa·ble, con·fineùa·ble adj.  —con·finùer n. 

con·fine·ment (kNn-fXnùmNnt) n.  1. The act of confining or the state of being 

confined.  2. Lying-in. 

con·firm (kNn-fûrmù) v.  tr. con·firmed, con·firm·ing, con·firms. 1. To sup-

port or establish the certainty or validity of; verify.  2. To make firmer; 

strengthen:  The recent airplane crash confirms my belief that stronger safety regula-

tions are needed.  3. To make valid or binding by a formal or legal act; ratify.  4. To 

administer the religious rite of confirmation to.  [Middle English confirmen, from 

Old French confermer, from Latin confirm7re : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + 

firm7re, to strengthen (from firmus, strong); see dher- in Appendix.] 
—con·firmÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —con·firmùa·ble adj.  —con·firmùa·toÙry (-

fûrùmN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  —con·firmùer n.  

SYNONYMS: confirm, corroborate, substantiate, authenticate, validate, verify.

These verbs all mean to affirm the truth, accuracy, or genuineness of something.

Confirm generally implies removal of all doubt about something considered un-

certain or tentative: “We must never make experiments to confirm our ideas, but

simply to control them” (Claude Bernard). Corroborate refers to strengthening or

supporting something, such as a statement, by means of the evidence of another:

The witness is expected to corroborate the plaintiff’s testimony. To substantiate is to

establish something by presenting substantial or tangible evidence: “one of the

most fully substantiated of historical facts” (James Harvey Robinson). Authenticate

implies the removal of doubt about the genuineness of something by the act of

an authority or the testimony of an expert: The museum made the mistake of ac-

cepting the painting before it had been authenticated. Validate usually implies for-

mal action taken to give legal force to something (validate a deed of sale) but can

also refer to establishing the validity of something, such as a theory, claim, or

judgment (The divorce validated my parents’ original objection to the marriage).

Verify implies proving by comparison with an original or with established fact:

The bank refused to cash the check until the signature was verified.

con·fir·ma·tion (kmnÙfNr-m7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of confirming.  

b. Something that confirms; verification.   2. a. A Christian rite admitting a bap-

tized person to full membership in a church.  b. A ceremony in Judaism that 

marks the completion of a young person’s religious training.  



con·firmed (kNn-fûrmdù) adj.  1. Being firmly settled in habit; inveterate.  See 

Synonyms at chronic.  2. Having been ratified; verified.  3. Having received the 

rite of confirmation.   —con·firmùed·ly (-fûrùmVd-lK) adv. 

con·fis·ca·ble (kNn-fVsùkN-bNl) adj.  Subject to confiscation:  confiscable goods. 

con·fis·cate (kmnùfV-sk7tÙ) v.  tr. con·fis·cat·ed, con·fis·cat·ing, 
con·fis·cates. 1. To seize (private property) for the public treasury.  2. To seize 

by or as if by authority.  See Synonyms at appropriate.   —  adj.  (kmnùfV-sk7tÙ, 

kNn-fVsùkNt) 1. Seized by a government; appropriated.  2. Having lost property 

through confiscation.  [Latin confisc7re, confisc7t-  : com-, com- + fiscus, trea-

sury.] —conÙfis·caùtion n.  —conùfis·caÙtor n.  —con·fisùca·toÙry (kNn-

fVsùkN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

Con·fi·te·or (kNn-fKùtK-Nr, -ôrÙ) n.  A prayer in which confession of sins is 

made.  [Latin Confiteor, I confess, the first word of the prayer, first person sing. 

present tense of confitKrX, to acknowledge. See CONFESS.]

con·fi·ture (kmnùfV-chtrÙ) n.  A confection, preserve, or other sweetmeat.  

[French, from Old French, from confit, confection. See COMFIT.]

con·fla·grant (kNn-fl7ùgrNnt) adj.  Burning intensely; blazing.  [Latin 

conflagr7ns, conflagrant- present participle of conflagr7re, to burn up  : com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + flagr7re, to burn; see bhel-1 in Appendix.]

con·fla·gra·tion (kmnÙflN-gr7ùshNn) n.  A large, destructive fire.  [Latin 

conflagr7tio, conflagr7tion-, from conflagr7tus, past participle of conflagr7re, to 

burn up. See CONFLAGRANT.]

con·flate (kNn-fl7tù) v.  tr. con·flat·ed, con·flat·ing, con·flates. 1. To bring 

together; meld or fuse: “They ingeniously conflated other characters and incidents 

to provide an opéra-comique setting” (Andrew Porter).  2. To combine (two vari-

ant texts, for example) into one whole.  [Latin confl7re, confl7t-  : com-, com- + 

fl7re, to blow; see bhlK- in Appendix.] —con·flaùtion n. 

con·flict (kmnùflVktÙ) n.  1. A state of open, often prolonged fighting; a battle or 

war.  2. A state of disharmony between incompatible or antithetical persons, 

ideas, or interests; a clash.  3. Psychology. A psychic struggle, often unconscious, 

resulting from the opposition or simultaneous functioning of mutually exclusive 

impulses, desires, or tendencies.  4. Opposition between characters or forces in a 

work of drama or fiction, especially opposition that motivates or shapes the 

action of the plot.   —  v.  intr. con·flict·ed, con·flict·ing, con·flicts (kNn-

flVktù). 1. To be in or come into opposition; differ.  2. Archaic. To engage in war-

fare.  [Middle English, from Latin conflXctus, collision, from past participle of 

conflXgere, to strike together  : com-, com- + flXgere, to strike.] —con·flicùtion n.  

—con·flicùtive adj.  —con·flicùtu·al (kNn-flVkùchu-Nl) adj.  

SYNONYMS: conflict, contest, combat, fight, affray. These nouns denote strug-

gle between opposing forces for victory or supremacy. Conflict applies both to



open fighting between hostile groups and to a struggle, often an inner struggle,

between antithetical forces: “The kind of victory MacArthur had in mind—victory

by the bombing of Chinese cities, victory by expanding the conflict to all of Chi-

na—would have been the wrong kind of victory” (Harry S Truman). “Fortunately

analysis is not the only way to resolve inner conflicts. Life itself still remains a very

effective therapist” (Karen Horney). Contest can refer either to friendly competi-

tion or to a hostile struggle to achieve an objective: an archery contest; a spelling

contest; the gubernatorial contest. Combat most commonly implies an encounter

between two armed persons or groups: “Alexander had appeared to him, armed for

combat” (Connop Thirlwall). Fight usually refers to a clash, physical or figurative,

involving individual adversaries: A fight was scheduled between the world boxing

champion and the challenger. “There is nothing I love as much as a good fight”

(Franklin D. Roosevelt). Affray suggests a public fight or brawl: “Yet still the

poachers came... for affrays in woods and on moors with liveried armies of keepers”

(Patricia Morison). See also Synonyms at discord

con·flict·ed (kNn-flVkùtVd) adj.  Usage Problem. Made uneasy by conflicting 

impulses.  

USAGE NOTE: The adjective conflicted is associated with the jargon of New Age

psychology: 92 percent of the Usage Panel rejected its use in the sentence Caught

between loyalty to old employees and a recognition of the need to cut costs, many

managers are conflicted about the reorganization plan.

conflict of interest (kmnùflVktÙ ƒv VnùtrVst) n.  pl. conflicts of interest. A 

conflict between the private interests and the public obligations of a person in an 

official position. 

con·flu·ence (kmnùflu-Nns) n.  1. a. A flowing together of two or more 

streams.  b. The point of juncture of such streams.  c. The combined stream 

formed by this juncture.   2. A gathering, flowing, or meeting together at one 

juncture or point:  a confluence of artistry, superb choreography, and stage design. 

con·flu·ent (kmnùflu-Nnt) adj.  1. Flowing together; blended into one.  

2. Pathology. Merging or running together so as to form a mass, as sores in a rash.   
—  n.  1. One of two or more confluent streams.  2. A tributary.  [Middle 

English, from Latin confluKns, confluent- present participle of confluere, to flow 

together  : com-, com- + fluere, to flow; see bhleu- in Appendix.]

con·flux (kmnùflƒksÙ) n.  A confluence.  [From Latin confluxus, past participle of 

confluere, to flow together. See CONFLUENT.]

con·fo·cal (kmn-foùkNl) adj.  Having the same focus or foci. Used of a lens.   
—con·foùcal·ly adv. 



con·form (kNn-fôrmù) v.  con·formed, con·form·ing, con·forms.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To correspond in form or character; be similar.  2. To act or be in accord 

or agreement; comply.  See Synonyms at agree.  3. To act in accordance with 

current customs or modes.  See Synonyms at adapt.   —  v.  tr. To bring into 

agreement or correspondence; make similar.  [Middle English conformen, from 

Old French conformer, from Latin conform7re, to shape after  : com-, com- + 

form7re, to shape (from forma, shape).] —con·formùer n. 

con·form·a·ble (kNn-fôrùmN-bNl) adj.  1. Corresponding; similar:  plans that 

are conformable to your wishes.  2. Quick to comply; submissive.  3. Geology. Of, 

relating to, or being strata that are parallel to each other without interruption.   
—con·formÙa·bilùi·ty, con·formùa·ble·ness n.  —con·formùa·bly adv. 

con·for·mal (kNn-fôrùmNl) adj.  1. Mathematics. Designating or specifying a 

mapping of a surface or region upon another surface so that all angles between 

intersecting curves remain unchanged.  2. Of or relating to a map projection in 

which small areas are rendered with true shape.  [Late Latin conform7lis, similar  : 

Latin com-, com- + Latin forma, shape.]

con·for·mance (kNn-fôrùmNns) n.  Conformity. 

con·for·ma·tion (kmnÙfNr-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of conforming or the state 

of being conformed.  2. The structure or outline of an item or entity, determined 

by the arrangement of its parts.  3. A symmetrical arrangement of the parts of a 

thing.  4. One of the spatial arrangements of atoms in a molecule that can come 

about through free rotation of the atoms about a single chemical bond.   —conÙ-
for·maùtion·al adj.  —conÙfor·maùtion·al·ly adv. 

con·form·ist (kNn-fôrùmVst) n.  A person who uncritically or habitually con-

forms to the customs, rules, or styles of a group.   —  adj.  Marked by conformity 

or convention: “Underneath the image, teenagers today are surprisingly conformist” 

(Selina S. Guber). 

con·form·i·ty (kNn-fôrùmV-tK) n.  pl. con·form·i·ties. 1. Similarity in form or 

character; agreement:  I acted in conformity with my principles.  2. Action or 

behavior in correspondence with current customs, rules, or styles:  conformity to 

university regulations. 

con·found (kNn-foundù, kmn-) v.  tr. con·found·ed, con·found·ing, 
con·founds. 1. To cause to become confused or perplexed.  See Synonyms at 

puzzle.  2. To fail to distinguish; mix up:  confound fiction and fact.  3. To make 

(something bad) worse:  Do not confound the problem by losing your temper.  4. To 

cause to be ashamed; abash:  an invention that confounded the skeptics.  5. To 

damn.  6. a. To frustrate:  picayune demands that all but confounded the peace 

talks.  b. Archaic. To bring to ruination.   [Middle English confounden, from 

Anglo-Norman confundre, from Latin confundere, to mix together, confuse  : 

com-, com- + fundere, to pour; see gheu- in Appendix.] —con·foundùer n. 



con·found·ed (kNn-founùdVd, kmn-) adj.  1. Confused; befuddled:  A crowd of 

confounded bystanders stared at the appalling wreckage.  2. Used as an intensive:  a 

confounded fool.   —con·foundùed·ly adv.  —con·foundùed·ness n. 

con·fra·ter·ni·ty (kmnÙfrN-tûrùnV-tK) n.  pl. con·fra·ter·ni·ties. An associa-

tion of persons united in a common purpose or profession.  [Middle English con-

fraternite, from Old French, from Medieval Latin confr7ternit7s, from confr7ter, 

colleague. See CONFRERE.]

con·frere (kmnùfrârÙ) n.  A fellow member of a fraternity or profession; a col-

league.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin confr7ter : Latin 

com-, com- + Latin fr7ter, brother; see bhr7ter- in Appendix.]

con·front (kNn-frƒntù) v.  con·front·ed, con·front·ing, con·fronts.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To come face to face with, especially with defiance or hostility:  I wish to 

confront my accuser in a court of law.  2. To bring face to face with:  The defendant 

was confronted with incontrovertible evidence of guilt.  3. To come up against; 

encounter:  confronted danger at every turn.   —  v.  intr. To engage in confronta-

tion: “She got no child support. [She] didn’t argue or confront” (Gail Sheehy).  

[French confronter, from Old French, to adjoin, from Medieval Latin confront7re : 

Latin com-, com- + Latin frons, front-, front.] —con·frontùer n.  —con·frontù-
ment n. 

con·fron·ta·tion (kmnÙfrƒn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of confronting or the state 

of being confronted, especially a meeting face to face.  2. a. A conflict involving 

armed forces:  a nuclear confrontation.  b. Discord or a clash of opinions and 

ideas:  an age of ideological confrontation.   3. A focused comparison:  an essay that 

brought elements of biography, autobiography, and general European history into 

powerful, meaningful confrontation.   —conÙfron·taùtion·al adj.  —conÙ-
fron·taùtion·ist n.  —conùfron·taÙtive adj. 

Con·fu·cian (kNn-fyuùshNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of Con-

fucius, his teachings, or his followers.   —  n.  An adherent of the teachings of 

Confucius.   —Con·fuùcian·ism n.  —Con·fuùcian·ist n. 

Con·fu·cius (kNn-fyuùshNs), c. 551-479 B.C.  Chinese philosopher whose Ana-

lects contain a collection of his sayings and dialogues compiled by disciples after 

his death. 

con·fuse (kNn-fyuzù) v.  con·fused, con·fus·ing, con·fus·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To cause to be unable to think with clarity or act with intelligence or under-

standing; throw off.  b. To cause to feel embarrassment.   2. a. To mistake (one 

thing for another):  confused effusiveness with affection.  b. To make opaque; blur: 

“The old labels... confuse debate instead of clarifying it” (Christopher Lasch).  c. To 

assemble without order or sense; jumble.   3. Archaic. To bring to ruination.   —  
v.  intr. To make something unclear or incomprehensible:  a new tax code that only 

further confuses.  [Middle English confusen, from Old French confus, perplexed, 



from Latin conf7sus, past participle of confundere, to mix together. See CON-

FOUND.] —con·fusùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: confuse, addle, befuddle, discombobulate, fuddle, muddle, throw.

The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to cause to be unclear in mind or

intent”: heavy traffic that confused the novice driver; problems that addle my brain;

a question that befuddled even the professor; was discombobulated by the staggering

number of possibilities; a plot so complex that it fuddles one’s comprehension; a head

that was muddled by endless facts and figures; behavior that really threw me.

con·fused (kNn-fyuzdù) adj.  1. Being unable to think with clarity or act with 

understanding and intelligence.  2. a. Lacking logical order or sense:  a confused 

set of instructions.  b. Chaotic; jumbled:  a confused mass of papers on the floor.    
—con·fusùed·ly (-fyuùzVd-lK) adv.  —con·fusùed·ness n. 

con·fu·sion (kNn-fyuùzhNn) n.  1. a. The act of confusing or the state of being 

confused: “To insist... that the plight of two, or six, or 52 individuals outweighs poli-

cies in which the credibility of the United States and the security of the Middle East 

are deeply involved, represents the worst kind of moral confusion” (Moorhead 

Kennedy).  b. An instance of being confused: “Both John Cheever and James 

Michener... clarify some of the confusions of our times” (Clifton Fadiman).   

2. Psychology. Impaired orientation with respect to time, place, or person; a dis-

turbed mental state.   —con·fuùsion·al adj. 

con·fu·ta·tion (kmnÙfyu-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of confuting.  2. Something 

that confutes.   —con·fuùta·tive (kNn-fyuùtN-tVv) adj. 

con·fute (kNn-fyutù) v.  tr. con·fut·ed, con·fut·ing, con·futes. 1. To prove 

to be wrong or in error; refute decisively.  2. Obsolete. To confound.  [Latin 

conf7t7re. See bhau- in Appendix.] —con·futùa·ble adj.  —con·futùer n. 

cong. abbr.  Pharmacology. Congius (gallon). 

Cong. abbr.  1. Congregational.  2. Congress.  3. Congressional. 

con·ga (kmngùgN) n.  1. A dance of Latin-American origin in which the dancers 

form a long, winding line.  2. Music for this dance.  3. A conga drum.   —  v.  

intr. con·gaed, con·ga·ing, con·gas. To perform this dance.  [American Span-

ish (danza) Conga, Congo (dance), from Spanish Congo, of the Congo, from 

Kongo -kongo, Kongo language and people.]

conga drum (kmngùgN drƒm) n.  A tall, usually tapering single-headed drum 

typically played by beating with the hands. 

con game (kmn g7m) n.  Slang. A confidence game. 

con·gé (kmnùzh7Ù, -j7Ù, kôN-zh7ù) also con·gee (kmnùjK) n.  1. Formal or 

authoritative permission to depart.  2. An abrupt dismissal.  3. A leave-taking.  

4. A formal bow.  5. Architecture. A concave molding.  [Middle English conge, 

and French congé both from Old French congie, from Latin comme7tus, from past 



participle of comme7re, to come and go  : com-, com- + me7re, to go; see mei-1 in 

Appendix.]

con·geal (kNn-jKlù) v.  con·gealed, con·geal·ing, con·geals.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To solidify by or as if by freezing: “My aim... was to take the Hill by storm 

before... opposition to spending cuts congealed” (David A. Stockman).  2. To coagu-

late; jell.   —  v.  tr. To cause to solidify or coagulate or to undergo a process lik-

ened to solidification or coagulation.  See Synonyms at coagulate.  [Middle 

English congelen, from Old French congeler, from Latin congel7re : com-, com- + 

gel7re, to freeze; see gel- in Appendix.] —con·gealùa·ble adj.  —con·gealùer 
n.  —con·gealùment n. 

con·gealed salad (kNn-jKldù s4lùNd) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. A molded salad 

made of flavored gelatin, chopped fruits or vegetables, and sometimes cottage 

cheese, sour cream, shredded coconut, marshmallows, or chopped nuts. 

con·gee (kmnùjK) n.  Variant of congé. 
con·ge·la·tion (kmnÙjN-l7ùshNn) n.  The process of congealing or the state of 

being congealed. 

con·ge·ner (kmnùjN-nNr) n.  1. A member of the same kind, class, or group.  

2. An organism belonging to the same taxonomic genus as another organism.  

[From Latin, of the same race  : com-, com- + genus, gener-, race; see genN- in 

Appendix.] —conÙge·nerùic (-nHrùVk), con·genùer·ous (kNn-jHnùNr-Ns, kmn-)  

adj. 

con·gen·ial (kNn-jKnùyNl) adj.  1. Having the same tastes, habits, or tempera-

ment; sympathetic.  2. Of a pleasant disposition; friendly and sociable:  a conge-

nial host and hostess.  3. Suited to one’s needs or nature; agreeable:  congenial 

surroundings.  [Probably from CON- + Latin genius, the personification of one’s 

natural inclinations; see GENIUS.] —con·geÙni·alùi·ty (-jKÙnK-4lùV-tK), 
con·genùial·ness n.  —con·genùial·ly adv. 

con·gen·i·tal (kNn-jHnùV-tl) adj.  1. a. Existing at or before birth.  b. Acquired 

at birth or during uterine development, as a result of either hereditary or environ-

mental influences.  See Synonyms at innate.   2. Being an essential characteristic 

as if by nature; inherent: “the congenital American optimism that denies conflicts 

and imagines all stories having happy endings” (Robert J. Samuelson).  [From 

Latin congenitus : com-, com- + genitus, born, past participle of gignere, to bear; 

see genN- in Appendix.] —con·genùi·tal·ly adv. 

congenital anomaly (kNn-jHnùV-tl N-nmmùN-lK) n.  See birth defect. 
congenital myxedema (kNn-jHnùV-tl mVkÙsV-dKùmN) n.  See cretinism. 
con·ger (kmngùgNr) n.  Any of various large, scaleless marine eels of the family 

Congridae, especially Conger oceanicus, native to Atlantic waters.  [Middle English 

congre, from Old French, probably from Late Latin congrus, from Latin conger, 

from Greek gongros.]



con·ge·ries (kNn-jîrùKzÙ, kmnùjN-rKzÙ) n.  (used with a sing. verb). A collection; 

an aggregation: “Our city, it should be explained, is two cities, or more—an urban 

mass or congeries divided by the river” (John Updike).  [Latin congeriKs, from con-

gerere, to heap up. See CONGEST.]

con·gest (kNn-jHstù) v.  con·gest·ed, con·gest·ing, con·gests.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To overfill or overcrowd:  Trucks congested the tunnel.  2. Pathology. To cause 

the accumulation of excessive blood or tissue fluid in (a vessel or an organ).   —  
v.  intr. To become congested.  [Latin congerere, congest-, to heap up, crowd 

together  : com-, com- + gerere, to carry.] —con·gesùtion n.  —con·gesùtive 
adj. 

congestive heart failure (kNn-jHsùtVv härt f7lùyNr) n.  A condition marked 

by weakness, edema, and shortness of breath that is caused by the inability of the 

heart to maintain adequate blood circulation in the peripheral tissues and the 

lungs. 

con·gi·us (kmnùjK-Ns) n.  pl. con·gi·i (-jK-XÙ). 1.  Abbr. cong. Pharmacology. A 

gallon.  2. An ancient Roman measure for liquids, equal to about seven eighths of 

a U.S. gallon (3.3 liters).  [Middle English, a liquid measure, from Latin, from 

Greek konkhion, diminutive of konkhK, konkhos, shellful.]

con·glo·bate (kmn-gloùb7tÙ, kmngùglo-) v.  tr. con·glo·bat·ed, 
con·glo·bat·ing, con·glo·bates. To form into a globe or ball.  [Latin 

conglob7re, conglob7t-  : com-, com- + globus, ball.] —con·gloùbate adj.  

—conÙglo·baùtion n. 

con·globe (kNn-globù) v.  tr. con·globed, con·glob·ing, con·globes. To 

conglobate. 

con·glom·er·ate (kNn-glmmùN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. con·glom·er·at·ed, 
con·glom·er·at·ing, con·glom·er·ates. To form or cause to form into an 

adhering or rounded mass.   —  n.  (-Nr-Vt) 1. A corporation made up of a num-

ber of different companies that operate in diversified fields.  2. A collected heter-

ogeneous mass; a cluster:  a city-suburban conglomerate; a conglomerate of color, 

passion, and artistry.  3. Geology. A rock consisting of pebbles and gravel embed-

ded in cement.   —  adj.  (-Nr-Vt) 1. Gathered into a mass; clustered.  2. Geology. 

Made up of loosely cemented heterogeneous material.  [Latin conglomer7re, 

conglomer7t-  : com-, com- + glomer7re, to wind into a ball (from glomus, ball).] 
—con·glomÙer·atùic (-N-r4tùVk), con·glomÙer·itùic (-N-rVtùVk)  adj.  

—con·glomùer·aÙtor n. 

con·glom·er·a·tion (kNn-glmmÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of con-

glomerating.  b. The state of being conglomerated.   2. An accumulation of mis-

cellaneous things. 

con·glu·ti·nate (kNn-glutùn-7tÙ, kmn-) v.  intr. tr. con·glu·ti·nat·ed, 
con·glu·ti·nat·ing, con·glu·ti·nates. 1. To become or cause to become stuck 

or glued together.  2. Medicine. To become or cause to become reunited, as bones 



or tissues.   —  adj.  Relating to the abnormal adhering of tissues to one another.  

[Middle English conglutinaten, from Latin congl7tin7re, congl7tin7t-  : com-, com- 

+ gl7tin7re, to glue (from gl7ten, glue).] —con·gluÙti·naùtion n. 

Con·go (kmngùgo)  1. A country of west-central Africa with a short coastline on 

the Atlantic Ocean. It was part of French Equatorial Africa before becoming inde-

pendent in 1960. Brazzaville is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

1,912,429.  2.  See Zaire.  —ConÙgo·leseù (-lKzù, -lKsù) adj.  & n. 

con·go dye (kmngùgo dX) n.  A nitrogen-containing dye that is usually derived 

from benzidine. 

Congo eel (kmngùgo Kl) n.  An eellike amphibian (Amphiuma means) of the 

southeast United States, having two pairs of tiny, nonfunctioning legs. Although 

it is almost completely aquatic, it can move overland.  Also called Congo snake 

Congo Free State (kmngùgo frK st7t)  See Zaire. 
Congo red (kmngùgo rHd) n.  A brownish-red powder, C32H22N6Na2O6S2, used 

in medicine and as a dye, an indicator, and a biological stain. 

Congo River (kmngùgo rVvùNr) also Zaire River (zXùîr rVvùNr, zä-îrù)  A river of 

central Africa flowing about 4,666 km (2,900 mi) north, west, and southwest 

through Zaire to the Atlantic Ocean. Its remotest tributaries rise in northern 

Zambia. For much of its latter course the river forms the border between Zaire 

and Congo. 

Congo snake (kmngùgo sn7k) n.  See Congo eel. 
con·gou (kmngùgo, -gu) n.  A grade of Chinese black tea, obtained from the 

fifth and largest leaf gathered from a shoot tip of a tea plant.  [Chinese (Amoy) 

kong hu (te), elaborately prepared (tea).]

con·grat·u·late (kNn-gr4chùN-l7tÙ, -gr4jù-, kNng-) v.  tr. con·grat·u··lat·ed, 
con·grat·u··lat·ing, con·grat·u··lates. To express joy or acknowledgment, as 

for the achievement or good fortune of (another).  [Latin congr7tul7rX, 
congr7tul7t-  : com-, com- + gr7tul7rX, to rejoice (from gr7tus, pleasing); see 

gwerN-2 in Appendix.] —con·gratùu·laÙtor n.  —con·gratùu·la·toÙry (-lN-

tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

con·grat·u·la·tion (kNn-gr4chÙN-l7ùshNn, -gr4jÙ-, kNng-) n.  1. The act of 

expressing joy or acknowledgment, as for the achievement or good fortune of 

another.  2.  Often congratulations. An expression of such joy or acknowledg-

ment. 

con·gre·gant (kmngùgrV-gNnt) n.  One who congregates, especially a member of 

a group of people gathered for religious worship. 

con·gre·gate (kmngùgrV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. con·gre·gat·ed, con·gre·gat·ing, 
con·gre·gates. To bring or come together in a group, crowd, or assembly.  See 

Synonyms at gather.   —  adj.  (-gVt) 1. Gathered; assembled.  2. Involving a 

group:  congregate living facilities for senior citizens.  [Middle English congregaten, 

from Latin congreg7re, congreg7t-  : com-, com- + greg7re, to assemble (from grex, 



greg-, herd); see ger- in Appendix.] —conùgre·gaÙtive adj.  —conùgre·gaÙ-
tive·ness n.  —conùgre·gaÙtor n. 

con·gre·ga·tion (kmngÙgrV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of assembling.  2. A body of 

assembled people or things; a gathering.  3. a. A group of people gathered for 

religious worship.  b. The members of a specific religious group who regularly 

worship at a church or synagogue.   4. Roman Catholic Church. a. A religious 

institute in which only simple vows, not solemn vows, are taken.  b. A division of 

the Curia.  

con·gre·ga·tion·al (kmngÙgrV-g7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a congrega-

tion.  2. Congregational. Abbr. Cong. Of or relating to Congregationalism or 

Congregationalists. 

con·gre·ga·tion·al·ism (kmngÙgrV-g7ùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. A type of church 

government in which each local congregation is self-governing.  

2. Congregationalism. The system of government and religious beliefs of a 

Protestant denomination in which each member church is self-governing.   
—conÙgre·gaùtion·al·ist n. 

con·gress (kmngùgrVs) n.  1. A formal assembly of representatives, as of various 

nations, to discuss problems.  2. The national legislative body of a nation, espe-

cially a republic.  3. Congress. Abbr. Cong., C. a. The national legislative body 

of the United States, consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives.  

b. The two-year session of this legislature between elections of the House of Rep-

resentatives.   4. a. The act of coming together or meeting.  b. A single meeting, 

as of a political party or other group.   5. Sexual intercourse.  [Middle English 

congresse, body of attendants, from Latin congressus, meeting, from past partici-

ple of congredX, to meet  : com-, com- + gradX, to go; see ghredh- in Appendix.] 
—con·gresùsion·al (kNn-grHshùN-nNl, kNng-) adj.  —con·gresùsion·al·ly adv. 

Congress boot (kmngùgrVs but) n.  An ankle-high shoe with elastic material 

in the sides.  Also called Congress gaiter [From its former popularity among mem-

bers of the U.S. Congress.]

Congressional Medal of Honor (kNn-grHshùN-nNl mHdùl ƒv mnùNr) n.  

The highest U.S. military decoration, awarded in the name of Congress to mem-

bers of the armed forces for gallantry and bravery beyond the call of duty in 

action against an enemy. 

con·gress·man (kmngùgrVs-mNn) n.  A man who is a member of the U.S. Con-

gress, especially of the House of Representatives. 

con·gress·peo·ple (kmngùgrVs-pKÙpNl) pl.n.  The members of the U.S. Con-

gress considered as a group. 

con·gress·per·son (kmngùgrVs-pûrÙsNn) n.  A congressman or congress-

woman. 

con·gress·wom·an (kmngùgrVs-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman member of the U.S. 

Congress, especially of the House of Representatives. 



Con·greve (kmnùgrKvÙ, kmngù-), William. 1670-1729.  English playwright 

known for his comedies, including Love for Love (1695) and The Way of the World 

(1700). 

con·gru·ence (kmngùgru-Nns, kNn-gruù-) n.  pl. con·gru·enc·es. 
1. Agreement, harmony, conformity, or correspondence: “What an extraordinary 

congruence of genius and era” (Rita Rack).  2. Mathematics. a. The state of being 

congruent.  b. A statement that two quantities are congruent.  

con·gru·en·cy (kmngùgru-Nn-sK, kNn-gruù-) n.  pl. con·gru·en·cies. Con-

gruence. 

con·gru·ent (kmngùgru-Nnt, kNn-gruù-) adj.  1. Corresponding; congruous.  

2. Mathematics. a. Coinciding exactly when superimposed:  congruent triangles.  

b. Having a difference divisible by a modulus:  congruent numbers.   [Middle 

English, from Latin congruKns, congruent- present participle of congruere, to 

agree.] —conùgru·ent·ly adv. 

con·gru·i·ty (kNn-gruùV-tK, kmn-) n.  pl. con·gru·i·ties. 1. The quality or fact 

of being congruous.  2. The quality or fact of being congruent.  3. A point of 

agreement. 

con·gru·ous (kmngùgru-Ns) adj.  1. Corresponding in character or kind; 

appropriate or harmonious.  2. Mathematics. Congruent.  [From Latin congruus, 

from congruere, to agree.] —conùgru·ous·ly adv.  —conùgru·ous·ness n. 

co·ni ar·te·ri·o·si (koÙnX är-tîrÙK-oùsX, koÙnK är-tîrÙK-oùsK) n.  Plural of conus 
arteriosus. 

con·ic (kmnùVk) adj.  Conical.   —  n.  A conic section.  [New Latin conicus, from 

Greek konikos, from konos, cone. See ko- in Appendix.]

con·i·cal (kmnùV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or shaped like a cone. 

conic projection  or conical projection (kmnùVk prN-jHkùshNn) n.  A method 

of projecting maps of parts of the earth’s spherical surface on a surrounding 

cone, which is then flattened to a plane surface having concentric circles as paral-

lels of latitude and radiating lines from the apex as meridians. 

conic section (kmnùVk sHkùshNn) n.  a. The intersection of a right circular cone 

and a plane, which generates one of a group of plane curves, including the circle, 

ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola.  b. A graph of the general quadratic equation in 

two variables.  

co·nid·i·a (kN-nVdùK-N) n.  Plural of conidium. 
co·nid·i·o·phore (kN-nVdùK-N-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A specialized fungal hypha that 

produces conidia.  [CONIDI(UM) + -PHORE.] —co·nidÙi·ophùor·ous (kN-nVdÙK-

mfùNr-Ns) adj. 

co·nid·i·um (kN-nVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. co·nid·i·a (-K-N). An asexually produced fun-

gal spore, formed on a conidiophore.  [New Latin, from Greek konis, dust.] 
—co·nidùi·al (-Nl) adj. 



con·i·fer (kmnùN-fNr, koùnN-) n.  Any of various mostly needle-leaved or scale-

leaved, chiefly evergreen, cone-bearing gymnospermous trees or shrubs such as 

pines, spruces, and firs.  [From New Latin Coniferae, family name, from Latin, 

feminine pl. of conifer, cone-bearing  : conus, cone (from Greek konos); see ko- in 

Appendix + -fer, -fer.] —co·nifùer·ous (ko-nVfùNr-Ns, kN-) adj. 

co·ni·ine (koùnK-KnÙ) also co·nin (koùnVn)  or co·nine (-nKnÙ) n.  A poisonous, 

colorless liquid alkaloid, C5H10NC3H7, found in the poison hemlock.  [Late Latin 

conium, conium; see CONIUM + -INE
2.]

co·ni·um (koùnK-Nm) n.  The poison hemlock.  [Late Latin conium, from Greek 

koneion, probably from kona, liquid pitch.]

conj. abbr.  1. Conjugation.  2. Conjunction.  3. Conjunctive. 

con·jec·tur·al (kNn-jHkùchNr-Nl) adj.  1. Based on or involving conjecture.  See 

Synonyms at supposed.  2. Tending to conjecture.   —con·jecùtur·al·ly adv. 

con·jec·ture (kNn-jHkùchNr) n.  1. Inference or judgment based on inconclusive 

or incomplete evidence; guesswork.  2. A statement, an opinion, or a conclusion 

based on guesswork:  The commentators made various conjectures about the out-

come of the next election.   —  v.  con·jec·tured, con·jec·tur·ing, 
con·jec·tures.  —  v.  tr. To infer from inconclusive evidence; guess.   —  v.  intr. 

To make a conjecture.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin coniect7ra, 

from coniectus, past participle of conicere, to infer  : com-, com- + iacere, to throw; 

see yK- in Appendix.] —con·jecùtur·a·ble adj.  —con·jecùtur·a·bly adv.  

—con·jecùtur·er n.  

SYNONYMS: conjecture, surmise, guess, speculate, infer. These verbs mean to

reach a conclusion or judgment on the basis of uncertain evidence. Conjecture

implies the formation of a conclusion without sufficient evidence: It was impos-

sible to conjecture from the expression on his face what his reaction was. Surmise

suggests a conclusion reached by intuition or by interpretation of slender evi-

dence: He was afraid she might surmise the truth. Guess implies an inference drawn

in a haphazard manner and suggests substantial grounds for doubt: We can only

guess what will happen next. Speculate stresses a process of reasoning based on in-

conclusive evidence: Scientists speculate on the origin of the universe. Infer involves

reasoning from evidence about which some doubt may be but is not necessarily

suggested: She quickly inferred from what I said that I had not heard the news.

con·join (kNn-joinù) v.  tr. intr. con·joined, con·join·ing, con·joins. To join 

or become joined together; unite.  [Middle English conjoinen, from Old French 

conjoindre, conjoign-, from Latin coniungere : com-, com- + iungere, to join; see 

yeug- in Appendix.] —con·joinùer n. 

con·joint (kNn-jointù) adj.  1. Joined together; combined: “social order and pros-

perity, the conjoint aims of government” (John K. Fairbank).  2. Of, consisting of, 



or involving two or more combined or associated entities; joint.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, past participle of conjoindre, to conjoin. See CONJOIN.] 
—con·jointùly adv. 

con·ju·gal (kmnùjN-gNl, kNn-juù-) adj.  Of or relating to marriage or the rela-

tionship of spouses.  [Latin coniug7lis, from coniunx, coniug-, spouse, from coni-

ungere, to join in marriage. See CONJOIN.] —conÙju·galùi·ty (-g4lùV-tK) n.  

—conùju·gal·ly adv. 

conjugal rights (kmnùjN-gNl rXts) pl.n.  The rights and privileges arising from 

the marriage relationship, especially the mutual rights of companionship, aid, 

and sexual relations. 

con·ju·gant (kmnùjN-gNnt) n.  Either of a pair of organisms, cells, or gametes 

undergoing conjugation.  [From Latin coniug7ns, coniugant- present participle of 

coniug7re, to unite. See CONJUGATE.]

con·ju·gate (kmnùjN-g7tÙ) v.  con·ju·gat·ed, con·ju·gat·ing, con·ju·gates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. Grammar. To inflect (a verb) in its forms for distinctions such as 

number, person, voice, mood, and tense.  2. To join together.   —  v.  intr. 

1. Biology. To undergo conjugation.  2. Grammar. To be inflected.   —  adj.  (-gVt, 
-g7tÙ) 1. Joined together, especially in a pair or pairs; coupled.  2. Mathematics & 

Physics. Inversely or oppositely related with respect to one of a group of otherwise 

identical properties, especially designating either or both of a pair of complex 

numbers differing only in the sign of the imaginary term.  3. Chemistry. Pertain-

ing to an acid and a base that are related by the difference of a proton.   —  n.  (-

gVt, -g7tÙ) Mathematics & Physics. Either of a pair of conjugate quantities.  [Latin 

coniug7re, coniug7t-, to join together  : com-, com- + iug7re, to join (from iugum, 

yoke); see yeug- in Appendix.] —conùju·gateÙly adv.  —conùju·gaÙtive adj.  

—conùju·gaÙtor n. 

con·ju·gat·ed protein (kmnùjN-g7ÙtVd proùtKnÙ) n.  A compound, such as 

hemoglobin, made up of a protein molecule and a nonprotein prosthetic group. 

con·ju·ga·tion (kmnÙjN-g7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. conj. 1. a. The act of conjugating.  

b. The state of being conjugated.   2. Grammar. a. The inflection of a particular 

verb.  b. A presentation of the complete set of inflected forms of a verb.  c. A class 

of verbs having similar inflected forms.   3. Biology. a. The temporary union of 

two bacterial cells during which one cell transfers part or all of its genome to the 

other.  b. A process of sexual reproduction in which ciliate protozoans of the 

same species temporarily couple and exchange genetic material.  c. A process of 

sexual reproduction in certain algae and fungi in which temporary or permanent 

fusion occurs, resulting in the union of the male and female gametes.    
—conÙju·gaùtion·al adj.  —conÙju·gaùtion·al·ly adv. 

conjugation tube (kmnÙjN-g7ùshNn tub) n.  A slender tube in certain bacte-

ria and algae that connects two individuals during conjugation and through 

which the transfer of genetic material occurs. 



con·junct (kNn-jƒngktù, kmnùjƒngktÙ) adj.  1. Joined together; united.  2. Acting 

in association; combined: “the conjunct... influences of fire and strong drink” (Tho-

mas Love Peacock).  3. Music. Of or relating to successive tones of the scale.   —  
n.  (kmnùjƒngktÙ) 1. One that is in conjunction or association with another.  

2. Logic. One of the components of a conjunction.  [Middle English, from Latin 

coni7nctus, past participle of coniungere, to join together. See CONJOIN.] 
—con·junctùly adv. 

con·junc·tion (kNn-jƒngkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of joining.  b. The state of 

being joined.   2. A joint or simultaneous occurrence; concurrence:  the conjunc-

tion of historical and economic forces that created a depression.  3. One resulting 

from or embodying a union; a combination: “He is, in fact, a remarkable conjunc-

tion of talents” (Jerry Adler).  4.  Abbr. conj. Grammar. A part of speech such as 

and, but, as, and because that serves to connect words, phrases, clauses, or sen-

tences.  5.  Abbr. conj. Astronomy. The position of two celestial bodies on the 

celestial sphere when they have the same celestial longitude.  6. Logic. a.  Abbr. 

conj. A compound proposition that has components joined by the word and or 

its symbol and is true only if both or all the components are true.  b. The rela-

tionship between the components of a conjunction.    —con·juncùtion·al adj.  

—con·juncùtion·al·ly adv. 

con·junc·ti·va (kmnÙjƒngk-tXùvN) n.  pl. con·junc·ti·vas or con·junc·ti·vae (-

vK). The mucous membrane that lines the inner surface of the eyelid and the 

exposed surface of the eyeball.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

(membr7na) coni7nctXva, connective (membrane), feminine of Late Latin 

coni7nctXvus, connective, from Latin coni7nctus, past participle of coniungere, to 

join together. See CONJOIN.] —conÙjunc·tiùval (-vNl) adj. 

con·junc·tive (kNn-jƒngkùtVv) adj.  1. Joining; connective.  2. Joined together; 

combined:  the conjunctive focus of political opposition.  3. Grammar. a. Of, relat-

ing to, or being a conjunction.  b. Serving to connect elements of meaning and 

construction within sentences, as and and since, or between sentences, as there-

fore.    —  n.  Abbr. conj. Grammar. A connective word, especially a conjunction 

or conjunctive adverb.   —con·juncùtive·ly adv. 

conjunctive adverb (kNn-jƒngkùtVv 4dùvûrb) n.  Grammar. A function word 

that connects two sentences and provides adverbial emphasis, as therefore in This 

intersection is dangerous; therefore motorists should approach it slowly. 

con·junc·ti·vi·tis (kNn-jƒngkÙtN-vXùtVs) n.  Pathology. Inflammation of the con-

junctiva, characterized by redness and often accompanied by a discharge. 

con·junc·ture (kNn-jƒngkùchNr) n.  1. A combination, as of events or circum-

stances: “the power that lies in the conjuncture of faith and fatherland” (Conor 

Cruise O’Brien).  2. A critical set of circumstances; a crisis: “reports on the deteri-

orating world conjuncture and the disappointment of earlier hopes” (Financial 

Times). 



con·jun·to (kmn-htnùto) n.  pl. con·jun·tos. Music. A dance band, especially 

in Latin America, featuring brass, percussion, and rhythm instruments.  [Span-

ish, from Latin coni7nctus, past participle of coniungere, to join together. See CON-

JOIN.]

con·ju·ra·tion (kmnÙjN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or art of conjuring.  2. A magic 

spell or incantation.  3. A magic trick or magical effect: “a theatrical magician 

who knows how to make a dance program an evening of fantastic conjurations” 

(New York Times).  4. Archaic. A solemn appeal; an entreaty. 

con·jure (kmnùjNr, kNn-jtrù) v.  con·jured, con·jur·ing, con·jures.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To summon (a devil or spirit) by magical or supernatural power.  b. To 

influence or effect by or as if by magic:  tried to conjure away the doubts that beset 

her.   2. a. To call or bring to mind; evoke: “Arizona conjures up an image of stark 

deserts for most Americans” (American Demographics).  b. To imagine; picture: 

“a sight to store away, then conjure up someday when they were no longer together” 

(Nelson DeMille).   3. Obsolete. To call on or entreat solemnly, especially by an 

oath.   —  v.  intr. 1. To perform magic tricks, especially by sleight of hand.  

2. a. To summon a devil by magic or supernatural power.  b. To practice black 

magic.   3. Obsolete. To conspire.  [Middle English conjuren, from Old French 

conjurer, to use a spell, from Late Latin coni7r7re, to pray by something holy, from 

Latin, to swear together  : com-, com- + i7r7re, to swear; see yewes- in Appen-

dix.]

con·jur·er also con·jur·or (kmnùjNr-Nr, kƒnù-) n.  1. One that performs magic 

tricks; a magician.  2. A sorcerer or sorceress. 

conjure woman (kmnùjNr wtmùNn) n.  Lower Southern U.S. A Black woman 

who practices voodoo. 

con·jur·or (kmnùjNr-Nr, kƒnù-) n.  Variant of conjurer. 
conk1 (kmngk) n.  1. Slang. a. The head.  b. A blow, especially on the head.   

2. Chiefly British. The human nose.   —  v.  conked, conk·ing, conks. Slang.  
—  v.  tr. To hit, especially on the head.   —  v.  intr. 1. To stop functioning; fail:  

The engine conked out on the final lap.  2. To fall asleep, especially suddenly or 

heavily:  conked out on the couch watching television.  3. To pass out; faint.  4. To 

die.  [Origin unknown.]

conk2 (kmngk) n.  A hard, shelflike, spore-bearing structure of certain wood-

decaying fungi, found on stumps, logs, or trees.  [Perhaps alteration of CONCH.]

conk3 (kmngk) n.  A hairstyle in which the hair is straightened, usually by chemi-

cal means.  Also called process1  —  v.  tr. conked, conk·ing, conks. To 

straighten (tightly curled hair) usually by chemical means.  [Perhaps alteration of 

congolene, substance for straightening hair.]

Conk·ling (kmngkùlVng), Roscoe. 1829-1888.  American politician who 

resigned from the U.S. Senate (1881) as a protest against President James A. 

Garfield’s interference in New York patronage politics. 



con man (kmn m4n) n.  Slang. A confidence man. 

conn (kmn) v.  & n.  Nautical. Variant of con3. 
Conn. abbr.  Connecticut. 

Con·nacht (kmnùNt, -NKHt) also Con·naught (-ôtÙ)  A historical region of west-

central Ireland. An ancient native kingdom, it was dominated by the O’Connor 

family in the 11th and 12th centuries. 

con·nate (kmnù7tÙ, km-n7tù) adj.  1. Existing at birth or from the beginning; 

inborn or inherent.  2. Originating at the same time; related.  3. Being in close 

accord or sympathy; congenial: “In the wilderness, I find something more dear and 

connate than in streets and villages” (Ralph Waldo Emerson).  4. Biology. United to 

a structure of the same kind, as one petal to another:  a connate tomato flower.  

[Late Latin conn7tus, past participle of conn7scX, to be born with  : Latin com-, 

com- + Latin n7scX, to be born; see genN- in Appendix.] —conùnateÙly adv.  

—conùnateÙness n. 

con·nat·u·ral (kN-n4chùNr-Nl, km-) adj.  1. Innate; inborn.  2. Related or similar 

in nature; cognate.  [Medieval Latin conn7t7r7lis : Latin com-, com- + Latin 

n7t7r7lis, by birth; see NATURAL.] —con·natÙu·ralùi·ty (-N-r4lùV-tK) n.  

—con·natùu·ral·ly adv.  —con·natùu·ral·ness n. 

Con·naught (kmnùôtÙ)  See Connacht. 
con·nect (kN-nHktù) v.  con·nect·ed, con·nect·ing, con·nects.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To join or fasten together.  2. To associate or consider as related:  no reason to 

connect the two events.  See Synonyms at join.  3. To join to or by means of a 

communications circuit:  Please connect me to the number in San Diego.  4. To 

plug in (an electrical cord or device) to an outlet.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

joined or united:  two streams connecting to form a river.  2. To be scheduled so as 

to provide continuing service, as between airplanes or buses.  3. To establish a 

rapport or relationship; relate:  The candidate failed to connect with the voters.  

4. Sports. To hit or play a ball successfully:  The batter connected for a home run.  

[Middle English connecten, from Latin conectere : co-, co- + nectere, to bind; see 

ned- in Appendix.] —con·nectùi·ble, con·nectùa·ble adj.  —con·necùtor, 
con·nectùer n. 

con·nect·ed (kN-nHkùtVd) adj.  1. Joined or fastened together.  2. Mathematics. 

Having a continuous path between any two points. Used of a curve, set, or sur-

face.  3. Related; associated.  4. Logically or intelligibly ordered or presented; 

coherent:  a stroke that left him incapable of connected speech.  5. Associated with 

or related to persons of influence or position:  a young photographer who was well 

connected in the fashion world.   —con·nectùed·ly adv.  —con·nectùed·ness n. 

Con·nect·i·cut (kN-nHtùV-kNt) Abbr. CT, Conn., Ct.  A state of the northeast 

United States. It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen Colonies in 1788. 

Connecticut’s coastline was first explored by Dutch navigators after 1614, and in 

1635 colonists from Massachusetts Bay began to settle in the Connecticut River 



valley. The Fundamental Orders, a constitution based on the consent of the gov-

erned, was adopted by the colony in 1639. Hartford is the capital and Bridgeport 

the largest city. Population, 3,295,669. 

Connecticut River (kN-nHtùV-kNt rVvùNr)  A river of the northeast United States 

flowing about 655 km (407 mi) from northern New Hampshire southward along 

the Vermont-New Hampshire border and through central Massachusetts and 

Connecticut to its outlet on Long Island Sound. 

con·nect·ing rod (kN-nHkùtVng rmd) n.  A rod that transmits motion or power 

from one moving part to another, especially the rod connecting the crankshaft of 

an automobile to a piston.  Also called pitman 

con·nec·tion (kN-nHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. con. 1. a. The act of connecting.  b. The 

state of being connected.   2. One that connects; a link:  a faulty connection in the 

circuit.  3. An association or a relationship:  There appeared to be no connection 

between the two crimes.  4. The logical or intelligible ordering of words or ideas; 

coherence.  5. Reference or relation to something else; context:  In this connection, 

the agreement can be seen as a step toward peace.  6. A person, especially one of 

influence or position, with whom one is associated, as by kinship, interests in 

common, or marriage:  used her connections to land a job.  7. A conveyance or 

scheduled run providing continuing service between means of transportation:  

missed my connection in Atlanta.  8. A line of communication between two points 

in a telephone or similar wired system.  9. Slang. a. A drug dealer.  b. A purchase 

of illegal drugs.    —con·necùtion·al adj. 

con·nec·tive (kN-nHkùtVv) adj.  Serving or tending to connect.   —  n.  1. One 

that connects.  2. Grammar. A word, such as a conjunction, that connects words, 

phrases, clauses, and sentences.  3. Botany. The portion of a stamen that connects 

the halves of an anther.   —con·necùtive·ly adv.  —conÙnec·tivùi·ty (kmnÙHk-

tVvùV-tK) n. 

connective tissue (kN-nHkùtVv tVshùu) n.  Tissue arising chiefly from the 

embryonic mesoderm that is characterized by a highly vascular matrix and 

includes collagenous, elastic, and reticular fibers, adipose tissue, cartilage, and 

bone. It forms the supporting and connecting structures of the body. 

connect time (kN-nHktù tXm) n.  Computer Science. The elapsed time during 

which a user of a remote terminal is connected with a time-sharing system. 

Con·nel·ly (kmnùN-lK), Marcus Cook. Known as “Marc.” 1890-1980.  Ameri-

can playwright, producer, and director who won a Pulitzer Prize for The Green 

Pastures (1930), a play based on Southern Black interpretations of biblical stories. 

Con·ne·ma·ra (kmnÙN-märùN)  A region of western Ireland on the coast of the 

Atlantic Ocean. The area is noted for its peat bogs and mountainous terrain. 

Con·ners·ville (kmnùNrz-vVlÙ)  A city of east-central Indiana east of Indianapo-

lis. It was founded in 1813. Population, 15,550. 

con·nex·ion (kN-nHkùshNn) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of connection. 



con·ning tower (kmnùVng touùNr) n.  1. A raised, enclosed observation post in 

a submarine, often used as a means of entrance and exit.  2. The armored pilot-

house of a warship.  [From CON
3.]

con·nip·tion (kN-nVpùshNn) n.  Informal. A fit of violent emotion, such as anger 

or panic.  Also called conniption fit [Origin unknown.]

con·niv·ance also con·niv·ence (kN-nXùvNns) n.  1. The act of conniving.  

2. Law. Knowledge of and tacit consent to the commission of an illegal act by 

another. 

con·nive (kN-nXvù) v.  intr. con·nived, con·niv·ing, con·nives. 1. To cooper-

ate secretly in an illegal or wrongful action; collude:  The dealers connived with 

customs officials to bring in narcotics.  2. To scheme; plot.  3. To feign ignorance of 

or fail to take measures against a wrong, thus implying tacit encouragement or 

consent:  The guards were suspected of conniving at the prisoner’s escape.  [Latin 

conXvKre, connXvKre, to close the eyes.] —con·nivùer n.  —con·nivùer·y n. 

con·niv·ence (kN-nXùvNns) n.  Variant of connivance. 
con·ni·vent (kN-nXùvNnt) adj.  Biology. Converging and touching but not fused, 

as stamens or an insect’s wings.  [Latin connXvKns, connXvent- present participle of 

connXvKre, to be tightly closed.]

con·nois·seur (kmnÙN-sûrù, -strù) n.  1. A person with expert knowledge or 

training, especially in the fine arts.  2. A person of informed and discriminating 

taste:  a connoisseur of fine wines.  [Obsolete French, from Old French connoisseor, 

from connoistre, to know, from Latin cognoscere, to learn, know. See COGNITION.] 
—conÙnois·seurùshipÙ n. 

Con·nol·ly (kmnùN-lK), Maureen Catherine. Known as “Little Mo.” 1934-

1969.  American tennis player who was the first to win the grand slam of U.S., 

British, French, and Australian women’s championships (1953). 

Con·nors (kmnùNrz), James Scott. Known as “Jimmy.” Born 1952.  American 

tennis player who twice won both the U.S. and Wimbledon men’s singles titles 

(1974 and 1982) and also won the U.S. title in 1976, 1978, and 1983. 

con·no·ta·tion (kmnÙN-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of connoting.  

2. a. An idea or meaning suggested by or associated with a word or thing:  Holly-

wood holds connotations of romance and glittering success.  b. The set of associative 

implications constituting the general sense of a word in addition to its literal 

sense.   3. Logic. The set of attributes constituting the meaning of a term; inten-

sion.   —conùno·taÙtive adj.  —conùno·taÙtive·ly adv. 

con·note (kN-notù) v.  tr. con·not·ed, con·not·ing, con·notes. 1. To suggest 

or imply in addition to literal meaning: “The term ‘liberal arts’ connotes a certain 

elevation above utilitarian concerns” (George F. Will).  See Usage Note at denote.  
2. To have as a related or attendant condition:  For a political leader, hesitation is 

apt to connote weakness.  [Medieval Latin connot7re, to mark along with  : Latin 

com-, com- + Latin not7re, to mark (from nota, mark); see gno- in Appendix.]



con·nu·bi·al (kN-nuùbK-Nl, -nyuù-) adj.  Relating to marriage or the married 

state; conjugal.  [Latin con7bi7lis, from con7bium, marriage  : com-, com- + 

n7bere, to marry.] —con·nuùbi·al·ism n.  —con·nuÙbi·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  

—con·nuùbi·al·ly adv. 

co·no·dont (koùnN-dmntÙ, kmnùN-) n.  Paleontology. A Paleozoic microfossil usu-

ally having a toothlike shape and considered to be the remains of an extinct 

marine organism.  [Greek konos, cone; see ko- in Appendix + -ODONT.]

co·noid (koùnoidÙ) also co·noi·dal (ko-noidùl) adj.  Shaped like a cone.   
—coùnoid n. 

con·quer (kmngùkNr) v.  con·quered, con·quer·ing, con·quers.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To defeat or subdue by force, especially by force of arms.  2. To gain or secure 

control of by or as if by force of arms:  scientists battling to conquer disease; a singer 

who conquered the operatic world.  3. To overcome or surmount by physical, men-

tal, or moral force:  I finally conquered my fear of heights.  See Synonyms at 

defeat.   —  v.  intr. To be victorious; win.  [Middle English conqueren, from Old 

French conquerre, from Vulgar Latin *conquaerere, from Latin conquXrere, to pro-

cure  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + quaerere, to seek.] —conùquer·a·ble adj.  

—conùquer·or, conùquer·er n. 

con·quest (kmnùkwHstÙ, kmngù-) n.  1. The act or process of conquering.  See 

Synonyms at victory.  2. Something, such as territory, acquired by conquering.  

3. One that has been captivated or overcome:  The pianist made a conquest of 

every audience for which she played.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Vul-

gar Latin *conquaesXta, feminine past participle of *conquaerere. See CONQUER.]

con·qui·an (kmngùkK-Nn) n.  Games. Variant of cooncan. 
con·quis·ta·dor (kmn-kwVsùtN-dôrÙ, kmng-kKùstN-) n.  pl. con·quis·ta·dors or 

con·quis·ta·dor·es (-dôrÙ7s, -Kz). A conqueror, especially one of the 16th-cen-

tury Spanish soldiers who defeated the Indian civilizations of Mexico, Central 

America, or Peru.  [Spanish, from conquistar, to conquer, from Vulgar Latin 

*conquXsXt7re, frequentative of Latin conquXrere. See CONQUER.]

Con·rad (kmnùr4dÙ), Joseph. 1857-1924.  Polish-born British novelist noted as 

a master of atmosphere and narrative technique. His works include Lord Jim 

(1900), Heart of Darkness (1902), and Nostromo (1904). 

Con·roe (kmnùro)  A city of southeast Texas north of Houston. Oil was discov-

ered in the area in 1932. Population, 27,610. 

cons. abbr.  1. a. Consigned.  b. Consignment.   2. Consonant.  3.  Also Cons.. 
Constable.  4. Constitution; constitutional.  5. Construction.  6.  Also Cons.. 
Consul. 

con·san·guin·e·ous (kmnÙs4n-gwVnùK-Ns, -s4ng-) also con·san·guine (kmn-

s4ngùgwVn, kNn-) adj.  Of the same lineage or origin; having a common ancestor.  

[From Latin consanguineus : com-, com- + sanguineus, of blood; see SANGUINE.] 
—conÙsan·guinùe·ous·ly adv. 



con·san·guin·i·ty (kmnÙs4n-gwVnùV-tK, -s4ng-) n.  pl. con·san·guin·i·ties. 
1. Relationship by blood or by a common ancestor.  2. A close affinity or connec-

tion. 

con·science (kmnùshNns) n.  1. a. The awareness of a moral or ethical aspect to 

one’s conduct together with the urge to prefer right over wrong:  Let your con-

science be your guide.  b. A source of moral or ethical judgment or pronounce-

ment:  a document that serves as the nation’s conscience.  c. Conformity to one’s 

own sense of right conduct:  a person of unflagging conscience.   2. The part of the 

superego in psychoanalysis that judges the ethical nature of one’s actions and 

thoughts and then transmits such determinations to the ego for consideration.  

3. Obsolete. Consciousness.   —idiom. in (all good) conscience. In all truth 

or fairness.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin conscientia, from con-

sciKns, conscient- present participle of conscXre, to be conscious of  : com-, intensive 

pref.; see COM- + scXre, to know; see skei- in Appendix.] —conùscience·less adj. 

conscience clause (kmnùshNns klôz) n.  A clause in a law that relieves persons 

whose conscientious or religious scruples forbid compliance. 

conscience money (kmnùshNns mƒnùK) n.  Money paid in compensation or 

atonement, as for a dishonest or morally objectionable act. 

con·sci·en·tious (kmnÙshK-HnùshNs) adj.  1. Guided by or in accordance with 

the dictates of conscience; principled:  a conscientious decision to speak out about 

injustice.  2. Thorough and assiduous:  a conscientious worker; a conscientious 

effort to comply with the regulations.  [Obsolete French conscientieux, from Medi-

eval Latin conscientiosus, from Latin conscientia, conscience. See CONSCIENCE.] 
—conÙsci·enùtious·ly adv.  —conÙsci·enùtious·ness n. 

conscientious objector (kmnÙshK-HnùshNs mb-jVkùtNr) n.  Abbr. CO, C.O. 
One who on the basis of religious or moral principles refuses to bear arms or par-

ticipate in military service. 

con·scio·na·ble (kmnùshN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Acceptable or permissible according 

to conscience: “Ignoring [disadvantaged minorities] is no more conscionable today 

than it was in the riot-scorched America of 20 years ago” (Christian Science Moni-

tor).  2. Conscientious; principled.  [Obsolete conscions (variant of CONSCIENCE) + 

-ABLE.]

con·scious (kmnùshNs) adj.  1. a. Having an awareness of one’s environment 

and one’s own existence, sensations, and thoughts.  See Synonyms at aware.  
b. Mentally perceptive or alert; awake:  The patient remained fully conscious after 

the local anesthetic was administered.   2. Capable of thought, will, or perception:  

The development of conscious life on the planet.  3. Subjectively known or felt:  

conscious remorse.  4. Intentionally conceived or done; deliberate:  a conscious 

insult; made a conscious effort to speak more clearly.  5. Inwardly attentive or sensi-

ble; mindful:  was increasingly conscious of being stared at on the street.  

6. Especially aware of or preoccupied with. Often used in combination:  a cost-



conscious approach to further development; a health-conscious diet.   —  n.  In psy-

choanalysis, the component of waking awareness perceptible by a person at any 

given instant; consciousness.  [From Latin conscius : com-, com- + scXre, to know; 

see skei- in Appendix.] —conùscious·ly adv. 

con·scious·ness (kmnùshNs-nVs) n.  1. The state or condition of being con-

scious.  2. A sense of one’s personal or collective identity, especially the complex 

of attitudes, beliefs, and sensitivities held by or considered characteristic of an 

individual or a group:  Love of freedom runs deep in the national consciousness.  

3. a. Special awareness or sensitivity:  class consciousness; race consciousness.  

b. Alertness to or concern for a particular issue or situation:  a movement aimed 

at raising the general public’s consciousness of social injustice.   4. In psychoanalysis, 

the conscious. 

con·scious·ness-rais·ing (kmnùshNs-nVs-r7ÙzVng) n.  1. A process, as by 

group therapy, of achieving greater awareness of one’s needs in order to fulfill 

one’s potential as a person.  2. A method for making people aware of a political or 

social issue, especially discrimination or injustice.   —conùscious·ness-raisùer 
n.  —conùscious·ness-raisÙing adj. 

con·script (kmnùskrVptÙ) n.  One compulsorily enrolled for service, especially in 

the armed forces; a draftee.   —  adj.  Enrolled compulsorily; drafted.   —  v.  tr. 

con·script·ed, con·script·ing, con·scripts (kNn-skrVptù). To enroll compulso-

rily into service; draft.  [Latin conscriptus, past participle of conscrXbere, to enroll  : 

com-, com- + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.]

con·scrip·tion (kNn-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. Compulsory enrollment, especially for 

the armed forces; draft.  2. A monetary payment exacted by a government in war-

time. 

con·se·crate (kmnùsV-kr7tÙ) v.  tr. con·se·crat·ed, con·se·crat·ing, 
con·se·crates. 1. To declare or set apart as sacred:  consecrate a church.  2. a. To 

produce the ritual transformation of (the elements of the Eucharist) into the 

body and blood of Jesus.  b. To sanctify (bread and wine) for use in Communion.  

c. To initiate (a priest) into the order of bishops.   3. To dedicate solemnly to a 

service or goal.  See Synonyms at devote.  4. To make venerable; hallow:  a tradi-

tion consecrated by time.   —  adj.  Dedicated to a sacred purpose; sanctified.  

[Middle English consecraten, from Latin consecr7re, consecr7t-  : com-, intensive 

pref.; see COM- + sacr7re, to make sacred (from sacer, sacr-, sacred); see sak- in 

Appendix.] —conùse·craÙtive adj.  —conùse·craÙtor n.  —conùse·cra·toÙry 
(-krN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

con·se·cra·tion (kmnÙsV-kr7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or ceremony of con-

secrating.  2. The state of being consecrated. 

con·se·cu·tion (kmnÙsV-kyuùshNn) n.  1. A sequence or succession.  2. Logic. 

The relation of consequent to antecedent; deduction.  [Middle English consecu-



cioun, attainment, from Latin consec7tio, consec7tion-, orderly sequence, from 

consec7tus, past participle of consequX, to follow closely. See CONSEQUENT.]

con·sec·u·tive (kNn-sHkùyN-tVv) adj.  1. Following one after another without 

interruption; successive:  was absent on three consecutive days; won five consecutive 

games on the road.  2. Marked by logical sequence.  3. Grammar. Expressing con-

sequence or result:  a consecutive clause.  [French consécutif, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin consec7tXvus, from consec7tus, past participle of Latin conse-

quX, to follow closely. See CONSEQUENT.] —con·secùu·tive·ly adv.  

—con·secùu·tive·ness n. 

con·sen·su·al (kNn-sHnùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Of or expressing a consensus:  a con-

sensual decision.  2. a. Law. Existing or entered into by mutual consent without 

formalization by document or ceremony:  a consensual marriage; a consensual 

contract.  b. Involving the willing participation of both or all parties, especially in 

an illegal transaction or practice:  the consensual crimes of prostitution, drug abuse, 

and illegal gambling.   3. Physiology. a. Of or relating to a reflexive response of 

one body structure following stimulation of another, such as the concurrent con-

striction of one pupil in response to light shined in the other.  b. Of or relating to 

involuntary movement of a body part accompanying voluntary movement of 

another.    —con·senùsu·al·ly adv. 

con·sen·sus (kNn-sHnùsNs) n.  1. An opinion or position reached by a group as a 

whole or by majority will:  The voters’ consensus was that the measure should be 

adopted.  2. General agreement or accord:  government by consensus.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  consensus politics; consensus 

management.  [Latin, from past participle of consentXre, to agree. See CONSENT.]

USAGE NOTE: Many grammarians have maintained that the expression con-

sensus of opinion is redundant, inasmuch as consensus itself denotes a judgment

about which there is general agreement. Consensus of opinion has often been used

by reputable writers, however, and has sometimes been defended on the grounds

that a consensus may involve attitudes other than opinions; thus, one may speak

of a consensus of beliefs, or a consensus of usage. Nonetheless, the qualifying phrase

can usually be omitted with no loss of clarity. The sentence It was the consensus

of opinion among the sportswriters that the game should not have been played says

nothing that is not said by It was the consensus of the sportswriters that the game

should not have been played. • Expressions such as overall consensus and general

consensus are harder to defend against the charge of redundancy. In the most re-

cent survey, overall consensus was judged redundant by 95 percent of the members

of the Usage Panel. See Usage Note at redundancy.

con·sent (kNn-sHntù) v.  intr. con·sent·ed, con·sent·ing, con·sents. 1. To 

give assent, as to the proposal of another; agree.  See Synonyms at assent.  



2. Archaic. To be of the same mind or opinion.   —  n.  1. Acceptance or approval 

of what is planned or done by another; acquiescence.  See Synonyms at permis-
sion.  2. Agreement as to opinion or a course of action:  She was chosen by com-

mon consent to speak for the group.  [Middle English consenten, from Old French 

consentir, from Latin consentXre : com-, com- + sentXre, to feel; see sent- in 

Appendix.] —con·sentùer n. 

con·sen·ta·ne·ous (kmnÙsHn-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Manifesting agreement; accor-

dant.  2. Unanimous.  [From Latin consent7neus, from consentXre, to agree. See 

CONSENT.] —con·senÙta·neùi·ty (kNn-sHnÙtN-nKùV-tK), 
conÙsen·taùne·ous·ness n.  —conÙsen·taùne·ous·ly adv. 

consent decree (kNn-sHntù dV-krKù) n.  Law. A judicial decree expressing a vol-

untary agreement between parties to a suit, especially an agreement by a defen-

dant to cease activities alleged by the government to be illegal in return for an end 

to the charges. 

con·se·quence (kmnùsV-kwHnsÙ, -kwNns) n.  1. Something that logically or nat-

urally follows from an action or condition.  See Synonyms at effect.  2. The rela-

tion of a result to its cause.  3. A logical conclusion or inference.  4. Importance 

in rank or position:  scientists of consequence.  5. Significance; importance:  an 

issue of consequence.  See Synonyms at importance.  —idiom. in conse-
quence. As a result; consequently. 

con·se·quent (kmnùsV-kwHntÙ, -kwNnt) adj.  1. a. Following as a natural effect, 

result, or conclusion:  tried to prevent an oil spill and the consequent damage to 

wildlife.  b. Following as a logical conclusion.   2. Logically correct or consistent.  

3. Geology. Having a position or direction determined by the original form or 

slope of the earth’s surface:  a consequent river; a consequent valley.   —  n.  

1. Logic. The conclusion, as of a syllogism or a conditional sentence.  2. The sec-

ond term of a ratio.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin consequKns, 

consequent- present participle of consequX, to follow closely  : com-, intensive pref.; 

see COM- + sequX, to follow; see sekw-1 in Appendix.]

con·se·quen·tial (kmnÙsV-kwHnùshNl) adj.  1. Following as an effect, result, or 

conclusion; consequent.  2. Having important consequences; significant: “The 

year’s only really consequential legislation was the reform of Social Security” (New 

York Times).  3. a. Important; influential:  a consequential figure in the academic 

community.  b. Pompous; self-important.    —conÙse·quenÙti·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-
tK), conÙse·quenùtial·ness n.  —conÙse·quenùtial·ly adv. 

con·se·quent·ly (kmnùsV-kwHntÙlK, -kwNnt-lK) adv.  As a result; therefore. 

con·ser·van·cy (kNn-sûrùvNn-sK) n.  pl. con·ser·van·cies. 1. Conservation, 

especially of natural resources.  2. a. An organization dedicated to the conserva-

tion of wildlife and wildlife habitats in the United States.  b. Chiefly British. A 

commission supervising fisheries and navigation.  



con·ser·va·tion (kmnÙsûr-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of conserving.  

2. a. Preservation from loss, damage, or neglect:  Valuable manuscripts were saved 

from deterioration under the program of library conservation.  b. The controlled 

use and systematic protection of natural resources, such as forests, soil, and water 

systems.   3. The maintenance of a physical quantity, such as energy or mass, dur-

ing a physical or chemical change.   —conÙser·vaùtion·al adj. 

con·ser·va·tion·ist (kmnÙsûr-v7ùshN-nVst) n.  One that practices or advocates 

conservation, especially of natural resources. 

conservation of charge (kmnÙsûr-v7ùshNn ƒv chärj) n.  A principle stating 

that the total electric charge of an isolated system remains constant regardless of 

changes within the system. 

conservation of energy (kmnÙsûr-v7ùshNn ƒv HnùNr-jK) n.  A principle stat-

ing that the total energy of an isolated system remains constant regardless of 

changes within the system. 

conservation of mass (kmnÙsûr-v7ùshNn ƒv m4s) n.  A principle in classical 

physics stating that the total mass of an isolated system is unchanged by interac-

tion of its parts. 

conservation of momentum (kmnÙsûr-v7ùshNn ƒv mo-mHnùtNm) n.  A 

principle stating that the total linear momentum of an isolated system remains 

constant regardless of changes within the system. 

con·ser·va·tism (kNn-sûrùvN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. The inclination, especially in poli-

tics, to maintain the existing or traditional order.  2. A political philosophy or 

attitude emphasizing respect for traditional institutions, distrust of government 

activism, and opposition to sudden change in the established order.  

3. Conservatism. The principles and policies of the Conservative Party in the 

United Kingdom or of the Progressive Conservative Party in Canada.  4. Caution 

or moderation, as in behavior or outlook. 

con·ser·va·tive (kNn-sûrùvN-tVv) adj.  1. Favoring traditional views and values; 

tending to oppose change.  2. Traditional or restrained in style:  a conservative 

dark suit.  3. Moderate; cautious:  a conservative estimate.  4. a. Of or relating to 

the political philosophy of conservatism.  b. Belonging to a conservative party, 

group, or movement.   5. Conservative. Of or belonging to the Conservative 

Party in the United Kingdom or the Progressive Conservative Party in Canada.  

6. Conservative. Of or adhering to Conservative Judaism.  7. Tending to con-

serve; preservative:  the conservative use of natural resources.   —  n.  1. One favor-

ing traditional views and values.  2. A supporter of political conservatism.  

3. Conservative. Abbr. C. A member or supporter of the Conservative Party in 

the United Kingdom or the Progressive Conservative Party in Canada.  4. Archaic. 

A preservative agent or principle.   —con·serùva·tive·ly adv.  

—con·serùva·tive·ness n. 



Conservative Judaism (kNn-sûrùvN-tVv juùdK-VzÙNm) n.  The branch of 

Judaism that allows for modifications in Jewish law when authorized by the Con-

servative rabbinate. 

Conservative Party (kNn-sûrùvN-tVv pärùtK) n.  A major political party of the 

United Kingdom, characterized by moderate progressivism. 

con·ser·va·tize (kNn-sûrùvN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. con·ser·va·tized, 
con·ser·va·tiz·ing, con·ser·va·tizes. To make conservative or more conserva-

tive: “He has prepared himself by... conservatizing his politics” (Peter Goldman).  

[CONSERVATIVE + -IZE.]

con·ser·va·tor (kNn-sûrùvN-tNr, kmnùsNr-v7ÙtNr) n.  1. A person in charge of 

maintaining or restoring valuable items, as in a museum or library.  2. One that 

conserves or preserves from injury, violation, or infraction; a protector.  3. Law. 

One that is responsible for the person and property of an incompetent.   
—con·serÙva·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  —con·serùva·tor·shipÙ n. 

con·ser·va·to·ry (kNn-sûrùvN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. con·ser·va·to·ries. 1. A 

greenhouse, especially one in which plants are arranged aesthetically for display, 

as at a botanical garden.  2. A school of music or dramatic art. 

con·serve (kNn-sûrvù) v.  con·served, con·serv·ing, con·serves.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To protect from loss or harm; preserve:  calls to conserve our national heri-

tage in the face of bewildering change.  b. To use carefully or sparingly, avoiding 

waste:  kept the thermostat lower to conserve energy.   2. To keep (a quantity) con-

stant through physical or chemical reactions or evolutionary changes.  3. To pre-

serve (fruits) with sugar.   —  v.  intr. To economize:  tried to conserve on fuel 

during the long winter.   —  n.  (kmnùsûrvÙ) A jam made of fruits stewed in sugar.  

[Middle English conserven, from Old French conserver, from Latin conserv7re : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + serv7re, to preserve; see ser-1 in Appendix.] 
—con·servùa·ble adj.  —con·servùer n. 

con·sid·er (kNn-sVdùNr) v.  con·sid·ered, con·sid·er·ing, con·sid·ers.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To think carefully about.  2. To think or deem to be; regard as.  See Usage 

Note at as1.  3. To form an opinion about; judge:  considers waste to be criminal.  

4. To take into account; bear in mind:  Her success is not surprising if you consider 

her excellent training.  5. To show consideration for:  failed to consider the feelings 

of others.  6. To esteem; regard.  7. To look at thoughtfully.   —  v.  intr. To think 

carefully; reflect:  Give me time to consider.  [Middle English consideren, from Old 

French, from Latin consXder7re : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + sXdus, sXder-, 

star.] —con·sidùer·er n.  

SYNONYMS: consider, deem, regard, account, reckon. These verbs refer to hold-

ing opinions or views that are based on evaluation. Consider suggests objective

reflection and reasoning: She is considered an intelligent woman. He considers suc-

cess of little importance. Deem is more subjective through its emphasis on judg-



ment as distinguished from contemplation: The faculty deems the essay to be by

far the best one submitted. Regard often implies a personal attitude: I regard your

apology as the end of the matter. Account and reckon in this sense are rather literary

in flavor and imply calculated judgment: “I account no man to be a philosopher

who attempts to do more” (John Henry Newman). “I cannot reckon you as an ad-

mirer” (Nathaniel Hawthorne).

con·sid·er·a·ble (kNn-sVdùNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Large in amount, extent, or degree:  

a writer of considerable influence.  2. Worthy of consideration; significant:  The 

economy was a considerable issue in the campaign.   —  n.  Informal. A considerable 

amount, extent, or degree.   —con·sidùer·a·bly adv. 

con·sid·er·ate (kNn-sVdùNr-Vt) adj.  1. Having or marked by regard for the 

needs or feelings of others.  See Synonyms at thoughtful.  2. Characterized by 

careful thought; deliberate.  [Middle English, observed, from Latin consXder7tus, 

past participle of consXder7re, to consider. See CONSIDER.] —con·sidùer·ate·ly 
adv.  —con·sidùer·ate·ness n. 

con·sid·er·a·tion (kNn-sVdÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Careful thought; deliberation:  

We will give your proposal consideration.  b. A result of considering; an opinion or 

a judgment:  Is it your consideration that I should apply?   2. A factor to be consid-

ered in forming a judgment or decision:  Safety is the most important consider-

ation in choosing a car.  3. A treatment or account:  The essay begins with a brief 

consideration of the history of the problem.  4. Thoughtful concern for others; 

solicitude.  5. High regard; esteem.  6. Payment given in exchange for a service 

rendered; recompense:  agreed to do it for a small consideration.  7. Law. Some-

thing promised, given, or done that has the effect of making an agreement a 

legally enforceable contract.   —idiom. in consideration of. 1. In view of; on 

account of:  turned back in consideration of the worsening weather.  2. In return 

for:  an honorarium given in consideration of her contributions to the project. 

con·sid·ered (kNn-sVdùNrd) adj.  1. Reached after or carried out with careful 

thought; deliberate:  my considered opinion; a considered policy involving a mea-

sured response to provocations.  2. Highly regarded; esteemed. 

con·sid·er·ing (kNn-sVdùNr-Vng) prep.  In view of; taking into consideration:  

You managed the project well, considering your inexperience.  See Usage Note at 

participle.   —  adv.  Informal. All things considered:  We had a good trip, consid-

ering. 

con·si·glie·re (konÙsK-lyHùrH) n.  pl. con·si·glie·ri (-rK). An adviser or counse-

lor, especially to a capo or leader of an organized crime syndicate.  [Italian, from 

Latin consili7rius, from consilium, advice.]

con·sign (kNn-sXnù) v.  con·signed, con·sign·ing, con·signs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

give over to the care of another; entrust.  2. To turn over permanently to 

another’s charge or to a lasting condition; commit irrevocably: “Their desponding 



imaginations had already consigned him to a watery grave” (William Hickling Pres-

cott).  3. To deliver (merchandise, for example) for custody or sale.  4. To set 

apart, as for a special use or purpose; assign.  See Synonyms at commit.   —  v.  

intr. Obsolete. To submit; consent.  [Middle English consignen, to certify by seal, 

from Old French consigner, from Latin consign7re : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- 

+ sign7re, to mark (from signum, mark); see sekw-1 in Appendix.] 
—con·signùa·ble adj.  —conÙsig·naùtion (kmnÙsX-n7ùshNn, -sVg-) n.  

—con·sigùnor, con·signùer n. 

con·sign·ee (kmnÙsX-nKù, kNn-sXùnKÙ) n.  The one to whom something, such as 

goods or merchandise, is consigned. 

con·sign·ment (kNn-sXnùmNnt) n.  Abbr. cons. 1. The act of consigning.  

2. Something consigned.   —idiom. on consignment. With the provision that 

payment is expected only on completed sales and that unsold items may be 

returned to the one consigning:  The retailer accepted the shipment on consign-

ment. 

consignment store (kNn-sXnùmNnt stôr) n.  A retail store that stocks and sells 

merchandise on consignment. 

con·sist (kNn-sVstù) v.  intr. con·sist·ed, con·sist·ing, con·sists. 1. To be made 

up or composed:  New York City consists of five boroughs.  See Usage Note at 

include.  2. To have a basis; reside or lie:  The beauty of the artist’s style consists in 

its simplicity.  3. To be compatible; accord:  The information consists with her 

account.  [Latin consistere, to stand still, to be composed of  : com-, intensive pref.; 

see COM- + sistere, to cause to stand; see st7- in Appendix.]

con·sis·tence (kNn-sVsùtNns) n.  Consistency. 

con·sis·ten·cy (kNn-sVsùtNn-sK) n.  pl. con·sis·ten·cies. 1. a. Agreement or 

logical coherence among things or parts:  a rambling argument that lacked any 

consistency.  b. Correspondence among related aspects; compatibility:  questioned 

the consistency of the administration’s actions with its stated policy.   2. Reliability or 

uniformity of successive results or events:  pitched with remarkable consistency 

throughout the season.  3. Degree or texture of density, firmness, or viscosity:  beat 

the mixture to the consistency of soft butter. 

con·sis·tent (kNn-sVsùtNnt) adj.  1. In agreement; compatible:  The testimony 

was consistent with the known facts.  2. Being in agreement with itself; coherent 

and uniform:  a consistent pattern of behavior.  3. Reliable; steady:  demonstrated a 

consistent ability to impress the critics.  4. Mathematics. Having at least one com-

mon solution, as of two or more equations or inequalities.  [Latin consistKns, con-

sistent- present participle of consistere, to stand still. See CONSIST.] 
—con·sisùtent·ly adv. 

con·sis·to·ry (kNn-sVsùtN-rK) n.  pl. con·sis·to·ries. 1. a. Roman Catholic 

Church. An assembly of cardinals presided over by the pope for the solemn pro-

mulgation of papal acts, such as the canonization of a saint.  b. A governing body 



of a local congregation in certain Reformed churches.  c. A court appointed to 

regulate ecclesiastical affairs in Lutheran state churches.  d. An Anglican diocesan 

court presided over by a bishop’s chancellor or commissary.   2. The meeting of a 

consistory.  3. A council; a tribunal.  [Middle English consistorie, from Old 

French, from Latin consistorium, place of assembly, from consistere, to stand 

together. See CONSIST.] —conÙsis·toùri·al (kmnÙsV-stôrùK-Nl, -storù-) adj. 

con·so·ci·ate (kNn-soùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. con·so·ci·at·ed, con·so·ci·at·ing, 
con·so·ci·ates. To bring or come into friendly or cooperative association.   —  
adj.  (-Vt) Associated; united.   —  n.  (-Vt) An associate or partner.  [Latin 

consoci7re, consoci7t-, to associate  : com-, com- + soci7re, to associate (from 

socius, companion); see sekw-1 in Appendix.]

con·so·ci·a·tion (kNn-soÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  1. Friendly or cooperative associa-

tion, as between groups or organizations.  2. Ecology. A subdivision of an associa-

tion having one dominant species of plant.  3. A political arrangement in which 

various groups, such as ethnic or racial populations within a country or region, 

share power according to an agreed formula or mechanism.   
—con·soÙci·aùtion·al adj. 

con·sol (kmnùsml, kNn-smlù) n.  Chiefly British. A government bond in Great Brit-

ain, originally issued in 1751, that pays perpetual interest and has no date of 

maturity. Often used in the plural.  Also called bank annuity [Short for Consoli-

dated Annuity.]

consol. abbr.  Consolidated. 

con·so·la·tion (kmnÙsN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of consoling.  

b. The state of being consoled.   2. One that consoles; a comfort:  Your kindness 

was a consolation to me in my grief. 

consolation prize (kmnÙsN-l7ùshNn prXz) n.  A prize given to a competitor who 

loses or does not win the first prize. 

con·sole1 (kNn-solù) v.  tr. con·soled, con·sol·ing, con·soles. To allay the 

sorrow or grief of.  See Synonyms at comfort.  [French consoler, from Old 

French, from Latin consol7rX : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + sol7rX, to comfort.] 
—con·solùa·ble adj.  —con·soùla·toÙry (-soùlN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -smlùN-) adj.  

—con·solùer n.  —con·solùing·ly adv. 

con·sole2 (kmnùsolÙ) n.  1. a. A cabinet for a radio, television set, or phono-

graph, designed to stand on the floor.  b. A small, freestanding storage cabinet.   

2. Music. The desklike part of an organ that contains the keyboard, stops, and 

pedals.  3. a. A central control panel for a mechanical, electrical, or electronic 

system.  b. An instrument panel.   4. The portion of a computer or peripheral 

that houses the apparatus used to operate the machine manually and provides a 

means of communication between the computer operator and the central pro-

cessing unit, often in the form of a keyboard.  5. A small storage compartment 

mounted between bucket seats in an automobile.  6. An often scroll-shaped 



bracket used for decoration or for supporting a projecting member, such as a cor-

nice or shelf.  7. A console table.  [French, perhaps short for consolider, to 

strengthen, from Latin consolid7re. See CONSOLIDATE.]

con·sole table (kmnùsolÙ t7ùbNl) n.  1. A table supported by decorative con-

soles fixed to a wall.  2. A small table, often with curved legs resembling consoles, 

designed to be set against a wall. 

con·sol·i·date (kNn-smlùV-d7tÙ) v.  con·sol·i·dat·ed, con·sol·i·dat·ing, 
con·sol·i·dates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To unite into one system or whole; combine:  con-

solidated five separate agencies into a single department.  2. To make strong or 

secure; strengthen:  She consolidated her power during her first year in office.  3. To 

make firm or coherent; form into a compact mass.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

solidified or united.  2. To join in a merger or union:  The two firms consolidated 

under a new name.  [Latin consolid7re, consolid7t-  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- 

+ solid7re, to make firm (from solidus, firm); see sol- in Appendix.] 
—con·solùi·daÙtor n. 

con·sol·i·dat·ed school (kNn-smlùV-d4ÙtVd skul) n.  A public school serving 

pupils from several adjacent, often rural districts. 

con·sol·i·da·tion (kNn-smlÙV-d7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of consoli-

dating.  b. The state of being consolidated.   2. The merger of two or more com-

mercial interests or corporations. 

con·so·lute (kmnùsN-lutÙ) adj.  Of or relating to liquid substances that are 

capable of being mixed in all proportions.  [Late Latin consol7tus, dissolved 

together  : Latin com-, com- + Latin sol7tus, past participle of solvere, to loosen, 

dissolve; see leu- in Appendix.]

con·som·mé (kmnÙsN-m7ù, kmnùsN-m7Ù) n.  A clear soup made of strained meat 

or vegetable stock, served hot or as a cold jelly.  [French, from past participle of 

consommer, to use up, from Latin consumm7re, to finish. See CONSUMMATE.]

con·so·nance (kmnùsN-nNns) n.  1. Agreement; harmony; accord.  2. a. Close 

correspondence of sounds.  b. The repetition of consonants or of a consonant 

pattern, especially at the ends of words, as in blank and think or strong and string.   

3. Music. A simultaneous combination of sounds conventionally regarded as 

pleasing and final in effect. 

con·so·nant (kmnùsN-nNnt) adj.  1. Being in agreement or accord:  remarks con-

sonant with our own beliefs.  2. Corresponding or alike in sound, as words or syl-

lables.  3. Harmonious in sound or tone.  4. Consonantal.   —  n.  Abbr. cons. 
1. A speech sound produced by a partial or complete obstruction of the air 

stream by any of various constrictions of the speech organs.  2. A letter or charac-

ter representing such a speech sound.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin conson7ns, consonant- present participle of conson7re, to agree  : com-, com- 

+ son7re, to sound; see swen- in Appendix.] —conùso·nant·ly adv. 



con·so·nan·tal (kmnÙsN-n4nùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the nature of 

a consonant.  2. Containing a consonant or consonants.   —conÙso·nanùtal·ly 
adv. 

con·sort (kmnùsôrtÙ) n.  1. A husband or wife, especially the spouse of a mon-

arch.  2. A companion or partner.  3. A ship accompanying another in travel.  

4. Partnership; association:  governed in consort with her advisers.  5. A group; a 

company:  a consort of fellow diplomats.  6. Music. a. An ensemble of players.  

b. A group of instruments of the same family.    —  v.  con·sort·ed, 
con·sort·ing, con·sorts (kNn-sôrtù).  —  v.  intr. 1. To keep company; associate:  

a politician known to consort with gangsters.  2. To be in accord or agreement.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To unite in company; associate.  2. Obsolete. a. To escort; accompany.  

b. To espouse.   [Middle English, colleague, from Old French, from Latin consors, 

consort-  : com-, com- + sors, fate; see ser-2 in Appendix.]

con·sor·ti·um (kNn-sôrùtK-Nm, -shK-Nm) n.  pl. con·sor·ti·a (-tK-N, -shK-N). 
1. a. An association or a combination, as of businesses, financial institutions, or 

investors, for the purpose of engaging in a joint venture.  b. A cooperative 

arrangement among groups or institutions:  a library consortium.   2. An associa-

tion or a society.  3. Law. The right of a spouse to the company of, help of, affec-

tion of, and sexual relations with his or her mate.  [Latin, fellowship, from 

consors, consort-, partner. See CONSORT.] —con·sorùti·al adj. 

con·spe·cif·ic (kmnÙspV-sVfùVk) adj.  Of or belonging to the same species.   —  n.  

An organism belonging to the same species as another. 

con·spec·tus (kNn-spHkùtNs) n.  pl. con·spec·tus·es. 1. A general survey of a 

subject.  2. A synopsis.  [Latin, from past participle of conspicere, to observe. See 

CONSPICUOUS.]

con·spic·u·ous (kNn-spVkùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Easy to notice; obvious.  

2. Attracting attention, as by being unusual or remarkable; noticeable.  See Syn-

onyms at noticeable.  [From Latin conspicuus, from conspicere, to observe  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + specere, to look; see spek- in Appendix.] 
—con·spicùu·ous·ly adv.  —con·spicùu·ous·ness n. 

con·spir·a·cist (kNn-spîrùN-sVst) n.  One holding a conspiracy theory. 

con·spir·a·cy (kNn-spîrùN-sK) n.  pl. con·spir·a·cies. 1. An agreement to per-

form together an illegal, wrongful, or subversive act.  2. A group of conspirators.  

3. Law. An agreement between two or more persons to commit a crime or accom-

plish a legal purpose through illegal action.  4. A joining or acting together, as if 

by sinister design:  a conspiracy of wind and tide that devastated coastal areas.  

[Middle English conspiracie, from Anglo-Norman conspiracie, probably alteration 

of Old French conspiration, from Latin conspXr7tio, conspXr7tion-, from 

conspXr7tus, past participle of conspXr7re, to conspire. See CONSPIRE.]

SYNONYMS: conspiracy, plot, machination, collusion, intrigue, cabal. Each of



these nouns denotes a secret plan to achieve an evil or illegal end. Conspiracy re-

fers to such a plan by a group intent usually on a treacherous purpose: Several

generals formed a conspiracy to overthrow the government. Plot stresses sinister

means and motives but may be small or large in number of participants and

scope: Several financiers joined the plot to take over the profitable company. Mach-

ination, usually in the plural, strongly implies crafty, underhand dealing: “the de-

vious machinations of CIA operatives” (Christian Science Monitor). Collusion is

secret agreement for a fraudulent purpose: If it had not been for collusion between

criminals and a few corrupt police officers, the drug ring would have been exposed

long ago. Intrigue denotes a complex clandestine scheme; usually it implies selfish,

petty actions rather than criminal ends: Political intrigue prevented her from be-

coming her party’s candidate. Cabal refers to a conspiratorial group whose actions

usually are directed against a government or political leader: “The cabal against

Washington found supporters exclusively in the north” (George Bancroft).

conspiracy theory (kNn-spîrùN-sK thKùN-rK) n.  A theory seeking to explain a 

disputed case or matter as a plot by a secret group or alliance rather than an indi-

vidual or isolated act.   —conspiracy theorist n. 

con·spir·a·tor (kNn-spîrùN-tNr) n.  One that engages in a conspiracy. 

con·spir·a·to·ri·al (kNn-spîrÙN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or charac-

teristic of conspirators or a conspiracy:  a conspiratorial act; a conspiratorial smile.   
—con·spirÙa·toùri·al·ly adv. 

con·spir·a·to·ri·al·ist (kNn-spîrÙN-tôrùK-N-lVst, -torù-) n.  A conspiracist. 

con·spire (kNn-spXrù) v.  con·spired, con·spir·ing, con·spires.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To plan together secretly to commit an illegal or wrongful act or accomplish a 

legal purpose through illegal action.  2. To join or act together; combine:  factors 

that conspired to delay the project.   —  v.  tr. To plan or plot secretly.  [Middle 

English conspiren, from Old French, from Latin conspXr7re : com-, com- + spXr7re, 

to breathe.] —con·spirùer n.  —con·spirùing·ly adv. 

con spi·ri·to (kmn spîrùV-toÙ, kôn) adv.  Music. With spirit and vigor. Used 

chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : con, with + spirito, spirit, soul.]

const. abbr.  1.  Also Const.. Constable.  2. Constant.  3.  Also Const.. Consti-

tution.  4. Construction. 

con·sta·ble (kmnùstN-bNl, kƒnù-) n.  Abbr. cons., Cons., const., Const. 1. A 

peace officer with less authority and smaller jurisdiction than a sheriff, empow-

ered to serve writs and warrants and make arrests.  2. A medieval officer of high 

rank, usually serving as military commander in the absence of a monarch.  3. The 

governor of a royal castle.  4. Chiefly British. A police officer.  [Middle English, 

from Old French conestable, from Late Latin comes stabulX, officer of the stable  : 

Latin comes, officer, companion; see ei- in Appendix + Latin stabulX, genitive of 

stabulum, stable; see st7- in Appendix.] —conùsta·ble·shipÙ n. 



Con·sta·ble (kƒnùstN-bNl, kmnù-), John. 1776-1837.  British landscape painter 

whose use of broken color influenced later French painters. The Hay Wain (1821) 

is his best-known work. 

con·stab·u·lar (kNn-st4bùyN-lNr) adj.  Constabulary. 

con·stab·u·lar·y (kNn-st4bùyN-lHrÙK) n.  pl. con·stab·u·lar·ies. 1. The body of 

constables of a district or city.  2. The district under the jurisdiction of a consta-

ble.  3. An armed police force organized like a military unit.   —  adj.  Of or relat-

ing to constables, constabularies, or their jurisdictions. 

Con·stance (kmnùstNns)  See Konstanz. 
Constance, Lake of. Also Bo·den·see (bodùn-z7Ù).  An Alpine lake bordering 

on southern Germany, northern Switzerland, and western Austria. 

con·stan·cy (kmnùstNn-sK) n.  1. Steadfastness, as in purpose or affection; faith-

fulness.  2. The condition or quality of being constant; changelessness. 

con·stant (kmnùstNnt) adj.  1. Continually occurring; persistent.  2. Unchanging 

in nature, value, or extent; invariable.  See Synonyms at continual.  3. Steadfast 

in purpose, loyalty, or affection; faithful.  See Synonyms at faithful. See Syn-

onyms at steady.   —  n.  1. Something that is unchanging or invariable.  2.  
Abbr. c, C, const. a. A quantity assumed to have a fixed value in a specified 

mathematical context.  b. An experimental or theoretical condition, factor, or 

quantity that does not vary or that is regarded as invariant in specified circum-

stances.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin const7ns, constant- 

present participle of const7re, to stand firm  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + 

st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —conùstant·ly adv. 

Con·stan·¡a (kNn-stänùsN, kôn-stänùtsä)  A city of southeast Romania on the 

Black Sea east of Bucharest. Founded in the seventh century B.C. as a Greek col-

ony, it is the country’s main seaport. Population, 315,662. 

con·stan·tan (kmnùstNn-t4nÙ) n.  An alloy of 45 percent nickel and 55 percent 

copper, used chiefly in electrical instruments because of its constant resistance.  

[From CONSTANT.]

Con·stant de Re·becque (kôN-stäNù dN rN-bHkù), Benjamin. 1767-1830.  

French writer and politician who was exiled in 1802 for denouncing Napoleon’s 

machinations. He is best known for the novel Adolphe (1816), inspired by his 

affair with Madame de Staël. 

constant dollars (kmnùstNnt dmlùNrz) pl.n.  Dollars reported in terms of the 

value they had on a previous date:  The dividend of $5 per share that was paid in 

1986 was worth only $2.50 in constant dollars of 1976, when the stock was pur-

chased. 

Con·stan·tine (kmnùstNn-tKnÙ, kôN-st4N-tKnù)  A city of northeast Algeria east 

of Algiers. It was founded by Carthaginians and was the capital and commercial 

center of Numidia. Destroyed in warfare in A.D. 311, it was rebuilt by Constantine 

I and named in his honor. Population, 344,454. 



Con·stan·tine I1 (kmnùstNn-tKnÙ, -tXnÙ), Known as “Constantine the Great.” 

A.D. 285?-337.  Emperor of Rome (306-337) who adopted the Christian faith and 

suspended the persecution of Christians. He rebuilt Constantinople (now Istan-

bul) as the new Rome (330). 

Con·stan·tine I2 (kmnùstNn-tKn, -tXnÙ), 1868-1923.  King of Greece (1913-

1917) who opposed the Allies in World War I and was forced to abdicate. He 

returned to the throne in 1920 but abdicated again (1922) after a military rebel-

lion. 

Con·stan·tine II (kmnùstNn-tKn, -tXnÙ), Born 1940.  King of Greece (1964-

1967) who went into exile after a coup d’état by army officers. The Greek monar-

chy was officially abolished in 1974. 

Con·stan·tine XI (kmnùstNn-tKn, -tXnÙ), 1404?-1453.  Last emperor of the East-

ern Roman Empire (1448-1453). He was killed when Constantinople (now Istan-

bul) was taken by Mohammed II. 

Con·stan·ti·no·ple (kmnÙst4n-tN-noùpNl)  See Istanbul. 
con·stel·late (kmnùstN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. con·stel·lat·ed, con·stel·lat·ing, 
con·stel·lates. To form or cause to form a group or cluster.  [Back-formation 

from CONSTELLATION.]

con·stel·la·tion (kmnÙstN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. Astronomy. a. An arbitrary formation 

of stars perceived as a figure or design, especially one of 88 recognized groups 

named after characters from classical mythology and various common animals 

and objects.  b. An area of the celestial sphere occupied by one of the 88 recog-

nized constellations.   2. The configuration of planets at the time of one’s birth, 

regarded by astrologers as determining one’s character or fate.  3. A gathering or 

an assemblage, especially of prominent persons or things:  The symposium was 

attended by a constellation of artists and writers.  4. A set or configuration, as of 

related items, properties, ideas, or individuals:  a constellation of demands ranging 

from better food to improved health care; a constellation of feelings about the 

divorce.  [Middle English constellacioun, from Old French constellation, from Late 

Latin constell7tio, constell7tion-  : com-, com- + stKlla, star; see ster-3 in Appen-

dix.] —conÙstel·laùtion·al adj.  —con·stelùla·toÙry (-stHlùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

con·ster·nate (kmnùstNr-n7tÙ) v.  tr. con·ster·nat·ed, con·ster·nat·ing, 
con·ster·nates. To cause consternation in.  [Latin constern7re, constern7t-  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + sternere, to throw down; see ster-2 in Appendix.]

con·ster·na·tion (kmnÙstNr-n7ùshNn) n.  A state of paralyzing dismay.  See Syn-

onyms at fear. 
con·sti·pate (kmnùstN-p7tÙ) v.  tr. con·sti·pat·ed, con·sti·pat·ing, 
con·sti·pates. 1. To cause constipation in.  2. To clog or make sluggish; 

obstruct.  [Latin constXp7re, constXp7t-, to crowd together  : com-, com- + stXp7re, 

to cram.]



con·sti·pa·tion (kmnÙstN-p7ùshNn) n.  1. Difficult, incomplete, or infrequent 

evacuation of dry, hardened feces from the bowels.  2. Obstruction; stultifica-

tion. 

con·stit·u·en·cy (kNn-stVchùu-Nn-sK) n.  pl. con·stit·u·en·cies. 1. a. The 

body of voters represented by an elected legislator or official.  b. The district so 

represented.  c. The residents of an electoral district.   2. a. A group of supporters 

or patrons.  b. A group served by an organization or institution; a clientele:  The 

magazine changed its format to appeal to a broader constituency.  

con·stit·u·ent (kNn-stVchùu-Nnt) adj.  1. Serving as part of a whole; compo-

nent:  a constituent element.  2. Empowered to elect or designate.  3. Authorized 

to make or amend a constitution:  a constituent assembly.   —  n.  1. A constituent 

part; a component.  See Synonyms at element.  2. A resident of a district or 

member of a group represented by an elected official.  3. One that authorizes 

another to act as a representative; a client.  4. Grammar. One of two or more ele-

ments into which a construction or compound may be divided by analysis, being 

either immediate, as He/ works on the railroad, or ultimate, as He/ work/s/ on/ the/ 

rail/road.  [Latin constituKns, constituent- present participle of constituere, to set 

up; see CONSTITUTE. N., from French  from Latin constituKns.] 
—con·stitùu·ent·ly adv. 

constituent structure (kNn-stVchùu-Nnt strƒkùchNr) n.  Grammar. An anal-

ysis, often in the form of a schematic representation, of the constituents of a con-

struction, such as a sentence. 

con·sti·tute (kmnùstV-tutÙ, -tyutÙ) v.  tr. con·sti·tut·ed, con·sti·tut·ing, 
con·sti·tutes. 1. a. To be the elements or parts of; compose:  Correct grammar 

and sentence structure do not in themselves constitute good writing.  b. To amount 

to; equal:  an infraction that constitutes a punishable offense.   2. a. To set up or 

establish according to law or provision:  a body that is duly constituted under the 

charter.  b. To found (an institution, for example).  c. To enact (a law or regula-

tion).   3. To appoint to an office, dignity, function, or task; designate.  [Latin 

constituere, constit7t-, to set up  : com-, com- + statuere, to set up; see st7- in 

Appendix.] —conùsti·tutÙer, conùsti·tuÙtor n. 

con·sti·tu·tion (kmnÙstV-tuùshNn, -tyuù-) n.  1. The act or process of com-

posing, setting up, or establishing.  2. a. The composition or structure of some-

thing; makeup.  b. The physical makeup of a person:  She was born with a strong 

constitution.  See Synonyms at physique.   3.  Abbr. cons., const., Const. 
a. The system of fundamental laws and principles that prescribes the nature, 

functions, and limits of a government or another institution.  b. The document 

on which such a system is recorded.  

con·sti·tu·tion·al (kmnÙstV-tuùshN-nNl, -tyuù-) adj.  Abbr. cons. 1. Of or 

relating to a constitution:  a constitutional amendment.  2. Consistent with, sanc-

tioned by, or permissible according to a constitution:  a law that was declared con-



stitutional by the court; the constitutional right of free speech.  3. Established by or 

operating under a constitution:  a constitutional government.  4. Of or proceeding 

from the basic structure or nature of a person or thing; inherent:  a constitutional 

inability to tell the truth.  5. Of or relating to one’s physical makeup.   —  n.  A 

walk taken regularly for one’s health.   —conÙsti·tuùtion·al·ly adv. 

con·sti·tu·tion·al·ism (kmnÙstV-tuùshN-nN-lVzÙNm, -tyuù-) n.  

1. Government in which power is distributed and limited by a system of laws that 

must be obeyed by the rulers.  2. a. A constitutional system of government.  

b. Advocacy of such a system.    —conÙsti·tuùtion·al·ist n. 

con·sti·tu·tion·al·i·ty (kmnÙstV-tuÙshN-n4lùV-tK, -tyuÙ-) n.  Accordance with 

the provisions or principles of a constitution:  The high court will rule on the con-

stitutionality of the new law. 

con·sti·tu·tion·al·ize (kmnÙstV-tuùshN-nN-lXzÙ, -tyuù-) v.  tr. 

con·sti·tu·tion·al·ized, con·sti·tu·tion·al·iz·ing, con·sti·tu·tion·al·iz·es. 
1. To provide with or make subject to a constitution.  2. To incorporate into or 

sanction under a constitution: “Today a like kind of wisdom might caution against 

constitutionalizing every grievance that might (or might not) appear tomorrow” 

(Potter Stewart).   —conÙsti·tuÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

constitutional monarchy (kmnÙstV-tuùshN-nNl mmnùNr-kK) n.  A monarchy 

in which the powers of the ruler are restricted to those granted under the consti-

tution and laws of the nation. 

con·sti·tu·tive (kmnùstV-tuÙtVv, -tyuÙ-) adj.  1. Making a thing what it is; 

essential.  2. Having power to institute, establish, or enact.  3. Of or relating to 

the synthesis of a protein or an enzyme at a constant rate regardless of physiolog-

ical demand or the concentration of a substrate.   —conùsti·tuÙtive·ly adv. 

constr. abbr.  Construction. 

con·strain (kNn-str7nù) v.  tr. con·strained, con·strain·ing, con·strains. 
1. To compel by physical, moral, or circumstantial force; oblige:  felt constrained 

to object.  See Synonyms at force.  2. To keep within close bounds; confine:  a life 

that had been constrained by habit to the same few activities and friends.  3. To 

inhibit or restrain; hold back: “Failing to control the growth of international debt 

will also constrain living standards” (Ronald Brownstein).  4. To produce in a 

forced or inhibited manner.  [Middle English constreinen, from Old French con-

straindre, constraign-, from Latin constringere, to restrain, compress  : com-, com- 

+ stringere, to bind, press together; see streig- in Appendix.] 
—con·strainùa·ble adj.  —con·strainùed·ly (-str7ùnVd-lK) adv.  

—con·strainùer n. 

con·straint (kNn-str7ntù) n.  1. The threat or use of force to prevent, restrict, or 

dictate the action or thought of others.  2. The state of being restricted or con-

fined within prescribed bounds:  soon tired of the constraint of military life.  

3. One that restricts, limits, or regulates; a check:  ignored all moral constraints in 



his pursuit of success.  4. Embarrassed reserve or reticence; awkwardness: “All con-

straint had vanished between the two, and they began to talk” (Edith Wharton).  

[Middle English constreinte, from Old French, from feminine past participle of 

constraindre. See CONSTRAIN.]

con·strict (kNn-strVktù) v.  con·strict·ed, con·strict·ing, con·stricts.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make smaller or narrower by binding or squeezing.  2. To squeeze or 

compress.  See Synonyms at contract.  3. To restrict the scope or freedom of; 

cramp:  lives constricted by poverty.   —  v.  intr. To become constricted.  [Latin 

constringere, constrict-, to compress. See CONSTRAIN.] —con·stricùtive adj.  

—con·stricùtive·ly adv. 

con·stric·tion (kNn-strVkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of constricting.  

b. The condition or result of being constricted.  c. Something that constricts.   

2. A feeling of tightness or pressure:  Fear caused a sudden constriction in my chest.  

3. A constricted or narrow part. 

con·stric·tor (kNn-strVkùtNr) n.  1. One that constricts, as a muscle that con-

tracts or compresses a part or organ of the body.  2. Any of various snakes, such 

as the python or boa, that tightly coil around and asphyxiate their prey. 

con·stringe (kNn-strVnjù) v.  tr. con·stringed, con·string·ing, 
con·string·es. To cause to contract; constrict.  [Latin constringere, to compress. 

See CONSTRAIN.] —con·strinùgen·cy n.  —con·strinùgent adj. 

con·struct (kNn-strƒktù) v.  tr. con·struct·ed, con·struct·ing, con·structs. 
1. To form by assembling or combining parts; build.  2. To create (an argument 

or a sentence, for example) by systematically arranging ideas or terms.  

3. Mathematics. To draw (a geometric figure) that meets specific requirements, 

usually with instruments limited to a straightedge and compass.   —  n.  

(kmnùstrƒktÙ) 1. Something formed or constructed from parts.  2. a. A concept, 

model, or schematic idea:  a theoretical construct of the atom.  b. A concrete image 

or idea: “[He] began to shift focus from the haunted constructs of terror in his early 

work” (Stephen Koch).   [Latin construere, constr7ct-  : com-, com- + struere, to 

pile up; see ster-2 in Appendix.] —con·structùi·ble adj.  —con·strucùtor, 
con·structùer n. 

con·struc·tion (kNn-strƒkùshNn) n.  Abbr. cons., const., constr. 1. a. The act 

or process of constructing.  b. The art, trade, or work of building:  an engineer 

trained in highway construction; worked in construction for seven years.   2. a. A 

structure, such as a building, framework, or model.  b. Something fashioned or 

devised systematically:  a nation that was glorious in its historical construction.  

c. An artistic composition using various materials; an assemblage or a collage.   

3. The way in which something is built or put together:  a shelter of simple con-

struction.  4. The interpretation or explanation given to an expression or a state-

ment:  I was inclined to put a favorable construction on his reply.  5. Grammar. 

a. The arrangement of words to form a meaningful phrase, clause, or sentence.  



b. A group of words so arranged.    —con·strucùtion·al adj.  —con·strucù-
tion·al·ly adv. 

con·struc·tion·ist (kNn-strƒkùshN-nVst) n.  A person who construes a legal text 

or document in a specified way:  a strict constructionist. 

construction paper (kNn-strƒkùshNn p7ùpNr) n.  A heavy paper produced in a 

variety of colors and used in artwork especially for making folded or cutout 

designs. 

con·struc·tive (kNn-strƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Serving to improve or advance; helpful:  

constructive criticism.  2. Of or relating to construction; structural.  3. Law. Based 

on an interpretation; not directly expressed.   —con·strucùtive·ly adv.  

—con·strucùtive·ness n. 

con·struc·tiv·ism (kNn-strƒkùtN-vVzÙNm) n.  A movement in modern art origi-

nating in Moscow in 1920 and characterized by the use of industrial materials 

such as glass, sheet metal, and plastic to create nonrepresentational, often geo-

metric objects.   —con·strucùtiv·ist n. 

con·strue (kNn-struù) v.  con·strued, con·stru·ing, con·strues.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To adduce or explain the meaning of; interpret:  construed my smile as assent.  

See Synonyms at explain.  2. Grammar. a. To analyze the structure of (a clause 

or sentence).  b. To use syntactically:  The noun fish can be construed as singular or 

plural.   3. To translate, especially aloud.   —  v.  intr. 1. To analyze grammatical 

structure.  2. To be subject to grammatical analysis.   —  n.  (kmnùstruÙ) An 

interpretation or translation.  [Middle English construen, from Late Latin con-

struere, from Latin, to build. See CONSTRUCT.]

con·sub·stan·tial (kmnÙsNb-st4nùshNl) adj.  Of the same substance, nature, or 

essence.  [Middle English consubstancial, from Late Latin consubstanti7lis : Latin 

com-, com- + Late Latin substanti7lis, substantial; see SUBSTANTIAL.]

con·sub·stan·ti·ate (kmnÙsNb-st4nùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. 

con·sub·stan·ti·at·ed, con·sub·stan·ti·at·ing, con·sub·stan·ti·ates. To 

unite or become united in one common substance, nature, or essence. 

con·sub·stan·ti·a·tion (kmnÙsNb-st4nÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Theology. The doctrine 

that the substance of the body and blood of Jesus coexists with the substance of 

the bread and wine in the Eucharist. 

con·sue·tude (kmnùswV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Custom; usage.  [Middle English, 

from Latin consuKt7do. See CUSTOM.] —conÙsue·tuùdi·narÙy (-tudùn-HrÙK, -

tyudù-) adj. 

con·sul (kmnùsNl) n.  Abbr. c., C., cons., Cons. 1. An official appointed by a 

government to reside in a foreign country and represent his or her government’s 

commercial interests and assist its citizens there.  See Usage Note at council.  
2. Either of the two chief magistrates of the Roman Republic, elected for a term 

of one year.  3. Any of the three chief magistrates of the French Republic from 



1799 to 1804.  [Middle English, Roman consul, from Latin consul; possibly akin to 

consulere, to take counsel.] —conùsu·lar (-sN-lNr) adj.  —conùsul·shipÙ n. 

con·su·late (kmnùsN-lVt) n.  1. The residence or official premises of a consul.  

2. The office, term of office, or jurisdiction of a consul.  3. Government by con-

suls.  [Middle English consulat, consulship, from Latin consul7tus, from consul, 

consul. See CONSUL.]

consulate general (kmnùsN-lVt jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. consulates general. The 

consulate occupied by a consul general. 

consul general (kmnùsNl jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. consuls general. Abbr. c.g., C.G. 
A consul of the highest rank serving at a principal location and usually responsi-

ble for other consular offices within a country. 

con·sult (kNn-sƒltù) v.  con·sult·ed, con·sult·ing, con·sults.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To seek advice or information of:  consult an attorney.  b. To refer to:  con-

sulted a telephone directory for the number.   2. To take into account; consider:  

consult one’s checkbook before making a major purchase.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

exchange views; confer.  See Synonyms at confer.  2. To work or serve as a con-

sultant:  a retired executive who consults for several large companies.   —  n.  (kNn-

sƒltù, kmnùsƒltÙ) A consultation, especially one involving physicians.  [French con-

sulter, from Latin consult7re, frequentative of consulere, to take counsel.] 
—con·sultùer n. 

con·sul·tan·cy (kNn-sƒlùtn-sK) n.  pl. con·sul·tan·cies. 1. The act or an 

instance of consulting.  2. A business or agency offering expert or professional 

advice in a field:  opened a financial consultancy.  3. A position as a consultant:  

accepted a three-year consultancy abroad. 

con·sult·ant (kNn-sƒlùtNnt) n.  1. One that gives expert or professional advice.  

2. One that consults another.   —con·sultùant·shipÙ n. 

con·sul·ta·tion (kmnÙsNl-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of consulting.  

2. a. A conference at which advice is given or views are exchanged.  b. A meeting 

between physicians to discuss the diagnosis or treatment of a case.  

con·sul·ta·tive (kNn-sƒlùtN-tVv) also con·sul·tive (-sƒlù-tVv)  or 

con·sul·ta·to·ry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of or relating to consultation; advisory. 

con·sul·tor (kNn-sƒlùtNr) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. A priest or religious 

appointed to assist and advise a bishop.  2. An adviser to a congregation of the 

Curia. 

con·sum·a·ble (kNn-suùmN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be consumed:  consumable 

energy.  2. That may be depleted or worn out by use:  consumable paper products.   
—  n.  A consumable good or service:  supplies of food, fuel, spare parts, and other 

consumables. 

con·sume (kNn-sumù) v.  con·sumed, con·sum·ing, con·sumes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To eat or drink up; ingest.  See Synonyms at eat.  2. a. To expend; use up:  

engines that consume less fuel; a project that consumed most of my time and energy.  



b. To purchase (goods or services) for direct use or ownership.   3. To waste; 

squander.  See Synonyms at waste.  4. To destroy totally; ravage:  flames that 

consumed the house; a body consumed by cancer.  5. To absorb; engross:  consumed 

with jealousy.  See Synonyms at monopolize.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be destroyed, 

expended, or wasted.  2. To purchase economic goods and services:  a society that 

consumes as fast as it produces.  [Middle English consumen, from Latin cons7mere : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + s7mere, to take; see em- in Appendix.]

con·sum·ed·ly (kNn-suùmVd-lK) adv.  To an excessive degree. 

con·sum·er (kNn-suùmNr) n.  1. One that consumes, especially one that 

acquires goods or services for direct use or ownership rather than for resale or use 

in production and manufacturing.  2. A heterotrophic organism that ingests 

other organisms or organic matter in a food chain.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  consumer questionnaires; consumer products.   
—con·sumùer·shipÙ n. 

consumer credit (kNn-suùmNr krHdùVt) n.  Credit granted to a consumer per-

mitting the use or ownership of goods or services during a term of payment. 

consumer goods (kNn-suùmNr gtdz) pl.n.  Goods, such as food and cloth-

ing, that satisfy human wants through their direct consumption or use. 

con·sum·er·ism (kNn-suùmN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. The movement seeking to protect 

and inform consumers by requiring such practices as honest packaging and 

advertising, product guarantees, and improved safety standards.  2. The theory 

that a progressively greater consumption of goods is economically beneficial.  

3. Attachment to materialistic values or possessions:  deplored the rampant con-

sumerism of contemporary society.   —con·sumùer·ist n.  —con·sumÙer·isùtic 
adj. 

consumer price index (kNn-suùmNr prXs VnùdHksÙ) n.  Abbr. CPI An index 

of prices used to measure the change in the cost of basic goods and services in 

comparison with a fixed base period.  Also called cost-of-living index 

con·sum·mate (kmnùsN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. con·sum·mat·ed, con·sum·mat·ing, 
con·sum·mates. 1. a. To bring to completion or fruition; conclude:  consum-

mate a business transaction.  b. To realize or achieve; fulfill:  a dream that was 

finally consummated with the publication of her first book.   2. a. To complete (a 

marriage) with the first act of sexual intercourse after the ceremony.  b. To fulfill 

(a sexual desire or attraction) especially by intercourse.    —  adj.  (kNn-sƒmùVt, 
kmnùsN-mNt) 1. Complete or perfect in every respect:  consummate happiness.  See 

Synonyms at perfect.  2. Supremely accomplished or skilled: “Sargent was now a 

consummate master of brushwork” (Roberta Smith).  3. Complete; utter:  a con-

summate bore.  [Middle English consummaten, from Latin consumm7re, 

consumm7t-  : com-, com- + summa, sum; see SUM.] —con·sumùmate·ly (kNn-

sƒmùVt-lK) adv.  —conùsum·maÙtive, con·sumùma·toÙry (-sƒmùN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK)  adj.  —conùsum·maÙtor n. 



con·sum·ma·tion (kmnÙsN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of consummating; a ful-

fillment.  2. An ultimate goal or end. 

con·sump·tion (kNn-sƒmpùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of consuming.  

b. The state of being consumed.  c. An amount consumed.   2. Economics. The 

using up of goods and services by consumer purchasing or in the production of 

other goods.  3. Pathology. a. A progressive wasting of body tissue.  b. Pulmonary 

tuberculosis. No longer in scientific use.   [Middle English consumpcioun, from 

Latin cons7mptio, cons7mption-, a consuming, from cons7mptus, past participle 

of cons7mere, to consume. See CONSUME.]

con·sump·tive (kNn-sƒmpùtVv) adj.  1. Consuming or tending to consume.  

2. Of, relating to, or afflicted with consumption.   —  n.  A person afflicted with 

consumption.   —con·sumpùtive·ly adv. 

cont. abbr.  1. Containing.  2. Contents.  3. Continent.  4. a. Continue.  

b. Continued.   5. Contract.  6. Contraction.  7. Control. 

con·tact (kmnùt4ktÙ) n.  1. a. A coming together or touching, as of objects or 

surfaces.  b. The state or condition of touching or of immediate proximity:  Lit-

mus paper turns red on contact with an acid.   2. a. Connection or interaction; 

communication:  in contact with the right people.  b. Visual observation:  The pilot 

made contact with the ship.  c. Association; relationship:  came into contact with 

new ideas at college.   3. A person who might be of use; a connection.  

4. Electricity. a. A connection between two conductors that permits a flow of cur-

rent.  b. A part or device that makes or breaks such a connection.   5. Medicine. A 

person recently exposed to a contagious disease, usually through close association 

with an infected individual.  6. A contact lens.   —  v.  con·tact·ed, 
con·tact·ing, con·tacts (kmnùt4ktÙ, kNn-t4ktù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring or put in 

contact.  2. To get in touch with; communicate with: “This past January I was con-

tacted by a lawyer who said he needed my help” (Elizabeth Loftus).   —  v.  intr. To 

be in or come into contact.   —  adj.  1. Of, sustaining, or making contact.  

2. Caused or transmitted by touching:  a contact skin rash.  [Latin cont7ctus, from 

past participle of contingere, to touch  : com-, com- + tangere, to touch; see tag- in 

Appendix.] —con·tacùtu·al (kNn-t4kùchu-Nl) adj.  —con·tacùtu·al·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: In 1966 Wilson Follett wrote that “Persons old enough to have

been repelled by the verb contact... may as well make up their minds that there is

no way to arrest or reverse the tide of its popularity.” His prophecy is proving

correct: In 1969 only 34 percent of the Usage Panel accepted the use of contact as

a verb, but in our most recent survey 65 percent of the Panel accepted the sentence

She immediately called an officer at the Naval Intelligence Service, who in turn con-

tacted the FBI. See Usage Note at impact.



contact dermatitis (kmnùt4ktÙ dûrÙmN-tXùtVs) n.  An acute or chronic skin 

inflammation resulting from contact with an irritating substance or allergen. 

contact flight (kmnùt4ktÙ flXt) n.  Aircraft navigation by visual observation of 

the horizon or of landmarks.  Also called contact flying 

contact inhibition (kmnùt4ktÙ VnÙhN-bVshùNn) n.  The cessation of cellular 

growth and division due to physical contact with other cells. 

contact lens (kmnùt4ktÙ lHnz) n.  A thin plastic or glass lens that is fitted over 

the cornea of the eye to correct various vision defects. 

con·tac·tor (kmnùt4kÙtNr, kNn-t4kù-) n.  An electrical relay used to control the 

flow of power in a circuit. 

contact print (kmnùt4ktÙ prVnt) n.  A print made by exposing a photosensitive 

surface in direct contact with a photographic negative. 

contact sport (kmnùt4ktÙ spôrt) n.  Sports. A sport, such as football, hockey, or 

boxing, that involves physical contact between players as part of normal play. 

con·ta·gia (kNn-t7ùjN) n.  Plural of contagium. 
con·ta·gion (kNn-t7ùjNn) n.  1. a. Disease transmission by direct or indirect 

contact.  b. A disease that is or may be transmitted by direct or indirect contact; a 

contagious disease.  c.  See contagium.   2. A harmful, corrupting influence:  

feared that violence on television was a contagion affecting young viewers.  3. The 

tendency to spread, as of a doctrine, influence, or emotional state.  [Middle 

English contagioun, from Latin cont7gio, cont7gion-, from contingere, cont7ct-, to 

touch. See CONTACT.]

con·ta·gious (kNn-t7ùjNs) adj.  1. Of or relating to contagion.  2. Transmissible 

by direct or indirect contact; communicable:  a contagious disease.  3. Capable of 

transmitting disease; carrying a disease:  stayed at home until he was no longer con-

tagious.  4. Spreading or tending to spread from one to another; infectious:  a 

contagious smile.   —con·taùgious·ly adv.  —con·taùgious·ness n. 

contagious abortion (kNn-t7ùjNs N-bôrùshNn) n.  Veterinary Medicine. Bru-

cellosis, especially in cattle. 

con·ta·gium (kNn-t7ùjNm) n.  pl. con·ta·gia (-jN). The direct cause, such as a 

bacterium or virus, of a communicable disease.  Also called contagion [Latin 

cont7gium, contagion, contamination, from cont7gio. See CONTAGION.]

con·tain (kNn-t7nù) v.  tr. con·tained, con·tain·ing, con·tains. 1. a. To have 

within; hold.  b. To be capable of holding.   2. To have as component parts; 

include or comprise:  The album contains many memorable songs.  3. a. To hold or 

keep within limits; restrain:  I could hardly contain my curiosity.  b. To halt the 

spread or development of; check:  Science sought an effective method of containing 

the disease.   4. To check the expansion or influence of (a hostile power or ideol-

ogy) by containment.  5. Mathematics. To be exactly divisible by.  [Middle English 

conteinen, from Old French contenir, from Latin continKre : com-, com- + tenKre, 

to hold; see ten- in Appendix.] —con·tainùa·ble adj.  



SYNONYMS: contain, hold, accommodate. These verbs mean to have within or

have the capacity for having within. Contain means to have within or have as a

part or constituent: This drawer contains all the cutlery we own. The book contains

some amusing passages. Polluted water contains contaminants. Hold can be used in

that sense but primarily stresses capacity for containing: The pitcher holds two

pints but contains only one. Accommodate refers to capacity for holding comfort-

ably: The restaurant accommodates 50 customers. Four hundred inmates were

crowded into a prison intended to accommodate 200.

con·tain·er (kNn-t7ùnNr) n.  1. A receptacle, such as a carton, can, or jar, in 

which material is held or carried.  2. A large reusable receptacle that can accom-

modate smaller cartons or cases in a single shipment, designed for efficient han-

dling of cargo. 

con·tain·er·board (kNn-t7ùnNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A corrugated or solid card-

board used to make containers. 

con·tain·er·ize (kNn-t7ùnN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. con·tain·er·ized, con·tain·er·iz·ing, 
con·tain·er·iz·es. 1. To package (cargo) in large standardized containers for 

efficient shipping and handling.  2. To adapt (an industry or shipping operation) 

to the use of such containers.   —  v.  intr. To convert to the use of containerized 

cargo.   —con·tainÙer·i·zaùtion (-t7ùnNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

con·tain·er·port (kNn-t7ùnNr-pôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  A port equipped to handle con-

tainerized cargo. 

container ship (kNn-t7ùnNr shVp) n.  Nautical. A ship fitted for transporting 

containerized cargo. 

con·tain·ment (kNn-t7nùmNnt) n.  1. The act or condition of containing.  2. A 

policy of checking the expansion or influence of a hostile power or ideology, as by 

the creation of strategic alliances or support of client states in areas of conflict or 

unrest.  3. A structure or system designed to prevent the accidental release of 

radioactive materials from a reactor. 

con·tam·i·nant (kNn-t4mùN-nNnt) n.  One that contaminates. 

con·tam·i·nate (kNn-t4mùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. con·tam·i·nated, 
con·tam·i·nat·ing, con·tam·i·nates. 1. To make impure or unclean by contact 

or mixture.  2. To expose to or permeate with radioactivity.   —  adj.  (-nVt) 

Archaic. Contaminated.  [Middle English contaminaten, from Latin cont7min7re, 

cont7min7t-. See tag- in Appendix.] —con·tamùi·naÙtive adj.  

—con·tamùi·naÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: contaminate, befoul, foul, poison, pollute, taint. The central mean-

ing shared by these verbs is “to make dirty or impure”: a contaminated reservoir;

shoes that were befouled with mud; noxious fumes that foul the air; chemicals poi-



soning the lake; polluted streams; food that had been tainted through improper stor-

age.

con·tam·i·na·tion (kNn-t4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of con-

taminating.  b. The state of being contaminated.   2. One that contaminates. 

contd. abbr.  Continued. 

conte (kôNt) n.  pl. contes (kôNt). 1. A short story or novella.  2. A medieval 

narrative tale.  [French, from Old French conter, to relate, recount. See COUNT
1.]

con·temn (kNn-tHmù) v.  tr. con·temned, con·temn·ing, con·temns. To 

view with contempt; despise.  See Synonyms at despise.  [Middle English con-

tempnen, to slight, from Latin contemnere : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + tem-

nere, to despise.] —con·temnùer (-tHmùNr, -tHmùnNr) n. 

contemp. abbr.  Contemporary. 

con·tem·plate (kmnùtNm-pl7tÙ) v.  con·tem·plat·ed, con·tem·plat·ing, 
con·tem·plates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To look at attentively and thoughtfully.  See Syn-

onyms at see1.  2. To consider carefully and at length; meditate on or ponder:  

contemplated the problem from all sides; contemplated the mystery of God.  3. To 

have in mind as an intention or possibility:  contemplate marriage; forced by the 

accident to contemplate retirement.   —  v.  intr. To ponder; meditate.  [Latin 

contempl7rX, contempl7t-  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + templum, space for 

observing auguries; see tem- in Appendix.] —conùtem·plaÙtor n. 

con·tem·pla·tion (kmnÙtNm-pl7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or state of contemplat-

ing.  2. Thoughtful observation or study.  3. Meditation on spiritual matters, 

especially as a form of devotion.  4. Intention or expectation:  sought further 

information in contemplation of a career change. 

con·tem·pla·tive (kNn-tHmùplN-tVv, kmnùtNm-pl7Ù-) adj.  Disposed to or char-

acterized by contemplation.  See Synonyms at pensive.   —  n.  1. A person 

given to contemplation.  2. A member of a religious order that emphasizes medi-

tation.   —con·temùpla·tive·ly adv.  —con·temùpla·tive·ness n. 

con·tem·po·ra·ne·ous (kNn-tHmÙpN-r7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Originating, existing, or 

happening during the same period of time:  the contemporaneous reigns of two 

monarchs.  See Synonyms at contemporary.  [Latin contempor7neus : com-, 

com- + tempus, tempor-, time + -7neus, adj. suff..] —con·temÙpo·ra·neùi·ty (-

pNr-N-nKùV-tK, -n7ù-), con·temÙpo·raùne·ous·ness n.  

—con·temÙpo·ra·neùous·ly adv. 

con·tem·po·rar·y (kNn-tHmùpN-rHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. contemp. 1. Belonging to 

the same period of time:  a fact documented by two contemporary sources.  2. Of 

about the same age.  3. Current; modern:  contemporary trends in design.   —  n.  

pl. con·tem·po·rar·ies. Abbr. contemp. 1. One of the same time or age:  Shel-

ley and Keats were contemporaries.  2. A person of the present age.  [Medieval 



Latin contempor7rius : Latin com-, com- + Latin tempus, tempor-, time + Latin -

7rius, -ary.] —con·temÙpo·rarùi·ly (-tHmÙpN-rârùN-lK) adv.  

SYNONYMS: contemporary, contemporaneous, simultaneous, synchronous, con-

current, coincident, concomitant. These adjectives mean existing or occurring at

the same time. Contemporary is used more often of persons, contemporaneous of

events and facts: The composer Salieri had the misfortune of being contemporary

with Mozart. A rise in interest rates is often contemporaneous with an increase in

inflation. Only contemporary has the sense “modern” or “present-day”: I heard a

concert of contemporary music. Simultaneous more narrowly specifies occurrence

of events at the same time: Opponents of nuclear power tried to organize simulta-

neous demonstrations in all the major cities. Synchronous refers to correspondence

of events in time over a generally short period: The animal uttered a series of low

cries that seemed synchronous with its heartbeat. Concurrent implies parallelism in

character or length of time: The mass murderer was given three concurrent life sen-

tences. Coincident applies to events occurring at the same time without implying

a relationship between them: “The resistance to the Pope’s authority... is pretty near-

ly coincident with the rise of the Ottomans” (John Henry Newman). Concomitant

refers to coincidence in time of events so clearly related that one seems attendant

on the other: He is an adherent of the theories of Sigmund Freud and had a con-

comitant belief in the efficacy of psychoanalysis. 

USAGE NOTE: When contemporary is used in reference to something in the

past, its meaning is not always clear. Contemporary critics of Shakespeare may

mean critics in his time or critics in our time. When the context does not make

the meaning clear, misunderstanding can be avoided by using phrases such as crit-

ics in Shakespeare’s time or modern critics.

con·tem·po·rize (kNn-tHmùpN-rXzÙ) v.  con·tem·po·rized, 
con·tem·po·riz·ing, con·tem·po·riz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To regard or place in the 

same time period; synchronize.  2. To make modern or contemporary, as in style 

or décor.   —  v.  intr. To be contemporary.  [From CONTEMPORARY.] 
—con·temÙpo·ri·zaùtion (-tHmÙpNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

con·tempt (kNn-tHmptù) n.  1. Disparaging or haughty disdain, as for some-

thing base or unworthy; scorn.  2. The state of being despised or dishonored; dis-

grace.  3. Open disrespect or willful disobedience of the authority of a court of 

law or legislative body.  [Middle English, from Latin contemptus, past participle of 

contemnere, to despise. See CONTEMN.]

con·tempt·i·ble (kNn-tHmpùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Deserving of contempt; despicable.  

2. Obsolete. Contemptuous.   —con·temptÙi·bilùi·ty, con·temptùi·ble·ness n.  

—con·temptùi·bly adv. 



con·temp·tu·ous (kNn-tHmpùchu-Ns) adj.  Manifesting or feeling contempt; 

scornful.   —con·tempùtu·ous·ly adv.  —con·tempùtu·ous·ness n. 

con·tend (kNn-tHndù) v.  con·tend·ed, con·tend·ing, contends.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To strive in opposition or against difficulties; struggle:  armies contending for 

control of strategic territory; had to contend with long lines at the airport.  2. To 

compete, as in a race; vie.  3. To strive in controversy or debate; dispute.  See Syn-

onyms at discuss.   —  v.  tr. To maintain or assert:  The defense contended that 

the evidence was inadmissible.  [Middle English contenden, from Latin contendere : 

com-, com- + tendere, to stretch, strive; see ten- in Appendix.] —con·tendùer n. 

con·tent1 (kmnùtHntÙ) n.  1.  Often contents. Something contained, as in a 

receptacle:  the contents of my desk drawer; the contents of an aerosol can.  2.  Often 

contents. The subject matter of a written work, such as a book or magazine.  

3. a. The substantive or meaningful part: “The brain is hungry not for method but 

for content, especially content which contains generalizations that are powerful, pre-

cise, and explicit” (Frederick Turner).  b. The meaning or significance of a literary 

or artistic work.   4. The proportion of a specified substance:  Eggs have a high 

protein content.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin contentum, neuter past 

participle of Latin continKre, to contain. See CONTAIN.]

con·tent2 (kNn-tHntù) adj.  1. Desiring no more than what one has; satisfied.  

2. Ready to accept or acquiesce; willing:  She was content to step down after four 

years as chief executive.   —  v.  tr. con·tent·ed, con·tent·ing, con·tents. To 

make content or satisfied:  contented himself with one piece of cake.   —  n.  Con-

tentment; satisfaction.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin contentus, 

past participle of continKre, to restrain. See CONTAIN.]

con·tent analysis (kmnùtHntÙ N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  A systematic analysis of the con-

tent rather than the structure of a communication, such as a written work, 

speech, or film, including the study of thematic and symbolic elements to deter-

mine the objective or meaning of the communication. 

con·tent·ed (kNn-tHnùtVd) adj.  Satisfied with things as they are; content:  a con-

tented expression on the child’s face.   —con·tentùed·ly adv.  

—con·tentùed·ness n. 

con·ten·tion (kNn-tHnùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of striving in contro-

versy or debate.  See Synonyms at discord.  2. A striving to win in competition; 

rivalry:  The teams met in fierce contention for first place.  3. An assertion put for-

ward in argument.  [Middle English contencioun, from Old French contention, 

from Latin contentio, contention-, from contentus, past participle of contendere, to 

contend. See CONTEND.]

con·ten·tious (kNn-tHnùshNs) adj.  1. Given to contention; quarrelsome.  See 

Synonyms at argumentative. See Synonyms at belligerent.  2. Involving or 

likely to cause contention; controversial: “a central and contentious element of the 

book” (Tim W. Ferguson).   —con·tenùtious·ly adv.  —con·tenùtious·ness n. 



con·tent·ment (kNn-tHntùmNnt) n.  1. The state of being contented; satisfac-

tion.  2. A source of satisfaction:  the contentments of a comfortable retirement. 

con·ter·mi·nous (kNn-tûrùmN-nNs) also co·ter·mi·nous (ko-) adj.  1. Having 

a boundary in common; contiguous.  2. Contained in the same boundaries; coex-

tensive.  3. Having the same scope, range of meaning, or extent in time.  [From 

Latin conterminus : com-, com- + terminus, boundary.] —con·terùmi·nous·ly 
adv.  —con·terùmi·nous·ness n. 

contes (kôNt) n.  Plural of conte. 
con·tes·sa (kNn-tHsùN, kon-tHsùsä) n.  An Italian countess.  [Italian, feminine of 

conte, count, from Late Latin comes, comit-. See COUNT
2.]

con·test (kmnùtHstÙ) n.  1. A struggle for superiority or victory between rivals.  

2. A competition, especially one in which entrants perform separately and are 

rated by judges.  See Synonyms at conflict.   —  v.  con·test·ed, con·test·ing, 
con·tests (kNn-tHstù, kmnùtHstÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To compete or strive for.  2. To call 

into question and take an active stand against; dispute or challenge:  contest a will.  

See Synonyms at oppose.   —  v.  intr. To struggle or compete; contend:  con-

tested with other bidders for the antique.  [Probably from French conteste, from 

contester, to dispute, from Old French, to call to witness, from Latin contest7rX : 
com-, com- + testis, witness; see trei- in Appendix.] —con·testùa·ble adj.  

—conÙtes·taùtion (kmnÙtH-st7ùshNn) n.  —con·testùer n. 

con·tes·tant (kNn-tHsùtNnt, kmnùtHsÙtNnt) n.  1. One taking part in a contest; a 

competitor.  2. One that contests or disputes something, such as an election or a 

will. 

con·text (kmnùtHkstÙ) n.  1. The part of a text or statement that surrounds a par-

ticular word or passage and determines its meaning.  2. The circumstances in 

which an event occurs; a setting.  [Middle English, composition, from Latin con-

textus, from past participle of contexere, to join together  : com-, com- + texere, to 

weave; see teks- in Appendix.]

con·tex·tu·al (kNn-tHksùchu-Nl, kmn-) adj.  Of, involving, or depending on a 

context.   —con·texùtu·al·ly adv. 

con·tex·tu·al·ize (kNn-tHksùchu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. con·tex·tu·al·ized, 
con·tex·tu·al·iz·ing, con·tex·tu·al·iz·es. To place (a word or idea, for exam-

ple) in an appropriate context.   —con·texÙtu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

con·tex·ture (kNn-tHksùchNr, kmnùtHksÙ-) n.  1. The act of weaving or assem-

bling parts into a whole.  2. An arrangement of interconnected parts; a structure.   
—con·texùtur·al adj. 

Con·ti (kônùtK), Niccolò de’. fl. 15th century.  Italian merchant and traveler 

who left vivid accounts of his 30-year exploration of southern Asia. 

con·ti·gu·i·ty (kmnÙtV-gyuùV-tK) n.  pl. con·ti·gu·i·ties. 1. The state of being 

contiguous.  2. A continuous mass or series. 



con·tig·u·ous (kNn-tVgùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Sharing an edge or boundary; touching.  

2. Neighboring; adjacent.  3. a. Connecting without a break:  the 48 contiguous 

states.  b. Connected in time; uninterrupted:  served two contiguous terms in office.   

[From Latin contiguus, from contingere, contig-, to touch. See CONTACT.] 
—con·tigùu·ous·ly adv.  —con·tigùu·ous·ness n. 

con·ti·nence (kmnùtN-nNns) n.  1. Self-restraint; moderation.  2. Voluntary 

control over urinary and fecal discharge.  3. Partial or complete abstention from 

sexual activity.  See Synonyms at abstinence. 
con·ti·nent1 (kmnùtN-nNnt) n.  1.  Abbr. cont. One of the principal land masses 

of the earth, usually regarded as including Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Australia, 

Europe, North America, and South America.  2. Continent. The mainland of 

Europe. Used with the.  [Latin (terra) continKns, continent-, continuous (land), 

present participle of continKre, to hold together. See CONTAIN.]

con·ti·nent2 (kmnùtN-nNnt) adj.  Exercising continence.  [Middle English, from 

Latin continKns, present participle of continKre, to restrain. See CONTAIN.] 
—conùti·nent·ly adv. 

con·ti·nen·tal (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a con-

tinent.  2.  Often Continental. Of or relating to the mainland of Europe; Euro-

pean.  3. Continental. Of or relating to the American colonies during and 

immediately after the Revolutionary War.   —  n.  1.  Often Continental. a. An 

inhabitant of a continent.  b. An inhabitant of the mainland of Europe; a Euro-

pean.   2. A native of the continental United States living or working in Puerto 

Rico or the U.S. Virgin Islands.  3. Continental. A soldier in the American army 

during the Revolutionary War.  4. A piece of paper money issued by the Conti-

nental Congress during the Revolutionary War.   —conÙti·nenùtal·ism n.  

—conÙti·nenùtal·ist n.  —conÙti·nen·talùi·ty (-nHn-t4lùV-tK) n.  

—conÙti·nenùtal·ly adv. 

continental breakfast (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl brHkùfNst) n.  Breakfast consisting 

usually of coffee or tea and a roll. 

continental code (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl kod) n.  A form of Morse code having no 

spaces between the dot and dash elements, commonly used for telegraphic com-

munication outside the United States and Canada.  Also called international 

Morse code 

continental divide (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl dV-vXdù) n.  An extensive stretch of high 

ground from each side of which the river systems of a continent flow in opposite 

directions. 

Con·ti·nen·tal Di·vide (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl dV-vXdù)  A series of mountain ridges 

extending from Alaska to Mexico that forms the watershed of North America. 

Most of it runs along peaks of the Rocky Mountains and is often called the Great 
Divide in the United States. 



continental drift (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl drVft) n.  The movement, formation, or re-

formation of continents described by the theory of plate tectonics. 

continental shelf (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl shHlf) n.  A submerged border of a conti-

nent that slopes gradually and extends to a point of steeper descent to the ocean 

bottom. 

continental slope (kmnÙtN-nHnùtl slop) n.  The descent from the continental 

shelf to the ocean bottom. 

con·tin·gence (kNn-tVnùjNns) n.  1. A joining or touching.  2. Contingency. 

con·tin·gen·cy (kNn-tVnùjNn-sK) n.  pl. con·tin·gen·cies. 1. a. An event that 

may occur but that is not likely or intended; a possibility.  b. A possibility that 

must be prepared for; a future emergency.   2. The condition of being dependent 

on chance; uncertainty.  3. Something incidental to something else.   —con·tinù-
gen·cy adj. 

contingency fee (kNn-tVnùjNn-sK fK) n.  A fee, as for an attorney’s services, 

that is payable only in the event of a successful or satisfactory outcome. 

contingency table (kNn-tVnùjNn-sK t7ùbNl) n.  A statistical table that shows the 

observed frequencies of data elements classified according to two variables, with 

the rows indicating one variable and the columns indicating the other variable. 

con·tin·gent (kNn-tVnùjNnt) adj.  1. Liable to occur but not with certainty; pos-

sible.  2. Dependent on conditions or occurrences not yet established; condi-

tional:  arms sales contingent on the approval of Congress.  See Synonyms at 

dependent.  3. Happening by chance or accident; fortuitous.  See Synonyms at 

accidental.  4. Logic. True only under certain conditions; not necessarily or uni-

versally true:  a contingent proposition.   —  n.  1. An event or condition that is 

likely but not inevitable.  2. A share or quota, as of troops, contributed to a gen-

eral effort.  3. A representative group forming part of an assemblage.  [Middle 

English, from Latin contingKns, contingent- present participle of contingere, to 

touch. See CONTACT.] —con·tinùgent·ly adv. 

con·tin·u·a (kNn-tVnùyu-N) n.  A plural of continuum. 
con·tin·u·al (kNn-tVnùyu-Nl) adj.  1. Recurring regularly or frequently:  the 

continual need to pay the mortgage.  2. Not interrupted; steady:  continual noise; a 

continual diet of vegetables.   —con·tinùu·al·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: continual, continuous, constant, ceaseless, incessant, perpetual,

eternal, perennial, interminable. These adjectives are compared as they mean oc-

curring over and over during a long period of time. Continual can connote ab-

sence of interruption (lived in continual fear) but is chiefly restricted to what is

intermittent or repeated at intervals (the continual banging of the shutter in the

wind). Continuous implies lack of interruption in time, substance, or extent: She

suffered a continuous bout of illness lasting six months. The horizon is a continuous

line. Constant stresses steadiness or persistence of occurrence and unvarying na-



ture: the constant chatter of the monkeys in the zoo; constant repetition of the exer-

cise. Ceaseless and incessant pertain to uninterrupted activity: the ceaseless thunder

of the surf against the rocks; incessant questions. Perpetual emphasizes both steadi-

ness and duration: a perpetual struggle; a perpetual stream of visitors. Eternal refers

to what is everlasting, especially to what is seemingly without temporal beginning

or end: “That freedom can be retained only by the eternal vigilance which has always

been its price” (Elmer Davis). Perennial describes existence that goes on year after

year, often with the suggestion of self-renewal: wished for perennial youth; the pe-

rennial problem of urban poverty. Interminable refers to what is or seems to be

endless and is often applied to something prolonged and wearisome: interminable

talk; an interminable argument.

con·tin·u·ance (kNn-tVnùyu-Nns) n.  1. The act or fact of continuing.  2. The 

time during which something exists or lasts; duration.  3. A continuation or 

sequel.  4. Law. Postponement or adjournment to a future date.  

USAGE NOTE: Continuance is interchangeable with continuation in some of its

senses. However, only continuance is used to refer to the duration of a state or

condition, as in his continuance in office. Continuation applies especially to pro-

longation or resumption of action (a continuation of the meeting) or to physical

extension (the continuation of the street). The continuation of a story is that part

of the story following a break in its narration.

con·tin·u·ant (kNn-tVnùyu-Nnt) n.  Linguistics. A consonant, such as s, z, m, or 

l, that can be prolonged as long as the breath lasts without a change in quality. 

con·tin·u·a·tion (kNn-tVnÙyu-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or fact of continuing.  

b. The state of being continued.   2. An extension by which something is carried 

to a further point.  3. A resumption after an interruption.  See Usage Note at 

continuance. 
con·tin·u·a·tive (kNn-tVnùyu-7ÙtVv, -N-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or serving to 

cause continuation.   —  n.  Something that expresses or causes continuation.   
—con·tinùu·aÙtive·ly adv. 

con·tin·u·a·tor (kNn-tVnùyu-7ÙtNr) n.  One that continues, especially a person 

who carries on the work of another. 

con·tin·ue (kNn-tVnùyu) v.  con·tin·ued, con·tin·u·ing, con·tin·ues. Abbr. 

cont.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go on with a particular action or in a particular condi-

tion; persist.  2. To exist over a prolonged period; last.  3. To remain in the same 

state, capacity, or place:  She continued as mayor for a second term.  4. To go on 

after an interruption; resume:  The negotiations continued after a break for lunch.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To carry forward; persist in:  The police will continue their investiga-

tion.  2. To carry further in time, space, or development; extend.  3. To cause to 



remain or last; retain.  4. To carry on after an interruption; resume.  5. Law. To 

postpone or adjourn.  [Middle English continuen, from Old French continuer, 

from Latin continu7re, from continuus, continuous, from continKre, to hold 

together. See CONTAIN.] —con·tinùu·a·ble adj.  —con·tinùu·er n. 

con·tin·ued fraction (kNn-tVnùyud fr4kùshNn) n.  A fraction whose numer-

ator is a whole number and whose denominator is a whole number plus a frac-

tion that has a denominator consisting of a whole number plus a fraction. 

con·tin·u·ing education (kNn-tVnùyu-Vng HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  1. An instruc-

tional program that brings participants up to date in a particular area of knowl-

edge or skills.  2. Instructional courses designed especially for part-time, adult 

students. 

con·ti·nu·i·ty (kmnÙtN-nuùV-tK, -nyuù-) n.  pl. con·ti·nu·i·ties. 1. The state 

or quality of being continuous.  2. An uninterrupted succession or flow; a coher-

ent whole.  3. a. A detailed script or scenario consulted to avoid discrepancies 

from shot to shot in a film.  b. Spoken matter serving to link parts of a radio or 

television program so that no break occurs.  

con·tin·u·o (kNn-tVnùyu-oÙ) n.  pl. con·tin·u·os. Music. A bass accompani-

ment, usually played on a keyboard instrument, in which numerals written 

underneath the notes indicate the kinds of harmony to be played.  Also called fig-

ured bass, thoroughbass.  [Italian, from Latin continuus, continuous. See CON-

TINUE.]

con·tin·u·ous (kNn-tVnùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Uninterrupted in time, sequence, sub-

stance, or extent.  See Synonyms at continual.  2. Attached together in repeated 

units:  a continuous form fed into a printer.  3. Mathematics. Of or relating to a 

line or curve that extends without a break or irregularity.  [From Latin continuus. 

See CONTINUE.] —con·tinùu·ous·ly adv.  —con·tinùu·ous·ness n. 

continuous creation theory (kNn-tVnùyu-Ns krK-7ùshNn thKùN-rK) n.  See 

steady-state theory. 
continuous spectrum (kNn-tVnùyu-Ns spHkùtrNm) n.  A spectrum having no 

lines or bands, especially a spectrum of radiation distributed over an uninter-

rupted range of wavelengths. 

continuous variation (kNn-tVnùyu-Ns vârÙK-7ùshNn) n.  Genetics. Variation 

within a population in which a graded series of intermediate phenotypes falls 

between the extremes. 

continuous wave also con·tin·u·ous-wave (kNn-tVnùyu-Ns-w7vÙ) adj.  

Abbr. cw, CW Emitting or capable of emitting continuously; not pulsed:  a con-

tinuous wave laser; continuous wave radar. 

con·tin·u·um (kNn-tVnùyu-Nm) n.  pl. con·tin·u·a (-tVnùyu-N)  or 

con·tin·u·ums. 1. A continuous extent, succession, or whole, no part of which 

can be distinguished from neighboring parts except by arbitrary division.  



2. Mathematics. A set having the same number of points as all the real numbers in 

an interval.  [Latin, neuter of continuus, continuous. See CONTINUE.]

con·tort (kNn-tôrtù) v.  con·tort·ed, con·tort·ing, con·torts.  —  v.  tr. To 

twist, wrench, or bend severely out of shape:  pain that contorted their faces.   —  
v.  intr. To become twisted into a strained shape or expression.  See Synonyms at 

distort.  [Latin contorquKre, contort-, to twist  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + 

torquKre, to twist; see terkw- in Appendix.] —con·torùtion n.  —con·torùtive 
adj. 

con·tort·ed (kNn-tôrùtVd) adj.  1. Twisted or strained out of shape.  2. Botany. 

Twisted, bent, or partially rolled upon itself; convolute.   —con·tortùed·ly adv.  

—con·tortùed·ness n. 

con·tor·tion·ist (kNn-tôrùshN-nVst) n.  One who contorts, especially an acrobat 

capable of twisting into extraordinary positions.   —con·torÙtion·isùtic adj. 

con·tour (kmnùttrÙ) n.  1. a. The outline of a figure, body, or mass.  b. A line 

that represents such an outline.  See Synonyms at form. See Synonyms at out-
line.   2.  Often contours. A surface, especially of a curving form.  3. A contour 

line.   —  v.  tr. con·toured, con·tour·ing, con·tours. 1. To make or shape the 

outline of; represent in contour.  2. To build (a road, for example) to follow the 

contour of the land.   —  adj.  1. Following the contour lines of uneven terrain to 

limit erosion of topsoil:  contour plowing.  2. Shaped to fit the outline or form of 

something:  a contour sheet.  [French, alteration (influenced by tour, turn); see 

TOUR, of Italian contorno, from contornare, to draw in outline  : Latin com-, inten-

sive pref.; see COM- + Latin torn7re, to round off (from tornus, lathe, from Greek 

tornos); see terN-1 in Appendix.]

contour feather (kmnùttrÙ fHthùNr) n.  Any of the outermost feathers of a 

bird, forming the visible body contour and plumage. 

contour line (kmnùttrÙ lXn) n.  A line on a map that joins points of equal ele-

vation. 

contour map (kmnùttrÙ m4p) n.  A map showing elevations and surface con-

figuration by means of contour lines. 

contr. abbr.  1. Contract.  2. Contraction.  3. Music. Contralto.  4. Control. 

contra- pref.  1. Against; opposite; contrasting:  contraposition.  2. Lower in 

pitch:  contrabassoon.  [Middle English, from Latin contr7-, from contr7, against. 

See kom in Appendix.]

con·tra·band (kmnùtrN-b4ndÙ) n.  1. Goods prohibited by law or treaty from 

being imported or exported.  2. a. Illegal traffic in contraband; smuggling.  

b. Smuggled goods.   3. Goods that may be seized and confiscated by a belligerent 

if shipped to another belligerent by a neutral.  4. An escaped slave during the 

Civil War who fled to or was taken behind Union lines.   —  adj.  Prohibited from 

being imported or exported.  [Italian contrabbando : contra-, against (from Latin 

contr7-); see CONTRA- + bando, legal proclamation (from Late Latin bannus, of 



Germanic origin); see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —conùtra·bandÙage n.  

—conùtra·bandÙist n. 

con·tra·bass (kmnùtrN-b7sÙ) Music. n.  See double bass.   —  adj.  Pitched an 

octave below the normal bass range.  [Obsolete Italian contrabasso : contra-, 

against (from Latin contr7-); see CONTRA- + basso, bass (from Late Latin bassus, 

low).] —conùtra·bassÙist n. 

con·tra·bas·soon (kmnÙtrN-bN-sunù, -b4-) n.  Music. The largest and lowest 

pitched of the double-reed wind instruments, sounding an octave below the bas-

soon.  Also called double bassoon 

con·tra·cep·tion (kmnÙtrN-sHpùshNn) n.  Intentional prevention of conception 

or impregnation through the use of various devices, agents, drugs, sexual prac-

tices, or surgical procedures.  [CONTRA- + (CON)CEPTION.]

con·tra·cep·tive (kmnÙtrN-sHpùtVv) adj.  Capable of preventing conception.   
—  n.  A device, drug, or chemical agent that prevents conception. 

con·tract (kmnùtr4ktÙ) n.  Abbr. contr., cont. 1. a. An agreement between two 

or more parties, especially one that is written and enforceable by law.  b. The 

writing or document containing such an agreement.   2. The branch of law deal-

ing with formal agreements between parties.  3. Marriage as a formal agreement; 

betrothal.  4. Games. a. The last and highest bid of one hand in bridge.  b. The 

number of tricks thus bid.  c. Contract bridge.   5. A paid assignment to murder 

someone:  put out a contract on the mobster’s life.   —  v.  con·tract·ed, 
con·tract·ing, con·tracts (kNn-tr4ktù, kmnùtr4ktÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To enter into by 

contract; establish or settle by formal agreement:  contract a marriage.  2. To 

acquire or incur:  contract obligations; contract a serious illness.  3. a. To reduce in 

size by drawing together; shrink.  b. To pull together; wrinkle.   4. Grammar. To 

shorten (a word or words) by omitting or combining some of the letters or 

sounds.   —  v.  intr. 1. To enter into or make an agreement:  contract for garbage 

collection.  2. To become reduced in size by or as if by being drawn together:  The 

pupils of the patient’s eyes contracted.  [Middle English, from Latin contr7ctus, past 

participle of contrahere, to draw together, make a contract  : com-, com- + trahere, 

to draw.] —con·tractÙi·bilùi·ty, con·tractùi·ble·ness n.  —con·tractùi·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: contract, condense, compress, constrict, shrink. These verbs mean

to decrease in size or content. To contract is to draw together, especially by an in-

ternal force, with a resultant reduction in size, extent, or volume: The bodybuilders

contracted their biceps in unison. The pupil of the eye dilates and contracts in re-

sponse to light. Condense refers to a reduction in volume and an increase in com-

pactness: “To produce snow requires both heat and cold; the first to evaporate, the

second to condense” (John Lubbock). The chairman condensed all the suggestions

put forward into a single plan of action. Compress applies to increased compactness

brought about by pressing or squeezing; the term implies reduction in volume



and change of form or shape: compress dough into a circle with a rolling pin; sat on

the lid of the suitcase to compress the clothes; trying to compress my thoughts into a

few words. To constrict is to make smaller or narrower, usually by binding or com-

pression: An accumulation of silt constricted the entrance to the harbor. Tight shoes

constrict the feet. Shrink refers to contraction that produces reduction in length,

size, volume, or extent: Wool jersey should be shrunk before being cut and stitched.

Many once prosperous northern mill towns have shrunk as industry has moved to the

South. His capital shrank as his business foundered. See also Synonyms at bargain

contract bridge (kmnùtr4ktÙ brVj) n.  Games. Auction bridge in which tricks in 

excess of the contract may not count toward game bonuses. 

con·trac·tile (kNn-tr4kùtNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  Capable of contracting or causing con-

traction:  Muscle is a contractile tissue.   —conÙtrac·tilùi·ty (kmnÙtr4k-tVlùV-tK) n. 

contractile vacuole (kNn-tr4kùtNl v4kùyu-olÙ) n.  A membrane-bound 

organelle found in certain protists that pumps fluid in a cyclical manner from 

within the cell to the outside by alternately filling and then contracting to release 

its contents at various points on the surface of the cell. It functions in maintain-

ing osmotic equilibrium. 

con·trac·tion (kNn-tr4kùshNn) n.  1. The act of contracting or the state of being 

contracted.  2.  Abbr. cont., contr. a. A word, as won’t from will not, or phrase, 

as o’clock from of the clock, formed by omitting or combining some of the sounds 

of a longer phrase.  b. The formation of such a word.   3. Physiology. The short-

ening and thickening of functioning muscle or muscle fiber.  4. A period of 

decreased business activity. 

con·trac·tor (kmnùtr4kÙtNr, kNn-tr4kù-) n.  1. One that agrees to furnish materi-

als or perform services at a specified price, especially for construction work.  

2. Something, especially a muscle, that contracts. 

con·trac·tu·al (kNn-tr4kùchu-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the nature of a 

contract.   —con·tracùtu·al·ly adv. 

con·trac·ture (kNn-tr4kùchNr) n.  1. An abnormal, often permanent shorten-

ing, as of muscle or scar tissue, that results in distortion or deformity, especially 

of a joint of the body.  2. A deformity resulting from a contracture. 

con·tra·cy·cli·cal (kmnÙtrN-sXùklV-kNl, -sVkùlV-) adj.  Acting counter to an eco-

nomic cycle. 

con·tra·dance  or con·tra·danse (kmnùtrN-d4nsÙ) n.  Variants of contre-
danse. 

con·tra·dict (kmnÙtrN-dVktù) v.  con·tra·dict·ed, con·tra·dict·ing, 
con·tra·dicts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To assert or express the opposite of (a statement).  

2. To deny the statement of.  See Synonyms at deny.  3. To be contrary to; be 

inconsistent with.   —  v.  intr. To utter a contradictory statement.  [Latin 

contr7dXcere, contr7dict-, to speak against  : contr7-, contra- + dXcere, to speak; see 



deik- in Appendix.] —conÙtra·dictùa·ble adj.  —conÙtra·dictùer, 
conÙtra·dicùtor n. 

con·tra·dic·tion (kmnÙtrN-dVkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of contradicting.  b. The 

state of being contradicted.   2. A denial.  3. Inconsistency; discrepancy.  

4. Something that contains contradictory elements. 

con·tra·dic·to·ry (kmnÙtrN-dVkùtN-rK) adj.  1. Involving, of the nature of, or 

being a contradiction.  See Synonyms at opposite.  2. Given to contradicting.   
—  n.  pl. con·tra·dic·to·ries. Logic. Either of two propositions related in such a 

way that it is impossible for both to be true or both to be false.   
—conÙtra·dicùto·ri·ly adv.  —conÙtra·dicùto·ri·ness n. 

con·tra·dis·tinc·tion (kmnÙtrN-dV-stVngkùshNn) n.  Distinction by contrasting 

or opposing qualities.   —conÙtra·dis·tincùtive adj.  —conÙtra·dis·tincù-
tive·ly adv. 

con·tra·dis·tin·guish (kmnÙtrN-dV-stVngùgwVsh) v.  tr. 

con·tra·dis·tin·guished, con·tra·dis·tin·guish·ing, 
con·tra·dis·tin·guish·es. To distinguish by contrasting qualities. 

con·tra·ges·tive (kmnÙtrN-jHsùtVv) adj.  Capable of preventing gestation, either 

by preventing implantation or by causing the uterine lining to shed after implan-

tation.   —  n.  A contragestive drug or agent.   —conÙtra·ges·taùtion (-jH-

st7ùshNn) n. 

con·trail (kmnùtr7lÙ) n.  A visible trail of streaks of condensed water vapor or ice 

crystals sometimes forming in the wake of an aircraft.  Also called vapor trail 

[CON(DENSATION) + TRAIL.]

con·tra·in·di·cate (kmnÙtrN-VnùdV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. con·tra·in·di·cat·ed, 
con·tra·in·di·cat·ing, con·tra·in·di·cates. To indicate the inadvisability of (a 

medical treatment, for example).   —conÙtra·in·dicùa·tive (-Vn-dVkùN-tVv) adj. 

con·tra·in·di·ca·tion (kmnÙtrN-VnÙdV-k7ùshNn) n.  A factor that renders the 

administration of a drug or the carrying out of a medical procedure inadvisable:  

A previous allergic reaction to penicillin is a contraindication to the future use of that 

drug. 

con·tra·lat·er·al (kmnÙtrN-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  Taking place or originating in a corre-

sponding part on an opposite side. 

con·tral·to (kNn-tr4lùto) n.  pl. con·tral·tos. Abbr. contr. Music. 1. The lowest 

female voice or voice part, intermediate in range between soprano and tenor.  

2. A woman having a contralto voice.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a contralto part; contralto tones.  [Italian  : contra-, below (from 

Latin contr7-, contra-) + alto, alto; see ALTO.]

con·tra·po·si·tion (kmnÙtrN-pN-zVshùNn) n.  An opposite position; antithesis. 

con·tra·pos·i·tive (kmnÙtrN-pmzùV-tVv) n.  Logic. A proposition derived by 

negating and permuting the terms of another, equivalent proposition; for exam-

ple, All not-Y is not-X is the contrapositive of All X is Y. 



con·trap·pos·to (konÙtrN-posùto) n.  The position of a figure in painting or 

sculpture in which the hips and legs are turned in a different direction from that 

of the shoulders and head; the twisting of a figure on its own vertical axis.  [Ital-

ian, past participle of contrapporre, to set opposite, contrast, from Latin 

contr7ponere : contr7-, contra- + ponere, to place; see apo- in Appendix.]

con·trap·tion (kNn-tr4pùshNn) n.  A mechanical device; a gadget.  [Perhaps 

blend of CONTRIVE, and TRAP
2.]

con·tra·pun·tal (kmnÙtrN-pƒnùtl) adj.  Music. Of, relating to, or incorporating 

counterpoint.  [From obsolete Italian contrapunto, counterpoint  : contra-, against 

(from Latin contr7-); see CONTRA- + punto, point, note (from Latin punctum); see 

PUNCTUAL.] —conÙtra·punùtal·ly adv. 

con·tra·pun·tist (kmnÙtrN-pƒnùtVst) n.  Music. A specialist in counterpoint. 

con·trar·i·an (kNn-trârùK-Nn) n.  An investor who makes decisions that contra-

dict prevailing wisdom, as in buying securities that are unpopular at the time. 

con·tra·ri·e·ty (kmnÙtrN-rXùV-tK) n.  pl. con·tra·ri·e·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being contrary.  2. Something that is contrary. 

con·trar·i·ous (kNn-trârùK-Ns) adj.  Perverse; inimical.   —con·trarùi·ous·ly 
adv. 

con·trar·i·wise (kmnùtrHrÙK-wXzÙ, kNn-trârù-) adv.  1. From a contrasting point 

of view.  2. In the opposite way or reverse order.  3. In a perverse manner. 

con·trar·y (kmnùtrHrÙK) adj.  1. Opposed, as in character or purpose:  contrary 

opinions; acts that are contrary to our code of ethics.  2. Opposite in direction or 

position:  playing scales in contrary motion.  3. Adverse; unfavorable:  a contrary 

wind.  4.  (also kNn-trârùK) Given to recalcitrant behavior; willful or perverse.   
—  n.  pl. con·trar·ies. 1. Something that is opposite or contrary.  2. Either of 

two opposing or contrary things: “Truth is perhaps... a dynamic compound of 

opposites, savage contraries for a moment conjoined” (A. Bartlett Giamatti).  

3. Logic. A proposition related to another in such a way that if the latter is true, 

the former must be false, but if the latter is false, the former is not necessarily 

true.   —  adv.  In an opposite direction or manner; counter:  The judge ruled con-

trary to all precedent in the case.   —idioms. by contraries. Obsolete. In opposi-

tion to what is expected.  on the contrary. In opposition to what has been 

stated or what is expected:  I’m not sick; on the contrary, I’m in the peak of health.  

[Middle English contrarie, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin contr7rius : contr7, 

against; see kom in Appendix + -7rius, -ary.] —conùtrarÙi·ly adv.  

—conùtrarÙi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: contrary, balky, perverse, wayward, ornery. These adjectives mean

given to acting in opposition to others. Contrary applies especially to a person who

is inherently self-willed and resistant to direction or counsel: Who can reason with

you when you’re being contrary? Balky describes an animal or a mechanical device



that stops short and does not proceed or continue in operation; the word is also

applicable to analogous human behavior: The balky horse refused the jump. The

balky engine sputtered and stopped. Even threats of indictment didn’t loosen the

tongue of the balky witness. Perverse implies disposition or determination to con-

travene what is expected or desired: He said no just to be perverse. Wayward stresses

a flouting of authority that leads to erratic, capricious, or reprehensible behavior:

“a lively child, who had been spoilt and indulged, and therefore was sometimes way-

ward” (Charlotte Brontë). One who is ornery is marked by a mean-spirited, often

defiant contrariety: When I tried to get the car salesman to lower his prices, he be-

came ornery and dug in his heels. See also Synonyms at opposite

con·trast (kNn-tr4stù, kmnùtr4stÙ) v.  con·trast·ed, con·trast·ing, con·trasts.  
—  v.  tr. To set in opposition in order to show or emphasize differences:  an essay 

that contrasts city and country life; contrasted this computer with inferior models.   
—  v.  intr. To show differences when compared:  siblings who contrast sharply in 

interests and abilities; a color that contrasted clearly with the dark background.   —  
n.  (kmnùtr4stÙ) 1. a. The act of contrasting; a setting off of dissimilar entities or 

objects.  b. The state of being contrasted:  red berries standing in vivid contrast 

against the snow.   2. A difference, especially a strong dissimilarity, between enti-

ties or objects compared:  the contrast between Northern and Southern speech pat-

terns.  3. One thing that is strikingly dissimilar to another:  My new school was a 

welcome contrast to the one before.  4. The use of opposing elements, such as col-

ors, forms, or lines, in proximity to produce an intensified effect in a work of art.  

5. The difference in brightness between the light and dark areas of a picture, such 

as a photograph or video image.  [French contraster, from Italian contrastare, 

from Medieval Latin contr7st7re : Latin contr7-, contra- + Latin st7re, to stand; see 

st7- in Appendix.] —con·trastùa·ble adj.  —con·trastùing·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: The noun contrast may be followed by between, with, or to:

There is a sharp contrast between his earlier and later works. In contrast with (or

less frequently, to) his early works, the later plays are brittle and highly theatrical.

When contrast is used as a transitive verb, both with and to may follow, though

with is more common: He contrasts the naturalistic early plays with (or to) the brit-

tle later comedies.

contrast medium (kNn-tr4stù mKùdK-Nm) n.  A substance, such as barium or 

air, used in radiography to increase the contrast of an image. A positive contrast 

medium absorbs x-rays more strongly than the tissue or structure being exam-

ined; a negative contrast medium, less strongly. 

con·trast·y (kmnùtr4sÙtK) adj.  Having or producing sharp contrasts between 

light and dark areas in photography. 



con·tra·vene (kmnÙtrN-vKnù) v.  tr. con·tra·vened, con·tra·ven·ing, 
con·tra·venes. 1. To act or be counter to; violate:  contravene a direct order.  

2. To oppose in argument; gainsay:  contravened the proposal.  See Synonyms at 

deny.  [French contrevenir, from Medieval Latin contr7venXre, to transgress, from 

Late Latin, to oppose  : Latin contr7-, contra- + Latin venXre, to come; see gw7- in 

Appendix.] —conÙtra·venùer n. 

con·tra·ven·tion (kmnÙtrN-vHnùshNn) n.  The act of contravening; a violation. 

con·tre·danse also con·tre·dance  or con·tra·dance  or con·tra·danse 
(kmnùtrN-d4nsÙ) n.  1. A folk dance performed in two lines with the partners fac-

ing each other.  2. The music for a contredanse.  [French, alteration (influenced 

by French contre-, opposite, from Latin contr7-, contra-), of COUNTRY-DANCE.]

con·tre·temps (kmnùtrN-täNÙ, kôNÙtrN-täNù) n.  pl. contretemps (-täNzÙ, -

täNzù). An unforeseen event that disrupts the normal course of things; an inop-

portune occurrence.  [French  : contre-, against (from Latin contr7-); see CONTRA- 

+ temps, time (from Latin tempus).]

contrib. abbr.  1. Contribution.  2. Contributor. 

con·trib·ute (kNn-trVbùyut) v.  con·trib·ut·ed, con·trib·ut·ing, 
con·trib·utes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give or supply in common with others; give to a 

common fund or for a common purpose.  2. To submit for publication:  contrib-

uted two stories to the summer issue.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a contribution:  con-

tributes to several charities.  2. To help bring about a result; act as a factor:  

Exercise contributes to better health.  3. To submit material for publication.  [Latin 

contribuere, contrib7t-, to bring together  : com-, com- + tribuere, to grant; see 

TRIBUTE.] —con·tribùu·tive adj.  —con·tribùu·tive·ly adv.  

—con·tribùu·tive·ness n.  —con·tribùu·tor n. 

con·tri·bu·tion (kmnÙtrV-byuùshNn) n.  1. The act of contributing.  2.  Abbr. 

contrib. Something contributed.  3. A payment exacted for a special purpose; an 

impost or a levy. 

con·trib·u·to·ry (kNn-trVbùyN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving 

contribution.  2. Helping to bring about a result.  3. Subject to an impost or levy.   
—  n.  pl. con·trib·u·to·ries. One that contributes. 

con·trite (kNn-trXtù, kmnùtrXtÙ) adj.  1. Feeling regret and sorrow for one’s sins or 

offenses; penitent.  2. Arising from or expressing contrition:  contrite words.  

[Middle English contrit, from Latin contrXtus, past participle of conterere, to crush 

 : com-, com- + terere, to grind; see terN-1 in Appendix.] —con·triteùly adv.  

—con·triteùness n. 

con·tri·tion (kNn-trVshùNn) n.  Sincere remorse for wrongdoing; repentance.  

See Synonyms at penitence. 
con·tri·vance (kNn-trXùvNns) n.  1. a. The act of contriving.  b. The state of 

being contrived.   2. Something contrived, as a mechanical device or a clever plan. 



con·trive (kNn-trXvù) v.  con·trived, con·triv·ing, con·trives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

plan with cleverness or ingenuity; devise:  contrive ways to amuse the children.  

2. To invent or fabricate, especially by improvisation:  contrived a swing from 

hanging vines.  3. To plan with evil intent; scheme:  contrived a plot to seize power.  

4. To bring about, as by scheming; manage:  somehow contrived to get past the 

guards unnoticed.   —  v.  intr. To form plans or schemes.  [Middle English con-

treven, from Old French controver, contreuv-, from Medieval Latin controp7re, to 

compare  : Latin com-, com- + Latin tropus, turn, manner, style (from Greek tro-

pos); see trep- in Appendix.] —con·trivùer n. 

con·trived (kNn-trXvdù) adj.  Obviously planned or calculated; not spontaneous; 

labored:  a novel with a contrived ending.   —con·trivùed·ly (-trXùvVd-lK, -trXvdùlK) 

adv. 

con·trol (kNn-trolù) v.  tr. con·trolled, con·trol·ling, con·trols. 1. To exercise 

authoritative or dominating influence over; direct.  See Synonyms at conduct.  
2. To hold in restraint; check:  struggled to control my temper; regulations intended 

to control prices.  3. a. To verify or regulate (a scientific experiment) by conduct-

ing a parallel experiment or by comparing with another standard.  b. To verify 

(an account, for example) by using a duplicate register for comparison.    —  n.  

1. Authority or ability to manage or direct:  lost control of the skidding car; the 

leaders in control of the country.  2.  Abbr. cont., contr. a. One that controls; a 

controlling agent, device, or organization.  b.  Often controls. An instrument or 

set of instruments used to operate, regulate, or guide a machine or vehicle.   3. A 

restraining device, measure, or limit; a curb:  a control on prices; price controls.  

4. a. A standard of comparison for checking or verifying the results of an experi-

ment.  b. An individual or group used as a standard of comparison in a control 

experiment.   5. An intelligence agent who supervises or instructs another agent.  

6. A spirit presumed to speak or act through a medium.  [Middle English control-

len, from Anglo-Norman contreroller, from Medieval Latin contr7rotul7re, to 

check by duplicate register, from contr7rotulus, duplicate register  : Latin contr7-, 

contra- + Latin rotulus, roll, diminutive of rota, wheel; see ret- in Appendix.] 
—con·trolÙla·bilùi·ty n.  —con·trolùla·ble adj. 

control experiment (kNn-trolù Vk-spHrùN-mNnt) n.  An experiment that iso-

lates the effect of one variable on a system by holding constant all variables but 

the one under observation. 

con·trolled substance (kNn-troldù sƒbùstNns) n.  A drug or chemical sub-

stance whose possession and use are regulated under the Controlled Substances 

Act. 

con·trol·ler (kNn-troùlNr) n.  1. One that controls:  a controller, not an observer 

of events.  2.  Also comp·trol·ler (kNn-troùlNr). An officer who audits accounts 

and supervises the financial affairs of a corporation or of a governmental body.  



3. A regulating mechanism, as in a vehicle or electric device.   
—con·trolùler·shipù n. 

con·trol·ling interest (kNn-troùlVng VnùtrVst) n.  Ownership of a sufficient 

number of shares of stock in a company to control company policy. 

control rocket (kNn-trolù rmkùVt) n.  A vernier rocket or similar missile used to 

change the attitude or trajectory of a rocket or spacecraft. 

control stick (kNn-trolù stVk) n.  A lever used to control the motion of an air-

craft by changing the angle of the elevators and ailerons. 

control surface (kNn-trolù sûrùfNs) n.  A movable airfoil, especially a rudder, 

an aileron, or an elevator, used to control or guide an aircraft, a guided missile, or 

a rocket. 

control tower (kNn-trolù touùNr) n.  A tower at an airfield from which air traf-

fic is controlled by radio and observed physically and by radar. 

con·tro·ver·sial (kmnÙtrN-vûrùshNl, -sK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, producing, or marked by 

controversy:  a controversial movie; a controversial stand on human rights.  2. Fond 

of controversy; disputatious.   —conÙtro·verùsial·ist n.  

—conÙtro·verÙsi·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK, -sK-) n.  —conÙtro·verùsial·ly adv. 

con·tro·ver·sy (kmnùtrN-vûrÙsK) n.  pl. con·tro·ver·sies. 1. A dispute, espe-

cially a public one, between sides holding opposing views.  See Synonyms at 

argument.  2. The act or practice of engaging in such disputes:  writers skilled at 

controversy.  [Middle English controversie, from Latin controversia, from contro-

versus, disputed  : contr7-, contra- + versus, past participle of vertere, to turn; see 

wer-2 in Appendix.]

con·tro·vert (kmnùtrN-vûrtÙ, kmnÙtrN-vûrtù) v.  tr. con·tro·vert·ed, 
con·tro·vert·ing, con·tro·verts. To raise arguments against; voice opposition 

to.  [From CONTROVERSY.] —conÙtro·vertùi·ble adj. 

con·tu·ma·cious (kmnÙtN-m7ùshNs, -tyN-) adj.  Obstinately disobedient or 

rebellious; insubordinate.   —conÙtu·maùcious·ly adv.  —conÙtu·maù-
cious·ness n. 

con·tu·ma·cy (kmnùtu-mN-sK, -tyu-) n.  pl. con·tu·ma·cies. Obstinate or 

contemptuous resistance to authority; stubborn rebelliousness.  [Middle English 

contumacie, from Latin contum7cia, from contum7x, insolent.]

con·tu·me·ly (kmnùtu-mN-lK, -tyu-, -tNm-lK) n.  pl. con·tu·me·lies. 
1. Rudeness or contempt arising from arrogance; insolence.  2. An insolent or 

arrogant remark or act.  [Middle English contumelie, from Old French, from 

Latin contumKlia;; akin to contum7x, insolent.] —conÙtu·meùli·ous (kmnÙtN-

mKùlK-Ns) adj.  —conÙtu·meùli·ous·ly adv. 

con·tuse (kNn-tuzù, -tyuzù) v.  tr. con·tused, con·tus·ing, con·tus·es. To 

injure without breaking the skin; bruise.  [Middle English contusen, from Latin 

contundere, cont7s-, to beat  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + tundere, to beat.]



con·tu·sion (kNn-tuùzhNn, -tyuù-) n.  An injury in which the skin is not bro-

ken; a bruise. 

co·nun·drum (kN-nƒnùdrNm) n.  1. A riddle in which a fanciful question is 

answered by a pun.  2. A paradoxical, insoluble, or difficult problem; a dilemma: 

“the conundrum, thus far unanswered, of achieving full employment without infla-

tion” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  [Origin unknown.]

con·ur·ba·tion (kmnÙNr-b7ùshNn) n.  A predominantly urban region including 

adjacent towns and suburbs; a metropolitan area.  [CON- + Latin urbs, city + -

ATION.]

co·nus ar·te·ri·o·sus (koÙnNs är-tîrÙK-oùsNs) n.  pl. co·ni ar·te·ri·o·si (koÙnX 
är-tîrÙK-oùsX, koÙnK är-tîrÙK-oùsK). 1. A conical extension of the right ventricle in 

the heart of mammals, from which the pulmonary artery originates.  2. An 

extension of the ventricle in the heart of amphibians and certain fish.  [New Latin 

 : Latin conus, cone + Latin arteriosus, arterial.]

conv. abbr.  1. Convention.  2. Convertible.  3. Convocation. 

Conv. abbr.  Conventual. 

con·va·lesce (kmnÙvN-lHsù) v.  intr. con·va·lesced, con·va·lesc·ing, 
con·va·lesc·es. To return to health and strength after illness; recuperate.  [Latin 

convalKscere : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + valKscere, to grow strong, incho-

ative of valKre, to be strong; see wal- in Appendix.]

con·va·les·cence (kmnÙvN-lHsùNns) n.  1. Gradual return to health and 

strength after illness.  2. The period needed for returning to health after illness.   
—conÙva·lesùcent adj.  & n. 

con·vect (kNn-vHktù) v.  con·vect·ed, con·vect·ing, con·vects.  —  v.  tr. To 

transfer (heat) by convection.   —  v.  intr. To undergo convection:  warm air con-

vecting upward.  [Back-formation from CONVECTION.]

con·vec·tion (kNn-vHkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of conveying; transmis-

sion.  2. Physics. a. Heat transfer in a gas or liquid by the circulation of currents 

from one region to another.  b. Fluid motion caused by an external force such as 

gravity.   3. Meteorology. The transfer of heat or other atmospheric properties by 

massive motion within the atmosphere, especially by such motion directed 

upward.  [Late Latin convectio, convection-, from convectus, past participle of con-

vehere, to carry together  : Latin com-, com- + Latin vehere, to carry; see wegh- in 

Appendix.] —con·vecùtion·al adj.  —con·vecùtive adj.  —con·vecùtive·ly 
adv. 

con·vec·tor (kNn-vHkùtNr) n.  A partly enclosed, directly heated surface from 

which warm air circulates by convection. 

con·vene (kNn-vKnù) v.  con·vened, con·ven·ing, con·venes.  —  v.  intr. To 

come together usually for an official or public purpose; assemble formally.   —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to come together formally; convoke:  convene a special session of 

Congress.  See Synonyms at call.  2. To summon to appear, as before a tribunal.  



[Middle English convenen, from Old French convenir, from Latin convenXre : com-

, com- + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appendix.] —con·venùa·ble adj.  

—con·venùer, con·venùor n. 

con·ven·ience (kNn-vKnùyNns) n.  1. The quality of being suitable to one’s 

comfort, purposes, or needs:  the convenience of living near shops, schools, and 

libraries.  2. Personal comfort or advantage:  services that promote the customer’s 

convenience.  3. Something that increases comfort or saves work:  household con-

veniences such as a washing machine, an electric can opener, and disposable diapers.  

See Synonyms at amenity.  4. Chiefly British. A lavatory. 

convenience food (kNn-vKnùyNns fud) n.  A prepackaged food that can be 

prepared quickly and easily. 

convenience store (kNn-vKnùyNns stôr) n.  A small retail store that is open 

long hours and that typically sells staple groceries, snacks, and sometimes gaso-

line. 

con·ven·ien·cy (kNn-vKnùyNn-sK) n.  pl. con·ven·ien·cies. Archaic. Conve-

nience. 

con·ven·ient (kNn-vKnùyNnt) adj.  1. Suited or favorable to one’s comfort, pur-

pose, or needs:  a convenient time to receive guests; a convenient excuse for not 

going.  2. a. Easy to reach; accessible:  a bank with branches at six convenient loca-

tions.  b. Close at hand; near:  an apartment that is convenient to shopping and 

transportation.   3. Obsolete. Fitting and proper; suitable.  [Middle English, from 

Latin conveniKns, convenient- present participle of convenXre, to be suitable, fit. See 

CONVENE.] —con·venùient·ly adv. 

con·vent (kmnùvNnt, -vHntÙ) n.  1. A community, especially of nuns, bound by 

vows to a religious life under a superior.  2. The building or buildings occupied 

by such a community.  [Middle English covent, from Old French, from Medieval 

Latin conventus, from Latin, assembly, from past participle of convenXre, to assem-

ble. See CONVENE.]

con·ven·ti·cle (kNn-vHnùtV-kNl) n.  A religious meeting, especially a secret or 

illegal one, such as those held by Dissenters in England and Scotland in the 16th 

and 17th centuries.  [Middle English, from Latin conventiculum, meeting, dimin-

utive of conventus, assembly. See CONVENT.] —con·venùti·cler n. 

con·ven·tion (kNn-vHnùshNn) n.  Abbr. conv. 1. a. A formal meeting of mem-

bers, representatives, or delegates, as of a political party, fraternal society, profes-

sion, or industry.  b. The body of persons attending such an assembly:  called the 

convention to order.   2. An agreement between states, sides, or military forces, 

especially an international agreement dealing with a specific subject, such as the 

treatment of prisoners of war.  3. General agreement on or acceptance of certain 

practices or attitudes:  By convention, north is at the top of most maps.  4. A prac-

tice or procedure widely observed in a group, especially to facilitate social interac-

tion; a custom:  the convention of shaking hands.  5. A widely used and accepted 



device or technique, as in drama, literature, or painting:  the theatrical convention 

of the aside.  [Middle English convencioun, from Latin conventio, convention-, 

meeting, from conventus, past participle of convenXre, to assemble. See CONVENE.]

con·ven·tion·al (kNn-vHnùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Based on or in accordance with 

general agreement, use, or practice; customary:  conventional symbols; a conven-

tional form of address.  2. Conforming to established practice or accepted stan-

dards; traditional:  a conventional church wedding.  3. a. Devoted to or bound by 

conventions to the point of artificiality; ceremonious.  b. Unimaginative; con-

formist:  longed to escape from their conventional, bourgeois lives.   4. Represented, 

as in a work of art, in simplified or abstract form.  5. Law. Based on consent or 

agreement; contractual.  6. Of, relating to, or resembling an assembly.  7. Using 

means other than nuclear weapons or energy:  conventional warfare; conventional 

power plants.   —con·venùtion·al·ism n.  —con·venùtion·al·ist n.  

—con·venùtion·al·ly adv. 

con·ven·tion·al·i·ty (kNn-vHnÙshN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. con·ven·tion·al·i·ties. 
1. The state, quality, or character of being conventional.  2. A conventional act, 

idea, or practice.  3. conventionalities. The rules of conventional social behav-

ior. 

con·ven·tion·al·ize (kNn-vHnùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. con·ven·tion·al·ized, 
con·ven·tion·al·iz·ing, con·ven·tion·al·iz·es. To make conventional.   
—con·venÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-vHnÙshN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

con·ven·tion·eer (kNn-vHnÙshN-nîrù) n.  One who attends a convention. 

con·ven·tu·al (kNn-vHnùchu-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to a convent.   —  n.  1. A 

member of a convent.  2. Conventual. Abbr. Conv. A member of a branch of 

the Franciscan order that permits the accumulation and possession of common 

property.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin conventu7lis, from conventus, 

convent. See CONVENT.]

con·verge (kNn-vûrjù) v.  con·verged, con·verg·ing, con·verg·es.  —  v.  

intr. 1. a. To tend toward or approach an intersecting point:  lines that converge.  

b. To come together from different directions; meet:  The avenues converge at a 

central square.   2. To tend toward or achieve union or a common conclusion or 

result:  In time, our views and our efforts converged.  3. Mathematics. To approach 

a limit.   —  v.  tr. To cause to converge.  [Late Latin convergere, to incline together 

 : Latin com-, com- + Latin vergere, to incline; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

con·ver·gence (kNn-vûrùjNns) n.  1. The act, condition, quality, or fact of con-

verging.  2. Mathematics. The property or manner of approaching a limit, such as 

a point, line, surface, or value.  3. The point of converging; a meeting place:  a 

town at the convergence of two rivers.  4. Physiology. The coordinated turning of 

the eyes inward to focus on an object at close range.  5. Biology. The adaptive evo-

lution of superficially similar structures, such as the wings of birds and insects, in 



unrelated species subjected to similar environments. In this sense, also calledcon-

vergent evolution  —con·verùgent adj. 

con·ver·gen·cy (kNn-vûrùjNn-sK) n.  pl. con·ver·gen·cies. Convergence. 

convergent evolution (kNn-vûrùjNnt HvÙN-luùshNn) n.  See convergence 
(n., sense 5). 

con·ver·sance (kNn-vûrùsNns, kmnùvNr-) n.  The state of being conversant; 

familiarity. 

con·ver·san·cy (kNn-vûrùsNn-sK) n.  pl. con·ver·san·cies. Conversance. 

con·ver·sant (kNn-vûrùsNnt, kmnùvNr-) adj.  Familiar, as by study or experience:  

conversant with medieval history.  [Middle English conversaunt, associated with, 

from Old French conversant, present participle of converser, to associate with, 

from Latin convers7rX. See CONVERSE
1.] —con·verùsant·ly adv. 

con·ver·sa·tion (kmnÙvNr-s7ùshNn) n.  1. A spoken exchange of thoughts, 

opinions, and feelings; a talk.  2. An informal discussion of a matter by represen-

tatives of governments, institutions, or organizations.  3. Computer Science. A 

real-time interaction with a computer.   —conÙver·saùtion·al adj.  

—conÙver·saùtion·al·ly adv. 

con·ver·sa·tion·al·ist (kmnÙvNr-s7ùshN-nN-lVst) also con·ver·sa·tion·ist (-

shN-nVst) n.  One given to or skilled at conversation. 

conversation piece (kmnÙvNr-s7ùshNn pKs) n.  1. An unusual object that 

arouses comment or interest.  2. A genre painting, popular especially in the 18th 

century, depicting a group of fashionable people. 

con·ver·sa·zi·o·ne (kmnÙvNr-sätÙsK-oùnK, kônÙvHr-sä-tsyôùnH) n.  pl. 

con·ver·sa·zi·o·nes or con·ver·sa·zi·o·ni (-nK). A meeting for conversation or 

discussion, especially about art.  [Italian, from Latin convers7tio, convers7tion-, 

dealings with persons, from convers7tus, past participle of convers7rX, to associate 

with. See CONVERSE
1.]

con·verse1 (kNn-vûrsù) v.  intr. con·versed, con·vers·ing, con·vers·es. 
1. To engage in a spoken exchange of thoughts, ideas, or feelings; talk.  See Syn-

onyms at speak.  2. Computer Science. To interact with a computer on-line.  

3. Archaic. To be familiar; associate.   —  n.  (kmnùvûrsÙ) 1. Spoken interchange 

of thoughts and feelings; conversation.  2. Obsolete. Social interaction.  [Middle 

English conversen, to associate with, from Old French converser, from Latin 

convers7rX : com-, com- + vers7rX, to occupy oneself; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

con·verse2 (kNn-vûrsù, kmnùvûrsÙ) adj.  Reversed, as in position, order, or 

action; contrary.   —  n.  (kmnùvûrsÙ) 1. Something that has been reversed; an 

opposite.  2. Logic. A proposition obtained by conversion.  [Latin conversus, past 

participle of convertere, to turn around. See CONVERT.] —con·verseùly adv. 

con·ver·sion (kNn-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. The act of converting.  b. The 

state of being converted.   2. A change in which one adopts a new religion, faith, 

or belief.  3. Something that is changed from one use, function, or purpose to 



another.  4. Law. a. The unlawful appropriation of another’s property.  b. The 

changing of real property to personal property or vice versa.   5. The exchange of 

one type of security or currency for another.  6. Logic. The interchange of the 

subject and predicate of a proposition.  7. Football. A score made on a try for a 

point or points after a touchdown.  8. Psychiatry. A defense mechanism in which 

repressed ideas, conflicts, or impulses are manifested by various bodily symp-

toms, such as paralysis or breathing difficulties, that have no physical cause.  

[Middle English conversioun, religious conversion, from Old French conversion, 

from Latin conversio, conversion-, a turning around, from conversus, past partici-

ple of convertere, to turn around. See CONVERT.] —con·verùsion·al, con·verù-
sion·arÙy (-zhN-nHrÙK, -shN-)  adj. 

conversion disorder (kNn-vûrùzhNn dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  See conversion reac-
tion. 

conversion factor (kNn-vûrùzhNn f4kùtNr) n.  A numerical factor used to 

multiply or divide a quantity expressed in one system of units in a conversion to 

another system. 

conversion reaction (kNn-vûrùzhNn rK-4kùshNn) n.  A neurosis characterized 

by the presence of bodily symptoms having no discernible physical cause but for 

which there is evidence of a psychological conflict or need.  Also called conversion 

disorder 

con·vert (kNn-vûrtù) v.  con·vert·ed, con·vert·ing, con·verts.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To change (something) into another form, substance, state, or product; trans-

form:  convert water into ice.  2. To change (something) from one use, function, 

or purpose to another; adapt to a new or different purpose:  convert a forest into 

farmland.  3. To persuade or induce to adopt a particular religion, faith, or belief:  

convert pagans to Christianity; was converted to pacifism by the war.  4. To 

exchange for something of equal value:  convert assets into cash.  5. To exchange (a 

security, for example) by substituting an equivalent of another form.  6. To 

express (a quantity) in alternative units:  converting feet into meters.  7. Logic. To 

transform (a proposition) by conversion.  8. Law. a. To appropriate (another’s 

property) without right to one’s own use.  b. To change (property) from real to 

personal or from joint to separate or vice versa.    —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo a con-

version:  We converted to Islam several years ago.  2. To be converted:  a sofa that 

converts into a bed; arms factories converting to peacetime production.  3. Football. 

To make a conversion.   —  n.  (kmnùvûrtÙ) One who has been converted, espe-

cially from one religion or belief to another.  [Middle English converten, from Old 

French convertir, from Latin convertere, to turn around  : com-, intensive pref.; see 

COM- + vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: convert, metamorphose, transfigure, transform, transmogrify,

transmute. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to change into a different



form, substance, or state”: convert stocks into cash; misery metamorphosing into

happiness; a bare stage that was transfigured into an enchanted forest; a gangling

adolescent transformed into a handsome adult; a sleepy town transmogrified by the

boom into a bustling city; impossible to transmute lead into gold.

con·vert·a·plane (kNn-vûrùtN-pl7nÙ) n.  Variant of convertiplane. 
con·vert·ed rice (kNn-vûrùtVd rXs) n.  A white rice prepared from brown rice 

that has been soaked, steamed under pressure to force water-soluble nutrients 

into the starchy endosperm, and then dried and milled. 

con·vert·er also con·ver·tor (kNn-vûrùtNr) n.  1. One that converts, especially: 

a. A furnace in which pig iron is converted into steel by the Bessemer process.  

b. A machine that converts electric current from one kind to another.  c. An elec-

tronic device that converts one frequency of a radio signal to another.  d. A 

device that converts data from one code to another.   2. One that is employed in 

converting raw products into finished products. 

con·vert·i·ble (kNn-vûrùtN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be converted:  a convertible 

sofa bed.  2. Having a top that can be folded back or removed:  a convertible auto-

mobile.  3.  Abbr. conv., cvt. Lawfully exchangeable for gold or another currency:  

dollars convertible into yen.   —  n.  1. Something that can be converted.  2. A con-

vertible automobile.  3. A convertible security.   —con·vertÙi·bilùi·ty, 
con·vertùi·ble·ness n.  —con·vertùi·bly adv. 

convertible security (kNn-vûrùtN-bNl sV-kytrùV-tK) n.  A security that, at the 

holder’s option, may be exchanged for another asset, typically a fixed number of 

shares of common stock. 

con·vert·i·plane also con·vert·a·plane (kNn-vûrùtN-pl7nÙ) n.  An airplane 

built to fly vertically as well as forward. 

con·ver·tor (kNn-vûrùtNr) n.  Variant of converter. 
con·vex (kmnùvHksÙ, kNn-vHksù) adj.  Having a surface or boundary that curves 

or bulges outward, as the exterior of a sphere.  [Latin convexus. See wegh- in 

Appendix.] —conùvexÙly adv. 

con·vex·i·ty (kNn-vHkùsV-tK) n.  pl. con·vex·i·ties. 1. The state of being con-

vex.  2. A convex surface, body, part, or line. 

con·vex·o-con·cave (kNn-vHkÙso-kNn-k7vù) adj.  1. Convex on one side and 

concave on the other.  2. Having greater curvature on the convex side than on the 

concave side. Used of a lens. 

con·vex·o-con·vex (kNn-vHkÙso-kNn-vHksù) adj.  Convex on both sides; 

biconvex. Used of a lens. 

con·vey (kNn-v7ù) v.  tr. con·veyed, con·vey·ing, con·veys. 1. To take or 

carry from one place to another; transport.  2. To serve as a medium of transmis-

sion for; transmit:  wires that convey electricity.  3. To communicate or make 

known; impart: “a look intended to convey sympathetic comprehension” (Saki).  



4. Law. To transfer ownership of or title to.  5. Archaic. To steal.  [Middle English 

conveien, from Old French conveier, from Medieval Latin convi7re, to escort  : 

Latin com-, com- + via, way; see wegh- in Appendix.] —con·veyùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: convey, carry, bear, transport, transmit. These verbs are compared

as they refer to the movement of someone or something from one place to an-

other. Convey often implies continuous, regular movement or flow: Pipelines con-

vey water. The word also means to serve as a medium for the delivery or trans-

mission of something: The company has a fleet of trucks for conveying produce to

the wholesale market. If you’ll leave a message, I’ll convey it to him. Carry has broad

application but often means to support something while moving: The train carries

baggage, mail, and passengers. I carried my papers in an attaché case. The term can

also refer to conveyance through a channel or medium: Nerve cells carry and re-

ceive nervous impulses. Bear strongly suggests the effort of supporting a burden;

often it implies the carrying of something important, such as valuable gifts: Four

attendants bore the queen’s palanquin. An envoy came bearing the sad news. Trans-

port is largely limited to the movement of persons or material objects, often over

a considerable distance: Huge tankers are used to transport oil. The city uses buses

to transport students to school. Transmit refers to passing along, sending, or com-

municating something: Please transmit the stock certificates by special messenger.

The cost of transmitting books by air is very high. We transmitted the instructions by

electronic mail. The word also means “to serve as a medium for the passage of

something such as light, electricity, or sound”: “The motion is transmitted from

particle to particle, to a great distance” (Thomas H. Huxley).

con·vey·ance (kNn-v7ùNns) n.  1. The act of conveying.  2. A means of convey-

ing, especially a vehicle for transportation.  3. Law. a. Transfer of title to property 

from one person to another.  b. The document by which a property transfer is 

effected.  

con·vey·anc·ing (kNn-v7ùNn-sVng) n.  Law. The branch of legal practice deal-

ing with the conveyance of property or real estate.   —con·veyùanc·er n. 

con·vey·er also con·vey·or (kNn-v7ùNr) n.  One that conveys, especially a 

mechanical apparatus, such as a continuous moving belt, that transports materi-

als, packages, or items being assembled from one place to another. 

con·vict (kNn-vVktù) v.  con·vict·ed, con·vict·ing, con·victs.  —  v.  tr. 1. Law. 

To find or prove (someone) guilty of an offense or crime, especially by the verdict 

of a court:  The jury convicted the defendant of manslaughter.  2. To show or del-

care to be blameworthy; condemn:  His remarks convicted him of a lack of sensitiv-

ity.  3. To make aware of one’s sinfulness or guilt.   —  v.  intr. To return a verdict 

of guilty in a court: “We need jurors... who will not convict merely because they are 

suspicious” (Scott Turow).   —  n.  (kmnùvVktÙ) Law. 1. A person found or declared 



guilty of an offense or crime.  2. A person serving a sentence of imprisonment.   
—  adj.  Archaic. Found guilty; convicted.  [Middle English convicten, from Latin 

convincere, convict-. See CONVINCE.]

con·vic·tion (kNn-vVkùshNn) n.  1. Law. a. The judgment of a jury or judge that 

a person is guilty of a crime as charged.  b. The state of being found or proved 

guilty:  evidence that led to the suspect’s conviction.   2. a. The act or process of 

convincing.  b. The state of being convinced.  See Synonyms at certainty.   3. A 

fixed or strong belief.  See Synonyms at opinion.  —con·vicùtion·al adj. 

con·vic·tive (kNn-vVkùtVv) adj.  Having power or serving to convince or convict.   
—con·vicùtive·ly adv. 

con·vince (kNn-vVnsù) v.  tr. con·vinced, con·vinc·ing, con·vinc·es. 1. To 

bring by the use of argument or evidence to firm belief or a course of action.  See 

Synonyms at persuade.  2. Obsolete. To prove to be wrong or guilty.  

3. Obsolete. To conquer; overpower.  [Latin convincere, to prove wrong  : com-, 

intensive pref.; see COM- + vincere, to conquer; see weik-3 in Appendix.] 
—con·vinceùment n.  —con·vincùer n.  —con·vincùi·ble adj.  

USAGE NOTE: According to a traditional rule, one persuades someone to act

but convinces someone of the truth of a statement or proposition: By convincing

me that no good could come of staying, he persuaded me to leave. If the distinction

is accepted, then convince should not be used with an infinitive: He persuaded (not

convinced) me to go. In an earlier survey, a majority of the Usage Panel held that

this distinction should be maintained, but the use of convince with an infinitive

has become increasingly common even among reputable writers, and it is unlikely

that this stricture can be maintained for much longer.

con·vinc·ing (kNn-vVnùsVng) adj.  1. Serving to convince:  a convincing argu-

ment; a convincing manner.  2. Believable; plausible:  a convincing story.  See Syn-

onyms at valid.  —con·vincùing·ly adv.  —con·vincùing·ness n. 

con·viv·i·al (kNn-vVvùK-Nl) adj.  1. Fond of feasting, drinking, and good com-

pany; sociable.  See Synonyms at social.  2. Merry; festive:  a convivial atmo-

sphere at the reunion.  [Late Latin convXvi7lis, from Latin convXvium, banquet  : 

com-, com- + vXvere, to live; see gwei- in Appendix.] —con·vivÙi·alùi·ty (-4lùV-
tK) n.  —con·vivùi·al·ly adv. 

con·vo·ca·tion (kmnÙvN-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. conv. 1. a. The act of convoking.  

b. A group of people convoked, especially the members of a college or university 

community who are assembled for a ceremony.   2. A clerical assembly of the 

Anglican Church similar to a synod but assembling only when called.  3. a. An 

assembly of the clergy and representative laity of a section of a diocese of the 

Episcopal Church.  b. The district represented at such an assembly.    
—conÙvo·caùtion·al adj. 



con·voke (kNn-vokù) v.  tr. con·voked, con·vok·ing, con·vokes. To cause to 

assemble in a meeting; convene.  See Synonyms at call.  [French convoquer, from 

Old French, from Latin convoc7re : com-, com- + voc7re, to call; see wekw- in 

Appendix.] —con·vokùer n. 

con·vo·lute (kmnùvN-lutÙ) adj.  Rolled or coiled together in overlapping 

whorls, as certain leaves, petals, or shells.   —  v.  intr. tr. con·vo·lut·ed, 
con·vo·lut·ing, con·vo·lutes. To coil or fold or cause to coil or fold in overlap-

ping whorls.  [Latin convol7tus, past participle of convolvere, to convolve. See CON-

VOLVE.] —conùvo·luteÙly adv. 

con·vo·lut·ed (kmnùvN-luÙtVd) adj.  1. Having numerous overlapping coils or 

folds:  a convoluted seashell.  2. Intricate; complicated:  convoluted legal language; 

convoluted reasoning. 

con·vo·lu·tion (kmnÙvN-luùshNn) n.  1. A form or part that is folded or coiled.  

2. One of the convex folds of the surface of the brain.   —conÙvo·luùtion·al adj. 

con·volve (kNn-vmlvù) v.  con·volved, con·volv·ing, con·volves.  —  v.  tr. 

To roll together; coil up.   —  v.  intr. To form convolutions.  [Latin convolvere : 

com-, com- + volvere, to roll; see wel-2 in Appendix.]

con·vol·vu·lus (kNn-vmlùvyN-lNs) n.  pl. con·vol·vu·lus·es or con·vol·vu·li (-

lXÙ). Any of various mostly trailing or twining plants of the widespread genus 

Convolvulus, having funnel-shaped flowers and including several weeds and a few 

grown as ornamentals.  [Latin, bindweed, from convolvere, to intertwine. See 

CONVOLVE.]

con·voy (kmnùvoiÙ) n.  1. The act of accompanying or escorting, especially for 

protective purposes.  2. An accompanying and protecting force, as of ships or 

troops.  3. A group, as of ships or motor vehicles, traveling together with a pro-

tective escort or for safety or convenience.   —  v.  tr. con·voyed, con·voy·ing, 
con·voys (kmnùvoiÙ, kNn-voiù). To accompany, especially for protection; escort:  

warships convoying merchant vessels across the Atlantic.  [From Middle English 

convoyen, to escort, from Old French convoier, variant of conveier. See CONVEY.]

con·vul·sant (kNn-vƒlùsNnt) adj.  Causing or producing convulsions.   —  n.  

An agent, such as a drug, that causes convulsions. 

con·vulse (kNn-vƒlsù) v.  tr. con·vulsed, con·vuls·ing, con·vuls·es. 1. To 

shake or agitate violently:  tremors that convulsed the countryside; when civil war 

convulsed the nation.  See Synonyms at agitate.  2. To affect with irregular and 

involuntary muscular contractions; throw into convulsions.  3. To cause to shake 

with laughter or strong emotion.  [Latin convellere, convuls-, to pull violently  : 

com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + vellere, to pull.]

con·vul·sion (kNn-vƒlùshNn) n.  1. An intense, paroxysmal, involuntary muscu-

lar contraction.  2. An uncontrolled fit, as of laughter; a paroxysm.  3. Violent 

turmoil: “The market convulsions of the last few weeks have shaken the world” 

(Felix Rohatyn). 



con·vul·sive (kNn-vƒlùsVv) adj.  1. Marked by or having the nature of convul-

sions.  2. Having or producing convulsions.   —con·vulùsive·ly adv.  

—con·vulùsive·ness n. 

Con·way (kmnùw7Ù)  1. A city of central Arkansas north-northwest of Little 

Rock. It is a trade and industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 

26,481.  2. A community of east-central Florida, a suburb of Orlando. Popula-

tion, 16,000. 

Con·way (kmnùw7Ù), Thomas. 1735?-1800.  Irish-born American Revolution-

ary general known for his role in the Conway Cabal, a conspiracy to remove 

George Washington from command of the Continental Army. 

Con·well (kmnùwHlÙ, -wNl), Russell Herman. 1843-1925.  American cleric and 

educator who was the founder (1888) and first president of Temple University. 

His lecture “Acres of Diamonds” (first delivered in 1861) was particularly popular 

on the Chautauqua circuit. 

co·ny (koùnK, kƒnùK) n.  Variant of coney1. 
coo (ku) v.  cooed, coo·ing, coos.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter the murmuring 

sound of a dove or pigeon or a sound resembling it.  2. To talk fondly or amo-

rously in murmurs:  The visitors cooed over the newborn baby.   —  v.  tr. To express 

or utter with soft murmuring sounds.  [Imitative.] —cooùer n. 

Cooch Be·har (kuchÙ bN-härù)  A former princely state of northeast India. 

Once a powerful part of Assam, it came under British rule in 1772. 

cook (ktk) v.  cooked, cook·ing, cooks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To prepare (food) for 

eating by applying heat.  2. To prepare or treat by heating:  slowly cooked the 

medicinal mixture.  3. Slang. To alter or falsify so as to make a more favorable 

impression; doctor:  disreputable accountants who were paid to cook the firm’s 

books.   —  v.  intr. 1. To prepare food for eating by applying heat.  2. To undergo 

application of heat especially for the purpose of later ingestion.  3. Slang. To hap-

pen, develop, or take place:  What’s cooking in town?  4. Slang. To proceed or per-

form very well:  The band really got cooking after midnight.   —  n.  A person who 

prepares food for eating.   —phrasal verb. cook up. Informal. To fabricate; 

concoct:  cook up an excuse.   —idiom. cook (one’s) goose. Slang. To ruin 

(one’s) chances:  The speeding ticket cooked his goose with his father. Her goose was 

cooked when she was caught cheating on the test.  [Middle English coken, from coke, 

cook, from Old English coc, from Vulgar Latin *cocus, from Latin cocus, coquus, 

from coquere, to cook. See pekw- in Appendix.]

Cook (ktk), Frederick Albert. 1865-1940.  American physician and Arctic 

explorer who announced that he had reached the North Pole in 1908, a claim that 

was rejected by the scientific community. 

Cook (ktk), James. Known as “Captain Cook.” 1728-1779.  British navigator 

and explorer who commanded three major voyages of discovery, charting and 



naming many islands of the Pacific Ocean. He also sailed along the coast of North 

America as far north as the Bering Strait. 

Cook, Mount.  1.  or Also A·o·rang·i (äÙo-rängùgK) The highest mountain, 

3,766.4 m (12,349 ft), of New Zealand, on South Island in the Southern Alps.  

2. A peak, 4,196.8 m (13,760 ft) high, in the St. Elias Mountains on the border 

between Alaska and Yukon Territory, Canada. 

cook·book (ktkùbtkÙ) n.  A book containing recipes and other information 

about the preparation of food. 

Cooke (ktk), (Alfred) Alistair. Born 1908.  British-born American journalist 

and broadcaster, whose books include Around the World in 50 Years (1966) and 

Alistair Cooke’s America (1973). 

Cooke (ktk), Jay. 1821-1905.  American financier noted for his part in mar-

keting Union bonds to finance the Civil War. The collapse of his bank led to the 

Panic of 1873. 

Cooke (ktk), Terence James. 1921-1983.  American Roman Catholic clergy-

man who was archbishop of New York from 1968 to 1983. 

cook·er (ktkùNr) n.  1. One that cooks, especially a utensil or an appliance for 

cooking.  2. A person employed to operate cooking apparatuses in the commer-

cial preparation of food and drink. 

cook·er·y (ktkùN-rK) n.  pl. cook·er·ies. 1. The art or practice of preparing 

food.  2. A place for cooking. 

Cooke·ville (ktkùvVlÙ)  A city of central Tennessee east of Nashville. It is a 

farm trade center. Population, 21,744. 

cook·ie also cook·y (ktkùK) n.  pl. cook·ies. 1. A small, usually flat and crisp 

cake made from sweetened dough.  2. Slang. A person, usually of a specified 

kind:  a lawyer who was a tough cookie.  [Dutch koekje, diminutive of koek, cake, 

from Middle Dutch koeke.]

Cook Inlet (ktk VnùlHtÙ)  An inlet of the Gulf of Alaska in southern Alaska 

west of the Kenai Peninsula. It is a major fishing ground for salmon and herring 

and has the largest tidal bore in the United States. 

Cook Islands (ktk XùlNndz)  An island group of the southern Pacific Ocean 

southeast of Samoa. Probably inhabited by Polynesians more than 1,500 years 

ago, the islands were first sighted by Capt. James Cook in 1773. They are now 

self-governing under the sovereignty of New Zealand. 

cook-off (ktkùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  A cooking competition. 

cook·out (ktkùoutÙ) n.  A meal cooked and served outdoors. 

Cook Strait (ktk str7t)  A narrow channel separating North Island and South 

Island in New Zealand. It was discovered by Capt. James Cook in 1770. 

cook·ware (ktkùwârÙ) n.  Cooking utensils. 

cook·y (ktkùK) n.  Variant of cookie. 



cool (kul) adj.  cool·er, cool·est. 1. Neither warm nor very cold; moderately 

cold:  fresh, cool water; a cool autumn evening.  2. Giving or suggesting relief from 

heat:  a cool breeze; a cool blouse.  3. Marked by calm self-control:  a cool negotia-

tor.  4. Marked by indifference, disdain, or dislike; unfriendly or unresponsive:  a 

cool greeting; was cool to the idea of higher taxes.  5. Of, relating to, or characteris-

tic of colors, such as blue and green, that produce the impression of coolness.  

6. Slang. Excellent; first-rate:  has a cool sports car; had a cool time at the party.  

7. Slang. Entire; full:  worth a cool million.   —  v.  cooled, cool·ing, cools.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To make less warm.  2. To make less ardent, intense, or zealous:  problems 

that soon cooled my enthusiasm for the project.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become less 

warm:  took a dip to cool off.  2. To become calmer:  needed time for tempers to 

cool.   —  n.  1. A cool place, part, or time:  the cool of early morning.  2. The state 

or quality of being cool.  3. Slang. Composure; poise: “Our release marked a vic-

tory. The nation had kept its cool” (Moorhead Kennedy).   —idioms. cool it. 
Slang. To calm down; relax.  cool (one’s) heels. Informal. To wait or be kept 

waiting.  [Middle English cole, from Old English col. See gel- in Appendix.] 
—coolùish adj.  —coolùly adv.  —coolùness n.  

SYNONYMS: cool, composed, collected, unruffled, nonchalant, imperturbable,

detached. These adjectives apply to persons, their attitudes, their behavior, or their

actions to indicate absence of excitement or discomposure, especially in times of

stress. Cool usually implies merely a high degree of self-control, though it may

also indicate aloofness: “Keep strong, if possible. In any case, keep cool. Have un-

limited patience” (B.H. Liddell Hart). “An honest hater is often a better fellow than

a cool friend” (John Stuart Blackie). Composed implies a serene, often sedate qual-

ity arising from self-discipline: The performer was composed as she readied herself

for her entrance on stage. Collected suggests self-possessed composure: The witness

remained collected throughout the cross-examination. Unruffled emphasizes calm

despite circumstances that might elicit agitation: “with contented mind and unruf-

fled spirit” (Anthony Trollope). Nonchalant describes a casual manner that may

suggest, sometimes misleadingly, a lack of interest or concern: He doesn’t seem

excited; on the contrary, his demeanor is easy and nonchalant. Imperturbable stresses

unshakable calmness considered usually as an inherent trait rather than as a prod-

uct of self-discipline: “A man.../Cool, and quite English, imperturbable” (Byron).

Detached implies aloofness resulting either from lack of active concern or from

resistance to emotional involvement: She may be detached, she may even be unfeel-

ing, but at least she’s not hypocritically effusive. See also Synonyms at cold

cool·ant (kuùlNnt) n.  An agent that produces cooling, especially a fluid that 

draws off heat by circulating through an engine or by bathing a mechanical part. 



cool·er (kuùlNr) n.  1. A device, container, or room that cools or keeps cool.  

2. A cold drink, often a mixture of white wine and juice.  3. Slang. A jail. 

Coo·ley (kuùlK), Charles Horton. 1864-1929.  American sociologist known 

for his observations of the ways in which society influences the self-image of the 

individual. 

Coo·ley (kuùlK), Denton Arthur. Born 1920.  American surgeon and educa-

tor who in 1969 performed the first artificial heart transplant on a human being. 

Coo·ley’s anemia (kuùlKz N-nKùmK-N) n.  A usually fatal form of thalassemia 

in which normal hemoglobin is absent, characterized by severe anemia, enlarge-

ment of the heart, liver, and spleen, and skeletal deformation.  [After Thomas 

Benton Cooley (1871-1945), American physician.]

cool-head·ed (kulùhHdùVd) adj.  Not easily excited or flustered. 

Coo·lidge (kuùlVj), Grace Goodhue. 1879-1957.  First lady of the United 

States (1923-1929) as the wife of President Calvin Coolidge. She was known for 

her outgoing manner. 

Coo·lidge (kuùlVj), (John) Calvin. 1872-1933.  The 30th President of the 

United States (1923-1929), who took office after the death of Warren G. Harding. 

A strong supporter of business, he encouraged speculation that led to a stock 

market boom in the 1920’s, followed by economic collapse. 

coo·lie also coo·ly (kooùlK) n.  pl. coo·lies. Offensive. An unskilled Asian 

laborer.  [Hindi kulX.]
coon (kun) n.  1. Informal. A raccoon.  2. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging 

term for a Black person.  [Short for RACCOON.]

coon·can (kunùk4nÙ)  or con·qui·an (kmngùkK-Nn) n.  Games. A card game for 

2 players using 40 cards that is an early version of rummy.  [Alteration of Ameri-

can Spanish conquián, probably from Spanish con quién, with whom?  : con, with 

(from Latin cum); see kom in Appendix + quien, whom (from Latin quem, accu-

sative of quis, who); see kwo- in Appendix.]

coon·hound (kunùhoundÙ) n.  Any of various smooth-coated hounds of a 

breed developed in the southeast United States to hunt raccoons. 

Coon Rapids (kun r4pùVdz)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a suburb of Minne-

apolis-St. Paul. Population, 52,978. 

coon’s age (kunz 7j) n.  Slang. A long time. 

coon·skin (kunùskVnÙ) n.  1. The pelt of a raccoon.  2. An article, such as a hat, 

made of the pelts of raccoons. 

coon·tie (kunùtK) n.  Any of several evergreen species of the genus Zamia 

native to southern Florida, Mexico, and the West Indies, having compound leaves, 

unisexual cones, and conspicuously thickened underground stems that yield 

starch resembling arrowroot.  Also called Seminole bread [Florida Creek kuntíi, 

arrowroot.]



coop (kup) n.  1. An enclosure or cage, as for poultry or small animals.  

2. Slang. a. An uncomfortably confined space.  b. A prison.    —  v.  cooped, 
coop·ing, coops.  —  v.  tr. To confine in or as if in a coop.  See Synonyms at 

enclose.   —  v.  intr. Informal. To sleep or shirk in a parked patrol car while on 

duty. Used of a police officer.   —idiom. fly the coop (or blow the coop). To 

make a getaway; escape.  [Middle English coupe, possibly from Middle Dutch 

k7pe, basket, tub, from Germanic *k7pon, possibly from Latin c7pa, cask.]

co-op (koùmpÙ, ko-mpù) n.  A cooperative. 

coop. abbr.  Cooperative. 

coop·er (kuùpNr) n.  One that makes or repairs wooden barrels and tubs.  [Mid-

dle English couper, from Middle Dutch k7per, from k7pe, basket, tub. See COOP.] 
—coopùer v.  —coopùer·age n. 

Coo·per (kuùpNr, ktpùNr), Gary. 1901-1961.  American actor who gained 

fame for his portrayals of strong, quiet heroes. He won an Academy Award for 

Sergeant York (1941) and High Noon (1952). 

Coo·per (kuùpNr, ktpùNr), James Fenimore. 1789-1851.  American novelist 

who is best remembered for his novels of frontier life, such as The Last of the 

Mohicans (1826). 

Coo·per (kuùpNr, ktpùNr), Leon N. Born 1930.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1972 Nobel Prize for the theory of superconductivity. 

Coo·per (kuùpNr, ktpùNr), Peter. 1791-1883.  American manufacturer, inven-

tor, and philanthropist who built the first American locomotive and founded 

Cooper Union (1859) in New York City, which offered free courses in the arts and 

sciences. 

Coo·per (kuùpNr, ktpùNr), Thomas. 1759-1839.  British-born American 

chemist and pamphleteer. A strong advocate of states’ rights, he favored nullifica-

tion and was an early supporter of the doctrine of secession. 

co·op·er·ate (ko-mpùN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. co·op·er·at·ed, co·op·er·at·ing, 
co·op·er·ates. 1. To work or act together toward a common end or purpose.  

2. To acquiesce willingly; be compliant:  asked the child to cooperate and go to bed.  

3. To form an association for common, usually economic, benefit:  When buyers 

cooperate, they can make large wholesale purchases at a discount.  [Late Latin 

cooper7rX, cooper7t-  : Latin co-, co- + oper7rX, to work (from opus, oper-, work); 

see op- in Appendix.] —co·opùer·aÙtor n. 

co·op·er·a·tion (ko-mpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or practice of cooperating.  

2. The association of persons or businesses for common, usually economic, bene-

fit.   —co·opÙer·aùtion·ist n. 

co·op·er·a·tive (ko-mpùNr-N-tVv, -N-r7ùtVv, -mpùrN-) adj.  1. Done in cooperation 

with others:  a cooperative effort.  2. Marked by willingness to cooperate; compli-

ant:  a cooperative patient.  3. Of, relating to, or formed as an enterprise or orga-

nization jointly owned or managed by those who use its facilities or services:  a 



cooperative department store; cooperative apartment buildings.   —  n.  Abbr. coop. 
An enterprise or organization that is owned or managed jointly by those who use 

its facilities or services.   —co·opùer·a·tive·ly adv.  —co·opùer·a·tive·ness n. 

Coo·per’s hawk (kuùpNrz hôk, ktpùNrz) n.  A short-winged hawk (Accipiter 

cooperii) widespread throughout North America, having a dark back, a long tail, 

and a rusty-barred chest.  [After William Cooper (died 1864), American orni-

thologist.]

Coo·pers·town (kuùpNrz-tounÙ)  A residential village of east-central New 

York west-southwest of Schenectady. It was founded in 1787 by William Cooper, 

the father of James Fenimore Cooper, who used the region as the setting for his 

Leatherstocking Tales. The National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum is here. 

Population, 2,342. 

co-opt (ko-mptù, koùmptÙ) v.  tr. co-·opt·ed, co-·opt·ing, co-·opts. 1. To elect 

as a fellow member of a group.  2. To appoint summarily.  3. To take or assume 

for one’s own use; appropriate:  co-opted the criticism by embracing it.  4. To neu-

tralize or win over (an independent minority, for example) through assimilation 

into an established group or culture:  co-opt rebels by giving them positions of 

authority.  [Latin coopt7re : co-, co- + opt7re, to choose.] —coÙ-op·taùtion n.  

—co-opùta·tive (-tN-tVv) adj.  —co-opùtion (-mpùshNn) n.  —co-opùtive adj. 

co·or·di·nate (ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ, -Vt) n.  1. One that is equal in importance, rank, 

or degree.  2. coordinates. A set of articles, as of clothing or luggage, designed 

to match or complement one other, as in style or color.  3. Mathematics. Any of a 

set of two or more numbers used to determine the position of a point, line, curve, 

or plane in a space of a given dimension with respect to a system of lines or other 

fixed reference.   —  adj.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) 1. Of equal importance, rank, or degree:  

coordinate offices of a business.  2. Of or involving coordination.  3. Of or based 

on a system of coordinates.   —  v.  co·or·di·nat·ed, co·or·di·nat·ing, 
co·or·di·nates (-7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To place in the same order, class, or rank.  

2. To harmonize in a common action or effort:  coordinating the moving parts of a 

machine; coordinate the colors of a design.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be coordinate:  The 

generators coordinate so that one is always running.  2. To work together harmoni-

ously:  a nursing staff that coordinates smoothly.  3. To form a pleasing combina-

tion; match:  shoes that coordinate with the rest of the outfit.  [CO- + ORDINATE.] 
—co·orùdi·nate·ly (-Vt-lK) adv.  —co·orùdi·nate·ness (-Vt-nVs) n.  

—co·orùdi·naÙtive adj.  —co·orùdi·naÙtor n. 

coordinate bond (ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ bmnd) n.  A covalent chemical bond between 

two atoms that is produced when one atom shares a pair of electrons with 

another atom lacking such a pair.  Also called coordinate covalent bond 

coordinate system (ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ sVsùtNm) n.  A method of representing 

points in a space of given dimensions by coordinates. 



co·or·di·nat·ing conjunction (ko-ôrùdn-7ÙtVng kNn-jƒngkùshNn) n.  Gram-

mar. A conjunction that connects two identically constructed grammatical ele-

ments, such as or in They don’t know whether they’re coming or going. 

co·or·di·na·tion (ko-ôrÙdn-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of coordinating.  b. The 

state of being coordinate; harmonious adjustment or interaction.   2. Physiology. 

Harmonious functioning of muscles or groups of muscles in the execution of 

movements.  [French, from Medieval Latin coordin7tio, coordin7tion-  : co-, co- + 

Latin ordin7tio, arrangement (from ordin7tus, past participle of ordin7re, to 

arrange in order, from ordo, order); see ar- in Appendix.]

coordination compound (ko-ôrÙdn-7ùshNn kmm-poundù) n.  A chemical 

compound formed by joining independent molecules or ions usually to a central 

metallic atom by coordinate bonds.  Also called coordination complex 

Coo·sa (kuùsN)  A river rising in northwest Georgia and flowing about 460 km 

(286 mi) southwest through eastern Alabama to join the Tallapoosa River near 

Montgomery and form the Alabama River. 

coot (kut) n.  1. Any of several dark-gray aquatic birds of the genus Fulica of 

North America and Europe, having a black head and neck, lobed toes, and a white 

bill.  2.  See scoter.  3. Informal. A foolish, eccentric, or senile person.  [Middle 

English coote, possibly from Middle Dutch coet.]

coot·er (kuùtNr) n.  Lower Southern U.S. 1. An edible freshwater turtle of the 

genus Chrysemys.  2. Any of various turtles or tortoises.  See Regional note at 

goober.  [Gullah, of Niger-Congo origin; akin to Mandingo kuta.]

coo·tie (kuùtK) n.  Slang. A body louse.  [Probably from Malay kutu.]

cop1 (kmp) n.  Informal. A police officer.   —  v.  tr. copped, cop·ping, cops. 
1. To take unlawfully or without permission; steal.  See Synonyms at steal.  
2. Slang. a. To get hold of; gain or win:  a show that copped four awards; copped a 

ticket to the game.  b. To take or catch: “copped a quick look at the gentleman in a 

caramel cashmere sport coat on the right” (Gail Sheehy).    —phrasal verb. cop 
out. Slang. To avoid fulfilling a commitment or responsibility; renege:  copped 

out on my friends; copped out by ducking the issue.   —idiom. cop a plea. Slang. 

To plead guilty to a lesser charge so as to avoid standing trial for a more serious 

charge.  [Short for copper, probably from cop, variant of cap, to catch, from Old 

French caper, from Latin capere. See CAPTURE.]

cop2 (kmp) n.  1. A cone-shaped or cylindrical roll of yarn or thread wound on a 

spindle.  2. Chiefly British. A summit or crest, as of a hill.  [Middle English, sum-

mit, from Old English.]

cop. abbr.  Copyright. 

Cop. abbr.  Coptic. 

co·pa·cet·ic  or co·pa·set·ic (koÙpN-sHtùVk) adj.  Excellent; first-rate: “You had 

to be a good judge of what a man was like, and the English was copacetic” (John 

O’Hara).  [Origin unknown.]



WORD HISTORY: We know very little about the origin of the word copacetic,

meaning “excellent, first-rate.” Is its origin to be found in Italian, in the speech of

southern Black people, in the Creole French dialect of Louisiana, or in Hebrew?

John O’Hara, who used the word in Appointment in Samarra, later wrote that co-

pacetic was “a Harlem and gangster corruption of an Italian word.” O’Hara went

on to say, “I don’t know how to spell the Italian, but it’s something like copacetti.”

His uncertainty about how to spell the Italian is paralleled by uncertainty about

how to spell copacetic itself. Copacetic has been recorded with the spellings co-

pasetic, copasetty, copesetic, copisettic, and kopasettee. The spelling is now more or

less fixed, however, as copacetic or copasetic, even though the origin of the word

has not been determined. The Harlem connection mentioned by O’Hara would

seem more likely than the Italian, since copacetic was used by Black jazz musicians

and is said to have been Southern slang in the late 19th century. If copacetic is

Creole French in origin, it would also have a Southern homeland. According to

this explanation, copacetic came from the Creole French word coupersètique,

which meant “able to be coped with,” “able to cope with anything and everything,”

“in good form,” and also “having a healthy appetite or passion for life or love.”

Those who support the Hebrew or Yiddish origin of copacetic do not necessarily

deny the Southern connections of the word. One explanation has it that Jewish

storekeepers used the Hebrew phrase kol bH}edeq, “all with justice,” when asked if

things were O.K. Black children who were in the store as customers or employees

heard this phrase as copacetic. No explanation of the origin of copacetic, including

the ones discussed here, has won the approval of scholars, as is clearly shown by

the etymology of copacetic in the first volume of the Dictionary of American Re-

gional English, published in 1985: “Etym unknown.”

co·pai·ba (ko-pVùbN, -p7ù-) n.  A transparent, often yellowish, viscous oleoresin 

obtained from South American trees of the genus Copaifera in the pea family, 

used in certain varnishes and as a fixative in some perfumes.  [Spanish, from Por-

tuguese copaíba, from Tupi cupaiba.]

co·pal (koùpNl, -p4lÙ) n.  Any of several brittle, aromatic, yellow to red resins of 

recent or fossil origin, obtained from various tropical trees and used in certain 

varnishes.  [Spanish, from Nahuatl copalli, resin.]

Co·pán (ko-pänù)  A ruined Mayan city of western Honduras that flourished 

from c. 300 B.C. to A.D. 900. The ruins include the Hieroglyphic Stairway with 

nearly 2,000 glyphs. 

co·par·ce·nar·y (ko-pärùsN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. co·par·ce·nar·ies. 1. Law. Joint 

inheritance or heirship of property.  Also called parcenary 2. Joint ownership.   
—co·parùce·narÙy adj. 



co·par·ce·ner (ko-pärùsN-nNr) n.  Law. One of two or more persons sharing an 

inheritance; a joint heir.  Also called parcener 

co-par·ent·ing (ko-pârùNn-tVng, -p4rù-) n.  Usage Problem. An arrangement in 

a divorce or separation by which parents share legal and physical custody of a 

child or children.  See Usage Note at parent.  —coù-parÙent n. 

co·part·ner (ko-pärtùnNr, koùpärtÙ-) n.  A joint partner, as in a business enter-

prise; an associate.   —co·partùner·shipÙ n. 

co·pa·set·ic (koÙpN-sHtùVk) adj.  Variant of copacetic. 
cope1 (kop) v.  intr. coped, cop·ing, copes. 1. To contend or strive, especially 

on even terms or with success:  coping with child rearing and a full-time job.  2. To 

contend with difficulties and act to overcome them: “Facing unprecedented prob-

lems, the Federal Reserve of the early 1930s couldn’t cope” (Robert J. Samuelson).  

[Middle English copen, coupen, to strike, from Old French couper, from Vulgar 

Latin *colp7re, from Late Latin colpus, blow, from Latin colaphus, from Greek 

kolaphos.] —copùer n. 

cope2 (kop) n.  1. A long ecclesiastical vestment worn over an alb or surplice.  

2. A covering resembling a cloak or mantle.  3. A coping.   —  v.  tr. coped, 
cop·ing, copes. 1. To cover or dress in a cope.  2. To provide with coping:  cope 

a wall.  [Middle English cope, from Old English -c7p, from Medieval Latin c7pa, 

cloak, from Late Latin cappa.]

co·peck (koùpHk) n.  Variant of kopeck. 
Co·pen·ha·gen (koùpNn-h7ÙgNn, -häÙ-)  The capital and largest city of Den-

mark, in the extreme eastern part of the country on the eastern coast of Sjaelland. 

It was a trading and fishing center by the 11th century and became the capital in 

1443. Population, 482,937. 

co·pe·pod (koùpN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of numerous minute marine and freshwater 

crustaceans of the subclass Copepoda, having an elongated body and a forked tail.  

[From New Latin Copepoda, order name  : Greek kopK, oar; see kap- in Appendix 

+ -poda, -pod.]

Co·per·ni·can (ko-pûrùnV-kNn, kN-) adj.  Of or relating to the theory of Coper-

nicus that the earth rotates daily on its axis and, with the other planets in the solar 

system, revolves around the sun. 

Co·per·ni·cus (ko-pûrùnN-kNs, kN-), Nicolaus. 1473-1543.  Polish astronomer 

who advanced the theory that the earth and other planets revolve around the sun, 

disrupting the Ptolemaic system of astronomy. 

cope·stone (kopùston) n.  A capstone.  [COPE
2 + STONE.]

Co·piague (koùp7gÙ, -pHg)  An unincorporated community of southeast New 

York on the southern shore of Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 

20,769. 

cop·i·er (kmpùK-Nr) n.  1. An office machine that makes copies of printed or 

graphic matter.  2. One that transcribes or copies:  a copier of ancient manuscripts. 



co·pi·lot (koùpXÙlNt) n.  The second or relief pilot of an aircraft. 

cop·ing (koùpVng) n.  The top layer or course of a masonry wall, usually having a 

slanting upper surface to shed water; a cope.  [From COPE
2.]

coping saw (koùpVng sô) n.  A light handsaw with a slender blade stretched 

across a U-shaped frame, used for cutting designs in wood. 

co·pi·ous (koùpK-Ns) adj.  1. Yielding or containing plenty; affording ample sup-

ply:  a copious harvest.  See Synonyms at plentiful.  2. Large in quantity; abun-

dant:  copious rainfall.  3. Abounding in matter, thoughts, or words; wordy: “I 

found our speech copious without order, and energetic without rules” (Samuel 

Johnson).  [Middle English, from Latin copiosus, from copia, abundance. See op- 
in Appendix.] —coùpi·ous·ly adv.  —coùpi·ous·ness n. 

co·pla·nar (ko-pl7ùnNr) adj.  Lying or occurring in the same plane. Used of 

points, lines, or figures.   —coÙpla·narùi·ty (koÙplN-n4rùV-tK) n. 

Cop·land (kopùlNnd), Aaron. 1900-1990.  American composer whose works 

include the ballets Rodeo (1942) and Appalachian Spring (1944), which won a 

Pulitzer Prize. 

Cop·ley (kmpùlK), John Singleton. 1738-1815.  American Loyalist painter who 

did portraits of John Hancock and Paul Revere before departing for England 

when the American Revolution seemed imminent. 

co·pol·y·mer (ko-pmlùN-mNr) n.  A polymer of two or more different mono-

mers.   —co·polÙy·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj. 

co·pol·y·mer·ize (ko-pmlùN-mN-rXzÙ, koÙpN-lVmùN-) v.  co·pol·y·mer·ized, 
co·pol·y·mer·iz·ing, co·pol·y·mer·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To polymerize (different 

monomers) together.   —  v.  intr. To react to form a copolymer.   
—co·polÙy·mer·i·zaùtion (-mNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

cop-out also cop·out (kmpùoutÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A failure to fulfill a commitment 

or responsibility or to face a difficulty squarely.  2. A person who fails to fulfill a 

commitment or responsibility.  3. An excuse for inaction or evasion. 

cop·per1 (kmpùNr) n.  1.  Symbol Cu A ductile, malleable, reddish-brown metal-

lic element that is an excellent conductor of heat and electricity and is widely used 

for electrical wiring, water piping, and corrosion-resistant parts, either pure or in 

alloys such as brass and bronze. Atomic number 29; atomic weight 63.54; melting 

point 1,083˚C; boiling point 2,595˚C; specific gravity 8.96; valence 1, 2.  2. A coin, 

usually of small denomination, made of copper or a copper alloy.  3. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A large cooking pot made of copper or often of iron.  4. Any of various small 

butterflies of the subfamily Lycaeninae, having predominantly copper-colored 

wings.  5. Color. A reddish brown.   —  v.  tr. cop·pered, cop·per·ing, 
cop·pers. 1. To coat or finish with a layer of copper.  2. Slang. To bet against, as 

in faro.  [Middle English coper, from Old English, from Late Latin cuprum, from 

Latin Cyprium (aes), Cyprian (metal), from Cyprius, of Cyprus, from Greek Kup-

rios, from Kupros, Cyprus.] —copùper·y adj. 



cop·per2 (kmpùNr) n.  Slang. A police officer.  [From COP
1.]

cop·per·as (kmpùNr-Ns) n.  See ferrous sulfate.  [Middle English coperose, a 

metallic sulfate, from Old French, from Medieval Latin cuperosa, probably short 

for *aqua cuprosa, copper water, from Late Latin cuprum, copper. See COPPER
1.]

Cop·per·as Cove (kmpùNr-Ns kov)  A city of central Texas southwest of Waco. 

It is a trade center in an agricultural area. Population, 24,079. 

cop·per·head (kmpùNr-hHdÙ) n.  1. A venomous snake (Agkistrodon contortrix) 

of the eastern and central United States, having a reddish-brown body marked 

with darker crossbands arranged in an hourglass pattern.  2. Copperhead. A 

Northerner who sympathized with the South during the Civil War. 

cop·per·leaf (kmpÙNr-lKfÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Acalypha, 

especially A. wilkesiana, an ornamental shrub of the Pacific Islands widely grown 

for its decorative, colorful, variously patterned leaves. 

Cop·per·mine (kmpùNr-mXnÙ)  A river of northern Northwest Territories, Can-

ada, flowing about 845 km (525 mi) northward to the Arctic Ocean. 

cop·per·plate (kmpùNr-pl7tÙ) n.  1. A copper printing plate engraved or etched 

to form a recessed pattern of the matter to be printed.  2. A print or engraving 

made by using such a plate. 

copper pyrites (kmpùNr pX-rXùtKz) n.  See chalcopyrite. 
Cop·per River (kmpùNr rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Wrangell Mountains of 

southern Alaska and flowing about 483 km (300 mi) southward through the 

Chugach Mountains to the Gulf of Alaska. 

cop·per·smith (kmpùNr-smVthÙ) n.  1. One that works or manufactures objects, 

especially utensils, in copper.  2. A brightly colored bird (Megalaima haemaceph-

ala) of southeast Asia, characterized by its ringing, metallic call. 

copper sulfate (kmpùNr sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A poisonous blue crystalline copper salt, 

CuSO4·5H2O, used in agriculture, textile dyeing, leather treatment, electroplating, 

and the manufacture of germicides. 

cop·per·ware (kmpùNr-wârÙ) n.  Articles made of copper. 

cop·pice (kmpùVs) n.  A thicket or grove of small trees or shrubs, especially one 

maintained by periodic cutting or pruning to encourage suckering, as in the culti-

vation of cinnamon trees for their bark.  [Old French copeiz. See COPSE.]

Cop·po·la (kmpùN-lN), Francis Ford. Born 1939.  American filmmaker who 

won an Academy Award for his direction of The Godfather, Part II (1974). 

co·pra (koùprN, kmpùrN) n.  The dried white flesh of the coconut from which 

coconut oil is extracted.  [Portuguese, from Malayalam koppara.]

copro- pref.  Excrement; dung:  coprolite.  [From Greek kopros, dung. See kekw- 
in Appendix.]

cop·ro·la·li·a (kmpÙrN-l7ùlK-N) n.  Psychiatry. The uncontrolled, often excessive 

use of obscene or scatological language that may accompany certain mental disor-



ders, such as schizophrenia or Tourette’s syndrome.  [COPRO- + Greek lalia, bab-

bling (from lalein, to talk).]

cop·ro·lite (kmpùrN-lXtÙ) n.  Fossilized excrement.   —copÙro·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

cop·rol·o·gy (km-prmlùN-jK) n.  Scatology. 

cop·roph·a·gous (km-prmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on excrement:  coprophagous 

beetles.   —cop·rophùa·gy (-N-jK) n. 

cop·ro·phil·i·a (kmpÙrN-fVlùK-N) n.  An abnormal, often obsessive interest in 

excrement, especially the use of feces for sexual excitement.   
—copÙro·philùi·acÙ (-K-4kÙ) n.  —copÙro·philùic adj. 

cop·roph·i·lous (km-prmfùN-lNs) adj.  Living or growing on excrement, as cer-

tain fungi. 

copse (kmps) n.  A thicket of small trees or shrubs; a coppice.  [Middle English 

copys, from Old French copeiz, thicket for cutting, from coper, couper, to cut. See 

COPE
1.]

Copt (kmpt) n.  1. An Egyptian belonging to or descended from the people of 

ancient or pre-Islamic Egypt.  2. A member of the Coptic Church.  [French Copte, 

from New Latin Coptus, from Arabic Qubt, Copts, from Coptic Gyptias, from 

Greek Aiguptios, an Egyptian, from Aiguptos, Egypt, of Egyptian origin.]

Copt. abbr.  Coptic. 

cop·ter (kmpùtNr) n.  Informal. A helicopter. 

Cop·tic (kmpùtVk) n.  Abbr. Copt., Cop. The Afro-Asiatic language of the Copts, 

which survives only as a liturgical language of the Coptic Church.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to the Copts, the Coptic Church, or the Coptic language. 

Coptic Church (kmpùtVk chûrch) n.  The Christian church of Egypt, adhering 

to the Monophysite doctrine. 

cop·u·la (kmpùyN-lN) n.  1. Grammar. A verb, such as a form of be or seem, that 

identifies the predicate of a sentence with the subject.  Also called linking verb 

2. Logic. The word or set of words that serves as a link between the subject and 

predicate of a proposition.  [Latin copula, link.] —copùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 

cop·u·late (kmpùyN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. cop·u·lat·ed, cop·u·lat·ing, cop·u·lates. To 

engage in coitus or sexual intercourse.   —  adj.  (-lVt) Coupled; joined.  [Latin 

copul7re, copul7t-, to join together, from copula, link.] —copÙu·laùtion n.  

—copùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

cop·u·la·tive (kmpùyN-l7ÙtVv, -lN-tVv) adj.  1. Grammar. a. Serving to connect 

coordinate words or clauses:  a copulative conjunction.  b. Serving as a copula:  a 

copulative verb.   2. Of or relating to copulation.   —  n.  Grammar. A copulative 

word or group of words.   —copùu·laÙtive·ly adv. 

cop·y (kmpùK) n.  pl. cop·ies. 1. An imitation or reproduction of an original; a 

duplicate:  a copy of a painting; made two copies of the letter.  2. One specimen or 

example of a printed text or picture:  an autographed copy of a novel.  3.  Abbr. c., 
C. Material, such as a manuscript, that is to be set in type.  4. The words to be 



printed or spoken in an advertisement.  5. Suitable source material for journal-

ism:  Celebrities make good copy.   —  v.  cop·ied, cop·y·ing, cop·ies.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make a reproduction or copy of.  2. To follow as a model or pattern; imi-

tate.  See Synonyms at imitate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a copy or copies.  2. To 

admit of being copied:  colored ink that does not copy well.  [Middle English copie, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin copia, transcript, from Latin, profusion. 

See op- in Appendix.] —copùy·a·ble adj. 

cop·y·book (kmpùK-btkÙ) n.  An exercise book containing models of penman-

ship, used in teaching handwriting.   —  adj.  Unoriginal; trite:  used copybook 

phrases in the essay. 

copy boy also cop·y·boy (kmpùK-boiÙ) n.  A boy employed by a newspaper or 

broadcast news office to carry copy and run errands. 

cop·y·cat (kmpùK-k4tÙ) Informal. n.  One that closely imitates or mimics another.   
—  v.  cop·y·cat·ted, cop·y·cat·ting, cop·y·cats.  —  v.  intr. To act as an imi-

tator or mimic.   —  v.  tr. To imitate closely; mimic.   —  adj.  Closely imitating or 

following another:  a copycat version of a successful product; a copycat crime. 

copy desk (kmpùK dHsk) n.  The desk in a news office where copy is edited and 

prepared for typesetting or broadcasting. 

cop·y·ed·it  or cop·y-ed·it (kmpùK-HdÙVt) v.  tr. cop·y·ed·it·ed, 
cop·y·ed·it·ing, cop·y·ed·its. To correct and prepare (a manuscript, for exam-

ple) for typesetting and printing.   —copùy·edÙi·tor n. 

copy girl also cop·y·girl (kmpùK-gûrlÙ) n.  A girl employed by a newspaper or 

broadcast news office to carry copy and run errands. 

cop·y·hold·er (kmpùK-holÙdNr) n.  1. An assistant who reads manuscript aloud 

to a proofreader.  2. A device that holds copy in place, especially for a typesetter. 

cop·y·ist (kmpùK-Vst) n.  One who makes written copies. 

copy protection (kmpùK prN-tHkùshNn) n.  Computer Science. A means of pre-

venting the illegal or unauthorized copying of a software product, especially a 

preventive routine that is incorporated into a copyrighted program.   —copùy-
pro·tectÙed (kmpùK-prN-tHkÙtVd) adj. 

cop·y·read·er (kmpùK-rKÙdNr) n.  One who edits and corrects newspaper copy 

for publication. 

cop·y·right (kmpùK-rXtÙ) n.  Abbr. c., C., cop. The legal right granted to an 

author, a composer, a playwright, a publisher, or a distributor to exclusive publi-

cation, production, sale, or distribution of a literary, musical, dramatic, or artistic 

work.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a copyright:  copyright law; a copyright agree-

ment.  2. Protected by copyright:  permission to publish copyright material.   —  v.  

tr. cop·y·right·ed, cop·y·right·ing, cop·y·rights. To secure a copyright for.   
—copùy·rightÙa·ble adj.  —copùy·rightÙer n. 

cop·y·writ·er (kmpùK-rXÙtNr) n.  One who writes copy, especially for advertising. 



coq au vin (kokÙ o v4Nù) n.  A dish of chicken cooked in red wine.  [French  : 

coq, chicken + à, with + vin, wine.]

co·quet (ko-kHtù) v.  intr. co·quet·ted, co·quet·ting, co·quets. 1. To engage 

in coquetry; flirt.  2. To trifle; dally.  [French coqueter, from coquet, flirtatious 

man, diminutive of coq, cock, from Old French coc, from Late Latin coccus. See 

COCK
1.]

co·quet·ry (koùkV-trK, ko-kHtùrK) n.  pl. co·quet·ries. Dalliance; flirtation.  

[French coquetterie, from coquette, coquette. See COQUETTE.]

co·quette (ko-kHtù) n.  A woman who makes teasing sexual or romantic over-

tures; a flirt.  [French, feminine of coquet, flirtatious man. See COQUET.] 
—co·quetùtish adj.  —co·quetùtish·ly adv.  —co·quetùtish·ness n. 

co·quil·la nut (ko-kKlùyN nƒt, -kKùyN) n.  The thick-shelled seed of a Brazilian 

feather-leaved palm (Attalea funifera), polished and used for decorative carving 

or turning.  [Portuguese coquilho, diminutive of côco, coco. See COCONUT.]

co·quille (ko-kKlù) n.  A scallop-shaped dish or a scallop shell in which various 

seafood dishes are browned and served.  [French, from Latin conch«lia, pl. of 

conch«lium, shellfish, from Greek konkhulion, diminutive of konkhos.]

co·qui·na (ko-kKùnN) n.  1. Any of various small marine clams of the genus 

Donax that are common in the coastal waters of the eastern and southern United 

States and have variously colored, often striped or banded shells.  2. A soft, 

porous limestone, composed essentially of fragments of shells and coral, used as a 

building material.  [Spanish, cockle, probably diminutive of concha, shell, from 

Latin, mussel. See CONCH.]

co·qui·to (ko-kKùto) n.  pl. co·qui·tos. A feather-leaved palm (Jubaea chilensis) 

native to Chile, having a thick trunk from which is obtained a sugary sap used for 

making wine and a kind of honey, and widely cultivated as an ornamental in 

warm dry regions.  [Spanish, diminutive of coco, coco palm, from Portuguese 

côco. See COCONUT.]

cor. abbr.  1. Corner.  2. Music. Cornet.  3. Coroner.  4. Corpus.  5. Correction.  

6. a. Correspondence; correspondent.  b. Corresponding.  

Cor. abbr.  Bible. Corinthians. 

cor·a·cle (kôrùN-kNl, kmrù-) n.  Nautical. A small, rounded boat made of water-

proof material stretched over a wicker or wooden frame.  [Welsh corwgl, from 

Middle Irish curach, from Old Irish.]

cor·a·coid (kôrùN-koidÙ, kmrù-) n.  1. A bony process projecting from the scap-

ula toward the sternum in mammals.  2. A beak-shaped bone articulating with 

the scapula and sternum in most lower vertebrates, such as birds and reptiles.   
—  adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a coracoid.  [New Latin coracoïdKs, from 

Greek korakoiedKs, ravenlike  : korax, korak-, raven + -oeidKs, -oid.]

cor·al (kôrùNl, kmrù-) n.  1. a. A rocklike deposit consisting of the calcareous skel-

etons secreted by various anthozoans. Coral deposits often accumulate to form 



reefs or islands in warm seas.  b. Any of numerous chiefly colonial marine polyps 

of the class Anthozoa that secrete such calcareous skeletons.  c. The red-orange, 

pinkish, or white deposits secreted by corals of the genus Corallium, used to make 

jewelry and ornaments.  d. An object made of this material.   2. Color. A deep or 

strong pink to moderate red or reddish orange.  3. The unfertilized eggs of a 

female lobster, which turn a reddish color when cooked.   —  adj.  Color. Of a 

deep or strong pink to moderate red or reddish orange.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin corallium, from Greek korallion.]

coral bean (kôrùNl bKn) n.  See coral tree. 
cor·al-bells (kôrùNl-bHlzÙ, kmrù-) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A species of 

alumroot (Heuchera sanguinea) native to the southwest United States and Mexico, 

widely cultivated in gardens for its clusters of small, bell-shaped, red to white 

flowers. 

cor·al·ber·ry (kôrùNl-bHrÙK, kmrù-) n.  1. A North American deciduous shrub 

(Symphoricarpos orbiculatus) cultivated for its abundant clusters of coral-red, 

berrylike fruits.  Also called Indian currant 2. Any of certain eastern Asian ever-

green shrubs of the genus Ardisia, such as spiceberry, cultivated as a houseplant 

for its clusters of long-lasting, red, berrylike fruits. 

coral fungus (kôrùNl fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of numerous fungi, especially of the 

family Clavariaceae, whose often brightly colored spore-bearing structures are 

club-shaped to intricately branched and resemble coral. 

Cor·al Ga·bles (kôrùNl g7ùbNlz, kmrù-)  A city of southeast Florida on Biscayne 

Bay southwest of Miami. It is mainly residential. Population, 40,091. 

cor·al·line (kôrùN-lVn, -lXnÙ, kmrù-) adj.  1. Of, consisting of, or producing coral.  

2. Resembling coral, especially in color.   —  n.  1. Any of various red algae of the 

family Corallinaceae whose fronds are covered with calcareous deposits.  2. Any 

of various organisms that resemble coral, such as certain bryozoans or hydrozo-

ans.  [French corallin, from Late Latin corallXnus, from Latin corallium, coral. See 

CORAL.]

cor·al·loid (kôrùN-loidÙ, kmrù-) also cor·al·loid·al (-loidÙl) adj.  Resembling 

coral in appearance or form.  [Latin corallium, coral; see CORAL + -OID.]

coral pink (kôrùNl pVngk) n.  Color. A moderate to deep yellowish pink. 

coral reef (kôrùNl rKf) n.  An erosion-resistant marine ridge or mound consist-

ing chiefly of compacted coral together with algal material and biochemically 

deposited magnesium and calcium carbonates. 

cor·al·root (kôrùNl-rutÙ, -rttÙ, kmrù-) n.  Any of several terrestrial, 

saprophytic, chiefly New World orchids of the genus Corallorhiza having yellow-

ish-green to purplish-brown leafless stems and small flowers.  [From the corallike 

appearance of its branched rhizomes.]



Coral Sea (kôrùNl sK)  An arm of the southwest Pacific Ocean bounded by New 

Hebrides, northeast Australia, and southeast New Guinea. It was the scene of a 

U.S. World War II naval victory in May 1942. 

coral snake (kôrùNl sn7k) n.  Any of various venomous snakes of the genus 

Micrurus, native to tropical America and the southern United States, characteris-

tically having brilliant red, yellow, and black banded markings. 

Coral Springs (kôrùNl sprVngz)  A city of southeast Florida, a suburb of Fort 

Lauderdale. Population, 79,443. 

coral tree (kôrùNl trK) n.  Any of various mostly deciduous trees or shrubs of the 

genus Erythrina in the pea family, native to and widely cultivated in warm 

regions, having trifoliolate leaves, showy red or orange flowers, and pods contain-

ing often brightly colored seeds.  Also called coral bean 

coral vine (kôrùNl vXn) n.  A climbing woody vine (Antigonon leptopus) native to 

Mexico and widely cultivated in warm regions, having heart-shaped leaves and 

tendril-bearing clusters of small, red to white flowers. 

Co·ran·tijn (korùNn-tXnÙ, kôrù-)  See Courantyne. 
cor·ban (kôrùbNn, -b4nÙ) n.  A sacrifice made to God by the ancient Hebrews at 

the Temple in Jerusalem.  [Middle English, from Late Latin, from Greek korban, 

from Hebrew qurb7n.]

cor·beil also cor·beille (kôrùbNl, kôr-b7ù) n.  A sculptured basket of flowers or 

fruits used as an architectural ornament.  [French corbeille, from Late Latin cor-

bicula, little basket, diminutive of Latin corbis, basket.]

cor·bel (kôrùbNl, -bHlÙ) n.  A bracket of stone, wood, brick, or other building 

material, projecting from the face of a wall and generally used to support a cor-

nice or an arch.   —  v.  tr. cor·beled also cor·belled, cor·bel·ing also 

cor·bel·ling, cor·bels also cor·bels. To provide with or support by a corbel or 

corbels.  [Middle English, from Old French, diminutive of corp, raven (from the 

similarity of its shape to that of a raven’s beak), from Latin corvus.]

cor·bel·ing (kôrùbN-lVng, -bHlÙ-) n.  An overlapping arrangement of bricks or 

stones in which each course extends farther out from the vertical of the wall than 

the course below. 

Cor·bett (kôrùbNt), James John. Known as “Gentleman Jim.” 1866-1933.  

American heavyweight boxing champion (1892-1897) who was famed for his 

courteous manner. 

cor·bie gable (kôrùbK g7ùbNl) n.  A gable roof with corbie-steps. 

cor·bie-step also cor·bie·step (kôrùbK-stHpÙ) n.  One of a series of steps or 

steplike projections on the top of a gable wall.  [Middle English corbie, raven, 

from Old French corbin, from Latin corvXnus, ravenlike. See CORBINA.]

Cor·bin (kôrùbVn), Margaret Cochran. 1751-1800.  American Revolutionary 

heroine. When her husband was killed at his gun post during the Battle of Fort 



Washington (1776), she took his place and fought until she was seriously 

wounded. 

cor·bi·na (kôr-bKùnN) also cor·vi·na (-vKùnN) n.  1. A food and game fish (Men-

ticirrhus undulatus) of North American Pacific waters and especially coastal Cali-

fornia.  2. Any of several related marine fishes of the family Sciaenidae.  [Spanish 

corbina, corvina, from feminine of corvino, ravenlike (from its color), from Latin 

corvXnus, from corvus, raven.]

Cor·by (kôrùbK)  An urban district of central England southeast of Leicester. It is 

a center for iron and steel production. Population, 52,400. 

Cor·co·va·do (kôrÙkN-väùdo, kôrÙkô-väùdt)  A mountain, 704.6 m (2,310 ft) 

high, of southeast Brazil overlooking Rio de Janeiro. A popular tourist attraction, 

it has a funicular railroad and is topped by an enormous concrete statue of Christ 

the Redeemer. 

Cor·cy·ra (kôr-sXùrN)  See Corfu. 
cord (kôrd) n.  1. A slender length of flexible material usually made of twisted 

strands or fibers and used to bind, tie, connect, or support.  2. An insulated, flex-

ible electric wire fitted with a plug or plugs.  3. A hangman’s rope.  4. An influ-

ence, feeling, or force that binds or restrains; a bond or tie.  5.  Also chord (also 

kord). Anatomy. A long ropelike structure, such as a nerve or tendon:  a spinal 

cord.  6. a. A raised rib on the surface of cloth.  b. A fabric or cloth with such 

ribs.   7. cords. Trousers made of corduroy.  8.  Abbr. cd. A unit of quantity for 

cut fuel wood, equal to a stack measuring 4 ∞ 4 ∞ 8 feet or 128 cubic feet (3.62 

cubic meters).   —  v.  tr. cord·ed, cord·ing, cords. 1. To fasten or bind with a 

cord.  2. To furnish with a cord.  3. To pile (wood) in cords.  [Middle English, 

from Old French corde, from Latin chorda, from Greek khordK. See gherN- in 

Appendix.] —cordùer n. 

cord·age (kôrùdVj) n.  1. Cords or ropes, especially the ropes in the rigging of a 

ship.  2. The amount of wood in an area as measured in cords. 

cor·date (kôrùd7tÙ) adj.  Having a heart-shaped outline:  a cordate leaf.  [New 

Latin cord7tus, from Latin cor, cord-, heart. See kerd- in Appendix.] —corù-
dateÙly adv. 

Cor·day (kôr-d7ù, kôrùd7), Charlotte. 1768-1798.  French Revolutionary hero-

ine who was guillotined for the assassination of Jean Paul Marat in 1793. 

cord·ed (kôrùdVd) adj.  1. Tied or bound with cords.  2. Furnished with or made 

of cords.  3. Ribbed or twilled:  a corded bedspread.  4. Stacked in cords:  corded 

firewood. 

cord grass (kôrd gr4s) n.  Any of several perennial grasses of the genus Spar-

tina, several of which form colonies in salt marshes and are important as coastal 

soil binders. 

cor·dial (kôrùjNl) adj.  1. Warm and sincere; friendly:  a cordial greeting; cordial 

relations.  See Synonyms at gracious.  2. Strongly felt; fervent:  a cordial abhor-



rence of waste.  3. Serving to invigorate; stimulating.   —  n.  1. A stimulant; a 

tonic.  2. A liqueur.  [Middle English, of the heart, from Medieval Latin cordi7lis, 

from Latin cor, cord-, heart. See kerd- in Appendix.] —cor·dialùi·ty (-j4lùV-tK, -

jK-4lù-, -dK-4lù-), corùdial·ness n.  —corùdial·ly adv. 

cor·di·er·ite (kôrùdK-N-rXtÙ) n.  A dichroic violet-blue to gray mineral silicate of 

magnesium, aluminum, and sometimes iron.  Also called dichroite [French, after 

Pierre L. Cordier (1777-1861), French geologist.]

cor·di·form (kôrùdN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Heart-shaped.  [Latin cor, cord-, heart; see 

kerd- in Appendix + -FORM.]

cor·dil·le·ra (kôrÙdl-yârùN, kôr-dVlùNr-N) n.  An extensive chain of mountains or 

mountain ranges, especially the principal mountain system of a continent.  

[Spanish, from cordilla, diminutive of cuerda, cord, from Latin chorda. See CORD.] 
—corÙdil·leùran (-yârùNn) adj. 

Cor·dil·le·ra Cen·tral (kôrÙdVl-yHrùN sHn-trälù, -thK-yHùrä)  1. The central of 

three ranges of the Andes in western Colombia.  2. A mountain range of central 

Dominican Republic.  3. A range of the Andes extending northwest and southeast 

in north-central Peru.  4. A mountain range of northern Luzon, Philippines.  

5. A range of south-central Puerto Rico. 

Cordillera de Ta·la·man·ca (kôrÙdl-yârùN d7 täÙlä-mängùkä, thH)  a moun-

tain range of southern Costa Rica extending southeast into western Panama. 

Cordillera Mé·ri·da (kôrÙdl-yârùN mHrùV-dN, mHùrK-thä)  A mountain range of 

western Venezuela extending northeast and southwest. Pico Bolívar, 5,005.4 m 

(16,411 ft), is the highest elevation. 

Cordillera Oc·ci·den·tal (kôrÙdl-yârùN mkÙsV-dHn-tälù, ôkÙsK-thHn-)  A range 

of the western Andes with branches in western Colombia and along the Pacific 

coast of Peru. 

Cordillera O·rien·tal (kôrÙdl-yârùN ôrÙK-Hn-tälù, ôÙryHn-)  A range of the 

eastern Andes with branches in central Bolivia, western Colombia, and southeast 

Peru. Its highest elevation is Salcantay, 6,275.4 m (20,575 ft), in Peru. 

Cordillera Re·al (kôrÙdl-yârùN r7-älù)  A range of the Andes with branches in 

western Bolivia and central Ecuador. 

Cor·dil·le·ras (kôrÙdVl-yHrùNz, kôrÙthK-yHùräs)  The entire complex of mountain 

ranges in western North America, Mexico, Central America, and South America, 

extending from Alaska to Cape Horn. 

cord·ite (kôrùdXtÙ) n.  A smokeless explosive powder consisting of nitrocellulose, 

nitroglycerin, and petrolatum that has been dissolved in acetone, dried, and 

extruded in cords. 

cord·less (kôrdùlVs) adj.  1. Having no cord:  a cordless telephone.  2. Using bat-

teries as a source of power:  a cordless electric shaver.   —cordùless·ly adv. 



cor·do·ba (kôrùdN-bN, -vN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Nicaragua.  See Table 

at currency.  [American Spanish córdoba, after Francisco Fernández de Córdoba 

(1475?-1526?), Spanish explorer.]

Cór·do·ba (kôrùdN-bN, -vN, -thô-vä)  1. A city of north-central Argentina north-

west of Buenos Aires. It was founded in 1573. Population, 993,055.  2. A city of 

southern Spain on the Guadalquivir River east-northeast of Seville. Probably 

established by Carthaginians, it was ruled by Romans, Visigoths, and Arabs until 

1031. Under the Moors it was renowned as a cultural and intellectual center. Pop-

ulation, 291,370.   —Corùdo·van (-vNn) adj.  & n. 

cor·don (kôrùdn) n.  1. A line of people, military posts, or ships stationed 

around an area to enclose or guard it.  2. A cord or braid worn as a fastening or 

an ornament.  3. A ribbon usually worn diagonally across the breast as a badge of 

honor or a decoration.  4. Architecture. A stringcourse.  5. Botany. A tree or 

shrub, especially a fruit tree such as an apple or a pear, repeatedly pruned and 

trained to grow on a support as a single ropelike stem.   —  v.  tr. cor·doned, 
cor·don·ing, cor·dons. To form a cordon around (an area) so as to prevent 

movement in or out:  Troops cordoned off the riot zone.  [French, from Old French, 

diminutive of corde, cord. See CORD.]

cor·don bleu (kôrÙdôN blœù) n.  pl. cor·dons bleus (kôrÙdôN blœù). A per-

son highly distinguished in a field, especially a master chef.  [French  : cordon, rib-

bon + bleu, blue.]

cor·don sa·ni·taire (kôr-dôNÙ sä-nK-târù) n.  pl. cor·dons sa·ni·taires (kôr-

doNÙ sä-nK-târù). 1. A barrier designed to prevent a disease or other undesirable 

condition from spreading.  2. A chain of buffer states organized around a nation 

considered ideologically dangerous or potentially hostile.  [French, quarantine 

line  : cordon, line + sanitaire, sanitary.]

cor·do·van (kôrùdN-vNn) n.  A fine leather originally made of goatskin but now 

more frequently of split horsehide.  [Spanish cordován, from Córdova, Córdoba, 

Spain.]

cor·du·roy (kôrùdN-roiÙ) n.  1. A durable cut-pile fabric, usually made of cot-

ton, with vertical ribs.  2. corduroys. Trousers made of corduroy.  3. A road 

made of logs laid down crosswise.   —  adj.  1. Made of a fabric with vertical ribs.  

2. Made of logs laid down crosswise:  a corduroy road.   —  v.  tr. cor·du·royed, 
cor·du·roy·ing, cor·du·roys. To build (a road) of logs laid down crosswise.  

[Probably from CORD + obsolete duroy, a coarse woolen fabric.]

cord·wood (kôrdùwtdÙ) n.  1. Wood cut and piled in cords.  2. Wood sold by 

the cord. 

core (kôr, kor) n.  1. The hard or fibrous central part of certain fruits, such as the 

apple or pear, containing the seeds.  2. The central or innermost part:  the hard 

elastic core of a baseball; a rod with a hollow core.  3. The basic or most important 

part; the essence:  a small core of dedicated supporters; the core of the problem.  See 



Synonyms at substance.  4. A set of subjects or courses that make up a required 

portion of a curriculum.  5. Electricity. A soft iron rod in a coil or transformer 

that provides a path for and intensifies the magnetic field produced by the wind-

ings.  6. a. Computer Science. A memory, especially one consisting of a series of 

tiny doughnut-shaped masses of magnetic material.  Also called core memory 

b. One of the magnetic doughnut-shaped masses that make up such a memory.  

Also called magnetic core  7. The central portion of Earth below the mantle, 

beginning at a depth of about 2,900 kilometers (1,800 miles) and probably con-

sisting of iron and nickel. It is made up of a liquid outer core and a solid inner 

core.  8. A mass of dry sand placed within a mold to provide openings or shape to 

a casting.  9. The part of a nuclear reactor where fission occurs.  10. A cylindrical 

mass drilled vertically into the earth and removed from it to determine composi-

tion or presence of oil or gas.  11. The base, usually of soft or inferior wood, to 

which veneer woods are glued.   —  v.  tr. cored, cor·ing, cores. To remove the 

core of:  core apples.  [Middle English.]

CORE abbr.  Congress of Racial Equality. 

core dump (kôr dƒmp) n.  Computer Science. A copy of the data stored in the 

core memory of a computer, usually on a device for external storage. 

co·re·lig·ion·ist (koÙrV-lVjùN-nVst) n.  One having the same religion as another. 

Co·rel·li (kN-rHlùK, kô-), Arcangelo. 1653-1713.  Italian violinist and composer 

who is remembered for his 12 concerti grossi, which shaped the development of 

the concerto. 

core memory (kôr mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. See core (n., sense 6a). 

cor·e·op·sis (kôrÙK-mpùsVs, kmr-) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Coreopsis 

in the composite family, especially the North American species, having showy 

radiate flower heads with yellow or, rarely, purplish flowers.  Also called tickseed 

[New Latin Coreopsis, genus name  : Greek koris, bedbug; see sker-1 in Appendix 

+ -OPSIS.]

co·re·pres·sor (koÙrV-prHsùNr) n.  A substance that combines with and activates 

a genetic repressor, thus preventing gene transcription and inhibiting protein syn-

thesis. 

cor·er (kôrùNr, korù-) n.  A device for coring apples. 

co·re·spon·dent (koÙrV-spmnùdNnt) n.  Law. A person charged with having 

committed adultery with the defendant in a divorce suit.   —coÙre·sponùden·cy 
n. 

Cor·ey (kôrùK), Elias James. Born 1928.  American chemist. He won a 1990 

Nobel Prize for developing techniques of creating synthetic compounds. 

corf (kôrf) n.  pl. corves (kôrvz). Chiefly British. A truck, tub, or basket used in a 

mine.  [Middle English, basket, from Middle Dutch corf, or Middle Low German 

korf both probably from Latin corbis.]



Cor·fu (kôrùfu, -fyu, kôr-fuù) also Kér·ki·ra (kHrùkK-räÙ) Formerly 

Cor·cy·ra (kôr-sXùrN).  An island of Greece in the Ionian Islands off the northwest 

coast of the mainland. Settled c. 700 B.C., the island was controlled by Rome, Byz-

antium, Sicily, Venice, and Great Britain before being ceded to Greece in 1864. 

cor·gi (kôrùgK) n.  A Welsh corgi.  [Welsh  : cor, dwarf + ci, dog; see kwon- in 

Appendix.]

Cor·i (kôrùK, korùK), Gerty Theresa Radnitz. 1896-1957.  Czechoslovakian-

born American biochemist. She shared a 1947 Nobel Prize with her husband, 

Carl Ferdinand Cori (1896-1984), and Bernardo A. Houssay for discovering the 

intermediate steps in glycogen-glucose conversion. 

co·ri·a (kôrùK-N, korù-) n.  Plural of corium. 
cor·i·a·ceous (kôrÙK-7ùshNs, kmrÙ-) adj.  Of or like leather, especially in texture.  

[From Late Latin cori7ceus, from Latin corium, leather. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

co·ri·an·der (kôrùK-4nÙdNr, korù-, kôrÙK-4nùdNr, korÙ-) n.  1. An aromatic 

annual Eurasian herb (Coriandrum sativum) in the parsley family, having parsley-

like leaves and umbels of tiny white to pinkish flowers. It is cultivated for its edi-

ble fruits, leafy shoots, and roots.  2. The fresh, young, leafy plantlets of this 

herb, used in salads and various dishes as a flavoring and garnish.  Also called 

Chinese parsley, cilantro.  3. The seedlike fruit of this plant, used whole or ground 

as a flavoring for food and as a seasoning, as in curry powder.  [Middle English 

coriandre, from Old French, from Latin coriandrum, from Greek koriandron.]

Cor·inth (kôrùVnth, kmrù-) also Kó·rin·thos (kôùrVn-thôsÙ)  A city of southern 

Greece in the northeast Peloponnesus on the Gulf of Corinth. It is near the site of 

the ancient city of Corinth, which was founded in Homeric times and was a rich, 

influential maritime power in the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. Population, 

22,658. 

Corinth, Gulf of. Formerly, Gulf of. Le·pan·to (lV-p4nùto, lHùpän-tô).  An 

inlet of the Ionian Sea between the Peloponnesus and central Greece. 

Corinth, Isthmus of.  A narrow isthmus connecting central Greece with the 

Peloponnesus. It lies between the Gulf of Corinth and the Saronic Sea and is 

crossed by the Corinth Canal, constructed from 1881 to 1893. 

Co·rin·thi·an (kN-rVnùthK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to ancient Corinth or its 

people or culture.  2. Architecture. Of or relating to the Corinthian order.  

3. Elegantly or elaborately ornate.  4. Given to licentious and profligate luxury.   
—  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Corinth.  2. A luxury-loving person; a bon 

vivant.  3. A wealthy amateur sportsman, especially an amateur yachtsman.  

4. Corinthians. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Co, Cor. A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible. 
Corinthian order (kN-rVnùthK-Nn ôrùdNr) n.  Architecture. The most ornate of 

the three classical orders, characterized by a slender fluted column having an 

ornate bell-shaped capital decorated with acanthus leaves. 



Co·ri·o·lis effect (kôrÙK-oùlVs V-fHktù, korÙ-) n.  The observed effect of the 

Coriolis force, especially the deflection of an object moving above the earth, 

rightward in the northern hemisphere and leftward in the southern hemisphere. 

Coriolis force (kôrÙK-oùlVs fôrs) n.  An apparent force used mathematically to 

describe motion, as of aircraft or cloud formations, relative to a noninertial, uni-

formly rotating frame of reference such as Earth.  [After Gaspard G. de Coriolis 

(1792-1843), French mathematician.]

co·ri·um (kôrùK-Nm, korù-) n.  pl. co·ri·a (-K-N). Anatomy. See dermis.  [Latin, 

skin. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

cork (kôrk) n.  1. The lightweight, elastic outer bark of the cork oak, used espe-

cially for bottle closures, insulation, floats, and crafts.  2. a. Something made of 

cork, especially a bottle stopper.  b. A bottle stopper made of other material, such 

as plastic.   3. A small float used on a fishing line or net to buoy up the line or net 

or to indicate when a fish bites.  4. Botany. A nonliving, water-resistant protective 

tissue that is formed on the outside of the cork cambium in the woody stems and 

roots of many seed plants. In this sense, also calledphellem  —  v.  tr. corked, 
cork·ing, corks. 1. To stop or seal with or as if with a cork.  2. To restrain or 

check; hold back:  tried to cork my anger.  3. To blacken with burnt cork.  [Middle 

English, from Dutch kurk, or Low German korck both from Spanish alcorque, 

cork-soled shoe, probably from Arabic dialectal al-q7rq, from Latin quercus, oak. 

See perkwu- in Appendix.]

Cork (kôrk)  A city of southern Ireland near the head of Cork Harbor, an inlet 

of the Atlantic Ocean. Cork was occupied by the Danes in the ninth century and 

by Oliver Cromwell in 1649. Population, 136,344. 

cork·age (kôrùkVj) n.  A charge exacted at a restaurant for every bottle of liquor 

served that was not bought on the premises. 

cork·board (kôrkùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A construction and insulating sheet mate-

rial made of compressed and baked granules of cork. 

cork cambium (kôrk k4mùbK-Nm) n.  Botany. A lateral ring of meristematic 

tissue found in woody seed plants, producing cork on the outside of the ring and 

parenchyma on the inside of the ring.  Also called phellogen 

corked (kôrkt) adj.  1. Sealed with or as if with a cork.  2. Tainted in flavor by an 

unsound cork:  corked port.  3. Blackened by burnt cork. 

cork·er (kôrùkNr) n.  1. One that corks bottles, for example.  2. Slang. A remark-

able or astounding person or thing. 

cork·ing (kôrùkVng) Slang. adj.  Splendid; fine:  a corking party.   —  adv.  Used as 

an intensive:  a corking good story.  [From CORKER.]

cork oak (kôrk ok) n.  A Mediterranean evergreen oak tree (Quercus suber) hav-

ing thick bark that is periodically stripped, yielding commercial cork.  Also called 

cork tree 



cork·screw (kôrkùskruÙ) n.  A device for drawing corks from bottles, consist-

ing of a pointed metal spiral attached to a handle.   —  adj.  Spiral in shape.   —  
v.  intr. tr. cork·screwed, cork·screw·ing, cork·screws. To move or cause to 

move in a spiral or winding course. 

cork tree (kôrk trK) n.  1.  See cork oak.  2. Any of various deciduous trees of 

the genus Phellodendron native to eastern Asia and cultivated as an ornamental, 

especially P. amurense, having deeply furrowed, thick, corky bark. 

cork·wood (kôrkùwtdÙ) n.  1. A deciduous shrub or small tree (Leitneria 

floridana) native to wet regions of the southeast United States and having soft, 

lightweight wood.  2.  See balsa (n., sense 1).  3. Any of certain Australian 

shrubs or small trees of the genus Duboisia having leaves used for the commercial 

extraction of belladonna alkaloids. 

cork·y (kôrùkK) adj.  cork·i·er, cork·i·est. 1. Of or resembling cork.  

2. Informal. Lively; buoyant.   —corkùi·ness n. 

Cor·liss (kôrùlVs), George Henry. 1817-1888.  American inventor and manu-

facturer noted for his improvements to the steam engine. 

corm (kôrm) n.  A short, thick, solid, food-storing underground stem, some-

times bearing papery scale leaves, as in the crocus or gladiolus.  [New Latin cor-

mus, from Greek kormos, a trimmed tree trunk. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

Cor·mack (kôrùmNk), Allan MacLeod. Born 1924.  South African-born 

American physicist. He shared a 1979 Nobel Prize for developing the CAT scan x-

ray technique. 

cor·mel (kôrùmNl, kôr-mHlù) n.  A small young corm produced by a fully devel-

oped corm.  [CORM + -el, diminutive suff. (from Latin -ellus).]

cor·mo·rant (kôrùmNr-Nnt, -mN-r4ntÙ) n.  1. Any of several large, widely dis-

tributed marine diving birds of the genus Phalacrocorax, having dark plumage, 

webbed feet, a slender hooked bill, and a distensible pouch.  2. A greedy, rapa-

cious person.   —  adj.  Greedy; rapacious.  [Middle English cormoraunt, from 

Old French cormorant : corp, raven; see CORBEL + marenc, of the sea (from Latin 

marXnus); see MARINE.]

corn1 (kôrn) n.  1. a. Any of numerous cultivated forms of a widely grown, usu-

ally tall annual cereal grass (Zea mays) bearing grains or kernels on large ears.  

b. The grains or kernels of this plant, used as food for human beings and live-

stock or for the extraction of an edible oil or starch.  c. An ear of this plant.  Also 

called Indian corn, maize.   2. Chiefly British. Any of various cereal plants or 

grains, especially the principal crop cultivated in a particular region, such as 

wheat in England or oats in Scotland.  3. a. A single grain of a cereal plant.  b. A 

seed or fruit of various other plants, such as a peppercorn.   4. Corn snow.  

5. Informal. Corn whiskey.  6. Slang. Something considered trite, dated, melodra-

matic, or unduly sentimental.   —  v.  corned, corn·ing, corns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to form hard particles; granulate.  2. a. To season and preserve with granu-



lated salt.  b. To preserve (beef, for example) in brine.   3. To feed (animals) with 

corn or grain.   —  v.  intr. To form hard particles; become grainy: “After the snow 

melts all day, it corns up at night for fine conditions” (Hatfield MA Valley Advo-

cate).  [Middle English, grain, from Old English. See gyN-no- in Appendix.]

corn2 (kôrn) n.  A horny thickening of the skin, usually on or near a toe, resulting 

from pressure or friction.  Also called clavus [Middle English corne, from Old 

French, horn, from Latin corn7. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

corn·ball (kôrnùbôlÙ) Slang. n.  One who behaves in a mawkish or unsophisti-

cated manner.   —  adj.  Mawkish or unsophisticated; corny:  a kid’s cornball 

humor.  [From corn ball, a ball of popcorn and molasses.]

Corn Belt (kôrn bHlt)  An agricultural region of the central United States prima-

rily in Iowa and Illinois but also including parts of Indiana, Minnesota, South 

Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, and Ohio. The chief products of the area are 

corn and corn-fed livestock. 

corn borer (kôrn bôrùNr) n.  1. The larva of a European moth (Pyrausta nubila-

lis), now common in many areas of eastern North America, that feeds on and 

destroys corn and other plants, including potatoes and beans.  Also called Euro-

pean corn borer 2. Any of various insect larvae similar to the corn borer that infest 

corn. 

corn·braid (kôrnùbr7dÙ) v.  tr. corn·braid·ed, corn·braid·ing, corn·braids. 
To style (hair) in rows of thin braids; cornrow.   —cornùbraidÙ n. 

corn bread  or corn·bread (kôrnùbrHdÙ) n.  Bread made from cornmeal. 

corn cake  or corn·cake (kôrnùk7kÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See johnny-
cake. See Regional note at johnnycake. 

corn chip (kôrn chVp) n.  A thin, crisp piece of food made from cornmeal bat-

ter. 

corn·cob (kôrnùkmbÙ) n.  1. The hard, thick, cylindrical central core on which 

are borne the grains or kernels of an ear of corn, usually in rows.  2. A corncob 

pipe. 

corncob pipe (kôrnùkmbÙ pXp) n.  A pipe with a bowl made of a dried, hol-

lowed corncob. 

corn cockle (kôrn kmkùNl) n.  A weedy annual Mediterranean plant 

(Agrostemma githago) having reddish-purple flowers and opposite leaves. 

corn·crake (kôrnùkr7kÙ) n.  A common Eurasian bird (Crex crex) with a short 

bill and brownish-yellow plumage, found in grain fields and meadows. 

corn·crib (kôrnùkrVbÙ) n.  A structure for storing and drying ears of corn. 

corn·dodg·er (kôrnùdmjÙNr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. A small, round ball of 

cornmeal, flour, milk, oil, and sugar that is fried in deep fat. Regional. Also called 

dodger 

cor·ne·a (kôrùnK-N) n.  The transparent, convex, anterior portion of the outer 

fibrous coat of the eyeball that covers the iris and the pupil and is continuous 



with the sclera.  [Medieval Latin cornea (tKla), horny (tissue), from Latin corneus, 

horny, from corn7, horn. See ker-1 in Appendix.] —corùne·al (-Nl) adj. 

corn earworm (kôrn îrùwûrmÙ) n.  The large, destructive larva of a moth 

(Heliothis zea) that feeds on corn and many other plants.  Also called bollworm, 

earworm. 

Cor·neille (kôr-n7ù), Pierre. 1606-1684.  French playwright whose works, 

including Le Cid (c. 1637) and Horace (1640), dramatize grand moral themes 

within elegant verse. 

cor·ne·i·tis (kôrÙnK-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the cornea. 

cor·nel (kôrùnNl, -nHlÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Cornus, which 

includes the bunchberry and dogwoods.  [Short for German Kornelbaum (from 

Old High German curnil-), or from French cornouille both from Medieval Latin 

corniola, from diminutive of Latin cornus.]

cor·nel·ian (kôr-nKlùyNn) n.  Variant of carnelian. 
cornelian cherry (kôr-nKlùyNn chHrùK) n.  1. A deciduous Eurasian shrub or 

small tree (Cornus mas) cultivated for its clusters of early blooming, small yellow 

flowers and cherrylike, edible, sour fruits.  2. The fruit of this plant, used for jel-

lies and preserves.  [From CORNEL.]

Cor·ne·lius (kôr-nKlùyNs, -n7lù-, -n7ùlK-tsÙ), Peter von. 1783-1867.  German 

painter known for his frescoes and recognized as a leader of the new school of 

German art. 

Cor·nell (kôr-nHlù), Ezra. 1807-1874.  American businessman and philanthro-

pist who helped develop and unify telegraph systems in the United States and 

founded Cornell University (1868) with Andrew D. White. 

Cor·nell (kôr-nHlù), Katharine. 1893-1974.  American actress known for her 

Broadway performances in A Bill of Divorcement (1921) and The Barretts of Wim-

pole Street (1931). 

Cor·nel·lá (kôrÙnHl-yäù, -nH-yäù)  A city of northeast Spain, a suburb of Barce-

lona. Population, 90,270. 

cor·ne·ous (kôrùnK-Ns) adj.  Made of horn or a hornlike substance; horny.  

[From Latin corneus, from corn7, horn. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cor·ner (kôrùnNr) n.  Abbr. cor. 1. a. The position at which two lines, surfaces, 

or edges meet and form an angle:  the four corners of a rectangle.  b. The area 

enclosed or bounded by an angle formed in this manner:  sat by myself in the cor-

ner; the corner of one’s eye.   2. The place where two roads or streets join or inter-

sect.  3. a. Sports. Any of the four angles of a boxing or wrestling ring where the 

ropes are joined.  b. Baseball. Either side of home plate, toward or away from the 

batter.   4. A threatening or embarrassing position from which escape is difficult:  

got myself into a corner by boasting.  5. A remote, secluded, or secret place:  the 

four corners of the earth; a beautiful little corner of Paris.  6. A part or piece made 

to fit on a corner, as in mounting or for protection.  7. a. A speculative monop-



oly of a stock or commodity created by purchasing all or most of the available 

supply in order to raise its price.  b. Exclusive possession; monopoly: “Neither 

party... has a corner on all the good ideas” (George B. Merry).    —  v.  cor·nered, 
cor·ner·ing, cor·ners.  —  v.  tr. 1. To furnish with corners.  2. To place or drive 

into a corner:  cornered the thieves and captured them.  3. To form a corner in (a 

stock or commodity):  cornered the silver market.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come together 

or be situated on or at a corner.  2. To turn, as at a corner:  a truck that corners 

poorly.   —  adj.  1. Located at a street corner:  a corner drugstore.  2. Designed for 

use in a corner:  a corner table.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from Old 

French corne, corner, horn, from Vulgar Latin *corna, from Latin cornua, pl. of 

corn7, horn, point. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cor·ner·back also corner back (kôrùnNr-b4kÙ) n.  Football. Either of two 

defensive halfbacks stationed a short distance behind the linebackers and rela-

tively near the sidelines. 

Cor·ner Brook (kôrùnNr brtk)  A city of west-central Newfoundland, Can-

ada, on an estuary emptying into the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Population, 24,339. 

cor·ner·stone also corner stone (kôrùnNr-stonÙ) n.  1. a. A stone at the cor-

ner of a building uniting two intersecting walls; a quoin.  b. Such a stone, often 

inscribed, laid at a ceremony marking the origin of a building.   2. An indispens-

able and fundamental basis:  the cornerstone of an argument. 

cor·ner·wise (kôrùnNr-wXzÙ) also cor·ner·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  1. With a corner 

toward the front.  2. So as to form a corner.  3. From corner to corner; diagonally. 

cor·net (kôr-nHtù) n.  1.  Abbr. cor. Music. A wind instrument of the trumpet 

class, having three valves operated by pistons.  2.  (also kôrùnVt) A piece of paper 

twisted into a cone and used to hold small wares such as candy or nuts.  3.  (also 

kôrùnVt) A headdress, often cone-shaped, worn by women in the 12th and 13th 

centuries.  [Middle English, from Old French, diminutive of corn, horn, from 

Latin corn7. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cor·net-à-pis·tons (kôr-nHtÙN-pVsùtNnz) n.  pl. cor·nets-à-pis·tons (kôr-

nHtsÙN-pVsùtNnz). Music. A cornet.  [French  : cornet, horn, trumpet + à, with + 

pistons, valves.]

cor·net·ist also cor·net·tist (kôr-nHtùVst) n.  Music. One who plays a cornet. 

corn-fed (kôrnùfHdÙ) adj.  1. Fed on corn:  corn-fed pigs.  2. Slang. Healthy and 

strong, but provincial and unsophisticated. 

corn flakes (kôrn fl7ks) pl.n.  A crisp, flaky, commercially prepared cold cereal 

made from coarse cornmeal. 

corn·flow·er (kôrnùflouÙNr) n.  An annual Eurasian plant (Centaurea cyanus) 

in the composite family, cultivated and also naturalized in North America and 

having showy heads of blue, purple, pink, or white flowers.  Also called bachelor’s 

button [So called because it is found in cornfields.]



Corn·forth (kôrnùfNrth, -fôrthÙ, -forthÙ), John Warcup. Born 1917.  Austra-

lian-born British chemist. He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for research on the struc-

ture of biological molecules. 

corn·husk (kôrnùhƒskÙ) n.  The leafy husk of an ear of corn. 

corn·husk·ing (kôrnùhƒsÙkVng) n.  1. The husking of corn.  2. A social gather-

ing for husking corn. In this sense, also calledhusking bee  —cornùhuskÙer n. 

cor·nice (kôrùnVs) n.  1. a. A horizontal molded projection that crowns or com-

pletes a building or wall.  b. The uppermost part of an entablature.   2. The 

molding at the top of the walls of a room, between the walls and ceiling.  3. An 

ornamental horizontal molding or frame used to conceal rods, picture hooks, or 

other devices.   —  v.  tr. cor·niced, cor·nic·ing, cor·nic·es. To supply, decorate, 

or finish with or as if with a cornice.  [Obsolete French, from Italian, possibly 

from Latin cornXx, cornXc-, crow, from its resemblance to a crow’s beak (influ-

enced by Greek koronis, curved line, flourish, from koronos, curved). See CROWN.]

cor·ni·cle (kôrùnV-kNl) n.  See siphuncle (n., sense 2).  [Latin corniculum, little 

horn. See CORNICULATE.]

cor·nic·u·late (kôr-nVkùyN-l7tÙ, -lVt) adj.  Having horns or hornlike projections.  

[Latin cornicul7tus, from corniculum, diminutive of corn7, horn. See ker-1 in 

Appendix.]

cor·ni·fi·ca·tion (kôrÙnN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The conversion of squamous epithe-

lial cells into a keratinized, horny material, such as hair, nails, or feathers.  [Latin 

corn7, horn; see ker-1 in Appendix + -FICATION.]

cor·ni·fy (kôrùnN-fXÙ) v.  intr. cor·ni·fied, cor·ni·fy·ing, cor·ni·fies. To 

undergo cornification. 

Corn·ing (kôrùnVng)  A city of southern New York near the Pennsylvania border 

west of Elmira. The city is famous for its glassworks dating from 1868 and its 

glass museum. Population, 12,953. 

Cor·nish (kôrùnVsh) adj.  Of or relating to Cornwall, its people, or the Cornish 

language.   —  n.  1. The Brythonic language of Cornwall, which has been extinct 

since the late 18th century.  2. Any of an English breed of domestic fowl often 

crossbred to produce roasters. 

Cor·nish·man (kôrùnVsh-mNn) n.  A man who is a native or inhabitant of 

Cornwall, England. 

Cor·nish·wom·an (kôrùnVsh-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a native or 

inhabitant of Cornwall, England. 

Corn Law (kôrn lô) n.  One of a series of British laws in force before 1846 regu-

lating the grain trade and restricting imports of grain. 

corn lily (kôrn lVlùK) n.  Any of various bulbous herbs of the genus Ixia native to 

southern Africa and widely cultivated as an ornamental, having grasslike leaves 

and showy clusters of variously colored flowers. 



corn·meal also corn meal (kôrnùmKlÙ) n.  Meal made from corn, used in a 

wide variety of foods.  Also called Indian meal 

Cor·no (kôrùno), Mount. The highest peak, 2,915.8 m (9,560 ft), of the Apen-

nines, in central Italy. 

corn oil (kôrn oil) n.  A pale yellow liquid obtained from the embryos of corn 

grains, used especially as a cooking and salad oil and in the manufacture of mar-

garines. 

corn·pone  or corn pone (kôrnù ponÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See johnny-
cake. See Regional note at johnnycake. See Regional note at pone.   —  adj.  

Informal. Folksy and homespun, as in manner or speech:  a penchant for cornpone 

humor; cornpone political prose. 

corn poppy (kôrn pmpùK) n.  An annual Eurasian plant (Papaver rhoeas) natu-

ralized in North America and having showy, usually scarlet flowers. 

corn·row (kôrnùroÙ) v.  tr. corn·rowed, corn·row·ing, corn·rows. To 

arrange or style (hair) by dividing into sections and braiding close to the scalp in 

rows.   —cornùrowÙ n. 

corn salad (kôrn s4lùNd) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Valerianella, 

especially a Eurasian annual (V. locusta or V. olitoria), having small, white to pale 

bluish flowers and edible young leaves used in salads or as a potherb.  Also called 

lamb’s lettuce, mache. 

corn silk (kôrn sVlk) n.  The styles and stigmas that appear as a silky tuft or tassel 

at the tip of an ear of corn, used as a diuretic in herbal medicine. 

corn snow (kôrn sno) n.  Snow that has melted and refrozen into a rough, 

granular surface. 

corn·stalk also corn stalk (kôrnùstôkÙ) n.  The stalk or stem of a corn plant. 

corn·starch (kôrnùstärchÙ) n.  Starch prepared from corn grains, used industri-

ally and as a thickener in cooking. 

corn sugar (kôrn shtgùNr) n.  Dextrose obtained from cornstarch. 

corn syrup (kôrn sVrùNp) n.  A syrup prepared from cornstarch, used in indus-

try and in numerous food products as a sweetener. 

cor·nu (kôrùnu, -nyu) n.  pl. cor·nu·a (-nu-N, -nyu-N). A part or structure, 

such as a bony protuberance, that resembles a horn.  [Latin corn7, horn. See ker-
1 in Appendix.] —corùnu·al (-Nl) adj. 

cor·nu·co·pi·a (kôrÙnN-koùpK-N, -nyN-) n.  1. A goat’s horn overflowing with 

fruit, flowers, and grain, signifying prosperity.  Also called horn of plenty 2. Greek 

Mythology. The horn of the goat that suckled Zeus, which broke off and became 

filled with fruit. In folklore, it became full of whatever its owner desired.  3. A 

cone-shaped ornament or receptacle.  4. An overflowing store; an abundance:  a 

cornucopia of employment opportunities.  [Late Latin corn7copia, from Latin corn7 

copiae : corn7, horn; see CORNU + copiae, genitive of copia, plenty; see op- in 

Appendix.] —corÙnu·coùpi·an adj. 



cor·nute (kôr-nutù, -nyutù) also cor·nut·ed (-nuùtVd, -nyuù-) adj.  

1. Shaped like a horn.  2. Having horns or horn-shaped processes.  [Latin 

corn7tus, from corn7, horn. See CORNU.]

Corn·wall (kôrnùwôlÙ)  1. A region of extreme southwest England on a penin-

sula bounded by the Atlantic Ocean and English Channel. Its tin and copper 

mines were known to ancient Greek traders.  2. A city of southeast Ontario, Can-

ada, on the St. Lawrence River and the New York border southeast of Ottawa. It is 

a manufacturing center. Population, 46,144. 

Corn·wal·lis (kôrn-wmlùVs, -wôùlVs), Charles First Marquis and Second Earl 

Cornwallis. 1738-1805.  British military and political leader who commanded 

forces in North Carolina during the American Revolution. His surrender at York-

town in 1781 marked the final British defeat. 

corn whiskey (kôrn hwVsùkK) n.  Whiskey distilled from corn. 

corn·y (kôrùnK) adj.  corn·i·er, corn·i·est. Trite, dated, melodramatic, or 

mawkishly sentimental.  [From CORN
1.] —cornùi·ly adv.  —cornùi·ness n. 

Co·ro (kôrùo, korùo)  A city of northwest Venezuela near the Caribbean Sea east-

northeast of Maracaibo. It was founded in 1527 by the Spanish, who mortgaged it 

to a German banking house from 1528 to 1546. Population, 95,000. 

corol. abbr.  Corollary. 

co·rol·la (kN-rmlùN, -roùlN) n.  Botany. The petals of a flower considered as a 

group or unit.  [Latin, small garland, diminutive of corona, garland. See CORONA.] 
—co·rolùlateÙ (-rmlù7tÙ) adj. 

cor·ol·lar·y (kôrùN-lHr-K, kmrù-) n.  pl. cor·ol·lar·ies. Abbr. corol. 1. A proposi-

tion that follows with little or no proof required from one already proven.  2. A 

deduction or an inference.  3. A natural consequence or effect; a result.   —  adj.  

Consequent; resultant.  [Middle English corolarie, from Latin coroll7rium, money 

paid for a garland, gratuity, from corolla, small garland. See COROLLA.]

Cor·o·man·del Coast (kôrÙN-m4nùdl kost)  A region of southeast India 

bounded by the Bay of Bengal and the Eastern Ghats. The coast is known for its 

monsoons and turbulent waters. 

co·ro·na (kN-roùnN) n.  pl. co·ro·nas or co·ro·nae (-nK). 1. Astronomy. a. A 

faintly colored luminous ring appearing to surround a celestial body visible 

through a haze or thin cloud, especially such a ring around the moon or sun, 

caused by diffraction of light from suspended matter in the intervening medium.  

Also called aureole b. The luminous, irregular envelope of highly ionized gas out-

side the chromosphere of the sun.   2. Architecture. The projecting top part of a 

cornice.  3. A cigar with a long, tapering body and blunt ends.  4. Anatomy. The 

crownlike upper portion of a bodily part or structure, such as the top of the head.  

5. Botany. A crown-shaped, funnel-shaped, or trumpet-shaped outgrowth or 

appendage of the perianth of certain flowers, such as the daffodil or the spider 

lily.  Also called crown 6. Electricity. A faint glow enveloping the high-field elec-



trode in a corona discharge, often accompanied by streamers directed toward the 

low-field electrode.  [Latin corona. See CROWN.]

Co·ro·na (kN-roùnN)  A city of southern California southwest of Riverside. It is a 

manufacturing center in a citrus-growing area. Population, 76,095. 

Corona Aus·tra·lis (kN-roùnN ô-str7ùlVs) n.  A constellation in the Southern 

Hemisphere near Telescopium and Sagittarius.  Also called Southern Crown [Latin 

Corona austr7lis : corona, crown + austr7lis, southern.]

Corona Bo·re·al·is (kN-roùnN bôrÙK-4lùVs, -7ùlVs, borÙK-) n.  A constellation in 

the Northern Hemisphere between Hercules and Boötes.  Also called Northern 

Crown [Latin Corona bore7lis : corona, crown + bore7lis, northern.]

corona discharge (kN-roùnN dVs-chärjù) n.  An electrical discharge character-

ized by a corona and occurring when one of two electrodes in a gas has a shape 

causing the electric field at its surface to be significantly greater than that between 

the electrodes. 

Cor·o·na·do (kôrÙN-näùdo, kmrÙ-)  A city of southern California on a narrow 

spit of land west of San Diego. It is a popular tourist resort. Population, 26,540. 

Co·ro·na·do (kôrÙN-näùdo, korÙ-, kôÙrô-näùthô), Francisco Vásquez de. 
1510-1554.  Spanish explorer who in his quest for the fabled Seven Cities of 

Cibola was the first to explore Arizona and New Mexico. 

co·ro·nae (kN-roùnK) n.  A plural of corona. 
co·ro·na·graph also co·ro·no·graph (kN-roùnN-gr4fÙ) n.  A telescope or an 

attachment for a telescope equipped with a disk that blacks out most of the sun, 

used to photograph the sun’s corona. 

cor·o·nal (kôrùN-nNl, kmrù-, kN-roùnNl) n.  A garland, wreath, or circlet for the 

head.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a corona, especially of the head.  2. Of, relat-

ing to, or having the direction of the coronal suture or of the plane dividing the 

body into front and back portions.  [Middle English, from Latin coron7lis, of a 

crown, from corona, crown. See CROWN.]

coronal suture (kôrùN-nNl suùchNr) n.  Anatomy. The suture extending across 

the skull between the two parietal bones and the frontal bone. 

cor·o·nar·y (kôrùN-nHrÙK, kmrù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being the coronary 

arteries or coronary veins.  2. Of or relating to the heart.   —  n.  pl. 

cor·o·nar·ies. A coronary thrombosis.  [Latin coron7rius, of a crown, from 

corona, crown. See CROWN.]

coronary artery (kôrùN-nHrÙK ärùtN-rK) n.  Either of two arteries that originate 

in the aorta and supply blood to the muscular tissue of the heart. 

coronary bypass surgery (kôrùN-nHrÙK bXùp4sÙ sûrùjN-rK)  A surgical proce-

dure performed to improve blood supply to the heart by creating new routes for 

blood flow when one or more of the coronary arteries become obstructed. The 

surgery involves removing a healthy blood vessel from another part of the body, 

such as the leg, and grafting it onto the heart to circumvent the blocked artery. 



coronary care unit (kôrùN-nHrÙK kâr yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. CCU A hospital unit 

that is specially equipped to treat patients with serious heart conditions, such as 

coronary thrombosis. 

coronary occlusion (kôrùN-nHrÙK N-kluùzhNn) n.  The partial or complete 

obstruction of blood flow in a coronary artery, as by a thrombus or the progres-

sive buildup of atherosclerotic plaque. 

coronary sinus (kôrùN-nHrÙK sXùnNs) n.  A venous sinus that opens into the 

right atrium of the heart and serves to drain the coronary veins. 

coronary thrombosis (kôrùN-nHrÙK thrmm-boùsVs) n.  Obstruction of a coro-

nary artery by a thrombus, often leading to destruction of heart muscle. 

coronary vein (kôrùN-nHrÙK v7n) n.  Any one of the veins that drains blood 

from the muscular tissue of the heart and empties into the coronary sinus. 

cor·o·na·tion (kôrÙN-n7ùshNn, kmrÙ-) n.  The act or ceremony of crowning a 

sovereign or the sovereign’s consort.  [Middle English coronacioun, from Medi-

eval Latin coron7tio, coron7tion-, from Latin coron7tus, past participle of coron7re, 

to crown, from corona, crown. See CROWN.]

cor·o·ner (kôrùN-nNr, kmrù-) n.  Abbr. cor. A public officer whose primary func-

tion is to investigate by inquest any death thought to be of other than natural 

causes.  [Middle English, officer of the crown, from Anglo-Norman corouner, 

from coroune, crown, from Latin corona. See CROWN.] —corùo·ner·shipÙ n.  

WORD HISTORY: Coroner comes from Anglo-Norman corouner, a word de-

rived from coroune, “crown.” Corouner was the term used for the royal judicial

officer who was called in Latin custos placitorum coronae, or “guardian of the

crown’s pleas.” The person holding the office of coroner, a position dating from

the 12th century, was charged with keeping local records of legal proceedings in

which the crown had jurisdiction. He helped raise money for the crown by fun-

neling the property of executed criminals into the king’s treasury. The coroner

also investigated any suspicious deaths among the Normans, who as the ruling

class wanted to be sure that their deaths were not taken lightly. At one time in

England all criminal proceedings were included in the coroner’s responsibilities.

Over the years these responsibilities decreased markedly, but coroners have con-

tinued to display morbid curiosity. In the United States, where there is no longer

the crown, a coroner’s main duty is the investigation of any sudden, violent, or

unexpected death that may not have had a natural cause.

cor·o·net (kôrÙN-nHtù, kmrÙ-) n.  1. A small crown worn by princes and prin-

cesses and by other nobles below the rank of sovereign.  2. A chaplet or headband 

decorated with gold or jewels.  3. The upper margin of a horse’s hoof.  [Middle 

English coronette, from Old French, diminutive of corone, crown. See CROWN.]

co·ro·no·graph (kN-roùnN-gr4fÙ) n.  Variant of coronagraph. 



Co·rot (kô-roù, kN-), Jean Baptiste Camille. 1796-1875.  French painter noted 

for his sketches of Italian landscapes. 

co·ro·tate (ko-roùt7tÙ) v.  intr. co·ro·tat·ed, co·ro·tat·ing, co·ro·tates. To 

rotate in conjunction with another body.   —coÙro·taùtion n.  —coÙro·taù-
tion·al adj. 

corp. abbr.  Corporation. 

cor·poc·ra·cy (kôr-pmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. cor·poc·ra·cies. 1. Corporate bureau-

cracy.  2. A company characterized by top-heavy, isolated, risk-averse manage-

ment, excess paperwork, low productivity, poor interdepartmental 

communication, and lack of imagination, especially in product development and 

marketing.  [CORPO(RATE) + (BUREAU)CRACY.] —corùpo·cratùic (-pN-kr4tùVk) adj. 

cor·po·ra (kôrùpNr-N) n.  Plural of corpus. 
corpora cal·lo·sa (kôrùpNr-N kN-loù-sN) n.  Anatomy. Plural of corpus callo-
sum. 

cor·po·ral1 (kôrùpNr-Nl, kôrùprNl) adj.  Of or relating to the body.  See Synonyms 

at bodily.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin corpor7lis, from cor-

pus, corpor-, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.] —corÙpo·ralùi·ty (-pN-r4lùV-tK) n.  

—corùpo·ral·ly adv. 

cor·po·ral2 (kôrùpNr-Nl, kôrùprNl) n.  Abbr. Cpl. 1. A noncommissioned rank in 

the U.S. Army that is above private first class and below sergeant or in the U.S. 

Marine Corps that is above lance corporal and below sergeant.  2. One who holds 

this rank.  [Obsolete French, alteration of caporal, from Old Italian caporale, from 

capo, head, from Latin caput. See kaput- in Appendix.]

cor·po·ral3 (kôrùpNr-Nl, kôrùprNl) n.  Ecclesiastical. A white linen cloth on which 

the consecrated elements are placed during the celebration of the Eucharist.  

[Middle English, from Old French, and from Medieval Latin corpor7le both from 

Latin corpor7lis, of the body (the Eucharistic bread being representative of 

Christ’s body), from corpus, corpor-, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.]

corpora lu·te·a (kôrùpNr-N luùtK-N) n.  Plural of corpus luteum. 
corpora stri·a·ta (kôrùpNr-N strX-7ùtN) n.  Anatomy. Plural of corpus stria-
tum. 

cor·po·rate (kôrùpNr-Vt, kôrùprVt) adj.  1. Formed into a corporation; incorpo-

rated.  2. Of or relating to a corporation:  corporate assets; corporate culture.  

3. United or combined into one body; collective:  made a corporate effort to finish 

the job.  4. Corporative.  [Latin corpor7tus, past participle of corpor7re, to make 

into a body, from corpus, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.] —corùpo·rate·ly adv. 

cor·po·ra·tion (kôrÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. corp. 1. A body that is granted a 

charter legally recognizing it as a separate legal entity having its own rights, privi-

leges, and liabilities distinct from those of its members.  2. Such a body created 

for purposes of government.  Also called body corporate 3. A group of people 

combined into or acting as one body. 



cor·po·ra·tive (kôrùpNr-N-tVv, -pN-r7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or associated 

with a corporation.  2. Of or relating to a government or political system in 

which the principal economic functions, such as banking, industry, labor, and 

government, are organized as corporate entities. 

cor·po·ra·tor (kôrùpN-r7ÙtNr) n.  A member of a corporation. 

cor·po·re·al (kôr-pôrùK-Nl, -porù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

the body.  See Synonyms at bodily.  2. Of a material nature; tangible.  [From 

Latin corporeus, from corpus, corpor-, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.] 
—cor·poÙre·alùi·ty (-alùV-tK), cor·poùre·al·ness n.  —cor·poùre·al·ly adv. 

cor·po·re·i·ty (kôrÙpN-rKùV-tK, -r7ù-) n.  The state of being material or corpo-

real; physical existence. 

cor·po·sant (kôrùpN-zNnt) n.  See Saint Elmo’s fire.  [Portuguese, and obso-

lete Spanish corpo santo both from Latin corpus sanctum, holy body  : corpus, 

body; see kwrep- in Appendix + sanctus, holy, past participle of sancXre, to conse-

crate; see sak- in Appendix.]

corps (kôr, kor) n.  pl. corps (kôrz, korz). 1.  Abbr. c., C. a. A separate branch or 

department of the armed forces having a specialized function.  b. A tactical unit 

of ground combat forces between a division and an army commanded by a lieu-

tenant general and composed of two or more divisions and auxiliary service 

troops.   2. A body of persons acting together or associated under common direc-

tion:  the press corps.  See Synonyms at band2.  [French, from Old French, from 

Latin corpus, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.]

corps de bal·let (kôrÙ dN b4-l7ù, korÙ) n.  The dancers in a ballet troupe who 

perform as a group.  [French  : corps, corps + de, of + ballet, ballet.]

corpse (kôrps) n.  A dead body, especially the dead body of a human being.  See 

Synonyms at body.  [Middle English corps, from Latin corpus. See kwrep- in 

Appendix.]

corps·man (kôrùmNn, korù-, kôrzùmNn, korzù-) n.  1. An enlisted person in the 

armed forces who has been trained to give first aid and basic medical treatment, 

especially in combat situations.  2. A member of a government-sponsored group 

designated as a corps:  Peace Corpsmen. 

cor·pu·lence (kôrùpyN-lNns) n.  The condition of being excessively fat; obesity.  

[Middle English, corporality, from Latin corpulentia, corpulence, from corpulen-

tus, corpulent, from corpus, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.]

cor·pu·lent (kôrùpyN-lNnt) adj.  Excessively fat.  See Synonyms at fat.  
—corùpu·lent·ly adv. 

cor pul·mo·na·le (kôrÙ ptlÙmN-näùlK, -n4lùK, pƒlÙ-) n.  Acute strain or hyper-

trophy of the right ventricle caused by a disorder of the lungs or of the pulmo-

nary blood vessels.  [New Latin  : Latin cor, heart + New Latin pulmon7lis, of the 

lungs.]



cor·pus (kôrùpNs) n.  pl. cor·po·ra (-pNr-N). Abbr. cor. 1. A large collection of 

writings of a specific kind or on a specific subject.  2. The principal or capital, as 

distinguished from the interest or income, as of a fund or estate.  3. Anatomy. 

a. The main part of a bodily structure or organ.  b. A distinct bodily mass or 

organ having a specific function.   4. Music. The overall length of a violin.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin. See kwrep- in Appendix.]

corpus al·bi·cans (kôrùpNs 4lùbV-k4nzÙ) n.  The white fibrous scar tissue in an 

ovary that results after the involution and regression of the corpus luteum.  [New 

Latin  : Latin corpus, body + New Latin albic7ns, whitening.]

corpus cal·lo·sum (kôrùpNs kN-loùsNm) n.  pl. corpora cal·lo·sa (kN-loùsN). 
Anatomy. The arched bridge of nervous tissue that connects the two cerebral 

hemispheres, allowing communication between the right and left sides of the 

brain.  [New Latin  : Latin corpus, body + Latin callosum, neuter of callosus, cal-

lous.]

Cor·pus Chris·ti1 (kôrÙpNs krVsùtK)  A city of southern Texas on Corpus 
Christi Bay, an arm of the Gulf of Mexico. The city is highly industrialized and 

has a large shrimp-fishing fleet. Population, 257,453. 

Cor·pus Chris·ti2 (kôrÙpNs krVsùtK) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. A feast in 

honor of the Eucharist.  2. The first Thursday after Trinity Sunday, the day on 

which this feast is observed.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin, body of 

Christ  : Latin corpus, body + Latin ChristX, genitive of Christus, Christ.]

cor·pus·cle (kôrùpN-sNl, -pƒsÙNl) n.  1. a. An unattached body cell, such as a 

blood or lymph cell.  b. A rounded, globular mass of cells, such as the pressure 

receptor on certain nerve endings.   2. A discrete particle, such as a photon or an 

electron.  3. A minute globular particle.  [Latin corpusculum, diminutive of cor-

pus, body. See kwrep- in Appendix.] —cor·pusùcu·lar (kôr-pƒsùkyN-lNr) adj. 

corpus de·lic·ti (kôrùpNs dV-lVkùtXÙ) n.  1. Law. The material evidence in a 

homicide, such as the discovered corpse of a murder victim, showing that a crime 

has been committed.  2. A corpse.  [New Latin  : Latin corpus, body + Latin delictX, 
genitive of delictum, crime.]

corpus lu·te·um (kôrùpNs luùtK-Nm) n.  pl. corpora lu·te·a (luùtK-N). A yel-

low, progesterone-secreting mass of cells that forms from an ovarian follicle after 

the release of a mature egg.  [New Latin  : Latin corpus, body + Latin l7teum, neu-

ter of l7teus, yellow.]

corpus stri·a·tum (kôrùpNs strX-7ùtNm) n.  pl. corpora stri·a·ta (strX-7ùtN). 
Anatomy. Either of two gray and white, striated bodies of nerve fibers located in 

the lower lateral wall of each cerebral hemisphere.  [New Latin  : Latin corpus, 

body + Latin stri7tum, neuter of stri7tus, striated.]

corr. abbr.  1. Correction.  2. Correspondence; correspondent. 

cor·rade (kN-r7dù) v.  tr. intr. cor·rad·ed, cor·rad·ing, cor·rades. To erode or 

be eroded by abrasion.  [Latin corr7dere, to scrape together  : com-, com- + r7dere, 



to scrape; see rKd- in Appendix.] —cor·raùsion (-r7ùzhNn) n.  —cor·raùsive (-

sVv, -zVv) adj. 

cor·ral (kN-r4lù) n.  1. An enclosure for confining livestock.  2. An enclosure 

formed by a circle of wagons for defense against attack during an encampment.   
—  v.  tr. cor·ralled, cor·ral·ling, cor·rals. 1. To drive into and hold in a corral.  

2. To arrange (wagons) in a corral.  3. To take control or possession of.  [Spanish, 

from Vulgar Latin *curr7le, enclosure for carts, from Latin currus, cart, from cur-

rere, to run. See kers- in Appendix.]

cor·rect (kN-rHktù) v.  cor·rect·ed, cor·rect·ing, cor·rects.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

remove the errors or mistakes from.  b. To indicate or mark the errors in.   2. To 

punish for the purpose of improving or reforming.  3. To remove, remedy, or 

counteract (a malfunction, for example).  4. To adjust so as to meet a required 

standard or condition:  correct the wheel alignment on a car.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

make corrections.  2. To make adjustments; compensate:  correcting for the effects 

of air resistance.   —  adj.  1. Free from error or fault; true or accurate.  

2. Conforming to standards; proper:  correct behavior.  [Middle English correcten, 

from Latin corrigere, corrKct-, to correct  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + regere, 

to rule; see reg- in Appendix.] —cor·rectùa·ble, cor·rectùi·ble adj.  

—cor·rectùly adv.  —cor·rectùness n.  —cor·recùtor n.  

SYNONYMS: correct, rectify, remedy, redress, reform, revise, amend. These verbs

mean to make right what is wrong. Correct refers to eliminating faults, errors, or

defects: correct spelling mistakes; correct a misapprehension. Rectify stresses the idea

of bringing something into conformity with a standard of what is right: The omis-

sion of your name from the list will be rectified. I hope I can find a way to rectify

your opinion of my behavior. Remedy involves removing or counteracting some-

thing considered a cause of harm or damage: Nothing has been done to remedy the

lack. He took courses to remedy his abysmal ignorance. Redress refers to setting right

something considered immoral or unethical and usually involves making repara-

tion: The wrong is too great to be redressed. Reform implies broad change that alters

form or character for the better: “Let us reform our schools, and we shall find little

reform needed in our prisons” (John Ruskin). “Nothing so needs reforming as other

people’s habits” (Mark Twain). Revise suggests change that results from reconsid-

eration: revise a manuscript; revising the tax laws; revise our judgment of the situ-

ation. Amend implies improvement through alteration or correction: “Whenever

[the people] shall grow weary of the existing government, they can exercise their

constitutional right of amending it, or their revolutionary right to dismember or

overthrow it” (Abraham Lincoln). See also Synonyms at punish

cor·rec·tion (kN-rHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. cor., corr. 1. The act or process of correct-

ing.  2. Something offered or substituted for a mistake or fault:  made corrections 



in the report.  3. a. Punishment intended to rehabilitate or improve.  

b. corrections. The treatment of offenders through a system of penal incarcera-

tion, rehabilitation, probation, and parole, or the administrative system by which 

these are effectuated.   4. An amount or quantity added or subtracted in order to 

correct.  5. A decline in stock-market activity or prices following a period of 

increases.   —cor·recùtion·al adj. 

cor·rec·ti·tude (kN-rHkùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Appropriate manners and behav-

ior; propriety. 

cor·rec·tive (kN-rHkùtVv) adj.  Tending or intended to correct.   —  n.  An agent 

that corrects.   —cor·recùtive·ly adv. 

Cor·reg·gio (kN-rHjùo, -K-oÙ, kô-rHdùjo), Antonio Allegri da. 1494-1534.  

Italian High Renaissance painter known for his use of chiaroscuro. Among his 

works are devotional pictures, including Holy Night, and frescoes, such as those in 

the convent of San Paolo in Parma (1518). 

Cor·reg·i·dor (kN-rHgùV-dôrÙ, -dorÙ, kôr-rHÙhK-thôrù)  An island of the northern 

Philippines at the entrance to Manila Bay. Despite a heroic defense, Filipino and 

U.S. troops were forced to surrender the fortified island to Japan in May 1942. 

U.S. paratroopers recaptured the island in March 1945. 

correl. abbr.  Correlative. 

cor·re·late (kôrùN-l7tÙ, kmrù-) v.  cor·re·lat·ed, cor·re·lat·ing, cor·re·lates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To put or bring into causal, complementary, parallel, or reciprocal 

relation.  2. To establish or demonstrate as having a correlation:  correlated drug 

abuse and crime.   —  v.  intr. To be related by a correlation.   —  adj.  (-lVt, -l7tÙ) 

Related by a correlation, especially having corresponding characteristics.   —  n.  

(-lVt, -l7tÙ) Either of two correlate entities; a correlative.  [Back-formation from 

CORRELATION.]

cor·re·la·tion (kôrÙN-l7ùshNn, kmrÙ-) n.  1. A causal, complementary, parallel, 

or reciprocal relationship, especially a structural, functional, or qualitative corre-

spondence between two comparable entities:  a correlation between drug abuse and 

crime.  2. Statistics. The simultaneous change in value of two numerically valued 

random variables:  the positive correlation between cigarette smoking and the inci-

dence of lung cancer; the negative correlation between age and normal vision.  3. An 

act of correlating or the condition of being correlated.  [Medieval Latin correl7tio, 

correl7tion-  : Latin com-, com- + Latin rel7tio, relation, report (from rel7tus, past 

participle of referre, to carry back); see RELATE.] —corÙre·laùtion·al adj. 

correlation coefficient (kôrÙN-l7ùshNn koÙN-fVshùNnt) n.  A measure of the 

interdependence of two random variables that ranges in value from –1 to +1, 

indicating perfect negative correlation at –1, absence of correlation at zero, and 

perfect positive correlation at +1.  Also called coefficient of correlation 

cor·rel·a·tive (kN-rHlùN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. correl. 1. Related; corresponding.  

2. Grammar. Indicating a reciprocal or complementary relationship:  a correlative 



conjunction.   —  n.  Abbr. correl. 1. Either of two correlative entities; a correlate.  

2. Grammar. A correlative word or expression.   —cor·relùa·tive·ly adv. 

cor·re·spond (kôrÙV-spmndù, kmrÙ-) v.  intr. cor·re·spond·ed, 
cor·re·spond·ing, cor·re·sponds. 1. To be in agreement, harmony, or confor-

mity.  2. To be similar or equivalent in character, quantity, origin, structure, or 

function:  English navel corresponds to Greek omphalos.  See Synonyms at agree.  
3. To communicate by letter, usually over a period of time.  [French correspondre, 

from Medieval Latin correspondKre : Latin com-, com- + respondKre, to respond; 

see RESPOND.]

cor·re·spon·dence (kôrÙV-spmnùdNns, kmrÙ-) n.  Abbr. cor., corr. 1. The act, 

fact, or state of agreeing or conforming.  2. Similarity or analogy.  

3. a. Communication by the exchange of letters.  b. The letters written or 

received.    —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or dealing with correspondence:  a corre-

spondence secretary.  2. Of, relating to, or constituting instruction by mail:  corre-

spondence courses in French and mathematics. 

correspondence principle (kôrÙV-spmnùdNns prVnùsN-pNl) n.  The principle 

that predictions of quantum theory approach those of classical physics in the 

limit of large quantum numbers. 

correspondence school (kôrÙV-spmnùdNns skul) n.  A school that offers 

instruction by mail, sending lessons and examinations to a student. 

cor·re·spon·den·cy (kôrÙV-spmnùdNn-sK, kmrÙ-) n.  pl. cor·re·spon·den·cies. 
Correspondence. 

cor·re·spon·dent (kôrÙV-spmnùdNnt, kmrÙ-) n.  Abbr. cor., corr. 1. One who 

communicates by means of letters.  2. One employed by the print or broadcast 

media to supply news stories or articles:  a foreign correspondent.  3. One that has 

regular business dealings with another, especially at a distance.  4. Something that 

corresponds; a correlative.   —  adj.  Corresponding.   —corÙre·sponùdent·ly 
adv. 

cor·re·spond·ing (kôrÙV-spmnùdVng, kmrÙ-) adj.  Abbr. cor. 1. Having the same 

or nearly the same relationship.  2. Accompanying another:  a high corporate posi-

tion and its corresponding problems.  3. a. Having been assigned the responsibility 

of written communications:  a corresponding secretary.  b. Participating at a dis-

tance from the rest of a group:  a corresponding member of the bar association.    
—corÙre·spondùing·ly adv. 

cor·re·spon·sive (kôrÙV-spmnùsVv, kmrÙ-) adj.  Jointly responsive.   
—corÙre·sponùsive·ly adv. 

cor·ri·da (kô-rKùdN, -thä) n.  A bullfight.  [Spanish, from past participle of correr, 

to run, from Latin currere. See kers- in Appendix.]

cor·ri·dor (kôrùV-dNr, -dôrÙ, kmrù-) n.  1. A narrow hallway, passageway, or gal-

lery, often with rooms or apartments opening onto it.  2. a. A tract of land form-

ing a passageway, such as one that allows an inland country access to the sea 



through another country.  b. A restricted tract of land for the passage of trains.  

c. Restricted airspace for the passage of aircraft.  d. The restricted path followed 

by a spacecraft on a particular mission.   3. A thickly populated strip of land con-

necting two or more urban areas:  the Boston-Washington corridor.   —idiom. 
corridors of power. A place in which powerful leaders work and rule.  [French, 

from Italian corridore, from correre, to run, from Latin currere. See kers- in 

Appendix.]

cor·rie (kôrùK, kmrùK) n.  A round hollow in a hillside; a cirque.  [Scottish Gaelic 

coire, hollow, cauldron, from Old Irish, cauldron, whirlpool.]

Cor·ri·en·tes (kôrÙK-HnùtHs)  A city of northeast Argentina on the Paraná River 

and the Paraguay border. It was founded in 1588. Population, 180,612. 

Cor·ri·gan (kôrùV-gNn, kmrù-), Mairead. Born 1944.  Irish peace activist. She 

shared the 1976 Nobel Peace Prize for work in Northern Ireland’s peace move-

ment. 

cor·ri·gen·dum (kôrÙN-jHnùdNm, kmrÙ-) n.  pl. cor·ri·gen·da (-dN). 1. An 

error to be corrected, especially a printer’s error.  2. corrigenda. A list of errors 

in a book along with their corrections.  [Latin, neuter gerundive of corrigere, to 

correct. See CORRECT.]

cor·ri·gi·ble (kôrùV-jN-bNl, kmrù-) adj.  Capable of being corrected, reformed, or 

improved.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin corrigibilis, 

from Latin corrigere, to correct. See CORRECT.] —corÙri·gi·bilùi·ty n.  

—corùri·gi·bly adv. 

cor·ri·val (kN-rXùvNl, ko-) n.  A rival or an opponent.  [French, from Latin 

corrXv7lis : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + rXv7lis, rival; see RIVAL.] —cor·ri·ùval 
adj.  —cor·riùval·ry (-rK) n. 

cor·rob·o·rant (kN-rmbùNr-Nnt) adj.  Archaic. Producing or stimulating physical 

vigor. Used of a medicine. 

cor·rob·o·rate (kN-rmbùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. cor·rob·o·rat·ed, cor·rob·o·rat·ing, 
cor·rob·o·rates. To strengthen or support with other evidence; make more cer-

tain.  See Synonyms at confirm.  [Latin corrobor7re, corrobor7t-  : com-, com- + 

robor7re, to strengthen (from robur, robor-, strength); see reudh- in Appendix.] 
—cor·robÙo·raùtion n.  —cor·robùo·raÙtive (-N-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  

—cor·robùo·raÙtor n.  —cor·robùo·ra·toÙry (-Nr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

cor·rob·o·ree (kN-rmbùN-rK) n.  1. An Australian aboriginal dance festival held 

at night to celebrate tribal victories or other events.  2. Australian. a. A large, 

noisy celebration.  b. A great tumult; a disturbance.   [From Dharuk (Aboriginal 

language of southeast Australia) garaabara.]

cor·rode (kN-rodù) v.  cor·rod·ed, cor·rod·ing, cor·rodes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

destroy a metal or alloy gradually, especially by oxidation or chemical action:  acid 

corroding metal.  2. To impair steadily; deteriorate: “Doubt and mistrust could 

creep into our lives, corroding personal and professional relationships” (Philip Taub-



man).   —  v.  intr. To be eaten or worn away.  [Middle English corroden, from 

Latin corrodere, to gnaw away  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + rodere, to gnaw; 

see rKd- in Appendix.] —cor·rodùi·ble, cor·roùsi·ble (-roùsN-bNl)  adj. 

cor·ro·sion (kN-roùzhNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of corroding.  b. The con-

dition produced by corroding.   2. A substance, such as rust, formed by corrod-

ing.  [Middle English corosioun, corrosion of tissue, from Old French corrosion, 

from Medieval Latin corrosio, corrosion-, the act of gnawing, from Latin corrosus, 

past participle of corrodere, to gnaw away. See CORRODE.]

cor·ro·sive (kN-roùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Having the capability or tendency to cause 

corrosion:  a corrosive acid.  2. Gradually destructive; steadily harmful:  corrosive 

anxiety; corrosive increases in prices; a corrosive narcotics trade.  3. Spitefully sar-

castic:  corrosive criticism; corrosive wit.   —  n.  A substance having the capability 

or tendency to cause corrosion.   —cor·roùsive·ly adv.  —cor·roùsive·ness n. 

corrosive sublimate (kN-roùsVv sƒbùlN-m7tÙ) n.  See mercuric chloride. 
cor·ru·gate (kôrùN-g7tÙ, kmrù-) v.  cor·ru·gat·ed, cor·ru·gat·ing, 
cor·ru·gates.  —  v.  tr. To shape into folds or parallel and alternating ridges and 

grooves.   —  v.  intr. To become shaped into such folds or ridges and grooves: 

“Now the immense ocean... sensed the change. Its surface rippled and corrugated 

where sweeping cloud shadows touched it” (John Updike).  [Latin corr7g7re, 

corr7g7t-, to wrinkle up  : com-, com- + r7g7re, to wrinkle (from r7ga, wrinkle).] 
—corùru·gateÙ, corùru·gatÙed (-g7ÙtVd)  adj. 

corrugated iron (kôrùN-g7ÙtVd XùNrn) n.  A structural sheet iron, usually galva-

nized, shaped in parallel furrows and ridges for rigidity. 

cor·ru·ga·tion (kôrÙN-g7ùshNn, kmrÙ-) n.  1. a. The act or process of corrugat-

ing.  b. The state of being corrugated.   2. A groove or ridge on a corrugated sur-

face. 

cor·rupt (kN-rƒptù) adj.  1. Marked by immorality and perversion; depraved.  

2. Venal; dishonest:  a corrupt mayor.  3. Containing errors or alterations, as a 

text:  a corrupt translation.  4. Archaic. Tainted; putrid.   —  v.  cor·rupt·ed, 
cor·rupt·ing, cor·rupts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To destroy or subvert the honesty or integ-

rity of.  2. To ruin morally; pervert.  3. To taint; contaminate.  4. To cause to 

become rotten; spoil.  5. To change the original form of (a text, for example).   
—  v.  intr. To become corrupt.  [Middle English, from Latin corruptus, past parti-

ciple of corrumpere, to destroy  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + rumpere, to 

break; see reup- in Appendix.] —cor·ruptùer, cor·rupùtor n.  —cor·rupùtive 
adj.  —cor·ruptùly adv.  —cor·ruptùness n.  

SYNONYMS: corrupt, debase, debauch, deprave, pervert, vitiate. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to ruin utterly in character or quality”: was cor-

rupted by limitless power; debased himself by pleading with the captors; a youth de-

bauched by drugs and drink; indulgence that depraves the moral fiber; perverted her



talent by putting it to evil purposes; a proof vitiated by a serious omission.

cor·rupt·i·ble (kN-rƒpùtN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being corrupted:  corruptible 

judges.   —cor·ruptÙi·bilùi·ty, cor·ruptùi·ble·ness n.  —cor·ruptùi·bly adv. 

cor·rup·tion (kN-rƒpùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of corrupting.  b. The 

state of being corrupt.   2. Decay; rot.  3. Archaic. Something that corrupts. 

cor·rup·tion·ist (kN-rƒpùshN-nVst) n.  One who defends or practices corrup-

tion, particularly in politics. 

cor·sage (kôr-säzhù, -säjù) n.  1. A small bouquet of flowers worn by a woman 

at the shoulder or waist or on the wrist.  2. The bodice or waist of a dress.  [Mid-

dle English, torso, from Old French, from cors, body, from Latin corpus. See 

kwrep- in Appendix.]

cor·sair (kôrùsârÙ) n.  1. A pirate, especially along the Barbary Coast.  2. A swift 

pirate ship, often operating with official sanction.  [French corsaire, from Old 

Provençal corsari, from Old Italian corsaro, from Medieval Latin curs7rius, from 

cursus, plunder, from Latin, run, course. See COURSE.]

corse (kôrs) n.  Archaic. A corpse.  [Middle English cors, from Old French, from 

Latin corpus. See kwrep- in Appendix.]

cor·se·let (kôrùslVt) n.  1.  Also cors·let. Body armor, especially a breastplate.  

2.  Also corse·lette (kôrÙsN-lHtù). An undergarment that is a combination of a 

light corset and a brassiere.  [French, diminutive of Old French cors, body. See 

CORSET.]

cor·set (kôrùsVt) n.  1. A close-fitting undergarment, often reinforced by stays, 

worn to support and shape the waistline, hips, and breasts.  2. A medieval outer 

garment, especially a laced jacket or bodice.   —  v.  tr. cor·set·ed, cor·set·ing, 
cor·sets. To enclose in or as if in a corset.  [Middle English, bodice, from Old 

French, diminutive of cors, body, from Latin corpus. See kwrep- in Appendix.]

Cor·si·ca (kôrùsV-kN)  An Island of France in the Mediterranean Sea north of Sar-

dinia. Napoleon Bonaparte was born on the island, which was ceded to France by 

Genoa in 1768.   —Corùsi·can adj.  & n. 

Cor·si·ca·na (kôrÙsV-k4nùN)  A city of northeast Texas south-southeast of Dallas. 

It is in an oil-producing region. Population, 22,911. 

cors·let (kôrùslVt) n.  Variant of corselet (n., sense 1). 

cor·tege also cor·tège (kôr-tHzhù) n.  1. A train of attendants, as of a distin-

guished person; a retinue.  2. a. A ceremonial procession.  b. A funeral proces-

sion.   [French cortège, from Old Italian corteggio, from corteggiare, to pay honor, 

from corte, court, from Latin cohors, cohort-, throng. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

Cor·tel·you (kôrùtl-yuÙ), George Bruce. 1862-1940.  American public offi-

cial who served as the first secretary of the Department of Commerce and Labor 

(1903-1904). 



Cor·tés (kôr-tHzù, -tHsù), Hernando or Hernán. 1485-1547.  Spanish explorer 

and conquistador who conquered Aztec Mexico for Spain. 

cor·tex (kôrùtHksÙ) n.  pl. cor·ti·ces (-tV-sKzÙ)  or cor·tex·es. 1. Anatomy. 

a. The outer layer of an internal organ or body structure, as of the kidney or 

adrenal gland.  b. The outer layer of gray matter that covers the surface of the 

cerebral hemisphere.   2. Botany. The region of tissue in a root or stem lying 

between the epidermis and the vascular tissue.  3. An external layer, such as bark 

or rind.  [Latin, bark. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

cortic- pref.  Variant of cortico-. 
cor·ti·cal (kôrùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, derived from, or consisting of cor-

tex.  2. Of, relating to, associated with, or depending on the cerebral cortex.   
—corùti·cal·ly adv. 

cor·ti·cate (kôrùtV-kVt, -k7tÙ) also cor·ti·cat·ed (-k7tÙVd) adj.  Having a cortex 

or a similar specialized outer layer. 

cor·ti·ces (kôrùtV-sKzÙ) n.  A plural of cortex. 
cortico-  or cortic- pref.  Cortex:  corticotropin.  [From Latin cortex, cortic-, bark, 

rind. See CORTEX.]

cor·ti·coid (kôrùtV-koidÙ) n.  A corticosteroid. 

cor·tic·o·lous (kôr-tVkùN-lNs) adj.  Growing or living on tree bark, as some 

lichens and mosses.  [CORTI(CO)- + -COLOUS.]

cor·ti·co·spi·nal (kôrÙtV-ko-spXùnNl) adj.  Of or relating to the cerebral cortex 

and the spinal cord. 

cor·ti·co·ste·roid (kôrÙtV-ko-stîrùoidÙ,-stHrù-) n.  Any of the steroid hormones 

produced by the adrenal cortex or their synthetic equivalents, such as cortisol and 

aldesterone. 

cor·ti·cos·ter·one (kôrÙtV-kmsùtN-ronÙ) n.  A corticosteroid, C21H30O4, that 

functions in the metabolism of carbohydrates and proteins.  [CORTICO- + 

STER(OL) + -ONE.]

cor·ti·co·tro·pin (kôrÙtV-ko-troùpNn) also cor·ti·co·tro·phin (-troùfVn) n.  See 

ACTH.  [CORTICO- + -TROP(IC) + -IN.]

cor·tin (kôrùtn) n.  An adrenal cortex extract that contains a mixture of hor-

mones including cortisone.  [CORT(EX) + -IN.]

cor·ti·sol (kôrùtV-sôlÙ, -zôlÙ, -solÙ, -zolÙ) n.  See hydrocortisone (n., sense 1).  

[CORTIS(ONE) + -OL
1.]

cor·ti·sone (kôrùtV-sonÙ, -zonÙ) n.  A naturally occurring corticosteroid, 

C21H28O5, that functions primarily in carbohydrate metabolism and is used in 

the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, adrenal insufficiency, certain allergies, and 

gout.  [Alteration of CORTICOSTERONE.]

Cort·land1 (kôrtùlNnd)  A city of central New York south of Syracuse. It was set-

tled in 1792. Population, 19,801. 



Cort·land2 (kôrtùlNnd) n.  A large, red-skinned cultivated variety of apple.  

[After Cortland, a county of central New York.]

co·run·dum (kN-rƒnùdNm) n.  An extremely hard mineral, aluminum oxide, 

Al2O3, sometimes containing iron, magnesia, or silica, that occurs in gem variet-

ies such as ruby and sapphire and in a common black, brown, or blue form used 

chiefly in abrasives.  [Tamil kuruntam.]

co·rus·cant (kN-rƒsùkNnt) adj.  Giving forth flashes of light; glittering. 

cor·us·cate (kôrùN-sk7tÙ, kmrù-) v.  intr. cor·us·cat·ed, cor·us·cat·ing, 
cor·us·cates. 1. To give forth flashes of light; sparkle and glitter:  diamonds cor-

uscating in the candlelight.  2. To exhibit sparkling virtuosity:  a flutist whose music 

coruscated throughout the concert hall.  [Latin corusc7re, corusc7t-, to flash.] 
—corÙus·caùtion n. 

Cor·val·lis (kôr-v4lùVs)  A city of western Oregon on the Willamette River south-

southwest of Salem. It is the seat of Oregon State University (established 1858). 

Population, 44,757. 

cor·vée (kôr-v7ù, kôrùv7Ù) n.  1. Labor exacted by a local authority for little or 

no pay or instead of taxes and used especially in the maintenance of roads.  2. A 

day of unpaid work required of a vassal by his feudal lord.  [French corvée, and 

Middle English corve both from Old French corovee, from Medieval Latin (opera) 

corrog7ta, (work) requested, from Latin corrog7re, to summon together  : com-, 

com- + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appendix.]

corves (kôrvz) n.  Plural of corf. 
cor·vette (kôr-vHtù) n.  1. A fast, lightly armed warship, smaller than a 

destroyer, often armed for antisubmarine operations.  2. An obsolete sailing war-

ship, smaller than a frigate, usually armed with one tier of guns.  [French, a kind 

of warship, probably from Middle Dutch corf, basket, small ship. See CORF.]

cor·vi·na (kôr-vKùnN) n.  Variant of corbina. 
cor·vine (kôrùvXnÙ, -vVn) adj.  Of, resembling, or characteristic of crows.  [Latin 

corvXnus, from corvus, raven.]

Cor·vus (kôrùvNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Crater 

and Virgo.  Also called Crow2 [Latin corvus, raven.]

Cor·win (kôrùwVn), Edward Samuel. 1878-1963.  American political scientist 

and educator known for his works on constitutional law, including Court over 

Constitution (1938). 

Cor·y·bant (kôrùN-b4ntÙ, kmrù-) n.  pl. Cor·y·bants or Cor·y·ban·tes (-

b4nùtKzÙ). Greek Mythology. A priest of the Phrygian goddess Cybele whose rites 

were celebrated with music and ecstatic dances.   —CorÙy·banùtic adj. 

co·ryd·a·lis (kN-rVdùl-Vs) n.  Any of various herbs of the genus Corydalis native 

chiefly to northern temperate regions and having finely divided leaves and 

spurred, often yellow or pinkish flowers.  [New Latin Corydalis, genus name, 



from Greek korudallis, crested lark (from the shape of the flowers), from korudos. 

See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cor·ymb (kôrùVmb, -Vm, kmrù-) n.  Botany. A usually flat-topped flower cluster in 

which the individual flower stalks grow upward from various points of the main 

stem to approximately the same height.  [French corymbe, from Latin corymbus, 

bunch of flowers, from Greek korumbos, head. See ker-1 in Appendix.] 
—corùym·boseÙ (-Vm-bosÙ), co·rymùbous (kN-rVmùbNs)  adj.  

—corùym·boseÙly adv. 

co·ry·ne·bac·te·ri·um (kôrÙN-nK-b4k-tîrùK-Nm, kN-rVnÙN-) n.  Any of various 

gram-positive, rod-shaped bacteria of the genus Corynebacterium, which includes 

many animal and plant pathogens, such as the causative agent of diphtheria.  

[New Latin CorynKbacterium, genus name  : Greek korunK, club; see ker-1 in 

Appendix + BACTERIUM.]

co·ryn·e·form (kN-rVnùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the shape of a corynebacterium.  

[CORYNE(BACTERIUM) + -FORM.]

cor·y·phae·us (kôrÙN-fKùNs, kmrÙ-) n.  pl. cor·y·phae·i (-fKùXÙ). 1. The leader 

of a Greek chorus.  2. A leader or spokesperson.  [Latin, leader, from Greek 

koruphaios, from koruphK, head. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

cor·y·phée (kôrùN-f7Ù, kmrù-) n.  A ballet dancer who ranks above a member of 

the corps de ballet and below a soloist and who performs in small ensembles.  

[French, from Latin coryphaeus, leader. See CORYPHAEUS.]

co·ry·za (kN-rXùzN) n.  See cold (n., sense 3).  [Late Latin cor«za, from Greek 

koruza, catarrh.]

cos1 (kôs, kms) n.  See romaine.  [After Cos (Kos).]

cos2 abbr.  Cosine. 

Cos (kms, kôs)  See Kos. 
Co·sa Nos·tra (koÙsN noùstrN) n.  A crime syndicate active throughout the 

United States, hierarchic in structure, made up of locally independent families, 

and believed to have an important relationship with the Sicilian Mafia.  [Italian, 

our concern  : cosa, thing, affair + nostra, feminine of nostro, our.]

co·se·cant (ko-sKùk4ntÙ, -kNnt) n.  Abbr. csc, cosec Mathematics. 1. The recip-

rocal of the sine of an angle in a right triangle.  2. The secant of the complement 

of a directed angle or arc. 

co·seis·mal (ko-sXzùmNl, -sXsù-) also co·seis·mic (-mVk) adj.  Relating to or des-

ignating a line connecting the points on a map that indicate the places simulta-

neously affected by an earthquake shock.   —  n.  A coseismal line. 

Co·sen·za (ko-zHnùsN, kô-zHnùtsä)  A city of southern Italy southeast of Naples. 

It has frequently suffered severe earthquake damage. Population, 105,806. 

Cos·grave (kmzùgr7vÙ), William Thomas. 1880-1965.  Irish Sinn Fein leader 

and first president of the executive council of the Irish Free State (1922-1932). 



cosh (kmsh) Chiefly British. n.  A weighted weapon similar to a blackjack.   —  v.  

tr. coshed, cosh·ing, cosh·es. To attack or hit with or as if with this weapon.  

[Perhaps from Romany kosh, stick.]

co·sign (ko-sXnù) v.  tr. co·signed, co·sign·ing, co·signs. 1. To sign (a docu-

ment) jointly.  2. To endorse (another’s signature), as for a loan.   —co·signùer 
n. 

co·sig·na·to·ry (ko-sVgùnN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Signed jointly.   —  n.  pl. 

co·sig·na·to·ries. One who cosigns. 

co·sine (koùsXnÙ) n.  Abbr. cos 1. In a right triangle, the ratio of the length of the 

side adjacent to an acute angle to the length of the hypotenuse.  2. The abscissa at 

the endpoint of an arc of a unit circle centered at the origin of a Cartesian coordi-

nate system, the arc being of length x and measured counterclockwise from the 

point (1, 0) if x is positive or clockwise if x is negative. 

cos lettuce (kôs lHtùNs) n.  See romaine. 
cosm- pref.  Variant of cosmo-. 
cos·met·ic (kmz-mHtùVk) n.  1. A preparation, such as powder or a skin cream, 

designed to beautify the body by direct application.  2. Something superficial 

that is used to cover a deficit or defect.   —  adj.  1. Serving to beautify the body, 

especially the face and hair.  2. Serving to modify or improve the appearance of a 

physical feature, defect, or irregularity:  cosmetic surgery.  3. a. Decorative rather 

than functional:  cosmetic fenders on cars.  b. Lacking depth or significance; 

superficial:  made a few cosmetic changes when she took over the company.   [French 

cosmétique, from Greek kosmKtikos, skilled in arranging, from kosmKtos, well-

ordered, from kosmein, to arrange, from kosmos, order.] —cos·metùi·cal·ly adv. 

cos·me·ti·cian (kmzÙmV-tVshùNn) n.  One whose occupation is manufacturing, 

selling, or applying cosmetics. 

cos·met·i·cize (kmz-mHtùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. cos·met·i·cized, cos·met·i·ciz·ing, 
cos·met·i·ciz·es. To make superficially attractive or acceptable: “cosmeticized 

packages of song and dance for easy audience consumption” (Saturday Review). 

cos·me·tol·o·gy (kmzÙmV-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study or art of cosmetics and their 

use.  [French cosmétologie : cosmétique, cosmetic; see COSMETIC + -logie, -logy.] 
—cosÙme·tolùo·gist n. 

cos·mic (kmzùmVk) also cos·mi·cal (-mV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the uni-

verse, especially as distinct from Earth.  2. Infinitely or inconceivably extended; 

vast: “a coming together of heads of government to take up the cosmic business of 

nations” (Meg Greenfield).  [Greek kosmikos, from kosmos, universe.] 
—cosùmi·cal·ly adv. 

cosmic dust (kmzùmVk dƒst) n.  Clouds of fine solid particles of matter in inter-

stellar space. 

cosmic noise (kmzùmVk noiz) n.  Radio-frequency radiation originating out-

side Earth’s atmosphere, such as that originating from sunspots. 



cosmic ray (kmzùmVk r7) n.  A stream of ionizing radiation of extraterrestrial 

origin, consisting chiefly of protons, alpha particles, and other atomic nuclei but 

including some high-energy electrons, that enters the atmosphere, collides with 

atomic nuclei, and produces secondary radiation, principally pions, muons, elec-

trons, and gamma rays. 

cosmo-  or cosm- pref.  Universe; world:  cosmology.  [From Greek kosmos, 

order, universe.]

cos·mo·chem·is·try (kmzÙmo-kHmùV-strK) n.  The science of the chemical 

composition of the universe.   —cosÙmo·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj. 

cos·mo·drome (kmzùmN-dromÙ) n.  A launch site for spacecraft in the Soviet 

Union.  [Russian kosmodrom, blend of kosmonaut, cosmonaut; see COSMONAUT, -

drom, arena (from Latin -dromus); see -DROME.]

cos·mo·gen·ic (kmzÙmN-jHnùVk) adj.  Produced by cosmic rays.  [COSM(IC RAY) + 

-GENIC.]

cos·mog·o·ny (kmz-mmgùN-nK) n.  pl. cos·mog·o·nies. 1. The astrophysical 

study of the origin and evolution of the universe.  2. A specific theory or model 

of the origin and evolution of the universe.   —cosÙmo·gonùic (-mN-gmnùVk), 
cosÙmo·gonùi·cal adj.  —cosÙmo·gonùi·cal·ly adv.  —cos·mogùo·nist n. 

cos·mog·ra·phy (kmz-mmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. cos·mog·ra·phies. 1. The study of 

the visible universe that includes geography and astronomy.  2. A general descrip-

tion or depiction of the world or universe: “a full-blown cosmography in which 

Earth is ‘the garbage dump of the universe’” (Mark Muro).   —cos·mogùra·pher 
n.  —cosÙmo·graphùic (-mN-gr4fùVk), cosÙmo·graphùi·cal adj.  

—cosÙmo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

Cos·mo·line (kmzùmN-lKnÙ)  A trademark used for a rust and corrosion preven-

tive compound of petrolatum. 

cos·mol·o·gy (kmz-mmlùN-jK) n.  pl. cos·mol·o·gies. 1. The study of the physi-

cal universe considered as a totality of phenomena in time and space.  2. a. The 

astrophysical study of the history, structure, and constituent dynamics of the uni-

verse.  b. A specific theory or model of this structure and these dynamics.    
—cosÙmo·logùic (-mN-lmjùVk), cosÙmo·logùi·cal adj.  —cosÙmo·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —cos·molùo·gist n. 

cos·mo·naut (kmzùmN-nôtÙ) n.  A Soviet astronaut.  [Russian kosmonaut : 

Greek kosmos, universe + Greek nautKs, sailor; see n7u- in Appendix.]

cos·mop·o·lis (kmz-mmpùN-lVs) n.  A large city inhabited by people from many 

different countries.  [COSMO- + Greek polis, city; see pelN-3 in Appendix.]

cos·mo·pol·i·tan (kmzÙmN-pmlùV-tn) adj.  1. Pertinent or common to the 

whole world:  an issue of cosmopolitan import.  2. Having constituent elements 

from all over the world or from many different parts of the world:  the ancient 

and cosmopolitan societies of Syria and Egypt.  3. So sophisticated as to be at home 

in all parts of the world or conversant with many spheres of interest:  a cosmopoli-



tan traveler.  4. Ecology. Growing or occurring in many parts of the world; widely 

distributed.   —  n.  A cosmopolitan person or organism; a cosmopolite.   
—cosÙmo·polùi·tan·ism n. 

cos·mop·o·lite (kmz-mmpùN-lXtÙ) n.  1. A cosmopolitan person:  a true cosmop-

olite—a Renaissance man.  2. Ecology. An organism found in most parts of the 

world.  3.  See painted lady.  [Greek kosmopolitKs : kosmos, world + politKs, citi-

zen (from polis, city); see pelN-3 in Appendix.] —cos·mopùo·litÙism (-lX-tVzÙNm, 

-lV-tVzÙ-) n. 

cos·mos (kmzùmNs, -mmsÙ, -mosÙ) n.  1. The universe regarded as an orderly, 

harmonious whole.  2. An ordered, harmonious whole.  3. Harmony and order 

as distinct from chaos.  4. pl. cos·mos·es or cosmos. Any of various mostly 

Mexican herbs of the genus Cosmos in the composite family, having radiate 

flower heads of variously colored flowers and opposite pinnate leaves, especially 

C. bipinnatus and C. sulphureus, widely cultivated as garden annuals.  [Greek kos-

mos.]

co·spon·sor (ko-spmnùsNr) v.  tr. co·spon·sored, co·spon·sor·ing, 
co·spon·sors. To function in the capacity of a joint sponsor of:  corporations that 

cosponsored a marathon.   —  n.  A joint sponsor:  two senators who were cospon-

sors of new legislation.   —co·sponùsor·shipÙ n. 

Cos·sack (kmsù4k) n.  A member of a people of southern European Russia and 

adjacent parts of Asia, noted as cavalrymen especially during czarist times.  [Rus-

sian kazak, and Ukrainian kozak both from South Turkic qazaq, adventurer. See 

KAZAKH.] —CosùsackÙ adj. 

cos·set (kmsùVt) v.  tr. cos·set·ed, cos·set·ing, cos·sets. To pamper.   —  n.  A 

pet, especially a pet lamb.  [Possibly from Anglo-Norman coscet, pet lamb, from 

Middle English cotsete, cottage-dweller, from Old English cots<ta : cot, cottage + 

s<ta, -s<te, inhabitant; see sed- in Appendix.]

cost (kôst) n.  1. An amount paid or required in payment for a purchase; a price.  

2. The expenditure of something, such as time or labor, necessary for the attain-

ment of a goal.  See Synonyms at price.  3. costs. Law. The charges fixed for liti-

gation, often payable by the losing party.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  cost consciousness; cost overruns.   —  v.  cost, cost·ing, 
costs.  —  v.  intr. To require a specified payment, expenditure, effort, or loss:  It 

costs more to live in the city.   —  v.  tr. 1. To have as a price.  2. To cause to lose, 

suffer, or sacrifice:  Participating in the strike cost me my job.  3.  past tense and 

past participle costed. To estimate or determine the cost of:  The accountants 

costed out our expenses.  [Middle English, from Old French, from coster, to cost, 

from Latin const7re, to be fixed, cost. See CONSTANT.] —costùless adj.  —costù-
less·ness n. 



cos·ta (kmsùtN) n.  pl. cos·tae (-tK). Biology. A rib or a riblike part, such as the 

midrib of a leaf or a thickened anterior vein or margin of an insect’s wing.  [Latin. 

See kost- in Appendix.] —cosùtal adj. 

Cos·ta Bra·va (kmsùtN bräùvN, kôùstN, koù-, kôsùtä bräùvä)  The northeast coast 

of Spain, on the Mediterranean Sea from Barcelona to the French border. It has 

been a popular tourist area since the end of World War II. 

Cos·ta Ca·bral (kôsÙtN kN-brälù, kôshÙtN kN-brôlù), Antônio Bernardo da. 
1803-1889.  Portuguese politician who served as prime minister (1842-1846) 

until he was overthrown by a popular uprising. He returned to power in 1849 but 

was deposed in 1851. 

cost accountant (kôst N-kounùtNnt) n.  An accountant who keeps records of 

the costs of production and distribution.   —cost accounting n. 

Cos·ta del Sol (kmsÙtN dHl solù, kôùstN, kôÙstä thHl sôlù)  The southern coast of 

Spain northeast of Gibraltar. It is a popular resort and retirement area. 

cos·tae (kmsùtK) n.  Biology. Plural of costa. 
Cos·ta Me·sa (kmsùtN m7ùsN, koùstN)  A city of southern California south-

southwest of Santa Ana. It has an electronics industry. Population, 96,357. 

co·star also co-star (koùstärÙ) n.  A starring actor or actress given equal status 

with another or others in a play or film.   —  v.  tr. intr. co·starred, co·star·ring, 
co·stars. To act or present as a costar. 

cos·tard (kmsùtNrd) n.  1. An English variety of large cooking apple.  2. Archaic. 

The human head.  [Middle English, from Old North French, possibly from coste, 

rib (from its ribbed appearance), from Latin costa. See kost- in Appendix.]

Cos·ta Ri·ca (kmsùtN rKùkN, kôùstN, koù-, kôùstä rKùkä) Abbr. C.R.  A country of 

Central America between Panama and Nicaragua. Spanish conquest of the area 

began in 1563, and the country achieved independence in 1821. San José is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 2,534,000.   —Cosùta Riùcan (rKùkNn) 

adj.  & n. 

cos·tate (kmsùtNt, kôùst7tÙ) adj.  Having a costa or costae; ribbed. 

cost-ef·fec·tive (kôstÙV-fHkùtVv) adj.  Economical in terms of the goods or ser-

vices received for the money spent.   —costÙ-ef·fecùtive·ly adv.  —costÙ-
ef·fecùtive·ness n. 

Cos·tel·lo (kms-tHlùo), John Aloysius. 1891-1976.  Irish prime minister (1948-

1951 and 1954-1957) who took Ireland out of the Commonwealth of Nations 

(1949). 

Cos·tel·lo (kms-tHlùo), Lou. 1908-1959.  American comedian. As part of the 

Abbott and Costello comedy team he made a number of films, including Buck 

Privates (1941) and Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein (1948). 

cos·ter·mon·ger (kmsùtNr-mƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  Chiefly British. One who 

sells fruit, vegetables, fish, or other goods from a cart, barrow, or stand in the 

streets.  [Obsolete costard-monger : COSTARD + MONGER.]



cos·tive (kmsùtVv) adj.  1. a. Suffering from constipation.  b. Causing constipa-

tion.   2. Slow; sluggish.  3. Stingy.  [Middle English costif, from Old French 

costeve, past participle of costever, to constipate, from Latin constXp7re. See CON-

STIPATE.] —cosùtive·ly adv.  —cosùtive·ness n. 

cost·ly (kôstùlK) adj.  cost·li·er, cost·li·est. 1. Of high price or value; expensive:  

costly jewelry.  2. Entailing loss or sacrifice:  a costly war.   —costùli·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: costly, expensive, dear, valuable, precious, invaluable, priceless.

These adjectives apply to what brings a high price or is of great value. Costly, ex-

pensive, and dear refer principally to the cost entailed in acquiring something,

costly especially implying high quality or rarity of the purchase: a costly Chinese

porcelain jar; expensive silk underwear. “Pictures ought not to be too dear” (John

Ruskin). The terms also apply figuratively to what occasions loss or sacrifice:

“Morality is a private and costly luxury” (Henry Adams). “Avoid shame, but do not

seek glory,—nothing so expensive as glory” (Sydney Smith). “Wisdom is never dear,

provided the article be genuine” (Horace Greeley). Valuable describes what has a

high market value (a valuable painting), but it also applies to immaterial qualities

such as benefit, importance, or utility: “The shrewd guess, the fertile hypothesis, the

courageous leap to a tentative conclusion—these are the most valuable coin of the

thinker at work” (Jerome Bruner). Precious implies uniqueness and irreplaceabil-

ity: Gold is a precious metal. Freedom is a precious heritage. Invaluable and priceless

describe what is of inestimable worth: “A free government... is an invaluable bless-

ing” (Alban Butler). “Although human life is priceless, we always act as if something

had an even greater price than life.... But what is that something?” (Antoine de

Saint-Exupéry).

cost·mar·y (kôstùmârÙK) n.  pl. cost·mar·ies. A Eurasian perennial herb (Chry-

santhemum balsamita) in the composite family, having aromatic foliage some-

times used for potpourri, tea, or flavoring.  [Middle English costmarie : cost, 

costmary (from Old English, from Latin costum, from Greek kostos, from San-

skrit ku}£haU) + marie, Mary, the mother of Jesus.]

cost of living (kôst ƒv lVvùVng) n.  1. The average cost of the basic necessities of 

life, such as food, shelter, and clothing.  2. The cost of basic necessities as defined 

by an accepted standard.   —costÙ-of-livùing (kôstÙNv-lVvùVng) adj. 

cost-of-living adjustment (kôstÙNv-lVvùVng N-jƒstùmNnt) n.  Abbr. COLA 

An adjustment made in wages that corresponds with a change in the cost of liv-

ing. 

cost-of-living index (kôstÙNv-lVvùVng VnùdHksÙ) n.  See consumer price 
index. 

cost-plus (kôstùplƒsù) n.  The cost of production plus a fixed rate of profit.   
—costù-plusù adj. 



cost-push (kôstùptshù) n.  Inflation in which increased production costs, as 

from higher wages, tend to drive prices up. 

cos·trel (kmsùtrNl) n.  A flat, pear-shaped drinking vessel with loops for attach-

ment to the belt of the user.  [Middle English, from Old French costerel, possibly 

from costier, at the side, from coste, rib, from Latin costa. See kost- in Appendix.]

cos·tume (kmsùtumÙ, -tyumÙ) n.  1. A prevalent fashion of dress, including 

garments, accessories, and hairstyle.  2. a. A style of dress characteristic of a par-

ticular country, period, or people, often worn in a play or at a masquerade.  b. An 

outfit or a disguise worn on Mardi Gras, Halloween, or similar occasions:  Dressed 

up as a gigantic chicken, she won the prize for the best costume.   3. A set of clothes 

appropriate for a particular occasion or season.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a costume ball; a costume play.   —  v.  tr. cos·tumed, 
cos·tum·ing, cos·tumes (km-stumù, -styumù, kmsùtumÙ, -tyumÙ). 1. To 

put a costume on; dress.  2. To design or furnish costumes for.  [French, from 

Italian, style, dress, from Latin consuKt7do, custom. See CUSTOM.]

cos·tum·er (kmsùtuÙmNr, -tyuÙ-, km-stuùmNr, -styuù-) also cos·tum·i·er 
(km-stuùmK-Nr, -styuù-, kôsÙtum-y7ù) n.  One that makes or supplies cos-

tumes, as for plays or masquerades. 

co·sy (koùzK) adj. , v.  & n.   Variant of cozy. 
cot1 (kmt) n.  1. A narrow bed, especially one made of canvas on a collapsible 

frame.  2. Chiefly British. A crib.  [Hindi kh7£, from Sanskrit kha£v7, from Tamil 

ka££u, to bind, tie.]

WORD HISTORY: People might assume that there is nothing particularly ex-

otic about the history of the word cot. However, cot happens to be a good example

of how words are borrowed from other cultures, becoming so firmly naturalized

over time that they lose their émigré flavor. The British first encountered the ob-

ject denoted by cot, a light frame strung with tapes or rope, in India, where their

trading stations had been established as early as 1612. The word cot, first recorded

in English in 1634, comes from kh7£, the Hindi name for the contrivance. During

subsequent years, cot has been used to denote other types of beds, including in

British usage a crib.

cot2 (kmt) n.  1. A small house.  2. A protective covering or sheath.  [Middle 

English, from Old English.]

co·tan·gent (ko-t4nùjNnt) n.  Abbr. cot, ctn Mathematics. 1. The reciprocal of 

the tangent of an angle in a right triangle.  2. The tangent of the complement of a 

directed angle or arc.   —coÙtan·genùtial (-jHnùshNl) adj. 

cot death (kmt dHth) n.  Chiefly British. Sudden infant death syndrome. 

cote1 (kot) n.  A small shed or shelter for sheep or birds.  [Middle English, from 

Old English.]



cote2 (kot) v.  tr. cot·ed, cot·ing, cotes. Obsolete. To go around by the side of; 

skirt.  [Probably from French côtoyer, to skirt, from côté, side, from Old French 

coste, rib. See COSTREL.]

Côte d’A·zur (kotÙ dN-ztrù, dä-zürù)  The Mediterranean coast of southeast 

France. It is known for its fashionable resorts. 

co·ten·ant (ko-tHnùNnt) n.  One of two or more tenants sharing property.   
—co·tenùan·cy n. 

Co·ten·tin (ko-täN-t4Nù)  A peninsula of northwest France extending into the 

English Channel east of the Channel Islands. It was the scene of heavy fighting 

after the Allied invasion in June 1944. 

co·ter·ie (koùtN-rK, koÙtN-rKù) n.  A small, often select group of persons who 

associate with one another frequently.  See Synonyms at circle.  [French, from 

Old French, peasant association, from cotier, cottager, from *cote, cottage, possi-

bly of Germanic origin.]

co·ter·mi·nous (ko-tûrùmN-nNs) adj.  Variant of conterminous. 
Côte Saint Luc (kotÙ s7nt lukù, sNnt, s4N lükù)  A city of southern Quebec, 

Canada, a residential suburb of Montreal. Population, 27,531. 

coth abbr.  Hyperbolic cotangent. 

co·thur·nus (ko-thûrùnNs) n.  pl. co·thur·ni (-nXÙ). 1. A buskin worn by actors 

of classical tragedy.  2. The ancient style of classical tragedy.  [Latin, from Greek 

kothornos.]

co·tid·al (ko-tXdùl) adj.  1. Indicating coincidence of high tides or low tides.  

2. Of or relating to a line that passes through each location on a coastal map 

where tides occur at the same time of day. 

co·til·lion also co·til·lon (ko-tVlùyNn, kN-) n.  1. A formal ball, especially one at 

which girls are presented to society.  2. a. A lively dance, originating in France in 

the 18th century, having varied, intricate patterns and steps.  b. A quadrille.  

c. Music for these dances.   [French cotillon, from Old French, petticoat, diminu-

tive of cote, coat. See COAT.]

co·to·ne·as·ter (kN-toùnK-4sÙtNr) n.  Any of various erect or creeping shrubs of 

the genus Cotoneaster in the rose family, native to Eurasia, having white to pinkish 

flowers and tiny, red or black applelike fruits, and frequently cultivated for orna-

ment.  [New Latin Cotoneaster, genus name  : Latin cotoneum, quince; see QUINCE 

+ Latin -aster, partially resembling.]

Co·to·nou (kotÙn-uù)  A city of southern Benin on the Gulf of Guinea. The 

largest city in the country, it is a seaport and commercial center. Population, 

215,000. 

Co·to·pax·i (koÙtN-p4kùsK, kôÙtô-päùhK)  An active volcano, 5,900.8 m (19,347 

ft) high, in the Andes of central Ecuador. The symmetrical snowcapped cone is 

one of the highest volcanoes in the world. 



cot·quean (kmtùkwKnÙ) n.  Archaic. 1. A coarse or scolding woman.  2. A man 

who busies himself with domestic matters traditionally regarded as suitable only 

for women.  [COT
2 + QUEAN.]

Cots·wold (kmtùswoldÙ) n.  A sheep of a breed distinguished by its long wool, 

originally developed in the Cotswold Hills. 

Cotswold Hills (kmtùswoldÙ hVlz)  A range of southwest England extending 

about 80 km (50 mi) northeast from Bristol and rising to approximately 329 m 

(1,080 ft). 

cot·ta (kmtùN) n.  pl. cot·tae (kmtùK)  or cot·tas. A short surplice.  [Medieval 

Latin, of Germanic origin.]

cot·tage (kmtùVj) n.  1. A small, single-storied house, especially in the country.  

2. A small summer house.  [Middle English cotage, from Anglo-Norman, from 

Medieval Latin cot7gium, of Germanic origin.]

cottage cheese (kmtùVj chKz) n.  A soft, white cheese made of strained and sea-

soned curds of skim milk.  Also called Dutch cheese, pot cheeseRegional., smear-

case. 

Cot·tage Grove (kmtÙVj grov)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a residential sub-

urb of St. Paul. Population, 18,994. 

cottage industry (kmtùVj VnùdN-strK) n.  1. A usually small-scale industry car-

ried on at home or out of the home by family members using their own equip-

ment.  2. A small, loosely organized, yet flourishing complex of activity or 

industry: “The study of Gandhi has become a virtual cottage industry in the last 30 

years, producing schools, museums, foundations and more than 400 biographies” 

(Jean Strouse). 

cot·tag·er (kmtùV-jNr) n.  One who resides in a cottage. 

cottage tulip (kmtùVj tuùlVp) n.  A late-blooming type of garden tulip having 

long stems and egg-shaped, variously colored flowers. 

Cott·bus also Kott·bus (kmtùbNs, kôtùbtsÙ)  A city of east-central Germany 

near the Polish border. It developed as a market center in the late 12th century. 

Population, 120,723. 

cot·ter (kmtùNr) n.  1. A bolt, wedge, key, or pin inserted through a slot in order 

to hold parts together.  2. A cotter pin.  [Origin unknown.]

cotter pin (kmtùNr pVn) n.  A split cotter inserted through holes in two or more 

pieces and bent at the ends to fasten the pieces together. 

Cot·ti·an Alps (kmtùK-Nn 4lps)  A range of the Alps between northwest Italy and 

southeast France. It rises to 3,843.6 m (12,602 ft) at Mount Viso. 

cot·ton (kmtùn) n.  1. a. Any of various shrubby plants of the genus Gossypium, 

having showy flowers and grown for the soft, white, downy fibers surrounding 

oil-rich seeds.  b. The fiber of any of these plants, used in making textiles and 

other products.  c. Thread or cloth manufactured from the fiber of these plants.   

2. The crop of these plants.  3. Any of various soft, downy substances produced 



by other plants, as on the seeds of a cottonwood.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  cotton shirts; cotton mills.   —  v.  intr. cot·toned, 
cot·ton·ing, cot·tons. Informal. 1. To take a liking; attempt to be friendly:  a 

dog that didn’t cotton to strangers; an administration that will cotton up to the most 

repressive of regimes.  2. To come to understand. Often used with to or onto: “The 

German bosses... never cottoned to such changes” (N.R. Kleinfield).  [Middle 

English cotoun, from Old French coton, from Old Italian cotone, from Arabic dia-

lectal qo£on, from Arabic qu£n.]

Cot·ton (kmtùn), Charles. 1630-1687.  English poet and translator known for 

his poems on country life as well as his translation (1685) of Montaigne’s essays. 

Cot·ton (kmtùn), John. 1584-1652.  English-born American cleric who was vicar 

of Saint Botolph’s Church in England until he was summoned to court for his 

Puritanism. He fled to Boston, Massachusetts, where he became a civil and reli-

gious leader. 

Cotton Belt (kmtùn bHlt)  An agricultural region of the southeast United States 

extending through North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma and including small 

sections of Missouri, Kentucky, Florida, and Virginia. Originally dependent on 

the production of cotton, the region now has highly diversified agriculture. 

cotton candy (kmtùn k4nùdK) n.  A light, very sweet candy of threaded sugar, 

often tinted with food coloring and twirled onto a stick.  Also called spun sugar 

cotton gin (kmtùn jVn) n.  A machine that separates the seeds, seed hulls, and 

other small objects from the fibers of cotton. 

cotton grass (kmtùn gr4s) n.  Any of various perennial grasslike plants of the 

genus Eriophorum native chiefly to wet places in northern temperate and cold 

regions and bearing at maturity one or more conspicuous tufts of cottony bris-

tles. 

cot·ton·mouth (kmtùn-mouthÙ) n.  See water moccasin (n., sense 1).  [From 

the white interior of its mouth.]

cot·ton-pick·ing (kmtùn-pVkÙVng) adj.  Informal. Used as an intensive:  a cot-

ton-picking fool; out of your cotton-picking mind. 

cot·ton·seed (kmtùn-sKdÙ) n.  The seed of the cotton plant, the source of cot-

tonseed oil. 

cottonseed oil (kmtùn-sKdÙ oil) n.  The usually pale yellow oil obtained from 

cottonseed, used in manufacturing, industry, and cooking. 

cotton stainer (kmtùn st7nùNr) n.  Any of various small, flat, red and black 

bugs of the genus Dysdercus that pierce cotton bolls and stain the fibers. 

cot·ton·tail (kmtùn-t7lÙ) n.  Any of several North American rabbits of the genus 

Sylvilagus, having grayish or brownish fur and a tail with a fluffy white underside.  

Also called wood rabbit 



cot·ton·weed (kmtùn-wKdÙ) n.  Any of various plants having cottony down, as 

some species of the genus Froelichia. 

cot·ton·wood (kmtùn-wtdÙ) n.  Any of several North American poplar trees, 

especially Populus deltoides, which has triangular leaves and a tuft of cottony hairs 

on the seeds. 

Cot·ton·wood (kmtùn-wtdÙ)  A river, about 225 km (140 mi) long, of south-

west Minnesota flowing generally eastward to the Minnesota River. 

cotton wool (kmtùn wtl) n.  Cotton in its natural or raw state. 

cot·ton·y (kmtùn-K) adj.  1. Of or resembling cotton; fluffy.  2. Covered with 

fibers resembling cotton; nappy. 

co·tur·nix (kN-tûrùnVks) n.  A small, stub-tailed Eurasian quail (Coturnix 

coturnix) having sandy, streaked plumage and commonly used in laboratory 

research.  Also called Japanese quail [Latin, quail.]

Co·ty (ko-tKù, kô-), René. 1882-1962.  French politician and the last president 

(1953-1959) of the Fourth Republic. He was instrumental in recalling Charles de 

Gaulle to power (1959). 

cot·y·le·don (kmtÙl-Kdùn) n.  1. Botany. A leaf of the embryo of a seed plant, 

which, upon germination either remains in the seed or emerges, enlarges, and 

becomes green.  Also called seed leaf 2. Anatomy. One of the lobules constituting 

the uterine side of the mammalian placenta, consisting mainly of a rounded mass 

of villi.  [Latin, navelwort, from Greek kotulKdon, from kotulK, hollow object.] 
—cotÙy·leùdon·al, cotÙy·leùdo·nous (-Kdùn-Ns)  adj. 

cot·y·loid (kmtùl-oidÙ) also cot·y·loid·al (kmtÙl-oidùl) adj.  Shaped like a cup.  

[Greek kotuloeidKs : kotulK, hollow object + -oeidKs, -oid.]

couch (kouch) n.  1. a. A sofa.  b. A sofa on which a patient lies while undergo-

ing psychoanalysis or psychiatric treatment.   2. a. The frame or floor on which 

grain, usually barley, is spread in malting.  b. A layer of grain, usually barley, 

spread to germinate.   3. A priming coat of paint or varnish used in artistic paint-

ing.   —  v.  couched, couch·ing, couch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To word in a certain 

manner; phrase:  couched their protests in diplomatic language.  2. To cause (one-

self) to lie down, as for rest.  3. To embroider by laying thread flat on a surface 

and fastening it by stitches at regular intervals.  4. To spread (grain) on a couch to 

germinate, as in malting.  5. To lower (a spear, for example) to horizontal posi-

tion, as for an attack.   —  v.  intr. 1. To lie down; recline, as for rest.  2. To lie in 

ambush or concealment; lurk.  3. To be in a heap or pile, as leaves for decomposi-

tion or fermentation.  [Middle English couche, from Old French, from couchier, 

to lay down, lie down, from Latin colloc7re. See COLLOCATE.] —couchùer n. 

couch·ant (kouùchNnt) adj.  Heraldry. Lying down with the head raised.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, present participle of couchier, to lie down. See 

COUCH.]



cou·chette (ku-shHtù) n.  1. A compartment on a European passenger train 

equipped with four to six berths for sleeping.  2. A sleeping berth in one of these 

compartments.  [French, diminutive of couche, bed, from Old French. See 

COUCH.]

couch grass (kouch gr4s) n.  A Eurasian grass (Agropyron repens) that has whit-

ish-yellow root stocks and has become a troublesome weed in the New World.  

Also called quack grass, witch grass.  [Alteration of QUITCH GRASS.]

couch potato (kouch pN-t7ùto) n.  Slang. A person who spends much time sit-

ting or lying down, usually watching television. 

Cou·é (ku-7ù, kw7), Émile. 1857-1926.  French doctor who popularized a sys-

tem of psychotherapy based on autosuggestion. 

Coues (kouz), Elliott. 1842-1899.  American ornithologist, biologist, and editor 

who wrote Key to North American Birds (1872) and helped prepare Check List of 

North American Birds (1886). 

cou·gar (kuùgNr) n.  See mountain lion.  [French couguar, alteration (influ-

enced by jaguar, from Portuguese); see JAGUAR, of Portuguese çuçuarana, from 

Tupi suasuarana : suasú, deer + rana, like (from its color).]

cough (kôf, kmf) v.  coughed, cough·ing, coughs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To expel air 

from the lungs suddenly and noisily, often to keep the respiratory passages free of 

irritating material.  2. To make a noise similar to noisy expulsion of air from the 

lungs:  The engine coughed and died.   —  v.  tr. To expel by coughing:  coughed up 

phlegm.   —  n.  1. The act of coughing.  2. An illness marked by frequent cough-

ing.   —phrasal verb. cough up. Slang. 1. To hand over or relinquish (money 

or another possession), often reluctantly.  2. To confess or disclose:  When he saw 

that the police might arrest him, he coughed up the details of what he had seen.  

[Middle English coughen, ultimately of imitative origin.]

cough drop (kôf drmp) n.  A small, often medicated and sweetened lozenge 

taken orally to ease coughing or soothe a sore throat. 

Cough·lin (kmgùlVn), Charles Edward. 1891-1979.  Canadian-born American 

priest and political activist who gained a wide audience through radio broadcasts 

of his sermons. He was silenced by his superiors in 1942 after his broadcasts 

became increasingly profascist. 

cough syrup (kôf sVrùNp) n.  A sweetened medicated liquid taken orally to ease 

coughing. 

could (ktd) v.  aux. Past tense of can1. 1. Used to indicate ability, possibility, or 

permission in the past:  I could run faster then. It could be no better at that time. 

Only men could go to the club in those days.  2. Used with hypothetical or condi-

tional force:  If we could help, we would.  3. Used to indicate tentativeness or 

politeness:  I could be wrong. Could you come over here? 

could·est (ktdùVst)  or couldst (ktdst) v.  aux. Archaic. A second person sin-

gular past tense of can1. 



could·n’t (ktdùnt)  Could not. 

cou·lee (kuùlK) n.  1. Western U.S. A deep gulch or ravine with sloping sides, 

often dry in summer.  2. Louisiana & Southern Mississippi. a. A streambed, often 

dry according to the season.  b. A small stream, bayou, or canal.   3. Upper Mid-

west. A valley with hills on either side.  4. a. A stream of molten lava.  b. A sheet 

of solidified lava.   [Canadian French coulée, from French, flow, from couler, to 

flow, from Latin col7re, to filter, from colum, sieve.]

cou·lisse (ku-lKsù) n.  1. A grooved timber in which something slides.  

2. a. One of the side scenes of the stage in a theater.  b. The space between the 

side scenes.  c. A backstage area in a theater.   [French, from Old French (porte) 

couleice, sliding door. See PORTCULLIS.]

cou·loir (kul-wärù) n.  A deep mountainside gorge or gully, especially in the 

Swiss Alps.  [French, from couler, to slide, to flow. See COULEE.]

cou·lomb1 (kuùlmmÙ, -lomÙ) n.  Abbr. C The meter-kilogram-second unit of 

electrical charge equal to the quantity of charge transferred in one second by a 

steady current of one ampere.  See Table at measurement.  [After Charles 
Augustin de COULOMB.]

cou·lomb2 (kuùlmmÙ, -lomÙ)  or cou·lom·bic (ku-lmmùbVk, -lomù-) adj.  Of 

or relating to the Coulomb force. 

Cou·lomb (kuùlmmÙ, -lomÙ, ku-lmmù, -lôNù), Charles Augustin de. 1736-

1806.  French physicist who pioneered research into magnetism and electricity 

and formulated Coulomb’s law. 

Coulomb force (kuùlmmÙ fôrs) n.  An attractive or repulsive electrostatic 

force described by Coulomb’s law. 

Cou·lomb’s law (kuùlmmzÙ lô, -lomzÙ) n.  The fundamental law of electro-

statics stating that the force between two charged particles is directly proportional 

to the product of their charges and inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tance between them.  [After Charles Augustin de COULOMB.]

cou·lom·e·try (ku-lmmùV-trK) n.  An analytical method for determining the 

amount of a substance released during electrolysis in which the number of cou-

lombs used is measured.  [COULO(MB)1 + -METRY.] —couÙlo·metùric (-lN-

mHtùrVk) adj.  —couÙlo·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

coul·ter (kolùtNr) n.  A blade or wheel attached to the beam of a plow that makes 

vertical cuts in the soil in advance of the plowshare.  [Middle English culter, from 

Old English culter, and Old French coltre both from Latin culter, knife, plowshare. 

See skel-1 in Appendix.]

Coul·ter pine (kolùtNr pXn) n.  A pine tree (Pinus coulteri) native to California 

and Baja California, having bluish-green needles in bundles of three and bearing 

sharp-scaled cones that are the heaviest of all pines.  [After Thomas Coulter 

(1793-1843), Irish botanist.]



cou·ma·rin (kuùmNr-Vn) n.  A fragrant crystalline compound, C9H6O2, 

extracted from several plants, such as tonka beans and sweet clover, or produced 

synthetically and widely used in perfumes.  [French coumarine, from coumarou, 

tonka bean tree, from Spanish coumarú, from Portuguese cumaru, from Tupi 

cumarú, commaru.] —couùma·ric (-mNr-Vk) adj. 

coun·cil (kounùsNl) n.  1. a. An assembly of persons called together for consulta-

tion, deliberation, or discussion.  b. A body of people elected or appointed to 

serve in an administrative, legislative, or advisory capacity.  c. An assembly of 

church officials and theologians convened for regulating matters of doctrine and 

discipline.   2. The discussion or deliberation that takes place in such an assembly 

or body.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a council cham-

ber; the council table.  [Middle English counceil, from Old French concile, from 

Latin concilium. See kelN-2 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Council, counsel, and consul are never interchangeable as such,

though their meanings are related. Council and councilor refer principally to a de-

liberative assembly (such as a city council or student council), its work, and its

membership. Counsel and counselor pertain chiefly to advice and guidance in gen-

eral and to a person (such as a lawyer or camp counselor) who provides it. Consul

denotes an officer in the foreign service of a country.

Coun·cil Bluffs (kounÙsNl blƒfs)  A city of southwest Iowa on the Missouri 

River opposite Omaha, Nebraska. It was settled as Kanesville in 1846 and 

renamed in 1852. Population, 54,315. 

coun·cil·lor (kounùsN-lNr, -slNr) n.  Variant of councilor. 
coun·cil·man (kounùsNl-mNn) n.  A man who is a member of a council, espe-

cially of the local governing body of a city or town. 

council of ministers (kounùsNl ƒv mVnùV-stNrz) n.  pl. councils of minis-
ters. A body of advisers to a head of state. 

coun·cil·or also coun·cil·lor (kounùsN-lNr, -slNr) n.  A member of a council, as 

one convened to advise a governor.  See Usage Note at council. 
coun·cil·wom·an (kounùsNl-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a member of a 

council, especially of the local governing body of a city or town. 

coun·sel (kounùsNl) n.  1. The act of exchanging opinions and ideas; consulta-

tion.  2. Advice or guidance, especially as solicited from a knowledgeable person.  

See Synonyms at advice.  3. A plan of action.  4. Private, guarded thoughts or 

opinions:  keep one’s own counsel.  5. A lawyer or group of lawyers giving legal 

advice and especially conducting a case in court.  See Synonyms at lawyer. See 

Usage Note at council.   —  v.  coun·seled or coun·selled, coun·sel·ing or 

coun·sel·ling, coun·sels or coun·sels.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give counsel to; advise.  

See Synonyms at advise.  2. To recommend:  counseled care in the forthcoming 



negotiations.   —  v.  intr. To give or take advice.  See Usage Note at council.  
[Middle English counseil, from Old French conseil, from Latin consilium;; akin to 

consulere, to take counsel, consult.]

coun·sel·or also coun·sel·lor (kounùsN-lNr, -slNr) n.  1. A person who gives 

counsel; an adviser.  2. An attorney, especially a trial lawyer.  See Synonyms at 

lawyer.  3. A person who supervises young people at a summer camp.  See Usage 

Note at council.  —counùse·lor·shipÙ n. 

coun·sel·or-at-law (kounÙsN-lNr-Nt-lôù, -slNr-) n.  pl. coun·sel·ors-at-law. 
An attorney; a counsel. 

count1 (kount) v.  count·ed, count·ing, counts.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To name or 

list (the units of a group or collection) one by one in order to determine a total; 

number.  b. To recite numerals in ascending order up to and including:  count 

three before firing.  c. To include in a reckoning; take account of:  ten dogs, count-

ing the puppies.   2. Informal. a. To include by or as if by counting:  Count me in.  

b. To exclude by or as if by counting:  Count me out.   3. To believe or consider to 

be; deem:  Count yourself lucky.   —  v.  intr. 1. To recite or list numbers in order 

or enumerate items by units or groups:  counted by tens.  2. a. To have impor-

tance:  You really count with me.  b. To have a specified importance or value:  

Their opinions count for little. Each basket counts for two points.   3. Music. To keep 

time by counting beats.   —  n.  1. The act of counting or calculating.  2. a. A 

number reached by counting.  b. The totality of specific items in a particular 

sample:  a white blood cell count.   3. Law. Any of the separate and distinct charges 

in an indictment.  4. Sports. The counting from one to ten seconds, during which 

time a boxer who has been knocked down must rise or be declared the loser.  

5. Baseball. The number of balls and strikes that an umpire has called against a 

batter.   —phrasal verb. count on. 1. To rely on; depend on:  You can count on 

my help.  2. To be confident of; anticipate:  counted on getting a raise.   —idiom. 
count heads (or count noses). To make a count of members, attendees, or 

participants by or as if by noting bodily presence.  [Middle English counten, from 

Old French conter, from Latin comput7re, to calculate  : com-, com- + put7re, to 

think; see peu- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: count, import, matter, signify, weigh. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to be of significance or importance”: an opinion that counts for

a great deal; actions that import little; decisions that really matter; thoughts that sig-

nify much; considerations that do not weigh with her.

count2 (kount) n.  Abbr. Ct. 1. A nobleman in some European countries.  

2. Used as a title for such a nobleman.  [Middle English counte, from Old French 

conte, from Late Latin comes, comit-, occupant of any state office, from Latin, 

companion. See ei- in Appendix.]



count·a·ble (kounùtN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be counted:  countable items; count-

able sins.  2. Mathematics. That can be put into a one-to-one correspondence with 

the positive integers.   —countÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —countùa·bly adv. 

count·down (kountùdounÙ) n.  1. The counting backward aloud from an arbi-

trary starting number to indicate the time remaining before an event or opera-

tion, such as the launching of a missile or space vehicle.  2. The checks and 

preparations carried out during this activity. 

coun·te·nance (kounùtN-nNns) n.  1. Appearance, especially the expression of 

the face.  2. The face or facial features.  See Synonyms at face.  3. a. A look or 

expression indicative of encouragement or of moral support.  b. Support or 

approval.   4. Obsolete. Bearing; demeanor.   —  v.  tr. coun·te·nanced, 
coun·te·nanc·ing, coun·te·nanc·es. To give or express approval to; condone:  

The college administration will not countenance cheating.  [Middle English con-

tenaunce, from Old French, from contenir, to behave. See CONTAIN.] —coun-
ùte·nanc·er n. 

coun·ter1 (kounùtNr) adj.  Contrary; opposing:  moves and counter moves on the 

checkerboard.   —  n.  1. One that is an opposite.  2. Sports. A boxing blow given 

while receiving or parrying another.  3. Sports. A fencing parry in which one foil 

follows the other in a circular fashion.  4. A stiff piece of leather around the heel 

of a shoe.  5. Nautical. The portion of a ship’s stern extending from the water line 

to the extreme outward swell.  6. Printing. The depression between the raised 

lines of a typeface.   —  v.  coun·tered, coun·ter·ing, coun·ters.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To meet or return (a blow) by another blow.  2. To move or act in opposition 

to; oppose.  3. To offer in response:  countered that she was too busy to be thorough.   
—  v.  intr. To move, act, or respond so as to be in opposition.   —  adv.  1. In a 

contrary manner or direction.  2. To or toward an opposite or dissimilar course 

or outcome:  a method running counter to traditional techniques.  [From COUNTER-

.]

count·er2 (kounùtNr) n.  1.  Abbr. ctr. A flat surface on which money is counted, 

business is transacted, or food is prepared or served.  2. Games. A piece, as of 

wood or ivory, used for keeping a count or a place.  3. a. An imitation coin; a 

token.  b. A piece of money.   [Middle English countour, from Anglo-Norman 

counteor, from Medieval Latin comput7torium, counting house, from Latin 

comput7re, to calculate. See COUNT
1.]

count·er3 (kounùtNr) n.  One that counts, especially an electronic or mechanical 

device that automatically counts occurrences or repetitions of phenomena or 

events. 

counter- pref.  1. Contrary; opposite; opposing:  counterclaim.  

2. Corresponding; complementary:  counterfoil.  [Middle English countre-, from 

Old French contre-, from Latin contr7. See kom in Appendix.]



coun·ter·act (kounÙtNr-4ktù) v.  tr. coun·ter·act·ed, coun·ter·act·ing, 
coun·ter·acts. To oppose and mitigate the effects of by contrary action; check.  

See Synonyms at neutralize.  —counÙter·acùtion n.  —counÙter·acùtive adj.  

—counÙter·acùtive·ly adv. 

coun·ter·ar·gu·ment (kounùtNr-ärÙgyN-mNnt) n.  1. An argument in opposi-

tion to another.  2. Something that undermines an argument or deters someone 

from action:  The students considered demonstrating for free elections, but their 

country’s secret police provided a powerful counterargument. 

coun·ter·at·tack (kounùtNr-N-t4kÙ) n.  A return attack.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

coun·ter·at·tacked, coun·ter·at·tack·ing, coun·ter·at·tacks (kounÙtNr-N-

t4kù). To deliver a return attack or make a return attack against. 

coun·ter·bal·ance (kounùtNr-b4lÙNns, kounÙtNr-b4lùNns) n.  1. A force or 

influence equally counteracting another.  2. A weight that acts to balance 

another; a counterpoise or counterweight.   —  v.  tr. coun·ter·bal·anced, 
coun·ter·bal·anc·ing, coun·ter·bal·anc·es (kounÙtNr-b4lùNns, kounùtNr-

b4lÙNns). 1. To act as a counteracting force, influence, or weight to; counterpoise.  

2. To oppose with an equal force; offset. 

coun·ter·blow (kounùtNr-bloÙ) n.  A blow delivered in return. 

coun·ter·change (kounùtNr-ch7njÙ) v.  tr. coun·ter·changed, 
coun·ter·chang·ing, coun·ter·chang·es. 1. To cause to change places; trans-

pose.  2. To make checkered; variegate. 

coun·ter·charge (kounùtNr-chärjÙ) n.  A charge in opposition to another 

charge.   —  v.  coun·ter·charged, coun·ter·charg·ing, coun·ter·charg·es 

(kounÙtNr-chärjù).  —  v.  tr. To bring a charge against (one’s accuser).   —  v.  intr. 

To make a countercharge. 

coun·ter·check (kounùtNr-chHkÙ) n.  1. Something that serves to check, 

restrict, or limit something else.  2. Something that confirms or denies the cor-

rectness of a previous check.   —  v.  tr. coun·ter·checked, 
coun·ter·check·ing, coun·ter·checks (kounÙter-chHkù). 1. To oppose or check 

by a counteraction.  2. To check again in order to verify. 

counter check (kounùtNr chHk) n.  A bank check for the use of customers mak-

ing a withdrawal. 

coun·ter·claim (kounùtNr-kl7mÙ) n.  A claim filed in opposition to another 

claim, especially in a legal action.   —  v.  intr. tr. coun·ter·claimed, 
coun·ter·claim·ing, coun·ter·claims (kounÙtNr-kl7mù). To plead an opposing 

claim or make an opposing claim against.   —counÙter·claimùant (-kl7ùmNnt) 

n. 

coun·ter·clock·wise (kounÙtNr-klmkùwXzÙ) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. cckw., ccw. In 

a direction opposite to the rotating hands of a clock. 



coun·ter·con·di·tion·ing (kounÙtNr-kNn-dVshùN-nVng) n.  Psychology. Condi-

tioning intended to replace a negative response to a stimulus with a positive 

response. 

coun·ter·coup (kounùtNr-kuÙ) n.  A sudden overthrow of a government that 

gained power by a coup d’état. 

coun·ter·cul·ture (kounùtNr-kƒlÙchNr) n.  A culture, especially of young peo-

ple, with values or lifestyles in opposition to those of the established culture.   
—counÙter·culùtur·al adj.  —counùter·culÙtur·ist n. 

coun·ter·cur·rent (kounùtNr-kûrÙNnt, -kƒrÙ-) n.  A current that flows in an 

opposite direction to the flow of another current.   —counÙter·curùrent adj.  

—counÙter·curùrent·ly adv. 

coun·ter·cy·cli·cal (kounÙtNr-sVkùlV-kNl, -sXùklV-) adj.  Intended to compensate 

for immoderate developments in a business cycle:  a countercyclical federal aid 

program. 

coun·ter·dem·on·stra·tion (kounÙtNr-dHmÙNn-str7ùshNn) n.  A demonstra-

tion held in opposition to another demonstration.   —counÙter·demùon·straÙ-
tor n. 

coun·ter·es·pi·o·nage (kounÙtNr-HsùpK-N-näzhÙ, -nVj) n.  Espionage under-

taken to detect and counteract enemy espionage. 

coun·ter·ex·am·ple (kounùtNr-Vg-z4mÙpNl) n.  An example that refutes or dis-

proves a hypothesis, proposition, or theorem. 

coun·ter·fac·tu·al (kounÙtNr-f4kùchu-Nl) adj.  Running contrary to the facts: 

“Cold war historiography vividly illustrates how the selection of the counterfactual 

question to be asked generally anticipates the desired answer” (Timothy Garton 

Ash).   —counÙter·facùtu·al n. 

coun·ter·feit (kounùtNr-fVtÙ) v.  coun·ter·feit·ed, coun·ter·feit·ing, 
coun·ter·feits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a copy of, usually with the intent to 

defraud; forge:  counterfeits money.  2. To make a pretense of; feign:  counterfeited 

interest in the story.  See Synonyms at pretend.   —  v.  intr. 1. To carry on a 

deception; dissemble.  2. To make fraudulent copies of something valuable.   —  
adj.  1. Made in imitation of what is genuine with the intent to defraud:  a coun-

terfeit dollar bill.  2. Simulated; feigned:  a counterfeit illness.   —  n.  A fraudulent 

imitation or facsimile.  [Middle English countrefeten, from contrefet, made in 

imitation, from Old French contrefait, past participle of contrefaire, to counterfeit 

 : contre-, counter- + faire, to make (from Latin facere); see dhK- in Appendix.] 
—counùter·feitÙer n. 

coun·ter·foil (kounùtNr-foilÙ) n.  The part of a check or other commercial 

paper retained by the issuer as a record of a transaction. 

coun·ter·force (kounùtNr-fôrsÙ, -forsÙ) n.  A contrary or opposing force, espe-

cially a military force capable of destroying the nuclear armaments of an enemy.   



—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a counterforce strategy; 

counterforce weapons. 

coun·ter·glow (kounùtNr-gloÙ) n.  See gegenschein. 
coun·ter·in·sur·gen·cy (kounÙtNr-Vn-sûrùjNn-sK) n.  Political and military 

strategy or action intended to oppose and forcefully suppress insurgency.   
—counÙter·in·surùgent n. 

coun·ter·in·tel·li·gence (kounÙtNr-Vn-tHlùN-jNns) n.  The branch of an intelli-

gence service charged with keeping sensitive information from an enemy, deceiv-

ing that enemy, preventing subversion and sabotage, and collecting political and 

military information. 

coun·ter·ir·ri·tant (kounÙtNr-îrùV-tNnt) n.  An agent that induces local inflam-

mation to relieve inflammation in underlying or adjacent tissues.   —  adj.  Of or 

producing the effect of such an agent.   —counÙter·irÙri·taùtion (-t7ùshNn) n. 

coun·ter·man (kounùtNr-m4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A man who tends a counter, as in a 

diner. 

coun·ter·mand (kounùtNr-m4ndÙ, kounÙtNr-m4ndù) v.  tr. 

coun·ter·mand·ed, coun·ter·mand·ing, coun·ter·mands. 1. To cancel or 

reverse (a previously issued command or order).  2. To recall by a contrary order:  

countermanded the air strikes.   —  n.  (kounùtNr-m4ndÙ) 1. An order or com-

mand reversing another one.  2. Cancellation of an order or command.  [Middle 

English countremaunden, from Old French contremander : contre-, counter- + 

mander, to command (from Latin mand7re); see man-2 in Appendix.]

coun·ter·march (kounùtNr-märchÙ) n.  1. A march back or in a reverse direc-

tion.  2. A complete reversal of method or conduct.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

coun·ter·marched, coun·ter·march·ing, coun·ter·march·es (kounÙtNr-

märchù). To execute or cause to execute a countermarch. 

coun·ter·mea·sure (kounùtNr-mHzhÙNr) n.  A measure or action taken to 

counter or offset another one. 

coun·ter·mine (kounÙtNr-mXnù) v.  coun·ter·mined, coun·ter·min·ing, 
coun·ter·mines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To frustrate or defeat by secret and opposite mea-

sures.  2. To make or use a countermine against.   —  v.  intr. To make or lay down 

countermines.   —  n.  (kounùtNr-mXnÙ) 1. A tunnel dug to intercept and destroy 

an enemy’s mine.  2. A plot to frustrate or defeat an attack. 

coun·ter·move (kounùtNr-muvÙ) n.  A move made in opposition or retalia-

tion to another.   —  v.  intr. coun·ter·moved, coun·ter·mov·ing, 
coun·ter·moves (kounÙtNr-muvù). To make a move in retaliation or opposi-

tion.   —counùter·moveÙment n. 

coun·ter·of·fen·sive (kounùtNr-N-fHnÙsVv) n.  A large-scale counterattack by 

an armed force, intended to stop an enemy offensive. 

coun·ter·of·fer (kounùtNr-ôÙfNr, -mfÙNr) n.  An offer made in return by one 

who rejects an unsatisfactory offer. 



coun·ter·pane (kounùtNr-p7nÙ) n.  A cover for a bed; a bedspread.  [Alteration 

of obsolete counterpoint, from Middle English countrepoint, from Old French 

contrepointe, alteration of coultepointe, from Medieval Latin culcita puncta, 

stitched quilt  : Latin culcita, quilt, mattress; see QUILT + Latin punctus, stitched, 

pricked; see POINT.]

coun·ter·part (kounùtNr-pärtÙ) n.  1. a. One that closely resembles another.  

b. One that has the same functions and characteristics as another; an opposite 

number:  The foreign minister is the counterpart of the secretary of state.   2. A copy 

or duplicate of a legal paper.  3. a. One of two parts that fit and complete each 

other.  b. One that serves as a complement.  

coun·ter·per·son (kounùtNr-pûrÙsNn) n.  A person who tends a counter, as in a 

diner. 

coun·ter·plan (kounùtNr-pl4nÙ) n.  1. A plan intended to counter or oppose 

another plan.  2. An alternate plan. 

coun·ter·play (kounùtNr-pl7Ù) n.  Games. A threat or offensive position in 

chess intended to counter an opponent’s advantage in another part of the board. 

coun·ter·plea (kounùtNr-plKÙ) n.  Law. A plaintiff’s reply to a defendant’s plea 

or counterclaim; an answering plea. 

coun·ter·plot (kounùtNr-plmtÙ) n.  1. A plot or scheme intended to subvert 

another plot.  2.  See subplot (n., sense 1).   —  v.  coun·ter·plot·ted, 
coun·ter·plot·ting, coun·ter·plots.  —  v.  intr. To oppose or subvert one plot 

with another.   —  v.  tr. To plot against; thwart with a counterplot. 

coun·ter·point (kounùtNr-pointÙ) n.  1. Music. a. Melodic material that is 

added above or below an existing melody.  b. The technique of combining two or 

more melodic lines in such a way that they establish a harmonic relationship 

while retaining their linear individuality.  c. A composition or piece that incorpo-

rates or consists of contrapuntal writing.   2. a. A contrasting but parallel ele-

ment, item, or theme.  b. Use of contrasting elements in a work of art.    —  v.  tr. 

coun·ter·point·ed, coun·ter·point·ing, coun·ter·points. 1. Music. To write 

or arrange (music) in counterpoint.  2. To set in contrast: “The complex, clotted 

computer talk sadly counterpoints the simplistic nature of the characters” (Rhoda 

Koenig). 

coun·ter·poise (kounùtNr-poizÙ) n.  1. A counterbalancing weight.  2. A force 

or influence that balances or equally counteracts another.  3. The state of being in 

equilibrium.   —  v.  tr. coun·ter·poised, coun·ter·pois·ing, 
coun·ter·pois·es. 1. To oppose with an equal weight; counterbalance.  2. To act 

against with an equal force or power; offset.  [Alteration (influenced by POISE
1), of 

Middle English countrepeis, from Old French contrepeis : contre-, counter- + peis, 

weight; see AVOIRDUPOIS.]

coun·ter·pose (kounùtNr-pozÙ) v.  tr. coun·ter·posed, coun·ter·pos·ing, 
coun·ter·pos·es. To set in contrast, opposition, or balance. 



coun·ter·pro·duc·tive (kounÙtNr-prN-dƒkùtVv) adj.  Tending to hinder rather 

than serve one’s purpose: “Violation of the court order would be counterproductive” 

(Philip H. Lee).   —counÙter·pro·ducùtive·ly adv. 

coun·ter·pro·gram·ming (kounùtNr-proÙgr4m-Vng, -grN-mVng) n.  The 

scheduling of television programs so as to attract viewers away from programs 

broadcast simultaneously on another network. 

coun·ter·pro·pos·al (kounùtNr-prN-poÙzNl) n.  A proposal offered to nullify 

or substitute for a previous one. 

coun·ter·punch (kounùtNr-pƒnchÙ) n.  A countering attack or blow, especially 

one delivered by a boxer.   —  v.  intr. coun·ter·punched, 
coun·ter·punch·ing, coun·ter·punch·es. To deliver a counterpunch.   
—counùter·punchÙer n. 

coun·ter·ref·or·ma·tion (kounÙtNr-rHfÙNr-m7ùshNn) n.  A reformation 

intended to counter the consequences of a previous reformation. 

Coun·ter Reformation (kounùtNr rHfÙNr-m7ùshNn) n.  A reform movement 

within the Roman Catholic Church that arose in 16th-century Europe in response 

to the Protestant Reformation. 

coun·ter·rev·o·lu·tion (kounÙtNr-rHvÙN-luùshNn) n.  1. A revolution whose 

aim is the deposition and reversal of a political or social system set up by a previ-

ous revolution.  2. A movement to oppose revolutionary tendencies and develop-

ments.   —counÙter·revÙo·luùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. , n.  

—counÙter·revÙo·luùtion·ist n. 

coun·ter·shad·ing (kounùtNr-sh7ÙdVng) n.  Protective coloration in an animal 

or insect, characterized by darker coloring of areas exposed to light and lighter 

coloring of areas that are normally shaded. 

coun·ter·shaft (kounùtNr-sh4ftÙ) n.  An intermediate shaft between the pow-

ered and driven shafts in a belt drive. 

coun·ter·sign (kounùtNr-sXnÙ) v.  tr. coun·ter·signed, coun·ter·sign·ing, 
coun·ter·signs. To sign (a previously signed document), as for authentication.   
—  n.  1. A second or confirming signature, as on a previously signed document.  

Also called countersignature 2. a. A secret sign or signal to be given to a sentry in 

order to obtain passage; a password.  b. A secret sign or signal given in answer to 

another.  

coun·ter·sig·na·ture (kounÙtNr-sVgùnN-chNr) n.  See countersign (n., sense 

1). 

coun·ter·sink (kounùtNr-sVngkÙ) n.  Abbr. csk. 1. A hole with the top part 

enlarged so that the head of a screw or bolt will lie flush with or below the sur-

face.  2. A tool for making such a hole.   —  v.  tr. coun·ter·sunk (-sƒngkÙ), 
coun·ter·sink·ing, coun·ter·sinks. 1. To make a countersink on or in.  2. To 

drive (a screw or bolt) into a countersink. 



coun·ter·spy (kounùtNr-spXÙ) n.  pl. coun·ter·spies. A spy working in opposi-

tion to enemy espionage. 

coun·ter·stain (kounùtNr-st7nÙ) n.  A stain of a contrasting color used to color 

the components in a microscopic specimen that are not made visible by the prin-

cipal stain.   —  v.  tr. coun·ter·stained, coun·ter·stain·ing, coun·ter·stains. 
To color (a microscopic specimen) with such a stain. 

coun·ter·sue (kounùtNr-suÙ) v.  tr. coun·ter·sued, coun·ter·su·ing, 
coun·ter·sues. Law. To bring proceedings against (a plaintiff) in direct opposi-

tion to a suit brought against onself.   —counùter·suitÙ (-sutÙ) n. 

coun·ter·sunk (kounùtNr-sƒngkÙ) v.  Past tense and past participle of counter-
sink. 

coun·ter·ten·or (kounùtNr-tHnÙNr) n.  Music. 1. An adult male voice with a 

range above that of tenor.  2. A singer having a voice that is within this range.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a countertenor part; a 

countertenor arrangement. 

coun·ter·ter·ror (kounÙtNr-tHrùNr) adj.  Intended to prevent or counteract ter-

rorism:  counterterror measures; counterterror weapons.   —  n.  Action or strategy 

intended to counteract or suppress terrorism.   —counÙter·terùror·ism n.  

—counÙter·terùror·ist adj.  & n. 

coun·ter·top (kounùtNr-tmpÙ) n.  A level surface on a cabinet or display case, as 

in a kitchen or department store.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a countertop appliance; countertop goods on sale. 

coun·ter·trade (kounùtNr-tr7dÙ) n.  International barter in which one country 

agrees to import commodities from another country to which it exports com-

modities.   —counùter·tradÙer n. 

coun·ter·trans·fer·ence (kounùtNr-tr4ns-fûrùNns, -tr4nsùfNr-) n.  The sur-

facing of a psychotherapist’s own repressed feelings through identification with 

the emotions, experiences, or problems of a person undergoing treatment. 

coun·ter·vail (kounÙtNr-v7lù, kounùtNr-v7lÙ) v.  coun·ter·vailed, 
coun·ter·vail·ing, coun·ter·vails.  —  v.  tr. 1. To act against with equal force; 

counteract.  2. To compensate for; offset.   —  v.  intr. To act against an often det-

rimental influence or power.  [Middle English countrevaillen, from Old French 

contrevaloir, contrevail-  : contre-, counter- + valoir, to be worth (from Latin 

valKre, to be strong); see wal- in Appendix.]

coun·ter·weigh (kounÙtNr-w7ù) v.  intr. tr. coun·ter·weighed, 
coun·ter·weigh·ing, coun·ter·weighs. To counterbalance or cause to coun-

terbalance. 

coun·ter·weight (kounùtNr-w7tÙ) n.  1. A weight used as a counterbalance.  

2. A force or influence equally counteracting another.   —counùter·weightÙed 
(-w7ÙtVd) adj. 



coun·ter·wom·an (kounùtNr-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman who tends a counter, as 

in a diner. 

count·ess (kounùtVs) n.  1. A woman holding the title of count or earl.  

2. a. The wife or widow of a count in various European countries.  b. The wife 

or widow of an earl in Great Britain.   3. Used as a title for such a noblewoman.  

[Middle English countes, from Old French contesse, feminine of conte, count. See 

COUNT
2.]

count·ing·house also count·ing house (kounùtVng-housÙ) n.  A building, 

room, or office in which a business firm carries on operations such as accounting 

and correspondence. 

count·less (kountùlVs) adj.  Incapable of being counted; innumerable.  See Syn-

onyms at incalculable.  —countùless·ly adv. 

count noun (kount noun) n.  A noun for an object, such as chair, or for an 

idea, such as experience, that speakers of a language identify as referring to a sin-

gle entity and that can form a plural or occur in a noun phrase construction with 

an indefinite article, with numerals, or with such terms as many. 

count palatine (kount p4lùN-tXnÙ) n.  pl. counts palatine. 1. a. Any of vari-

ous noblemen originally exercising certain royal powers within their own 

domains, especially a count of the Holy Roman Empire having sovereign powers 

in his own territories.  b. A feudal lord having sovereign powers over his lands.   

2. The titled proprietor of a county palatine in England or Ireland. 

coun·tri·fied also coun·try·fied (kƒnùtrV-fXdÙ) adj.  1. Resembling or having 

the characteristics of country life; rural.  2. Lacking sophistication. 

coun·try (kƒnùtrK) n.  pl. coun·tries. 1. a. A nation or state.  b. The territory 

of a nation or state; land.  c. The people of a nation or state; populace:  The whole 

country will profit from the new economic reforms.   2. The land of a person’s birth 

or citizenship:  Foreign travel is restricted in his country.  3. A region, territory, or 

large tract of land distinguishable by features of topography, biology, or culture:  

hill country; Bible country.  4. A district outside of cities and towns; a rural area:  a 

vacation in the country.  5. Law. A jury.  6. Informal. Country music.   —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or typical of the country:  a country road; country cooking.  

2. Of or relating to country music.   —idiom. in country. In Vietnam during 

the period of U.S. military operations there: “He’d been in country a month longer 

than the other four” (Nelson DeMille).  [Middle English countre, from Old French 

contree, from Vulgar Latin *(terra) contr7ta, (land) opposite, before, from Latin 

contr7, opposite. See kom in Appendix.]

country and western (kƒnùtrK Nnd wHsùtNrn) n.  Abbr. C & W, C and W 

See country music. 
country club (kƒnùtrK klƒb) n.  A suburban club for social and sports activi-

ties, usually featuring a golf course. 



country cousin (kƒnùtrK kƒzùVn) n.  One whose ingenuousness or rustic ways 

may bemuse or entertain city dwellers. 

coun·try-dance (kƒnùtrK-d4nsÙ) n.  A folk dance of English origin in which 

two lines of dancers face each other. 

coun·try·fied (kƒnùtrV-fXdÙ) adj.  Variant of countrified. 
country gentleman (kƒnùtrK jHnùtl-mNn) n.  A man who owns a country 

estate. 

coun·try·man (kƒnùtrK-mNn) n.  1. A person from one’s own country; a com-

patriot.  2. A native or inhabitant of a particular country.  3. A man who lives in 

the country or has country ways. 

country mile (kƒnùtrK mXl) n.  Informal. A very great distance. 

country music (kƒnùtrK myuùzVk) n.  Music. Popular music based on the folk 

style of the southern rural United States or on the music of cowboys in the Amer-

ican West.  Also called country and western 

coun·try·seat (kƒnÙtrK-sKtù) n.  An estate or mansion in the country. 

coun·try·side (kƒnùtrK-sXdÙ) n.  1. A rural region.  2. The inhabitants of a 

rural region. 

country singer (kƒnùtrK sVngùNr) n.  Music. One who sings country music. 

coun·try·wide (kƒnùtrK-wXdù) adv.  & adj.  Throughout a whole country; 

nationwide:  launched a fundraising campaign countrywide; a countrywide search. 

coun·try·wom·an (kƒnùtrK-wtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman from one’s own coun-

try; a compatriot.  2. A woman from a particular country.  3. A woman who lives 

in the country or has country ways. 

coun·ty (kounùtK) n.  pl. coun·ties. Abbr. co, co. 1. An administrative subdivi-

sion of a state in the United States.  2. a. A territorial division exercising adminis-

trative, judicial, and political functions in Great Britain and Ireland.  b. The 

territory under the jurisdiction of a count or earl.   3. The people living in a 

county.  [Middle English counte, territorial division, from Old French conte, the 

territory of a count, from Medieval Latin comit7tus, from Late Latin, the office of 

count, from Latin, retinue, from comes, comit-, companion. See ei- in Appendix.] 
—counùty adj. 

county agent (kounùtK 7ùjNnt) n.  A government employee who serves as a 

consultant and adviser in a chiefly rural county on such matters as agriculture, 

education, and home economics. 

county fair (kounùtK fâr) n.  A fair usually held every year at the same location 

in a county, especially for the competitive showing of livestock and farm prod-

ucts. 

county palatine (kounùtK p4lùN-tXnÙ) n.  pl. counties palatine. The domain 

of a count palatine in England or Ireland. 

county seat (kounùtK sKt) n.  A town or city that is the administrative center of 

its county. 



county town (kounùtK toun) n.  Chiefly British. A county seat.  Also called 

shire town 

coun·ty·wide (kounùtK-wXdÙ) adv.  & adj.  Throughout a whole county:  found 

at locations countywide; a countywide war on drugs. 

coup (ku) n.  pl. coups (kuz). 1. A brilliantly executed stratagem; a master-

stroke.  2. A coup d’état.  3. Among certain Native American peoples, a feat of 

bravery performed in battle, especially the touching of an enemy’s body without 

causing injury.   —idiom. count coup. Among certain Native American peo-

ples, to ceremoniously recount one’s exploits in battle.  [French, stroke, from Old 

French colp, from Late Latin colpus. See COPE
1.]

coup de grâce (kuÙ dN gräsù) n.  pl. coups de grâce. 1. A deathblow deliv-

ered to end the misery of a mortally wounded victim.  2. A finishing stroke or 

decisive event.  [French  : coup, stroke + de, of + grâce, mercy.]

coup de main (ku dN m4Nù) n.  pl. coups de main. A sudden action under-

taken to surprise an enemy.  [French  : coup, stroke, blow + de, of + main, hand.]

coup d’é·tat (ku d7-täù) n.  pl. coups d’état or coup d’états (d7-täù). The 

sudden overthrow of a government by a usually small group of persons in or pre-

viously in positions of authority.  [French  : coup, blow, stroke + de, of + état, 

state.]

coup de thé·â·tre (ku dN t7-äùtrN) n.  pl. coups de théâtre. 1. A sudden, 

dramatic turn of events in a play.  2. An unexpected and sensational event, espe-

cially one that reverses or negates a prevailing situation.  [French  : coup, stroke + 

de, of + théâtre, theater.]

coup d’oeil (ku dœùyN) n.  pl. coups d’oeil. A quick survey; a glance.  

[French  : coup, stroke + de, of + oeil, eye.]

coupe1 (kup) n.  1. a. A dessert of ice cream or fruit-flavored ice, garnished 

and served in a special dessert glass.  b. The stemmed glass in which a coupe is 

served.   2. A shallow, bowl-shaped dessert dish.  [French, cup, from Late Latin 

cuppa.]

coupe2 (kup) n.  Variant of coupé (n., sense 2). 

cou·pé (ku-p7ù) n.  1. A closed four-wheel carriage with two seats inside and 

one outside.  2.  Also coupe (kup). A closed two-door automobile.  [French, 

from past participle of couper, to cut, from coup, blow. See COUP.]

Cou·pe·rin (ku-pN-r4Nù, kup-r4Nù), François. 1668-1733.  French composer 

who was court organist at Versailles during the reign of Louis XIV. 

Cou·pe·rus (ku-p7ùrNs, -pHrùNs), Louis. 1863-1923.  Dutch novelist and lead-

ing member of the Dutch realist school of fiction. He is known for his tetralogy 

The Books of the Small Souls. 

cou·ple (kƒpùNl) n.  1. Two items of the same kind; a pair.  2. Something that 

joins or connects two things together; a link.  3. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

a. Two people united, as by betrothal or marriage.  b. Two people together.   



4. Informal. A few; several:  a couple of days.  5. Physics. A pair of forces of equal 

magnitude acting in parallel but opposite directions, capable of causing rotation 

but not translation.   —  v.  cou·pled, cou·pling, cou·ples.  —  v.  tr. 1. To link 

together; connect:  coupled her refusal with an explanation.  2. a. To join as 

spouses; marry.  b. To join in sexual union.   3. Electricity. To link (two circuits or 

currents) as by magnetic induction.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form pairs; join.  2. To 

unite sexually; copulate.  3. To join chemically.   —  adj.  Informal. Two or few: 

“Every couple years the urge strikes, to... haul off to a new site” (Garrison Keillor).  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin copula, bond, pair.]

SYNONYMS: couple, pair, brace, yoke. These nouns denote two individuals of

the same kind together. Couple does not necessarily imply more than association:

a square dance performed by four couples. The term may also mean simply “few”:

a couple of minutes; a couple of books. Pair stresses close association and often re-

ciprocal dependence of things (a pair of gloves; a pair of pajamas); sometimes it

denotes a single thing with interdependent parts (a pair of scissors; a pair of spec-

tacles). Brace refers principally to certain animals or game birds (a brace of hounds;

a brace of partridges), and yoke to two joined draft animals (a yoke of oxen). 

USAGE NOTE: When used to refer to two people who function socially as a

unit, as in a married couple, the word couple may take either a singular or a plural

verb, depending on whether the members are considered individually or collec-

tively: The couple were married last week. Only one couple was unaccounted for.

When a pronoun follows, they and their are more common than it and its: The

couple decided to spend their (less commonly its) vacation in Italy. Care should be

taken that the verb and the pronoun agree in number: The couple have their (less

commonly has its) primary residence in New York. • Although the phrase a couple

of has been well established in English since before the Renaissance, it has been

criticized on several grounds. Grammarians used to insist that a couple of should

be used only to refer to things closely linked to one another and so was improperly

used in phrases such as a couple of years ago. This objection has not been heard

in some time and was never well supported. Modern critics have sometimes main-

tained that a couple of is too inexact to be appropriate in formal writing. But the

inexactitude of a couple of may serve a useful communicative purpose, suggesting

that the writer is indifferent to the precise number of items involved. Thus the

sentence She lives only a couple of miles away implies not only that the distance is

short but that its exact measure is unimportant. Furthermore, a couple of is dif-

ferent from a few in that it does not imply that the relevant amount is relatively

small. One might say admiringly of an exceptional center fielder that he can throw

the ball a couple of hundred feet, but not, except ironically, a few hundred feet,

which would suggest that such a throw was unremarkable. The usage should be



considered unobjectionable on all levels of style.

cou·pler (kƒpùlNr) n.  1. One that couples, especially a device for coupling two 

railroad cars.  2. Music. A device connecting two organ keyboards so that they 

may be played together. 

cou·plet (kƒpùlVt) n.  1. A unit of verse consisting of two successive lines, usually 

rhyming and having the same meter and often forming a complete thought or 

syntactic unit.  2. Two similar things; a pair.  [French, from Old French, diminu-

tive of couple, couple. See COUPLE.]

cou·pling (kƒpùlVng) n.  1. The act of forming couples.  2. The act of uniting 

sexually.  3. A device that links or connects.  4. Electronics. Transfer of energy 

from one circuit to another.  5. The body part of a four-footed animal that con-

nects the hindquarters to the forequarters. 

cou·pon (kuùpmnÙ, kyuù-) n.  Abbr. cp. 1. A negotiable certificate attached to 

a bond that represents a sum of interest due.  2. a. One of a set of detachable cer-

tificates that may be torn off and redeemed as needed:  a food coupon.  b. A 

detachable part, as of a ticket or advertisement, that entitles the bearer to certain 

benefits, such as a cash refund or a gift.  c. A certificate accompanying a product 

that may be redeemed for a cash discount.  d. A printed form, as in an advertise-

ment, to be used as an order blank or for requesting information or obtaining a 

discount on merchandise.   3. A detachable slip calling for periodic payments, as 

for merchandise bought on an installment plan.  [French, from Old French 

colpon, piece cut off, from colper, to cut, from colp, blow. See COUP.]

WORD HISTORY: A Roman might have had difficulty predicting what would

become of the Latin word colaphus, which meant “a blow with the fist.” In Old

French, a language that developed from Latin, Late Latin colpus, from Latin cola-

phus, became colp, or modern French coup, with the same sense. Coup has had a

rich development in French, gaining numerous senses, participating in numerous

phrases, such as coup d’état (a term that we have borrowed), and giving rise to

many derivatives, including couper, “to cut; literally, to divide with a blow or

stroke.” Couper yielded the word coupon, “a portion that is cut off,” which came

to refer to a certificate that was detachable from a principal certificate. The de-

tachable certificate could be exchanged for interest or dividend payments by the

holder of the principal certificate. Coupon is first recorded in English in 1822 with

this sense and then came to apply to forms or tickets, detachable or otherwise,

that could be exchanged for various benefits or used to request information.

cou·pon·ing (kuùpmnÙVng, kyuù-) n.  The sending out or turning in of cou-

pons, especially the regular redemption of a manufacturer’s coupon for cash. 



cour·age (kûrùVj, kƒrù-) n.  The state or quality of mind or spirit that enables 

one to face danger, fear, or vicissitudes with self-possession, confidence, and res-

olution; bravery.  [Middle English corage, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*cor7ticum, from Latin cor. See kerd- in Appendix.]

cou·ra·geous (kN-r7ùjNs) adj.  Having or characterized by courage; valiant.  See 

Synonyms at brave.  —cou·raùgeous·ly adv.  —cou·raùgeous·ness n. 

cou·rante (kt-räntù) n.  1. A 17th-century French dance characterized by run-

ning and gliding steps to an accompaniment in triple time.  2. Music. The second 

movement of the classical baroque suite, typically following the allemande.  

[French, from feminine present participle of courir, to run, from Old French 

courre, from Latin currere. See kers- in Appendix.]

Cour·an·tyne also Co·ran·tijn (korùNn-tXnÙ, kôrù-)  A river rising in southeast 

Guyana and flowing about 724 km (450 mi) to the Atlantic Ocean. It forms the 

Guyana-Suriname border in its lower course. 

Cour·bet (kur-b7ù, -bHù), Gustave. 1819-1877.  French painter known for his 

realistic depiction of everyday scenes. His works include Burial at Ornans (1850), 

Bonjour M. Courbet (1854), and The Artist’s Studio (1855). 

Cour·be·voie (ktr-bN-vwäù, kur-)  A city of north-central France, an indus-

trial suburb of Paris on the Seine River. Population, 59,830. 

cour·gette (ktr-zhHtù) n.  Chiefly British. A zucchini.  [French dialectal, 

diminutive of courge, gourd, from Old French cohourde, from Latin cucurbita.]

cou·ri·er (ktrùK-Nr, kûrù-, kƒrù-) n.  1. a. A messenger, especially one on offi-

cial diplomatic business.  b. A spy carrying secret information.   2. a. A personal 

attendant hired to make arrangements for a journey.  b. An employee of a travel 

agency serving as a guide for tourists.   [French courrier, from Old French, from 

Old Italian corriere, from correre, to run, from Latin currere. See kers- in Appen-

dix.]

cour·lan (ktrùlNn) n.  See limpkin.  [French, perhaps alteration of courliri, 

from Galibi kurliri.]

Cour·land also Kur·land (ktrùlNnd)  A historical region and former duchy of 

western European U.S.S.R. between the Baltic Sea and the Western Dvina River. It 

passed to Russia in 1795 and was largely incorporated into Latvia in 1918. 

Cour·nand (ktrùn4nd, -nNnd, kur-näNù), André Frédéric. 1895-1988.  

French-born American physiologist. He shared a 1956 Nobel Prize for developing 

new techniques in treating heart disease. 

course (kôrs, kors) n.  1. Onward movement in a particular direction; progress.  

2. The direction of continuing movement:  took a northern course.  3. The route 

or path taken by something, such as a stream, that moves.  See Synonyms at way.  
4. Movement in time; duration:  in the course of a year.  5. Sports. A designated 

area of land or water on which a race is held or a sport played.  6. A mode of 

action or behavior:  followed the best course and invested her money.  7. A typical 



or natural manner of proceeding or developing; customary passage:  a fad that 

ran its course.  8. A systematic or orderly succession; a sequence:  a course of med-

ical treatments.  9. A continuous layer of building material, such as brick or tile, 

on a wall or roof of a building.  10. a. A complete body of prescribed studies 

constituting a curriculum.  b. A unit of such a curriculum.   11. A part of a meal 

served as a unit at one time.  12. Nautical. The lowest sail on a mast of a square-

rigged ship.  13. A point on the compass, especially the one toward which a ship 

is sailing.   —  v.  coursed, cours·ing, cours·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move swiftly 

through or over; traverse:  ships coursing the seas.  2. a. To hunt (game) with 

hounds.  b. To set (hounds) to chase game.    —  v.  intr. 1. To proceed or move 

swiftly along a specified course: “Big tears now coursed down her face” (Iris Mur-

doch).  2. To hunt game with hounds.   —idioms. in due course. At the 

proper or right time.  of course. 2. In the natural or expected order of things; 

naturally.  3. Without any doubt; certainly.  [Middle English, from Old French 

cours, from Latin cursus, from past participle of currere, to run. See kers- in 

Appendix.]

cours·er1 (kôrùsNr, korù-) n.  1. A dog trained for coursing.  2. A huntsman. 

cours·er2 (kôrùsNr, korù-) n.  A swift horse; a charger. 

course·ware (kôrsùwârÙ, korsù-) n.  Computer Science. Educational software 

designed especially for classroom use.  [COURSE + (SOFT)WARE.]

cours·ing (kôrùsVng, korù-) n.  Hunting with dogs trained to chase game by sight 

instead of scent. 

court (kôrt, kort) n.  Abbr. C., ct. 1. a. An extent of open ground partially or 

completely enclosed by walls or buildings; a courtyard.  b. A short street, espe-

cially a wide alley walled by buildings on three sides.  c. A large open section of a 

building, often with a glass roof or skylight.  d. A large building, such as a man-

sion, standing in a courtyard.   2. a. The place of residence of a sovereign or dig-

nitary; a royal mansion or palace.  b. The retinue of a sovereign, including the 

royal family and personal servants, advisers, and ministers.  c. A sovereign’s gov-

erning body, including the council of ministers and state advisers.  d. A formal 

meeting or reception presided over by a sovereign.   3. Law. a. A person or body 

of persons whose task is to hear and submit a decision on cases at law.  b. The 

building, hall, or room in which such cases are heard and determined.  c. The reg-

ular session of a judicial assembly.  d. A similar authorized tribunal having mili-

tary or ecclesiastical jurisdiction.   4. Sports. An open, level area marked with 

appropriate lines, upon which a game, such as tennis, handball, or basketball, is 

played.  5. The body of directors of an organization, especially of a corporation.  

6. A legislative assembly.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

a court jester; court records.   —  v.  court·ed, court·ing, courts.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To attempt to gain; seek:  courting wealth and fame.  b. To behave so as to 

invite or incur:  courts disaster by taking drugs.   2. To try to gain the love or affec-



tions of, especially to seek to marry.  3. To attempt to gain the favor of by atten-

tion or flattery:  a salesperson courting a potential customer.   —  v.  intr. To pursue 

a courtship; woo.   —idiom. pay court to. 1. To flatter with solicitous over-

tures in an attempt to obtain something or clear away antagonism.  2. To seek 

someone’s love; woo.  [Middle English, from Old French cort, from Latin cohors, 

cohort-, courtyard, retinue. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

court bouillon (ktr btlùymnÙ, kôr, kor) n.  A poaching liquid for fish whose 

ingredients usually include water, vinegar or wine, diced vegetables, and season-

ings.  [French  : court, short + bouillon, broth.]

cour·te·ous (kûrùtK-Ns) adj.  Characterized by gracious consideration toward 

others.  See Synonyms at polite.  [Middle English corteis, courtly, from Old 

French, from cort, court. See COURT.] —courùte·ous·ly adv.  

—courùte·ous·ness n. 

cour·te·san (kôrùtV-zNn, korù-) n.  A woman who is a prostitute, especially one 

whose clients are men of rank or wealth.  [French courtisane, from Old French, 

from Old Italian cortigiana, feminine of cortigiano, courtier, from corte, court, 

from Latin cohors, cohort-. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

cour·te·sy (kûrùtV-sK) n.  pl. cour·te·sies. 1. a. Polite behavior.  b. A polite 

gesture or remark.   2. a. Consent or agreement in spite of fact; indulgence:  They 

call this pond a lake by courtesy only.  b. Willingness or generosity in providing 

something needed:  free advertising through the courtesy of the local newspaper.    
—  adj.  1. Given or done as a polite gesture:  paid a courtesy visit to the new neigh-

bors.  2. Free of charge:  courtesy tickets for the reporters.  [Middle English courte-

sie, from Old French, from corteis, courtly. See COURTEOUS.]

courtesy card (kûrùtV-sK kärd) n.  A card that confers on its bearer a special 

right or privilege, as at a supermarket or bank. 

courtesy title (kûrùtV-sK tXtùl) n.  1. A title of no legal validity that is assumed 

or granted by custom, such as the academic title professor given to any instructor 

at a college.  2. a. In Great Britain, the title that the heir of a high-ranking peer 

customarily uses, consisting of a secondary title accorded to the peer.  b. In Great 

Britain, the prefixes Lord and Lady added to the given names of the younger chil-

dren of dukes and marquises or the Honourable added to the children of viscounts 

and barons.  

court·house (kôrtùhousÙ, kortù-) n.  Abbr. c.h., C.H. 1. Law. A building hous-

ing judicial courts.  2. a. A building housing the offices of a county government.  

b. A county seat.  

court·i·er (kôrùtK-Nr, -tyNr, korù-) n.  1. An attendant at a sovereign’s court.  

2. One who seeks favor, especially by insincere flattery or obsequious behavior.  

[Middle English courteour, from Anglo-Norman, from Old French cortoier, to be 

at a royal court, from cort, court. See COURT.]



court·ly (kôrtùlK, kortù-) adj.  court·li·er, court·li·est. 1. Suitable for a royal 

court; stately:  courtly furniture and pictures.  2. Elegant; refined:  courtly manners.  

3. Flattering in an insincere way; obsequious.   —  adv.  In a courtly manner; ele-

gantly or politely.   —courtùli·ness n. 

courtly love (kôrtùlK lƒv) n.  An idealized and often illicit form of love cele-

brated in the literature of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance in which a knight 

or courtier devotes himself to a noblewoman who is usually married and feigns 

indifference to preserve her reputation. 

court-mar·tial (kôrtùmärÙshNl, kortù-) n.  pl. courts-mar·tial (kôrtsù-, kortsù-

). Abbr. c.m. 1. A military or naval court of officers appointed by a commander 

to try persons for offenses under military law.  2. A trial by such a military tribu-

nal.   —  v.  tr. court-mar·tialed also court-mar·tialled, court-mar·tial·ing 

also court-mar·tial·ling, court-mar·tials also court-mar·tials. To try by mil-

itary tribunal.  [From martial court.]

court of appeals (kôrt ƒv N-pKlùz) n.  pl. courts of appeals. Law. A court to 

which appeals are made on points of law resulting from the judgment of a lower 

court. 

court of chancery (kôrt ƒv ch4nùsN-rK) n.  pl. courts of chancery. Law. A 

court with jurisdiction in equity. 

court of claims (kôrt ƒv kl7mz) n.  pl. courts of claims. Law. A U.S. federal 

court that determines claims brought by individuals against the government. 

court of common pleas (kôrt ƒv kmmùNn plKz) n.  pl. courts of common 
pleas. Law. 1. A court in some states of the United States having general jurisdic-

tion.  2. A court in Great Britain that formerly heard civil cases between com-

moners. 

court of domestic relations (kôrt ƒv dN-mHsùtVk rV-l7ùshNnz) n.  pl. 

courts of domestic relations. Law. A court having the judicial authority to 

investigate and decide on cases involving marital and especially parental rights 

and obligations, including child custody, support, and well-being. 

Court of Exchequer (kôrt ƒv HksùchHkÙNr, kort) n.  Law. A former superior 

court in Great Britain dealing with matters of revenue, now merged with the 

King’s or Queen’s Bench. 

court of law (kôrt ƒv lô) n.  pl. courts of law. Law. A court that hears cases 

and makes decisions based on statutes or the common law. 

court of record (kôrt ƒv rV-kôrdù) n.  pl. courts of record. Law. A court 

whose proceedings and decisions are retained on permanent record. 

Court of Saint James’s (kôrt ƒv s7nt j7mzù, j7mùzVz) n.  The British royal 

court. 

court order (kôrt ôrùdNr) n.  Law. An order issued by a court that requires a 

person to do or refrain from doing something. 



court plaster (kôrt pl4sùtNr) n.  Cloth coated with an adhesive substance and 

used to cover cuts or scratches on the skin.  [From its use by ladies at court to 

make beauty spots.]

Cour·trai (ktr-tr7ù, kur-)  See Kortrijk. 
court reporter (kôrt rV-pôrùtNr) n.  Law. A stenographer who makes a verba-

tim record and transcription of proceedings, as in a court. 

court·room (kôrtùrumÙ, -rtmÙ, kortù-) n.  Law. A room in which the pro-

ceedings of a court are held. 

court·ship (kôrtùshVpÙ, kortù-) n.  The act, process, or period of courting. 

court·side (kôrtùsXdÙ, kortù-) n.  Sports. The area immediately bordering the 

official court of play, as in tennis or basketball. 

courts-mar·tial (kôrtsùmärÙshNl, kortsù-) n.  Plural of court-martial. 
court tennis (kôrt tHnùVs) n.  Sports. A form of tennis played in a large indoor 

court with a specially marked-out floor and high cement walls off which the ball 

may be played. 

court·yard (kôrtùyärdÙ, kortù-) n.  An open space surrounded by walls or build-

ings, adjoining or within a building such as a large house or housing complex. 

cous·cous (kusùkusÙ) n.  1. A pasta of North African origin made of crushed 

and steamed semolina.  2. A traditional North African dish consisting of pasta 

steamed with a meat and vegetable stew.  [French, from Arabic kuskus, from 

kaskasa, to pulverize.]

cous·in (kƒzùVn) n.  1. A child of one’s aunt or uncle.  Also called first cousin 2. A 

relative descended from a common ancestor, such as a grandparent, by two or 

more steps in a diverging line.  3. A relative by blood or marriage; a kinsman or 

kinswoman.  4. A member of a kindred group or country:  our Canadian cousins.  

5. Used as a form of address by a sovereign in addressing another sovereign or a 

high-ranking member of the nobility.  [Middle English cosin, a relative, from Old 

French, from Latin consobrXnus, cousin  : com-, com- + sobrXnus, cousin on the 

mother’s side; see swesor- in Appendix.] —cousùin·hoodÙ n.  —cousùin·ly 
adj.  —cousùin·shipÙ n. 

cous·in-ger·man (kƒzÙVn-jûrùmNn) n.  pl. cous·ins-ger·man (kƒzÙVnz-). A 

child of one’s aunt or uncle; a first cousin. 

Cous·teau (ku-stoù), Jacques Yves. Born 1910.  French underwater 

explorer, film producer, and author who helped produce the Aqua-Lung (1943) 

and later developed underwater laboratories. 

couth (kuth) adj.  Marked by or possessing a high degree of sophistication; 

refined: “Many picnics manage without this sophistication, but we like to be couth 

and feel that the delicacies of gracious living enhance the chances” (John Gould).   
—  n.  Refinement; sophistication: “The man has no couth” (Los Angeles Times).  

[Back-formation from UNCOUTH.]



cou·ture (ku-ttrù, -türù) n.  1. The business of designing, making, and selling 

highly fashionable, usually custom-made clothing for women.  2. Dressmakers 

and fashion designers considered as a group.  3. The high-fashion clothing cre-

ated by designers.  [French, sewing, from Old French cousture, from Vulgar Latin 

*cons7t7ra, from Latin consuere, cons7t-, to sew together  : com-, com- + suere, to 

sew; see sy7777- in Appendix.]

cou·tu·rier (ku-ttrùK-Nr, -K-7Ù, -tür-y7ù) n.  1. An establishment engaged in 

couture.  2. One who designs for or owns such an establishment.  [French, dress-

maker, from Old French cousturier, from cousture, sewing. See COUTURE.]

cou·tu·rière (ku-ttrùK-Nr, -K-ârÙ, -tür-yHrù) n.  A woman who designs for or 

owns an establishment engaged in couture.  [French, dressmaker, seamstress, 

from Old French cousturiere, feminine of cousturier. See COUTURIER.]

cou·vade (ku-vädù) n.  A practice in certain non-Western cultures in which the 

husband of a woman in labor takes to his bed as though he were bearing the child.  

[French, from Old French, from couver, to incubate, hatch, from Latin cub7re, to 

lie down on.]

co·va·lence (ko-v7ùlNns) n.  The number of electron pairs an atom can share 

with other atoms.   —co·vaùlen·cy n.  —co·vaùlent adj.  —co·vaùlent·ly adv. 

covalent bond (ko-v7ùlNnt bmnd) n.  A chemical bond formed by the sharing 

of one or more electrons, especially pairs of electrons, between atoms. 

co·var·i·ance (ko-vârùK-Nns) n.  A statistical measure of the variance of two 

random variables that are observed or measured in the same mean time period. 

This measure is equal to the product of the deviations of corresponding values of 

the two variables for their respective means. 

co·var·i·ant (ko-vârùK-Nnt) adj.  1. Physics. Expressing, exhibiting, or relating to 

covariant theory.  2. Statistics. Varying with another variable quantity in a man-

ner that leaves a specified relationship unchanged. 

covariant theory (ko-vârùK-Nnt thKùN-rK) n.  The principle that the laws of 

physics have the same form regardless of the system of coordinates in which they 

are expressed. 

Co·var·ru·bias (koÙvN-ruùbK-Ns, kôÙvä-ruùbyäs), Miguel. 1904-1957.  Mex-

ican artist and author who is best known for his book and magazine illustrations. 

His works include The Prince of Wales and other Famous Americans (1925) and 

Island of Bali (1937). 

cove1 (kov) n.  1. A small sheltered bay in the shoreline of a sea, river, or lake.  

2. a. A recess or small valley in the side of a mountain.  b. A cave or cavern.   3. A 

narrow gap or pass between hills or woods.  4. Architecture. a. A concave mold-

ing.  b. A curved surface forming a junction between a ceiling and a wall. In this 

sense, also calledcoving   —  v.  tr. coved, cov·ing, coves. To make in an inward 

curving form.  [Middle English, chamber, cave, from Old English cofa.]



cove2 (kov) n.  Chiefly British. A fellow; a man.  [Probably from Romany kova, 

man.]

co·vel·lite (ko-vHlùXtÙ, koùvN-lXtÙ) n.  A lustrous indigo-blue mineral, CuS, an 

important ore of copper.  [After Nicolò Covelli (1790-1829), Italian mineralo-

gist.]

cov·en (kƒvùNn, koùvNn) n.  An assembly of 13 witches.  [Perhaps from Middle 

English covent, assembly, convent. See CONVENT.]

cov·e·nant (kƒvùN-nNnt) n.  1. A binding agreement; a compact.  See Synonyms 

at bargain.  2. Law. a. A formal sealed agreement or contract.  b. A suit to 

recover damages for violation of such a contract.   3. In the Bible, God’s promise 

to the human race.   —  v.  cov·e·nant·ed, cov·e·nant·ing, cov·e·nants.  —  
v.  tr. To promise by or as if by a covenant.  See Synonyms at promise.   —  v.  

intr. To enter into a covenant.  [Middle English, from Old French, from present 

participle of convenir, to agree. See CONVENE.] —covÙe·nantùal (-n4nùtl) adj.  

—covÙe·nantùal·ly adv. 

cov·e·nant·ee (kƒvÙN-n4n-tKù, -nNn-) n.  The party in a covenant to whom the 

promise is made. 

cov·e·nant·er (kƒvùN-n4nÙtNr) n.  1. One who makes a covenant.  

2. Covenanter. A Scottish Presbyterian who supported either of two agree-

ments, the National Covenant of 1638 or the Solemn League and Covenant of 

1643, intended to defend and extend Presbyterianism. 

cov·e·nan·tor (kƒvùN-n4nÙtNr, -nNn-, kƒvÙN-n4n-tôrù) n.  The party in a cove-

nant by whom the promise is to be carried out. 

Cov·ent Garden (kƒvùNnt gärùdn, kmvù-)  An area in London long noted for 

its produce market (established in 1671) and its royal theater (first built in 1731-

1732). The market was moved to a site on the Thames River in 1974. 

Cov·en·try1 (kƒvùVn-trK)  1. A city of central England east-southeast of Bir-

mingham. Famous as the home of Lady Godiva in the 11th century, Coventry was 

severely damaged in air raids during World War II (November 1940). Population, 

318,600.  2. A town of west-central Rhode Island southwest of Providence. It was 

settled in 1643 and was formerly a noted lacemaking center. Population, 31,083. 

Cov·en·try2 (kƒvùNn-trK) n.  A state of ostracism or exile: “It’s not that smoke-

filled rooms are back; smokers huddle in Coventry these days” (Flora Lewis).  [After 

Coventry1, England (possibly from the sending of Royalist prisoners there dur-

ing the English Civil War).]

cov·er (kƒvùNr) v.  cov·ered, cov·er·ing, cov·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place some-

thing upon or over, so as to protect or conceal.  2. To overlay or spread with 

something:  cover potatoes with gravy.  3. a. To put a cover or covering on.  b. To 

wrap up; clothe.   4. To invest (oneself) with a great deal of something:  covered 

themselves with glory.  5. a. To spread over the surface of:  Dust covered the table. 

Snow covered the ground.  b. To extend over:  a farm covering more than 100 acres.   



6. a. To copulate with (a female). Used especially of horses.  b. To sit on in order 

to hatch.   7. To hide or screen from view or knowledge; conceal:  covered up his 

misdemeanors.  8. a. To protect or shield from harm, loss, or danger.  b. To pro-

tect by insurance:  took out a new policy that will cover all our camera equipment.  

c. To compensate or make up for.   9. To be sufficient to defray, meet, or offset 

the cost or charge of:  had enough funds to cover her check.  10. To make provision 

for; take into account:  The law does not cover all crimes.  11. To deal with; treat of:  

The book covers the feminist movement.  12. To travel or pass over; traverse:  They 

covered 60 miles in two days.  13. a. To have as one’s territory or sphere of work.  

b. To be responsible for reporting the details of (an event or situation):  Two 

reporters covered the news story.   14. To hold within the range and aim of a 

weapon, such as a firearm.  15. To protect, as from enemy attack, by occupying a 

strategic position.  16. Sports. a. To be responsible for guarding (an opponent).  

b. To be responsible for defending (a position):  cover left field.   17. To match 

(an opponent’s stake) in a wager.  18. To purchase (stock that one has shorted).  

19. Games. To play a higher-ranking card than (the one previously played).  

20. Obsolete. To pardon or remit.   —  v.  intr. 1. To spread over a surface to pro-

tect or conceal something:  a paint that covers well.  2. To act as a substitute or 

replacement during someone’s absence:  Her assistant covered for her.  3. To hide 

something in order to save someone from censure or punishment:  cover up for a 

colleague.  4. Games. To play a higher card than the one previously played.   —  n.  

1. Something that covers or is laid, placed, or spread over or upon something else, 

as: a. A lid or top.  b. A binding or enclosure for a book or magazine.  c. A pro-

tective overlay, as for a mattress or furniture.   2. a. Something that provides shel-

ter.  b. Strategic protection given by armed units during hostile action:  The 

battleship approached the combat zone under a cover of fighter planes.   

3. a. Something, such as vegetation, covering the surface of the ground.  

b. Vegetation, such as underbrush, serving as protective concealment for wild 

animals.   4. a. Something, such as darkness, that screens, conceals, or disguises.  

See Synonyms at shelter.  b. A false background and identity, especially for a 

spy.   5. A table setting for one person:  Covers were laid for ten.  6. A cover charge.  

7. An envelope or wrapper for mail.  8. Funds sufficient to meet an obligation or 

secure against loss.  9. One who substitutes for another.   —idioms. cover 
(one’s) tracks. To conceal traces so as to elude pursuers.  cover (the) ground. 
2. To traverse a given distance with satisfying speed.  3. To deal with or accom-

plish something in a certain manner:  The history course covered a lot of ground in 

six weeks.  take cover. To seek concealment or protection, as from enemy fire.  

under cover. 5. In an enclosure for mailing.  6. Being hidden or protected, as by 

darkness.  [Middle English coveren, from Old French covrir, from Latin cooperXre, 

to cover completely  : co-, intensive pref.; see CO- + operXre, to cover; see wer-4 in 

Appendix.] —covùer·a·ble adj.  —covùer·er n.  —covùer·less adj. 



cov·er·age (kƒvùNr-Vj) n.  1. The extent or degree to which something is 

observed, analyzed, and reported:  complete news coverage of the election.  

2. a. Inclusion in an insurance policy or protective plan.  b. The extent of protec-

tion afforded by an insurance policy.   3. The amount of funds reserved to meet 

liabilities.  4. The percentage of persons reached by a medium of communication, 

such as television or a newspaper. 

cov·er·alls (kƒvùNr-ôlzÙ) pl.n.  A loose-fitting one-piece work garment worn to 

protect clothes. 

cover boy (kƒvùNr boi) n.  An attractive young man whose picture is featured 

on a magazine cover. 

cover charge (kƒvùNr chärj) n.  A fixed amount added to the bill at a nightclub 

or restaurant for entertainment or services. 

cover crop (kƒvùNr krmp) n.  A crop, such as winter rye or clover, planted 

between periods of regular crop production to prevent soil erosion and provide 

humus or nitrogen. 

Cov·er·dale (kƒvùNr-d7lÙ), Miles. 1488-1568.  English cleric and scholar who 

produced the first complete English translation of the Bible (1535). 

cov·ered bridge (kƒvùNrd brVj) n.  A bridge whose roadway is protected by a 

roof and sides. 

covered wagon (kƒvùNrd w4gùNn) n.  A large wagon covered with an arched 

canvas top, used especially by American pioneers for prairie travel. 

cover girl (kƒvùNr gûrl) n.  An attractive young woman whose picture is fea-

tured on a magazine cover. 

cover glass (kƒvùNr gl4s) n.  1. A small thin piece of glass used to cover a spec-

imen on a microscope slide.  Also called cover slip 2. A protective sheet of glass for 

a transparency. 

cov·er·ing (kƒvùNr-Vng) n.  Something that covers, so as to protect or conceal. 

covering letter (kƒvùNr-Vng lHtùNr) n.  A letter sent with other documents to 

explain more fully or provide more information.  Also called cover letter 

cov·er·let (kƒvùNr-lVt) also cov·er·lid (-lVd) n.  A bedspread.  [Middle English 

coverlite, from Anglo-Norman coverelyth : covrir, to cover; see COVER + lit, bed 

(from Latin lectus); see legh- in Appendix.]

cover letter (kƒvùNr lHtùNr) n.  See covering letter. 
cov·er·lid (kƒvùNr-lVd) n.  Variant of coverlet. 
covers abbr.  Mathematics. Versed cosine. 

co·ver·sine (ko-vûrùsXnÙ) n.  Mathematics. See versed cosine. 
cover slip (kƒvùNr slVp) n.  See cover glass (n., sense 1). 

cover story (kƒvùNr stôrùK) n.  1. A featured story in a magazine that concerns 

the illustration on the cover.  2. A false story intended to deceive or mislead:  The 

spy’s cover story required posing as a diplomat. 



cov·ert (kƒvùNrt, koùvNrt, ko-vûrtù) adj.  1. Not openly practiced, avowed, 

engaged in, accumulated, or shown:  covert military operations; covert funding for 

the rebels.  See Synonyms at secret.  2. Covered or covered over; sheltered.  

3. Law. Being married and therefore protected by one’s husband.   —  n.  1. A 

covering or cover.  2. a. A covered place or shelter; hiding place.  b. Thick under-

brush or woodland affording cover for game.   3. Zoology. One of the small feath-

ers covering the bases of the longer feathers of a bird’s wings or tail.  4. A flock of 

coots.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Middle English, from Old French, from past 

participle of covrir, to cover. See COVER.] —covùert·ly adv.  —covùert·ness n. 

cov·er·ture (kƒvùNr-chNr, -chtrÙ) n.  1. a. A covering; a shelter.  b. The state 

of being concealed; disguise.   2. Law. The status of a married woman under com-

mon law.  [Middle English, from Old French. See COVERT.]

cov·er-up  or cov·er·up (kƒvùNr-ƒpÙ) n.  1. An effort or strategy of conceal-

ment, especially a planned effort to prevent something potentially scandalous 

from becoming public.  2. A loose garment for wear over other clothing, such as a 

swimsuit or an evening dress. 

cov·et (kƒvùVt) v.  cov·et·ed, cov·et·ing, cov·ets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To feel blame-

worthy desire for (that which is another’s).  See Synonyms at envy.  2. To wish 

for longingly.  See Synonyms at desire.   —  v.  intr. To feel immoderate desire 

for that which is another’s.  [Middle English coveiten, from Old French coveitier, 

from covitie, desire, from Latin cupidit7s, from Latin cupidus, desirous, from 

cupere, to desire.] —covùet·a·ble adj.  —covùet·er n.  —covùet·ing·ly adv. 

cov·et·ous (kƒvùV-tNs) adj.  1. Excessively and culpably desirous of the posses-

sions of another.  See Synonyms at jealous.  2. Marked by extreme desire to 

acquire or possess:  covetous of learning.   —covùet·ous·ly adv.  —cov-
ùet·ous·ness n. 

cov·ey (kƒvùK) n.  pl. cov·eys. 1. A family or small flock of birds, especially par-

tridge or quail.  See Synonyms at flock1.  2. A small group, as of persons.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French covee, brood, from feminine past participle of cover, 

to incubate, from Latin cub7re, to lie down.]

Co·vi·na (ko-vKùnN)  A city of southern California east of Los Angeles. It has a 

large citrus-processing industry. Population, 43,207. 

cov·ing (koùvVng) n.  See cove1 (n., sense 4). 

Cov·ing·ton (kƒvùVng-tNn)  A city of extreme northern Kentucky on the Ohio 

River opposite Cincinnati. Settled in 1812 on the site of an earlier tavern and ferry 

landing, it is now heavily industrialized. Population, 43,264. 

cow1 (kou) n.  1. The mature female of cattle of the genus Bos.  2. The mature 

female of other large animals, such as whales, elephants, or moose.  3. A domesti-

cated bovine of either sex or any age.   —idiom. till the cows come home. 
Informal. For a long time; indefinitely:  The guests stayed till the cows came home.  



[Middle English cou, from Old English c7. See gwou- in Appendix.] —cowùy 
adj. 

cow2 (kou) v.  tr. cowed, cow·ing, cows. To frighten with threats or a show of 

force.  See Synonyms at intimidate.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.] 
—cowùed·ly (-Vd-lK) adv. 

cow·ard (kouùNrd) n.  One who shows ignoble fear in the face of danger or pain.  

[Middle English, from Old French couard, from coue, tail, from Latin cauda.] 
—cowùard adj. 

Cow·ard (kouùNrd), Sir Noel Pierce. 1899-1973.  British actor, playwright, and 

composer especially noted for his witty and worldly comedies, such as Hay Fever 

(1925) and Private Lives (1930). 

cow·ard·ice (kouùNr-dVs) n.  Ignoble fear in the face of danger or pain.  [Middle 

English cowardise, from Old French couardise, alteration of couardie, from 

couard, coward. See COWARD.]

cow·ard·ly (kouùNrd-lK) adj.  Exhibiting the characteristics of a coward, partic-

ularly ignoble fear:  a cowardly surrender.   —cowùard·li·ness n.  —cowùard·ly 
adv. 

cow·bane (kouùb7nÙ) n.  1. A perennial North American herb (Oxypolis 

rigidior) having pinnately compound leaves and umbels of small white flowers.  

2. Any of several related plants, such as the water hemlock. 

cow·bell (kouùbHlÙ) n.  A bell hung from a collar around a cow’s neck. 

cow·ber·ry (kouùbHrÙK) n.  1. A low, creeping, evergreen shrub (Vaccinium 

vitis-idaea), native to northern parts of North America and Eurasia and having 

drooping clusters of small white or pinkish flowers.  2. The edible red berry of 

this plant, used to make sauces, jams, and preserves.  Also called lingberry, lingon-

berry, mountain cranberry. 

cow·bird (kouùbûrdÙ) n.  Any of various blackbirds of the genus Molothrus, 

especially the common North American species M. ater, that lay their eggs in the 

nests of other birds and are often seen accompanying herds of grazing cattle.  

[From their habit of staying with cattle.]

cow·boy (kouùboiÙ) n.  1. A hired man, especially in the western United States, 

who tends cattle and performs many of his duties on horseback. Regional. Also 

called buckaroo, cowman, cowpoke, cowpuncherRegional., vaqueroRegional., 

waddy2. See Regional note at vaquero.  2. An adventurous hero.  3. Slang. A 

reckless person, such as a driver, pilot, or manager, who ignores potential risks. 

cowboy boot (kouùboiÙ but) n.  A high-arched boot with a high Cuban heel 

and usually ornamental stitching. 

cowboy hat (kouùboiÙ h4t) n.  A felt hat having a tall crown and very wide 

brim.  Also called ten-gallon hat 

cow·catch·er (kouùk4chÙNr, -kHchÙ-) n.  The metal grille or frame projecting 

from the front of a locomotive and serving to clear the track of obstructions. 



cow college (kou kmlùVj) n.  Informal. 1. An agricultural college.  2. A college 

or university considered to be provincial and unsophisticated. 

cow·er (kouùNr) v.  intr. cow·ered, cow·er·ing, cow·ers. To cringe in fear.  

[Middle English couren, of Scandinavian origin.]

Cowes (kouz)  A town on the northern coast of the Isle of Wight off southern 

England. It is the headquarters of the Royal Yacht Club and the site of annual 

fashionable regattas. Population, 19,663. 

cow·fish (kouùfVshÙ) n.  pl. cowfish or cow·fish·es. 1. Any of various small 

whales, porpoises, or similar aquatic mammals, especially a whale of the genus 

Mesoplodon, having a pointed snout.  2. Any of various marine fishes of the fam-

ily Ostraciidae, especially Lactophrys quadricornis of warm Atlantic waters, having 

hornlike spines over each eye. 

cow·girl (kouùgûrlÙ) n.  A hired woman, especially in the western United States, 

who tends cattle and performs many of her duties on horseback. 

cow·hand (kouùh4ndÙ) n.  A cowboy or cowgirl. 

cow·herb (kouùûrbÙ, -hûrbÙ) n.  An annual plant (Vaccaria pyramidata), native 

to Eurasia and naturalized in North America and having clusters of deep-pink 

flowers. 

cow·herd (kouùhûrdÙ) n.  One who herds or tends cattle. 

cow·hide (kouùhXdÙ) n.  1. a. The hide of a cow.  b. The leather made from this 

hide.   2. A strong, heavy, flexible whip, usually made of braided leather.   —  v.  

tr. cow·hid·ed, cow·hid·ing, cow·hides. To beat with a strong, heavy, flexible 

whip. 

cowl (koul) n.  1. a. The hood or hooded robe worn especially by a monk.  b. A 

draped neckline on a woman’s garment.   2. A hood-shaped covering used to 

increase the draft of a chimney.  3. The top portion of the front part of an auto-

mobile body, supporting the windshield and dashboard.  4. The cowling on an 

aircraft.   —  v.  tr. cowled, cowl·ing, cowls. To cover with or as if with a cowl.  

[Middle English coule, from Old English cugele, from Late Latin cuculla, from 

Latin cucullus, hood.]

Cowl (koul), Jane. 1884?-1950.  American actress who enjoyed great success on 

Broadway in the 1920’s and 1930’s. 

cowled (kould) adj.  1. Wearing or supplied with a cowl; hooded.  2. Having the 

shape of a hood. 

Cow·ley (kouùlK), Abraham. 1618-1667.  English metaphysical poet whose 

works include Davideis (1656), an epic on the life of King David. 

Cow·ley (kouùlK), Malcolm. 1898-1989.  American writer, editor, and critic 

whose works include studies of American expatriate writers of the 1920’s and 

commentaries on William Faulkner. 

cow·lick (kouùlVkÙ) n.  A projecting tuft of hair on the head that grows in a dif-

ferent direction from the rest of the hair and will not lie flat. 



cowl·ing (kouùlVng) n.  A removable metal covering for an engine, especially an 

aircraft engine. 

Cow·litz (kouùlVts)  A river rising in the Cascade Range of southwest Washing-

ton and flowing about 209 km (130 mi) west and south to the Columbia River. 

cow·man (kouùmNn, -m4nÙ) n.  1. An owner of cattle or a cattle ranch.  2. a.  
See cowboy (n., sense 1).  b. A cowherd.  

co·work·er  or co-work·er (koùwûrÙkNr) n.  One that works with another; a 

fellow worker. 

cow parsnip (kou pärùsnVp) n.  Any of several tall, coarse herbs of the genus 

Heracleum in the parsley family, native chiefly to northern temperate regions and 

having compound umbels of small flowers. 

cow·pea (kouùpKÙ) n.  1. An annual African plant (Vigna unguiculata) in the 

pea family, widely cultivated in warm regions for food, forage, and soil improve-

ment.  2. An edible seed of this plant.  Also called black-eyed pea, catjang. 

Cow·per (kuùpNr, kouù-, ktpùNr), William. 1731-1800.  British poet consid-

ered a precursor of romanticism. His best-known work, The Task (1785), praises 

rural life and leisure. 

Cow·per’s gland (kouùpNrz gl4nd, kuù-) n.  See bulbourethral gland.  
[After William Cowper (1666-1709), English surgeon.]

cow pilot (kou pXùlNt) n.  See sergeant major (n., sense 3). 

cow·poke (kouùpokÙ) n.  See cowboy (n., sense 1). 

cow pony (kou poùnK) n.  A small, agile horse used in herding cattle. 

cow·pox (kouùpmksÙ) n.  A mild, contagious skin disease of cattle, usually 

affecting the udder, that is caused by a virus and characterized by the eruption of 

a pustular rash. When the virus is transmitted to humans, as by vaccination, it can 

confer immunity to smallpox.  Also called vaccinia 

cow·punch·er (kouùpƒnÙchNr) n.  See cowboy (n., sense 1). 

cow·rie  or cow·ry (kouùrK) n.  pl. cow·ries. Any of various tropical marine 

gastropods of the family Cypraeidae, having glossy, often brightly marked shells, 

some of which are used as currency in the South Pacific and Africa.  [Hindi kauxX, 
from Sanskrit kapardik7, diminutive of kapardaU, shell, of Dravidian origin.]

co·write (ko-rXtù) v.  tr. co·wrote (-rotù), co·writ·ten (-rVtùn), co·writ·ing, 
co·writes. To write jointly or in collaboration with another author.   
—coùwrit·er n. 

cow·ry (kouùrK) n.  Variant of cowrie. 
cow shark (kou shärk) n.  Any of several sharks of the family Hexanchidae of 

warm and temperate seas. 

cow·shed (kouùshedÙ) n.  A shed for housing cows. 

cow·slip (kouùslVpÙ) n.  1. A Eurasian primrose (Primula veris), usually having 

fragrant yellow flowers, widely cultivated as an ornamental, and long used in 

herbal medicine.  2.  See marsh marigold.  3. The Virginia cowslip.  [Middle 



English cowslyppe, from Old English c7slyppe : c7, cow; see gwou- in Appendix + 

slypa, slime; see sleubh- in Appendix.]

cow town (kou toun) n.  A small town in a cattle-raising area. 

cox (kmks) Nautical. n.  A coxswain.   —  v.  intr. tr. coxed, cox·ing, cox·es. To 

act as coxswain or serve as coxswain for. 

cox·a (kmkùsN) n.  pl. cox·ae (kmkùsKÙ). 1. Anatomy. The hip or hip joint.  

2. Zoology. The first segment of the leg of an insect or other arthropod, joining 

the leg to the body.  [Latin, hip.] —coxùal adj. 

cox·al·gi·a (kmk-s4lùjK-N, -jN) n.  Pain in or disease of the hip or hip joint.  

[COX(A) + -ALGIA.] —cox·alùgic (-jVk) adj. 

cox·comb (kmksùkomÙ) n.  1. A conceited dandy; a fop.  2. Obsolete. A jester’s 

cap; a cockscomb.  [Middle English cokkes comb, crest of a cock  : cokkes, genitive 

of cok, cock; see COCK
1 + comb, crest; see COMB.]

cox·comb·ry (kmkùskomÙrK, -skNm-) n.  pl. cox·comb·ries. Behavior that is 

characteristic of or appropriate to a coxcomb; foppish conceit. 

Cox·ey (kmkùsK), Jacob Sechler. 1854-1951.  American businessman and 

reformer who led a march on Washington, D.C., to protest unemployment and 

recommended the use of fiat money to finance a work program. 

cox·i·tis (kmk-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the hip joint.  [COX(A) + -ITIS.]

cox·sack·ie·vi·rus also Cox·sack·ie virus (ktk-säùkK-vXÙrNs, kmk-s4kùK-) n.  

Any of a group of enteroviruses that can cause a disease resembling poliomyelitis 

but without paralysis.  [After Coxsackie, a village of east-central New York.]

cox·swain (kmkùsNn, -sw7nÙ) Nautical. n.  1. A person who usually steers a 

ship’s boat and has charge of its crew.  2. A person in a racing shell who usually 

directs the rest of the crew.   —  v.  intr. tr. cox·swained, cox·swain·ing, 
cox·swains. To act as coxswain or serve as coxswain for.  [Middle English 

cokswaynne : cok, cockboat; see COCKBOAT + swain, servant; see SWAIN.]

coy (koi) adj.  coy·er, coy·est. 1. Tending to avoid people and social situations; 

reserved.  2. Affectedly and usually flirtatiously shy or modest.  See Synonyms at 

shy1.  3. Annoyingly unwilling to make a commitment.  [Middle English, from 

Old French quei, coi, quiet, still, from Vulgar Latin *quKtus, from Latin quiKtus. 

See kweiN- in Appendix.] —coyùly adv.  —coyùness n. 

coy·dog (kXùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  The hybrid offspring of a coyote and a feral dog.  

[COY(OTE) + DOG.]

coy·o·te (kX-oùtK, kXùotÙ) n.  1. A small, wolflike carnivorous animal (Canis 

latrans) native to western North America and found in many other regions of the 

continent.  Also called prairie wolf 2. A firefighter who is sent to battle remote, 

usually very severe forest fires, often for days at a time.  [American Spanish, from 

Nahuatl cóyotl.]

coy·o·til·lo (koiÙN-tVlùo, -tKùyo, kXÙN-) n.  pl. coy·o·til·los. A poisonous shrub 

(Karwinskia humboldtiana) native to Texas and Mexico, having small greenish 



flowers and black fruits.  [American Spanish, diminutive of coyote, coyote. See 

COYOTE.]

coy·pu (koiùpu) n.  pl. coy·pus. A large aquatic South American rodent (Myo-

castor coypus) having webbed feet and a long tail.  Also called nutria [American 

Spanish coipú, from Araucanian kóypu.]

coz (kƒz) n.  Informal. A cousin. 

coz·en (kƒzùNn) v.  coz·ened, coz·en·ing, coz·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mislead by 

means of a petty trick or fraud; deceive.  2. To persuade or induce to do some-

thing by cajoling or wheedling.  3. To obtain by deceit or persuasion.   —  v.  intr. 

To act deceitfully.  [Perhaps from Middle English cosin, fraud, trickery.] 
—cozùen·er n. 

coz·en·age (kƒzùN-nVj) n.  1. The art or practice of cozening.  2. An act or 

example of cozening. 

Co·zu·mel (koÙzN-mHlù, su-)  An island off the coast of southeast Mexico near 

Cancún. It is a growing resort area. 

co·zy also co·sy (koùzK) adj.  co·zi·er also co·si·er, co·zi·est also co·si·est. 
1. Snug, comfortable, and warm.  2. Marked by friendly intimacy.  See Synonyms 

at comfortable.  3. Informal. Marked by close association for devious purposes:  

a cozy agreement with the competition.   —  v.  intr. co·zied also co·sied, 
co·zy·ing also co·sy·ing, co·zies also co·sies. Informal. To try to get on 

friendly or intimate terms; ingratiate oneself: “out on the... hustings, cozying up to 

reactionaries and racists alike” (Chuck Stone).   —  n.  pl. co·zies also co·sies. A 

padded or knitted covering placed especially over a teapot to keep the tea hot.  

[Probably of Scandinavian origin.] —coùzi·ly adv.  —coùzi·ness n. 

Coz·zens (kƒzùNnz), James Gould. 1903-1978.  American writer whose novels 

include Guard of Honor, for which he won a 1948 Pulitzer Prize, and By Love Pos-

sessed (1957). 

cp abbr.  Candlepower. 

cP abbr.  Centipoise. 

CP abbr.  1. Chemically pure.  2.  Or C.P.. Command post.  3. Communist Party. 

cp. abbr.  1. Compare.  2. Coupon. 

C.P. abbr.  Cape Province. 

CPA also C.P.A. abbr.  Certified public accountant. 

cpd. abbr.  Compound. 

CPFF abbr.  Cost plus fixed fee. 

CPI abbr.  Consumer price index. 

cpl abbr.  1. Complete.  2. Ecclesiastical. Complin. 

Cpl. abbr.  Corporal. 

cpm  or CPM abbr.  1. Cost per thousand.  2. Cycles per minute. 

CPO abbr.  Chief petty officer. 

CPOM abbr.  Master chief petty officer. 



CPOS abbr.  Senior chief petty officer. 

CPR abbr.  Cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

cps abbr.  1. Characters per second.  2. Cycles per second. 

CPS also C.P.S. abbr.  Certified professional secretary. 

Cpt.  or CPT abbr.  Captain. 

CPU abbr.  Computer Science. Central processing unit. 

CQ1 (sKùkyuù) n.  Code letters used at the beginning of radio messages intended 

for all receivers.  [Origin unknown.]

CQ2 abbr.  Call to quarters. 

Cr  The symbol for the element chromium. 
CR abbr.  Psychology. 1. Conditioned reflex.  2. Conditioned response. 

cr. abbr.  1. Credit; creditor.  2. Creek.  3. Crescendo.  4. Crown. 

C.R. abbr.  Costa Rica. 

crab1 (kr4b) n.  1. a. Any of various predominantly marine crustaceans of the 

division Brachyura within the order Decapoda, characterized by a broad, flat-

tened cephalothorax covered by a hard carapace with a small abdomen concealed 

beneath it, short antennae, and five pairs of legs, of which the anterior pair are 

large and pincerlike.  b. Any of various similar related crustaceans, such as the 

hermit crab or the king crab.  c. A horseshoe crab.   2. a. A crab louse.  b. crabs. 

Slang. Infestation by crab lice.   3. The maneuvering of an aircraft partially into a 

crosswind to compensate for drift.  4. A machine for handling or hoisting heavy 

weights.   —  v.  crabbed, crab·bing, crabs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To hunt or catch 

crabs.  2. To scurry sideways in the manner of a crab.  3. To drift diagonally or 

sideways.  4. To direct an aircraft into a crosswind.   —  v.  tr. 1. To direct (an air-

craft) partly into a crosswind to eliminate drift.  2. To cause to move or scurry 

sideways.   —idiom. catch a crab. To strike the water with an oar in recovering 

a stroke or miss it in making one while rowing.  [Middle English crabbe, from Old 

English crabba. See gerbh- in Appendix.] —crab·ber n. 

crab2 (kr4b) n.  1. A crab apple tree or its fruit.  2. A quarrelsome, ill-tempered 

person.   —  v.  crabbed, crab·bing, crabs.  —  v.  intr. Informal. To find fault; 

criticize someone or something.   —  v.  tr. 1. Informal. To interfere with and 

ruin; spoil.  2. Informal. To find fault with; complain about.  3. To make ill-tem-

pered or sullen.  [Middle English crabbe, possibly from crabbe, crab (shellfish). 

See CRAB
1.] —crabùber n. 

Crab (kr4b) n.  See Cancer. 
crab apple also crab·ap·ple (kr4bù4pÙNl) n.  1. Any of several deciduous trees 

of the genus Malus, native to North America and Eurasia and having clusters of 

white, pink, or reddish flowers.  2. The small, tart fruit of such a tree, sometimes 

used to make jelly and preserves. 



Crabbe (kr4b), Clarence Linden. Known as “Buster.” 1907-1983.  American 

athlete and actor best remembered for his leading roles in numerous adventure 

films, such as Tarzan the Fearless (1933) and Buck Rogers (1939). 

Crabbe (kr4b), George. 1754-1832.  British poet noted for his simple, realistic 

poems of middle-class life, including The Village (1783). 

crab·bed (kr4bùVd) adj.  1. Irritable and perverse in disposition; ill-tempered.  

2. Difficult to understand; complicated.  3. Difficult to read:  crabbed handwrit-

ing.  [Middle English, from crabbe, crab (influenced by CRAB
2),. See CRAB

1.] 
—crabùbed·ly adv.  —crabùbed·ness n. 

crab·by (kr4bùK) adj.  crab·bi·er, crab·bi·est. Informal. Grouchy; ill-tempered.   
—crabùbi·ly adv.  —crabùbi·ness n. 

crab cactus (kr4b k4kùtNs) n.  See Thanksgiving cactus. 
crab·grass  or crab grass (kr4bùgr4sÙ) n.  Any of certain grasses of the genus 

Digitaria, especially D. sanguinalis or D. ischaemum, widely naturalized in North 

America. 

crab louse (kr4b lous) n.  A sucking louse (Phthirus pubis) that generally infests 

the pubic region and causes severe itching. 

crab·meat (kr4bùmKtÙ) n.  The edible flesh of a crab. 

crab’s eye (kr4bz X) n.  See rosary pea. 
crab·stick (kr4bùstVkÙ) n.  1. A stick made of crab apple wood.  2. A crabby, ill-

tempered person. 

crab·wise (kr4bùwXzÙ) adv.  1. Sideways.  2. In a furtive or circumspect manner; 

indirectly. 

crack (kr4k) v.  cracked, crack·ing, cracks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To break or snap 

apart.  2. To make a sharp, snapping sound.  3. To break without complete sepa-

ration of parts; fissure:  The mirror cracked.  4. To change sharply in pitch or tim-

bre, as from hoarseness or emotion. Used of the voice.  5. To break down; fail:  

The defendant’s composure finally began to crack.  6. To have a mental or physical 

breakdown:  cracked under the pressure.  7. To move or go rapidly:  was cracking 

along at 70 miles an hour.  8. Chemistry. To break into simpler molecules by 

means of heat.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to make a sharp, snapping sound.  2. To 

cause to break without complete separation of parts:  cracked the glass.  3. a. To 

break with a sharp, snapping sound.  See Synonyms at break.  b. To crush (corn 

or wheat, for example) into small pieces.   4. To strike with a sudden, sharp 

sound.  5. Informal. a. To break open or into:  crack a safe.  b. To open up for use 

or consumption:  crack a book; cracked a beer.  c. To break through (an obstacle) 

in order to win acceptance or acknowledgement:  finally cracked the “men-only” 

rule at the club.   6. To discover the solution to, especially after considerable effort:  

crack a code.  7. To cause (the voice) to crack.  8. Informal. To tell (a joke), espe-

cially on impulse or in an effective manner.  9. To cause to have a mental or phys-

ical breakdown.  10. To impair or destroy:  Their rude remarks cracked his 



equanimity.  11. To reduce (petroleum) to simpler compounds by cracking.   —  
n.  1. A sharp, snapping sound, such as the report of a firearm.  2. a. A partial 

split or break; a fissure.  b. A slight, narrow space:  The window was open a crack.   

3. A sharp, resounding blow.  4. a. A mental or physical impairment; a defect.  

b. A breaking, harshly dissonant vocal tone or sound, as in hoarseness.   5. An 

attempt or try:  gave him a crack at the job; took a crack at photography.  6. A witty 

or sarcastic remark.  See Synonyms at joke.  7. A moment; an instant:  at the 

crack of dawn.  8. Slang. Chemically purified, very potent cocaine in pellet form 

that is smoked through a glass pipe and is considered highly and rapidly addic-

tive.   —  adj.  Excelling in skill or achievement; first-rate:  a crack shot; a crack 

tennis player.   —phrasal verbs. crack down. To act more forcefully to regu-

late, repress, or restrain:  The police cracked down on speeding.  crack up. Infor-

mal. 2. To praise highly:  He was simply not the genius he was cracked up to be.  

3. a. To damage or wreck (a vehicle or vessel):  crack up a plane; crack up a boat.  

b. To wreck a vehicle in an accident:  cracked up on the expressway.   4. To have a 

mental or physical breakdown.  5. To experience or cause to experience a great 

deal of amusement:  really cracked up when I heard that joke.   —idiom. crack 
the whip. To behave in a domineering manner; demand hard work and effi-

ciency from those under one’s control.  [Middle English craken, from Old English 

cracian. See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

crack·a·jack (kr4kùN-j4kÙ) adj.  Slang. Variant of crackerjack. 
crack·brain (kr4kùbr7nÙ) n.  A foolish or eccentric person.   —crackùbrainedÙ 

adj. 

crack·down (kr4kùdounÙ) n.  An act or example of forceful regulation, repres-

sion, or restraint:  a crackdown on crime. 

cracked (kr4kt) adj.  1. a. Broken so that fissures appear on the surface:  a 

cracked mirror.  b. Broken into small or coarse pieces:  cracked corn; cracked ice.   

2. Having a harsh or dissonant tone:  a cracked voice.  3. Informal. Mentally 

deranged; crazy. 

cracked wheat (kr4kt hwKt) n.  Whole wheat grains that have been cut or 

crushed into smaller pieces. 

crack·er (kr4kùNr) n.  1. A thin, crisp wafer or biscuit, usually made of unsweet-

ened dough.  2. One that cracks, especially: a. A firecracker.  b. A small card-

board cylinder covered with decorative paper that holds candy or a party favor 

and pops when a paper strip is pulled at one or both ends and torn.  c. The appa-

ratus used in the cracking of petroleum.  d. One who makes unauthorized use of 

a computer, especially to tamper with data or programs.   3. Offensive. Used as a 

disparaging term for a poor white person of the rural, especially southeast United 

States. 

crack·er-bar·rel (kr4kùNr-b4rÙNl) adj.  Resembling or characteristic of the 

extended informal discussions carried on by persons habitually assembled at a 



country store:  cracker-barrel philosophy.  [After the cracker barrels that people 

supposedly would gather round for conversation in old-time general stores.]

crack·er·jack (kr4kùNr-j4kÙ) also crack·a·jack (kr4kùN-) adj.  Slang. Of excel-

lent quality or ability; fine.  [Probably from CRACK, first-rate + JACK.] —crack-
ùer·jackÙ, crackùa·jackÙ n. 

Crack·er Jack (kr4kùNr j4k)  A trademark used for a candied popcorn confec-

tion. 

crack·ers (kr4kùNrz) adj.  Chiefly British. Insane; mad.  [Probably from CRACKER, 

breakdown.]

crack house (kr4k hous) n.  Slang. A heavily fortified and guarded building or 

apartment, often containing a laboratory where cocaine is converted to crack, in 

which a drug dealer dispenses crack to customers. 

crack·ing (kr4kùVng) n.  Chemistry. Thermal decomposition, sometimes with 

catalysis, of a complex substance, especially the breaking of petroleum molecules 

into shorter molecules to extract low-boiling fractions such as gasoline.   —  adj.  

Excellent; great:  had a cracking time at the dance.   —  adv.  Used as an intensive:  

a cracking good show. 

crack·le (kr4kùNl) v.  crack·led, crack·ling, crack·les.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a 

succession of slight sharp, snapping noises:  a fire crackling in the wood stove.  

2. To show liveliness or brilliance:  a book that crackles with humor.  3. To become 

covered with a network of fine cracks; craze.   —  v.  tr. 1. To crush (paper, for 

example) with sharp, snapping sounds.  2. To cause (china, for example) to 

become covered with a network of fine cracks.   —  n.  1. The act or sound of 

crackling.  2. a. A network of fine cracks on the surface of glazed pottery, china, 

or glassware.  b. Crackleware.   [Frequentative of CRACK.]

crack·le·ware (kr4kùNl-wârÙ) n.  Glazed pottery or glassware bearing a decora-

tive surface network of fine cracks. 

crack·ling (kr4kùlVng) n.  1. The production of a succession of slight sharp, 

snapping noises.  2. cracklings. The crisp bits that remain after rendering fat 

from meat or frying or roasting the skin, especially of a pig or a goose.  [Sense 2, 

Dutch krakeling, from obsolete Dutch kraeckelingh, from Middle Dutch kr7kelinc, 

from kr7ken, to crack. See CRACKNEL.]

crack·ly (kr4kùlK) adj.  crack·li·er, crack·li·est. Likely to crackle; crisp. 

crack·nel (kr4kùnNl) n.  1. A hard, crisp biscuit.  2. cracknels. Crisp bits of 

fried pork fat; cracklings.  [Middle English crakenele, alteration of Old French 

craquelin, from Middle Dutch kr7kelinc, small cake, from kr7ken, to crack. See 

gerN-2 in Appendix.]

crack·pot (kr4kùpmtÙ) n.  An eccentric person, especially one with bizarre ideas.  

[CRACK(ED) + POT
1, skull (obsolete).]

crack·up  or crack-up (kr4kùƒpÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A crash, as one involving an 

airplane or an automobile.  2. A mental or physical breakdown. 



Crac·ow also Kra·ków (kr4kùou, kräùkou, -ktf)  A city of southern Poland on 

the Vistula River south-southeast of Warsaw. Founded in the eighth century A.D., 

it was the national capital from 1305 to 1595. Population, 740,300. 

-cracy suff.  Government; rule:  meritocracy.  [French -cratie, from Old French, 

from Late Latin -cratia, from Greek -kratia, from kratos, strength, power. See 

kar- in Appendix.]

cra·dle (kr7dùl) n.  1. A small low bed for an infant, often furnished with rock-

ers.  2. a. The earliest period of life:  from the cradle to the grave.  b. A place of 

origin; a birthplace:  the cradle of civilization.   3. a. A framework of wood or 

metal used to support something, such as a ship undergoing construction or 

repair.  b. A framework used to protect an injured limb.   4. A low flat framework 

that rolls on casters, used by a mechanic working beneath an automobile.  Also 

called creeper 5. The part of a telephone that contains the connecting switch upon 

which the receiver and mouthpiece unit is supported.  6. a. A frame projecting 

above a scythe, used to catch grain as it is cut so that it can be laid flat.  b. A 

scythe equipped with such a frame.   7. A boxlike device furnished with rockers, 

used for washing gold-bearing dirt.   —  v.  cra·dled, cra·dling, cra·dles.  —  v.  

tr. 1. a. To place or retain in or as if in a cradle.  b. To care for or nurture in 

infancy.  c. To hold or support protectively:  cradled the cat in his arms.   2. To 

reap (grain) with a cradle.  3. To place or support (a ship, for example) in a cra-

dle.  4. To wash (gold-bearing dirt) in a cradle.   —  v.  intr. Obsolete. To lie in or 

as if in a cradle.  [Middle English cradel, from Old English.] —craùdler n. 

cra·dle·board (kr7dùl-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A board or frame on which an infant 

is secured, as by binding or wrapping in a blanket, used by certain Native Ameri-

can peoples as a portable cradle and for carrying an infant on the back. 

cradle cap (kr7dùl k4p) n.  A form of dermatitis that occurs in infants and is 

characterized by heavy, yellow, crusted lesions on the scalp. 

cra·dle·song (kr7dùl-sôngÙ, -smngÙ) n.  A lullaby. 

craft (kr4ft) n.  1. Skill in doing or making something, as in the arts; proficiency.  

See Synonyms at art1.  2. Skill in evasion or deception; guile.  3. a. An occupa-

tion or trade requiring manual dexterity or skilled artistry.  b. The membership 

of such an occupation or trade; guild.   4. pl. craft. A boat, ship, or aircraft.   —  
v.  tr. craft·ed, craft·ing, crafts. 1. To make by hand.  2. Usage Problem. To 

make or construct (something) in a manner suggesting great care or ingenuity: “It 

was not the Chamber of Commerce that crafted the public policies that have resulted 

in a $26 billion annual subvention to the farmers” (William F. Buckley, Jr.).  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English cræft.] —craftùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Craft has been used as a verb since the Old English period and

was used in Middle English to refer specifically to the artful construction of a text

or discourse. In recent years, crafted, the past participle of craft, has enjoyed a



vogue as a participle referring to well-wrought writing. This may be a sign that

the Jamesian conception of the literary muse has begun to yield to a Trollopian

conception of literature as a kind of intellectual handicraft; or it may indicate little

more than the desperation with which book reviewers seize on any novel adjective.

In any event, the usage is more acceptable when applied to literary works than to

other sorts of writing, and more acceptable as a participle than as a verb. It was

acceptable to 73 percent of the Usage Panel in the phrase beautifully crafted prose.

By contrast, only 35 percent of the Panel accepted the sentence The planners craft-

ed their proposal so as to anticipate the objections of local businesses.

craft beer (kr4ft bîr) n.  A distinctively flavored beer that is brewed and distrib-

uted regionally.  Also called craft brew 

crafts·man (kr4ftsùmNn) n.  A man who practices a craft with great skill.   
—craftsùman·likeÙ adj.  —craftsùman·ly adj.  —craftsùman·shipÙ n. 

crafts·people (kr4ftsùpKÙpNl) pl.n.  Artisans considered as a group. 

crafts·per·son (kr4ftsùpûrÙsNn) n.  A craftsman or a craftswoman. 

crafts·wom·an (kr4ftsùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who practices a craft with 

great skill. 

craft union (kr4ft yunùyNn) n.  A labor union limited in membership to work-

ers engaged in the same craft.  Also called horizontal union 

craft·work (kr4ftùwûrkÙ) n.  Work made or done by craftspeople.   —craftù-
workÙer n. 

craft·y (kr4fùtK) adj.  craft·i·er, craft·i·est. 1. Skilled in or marked by under-

handedness, deviousness, or deception.  See Synonyms at sly.  2. Chiefly British. 

Skillful; dexterous.  [Middle English, from Old English cræftig, strong, skillful, 

from cræft, skill.] —craftùi·ly adv.  —craftùi·ness n. 

crag (kr4g) n.  A steeply projecting mass of rock forming part of a rugged cliff or 

headland.  [Middle English, from Welsh craig, or Scottish Gaelic creagh.] 
—cragùged (kr4gùVd) adj. 

crag·gy (kr4gùK) adj.  crag·gi·er, crag·gi·est. 1. Having crags:  craggy terrain.  

2. Rugged and uneven:  a craggy face.   —cragùgi·ly adv.  —cragùgi·ness n. 

Craig (kr7g), Edward Gordon. 1872-1966.  British theatrical producer, direc-

tor, and designer whose innovative productions and simplified stage designs 

influenced modern theater. 

Craig·av·on (kr7-g4vùNn, -g7ùvNn), First Viscount Title of James Craig. 1871-

1940.  Irish statesman who opposed home rule for Ulster and was Northern Ire-

land’s first prime minister (1921-1940). 

Crai·gie (kr7ùgK), Sir William Alexander. 1876-1957.  British lexicographer 

and philologist who was joint editor of the Oxford English Dictionary (1901-

1933). 



Cra·io·va (krN-yoùvN, krä-yôùvä)  A city of southwest Romania west of Buchar-

est. Built on the site of a Roman settlement, it was destroyed by an earthquake in 

1790 and burned by the Turks in 1802. Population, 260,422. 

crake (kr7k) n.  Any of several short-billed birds of the family Rallidae, such as 

the corncrake.  [Middle English, crow, probably from Old Norse kr7ka. See gerN-
2 in Appendix.]

cram (kr4m) v.  crammed, cram·ming, crams.  —  v.  tr. 1. To force, press, or 

squeeze into an insufficient space; stuff.  2. To fill too tightly.  3. a. To gorge with 

food.  b. To eat quickly and greedily.   4. Informal. To prepare (students) hastily 

for an impending examination.   —  v.  intr. 1. To gorge oneself with food.  

2. Informal. To study hastily for an impending examination:  was up all night 

cramming for the history midterm.   —  n.  1. A group that has been crammed 

together; a crush.  2. Informal. Hasty study for an imminent examination.  [Mid-

dle English crammen, from Old English crammian. See ger- in Appendix.] 
—cramùmer n. 

Cram (kr4m), Donald James. Born 1919.  American chemist. He shared a 1987 

Nobel Prize for creating artificial molecules that can mimic vital chemical reac-

tions. 

Cram (kr4m), Ralph Adams. 1863-1942.  American architect and noted expo-

nent of the Gothic revival. He designed part of the Cathedral of Saint John the 

Divine in New York City. 

cram·be (kr4mùbK) n.  Any of certain Old World annual plants of the genus 

Crambe in the mustard family, cultivated for their seeds, which yield a useful oil 

similar to rape oil.  [Latin crambK, cabbage, from Greek krambK.]

cram·bo (kr4mùbo) n.  pl. cram·boes or cram·bos. 1. A word game in which a 

player or team must find and express a rhyme for a word or line presented by the 

opposing player or team.  2. Doggerel.  [Obsolete crambe, cabbage, from Latin 

crambK (repetXta), (warmed-over) cabbage, said of pedestrian writing, from Greek 

krambK.]

cramp1 (kr4mp) n.  1. A sudden, involuntary, spasmodic muscular contraction 

causing severe pain, often occurring in the leg or shoulder as the result of strain 

or chill.  2. A temporary partial paralysis of habitually or excessively used mus-

cles.  3. cramps. Spasmodic contractions of the uterus, such as those occurring 

during menstruation or labor, usually causing pain in the abdomen that may 

radiate to the lower back and thighs.   —  v.  cramped, cramp·ing, cramps.  
—  v.  tr. To affect with or as if with a cramp.   —  v.  intr. To suffer from or expe-

rience cramps.  [Middle English crampe, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

cramp2 (kr4mp) n.  1. A frame with an adjustable part to hold pieces together; a 

clamp.  2. A cramp iron.  3. A compressing or restraining force, influence, or 

thing.  4. A confined position or part.   —  v.  tr. cramped, cramp·ing, 
cramps. 1. To hold together with a cramp.  2. To shut in so closely as to restrict 



the physical freedom of:  were cramped in the tiny cubicle.  3. a. To steer (the 

wheels of a vehicle) to make a turn.  b. To jam (a wheel) by a short turn.    —  adj.  

1. Restricted; narrowed.  2. Difficult to read or decipher.   —idiom. cramp 
(one’s) style. To restrict or prevent from free action or expression.  [Probably 

Middle Dutch crampe, hook, cramp.]

cramp·fish (kr4mpùfVshÙ) n.  pl. crampfish or cramp·fish·es. See electric 
ray.  [From CRAMP

1 (from its ability to give electric shocks).]

cramp iron (kr4mp XùNrn) n.  A bar, usually of iron, with right-angle bends at 

both ends, used for permanently holding together stones, timber, and other mate-

rials used in building. 

cram·pon (kr4mùpmnÙ, -pNn) n.  1.  Often crampons. A hinged pair of curved 

iron bars for raising heavy objects, such as stones or timber.  2. An iron spike 

attached to the shoe to prevent slipping when walking on ice or climbing. In this 

sense, also calledclimbing iron [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic 

origin.]

cram school (kr4m skul) n.  A school especially in Japan that prepares its stu-

dents for university entrance examinations by way of an accelerated curriculum. 

Cra·nach (kräùnäKH), Lucas. Known as “the Elder.” 1472-1553.  German 

painter and engraver noted for his many portraits and religious works, some of 

which depict the theological views of his friend Martin Luther. 

cran·ber·ry (kr4nùbHrÙK) n.  1. A mat-forming, evergreen shrub (Vaccinium 

macrocarpum) of eastern North America, having pink flowers and tart, red, edible 

berries.  2. The berries of this plant, used in sauces, jellies, relishes, and beverages.  

3. Any of several similar or related plants, especially Vaccinium oxycoccos.  [Partial 

translation of Low German Kraanbere : Kraan, crane (from Middle Low German 

kran); see gerN-2 in Appendix + bere, berry.]

cranberry bush (kr4nùbHrÙK btsh) n.  A North American shrub (Viburnum 

trilobum) having broad clusters of white flowers and scarlet fruit.  Also called 

cranberry tree, highbush cranberry. 

Cran·brook (kr4nùbrtkÙ)  A city of southeast British Columbia, Canada, near 

the Alberta and Idaho borders. It is a trade center in a lumbering and mining 

region. Population, 15,915. 

Cran·dall (kr4nùdl), Prudence. 1803-1890.  American educator and reformer 

who in 1833 was prosecuted for announcing her plan to open a school for Black 

girls in Connecticut. 

crane (kr7n) n.  1. a. Any of various large wading birds of the family Gruidae, 

having a long neck, long legs, and a long bill.  b. A similar bird, such as a heron.   

2. A machine for hoisting and moving heavy objects by means of cables attached 

to a movable boom.  3. Any of various devices with a swinging arm, as in a fire-

place for suspending a pot.   —  v.  craned, cran·ing, cranes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

hoist or move with or as if with a crane.  2. To strain and stretch (the neck, for 



example) in order to see better.   —  v.  intr. 1. To stretch one’s neck toward some-

thing for a better view.  2. To be irresolute; hesitate.  [Middle English, from Old 

English cran. See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

Crane (kr7n), (Harold) Hart. 1899-1932.  American poet whose works, includ-

ing The Bridge (1930), celebrate America’s cultural past, present, and future. 

Crane (kr7n), Stephen. 1871-1900.  American writer whose works include The 

Red Badge of Courage (1895) and the short story “The Open Boat” (1898). 

crane fly (kr7n flX) n.  Any of numerous long-legged, slender-bodied flies of the 

family Tipulidae, having the general appearance of a large mosquito.  Also called 

daddy longlegs 

cranes·bill (kr7nzùbVlÙ) n.  See geranium (n., sense 1). 

Cran·ford (kr4nùfNrd)  A community of northeast New Jersey west of Elizabeth. 

Mainly residential, it has varied industries. Population, 22,624. 

crani- pref.  Variant of cranio-. 
cra·ni·a (kr7ùnK-N) n.  A plural of cranium. 
cra·ni·al (kr7ùnK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the skull or cranium.  [From CRA-

NIUM.] —craùni·al·ly adv. 

cranial index (kr7ùnK-Nl VnùdHksÙ) n.  The ratio of the maximum breadth to 

the maximum length of the skull, multiplied by 100. 

cranial nerve (kr7ùnK-Nl nûrv) n.  Any of several nerves that arise in pairs from 

the brainstem and reach the periphery through openings in the skull. There are 12 

such pairs in mammals, birds, and reptiles and usually 10 pairs in amphibians and 

fish. 

cra·ni·ate (kr7ùnK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Having a skull or cranium.   —  n.  An animal or 

a human being having a skull or cranium. 

cra·ni·ec·to·my (kr7ÙnK-HkùtN-mK) n.  pl. cra·ni·ec·to·mies. Surgical removal 

of a portion of the cranium. 

cranio-  or crani- pref.  Cranium:  craniometer.  [From CRANIUM.]

cra·ni·o·cer·e·bral (kr7ÙnK-o-sHrùN-brNl, -sN-rKùbrNl) adj.  Of or relating to 

both the cranium and the cerebrum. 

cra·ni·o·fa·cial (kr7ÙnK-o-f7ùshNl) adj.  Of or involving both the cranium and 

the face:  craniofacial surgery. 

cra·ni·ol·o·gy (kr7ÙnK-mlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of the characteristics of 

the skull, such as size and shape, especially in human beings.   
—craÙni·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —craÙni·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—craÙni·olùo·gist n. 

cra·ni·om·e·ter (kr7ÙnK-mmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument or device used to measure 

the skull.   —craÙni·o·metùric (-N-mHtùrVk), craÙni·o·metùri·cal adj. 

cra·ni·om·e·try (kr7ÙnK-mmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of the skull to determine 

its characteristics as related to sex, race, or body type. 



cra·ni·o·sac·ral (kr7ÙnK-o-s4kùrNl, -s7ùkrNl) adj.  1. Of or associated with both 

the cranium and the sacrum.  2. Of or relating to the parasympathetic nervous 

system. 

cra·ni·ot·o·my (kr7ÙnK-mtùN-mK) n.  pl. cra·ni·ot·o·mies. 1. Surgical incision 

into the skull.  2. The cutting or breaking of the fetal skull to reduce its size for 

removal when normal delivery is not possible. 

cra·ni·um (kr7ùnK-Nm) n.  pl. cra·ni·ums or cra·ni·a (-nK-N). 1. The skull of a 

vertebrate.  2. The portion of the skull enclosing the brain; the braincase.  [Mid-

dle English craneum, from Medieval Latin cranium, from Greek kranion. See ker-
1 in Appendix.]

crank1 (kr4ngk) n.  1. A device for transmitting rotary motion, consisting of a 

handle or arm attached at right angles to a shaft.  2. A clever turn of speech; a 

verbal conceit:  quips and cranks.  3. A peculiar or eccentric idea or action.  

4. Informal. a. A grouchy person.  b. An eccentric person, especially one who is 

unduly zealous.    —  v.  cranked, crank·ing, cranks.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To start or 

operate (an engine, for example) by turning a handle.  b. To move or operate (a 

window, for example) by or as if by turning a handle.   2. To make into the shape 

of a crank; bend.  3. To provide with a handle that is used in turning.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To turn a handle.  2. To wind in a zigzagging course.   —  adj.  Of, being, or 

produced by an eccentric person:  a crank letter; a crank phone call.   —phrasal 
verbs. crank out. To produce, especially mechanically and rapidly:  cranks out 

memo after memo.  crank up. 2. To cause to start or get started as if by turning a 

crank:  cranked up a massive publicity campaign.  3. To cause to intensify, as in 

volume or force:  cranks up the sound on the stereo.  [Middle English, from Old 

English cranc-, as in crancstæf, weaving implement.]

crank2 (kr4ngk) adj.  Nautical. Liable to capsize; unstable.  [Origin unknown.]

crank·case (kr4ngkùk7sÙ) n.  The metal case enclosing the crankshaft and asso-

ciated parts in a reciprocating engine. 

crank·pin also crank pin (kr4ngkùpVnÙ) n.  A bar or cylinder in the arm of a 

crank to which a reciprocating member or connecting rod is attached. 

crank·shaft (kr4ngkùsh4ftÙ) n.  A shaft that turns or is turned by a crank. 

crank·y1 (kr4ngùkK) adj.  crank·i·er, crank·i·est. 1. Having a bad disposition; 

peevish.  2. Having eccentric ways; odd.  3. Full of bends and turns; crooked:  a 

cranky mountain road.  4. Working unpredictably; erratic:  a cranky old truck.  

5. Rickety; loose.   —crankùi·ly adv.  —crankùi·ness n. 

crank·y2 (kr4ngùkK) adj.  crank·i·er, crank·i·est. Nautical. Liable to capsize. 

Cran·mer (kr4nùmNr), Thomas. 1489-1556.  English prelate who as archbishop 

of Canterbury (1533-1553) was instrumental in the marital machinations of 

Henry VIII, revised the Book of Common Prayer (1552), and instituted other 

reforms. Under Mary I, a Roman Catholic, he was convicted of heresy and burned 

at the stake. 



cran·ny (kr4nùK) n.  pl. cran·nies. A small opening, as in a wall or rock face; a 

crevice.  [Middle English crani, perhaps alteration of Old French cren, cran, 

notch, from *crener, to notch.] —cranùnied adj. 

Cran·ston (kr4nùstNn)  A city of east-central Rhode Island south of Providence. 

It was settled in 1636. Population, 76,060. 

crap1 (kr4p) Vulgar Slang. n.  1. Excrement.  2. An act of defecating.  

3. Worthless nonsense; rubbish.   —  v.  intr. crapped, crap·ping, craps. To 

defecate.  [Middle English crappe, chaff, from Old French crappe, from Medieval 

Latin crappa, perhaps of Germanic origin.]

crap2 (kr4p) Games. n.  See craps.   —  v.  crapped, crap·ping, craps. To 

make a losing throw in the game of craps.  [Back-formation from CRAPS.]

crape (kr7p) n.  1.  See crepe (n., sense 1).  2. A black band worn, as on the 

sleeve, as a sign of mourning.  Also called crepe  —  v.  tr. craped, crap·ing, 
crapes. To cover or drape with or as if with crape.  [Alteration of French crêpe. 

See CREPE.]

crape·hang·er (kr7pùh4ngÙgNr) n.  A morose, gloomy, or pessimistic person. 

crape jasmine (kr7p j4zùmVn) n.  An evergreen shrub (Tabernaemontana 

divaricata) native to India and cultivated as an ornamental in warm regions for its 

fragrant white flowers.  [From the crinkled lobes of the corolla.]

crape myrtle also crepe myrtle (kr7p mûrùtl) n.  A deciduous shrub (Lager-

stroemia indica) native to China and widely cultivated in warm regions for its 

showy clusters of variously colored flowers with crinkled petals. 

crap·per (kr4pùNr) n.  Vulgar Slang. A toilet.  [From CRAP
1.]

crap·pie (krmpùK) n.  pl. crap·pies. Either of two edible North American sun-

fishes, the black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) or the white crappie (P. annu-

laris).  [Canadian French crapet.]

craps (kr4ps) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. A gambling game played with 

two dice in which a first throw of 7 or 11 wins, a first throw of 2, 3, or 12 loses the 

bet, and a first throw of any other number (a point) must be repeated to win 

before a 7 is thrown, which loses both the bet and the dice.  2. A losing throw in 

this game.  Also called crap2 [Louisiana French, game of hazard, from English 

crabs, lowest throw in hazard, from CRAB
1, or CRAB

2.]

Crap·sey (kr4pùsK), Adelaide. 1878-1914.  American poet many of whose 

works are written in cinquains, a form she developed. 

crap·shoot (kr4pùshutÙ) n.  Slang. A risky enterprise. 

crap·shoot·er (kr4pùshuÙtNr) n.  Games. One who plays craps. 

crap·u·lence (kr4pùyN-lNns) n.  1. Sickness caused by excessive eating or drink-

ing.  2. Excessive indulgence; intemperance.  [From CRAPULENT, sick from glut-

tony, from Late Latin cr7pulentus, very drunk, from Latin cr7pula, intoxication, 

from Greek kraipalK.] —crapùu·lent adj.  —crapùu·lous adj. 



crash1 (kr4sh) v.  crashed, crash·ing, crash·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To break vio-

lently or noisily; smash.  b. To undergo sudden damage or destruction on impact:  

Their car crashed into a guardrail. The airplane crashed over the ocean.   2. To make 

a sudden loud noise:  breakers crashing against the rocks.  3. To move noisily or so 

as to cause damage:  went crashing through the woods.  4. To fail suddenly, as a 

market or an economy.  5. Slang. To undergo a period especially of depression as 

an aftereffect of drug-taking.  6. Slang. a. To find temporary lodging or shelter, 

as for the night.  b. To go to sleep.    —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to crash.  2. To dash to 

pieces; smash.  3. Informal. To join or enter (a party, for example) without invita-

tion.   —  n.  1. A sudden loud noise, as of an object breaking.  2. a. A smashing 

to pieces.  b. A collision, as between two automobiles.  See Synonyms at colli-
sion.   3. A sudden economic or fiscal failure.  4. Slang. Mental depression after 

drug-taking.   —  adj.  Informal. Of or characterized by an intensive effort to pro-

duce or accomplish:  a crash course on income-tax preparation; a crash diet.   
—idiom. crash and burn. Slang. 1. To fail utterly.  2. To fall asleep from 

exhaustion.  3. To wipe out, as in skateboarding.  [Middle English crasschen; 

probably akin to crasen, to shatter. See CRAZE.] —crashùer n. 

crash2 (kr4sh) n.  1. A coarse, light, unevenly woven fabric of cotton or linen, 

used for towels and curtains.  2. Starched reinforced fabric used to strengthen a 

book binding or the spine of a bound book.  [From Russian krashenina, colored 

linen, from krashenie, coloring, from krasit’, to color. See ker-3 in Appendix.]

Crash·aw (kr4shùô), Richard. 1613?-1649.  English metaphysical poet best 

known for his collection of religious verse, Steps to the Temple (1646). 

crash dive (kr4sh dXv) n.  A rapid dive made by a submarine, especially in an 

emergency. 

crash-dive (kr4shùdXvÙ) v.  intr. crash-·dived or crash-·dove (-dovÙ), crash-
·div·ing, crash-·dives. To undergo a crash dive. 

crash helmet (kr4sh hHlùmVt) n.  A padded helmet, as one worn by bicyclists, 

motorcyclists, or aviators, to protect the head in case of accident. 

crash·ing (kr4shùVng) adj.  Total; absolute:  a crashing bore. 

crash-land (kr4shùl4ndù) v.  crash-·land·ed, crash-·land·ing, crash-·lands.  
—  v.  tr. To land (an aircraft or a spacecraft) under emergency conditions, usu-

ally with damage to the craft.   —  v.  intr. To land an aircraft or a spacecraft 

under emergency conditions. 

crash landing (kr4sh l4nùdVng) n.  An emergency landing by an aircraft or a 

spacecraft. 

crash pad (kr4sh p4d) n.  1. Padding inside vehicles, such as automobiles or 

tanks, for protecting occupants in the event of an accident or sudden stop.  

2. Slang. A place affording free and usually temporary lodging: “the head shops 

and crash pads of the psychedelic past” (Wall Street Journal). 



crash truck (kr4sh trƒk) n.  A truck specially designed and equipped to rescue 

victims of an air crash.  Also called crash wagon 

crash·wor·thy (kr4shùwûrÙthK) adj.  Capable of withstanding the effects of a 

crash:  crashworthy cars.   —crashùworÙthi·ness n. 

crass (kr4s) adj.  crass·er, crass·est. So crude and unrefined as to be lacking in 

discrimination and sensibility.  [Latin crassus, dense.] —crassùi·tudeÙ (-V-tudÙ, 

-tyudÙ), crassùness n.  —crassùly adv. 

Cras·sus (kr4sùNs), Marcus Licinius. 115?-53 B.C.  Roman politician and gen-

eral who joined Julius Caesar and Pompey in the first triumvirate to challenge the 

senate’s power (60). Hungry for military glory, he invaded Parthia and was killed 

in battle. 

-crat suff.  A participant in or supporter of a specified form of government:  tech-

nocrat.  [French -crate, from Greek -kratKs, ruler, from kratos, strength, power. See 

-CRACY.]

crate (kr7t) n.  1. A container, such as a slatted wooden case, used for storing or 

shipping.  2. Slang. An old, rickety vehicle, especially a decrepit automobile or 

aircraft.   —  v.  tr. crat·ed, crat·ing, crates. To pack into a container, such as a 

slatted wooden case.  [Latin cr7tis, wickerwork.]

cra·ter (kr7ùtNr) n.  1. A bowl-shaped depression at the mouth of a volcano or 

geyser.  2. a. A bowl-shaped depression in a surface made by an explosion or the 

impact of a body, such as a meteoroid.  b. A pit; a hollow.   3.  Variant of krater.  
—  v.  cra·tered, cra·ter·ing, cra·ters.  —  v.  tr. To make craters in: “The mis-

siles did not... crater the airfield” (Tom Clancy).   —  v.  intr. To form a crater or 

craters.  [Latin cr7tKr, from Greek kratKr, mixing vessel. See kerN- in Appendix.]

Cra·ter (kr7ùtNr) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Hydra and 

Corvus.  [Latin cr7tKr, mixing bowl, crater.]

Crater, Joseph Force. 1889-1937?.  American jurist. A justice of the New York 

Supreme Court, he mysteriously disappeared amid speculation of corruption in 

1930 and was declared legally dead in 1937. 

Crater Lake (kr7ùtNr l7k)  A lake of southwest Oregon in a volcanic crater of the 

Cascade Range. At 589.3 m (1,932 ft) deep, it is the second-deepest lake in North 

America. The lake and surrounding parkland are popular tourist attractions. 

cra·ter·let (kr7ùtNr-lVt) n.  A small crater. 

cra·vat (krN-v4tù) n.  A scarf or band of fabric worn around the neck as a tie.  

[French cravate, necktie worn by Croatian mercenaries in the service of France, 

from Cravate, a Croatian, from German dialectal Krabate, from Serbo-Croatian 

Hrv7t.]

crave (kr7v) v.  craved, crav·ing, craves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have an intense 

desire for.  See Synonyms at desire.  2. To need urgently; require.  3. To beg ear-

nestly for; implore.  See Synonyms at beg.   —  v.  intr. To have an eager or 



intense desire.  [Middle English craven, from Old English crafian, to beg.] 
—cravùer n.  —cravùing·ly adv. 

cra·ven (kr7ùvNn) adj.  Characterized by abject fear; cowardly.   —  n.  A coward.  

[Middle English cravant, perhaps from Old French crevant, present participle of 

crever, to burst, from Latin crep7re, to break.] —craùven·ly adv.  

—craùven·ness n. 

crav·ing (kr7ùvVng) n.  A consuming desire; a yearning. 

craw (krô) n.  1. The crop of a bird or insect.  2. The stomach of an animal.   
—idiom. stick in (one’s) craw. To cause abiding discontent and resentment in 

(one).  [Middle English crawe.]

craw·dad (krôùd4dÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See crayfish (n., sense 1).  

[Probably alteration of CRAWFISH.]

craw·fish (krôùfVshÙ) n.  Variant of crayfish.  —  v.  intr. craw·fished, 
craw·fish·ing, craw·fish·es. Informal. To withdraw from an undertaking. 

Craw·ford (krôùfNrd), Francis Marion. 1854-1909.  American writer of more 

than 40 romantic novels, including The Three Fates (1892) and The White Nun 

(1909). 

Craw·ford (krôùfNrd), Joan. 1908-1977.  American actress noted for her por-

trayals of tough-minded, ambitious women in films such as The Woman (1939) 

and Mildred Pierce (1945), for which she won an Academy Award. 

Craw·ford (krôùfNrd), Thomas. 1814-1857.  American sculptor and noted 

exponent of neoclassicism. His works include Armed Freedom atop the U.S. Capi-

tol. 

Craw·ford (krôùfNrd), William Harris. 1772-1834.  American public official 

who held numerous governmental posts and was one of four candidates for Pres-

ident in the election decided by the House of Representatives (1824). 

crawl1 (krôl) v.  intr. crawled, crawl·ing, crawls. 1. To move slowly on the 

hands and knees or by dragging the body along the ground; creep.  2. To advance 

slowly, feebly, laboriously, or with frequent stops:  We crawled along until we 

reached the open road.  3. To proceed or act servilely.  4. To be or feel as if swarm-

ing or covered with moving things:  The accident scene was crawling with police 

officers. My flesh crawled in horror.  See Synonyms at teem1.  5. To swim the 

crawl.   —  n.  1. The action of moving slowly on the hands or knees or dragging 

the body along the ground.  2. An extremely slow pace:  Traffic was moving at a 

crawl.  3. Sports. A rapid swimming stroke consisting of alternating overarm 

strokes and a flutter kick.  4. A set of letters or figures that move across, up, or 

down a movie or television screen, usually giving information, such as film cred-

its or weather alerts.  [Middle English craulen, from Old Norse krafla. See gerbh- 
in Appendix.] —crawlùing·ly adv. 

crawl2 (krôl) n.  A pen in shallow water, as for confining fish or turtles.  [Afri-

kaans kraal, enclosure for animals. See KRAAL.]



crawl·er (krôùlNr) n.  1. One that crawls, especially an early form of certain 

insect larvae.  2. A vehicle, such as a bulldozer, that moves on continuous belts of 

metal plates. 

Craw·ley (krôùlK)  An urban district of southeast England near London. It was 

designated a new town in 1946 to help alleviate overcrowding in London. Popula-

tion, 72,700. 

crawl·space  or crawl space (krôlùsp7s) n.  A low or narrow space, such as 

one beneath the upper or lower story of a building, that gives workers access to 

plumbing or wiring equipment. 

crawl·y (krôùlK) adj.  crawl·i·er, crawl·i·est. Informal. 1. Creepy.  2. Feeling as 

if covered with moving things. 

cray·fish (kr7ùfVshÙ) also craw·fish (krôù-) n.  pl. crayfish or cray·fish·es also 

crawfish  or craw·fish·es. 1. Any of various freshwater crustaceans of the gen-

era Cambarus and Astacus, resembling a lobster but considerably smaller. 

Regional. Also called crawdad, mudbug.  2.  See spiny lobster.  [By folk etymol-

ogy from Middle English crevise, from Old French crevice, perhaps from Old 

High German krebiz, edible crustacean. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The crayfish, also known as the crawfish, owes its name to

a misunderstanding. The actual source of the word may be the Old High German

word krebiz, “edible crustacean,” or a word related to it. From this Germanic

source came Old French crevice, which when taken into English became crevise

(first recorded in a document written in 1311-1312). In Old French and Middle

English these words designated the crayfish. People began to pronounce and spell

the last part of this word as if it were fish, the first fish spelling (actually fysshes)

being recorded in 1555. Because of a variation in Anglo-Norman pronunciation,

two forms of the word have come down to Modern English: crayfish and crawfish.

cray·on (kr7ùmnÙ, -Nn) n.  1. A stick of colored wax, charcoal, or chalk, used for 

drawing.  2. A drawing made with one of these sticks.   —  v.  tr. cray·oned, 
cray·on·ing, cray·ons. To draw, color, or decorate with a stick of colored wax, 

charcoal, or chalk.  [French, diminutive of craie, chalk, from Latin crKta.] 
—crayùon·ist (-N-nVst) n. 

craze (kr7z) v.  crazed, craz·ing, craz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to become 

mentally deranged or obsessed; make insane.  2. To produce a network of fine 

cracks in the surface or glaze of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become mentally deranged or 

obsessed; go insane.  2. To become covered with fine cracks.   —  n.  1. A short-

lived popular fashion; a fad.  2. A fine crack in a surface or glaze.  [Middle 

English crasen, to shatter, of Scandinavian origin.]

cra·zy (kr7ùzK) adj.  cra·zi·er, cra·zi·est. 1. Affected with madness; insane.  

2. Informal. Departing from proportion or moderation, especially: a. Possessed 



by enthusiasm or excitement:  The crowd at the game went crazy.  b. Immoderately 

fond; infatuated:  was crazy about boys.  c. Intensely involved or preoccupied:  is 

crazy about cars and racing.  d. Foolish or impractical; senseless:  a crazy scheme 

for making quick money.    —  n.  pl. cra·zies. One who is or appears insane: “To 

them she is not a brusque crazy, but ‘appropriately passionate’” (Mary McGrory).   
—idiom. like crazy. Informal. To an exceeding degree:  They were running 

around like crazy.   —craùzi·ly adv.  —craùzi·ness n. 

crazy bone (kr7ùzK bon) n.  Informal. The funny bone. 

Cra·zy Horse (kr7ùzK hôrsÙ), Real name Tashunca-Uitco. 1849?-1877.  Sioux 

leader who militarily resisted the encroachment of whites in the Black Hills and 

joined Sitting Bull in the defeat of Gen. George A. Custer at Little Bighorn (1876). 

crazy quilt (kr7ùzK kwVlt) n.  1. A patchwork quilt of pieces of cloth of various 

shapes, colors, and sizes, arranged haphazardly.  2. A disorderly mixture; a 

hodgepodge:  The map was a crazy quilt of districts and precincts. 

cra·zy·weed (kr7ùzK-wKdÙ) n.  See locoweed.  [From its toxic effect on some 

animals.]

C-re·ac·tive protein (sKùrK-4kÙtVv proùtKnÙ) n.  Abbr. CRP A globulin that 

appears in the blood in certain acute inflammatory conditions, such as rheumatic 

fever, bacterial infections, and neoplastic diseases.  [C-(polysaccharide) reactive.]

creak (krKk) v.  intr. creaked, creak·ing, creaks. 1. To make a grating or 

squeaking sound.  2. To move with a creaking sound.   —  n.  A grating or 

squeaking sound.  [Middle English creken, croak, complain, of imitative origin.] 
—creakùing·ly adv. 

creak·y (krKùkK) adj.  creak·i·er, creak·i·est. 1. Tending or likely to creak.  

2. Dilapidated; decrepit.   —creakùi·ly adv.  —creakùi·ness n. 

cream (krKm) n.  1. a. The yellowish fatty component of unhomogenized milk 

that tends to accumulate at the surface.  b. Any of various substances resembling 

or containing cream:  hand cream.   2. Color. A pale yellow to yellowish white.  

3. The choicest part:  the cream of the crop.   —  v.  creamed, cream·ing, 
creams.  —  v.  intr. 1. To form cream.  2. To form foam or froth at the top.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To remove the cream from; skim.  2. To select or remove the best part 

from:  Many special schools cream off the highest achievers.  3. To beat into a 

creamy consistency.  4. To prepare or cook in or with a cream sauce.  5. To add 

cream to.  6. Slang. To defeat overwhelmingly:  The home team was creamed last 

night.  [Middle English creme, from Old French craime (from Late Latin cr7mum, 

of Celtic origin), and from Old French cresme (from Latin chrXsma, an anointing, 

from Greek khrisma, unguent, from khriein, to anoint); see ghrKi- in Appendix.] 
—cream adj. 

cream cheese (krKm chKz) n.  A soft white cheese made of cream and milk. 

cream-col·ored (krKmùkƒlÙNrd) adj.  Color. Of the color of cream; yellowish-

white. 



cream·cups (krKmùkƒpsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). An annual plant 

(Platystemon californicus) native to the southwest United States and Mexico and 

cultivated for its showy cream-colored to yellowish flowers. 

cream·er (krKùmNr) n.  1. A small jug or pitcher for cream.  2. A machine or 

device for separating cream from milk.  3. A refrigerator in which milk is placed 

to form cream.  4. A substitute for cream:  a nondairy coffee creamer. 

cream·er·y (krKùmN-rK) n.  pl. cream·er·ies. An establishment where dairy 

products are prepared or sold. 

cream of tartar (krKm ƒv tärùtNr) n.  See potassium bitartrate. 
cream puff also cream·puff (krKmùpƒfÙ) n.  1. A shell of light pastry filled 

with whipped cream, custard, or ice cream.  2. Slang. A weakling.  3. Slang. An 

old, especially secondhand car in very good condition. 

cream sauce (krKm sôs) n.  A white sauce made by cooking together a mixture 

of flour and butter with milk or cream. 

cream soda (krKm soùdN) n.  A sweet carbonated drink with a vanilla flavor. 

cream·y (krKùmK) adj.  cream·i·er, cream·i·est. Rich in or resembling cream.   
—creamùi·ly adv.  —creamùi·ness n. 

crease (krKs) n.  1. A line made by pressing, folding, or wrinkling.  2. Sports. 

a. A rectangular area marked off in front of the goal in hockey and lacrosse.  

b. One of the lines in cricket marking off the positions of the bowler and batter 

or the space between two of these lines.    —  v.  creased, creas·ing, creas·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make a pressed, folded, or wrinkled line in.  2. To graze or wound 

superficially with a bullet.   —  v.  intr. To become wrinkled.  [Alteration of 

creaste, perhaps from Middle English creste, ridge. See CREST.] —creaseùless adj.  

—creaseùproofÙ adj.  —creasùer n.  —creasùy adj. 

cre·ate (krK-7tù) v.  tr. cre·at·ed, cre·at·ing, cre·ates. 1. To cause to exist; 

bring into being.  See Synonyms at found1.  2. To give rise to; produce:  That 

remark created a stir.  3. To invest with an office or title; appoint.  4. To produce 

through artistic or imaginative effort:  create a poem; create a role.   —  adj.  

Archaic. Created.  [Middle English createn, from Latin cre7re, cre7t-. See ker-2 in 

Appendix.]

cre·a·tine (krKùN-tKnÙ, -tVn) also cre·a·tin (-tVn) n.  A nitrogenous organic acid, 

C4H9N3O2, that is found in the muscle tissue of vertebrates mainly in the form of 

phosphocreatine and supplies energy for muscle contraction.  [Greek kreas, 

·kreat-, flesh; see kreuN- in Appendix + -INE
2.]

creatine kinase (krKùN-tKnÙ kXùn7sÙ) n.  An enzyme present in muscle, brain, 

and other tissues of vertebrates that catalyzes the reversible conversion of ADP 

and phosphocreatine into ATP and creatine. 

creatine phosphate (krKùN-tKnÙ fmsùf7tÙ) n.  See phosphocreatine. 



cre·at·i·nine (krK-4tùn-KnÙ, -Vn) n.  A creatine anhydride, C4H7N3O, formed by 

the metabolism of creatine, that is found in muscle tissue and blood and nor-

mally excreted in the urine as a metabolic waste.  [CREATIN(E) + -INE
2.]

cre·a·tion (krK-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of creating.  b. The fact or state of hav-

ing been created.   2. The act of investing with a new office or title.  3. a. The 

world and all things in it.  b. All creatures or a class of creatures.   4. Creation. 

Theology. The act of God by which the world was brought into existence. Often 

used with the.  5. An original product of human invention or artistic imagina-

tion:  the latest creation in the field of computer design.   —cre·aùtion·al adj. 

cre·a·tion·ism (krK-7ùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  The position that the account of the cre-

ation of the universe given at the beginning of the Bible is literally true.   
—cre·aùtion·ist adj.  & n. 

creation science (krK-7ùshNn sXùNns) n.  An effort to give scientific proof for 

the account of the creation of the universe given at the beginning of the Bible. 

cre·a·tive (krK-7ùtVv) adj.  1. Having the ability or power to create:  Human 

beings are creative animals.  2. Productive; creating.  3. Characterized by original-

ity and expressiveness; imaginative:  creative writing.   —  n.  One who displays 

productive originality:  the creatives in the advertising department.   
—cre·aùtive·ly adv.  —creÙa·tivùi·ty (-V-tK), cre·aùtive·ness n. 

cre·a·tor (krK-7ùtNr) n.  1. One that creates:  the creator of a new television series; 

a born creator of trouble.  2. Creator. God. Used with the. 

crea·ture (krKùchNr) n.  1. Something created.  2. a. A living being, especially an 

animal.  b. A human being.   3. One dependent on or subservient to another; a 

tool.   —creaùtur·al adj.  —creaùture·li·ness n.  —creaùture·ly adj. 

creature comfort (krKùchNr kƒmùfNrt) n.  Something that contributes to 

physical comfort. 

crèche (krHsh) n.  1. A representation of the Nativity, usually with statues or fig-

urines.  2. A hospital for foundlings.  3. Chiefly British. A day nursery.  [French, 

from Old French cresche, crib, of Germanic origin.]

Cré·cy (krHsùK, kr7-sKù)  or Cré·cy-en-Pon·thieu (-äN-pôN-tyœù)  A town of 

northern France northwest of Amiens. It was the site of the first decisive battle of 

the Hundred Years’ War (August 26, 1346), in which Edward III of England 

defeated Philip VI of France. 

cre·dence (krKdùns) n.  1. Acceptance as true or valid; belief.  See Synonyms at 

belief.  2. Claim to acceptance; trustworthiness.  3. Recommendation; creden-

tials:  a letter of credence.  4. A small table or shelf for holding the bread, wine, 

and vessels of the Eucharist when they are not in use at the altar.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin crKdentia, from Latin crKdKns, crKdent- 

present participle of crKdere, to believe. See kerd- in Appendix.]

cre·den·tial (krV-dHnùshNl) n.  1. That which entitles one to confidence, credit, 

or authority.  2. credentials. Evidence or testimonials concerning one’s right to 



credit, confidence, or authority:  The new ambassador presented her credentials to 

the president.   —  v.  tr. Usage Problem. cre·den·tialed, cre·den·tial·ing, 
cre·den·tials. To supply with credentials: “trained, professional, credentialed child 

care” (Lee Salk).  [From Medieval Latin crKdenti7lis, giving authority, from crK-

dentia, trust. See CREDENCE.]

USAGE NOTE: The participle credentialed is well established in reference to cer-

tified teachers and some other professions, but its more general use to mean “pos-

sessing professional or expert credentials” is still widely considered jargon. The

sentence The board heard testimony from a number of credentialed witnesses was

unacceptable to 85 percent of the Usage Panel.

cre·den·tial·ism (krV-dHnùshN-lVzÙNm) n.  Overemphasis on diplomas or 

degrees in giving jobs or conferring social status: “Neo-liberalism made useful 

points in its critique of vested interests, of bureaucratic follies [and] of credentialism” 

(Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.). 

cre·den·za (krV-dHnùzN) n.  A buffet, sideboard, or bookcase, especially one 

without legs.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin crKdentia, trust (possibly from the 

practice of placing food and drink on a sideboard to be tasted by a servant before 

being served to ensure that it contained no poison). See CREDENCE.]

cred·i·bil·i·ty (krHdÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  1. The quality, capability, or power to elicit 

belief: “America’s credibility must not be squandered, especially by its leaders” 

(Henry A. Kissinger).  2. A capacity for belief:  a story that strained our credibility. 

credibility gap (krHdÙN-bVlùV-tK g4p) n.  1. Public skepticism about the truth of 

statements, especially official claims and pronouncements: “The credibility gap 

[is] the result of a deliberate policy of artificial manipulation of official news” 

(Walter Lippmann).  2. Lack of trustworthiness.  3. A discrepancy or disparity, 

especially between words and actions. 

cred·i·ble (krHdùN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being believed; plausible.  See Syn-

onyms at plausible.  2. Worthy of confidence; reliable.  [Middle English, from 

Latin crKdibilis, from crKdere, to believe. See kerd- in Appendix.] 
—credùi·ble·ness n.  —credùi·bly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Credible is widely but incorrectly used where credulous would

be appropriate, as in He was credible (should be credulous) enough to believe the

manufacturer’s claims.

cred·it (krHdùVt) n.  Abbr. cr. 1. Belief or confidence in the truth of something.  

See Synonyms at belief.  2. A reputation for sound character or quality; stand-

ing.  3. A source of honor or distinction:  She is a credit to her family.  4. Approval 

for an act, ability, or quality; praise:  Why should he get all the credit?  5. Influence 

based on the good opinion or confidence of others.  6.  Often credits. An 



acknowledgment of work done, as in the production of a motion picture or pub-

lication:  At the end of the film we stayed to watch the credits.  7. a. Official certifi-

cation or recognition that a student has successfully completed a course of study:  

He received full credit for his studies at a previous school.  b. A unit of study so cer-

tified:  This course carries three credits.   8. Reputation for solvency and integrity 

entitling a person to be trusted in buying or borrowing:  You should have no trou-

ble getting the loan if your credit is good.  9. a. An arrangement for deferred pay-

ment of a loan or purchase:  a store that offers credit; bought my stereo on credit.  

b. The terms governing such an arrangement:  low prices and easy credit.  c. The 

time allowed for deferred payment:  an automatic 30-day credit on all orders.   

10. Accounting. a. The deduction of a payment made by a debtor from an 

amount due.  b. The right-hand side of an account on which such amounts are 

entered.  c. An entry or the sum of the entries on this side.  d. The positive bal-

ance or amount remaining in a person’s account.  e. A credit line.    —  v.  tr. 

cred·it·ed, cred·it·ing, cred·its. 1. To believe in; trust: “She refused steadfastly 

to credit the reports of his death” (Agatha Christie).  2. a. To regard as having per-

formed an action or being endowed with a quality:  had to credit them with good 

intentions.  b. To ascribe to a person; attribute:  credit the invention to him.  See 

Synonyms at attribute.   3. Accounting. a. To enter as a credit:  credited $500 to 

her account.  b. To make a credit entry in:  credit an account.   4. To give or award 

an educational credit to.  5. Archaic. To bring honor or distinction to.  [French, 

from Old French, from Old Italian credito, from Latin crKditum, loan, from neu-

ter past participle of crKdere, to entrust. See kerd- in Appendix.]

cred·it·a·ble (krHdùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Deserving of often limited praise or com-

mendation:  The student made a creditable effort on the essay.  2. Worthy of belief:  

a creditable story.  3. Deserving of commercial credit; creditworthy:  a creditable 

customer.  4. That can be assigned.   —credÙit·a·bilùi·ty, credùit·a·ble·ness n.  

—credùit·a·bly adv. 

credit bureau (krHdùVt bytrùo) n.  An organization to which business firms 

apply for credit information on prospective customers. 

credit card (krHdùVt kärd) n.  A card issued by a bank or business authorizing 

the holder to buy goods or services on credit.  Also called charge card 

credit hour (krHdùVt our) n.  A credit in a school or college, usually representing 

one hour of class per week for one term. 

credit line (krHdùVt lXn) n.  1. A line of copy acknowledging the source or origin 

of a news dispatch, published article, or other work.  2. The maximum amount of 

credit to be extended to a customer. In this sense, also calledline of credit 

cred·i·tor (krHdùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. cr. One to whom money or its equivalent is 

owed. 

credit rating (krHdùVt r7ùtVng) n.  An estimate of the amount of credit that can 

be extended to a company or person without undue risk. 



credit union (krHdùVt yunùyNn) n.  A cooperative organization that makes 

loans to its members at low interest rates. 

cred·it·wor·thy (krHdùVt-wûrÙthK) adj.  Having an acceptable credit rating.   
—credùit·worÙthi·ness n. 

cre·do (krKùdo, kr7ù-) n.  pl. cre·dos. 1. A creed.  2. Credo. a. The Apostles’ 

Creed or the Nicene Creed.  b. The musical setting for the Apostles’ Creed or the 

Nicene Creed, as in a choral Mass.   [Middle English, the Apostles’ Creed, from 

Latin crKdo, I believe (the first word of the Apostles’ Creed or the Nicene Creed), 

first person sing. present tense of crKdere, to believe. See kerd- in Appendix.]

cre·du·li·ty (krV-duùlV-tK, -dyuù-) n.  A disposition to believe too readily.  

[Middle English credulite, from Old French, from Latin crKdulit7s, from crKdulus, 

credulous. See CREDULOUS.]

cred·u·lous (krHjùN-lNs) adj.  1. Disposed to believe too readily; gullible.  

2. Arising from or characterized by credulity.  See Usage Note at credible.  
[From Latin crKdulus, from crKdere, to believe. See kerd- in Appendix.] 
—credùu·lous·ly adv.  —credùu·lous·ness n. 

Cree (krK) n.  pl. Cree or Crees. 1. a. A Native American people inhabiting a 

large area from eastern Canada west to Alberta and the Great Slave Lake. For-

merly located in central Canada, the Cree expanded westward and eastward in the 

17th and 18th centuries, the western Cree adopting the Plains Indian life and the 

eastern Cree retaining their woodland culture.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Algonquian language of the Cree. 

creed (krKd) n.  1. A formal statement of religious belief; a confession of faith.  

2. A system of belief, principles, or opinions:  laws banning discrimination on the 

basis of race or creed; an architectural creed that demanded simple lines.  [Middle 

English crede, from Old English crKda, from Latin crKdo, I believe. See CREDO.] 
—creedùal (krKdùl) adj. 

creek (krKk, krVk) n.  Abbr. cr. 1. A small stream, often a shallow or intermittent 

tributary to a river. Regional. Also called branch, brook1Regional., kill2Regional., 

run.  2. A channel or stream running through a salt marsh:  tidal creeks teeming 

with shore wildlife.  3. Chiefly British. A small inlet in a shoreline, extending far-

ther inland than a cove.   —idiom. up the creek (or up the creek without a 
paddle). Informal. In a difficult, unfortunate, or inextricable position.  [Middle 

English creke, probably from Old Norse kriki, bend.]

Creek (krKk) n.  pl. Creek or Creeks. 1. a. A Native American people formerly 

inhabiting eastern Alabama, southwest Georgia, and northwest Florida and now 

located in central Oklahoma and southern Alabama. The Creek were removed to 

Indian Territory in the 1830’s.  b. A member of this people.  c. The Muskogean 

language of the Creek.   2. a. A Native American confederacy made up of the 

Creek and various smaller southeast tribes.  b. A member of this confederacy.  

Also called Muskogee1  



creel (krKl) n.  1. A wicker basket, especially one used by anglers for carrying 

fish.  2. A frame for holding bobbins or spools in a spinning machine.  [Middle 

English crel, from Old French *creille, latticework, from Latin cr7tXcula, gridiron, 

diminutive of cr7tis, wickerwork.]

creep (krKp) v.  intr. crept (krHpt), creep·ing, creeps. 1. To move with the 

body close to the ground, as on hands and knees.  2. a. To move stealthily or cau-

tiously.  b. To move or proceed very slowly:  Traffic creeps at that hour.   3. Botany. 

a. To grow or spread along a surface, rooting at intervals or clinging by means of 

suckers or tendrils.  b. To grow horizontally under the ground, as the rhizomes of 

many plants.   4. To slip out of place; shift gradually.  5. To have a tingling sensa-

tion, made by or as if by things moving stealthily:  a moan that made my flesh 

creep.   —  n.  1. The act of creeping; a creeping motion or progress.  2. Slang. An 

annoyingly unpleasant or repulsive person.  3. A slow flow of metal when under 

high temperature or great pressure.  4. A slow change in a characteristic of elec-

tronic equipment, such as a decrease in power with continued usage.  5. Geology. 

The slow movement of rock debris and soil down a weathered slope.  6. creeps. 

Informal. A sensation of fear or repugnance, as if things were crawling on one’s 

skin:  That house gives me the creeps.  [Middle English crepen, from Old English 

crKopan.]

creep·er (krKùpNr) n.  1. One that creeps.  2. Botany. A plant that spreads by 

means of stems that creep.  3.  See cradle (n., sense 4).  4. A grappling device for 

dragging bodies of water, such as lakes or rivers.  5. A one-piece fitted garment 

for an infant.  6. creepers. A metal frame with a spike or spikes, attached to a 

shoe or boot to prevent slipping, especially on ice. 

creep·ing (krKùpVng) adj.  Developing gradually over a period of time:  creeping 

insanity. 

creeping Char·lie (krKùpVng chärùlK) n.  See moneywort. 
creeping eruption (krKùpVng V-rƒpùshNn) n.  A human skin disease caused by 

hookworm or roundworm larvae burrowing and creeping beneath the skin and 

characterized by eruptions in the form of progressing reddish lines. 

creeping Jen·nie also creeping Jen·ny (krKùpVng jHnùK) n.  See money-
wort. 

creep·y (krKùpK) adj.  creep·i·er, creep·i·est. Informal. 1. Of or producing a 

sensation of uneasiness or fear, as of things crawling on one’s skin:  a creepy feel-

ing; a creepy story.  2. Annoyingly unpleasant; repulsive:  the creepy kids next door.   
—creepùi·ness n. 

creese (krKs) n.  Variant of kris. 
cre·mains (krV-m7nzù) pl.n.  The ashes that remain after cremation of a corpse.  

[Blend of CREMATED, and REMAINS.]



cre·mate (krKùm7tÙ, krV-m7tù) v.  tr. cre·mat·ed, cre·mat·ing, cre·mates. To 

incinerate (a corpse).  [Latin crem7re, crem7t-. See ker-3 in Appendix.] 
—cre·maùtion (krV-m7ùshNn) n.  —creùmaÙtor n. 

cre·ma·to·ri·um (krKÙmN-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-) n.  pl. cre·ma·to·ri·ums or 

cre·ma·to·ri·a (-tôrùK-N, -torù-). A furnace or establishment for the incineration 

of corpses. 

cre·ma·to·ry (krKùmN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, krHmùN-) n.  pl. cre·ma·to·ries. A cremato-

rium.   —  adj.  Of or relating to cremation. 

crème de ca·cao (krHmÙ dN kN-kouù, kN-k7ùo) n.  A sweet white or brownish 

liqueur with a chocolate flavor.  [French  : crème, cream + de, of + cacao, cacao.]

crème de la crème (krHmÙ dN lä krHmù) n.  1. Something superlative.  

2. People of the highest social level.  [French  : crème, cream + de, of + la, the + 

crème, cream.]

crème de menthe (krHm dN mäNtù, mHnthù, mVntù) n.  A sweet green or white 

liqueur flavored with mint.  [French  : crème, cream + de, of + menthe, mint.]

crème fraîche (krHmù frHshù) n.  Cream that has been slightly fermented and 

thickened with lactic acid, often used as a topping or an ingredient in sauces.  

[French  : crème, cream + fraîche, fresh.]

Cre·mer (krKùmNr), Sir William Randal. 1838-1908.  British pacifist who 

founded the Workmen’s Peace Association (1870). He won the 1903 Nobel Peace 

Prize. 

Cre·mo·na (krN-moùnN, krH-môùnä)  A city of northern Italy on the Po River 

east-southeast of Milan. Originally a Roman colony, it was an independent com-

mune in the Middle Ages until its surrender to Milan in 1334. Population, 80,758. 

cre·nate (krKùn7tÙ) also cre·nat·ed (-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Having a margin with low, 

rounded or scalloped projections:  a crenate leaf.  [New Latin crKn7tus, from 

Medieval Latin crKna, notch.] —creùnateÙly adv. 

cre·na·tion (krV-n7ùshNn) n.  1. A rounded projection, as on the margin of a 

shell.  2. The condition or state of being crenate.  3. A process resulting from 

osmosis in which red blood cells, in a hypertonic solution, undergo shrinkage and 

acquire a notched or scalloped surface. 

cren·a·ture (krHnùN-chNr, krKùnN-) n.  A rounded projection; a crenation. 

cren·e·lat·ed also cren·el·lat·ed (krHnùN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having battlements.  

2. Indented; notched:  a crenelated wall.  [Probably from French créneler, to fur-

nish with battlements, from Old French crenel, crenelation, diminutive of cren, 

notch. See CRANNY.] —crenÙe·laùtion n. 

cren·shaw (krHnùshôÙ) n.  A variety of winter melon (Cucumis melo var. 

inodorus) having a greenish-yellow rind and sweet, usually salmon-pink flesh.  

[Origin unknown.]



cren·u·late (krHnùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) also cren·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Having a mar-

gin with very small, low, rounded teeth:  a crenulate leaf.  [New Latin crKnul7tus, 

from crKnula, diminutive of Medieval Latin crKna, notch.] —crenÙu·laùtion n. 

cre·o·dont (krKùN-dmntÙ) n.  Any of various extinct carnivorous mammals of 

the suborder Creodonta, of the Paleocene Epoch to the Pliocene Epoch.  [From 

New Latin Creodonta, suborder name  : Greek kreas, flesh; see kreuN- in Appen-

dix + Greek odous, odont-, tooth.]

Cre·ole (krKùolÙ) n.  1. A person of European descent born in the West Indies or 

Spanish America.  2. a. A person descended from or culturally related to the 

original French settlers of the southern United States, especially Louisiana.  

b. The French dialect spoken by these people.   3. A person descended from or 

culturally related to the Spanish and Portuguese settlers of the Gulf States.  4.  
Often creole. A person of mixed Black and European ancestry who speaks a cre-

olized language, especially one based on French or Spanish.  5. A Black slave born 

in the Americas as opposed to one brought from Africa.  6. creole. A creolized 

language.  7. Haitian Creole.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the 

Creoles.  2. creole. Cooked with a spicy sauce containing tomatoes, onions, and 

peppers:  shrimp creole; creole cuisine.  [French créole, from Spanish criollo, person 

native to a locality, from Portuguese crioulo, diminutive of cria, person raised in 

the house, especially a servant, from criar, to bring up, from Latin cre7re, to beget. 

See ker-2 in Appendix.]

cre·o·lized language (krKùN-lXzdÙ l4ngùgwVj) n.  A language derived from a 

pidgin but more complex in grammar and vocabulary than the ancestral pidgin 

because it has become the native tongue of a community. 

Cre·on (krKùmnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The brother of Iocasta and uncle of Anti-

gone who became the king of Thebes after the fall of Oedipus. 

cre·o·sol (krKùN-sôlÙ, -smlÙ, -solÙ) n.  A colorless to yellow aromatic liquid, 

C8H10O2, that is a constituent of creosote.  [CREOS(OTE) + -OL
1.]

cre·o·sote (krKùN-sotÙ) n.  1. A colorless to yellowish oily liquid containing phe-

nols and creosols, obtained by the destructive distillation of wood tar, especially 

from the wood of a beech, and formerly used as an expectorant in treating 

chronic bronchitis.  2. A yellowish to greenish-brown oily liquid containing phe-

nols and creosols, obtained from coal tar and used as a wood preservative and 

disinfectant. It can cause severe neurological disturbances if inhaled in strong 

concentrations.   —  v.  tr. cre·o·sot·ed, cre·o·sot·ing, cre·o·sotes. To treat or 

paint with creosote.  [German Kreosot : Greek kreas, flesh; see kreuN- in Appen-

dix + Greek sotKr, preserver (from sozein, to save); see teuN- in Appendix.]

creosote bush (krKùN-sotÙ btsh) n.  Any of several resinous, aromatic ever-

green shrubs of the genus Larrea, especially L. tridentata, a yellow-flowered plant 

characteristic of warm deserts in the southwest United States and Mexico. 



crepe also crêpe (kr7p) n.  1. A light, soft, thin fabric of silk, cotton, wool, or 

another fiber, with a crinkled surface.  Also called crape 2.  See crape (n., sense 

2).  3. Crepe paper.  4. Crepe rubber.  5.  (also krHp) A very thin, small pancake, 

often stuffed and rolled up.  [French crêpe, from Old French crespe, curly, from 

Latin crispus. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

crêpe de Chine (kr7pÙ dN shKnù) n.  pl. crêpes de Chine (kr7pÙ) also crêpe 
de Chines (shKnù). A silk crepe used for dresses and blouses.  [French  : crêpe, 

crepe + de, of + Chine, China.]

crepe myrtle (kr7p mûrùtl) n.  Variant of crape myrtle. 
crepe paper (kr7p p7ùpNr) n.  Crinkled tissue paper, resembling the fabric 

crepe, used for decorations. 

crepe rubber (kr7p rƒbùNr) n.  Rubber with a crinkled texture, used especially 

for shoe soles. 

crêpe su·zette (kr7pÙ su-zHtù, krHpÙ) n.  pl. crêpe su·zettes or crêpes 
su·zettes (kr7pÙ su-zHtù, krHpÙ). A thin dessert pancake usually rolled with hot 

orange or tangerine sauce and often served with a flaming brandy or curaçao 

sauce.  [French  : crêpe, pancake + Suzette, Suzy allegedly after Suzette (for 

Suzanne) Reichenberg (1853-1924), French actress.]

crep·i·tate (krHpùV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. crep·i·tat·ed, crep·i·tat·ing, crep·i·tates. To 

make a crackling or popping sound; crackle.  [Latin crepit7re, crepit7t-, to crackle, 

frequentative of crep7re, to creak.] —crepùi·tant (-tNnt) adj.  —crepÙi·taùtion 
n. 

crept (krHpt) v.  Past tense and past participle of creep. 
cre·pus·cle (krV-pƒsùNl) n.  Variant of crepuscule. 
cre·pus·cu·lar (krV-pƒsùkyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or like twilight; dim: “the period’s 

crepuscular charm and a waning of the intense francophilia that used to shape the 

art market” (Wall Street Journal).  2. Zoology. Becoming active at twilight or 

before sunrise, as do bats and certain insects and birds. 

cre·pus·cule (krV-pƒsùkyul) also cre·pus·cle (-pƒsùNl) n.  Twilight.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin crepusculum, from creper, dark.]

cres·cen·do (krN-shHnùdo) n.  pl. cres·cen·dos or cres·cen·di (-dK). 1.  Abbr. 

cr. Music. a. A gradual increase, especially in the volume or intensity of sound in 

a passage.  b. A passage played with a gradual increase in volume or intensity.   

2. a. A steady increase in intensity or force: “insisted [that] all paragraphs... should 

be structured as a crescendo rising to a climactic last sentence” (Henry A. Kissinger).  

b. Usage Problem. The climactic point or moment after such a progression: “The 

attacks... began in December... and reached a crescendo during [the president’s] Sep-

tember visit” (Foreign Affairs).    —  adj.  Gradually increasing in volume, force, 

or intensity.   —  adv.  Music. With a crescendo.   —  v.  intr. cres·cen·doed, 
cres·cen·do·ing, cres·cen·does. To build up to or reach a point of great inten-

sity, force, or volume: “The designer-name craze crescendoed in the mid-seventies” 



(Bernice Kanner).  [Italian, present participle of crescere, to increase, from Latin 

crKscere. See ker-2 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Crescendo is sometimes used by reputable speakers and writers

to denote a climax or peak, as in noise level, rather than an increase. Although

citational evidence over time attests to widespread currency, it is difficult for any-

one acquainted with the technical musical sense of crescendo to use it to mean “a

peak.” Such usage, as in When the guard sank a three-pointer to tie the game, the

noise of the crowd reached a crescendo, was unacceptable to 55 percent of the Usage

Panel.

cres·cent (krHsùNnt) n.  1. The figure of the moon as it appears in its first or last 

quarter, with concave and convex edges terminating in points.  2. Something hav-

ing concave and convex edges terminating in points.   —  adj.  1. Crescent-

shaped.  2. Waxing, as the moon; increasing.  [Middle English cressaunt, from 

Anglo-Norman, variant of Old French creissant, from present participle of creis-

tre, to grow, from Latin crKscere. See ker-2 in Appendix.] —cres·cenùtic (krN-

sHnùtVk) adj. 

cre·sol (krKùsôlÙ, -smlÙ, -solÙ) n.  Any of three isomeric phenols, CH3C6H4OH, 

used in resins and as a disinfectant.  [Alteration of CREOSOL.]

cress (krHs) n.  1. An Old World annual plant (Lepidium sativum) in the mustard 

family, cultivated for its edible seedlings and leaves.  2. Any of several related 

plants, such as pennycress and watercress.  [Middle English cresse, from Old 

English.]

cres·set (krHsùVt) n.  A metal cup, often suspended on a pole, containing burning 

oil or pitch and used as a torch.  [Middle English, from Old French, alteration of 

croisuel, probably from Vulgar Latin *croceolus, small lamp.]

Cres·si·da (krHsùV-dN) n.  A Trojan woman in medieval romances who first 

returns the love of Troilus but later forsakes him for Diomedes. 

crest (krHst) n.  1. a. A usually ornamental tuft, ridge, or similar projection on 

the head of a bird or other animal.  b. An elevated, irregularly toothed ridge on 

the stigmas of certain flowers.   2. a. A plume used as decoration on top of a hel-

met.  b. A helmet.   3. a. Heraldry. A device placed above the shield on a coat of 

arms.  b. A representation of such a device.   4. a. The top, as of a hill or wave.  

b. The highest or culminating point; the peak:  the crest of a flood; at the crest of 

her career.   5. The ridge on a roof.   —  v.  crest·ed, crest·ing, crests.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To decorate or furnish with a crest.  2. To reach the crest of:  crested the ridge.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To form into a crest or crests:  waves cresting over the sea wall.  2. To 

reach a crest:  The swollen river crested at 9 P.M.  [Middle English creste, from Old 

French, from Latin crista. See sker-2 in Appendix.]



crest·ed wheat·grass (krHsùtVd hwKtùgr4sÙ, wKtù-) n.  A Eurasian perennial 

grass (Agropyron cristatum) cultivated for pasture and rangeland in the Great 

Plains and western North America. 

crest·fall·en (krHstùfôÙlNn) adj.  Dispirited and depressed; dejected.   —crestù-
fallÙen·ly adv.  —crestùfallÙen·ness n. 

crest·ing (krHsùtVng) n.  An ornamental ridge, as on top of a wall or roof. 

Cres·tone Needle (krHsùton nKdùl)  A peak, 4,330.1 m (14,197 ft) high, in the 

Sangre de Cristo Mountains of south-central Colorado. 

Crestone Peak (krHsùton pKk)  A mountain, 4,359.7 m (14,294 ft) high, in the 

Sangre de Cristo Mountains of south-central Colorado. 

cre·syl (krKùsVl) n.  See tolyl.  [CRESO(L) + -YL.]

cre·syl·ic (krV-sVlùVk) adj.  Of or relating to creosote or cresol.  [CRES(OL) + -YL + -

IC.]

Cre·ta·ceous (krV-t7ùshNs) adj.  1. Of, belonging to, or designating the geologic 

time, system of rocks, and sedimentary deposits of the third and last period of the 

Mesozoic Era, characterized by the development of flowering plants and the dis-

appearance of dinosaurs.  2. cretaceous. Of, containing, or resembling chalk.   
—  n.  The Cretaceous Period.  [From Latin crKt7ceus, chalky, from crKta, chalk, 

from CrKta (terra), Cretan (earth).] —cre·taùceous·ly adv. 

Crete (krKt)  An island of southeast Greece in the eastern Mediterranean Sea. Its 

Minoan civilization was one of the earliest in the world and reached the height of 

its wealth and power c. 1600 B.C. Crete subsequently fell to the Greeks, Romans, 

Byzantines, Arabs, Venetians, and Ottoman Turks. The islanders proclaimed their 

union with modern Greece in 1908.   —Creùtan adj.  & n. 

Crete, Sea of.  A section of the southern Aegean Sea between Crete and the 

Cyclades Islands. 

Cré·teil (kr7-t7ù)  A city of north-central France, an industrial suburb of Paris 

on the Marne River. Population, 71,693. 

cre·tic (krKù-tVk) n.  See amphimacer.  [Latin CrKticus, of Crete, Cretic foot, 

from CrKta, Crete.]

cre·tin (krKtùn) n.  1. A person afflicted with cretinism.  2. Offensive Slang. An 

idiot.  [French crétin, from French dialectal, deformed and mentally retarded per-

son, from Vulgar Latin *christi7nus, Christian, human being, poor fellow, from 

Latin ChrXsti7nus, Christian. See CHRISTIAN.] —creùtin·oidÙ (-oidÙ) adj.  —creù-
tin·ous (-Ns) adj. 

cre·tin·ism (krKtùn-VzÙNm) n.  A congenital condition caused by a deficiency of 

thyroid hormone during prenatal development and characterized in childhood by 

dwarfed stature, mental retardation, dystrophy of the bones, and a low basal 

metabolism.  Also called congenital myxedema 



cre·tonne (krV-tmnù, krKùtmnÙ) n.  A heavy unglazed cotton, linen, or rayon fab-

ric, colorfully printed and used for draperies and slipcovers.  [After Creton, a vil-

lage of northwest France.]

Cre·ü·sa (krK-uùzN) n.  Greek Mythology. The wife of Aeneas, who was lost while 

fleeing from Troy but came back as a ghost to warn Aeneas of his future. 

Creutz·feldt-Ja·kob disease (kroitsùfHlt-yäùkôp dV-zKzù) n.  A rare, usually 

fatal disease of the brain, characterized by progressive dementia and gradual loss 

of muscle control, that occurs most often in middle age and is caused by a slow 

virus.  Also called Jakob-Creutzfeldt disease [After Hans G. Creutzfeld (1883-

1964) and Alfons M. Jakob (1884-1931), German psychiatrists.]

cre·val·le (krV-v4lùK) n.  Any of several marine fishes of the family Carangidae, 

such as the crevalle jack.  [Alteration of CAVALLA.]

crevalle jack (krV-v4lùK j4k) n.  A food and game fish (Caranx hippos) of warm 

seas, having a laterally compressed silvery body. 

cre·vasse (krV-v4sù) n.  1. A deep fissure, as in a glacier; a chasm.  2. A crack or 

breach in a dike or levee.   —  v.  intr. tr. cre·vassed, cre·vass·ing, cre·vass·es. 
To develop or cause to develop crevasses.  [French, from Old French crevace, crev-

ice. See CREVICE.]

Crève·coeur (krHv-kœrù), Michel Guillaume Jean de. Pen name J. Hector 

Saint John. 1735-1813.  French-born American agriculturalist, writer, and diplo-

mat whose Letters from an American Farmer (1782), a collection of essays on 

American life, was read widely in France. 

crev·ice (krHvùVs) n.  A narrow crack or opening; a fissure or cleft.  [Middle 

English, from Old French crevace, probably from Vulgar Latin *crep7cia, from 

*crepa, from Latin crep7re, to crack.] —crevùiced adj. 

crew1 (kru) n.  1. a. A group of people working together; a gang:  a crew of 

stagehands.  b. A group of people gathered together temporarily; a crowd.   

2. a. All personnel operating or serving aboard a ship.  b. All of a ship’s person-

nel except the officers.  c. All personnel operating or serving aboard an aircraft in 

flight.   3. a. Sports. A team of rowers, as of a racing shell.  b. The sport of row-

ing.    —  v.  intr. crewed, crew·ing, crews. To serve as a member of a crew:  

crewed for my sister on a sloop; a spacecraft that was crewed by a team of eight peo-

ple.  [Middle English creue, military reinforcement, from Old French, increase, 

from feminine past participle of creistre, to grow, from Latin crKscere. See ker-2 in 

Appendix.]

crew2 (kru) v.  Chiefly British. A past tense of crow2. 
crew chief (kru chKf) n.  A noncommissioned air force officer who is in 

charge of a group of enlisted people, such as maintenance specialists, on the flight 

line. 

crew cut  or crew·cut (kruùkƒtÙ) n.  A closely cropped haircut.  [So called 

because it was worn by rowers.]



Crewe (kru) also Crewe and Nant·wich (n4ntùwVchÙ)  A municipal borough 

of west-central England southeast of Liverpool. It is an important railroad junc-

tion. Population, 47,800. 

crewed (krud) adj.  Operated by an onboard crew:  a crewed space flight. 

crew·el (kruùNl) n.  Loosely twisted worsted yarn used for fancywork and 

embroidery.  [Middle English crule.]

crew·el·work (kruùNl-wûrkÙ) n.  Needlework produced with crewel. 

crew·mate (kruùm7tÙ) n.  A fellow member of a crew, especially of a crew of 

astronauts. 

crew neck (kru nHk) n.  1. A round close-fitting neckline.  2.  Often 

crew·neck (kruùnHkÙ). A garment, especially a sweater, with such a neckline.  

[From the wearing of similarly styled sweaters by rowers.]

crew sock (kru smk) n.  A warm, usually ribbed sock.  [From its use by row-

ers.]

crib (krVb) n.  1. A bed with high sides for a young child or baby.  2. a. A small 

building, usually with slatted sides, for storing corn.  b. A rack or trough for fod-

der; a manger.  c. A stall for cattle.   3. A small, crude cottage or room.  4. A 

framework to support or strengthen a mine or shaft.  5. A wicker basket.  6. a. A 

petty theft.  b. Plagiarism.  c.  See pony (n., sense 4).   7. Games. A set of cards 

made up from discards by each player in cribbage, used by the dealer.   —  v.  

cribbed, crib·bing, cribs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To confine in or as if in a crib.  2. To 

furnish with a crib.  3. a. To plagiarize (an idea or answer, for example).  b. To 

steal.    —  v.  intr. To plagiarize; cheat.  [Middle English, manger, from Old 

English cribb.] —cribùber n. 

crib·bage (krVbùVj) n.  Games. A card game for from two to four players in which 

the score is kept by inserting small pegs into holes arranged in rows on a small 

board.  [From CRIB.]

crib-bit·ing (krVbùbXÙtVng) n.  An injurious habit of horses in which they bite at 

the edge of a feed trough or other object and swallow air at the same time. 

crib death (krVb dHth) n.  See sudden infant death syndrome. 
crib·ri·form (krVbùrN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Perforated like a sieve.  [Latin crXbrum, sieve; 

see krei- in Appendix + -FORM.]

cri·ce·tid (krX-sKùtVd, -sHtùVd) n.  Any of various small rodents of the family 

Cricetidae, which includes muskrats and gerbils.  [From New Latin Cricetidae, 

family name, from Cricetus, hamster genus, from Medieval Latin cricetus, ham-

ster, perhaps from Old Czech kve?ek, diminutive of kve?.] —cri·ceùtid adj. 

Crich·ton (krXtùn), James. Known as “the Admirable Crichton.” 1560-1582.  

Scottish adventurer, linguist, and scholar whose intellectual achievements were 

lauded by Aldus Manutius and Thomas Urquhart. He was killed in a brawl. 



crick1 (krVk) n.  A painful cramp or muscle spasm, as in the back or neck.   —  v.  

tr. cricked, crick·ing, cricks. To cause a painful cramp or muscle spasm in by 

turning or wrenching.  [Middle English crike.]

crick2 (krVk) n.  Inland Northern U.S. & Western U.S. Variant of creek. See 

Regional note at run. 
Crick (krVk), Francis Henry Compton. Born 1916.  British biologist who with 

James D. Watson proposed a spiral model, the double helix, for the molecular 

structure of DNA. He shared a 1962 Nobel Prize for advances in the study of 

genetics. 

crick·et1 (krVkùVt) n.  Any of various insects of the family Gryllidae, having long 

antennae and legs adapted for leaping. The males of many species produce a shrill 

chirping sound by rubbing the front wings together.  [Middle English criket, from 

Old French criquet, from criquer, to click, of imitative origin.]

crick·et2 (krVkùVt) n.  1. Sports. An outdoor game played with bats, a ball, and 

wickets by two teams of 11 players each.  2. Good sportsmanship and fair con-

duct:  It’s not cricket to cheat at cards.   —  v.  intr. crick·et·ed, crick·et·ing, 
crick·ets. Sports. To play the game of cricket.  [Obsolete French criquet, piece of 

wood, from Old French, stick for a bowling game, perhaps from Middle Dutch 

cricke, walking stick.] —crickùet·er, crickÙet·eerù (-V-tîrù)  n. 

crick·et3 (krVkùVt) n.  A small wooden footstool.  [Origin unknown.]

cri·coid (krXùkoidÙ) n.  A ring-shaped cartilage of the lower larynx that articu-

lates with the thyroid cartilage and artenoid cartilages.  [New Latin cricoXdKs, from 

Greek krikoeidKs, ring-shaped  : krikos, ring; see sker-2 in Appendix + -oeidKs, -

oid.]

cri de coeur (krKÙ dN kœrù) n.  pl. cris de coeur (krKÙ). An impassioned out-

cry, as of entreaty or protest.  [French  : cri, cry + de, of + coeur, heart.]

cried (krXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of cry. 
cri·er (krXùNr) n.  1. An official who announces the orders of a court of law.  2. A 

town crier.  3. A hawker. 

cries (krXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of cry.  —  n.  Plural of cry. 
Crile (krXl), George Washington. 1864-1943.  American surgeon noted for his 

research on surgical trauma, shock, and other medical issues. 

crim. abbr.  Criminal. 

crim. con. abbr.  Law. Criminal conversation. 

crime (krXm) n.  1. An act committed or omitted in violation of a law forbidding 

or commanding it and for which punishment is imposed upon conviction.  

2. Unlawful activity:  statistics relating to violent crime.  3. A serious offense, espe-

cially one in violation of morality.  See Synonyms at offense.  4. An unjust, 

senseless, or disgraceful act or condition:  It’s a crime to squander our country’s 

natural resources.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin crXmen. See 

krei- in Appendix.]



Cri·me·a (krX-mKùN, krV-)  A region and peninsula of southern Ukraine on the 

Black Sea and Sea of Azov. In ancient times it was colonized by Greeks and 

Romans and later overrun by Ostrogoths, Huns, and Mongols. Conquered by the 

Ottoman Turks in 1475, the area was annexed by Russia in 1783. The peninsula 

was the scene of the Crimean War (1853-1856), in which a coalition of English, 

French, and Turkish troops defeated the Russians, although Crimea itself did not 

change hands.   —Cri·meùan adj. 

crim·i·nal (krVmùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. crim. 1. Of, involving, or having the nature 

of crime:  criminal abuse.  2. Relating to the administration of penal law.  

3. a. Guilty of crime.  b. Characteristic of a criminal.   4. Shameful; disgraceful:  

a criminal waste of talent.   —  n.  One that has committed or been legally con-

victed of a crime.  [Middle English, from Old French criminel, from Late Latin 

crXmin7lis, from Latin crXmen, crXmin-, accusation. See CRIME.] —crimùi·nal·ly 
adv. 

criminal conversation (krVmùN-nNl kmnÙvNr-s7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. crim. con. 
Law. Adultery. 

criminal court (krVmùN-nNl kôrt) n.  Law. A court empowered to hear and 

decide on cases involving offenses against criminal law. 

crim·i·nal·ist (krVmùN-nN-lVst) n.  A specialist in the collection and examination 

of the physical evidence of crime.   —crimÙi·nal·isùtics n. 

crim·i·nal·i·ty (krVmÙN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. crim·i·nal·i·ties. 1. The state, quality, or 

fact of being criminal.  2. A criminal practice or act. 

crim·i·nal·ize (krVmùN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. crim·i·nal·ized, crim·i·nal·iz·ing, 
crim·i·nal·iz·es. 1. To impose a criminal penalty on or for; outlaw.  2. To treat as 

a criminal.   —crimÙi·nal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

criminal justice (krVmùN-nNl jƒsùtVs) n.  The system of law enforcement, the 

bar, the judiciary, corrections, and probation that is directly involved in the 

apprehension, prosecution, defense, sentencing, incarceration, and supervision 

of those suspected of or charged with criminal offenses.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  criminal justice issues; criminal justice programs. 

criminal law (krVmùN-nNl lô) n.  Law that deals with crimes and their punish-

ments. 

crim·i·nate (krVmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. crim·i·nat·ed, crim·i·nat·ing, crim·i·nates. 
To incriminate.  [Latin crXmin7rX, crXmin7t-, to accuse, from crXmen, crXmin-, 

accusation. See CRIME.] —crimÙi·naùtion n.  —crimùi·naÙtive, crimùi·na·toÙry 

(-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —crimùi·naÙtor n. 

crim·i·no·gen·ic (krVmÙN-nN-jHnùVk) also crim·o·gen·ic (krXÙmN-) adj.  Pro-

ducing or tending to produce crime or criminality: “Alcohol is the most crimino-

genic substance in America” (James B. Jacobs). 

crim·i·nol·o·gy (krVmÙN-nmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. criminol. The scientific study of 

crime, criminals, criminal behavior, and corrections.  [Italian criminologia, from 



Latin crXmen, crXmin-, accusation. See CRIME.] —crimÙi·no·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —crimÙi·no·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —crimÙi·nolùo·gist n. 

crim·o·gen·ic (krXÙmN-jHnùVk) adj.  Variant of criminogenic. 
crimp1 (krVmp) v.  tr. crimped, crimp·ing, crimps. 1. To press or pinch into 

small, regular folds or ridges:  crimp a pie crust.  2. To bend or mold (leather) into 

shape.  3. To cause (hair) to form tight curls or waves.  4. To have a hampering or 

obstructive effect on:  Supplies of foreign oil were crimped by the embargo.   —  n.  

1. The act of crimping.  2. Something made by or as if by crimping, as: a. Hair 

that has been tightly curled or waved.  b. A series of curls, as of wool fibers.  c. A 

crease or bend.   3. An obstructing or hampering agent or force:  Rising interest 

rates put a crimp in new home construction.  [Dutch, or Low German krimpen 

from Middle Dutch, or Middle Low German.] —crimpùer n. 

crimp2 (krVmp) n.  A person who tricks or coerces men into service as sailors or 

soldiers.   —  v.  tr. crimped, crimp·ing, crimps. To procure (sailors or sol-

diers) by trickery or coercion.  [Origin unknown.]

crimp·y (krVmùpK) adj.  crimp·i·er, crimp·i·est. Full of crimps; wavy.   
—crimpùi·ness n. 

crim·son (krVmùzNn) n.  Color. A deep to vivid purplish red to vivid red.   —  v.  

tr. intr. crim·soned, crim·son·ing, crim·sons. To make or become deeply or 

vividly red.  [Middle English cremesin, from Old Spanish cremesín, and Old Ital-

ian cremesino  or Medieval Latin cremesXnus all from Arabic qirmizXy, from qirmiz, 

kermes insect. See KERMES.] —crimùson adj. 

cringe (krVnj) v.  intr. cringed, cring·ing, cring·es. 1. To shrink back, as in 

fear; cower.  2. To behave in a servile way; fawn.   —  n.  An act or instance of 

cringing.  [Middle English crengen, to bend haughtily, probably ultimately from 

Old English cringan, to give way.]

crin·gle (krVngùgNl) n.  Nautical. A small ring or grommet of rope or metal fas-

tened to the edge of a sail.  [Low German kringel, diminutive of kring, ring, from 

Middle Low German.]

crin·kle (krVngùkNl) v.  crin·kled, crin·kling, crin·kles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To form 

wrinkles or ripples.  2. To make a soft, crackling sound; rustle.   —  v.  tr. To cause 

to crinkle.   —  n.  A wrinkle, ripple, or fold.  [From Middle English crinkled, full 

of turnings.] —crinùkly adj. 

crin·kle·root (krVngùkNl-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A woodland plant (Cardamine 

diphylla) of eastern North America, having fleshy rootstocks, trifoliolate leaves, 

and clusters of white or pinkish flowers. 

cri·noid (krXùnoidÙ) n.  Any of various echinoderms of the class Crinoidea, 

including the sea lilies and feather stars, that are characterized by a cup-shaped 

body, feathery radiating arms, and either a stalk or clawlike structure with which 

they are able to attach to a surface.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the Crinoidea.  

[From New Latin Crinoidea, class name  : Greek krinon, lily + Greek -oeidKs, -oid.]



crin·o·line (krVnùN-lVn) n.  1. A coarse, stiff fabric of cotton or horsehair used 

especially to line and stiffen hats and garments.  2. A petticoat made of this fab-

ric.  3. A hoop skirt.  [French, from Italian crinolino : crino, horsehair (from Latin 

crXnis, hair); see sker-2 in Appendix + lino, flax (from Latin lXnum); see lYno- in 

Appendix.] —crinùo·line, crinùo·lined (-lVnd)  adj. 

cri·num (krXùnNm) n.  Any of various bulbous plants of the genus Crinum, native 

to warm regions and having strap-shaped leaves and showy umbels of variously 

colored flowers.  Also called spider lily [New Latin Crinum, genus name, from 

Greek krinon, lily.]

cri·ol·lo (krK-oùlo, -ôùyô) n.  pl. cri·ol·los (-oùloz, -ôùyôs). A Spanish American 

of European, usually Spanish descent.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a criollo or 

criollos.  2. Indigenous to or characteristic of a Spanish-American country:  cri-

ollo cattle; a criollo dish.  [Spanish. See CREOLE.]

cri·o·sphinx (krXùN-sfVngksÙ) n.  A sphinx with the head of a ram.  [Greek krios, 

ram; see ker-1 in Appendix + SPHINX.]

crip·ple (krVpùNl) n.  1. One that is partially disabled or unable to use a limb or 

limbs:  cannot race a horse that is a cripple.  2. A damaged or defective object or 

device.   —  v.  tr. crip·pled, crip·pling, crip·ples. 1. To cause to lose the use of 

a limb or limbs.  2. To disable, damage, or impair the functioning of:  a strike that 

crippled the factory.  [Middle English crepel, from Old English crypel.] —cripù-
pler n. 

Crip·ple Creek (krVpùNl krKk)  A city of central Colorado in the Rocky Moun-

tains southwest of Colorado Springs. After 1891 it was the center of a thriving 

gold-producing area but declined as deposits were exhausted. Population, 655. 

Cripps (krVps), Sir (Richard) Stafford. 1889-1952.  British statesman who 

advocated a unified front with the Communists against the Nazi threat. During 

World War II he was ambassador to Moscow (1940-1942) and later served as 

Chancellor of the Exchequer (1947-1950). 

cri·sis (krXùsVs) n.  pl. cri·ses (-sKz). 1. a. A crucial or decisive point or situation; 

a turning point.  b. An unstable condition, as in political, social, or economic 

affairs, involving an impending abrupt or decisive change.   2. A sudden change 

in the course of a disease or fever, toward either improvement or deterioration.  

3. An emotionally stressful event or a traumatic change in a person’s life.  4. A 

point in a story or drama when a conflict reaches its highest tension and must be 

resolved.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  crisis interven-

tion; crisis planning.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek, from krinein, to 

separate. See krei- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: crisis, crossroad, exigency, head, juncture, pass. The central mean-

ing shared by these nouns is “a critical point or state of affairs”: a military crisis;

government policy at the crossroad; had failed to predict the health-care exigency; a



problem that is coming to a head; negotiations that had reached a crucial juncture;

things rapidly coming to a desperate pass.

crisis center (krXùsVs sHnùtNr) n.  A center staffed especially by volunteers who 

give support and advice to people experiencing personal crises. 

crisis management (krXùsVs m4nùVj-mNnt) n.  Special measures taken under 

pressure to solve problems caused by a crisis. 

crisp (krVsp) adj.  crisp·er, crisp·est. 1. Firm but easily broken or crumbled; 

brittle:  crisp potato chips.  2. Pleasingly firm and fresh:  crisp carrot and celery 

sticks.  3. a. Bracing; invigorating:  crisp mountain air.  b. Lively; sprightly:  music 

with a crisp rhythm.   4. Conspicuously clean or new:  a crisp dollar bill.  

5. Marked by clarity, conciseness, and briskness:  a crisp reply.  See Synonyms at 

incisive.  6. Having small curls, waves, or ripples.   —  v.  tr. intr. crisped, 
crisp·ing, crisps. To make or become crisp.   —  n.  1. Something crisp or easily 

crumbled:  The roast was burned to a crisp.  2. A dessert of fruit baked with a 

sweet, crumbly topping:  apple crisp.  3. Chiefly British. A potato chip.  [Middle 

English, curly, from Old English, from Latin crispus. See sker-2 in Appendix.] 
—crispùly adv.  —crispùness n. 

cris·pate (krVsùp7tÙ) also cris·pat·ed (-p7ÙtVd) adj.  Curled or ruffled, as the 

margins of certain leaves.  [Latin crisp7tus, past participle of crisp7re, to curl, 

from crispus, curly. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

cris·pa·tion (krVs-p7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of crisping or curling.  b. The state 

of being crisped or curled.   2. A slight involuntary muscular contraction, often 

producing a crawling sensation of the skin. 

crisped (krVspt) adj.  Botany. Crispate. 

crisp·er (krVsùpNr) n.  One that crisps, especially a compartment in a refrigerator 

used for storing vegetables and keeping them fresh. 

Cris·pi (krVsùpK, krKùspK), Francesco. 1819-1901.  Italian statesman who served 

as premier of the restored kingdom of Italy (1887-1890 and 1894) and advocated 

a strong alliance with Germany. 

Cris·pin (krVsùpVn), Saint. Third century A.D.  Roman shoemaker who with his 

brother Saint Crispinian sought to spread Christianity and was martyred. 

crisp·y (krVsùpK) adj.  crisp·i·er, crisp·i·est. Crisp.   —crispùi·ness n. 

cris·sa (krVsùN) n.  Plural of crissum. 
criss·cross (krVsùkrôsÙ, -krmsÙ) v.  criss·crossed, criss·cross·ing, 
criss·cross·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mark with crossing lines.  2. To move back and 

forth through or over:  crisscrossed the country on a speaking tour.   —  v.  intr. To 

move back and forth.   —  n.  1. A mark or pattern made of crossing lines.  2. A 

state of being at conflicting or contrary purposes.   —  adj.  Crossing one another 

or marked by crossings.   —  adv.  In a manner or direction that crosses or is 



marked by crossings.  [Alteration of Middle English Cristcrosse, mark of a cross, 

short for Cristcross (me speed), may Christ’s cross (give me success).]

cris·sum (krVsùNm) n.  pl. cris·sa (krVsùN). Zoology. The feathers or area under 

the tail of a bird surrounding the cloacal opening.  [New Latin, from Latin crXs7re, 

to move the buttocks during intercourse. See sker-2 in Appendix.] —crisùsal (-

Nl) adj. 

cris·ta (krVsùtN) n.  pl. cris·tae (-tK). 1. Anatomy. A crest or ridge, as on the top of 

a bone.  2. Biology. One of the inward projections or folds of the inner membrane 

of a mitochondrion.  [Latin. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

cris·tate (krVsùt7tÙ) also cris·tat·ed (-t7ÙtVd) adj.  Having or forming a crest or 

crista.  [Latin crist7tus, from crista, tuft. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

crit. abbr.  Critic; critical; criticism. 

cri·te·ri·on (krX-tîrùK-Nn) n.  pl. cri·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-N)  or cri·te·ri·ons. A stan-

dard, rule, or test on which a judgment or decision can be based.  See Synonyms 

at standard.  [Greek kritKrion, from kritKs, judge, from krinein, to separate, 

judge. See krei- in Appendix.] —cri·teùri·al (-Nl) adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Like the analogous etymological plurals agenda and data, crite-

ria is widely used as a singular form. Unlike them, however, it is not yet acceptable

in that use.

crit·ic (krVtùVk) n.  1. One who forms and expresses judgments of the merits, 

faults, value, or truth of a matter.  2.  Abbr. crit. One who specializes especially 

professionally in the evaluation and appreciation of literary or artistic works:  a 

film critic; a dance critic.  3. One who tends to make harsh or carping judgments; 

a faultfinder.  [Latin criticus, from Greek kritikos, able to discern, from kritKs, 

judge, from krinein, to separate, judge. See krei- in Appendix.]

crit·i·cal (krVtùV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. crit. 1. Inclined to judge severely and find fault.  

2. Characterized by careful, exact evaluation and judgment:  a critical reading.  

3. Of, relating to, or characteristic of critics or criticism:  critical acclaim; a critical 

analysis of Melville’s writings.  4. Forming or having the nature of a turning point; 

crucial or decisive:  a critical point in the campaign.  5. a. Of or relating to a med-

ical crisis:  an illness at the critical stage.  b. Being or relating to a grave physical 

condition especially of a patient.   6. Indispensable; essential:  a critical element of 

the plan; a second income that is critical to the family’s well-being.  7. Being in or 

verging on a state of crisis or emergency:  a critical shortage of food.  8. Fraught 

with danger or risk; perilous.  9. Mathematics. Of or relating to a point at which a 

curve has a maximum, minimum, or point of inflection.  10. Chemistry & Phys-

ics. Of or relating to the value of a measurement, such as temperature, at which an 

abrupt change in a quality, property, or state occurs:  A critical temperature of 

water is 100˚C, its boiling point at standard atmospheric pressure.  11. Physics. 



Capable of sustaining a nuclear chain reaction.   —critùi·cal·ly adv.  

—critùi·cal·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: critical, captious, censorious, faultfinding, hypercritical. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these adjectives is “tending or marked by a tendency to

find and call attention to errors and flaws”: a critical attitude; a captious pedant;

censorious of petty failings; an excessively demanding and faultfinding tutor; hyper-

critical of colloquial speech. 

ANTONYM: uncritical

critical angle (krVtùV-kNl 4ngùgNl) n.  1. Physics. The smallest angle of incidence 

at which a light ray passing from one medium to another less refractive medium 

can be totally reflected from the boundary between the two.  2. The angle of 

attack of an airfoil at which airflow abruptly changes, causing changes in the lift 

and drag of an aircraft. 

crit·i·cal·i·ty (krVtÙV-k4lùV-tK) n.  1. The quality, state, or degree of being of the 

highest importance: “The challenge of our future food supply is approaching criti-

cality” (New York Times).  2. Physics. The point at which a nuclear reaction is 

self-sustaining. 

critical mass (krVtùV-kNl m4s) n.  1. The smallest mass of a fissionable material 

that will sustain a nuclear chain reaction at a constant level.  2. A very important 

or crucial stage: “The sudden national uproar over drugs and drug abuse has 

reached politically critical mass in Washington” (Tom Morganthau). 

critical point (krVtùV-kNl point) n.  1. Physics. The temperature and pressure at 

which the liquid and gaseous phases of a pure stable substance become identical.  

Also called critical state 2. Mathematics. a. A maximum, minimum, or point of 

inflection of a curve.  b. A point at which the derivative of a function is zero or 

infinite.  

critical pressure (krVtùV-kNl prHshùNr) n.  The least applied pressure required at 

the critical temperature to liquefy a gas. 

critical state (krVtùV-kNl st7t) n.  See critical point (n., sense 1). 

critical temperature (krVtùV-kNl tHmùpNr-N-chtrÙ) n.  The temperature 

above which a gas cannot be liquefied, regardless of the pressure applied. 

crit·ic·as·ter (krVtùV-k4sÙtNr) n.  A petty or inferior critic.  [CRITIC + Latin -aster, 

pejorative suff.]

crit·i·cism (krVtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Abbr. crit. 1. The act of criticizing, especially 

adversely.  2. A critical comment or judgment.  3. a. The art, skill, or profession 

of making discriminating judgments and evaluations, especially of literary or 

other artistic works.  b. A review or article expressing such judgment and evalua-

tion.   4. Detailed investigation of the origin and history of literary documents, 

such as the Bible. 



crit·i·cize (krVtùV-sXzÙ) v.  crit·i·cized, crit·i·ciz·ing, crit·i·ciz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To find fault with:  criticized the decision as unrealistic.  See Usage Note at cri-
tique.  2. To judge the merits and faults of; analyze and evaluate.   —  v.  intr. To 

act as a critic.   —critùi·cizÙa·ble adj.  —critùi·cizÙer n.  

SYNONYMS: criticize, blame, reprehend, censure, condemn, denounce. These

verbs are compared as they mean to express an unfavorable judgment. Criticize

can mean merely to evaluate good and bad points without necessarily finding

fault: “To criticize is to appreciate, to appropriate, to take intellectual possession”

(Henry James). Usually, however, the word implies the expression of disapproval:

The reviewer roundly criticized the novel. Blame emphasizes the finding of fault

and the fixing of responsibility: “People are always blaming their circumstances for

what they are” (George Bernard Shaw). Reprehend implies sharp disapproval:

“reprehends students who have protested apartheid” (New York Times). Censure re-

fers to open and strong expression of criticism; often it implies a formal repri-

mand: “No man can justly censure or condemn another, because indeed no man truly

knows another” (Thomas Browne). Condemn denotes the pronouncement of

harshly adverse judgment: “The wrongs which we seek to condemn and punish have

been so calculated, so malignant and so devastating that civilization cannot tolerate

their being ignored because it cannot survive their being repeated” (Robert H. Jack-

son). Denounce implies public proclamation of condemnation or repudiation:

The press denounces clandestine support for the counterrevolution.

cri·tique (krV-tKkù) n.  1. A critical review or commentary, especially one dealing 

with works of art or literature.  2. A critical discussion of a specified topic.  

3. The art of criticism.   —  v.  tr. cri·tiqued, cri·tiqu·ing, cri·tiques. Usage 

Problem. To review or discuss critically.  [French, from Greek kritikK tekhnK, art of 

criticism, from feminine of kritikos, critical. See CRITIC.]

USAGE NOTE: Critique has been used as a verb meaning “to review or discuss

critically” since the 18th century, but lately this usage has gained much wider cur-

rency, in part because the verb criticize, once neutral between praise and censure,

is now mainly used in a negative sense. (One is not likely to say, for example, She

criticized the bill approvingly.) But this use of critique is still regarded by many as

pretentious jargon; 69 percent of the Usage Panel rejects the sentence As mock

inquisitors grill him, top aides take notes and critique the answers with the President

afterward. There is no exact synonym, but in most contexts one can usually sub-

stitute go over, review, or analyze.

Crit·ten·den (krVtùn-dNn), John Jordan. 1787-1863.  American politician 

who proposed the Crittenden Compromise (1860), an unsuccessful last-minute 

effort to forestall the Civil War. 



crit·ter (krVtùNr) n.  Regional. 1. A living creature.  2. A domestic animal, espe-

cially a cow, horse, or mule.  3. A person.  [Alteration of CREATURE.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Critter, a pronunciation spelling of creature, actually re-

flects a pronunciation that would have been very familiar to Shakespeare: 16th-

and 17th-century English had not yet begun to pronounce the -ture suffix with

its modern (ch) sound. This archaic pronunciation still exists in regional Ameri-

can critter and in Irish creature, pronounced (kr7ùtƒr) and used in the same senses

as the American regionalism. The most common meaning of critter is “a living

creature,” whether wild or domestic; it also can mean “a child” when used as a

term of sympathetic endearment, or it can mean “an unfortunate person.” In old-

fashioned regional speech, critter and beast denoted a large domestic animal. The

more restricted senses “a cow,” “a horse,” or “a mule” are still characteristic of the

speech in specific regions of the United States. The use of critter among younger

speakers almost always carries with it a jocular or informal connotation.

croak (krok) n.  A low, hoarse sound, as that characteristic of frogs and crows.   
—  v.  croaked, croak·ing, croaks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To utter in a low, hoarse sound.  

2. Slang. To kill.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To utter a low, hoarse sound.  b. To speak with 

a low, hoarse voice.   2. To mutter discontentedly; grumble.  3. Slang. To die.  

[From Middle English croken, to croak, probably of imitative origin.] 
—croakùi·ly adv.  —croakùy adj. 

croak·er (kroùkNr) n.  1. a. A croaking animal, especially a frog.  b. A person 

who grumbles or habitually predicts evil.   2. Any of various fishes, chiefly of the 

family Sciaenidae, that make croaking or grunting sounds. 

Croat (krot, kroù4tÙ) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Croatia.  2. Serbo-Croatian 

as used in Croatia, distinguished from Serbian primarily by its being written in 

the Latin alphabet.  Also called Croatian [New Latin Croata, from Serbo-Croatian 

Hrv7t.]

Cro·a·tia (kro-7ùshN, -shK-N)  An country of southern Europe along the north-

east Adriatic coast. It was settled by Croats in the 7th century, became a kingdom 

in the 10th century, and reached the height of its power in the 11th century before 

being conquered by Hungary in 1091. Eventually Croatia became a part of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire and later a constituent republic of Yugoslavia. Croatia 

declared its independence from Yugoslavia in 1991. Zagreb is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 4,396,397. 

Cro·a·tian (kro-7ùshNn) n.  See Croat.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Croatia or its 

people, language, or culture. 

croc (krmk) n.  Informal. A crocodile. 



Cro·ce (kroùchH), Benedetto. 1866-1952.  Italian philosopher, historian, and 

critic noted for a major work of modern idealism, Philosophy of the Spirit (1902-

1917), and as a staunch opponent of fascism. 

cro·ce·in (kroùsK-Vn) n.  Any of various red or orange acid azo dyes.  [Latin cro-

ceus, saffron-colored (from crocus, saffron) + -IN.]

cro·chet (kro-sh7ù) v.  cro·cheted (-sh7dù), cro·chet·ing (-sh7ùVng), 
cro·chets (-sh7zù).  —  v.  intr. To make a piece of needlework by looping thread 

with a hooked needle.   —  v.  tr. To make by looping thread with a hooked needle:  

crochet a sweater.   —  n.  Needlework made by looping thread with a hooked nee-

dle.  [From French crocheter, from Old French crochet, hook, diminutive of croche 

feminine of croc, of Germanic origin.]

cro·ci (kroùsX, -kX) n.  A plural of crocus. 
cro·cid·o·lite (kro-sVdùl-XtÙ) n.  A fibrous, lavender-blue or greenish mineral, a 

sodium iron silicate that is used as a commercial form of asbestos.  [Greek krokus, 

krokis, krokud-, krokid-, nap on woolen cloth + -LITE.]

crock1 (krmk) n.  1. a. An earthenware vessel.  b. A broken piece of earthenware.   

2. Slang. Foolish talk; nonsense:  That story is nothing but a crock.  [Middle 

English crokke, from Old English crocc. Sense 2, perhaps from crock of shit.]

crock2 (krmk) Regional. n.  Soot.   —  v.  crocked, crock·ing, crocks.  —  v.  tr. 

To soil with or as if with crock.   —  v.  intr. To give off soot or color.  [Origin 

unknown.]

crock3 (krmk) Chiefly British. n.  One that is worn-out, decrepit, or impaired; a 

wreck.   —  v.  crocked, crock·ing, crocks.  —  v.  intr. To become weak or dis-

abled. Often used with up.   —  v.  tr. To disable; wreck. Often used with up.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

crocked (krmkt) adj.  Slang. Drunk.  [Possibly from CROCK
3.]

Crock·er (krmkùNr), Charles. 1822-1888.  American railroad financier who 

merged the Southern Pacific and Central Pacific railroads (1884). 

crock·er·y (krmkùN-rK) n.  Earthenware. 

crock·et (krmkùVt) n.  Architecture. A projecting ornament, usually in the form of 

a cusp or curling leaf, placed along outer angles of pinnacles and gables.  [Middle 

English croket, ornamental curl of hair, hook, from Old North French croquet, 

shepherd’s crook, diminutive of croque, variant of Old French croche. See CRO-

CHET.]

Crock·ett (krmkùVt), David. Known as “Davy.” 1786-1836.  American frontiers-

man and politician who was a U.S. representative from Tennessee (1827-1831 and 

1833-1835) and joined the Texas revolutionaries fighting against Mexico. He died 

at the siege of the Alamo. 

Crock-Pot (krmkùpmtÙ)  A trademark used for an electric cooker that maintains a 

low temperature. This trademark often occurs in print in lowercase without a 

hyphen and occasionally in figurative uses: “Pressure cookers and crock pots are 



proven labor savers for beans, stews, meats, and poultry” (Christian Science Moni-

tor). “First Super Bowl Sunday, now WORLD WAR III; out of the frying pan, into the 

crock pot” (Washington Post). 

croc·o·dile (krmkùN-dXlÙ) n.  1. Any of various large aquatic reptiles, chiefly of 

the genus Crocodylus, native to tropical and subtropical regions and having thick, 

armorlike skin and long, tapering jaws.  2. A crocodilian reptile, such as an alliga-

tor, a caiman, or a gavial.  3. Leather made from crocodile skin.  [Middle English 

cocodril, from Old French, from Latin cocodrillus, variant of crocodXlus, from 

Greek krokodilos : krokK, pebble + drilos, circumcised man, worm.]

WORD HISTORY: The crocodile may owe its name to its resemblance to a

much smaller creature, a lizard that lived in the stone walls of Ionia. This lizard’s

name, krokodilos, is thought to be a compound of krokK, “pebble, gravel,” and dri-

los, which is only attested as meaning “circumcised man” but is assumed to mean

“worm” as well. According to Herodotus, Ionians in Egypt noted the resemblance,

probably humorously, between basking crocodiles and their own “worm of the

stones.” The modern form of English crocodile represents a return to the Classical

Latin spelling crocodXlus, Latin having borrowed the word from Greek. But other

spellings occurred in Classical Greek and Latin, and one of these Latin spellings,

cocodrillus, passed into Medieval Latin and Old French (cocodril) and then into

English, so that our earliest possible use of the word, in a work perhaps composed

before 1300, is spelled cokedrille. It was not until the 16th century that the word

came to have its present spelling. The various spellings met with in the history of

crocodile reflect the same sort of variations that occurred in the history of alligator.

crocodile bird (krmkùN-dXlÙ bûrd) n.  A black and white African bird (Pluvi-

anus aegyptius) that is related to the plover and feeds on insects that parasitize 

crocodiles. 

Croc·o·dile River (krmkùN-dXlÙ rVvùNr)  See Limpopo. 
crocodile tears (krmkùN-dXlÙ târz) pl.n.  An insincere display of grief; false 

tears.  [From the belief that crocodiles weep either to attract a victim or when eat-

ing one.]

croc·o·dil·i·an (krmkÙN-dVlùK-Nn, -dVlùyNn) n.  Any of various reptiles of the 

order Crocodylia, which includes the alligators, crocodiles, caimans, and gavials.   
—  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a crocodile.  2. Belonging to the order 

Crocodylia. 

croc·o·ite (krmkùo-XtÙ, kroùko-) also croc·oi·site (krmkùwN-zXtÙ) n.  A rare lead 

chromate mineral, PbCrO4, that forms brilliant orange crystals.  [Alteration of 

French crocoise, from Greek krokoeis, saffron-colored, from krokos, saffron. See 

CROCUS.]



cro·cus (kroùkNs) n.  pl. cro·cus·es or cro·ci (-sX, -kX). 1. a. Any of various 

perennial Eurasian herbs of the genus Crocus, having grasslike leaves and showy, 

variously colored flowers.  b. Any of several other plants, such as the autumn cro-

cus.   2. Color. A grayish to light reddish purple.  3. A dark red powdered variety 

of iron oxide, Fe2O3, used as an abrasive for polishing.  4. A coarse, loosely woven 

material like burlap, once used to make sacks for shipping saffron.  See Regional 

note at gunnysack.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin, from Greek 

krokos, of Semitic origin.]

crocus sack (kroùkNs s4k) n.  South Atlantic U.S. See gunnysack. See Regional 

note at gunnysack. 
Croe·sus1 (krKùsNs), Died c. 546 B.C.  Last king of Lydia (560-546) whose king-

dom, which had prospered during his reign, fell to the Persians under Cyrus. 

Croe·sus2 (krKùsNs) n.  A very wealthy man.  [After CROESUS
1.]

croft (krôft, krmft) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A small enclosed field or pasture near a 

house.  2. A small farm, especially a tenant farm.  [Middle English, from Old 

English.]

croft·er (krôfùtNr, krmfù-) n.  Chiefly British. One who rents and cultivates a 

croft; a tenant farmer. 

crois·sant (krwä-säNù, krN-säntù) n.  A rich, crescent-shaped roll of leavened 

dough or puff pastry.  [French, from Old French creissant, croissant, crescent. See 

CRESCENT.]

WORD HISTORY: The words croissant and crescent illustrate double borrow-

ings, each coming into English from a different form of the same French word.

In Latin the word crKscere, “to grow,” when applied to the moon meant “to wax”;

one could have the phrase l7na crKscKns, “waxing moon.” Old French croissant, the

equivalent of Latin crKscKns, came to mean “the time during which the moon wax-

es,” “the crescent-shaped figure of the moon in its first and last quarters,” and “a

crescent-shaped object.” In Middle English, which adopted croissant in its Anglo-

Norman form cressaunt, the first instance of our English word, recorded in a doc-

ument dated 1399-1400, meant “a crescent-shaped ornament.” Crescent, the Mod-

ern English descendant of Middle English cressaunt, owes its second c to Latin

crKscere. Croissant is not an English development but instead a borrowing of the

Modern French descendant of Old French croissant. It is first recorded in English

in 1899. French croissant was used to translate German Hörnchen, the name given

by the Viennese to this pastry, which was first baked in 1689 to commemorate the

raising of the siege of Vienna by the Turks, whose symbol was the crescent.

Croix de Guerre (krwäÙ dN gârù) n.  A French military decoration for bravery 

in combat.  [French  : croix, cross + de, of + guerre, war.]



cro·ker sack (kroùkNr s4k) n.  Lower Southern U.S. See gunnysack. See 

Regional note at gunnysack.  [Alteration of CROCUS SACK.]

Cro·ly (kroùlK), Herbert David. 1869-1930.  American writer and editor who 

founded (1914) the liberal journal The New Republic. 

Cro-Mag·non (kro-m4gùnNn, -m4nùyNn) n.  An early form of modern human 

being (Homo sapiens) inhabiting Europe in the late Paleolithic Era and character-

ized by a broad face and tall stature. It is known from skeletal remains first found 

in the Cro-Magnon cave in southern France.   —Cro-Magùnon adj. 

crom·lech (krmmùlHkÙ) n.  1. A prehistoric monument consisting of monoliths 

encircling a mound.  2. A dolmen.  [Welsh  : crom, feminine of crwm, arched + 

llech, stone.]

cro·mo·lyn sodium (kroùmN-lVn soùdK-Nm) n.  A drug, C23H14Na2O11, usually 

administered by inhalation and used to prevent certain allergic attacks, especially 

those associated with asthma or hay fever.  [Rearrangement of chemical name 

carboxychromon-yloxy-hydroxypropane.]

Cromp·ton (krmmpùtNn), Samuel. 1753-1827.  British inventor of the spin-

ning mule (1779). 

Crom·well (krmmùwHlÙ, -wNl, krƒmù-), Oliver. 1599-1658.  English military, 

political, and religious figure who led the Parliamentarian victory in the English 

Civil War (1642-1649) and called for the execution of Charles I. As lord protector 

of England (1653-1658) he ruled as a virtual dictator. His son Richard (1626-

1712) succeeded him briefly as lord protector (1658-1659) before the restoration 

of the monarchy under Charles II.   —Crom·wellùi·an adj. 

Crom·well (krmmùwHlÙ, -wNl, krƒmù-), Thomas Earl of Essex. 1485?-1540.  

English politician who proposed the legislation that established the monarch as 

head of the established church (1534). 

crone (kron) n.  An ugly, withered old woman; a hag.  [Middle English, from Old 

North French carogne, carrion, cantankerous woman, from Vulgar Latin *caronia, 

carrion, from Latin caro, carn-, flesh. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

Cro·nin (kroùnVn), A(rchibald) J(oseph). 1896-1981.  British physician and 

writer whose novels include Hatter’s Castle (1931) and The Judas Tree (1961). 

Cro·nin (kroùnVn), James W. Born 1931.  American educator and physicist. He 

shared a 1980 Nobel Prize for work concerning the asymmetry of subatomic par-

ticles. 

Cron·je (krônùy7), Piet Arnoldus. 1836?-1911.  South African general active in 

both Boer Wars (1881 and 1899-1900). 

Cro·nus (kroùnNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A Titan who ruled the universe until 

dethroned by his son Zeus. 

cro·ny (kroùnK) n.  pl. cro·nies. A long-time close friend or companion.  [Possi-

bly from Greek khronios, long lasting, from khronos, time.]



cro·ny·ism (kroùnK-VzÙNm) n.  Favoritism shown to old friends without regard 

for their qualifications, as in political appointments to office. 

crook1 (krtk) n.  1. An implement or tool, such as a bishop’s crosier or a shep-

herd’s staff, with a bent or curved part.  2. A part that is curved or bent like a 

hook.  3. A curve or bend; a turn:  a crook in the path.  4. Informal. One who 

makes a living by dishonest methods.   —  v.  crooked, crook·ing, crooks.  —  
v.  tr. To make a crook in; bend.   —  v.  intr. To bend or curve.  See Synonyms at 

bend1.  [Middle English crok, from Old Norse krokr.]

crook2 (krtk) adj.  Australian. 1. Out of order; faulty.  2. Not well; ill.  3. Of 

poor quality; inferior.  4. Not honest; crooked.  [From CROOKED, or CROOK
1.]

Crook (krtk), George. 1829-1890.  American general who defeated the Sioux 

(1876) and subdued Geronimo (1883). 

crook·back (krtkùb4kÙ) n.  Obsolete. See hunchback (n., sense 1).  —crook-
ùbackedÙ adj. 

crook·ed (krtkùVd) adj.  1. Having or marked by bends, curves, or angles.  

2. Informal. Dishonest or unscrupulous; fraudulent.   —crookùed·ly adv.  

—crookùed·ness n. 

crook·er·y (krtkùN-rK) n.  Dishonest practices, as in business or politics. 

Crookes (krtks), Sir William. 1832-1919.  British chemist and physicist who 

discovered thallium (1861), invented the radiometer (1875), and studied cathode 

rays. 

Crookes tube (krtks tub) n.  A low-pressure discharge tube used to study 

the properties of cathode rays.  [After Sir William CROOKES.]

crook·neck (krtkùnHkÙ) n.  Any of several edible varieties of summer squash 

having a narrow crooked or curved neck and a yellow rind and flesh. 

croon (krun) v.  crooned, croon·ing, croons.  —  v.  intr. 1. To hum or sing 

softly.  2. To sing popular songs in a soft, sentimental manner.  3. Scots. To roar 

or bellow.   —  v.  tr. To sing softly or in a humming way:  crooning a lullaby.   —  
n.  A soft singing or humming.  [Middle English crounen, from Middle Dutch 

kronen, to lament. See gerN-2 in Appendix.] —croonùer n. 

crop (krmp) n.  1. a. Cultivated plants or agricultural produce, such as grain, veg-

etables, or fruit.  b. The total yield of such produce in a particular season or 

place.   2. A group, quantity, or supply appearing at one time:  a crop of new ideas.  

3. A short haircut.  4. An earmark on an animal.  5. a. A short whip used in 

horseback riding, with a loop serving as a lash.  b. The stock of a whip.   

6. Zoology. a. A pouchlike enlargement of a bird’s gullet in which food is partially 

digested or stored for regurgitation to nestlings.  b. A similar enlargement in the 

digestive tract of annelids and insects.    —  v.  cropped, crop·ping, crops.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To cut or bite off the tops or ends of:  crop a hedge; sheep cropping grass.  

b. To cut (hair, for example) very short.  c. To clip (an animal’s ears, for exam-

ple).  d. To trim (a photograph or picture, for example).   2. a. To harvest:  crop 



salmon.  b. To cause to grow or yield a crop.    —  v.  intr. 1. To feed on growing 

grasses and herbage.  2. To plant, grow, or yield a crop.   —phrasal verb. crop 
up. To appear unexpectedly or occasionally: “one of the many theories that keep 

cropping up in his story” (Christopher Lehmann-Haupt).  [Middle English, from 

Old English cropp, ear of grain.]

crop-dust·er  or crop duster (krmpùdƒstÙNr) n.  1. A light airplane equipped 

for spraying crops with powdered insecticides or fungicides.  2. The pilot of such 

an airplane. 

crop-dust·ing (krmpùdƒsÙtVng) n.  The process of spraying crops with pow-

dered insecticides or fungicides from an airplane.   —cropù-dustÙ v. 

crop-eared (krmpùîrdÙ) adj.  1. Having the ears cropped.  2. Having the hair cut 

so short that the ears show. 

crop·land (krmpùl4ndÙ) n.  Land that is fit or used for growing crops. 

crop·per1 (krmpùNr) n.  A person who works land in return for a share of the 

yield; a sharecropper. 

crop·per2 (krmpùNr) n.  1. A heavy fall; a tumble.  2. A disastrous failure; a 

fiasco.  [Perhaps from the phrase neck and crop, completely.]

crop rotation (krmp ro-t7ùshNn) n.  The successive planting of different crops 

on the same land to improve soil fertility and help control insects and diseases. 

cro·quet (kro-k7ù) Games. n.  1. An outdoor game in which the players drive 

wooden balls through a series of wickets using long-handled mallets.  2. The act 

of driving away an opponent’s croquet ball by hitting one’s own ball when the two 

are in contact.   —  v.  tr. cro·queted (-k7dù), cro·quet·ing (-k7ùVng), 
cro·quets (-k7zù). To drive away (an opponent’s croquet ball) by hitting one’s 

own ball when the two are in contact.  [French dialectal, hockey stick, from Old 

North French, shepherd’s crook, diminutive of croque. See CROCKET.]

cro·quette (kro-kHtù) n.  A small cake of minced food, such as poultry, vegeta-

bles, or fish, that is usually coated with bread crumbs and fried in deep fat.  

[French, from croquer, to crunch.]

cro·qui·gnole (kroùkNn-yolÙ) n.  A permanent wave in which the hair is wound 

around metal rods from the ends of the hair toward the scalp.  [French, small, 

crisp pastry, tap on the head, from croquer, to crunch.]

Cros·by (krôzùbK) also Great Crosby (gr7t)  A municipal borough of north-

west England on Liverpool Bay. It is primarily residential. Population, 53,660. 

Cros·by (krôzùbK), Harry Lillis. Known as “Bing.” 1904-1977.  American singer 

and actor noted for his crooning voice and for roles in many films, including 

Going My Way (1944), for which he won an Academy Award. 

cro·sier  or cro·zier (kroùzhNr) n.  1. A staff with a crook or cross at the end, 

carried by or before an abbot, a bishop, or an archbishop as a symbol of office.  

2. Botany. See fiddlehead (n., sense 2).  [Middle English croser, from Old 



French crossier, staff bearer (influenced by croisier, one who bears a cross, from 

crois, cross, from Latin crux), from crosse, crosier, of Germanic origin.]

cross (krôs, krms) n.  1. a. An upright post with a transverse piece near the top, 

on which condemned persons were executed in ancient times.  b.  Often Cross. 

The upright post with a transverse piece upon which Jesus was crucified.  c. A 

symbolic representation of the structure on which Jesus was crucified.  d. A cru-

cifix.   2. A sign made by tracing the outline of a cross with the right hand upon 

the forehead and chest as a devotional act.  3. A trial, affliction, or frustration.  

See Synonyms at burden1.  4. A medal, emblem, or insignia in the form of an 

upright post with a transverse piece near the top of it, or a modification thereto.  

5. A mark or pattern formed by the intersection of two lines, especially such a 

mark (X) used as a signature.  6. A pipe fitting with four branches in upright and 

transverse form, used as a junction for intersecting pipes.  7. Biology. a. A plant 

or animal produced by crossbreeding; a hybrid.  b. The process of crossbreeding; 

hybridization.   8. One that combines the qualities of two other things:  a novel 

that is a cross between romance and satire.  9. Slang. A contest whose outcome has 

been dishonestly prearranged.   —  v.  crossed, cross·ing, cross·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To go or extend across; pass from one side of to the other:  crossed the room to 

greet us; a bridge that crosses the bay.  2. To carry or conduct across something:  

crossed the horses at the ford.  3. To extend or pass through or over; intersect:  Elm 

Street crosses Oak Street.  4. a. To delete or eliminate by or as if by drawing a line 

through:  crossed tasks off her list as she did them.  b. To make or put a line across:  

Cross your t’s.   5. To place crosswise one over the other:  cross one’s legs.  6. To 

make the sign of the cross upon or over as a sign of devotion.  7. To encounter in 

passing:  His path crossed mine.  8. Informal. a. To interfere with; thwart or 

obstruct:  Don’t cross me.  b. To ruin completely. Used with up:  Their lack of coop-

eration crossed up the whole project.   9. Biology. To crossbreed or cross-fertilize 

(plants or animals).   —  v.  intr. 1. To lie or pass across each other; intersect.  

2. a. To move or extend from one side to another:  crossed through Canada en 

route to Alaska.  b. To make a crossing:  crossed into Germany from Switzerland.   

3. To change from one condition or loyalty to another. Used with over.  4. To 

meet in or as if in passing:  Our letters must have crossed in the mail.  5. Biology. To 

crossbreed or cross-fertilize.   —  adj.  1. Lying or passing crosswise; intersecting:  

a cross street.  2. Contrary or counter; opposing.  3. Showing ill humor; annoyed.  

4. Involving interchange; reciprocal.  5. Crossbred; hybrid.   —  adv.  Crosswise.   
—  prep.  Across.   —idioms. cross (someone’s) palm. To pay, tip, or bribe.  

cross swords. To quarrel or fight.  [Middle English cros, from Old English, 

probably from Old Norse kross, from Old Irish cros, from Latin crux.] —crossùer 
n.  —crossùly adv.  —crossùness n. 



Cross (krôs, krms), Wilbur Lucius. 1862-1948.  American politician and educa-

tor who was editor of the Yale Review (1911-1940) and governor of Connecticut 

(1931-1939). 

cross·bar (krôsùbärÙ, krmsù-) n.  A horizontal bar, line, or stripe. 

cross·beam (krôsùbKmÙ, krmsù-) n.  A horizontal or transverse beam, especially 

a structural member resting on two supports. 

cross·bill (krôsùbVlÙ, krmsù-) n.  Any of various finches of the genus Loxia, having 

curved mandibles with narrow tips that cross when the bill is closed. 

cross·bones (krôsùbonzÙ, krmsù-) pl.n.  A representation of two bones placed 

crosswise, usually under a skull, symbolizing danger or death. 

cross·bow (krôsùboÙ, krmsù-) n.  A weapon consisting of a bow fixed crosswise 

on a wooden stock, with grooves on the stock to direct the projectile.   
—crossùbowÙman n. 

cross·bred (krôsùbrHd, krmsù-) adj.  Produced by the mating of individuals of 

different breeds, varieties, or species.   —crossùbredÙ n. 

cross·breed (krôsùbrKdÙ, krmsù-) v.  cross·bred (-brHdÙ), cross·breed·ing, 
cross·breeds.  —  v.  tr. To produce (an organism) by the mating of individuals 

of different breeds, varieties, or species; hybridize.   —  v.  intr. To mate so as to 

produce a hybrid; interbreed.   —  n.  An organism produced by mating of indi-

viduals of different varieties or breeds. 

cross·check (krôsùchHkÙ, krmsù-) v.  tr. cross·checked, cross·check·ing, 
cross·checks. 1. To verify by comparing with parallel or supplementary data.  

2. Sports. To check illegally in ice hockey by striking an opponent with one’s 

hockey stick held in both hands and lifted off the ice.   —  n.  The act of cross-

checking. 

cross-coun·try (krôsùkƒnùtrK, krmsù-) adj.  1.  Abbr. XC, X-C Moving or 

directed across open country rather than following tracks, roads, or runs:  a cross-

country race.  2. From one side of a country to the opposite side:  a cross-country 

flight.   —  n.  Abbr. XC, X-C Sports. A cross-country sport, especially racing or 

skiing.   —crossù-counùtry adv. 

cross-country ski·ing (krôsùkƒnùtrK skKùVng) n.  Sports. The sport of skiing 

over the countryside rather than on downhill runs. 

cross·court (krôsùkôrtù, -kortù, krmsù-) adv.  & adj.  Sports. To or toward the 

other side of a playing court, especially a basketball or tennis court. 

cross cousin (krôs kƒzùVn) n.  A cousin who is the child of one’s mother’s 

brother or one’s father’s sister. 

cross-cul·tur·al (krôsùkƒlùchNr-Nl, krmsù-) adj.  Comparing or dealing with two 

or more different cultures:  a cross-cultural survey; cross-cultural influences on an 

artist’s work.   —crossù-culùtur·al·ly adv. 



cross·cur·rent (krôsùkûrÙNnt, -kƒrÙ-, krmsù-) n.  1. A current flowing across 

another current.  2. A conflicting tendency, inclination, or movement:  a crosscur-

rent of dissent; sociopolitical crosscurrents. 

cross·cut (krôsùkƒtÙ, krmsù-) v.  cross·cut, cross·cut·ting, cross·cuts.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cut or run across or through.  2. To cut using a crosscut saw.  3. To inter-

weave (fragments of two or more scenes) in a film.   —  v.  intr. To use the cine-

matic technique of crosscutting.   —  adj.  1. Constructed or used for cutting 

crosswise:  crosscut teeth on a saw.  2. Cut across or crosswise:  a crosscut slice of 

beef; a crosscut incision.   —  n.  1. A course or cut going crosswise.  2. A path 

more direct than the main path; a shortcut.  3. A level in a mine driven so that it 

intersects a vein of ore.  4. A crosscut saw.  5. An example of the cinematic tech-

nique of interweaving fragments of two or more scenes. 

crosscut saw (krôsùkƒtÙ sô) n.  A saw for cutting wood across the grain. 

cross·cut·ting (krôsùkƒtÙVng, krmsù-) n.  A technique used especially in film-

making in which fragments of two or more separate scenes are interwoven. 

cross-dress (krôsùdrHsù, krmsù-) v.  intr. cross-·dressed, cross-·dress·ing, 
cross-·dress·es. To dress in the clothing characteristic of the opposite sex.   
—crossù-dressùer n.  —crossù-dressùing n. 

crosse (krôs, krms) n.  Sports. The stick used in lacrosse.  [French, from Old 

French crosse, staff. See CROSIER.]

cross-ex·am·ine (krôsÙVg-z4mùVn, krmsÙ-) v.  cross-ex·am·ined, cross-
ex·am·in·ing, cross-ex·am·ines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To question (a person) closely, 

especially with regard to answers or information given previously.  2. Law. To 

question (a witness already examined by the opposing side).   —  v.  intr. To ques-

tion a person closely.   —crossÙ-ex·amÙi·naùtion n.  —crossÙ-ex·amùin·er n. 

cross-eye (krôsùXÙ, krmsùXÙ) n.  A form of strabismus in which one or both eyes 

deviate toward the nose.   —crossù-eyedÙ adj. 

cross-fer·til·i·za·tion (krôsÙfûrÙtl-V-z7ùshNn, krmsÙ-) n.  1. Biology. Fertiliza-

tion by the union of gametes from different individuals, sometimes of different 

varieties or species.  Also called allogamy 2. Mutual exchange, as between dissim-

ilar concepts, cultures, or classifications, that enhances understanding or pro-

duces something beneficial.   —crossù-ferùtile adj. 

cross-fer·til·ize (krôsùfûrùtl-XzÙ, krmsù-) v.  intr. tr. cross-fer·til·ized, cross-
fer·til·iz·ing, cross-fer·til·iz·es. To undergo or cause to undergo cross-fertili-

zation. 

cross-file (krôsùfXlù, krmsù-) v.  tr. intr. cross-·filed, cross-·fil·ing, cross-
·files. To register (someone) or be registered as a candidate in the primaries of 

more than one political party.   —crossù-filùer n. 

cross·fire (krôsùfXrÙ, krmsù-) n.  1. Lines of fire from two or more positions 

crossing each other at a single point:  soldiers caught in crossfire.  2. A confronta-



tional situation in which opposing factions, forces, views, or opinions converge.  

3. Rapid, heated discussion. 

Cross-Flo·ri·da Waterway (krôsùflôrùV-dN wôùtNr-w7Ù, -flmrù-, krmsù-)  See 

Lake Okeechobee. 
cross-grained (krôsùgr7ndù, krmsù-) adj.  1. Having an irregular, transverse, or 

diagonal grain, as opposed to a parallel grain.  2. Troublesome to deal with; con-

trary. 

cross hair  or cross·hair (krôsùhârÙ, krmsù-) n.  Either of two fine strands of 

wire crossed in the focus of the eyepiece of an optical instrument and used as a 

calibration or sighting reference. 

cross·hatch (krôsùh4chÙ, krmsù-) v.  tr. cross·hatched, cross·hatch·ing, 
cross·hatch·es. To mark or shade with two or more sets of intersecting parallel 

lines.   —crossùhatchÙ n.  —crossù-hatchÙing n. 

cross·head (krôsùhHdÙ, krmsù-) n.  A beam that connects the piston rod to the 

connecting rod of a reciprocating engine. 

cross-in·dex (krôsùVnùdHksÙ, krmsù-) v.  cross-in·dexed, cross-in·dex·ing, 
cross-in·dex·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To index (a particular item) under more than one 

heading.  2. To furnish (an index in a book, for example) with cross-references.   
—  v.  intr. To furnish cross-references.   —crossù-inùdex n. 

cross·ing (krôùsVng, krmsùVng) n.  1. The act or action of crossing.  2. a. A place 

at which roads, lines, or tracks intersect; an intersection.  b. A place at which a 

river, railroad, or highway, for example, may be crossed:  a railroad crossing; a 

pedestrian crossing.   3. The intersection of the nave and transept in a cruciform 

church. 

crossing over  or cros·sing-o·ver (krôÙsVng-oùvNr, krmsÙVng-) n.  The 

exchange of genetic material between homologous chromosomes that occurs 

during meiosis and contributes to genetic variability. 

cross-leg·ged (krôsùlHgùVd, -lHgdù, krmsù-) adv.  & adj.  1. With the legs or 

ankles crossed and the knees far apart.  2. With one leg lying over and across the 

other leg. 

cross-link (krôsùlVngkù, krmsù-) v.  tr. cross-·linked, cross-·link·ing, cross-
·links. To join (adjacent chains of a polymer or protein) by creating covalent 

bonds.   —  n.  A chemical bond or link created by cross-linking. 

cross match·ing (krôs m4chùVng) n.  The process of determining the compati-

bility of blood from a donor with that of a recipient before transfusion. 

cross-mul·ti·ply (krôsùmƒlùtN-plXÙ, krmsù-) v.  intr. cross-mul·ti·plied, cross-
mul·ti·ply·ing, cross-mul·ti·plies. To multiply the numerator of one of a pair 

of fractions by the denominator of the other.   —cross multiplication n. 

cross-na·tion·al (krôsùn4shùN-nNl, -n4shùnNl, krmsù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

involving two or more nations. 



cros·sop·te·ryg·i·an (krm-smpÙtN-rVjùK-Nn) n.  A member of the Crossoptery-

gii, a group of bony fishes with paired, rounded fins that are extinct except for the 

coelacanths and are regarded as ancestors of amphibians and other terrestrial ver-

tebrates.  [From New Latin Crossopterygia, subclass name  : Greek krossoi, fringe 

(from krossotos, fringed, from krossai, projecting stone blocks) + Greek pterugia, 

fins pl. diminutive of pterux, pterug-, wing. See PTERYGOID.] 
—cros·sopÙte·rygùi·an adj. 

cross·o·ver (krôsùoÙvNr, krmsù-) n.  1. A place at which or the means by which a 

crossing is made.  2. A short connecting track by which a train can be transferred 

from one line to another.  3. Genetics. a. Crossing over.  b. A characteristic 

resulting from the exchange of genetic material between homologous chromo-

somes during meiosis.   4. A registered member of one political party who votes 

in the primary of the other party.  5. a. The adaptation of a musical style, as by 

blending elements of two or more styles or categories, in order to appeal to a 

wider audience.  b. A recording designed to appeal to more than one segment or 

portion of the listening audience.  c. One that appeals to a wide or diverse audi-

ence.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  the crossover vote 

in California; a big crossover hit. 

cross·patch (krôsùp4chÙ, krmsù-) n.  A peevish, irascible person; a grouch.  

[CROSS + patch, jester.]

cross·piece (krôsùpKsÙ, krmsù-) n.  A transverse or horizontal piece, as of a 

structure or implement. 

cross-pol·li·nate (krôsùpmlùN-n7tÙ, krmsù-) v.  tr. cross-pol·li·nat·ed, cross-
pol·li·nat·ing, cross-pol·li·nates. 1. To pollinate (a flower) by means of cross-

pollination.  2. To influence or inspire (another), especially in a reciprocal man-

ner. 

cross-pol·li·na·tion (krôsÙpmlÙN-n7ùshNn, krmsÙ-) n.  1. The transfer of pollen 

from an anther of the flower of one plant to a stigma of the flower of another 

plant.  2. Influence or inspiration between or among diverse elements: “Jazz is 

fundamentally the cross-pollination of individual musicians playing together and 

against each other in small groups” (Ralph de Toledano). 

cross product (krôs prmdùNkt) n.  Mathematics. See vector product. 
cross-pur·pose (krôsùpûrùpNs, krmsù-) n.  A usually unintentionally conflict-

ing or contrary purpose.   —idiom. at cross-purposes. Having or acting 

under a misunderstanding of each other’s purposes:  We’re working at cross-pur-

poses. We’re talking at cross-purposes. 

cross-ques·tion (krôsùkwHsùchNn, krmsù-) v.  tr. cross-ques·tioned, cross-
ques·tion·ing, cross-ques·tions. To question closely; cross-examine.   —  n.  

A question asked during cross-examination. 



cross-re·ac·tion (krôsùrK-4kùshNn, krmsù-) n.  The reaction between an antigen 

and an antibody that was generated against a different but similar antigen.   
—crossÙ-re·actù v.  —crossÙ-re·acùtive adj.  —crossÙ-re·ac·tivùi·ty n. 

cross-re·fer (krôsÙrV-fûrù, krmsÙ-) v.  cross-re·ferred, cross-re·fer·ring, 
cross-re·fers.  —  v.  tr. To refer (a reader) from one part or passage to another.   
—  v.  intr. To make a cross-reference. 

cross-ref·er·ence (krôsùrHfùNr-Nns, -rHfùrNns, krmsù-) n.  A reference from one 

part of a book, index, catalogue, or file to another part containing related infor-

mation.   —  v.  tr. cross-ref·er·enced, cross-ref·er·enc·ing, cross-
ref·er·enc·es. To provide with cross-references. 

cross-re·sis·tance (krôsùrV-zVsùtNns, krmsù-) n.  Tolerance to a usually toxic 

substance as a result of exposure to a similarly acting substance:  Some insects 

develop cross-resistance to insecticides. 

cross·road (krôsùrodÙ, krmsù-) n.  1. A road that intersects another road.  

2. crossroads. (used with a sing. verb). a. A place where two or more roads meet.  

b. A small, usually rural community situated at an intersection of two or more 

roads.  c. A place that is centrally located.  d. A crucial point.  See Synonyms at 

crisis.  
cross·ruff (krôsùrƒfÙ, -rƒfù, krmsù-) Games. n.  A series of plays in games of the 

whist family in which partnership hands alternately trump suits led by the other 

partner.   —  v.  cross·ruffed, cross·ruff·ing, cross·ruffs.  —  v.  intr. To per-

form a crossruff or a series of crossruffs.   —  v.  tr. To trump (one’s partner’s lead 

or a lead from the dummy) in alternating plays. 

cross section also cross-sec·tion (krôsùsHkùshNn, krmsù-) n.  1. a. A section 

formed by a plane cutting through an object, usually at right angles to an axis.  

b. A piece so cut or a graphic representation of such a piece.   2. Physics. A mea-

sure of the probability of an encounter between particles that will result in the 

occurrence of a particular atomic or nuclear reaction.  Also called collision cross 

section 3. Statistics. A sample meant to be representative of a whole population.  

4. Informal. A variety; a diversity.   —crossù-secùtion·al (krôsùsHkùshN-nNl, 

krmsù-) adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Informally, one can speak of a cross section of a population even

if the group chosen is not statistically representative of the population as a whole.

Thus it is possible to say You meet a cross section of Americans when you travel by

interstate bus, even though it is clear that some types of Americans are likely to be

underrepresented among the interstate bus-riding public. When cross section is

used in reference to the samples used in surveys and other investigations, however,

the presumption is usually that the group has been chosen so as to be represen-

tative of the larger population. Thus in the sentence We interviewed a representa-

tive cross section of moviegoers, the phrase representative cross section was found to



be redundant by 84 percent of the Usage Panel. See Usage Note at redundancy.

cross-stitch (krôsùstVchÙ, krmsù-) n.  1. A double stitch forming an X in sewing 

and embroidery.  2. Needlework made with X-shaped stitches.   —  v.  cross-
·stitched, cross-·stitch·ing, cross-·stitch·es.  —  v.  tr. To make or embroider 

with X-shaped stitches.   —  v.  intr. To work in the fashion of X-shaped stitches. 

cross·talk (krôsùtôkÙ, krmsù-) n.  1. Electronics. Undesired signals or sounds, as 

of voices, in a telephone or other communications device as a result of coupling 

between transmission circuits.  2. Ancillary, incidental conversation:  crosstalk 

among members of the panel. 

cross·tie (krôsùtXÙ, krmsù-) n.  A transverse beam or rod serving as a support, 

especially a beam that connects and supports the rails of a railroad. 

cross-tol·er·ance (krôsÙtmlùNr-Nns, krmsÙ-) n.  Resistance to the effects of a 

substance as a result of continued exposure to a different substance having a sim-

ilar pharmacologic action. 

cross-town  or cross·town (krôsùtounÙ, krmsù-) adj.  Running, extending, or 

going across a city or town:  a cross-town street; cross-town traffic.   —  adv.  Across 

a city or town:  traveling cross-town. 

cross·tree (krôsùtrKÙ, krmsù-) n.  Nautical. One of the two horizontal crosspieces 

at the upper ends of the lower masts in fore-and-aft-rigged vessels, serving to 

spread the shrouds. 

cross vault (krôs vôlt) n.  A vaulting formed by the intersection of two or more 

simple vaults.  Also called cross vaulting 

cross vine (krôs vXn) n.  See bignonia. 
cross·walk (krôsùwôkÙ, krmsù-) n.  A path marked off for pedestrians crossing a 

street. 

cross·way (krôsùw7Ù, krmsù-) n.  A crossroad. 

cross·ways (krôsùw7zÙ, krmsù-) adv.  Variant of crosswise. 
cross·wind (krôsùwVndÙ, krmsù-) n.  A wind blowing at right angles to a given 

direction, as to an aircraft’s line of flight. 

cross·wise (krôsùwXzÙ, krmsù-) also cross·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  So as to be or lie 

in a cross direction; across:  placed the kindling crosswise to the rest of the wood.   
—  adj.  Crossing:  a crosswise piece. 

cross·word puzzle (krôsùwûrdÙ pƒzùNl, krmsù-) n.  A puzzle in which an 

arrangement of numbered squares is to be filled with words running both across 

and down in answer to correspondingly numbered clues. 

crotch (krmch) n.  1. The angle or region of the angle formed by the junction of 

two parts or members, such as two branches, limbs, or legs.  2. The fork of a pole 

or other support.  [Possibly alteration of CRUTCH, and partly from croche, crook, 

crosier (from Old French croche, hook, shepherd’s crook, feminine of croc, 

hook).] —crotched (krmcht) adj. 



crotch·et (krmchùVt) n.  1. An odd, whimsical, or stubborn notion.  2. Music. See 

quarter note.  3. Obsolete. A small hook or hooklike structure.  [Middle 

English crochet, from Old French. See CROCHET.]

crotch·et·y (krmchùV-tK) adj.  Capriciously stubborn or eccentric; perverse.   
—crotchùet·i·ness n. 

Croth·ers (krƒthùNrz), Rachel. 1878-1958.  American playwright, director, and 

producer whose plays, including Susan and God (1937), often concern women’s 

issues. 

cro·ton (krotùn) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Croton, which includes 

the sources of cascarilla bark and croton oil.  2. An Old World tropical evergreen 

shrub (Codiaeum variegatum) widely cultivated as a houseplant for its glossy, 

multicolored foliage.  [New Latin Croton, genus name, from Greek kroton, castor 

oil plant.]

Cro·to·na (krN-toùnN)  See Crotone. 
Cro·ton bug (krotùn bƒg) n.  See German cockroach.  [After the Croton 

River of southeast New York.]

Cro·to·ne (krN-toùnK, krô-tôùnH) Formerly Cro·to·na (krN-toùnN).  A city of 

southern Italy on the Ionian Sea northeast of Reggio di Calabria. It was founded 

c. 708 B.C. as a colony of Magna Graecia and reached the height of its power after 

510 B.C. Population, 58,281. 

cro·ton·ic acid (kro-tmnùVk 4sùVd) n.  An organic acid, C4H6O2, used in the 

preparation of pharmaceuticals and resins.  [From New Latin Croton, plant genus. 

See CROTON.]

croton oil (krotùn oil) n.  A brownish-yellow oil obtained from the seeds of a 

tropical Asian shrub or small tree (Croton tiglium) and having a cathartic action 

too violent for human use. 

crot·tin (krmtùn) n.  1. A pungent cheese made of goat’s milk and formed into 

small disks.  2. A disk of this cheese.  [French, from Old French crotin, animal 

dropping, diminutive of crotte, dung, probably of Germanic origin.]

crouch (krouch) v.  crouched, crouch·ing, crouch·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

stoop, especially with the knees bent:  They crouched over the grate with a flash-

light, searching for the lost gem.  b. To press the entire body close to the ground 

with the limbs bent:  a cat crouching near its prey.   2. To bend servilely or timidly; 

cringe.   —  v.  tr. To bend (the head or knee, for example) low, as in fear or 

humility.   —  n.  The act or posture of bending low or crouching.  [Middle 

English crouchen, probably from Old North French *crouchir, to become bent, 

variant of Old French crochir, from croche, hook. See CROCHET.]

croup1 (krup) n.  A pathological condition of the larynx, especially in infants 

and children, that is characterized by respiratory difficulty and a hoarse, brassy 

cough.  [From dialectal croup, to croak.] —croupùous (kruùpNs), croupùy adj. 



croup2 (krup) n.  The rump of a beast of burden, especially a horse.  [Middle 

English croupe, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

crou·pi·er (kruùpK-Nr, -pK-7Ù) n.  An attendant at a gaming table who collects 

and pays bets.  [French, one who rides behind another on a horse (obsolete), 

croupier, from croupe, rump, croup, from Old French. See CROUP
2.]

crouse (krus) adj.  Scots. Lively; vivacious.  [Middle English crous, fierce, bold, 

perhaps from Middle Flemish cruus, curly, bold.]

Crouse (krous), Russel. 1893-1966.  American playwright whose works include 

several collaborations, such as State of the Union, for which he shared a Pulitzer 

Prize (1946), and the musical Call Me Madam (1950). 

crous·tade (kru-städù) n.  A molded or hollowed bowllike crust, as of pastry, 

rice, or bread, used as a serving container for another food.  [French, from 

Provençal croustado, from Latin crust7tus, past participle of crust7re, to encrust, 

from crusta, crust. See CRUST.]

crou·ton (kruùtmnÙ, kru-tmnù) n.  A small crisp piece of toasted or fried bread.  

[French croûton, diminutive of croûte, crust, from Old French crouste, from Latin 

crusta. See kreus- in Appendix.]

crow1 (kro) n.  1. Any of several large, glossy, black birds of the genus Corvus, 

having a characteristic raucous call, especially C. brachyrhynchos of North Amer-

ica.  2. A crowbar.   —idiom. as the crow flies. In a straight line.  [Middle 

English croue, from Old English cr7we. See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

crow2 (kro) v.  intr. crowed, crow·ing, crows. 1. To utter the shrill cry char-

acteristic of a cock or rooster.  2. To exult loudly, as over another’s defeat; boast.  

See Synonyms at boast1.  3. To make a sound expressive of pleasure or well-

being, characteristic of an infant.   —  n.  1. The shrill cry of a cock.  2. An inar-

ticulate sound expressive of pleasure or delight.  [Middle English crouen, from 

Old English cr7wan. See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

Crow1 (kro) n.  pl. Crow or Crows. 1. a. A Native American people formerly 

inhabiting an area of the northern Great Plains between the Platte and Yellow-

stone rivers, now located in southeast Montana. The Crow became nomadic buf-

falo hunters after migrating west from the Missouri River in North Dakota in the 

18th century.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Siouan language of the Crow.  

Also called Absaroke 

Crow2 (kro) n.  See Corvus. 
crow·bar (kroùbärÙ) n.  A straight bar of iron or steel, with the working end 

shaped like a chisel and often slightly bent and forked, used as a lever.   —  v.  tr. 

crow·barred, crow·bar·ring, crow·bars. To extract, remove, or insert forc-

ibly: “[The newsmagazines] can crowbar stories in as late as Sunday and still be out 

on Monday” (Edwin Diamond).  [From the resemblance of its forked end to a 

crow’s foot or beak.]



crow·ber·ry (kroùbHrÙK) n.  1. A low-growing evergreen shrub (Empetrum 

nigrum) native to cool regions of the Northern Hemisphere and having tiny 

leaves, small pinkish or purplish flowers, and black, berrylike fruits.  2. The fruit 

of this plant. 

crow blackbird (kro bl4kùbûrdÙ) n.  See grackle (n., sense 1). 

crowd1 (kroud) n.  1. A large number of persons gathered together; a throng.  

2. The common people; the populace.  3. A group of people united by a common 

characteristic, as age, interest, or vocation:  the over-30 crowd.  4. A group of peo-

ple attending a public function; an audience:  The play drew a small but apprecia-

tive crowd.  5. A large number of things positioned or considered together.   —  v.  

crowd·ed, crowd·ing, crowds.  —  v.  intr. 1. To congregate in a restricted 

area; throng:  The children crowded around the TV.  2. To advance by pressing or 

shoving:  A bevy of reporters crowded toward the candidate.   —  v.  tr. 1. To force 

by or as if by pressing or shoving:  Police crowded the spectators back to the viewing 

stand. Urban sprawl crowded the small farmers out of the immediate area.  2. To 

draw or stand near to:  The batter crowded the plate.  3. To press, cram, or force 

tightly together:  crowded the clothes into the closet.  4. To fill or occupy to over-

flowing:  Books crowded the shelves.  5. Informal. To put pressure on, as to pay a 

debt.   —idiom. crowd (on) sail. Nautical. To spread a large amount of sail to 

increase speed.  [From Middle English crowden, to crowd, from Old English 

cr7dan, to hasten.] —crowdùer n.  

SYNONYMS: crowd, crush, flock, horde, mob, press, throng. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “a large group of people gathered close to one another”:

a crowd of well-wishers; a crush of autograph seekers; a flock of schoolchildren; a

horde of demonstrators; a mob of hard-rock enthusiasts; a press of shoppers; throngs

of tourists.

crowd2 (kroud, krud) n.  1. Music. An ancient Celtic stringed instrument that 

was bowed or plucked.  Also called crwth 2. Chiefly British. A fiddle.  [Middle 

English croud, from Welsh crwth, hump, crowd.]

crow·die  or crow·dy (kruùdK, kroù-, krtdùK) n.  pl. crow·dies. Scots. 1. A 

soft cheese made from curds.  2. Porridge; gruel.  [Origin unknown.]

crowd pleas·er also crowd-pleas·er  or crowd·pleas·er (kroudùplKÙzNr) n.  

Informal. A person, spectacle, work, or idea that appeals to popular taste: “an 

ambitious exhibit that is neither an easy crowd pleaser nor a rehash of old ideas, but 

an original look at German expressionist sculpture” (Mark Stevens). 

crowd-pleas·ing  or crowd·pleas·ing (kroudùplKÙzVng) adj.  Informal. Hav-

ing characteristics that satisfy popular taste:  a crowd-pleasing musical comedy. 

crow·dy (kruùdK, kroù-, krtdùK) n.  Variant of crowdie. 



crow·foot (kroùfttÙ) n.  1. pl. crow·foots. a. Any of numerous plants of the 

genus Ranunculus that have palmately cleft or divided leaves, such as the butter-

cups.  b. Any of several other plants having leaves or other parts somewhat 

resembling a bird’s foot.   2. pl. crow·feet (-fKtÙ). An iron ball with four spikes 

arranged so that one always points upwards, used to delay the advance of 

mounted troops and infantry; a caltrop.  3. pl. crow·feet. Nautical. A set of 

small lines passed through holes of a batten or fitting to help support the back-

bone of an awning. 

Crow·ley (krouùlK)  A city of southern Louisiana west of Lafayette. It is the 

trade and shipping center of a rice-growing region. Population, 16,036. 

crown (kroun) n.  Abbr. cr. 1. An ornamental circlet or head covering, often 

made of precious metal set with jewels and worn as a symbol of sovereignty.  2.  
Often Crown. a. The power, position, or empire of a monarch or of a state gov-

erned by constitutional monarchy.  b. The monarch as head of state.   3. A dis-

tinction or reward for achievement, especially a title signifying championship in a 

sport.  4. Something resembling a diadem in shape.  5. a. A coin stamped with a 

crown or crowned head on one side.  b. A silver coin formerly used in Great Brit-

ain and worth five shillings.  c. Any one of several coins, such as the koruna, the 

krona, or the krone, having a name that means “crown.”  d. A basic unit of cur-

rency in Czech Republic, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden.   6. a. The top 

or highest part of the head.  b. The head itself.   7. The top or upper part of a hat.  

8. The highest point or summit.  9. The highest, primary, or most valuable part, 

attribute, or state:  considered the rare Turkish stamp the crown of their collection.  

10. Dentistry. a. The part of a tooth that is covered by enamel and projects 

beyond the gum line.  b. An artificial substitute for the natural crown of a tooth.   

11. Nautical. The lowest part of an anchor, where the arms are joined to the 

shank.  12. Botany. a. The upper part of a tree, which includes the branches and 

leaves.  b. The part of a plant, usually at ground level, where the stem and roots 

merge.  c. The persistent, mostly underground base of a perennial herb.  d.  See 

corona (n., sense 5).   13. The crest of an animal, especially of a bird.  14. The 

portion of a cut gem above the girdle.   —  v.  crowned, crown·ing, crowns.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To put a crown or garland on the head of.  2. To invest with regal 

power; enthrone.  3. To confer honor, dignity, or reward upon.  4. To surmount 

or be the highest part of.  5. To form the crown, top, or chief ornament of.  6. To 

bring to completion or successful conclusion; consummate:  crowned the event 

with a lavish reception.  7. Dentistry. To put a crown on (a tooth).  8. Games. To 

make (a piece in checkers that has reached the last row) into a king by placing 

another piece upon it.  9. Informal. To hit on the head.   —  v.  intr. To reach a 

stage in labor when a large segment of the fetal scalp is visible at the vaginal ori-

fice. Used of a fetus or the head of a fetus.  [Middle English crowne, from Anglo-

Norman coroune, from Latin corona, wreath, garland, crown, from Greek koronK, 



korona, anything curved, kind of crown, from koronos, curved. See sker-2 in 

Appendix.]

crown canopy (kroun k4nùN-pK) n.  See canopy (n., sense 5). 

crown colony (kroun kmlùN-nK) n.  A British colony in which the government 

in London has some control of legislation, usually administered by an appointed 

governor. 

crown daisy (kroun d7ùzK) n.  See garland chrysanthemum. 
crown gall (kroun gôl) n.  A widespread disease of numerous plants caused by 

the bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens and characterized by formation of galls 

especially at the junction of root and stem. 

crown glass (kroun gl4s) n.  1. A soda-lime optical glass that is exceptionally 

hard and clear, with low refraction and low dispersion.  2. A form of window 

glass made by whirling a glass bubble to make a flat circular disk with a lump left 

in the center by the glass blower’s rod. 

crown jewel (kroun juùNl) n.  1. a. A precious stone that is part of a sover-

eign’s regalia.  b. crown jewels. The jewels, such as those in a crown or scepter, 

used ceremonially by a sovereign.   2. a. Something felt to resemble the ceremo-

nial jewels of a sovereign, as in brilliance.  b. A prized corporate asset, typically a 

very profitable part of a company sought by another party in a hostile takeover 

attempt.  

crown lens (kroun lHnz) n.  The crown-glass element in an achromatic lens. 

crown-of-thorns (krounÙNv-thôrnzù) n.  1. A trailing or climbing spiny 

shrub (Euphorbia milii) native to Madagascar and cultivated as a houseplant, hav-

ing showy flower clusters with usually red, petallike bracts.  2. The Christ’s thorn. 

Crown Point (kroun point)  1. A city of northwest Indiana, a mainly residen-

tial suburb of Gary. Population, 17,728.  2. A village of northeast New York on 

the western shore of Lake Champlain. It was the site of a French fort captured by 

the British in 1759 during the French and Indian War. In the American Revolu-

tion it was taken by the Green Mountain Boys, retaken by the British in 1777, and 

abandoned the same year after the defeat at Saratoga. Population, 900. 

crown prince (kroun prVns) n.  The male heir apparent to a throne. 

crown princess (kroun prVnùsVs) n.  1. The female heir apparent to a throne.  

2. The wife of a crown prince. 

crown roast (kroun rost) n.  A pork, lamb, or veal roast consisting of the rib 

sections of two loins placed upright and fastened together in a circle. 

crown rot (kroun rmt) n.  Any of several mostly fungal diseases of plants char-

acterized by a rotting of the stem near ground level. 

crown saw (kroun sô) n.  A cylindrical saw with teeth on the bottom edge of 

the cylinder, used for cutting round holes. 



crown vetch (kroun vHch) n.  A perennial European herb (Coronilla varia) in 

the pea family, grown for forage and erosion control and having clusters of small 

white or pink flowers and pinnately compound leaves. 

crow’s-foot (krozùfttÙ) n.  pl. crow’s-·feet (-fKtÙ). 1.  Often crow’s-feet. A 

lasting wrinkle or wrinkles formed at the outer corner of the eye.  2. A three-

pointed embroidery stitch, especially one in the form of a filled triangle used as 

finishing, as at the end of a seam. 

crow’s-nest (krozùnHstÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A small lookout platform with a pro-

tective railing and windscreen, located near the top of a ship’s mast or superstruc-

ture.  2. A similar lookout platform located ashore. 

croze (kroz) n.  A groove inside the end of a barrel or cask into which the head is 

set.  [French creux, from Old French crues, groove, from Vulgar Latin *crosus, 

perhaps of Celtic origin.]

cro·zier (kroùzhNr) n.  Variant of crosier. 
CRP abbr.  C-reactive protein. 

CRT abbr.  Cathode-ray tube. 

cru (kru) n.  pl. crus. 1. A vineyard or wine-producing region in France.  2. A 

grade or class of wine:  premier cru.  [French, from the past participle of croître, to 

grow, from Old French creistre. See CRESCENT.]

cru·ces (kruùsKz) n.  A plural of crux. 
cru·cial (kruùshNl) adj.  1. a. Extremely significant or important:  a crucial 

problem.  b. Vital to the resolution of a crisis; decisive:  a crucial election.  See Syn-

onyms at decisive.   2. Archaic. Having the form of a cross; cross-shaped.  [From 

New Latin (instantia) crucis, (experimentum) crucis, crossroads (case), crossroads 

(experiment), from Latin crux, cruc-, cross. Sense 2, French  from Old French, 

from Latin crux, cruc-, cross.] —cruùcial·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: A crucial election is like a signpost because it shows which

way the electorate is moving. The metaphor of a signpost, in fact, gives us the

sense of the word crucial, “of supreme importance, critical.” Francis Bacon used

the phrase instantia crucis, “crucial instance,” to refer to something in an experi-

ment that proves one of two hypotheses and disproves the other. Bacon’s phrase

was based on a sense of the Latin word crux, “cross,” which had come to mean “a

guidepost that gives directions at a place where one road becomes two,” and hence

was suitable for Bacon’s metaphor. Both Robert Boyle, often called the father of

modern chemistry, and Isaac Newton used the similar Latin phrase experimentum

crucis, “crucial experiment.” When these phrases were translated into English,

they became crucial instance and crucial experiment.

cru·ci·ate (kruùshK-7tÙ) adj.  1. Arranged in or forming a cross; cruciform.  

2. a. Overlapping or crossing, as the wings of some insects when at rest.  



b. Shaped like a cross:  the cruciate ligaments of the knee.   [New Latin cruci7tus, 

from Latin crux, cruc-, cross.] —cruùci·ateÙly adv. 

cru·ci·ble (kruùsN-bNl) n.  1. A vessel made of a refractory substance such as 

graphite or porcelain, used for melting and calcining materials at high tempera-

tures.  2. A severe test, as of patience or belief; a trial.  See Synonyms at trial.  
3. A place, time, or situation characterized by the confluence of powerful intel-

lectual, social, economic, or political forces: “Yale is a crucible in American life for 

the accommodation of intellectual achievement, of wisdom, of refinement, with the 

democratic ideals of openness, of social justice and of equal opportunity” (Benno C. 

Schmidt, Jr.).  [Middle English crusible, from Medieval Latin cr7cibulum, night-

light, crucible, possibly from Old French croisuel, cresset. See CRESSET.]

crucible steel (kruùsN-bNl stKl) n.  See drill steel. 
cru·ci·fer (kruùsN-fNr) n.  1. One who bears a cross in a religious procession.  

2. Botany. Any of various plants in the mustard family (Cruciferae or Brassi-

caceae), which includes the alyssum, candytuft, cabbage, radish, broccoli, and 

many weeds.  [Late Latin  : crux, cruc-, cross + -fer, -fer.] —cru·cifùer·ous (-

sVfùNr-Ns) adj. 

cru·ci·fix (kruùsN-fVksÙ) n.  1. An image or figure of Jesus on the cross.  2. A 

cross viewed as a symbol of Jesus’s crucifixion.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin crucifXxus, from Latin, past participle of crucifXgere, cru-

cify. See CRUCIFY.]

cru·ci·fix·ion (kruÙsN-fVkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of crucifying; execution on a 

cross.  b. Crucifixion. The crucifying of Jesus on Calvary. Used with the.  c. A 

representation of Jesus on the cross.   2. An extremely difficult, painful trial; tor-

turous suffering. 

crucifixion thorn (kruÙsN-fVkùshNn thôrn) n.  Any of several unrelated 

shrubs or small trees of desert regions in the southwest United States and Mexico, 

having tiny, early deciduous leaves and branches and stems resembling a mass of 

thorns. 

cru·ci·form (kruùsN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a cross; cruciate.  [Latin crux, 

cruc-, cross + -FORM.] —cruùci·formÙ n.  —cruùci·formÙly adv. 

cru·ci·fy (kruùsN-fXÙ) v.  tr. cru·ci·fied, cru·ci·fy·ing, cru·ci·fies. 1. To put (a 

person) to death by nailing or binding to a cross.  2. To mortify or subdue (the 

flesh).  3. To treat cruelly; torment:  a candidate who was crucified by the press.  

[Middle English crucifien, from Old French crucifier, alteration of Latin 

crucifXgere : crux, cruc-, cross + fXgere, to attach; see dhXgw- in Appendix.] 
—cruùci·fiÙer n. 

crud (krƒd) n.  1. Slang. a. A coating or an incrustation of filth or refuse.  

b. Something loathsome, despicable, or worthless.  c. One who is contemptible 

or disgusting.   2. A disease or ailment, imaginary or real, especially one affecting 

the skin.  3. Sports. Heavy, sticky snow that is unsuitable for skiing.  [Middle 



English crudde, possibly from Old English *cruden, past participle of cr7dan, to 

press, drive.]

crud·dy (krƒdùK) adj.  crud·di·er, crud·di·est. Slang. Worthless, loathsome, or 

disgusting.   —crud·di·ness n. 

crude (krud) adj.  crud·er, crud·est. 1. Being in an unrefined or natural state; 

raw.  2. Lacking tact, refinement, or taste.  3. a. Not carefully or completely 

made; rough.  b. Statistics. In an unanalyzed form; not adjusted to allow for 

related circumstances or data.   4. Displaying a lack of knowledge or skill.  

5. Undisguised or unadorned; blunt:  must face the crude truth.  6. Archaic. 

Unripe or immature.   —  n.  A substance, especially petroleum, in its unrefined 

state.  [Middle English, from Latin cr7dus. See kreuN- in Appendix.] —crudeùly 
adv.  —cruùdi·ty (kruùdV-tK), crudeùness n.  

SYNONYMS: crude, native, raw. The central meaning shared by these adjectives

is “in a natural state and not yet processed for use”: crude rubber; native iron; raw

cotton. See also Synonyms at rude

crude oil (krud oil) n.  Unrefined petroleum. 

cru·di·tés (kruÙdV-t7ù) pl.n.  Cut raw vegetables, such as carrot sticks and pep-

per strips, served often with a dip as an appetizer.  [French, pl. of crudité, indigest-

ibility, from Old French crudite, from Latin cr7dit7s, indigestion, undigested 

food, from cr7dus, raw. See CRUDE.]

cru·el (kruùNl) adj.  cru·el·er or cru·el·ler, cru·el·est or cru·el·lest. 
1. Disposed to inflict pain or suffering.  2. Causing suffering; painful.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin cr7dKlis. See kreuN- in Appendix.] 
—cruùel·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: cruel, fierce, ferocious, barbarous, inhuman, savage, vicious. These

adjectives mean showing a disposition to inflict violence, pain, or hardship, or to

find satisfaction in the suffering of others. Cruel implies both disposition to harm

and satisfaction in or indifference to suffering: a cruel tyrant. Fierce suggests the

fearless aggression of a wild animal: a fierce attack; fierce anger. Ferocious adds to

fierce connotations of rabid fury and rampant brutality: a ferocious attack dog; a

ferocious battle for supremacy. Barbarous suggests harshness and cruelty that befit

only primitive human beings: committed a barbarous crime. Inhuman means

markedly deficient in those qualities such as kindness and sympathy that are

proper to a human being: cruel and inhuman behavior. Savage implies a lack of

the control or moderation expected of a civilized person: a savage outburst of tem-

per; a savage slap. Vicious suggests a disposition to malicious, violent, or destruc-

tive behavior: vicious animosity; a vicious anonymous letter; a vicious kick.



cru·el·ty (kruùNl-tK) n.  pl. cru·el·ties. 1. The quality or condition of being 

cruel.  2. Something, such as a cruel act or remark, that causes pain or suffering.  

3. Law. The infliction of physical or mental distress, especially when considered a 

determinant in granting a divorce. 

cru·et (kruùVt) n.  1. A small glass bottle for holding a condiment, such as vine-

gar or oil, at the table.  2. A small vessel for holy water or for water or wine used 

in the consecration of the Eucharist.  [Middle English, from Old French, diminu-

tive of crue, flask, of Germanic origin.]

Cruik·shank (krtkùsh4ngkÙ), George. 1792-1878.  British caricaturist and 

illustrator of the works of Charles Dickens and other novelists. 

cruise (kruz) v.  cruised, cruis·ing, cruis·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To sail or travel 

about, as for pleasure or reconnaissance.  b. To go or move along, especially in an 

unhurried or unconcerned fashion: “A whole cache of babies... cruised imperiously 

in their strollers, propelled by their mothers or by pairs of grandmothers” (Anne 

Tyler).   2. To travel at a constant speed, or at a speed providing maximum oper-

ating efficiency for a sustained period.  3. a. Informal. To move leisurely about an 

area in the hope of discovering something:  taxis cruising for fares.  b. Slang. To 

look for a sexual partner, as in a public place.   4. To inspect a wooded area to 

determine its lumber yield.   —  v.  tr. 1. To travel about or journey over.  

2. Slang. a. To look in (a public area) for a sexual partner.  b. To seek out and 

make a sexual overture to.   3. To inspect in order to determine lumber yield.   —  
n.  The act or an instance of cruising, especially a sea voyage for pleasure.  [Dutch 

kruisen, to cross, from Dutch kruis, cross, from Middle Dutch cruce, from Latin 

crux, cruc-, cross.]

cruise control (kruz kNn-trolù) n.  1. A system in a motor vehicle for main-

taining a constant speed.  2. Maintenance of a constant speed in such a vehicle. 

cruise missile (kruz mVsùNl) n.  An unmanned aircraft that serves as a self-

contained bomb. 

cruis·er (kruùzNr) n.  1. One of a class of fast warships of medium tonnage with 

a long cruising radius and less armor and firepower than a battleship.  

2. Nautical. A cabin cruiser.  3.  See squad car. 
cruis·er·weight (kruzNr-w7tÙ) n.  1. Sports. A boxer in a subcategory of the 

heavyweight division, having an upper weight limit set at 190 pounds (86 kilo-

grams).  2. Chiefly British. A light heavyweight boxer.  [Possibly after the cruiser 

warship, the second heaviest warship.]

cruis·ing radius (kruùzVng r7ùdK-Ns) n.  The maximum distance that a ship or 

aircraft can travel away from and back to its point of origin without refueling. 

crul·ler (krƒlùNr) n.  1. A small, usually ring-shaped or twisted cake of sweet 

dough fried in deep fat.  2. Chiefly New England & Chiefly Pennsylvania. An 

unraised doughnut, usually twisted but also shaped into rings or oblongs.  [From 



obsolete Dutch krulle-koken, rolled-up cake, from Middle Dutch crulle-koken, to 

curl, from crulle, curly.]

crumb (krƒm) n.  1. A very small piece broken from a baked item, such as a 

cookie, cake, or bread.  2. A small fragment, scrap, or portion:  eraser crumbs; not 

a crumb of kindness for you.  3. The soft inner portion of bread.  4. Slang. A con-

temptible, untrustworthy, or loathsome person.   —  v.  crumbed, crumb·ing, 
crumbs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break into very small pieces; crumble.  2. To cover or 

prepare with very small pieces of bread.  3. To brush (a table or cloth) clear of 

small scraps or fragments of food.   —  v.  intr. To break apart in very small 

pieces:  a solid cake that won’t crumb.  [Middle English crome, from Old English 

cruma.]

crum·ble (krƒmùbNl) v.  crum·bled, crum·bling, crum·bles.  —  v.  tr. To 

break into small fragments or particles.   —  v.  intr. 1. To fall into small frag-

ments or particles; disintegrate.  See Synonyms at decay.  2. To give way; col-

lapse:  an ego that crumbles under pressure.  [Alteration (influenced by CRUMB), of 

Middle English cremelen, from Old English *crymelen, frequentative of gecrym-

mian, to break into crumbs, from cruma, crumb.]

crum·bly (krƒmùblK) adj.  crum·bli·er, crum·bli·est. Easily crumbled; friable.   
—crumùbli·ness n. 

crumb·y (krƒmùK) adj.  Slang. Variant of crummy. 
crum·horn (krƒmùhôrnÙ) n.  Music. Variant of krummhorn. 
crum·mie (krƒmùK) n.  Scots. A cow, especially one with crooked horns.  [From 

Scots crumb, crooked, from Middle English. See CRUMPET.]

crum·my also crumb·y (krƒmùK) adj.  crum·mi·er also crumb·i·er, 
crum·mi·est also crumb·i·est. Slang. 1. Miserable or wretched:  a crummy situ-

ation in the family.  2. Shabby or cheap:  a crummy little rowboat.  [Probably from 

CRUMB.]

crump (krƒmp) v.  crumped, crump·ing, crumps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To crush or 

crunch with the teeth.  2. To strike heavily with a crunching sound.   —  v.  intr. 

To make a crunching sound, especially in walking over snow.   —  n.  1. a. A 

crunching sound.  b. The sound of an exploding shell.   2. A heavy blow.  [Imita-

tive.]

crum·pet (krƒmùpVt) n.  A small, flat round of bread, baked on a griddle and 

usually served toasted.  [Possibly from Middle English crompid (cake), curled 

(cake), probably past participle of crumpen, to curl up, probably from crumb, 

crump, crooked, from Old English.]

crum·ple (krƒmùpNl) v.  crum·pled, crum·pling, crum·ples.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

crush together or press into wrinkles; rumple.  2. To cause to fall apart.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To become wrinkled.  2. To fall apart; collapse:  a regime that finally crum-

pled.   —  n.  An irregular fold, crease, or wrinkle.  [Middle English crumplen, 

probably frequentative of crumpen, to curl up. See CRUMPET.] —crumùply adj. 



crunch (krƒnch) v.  crunched, crunch·ing, crunch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To chew 

with a noisy crackling sound.  2. To crush, grind, or tread noisily.  3. Slang. To 

perform operations on; manipulate or process (numerical or mathematical data).   
—  v.  intr. 1. To chew noisily with a crackling sound:  crunching on celery.  2. To 

move with a crushing sound:  crunching through the snow.  3. To produce or emit 

a crushing sound.   —  n.  1. The act or sound of crunching.  2. a. A decisive 

confrontation.  b. A critical moment or situation, especially one that occurs 

because of a shortage of time or resources:  a year-end crunch; an energy crunch.  

c. A period of financial difficulty characterized by tight money and unavailability 

of credit.   [Alteration of craunch, possibly of imitative origin.] —crunchùa·ble 
adj. 

crunch·er (krƒnchùNr) n.  Slang. A finishing or decisive blow. 

crunch·y (krƒnùchK) adj.  crunch·i·er, crunch·i·est. Making a crunching or 

cracking sound, as when chewed; crisp:  crunchy fresh vegetables. 

crup·per (krƒpùNr) n.  1. A leather strap looped under a horse’s tail and attached 

to a harness or saddle to keep it from slipping forward.  2. The rump of a horse; 

the croup.  [Middle English crouper, from Old French cropiere, from croupe, 

rump. See CROUP
2.]

cru·ra (krtrùN) n.  Plural of crus. 
cru·ral (krtrùNl) adj.  Of or relating to the leg, shank, or thigh.  [Latin cr7r7lis, 

from cr7s, cr7r-, leg.]

crus (krus, krƒs) n.  pl. cru·ra (krtrùN). 1. The section of the leg or hind limb 

between the knee and foot; shank.  2. a. A leglike part.  b. A body part consisting 

of elongated masses or diverging bands that resemble legs or roots.   [Latin cr7s, 

cr7r-, leg.]

cru·sade (kru-s7dù) n.  1.  Often Crusade. Any of the military expeditions 

undertaken by European Christians in the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries to 

recover the Holy Land from the Muslims.  2. A holy war undertaken with papal 

sanction.  3. A vigorous concerted movement for a cause or against an abuse.  See 

Synonyms at campaign.   —  v.  intr. cru·sad·ed, cru·sad·ing, cru·sades. To 

engage in a crusade.  [French croisade, and Spanish cruzada both ultimately from 

Latin crux, cruc-, cross.] —cru·sadùer n. 

cru·sa·do (kru-säùdo) also cru·za·do (-zäù-) n.  pl. cru·sa·does or 

cru·sa·dos. An old Portuguese coin of gold or silver having a cross pictured on 

the reverse.  [Portuguese, from past participle of cruzar, to mark with a cross, 

from cruz, cross, from Latin crux, cruc-.]

cruse (kruz, krus) n.  A small earthenware container, such as a pot or jar, for 

holding liquids.  [Middle English crouse, perhaps from Middle Dutch cruyse, pot.]

crush (krƒsh) v.  crushed, crush·ing, crush·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To press between 

opposing bodies so as to break or injure.  2. To break, pound, or grind (stone or 

ore, for example) into small fragments or powder.  3. To put down; subdue:  



crushed the rebellion.  4. To overwhelm or oppress severely:  spirits that had been 

crushed by rejection and failure.  5. To crumple or rumple:  crushed the freshly 

ironed shirt.  6. To hug, especially with great force.  7. To press upon, shove, or 

crowd.  8. To extract or obtain by pressing or squeezing:  crush juice from a grape.  

9. Archaic. To drink; quaff.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become crushed.  2. To pro-

ceed or move by crowding or pressing.   —  n.  1. The act of crushing; extreme 

pressure.  2. The state of being crushed.  3. A great crowd:  a crush of spectators.  

4. A substance prepared by or as if by crushing, especially a fruit drink:  orange 

crush.  5. Informal. a. A usually temporary infatuation.  b. The object of such an 

infatuation.   6. A decisive or critical moment or situation.  7. The process of 

stamping or crushing grapes for wine.  [Middle English crushen, from Old French 

croissir, of Germanic origin.] —crushùa·ble adj.  —crushùer n.  —crush-
ùproofÙ (-prufÙ) adj.  

SYNONYMS: crush, mash, pulp, smash, squash. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to press forcefully so as to reduce to a pulpy mass”: crush rose ge-

ranium leaves; mashed the sweet potatoes; pulped raspberries through a sieve; smash-

ing bamboo stems with a hammer; squash an egg under one’s foot. See also Syn-

onyms at crowd1

crushed (krƒsht) adj.  Treated so as to have a permanently crinkled or rumpled 

appearance. Used of a fabric:  crushed velvet; crushed denim. 

crust (krƒst) n.  1. a. The hard outer portion or surface area of bread.  b. A piece 

of bread consisting mostly of the hard outer portion.  c. A piece of bread that has 

become hard and dry.   2. A pastry shell, as of a pie or tart.  3. A hard, crisp cover-

ing or surface:  snow with a firm crust.  4. A hard deposit formed on the interior 

of a wine bottle as the wine matures.  5. Geology. a. The exterior portion of the 

earth that lies above the Mohorovi?i> discontinuity.  b. The outermost solid layer 

of a planet or moon.   6. The hard outer covering or integument of certain plants 

and animals, such as lichens and crustaceans.  7. Pathology. An outer layer or 

coating formed by the drying of a bodily exudate such as pus or blood; a scab.  

8. Informal. Insolence; audacity; gall.   —  v.  crust·ed, crust·ing, crusts.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cover with a crust.  2. To form into a crust.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

covered with a crust.  2. To harden into a crust.  [Middle English cruste, from Old 

French crouste, from Latin crusta. See kreus- in Appendix.] —crustùless adj. 

crus·ta·cean (krƒ-st7ùshNn) n.  Any of various predominantly aquatic arthro-

pods of the class Crustacea, including lobsters, crabs, shrimps, and barnacles, 

characteristically having a segmented body, a chitinous exoskeleton, and paired, 

jointed limbs.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the Crustacea.  [From New Latin 

Crust7cea, class name, neuter pl. of crust7ceus, hard-shelled, from Latin crusta, 

shell. See kreus- in Appendix.]



crus·ta·ceous (krƒ-st7ùshNs) adj.  1. Having, resembling, or constituting a hard 

crust or shell.  2. Crustacean.  [Latin crusta, shell; see kreus- in Appendix + -

ACEOUS.]

crust·al (krƒsùtNl) adj.  Of or relating to a crust, especially that of the earth or the 

moon. 

crus·tose (krƒsùtosÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a lichen whose thallus is thin, crusty, 

and closely adherent to or embedded in the surface on which it grows.  [Latin 

crustosus, crusted, from crusta, crust. See kreus- in Appendix.]

crust·y (krƒsùtK) adj.  crust·i·er, crust·i·est. 1. Having, resembling, or being a 

crust.  2. Seemingly rough and surly in manner.  See Synonyms at gruff.  
—crustùi·ly adv.  —crustùi·ness n. 

crutch (krƒch) n.  1. A staff or support used by the physically injured or disabled 

as an aid in walking, usually designed to fit under the armpit and often used in 

pairs.  2. A forked leg rest on a sidesaddle.  3. A device used for assistance or sup-

port; a prop:  a mnemonic crutch.  4. The crotch of a person or animal.  5. A 

forked device or part.   —  v.  tr. crutched, crutch·ing, crutch·es. To support 

on or as if on crutches; prop up.  [Middle English crucche, from Old English 

crycc.]

crux (krƒks, krtks) n.  pl. crux·es or cru·ces (kruùsKz). 1. The basic, central, 

or critical point or feature:  the crux of the matter; the crux of an argument.  2. A 

puzzling or apparently insoluble problem.  [Probably short for Medieval Latin 

crux (interpretum), torment (of interpreters), from Latin crux, cross.]

Crux (krƒks, krtks) n.  See Southern Cross. 
cru·za·do (kru-zäùdo) n.  Variant of crusado. 
Cru·zan (kru-z4nù, kruùz4n) n.  A native or inhabitant of St. Croix in the U.S. 

Virgin Islands.  [From American Spanish Santa Cruz, St. Croix.] —Cruùzan adj. 

cru·zei·ro (kru-zârùo, -z7ùrt) n.  pl. cru·zei·ros. A former unit of currency in 

Brazil.  [Portuguese, from cruz, cross (from the figure on the coin), from Latin 

crux, cruc-.]

crwth (kruth) n.  Music. See crowd2 (n., sense 1).  [Welsh.]

cry (krX) v.  cried (krXd), cry·ing, cries (krXz).  —  v.  intr. 1. To sob or shed tears 

because of grief, sorrow, or pain; weep.  2. To call loudly; shout.  3. To utter a 

characteristic sound or call. Used of an animal.  4. To demand or require imme-

diate action or remedy:  grievances crying out for redress.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter 

loudly; call out.  2. To proclaim or announce in public:  crying one’s wares in the 

marketplace.  3. To bring into a particular condition by weeping:  cry oneself to 

sleep.  4. Archaic. To beg for; implore:  cry forgiveness.   —  n.  pl. cries (krXz). 1. A 

loud utterance of an emotion, such as fear, anger, or despair.  2. A loud exclama-

tion; a shout or call.  3. A fit of weeping:  had a good long cry.  4. An urgent 

entreaty or appeal.  5. A public or general demand or complaint.  6. A common 

view or general report.  7. An advertising of wares by calling out:  venders’ cries at 



the fish market.  8. A rallying call or signal:  a cry to arms.  9. A slogan, especially a 

political one.  10. The characteristic call or utterance of an animal.  11. a. The 

baying of hounds during the chase.  b. A pack of hounds.   12. Obsolete. Clamor; 

outcry.  13. Obsolete. A public announcement; a proclamation.   —phrasal 
verbs. cry down. To belittle or disparage.  cry off. To break or withdraw from 

a promise, agreement, or undertaking.  cry up. To praise highly; extol.   —idi-
oms. cry havoc. To sound an alarm; warn.  cry (one’s) eyes out (or cry 
(one’s) heart out). To weep inconsolably for a long time.  cry on (someone’s) 
shoulder. To tell one’s problems to someone else in an attempt to gain sympathy 

or consolation.  cry over spilled milk. To regret in vain what cannot be undone 

or rectified.  cry wolf. To raise a false alarm.  in full cry. In hot pursuit, as 

hounds hunting.  [Middle English crien, from Old French crier, from Vulgar Latin 

*crit7re, from Latin quirXt7re, to cry out.]

SYNONYMS: cry, weep, wail, keen, whimper, sob, blubber. These verbs mean to

make inarticulate sounds of grief, unhappiness, or pain. Cry and weep both in-

volve the shedding of tears; cry more strongly implies accompanying sound: “And

when he [William of Orange] died the little children cried in the streets” (John Lo-

throp Motley). “I weep for what I’m like when I’m alone” (Theodore Roethke).

Wail refers primarily to sustained, inarticulate mournful sound: “The women...

began to wail together; they mourned with shrill cries” (Joseph Conrad). Keen sug-

gests the wailing associated with lamentation for those who have died: “It is the

wild Irish women keening over their dead” (George A. Lawrence). Whimper refers

to low, plaintive broken or repressed cries, as those made by a child: The con-

demned prisoner cowered and began to whimper for clemency. Sob describes weep-

ing or a mixture of broken speech and weeping marked by convulsive breathing

or gasping: “sobbing and crying, and wringing her hands as if her heart would break”

(Laurence Sterne). Blubber refers to noisy, unrestrained shedding of tears accom-

panied by broken or inarticulate speech: He blubbered like a child who had been

spanked.

cry·ba·by (krXùb7ÙbK) n.  A person who cries or complains frequently with little 

cause. 

cry·ing (krXùVng) adj.  Demanding or requiring action or attention:  a crying need.   
—idiom. for crying out loud. Used to express annoyance or astonishment:  

Let’s get going, for crying out loud! 

cry·mo·ther·a·py (krXÙmo-thHrùN-pK) n.  See cryotherapy.  [Greek krumos, 

cold; see kreus- in Appendix + THERAPY.]

cryo- pref.  Cold; freezing:  cryoscopy.  [From Greek kruos, icy cold. See kreus- in 

Appendix.]



cry·o·bank (krXùN-bangkÙ) n.  A place of storage that uses very low temperatures 

to preserve semen or transplantable tissues. 

cry·o·bi·ol·o·gy (krXÙo-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of the effects of very low tem-

peratures on living organisms.   —cryÙo·biÙo·logùi·cal (-bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—cryÙo·biÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —cryÙo·bi·olùo·gist n. 

cry·o·gen (krXùN-jNn) n.  A liquid, such as liquid nitrogen, that boils at a temper-

ature below about 110 K (–160˚C) and is used to obtain very low temperatures; a 

refrigerant. 

cry·o·gen·ic (krXÙN-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to low temperatures.  

2. Requiring or suitable to cryogenic storage.   —cryÙo·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

cry·o·gen·ics (krXÙN-jHnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The production of 

low temperatures or the study of low-temperature phenomena.  Also called cryog-

eny 

cry·og·e·ny (krX-mjùN-nK) n.  See cryogenics. 
cry·o·lite (krXùN-lXtÙ) n.  An uncommon, white, vitreous natural fluoride of alu-

minum and sodium, Na3AlF6, nearly invisible in water in powdered form and 

used chiefly in the electrolytic recovery of aluminum.  Also called Greenland spar 

cry·om·e·ter (krX-mmùV-tNr) n.  A thermometer capable of measuring very low 

temperatures. 

cry·on·ics (krX-mnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The process of freezing and 

storing the body of a diseased, recently deceased person to prevent tissue decom-

position so that at some future time the person might be brought back to life 

upon development of new medical cures.  [CRY(O)- + -onics as in BIONICS.] 
—cry·onùic adj. 

cry·o·phil·ic (krXÙN-fVlùVk) also cry·oph·i·lous (krX-mfùN-lNs) adj.  Having an 

affinity for or thriving at low temperatures. 

cry·o·pre·serve (krXùo-prV-zûrvÙ) v.  tr. cry·o·pre·served, 
cry·o·pre·serv·ing, cry·o·pre·serves. To preserve (cells or tissue, for example) 

by freezing at very low temperatures.   —cryÙo·presÙer·vaùtion (-prHzÙNr-

v7ùshNn) n. 

cry·o·probe (krXùN-probÙ) n.  A surgical instrument used to apply extreme cold 

to tissues during cryosurgery. 

cry·o·pro·tec·tant (krXÙo-prN-tHkùtNnt) n.  A substance, such as glycerol, used 

to protect cells or tissues from damage during freezing.   —cryÙo·pro·tecùtant 
adj.  —cryÙo·pro·tecùtive adj. 

cry·o·scope (krXùN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument used to measure the freezing point 

of a liquid. 

cry·os·co·py (krX-msùkN-pK) n.  A technique for determining the molecular 

weight of a solute by dissolving a known quantity of it in a solvent and recording 

the amount by which the freezing point of the solvent drops.   —cryÙo·scopùic 
(-N-skmpùVk) adj. 



cry·o·stat (krXùN-st4tÙ) n.  An apparatus used to maintain constant low tempera-

ture.   —cryÙo·statùic adj. 

cry·o·sur·ger·y (krXÙo-sûrùjN-rK) n.  The selective exposure of tissues to 

extreme cold, often by applying a probe containing liquid nitrogen, to bring 

about the destruction or elimination of abnormal cells.   —cryÙo·surùgeon (-

jNn) n.  —cryÙo·surùgi·cal (-jV-kNl) adj. 

cry·o·ther·a·py (krXÙo-thHrùN-pK) n.  The local or general use of low tempera-

tures in medical therapy.  Also called crymotherapy 

crypt (krVpt) n.  1. An underground vault or chamber, especially one beneath a 

church that is used as a burial place.  2. Anatomy. A small pit, recess, or glandular 

cavity in the body.  [Latin crypta, from Greek kruptK, from feminine of kruptos, 

hidden, from kruptein, to hide.]

crypt- pref.  Variant of crypto-. 
crypt·aes·the·sia (krVpÙtNs-thKùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Psychology. Variant of crypt-
esthesia. 

crypt·a·nal·y·sis (krVpÙtN-n4lùV-sVs) n.  1. The analysis and deciphering of 

cryptographic writings or systems.  2.  Also crypt·an·a·lyt·ics (krVpÙt4n-N-

lVtùVks). (used with a sing. verb). The study of techniques for deciphering crypto-

graphic writings or systems.  [CRYPT(OGRAM) + ANALYSIS.] —crypt·anùa·lyst 
(krVp-t4nùN-lVst) n.  —crypt·anÙa·lytùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

crypt·an·a·lyze (krVp-t4nùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. crypt·an·a·lyzed, 
crypt·an·a·lyz·ing, crypt·an·a·lyz·es. To decipher or decode. 

crypt·es·the·sia  or crypt·aes·the·sia (krVpÙtNs-thKùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Psychol-

ogy. A mode of paranormal perception, such as clairvoyance. 

cryp·tic (krVpùtVk) also cryp·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Having hidden meaning; 

mystifying.  See Synonyms at ambiguous.  2. Secret or occult.  3. Using code or 

cipher.  4. Biology. Tending to conceal or camouflage:  cryptic coloring.  [Late 

Latin crypticus, from Greek kruptikos, from kruptos, hidden, from kruptein, to 

hide.] —crypùti·cal·ly adv.  —crypùtic·ness n. 

cryp·to (krVpùto) n.  pl. cryp·tos. One who covertly supports a certain doctrine, 

group, or party.   —  adj.  1. Secret; covert.  2. Of, relating to, or employing cryp-

tography.  [From CRYPTO-.]

crypto-  or crypt- pref.  Hidden; secret:  cryptoclastic.  [From Greek kruptos, hid-

den, from kruptein, to hide.]

cryp·to·clas·tic (krVpÙto-kl4sùtVk) adj.  Composed of microscopic rock frag-

ments. 

cryp·to·coc·co·sis (krVpÙtN-km-koùsVs) n.  A systemic infection caused by the 

fungus Cryptococcus neoformans that can affect any organ of the body but most 

often occurs in the central nervous system. 



cryp·to·coc·cus (krVpÙtN-kmkùNs) n.  Any of various yeastlike fungi of the genus 

Cryptococcus, commonly occurring in the soil and including certain pathogenic 

species, such as the causative agent of cryptococcosis.   —crypÙto·cocùcal adj. 

cryp·to·crys·tal·line (krVpÙto-krVsùtN-lVn, -lXnÙ) adj.  Having a microscopic 

crystalline structure. 

cryp·to·gam (krVpùtN-g4mÙ) n.  Botany. A member of a formerly recognized 

taxonomic group that included all seedless plants, such as mosses, algae, fungi, 

and ferns.  [From New Latin Cryptogamia, genus name  : CRYPTO- + -gamia, -

gamy.] —crypÙto·gamùic, cryp·togùa·mous (-tmgùN-mNs)  adj. 

cryp·to·gen·ic (krVpÙtN-jHnùVk) also cryp·tog·e·nous (krVp-tmjùN-nNs) adj.  Of 

obscure or unknown origin. Used of diseases. 

cryp·to·gram (krVpùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A piece of writing in code or cipher.  Also 

called cryptograph 2. A figure or representation having a secret or occult signifi-

cance.   —crypÙto·gramùmic adj. 

cryp·to·graph (krVpùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  1.  See cryptogram (n., sense 1).  2. A sys-

tem of secret or cipher writing; a cipher.  3. a. A device for translating plain text 

into cipher.  b. A device for deciphering codes and ciphers.    —  v.  tr. 

cryp·to·graphed, cryp·to·graph·ing, cryp·to·graphs. To write (a message, 

for example) in code or cipher. 

cryp·tog·ra·pher (krVp-tmgùrN-fNr) n.  One who uses, studies, or develops 

cryptographic systems and writings. 

cryp·tog·ra·phy (krVp-tmgùrN-fK) n.  1. The process or skill of communicating 

in or deciphering secret writings or ciphers.  2. Secret writing.   
—crypÙto·graphùic (-tN-gr4fùVk) adj.  —crypÙto·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

cryp·tol·o·gy (krVp-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of cryptanalysis or cryptography.   
—crypÙto·logùic (-tN-lmjùVk), crypÙto·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —cryp·tolùo·gist 
n. 

cryp·to·me·ri·a (krVpÙtN-mîrùK-N) n.  See Japanese cedar.  [New Latin Cryp-

tomeria, genus name  : CRYPTO- + Greek meros, part.]

crypt·or·chism (krVp-tôrùkVzÙNm) also crypt·or·chi·dism (-kV-dVzÙNm) n.  A 

developmental defect marked by the failure of the testes to descend into the scro-

tum.  [From New Latin cryptorchidismus : CRYPT(O)- + orchis, testicle (from Greek 

orkhis).] —crypt·orùchid n. 

cryp·to·spo·rid·i·o·sis (krVpÙto-spN-rVdÙK-oùsVs) n.  A pathological condition 

caused by protozoa of the genus Cryptosporidium that infects human beings and 

some animals.  [New Latin Cryptosporidium, genus name (CRYPTO- + SPOR(O)- + 

Latin -idium, diminutive suff.) + -OSIS.]

cryp·to·zo·ite (krVpÙtN-zoùXtÙ) n.  A malarial parasite at the stage of develop-

ment in which it inhabits bodily tissue before invading the red blood cells.  

[CRYPTO- + ZO(O)- + -ITE
1.]



cryp·to·zo·ol·o·gy (krVpÙto-zo-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of creatures, such as the 

Sasquatch, whose existence has not been substantiated.   
—crypÙto·zoÙo·logùi·cal (-zoÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —crypÙto·zo·olùo·gist n. 

crys·tal (krVsùtNl) n.  1. a. A homogenous solid formed by a repeating, three-

dimensional pattern of atoms, ions, or molecules and having fixed distances 

between constituent parts.  b. The unit cell of such a pattern.   2. A mineral, espe-

cially a transparent form of quartz, having a crystalline structure, often character-

ized by external planar faces.  3. a. A natural or synthetic crystalline material 

having piezoelectric or semiconducting properties.  b. An electronic device, such 

as an oscillator or a detector, using such a material.   4. a. A high-quality clear, 

colorless glass.  b. An object, especially a vessel or an ornament, made of such 

glass.  c. Such objects considered as a group.   5. A clear glass or plastic protective 

cover for the face of a watch or clock.  6. Slang. A stimulant drug, usually meth-

amphetamine, in its powdered form.   —  adj.  Clear or transparent:  a crystal 

lake; the crystal clarity of their reasoning.  [Middle English cristal, from Old 

French, from Latin crystallum, from Greek krustallos. See kreus- in Appendix.]

Crys·tal (krVsùtNl)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis. Popu-

lation, 25,543. 

crystal ball (krVsùtNl bôl) n.  1. A globe of quartz crystal or glass in which 

images, especially those believed to portend the future, are supposedly visible to 

fortune tellers.  2. A vehicle or technique for making predictions. 

crystal clear  or crys·tal-clear (krVsùtNl-klîrù) adj.  Absolutely clear; pellucid:  

a crystal clear sky; gave me crystal clear directions. 

crystal detector (krVsùtNl dV-tHkùtNr) n.  A rectifying detector used especially 

in early radio receivers and consisting of a semiconducting crystal in point con-

tact with a fine metal wire. 

crystal gaz·ing (krVsùtNl g7ùzVng) n.  1. Divination by gazing into a crystal ball.  

2. The making of determinations or predictions using questionable or unscien-

tific means.   —crystal gazer n. 

crys·tal·ize (krVsùtN-lXzÙ) v.  Variant of crystallize. 
crystall- pref.  Variant of crystallo-. 
Crystal Lake (krVsùtNl l7k)  A city of northeast Illinois north of Elgin. It is in a 

summer resort area. Population, 24,512. 

crystal lattice (krVsùtNl l4tùVs) n.  A geometric arrangement of the points in 

space at which the atoms, molecules, or ions of a crystal occur.  Also called space 

lattice 

crys·tal·lif·er·ous (krVsÙtN-lVfùNr-Ns) also crys·tal·lig·er·ous (-lVjù-) adj.  Pro-

ducing or containing crystals. 

crys·tal·line (krVsùtN-lVn, -lXnÙ, -lKnÙ) adj.  1. Being, relating to, or composed of 

crystal or crystals.  2. Resembling crystal, as in transparency or distinctness of 

structure or outline.  [Middle English cristallin, from Old French, from Latin 



crystallinus, from Greek krustallinos, from krustallos, crystal. See kreus- in 

Appendix.] —crysÙtal·linùi·ty (-lVnùV-tK) n. 

crystalline lens (krVsùtN-lVn lHnz) n.  The lens of an eye. 

crys·tal·lite (krVsùtN-lXtÙ) n.  Any of numerous minute rudimentary, crystalline 

bodies of unknown composition found in glassy igneous rocks.   
—crysÙtal·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

crys·tal·lize also crys·tal·ize (krVsùtN-lXzÙ) v.  crys·tal·lized also crys·tal·ized, 
crys·tal·liz·ing also crys·tal·iz·ing, crys·tal·liz·es also crys·tal·iz·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to form crystals or assume a crystalline structure.  2. To give a def-

inite, precise, and usually permanent form to:  It only took a week for her to crys-

tallize her design for the decorations.  3. To coat with crystals, as of sugar.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To assume a crystalline form.  2. To take on a definite, precise, and usually 

permanent form.   —crysùtal·lizÙa·ble adj.  —crysÙtal·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) 

n.  —crysùtal·lizÙer n. 

crystallo-  or crystall- pref.  Crystal:  crystallize.  [From Greek krustallo-, from 

krustallos, crystal. See kreus- in Appendix.]

crys·tal·log·ra·phy (krVsÙtN-lmgùrN-fK) n.  The science of crystal structure and 

phenomena.   —crysÙtal·logùra·pher n.  —crysÙtal·lo·graphùic (-lN-gr4fùVk), 
crysÙtal·lo·graphùi·cal adj.  —crysÙtal·lo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

crys·tal·loid (krVsùtN-loidÙ) n.  1. Chemistry. A substance that can be crystal-

lized.  2. Botany. Any of various minute crystallike particles consisting of protein 

and found in certain plant cells, especially oily seeds.   —  adj.  Resembling or 

having properties of a crystal or crystalloid.   —crysÙtal·loiùdal (-loidùl) adj. 

crystal pleat (krVsùtNl plKt) n.  One of a series of very narrow pleats creased in 

the same direction. 

crystal set (krVsùtNl sHt) n.  An early radio receiver using a crystal detector. 

crystal violet (krVsùtNl vXùN-lVt) n.  A dye derived from gentian violet that is 

used as a general biological stain and an acid-base indicator. 

Cs  The symbol for the element cesium. 
CS abbr.  1. Capital stock.  2. Chief of staff.  3. a. Christian Science.  b. Christian 

Scientist.   4. Civil service.  5. Psychology. Conditioned stimulus. 

cs. abbr.  Case. 

C.S.A. abbr.  Confederate States of America. 

csc abbr.  Mathematics. Cosecant. 

CSC abbr.  Civil Service Commission. 

csch abbr.  Mathematics. Hyperbolic cosecant. 

C-sec·tion (sKùsHkÙshNn) n.  A cesarean section. 

CSF abbr.  Cerebrospinal fluid. 

csk. abbr.  1. Cask.  2. Countersink. 

CST abbr.  1.  Or C.S.T.. Central Standard Time.  2. Convulsive shock treatment. 

c-store  or C-store (sKùstôrÙ, -storÙ) n.  A convenience store. 



CT abbr.  1. Computerized tomography.  2. Connecticut. 

ct. abbr.  1. Cent.  2. Certificate.  3. Court. 

Ct. abbr.  1. Connecticut.  2. Count (title). 

cte·nid·i·um (tV-nVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. cte·nid·i·a (-K-N). Zoology. A comblike struc-

ture, such as the respiratory apparatus of a mollusk or a row of spines in some 

insects.  [New Latin, from Greek kteis, kten-, comb.]

cten·oid (tHnùoidÙ, tKùnoidÙ) adj.  Biology. 1. Comblike.  2. Having marginal 

projections that resemble the teeth of a comb:  a ctenoid fish.  [Greek ktenoeidKs, 

comblike  : kteis, kten-, comb + -oeidKs, -oid.]

cten·o·phore (tHnùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  Any of various marine animals of the phy-

lum Ctenophora, having transparent, gelatinous bodies bearing eight rows of 

comblike cilia used for swimming.  Also called comb jelly [From New Latin Cteno-

phora, phylum name  : Greek kteis, kten-, comb + New Latin -phora from neuter 

pl. of Greek -phoros, -phore.] —cte·nophùo·ran (tV-nmfùNr-Nn) adj. 

Ctes·i·phon (tHsùN-fmnÙ, tKùsN-)  An ancient city of central Iraq on the Tigris 

River southeast of Baghdad. As the residence of Parthian kings it was renowned 

for its splendor. The Arabs captured and plundered the city in 637. 

ctf. abbr.  Certificate. 

ctg. abbr.  Cartage. 

ctge. abbr.  Cartage. 

ctn abbr.  Mathematics. Cotangent. 

ctn. abbr.  Carton. 

ctr. abbr.  1. Center.  2. Counter. 

CT scan (sKùtKù sk4n) n.  See CAT scan. 
CT scanner (sKùtKù sk4nùNr) n.  See CAT scanner. 
Cu  The symbol for the element copper1 (n., sense 1). [Latin cuprum.]

cu.  or cu abbr.  Cubic. 

cua·dril·la (kwä-drKùyN, -drKlùyN) n.  pl. cua·dril·las. The group of assistants to 

the matador in a bullfight.  [Spanish, diminutive of cuadra, square, from Latin 

quadra. See QUADRILLE
1.]

Cuan·za also Kwan·za (kwänùzN)  A river rising in central Angola and flowing 

about 965 km (600 mi) generally northwest to the Atlantic Ocean. 

cuat·ro (kwäùtro) n.  pl. cuat·ros. Music. A small guitarlike instrument of Latin 

America, usually having four or five pairs of strings.  [Spanish, from Latin quat-

tuor, four. See QUATRAIN.]

cub (kƒb) n.  1. The young of certain carnivorous animals, such as the bear, wolf, 

or lion.  2. A youth, especially one who is inexperienced, awkward, or ill-man-

nered.  3. A novice or learner, particularly in newspaper reporting.  4. Cub. A 

Cub Scout.  [Origin unknown.]

Cu·ba (kyuùbN)  An island country in the Caribbean Sea south of Florida. Dis-

covered by Columbus in 1492, it was a Spanish colony until 1898. Fulgencio 



Batista dominated the government of Cuba from 1933 until 1959, when he was 

ousted by Fidel Castro. Havana is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

9,723,605.   —Cuùban adj.  & n. 

cub·age (kyuùbVj) n.  Cubic content, volume, or displacement. 

Cuban heel (kyuùbNn hKl) n.  A broad heel of moderate height with a slightly 

tapered back and straight front, used in shoes and some boots. 

Cuban sandwich (kyuùbNn s4ndùwVch) n.  Florida. See submarine (n., 

sense 2). See Regional note at submarine. 
cu·ba·ture (kyuùbN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The determination of the cubic con-

tents of a solid.  2. Cubage.  [CUB(E) + (QUADR)ATURE.]

cub·by (kƒbùK) n.  pl. cub·bies. A small room; a cubbyhole.  [Short for CUBBY-

HOLE.]

cub·by·hole (kƒbùK-holÙ) n.  1. A snug or cramped space or room.  2. A small 

compartment.  3. A category, especially an overly restrictive one.  [From cub, pen, 

hutch (perhaps from Flemish cubbe, from Middle Flemish) + HOLE.]

cube (kyub) n.  1. Mathematics. A regular solid having six congruent square 

faces.  2. a. Something having the general shape of a cube:  a cube of sugar.  b. A 

cubicle, used for work or study.   3. Mathematics. The third power of a number or 

quantity.  4. cubes. Slang. Cubic inches. Used especially of an internal combus-

tion engine.   —  v.  tr. cubed, cub·ing, cubes. 1. Mathematics. To raise (a 

quantity or number) to the third power.  2. To determine the cubic contents of.  

3. To form or cut into cubes; dice.  4. To tenderize (meat) by breaking the fibers 

with superficial cuts in a pattern of squares.  [Latin cubus, from Greek kubos.] 
—cubùer n. 

cu·bé also cu·be (kyuùb7Ù, kyu-b7ù) n.  Any of several tropical American 

woody plants of the genus Lonchocarpus in the pea family, whose roots are used 

locally as a fish poison and commercially as a source of rotenone.  [American 

Spanish.]

cu·beb (kyuùbHbÙ) n.  1. A tropical southeast Asian shrubby vine (Piper cubeba) 

having spicy, berrylike fruits, heart-shaped leaves, and small flowers in cylindrical 

spikes.  2. The dried, unripe, berrylike fruit of this plant, used in perfumery, 

pharmaceuticals, and commercial flavorings.  [Middle English cubebe, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin cubKba, from Arabic kab7bah.]

cube root (kyub rut) n.  Mathematics. A number whose cube is equal to a 

given number. 

cube steak (kyub st7k) n.  A thin slice of beef tenderized by cubing. 

cu·bic (kyuùbVk) adj.  1. a. Having the shape of a cube.  b. Shaped similar to a 

cube.   2.  Abbr. c, cu., cu a. Having three dimensions.  b. Having a volume 

equal to a cube whose edge is of a stated length:  a cubic foot.   3. Mathematics. Of 

the third power, order, or degree.  4. Of or relating to a crystalline form that has 



three equal axes at right angles to each other; isometric.   —  n.  Mathematics. A 

cubic expression, curve, or equation.   —cuùbic·ly adv. 

cu·bi·cal (kyuùbV-kNl) adj.  1. Cubic.  2. Of or relating to volume.   
—cuùbi·cal·ly adv.  —cuùbi·cal·ness n. 

cu·bi·cle (kyuùbV-kNl) n.  1. A small compartment, as for work or study.  2. A 

small sleeping compartment, especially within a dormitory.  [Middle English, 

from Latin cubiculum, bed chamber, from cub7re, to lie down.]

cubic measure (kyuùbVk mHzhùNr) n.  A unit, such as a cubic foot, or a system 

of units used to measure volume or capacity. 

cubic zirconia (kyuùbVk zûr-koùnK-N) n.  A synthetic gemstone, ZrO2, used in 

jewelry as an artificial diamond. 

cu·bi·form (kyuùbN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the shape of a cube. 

cub·ism also Cub·ism (kyuùbVzÙNm) n.  A nonobjective school of painting and 

sculpture developed in Paris in the early 20th century, characterized by the reduc-

tion and fragmentation of natural forms into abstract, often geometric structures 

usually rendered as a set of discrete planes.   —cubùist n.  —cu·bisùtic adj.  

—cu·bisùti·cal·ly adv. 

cu·bit (kyuùbVt) n.  An ancient unit of linear measure, originally equal to the 

length of the forearm from the tip of the middle finger to the elbow, or about 17 

to 22 inches (43 to 56 centimeters).  [Middle English cubite, from Latin cubitum, 

cubit, elbow.]

cu·boid (kyuùboidÙ) adj.  Having the approximate shape of a cube.   —  n.  

1. Anatomy. A tarsal bone on the outer side of the foot in front of the calcaneus 

and behind the fourth and fifth metatarsal bones.  2. Mathematics. A rectangular 

parallelepiped.   —cu·boiùdal (kyu-boidùl) adj. 

cuboidal epithelium (kyu-boiùdNl HpÙN-thKùlK-Nm) n.  Epithelial tissue 

consisting of one or more cell layers, the most superficial of which is composed of 

cube-shaped or somewhat prismatic cells. 

Cub Scout (kƒb skout) n.  A member of the junior division of the Boy Scouts, 

for boys of ages eight through ten. 

cu·chi·fri·to (kuÙchV-frKùto) n.  cu·chi·fri·tos. A small deep-fried cube of 

pork.  [American Spanish  : cuchí, pig (alteration of Spanish cochino, diminutive 

of coch, interj. used to call pigs) + Spanish frito, past participle of freir, to fry 

(from Latin frXgere).]

Cu·chul·ain (ku-kƒlùVn, -KHƒlù-) n.  Mythology. A hero of ancient Ulster who 

single-handedly defended it against the rest of Ireland. 

cuck·ing stool (kƒkùVng stul) n.  An instrument of punishment no longer in 

use, consisting of a chair in which the offender was tied and exposed to public 

derision or ducked in water.  [Middle English cukking stol, from cukken, to defe-

cate, of Scandinavian origin. See kakka- in Appendix.]



cuck·old (kƒkùNld, ktkù-) n.  A man married to an unfaithful wife.   —  v.  tr. 

cuck·old·ed, cuck·old·ing, cuck·olds. To make a cuckold of.  [Middle English 

cokewald, from Anglo-Norman *cucuald, from cucu, the cuckoo, from Vulgar 

Latin *cucc7lus, from Latin cuc7lus.]

WORD HISTORY: In our era of more relaxed sexual mores, the allusion to the

cuckoo on which the word cuckold is based may be little appreciated. The female

of some Old World cuckoos lays its eggs in the nests of other birds, leaving them

to be cared for by the resident nesters. This parasitic tendency has given the female

bird a figurative reputation for unfaithfulness as well. Hence in Old French we

find the word cucuault, composed of cocu, “cuckoo, cuckold,” and the pejorative

suffix -ald and used to designate a husband whose wife has wandered afield like

the female cuckoo. An earlier assumed form of the Old French word was bor-

rowed into Middle English by way of Anglo-Norman. Middle English cokewold,

the ancestor of Modern English cuckold, is first recorded in a work written around

1250.

cuck·old·ry (kƒkùNl-drK, ktkù-) n.  1. The state of being a cuckold.  2. The act 

of making someone a cuckold. 

cuck·oo (kuùku, ktkùu) n.  pl. cuck·oos. 1. a. A grayish European bird 

(Cuculus canorus) that has a characteristic two-note call and lays its eggs in the 

nests of birds of other species.  b. Any of various related birds of the family 

Cuculidae, having grayish-brown plumage and a slender body.   2. The call or cry 

of one of these birds.  3. Slang. A foolish or crazy person.   —  v.  tr. cuck·ooed, 
cuck·oo·ing, cuck·oos. To repeat incessantly, as a cuckoo does its call.   —  adj.  

Slang. Lacking in sense; foolish or crazy.  [Middle English cuccu, of imitative ori-

gin.]

cuckoo clock (kuùku klmk) n.  A wall or shelf clock that announces intervals 

of time with a sound imitative of a cuckoo’s call and often with the simultaneous 

emergence of a mechanical bird from a small door. 

cuck·oo·flow·er (kuùku-flouÙNr, ktkùu-) n.  1. A perennial herb (Car-

damine pratensis) in the mustard family, native to the northern temperate regions 

and having pinnate leaves and pink, purple, or sometimes white flowers.  Also 

called lady’s smock 2.  See ragged robin. 
cuck·oo·pint (kuùku-pXntÙ, ktkùu-) n.  A European plant (Arum macula-

tum) having arrow-shaped leaves, a yellow-green spathe, and scarlet berries.  Also 

called lords-and-ladies [From obsolete cuckoopintle, from Middle English 

cokkupintel : cokku, cuccu, cuckoo; see CUCKOO + pintel, penis (from Old 

English).]

cuckoo spit (kuùku spVt) n.  A frothy mass of liquid secreted on plant stems 

as a protective covering by nymphs of the spittlebug.  Also called frog spit 



cu·cul·late (kyuùkN-l7tÙ, kyu-kƒlù7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having the shape of a cowl 

or hood; hooded:  cucullate sepals.  [Medieval Latin cucull7tus, from Latin cucul-

lus, hood. See COWL.] —cuùcul·lateÙly adv. 

cu·cum·ber (kyuùkƒmÙbNr) n.  1. a. A tendril-bearing, climbing or sprawling 

annual plant (Cucumis sativus) widely cultivated for its edible cylindrical fruit 

that has a green rind and crisp white flesh.  b. The fruit of this plant, eaten fresh 

or pickled.   2. Any of several related or similar plants, such as the bur cucumber 

or the squirting cucumber.  [Middle English cucomer, from Old French coucom-

bre, from Latin cucumis, cucumer-.]

cucumber mosaic (kyuùkƒmÙbNr mo-z7ùVk) n.  A viral disease of the 

cucumber and many other plants, characterized by mottled and curled leaves and 

misshapen and mottled fruits. 

cucumber tree (kyuùkƒmÙbNr trK) n.  Any of certain magnolias, especially 

Magnolia acuminata, a deciduous tree of eastern North America, having green-

ish-yellow flowers and a cucumber-shaped aggregate fruit. 

cu·cur·bit (kyu-kûrùbVt) n.  1. Any of various mostly climbing or trailing 

plants of the family Cucurbitaceae, which includes the squash, pumpkin, cucum-

ber, gourd, watermelon, and cantaloupe.  2. A gourd-shaped flask forming the 

body of an alembic, formerly used in distillation.  [Middle English cucurbite, 

from Old French, from Latin cucurbita, gourd.]

Cú·cu·ta (kuùkN-tN, -ku-täÙ)  A city of northeast Colombia near the Venezue-

lan border. It was rebuilt after a devastating earthquake in 1875. Population, 

355,828. 

cud (kƒd) n.  1. Food regurgitated from the first stomach to the mouth of a 

ruminant and chewed again.  2. Something held in the mouth and chewed, such 

as a quid of tobacco.  [Middle English, from Old English cudu.]

Cud·a·hy (kƒdùN-hK)  1. A city of southern California southeast of Los Angeles. 

It is a processing and manufacturing center. Population, 22,817.  2. A city of 

southeast Wisconsin, an industrial suburb of Milwaukee on Lake Michigan. Pop-

ulation, 18,659. 

cud·bear (kƒdùbârÙ) n.  A purplish-red dye derived from certain lichens.  [After 

Cuthbert Gordon, 18th-century Scottish chemist.]

cud·dle (kƒdùl) v.  cud·dled, cud·dling, cud·dles.  —  v.  tr. To fondle in the 

arms; hug tenderly.  See Synonyms at caress.   —  v.  intr. To nestle; snuggle.   —  
n.  The act of cuddling; a hug or embrace.  [Origin unknown.] —cudùdle·some 
adj.  —cudùdly adj. 

cud·dy1 (kƒdùK) n.  pl. cud·dies. 1. Nautical. A small cabin or the cook’s galley 

on a ship.  2. A small room, cupboard, or closet.  [Origin unknown.]

cud·dy2 (kƒdùK) n.  pl. cud·dies. Scots. 1. A donkey.  2. A fool; a dolt.  [Perhaps 

from Cuddy, nickname for Cuthbert.]



cudg·el (kƒjùNl) n.  A short, heavy stick; a club.   —  v.  tr. cudg·eled or 

cudg·elled, cudg·el·ing or cudg·el·ling, cudg·els or cudg·els. To beat or 

strike with or as if with a cudgel.  [Middle English cuggel, from Old English cyc-

gel.]

cud·weed (kƒdùwKdÙ) n.  1. Any of various woolly plants of the genus Gnapha-

lium in the composite family, having small whitish or yellowish flower heads.  

2. Any of several similar and related plants in the genus Filago. 

cue1 (kyu) n.  1. Games. A long tapered rod with a leather tip used to strike the 

cue ball in billiards and pool.  2. Games. A long stick with a concave attachment 

at one end for shoving disks in shuffleboard.  3. A queue of hair.  4. A line of 

waiting people or vehicles; a queue.   —  v.  cued, cu·ing, cues.  —  v.  tr. 

1. Games. To strike with a cue.  2. To braid or twist (hair) into a queue.   —  v.  

intr. To form a line or queue.  [Variant of QUEUE.]

cue2 (kyu) n.  1. A signal, such as a word or an action, used to prompt another 

event in a performance, such as an actor’s speech or entrance, a change in light-

ing, or a sound effect.  2. a. A reminder or a prompting.  b. A hint or suggestion.   

3. Music. a. An extract from the music for another part printed, usually in 

smaller notes, within a performer’s part as a signal to enter after a long rest.  b. A 

gesture by a conductor signaling the entrance of a performer or part.   

4. Psychology. A stimulus, either consciously or unconsciously perceived, that 

elicits or signals a type of behavior.  5. Archaic. One’s assigned role or function.  

6. Archaic. A mood; a disposition.   —  v.  tr. cued, cu·ing, cues. 1. To give a 

cue to; signal or prompt.  2. To insert or cause to be inserted into the sequence of 

a performance.   —phrasal verb. cue (someone) in. To give information or 

instructions to (a latecomer, for example).  [Perhaps from q, qu, abbreviation of 

Latin quando, when, used for actors’ copies of plays. See kwo- in Appendix.]

cue3 (kyu) n.  The letter q. 

cue ball (kyu bôl) n.  Games. The white ball that is propelled with the cue in 

billiards and pool. 

cue card (kyu kärd) n.  A large card held out of the audience’s sight, bearing 

words or dialogue in large letters as an aid for a speaker or an actor chiefly in tele-

vision broadcasting. 

cued speech (kyud spKch) n.  A means of communication in which a speaker 

uses hand signals to clarify ambiguous mouth movements for lip readers. 

Cuen·ca (kwHngùkN, -kä)  A city of south-central Ecuador southeast of Guayaq-

uil. Founded in 1557, it is known as “the Marble City” for its fine buildings. Pop-

ulation, 157,213. 

Cuer·na·va·ca (kwHr-nN-väùkN, -nä-väùkä)  A city of south-central Mexico in 

the Cuernavaca Valley near Mexico City. It is an industrial city and a popular 

tourist and health resort. Population, 192,770. 



cues·ta (kwHsùtN) n.  A ridge with a gentle slope on one side and a cliff on the 

other.  [Spanish, from Latin costa, side. See kost- in Appendix.]

cuff1 (kƒf) n.  1. a. A fold used as trimming at the bottom of a sleeve.  b. A 

band, often having an opening with a button closure, at the bottom of a sleeve.   

2. The turned-up fold at the bottom of a trouser leg.  3. The band at the top of a 

sock.  4. The part of a glove that extends over the wrist.  5. A handcuff.  

6. Medicine. An inflatable band, usually wrapped around the upper arm, that is 

used along with a sphygmomanometer in measuring arterial blood pressure.   —  
v.  tr. cuffed, cuff·ing, cuffs. 1. To form a cuff or cuffs on.  2. To put hand-

cuffs on.   —idioms. off the cuff. In an extemporaneous or informal manner.  

on the cuff. On credit.  [Middle English cuffe, mitten.]

cuff2 (kƒf) v.  tr. cuffed, cuff·ing, cuffs. To strike with or as if with the open 

hand; slap.   —  n.  A blow or slap with the open hand.  [Origin unknown.]

cuff link  or cuff·link (kƒfùlVngkÙ) n.  A fastening for a shirt cuff, usually con-

sisting of two buttons or buttonlike parts connected with a chain or shank that 

passes through two slits in the cuff. 

Cu·fic (kuùfVk, kyuù-) adj.  Variant of Kufic. 
Cu·ia·bá (kuÙyN-bäù)  A city of west-central Brazil west of Brasília on the 

Cuiabá River, about 483 km (300 mi) long. The city was founded during the 

gold rush of the early 18th century. Population, 167,880. 

cui bo·no (kwKù boùno) n.  Utility, advantage, or self-interest considered as the 

determinant of value or motivation.  [Latin  : cui, to whose, dative of quX + bono, 

dative of bonum, advantage.]

cui·rass (kwV-r4sù) n.  1. a. A piece of armor for protecting the breast and back.  

b. The breastplate alone.   2. A defense or protection: “A carefully primped irony, 

that cuirass of art in the early Eighties, is necessary—a distance so affected as to con-

stitute a hopeless impediment to feeling” (Robert Hughes).  3. Zoology. A protective 

covering of bony plates or scales.   —  v.  tr. cui·rassed, cui·rass·ing, 
cui·rass·es. To protect with a cuirass.  [Middle English curas, from Old French 

cuirace, probably alteration (influenced by Old French cuir, leather), of Old 

Provençal coirassa, from Late Latin cori7cea (vestis), leather (garment), feminine 

of cori7ceus, from Latin corium, hide. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

cui·ras·sier (kwîrÙN-sîrù) n.  A horse soldier in European armies whose equip-

ment included the cuirass.  [French, from cuirasse, cuirass, from Old French. See 

CUIRASS.]

Cui·se·naire (kwKÙzN-nârù)  A trademark used for a set of colored rods and 

disks employed in the teaching of mathematics. 

cuish (kwVsh) n.  Variant of cuisse. 
Cui·si·nart (kwKÙzN-närtù, kwKùzN-närtÙ)  A trademark used for a kind of food 

processor and its attachments. 



cui·sine (kwV-zKnù) n.  1. A characteristic manner or style of preparing food:  

Spanish cuisine.  2. Food; fare.  [French, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*cocXna, variant of Latin coquXna, kitchen, cookery, from coquere, to cook. See 

pekw- in Appendix.]

cuisine bourgeoise (kwV-zKnù btr-zhwäzù) n.  Simple home cooking, espe-

cially as practiced in France.  [French  : cuisine, cooking + bourgeoise, middle-

class.]

cuisine min·ceur (kwV-zKnù m4N-sœrù) n.  A low-calorie style of French cook-

ing.  [French  : cuisine, cooking + minceur, thinness, slimness.]

cuisse (kwVs) also cuish (kwVsh) n.  Plate armor worn to protect the front of the 

thigh.  [Middle English quisse, probably back-formation from quisseues, pl. of 

quisseu, cuisse, from Old French quisseuz, pl. of quissel, from quisse, thigh, from 

Latin coxa, hip.]

cuit·tle (küùtl) v.  tr. cuit·tled, cuit·tling, cuit·tles. Scots. To coax; cajole.  

[Origin unknown.]

cui-ui (kwKùwK) n.  A freshwater sucker (Chasmistes cujus) found only in Nevada.  

[Northern Paiute kuyui.]

cuke (kyuk) n.  Informal. A cucumber. 

Cu·kor (kyuùkNr, -kôr, kuù-), George. 1899-1983.  American filmmaker 

whose works include Little Women (1933), The Philadelphia Story (1940), and My 

Fair Lady (1964), for which he won an Academy Award. 

Cul·bert·son (kƒlùbNrt-sNn), Ely. 1891-1955.  American contract bridge 

authority whose dominance of international matches and several books, includ-

ing The Contract Bridge Blue Book (1930), helped popularize the card game. 

culch  or cultch (kƒlch) n.  1. A natural bed for oysters, consisting of gravel or 

crushed shells to which the oyster spawn may adhere.  2. The spawn of the oyster.  

3.  Also scultch  or sculch (skƒlch). New England. Clean trash or rubbish, such 

as string, paper, and cloth: “We always had a culch box around” (New Hampshire 

informant in DARE).  4. A person or thing not highly regarded.  [Perhaps ulti-

mately from Old French culche, couch. See COUCH.]

cul-de-sac (kƒlùdV-s4kù, ktlÙ-) n.  pl. culs-de-sac (kƒlzù-, ktlzÙ-)  or cul-de-
sacs (kƒlù-). 1. a. A dead-end street.  b. An impasse: “This was the cul-de-sac the 

year kept driving me toward: men and women would always be at odds” (Philip 

Weiss).   2. Anatomy. A saclike cavity or tube open only at one end.  [French  : cul, 

bottom (from Old French, from Latin c7lus); see CULET + de, of (from Old 

French, from Latin dK); see DE- + sac, sack (from Old French, from Latin saccus); 

see SACK
1.]

Cu·le·bra Cut (ku-l7ùbrN kƒt)  See Gaillard Cut. 
Culebra Peak (ku-l7ùbrN pKk)  A mountain, 4,284.3 m (14,047 ft) high, in the 

Sangre de Cristo Mountains of extreme south-central Colorado. 



cu·let (kyuùlVt, kƒlùVt) n.  1. The small flat face at the bottom of a gem cut as a 

brilliant.  2. Armor consisting of overlapping plates used to protect the buttocks.  

[Obsolete French, diminutive of cul, rump, from Latin c7lus. See (s)keu- in 

Appendix.]

cu·lex (kyuùlHksÙ) n.  pl. cu·li·ces (-lV-sKzÙ). Any of various mosquitoes of the 

genus Culex, which includes the common house mosquito (C. pipiens).  [Latin, 

gnat.]

Cu·lia·cán (kulÙyN-känù)  A city of western Mexico west-northwest of Durango 

on the Culiacán River, about 282 km (175 mi) long. The city was founded in 

1531 and figured prominently as a departure point for early Spanish expeditions 

to the north. Population, 304,826. 

cu·li·nar·y (kyuùlN-nHrÙK, kƒlùN-) adj.  Of or relating to a kitchen or to cookery.  

[Latin culXn7rius, from culXna, kitchen. See pekw- in Appendix.]

cull (kƒl) v.  tr. culled, cull·ing, culls. 1. To pick out from others; select.  2. To 

gather; collect.  3. To remove rejected members or parts from (a herd, for exam-

ple).   —  n.  Something picked out from others, especially something rejected 

because of inferior quality.  [Middle English cullen, from Old French cuillir, from 

Latin colligere. See COLLECT
1.] —cullùer n. 

Cul·len (kƒlùNn), Countée. 1903-1946.  American poet whose collections Colors 

(1926) and Copper Sun (1927) established him as a leading figure of the Harlem 

Renaissance. 

cul·let (kƒlùVt) n.  Scraps of broken or waste glass gathered for remelting, espe-

cially with new material.  [Probably alteration of collet, neck of glass left on the 

blowing iron, from French, collar, diminutive of col, neck, from Old French, from 

Latin collum. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

cul·lion (kƒlùyNn) n.  Archaic. A contemptible fellow; a rascal.  [Middle English 

coilon, testicle, from Old French coillon, from Latin culleus, bag.]

cul·lis (kƒlùVs) n.  A gutter or groove in a roof.  [Middle English colis, from Old 

French coleis, channel, from coler, to pour, from Latin col7re, to filter, from colum, 

sieve.]

Cul·lo·den Moor (kN-lmdùn mtr, -lôdùn)  A moor in northern Scotland east 

of Inverness. It was the site of the final defeat of the Highland Jacobites by 

English forces (April 16, 1746). 

cul·ly (kƒlùK) Archaic. n.  pl. cul·lies. A fool or dupe.   —  v.  tr. cul·lied, 
cul·ly·ing, cul·lies. To fool; cheat.  [Perhaps from CULLION.]

culm1 (kƒlm) n.  The stem of a grass or similar plant.  [Latin culmus, stalk.]

culm2 (kƒlm) n.  1. Waste from anthracite coal mines, consisting of fine coal, 

coal dust, and dirt.  2. a. Carboniferous shale.  b. Inferior anthracite coal.   

[Middle English colme, coal dust, perhaps from Old English col, coal.]

cul·mi·nant (kƒlùmN-nNnt) adj.  1. Being at the highest altitude.  2. Reaching 

the highest point or degree; highest. 



cul·mi·nate (kƒlùmN-n7tÙ) v.  intr. cul·mi·nat·ed, cul·mi·nat·ing, 
cul·mi·nates. 1. a. To reach the highest point or degree; climax:  habitual antag-

onism that culminated in open hostility.  b. To come to completion; end:  Years of 

waiting culminated in a tearful reunion.   2. Astronomy. To reach the highest point 

above an observer’s horizon. Used of stars and other celestial bodies.   —  v.  tr. To 

bring to the point of greatest intensity or to completion; climax:  The ceremony 

culminated a long week of preparation.  [Late Latin culmin7re, culmin7t-, from 

Latin culmen, culmin-, summit. See kel-2 in Appendix.] —culÙmi·naùtion n. 

cu·lotte (ku-lmtù, kyu-, kuùlmtÙ, kyuù-) n.  A woman’s full trousers cut to 

resemble a skirt. Often used in the plural.  [French, breeches, diminutive of cul, 

rump, from Latin c7lus. See (s)keu- in Appendix.]

cul·pa·ble (kƒlùpN-bNl) adj.  Deserving of blame or censure as being wrong, evil, 

improper, or injurious.  See Synonyms at blameworthy.  [Middle English coup-

able, from Old French, from Latin culp7bilis, from culp7re, to blame, from culpa, 

fault.] —culÙpa·bilùi·ty n.  —culùpa·bly adv. 

Cul·pep·er (kƒlùpHpÙNr), Lord Thomas. 1635-1689.  English colonial adminis-

trator who served as governor of Virginia (1677-1683). 

cul·prit (kƒlùprVt) n.  1. One charged with an offense or crime.  2. One guilty of 

a fault or crime.  [Probably from cul. prit, abbreviation for Anglo-Norman *cul-

pable: prit d’averrer nostre bille, guilty: (I am) ready to aver our indictment  : cul-

pable, guilty (from Latin culp7bilis); see CULPABLE + *prit, ready (variant of prest, 

from Latin praesto); see PRESTO.]

WORD HISTORY: According to British legal tradition, the word culprit comes

from cul. prit, an abbreviation of the Anglo-Norman legal phrase Culpable: prit

d’averrer nostre bille. These words, said by the clerk of the crown in response to a

not-guilty plea, meant, “Guilty: I am ready to aver our indictment.” After law

French went out of official use in the courts, the shortened form cul. prit was mis-

interpreted as a term of address used by the clerk to a prisoner indicted for high

treason or felony and pleading “not guilty.” Culprit is first recorded in such a use

in 1678. The term was thereafter taken to mean “the accused,” and then, by asso-

ciation with Latin culpa, “guilt,” it came to mean “a guilty party.”

culs-de-sac (kƒlzùdV-s4kù, ktlzÙ-) n.  A plural of cul-de-sac. 
cult (kƒlt) n.  1. a. A religion or religious sect generally considered to be extrem-

ist or false, with its followers often living in an unconventional manner under the 

guidance of an authoritarian, charismatic leader.  b. The followers of such a reli-

gion or sect.   2. A system or community of religious worship and ritual.  3. The 

formal means of expressing religious reverence; religious ceremony and ritual.  

4. A usually nonscientific method or regimen claimed by its originator to have 

exclusive or exceptional power in curing a particular disease.  5. a. Obsessive, 



especially faddish, devotion to or veneration for a person, principle, or thing.  

b. The object of such devotion.   6. An exclusive group of persons sharing an eso-

teric, usually artistic or intellectual interest.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a cult figure; cult films.  [Latin cultus, worship, from past 

participle of colere, to cultivate. See kwel-1 in Appendix.] —culùtic, cultùish adj.  

—cultùism n.  —cultùist n. 

cultch (kƒlch) n.  Variant of culch. 
cul·ti (kƒlùtX) n.  A plural of cultus. 
cul·ti·gen (kƒlùtN-jNn) n.  An organism, especially a cultivated plant, such as a 

banana, not known to have a wild or uncultivated counterpart.  [CULTI(VATED) + -

GEN.]

cul·ti·va·ble (kƒlùtN-vN-bNl) adj.  Capable of undergoing cultivation:  cultivable 

land.   —culÙti·va·bilùi·ty n. 

cul·ti·var (kƒlùtN-värÙ, -vârÙ) n.  Abbr. cv. A horticultural race or variety of a 

plant that has originated and persisted only under cultivation.  [CULTI(VATED) + 

VAR(IETY).]

cul·ti·vate (kƒlùtN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. cul·ti·vat·ed, cul·ti·vat·ing, cul·ti·vates. 
1. a. To improve and prepare (land), as by plowing or fertilizing, for raising 

crops; till.  b. To loosen or dig soil around (growing plants).   2. To grow or tend 

(a plant or crop).  3. To promote the growth of (a biological culture).  4. To nur-

ture; foster.  See Synonyms at nurture.  5. To form and refine, as by education.  

6. To seek the acquaintance or goodwill of; make friends with.  [Medieval Latin 

cultiv7re, cultiv7t-, from cultXvus, tilled, from Latin cultus, past participle of colere, 

to till. See kwel-1 in Appendix.] —culùti·vatÙa·ble adj. 

cul·ti·vat·ed (kƒlùtN-v7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Of or relating to cultivation; produced in 

cultivation:  a cultivated plant.  2. Educated; polished; refined. 

cul·ti·va·tion (kƒlÙtN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of cultivating.  b. The state of 

being cultivated.   2. Refinement; culture.  See Synonyms at culture. 
cul·ti·va·tor (kƒlùtN-v7ÙtNr) n.  1. One who cultivates:  an inveterate cultivator of 

beautiful gardens; a cultivator of valuable corporate contacts.  2. An implement or a 

machine for loosening the soil and destroying weeds around growing plants. 

cul·trate (kƒlùtr7tÙ) also cul·trat·ed (-tr7ÙtVd) adj.  Sharp-edged and pointed; 

knifelike:  cultrate leaves.  [Latin cultr7tus, from culter, cultr-, knife. See skel-1 in 

Appendix.]

cul·tur·al (kƒlùchNr-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to culture or cultivation.   —culù-
tur·al·ly adv. 

cultural anthropology (kƒlùchNr-Nl 4nÙthrN-pmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific 

study of the development of human cultures based on archaeological, ethnologic, 

ethnographic, linguistic, social, and psychological data and methods of analysis. 

Cul·tur·al Revolution (kƒlùchNr-Nl rHvÙN-luùshNn) n.  A comprehensive 

reform movement in China, initiated by Mao Zedong in 1965 to eliminate coun-



terrevolutionary elements in the country’s institutions and leadership. It was 

characterized by political zealotry, purges of intellectuals, and social and eco-

nomic chaos. 

cul·tu·ra·ti (kƒlÙchN-räùtK) pl.n.  People interested in culture and cultural activi-

ties.  [CULTUR(E) + (LITER)ATI.]

cul·ture (kƒlùchNr) n.  1. a. The totality of socially transmitted behavior pat-

terns, arts, beliefs, institutions, and all other products of human work and 

thought.  b. These patterns, traits, and products considered as the expression of a 

particular period, class, community, or population:  Edwardian culture; Japanese 

culture; the culture of poverty.  c. These patterns, traits, and products considered 

with respect to a particular category, such as a field, subject, or mode of expres-

sion:  religious culture in the Middle Ages; musical culture; oral culture.   

2. Intellectual and artistic activity, and the works produced by it.  

3. a. Development of the intellect through training or education.  

b. Enlightenment resulting from such training or education.   4. A high degree of 

taste and refinement formed by aesthetic and intellectual training.  5. Special 

training and development:  voice culture for singers and actors.  6. The cultivation 

of soil; tillage.  7. The breeding of animals or growing of plants, especially to pro-

duce improved stock.  8. Biology. a. The growing of microorganisms, tissue cells, 

or other living matter in a specially prepared nutrient medium.  b. Such a growth 

or colony, as of bacteria.    —  v.  tr. cul·tured, cul·tur·ing, cul·tures. 1. To cul-

tivate.  2. a. To grow (microorganisms or other living matter) in a specially pre-

pared nutrient medium.  b. To use (a substance) as a medium for culture:  culture 

milk.   [Middle English, cultivation, from Old French, from Latin cult7ra, from 

cultus, past participle of colere. See CULTIVATE.]

SYNONYMS: culture, cultivation, breeding, refinement, taste. These nouns de-

note a personal quality resulting from the development of intellect, manners, and

aesthetic appreciation. Culture implies enlightenment attained through close as-

sociation with and appreciation of the highest level of civilization: “Culture is then

properly described not as having its origin in curiosity, but as having its origin in the

love of perfection” (Matthew Arnold). Cultivation suggests the process of self-im-

provement or self-development through which culture is acquired: The books and

paintings in her library reflect her considerable cultivation. Breeding is revealed es-

pecially in good manners, poise, and sensitivity to the feelings of others: “The test

of a man’s or woman’s breeding is how they behave in a quarrel” (George Bernard

Shaw). Refinement stresses aversion to coarseness and implies a delicacy of feeling

associated with fastidiousness: “to seek elegance rather than luxury, and refinement

rather than fashion” (William Henry Channing). Taste is the capacity for recog-

nizing and appreciating what is fitting, proper, or aesthetically superior: “These

questions of taste, of feeling, of inheritance, need no settlement. Every one carries his



own inch-rule of taste” (Henry Adams).

cul·tured (kƒlùchNrd) adj.  1. Educated, polished, and refined; cultivated.  

2. Produced under artificial and controlled conditions:  cultured pearls. 

culture medium (kƒlùchNr mKùdK-Nm) n.  A liquid or gelatinous substance 

containing nutrients in which microorganisms or tissues are cultivated for scien-

tific purposes. 

culture shock (kƒlùchNr shmk) n.  A condition of confusion and anxiety affect-

ing a person suddenly exposed to an alien culture or milieu. 

cul·tus (kƒlùtNs) n.  pl. cul·tus·es or cul·ti (-tX). A cult, especially a religious 

one.  [Latin, veneration. See CULT.]

cul·ver (kƒlùvNr) n.  A dove or a pigeon.  [Middle English, from Old English 

culufre, from Vulgar Latin *columbra, from Latin columbula, diminutive of 

columba, dove.]

Cul·ver City (kƒlùvNr sVtùK)  A city of southern California, a residential suburb 

of Los Angeles. Its motion-picture industry dates to c. 1915. Population, 38,793. 

cul·ver·in (kƒlùvNr-Vn) n.  1. An early, crudely made musket.  2. A long heavy 

cannon used in the 16th and 17th centuries.  [Middle English, from Old French 

coulevrine, from couleuvre, snake, from Latin colubra, feminine of coluber.]

Cul·ver’s root (kƒlùvNrz rut) n.  1. A perennial herb (Veronicastrum virgini-

cum) native to eastern North America, having whorled leaves and small white or 

pinkish flowers in slender spikes.  2. The rootstock of this plant, formerly used in 

medicine as a cathartic and an emetic.  [After Culver, 18th-century American 

physician.]

cul·vert (kƒlùvNrt) n.  1. A sewer or drain crossing under a road or embankment.  

2. a. The part of a road or embankment that passes over such a sewer or drain.  

b. The channel or conduit for such a sewer or drain.   [Origin unknown.]

cum (ktm, kƒm) prep.  Together with; plus. Often used in combination:  our 

attic-cum-studio.  [Latin. See kom in Appendix.]

cum. abbr.  Cumulative. 

Cu·mae (kyuùmK)  An ancient city and Greek colony of south-central Italy near 

present-day Naples. Founded c. 750 B.C., it is the earliest-known Greek settlement 

in Italy. Cumae adopted Roman culture after the second century B.C. and gradu-

ally declined as neighboring cities rose to power. 

Cu·ma·ná (kuÙmä-näù)  A city of northeast Venezuela on the Caribbean Sea 

east of Caracas. It was founded in 1521 to exploit nearby pearl fisheries. Popula-

tion, 173,000. 

cum·ber (kƒmùbNr) v.  tr. cum·bered, cum·ber·ing, cum·bers. 1. To weigh 

down; burden:  was cumbered with many duties.  2. To hamper or hinder, as by 

being in the way:  was cumbered with a long poncho.  3. To litter; clutter up:  Weeds 

cumbered the garden paths.  4. Archaic. To bother; distress.   —  n.  A hindrance; 



an encumbrance.  [Middle English combren, to annoy, from Old French combrer, 

from combre, hindrance, from Vulgar Latin *comboros, of Celtic origin.] 
—cumùber·er n. 

Cum·ber·land (kƒmùbNr-lNnd)  A city of northwest Maryland in the Panhandle 

on the Potomac River and the West Virginia border. It is a shipping center for a 

coal-mining area. Population, 23,706. 

Cumberland Gap (kƒmùbNr-lNnd g4p)  A natural passage through the Cum-

berland Plateau near the junction of the Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee bor-

ders. It was discovered in 1750 and used by Daniel Boone in 1775 as a strategic 

point along his Wilderness Road, the principal route of westward migration for 

the next half century. 

Cumberland Plateau  or Cumberland Mountains (kƒmùbNr-lNnd pl4-

toù)  The southwest section of the Appalachian Mountains, extending northeast 

to southwest from southern West Virginia through Virginia, Kentucky, and Ten-

nessee into northern Alabama. 

Cumberland River (kƒmùbNr-lNnd rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast Ken-

tucky and flowing about 1,105 km (687 mi) in a winding course southwest into 

northern Tennessee then northwest to the Ohio River near Paducah in southwest 

Kentucky. 

cum·ber·some (kƒmùbNr-sNm) adj.  1. Difficult to handle because of weight 

or bulk.  See Synonyms at heavy.  2. Troublesome or onerous.   
—cumùber·some·ly adv. 

Cum·bri·a (kƒmùbrK-N)  An ancient Celtic kingdom of northwest England. The 

southern part came under Anglo-Saxon control c. 944; the northern portion 

passed to Scotland in 1018.   —Cumùbri·an adj.  & n. 

Cumbrian Mountains (kƒmùbrK-Nn mounùtNnz)  A range of hills in north-

west England rising to 979.1 m (3,210 ft) at Scafell Pike. 

cum·brous (kƒmùbrNs) adj.  Cumbersome.  [Middle English, from cumbren, to 

annoy. See CUMBER.] —cumùbrous·ly adv.  —cumùbrous·ness n. 

cum·in (kƒmùVn, kuùmVn, kyuù-) n.  1. a. An annual Mediterranean herb 

(Cuminum cyminum) in the parsley family, having finely divided leaves and clus-

ters of small white or pink flowers.  b. The seedlike fruit of this plant used for 

seasoning, as in curry and chili powders.   2. Black cumin.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin cumXnum, from Greek kuminon, probably of Semitic ori-

gin.]

cum lau·de (ktm louùdN, louùdK, kƒm lôùdK) adv.  & adj.  With honor. Used to 

express academic distinction:  graduated cum laude; 25 cum laude graduates.  

[Probably Medieval Latin cum laudK : Latin cum, with + Latin laudK, ablative of 

laus, praise.]



cum·mer·bund (kƒmùNr-bƒndÙ) n.  A broad sash, especially one that is pleated 

lengthwise and worn as an article of formal dress, as with a dinner jacket.  [Hindi 

kamarband, from Persian  : kamar, waist + band, band; see BUND
1.]

Cum·mings (kƒmùVngz), Edward Estlin. Usually styled e. e. cummings. 1894-

1962.  American writer. Best known for his lyrical and typographically eccentric 

poetry, he also wrote The Enormous Room (1922), an account of his imprison-

ment in France during World War I. 

cum·quat (kƒmùkwmtÙ) n.  Variant of kumquat. 
cum·shaw (kƒmùshôÙ) n.  A tip; a gratuity.  [Pidgin English, from Chinese 

(Amoy) gamsia, an expression of thanks.]

cumul- pref.  Variant of cumulo-. 
cu·mu·late (kyumùyN-l7tÙ) v.  cu·mu·lat·ed, cu·mu·lat·ing, cu·mu·lates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To gather in a heap; accumulate.  2. To combine into one unit; merge.   
—  v.  intr. To become massed.   —  adj.  Having cumulated or having been cumu-

lated; heaped up or amassed.  [Latin cumul7re, cumul7t-, from cumulus, heap. See 

keuN- in Appendix.] —cuÙmu·laùtion n. 

cu·mu·la·tive (kyumùyN-l7ÙtVv, -yN-lN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. cum. 1. Increasing or 

enlarging by successive addition.  2. Acquired by or resulting from accumulation.  

3. Of or relating to interest or a dividend that is added to the next payment if not 

paid when due.  4. Law. a. Supporting the same point as earlier evidence:  cumu-

lative evidence.  b. Imposed with greater severity upon a repeat offender:  cumula-

tive punishment.  c. Following successively; consecutive:  cumulative sentences.   

5. Statistics. a. Of or relating to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally 

determined values of a random variable that are less than or equal to a specified 

value.  b. Of or relating to experimental error that increases in magnitude with 

each successive measurement.    —cuùmu·laÙtive·ly adv.  —cuùmu·laÙ-
tive·ness n. 

cumulative voting (kyumùyN-l7ÙtVv voùtVng) n.  A system of voting in which 

each voter is given as many votes as there are positions to be filled and allowed to 

cast those votes for one candidate or distribute them in any way among the candi-

dates. 

cu·mu·li (kyumùyN-lXÙ) n.  Plural of cumulus. 
cumuli- pref.  Variant of cumulo-. 
cu·mu·li·form (kyumùyN-lN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the shape of a cumulus. 

cumulo-  or cumuli-  or cumul- pref.  Cumulus:  cumulonimbus.  [From CUMU-

LUS.]

cu·mu·lo·nim·bus (kyumÙyN-lo-nVmùbNs) n.  pl. cu·mu·lo·nim·bus·es or 

cu·mu·lo·nim·bi (-bX). An extremely dense, vertically developed cumulus with a 

relatively hazy outline and a glaciated top extending to great heights, usually pro-

ducing heavy rains, thunderstorms, or hailstorms. 

cu·mu·lous (kyuùmyN-lNs) adj.  Resembling a pile or mound; heaped up. 



cu·mu·lus (kyumùyN-lNs) n.  pl. cu·mu·li (-lXÙ). 1. A dense, white, fluffy, flat-

based cloud with a multiple rounded top and a well-defined outline, usually 

formed by the ascent of thermally unstable air masses.  2. A pile, mound, or heap.  

[Latin, heap. See keuN- in Appendix.]

Cu·nax·a (kyu-n4kùsN)  An ancient town of Babylonia northwest of Babylon. It 

was the site of a battle (401 B.C.) in which Artaxerxes II of Persia defeated his 

brother Cyrus the Younger, leading to the Retreat of the Ten Thousand described 

by Xenophon in his Anabasis. 

cunc·ta·tion (kƒngk-t7ùshNn) n.  Procrastination; delay.  [Latin c7nct7tio, 

c7nct7tion-, from c7nct7tus, past participle of c7nct7rX, to delay. See konk- in 

Appendix.] —cuncùtaÙtive (kƒngkùt7ÙtVv, -tN-tVv) adj.  —cuncùtaÙtor n. 

cu·ne·al (kyuùnK-Nl) adj.  Wedge-shaped.  [New Latin cune7lis, from Latin 

cuneus, wedge.]

cu·ne·ate (kyuùnK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Wedge-shaped. Used especially to 

describe a leaf or petal base that is narrowly triangular.  [Latin cune7tus, past par-

ticiple of cune7re, to make wedge-shaped, from cuneus, wedge.] —cuùne·ateÙly 
adv. 

cu·ne·i·form (kyuùnK-N-fôrmÙ, kyu-nKù-) adj.  1. Wedge-shaped.  

2. a. Being a character or characters formed by the arrangement of small wedge-

shaped elements and used in ancient Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian, 

and Persian writing.  b. Relating to, composed in, or using such characters.   

3. Anatomy. Of, relating to, or being a wedge-shaped bone or cartilage.   —  n.  

1. Writing typified by the use of characters formed by the arrangement of small 

wedge-shaped elements.  2. Anatomy. A wedge-shaped bone, especially one of 

three such bones in the tarsus of the foot.  [Probably from French cunéiforme, 

from Latin cuneus, wedge.]

Cu·ne·ne also Ku·ne·ne (ku-n7ùnN)  A river rising in west-central Angola and 

flowing about 1,207 km (750 mi) south and west to the Atlantic Ocean. It forms 

the Angola-Namibia border in its lower course. 

Cu·ne·o (kuùnK-oÙ, -nH-ô)  A city of northwest Italy west of Genoa. It is an 

industrial and agricultural center. Population, 55,385. 

cun·ner (kƒnùNr) n.  A small fish (Tautogolabrus adspersus) of North American 

Atlantic waters that is common along the shore of the eastern United States.  

[Origin unknown.]

cun·ni·lin·gus (kƒnÙN-lVngùgNs) n.  Oral stimulation of the clitoris or vulva.  

[New Latin, from Latin, he who licks the vulva  : cunnus, vulva; see (s)keu- in 

Appendix + lingere, to lick; see leigh- in Appendix.] —cunÙni·linùgual adj. 

cun·ning (kƒnùVng) adj.  1. Marked by or given to artful subtlety and deceptive-

ness.  See Synonyms at sly.  2. Executed with or exhibiting ingenuity.  

3. Delicately pleasing; pretty or cute:  a cunning little pet.   —  n.  1. Skill in decep-

tion; guile.  2. Skill or adeptness in execution or performance; dexterity.  [Middle 



English, present participle of connen, to know, from Old English cunnan. See 

gno- in Appendix.] —cunùning·ly adv.  —cunùning·ness n. 

Cun·ning·ham (kƒnùVng-h4mÙ), Merce. Born 1919.  American dancer and 

choreographer of avant-garde works, including Squaregame (1976). 

cunt (kƒnt) n.  Obscene. 1. The female genital organs.  2. Sexual intercourse with 

a woman.  3. a. Used as a disparaging term for a woman.  b. Used as a disparag-

ing term for a person one dislikes or finds extremely disagreeable.   [Middle 

English cunte.]

cup (kƒp) n.  1. a. A small, open container, usually with a flat bottom and a han-

dle, used for drinking.  b. Such a container and its contents.   2.  Abbr. c., C. A 

unit of capacity or volume equal to 16 tablespoons or 8 fluid ounces (237 millili-

ters).  See Table at measurement.  3. The bowl of a drinking vessel.  4. The 

chalice or the wine used in the celebration of the Eucharist.  5. A decorative cup-

shaped vessel awarded as a prize or trophy.  6. Sports. A golf hole or the metal 

container inside a hole.  7. Either of the two parts of a brassiere that fit over the 

breasts.  8. An athletic supporter having a protective reinforcement of rigid plas-

tic or metal.  9. A sweetened, flavored, usually chilled beverage, especially one 

made with wine:  claret cup.  10. A dish served in a cup-shaped vessel:  fruit cup.  

11. a. A cuplike object.  b. Biology. A cuplike structure or organ.   12. A lot or 

portion to be suffered or enjoyed.   —  v.  tr. cupped, cup·ping, cups. 1. To 

place in or as in a cup.  2. To shape like a cup:  cup one’s hand.  3. To subject to the 

therapeutic procedure of cupping.   —idioms. cup of tea. 1. Something that 

one excels in or enjoys:  Opera is not my cup of tea.  2. A matter to be reckoned or 

dealt with:  Recreational sport is relaxing. Professional sport is another cup of tea 

altogether.  in (one’s) cups. Intoxicated; drunk.  [Middle English cuppe, from 

Old English, from Late Latin cuppa, drinking vessel, perhaps variant of Latin 

c7pa, tub, cask.]

cup-and-sau·cer plant (kƒpùNn-sôùsNr pl4nt) n.  A tendril-bearing Mexican 

vine (Cobaea scandens) cultivated for its showy flowers.  Also called Mexican ivy 

vine 

cup·bear·er (kƒpùbârÙNr) n.  One who fills and distributes cups of wine, as in a 

royal household. 

cup·board (kƒbùNrd) n.  A closet or cabinet, usually with shelves for storing 

food, crockery, and utensils. 

cup·cake (kƒpùk7kÙ) n.  A small cake baked in a cup-shaped container. 

cu·pel (kyuùpNl, kyu-pHlù) n.  1. A porous cup, often made of bone ash, used 

in assaying to separate precious metals from base elements such as lead.  2. The 

bottom or receptacle in a silver-refining furnace.   —  v.  tr. cu·peled or 

cu·pelled, cu·pel·ing or cu·pel·ling, cu·pels or cu·pels. To assay or separate 

from base metals in a cupel.  [French coupelle, from Old French, diminutive of 

coupe, cup, from Late Latin cuppa, drinking vessel.] —cuùpel·ler, cuùpel·er n. 



cu·pel·la·tion (kyuÙpN-l7ùshNn) n.  A refining process for nonoxidizing met-

als, such as silver and gold, in which a metallic mixture is oxidized at high temper-

atures and base metals are separated by absorption into the walls of a cupel. 

Cu·per·ti·no (kuÙpNr-tKùno, kyuÙ-)  A city of western California west of San 

Jose. It has an electronics industry. Population, 40,263. 

cup·flow·er (kƒpùflouÙNr) n.  Any of various South American plants of the 

genus Nierembergia, cultivated as annual bedding plants for their showy purple or 

sometimes white flowers. 

cup·ful (kƒpùftlÙ) n.  pl. cup·fuls. 1. The amount that a cup can hold.  2. A 

measure of capacity equal to one cup. 

cup fungus (kƒp fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of various ascomycetous fungi, especially 

of the family Pezizaceae, characterized by a spore-bearing structure that is often 

stalkless and cup-shaped or disk-shaped. 

Cu·pid (kyuùpVd) n.  1. Roman Mythology. The god of love; the son of Venus.  

2. cupid. A representation of Cupid as a naked, cherubic boy usually having 

wings and holding a bow and arrow, used as a symbol of love.  [Middle English 

Cupide, from Old French, from Latin cupXdo, desire, Cupid, from cupere, to 

desire.]

cu·pid·i·ty (kyu-pVdùV-tK) n.  Excessive desire, especially for wealth; covetous-

ness or avarice.  [Middle English cupidite, from Old French, from Latin cupidit7s, 

from cupidus, desiring, from cupere, to desire.]

Cu·pid’s bow (kyuùpVdz boù) n.  pl. Cupid’s bows. An archery bow that 

curves inward at the center and usually outward at the ends. 

cu·pid’s-dart (kyuùpVdz-därtù) n.  pl. cupid’s-darts. A perennial Mediterra-

nean herb (Catananche caerulea) in the composite family, cultivated for its long-

stalked flower heads with showy, usually blue ray flowers. 

cu·po·la (kyuùpN-lN) n.  1. Architecture. a. A domed roof or ceiling.  b. A small 

structure surmounting a roof.   2. A cylindrical shaft type of blast furnace used 

for remelting metals, usually iron, before casting.  3. A small rounded and domed 

structure, as for observation, on a tracked, armored vehicle.  [Italian, from Late 

Latin c7pula, diminutive of Latin c7pa, tub.]

cup·pa (kƒpùN) n.  Chiefly British. A cup of tea.  [Short for cuppa tea, alteration 

of cup of tea.]

cup·ping (kƒpùVng) n.  A treatment in which evacuated glass cups are applied to 

intact or scarified skin in order to draw blood toward or through the surface. It 

was used for disorders associated with an excess of blood, one of the four humors 

of medieval physiology. 

cup plant (kƒp pl4nt) n.  A coarse perennial herb (Silphium perfoliatum) in the 

composite family, native to the central and southeast United States and having 

showy radiate flower heads of yellow flowers and opposite leaves whose bases 

fuse to form a cup around the stem. 



cup·py (kƒpùK) adj.  cup·pi·er, cup·pi·est. 1. Shaped like a cup.  2. Marked by 

shallow depressions:  A loose, cuppy track slowed the horses. 

cupr- pref.  Variant of cupro-. 
cu·pre·ous (kuùprK-Ns, kyuù-) adj.  Of, resembling, or containing copper; 

coppery.  [From Late Latin c7preus, from c7prum, copper. See COPPER
1.]

cupri- pref.  Variant of cupro-. 
cu·pric (kuùprVk, kyuù-) adj.  Of or containing divalent copper. 

cu·prif·er·ous (ku-prVfùNr-Ns, kyu-) adj.  Containing copper. 

cu·prite (kuùprXtÙ, kyuù-) n.  A natural red secondary ore of copper, essentially 

Cu2O, that forms as a result of weathering. 

cupro-  or cupri-  or cupr- pref.  Copper:  cupriferous.  [From Late Latin 

c7prum, copper. See COPPER
1.]

cu·pro·nick·el (kuÙpro-nVkùNl, kyuÙ-) n.  An alloy of copper that contains 10 

to 30 percent nickel. 

cu·prous (kuùprNs, kyuù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing univalent cop-

per. 

cu·pu·late (kyuùpyN-l7tÙ, -lVt) also cu·pu·lar (-lNr) adj.  1. Resembling a small 

cup; cup-shaped.  2. Having or bearing a cupule. 

cu·pule (kyuùpyul) n.  Biology. A small cup-shaped structure or organ, such as 

the cup at the base of an acorn or one of the suckers on the feet of certain flies.  

[Late Latin c7pula, little cask, diminutive of Latin c7pa, tub.]

cur (kûr) n.  1. A dog considered to be inferior or undesirable; a mongrel.  2. A 

base or cowardly person.  [Middle English curre, perhaps of Scandinavian origin. 

See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

cur. abbr.  1. Currency.  2. Current. 

cur·a·ble (kytrùN-bNl) adj.  Being such that curing or healing is possible:  cur-

able diseases.   —curÙa·bilùi·ty, curùa·ble·ness n.  —curùa·bly adv. 

cu·ra·çao (kytrùN-soÙ, -souÙ, ktrù-) also cu·ra·çoa (-soÙN) n.  A liqueur fla-

vored with the peel of the sour orange.  [After Curaçao.]

Cu·ra·çao (ktrùN-souÙ, -soÙ, kytrù-, ktrÙN-souù, -soù, kytrÙ-)  An island of 

the Netherlands Antilles in the southern Caribbean Sea off the northwest coast of 

Venezuela. It was discovered in 1499 and settled by the Spanish in 1527. The 

Dutch gained control in 1634, although the British held the island during the 

Napoleonic Wars (1807-1815). Oil refining and tourism are the major industries. 

cu·ra·cy (kytrùN-sK) n.  pl. cu·ra·cies. The office, duties, or term of office of a 

curate.  [CURA(TE)1 + -CY.]

cu·ra·re also cu·ra·ri (kt-räùrK, kyt-) n.  1. A dark resinous extract obtained 

from several tropical American woody plants, especially Chondrodendron tomen-

tosum or certain species of Strychnos, used as an arrow poison by some Indian 

peoples of South America.  2. A purified preparation or alkaloid obtained from 

Chondrodendron tomentosum, used in medicine and surgery to relax skeletal mus-



cles.  3. A plant yielding curare.  [Portuguese, or Spanish curaré both of Cariban 

and Tupian origin.]

cu·ra·rize (kt-räùrXzÙ, kyt-) v.  tr. cu·ra·rized, cu·ra·riz·ing, cu·ra·riz·es. 
1. To poison with curare.  2. To treat with curare so as to relax the skeletal mus-

cles.   —cu·raÙri·zaùtion (-rV-z7ùshNn) n. 

cu·ras·sow (ktrùN-soÙ, kytrù-) n.  Any of several long-tailed, crested South 

and Central American game birds of the family Cracidae, related to the pheasants 

and domestic fowl.  [Alteration of Curaçao.]

cu·rate1 (kytrùVt) n.  1. A cleric, especially one who has charge of a parish.  

2. A cleric who assists a rector or vicar.  [Middle English curat, from Medieval 

Latin c7r7tus, from Late Latin c7ra, spiritual charge, from Latin, care. See CURE.]

cu·rate2 (kytrù7tÙ) v.  tr. Usage Problem. To act as curator of; organize and 

oversee.  [Back-formation from CURATOR.]

USAGE NOTE: The verb curate is widely used in art circles to mean “arrange

or supervise (an exhibition of art),” as in She has curated two exhibitions for the

Modern Museum. This usage is rejected by 81 percent of the Usage Panel.

cu·ra·tive (kytrùN-tVv) adj.  1. Serving or tending to cure.  2. Of or relating to 

the cure of disease.   —  n.  Something that cures; a remedy.  [Middle English, 

from Old French curatif, from Medieval Latin c7r7tXvus, from Latin c7r7tus, past 

participle of c7r7re, to cure, from c7ra, care. See CURE.] —cuùra·tive·ly adv.  

—cuùra·tive·ness n. 

cu·ra·tor (kyt-r7ùtNr, kytrùN-tNr) n.  One that manages or oversees, as the 

administrative director of a museum collection or a library.  [Middle English 

curatour, legal guardian, from Old French curateur, from Latin c7r7tor, overseer, 

from c7r7re, to take care of. See CURATIVE.] —cuÙra·toùri·al (kytrÙN-tôrùK-Nl, -

torù-) adj.  —cu·raùtor·shipÙ n. 

curb (kûrb) n.  1. A concrete border or row of joined stones forming part of a 

gutter along the edge of a street.  2. An enclosing framework, such as that around 

a skylight.  3. A raised margin along an edge used to confine or strengthen.  

4. Something that checks or restrains:  High interest rates put a curb on spending.  

5. A chain or strap that passes under a horse’s lower jaw and serves in conjunction 

with the bit to restrain the horse.   —  v.  tr. curbed, curb·ing, curbs. 1. To 

check, restrain, or control as if with a curb; rein in.  See Synonyms at restrain.  
2. To lead (a dog) off the sidewalk into the gutter so that it can excrete waste mat-

ter.  3. To furnish with a curb.  [Blend of Middle English, curved piece of wood 

(from Old French corbe, curved object, from corbe, curved, from Latin curvus), 

Middle English corbe, horse strap (from corben, to bow down, halt, from Old 

French corber, to bow down, from Latin curv7re, from curvus, curved, bent); see 

sker-2 in Appendix.]



curb bit (kûrb bVt) n.  A horse’s bit to which a curb is attached. 

curb cut (kûrb kƒt) n.  A small ramp built into the curb of a sidewalk to ease 

passage to the street, especially for bicyclists, pedestrians with baby carriages, and 

physically disabled people. 

curb·ing (kûrùbVng) n.  1. The material used to construct a curb.  2. A row of 

curbstones; a curb. 

curb roof (kûrb ruf) n.  A roof having two slopes on each side, as a gambrel 

roof or a mansard roof. 

curb service (kûrb sûrùvVs) n.  Service or attendance, especially from a restau-

rant, provided to customers remaining in their parked vehicles. 

curb·side (kûrbùsXdÙ) n.  1. The side of a pavement or street that is bordered by 

a curb.  2. A sidewalk.   —  adj.  Located, operating, or occurring at or along the 

sidewalk or curb:  curbside trash collection. 

curb·stone (kûrbùstonÙ) n.  A stone or row of stones that constitutes a curb.   
—  adj.  Untrained or unsophisticated; amateurish:  a curbstone commentator. 

cur·cu·li·o (kNr-kyuùlK-oÙ) n.  pl. cur·cu·li·os. See snout beetle.  [Latin cur-

culio, a kind of weevil.]

cur·cu·ma (kûrùkyN-mN) n.  Any of various tropical Asian plants of the genus 

Curcuma, which includes turmeric and zedoary.  [New Latin Curcuma, genus 

name, from Arabic kurkum, saffron.]

curd (kûrd) n.  1. The part of milk that coagulates when the milk sours or is 

treated with enzymes. Curd is used to make cheese.  2. A coagulated liquid that 

resembles milk curd.   —  v.  intr. tr. curd·ed, curd·ing, curds. To form or cause 

to form into curd; curdle.  [Middle English, variant of crud.] —curdùy adj. 

curd cheese (kûrd chKz) n.  Chiefly British. Cottage cheese. 

cur·dle (kûrùdl) v.  cur·dled, cur·dling, cur·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To change 

into curd.  See Synonyms at coagulate.  b. To become congealed as if by having 

changed into curd:  The blood in my veins curdled at the horrific sight.   2. To go 

bad or become spoiled.   —  v.  tr. To cause to change into or as if into curd.  [Fre-

quentative of CURD.]

cure (kytr) n.  1. Restoration of health; recovery from disease.  2. A method or 

course of medical treatment used to restore health.  3. An agent, such as a drug, 

that restores health; a remedy.  4. Something that corrects or relieves a harmful or 

disturbing situation:  The cats proved to be a good cure for our mouse problem.  

5. Ecclesiastical. Spiritual charge or care, as of a priest for a congregation.  6. The 

office or duties of a curate.  7. The act or process of preserving a product.   —  v.  

cured, cur·ing, cures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To restore to health.  2. To effect a recovery 

from:  cure a cold.  3. To remove or remedy (something harmful or disturbing):  

cure an evil.  4. To preserve (meat, for example), as by salting, smoking, or aging.  

5. To prepare, preserve, or finish (a substance) by a chemical or physical process.  

6. To vulcanize (rubber).   —  v.  intr. 1. To effect a cure or recovery:  a medicine 



that cures.  2. To be prepared, preserved, or finished by a chemical or physical 

process:  hams curing in the smokehouse.  [Middle English, from Old French, med-

ical treatment, from Latin c7ra, from Old Latin coisa-.] —curùer n.  —cureùless 
adj.  

SYNONYMS: cure, heal, remedy. The central meaning shared by these verbs is

“to set right an undesirable or unhealthy condition”: cure an ailing economy; heal

a wounded spirit; remedy a structural defect.

cu·ré (kyt-r7ù, kytrù7Ù) n.  A parish priest.  [French, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin c7r7tus. See CURATE
1.]

cure-all (kytrùôlÙ) n.  A remedy that cures all diseases or evils; a panacea. 

cu·ret (kyt-rHtù) n.  Variant of curette. 
cu·ret·tage (kytrÙV-täzhù) n.  The removal of tissue or growths from a body 

cavity, such as the uterus, by scraping with a curette.  Also called curettement 

cu·rette also cu·ret (kyt-rHtù) n.  A surgical instrument shaped like a scoop or 

spoon, used to remove tissue or growths from a body cavity.  [French, from Old 

French, from curer, to cure, from Latin c7r7re, to take care of, from c7ra, care. See 

CURE.]

cu·rette·ment (kyt-rHtùmNnt) n.  See curettage. 
cur·few (kûrùfyu) n.  1. A regulation requiring certain or all people to leave the 

streets or be at home at a prescribed hour.  2. a. The time at which such a restric-

tion begins or is in effect:  a 10 P.M. curfew for all residents.  b. The signal, such as 

a bell, announcing the beginning of this restriction.   [Middle English curfeu, 

from Old French cuevrefeu : covrir, to cover; see COVER + feu, fire (from Latin 

focus, hearth).]

cu·ri·a (ktrùK-N, kytrù-) n.  pl. cu·ri·ae (ktrùK-KÙ, kytrù-). 1. a. One of the 

ten primitive subdivisions of a tribe in early Rome, consisting of ten gentes.  

b. The assembly place of such a subdivision.   2. a. The Roman senate or any of 

the various buildings in which it met in republican Rome.  b. The place of assem-

bly of high councils in various Italian cities under Roman administration.   

3. The ensemble of central administrative and governmental services in imperial 

Rome.  4.  Often Curia. Roman Catholic Church. The central administration gov-

erning the Church.  5. a. A medieval assembly or council.  b. A medieval royal 

court of justice.   [Latin, council, curia. See wX-ro- in Appendix.] —cuùri·al adj. 

cu·rie (kytrùK, kyt-rKù) n.  A unit of radioactivity, equal to the amount of a 

radioactive isotope that decays at the rate of 3.7 ∞ 1010 disintegrations per second.  

[After Marie CURIE.]

Cu·rie (kytrùK, kyt-rKù, kü-), Eve Denise. Born 1904.  French pianist, writer, 

and editor best known for Madame Curie (1937), a biography of her mother, 

Marie Curie. 



Cu·rie also Cu·rie-Jo·liot (kytrùK-zhô-lyoù, kyt-rKù-, kü-), Irène.  See Irène 
Joliot-Curie. 

Cu·rie (kytrùK, kyt-rKù, kü-), Marie. Originally Manja SkÁodowska. 1867-

1934.  Polish-born French chemist. She shared a 1903 Nobel Prize with her hus-

band, Pierre Curie (1859-1906), and Henri Becquerel for fundamental research 

on radioactivity. In 1911 she won a second Nobel Prize for her discovery and 

study of radium and polonium. 

Curie point (kytrùK point) n.  A transition temperature marking a change in 

the magnetic or ferroelectric properties of a substance, especially the change 

from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism.  Also called Curie temperature [After 

Pierre CURIE.]

cu·ri·o (kytrùK-oÙ) n.  pl. cu·ri·os. A curious or unusual object of art or piece of 

bric-a-brac.  [Short for CURIOSITY.]

cu·ri·o·sa (kytrÙK-oùsN, -zN) pl.n.  Books or other writings dealing with 

unusual, especially pornographic, topics.  [New Latin, neuter pl. of Latin c7riosus, 

inquisitive. See CURIOUS.]

cu·ri·os·i·ty (kytrÙK-msùV-tK) n.  pl. cu·ri·os·i·ties. 1. A desire to know or 

learn.  2. A desire to know about people or things that do not concern one; nosi-

ness.  3. An object that arouses interest, as by being novel or extraordinary:  kept 

the carved bone and displayed it as a curiosity.  4. A strange or odd aspect.  

5. Archaic. Fastidiousness.  [Middle English curiosite, from Old French, from 

Latin c7riosit7s, from c7riosus, inquisitive. See CURIOUS.]

cu·ri·ous (kytrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Eager to learn more:  curious investigators; a trap 

door that made me curious.  2. Unduly inquisitive; prying.  3. Arousing interest 

because of novelty or strangeness:  a curious fact.  4. Archaic. a. Accomplished 

with skill or ingenuity.  b. Extremely careful; scrupulous.   [Middle English, from 

Old French curios, from Latin c7riosus, careful, inquisitive, from c7ra, care. See 

CURE.] —cuùri·ous·ly adv.  —cuùri·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: curious, inquisitive, snoopy, nosy. These adjectives apply to per-

sons who show a marked desire for information or knowledge. Curious most often

implies an avid desire to know or learn, though it can suggest an undue interest

in the affairs of others: A curious child is a teacher’s delight. Inquisitive frequently

suggests excessive curiosity and the asking of many questions: “Remember, no re-

volvers. The police are, I believe, proverbially inquisitive” (Lord Dunsany). Both

snoopy and nosy imply an unworthy motive. Snoopy suggests underhanded prying:

The snoopy neighbor watched our activities all day. Nosy implies impertinent curi-

osity likened to that of an animal using its nose to examine or probe: I watched

him flip through the letters on my desk in his nosy way. See also Synonyms at

strange



Cu·ri·ti·ba (ktrÙV-tKùbN)  A city of southeast Brazil southwest of São Paulo. It 

was founded in 1654 but did not grow rapidly until the late l9th and early 20th 

centuries when German, Italian, and Slavic immigrants began to develop the sur-

rounding area. Population, 1,024,975. 

cu·ri·um (kytrùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Cm A silvery, metallic synthetic radioactive 

transuranic element. Its longest lived isotope is Cm 247 with a half-life of 16.4 

million years. Atomic number 96; melting point (estimated) 1,350˚C; valence 3.  

[After Marie CURIE, and Pierre CURIE.]

curl (kûrl) v.  curled, curl·ing, curls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To twist (the hair, for exam-

ple) into ringlets or coils.  2. To form into a coiled or spiral shape:  curled the ends 

of the ribbon.  3. To decorate with coiled or spiral shapes.  4. To raise and turn 

under (the upper lip), as in snarling or showing scorn.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form 

ringlets or coils.  2. To assume a spiral or curved shape.  3. To move in a curve or 

spiral:  The wave curled over the surfer.  4. Sports. To engage in curling.   —  n.  

1. Something with a spiral or coiled shape.  2. A coil or ringlet of hair.  3. A treat-

ment in which the hair is curled.  4. a. The act of curling:  the curl of a meander-

ing river.  b. The state of being curled.   5. Sports. A weightlifting exercise using 

one or two hands, in which a barbell held at the thigh or to the side of the body is 

raised to the chest or shoulder and then lowered without moving the upper arms, 

shoulders, or back.  6. Any of various plant diseases in which the leaves roll up.   
—phrasal verb. curl up. To assume a position with the legs drawn up:  The 

child curled up in an armchair to read.  [Middle English crullen, curlen, from 

crulle, curly, perhaps of Middle Low German origin.]

curl·er (kûrùlNr) n.  1. One that curls, as a device on which hair is wound for 

curling.  2. Sports. A player of curling. 

cur·lew (kûrlùyu, kûrùlu) n.  Any of several brownish, long-legged shore birds 

of the genus Numenius, having long, slender, downward-curving bills.  [Middle 

English curleu, from Old French courlieu, perhaps of imitative origin.]

Cur·ley (kûrùlK), James Michael. 1874-1958.  American politician who as 

mayor of Boston (1914-1918, 1922-1926, 1930-1934, and 1946-1950) and gover-

nor of Massachusetts (1935-1937) was known for his colorful leadership of Bos-

ton’s Democratic political machine. 

curl·i·cue also curl·y·cue (kûrùlV-kyuÙ) n.  A fancy twist or curl, such as a 

flourish made with a pen.  [CURLY + CUE
1, tail  and possibly CUE

3.] —curlùi·cued 
adj. 

curl·ing (kûrùlVng) n.  Sports. A game originating in Scotland in which two four-

person teams slide heavy, oblate stones toward the center of a circle at either end 

of a length of ice. 

curling iron (kûrùlVng XùNrn) n.  A rod-shaped metal implement used when 

heated to curl the hair. 



curl paper (kûrl p7ùpNr) n.  A piece of soft paper on which a lock of hair is 

rolled up for curling. 

curl·y (kûrùlK) adj.  curl·i·er, curl·i·est. 1. Having curls.  2. Having the tendency 

to curl.  3. Having a wavy grain:  curly maple wood.   —curlùi·ly adv.  

—curlùi·ness n. 

curl·y·cue (kûrùlV-kyuÙ) n.  Variant of curlicue. 
curly top (kûrùlK tmp) n.  A viral disease of many plants, such as beets, beans, 

and tomatoes, characterized by curled leaves and stunted growth. 

cur·mudg·eon (kNr-mƒjùNn) n.  An ill-tempered person full of resentment and 

stubborn notions.  [Origin unknown.] —cur·mudgùeon·ly adj.  

—cur·mudgùeon·ry n.  

WORD HISTORY: The etymology of the word curmudgeon has eluded us for

at least two centuries, although some lexicographers have thought the solution

was at hand, one to his embarrassment. When Samuel Johnson stated in his fa-

mous dictionary of 1755 that curmugeon “is a vicious manner of pronouncing

cœur méchant, Fr. an unknown correspondent,” he was giving credit to an anon-

ymous writer for the statement that curmudgeon came from French cœur, “heart,”

and méchant, “evil.” Another lexicographer, John Ash, following in Johnson’s

tracks though none too carefully, gave the etymology a bit differently in his dic-

tionary of 1775: “from the French cœur unknown, and mechant a correspondent”;

thus misinterpreting Johnson’s attribution as a gloss for the French. Although its

origin is unknown, curmudgeon has been around for some time, being first re-

corded in a work published in 1577.

cur·rach also cur·ragh (kûrùNKH, kûrùN) n.  Irish & Scots. A coracle.  [Middle 

English currok, from Irish Gaelic curach, from Old Irish.]

cur·rant (kûrùNnt, kƒrù-) n.  1. Any of various deciduous, spineless shrubs of the 

genus Ribes, native chiefly to the Northern Hemisphere and having flowers in 

racemes and edible, variously colored berries.  2. The fruits of any of these plants, 

used for jams, jellies, desserts, or beverages.  3. A small, seedless raisin of the 

Mediterranean region, used chiefly in baking.  4. Any of several other plants or 

their fruit.  [From Middle English (raysons of) coraunte, (raisins of) Corinth, cur-

rants, from Anglo-Norman (raisins de) Corauntz, from Latin Corinthus, from 

Greek Korinthos.]

cur·ren·cy (kûrùNn-sK, kƒrù-) n.  pl. cur·ren·cies. Abbr. cur. 1. Money in any 

form when in actual use as a medium of exchange, especially circulating paper 

money.  2. Transmission from person to person as a medium of exchange; circu-

lation:  coins now in currency.  3. General acceptance or use; prevalence:  the cur-

rency of a slang term.  [From Middle English curraunt, in circulation. See 

CURRENT.]



CURRENCY TABLE: LISTED BY COUNTRY

BASIC SUB-
COUNTRY UNIT UNIT

BASIC SUB-
COUNTRY UNIT UNIT

Afghanistan afghani 100 puls

Albania lek 100 qindarka

Algeria dinar 100 centimes

Andorra peseta 100 centimos

Angola kwanza 100 lwei

Argentina peso 100 centavos

Armenia dram 100 lumma

Australia dollar 100 cents

Austria schilling 100 groschen

Azerbaijan manat 100 qepiq

Bahamas dollar 100 cents

Bahrain dinar 1000 fils

Bangladesh taka 100 paisas

Barbados dollar 100 cents

Belgium franc 100 centimes

Belize dollar 100 cents

Benin franc 100 centimes

Bhutan ngultrum 100 chetrums

Bolivia boliviano 100 centavos

Bosnia− dinar 100 para

Herzegovina

Botswana pula 100 thebe

Brazil real 100 centavos

Brunei dollar 100 cents

Bulgaria lev 100 stotinki

Burkina Faso franc 100 centimes

Burundi franc 100 centimes

Cameroon franc 100 centimes

Canada dollar 100 cents

Cape Verde escudo 100 centavos

Cayman Islands dollar 100 cents

Central African franc 100 centimes

Republic

Chad franc 100 centimes

Chile peso 100 centavos

China yuan 10 jiao

Colombia peso 100 centavos

Comoros franc 100 centimes

Congo franc 100 centimes

Costa Rica colon 100 centimos

Cuba peso 100 centavos

Cyprus pound 100 cents

Czech Republic koruna 100 halers

Denmark krone 100 öre

Djibouti franc 100 centimes

Dominica dollar 100 cents

Domincan peso 100 centavos

Republic

Ecuador sucre 100 centavos

Egypt pound 100 piasters

El Salvador colon 100 centavos

Equatorial Guinea franc 100 centimes

Eritrea birr 100 cents

Estonia kroon  100 senti

Ethiopia birr 100 cents

Fiji dollar 100 cents

Finland markka 100 pennis

France franc 100 centimes

Gabon franc 100 centimes

Gambia dalasi 100 butut

Georgia lari 100 tetri

Germany deutsche 100 pfennigs

mark

Ghana cedi 100 pesewa

Greece drachma 100 lepta

Grenada dollar 100 cents

Guatemala quetzal 100 centavos

Guinea franc 100 centimes

Guinea−Bissau peso 100 centavos

Guyana dollar 100 cents

Haiti gourde 100 centimes

Honduras lempira 100 centavos

Hong Kong dollar 100 cents

Hungary forint 100 fillér

Iceland krona 100 aurar

India rupee 100 paise

Indonesia rupiah 100 sen

Iran rial 100 dinars

Iraq dinar 1000 fils

Ireland pound 100 pence

Israel shekel 100 agorot

Italy lira 100 centesimi

Ivory Coast franc 100 centimes



Jamaica dollar 100 cents

Japan yen 100 sen

Jordan dinar 1000 fils

Kampuchea riel  100 sen

Kazakhstan tenge 100 tiyin

Kenya shilling 100 cents

Kirghiz som 100 tyyn

Kiribati dollar 100 cents

Kuwait dinar 1000 fils

Laos kip 100 at

Latvia lats 100 santimi

Lebanon pound 100 piasters

Lesotho loti 100 lisente

Liberia dollar 100 cents

Libya dinar 1000 dirhams

Liechtenstein franc 100 centimes

Lithuania litas 100 centu

Luxembourg franc 100 centimes

Macao pataca 100 avos

Madagascar franc 100 centimes

Malawi kwacha 100 tambala

Malaysia ringgit 100 sen

Maldives rufiyaa 100 larees

Mali franc 100 centimes

Malta lira 100 cents

Mauritania ouguiya 5 khoums

Mauritius rupee 100 cents

Mexico peso 100 centavos

Moldova leu 100 bani

Monaco franc 100 centimes

Mongolia tugrik 100 mongo

Morocco dirham 100 centimes

Mozambique metical 100 centavos

Myanmar kyat 100 pyas

Namibia dollar 100 cents

Nauru dollar 100 cents

Nepal rupee 100 paisas

Netherlands guilder 100 cents

Netherlands guilder 100 cents

Antilles

New Zealand dollar 100 cents

Nicaragua cordoba 100 centavos

Niger franc 100 centimes

Nigeria naira 100 kobo

North Korea won 100 chon

Norway krone 100 öre

Oman riyal 1000 baiza

Pakistan rupee 100 paisas

Panama balboa 100 

centesimos

Papua New kina 100 toea

Guinea

Paraguay guarani 100 centimos

Peru sol 100 centimos

Philippines peso 100 centavos

Poland zloty 100 groszy

Portugal escudo 100 centavos

Qatar riyal 100 dirhams

Romania leu 100 bani

Russia ruble 100 kopecks

Rwanda franc 100 centimes

Saint Lucia dollar 100 cents

Saint Vincent and dollar 100 cents

the Grenadines

San Marino lira 100 centesimi

São Tomé dobra 100 centavos

and Príncipe

Saudi Arabia riyal 100 halalas

Senegal franc 100 centimes

Seychelles rupee 100 cents

Sierra Leone leone 100 cents

Singapore dollar 100 cents

Slovakia koruna 100 halier

Slovenia tolar 100 stotinov

Solomon Islands dollar 100 cents

Somalia shilling 100 cents

South Africa rand 100 cents

South Korea won 100 chon

Spain peseta 100 centimos

Sri Lanka rupee 100 cents

Sudan dinar 10 pounds
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cur·rent (kûrùNnt, kƒrù-) adj.  1.  Abbr. cur. a. Belonging to the present time:  

current events; current leaders.  b. Being in progress now:  current negotiations.   

2. Passing from one to another; circulating:  current bills and coins.  3. Prevalent, 

especially at the present time:  current fashions.  See Synonyms at prevailing.  
4. Running; flowing.   —  n.  1. A steady, smooth onward movement:  a current 

of air from a fan; a current of spoken words.  See Synonyms at flow.  2. The part 

of a body of liquid or gas that has a continuous onward movement:  rowed out 

into the river’s swift current.  3. A general tendency, movement, or course.  See 

Synonyms at tendency.  4.  Symbol i, I Electricity. a. A flow of electric charge.  

b. The amount of electric charge flowing past a specified circuit point per unit 

time.   [Middle English curraunt, from Old French corant, present participle of 

courre, to run, from Latin currere. See kers- in Appendix.] —curùrent·ly adv.  

—curùrent·ness n. 

current assets (kûrùNnt 4sùHtsÙ) pl.n.  Cash or assets convertible into cash at 

short notice. 

current density (kûrùNnt dHnùsV-tK) n.  1.  Symbol j, J Electricity. The ratio of 

the magnitude of current flowing in a conductor to the cross-sectional area per-

pendicular to the current flow.  2. Physics. The number of subatomic particles per 

Suriname guilder 100 cents

Swaziland lilangeni 100 cents

Sweden krona 100 öre

Switzerland franc 100 centimes

Syria pound 100 piasters

Taiwan yuan 10 jiao

Tadzhikistan ruble 100 tanga

Tanzania shilling 100 cents

Thailand baht 100 satang

Togo franc 100 centimes

Tonga pa'anga 100 seniti

Trinidad and dollar 100 cents

Tobago

Tunisia dinar 1000 millimes

Turkey lira 100 kurus

Turkmenistan manat 100 tenesi

Tuvalu dollar 100 cents

Uganda shilling 100 cents

Ukraine karbovanet

United Arab dirham 100 fils

Emirates

United Kingdom pound 100 pence

United States dollar 100 cents

Uruguay peso 100 

uruguay ocentesimos

Uzbekistan sum 100 tyyn

Vanuatu vatu

Vatican City lira 100 centesimi

Venezuela bolivar 100 centimos

Vietnam dong 10 hao

Western Samoa tala 100 sene

Yemen rial 100 fils

Yugoslavia dinar 100 para

Zaire zaire 100 makuta

Zambia kwacha 100 ngwee

Zimbabwe dollar 100 cents
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unit time crossing a unit area in a designated plane perpendicular to the direction 

of movement of the particles. 

current ratio (kûrùNnt r7ùsho) n.  The arithmetic ratio of current assets to lia-

bilities. 

cur·ri·cle (kûrùV-kNl) n.  A light, open, two-wheeled carriage, drawn by two 

horses abreast.  [From Latin curriculum, course, racing chariot, from currere, to 

run. See CURRENT.]

cur·ric·u·lum (kN-rVkùyN-lNm) n.  pl. cur·ric·u·la (-lN)  or cur·ric·u·lums. 1. All 

the courses of study offered by an educational institution.  2. A group of related 

courses, often in a special field of study:  the engineering curriculum.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  curriculum development; curric-

ulum enhancements.  [Latin, course, from currere, to run. See CURRENT.] 
—cur·ricùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 

cur·ric·u·lum vi·tae (kN-rVkÙyN-lNm vXùtK, vKùtX, kN-rVkÙt-ltm wKùtXÙ) n.  pl. 

cur·ric·u·la vi·tae (-lN). Abbr. CV A summary of one’s education, professional 

history, and job qualifications, as for a prospective employer.  [Latin, the race of 

life  : curriculum, course + vitae, genitive of vita, life.]

cur·rie (kûrùK, kƒrùK) n.  Variant of curry2. 
cur·ri·er (kûrùK-Nr, kƒrù-) n.  One that prepares tanned hides for use.  [Middle 

English curreiour, from Old French, from Latin cori7rius, from corium, leather. 

See sker-1 in Appendix.]

Cur·ri·er (kûrùK-Nr, kƒrù-), Nathaniel. 1813-1888.  American lithographer who 

with his business partner James Merritt Ives produced more than 7,000 different 

prints illustrating American life and tradition, each signed “Currier & Ives.” 

cur·ri·er·y (kûrùK-N-rK, kƒrù-) n.  pl. cur·ri·er·ies. The trade, work, or shop of a 

currier. 

cur·rish (kûrùVsh) adj.  Snarling and bad-tempered.   —curùrish·ly adv. 

cur·ry1 (kûrùK, kƒrùK) v.  tr. cur·ried, cur·ry·ing, cur·ries. 1. To groom (a 

horse) with a currycomb.  2. To prepare (tanned hides) for use, as by soaking or 

coloring.   —idiom. curry favor. To seek or gain favor by fawning or flattery.  

[Middle English curreien, from Anglo-Norman curreier, to arrange, curry, from 

Vulgar Latin *conrKd7re : Latin com-, com- + Vulgar Latin *-rKd7re, to make ready 

(of Germanic origin); see reidh- in Appendix.]

cur·ry2 also cur·rie (kûrùK, kƒrùK) n.  pl. cur·ries. 1. Curry powder.  2. A heavily 

spiced sauce or relish made with curry powder and eaten with rice, meat, fish, or 

other food.  3. A dish seasoned with curry powder.   —  v.  tr. cur·ried, 
cur·ry·ing, cur·ries. To season (food) with curry.  [Tamil kawi.]

Cur·ry (kûrùK, kƒrùK), John Steuart. 1897-1946.  American painter noted for 

his vigorous depictions of the rural American scene, such as Tornado over Kansas 

(1929). 



cur·ry·comb (kûrùK-komÙ, kƒrù-) n.  A comb with metal teeth, used for groom-

ing horses.   —  v.  tr. cur·ry·combed, cur·ry·comb·ing, cur·ry·combs. To 

groom with a currycomb. 

curry powder (kûrùK pouùdNr) n.  A blended, pungent condiment prepared 

from cumin, coriander, turmeric, and other spices. 

curse (kûrs) n.  1. a. An appeal or prayer for evil or misfortune to befall some-

one or something.  b. The evil or misfortune that comes in or as if in response to 

such an appeal:  bewailed the curse of ill health.   2. One that is accursed.  3. A 

source or cause of evil; a scourge: “Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human 

race” (William Ewart Gladstone).  4. A profane word or phrase; a swearword.  

5. Ecclesiastical. A censure, ban, or anathema.  6. Slang. Menstruation. Used with 

the.   —  v.  cursed or curst (kûrst), curs·ing, curs·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To invoke 

evil or misfortune upon; damn.  2. To swear at.  3. To bring evil upon; afflict:  

was cursed with crippling arthritis.  4. Ecclesiastical. To put under a ban or an 

anathema; excommunicate.   —  v.  intr. To utter curses; swear.  [Middle English, 

from Old English curs.] —cursùer n. 

curs·ed (kûrùsVd, kûrst) also curst (kûrst) adj.  So wicked and detestable as to 

deserve to be cursed.   —cursùed·ly adv.  —cursùed·ness n. 

cur·sive (kûrùsVv) adj.  Having the successive letters joined together:  cursive 

writing; a cursive style of type.   —  n.  1. A cursive character or letter.  2. A manu-

script written in cursive characters.  3. Printing. A type style that imitates hand-

writing.  [French (écriture) cursive, cursive (handwriting), from Medieval Latin 

(scripta) cursXva, from Latin cursus, past participle of currere, to run. See kers- in 

Appendix.] —curùsive·ly adv.  —curùsive·ness n. 

cur·sor (kûrùsNr) n.  Computer Science. A bright, usually blinking, movable indi-

cator on a display, marking the position at which a character can be entered, cor-

rected, or deleted.  [Middle English, runner, from Latin, from cursus, past 

participle of currere, to run. See kers- in Appendix.]

cur·so·ri·al (kûr-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj.  Adapted to or specialized for running:  

cursorial birds; cursorial legs.  [From Late Latin cursorius, of running. See CUR-

SORY.]

cur·so·ry (kûrùsN-rK) adj.  Performed with haste and scant attention to detail:  a 

cursory glance at the headlines.  See Synonyms at superficial.  [Late Latin curso-

rius, of running, from Latin cursor, cursor-, runner. See CURSOR.] —curùso·ri·ly 
adv.  —curùso·ri·ness n. 

curst (kûrst) v.  A past tense and a past participle of curse.  —  adj.  Variant of 

cursed. 
curt (kûrt) adj.  curt·er, curt·est. 1. Rudely brief or abrupt, as in speech or 

manner.  See Synonyms at gruff.  2. Using few words; terse.  3. Having been 

shortened.  [Middle English, short, brief, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin cur-

tus. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —curtùly adv.  —curtùness n. 



cur·tail (kNr-t7lù) v.  tr. cur·tailed, cur·tail·ing, cur·tails. To cut short; abbre-

viate.  See Synonyms at shorten.  [Middle English curtailen, to restrict, probably 

blend of Old French courtauld, docked; see CURTAL, Middle English taillen, to cut 

(from Old French tailler); see TAILOR.] —cur·tailùer n.  —cur·tailùment n. 

cur·tain (kûrùtn) n.  1. Material that hangs in a window or other opening as a 

decoration, shade, or screen.  2. Something that functions as or resembles a 

screen, cover, or barrier:  the curtain of mist before the mountain; a heavy curtain of 

artillery fire.  3. a. The movable screen or drape in a theater or hall that separates 

the stage from the auditorium or that serves as a backdrop.  b. The rising or 

opening of a theater curtain at the beginning of a performance or an act.  

c. Curtain time.  d. The fall or closing of a theater curtain at the end of a perfor-

mance or an act.  e. The concluding line, speech, or scene of a play or an act.   

4. The part of a rampart or parapet connecting two bastions or gates.  

5. Architecture. An enclosing wall connecting two towers or similar structures.  

6. curtains. Slang. a. The end.  b. Absolute ruin: “If the employee doesn’t shape 

up, it’s curtains” (Business Week).  c. Death.    —  v.  tr. cur·tained, 
cur·tain·ing, cur·tains. 1. To provide (something) with or as if with a curtain.  

2. To shut off (something) with or as if with a curtain.  [Middle English cortine, 

from Old French, from Late Latin cortXna, from Latin cors, cort-, variant of cohors, 

court. See COURT.]

curtain call (kûrùtn kôl) n.  The appearance of performers or a performer at 

the end of a performance in response to applause. 

curtain lecture (kûrùtn lHkùchNr) n.  A private reprimand given to a husband 

by his wife.  [So called because it was originally given in a curtained bed.]

curtain rais·er (kûrùtn r7ùzNr) n.  1. A short play or skit presented before the 

principal dramatic production.  2. A preliminary event. 

curtain speech (kûrùtn spKch) n.  A talk given in front of the curtain at the 

conclusion of a theatrical performance. 

curtain time (kûrùtn tXm) n.  The time at which a theatrical performance 

begins or is scheduled to begin. 

cur·tal (kûrùtl) n.  Archaic. 1. An animal with a docked tail.  2. Something cut 

short or docked.   —  adj.  Obsolete. Cut short or docked.  [Obsolete French cour-

tault, from Old French, from court, short, from Latin curtus. See sker-1 in 

Appendix.]

curtal ax (kûrùtl 4ks) n.  Archaic. A cutlass.  [By folk etymology from earlier 

coutelace, curtelace, cutlass, from Old French coutelas. See CUTLASS.]

cur·tate (kûrùt7tÙ) adj.  Having been shortened; abbreviated.  [Latin curt7tus, 

past participle of curt7re, to shorten, from curtus, cut short. See CURT.]

cur·te·sy (kûrùtV-sK) n.  pl. cur·te·sies. Law. The life tenure that by common 

law is held by a man over the property of his deceased wife if children with rights 



of inheritance were born during the marriage.  [Middle English curtesie. See 

COURTESY.]

cur·ti·lage (kûrùtl-Vj) n.  Law. The enclosed area immediately surrounding a 

house or dwelling.  [Middle English, from Old French courtillage, from courtil, 

diminutive of cort, court. See COURT.]

Cur·tin (kûrùtn), John. 1885-1945.  Australian statesman who served as prime 

minister and minister of defense (1941-1945). 

Cur·tis (kûrùtVs), Benjamin Robbins. 1809-1874.  American jurist who served 

as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1851-1857). He resigned in 

protest after the Dred Scott decision. 

Cur·tis (kûrùtVs), Charles. 1860-1936.  Vice President of the United States 

(1929-1933) under Herbert Hoover. 

Cur·tis (kûrùtVs), Cyrus Hermann Kotzschmar. 1850-1933.  American pub-

lisher of magazines such as Ladies’ Home Journal and Saturday Evening Post. 

Cur·tis (kûrùtVs), George Ticknor. 1812-1894.  American lawyer and biogra-

pher who defended Dred Scott before the U.S. Supreme Court (1857) and wrote 

biographies of James Buchanan (1833) and Daniel Webster (1870). 

Cur·tis (kûrùtVs), George William. 1824-1892.  American journalist and 

reformer who was the political editor of Harper’s Weekly (1863-1892) and was 

active in the movement for civil service reform. 

Cur·tiss (kûrùtVs), Glenn Hammond. 1878-1930.  American aviation pioneer 

who developed the first airplane to complete a one-kilometer flight (1908), the 

first seaplane (1911), and the aileron (1911). 

curt·sy  or curt·sey (kûrtùsK) n.  pl. curt·sies or curt·seys. A gesture of respect 

or reverence made chiefly by women by bending the knees with one foot forward 

and lowering the body.   —  v.  intr. curt·sied or curt·seyed, curt·sy·ing or 

curt·sey·ing, curt·sies or curt·seys. To make a curtsy.  [Variant of COURTESY.]

cu·rule (kytrùulÙ) adj.  Privileged to sit in a curule chair; of superior rank.  

[Latin cur7lis, of a curule chair, from currus, chariot, from currere, to run. See 

kers- in Appendix.]

curule chair (kytrùulÙ châr) n.  A seat with heavy curved legs and no back, 

reserved for the use of the highest officials in ancient Rome.  Also called curule 

seat 

cur·va·ceous (kûr-v7ùshNs) adj.  Having the curves of a full or voluptuous fig-

ure.   —cur·vaùceous·ly adv.  —cur·vaùceous·ness n. 

cur·va·ture (kûrùvN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The act of curving or the state of being 

curved.  2. Mathematics. a. The ratio of the change in the angle of a tangent that 

moves over a given arc to the length of the arc.  b. The limit of this ratio as the 

length of the arc approaches zero.  c. The reciprocal of the radius of a circle.   

3. Medicine. A curving or bending, especially an abnormal one:  curvature of the 



spine.  [Middle English, from Latin curv7t7ra, from curv7tus, past participle of 

curv7re, to bend, from curvus, curved. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

curve (kûrv) n.  1. a. A line that deviates from straightness in a smooth, contin-

uous fashion.  b. A surface that deviates from planarity in a smooth, continuous 

fashion.  c. Something characterized by such a line or surface, especially a 

rounded line or contour of the human body.   2. A relatively smooth bend in a 

road or other course.  3. a. A line representing data on a graph.  b. A trend 

derived from or as if from such a graph.   4. A graphic representation showing 

the relative performance of individuals as measured against each other, used espe-

cially as a method of grading students in which the assignment of grades is based 

on predetermined proportions of students.  5. Mathematics. a. The graph of a 

function on a coordinate plane.  b. The intersection of two surfaces in three 

dimensions.   6. Baseball. A curve ball.  7. Slang. A trick or deception.   —  v.  

curved, curv·ing, curves.  —  v.  intr. To move in or take the shape of a curve:  

The path curves around the lake.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to curve.  See Synonyms at 

bend1.  2. Baseball. To pitch a curve ball to.  3. To grade (students, for example) 

on a curve.  [From Middle English, curved, from Latin curvus. See sker-2 in 

Appendix.] —curvùed·ness n.  —curvùy adj. 

curve ball  or curve·ball (kûrvùbôlÙ) n.  Baseball. A pitched ball that veers or 

breaks to the left when thrown with the right hand and to the right when thrown 

with the left hand.   —idiom. pitch (someone) a curve ball (or throw 
(someone) a curve ball). Slang. 1. To mislead; deceive.  2. To cause to be sur-

prised, especially unpleasantly so. 

cur·vet (kûr-vHtù) n.  A light leap by a horse, in which both hind legs leave the 

ground just before the forelegs are set down.   —  v.  cur·vet·ted or cur·vet·ed, 
cur·vet·ting or cur·vet·ing, cur·vets or cur·vets.  —  v.  intr. 1. To leap in a 

curvet.  2. To prance; frolic.   —  v.  tr. To cause to leap in a curvet.  [Italian cor-

vetta, from Old Italian, from Old French courbette, from courber, to curve, from 

Latin curv7re, from curvus, curved. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

cur·vi·lin·e·ar (kûrÙvN-lVnùK-Nr) also cur·vi·lin·e·al (-Nl) adj.  Formed, 

bounded, or characterized by curved lines.  [Latin curvus, curved; see CURVE + 

LINEAR.] —curÙvi·linÙe·arùi·ty (-K-4rùV-tK) n.  —curÙvi·linùe·ar·ly adv. 

Cur·wen (kûrùwNn), John. 1816-1880.  British music educator and publisher 

who founded the tonic sol-fa system of music teaching. 

Cur·zon (kûrùzNn), George Nathaniel First Marquis Curzon of Kedleston. 

1859-1925.  British politician who served as viceroy and governor-general of 

India (1898-1905) and as secretary of state for foreign affairs (1919-1924). 

Cus·co (kuùsko)  See Cuzco. 
cus·cus (kƒsùkNs) n.  Any of several nocturnal marsupials of the genus Phalanger 

of New Guinea, Australia, and adjacent islands, having large eyes, small ears, a 



pointed snout, and a long, prehensile tail.  [New Latin, probably from a New 

Guinean word.]

cu·sec (kyuùsHkÙ) n.  A volumetric unit for measuring the flow of liquids, equal 

to one cubic foot per second.  [CU(BIC) + SEC(OND)1.]

Cush1 (kƒsh, ktsh)  In the Old Testament, the oldest son of Ham. 

Cush2 also Kush (kƒsh, ktsh)  1. An ancient region of northeast Africa where 

the biblical descendants of Cush settled. It is often identified with Ethiopia.  

2. An ancient kingdom of Nubia in northern Sudan. It flourished from the 11th 

century B.C. to the 4th century A.D., when its capital fell to the Ethiopians. 

cu·shaw (kN-shôù, kuùshôÙ) n.  Any of several kinds of winter squash (Cucurb-

ita mixta) having a curved neck.  [Origin unknown.]

Cush·ing (ktshùVng), Caleb. 1800-1879.  American lawyer, politician, and 

diplomat who as special envoy to China (1843-1845) negotiated a treaty that 

opened five Chinese ports to American trade. 

Cush·ing (ktshùVng), Harvey Williams. 1869-1939.  American neurologist 

noted for his study of the brain and the pituitary gland. 

Cush·ing (ktshùVng), William. 1732-1810.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1789-1810). 

Cush·ing’s disease (ktshùVngz dV-zKzù) n.  The form of Cushing’s syndrome 

involving the pituitary gland.  [After Harvey Williams CUSHING.]

Cushing’s syndrome (ktshùVngz sVnùdromÙ) n.  A syndrome caused by an 

increased production of ACTH from a tumor of the adrenal cortex or of the ante-

rior lobe of the pituitary gland, or by excessive intake of glucocorticoids. It is 

characterized by obesity and weakening of the muscles.  [After Harvey Will-
iams CUSHING.]

cush·ion (ktshùNn) n.  1. A pad or pillow with a soft filling, used for resting, 

reclining, or kneeling.  2. Something resilient used as a rest, support, or shock 

absorber.  3. A mat placed or attached beneath carpeting to provide softness and 

increase durability.  4. A padlike body part.  5. Games. The rim bordering the 

playing surface of a billiard table.  6. A pillow used in lacemaking.  7. Something 

that mitigates or relieves an adverse effect:  extra funds serving as a cushion against 

future inflation.   —  v.  tr. cush·ioned, cush·ion·ing, cush·ions. 1. To provide 

with a cushion:  cushion a bench.  2. To place or seat on a cushion.  3. To cover or 

hide (something) with or as if with a cushion.  4. To protect from impacts or 

other disturbing effects:  an automobile suspension that cushions the ride.  5. To 

mitigate the effects of; absorb the shock of:  cushion a blow.  [Middle English 

cushin, from Old French coussin, from Vulgar Latin *coxXnum, from Latin coxa, 

hip.] —cushùion·y adj. 

Cush·it·ic (kt-shVtùVk) n.  A branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family spoken 

in Somalia, Ethiopia, and northern Kenya and including Beja, Orono, and Somali.   
—Cush·itùic adj. 



Cush·man (ktshùmNn), Charlotte Saunders. 1816-1876.  American actress 

whose many acclaimed roles included Lady Macbeth and Hamlet. 

cush·y (ktshùK) adj.  cush·i·er, cush·i·est. Informal. Making few demands; 

comfortable:  a cushy job.  [Origin unknown.] —cushùi·ly adv.  —cushùi·ness 
n.  

WORD HISTORY: Since cushy has such an informal, breezy, American ring, it

is difficult to believe that it is an import, as some etymologists claim. Members

of the British army in India are supposed to have picked up the Anglo-Indian

version of the Hindi word \h7ush, meaning “pleasant,” to which the suffix -y, as

in empty and sexy, was added, thus forming a new English word. Cushy, however,

is actually first recorded in a letter from the European battlefront during World

War I. This fact, in conjunction with our inability to find an Anglo-Indian source,

casts some doubt on the Hindi or Anglo-Indian origin of cushy. Two other possi-

bilities are that cushy is a shortening of cushion with the -y suffix or that it is a

borrowing of French couchée, “lying down; a bed.”

cusk (kƒsk) n.  pl. cusk or cusks. 1. A food fish (Brosme brosme) of North 

Atlantic coastal waters that is related to the cod.  2.  See burbot.  [Probably alter-

ation of tusk, a kind of codfish, perhaps from Norwegian dialectal tusk, variant of 

Norwegian torsk, tosk, from Old Norse thorskr. See ters- in Appendix.]

cusk eel (kƒsk Kl) n.  Any of several bottom-dwelling, eellike, chiefly marine 

fishes of the family Ophidiidae. 

cusp (kƒsp) n.  1. A point or pointed end.  2. Anatomy. a. A pointed or rounded 

projection on the chewing surface of a tooth.  b. A triangular fold or flap of a 

heart valve.   3. Mathematics. A point at which a curve crosses itself and at which 

the two tangents to the curve coincide.  4. Architecture. The point of intersection 

of two ornamental arcs or curves, such as the inner points of a trefoil.  

5. Astronomy. Either point of a crescent moon.  6. A transitional point or time, as 

between two astrological signs.  [Latin cuspis, point.]

cus·pate (kƒsùp7tÙ) also cus·pat·ed (-p7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having a cusp.  2. Shaped 

like a cusp. 

cus·pid (kƒsùpVd) n.  See canine (n., sense 2).  [From Latin cuspis, cuspid-, 

point.]

cus·pi·date (kƒsùpV-d7tÙ) also cus·pi·dat·ed (-d7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having a cusp.  

2. Biology. Terminating in or tipped with a sharp, firm point:  a cuspidate leaf 

apex.  [Latin cuspid7tus, past participle of cuspid7re, to make pointed, from cuspis, 

cuspid-, point.]

cus·pi·da·tion (kƒsÙpV-d7ùshNn) n.  Architecture. Decoration with cusps. 



cus·pi·dor (kƒsùpV-dôrÙ, -dorÙ) n.  A spittoon.  [Portuguese, from cuspir, to spit, 

from Latin conspuere, to spit upon  : com-, intensive pref.; see COM- + spuere, to 

spit.]

cuss (kƒs) Informal. v.  intr. tr. cussed, cuss·ing, cuss·es. To curse or curse at.   
—  n.  1. A curse.  2. An odd or perverse creature.  [Alteration of CURSE.]

cuss·ed (kƒsùVd) adj.  Informal. 1. Perverse; stubborn.  2. Cursed.   —cuss-
ùed·ly adv.  —cussùed·ness n. 

cus·tard (kƒsùtNrd) n.  A dish consisting of milk, eggs, flavoring, and sometimes 

sugar, boiled or baked until set.  [Middle English crustade, custard, a pie with a 

crust, probably from Old Provençal croustado. See CROUSTADE.] —cusùtard·y 
adj. 

custard apple (kƒsùtNrd 4pùNl) n.  1. Any of several tropical American trees of 

the genus Annona, especially A. reticulata, having large, nearly heart-shaped edi-

ble fruits with white to yellowish flesh.  2. The fruit of any of these trees.  Also 

called bullock’s heart [So called because its pulp resembles custard.]

Cus·ter (kƒsùtNr), George Armstrong. 1839-1876.  American soldier. A briga-

dier general at age 23, he was killed and his troops annihilated by Sioux and Chey-

enne warriors led by Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse at Little Bighorn. 

cus·to·di·al (kƒ-stoùdK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the work of guarding or 

maintaining:  the custodial duties of a security guard.  2. a. Having custody, espe-

cially of a child: “children whose custodial parent has remarried” (American 

Demographics).  b. Of or relating to child custody:  custodial households.   

3. Marked by care and supervision rather than efforts to cure:  custodial treatment 

of terminal patients. 

cus·to·di·an (kƒ-stoùdK-Nn) n.  1. One that has charge of something; a care-

taker:  the custodian of a minor child’s estate; the custodian of an absentee landlord’s 

property.  2. A janitor:  worked nights as custodian of a high school.   
—cus·toùdi·an·shipÙ n. 

cus·to·dy (kƒsùtN-dK) n.  pl. cus·to·dies. 1. The act or right of guarding, espe-

cially such a right granted by a court:  an adult who was given custody of the child.  

2. Care, supervision, and control exerted by one in charge.  See Synonyms at 

care.  3. The state of being detained or held under guard, especially by the police:  

took the robbery suspect into custody.  [Middle English custodie, from Latin custo-

dia, from custos, custod-, guard.]

cus·tom (kƒsùtNm) n.  1. A practice followed by people of a particular group or 

region.  2. A habitual practice of a person:  my custom of reading a little before 

sleep.  See Synonyms at habit.  3. Law. A common tradition or usage so long 

established that it has the force or validity of law.  4. a. Habitual patronage, as of 

a store.  b. Habitual customers; patrons.   5. customs. (used with a sing. verb). 

a. A duty or tax imposed on imported and, less commonly, exported goods.  

b. The governmental agency authorized to collect these duties.  c. The procedure 



for inspecting goods and baggage entering a country.   6. Tribute, service, or rent 

paid by a feudal tenant to a lord.   —  adj.  1. Made to order.  2. Specializing in 

the making or selling of made-to-order goods:  a custom tailor.  [Middle English 

custume, from Old French costume, from Latin consuKt7do, consuKt7din-, from 

consuKtus, past participle of consuKscere, to accustom  : com-, intensive pref.; see 

COM- + suKscere, to become accustomed; see s(w)e- in Appendix.]

cus·tom·a·ble (kƒsùtN-mN-bNl) adj.  Subject to tariffs:  customable imports. 

cus·tom·ar·y (kƒsùtN-mHrÙK) adj.  1. Commonly practiced, used, or encoun-

tered; usual.  See Synonyms at usual.  2. Based on custom or tradition rather 

than written law or contract.   —cusÙtom·arùi·ly (-mârÙN-lK) adv.  —cusù-
tom·arÙi·ness n. 

cus·tom-built (kƒsùtNm-bVltù) adj.  Built according to the specifications of the 

buyer. 

cus·tom·er (kƒsùtN-mNr) n.  1. One that buys goods or services.  2. Informal. 

An individual with whom one must deal:  a tough customer. 

cus·tom·house (kƒsùtNm-housÙ) also cus·toms·house (-tNmz-) n.  Abbr. 

c.h., C.H. A governmental building or office where customs are collected and 

ships are cleared for entering or leaving the country. 

cus·tom·ize (kƒsùtN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. cus·tom·ized, cus·tom·iz·ing, 
cus·tom·iz·es. To make or alter to individual or personal specifications:  custom-

ize a van.   —cusÙtom·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —cusùtom·izÙer n. 

cus·tom-made (kƒsÙtNm-m7dù) adj.  Made according to the specifications of 

an individual purchaser. 

cus·toms·house (kƒsùtNmz-housÙ) n.  Variant of customhouse. 
customs union (kƒsùtNmz yunùyNn) n.  An international association orga-

nized to eliminate customs restrictions on goods exchanged between member 

nations and to establish a uniform tariff policy toward nonmember nations. 

cut (kƒt) v.  cut, cut·ting, cuts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To penetrate with a sharp edge; 

strike a narrow opening in.  2. To separate into parts with or as if with a sharp-

edged instrument; sever:  cut cloth with scissors.  3. To sever the edges or ends of; 

shorten:  cut one’s hair.  4. To reap; harvest:  cut grain.  5. To fell by sawing; hew.  

6. To have (a new tooth) grow through the gums.  7. To form or shape by sever-

ing or incising:  a doll that was cut from paper.  8. a. To form by penetrating, 

probing, or digging:  cut a trench.  b. To exhibit the appearance or give the 

impression of:  cuts a fine figure on the dance floor.   9. To separate from a main 

body; detach:  cut a limb from a tree.  10. To discharge from a group or number:  

had to cut three players from the team.  11. To pass through or across; cross:  a sail-

boat cutting the water.  12. Games. To divide (a deck of cards) into two parts, as in 

completing a shuffle or in exposing a card at random.  13. To reduce the size, 

extent, or duration of; curtail or shorten:  cut a payroll; cut a budget; cut the cook-

ing time in half.  14. To lessen the strength of; dilute:  cut whiskey with distilled 



water.  15. To dissolve by breaking down the fat of:  Soap cuts grease.  16. To 

injure the feelings of; hurt keenly.  17. To refuse to speak to or recognize; snub:  

She cut me dead at the party.  18. To fail to attend purposely:  cut a class.  

19. Informal. To cease; stop:  cut the noise; cut an engine.  20. Sports. To strike (a 

ball) so that it spins in a reverse direction.  21. a. To perform:  cut a caper.  b. To 

make out and issue:  cut a check to cover travel expenses.   22. Slang. To be able to 

manage; handle successfully:  He couldn’t cut the long hours anymore.  23. To stop 

filming (a movie scene).  24. a. To record a performance on (a phonograph 

record or other medium).  b. To make a recording of.   25. To edit (film or 

recording tape).   —  v.  intr. 1. To make an incision or a separation:  Cut along the 

dotted line.  2. To allow incision or severing:  Butter cuts easily.  3. To function as a 

sharp-edged instrument.  4. To grow through the gums. Used of teeth.  5. To 

penetrate injuriously.  6. To change direction abruptly:  Cut to the left at the next 

intersection.  7. To go directly and often hastily:  cut across a field.  8. Games. To 

divide a pack of cards into two parts, especially in order to make a chance deci-

sion or selection.  9. To make an abrupt change of image or sound, as in filming:  

cut from one shot to another.   —  n.  1. The act of cutting.  2. The result of cut-

ting, especially an opening or wound made by a sharp edge.  3. A part that has 

been cut from a main body:  a cut of beef; a cut of cloth.  4. A passage made by dig-

ging or probing.  5. The elimination or removal of a part:  a cut in a speech.  6. A 

reduction:  a cut in salary.  7. The style in which a garment is cut:  a suit of tradi-

tional cut.  8. Informal. A portion of profits or earnings; a share.  9. A wounding 

remark; an insult.  10. An unexcused absence, as from school or a class.  11. A 

step in a scale of value or quality; degree:  a cut above the average.  12. Printing. 

a. An engraved block or plate.  b. A print made from such a block.   13. Sports. A 

stroke that causes a ball to spin in a reverse direction.  14. Baseball. A swing of a 

bat.  15. Games. The act of dividing a deck of cards into two parts, as before deal-

ing.  16. One of the objects used in drawing lots.  17. An abrupt change of image 

or sound, as between shots in a film.  18. A movie at a given stage in its editing:  

approved the final cut for distribution.  19. A single selection of music from a 

recording, especially a phonograph recording.   —phrasal verbs. cut back. 
1. To shorten by cutting; prune.  2. To reduce or decrease:  cut back production.  

cut down. 3. To kill or strike down.  4. To alter by removing extra or additional 

fittings:  cut down a car for racing.  5. To reduce the amount taken or used:  cut-

ting down on one’s intake of rich foods.  cut in. 6. To move into a line of people or 

things out of turn.  7. To interrupt:  During the debate my opponent kept cutting 

in.  8. To interrupt a dancing couple in order to dance with one of them.  9. To 

connect or become connected into an electrical circuit.  10. To mix in with or as 

if with cutting motions:  Measure out the flour and use a pair of knives to cut the 

shortening in.  11. To include, especially among those profiting.  cut off. 12. To 

separate from others; isolate.  13. To stop suddenly; discontinue.  14. To shut off; 



bar.  15. To interrupt the course or passage of:  The infielder cut off the throw to 

the plate.  16. To interrupt or break the line of communication of:  The telephone 

operator cut us off.  17. To disinherit:  cut their heirs off without a cent.  cut out. 
18. To remove by or as if by cutting.  19. To form or shape by or as if by cutting.  

20. To take the place of; supplant.  21. To suit or fit by nature:  I’m not cut out to 

be a hero.  22. To assign beforehand or by necessity; predetermine:  We’ve got our 

work cut out for us.  23. To deprive:  felt cut out of all the fun.  24. To stop; cease.  

25. Informal. To depart hastily.  26. Chiefly Southern U.S. To turn off (a light or 

television set).  cut up. Informal. 27. To behave in a playful, comic, or boisterous 

way; clown.  28. To criticize severely.   —idioms. cut a fat hog. Texas. To take 

on more than one is able to accomplish: “Boy, has he cut a fat hog, as they say 

down home” (Hughes Rudd).  cut corners. To do something in the easiest or 

most inexpensive way.  cut down to size. To deflate the self-importance of.  

cut loose. To speak or act without restraint:  cut loose with a string of curses.  cut 
no ice. To make no effect or impression:  Your objections will cut no ice with man-

agement.  cut (one’s) losses. To withdraw from a losing situation.  cut (one’s) 
teeth on. To learn or do as a beginner or at the start of one’s career.  cut short. 
To stop before the end; abbreviate.  [Middle English cutten.] —cutùta·ble adj. 

cut-and-dried (kƒtÙn-drXdù) also cut-and-dry (-drXù) adj.  1. Prepared and 

arranged in advance; settled.  2. Ordinary; routine:  cut-and-dried dialogue. 

cu·ta·ne·ous (kyu-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Of, relating to, or affecting the skin.  [From 

New Latin cut7neus, back-formation from Late Latin intercut7neus, and 

subcut7neus both from Latin cutis, skin. See (s)keu- in Appendix.] 
—cu·taùne·ous·ly adv. 

cut·a·way (kƒtùN-w7Ù) n.  1. A man’s formal daytime coat, with front edges 

sloping diagonally from the waist and forming tails at the back.  2. A brief shot 

that interrupts the visual continuity of the main action of a film, often to depict 

related matter or supposedly concurrent action.  3. A model or diagram of an 

object with part of the outer layer removed so as to reveal the interior.  4. Sports. 

A back dive in which the diver turns in the air so as to face the board before enter-

ing the water. 

cut·back (kƒtùb4kÙ) n.  1. A decrease; a curtailment: “The political effects of food 

cutbacks could be devastating” (New York Times).  2. A sharp reversal of direction, 

as of a ball carrier in football. 

cutch (kƒch) n.  See catechu (n., sense 1).  [Malay kachu, of Dravidian origin.]

cute (kyut) adj.  cut·er, cut·est. 1. Delightfully pretty or dainty.  2. Obviously 

contrived to charm; precious: “[He] mugs so ferociously he kills the humor—it’s an 

insufferably cute performance” (David Ansen).  3. Shrewd; clever.  [Short for 

ACUTE.] —cuteùly adv.  —cuteùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: Cute is a good example of how a shortened form of a word



can take on a life of its own, developing a sense that dissociates it from the longer

word from which it was derived. Cute was originally a shortened form of acute in

the sense “keenly perceptive or discerning, shrewd.” In this sense cute is first re-

corded in a dictionary published in 1731. Probably cute came to be used as a term

of approbation for things demonstrating acuteness, and so it went on to develop

its own sense of “attractive, fetching,” first recorded with reference to “gals” in

1838.

cu·tes (kyuùtKz) n.  Anatomy. A plural of cutis. 
cute·sy (kyutùsK) adj.  cute·si·er, cute·si·est. Informal. Deliberately or affect-

edly cute; precious:  a cutesy boutique for children’s fashions.   —cuteùsi·ness n. 

cut·ey (kyuùtK) n.  Informal. Variant of cutie. 
cut flower (kƒt flouùNr) n.  Any of various showy flowers used in fresh 

arrangements. 

cut glass (kƒt gl4s) n.  Glassware shaped or decorated by cutting instruments or 

abrasive wheels.   —cutù-glassÙ (kƒtùgl4sÙ) adj. 

cut·grass also cut grass (kƒtùgr4sÙ) n.  1. Any of several grasses of the genus 

Leersia, found mostly along marshes, ponds, and streams and having leaves with 

very rough margins.  2. Any of several other grasses with rough margins. 

cu·ti·cle (kyuùtV-kNl) n.  1. The outermost layer of the skin of vertebrates; epi-

dermis.  2. The strip of hardened skin at the base and sides of a fingernail or toe-

nail.  3. Dead or cornified epidermis.  4. Zoology. The noncellular, hardened or 

membranous protective covering of many invertebrates, such as the transparent 

membrane that covers annelids.  5. Botany. The layer of cutin covering the epi-

dermis of the aerial parts of plants.  [Latin cutXcula, diminutive of cutis, skin. See 

(s)keu- in Appendix.] —cu·ticùu·lar (-tVkùyN-lNr) adj. 

cut·ie also cut·ey (kyuùtK) n.  pl. cut·ies also cut·eys. Informal. A cute person. 

cu·tin (kyutùn) n.  Botany. A waxlike, water-repellent material present in the 

walls of some plant cells and forming the cuticle, which covers the epidermis.  

[Latin cutis, skin; see (s)keu- in Appendix + -IN.]

cu·tin·ize (kyutùn-XzÙ) v.  cu·tin·ized, cu·tin·iz·ing, cu·tin·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

To coat or impregnate with cutin.   —  v.  intr. To become coated or impregnated 

with cutin.   —cuÙtin·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

cu·tis (kyuùtVs) n.  pl. cu·tes (-tKz)  or cu·tis·es. Anatomy. See dermis.  [Latin, 

skin. See (s)keu- in Appendix.]

cut·lass also cut·las (kƒtùlNs) n.  1. A short heavy sword with a curved single-

edged blade, once used as a weapon by sailors.  2. Caribbean. A machete.  [French 

coutelas, from Old French coutelasse, probably augmentative of coutel, knife, from 

Latin cultellus, diminutive of culter, knife. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

cutlass fish (kƒtùlNs fVsh) n.  Any of several marine fishes of the genus Trichiu-

rus, having a long, ribbonlike body and a pointed tail. 



cut·ler (kƒtùlNr) n.  One who makes, repairs, or sells knives or other cutting 

instruments.  [Middle English cuteler, from Old French coutelier, from coutel, 

knife. See CUTLASS.]

Cut·ler (kƒtùlNr), Manasseh. 1742-1823.  American cleric, botanist, and pio-

neer noted for his study of New England flora and as a central figure in the settle-

ment of the Ohio River valley. 

Cutler Ridge (kƒtùlNr rVj)  A community of extreme southeast Florida on Bis-

cayne Bay south-southwest of Miami. Population, 21,268. 

cut·ler·y (kƒtùlN-rK) n.  1. Cutting instruments and tools.  2. Utensils such as 

knives, forks, and spoons used as tableware.  3. The occupation of a cutler.  [Mid-

dle Engish cutellerie, from Old French coutelerie, from coutel, knife. See CUTLASS.]

cut·let (kƒtùlVt) n.  1. A thin slice of meat, usually veal or lamb, cut from the leg 

or ribs.  2. A patty of chopped meat or fish, usually coated with bread crumbs 

and fried; a flat croquette.  [French côtelette, from Old French costelette, diminu-

tive of coste, rib, from Latin costa. See kost- in Appendix.]

cut·off also cut-off (kƒtùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. A designated limit or point of termina-

tion.  2. A shortcut or bypass.  3. A new channel cut by a river across the neck of 

an oxbow.  4. The act or an instance of cutting off:  a cutoff of funds; an electricity 

cutoff.  5. Baseball. The interception by an infielder of a throw to home plate 

from the outfield.  6. A device that cuts off a flow of fluid.  7. Music. A conduc-

tor’s signal indicating a stop or break in playing or singing.  8. cutoffs. Pants, 

such as blue jeans, made into shorts by cutting off part of the legs.   —  adj.  

1. Designating a limit or point of termination:  a cutoff date for applications.  

2. Baseball. Serving to intercept or relay a throw to home plate from the outfield:  

the cutoff man. 

cut·out (kƒtùoutÙ) n.  1. Something cut out or intended to be cut out from 

something else.  2. Electricity. A device that interrupts, bypasses, or disconnects a 

circuit or circuit element.  3. A recording that is no longer current and whose 

remaining stock is sold at a discounted price.  4. Slang. A mutually trusted inter-

mediary who handles communications between espionage agents. 

cut·o·ver (kƒtùoÙvNr) adj.  Cleared of trees, especially those that bear valuable 

lumber. 

cut·purse (kƒtùpûrsÙ) n.  A pickpocket. 

cut-rate (kƒtùr7tù) adj.  Sold or on sale at a reduced price:  cut-rate goods. 

Cut·tack (kƒtùNk)  A city of eastern India southwest of Calcutta. Founded in the 

tenth century, it was long noted for gold and silver filigree work. Population, 

269,950. 

cut·ter (kûtùNr) n.  1. One that cuts, especially in tailoring.  2. A device or 

machine that cuts.  3. Nautical. a. A single-masted, fore-and-aft-rigged sailing 

vessel with two or more headsails and a mast set somewhat farther aft than that 

of a sloop.  b. A ship’s boat, powered by a motor or oars and used for transport-



ing stores or passengers.   4. A small, lightly armed boat used by the Coast Guard.  

5. A small sleigh, usually seating one person and drawn by a single horse. 

cut·throat (kƒtùthrotÙ) n.  1. A murderer, especially one who cuts throats.  

2. An unprincipled, ruthless person.  3. A cutthroat trout.   —  adj.  1. Cruel; 

murderous.  2. Relentless or merciless in competition:  a cutthroat business.  

3. Sports & Games. Being a form of a game in which each of three or more players 

acts and scores individually:  cutthroat handball; cutthroat bridge. 

cutthroat trout (kƒtùthrotÙ trout) n.  A large trout (Salmo clarkii) found in 

western North American waters that resembles the rainbow trout and is distin-

guished by red or orange markings on the lower jaw. 

cut time (kƒt tXm) n.  Music. Duple or quadruple meter with the half note being 

the unit of time. 

cut·ting (kƒtùVng) adj.  1. Capable of or designed for incising, shearing, or sev-

ering:  a cutting tool.  2. Sharply penetrating; piercing:  a cutting wind.  3. Injuring 

or capable of injuring the feelings of others:  a cutting remark.  See Synonyms at 

incisive.   —  n.  1. A part cut off from a main body.  2. A part, such as a stem, 

leaf, or root, removed from a plant to propagate a new plant, as through rooting 

or grafting.  3. An excavation made through high ground in a construction 

project.  4. The editing of film or recording tape.  5. Chiefly British. A clipping, as 

from a newspaper.   —cutùting·ly adv. 

cutting edge (kƒtùVng Hj) n.  1. An effective quality or element.  2. The posi-

tion of greatest advancement or importance; the forefront: “California is on the 

cutting edge of trends that spread nationwide” (Carl Ingram). 

cut·tle·bone (kƒtùl-bonÙ) n.  The calcareous internal shell of a cuttlefish, used 

as a dietary supplement for cage birds or ground into powder for use as a polish-

ing agent.  [Middle English  : Middle English codel, cutil, cuttlefish; see CUTTLEFISH 

+ BONE.]

cut·tle·fish (kƒtùl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. cuttlefish or cut·tle·fish·es. Any of various 

squidlike cephalopod marine mollusks of the genus Sepia that have ten arms and 

a calcareous internal shell and eject a dark, inky fluid when in danger.  [Probably 

Middle English codel, cutil, cuttlefish (from Old English cudele) + FISH.]

cut·up (kƒtùƒpÙ) n.  Informal. A mischievous person; a prankster. 

cut·wa·ter (kƒtùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  1. Nautical. The forward part of a ship’s 

prow.  2. The wedge-shaped end of a bridge pier, designed to divide the current 

and break up ice floes. 

cut·work (kƒtùwûrkÙ) n.  Openwork embroidery in which the ground fabric is 

cut away from the design. 

cut·worm (kƒtùwûrmÙ) n.  The larva of various moths of the family Noctuidae 

that feed on and destroy a wide variety of plants.  [So called because many species 

eat through stems of plants.]



cu·vette (kyuùvHt) n.  A small, transparent, often tubular laboratory vessel.  

[French, diminutive of cuve, tub, from Latin c7pa.]

Cu·vier (kyuùvK-7Ù, kuv-y7ù, kü-vy7ù), Baron Georges Léopold Chrétien 
Frédéric Dagobert. 1769-1832.  French naturalist who is considered the 

founder of comparative anatomy and vertebrate paleontology. 

Cux·ha·ven (ktks-häùfNn)  A city of northwest Germany at the mouth of the 

Elbe River. It is a North Sea fishing port and a summer resort. Population 56,977. 

Cuy·a·ho·ga Falls (kXÙN-hoùgN fôlz, kN-hoù-, -hôù-, -häù-)  A city of northeast 

Ohio on the Cuyahoga River, about 129 km (80 mi) long. The city is a residen-

tial and industrial suburb of Akron. Population, 48,950. 

Cuz·co also Cus·co (kuùsko)  A city of southern Peru in the Andes east-south-

east of Lima. It was built on the plundered site of an ancient city supposedly 

founded in the 11th century by Manco Capac, the first ruler of the Incas. As the 

capital of a vast and prosperous empire, it was known as “the City of the Sun.” 

Population, 89,563. 

CV abbr.  1. Cardiovascular.  2. Curriculum vitae. 

cv. abbr.  Cultivar. 

C.V. abbr.  Cape Verde. 

CVA abbr.  Cerebrovascular accident. 

cvt. abbr.  Convertible. 

cw  or CW abbr.  Continuous wave. 

cw. abbr.  Clockwise. 

cwm (kum) n.  See cirque.  [Welsh, valley.]

CWO abbr.  Chief warrant officer. 

c.w.o. abbr.  Cash with order. 

cwt.  or cwt abbr.  Hundredweight. 

CY abbr.  Calendar year. 

-cy suff.  1. State; condition; quality:  bankruptcy.  2. Rank; office:  baronetcy.  

[Middle English -cie, from Old French -cie, -tie, from Latin -cia, -tia, and Greek -

kia, -keia, -tia, -teia.]

cy·an (sXù4nÙ, -Nn) n.  Color. A greenish blue, considered a primary color in print-

ing and photography.  [Greek kuanos, dark blue.]

cyan- pref.  Variant of cyano-. 
cy·an·am·ide also cy·an·am·id (sX-4nùN-mVd) n.  1. A caustic acidic crystalline 

compound, NHCNH, prepared by treating calcium cyanamide with sulfuric acid.  

2. Calcium cyanamide. 

cy·a·nate (sXùN-n7tÙ, -nNt) n.  A salt or ester of cyanic acid. 

cy·an·ic (sX-4nùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or containing cyanogen.  2. Color. Of a 

blue or bluish hue. 

cyanic acid (sX-4nùVk 4sùVd) n.  A poisonous, unstable, highly volatile organic 

acid, HOCN, used to prepare cyanates. 



cy·a·nide (sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  also cy·a·nid (-nVd) Any of various salts or esters of 

hydrogen cyanide containing a CN group, especially the extremely poisonous 

compounds potassium cyanide and sodium cyanide.   —  v.  tr. cy·a·nid·ed, 
cy·a·nid·ing, cy·a·nides. 1. To treat (a metal surface) with cyanide to produce a 

hard surface.  2. To treat (an ore) with cyanide to extract gold or silver. 

cyanide process (sXùN-nXdÙ prmsùHsÙ) n.  A process of extracting gold or silver 

from ores by treating them with a solution of sodium cyanide or calcium cyanide. 

cy·a·nine (sXùN-nKnÙ, -nVn) n.  Any of various blue dyes, used to sensitize photo-

graphic emulsions to a greater range of light. 

cy·a·nite (sXùN-nXtÙ) n.  Variant of kyanite. 
cyano-  or cyan- pref.  1. Blue:  cyanotype.  2. a. Cyanogen:  cyanic.  b. Cyanide:  

cyanogenesis.   [Greek kuano-, from kuanos, dark blue.]

cy·a·no·ac·ry·late (sXÙN-no-4kùrN-l7tÙ, sX-4nÙo-) n.  An adhesive substance with 

an acrylate base that is used in industry and medicine. 

cy·a·no·bac·te·ri·um (sXÙN-no-b4k-tîrùK-Nm, sX-4nÙo-) n.  A photosynthetic 

bacterium of the class Coccogoneae or Hormogoneae, generally blue-green in 

color and in some species capable of nitrogen fixation. Cyanobacteria were once 

thought to be algae.  Also called blue-green alga 

cy·a·no·co·bal·a·min (sXÙN-noÙko-b4lùN-mVn, sX-4nÙo-) n.  See vitamin B 12. 
cy·an·o·gen (sX-4nùN-jNn) n.  1. A colorless, flammable, pungent, highly poi-

sonous gas, C2N2, used as a rocket propellant, an insecticide, and a chemical 

weapon.  2. A univalent radical, CN, found in simple and complex cyanide com-

pounds. 

cy·a·no·gen·e·sis (sXÙN-no-jHnùV-sVs, sX-4nÙo-) n.  Generation of cyanide.   
—cyÙa·no·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), cyÙa·no·genùic (-jHnùVk)  adj. 

cy·a·no·hy·drin (sXÙN-no-hXùdrVn, sX-4nÙo-) n.  Any of several compounds that 

contain both the CN and OH radicals.  [CYANO- + HYDR(O)- + -IN.]

cy·a·nosed (sXùN-nozdÙ, -nosdÙ) adj.  Afflicted with cyanosis.  [From CYANOSIS.]

cy·a·no·sis (sXÙN-noùsVs) n.  A bluish discoloration of the skin and mucous 

membranes resulting from inadequate oxygenation of the blood.   —cyÙa·notùic 
(-nmtùVk) adj. 

cy·an·o·type (sX-4nùN-tXpÙ) n.  See blueprint (n., sense 1). 

cy·a·nu·ric acid (sXÙN-ntrùVk 4sùVd, -nytrù-) n.  A white crystalline acid, 

C3N3(OH)3, that decomposes with heating to form cyanic acid. 

cy·ath·i·um (sX-4thùK-Nm) n.  An inflorescence consisting of a cuplike cluster of 

modified leaves enclosing a female flower and several male flowers, as in the 

poinsettia.  [New Latin, from kuathion, diminutive of kuathos, ladle.]

Cyb·e·le (sVbùN-lK) n.  Greek Mythology. The Phrygian goddess of nature of 

ancient Asia Minor. 



cy·ber·nate (sXùbNr-n7tÙ) v.  cy·ber·nat·ed, cy·ber·nat·ing, cy·ber·nates.  
—  v.  tr. To control (an industrial process) by computer.  [CYBERN(ETICS) + -ATE

1.] 
—cyÙber·naùtion n. 

cy·ber·net·ics (sXÙbNr-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The theoretical study 

of communication and control processes in biological, mechanical, and electronic 

systems, especially the comparison of these processes in biological and artificial 

systems.  [From Greek kubernKtKs, governor, from kubernan, to govern.] 
—cyÙber·netùic adj.  —cyÙber·netùi·cal·ly adv.  —cyÙber·netùi·cist, 
cyÙber·ne·tiùcian (-nV-tVshùNn)  n. 

cy·ber·punk (sXùbNr-pƒngkÙ) n.  Fast-paced science fiction involving futuristic 

computer-based societies.  [CYBER(NETICS) + PUNK.] —cyùber·punkÙ adj. 

cy·ber·space (sXùbNr-sp7sÙ) n.  The continuum of computer networks and bul-

letin board systems in which on-line communication takes place.  [CYBER(NETICS) 

+ SPACE.]

cy·borg (sXùbôrgÙ) n.  A human being who has certain physiological processes 

aided or controlled by mechanical or electronic devices.  [CYB(ERNETIC) + 

ORG(ANISM).]

cy·cad (sXùk4dÙ, -kNd) n.  Any of various palmlike gymnospermous cone-bearing 

evergreen plants of the division Cycadophyta, native to warm regions and having 

large pinnately compound leaves.  [New Latin Cycas, Cycad-, genus name, from 

Greek kukas, erroneous reading of koïkas, accusative pl. of koïx, a kind of palm 

tree, perhaps of Egyptian origin.]

cycl- pref.  Variant of cyclo-. 
Cyc·la·des (sVkùlN-dKzÙ) also Ki·klá·dhes (kK-kläùthHs)  A group of islands of 

southeast Greece in the southern Aegean Sea. The name was used in ancient times 

for the islands surrounding the small island of Delos. 

cy·cla·mate (sXùklN-m7tÙ, sVkùlN-) n.  A salt of cyclamic acid formerly used as an 

artificial sweetener, especially: a. Sodium cyclamate.  b. Calcium cyclamate.   

[CYCLAM(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

cy·cla·men (sXùklN-mNn, sVkùlN-) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Cycla-

men, especially a Mediterranean species (C. persicum) widely cultivated as a 

houseplant, having decorative leaves and showy, variously colored flowers with 

reflexed petals.  [New Latin, genus name, from Latin cyclamXnos, from Greek 

kuklaminos, probably from kuklos, circle, wheel (perhaps from its bulbous roots). 

See CYCLE.]

cyc·la·mic acid (sVkùlN-mVkÙ 4sùVd, sXùklN-) n.  A crystalline acid, C6H13NO3S, 

used to produce cyclamates.  [Short for cycl(ohexylsulf)amic acid.]

cy·clase (sXùkl7sÙ, -kl7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that acts as a catalyst in the cyclization 

of a compound.  [CYCL(IC) + -ASE.]

cy·cle (sXùkNl) n.  1. An interval of time during which a characteristic, often regu-

larly repeated event or sequence of events occurs:  Sunspots increase and decrease 



in intensity in an 11-year cycle.  2. a. A single complete execution of a periodically 

repeated phenomenon:  A year constitutes a cycle of the seasons.  b. A periodically 

repeated sequence of events:  the cycle of birth, growth, and death; a cycle of reprisal 

and retaliation.   3. The orbit of a celestial body.  4. A long period of time; an age.  

5. a. The aggregate of traditional poems or stories organized around a central 

theme or hero:  the Arthurian cycle.  b. A series of poems or songs on the same 

theme:  Schubert’s song cycles.   6. A bicycle, motorcycle, or similar vehicle.  

7. Botany. A circular or whorled arrangement of flower parts such as those of pet-

als or sepals.   —  v.  cy·cled, cy·cling, cy·cles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To occur in or 

pass through a cycle.  2. To move in or as if in a cycle.  3. To ride a bicycle, motor-

cycle, or similar vehicle.   —  v.  tr. To use in or put through a cycle:  cycled the 

heavily soiled laundry twice; cycling the recruits through eight weeks of basic train-

ing.  [Middle English, from Late Latin cyclus, from Greek kuklos, circle. See kwel-
1 in Appendix.] —cyùcler n. 

cy·clic (sXùklVk, sVkùlVk)  or cy·cli·cal (sXùklV-kNl, sVkùlV-kNl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating 

to, or characterized by cycles:  a cyclic pattern of weather changes.  b. Recurring or 

moving in cycles:  cyclical history.   2. Chemistry. Of or relating to compounds 

having atoms arranged in a ring or closed-chain structure.  3. Botany. a. Having 

parts arranged in a whorl.  b. Forming a whorl.    —cyÙcli·calùi·ty (sVkÙlN-k4lùV-
tK, sXÙklN-) n.  —cyùcli·cal·ly adv. 

cyclic AMP (sXùklVk 7Ùem-pKù) n.  A cyclic nucleotide of adenosine that acts at 

the cellular level as a regulator of various metabolic processes. 

cyclic GMP (sXùklVk jKÙHm-pKù) n.  A cyclic nucleotide of guanosine thought to 

act at the cellular level as a regulator of various metabolic processes, possibly as an 

antagonist to cyclic AMP. 

cy·clist (sXùklVst) n.  One who rides or races a bicycle, motorcycle, or similar vehi-

cle. 

cy·cli·za·tion (sXÙklV-z7ùshNn, sVkÙlV-) n.  The formation of one or more rings in 

a hydrocarbon. 

cyclo-  or cycl- pref.  1. Circle; cycle:  cyclorama.  2. A cyclic compound:  cyclo-

hexane.  [Greek kuklo-, from kuklos, circle. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

cy·clo·al·kane (sXÙklo-4lùk7n) n.  An alicyclic hydrocarbon with a saturated 

ring.  Also called cycloparaffin 

cy·clo·hex·ane (sXÙklo-hHkùs7nÙ) n.  An extremely flammable, colorless, 

mobile liquid, C6H12, obtained from petroleum and benzene and used in the 

manufacture of nylon and as a solvent, a paint, and a varnish remover. 

cy·clo·hex·i·mide (sXÙklo-hHkùsN-mXdÙ, -mVd) n.  A colorless crystalline com-

pound, C15H23NO4, that is used as an agricultural fungicide. 

cy·cloid (sXùkloidÙ) adj.  1. Resembling a circle.  2. Zoology. a. Thin, rounded, 

and smooth-edged; disklike. Used of fish scales.  b. Having or composed of such 

scales.   3. Psychiatry. Afflicted with or relating to cyclothymia.   —  n.  



1. Mathematics. The curve traced by a point on the circumference of a circle that 

rolls on a straight line.  2. Zoology. A fish having cycloid scales.  [French cycloïde, 

from Greek kukloeidKs, circular  : kuklos, circle; see kwel-1 in Appendix + -oeidKs, 

-oid.] —cy·cloiùdal (-kloidÙl) adj. 

cy·clom·e·ter (sX-klmmùV-tNr) n.  1. An instrument that records the revolutions 

of a wheel to indicate distance traveled.  2. An instrument that measures circular 

arcs.   —cyÙclo·metùric (-klN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —cy·clomùe·try n. 

cy·clone (sXùklonÙ) n.  1. Meteorology. An atmospheric system characterized by 

the rapid, inward circulation of air masses about a low-pressure center, usually 

accompanied by stormy, often destructive, weather. Cyclones circulate counter-

clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemi-

sphere.  2. A violent, rotating windstorm.  3. Any of various devices using 

centrifugal force to separate materials.  [From Greek kuklon, present participle of 

kukloun, to rotate, from kuklos, circle. See kwel-1 in Appendix.] —cy·clonùic (-

klmnùVk), cy·clonùi·cal adj. 

cyclone cellar (sXùklonÙ sHlùNr) n.  An underground shelter in or adjacent to a 

house, used for protection from severe windstorms.  Also called storm cellar 

cy·clo·pae·di·a (sXÙklN-pKùdK-N) n.  Variant of cyclopedia. 
cy·clo·par·af·fin (sXÙklo-p4rùN-fVn) n.  See cycloalkane. 
cy·clo·pe·an (sXÙklN-pKùNn, sX-kloùpK-) adj.  1.  Often Cyclopean. Relating to 

or suggestive of a Cyclops:  a great Cyclopean monocle.  2. Of or constituting a 

primitive style of masonry characterized by the use of massive stones of irregular 

shape and size. 

cy·clo·pe·di·a also cy·clo·pae·di·a (sXÙklN-pKùdK-N) n.  An encyclopedia.  

[Short for ENCYCLOPEDIA.] —cyÙclo·peùdic (-dVk) adj.  —cyÙclo·peùdist (-dVst) 

n. 

cy·clo·pen·tane (sXÙklN-pHnùt7nÙ, sVkÙlN-) n.  A colorless, flammable, liquid 

cycloalkane, C5H10, derived from petroleum and used as a solvent and motor 

fuel. 

Cy·clo·pes (sX-kloùpKz) n.  Greek Mythology. Plural of Cyclops. 
cy·clo·phos·pha·mide (sXÙklN-fmsùfN-mXdÙ) n.  A highly toxic, immunosup-

pressive, antineoplastic drug, C7H15Cl2N2P, used in the treatment of Hodgkin’s 

disease, lymphoma, and certain leukemias. 

cy·clo·ple·gia (sXÙklN-plKùjN) n.  Paralysis of the ciliary muscles of the eye, 

resulting in the loss of visual accomodation. 

cy·clo·pro·pane (sXÙklN-proùp7nÙ) n.  A highly flammable, explosive, colorless 

gas, C3H6, sometimes used as an anesthetic. 

Cy·clops (sXùklmps) n.  pl. Cy·clo·pes (sX-kloùpKz). Greek Mythology. 1. Any of 

the three one-eyed Titans who forged thunderbolts for Zeus.  2. Any of a race of 

one-eyed giants, reputedly descended from these Titans, inhabiting the island of 



Sicily.  [Latin, from Greek Kuklops : kuklos, circle; see CYCLE + ops, eye; see MYO-

PIA.]

cy·clo·ram·a (sXÙklN-r4mùN, -räùmN) n.  1. A large composite picture placed on 

the interior walls of a cylindrical room so as to appear in natural perspective to a 

spectator standing in the center of the room.  2. A large curtain or wall, usually 

concave, hung or placed at the rear of a stage.  [CYCL(O)- + (PAN)ORAMA.] —cyÙ-
clo·ramùic adj. 

cy·clo·ser·ine (sXÙklo-sHrùKn) n.  An antibiotic effective against a wide range of 

bacteria, used especially in the treatment of tuberculosis and infections of the uri-

nary tract. 

cy·clo·sis (sX-kloùsVs) n.  pl. cy·clo·ses (-sKz). The streaming rotary motion of 

protoplasm within certain cells and one-celled organisms.  [New Latin, from 

Greek kuklosis, a surrounding, from kukloun, to surround, from kuklos, circle. See 

kwel-1 in Appendix.]

cy·clo·spor·ine (sXÙklN-spôrùKn, -Vn, -sporù-) also cy·clo·spor·in (-Vn) n.  An 

immunosuppressive drug obtained from certain soil fungi, used mainly to pre-

vent the rejection of transplanted organs. 

cy·clo·stome (sXùklN-stomÙ) n.  Any of various primitive eellike vertebrates of 

the class Agnatha, such as a lamprey, lacking jaws and true teeth and having a cir-

cular, sucking mouth.  [From New Latin CyclostomX, and Cyclostomata, class 

names CYCLO- + Greek stoma, stomat-, mouth.] —cy·closùto·mateÙ (sX-klmsùtN-

m7tÙ, -mVt), cyÙclo·stomùa·tous (sXÙklN-stmmùN-tNs, -stoùmN-)  adj. 

cy·clo·thyme (sXùklN-thXmÙ) n.  A person afflicted with cyclothymia. 

cy·clo·thy·mi·a (sXÙklN-thXùmK-N) n.  Psychiatry. A mild affective disorder char-

acterized by alternating periods of elation and depression.   —cyÙclo·thyùmic (-

mVk) adj.  & n. 

cy·clo·tron (sXùklN-trmnÙ) n.  A circular particle accelerator in which charged 

subatomic particles generated at a central source are accelerated spirally outward 

in a plane perpendicular to a fixed magnetic field by an alternating electric field. 

A cyclotron is capable of generating particle energies between a few million and 

several tens of millions of electron volts. 

cy·der (sXùdNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of cider. 
cyg·net (sVgùnVt) n.  A young swan.  [Middle English cignet, from Anglo-Nor-

man, diminutive of Old French cygne, swan, from Latin cygnus, from Greek 

kuknos.]

Cyg·nus (sVgùnNs) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Lacerta 

and Lyra, containing the star Deneb.  Also called Northern Cross, Swan.  [Latin 

cygnus, swan. See CYGNET.]

cyl·in·der (sVlùNn-dNr) n.  Abbr. cyl. 1. Mathematics. a. The surface generated by 

a straight line intersecting and moving along a closed plane curve, the directrix, 

while remaining parallel to a fixed straight line that is not on or parallel to the 



plane of the directrix.  b. The portion of such a surface bounded by two parallel 

planes and the regions of the planes bounded by the surface.  c. A solid bounded 

by two parallel planes and such a surface, especially such a surface having a circle 

as its directrix.   2. A cylindrical container or object.  3. Engineering. a. The 

chamber in which a piston of a reciprocating engine moves.  b. The chamber of a 

pump from which fluid is expelled by a piston.   4. The rotating chamber of a 

revolver that holds the cartridges.  5. Any of several rotating parts in a printing 

press, especially one that carries the paper.  6. Archaeology. A cylindrical stone or 

clay object with an engraved design or inscription.  [Latin cylindrus, from Greek 

kulindros, from kulindein, to roll.]

cylinder head (sVlùNn-dNr hHd) n.  The closed, often detachable, end of a cylin-

der in an internal-combustion engine. 

cy·lin·dri·cal (sN-lVnùdrV-kNl) also cy·lin·dric (-drVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

having the shape of a cylinder, especially of a circular cylinder.  2. Mathematics. 

Of or relating to the coordinate system, or to any of three coordinates in it, 

formed by two polar coordinates in a plane and a rectangular coordinate mea-

sured perpendicularly from the plane.   —cy·linÙdri·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) n.  

—cy·linùdri·cal·ly adv. 

cyl·in·droid (sVlùNn-droidÙ) n.  Mathematics. A cylindrical surface or solid all of 

whose sections perpendicular to the elements are elliptical.   —  adj.  Resembling 

a cylinder. 

cy·ma (sXùmN) n.  Architecture. A molding for a cornice, having a partly concave 

and partly convex curve in profile, used especially in classical architecture.  Also 

called cymatium [Greek kuma, wave, cyma, from kuein, to swell. See keuN- in 

Appendix.]

cy·ma·tium (sX-m7ùshNm, -shK-Nm) n.  pl. cy·ma·tia (-shN, -shK-N). Architec-

ture. 1.  See cyma.  2. The topmost molding of a classical cornice.  [Latin, from 

Greek kumation, diminutive of kuma, cyma. See CYMA.]

cym·bal (sVmùbNl) n.  Music. A percussion instrument consisting of a concave 

brass plate that makes a loud clashing tone when hit with a drumstick or when 

used in pairs.  [Middle English, from Old English, and from Old French cymbale 

both from Latin cymbalum, from Greek kumbalon, from kumbK, bowl.] 
—cymÙbal·eerù (sVmÙbN-lîrù), cymùbal·er, cymùbal·ist n. 

cym·bid·i·um (sVm-bVdùK-Nm) n.  Any of various epiphytic orchids of the genus 

Cymbidium, native to tropical Asia and Australia and extensively hybridized and 

cultivated for their elongate clusters of showy blooms.  [New Latin Cymbidium, 

genus name, from Latin cymba, boat, from Greek kumbK.]

cyme (sXm) n.  Botany. A usually flat-topped or convex flower cluster in which 

the main axis and each branch end in a flower that opens before the flowers 

below or to the side of it.  [Latin c«ma, young cabbage sprout, from Greek kuma. 

See CYMA.] —cy·mifùer·ous (sX-mVfùNr-Ns) adj. 



cy·mene (sXùmKnÙ) n.  Any of three colorless isomeric liquid hydrocarbons, 

C10H14, obtained chiefly from the essential oils of cumin and thyme and used in 

the manufacture of synthetic resins.  [French cymène, from Greek kuminon, 

cumin, probably of Semitic origin.]

cym·ling (sVmùlVng) also cym·lin (-lVn) n.  A greenish-white, flat, round squash 

with a scalloped edge.  [Alteration of SIMNEL.]

cy·mo·gene (sXùmN-jKnÙ) n.  A flammable gaseous fraction of petroleum, con-

sisting chiefly of butane.  [CYM(ENE) + -GENE.]

cy·moid (sXùmoidÙ) adj.  1. Architecture. Resembling a cyma.  2. Botany. Resem-

bling a cyme. 

cy·mo·phane (sXùmN-f7nÙ) n.  A variety of chrysoberyl having a shimmering 

luster and microscopic, needlelike inclusions that reflect a streak of light.  [French 

 : Greek kuma, wave, cyma; see CYMA + Greek -phanKs, appearing; see -PHANE.]

cy·mose (sXùmosÙ) also cy·mous (-mNs) adj.  1. Relating to or resembling a 

cyme; determinate.  2. Bearing a cyme or cymes.  [CYM(E) + -OSE
1.] —cyù-

moseÙly adv. 

Cym·ric (kVmùrVk, sVmù-) adj.  Of or relating to the Cymry.   —  n.  See Welsh 
(n., sense 2). 

Cym·ry (kVmùrK, sVmù-) n.  (used with a pl. verb). 1. The Brythonic Celts of 

Wales, Cornwall, and Brittany.  2. The Welsh.  [Welsh, pl. of Cymro, the Welsh 

people, Wales, from British Celtic *kombrogos, fellow countryman. See merg- in 

Appendix.]

Cyn·e·wulf (kVnùN-wtlfÙ)  or Cyn·wulf (kVnùwtlfÙ), fl. c. 900.  Anglo-Saxon 

poet whose extant works are Juliana, Elene, The Ascension, and The Fates of the 

Apostles. 

cyn·ic (sVnùVk) n.  1. A person who believes all people are motivated by selfish-

ness.  2. Cynic. A member of a sect of ancient Greek philosophers who believed 

virtue to be the only good and self-control to be the only means of achieving vir-

tue.   —  adj.  1. Cynical.  2. Cynic. Of or relating to the Cynics or their beliefs.  

[Latin cynicus, Cynic philosopher, from Greek kunikos, from kuon, kun-, dog. See 

kwon- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A cynic may be pardoned for thinking that this is a dog’s

life. The Greek word kunikos, from which cynic comes, was originally an adjective

meaning “doglike,” from kuon, “dog.” The word was most likely applied to the

Cynic philosophers because of the nickname kuon given to Diogenes of Sinope,

the prototypical Cynic. He is said to have performed such actions as barking in

public, urinating on the leg of a table, and masturbating on the street. The first

use of the word recorded in English, in a work published from 1547 to 1564, is in

the plural for members of this philosophical sect. In 1596 we find the first in-

stance of cynic meaning “faultfinder,” a sense that was to develop into our modern



sense. The meaning “faultfinder” came naturally from the behavior of countless

Cynics who in their pursuit of virtue pointed out the flaws in others. Such fault-

finding could lead quite naturally to the belief associated with cynics of today that

selfishness determines human behavior.

cyn·i·cal (sVnùV-kNl) adj.  1. Scornful of the motives, virtue, or integrity of others:  

a cynical distrust of friendly strangers; a cynical view of the average voter’s intelli-

gence.  2. Expressing or exhibiting scorn and bitter mockery:  cynical laughter.   
—cynùi·cal·ly adv.  —cynùi·cal·ness n. 

cyn·i·cism (sVnùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. A scornful, bitterly mocking attitude or quality:  

the public cynicism aroused by governmental scandals.  2. A scornful, bitterly 

mocking comment or act.  3. Cynicism. The beliefs of the ancient Cynics. 

Cyn·os·ceph·a·lae (sVnÙN-sHfùN-lK, sXÙnN-)  Two hills of southeast Thessaly in 

northeast Greece. The Theban general Pelopidas was killed in battle here (364 

B.C.). Later (197) the Roman general Flaminius decisively defeated Philip V of 

Macedon at Cynoscephalae. 

cy·no·sure (sXùnN-shtrÙ, sVnùN-) n.  1. An object that serves as a focal point of 

attention and admiration.  2. Something that serves to guide.  [French, Ursa 

Minor (which contains the guiding star Polaris), from Latin cynos7ra, from Greek 

kunosoura, dog’s tail, Ursa Minor  : kuon, kun-, dog; see kwon- in Appendix + 

oura, tail; see ors- in Appendix.] —cyÙno·surùal adj. 

Cyn·wulf (kVnùwtlfÙ)  See Cynewulf. 
CYO abbr.  Catholic Youth Organization. 

cy·pher (sXùfNr) n.  & v.   Variant of cipher. 
cy pres (sKù pr7ù) n.  The legal doctrine that allows a court freedom in interpret-

ing the terms of a will or gift if carrying out the terms literally would be impracti-

cable or illegal. At the same time, the general intent of the testator or donor is 

supposed to be observed as closely as possible.  [Middle English, from Anglo-

Norman  : cy (from Latin sXc, so); see SIC
1 + pres (from Late Latin pressK, close to, 

from Latin pressus, past participle of premere, to press closely); see PRESS
1.]

cy·press (sXùprVs) n.  1. a. Any of various evergreen trees or shrubs of the genus 

Cupressus, native to Eurasia and North America and having opposite, scalelike 

leaves and globose, woody cones.  b. Any of several similar or related coniferous 

trees, such as the bald cypress.  c. The wood of any of these trees.   2. Cypress 

branches used as a symbol of mourning.  [Middle English cipres, from Old 

French, from Late Latin cypressus, probably blend of Latin cupressus, cyparissus 

(from Greek kuparissos).]

Cy·press (sXùprVs)  A city of southern California, a suburb of Long Beach. Popu-

lation, 42,655. 



cypress spurge (sXùprVs spûrj) n.  A perennial European ornamental plant 

(Euphorbia cyparissias) having numerous narrow leaves and flower clusters with 

petaloid bracts. 

cypress vine (sXùprVs vXn) n.  An annual twining tropical American vine (Ipo-

moea quamoclit) naturalized in warm regions, having pinnately cut leaves and 

showy, usually scarlet flowers. 

Cyp·ri·an (sVpùrK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Cyprus; Cypriot.  2. a. Of or 

relating to the ancient worship of Aphrodite on Cyprus.  b. Licentious; wanton.    
—  n.  1.  See Cypriot (n., sense 1).  2.  Also cyprian. a. A wanton person.  b. A 

prostitute.  

Cyp·ri·an (sVpùrK-Nn), Saint. Died A.D. 258.  Christian prelate and martyr who 

led Christians in North Africa during persecution by the Roman emperors Decius 

and Valerian. 

cyp·ri·nid (sVpùrN-nVd) n.  Any of numerous often small freshwater fishes of the 

family Cyprinidae, which includes the minnows, carps, and shiners.   —  adj.  Of, 

relating to, or belonging to the family Cyprinidae.  [From New Latin CyprXnidae, 

family name, from CyprXnus, type genus, from Latin cyprXnus, carp, from Greek 

kuprinos.]

cy·prin·o·dont (sV-prVnùN-dmntÙ, -prXùnN-) n.  Any of various small, soft-finned 

fishes of the family Cyprinodontidae, which includes the killifishes, topminnows, 

and many species popular in home aquariums.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

belonging to the family Cyprinodontidae.  [Latin cyprXnus, carp (from Greek 

kuprinos) + -ODONT.]

cyp·ri·noid (sVpùrN-noidÙ, sV-prXù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a carp or 

other cyprinid fish.   —  n.  A cyprinoid fish.  [From New Latin CyprXnoidKa, sub-

order name, from CyprXnus, genus name. See CYPRINID.]

Cyp·ri·ot (sVpùrK-Nt, -mtÙ) also Cyp·ri·ote (-otÙ, -Nt) n.  1. A native or inhabitant 

of Cyprus.  Also called Cyprian 2. The ancient or modern Greek dialect of 

Cyprus.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to Cyprus or its people or culture.  2. Of or 

relating to Cypriot Greek as used on Cyprus.  [French cypriote, from Greek Kupri-

otKs, from Kupros, Cyprus.]

cyp·ri·pe·di·um (sVpÙrV-pKùdK-Nm) n.  Any of various orchids of the genus Cyp-

ripedium, such as the lady’s slipper.  [New Latin Cypripedium, genus name  : Late 

Latin Cypris, Venus (from Greek Kupris, Aphrodite, from Kupros, Cyprus, leg-

endary birthplace of Aphrodite) + New Latin -pedium (alteration of Greek 

pedilon, sandal); see ped- in Appendix.]

cy·pro·hep·ta·dine (sXÙpro-hHpùtN-dKnÙ) n.  An antihistamine, C21H21N, used 

to relieve the symptoms of various allergic reactions, such as itching and skin 

rash.  [CY(CLIC) + PRO(PYL) + HEPTA- + (PIPERI)DINE.]

cy·prot·er·one (sX-prmtùN-ronÙ) n.  A synthetic steroid that inhibits the secre-

tion of androgens.  [CY(CLO)- + PRO(GES)TERONE.]



Cy·prus (sXùprNs)  An island country in the eastern Mediterranean Sea south of 

Turkey. Site of an ancient Neolithic culture, the island was settled by Phoenicians 

c. 800 B.C. and thereafter fell successively to the Assyrians, Egyptians, Persians, 

Macedonian Greeks, Egyptians again, and finally Romans (58 B.C.) The Byzan-

tines controlled it from A.D. 395 until 1191, when it was captured by Richard I of 

England during the Third Crusade. Venice annexed it in 1489, Turkey conquered 

it in 1571, and Great Britain proclaimed its sovereignty in 1914. Cyprus became 

independent in 1960. Nicosia is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

642,731. 

cyp·se·la (sVpùsN-lN) n.  pl. cyp·se·lae (-lKÙ). An achene fruit derived from an 

inferior ovary, characteristic of plants in the composite family.  [New Latin, from 

Greek kupselK, hollow vessel.]

Cy·ra·no de Ber·ge·rac (sîrÙN-no dN bûrùzhN-r4kÙ, bHrù-), Savinien de. 
1619-1655.  French satirist and duelist whose works include the spirited drama 

The Pedant Imitated (1654). He is the subject of Edmond Rostand’s play Cyrano 

de Bergerac (1897), which depicts him as a chivalric duelist with a comically long 

nose. 

Cyr·e·na·ic (sîrÙN-n7ùVk, sXÙrN-) adj.  1. Of or relating to Cyrenaica or Cyrene.  

2. Of or advocating the doctrines of Aristippus of Cyrene, who argued that plea-

sure is the only good in life.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Cyrenaica or 

Cyrene.  2. A disciple of the Cyrenaic school of philosophy. 

Cyr·e·na·i·ca (sVrÙN-n7ùV-kN, sXÙrN-)  An ancient region of northeast Libya bor-

dering on the Mediterranean Sea. It was colonized by the Greeks in the seventh 

century B.C. and became a Roman province in the first century B.C. 

Cy·re·ne (sX-rKùnK)  An ancient Greek city of Cyrenaica. Founded c. 630 B.C., it 

was noted as an intellectual center with distinguished schools of medicine and 

philosophy. 

Cyr·il (sîrùNl), Saint. 827-869.  Christian missionary and theologian who with his 

brother Saint Methodius (826-885) worked in Moravia, translating the Scriptures 

into Old Church Slavonic. 

Cy·ril·lic (sN-rVlùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting the old Slavic alphabet 

ascribed to Saint Cyril, at present used in modified form for Russian, Bulgarian, 

certain other Slavic languages, and other languages of the Soviet Union. 

Cy·rus (sXùrNs), Known as “the Younger.” 424?-401 B.C.  Persian prince who led a 

mammoth force of Greeks against his brother Artaxerxes II. The retreat that fol-

lowed his defeat and death are described in Xenophon’s Anabasis. 

Cy·rus II (sXùrNs), Known as “Cyrus the Great.” 600?-529? B.C.  King of Persia 

(550-529) and founder of the Persian Empire who conquered Lydia and Babylon. 

Tolerant in religious matters, he allowed the worship of native gods and permitted 

the exiled Jews to return to Jerusalem (537). 



cyst (sVst) n.  1. Pathology. An abnormal membranous sac containing a gaseous, 

liquid, or semisolid substance.  2. Anatomy. A sac or vesicle in the body.  

3. Biology. A small capsulelike sac that encloses certain organisms in their dor-

mant or larval stage.  4. Botany. A thick-walled resting spore, as in certain algae or 

fungi.  [New Latin cystis, from Greek kustis, bladder. See kwes- in Appendix.]

cyst- pref.  Variant of cysto-. 
cys·tec·to·my (sV-stHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. cys·tec·to·mies. 1. Surgical removal of a 

cyst.  2. a. Surgical removal of the gallbladder.  b. Surgical removal of all or part 

of the urinary bladder.  

cys·te·ine (sVsùtN-KnÙ, -Vn, -tK-) n.  An amino acid, C3H7O2NS, derived from cys-

tine and found in most proteins.  [CYST(INE) + -EIN.]

cys·tic (sVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the characteristic of a cyst.  

2. Having or containing cysts or a cyst.  3. Enclosed in a cyst.  4. Anatomy. Of, 

relating to, or involving the gallbladder or urinary bladder. 

cystic duct (sVsùtVk dƒkt) n.  The duct that conveys bile from the gallbladder to 

the common bile duct. 

cys·ti·cer·ci (sVsÙtV-sûrùsXÙ) n.  Plural of cysticercus. 
cys·ti·cer·coid (sVsÙtV-sûrùkoid) n.  The larval stage of certain tapeworms, 

resembling a cysticercus but having the scolex completely filling the enclosing 

cyst.  [CYSTICERC(US) + -OID.]

cys·ti·cer·co·sis (sVsÙtV-sNr-koùsVs) n.  The condition of being infested with cys-

ticerci.  [CYSTICERC(US) + -OSIS.]

cys·ti·cer·cus (sVsÙtV-sûrùkNs) n.  pl. cys·ti·cer·ci (-sXÙ). The larval stage of many 

tapeworms, consisting of a single invaginated scolex enclosed in a fluid-filled 

cyst.  [New Latin  : Greek kustis, cyst; see CYST + Greek kerkos, tail.]

cystic fibrosis (sVsùtVk fX-broùsVs) n.  Abbr. CF A hereditary disease of the exo-

crine glands, usually developing during early childhood and affecting mainly the 

pancreas, respiratory system, and sweat glands. It is characterized by the produc-

tion of abnormally viscous mucus by the affected glands, usually resulting in 

chronic respiratory infections and impaired pancreatic function.  Also called 

mucoviscidosis 

cys·tine (sVsùtKnÙ) n.  A white crystalline amino acid, C6H12N2O4S2, found in 

many proteins, especially keratin.  [From its discovery in bladder stones.]

cys·ti·tis (sV-stXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the urinary bladder. 

cysto-  or cyst- pref.  Bladder; cyst; sac:  cystocele.  [From New Latin cystis, blad-

der, from Greek kustis. See kwes- in Appendix.]

cys·to·cele (sVsùtN-sKlÙ) n.  Herniation of the urinary bladder through the wall 

of the vagina. 

cys·toid (sVsùtoidÙ) adj.  Formed like or resembling a cyst.   —  n.  A cystoid 

structure. 



cys·to·lith (sVsùtN-lVthÙ) n.  1. Botany. A mineral concretion, usually of calcium 

carbonate, occurring in the epidermal cells of certain plants, such as figs.  2.  See 

urinary calculus. 
cys·to·scope (sVsùtN-skopÙ) n.  A tubular instrument equipped with a light and 

used to examine the interior of the urinary bladder and ureter.   
—cysÙto·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —cys·tosùco·py (sV-stmsùkN-pK) n. 

cys·tos·to·my (sV-stmsùtN-mK) n.  pl. cys·tos·to·mies. The surgical formation 

of an opening into the urinary bladder. 

cyt- pref.  Variant of cyto-. 
-cyte suff.  Cell:  leukocyte.  [New Latin -cyta, from Greek kutos, hollow vessel. See 

(s)keu- in Appendix.]

Cy·the·ra (sV-thîrùN, sVthùNr-N) also Kí·thi·ra (kKùthK-räÙ)  An island of southern 

Greece in the Mediterranean Sea south of the Peloponnesus. Southernmost of the 

Ionian Islands, it was the chief center for the worship of Aphrodite. 

Cyth·e·re·a (sVthÙN-rKùN) n.  Greek Mythology. See Aphrodite. 
cy·ti·dine (sXùtV-dKnÙ) n.  A white, crystalline nucleoside, C9H13N3O5, composed 

of one molecule each of cytosine and ribose.  [CYT(O)- + -ID(E) + -INE
2.]

cyto-  or cyt- pref.  Cell:  cytoplasm.  [From Greek kutos, hollow vessel. See 

(s)keu- in Appendix.]

cy·to·chem·is·try (sXÙto-kHmùV-strK) n.  The branch of biochemistry that deals 

with the study of the chemical composition and activity of cells.   
—cyÙto·chemùi·cal (-kHmùV-kNl) adj. 

cy·to·chrome (sXùtN-kromÙ) n.  Any of a class of iron-containing proteins 

important in cell respiration as catalysts of oxidation-reduction reactions. 

cytochrome oxidase (sXùtN-kromÙ mkùsV-d7sÙ) n.  An oxidizing enzyme con-

taining iron and a porphyrin, found in mitochondria and important in cell respi-

ration as an agent of electron transfer from certain cytochrome molecules to 

oxygen molecules. 

cy·to·gen·e·sis (sXÙto-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation, development, and variation 

of cells.  Also called cytogeny 

cy·to·ge·net·ics (sXÙto-jN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

biology that deals with heredity and the cellular components, particularly chro-

mosomes, associated with heredity.   —cyÙto·ge·netùic, cyÙto·ge·netùi·cal adj.  

—cyÙto·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv.  —cyÙto·ge·netùi·cist (-sVst) n. 

cy·tog·e·ny (sX-tmjùN-nK) n.  See cytogenesis. 
cy·to·ki·ne·sis (sXÙto-kV-nKùsVs, -kX-) n.  The division of the cytoplasm of a cell 

following the division of the nucleus.   —cyÙto·ki·netùic (-nHtùVk) adj. 

cy·to·ki·nin (sXÙtN-kXùnVn) n.  Any of a class of plant hormones that promote cell 

division and growth and delay the senescence of leaves. 



cy·tol·o·gy (sX-tmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. cytol. The branch of biology that deals with 

the formation, structure, and function of cells.   —cyÙto·logùic (-tN-lmjùVk), 
cyÙto·logùi·cal adj.  —cy·tolùo·gist n. 

cy·tol·y·sin (sX-tmlùV-sVn) n.  A substance, such as an antibody, capable of dis-

solving or destroying cells.  [CYTOLYS(IS) + -IN.]

cy·tol·y·sis (sX-tmlùV-sVs) n.  The dissolution or destruction of a cell.   
—cyÙto·lytùic (sXÙtN-lVtùVk) adj. 

cy·to·me·gal·ic (sXÙto-mV-g4lùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by 

greatly enlarged cells. 

cy·to·meg·a·lo·vi·rus (sXÙtN-mHgÙN-lo-vXùrNs) n.  Abbr. CMV Any of a group 

of herpes viruses that attack and enlarge epithelial cells. Such viruses also cause a 

disease of infants characterized by circulatory dysfunction and microcephaly. 

cy·to·mem·brane (sXÙtN-mHmùbr7n) n.  See cell membrane. 
cy·to·path·ic (sXÙtN-p4thùVk) adj.  Of or relating to degeneration or disease of 

cells. 

cy·to·path·o·gen·ic (sXÙtN-p4thÙN-jHnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or producing 

pathological changes in cells.   —cyÙto·pathÙo·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

cy·to·phil·ic (sXÙtN-fVlùVk) adj.  Having an affinity for cells. 

cy·to·pho·tom·e·ter (sXÙto-fo-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to identify 

and locate the chemical compounds within a cell by measuring the intensity of 

light passing through stained sections of the cytoplasm. 

cy·to·pho·tom·e·try (sXÙtN-fo-tmmùV-trK) n.  The study of cells and chemical 

compounds within cells by means of a cytophotometer.   
—cyÙto·phoÙto·metùric (-tN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —cyÙto·phoÙto·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

cy·to·plasm (sXùtN-pl4zÙNm) n.  The protoplasm outside the nucleus of a cell.   
—cyÙto·plasùmic (-pl4zùmVk) adj.  —cyÙto·plasùmi·cal·ly adv. 

cy·to·plast (sXùtN-pl4stÙ) n.  The intact cytoplasm of a single cell.   
—cyÙto·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

cy·to·sine (sXùtN-sKnÙ) n.  A pyrimidine base, C4H5N3O, that is an essential con-

stituent of RNA and DNA.  [CYT(O)- + (RIB)OS(E) + -INE
2.]

cy·to·skel·e·ton (sXÙtN-skHlùVtn) n.  The internal framework of a cell, com-

posed largely of actin filaments and microtubules. 

cy·to·sol (sXùtN-sôlÙ, -smlÙ) n.  The fluid component of cytoplasm, excluding 

organelles and the insoluble, usually suspended, cytoplasmic components.  

[CYTO- + SOL(UTION).]

cy·to·sta·sis (sXÙtN-st7ùsVs, -st4sùVs) n.  Arrest of cellular growth and multiplica-

tion. 

cy·to·sta·tic (sXÙtN-st4tùVk) adj.  Inhibiting or suppressing cellular growth and 

multiplication.   —  n.  A cytostatic agent.   —cyÙto·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

cy·to·tax·on·o·my (sXÙto-t4k-smnùN-mK) n.  The classification of organisms 

based on cellular structure and function, especially on the structure and number 



of chromosomes.   —cyÙto·taxÙo·nomùic (-t4kÙsN-nmmùVk) adj.  

—cyÙto·tax·onùo·mist n. 

cy·to·tech·nol·o·gist (sXÙtN-tHk-nmlùN-jVst) n.  A technician trained in medical 

examination and identification of cellular abnormalities.   
—cyÙto·tech·nolùo·gy n. 

cy·to·tox·ic (sXÙtN-tmkùsVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or producing a toxic effect on 

cells.   —cyÙto·tox·icùi·ty (-tmk-sVsùV-tK) n. 

cytotoxic T cell (sXÙtN-tmkùsVk tK sHl) n.  See killer cell. 
cy·to·tox·in (sXÙtN-tmkùsVn) n.  A substance having a specific toxic effect on cer-

tain cells. 

CZ  or C.Z. abbr.  Canal Zone. 

czar (zär, tsär) n.  1.  Also tsar  or tzar (zär, tsär). A male monarch or emperor, 

especially one of the emperors who ruled Russia until the revolution of 1917.  

2. A person having great power; an autocrat: “the square-jawed, ruddy compla-

cency of Jack Farrell, the czar of the Fifteenth Street police station” (Ernest Heming-

way).  3. Informal. An appointed official having special powers to regulate or 

supervise an activity:  a racetrack czar; an energy czar.  [Russian tsar’, from Old 

Russian tsVsarV, emperor, king, from Old Church Slavonic tsIsarV, from Gothic 

kaisar, from Greek kaisar, from Latin Caesar, emperor. See CAESAR.] —czarùdom 
n.  

USAGE NOTE: The word czar can also be spelled tsar. Czar is the most common

form in American usage and virtually the only one employed in the extended

senses “any tyrant” or informally, “one in authority.” But tsar is preferred by most

scholars of Slavic studies as a more accurate transliteration of the Russian and is

often found in scholarly writing with reference to one of the Russian emperors.

czar·das (chärùdäshÙ) n.  1. An intricate Hungarian dance characterized by vari-

ations in tempo.  2. Music for this dance.  [Hungarian csárdás, from csárda, way-

side tavern, from Serbo-Croatian ?ard7k, watchtower, from Turkish çardak, hut, 

trellis, from Persian ch7r £7q, from chah7r £7q, four-cornered vault  : chah7r, four 

(from Old Iranian cathw7ro); see kwetwer- in Appendix + £7q, vault.]

czar·e·vitch (zärùN-vVchÙ, tsärù-) n.  The eldest son of a Russian czar.  [Russian 

tsarevich : tsar’, czar; see CZAR + -evich, masculine patronymic suff.]

cza·rev·na (zä-rHvùnN, tsä-) n.  1. The daughter of a Russian czar.  2. The wife 

of a czarevitch.  [Russian tsarevna : tsar’, czar; see CZAR + -evna, feminine patro-

nymic suff.]

cza·ri·na (zä-rKùnN, tsä-) n.  The wife of a Russian czar.  [Alteration (perhaps 

influenced by Latin rKgXna, queen), of Russian tsaritsa : tsar’, czar; see CZAR + -itza, 

feminine suff.]



czar·ism (zärùVzÙNm, tsärù-) n.  The system of government in Russia under the 

czars.   —czarùist adj.  & n. 

cza·rit·za (zä-rVtùsN, tsä-rKtù-) n.  An empress of Russia.  [Russian tsaritsa : tsar’, 

czar; see CZAR + -itza, feminine suff.]

Czech (chHk) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Czech Republic or Czechoslovakia, 

especially a Bohemian, Moravian, or Silesian.  2. The Slavic language of the 

Czechs.  [Polish, from Czech †ech.] —Czech adj. 

Czech·o·slo·va·ki·a (chHkÙN-slN-väùkK-N, -o-slo-) Abbr. Czech.  A former 

country of central Europe. It was formed in 1918 from Czech-speaking and Slo-

vak-speaking territories of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, although disparate eth-

nic elements led to internal conflicts before World War II. Communists gained 

control of the government after the war and stayed in control until late 1989. On 

January 1, 1993, the country was divided into two independent states, Czech 

Republic and Slovakia.   —CzechÙo·sloùvak, CzechÙo·slo·vaùki·an adj.  & n. 

Czech Republic (chHk rV-pƒbùlVk)  A country of central Europe. Established in 

January 1993, it comprises the former provinces of Bohemia, Moravia, and part 

of Silesia. Prague is the capital and the largest city. Population, 10,291,927. 

Czer·ny (chHrùnK), Karl. 1791-1857.  Austrian pianist and composer. A student 

of Beethoven and the teacher of Liszt, he wrote piano exercises, such as School of 

the Left Hand, which remain in wide use. 

CzE·sto·cho·wa (chHnÙstN-koùvN, chHNÙstô-hôùvä)  A city of southern Poland 

north of Katowice. It is heavily industrialized. Population, 246,600. 



                                                                                                                                                                                     
d1  or D (dK) n.  pl. d’s or D’s. 1. The fourth letter of the modern English alpha-

bet.  2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter d.  3. The fourth in a 

series.  4. Music. a. The second tone in the scale of C major or the fourth tone in 

the relative minor scale.  b. A key or scale in which D is the tonic.  c. A written or 

printed note representing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to the pitch of 

this tone.   5. D. The lowest passing grade given to a student in a school or college.  

6. Something shaped like the letter D. 

d2 abbr.  1. Day.  2. Deuteron.  3. Physics. Down quark. 

D1  1. The symbol for the isotope deuterium.  2.  Also d. The symbol for the 

Roman numeral 500. 

D2 also D. abbr.  Democrat; democratic. 

d. abbr.  1. Dam (zoology).  2. Date.  3. Daughter.  4.  Also D.. Deputy.  5. Died.  

6.  Also D.. Dose.  7.  Also D.. Drachma.  8. Chiefly British. Penny (12 of a shil-

ling). 

D. abbr.  1. Department.  2. Deus.  3. Diopter.  4. Doctor (in academic degrees).  

5. Don (title).  6. Duchess.  7. Duke. 

’d  1. Had:  He’d already left.  2. Would; should:  I’d rather walk than drive.  3. Did:  

Who’d you ask? 

DA1 (dKù7ù) n.  See ducktail.  [Abbreviation of duck’s ass.]

DA2 abbr.  1. Delayed action.  2. Deposit account.  3.  Also D.A.. Don’t answer. 

Da. abbr.  Danish. 

D.A. abbr.  1.  Also DA. Law. District attorney.  2. Doctor of Arts. 

dab1 (d4b) v.  dabbed, dab·bing, dabs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To apply with short, pok-

ing strokes:  dabbed some paint on the worn spots.  2. To cover lightly with or as if 

with a moist substance.  3. To strike or hit lightly.   —  v.  intr. To tap gently; pat.   
—  n.  1. A small amount:  a dab of jelly.  2. A quick, light pat.  [Middle English 

dabben, to strike.]

dab2 (d4b) n.  Any of various flatfishes, chiefly of the genera Limanda and Hip-

poglossoides, related to and resembling the flounders.  [Middle English dabbe.]

dab3 (d4b) n.  Chiefly British. A dab hand.  [Origin unknown.]

dab·ber (d4bùNr) n.  A cushioned pad used by printers and engravers to apply 

ink. 

dab·ble (d4bùNl) v.  dab·bled, dab·bling, dab·bles.  —  v.  tr. To splash or 

spatter with or as if with a liquid: “The moon hung over the harbor dabbling the 

waves with gold” (Katherine Mansfield).   —  v.  intr. 1. To splash liquid gently 

and playfully.  2. To undertake something superficially or without serious intent.  

3. To bob forward and under in shallow water so as to feed off the bottom.  [Pos-

sibly from Dutch dabbelen, frequentative of dabben, to strike, tap.]

dab·bler (d4bùlNr) n.  One who engages in an activity superficially or without 

serious intent.  See Synonyms at amateur. 



dab·bling duck (d4bùlVng dƒk) n.  Any of various ducks, chiefly of the genus 

Anas, including the mallards, teals, and shovelers, that feed by dabbling in shallow 

water and are favored as game birds. 

dab·chick (d4bùchVkÙ) n.  Any of various small grebes of the genus Podiceps.  

[Alteration of dobchick : Middle English doppe, diving bird (from Old English -

doppe); see DIDAPPER + CHICK.]

dab hand (d4b h4nd) n.  A person skilled in a particular activity; an expert:  a 

dab hand at gardening. 

D3·bro·wa Gór·ni·cza (dôm-brôùvN gtr-nKùchN)  A city of southern Poland 

northeast of Katowice. It has been a coal-mining center since the 1790’s. Popula-

tion, 136,800. 

da ca·po (dä käùpo) adv.  Abbr. D.C. Music. From the beginning. Used as a 

direction to repeat a passage.  [Italian  : da, from + capo, head.]

Dac·ca also Dha·ka (d4kùN, däùkN)  The capital and largest city of Bangladesh, in 

the east-central part of the country. It was the Mogul capital of Bengal in the 17th 

century and came under British rule in 1765. After India achieved independence 

in 1947, Dacca was made the capital of East Pakistan, which became Bangladesh 

in 1971. Population, 1,850,000. 

dace (d7s) n.  pl. dace or dac·es. Any of various small freshwater fishes of the 

family Cyprinidae, which also includes carps and minnows.  [Middle English 

dace, darce, from Old French dars, from Late Latin darsus, possibly of Celtic ori-

gin.]

da·cha (däùchN) n.  A Russian country house or villa.  [Russian, gift, land, coun-

try house. See do- in Appendix.]

Da·chau (däùkouÙ, -KHouÙ)  A city of southeast Germany north-northwest of 

Munich. It was the site of a Nazi concentration camp built in 1935 and captured 

by the Allies in April 1945. Population, 33,141. 

dachs·hund (däksùhtntÙ, däkùsNnt) n.  A small dog of a breed developed in 

Germany for hunting badgers and having a long body, a usually short-haired 

brown or black and brown coat, drooping ears, and very short legs.  [German  : 

Dachs, badger (from Middle High German dahs, from Old High German); see 

teks- in Appendix + Hund, dog (from Middle High German hunt, from Old 

High German); see kwon- in Appendix.]

Da·ci·a (d7ùshK-N, -shN)  An ancient region and Roman province corresponding 

roughly to present-day Romania. Inhabited before the Christian era by a people 

of Thracian stock with an advanced material culture, the region was abandoned 

to the Goths after A.D. 270.   —Daùci·an adj.  & n. 

da·coit also da·koit (dN-koitù) n.  1. A member of any of the robber bands of 

India and Burma who formerly lived in the hills and attacked in armed gangs, 

usually on horseback.  2. A member of a robber gang in modern India and 

Burma.  [Hindi Cakait.]



da·coit·y (dN-koiùtK) n.  Robbery by a band or gang of dacoits.  [Hindi CakaitX, 
from Cakait, dacoit.]

dac·quoise (d4-kwmzù) n.  A cake made of ground almond or hazelnut 

meringue layers with fruit or variously flavored cream fillings between the layers.  

[French, from feminine of dacquois, of Dax, a town of southwest France.]

Da·cron (d7ùkrmnÙ, d4kùrmnÙ)  A trademark used for a synthetic polyester fabric 

or the fiber from which it is made. 

dac·ti·no·my·cin (d4kÙtN-no-mXùsXn) n.  An antibiotic of the actinomycin 

group, C62H86N12O16, isolated from bacteria and used as an antineoplastic agent 

in the treatment of certain cancers.  Also called actinomycin D [d- (abbr. of DEX-

TROROTATORY) + ACTINOMYCIN.]

dac·tyl (d4kùtNl) n.  1. A metrical foot consisting of one accented syllable fol-

lowed by two unaccented or of one long syllable followed by two short, as in flat-

tery.  2. A finger, toe, or similar part or structure; a digit.  [Middle English dactil, 

from Latin dactylus, from Greek daktulos, finger, dactyl.] —dac·tylùic (-tVlùVk) 

adj. , n.  —dac·tylùi·cal·ly adv. 

dactylo-  or dactyl- pref.  Finger; toe; digit:  dactylogram.  [From Greek daktu-

los, finger.]

dac·tyl·o·gram (d4k-tVlùN-gr4mÙ) n.  A fingerprint. 

dac·ty·log·ra·phy (d4kÙtN-lmgùrN-fK) n.  The study of fingerprints as a method 

of identification.   —dacÙty·lo·graphùic (-lo-gr4fùVk) adj. 

dac·ty·lol·o·gy (d4kÙtN-lmlùN-jK) n.  The use of the fingers and hands to com-

municate and convey ideas, as in the manual alphabet used by hearing-impaired 

and speech-impaired people. 

dad (d4d) n.  Informal. A father.  [Probably of baby-talk origin.]

Da·da  or da·da (däùdä) n.  A European artistic and literary movement (1916-

1923) that flouted conventional aesthetic and cultural values by producing works 

marked by nonsense, travesty, and incongruity.  [French dada, hobbyhorse, Dada, 

of baby-talk origin.] —Daùda·ism n.  —Daùda·ist adj. , n.  —DaÙda·isùtic adj. 

dad·dy (d4dùK) n.  pl. dad·dies. Informal. A father.   —dadùdy·ish adj. 

daddy long·legs (d4dùK lôngùlHgzÙ, lmngù-) n.  pl. daddy longlegs. 1. Any 

of various arachnids of the order Phalangida, with a small, rounded body and 

long, slender legs.  Also called harvestman 2.  See crane fly. 
dad·gum (d4dùgƒmù) adj.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Used as an intensive to express 

mild annoyance.  See Regional note at damned.  [Alteration of GODDAMN.]

da·do (d7ùdo) n.  pl. da·does. 1. Architecture. The section of a pedestal between 

base and surbase.  2. The lower portion of the wall of a room, decorated differ-

ently from the upper section, as with panels.  3. a. A rectangular groove cut into 

a board so that a like piece may be fitted into it.  b. The groove so cut.    —  v.  tr. 

da·doed, da·do·ing, da·does. 1. To furnish with a dado.  2. a. To cut a dado 



in.  b. To fit into a dado.   [Italian, from Latin datum, neuter past participle of 

dare, to give. See do- in Appendix.]

dae·dal (dKdùl) adj.  1. Ingenious and complex in design or function; intricate.  

2. Finely or skillfully made or employed; artistic.  [Latin daedalus, from Greek 

daidalos.]

Dae·da·lus (dHdùl-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. A legendary artist and inventor, 

builder of the Labyrinth.   —Dae·daùli·an, Dae·daùle·an (dV-d7ùlK-Nn, -

d7lùyNn)  adj. 

dae·mon (dKùmNn) n.  Variant of demon. 
dae·mon·ic (dV-mmnùVk) adj.  Variant of demonic. 
daf·fo·dil (d4fùN-dVl) n.  1. a. A bulbous plant (Narcissus pseudonarcissus) hav-

ing showy, usually yellow flowers with a trumpet-shaped central crown.  b. The 

flower of this plant.   2. Color. A brilliant to vivid yellow.  [Alteration of Middle 

English affodil, from Latin asphodelus, asphodel. See ASPHODEL.]

daf·fy (d4fùK) adj.  daf·fi·er, daf·fi·est. Informal. 1. Silly; foolish.  2. Crazy.  

[From obsolete daff, fool, from Middle English daffe; probably akin to dafte, 

foolish. See DAFT.] —dafùfi·ly adv.  —dafùfi·ness n. 

daft (d4ft) adj.  daft·er, daft·est. 1. Mad; crazy.  2. Foolish; stupid.  3. Scots. 

Frolicsome.  [Middle English dafte, foolish, from Old English gedæfte, meek.] 
—daftùly adv.  —daftùness n. 

Daft (däft), Leo. 1843-1922.  British-born American engineer who built the first 

commercial central power station in 1884. 

dag1 (d4g) n.  1. A lock of matted or dung-coated wool.  2. A hanging end or 

shred.  [Middle English dagge, shred.]

dag2 abbr.  Decagram. 

Da·gan (däùgänÙ) n.  Mythology. The Babylonian god of the earth. 

DAGC abbr.  Electronics. Delayed automatic gain control. 

Da·ges·tan (däÙgV-stän, dN-gyV-)  A region of southwest Russia bordering on the 

Caspian Sea. Settled in the first millennium B.C., it was ceded to Russia by Persia 

in 1813. 

dag·ga (d4gùN) n.  South African. Indian hemp used as a narcotic; cannabis.  

[Afrikaans, from Khoikoin dachab.]

dag·ger (d4gùNr) n.  1. A short pointed weapon with sharp edges.  2. Something 

that agonizes, torments, or wounds.  3. Printing. a.  See obelisk (n., sense 2).  

b. A double dagger.    —idiom. look daggers at. To glare at angrily or hate-

fully.  [Middle English daggere, alteration of Old French dague, from Old 

Provençal dague, or Old Italian daga both perhaps from Vulgar Latin *d7ca 

(Knsis), Dacian (knife), from feminine of Latin D7cus.]

dagger fern (d4gùNr fûrn) n.  See Christmas fern. 



da·go also Da·go (d7ùgo) n.  pl. da·gos or da·goes. Offensive Slang. Used as a 

disparaging term for an Italian, a Spaniard, or a Portuguese.  [Alteration of Span-

ish Diego, a given name, from Latin Jacobus, Jacob.]

Da·gon (d7ùgmnÙ) n.  Mythology. The chief god of the ancient Philistines and 

later the Phoenicians, represented as half-man and half-fish. 

Da·guerre (dN-gârù, dä-gHrù), Louis Jacques Mandé. 1789-1851.  French art-

ist and inventor of the daguerreotype process for obtaining positive photographic 

prints. 

da·guerre·o·type (dN-gârùN-tXpÙ) n.  1. An early photographic process with 

the image made on a light-sensitive silver-coated metallic plate.  2. A photograph 

made by this process.   —  v.  tr. da·guerre·o·typed, da·guerre·o·typ·ing, 
da·guerre·o·types. To make a daguerreotype of.  [French, after Louis Jacques 
Mand DAGUERREÉ.] —da·guerreùo·typÙer n.  —da·guerreùo·typÙy n. 

dag·wood also Dag·wood (d4gùwtdÙ) n.  A multilayered sandwich with a 

variety of fillings.  [After Dagwood Bumstead, a character who made such sand-

wiches in the comic strip Blondie by Murat Bernard (“Chic”) Young (1901-

1973).]

dah (dä) n.  The spoken representation of a dash in Morse code.  [Imitative.]

da·ha·be·ah also da·ha·bee·yah  or da·ha·bi·ah (däÙhN-bKùN) n.  Nautical. A 

houseboat having sails and sometimes an engine, used on the Nile.  [Arabic 

BahabXya, from BahabXy, golden, the Golden One, name of the gilded barge of the 

Muslim rulers of Egypt, from Bahab, gold.]

dahl (däl) n.  1.  See cajan pea.  2. A thick creamy East Indian stew made with 

lentils, onions, and various spices.  [Hindi d7l, dahl seed, from Sanskrit dalaU, 

dalam, piece split off, from dalati, he splits.]

Dahl·gren (d4lùgrNn), John Adolphus Bernard. 1809-1870.  American naval 

officer and inventor of innovative smoothbore armaments for the U.S. Navy. 

dahl·ia (d4lùyN, dälù-, d7lù-) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Dahlia 

native to the mountains of Mexico, Central America, and Colombia, having 

tuberous roots and showy, rayed, variously colored flower heads.  2. The flower 

head of one of these plants.  [New Latin Dahlia, genus name, after Anders Dahl 

(1751-1787), Swedish botanist.]

Da·ho·mey (dN-hoùmK, dä-ô-m7ù)  See Benin (sense 2).  —Da·hoùme·an 
(dN-hoùmK-Nn), Da·hoùman (-mNn)  adj.  & n. 

da·hoon (dN-hunù) n.  A small tree (Ilex cassine) of the southeast United States, 

having red or sometimes orange to yellow fruit and leathery, dark green leaves.  

Also called cassina [Origin unknown.]

Dai (dX) n.  & adj.   Variant of Tai. 
dai·kon (dXùkmnÙ, -kNn) n.  A white radish (Raphanus sativus var. longipinnatus) 

of Japan, having a long root that is eaten raw, pickled, or cooked.  Also called Chi-

nese radish, Japanese radish, Oriental radish.  [Japanese  : dai, big + kon, root.]



dai·ly (d7ùlK) adj.  1. Of or occurring during the day.  2. Happening or done 

every day:  the physician’s daily rounds.  3. Computed or assessed for each day:  a 

daily record.  4. Everyday:  casual clothes only for daily use.   —  adv.  1. Every day:  

Exercise daily.  2. Once a day:  Wind the clock daily.   —  n.  pl. dai·lies. 1. A 

newspaper published every day or every weekday.  2. dailies. The first unedited 

print of movie film usually viewed after a day’s shooting; the rushes.  [Middle 

English dayly, from Old English dæglXc, from dæg, day. See DAY.] —daiùli·ness, 
daiùly·ness n. 

daily double (d7ùlK dƒbùNl) n.  Sports & Games. A bet won by choosing both 

winners of two specified races on one day, as in horse racing. 

dai·mi·o  or dai·my·o (dXùmK-oÙ, dXmùyoÙ) n.  pl. daimio or dai·mi·os also 

daimyo  or dai·my·os. A feudal lord of Japan who was a large landowner.  [Jap-

anese daimyo : dai, great (from Chinese dà) + myo, name (from Chinese míng).]

Daim·ler (dXmùlNr), Gottlieb. 1834-1900.  German engineer and pioneer auto-

mobile manufacturer who produced the first high-speed internal-combustion 

engine (1885). 

dai·mon (dXùmonÙ) n.  Variant of demon. 
dai·my·o (dXùmK-oÙ, dXmùyoÙ) n.  Variant of daimio. 
dain·ty (d7nùtK) adj.  dain·ti·er, dain·ti·est. 1. Delicately beautiful or charm-

ing; exquisite: “No dainty rhymes or sentimental love verses for you, terrible year” 

(Walt Whitman).  2. Delicious or choice.  See Synonyms at delicate.  3. Of 

refined taste; discriminating.  4. Overly fastidious; squeamish.   —  n.  pl. 

dain·ties. Something delicious; a delicacy.  [Middle English deinte, excellent, 

from deinte, excellence, from Old French deintie, from Latin dignit7s, from dig-

nus, worthy. See dek- in Appendix.] —dainùti·ly adv.  —dainùti·ness n. 

dai·qui·ri (dXùkN-rK, d4kùN-) n.  pl. dai·qui·ris. An iced cocktail of rum, lime or 

lemon juice, and sugar.  [After Daiquirí, a village of eastern Cuba.]

Dai·ren (dXùrHnù)  See Dalian. 
dair·y (dârùK) n.  pl. dair·ies. 1. A commercial establishment for processing or 

selling milk and milk products.  2. A place where milk and cream are stored and 

processed.  3. A dairy farm.  4. The dairy business; dairying.   —  adj.  1. Of, for, 

or relating to milk or milk products:  the dairy section at the grocery store.  2. Of or 

relating to dairying.  3. Judaism. Of, relating to, or intended for the consumption 

or preparation of milk or milk products exclusively, as dictated by dietary law.  

[Middle English daierie, from Anglo-Norman  : Middle English daie, dairymaid 

(from Old English d<ge, bread kneader); see dheigh- in Appendix + -erie, place 

(from Old French); see -ERY.]

dairy cattle (dârùK k4tùl) pl.n.  Cows bred and raised for milk rather than meat. 

dair·y·er (dârùK-Nr) n.  One who owns or manages a dairy or works in one. 

dairy farm (dârùK färm) n.  A farm for producing milk and milk products. 



dair·y·ing (dârùK-Vng) n.  The business of owning and operating a dairy or a 

dairy farm. 

dair·y·maid (dârùK-m7dÙ) n.  A woman or girl who works in a dairy. 

dair·y·man (dârùK-mNn) n.  1. A man who owns or manages a dairy.  2. A man 

who works in a dairy. 

dair·y·wom·an (dârùK-wtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who owns or manages a 

dairy.  2. A woman who works in a dairy. 

da·is (d7ùVs, dXù-, d7s) n.  A raised platform, as in a lecture hall, for speakers or 

honored guests.  [Middle English deis, from Anglo-Norman, platform, from Late 

Latin discus, table, from Latin, discus, quoit. See DISK.]

dai·shi·ki (dX-shKùkK) n.  Variant of dashiki. 
dai·sy (d7ùzK) n.  pl. dai·sies. 1. Any of several plants of the composite family, 

especially a widely naturalized Eurasian plant (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum) 

having flower heads with a yellow center and white rays.  Also called oxeye daisy, 

white daisy.  2. A low-growing European plant (Bellis perennis) having flower 

heads with pink or white rays.  Also called English daisy 3. The flower head of any 

of these plants.  4. Slang. One that is deemed excellent or notable.  [Middle 

English daisie, from Old English dæges Kage : dæges, genitive of dæg, day; see agh- 
in Appendix + Kage, eye; see okw- in Appendix.]

daisy chain (d7ùzK ch7n) n.  1. A garland made of daisies joined together in or 

as if in a long chain.  2. Something, such as a series of connected events, activities, 

or experiences, likened to a garland: “It’s a vast daisy chain of status, stretching 

from the first toddler group to the entry-level position at an investment banking 

house” (James Traub). 

daisy fleabane (d7ùzK flKùb7nÙ) n.  An eastern North American weed (Eri-

geron annuus) naturalized in Europe, having rayed, white to bluish flower heads 

grouped in corymblike panicles. 

daisy wheel (d7ùzK hwKl) n.  A printing device used especially in the printing 

machines attached to computers and word processors and consisting of printing 

characters fixed at the ends of spokes on a wheel. 

Da·kar (dN-kärù, d4kùärÙ)  The capital and largest city of Senegal, in the western 

part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. It grew around a French fort built in 

1857 and was the capital of French West Africa from 1904 to 1959. Population, 

1,341,000. 

Da·kin (d7ùkVn), Henry Drysdale. 1880-1952.  British biochemist noted for his 

research on enzymes and antiseptics. 

Da·kin’s solution (d7ùkVnz sN-luùshNn) n.  A dilute aqueous solution of 

sodium hypochlorite used in cleansing wounds.  [After Henry Drysdale 
DAKIN.]

da·koit (dN-koitù) n.  Variant of dacoit. 



Da·ko·ta (dN-koùtN) n.  pl. Dakota or Da·ko·tas. 1. a. Any of the Sioux peo-

ples, especially any of the peoples of the Santee branch.  b. A member of a Sioux 

people, especially a Santee.   2. The Siouan language of the Dakota.   
—Da·koùtan adj.  & n. 

Da·ko·tas (dN-koùtNz)  The Dakota Territory or (after 1889) the states of North 

Dakota and South Dakota. 

Dakota Territory (dN-koùtN tHrùV-tôrÙK)  A territory of the north-central 

United States organized in 1861 and divided into the states of North Dakota and 

South Dakota in 1889. The territory included much of present-day Montana until 

1864 and Wyoming until 1868. 

dal abbr.  Decaliter. 

Da·la·dier (dN-läùdK-7Ù, dä-lä-dy7ù), Édouard. 1884-1970.  French statesman 

who signed the Munich Pact with Adolf Hitler in September 1938. He was 

arrested by the Germans after the fall of France (1940) and remained in captivity 

until 1945. 

Da·lai La·ma (däÙlX läùmN) n.  The traditional governmental ruler and highest 

priest of the Lamaist religion in Tibet and Mongolia.  [Tibetan  : Mongolian dalai, 

ocean + Tibetan bla-ma, monk (so called because he is known as the ocean of 

compassion).]

dal·a·pon (d4lùN-pmnÙ) n.  An organic acid, C3H4Cl2O2, used as a herbicide that 

selectively kills grasses and other monocotyledons.  [Probably D(I)-1 + AL(PH)A + 

P(ROPI)ON(IC ACID).]

da·la·si (dä-läùsK) n.  pl. dalasi. A basic unit of currency in Gambia.  See Table at 

currency.  [Mandingo, possibly ultimately from English dollars. See DOLLAR.]

dale (d7l) n.  A valley:  galloped over hill and dale.  [Middle English, from Old 

English dæl.]

Dale (d7l), Sir Henry Hallett. 1875-1968.  British physiologist. He shared a 

1936 Nobel Prize for work on the chemical transmission of nerve impulses. 

Dale (d7l), Sir Thomas. Died 1619.  English-born naval commander and colo-

nial administrator noted for his strict rule of Virginia from 1611 to 1616. 

Dale City (d7l sVtùK)  A community of northeast Virginia southwest of Alexan-

dria. It is mainly residential. Population, 47,170. 

Da·lén (dN-l7nù, d4-), Nils Gustaf. 1869-1937.  Swedish inventor. He won a 

1912 Nobel Prize for devising an automatic regulator for lighthouse beacons. 

da·leth (däùlVd, -lHt, -lHth) n.  The fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  

[Hebrew d7leth, from d7lt, door.]

Da·ley (d7ùlK), Richard Joseph. 1902-1976.  American politician who domi-

nated Chicago politics during his years as mayor (1955-1976). Known as one of 

the last old-time big city bosses, Daley was also an important figure in the 

national Democratic Party. 



Dal·hou·sie (d4l-huùzK, -houù-), Tenth Earl and First Marquis of Title of 

James Andrew Broun Ramsay. 1812-1860.  British colonial administrator in India 

whose term as governor-general (1847-1856) was marked by acquisition of terri-

tory and development of communication and transportation lines. 

Da·li (däùlK), Salvador. 1904-1989.  Spanish surrealist artist known for his flam-

boyant personal style and his disquieting interpretation of fantastic images in 

meticulously rendered canvases. Among his most famous works is Persistence of 

Memory (1931), a desolate landscape inhabited by limp, melting watches.   
—DaÙli·esqueù (-Hskù) adj. 

Dal·ian (dälùyänù) also Ta·lien (täùlyHnù) Formerly Dai·ren (dXùrHnù).  A city of 

northeast China on the Liaodong Peninsula and the Bo Hai. A major seaport, it 

was opened to foreign commerce in 1901 and occupied by the Japanese during 

the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905). Dalian and Lüshun form the conurbation 

of Lüda. Population, 1,380,000. 

Dal·las (d4lùNs)  A city of northeast Texas on the Trinity River east of Fort Worth. 

It was founded by French settlers in 1841 and became a cotton market in the 

1870’s. Population, 1,006,877. 

Dal·las (d4lùNs), Alexander James. 1759-1817.  West Indian-born American 

public official who as secretary of the treasury (1814-1816) urged the adoption of 

a protective tariff. 

Dal·las (d4lùNs), George Mifflin. 1792-1864.  Vice President of the United 

States (1845-1849) under James K. Polk. He also served as minister to Russia 

(1837-1839) and Great Britain (1856-1861). 

dalles (d4lz) pl.n.  The rapids of a river that runs between the steep precipices of 

a gorge or narrow valley.  [French, pl. of dalle, gutter, from Old French, from Old 

Norse dæla.]

Dalles (d4lz), The. A city of northern Oregon on the Columbia River east of 

Portland. An important stop on the Oregon Trail in the 1800’s, it is now a busy 

inland port. Population, 10,800. 

dal·li·ance (d4lùK-Nns) n.  1. Frivolous spending of time; dawdling.  2. Playful 

flirtation. 

Dal·lis grass (d4lùVs gr4s) n.  A tall, South American perennial grass (Paspalum 

dilatatum) grown for pasturage in the southern United States.  [Probably alter-

ation of Dallas, Texas.]

Dall sheep (dôl shKp)  or Dall’s sheep (dôlz) n.  A stocky wild sheep (Ovis 

dalli) of the mountainous regions of northwest North America, ranging from 

white to nearly black and having curved, yellowish horns.  [After William Healey 

Dall (1845-1927), American naturalist.]

dal·ly (d4lùK) v.  dal·lied, dal·ly·ing, dal·lies.  —  v.  intr. 1. To play amo-

rously; flirt: “Sylvester dallied about Lena until he began to make mistakes in his 

work” (Willa Cather).  See Synonyms at flirt.  2. To trifle; toy.  3. To waste time; 



dawdle.   —  v.  tr. To waste (time).  [Middle English dalien, from Old French 

dalier.] —dalùli·er n.  —dalùly·ing·ly adv. 

Dal·mane (d4lùm7n)  A trademark used for a hypnotic drug prescribed for 

insomnia. 

Dal·ma·ti·a (d4l-m7ùshN)  A historical region of southeast Europe on the Adri-

atic Sea. Subdued by the Romans in the 1st century B.C., it was divided between 

the kingdoms of Serbia and Croatia in the 10th century and held by numerous 

powers after the 15th century. Dalmatia became part of the kingdom that formed 

the nucleus of Yugoslavia in 1918. 

Dal·ma·tian (d4l-m7ùshNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Dalmatia.  2.  Also 

dalmatian. A dog of a breed believed to have originated in Dalmatia, having a 

short, smooth white coat covered with black or dark brown spots. In this sense, 

also calledcarriage dog, coach dog.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Dalmatia or its 

inhabitants or culture. 

dal·mat·ic (d4l-m4tùVk) n.  1. The wide-sleeved garment worn over the alb by a 

deacon, cardinal, bishop, or abbot at the celebration of Mass.  2. A wide-sleeved 

garment worn by an English monarch at his or her coronation.  [Middle English 

dalmatik, from Old French dalmatique, from Medieval Latin dalmatica (vestis), 

Dalmatian (garment) (originally made of white wool from Dalmatia), from Latin 

dalmaticus, of Dalmatia.]

Dal·rym·ple (d4l-rVmùpNl, d4lùrVm-), Sir James First Viscount Stair. 1619-

1695.  Scottish jurist noted for his treatise Institutes of the Law of Scotland (1681). 

dal se·gno (däl s7nùyo) adv.  Abbr. d.s., D.S. Music. From a place marked by 

the sign § to a designated point. Used as a direction to repeat a passage.  [Italian  : 

da, from + il, the + segno, sign.]

dal·ton (dôlùtNn) n.  See atomic mass unit.  [After John DALTON.]

Dal·ton (dôlùtNn)  A city of northwest Georgia southeast of Chattanooga, Ten-

nessee. It is an industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 21,761. 

Dal·ton (dôlùtNn), Hugh Baron Dalton of Forest and Frith. 1887-1962.  British 

politician who as Chancellor of the Exchequer (1945-1947) oversaw the national-

ization of the Bank of England. 

Dal·ton (dôlùtNn), John. 1766-1844.  British chemist whose pioneer work on 

the properties of gases led to his formulation of the atomic theory. He also stud-

ied his own condition of colorblindness. 

Dal·ton (dôlùtNn), Robert. 1867-1892.  American outlaw noted for his exploits 

as a horse thief, train robber, and leader of the Dalton gang, which included his 

two brothers. 

dal·ton·ism also Dal·ton·ism (dôlùtN-nVzÙNm) n.  An inherited defect in per-

ception of red and green; red-green colorblindness.  [After John DALTON.] 
—dal·toùni·an (-toùnK-Nn), dal·tonùic (-tmnùVk)  adj. 



Da·ly (d7ùlK), (John) Augustin. 1839-1899.  American playwright and theatri-

cal manager best known for melodramas such as Under the Gaslight (1867). 

Da·ly (d7ùlK), Marcus. 1841-1900.  Irish-born American tycoon who developed 

the Anaconda copper mine. His feuds with other “copper kings” dominated 

Montana politics for more than a decade in the late 1800’s. 

Daly City (d7ùlK sVtùK)  A city of western California, a suburb of San Francisco. It 

was settled in 1906 by refugees from the San Francisco earthquake. Population, 

31,896. 

dam1 (d4m) n.  1. a. A barrier constructed across a waterway to control the flow 

or raise the level of water.  b. A body of water controlled by such a barrier.   2. A 

barrier against the passage of liquid or loose material, as a rubber sheet used in 

dentistry to isolate one or more teeth from the rest of the mouth.  3. An obstruc-

tion; a hindrance.   —  v.  tr. dammed, dam·ming, dams. 1. To hold back or 

confine by means of a dam.  2. To close up; obstruct:  He tried to dam his grief.  

See Synonyms at hinder1.  [Middle English, probably from Old English *damm.] 
—damùmer n. 

dam2 (d4m) n.  1.  Abbr. d. A female parent. Used of a four-legged animal.  

2. Archaic. A mother.  [Middle English dam, dame, lady, mother. See DAME.]

dam3 abbr.  Decameter. 

Dam (d4m, däm), (Carl Peter) Henrik. 1895-1976.  Danish biochemist. He 

shared a 1943 Nobel Prize for the discovery of vitamin K. 

dam·age (d4mùVj) n.  1. Impairment of the usefulness or value of person or 

property; harm.  2. damages. Law. Money ordered to be paid as compensation 

for injury or loss.  3. Informal. Cost; price.   —  v.  dam·aged, dam·ag·ing, 
dam·ag·es.  —  v.  tr. To cause damage to.  See Synonyms at injure.   —  v.  intr. 

To suffer or be susceptible to damage.  [Middle English, from Old French  : dam, 

loss (from Latin damnum) + -age, -age.] —damÙage·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—damùage·a·ble adj.  —damùag·ing·ly adv. 

damage control (d4mùVj kNn-trolù) n.  An effort to minimize or curtail dam-

age or loss. 

Da·man (dN-mänù)  A region of northwest India on the eastern shore of the Gulf 

of Cambay. A Portuguese colony after the 16th century, it was annexed by India in 

1961. 

Da·man·hur (d4mÙNn-htrù, däÙmän-hurù)  A city of northeast Egypt on the 

Nile River delta northwest of Cairo. In ancient times it was known as Hermopolis 

Parva. Population, 221,500. 

dam·ar (d4mùNr) n.  Variant of dammar. 
dam·as·cene (d4mùN-sKnÙ, d4mÙN-sKnù) v.  tr. dam·as·cened, 
dam·as·cen·ing, dam·as·cenes. To decorate (metal) with wavy patterns of 

inlay or etching.   —  n.  Metalwork decorated with wavy patterns of inlay or etch-

ing.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to damascening.  2. Of or relating to damask.  



[French damasquiner, from damasquin, of Damascus, from Latin DamascKnus, 

from Greek DamaskKnos, from Damaskos, Damascus.] —damùa·scenÙer n. 

Da·mas·cus (dN-m4sùkNs)  The capital and largest city of Syria, in the southwest 

part of the country. Inhabited since prehistoric times, the city became a thriving 

commercial center under the Romans and was a Saracen stronghold during the 

Crusades. Population, 1,259,000.   —Damùa·sceneÙ (d4mùN-sKnÙ) adj.  & n. 

Damascus steel (dN-m4sùkNs stKl) n.  An early form of steel having wavy 

markings, developed in Near Eastern countries and used chiefly in sword blades. 

dam·ask (d4mùNsk) n.  1. A rich patterned fabric of cotton, linen, silk, or wool.  

2. A fine, twilled table linen.  3. Damascus steel.  4. The wavy pattern on Dam-

ascus steel.   —  v.  tr. dam·asked, dam·ask·ing, dam·asks. 1. To damascene.  

2. To decorate or weave with rich patterns.  [Middle English, Damascus, damask, 

from Latin Damascus, from Greek Damaskos.] —damùask adj. 

damask rose (d4mùNsk roz) n.  A rose (Rosa damascena) native to Asia that has 

fragrant red or pink flowers and is used as a source of attar.  [From Middle 

English Damask, Damascus. See DAMASK.]

damask steel (d4mùNsk stKl) n.  Damascus steel. 

Dam·a·vand (d4mùN-v4ndÙ, däùmä-vänd) also Dem·a·vend (dHmùN-vHndÙ)  A 

peak, 5,774.9 m (18,934 ft) high, in the Elburz Mountains of northern Iran 

northeast of Tehran. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

d’Am·boise (däN-bwäzù), Jacques. Born 1934.  American ballet dancer and 

choreographer noted for his work with the National Dance Institute. 

dame (d7m) n.  1. Used formerly as a courtesy title for a woman in authority or 

a mistress of a household.  2. a. A married woman; a matron.  b. An elderly 

woman.   3. Slang. A woman.  4. Chiefly British. a. A woman holding a nonhe-

reditary title conferred by a sovereign in recognition of personal merit or service 

to the country.  b. The wife or widow of a knight.  c. Used as the title for such a 

woman.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin domina, feminine of 

dominus, lord, master. See dem- in Appendix.]

dame’s rocket (d7mz rmkùVt) n.  pl. dame’s rockets. A European plant (Hes-

peris matronalis) having clusters of fragrant purple to white flowers.  Also called 

dame’s violet 

Da·mien de Veus·ter (d7ùmK-Nn dN vyuùstNr, dä-my4Nù dN vœ-stHrù), 

Joseph. Known as “Father Damien.” 1840-1889.  Belgian Roman Catholic mis-

sionary who ministered to the leper colony on Molokai (1873-1889), where he 

contracted leprosy and died. 

Dam·i·et·ta (d4mÙK-HtùN) also Dum·yat (dtm-yätù)  A city of northeast Egypt 

on the Nile River delta north-northeast of Cairo. It was conquered by Crusaders 

in 1219. Population, 118,100. 



da·min·o·zide (dN-mVnùN-zXdÙ) n.  A chemical plant growth regulator, 

C6H12N2O3, used commercially on apples to retard growth, enhance color, and 

increase storage life.  [D(IMETHYL) + AMINO- + (HYDRA)Z(INE) + -IDE.]

dam·mar  or dam·ar also dam·mer (d4mùNr) n.  Any of various hard resins 

obtained from trees of the genera Shorea, Balanocarpus, and Hopea, native to 

southeast Asia and the Malay Archipelago and used in varnishes and lacquers.  

[Malay damar, resin.]

dam·mit (d4mùVt) interj.  Used to express anger, irritation, contempt, or disap-

pointment.  [Alteration of damn it.]

damn (d4m) v.  damned, damn·ing, damns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pronounce an 

adverse judgment upon.  See Synonyms at condemn.  2. To bring about the fail-

ure of; ruin.  3. To condemn as harmful, illegal, or immoral:  a cleric who damned 

gambling and strong drink.  4. Theology. To condemn to everlasting punishment 

or a similar fate; doom.  5. To swear at.   —  v.  intr. To swear; curse.   —  interj.  

Used to express anger, irritation, contempt, or disappointment.   —  n.  1. The 

saying of “damn” as a curse.  2. Informal. The least valuable bit; a jot:  not worth a 

damn.   —  adv.  & adj.  Damned.   —idiom. damn well. Without any doubt; 

positively:  I am damn well going to file charges against him.  [Middle English 

dampnen, from Old French dampner, from Latin damn7re, to condemn, inflict 

loss upon, from damnum, loss.] —damnùing·ly adv. 

dam·na·ble (d4mùnN-bNl) adj.  Deserving condemnation; odious.   
—damùna·ble·ness n.  —damùna·bly adv. 

dam·na·tion (d4m-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of damning or the condition of 

being damned.  2. Theology. a. Condemnation to everlasting punishment; doom.  

b. Everlasting punishment.   3. Failure or ruination incurred by adverse criticism.   
—  interj.  Used to express anger or annoyance.  See Regional note at tarnation. 

dam·na·to·ry (d4mùnN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Threatening with or expressing con-

demnation; damning. 

damned (d4md) adj.  damned·er (d4mùdNr), damned·est (d4mùdVst). 
1. Condemned, especially to eternal punishment.  2. Informal. Deserving con-

demnation; detestable:  this damned weather.  3. Used as an intensive:  a damned 

fool.   —  adv.  damneder, damnedest. Used as an intensive:  a damned poor 

excuse.   —  n.  Theology. Souls doomed to eternal punishment.  

REGIONAL NOTE: There are many regional variants, mostly euphemisms, for

damned, both as an oath and as a mild intensive. Southern exclamations and in-

tensives tend to begin with dad-, a euphemism for “god”—hence dadblamed, dad-

blasted, dadburn, and dadgum. Dadgum can be combined with it in the interjec-

tion dadgummit. Another such euphemism is the better known doggone, probably

originally Southern but now widespread. Like dadgum, doggone is used as a mild

intensive: “The best doggone deals in Alabama” (billboard in Montgomery). Dog-



gone likewise appears in phrasal interjections: Doggonit, I dropped my hammer. A

common regional variant of damned is durn, also euphemistic and relatively mild,

as in this snatch of Baltimore dialogue: “If that’s not just the weirdest durn thing I

ever laid eyes on” (Anne Tyler).

damned·est (d4mùdVst) adj.  Superlative of damned.  —  n.  All that is possi-

ble; the utmost:  did my damnedest to deliver the term paper on time. 

Dam·o·cles (d4mùN-klKzÙ), fl. fourth century B.C.  Greek courtier to Dionysius 

the Elder, tyrant of Syracuse, who according to legend was forced to sit at a ban-

quet table under a sword suspended by a single hair to demonstrate the precari-

ousness of a king’s fortunes. 

dam·oi·selle (d4mùN-zHlÙ) n.  Archaic. Variant of damosel. 
Da·mon (d7ùmNn) n.  A legendary figure who, out of devotion, pledged his life 

as a guarantee that his condemned friend Pythias would return to face execution. 

Both were subsequently pardoned. 

dam·o·sel also dam·oi·selle  or dam·o·zel (d4mùN-zHlÙ) n.  Archaic. A young 

woman; a damsel.  [Middle English damoisele, from Old French damoiselle, dam-

sel. See DAMSEL.]

damp (d4mp) adj.  damp·er, damp·est. 1. Slightly wet.  See Synonyms at 

wet.  2. Archaic. Dejected.   —  n.  1. Moisture in the air; humidity.  2. Foul or 

poisonous gas that sometimes pollutes the air in coal mines.  3. Lowness of spir-

its; depression.  4. A restraint or check; a discouragement.   —  v.  tr. damped, 
damp·ing, damps. 1. To make damp or moist; moisten.  2. To extinguish (a 

fire, for example) by cutting off air.  3. To restrain or check; discourage.  

4. Music. To provide (the strings of a keyboard instrument) with dampers as a 

means of reducing the dynamic level.  5. Physics. To decrease the amplitude of (a 

wave).   —phrasal verb. damp off. Botany. To be affected by damping off.  

[Middle English, poison gas, perhaps from Middle Dutch, vapor.] —dampùish 
adj.  —dampùly adv.  —dampùness n. 

damp·en (d4mùpNn) v.  damp·ened, damp·en·ing, damp·ens.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make damp.  2. To deaden, restrain, or depress: “trade moves... aimed at 

dampening protectionist pressures in Congress” (Christian Science Monitor).  3. To 

soundproof.   —  v.  intr. To become damp.   —dampùen·er n. 

damp·er (d4mùpNr) n.  1. One that deadens, restrains, or depresses:  Rain put a 

damper on our picnic plans.  2. An adjustable plate, as in the flue of a furnace or 

stove, for controlling the draft.  3. Music. a. A device in various keyboard instru-

ments for deadening the vibrations of the strings.  b. A mute for various brass 

instruments.   4. A device that eliminates or progressively diminishes vibrations 

or oscillations, as of a magnetic needle. 



Dam·pi·er (d4mùpK-Nr), William. 1652-1715.  English buccaneer and navigator 

who described his circumnavigation of the globe in A New Voyage Round the 

World (1697) and later explored the South Seas. 

damp·ing (d4mùpVng) n.  The capacity built into a mechanical or electrical 

device to prevent excessive correction and the resulting instability or oscillatory 

conditions. 

damping off (d4mùpVng ôf) n.  Botany. A disease of seedlings that is caused by 

fungi and results in wilting and death. 

Dam·rosch (d4mùrmsh), Leopold. 1832-1885.  German-born American musi-

cian who was the first to conduct Wagnerian opera at New York’s Metropolitan 

Opera House. His son Walter Johannes Damrosch (1862-1950) continued 

the tradition, introducing Wagner’s works throughout the United States. 

dam·sel (d4mùzNl) n.  A young woman or girl; a maiden.  [Middle English 

damisele, from Old French dameisele, damoiselle, from Vulgar Latin *dominicella, 

diminutive of domina, lady. See DAME.]

dam·sel·fish (d4mùzNl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. damselfish or dam·sel·fish·es. Any of 

various small tropical marine fishes of the family Pomacentridae, having laterally 

compressed, usually brightly colored bodies.  Also called demoiselle 

dam·sel·fly (d4mùzNl-flXÙ) n.  Any of various often brightly colored, predatory 

insects having a long slender body and elongated wings that fold together when 

the insect is at rest.  Also called demoiselle, devil’s darning needle. 

dam·son (d4mùzNn, -sNn) n.  1. A Eurasian plum tree (Prunus insititia) culti-

vated since ancient times for its edible fruit.  Also called bullace plum 2. The oval, 

bluish-black, juicy plum of this tree.  [Middle English damson, damacene, from 

Latin (pr7num) DamascKnum, (plum) of Damascus, from DamascKnus. See DAM-

ASCENE.]

dan also Dan (dän, d4n) n.  1. Sports. a. Any of 12 levels of proficiency at the 

grade of black belt in martial arts such as judo and karate.  b. One who has 

achieved such a level.   2. Games. An expert or expert level in shogi and other such 

games.  [Japanese.]

Dan1 (d4n)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and the forebear of one of the 

tribes of Israel. 

Dan2 (d4n) n.  Archaic. Used formerly as a title of honor for respected men, such 

as clerics and poets.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

Domnus, from Latin dominus, master, lord. See dem- in Appendix.]

Dan. abbr.  1. Bible. Daniel.  2. Danish. 

Da·na (d7ùnN), Charles Anderson. 1819-1897.  American newspaperman who 

as owner-editor of the New York Sun (after 1868) promoted a lively, readable style 

and stressed human-interest stories. 

Da·na (d7ùnN), James Dwight. 1813-1895.  American scientist whose text-

books established him as the foremost geologist of his time. 



Da·na (d7ùnN), Richard Henry. 1815-1882.  American lawyer and writer best 

known for his Two Years Before the Mast (1840), an account of his voyage from 

Boston to California around Cape Horn. 

Dan·a·e also Dan·a·ë (d4nùN-KÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Eurydice 

and Acrisius and mother of Perseus who was imprisoned by her father in a bronze 

chamber. 

Da·na·i·des also Da·na·ï·des (dN-n7ùV-dKzÙ) pl.n.  Greek Mythology. The 

daughters of Danaus, who at their father’s command murdered their bride-

grooms on their wedding night and were condemned in Hades to pour water 

eternally into a leaky vessel. 

Dan·a·kil (d4nùN-kVlÙ, dN-näùkKl)  A desert region of northeast Ethiopia and 

northern Djibouti bordering on the Red Sea. It is part of the Great Rift Valley. 

Da Nang  or Da·nang (dN n4ngù, däù nängù) Formerly Tou·rane (tt-ränù).  A 

city of central Vietnam on the South China Sea. It was the site of an important 

U.S. military base during the Vietnam War. Population, 318,655. 

Dan·a·us also Dan·a·üs (d4nùK-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Argos, father 

of the Danaides. 

Dan·bur·y (d4nùbHrÙK, -bN-rK)  A city of southwest Connecticut northwest of 

Bridgeport. Settled in 1685, it was largely destroyed by the British in 1777 during 

the American Revolution. Population, 65,585. 

dance (d4ns) v.  danced, danc·ing, danc·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move rhythmi-

cally usually to music, using prescribed or improvised steps and gestures.  

2. a. To leap or skip about excitedly.  b. To appear to flash or twinkle:  eyes that 

danced with merriment.  c. Informal. To appear to skip about; vacillate:  danced 

around the issue.   3. To bob up and down.   —  v.  tr. 1. To engage in or perform 

(a dance).  2. To cause to dance.  3. To bring to a particular state or condition by 

dancing:  My partner danced me to exhaustion.   —  n.  1. A series of rhythmical 

motions and steps, usually to music.  2. The art of dancing: “[They] have both 

offered as a definition of dance: a spiritual activity in physical form” (Susan Son-

tag).  3. A party or gathering of people for dancing; a ball.  4. One round or turn 

of dancing:  May I have this dance?  5. A musical or rhythmical accompaniment 

composed or played for dancing.  6. The act or an instance of dancing.  [Middle 

English dauncen, from Old French danser, perhaps of Germanic origin.] 
—dancùer n.  —dancùing·ly adv. 

dance·a·ble (d4nùsN-bNl) adj.  Suitable for dancing:  a danceable melody.   
—danceÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

dance·go·er (d4nsùgoÙNr) n.  One who frequently attends dance performances.   
—danceùgoÙing adj.  & n. 

dance hall  or dance·hall (d4nsùhôlÙ) n.  A building or part of a building with 

facilities for dancing. 



dan·cer·ly (d4nùsNr-lK) adj.  Having or displaying the movements, skills, or 

knowledge of a dancer or the dance: “impressionistic doodles, symphonic splashes 

and dancerly flourishes” (Los Angeles Times). 

dance·wear (d4nsùwârÙ) n.  Clothing such as leotards and warmup suits that 

are worn for dance practice and exercising. 

danc·y also danc·ey (d4nùsK) adj.  danc·i·er, danc·i·est. Informal. Suitable for 

or inviting dancing; danceable:  dancy music. 

D and C (dK Nnd sK) n.  Dilation and curettage. 

dan·de·li·on (d4nùdl-XÙNn) n.  1. A Eurasian plant (Taraxacum officinale) of the 

composite family having many-rayed yellow flower heads and deeply notched 

basal leaves. Widely naturalized as a weed in North America, it is used in salads 

and to make wine.  2. Any of several similar or related plants.  3. Color. A brilliant 

to vivid yellow.  [Middle English dent-de-lioun, from Old French dentdelion, from 

Medieval Latin dKns leonis, lion’s tooth (from its sharply indented leaves)  : Latin 

dKns, dent-, tooth; see dent- in Appendix + Latin leonis, genitive of leo, lion; see 

LION.]

WORD HISTORY: Dentdelioun, the Middle English form of dandelion, makes

it easy to see that our word is a borrowing of Old French dentdelion, literally,

“tooth of the lion,” referring to the sharply indented leaves of the plant. Modern

French dent-de-lion, unlike Modern English dandelion, reveals to anyone who

knows French what the components of the word are. The English spelling, on the

other hand, reflects the pronunciation of the Old French word at the time it was

borrowed into English. For example, the t in dentdelion probably disappeared ear-

ly in Old French, having been absorbed into the related sound of the d. The ear-

liest recorded instance of the word occurs in a herbal written in 1373, but we find

an instance of dandelion used in a proper name (Willelmus Dawndelyon) in a

document dated 1363.

dan·der1 (d4nùdNr) n.  Informal. Temper or anger:  What got their dander up?  

[Perhaps alteration of dunder, fermented cane juice used in rum-making, fer-

mentation, possibly alteration of Spanish redundar, to overflow, from Latin 

redund7re. See REDUNDANT.]

dan·der2 (d4nùdNr) n.  Scurf from the coat or feathers of various animals, often 

of an allergenic nature.  [Alteration of DANDRUFF.]

Dan·die Din·mont (d4nÙdK dVnùmmntÙ) n.  A small terrier of a breed devel-

oped in the border counties of England and Scotland and having a rough grayish 

or brownish coat, a long body, drooping ears, and short legs.  [After Dandie Din-

mont, the owner of two such dogs in Guy Mannering, a novel by Sir Walter Scott.]

dan·di·fy (d4nùdN-fXÙ) v.  tr. dan·di·fied, dan·di·fy·ing, dan·di·fies. To dress 

as or cause to resemble a dandy.   —danÙdi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 



dan·dle (d4nùdl) v.  tr. dan·dled, dan·dling, dan·dles. 1. To move (a small 

child) up and down on the knees or in the arms in a playful way: “Somebody who 

was dandled on Queen Victoria’s knee must appear an old fogy” (Edward, Duke of 

Windsor).  2. To pamper or pet.   —  n.  Narragansett Bay. See seesaw (n., sense 

1). See Regional note at teeter-totter.  [Origin unknown.] —danùdler n. 

dandle board (d4nùdl bôrd) n.  Narragansett Bay. See seesaw (n., sense 1). 

See Regional note at teeter-totter. 
Dan·dong (dänùdôngù) also Tan·tung (tänùttngù)  or An·tung (änùttngù)  

A city of northeast China on the Yalu River opposite North Korea. It is a seaport 

and manufacturing center. Population, 400,000. 

dan·druff (d4nùdrNf) n.  A scaly scurf formed on and shed from the scalp, 

sometimes caused by seborrhea.  [dand-, of unknown origin + dialectal hurf, 

scurf (from Old Norse hrufa, crust, scab).] —danùdruff·y adj. 

dan·dy (d4nùdK) n.  pl. dan·dies. 1. A man who affects extreme elegance in 

clothes and manners; a fop.  2. Informal. Something very good or agreeable.  

3. Nautical. See yawl (n., sense 1).   —  adj.  dan·di·er, dan·di·est. 
1. Suggestive of or attired like a dandy; foppish.  2. Informal. Fine; good.  [Per-

haps short for jack-a-dandy, fop.] —danùdy·ish adj.  —danùdy·ish·ly adv.  

—danùdy·ism n. 

dandy fever (d4nùdK fKùvNr) n.  See dengue.  [Alteration of DENGUE.]

dandy roll (d4nùdK rol) n.  A cylinder of wire gauze pressed on moist pulp 

before it starts through the rollers of a papermaking device and resulting in the 

production of a watermark.  Also called dandy roller 

Dane (d7n) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Denmark.  2. A person of Danish 

ancestry.  [Middle English Dan, from Old Norse Danr.]

Dane·geld (d7nùgHldÙ) also Dane·gelt (-gHltÙ) n.  A tax levied in England from 

the 10th to the 12th century to finance protection against Danish invasion.  [Mid-

dle English  : Dane, genitive pl. of Dan, Dane; see DANE + geld, tribute (from Old 

English geld, gield, payment).]

Dane·law also Dane·lagh (d7nùlôÙ) n.  1. The body of law established by the 

Danish invaders and settlers in northeast England in the ninth and tenth centu-

ries.  2. The sections of England under the jurisdiction of this law.  [Middle 

English Denelage, from Old English Dena lagu : Dena, genitive of Dene, the Danes 

+ lagu, law; see LAW.]

dang (d4ng) n. , adv.  & adj.  Damn.  [Alteration of DAMN.]

dan·ger (d7nùjNr) n.  1. Exposure or vulnerability to harm or risk.  2. A source 

or an instance of risk or peril.  3. Obsolete. Power, especially power to harm.  

[Middle English daunger, power, dominion, peril, from Old French dangier, from 

Vulgar Latin *domini7rium, authority, power, from Latin dominium, sovereignty, 

from dominus, lord, master. See dem- in Appendix.]



dan·ger·ous (d7nùjNr-Ns) adj.  1. Involving or filled with danger; perilous.  

2. Being able or likely to do harm.   —danùger·ous·ly adv.  

—danùger·ous·ness n. 

dan·gle (d4ngùgNl) v.  dan·gled, dan·gling, dan·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To hang 

loosely and swing or sway to and fro.  2. To be a hanger-on.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to hang loosely or swing.  2. To cause (one’s expectations or hopes) to hang 

uncertainly or remain unresolved.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of dangling.  

2. Something dangled.  [Perhaps from Danish dangle, or Swedish dangla.] 
—danùgler n.  —danùgly adj. 

dan·gle·ber·ry (d4ngùgNl-bHrÙK) n.  A deciduous shrub (Gaylussacia frondosa) 

of the eastern United States, having dark blue fruits.  Also called dwarf huckle-

berry [Probably alteration of tangleberry.]

dan·gling participle (d4ngùglVng pärùtV-sVpÙNl) n.  Grammar. A participle, 

usually in a subordinate clause, that lacks a clear grammatical relation with the 

subject of the sentence, such as approaching in the sentence Approaching New 

York, the skyline came into view. 

Dan·iel (d4nùyNl) n.  Bible. 1. In the Old Testament, a Hebrew prophet of the 

sixth century B.C.  2.  Abbr. Dan., Dn A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  
[Hebrew D7ni’Kl, God is my judge.]

Dan·iel (d4nùyNl), Peter Vivian. 1784-1860.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1841-1860). 

Dan·iel (d4nùyNl), Samuel. 1562?-1619.  English writer whose works include 

The Civil Wars (1595-1609), a poetic account of the Wars of the Roses. 

Dan·iels (d4nùyNlz), Josephus. 1862-1948.  American journalist who served as 

secretary of the navy (1913-1921) and ambassador to Mexico (1933-1941). 

Da·ni·lo·va (dN-nKùlN-vN), Alexandra. Born c. 1906.  Russian-born American 

ballerina who danced with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo from 1938 to 1958. 

da·ni·o (d7ùnK-oÙ) n.  pl. da·ni·os. Any of various small, often brightly colored 

freshwater fishes of the genera Danio and Brachydanio, native to Asia and popular 

as aquarium fish.  [New Latin Danio, genus name.]

Dan·ish (d7ùnVsh) adj.  Abbr. Dan., Da. Of or relating to Denmark, the Danes, 

their language, or their culture.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. Dan., Da. The North Germanic 

language of the Danes.  2. pl. Danish or Dan·ish·es. A Danish pastry.  [Middle 

English, alteration (influenced by Old Norse Danr, Dane), of Denish, from Old 

English Denisc, from Dene, the Danes.]

Danish pastry (d7ùnVsh p7ùstrK) n.  A sweet, buttery pastry made with raised 

dough. 

Dan·ite (d4nùXtÙ) n.  Bible. In the Old Testament, a descendant of Dan.   —  adj.  

Of or relating to the Hebrew tribe descended from Dan. 



dank (d4ngk) adj.  dank·er, dank·est. Disagreeably damp or humid.  See Syn-

onyms at wet.  [Middle English, probably of Scandinavian origin.] —dankùly 
adv.  —dankùness n. 

Dan·nay (d4nù7), Frederic. 1905-1982.  American writer who teamed with his 

cousin Manfred B. Lee to create the fictional sleuth Ellery Queen. 

D’An·nun·zio (dän-nunùtsyo), Gabriele. 1863-1938.  Italian writer best 

known for his passionate, free-spirited heroes and his support of Benito Musso-

lini’s fascist regime. 

Da·no-Nor·we·gian (d7ù-no-nôr-wKùjNn) n.  An official literary form of 

Norwegian based on written Danish.  Also called Bokmål, Riksmål. 

Dan River (dän rVvùNr)  A river, about 290 km (180 mi) long, of southern Vir-

ginia and northern North Carolina flowing south and east to the Roanoke River. 

dan·seur (däN-sœrù) n.  pl. dan·seurs (-sœrù). A man who is a ballet dancer.  

[French, from Old French, from danser, to dance. See DANCE.]

dan·seuse (däN-sœzù) n.  pl. dan·seuses (-sœzù). A woman who is a ballet 

dancer.  [French, feminine of danseur, danseur. See DANSEUR.]

Dan·te A·li·ghie·ri (dänùt7 äÙlK-gyHùrK, d4nùtK), 1265-1321.  Italian poet 

whose masterpiece, The Divine Comedy (completed 1321), details his visionary 

progress through Hell and Purgatory, escorted by Virgil, and through Heaven, 

guided by his lifelong idealized love Beatrice.   —Danùte·an adj. , n.  

—Dan·tesqueù (dän-tHskù, d4n-) adj. 

Dan·ton (däN-tôNù), Georges Jacques. 1759-1794.  French Revolutionary 

leader who took part in the storming of the Bastille (1789) and supported the exe-

cution of Louis XVI (1793) but was guillotined the following year for his opposi-

tion to the Reign of Terror. 

Da·nu (däùnu) n.  Mythology. The mother of the Irish gods, and the goddess of 

death. 

Dan·ube (d4nùyub)  A river of south-central Europe rising in southwest Ger-

many and flowing about 2,848 km (1,770 mi) southeast through Austria, Hun-

gary, Serbia, and Romania to the Black Sea. It has been a major trade route since 

the Middle Ages.   —Dan·uùbi·an adj. 

Dan·vers (d4nùvNrz)  A town of northeast Massachusetts north-northeast of 

Boston. It was settled in the 1630’s and set off from Salem in 1752. Population, 

24,174. 

Dan·ville (d4nùvVlÙ)  1. A city of western California, a suburb of Oakland. Pop-

ulation, 31,306.  2. A city of eastern Illinois east-northeast of Decatur. It is a com-

mercial center in an agricultural region. Population, 33,828.  3. An independent 

city of southern Virginia on the Dan River near the North Carolina border. 

Founded in 1793, it was the last capital of the Confederacy in 1865. Population, 

53,056. 

Dan·zig (d4nùsVg, dänùtsVk)  See Gdadsk. 



Danzig Free City (d4nùsVg frK sVtùK)  A former state (1919-1939) on the Gulf 

of Gdadsk surrounding and including the city of Gdadsk. 

dap (d4p) v.  intr. dapped, dap·ping, daps. 1. To fish by letting a baited hook 

fall gently onto the water.  2. To dip lightly or quickly into water, as a bird does.  

3. To skip or bounce, especially over the surface of water.  [Probably alteration of 

DAB
1.]

daph·ne (d4fùnK) n.  Any of several Eurasian shrubs of the genus Daphne often 

cultivated for their glossy evergreen foliage and clusters of small, bell-shaped 

flowers.  [Latin, laurel, from Greek daphnK.]

Daph·ne (d4fùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. A nymph who metamorphosed into a 

laurel tree as a means of escaping from Apollo. 

daph·ni·a (d4fùnK-N) n.  pl. daphnia. Any of various water fleas of the genus 

Daphnia, some species of which are commonly used as food for aquarium fish.  

[New Latin Daphnia, genus name, perhaps from Latin DaphnK, Daphne.]

Daph·nis (dafùnVs) n.  Greek Mythology. A Sicilian shepherd and son of Hermes 

who was famed as a musician and reputed to be the inventor of pastoral poetry. 

Da Pon·te (dN pmnùtK, dä pônùtH), Lorenzo. 1749-1838.  Italian-born Ameri-

can poet and educator who wrote librettos for Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro (1786), 

Don Giovanni (1787), and Così fan Tutte (1790). 

dap·per (d4pùNr) adj.  1. a. Neatly dressed; trim.  b. Very stylish in dress.   

2. Lively and alert.  [Middle English daper, elegant, probably from Middle Dutch 

dapper, quick, strong.] —dapùper·ly adv.  —dapùper·ness n. 

dap·ple (d4pùNl) n.  1. a. Mottled or spotted marking, as on a horse’s coat.  

b. An individual spot.   2. An animal with a mottled or spotted skin or coat.   —  
v.  tr. dap·pled, dap·pling, dap·ples. To mark or mottle with spots.  [Back-

formation from DAPPLED.] —dapùple adj. 

dap·pled (d4pùNld) adj.  Spotted; mottled.  [Middle English, probably from Old 

Norse depill, spot, splash, diminutive of dapi, pool.]

dap·ple-gray (d4pÙNl-gr7ù) adj.  Gray with a mottled pattern of darker gray 

markings.   —  n.  A horse having a coat of mottled gray.  [Middle English dappel-

grai, probably alteration (influenced by DAPPLED), of *appel-grai, apple-gray, from 

Old Norse apalgr7r : apall-, apple + gr7r, gray.]

dap·sone (d4pùsonÙ, -zonÙ) n.  An antibacterial drug, C12H12N2O2S, used pri-

marily to treat leprosy and some forms of dermatitis.  [D(I)-1 + A(MINO)- + 

(DI)P(HENYL) + S(ULF)ONE.]

DAR abbr.  1. Damage assessment routine.  2. Daughters of the American Revo-

lution. 

Dar·by and Joan (därùbK Nnd jon) n.  An elderly married couple who live a 

placid, harmonious life together and are seldom seen apart.  [Probably after 

Darby and Joan, a couple in an 18th-century English ballad.]



Dard (därd) also Dar·dic (därùdVk) n.  A group of Indic languages spoken in the 

upper Indus River valley. 

Dar·dan (därùdn)  or Dar·da·ni·an (där-d7ùnK-Nn) n.  Archaic. A Trojan.  [After 

Dardanus, the mythical founder of Troy.] —Darùdan adj. 

Dar·da·nelles (därÙdn-Hlzù) Formerly Hel·les·pont (hHlùV-spmntÙ).  A strait 

connecting the Aegean Sea with the Sea of Marmara. In ancient times it was the 

scene of the legendary exploits of Hero and Leander. 

Dar·da·nus (därùdn-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. The founder of Troy. 

Dar·dic (därùdVk) n.  Variant of Dard. 
dare (dâr) v.  dared, dar·ing, dares.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have the courage required 

for:  The gymnast dared a breathtakingly difficult move.  2. To challenge (some-

one) to do something requiring boldness:  They dared me to dive off the high 

board.  3. To confront or oppose boldly; defy.  See Synonyms at defy.   —  v.  

intr. To be courageous or bold enough to do or try something:  Go ahead and dive 

if you dare.   —  v.  aux. To be courageous or bold enough to:  I dare not say. How 

dare she go?   —  n.  An act of daring; a challenge.  [Middle English daren, from 

Old English dearr, first and third person sing. present indicative of durran, to ven-

ture, dare. See dhers- in Appendix.] —darùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Depending on its sense, the verb dare sometimes behaves like

an auxiliary verb (such as can or may) and sometimes like a main verb (such as

want or try). When used as an auxiliary verb, dare does not agree with its subject:

Let him say that if he dare. It also does not combine with do in questions, nega-

tions, or certain other constructions: Dare we tell her the truth? I dare not mention

their names. Finally, it does not take to before the complement verb that follows

it: If you dare breathe a word about it I’ll never speak to you again. When used as

a main verb, dare does agree with its subject (If he dares to show up at her house

I’ll be surprised), and it does combine with do (Did anyone dare to admit it?). It

may optionally take to before the verb following it: No one dares (or dares to) speak

freely about the political situation. The auxiliary forms are used primarily in

present tense questions, negations, imperatives, and conditional clauses. These

forms differ subtly in meaning from the main verb forms in that they emphasize

the attitude or involvement of the speaker while the main verb forms present a

more objective situation. Thus How dare she take the exam without ever once com-

ing to class? expresses indignation at the student’s action, whereas How did she dare

to take the exam without ever once coming to class? is a genuine request for infor-

mation. When dare is used as a transitive verb meaning “challenge,” only main

verb forms are possible and to is required: Anyone who dares (not dare) him to

attempt (not just attempt) it will be sorry.



Dare (dâr), Virginia. 1587-1587?.  The first child of English parents born in 

America. She disappeared with other members of the Lost Colony of Roanoke 

Island in Virginia. 

dare·dev·il (dârùdHvÙNl) n.  One who is recklessly bold.   —  adj.  Recklessly 

bold.  See Synonyms at adventurous.  —dareùdevÙil·ry, dareùdevÙil·try (-

trK)  n. 

dare·say (dârùs7ù) v.  intr. tr. To think very likely or almost certain; suppose. 

Used in the first person singular present tense:  Will they be late? Yes, I daresay. I 

daresay you’re wrong. 

Dar es Sa·laam (därÙ Hs sN-lämù)  The de facto capital and largest city of Tan-

zania, in the eastern part of the country on an arm of the Indian Ocean. It was 

founded in 1862 by the sultan of Zanzibar. The name means “haven of peace.” 

Population, 757,346. 

Dar·fur (där-ftrù)  A region and former sultanate of western Sudan. Occupied 

since prehistoric times, the area fell to the Egyptians in 1874 and later to the Brit-

ish, who incorporated it into their holdings in the Sudan. 

Dar·i·en (d4rÙK-Hnù, dârÙ-, d4rùK-Nn, dârù-)  A town of southwest Connecticut 

northwest of Stamford. Settled c. 1641, it is mainly residential. Population, 

18,196. 

Da·ri·én (dârÙK-Hnù, där-yHnù)  A region of eastern Panama on the Gulf of 
Darién, a wide bay of the Caribbean Sea between eastern Panama and northwest 

Colombia. In 1513 Vasco Núñez de Balboa led an expedition across the Isthmus 
of Darién (now the Isthmus of Panama) and became the first European to view 

the Pacific Ocean from the New World. 

dar·ing (dârùVng) adj.  Willing to take or seek out risks; bold and venturesome.  

See Synonyms at adventurous.   —  n.  Audacious bravery; boldness.   
—darùing·ly adv.  —darùing·ness n. 

Da·rí·o (dä-rKùo), Rubén. 1867-1916.  Nicaraguan poet who is considered the 

father of modern Spanish poetry. His works include Cantos de Vida y Esperanza 

(1905). 

dar·i·ole (d4rùK-olÙ) n.  1. A small cooking mold.  2. A dish, as of vegetables, 

fish, custard, or pastry, that is cooked and served in a small mold.  [Middle 

English dariol, from Old French dariole, a small, filled pastry, alteration of dialec-

tal doriole, from dorer, to gild. See DORY
2.]

Da·ri·us I (dN-rXùNs), Known as “Darius the Great.” 550?-486 B.C.  King of Persia 

(521-486) who expanded the empire, organized a highly efficient administrative 

system, and invaded Greece, only to be defeated at the Battle of Marathon in 490. 

Da·ri·us III (dN-rXùNs), Died 330 B.C.  King of Persia (336-330) who was defeated 

in several battles by Alexander the Great. His murder by a Bactrian satrap effec-

tively ended the Persian Empire. 



Dar·jee·ling1 (där-jKùlVng)  A town of northeast India in the lower Himalaya 

Mountains on the Sikkim border. At an altitude of 2,287.5 m (7,500 ft), it is a 

popular tourist center with commanding views of Mount Kanchenjunga and 

Mount Everest. Population, 57,603. 

Dar·jee·ling2 (där-jKùlVng) n.  A fine variety of black tea grown especially in the 

northern part of India. 

dark (därk) adj.  dark·er, dark·est. Abbr. dk. 1. a. Lacking or having very little 

light:  a dark corner.  b. Lacking brightness:  a dark day.   2. Reflecting only a 

small fraction of incident light.  3. Of a shade tending toward black in compari-

son with other shades. Used of a color.  4. Having a complexion that is not fair; 

swarthy.  5. Characterized by gloom; dismal:  took a dark view of the consequences.  

6. Sullen or threatening:  a dark scowl.  7. Difficult to understand; obscure:  sto-

ries that are large in scope and dark in substance.  8. Concealed or secret; mysteri-

ous: “the dark mysteries of Africa and the fabled wonders of the East” (W. Bruce 

Lincoln).  9. Lacking enlightenment, knowledge, or culture:  a dark age in the his-

tory of education.  10. Exhibiting or stemming from evil characteristics or forces; 

sinister: “churned up dark undercurrents of ethnic and religious hostility” (Peter 

Maas).  11. Having richness or depth:  a dark, melancholy vocal tone.  12. Not giv-

ing performances; closed:  The movie theater is dark on Mondays.   —  n.  

1. Absence of light.  2. A place having little or no light.  3. Night; nightfall:  home 

before dark.  4. A deep hue or color.   —idiom. in the dark. 1. In secret:  high-

level decisions made in the dark.  2. In a state of ignorance; uninformed:  kept me 

in the dark about their plans.  [Middle English derk, from Old English deorc.] 
—darkùish adj.  —darkùly adv.  —darkùness n.  

SYNONYMS: dark, dim, murky, dusky, obscure, opaque, shady, shadowy. These

adjectives indicate the absence of light or clarity. Dark, the most widely applicable,

can refer to insufficiency of illumination for seeing: “Under the earth, in the flat,

dark air, the wet, gloomy rock gave quarter grudgingly” (Jimmy Breslin). The word

can also denote deepness of shade or color (dark brown), absence of cheer (a dark,

somber mood), or lack of rectitude: “It [gold] serves what life requires,/But dreadful

too, the dark Assassin hires” (Alexander Pope). Dim suggests lack of clarity of out-

line, as of physical entities or mental processes such as recollection: “life and the

memory of it cramped,/dim, on a piece of Bristol board” (Elizabeth Bishop); it can

also apply to a source of light to indicate insufficiency: “storied Windows richly

dight,/Casting a dim religious light” (John Milton). Murky implies darkness, often

extreme, such as that produced by smoke or fog: “an atmosphere murky with sand”

(Willa Cather). “The path was altogether indiscernible in the murky darkness which

surrounded them” (Sir Walter Scott). Figuratively it can imply dark vagueness: “the

narrow crevice of one good deed in a murky life of guilt” (Charles Dickens). Dusky

applies principally to the dimness that is characteristic of diminishing light, as at



twilight: “The dusky night rides down the sky,/And ushers in the morn” (Henry

Fielding); it often refers to deepness of shade of a color: “A dusky blush rose to her

cheek” (Edith Wharton). Obscure usually means unclear to the mind or senses (an

obscure communiqué requiring clarification), but it can refer to physical darkness

(the obscure rooms of a shuttered mansion). Opaque means not admitting penetra-

tion by light (opaque rock crystals); figuratively it applies to something that is un-

intelligible: “Nixon confined himself to opaque philosophical statements that indi-

cated he was not ready for a discussion of basic assumptions” (Henry A. Kissinger).

Shady refers literally to what is sheltered from light, especially sunlight (a shady

grove of catalpas) or figuratively to what is of questionable honesty (shady business

deals). Shadowy also implies obstructed light (a shadowy avenue through thick fo-

liage) but may suggest shifting illumination and indistinctness: “[He] retreated

from the limelight to the shadowy fringe of music history” (Charles Sherman). The

word can refer to something that seems to lack substance and is mysterious and

possibly sinister: a shadowy figure in a black Homburg traversing the fogbound park.

dark adaptation (därk 4dÙ4p-t7ùshNn) n.  The physical and chemical adjust-

ments of the eye, including dilation of the pupil and increased activity of rods in 

the retina, that make vision possible in relative darkness.   —darkù-a·daptÙ 
(därkùN-d4ptÙ) v.  —darkÙ-a·daptùed (därkÙN-d4pùtVd) adj. 

Dark Age (därk 7j) n.  1. An era of repression and unenlightenment:  The war 

plunged the country into a Dark Age.  2. Dark Ages. a. The period from about 

A.D. 476 to about the year 1000.  b. The entire period from the end of classical 

civilization to the revival of learning in the West; the Middle Ages.  

Dark Continent (därk kmnùtN-nNnt)  A former name for Africa, so used 

because its hinterland was largely unexplored and therefore mysterious until the 

19th century. Henry M. Stanley was probably the first to use the term in his 1878 

account Through the Dark Continent. 

dark·en (därùkNn) v.  dark·ened, dark·en·ing, dark·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

make dark or darker.  b. To give a darker hue to.   2. To fill with sadness; make 

gloomy.  3. To render vague or uncertain; obscure:  The sudden drop in stock prices 

darkened the future for investors.  4. To tarnish or stain:  a scandal that darkened 

the family’s good name.   —  v.  intr. To become dark or darker.   —darkùen·er n. 

dark-field microscope (därkùfKldÙ mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A microscope in which 

an object is illuminated only from the sides so that it appears bright against a dark 

background. 

dark horse (därk hôrs) n.  1. One who achieves unexpected support and suc-

cess as a political candidate, typically during a party’s convention.  2. A little-

known, unexpectedly successful entrant, as in a horserace. 

dark lantern (därk l4nùtNrn) n.  A lantern whose light can be blocked, as by a 

sliding panel. 



dar·kle (därùkNl) v.  dar·kled, dar·kling, dar·kles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To appear 

darkly or indistinctly.  2. a. To grow dark.  b. To become gloomy.    —  v.  tr. To 

make dark or indistinct: “the dramatist... whose province it is to darkle and obscure” 

(London National Observer).  [Back-formation from DARKLING.]

dar·kling (därùklVng) adv.  In the dark.   —  adj.  1. Occurring or enacted in the 

dark.  2. Dark; dim.   —  n.  The dark: “She carried some rugs for me through the 

shrubbery in the darkling” (H.G. Wells). 

darkling beetle (därùklVng bKtùl) n.  A beetle of the family Tenebrionidae, 

having a brown or black body and feeding on decaying vegetation, living plants, 

or stored grain. It is found in a variety of habitats, including deserts.  Also called 

tenebrionid 

dark reaction (därk rK-4kùshNn) n.  The second stage of photosynthesis, not 

requiring light to occur, and during which energy released from ATP drives the 

production of organic molecules from carbon dioxide. 

dark·room (därkùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room in which photographic materials 

are processed, either in complete darkness or with a safelight. 

dark·some (därkùsNm) adj.  Dark and somber. 

dark star (därk stär) n.  A star that is normally obscured or too faint for direct 

visual observation, especially the component of an eclipsing binary star detect-

able by spectral analysis or in the eclipse of the bright component. 

Dar·lan (där-läNù), Jean Louis Xavier François. 1881-1942.  French admiral. 

A leading member of Marshal Pétain’s Vichy government, he was nevertheless 

instrumental in persuading French territories in northern and western Africa to 

side with the Allies after 1942. 

dar·ling (därùlVng) n.  1. A dearly beloved person.  2. One that is greatly liked or 

preferred; a favorite: “the pride and vanity of the rich, the darlings of fate” (Mario 

Puzo).   —  adj.  1. Dearly beloved.  2. Regarded with special favor; favorite: 

“Metaphysics and poetry... are my darling studies” (Samuel Taylor Coleridge).  

3. Informal. Charming or amusing:  a darling hat.  [Middle English dereling, from 

Old English dKorling : dKore, dear + -ling, diminutive suff.; see -LING
1.]

Dar·ling Range (därùlVng r7nj)  An upland region of southwest Australia 

extending along the Pacific coast north and south of Perth. 

Darling River (därùlVng rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Great Dividing Range of 

southeast Australia and flowing about 2,739 km (1,702 mi) generally southwest to 

the Murray River. It is the longest river in Australia but has a sporadic flow. 

Dar·ling·ton (därùlVng-tNn)  A borough of northeast England south of Newcas-

tle. It is a railroad center. Population, 97,800. 

Darm·stadt (därmùst4t, -shtätÙ)  A city of southwest Germany southeast of 

Frankfurt. It was chartered in 1330. Population, 134,718. 

darn1 (därn) v.  darned, darn·ing, darns.  —  v.  tr. To mend (a garment, for 

example) by weaving thread or yarn across a gap or hole.   —  v.  intr. To repair a 



hole, as in a garment, by weaving thread or yarn across it.   —  n.  A hole repaired 

by weaving thread or yarn across it:  a sock full of darns.  [French dialectal darner, 

perhaps from Norman French darne, piece, from Breton darn.] —darnùer n. 

darn2 (därn) interj.  Used to express dissatisfaction or annoyance.   —  adv.  & 

adj.  Damn.   —  v.  tr. intr. darned, darn·ing, darns. To damn.  [Alteration of 

DAMN.]

dar·na·tion (där-n7ùshNn) n.  & interj.  Damnation.  See Regional note at tar-
nation. 

darned (därnd) adj.  Damned. 

darned·est  or darnd·est (därnùdVst) n.  The most possible:  I did my darnedest 

to finish on time. 

dar·nel (därùnNl) n.  Any of several Eurasian grasses of the genus Lolium, espe-

cially L. temulentum or L. perenne.  Also called rye grass [Middle English.]

darn·ing needle (därùnVng nKdùl) n.  1. A long, large-eyed needle used in 

darning.  2. Upper Northern U.S. See dragonfly. See Regional note at dragon-
fly. 

Darn·ley (därnùlK), Lord Title of Henry Stewart  or Stuart. 1545-1567.  Scottish 

nobleman and second husband (1565-1567) of Mary Queen of Scots. He plotted 

to kill David Rizzio, Mary’s secretary, in 1566 and was himself murdered the fol-

lowing year, possibly at the urging of Mary’s lover, the Earl of Bothwell. 

Dar·row (d4rùo), Clarence Seward. 1857-1938.  American lawyer known for 

his highly publicized defense of so-called lost causes, such as the Leopold-Loeb 

murder case (1924) and the Scopes evolution trial (1925). 

dart (därt) n.  1. a. A slender, pointed missile, often having tail fins, thrown by 

hand, shot from a blowgun, or expelled by an exploding bomb.  b. An object lik-

ened to a slender, pointed missile either in shape, use, or effect.   2. The stinger of 

an insect.  3. darts. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Games. A game in which small, 

slender, pointed missiles are thrown at a target.  4. A sudden, rapid movement.  

5. A tapered tuck sewn to adjust the fit of a garment.   —  v.  dart·ed, dart·ing, 
darts.  —  v.  intr. To move suddenly and rapidly:  The dog darted across the street.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To thrust or throw suddenly and rapidly.  2. To cause to move swiftly 

and abruptly:  The squirrel darted its head from side to side before scampering up 

the tree.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

dart·er (därùtNr) n.  1. One that moves suddenly and rapidly.  2.  See anhinga.  
3. Any of various small, often brilliantly colored freshwater fishes of the family 

Percidae, closely related to the perches and found in eastern North America. 

Dart·ford (därtùfNrd)  A municipal borough of southeast England east-south-

east of London. The Peasants’ Revolt led by Wat Tyler began here in June 1381. 

Population, 77,900. 



Dart·moor (därtùmtrÙ, -môrÙ, -morÙ)  An upland region of southwest 

England noted for its bare granite tors. There are remains of numerous Bronze 

Age settlements. 

Dart·mouth (därtùmNth)  1. A city of southern Nova Scotia, Canada, on an 

inlet of the Atlantic Ocean opposite Halifax. It was founded by the British in the 

1750’s. Population, 62,277.  2. A town of southeast Massachusetts on Buzzards 

Bay southwest of New Bedford. Formerly a shipbuilding center, it is now a tourist 

resort. Population, 27,244. 

Dar·von (därùvmn)  A trademark used for propoxyphene hydrochloride. 

Dar·win (därùwVn)  A city of northern Australia on Port Darwin, an inlet of 

the Timor Sea. It was founded as Palmerston in 1869 and renamed in 1911. Popu-

lation, 65,200. 

Dar·win (därùwVn), Charles Robert. 1809-1882.  British naturalist who revo-

lutionized the study of biology with his theory of evolution based on natural 

selection. His most famous works include Origin of Species (1859) and The 

Descent of Man (1871).   —Dar·winùi·an adj.  & n. 

Dar·win (därùwVn), Erasmus. 1731-1802.  British physician, scientist, reformer, 

and poet whose Zoonomia (1794-1796) anticipated the evolutionary theories of 

his grandson Charles. 

Dar·win·ism (därùwV-nVzÙNm) n.  A theory of biological evolution developed by 

Charles Darwin and others, stating that all species of organisms arise and develop 

through the natural selection of small, inherited variations that increase the indi-

vidual’s ability to compete, survive, and reproduce.  Also called Darwinian theory  
—Darùwin·ist n.  —DarÙwin·isùtic adj. 

DASD abbr.  Computer Science. Direct access storage device. 

dash1 (d4sh) v.  dashed, dash·ing, dash·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break or smash by 

striking violently.  2. To hurl, knock, or thrust with sudden violence.  3. To 

splash; bespatter.  4. To perform or complete hastily:  dash off a letter; dash down 

a glass of juice.  5. a. To add an enlivening or altering element to.  b. To affect by 

adding another element or ingredient to:  ice cream that was dashed with rum.   

6. a. To destroy or wreck:  Our dreams were dashed.  See Synonyms at blast.  
b. To confound; abash.    —  v.  intr. 1. To strike violently; smash.  2. To move 

with haste; rush:  dashed to the door.   —  n.  1. A swift, violent blow or stroke:  

knocked the books to the floor with an impatient dash of his hand.  2. a. A splash.  

b. A small amount of an added ingredient:  a dash of sherry.   3. A quick stroke, as 

with a pencil or brush.  4. A sudden movement; a rush:  made a dash for the exit.  

5. Sports. A footrace, usually less than a quarter-mile long, run at top speed from 

the outset.  6. A spirited quality in action or style; verve.  See Synonyms at vigor.  
7. A punctuation mark (—) used in writing and printing.  8. In Morse and simi-

lar codes, the long sound or signal used in combination with the dot and silent 



intervals to represent letters or numbers.  9. A dashboard.  [Middle English 

dashen, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Danish daske, to beat.]

dash2 (d4sh) v.  tr. dashed, dash·ing, dash·es. To damn.  [Alteration of 

DAMN.]

dash·board (d4shùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A panel under the windshield of a vehicle, 

containing indicator dials, compartments, and sometimes control instruments. 

da·sheen (d4-shKnù) n.  See taro.  [Origin unknown.]

dash·er (d4shùNr) n.  One that dashes, especially the plunger of an ice-cream 

freezer. 

da·shi (däùshK) n.  A clear soup stock, usually with a fish or vegetable base.  [Jap-

anese, broth.]

da·shi·ki (dN-shKùkK) also dai·shi·ki (dX-) n.  pl. da·shi·kis. A loose, brightly 

colored African garment.  [Yoruba dan}iki.]

dash·ing (d4shùVng) adj.  1. Audacious and gallant; spirited.  2. Marked by 

showy elegance; splendid:  a dashing coat.  See Synonyms at fashionable.  
—dashùing·ly adv. 

dash·pot (d4shùpmtÙ) n.  A device consisting of a piston that moves within a cyl-

inder containing oil, used to dampen and control motion. 

Dasht-e-Ka·vir (d4shtùK-kN-vîrù, däshtùK-kä-vîrù)  A salt desert of north-cen-

tral Iran southeast of the Elburz Mountains. 

Dasht-e-Lut (däshtÙK-lutù)  A sand and stone desert of eastern Iran extending 

southward from the Dasht-e-Kavir. 

das·sie (d4sùK) n.  See hyrax.  [Afrikaans, diminutive of das, badger, from Mid-

dle Dutch. See teks- in Appendix.]

Das·sin (d4sùVn), Jules. Born 1911.  American-born French film director whose 

credits include Never on Sunday (1959). 

das·tard (d4sùtNrd) n.  A sneaking, malicious coward.  [Middle English, proba-

bly alteration of Old Norse dæstr, exhausted, from past participle of dæsa, to lan-

guish, decay.]

das·tard·ly (d4sùtNrd-lK) adj.  Cowardly and malicious; base.   —dasù-
tard·li·ness n. 

das·y·ure (d4sùK-ytrÙ) n.  Any of various often carnivorous marsupials of the 

family Dasyuridae of Australia, Tasmania, and adjacent islands, including marsu-

pial mice and rats, native cats, the Tasmanian devil, and the Tasmanian wolf.  

[New Latin Dasyurus, genus name  : Greek dasus, hairy + oura, tail; see ors- in 

Appendix.]

dat. abbr.  Dative. 

da·ta (d7ùtN, d4tùN, däùtN) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. Factual informa-

tion, especially information organized for analysis or used to reason or make 

decisions.  2. Computer Science. Numerical or other information represented in a 

form suitable for processing by computer.  3. Values derived from scientific 



experiments.  4.  Plural of datum (n., sense 1).  —  pl.n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  data communications; data updates.  [Latin, pl. of 

datum. See DATUM.]

USAGE NOTE: Data originated as the plural of Latin datum, “something giv-

en,” and many maintain that it must still be treated as a plural form. The New

York Times, for example, adheres to the traditional rule in this headline: “Data Are

Elusive on the Homeless.” But while data comes from a Latin plural form, the prac-

tice of treating data as a plural in English often does not correspond to its mean-

ing, given an understanding of what counts as data in modern research. We know,

for example, what “data on the homeless” would consist of—surveys, case histo-

ries, statistical analyses, and so forth—but it would be a vain exercise to try to sort

all of these out into sets of individual facts, each of them a “datum” on the home-

less. (Does a case history count as a single datum, or as a collection of them? Is a

correlation between rates of homelessness and unemployment itself a datum, or

is it an abstraction over a number of data?) Since scientists and researchers think

of data as a singular mass entity like information, it is entirely natural that they

should have come to talk about it as such and that others should defer to their

practice. Sixty percent of the Usage Panel accepts the use of data with a singular

verb and pronoun in the sentence Once the data is in, we can begin to analyze it.

A still larger number, 77 percent, accepts the sentence We have very little data on

the efficacy of such programs, where the singularity of data is implicit in the use

of the quantifier very little (contrast the oddness of We have very little facts on the

efficacy of such programs).

data bank  or da·ta·bank (d7ùtN-bangkÙ, d4tùN-) n.  Computer Science. 1.  See 

database.  2. An organization chiefly concerned with building, maintaining, 

and using a data bank. 

da·ta·base (d7ùtN-b7sÙ, d4tùN-) Computer Science. n.  also data base A collec-

tion of data arranged for ease and speed of search and retrieval.  Also called data 

bank  —  v.  tr. da·ta·based, da·ta·bas·ing, da·ta·bas·es. To put (data) into a 

database. 

data carrier (d7ùtN k4rùK-Nr) n.  Computer Science. A medium, such as magnetic 

tape, that is selected to record and often transport or communicate data. 

data did·dling (d7ùtN dVdùlVng) n.  Slang. Computer crime involving the illegal 

manipulation of data before or during input. 

data processing (d7ùtN prmsùHsÙVng) n.  Abbr. DP Computer Science. 

1. Conversion of data into a form that can be processed by computer.  2. The 

storing or processing of data by a computer.   —daùta-proùcessÙing (d7ùtN-prm-

sùHsÙVng, -proùsHsÙ-, d4tùN-) adj. 



data processor (d7ùtN prmsùHsÙNr) n.  1. Computer Science. A device, such as a 

calculator or computer, that performs operations on data.  2. A person who pro-

cesses data. 

data set (d7ùtN sHt) n.  Abbr. DS Computer Science. 1. An electronic device that 

provides an interface in the transmission of data to a remote station.  2. A collec-

tion of related data records on a computer-readable medium, such as a disk.  3.  
See modem. 

date1 (d7t) n.  Abbr. d. 1. a. Time stated in terms of the day, month, and year.  

b. A statement of calendar time, as on a document.   2. A specified day of a 

month.  3. A particular point or period of time at which something happened or 

existed, or is expected to happen.  4. The time during which something lasts; 

duration.  5. The time or historical period to which something belongs:  artifacts 

of a later date.  6. a. An appointment, especially an engagement to go out socially 

with a member of the opposite sex, for example.  See Synonyms at engage-
ment.  b. A person’s companion on such an outing.   7. An engagement for a 

performance:  has four singing dates this month.   —  v.  dat·ed, dat·ing, dates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To mark or supply with a date:  date a letter.  2. To determine the date 

of:  date a fossil.  3. To betray the age of:  Pictures of old cars date the book.  4. To 

go on a date with.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have origin in a particular time in the past:  

This statue dates from 500 B.C.  2. To become old-fashioned.  3. To go on dates.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin data, from Latin data 

(Romae), issued (at Rome) (on a certain day), feminine past participle of dare, to 

give. See do- in Appendix.] —datùa·ble, dateùa·ble adj.  —datùer n. 

date2 (d7t) n.  1. The sweet, edible, oblong or oval fruit of the date palm, con-

taining a narrow, hard seed.  2. A date palm.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Old Provençal datil, from Latin dactylus, from Greek daktulos, date, finger 

(from its shape).]

dat·ed (d7ùtVd) adj.  1. Marked with or displaying a date.  2. Old-fashioned; out-

of-date.   —datùed·ly adv.  —datùed·ness n. 

date·less (d7tùlVs) adj.  1. Having no date whatsoever.  2. So ancient that no 

date can be determined.  3. Having no limits in time; timeless. 

date·line (d7tùlXnÙ) n.  A phrase at the beginning of a newspaper or magazine 

article that gives the date and place of its origin.   —dateùlineÙ v. 

date line (d7t lXn) n.  The International Date Line. 

date palm (d7t päm) n.  A palm tree (Phoenix dactylifera) of western Asia and 

northern Africa and cultivated also in California, having featherlike leaves and 

bearing clusters of dates. 

date rape (d7t r7p) n.  Rape perpetrated by the victim’s social escort. 

dat·ing bar (d7ùtVng bär) n.  See singles bar. 
da·tive (d7ùtVv) Grammar. adj.  Abbr. dat. Of, relating to, or being the grammat-

ical case that in some Indo-European languages, such as Latin and Russian, as 



well as in some non-Indo-European languages, marks the recipient of action and 

is used with prepositions or other function words corresponding in meaning to 

English to and for.   —  n.  1. The dative case.  2. A word or form in the dative 

case.  [Middle English datif, from Latin (c7sus) datXvus, (case) of giving (transla-

tion of Greek dotikK (ptosis)), from datus, past participle of dare, to give. See do- 
in Appendix.] —daùtive·ly adv. 

Da·tong (däùtôngù) also Ta·tung (täùttngù)  A city of northeast China west of 

Beijing. It is an important industrial and railroad center. Population, 688,200. 

da·tum (d7ùtNm, d4tùNm, däùtNm) n.  1. pl. da·ta (-tN). A fact or proposition 

used to draw a conclusion or make a decision.  See Usage Note at data.  2. pl. 

da·tums. A point, line, or surface used as a reference, as in surveying, mapping, 

or geology.  [Latin, something given, from neuter past participle of dare, to give. 

See do- in Appendix.]

da·tu·ra (dN-ttrùN, -tytrùN) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Datura, hav-

ing large trumpet-shaped flowers up to 25 centimeters (10 inches) long and usu-

ally prickly fruits. The leaves and seeds yield alkaloids with narcotic properties.  

Also called thorn apple [New Latin Datura, genus name, from Hindi dhat7r7, 

from Sanskrit dhatt7r7, thorn-apple.]

daub (dôb) v.  daubed, daub·ing, daubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover or smear with 

a soft, adhesive substance, such as plaster, grease, or mud.  2. To apply paint to 

with hasty or crude strokes.   —  v.  intr. To apply paint or coloring with crude, 

unskillful strokes.   —  n.  1. The act or a stroke of daubing.  2. A soft, adhesive 

coating material, such as plaster, grease, or mud.  3. Matter daubed on; a smear.  

4. A crude, amateurish painting or picture.  [Middle English dauben, from Old 

French dauber, from Latin dKalb7re, to whitewash  : dK-, intensive pref.; see DE- + 

albus, white; see albho- in Appendix.] —daubùer n.  —daubùer·y (dôùbN-rK) 

n. 

Dau·bi·gny (do-bK-nyKù), Charles François. 1817-1878.  French landscape 

painter best known for his sensitive portrayal of light, which influenced the later 

impressionists. 

Dau·det (do-d7ù), Alphonse. 1840-1897.  French writer of the naturalist 

school whose stories of life in his native Provence include Lettres de mon Moulin 

(1869). 

Dau·det (do-d7ù), Léon. 1867-1942.  French writer known for his highly 

charged political essays and numerous volumes of memoirs. 

Dau·gav·pils (douùgNf-pVlzÙ, -gäf-pKlzÙ)  A city of southeast Latvia southeast of 

Riga. Founded in the 13th century, it was held by Germany (1941-1944) during 

World War II. Population, 124,000. 

Daugh·er·ty (dôùNr-tK), Harry Micajah. 1860-1941.  American lawyer and 

politician who was a prominent member of the Ohio Gang that supported Presi-

dent Warren G. Harding. He served as U.S. attorney general from 1921 to 1924. 



daugh·ter (dôùtNr) n.  Abbr. d. 1. One’s female child.  2. A female descendant.  

3. A woman considered as if in a relationship of child to parent:  a daughter of the 

nation.  4. One personified or regarded as a female descendant: “Culturally Japan 

is a daughter of Chinese civilization” (Edwin O. Reischauer).  5. Physics. The 

immediate product of the radioactive decay of an element.   —  adj.  Possessing 

the characteristics of a daughter; having the relationship of a daughter.  [Middle 

English doughter, from Old English dohtor. See dhughNter- in Appendix.] 
—daughùter·ly adj. 

daughter cell (dôùtNr sHl) n.  Biology. Either of the two identical cells that form 

when a cell divides. 

daugh·ter-in-law (dôùtNr-Vn-lôÙ) n.  pl. daugh·ters-in-law (dôùtNrz-). The 

wife of one’s son. 

Dau·mier (do-my7ù), Honoré. 1808-1879.  French artist best known for his 

bitterly satirical lithographs of scenes from bourgeois society. 

daunt (dônt, dänt) v.  tr. daunt·ed, daunt·ing, daunts. To abate the courage 

of; discourage.  See Synonyms at dismay.  [Middle English daunten, from Old 

French danter, from Latin domit7re, frequentative of dom7re, to tame. See demN- 
in Appendix.] —dauntùer n.  —dauntùing·ly adv. 

daunt·less (dôntùlVs, däntù-) adj.  Incapable of being intimidated or discour-

aged; fearless.  See Synonyms at brave.  —dauntùless·ly adv.  —dauntù-
less·ness n. 

dau·phin (dôùfVn) n.  1. The eldest son of the king of France from 1349 to 1830.  

2. Used as a title for such a nobleman.  [Middle English, from Old French, title of 

the lords of Dauphiné, from Dalphin, Dalfin, a surname, from dalfin, dolphin 

(from the device on the family’s coat of arms). See DOLPHIN.]

dau·phine (dô-fKnù) n.  The wife of a dauphin.  [French, feminine of dauphin. 

See DAUPHIN.]

Dau·phi·né (do-fK-n7ù)  A historical region and former province of southeast 

France bordering on Italy. After 1349 it became an appanage controlled by the 

eldest son of the king of France. 

Daus·set (do-sHù, -s7ù), Jean. Born 1915.  French physiologist. He shared a 

1980 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the relationship of cell structure to 

organ transplants and diseases. 

DAV abbr.  Disabled American Veterans. 

Da·vao (däùvouÙ)  A city of southeast Mindanao, Philippines, on Davao Gulf, 
an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. Davao is a major port and commercial center. Popu-

lation, 270,600. 

Dav·e·nant  or D’Av·e·nant (d4vùN-nNnt, d4vùnNnt), Sir William. 1606-1668.  

English playwright whose works include The Wits (performed 1633) and The 

Siege of Rhodes (1656), one of the earliest known dramas to combine words and 

music. He was appointed poet laureate in 1638. 



dav·en·port (d4vùNn-pôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  1. A large sofa, often convertible into a 

bed.  2. A small desk.  [From davenport, a small writing desk (obsolete), probably 

from the name of the manufacturer.]

Dav·en·port (d4vùVn-pôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of eastern Iowa on the Mississippi 

River opposite Moline and Rock Island, Illinois. It grew rapidly after the first rail-

road bridge across the Mississippi was completed in 1856. Population, 95,333. 

Dav·en·port (d4vùVn-pôrtÙ, -portÙ), John. 1597-1670.  English Puritan who 

fled to America in 1637 and helped found a colony at New Haven, Connecticut. 

Da·vid (d7ùvVd), Died c. 962 B.C.  The second king of Judah and Israel. According 

to the Old Testament, he slew the Philistine giant Goliath and succeeded Saul as 

king. He is the reputed author of many of the Psalms. 

Da·vid (d7ùvVd), Saint. c. 520-600.  Patron saint of Wales. His shrine at St. 

David’s in southwest Wales was an important place of pilgrimage during the Mid-

dle Ages. 

Da·vid I (d7ùvVd), 1082?-1153.  King of Scotland (1124-1153) who transformed 

Scotland into a feudalistic society. 

Da·vid (däùvNt), Gerard. 1460?-1523.  Dutch painter of religious subjects who is 

regarded as one of the most important Flemish primitives. 

Da·vid (dä-vKdù), Jacques Louis. 1748-1825.  French painter known for his 

classicism and his commitment to the ideals of the French Revolution. His works 

include The Oath of the Horatii (1785) and The Death of Marat (1793). 

Da·vid·son (d7ùvVd-sNn), Jo(seph). 1883-1952.  American sculptor best 

remembered for his vigorous portrait busts of Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D. 

Roosevelt, and Albert Einstein, among others. 

Da·vie (d7ùvK)  A town of southeast Florida southwest of Fort Lauderdale. It is in 

a citrus-growing area. Population, 47,217. 

Da·vies (d7ùvKz), Arthur Bowen. 1862-1928.  American painter who was the 

chief organizer of the revolutionary Armory Show in 1913. 

Da·vies (d7ùvKz), Marion. 1898?-1961.  American actress known mainly for her 

long liaison with William Randolph Hearst, who built San Simeon for her. 

Dá·vi·la y Pa·di·lla (däùvN-lN K pä-dKùN, däùvK-lä K pä-thKùyä), Agustín. 
Known as “Chronicler of the Indies.” 1562-1604.  Mexican prelate and historian 

who wrote a mammoth study of the Spanish colonial era in Mexico and Florida. 

da Vin·ci (dN vVnùchK, dä), Leonardo.  See Leonardo da Vinci. 
Da·vis (d7ùvVs)  A city of central California west of Sacramento. A branch of the 

University of California (established 1908) is here. Population, 46,209. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Alexander Jackson. 1803-1892.  American architect noted for 

his Greek revival edifices, such as the Patent Office in Washington, D.C. (1832), 

and the state capitols of Indiana (1835) and North Carolina (1837). 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Benjamin Oliver. 1877-1970.  American cavalry officer who 

was the first Black general in the U.S. Army (1940-1948). His son Benjamin 



Oliver Davis, Jr. (born 1912), was the first Black general in the U.S. Air Force 

(1954-1970). 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Bette. 1908-1989.  American actress who won an Academy 

Award for Dangerous (1935) and Jezebel (1938). 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), David. 1815-1886.  American jurist who served as an associate 

justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1862-1877). 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Dwight Filley. 1879-1945.  American tennis player and donor 

(1900) of the Davis Cup for the annual international team tennis competition. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Elmer Holmes. 1890-1958.  American commentator best 

known for his radio news analyses during and in the years immediately following 

World War II. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Jefferson. 1808-1889.  American soldier and president of the 

Confederacy (1861-1865). He was captured by Union soldiers in 1865 and 

imprisoned for two years, and although he was indicted for treason (1866), he 

was never prosecuted. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), John.  See John Davys. 
Da·vis (d7ùvVs), John William. 1873-1955.  American politician and diplomat 

who ran unsuccessfully for President against Calvin Coolidge in 1924. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Miles Dewey, Jr. 1926-1991.  American jazz musician 

acclaimed for his warm, often muted trumpet style. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Rebecca Blaine Harding. 1831-1910.  American writer whose 

early works, such as the novel Margaret Howth (1862), are among the first exam-

ples of American realism. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Richard Harding. 1864-1916.  American writer whose vivid 

coverage of the Spanish-American, Boer, and Russo-Japanese wars established 

him as the leading correspondent of his day. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Sammy, Jr. 1925-1990.  American entertainer famous for his 

exuberant dancing, singing, and acting. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), Stuart. 1894-1964.  American artist who often incorporated 

jazz tempos into his vibrant canvases. In the 1920’s he was strongly influenced by 

cubism. 

Da·vis (d7ùvVs), William Morris. 1850-1934.  American geologist and geogra-

pher who systematized the study of geography and revolutionized its teaching in 

the United States. 

Da·vis·son (d7ùvV-sNn), Clinton Joseph. 1881-1958.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1937 Nobel Prize for the discovery of the diffraction of electrons by crys-

tals. 

Davis Strait (d7ùvVs str7t)  A strait of the northern Alantic Ocean between 

southeast Baffin Island and southwest Greenland. 



dav·it (d4vùVt, d7ùvVt) n.  Nautical. Any of various types of small cranes that 

project over the side of a ship and are used to hoist boats, anchors, and cargo.  

[Middle English daviot, from Norman French daviot, diminutive of Davi, David.]

Da·vy (d7ùvK), Sir Humphry. 1778-1829.  British chemist who was a pioneer of 

electrochemistry, using its methods to isolate sodium and potassium (1807) and 

barium, boron, calcium, and magnesium (1808). 

Davy Jones (d7ùvK jonzù) n.  The bottom of the sea, as personified in songs and 

stories.  [Origin unknown.]

Davy Jones’s locker (d7ùvK jonùzVz lmkùNr, jonz) n.  The bottom of the sea, 

especially as the grave of all who perish at sea. 

Da·vys also Da·vis (d7ùvVs), John. 1550?-1605.  English navigator who explored 

the Arctic while searching for the Northwest Passage and later sailed to the South 

Seas. He discovered the Falkland Islands in 1592. 

daw (dô) n.  A jackdaw.  [Middle English dawe, from Old English *d7we.]

daw·dle (dôdùl) v.  daw·dled, daw·dling, daw·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take 

more time than necessary:  dawdled through breakfast.  2. To move aimlessly or 

lackadaisically:  dawdling on the way to work.   —  v.  tr. To waste (time) by idling:  

dawdling the hours away.  [Perhaps alteration of dialectal daddle, to diddle.] 
—dawùdler n.  —dawùdling·ly adv. 

Dawes (dôz), Charles Gates. 1865-1951.  Vice President of the United States 

(1925-1929) under Calvin Coolidge. He shared the 1925 Nobel Peace Prize for 

proposing the Dawes Plan to reduce Germany’s World War I reparations. 

Dawes (dôz), William. 1745-1799.  American patriot who rode with Paul 

Revere on April 18, 1775, to warn of the British advance on Lexington and Con-

cord, Massachusetts. 

dawn (dôn) n.  1. The time each morning at which daylight first begins.  2. A 

first appearance; a beginning:  the dawn of history.  See Synonyms at beginning.   
—  v.  intr. dawned, dawn·ing, dawns. 1. To begin to become light in the 

morning.  2. To begin to appear or develop; emerge.  3. To begin to be perceived 

or understood:  Realization of the danger soon dawned on us.  [From Middle 

English daunen, to dawn, probably a back-formation from dauning, daybreak, 

alteration of dauing, from Old English dagung, from dagian, to dawn. See agh- 
in Appendix.]

dawn redwood (dôn rHdùwtdÙ) n.  A cone-bearing Chinese tree (Metase-

quoia glyptostroboides) related to the redwood, having deciduous, flat, opposite 

leaves and small, globular cones. It is now commonly cultivated in the United 

States. 

Daw·son (dôùsNn)  A town of western Yukon Territory, Canada, at the conflu-

ence of the Yukon and Klondike rivers. A boom town during the Klondike gold 

rush of the late 1890’s, it was the territorial capital from 1898 to 1951. Population, 

697. 



Daw·son (dôùsNn), Sir John William. 1820-1899.  Canadian geologist and 

anti-Darwinist who was an authority on fossils. 

Dawson Creek (dôùsNn krKk)  A city of eastern British Columbia, Canada, 

near the Alberta border. It is the southern terminus of the Alaska Highway. Popu-

lation, 11,373. 

day (d7) n.  Abbr. d 1. The period of light between dawn and nightfall; the inter-

val from sunrise to sunset.  2. a. The 24-hour period during which Earth com-

pletes one rotation on its axis.  b. The period during which a celestial body makes 

a similar rotation.   3. One of the numbered 24-hour periods into which a week, 

month, or year is divided.  4. The portion of a 24-hour period that is devoted to 

work, school, or business:  an eight-hour day; a sale that lasted for three days.  5. A 

24-hour period or a portion of it that is reserved for a certain activity:  a day of 

rest.  6. a. A specific, characteristic period in one’s lifetime:  That writer has had 

his day. In grandmother’s day, skirts were long.  b. A period of opportunity:  Every 

defendant is entitled to a day in court.   7. A period of time in history; an era:  We 

studied the tactics used in Napoleon’s day. The day of computer science is well upon 

us.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the day.  2. Working during the day:  the day 

nurse.  3. Occurring before nightfall:  a day hike.   —idioms. day after day. 
For many days; continuously.  day in, day out. Every day without fail; continu-

ously.  [Middle English dai, day, from Old English dæg. See agh- in Appendix.]

Day (d7), Benjamin Henry. 1810-1889.  American printer and journalist who 

founded the first penny newspaper, the New York Sun (1833). His son Benjamin 

(1838-1916) invented the Ben Day process for shading printed illustrations. 

Day (d7), Clarence Shepard, Jr. 1874-1935.  American writer best known for 

his autobiographical Life with Father (1935) and Life with Mother (published 

1937). 

Day (d7), Dorothy. 1897-1980.  American journalist and reformer who 

cofounded the Catholic Worker in 1933 to promote pacifism and social justice. 

Day  or Daye (d7), Stephen. 1594?-1668.  English-born colonist who was the 

first printer in New England. His Bay Psalm Book appeared in 1640. 

Day (d7), William Rufus. 1849-1923.  American jurist who served as an associ-

ate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1903-1922). 

Day·ak (d7ù4kÙ)  or Dy·ak (dXù-) n.  pl. Dayak or Day·aks also Dyak  or 

Dy·aks. 1. A member of any of various Indonesian peoples inhabiting Borneo.  

2. The language of the Dayak. 

Da·yan (dä-yänù), Moshe. 1915-1981.  Israeli military leader and politician 

who directed the 1956 Sinai campaign and the 1967 Six-Day War. 

day bed  or day·bed (d7ùbHdÙ) n.  A couch or sofa that is convertible into a 

bed. 

day·book (d7ùbtkÙ) n.  Abbr. DB, D.B. 1. A book in which daily transactions 

are recorded.  2. A diary. 



day·break (d7ùbr7kÙ) n.  The beginning of day; dawn. 

day camp (d7 k4mp) n.  A children’s camp providing recreation and meals dur-

ing the day but no overnight facilities. 

day·care  or day care (d7ùkârÙ) n.  Provision of daytime training, supervision, 

recreation, and often medical services for children of preschool age, for the dis-

abled, or for the elderly.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

daycare providers; day care centers. 

day·dream (d7ùdrKmÙ) n.  A dreamlike musing or fantasy while awake, espe-

cially of the fulfillment of wishes or hopes.   —  v.  intr. day·dreamed or 

day·dreamt (-drHmtÙ), day·dream·ing, day·dreams. To have dreamlike 

musings or fantasies while awake.   —dayùdreamÙer n. 

Daye (d7), Stephen.  See Stephen Day. 
day·flow·er (d7ùflouÙNr) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Commelina 

having blue or purplish flowers that wilt quickly. 

day·fly (d7ùflXÙ) n.  See mayfly. 
Day-Glo (d7ùgloÙ)  A trademark used for fluorescent coloring agents and mate-

rials. This trademark sometimes occurs in print in figurative contexts and in low-

ercase: “It was during that Day-Glo decade when the world finally found the path to 

McLuhan’s door” (New York Times). “The troupe’s staging... follows Alice’s fantasy 

romp through day-glo daisies, past a smiling Cheshire cat” (Los Angeles Times). 

day·hop (d7ùhmpÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A trip that can be made in one day’s time:  It 

was just a dayhop from New York City to the Berkshires for skiing.  2. A day student 

at a boarding school, college, or university. 

day labor (d7 l7ùbNr) n.  Labor hired and paid by the day.   —day laborer n. 

day letter (d7 lHtùNr) n.  A telegram sent during the day. 

Day Lew·is (d7 luùVs), Cecil. 1904-1972.  Irish-born poet and critic who 

became poet laureate in 1968 and wrote detective novels under the pen name 

Nicholas Blake. 

day·light (d7ùlXtÙ) n.  1. The light of day; sunlight.  2. a. Daybreak.  

b. Daytime.   3. Exposure to public notice:  corrupt business practices that were 

finally brought into the daylight.  4. Understanding or insight into what was for-

merly obscure:  finally began to see daylight concerning the root of the problem.  

5. daylights. Slang. One’s wits: “His adventurism had scared the daylights out of 

them” (Frederick Forsyth). 

day·light-sav·ing time (d7ÙlXt-s7ùvVng tXm) n.  Abbr. DST, D.S.T. Time dur-

ing which clocks are set one hour or more ahead of standard time to provide 

more daylight at the end of the working day during late spring, summer, and early 

fall. 

day lily  or day·lil·y (d7ùlVlÙK) n.  Any of several perennial Eurasian herbs of the 

genus Hemerocallis in the lily family, having often grasslike leaves and yellow, 

orange, or purplish lilylike flowers.  Also called hemerocallis 



day·long (d7ùlôngù, -lmngù) adj.  Lasting through the whole day.   —  adv.  

Through the day; all day. 

day nursery (d7 nûrùsN-rK) n.  A facility for the supervision of preschool chil-

dren, especially during the hours that their parents are at work. 

Day of Atonement (d7 ƒv N-tonùmNnt) n.  See Yom Kippur.  [Translation 

of Hebrew yôm kippûr.]

Day of Judgment (d7 ƒv jƒjùmNnt) n.  See Judgment Day (n., sense 1). 

day one (d7 wƒn) n.  Informal. The very beginning; the first day:  worked hard 

on the project from day one. 

day·pack (d7ùp4kÙ) n.  A rather small, lightweight backpack for carrying articles 

such as books. 

day room (d7 rum) n.  A recreation room, especially one found in a barracks 

on a military installation. 

day sail·er (d7 s7ùlNr) n.  Nautical. A small sailboat for day trips. 

day school (d7 skul) n.  1. A private school for pupils living at home.  2. A 

school that holds classes during the day. 

day shift  or day·shift (d7ùshVftÙ) n.  1. A group of employees working during 

the day in a factory or business.  2. The period of time for such work. 

day·side (d7ùsXdÙ) n.  1. Office employees and other personnel who work days.  

2. The side of a planet facing the sun.   —dayùsideÙ adj. 

days of grace (d7z ƒv gr7s) pl.n.  Extra days, usually three, allowed for pay-

ment of a note or bill after it has come due.  [Translation of Latin diKs gratiae.]

day·star (d7ùstärÙ) n.  1. The morning star.  2. The sun. 

day student (d7 studùnt) n.  A student at a school or university who does not 

reside in the facilities provided by the institution. 

day·time (d7ùtXmÙ) n.  The time between sunrise and sunset.   —  adj.  Occur-

ring in or appropriate for use during the day:  daytime tasks; daytime clothes. 

day-to-day (d7ùtN-d7ù) adj.  1. Occurring on a routine or daily basis:  the day-

to-day movements of the stock market.  2. Subsisting one day at a time with little 

regard for the future:  lived a day-to-day existence. 

Day·ton (d7tùn)  A city of southwest Ohio north-northeast of Cincinnati. Now a 

manufacturing center, it was the home of Orville and Wilbur Wright. Population, 

182,044. 

Day·to·na Beach (d7-toùnN bKch)  A city of northeast Florida on the Atlantic 

coast north-northeast of Orlando. Automobile speed trials and races have been 

held on its hard, white beach since the early 1900’s. Population, 54,176. 

day-trip·per (d7ùtrVpÙNr) n.  One who takes a trip during the day without an 

overnight stop. 

day·wear (d7ùwârÙ) n.  Attire that is appropriate for use during the day. 

daze (d7z) v.  tr. dazed, daz·ing, daz·es. 1. To stun, as with a heavy blow or 

shock; stupefy.  2. To dazzle, as with strong light.   —  n.  A stunned or bewil-



dered condition.  [Middle English dasen, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old 

Norse dasask, to become weary, reflexive of ·dasa, to tire out.]

SYNONYMS: daze, bemuse, benumb, stun, stupefy. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to dull or paralyze the mental capacities with or as if with a

shock”: dazed by the defeat; bemused by the senator’s resignation; a boring perfor-

mance that benumbed the audience; stunned by their sudden death; a display that

stupefied all onlookers.

daz·zle (d4zùNl) v.  daz·zled, daz·zling, daz·zles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dim the 

vision of, especially to blind with intense light.  2. To amaze, overwhelm, or 

bewilder with spectacular display:  a figure skater who dazzled the audience with 

virtuosic jumps.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become blinded.  2. To inspire admiration or 

wonder.   —  n.  The act of dazzling or the state of being dazzled.  [Frequentative 

of DAZE.] —dazùzler n.  —dazùzling·ly adv. 

dB abbr.  Decibel. 

DB  or D.B. abbr.  Daybook. 

d.b.a. abbr.  Doing business as. 

D.B.A. abbr.  Doctor of Business Administration. 

D.B.E. abbr.  Dame Commander of the British Empire. 

d.b.h. abbr.  Diameter at breast height. 

D.Bib. abbr.  Douay Bible. 

dble. abbr.  Double. 

dc  or DC abbr.  Direct current. 

DC  or D.C. abbr.  District of Columbia. 

D.C. abbr.  1. Music. Da capo.  2. Doctor of Chiropractic. 

D.C.L. abbr.  1. Doctor of Canon Law.  2. Doctor of Civil Law. 

DCM  or D.C.M. abbr.  Distinguished Conduct Medal. 

dd. abbr.  Delivered. 

D.D. abbr.  1. Demand draft.  2. Dishonorable discharge.  3. Latin. Divinitatis 

Doctor (Doctor of Divinity). 

D-day (dKùd7Ù) n.  The unnamed day on which an operation or offensive is to be 

launched, especially June 6, 1944, the day on which the Allied forces invaded 

France during World War II.  [D (abbr. of DESIGNATED) + DAY.]

D.D.S. abbr.  1. Doctor of Dental Science.  2. Doctor of Dental Surgery. 

DDT (dKÙdK-tKù) n.  A colorless contact insecticide, C14H9Cl5, toxic to human 

beings and animals when swallowed or absorbed through the skin. It has been 

banned in the United States for most uses since 1972.  [D(ICHLORO)D(IPHE-

NYL)T(RICHLOROETHANE).]

DE abbr.  Delaware. 



de- pref.  1. Do or make the opposite of; reverse:  decriminalize.  2. Remove or 

remove from:  delouse; deoxygenate.  3. Out of:  deplane; defenestration.  

4. Reduce; degrade:  declass.  5. Derived from:  deverbative.  [Middle English de-, 

from Old French de-, or des-; Old French de-, from Latin dK-, from, off, apart, 

away, down, out, completely (from dK); see de- in Appendix, or from Old French 

des-, out, off, apart, away, completely (from Latin dis-, dis-, and Latin dK-).]

de·ac·ces·sion (dKÙ4k-sHshùNn) v.  de·ac·ces·sioned, de·ac·ces·sion·ing, 
de·ac·ces·sions.  —  v.  tr. To remove and sell (a work of art) from a museum’s 

collection, especially in order to purchase other works of art: “He also denied 

that... friends of the museum were permitted to buy... pieces that were deaccessioned” 

(New York Times).   —  v.  intr. To remove a work of art from a museum’s collec-

tion and sell it.   —deÙac·cesùsion n. 

de·a·cid·i·fy (dKÙN-sVdùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·a·cid·i·fied, de·a·cid·i·fy·ing, 
de·a·cid·i·fies. To remove the acid from or reduce the acid content of.   
—deÙa·cidÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

dea·con (dKùkNn) n.  1. A cleric ranking just below a priest in the Anglican, East-

ern Orthodox, and Roman Catholic churches.  2. A Protestant layperson who 

assists the minister in various functions.  3. Used as a title prefixed to the sur-

name of such a person:  Deacon Brown.  [Middle English deken, from Old English 

dXacon, from Late Latin di7conus, from Greek diakonos, attendant.]

dea·con·ess (dKùkN-nVs) n.  1. A Protestant woman who assists the minister in 

various functions.  2. Used as a title prefixed to the surname of such a woman:  

Deaconess Brown. 

dea·con·ry (dKùkNn-rK) n.  pl. dea·con·ries. 1. The office or position of a dea-

con.  2. Deacons considered as a group. 

de·ac·ti·vate (dK-4kùtN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. de·ac·ti·vat·ed, de·ac·ti·vat·ing, 
de·ac·ti·vates. 1. To render inactive or ineffective.  2. To inhibit, block, or dis-

rupt the action of (an enzyme or other biological agent).  3. To remove from 

active military status.   —de·acÙti·vaùtion n.  —de·acùti·vaÙtor n. 

dead (dHd) adj.  dead·er, dead·est. 1. Having lost life; no longer alive.  

2. Marked for certain death; doomed:  was marked as a dead man by the assassin.  

3. a. Having the physical appearance of death:  a dead pallor.  b. Lacking feeling 

or sensitivity; numb or unresponsive:  Passersby were dead to our pleas for help.  

c. Weary and worn-out; exhausted.   4. a. Not having the capacity to live; inani-

mate or inert.  b. Not having the capacity to produce or sustain life; barren:  dead 

soil.   5. a. No longer in existence, use, or operation.  b. No longer having signifi-

cance or relevance.  c. Physically inactive; dormant:  a dead volcano.   6. a. Not 

commercially productive; idle:  dead capital.  b. Not circulating or running; stag-

nant:  dead water; dead air.   7. a. Devoid of human or vehicular activity; quiet:  a 

dead town.  b. Lacking all animation, excitement, or activity; dull:  The party 

being dead, we left early.   8. Having no resonance. Used of sounds: “One charac-



teristic of compact discs we all can hear is dead sound. It may be pure but it has no 

life” (Musical Heritage Review).  9. Having grown cold; having been extin-

guished:  dead coals; a dead flame.  10. Lacking elasticity or bounce:  That tennis 

ball is dead.  11. Out of operation because of a fault or breakdown:  The motor is 

dead.  12. a. Sudden; abrupt:  a dead stop.  b. Complete; utter:  dead silence.  

c. Exact; unerring.   13. Sports. Out of play. Used of a ball.  14. a. Lacking con-

nection to a source of electric current.  b. Drained of electric charge; discharged:  

a dead battery.    —  n.  1. One who has died:  respect for the dead.  2. The period 

exhibiting the greatest degree of intensity:  the dead of winter; the dead of night.   
—  adv.  1. Absolutely; altogether:  You can be dead sure of my innocence.  

2. Directly; exactly:  There’s a gas station dead ahead.  3. Suddenly:  She stopped 

dead on the stairway.   —idioms. dead and buried. No longer in use or under 

consideration:  All past animosities are dead and buried now.  dead in the water. 
Unable to function or move:  The crippled ship was dead in the water. With no 

leadership, the project was dead in the water.  dead to rights. In the very act of 

making an error or committing a crime:  The police caught the thief dead to rights 

with my silverware.  [Middle English ded, from Old English dKad. See dheu-2 in 

Appendix.] —deadùness n.  

SYNONYMS: dead, deceased, departed, extinct, lifeless, inanimate. These adjec-

tives all mean without life. Dead, which has the widest use, applies in general to

whatever once had—but no longer has—physical life (a dead man; a dead leaf),

function (The battery is dead), or force or currency (a dead issue; a dead language).

Deceased—like departed, which is a euphemistic term—refers only to nonliving

human beings: attended a memorial service for a recently deceased friend; “shedding

funereal tears over his departed dog” (Ben Jonson). Extinct can refer to what has

no living successors (The dodo is extinct) or to what is extinguished or inactive (an

extinct volcano). Lifeless applies to what no longer has physical life (a lifeless body),

to what does not support life (a lifeless planet), and to what lacks animation, spir-

it, or brightness (a lifeless performance of the sonata; lifeless colors). Inanimate is

most often limited to what has never had physical life: “He then fell, like an inan-

imate log, to the earth” (James Fenimore Cooper).

dead air (dHd âr) n.  An unintended interruption in a broadcast during which 

there is no sound. 

dead-air space (dHdùârÙ sp7s) n.  An unventilated space. 

dead·beat1 (dHdùbKtÙ) n.  Slang. 1. One who does not pay one’s debts.  2. A 

lazy person; a loafer. 

dead·beat2 (dHdùbKtÙ) adj.  Having an indicator that stops without oscillation. 

dead bolt also dead·bolt (dHdùboltÙ) n.  A bolt on a lock that is moved by 

turning the key or knob without activation of a spring. 



dead center (dHd sHnùtNr) n.  The point at the end of each stroke of a moving 

crank and connecting rod at which the two lie in the same straight line and the 

turning force applied by the connecting rod is zero.  Also called dead point 

dead duck (dHd dƒk) n.  Slang. One doomed to failure or to death. 

dead·en (dHdùn) v.  dead·ened, dead·en·ing, dead·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

render less intense, sensitive, or vigorous:  a medication to deaden the pain; wall 

tiles that deaden the sound from the rehearsal studio.  2. To make soundproof.  

3. To make less colorful or brilliant.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become dead.  2. To lose 

vigor, brilliance, or liveliness.   —deadùen·er n. 

dead end (dHd Hnd) n.  1. An end of a passage, such as a street or pipe, that 

affords no exit.  2. A point beyond which no movement or progress can be made; 

an impasse. 

dead-end (dHdùHndÙ) adj.  1. Having no exit.  2. Permitting no opportunity for 

advancement:  a dead-end job.  3. Informal. Tough and rowdy:  a dead-end gang.   
—  v.  intr. dead-·end·ed, dead-·end·ing, dead-·ends. To terminate with no 

exit or possibility of advancement:  The road dead-ends at the lake. That job dead-

ends at the end of the year. 

dead·en·ing (dHdùn-Vng) n.  Material used for soundproofing. 

dead·eye (dHdùXÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A flat hardwood disk with a grooved perime-

ter, pierced by three holes through which the lanyards are passed, used to fasten 

the shrouds.  2. Slang. An expert shooter:  a deadeye with the rifle. 

dead·fall (dHdùfôlÙ) n.  1. A trap for large animals in which a heavy weight is 

arranged to fall on and kill or disable the prey.  2. A mass of fallen timber and 

tangled brush. 

dead hand (dHd h4nd) n.  1. The ever-present, oppressive influence of past 

events.  2. Mortmain.  [Middle English dede hond, translation of Old French mor-

temain, or Medieval Latin manus mortua, mortmain.]

dead·head (dHdùhHdÙ) Informal. n.  1. A person who uses a free ticket for 

admittance, accommodation, or entertainment.  2. A vehicle, such as an aircraft, 

that transports no passengers or freight during a trip.  3. A person regarded as 

dull-witted or sluggish.  4. A partially submerged log or trunk.   —  v.  tr. 

dead·head·ed, dead·head·ing, dead·heads. 1. To pilot or drive (a vehicle) 

carrying no passengers or freight.  2. To pull (dead or dying blossoms) off a 

flower.   —  v.  intr. To bypass a senior employee in order to promote a more jun-

ior employee.   —  adv.  Without passengers or freight; empty. 

dead heat (dHd hKt) n.  Sports. A race in which two or more contestants com-

pete evenly or finish at the same time. 

dead letter (dHd lHtùNr) n.  1. An unclaimed or undelivered letter that after a 

period of time is destroyed or returned to the sender by the postal service.  2. A 

law, directive, or factor still formally in effect but no longer valid or enforced. 



dead lift (dHd lVft) n.  Sports. A weightlifting event in which the weight is lifted 

from the floor to the level of the hips and then lowered by controlled effort to the 

floor. 

dead·light (dHdùlXtÙ) n.  1. Nautical. a. A strong shutter or plate fastened over a 

ship’s porthole or cabin window in stormy weather.  b. A thick window set in a 

ship’s side or deck.   2. A skylight constructed so that it cannot be opened. 

dead·line (dHdùlXnÙ) n.  1. A time limit, as for payment of a debt or completion 

of an assignment.  2. A boundary line in a prison that prisoners can cross only at 

the risk of being shot.   —  v.  tr. dead·lined, dead·lin·ing, dead·lines. To 

govern by setting a time limit: “He was never going to be deadlined by a day, or even 

a month” (New Yorker). 

dead load (dHd lod) n.  The fixed weight of a structure or piece of equipment, 

such as a bridge on its supports.  Also called dead weight 

dead·lock (dHdùlmkÙ) n.  A standstill resulting from the opposition of two unre-

lenting forces or factions.   —  v.  tr. intr. dead·locked, dead·lock·ing, 
dead·locks. To bring or come to a standstill. 

dead·ly (dHdùlK) adj.  dead·li·er, dead·li·est. 1. Causing or tending to cause 

death:  deadly weapons; a deadly spill of radioactive waste products.  See Synonyms 

at fatal.  2. Suggestive of death:  a deadly pallor.  3. Aiming or wanting to kill; 

implacable:  deadly enemies.  4. a. Destructive in effect:  gave the film a deadly 

review.  b. Tending to take away vitality, effectiveness, or force:  the deadly habit of 

procrastination.   5. Absolute; utter:  deadly concentration.  6. Extreme or terrible:  

worked under deadly strain.  7. Extremely accurate; unerring:  She is a deadly shot 

with the bow.  8. Dull, tedious, and boring:  a deadly prose style.   —  adv.  1. So as 

to suggest death.  2. To an extreme:  deadly serious.   —deadùli·ness n. 

deadly nightshade (dHdùlK nXtùsh7dÙ) n.  1.  See belladonna (n., sense 1).  

2.  See bittersweet nightshade. 
deadly sin (dHdùlK sVn) n.  One of the seven sins—anger, covetousness, envy, 

gluttony, lust, pride, and sloth—that are supposed to be fatal to one’s spiritual 

development and progress. 

dead-man’s float (dHdùm4nzÙ flot) n.  Sports. A prone floating position in 

swimming in which the swimmer’s arms are extended straight forward above the 

head and the legs are held together. 

dead march (dHd märch) n.  Music. A slow, solemn funeral march. 

dead nettle (dHd nHtùl) n.  Any of several weedy plants of the genus Lamium, 

native to Eurasia and northern Africa and having clusters of small, usually pur-

plish flowers with two lips.  [So called because it looks like a nettle but does not 

sting.]

dead-on (dHdùônù, -mnù) adj.  Informal. Precisely accurate and to the point: “She 

avoids big scenes... preferring to rely on small gestures and dead-on dialogue” (Peter 

S. Prescott). 



dead·pan (dHdùp4nÙ) n.  1. A blank, expressionless face.  2. A person, especially 

a performer, who has or assumes a blank expression.   —  adj.  Impassively mat-

ter-of-fact, as in style, behavior, or expression:  deadpan delivery of the joke.   —  
adv.  With a blank, expressionless face.   —  v.  dead·panned, dead·pan·ning, 
dead·pans.  —  v.  tr. To express in an impassive, matter-of-fact way.   —  v.  

intr. To express oneself in an impassive, matter-of-fact way. 

dead point (dHd point) n.  See dead center. 
dead reckoning (dHd rHkùN-nVng) n.  1.  Abbr. DR A method of estimating the 

position of an aircraft or a ship without astronomical observations, as by apply-

ing to a previously determined position the course and distance traveled since.  

2. Predictive calculation based on inference; guesswork.  [Possibly alteration of 

ded., abbr. of deduced, from deduce, to trace from the beginning. See DEDUCE.]

Dead Sea (dHd sK)  A salt lake, about 397 m (1,300 ft) below sea level, between 

Israel and Jordan. It is one of the saltiest bodies of water known and is the lowest 

point on the earth. 

dead spot (dHd spmt) n.  A zone within the range of a radio transmitter where 

little or no radio signal can be received. 

dead weight (dHd w7t) n.  1. The unrelieved weight of a heavy, motionless 

mass.  2. An oppressive burden or difficulty.  3.  Abbr. DW See dead load. 
dead·wood (dHdùwtdÙ) n.  1. Dead branches or wood on a tree.  2. One that 

is burdensome or superfluous.  3. Nautical. The vertical planking between the 

keel of a vessel and the sternpost, serving as a reinforcement. 

deaf (dHf) adj.  deaf·er, deaf·est. 1. Partially or completely lacking in the sense 

of hearing.  2. Deaf. Of or relating to the Deaf or their culture.  3. Unwilling or 

refusing to listen; heedless:  was deaf to our objections.   —  n.  (used with a pl. 

verb). 1. Deaf people considered as a group.  2. Deaf. The community of deaf 

people who use American Sign Language as a primary means of communication.  

[Middle English def, deef, from Old English dKaf.] —deafùly adv.  —deafùness 
n.  

USAGE NOTE: Some writers have lately introduced a distinction between the

lowercase noun deaf, which is used to refer simply to people with extensive hear-

ing disorders, and the capitalized noun Deaf, which refers to the culture and com-

munity that has grown up around the use of American Sign Language as a pri-

mary means of communication.

deaf·en (dHfùNn) v.  deaf·ened, deaf·en·ing, deaf·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

deaf, especially momentarily by a loud noise.  2. To make soundproof.   —  v.  

intr. To cause permanent or momentary deafness.   —deafùen·ing·ly adv. 

deaf-mute also deaf mute (dHfùmyutÙ) Offensive. n.  A person who can nei-

ther hear nor speak.   —  adj.  (dHf-myutù) Unable to speak or hear. 



deal1 (dKl) v.  dealt (dHlt), deal·ing, deals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give out as a share 

or portion; apportion.  2. To distribute among several recipients.  See Synonyms 

at distribute.  3. To sell:  deal prescriptions; deal cocaine.  4. To administer; 

deliver:  dealt him a blow to the stomach.  5. Games. a. To distribute (playing 

cards) among players.  b. To give (a specific card) to a player while so distribut-

ing.    —  v.  intr. 1. To be occupied or concerned; treat:  a book that deals with the 

Middle Ages.  2. To behave in a specified way toward another or others; have 

transactions:  deal honestly with competitors.  3. To take action with respect to 

someone or something:  The committee will deal with this complaint.  See Syn-

onyms at treat.  4. To do business; trade:  dealing in diamonds.  5. Games. To dis-

tribute playing cards.   —  n.  1. The act or a round of apportioning or 

distributing.  2. Games. a. Distribution of playing cards.  b. The cards so distrib-

uted; a hand.  c. The right or turn of a player to distribute the cards.  d. The play-

ing of one hand.   3. An indefinite quantity, extent, or degree:  has a great deal of 

experience.  4. An agreement often arranged secretly, as in business or politics.  

5. a. A business transaction.  b. An agreement, especially one that is mutually 

beneficial.  See Synonyms at bargain.   6. Informal. A sale favorable especially to 

the buyer; a bargain.  7. Informal. Treatment received:  a raw deal; a fair deal.  

[Middle English delen, from Old English d<lan, to divide, share. See dail- in 

Appendix.]

deal2 (dKl) n.  1. a. A fir or pine board cut to standard dimensions.  b. Such 

boards or planks considered as a group.   2. Fir or pine wood.  [Middle English 

dele, from Middle Dutch, and Middle Low German dele, plank.]

de·a·late (dK-7ùl7tÙ)  or de·a·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Having lost the wings. Used 

of ants, termites, and other insects that shed their wings after a mating flight.   
—  n.  A dealate insect.   —deÙa·laùtion n. 

de·al·co·hol·ize (dK-4lùkN-hô-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·al·co·hol·ized, 
de·al·co·hol·iz·ing, de·al·co·hol·izes. To remove some or all of the alcohol 

from (beverages):  dealcoholized the white wine.   —de·alÙco·holÙi·zaùtion (-

hôÙlV-z7ùshNn, -hmlÙV-) n. 

deal·er (dKùlNr) n.  Abbr. dlr. 1. One that is engaged in buying and selling:  a 

used-car dealer; a drug dealer.  2. Games. The one who distributes cards. 

deal·er·ship (dKùlNr-shVpÙ) n.  A franchise to sell specified items in a certain 

area. 

deal·fish (dKlùfVshÙ) n.  pl. dealfish or deal·fish·es. An Atlantic ribbonfish 

(Trachipterus arcticus) having a compressed, tapering, silvery body that can attain 

a length of 2.6 meters (82 feet).  [From DEAL
2.]

de·a·lign·ment (dKÙN-lXnùmNnt) n.  A movement among voters toward non-

partisanship, resulting in a weakening of party structure. 



deal·ing (dKùlVng) n.  1. dealings. Transactions or relations with others, usually 

in business.  2. Method or manner of conduct in relation to others; treatment:  

honest dealing. 

deal·mak·er (dKlùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes deals, as in business, finance, or 

politics.   —dealùmakÙing (-m7ÙkVng) n. 

dealt (dHlt) v.  Past tense and past participle of deal1. 
de·am·i·nase (dK-4mùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  Any of a class of enzymes that catalyze 

the hydrolysis of compounds containing the amino group NH2. 

de·am·i·nate (dK-4mùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·am·i·nat·ed, de·am·i·nat·ing, 
de·am·i·nates. To remove an amino group, NH2, from (an organic compound).   
—de·amÙi·naùtion n. 

de·am·i·nize (dK-4mùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·am·i·nized, de·am·i·niz·ing, 
de·am·i·niz·es. To deaminate.   —de·amÙi·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

dean (dKn) n.  1. a. An administrative officer in charge of a college, faculty, or 

division in a university.  b. An officer of a college or high school who counsels 

students and supervises the enforcement of rules.   2. Ecclesiastical. The head of 

the chapter of canons governing a cathedral or collegiate church.  3. Roman Cath-

olic Church. A priest appointed to oversee a group of parishes within a diocese.  

4. The senior member of a body or group:  the dean of the Washington diplomatic 

corps.  [Middle English deen, from Old French deien, from Late Latin dec7nus, 

chief of ten, from Greek dekanos, from deka, ten. See dekc in Appendix.] 
—deanùshipÙ n. 

Dean (dKn), James Byron. 1931-1955.  American actor whose moody, rebel-

lious persona in films such as East of Eden and Rebel Without a Cause (both 1955) 

made him a cult figure. He died in an automobile accident. 

Dean (dKn), Jay Hanna. Known as “Dizzy.” 1911-1974.  American baseball 

player. A right-handed pitcher for the St. Louis Cardinals (1930-1937), he is best 

remembered for his 1934 season, in which he won 30 regular-season games, led 

the league in strikeouts, and won two World Series games. 

Deane (dKn), Silas. 1737-1789.  American diplomat who persuaded France to 

supply commercial and military aid to the Revolutionary cause. 

dean·er·y (dKùnN-rK) n.  pl. dean·er·ies. The office, jurisdiction, or official res-

idence of an ecclesiastical dean. 

dean’s list (dKnz lVst) n.  pl. deans’ lists. A list of students in a high school, 

college, or university who have attained high academic rank. 

dear1 (dîr) adj.  dear·er, dear·est. 1. a. Loved and cherished:  my dearest 

friend.  b. Greatly valued; precious:  lost everything dear to them.   2. Highly 

esteemed or regarded. Used in direct address, especially in salutations:  Dear Lee 

Dawson.  3. a. High-priced; expensive.  See Synonyms at costly.  b. Charging 

high prices.   4. Earnest; ardent: “This good man was a dear lover and constant 

practicer of angling” (Izaak Walton).  5. Obsolete. Noble; worthy.   —  n.  1. One 



that is greatly loved.  2. An endearing, lovable, or kind person.   —  adv.  1. With 

fondness; affectionately.  2. At a high cost:  sold their wares dear.   —  interj.  Used 

as a polite exclamation, chiefly of surprise or distress:  oh dear; dear me.  [Middle 

English dere, from Old English dKore.] —dearùly adv.  —dearùness n. 

dear2 (dîr) adj.  Severe; grievous; sore:  our dearest need.  [Middle English dere, 

from Old English dKor.]

Dear·born (dîrùbôrnÙ, -bNrn)  A city of southeast Michigan west of Detroit. 

Greenfield Village, the restored birthplace of Henry Ford, is here. Population, 

89,286. 

Dear·born (dîrùbôrnÙ, -bNrn), Henry. 1751-1829.  American soldier and politi-

cian who fought in the American Revolution and later represented Maine in the 

U.S. Congress (1793-1797). 

Dearborn Heights (dîrùbôrnÙ hXts)  A city of southeast Michigan, a suburb 

of Detroit. Population, 60,838. 

Dear John (dîr jmn) n.  A letter, as to a serviceman, requesting a divorce or end-

ing a personal relationship. 

dearth (dûrth) n.  1. A scarce supply; a lack.  2. Shortage of food; famine.  

[Middle English derthe, from Old English *dKorthu, costliness, from dKore, costly. 

See DEAR
1.]

death (dHth) n.  1. The act of dying; termination of life.  2. The state of being 

dead.  3. The cause of dying:  Drugs were the death of him.  4. A manner of dying:  

a heroine’s death.  5.  Often Death. A personification of the destroyer of life, 

usually represented as a skeleton holding a scythe.  6. a. Bloodshed; murder.  

b. Execution.   7. Christian Science. The product of human belief of life in mat-

ter.  8. Law. Civil death.  9. The termination or extinction of something:  the 

death of imperialism.   —idioms. at death’s door. Near to death; gravely ill or 

injured.  be the death of (someone). To distress or irritate (someone) to an 

intolerable degree.  put to death. To execute.  to death. To an intolerable 

degree; extremely:  worried to death.  [Middle English deeth, from Old English 

dKath. See dheu-2 in Appendix.]

death angel (dHth 7nùjNl) n.  Botany. See death cup. 
death·bed (dHthùbHdÙ) n.  1. The bed on which a person dies.  2. The last hours 

before death.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a deathbed 

confession; deathbed pallor.   —idiom. on one’s deathbed. Close to death. 

death benefit (dHth bHnùN-fVt) n.  Insurance money payable to a deceased per-

son’s stipulated beneficiary. 

death·blow (dHthùbloÙ) n.  1. A stroke or blow that causes death.  2. A 

destructive event or occurrence:  dealt a deathblow to our hopes. 

death camas also death camass (dHth k4mùNs) n.  Any of several plants of 

the genus Zigadenus of western North America, having grasslike leaves and clus-



ters of usually greenish-white flowers. All parts of the plant are poisonous to live-

stock. 

death cup (dHth kƒp) n.  A poisonous, usually white mushroom (Amanita 

phalloides) having a prominent cup-shaped base.  Also called death angel, death 

cap. 

death duty (dHth duùtK) n.  Chiefly British. A tax on inherited property; an 

inheritance tax. 

death house (dHth hous) n.  See death row. 
death instinct (dHth VnùstVngktÙ) n.  Psychiatry. 1. A primitive impulse for 

destruction, decay, and death, manifested by a turning away from pleasure, pos-

tulated by Sigmund Freud as coexisting with and opposing the life instinct.  Also 

called Thanatos 2. Death wish. 

death·less (dHthùlVs) adj.  Not subject to termination or death; immortal:  

deathless renown.   —deathùless·ly adv.  —deathùless·ness n. 

death·ly (dHthùlK) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or characteristic of death:  a deathly 

silence.  2. Causing death; fatal.   —  adv.  1. In the manner of death.  

2. Extremely; very:  The night was deathly cold. 

death mask (dHth m4sk) n.  A cast of a person’s face taken after death. 

death penalty (dHth pHnùNl-tK) n.  A sentence of punishment by execution. 

death point (dHth point) n.  An environmental limit, as of temperature or 

radiation, beyond which a specified life form cannot survive:  the thermal death 

point of bacteria. 

death qualify (dHth kwmlùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. Law. To excuse (opponents of the death 

penalty) from serving on a jury.   —death qualification n. 

death rate (dHth r7t) n.  The ratio of total deaths to total population in a speci-

fied community or area over a specified period of time. The death rate is often 

expressed as the number of deaths per 1,000 of the population per year.  Also 

called fatality rate 

death rattle (dHth r4tùl) n.  A gurgling or rattling sound sometimes made in 

the throat of a dying person, caused by loss of the cough reflex and passage of the 

breath through accumulating mucus. 

death row (dHth ro) n.  The part of a prison for housing inmates who have 

received the death penalty.  Also called death house 

death seat (dHth sKt) n.  Informal. The passenger seat next to the driver of an 

automotive vehicle.  [Australian, so called because this seat is said to be the most 

dangerous one in the event of an accident.]

death’s-head (dHthsùhHdÙ) n.  The human skull as a symbol of mortality or 

death. 

deaths·man (dHthsùmNn) n.  Archaic. An executioner. 

death tax (dHth t4ks) n.  1.  See inheritance tax.  2.  See estate tax. 



death·trap (dHthùtr4pÙ) n.  1. An unsafe building or other structure.  2. A per-

ilous circumstance or situation. 

Death Valley (dHth v4lùK)  An arid desert basin of eastern California and west-

ern Nevada. It includes the lowest point, 86 m (282 ft) below sea level, in the 

Western Hemisphere. 

death warrant (dHth wôrùNnt) n.  1. Law. An official order authorizing a per-

son’s execution.  2. Something that destroys hope or expectation; a deathblow. 

death·watch (dHthùwmchÙ) n.  1. A vigil kept beside a dying or dead person.  

2. One who guards a condemned person before execution.  3. A deathwatch bee-

tle. 

deathwatch beetle (dHthùwmchÙ bKtùl) n.  Any one of several beetles of the 

family Anobiidae, especially Xestobium rufovillosum, whose head makes a clicking 

sound as it burrows into wood or wooden structures. The sound was supersti-

tiously regarded as a portent of death. 

death wish (dHth wVsh) n.  1. Psychiatry. a. A desire for self-destruction, often 

accompanied by feelings of depression, hopelessness, and self-reproach.  b. The 

desire, often unconscious, for the death of another person, such as a parent, 

toward whom one has unconscious hostility.   2. A suicidal urge thought to drive 

certain people to put themselves consistently into dangerous situations.  [Transla-

tion of German Todeswunsch.]

de·at·tri·bu·tion (dKÙ4-trN-byuùshNn) n.  A downgrading in the attribution 

of a work of art. 

Deau·ville (doùvVl, do-vKlù)  A city of northwest France on the English Channel. 

It is a fashionable resort with a noted racecourse. Population, 4,682. 

deb (dHb) n.  Informal. A debutante. 

deb. abbr.  Debenture. 

de·ba·cle (dV-bäùkNl, -b4kùNl) n.  1. A sudden, disastrous collapse, downfall, or 

defeat; a rout.  2. A total, often ludicrous failure.  3. The breaking up of ice in a 

river.  4. A violent flood.  [French débâcle, from débâcler, to unbar, from Old 

French desbacler : des-, de- + bacler, to bar (from Vulgar Latin *baccul7re, from 

Latin baculum, rod); see bak- in Appendix.]

De Ba·key (dN b7ùkK), Michael Ellis. Born 1908.  American heart surgeon who 

implanted the first totally artificial heart in a human being (1966). 

de·bar (dK-bärù) v.  tr. de·barred, de·bar·ring, de·bars. 1. To exclude or shut 

out; bar.  2. To forbid, hinder, or prevent.  [Middle English debarren, from Old 

French desbarer, to unbar  : des-, de- + barer, to bar (from barre, bar); see BAR
1.] 

—de·barùment n. 

de·bark (dV-bärkù) v.  de·barked, de·bark·ing, de·barks.  —  v.  tr. To 

unload, as from a ship or an airplane.   —  v.  intr. To disembark.  [French 

débarquer : dé-, from (from Old French de-); see DE- + barque, ship (from Old 

French); see BARK
3.] —deÙbar·kaùtion (dKÙbär-k7ùshNn) n. 



de·base (dV-b7sù) v.  tr. de·based, de·bas·ing, de·bas·es. To lower in charac-

ter, quality, or value; degrade.  See Synonyms at adulterate. See Synonyms at 

corrupt. See Synonyms at degrade.  [DE- + BASE
2.] —de·baseùment n.  

—de·basùer n. 

de·bat·a·ble (dV-b7ùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Being such that formal argument or discus-

sion is possible.  2. Open to dispute; questionable.  3. In dispute, as land or terri-

tory claimed by more than one country.   —de·batùa·bly adv. 

de·bate (dV-b7tù) v.  de·bat·ed, de·bat·ing, de·bates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To con-

sider something; deliberate.  2. To engage in argument by discussing opposing 

points.  3. To engage in a formal discussion or argument.  See Synonyms at dis-
cuss.  4. Obsolete. To fight or quarrel.   —  v.  tr. 1. To deliberate on; consider.  

2. To dispute or argue about.  3. To discuss or argue (a question, for example) 

formally.  4. Obsolete. To fight or argue for or over.   —  n.  1. A discussion 

involving opposing points; an argument.  2. Deliberation; consideration:  passed 

the motion with little debate.  3. A formal contest of argumentation in which two 

opposing teams defend and attack a given proposition.  4. Obsolete. Conflict; 

strife.  [Middle English debaten, from Old French debatre : de-, de- + battre, to 

beat; see BATTER
1.] —de·bateùment n.  —de·batùer n. 

de·bauch (dV-bôchù) v.  de·bauched, de·bauch·ing, de·bauch·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To corrupt morally.  b. To lead away from excellence or virtue.   2. To 

reduce the value, quality, or excellence of; debase.  See Synonyms at corrupt.  
3. Archaic. To cause to forsake allegiance.   —  v.  intr. To indulge in dissipation.   
—  n.  1. The act or a period of debauchery.  2. An orgy.  [French débaucher, 

from Old French desbauchier, to lead astray, roughhew timber  : des-, de- + bauch, 

beam of Germanic origin.] —de·bauchùed·ly (-bôùchVd-lK) adv.  

—de·bauchùer n. 

de·bauch·ee (dV-bôÙchKù, dHbÙN-shKù, -sh7ù) n.  A person who habitually 

indulges in debauchery or dissipation; a libertine. 

de·bauch·er·y (dV-bôùchN-rK) n.  pl. de·bauch·er·ies. 1. a. Extreme indul-

gence in sensual pleasures; dissipation.  b. debaucheries. Orgies.   2. Archaic. 

Seduction from morality, allegiance, or duty. 

de·ben·ture (dV-bHnùchNr) n.  Abbr. deb. 1. A certificate or voucher acknowl-

edging a debt.  2. An unsecured bond issued by a civil or governmental corpora-

tion or agency and backed only by the credit standing of the issuer.  3. A 

customhouse certificate providing for the payment of a drawback.  [Middle 

English debentur, from Latin dKbentur, they are due (probably the first word 

appearing on certificates of indebtedness), third person pl. passive of dKbKre, to 

owe. See ghabh- in Appendix.]

De·bierne (dN-byHrnù), André Louis. 1874-1949.  French chemist who discov-

ered the element actinium in pitchblende (1899) and isolated pure radium 

(1910). 



de·bil·i·tate (dV-bVlùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. de·bil·i·tat·ed, de·bil·i·tat·ing, 
de·bil·i·tates. To sap the strength or energy of; enervate.  [Latin dKbilit7re, 

dKbilit7t-, from dKbilis, weak. See bel- in Appendix.] —de·bilÙi·taùtion n.  

—de·bilùi·taÙtive adj. 

de·bil·i·tat·ed (dV-bVlùV-t7ÙtVd) adj.  Showing impairment of energy or strength; 

enfeebled.  See Synonyms at weak. 
de·bil·i·ty (dV-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. de·bil·i·ties. The state of being weak or feeble; 

infirmity.  [Middle English debilite, from Old French, from Latin dKbilit7s, from 

dKbilis, weak. See bel- in Appendix.]

deb·it (dHbùVt) n.  1. An item of debt as recorded in an account.  2. a. An entry 

of a sum in the debit or left-hand side of an account.  b. The sum of such entries.   

3. The left-hand side of an account or accounting ledger where bookkeeping 

entries are made.  4. A drawback; a detriment.   —  v.  tr. deb·it·ed, deb·it·ing, 
deb·its. 1. To enter (a sum) on the left-hand side of an account or accounting 

ledger.  2. To charge with a debit:  The bank debited my account for the overdrawn 

check.  [Middle English debite, from Latin dKbitum, debt. See DEBT.]

deb·o·nair also deb·o·naire (dHbÙN-nârù) adj.  1. Suave; urbane.  2. Affable; 

genial.  3. Carefree and gay; jaunty.  [Middle English debonaire, gracious, kindly, 

from Old French, from de bon aire, of good lineage or disposition  : de, of (from 

Latin dK); see DE- + bon, bonne, good (from Latin bonus); see deu-2 in Appendix 

+ aire, nest, family; see AERIE.] —debÙo·nairùly adv.  —debÙo·nairùness n. 

de·bone (dK-bonù) v.  tr. de·boned, de·bon·ing, de·bones. To remove the 

bones from:  debone a chicken breast. 

Deb·o·rah (dHbùNr-N, dHbùrN)  In the Old Testament, a judge and prophet who 

aided the Israelites in their victory over the Canaanites. 

de·bouch (dV-bouchù, -bushù) v.  de·bouched, de·bouch·ing, 
de·bouch·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To march from a narrow or confined area into the 

open.  2. To emerge; issue:  a river into which a large stream debouches.   —  v.  tr. 

To cause to emerge or issue.  [French déboucher : dé-, out of (from Old French 

des-); see DE- + bouche, mouth (from Latin bucca, cheek, mouth).]

de·bouch·ment (dV-bouchùmNnt, -bushù-) n.  1. The act or an instance of 

marching from a narrow, confined area into the open.  2. A debouchure. 

de·bou·chure (dV-buÙshtrù) n.  An opening or mouth, as of a river or 

stream. 

De Bow (dN boù), James Dunwoody Brownson. 1820-1867.  American edi-

tor whose monthly review (inaugurated in 1846) championed the Southern 

cause, defending slavery and advocating secession and protectionism. 

De·bre·cen (dHbùrVt-sHnÙ, -rH-tsHnÙ)  A city of eastern Hungary near the Roma-

nian border east of Budapest. First known in the 13th century, it was the provi-

sional capital from 1944 to 1945. Population, 208,891. 



De·breu (dN-brœù), Gerard. Born 1921.  French-born American economist. He 

won a 1983 Nobel Prize for his work on the basic economic problem of supply 

and demand. 

dé·bride·ment (d7ÙbrKd-mäNù, dV-brKdùmNnt) n.  Surgical excision of dead, 

devitalized, or contaminated tissue and removal of foreign matter from a wound.  

[French, from débrider, to debride, from Old French desbrider, to open up, unbri-

dle  : des-, de- + bride, bridle (probably from Middle High German brXdel, rein).] 
—dé·brideù v. 

de·brief (dK-brKfù) v.  tr. de·briefed, de·brief·ing, de·briefs. 1. To question 

to obtain knowledge or intelligence gathered especially on a military mission.  

2. To instruct (a government agent, for example) not to reveal classified or secret 

information after employment has ceased. 

de·brief·ing (dK-brKùfVng) n.  1. The act or process of debriefing or of being 

debriefed.  2. The information imparted during the process of being debriefed. 

de·bris also dé·bris (dN-brKù, d7-, d7ùbrKÙ) n.  1. a. The scattered remains of 

something broken or destroyed; rubble or wreckage.  b. Carelessly discarded 

refuse; litter.   2. Geology. An accumulation of relatively large rock fragments:  

glacial debris.  3. Biology. The fragmented remains of dead or damaged cells or 

tissue.  [French débris, from Old French debrisier, to break to pieces  : de-, inten-

sive pref.; see DE- + brisier, to break (from Vulgar Latin *brXs7re, to press grapes, 

probably of Celtic origin).]

Debs (dHbz), Eugene Victor. 1855-1926.  American labor organizer and social-

ist leader who ran unsuccessfully for President five times between 1900 and 1920. 

debt (dHt) n.  1. Something owed, such as money, goods, or services.  2. a. An 

obligation or liability to pay or render something to someone else.  b. The condi-

tion of owing:  a young family always in debt.   3. An offense requiring forgiveness 

or reparation; a trespass.  [Middle English dette, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *dKbita, pl. of Latin dKbitum, debt, neuter past participle of dKbKre, to owe. 

See ghabh- in Appendix.] —debtùless adj. 

debt·or (dHtùNr) n.  1.  Abbr. dr. One that owes something to another.  2. One 

who is guilty of a trespass or sin; a sinner.  [Middle English dettour, from Old 

French dettor, from Latin dKbitor, from dKbitus, past participle of dKbKre, to owe. 

See DEBT.]

de·bug (dK-bƒgù) v.  tr. de·bugged, de·bug·ging, de·bugs. 1. To remove a 

hidden electronic device, such as a microphone, from:  debug a conference room.  

2. To make (a hidden microphone, for example) ineffective.  3. To search for and 

eliminate malfunctioning elements or errors in:  debug a spacecraft before launch; 

debug a computer program.  4. To remove insects from, as with a pesticide.   
—de·bugùger n. 



de·bunk (dK-bƒngkù) v.  tr. de·bunked, de·bunk·ing, de·bunks. To expose 

or ridicule the falseness, sham, or exaggerated claims of:  debunk a supposed mira-

cle drug.   —de·bunkùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: One can readily see that debunk is constructed from the pre-

fix de-, meaning “to remove,” and the word bunk. But what is the origin of the

word bunk, denoting the nonsense that is to be removed? Bunk came from a place

where much bunk has originated, the United States Congress. During the 16th

Congress (1819-1821) Felix Walker, a representative from western North Carolina

whose district included Buncombe County, continued on with a dull speech in

the face of protests by his colleagues. Walker replied he had felt obligated “to make

a speech for Buncombe.” Such a masterful symbol for empty talk could not be

ignored by the speakers of the language, and Buncombe, actually spelled Bunkum

in its first recorded appearance in 1828 and later shortened to bunk, became syn-

onymous with claptrap. The response to all this bunk seems to have been delayed,

for debunk is not recorded until 1923.

De·bus·sy (dN-byuùsK, dHbÙyu-sKù, dN-bü-sKù), Claude Achille. 1862-1918.  

French composer who is considered the first exponent of musical impressionism. 

His works include the tone poem L’Après-midi d’un Faune (1894). 

de·but also dé·but (d7-byuù, d7ùbyuÙ) n.  1. A first public appearance, as of a 

performer.  2. The formal presentation of a young woman to society.  3. The 

beginning of a course of action:  the debut of a new foreign policy.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

de·buted (-byudù), de·but·ing (-byuùVng), de·buts (-byuzù). Usage Prob-

lem. To present in or make a debut.  [French début, from débuter, to give the first 

stroke in a game, begin  : dé-, from, away (from Old French de-); see DE- + but, 

goal, target (from Old French butte); see BUTT
3.]

USAGE NOTE: Debut is widely used as a verb, both intransitively (Her new se-

ries will debut next March on network television) and transitively (The network will

debut her new series next March). These usages are well established in connection

with entertainment and the performing arts but are not entirely acceptable when

used of other sorts of introductions, as of products (The company will debut the

new six-cylinder convertible next fall) or publications (The national edition of the

newspaper debuted last summer), probably because of the association of the form

with the language of show-business publicity.

deb·u·tante (dHbùyt-täntÙ, d7ùbyu-) n.  A young woman making a formal 

debut into society.  [French débutante, feminine present participle of débuter, to 

begin. See DEBUT.]



De·bye (dN-bXù), Peter Joseph Wilhelm. 1884-1966.  Dutch-born American 

physicist. He won a 1936 Nobel Prize for his investigations on dipole movements 

and on diffraction of x-rays and electrons in gases. 

dec. abbr.  1. Deceased.  2. Declaration.  3. Declension.  4. Declination.  

5. Decorated.  6. Decorative.  7. Decrease.  8. Music. Decrescendo. 

Dec.  or Dec abbr.  December. 

deca-  or dec- also deka-  or dek- pref.  Ten:  decane.  [Greek deka-, from deka, 

ten. See dekc in Appendix.]

dec·ade (dHkù7dÙ, dH-k7dù) n.  1. A period of ten years.  2. A group or series of 

ten.  [Middle English, a group of ten, from Old French, from Late Latin decas, 

decad-, from Greek dekas, from deka, ten. See dekc in Appendix.]

dec·ade·long (dHkù7d-lôngÙ, -lmngÙ, dN-k7dù-) adj.  Lasting a decade:  a dec-

adelong national research effort. 

dec·a·dence (dHkùN-dNns, dV-k7dùns) n.  1. A process, condition, or period of 

deterioration or decline, as in morals or art; decay.  2.  Often Decadence. A lit-

erary movement especially of late 19th-century France and England characterized 

by refined aestheticism, artifice, and the quest for new sensations.  [French déca-

dence, from Old French decadence, from Medieval Latin dKcadentia, a decaying, 

declining, from Vulgar Latin *dKcadere, to decay. See DECAY.]

dec·a·den·cy (dHkùN-dNn-sK, dV-k7dùn-) n.  Decadence. 

dec·a·dent (dHkùN-dNnt, dV-k7dùnt) adj.  1. Being in a state of decline or decay.  

2. Marked by or providing unrestrained gratification; self-indulgent.  3.  Often 

Decadent. Of or relating to literary Decadence.   —  n.  1. A person in a condi-

tion or process of mental or moral decay.  2.  Often Decadent. A member of the 

Decadence movement.  [French décadent, back-formation from décadence, deca-

dence. See DECADENCE.] —decùa·dent·ly adv. 

de·caf (dKùk4fÙ) n.  Informal. Decaffeinated coffee.   —deùcafÙ adj. 

de·caf·fein·at·ed (dK-k4fùN-n7ÙtVd, -k4fùK-N-) adj.  Having the caffeine 

removed:  decaffeinated coffee; decaffeinated soft drinks.   —de·cafùfein·ateÙ v.  

—de·cafÙfein·aùtion n. 

dec·a·gon (dHkùN-gmnÙ) n.  A polygon with ten angles and ten sides.  [Medieval 

Latin decagonum, from Greek dekagonon : deka, ten; see dekc in Appendix + -

gonon, -gon.] —de·cagùo·nal (dV-k4gùN-nNl) adj.  —de·cagùo·nal·ly adv. 

dec·a·gram  or dek·a·gram (dHkùN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. dag, dkg A metric unit 

of mass equal to 10 grams. 

dec·a·he·dron (dHkÙN-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. dec·a·he·drons or dec·a·he·dra (-

drN). A polyhedron with ten faces.   —decÙa·heùdral adj. 

de·cal (dKùk4lÙ, dV-k4lù) n.  1. A picture or design transferred by decalcomania.  

2. A decorative sticker. 

de·cal·ci·fy (dK-k4lùsN-fXÙ) v.  de·cal·ci·fied, de·cal·ci·fy·ing, de·cal·ci·fies.  
—  v.  tr. To remove calcium or calcium compounds from (bones or teeth, for 



example).   —  v.  intr. To lose calcium or calcium compounds.   
—de·calÙci·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —de·calùci·fiÙer n. 

de·cal·co·ma·ni·a (dK-k4lÙkN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  1. The process of trans-

ferring pictures or designs printed on specially prepared paper to materials such 

as glass or metal.  2. A decal.  [French décalcomanie : from dKcalquer, to transfer a 

tracing (de-, from from Latin dK-; see de- + calquer, to trace); see CALQUE + 

manie, craze (from its popularity in the 19th century) (from Latin mania, mad-

ness); see MANIA.]

de·ca·les·cence (dKÙkN-lHsùNns) n.  A sudden slowing in the rate of tempera-

ture increase in a metal being heated, caused by endothermic structural changes 

and resulting in a darkening of the metal.  [From DE- + Latin calKscere, to become 

warm, inchoative of calKre, to be warm; see kelN-1 in Appendix.] —deÙca·lesù-
cent adj. 

dec·a·li·ter  or dek·a·li·ter (dHkùN-lKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. dal, dkl A metric unit of 

volume equal to 10 liters. 

Dec·a·logue  or Dec·a·log (dHkùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  1. Bible. The Ten Command-

ments.  2. A fundamental set of rules having authoritative weight.  [Middle 

English decalog, from Late Latin decalogus, from Greek dekalogos : deka, ten; see 

dekc in Appendix + logos, word, pronouncement; see leg- in Appendix.]

dec·a·me·ter  or dek·a·me·ter (dHkùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. dam, dkm A metric 

unit of length equal to 10 meters. 

dec·a·met·ric (dHkÙN-mHtùrVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a radio wave of 

wavelength between one and ten decameters. 

de·camp (dV-k4mpù) v.  intr. de·camped, de·camp·ing, de·camps. 1. To 

depart secretly or suddenly.  2. To depart from a camp or camping ground.  

[French décamper, from Old French descamper, to strike camp  : des-, de- + 

camper, to camp (from camp, camp); see CAMP
1.] —de·campùment n. 

dec·ane (dHkù7nÙ) n.  Any of various liquid isomers, C10H22, of the methane 

series. 

dec·a·no·ic acid (dHkÙN-noùVk 4sùVd) n.  See capric acid. 
de·cant (dV-k4ntù) v.  tr. de·cant·ed, de·cant·ing, de·cants. 1. To pour off 

(wine, for example) without disturbing the sediment.  2. To pour (a liquid) from 

one container into another.  [Medieval Latin dKcanth7re : Latin dK-, de- + Latin 

canthus, rim of a wheel or vessel (of Celtic origin).] —deÙcan·taùtion (dKÙk4n-

t7ùshNn) n. 

de·cant·er (dV-k4nùtNr) n.  A vessel used for decanting, especially a decorative 

bottle used for serving wine. 

de·cap·i·tate (dV-k4pùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. de·cap·i·tat·ed, de·cap·i·tat·ing, 
de·cap·i·tates. To cut off the head of; behead.  [Late Latin dKcapit7re, dKcapit7t- 

 : Latin dK-, de- + Latin caput, capit-, head; see kaput- in Appendix.] 
—de·capÙi·taùtion n.  —de·capùi·taÙtor n. 



dec·a·pod (dHkùN-pmdÙ) n.  1. A crustacean of the order Decapoda, such as a 

crab, lobster, or shrimp, characteristically having ten legs, each joined to a seg-

ment of the thorax.  2. A cephalopod mollusk, such as a squid or cuttlefish, hav-

ing ten armlike tentacles.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Decapoda or a decapod.  

[From New Latin Decapoda, order name  : DECA- + -poda, -pod.] —de·capùo·dal 
(dV-k4pùN-dNl), de·capùo·dan (-dNn) , de·capùo·dous (-dNs)  adj. 

De·cap·o·lis (dV-k4pùN-lVs)  A confederacy in northeast Palestine of ten Roman-

controlled cities settled by Greeks. It was formed after 63 B.C. and dominated by 

Damascus. 

de·car·bon·ate (dK-kärùbN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·car·bon·at·ed, 
de·car·bon·at·ing, de·car·bon·ates. To remove carbon dioxide or carbonic 

acid from.   —de·carÙbon·aùtion n. 

de·car·bon·ize (dK-kärùbN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·car·bon·ized, de·car·bon·iz·ing, 
de·car·bon·iz·es. To remove carbon from; decarburize.   —de·carÙbon·i·zaù-
tion (-bN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·carùbon·izÙer n. 

de·car·box·yl·ase (dKÙkär-bmkùsN-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes that 

hydrolize the carboxyl radical. 

de·car·box·yl·a·tion (dKÙkär-bmkÙsN-l7ùshNn) n.  Removal of a carboxyl 

group from a chemical compound, usually with hydrogen replacing it. 

de·car·bu·rize (dK-kärùbN-rXzÙ, -byN-) v.  tr. de·car·bu·rized, 
de·car·bu·riz·ing, de·car·bu·riz·es. To decarbonize.   —de·carÙbu·ri·zaùtion 
(-rV-z7ùshNn) n. 

dec·are (dHkùârÙ, -ärÙ) n.  A metric unit of area equal to 10 ares. 

dec·a·syl·la·ble (dHkùN-sVlÙN-bNl) n.  A line of verse having ten syllables.   
—decÙa·syl·labùic (-sN-l4bùVk) adj. 

de·cath·lete (dV-k4thùlKt) n.  Sports. An athlete who participates in a decathlon. 

de·cath·lon (dV-k4thùlNn, -lmnÙ) n.  Sports. An athletic contest in which each 

contestant participates in the following ten track and field events: the 100-meter, 

400-meter, and 1,500-meter runs; the 110-meter high hurdle; the discus and jave-

lin throws; the shot-put; the pole vault; the high jump; and the long jump.  [DECA- 

+ (PENTA)THLON.]

De·ca·tur (dV-k7ùtNr)  1. A city of northern Alabama on the Tennessee River 

north of Birmingham. Most of the original city was destroyed during the Civil 

War. Population, 48,761.  2. A city of northwest Georgia, a residential suburb of 

Atlanta. Population, 17,336.  3. A city of central Illinois east of Springfield. Abra-

ham Lincoln practiced law here. Population, 83,885. 

De·ca·tur (dV-k7ùtNr), Stephen. 1779-1820.  American naval officer known for 

his heroic deeds in the Tripolitan War, the War of 1812, and skirmishes against 

the Barbary pirates. 

de·cay (dV-k7ù) v.  de·cayed, de·cay·ing, de·cays.  —  v.  intr. 1. Biology. To 

break down into component parts; rot.  2. Physics. To disintegrate or diminish by 



radioactive decay.  3. Electronics. To decrease gradually in magnitude. Used of 

voltage or current.  4. Aerospace. To decrease in orbit. Used of an artificial satel-

lite.  5. To fall into ruin:  a civilization that had begun to decay.  6. Pathology. To 

decline in health or vigor; waste away.  7. To decline from a state of normality, 

excellence, or prosperity; deteriorate.   —  v.  tr. To cause to decay.   —  n.  

1. a. The destruction or decomposition of organic matter as a result of bacterial 

or fungal action; rot.  b. Rotted matter.   2. Physics. Radioactive decay.  

3. Aerospace. The decrease in orbital altitude of an artificial satellite as a result of 

conditions such as atmospheric drag.  4. A gradual deterioration to an inferior 

state:  tooth decay; urban decay.  5. A falling into ruin.  [Middle English decayen, 

from Old French decair, from Vulgar Latin *dKcadere : Latin dK-, de- + Latin cad-

ere, to fall; see kad- in Appendix.] —de·cayùer n.  

SYNONYMS: decay, rot, putrefy, spoil, crumble, molder, disintegrate, decompose.

These verbs all refer to gradual change resulting in destruction or dissolution. De-

cay denotes a falling away from soundness; it may imply a stage in deterioration

short of complete destruction: Dentists advise their patients to brush and floss reg-

ularly to prevent their teeth from decaying. Rot is sometimes synonymous with de-

cay (wood that had rotted), but it often, like putrefy, stresses a stage of deteriora-

tion marked by offensiveness to the sense of smell: Animal flesh that rots is

attractive to vultures. The intact carcass of the prehistoric animal was prevented from

putrefying by the arctic cold. Spoil usually refers to the process by which perishable

substances, especially food, become unfit for use or consumption: I put the veal

scallops into the refrigerator before they could spoil. Crumble implies the physical

breakdown of a substance into small fragments or particles: We saw the remains

of an ancient church that had crumbled to ruins. To molder is to crumble to dust:

Her grandmother’s shawl had moldered away in the trunk. Disintegrate refers to

complete breakdown into component parts and implies the destruction of use-

fulness or integrity: The sandstone façade had disintegrated from long exposure to

the elements. Decompose, largely restricted to the breakdown of substances into

their chemical components, also connotes rotting and putrefying, both literally

and figuratively: “trivial personalities decomposing in the eternity of print” (Virgin-

ia Woolf).

Dec·can (dHkùNn)  A plateau of south-central India between the Eastern Ghats 

and the Western Ghats. The name is also used for the entire Indian peninsula 

south of the Narmada River. 

decd. abbr.  Deceased. 

de·cease (dV-sKsù) v.  intr. de·ceased, de·ceas·ing, de·ceas·es. To die.   —  
n.  The act of dying; death.  [Middle English decesen, from deces, death, from Old 



French, from Latin dKcessus, departure, death, from past participle of dKcKdere, to 

depart, die  : dK-, de- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.]

de·ceased (dV-sKstù) adj.  Abbr. dec., decd. No longer living; dead.  See Syn-

onyms at dead.   —  n.  pl. deceased. A dead person. 

de·ce·dent (dV-sKdùnt) n.  Law. A dead person.  [Latin dKcKdKns, dKcKdent- 

present participle of dKcKdere, to depart, die. See DECEASE.]

de·ceit (dV-sKtù) n.  1. The act or practice of deceiving; deception.  2. A strata-

gem; a trick.  3. The quality of being deceitful; falseness.  [Middle English deceite, 

from Old French, from past participle of deceveir, to deceive. See DECEIVE.]

de·ceit·ful (dV-sKtùfNl) adj.  1. Given to cheating or deceiving.  2. Deliberately 

misleading; deceptive.  See Synonyms at dishonest.  —de·ceitùful·ly adv.  

—de·ceitùful·ness n. 

de·ceive (dV-sKvù) v.  de·ceived, de·ceiv·ing, de·ceives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to believe what is not true; mislead.  2. Archaic. To catch by guile; ensnare.   
—  v.  intr. To practice deceit.  [Middle English deceiven, from Old French decev-

eir, from Vulgar Latin *dKcipKre, from Latin dKcipere, to ensnare, deceive  : dK-, de- 

+ capere, to seize; see kap- in Appendix.] —de·ceivùa·ble adj.  —de·ceivùer n.  

—de·ceivùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: deceive, betray, mislead, beguile, delude, dupe, hoodwink, bamboo-

zle, double-cross. These verbs mean to lead another into error, danger, or a disad-

vantageous position, for the most part by underhand means. Deceive involves the

deliberate concealment or the misrepresentation of the truth: “There is a moment

of difficulty and danger at which flattery and falsehood can no longer deceive” (Let-

ters of Junius). Betray implies faithlessness or treachery: “When you betray some-

body else, you also betray yourself” (Isaac Bashevis Singer). Mislead means to lead

in the wrong direction or into error of thought or action: “My manhood, long mis-

led by wandering fires,/Followed false lights” (John Dryden). Beguile suggests de-

ceiving or misleading by means of pleasant or alluring methods: They beguiled

unwary investors with tales of overnight fortunes. To delude is to mislead to the

point where a person is unable to tell truth from falsehood or to form sound judg-

ments: The government deluded the public about the dangers of low-level radiation.

Dupe means to delude by playing upon another’s susceptibilities or naiveté: Gull-

ible shoppers are easily duped by unscrupulous advertisers. Hoodwink refers to de-

luding by trickery: It is difficult to hoodwink a smart lawyer. Bamboozle less for-

mally means to delude by the use of such tactics as hoaxing, befuddling, or artful

persuasion: “Perhaps if I wanted to be understood or to understand I would bam-

boozle myself into belief, but I am a reporter” (Graham Greene). Double-cross im-

plies the betrayal of a confidence or the willful breaking of a pledge: New members

of the party felt they had been double-crossed by the old guard.



de·cel·er·ate (dK-sHlùN-r7tÙ) v.  de·cel·er·at·ed, de·cel·er·at·ing, 
de·cel·er·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To decrease the velocity of.  2. To slow down the rate 

of advancement of:  measures intended to decelerate the arms buildup.   —  v.  intr. 

To decrease in velocity.  [DE- + (AC)CELERATE.] —de·celÙer·aùtion n.  

—de·celùer·aÙtor n. 

De·cem·ber (dV-sHmùbNr) n.  Abbr. Dec., Dec The 12th month of the year in 

the Gregorian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English decembre, from 

Old French, from Latin December, the tenth month of the Roman year, probably 

from *decemmembris, from *decem-mKnsris : decem, ten; see dekc in Appendix 

+ mKnsis, month; see MENSES.]

De·cem·brist (dV-sHmùbrVst) n.  A participant in the unsuccessful conspiracy to 

overthrow Czar Nicholas I of Russia in December 1825. 

de·cem·vir (dV-sHmùvNr) n.  pl. de·cem·virs or de·cem·vi·ri (-vN-rXÙ). 1. One 

of a body of ten Roman magistrates, especially a member of one of two such bod-

ies appointed in 451 and 450 B.C. to draw up a code of laws.  2. One of an author-

itative body of ten.  [Middle English, from Latin, sing. of decemvirX, commission 

of ten men  : decem, ten; see dekc in Appendix + virX, pl. of vir, man; see wX-ro- 
in Appendix.] —de·cemùvi·ral adj.  —de·cemùvi·rate (-vNr-Vt, -vN-r7tÙ) n. 

de·cen·cy (dKùsNn-sK) n.  pl. de·cen·cies. 1. The state or quality of being 

decent; propriety.  2. Conformity to prevailing standards of propriety or mod-

esty.  3. decencies. a. Social or moral proprieties.  b. Surroundings or services 

deemed necessary for an acceptable standard of living.  

de·cen·na·ry (dV-sHnùN-rK) adj.  Of or relating to a ten-year period.   —  n.  pl. 

de·cen·na·ries. A period of ten years; a decade.  [From Latin decennis, lasting for 

ten years. See DECENNIUM.]

de·cen·ni·a (dV-sHnùK-N) n.  A plural of decennium. 
de·cen·ni·al (dV-sHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Relating to or lasting for ten years.  

2. Occurring every ten years.   —  n.  A tenth anniversary.  [From Latin decen-

nium, a period of ten years. See DECENNIUM.] —de·cenùni·al·ly adv. 

de·cen·ni·um (dV-sHnùK-Nm) n.  pl. de·cen·ni·ums or de·cen·ni·a (-sHnùK-N). 
A period of ten years; a decade.  [Latin, from decennis, lasting for ten years  : 

decem, ten; see dekc in Appendix + annus, year; see at- in Appendix.]

de·cent (dKùsNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by conformity to recognized standards 

of propriety or morality.  2. Free from indelicacy; modest.  3. Meeting accepted 

standards; adequate:  a decent salary.  4. a. Morally upright; respectable.  b. Kind 

or obliging:  very decent of them to lend you money.   5. Informal. Properly or 

modestly dressed.  [Latin decKns, decent- present participle of decKre, to be fitting. 

See dek- in Appendix.] —deùcent·ly adv.  —deùcent·ness n. 

de·cen·tral·ize (dK-sHnùtrN-lXzÙ) v.  de·cen·tral·ized, de·cen·tral·iz·ing, 
de·cen·tral·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To distribute the administrative functions or 

powers of (a central authority) among several local authorities.  2. a. To bring 



about the redistribution of (an urban population and industry) to suburban 

areas.  b. To cause to withdraw or disperse from a center of concentration:  decen-

tralize a university complex; decentralize a museum.    —  v.  intr. To undergo redis-

tribution or dispersal away from a central location or authority.   
—de·cenÙtral·i·zaùtion (-trN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·cenÙtral·i·zaùtion·ist n. 

de·cep·tion (dV-sHpùshNn) n.  1. The use of deceit.  2. The fact or state of being 

deceived.  3. A ruse; a trick.  [Middle English decepcioun, from Old French decep-

tion, from Late Latin dKceptio, dKception-, from Latin dKceptus, past participle of 

dKcipere, to deceive. See DECEIVE.]

de·cep·tive (dV-sHpùtVv) adj.  Deceptive or tending to deceive.  See Synonyms at 

misleading.  —de·cepùtive·ness n. 

de·cep·tive·ly (dV-sHpùtVv-lK) adv.  In a deceptive or deceiving manner; so as to 

deceive.  

USAGE NOTE: There appears to be a great deal of confusion about the sense

of deceptively when it is used to modify an adjective. Does the sentence The proof

is deceptively simple mean that the proof is simpler or more difficult than it ap-

pears? The Usage Panel was asked to choose among paraphrases for the sentence

The pool is deceptively shallow: 50 percent said that it means “The pool is shallower

than it appears”; 32 percent said that it means “The pool is deeper than it ap-

pears”; and 18 percent found it ambiguous. Thus the writer who used such a sen-

tence in a warning notice could expect that at least half the public would either

misinterpret the message or would be uncertain as to which sense was intended.

Where the context does not make the meaning clear, a substitute should be used,

as The pool is shallower than it looks or The proof is simple, despite appearances.

de·cer·e·brate (dK-sHrùN-br7tÙ) v.  tr. de·cer·e·brat·ed, de·cer·e·brat·ing, 
de·cer·e·brates. To eliminate cerebral brain function in (an animal) by remov-

ing the cerebrum, cutting across the brain stem, or severing certain arteries in the 

brain stem, as for purposes of experimentation.   —  adj.  (also -brVt) 1. Deprived 

of cerebral function, as by having the cerebrum removed.  2. Resulting from or as 

if from decerebration:  decerebrate rigidity; decerebrate movements.  3. Lacking 

intelligence or reason.   —  n.  (also -brVt) A decerebrate animal or person.   
—de·cerÙe·braùtion n. 

de·cer·ti·fy (dK-sûrùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·cer·ti·fied, de·cer·ti·fy·ing, 
de·cer·ti·fies. To revoke the certification of:  voted to decertify the union.   
—de·cerÙti·fi·caùtion (dK-sûrÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn, dKÙsNr-) n. 

deci- pref.  One tenth (10-1):  deciliter.  [French déci-, from Latin decimus, tenth, 

from decem, ten. See dekc in Appendix.]

dec·i·are (dHsùK-ârÙ, -ärÙ) n.  One-tenth (10-1) of an are. 



de·ci·bel (dHsùN-bNl, -bHlÙ) n.  Abbr. dB A unit used to express relative difference 

in power or intensity, usually between two acoustic or electric signals, equal to ten 

times the common logarithm of the ratio of the two levels.  [DECI- + BEL.]

de·cide (dV-sXdù) v.  de·cid·ed, de·cid·ing, de·cides.  —  v.  tr. 1. To settle 

conclusively all contention or uncertainty about:  decide a case; decided the dispute 

in favor of the workers.  2. To influence or determine the outcome of:  A few votes 

decided the election.  3. To cause to make or reach a decision.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

pronounce a judgment; announce a verdict.  2. To make up one’s mind.  [Middle 

English deciden, from Old French decider, from Latin dKcXdere, to cut off, decide  : 

dK-, de- + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.] —de·cid·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—de·cidùa·ble adj.  —de·cidùer n.  

SYNONYMS: decide, determine, settle, rule, conclude, resolve. These verbs are

compared as they mean to make or cause to make a decision. Decide is the least

specific: “If two laws conflict with each other, the courts must decide on the operation

of each” (John Marshall). Her parents’ pleas decided her against dropping out of

college. Determine often involves somewhat narrower issues: A jury will determine

whether the charges are true or false. Settle stresses finality of decision: “The lama

waved a hand to show that the matter was finally settled in his mind” (Rudyard

Kipling). Rule implies that the decision is handed down by someone in authority:

The faculty committee ruled that changes in the curriculum should be implemented.

Conclude suggests that a decision, opinion, or judgment has been arrived at after

careful consideration: She concluded that it would be better to ignore the criticism.

Resolve stresses the exercise of choice in making a firm decision: I resolved to lose

weight. We resolved that nothing they said could induce us to trust them.

de·cid·ed (dV-sXùdVd) adj.  1. Without doubt or question; definite:  a decided suc-

cess.  2. Free from hesitation or vacillation; resolute.   —de·cidùed·ly adv.  

—de·cidùed·ness n. 

de·cid·ing (dV-sXùdVng) adj.  Determining or able to determine an outcome:  the 

deciding factor; the deciding vote. 

de·cid·u·a (dV-sVjùu-N) n.  pl. de·cid·u·as or de·cid·u·ae (-u-KÙ). A mucous 

membrane lining the uterus, modified during pregnancy and shed at parturition 

or during menstruation.  [New Latin (membr7na) dKcidua, (membrane) that falls 

off, from Latin dKciduus, falling off. See DECIDUOUS.] —de·cidùu·al adj. 

de·cid·u·ate (dV-sVjùu-Vt) adj.  1. Characterized by or having a decidua:  a 

deciduate mammal.  2. Characterized by shedding. 

de·cid·u·ous (dV-sVjùu-Ns) adj.  1. Falling off or shed at a specific season or 

stage of growth:  deciduous antlers; deciduous leaves; deciduous teeth.  2. Shedding 

or losing foliage at the end of the growing season:  deciduous trees.  3. Not lasting; 



ephemeral.  [From Latin dKciduus, from dKcidere, to fall off  : dK-, de- + cadere, to 

fall; see kad- in Appendix.] —de·cidùu·ous·ly adv.  —de·cidùu·ous·ness n. 

dec·i·gram (dHsùV-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. dg A metric unit of mass or weight equal to 

one-tenth (10-1) of a gram. 

dec·ile (dVsùXlÙ, -Nl) n.  Statistics. 1. Any one of the numbers or values in a series 

dividing the distribution of the individuals in the series into ten groups of equal 

frequency.  2. Any one of the ten groups.  [DEC(I)- + -ILE
2.]

dec·i·li·ter (dHsùN-lKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. dl A metric unit of volume equal to one-tenth 

(10-1) of a liter. 

de·cil·lion (dV-sVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1033.  2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. The cardinal number equal to 1060.  [Latin decem, ten; see DECI- + (M)ILLION.] 
—de·cilùlion adj.  & pron. 

de·cil·lionth (dV-sVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 

decillion in a series.  2. One of a decillion equal parts.   —de·cilùlionth adv.  & 

adj. 

dec·i·mal (dHsùN-mNl) n.  Mathematics. 1. A linear array of integers that repre-

sents a fraction, every decimal place indicating a multiple of a negative power of 

10. For example, the decimal 0.1 = 10, 0.12 = 100, 0.003 = 1000.  Also called deci-

mal fraction 2. A number written using the base 10.   —  adj.  1. Expressed or 

expressible as a decimal.  2. a. Based on 10.  b. Numbered or ordered by groups 

of 10.   [Medieval Latin decim7lis, of tenths or tithes, from Latin decima, a tenth 

part or tithe, from decem, ten. See dekc in Appendix.] —decùi·mal·ly adv. 

dec·i·mal·ize (dHsùN-mN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. dec·i·mal·ized, dec·i·mal·iz·ing, 
dec·i·mal·iz·es. Mathematics. To change to a decimal system.   
—decÙi·mal·i·zaùtion (-mN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

decimal place (dHsùN-mNl pl7s) n.  Mathematics. The position of a digit to the 

right of a decimal point, usually identified by successive ascending ordinal num-

bers with the digit immediately to the right of the decimal point being first:  a fig-

ure accurate to the third decimal place. 

decimal point (dHsùN-mNl point) n.  Mathematics. A dot written in a decimal 

number to indicate the place where values change from positive to negative pow-

ers of 10. 

decimal system (dHsùN-mNl sVsùtNm) n.  Mathematics. 1. A number system 

based on units of 10.  2. A system of measurement in which all derived units are 

multiples of 10 of the fundamental units. 

dec·i·mate (dHsùN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. dec·i·mat·ed, dec·i·mat·ing, dec·i·mates. 
1. To destroy or kill a large part of (a group).  2. Usage Problem. a. To inflict great 

destruction or damage on:  The fawns decimated my sister’s rose bushes.  b. To 

reduce markedly in amount:  a profligate heir who decimated his trust fund.   3. To 

select by lot and kill one in every ten of.  [Latin decim7re, decim7t-, to punish 



every tenth person, from decimus, tenth, from decem, ten. See dekc in Appen-

dix.] —decÙi·maùtion n.  

USAGE NOTE: Decimate originally referred to the killing of every tenth person,

a punishment used in the Roman army for mutinous legions. Today this meaning

is commonly extended to include the killing of any large proportion of a group.

Sixty-six percent of the Usage Panel accepts this extension in the sentence The

Jewish population of Germany was decimated by the war, even though it is common

knowledge that the number of Jews killed was much greater than a tenth of the

original population. However, when the meaning is further extended to include

large-scale destruction other than killing, as in The supply of fresh produce was

decimated by the accident at Chernobyl, the usage is accepted by only 26 percent

of the Panel. 

WORD HISTORY: Decimate comes from the Latin word decim7re, which

meant “to punish every tenth man chosen by lot, as in a mutinous military unit,”

decim7re being derived from decimus, “tenth.” Our word decimate is first recorded

in this sense in 1600 in A Treatise of Ireland, written by John Dymmok: “All... were

by a martiall courte condemned to dye, which sentence was yet mittigated by the

Lord Lieutenants mercy by which they were onely decimated by lott.” Decimate

then passed beyond the military context and came to be used rhetorically or loose-

ly with reference to more than a tenth. Charlotte Brontë, for example, stated in a

letter of 1848 that “Typhus fever decimated the school periodically,” although ty-

phus fever certainly did not always kill exactly a tenth of the school’s population.

dec·i·me·ter (dHsùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. dm A metric unit of length equal to one-

tenth (10-1) of a meter. 

de·ci·pher (dV-sXùfNr) v.  tr. de·ci·phered, de·ci·pher·ing, de·ci·phers. 1. To 

read or interpret (ambiguous, obscure, or illegible matter).  See Synonyms at 

solve.  2. To convert from a code or cipher to plain text; decode.   
—de·ciùpher·a·ble adj.  —de·ciùpher·er n.  —de·ciùpher·ment n. 

de·ci·sion (dV-sVzhùNn) n.  1. The passing of judgment on an issue under consid-

eration.  2. The act of reaching a conclusion or making up one’s mind.  3. A con-

clusion or judgment reached or pronounced; a verdict.  4. Firmness of character 

or action; determination.  5. Sports. A victory in boxing won on points when no 

knockout has occurred.   —  v.  tr. de·ci·sioned, de·ci·sion·ing, de·ci·sions. 
Sports. To achieve a victory over, as in boxing:  He decisioned his opponent in the 

third round of the match.  [Middle English decisioun, from Old French decision, 

from Latin dKcXsio, dKcXsion-, curtailment, settlement, from dKcXdere, to cut off, 

decide. See DECIDE.] —de·ciùsion·al adj.  

SYNONYMS: decision, conclusion, determination. The central meaning shared



by these nouns is “a position, an opinion, or a judgment reached after consider-

ation”: a decision unfavorable to the opposition; came to the conclusion not to pro-

ceed; satisfied with the panel’s determination.

de·ci·sion-mak·er (dV-sVzhùNn-m7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes decisions, espe-

cially one in a position of authority or power. 

de·ci·sion-mak·ing (dV-sVzhùNn-m7ÙkVng) n.  The making of decisions, espe-

cially by persons in positions of authority or power: “No one can doubt the need 

for Presidential decision-making when split-second questions of nuclear war or peace 

may be involved” (New York Times).   —de·ciùsion-makÙing adj. 

de·ci·sive (dV-sXùsVv) adj.  1. Having the power to decide; conclusive.  

2. Characterized by decision and firmness; resolute.  3. Beyond doubt; unmistak-

able:  a decisive defeat.   —de·ciùsive·ly adv.  —de·ciùsive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: decisive, conclusive, crucial, definitive, determinative. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “determining or having the power to deter-

mine an outcome”: the decisive vote; a conclusive reason; crucial experiments; a de-

finitive verdict; the determinative battle. 

ANTONYM: indecisive

De·cius (dKùshNs, -shK-Ns), A.D. 201-251.  Emperor of Rome (249-251) who was 

proclaimed emperor by his soldiers against his will. His reign was marked by 

severe persecution of Christians. 

deck1 (dHk) n.  Abbr. dk. 1. Nautical. A platform extending horizontally from 

one side of a ship to the other.  2. a. A platform or surface likened to a ship’s 

deck.  b. A roofless, floored area, typically with low sides, that adjoins a house.  

c. The roadway of a bridge or an elevated freeway.   3. a. A pack of playing cards.  

b. Computer Science. A group of data processing cards.   4. A tape deck.  5. Slang. 

A packet of narcotics.   —  v.  tr. decked, deck·ing, decks. 1. To furnish with 

or as if with a deck.  2. Slang. To knock down with force:  He decked his sparring 

partner.   —idioms. clear the deck. Informal. To prepare for action.  hit the 
deck. Slang. 2. To get out of bed.  3. To fall or drop to a prone position.  4. To 

prepare for action.  on deck. 5. On hand; present.  6. Sports. Waiting to take 

one’s turn, especially as a batter in baseball.  [Middle English dekke, from Middle 

Dutch dec, roof, covering. See (s)teg- in Appendix.]

deck2 (dHk) v.  tr. decked, deck·ing, decks. 1. To clothe with finery; adorn. 

Often used with out:  We were all decked out for the party.  2. To decorate:  decked 

the halls for the holidays.  [Dutch dekken, to cover, from Middle Dutch decken. See 

(s)teg- in Appendix.]

deck chair (dHk châr) n.  A folding chair that usually has arms and a leg rest. 



deck·er (dHkùNr) n.  Something having a deck or an indicated number of levels, 

stories, or tiers. Often used in combination:  a three-decker apartment house; dou-

ble-decker buses. 

deck hand (dHk h4nd) n.  Nautical. A member of a ship’s crew who performs 

manual labor. 

deck·house (dHkùhousÙ) n.  Nautical. A superstructure on the upper deck of a 

ship. 

deck·le (dHkùNl) n.  1. A frame used in making paper by hand to form paper 

pulp into sheets of a desired size.  2. A deckle edge.  [German Deckel, from Decke, 

cover, from decken, to cover, from Middle High German, from Old High German 

decchen. See (s)teg- in Appendix.]

deckle edge (dHkùNl Hj) n.  The rough edge of handmade paper formed in a 

deckle.  Also called featheredge  —deckùle-edgedÙ (dHkùNl-HjdÙ) adj. 

deck tennis (dHk tHnùVs) n.  Sports. A game in which a small ring is tossed back 

and forth over a net. 

decl. abbr.  Declension. 

de·claim (dV-kl7mù) v.  de·claimed, de·claim·ing, de·claims.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To deliver a formal recitation, especially as an exercise in rhetoric or elocution.  

2. To speak loudly and vehemently; inveigh.   —  v.  tr. To utter or recite with rhe-

torical effect.  [Middle English declamen, from Latin dKcl7m7re : dK-, intensive 

pref.; see DE- + cl7m7re, to cry out; see kelN-2 in Appendix.] —de·claimùer n. 

dec·la·ma·tion (dHkÙlN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. A recitation delivered as an exercise in 

rhetoric or elocution.  2. a. Vehement oratory.  b. A speech marked by strong 

feeling; a tirade.   [Middle English declamacioun, from Latin dKcl7m7tio, 

dKcl7m7tion-, from dKcl7m7tus, past participle of dKcl7m7re, to declaim. See 

DECLAIM.]

de·clam·a·to·ry (dV-kl4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Having the quality of a decla-

mation.  2. Pretentiously rhetorical; bombastic. 

de·clar·ant (dV-klârùNnt) n.  One that makes a declaration, especially a person 

who has signed a declaration of intent to become a U.S. citizen. 

dec·la·ra·tion (dHkÙlN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. dec. 1. An explicit, formal announce-

ment, either oral or written.  2. The act or process of declaring.  3. A statement of 

taxable goods or of properties subject to duty.  4. Law. a. A formal statement by a 

plaintiff specifying the facts and circumstances constituting his or her cause of 

action.  b. An unsworn statement of facts that is admissible as evidence.   

5. Games. A bid, especially the final bid of a hand in certain card games. 

de·clar·a·tive (dV-klârùN-tVv, -kl4rù-) adj.  Serving to declare or state.   
—de·clarùa·tive·ly adv. 

de·clar·a·to·ry (dV-klârùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Declarative.  2. Law. a. Setting 

forth that which is the law.  b. Explaining a legal interpretation or right.  



de·clare (dV-klârù) v.  de·clared, de·clar·ing, de·clares.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

known formally or officially.  See Synonyms at announce.  2. To state emphati-

cally or authoritatively; affirm.  3. To reveal or make manifest; show.  4. To make 

a full statement of (dutiable goods, for example).  5. Games. To designate (a 

trump suit or no-trump) with the final bid of a hand in bridge.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

make a declaration.  2. To proclaim one’s support, choice, opinion, or resolution.  

See Synonyms at assert.  —idiom. declare war. 1. To state formally the inten-

tion to carry on armed hostilities against.  2. To state one’s intent to suppress or 

eradicate:  declared war on drug dealing in the neighborhood.  [Middle English 

declaren, from Old French declarer, from Latin dKcl7r7re : dK-, intensive pref.; see 

DE- + cl7r7re, to make clear (from cl7rus, clear); see kelN-2 in Appendix.] 
—de·clarùa·ble adj.  —de·clarùer n. 

de·class (dK-kl4sù) v.  tr. de·classed, de·class·ing, de·class·es. To lower in 

class or status. 

dé·clas·sé (d7Ùklä-s7ù) adj.  1. Lowered in class, rank, or social position.  

2. Lacking high station or birth; of inferior social status.  [French, past participle 

of déclasser, to lower in class  : dé-, down (from Latin dK-); see DE- + classe, class; 

see CLASS.]

de·clas·si·fy (dK-kl4sùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·clas·si·fied, de·clas·si·fy·ing, 
de·clas·si·fies. To remove official security classification from (a document).   
—de·clasÙsi·fiùa·ble adj.  —de·clasÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

de·claw (dK-klôù) v.  tr. de·clawed, de·claw·ing, de·claws. 1. To remove the 

claws from:  declaw a cat.  2. To strip of power, potency, or strength; make harm-

less or less threatening. 

de·clen·sion (dV-klHnùshNn) n.  Abbr. dec., decl. 1. Linguistics. a. In certain 

languages, the inflection of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives in categories such as 

case, number, and gender.  b. A class of words of one language with the same or a 

similar system of inflections, such as the first declension in Latin.   2. A descend-

ing slope; a descent.  3. A decline or decrease; deterioration: “States and empires 

have their periods of declension” (Laurence Sterne).  4. A deviation, as from a stan-

dard or practice.  [Middle English declenson, from Old French declinaison, from 

Latin dKclXn7tio, dKclXn7tion-, grammatical declension, declination. See DECLINA-

TION.] —de·clenùsion·al adj. 

dec·li·na·tion (dHkÙlN-n7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. dec. 1. A sloping or bending down-

ward.  2. A falling off, especially from prosperity or vigor; a decline.  3. A devia-

tion, as from a specific direction or standard.  4. A refusal to accept.  5. Magnetic 

declination.  6. Astronomy. The angular distance to a point on a celestial object, 

measured north or south from the celestial equator.  [Middle English declina-

cioun, from Old French declination, from Latin dKclXn7tio, dKclXn7tion-, from 

dKclXn7tus, past participle of dKclXn7re, to turn away. See DECLINE.] —decÙli·naù-
tion·al adj. 



de·cline (dV-klXnù) v.  de·clined, de·clin·ing, de·clines.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

express polite refusal.  2. a. To slope downward; descend.  b. To bend downward; 

droop.   3. To degrade or lower oneself; condescend.  4. To deteriorate gradually; 

fail.  5. a. To sink, as the setting sun.  b. To draw to a gradual close; wane.    —  v.  

tr. 1. To refuse politely:  I declined their offer of help.  See Synonyms at refuse1.  
2. To cause to slope or bend downward.  3. Grammar. To inflect (a noun, a pro-

noun, or an adjective) for number and case.   —  n.  1. The process or result of 

declining, especially a gradual deterioration.  2. A downward movement.  3. The 

period when something approaches an end.  4. A downward slope; a declivity.  

5. A disease that gradually weakens or wastes the body.  [Middle English declinen, 

from Old French decliner, from Latin dKclXn7re, to turn away, bend downward, 

change the form of a word  : dK-, de- + -clXn7re, to lean, bend; see klei- in Appen-

dix.] —de·clinùa·ble adj.  —de·clinùer n. 

de·cliv·i·tous (dV-klVvùV-tNs) adj.  Rather steep. 

de·cliv·i·ty (dV-klVvùV-tK) n.  pl. de·cliv·i·ties. A downward slope, as of a hill.  

[Latin dKclXvit7s, from dKclXvis, sloping down  : dK-, de- + clXvus, slope; see klei- in 

Appendix.]

dec·o (dHkùo) n.  Art deco. 

de·coct (dV-kmktù) v.  tr. de·coct·ed, de·coct·ing, de·cocts. 1. To extract the 

flavor of by boiling.  2. To make concentrated; boil down.  [Middle English 

decocten, to boil, from Latin dKcoquere, dKcoct-, to boil down or away  : dK-, de- + 

coquere, to boil, to cook; see pekw- in Appendix.] —de·cocùtion n. 

de·code (dK-kodù) v.  tr. de·cod·ed, de·cod·ing, de·codes. To convert from 

code into plain text.   —de·codùer n. 

de·col·late1 (dV-kmlù7tÙ) v.  tr. de·col·lat·ed, de·col·lat·ing, de·col·lates. To 

behead.  [Latin dKcoll7re, dKcoll7t-  : dK-, de- + collum, neck; see kwel-1 in Appen-

dix.] —deÙcol·laùtion n. 

de·col·late2 (dHkùN-l7tÙ, dK-koù-) v.  tr. de·col·lat·ed, de·col·lat·ing, 
de·col·lates. To separate the copies of (a multiple-copy computer printout, for 

example).   —deùcol·laÙtor n. 

de·col·lec·tiv·ize (dKÙkN-lHkùtN-vXzÙ) v.  tr. de·col·lec·tiv·ized, 
de·col·lec·tiv·iz·ing, de·col·lec·tiv·iz·es. To free from collective control.   
—deÙcol·lec·ti·vi·zaùtion (-vV-z7ùshNn) n. 

dé·colle·tage (d7Ùkôl-täzhù) n.  1. A low neckline on a woman’s garment, 

especially a dress.  2. A dress with a low neckline in front.  [French, from décol-

leté, having a low neckline. See DÉCOLLETÉ.]

dé·colle·té (d7Ùkôl-t7ù) adj.  1. Cut low at the neckline:  a décolleté dress.  

2. Wearing a garment that is low-cut or strapless.  [French, past participle of déc-

olleter, to lower a neckline, uncover the neck  : dé-, off (from Latin dK-); see DE- + 

collet, collar (from Old French, diminutive of col, neck, collar, from Latin collum, 

neck); see kwel-1 in Appendix.]



de·col·o·nize (dK-kmlùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·col·o·nized, de·col·o·niz·ing, 
de·col·o·niz·es. To free (a colony) from dependent status.   —de·colÙo·ni·zaù-
tion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·col·or·ant (dK-kƒlùNr-Nnt) n.  A bleaching agent. 

de·col·or·ize (dK-kƒlùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·col·or·ized, de·col·or·iz·ing, 
de·col·or·iz·es. To remove the color from.   —de·colÙor·i·zaùtion (-kƒlÙNr-V-
z7ùshNn) n.  —de·colùor·izÙer n. 

de·com·mis·sion (dKÙkN-mVshùNn) v.  tr. de·com·mis·sioned, 
de·com·mis·sion·ing, de·com·mis·sions. To withdraw (a ship, for example) 

from active service. 

de·com·pen·sa·tion (dKÙkmm-pNn-s7ùshNn) n.  Failure of the heart to main-

tain adequate blood circulation, marked by labored breathing, engorged blood 

vessels, and edema.   —de·comùpen·sateÙ v. 

de·com·pose (dKÙkNm-pozù) v.  de·com·posed, de·com·pos·ing, 
de·com·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To separate into components or basic elements.  

2. To cause to rot.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become broken down into components; dis-

integrate.  2. To decay; putrefy.  See Synonyms at decay.  —deÙ-
com·posÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —deÙcom·posùa·ble adj. 

de·com·pos·er (dKÙkNm-poùzNr) n.  Ecology. An organism, often a bacterium 

or fungus, that feeds on and breaks down dead plant or animal matter, thus mak-

ing organic nutrients available to the ecosystem. 

de·com·po·si·tion (dK-kmmÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  1. The act or result of decompos-

ing; disintegration.  2. a. Chemistry. Separation into constituents by chemical 

reaction.  b. Biology. Breakdown or decay of organic materials.    
—de·comÙpo·siùtion·al adj. 

de·com·pound1 (dK-kmmùpoundÙ, dKÙkNm-poundù) adj.  1. Compounded or 

consisting of things or parts that are already compound.  2. Botany. Having or 

consisting of divisions that are themselves once or several times compound; 

bipinnate:  a decompound leaf. 

de·com·pound2 (dKÙkNm-poundù) v.  tr. de·com·pound·ed, 
de·com·pound·ing, de·com·pounds. To decompose. 

de·com·press (dKÙkNm-prHsù) v.  de·com·pressed, de·com·press·ing, 
de·com·press·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To relieve of pressure or compression.  2. To 

bring (a person exposed to conditions of increased pressure) gradually back to 

normal atmospheric pressure.   —  v.  intr. 1. To adjust to normal atmospheric 

conditions after being exposed to increased pressure.  2. Informal. To relax:  

decompressed after 12 hours of driving. 

de·com·pres·sion (dKÙkNm-prHshùNn) n.  1. The act or process of decom-

pressing.  2. A surgical procedure used to relieve pressure on an organ or part, 

such as the abdomen, cranium, or spinal cord. 



decompression chamber (dKÙkNm-prHshùNn ch7mùbNr) n.  A compart-

ment in which atmospheric pressure can be gradually raised or lowered, used 

especially in readjusting divers or underwater workers to normal atmospheric 

pressure or in treating decompression sickness. 

decompression sickness (dKÙkNm-prHshùNn sVkùnVs) n.  A disorder, seen 

especially in deep-sea divers or in caisson and tunnel workers, caused by the for-

mation of nitrogen bubbles in the blood following a rapid drop in pressure and 

characterized by severe pains in the joints and chest, skin irritation, cramps, and 

paralysis.  Also called caisson disease 

de·con·cen·trate (dK-kmnùsNn-tr7tÙ) v.  tr. de·con·cen·trat·ed, 
de·con·cen·trat·ing, de·con·cen·trates. To decentralize.   —deÙ-
con·cen·traùtion n. 

de·con·di·tion (dKÙkNn-dVshùNn) v.  de·con·di·tioned, de·con·di·tion·ing, 
de·con·di·tions.  —  v.  tr. 1. Psychology. To cause (a conditioned response, such 

as a phobia) to become extinct.  2. To cause to decline from a condition of physi-

cal fitness, as through a prolonged period of inactivity or, in astronauts, through 

weightlessness in space.   —  v.  intr. To lose physical fitness. 

de·con·gest (dKÙkNn-jHstù) v.  tr. de·con·gest·ed, de·con·gest·ing, 
de·con·gests. To relieve the congestion of (sinuses, for example).   —deÙ-
con·gesùtion (-jHsùchNn) n.  —deÙcon·gesùtive adj. 

de·con·ges·tant (dKÙkNn-jHsùtNnt) n.  A medication or treatment that breaks 

up congestion, as of the sinuses, by reducing swelling.   —  adj.  Capable of reliev-

ing congestion. 

de·con·se·crate (dK-kmnùsV-kr7tÙ) v.  tr. de·con·se·crat·ed, 
de·con·se·crat·ing, de·con·se·crates. To make (a church, synagogue, or tem-

ple, for example) no longer consecrated. 

de·con·struct (dKÙkNn-strƒktù) v.  tr. de·con·struct·ed, de·con·struct·ing, 
de·con·structs. To write about or analyze (a literary text, for example), follow-

ing the tenets of deconstruction. 

de·con·struc·tion (dKÙkNn-strƒkùshNn) n.  A philosophical movement and 

theory of literary criticism that questions traditional assumptions about certainty, 

identity, and truth, asserts that words can only refer to other words, and attempts 

to demonstrate how statements about any text subvert their own meanings: “In 

deconstruction, the critic claims there is no meaning to be found in the actual text, 

but only in the various, often mutually irreconcilable, ‘virtual texts’ constructed by 

readers in their search for meaning” (Rebecca Goldstein).   —deÙcon·strucù-
tion·ism n.  —deÙcon·strucùtion·ist n.  & adj. 

de·con·tam·i·nate (dKÙkNn-t4mùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·con·tam·i·nat·ed, 
de·con·tam·i·nat·ing, de·con·tam·i·nates. 1. To eliminate contamination in.  

2. To make safe by eliminating poisonous or otherwise harmful substances, such 



as noxious chemicals or radioactive material.   —deÙcon·tamùi·nant (-nNnt) n.  

—deÙcon·tamÙi·naùtion n.  —deÙcon·tamùi·naÙtor n. 

de·con·trol (dKÙkNn-trolù) v.  tr. de·con·trolled, de·con·trol·ling, 
de·con·trols. To stop control of, especially by the government:  decontrolled oil 

and natural-gas prices.   —deÙcon·trolù n. 

dé·cor  or de·cor (d7ùkôrÙ, d7-kôrù) n.  1. a. Decoration.  b. A decorative style 

or scheme, as of a room.   2. A stage setting; scenery.  [French, from décorer, to 

decorate, from Latin decor7re, to beautify. See DECORATE.]

dec·o·rate (dHkùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. dec·o·rat·ed, dec·o·rat·ing, dec·o·rates. 1. To 

furnish, provide, or adorn with something ornamental; embellish.  2. To confer a 

medal or other honor on:  was decorated for bravery.  [From Middle English deco-

rat, made beautiful, from Latin decor7tus, past participle of decor7re, to beautify, 

from decus, decor-, honor, ornament. See dek- in Appendix.]

dec·o·ra·tion (dHkÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, technique, or art of deco-

rating.  2. Something used to decorate.  3. An emblem of honor, such as a medal 

or badge. 

Dec·o·ra·tion Day (dHkÙN-r7ùshNn d7) n.  See Memorial Day. 
dec·o·ra·tive (dHkùNr-N-tVv, -N-r7Ù-) adj.  Abbr. dec. Serving to decorate or 

embellish; ornamental.   —decùo·ra·tive·ly adv.  —decùo·ra·tive·ness n. 

dec·o·ra·tor (dHkùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  One that decorates, especially an interior decora-

tor.   —  adj.  Appropriate for interior decoration:  decorator colors. 

dec·o·rous (dHkùNr-Ns, dV-kôrùNs, -korù-) adj.  Characterized by or exhibiting 

decorum; proper:  decorous behavior.  [From Latin decorus, becoming, handsome, 

from decor, seemliness, beauty. See dek- in Appendix.] —decùo·rous·ly adv.  

—decùo·rous·ness n. 

de·cor·ti·cate (dK-kôrùtV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. de·cor·ti·cat·ed, de·cor·ti·cat·ing, 
de·cor·ti·cates. 1. To remove the bark, husk, or outer layer from; peel.  2. To 

remove the surface layer, membrane, or fibrous cover of (an organ or a struc-

ture).  [Latin dKcortic7re, dKcortic7t-  : dK-, de- + cortex, cortic-, bark, rind; see 

sker-1 in Appendix.] —de·corÙti·caùtion n.  —de·corùti·caÙtor n. 

de·co·rum (dV-kôrùNm, -korù-) n.  1. Appropriateness of behavior or conduct; 

propriety.  2. The conventions of polite behavior.  See Synonyms at etiquette.  
3. The appropriateness of an element of an artistic or literary work, such as style 

or tone, to its particular circumstance or to the composition as a whole.  [Latin 

decorum, from decorus, becoming, handsome. See DECOROUS.]

de·cou·page also dé·cou·page (d7Ùku-päzhù) n.  1. The technique of deco-

rating a surface with cutouts, as of paper.  2. A creation produced by this tech-

nique.  [French découpage, from découper, to cut up or out, from Old French 

descolper : des-, de- + colper, to cut (from colp, stroke); see COUP.]

de·cou·ple (dK-kƒpùNl) v.  tr. de·cou·pled, de·cou·pling, de·cou·ples. 
1. Electronics. To reduce or eliminate the coupling of (one circuit or part to 



another).  2. Physics. To decrease or eliminate airborne shock waves from (an 

explosion) by having it take place underground.  3. To separate or detach: 

“There’s not the slightest possibility that America would be decoupled from Europe by 

the pursuit of this vital initiative” (Caspar W. Weinberger).   —de·couùpler n. 

de·coy (dKùkoiÙ, dV-koiù) n.  1. a. A living or artificial bird or other animal used 

to entice game into a trap or within shooting range.  b. An enclosed place, such as 

a pond, into which wildfowl are lured for capture.   2. A means used to mislead or 

lead into danger.   —  v.  tr. de·coyed, de·coy·ing, de·coys (dV-koiù). To lure 

or entrap by or as if by a decoy.  See Synonyms at lure.  [Possibly from Dutch de 

kooi, the cage  : de, the (from Middle Dutch); see to- in Appendix + kooi, cage 

(from Middle Dutch coie, from Latin cavea).] —de·coyùer n. 

de·crease (dV-krKsù) v.  intr. tr. de·creased, de·creas·ing, de·creas·es. To 

grow or cause to grow gradually less or smaller, as in number, amount, or inten-

sity.   —  n.  (dKùkrKsÙ) Abbr. dec. 1. The act or process of decreasing.  2. The 

amount by which something decreases.  [Middle English decresen, from Old 

French decreistre, decreiss-, from Latin dKcrKscere : dK-, de- + crKscere, to grow; see 

ker-2 in Appendix.] —de·creasùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: decrease, lessen, reduce, dwindle, abate, diminish, subside. These

verbs mean to become or cause to become smaller or less. Decrease and lessen,

interchangeable in most contexts, refer to steady or gradual diminution: Traffic

decreases on holidays. Lack of success decreases confidence. Use your seat belt to lessen

the danger of injury in an accident. His appetite lessens as his illness progresses. Re-

duce emphasizes bringing down, as in size, degree, or intensity: The workers re-

duced their wage demands. Dwindle suggests decreasing bit by bit to a vanishing

point: Their savings dwindled away. Abate stresses a decrease in amount or inten-

sity and suggests a reduction of excess: Toward evening the fire began to abate.

Nothing can abate the force of that argument. Diminish implies taking away or re-

moval: An occasional outburst didn’t diminish my respect for her. The warden’s au-

thority diminished after the revolt. Subside implies a falling away to a more normal

level: The wild enthusiasm the team’s victory aroused did not subside.

de·cree (dV-krKù) n.  1. An authoritative order having the force of law.  2. Law. 

The judgment of a court of equity, admiralty, probate, or divorce.  3. Roman 

Catholic Church. a. A doctrinal or disciplinary act of an ecumenical council.  

b. An administrative act applying or interpreting articles of canon law.    —  v.  

de·creed, de·cree·ing, de·crees.  —  v.  tr. To ordain, establish, or decide by 

decree.  See Synonyms at dictate.   —  v.  intr. To issue a decree.  [Middle English 

decre, from Old French decret, from Latin dKcrKtum, principle, decision, from 

neuter past participle of dKcernere, to decide  : dK-, de- + cernere, to sift; see krei- 
in Appendix.] —de·creeùa·ble adj.  —de·creùer n. 



dec·re·ment (dHkùrN-mNnt) n.  1. The act or process of decreasing or becoming 

gradually less.  2. The amount lost by gradual diminution or waste.  

3. Mathematics. The amount by which a variable is decreased; a negative incre-

ment.  [Latin dKcrKmentum, from dKcrKscere, to decrease. See DECREASE.] 
—decÙre·mentùal (-mHnùtl) adj. 

de·cre·o·li·za·tion (dK-krKÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  The loss of creole features in an 

original creole language as the result of contact with a major international lan-

guage that was one of its ancestors. 

de·crep·it (dV-krHpùVt) adj.  Weakened, worn out, impaired, or broken down by 

old age, illness, or hard use.  See Synonyms at weak.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin dKcrepitus, worn out, feeble  : dK-, de- + crepitus, past partici-

ple of crep7re, to burst, crack.] —de·crepùit·ly adv. 

de·crep·i·tate (dV-krHpùV-t7tÙ) v.  de·crep·i·tat·ed, de·crep·i·tat·ing, 
de·crep·i·tates.  —  v.  tr. To roast or calcine (crystals or salts) until they emit a 

crackling sound or until crackling stops.   —  v.  intr. To make a crackling sound 

when roasted.  [New Latin dKcrepit7re, dKcrepit7t-  : Latin dK-, de- + Latin 

crepit7re, to crackle, frequentative of crep7re, to burst, crack.] —de·crepÙi·taù-
tion n. 

de·crep·i·tude (dV-krHpùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  The quality or condition of being 

weakened, worn out, impaired, or broken down by old age, illness, or hard use. 

de·cre·scen·do (d7ÙkrN-shHnùdo, dKÙ-) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. dec. With 

gradually diminishing force or loudness. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. 

de·cre·scen·dos. Abbr. dec. 1. A gradual decrease in force or loudness.  2. A 

decrescendo passage.  [Italian, gerund of decrescere, to decrease, from Latin dKcrK-

scere. See DECREASE.]

de·cres·cent (dV-krHsùNnt) adj.  Becoming gradually less; waning.  [Latin dKcrK-

scKns, dKcrKscent- present participle of dKcrKscere, to decrease. See DECREASE.]

de·cre·tal (dV-krKtùl) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A decree, especially a papal let-

ter giving a decision on a point or question of canon law.  [Middle English, from 

Old French decretale, from Late Latin dKcrKt7lis, fixed by decree, from Latin dKcrK-

tum, principle, decision. See DECREE.]

de·cre·tive (dV-krKùtVv) adj.  Decretory. 

dec·re·to·ry (dHkùrV-tôrÙK, -torÙK, dV-krKùtN-rK) adj.  Of, relating to, or having 

the force of a decree. 

de·crim·i·nal·ize (dK-krVmùN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·crim·i·nal·ized, 
de·crim·i·nal·iz·ing, de·crim·i·nal·iz·es. To reduce or abolish criminal penal-

ties for:  decriminalize the use of marijuana.   —de·crimÙi·nal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

de·cry (dV-krXù) v.  tr. de·cried, de·cry·ing, de·cries. 1. To condemn openly.  

2. To depreciate (currency, for example) by official proclamation or by rumor.  



[French décrier, from Old French descrier : des-, de- + crier, to cry; see CRY.] 
—de·criùer n.  

SYNONYMS: decry, disparage, depreciate, derogate, belittle, minimize, down-

grade. These verbs mean to think, write, or speak of as being of little value or

importance. Decry implies open denunciation or condemnation: A staunch mate-

rialist, he decries economy. Disparage often implies the communication of a low

opinion by indirection: Some critics disparage psychoanalysis as being a pseudo-

science. To depreciate is to assign a lower than customary value to someone or

something: Some musicologists depreciate Liszt’s compositions. Derogate implies a

detraction that impairs: People often derogate what they don’t understand. Belittle

and minimize mean to make less important, but minimize strongly implies the

minimum level: belittled the child’s attempts to draw; trying to minimize the accom-

plishment. To downgrade is to minimize in importance or estimation: Her rival

downgraded the painting, calling it decorative but superficial.

de·crypt (dK-krVptù) v.  tr. de·crypt·ed, de·crypt·ing, de·crypts. 1. To deci-

pher.  2. To decode.   —  n.  (dKùkrVptÙ) A deciphered or decoded message.  [DE- + 

-crypt (from CRYPTOGRAM).] —de·crypùtion n. 

de·cu·bi·tus ulcer (dV-kyuùbV-tNs ƒlùsNr) n.  See bedsore.  [Medieval Latin 

dKcubitus, lying down, being bedridden, from past participle of Latin dKcumbere, 

to lie down. See DECUMBENT.]

de·cum·bent (dV-kƒmùbNnt) adj.  1. Lying down; reclining.  2. Botany. Lying 

or growing on the ground but with erect or rising tips:  decumbent stems.  [Latin 

dKcumbKns, dKcumbent- present participle of dKcumbere, to lie down  : dK-, de- + -

cumbere, to lie down.] —de·cumùbence (-bNns), de·cumùben·cy (-bNn-sK)  n. 

dec·u·ple (dHkùyN-pNl) adj.  1. Ten times as great; tenfold.  2. In groups of ten.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin decuplus : Latin decem, ten; 

see dekc in Appendix + Latin -plus, -fold; see pel-2 in Appendix.]

de·cur·rent (dV-kûrùNnt, -kƒrù-) adj.  Botany. Having the leaf base extending 

down the stem below the insertion:  decurrent leaves.  [Middle English, from Latin 

dKcurrKns, dKcurrent- present participle of dKcurrere, to run down  : dK-, de- + cur-

rere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.] —de·curùrent·ly adv. 

de·cus·sate (dV-kƒsù7tÙ, dHkùN-s7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. de·cus·sat·ed, de·cus·sat·ing, 
de·cus·sates. To cross or become crossed so as to form an X; intersect.   —  adj.  

1. Intersected or crossed in the form of an X.  2. Botany. Arranged on a stem in 

opposite pairs at right angles to those above or below, resulting in four vertical 

rows:  decussate leaves.  [Latin decuss7re, decuss7t-, from decussis, the number ten, 

intersection of two lines (from the Romans’ use of X for the numeral 10), a ten-as 

coin  : decem, ten; see dekc in Appendix + assis, as (coin).] —de·cusùsateÙly 
adv. 



dec·us·sa·tion (dHkÙN-s7ùshNn, dKÙkN-) n.  1. A crossing in the shape of an X.  

2. Anatomy. An X-shaped crossing, especially of nerves or bands of nerve fibers, 

connecting corresponding parts on opposite sides of the brain or spinal cord. 

D.Ed. abbr.  Doctor of Education. 

de·dans (dN-däNù) n.  pl. dedans (-däNù, -däNzù). Sports. 1. A screened gallery 

for spectators at the service end of a court-tennis court.  2. The spectators at a 

court-tennis match.  [French, from dedans, inside, from Old French dedenz : de, 

of, from (from Latin dK); see DE- + denz, within (from Late Latin deintus, from 

within  : Latin dK + Latin intus, within); see en in Appendix.]

De·de·kind (d7ùdV-kVndÙ, -kVntÙ), Julius Wilhelm Richard. 1831-1916.  Ger-

man mathematician best known for his theory of irrational numbers. 

Ded·ham (dHdùNm)  A town of eastern Massachusetts, a mainly residential sub-

urb of Boston on the Charles River. Population, 23,782. 

ded·i·cate (dHdùV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ded·i·cat·ed, ded·i·cat·ing, ded·i·cates. 1. To 

set apart for a deity or for religious purposes; consecrate.  2. To set apart for a 

special use:  dedicated their money to scientific research.  3. To commit (oneself) to 

a particular course of thought or action:  dedicated ourselves to starting our own 

business.  See Synonyms at devote.  4. To address or inscribe (a literary work, for 

example) to another as a mark of respect or affection.  5. a. To open (a building, 

for example) to public use.  b. To show to the public for the first time:  dedicate a 

monument.   [Middle English dedicaten, from Latin dKdic7re, dKdic7t-  : dK-, de- + 

dic7re, to proclaim; see deik- in Appendix.] —dedùi·caÙtor n. 

ded·i·cat·ed (dHdùV-k7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Wholly committed to a particular course of 

thought or action; devoted:  a dedicated musician.  2. Designed for a particular 

use or function: “The satellite beams the information down to Earth, where it is sent 

through dedicated telephone wires to the Space Telescope Science Institute” (Boston 

Globe).   —dedùi·catÙed·ly (-k7ÙtVd-lK) adv. 

ded·i·ca·tee (dHdÙV-k7-tKù) n.  One to whom something, such as a literary work, 

is dedicated. 

ded·i·ca·tion (dHdÙV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of dedicating or the state of being 

dedicated.  2. A note prefixed to a literary, artistic, or musical composition dedi-

cating it to someone in token of affection or esteem.  3. A rite or ceremony of 

dedicating.  4. Selfless devotion:  served the public with dedication and integrity.   
—dedùi·caÙtive, dedùi·ca·toÙry (-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

de·dif·fer·en·ti·a·tion (dKùdVf-N-rHnÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Biology. Regression of a 

specialized cell or tissue to a simpler, more embryonic, unspecialized form. Dedi-

fferentiation may occur before the regeneration of appendages in plants and cer-

tain animals and in the development of some cancers.   —deÙdif·fer·enùti·ateÙ 
v. 

de·duce (dV-dusù, -dyusù) v.  tr. de·duced, de·duc·ing, de·duc·es. 1. To 

reach (a conclusion) by reasoning.  2. To infer from a general principle; reason 



deductively.  3. To trace the origin or derivation of.  [Middle English deducen, 

from Latin dKd7cere, to lead away or down  : dK-, de- + d7cere, to lead; see deuk- 
in Appendix.] —de·ducùi·ble adj. 

de·duct (dV-dƒktù) v.  de·duct·ed, de·duct·ing, de·ducts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

take away (a quantity) from another; subtract.  2. To derive by deduction; 

deduce.   —  v.  intr. To take away a desirable part:  Poor plumbing deducts from the 

value of the house.  [Middle English deducten, from Latin dKd7cere, dKduct-, to 

lead away or down. See DEDUCE.]

de·duct·i·ble (dV-dƒkùtN-bNl) adj.  That can be deducted, especially with respect 

to income taxes:  deductible expenses.   —  n.  1. Something, such as an expense, 

that can be deducted, as for income-tax purposes.  2. A clause in an insurance 

policy that exempts the insurer from paying an initial specified amount in the 

event that the insured sustains a loss.   —de·ductÙi·bilùi·ty n. 

de·duc·tion (dV-dƒkùshNn) n.  1. The act of deducting; subtraction.  2. An 

amount that is or may be deducted:  tax deductions.  3. The drawing of a conclu-

sion by reasoning; the act of deducing.  4. Logic. a. The process of reasoning in 

which a conclusion follows necessarily from the stated premises; inference by rea-

soning from the general to the specific.  b. A conclusion reached by this process.  

de·duc·tive (dV-dƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Of or based on deduction.  2. Involving or 

using deduction in reasoning.   —de·ducùtive·ly adv. 

dee (dK) n.  The letter d. 

Dee (dK)  1. A river rising in the Cairngorm Mountains of eastern Scotland and 

flowing about 145 km (90 mi) eastward to the North Sea through an artificial 

channel at Aberdeen. It is known for its scenic beauty and salmon fisheries.  2. A 

river of northern Wales and western England flowing about 113 km (70 mi) par-

tially along the Welsh-English border to the Irish Sea. 

Dee (dK), John. 1527-1608.  English mathematician, alchemist, and astrologer 

who was a favorite of Elizabeth I, for whom he did both scientific and astrological 

studies. 

deed (dKd) n.  1. Something that is carried out; an act or action.  2. A usually 

praiseworthy act; a feat or exploit.  3. Action or performance in general:  Deeds, 

not words, matter most.  4. Law. A document sealed as an instrument of bond, 

contract, or conveyance, especially relating to property.   —  v.  tr. deed·ed, 
deed·ing, deeds. To transfer by means of a deed:  deeded the property to the 

children.  [Middle English dede, from Old English d<d. See dhK- in Appendix.]

dee·jay (dKùj7Ù) n.  Informal. A disc jockey.  [From the abbr. D.J.]

deem (dKm) v.  deemed, deem·ing, deems.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have as an opin-

ion; judge:  deemed it was time for a change.  2. To regard as; consider:  deemed the 

results unsatisfactory.  See Usage Note at as1.   —  v.  intr. To have an opinion; 

think.  See Synonyms at consider.  [Middle English demen, from Old English 

dKman. See dhK- in Appendix.]



de-em·pha·size (dK-HmùfN-sXzÙ) v.  tr. de-em·pha·sized, de-
em·pha·siz·ing, de-em·pha·siz·es. To decrease the emphasis on; minimize the 

importance of.   —de-emùpha·sis (-sVs) n. 

deep (dKp) adj.  deep·er, deep·est. 1. a. Extending far downward below a sur-

face:  a deep hole in the river ice.  b. Extending far inward from an outer surface:  

a deep cut.  c. Extending far backward from front to rear:  a deep walk-in refriger-

ator.  d. Extending far from side to side from a center:  a deep yard surrounding 

the house.  e. Far distant down or in:  deep in the woods.  f. Coming from or pen-

etrating to a depth:  a deep sigh.  g. Sports. Located or taking place near the outer 

boundaries of the area of play:  deep left field.   2. Extending a specific distance in 

a given direction:  snow four feet deep.  3. Far distant in time or space:  deep in the 

past.  4. a. Difficult to penetrate or understand; recondite:  a deep metaphysical 

theory.  b. Of a mysterious or obscure nature:  a deep secret; ancient and deep 

tribal rites.  c. Very learned or intellectual; wise:  a deep philosopher.  d. Exhibiting 

great cunning or craft:  deep political machinations.   5. a. Of a grave or extreme 

nature:  deep trouble; deepest deceit.  b. Very absorbed or involved:  deep in 

thought; deep in financial difficulties.  c. Profound in quality or feeling:  a deep 

trance; deep devotion.   6. Rich and intense in shade. Used of a color:  a deep red.  

7. Low in pitch; resonant:  a deep voice.  8. Covered or surrounded to a designated 

degree. Often used in combination:  waist-deep in the water; ankle-deep in snow.  

9. Large in quantity or size; big:  deep cuts in the budget.   —  adv.  1. To a great 

depth; deeply:  dig deep; feelings that run deep.  2. Well along in time; late:  worked 

deep into the night.  3. Sports. Close to the outer boundaries of the area of play:  

played deep for the first three innings; ran deep into their opponents’ territory.   —  
n.  1. a. A deep place in land or in a body of water:  drowned in the deep of the 

river.  b. A vast, immeasurable extent:  the deep of outer space.   2. The extent of 

encompassing time or space; firmament.  3. The most intense or extreme part:  

the deep of night.  4. The ocean.  5. Nautical. A distance estimated in fathoms 

between successive marks on a sounding line.   —idioms. deep down. At bot-

tom; basically:  Deep down, she was still a rebel.  in deep water. In difficulty.  

[Middle English dep, from Old English dKop. See dheub- in Appendix.] —deep-
ùly adv.  —deepùness n.  

SYNONYMS: deep, abysmal, profound. The central meaning shared by these ad-

jectives is “extending far downward or inward from a surface”: a deep lake; falling

from a cliff through abysmal space; a profound glacial chasm. 

ANTONYM: shallow

deep-dish (dKpùdVshÙ) adj.  Made or used in a deep baking dish:  a deep-dish 

apple pie; deep-dish recipes. 



deep·en (dKùpNn) v.  tr. intr. deep·ened, deep·en·ing, deep·ens. To make 

or become deep or deeper. 

deep fat (dKp f4t) n.  Hot fat or oil for deep-frying food. 

deep freeze (dKp frKz) n.  A condition of being held in temporary suspension 

or inactivity. 

deep-freeze (dKpùfrKzù) v.  tr. deep-·froze (-frozù), deep-·fro·zen (-

froùzNn), deep-·freez·ing, deep-·freez·es. 1. To quick-freeze.  2. To store in a 

frozen condition.  3. To suspend or defer indefinitely: “American long-term obli-

gations... which have been deep-frozen since the early 1950s” (Paul Kennedy). 

Deep·freeze (dKpùfrKzÙ)  A trademark used for a refrigerator designed to 

freeze food for long periods. 

deep freezer (dKp frKùzNr) n.  A freezer for the quick-freezing and long-term 

storage of food. 

deep-froze (dKpùfrozù) v.  Past tense of deep-freeze. 
deep-fro·zen (dKpùfroùzNn) v.  Past participle of deep-freeze. 
deep-fry (dKpùfrXù) v.  tr. deep-·fried, deep-·fry·ing, deep-·fries. To fry by 

immersing in a deep utensil of fat or oil:  deep-fry doughnuts; deep-fried the 

chicken wings. 

deep fryer (dKp frXùNr) n.  A utensil for deep-frying food. 

Dee·ping (dKùpVng), (George) Warwick. 1877-1950.  British writer whose 

most popular novel was Sorrell and Son (1925). 

deep pocket (dKp pmkùVt) n.  A source of substantial wealth or financial sup-

port. Often used in the plural: “Japanese investors... have all but pulled out of the 

market—and there’s no deep pocket outside Japan to take their place” (Larry Martz). 

Deep River (dKp rVvùNr)  A river rising in north-central North Carolina and 

flowing about 201 km (125 mi) southeast and east to join the Haw River and 

form the Cape Fear River. 

deep-root·ed (dKpùruùtVd, -rttùVd) adj.  Firmly implanted; well-estab-

lished:  deep-rooted prejudices. 

deep-sea (dKpùsKù) adj.  Of, relating to, or taking place in the deeper parts of 

the sea:  deep-sea exploration. 

deep-seat·ed (dKpùsKùtVd) adj.  1. Being so far below the surface as to be 

unsusceptible to superficial examination, study, or treatment:  a deep-seated infec-

tion.  2. Deeply rooted; ingrained:  deep-seated ideological differences. 

deep-set (dKpùsHtÙ) adj.  1. Deeply set or placed:  deep-set eyes.  2. Deep-seated:  

deep-set hatred. 

deep six (dKp sVks) n.  Slang. 1. Burial at sea.  2. Disposal or rejection of some-

thing:  gave all our plans the deep six.  [American slang, a grave, referring to the 

conventional depth of a grave (six feet).]



deep-six (dKpùsVksù) v.  tr. deep-·sixed, deep-·six·ing, deep-·six·es. Slang. 

1. To toss overboard.  2. To toss out; get rid of:  deep-sixed the incriminating 

papers. 

Deep South (dKp south)  A region of the southeast United States, usually com-

prising the states of Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Caro-

lina. 

deep space (dKp sp7s) n.  The regions beyond the gravitational influence of 

Earth encompassing interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic space. 

deep structure (dKp strƒkùchNr) n.  Linguistics. An abstract underlying struc-

ture that determines the actual form of a sentence. 

deep-wa·ter (dKpùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or carried on in waters 

of a relatively great depth:  a deep-water port; deep-water drilling for oil. 

deer (dîr) n.  pl. deer. Any of various hoofed ruminant mammals of the family 

Cervidae, characteristically having deciduous antlers borne chiefly by the males. 

The deer family also includes the elk, moose, caribou, and reindeer.  [Middle 

English der, beast, from Old English dKor.]

WORD HISTORY: In various Middle English texts one finds a fish, an ant, or

a fox called a der, the Middle English ancestor of our word deer. In its Old English

form dKor, our word referred to any animal, including members of the deer fam-

ily, and continued to do so in Middle English, although it took on the specific

sense “a deer.” By the end of the Middle English period, around 1500, the general

sense had all but disappeared. Deer is a commonly cited example of a semantic

process called specialization, by which the range of meaning of a word is narrowed

or restricted. When Shakespeare uses the expression “mice and rats, and such

small deer” for Edgar’s diet in King Lear, probably written in 1605, we are not sure

whether deer has the general or the specific sense.

Deere (dîr), John. 1804-1886.  American industrialist who pioneered the manu-

facture of plows especially suited to working prairie soil. 

Deer·field (dîrùfKldÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 17,327. 

Deerfield Beach (dîrùfKldÙ bKch)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic 

Ocean north of Fort Lauderdale. It is in a truck-farming area. Population, 46,325. 

deer fly  or deer·fly (dîrùflXÙ) n.  Any of various stout-bodied, blood-sucking 

flies of the genus Chrysops, closely related to the horseflies but smaller and having 

spotted or banded wings. 

deer grass (dîr gr4s) n.  See meadow beauty. 
deer·hound (dîrùhoundÙ) n.  A dog of an old breed developed in Scotland, 

related to and resembling the greyhound but taller and larger and having a wiry 

coat. It was originally bred for hunting deer.  Also called Scottish deerhound 



deer mouse (dîr mous) n.  A North American mouse (Peromyscus manicula-

tus) having white feet and underparts, and a long, bicolored tail. 

Deer Park (dîr pärk)  1. An unincorporated community of southeast New York 

on central Long Island north of Babylon. It is mainly residential. Population, 

28,840.  2. A city of southeast Texas east of Houston. It is an industrial center in a 

truck-farming area. Population, 27,652. 

deer·skin (dîrùskVnÙ) n.  1. Leather made from the hide of a deer.  2. A garment 

made from deerskin. 

deer·stalk·er (dîrùstôÙkNr) n.  A tight-fitting hat with visors in the front and 

back, originally worn by hunters. 

deer·yard (dîrùyärdÙ) n.  A place where deer gather for wintering. 

de-es·ca·late  or de·es·ca·late (dK-HsùkN-l7tÙ) v.  de-es·ca·lat·ed, de-
es·ca·lat·ing, de-es·ca·lates.  —  v.  tr. To decrease the size, scope, or intensity 

of (a war, for example).   —  v.  intr. To decrease or diminish in size, scope, or 

intensity:  The birth rate has begun to de-escalate.   —de-esÙca·laùtion n.  —de-
esùca·la·torÙy (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

deet (dKt) n.  A colorless, oily liquid, C12H17NO, that has a mild odor and is used 

as an insect repellent.  [From d.t., abbr. of DIETHYL TOLUAMIDE.]

def. abbr.  1. Defective.  2. Defendant.  3. Defense.  4. Deferred.  5. Grammar. 

Definite.  6. Definition. 

de·face (dV-f7sù) v.  tr. de·faced, de·fac·ing, de·fac·es. 1. To mar or spoil the 

appearance or surface of; disfigure.  2. To impair the usefulness, value, or influ-

ence of.  3. Obsolete. To obliterate; destroy.  [Middle English defacen, from Old 

French desfacier : des-, de- + face, face; see FACE.] —de·faceùa·ble adj.  

—de·faceùment n.  —de·facùer n. 

de fac·to (dV f4kùto, d7) adv.  In reality or fact; actually.   —  adj.  1. Actual:  de 

facto segregation.  2. Actually exercising power though not legally or officially 

established:  a de facto government.  [Latin  : dK, from, according to + facto, abla-

tive of factum, fact.]

de·fal·cate (dV-f4lùk7tÙ, -fôlù-, dHfùNl-) v.  intr. de·fal·cat·ed, de·fal·cat·ing, 
de·fal·cates. To misuse funds; embezzle.  [Medieval Latin dKfalc7re, dKfalc7t-, to 

mow, deduct  : Latin dK-, de- + Latin falx, falc-, sickle.] —deÙfal·caùtion 
(dKÙf4l-k7ùshNn, -fôl-, dHfÙNl-) n.  —de·falùcaÙtor n. 

def·a·ma·tion (dHfÙN-m7ùshNn) n.  The act of defaming; calumny.   
—de·famùa·toÙry (dV-f4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

de·fame (dV-f7mù) v.  tr. de·famed, de·fam·ing, de·fames. 1. To damage 

the reputation, character, or good name of by slander or libel.  See Synonyms at 

malign.  2. Archaic. To disgrace.  [Middle English defamen, from Old French 

defamer, from Medieval Latin dKf7m7re, alteration of Latin diff7m7re, to spread 

news of, slander  : dis-, abroad, apart; see DIS- + f7ma, rumor, reputation; see 

bh7-2 in Appendix.] —de·famùer n. 



de·fang (dK-f4ngù) v.  tr. de·fanged, de·fang·ing, de·fangs. 1. To remove 

the fangs of (a snake, for example).  2. To undermine the strength or power of; 

make ineffectual:  an attempt to defang the opposition. 

de·fat (dK-f4tù) v.  tr. de·fat·ted, de·fat·ting, de·fats. To remove fat from:  

had to defat the chicken stock. 

de·fault (dV-fôltù) n.  1. Failure to perform a task or fulfill an obligation, espe-

cially failure to meet a financial obligation:  in default on a loan.  2. Law. Failure 

to make a required court appearance.  3. The failure of one or more competitors 

or teams to participate in a contest:  won the championship by default.  

4. Computer Science. A particular value for a variable that is assigned automati-

cally by an operating system and remains in effect unless canceled or overridden 

by the operator.   —  v.  de·fault·ed, de·fault·ing, de·faults.  —  v.  intr. 

1. a. To fail to do what is required.  b. To fail to pay money when it is due.   

2. Law. a. To fail to appear in court when summoned.  b. To lose a case by not 

appearing.   3. To fail to take part in or complete a scheduled contest.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To fail to perform or pay.  2. Law. To lose (a case) by failing to appear in court.  

3. To fail to take part in or complete (a contest, for example).   —idiom. in 
default of. Through the failure, absence, or lack of.  [Middle English defaute, 

from Old French, from past participle of defaillir, to fail, grow weak  : de-, inten-

sive pref.; see DE- + faillir; see FAIL.] —de·faultùer n. 

de·fea·sance (dV-fKùzNns) n.  1. A rendering void; an annulment.  2. a. The 

voiding of a contract or deed.  b. A clause within a contract or deed providing for 

annulment.   [Middle English defesaunce, from Anglo-Norman, from Old French 

defesance, from defesant, present participle of desfaire, to destroy. See DEFEAT.]

de·fea·si·ble (dV-fKùzN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being annulled or invalidated:  a 

defeasible claim to an estate.   —de·feaÙsi·bilùi·ty, de·feaùsi·ble·ness n. 

de·feat (dV-fKtù) v.  tr. de·feat·ed, de·feat·ing, de·feats. 1. To win victory 

over; beat.  2. To prevent the success of; thwart:  Internal strife defeats the purpose 

of teamwork.  3. Law. To make void; annul.   —  n.  1. The act of defeating or 

state of being defeated.  2. Failure to win.  3. A coming to naught; frustration:  

the defeat of a lifelong dream.  4. Law. The act of making null and void.  [Middle 

English defeten, from defet, disfigured, from Old French desfait, past participle of 

desfaire, to destroy, from Medieval Latin disfacere, to destroy, mutilate, undo  : 

Latin dis-, dis- + Latin facere, to do; see dhK- in Appendix.] —de·featùer n.  

SYNONYMS: defeat, conquer, vanquish, beat, rout, subdue, subjugate, overcome.

These verbs mean to get the better of an adversary. Defeat is the most general:

“Whether we defeat the enemy in one battle, or by degrees, the consequences will be

the same” (Thomas Paine). Conquer suggests decisive and often wide-scale victo-

ry: “A conquering army on the border will not be halted by the power of eloquence”

(Otto von Bismarck). Vanquish emphasizes total mastery: The forces of Napoleon



were vanquished at Waterloo. Beat, less formal, is often the equivalent of defeat,

though beat may convey greater emphasis: “To win battles... you beat the soul... of

the enemy man” (George S. Patton). Rout implies complete victory followed by

the disorderly flight of the defeated force: An entire division was routed during the

first hours of the war. Subdue suggests mastery and control achieved by overpow-

ering: “It cost [the Romans] two great wars, and three great battles, to subdue that

little kingdom [Macedonia]” (Adam Smith). Subjugate more strongly implies re-

ducing an opponent to submission: “The last foreigner to subjugate England was a

Norman duke in the Middle Ages named William” (Stanley Meisler). To overcome

is to prevail over, often by persevering: overcome an enemy; overcome temptation;

overcome a physical handicap.

de·feat·ism (dV-fKùtVzÙNm) n.  Acceptance of or resignation to the prospect of 

defeat.   —de·featùist adj.  & n. 

def·e·cate (dHfùV-k7tÙ) v.  def·e·cat·ed, def·e·cat·ing, def·e·cates.  —  v.  

intr. To void feces from the bowels.   —  v.  tr. To remove (impurities, as in a 

chemical solution); clarify.  [Latin dKfaec7re, to clean the dregs from  : dK-, de- + 

faex, faec-, dregs.] —defÙe·caùtion n.  —defùe·caÙtor n. 

de·fect (dKùfHktÙ, dV-fHktù) n.  1. The lack of something necessary or desirable 

for completion or perfection; deficiency:  a visual defect.  2. An imperfection that 

causes inadequacy or failure; a shortcoming.  See Synonyms at blemish.   —  v.  

intr. de·fect·ed, de·fect·ing, de·fects (dV-fHktù). 1. To disown allegiance to 

one’s country and take up residence in another:  a Soviet citizen who defected to 

Israel.  2. To abandon a position or an association, often to join an opposing 

group:  defected from the party over the issue of free trade.  [Middle English, from 

Latin dKfectus, failure, want, from past participle of dKficere, to desert, be wanting 

 : dK-, de- + facere, to do; see dhK- in Appendix.] —de·fecùtion n.  —de·fecùtor 
n. 

de·fec·tive (dV-fHkùtVv) adj.  Abbr. def. 1. a. Having a defect; faulty:  a defective 

appliance.  b. Marked by subnormal structure, function, intelligence, or behavior:  

defective speech.   2. Grammar. Lacking one or more of the inflected forms nor-

mal for a particular category of word, as the verb may in English.   —  n.  Offen-

sive. One that is physically or mentally deficient.   —de·fecùtive·ly adv.  

—de·fecùtive·ness n. 

de·fem·i·nize (dK-fHmùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·fem·i·nized, de·fem·i·niz·ing, 
de·fem·i·niz·es. To divest of feminine traits, qualities, or characteristics. 

de·fence (dV-fHnsù) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of defense. 
de·fend (dV-fHndù) v.  de·fend·ed, de·fend·ing, de·fends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make or keep safe from danger, attack, or harm.  2. To support or maintain, as by 

argument or action; justify.  3. Law. a. To represent (a defendant) in a civil or 

criminal action.  b. To attempt to disprove or invalidate (an action or a claim).    



—  v.  intr. To make a defense.  [Middle English defenden, from Old French defen-

dre, from Latin dKfendere, to ward off. See gwhen- in Appendix.] 
—de·fendùa·ble adj.  —de·fendùer n.  

SYNONYMS: defend, protect, guard, preserve, shield, safeguard. These verbs

mean to make or keep safe from danger, attack, or harm. Defend implies the tak-

ing of measures to repel an attack: defending the island against invasion; tried to

defend his reputation. Protect often suggests providing a cover to repel discomfort,

injury, or attack: bought a dog to protect the children from unfriendly strangers; wore

sunglasses to protect my eyes; has to learn to protect herself. Guard suggests keeping

watch: police guarding the entrance to the embassy; guarded the house against in-

truders. To preserve is to take measures to maintain something in safety: fighting

to preserve freedom; ecologists working to preserve our natural resources. Shield sug-

gests protection likened to a piece of defensive armor interposed between the

threat and the threatened: His lawyers tried to shield him from the angry reporters.

Safeguard stresses protection against potential or less imminent danger and often

implies preventive action: The Bill of Rights safeguards our individual liberties.

de·fen·dant (dV-fHnùdNnt) n.  Abbr. def., dft. Law. The party against which an 

action is brought. 

de·fen·es·trate (dK-fHnùV-str7tÙ) v.  tr. de·fen·es·trat·ed, 
de·fen·es·trat·ing, de·fen·es·trates. To throw out of a window.  [Back-for-

mation from DEFENESTRATION.]

de·fen·es·tra·tion (dK-fHnÙV-str7ùshNn) n.  An act of throwing someone or 

something out of a window.  [From DE- + Latin fenestra, window.]

de·fense (dV-fHnsù) n.  Abbr. def. 1. The act of defending against attack, dan-

ger, or injury.  2. A means or method of defending or protecting.  3. An argu-

ment in support or justification of something.  See Synonyms at apology.  
4. Law. a. The action of the defendant in opposition to complaints against him 

or her.  b. The defendant and his or her legal counsel.   5. The science or art of 

defending oneself; self-defense.  6. Sports. The team or those players on the team 

attempting to stop the opposition from scoring.  7. The military, governmental, 

and industrial complex, especially as it authorizes and manages weaponry pro-

duction.   —  v.  tr. de·fensed, de·fens·ing, de·fens·es. Sports. To attempt to 

stop (the opposition) from scoring.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin dKfKnsa, from feminine past participle of dKfendere, to ward off. See 

DEFEND.] —de·fenseùless adj.  —de·fenseùless·ly adv.  —de·fenseù-
less·ness n. 

de·fense·man (dV-fHnsùmNn, -m4nÙ) n.  Sports. A team member, as in hockey, 

who plays a defensive zone or position. 



defense mechanism (dV-fHnsù mHkùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Biology. A physiological 

reaction of an organism used in self-protection, as against infection.  

2. Psychology. Any of a variety of mental devices, usually unconscious, that an 

individual may use to protect the ego from shame, anxiety, conflict, loss of self-

esteem, or other unacceptable feelings or thoughts. Defense mechanisms, com-

monly used in coping with problems, include behaviors such as repression, pro-

jection, denial, and rationalization. 

de·fen·si·ble (dV-fHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being defended, protected, or jus-

tified:  defensible arguments.   —de·fenÙsi·bilùi·ty, de·fenùsi·ble·ness n.  

—de·fenùsi·bly adv. 

de·fen·sive (dV-fHnùsVv) adj.  1. Intended or appropriate for defending; protec-

tive.  2. a. Intended to withstand or deter aggression or attack:  a defensive weap-

ons system; defensive behavior.  b. Sports. Of or relating to the effort to prevent an 

opponent from gaining points in a game or an athletic contest.   3. Of or relating 

to defense.  4. Psychology. Constantly protecting oneself from criticism, exposure 

of one’s shortcomings, or other real or perceived threats to the ego.   —  n.  1. A 

means of defense.  2. An attitude or position of defense.   —idiom. on the 
defensive. Prepared to withstand or counter aggression or attack.   —de·fenù-
sive·ly adv.  —de·fenùsive·ness n. 

de·fer1 (dV-fûrù) v.  de·ferred, de·fer·ring, de·fers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put off; 

postpone.  2. To postpone the induction of (one eligible for the military draft).   
—  v.  intr. To procrastinate.  [Middle English differren, to postpone, differ. See 

DIFFER.] —de·ferùra·ble adj.  —de·ferùrer n.  

SYNONYMS: defer, postpone, shelve, stay, suspend. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to put off until a later time”: deferred paying the bills; postponing

our trip; shelved the issue; stay an execution; suspending train service.

de·fer2 (dV-fûrù) v.  de·ferred, de·fer·ring, de·fers.  —  v.  intr. To submit to 

the opinion, wishes, or decision of another through respect or in recognition of 

his or her authority, knowledge, or judgment.  See Synonyms at yield.   —  v.  tr. 

To commit or entrust to another.  [Middle English deferen, from Old French def-

erer, from Latin dKferre, to carry away, refer to  : dK-, de- + ferre, to carry; see 

bher-1 in Appendix.] —de·ferùrer n. 

def·er·ence (dHfùNr-Nns, dHfùrNns) n.  1. Submission or courteous yielding to 

the opinion, wishes, or judgment of another.  2. Courteous respect.  See Syn-

onyms at honor. 
def·er·ent1 (dHfùNr-Nnt, dHfùrNnt) adj.  Showing deference; deferential. 

def·er·ent2 (dHfùNr-Nnt, dHfùrNnt) adj.  1. Anatomy. Carrying down or away. 

Used of a duct or vessel.  2. Serving or adapted to carry or transport.  [Middle 



English defferent, from Latin dKferKns, dKferent- present participle of dKferre, to 

carry away. See DEFER
2.]

def·er·en·tial (dHfÙN-rHnùshNl) adj.  Marked by or exhibiting deference.   
—defÙer·enùtial·ly adv. 

de·fer·ment (dV-fûrùmNnt) n.  1. The act or an instance of delaying or putting 

off.  2. Officially sanctioned postponement of compulsory military service. 

de·fer·ral (dV-fûrùNl) n.  Deferment. 

de·ferred (dV-fûrdù) adj.  Abbr. def. 1. Postponed or delayed:  deferred gratifi-

cation; deferred military draft.  2. Withheld until a future date:  deferred benefits; a 

deferred payment. 

de·fer·ves·cence (dKÙfNr-vHsùNns) n.  Medicine. Abatement of a fever.  [From 

Latin dKfervKscKns, dKfervKscent- present participle of dKfervKscere, to stop boiling, 

cool off  : dK-, de- + fervKscere, to grow hot, inchoative of fervKre, to be hot, boil; 

see bhreu- in Appendix.] —deÙfer·vesceù (-vHsù) v.  —deÙfer·vesùcent adj. 

Def·fand (dV-fäNù), Marquise du Title of Marie de Vichy-Chamrond. 1697-

1780.  French literary patron noted for her correspondence with Voltaire, Mon-

tesquieu, and Horace Walpole. 

de·fi·ance (dV-fXùNns) n.  1. The act or an example of defying; bold resistance to 

an opposing force or authority.  2. Intentionally contemptuous behavior or atti-

tude; readiness to contend or resist.   —idiom. in defiance of. In spite of; con-

trary to:  went on strike in defiance of union policy.  [Middle English defiaunce, 

from Old French desfiance, from desfier, to defy. See DEFY.]

De·fi·ance (dV-fXùNns)  A city of northwest Ohio southwest of Toledo. Fort Defi-

ance was built on the site by Anthony Wayne in 1794. Population, 16,768. 

de·fi·ant (dV-fXùNnt) adj.  Marked by defiance; boldly resisting.   —de·fiùant·ly 
adv. 

de·fib·ril·late (dK-fVbùrN-l7tÙ, -fXÙbrN-) v.  tr. de·fib·ril·lat·ed, 
de·fib·ril·lat·ing, de·fib·ril·lates. To stop the fibrillation of (a heart) and 

restore normal contractions through the use of drugs or an electric shock.   
—de·fibÙril·laùtion n.  —de·fibùril·laÙtive adj.  —de·fibùril·la·toÙry (-lN-

tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

de·fib·ril·la·tor (dK-fVbùrN-l7ÙtNr, -fXùbrN-) n.  An electrical device used to 

counteract fibrillation of the heart muscle and restore normal heartbeat by apply-

ing a brief electric shock. 

de·fi·cien·cy (dV-fVshùNn-sK) n.  pl. de·fi·cien·cies. 1. The quality or condition 

of being deficient; incompleteness or inadequacy.  2. A lack or shortage, espe-

cially of something essential to health; an insufficiency:  a nutritional deficiency. 

deficiency disease (dV-fVshùNn-sK dV-zKzù) n.  A disease, such as rickets or 

scurvy, that is caused by a dietary deficiency of specific nutrients, especially a 

vitamin or mineral. The disease may stem from insufficient intake, digestion, 

absorption, or utilization of a nutrient. 



de·fi·cient (dV-fVshùNnt) adj.  1. Lacking an essential quality or element:  defi-

cient in common sense.  2. Inadequate in amount or degree; insufficient:  a defi-

cient education.  [Latin dKficiKns, dKficient- present participle of dKficere, to fail, be 

wanting. See DEFECT.] —de·fiùcient n.  —de·fiùcient·ly adv. 

def·i·cit (dHfùV-sVt) n.  1. a. Inadequacy or insufficiency:  a deficit in grain pro-

duction.  b. A deficiency or impairment in mental or physical functioning.  c. An 

unfavorable condition or position; a disadvantage:  rallied from a three-game defi-

cit to win the playoffs.   2. a. The amount by which a sum of money falls short of 

the required or expected amount; a shortage:  large budget deficits.  b. A business 

loss.   [French déficit, from Latin dKficit, it is lacking, third person sing. present 

tense of dKficere, to fail, be lacking. See DEFECT.]

deficit spending (dHfùV-sVt spHnùdVng) n.  The spending of public funds 

obtained by borrowing rather than by taxation. 

de·fi·er (dV-fXùNr) n.  One that defies:  a staunch defier of tradition. 

def·i·lade (dHfùN-l7dÙ, -lädÙ) v.  tr. def·i·lad·ed, def·i·lad·ing, def·i·lades. To 

arrange (fortifications) in such a way as to give protection from enfilading and 

other fire.   —  n.  1. The act or procedure of defilading.  2. A fortified position 

offering protection from enfilading and other fire.  [DE- + (EN)FILADE.]

de·file1 (dV-fXlù) v.  tr. de·filed, de·fil·ing, de·files. 1. To make filthy or dirty; 

pollute:  defile a river with sewage.  2. To debase the pureness or excellence of; cor-

rupt:  a country landscape that was defiled by urban sprawl.  3. To profane or sully 

(a good name, for example).  4. To make unclean or unfit for ceremonial use; 

desecrate:  defile a temple.  5. To violate the chastity of.  [Middle English defilen, 

alteration (influenced by filen, from Old English f«lan); see p'- in Appendix, of 

defoulen, to trample on, abuse, pollute, from Old French defouler, to trample, full 

cloth  : de-, de- + fouler, to trample, beat down; see FULL
2.] —de·fileùment n.  

—de·filùer n.  —de·filùing·ly adv. 

de·file2 (dV-fXlù) v.  intr. de·filed, de·fil·ing, de·files. To march in single file or 

in files or columns.   —  n.  1. A narrow gorge or pass that restricts lateral move-

ment, as of troops.  2. A march in a line.  [French défiler : dé-, away, off (from Old 

French de-); see DE- + file, line, file (from Old French filer, to spin thread, march 

in line); see FILE
1. N., from French défilé, from past participle of défiler.]

de·fine (dV-fXnù) v.  de·fined, de·fin·ing, de·fines.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To state the 

precise meaning of (a word or sense of a word, for example).  b. To describe the 

nature or basic qualities of; explain:  define the properties of a new drug; a study 

that defines people according to their median incomes.   2. a. To delineate the out-

line or form of:  gentle hills that were defined against the sky.  b. To specify dis-

tinctly:  define the weapons to be used in limited warfare.   3. To serve to 

distinguish; characterize: “portraits that defined the style of an epoch” (Gloria 

Vanderbilt).   —  v.  intr. To make or write a definition.  [Middle English definen, 

diffinen, from Old French definir, diffiner, from Latin dKfXnXre, to limit, determine 



 : dK-, intensive pref.; see DE- + fXnis, boundary, limit.] —de·finÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—de·finùa·ble adj.  —de·finùa·bly adv.  —de·fineùment n.  —de·finùer n. 

de·fin·i·en·dum (dV-fVnÙK-HnùdNm) n.  pl. de·fin·i·en·da (-dN). A word or 

expression that is being defined.  [Latin dKfXniendum, neuter gerundive of dKfX-
nXre, to define. See DEFINE.]

de·fin·i·ens (dV-fVnùK-HnzÙ) n.  pl. de·fin·i·en·ti·a (-HnùshK-N, -shN). The word 

or words serving to define another word or expression, as in a dictionary entry.  

[Latin dKfXniKns, present participle of dKfXnXre, to define. See DEFINE.]

def·i·nite (dHfùN-nVt) adj.  1. Having distinct limits:  definite restrictions on the 

sale of alcoholic beverages.  2. Indisputable; certain:  a definite victory.  3. Clearly 

defined; explicitly precise:  a definite statement of the terms of the will.  See Syn-

onyms at explicit.  4.  Abbr. def. Grammar. Limiting or particularizing.  

5. Botany. a. Of a specified number not exceeding 20, as certain floral organs, 

especially stamens.  b. Cymose; determinate.   [Middle English diffinite, defined, 

from Latin dKfXnXtus, past participle of dKfXnXre, to define. See DEFINE.] 
—defùi·nite·ly adv.  —defùi·nite·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Definite and definitive both apply to what is precisely defined

or explicitly set forth. But definitive generally refers specifically to a judgment or

description that serves as a standard or reference point for others, as in the defin-

itive decision of the court (which sets forth a final resolution of a judicial matter)

or the definitive biography of Nelson (i.e., the biography that sets the standard

against which all other accounts of Nelson’s life must be measured).

definite article (dHfùN-nVt ärùtV-kNl) n.  Grammar. A member of the class of 

determiners that restrict or particularize a noun. In English, the is the definite 

article. 

definite integral (dHfùN-nVt VnùtV-grNl) n.  Mathematics. An integral that is cal-

culated between two specified limits, usually expressed in the form ~[b2a]ƒ(x)dx. 

The result of performing the integral is a number that represents the area under 

the curve of ƒ(x) between the limits and the x-axis. 

def·i·ni·tion (dHfÙN-nVshùNn) n.  Abbr. def. 1. a. A statement conveying funda-

mental character.  b. A statement of the meaning of a word, phrase, or term, as in 

a dictionary entry.   2. The act or process of stating a precise meaning or signifi-

cance; formulation of a meaning.  3. a. The act of making clear and distinct:  a 

definition of one’s intentions.  b. The state of being closely outlined or determined: 

“With the drizzle, the trees in the little clearing had lost definition” (Anthony Hyde).  

c. A determination of outline, extent, or limits:  the definition of a President’s 

authority.   4. a. The clarity of detail in an optically produced image, such as a 

photograph, effected by a combination of resolution and contrast.  b. The degree 

of clarity with which a televised image or broadcast signal is received.   [Middle 



English diffinicioun, from Old French definition, from Latin dKfXnXtio-, dKfXnXtion-

, from dKfXnXtus, past participle of dKfXnXre, to define. See DEFINE.] —defÙi·niù-
tion·al adj. 

de·fin·i·tive (dV-fVnùV-tVv) adj.  1. Precisely defined or explicit.  2. Supplying or 

being a final settlement or decision; conclusive.  See Synonyms at decisive.  
3. Authoritative and complete:  a definitive biography.  See Usage Note at defi-
nite.  4. Biology. Fully formed or developed, as an organ or structure.   —  n.  

Grammar. A word that defines or limits, such as the definite article or a demon-

strative pronoun.   —de·finùi·tive·ly adv.  —de·finùi·tive·ness n. 

definitive host (dV-fVnùV-tVv host) n.  The host organism in or on which a par-

asite reaches reproductive maturity. 

de·fin·i·tude (dV-fVnùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  The quality of being definite or 

exact; precision. 

def·la·grate (dHfùlN-gr7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. def·la·grat·ed, def·la·grat·ing, 
def·la·grates. To burn or cause to burn with great heat and intense light.  [Latin 

dKflagr7re, dKflagr7t-  : dK-, intensive pref.; see DE- + flagr7re, to blaze; see bhel-1 

in Appendix.] —defÙla·graùtion n. 

de·flate (dV-fl7tù) v.  de·flat·ed, de·flat·ing, de·flates.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

release contained air or gas from.  b. To collapse by releasing contained air or gas.   

2. To reduce or lessen the size or importance of:  Losing the contest deflated my 

ego.  3. Economics. a. To reduce the amount or availability of (currency or credit), 

effecting a decline in prices.  b. To produce deflation in (an economy).    —  v.  

intr. To be or become deflated:  The balloon deflated slowly.  [DE- + (IN)FLATE.] 
—de·flaùtor n. 

de·fla·tion (dV-fl7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of deflating or the condition of being 

deflated.  2. Economics. A persistent decrease in the level of consumer prices or a 

persistent increase in the purchasing power of money because of a reduction in 

available currency and credit.   —de·flaùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj.  —de·flaù-
tion·ist n. 

de·flect (dV-flHktù) v.  intr. tr. de·flect·ed, de·flect·ing, de·flects. To turn 

aside or cause to turn aside; bend or deviate.  [Latin dKflectere : dK-, de- + flectere, 

to bend.] —de·flectùa·ble adj.  —de·flecùtive adj.  —de·flecùtor n. 

de·flec·tion (dV-flHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of deflecting or the condition of being 

deflected.  2. Deviation or a specified amount of deviation.  3. The deviation of 

an indicator of a measuring instrument from zero or from its normal position.  

4. The movement of a structure or structural part as a result of stress. 

de·flexed (dV-flHkstù, dKùflHkstÙ) adj.  Botany. Bent or turned abruptly down-

ward at a sharp angle:  deflexed petals.  [From Latin dKflexus, past participle of 

dKflectere, to bend. See DEFLECT.]

de·flex·ion (dV-flHkùshNn) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of deflection. 



def·lo·ra·tion (dHfÙlN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of deflowering.  2. Rupture of the 

hymen, typically in sexual intercourse.  [Middle English defloracioun, from Late 

Latin dKflor7tio, dKflor7tion-, from dKflor7tus, past participle of dKflor7re, to 

deflower. See DEFLOWER.]

de·flow·er (dK-flouùNr) v.  tr. de·flow·ered, de·flow·er·ing, de·flow·ers. 
1. To take away the virginity of (a woman).  2. To destroy the innocence, integ-

rity, or beauty of; ravage.  [Middle English deflouren, from Old French defflourer, 

from Late Latin dKflor7re : Latin dK-, de- + Latin flos, flor-, flower; see bhel-3 in 

Appendix.] —de·flowùer·er n. 

de·foam (dK-fomù) v.  tr. de·foamed, de·foam·ing, de·foams. 1. To 

remove foam from.  2. To prevent the formation of foam on. 

de·fo·cus (dK-foùkNs) v.  tr. de·fo·cused or de·fo·cussed, de·fo·cus·ing or 

de·fo·cus·sing, de·fo·cus·es or de·fo·cus·ses. To cause (a beam or a lens) to 

deviate from accurate focus.   —  n.  The act or result of causing a lens to deviate 

from accurate focus. 

De·foe (dV-foù), Daniel. 1660-1731.  British writer whose most famous novel, 

Robinson Crusoe (1719), was inspired by the exploits of a Scottish sailor and cast-

away, Alexander Selkirk. He also wrote Moll Flanders and A Journal of the Plague 

Year (both 1722). 

de·fog (dK-fôgù, -fmgù) v.  tr. de·fogged, de·fog·ging, de·fogs. To remove 

condensed water vapor from:  defog a windshield.   —de·fogùger n. 

de·fo·li·ant (dK-foùlK-Nnt) n.  A chemical sprayed or dusted on plants to cause 

the leaves to fall off. 

de·fo·li·ate (dK-foùlK-7tÙ) v.  de·fo·li·at·ed, de·fo·li·at·ing, de·fo·li·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To deprive (a plant, tree, or forest) of leaves.  2. To cause the leaves of 

(a plant, tree, or forest) to fall off, especially by the use of chemicals.   —  v.  intr. 

To lose foliage.  [Late Latin dKfoli7re, dKfoli7t-  : Latin dK-, de- + Latin folium, leaf; 

see bhel-3 in Appendix.] —de·foùli·ate (-Vt) adj.  —de·foÙli·aùtion n.  

—de·foùli·aÙtor n. 

de·force (dK-fôrsù, -forsù) v.  tr. de·forced, de·forc·ing, de·forc·es. Law. To 

withhold (something) by force from the rightful owner.  [Middle English 

deforcen, from Anglo-Norman deforcer, from Old French desforcier : des-, de- + 

forcier, to force (from Vulgar Latin *forti7re, from Latin fortis, strong); see 

bhergh-2 in Appendix.] —de·forceùment n. 

de·for·est (dK-fôrùVst, -fmrù-) v.  tr. de·for·est·ed, de·for·est·ing, 
de·for·ests. To cut down and clear away the trees or forests from.   
—de·forÙes·taùtion (-V-st7ùshNn) n.  —de·forùest·er n. 

De For·est (dV fôrùVst, fmrù-), Lee. Known as “the Father of Radio.” 1873-1961.  

American electrical engineer who patented the triode electron tube (1907) that 

made possible the amplification and detection of radio waves. He originated 

radio news broadcasts in 1916. 



de·form (dV-fôrmù) v.  de·formed, de·form·ing, de·forms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

spoil the natural form of; misshape:  a body that had been deformed by disease.  

2. To spoil the beauty or appearance of; disfigure.  3. Physics. To alter the shape 

of by pressure or stress.   —  v.  intr. To become deformed.  See Synonyms at dis-
tort.  [Middle English deformen, from Old French deformer, from Latin 

dKform7re : dK-, de- + forma, form.] —de·formÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —de·formùa·ble 
adj. 

de·for·ma·tion (dKÙfôr-m7ùshNn, dHfÙNr-) n.  1. a. The act or process of 

deforming.  b. The condition of being deformed.   2. An alteration of form for 

the worse.  3. Physics. a. An alteration of shape by pressure or stress.  b. The 

shape that results from such an alteration.  

de·formed (dV-fôrmdù) adj.  Distorted in form; misshapen. 

de·for·mi·ty (dV-fôrùmV-tK) n.  pl. de·for·mi·ties. 1. The state of being 

deformed.  2. A bodily malformation, distortion, or disfigurement.  3. A 

deformed person or thing.  4. Gross ugliness or distortion. 

de·fraud (dV-frôdù) v.  tr. de·fraud·ed, de·fraud·ing, de·frauds. To take 

something from by fraud; swindle:  defrauded the immigrants by selling them 

worthless land deeds.  [Middle English defrauden, from Old French defrauder, 

from Latin dKfraud7re : dK-, de- + fraud7re, to cheat (from fraus, fraud-, fraud).] 
—deÙfraud·aùtion (dKÙfrô-d7ùshNn) n.  —de·fraudùer n. 

de·fray (dV-fr7ù) v.  tr. de·frayed, de·fray·ing, de·frays. To undertake the 

payment of (costs or expenses); pay.  [French défrayer, from Old French 

desfrayer : des-, de- + *frai, expense (from Latin fr7ctum, from neuter past parti-

ciple of frangere, to break); see bhreg- in Appendix.] —de·frayùa·ble adj.  

—de·frayùal n. 

de·frock (dK-frmkù) v.  tr. de·frocked, de·frock·ing, de·frocks. To unfrock. 

de·frost (dK-frôstù, -frmstù) v.  de·frost·ed, de·frost·ing, de·frosts.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To remove ice or frost from.  2. To cause to thaw.   —  v.  intr. To become 

thawed. 

de·frost·er (dK-frôùstNr, -frmsùtNr) n.  1. A heating device designed to remove 

frost or prevent its formation.  2. A device designed to thaw frozen goods. 

deft (dHft) adj.  deft·er, deft·est. Quick and skillful; adroit.  See Synonyms at 

dexterous.  [Middle English, gentle, humble, variant of dafte, foolish. See 

DAFT.] —deftùly adv.  —deftùness n. 

de·fu·el (dK-fyuùNl) v.  tr. de·fu·eled also de·fu·elled, de·fu·el·ing also 

de·fu·el·ling, de·fu·els also de·fu·els. To remove the fuel from:  defuel a 

rocket. 

de·funct (dV-fƒngktù) adj.  Having ceased to exist or live:  a defunct political 

organization.  [Latin dKf7nctus, past participle of dKfungX, to finish  : dK-, de- + 

fungX, to perform.] —de·funcùtive adj.  —de·functùness n. 



de·fund (dK-fƒndù) v.  tr. de·fund·ed, de·fund·ing, de·funds. To stop the 

flow of funds to:  defund a federal program. 

de·fuse (dK-fyuzù) v.  tr. de·fused, de·fus·ing, de·fus·es. 1. To remove the 

fuse from (an explosive device).  2. To make less dangerous, tense, or hostile:  a 

diplomatic move that defused the international crisis. 

de·fy (dV-fXù) v.  tr. de·fied, de·fy·ing, de·fies. 1. a. To oppose or resist with 

boldness and assurance:  defied the blockade by sailing straight through it.  b. To 

refuse to submit to or cooperate with:  defied the court order by leaving the coun-

try; played his trumpet past midnight, defying the neighbors.   2. To be unaffected 

by; resist or withstand: “So the plague defied all medicines” (Daniel Defoe).  3. To 

challenge or dare (someone) to do something:  She defied her accusers to prove 

their charges.  [Middle English defien, from Old French desfier, from Vulgar Latin 

*disfXd7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin fXdus, faithful; see bheidh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: defy, beard, brave, challenge, dare, face, front. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to confront boldly and courageously”: an innovator de-

fying tradition; bearded the power of the king; braving all criticism; challenged the

opposition to produce proof; daring him to deny the statement; faced her accusers;

front death with dignity.

deg  or deg. abbr.  Degree. 

dé·ga·gé (d7Ùgä-zh7ù) adj.  Free and relaxed in manner; casual.  [French, past 

participle of dégager, to disengage, from Old French desgagier : des-, de- + gage, 

pledge (of Germanic origin).]

de·gas (dK-g4sù) v.  tr. de·gassed, de·gas·sing, de·gas·ses or de·gas·es. To 

remove gas from. 

De·gas (dN-gäù), (Hilaire Germain) Edgar. 1834-1917.  French painter and 

sculptor noted especially for his fluid studies of ballet dancers. 

de Gaulle (dN golù, gôlù), Charles André Joseph Marie. 1890-1970.  French 

general and politician. During World War II he gained enormous popularity as 

the leader of Free French forces in exile. Later, after years of self-imposed retire-

ment, he emerged as the first president (1959-1969) of the Fifth Republic and led 

the country through its turbulent withdrawal from Algeria. 

de·gauss (dK-gousù) v.  tr. de·gaussed, de·gauss·ing, de·gauss·es. 1. To 

neutralize the magnetic field of (a ship, for example).  2. To erase information 

from (a magnetic disk or other storage device).  [DE- + GAUSS.] —de·gaussùer n. 

de·gen·er·a·cy (dV-jHnùNr-N-sK) n.  pl. de·gen·er·a·cies. 1. The process of 

degenerating.  2. The state of being degenerate.  3. Corrupt, vulgar, vicious 

behavior, especially sexual perversion.  4. Genetics. The presence in a genetic code 

of multiple codons for the same amino acid. 



de·gen·er·ate (dV-jHnùNr-Vt) adj.  1. Having declined, as in function or nature, 

from a former or original state:  a degenerate form of an ancient folk art.  

2. Having fallen to an inferior or undesirable state, especially in mental or moral 

qualities.  3. Physics. Taking on several discrete values or existing in two or more 

quantum states:  degenerate energy levels.  4. Physics. Characterized by great den-

sity and consisting of atoms stripped of electrons:  degenerate matter.  

5. Medicine. Characterized by degeneration, as of tissue, a cell, or an organ.  

6. Biology. Having lost one or more highly developed functions, characteristics, 

or structures through evolution:  a degenerate life form.  7. Genetics. a. Coding 

for the same amino acid as another codon.  b. Having more than one codon spec-

ify the same amino acid. Used of a genetic code.    —  n.  1. A depraved, corrupt, 

or vicious person.  2. A person lacking or having progressively lost normative 

biological or psychological characteristics.   —  v.  intr. de·gen·er·at·ed, 
de·gen·er·at·ing, de·gen·er·ates (-N-r7tÙ). 1. To fall below a normal or desir-

able state, especially functionally or morally; deteriorate:  old water pipes that are 

degenerating with age; a dispute that degenerated into a brawl.  2. To decline in 

quality:  The quality of his writing degenerated as he continued to drink.  3. To 

undergo degeneration.  [Latin dKgener7tus, past participle of dKgener7re, to depart 

from one’s own kind, deteriorate  : dK-, de- + genus, gener-, race; see genN- in 

Appendix.] —de·genùer·ate·ly adv.  —de·genùer·ate·ness n. 

de·gen·er·a·tion (dV-jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of degenerating.  

2. The state of being degenerate.  3. Medicine. Gradual deterioration of specific 

tissues, cells, or organs with corresponding impairment or loss of function, 

caused by injury, disease, or aging.  4. Biology. The evolutionary decline or loss of 

a function, characteristic, or structure in an organism or a species.  5. Electronics. 

Loss of or gain in power in an amplifier caused by unintentional negative feed-

back. 

de·gen·er·a·tive (dV-jHnùNr-N-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, causing, or character-

ized by degeneration:  a degenerative disease. 

degenerative joint disease (dV-jHnùNr-N-tVv joint dV-zKzù) n.  See 

osteoarthritis. 
de·glam·or·ize (dK-gl4mùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·glam·or·ized, de·glam·or·iz·ing, 
de·glam·or·iz·es. To make less glamorous: “pressing the entertainment industry 

to deglamorize the treatment of drugs in films” (Larry Martz). 

de·glaze (dK-gl7zù) v.  tr. de·glazed, de·glaz·ing, de·glaz·es. 1. To remove 

the glaze from (pottery, for example).  2. To dissolve the remaining bits of sau-

téed or roasted food in (a pan or pot) by adding a liquid and heating. 

de·glu·ti·nate (dV-glutùn-7tÙ) v.  tr. de·glu·ti·nat·ed, de·glu·ti·nat·ing, 
de·glu·ti·nates. To extract the gluten from (wheat flour, for example).  [Latin 

dKgl7tin7re, dKgl7tin7t-  : dK-, de- + gl7ten, glutin-, glue.] —de·gluÙti·naùtion n. 



de·glu·ti·tion (dKÙglu-tVshùNn) n.  The act or process of swallowing.  [French 

déglutition, from déglutir, to swallow, from Latin dKgl7tXre : dK-, de- + gl7tXre, to 

gulp.] —de·gluùti·toÙry (-tV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

de·grad·a·ble (dV-gr7ùdN-bNl) adj.  That can be chemically degraded:  degrad-

able plastic wastes; degradable paper products.   —de·gradÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

deg·ra·da·tion (dHgÙrN-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of degrading.  

2. The state of being degraded; degeneration.  3. A decline to a lower condition, 

quality, or level.  4. Geology. A general lowering of the earth’s surface by erosion 

or weathering.  5. Chemistry. Decomposition of a compound by stages, exhibiting 

well-defined intermediate products.  6. Computer Science. The state in which a 

computer operates when some of its memory or peripherals are not available. 

de·grade (dV-gr7dù) v.  tr. de·grad·ed, de·grad·ing, de·grades. 1. To 

reduce in grade, rank, or status; demote.  2. To lower in dignity; dishonor or dis-

grace:  a scandal that degraded the participants.  3. To lower in moral or intellec-

tual character; debase.  4. To reduce in worth or value:  degrade a currency.  5. To 

impair in physical structure or function.  6. Geology. To lower or wear by erosion 

or weathering.  7. To cause (an organic compound) to undergo degradation.  

[Middle English degraden, from Old French degrader, from Late Latin dKgrad7re : 

Latin dK-, de- + Latin gradus, step; see ghredh- in Appendix.] —de·gradùer n.  

SYNONYMS: degrade, abase, debase, demean, humble, humiliate. These verbs

mean to deprive of self-esteem or self-worth. Degrade implies reduction to a state

of shame or disgrace: “Charity degrades those who receive it and hardens those who

dispense it” (George Sand). Abase refers principally to loss of rank or prestige: re-

fused to abase herself by asking for an invitation. Debase implies reduction in qual-

ity or value: “debasing the moral currency” (George Eliot). Demean suggests low-

ering in social position: “It puts him where he can make the advances without

demeaning himself” (William Dean Howells). Humble can refer to lowering in

rank or, more often, to driving out undue pride: He dreamed of humbling his op-

ponent. To humiliate is to subject to loss of self-respect or dignity: a defeat that

humiliated both army and nation. See also Synonyms at demote

de·grad·ed (dV-gr7ùdVd) adj.  1. Reduced in rank, dignity, or esteem.  2. Having 

been corrupted or depraved.  3. Having been reduced in quality or value.   
—de·gradùed·ly adv.  —de·gradùed·ness n. 

de·grad·ing (dV-gr7ùdVng) adj.  Tending or intended to degrade: “There is noth-

ing so degrading as the constant anxiety about one’s means of livelihood” (W. Som-

erset Maugham).   —de·gradùing·ly adv. 

de·gran·u·la·tion (dK-gr4nÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  The process of losing granules. 



de·grease (dK-grKsù, -grKzù) v.  tr. de·greased, de·greas·ing, de·greas·es. 
To remove grease from:  degrease machinery; degrease chicken stock.   
—de·greasùer n. 

de·gree (dV-grKù) n.  1. One of a series of steps in a process, course, or progres-

sion; a stage:  rose by degrees from clerk to manager of the store.  2. A step in a direct 

hereditary line of descent or ascent:  First cousins are two degrees from their com-

mon ancestor.  3. Relative social or official rank, dignity, or position.  4. Relative 

intensity or amount, as of a quality or an attribute:  a high degree of accuracy.  

5. The extent or measure of a state of being, an action, or a relation:  modernized 

their facilities to a large degree.  6.  Abbr. deg, deg. A unit division of a tempera-

ture scale.  7. Mathematics. A planar unit of angular measure equal in magnitude 

to 360 of a complete revolution.  8. A unit of latitude or longitude, equal to 360 

of a great circle.  9. Mathematics. a. The greatest sum of the exponents of the 

variables in a term of a polynomial or polynomial equation.  b. The exponent of 

the derivative of highest order in a differential equation in standard form.   

10. a. An academic title given by a college or university to a student who has 

completed a course of study:  received the Bachelor of Arts degree at commence-

ment.  b. A similar title conferred as an honorary distinction.   11. Law. A divi-

sion or classification of a specific crime according to its seriousness:  murder in 

the second degree.  12. A classification of the severity of an injury, especially a 

burn:  a third-degree burn.  13. Grammar. One of the forms used in the compari-

son of adjectives and adverbs. For example, sweet is the positive degree, sweeter 

the comparative degree, and sweetest the superlative degree of the adjective sweet.  

14. Music. a. One of the seven notes of a diatonic scale.  b. A space or line of the 

staff.    —idioms. by degrees. Little by little; gradually.  to a degree. To a 

small extent; in a limited way.  [Middle English degre, from Old French, from 

Vulgar Latin *dKgradus : Latin dK-, de- + Latin gradus, step; see ghredh- in 

Appendix.]

de·greed (dV-grKdù) adj.  Having or requiring an academic degree:  a degreed 

biologist; a degreed profession. 

de·gree-day (dV-grKùd7Ù) n.  A unit of measurement equal to a difference of 

one degree between the mean outdoor temperature on a certain day and a refer-

ence temperature, used in estimating the energy needs for heating or cooling a 

building. 

degree of freedom (dV-grKù ƒv frKùdNm) n.  pl. degrees of freedom. 
1. Statistics. Any of the unrestricted, independent random variables that consti-

tute a statistic.  2. Physics. a. Any of the minimum number of coordinates 

required to specify completely the motion of a mechanical system.  b. Any of the 

independent thermodynamic variables, such as pressure, temperature, or compo-

sition, required to specify a system with a given number of phases and compo-

nents.  



de·gres·sion (dV-grHshùNn, dK-) n.  A descent by stages or steps.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin dKgressio, dKgression-, descent, from Latin dKgressus, 

past participle of dKgredX, to step down  : dK-, de- + gradX, to step; see ghredh- in 

Appendix.] —de·gresùsive adj. 

de·gust (dV-gƒstù, dK-) v.  tr. de·gust·ed, de·gust·ing, de·gusts. To taste 

with relish; savor.  [Latin dKgust7re : dK-, de- + gust7re, to taste; see geus- in 

Appendix.] —deÙgus·taùtion (dKÙgƒ-st7ùshNn) n. 

de Ha·vil·land (dN h4vùN-lNnd), Olivia. Born 1916.  British-born American 

actress who portrayed Melanie in Gone With the Wind (1939) and won an Acad-

emy Award for To Each His Own (1946) and The Heiress (1949). 

de·hire (dK-hXrù) v.  tr. de·hired, de·hir·ing, de·hires. Slang. To lay off or oth-

erwise terminate (an employee): “[When] top executives... are dehired, headhunt-

ers get nervous. It’s not the way they like to see new business develop” (Forbes). 

de·hisce (dV-hVsù) v.  intr. de·hisced, de·hisc·ing, de·hisc·es. 1. Botany. To 

open at definite places, discharging seeds, pollen, or other contents, as the ripe 

capsules or pods of some plants.  2. Medicine. To rupture or break open, as a sur-

gical wound.  [Latin dehXscere : dK-, de- + hXscere, to split, inchoative of hi7re, to be 

open.]

de·his·cence (dK-hVsùNns) n.  1. Botany. An opening at definite places at matu-

rity to release or expose the contents, such as seeds from a fruit or pollen from an 

anther.  2. Medicine. A splitting open or a rupture, as of a surgical wound or of an 

organ or a structure to discharge its contents.   —de·hisùcent adj. 

de·horn (dK-hôrnù) v.  tr. de·horned, de·horn·ing, de·horns. 1. To remove 

the horns from.  2. To prevent growth in the horns of (cattle, for example), as by 

cauterization. 

Deh·ra Dun (d7ÙrN dunù)  A city of northern India north-northeast of Delhi. 

It is a trade center and has a forestry college. Population, 211,416. 

de·hu·man·ize (dK-hyuùmN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·hu·man·ized, 
de·hu·man·iz·ing, de·hu·man·iz·es. 1. To deprive of human qualities such as 

individuality, compassion, or civility:  slaves who had been dehumanized by their 

abysmal condition.  2. To render mechanical and routine.   —de·huÙman·i·zaù-
tion (-mN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·hu·mid·i·fy (dKÙhyu-mVdùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·hu·mid·i·fied, 
de·hu·mid·i·fy·ing, de·hu·mid·i·fies. To remove atmospheric moisture from.   
—deÙhu·midÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —deÙhu·midùi·fiÙer n. 

de·hy·dra·tase (dK-hXùdrN-t7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  Biochemistry. An enzyme that cata-

lyzes the removal of oxygen and hydrogen from organic compounds in the form 

of water. 

de·hy·drate (dK-hXùdr7tÙ) v.  de·hy·drat·ed, de·hy·drat·ing, de·hy·drates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To remove water from; make anhydrous.  2. To preserve by removing 



water from (vegetables, for example).  See Synonyms at dry.   —  v.  intr. To lose 

water or moisture; become dry.   —de·hyùdraÙtor n. 

de·hy·dra·tion (dKÙhX-dr7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of removing water from a 

substance or compound.  2. Excessive loss of water from the body or from an 

organ or a body part, as from illness or fluid deprivation. 

de·hy·dra·tor (dK-hXùdr7ÙtNr) n.  1. A substance, such as sulfuric acid, that 

removes water.  2. A container or an engineered system designed to remove water 

from substances such as absorbents or food. 

de·hy·dro·chlo·rin·ase (dK-hXÙdrN-klôrùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ, -klorù-) n.  Biochemis-

try. An enzyme that catalyzes the removal of hydrogen and chlorine from a chlo-

rinated hydrocarbon. 

de·hy·dro·chlo·rin·ate (dK-hXÙdrN-klôrùN-n7tÙ, -klorù-) v.  tr. 

de·hy·dro·chlo·rin·at·ed, de·hy·dro·chlo·rin·at·ing, 
de·hy·dro·chlo·rin·ates. Biochemistry. To remove hydrogen and chlorine or 

hydrogen chloride from (a compound).   —de·hyÙdro·chloÙri·naùtion n. 

de·hy·dro·gen·ase (dKÙhX-drmjùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ, dK-hXùdrN-jN-) n.  Biochemistry. 

An enzyme that catalyzes the removal and transfer of hydrogen from a substrate 

in an oxidation-reduction reaction. 

de·hy·dro·gen·ate (dKÙhX-drmjùN-n7tÙ, dK-hXùdrN-jN-) v.  tr. 

de·hy·dro·gen·at·ed, de·hy·dro·gen·at·ing, de·hy·dro·gen·ates. Chemis-

try. To remove hydrogen from.   —de·hyÙdro·gen·aùtion n. 

de·hy·dro·gen·ize (dKÙhX-drmjùN-nXzÙ, dK-hXùdrN-jN-) v.  tr. 

de·hy·dro·gen·ized, de·hy·dro·gen·iz·ing, de·hy·dro·gen·iz·es. Chemistry. 

To dehydrogenate.   —de·hyÙdro·gen·i·zaùtion (-N-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·hyp·no·tize (dK-hVpùnN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. de·hyp·no·tized, de·hyp·no·tiz·ing, 
de·hyp·no·tiz·es. To arouse from a hypnotic state. 

de·ice (dK-Xsù) v.  tr. de·iced, de·ic·ing, de·ic·es. To make or keep free of ice; 

melt ice from:  deiced the plane’s wings before takeoff. 

de·ic·er (dK-XùsNr) n.  1. A device used on an aircraft to keep the wings and pro-

peller free from ice or to remove ice after it has formed.  2. A compound, such as 

ethylene glycol, used to prevent the formation of ice, as on windshields. 

deic·tic (dXkùtVk) adj.  1. Logic. Directly proving by argument.  2. Linguistics. 

Serving to point out or specify, as the demonstrative pronoun this.  [Greek deikti-

kos, from deiktos, able to show directly, from deiknunai, to show. See deik- in 

Appendix.] —deicùti·cal·ly adv. 

de·if·ic (dK-VfùVk) adj.  1. Making or tending to make divine.  2. Of or character-

ized by divine or godlike nature.  [Late Latin deificus : Latin deus, god; see deiw- 
in Appendix + Latin -ficus, -fic.]

de·i·fi·ca·tion (dKÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of deifying.  

b. The condition of being deified.   2. One that embodies the qualities of a god. 



de·i·fy (dKùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. dei·fied, dei·fy·ing, dei·fies. 1. To make a god of; raise 

to the condition of a god.  2. To worship or revere as a god:  deify a leader.  3. To 

idealize; exalt:  deifying success.  [Middle English deifien, from Old French deifier, 

from Late Latin deific7re, from deificus, deific. See DEIFIC.] —deùi·fiÙer n. 

deign (d7n) v.  deigned, deign·ing, deigns.  —  v.  intr. To think it appropri-

ate to one’s dignity; condescend:  wouldn’t deign to greet the servant who opened 

the door.  See Synonyms at stoop1.   —  v.  tr. To condescend to give or grant; 

vouchsafe. “Nor would we deign him burial of his men” (Shakespeare).  [Middle 

English deinen, from Old French deignier, to regard as worthy, from Latin dign7rX, 
from dignus, worthy. See dek- in Appendix.]

deil (dKl) n.  Scots. 1. The devil; Satan.  2. A mischievous person; an imp.  [Scots, 

from Middle English dele, variant of devel. See DEVIL.]

Dei·mos (dKùmos, d7ù-, dXùmms) n.  The satellite of Mars that is second in dis-

tance from the planet.  [Greek, one of the sons of Ares, from deimos, fear, terror.]

de·in·dus·tri·al·ize (dKÙVn-dƒsùtrK-N-lXzÙ) v.  de·in·dus·tri·al·ized, 
de·in·dus·tri·al·iz·ing, de·in·dus·tri·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause (a nation 

or an area) to lose industrial capability or strength:  felt that America was being 

deindustrialized by foreign competition.  2. To deprive (a defeated country) of its 

industrial infrastructure and potential:  After World War I the Allies attempted to 

deindustrialize Germany.   —  v.  intr. To undergo or suffer loss of industrial infra-

structure and potential.   —deÙin·dusÙtri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·in·sti·tu·tion·al·ize (dK-VnÙstV-tuùshN-nN-lXzÙ, -tyuù-) v.  tr. 

de·in·sti·tu·tion·al·ized, de·in·sti·tu·tion·al·iz·ing, 
de·in·sti·tu·tion·al·iz·es. 1. To remove the status of an institution from.  2. To 

release (a mental health patient, for example) from an institution for placement 

and care in the community.   —de·inÙsti·tuÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-nN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

de·i·on·ize (dK-XùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·i·on·ized, de·i·on·iz·ing, de·i·on·iz·es. To 

remove ions from (a solution) using an ion-exchange process.   —de·iùon·izÙer 
n. 

Deir·dre (dîrùdrN, -drK) n.  A legendary princess of Ulster who eloped with her 

lover, Naoise, to escape marriage to King Conchobar. After the king murdered 

Naoise, she killed herself. 

Dei·sen·hof·er (dXùsNn-hoÙfNr), Johann. Born 1943.  German chemist. He 

shared a 1988 Nobel Prize for determining the structure of complex proteins that 

are essential to photosynthesis. 

de·ism (dKùVzÙNm) n.  The belief, based solely on reason, in a God who created 

the universe and then abandoned it, assuming no control over life, exerting no 

influence on natural phenomena, and giving no supernatural revelation.  [French 

déisme, from Latin deus, god. See deiw- in Appendix.] —deùist n.  —de·isùtic 
adj.  —de·isùti·cal·ly adv. 



de·i·ty (dKùV-tK) n.  pl. de·i·ties. 1. A god or goddess.  2. a. The essential nature 

or condition of being a god; divinity.  b. Deity. God. Used with the.   [Middle 

English deite, from Old French, from Late Latin deit7s, divine nature, from Latin 

deus, god. See deiw- in Appendix.]

dé·jà vu (d7Ùzhä vüù) n.  1. Psychology. The illusion of having already experi-

enced something actually being experienced for the first time.  2. a. An impres-

sion of having seen or experienced something before:  Old-timers watched the 

stock-market crash with a distinct sense of déjà vu.  b. Dull familiarity; monotony:  

the déjà vu of the tabloid headlines.   [French  : déjà, already + vu, seen.]

de·ject (dV-jHktù) v.  tr. de·ject·ed, de·ject·ing, de·jects. To lower the spirits 

of; dishearten.  [Middle English dejecten, from Latin dKicere, dKiect-, to cast down 

 : dK-, de- + iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.]

de·ject·ed (dV-jHkùtVd) adj.  Being in low spirits; depressed.  See Synonyms at 

depressed.  —de·jectùed·ly adv.  —de·jectùed·ness n. 

de·jec·tion (dV-jHkùshNn) n.  1. The state of being dejected; low spirits.  

2. Medicine. a. Evacuation of the bowels; defecation.  b. Excrement.  

de ju·re (dK jtrùK, d7 ytrù7) adv.  & adj.  Law. According to law; by right.  

[Latin dK i7re : dK, from + i7re, ablative of i7s, law.]

dek-  or deka- pref.  Variants of deca-. 
dek·a·gram (dHkùN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. dkg Variant of decagram. 
De Kalb (dV k4lbù)  A city of northern Illinois south-southeast of Rockford. It is 

a manufacturing center in a farming region. Population, 34,925. 

dek·a·li·ter (dHkùN-lKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. dkl Variant of decaliter. 
dek·a·me·ter (dHkùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. dkm Variant of decameter. 
deke (dKk) Sports. v.  tr. deked, dek·ing, dekes. To deceive (an opponent) in 

ice hockey by a fake:  deked the goalie with a move from left to right.   —  n.  A fake, 

intended to deceive a member of an opposing team.  [Short for DECOY.]

Dek·ker (dHkùNr), Thomas. 1572-1632.  English playwright whose comedy The 

Shoemaker’s Holiday (1600) is notable for its vivid portrayal of daily life in Lon-

don. 

de Klerk (dN klûrkù), Frederik Wilhelm. Born 1936.  South African politician. 

As president of South Africa (1989-1994), he ended the ban on the African 

National Congress and released Nelson Mandela from prison (1990). He shared 

the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize with Nelson Mandela. 

de Koo·ning (dV kuùnVng), Willem. Born 1904.  Dutch-born American 

painter and leader of the abstract expressionist school. In the 1950’s he produced 

a monumental series entitled Woman, characterized by unrestrained color and a 

violent treatment of subject matter. His wife, Elaine Fried de Kooning (1920-

1989), painted in a variety of styles, often devoting numerous works to a single 

theme, as in her drawings and portraits of John F. Kennedy. 



De Ko·ven (dV koùvNn), (Henry Louis) Reginald. 1859-1920.  American 

composer, especially of light operas, whose most famous work is the song “O 

Promise Me” (1890). 

del. abbr.  1. Delegate; delegation.  2. Delete. 

Del. abbr.  Delaware. 

De·la·croix (dN-lä-krwäù), (Ferdinand Victor) Eugène. 1798-1863.  French 

romantic painter known for his vast, dramatic canvases and exuberant use of 

color, as in The Massacre of Chios (1824) and Liberty Leading the People (1831). 

Del·a·go·a Bay (dHlÙN-goùN b7)  An inlet of the Indian Ocean in southern 

Mozambique. The bay was discovered by the Portuguese in 1502 and explored 

after 1544. Portugal’s claim to the area was upheld in 1875 after a dispute with 

Great Britain. 

de la Mare (dN lN mârù, dHlùN-mârÙ), Walter John. 1873-1956.  British writer 

whose delight in the fantasy world of childhood is reflected in his poems and 

novels, such as Early One Morning (1935). 

De·la·mat·er (dN-l4mùN-tNr), Cornelius Henry. 1821-1889.  American 

mechanical engineer whose foundry in New York City built the ironclad Monitor 

(1862) and the first successful submarine (1881). 

de·lam·i·nate (dK-l4mùN-n7tÙ) v.  intr. de·lam·i·nat·ed, de·lam·i·nat·ing, 
de·lam·i·nates. To split into thin layers. 

de·lam·i·na·tion (dK-l4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of splitting or separating a 

laminate into layers.  2. Embryology. The splitting of the blastoderm into two lay-

ers of cells to form a gastrula. 

De Lan·cey (dN l4nùsK), James. 1703-1760.  American colonial official who 

served on the provincial supreme court of New York (1731-1760). 

De·land (dN-l4ndù), Margaret. 1857-1945.  American writer whose works, 

many of them set in her native Pennsylvania, include The Awakening of Helen 

Richie (1906) and its sequel, The Iron Woman (1911). 

De Land (dV l4ndù)  A city of northeast Florida west-southwest of Daytona 

Beach. It is a winter resort. Population, 16,491. 

De·la·ney (dN-l7ùnK), Shelagh. Born 1930.  British playwright best known for 

A Taste of Honey (1958). 

De·la·no (dN-l7ùno)  A city of south-central California in the San Joaquin Valley 

north-northwest of Bakersfield. It is a processing and shipping center. Popula-

tion, 22,762. 

De·lan·y (dN-l7ùnK), Martin Robinson. 1812-1885.  American physician and 

social reformer who founded and edited the North Star (1847-1849) with Freder-

ick Douglass. 

de la Roche (dN lN rochù, rôshù), Mazo. 1885-1961.  Canadian writer known 

for her series of 16 novels, including Jalna (1927), featuring the Whiteoak family 

of Ontario. 



De·la·roche (dN-lä-roshù, -rôshù), Hippolyte Paul. 1797-1856.  French por-

trait and mural painter whose eclectic works combined elements of the classical 

and romantic schools. 

de la Rue (dHlùN-ruÙ, dHlÙN-ruù), Warren. 1815-1889.  British astronomer 

who was a pioneer of celestial photography and invented the photoheliograph 

(1858), a telescope capable of photographing the sun. 

De·lau·nay (dN-lô-n7ù), Robert. 1885-1941.  French painter who founded a 

school of painting that relied solely on color to show shape and depth. 

De Lau·ren·tiis (dK lô-rHnùtVs), Dino. Born 1919.  Italian filmmaker whose 

productions include Europe ’51 (1952) and War and Peace (1956). 

De·la·vigne (dN-lä-vKnùyN), (Jean François) Casimir. 1793-1843.  French 

writer known for his dramas and for his satiric elegies Les Messéniennes (1818). 

Del·a·ware1 (dHlùN-wârÙ) n.  pl. Delaware or Del·a·wares. 1. a. A group of 

closely related Native American peoples formerly inhabiting the Delaware and 

Hudson river valleys and the area between, with present-day populations in Okla-

homa, Kansas, Wisconsin, and Ontario. The Delaware formed a variety of politi-

cal alliances in their westward migration after losing their lands to white 

settlement in the 17th and 18th centuries.  b. A member of a Delaware people.  

Also called Lenape, Lenni Lenape.   2. One or both of the Algonquian languages of 

the Delaware.   —DelÙa·warùe·an adj. 

Del·a·ware2 (dHlùN-wârÙ)  1.  Abbr. DE, Del. A state of the eastern United 

States on the Atlantic Ocean. It was admitted as the first of the original Thirteen 

Colonies in 1787. Settled by the Dutch in 1631 and by Swedes in 1638, the region 

passed to England in 1664. It was part of William Penn’s Pennsylvania grant from 

1682 until 1776. Dover is the capital and Wilmington the largest city. Population, 

668,696.  2. A city of central Ohio north of Columbus. Rutherford B. Hayes was 

born here. Population, 20,030. 

Del·a·ware3 (dHlùN-wârÙ) n.  A variety of grape having sweet, light red fruit.  

[After Delaware2.]

Delaware Bay (dHlùN-wârÙ b7)  An estuary of the Delaware River emptying 

into the Atlantic Ocean between eastern Delaware and southern New Jersey. 

Delaware River (dHlùN-wârÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Catskill Mountains of 

southeast New York and flowing about 451 km (280 mi) generally southward 

along the New York-Pennsylvania border and the Pennsylvania-New Jersey bor-

der to northern Delaware, where it enters Delaware Bay. The Dutch explorers 

named it the South River to distinguish it from the North River, an estuary of the 

Hudson River. 

De La Warr (dHlùN wârÙ, wNr), Baron Title of Thomas West. 1577-1618.  

English-born American colonial administrator chosen as the first governor of the 

Virginia Company colony. He arrived at Jamestown in 1610 in time to prevent the 

colonists from deserting the settlement. 



de·lay (dV-l7ù) v.  de·layed, de·lay·ing, de·lays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To postpone 

until a later time; defer.  2. To cause to be later or slower than expected or desired:  

Heavy traffic delayed us.   —  v.  intr. To act or move slowly; put off an action or a 

decision.   —  n.  1. The act of delaying; postponement:  responded without delay.  

2. The condition of being delayed; detainment.  3. The period of time during 

which one is delayed.  4. The interval of time between two events.  [Middle 

English delaien, from Anglo-Norman delaier, from Old French deslaier : des-, de- 

+ laier, to leave of Germanic origin. See leip- in Appendix.] —de·layùer n.  

SYNONYMS: delay, slow, retard, detain. These verbs mean to cause to be later

or slower than expected or desired. To delay is to cause to be behind schedule: The

bus was delayed by a cloudburst. Slow implies a decrease in speed, often deliberate:

A sprained ankle slowed my pace. The driver slowed the car before coming to a full

stop. To retard is to slow and delay or impede progress, action, or accomplishment:

“the increasing hatred, which retarded the execution of his great designs” (Edward

Gibbon). Detain stresses being held back and prevented from proceeding: She was

detained by an unexpected visitor.

Del·brück (dHlùbrtkÙ, -brükÙ), Max. 1906-1981.  German-born American 

biologist. He shared a 1969 Nobel Prize for investigating the mechanism of viral 

infection in living cells. 

Del City (dHl sVtùK)  A city of central Oklahoma, a residential suburb of Okla-

homa City. Population, 23,928. 

de·le (dKùlK) Printing. n.  A sign indicating that something is to be removed from 

typeset matter.   —  v.  tr. de·led, de·le·ing, de·les. 1. To remove, especially 

from written or typeset matter; delete.  2. To mark with a sign indicating dele-

tion.  [Latin dKle, third person sing. imperative of dKlKre, to delete.]

de·lec·ta·ble (dV-lHkùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Greatly pleasing; delightful.  2. Greatly 

pleasing to the taste; delicious.  See Synonyms at delicious.   —  n.  Something 

delightful or delicious:  a feast of home-cooked delectables.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin dKlect7bilis, from dKlect7re, to please. See DELIGHT.] 
—de·lecÙta·bilùi·ty, de·lecùta·ble·ness n.  —de·lecùta·bly adv. 

de·lec·ta·tion (dKÙlHk-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Delight.  2. Enjoyment; pleasure.  See 

Synonyms at pleasure.  [Middle English delectacioun, from Old French, from 

Latin dKlect7tio, dKlect7tion-, from dKlectus, past participle of dKlect7re, to please. 

See DELIGHT.]

De·led·da (dH-lHdùdä), Grazia. 1875-1936.  Italian writer many of whose nov-

els and short stories reflect her Sardinian background. She won the 1926 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 



del·e·ga·cy (dHlùV-gN-sK) n.  pl. del·e·ga·cies. 1. The act of delegating or state 

of being delegated.  2. The authority, office, or position of a delegate.  3. A body 

of delegates; a delegation. 

de·le·gal·ize (dK-lKùgN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·le·gal·ized, de·le·gal·iz·ing, 
de·le·gal·iz·es. To revoke the legality of:  After two years the state legislature dele-

galized gambling.   —de·leÙgal·i·zaùtion (-gN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

del·e·gate (dHlùV-g7tÙ, -gVt) n.  Abbr. del. 1. A person authorized to act as repre-

sentative for another; a deputy or an agent.  2. A representative to a conference or 

convention.  3. A member of a House of Delegates, the lower house of the Mary-

land, Virginia, or West Virginia legislature.  4. An elected or appointed represen-

tative of a U.S. territory in the House of Representatives who is entitled to speak 

but not vote.   —  v.  tr. del·e·gat·ed, del·e·gat·ing, del·e·gates (-g7tÙ). 1. To 

authorize and send (another person) as one’s representative.  2. To commit or 

entrust to another:  delegate a task to a subordinate.  3. Law. To appoint (one’s 

debtor) as a debtor to one’s creditor in place of oneself.  [Middle English delegat, 

from Medieval Latin dKlKg7tus, from past participle of dKlKg7re, to dispatch  : dK-, 

de- + lKg7re, to send; see leg- in Appendix.] —delùe·gaÙtor n. 

del·e·ga·tion (dHlÙV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of delegating.  b. The condition 

of being delegated.   2.  Abbr. del. A person or group of persons officially elected 

or appointed to represent another or others. 

de·le·git·i·mize (dKÙlN-jVtùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. de·le·git·i·mized, 
de·le·git·i·miz·ing, de·le·git·i·miz·es. To revoke the legal or legitimate status 

of:  an attempt to delegitimize the Vichy government; delegitimized the dictator in 

the eyes of the world.   —deÙle·gitÙi·mi·zaùtion (-mV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de Les·seps (dN lHsùNps, lH-sHpsù), Vicomte Ferdinand Marie.  See Ferdi-
nand Marie de Lesseps. 

de·lete (dV-lKtù) v.  tr. de·let·ed, de·let·ing, de·letes. Abbr. del. To remove by 

striking out or canceling:  deleted some unnecessary words in the first draft.  See 

Synonyms at erase.  [Latin dKlKre, dKlKt-, to wipe out.]

del·e·te·ri·ous (dHlÙV-tîrùK-Ns) adj.  Having a harmful effect; injurious.  [From 

Greek dKlKtKrios, from dKlKtKr, destroyer, from dKleisthai, to harm.] 
—delÙe·teùri·ous·ly adv.  —delÙe·teùri·ous·ness n. 

de·le·tion (dV-lKùshNn) n.  1. The act of deleting; removal by striking out.  

2. Material, such as a word or passage, that has been removed from a body of 

written or printed matter.  3. Genetics. The loss, as through mutation, of one or 

more nucleotides from a chromosome. 

delft (dHlft) n.  1. A style of glazed earthenware, usually blue and white, origi-

nally made in Delft, Netherlands.  2. Pottery made in this style. 

Delft (dHlft)  A city of southwest Netherlands southeast of The Hague. Fine pot-

tery has been produced here since the 16th century. Population, 86,733. 



Del·hi (dHlùK)  A city of north-central India on the Jumna River. Important since 

ancient times, the old city was rebuilt by Shah Jahan in the 17th century with high 

stone walls enclosing the Red Fort that contained the imperial Mogul palace. The 

new part of Delhi became the capital of British India in 1912 and of independent 

India in 1947. Population, 4,884,234. 

del·i (dHlùK) n.  pl. del·is. Informal. A delicatessen.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  deli food; a deli restaurant. 

de·lib·er·ate (dV-lVbùNr-Vt) adj.  1. Done with or marked by full consciousness 

of the nature and effects; intentional:  mistook the oversight for a deliberate insult.  

2. Arising from or marked by careful consideration:  a deliberate decision.  See 

Synonyms at voluntary.  3. Unhurried in action, movement, or manner, as if 

trying to avoid error:  moved at a deliberate pace.  See Synonyms at slow.   —  v.  

de·lib·er·at·ed, de·lib·er·at·ing, de·lib·er·ates (-N-r7tÙ).  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

think carefully and often slowly, as about a choice to be made.  2. To consult with 

another or others in a process of reaching a decision.   —  v.  tr. To consider (a 

matter) carefully and often slowly, as by weighing alternatives.  See Synonyms at 

ponder.  [Latin dKlXber7tus, past participle of dKlXber7re, to consider, weigh  : dK-, 

de- + lXbr7re, to balance (from lXbra, a balance, scales).] —de·libùer·ate·ly adv.  

—de·libùer·ate·ness n. 

de·lib·er·a·tion (dV-lVbÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of deliberating.  

2. deliberations. Discussion and consideration of all sides of an issue:  the 

deliberations of a jury.  3. Thoughtfulness in decision or action.  4. Leisureliness 

in motion or manner:  The girl stacked the blocks with deliberation. 

de·lib·er·a·tive (dV-lVbùN-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  1. Assembled or organized for 

deliberation or debate:  a deliberative legislature.  2. Characterized by or for use in 

deliberation or debate.   —de·libùer·aÙtive·ly adv.  —de·libùer·aÙtive·ness n. 

De·libes (dN-lKbù), (Clément Philibert) Léo. 1836-1891.  French composer of 

melodic orchestral works, such as the ballets Coppélia (1870) and Sylvia (1876). 

del·i·ca·cy (dHlùV-kN-sK) n.  pl. del·i·ca·cies. 1. The quality of being delicate.  

2. Something pleasing and appealing, especially a choice food.  3. Fineness of 

appearance, construction, or execution; elegance:  brushwork of great delicacy.  

4. Frailty of bodily constitution or health.  5. Sensitivity of perception, discrimi-

nation, or taste; refinement.  6. a. Sensitivity to the feelings of others; tact:  

phrased the apology with delicacy.  b. Sensitivity to what is proper; propriety.  

c. Undue sensitivity to or concern with what may be considered offensive or 

improper; squeamishness:  scenes that might offend a viewer’s delicacy.   7. The 

need for tact in treatment or handling:  a topic of some delicacy.  8. Sensitivity to 

very small changes; precision:  the delicacy of a set of scales.  [Middle English deli-

cacie, from delicat, delicate. See DELICATE.]

del·i·cate (dHlùV-kVt) adj.  1. Pleasing to the senses, especially in a subtle way:  a 

delicate flavor; a delicate violin passage.  2. Exquisitely fine or dainty:  delicate 



china.  3. Frail in constitution or health.  4. Easily broken or damaged:  a kite too 

delicate to fly.  5. Marked by sensitivity of discrimination:  a critic’s delicate percep-

tion.  6. a. Considerate of the feelings of others.  b. Concerned with propriety.  

c. Squeamish or fastidious.   7. Requiring tactful treatment:  a delicate situation.  

8. Fine or soft in touch or skill:  a surgeon’s delicate touch.  9. Measuring, indicat-

ing, or responding to very small changes; precise:  a delicate set of scales.  10. Very 

subtle in difference or distinction.  [Middle English delicat, and French délicat 

both from Latin dKlic7tus, pleasing.] —delùi·cate·ly adv.  —delùi·cate·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: delicate, choice, dainty, elegant, exquisite, fine. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “appealing to refined taste”: a delicate flavor;

choice exotic flowers; a dainty dish; elegant handwriting; an exquisite wine; the finest

embroidery. See also Synonyms at fragile

del·i·ca·tes·sen (dHlÙV-kN-tHsùNn) n.  1. A shop that sells cooked or prepared 

foods ready for serving.  2. Ready-to-serve foods such as cheeses, cold cooked 

meats, and salads.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  deli-

catessen food; delicatessen counters.  [German Delikatessen, from pl. of Delikatesse, 

delicacy, from French délicatesse, from Italian delicatezza, from delicato, delicate, 

dainty, from Latin dKlic7tus, pleasing.]

de·li·cious (dV-lVshùNs) adj.  1. Highly pleasing or agreeable to the senses, espe-

cially of taste or smell.  2. Very pleasant; delightful:  a delicious revenge.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman, from Late Latin dKliciosus, pleasing, from Latin 

dKlicia, pleasure, from dKlicere, to allure. See DELIGHT.] —de·liùcious·ly adv.  

—de·liùcious·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: delicious, ambrosial, delectable, luscious, scrumptious, toothsome,

yummy. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “extremely pleasing to

the sense of taste”: a delicious pâté; ambrosial smoked salmon; delectable raspberries;

luscious chocolate bonbons; a scrumptious peach; a toothsome apple; yummy fudge.

De·li·cious (dV-lVshùNs) n.  A variety of sweet apple whose flesh is often streaked 

with yellow and red. 

de·lict (dV-lVktù) n.  Law. A legal offense; a misdemeanor.  [Latin dKlictum, from 

neuter past participle of dKlinquere, to offend. See DELINQUENT.]

de·light (dV-lXtù) n.  1. Great pleasure; joy.  See Synonyms at pleasure.  
2. Something that gives great pleasure or enjoyment.   —  v.  de·light·ed, 
de·light·ing, de·lights.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take great pleasure or joy:  delights in 

taking long walks.  2. To give great pleasure or joy:  an old movie that still delights.   
—  v.  tr. To please greatly.  See Synonyms at please.  [Middle English delit, from 

Old French, a pleasure, from delitier, to please, charm, from Latin dKlect7re, fre-

quentative of dKlicere, to allure  : dK-, de- + lacere, to entice.]



de·light·ed (dV-lXùtVd) adj.  1. Filled with delight.  2. Obsolete. Delightful.   
—de·lightùed·ly adv.  —de·lightùed·ness n. 

de·light·ful (dV-lXtùfNl) adj.  Greatly pleasing.   —de·lightùful·ly adv.  

—de·lightùful·ness n. 

de·light·some (dV-lXtùsNm) adj.  Delightful.   —de·lightùsome·ly adv.  

—de·lightùsome·ness n. 

De·li·lah (dN-lXùlN)  In the Old Testament, a mistress of Samson who betrayed 

him to the Philistines by having his hair shorn while he slept, thus depriving him 

of his strength. 

de·lim·it (dV-lVmùVt) also de·lim·i·tate (-V-t7tÙ) v.  tr. de·lim·it·ed also 

de·lim·i·tat·ed, de·lim·it·ing also de·lim·i·tat·ing, de·lim·its also 

de·lim·i·tates. To establish the limits or boundaries of; demarcate.  [French 

délimiter, from Latin dKlXmit7re : dK-, de- + lXmit7re, to limit (from lXmes, lXmit-, 

boundary line).] —de·limÙi·taùtion n.  —de·limùi·taÙtive adj. 

de·lim·it·er (dV-lVmùV-tNr) n.  Computer Science. A character marking the begin-

ning or end of a unit of data. 

de·lin·e·ate (dV-lVnùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. de·lin·e·at·ed, de·lin·e·at·ing, 
de·lin·e·ates. 1. To draw or trace the outline of; sketch out.  2. To represent pic-

torially; depict.  3. To depict in words or gestures; describe.  See Synonyms at 

represent.  [Latin dKlXne7re, dKlXne7t-  : dK-, de- + lXnea, line, thread; see LINE
1.] 

—de·linÙe·aùtion n.  —de·linùe·aÙtive adj.  —de·linùe·aÙtor n. 

de·lin·quen·cy (dV-lVngùkwNn-sK, -lVnù-) n.  pl. de·lin·quen·cies. 1. Juvenile 

delinquency.  2. Failure to do what law or duty requires.  3. An offense or a mis-

demeanor; a misdeed.  4. A debt or other financial obligation on which payment 

is overdue.   —  adj.  Of or relating to juvenile delinquency:  delinquency problems. 

de·lin·quent (dV-lVngùkwNnt, -lVnù-) adj.  1. Failing to do what law or duty 

requires.  2. Overdue in payment:  a delinquent account.   —  n.  1. A juvenile 

delinquent.  2. A person who neglects or fails to do what law or duty requires.  

[Latin dKlinquKns, dKlinquent- present participle of dKlinquere, to offend  : dK-, de- 

+ linquere, to leave, abandon; see leikw- in Appendix.] —de·linùquent·ly adv. 

del·i·quesce (dHlÙV-kwHsù) v.  intr. del·i·quesced, del·i·quesc·ing, 
del·i·quesc·es. 1. a. To melt away.  b. To disappear as if by melting.   

2. Chemistry. To dissolve and become liquid by absorbing moisture from the air.  

See Synonyms at melt.  3. Botany. a. To branch out into numerous subdivisions 

that lack a main axis, as the stem of an elm.  b. To become fluid or soft on matur-

ing, as certain fungi.   [Latin dKliquKscere : dK-, de- + liquKscere, to melt, inchoative 

of liquKre, to be liquid.] —delÙi·quesùcence n.  —delÙi·quesùcent adj. 

de·lir·i·a (dV-lîrùK-N) n.  A plural of delirium. 
de·lir·i·ous (dV-lîrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Of, suffering from, or characteristic of delir-

ium.  2. Marked by uncontrolled excitement or emotion; ecstatic:  delirious joy; a 

crowd of delirious baseball fans.   —de·lirùi·ous·ly adv.  —de·lirùi·ous·ness n. 



de·lir·i·um (dV-lîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. de·lir·i·ums or de·lir·i·a (-K-N). 1. A temporary 

state of mental confusion and clouded consciousness resulting from high fever, 

intoxication, shock, or other causes. It is characterized by anxiety, disorientation, 

hallucinations, delusions, trembling, and incoherent speech.  2. A state of uncon-

trolled excitement or emotion:  sports fans in delirium after their team’s victory.  

[Latin dKlXrium, from dKlXr7re, to be deranged  : dK-, de- + lXra, furrow; see leis-1 

in Appendix.] —de·lirùi·ant adj. 

delirium tre·mens (dV-lîrùK-Nm trKùmNnz) n.  An acute, sometimes fatal epi-

sode of delirium usually caused by withdrawal or abstinence from alcohol follow-

ing habitual, excessive drinking. It also may occur during an episode of heavy 

alcohol consumption.  [New Latin dKlXrium tremKns : Latin dKlXrium, delirium + 

Latin tremKns, trembling.]

de·list (dK-lVstù) v.  tr. de·list·ed, de·list·ing, de·lists. To remove from a list, 

especially from a list of securities that may be traded on a stock exchange:  delisted 

the stock. 

De·lius (dKùlK-Ns, dKlùyNs), Frederick. 1862-1934.  British composer who spent 

most of his life in France. His work, influenced by Edvard Grieg, combines 

romanticism and impressionism. 

de·liv·er (dV-lVvùNr) v.  de·liv·ered, de·liv·er·ing, de·liv·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

bring or transport to the proper place or recipient; distribute:  deliver groceries; 

deliver the mail.  2. To surrender (someone or something) to another; hand over:  

delivered the criminal to the police.  3. To secure (something promised or desired), 

as for a candidate or political party:  campaign workers who delivered the ward for 

the mayor.  4. To throw or hurl:  The pitcher delivered the ball.  5. To strike (a 

blow).  6. To express in words; declare or utter:  deliver a lecture.  7. a. To give 

birth to:  She delivered a baby boy this morning.  b. To assist (a woman) in giving 

birth:  The doctor delivered her of twins.  c. To assist or aid in the birth of:  The 

midwife delivered the baby.   8. To give forth or produce:  The oil well delivered 

only 50 barrels a day.  9. To set free, as from misery, peril, or evil:  deliver a captive 

from slavery.  See Synonyms at save1.   —  v.  intr. 1. To produce or achieve what 

is desired or expected; make good:  The senator delivered on her pledge. He is a 

manager who just can’t seem to deliver.  2. To give birth:  She expects to deliver in 

late August.   —idiom. deliver (oneself) of. To pronounce; utter:  Before leav-

ing I delivered myself of a few choice comments.  [Middle English deliveren, from 

Old French delivrer, from Late Latin dKlXber7re : Latin dK-, de- + lXber7re, to free 

(from lXber, free); see leudh- in Appendix.] —de·livÙer·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—de·livùer·a·ble adj.  —de·livùer·er n. 

de·liv·er·ance (dV-lVvùNr-Nns, -lVvùrNns) n.  1. The act of delivering or the con-

dition of being delivered.  2. Rescue from bondage or danger.  3. A publicly 

expressed opinion or judgment, such as the verdict of a jury. 



de·liv·er·y (dV-lVvùN-rK, -lVvùrK) n.  pl. de·liv·er·ies. Abbr. dely., dlvy., dy. 
1. a. The act of conveying or delivering.  b. Something delivered, as a shipment 

or package.   2. a. The act of transferring to another.  b. Law. A formal act of 

transferring ownership of property to another:  delivery of a deed.   3. The act of 

giving up; surrender.  4. The act or manner of throwing or discharging.  5. The 

act of giving birth; parturition.  6. a. Utterance or enunciation:  The historic 

speech required but two minutes in delivery.  b. The act or manner of speaking or 

singing:  a folk singer’s casual delivery.   7. The act of releasing or rescuing. 

delivery room (dV-lVvùN-rK rum) n.  1. A room or an area in a hospital that is 

equipped for delivering babies.  2. A room or an area set aside for making or 

receiving deliveries, as for circulating books in a library. 

delivery system (dV-lVvùN-rK sVsùtNm) n.  1. A means or procedure for provid-

ing a product or service to the public:  the health care delivery system.  2. A means, 

technology, or device for administering drugs to a patient.  3. The technology for 

conveying nuclear weapons to their targets. 

dell (dHl) n.  A small, secluded, wooded valley.  [Middle English del, from Old 

English dell.]

Dell (dHl), Floyd. 1887-1969.  American writer whose novel Moon Calf (1920) 

typified the disillusionment and bohemianism among a generation of post-

World War I Americans. 

del·la Rob·bia (dHlùN roùbK-N, dHlùlä rôbùbyä), Luca. 1400?-1482.  Italian 

sculptor noted for his works of enameled terra cotta, for which he perfected a 

special glazing made of tin, antimony, and other substances. His nephew Andrea 

(1435-1525) and Andrea’s son Giovanni (1469-1529) successively took over his 

workshop, one of the most important of the Florentine Renaissance. 

dells (dHlz) pl.n.  The rapids of a river.  [Alteration (influenced by DELL), of 

DALLES.]

Del·mar·va Peninsula (dHl-märùvN pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of the east-

ern United States separating Chesapeake Bay from Delaware Bay and the Atlantic 

Ocean. It includes all of Delaware and parts of eastern Maryland and Virginia. 

Del·men·horst (dHlùmVn-hôrstÙ)  A city of northwest Germany, an industrial 

suburb of Bremen. Population, 70,671. 

Del·mon·i·co (dHl-mmnùV-koÙ), Lorenzo. 1813-1881.  Swiss-born American 

restaurateur who popularized European cuisine in New York City and is largely 

credited with establishing the restaurant as an institution in American cities. 

Delmonico steak (dHl-mmnùV-koÙ st7k) n.  A small, often boned steak from 

the front section of the short loin of beef.  Also called club steak [After Lorenzo 
DELMONICO.]

de·lo·cal·ize (dK-loùkN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·lo·cal·ized, de·lo·cal·iz·ing, 
de·lo·cal·iz·es. 1. To remove from a native or usual locality.  2. To broaden the 

range or scope of.   —de·loÙcal·i·zaùtion (-kN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 



De Long (dN lôngù, lmngù), George Washington. 1844-1881.  American 

explorer who died of starvation while attempting to reach the North Pole by way 

of the Bering Strait. 

De·lorme  or de l’Orme (dN-lôrmù), Philibert. 1515?-1570.  French royal 

architect who directed the construction at Fontainebleau and built the Tuileries 

for Catherine de Médicis. 

De·los (dKùlmsÙ, dHlùos)  An island of southeast Greece in the southern Aegean 

Sea. It is the smallest of the Cyclades Islands and was traditionally considered 

sacred to Apollo. 

de·louse (dK-lousù) v.  tr. de·loused, de·lous·ing, de·lous·es. To rid (a per-

son or an animal) of lice by physical or chemical means. 

Del·phi (dHlùfXÙ)  An ancient town of central Greece near Mount Parnassus. Dat-

ing to at least the seventh century B.C., it was the seat of a famous oracle of 

Apollo. 

Del·phic (dHlùfVk) also Del·phi·an (-fK-Nn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or relat-

ing to Delphi or to the oracle of Apollo at Delphi.  2. Obscurely prophetic; oracu-

lar:  made a great deal of Delphic pronouncements.   —Delùphi·cal·ly adv. 

del·phin·i·um (dHl-fVnùK-Nm) n.  A plant of the genus Delphinium, especially 

any of several tall cultivated varieties having palmate leaves and long racemes of 

showy, variously colored spurred flowers.  Also called larkspur [New Latin Del-

phinium, genus name, from Greek delphinion, larkspur, diminutive of delphis, 

delphin-, dolphin (from the shape of the nectary).]

Del·phi·nus (dHl-fXùnNs) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near 

Pegasus and Aquila.  [Latin delphXnus, dolphin. See DOLPHIN.]

Del·ray Beach (dHlùr7Ù bKch)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic Ocean 

north of Boca Raton. Settled in 1901, it is a tourist resort. Population, 47,181. 

Del Ri·o (dHl rKùo)  A city of southwest Texas on the Rio Grande west of San 

Antonio. Founded in 1868, it is a market and shipping center in an agricultural 

region. Population, 30,705. 

del·ta (dHlùtN) n.  1. The fourth letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. An object shaped 

like a triangle.  3. a. A usually triangular alluvial deposit at the mouth of a river.  

b. A similar deposit at the mouth of a tidal inlet, caused by tidal currents.   

4. Mathematics. A finite increment in a variable.  [Middle English, from Latin, 

from Greek; akin to Hebrew delet, door, from Phoenician dalt.] —del·taùic (-

t7ùVk), delùtic (-tVk)  adj.  

WORD HISTORY: A ∆ sits at the mouth of many rivers. The Greeks, noticing

the resemblance between the island formed by sediment at the mouth of a river

such as the Nile and the triangular shape of their letter delta, gave the name delta

to such an island. English borrowed this sense from Greek, although the word

delta appeared first in English as the name of the letter, in a work written possibly



around 1200. The sense “alluvial deposit” is not recorded until 1555, when delta

is used with reference to the Nile River delta.

delta ray (dHlùtN r7) n.  An electron ejected from matter by ionizing radiation. 

delta wave (dHlùtN w7v) n.  A slow brain wave, having a frequency of fewer 

than six cycles per second, that emanates from the forward portion of the brain 

and is associated with deep sleep in normal adults.  Also called delta rhythm 

delta wing (dHlùtN wVng) n.  An aircraft with swept-back wings that give it the 

appearance of an isosceles triangle. 

del·ti·ol·o·gy (dHlÙtK-mlùN-jK) n.  The collection and study of postcards.  [From 

Greek deltion, diminutive of deltos, writing tablet, letter.]

del·toid (dHlùtoidÙ) n.  A thick, triangular muscle covering the shoulder joint, 

used to raise the arm from the side.   —  adj.  1. Triangular.  2. Of or relating to 

the deltoid.  [New Latin deltoidKs, from Greek deltoeidKs, triangular  : delta, delta; 

see DELTA + -oeidKs, -oid.]

de·lude (dV-ludù) v.  tr. de·lud·ed, de·lud·ing, de·ludes. 1. To deceive the 

mind or judgment of:  fraudulent ads that delude consumers into sending in money.  

See Synonyms at deceive.  2. Obsolete. To elude or evade.  3. Obsolete. To frus-

trate the hopes or plans of.  [Middle English deluden, from Latin dKl7dere : dK-, 

de- + l7dere, to play; see leid- in Appendix.] —de·ludùer n.  —de·ludùing·ly 
adv. 

del·uge (dHlùyuj) n.  1. a. A great flood.  b. A heavy downpour.   2. Something 

that overwhelms as if by a great flood:  a deluge of fan mail.  3. Deluge. Bible. In 

the Old Testament, the great flood that occurred in the time of Noah.   —  v.  tr. 

del·uged, del·ug·ing, del·ug·es. 1. To overrun with water; inundate.  2. To 

overwhelm with a large number or amount; swamp:  The press secretary was del-

uged with requests for information.  [From Middle English, flood, from Old 

French, from Latin dXluvium, from dXluere, to wash away  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + -

luere, to wash; see leu(N)- in Appendix.]

de·lu·sion (dV-luùzhNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of deluding.  b. The state 

of being deluded.   2. A false belief or opinion:  labored under the delusion that 

success was at hand.  3. Psychiatry. A false belief strongly held in spite of invalidat-

ing evidence, especially as a symptom of mental illness:  delusions of persecution.  

[Middle English delusioun, from Latin dKl7sio, dKl7sion-, from dKl7sus, past parti-

ciple of dKl7dere, to delude. See DELUDE.] —de·luùsion·al adj. 

de·lu·sive (dV-luùsVv) adj.  1. Tending to delude.  See Synonyms at mislead-
ing.  2. Having the nature of a delusion; false:  a delusive faith in a wonder drug.   
—de·luùsive·ly adv.  —de·luùsive·ness n. 

de·lu·so·ry (dV-luùsN-rK, -zN-) adj.  Tending to deceive; delusive.  See Synonyms 

at misleading. 



de luxe also de·luxe (dV-lƒksù, -ltksù) adj.  Particularly elegant and luxurious; 

sumptuous:  a de luxe automobile; deluxe accommodations.   —  adv.  In an elegant 

and luxurious manner; sumptuously:  traveling de luxe.  [French  : de, of + luxe, 

luxury.]

delve (dHlv) v.  delved, delv·ing, delves.  —  v.  intr. 1. To search deeply and 

laboriously:  delved into the court records.  2. To dig the ground, as with a spade.   
—  v.  tr. Archaic. To dig (ground) with a spade.  [Middle English delven, to dig, 

from Old English delfan.] —delvùer n. 

dely. abbr.  Delivery. 

dem. abbr.  1. Grammar. Demonstrative.  2. Demurrage. 

Dem. abbr.  Democrat; Democratic. 

de·mag·net·ize (dK-m4gùnV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. de·mag·net·ized, 
de·mag·net·iz·ing, de·mag·net·iz·es. a. To remove magnetic properties 

from.  b. To erase (a magnetic storage device).    —de·magÙnet·i·zaùtion (-nV-
tV-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·magùnet·izÙer n. 

dem·a·gog·ic (dHmÙN-gmjùVk, -gmgù-, -goùjVk) also dem·a·gog·i·cal (-gmjùV-kNl, 

-gmgù-, -goùjV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a demagogue.   
—demÙa·gogùi·cal·ly adv. 

dem·a·gog·ism (dHmùN-gôÙgVz-Nm, -gmgÙVz-) n.  Demagoguery. 

dem·a·gogue (dHmùN-gôgÙ, -gmgÙ) n.  1. A leader who obtains power by 

means of impassioned appeals to the emotions and prejudices of the populace.  

2. A leader of the common people in ancient times.  [Greek dKmagogos, popular 

leader  : dKmos, people; see d7- in Appendix + agogos, leading (from agein, to 

lead); see ag- in Appendix.]

dem·a·gogu·er·y (dHmùN-gôÙgN-rK, -gmgÙN-) n.  The practices or rhetoric of a 

demagogue. 

dem·a·gog·y (dHmùN-gmjÙK, -gôÙjK, -gmgÙK, -goÙjK) n.  The character or prac-

tices of a demagogue; demagoguery. 

de·mand (dV-m4ndù) v.  de·mand·ed, de·mand·ing, de·mands.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To ask for urgently or peremptorily:  demand an investigation into the murder; 

demanding that he leave immediately; demanded to speak to the manager.  2. To 

claim as just or due:  demand repayment of a loan.  3. To ask to be informed of:  I 

demand a reason for this interruption.  4. To require as useful, just, proper, or nec-

essary; call for:  a gem that demands a fine setting.  5. Law. a. To summon to 

court.  b. To claim formally; lay legal claim to.    —  v.  intr. To make a demand.   
—  n.  1. The act of demanding.  2. Something demanded:  granted the employees’ 

demands.  3. An urgent requirement or need:  the heavy demands of her job; the 

emotional demands of his marriage; an increased oxygen demand.  4. The state of 

being sought after:  in great demand as a speaker.  5. Economics. a. The desire to 

possess a commodity or make use of a service, combined with the ability to pur-

chase it.  b. The amount of a commodity or service that people are ready to buy 



for a given price:  Supply should rise to meet demand.   6. Computer Science. A cod-

ing technique in which a command to read or write is initiated as the need for a 

new block of data occurs, thus eliminating the need to store data.  7. Law. A for-

mal claim.  8. Archaic. An emphatic question or inquiry.   —idiom. on 
demand. 1. When presented for payment:  a note payable on demand.  2. When 

needed or asked for:  fed the baby on demand.  [Middle English demanden, from 

Old French demander, to charge with doing,, and from Medieval Latin 

dKmand7re, to demand  both from Latin, to entrust  : dK-, de- + mand7re, to 

entrust; see man-2 in Appendix.] —de·mandùa·ble adj.  —de·mandùer n.  

SYNONYMS: demand, claim, exact, require. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to ask for urgently or insistently”: demanding better working condi-

tions; claiming repayment of a debt; exacted obedience from the child; tax payments

required by law.

de·mand·ant (dV-m4nùdNnt) n.  Archaic. A plaintiff. 

demand deposit (dV-m4ndù dV-pmzùVt) n.  A bank deposit that can be with-

drawn without advance notice. 

demand draft (dV-m4ndù dr4ft) n.  Abbr. D.D. See sight draft. 
de·mand·ing (dV-m4nùdVng) adj.  Requiring much effort or attention:  

exhausted by a demanding job.  See Synonyms at burdensome.  
—de·mandùing·ly adv. 

demand loan (dV-m4ndù lon) n.  Abbr. D/L See call loan. 
demand note (dV-m4ndù not) n.  A bill or draft payable in lawful money upon 

presentation or demand. 

de·mand-pull (dV-m4ndùptlÙ) n.  Increased demand for a limited supply of 

goods and services, tending to cause consumer prices to increase.   —de·mandù-
pullÙ adj. 

de·man·toid (dV-m4nùtoidÙ) n.  A transparent, green variety of garnet used as a 

gem.  [German, from Demant, diamond, from Middle High German diemant, 

from Old French diamant. See DIAMOND.]

de·mar·cate (dV-märùk7tÙ, dKùmär-k7tÙ) v.  tr. de·mar·cat·ed, 
de·mar·cat·ing, de·mar·cates. 1. To set the boundaries of; delimit.  2. To sep-

arate clearly as if by boundaries; distinguish:  demarcate categories.  [Back-forma-

tion from DEMARCATION.] —de·marùcaÙtor n. 

de·mar·ca·tion also de·mar·ka·tion (dKÙmär-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The setting or 

marking of boundaries or limits.  2. A separation; a distinction:  a line of demar-

cation between two rock strata.  [Spanish demarcación, from demarcar, to mark 

boundaries  : de-, off (from Latin dK-); see DE- + marcar, to mark (from Italian 

marcare, from Old Italian, of Germanic origin); see merg- in Appendix.]



dé·marche (d7-märshù) n.  1. A course of action; a maneuver.  2. A diplomatic 

representation or protest.  3. A statement or protest addressed by citizens to pub-

lic authorities.  [French, from Old French demarche, gait, from demarchier, to 

march  : de-, de- + marchier, to march (probably of Germanic origin); see 

MARCH
1.]

de·mar·ka·tion (dKÙmär-k7ùshNn) n.  Variant of demarcation. 
de·ma·te·ri·al·ize (dKÙmN-tîrùK-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. de·ma·te·ri·al·ized, 
de·ma·te·ri·al·iz·ing, de·ma·te·ri·al·iz·es. To deprive of or lose apparent phys-

ical substance; make or become immaterial:  Mirrors have the effect of dematerial-

izing a wall. The dry ice seemed to dematerialize as it sublimated.   
—deÙma·teÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Dem·a·vend (dHmùN-vHndÙ)  See Damavand. 
deme (dKm) n.  1. One of the townships of ancient Attica.  2. Ecology. A local, 

usually stable population of interbreeding organisms of the same kind or species.  

[Greek dKmos, people, land. See d7- in Appendix.]

de·mean1 (dV-mKnù) v.  tr. de·meaned, de·mean·ing, de·means. To con-

duct or behave (oneself) in a particular manner:  demeaned themselves well in 

class.  [Middle English demeinen, to govern, from Old French demener : de-, de- + 

mener, to conduct (from Latin min7re, to drive (animals), from min7rX, to 

threaten, from minae, threats); see men-2 in Appendix.]

de·mean2 (dV-mKnù) v.  tr. de·meaned, de·mean·ing, de·means. 1. To 

debase, as in dignity or social standing:  professionals who feel demeaned by 

unskilled work.  2. To humble (oneself).  See Synonyms at degrade.  [DE- + 

MEAN
2.] —de·meanùing·ly adv. 

de·mean·or (dV-mKùnNr) n.  The way in which a person behaves; deportment.  

See Synonyms at bearing. 
de·ment (dV-mHntù) v.  tr. de·ment·ed, de·ment·ing, de·ments. To make 

insane.  [Late Latin dKment7re, from Latin dKmKns, dKment-, senseless  : dK-, de- + 

mKns, mind; see men-1 in Appendix.]

de·ment·ed (dV-mHnùtVd) adj.  1. Mentally ill; insane.  2. Suffering from 

dementia.   —de·mentùed·ly adv.  —de·mentùed·ness n. 

de·men·tia (dV-mHnùshN) n.  1. Deterioration of intellectual faculties, such as 

memory, concentration, and judgment, resulting from an organic disease or a 

disorder of the brain. It is often accompanied by emotional disturbance and per-

sonality changes.  2. Madness; insanity.  See Synonyms at insanity.  [Latin 

dKmentia, madness, from dKmKns, dKment-, senseless. See DEMENT.] —de·menù-
tial adj. 

dementia prae·cox (dV-mHnùshN prKùkmksÙ) n.  Schizophrenia. No longer in 

scientific use.  [New Latin  : dKmentia, dementia + Latin praecox, premature.]

de·mer·it (dV-mHrùVt) n.  1. a. A quality or characteristic deserving of blame or 

censure; a fault.  b. Absence of merit.   2. A mark made against one’s record for a 



fault or for misconduct.  [Middle English demerite, offense, from Old French des-

merite, from Latin dKmeritum, from neuter past participle of dKmerKre, to deserve 

 : dK-, de- + merKre, to earn; see MERIT.] —de·merÙi·toùri·ous (-tôrùK-Ns, -torù-) 

adj.  —de·merÙi·toùri·ous·ly adv. 

Dem·er·ol (dHmùN-rôlÙ, -rmlÙ, -rolÙ)  A trademark used for a medicinal prepara-

tion of meperidine. 

de·mer·sal (dV-mûrùsNl) adj.  1. Dwelling at or near the bottom of a body of 

water:  a demersal fish.  2. Sinking to or deposited near the bottom of a body of 

water:  demersal fish eggs.  [From Latin dKmersus, past participle of dKmergere, to 

sink  : dK-, de- + mergere, to sink.]

de·mesne (dV-m7nù, -mKnù) n.  1. Law. Possession and use of one’s own land.  

2. Manorial land retained for the private use of a feudal lord.  3. The grounds 

belonging to a mansion or country house.  4. An extensive piece of landed prop-

erty; an estate.  5. A district; a territory.  6. A realm; a domain.  [Middle English 

demeine, ·demesne, from Anglo-Norman, from Old French demaine. See 

DOMAIN.]

De·me·ter (dV-mKùtNr) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of the harvest, daugh-

ter of Rhea and Cronus and mother of Persephone.  [Greek DKmKtKr. See m7ter- 
in Appendix.]

dem·e·ton (dHmùV-tmnÙ) n.  Either of two pale-yellow, highly toxic organophos-

phorous liquids, C6H15O3PS2 or C6H15O4PS2, used as systemic insecticides.  

[Blend of diethyl, containing two ethyls (DI-1 + ETHYL), MERCAPTAN, and thionate, 

salt or ester of a thionic acid (THION- + -ATE
2).]

demi- pref.  1. Half:  demirelief.  2. To some degree; part; partly:  demigod.  

[Middle English demi, a half of a measure or unit, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin dXmedius, from Latin dXmidius, divided in half  : dis-, dis- + medius, 

half; see MEDIUM.]

dem·i·god (dHmùK-gmdÙ) n.  1. Mythology. a. A male being, often the offspring 

of a god and a mortal, who has some but not all of the powers of a god.  b. An 

inferior deity; a minor god.  c. A deified man.   2. A person who is highly hon-

ored or revered. 

dem·i·god·dess (dHmùK-gmdÙVs) n.  1. A female being, often the offspring of a 

god and a mortal, who has some but not all of the powers of a goddess.  2. A dei-

fied woman. 

dem·i·john (dHmùK-jmnÙ) n.  A large, narrow-necked bottle made of glass or 

earthenware, usually encased in wickerwork.  [Probably alteration of French 

dame-Jeanne : dame, lady; see DAME + Jeanne, personal name.]

de·mil·i·ta·rize (dK-mVlùV-tN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·mil·i·ta·rized, de·mil·i·ta·riz·ing, 
de·mil·i·ta·riz·es. 1. To eliminate the military character of.  2. To prohibit mili-

tary forces or installations in:  demilitarize a buffer zone between hostile countries.  



3. To replace military control of with civilian control.   —de·milÙi·ta·ri·zaùtion 
(-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·mil·i·ta·rized zone (dK-mVlùV-tN-rXzdÙ zon) n.  Abbr. DMZ An area from 

which military forces, operations, and installations are prohibited. 

De Mille (dN mVlù), Agnes George. 1905?-1993.  American choreographer 

who introduced innovative dance to a wide public audience with her choreogra-

phy for Oklahoma! (1943), Carousel (1945), and other musicals. 

De Mille (dN mVlù), Cecil Blount. 1881-1959.  American filmmaker known for 

his spectacular epic productions, including The Ten Commandments (1923 and 

1956) and The Greatest Show on Earth (1952). 

dem·i·mon·daine (dHmÙK-mmn-d7nù, -mmnùd7nÙ) n.  A woman belonging to 

the demimonde.  [French, from demi-monde, demimonde. See DEMIMONDE.]

dem·i·monde (dHmùK-mmndÙ) n.  1. a. A class of women kept by wealthy lov-

ers or protectors.  b. Women prostitutes considered as a group.   2. A group 

whose respectability is dubious or whose success is marginal:  the literary demi-

monde of ghost writers, hacks, and publicists. In this sense, also calleddemiworld 

[French  : demi-, demi- + monde, world (from Latin mundus).]

de·min·er·al·i·za·tion (dK-mVnÙNr-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of 

removing minerals or mineral salts from a liquid, such as water.  2. The loss, dep-

rivation, or removal of minerals or mineral salts from the body, especially 

through disease, as the loss of calcium from bones or teeth. 

de·min·er·al·ize (dK-mVnùNr-N-lVzÙ) v.  tr. de·min·er·al·ized, 
de·min·er·al·iz·ing, de·min·er·al·iz·es. To remove minerals or mineral salts 

from (a liquid).   —de·minùer·al·iÙzer n. 

dem·i·re·lief (dHmÙK-rV-lKfù) n.  See half relief. 
dem·i·rep (dHmùK-rHpÙ) n.  A person of doubtful reputation or respectability.  

[DEMI- + REP(UTATION).]

de·mise (dV-mXzù) n.  1. a. Death.  b. The end of existence or activity; termina-

tion:  the demise of the streetcar.   2. Law. Transfer of an estate by lease or will.  

3. The transfer of a ruler’s authority by death or abdication.   —  v.  de·mised, 
de·mis·ing, de·mis·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. Law. To transfer (an estate) by will or lease.  

2. To transfer (sovereignty) by abdication or will.   —  v.  intr. 1. Law. To be 

transferred by will or descent:  The land demised to a charitable institution.  2. To 

die.  [Middle English, transfer of property, from Old French dimis, past participle 

of demettre, to release. See DEMIT.] —de·misùa·ble adj. 

dem·i·sem·i·qua·ver (dHmÙK-sHmùK-kw7ÙvNr) n.  Chiefly British. A thirty-sec-

ond note. 

de·mis·sion (dV-mVshùNn) n.  Relinquishment of an office or function.  [Middle 

English dimissioun, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin dXmissio, dXmission-, dis-

missal, from dXmissus, past participle of dXmittere, to release. See DEMIT.]



de·mit (dV-mVtù) v.  de·mit·ted, de·mit·ting, de·mits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To relin-

quish (an office or function).  2. Archaic. To dismiss.   —  v.  intr. To give up an 

office or position; resign.  [Middle English dimitten, to release, from Old French 

demettre, from Latin dXmittere : dis-, away; see DIS- + mittere, to send.]

dem·i·tasse (dHmùK-t4sÙ, -täsÙ) n.  1. A small cup of strong black coffee or 

espresso.  2. The small cup used to serve this drink.  [French  : demi-, demi- + 

tasse, cup (from Old French, from Arabic ta≥t, basin, from Persian).]

dem·i·urge (dHmùK-ûrjÙ) n.  1. A powerful creative force or personality.  2. A 

public magistrate in some ancient Greek states.  3. Demiurge. A deity in Gnosti-

cism, Manicheeism, and other religions who creates the material world and is 

sometimes viewed as the originator of evil.  4. Demiurge. A Platonic deity who 

orders or fashions the material world out of chaos.  [Late Latin dKmiurgus, from 

Greek dKmiourgos, artisan  : dKmios, public (from dKmos, people); see d7- in 

Appendix + ergos, worker (from ergon, work); see werg- in Appendix.] 
—demÙi·urùgeous (-ûrùjNs), demÙi·urùgic (-jVk) , demÙi·urùgi·cal (-jV-kNl)  

adj.  —demÙi·urùgi·cal·ly adv. 

dem·i·world (dHmùK-wûrldÙ) n.  See demimonde (n., sense 2). 

dem·o (dHmùo) n.  pl. dem·os. Informal. 1. a. A demonstration, as of a product 

or service.  b. A brief tape or recording used to illustrate the qualities of a musi-

cian or other performer.   2. A product, such as an automobile, used for demon-

stration and often sold later at a discount.   —demùo v. 

de·mob (dK-mmbù) Chiefly British. v.  tr. de·mobbed, de·mob·bing, 
de·mobs. To demobilize (armed forces).   —  n.  Demobilization of armed 

forces. 

de·mo·bil·ize (dK-moùbN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·mo·bil·ized, de·mo·bil·iz·ing, 
de·mo·bil·iz·es. 1. To discharge from military service or use.  2. To disband 

(troops).   —de·moÙbil·i·zaùtion (-bN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·moc·ra·cy (dV-mmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. de·moc·ra·cies. 1. Government by the 

people, exercised either directly or through elected representatives.  2. A political 

or social unit that has such a government.  3. The common people, considered as 

the primary source of political power.  4. Majority rule.  5. The principles of 

social equality and respect for the individual within a community.  [French 

démocratie, from Late Latin dKmocratia, from Greek dKmokratia : dKmos, people; 

see d7- in Appendix + -kratia, -cracy.]

dem·o·crat (dHmùN-kr4tÙ) n.  1. An advocate of democracy.  2. Democrat. 

Abbr. Dem., D, D. A member of the Democratic Party.  [French démocrate, back-

formation from démocratie, democracy. See DEMOCRACY.]

Democrat, Mount.  A peak, 4,315.1 m (14,148 ft) high, of central Colorado in 

the Park Range of the Rocky Mountains. 

dem·o·crat·ic (dHmÙN-kr4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, characterized by, or advocating 

democracy:  democratic government; a democratic union.  2. Of or for the people 



in general; popular:  a democratic movement; democratic art forms.  3. Believing in 

or practicing social equality: “a proper democratic scorn for bloated dukes and 

lords” (George du Maurier).  4. Democratic. Abbr. Dem., D, D. Of, relating to, 

or characteristic of the Democratic Party.   —demÙo·cratùi·cal·ly adv. 

Democratic Party (dHmÙN-kr4tùVk pärùtK) n.  One of the two major political 

parties in the United States, owing its origin to a split in the Democratic-Republi-

can Party under Andrew Jackson in 1828. 

Dem·o·crat·ic-Re·pub·li·can Party (dHmÙN-kr4tÙVk-rV-pƒbùlV-kNn pärùtK) 

n.  A political party in the United States that was opposed to the Federalist Party 

and was founded by Thomas Jefferson in 1792 and dissolved in 1828. 

de·moc·ra·tize (dV-mmkùrN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. de·moc·ra·tized, de·moc·ra·tiz·ing, 
de·moc·ra·tiz·es. To make democratic.   —de·mocÙra·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) 

n. 

De·moc·ri·tus (dV-mmkùrV-tNs), Known as “the Laughing Philosopher.” 460?-

370? B.C.  Greek philosopher who developed an atomist theory of the universe and 

espoused the doctrine that pleasure, along with self-control, is the goal of human 

life. 

dé·mo·dé (d7Ùmo-d7ù) adj.  No longer in fashion; outmoded.  [French, past 

participle of démoder, to outmode  : dé-, out (from Old French de-); see DE- + 

mode, fashion; see MODE.]

de·mod·u·late (dK-mmjùN-l7tÙ, -mmdùyN-) v.  tr. de·mod·u·lat·ed, 
de·mod·u·lat·ing, de·mod·u·lates. To extract (information) from a modu-

lated carrier wave.   —de·modùu·laÙtor n. 

de·mod·u·la·tion (dK-mmjÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  The conversion of a modulated car-

rier wave into a current equivalent to the original signal.  Also called detection 

De·mo·gor·gon (dKÙmN-gôrùgNn, dKùmN-gôrÙ-) n.  Mythology. A terrifying 

ancient deity or demon of the underworld. 

dem·o·graph·ic (dHmÙN-gr4fùVk, dKÙmN-) also dem·o·graph·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

Of or relating to demography.   —demÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

dem·o·graph·ics (dHmÙN-gr4fùVks, dKÙmN-) n.  (used with a pl. verb). The char-

acteristics of human populations and population segments, especially when used 

to identify consumer markets:  The demographics of the Southwest indicate a grow-

ing population of older consumers. 

de·mog·ra·phy (dV-mmgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the characteristics of human 

populations, such as size, growth, density, distribution, and vital statistics.  

[French démographie : Greek dKmos, people; see d7- in Appendix + French -gra-

phie, writing (from Greek -graphia, -graphy).] —de·mogùra·pher n. 

dem·oi·selle (dHmÙwN-zHlù) n.  1. A young woman.  2. A demoiselle crane.  3.  
See damselfly.  4.  See damselfish.  [French, damsel, from Old French 

dameisele. See DAMSEL.]



demoiselle crane (dHmÙwN-zHlù kr7n) n.  A small crane (Anthropoides virgo) 

of Asia, northern Africa, and Europe, having gray and black plumage, long black 

breast feathers, and white plumes at the side of the head. 

de·mol·ish (dV-mmlùVsh) v.  tr. de·mol·ished, de·mol·ish·ing, 
de·mol·ish·es. 1. To tear down completely; raze.  2. To do away with com-

pletely; put an end to.  3. To damage (someone’s reputation, for example) 

severely.  See Synonyms at ruin.  [French démolir, démoliss-, from Latin dKmolXrX : 
dK-, de- + molXrX, to build (from molKs, mass).]

dem·o·li·tion (dHmÙN-lVshùNn, dKÙmN-) n.  1. The act or process of wrecking or 

destroying, especially destruction by explosives.  2. demolitions. Explosives, 

especially when designed or used as weapons.  [French démolition, from Latin 

dKmolXtio, dKmolXtion-, from dKmolXrX, to demolish. See DEMOLISH.] —demÙo·liù-
tion·ist n. 

demolition derby (dHmÙN-lVshùNn dûrùbK) n.  Sports. A contest in which driv-

ers crash old cars into each other until only one is left running. 

de·mon (dKùmNn) n.  1. An evil supernatural being; a devil.  2. A persistently 

tormenting person, force, or passion:  the demon of drug addiction.  3. One who is 

extremely zealous, skillful, or diligent:  worked away like a demon; a real demon at 

math.  4.  Also dae·mon  or dai·mon (dXùmonÙ). Greek Mythology. An inferior 

deity, such as a deified hero.  5.  Also dae·mon  or dai·mon (dXùmonÙ). An 

attendant spirit; a genius.  [Middle English, from Late Latin daemon, from Latin, 

spirit, from Greek daimon, divine power. See d7- in Appendix.]

demon. abbr.  Grammar. Demonstrative. 

de·mon·e·tize (dK-mmnùV-tXzÙ, -mƒnù-) v.  tr. de·mon·i·tized, 
de·mon·i·tiz·ing, de·mon·i·tiz·es. 1. To divest (a coin, for example) of mone-

tary value.  2. To stop using (a metal) as a monetary standard.  [French 

démonétiser : dé-, away from (from Old French de-); see DE- + Latin monKta, coin; 

see MONEY.] —de·monÙe·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·mo·ni·ac (dV-moùnK-4kÙ) also de·mo·ni·a·cal (dKÙmN-nXùN-kNl) adj.  

1. Possessed, produced, or influenced by a demon:  demoniac creatures.  2. Of, 

resembling, or suggestive of a devil; fiendish:  demoniac energy; a demoniacal fit.   
—  n.  One who is or seems to be possessed by a demon.  [Middle English demo-

niak, from Late Latin daemoniacus, from Greek *daimoniakos, from daimonios, of 

a spirit, from daimon, divine power. See DEMON.] —deÙmo·niùa·cal·ly adv. 

de·mon·ic also dae·mon·ic (dV-mmnùVk) adj.  1. Befitting a demon; fiendish.  

2. Motivated by a spiritual force or genius; inspired.   —de·monùi·cal·ly adv. 

de·mon·ize (dKùmN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·mon·ized, de·mon·iz·ing, de·mon·iz·es. 
1. To turn into or as if into a demon.  2. To possess by or as if by a demon.  3. To 

represent as evil or diabolic:  wartime propaganda that demonizes the enemy.   
—deÙmon·i·zaùtion (-mN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 



de·mon·ol·o·gy (dKÙmN-nmlùN-jK) n.  1. The study of demons.  2. Belief in or 

worship of demons.  3. A list or catalog of one’s enemies: “As the years passed [the 

magazine’s] demonology expanded to include Bolsheviks, radicals, Franklin D. 

Roosevelt, the New Deal, Government work programs or aid programs of any kind” 

(Maggie Nichols).   —deÙmon·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), deÙmon·o·logùi·cal (-V-
kNl)  adj.  —deÙmon·olùo·gist n. 

de·mon·stra·ble (dV-mmnùstrN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being demonstrated or 

proved:  demonstrable truths.  2. Obvious or apparent:  demonstrable lies.   
—de·monÙstra·bilùi·ty, de·monùstra·ble·ness n.  —de·monùstra·bly adv. 

dem·on·strate (dHmùNn-str7tÙ) v.  dem·on·strat·ed, dem·on·strat·ing, 
dem·on·strates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To show clearly and deliberately; manifest:  dem-

onstrated her skill as a gymnast; demonstrate affection by hugging.  2. To show to be 

true by reasoning or adducing evidence; prove:  demonstrate a proposition.  3. To 

present by experiments, examples, or practical application; explain and illustrate:  

demonstrated the laws of physics with laboratory equipment.  4. To show the use of 

(an article) to a prospective buyer:  The salesperson plugged in and demonstrated 

the vacuum cleaner.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give a demonstration:  described the dance 

step, then took a partner and demonstrated.  2. To participate in a public display of 

opinion:  demonstrated against tax hikes.  [Latin dKmonstr7re, dKmonstr7t-  : dK-, 

completely; see DE- + monstr7re, to show (from monstrum, divine portent, from 

monKre, to warn); see men-1 in Appendix.]

dem·on·stra·tion (dHmÙNn-str7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of showing or making 

evident.  2. Conclusive evidence; proof.  3. An illustration or explanation, as of a 

theory or product, by exemplification or practical application.  4. A manifesta-

tion, as of one’s feelings.  5. A public display of group opinion, as by a rally or 

march:  peace demonstrations. 

de·mon·stra·tive (dV-mmnùstrN-tVv) adj.  1. Serving to manifest or prove.  

2. Involving or characterized by demonstration.  3. Given to or marked by the 

open expression of emotion:  an affectionate and demonstrative family.  4.  Abbr. 

demon., dem. Grammar. Specifying or singling out the person or thing referred 

to:  the demonstrative pronouns these and that.   —  n.  Abbr. demon., dem. 
Grammar. A demonstrative pronoun or adjective.   —de·monùstra·tive·ly adv.  

—de·monùstra·tive·ness n. 

dem·on·stra·tor (dHmùNn-str7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that demonstrates, such as a 

participant in a public display of opinion.  2. An article or product used in a 

demonstration. 

de·mor·al·ize (dV-môrùN-lXzÙ, -mmrù-) v.  tr. de·mor·al·ized, 
de·mor·al·iz·ing, de·mor·al·iz·es. 1. To undermine the confidence or morale 

of; dishearten:  an inconsistent policy that demoralized the staff.  2. To put into dis-

order; confuse.  3. To debase the morals of; corrupt.   —de·morÙal·i·zaùtion (-

N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·morùal·izÙer n. 



De Mor·gan (dV môrùgNn), Augustus. 1806-1871.  British mathematician and 

logician who wrote important works on calculus and with George Boole laid the 

foundation for modern symbolic logic. 

De Mor·gan (dV môrùgNn), William Frend. 1839-1917.  British artist and 

writer best known for his work with glazed ceramics and stained glass. 

de·mos (dKùmmsÙ) n.  1. The common people; the populace.  2. The common 

people of an ancient Greek state.  [Greek dKmos, district, people. See d7- in 

Appendix.]

De·mos·the·nes (dV-mmsùthN-nKzÙ), 384-322 B.C.  Greek orator whose reputa-

tion is based mainly on his Philippics, a series of orations exhorting the citizens of 

Athens to rise up against Philip II of Macedon. 

de·mote (dV-motù) v.  tr. de·mot·ed, de·mot·ing, de·motes. To reduce in 

grade, rank, or status.  [DE- + (PRO)MOTE.] —de·moùtion n.  

SYNONYMS: demote, break, bust, degrade, downgrade, reduce. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to lower in grade, rank, or status”: was demoted

from captain to lieutenant; a noncommissioned officer broken to the ranks; a detec-

tive who was busted to uniformed traffic patrol for insubordination; a supervisor

degraded to an assistant; a popular author downgraded by critical opinion to a genre

writer; a captain who was reduced from command of a battleship to administrative

duty ashore. 

ANTONYM: promote

de·mot·ic (dV-mmtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the common people; popular:  

demotic speech; demotic entertainments.  2. Of, relating to, or written in the sim-

plified form of ancient Egyptian hieratic writing.  3. Demotic. Of or relating to 

a form of modern Greek based on colloquial use.   —  n.  Demotic Greek.  [Greek 

dKmotikos, from dKmotKs, a commoner, from dKmos, people. See d7- in Appen-

dix.]

de·mount (dK-mountù) v.  tr. de·mount·ed, de·mount·ing, de·mounts. To 

remove (a motor, for example) from a position on a mounting or other sup-

port.   —de·mountùa·ble adj. 

Demp·sey (dHmpùsK), William Harrison. Known as “Jack.” Called “the 

Manassa Mauler.” 1895-1983.  American prizefighter who won the world heavy-

weight title in 1919 but lost it to Gene Tunney in 1926. He brought new popular-

ity to the sport of boxing in the United States. 

de·mul·cent (dV-mƒlùsNnt) adj.  Serving to soothe or soften.   —  n.  A sooth-

ing, usually mucilaginous or oily substance, such as glycerin or lanolin, used espe-

cially to relieve pain in inflamed or irritated mucous membranes.  [Latin 

dKmulcKns, dKmulcent- present participle of dKmulcKre, to soften  : dK-, de- + mul-

cKre, to stroke.]



de·mur (dV-mûrù) v.  intr. de·murred, de·mur·ring, de·murs. 1. To voice 

opposition; object:  demurred at the suggestion.  See Synonyms at object.  2. Law. 

To enter a demurrer.  3. To delay.   —  n.  1. The act of demurring.  2. An objec-

tion.  3. A delay.  [Middle English demuren, to delay, from Anglo-Norman 

demurer, from Latin dKmor7rX : dK-, de- + mor7rX, to delay (from mora, delay).] 
—de·murùra·ble adj. 

de·mure (dV-mytrù) adj.  de·mur·er, de·mur·est. 1. Modest and reserved in 

manner or behavior.  2. Affectedly shy, modest, or reserved.  See Synonyms at 

shy1.  [Middle English, probably from Anglo-Norman demure (influenced by 

Old French mur, meur, mature, serious, from Latin m7t7rus); see MATURE, past 

participle of demurer, to delay, wait. See DEMUR.] —de·mureùly adv.  

—de·mureùness n. 

de·mur·rage (dV-mûrùVj, -mƒrù-) n.  Abbr. dem. 1. Detention of a ship, freight 

car, or other cargo conveyance during loading or unloading beyond the scheduled 

time of departure.  2. Compensation paid for such detention. 

de·mur·ral (dV-mûrùNl, -mƒrù-) n.  The act of demurring, especially a mild, 

polite, or considered expression of opposition. 

de·mur·rer (dV-mûrùNr, -mƒrù-) n.  1. One that demurs; an objector.  2. An 

objection.  3. Law. A method of objecting that admits the facts of the opponent’s 

argument but denies that they sustain the pleading based upon them. 

De·muth (dV-muthù), Charles. 1883-1935.  American painter known for his 

still-life watercolors. He was one of the first artists to use the geometric shapes of 

modern technology in his work. 

de·my (dV-mXù) n.  pl. de·mies. Any of several standard sizes of paper, especially 

paper measuring 16 by 21 inches.  [Alteration of DEMI-.]

de·my·e·lin·ate (dK-mXùN-lN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·my·e·lin·at·ed, 
de·my·e·lin·at·ing, de·my·e·lin·ates. To destroy or remove the myelin sheath 

of (a nerve fiber), as through disease.   —de·myÙe·lin·aùtion n. 

de·mys·ti·fy (dK-mVsùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·mys·ti·fied, de·mys·ti·fy·ing, 
de·mys·ti·fies. To make less mysterious; clarify:  an autobiography that demysti-

fied the career of an eminent physician.   —de·mysÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—de·mysùti·fiÙer n. 

de·my·thol·o·gize (dKÙmV-thmlùN-jXzÙ) v.  tr. de·my·thol·o·gized, 
de·my·thol·o·giz·ing, de·my·thol·o·giz·es. 1. To rid of mythological ele-

ments in order to discover the underlying meaning:  demythologize biblical leg-

ends.  2. To remove the mysterious or mythical aspects from: “providing an 

antiheroic age with heroes suitably demythologized, yet also grand” (John Simon).   
—deÙmy·tholÙo·gi·zaùtion (-jV-z7ùshNn) n.  —deÙmy·tholùo·gizÙer n. 

den (dHn) n.  1. The shelter or retreat of a wild animal; a lair.  2. A cave or hollow 

used as a refuge or hiding place.  3. A hidden or squalid dwelling place:  a den of 

thieves.  4. A secluded room for study or relaxation.  5. A unit of about eight to 



ten Cub Scouts.   —  v.  intr. denned, den·ning, dens. To inhabit or hide in a 

den.  [Middle English, from Old English denn.]

Den. abbr.  Denmark. 

De·na·li (dN-näùlK)  See Mount McKinley. 
de·nar·i·us (dV-nârùK-Ns) n.  pl. de·nar·i·i (-K-XÙ). 1. An ancient Roman silver 

coin.  2. An ancient Roman gold coin valued at 25 silver denarii.  [Middle 

English, from Latin dKn7rius. See DENARY.]

den·a·ry (dHnùN-rK) adj.  1. Tenfold.  2. Divided or counted by tens; decimal.  

[Latin dKn7rius, from dKnX, by tens. See dekc in Appendix.]

de·na·tion·al·ize (dK-n4shùN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·na·tion·al·ized, 
de·na·tion·al·iz·ing, de·na·tion·al·iz·es. 1. To deprive of national rights or 

characteristics.  2. To transfer (an industry, for example) from governmental to 

private ownership.   —de·naÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·nat·u·ral·ize (dK-n4chùNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·nat·u·ral·ized, 
de·nat·u·ral·iz·ing, de·nat·u·ral·iz·es. 1. To make unnatural.  2. To deprive of 

the rights of citizenship.   —de·natÙu·ral·i·zaùtion (-Nr-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·na·ture (dK-n7ùchNr) v.  tr. de·na·tured, de·na·tur·ing, de·na·tures. 
1. To change the nature or natural qualities of.  2. To render unfit to eat or drink 

without destroying usefulness in other applications, especially to add methanol to 

(ethyl alcohol).  3. Biochemistry. To alter the structure of (a protein), as with heat, 

alkali, or acid, so that some of its original properties, especially its biological 

activity, are diminished or eliminated.  4. Physics. To add nonfissionable matter 

to (fissionable material) so as to prevent use in an atomic weapon.   —de·naù-
tur·ant n.  —de·naÙtur·aùtion n. 

de·na·tured alcohol (dK-n7ùchNrd 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  Ethyl alcohol to which a 

poisonous substance, such as acetone or methanol, has been added to make it 

unfit for consumption. 

dendr-  or dendri- pref.  Variants of dendro-. 
den·dri·form (dHnùdrN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like or having the form of a tree. 

den·drite (dHnùdrXtÙ) n.  1. a. A mineral crystallizing in another mineral in the 

form of a branching or treelike mark.  b. A rock or mineral bearing such a mark 

or marks.   2. A branched protoplasmic extension of a nerve cell that conducts 

impulses from adjacent cells inward toward the cell body. A single nerve may pos-

sess many dendrites. In this sense, also calleddendron 

den·drit·ic (dHn-drVtùVk) also den·drit·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

resembling a dendrite.  2. Dendriform.   —den·dritùi·cal·ly adv. 

dendro-  or dendri-  or dendr- pref.  Tree; treelike:  dendrochronology.  [From 

Greek dendron, tree. See deru- in Appendix.]

den·dro·bi·um (dHn-droùbK-Nm) n.  Any of numerous species of the orchid 

genus Dendrobium native to tropical or subtropical Asia, Australia, and the 



islands of the Pacific Ocean.  [New Latin, genus name  : DENDRO- + Greek bios, 

life; see gwei- in Appendix.]

den·dro·chro·nol·o·gy (dHnÙdro-krN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The study of climate 

changes and past events by comparing the successive annual growth rings of trees 

or old timber.   —denÙdro·chronÙo·logùi·cal (-krmnÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—denÙdro·chronÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —denÙdro·chro·nolùo·gist n. 

den·droid (dHnùdroidÙ) also den·droid·al (dHn-droidùl) adj.  Shaped like a 

tree. 

den·drol·o·gy (dHn-drmlùN-jK) n.  The botanical study of trees and other woody 

plants.   —denÙdro·logùic (-drN-lmjùVk), denÙdro·logùi·cal adj.  

—den·drolùo·gist n. 

den·dron (dHnùdrmnÙ) n.  See dendrite (n., sense 2).  [Greek, tree. See deru- in 

Appendix.]

dene (dKn) n.  Chiefly British. A sandy tract or dune by the seashore.  [Possibly 

East Frisian düne, a sand dune; akin to akin to DUNE.]

De·neb (dHnùHbÙ) n.  The brightest star in the constellation Cygnus, approxi-

mately 1,630 light-years from Earth.  [Arabic Banab, tail.]

De·neb·o·la (dN-nHbùN-lN) n.  A star in the constellation Leo, approximately 43 

light-years from Earth.  [From Arabic Banab al-’asad, tail of the lion.]

den·e·ga·tion (dHnÙV-g7ùshNn) n.  A denial.  [French dénégation, from Latin 

dKneg7tio, dKneg7tion-, from dKneg7tus, past participle of dKneg7re, to deny. See 

DENY.]

de·ner·vate (dK-nƒrùv7t) v.  tr. de·ner·va·ted, de·ner·va·ting, 
de·ner·vates. Medicine. To deprive (an organ or body part) of a nerve supply, as 

by surgically removing or cutting a nerve or by blocking a nerve connection with 

drugs.   —deÙner·vaùtion n. 

den·gue (dHngùgK, -g7) n.  An acute, infectious tropical disease caused by an 

arbovirus transmitted by mosquitoes, and characterized by high fever, rash, head-

ache, and severe muscle and joint pain.  Also called breakbone fever, dandy fever, 

dengue fever.  [Spanish, alteration (influenced by dengue, affectation), of Swahili 

ki-dinga.]

Deng Xiao·ping (dƒngù shouùpVngù, dœngù shyouùpVngù) also Teng Hsiao-
ping (tƒngù shyouùpVngù, dœngù), Born 1904.  Chinese Communist leader who 

was twice purged from the Communist Party (1967 and 1976) and twice rehabili-

tated (1973 and 1977) before gaining supreme power in China. He officially 

retired as head of state in November 1989. 

Den·ham (dHnùNm), Sir John. 1615-1669.  English poet best known for his 

topographical poem Cooper’s Hill (1642), in which he combined scenic descrip-

tions with moral, historical, and political reflections. 

Den Hel·der (dNn hHlùdNr)  A city of northwest Netherlands on the North Sea. 

It is the country’s most important naval base. Population, 63,826. 



de·ni·a·ble (dV-nXùN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to contradict or declare untrue:  deni-

able accusations.  2. Being such that plausible disavowal or disclaimer is possible: 

“Covert action was deniable; a Pentagon program would not be” (Bob Wood-

ward).   —de·niÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —de·niùa·bly adv. 

de·ni·al (dV-nXùNl) n.  1. A refusal to comply with or satisfy a request.  2. a. A 

refusal to grant the truth of a statement or allegation; a contradiction.  b. Law. 

The opposing by a defendant of an allegation of the plaintiff.   3. a. A refusal to 

accept or believe something, such as a doctrine or belief.  b. Psychology. An 

unconscious defense mechanism characterized by refusal to acknowledge painful 

realities, thoughts, or feelings.   4. The act of disowning or disavowing; repudia-

tion.  5. Abstinence; self-denial.  [From DENY.]

de·ni·er1 (dV-nXùNr) n.  One that denies:  a denier of harsh realities. 

den·ier2 (dNn-y7ù) n.  1.  (also dHnùyNr) A unit of fineness for rayon, nylon, and 

silk fibers, based on a standard mass per length of 1 gram per 9,000 meters of 

yarn.  2.  (also dN-nîrù) a. A small coin of varying composition and value current 

in western Europe from the eighth century until the French Revolution.  

b. Archaic. A small, trifling sum.   [Middle English denere, a coin, from Old 

French dener, from Latin dKn7rius. See DENARIUS.]

den·i·grate (dHnùV-gr7tÙ) v.  tr. den·i·grat·ed, den·i·grat·ing, den·i·grates. 
1. To attack the character or reputation of; speak ill of; defame.  2. To disparage; 

belittle:  The critics have denigrated our efforts.  [Latin dKnigr7re, dKnigr7t-, to 

blacken, defame  : dK-, de- + niger, nigr-, black.] —denÙi·graùtion n.  

—denùi·graÙtor n. 

De·ni·ker (dH-nK-kHrù), Joseph. 1852-1918.  French anthropologist who pro-

posed the ethnological classification of Europeans according to stature, cranial 

index, and color of hair. 

den·im (dHnùVm) n.  1. a. A coarse twilled cloth, usually cotton, used for jeans, 

overalls, and work uniforms.  b. denims. Trousers or another garment made of 

this cloth.   2. A similar but finer fabric used in draperies and upholstery.  

[French (serge) de Nîmes, (serge) of Nîmes, after Nîmes, France.]

De·nis  or De·nys (dHnùVs, dN-nKù), Saint. Third century A.D.  Patron saint of 

France. Sent to minister to the Gauls as the first bishop of Paris, he suffered mar-

tyrdom by decapitation. 

Den·i·son (dHnùV-sNn)  A city of northern Texas near the Oklahoma border 

north-northeast of Dallas. It was founded as a railroad junction on the site of a 

stagecoach station. Population, 21,505. 

de·ni·tri·fy (dK-nXùtrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·ni·tri·fied, de·ni·tri·fy·ing, de·ni·tri·fies. 
1. To remove nitrogen or nitrogen groups from (a compound).  2. To reduce 

(nitrates or nitrites) to nitrogen-containing gases, as by bacterial action on soil.   
—de·niÙtri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 



den·i·zen (dHnùV-zNn) n.  1. An inhabitant; a resident:  denizens of Monte Carlo.  

2. One that frequents a particular place:  a bar and its denizens.  3. Ecology. An 

animal or a plant naturalized in a region.  4. Chiefly British. A foreigner who is 

granted rights of residence and sometimes of citizenship.   —  v.  tr. 

den·i·zened, den·i·zen·ing, den·i·zens. Chiefly British. To make a denizen of; 

grant rights of residence to.  [Middle English denisein, from Anglo-Norman den-

zein, from deinz, within, from Late Latin dKintus, from within. See DEDANS.] 
—denÙi·zen·aùtion n. 

Den·mark (dHnùmärkÙ) Abbr. Den.  A country of northern Europe on Jutland 

and adjacent islands. It was unified in the 10th century by the Viking king Harold 

Bluetooth (died 985), who converted the people to Christianity. Denmark con-

trolled England briefly in the 11th century and was united with Sweden until 

1523 and with Norway until 1814. Copenhagen is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 5,112,130. 

Denmark Strait (dHnùmärkÙ str7t)  A channel between Greenland and Iceland 

connecting the Arctic Ocean with the northern Atlantic Ocean. 

den mother (dHn mƒthùNr) n.  A woman who supervises a den of Cub Scouts. 

denom. abbr.  Denomination. 

de·nom·i·nate (dV-nmmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·nom·i·nat·ed, de·nom·i·nat·ing, 
de·nom·i·nates. 1. To issue or express in terms of a given monetary unit:  secu-

rities that are denominated in dollars or yen.  2. To give a name to; designate.   —  
adj.  (-N-nVt) Of or relating to a quantity as a multiple of a unit:  12 in 12 pounds 

is denominate.  [Latin dKnomin7re, dKnomin7t-  : dK-, de- + nomin7re, to name 

(from nomen, name); see np-men- in Appendix.] —de·nomùi·na·ble (-nN-bNl) 

adj. 

de·nom·i·na·tion (dV-nmmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. denom. 1. A large group of 

religious congregations united under a common faith and name and organized 

under a single administrative and legal hierarchy.  2. One of a series of kinds, val-

ues, or sizes, as in a system of currency or weights:  Cash registers have compart-

ments for bills of different denominations. The stamps come in 25¢ and 45¢ 

denominations.  3. A name or designation, especially for a class or group.  See 

Synonyms at name.  —de·nomÙi·naùtion·al adj.  —de·nomÙi·naùtion·al·ly 
adv. 

de·nom·i·na·tion·al·ism (dV-nmmÙN-n7ùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The tendency 

to separate into religious denominations.  2. Advocacy of separation into reli-

gious denominations.  3. Strict adherence to a denomination; sectarianism.   
—de·nomÙi·naùtion·al·ist n. 

de·nom·i·na·tive (dV-nmmùN-n7ÙtVv, -nN-tVv) adj.  1. Giving or constituting a 

name; naming.  2. Formed from a noun or an adjective.   —  n.  A word, espe-

cially a verb, that is derived from a noun or an adjective. 



de·nom·i·na·tor (dV-nmmùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  1. Mathematics. The expression writ-

ten below the line in a common fraction that indicates the number of parts into 

which one whole is divided.  2. A common trait or characteristic.  3. An average 

level or standard:  The success of the film demonstrates the denominator of public 

taste. 

de·no·ta·tion (dKÙno-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of denoting; indication.  

2. Something, such as a sign or symbol, that denotes.  3. Something signified or 

referred to; a particular meaning of a symbol.  4. The most specific or direct 

meaning of a word, in contrast to its figurative or associated meanings. 

de·no·ta·tive (dV-noùtN-tVv, dKùno-t7Ù-) adj.  1. Denoting or naming; designa-

tive.  2. Specific or direct:  denotative and connotative meanings.   
—de·noùta·tive·ly adv. 

de·note (dV-notù) v.  tr. de·not·ed, de·not·ing, de·notes. 1. To mark; indi-

cate:  a frown that denoted increasing impatience.  2. To serve as a symbol or name 

for the meaning of; signify:  A flashing yellow light denotes caution.  3. To signify 

directly; refer to specifically:  See Synonyms at mean1.  [French dénoter, from 

Latin dKnot7re : dK-, de- + not7re, to mark; see CONNOTE.] —de·notùa·ble adj.  

—de·noùtive adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Denote means “to mark” or “to signify directly”; connote means

“to suggest or convey to the mind what is not explicit.” In speaking of words or

expressions, denote describes the relation between the expression and the thing it

conventionally names, whereas connote describes the relation between the word

and the images or associations it evokes. Thus, the word Christmas denotes the

holiday celebrated on December 25 and connotes turkey, mistletoe, and chestnuts

roasting on an open fire.

de·noue·ment also dé·noue·ment (d7Ùnu-mäNù) n.  1. a. The final resolu-

tion or clarification of a dramatic or narrative plot.  b. The events following the 

climax of a drama or novel in which such a resolution or clarification takes place.   

2. The outcome of a sequence of events; the end result.  [French dénouement, 

from Old French desnouement, an untying, from desnouer, to undo  : des-, de- + 

nouer, to tie (from Latin nod7re, from nodus, knot); see ned- in Appendix.]

de·nounce (dV-nounsù) v.  tr. de·nounced, de·nounc·ing, de·nounc·es. 
1. To condemn openly as being evil or reprehensible.  See Synonyms at criticize.  
2. To accuse formally.  3. To give formal announcement of the ending of (a 

treaty).  [Middle English denouncen, to proclaim, from Anglo-Norman denuncier, 

and Medieval Latin dKn7nti7re both from Latin  : dK-, de- + n7nti7re, to 

announce (from n7ntius, messenger); see neu- in Appendix.] —de·nounceù-
ment n.  —de·nouncùer n. 



dense (dHns) adj.  dens·er, dens·est. 1. a. Having relatively high density.  

b. Crowded closely together; compact:  a dense population.   2. Hard to penetrate; 

thick:  a dense jungle.  3. a. Permitting little light to pass through, because of 

compactness of matter:  dense glass; a dense fog.  b. Opaque, with good contrast 

between light and dark areas. Used of a photographic negative.   4. Difficult to 

understand because of complexity or obscurity:  a dense novel.  5. Slow to appre-

hend; thickheaded.  See Synonyms at stupid.  [Latin dKnsus.] —denseùly adv.  

—denseùness n. 

den·sim·e·ter (dHn-sVmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure density or 

specific gravity.  Also called densitometer [Latin dKnsus, dense + -METER.] 
—denÙsi·metùric (-sN-mHtùrVk) adj. 

den·si·tom·e·ter (dHnÙsV-tmmùV-tNr) n.  1. An apparatus for measuring the 

optical density of a material, such as a photographic negative.  2.  See densime-
ter.  [DENSIT(Y) + -METER.] —denÙsi·tomùe·try (-V-trK) n. 

den·si·ty (dHnùsV-tK) n.  pl. den·si·ties. 1. The quality or condition of being 

dense.  2. a. The quantity of something per unit measure, especially per unit 

length, area, or volume.  b. The mass per unit volume of a substance under speci-

fied conditions of pressure and temperature.   3. Computer Science. The number 

of units of useful information contained within a linear dimension.  4. The num-

ber of individuals, such as inhabitants or housing units, per unit of area.  5. The 

degree of optical opacity of a medium or material, as of a photographic negative.  

6. Thickness of consistency; impenetrability.  7. Complexity of structure or con-

tent.  8. Stupidity; dullness. 

dent1 (dHnt) n.  1. A depression in a surface made by pressure or a blow:  a dent 

in the side of a car.  2. Informal. A significant, usually diminishing effect or 

impression:  The loss put a dent in the team’s confidence.  3. Informal. Meaningful 

progress; headway:  at least made a dent in the work.   —  v.  dent·ed, dent·ing, 
dents.  —  v.  tr. To make a dent in.   —  v.  intr. To become dented:  a fender that 

dents easily.  [Middle English dent, variant of dint, blow, from Old English dynt.]

dent2 (dHnt) n.  See tooth (n., sense 3).  [French. See DENTIST.]

dent. abbr.  Dental; dentist; dentistry. 

dent- pref.  Variant of denti-. 
den·tal (dHnùtl) adj.  1.  Abbr. dent. Of, relating to, or for the teeth:  dental caps.  

2.  Abbr. dent. Of, relating to, or intended for dentistry:  dental work; dental bills.  

3. Linguistics. Articulated with the tip of the tongue near or against the upper 

front teeth:  the English dental consonants t and d.   —  n.  Linguistics. A dental 

consonant.  [New Latin dent7lis, from Latin dKns, dent-, tooth. See dent- in 

Appendix.]

dental caries (dHnùtl kârùKz) n.  The formation of cavities in the teeth by the 

action of bacteria; tooth decay. 



dental floss (dHnùtl flôs) n.  A waxed or unwaxed thread used to remove food 

particles and plaque from the teeth. 

dental hygiene (dHnùtl hXùjKnÙ) n.  1. The practice of keeping the mouth, 

teeth, and gums clean and healthy to prevent disease, as by regular brushing and 

flossing and visits to a dentist.  2. The state of one’s oral health, resulting from 

this practice or its neglect.  Also called oral hygiene 

dental hygienist (dHnùtl hX-jKùnVst) n.  A person trained and licensed to pro-

vide preventive dental services, such as cleaning the teeth and taking x-rays, usu-

ally in conjunction with a dentist. 

den·ta·li·a (dHn-t7ùlK-N) n.  A plural of dentalium. 
dental implant (dHnùtl Vm-pl4ntù) n.  A tooth, usually artificial, that is 

anchored in the gums or jawbone to replace a missing tooth. 

den·ta·li·um (dHn-t7ùlK-Nm) n.  pl. den·ta·li·a (-lK-N)  or den·ta·li·ums. Any 

of various tooth shells of the genus Dentalium.  [New Latin Dent7lium, genus 

name, from dent7lis, toothy. See DENTAL.]

dental plate (dHnùtl pl7t) n.  See denture (n., sense 1). 

dental technician (dHnùtl tHk-nVshùNn) n.  One who makes dental appliances 

and restorative devices, such as bridges or dentures, to the specifications of a den-

tist. 

den·tate (dHnùt7tÙ) adj.  Edged with toothlike projections; toothed:  dentate 

leaves.  [Latin dent7tus, from dKns, dent-, tooth. See dent- in Appendix.] 
—denùtateÙly adv. 

den·ta·tion (dHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The condition of being dentate.  2. A toothlike 

part or projection. 

dent corn (dHnt kôrn) n.  A tall-growing variety of corn (Zea mays var. inden-

tata) having yellow or white kernels that are indented at the tip. 

denti-  or dent- pref.  1. Tooth:  dentoid.  2. Dental:  dentilabial.  [From Latin 

dKns, dent-, tooth. See dent- in Appendix.]

den·ti·cle (dHnùtV-kNl) n.  A small tooth or toothlike projection.  [Middle 

English, from Latin denticulus, diminutive of dKns, dent-, tooth. See dent- in 

Appendix.] —den·ticùu·lar adj. 

den·tic·u·late (dHn-tVkùyN-lVt) also den·tic·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Finely 

toothed or notched; minutely dentate:  denticulate leaves; denticulate fish scales.  

2. Architecture. Having dentils.  [Latin denticul7tus, from denticulus, denticle. See 

DENTICLE.] —den·ticùu·late·ly adv.  —den·ticÙu·laùtion n. 

den·ti·form (dHnùtN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a tooth:  dentiform crystals. 

den·ti·frice (dHnùtN-frVsÙ) n.  A substance, such as a paste or powder, for clean-

ing the teeth.  [French, from Old French, from Latin dentifricium : denti-, denti- 

+ fric7re, to rub.]

den·tig·er·ous (dHn-tVjùNr-Ns) adj.  Having or furnished with teeth.  [DENTI- + 

Latin gerere, to bear.]



den·til (dHnùtVl) n.  Architecture. One of a series of small rectangular blocks 

forming a molding or projecting beneath a cornice.  [Obsolete French dentille, 

from Old French, diminutive of dent, tooth. See DENTIST.]

den·tin (dHnùtVn)  or den·tine (-tKnÙ) n.  The main, calcareous part of a tooth, 

beneath the enamel and surrounding the pulp chamber and root canals.   
—den·tinùal (dHn-tKùnNl, dHnùtN-) adj. 

den·tist (dHnùtVst) n.  Abbr. dent. A person who is trained and licensed to prac-

tice dentistry.  [French dentiste, from dent, tooth, from Old French, from Latin 

dKns, dent-. See dent- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: “Dentist figures [appears] now in our newspapers, and may

do well enough for a French puffer [a writer of inflated advertisements]; but we

fancy Rutter is content with being called a tooth-drawer.” In this quotation from

the September 15, 1759, issue of the Edinburgh Chronicle we see dentist in its in-

fancy as an English word, trailing evidence of its French origin. If we had formed

a word in English like dentist, which comes from the French word dent, “tooth,”

we would have toothist, a word that does not exist. But toothist and tooth-drawer

lack the elegance of the French borrowing dentist, an elegance that is shared by

other borrowings from French during the past four centuries, such as ballet,

champagne, coquette, coterie, and negligee.

den·tist·ry (dHnùtV-strK) n.  Abbr. dent. The science concerned with the diagno-

sis, prevention, and treatment of diseases of the teeth, gums, and related struc-

tures of the mouth and including the repair or replacement of defective teeth. 

den·ti·tion (dHn-tVshùNn) n.  1. Zoology. The type, number, and arrangement of 

a set of teeth.  2. The process of growing new teeth; teething.  [Latin dentXtio, 

dentXtion-, from dentXtus, past participle of dentXre, to teethe, from dKns, dent-, 

tooth. See DENTIST.]

den·toid (dHnùtoidÙ) adj.  Having the form of a tooth; toothlike. 

Den·ton (dHnùtNn)  A city of northeast Texas north-northwest of Dallas. It is a 

trade and agricultural center. Population, 66,270. 

den·tu·lous (dHnùchN-lNs) adj.  Possessing teeth; toothed.  [Back-formation 

from EDENTULOUS, toothless.]

den·ture (dHnùchNr) n.  1. A partial or complete set of artificial teeth for either 

the upper or lower jaw.  Also called dental plate 2.  Often dentures. A complete 

set of removable artificial teeth for both jaws.  [French, from Old French, from 

dent, tooth. See DENTIST.]

den·tur·ist (dHnùchNr-Vst) n.  A dental technician specializing in making and fit-

ting dentures as a direct service to the public rather than through a licensed den-

tist. 



de·nu·cle·ar·ize (dK-nuùklK-N-rXzÙ, -nyuù-) v.  de·nu·cle·ar·ized, 
de·nu·cle·ar·iz·ing, de·nu·cle·ar·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To remove or ban nuclear 

weapons from:  a proposal to denuclearize Europe.   —  v.  intr. To reduce or elimi-

nate a store of nuclear weapons.   —de·nuÙcle·ar·i·zaùtion (-Nr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·nu·date (dV-nuùd7tÙ, -nyuù-) v.  tr. de·nu·dat·ed, de·nu·dat·ing, 
de·nu·dates. To denude.   —  adj.  Bare; denuded.  [Latin dKn7d7re, dKn7d7t-. 

See DENUDE.]

de·nude (dV-nudù, -nyudù) v.  tr. de·nud·ed, de·nud·ing, de·nudes. 1. To 

divest of covering; make bare.  See Synonyms at strip1.  2. Geology. To expose 

(rock strata) by erosion.  [Latin dKn7d7re : dK-, de- + n7d7re, to make bare (from 

n7dus, nude); see nogw- in Appendix.] —deÙnu·daùtion (dKÙnu-d7ùshNn, -

nyu-, dHnÙyt-) n. 

de·nu·mer·a·ble (dV-nuùmNr-N-bNl, -nyuù-) adj.  Capable of being put into 

one-to-one correspondence with the positive integers; countable.  [From denu-

merate, to count, from Late Latin dKnumer7re, dKnumer7t-, alteration of Latin 

dXnumer7re : dX-, dis-, dis- + numer7re, to number; see NUMERATE.] 
—de·nuÙmer·a·bilùi·ty n.  —de·nuùmer·a·bly adv. 

de·nun·ci·a·tion (dV-nƒnÙsK-7ùshNn, -shK-) n.  1. The act or an instance of 

denouncing, especially a public condemnation or censure.  2. The act of accusing 

another of a crime before a public prosecutor.  [Middle English denunciacioun, 

from Latin dKnunti7tio, dKnunti7tion-, from dKnunti7tus, past participle of 

dKnunti7re, to announce. See DENOUNCE.] —de·nunùci·aÙtive (-7ÙtVv, -N-tVv), 
de·nunùci·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

Den·ver (dHnùvNr)  The capital and largest city of Colorado, in the north-central 

part of the state on the South Platte River. It was settled by gold prospectors in 

1858 and became territorial capital in 1867. Population, 467,610. 

Denver boot (dHnùvNr but) n.  A device locked to the wheel of a parked vehi-

cle to keep it from being driven, used especially to force settlement of outstanding 

traffic violations.  [After Denver, one of the first cities to use it.]

de·ny (dV-nXù) v.  tr. de·nied, de·ny·ing, de·nies. 1. To declare untrue; contra-

dict.  2. To refuse to believe; reject.  3. To refuse to recognize or acknowledge; 

disavow.  4. a. To decline to grant or allow; refuse:  deny the student’s request; 

denied the prisoner food or water.  b. To give a refusal to; turn down or away:  The 

protesters were determined not to be denied.  c. To restrain (oneself) especially 

from indulgence in pleasures.   [Middle English denien, from Old French denier, 

from Latin dKneg7re : dK-, de- + neg7re, to say no; see ne in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: deny, contradict, contravene, disaffirm, gainsay, negate, negative,

traverse. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to refuse to admit the ex-

istence, truth, or value of”: denied the rumor; contradicted the statement; contra-

vene a conclusion; disaffirm a suggestion; trying to gainsay the evidence; negate re-



ality; negatived the allegations; traverse an indictment. 

ANTONYM: affirm

De·nys (dHnùVs, dN-nKù), Saint.  See Saint. Denis. 
de·o·dar (dKùN-därÙ)  or de·o·dar·a (-därùN) n.  A tall cedar (Cedrus deodara) 

native to the Himalaya Mountains and having drooping branches and dark blu-

ish-green leaves. It is an important timber tree in India.  [Hindi deod7r, from San-

skrit devad7ru : deva-, divine; see deiw- in Appendix + d7ru, wood; see deru- in 

Appendix.]

de·o·dor·ant (dK-oùdNr-Nnt) n.  1. A substance applied to the skin to mask or 

suppress body odors.  2. A substance released into the air to counteract unwanted 

odors.   —  adj.  Capable of masking or neutralizing odors. 

de·o·dor·ize (dK-oùdN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·o·dor·ized, de·o·dor·iz·ing, 
de·o·dor·iz·es. 1. To mask or neutralize the odor of.  2. To make more accept-

able, as by elimination or suppression of an offensive aspect: “Tighter regulation 

and the entrance of big developers... have helped deodorize the industry, but it is still 

plagued by undercapitalized and even fraudulent developers” (Forbes).   
—de·oÙdor·i·zaùtion (-dNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·oùdor·izÙer n. 

de·on·tol·o·gy (dKÙmn-tmlùN-jK) n.  The theory or study of moral obligation; 

ethics.  [Greek deon, deont-, obligation, necessity (from neuter present participle 

of dein, to need, lack); see deu-1 in Appendix + -LOGY.] —de·onÙto·logùi·cal (-

tN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —deÙon·tolùo·gist n. 

de·or·bit (dK-ôrùbVt) v.  intr. tr. de·or·bit·ed, de·or·bit·ing, de·or·bits. To go 

or cause to go out of orbit.   —  n.  The act or process of going out of orbit. 

de·ox·i·dize (dK-mkùsV-dXzÙ) v.  tr. de·ox·i·dized, de·ox·i·diz·ing, 
de·ox·i·diz·es. To remove oxygen from (a compound); reduce.   
—de·oxÙi·di·zaùtion (-dV-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·oxùi·dizÙer n. 

deoxy- pref.  Denoting a molecule containing less oxygen than another to which 

it is closely related:  deoxycorticosterone. 

de·ox·y·cor·ti·cos·ter·one (dK-mkÙsK-kôrÙtV-kmsùtN-ronÙ) n.  A steroid hor-

mone, C21H30O3, secreted by the adrenal cortex or produced synthetically and 

used to treat adrenal insufficiency. 

de·ox·y·gen·ate (dK-mkùsN-jN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·ox·y·gen·at·ed, 
de·ox·y·gen·at·ing, de·ox·y·gen·ates. To remove dissolved oxygen from (a 

liquid, such as water).   —de·oxÙy·gen·aùtion n. 

de·ox·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·ase (dK-okÙsK-rXÙbo-nuùklK-7sÙ, 7zÙ, -nyuù-) n.  

DNase. 

de·ox·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·ic acid (dK-mkÙsK-rXÙbo-nu-klKùVk 4sùVd, -kl7ù-, -

nyu-) n.  DNA. 



de·ox·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·o·tide (dK-mkÙsK-rXÙbo-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A 

nucleotide containing deoxyribose that is a constituent of DNA.  [DEOXYRIBO(SE) 

+ NUCLEOTIDE.]

de·ox·y·ri·bose (dK-mkÙsK-rXùbosÙ) n.  A sugar, C5H10O4, that is a constituent 

of DNA. 

dep. abbr.  1. Department.  2. Departure.  3. Dependency.  4. Deponent.  

5. Deposed.  6. Deposit.  7. Depot.  8. Deputy. 

de·part (dV-pärtù) v.  de·part·ed, de·part·ing, de·parts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go 

away; leave.  2. To die.  3. To vary, as from a regular course; deviate:  depart from 

custom.  See Synonyms at swerve.   —  v.  tr. To go away from; leave.  [Middle 

English departen, from Old French departir, to split, divide  : de-, de- + partir, to 

divide (from Latin partXre, from pars, part-, part); see PART.]

de·part·ed (dV-pärùtVd) adj.  1. Bygone; past:  relics from a departed era.  

2. Dead.  See Synonyms at dead.   —  n.  1. A dead person, especially one who 

has died recently:  The family of the departed remained after the funeral service.  

2. Dead persons considered as a group; the dead. 

de·part·ment (dV-pärtùmNnt) n.  Abbr. dept., dpt., dep., D. 1. A distinct, 

usually specialized division of a large organization, especially: a. A principal 

administrative division of a government:  the fire department; the department of 

public works.  b. A division of a business specializing in a particular product or 

service:  the personnel department.  c. A division of a school or college dealing 

with a particular field of knowledge:  the physics department.   2. Department. 

One of the principal executive divisions of the federal government of the United 

States, headed by a cabinet officer.  3. A section of a department store selling a 

particular line of merchandise:  the home furnishings department.  4. An adminis-

trative district in France.  5. Informal. An area of particular knowledge or respon-

sibility; a specialty:  Getting the kids to bed is my department.  [French 

département, from Old French, separation, from departir, to divide. See DEPART.] 
—deÙpart·menùtal (dKÙpärt-mHnùtl) adj.  —deÙpart·menùtal·ly adv. 

de·part·men·tal·ize (dKÙpärt-mHnùtl-XzÙ) v.  tr. de·part·men·tal·ized, 
de·part·men·tal·iz·ing, de·part·men·tal·iz·es. To organize into departments.   
—deÙpart·menÙtal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

department store (dV-pärtùmNnt stôr) n.  A large retail store offering a vari-

ety of merchandise and services and organized in separate departments. 

de·par·ture (dV-pärùchNr) n.  Abbr. dep. 1. The act of leaving.  2. A starting 

out, as on a trip or a new course of action.  3. A divergence or deviation, as from 

an established rule, plan, or procedure:  ordered curry as a departure from his usual 

bland diet.  4. Nautical. The distance sailed due east or west by a ship on its 

course.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a departure 

lounge; departure dates. 



de·pau·pe·rate (dN-pôùpNr-Vt) adj.  1. Arrested in growth or development; 

stunted.  2. Severely diminished; impoverished: “But there were no pleasures in 

Australia. How could my friend admire so paleontologically depauperate a place?” 

(Jake Page).  [Middle English depauperat, from Medieval Latin dKpauper7tus, past 

participle of dKpauper7re, to make poor  : Latin dK-, de- + pauper, poor; see PAU-

PER.] —de·pauÙpe·raùtion (-pN-r7ùshNn) n. 

de·pend (dV-pHndù) v.  intr. de·pend·ed, de·pend·ing, de·pends. 1. To rely, 

especially for support or maintenance:  Children must depend on their parents.  

2. To place trust or confidence:  You can depend on his honesty.  See Synonyms at 

rely.  3. To be determined, conditioned, or contingent:  a grade depending on the 

results of the final exam.  4. To have a dependence:  began to depend more and 

more on drugs.  5. To be pending or undecided, as in a court or legislature.  6. To 

hang down: “And ever-living Lamps depend in Rows” (Alexander Pope).  [Middle 

English dependen, to hang down, from Old French dependre, from Latin 

dKpendKre : dK-, de- + pendKre, to hang; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Depend, indicating condition or contingency, is always followed

by on or upon, as in It depends on who is in charge. Omission of the preposition is

typical of casual speech.

de·pend·a·ble (dV-pHnùdN-bNl) adj.  Trustworthy.  See Synonyms at reliable.  
—de·pendÙa·bilùi·ty, de·pendùa·ble·ness n.  —de·pendùa·bly adv. 

de·pend·ance (dV-pHnùdNns) n.  Variant of dependence. 
de·pend·an·cy (dV-pHnùdNn-sK) n.  Variant of dependency. 
de·pend·ant (dV-pHnùdNnt) n.  Variant of dependent. 
de·pend·ence also de·pend·ance (dV-pHnùdNns) n.  1. The state of being 

dependent, as for support.  2. a. Subordination to someone or something needed 

or greatly desired.  b. Trust; reliance.  See Synonyms at trust.   3. The state of 

being determined, influenced, or controlled by something else.  4. A compulsive 

or chronic need; an addiction:  an alcohol dependence. 

de·pend·en·cy also de·pend·an·cy (dV-pHnùdNn-sK) n.  pl. de·pend·en·cies. 
1. Dependence.  2. Something dependent or subordinate.  3.  Abbr. dep. A terri-

tory under the jurisdiction of a state of which it does not form an integral part. 

de·pend·ent (dV-pHnùdNnt) adj.  1. Contingent on another.  2. Subordinate.  

3. Relying on or requiring the aid of another for support:  dependent children.  

4. Hanging down.   —  n.  also de·pend·ant. One who relies on another espe-

cially for financial support.   —de·pendùent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: dependent, conditional, contingent, relative, subject. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “determined or to be determined by some-

thing else”: a water supply dependent on adequate rainfall; conditional acceptance



of the apology; assistance contingent on continuing need; the importance of a discov-

ery as relative to its usefulness; promotion subject to merit. 

ANTONYM: independent

dependent clause (dV-pHnùdNnt klôz) n.  Grammar. A clause that cannot 

stand alone as a full sentence and functions as a noun, adjective, or adverb within 

a sentence.  Also called subordinate clause 

dependent variable (dV-pHnùdNnt vârùK-N-bNl) n.  1. Mathematics. A mathe-

matical variable whose value is determined by the value assumed by an indepen-

dent variable.  2. Statistics. The observed variable in an experiment or study 

whose changes are determined by the presence or degree of one or more indepen-

dent variables. 

de·per·son·al·i·za·tion (dK-pûrÙsN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of deper-

sonalizing.  b. The state of being depersonalized.   2. Psychology. A state in which 

the normal sense of personal identity and reality is lost, characterized by feelings 

that one’s actions and speech cannot be controlled. 

de·per·son·al·ize (dK-pûrùsN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·per·son·al·ized, 
de·per·son·al·iz·ing, de·per·son·al·iz·es. 1. To deprive of individual charac-

ter or a sense of personal identity:  a large corporation that depersonalizes its 

employees.  2. To render impersonal:  depersonalize an interview. 

De·pew (dV-pyuù)  A village of western New York, an industrial suburb of Buf-

falo. Population, 17,673. 

De·pew (dV-pyuù), Chauncey Mitchell. 1834-1928.  American lawyer, rail-

road executive, and politician renowned for his wit and charm as an after-dinner 

speaker. 

de·pict (dV-pVktù) v.  tr. de·pict·ed, de·pict·ing, de·picts. 1. To represent in a 

picture or sculpture.  2. To represent in words; describe.  See Synonyms at repre-
sent.  [Middle English depicten, from Latin dKpingere, dKpict-  : dK-, de- + pingere, 

to picture; see peig- in Appendix.] —de·picùtion n. 

de·pig·men·ta·tion (dK-pVgÙmNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  Loss or removal of nor-

mal pigmentation. 

dep·i·late (dHpùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. dep·i·lat·ed, dep·i·lat·ing, dep·i·lates. To 

remove hair from (the body).  [Latin dKpil7re, dKpil7t-  : dK-, de- + pil7re, to 

deprive of hair (from pilus, hair).] —depÙi·laùtion n.  —depùi·laÙtor n. 

de·pil·a·to·ry (dV-pVlùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Having the capability to remove hair.   
—  n.  pl. de·pil·a·to·ries. A preparation in the form of a liquid or cream that is 

used to remove unwanted hair from the body. 

de·plane (dK-pl7nù) v.  intr. de·planed, de·plan·ing, de·planes. To disem-

bark from an airplane. 



de·plete (dV-plKtù) v.  tr. de·plet·ed, de·plet·ing, de·pletes. To decrease the 

fullness of; use up or empty out.  [Latin dKplKre, dKplKt-, to empty  : dK-, de- + 

plKre, to fill; see pelN-1 in Appendix.] —de·pletùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: deplete, drain, exhaust, impoverish, enervate. These verbs all mean

to weaken severely by removing something essential. Deplete refers to using up

gradually and only hints at harmful consequences: I always replenish my food sup-

ply before it is depleted. Drain suggests reduction by gradual drawing off and is

stronger in implying harm: War often drains a nation’s economy. Exhaust stresses

reduction to a point of no further usefulness: “The resources of civilization are not

yet exhausted” (William Ewart Gladstone). Impoverish refers to severe reduction

of resources or qualities essential to adequate functioning: “His death has eclipsed

the gaiety of nations, and impoverished the public stock of harmless pleasure” (Sam-

uel Johnson). Enervate refers to weakening or destruction of vitality or strength:

Idleness enervates the will to succeed.

de·ple·tion (dV-plKùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of depleting.  2. The state of 

being depleted; exhaustion.  3. The gradual use or consumption of a resource, 

especially a natural resource. 

de·plor·a·ble (dV-plôrùN-bNl, -plorù-) adj.  1. Worthy of severe condemnation 

or reproach:  a deplorable act of violence.  2. Lamentable; woeful:  My finances 

were in a deplorable state of neglect.  3. Wretched; bad:  deplorable housing condi-

tions in the inner city.   —de·plorùa·ble·ness, de·plorÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—de·plorùa·bly adv. 

de·plore (dV-plôrù, -plorù) v.  tr. de·plored, de·plor·ing, de·plores. 1. To 

feel or express strong disapproval of; condemn: “Somehow we had to master 

events, not simply deplore them” (Henry A. Kissinger).  2. To express sorrow or 

grief over.  3. To regret; bemoan.  [French déplorer, lament, regret, from Latin 

dKplor7re : dK-, de- + plor7re, to wail.]

de·ploy (dV-ploiù) v.  de·ployed, de·ploy·ing, de·ploys.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

position (troops) in readiness for combat, as along a front or line.  b. To bring 

(forces or material) into action.  c. To base (a weapons system) in the field.   2. To 

distribute (persons or forces) systematically or strategically.  3. To put into use or 

action: “Samuel Beckett’s friends suspected that he was a genius, yet no one knew... 

how his abilities would be deployed” (Richard Ellmann).   —  v.  intr. To be or 

become deployed.  [French déployer, from Old French despleier, from Latin 

displic7re, to scatter  : dis-, dis- + plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.] 
—de·ployÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —de·ployùa·ble adj.  —de·ployùer n.  —de·ployù-
ment n. 

de·plume (dK-plumù) v.  tr. de·plumed, de·plum·ing, de·plumes. To 

pluck the feathers from.  [Middle English deplumen, from Old French deplumer, 



from Medieval Latin dKpl7m7re : Latin dK-, de- + Latin pl7ma, feather.] —deÙ-
plu·maùtion n. 

de·po·lar·ize (dK-poùlN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·po·lar·ized, de·po·lar·iz·ing, 
de·po·lar·iz·es. 1. To partially or completely eliminate or counteract the polar-

ization of.  2. To demagnetize.   —de·poÙlar·i·zaùtion (-lNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·po·lit·i·cize (dKÙpN-lVtùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. de·po·lit·i·cized, de·po·lit·i·ciz·ing, 
de·po·lit·i·ciz·es. To remove the political aspect from; remove from political 

influence or control:  depoliticize the administration of justice.   
—deÙpo·litÙi·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·pol·lute (dKÙpN-lutù) v.  tr. de·pol·lut·ed, de·pol·lut·ing, de·pol·lutes. 
To remove the pollution from:  depollute a river. 

de·pone (dV-ponù) v.  de·poned, de·pon·ing, de·pones. Law.  —  v.  tr. To 

testify or declare under oath.   —  v.  intr. To give testimony.  [Middle English 

deponen, from Medieval Latin dKponere, from Latin, to put down  : dK-, de- + 

ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.]

de·po·nent (dV-poùnNnt) adj.  Abbr. dep., dpt. Grammar. Being a verb of 

active meaning but passive or middle form, as certain Latin and Greek verbs.   —  
n.  Abbr. dep., dpt. 1. Grammar. A deponent verb.  2. Law. One who testifies 

under oath, especially in writing.  [Middle English, from Latin dKponKns, dKpo-

nent- present participle of dKponere, to put down. See DEPONE.]

de·pop·u·late (dK-pmpùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. de·pop·u·lat·ed, de·pop·u·lat·ing, 
de·pop·u·lates. To reduce sharply the population of, as by disease, war, or forc-

ible relocation.  [Latin dKpopul7ri, dKpopul7t-, to lay waste  : dK-, de- + popul7rX, to 

ravage (from populus, people, throng).] —de·popÙu·laùtion n.  

—de·popùu·laÙtor n. 

de·port (dV-pôrtù, -portù) v.  tr. de·port·ed, de·port·ing, de·ports. 1. To 

expel from a country.  See Synonyms at banish.  2. To behave or conduct (one-

self) in a given manner; comport.  [French déporter, to banish, from Latin 

dKport7re, to carry away  : dK-, de- + port7re, to carry; see per-2 in Appendix. 

Sense 2, Middle English  from Old French deporter, to behave, from Latin 

dKport7re.]

de·port·a·ble (dV-pôrùtN-bNl, -porù-) adj.  1. Subject to deportation:  a deport-

able alien.  2. Punishable by deportation:  a deportable offense. 

de·por·ta·tion (dKÙpôr-t7ùshNn, -por-) n.  1. The act or an instance of deport-

ing.  2. Expulsion of an undesirable alien from a country. 

de·port·ee (dKÙpôr-tKù, -por-) n.  A deported person. 

de·port·ment (dV-pôrtùmNnt, -portù-) n.  A manner of personal conduct; 

behavior.  See Synonyms at behavior. 
de·pos·al (dV-poùzNl) n.  The act or an instance of deposing from office. 

de·pose (dV-pozù) v.  de·posed, de·pos·ing, de·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

remove from office or power.  b. To dethrone.   2. Law. a. To state or affirm in a 



deposition or by affidavit.  b. To take a deposition from:  Investigators will depose 

the witness behind closed doors.   3. To put or lay down; deposit.   —  v.  intr. Law. 

To give a deposition; testify.  [Middle English deposen, from Old French deposer, 

alteration (influenced by poser, to put); see POSE
1, of Latin dKponere, to put down. 

See DEPONE.] —de·posùa·ble adj. 

de·pos·it (dV-pmzùVt) v.  de·pos·it·ed, de·pos·it·ing, de·pos·its.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To put or set down; place.  2. To lay down or leave behind by a natural process:  

layers of sediment that were deposited on the ocean floor; glaciers that deposited their 

debris as they melted.  3. a. To give over or entrust for safekeeping.  b. To put 

(money) in a bank or financial account.   4. To give as partial payment or secu-

rity.   —  v.  intr. To become deposited; settle.   —  n.  Abbr. dep. 1. Something, 

such as money, that is entrusted for safekeeping, as in a bank.  2. The condition 

of being deposited:  funds on deposit with a broker.  3. A partial or initial payment 

of a cost or debt:  left a $100 deposit toward the purchase of a stereo system.  4. A 

sum of money given as security for an item acquired for temporary use.  5. A 

depository.  6. Something deposited, especially by a natural process, as: 

a. Geology. A concentration of mineral matter or sediment in a layer, vein, or 

pocket:  iron ore deposits; rich deposits of oil and natural gas.  b. Physiology. An 

accumulation of organic or inorganic material, such as a lipid or mineral, in a 

body tissue, structure, or fluid.  c. A sediment or precipitate that has settled out 

of a solution.   7. A coating or crust left on a surface, as by evaporation or elec-

trolysis.  [Latin dKponere, dKposit-  : dK-, de- + ponere, to put; see apo- in Appen-

dix.] —de·posùi·tor n. 

de·pos·i·tar·y (dV-pmzùV-tHrÙK) n.  de·pos·i·tar·ies. 1. One entrusted with 

something for preservation or safekeeping.  2. A depository. 

dep·o·si·tion (dHpÙN-zVshùNn) n.  1. The act of deposing, as from high office.  

2. The act of depositing, especially the laying down of matter by a natural pro-

cess.  3. Something deposited; a deposit.  4. Law. Testimony under oath, espe-

cially a statement by a witness that is written down or recorded for use in court at 

a later date.  5. Deposition. The removal of Jesus from the cross.   —depÙo·siù-
tion·al adj. 

de·pos·i·to·ry (dV-pmzùV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. de·pos·i·to·ries. 1. A place where 

something is deposited, as for storage or safekeeping; a repository.  2. A trustee; a 

depositary. 

de·pot (dKùpo, dHpùo) n.  Abbr. dep. 1. A railroad or bus station.  2. A ware-

house or storehouse.  3. a. A storage installation for military equipment and sup-

plies.  b. A station for assembling military recruits and forwarding them to active 

units.   [French dépôt, from Old French depost, from Latin dKpositum, something 

deposited, from neuter past participle of dKponere, to put down, deposit. See 

DEPOSIT.]



de·prave (dV-pr7vù) v.  tr. de·praved, de·prav·ing, de·praves. To debase, 

especially morally; corrupt.  See Synonyms at corrupt.  [Middle English 

depraven, to corrupt, from Old French depraver, from Latin dKpr7v7re : dK-, de- + 

pr7vus, crooked.] —depÙra·vaùtion (dHpÙrN-v7ùshNn) n.  —de·pravùer n. 

de·praved (dV-pr7vdù) adj.  Morally corrupt; perverted.   —de·pravùed·ly (-

pr7ùvVd-lK, -pr7vdùlK) adv. 

de·prav·i·ty (dV-pr4vùV-tK) n.  pl. de·prav·i·ties. 1. Moral corruption or degra-

dation.  2. A depraved act or condition. 

dep·re·cate (dHpùrV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. de·pre·cat·ed, de·pre·cat·ing, 
de·pre·cates. 1. To express disapproval of; deplore.  2. To belittle; depreciate.  

[Latin dKprec7rX, dKprec7t-, to ward off by prayer  : dK-, de- + prec7rX, to pray; see 

prek- in Appendix.] —depùre·catÙing·ly adv.  —depÙre·caùtion n.  

—depùre·caÙtor n.  

USAGE NOTE: The first and fully accepted meaning of deprecate is “to express

disapproval of.” But the word has steadily encroached on the meaning of depreci-

ate. It is now used, almost to the exclusion of depreciate, in the sense “to belittle

or mildly disparage,” as in He deprecated his own contribution. In an earlier survey,

this newer sense was approved by a majority of the Usage Panel.

dep·re·ca·to·ry (dHpùrV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also dep·re·ca·tive (-k7ÙtVv) adj.  

1. Expressing disapproval or criticism.  2. Mildly disparaging or uncomplimen-

tary, especially of oneself.   —depÙre·ca·toùri·ly adv. 

de·pre·cia·ble (dV-prKùshN-bNl) adj.  That can be depreciated in value:  depre-

ciable assets. 

de·pre·ci·ate (dV-prKùshK-7tÙ) v.  de·pre·ci·at·ed, de·pre·ci·at·ing, 
de·pre·ci·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To lessen the price or value of.  2. To think or speak 

of as being of little worth; belittle.  See Synonyms at decry. See Usage Note at 

deprecate.   —  v.  intr. To diminish in price or value.  [Medieval Latin 

dKpreci7re, dKpreci7t-, alteration of Latin dKpreti7re : dK-, de- + pretium, price; see 

per-5 in Appendix.] —de·preùci·aÙtor n. 

de·pre·ci·a·tion (dV-prKÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  1. A decrease or loss in value, as 

because of age, wear, or market conditions.  2. Accounting. An allowance made 

for a loss in value of property.  3. Reduction in the purchasing value of money.  

4. An instance of disparaging or belittlement. 

de·pre·cia·to·ry (dV-prKùshN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also de·pre·cia·tive (-shN-tVv, -shK-

7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Diminishing in value.  2. Disparaging; belittling. 

dep·re·date (dHpùrV-d7tÙ) v.  dep·re·dat·ed, dep·re·dat·ing, dep·re·dates.  
—  v.  tr. To ransack; plunder.   —  v.  intr. To engage in plundering.  [Late Latin 

dKpraed7rX, dKpraed7t-  : Latin dK-, de- + Latin praed7rX, to plunder (from praeda, 



booty); see ghend- in Appendix.] —depùre·daÙtor n.  —de·predùa·toÙry (dV-
prHdùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, dHpùrV-dN-) adj. 

dep·re·da·tion (dHpÙrV-d7ùshNn) n.  1. A predatory attack; a raid.  2. Damage 

or loss; ravage: “[Carnegie Hall has] withstood the wear and tear of enthusiastic 

music lovers and the normal depredations of time” (Mechanical Engineering). 

de·press (dV-prHsù) v.  tr. de·pressed, de·press·ing, de·press·es. 1. To lower 

in spirits; deject.  2. a. To cause to drop or sink; lower:  The drought depressed the 

water level in the reservoirs.  b. To press down:  Depress the space bar on a type-

writer.   3. To lessen the activity or force of; weaken:  feared that rising inflation 

would further depress the economy.  4. To lower prices in (a stock market).  [Mid-

dle English depressen, to push down, from Old French depresser, from Latin 

dKprimere, dKpress-  : dK-, de- + premere, to press; see per-4 in Appendix.] 
—de·pressùi·ble adj. 

de·pres·sant (dV-prHsùNnt) adj.  Tending to lower the rate of vital physiological 

activities.   —  n.  An agent, especially a drug, that decreases the rate of vital phys-

iological activities. 

de·pressed (dV-prHstù) adj.  1. Low in spirits; dejected.  2. Suffering from psy-

chological depression.  3. Sunk below the surrounding region:  the depressed cen-

ter of a crater.  4. Lower in amount, degree, or position:  Oil reserves were at 

depressed levels because of increasing industrial demands.  5. a. Sluggish in growth 

or activity:  a depressed sector of the economy.  b. Suffering from social and eco-

nomic hardship:  a depressed region.   6. Botany. Flattened downward, as if pressed 

from above.  7. Zoology. Flattened along the dorsal and ventral surfaces.  

SYNONYMS: depressed, blue, dejected, dispirited, downcast, downhearted. The

central meaning shared by these adjectives is “affected or marked by low spirits”:

depressed by the loss of his job; lonely and blue in a strange city; is dejected but trying

to look cheerful; a dispirited and resigned expression on her face; looked downcast

after his defeat; a card welcomed by the downhearted patient.

de·press·ing (dV-prHsùVng) adj.  1. Causing especially emotional depression.  

2. Dismal; dreary:  a week of rainy, depressing weather.   —de·pressùing·ly adv. 

de·pres·sion (dV-prHshùNn) n.  1. a. The act of depressing.  b. The condition of 

being depressed.   2. An area that is sunk below its surroundings; a hollow.  

3. The condition of feeling sad or despondent.  4. Psychology. A psychotic or neu-

rotic condition characterized by an inability to concentrate, insomnia, and feel-

ings of extreme sadness, dejection, and hopelessness.  5. a. A reduction in 

activity or force.  b. A reduction in physiological vigor or activity:  a depression in 

respiration.  c. A lowering in amount, degree, or position.   6. Economics. A 

period of drastic decline in a national or international economy, characterized by 

decreasing business activity, falling prices, and unemployment.  7. Meteorology. A 



region of low barometric pressure.  8. The angular distance below the horizontal 

plane through the point of observation.  9. Astronomy. The angular distance of a 

celestial body below the horizon. 

De·pres·sion glass (dV-prHshùNn gl4s) n.  Glassware of many colors and pat-

terns produced in large quantities during the 1920’s and 1930’s.  [After the Great 

Depression, a period of severe economic hardship during the 1930’s.]

de·pres·sive (dV-prHsùVv) adj.  1. Tending to depress or lower.  2. Depressing; 

gloomy: “Americans entertained the depressive thought that they had ceased to be 

themselves” (Lance Morrow).  3. Of or relating to psychological depression.   —  
n.  A person suffering from psychological depression.   —de·presùsive·ly adv.  

—de·presùsive·ness n. 

de·pres·sor (dV-prHsùNr) n.  1. Something that depresses or is used to depress.  

2. An instrument used to depress a part:  a tongue depressor.  3. Any of various 

muscles that serve to draw down a part of the body. 

depressor nerve (dV-prHsùNr nûrv) n.  A nerve that when stimulated acts to 

lower arterial blood pressure. 

de·pres·sur·ize (dK-prHshùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·pres·sur·ized, 
de·pres·sur·iz·ing, de·pres·sur·iz·es. To reduce the pressure of air or gas 

within (a chamber or vehicle, for example).   —de·presÙsur·i·zaùtion (-prHs-

hÙNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·priv·al (dV-prXùvNl) n.  Deprivation. 

dep·ri·va·tion (dHpÙrN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of depriving; 

loss.  b. The condition of being deprived; privation.   2. A removal of rank or 

office. 

de·prive (dV-prXvù) v.  tr. de·prived, de·priv·ing, de·prives. 1. To take some-

thing away from:  The court ruling deprived us of any share in the inheritance.  

2. To keep from possessing or enjoying; deny:  They were deprived of a normal 

childhood by the war.  3. To remove from office.  [Middle English depriven, from 

Old French depriver, from Medieval Latin dKprXv7re : Latin dK-, de- + Latin 

prXv7re, to rob (from prXvus, alone, without); see per1 in Appendix.] 
—de·privùa·ble adj. 

de·prived (dV-prXvdù) adj.  1. Marked by deprivation, especially of economic or 

social necessities.  2. Lacking in advantage, opportunity, or experience: “Preschool 

is designed to give children from educationally deprived households an early boost” 

(Jeff Brody). 

de·pro·gram (dK-proùgr4mÙ, -grNm) v.  tr. de·pro·grammed or 

de·pro·gramed, de·pro·gram·ming or de·pro·gram·ing, de·pro·grams or 

de·pro·grams. To counteract or try to counteract the effect of an indoctrina-

tion, especially a religious or cult indoctrination.   —de·proùgramÙmer n. 

dept. abbr.  1. Department.  2. Deputy. 



depth (dHpth) n.  1. The condition or quality of being deep.  2. a. The extent, 

measurement, or dimension downward, backward, or inward:  dove to a depth of 

30 feet; shelves with enough depth to store the large boxes.  b. The measurement or 

sense of distance from an observation point, such as linear perspective in paint-

ing.   3.  Often depths. A deep part or place:  the ocean depths; in the depths of the 

forest.  4. a. The most profound or intense part or stage:  the depth of despair; an 

experience that touched the depths of tragedy.  b. Intensity; force:  had not realized 

the depth of their feelings for one another.   5. The severest or worst part:  in the 

depth of an economic depression.  6. A low point, level, or degree:  Production has 

fallen to new depths.  7. Intellectual complexity or penetration; profundity:  a 

novel of great depth.  8. The range of one’s understanding or competence:  I am 

out of my depth when it comes to cooking.  9. Strength held in reserve, especially a 

supply of skilled or capable replacements:  a team with depth at every position.  

10. The degree of richness or intensity:  depth of color.  11. Lowness in pitch.  

12. Complete detail; thoroughness:  the depth of her research; an interview con-

ducted in great depth.  [Middle English depthe, from dep, deep. See DEEP.]

depth charge (dHpth chärj) n.  A charge designed for detonation at a preset 

depth under water, used especially against submarines.  Also called depth bomb 

depth finder (dHpth fXnùdNr) n.  An instrument used to measure the depth of 

water, especially by radar or ultrasound. 

depth perception (dHpth pNr-sHpùshNn) n.  The ability to perceive spatial 

relationships, especially distances between objects, in three dimensions. 

depth psychology (dHpth sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  1. Psychology of the unconscious 

mind.  2. Psychoanalysis. 

depth sounder (dHpth sounùdNr) n.  An ultrasonic instrument used to mea-

sure the depth of water under a ship. 

dep·u·rate (dHpùyN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. dep·u·rat·ed, dep·u·rat·ing, 
dep·u·rates. To cleanse or purify or become cleansed or purified.  [Medieval 

Latin dKp7r7re, dKp7r7t-  : Latin dK-, de- + p7rus, pure; see peuN- in Appendix.] 
—depÙu·raùtion n.  —depùu·raÙtor n. 

dep·u·ta·tion (dHpÙyN-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A person or group appointed to repre-

sent another or others; a delegation.  2. a. The act of deputing.  b. The state of 

being deputed.  

de·pute (dV-pyutù) v.  tr. de·put·ed, de·put·ing, de·putes. 1. To appoint or 

authorize as an agent or a representative.  2. To assign (authority or duties) to 

another; delegate.  [Middle English deputen, from Old French deputer, from Late 

Latin dKput7re, to allot, from Latin, to consider  : dK-, de- + put7re, to ponder; see 

peu- in Appendix.]

dep·u·tize (dHpùyN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. dep·u·tized, dep·u·tiz·ing, dep·u·tiz·es. 
To appoint or serve as a deputy.   —depÙu·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 



dep·u·ty (dHpùyN-tK) n.  pl. dep·u·ties. Abbr. dep., dept., d., D. 1. A person 

appointed or empowered to act for another.  2. An assistant exercising full 

authority in the absence of his or her superior and equal authority in emergen-

cies:  a deputy to the sheriff.  3. A representative in a legislative body in certain 

countries.  [Middle English depute, from Old French, from past participle of 

deputer, to depute. See DEPUTE.]

De Quin·cey (dV kwVnùsK, -zK), Thomas. 1785-1859.  British writer best known 

for his autobiographical Confessions of an English Opium Eater (1821). 

der. abbr.  1. Derivation.  2. Derivative. 

de·rac·i·nate (dN-r4sùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·rac·i·nat·ed, de·rac·i·nat·ing, 
de·rac·i·nates. 1. To pull out by the roots; uproot.  2. To displace from one’s 

native or accustomed environment.  [From French déraciner, from Old French 

desraciner : des-, de- + racine, root (from Late Latin r7dXcXna, from Latin r7dXx); 

see wr7d- in Appendix.] —de·racÙi·naùtion n. 

de·rail (dK-r7lù) v.  intr. tr. de·railed, de·rail·ing, de·rails. 1. To run or cause 

to run off the rails.  2. To come or bring to a sudden halt:  a campaign derailed by 

lack of funds; a policy that derailed under the new administration.  [French 

dérailler : dé-, off (from Old French de-); see DE- + rail, rail (from English); see 

RAIL
1.] —de·railùment n. 

de·rail·leur (dV-r7ùlNr) n.  A device for shifting gears on a bicycle by moving the 

chain between sprocket wheels of different sizes.  [French dérailleur, from 

dérailler, to derail. See DERAIL.]

De·rain (dN-r4Nù), André. 1880-1954.  French artist who was one of the original 

fauvists but eventually adopted a more conservative style. 

de·range (dV-r7njù) v.  tr. de·ranged, de·rang·ing, de·rang·es. 1. To dis-

turb the order or arrangement of.  2. To upset the normal condition or function-

ing of.  3. To disturb mentally; make insane.  [French déranger, from Old French 

desrengier : des-, de- + reng, line (of Germanic origin); see sker-2 in Appendix.] 
—de·rangeùment n. 

der·by (dûrùbK; British därùbK) n.  pl. der·bies. 1. Sports. Any of various annual 

horseraces, especially for three-year-olds.  2. Sports. A formal race usually having 

an open field of contestants:  a motorcycle derby.  3. A stiff felt hat with a round 

crown and a narrow, curved brim.  [After Edward Stanley, 12th Earl of Derby 

(1752-1834), founder of the English Derby.]

Der·by (därùbK)  A city of central England west of Nottingham. Settled by the 

Romans, it is a trade and manufacturing center with a pottery industry dating 

from the 18th century. Population, 216,500. 

de·rec·og·nize (dK-rHkùNg-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·rec·og·nized, de·rec·og·niz·ing, 
de·rec·og·niz·es. To rescind formal, especially diplomatic recognition of:  a pro-

posal to derecognize the outlaw terrorist state.   —de·recÙog·niùtion (-nVshùNn) n. 



de·reg·u·late (dK-rHgùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. de·reg·u·lat·ed, de·reg·u·lat·ing, 
de·reg·u·lates. To free from regulation, especially to remove government regu-

lations from:  deregulate the airline industry.   —de·regÙu·laùtion n.  

—de·regùu·laÙtor n.  —de·regùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

der·e·lict (dHrùN-lVktÙ) adj.  1. Deserted by an owner or keeper; abandoned.  

2. Run-down; dilapidated.  3. Neglectful of duty or obligation; remiss.  See Syn-

onyms at negligent.   —  n.  1. Abandoned property, especially a ship aban-

doned at sea.  2. A homeless or jobless person; a vagrant.  3. Law. Land left dry by 

a permanent recession of the water line.  [Latin dKrelictus, past participle of dKre-

linquere, to abandon  : dK-, de- + relinquere, to leave behind; see RELINQUISH.]

der·e·lic·tion (dHrÙN-lVkùshNn) n.  1. Willful neglect, as of duty or principle.  

2. a. The act of abandoning; abandonment.  b. A state of abandonment or 

neglect.   3. Law. a. A gaining of land by the permanent recession of the water 

line.  b. The land so gained.  

de·re·press (dKÙrV-prHsù) v.  tr. de·re·pressed, de·re·press·ing, 
de·re·press·es. To induce the operation of (a gene) by deactivating the repres-

sor.   —deÙre·presùsion (-prHshùNn) n. 

de·rib (dK-rVbù) v.  tr. de·ribbed, de·rib·bing, de·ribs. To remove the ribs 

from before preparing as part of a meal:  deribbed the green peppers. 

de·ride (dV-rXdù) v.  tr. de·rid·ed, de·rid·ing, de·rides. To speak of or treat 

with contemptuous mirth.  See Synonyms at ridicule.  [Latin dKrXdKre : dK-, de- + 

rXdKre, to laugh at.] —de·ridùer n.  —de·ridùing·ly adv. 

de ri·gueur (dN rK-gœrù) adj.  Required by the current fashion or custom; 

socially obligatory.  [French  : de, of + rigueur, rigor, strictness.]

de·ri·sion (dV-rVzhùNn) n.  1. a. Contemptuous or jeering laughter; ridicule.  

b. A state of being derided:  The proposal was held in derision by members of the 

board.   2. An object of ridicule; a laughingstock.  [Middle English derisioun, 

from Anglo-Norman, from Late Latin dKrXsio, dKrXsion-, from Latin dKrXsus, past 

participle of dKrXdKre, to deride. See DERIDE.]

de·ri·sive (dV-rXùsVv, -zVv, -rVsùVv, -rVzù-) adj.  Mocking; jeering.   —de·riùsive·ly 
adv.  —de·riùsive·ness n. 

de·ri·so·ry (dV-rXùsN-rK, -zN-) adj.  1. Expressing derision; derisive.  

2. Laughable; ridiculous:  a contribution so small as to be derisory. 

deriv. abbr.  1. Derivation.  2. Derivative. 

der·i·vate (dHrùN-v7tÙ) adj.  Derivative. 

der·i·va·tion (dHrÙN-v7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. der., deriv. 1. The act or process of 

deriving.  2. The state or fact of being derived; originating:  a custom of recent der-

ivation.  3. Something derived; a derivative.  4. The form or source from which 

something is derived; an origin.  5. The historical origin and development of a 

word; an etymology.  6. Linguistics. a. The process by which words are formed 

from existing words or bases by adding affixes, as singer from sing or undo from 



do, by changing the shape of the word or base, as song from sing, or by adding an 

affix and changing the pronunciation of the word or base, as electricity from elec-

tric.  b. A linguistic description of the process of word formation.   7. Logic & 

Mathematics. A logical or mathematical process indicating through a sequence of 

statements that a result such as a theorem or a formula necessarily follows from 

the initial assumptions.   —derÙi·vaùtion·al adj. 

de·riv·a·tive (dV-rVvùN-tVv) adj.  1. Resulting from or employing derivation:  a 

derivative word; a derivative process.  2. Copied or adapted from others:  a highly 

derivative prose style.   —  n.  Abbr. deriv., der. 1. Something derived.  

2. Linguistics. A word formed from another by derivation, such as electricity from 

electric.  3. Mathematics. a. The limiting value of the ratio of the change in a 

function to the corresponding change in its independent variable.  b. The instan-

taneous rate of change of a function with respect to its variable.  c. The slope of a 

graph of an equation at a given point.  Also called differential coefficient, fluxion.   

4. Chemistry. A compound derived or obtained from another and containing 

essential elements of the parent substance.  5. Business. An investment that 

derives its value from another more fundamental investment, as a commitment 

to buy a bond for a certain sum on a certain date.   —de·rivùa·tive·ly adv.  

—de·rivùa·tive·ness n. 

de·rive (dV-rXvù) v.  de·rived, de·riv·ing, de·rives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To obtain or 

receive from a source.  2. To arrive at by reasoning; deduce or infer:  derive a con-

clusion from facts.  3. To trace the origin or development of (a word).  

4. Chemistry. To produce or obtain (a compound) from another substance by 

chemical reaction.   —  v.  intr. To issue from a source; originate.  See Synonyms 

at stem1.  [Middle English deriven, to be derived from, from Old French deriver, 

from Latin dKrXv7re, to derive, draw off  : dK-, de- + rXvus, stream; see rei- in 

Appendix.] —de·rivùa·ble adj.  —de·rivùer n. 

derm- pref.  Variant of derma-. 
-derm suff.  Skin; covering:  blastoderm.  [From Greek derma, skin (possibly 

influenced by French -derme),. See der- in Appendix.]

der·ma1 (dûrùmN) n.  See dermis.  [Greek, skin. See der- in Appendix.]

der·ma2 (dûrùmN) n.  Beef casing stuffed with a seasoned mixture of matzo meal 

or flour, onion, and suet, prepared by boiling, then roasting.  Also called kishke, 

stuffed derma.  [Possibly Yiddish gederem, intestines, from Middle High German 

darm, intestine, from Old High German. See terN-1 in Appendix.]

derma-  or derm-  or dermo- pref.  Skin:  dermal.  [From Greek derma, skin. 

See DERMA
1.]

-derma suff.  Skin; skin disease:  scleroderma.  [New Latin, from Greek derma, 

skin. See der- in Appendix.]



der·ma·bra·sion (dûrÙmN-br7ùzhNn) n.  A surgical procedure designed to 

remove skin imperfections, such as scars, by abrading the surface of the skin with 

fine sandpaper or wire brushes. 

der·mal (dûrùmNl) also der·mic (-mVk) adj.  Of or relating to the skin or dermis. 

der·map·ter·an (dNr-m4pùtNr-Nn) n.  Any of various insects of the order Der-

maptera, including the earwigs, having an elongated, flattened body equipped 

with a pair of pincerlike appendages at the posterior end.   —  adj.  Of or belong-

ing to the order Dermaptera.  [From New Latin Dermaptera, order name  : Greek 

derma-, derma- + Greek ptera, pl. of pteron, wing; see -PTER.]

dermat- pref.  Variant of dermato-. 
der·ma·ti·tis (dûrÙmN-tXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the skin. 

dermato-  or dermat- pref.  Skin:  dermatophyte.  [Greek derma, dermat-, skin. 

See der- in Appendix.]

der·mat·o·gen (dûr-m4tùN-jNn) n.  Botany. The outer layer of apical meristem, 

from which the epidermis is formed.  Also called protoderm 

der·ma·toid (dûrùmN-toidÙ) also der·moid (-moidÙ) adj.  Resembling skin; 

skinlike. 

der·ma·tol·o·gy (dûrÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of medicine that is con-

cerned with the physiology and pathology of the skin.   —derÙma·to·logùi·cal (-

tN-lmjùV-kNl), derùma·to·logùic adj.  —derÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

der·ma·tome (dûrùmN-tomÙ) n.  1. Anatomy. An area of skin innervated by 

sensory fibers from a single spinal nerve.  2. Medicine. An instrument used in 

cutting thin slices of the skin, as for skin grafts.  3. Embryology. The part of a 

mesodermal somite from which the dermis develops.  [DERMA
1 + -TOME.]

der·mat·o·phyte (dûr-m4tùN-fXtÙ, dûrùmN-tN-) n.  Any of various fungi that 

can cause parasitic skin infections.   —der·matÙo·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

der·ma·to·phy·to·sis (dûrÙmN-toÙfX-toùsVs) n.  A fungal infection of the skin, 

especially athlete’s foot. 

der·ma·to·plas·ty (dûrùmN-to-pl7sÙtK) n.  The use of skin grafts in plastic sur-

gery to correct defects or replace skin destroyed by injury or disease. 

der·ma·to·sis (dûrÙmN-toùsVs) n.  pl. der·ma·to·ses (-sKz). Pathology. A skin 

disease, especially one that is not accompanied by inflammation. 

-dermatous suff.  Having a specified kind of skin:  sclerodermatous.  [Greek 

derma, dermat-, skin; see DERMATO- + -OUS.]

der·mic (dûrùmVk) adj.  Variant of dermal. 
der·mis (dûrùmVs) n.  The sensitive connective tissue layer of the skin located 

below the epidermis, containing nerve endings, sweat and sebaceous glands, and 

blood and lymph vessels.  Also called corium, cutis, derma1.  [New Latin, back-for-

mation from epidermis. See EPIDERMIS.]

dermo- pref.  Variant of derma-. 
der·moid (dûrùmoidÙ) adj.  Variant of dermatoid. 



der·nier cri (dHrÙny7 krKù) n.  The latest thing; the newest fashion.  [French  : 

dernier, last, latest + cri, cry.]

der·o·gate (dHrùN-g7tÙ) v.  der·o·gat·ed, der·o·gat·ing, der·o·gates.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To take away; detract:  an error that will derogate from your reputation.  

2. To deviate from a standard or expectation; go astray.   —  v.  tr. To disparage; 

belittle.  See Synonyms at decry.  [Middle English derogaten, from Latin dKrog7re, 

dKrog7t-  : dK-, de- + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appendix.] —derÙo·gaùtion n. 

de·rog·a·tive (dV-rmgùN-tVv, dHrùN-g7Ù-) adj.  1. Tending to derogate; detractive.  

2. Disparaging; derogatory.   —de·rogùa·tive·ly adv. 

de·rog·a·to·ry (dV-rmgùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Disparaging; belittling:  a derog-

atory comment.  2. Tending to detract or diminish.   —de·rogÙa·toùri·ly adv.  

—de·rogùa·toÙri·ness n. 

der·rick (dHrùVk) n.  1. A machine for hoisting and moving heavy objects, con-

sisting of a movable boom equipped with cables and pulleys and connected to the 

base of an upright stationary beam.  2. A tall framework over a drilled hole, espe-

cially an oil well, used to support boring equipment or hoist and lower lengths of 

pipe.  [Obsolete derick, hangman, gallows, after Derick, 16th-century English 

hangman.]

der·ri·ère also der·ri·ere (dHrÙK-ârù) n.  The buttocks; the rear.  [French, 

behind, from Old French deriere, in back of, from Vulgar Latin *dK retro : Latin 

dK, from, of; see DE- + Latin retro, back; see RETRO-.]

der·ring-do (dHrÙVng-duù) n.  Daring or reckless action.  [Middle English, 

from durring don, daring to do  : durring, present participle of durren, to dare 

(from Old English durran); see DARE + don, to do; see DO
1.]

der·rin·ger (dHrùVn-jNr) n.  A short-barreled pistol that has a large bore and is 

small enough to be carried in a pocket.  [After Henry Deringer (1786-1868), 

American gunsmith.]

der·ris (dHrùVs) n.  Any of various usually woody vines of the genus Derris of 

tropical Asia, whose roots yield the insecticide rotenone.  [New Latin, genus 

name, from Greek, covering. See der- in Appendix.]

Der·ry (dHrùK)  See Londonderry. 
der·vish (dûrùvVsh) n.  1. A member of any of various Muslim ascetic orders, 

some of which perform whirling dances and vigorous chanting as acts of ecstatic 

devotion.  2. One that possesses abundant, often frenzied energy: “[She] is a der-

vish of unfocused energy, an accident about to happen” (Jane Gross).  [Turkish der-

viz, mendicant, from Persian darvKsh.]

WORD HISTORY: The word dervish calls to mind the phrases howling dervish

and whirling dervish. Certainly there are dervishes whose religious exercises in-

clude making loud howling noises or whirling rapidly so as to bring about a dizzy,

mystical state. But a dervish is really the Muslim equivalent of a monk or friar,



the Persian word darvKsh, the ultimate source of dervish, meaning “religious men-

dicant.” The word is first recorded in English in 1585.

Der·zha·vin (dHr-zhäùvVn, dyVr-), Gavriil Romanovish. 1743-1816.  Russian 

lyric poet regarded as the greatest national poet before Pushkin. He served as poet 

laureate and minister of justice to Catherine II. 

DES (dKÙK-Hsù) n.  A synthetic nonsteroidal substance, C18H20O2, having estro-

genic properties and once used to treat menstrual disorders. It is no longer pre-

scribed because of the incidence of certain vaginal cancers in the daughters of 

women so treated.  [D(I)E(THYL)S(TILBESTROL).]

de·sa·cral·ize (dK-s7ùkrN-lXzÙ, -s4kùrN-) v.  tr. de·sa·cral·ized, 
de·sa·cral·iz·ing, de·sa·cral·iz·es. To divest of sacred or religious significance. 

De·saix de Vey·goux (dN-s7Ù dN v7-guù, dN-zHÙ), Louis Charles Antoine. 
1768-1800.  French general who led the conquest of Upper Egypt in 1799. He was 

killed during the Battle of Marengo. 

de·sal·i·nate (dK-s4lùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. de·sal·i·nat·ed, de·sal·i·nat·ing, 
de·sal·i·nates. To desalinize.   —de·salÙi·naùtion n.  —de·salùi·naÙtor n. 

de·sal·i·nize (dK-s4lùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. de·sal·i·nized, de·sal·i·niz·ing, 
de·sal·i·niz·es. To remove salts and other chemicals from (sea water or soil, for 

example).   —de·salÙi·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·salt (dK-sôltù) v.  tr. de·salt·ed, de·salt·ing, de·salts. To desalinize. 

De·sargues (d7-zärgù), Gérard. 1591-1661.  French army officer and mathe-

matician regarded as one of the founders of modern geometry. 

des·cant (dHsùk4ntÙ) n.  1.  Also dis·cant (dVsù-). Music. a. An ornamental 

melody or counterpoint sung or played above a theme.  b. The highest part sung 

in part music.   2. A discussion or discourse on a theme.   —  v.  intr. 

des·cant·ed, des·cant·ing, des·cants (dHsùk4ntÙ, dH-sk4ntù). 1. To comment 

at length; discourse: “He used to descant critically on the dishes which had been at 

table” (James Boswell).  2.  Also dis·cant (dVsùk4ntÙ, dV-sk4ntù). Music. a. To sing 

or play a descant.  b. To sing melodiously.   [Middle English, from Anglo-Nor-

man descaunt, from Medieval Latin discantus, a refrain  : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin 

cantus, song from past participle of canere, to sing. See kan- in Appendix.] 
—desùcantÙer n. 

Des·cartes (d7-kärtù), René. 1596-1650.  French mathematician and philoso-

pher. Considered the father of analytic geometry, he formulated the Cartesian 

system of coordinates. His philosophy is based on the rationalistic premise “I 

think, therefore I am.” 

de·scend (dV-sHndù) v.  de·scend·ed, de·scend·ing, de·scends.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To move from a higher to a lower place; come or go down.  2. To slope, extend, 

or incline downward: “A rough path descended like a steep stair into the plain” 

(J.R.R. Tolkien).  3. a. To come from an ancestor or ancestry:  She was descended 



from a pioneer family.  b. To come down from a source; derive:  a tradition 

descending from colonial days.  c. To pass by inheritance:  The house has descended 

through four generations.   4. To lower oneself; stoop: “She, the conqueror, had 

descended to the level of the conquered” (James Bryce).  5. To proceed or progress 

downward, as in rank, pitch, or scale:  titles listed in descending order of impor-

tance; notes that descended to the lower register.  6. To arrive or attack in a sudden 

or an overwhelming manner:  summer tourists descending on the seashore village.   
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To move from a higher to a lower part of; go down.  b. To get 

down from: “People descended the minibus that shuttled guests to the nearby... 

beach” (Howard Kaplan).   2. To extend or proceed downward along:  a road that 

descended the mountain in sharp curves.  [Middle English descenden, from Old 

French descendre, from Latin dKscendere : dK-, de- + scandere, to climb; see 

skand- in Appendix.] —de·scendùi·ble, de·scendùa·ble adj. 

de·scen·dant (dV-sHnùdNnt) n.  1. A person, an animal, or a plant whose 

descent can be traced to a particular individual or group.  2. Something derived 

from a prototype or earlier form:  Today’s bicycles are descendants of the earlier 

velocipede.   —  adj.  Variant of descendent. 
de·scen·dent also de·scen·dant (dV-sHnùdNnt) adj.  1. Moving downward; 

descending.  2. Proceeding by descent from an ancestor. 

de·scend·er (dV-sHnùdNr) n.  1. One that descends.  2. Printing. a. The part of 

the lowercase letters, such as g, p, and q, that extends below the other lowercase 

letters.  b. A letter with such a part.  

de·scent (dV-sHntù) n.  1. The act or an instance of descending.  2. A way down.  

3. A downward incline or passage; a slope.  4. a. Hereditary derivation; lineage:  

a person of African descent.  b. One generation of a specific lineage.   5. a. The 

fact or process of coming down or being derived from a source:  a paper tracing 

the descent of the novel from old picaresque tales.  b. Development in form or 

structure during transmission from an original source.   6. Law. Transference of 

property by inheritance.  7. A lowering or decline, as in status or level:  Her career 

went into a rapid descent after the charges of misconduct.  8. A sudden visit or 

attack; an onslaught.  [Middle English, from Old French, from descendre, to 

descend. See DESCEND.]

Des·chutes (d7-shutù, dN-shutsù)  A river rising in the Cascade Range of 

west-central Oregon and flowing about 402 km (250 mi) generally north to the 

Columbia River near The Dalles. 

de·scram·ble (dK-skr4mùbNl) v.  tr. de·scram·bled, de·scram·bling, 
de·scram·bles. To unscramble (a coded message or signal, for example). 

de·scram·bler (dK-skr4mùblNr) n.  An electronic device that decodes a scram-

bled transmission into a signal that is intelligible to the receiving apparatus. 

de·scribe (dV-skrXbù) v.  tr. de·scribed, de·scrib·ing, de·scribes. 1. To give 

an account of in speech or writing.  2. To convey an idea or impression of; char-



acterize:  She described her childhood as a time of wonder and discovery.  3. To rep-

resent pictorially; depict:  Goya’s etchings describe the horrors of war in grotesque 

detail.  4. To trace the form or outline of:  describe a circle with a compass.  [Mid-

dle English describen, from Latin dKscrXbere, to write down  : dK-, de- + scrXbere, to 

write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.] —de·scribùa·ble adj.  —de·scribùer n.  

SYNONYMS: describe, narrate, recite, recount, rehearse, relate, report. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these verbs is “to tell the facts, details, or particulars of

something verbally or in writing”: described the accident; narrated their experiences

in the Far East; an explorer reciting her adventures; a mercenary recounting his ex-

ploits; parents rehearsing the dangers the children faced; related the day’s events;

came back and reported what she had seen.

de·scrip·tion (dV-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or technique of describ-

ing.  2. A statement or an account describing something:  published a description 

of her travels; gave a vivid description of the game.  3. A pictorial representation:  

Monet’s ethereal descriptions of haystacks and water lilies.  4. A kind or sort:  cars of 

every size and description.  [Middle English descripcioun, from Anglo-Norman, 

from Latin dKscrXptio, dKscrXption-, from dKscrXptus, past participle of dKscrXbere, to 

write down. See DESCRIBE.]

de·scrip·tive (dV-skrVpùtVv) adj.  1. Involving or characterized by description; 

serving to describe.  2. Concerned with classification or description:  a descriptive 

science.  3. Grammar. a. Expressing an attribute of the modified noun, as green in 

green grass. Used of an adjective or adjectival clause.  b. Nonrestrictive.    
—de·scripùtive·ly adv.  —de·scripùtive·ness n. 

descriptive clause (dV-skrVpùtVv klôz) n.  Grammar. A nonrestrictive clause. 

descriptive linguistics (dV-skrVpùtVv lVng-gwVsùtVks) n.  The study of a lan-

guage or languages at a specific stage of development, with emphasis on con-

structing a complete grammar rather than on historical development or 

comparison with other languages. 

de·scrip·tor (dV-skrVpùtNr) n.  Computer Science. A word, a phrase, or an alpha-

numeric character used to identify an item in an information storage and 

retrieval system.  [Late Latin, describer, from Latin dKscrXbere, dKscript-, to 

describe. See DESCRIBE.]

de·scry (dV-skrXù) v.  tr. de·scried, de·scry·ing, de·scries. 1. To catch sight of 

(something difficult to discern).  See Synonyms at see1.  2. To discover by care-

ful observation or scrutiny; detect:  descried a message of hope in her words.  [Mid-

dle English descrien, from Old French descrier, to call, cry out. See DECRY.] 
—de·scriùer n. 



des·e·crate (dHsùV-kr7tÙ) v.  tr. des·e·crat·ed, des·e·crat·ing, des·e·crates. 
To violate the sacredness of; profane.  [DE- + (CON)SECRATE.] —desùe·cratÙer, 
desùe·craÙtor n.  —desÙe·craùtion n. 

de·seg·re·gate (dK-sHgùrV-g7tÙ) v.  de·seg·re·gat·ed, de·seg·re·gat·ing, 
de·seg·re·gates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To abolish or eliminate segregation in.  2. To open 

(a school or workplace, for example) to members of all races or ethnic groups, 

especially by force of law.   —  v.  intr. To become open to members of all races or 

ethnic groups.   —de·segÙre·gaùtion n.  —de·segÙre·gaùtion·ist n. 

de·sen·si·tize (dK-sHnùsV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. de·sen·si·tized, de·sen·si·tiz·ing, 
de·sen·si·tiz·es. 1. To render insensitive or less sensitive.  2. Immunology. To 

make (an individual) nonreactive or insensitive to an antigen.  3. To make emo-

tionally insensitive or unresponsive, as by long exposure or repeated shocks: “The 

successive assassinations and attempts, not just on Presidential figures but on Martin 

Luther King Jr. and others, have desensitized us” (Anthony Lewis).  4. To make (a 

photographic film or substance) less sensitive to light.   —de·senÙsi·ti·zaùtion 
(-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  —de·senùsi·tizÙer n. 

Des·er·et (dHzÙN-rHtù)  An area proposed by the Mormons in 1849 as an inde-

pendent state or a state of the Union. Deseret would have included much of the 

southwest United States, with a capital at Salt Lake City. Congress refused to rec-

ognize the provisional state and created the Utah Territory in 1850. 

des·ert1 (dHzùNrt) n.  1. A barren or desolate area, especially: a. A dry, often 

sandy region of little rainfall, extreme temperatures, and sparse vegetation.  b. A 

region of permanent cold that is largely or entirely devoid of life.  c. An appar-

ently lifeless area of water.   2. An empty or forsaken place; a wasteland:  a cultural 

desert.  3. Archaic. A wild, uncultivated, and uninhabited region.   —  adj.  1. Of, 

relating to, characteristic of, or inhabiting a desert:  desert fauna.  2. Barren and 

uninhabited; desolate:  a desert island.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin dKsertum, from neuter past participle of dKserere, to desert. See 

DESERT
3.]

de·sert2 (dV-zûrtù) n.  1.  Often deserts. Something that is deserved or merited, 

especially a punishment:  They got their just deserts when the scheme was finally 

uncovered.  2. The state or fact of deserving reward or punishment.  [Middle 

English, from Old French deserte, from feminine past participle of deservir, to 

deserve. See DESERVE.]

WORD HISTORY: When Shakespeare says in Sonnet 72, “Unless you would

devise some virtuous lie,/To do more for me than mine own desert,” he is using

the word desert in the sense of “worthiness; deserving,” a word that is perhaps

most familiar to us in the plural, meaning “something that is deserved,” as in the

phrase just deserts. This word goes back to the Latin word dKservXre, “to devote

oneself to the service of,” which in Vulgar Latin came to mean “to merit by ser-



vice.” DKservXre is made up of dK-, meaning “thoroughly,” and servXre, “to serve.”

Knowing this, we can distinguish this desert from desert, “a wasteland,” and desert,

“to abandon,” both of which go back to Latin dKserere, “to forsake, leave uninhab-

ited,” which is made up of dK-, expressing the notion of undoing, and the verb

serere, “to link together.” We can also distinguish all three deserts from dessert, “a

sweet course at the end of a meal,” which is from the French word desservir, “to

clear the table.” Desservir is made up of des-, expressing the notion of reversal,

and servir (from Latin servXre), “to serve,” hence, “to unserve” or “to clear the ta-

ble.”

de·sert3 (dV-zûrtù) v.  de·sert·ed, de·sert·ing, de·serts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To leave 

empty or alone; abandon.  2. To withdraw from, especially in spite of a responsi-

bility or duty; forsake:  deserted her friend in a time of need.  3. To abandon (a mil-

itary post, for example) in violation of orders or an oath.   —  v.  intr. To forsake 

one’s duty or post, especially to be absent without leave from the armed forces 

with no intention of returning.  [French déserter, from Late Latin dKsert7re, from 

Latin dKserere, dKsert-, to abandon  : dK-, de- + serere, to join; see ser-2 in Appen-

dix.] —de·sertùer n. 

de·sert·i·fi·ca·tion (dV-zûrÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The transformation of arable or 

habitable land to desert, as by a change in climate or destructive land use. 

de·ser·tion (dV-zûrùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of deserting.  b. The 

state of being deserted.   2. Law. Willful abandonment of one’s spouse or children 

or both without their consent and with the intention of forsaking all legal obliga-

tions to them. 

de·serve (dV-zûrvù) v.  de·served, de·serv·ing, de·serves.  —  v.  tr. To be 

worthy of; merit.  See Synonyms at earn1.   —  v.  intr. To be worthy or deserv-

ing.  [Middle English deserven, from Old French deservir, from Latin dKservXre, to 

serve zealously  : dK-, intensive pref.; see DE- + servXre, to serve; see SERVE.]

de·served (dV-zûrvdù) adj.  Merited or earned:  a richly deserved punishment.   
—de·servùed·ly (-zûrùvVd-lK) adv.  —de·servùed·ness n. 

de·serv·ing (dV-zûrùvVng) adj.  Worthy, as of reward, praise, or aid.   —  n.  

Merit; worthiness.   —de·servùing·ly adv. 

de Se·ver·sky (dN sN-vHrùskK), Alexander Procofieff. 1894-1974.  Russian-

born American aeronautical engineer who invented various airplane devices, 

including a bombsight used by the U.S. military. 

de·sex (dK-sHksù) v.  tr. de·sexed, de·sex·ing, de·sex·es. To remove part or 

all of the reproductive organs of; neuter. 

de·sex·u·al·ize (dK-sHkùshu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·sex·u·al·ized, 
de·sex·u·al·iz·ing, de·sex·u·al·iz·es. 1. To take away the sexual quality of.  

2. To desex.   —de·sexÙu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

des·ha·bille (dHsÙN-bKlù, -bKù) n.  Variant of dishabille. 



De Si·ca (dN sKùkN), Vittorio. 1901-1974.  Italian filmmaker whose Bicycle Thief 

(1948) and Umberto D (1952) are considered classics of postwar realism. 

des·ic·cant (dHsùV-kNnt) n.  A substance, such as calcium oxide or silica gel, that 

has a high affinity for water and is used as a drying agent.  [From Latin dKsicc7ns, 

dKsiccant- present participle of dKsicc7re, to desiccate. See DESICCATE.] 
—desùic·cant adj. 

des·ic·cate (dHsùV-k7tÙ) v.  des·ic·cat·ed, des·ic·cat·ing, des·ic·cates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To dry out thoroughly.  2. To preserve (foods) by removing the moisture.  

See Synonyms at dry.  3. To make dry, dull, or lifeless.   —  v.  intr. To become 

dry; dry out.   —  adj.  (also -kVt) Lacking spirit or animation; arid: “There was 

only the sun-bruised and desiccate feeling in his mind” (J.R. Salamanca).  [Latin 

dKsicc7re, dKsicc7t-  : dK-, de- + sicc7re, to dry up (from siccus, dry).] —desÙic·caù-
tion n.  —desùic·caÙtive adj.  —desùic·caÙtor n. 

de·sid·er·a·ta (dV-sVdÙN-r7ùtN, -räù-) n.  Plural of desideratum. 
de·sid·er·ate (dV-sVdùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. de·sid·er·at·ed, de·sid·er·at·ing, 
de·sid·er·ates. To wish to have or see happen.  [Latin dKsXder7re, dKsXder7t-, to 

desire. See DESIRE.] —de·sidÙer·aùtion n. 

de·sid·er·a·tive (dV-sVdùNr-N-tVv, -N-r7Ù-, -zVdù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

expressing desire.  2. Grammar. Designating a clause, a sentence, or in some lan-

guages an inflected verb form that expresses desire. 

de·sid·er·a·tum (dV-sVdÙN-r7ùtNm, -räù-) n.  pl. de·sid·er·a·ta (-tN). Some-

thing considered necessary or highly desirable: “The point is not that the artist has 

‘penetrated the character’ of his sitter, that commonplace desideratum of portrai-

ture” (Robert Hughes).  [Latin dKsXder7tum, from neuter past participle of 

dKsXder7re, to desire. See DESIRE.]

de·sign (dV-zXnù) v.  de·signed, de·sign·ing, de·signs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

conceive or fashion in the mind; invent:  design a good excuse for not attending the 

conference.  b. To formulate a plan for; devise:  designed a marketing strategy for 

the new product.   2. To plan out in systematic, usually graphic form:  design a 

building; design a computer program.  3. To create or contrive for a particular pur-

pose or effect:  a game designed to appeal to all ages.  4. To have as a goal or pur-

pose; intend.  5. To create or execute in an artistic or highly skilled manner.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To make or execute plans.  2. To have a goal or purpose in mind.  3. To 

create designs.   —  n.  1. a. A drawing or sketch.  b. A graphic representation, 

especially a detailed plan for construction or manufacture.   2. The purposeful or 

inventive arrangement of parts or details:  the aerodynamic design of an automo-

bile; furniture of simple but elegant design.  3. The art or practice of designing or 

making designs.  4. Something designed, especially a decorative or an artistic 

work.  5. An ornamental pattern.  See Synonyms at figure.  6. A basic scheme or 

pattern that affects and controls function or development:  the overall design of an 

epic poem.  7. A plan; a project.  See Synonyms at plan.  8. a. A reasoned pur-



pose; an intent:  It was her design to set up practice on her own as soon as she was 

qualified.  b. Deliberate intention:  He became a photographer more by accident 

than by design.   9.  Often designs. A secretive plot or scheme:  He has designs on 

my job.  [Middle English designen, from Latin dKsign7re, to designate. See DESIG-

NATE.] —de·signùa·ble adj. 

des·ig·nate (dHzùVg-n7tÙ) v.  tr. des·ig·nat·ed, des·ig·nat·ing, des·ig·nates. 
1. To indicate or specify; point out.  2. To give a name or title to; characterize.  

3. To select and set aside for a duty, an office, or a purpose.  See Synonyms at 

allocate. See Synonyms at appoint.   —  adj.  (-nVt) Appointed but not yet 

installed in office:  the commissioner designate.  [Latin dKsign7re, dKsign7t-  : dK-, 

de- + sign7re, to mark (from signum, sign); see sekw-1 in Appendix.] 
—desùig·naÙtive, desùig·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —desùig·naÙtor 
n. 

des·ig·nat·ed hitter (dHzùVg-n7ÙtVd hVtùNr) n.  Abbr. DH, dh Baseball. A 

player designated at the start of a game to bat instead of the pitcher in the lineup. 

des·ig·na·tion (dHzÙVg-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of designating; a marking or 

pointing out.  2. Nomination or appointment.  3. A distinguishing name or title.  

See Synonyms at name. 
des·ig·nee (dHzÙVg-nKù) n.  A person who has been designated. 

de·sign·er (dV-zXùnNr) n.  One that produces designs:  a book designer; a dress 

designer.   —  adj.  1. Bearing the name, signature, or identifying pattern of a spe-

cific designer:  designer luggage; designer clothing.  2. Conceived or created by a 

designer. 

designer drug (dV-zXùnNr drƒg) n.  A drug with properties and effects similar 

to a known hallucinogen or narcotic but having a slightly altered chemical struc-

ture, especially such a drug created in order to evade restrictions against illegal 

substances. 

de·sign·ing (dV-zXùnVng) adj.  1. Conniving; crafty.  2. Showing or exercising 

forethought.   —de·signùing·ly adv. 

de·si·pra·mine (dV-zVpùrN-mKn, dHzÙN-pr4mùVn) n.  A tricyclic antidepressant, 

C18H22N2, used in the treatment of psychological depression.  [desmethyl (des- 

variant of DE- + METHYL) + (IM)IPRAMINE.]

de·sir·a·ble (dV-zXrùN-bNl) adj.  1. Worth having or seeking, as by being useful, 

advantageous, or pleasing:  a desirable job in the film industry; a home computer 

with many desirable features.  2. Worth doing or achieving; advisable:  a desirable 

reform; a desirable outcome.  3. Arousing desire, especially sexual desire.   —  n.  A 

desirable person or thing.   —de·sirÙa·bilùi·ty, de·sirùa·ble·ness n.  

—de·sirùa·bly adv. 

de·sire (dV-zXrù) v.  tr. de·sired, de·sir·ing, de·sires. 1. To wish or long for; 

want.  2. To express a wish for; request.   —  n.  1. A wish or longing.  2. A 

request or petition.  3. The object of longing:  My greatest desire is to go back 



home.  4. Sexual appetite; passion.  [Middle English desiren, from Old French 

desirer, from Latin dKsXder7re : dK-, de- + sXdus, sXder-, star.] —de·sirùer n.  

SYNONYMS: desire, covet, crave, want, wish. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to have a strong longing for”: desire peace; coveted the new convert-

ible; craving fame and fortune; wanted a drink of water; got all she wished.

de·sir·ous (dV-zXrùNs) adj.  Having or expressing desire; desiring:  Both sides were 

desirous of finding a quick solution to the problem.   —de·sirùous·ly adv.  

—de·sirùous·ness n. 

de·sist (dV-sVstù, -zVstù) v.  intr. de·sist·ed, de·sist·ing, de·sists. To cease doing 

something; forbear.  See Synonyms at stop.  [Middle English desisten, from Old 

French desister, from Latin dKsistere : dK-, de- + sistere, to bring to a standstill; see 

st7- in Appendix.]

desk (dHsk) n.  1. A piece of furniture typically having a flat or sloping top for 

writing and often drawers or compartments.  2. A table, counter, or booth at 

which specified services or functions are performed:  an information desk; a 

reception desk.  3. A department of a large organization in charge of a specified 

operation:  a newspaper’s city desk.  4. A lectern.  5. Music. A music stand in an 

orchestra.  [Middle English deske, from Medieval Latin desca, table, from Old 

Italian desco, from Latin discus, quoit. See DISK.]

de·skill (dK-skVlù) v.  tr. de·skilled, de·skill·ing, de·skills. 1. To eliminate the 

need for skilled labor in (an industry), especially by the introduction of high 

technology.  2. To downgrade (a job or an occupation) from a skilled to a semi-

skilled or unskilled position. 

desk·man (dHskùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A man who works at a desk, especially a news-

paper writer. 

desk·top (dHskùtmpÙ) n.  The top of a desk.   —  adj.  1. Designed for use on a 

desk or table:  a desktop telephone.  2. Small enough to fit conveniently in an indi-

vidual workspace:  a desktop computer. 

desktop publishing (dHskùtmpÙ pƒbÙlV-shVng) n.  Computer Science. The 

design and production of publications, such as newsletters, trade journals, or bro-

chures, using microcomputers with graphics capability. 

des·man (dHsùmNn) n.  pl. des·mans. Either of two aquatic, insectivorous, 

molelike mammals, Desmana moschata of eastern Europe and western Asia or 

Galemys pyrenaicus of southwest Europe, having dense, brownish fur, a long 

snout, and a flattened, scaly tail.  [Short for Swedish desmanråtta, muskrat  : des-

man, musk (from Middle Low German desem, from Medieval Latin bisamum, of 

Semitic origin; akin to Hebrew be{em, odor ) + råtta, rat (; akin to Old English 

ræt).]



De Smet (dN smHtù), Pierre Jean. 1801-1873.  Belgian-born missionary in 

America who built mission stations in the Columbia River valley during the 

1840’s and later succeeded in arranging a temporary truce with the Sioux in the 

Bighorn River valley (1868). 

des·mid (dHsùmVd) n.  Any of various green, unicellular freshwater algae of the 

family Desmidiaceae, often forming chainlike colonies.  [From New Latin Des-

midiaceae, family name, from Desmidium, type genus, from Greek desmos, bond, 

from dein, to bind.]

Des Moines (dV moinù)  The capital and largest city of Iowa, in the south-cen-

tral part of the state on the Des Moines River. Fort Des Moines was built on the 

site in 1843, and the surrounding settlement became a city in 1851. It was chosen 

as state capital in 1857. Population, 193,187. 

Des Moines River (dV moinù rVvùNr)  A river rising in southwest Minnesota 

and flowing about 861 km (535 mi) southeastward across Iowa to the Mississippi 

River. 

Des·mou·lins (d7-mu-l4Nù), (Lucie Simplice) Camille (Benoît). 1760-

1794.  French journalist and revolutionary who along with Danton urged moder-

ation during the Reign of Terror. He was arrested and guillotined after a mock 

trial. 

Des·na (dN-snäù, dyN-)  A river rising east of Smolensk in western Russia and 

flowing about 885 km (550 mi) generally south to the Dnieper River north of 

Kiev in the Ukraine. 

des·o·late (dHsùN-lVt, dHzù-) adj.  1. a. Devoid of inhabitants; deserted: “streets 

which were usually so thronged now grown desolate” (Daniel Defoe).  b. Barren; 

lifeless:  the rocky, desolate surface of the moon.   2. Rendered unfit for habitation 

or use:  the desolate cities of war-torn Europe.  3. Dreary; dismal.  4. Bereft of 

friends or hope; sad and forlorn.  See Synonyms at sad.   —  v.  tr. des·o·lat·ed, 
des·o·lat·ing, des·o·lates (-l7tÙ). 1. To rid or deprive of inhabitants.  2. To lay 

waste; devastate: “Here we have no wars to desolate our fields” (Michel Guillaume 

Jean de Crèvecoeur).  3. To forsake; abandon.  4. To make lonely, forlorn, or 

wretched.  [Middle English, from Latin dKsol7tus, past participle of dKsol7re, to 

abandon  : dK-, de- + solus, alone; see s(w)e- in Appendix.] —desùo·late·ly adv.  

—desùo·late·ness n.  —desùo·latÙer, desùo·laÙtor n. 

des·o·la·tion (dHsÙN-l7ùshNn, dHzÙ-) n.  1. The act or an instance of desolating.  

2. The state of being desolate.  3. Devastation; ruin:  a drought that brought deso-

lation to the region.  4. a. The state of being abandoned or forsaken; loneliness:  a 

sense of utter desolation following the death of his parents.  b. Wretchedness; mis-

ery.  

de·sorb (dK-sôrbù, -zôrbù) v.  tr. de·sorbed, de·sorb·ing, de·sorbs. To 

remove (an absorbed or adsorbed substance) from.   —de·sorpùtion (-sôr-

pùshNn, -zôrpù-) n. 



de So·to (dV soùto, dK sôùtô), Hernando or Fernando. 1496?-1542.  Spanish 

explorer who landed in Florida in 1539 with 600 men and set out to search for the 

fabled riches of the north. For the next three years he explored much of southern 

North America, discovering and crossing the Mississippi River in 1541. 

De So·to (dV soùto)  A city of northeast Texas, a suburb of Dallas. Population, 

30,544. 

de·spair (dV-spârù) v.  intr. de·spaired, de·spair·ing, de·spairs. 1. To lose all 

hope:  despaired of reaching shore safely.  2. To be overcome by a sense of futility 

or defeat.   —  n.  1. Complete loss of hope.  2. One despaired of or causing 

despair:  unmotivated students that are the despair of their teachers.  [Middle 

English despeiren, from Old French desperer, from Latin dKspKr7re : dK-, de- + 

spKr7re, to hope; see spK- in Appendix. N., from Middle English despeir from 

Anglo-Norman, from Old French desperer, to despair.]

SYNONYMS: despair, hopelessness, desperation, despondency, discouragement.

These nouns denote loss of hope. Despair and hopelessness stress the utter absence

of hope and often imply a sense of powerlessness or resignation: When the bank

repossessed the house, their depression turned to despair. A spirit of hopelessness per-

vaded the refugee camp. Desperation is despair that drives a person to take risky,

often reckless action: “The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation” (Henry Dav-

id Thoreau). Despondency emphasizes depression of spirit resulting from cessa-

tion of hope and a belief that continued efforts will fail: Her despondency arises

from her inability to find employment. Discouragement denotes loss of confidence

or courage in the face of obstacles but is the weakest of these terms: The farmer

experienced moments of discouragement over the failure of his crops.

de·spair·ing (dV-spârùVng) adj.  Characterized by or resulting from despair; 

hopeless.  See Synonyms at despondent.  —de·spairùing·ly adv. 

des·patch (dV-sp4chù) v.  & n.   Variant of dispatch. 
des·per·a·do (dHsÙpN-räùdo, -r7ù-) n.  pl. des·per·a·does or des·per·a·dos. 

A bold or desperate outlaw, especially of the American frontier.  [Probably from 

Spanish desperado, desesperado, desperate person, from past participle of deses-

perar, to despair, from Latin dKspKr7re. See DESPAIR.]

des·per·ate (dHsùpNr-Vt) adj.  1. Having lost all hope; despairing.  2. Marked by, 

arising from, or showing despair:  the desperate look of hunger; a desperate cry for 

help.  3. Reckless or violent because of despair:  a desperate criminal.  

4. Undertaken out of extreme urgency or as a last resort:  a desperate attempt to 

save the family business.  5. Nearly hopeless; critical:  a desperate illness; a desperate 

situation.  6. Suffering or driven by great need or distress:  desperate for recogni-

tion.  7. Extremely intense:  felt a desperate urge to tell the truth.  [Middle English 



desperat, from Latin dKspKr7tus, past participle of dKspKr7re, to despair. See 

DESPAIR.] —desùper·ate·ly adv.  —desùper·ate·ness n. 

des·per·a·tion (dHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The condition of being desperate.  See 

Synonyms at despair.  2. Recklessness arising from despair. 

des·pi·ca·ble (dHsùpV-kN-bNl, dV-spVkùN-) adj.  Deserving of contempt or scorn; 

vile.  [Late Latin dKspic7bilis, from Latin dKspic7rX, to despise. See spek- in 

Appendix.] —desùpi·ca·ble·ness n.  —desùpi·ca·bly adv. 

de·spise (dV-spXzù) v.  tr. de·spised, de·spis·ing, de·spis·es. 1. To regard 

with contempt or scorn:  despised all cowards and flatterers.  2. To dislike 

intensely; loathe:  despised the frigid weather in January.  3. To regard as unworthy 

of one’s interest or concern:  despised any thought of their own safety.  [Middle 

English despisen, from Old French despire, despis-, from Latin dKspicere : dK-, de- 

+ specere, to look; see spek- in Appendix.] —de·spisùal (-spXùzNl) n.  

—de·spisùer n.  

SYNONYMS: despise, contemn, disdain, scorn, scout. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to regard with utter contempt”: despises incompetence;

contemned the actions of the dictator; disdained my suggestion; scorns sentimental-

ity; scouted simplistic explanations. 

ANTONYM: esteem

de·spite (dV-spXtù) prep.  In spite of; notwithstanding:  won the game despite over-

whelming odds.   —  n.  1. Contemptuous defiance or disregard.  2. Spite; malice: 

“He died soon after... of pure despite and vexation” (Sir Walter Scott).  [Short for in 

despite of, from Middle English despit, spite, from Old French, from Latin dKspec-

tus, from past participle of dKspicere, to despise. See DESPISE.]

de·spite·ful (dV-spXtùfNl) adj.  Full of malice; spiteful.   —de·spiteùful·ly adv.  

—de·spiteùful·ness n. 

de·spit·e·ous (dV-spVtùK-Ns) adj.  Archaic. Despiteful.   —de·spitùe·ous·ly adv. 

Des Plaines (dHs pl7nzù)  A city of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago on 

the Des Plaines River. Population, 53,223. 

Des Plaines River (dV pl7nzù rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast Wisconsin and 

flowing about 241 km (150 mi) generally southward to the Kankakee River in 

northeast Illinois. 

de·spoil (dV-spoilù) v.  tr. de·spoiled, de·spoil·ing, de·spoils. 1. To sack; 

plunder.  2. To deprive of something valuable by force; rob:  a region despoiled of 

its scenic beauty by unchecked development.  [Middle English despoilen, from Old 

French despoillier, from Latin dKspoli7re : dK-, de- + spoli7re, to plunder (from 

spolium, booty).] —de·spoilùer n.  —de·spoilùment n. 



de·spo·li·a·tion (dV-spoÙlK-7ùshNn) n.  The act of despoiling or the condition 

of being despoiled.  [Late Latin dKspoli7tio, dKspoli7tion-, from Latin dKspoli7tus, 

past participle of dKspoli7re, to despoil. See DESPOIL.]

de·spond (dV-spmndù) v.  intr. de·spond·ed, de·spond·ing, de·sponds. To 

become disheartened or discouraged.   —  n.  Despondency: “The outward show 

of fight masked a spreading inner despond at the White House” (Newsweek).  [Latin 

dKspondKre, to give up  : dK-, de- + spondKre, to promise; see spend- in Appendix.] 
—de·spondùing·ly adv. 

de·spon·dence (dV-spmnùdNns) n.  Despondency. 

de·spon·den·cy (dV-spmnùdNn-sK) n.  Depression of spirits from loss of hope, 

confidence, or courage; dejection.  See Synonyms at despair. 
de·spon·dent (dV-spmnùdNnt) adj.  Feeling or expressing despondency; 

dejected.   —de·sponùdent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: despondent, despairing, forlorn, hopeless. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “being without or almost without hope”: despondent

about the failure of the enterprise; took a despairing view of world politics; a forlorn

cause; a hopeless case. 

ANTONYM: hopeful

des·pot (dHsùpNt) n.  1. A ruler with absolute power.  2. A person who wields 

power oppressively; a tyrant.  3. a. A Byzantine emperor or prince.  b. An East-

ern Orthodox bishop or patriarch.   [French despote, from Medieval Latin despota, 

from Greek despotKs, master. See dem- in Appendix.] —des·potùic (dV-spmtùVk) 

adj.  —des·potùi·cal·ly adv. 

des·pot·ism (dHsùpN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Rule by or as if by a despot; absolute power 

or authority.  2. The actions of a despot; tyranny.  3. a. A government or political 

system in which the ruler exercises absolute power: “Kerensky has a place in his-

tory, of a brief interlude between despotisms” (William Safire).  b. A state so ruled.  

des·qua·mate (dHsùkwN-m7tÙ) v.  intr. des·qua·mat·ed, des·qua·mat·ing, 
des·qua·mates. To shed, peel, or come off in scales. Used of skin.  [Latin 

dKsqu7m7re, dKsqu7m7t-  : dK-, de- + squ7ma, scale.] —desÙqua·maùtion n. 

Des·sa·lines (dH-sä-lKnù), Jean Jacques. 1758?-1806.  African-born emperor 

of Haiti (1804-1806) who defeated the French (1803) to gain the island’s inde-

pendence. His despotic rule led to his assassination. 

Des·sau (dHsùou)  A city of east-central Germany north of Leipzig. It was the site 

of the Bauhaus school headed by Walter Gropius from 1925 to 1932. Population, 

103,738. 

des·sert (dV-zûrtù) n.  1. A usually sweet course or dish, as of fruit, ice cream, or 

pastry, served at the end of a meal.  2. Chiefly British. Fresh fruit, nuts, or sweet-



meats served after the sweet course of a dinner.  [French, from Old French 

desservir, to clear the table  : des-, de- + servir, to serve; see SERVE.]

des·sert·spoon (dV-zûrtùspunÙ) n.  A spoon intermediate in size between a 

tablespoon and a teaspoon, used for eating dessert.   —des·sertùspoonÙful (-

ftl) n. 

dessert wine (dV-zûrtù wXn) n.  A usually sweet wine, such as Sauternes, served 

with or after dessert. 

de·sta·bi·lize (dK-st7ùbN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·sta·bi·lized, de·sta·bi·liz·ing, 
de·sta·bi·liz·es. 1. To upset the stability or smooth functioning of:  a policy that 

threatens to destabilize the economy; a new weapon that threatens to destabilize 

nuclear deterrence.  2. To undermine the power of (a government or leader) by 

subversive or terrorist acts.   —de·staÙbi·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·stain (dK-st7nù) v.  tr. de·stained, de·stain·ing, de·stains. To remove 

stain from (a specimen) to aid in microscopic study. 

de·sta·lin·i·za·tion (dK-stäÙlV-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  The process of discrediting and 

eliminating the political policies, methods, and personal image of Joseph Stalin. 

de·ster·i·lize (dK-stHrùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·ster·i·lized, de·ster·i·liz·ing, 
de·ster·i·liz·es. To release (gold) from an inactive status and return it to use as a 

backing for credit and new currency. 

de Stijl (dN stXlù, st7lù) n.  A school of art originating in the Netherlands in 1917 

and characterized by the use of rectangular shapes and primary colors.  [Dutch  : 

de, the + stijl, style.]

des·ti·na·tion (dHsÙtN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The place to which one is going or 

directed.  2. The ultimate purpose for which something is created or intended.  

3. Archaic. An act of appointing or setting aside for a specific purpose. 

des·tine (dHsùtVn) v.  tr. des·tined, des·tin·ing, des·tines. 1. To determine 

beforehand; preordain:  a foolish scheme destined to fail; a film destined to become 

a classic.  2. To assign for a specific end, use, or purpose:  money destined to pay 

for their child’s education.  3. To direct toward a given destination:  a flight des-

tined for Tokyo.  [Middle English destinen, from Old French destiner, from Latin 

dKstin7re, to determine. See st7- in Appendix.]

des·ti·ny (dHsùtN-nK) n.  pl. des·ti·nies. 1. The inevitable or necessary fate to 

which a particular person or thing is destined; one’s lot.  See Synonyms at fate.  
2. A predetermined course of events considered as something beyond human 

power or control: “Marriage and hanging go by destiny” (Robert Burton).  3. The 

power or agency thought to predetermine events; fate:  Destiny brought them 

together.  [Middle English destine, from Old French destinee, from feminine past 

participle of destiner, to destine. See DESTINE.]

des·ti·tute (dHsùtV-tutÙ, -tyutÙ) adj.  1. Utterly lacking; devoid:  Young recruits 

destitute of any experience.  2. Lacking resources or the means of subsistence; 

completely impoverished.  See Synonyms at poor.  [Middle English, from Latin 



dKstit7tus, past participle of dKstituere, to abandon  : dK-, de- + statuere, to set; see 

st7- in Appendix.] —desùti·tuteÙness n. 

des·ti·tu·tion (dHsÙtV-tuùshNn, -tyuù-) n.  1. Extreme want of resources or 

the means of subsistence; complete poverty.  2. A deprivation or lack; a defi-

ciency. 

des·tri·er (dHsùtrK-Nr, dV-strîrù) n.  Archaic. A war horse.  [Middle English destrer, 

from Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar Latin *dextr7rius, right-hand, from Latin dex-

ter, right.]

de·stroy (dV-stroiù) v.  de·stroyed, de·stroy·ing, de·stroys.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

ruin completely; spoil:  The ancient manuscripts were destroyed by fire.  2. To tear 

down or break up; demolish.  See Synonyms at ruin.  3. To do away with; put an 

end to: “In crowded populations, poverty destroys the possibility of cleanliness” 

(George Bernard Shaw).  4. To kill:  destroy a rabid dog.  5. To subdue or defeat 

completely; crush:  The rebel forces were destroyed in battle.  6. To render useless or 

ineffective:  destroyed the testimony of the prosecution’s chief witness.   —  v.  intr. 

To be destructive; cause destruction: “Too much money destroys as surely as too lit-

tle” (John Simon).  [Middle English destroien, from Old French destruire, from 

Vulgar Latin *dKstr7gere, from Latin dKstruere : dK-, de- + struere, to pile up; see 

ster-2 in Appendix.]

de·stroy·er (dV-stroiùNr) n.  1. One that destroys:  a destroyer of family unity; a 

destroyer of our environment.  2. A small, fast, highly maneuverable warship 

armed with guns, torpedoes, depth charges, and guided missiles. 

destroyer escort (dV-stroiùNr HsùkôrtÙ) n.  A warship, usually smaller than a 

destroyer, used in antisubmarine action. 

de·stroy·ing angel (dV-stroiùVng 7nùjNl) n.  Any of several poisonous mush-

rooms of the genus Amanita. 

de·struct (dV-strƒktù, dKùstrƒktÙ) n.  The intentional, usually remote-controlled 

destruction of a space vehicle, rocket, or missile after launching, as for defective 

performance or reasons of safety.   —  v.  de·struct·ed, de·struct·ing, 
de·structs.  —  v.  tr. To destroy intentionally (a rocket or missile) after launch.   
—  v.  intr. To self-destruct.  [Back-formation from DESTRUCTION.]

de·struc·ti·ble (dV-strƒkùtN-bNl) adj.  Breakable or easily destroyed:  destructible 

glassware.   —de·strucÙti·bilùi·ty, de·strucùti·ble·ness n. 

de·struc·tion (dV-strƒkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of destroying.  b. The condition 

of having been destroyed.   2. The cause or means of destroying:  weapons that 

could prove to be the destruction of humankind.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin dKstructio, dKstruction-, from dKstructus, past participle of 

dKstruere, to destroy. See DESTROY.]

de·struc·tion·ist (dV-strƒkùshN-nVst) n.  One who believes in or advocates 

destruction, especially of existing social institutions. 



de·struc·tive (dV-strƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Causing or wreaking destruction; ruinous:  

a destructive act; a policy that is destructive to the economy.  2. Designed or tending 

to disprove or discredit:  destructive criticism.   —de·strucùtive·ly adv.  

—de·strucùtive·ness, deÙstruc·tivùi·ty (dKÙstrƒk-tVvùV-tK)  n. 

destructive distillation (dV-strƒkùtVv dVsÙtN-l7ùshNn) n.  A process by which 

organic substances such as wood, coal, and oil shale are decomposed by heat in 

the absence of air and distilled to produce useful products such as coke, charcoal, 

oils, and gases. 

de·struc·tor (dV-strƒkùtNr) n.  1. An incinerator for refuse.  2. An explosive, 

usually remote-controlled device for effecting a destruct. 

des·ue·tude (dHsùwV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  A state of disuse or inactivity.  [French 

désuétude, from Latin dKsuKt7do, from dKsuKtus, past participle of dKsuKscere, to 

put out of use  : dK-, de- + suKscere, to become accustomed; see s(w)e- in Appen-

dix.]

de·sul·fur·ize (dK-sƒlùfN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. de·sul·fur·ized, de·sul·fur·iz·ing, 
de·sul·fur·iz·es. To eliminate sulfur from (petroleum, for example).   
—de·sulÙfur·i·zaùtion (-fNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

des·ul·to·ry (dHsùNl-tôrÙK, -torÙK, dHzù-) adj.  1. Moving or jumping from one 

thing to another; disconnected:  a desultory speech.  2. Occurring haphazardly; 

random.  See Synonyms at chance.  [Latin dKsultorius, leaping, from dKsultor, a 

leaper, from dKsilXre, dKsult-, to leap down  : dK-, de- + salXre, to jump; see sel- in 

Appendix.] —desÙul·toùri·ly adv.  —desùul·toÙri·ness n. 

det. abbr.  1. Detachment.  2. Detail. 

de·tach (dV-t4chù) v.  tr. de·tached, de·tach·ing, de·tach·es. 1. To separate 

or unfasten; disconnect:  detach a check from the checkbook; detach burs from one’s 

coat.  2. To remove from association or union with something:  detach a calf from 

its mother; detached herself from the group.  3. To send (troops or ships, for exam-

ple) on a special mission.  [French détacher, from Old French destachier : des-, de- 

+ attachier, to attach; see ATTACH.] —de·tachÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —de·tachùa·ble 
adj.  —de·tachùa·bly adv. 

de·tached (dV-t4chtù) adj.  1. Separated; disconnected:  a detached part; a 

detached plug.  2. Standing apart from others; separate:  a house with a detached 

garage.  3. Marked by an absence of emotional involvement and an aloof, imper-

sonal objectivity.  See Synonyms at cool. See Synonyms at indifferent.  
—de·tachùed·ly (-t4chùVd-lK, -t4chtùlK) adv.  —de·tachùed·ness n. 

de·tach·ment (dV-t4chùmNnt) n.  1. The act or process of disconnecting or 

detaching; separation.  2. The state of being separate or detached.  3. Indifference 

to or remoteness from the concerns of others; aloofness:  preserved a chilly detach-

ment in his relations with the family.  4. Absence of prejudice or bias; disinterest:  

strove to maintain her professional detachment in the case.  5. a. The dispatch of a 

military unit, such as troops or ships, from a larger body for a special duty or mis-



sion.  b.  Abbr. det. The unit so dispatched.  c.  Abbr. det. A permanent unit, 

usually smaller than a platoon, organized for special duties.  

de·tail (dV-t7lù, dKùt7lÙ) n.  Abbr. det. 1. An individual part or item; a particular.  

See Synonyms at item.  2. Particulars considered individually and in relation to a 

whole:  careful attention to detail.  3. A minor or an inconsequential item or 

aspect; a minutia:  skipped the details to get to the main point.  4. A minute or thor-

ough treatment or account:  went into detail about his travels.  5. a. A discrete part 

or portion of a work, such as a painting, building, or decorative object, especially 

when considered in isolation.  b. A representation of such a part or portion:  a 

detail of a Rembrandt portrait illustrating the technique of chiaroscuro.   6. a. A 

small elaborated element of a work of art, craft, or design.  b. Such elements con-

sidered together:  the intricate detail of a rococo altarpiece.  c. The rendering of 

artistic detail:  the fine detail of the painter’s brushwork.   7. a. The selection of one 

or more troops for a particular duty, usually a fatigue duty.  b. The personnel so 

selected.  c. The duty assigned:  garbage detail.    —  v.  tr. de·tailed, de·tail·ing, 
de·tails (dV-t7lù). 1. To report or relate minutely or in particulars.  2. To name or 

state explicitly:  detailed the charges against the defendant.  3. To provide with 

artistic or decorative detail:  detailed the quilt with colorful appliqué.  4. To select 

and dispatch for a particular duty.   —idiom. in detail. With attention to par-

ticulars; thoroughly or meticulously:  explained her proposal in detail.  [French 

détail, from Old French detail, a piece cut off, from detaillir, to cut up  : de-, de- + 

tailler, to cut; see TAILOR.] —de·tailùer n. 

de·tailed (dV-t7ldù, dKùt7ldÙ) adj.  Characterized by abundant use of detail or 

thoroughness of treatment:  a detailed report on the state of the economy.  

SYNONYMS: detailed, circumstantial, minute, particular. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “marked by attention to detail”: a detailed account of

the trip; a circumstantial narrative; an exact and minute report; a faithful and par-

ticular description.

De·taille (dV-tXù), (Jean Baptiste) Édouard. 1848-1912.  French painter 

known especially for his battle scenes. 

detail man (dV-t7lù m4n) n.  A representative of a manufacturer of drugs or 

medical supplies who calls on doctors, pharmacists, and other professional dis-

tributors to promote new drugs and supplies. 

de·tain (dV-t7nù) v.  tr. de·tained, de·tain·ing, de·tains. 1. To keep from 

proceeding; delay or retard.  See Synonyms at delay.  2. To keep in custody or 

temporary confinement:  The police detained several suspects for questioning. The 

disruptive students were detained after school until their parents had been notified.  

3. Obsolete. To retain or withhold (payment or property, for example).  [Middle 

English deteinen, from Old French detenir, from Vulgar Latin *dKtenXre, from 



Latin dKtinKre : dK-, de- + tenKre, to hold; see ten- in Appendix.] —de·tainù-
ment n. 

de·tain·ee (dKÙt7-nKù, dV-t7Ù-) n.  A person held in custody or confinement:  a 

political detainee. 

de·tain·er (dV-t7ùnNr) n.  Law. 1. A withholding from the rightful owner of 

property that has lawfully come into the possession of the current holder.  2. The 

detention of a person, especially in custody.  3. A writ authorizing the further 

detention of a person in custody, pending further action. 

de·tect (dV-tHktù) v.  tr. de·tect·ed, de·tect·ing, de·tects. 1. To discover or 

ascertain the existence, presence, or fact of.  2. To discern the true nature or char-

acter of:  detected malice behind the smile.  3. Electronics. To demodulate.  [Middle 

English detecten, from Latin dKtegere, dKtect-, to uncover  : dK-, de- + tegere, to 

cover; see (s)teg- in Appendix.] —de·tectùa·ble, de·tectùi·ble adj.  

—de·tectùer n. 

de·tec·tion (dV-tHkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of detecting; discovery:  

detection of a crime; detection of radiation from a distant galaxy.  2.  See demodu-
lation. 

de·tec·tive (dV-tHkùtVv) n.  A person, usually a member of a police force, who 

investigates crimes and obtains evidence or information.   —  adj.  1. Of or relat-

ing to detectives or their work:  detective novels.  2. Suited for or used in detection.  

WORD HISTORY: The first detective may have come into existence before the

word itself. C. Auguste Dupin, Edgar Allan Poe’s hero in “The Murders in the Rue

Morgue,” which is considered the world’s first real detective story, was introduced

to the world in 1841. Nine years later we find the first recorded instance of the

word detective, although the phrases detective police and detective policeman, from

which it was shortened, are recorded first in 1843. Hence, Dupin precedes all re-

corded instances of detective, just as he precedes all other detectives.

de·tec·tor (dV-tHkùtNr) n.  One that detects, especially a mechanical, electrical, or 

chemical device that automatically identifies and records or registers a stimulus, 

such as an environmental change in pressure or temperature, an electric signal, or 

radiation from a radioactive material. 

de·tent (dV-tHntù) n.  A catch or lever that locks the movement of one part of a 

mechanism.  [French détente, a loosening, from Old French destente, from femi-

nine past participle of destendre, to release  : des-, de- + tendre, to stretch (from 

Latin tendere); see ten- in Appendix.]

dé·tente (d7-täntù, -täNtù) n.  1. A relaxing or easing, as of tension between 

rivals.  2. A policy toward a rival nation or bloc characterized by increased diplo-

matic, commercial, and cultural contact and a desire to reduce tensions, as 

through negotiation or talks.  [French. See DETENT.] —dé·tentùist n. 



de·ten·tion (dV-tHnùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of detaining.  b. The state of being 

detained, especially a period of temporary custody while awaiting trial.   2. A 

forced or punitive delay.  [Middle English detencioun, act of withholding, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Latin dKtentio, dKtention-, from dKtentus, past participle of 

dKtinKre, to detain. See DETAIN.]

detention home (dV-tHnùshNn hom) n.  A place where juvenile offenders are 

held in custody, especially for a temporary period while awaiting court action on 

their cases. 

de·ter (dV-tûrù) v.  de·terred, de·ter·ring, de·ters.  —  v.  tr. To prevent or 

discourage from acting, as by means of fear or doubt: “Does negotiated disarma-

ment deter war?” (Edward Teller).  See Synonyms at dissuade.   —  v.  intr. To 

prevent or discourage the occurrence of an action, as by means of fear or doubt: 

“It’s this edge that gives nuclear weapons their power to deter” (Thomas Powers).  

[Latin dKterrKre : dK-, de- + terrKre, to frighten.] —de·terùment n.  

—de·terùra·ble adj.  —de·terùrer n. 

de·terge (dV-tûrjù) v.  tr. de·terged, de·terg·ing, de·terg·es. To wash or 

wipe off (a wound, for example); cleanse.  [French déterger, from Latin dKtergKre : 

dK-, de- + tergKre, to wipe.]

de·ter·gence (dVtûrùjNns) n.  Detergency. 

de·ter·gen·cy (dV-tûrùjNn-sK) n.  The power or quality of cleansing. 

de·ter·gent (dV-tûrùjNnt) n.  A cleansing substance that acts similarly to soap 

but is made from chemical compounds rather than fats and lye.   —  adj.  Having 

cleansing power. 

de·te·ri·o·rate (dV-tîrùK-N-r7tÙ) v.  de·te·ri·o·rat·ed, de·te·ri·o·rat·ing, 
de·te·ri·o·rates.  —  v.  tr. To diminish or impair in quality, character, or value:  

Time and neglect had deteriorated the property.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grow worse; 

degenerate:  The weather deteriorated overnight. His health had deteriorated while 

he was in prison.  2. To weaken or disintegrate; decay:  The nation’s highways are 

deteriorating at a rapid pace.  [Late Latin dKterior7re, dKterior7t-, from Latin dKte-

rior, worse. See de- in Appendix.] —de·teÙri·o·raùtion n.  —de·teùri·o·raÙtive 
adj. 

de·ter·min·a·ble (dV-tûrùmN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being determined, 

limited, or fixed:  determinable velocities.  2. Law. Capable of being settled or 

decided:  matters determinable by common law.   —de·terùmin·a·ble·ness n.  

—de·terùmin·a·bly adv. 

de·ter·mi·na·cy (dV-tûrùmN-nN-sK) n.  1. The quality or condition of being 

determinate.  2. The condition of being determined or characterized. 

de·ter·mi·nant (dV-tûrùmN-nNnt) adj.  Determinative.   —  n.  1. An influenc-

ing or determining element or factor: “Education is the second most important 

determinant of recreational participation” (John P. Robinson).  2. Mathematics. A 

square matrix of numbers or other elements having a value determined by a rule 



of combination for the elements and used especially in solving certain classes of 

simultaneous equations.  3. Immunology. The portion of an immunogenic mole-

cule with which an antibody or lymphocyte reacts. 

de·ter·mi·nate (dV-tûrùmN-nVt) adj.  1. Precisely limited or defined; definite:  a 

determinate number; a determinate distance.  2. Conclusively settled; final.  

3. Firm in purpose; resolute.  4. Botany. a. Terminating in a flower and blooming 

in a sequence beginning with the uppermost or central flower; cymose:  a deter-

minate inflorescence.  b. Not continuing indefinitely at the tip of an axis:  determi-

nate growth.   [Middle English, from Latin dKtermin7tus, past participle of 

dKtermin7re, to determine. See DETERMINE.] —de·terùmi·nate·ly adv.  

—de·terùmi·nate·ness n. 

de·ter·mi·nat·er (dV-tûrùmN-n7ÙtNr) n.  A determiner. 

de·ter·mi·na·tion (dV-tûrÙmN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of making or arriving 

at a decision.  See Synonyms at decision.  b. The decision reached.   

2. a. Firmness of purpose; resolve:  approached the task with determination and 

energy.  b. A fixed intention or resolution:  returned to school with a determination 

to finish.   3. a. The settling of a question or case by an authoritative decision or 

pronouncement, especially by a judicial body:  The choice of a foster home was left 

to the determination of the court.  b. The decision or pronouncement made.   

4. a. The ascertaining or fixing of the quantity, quality, position, or character of 

something:  a determination of the ship’s longitude; a determination of the mass of 

the universe.  b. The result of such ascertaining.   5. A fixed movement or ten-

dency toward an object or end.  6. Logic. a. The defining of a concept through its 

constituent elements.  b. The qualification of a concept or proposition to render 

it more definite or specific.  

de·ter·mi·na·tive (dV-tûrùmN-n7ÙtVv, -nN-) adj.  Tending, able, or serving to 

determine.  See Synonyms at decisive.   —  n.  A determining factor.   
—de·terùmi·naÙtive·ly adv.  —de·terùmi·naÙtive·ness n. 

de·ter·mine (dV-tûrùmVn) v.  de·ter·mined, de·ter·min·ing, de·ter·mines.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To decide or settle (a dispute, for example) conclusively and 

authoritatively.  b. To end or decide, as by judicial action.   2. To establish or 

ascertain definitely, as after consideration, investigation, or calculation.  See Syn-

onyms at discover.  3. To cause (someone) to come to a conclusion or resolu-

tion.  4. To be the cause of; regulate:  Demand determines production.  5. To give 

direction to:  The management committee determines departmental policy.  6. To 

limit in scope or extent.  7. Mathematics. To fix or define the position, form, or 

configuration of.  8. Logic. To explain or limit by adding differences.  9. Law. To 

put an end to; terminate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To reach a decision; resolve.  See Syn-

onyms at decide.  2. Law. To come to an end.  [Middle English determinen, from 

Old French determiner, from Latin dKtermin7re, to limit  : dK-, de- + terminus, 

boundary.]



de·ter·mined (dV-tûrùmVnd) adj.  1. Marked by or showing determination; res-

olute:  was engaged in a protracted struggle with a determined enemy.  2. Decided 

or resolved.   —de·terùmined·ly adv.  —de·terùmined·ness n. 

de·ter·min·er (dV-tûrùmN-nNr) n.  1. One that determines.  2. Grammar. A 

word belonging to a group of noun modifiers, which include articles, demonstra-

tives, possessive adjectives, and words such as any, both, or whose, and occupying 

the first position in a noun phrase or the second or third position after another 

determiner. 

de·ter·min·ism (dV-tûrùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  The philosophical doctrine that every 

event, act, and decision is the inevitable consequence of antecedents that are inde-

pendent of the human will.   —de·terùmin·ist n.  —de·terÙmin·isùtic adj.  

—de·terÙmin·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

de·ter·rence (dV-tûrùNns, -tƒrù-) n.  1. The act or a means of deterring.  

2. Measures taken by a state or an alliance of states to prevent hostile action by 

another state. 

de·ter·rent (dV-tûrùNnt, -tƒrù-) adj.  Tending to deter:  deterrent weapons.   —  n.  

1. Something that deters:  a deterrent to theft.  2. A retaliatory means of discour-

aging enemy attack:  a nuclear deterrent. 

de·ter·sive (dV-tûrùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Detergent.  [French détersif, from Latin dKter-

sus, past participle of dKtergKre, to deterge. See DETERGE.] —de·terùsive n. 

de·test (dV-tHstù) v.  tr. de·test·ed, de·test·ing, de·tests. To dislike intensely; 

abhor.  [French détester, from Latin dKtest7rX, to curse  : dK-, de- + test7rX, to invoke 

(from testis, witness); see trei- in Appendix.] —de·testùer n. 

de·test·a·ble (dV-tHsùtN-bNl) adj.  Inspiring or deserving abhorrence or scorn.  

See Synonyms at hateful.  —de·testÙa·bilùi·ty, de·testùa·ble·ness n.  

—de·testùa·bly adv. 

de·tes·ta·tion (dKÙtH-st7ùshNn) n.  1. Strong dislike or hatred; abhorrence.  

2. One that is detested. 

de·thatch (dK-th4chù) v.  de·thatched, de·thatch·ing, de·thatch·es.  —  v.  

tr. To remove (dead grass) from a lawn, usually to aerate the soil.   —  v.  intr. To 

remove dead grass from a lawn.   —de·thatchùer n. 

de·throne (dK-thronù) v.  tr. de·throned, de·thron·ing, de·thrones. 1. To 

remove from the throne; depose.  2. To remove from a prominent or powerful 

position.   —de·throneùment n. 

det·i·nue (dHtùn-uÙ, -yuÙ) n.  Law. 1. a. An action to recover possession or 

the value of property wrongfully detained.  b. The writ authorizing such action.   

2. The act of unlawfully detaining personal property.  [Middle English detenue, 

from Old French, detention, from past participle of detenir, to detain. See 

DETAIN.]

Det·mold (dHtùmoldÙ, -môltÙ)  A city of west-central Germany east of Münster. 

Charlemagne defeated the Saxons nearby in 783. Population, 66,282. 



det·o·na·ble (dHtùn-N-bNl) adj.  That can be detonated:  detonable warheads; 

detonable bombs. 

det·o·nate (dHtùn-7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. det·o·nat·ed, det·o·nat·ing, det·o·nates. 
To explode or cause to explode.  [Latin dKton7re, dKton7t-, to thunder down  : dK-, 

de- + ton7re, to thunder; see (s)tenN- in Appendix.] —detùo·natÙa·ble adj. 

det·o·na·tion (dHtÙn-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of exploding.  2. An explosion. 

det·o·na·tor (dHtùn-7ÙtNr) n.  1. A device, such as a fuse or percussion cap, used 

to set off an explosive charge.  2. An explosive. 

de·tour (dKùttrÙ, dV-ttrù) n.  1. A roundabout way or course, especially a road 

used temporarily instead of a main route.  2. A deviation from a direct course of 

action.   —  v.  intr. tr. de·toured, de·tour·ing, de·tours. To go or cause to go 

by a roundabout way.  [French détour, from Old French destor, from destorner, to 

turn away  : des-, de- + torner, to turn; see TURN.]

de·tox (dK-tmksù) Informal. v.  tr. de·toxed, de·tox·ing, de·tox·es. To subject 

to detoxification.   —  n.  (dKùtmksÙ) A section of a hospital or clinic in which 

patients are detoxified.  [Short for DETOXIFY.]

de·tox·i·cate (dK-tmkùsV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. de·tox·i·cat·ed, de·tox·i·cat·ing, 
de·tox·i·cates. To detoxify. 

de·tox·i·fi·ca·tion (dK-tmkÙsN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of detoxifying.  

2. The state or condition of being detoxified.  3. Physiology. The metabolic pro-

cess by which the toxic qualities of a poison or toxin are reduced by the body.  

4. A medically supervised treatment program for alcohol or drug addiction 

designed to purge the body of intoxicating or addictive substances. Such a pro-

gram is used as a first step in overcoming physiological or psychological addic-

tion. 

de·tox·i·fy (dK-tmkùsN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·tox·i·fied, de·tox·i·fy·ing, de·tox·i·fies. 
1. To counteract or destroy the toxic properties of.  2. To remove the effects of 

poison from.  3. To treat (an individual) for alcohol or drug dependence, usually 

under a medically supervised program designed to rid the body of intoxicating or 

addictive substances.  [DE- + TOXI(C) + -FY.]

de·tract (dV-tr4ktù) v.  de·tract·ed, de·tract·ing, de·tracts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

draw or take away; divert:  They could detract little from so solid an argument.  

2. Archaic. To speak ill of; belittle.   —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo reduction in value, 

importance, or quality; become reduced, as in effect. Often used with from:  testi-

mony that only detracts from the strength of the plaintiff’s case.  2. To divert or 

draw away qualities or a quality essential to the value, importance, or effect of 

something:  a decorating scheme that detracts but does not enhance.  [Middle 

English detracten, from Latin dKtrahere, dKtr7ct-, to remove  : dK-, de- + trahere, to 

pull. Sense 2, from Latin dKtr7ct7re, frequentative of dKtrahere, to take away.] 
—de·tracùtor n. 



de·trac·tion (dV-tr4kùshNn) n.  1. The act of detracting or taking away.  2. A 

derogatory or damaging comment on a person’s character or reputation; dispar-

agement:  The candidate responded sharply to the long list of detractions concocted 

by his opponent.   —de·tracùtive adj.  —de·tracùtive·ly adv. 

de·train (dK-tr7nù) v.  intr. tr. de·trained, de·train·ing, de·trains. To leave or 

cause to leave a railroad train.   —de·trainùment n. 

de·trib·al·ize (dK-trXùbN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·trib·al·ized, de·trib·al·iz·ing, 
de·trib·al·iz·es. To cause to lose tribal membership and customs.   
—de·tribÙal·i·zaùtion (-trXÙbN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

det·ri·ment (dHtùrN-mNnt) n.  1. Damage, harm, or loss:  took a long leave of 

absence without detriment to her career.  See Synonyms at disadvantage.  
2. Something that causes damage, harm, or loss:  Smoking is now considered a det-

riment to good health.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin dKtrXmen-

tum, from dKtrXtus, past participle of dKterere, to lessen, wear down  : dK-, de- + 

terere, to rub; see terN-1 in Appendix.]

det·ri·men·tal (dHtÙrN-mHnùtl) adj.  Causing damage or harm; injurious.   
—detÙri·menùtal·ly adv. 

de·tri·tion (dV-trVshùNn) n.  The act of wearing away by friction:  beach pebbles 

worn smooth by detrition.  [Medieval Latin dKtrXtio, dKtrXtion-, from Latin dKtrXtus, 

past participle of dKterere, to lessen, rub away. See DETRIMENT.]

de·tri·tus (dV-trXùtNs) n.  pl. detritus. 1. Loose fragments or grains that have 

been worn away from rock.  2. a. Disintegrated or eroded matter:  the detritus of 

past civilizations.  b. Accumulated material; debris: “Poems, engravings, press 

releases—he eagerly scrutinizes the detritus of fame” (Carlin Romano).   [French 

détritus, from Latin dKtrXtus, from past participle of dKterere, to lessen, wear away. 

See DETRIMENT.] —de·triùtal (-trXtùl) adj. 

De·troit (dV-troitù)  A city of southeast Michigan opposite Windsor, Ontario, on 

the Detroit River, about 51 km (32 mi) long. Founded by French settlers in 

1701, Detroit became known as “the automobile capital of the world” in the early 

20th century. Population, 1,027,974. 

de trop (dN troù) adj.  Too much or too many; excessive or superfluous:  In retro-

spect the elaborate preparations seemed de trop.  [French  : de, in, of + trop, excess.]

de·tu·mes·cence (dKÙtu-mHsùNns, -tyu-) n.  Reduction or lessening of a 

swelling, especially the restoration of a swollen organ or part to normal size.  

[From Latin dKtumKscere, to subside  : dK-, de- + tumKscere, to swell, inchoative of 

tumKre; see teuN- in Appendix.] —deÙtu·mesùcent adj. 

Deu·ca·li·on (du-k7ùlK-Nn, dyu-) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Prometheus 

who with his wife, Pyrrha, built an ark and floated in it to survive the deluge sent 

by Zeus. The couple became the ancestors of the renewed human race. 

deuce1 (dus, dyus) n.  1. Games. a. A playing card having two spots or the 

side of a die bearing two pips.  b. A cast of dice totaling two.   2. Sports. A tied 



score in tennis in which each player or side has 40 points, or 5 or more games, and 

one player or side must win 2 successive points to win the game, or 2 successive 

games to win the set.   —  v.  tr. deuced, deuc·ing, deuc·es. Sports. To make 

the score of (a tennis game or set) deuce.  [Middle English deus, from Old French, 

two, from Latin duos, masculine accusative of duo. See dwo- in Appendix.]

deuce2 (dus, dyus) Informal. n.  1. The devil: “Love is a bodily infirmity... 

which breaks out the deuce knows how or why” (Thackeray).  2. An outstanding 

example, especially of something difficult or bad:  had a deuce of a time getting out 

of town; a deuce of a family row.  3. A severe reprimand or expression of anger:  

got the deuce for being late.  4. Informal. Used as an intensive:  What the deuce were 

they thinking of?  [Probably from Low German duus, a throw of two in dice 

games, bad luck, ultimately from Latin duo, two. See DEUCE
1.]

deuc·ed (duùsVd, dyuù-) adj.  Informal. Darned; confounded.  [From DEUCE
2.]

deuc·es wild (duùsVz wXld, dyuù-) n.  Games. A variation of certain card 

games, such as poker, in which each deuce may represent any card the holder 

chooses. 

Deur·ne (dûrùnN)  A city of northern Belgium, a manufacturing suburb of 

Antwerp. Population, 80,766. 

De·us (d7ùNs) n.  Abbr. D. God.  [Middle English, from Latin. See deiw- in 

Appendix.]

deus ex ma·chi·na (d7ùNs Hks mäùkN-nN, -näÙ, m4kùN-nN) n.  1. In Greek and 

Roman drama, a god lowered by stage machinery to resolve a plot or extricate the 

protagonist from a difficult situation.  2. An unexpected, artificial, or improba-

ble character, device, or event introduced suddenly in a work of fiction or drama 

to resolve a situation or untangle a plot.  3. A person or event that provides a sud-

den and unexpected solution to a difficulty.  [New Latin deus ex machin7 : deus, 

god + ex, from + machina, machine (translation of Greek theos apo mKkhanKs).]

De·us Ra·mos (dHùush räùmtsh), João de. 1830-1896.  Portuguese poet 

regarded as the foremost of his time. He is best remembered for his love poems. 

Deut. abbr.  Bible. Deuteronomy. 

deut- pref.  Variant of deuto-. 
deuter- pref.  Variant of deutero-. 
deu·ter·ag·o·nist (duÙtN-r4gùN-nVst, dyu-) n.  The character second in 

importance to the protagonist in classical Greek drama.  [Greek deuteragonistKs, 

an actor of second-class parts  : deuteros, second; see deu-1 in Appendix + ago-

nistKs, actor; see PROTAGONIST.]

deu·ter·a·no·pi·a (duÙtNr-N-noùpK-N, dyuÙ-) n.  A form of colorblindness 

characterized by insensitivity to green.  [DEUTER(O)- + AN- + -OPIA, so called 

because green is considered the second of the primary colors.] 
—deuùter·a·nopeÙ (-nopÙ) n.  —deuÙter·a·nopùic (-nmpùVk, -noùpVk) adj. 



deu·ter·ate (duùtN-r7tÙ, dyuù-) v.  tr. deu·ter·at·ed, deu·ter·at·ing, 
deu·ter·ates. To introduce deuterium into (a chemical compound).  [DEU-

TER(IUM) + -ATE
1.] —deuÙte·raùtion n. 

deu·te·ri·um (du-tîrùK-Nm, dyu-) n.  An isotope of hydrogen with one pro-

ton and one neutron in the nucleus having an atomic weight of 2.014.  [DEU-

TER(O)- + -IUM.]

deuterium oxide (du-tîrùK-Nm mkùsXdÙ) n.  An isotopic form of water with 

composition D2O, isolated for use as a moderator in certain nuclear reactors. 

deutero-  or deuter- pref.  Second; secondary:  deuterocanonical.  [Greek deu-

teros, second, secondary. See deu-1 in Appendix.]

deu·ter·o·ca·non·i·cal (duÙtN-roÙkN-nmnùV-kNl, dyuÙ-) adj.  Bible. Of, relat-

ing to, or being a second canon, especially that consisting of sections of the Old 

and New Testaments not included in the original Roman Catholic canon but 

accepted by theologians in 1548 at the Council of Trent. 

deu·ter·og·a·my (duÙtN-rmgùN-mK, dyuÙ-) n.  See digamy. 
deu·ter·on (duùtN-rmnÙ, dyuù-) n.  Abbr. d The nucleus of a deuterium atom, 

consisting of a proton and a neutron, regarded as a subatomic particle with unit 

positive charge.  [DEUTER(IUM) + -ON
1.]

Deu·ter·on·o·my (duÙtN-rmnùN-mK, dyuÙ-) n.  Abbr. Deut., Dt. Bible. A 

book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Late Latin deuteronomium, from Greek 

deuteronomion, a second law (from (to) deuteronomion (touto), Septuagint mis-

translation of Hebrew mi≥nê hattôrâ hazzo’t, a copy of this law) : deuteros, second; 

see deu-1 in Appendix + nomos, law; see nem- in Appendix.] 
—DeuÙter·o·nomùic (-tNr-N-nmmùVk) adj. 

deuto-  or deut- pref.  Second; secondary:  deutoplasm.  [Alteration of DEUTERO-

.]

deu·to·plasm (duùtN-pl4zÙNm, dyuù-) n.  The nutritive substances or yolk in 

the cytoplasm of an ovum or other cell.   —deuÙto·plasùmic adj. 

deut·sche mark also deut·sche·mark (doiùchN-märkÙ) n.  Abbr. DM A basic 

unit of currency in Germany.  See Table at currency.  [German  : deutsch, Ger-

man + Mark, mark.]

deut·zi·a (dutùsK-N, dyutù-) n.  Any of various shrubs of the genus Deutzia, 

cultivated for their clusters of white or pinkish flowers.  [After Jan van der Deutz, 

18th-century Dutch patron of botany.]

dev. abbr.  Deviation. 

De Va·le·ra (dHvÙN-lHrùN, -lîrùN), Eamon. 1882-1975.  American-born Irish 

political leader who fought in the 1916 Easter Rebellion and was president of Sinn 

Fein (1918-1926) before becoming three-time prime minister of the Irish Free 

State and the first president of the Republic of Ireland (1959-1973). 

De Val·ois (dN v4lùwä), Dame Ninette. Originally Edris Stannus. Born 1898.  

Irish-born British dancer and choreographer who danced with the Ballets Russes 



from 1926 to 1929 and then returned to London, where she later founded the 

Sadler’s Wells Ballet, which became the Royal Ballet at Covent Garden (1956). 

de·val·ue (dK-v4lùyu) also de·val·u·ate (-v4lùyu-7tÙ) v.  de·val·ued also 

de·valu·at·ed, de·val·u·ing also de·val·u·at·ing, de·val·ues also 

de·val·u·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To lessen or cancel the value of.  2. To lower the 

exchange value of (a currency) by lowering its gold equivalency.   —  v.  intr. To 

lower the exchange value of a currency by lowering its gold equivalency.   
—de·valÙu·aùtion n. 

De·va·na·ga·ri (d7ÙvN-näùgN-rK) n.  The alphabet in which Sanskrit and many 

modern Indian languages are written.  [Sanskrit devan7garX : deva-, divine; see 

deiw- in Appendix + n7garX, feminine of n7gara-, of a town (from nagaram, 

town, probably of Dravidian origin).]

dev·as·tate (dHvùN-st7tÙ) v.  tr. dev·as·tat·ed, dev·as·tat·ing, dev·as·tates. 
1. To lay waste; destroy.  2. To overwhelm; confound; stun:  was devastated by the 

rude remark.  [Latin dKv7st7re, dKv7st7t-  : dK-, de- + v7st7re, to lay waste (from 

v7stus, empty, desolate); see eu-2 in Appendix.] —devùas·tatÙing·ly adv.  

—devÙas·taùtion n.  —devùas·taÙtor n. 

de·vel·op (dV-vHlùNp) v.  de·vel·oped, de·vel·op·ing, de·vel·ops.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring from latency to or toward fulfillment:  an instructor who develops the 

capabilities of each student.  2. a. To expand or enlarge:  developed a national cor-

poration into a worldwide business.  b. To aid in the growth of; strengthen:  exer-

cises that develop muscles.  c. To improve the quality of; refine:  develops his recipes 

to perfection; an extra year of study to develop virtuosic technique.   3. a. To cause 

to become more complex or intricate; add detail and fullness to; elaborate:  began 

with a good premise but developed it without imagination.  b. Music. To elaborate 

(a theme) with rhythmic and harmonic variations.   4. a. To bring into being 

gradually:  develop a new cottage industry.  b. To set forth or clarify by degrees:  

developed her thesis in a series of articles.   5. a. To come to have gradually; 

acquire:  develop a taste for opera; develop a friendship.  b. To become affected 

with; contract:  developed a rash; developed agoraphobia.   6. To cause gradually to 

acquire a specific role, function, or form, as: a. To influence the behavior of 

toward a specific end:  an investigator who develops witnesses through flattery and 

intimidation.  b. To cause (a tract of land) to serve a particular purpose:  devel-

oped the site as a community of condominiums.  c. To make available and effective 

to fulfill a particular end or need:  develop the state’s water resources to serve a 

growing population.  d. To convert or transform:  developed the play into a movie.   

7. Games. To move (a chess piece) to or toward a more strategic position.  

8. a. To process (a photosensitive material), especially with chemicals, in order to 

render a recorded image visible.  b. To render (an image) visible by this means.    
—  v.  intr. 1. a. To grow by degrees into a more advanced or mature state:  With 

hard work, she developed into a great writer.  See Synonyms at mature.  b. To 



increase or expand.  c. To improve; advance:  Their skill developed until it rivaled 

their teacher’s.   2. To come gradually into existence or activity:  Tension developed 

between students and faculty.  3. To come gradually to light; be disclosed:  reports 

the news as it develops.  4. Biology. a. To progress from earlier to later stages of a 

life cycle:  Caterpillars develop into butterflies.  b. To progress from earlier to later 

or from simpler to more complex stages of evolution.   [French développer, from 

Old French desveloper : des-, dis- + voloper, to wrap (possibly of Celtic origin).] 
—de·velùop·a·ble adj. 

de·vel·oped (dV-vHlùNpt) adj.  Advanced in industrial capability, technological 

sophistication, and economic productivity:  traveled through the least developed 

areas of the world. 

de·vel·op·er (dV-vHlùN-pNr) n.  1. One that develops:  a developer of hidden tal-

ent.  2. A person who develops real estate, epecially by preparing a site for resi-

dential or commercial use.  3. A chemical used to render visible the image 

recorded on a photosensitive surface. 

de·vel·op·ing (dV-vHlùN-pVng) adj.  Having a relatively low level of industrial 

capability, technological sophistication, and economic productivity:  studied the 

economies of developing nations. 

de·vel·op·ment (dV-vHlùNp-mNnt) n.  1. The act of developing.  2. The state of 

being developed.  3. A significant event, occurrence, or change.  4. A group of 

dwellings built by the same contractor.  5. Determination of the best techniques 

for applying a new device or process to production of goods or services.  6. Music. 

a. Elaboration of a theme with rhythmic and harmonic variations.  b. The part 

of a movement in sonata form in which the theme is elaborated and explored.    
—de·velÙop·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj.  —de·velÙop·menùtal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: development, evolution, progress. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a progression from a simpler or lower to a more advanced, mature,

or complex form or stage”: the development of an aptitude into an accomplishment;

the evolution of a plant from a seed; attempts made to foster social progress.

developmental disability (dV-vHlùNp-mHnùtl dVsÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  A mental or 

physical incapacity, such as cerebral palsy, arising before adulthood and usually 

lasting throughout life. 

developmental psychology (dV-vHlùNp-mHnùtl sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch 

of psychology concerned with the study of behavioral changes in an individual 

from birth until death. 

dé·vel·op·pé (dN-vHlÙN-p7ù) n.  A ballet movement in which one leg is raised to 

the knee of the supporting leg and fully extended.  [French, from past participle 

of développer, to develop. See DEVELOP.]



De·ven·ter (d7ùvNn-tNr)  A city of east-central Netherlands on the Ijssel River 

east-northeast of Utrecht. A member of the Hanseatic League, it was a noted cen-

ter of piety and learning during the Middle Ages. Population, 64,823. 

de·ver·bal n.  See deverbative. 
de·verb·a·tive (dK-vûrùbN-tVv) Grammar. adj.  1. Formed from a verb, such as 

the noun worker derived from the verb work.  2. Used in derivation from a verb, 

such as the suffix -er in teacher.   —  n.  A deverbative word or element.  Also 

called deverbal 

de Vere (dN vîrù), Aubrey Thomas. 1814-1902.  Irish poet and critic who 

wrote devotional verse and hymns and also studied Irish bardic lore. 

Dev·er·eux (dHvùN-ruÙ), Robert Second Earl of Essex. 1566-1601.  English 

nobleman and favorite of Elizabeth I. He was executed for treason after taking 

part in an uprising of the people of London. 

de·vest (dV-vHstù) v.  tr. de·vest·ed, de·vest·ing, de·vests. 1. Law. To take 

away (a right or possession, for example).  2. Archaic. a. To remove the clothing 

or covering of.  b. To deprive of a title, right, or item of property.   [Obsolete 

French desvestir, to undress, from Medieval Latin disvestXre : Latin dis-, dis- + 

Latin vestis, garment; see wes-2 in Appendix.]

De·vi (d7ùvK) n.  Hinduism. A mother goddess having various manifestations and 

roles, especially that of consort to Shiva.  [Sanskrit devX, feminine of devaU, god. 

See deiw- in Appendix.]

de·vi·ant (dKùvK-Nnt) adj.  Differing from a norm or from the accepted stan-

dards of a society.   —  n.  One that differs from a norm, especially a person 

whose behavior and attitudes differ from accepted social standards.  [Middle 

English deviaunt, from Late Latin dKvi7ns, dKviant- present participle of dKvi7re, 

to deviate. See DEVIATE.] —deùvi·ance, deùvi·an·cy n. 

de·vi·ate (dKùvK-7tÙ) v.  de·vi·at·ed, de·vi·at·ing, de·vi·ates.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To turn aside from a course or way.  2. To depart, as from a norm, a purpose, 

or a subject; stray.  See Synonyms at swerve.   —  v.  tr. To cause to turn aside or 

differ.   —  n.  (-Vt) A deviant.  [Late Latin dKvi7re, dKvi7t-  : Latin dK-, de- + Latin 

via, road; see wegh- in Appendix.] —deùvi·aÙtor n.  —deùvi·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, 

-torÙK) adj. 

de·vi·a·tion (dKÙvK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. dev. 1. The act of deviating or turning 

aside.  2. An abnormality; a departure: “Vice was a deviation from our nature” 

(Henry Fielding).  3. Deviant behavior or attitudes.  4. Divergence from an 

accepted political policy or party line.  5. Deflection of a compass needle caused 

by local magnetic influence, especially on a ship.  6. Statistics. The difference, 

especially the absolute difference, between one number in a set and the mean of 

the set.   —deÙvi·aùtion·ism n.  —deÙvi·aùtion·ist adj.  & n.  

SYNONYMS: deviation, aberration, divergence. The central meaning shared by



these nouns is “a departure from what is prescribed or expected”: tolerates no de-

viation from the rules; regretted the aberrations of her early life; the divergence of

two cultures.

de·vice (dV-vXsù) n.  1. A contrivance or an invention serving a particular pur-

pose, especially a machine used to perform one or more relatively simple tasks.  

2. a. A technique or means.  b. A plan or scheme, especially a malign one.   3. A 

literary contrivance, such as parallelism or personification, used to achieve a par-

ticular effect.  4. A decorative design, figure, or pattern, as one used in embroi-

dery.  See Synonyms at figure.  5. A graphic symbol or motto, especially in 

heraldry.  6. Archaic. The act, state, or power of devising.   —idiom. leave to 
(one’s) own devices. To allow to do as one pleases:  left the child to her own 

devices for an hour in the afternoon.  [Middle English, from Old French devis, 

division, wish, and Old French devise, design  both from Latin dXvXsus, dXvXsa, past 

participle of dXvidere, to divide, separate.]

dev·il (dHvùNl) n.  1.  Often Devil. Theology. In many religions, the major per-

sonified spirit of evil, ruler of Hell, and foe of God. Used with the.  2. A subordi-

nate evil spirit; a demon.  3. A wicked or malevolent person.  4. A person:  a 

handsome devil; the poor devil.  5. An energetic, mischievous, daring, or clever 

person.  6. Printing. A printer’s devil.  7. A device or machine, especially one hav-

ing teeth or spikes and used for tearing.  8. An outstanding example, especially of 

something difficult or bad:  has a devil of a temper.  9. A severe reprimand or 

expression of anger:  gave me the devil for cutting class.  10. Informal. Used as an 

intensive:  Who the devil do you think you are?  11. Christian Science. The opposite 

of Truth; error.   —  v.  tr. dev·iled or dev·illed, dev·il·ing or dev·il·ling, 
dev·ils or dev·ils. 1. To season (food) heavily.  2. To annoy, torment, or harass.  

3. To tear up (cloth or rags) in a toothed machine.   —idioms. between the 
devil and the deep blue sea. Between two equally unacceptable choices.  

give the devil his due. To give credit to a disagreeable or malevolent person.  

go to the devil. 3. To be unsuccessful; fail.  4. To become depraved.  5. Used in 

the imperative to express anger or impatience.  play the devil with. To upset or 

ruin.  the devil take the hindmost. Let each person follow self-interest, leav-

ing others to fare as they may.  the devil to pay. Trouble to be faced as a result 

of an action:  There’ll be the devil to pay if you allow the piglets inside the house.  

[Middle English devel, from Old English dKofol, from Latin diabolus, from Late 

Greek diabolos, from Greek, slanderer, from diaballein, to slander  : dia-, dia- + 

ballein, to hurl; see gwelN- in Appendix.]

dev·il·fish (dHvùNl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. devilfish or dev·il·fish·es. 1.  See manta (n., 

sense 2).  2.  See octopus (n., sense 1).  3.  See gray whale. 
dev·il·ish (dHvùN-lVsh) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or characteristic of a devil, as: 

a. Malicious; evil.  b. Mischievous, teasing, or annoying.   2. Excessive; extreme:  



devilish heat.   —  adv.  Extremely; very.   —devùil·ish·ly adv.  —devùil·ish·ness 
n. 

dev·il·kin (dHvùNl-kVn) n.  A little devil; an imp. 

dev·il-may-care (dHvÙNl-m7-kârù) adj.  1. Heedless of caution; reckless.  

2. Jovial and rakish in manner. 

dev·il·ment (dHvùNl-mNnt) n.  Devilish behavior; mischief. 

dev·il·ry (dHvùNl-rK) n.  Variant of deviltry. 
dev·il’s advocate (dHvùNlz 4dùvN-k7tÙ) n.  1. One who argues against a cause 

or position, not as a committed opponent but simply for the sake of argument or 

to determine the validity of the cause or position.  2. Roman Catholic Church. An 

official appointed to present arguments against a proposed canonization or beati-

fication. 

devil’s bit (dHvùNlz bVt) n.  See blazing star (n., sense 1). 

devil’s club (dHvùNlz klƒb) n.  A spiny shrub (Oplopanax horridus) of western 

North America, having greenish-white flowers and scarlet fruit clustered in 

umbels. 

devil’s darning needle (dHvùNlz därùnVng nKdùl) n.  1. Upper Northern U.S. 

See dragonfly. See Regional note at dragonfly.  2.  See damselfly. 
devil’s food cake (dHvùNlz fud k7k) n.  A rich chocolate cake. 

Dev·il’s Island (dHvùVlz XùlNnd)  An island in the Caribbean Sea off French Gui-

ana. A French penal colony after the 1850’s, it was used mainly for political pris-

oners, including Alfred Dreyfus (sequestered 1894-1899). 

devil’s paintbrush (dHvùNlz p7ntùbrƒshÙ) n.  See orange hawkweed. 
devil’s walking stick (dHvùNlz wôùkVng stVk) n.  See Hercules’ club (n., 

sense 1). 

dev·il·try (dHvùNl-trK)  or dev·il·ry (-Nl-rK) n.  pl. dev·il·tries or dev·il·ries. 
1. Reckless mischief.  2. Extreme cruelty; wickedness.  3. Evil magic; witchcraft.  

4. An act of mischief, cruelty, or witchcraft.  [Alteration of DEVILRY.]

dev·il·wood (dHvùNl-wtdÙ) n.  A tree (Osmanthus americanus) of the south-

east United States, having fragrant greenish flowers, hard wood, and whitish 

bark.  Also called wild olive 

De Vin·ne (dN vVnùK), Theodore Low. 1828-1914.  American printer who did 

much to advance fine typography through his workmanship and his writings, 

including The Practice of Typography (1900-1904). 

de·vi·ous (dKùvK-Ns) adj.  1. Not straightforward; shifty:  a devious character.  

2. Departing from the correct or accepted way; erring:  achieved success by devious 

means.  3. Deviating from the straight or direct course; roundabout:  a devious 

route.  4. Away from a main road or course; distant or removed.  [From Latin 

dKvius, out-of-the-way  : dK-, de- + via, road; see wegh- in Appendix.] 
—deùvi·ous·ly adv.  —deùvi·ous·ness n. 



de·vise (dV-vXzù) v.  tr. de·vised, de·vis·ing, de·vis·es. 1. To form, plan, or 

arrange in the mind; design or contrive:  devised a new system for handling mail 

orders.  2. Law. To transmit or give (real property) by will.  3. Archaic. To suppose; 

imagine.   —  n.  Law. 1. a. The act of transmitting or giving real property by 

will.  b. The property or lands so transmitted or given.   2. A will or clause in a 

will transmitting or giving real property.  [Middle English devisen, from Old 

French deviser, from Vulgar Latin *dKvXs7re, from Latin *dXvXs7re, frequentative of 

dXvidere, to divide.] —de·visùa·ble adj.  —de·visùer n. 

de·vi·see (dV-vXÙzKù, dHvÙV-zKù) n.  Law. One to whom a devise is made. 

de·vi·sor (dV-vXùzNr, dHvÙV-zôrù) n.  Law. One that makes a devise. 

de·vi·tal·ize (dK-vXtùl-XzÙ) v.  tr. de·vi·tal·ized, de·vi·tal·iz·ing, 
de·vi·tal·iz·es. To diminish or destroy the strength or vitality of.   
—de·vitÙal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

de·vit·ri·fy (dK-vVtùrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. de·vit·ri·fied, de·vit·ri·fy·ing, de·vit·ri·fies. 
To cause (a glassy material) to become crystalline and brittle.   
—de·vitÙri·fiùa·ble adj.  —de·vitÙri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

de·vo·cal·ize (dK-voùkN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. de·vo·cal·ized, de·vo·cal·iz·ing, 
de·vo·cal·iz·es. Linguistics. To devoice.   —de·voÙcal·i·zaùtion (-kN-lV-z7ùshNn) 

n. 

de·voice (dK-voisù) v.  tr. de·voiced, de·voic·ing, de·voic·es. Linguistics. To 

pronounce (a normally voiced sound) without vibration of the vocal chords so as 

to make it wholly or partly voiceless. 

de·void (dV-voidù) adj.  Completely lacking; destitute or empty:  a novel devoid 

of wit and inventiveness.  [Middle English, past participle of devoiden, to remove, 

eliminate, from Old French desvoidier : des-, de- + voidier, to empty (from voide, 

empty); see VOID.]

de·voir (dNv-wärù, dHvùwärÙ) n.  1.  Often devoirs. An act or expression of 

respect or courtesy; civility:  pay one’s devoirs.  2. Duty or responsibility.  [Middle 

English, duty, from Old French, from devoir, to owe, from Latin dKbKre. See 

ghabh- in Appendix.]

de·vol·a·til·ize (dK-vmlùN-tl-XzÙ) v.  tr. de·vol·a·til·ized, de·vol·a·til·iz·ing, 
de·vol·a·til·iz·es. To remove volatile material from:  devolatilize coal.   
—de·volÙa·til·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

dev·o·lu·tion (dHvÙN-luùshNn, dKÙvN-) n.  1. A passing down or descent 

through successive stages of time or a process.  2. Transference, as of rights, or 

qualities, to a successor.  3. Delegation of authority or duties to a subordinate or 

substitute.  4. A transfer of powers from a central government to local units.  

5. Biology. Degeneration.  [Late Latin dKvol7tio, dKvol7tion-, from Latin dKvol7tus, 

past participle of dKvolvere, to roll down, fall to. See DEVOLVE.] —devÙo·luù-
tion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj.  —devÙo·luùtion·ist n. 



de·volve (dV-vmlvù) v.  de·volved, de·volv·ing, de·volves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

pass on or delegate to another:  The senator devolved the duties of office upon a 

group of aides.  2. Archaic. To cause to roll onward or downward.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To be passed on or transferred to another:  The burden of proof devolved upon 

the defendant. The estate devolved to an unlikely heir.  2. Archaic. To roll onward or 

downward.  [Middle English devolven, to transfer, from Old French devolver, to 

confer, ascribe, from Latin dKvolvere, to roll down, fall to  : dK-, de- + volvere, to 

roll; see wel-2 in Appendix.] —de·volveùment n. 

Dev·on1 (dHvùNn)  A region of southwest England bordering on the English 

Channel. Occupied in Paleolithic times, it became part of Wessex in the eighth 

century. 

Dev·on2 (dHvùNn) n.  Any of a breed of reddish cattle originally developed in the 

English county of Devon and raised primarily for beef. 

De·vo·ni·an (dV-voùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the geologic 

time, system of rocks, or sedimentary deposits of the fourth period of the Paleo-

zoic Era, after the Silurian and before the Mississippian or Carboniferous Period, 

and characterized by the appearance of forests and amphibians.   —  n.  The 

Devonian Period or its system of deposits.  [After Devon, a county of southwest 

England.]

Devon Island (dHvùNn XùlNnd)  An island of northeast Northwest Territories, 

Canada, between Baffin and Ellesmere islands. 

Dev·on·shire cream (dHvùNn-shîrÙ krKm, -shNr) n.  See clotted cream.  
[After Devonshire, or Devon, a county of southwest England.]

de·vote (dV-votù) v.  tr. de·vot·ed, de·vot·ing, de·votes. 1. To give or apply 

(one’s time, attention, or self) entirely to a particular activity, pursuit, cause, or 

person.  2. To set apart for a specific purpose or use:  land devoted to mining.  

3. To set apart by or as if by a vow or solemn act; consecrate:  a temple devoted to 

Apollo.  [Latin dKvovKre, dKvot-, to vow  : dK-, de- + vovKre, to vow.] —de·voteù-
ment n.  

SYNONYMS: devote, dedicate, consecrate, pledge. These verbs are compared as

they mean “to give to a particular end and especially to a higher purpose.” Devote

implies faithfulness and loyalty: Nurses devote themselves to the care of the sick.

Dedicate connotes a solemn, often formal commitment: “To such a task we can

dedicate our lives and our fortunes, everything that we are and everything that we

have” (Woodrow Wilson). Consecrate suggests sacred commitment: His entire life

is consecrated to science. To pledge is to back a personal commitment by a solemn

promise: “I pledge you, I pledge myself, to a new deal for the American people”

(Franklin D. Roosevelt).



de·vot·ed (dV-voùtVd) adj.  1. Feeling or displaying strong affection or attach-

ment; ardent:  a devoted friend.  2. Having been consecrated; dedicated.   
—de·votùed·ly adv.  —de·votùed·ness n. 

dev·o·tee (dHvÙN-tKù, -t7ù) n.  1. One who is ardently devoted to something; an 

enthusiast or advocate:  a devotee of sports.  2. An ardent or fanatical adherent of a 

religion.  See Synonyms at votary. 
de·vo·tion (dV-voùshNn) n.  1. Ardent, often selfless affection and dedication, as 

to a person.  See Synonyms at love.  2. Religious ardor or zeal; piety.  3.  Often 

devotions. a. An act of religious observance or prayer, especially when private.  

b. devotions. Prayers or religious texts:  a book of devotions.   4. The act of 

devoting or the state of being devoted. 

de·vo·tion·al (dV-voùshN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, expressive of, or used in 

devotion, especially of a religious nature.   —  n.  A short religious service.   
—de·voùtion·al·ly adv. 

De Vo·to (dN voùto), Bernard Augustine. 1897-1955.  American historian 

and critic noted for his studies of the impact of the West on the American mind. 

de·vour (dV-vourù) v.  tr. de·voured, de·vour·ing, de·vours. 1. To eat up 

greedily.  See Synonyms at eat.  2. To destroy, consume, or waste:  Flames 

devoured the structure in minutes.  3. To take in eagerly:  devour a novel.  4. To 

prey upon voraciously:  was devoured by jealousy.  [Middle English devouren, 

from Old French devourer, from Latin dKvor7re : dK-, de- + vor7re, to swallow.] 
—de·vourùer n.  —de·vourùing·ly adv. 

de·vout (dV-voutù) adj.  de·vout·er, de·vout·est. 1. Devoted to religion or to 

the fulfillment of religious obligations.  See Synonyms at religious.  
2. Displaying reverence or piety.  3. Sincere; earnest:  devout wishes for their suc-

cess.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin dKvotus, past participle of 

dKvovKre, to vow. See DEVOTE.] —de·voutùly adv.  —de·voutùness n. 

De Vries (dN vrKsù), Hugo. 1848-1935.  Dutch botanist who studied evolution 

by observing mutations rather than natural selection. He was an early proponent 

of the works of Gregor Mendel. 

De Vries (dN vrKsù), Peter. Born 1910.  American writer whose comic short sto-

ries and novels, including Sauce for the Goose (1981), detail the foibles and follies 

of the middle class in a witty, pun-laden style. 

dew (du, dyu) n.  1. Water droplets condensed from the air, usually at night, 

onto cool surfaces.  2. Something moist, fresh, pure, or renewing: “The timely 

dew of sleep/... inclines/Our eye-lids” (John Milton).  3. Moisture, as in the form of 

tears or perspiration, that appears in small drops.   —  v.  tr. dewed, dew·ing, 
dews. To wet with or as if with dew.  [Middle English deu, from Old English 

dKaw. See dheu-1 in Appendix.]

DEW abbr.  Distant early warning. 



de·wan (dV-wänù) n.  Any of various government officials in India, especially a 

regional prime minister.  [Hindi dXv7n, from Persian, account book.]

Dew·ar (duùNr, dyuù-), Sir James. 1842-1923.  Scottish-born chemist and 

physicist who studied the liquefaction of gases and the properties of matter at 

very low temperatures and invented cordite (1889) with Sir Frederick Abel. 

Dewar flask (duùNr fl4sk) n.  An insulated container used especially to store 

liquefied gases, having a double wall with a vacuum between the walls and sil-

vered surfaces facing the vacuum.  [After Sir James DEWAR.]

de·wat·er (dK-wôùtNr, -wmtùNr) v.  tr. de·wat·ered, de·wat·er·ing, 
de·wat·ers. To remove water from (a waste product or streambed, for example). 

dew·ber·ry (duùbHrÙK, dyuù-) n.  1. Any of several trailing forms of the 

blackberry, such as Rubus hispidus of North America and R. caesius of Europe.  

2. The fruit of any of these plants. 

dew·claw (duùklôÙ, dyuù-) n.  A vestigial digit or claw not reaching the 

ground and found on the feet of certain mammals.  [Origin unknown, perhaps 

from alteration of TOE.] —dewùclawedÙ adj. 

dew·drop (duùdrmpÙ, dyuù-) n.  A drop of dew. 

De Wet (dN wHtù, v7tù), Christiaan Rudolph. 1854-1922.  Boer general who 

was particularly successful as a guerrilla leader during the war with Great Britain 

(1899-1902). 

Dew·ey (duùK, dyuùK), George. 1837-1917.  American naval officer known 

for his victory at Manila Bay (May 1, 1898) in the Spanish-American War. 

Dew·ey (duùK, dyuùK), John. 1859-1952.  American philosopher and educa-

tor who was a leading exponent of philosophical pragmatism and rejected tradi-

tional methods of teaching by rote in favor of a broad-based system of practical 

experience. 

Dew·ey (duùK, dyuùK), Melvil. 1851-1931.  American librarian and founder 

of the decimal system of classification (1876). 

Dew·ey (duùK, dyuùK), Thomas Edmund. 1902-1971.  American politician 

who was the Republican nominee for President in 1944 and 1948. In the latter 

election he was unexpectedly beaten by Harry S Truman’s whistle-stop campaign. 

Dewey decimal classification (duùK dHsùN-mNl kl4sÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  A 

system used in libraries for organizing nonfiction publications into subject cate-

gories corresponding to three-digit numerals, with further specification 

expressed by numerals following a decimal point.  [After Melvil DEWEY.]

dew·fall (duùfôlÙ, dyuù-) n.  1. The formation of dew.  2. The time of 

evening when dew begins to form. 

De Witt (dN wVtù, vVtù), Jan. 1625-1672.  Dutch politician. He and his brother 

Cornelius (1623-1672) were murdered by an angry mob for their opposition to 

William of Orange. 



dew·lap (duùl4pÙ, dyuù-) n.  1. A fold of loose skin hanging from the neck of 

certain animals.  2. A pendulous part similar to this, such as the wattle of a bird.  

[Middle English dewlappe : dew, origin unknown + lappe, fold; see LAP
2.]

DEW line (du lXn, dyu) n.  A line of radar stations near the 70th parallel 

across the North American continent, maintained by the United States and Can-

ada and intended to give advance warning of approaching enemy aircraft and 

missiles.  [D(istant) E(arly) W(arning).]

de·worm (dK-wûrmù) v.  tr. de·wormed, de·worm·ing, de·worms. To cure 

(an animal) of worms; worm.   —de·wormùer n. 

dew point (du point) n.  Abbr. DP The temperature at which air becomes sat-

urated and produces dew. 

dew-worm also dew worm (duùwûrmÙ, dyuù-) n.  An earthworm found 

on or near the surface of the ground and used as fishing bait. 

dew·y (duùK, dyuùK) adj.  dew·i·er, dew·i·est. 1. Moist with or as if with 

dew:  dewy grass in early morning.  2. Accompanied by dew:  a dewy morning.  

3. Suggestive of the freshness or purity of dew, as in innocence or naiveté:  never 

gave up the dewy outlook of youth.   —dewùi·ly adv.  —dewùi·ness n. 

dew·y-eyed (duùK-XdÙ, dyuù-) adj.  Innocent; naive. 

dex (dHks) n.  Slang. Dextroamphetamine. 

dex·a·meth·a·sone (dHkÙsN-mHthùN-sonÙ, -zonÙ) n.  A synthetic glucocorti-

coid used primarily in the treatment of inflammatory disorders.  [Dexa(myl), a 

dextroamphetamine compound + METH(YL) + (CORTI)SONE.]

Dex·e·drine (dHkùsV-drVn, -drKnÙ)  A trademark used for dextroamphetamine. 

dex·ie (dHkùsK) n.  Slang. A pill or tablet containing dextroamphetamine. 

dex·ter (dHkùstNr) adj.  1. Of or located on the right side.  2. Heraldry. Situated 

on or being the side of a shield on the wearer’s right and the observer’s left.  

3. Obsolete. Auspicious; favorable.  [Latin.]

dex·ter·i·ty (dHk-stHrùV-tK) n.  1. Skill and grace in physical movement, espe-

cially in the use of the hands; adroitness.  2. Mental skill or adroitness; cleverness.  

[French dextérité, from Latin dexterit7s, from dexter, skillful.]

dex·ter·ous (dHkùstNr-Ns, -strNs) also dex·trous (-strNs) adj.  1. Skillful in the 

use of the hands.  2. Having mental skill or adroitness.  3. Done with dexterity.  

[From Latin dexter, skillful.] —dexùter·ous·ly adv.  —dexùter·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: dexterous, deft, adroit, handy, nimble. These adjectives refer to

skill and ease in performance. Dexterous implies physical or mental agility: dex-

terous fingers. “This study [of law] renders men acute, inquisitive, dexterous, prompt

in attack, ready in defense, full of resources” (Edmund Burke). Deft suggests quick-

ness, sureness, neatness, and lightness of touch: decorated the cake with a few deft

strokes; defused the hostility with a deft turn of phrase. Adroit implies ease and nat-

ural skill, especially in dealing with challenging situations: an adroit skier; an



adroit negotiator. Handy suggests a more modest aptitude, principally in manual

work: handy with a saw and hammer. Nimble stresses quickness and lightness in

physical or mental performance: nimble feet; nimble wits.

dextr- pref.  Variant of dextro-. 
dex·tral (dHkùstrNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or located on the right side; right.  

2. Right-handed.  3. Zoology. Of or relating to a gastropod shell that coils clock-

wise and has its aperture to the right when facing the observer with the apex 

upward.   —dex·tralùi·ty (dHk-str4lùV-tK) n.  —dexùtral·ly adv. 

dex·tran (dHkùstr4nÙ, -strNn) n.  Any of a group of long-chain polymers of glu-

cose with various molecular weights that are used in confections, in lacquers, as 

food additives, and as plasma volume expanders.  [DEXTR(OSE) + -AN
2.]

dex·trin (dHkùstrVn) also dex·trine (dHkùstrVn, -strKnÙ) n.  Any of various solu-

ble polysaccharides obtained from starch by the application of heat or acids and 

used mainly as adhesives and thickening agents. 

dex·tro (dHkùstro) adj.  Dextrorotatory. 

dextro-  or dextr- pref.  1. On or to the right; right:  dextrorotation.  

2. Dextrorotatory:  dextrose.  [Latin, from dexter, on the right side.]

dex·tro·am·phet·a·mine (dHkÙstro-4m-fHtùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  A white crys-

talline compound, C9H13N, that is the dextrorotatory isomer of amphetamine 

and is used in the form of its phosphate or sulfate salt as a central nervous system 

stimulant. 

dex·tro·glu·cose (dHkÙstrN-gluùkosÙ) n.  See dextrose. 
dex·tro·ro·ta·tion (dHkÙstrN-ro-t7ùshNn) n.  A turning to the right. Used espe-

cially of the plane of polarization of light. 

dex·tro·ro·ta·to·ry (dHkÙstrN-roùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also dex·tro·ro·ta·ry (-

roùtN-rK) adj.  Turning or rotating the plane of polarization of light to the right or 

clockwise:  a dextrorotatory solution. 

dex·trorse (dHkùstrôrsÙ) adj.  Botany. Growing upward in a spiral that turns 

from left to right:  a dextrorse vine.  [Latin dextrorsus, from dextrovorsus, turning 

toward the right  : dexter, right + versus, past participle of vertere, to turn; see 

wer-2 in Appendix.] —dexùtrorseÙly adv. 

dex·trose (dHkùstrosÙ) n.  The dextrorotatory form of glucose, C6H12O6·H2O, 

found naturally in animal and plant tissue and derived synthetically from starch.  

Also called dextroglucose 

dex·trous (dHkùstrNs) adj.  Variant of dexterous. 
dey (d7) n.  1. Used formerly as the title of the governor of Algiers before the 

French conquest in 1830.  2. Used formerly as the title for rulers of the states of 

Tunis and Tripoli.  [French, from Turkish dayß, maternal uncle.]



Dezh·nev (dHzhùnNf, dHzhÙnK-ôfù, dVzh-nyôfù), Cape. Also East Cape..  A 

cape of extreme northeast Russia on the Bering Strait opposite Alaska. It is the 

easternmost point of Asia. 

DF abbr.  Distance finder. 

D.F. abbr.  Defender of the Faith. 

D.F.A. abbr.  Doctor of Fine Arts. 

DFC  or D.F.C. abbr.  Distinguished Flying Cross. 

dft. abbr.  1. Defendant.  2. Draft. 

dg abbr.  Decigram. 

DH  or dh abbr.  Baseball. Designated hitter. 

D.H. abbr.  Doctor of Humanities. 

Dha·ka (d4kùN, däùkN)  See Dacca. 
dhar·ma (därùmN, dûrù-) n.  1. Hinduism & Buddhism. a. The principle or law 

that orders the universe.  b. Individual conduct in conformity with this principle.  

c. The essential function or nature of a thing.   2. Hinduism. Individual obliga-

tion with respect to caste, social custom, civil law, and sacred law.  3. Buddhism. 

a. The body of teachings expounded by the Buddha.  b. Knowledge of or duty to 

undertake conduct set forth by the Buddha as a way to enlightenment.  c. One of 

the basic, minute elements from which all things are made.   [Sanskrit, statute, 

law. See dher- in Appendix.] —dharùmic adj. 

dhar·na (därùnN, dûrù-) also dhur·na (dûrùnN) n.  A fast conducted at the door 

of an offender, especially a debtor, in India as a means of obtaining compliance 

with a demand for justice, such as payment of a debt.  [Hindi dharn7, from 

Prakrit dharaha. See dher- in Appendix.]

Dhau·la·gi·ri (douÙlN-gîrùK)  A peak, 8,177.1 m (26,810 ft) high, in the Hima-

laya Mountains of west-central Nepal. It was first scaled in 1960. 

Dhe·gi·ha (d7ùjK-häÙ) n.  pl. Dhegiha or Dhe·gi·has. 1. A branch of the 

Siouan linguistic family comprising the Omaha, Ponca, Osage, Kansa, and Qua-

paw languages.  2. a. The peoples speaking Dhegiha.  b. A member of any of 

these peoples.  

D.H.L. abbr.  1. Doctor of Hebrew Letters.  2. Doctor of Hebrew Literature. 

dhole (dol) n.  A wild Asian dog (Cuon alpinus) having reddish fur and usually 

hunting with a pack.  [Perhaps from Kanarese tola, wolf.]

dho·ti (doùtK) also dhoo·tie (duù-) n.  pl. dho·tis also dhoo·ties. 1. A loin-

cloth worn by Hindu men in India.  2. The cotton fabric used for such loincloths.  

[Hindi dhotX.]
dhow (dou) n.  Nautical. A lateen-rigged ship used especially by Arabs along the 

coasts of the Indian Ocean.  [Arabic d7w.]

Dhu’l-Hij·jah (dul-hVjùä) n.  The 12th month of the year in the Muslim calen-

dar.  See Table at calendar.  [Arabic B7-l-Uijjah : B7, the one + al, of + Uijja, pil-

grimage.]



Dhu·li·a (duùlK-N, dulùyN)  A city of west-central India northeast of Bombay. It 

is an important cotton market. Population, 210,759. 

Dhu’l-Qa·1dah (dul-käùdä) n.  The 11th month of the year in the Muslim cal-

endar.  See Table at calendar.  [Arabic B7-l-qa1dah : B7, the one + al, of + qa1da, 

sitting.]

dhur·na (dûrùnN) n.  Variant of dharna. 
dhur·rie (dûrùK) n.  A flat-woven cotton rug made in India.  [Hindi darX.]
Di  The symbol for didymium (n., sense 1). 

DI abbr.  Drill instructor. 

di-1 pref.  1. Two; twice; double:  dichromatic.  2. Containing two atoms, radicals, 

or groups:  dichloride.  [Greek. See dwo- in Appendix.]

di-2 pref.  Variant of dia-. 
dia. abbr.  Diameter. 

dia-  or di- pref.  1. Through:  diachronic.  2. Across:  diatropism.  [Greek, from 

dia, through.]

di·a·base (dXùN-b7sÙ) n.  A dark-gray to black, fine-textured igneous rock com-

posed mainly of feldspar and pyroxene and used for monuments and as crushed 

stone.  [French, partly from Greek diabasis, a crossing over (from diabainein, to 

pass through or over); see DIABETES, and partly from diabase (dia-, two alteration 

of di-, from Greek di-; see di-1 + base, basis from Old French); see BASE
1.]

di·a·be·tes (dXÙN-bKùtVs, -tKz) n.  Any of several metabolic disorders marked by 

excessive discharge of urine and persistent thirst, especially one of the two types 

of diabetes mellitus.  [Middle English diabete, from Medieval Latin diabKtKs, from 

Latin, from Greek, siphon, diabetes, from diabainein, to cross over, straddle  : 

dia-, dia- + bainein, to go; see gw7- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Diabetes is named for one of its distressing symptoms. The

disease was known to the Greeks as diabKtKs, a word derived from the verb dia-

bainein, made up of the prefix dia-, “across, apart,” and the word bainein, “to

walk, stand.” The verb diabeinein meant “to stride, walk, or stand with legs asun-

der”; hence, its derivative diabKtKs meant “one that straddles,” or specifically “a

compass, siphon.” The sense “siphon” gave rise to the use of diabKtKs as the name

for a disease involving the discharge of excessive amounts of urine. Diabetes is

first recorded in English, in the form diabete, in a medical text written around

1425.

diabetes in·sip·i·dus (dXÙN-bKùtVs Vn-sVpùV-dNs) n.  A chronic metabolic disor-

der characterized by intense thirst and excessive urination, caused by a deficiency 

of the pituitary hormone vasopressin.  [New Latin diabKtKs Xnsipidus : Latin diabK-

tKs, diabetes + Latin Xnsipidus, insipid.]



diabetes mel·li·tus (dXÙN-bKùtVs mN-lXùtNs, mHlùV-) n.  1. A severe, chronic 

form of diabetes caused by insufficient production of insulin and resulting in 

abnormal metabolism of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. The disease, which 

typically appears in childhood or adolescence, is characterized by increased sugar 

levels in the blood and urine, excessive thirst, frequent urination, acidosis, and 

wasting.  Also called insulin-dependent diabetes 2. A mild form of diabetes that 

typically appears first in adulthood and is exacerbated by obesity and an inactive 

lifestyle. This disease often has no symptoms, is usually diagnosed by tests that 

indicate glucose intolerance, and is treated with changes in diet and an exercise 

regimen.  Also called non-insulin-dependent diabetes [New Latin diabKtKs mellXtus : 

Latin diabKtKs, diabetes + Latin mellXtus, honey-sweet.]

di·a·bet·ic (dXÙN-bHtùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, having, or resulting from diabe-

tes:  diabetic patients; a diabetic coma.  2. Intended for use by a person with diabe-

tes:  diabetic candy.   —  n.  A person who has diabetes. 

di·ab·le (dK-äùblN) adj.  Flavored with hot spices:  sauce diable.  [French (à la) 

diable, from diable, devil, from Old French. See DIABLERIE.]

di·a·ble·rie (dK-äùblN-rK, -4bùlN-) n.  1. Sorcery; witchcraft.  2. Representation 

of devils or demons, as in paintings or fiction.  3. Devilish conduct; deviltry.  

[French, from Old French, from diable, devil, from Latin diabolus. See DEVIL.]

di·ab·lo (dK-äùblo) adj.  Diable.  [Alteration (influenced by Spanish diablo, devil, 

from Latin diabolus); see DEVIL, of DIABLE.]

di·a·bol·i·cal (dXÙN-bmlùV-kNl) also di·a·bol·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Of, concerning, or 

characteristic of the devil; satanic.  2. Appropriate to a devil, especially in degree 

of wickedness or cruelty.  [From Middle English deabolik, from Old French 

diabolique, from Late Latin diabolicus, from Latin diabolus, devil. See DEVIL.] 
—diÙa·bolùi·cal·ly adv.  —diÙa·bolùi·cal·ness n. 

di·ab·o·lism (dX-4bùN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Dealings with or worship of the devil or 

demons; sorcery.  2. Devilish conduct or character.   —di·abùo·list n. 

di·ab·o·lize (dX-4bùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. di·ab·o··lized, di·ab·o··liz·ing, 
di·ab·o··liz·es. 1. To cause to be devilish or diabolical.  2. To represent as diabol-

ical. 

di·a·ce·tyl·mor·phine (dXÙN-sKtÙl-môrùfKnÙ, dX-4sÙV-tl-) n.  See heroin.  [DI-1 

+ ACETYL + MORPHINE.]

di·a·chron·ic (dXÙN-krmnùVk) adj.  Of or concerned with phenomena, especially 

of language, as they change through time.  [From DIA- + Greek khronos, time.] 
—diÙa·chronùi·cal·ly adv. 

di·ach·ro·ny (dX-4kùrN-nK) n.  1. Diachronic or historical arrangement or anal-

ysis, especially of language.  2. Change, as in language, occurring over time.  

[DIACHRON(IC) + -Y
2.]

di·ac·o·nal (dX-4kùN-nNl) adj.  Of or concerning a deacon or the diaconate.  [Late 

Latin di7con7lis, from di7conus, deacon. See DEACON.]



di·ac·o·nate (dX-4kùN-nVt, -n7tÙ) n.  1. The rank, office, or tenure of a deacon.  

2. Deacons considered as a group.  [Late Latin di7con7tus, from di7conus, deacon. 

See DEACON.]

di·a·crit·ic (dXÙN-krVtùVk) adj.  1. Diacritical.  2. Medicine. Diagnostic or distinc-

tive.   —  n.  A mark, such as the cedilla of façade or the acute accents of résumé, 

added to a letter to indicate a special phonetic value or distinguish words that are 

otherwise graphically identical.  [Greek diakritikos, distinguishing, from diakritos, 

distinguished, from diakrinein, to distinguish  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + krinein, to 

separate; see krei- in Appendix.]

di·a·crit·i·cal (dXÙN-krVtùV-kNl) adj.  1. Marking a distinction; distinguishing.  

2. Able to discriminate or distinguish:  a mind of great diacritical power.  

3. Serving as a diacritic.  [From DIACRITIC.] —diÙa·critùi·cal·ly adv. 

Dí·a de la Ra·za (dKùä dN lä räù sä, thH lä) n.  October 12, celebrated as a holi-

day in Spain, Latin America, and Hispanic regions and territories of the United 

States to commemorate the discovery in 1492 of the New World by Christopher 

Columbus. 

di·a·del·phous (dXÙN-dHlùfNs) adj.  Botany. Having the filaments of a flower 

united into two groups:  diadelphous stamens. 

di·a·dem (dXùN-dHmÙ, -dNm) n.  1. A crown worn as a sign of royalty.  2. Royal 

power or dignity.   —  v.  tr. di·a·demed, di·a·dem·ing, di·a·dems. To adorn 

with or as if with a diadem.  [Middle English diademe, from Old French, from 

Latin diadKma, from Greek, band, from diadein, to bind around  : dia-, dia- + 

dein, dK-, to bind.]

di·aer·e·sis (dX-HrùV-sVs) n.  Variant of dieresis. 
diag. abbr.  1. Diagonal.  2. Diagram. 

di·a·gen·e·sis (dXÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The process of chemical and physical change 

in deposited sediment during its conversion to rock.   —diÙa·ge·netùic (-jN-

nHtùVk) adj. 

di·a·ge·ot·ro·pism (dXÙN-jK-mtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Botany. The tendency of grow-

ing parts, such as roots, to become oriented at right angles to the direction of 

gravitational force.   —diÙa·geÙo·tropùic (-N-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj. 

Dia·ghi·lev (dK-äùgN-lHfÙ, dyäùgV-lVf), Sergei Pavlovich. 1872-1929.  Russian 

ballet impresario whose Ballets Russes company, founded in Paris in 1909, fea-

tured the extraordinary talents of, among others, the dancers Nijinsky and Pav-

lova, the choreographers Fokine and Massine, the composers Ravel and 

Stravinsky, and the artists Léger and Picasso. 

di·ag·nose (dXùNg-nosÙ, -nozÙ) v.  di·ag·nosed, di·ag·nos·ing, di·ag·nos·es.  
—  v.  tr. To distinguish or identify (a disease, for example) by diagnosis.   —  v.  

intr. To make a diagnosis.  [Back-formation from DIAGNOSIS.] —diÙag·nosùa·ble 
adj. 



di·ag·no·sis (dXÙNg-noùsVs) n.  pl. di·ag·no·ses (-sKz). 1. Medicine. a. The act 

or process of identifying or determining the nature and cause of a disease or 

injury through evaluation of patient history, examination, and review of labora-

tory data.  b. The opinion derived from such an evaluation.   2. a. A critical anal-

ysis of the nature of something.  b. The conclusion reached by such analysis.   

3. Biology. A brief description of the distinguishing characteristics of an organ-

ism, as for taxonomic classification.  [Greek diagnosis, discernment, from diagi-

gnoskein, to distinguish  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + gignoskein, gno-, to come to know, 

discern; see gno- in Appendix.]

di·ag·nos·tic (dXÙNg-nmsùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or used in a diagnosis.  

2. Serving to identify a particular disease; characteristic.   —  n.  1.  Often diag-
nostics. (used with a sing. verb). The art or practice of medical diagnosis.  2. A 

symptom or a distinguishing feature serving as supporting evidence in a diagno-

sis.  3. An instrument or a technique used in medical diagnosis.  [Greek diagnosti-

kos, able to distinguish, from diagnostos, distinguished, from diagignoskein, to 

distinguish. See DIAGNOSIS.] —diÙag·nosùti·cal·ly adv. 

di·ag·nos·ti·cian (dXÙNg-nm-stVshùNn) n.  A person who diagnoses, especially a 

physician specializing in medical diagnostics. 

di·ag·o·nal (dX-4gùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. diag. 1. Mathematics. a. Joining two non-

adjacent vertices of a polygon.  b. Joining two vertices of a polyhedron not in the 

same face.   2. Having a slanted or oblique direction.  3. Having oblique lines or 

markings.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. diag. Mathematics. A diagonal line or plane.  

2. Something, such as a row, course, or part, that is arranged obliquely.  3. A fab-

ric woven with diagonal lines.  [Latin diagon7lis, from Greek diagonios, from 

angle to angle  : dia-, dia- + gonia, angle, corner; see genu-1 in Appendix.] 
—di·agùo·nal·ly adv. 

di·a·gram (dXùN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. diag. 1. A plan, sketch, drawing, or outline 

designed to demonstrate or explain how something works or to clarify the rela-

tionship between the parts of a whole.  2. Mathematics. A graphic representation 

of an algebraic or geometric relationship.  3. A chart or graph.   —  v.  tr. 

di·a·grammed or di·a·gramed, di·a·gram·ming or di·a·gram·ing, 
di·a·grams or di·a·grams. To indicate or represent by or as if by a diagram.  

[Latin diagramma, figure, from Greek, a figure worked out by lines, plan, from 

diagraphein, to mark out, delineate  : dia-, dia- + graphein, to write; see gerbh- in 

Appendix.] —diùa·gramÙma·ble adj.  —diÙa·gram·matùic (-grN-m4tùVk), 
diÙa·gram·matùi·cal adj.  —diÙa·gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

di·a·ki·ne·sis (dXÙN-kN-nKùsVs, -kX-) n.  pl. di·a·ki·ne·ses (-sKz). Genetics. The 

final stage of the prophase in meiosis, characterized by shortening and thickening 

of the paired chromosomes, formation of the spindle fibers, disappearance of the 

nucleolus, and degeneration of the nuclear membrane.   —diÙa·ki·netùic (-

nHtùVk) adj. 



di·al (dXùNl) n.  1. A graduated surface or face on which a measurement, such as 

speed, is indicated by a moving needle or pointer.  2. a. The face of a clock.  b. A 

sundial.   3. a. The panel or face on a radio or television receiver on which the 

frequencies or channels are indicated.  b. A movable control knob or other device 

on a radio or television receiver used to change the frequency.   4. A rotatable disk 

on a telephone with numbers and letters, used to signal the number to which a 

call is made.   —  v.  di·aled or di·alled, di·al·ing or di·al·ling, di·als or di·als.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To measure with or as if with a dial.  2. To point to, indicate, or regis-

ter by means of a dial.  3. To control or select by means of a dial.  4. To call (a 

party) on a telephone.   —  v.  intr. To use a dial, as on a telephone.  [Middle 

English, sundial, clock, from Old French dyal, from Medieval Latin di7le, from 

di7lis, daily, from Latin diKs, day. See deiw- in Appendix.] —diùal·er n. 

dial. abbr.  1. a. Dialect.  b. Dialectal.   2. a. Dialectic.  b. Dialectical.   

3. Dialogue. 

di·a·lect (dXùN-lHktÙ) n.  Abbr. dial. 1. a. A regional variety of a language distin-

guished by pronunciation, grammar, or vocabulary, especially a variety of speech 

differing from the standard literary language or speech pattern of the culture in 

which it exists:  Cockney is a dialect of English.  b. A variety of language that with 

other varieties constitutes a single language of which no single variety is standard:  

the dialects of Ancient Greek.   2. The language peculiar to an occupational group 

or a particular social class; jargon:  the dialect of science.  3. The manner or style of 

expressing oneself in language or the arts.  4. A language considered as part of a 

larger family of languages or a linguistic branch:  Spanish and French are Romance 

dialects.  [French dialecte, from Old French, from Latin dialectus, form of speech, 

from Greek dialektos, speech, from dialegesthai, to discourse, use a dialect  : dia-, 

between, over; see DIA- + legesthai, middle voice of legein, to speak; see leg- in 

Appendix.] —diÙa·lecùtal adj.  —diÙa·lecùtal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: dialect, vernacular, jargon, cant, argot, lingo, patois. These nouns

denote forms of language that vary from the standard. Dialect applies to the vo-

cabulary, grammar, and pronunciation characteristic of a specific geographic area

or locality. The vernacular is the everyday language spoken by a people as distin-

guished from the literary language. Jargon is the specialized language used by a

social or occupational group but not understood by the general public. Cant now

usually refers to the specialized vocabulary of a group or trade and is often

marked by the use of stock phrases. Argot applies especially to the language of the

underworld or, by extension, to that of any specific group. Lingo is applied, often

humorously or contemptuously, to language that is unfamiliar or so specialized

that it is difficult to understand. Patois refers especially to a regional dialect with-

out a literary tradition or to a creole.



dialect atlas (dXùN-lHktÙ 4tùlNs) n.  See linguistic atlas. 
dialect geography (dXùN-lHktÙ jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  See linguistic geography. 
di·a·lec·tic (dXÙN-lHkùtVk) n.  Abbr. dial. 1. The art or practice of arriving at the 

truth by the exchange of logical arguments.  2. a. The process especially associ-

ated with Hegel of arriving at the truth by stating a thesis, developing a contradic-

tory antithesis, and combining and resolving them into a coherent synthesis.  

b. Hegel’s critical method for the investigation of this process.   3. a.  Often dia-
lectics. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The Marxian process of change through the 

conflict of opposing forces, whereby a given contradiction is characterized by a 

primary and a secondary aspect, the secondary succumbing to the primary, which 

is then transformed into an aspect of a new contradiction.  b. The Marxian cri-

tique of this process.   4. dialectics. (used with a sing. verb). A method of argu-

ment or exposition that systematically weighs contradictory facts or ideas with a 

view to the resolution of their real or apparent contradictions.  5. The contradic-

tion between two conflicting forces viewed as the determining factor in their con-

tinuing interaction.  [Middle English dialetik, from Old French dialetique, from 

Latin dialectica, logic, from Greek dialektikK (tekhnK), (art of) debate, from diale-

ktos, speech, conversation. See DIALECT.] —diÙa·lecùti·cal, diÙa·lecùtic adj.  

—diÙa·lecùti·cal·ly adv. 

dialectical materialism (dXÙN-lHkùtV-kNl mN-tîrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  The Marxian 

interpretation of reality that views matter as the sole subject of change and all 

change as the product of a constant conflict between opposites arising from the 

internal contradictions inherent in all events, ideas, and movements. 

di·a·lec·ti·cian (dXÙN-lHk-tVshùNn) n.  1. One who specializes in the study of dia-

lects.  2. One who practices or is skilled in dialectic. 

di·a·lec·tol·o·gy (dXÙN-lHk-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of dialects.   
—diÙa·lecÙto·logùi·cal (-tN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —diÙa·lecÙto·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—diÙa·lec·tolùo·gist n. 

di·a·log (dXùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  & v.   Variant of dialogue. 
di·a·log·ic (dXÙN-lmjùVk) also di·a·log·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or writ-

ten in dialogue.   —diÙa·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

di·al·o·gist (dX-4lùN-jVst, dXùN-lôÙgVst, -lmgÙVst) n.  1. A writer of dialogue.  

2. One who speaks in a dialogue.   —diÙa·lo·gisùtic (dXÙN-lN-jVsùtVk), 
diÙa·lo·gisùti·cal adj. 

di·a·logue  or di·a·log (dXùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  Abbr. dial. 1. A conversation 

between two or more people.  2. a. Conversation between characters in a drama 

or narrative.  b. The lines or passages in a script that are intended to be spoken.   

3. A literary work written in the form of a conversation:  the dialogues of Plato.  

4. Music. A composition or passage for two or more parts, suggestive of conversa-

tional interplay.  5. An exchange of ideas or opinions:  achieving constructive dia-

logue with all political elements.   —  v.  di·a·logued or di·a·loged, 



di·a·logu·ing or di·a·log·ing, di·a·logues or di·a·logs.  —  v.  tr. To express 

as or in a dialogue.   —  v.  intr. 1. To converse in a dialogue.  2. Usage Problem. To 

engage in an informal exchange of views.  [Middle English dialog, from Old 

French dialogue, from Latin dialogus, from Greek dialogos, conversation, from 

dialegesthai, to discuss. See DIALECT.] —diùa·logÙuer n.  

USAGE NOTE: In recent years the verb sense of dialogue meaning “to engage

in an informal exchange of views” has been revived, particularly with reference

to communication between parties in institutional or political contexts. Although

Shakespeare, Coleridge, and Carlyle used it, this usage today is widely regarded as

jargon or bureaucratese. For example, 98 percent of the Usage Panel rejects the

sentence Critics have charged that the department was remiss in not trying to dia-

logue with representatives of the community before hiring the new officers.

dial tone (dXùNl ton) n.  A low, steady tone in a telephone receiver indicating that 

a number may be dialed. 

di·al·y·sis (dX-4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. di·al·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The separation of smaller 

molecules from larger molecules or of dissolved substances from colloidal parti-

cles in a solution by selective diffusion through a semipermeable membrane.  

2. Hemodialysis.  [Greek dialusis, separating, dissolution, from dialuein, to break 

up, dissolve  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + luein, to loosen; see leu- in Appendix.] 
—diÙa·lytùic (-N-lVtùVk) adj.  —diÙa·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

di·a·lyze (dXùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. di·a·lyzed, di·a·lyz·ing, di·a·lyz·es. To subject 

to or undergo dialysis.  [Back-formation from DIALYSIS.] —diÙa·lyzÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—diùa·lyzÙa·ble adj. 

di·a·lyz·er (dXùN-lXÙzNr) n.  A machine equipped with a semipermeable mem-

brane and used for performing dialysis. 

diam. abbr.  Diameter. 

di·a·mag·net (dXùN-m4gÙnVt) n.  A diamagnetic substance.  [From DIAMAG-

NETIC.]

di·a·mag·net·ic (dXÙN-m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  Of or relating to a substance that is 

repelled by a magnet.   —diÙa·magùne·tism (-nV-tVzÙNm) n. 

di·a·man·te  or di·a·man·té (dKÙN-män-t7ù) n.  1. A small, glittering orna-

ment, such as a rhinestone or a sequin, applied to fabric or a garment.  2. Fabric 

that has been covered with many of these ornaments.  [French diamanté, deco-

rated with diamonds, from diamant, diamond. See DIAMOND.]

Di·a·man·ti·na (dXÙN-mNn-tKùnN)  A river, about 901 km (560 mi) long, of east-

central Australia flowing generally southwest as a tributary of the Warburton 

River. 

di·am·e·ter (dX-4mùV-tNr) n.  1.  Abbr. dia., diam. Mathematics. a. A straight 

line segment passing through the center of a figure, especially of a circle or 



sphere, and terminating at the periphery.  b. The length of such a segment.   

2. Thickness or width.  [Middle English diametre, from Old French, from Latin 

diametrus, from Greek diametros : dia-, dia- + metron, measure; see mK-2 in 

Appendix.] —di·amùe·tral (-trNl) adj. 

di·a·met·ri·cal (dXÙN-mHtùrV-kNl) also di·a·met·ric (-rVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, 

or along a diameter.  2. Exactly opposite; contrary.   —diÙa·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

di·am·ine (dX-4mùKnÙ, -Vn, dXùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  Any of various chemical com-

pounds containing two amino groups, especially hydrazine. 

di·a·mond (dXùN-mNnd, dXùmNnd) n.  1. An extremely hard, highly refractive 

crystalline form of carbon that is usually colorless and is used as a gemstone and 

in abrasives, cutting tools, and other applications.  2. A figure with four equal 

sides forming two inner obtuse angles and two inner acute angles; a rhombus or 

lozenge.  3. Games. a. A red, lozenge-shaped figure on certain playing cards.  

b. A playing card with this figure.  c. diamonds. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

The suit of cards represented by this figure.   4. Baseball. a. An infield.  b. The 

whole playing field.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

diamond bracelet; diamond jewelry.   —  v.  tr. di·a·mond·ed, di·a·mond·ing, 
di·a·monds. To adorn with or as if with diamonds.  [Middle English diamaunt, 

from Old French diamant, from Medieval Latin diamas, diamant-, alteration of 

Latin adamas. See ADAMANT.]

di·a·mond·back moth (dXùN-mNnd-b4kÙ môth, dXùmNnd-) n.  One of several 

small moths of the family Plutellidae having brightly patterned front wings that 

reveal light diamond-shaped spots when folded. 

diamondback rattlesnake (dXùN-mNnd-b4kÙ r4tùl-sn7kÙ) n.  Either of two 

large venomous rattlesnakes (Crotalus adamanteus or C. atrox) found in the 

southern and western United States and in Mexico and having diamond-shaped 

markings on the back. 

diamondback terrapin (dXùN-mNnd-b4kÙ tHrùN-pVn) n.  One of several tur-

tles of the genus Malaclemys of the southern Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the 

United States, having edible flesh and a carapace with diamond-shaped ridged or 

knobbed markings. 

Di·a·mond Head (dXùN-mNnd hHd, dXùmNnd)  A promontory, 232.1 m (761 ft) 

high, on the southeast coast of Oahu, Hawaii. 

di·a·mond·if·er·ous (dXÙN-mNn-dVfùNr-Ns, dXÙmNn-) adj.  Bearing or yielding 

diamonds. 

diamond in the rough (dXùN-mNnd Vn thK rƒf) n.  pl. diamonds in the 
rough. One having exceptionally good qualities or the potential for greatness but 

lacking polish and refinement. 

Di·an·a (dX-4nùN) n.  Roman Mythology. The virgin goddess of hunting and child-

birth, traditionally associated with the moon and identified with the Greek Arte-

mis.  [Middle English, from Latin Di7na. See deiw- in Appendix.]



Di·an·a (dX-4nùN), Princess of Wales Title of Lady Diana Frances Spencer. Born 

1961.  Consort (since 1981) of Charles, Prince of Wales, heir to the British throne. 

di·an·drous (dX-4nùdrNs) adj.  Botany. Having two stamens, as in the flowers of 

the sage. 

Di·ane de Poi·tiers (dK-änÙ dN pwä-ty7ù), Duchesse de Valentinois. 1499-

1566.  French noblewoman and mistress of Henry II. Her influence, lasting 

throughout his reign (1547-1559), overshadowed that of his wife, Catherine de 

Médicis. 

di·an·thus (dX-4nùthNs) n.  A plant of the genus Dianthus, which includes carna-

tions and pinks.  [New Latin Dianthus, genus name, probably alteration (influ-

enced by DI-1), of Greek diosanthos, carnation  : Dios-, of Zeus; see DIOSCURI + 

anthos, flower.]

di·a·pa·son (dXÙN-p7ùzNn, -sNn) n.  Music. 1. A full, rich outpouring of harmo-

nious sound.  2. The entire range of an instrument or voice.  3. Either of the two 

principal stops on a pipe organ that form the tonal basis for the entire scale of the 

instrument.  4. The interval and the consonance of an octave.  5. A standard 

indication of pitch.  6. A tuning fork.  [Middle English diapasoun, from Latin 

diap7son, the whole octave, from Greek (dia) pason (khordon), (through) all (the 

notes), feminine genitive pl. of pas. See pant- in Appendix.]

di·a·pause (dXùN-pôzÙ) n.  Zoology. A period during which growth or develop-

ment is suspended and physiological activity is diminished, as in certain insects in 

response to adverse environmental conditions.  [Greek diapausis, pause, from 

diapauein, to pause  : dia-, between; see DIA- + pauein, to stop.]

di·a·pe·de·sis (dXÙN-pV-dKùsVs) n.  pl. di·a·pe·de·ses (-sKz). The movement or 

passage of blood cells, especially white blood cells, through intact capillary walls 

into surrounding body tissue.  [Greek diapKdKsis, transudation, from diapKdan, to 

ooze through  : dia-, dia- + pKdan, to leap, throb; see ped- in Appendix.] 
—diÙa·pe·detùic (-dHtùVk) adj. 

di·a·per (dXùN-pNr, dXùpNr) n.  1. a. A folded piece of absorbent material, such as 

paper or cloth, that is placed between a baby’s legs and fastened at the waist to 

contain excretions.  b. A similar piece of material, worn by incontinent adults.   

2. a. A white cotton or linen fabric patterned with small, duplicative diamond-

shaped figures.  b. A piece of such cloth.  c. Such a pattern.    —  v.  tr. 

di·a·pered, di·a·per·ing, di·a·pers. 1. To put a diaper on.  2. To weave or dec-

orate in a diamond-shaped pattern.  [Middle English, a patterned fabric, from 

Old French diapre, diaspre, from Medieval Latin diasprum, a white silken mate-

rial, from Medieval Greek diaspros, pure white  : dia-, intensive pref.; see DIA- + 

aspros, white (probably from Latin asper, rough).]

di·aph·a·nous (dX-4fùN-nNs) adj.  1. Of such fine texture as to be transparent 

or translucent:  diaphanous tulle.  2. Characterized by delicacy of form.  See Syn-

onyms at airy.  3. Vague or insubstantial:  diaphanous dreams of glory.  [From 



Medieval Latin diaphanus, transparent, from Greek diaphanKs, from diaphainein, 

to be transparent  : dia-, dia- + phainein, phan-, to show; see bh7-1 in Appendix.] 
—diÙa·pha·neùi·ty (dXÙN-fN-nKùV-tK), di·aphùa·nous·ness n.  

—di·aphùa·nous·ly adv. 

di·a·pho·re·sis (dXÙN-fN-rKùsVs, dX-4fÙN-) n.  Perspiration, especially when copi-

ous and medically induced.  [Late Latin diaphorKsis, from Greek, from diaphorein, 

to disperse  : dia-, dia- + phorein, to convey, frequentative of pherein, to carry; see 

bher-1 in Appendix.]

di·a·pho·ret·ic (dXÙN-fN-rHtùVk, dX-4fÙN-) adj.  Producing or increasing perspira-

tion.   —  n.  A medicine or other agent that produces perspiration.  [DIA-

PHOR(ESIS) + -ETIC.]

di·a·phragm (dXùN-fr4mÙ) n.  1. Anatomy. A muscular membranous partition 

separating the abdominal and thoracic cavities and functioning in respiration.  

Also called midriff 2. A membranous part that divides or separates.  3. A thin 

disk, especially in a microphone or telephone receiver, that vibrates in response to 

sound waves to produce electric signals, or that vibrates in response to electric 

signals to produce sound waves.  4. A contraceptive device consisting of a thin 

flexible disk, usually made of rubber, that is designed to cover the uterine cervix 

to prevent the entry of sperm during sexual intercourse.  5. A disk having a fixed 

or variable opening used to restrict the amount of light traversing a lens or optical 

system.  [Middle English diafragma, from Late Latin diaphragma, midriff, from 

Greek, partition, from diaphrassein, to barricade  : dia-, intensive pref.; see DIA- + 

phrassein, phrag-, to enclose.] —diÙa·phrag·matùic (-fr4g-m4tùVk) adj.  

—diÙa·phrag·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

di·aph·y·sis (dX-4fùV-sVs) n.  pl. di·aph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Anatomy. The shaft of a 

long bone.  [Greek diaphusis, spinous process of the tibia, from diaphuesthai, to 

grow between  : dia-, dia- + phuesthai, to grow, middle voice of phuein; see 

bheuN- in Appendix.] —diÙa·physùi·al, diÙa·physùe·al (dXÙN-fVzùK-Nl)  adj. 

di·a·pir (dXùN-pîrÙ) n.  An anticlinal fold in which a mobile core, such as salt or 

gypsum, has pierced through the more brittle overlying rock.  [French, from 

Greek diapeirein, to push through  : dia-, dia- + peirein, to pierce; see per-2 in 

Appendix.] —diÙa·pirùic adj. 

di·a·poph·y·sis (dXÙN-pmfùV-sVs) n.  pl. di·a·poph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Anatomy. The 

superior or articular surface of the transverse process of a vertebra.  [DI(A)- + 

APOPHYSIS.] —di·apÙo·physùi·al (-4pÙN-fVzùK-Nl) adj. 

di·ar·chy also dy·ar·chy (dXùärÙkK) n.  pl. di·ar·chies. Government by two joint 

rulers. 

di·a·rist (dXùN-rVst) n.  A person who keeps a diary. 

di·ar·rhe·a also di·ar·rhoe·a (dXÙN-rKùN) n.  Excessive and frequent evacuation 

of watery feces, usually indicating gastrointestinal distress or disorder.  [Middle 

English diaria, from Medieval Latin, from Late Latin diarrhoea, from Greek diar-



rhoia, from diarrhein, to flow through  : dia-, dia- + rhein, to flow, run; see sreu- 
in Appendix.] —diÙar·rheùal, diÙar·rheùic (-Vk) , diÙar·rhetùic (-rHtùVk)  adj. 

di·ar·thro·sis (dXÙär-throùsVs) n.  pl. di·ar·thro·ses (-sKz). Any of several types 

of bone articulation permitting free motion in a joint, as that of the shoulder or 

hip.  [Greek diarthrosis, from diarthroun, to articulate  : dia-, between; see DIA- + 

arthroun, to fasten by a joint (from arthron, joint); see ar- in Appendix.] 
—diÙar·throùdi·al (-dK-Nl) adj. 

di·a·ry (dXùN-rK) n.  pl. di·a·ries. 1. A daily record, especially a personal record of 

events, experiences, and observations; a journal.  2. A book for use in keeping a 

personal record, as of experiences.  [Latin di7rium, daily allowance, daily journal, 

from diKs, day. See deiw- in Appendix.]

Di·as (dKùNs, -Nsh), Bartolomeu. 1450?-1500.  Portuguese navigator who was 

the first to round the Cape of Good Hope. Because of storms he did not actually 

sight it until the return leg of his voyage (May 1488). 

Di·as·po·ra (dX-4sùpNr-N) n.  1. The dispersion of Jews outside of Israel from the 

sixth century B.C., when the Jews were exiled to Babylonia, until the present time.  

2.  Often diaspora. The body of Jews or Jewish communities outside Palestine 

or modern Israel.  3. diaspora. A dispersion of an originally homogeneous peo-

ple.  4. diaspora. A dispersion of an originally homogeneous entity, such as a 

language or a culture: “the diaspora of English into several mutually incomprehensi-

ble languages” (Randolph Quirk).  [Greek diaspora, dispersion, from diaspeirein, 

to spread about  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + speirein, to sow, scatter; see sper- in 

Appendix.]

di·a·spore (dXùN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  1. A white, pearly hydrous aluminum oxide, 

AlO(OH), found in bauxite, corundum, and dolomite and used as a refractory 

and abrasive.  2. Botany. See disseminule.  [From Greek diaspora, dispersion, 

scattering. See DIASPORA.]

di·a·stase (dXùN-st7sÙ, -st7zÙ) n.  An amylase or a mixture of amylases that con-

verts starch to maltose, found in certain germinating grains such as malt.  

[French, from Greek diastasis, separation. See DIASTASIS.] —diÙa·staùsic (-

st7ùsVk, -zVk) adj. 

di·as·ta·sis (dX-4sùtN-sVs) n.  pl. di·as·ta·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Pathology. Separation of 

normally joined parts, such as the separation of adjacent bones without fracture 

or of certain abdominal muscles during pregnancy.  2. Physiology. The last stage 

of diastole in the heart, occurring just before contraction and during which little 

additional blood enters the ventricle.  [Greek, separation, from diistanai, to sepa-

rate  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + histanai, to cause to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] 
—diÙa·statùic (dXÙN-st4tùVk) adj. 

di·a·ste·ma (dXÙN-stKùmN) n.  pl. di·a·ste·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A gap or space 

between two teeth.  [Late Latin, interval, from Greek diastKma, from diastKnai, to 



separate, second aorist of diistanai. See DIASTASIS.] —diÙa·ste·matùic (-stN-

m4tùVk) adj. 

di·as·to·le (dX-4sùtN-lK) n.  1. Physiology. The normal rhythmically occurring 

relaxation and dilatation of the heart chambers, especially the ventricles, during 

which they fill with blood.  2. The lengthening of a normally short syllable in 

Greek and Latin verse.  [Greek diastolK, dilation, separation, from diastellein, to 

expand  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + stellein, to place, send; see stel- in Appendix.] 
—diÙa·stolùic (dXÙN-stmlùVk) adj. 

di·as·tro·phism (dX-4sùtrN-fVzÙNm) n.  The process of deformation by which 

the major features of the earth’s crust, including continents, mountains, ocean 

beds, folds, and faults, are formed.  [From Greek diastrophK, distortion, from 

diastrephein, to distort  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + strephein, to twist; see streb(h)- in 

Appendix.] —diÙa·strophùic (dXÙN-strmfùVk, -stroùfVk) adj. 

di·a·tes·sa·ron (dXÙN-tHsùNr-Nn) n.  The four Gospels combined into a single 

narrative.  [Middle English, interval of a fourth, from Latin diatessaron, made of 

four (ingredents), from Greek dia tessaron, out of four  : dia-, according to; see 

DIA- + tessaron, genitive of tessares, four; see kwetwer- in Appendix.]

di·a·ther·my (dXùN-thûrÙmK) n.  The therapeutic generation of local heat in 

body tissues by high-frequency electromagnetic currents.   —diÙa·therùmic (-

mVk) adj. 

di·ath·e·sis (dX-4thùV-sVs) n.  pl. di·ath·e·ses (-sKzÙ). A hereditary predisposi-

tion of the body to a disease, a group of diseases, an allergy, or another disorder.  

[Greek, disposition, condition, from diatithenai, to dispose  : dia-, dia- + tithenai, 

to place, set; see dhK- in Appendix.] —diÙa·thetùic (dXÙN-thHtùVk) adj. 

di·a·tom (dXùN-tmmÙ) n.  Botany. Any of various microscopic one-celled or colo-

nial algae of the class Bacillariophyceae, having cell walls of silica consisting of 

two interlocking symmetrical valves.  [New Latin diatoma, from Greek diatomos, 

cut in half, from diatemnein, to cut in half  : dia-, dia- + temnein, to cut; see tem- 
in Appendix.]

di·a·to·ma·ceous (dXÙN-tN-m7ùshNs, dX-4tÙN-) adj.  Consisting of diatoms or 

their skeletons. 

diatomaceous earth (dXÙN-tN-m7ùshNs ûrth) n.  A light-colored porous rock 

composed of the shells of diatoms. 

di·a·tom·ic (dXÙN-tmmùVk) adj.  Made up of two atoms:  a diatomic molecule. 

di·at·o·mite (dX-4tùN-mXtÙ) n.  A fine, powdered diatomaceous earth used in 

industry as a filler, a filtering agent, an absorbent, a clarifier, and an insulator.  

Also called kieselguhr 

di·a·ton·ic (dXÙN-tmnùVk) adj.  Music. Of or using only the eight tones of a stan-

dard major or minor scale without chromatic deviations.  [Late Latin diatonicus, 

from Greek diatonikos : dia-, dia- + tonos, tone; see TONE.] —diÙa·tonùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —diÙa·tonùi·cism (-V-sVzÙNm) n. 



di·a·tribe (dXùN-trXbÙ) n.  A bitter, abusive denunciation.  [Latin diatriba, learned 

discourse, from Greek diatribK, pastime, lecture, from diatribein, to consume, 

wear away  : dia-, intensive pref.; see DIA- + tribein, to rub; see terN-1 in Appen-

dix.]

WORD HISTORY: Listening to a lengthy diatribe may seem like a waste of time,

an attitude for which there is some etymological justification. The Greek word

diatribK, the ultimate source of our word, is derived from the verb diatribein,

made up of the prefix dia-, “completely,” and tribein, “to rub,” “to wear away,

spend, or waste time,” “to be busy.” The verb diatribein meant “to rub hard,” “to

spend or waste time,” and the noun diatribK meant “wearing away of time, amuse-

ment, serious occupation, study,” as well as “discourse, short ethical treatise or

lecture, debate, argument.” It is the serious occupation of time in discourse, lec-

ture, and debate that gave us the first use of diatribe recorded in English (1581),

in the now archaic sense “discourse, critical dissertation.” The critical element of

this kind of diatribe must often have been uppermost, explaining the origin of

the current sense of diatribe, “a bitter criticism.”

di·at·ro·pism (dX-4tùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  The tendency of certain plants or their parts 

to arrange themselves at right angles to a stimulus.   —diÙa·tropùic (dXÙN-trmpùVk, 

-troùpVk) adj. 

Dí·az (dKùäs, -äz), (José de la Cruz) Porfirio. 1830-1915.  Mexican soldier and 

politician who became president after a coup in 1876 and governed the country 

until 1911 (except for the years 1880-1884). His increasingly dictatorial methods 

led to his overthrow and flight to Peru, where he died in exile. 

Dí·az del Cas·til·lo (dKùäth thHl kä-stKlùyô), Bernal. 1492?-1581.  Spanish 

soldier and historian whose eyewitness account of the conquest of Mexico (1519-

1521) remains a classic depiction of the 16th-century conquistadors. 

Dí·az de Vi·var (dKùäth thH vK-värù), Rodrigo.  See the Cid. 
di·az·e·pam (dX-4zùN-p4mÙ) n.  A tranquilizer, C16H13CIN2O, used in the treat-

ment of anxiety and tension and as a sedative, a muscle relaxant, and an anticon-

vulsant.  [DIAZ(O) + EP(OXIDE) + AM(MONIA).]

di·a·zine (dXùN-zKnÙ, dX-4zùVn) n.  A compound containing a benzene ring in 

which two of the carbon atoms have been replaced by nitrogen atoms, especially 

any of three isomers having the composition C4H4N2.  [DI-1 + AZ(O)- + -INE
2.]

di·az·i·non (dX-4zùN-nmnÙ) n.  An amber liquid, C12H21N2O3PS, used as an 

insecticide.  [DIAZ(O) + -IN(E)2 + -ON
3.]

di·az·o (dX-4zùo) adj.  Relating to or containing a pair of bonded nitrogen atoms, 

one of which is also bonded to an aromatic hydrocarbon. 

di·a·zo·ni·um (dXÙN-zoùnK-Nm) n.  The univalent cation RN2, in which R is an 

aromatic hydrocarbon.  [DIAZ(O) + (AMM)ONIUM.]



di·ba·sic (dX-b7ùsVk) adj.  1. Containing two replaceable hydrogen atoms.  2. Or 

or relating to salts or acids forming salts with two atoms of a univalent metal. 

dib·ber (dVbùNr) n.  A dibble.  [Alteration of DIBBLE.]

dib·ble (dVbùNl) n.  A pointed gardening implement used to make holes in soil, 

especially for planting bulbs or seedlings.   —  v.  tr. dib·bled, dib·bling, 
dib·bles. 1. To make holes in (soil) with a pointed implement.  2. To plant by 

means of a pointed implement.  [Middle English dibbel.] —dibùbler n. 

di·bran·chi·ate (dX-br4ngùkK-Vt) n.  A member of the order Dibranchiata, a 

classification formerly used for the two-gilled cephalopods, which include the 

octopuses, cuttlefish, and squids.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the order Dibran-

chiata.  [From New Latin Dibranchiata, order name  : DI-1 + Greek brankhia, 

gills.]

di·bro·mide (dX-broùmXdÙ, -mVd) n.  A chemical compound containing two 

bromine atoms bound to another element or radical. 

dibs (dVbz) pl.n.  Slang. 1. A claim; rights:  I have dibs on that last piece of pie.  

2. Money, especially in small amounts.  [Short for dibstones, counters used in a 

game, probably from obsolete dib, to tap.]

di·car·box·yl·ic (dX-kärÙbmk-sVlùVk) adj.  Containing two carboxyl groups per 

molecule. 

di·cast (dXùk4stÙ, dVkù4stÙ) n.  One of the 6,000 citizens chosen each year in 

ancient Athens to sit in the law courts, with functions resembling those of a judge 

and juror.  [Greek dikastKs, judge, from dikazein, to judge, from dikK, right, cus-

tom. See deik- in Appendix.] —di·casùtic adj. 

dice (dXs) n.  1. Games. Plural of die2 (n., sense 3). 2. pl. dice also dices. A small 

cube, as of food.   —  v.  diced, dic·ing, dic·es.  —  v.  intr. Games. To play or 

gamble with dice.   —  v.  tr. 1. Games. To win or lose (money) by gambling with 

dice.  2. To cut (food) into small cubes.  3. To decorate with dicelike figures.  [Pl. 

of DIE
2.]

di·cen·tra (dX-sHnùtrN) n.  A plant of the genus Dicentra, which includes the 

bleeding heart and Dutchman’s breeches.  [New Latin Dicentra, genus name  : DI-
1 + Greek kentron, point (from kentein, to prick); see kent- in Appendix.]

di·ceph·a·lous (dX-sHfùN-lNs) adj.  Having two heads. 

dic·er (dXùsNr) n.  A device used for dicing food. 

dic·ey (dXùsK) adj.  dic·i·er, dic·i·est. Involving or fraught with danger or risk: 

“an extremely dicey future on a brave new world of liquid nitrogen, tar, and smog” 

(New Yorker).  [From DICE.]

dich- pref.  Variant of dicho-. 
di·cha·si·um (dX-k7ùzK-Nm, -zhK-Nm, -zhNm) n.  pl. di·cha·si·a (-zK-N, -zhK-N, -

zhN). Botany. A cyme having two lateral flowers or branches originating from 

opposite points beneath a terminal flower.  [New Latin, from Greek dikhasis, divi-



sion, from dikhazein, to divide in two, from dikha, in two. See dwo- in Appen-

dix.] —di·chaùsi·al (-zK-Nl, -zhK-Nl, -zhNl) adj.  —di·chaùsi·al·ly adv. 

di·chlo·ride (dX-klôrùXdÙ, -klorù-) n.  A chemical compound containing two 

chlorine atoms bound to another element or radical.  Also called bichloride 

di·chlo·ro·di·phen·yl·tri·chlo·ro·eth·ane (dX-klôrÙo-dX-fHnùNl-trX-
klôrÙo-Hthù7nÙ, -klorÙ-, -fKÙnNl-, dX-klorÙ-) n.  DDT. 

di·chlor·vos (dX-klôrùvosÙ, -vNs, -klorù-) n.  A nonpersistent organophospho-

rous pesticide, C4H7O4Cl2P, of low toxicity to human beings.  [DI-1 + CHLOR(O)- + 

V(INYL) + (PH)OS(PHATE).]

dicho-  or dich- pref.  In two; into two parts:  dichogamous.  [Greek dikho-, from 

dikha, in two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

di·chog·a·mous (dX-kmgùN-mNs) adj.  Botany. Having pistils and stamens that 

mature at different times, thus promoting cross-pollination rather than self-pol-

lination.   —di·chogùa·my (-mK) n. 

di·chon·dra (dX-kmnùdrN) n.  A small creeping herb (Dichondra micrantha) 

commercially cultivated as a substitute for lawn grass.  [New Latin, genus name  : 

DI-1 + Greek khondros, granule; see CHONDRO-.]

di·chot·o·mize (dX-kmtùN-mXzÙ) v.  di·chot·o·mized, di·chot·o·miz·ing, 
di·chot·o·miz·es.  —  v.  tr. To separate into two parts or classifications.   —  v.  

intr. To be or become divided into parts or branches; fork.   —di·chotùo·mist (-

mVst) n.  —di·chotÙo·mi·zaùtion (-mV-z7ùshNn) n. 

di·chot·o·mous (dX-kmtùN-mNs) adj.  1. Divided or dividing into two parts or 

classifications.  2. Characterized by dichotomy.   —di·chotùo·mous·ly adv.  

—di·chotùo·mous·ness n. 

di·chot·o·my (dX-kmtùN-mK) n.  pl. di·chot·o·mies. 1. Division into two usu-

ally contradictory parts or opinions: “the dichotomy of the one and the many” 

(Louis Auchincloss).  2. Astronomy. The phase of the moon, Mercury, or Venus 

when half of the disk is illuminated.  3. Botany. Branching characterized by suc-

cessive forking into two approximately equal divisions.  [Greek dikhotomia, from 

dikhotomos, divided in two  : dikho-, dicho- + temnein, to cut; see tem- in Appen-

dix.]

di·chro·ic (dX-kroùVk) adj.  1. Manifesting dichroism.  2. Pathology. Dichro-

matic.  [From Greek dikhroos, bicolored  : di-, two; see DI-1 + khros, color, skin.]

di·chro·ism (dXùkro-VzÙNm) n.  Chemistry. 1. The property possessed by some 

solutions of showing different colors at different concentrations.  2. The prop-

erty possessed by some crystals of exhibiting two different colors when viewed 

along different axes. 

di·chro·ite (dX-kroùXtÙ) n.  See cordierite.  [DICHRO(IC) + -ITE
1.]

di·chro·mate (dX-kroùm7tÙ, dXùkro-) n.  A compound containing the divalent 

negative ion, Cr2O7, usually having a characteristic orange-red color.  Also called 

bichromate 



di·chro·mat·ic (dXÙkro-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Possessing or exhibiting two colors.  

2. Zoology. Having two distinct color phases not associated with season, sex, or 

age, as do certain species of birds.  3. Pathology. Of or relating to dichromatism. 

di·chro·ma·tism (dX-kroùmN-tVzÙNm) also di·chro·mism (-mVzÙNm) n.  1. The 

quality or condition of being dichromatic.  2. Pathology. A form of colorblind-

ness in which only two of the three fundamental colors can be distinguished due 

to a lack of one of the cone pigments. 

di·chro·mic (dX-kroùmVk) adj.  1. Pathology. Dichromatic.  2. Chemistry. Con-

taining two chromium atoms per molecule. 

dichromic acid (dX-kroùmVk 4sùVd) n.  An acid, H2Cr2O7, known only in solu-

tion. 

di·chro·mism (dX-kroùmVzÙNm) n.  Variant of dichromatism. 
dick1 (dVk) n.  Slang. A detective.  [Shortening and alteration of DETECTIVE.]

dick2 (dVk) n.  1. Chiefly British. A fellow; a guy.  2. Vulgar Slang. A penis.  [From 

Dick, nickname for Richard.]

Dick (dVk), George Frederick. 1881-1967.  American medical researcher who 

teamed with his wife, Gladys Henry Dick (1881-1963), to isolate the germ that 

causes scarlet fever. They developed a serum for the disease (1923) and the Dick 

test for susceptibility (1924). 

dick·cis·sel (dVk-sVsùNl, dVkùsVsÙ-) n.  A sparrowlike bird (Spiza americana) native 

to southern Ontario and the central United States, of which the male has a yellow 

breast marked with a small black bib on the throat.  [Imitative of its song.]

dick·ens (dVkùNnz) n.  Informal. 1. A severe reprimand or expression of anger:  

gave me the dickens for being late.  2. Used as an intensive:  What in the dickens is 

that?  [Perhaps from the name Dickens, from diminutive of Dick. See DICK
2.]

Dick·ens (dVkùVnz), Charles John Huffam. Pen name Boz. 1812-1870.  British 

writer known for his tales of Victorian life and times. Immensely popular both 

then and now, his works include The Pickwick Papers (1836-1837), Oliver Twist 

(1837-1838), and David Copperfield (1849-1850).   —Dick·enùsi·an (dV-kHnùzK-

Nn) adj. 

dick·er (dVkùNr) v.  intr. dick·ered, dick·er·ing, dick·ers. To bargain; barter.   
—  n.  The act or process of bargaining.  [Probably from dicker, a quantity of ten, 

ten hides, from Middle English diker, perhaps from Old English *dicor, from 

Latin decuria, set of ten, from decem, ten. See dekc in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps a desire to see history repeat itself has been at work

in the case of an etymology suggested for the verb dicker, first recorded in 1802

with reference to horse trading and the haggling that accompanies it. In a work

published in 1848 James Fenimore Cooper used the word with reference to fron-

tier trade. This use would support a connection with the noun dicker, which de-

notes a quantity of ten and was a common unit used in trading hides or furs. If



the verb dicker originated in the fur trade, a parallel would exist with the noun

dicker. The noun may have come into the Germanic languages and hence to En-

glish by way of trade or tribute in furs between the Germanic peoples and the

Roman Empire, with the Germanic word coming from the Latin word decuria, “a

group of ten men,” which in Late Latin was used as a measure of skins. The dif-

ficulty with this parallel is that no existing evidence proves conclusively the deri-

vation of the verb dicker from the noun dicker.

dick·ey also dick·ie  or dick·y (dVkùK) n.  pl. dick·eys also dick·ies. 1. a. A 

woman’s blouse front worn under a suit jacket or low-necked garment.  b. A 

man’s detachable shirt front.  c. A collar for a shirt.  d. A child’s bib or pinafore.   

2. A donkey.  3. A small bird.  4. a. The driver’s seat on a carriage.  b. A rear seat 

for servants on a carriage.   [From diminutive of Dick, nickname for Richard.]

Dick·ey (dVkùK), James Lafayette. Born 1923.  American writer, especially of 

poetry, although he is perhaps best known for his novel Deliverance (1970). 

Dick·in·son (dVkùVn-sNn)  A city of southwest North Dakota west of Bismarck. It 

is a processing and shipping center in an agricultural region. Population, 16,097. 

Dick·in·son (dVkùVn-sNn), Emily Elizabeth. 1830-1886.  American poet who 

was virtually a recluse at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts, where she wrote 

more than a thousand verses infused with emotional depth and subtlety. The first 

volume of her poetry was not published until 1890. 

Dick·in·son (dVkùVn-sNn), John. 1732-1808.  American Revolutionary politician 

and pamphleteer who became the leading conservative voice of opposition to 

Great Britain through his Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania (1767-1768). 

Dick test (dVk tHst) n.  A skin test used to determine immunity or susceptibility 

to scarlet fever.  [After George Frederick DICK, and Gladys Henry DICK.]

dick·y1 (dVkùK) n.  Variant of dickey. 
dick·y2 (dVkùK) adj.  Informal. Impaired; faulty; weak: “‘I’ve got this dicky heart,’ 

he’d say to the fool” (John le Carré).  [Origin unknown.]

di·cli·nous (dX-klXùnNs) adj.  Botany. Having stamens and pistils in separate 

flowers:  a diclinous plant.  [DI-1 + Greek klinK, bed, couch; see klei- in Appendix 

+ -OUS.] —diùcliÙny (dXùklXÙnK) n. 

di·co·fol (dX-koùfôl, -fml, -fol) n.  A pesticide, C14H9Cl5O, containing a small 

percentage of DDT and used primarily to control mites on crops.  [Origin 

unknown.]

di·cot·y·le·don (dXÙkmtÙl-Kdùn) also di·cot (dXùkmtÙ) n.  A flowering plant with 

two embryonic seed leaves or cotyledons that usually appear at germination.   
—diÙcotÙy·leùdon·ous (-l-Kdùn-Ns) adj. 

di·cro·tism (dXùkrN-tVzÙNm) n.  A condition in which the pulse is felt as two beats 

per single heartbeat.  [From Greek dikrotos, double-beating  : di-, two; see DI-1 + 

krotos, rattling noise.] —di·crotùic (-krmtùVk) adj. 



dict. abbr.  1. Dictation.  2. Dictionary. 

dic·ta (dVkùtN) n.  A plural of dictum. 
Dic·ta·phone (dVkùtN-fonÙ)  A trademark used for an apparatus that records 

and reproduces dictation for transcription. This trademark sometimes occurs in 

print in lowercase: “the master himself, alone and hunched over his dictaphone far 

into the night” (New Republic). “There’s a dictaphone in the lab, so we’re talking as 

we work” (Chicago Tribune). 

dic·tate (dVkùt7tÙ, dVk-t7tù) v.  dic·tat·ed, dic·tat·ing, dic·tates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To say or read aloud to be recorded or written by another:  dictate a letter.  

2. a. To prescribe with authority; impose:  dictated the rules of the game.  b. To 

control or command: “Foreign leaders were... dictated by their own circumstances, 

bound by the universal imperatives of politics” (Doris Kearns Goodwin).    —  v.  

intr. 1. To say or read aloud material to be recorded or written by another:  dic-

tated for an hour before leaving for the day.  2. To issue orders or commands.   —  
n.  (dVkùt7tÙ) 1. A directive; a command.  2. A guiding principle:  followed the dic-

tates of my conscience.  [Latin dict7re, dict7t- frequentative of dXcere, to say. See 

deik- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: dictate, decree, impose, ordain, prescribe. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to set forth expressly and authoritatively”: victors dictat-

ing the terms of surrender; confiscation of alien property decreed by the legislature;

impose obedience; a separation seemingly ordained by fate; taxes prescribed by law.

dic·ta·tion (dVk-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. dict. 1. a. The act or process of dictating 

material to another for transcription.  b. The material so dictated.   2. An author-

itative command or order. 

dic·ta·tor (dVkùt7ÙtNr, dVk-t7ù-) n.  1. a. An absolute ruler.  b. A tyrant; a despot.   

2. An ancient Roman magistrate appointed temporarily to deal with an immedi-

ate crisis or emergency.  3. One who dictates:  These initials are those of the dicta-

tor of the letter. 

dic·ta·to·ri·al (dVkÙtN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Tending to dictate; domineering.  

2. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a dictator or dictatorship; autocratic.   
—dicÙta·toùri·al·ly adv.  —dicÙta·toùri·al·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: dictatorial, authoritarian, dogmatic, doctrinaire, imperious, over-

bearing. These adjectives mean asserting or tending to assert one’s authority or to

impose one’s will on other persons. Dictatorial stresses the inclination to exercise

authority in the highhanded, peremptory manner characteristic of a dictator: The

hostess indicated where the guests were to sit in her usual dictatorial manner. Au-

thoritarian implies the expectation of unquestioning obedience: the timid, com-

pliant child of authoritarian parents. Dogmatic suggests the imposing of one’s will



or opinion as though these were beyond challenge: “When people are least sure,

they are often most dogmatic” (John Kenneth Galbraith). Doctrinaire implies the

imposition of one’s theories, beliefs, or doctrines: “They didn’t know the facts...

and I don’t think it would’ve mattered in the slightest if they had. Very doctrinaire”

(George V. Higgins). Imperious suggests the arrogant manner of one accustomed

to commanding: She dismissed my opinion with an imperious wave of her hand.

Overbearing implies a tendency to be oppressively or rudely domineering: His be-

havior toward the waiter was insufferably overbearing.

dic·ta·tor·ship (dVk-t7ùtNr-shVpÙ, dVkùt7Ù-) n.  1. The office or tenure of a dicta-

tor.  2. A state or government under dictatorial rule.  3. Absolute or despotic con-

trol or power. 

dic·tion (dVkùshNn) n.  1. Choice and use of words in speech or writing.  

2. Degree of clarity and distinctness of pronunciation in speech or singing; enun-

ciation.  [Middle English diccion, a saying, word, from Old French, from Latin 

dictio, diction-, rhetorical delivery, from dictus, past participle of dXcere, to say, 

speak. See deik- in Appendix.] —dicùtion·al adj.  —dicùtion·al·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: diction, wording, vocabulary, phraseology, phrasing. These nouns

denote choice of words and the way in which they are used. Diction is the selection

and arrangement of words in relation to effective expression: very poor diction in

the essay; a new poetic diction. Wording stresses style or manner of expression: writ-

ing in which the wording takes on a regional flavor. Vocabulary is the aggregate of

words a person understands or uses: the general vocabulary of an educated native

speaker of English. Phraseology and phrasing include vocabulary, characteristic

style, and the way in which words are grouped: the abstruse phraseology of physics;

a composition marked by elegant phrasing.

dic·tion·ar·y (dVkùshN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. dic·tion·ar·ies. Abbr. dict. 1. A reference 

book containing an alphabetical list of words, with information given for each 

word, usually including meaning, pronunciation, and etymology.  2. A book list-

ing the words of a language with translations into another language.  3. A book 

listing words or other linguistic items in a particular category or subject with spe-

cialized information about them:  a medical dictionary.  4. Computer Science. a. A 

list of words stored in machine-readable form for reference as by spelling-check-

ing software.  b. An electronic spelling checker.   [Medieval Latin diction7rium, 

from Latin dictio, diction-, diction. See DICTION.]

dic·tum (dVkùtNm) n.  pl. dic·ta (-tN)  or dic·tums. 1. An authoritative, often 

formal, pronouncement: “He cites Augustine’s dictum that ‘If you understand it, it 

is not God’” (Joseph Sobran).  2. Law. See obiter dictum (n., sense 1).  [Latin, 

from neuter past participle of dXcere, to say. See deik- in Appendix.]



dic·ty·o·some (dVkùtK-N-somÙ) n.  Botany. The Golgi apparatus in plant cells.  

[Greek diktuon, net (from dikein, to throw); see deik- in Appendix + -SOME
3.]

did (dVd) v.  Past tense of do1. 
di·dact (dXùd4ktÙ) n.  A didactic person.  [Back-formation from DIDACTIC.]

di·dac·tic (dX-d4kùtVk) also di·dac·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Intended to instruct.  

2. Morally instructive.  3. Inclined to teach or moralize excessively.  [Greek didak-

tikos, skillful in teaching, from didaktos, taught, from didaskein, didak-, to teach, 

educate.] —di·dacùti·cal·ly adv.  —di·dacùti·cism (-tV-sVzÙNm) n. 

di·dac·tics (dX-d4kùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Instruction; teaching; 

pedagogy. 

di·dap·per (dXùd4pÙNr) n.  A small grebe, such as the dabchick.  [Middle English 

didopper, alteration of divedap : from Old English d7fedoppa, pelican d7fan, to 

dive; see DIVE
1 + -doppa, a kind of bird.]

did·dle1 (dVdùl) v.  did·dled, did·dling, did·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. Slang. To cheat; 

swindle: “The Swiss have special laws for people who diddle hotels” (John le Carré).  

2. Computer Science. To fabricate, change, or otherwise manipulate (data) ille-

gally.  [Perhaps; akin to Old English dydrian, to deceive,, or from variant of dia-

lectal doodle, fool, simpleton; akin to Low German dudeldopp.] —didùdler n. 

did·dle2 (dVdùl) v.  did·dled, did·dling, did·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To jerk up and 

down or back and forth.  2. Vulgar Slang. a. To have intercourse with (a woman).  

b. To practice masturbation upon.    —  v.  intr. 1. To shake rapidly; jiggle.  

2. Slang. To play with:  The children diddled with the knobs on the television all 

afternoon.  3. Slang. To waste time:  diddled around all morning.  [Probably alter-

ation of dialectal didder, to quiver, tremble, from Middle English dideren, variant 

of daderen, doderen, perhaps from Low German.]

did·dly (dVdùlK) n.  Slang. A small or worthless amount:  His advice wasn’t worth 

diddly to me.  [Short for diddlyshit. See DIDDLYSQUAT.]

did·dly·squat (dVdùlK-skwmtÙ) n.  Slang. Diddly.  [Alteration of diddlyshit : did-

dly (alteration of DOODLE) + SHIT.]

Di·de·rot (dKùdN-roÙ, dK-droù), Denis. 1713-1784.  French philosopher and 

writer whose supreme accomplishment was his work on the Encyclopédie (1751-

1772), which epitomized the spirit of Enlightenment thought. He also wrote nov-

els, plays, critical essays, and brilliant letters to a wide circle of friends and col-

leagues. 

did·n’t (dVdùnt)  Did not. 

di·do (dXùdo) n.  pl. di·dos or di·does. A mischievous prank or antic; a caper.  

[Origin unknown.]

Di·do (dXùdo) n.  Roman Mythology. The founder and queen of Carthage, who 

fell in love with Aeneas and killed herself when he abandoned her. 

Did·rik·son (dVdùrik-sNn), Mildred Ella. In full Mildred Ella Didrikson Zahar-

ias. Known as “Babe.” 1914-1956.  American athlete who excelled in basketball, 



baseball, and track, winning two gold medals at the 1932 Summer Olympics. She 

later took up golf and won the U.S. (1946) and British (1947) amateur titles and 

the U.S. Open (1948, 1950, and 1954). 

didst (dVdst) v.  Archaic. Second person singular past tense of do1. 
di·dym·i·um (dX-dVmùK-Nm) n.  1.  Symbol Di A metallic mixture, once consid-

ered an element, composed of neodymium and praseodymium.  2. A mixture of 

rare-earth elements and oxides used chiefly in manufacturing and coloring vari-

ous forms of glass.  [From Greek didumos, twin, double. See dwo- in Appendix.]

did·y·mous (dVdùN-mNs) adj.  Arranged or occurring in pairs; twin.  [From 

Greek didumos, twin. See dwo- in Appendix.]

di·dyn·a·mous (dX-dVnùN-mNs) adj.  Botany. Having four stamens in two pairs 

of unequal length.  [From New Latin Didynamia, former class name  : DI-1 + 

Greek dunamis, power; see DYNAMIC.]

die1 (dX) v.  intr. died, dy·ing (dXùVng), dies. 1. To cease living; become dead; 

expire.  2. To cease existing, especially by degrees; fade:  The sunlight died in the 

west.  3. To experience an agony or suffering suggestive of that of death:  nearly 

died of embarrassment.  4. Informal. To desire something greatly:  I am dying for a 

box of chocolates. She was dying to see the exhibit.  5. a. To cease operation; stop:  

If your vehicle dies, stay with it.  b. To be destroyed, as in combat:  could see the 

remains of two aircraft that had died in the attack.    —phrasal verbs. die back. 
Botany. To be affected by dieback.  die down. To lose strength; subside:  The 

winds died down.  die off. To undergo a sudden, sharp decline in population:  

Rabbits were dying off in that county.  die out. To cease living completely; become 

extinct:  tribes and tribal customs that died out centuries ago.   —idiom. die hard. 
1. To take a long time in passing out of existence:  racial prejudices that die hard.  

2. To resist against overwhelming, hopeless odds:  radicalism that dies hard.  

[Middle English dien, probably from Old Norse deyja. See dheu-2 in Appendix.]

die2 (dX) n.  pl. dies or dice (dXs). 1. pl. dies. A device used for cutting out, 

forming, or stamping material, especially: a. An engraved metal piece used for 

impressing a design onto a softer metal, as in coining money.  b. One of several 

component pieces that are fitted into a diestock to cut threads on screws or bolts.  

c. A part on a machine that punches shaped holes in, cuts, or forms sheet metal, 

cardboard, or other stock.  d. A metal block containing small conical holes 

through which plastic, metal, or other ductile material is extruded or drawn.   

2. pl. dies. Architecture. The dado of a pedestal, especially when cube-shaped.  

3. pl. dice. Games. a. A small cube marked on each side with from one to six 

dots, usually used in pairs in gambling and in various other games.  b. dice. (used 

with a sing. verb). A game of chance using dice.    —  v.  tr. died, die·ing, dies. 
To cut, form, or stamp with or as if with a die.   —idioms. load the dice. 1. To 

make an outcome highly probable; predetermine a result: “These factors merely 

load the dice, upping the odds that a household will fall into a certain... income dis-



tribution” (Thomas G. Exter).  2. To put another at a distinct disadvantage, as 

through prior maneuver:  The dice were loaded against the defendant before the 

trial.  no dice. 3. Of no use; futile.  4. Used as a refusal to a request.  the die is 
cast. The decision has been made and is irrevocable.  [Middle English de, gaming 

die, from Old French, from Latin datum, from neuter past participle of dare, to 

give. See do- in Appendix.]

die·back (dXùb4kÙ) n.  Botany. The gradual dying of plant shoots, starting at the 

tips, as a result of various diseases or climatic conditions. 

di·e·cious (dX-KùshNs) adj.  Botany. Variant of dioecious. 
Die·fen·ba·ker (dKùfNn-b7ÙkNr), John George. 1895-1979.  Canadian politi-

cian who served as prime minister (1957-1963). 

dief·fen·bach·i·a (dKÙfNn-bäùkK-N, -b4kùK-N) n.  Any of several plants of the 

genus Dieffenbachia native to tropical America, having stout, jointed stems and 

large, variegated leaves and widely cultivated as an indoor plant.  Also called 

dumb cane, dumb plant.  [New Latin, genus name, after Ernst Dieffenbach (1811-

1855), German naturalist.]

die-hard also die·hard (dXùhärdÙ) adj.  Stubbornly resisting change or clinging 

to a seemingly hopeless or outdated cause.   —  n.  One who stubbornly resists 

change or tenaciously adheres to a seemingly hopeless or outdated cause:  rebel 

die-hards who refused to surrender.   —dieù-hardÙism n. 

diel·drin (dKlùdrVn) n.  A chlorinated hydrocarbon, C12H8Cl6O, used as an insec-

ticide and in mothproofing.  [From Diel(s-A)ld(e)r (reaction), after Otto Paul 
Hermann DIELS, and Kurt ALDER.]

di·e·lec·tric (dXÙV-lHkùtrVk) n.  A nonconductor of electricity, especially a sub-

stance with electrical conductivity less than a millionth (10–6) of a siemens.  

[DI(A)- + ELECTRIC.] —diÙe·lecùtric adj.  —diÙe·lecùtri·cal·ly adv. 

dielectric constant (dXÙV-lHkùtrVk kmnùstNnt) n.  Physics. See permittivity. 
dielectric heating (dXÙV-lHkùtrVk hKùtVng) n.  The heating of electrically non-

conducting materials by a rapidly varying electromagnetic field. 

Diels (dKlz, dKls), Otto Paul Hermann. 1876-1954.  German chemist. He 

shared a 1950 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the structure of organic 

matter. 

Di·em (dK-Hmù, dyHm), Ngo Dinh. 1901-1963.  Vietnamese political leader who 

became president of South Vietnam in 1954. He was assassinated in a military 

coup d’état. 

Dien Bien Phu (dyHnÙ byHnÙ fuù)  A town of northwest Vietnam near the 

Laos border. The French military base here fell to Vietminh troops on May 7, 

1954, after a 56-day siege, leading to the end of France’s involvement in Indoch-

ina. 

di·en·ceph·a·lon (dXÙHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ, -lNn) n.  The posterior part of the fore-

brain that connects the mesencephalon with the cerebral hemispheres, encloses 



the third ventricle, and contains the thalamus and hypothalamus.  Also called 

betweenbrain, interbrain, thalamencephalon.  [DI(A)- + ENCEPHALON.] 
—di·en·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

die-off (dXùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  The elimination of a species, population, or community 

of plants or animals as a result of natural causes. 

Di·eppe (dK-Hpù, dyHp)  A city of northeast France on the English Channel north 

of Rouen. It is a port for channel steamers and a beach resort. Allied forces led a 

disastrous commando attack on the city (August 19, 1942) to test the strength of 

German defenses. Population, 35,957. 

di·er·e·sis  or di·aer·e·sis (dX-HrùV-sVs) n.  pl. di·er·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Linguistics. 

a. A mark (¨) placed over the second of two adjacent vowels to indicate that they 

are to be pronounced as separate sounds rather than a dipthong, as in naïve.  b. A 

mark (¨) placed over a vowel, such as the final vowel in Brontë, to indicate that the 

vowel is not silent.   2. Poetry. A break or pause in a line of verse that occurs when 

the end of a word and the end of a metric foot coincide.  [Late Latin diaeresis, 

from Greek diairesis, from diairein, to divide  : dia-, apart; see DIA- + hairein, to 

take.]

Dies (dXz), Martin. 1901-1972.  American legislator known for his controversial 

leadership (1938-1945) of the House Un-American Activities Committee. 

die·sel (dKùzNl, -sNl) n.  1. A diesel engine.  2. A vehicle powered by a diesel 

engine. 

Die·sel (dKùzNl), Rudolf. 1858-1913.  German engineer who devised and pat-

ented (1892) an internal-combustion engine. 

diesel engine (dKùzNl HnùjVn) n.  An internal-combustion engine that uses the 

heat of highly compressed air to ignite a spray of fuel introduced after the start of 

the compression stroke.  [After Rudolf DIESEL.]

die·sink·er (dXùsVngÙkNr) n.  One that makes or engraves metal dies for stamping 

or shaping.   —dieùsinkÙing n. 

Di·es I·rae (dKÙ7s îrù7Ù) n.  A medieval Latin hymn describing Judgment Day, 

used in some masses for the dead.  [Medieval Latin DiKs Xrae, day of wrath (the 

first words of the hymn)  : Latin diKs, day + Latin Xrae, genitive of Xra, wrath.]

di·e·sis (dXùV-sVs) n.  pl. di·e·ses (-sKzÙ). Printing. See double dagger.  [Medi-

eval Latin, semitone (which was indicated by a double dagger), from Latin, quar-

ter tone, from Greek diesis, a letting through, from diienai, to send through  : dia-

, dia- + hienai, to send; see yK- in Appendix.]

die·stock (dXùstmkÙ) n.  An apparatus for holding the dies that cut threads on 

screws, bolts, pipes, or rods. 

di·es·trus (dX-HsùtrNs) also di·es·trum (-trNm) n.  The sexually inactive period 

of the estrous cycle.  [DI(A)- + ESTRUS.] —di·esùtrous adj. 

di·et1 (dXùVt) n.  1. The usual food and drink of a person or animal.  2. A regu-

lated selection of foods, especially as prescribed for medical reasons.  



3. Something used, enjoyed, or provided regularly:  subsisted on a diet of detective 

novels during his vacation.   —  v.  di·et·ed, di·et·ing, di·ets.  —  v.  intr. To eat 

and drink according to a regulated system, especially so as to lose weight or con-

trol a medical condition.   —  v.  tr. To regulate or prescribe food and drink for.  

[Middle English diete, from Old French, from Latin diaeta, way of living, diet, 

from Greek diaita.] —diùet·er n. 

di·et2 (dXùVt) n.  1. A national or local legislative assembly in certain countries, 

such as Japan.  2. A formal general assembly of the princes or estates of the Holy 

Roman Empire.  [Middle English diete, day’s journey, day for meeting, assembly, 

from Medieval Latin diKta, alteration (influenced by Latin diKs, day); see deiw- in 

Appendix, of Latin diaeta, daily routine. See DIET
1.]

di·e·tar·y (dXùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Of or relating to diet.   —  n.  pl. di·e·tar·ies. 1. A 

system or regimen of dieting.  2. A regulated daily food allowance.   
—diÙe·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv. 

dietary law (dXùV-tHrÙK lô) n.  Judaism. The body of regulations prescribing the 

kinds and combinations of food that may be eaten. 

di·e·tet·ic (dXÙV-tHtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to diet or its regulation.  

2. Specially prepared or processed for restrictive diets.  [Late Latin diaetKticus, 

from Greek diaitKtikos, from diaita, diet.] —diÙe·tetùi·cal·ly adv. 

di·e·tet·ics (dXÙV-tHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of nutrition as it 

relates to health.  Also called sitology 

di·eth·yl·car·bam·a·zine citrate (dX-HthÙNl-kär-b4mùN-zKnÙ sVtùr7tÙ) n.  An 

anthelmintic agent, C16H29O8N3, used especially in the treatment of ascariasis 

and filariasis.  [DI-1 + ETHYL + CARBAM(IC ACID) + (PIPER)AZINE.]

di·eth·yl ether (dX-HthùNl KùthNr) n.  See ether (n., sense 2). 

di·eth·yl·stil·bes·trol (dX-HthÙNl-stVl-bHsùtrôlÙ, -trmlÙ, -trolÙ) n.  DES. 

diethyl tol·u·am·ide (dX-HthùNl tmlÙyu-4mùXdÙ, -Vd) n.  Deet.  [DI-1 + ETHYL + 

TOLU(ENE) + AMIDE.]

di·e·ti·tian  or di·e·ti·cian (dXÙV-tVshùNn) n.  A person specializing in dietetics.  

[DIET
1 + -itian (alteration of -ICIAN).]

Die·trich (dKùtrVk, -trVKH), Marlene. 1901-1992.  German-born American 

actress and singer whose first internationally famous role was the sultry-voiced 

temptress in The Blue Angel (1930). 

dif. abbr.  Difference. 

diff. abbr.  Difference. 

dif·fer (dVfùNr) v.  intr. dif·fered, dif·fer·ing, dif·fers. 1. To be dissimilar or 

unlike in nature, quality, amount, or form:  Ambition differs from greed.  2. To be 

of a different opinion; disagree:  The critic differed with the author on several facts.  

3. Obsolete. To quarrel; dispute.  [Middle English differren, from Old French dif-

ferer, from Latin differre, to differ, delay  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + ferre, to carry; see 

bher-1 in Appendix.]



SYNONYMS: differ, disagree, vary. The central meaning shared by these verbs

is “to be unlike or dissimilar”: Birds differ from mammals. The testimony of the

two witnesses disagreed on significant points. People vary in intelligence. 

ANTONYM: agree

dif·fer·ence (dVfùNr-Nns, dVfùrNns) n.  Abbr. dif., diff. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being unlike or dissimilar.  2. a. An instance of disparity or unlikeness.  

b. A degree or amount by which things differ.  c. A specific point or element that 

distinguishes one thing from another.   3. A noticeable change or effect:  Exercise 

has made a difference in her health.  4. a. A disagreement or controversy.  b. A 

cause of a disagreement or controversy.   5. Discrimination in taste or choice; dis-

tinction.  6. Mathematics. a. The amount by which one quantity is greater or less 

than another.  b. The amount that remains after one quantity is subtracted from 

another.   7. Archaic. A distinct mark or peculiarity.   —  v.  tr. dif·fer·enced, 
dif·fer·enc·ing, dif·fer·enc·es. To distinguish or differentiate.  

SYNONYMS: difference, dissimilarity, unlikeness, divergence, variation, distinc-

tion, discrepancy. These nouns refer to a lack of correspondence or agreement.

Difference is the most general: differences in color and size; a difference of opinion.

Dissimilarity is difference between things otherwise alike or capable of close com-

parison: a striking dissimilarity between the personalities of the sisters. Unlikeness

usually implies greater and more obvious difference: more likeness than unlikeness

among children of that age. Divergence suggests an often gradually increasing dif-

ference between things originally similar: points of divergence between British and

American English. Variation is difference between things of the same class or spe-

cies; often it refers to modification of something original, prescribed, or typical:

variations in temperature; a variation in shape. Distinction often means a differ-

ence in detail between like or related things, determinable only by close inspec-

tion: the distinction in meaning between “good” and “excellent.” A discrepancy is a

difference between things that should correspond or match, as a conflict in two

accounts of an incident: a discrepancy between what was promised and what was

done.

dif·fer·ent (dVfùNr-Nnt, dVfùrNnt) adj.  1. Unlike in form, quality, amount, or 

nature; dissimilar:  took different approaches to the problem.  2. Distinct or sepa-

rate:  That’s a different issue altogether.  3. Various or assorted:  interviewed differ-

ent members of the community.  4. Differing from all others; unusual:  a different 

point of view.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin differKns, different- 

present participle of differre, to differ. See DIFFER.] —difùfer·ent·ly adv.  

—difùfer·ent·ness n.  



USAGE NOTE: Different from and different than are both common in British

and American English. Critics since the 18th century have singled out different

than as incorrect, though it is well attested in the works of reputable writers.

Where the comparison is drawn directly between two persons or things, from is

usually the safer choice: My book is different from (not than) yours. But different

than is more acceptably used, particularly in American usage, where the object of

comparison is expressed by a full clause: The campus is different than it was 20

years ago (or The campus is different from how it was 20 years ago). As a result, a

simple noun phrase following different than is often construed as elliptical for a

clause, which allows for a subtle distinction in meaning between the two construc-

tions. How different this seems from Paris suggests that the object of comparison

is the city of Paris itself, whereas How different this seems than Paris suggests that

the object of comparison is something like “the way things were in Paris” or “what

happened in Paris.” • The construction different to is chiefly British.

dif·fer·en·ti·a (dVfÙN-rHnùshK-N, -shN) n.  pl. dif·fer·en·ti·ae (-shK-KÙ). An 

attribute that distinguishes one entity from another, especially an attribute that 

distinguishes one species from others of the same genus.  [Latin, difference, from 

differKns, different- present participle of differre, to differ. See DIFFER.]

dif·fer·en·tia·ble (dVfÙN-rHnùshN-bNl, -shK-N-) adj.  1. That can be differenti-

ated:  differentiable species.  2. Mathematics. Possessing a derivative.   
—difÙfer·enÙtia·bilùi·ty n. 

dif·fer·en·ti·ae (dVfÙN-rHnùshK-KÙ) n.  Plural of differentia. 
dif·fer·en·tial (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or showing a difference.  

2. Constituting or making a difference; distinctive.  3. Dependent on or making 

use of a specific difference or distinction.  4. Mathematics. Of or relating to dif-

ferentiation.  5. Involving differences in speed or direction of motion.   —  n.  

1. Mathematics. a. An infinitesimal increment in a variable.  b. The product of 

the derivative of a function containing one variable multiplied by the increment 

of the independent variable.   2. Differential gear.  3. A difference in wage rate or 

in price.   —difÙfer·enùtial·ly adv. 

differential analyzer (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl 4nùN-lXzÙNr) n.  Computer Science. A 

mechanical or electronic analog computer used to solve especially complicated 

differential equations. 

differential calculus (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  Mathematics. 1. The 

mathematics of the variation of a function with respect to changes in indepen-

dent variables.  2. The study of slopes of curves, accelerations, maxima, and min-

ima by means of derivatives and differentials. 

differential coefficient (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl koÙN-fVshùNnt) n.  Mathematics. See 

derivative (n., sense 3). 



differential equation (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl V-kw7ùzhNn) n.  Mathematics. An 

equation that expresses a relationship between functions and their derivatives. 

differential gear (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl gîr) n.  An arrangement of gears in an epicy-

clic train permitting the rotation of two shafts at different speeds, used on the 

rear axle of automotive vehicles to allow different rates of wheel rotation on 

curves. 

differential rate (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl r7t) n.  1. A difference in wage rate paid for 

the same work performed under differing conditions.  2. a. A difference in the 

transportation rate or the number of vehicles per unit time to the same destina-

tion over different routes, so as to equalize traffic.  b. A difference in rates over 

the same route owing to differences in the commodities being transported.  

differential windlass (dVfÙN-rHnùshNl wVndùlNs) n.  A hoisting device that has 

two drums of different sizes on the same axis. A line wound on the larger and 

unwound from the smaller provides extra lifting power.  Also called Chinese 

windlass 

dif·fer·en·ti·ate (dVfÙN-rHnùshK-7tÙ) v.  dif·fer·en·ti·at·ed, 
dif·fer·en·ti·at·ing, dif·fer·en·ti·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To constitute the distinc-

tion between:  subspecies that are differentiated by the markings on their wings.  

2. To perceive or show the difference in or between; discriminate.  3. To make 

different by alteration or modification.  4. Mathematics. To calculate the deriva-

tive or differential of (a function).   —  v.  intr. 1. To become distinct or special-

ized; acquire a different character.  2. To make distinctions; discriminate.  

3. Biology. To undergo a progressive, developmental change to a more specialized 

form or function. Used especially of embryonic cells or tissues.   
—difÙfer·enÙti·aùtion n. 

dif·fi·cult (dVfùV-kƒltÙ, -kNlt) adj.  1. Hard to do or accomplish; demanding con-

siderable effort or skill; arduous: “To entertain is far more difficult than to 

enlighten” (Anthony Burgess).  See Synonyms at hard.  2. Hard to endure; trying:  

fell upon difficult times.  3. Hard to comprehend or solve:  a difficult puzzle.  

4. Hard to please, satisfy, or manage:  a difficult child.  5. Hard to persuade or 

convince; stubborn.  [Middle English, back-formation from difficulte, difficulty. 

See DIFFICULTY.] —difùfi·cultÙly adv. 

dif·fi·cul·ty (dVfùV-kƒlÙtK, -kNl-) n.  pl. dif·fi·cul·ties. 1. The condition or qual-

ity of being difficult:  the difficulty of a task.  2. Something not easily done, 

accomplished, comprehended, or solved.  3.  Often difficulties. A troublesome 

or embarrassing state of affairs, especially of financial affairs.  4. A laborious 

effort; a struggle; trouble:  had difficulty walking; completed the test with difficulty.  

5. A disagreement or dispute.  6. Reluctance or an objection; unwillingness.  

[Middle English difficulte, from Old French dificulte, from Latin difficult7s, from 

difficilis, difficult  : dis-, dis- + facilis, easy; see dhK- in Appendix.]



SYNONYMS: difficulty, hardship, rigor, vicissitude. The central meaning shared

by these nouns is “something that requires great effort to overcome”: grappling

with financial difficulties; a life of hardship; undergoing the rigors of prison; with-

stood the vicissitudes of an army career.

dif·fi·dence (dVfùV-dNns, -dHnsÙ) n.  The quality or state of being diffident; 

timidity or shyness. 

dif·fi·dent (dVfùV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) adj.  1. Lacking or marked by a lack of self-con-

fidence; shy and timid.  See Synonyms at shy1.  2. Reserved in manner.  [Middle 

English, from Latin diffXdKns, diffXdent- present participle of diffXdere, to mistrust 

 : dis-, dis- + fXdere, to trust; see bheidh- in Appendix.] —difùfi·dent·ly adv. 

dif·fract (dV-fr4ktù) v.  intr. tr. dif·fract·ed, dif·fract·ing, dif·fracts. To 

undergo or cause to undergo diffraction.  [Back-formation from DIFFRACTION.] 
—dif·fracùtive adj.  —dif·fracùtive·ly adv.  —dif·fracùtive·ness n. 

dif·frac·tion (dV-fr4kùshNn) n.  Change in the directions and intensities of a 

group of waves after passing by an obstacle or through an aperture.  [New Latin 

diffr7ctio, diffr7ction-, from Latin diffr7ctus, past participle of diffringere : dis-, 

apart; see DIS- + frangere, to break; see bhreg- in Appendix.]

diffraction grating (dV-fr4kùshNn gr7ùtVng) n.  A usually glass or polished 

metal surface having a large number of very fine parallel grooves or slits cut in the 

surface and used to produce optical spectra by diffraction of reflected or trans-

mitted light. 

dif·fuse (dV-fyuzù) v.  dif·fused, dif·fus·ing, dif·fus·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pour 

out and cause to spread freely.  2. To spread about or scatter; disseminate.  3. To 

make less brilliant; soften.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become widely dispersed; spread 

out.  2. Physics. To undergo diffusion.   —  adj.  (dV-fyusù) 1. Widely spread or 

scattered; not concentrated.  2. Characterized by verbosity; wordy.  See Synonyms 

at wordy.  [From Middle English, dispersed, from Anglo-Norman diffus, from 

Latin diff7sus, past participle of diffundere, to spread  : dis-, out, apart; see DIS- + 

fundere, to pour; see gheu- in Appendix.] —dif·fuseùly (-fyusùlK) adv.  

—dif·fuseùness (-fyusùnVs) n. 

dif·fus·er (dV-fyuùzNr) n.  1. One that diffuses, as: a. A light fixture, such as a 

frosted globe, that spreads light evenly.  b. A medium that scatters light, used in 

photography to soften shadows.  c. A device, such as a cone or baffle, placed in 

front of a loudspeaker diaphragm to diffuse the sound waves.   2. A flow passage 

in a wind tunnel that decelerates a stream of gas or liquid from a high to a low 

velocity. 

dif·fus·i·ble (dV-fyuùzN-bNl) adj.  Capable of diffusing or of undergoing diffu-

sion:  diffusible dyes.   —dif·fusùi·bly adv. 



dif·fu·sion (dV-fyuùzhNn) n.  1. The process of diffusing or the condition of 

being diffused.  2. Needless profusion of words; prolixity.  3. Physics. a. The scat-

tering of incident light by reflection from a rough surface.  b. The transmission 

of light through a translucent material.  c. The spontaneous intermingling of the 

particles of two or more substances as a result of random thermal motion.    
—dif·fuùsion·al adj. 

dif·fu·sive (dV-fyuùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Characterized by diffusion.   —dif·fuù-
sive·ly adv.  —dif·fuùsive·ness n. 

dig (dVg) v.  dug (dƒg), dig·ging, digs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break up, turn over, or 

remove (earth or sand, for example), as with a shovel, a spade, or the hands.  

2. To make or form by removing earth or other material:  dug my way out of the 

snow.  3. To obtain or unearth by digging:  dig coal; a dog digging bones.  4. To 

learn or discover by careful research or investigation:  dug up the evidence; dug out 

the real facts.  5. To force down and into something; thrust:  dug his foot in the 

ground.  6. To poke or prod:  dug me in the ribs.  7. Slang. a. To understand fully:  

Do you dig what I mean?  b. To like, enjoy, or appreciate: “They really dig our 

music and, daddy, I dig swinging for them” (Louis Armstrong).  c. To take notice 

of:  Dig that wild outfit.    —  v.  intr. 1. To loosen, turn over, or remove earth or 

other material.  2. To make one’s way by or as if by pushing aside or removing 

material:  dug through the files.  3. Slang. To have understanding:  Do you dig?   —  
n.  1. A poke or thrust:  a sharp dig in the ribs.  2. A sarcastic, taunting remark; a 

gibe.  3. An archaeological excavation.  4. digs. Chiefly British. Lodgings.   
—phrasal verb. dig in. 1. To dig trenches for protection.  2. To hold on stub-

bornly, as to a position; entrench oneself.  3. a. To begin to work intensively.  

b. To begin to eat heartily.   [Middle English diggen, perhaps akin to Old French 

digue, dike, trench; see dhXgw- in Appendix. V., tr., sense 7 and intr., sense 3, per-

haps influenced by Wolof degg, to hear, find out, understand  or Irish Gaelic 

tuigim, I understand; see TWIG
2.]

dig. abbr.  Digest. 

di·gam·ma (dX-g4mùN) n.  A letter occurring in certain early forms of Greek and 

transliterated in English as w.  [Latin, from Greek  : di-, two; see DI-1 + gamma, 

gamma; see GAMMA.]

dig·a·my (dVgùN-mK) n.  Remarriage after the death or divorce of one’s first hus-

band or wife.  Also called deuterogamy  —digùa·mous (-mNs) adj. 

di·gas·tric (dX-g4sùtrVk) Anatomy. adj.  Having two fleshy ends connected by a 

thinner tendinous portion. Used of certain muscles.   —  n.  A muscle of the 

lower jaw that elevates the hyoid bone and assists in lowering the jaw. 

Dig·by (dVgùbK), Sir Kenelm. 1603-1665.  English naval officer, diplomat, and 

philosopher who reputedly discovered the necessity of oxygen to plant life. 

di·gest (dX-jHstù, dV-) v.  di·gest·ed, di·gest·ing, di·gests.  —  v.  tr. 

1. Physiology. To convert (food) into simpler chemical compounds that can be 



absorbed and assimilated by the body, as by chemical and muscular action in the 

alimentary canal.  2. To absorb or assimilate mentally.  3. a. To organize into a 

systematic arrangement, usually by summarizing or classifying.  b. To condense 

or abridge (a written work).   4. To endure or bear patiently.  5. Chemistry. To 

soften or disintegrate by means of chemical action, heat, or moisture.   —  v.  intr. 

1. Physiology. a. To become assimilated into the body.  b. To assimilate food sub-

stances.   2. Chemistry. To undergo exposure to heat, liquids, or chemical agents.   
—  n.  (dXùjHstÙ) 1.  Abbr. dig. A collection of previously published material, such 

as articles, essays, or reports, usually in edited or condensed form.  2. Law. A sys-

tematic arrangement of statutes or court decisions.  3. A periodical containing 

literary abridgments or other condensed works.  4. Digest. See pandect (n., 

sense 3).  [Middle English digesten, from Latin dXgerere, dXgest-, to separate, 

arrange  : dX-, dis-, apart; see DIS- + gerere, to carry. N., from Latin dXgesta, neuter 

pl. of dXgestus past participle of dXgerere, to separate.]

di·gest·er (dX-jHsùtNr, dV-) n.  1. One that makes a digest.  2. Chemistry. A vessel 

in which substances are softened or decomposed, usually for further processing. 

di·gest·i·ble (dX-jHsùtN-bNl, dV-) adj.  Readily or easily digested:  digestible meals.   
—di·gestÙi·bilùi·ty, di·gestùi·ble·ness n.  —di·gestùi·bly adv. 

di·ges·tion (dX-jHsùchNn, dV-) n.  1. Physiology. a. The process by which food is 

converted into substances that can be absorbed and assimilated by the body. It is 

accomplished in the alimentary canal by the mechanical and enzymatic break-

down of foods into simpler chemical compounds.  b. The result of this process.  

c. The ability to digest food.   2. The process of decomposing organic matter in 

sewage by bacteria.  3. Assimilation of ideas or information; understanding. 

di·ges·tive (dX-jHsùtVv, dV-) adj.  1. Relating to or aiding digestion.  

2. Functioning to digest food.   —  n.  A substance that aids digestion.   
—di·gesùtive·ly adv.  —di·gesùtive·ness n. 

digestive gland (dX-jHsùtVv gl4nd) n.  A gland, such as the liver or pancreas, 

that secretes into the alimentary canal substances necessary for digestion. 

digestive system (dX-jHsùtVv sVsùtNm) n.  The alimentary canal and digestive 

glands regarded as an integrated system responsible for the ingestion, digestion, 

and absorption of food. 

digestive tract (dX-jHsùtVv tr4kt) n.  See alimentary canal. 
dig·ger (dVgùNr) n.  1. a. One that digs:  a digger of gardens; a digger for informa-

tion; a digger of bones.  b. A tool or machine used for digging or excavating.   

2. Informal. A soldier from New Zealand or Australia in World War I. 

digger wasp (dVgùNr wmsp) n.  Any of various wasps of the family Sphecidae 

that burrow into the ground to build their nests and that paralyze their prey by 

stinging. 

dig·gings (dVgùVngz) pl.n.  1. An excavation site, as for digging ore.  2. Materials 

that have been excavated.  3. Chiefly British. Rooms; lodgings. 



dight (dXt) v.  tr. dight or dight·ed, dight·ing, dights. Archaic. To dress; 

adorn.  [Middle English dighten, from Old English dihtan, to arrange, from Latin 

dict7re, to dictate. See DICTATE.]

dig·it (dVjùVt) n.  1. a. A human finger or toe.  b. A corresponding part in other 

vertebrates.   2. A unit of length derived from the breadth of a finger and equal to 

about 4 of an inch (2.0 centimeters).  3. a. One of the ten Arabic number sym-

bols, 0 through 9.  b. Such a symbol used in a system of numeration.   [Middle 

English, from Latin digitus, finger, toe. See deik- in Appendix.]

dig·i·tal (dVjùV-tl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a digit, especially a finger.  

2. Operated or done with the fingers:  a digital switch.  3. Having digits.  

4. Expressed in digits, especially for use by a computer.  5. Using or giving a read-

ing in digits:  a digital clock.   —  n.  A key played with the finger, as on a piano.   
—digùi·tal·ly adv. 

digital computer (dVjùV-tl kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  Computer Science. A computer 

that performs calculations and logical operations with quantities represented as 

digits, usually in the binary number system. 

dig·i·tal·in (dVjÙV-t4lùVn) n.  1. A white crystalline glycoside, C36H56O14, that is 

obtained from the seeds of the common foxglove.  2. One of several mixtures of 

digitalis glycosides that are extracted from the leaves or seeds of the common fox-

glove.  [DIGITAL(IS) + -IN.]

dig·i·tal·is (dVjÙV-t4lùVs) n.  1. A plant of the genus Digitalis, which includes the 

foxgloves.  2. A drug prepared from the seeds and dried leaves of this plant, used 

in medicine as a cardiac stimulant.  [Latin digit7lis, of a finger (from the finger-

shaped corollas of foxglove), from digitus, finger. See DIGIT.]

WORD HISTORY: The name of the plant genus Digitalis, whose member the

foxglove provides an important drug used to treat heart disease, is associated with

another part of the body, the finger. In Digitalis, which comes from the Latin

word digit7lis, meaning “relating to a finger,” we recognize digit, which derives

from Latin digitus, “finger, toe.” In Modern Latin the genus name was chosen be-

cause the German name for the foxglove is Fingerhut, “thimble,” or literally “fin-

ger hat.” The second part of our word foxglove also refers to the similarity of the

foxglove blossoms to the fingers of a glove. Digitalis is first recorded in English

in a work published in 1664.

dig·i·tal·ize (dVjùV-tl-XzÙ) v.  tr. dig·i·tal·ized, dig·i·tal·iz·ing, dig·i·tal·iz·es. 
1. To administer digitalis in a dosage sufficient to achieve the maximum thera-

peutic effect without producing toxic symptoms.  2. To digitize.   
—digÙi·tal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 



digital recording (dVjùV-tl rV-kôrùdVng) n.  1. A method of recording in which 

portions of sound waves are converted into numbers and stored for later repro-

duction.  2. A record, tape, or disk that is recorded using this process. 

dig·i·tate (dVjùV-t7tÙ) also dig·i·tat·ed (-t7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having digits or finger-

like projections.  2. Botany. Having distinct parts arising from a common point 

or center; palmate.   —digùi·tateÙly adv. 

dig·i·ta·tion (dVjÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Division into fingerlike parts.  2. A fingerlike 

part or process. 

dig·i·ti·grade (dVjùV-tV-gr7dÙ) adj.  Relating to an animal, such as a horse, cat, or 

dog, whose weight is borne on the toes.  [French  : Latin digitus, toe; see DIGIT + 

Latin gradus, step; see GRADE.]

dig·i·tize (dVjùV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. dig·i·tized, dig·i·tiz·ing, dig·i·tiz·es. To put (data, 

for example) into digital form.   —digÙi·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—digùi·tizÙer n. 

dig·i·tox·in (dVjÙV-tmkùsVn) n.  A highly active glycoside, C41H64O13, derived 

from digitalis and prescribed in the treatment of certain cardiac conditions.  

[DIGI(TALIS) + TOXIN.]

dig·los·si·a (dX-glmsùK-N, glôùsK-N) n.  A sociolinguistic situation in which com-

plementary social functions are distributed between two different varieties of a 

language, a prestigious, formal, or high variety and a common, colloquial, or low 

variety, as in Italian, German, or Scottish English.  [From Greek diglossos, speak-

ing two languages  : di-, two; see DI-1 + glossa, tongue, language.]

di·glyc·er·ide (dX-glVsùN-rXdÙ) n.  An ester of two fatty acids and glycerol. 

dig·ni·fied (dVgùnN-fXdÙ) adj.  Having or expressing dignity.   —digùni·fiedÙly 
(-fXdÙlK, -fXÙVd-lK) adv. 

dig·ni·fy (dVgùnN-fXÙ) v.  tr. dig·ni·fied, dig·ni·fy·ing, dig·ni·fies. 1. To con-

fer dignity or honor on; give distinction to:  dignified him with a title.  2. To raise 

the status of (something unworthy or lowly); make honorable:  would not dignify 

the insulting question with a response.  [Middle English dignifien, from Old French 

dignifier, from Late Latin dignific7re : Latin dignus, worthy; see dek- in Appendix 

+ Latin -fic7re, -fy.]

dig·ni·tar·y (dVgùnV-tHrÙK) n.  pl. dig·ni·tar·ies. A person of high rank or posi-

tion. 

dig·ni·ty (dVgùnV-tK) n.  pl. dig·ni·ties. 1. The quality or state of being worthy 

of esteem or respect.  2. Inherent nobility and worth:  the dignity of honest labor.  

3. a. Poise and self-respect.  b. Stateliness and formality in manner and appear-

ance.   4. The respect and honor associated with an important position.  5. A 

high office or rank.  6. dignities. The ceremonial symbols and observances 

attached to high office.  7. Archaic. A dignitary.  [Middle English dignite, from 

Old French, from Latin dignit7s, from dignus, worthy. See dek- in Appendix.]



dig·ox·in (dVj-mkùsVn) n.  A cardiac glycoside, C41H64O14, obtained from the 

leaves of a foxglove, Digitalis lanata, with pharmacological effects similar to digi-

talis.  [DIG(ITALIS) + (T)OXIN.]

di·graph (dXùgr4fÙ) n.  1. A pair of letters representing a single speech sound, 

such as the ph in pheasant or the ea in beat.  2. A single character consisting of 

two letters run together and representing a single sound, such as Old English æ.   
—di·graphùic (dX-gr4fùVk) adj. 

di·gress (dX-grHsù, dV-) v.  intr. di·gressed, di·gress·ing, di·gress·es. To turn 

aside, especially from the main subject in writing or speaking; stray.  See Syn-

onyms at swerve.  [Latin dXgredX, dXgress-  : dX-, dis-, apart; see DIS- + gradX, to go; 

see ghredh- in Appendix.]

di·gres·sion (dX-grHshùNn, dV-) n.  1. The act of digressing.  2. An instance of 

digressing, especially a written or spoken passage that has no bearing on the main 

subject.   —di·gresùsion·al adj. 

di·gres·sive (dX-grHsùVv, dV-) adj.  Characterized by digressions; rambling.   
—di·gresùsive·ly adv.  —di·gresùsive·ness n. 

di·he·dral (dX-hKùdrNl) adj.  Mathematics. 1. Formed by or having two plane 

faces; two-sided.  2. Relating to, having, or forming a dihedral angle.   —  n.  

1. Mathematics. A dihedral angle.  2. Aeronautics. The upward or downward 

inclination of an aircraft wing from true horizontal. 

dihedral angle (dX-hKùdrNl 4ngùgNl) n.  1. Mathematics. The angle formed by 

two intersecting planes.  2. Aeronautics. The dihedral of an aircraft wing. 

di·hy·brid (dX-hXùbrVd) n.  Genetics. The hybrid of parents that differ at only two 

gene loci, for which each parent is homozygous with different alleles. 

di·hy·dric (dX-hXùdrVk) adj.  Containing two hydroxyl radicals. 

di·hy·drox·y·phen·yl·al·a·nine (dXÙhX-drmkÙsK-fHnÙNl-4lùN-nKnÙ, -fKÙnNl-) 

n.  Dopa. 

Di·jon (dK-zhoNù)  A city of eastern France north of Lyons. It is an industrial cen-

ter and a transportation hub noted for its foodstuffs, including mustard and cas-

sis. Population, 140,942. 

di·kar·y·on (dX-k4rùK-mnÙ, -Nn) n.  The state in certain fungi in which each com-

partment of a hypha contains two nuclei, each derived from a different parent.  

[DI-1 + Greek karuon, nut, kernel; see KARYO-.]

dik-dik (dVkùdVkÙ) n.  Any of several very small African antelopes of the genus 

Madoqua.  [Perhaps of East African origin.]

dike1 also dyke (dXk) n.  1. a. An embankment of earth and rock built to pre-

vent floods.  b. Chiefly British. A low wall, often of sod, dividing or enclosing 

lands.   2. A barrier blocking a passage, especially for protection.  3. A raised 

causeway.  4. A ditch; a channel.  5. Geology. A long mass of igneous rock that 

cuts across the structure of adjacent rock.   —  v.  tr. diked also dyked, dik·ing 

also dyk·ing, dikes also dykes. 1. To protect, enclose, or provide with a dike.  



2. To drain with dikes or ditches.  [Middle English, from Old English dXc, trench; 

see dhXgw- in Appendix, and from Old Norse dXki, ditch.] —dikùer n. 

dike2 (dXk) n.  Offensive Slang. Variant of dyke2. 
dik·tat (dVk-tätù) n.  1. A harsh, unilaterally imposed settlement with a defeated 

party.  2. An authoritative or dogmatic statement or decree.  [German, from 

Latin dict7tum, from neuter past participle of dict7re, to dictate. See DICTATE.]

dil. abbr.  Dilute. 

Di·lan·tin (dX-l4nùtVn)  A trademark used for phenytoin. 

di·lap·i·date (dV-l4pùV-d7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. di·lap·i·dat·ed, di·lap·i·dat·ing, 
di·lap·i·dates. 1. To bring or fall into a state of partial ruin, decay, or disrepair.  

2. Archaic. To squander; waste.  [Latin dXlapid7re, dXlapid7t-, to demolish, destroy 

 : dis-, apart; see DIS- + lapid7re, to throw stones (from lapis, lapid-, stone); see 

LAPIDARIAN.] —di·lapÙi·daùtion n. 

di·lap·i·dat·ed (dV-l4pùV-d7ÙtVd) adj.  Having fallen into a state of disrepair or 

deterioration, as through neglect; broken-down and shabby. 

di·la·tan·cy (dX-l7tùn-sK, dV-) n.  pl. di·la·tan·cies. 1. The increase in volume of 

a granular substance when its shape is changed, because of greater distance 

between its component particles.  2. The phenomenon whereby a viscous sub-

stance solidifies under pressure. 

di·la·tant (dX-l7tùnt, dV-) adj.  1. Tending to dilate; dilating.  2. Exhibiting dila-

tancy.   —  n.  A dilator. 

dil·a·ta·tion (dVlÙN-t7ùshNn, dXÙlN-) n.  1. a. The act or process of expanding; 

dilation.  b. The condition of being expanded or stretched.  c. A dilated forma-

tion or part.   2. Medicine. The condition of being abnormally enlarged or dilated, 

as of an organ, an orifice, or a tubular structure:  dilatation of the stomach.  Also 

called dilation 3. Lengthy explanation or elaboration of a subject in writing or 

speech.   —dilÙa·taùtion·al adj. 

dilatation and curettage (dVlÙN-t7ùshNn Nnd kytrÙV-täzhù) n.  Dilation 

and curettage. 

dil·a·ta·tor (dVlùN-t7ÙtNr, dXùlN-) n.  A dilator. 

di·late (dX-l7tù, dXùl7tÙ) v.  di·lat·ed, di·lat·ing, di·lates.  —  v.  tr. To make 

wider or larger; cause to expand.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become wider or larger; 

expand.  2. To speak or write at great length on a subject; expatiate.  [Middle 

English dilaten, from Old French dilater, from Latin dXl7t7re, to enlarge  : dis-, 

apart; see DIS- + l7tus, wide.] —di·latÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —di·latùa·ble adj.  

—di·latùa·bly adv.  —di·laùtive adj. 

di·lat·ed (dX-l7ùtVd, dXùl7Ù-) adj.  1. Having been widened; expanded.  

2. Distended.   —di·latùed·ness n. 

di·la·tion (dX-l7ùshNn, dV-) n.  1. The act of expanding or the state of being 

expanded.  2. Medicine. See dilatation (n., sense 2). 



dilation and curettage (dX-l7ùshNn Nnd kytrÙV-täzhù) n.  A surgical proce-

dure in which the cervix is expanded using a dilator and the uterine lining 

scraped with a curette, performed for the diagnosis and treatment of various 

uterine conditions. 

dil·a·tom·e·ter (dVlÙN-tmmùV-tNr, dXÙlN-) n.  An instrument used to measure 

thermal expansion and dilation in solids and liquids.  [DILATE + -METER.] 
—dilÙa·to·metùric (-tN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —dilÙa·tomùe·try n. 

di·la·tor (dX-l7ùtNr, dXùl7Ù-, dV-l7ù-) n.  1. A muscle that dilates a body part, such 

as a blood vessel or the pupil of the eye.  2. An instrument that dilates a body 

part, such as a cavity, canal, or orifice. 

dil·a·to·ry (dVlùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Intended to delay.  2. Tending to post-

pone or delay:  dilatory in his work habits.  See Synonyms at slow.  [Middle 

English dilatorie, from Latin dXl7torius, from dXl7tor, delayer, from dXl7tus, past 

participle of differre, to delay  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + l7tus, carried; see telN- in 

Appendix.] —dilÙa·toùri·ly adv.  —dilùa·toÙri·ness n. 

dil·do also dil·doe (dVlùdo) n.  pl. dil·dos also dil·does. An object used as a 

substitute for an erect penis.  [Origin unknown.]

di·lem·ma (dV-lHmùN) n.  1. A situation that requires a choice between options 

that are or seem equally unfavorable or mutually exclusive.  2. Usage Problem. A 

problem that seems to defy a satisfactory solution.  3. Logic. An argument that 

presents an antagonist with a choice of two or more alternatives, each of which 

contradicts the original contention and is conclusive.  [Late Latin, from Greek 

dilKmma, ambiguous proposition  : di-, two; see DI-1 + lKmma, proposition; see 

LEMMA
1.] —dilÙem·matùic (dVlÙN-m4tùVk) adj.  

USAGE NOTE: In its primary sense dilemma denotes a situation in which a

choice must be made between alternative courses of action or argument. Although

citational evidence attests to widespread use of the term meaning simply “prob-

lem” or “predicament” and involving no issue of choice, 74 percent of the Usage

Panel rejected the sentence Juvenile drug abuse is the great dilemma of the 1980’s.

• It is sometimes claimed that because the di- in dilemma comes from a Greek

prefix meaning “two,” the word should be used only when exactly two choices are

involved. But 64 percent of the Usage Panel accepts its use for choices among three

or more options in the example Ph.D. students who haven’t completed their disser-

tations by the time their fellowships expire face a difficult dilemma: whether to take

out loans to support themselves, to try to work part-time at both a job and their re-

search, or to give up on the degree entirely.

dil·et·tante (dVlùV-täntÙ, dVlÙV-täntù, -tänùtK, -t4ntù, -t4nùtK) n.  pl. dil·et·tantes 

also dil·et·tan·ti (-tänùtK, -t4nù-). 1. A dabbler in an art or a field of knowledge.  

See Synonyms at amateur.  2. A lover of the fine arts; a connoisseur.   —  adj.  



Superficial; amateurish.  [Italian, lover of the arts, from present participle of dil-

ettare, to delight, from Latin dKlect7re. See DELIGHT.] —dilùet·tanÙtish adj.  

—dilùet·tanÙtism n. 

dil·i·gence1 (dVlùN-jNns) n.  1. Earnest and persistent application to an under-

taking; steady effort; assiduity.  2. Attentive care; heedfulness. 

dil·i·gence2 (dVlùN-jNns, dKÙlK-zhäNsù) n.  A large stagecoach.  [French, from 

(carrosse de) diligence, speed (coach), from Old French, diligence, dispatch, from 

Latin dXligentia, from dXligKns, dXligent-, diligent. See DILIGENT.]

dil·i·gent (dVlùN-jNnt) adj.  Marked by persevering, painstaking effort.  See Syn-

onyms at busy.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin dXligKns, dXligent- 

present participle of dXligere, to esteem, love  : dX-, dis-, apart; see DIS- + legere, to 

choose; see leg- in Appendix.] —dilùi·gent·ly adv. 

dill (dVl) n.  1. An aromatic herb (Anethum graveolens) native to Eurasia, having 

finely dissected leaves and small yellow flowers clustered in umbels.  2. The leaves 

or seeds of this plant, used as a seasoning.  [Middle English dile, from Old 

English.]

Dil·lin·ger (dVlùVn-jNr), John. 1902-1934.  American gangster who was declared 

Public Enemy Number One by the F.B.I. in 1933 for his role in a string of bank 

robberies and at least three murders. He died in a gun battle with F.B.I. agents in 

front of the Biograph Theater in Chicago. 

Dil·lon (dVlùNn), John. 1851-1927.  Irish politician who led the Irish Nationalist 

Party in 1918. 

dill pickle (dVl pVkùNl) n.  A pickled cucumber flavored with dill. 

dil·ly (dVlùK) n.  pl. dil·lies. Slang. One that is remarkable or extraordinary, as in 

size or quality:  had a dilly of a fight.  [Obsolete dilly, delightful, alteration of 

DELIGHTFUL.]

dil·ly-dal·ly (dVlùK-d4lÙK) v.  intr. dil·ly-dal·lied, dil·ly-dal·lying, dil·ly-
dal·lies. To waste time, especially in indecision; dawdle or vacillate.  [Reduplica-

tion of DALLY.] —dilùly-dalÙli·er n. 

dil·u·ent (dVlùyu-Nnt) adj.  Serving to dilute.   —  n.  Chemistry. An inert sub-

stance used to dilute.  [Latin dXluKns, dXluent- present participle of dXluere, to 

dilute. See DILUTE.]

di·lute (dX-lutù, dV-) v.  tr. di·lut·ed, di·lut·ing, di·lutes. 1. To make thinner 

or less concentrated by adding a liquid such as water.  2. To lessen the force, 

strength, purity, or brilliance of, especially by admixture.   —  adj.  Abbr. dil. 
Weakened; diluted.  [Latin dXluere, dXl7t-  : dX-, dis-, apart, away; see DIS- + -luere, 

to wash (from lavere); see leu(N)- in Appendix.] —di·lutùer, di·lutùor n.  

—di·luùtive adj. 

di·lu·tion (dX-luùshNn, dV-) n.  1. a. The process of making weaker or less con-

centrated.  b. A dilute or weakened condition.   2. A diluted substance.  3. A 



decrease in the equity position of a share of stock because of the issuance of addi-

tional shares. 

di·lu·vi·al (dV-luùvK-Nl) also di·lu·vi·an (-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or produced 

by a flood.  [Late Latin dXluvi7lis, from Latin dXluvium, flood, from dXluere, to 

wash away. See DILUTE.]

dim (dVm) adj.  dim·mer, dim·mest. 1. a. Lacking in brightness:  a dim room.  

b. Emitting only a small amount of light; faint:  a dim lightbulb.   2. Lacking lus-

ter; dull and subdued.  3. a. Faintly outlined; indistinct:  a dim figure in the dis-

tance.  b. Obscure to the mind or the senses:  a dim recollection of the accident.   

4. Lacking sharpness or clarity of understanding or perception.  See Synonyms at 

dark.  5. Lacking keenness or vigor.  6. Negative, unfavorable, or disapproving:  

took a dim view of their prospects.   —  v.  tr. intr. dimmed, dim·ming, dims. To 

make or become dim.   —  n.  1. a. A parking light on a motor vehicle.  b. Low 

beam.   2. Archaic. Dusk.  [Middle English, from Old English.] —dimùly adv.  

—dimùness n. 

dim. abbr.  1. Dimension.  2. Diminished.  3. Music. Diminuendo.  

4. Diminutive. 

Di·Mag·gio (dN-mäùzhK-o, -m4jùK-o), Joseph Paul. Known as “Jolting Joe” 

and “the Yankee Clipper.” Born 1914.  American baseball player. A center 

fielder for the New York Yankees (1936-1951), he is considered the best all-

around player ever at that position. In 1941 he hit safely in 56 consecutive games. 

dime (dXm) n.  1. A coin of the United States or Canada worth ten cents.  

2. Slang. A dime bag.   —idioms. a dime a dozen. Overly abundant; com-

monplace.  on a dime. At a precise point; within a narrowly defined area:  a 

sports car that stops on a dime.  [Middle English, tenth part, from Old French 

disme, from Latin decima (pars), tenth (part), from decem, ten. See dekc in 

Appendix.]

dime bag (dXm b4g) n.  Slang. A specified amount of an unlawful drug, pack-

aged and sold for a fixed price, usually about ten dollars. 

di·men·hy·dri·nate (dXÙmHn-hXùdrN-n7tÙ) n.  An antihistamine, 

C24H28ClN5O3, used to treat motion sickness and allergic disorders.  [DIME(THYL) 

+ (AMI)N(E) + hydrinate (HYDR(AM)IN(E) + -ATE
2).]

dime novel (dXm nmvùNl) n.  A melodramatic novel of romance or adventure, 

usually in paperback.  [After the Dime Book Series, published by Erastus Flavel 

Beadle.] —dime novelist n. 

di·men·sion (dV-mHnùshNn, dX-) n.  Abbr. dim. 1. A measure of spatial extent, 

especially width, height, or length.  2.  Often dimensions. Extent or magnitude; 

scope:  a problem of alarming dimensions.  3. Aspect; element: “He’s a good news-

man, and he has that extra dimension” (William S. Paley).  4. Mathematics. a. One 

of the least number of independent coordinates required to specify uniquely a 

point in space or in space and time.  b. The range of such a coordinate.   



5. Physics. A physical property, such as mass, length, time, or a combination 

thereof, regarded as a fundamental measure or as one of a set of fundamental 

measures of a physical quantity:  Velocity has the dimensions of length divided by 

time.   —  v.  tr. di·men·sioned, di·men·sion·ing, di·men·sions. 1. To cut or 

shape to specified dimensions.  2. To mark with specified dimensions.  [Middle 

English dimensioun, from Latin dXmKnsio, dXmKnsion-, extent, from dXmKnsus, past 

participle of dXmKtXrX, to measure out  : dis-, dis- + mKtXrX, to measure; see mK-2 in 

Appendix.] —di·menùsion·al adj.  —di·menÙsion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n.  

—di·menùsion·al·ly adv.  —di·menùsion·less adj. 

di·mer (dXùmNr) n.  1. A molecule consisting of two identical simpler molecules.  

2. A chemical compound consisting of such molecules.  [DI-1 + (POLY)MER.] 
—di·merùic (dX-mHrùVk) adj. 

di·mer·cap·rol (dXÙmNr-k4pùrôl, -rol, -rml) n.  A colorless, oily, viscous liquid, 

C3H8OS2, used as an antidote for poisoning caused by lewisite, organic arsenic 

compounds, and heavy metals including mercury and gold.  Also called British 

anti-lewisite [DI-1 + MERCAP(TAN) + (P)R(OPANE) + -OL(E).]

dim·er·ous (dVmùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Consisting of two parts or segments, as the tar-

sus in certain insects.  2. Botany. Having flower parts, such as petals, sepals, and 

stamens, in sets of two.   —dimùer·ism n. 

dime store (dXm stôr) n.  See five-and-ten. 
dim·e·ter (dVmùV-tNr) n.  A line of verse consisting of two metrical feet.  [Late 

Latin, from Greek dimetros, having two meters  : di-, two; see DI-1 + metron, 

meter; see METER
1.]

di·meth·o·ate (dX-mHthùo-7tÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, C5H12NO3PS2, 

used as an insecticide.  [Probably DIMETH(YL) + (THI)O- + -ATE
2.]

di·meth·yl (dX-mHthùNl) n.  An organic compound, especially ethane, contain-

ing two methyl groups. 

di·meth·yl·ni·tros·a·mine (dX-mHthÙNl-nX-troùsN-mKnÙ, -nXÙtro-s4mùVn) n.  

A carcinogenic nitrosamine, C2H6N2O, that occurs in tobacco smoke and certain 

foods. 

di·meth·yl·sulf·ox·ide (dX-mHthÙNl-sƒl-fmkùsXdÙ) n.  DMSO. 

dimin. abbr.  1. Music. Diminuendo.  2. Diminutive. 

di·min·ish (dV-mVnùVsh) v.  di·min·ished, di·min·ish·ing, di·min·ish·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To make smaller or less or to cause to appear so.  b. To detract from 

the authority, reputation, or prestige of.   2. To cause to taper.  3. Music. To 

reduce (a perfect or minor interval) by a semitone.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

smaller or less.  See Synonyms at decrease.  2. To taper.  [Middle English dimin-

ishen, blend of diminuen, to lessen (from Old French diminuer, from Latin dXmin-

uere, variant of dKminuere : dK-, de- + minuere, to lessen), minishen, to reduce 

(from Old French minuiser, from Vulgar Latin *min7ti7re, from Latin min7tia, 



smallness, from min7tus, small, from past participle of minuere, to lessen); see 

mei-2 in Appendix.] —di·minùish·a·ble adj.  —di·minùish·ment n. 

di·min·ished capacity (dV-mVnùVsht kN-p4sùV-tK) n.  Law. Lack of ability to 

achieve the state of mind necessary for the commission of a particular crime. 

di·min·ish·ing returns (dV-mVnùV-shVng rV-tûrnùz) pl.n.  A yield rate that 

after a certain point fails to increase proportionately to additional outlays of cap-

ital or investments of time and labor. 

di·min·u·en·do (dV-mVnÙyu-Hnùdo) n. , adv.  & adj.   Abbr. dim., dimin. 
Music. Decrescendo.  [Italian, present participle of diminuire, to diminish, from 

Latin dXminuere. See DIMINISH.]

dim·i·nu·tion (dVmÙN-nuùshNn, -nyuù-) n.  1. a. The act or process of dimin-

ishing; a lessening or reduction.  b. The resulting reduction; decrease.   2. Music. 

Repetition of a theme in notes one-quarter or one-half the duration of the origi-

nal.  [Middle English diminucioun, from Old French diminution, from Latin 

dXmin7tio, dXmin7tion-, from dXmin7tus, past participle of dXminuere. See DIMIN-

ISH.] —dimÙi·nuùtion·al adj. 

di·min·u·tive (dV-mVnùyN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. dim., dimin. 1. Extremely small in 

size; tiny.  See Synonyms at small.  2. Grammar. Of or being a suffix that indi-

cates smallness, youth, familiarity, affection, or contempt, as -let in booklet, -kin 

in lambkin, or -et in nymphet.   —  n.  1. Grammar. A diminutive suffix, word, or 

name.  2. A very small person or thing.  [Middle English diminutif, from Old 

French, from Latin dXmin7tXvus, from dXmin7tus, present participle of dXminuere. 

See DIMINISH.] —di·minùu·tive·ly adv.  —di·minùu·tive·ness n. 

dim·i·ty (dVmùV-tK) n.  pl. dim·i·ties. A sheer, crisp cotton fabric with raised 

woven stripes or checks, used chiefly for curtains and dresses.  [Middle English 

demyt, from Medieval Latin dimitum, from Greek dimiton, from neuter of dimi-

tos, double-threaded  : di-, two; see DI-1 + mitos, thread.]

dim·mer (dVmùNr) n.  1. A rheostat or other device used to vary the intensity of 

an electric light.  2. a. A parking light on a motor vehicle.  b. Low beam.  

di·mor·phic (dX-môrùfVk) also di·mor·phous (-fNs) adj.  Existing or occurring 

in two distinct forms; exhibiting dimorphism:  a dimorphic crystal; dimorphic 

organisms. 

di·mor·phism (dX-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. Biology. The existence within a species of 

two distinct forms that differ in one or more characteristics, such as coloration, 

size, or shape.  2. Botany. The occurrence of two distinct forms of the same parts 

in one plant, as in the juvenile and adult leaves of ivy.  3. Chemistry & Physics. 

Dimorphic crystallization. 

di·mor·phous (dX-môrùfNs) adj.  Variant of dimorphic. 
dim-out (dVmùoutÙ) n.  1. Restricted use of lights at night, as to make a city less 

visible from the air in wartime.  2. The semidarkness resulting from restricted 

use of lights at night. 



dim·ple (dVmùpNl) n.  1. A small natural indentation in the flesh on a part of the 

human body, especially in the cheek or on the chin.  2. A slight depression or 

indentation in a surface.   —  v.  dim·pled, dim·pling, dim·ples.  —  v.  intr. 

To form dimples by smiling.   —  v.  tr. To produce dimples in.  [Middle English 

dimpel, from Old English *dympel.] —dimùply adj. 

dim sum (dVmù stmù, sƒmù) n.  A traditional Chinese cuisine in which small 

portions of a variety of foods, including an assortment of steamed or fried 

dumplings, are served in succession.  [Chinese (Cantonese) dim sem, from Chi-

nese (Mandarin) di5n xXn, light refreshments  : di5n, spot, drop + xXn, heart, cen-

ter.]

dim·wit (dVmùwVtÙ) n.  Slang. A stupid person.   —dimùwitùted adj.  

—dimùwitùted·ly adv.  —dimùwitùted·ness n. 

din (dVn) n.  A jumble of loud, usually discordant sounds.  See Synonyms at 

noise.   —  v.  dinned, din·ning, dins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stun with deafening 

noise.  2. To instill by wearying repetition:  dinned the Latin conjugations into the 

student’s heads.   —  v.  intr. To make a loud noise.  [Middle English dine, from 

Old English dyne.]

di·nar (dV-närù, dKùnärÙ) n.  Abbr. din. 1. A basic unit of currency in Algeria, 

Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Tunisia, Yemen, and Yugoslavia; a unit of 

currency in Iran.  See Table at currency.  2. Any of several units of gold and sil-

ver currency formerly used in the Middle East.  [Arabic dXn7r, from Late Greek 

dKnarion, from Latin dKn7rius. See DENARIUS.]

Di·nar·ic Alps (dV-n4rùVk 4lps)  A range of the Balkan Peninsula extending 

about 644 km (400 mi) along the eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea. The partially 

submerged western part of the system forms numerous islands along the coast-

line. 

dine (dXn) v.  dined, din·ing, dines.  —  v.  intr. To have dinner.   —  v.  tr. To 

give dinner to; entertain at dinner:  wined and dined the visiting senators.  [Middle 

English dinen, from Old French diner, disner, from Vulgar Latin *disi7n7re, from 

*disiKi7n7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin iKi7nium, fast.]

Dine (dXn), Jim. Born 1935.  American artist noted for his autobiographical 

paintings and sculptures of objects such as tools and bathrobes. 

din·er (dXùnNr) n.  1. One that dines:  midnight diners enjoying the meal after the 

theater.  2.  See dining car.  3. A small, usually inexpensive restaurant with a 

long counter and booths and housed in a building designed to resemble a dining 

car. 

Di·ne·sen (dKùnV-sNn, dVnùV-), Isak. Pen name of Baroness Karen Blixen. 1885-

1962.  Danish writer who lived in Kenya from 1914 to 1933 and is best known for 

her sensitive memoir Out of Africa (1937). 



di·nette (dX-nHtù) n.  1. A nook or alcove located in or near a kitchen and used 

for informal meals.  2. The table and chairs used to furnish such an area.  [DINE + 

-ETTE.]

ding1 (dVng) v.  dinged, ding·ing, dings.  —  v.  intr. 1. To ring; clang.  2. To 

speak persistently and repetitiously.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to clang, as by striking.  

2. To instill with constant repetition:  dinged advice into my head.   —  n.  A ring-

ing sound.  [Partly imitative, and partly alteration of DIN.]

ding2 (dVng) n.  Informal. A small dent or nick, as in the body of a car.  [From 

ding, to strike, beat on, pound (from Middle English dingen;; akin to Old Norse 

dengja), and from DING
1.] —ding v. 

ding-a-ling (dVngùN-lVng) n.  Slang. A scatterbrained or eccentric person. 

ding·bat (dVngùb4tÙ) n.  1. Slang. An empty-headed or silly person.  2. An 

object, such as a brick or stone, used as a missile.  3. Slang. An unspecified gadget 

or other small article, especially one whose name is unknown or forgotten.  

4. Printing. A typographical ornament or symbol.  [Origin unknown.]

ding-dong (dVngùdôngÙ, -dmngÙ) n.  1. The peal of a bell.  2. Slang. An empty-

headed person; a fool.   —  v.  intr. ding-·donged, ding-·dong·ing, ding-
·dongs. To ring; jingle.   —  adj.  Characterized by a hammering exchange, as of 

blows:  a ding-dong fight.  [Imitative.]

din·ghy (dVngùK) n.  pl. din·ghies. Nautical. 1. A small open boat carried as a 

tender, lifeboat, or pleasure craft on a larger boat.  2. A small rowboat.  3. An 

inflatable rubber life raft.  [Hindi CXggX, diminutive of Cegg7, boat.]

din·gle (dVngùgNl) n.  A small, wooded valley; a dell.  [Middle English, dell, hol-

low.]

Ding Ling (dVngù lVngù), 1904-1986.  Chinese writer known for her novels, sto-

ries, and plays that explore the evolving role of women in Communist China. 

din·go (dVngùgo) n.  pl. din·goes. A wild dog (Canis dingo) of Australia, having 

a reddish-brown or yellowish-brown coat.  [Dharuk (Aboriginal language of 

southeast Australia) dikgu.]

din·gus (dVngùNs) n.  Slang. An article whose name is unknown or forgotten.  

[Dutch dinges, probably from German, genitive of Ding, thing, from Old High 

German.]

din·gy (dVnùjK) adj.  din·gi·er, din·gi·est. 1. Darkened with smoke and grime; 

dirty or discolored.  2. Shabby, drab, or squalid.  [Possibly from Middle English 

dinge, dung, variant of dung. See DUNG.] —dinùgi·ly adv.  —dinùgi·ness n. 

din·ing car (dXùnVng kär) n.  A railroad car in which meals are served.  Also 

called diner 

dining room (dXùnVng rum) n.  Abbr. DR A room, as in a house or hotel, in 

which meals are eaten. 

di·ni·tro·ben·zene (dX-nXÙtro-bHnùzKnÙ, -bHn-zKnù) n.  Any of three isomeric 

compounds, C6H4(NO2)2, made from a mixture of nitric acid, sulfuric acid, and 



heated benzene and used in celluloid manufacture, in dyes, and in organic syn-

thesis. 

dink (dVngk) n.  Sports. A drop shot.  [Perhaps alteration of DINKY.]

DINK  or dink (dVnk) n.  A two-career couple with no children.  [D(ual) 

I(ncome) N(o) K(ids).]

din·key also din·ky (dVngùkK) n.  pl. din·keys also din·kies. A small locomo-

tive used in a railroad yard, as for shunting.  [From DINKY.]

din·kum (dVnùkNm) Australian. adj.  Genuine; real.   —  adv.  Honestly; truly.  

[From English dialectal, and Australian, work.]

din·ky (dVngùkK) adj.  din·ki·er, din·ki·est. Informal. 1. Of small size or conse-

quence; insignificant.  2. Of poor quality; shabby.   —  n.  Variant of dinkey. 
[Probably from Scots dink, neat, trim.]

din·ner (dVnùNr) n.  1. a. The chief meal of the day, eaten in the evening or at 

midday.  b. A banquet or formal meal in honor of a person or an event.  c. The 

food prepared for either of these meals.   2. A full-course meal served at a fixed 

price; table d’hôte.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  din-

ner dishes; dinner music; dinner attire.  [Middle English diner, morning meal, from 

Old French disner, diner, to dine, morning meal. See DINE.]

WORD HISTORY: Eating foods such as pizza and ice cream for breakfast may

be justified by the fact that in Middle English dinner meant “breakfast,” as did the

Old French word disner, or diner, which was the source of our word. The Old

French word came from the Vulgar Latin word ·disi7n7re, meaning “to break one’s

fast; that is, to eat one’s first meal,” a notion also contained in our word breakfast.

The Vulgar Latin word was derived from an earlier word, ·disiKi7n7re, the Latin

elements of which are dis-, denoting reversal, and iKi7nium, “fast.” Middle English

diner not only meant “breakfast” but, echoing usage of the Old French word diner,

more commonly meant “the first big meal of the day, usually eaten between 9 A.M.

and noon.” Customs change, however, and over the years we have let the chief

meal become the last meal of the day, by which time we have broken our fast more

than once.

dinner jacket (dVnùNr j4kùVt) n.  See tuxedo (n., sense 1). 

dinner theater (dVnùNr thKùN-tNr) n.  A restaurant that presents a play during 

or after dinner. 

din·ner·time (dVnùNr-tXmÙ) n.  The time during which dinner is normally eaten. 

din·ner·ware (dVnùNr-wârÙ) n.  1. The plates, serving bowls, platters, and other 

tableware used in serving a meal.  2. A set of dishes. 

di·no·flag·el·late (dXÙno-fl4jùN-lVt, -l7tÙ, -flN-jHlùVt) n.  Any of numerous 

minute, chiefly marine protozoans of the order Dinoflagellata, characteristically 

having two flagella and a cellulose covering and forming one of the chief constit-



uents of plankton. They include bioluminescent forms and forms that produce 

red tide.  [From New Latin Dinoflagellata, class name  : Greek dinos, eddy (from 

dinein, to whirl) + Latin flagellum, flagellum; see FLAGELLUM.]

di·no·saur (dXùnN-sôrÙ) n.  1. Any of various extinct, often gigantic, carnivorous 

or herbivorous reptiles of the orders Saurischia and Ornithischia that were chiefly 

terrestrial and existed during the Mesozoic era.  2. A relic of the past: “living dino-

saurs of the world of vegetation” (John Olmsted).  3. One that is hopelessly out-

moded or unwieldy: “The old, big-city teaching hospital is a dinosaur” (Peggy 

Breault).  [Greek deinos, monstrous + Greek sauros, lizard.] —diÙno·sauùric (-

sôrùVk) adj. 

di·no·sau·ri·an (dXÙnN-sôrùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

dinosaur.   —  n.  A dinosaur. 

di·no·there (dXùnN-thîrÙ) n.  Any of various extinct elephantlike mammals of 

the genus Dinotherium that existed during the Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene 

epochs.  [From New Latin Dinotherium, genus name  : Greek deinos, monstrous + 

Greek thKrion, diminutive of thKr, beast; see ghwer- in Appendix.]

Dins·la·ken (dVnsùläÙkNn)  A city of western Germany north of Duisburg. It was 

chartered in 1273. Population, 60,430. 

dint (dVnt) n.  1. Force or effort; power:  succeeded by dint of hard work.  2. A 

dent.   —  v.  tr. dint·ed, dint·ing, dints. 1. To put a dent in.  2. To impress or 

drive in forcibly.  [Middle English. See DENT
1.]

di·nu·cle·o·tide (dX-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A nucleotide molecule that 

consists of a combination of two nucleotide units. 

Din·wid·die (dVn-wVdùK, dVnùwVd-K), Robert. 1693-1770.  Scottish-born Brit-

ish colonial administrator in Virginia. As lieutenant governor of the colony 

(1751-1758) he attempted unsuccessfully to secure the frontier regions against 

the encroachments of the French. 

di·oc·e·san (dX-msùV-sNn) adj.  Of or relating to a diocese.   —  n.  The bishop of 

a diocese. 

di·o·cese (dXùN-sVs, -sKsÙ, -sKzÙ) n.  The district or churches under the jurisdic-

tion of a bishop; a bishopric.  [Middle English diocise, from Old French, from 

Late Latin diocKsis, from Latin dioecKsis, jurisdiction, from Greek dioikKsis, admin-

istration, from dioikein, to keep house, administer  : dia-, intensive pref.; see DIA- 

+ oikein, oikK-, to inhabit (from oikos, house); see weik-1 in Appendix.]

Di·o·cle·tian (dXÙN-klKùshNn), Originally Gaius Aurelius Valerius Diocletianus. 

A.D. 245?-313?.  Emperor of Rome (284-305) who divided the empire into east 

and west (286) in an attempt to rule the territory more effectively. His desire to 

revive the old religion of Rome led to the last major persecution of the Christians 

(303). 



di·ode (dXùodÙ) n.  1. An electronic device that restricts current flow chiefly to 

one direction.  2. An electron tube having a cathode and an anode.  3. A two-ter-

minal semiconductor device used chiefly as a rectifier. 

di·oe·cious also di·e·cious (dX-KùshNs) adj.  Botany. 1. Having the male and 

female reproductive organs borne on separate individuals of the same species.  

2. Characterized by species in which the male and female reproductive organs 

occur on different individuals; sexually distinct.  [From New Latin Dioecia, 

former class name  : DI-1 + Greek oikia, a dwelling; see weik-1 in Appendix.] 
—di·oeùcious·ly adv.  —di·oeùcism (-sVzÙNm) n. 

Di·og·e·nes (dX-mjùN-nKzÙ), Died c. 320 B.C.  Greek philosopher who founded 

the Cynic school of philosophy, stressing self-control and the pursuit of virtue. 

He is said to have once wandered through the streets of Athens with a lantern, 

searching for an honest man. 

di·oi·cous (dX-oiùkNs) adj.  Botany. Having sex organs on separate plants; unisex-

ual. Used of mosses and related plants.  [From New Latin dioecus : DI-1 + Greek 

oikos, house; see weik-1 in Appendix.]

Di·o·mede Islands (dXùN-mKdÙ XùlNndz)  Two rocky islands in the Bering Strait 

between Alaska and Siberia. Little Diomede belongs to the United States; Big 
Diomede, to Russia. The islands were discovered and named by Vitus Bering in 

1728. 

Di·o·me·des (dXÙN-mKùdKz) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the Greek heroes of the 

Trojan War. 

Di·o·ne (dX-oùnK) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The mother of Aphrodite by Zeus.  

2. The satellite of Saturn that is 11th in distance from the planet.  [Greek DionK, 

from Dios, genitive of Zeus, Zeus. See deiw- in Appendix.]

Dione B (dX-oùnK bK) n.  The satellite of Saturn that is 12th in distance from the 

planet. 

Di·o·nys·i·a (dXÙN-nVzùK-N, -nVzhùK-N, -nVsùK-N) pl.n.  Ancient Greek festivals held 

seasonally, chiefly at Athens, in honor of Dionysus, especially those held in the 

fall and connected with the development of early Greek drama.  [Latin Dion«sia, 

from Greek (ta) Dionusia (hiera), (festivities) of Dionysus, neuter pl. of Dionu-

sios. See DIONYSIAN.]

Di·o·nys·i·ac (dXÙN-nVsùK-4kÙ) adj.  1. a. Greek Mythology. Of or relating to 

Dionysus.  b. Of or relating to the Dionysia.   2.  Often dionysiac. Ecstatic or 

wild; Dionysian.  [Latin Dion«siacus, from Greek Dionusiakos, from Dionusios. 

See DIONYSIAN.]

Di·o·nys·i·an (dXÙN-nVshùNn, -nVzhùNn, -nVsùK-Nn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. a. Of 

or relating to Dionysus.  b. Of or devoted to the worship of Dionysus.   2.  Often 

dionysian. Of an ecstatic, orgiastic, or irrational nature; frenzied or undisci-

plined: “remained the nearest to the instinctual, the irrational in music, and thus to 

the Dionysian spirit in art” (Musco Carner).  3.  Often dionysian. In the philos-



ophy of Nietzsche, of or displaying creative-intuitive power as opposed to critical-

rational power.  [From Latin Dion«sius, from Greek Dionusios, from Dionusos, 

Dionysus.]

Di·o·ny·si·us (dX-N-nVshùK-Ns, -nVshùNs, -nXùsK-Ns), Known as “the Elder.” 430?-

367 B.C.  Tyrant of Syracuse (405-367) noted for his campaigns against the 

Carthaginians in Sicily. His son Dionysius (395?-343?), known as “the Younger,” 

succeeded him as tyrant in 367 and was exiled in 343 for his despotic rule. 

Di·o·ny·si·us Ex·ig·u·us (dX-N-nVshùK-Ns Hg-zVgùyu-Ns, Hk-sVgù-, -nVshùNs, -

nXùsK-Ns), A.D. 500?-560?.  Scythian monk and scholar who introduced the method 

of reckoning the Christian era from the birth of Christ. 

Di·o·ny·si·us of Al·ex·an·dri·a (dX-N-nVshùK-Ns ƒv 4lÙVg-z4nùdrK-N, -nVshùNs, 

-nXùsK-Ns; 4l-Vg-z4nùdrK-N), Saint. A.D. 200?-265?.  Greek Christian theologian who 

was bishop of Alexandria after 247. 

Di·o·ny·si·us of Hal·i·car·nas·sus (dX-N-nVshùK-Ns ƒv h4lÙV-kär-n4sùNs, -

nVshùNs, -nXùsK-Ns; h4lÙV-kär-n4sùNs), First century B.C.  Greek historian whose 20-

volume history of Rome, of which 10 volumes are extant, is a valuable source for 

early Roman history. 

Di·o·ny·si·us Thrax (dX-N-nVshùK-Ns thr4ks, -nVshùNs-, -nXùsK-Ns-), fl. 100 B.C.  

Greek grammarian who taught at Rhodes and Rome and wrote an influential 

synthesis of Greek grammar, the Art of Grammar. 

Di·o·ny·sus (dXÙN-nXùsNs, -nKù-) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The 

god of wine and of an orgiastic religion celebrating the power and fertility of 

nature.  Also called Bacchus [Latin Dion«sus, from Greek Dionusos.]

di·o·phan·tine analysis (dXÙN-f4nùtXnÙ N-n4lùV-sVs, -tVn) n.  A method for 

determining integral solutions of certain algebraic equations.  [After Diophantus, 

third-century A.D. Greek mathematician.]

di·op·side (dX-mpùsXdÙ) n.  A light green, monoclinic pyroxene mineral, 

CaMgSi2O6, used as a gemstone and refractory.  [French  : di-, two (from Greek); 

see DI-1 + Greek opsis, -opsis.]

di·op·ter (dX-mpùtNr) n.  Abbr. D. A unit of measurement of the refractive power 

of lenses equal to the reciprocal of the focal length measured in meters.  [Obsolete 

diopter, an instrument for measuring angles, from Latin dioptra, from Greek  : 

dia-, dia- + optos, visible; see okw- in Appendix.] —di·opùtral (-trNl) adj. 

di·op·tom·e·ter (dXÙmp-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used for measuring ocu-

lar refraction.  [DI(A)- + OPT(IC) + -METER.] —diÙop·tomùe·try n. 

di·op·tric (dX-mpùtrVk) also di·op·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to diop-

trics.  2. Relating to optical refraction; refractive.  [From Greek dioptrikos, of a 

diopter, from dioptra, diopter. See DIOPTER.]

di·op·trics (dX-mpùtrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the refraction 

of light.  [From DIOPTRIC.]



Di·or (dK-ôrù), Christian. 1905-1957.  French fashion designer noted for his 

New Look of 1947 that emphasized narrow shoulders, tight waists, and long, full 

skirts. 

di·o·ram·a (dXÙN-r4mùN, -räùmN) n.  1. A three-dimensional miniature or life-

size scene in which figures, stuffed wildlife, or other objects are arranged in a nat-

uralistic setting against a painted background.  2. A scene reproduced on cloth 

transparencies with various lights shining through the cloths to produce changes 

in effect, intended for viewing at a distance through an aperture.  [French, blend 

of dia-, through (from Greek); see DIA-, panorama, panorama (from English); see 

PANORAMA.] —diÙo·ramùic (-r4mùVk) adj. 

di·o·rite (dXùN-rXtÙ) n.  Any of various dark, granite-textured, crystalline rocks 

rich in plagioclase and having little quartz.  [French, from Greek diorizein, to dis-

tinguish  : dia-, apart, between; see DIA- + horizein, to divide, limit; see HORIZON.] 
—diÙo·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

Di·os·cu·ri (dX-msùkyN-rXÙ, dXÙN-skytrùX) pl.n.  Greek Mythology. Castor and Pol-

lux, the twin sons of Leda and brothers of Helen and Clytemnestra, who were 

transformed by Zeus into the constellation Gemini.  [Greek Dioskouroi : Dios, 

genitive of Zeus, Zeus; see deiw- in Appendix + kouroi, pl. of kouros, boy; see 

ker-2 in Appendix.]

di·ox·ane (dX-mkùs7nÙ) n.  A flammable, potentially explosive, colorless liquid, 

C4H8O2, used as a solvent for fats, greases, and resins and in various products 

including paints, lacquers, glues, cosmetics, and fumigants. 

di·ox·ide (dX-mkùsXd) n.  A compound with two oxygen atoms per molecule. 

di·ox·in (dX-mkùsVn) n.  Any of several carcinogenic or teratogenic heterocyclic 

hydrocarbons that occur as impurities in petroleum-derived herbicides.  [DI-1 + 

OX(O)- + -IN.]

dip (dVp) v.  dipped, dip·ping, dips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To plunge briefly into a liq-

uid, as in order to wet, coat, or saturate.  2. To color or dye by immersing:  dip 

Easter eggs.  3. To immerse (a sheep or other animal) in a disinfectant solution.  

4. To form (a candle) by repeatedly immersing a wick in melted wax or tallow.  

5. To galvanize or plate (metal) by immersion.  6. To scoop up by plunging the 

hand or a receptacle below the surface, as of a liquid; ladle:  dip water out of a 

bucket.  7. To lower and raise (a flag) in salute.  8. To lower or drop (something) 

suddenly:  dipped my head to avoid the branch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To plunge into 

water or other liquid and come out quickly.  2. To plunge the hand or a receptacle 

into liquid or a container, especially so as to take something up or out:  I dipped 

into my pocket for some coins.  3. To make inroads into funds:  We dipped into our 

savings.  4. To drop down or sink out of sight suddenly:  The sun dipped below the 

horizon.  5. To drop suddenly before climbing. Used of an aircraft.  6. To slope 

downward; decline:  The road dipped.  7. To decline slightly and usually tempo-

rarily:  Sales dipped after Christmas.  8. Geology. To lie at an angle to the horizon-



tal plane, as a rock stratum or vein.  9. a. To read here and there at random; 

browse:  dipping into Chaucer.  b. To investigate a subject superficially; dabble:  

dipped into psychology.    —  n.  1. A brief plunge or immersion, especially a quick 

swim.  2. A liquid into which something is dipped, as for dyeing or disinfecting.  

3. A savory creamy mixture into which crackers, raw vegetables, or other foods 

may be dipped.  4. An amount taken up by dipping.  5. A container for dipping.  

6. A candle made by repeated dipping in tallow or wax.  7. A downward slope; a 

decline.  8. A sharp downward course; a drop:  a dip in prices.  9. Geology. The 

downward inclination of a rock stratum or vein in reference to the plane of the 

horizon.  10. Magnetic dip.  11. A hollow or depression.  12. Sports. A gymnastic 

exercise on the parallel bars in which the body is lowered by bending the elbows 

until the chin reaches the level of the bars and then is raised by straightening the 

arms.  13. Slang. A pickpocket.  14. Slang. A foolish or stupid person.  [Middle 

English dippen, from Old English dyppan. See dheub- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: dip, douse, duck, dunk, immerse, souse, submerge. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to plunge briefly into a liquid”: dipped a dough-

nut into his coffee; doused her head in the shower; playmates ducking each other in

the pool; dunked the dirty shirt into soapsuds; immersed the tomatoes in boiling wa-

ter; managed to avoid falling and being soused in the puddle; tents and trailers sub-

merged by the deluge.

dip. abbr.  Diploma. 

di·pep·ti·dase (dX-pHpùtV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that hydrolyzes dipeptides 

into their constituent amino acids. 

di·pep·tide (dX-pHpùtXdÙ) n.  A peptide that, on hydrolysis, yields two amino 

acid molecules. 

di·pet·al·ous (dX-pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Having two petals. 

di·phase (dXùf7zÙ) also di·pha·sic (dX-f7ùzVk) adj.  Having two phases. 

di·phen·yl (dX-fHnùNl, -fKùnNl) n.  See biphenyl. 
di·phen·yl·a·mine (dX-fHnÙNl-N-mKnù, -4mùVn, -fKÙnNl-) n.  A colorless crystal-

line compound, (C6H5)2NH, used as a stabilizer for plastics and in the manufac-

ture of dyes, explosives, pesticides, and pharmaceuticals. 

di·phen·yl·a·mine·chlo·ro·ar·sine (dX-fHnÙNl-N-mKnÙklôrÙo-är-sKnù, -

ärùsKnÙ, -4mùVn-, -klorÙ-, -fKÙnNl-) n.  See phenarsazine chloride. 
di·phen·yl·hy·dan·to·in (dX-fHnÙNl-hX-d4nùto-Vn, -fKÙnNl-) n.  See pheny-
toin.  [DIPHENYL + hydantoin (HYD(ROGEN) + (ALL)ANTO(IS) + -IN).]

di·phen·yl·ke·tone (dX-fHnÙNl-kKùton, -fKÙnNl-) n.  See benzophenone. 
di·phos·gene (dX-fmzùjKnÙ) n.  A colorless liquid, ClCO2CCl3, used in organic 

synthesis. Its vapor was used as a poison gas in World War I. 



di·phos·phate (dX-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  An ester of phosphoric acid containing two 

phosphate groups. 

di·phos·pho·gly·cer·ic acid (dX-fmsÙfo-glV-sHrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A diphosphate of 

glyceric acid that is an important intermediate in various metabolic processes, 

such as photosynthesis, glycolysis, and fermentation. 

diph·the·ri·a (dVf-thîrùK-N, dVp-) n.  An acute infectious disease caused by the 

bacillus Corynebacterium diphtheriae, characterized by the production of a sys-

temic toxin and the formation of a false membrane on the lining of the mucous 

membrane of the throat and other respiratory passages, causing difficulty in 

breathing, high fever, and weakness. The toxin is particularly harmful to the tis-

sues of the heart and central nervous system.  [New Latin diphthKria, from French 

diphthérie, from Greek diphthera, piece of hide, leather.] —diphÙthe·ritùic (-

thN-rVtùVk), diph·ther·ùic (-thHrùVk) , diph·theùri·al adj. 

diph·thong (dVfùthôngÙ, -thmngÙ, dVpù-) n.  Linguistics. A complex speech 

sound or glide that begins with one vowel and gradually changes to another vowel 

within the same syllable, as (oi) in boil or (X) in fine.  [Middle English diptonge, 

from Old French diptongue, from Late Latin dipthongus, from Greek 

diphthongos : di-, two; see DI-1 + phthongos, sound.] —diph·thonùgal adj. 

diph·thong·ize (dVfùthông-XzÙ, -thmng-, dVpù-) v.  tr. intr. diph·thong·ized, 
diph·thong·iz·ing, diph·thong·iz·es. Linguistics. To pronounce as or become 

a diphthong.   —diphÙthong·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

diph·y·cer·cal (dVfÙV-sûrùkNl) adj.  Having or designating a tail fin in which the 

vertebral column extends to the tip, with symmetrical upper and lower parts.  

[Greek diphuKs, double; see DIPHYODONT + kerkos, tail + -AL
1.] —diph·y·cerùcy (-

sûrùsK) n. 

di·phy·let·ic (dXÙfX-lHtùVk) adj.  Descended from two ancestral lines or individu-

als. 

di·phyl·lous (dX-fVlùNs) adj.  Botany. Having two leaves. 

di·phy·o·dont (dX-fXùN-dmntÙ) adj.  Having two successive sets of teeth, decidu-

ous and permanent.  [From Greek diphuKs, double (di-, two); see DI-1 + phuein, to 

grow; see bheuN- in Appendix + -ODONT.]

dipl. abbr.  Diplomat; diplomatic. 

dipl- pref.  Variant of diplo-. 
di·ple·gia (dX-plKùjN, -jK-N) n.  Paralysis of corresponding parts on both sides of 

the body. 

di·plex (dXùplHksÙ) adj.  Capable of simultaneous transmission or reception of 

two messages in the same radio channel.  [DI-1 + (DU)PLEX.]

di·plex·er (dXùplHk-sNr) n.  A coupling device that permits two radio transmit-

ters to share the same antenna. 



diplo-  or dipl- pref.  1. Double:  diplococcus.  2. Having double the basic num-

ber of chromosomes; diploid:  diplont.  [From Greek, from diploos, double. See 

dwo- in Appendix.]

dip·lo·blas·tic (dVpÙlo-bl4sùtVk) adj.  Derived from two embryonic germ layers, 

the ectoderm and the endoderm. Used of lower invertebrates, such as sponges 

and coelenterates. 

dip·lo·coc·cus (dVpÙlo-kmkùNs) n.  pl. dip·lo·coc·ci (-kmkùsXÙ, -kmkùXÙ). Any of 

various paired spherical bacteria, including those of the genus Diplococcus, some 

of which are pathogenic.   —dipÙlo·cocùcal (-kmkùNl), dipÙlo·cocùcic (-kmkùsVk, 

-kmkùVk)  adj. 

di·plod·o·cus (dV-plmdùN-kNs, dX-) n.  A very large herbivorous dinosaur of the 

genus Diplodocus that existed during the Jurassic period.  [New Latin Diplodocus, 

genus name  : Greek diplo-, diplo- + Greek dokos, beam; see dek- in Appendix.]

dip·lo·e (dVpùlo-KÙ) n.  The spongy, porous, bony tissue between the hard outer 

and inner bone layers of the cranium.  [New Latin diploK, from Greek, a fold, 

doubling, from feminine of diploos, twofold. See dwo- in Appendix.] 
—dipùlo·ic (-lo-Vk) adj. 

dip·loid (dVpùloidÙ) adj.  1. Double or twofold.  2. Genetics. Having two sets of 

chromosomes:  diploid somatic cells.   —  n.  Genetics. An organism having diploid 

cells.  [Greek diplous, double; see dwo- in Appendix + -OID.]

dip·loi·dy (dVpùloiÙdK) n.  The state or condition of being diploid. 

di·plo·ma (dV-ploùmN) n.  Abbr. dip. 1. A document issued by an educational 

institution, such as a university, testifying that the recipient has earned a degree 

or has successfully completed a particular course of study.  2. A certificate con-

ferring a privilege or honor.  3. An official document or charter.  [Latin diploma, 

letter of introduction, from Greek, document, folded paper, from diploos, double. 

See dwo- in Appendix.]

di·plo·ma·cy (dV-ploùmN-sK) n.  1. The art or practice of conducting interna-

tional relations, as in negotiating alliances, treaties, and agreements.  2. Tact and 

skill in dealing with people.  See Synonyms at tact. 
dip·lo·mat (dVpùlN-m4tÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. dipl. One, such as an ambassador, who 

has been appointed to represent a government in its relations with other govern-

ments.  2. One who uses skill and tact in dealing with others.  [French diplomate, 

back-formation from diplomatique, diplomatic. See DIPLOMATIC.]

dip·lo·mate (dVpùlN-m7tÙ) n.  One who has received a diploma, especially a 

physician certified as a specialist by a board of examiners. 

dip·lo·mat·ic (dVpÙlN-m4tùVk) adj.  1.  Abbr. dipl. Of, relating to, or involving 

diplomacy or diplomats.  2. Using or marked by tact and sensitivity in dealing 

with others.  See Synonyms at suave.  3. a. Of or relating to diplomatics.  

b. Being an exact copy of the original:  a diplomatic edition.   [French diploma-



tique, from New Latin diplomaticus, from Latin diploma, diplomat-, letter of 

introduction. See DIPLOMA.] —dipÙlo·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

diplomatic corps (dVpÙlN-m4tùVk kôr) n.  The body of diplomatic personnel in 

residence at a nation’s capital. 

diplomatic immunity (dVpÙlN-m4tùVk V-myuùnV-tK) n.  The exemption from 

taxation and ordinary processes of law afforded to diplomatic personnel in a for-

eign country. 

dip·lo·mat·ics (dVpÙlN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of pale-

ography that deals with the study of old official documents and determines their 

age and authenticity. 

di·plo·ma·tist (dV-ploùmN-tVst) n.  A diplomat. 

dip·lont (dVpùlmntÙ) n.  An organism having somatic cells with the diploid num-

ber of chromosomes.   —dip·lontùic (-lmnùtik) adj. 

dip·lo·pi·a (dV-ploùpK-N) n.  See double vision.  —dip·loùpic (-ploùpVk, dV-
plmpùVk) adj. 

dip·lo·pod (dVpùlN-pmdÙ) n.  See millipede.  —dip·lopùo·dous (-lmpùN-dNs) 

adj. 

dip·lo·sis (dV-ploùsVs) n.  The formation during fertilization of the diploid num-

ber of chromosomes by the fusion of the nuclei of two haploid gametes.  [New 

Latin diplosis, from Greek, a doubling, from diploun, to double, from diploos, 

double. See DIPLO-.]

dip·no·an (dVpùno-Nn) n.  Any of various fishes of the group Dipnoi, which 

includes the lungfishes, characterized by modified lungs that enable them to 

breathe atmospheric air.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the Dipnoi.  [From New 

Latin Dipnoi, order name, from Greek, pl. of dipnoos, having two apertures for 

breathing  : di-, two; see DI-1 + -pnoos, breathing (from pnoK, breath, from pnein, 

to breathe); see pneu- in Appendix.]

dip·o·dy (dVpùN-dK) n.  pl. dip·o·dies. A prosodic unit consisting of two feet.  

[Late Latin dipodia, from Greek, from dipous, two-footed  : di-, two; see DI-1 + 

pous, pod-, foot; see -POD.]

di·pole (dXùpolÙ) n.  1. Physics. A pair of electric charges or magnetic poles, of 

equal magnitude but of opposite sign or polarity, separated by a small distance.  

2. Electronics. An antenna, usually fed from the center, consisting of two equal 

rods extending outward in a straight line.   —di·polùar adj. 

dipole moment (dXùpolÙ moùmNnt) n.  1. The product of either charge in an 

electric dipole with the distance separating them.  2. The product of the strength 

of either pole in a magnetic dipole with the distance separating them. 

dip·per (dVpùNr) n.  1. One that dips, especially a container for taking up water.  

2. One of several small birds of the genus Cinclus that dive into swift-moving 

streams and feed along the bottom. In this sense, also calledwater ouzel 

Dip·per (dVpùNr) n.  1. The Big Dipper.  2. The Little Dipper. 



dip·py (dVpùK) adj.  dip·pi·er, dip·pi·est. Slang. Not sensible; foolish.  [Origin 

unknown.]

di·pro·pel·lant (dXÙprN-pHlùNnt) n.  See bipropellant. 
di·prot·ic (dX-prmtùVk) adj.  Having two hydrogen ions to donate to bases in an 

acid-base reaction.  [DI-1 + PROT(ON) + -IC.]

dip·so·ma·ni·a (dVpÙsN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  An insatiable, often periodic 

craving for alcoholic beverages.  [Greek dipsa, thirst + -MANIA.] 
—dipÙso·maùni·ac (-4kÙ) adj. , n.  —dipÙso·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl) adj. 

dip·stick (dVpùstVkÙ) n.  A graduated rod for measuring the depth or amount of 

liquid in a container, as of oil in a crankcase. 

dip·ter·an (dVpùtNr-Nn) also dip·ter·on (-tN-rmnÙ) n.  A dipterous insect.   —  
adj.  Of or belonging to the order Diptera; dipterous. 

dip·ter·ous (dVpùtNr-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or belonging to the Diptera, a 

large order of insects that includes the true flies and mosquitoes, characterized by 

a single pair of membranous wings and a pair of club-shaped balancing organs.  

2. Having two wings, as certain insects, or winglike appendages, as certain fruits 

and seeds:  the dipterous fruit of the maple.  [From New Latin Diptera, order name, 

from Greek dipteros, having two wings  : di-, two; see DI-1 + pteron, wing; see -

PTER.]

dip·tych (dVpùtVk) n.  1. An ancient writing tablet having two leaves hinged 

together.  2. A work consisting of two painted or carved panels that are hinged 

together.  [Late Latin diptycha, from Greek diptukha, from neuter pl. of dip-

tukhos, folded double  : di-, two; see DI-1 + ptukhK, fold (from ptussein, ptukh-, to 

fold).]

di·pyr·id·a·mole (dX-pVrùV-dN-molÙ, -pN-rVdùN-) n.  A drug, C24H40N8O4, that 

acts as a coronary vasodilator and is used, for example, in the long-term treat-

ment of angina pectoris.  [DI-1 + PYRID(INE) + -AM(INE) + -OLE.]

di·quat (dXùkwätÙ) n.  A strong, nonpersistent, yellow, crystalline herbicide, 

C12H12Br2N2, used to control water weeds.  [DI-1 + QUAT(ERNARY).]

dir. abbr.  Director. 

Di·rac (dV-r4kù), Paul Adrien Maurice. 1902-1984.  British mathematician and 

physicist. He shared a 1933 Nobel Prize for new formulations of the atomic the-

ory. 

dire (dXr) adj.  dir·er, dir·est. 1. Warning of or having dreadful or terrible con-

sequences; calamitous:  a dire economic forecast; dire threats.  2. Urgent; desperate:  

in dire need; dire poverty.  [Latin dXrus, fearsome, terrible; akin to Greek deinos.] 
—direùly adv.  —direùness n. 

di·rect (dV-rHktù, dX-) v.  di·rect·ed, di·rect·ing, di·rects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To man-

age or conduct the affairs of; regulate.  2. To have or take charge of; control.  See 

Synonyms at conduct.  3. To give authoritative instructions to:  directed the stu-

dent to answer.  See Synonyms at command.  4. To cause to move toward a goal; 



aim.  See Synonyms at aim.  5. To show or indicate the way for:  directed us to the 

airport.  6. To cause to move in or follow a straight course:  directed their fire at 

the target.  7. To indicate the intended recipient on (a letter, for example).  8. To 

address or adapt (remarks, for example) to a specific person, audience, or pur-

pose.  9. a. To give guidance and instruction to (actors or musicians, for exam-

ple) in the rehearsal and performance of a work.  b. To supervise the 

performance of.    —  v.  intr. 1. To give commands or directions.  2. To conduct 

a performance or rehearsal.   —  adj.  1. Proceeding without interruption in a 

straight course or line; not deviating or swerving:  a direct route.  

2. Straightforward and candid; frank:  a direct response.  3. Having no interven-

ing persons, conditions, or agencies; immediate:  direct contact; direct sunlight.  

4. Effected by action of the voters, rather than through elected representatives or 

delegates:  direct elections.  5. Being of unbroken descent; lineal:  a direct descen-

dant of the monarch.  6. Consisting of the exact words of the writer or speaker:  a 

direct quotation.  7. Lacking compromising or mitigating elements; absolute:  

direct opposites.  8. Mathematics. Varying in the same manner as another quantity, 

especially increasing if another quantity increases or decreasing if it decreases.  

9. Astronomy. Designating west-to-east motion of a planet in the same direction 

as the sun’s movement against the stars.   —  adv.  Straight; directly.  [Middle 

English directen, from Latin dXrigere, dXrKct-, to give direction to  : dX-, dis-, apart; 

see DIS- + regere, to guide; see reg- in Appendix.]

direct access storage device (dV-rHktù 4kùsHs stôrùVj dV-vXsù) n.  Abbr. 

DASD Computer Science. A type of storage device, such as a magnetic disk, in 

which bits of data are stored at precise locations, enabling the computer to 

retrieve information directly without having to scan a series of records. 

direct action (dV-rHktù 4kùshNn) n.  The strategic use of immediately effective 

acts, such as strikes, demonstrations, or sabotage, to achieve a political or social 

end. 

di·rect-ac·tion (dV-rHktù4kùshNn, dX-) adj.  Operating without intermediate 

ingredients, components, stages, or processes. 

direct current (dV-rHktù kûrùNnt) n.  Abbr. dc, DC An electric current flowing 

in one direction only. 

di·rect·ed angle (dV-rHkùtVd 4ngùgNl, dX-) n.  Mathematics. An angle having an 

indicated positive sense. 

directed distance (dV-rHkùtVd dVsùtNns) n.  Mathematics. A segment of a line 

having an indicated positive sense. 

di·rec·tion (dV-rHkùshNn, dX-) n.  1. The act or function of directing.  

2. Management, supervision, or guidance of an action or operation.  3. The art 

or action of musical or theatrical directing.  4. Music. A word or phrase in a score 

indicating how a passage is to be played or sung.  5.  Often directions. An 

instruction or series of instructions for doing or finding something.  6. An 



authoritative indication; an order or a command.  7. a. The distance-indepen-

dent relationship between two points in space that specifies the angular position 

of either with respect to the other; the relationship by which the alignment or ori-

entation of any position with respect to any other position is established.  b. A 

position to which motion or another position is referred.  c. A line leading to a 

place or point.  d. The line or course along which a person or thing moves.   

8. The statement in degrees of the angle measured between due north and a given 

line or course on a compass.  9. A course or area of development; a tendency 

toward a particular end or goal:  charting a new direction for the company.  [Mid-

dle English, arrangement, from Latin dXrKctio, dXrKction-, from dXrKctus, past parti-

ciple of dXrigere, to direct. See DIRECT.] —di·recùtion·less adj. 

di·rec·tion·al (dV-rHkùshN-nNl, dX-) adj.  1. Of or indicating direction:  an auto-

mobile’s directional lights.  2. Electronics. Capable of receiving or sending signals 

in one direction only.  3. Relating to guidance in effort, behavior, or thought:  

directional training.  4. Serving to point the future direction, as of fashion: “A 

directional group of sweater knit colors are winter pastels” (Women’s Wear Daily).   
—  n.  A directional signal.   —di·recÙtion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n. 

directional antenna (dV-rHkùshN-nNl 4n-tHnùN) n.  An antenna that receives 

or sends signals most effectively in a particular direction. 

directional signal (dV-rHkùshN-nNl sVgùnNl) n.  One of two lights on the front 

and rear of an automotive vehicle that flash to indicate the direction of a turn.  

Also called turn signal 

direction finder (dV-rHkùshNn fXnùdNr) n.  A device for determining the source 

of a transmitted signal, consisting mainly of a radio receiver and a coiled rotating 

antenna. 

di·rec·tive (dV-rHkùtVv, dX-) n.  An order or instruction, especially one issued by a 

central authority.   —  adj.  Serving to direct, indicate, or guide. 

di·rect·ly (dV-rHktùlK, dX-) adv.  1. In a direct line or manner; straight:  The road 

runs directly north.  2. Without anyone or anything intervening:  directly responsi-

ble.  3. Exactly or totally:  directly opposite.  4. At once; instantly:  Leave directly.  

5. Candidly; frankly:  answered very directly.  6. Chiefly Southern U.S. In a little 

while; shortly:  He’ll be coming directly.   —  conj.  Chiefly British. As soon as. 

direct mail (dV-rHktù m7l) n.  Advertising circulars or other printed matter sent 

directly through the mail to prospective customers or contributors.   —di·rectù-
mailù (dV-rHktùm7lù, dX-) adj.  —direct mailer n. 

direct object (dV-rHktù mbùjVkt) n.  Grammar. In English and some other lan-

guages, the word or phrase in a sentence referring to the person or thing receiving 

the action of a transitive verb. For example, in mail the letter and call him, letter 

and him are direct objects. 

di·rec·tor (dV-rHkùtNr, dX-) n.  Abbr. dir. 1. One that supervises, controls, or 

manages.  2. A member of a group of persons chosen to control or govern the 



affairs of an institution or a corporation.  3. A person who supervises the creative 

aspects of a dramatic production or film and instructs the actors and crew.  

4. Music. The conductor of an orchestra or a chorus.  5. An electronic device that 

continually calculates and displays information used for firing weapons at mov-

ing targets, such as missiles or aircraft.   —di·recùtor·shipÙ n. 

di·rec·tor·ate (dV-rHkùtNr-Vt, dX-) n.  1. The office or position of a director.  2. A 

board of directors, as of a corporation.  3. The entire staff of a bureau or depart-

ment. 

di·rec·to·ri·al (dV-rHkÙtôrùK-Nl, -torù-, dX-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a director or 

directorate.  2. Serving to direct; directive.   —di·recÙtoùri·al·ly adv. 

di·rec·tor’s chair (dV-rHkùtNrz châr, dX-) n.  A light, folding armchair having a 

plastic, wooden, or metal frame and a back and seat usually made of canvas.  

[From its use by motion picture directors on the set.]

di·rec·to·ry (dV-rHkùtN-rK, dX-) n.  pl. di·rec·to·ries. 1. A book containing an 

alphabetical or classified listing of names, addresses, and other data, such as tele-

phone numbers, of specific persons, groups, or firms.  2. Computer Science. a. A 

listing of the files contained in a storage device, such as a magnetic disk.  b. A 

description of the various characteristics of a file, such as the layout of the fields 

in it.   3. A book of rules or directions.  4. A group or body of directors.   —  adj.  

Serving to direct. 

direct primary (dV-rHktù prXùmHrÙK) n.  A preliminary election in which a 

party’s candidates for public office are nominated by direct vote of the people. 

di·rec·trix (dV-rHkùtrVks, dX-) n.  pl. di·rec·trix·es or di·rec·tri·ces (dXÙrHk-

trXùsKz). 1. Mathematics. The fixed curve traversed by a generatrix in generating a 

conic section or a cylinder.  2. The median line in the trajectory of fire of an artil-

lery piece. 

direct tax (dV-rHktù t4ks) n.  A tax, such as an income or a property tax, levied 

directly on the taxpayer. 

dire·ful (dXrùfNl) adj.  1. Inspiring dread; terrible.  2. Foreshadowing evil or 

disaster; ominous.   —direùful·ly adv.  —direùful·ness n. 

dire wolf (dXr wtlf) n.  A large wolflike mammal (Canis dirus) that inhabited 

North America during the Pleistocene epoch. 

dirge (dûrj) n.  1. Music. a. A funeral hymn or lament.  b. A slow, mournful 

musical composition.   2. A mournful or elegiac poem or other literary work.  

3. Roman Catholic Church. The Office for the Dead.  [Middle English, an anti-

phon at Matins in the Office for the Dead, from Medieval Latin dXrige Domine, 

direct, O Lord (the opening words of the antiphon), imperative of dXrigere, to 

direct. See DIRECT.] —dirgeùful adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word dirge illustrates how a word with

neutral connotations, such as direct, can become emotionally charged because of



a specialized use. The Latin word dXrige is a form of the verb dXrigere, “to direct,

guide,” that is used in uttering commands. In the Office for the Dead dXrige is the

first word in the antiphon for the first nocturn of matins. The complete opening

words of this antiphon are “Dirige, Domine, Deus meus, in conspectu tuo viam

meam,” “Direct, O Lord, my God, my way in thy sight.” The part of the Office for

the Dead that begins with this antiphon was named DXrige in Ecclesiastical Latin,

a use of dirige as an English word that is first recorded in a work possibly written

before 1200. Dirige was then extended to refer to the chanting or reading of the

Office for the Dead as part of a funeral or memorial service. In Middle English

the word was shortened to dirge, although it was pronounced as two syllables. Af-

ter the Middle Ages the word took on its more general senses of “a funeral hymn

or lament” and “a mournful poem or musical composition” and developed its

one-syllable pronunciation.

dir·ham (dN-r4mù) n.  A basic unit of currency in Morocco and United Arab 

Emirates; a unit of currency in Libya and Qatar.  See Table at currency.  [Arabic, 

from Greek drakhmK, drachma.]

dir·i·gi·ble (dVrùN-jN-bNl, dN-rVjùN-bNl) n.  See airship.  [Latin dXrigere, to direct; 

see DIRECT + -IBLE.]

dirk (dûrk) n.  A dagger.   —  v.  tr. dirked, dirk·ing, dirks. To stab with a dirk.  

[Scots durk.]

Dirk·sen (dûrkùsNn), Everett McKinley. 1896-1969.  American politician who 

represented Illinois in the U.S. Congress (1933-1969) and was known for his 

flamboyant oratory. 

dirn·dl (dûrnùdl) n.  1. A full-skirted dress with a tight bodice, low neck, and 

short, full sleeves.  2. A full skirt with a gathered waistband.  [German, short for 

Dirndlkleid : German dialectal Dirndl, diminutive of Dirne, girl (from Old High 

German diorna) + Kleid, dress.]

dirt (dûrt) n.  1. Earth or soil.  2. a. A filthy or soiling substance, such as mud or 

dust.  b. Excrement.   3. A squalid or filthy condition.  4. One that is mean, con-

temptible, or vile.  5. a. Obscene language or subject matter.  b. Malicious or 

scandalous gossip.  c. Information that embarrasses or accuses.   6. Unethical 

behavior or practice; corruption.  7. Material, such as gravel or slag, from which 

metal is extracted in mining.  [Middle English, variant of drit, excrement, filth, 

mud, from Old Norse.]

dirt bike (dûrt bXk) n.  A motorbike or bicycle designed for use on rough sur-

faces, such as dirt roads or trails. 

dirt-cheap (dûrtùchKpù) adv.  & adj.  Very cheap:  bought the property dirt-cheap; 

a dirt-cheap piece of property. 

dirt dauber (dûrt dôbùNr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See potter wasp. 



dirt farmer (dûrt färùmNr) n.  Informal. A farmer who does all the work on his 

or her property.   —dirt farming n. 

dirt-poor (dûrtùptrù) adj.  Lacking most of the necessities of life. 

dirt·y (dûrùtK) adj.  dirt·i·er, dirt·i·est. 1. a. Soiled, as with dirt; unclean.  

b. Spreading dirt; polluting:  The air near the foundry was always dirty.  c. Apt to 

soil with dirt or grime:  a dirty job at the garage.   2. Squalid or filthy; run-down:  

dirty slums.  3. a. Obscene or indecent:  dirty movies; a dirty joke.  b. Malicious or 

scandalous:  a dirty lie.   4. a. Unethical or corrupt; sordid:  dirty politics.  b. Not 

sportsmanlike:  dirty players; a dirty fighter.  c. Acquired by illicit or improper 

means:  dirty money.  d. Slang. Possessing or using illegal drugs.   

5. a. Unpleasant or distasteful; thankless:  Laying off workers is the dirty part of 

this job.  b. Extremely unfortunate or regrettable:  a dirty shame.   6. Expressing 

disapproval or hostility:  gave us a dirty look.  7. Not bright and clear in color; 

somewhat dull or drab. Often used in combination:  dirty-blonde hair; dirty-green 

walls.  8. Producing a very great amount of long-lived radioactive fallout. Used of 

nuclear weapons.  9. Stormy; rough:  dirty weather.   —  v.  dirt·ied, dirt·y·ing, 
dirt·ies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make soiled.  2. To stain or tarnish with dishonor.   —  v.  

intr. To become soiled.   —dirtùi·ly adv.  —dirtùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: dirty, filthy, foul, nasty, squalid, grimy. These adjectives apply to

what is unclean, impure, or unkempt. Dirty, the most general, describes what is

covered or stained with dirt: dirty clothes; dirty feet; dirty sidewalks. Something

that is filthy is disgustingly dirty: filthy rags; a room as filthy as a pigsty. Foul sug-

gests gross offensiveness, particularly to the sense of smell: a foul exudation; a foul

pond. Nasty can refer to what is unpleasant because of the presence of dirt (Scrub-

bing bathrooms is a nasty job) but is often applied to what is merely annoying or

unpleasant (nasty ideas; a nasty trick). Squalid suggests dirtiness, wretchedness,

and sordidness: lived in a squalid apartment. Grimy describes something whose

surface is smudged with dirt such as grime or soot: grimy hands.

dirty linen (dûrùtK lVnùNn) n.  Informal. Personal affairs that could cause embar-

rassment or distress if made public.  Also called dirty laundry 

dirty old man (dûrùtK old m4n) n.  Informal. A middle-aged or elderly man 

with lewd or lecherous inclinations. 

dirty pool (dûrùtK pul) n.  Slang. Unjust or dishonest conduct.  [From POOL
2.]

dirty rice (dûrùtK rXs) n.  Southern Louisiana. A side dish of white rice cooked 

with chicken livers and gizzards and seasoned with herbs and spices. 

dirty tricks (dûrùtK trVkùs) pl.n.  Informal. 1. Covert intelligence operations 

designed to disrupt the economy or upset the political situation in another coun-

try.  2. Unethical behavior in politics, especially acts undertaken to destroy the 



credibility or reputation of an opponent.  3. Commercial espionage.   —dirty 
trickster n. 

dirty word (dûrùtK wûrd) n.  A word, an expression, or a concept that is inap-

propriate or offensive from a particular point of view. 

dis. abbr.  1. Discharge.  2. Discount.  3. Distance.  4. Distant. 

dis- pref.  1. Not:  dissimilar.  2. a. Absence of:  disinterest.  b. Opposite of:  disfa-

vor.   3. Undo; do the opposite of:  disarrange.  4. a. Deprive of:  disfranchise.  

b. Remove:  disbud.   5. Free from:  disintoxicate.  6. Used as an intensive:  disan-

nul.  [Middle English, from Old French des-, from Latin dis-, dX-, from dis, apart, 

asunder.]

dis·a·bil·i·ty (dVsÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. dis·a·bil·i·ties. 1. a. The condition of being 

disabled; incapacity.  b. The period of such a condition:  never received a penny 

during her disability.   2. A disadvantage or deficiency, especially a physical or 

mental impairment that prevents or restricts normal achievement.  3. Something 

that hinders or incapacitates.  4. Law. A legal incapacity or disqualification. 

dis·a·ble (dVs-7ùbNl) v.  tr. dis·a·bled, dis·a·bling, dis·a·bles. 1. To deprive of 

capability or effectiveness, especially to impair the physical abilities of.  2. Law. To 

render legally disqualified.  3. Computer Science. To suppress (an interrupt fea-

ture).   —dis·aùble·ment n.  —dis·aùbling adj.  —dis·aùbling·ly adv. 

dis·a·bled (dVs-7ùbNld) adj.  1. Inoperative:  a disabled vehicle.  2. Impaired, as 

in physical functioning:  a disabled veteran; disabled children.   —  n.  Physically 

impaired people considered as a group. Often used with the: “I have a terrible 

responsibility now. I’m... representing the disabled. That feeling fills me with pride” 

(Christopher Nolan).  See Usage Note at handicapped. 
dis·a·buse (dVsÙN-byuzù) v.  tr. dis·a·bused, dis·a·bus·ing, dis·a·bus·es. To 

free from a falsehood or misconception:  I must disabuse you of your feelings of 

grandeur.  [French désabuser : dés-, dis- + abuser, to delude (from Old French, to 

misuse); see ABUSE.]

di·sac·cha·ri·dase (dX-s4kùNr-V-d4sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  An enzyme, such as invertase or 

lactase, that catalyzes the hydrolysis of disaccharides to monosaccharides. 

di·sac·cha·ride (dX-s4kùN-rXdÙ) n.  Any of a class of carbohydrates, including 

lactose and sucrose, that yield two monosaccharides upon hydrolysis. 

dis·ac·cord (dVsÙN-kôrdù) n.  Lack of harmony; disagreement.   —  v.  intr. 

dis·ac·cord·ed, dis·ac·cord·ing, dis·ac·cords. To disagree.  [From Middle 

English disaccorden, to disagree, from Old French desacorder : des-, dis- + acorder, 

to agree; see ACCORD.]

dis·ac·cus·tom (dVsÙN-kƒsùtNm) v.  tr. dis·ac·cus·tomed, 
dis·ac·cus·tom·ing, dis·ac·cus·toms. To render (a person) unaccustomed to 

something to which the person has been previously accustomed; cause to break a 

habit.  [Middle English disacustome, from Old French desacostumer : des-, dis- + 

acostumer, to accustom; see ACCUSTOM.]



dis·ad·van·tage (dVsÙNd-v4nùtVj) n.  1. An unfavorable condition or circum-

stance.  2. Something that places one in an unfavorable condition or circum-

stance.  3. Damage or loss, especially to reputation or finances; detriment.   —  v.  

tr. dis·ad·van·taged, dis·ad·van·tag·ing, dis·ad·van·tag·es. To put at a dis-

advantage; hinder or harm.  [Middle English disavauntage, from Old French 

desavantage : des-, dis- + avantage, advantage; see ADVANTAGE.]

SYNONYMS: disadvantage, detriment, drawback, handicap. The central mean-

ing shared by these nouns is “a condition, circumstance, or characteristic unfa-

vorable to success”: poor health, a disadvantage to an athlete; is free to do as she

wishes without detriment; responsibilities that are a drawback to our pleasure; illit-

eracy, a serious handicap in life. 

ANTONYM: advantage

dis·ad·van·taged (dVsÙNd-v4nùtVjd) adj.  1. Deprived of some of the basic 

necessities or advantages of life, such as adequate housing, medical care, or edu-

cational facilities.  2. Being at a disadvantage, especially with respect to competi-

tive or opposing elements or forces: “We can’t have... disadvantaged conventional 

forces on one hand and strategic nuclear forces on the other” (Bernard Rogers).   —  
n.  (used with a pl. verb). Deprived people considered as a group.   —dis-
Ùad·vanùtaged·ness n. 

dis·ad·van·ta·geous (dVs-4dÙvNn-t7ùjNs, dVsÙ4d-vNn-) adj.  Detrimental; 

unfavorable.   —dis·adÙvan·taùgeous·ly adv.  —dis·adÙvan·taùgeous·ness 
n. 

dis·af·fect (dVsÙN-fHktù) v.  tr. dis·af·fect·ed, dis·af·fect·ing, dis·af·fects. To 

cause to lose affection or loyalty.  See Synonyms at estrange.  —disÙaf·fecù-
tion n. 

dis·af·fect·ed (dVsÙN-fHkùtVd) adj.  Resentful and rebellious, especially against 

authority.   —disÙaf·fectùed·ly adv. 

dis·af·fil·i·ate (dVsÙN-fVlùK-7tÙ) v.  dis·af·fil·i·at·ed, dis·af·fil·i·at·ing, 
dis·af·fil·i·ates.  —  v.  tr. To remove from association.   —  v.  intr. To end an 

affiliation.   —disÙaf·filÙi·aùtion n. 

dis·af·firm (dVsÙN-fûrmù) v.  tr. dis·af·firmed, dis·af·firm·ing, dis·af·firms. 
1. To deny or contradict.  See Synonyms at deny.  2. Law. To repudiate.   —dis-
Ùaf·firùmance (dVsÙN-fûrùmNns), dis·afÙfir·maùtion (dVs-4fÙNr-m7ùshNn)  n. 

dis·ag·gre·gate (dVs-4gùrV-g7tÙ) v.  dis·ag·gre·gat·ed, dis·ag·gre·gat·ing, 
dis·ag·gre·gates.  —  v.  tr. To divide into constituent parts.   —  v.  intr. To 

break up or break apart.   —dis·agÙgre·gaùtion (-grN-g7ùshNn) n.  

—dis·agùgre·gaÙtive adj. 

dis·a·gree (dVsÙN-grKù) v.  intr. dis·a·greed, dis·a·gree·ing, dis·a·grees. 
1. To fail to correspond:  our figures disagree.  See Synonyms at differ.  2. a. To 



have a differing opinion:  She disagrees with him on everything. They say it will 

rain, but I disagree.  b. To dispute or quarrel.   3. To cause adverse effects:  Caf-

feine disagrees with me.  [Middle English disagreen, from Old French desagreer : 

des-, dis- + agreer, to agree; see AGREE.]

dis·a·gree·a·ble (dVsÙN-grKùN-bNl) adj.  1. Not to one’s liking; unpleasant or 

offensive.  2. Having a quarrelsome, bad-tempered manner.   
—disÙa·greeùa·ble·ness n.  —disÙa·greeùa·bly adv. 

dis·a·gree·ment (dVsÙN-grKùmNnt) n.  1. A failure or refusal to agree.  2. A dis-

parity; an inconsistency.  3. a. A conflict or difference of opinion.  b. A quarrel.  

dis·al·low (dVsÙN-louù) v.  tr. dis·al·lowed, dis·al·low·ing, dis·al·lows. 1. To 

refuse to allow: “[The government] disallowed his aging and dying parents any 

reunion with their only child” (John Simon).  2. To reject as invalid, untrue, or 

improper.  [Middle English disallowen, from Old French desalouer, to reprimand 

 : des-, dis- + alouer, to approve; see ALLOW.] —disÙal·lowùa·ble adj.  —dis-
Ùal·lowùance n. 

dis·am·big·u·ate (dVsÙ4m-bVgùyu-7tÙ) v.  tr. dis·am·big·u·at·ed, 
dis·am·big·u·at·ing, dis·am·big·u·ates. To establish a single grammatical or 

semantic interpretation for.   —disÙam·bigÙu·aùtion n. 

dis·an·nul (dVsÙN-nƒlù) v.  tr. dis·an·nulled, dis·an·null·ing, dis·an·nuls. To 

annul or cancel.   —disÙan·nulùment n. 

dis·ap·pear (dVsÙN-pîrù) v.  intr. dis·ap·peared, dis·ap·pear·ing, 
dis·ap·pears. 1. To pass out of sight; vanish.  2. To cease to exist.   —dis-
Ùap·pearùance n.  

SYNONYMS: disappear, evanesce, evaporate, fade, vanish. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to pass out of sight or existence”: a skyscraper disappear-

ing in the fog; time seeming to evanesce; courage evaporating; hopes fading away;

memories vanishing slowly but surely. 

ANTONYM: appear

dis·ap·point (dVsÙN-pointù) v.  dis·ap·point·ed, dis·ap·point·ing, 
dis·ap·points.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fail to satisfy the hope, desire, or expectation of.  

2. To frustrate or thwart.   —  v.  intr. To cause disappointment.  [Middle English 

disappointen, from Old French desapointier, to remove from office  : des-, dis- + 

apointer, to appoint; see APPOINT.]

dis·ap·point·ed (dVsÙN-poinùtVd) adj.  Thwarted in hope, desire, or expecta-

tion:  President James A. Garfield was shot by a disappointed office seeker on July 2, 

1881.   —disÙap·pointùed·ly adv. 

dis·ap·point·ing (dVsÙN-poinùtVng) adj.  Not up to expectations:  finished the 

marathon in a disappointing 12th place.   —disÙap·pointùing·ly adv. 



dis·ap·point·ment (dVsÙN-pointùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of disappointing.  

b. The condition or feeling of being disappointed.   2. One that disappoints. 

Dis·ap·point·ment (dVsÙN-pointùmNnt), Cape. A cape of southwest Washing-

ton on the northern side of the mouth of the Columbia River. It was named in 

1788 by a British sea captain who was searching for the fabled River of the West 

and was disappointed when he did not discover a wide river mouth. 

dis·ap·pro·ba·tion (dVs-4pÙrN-b7ùshNn) n.  Moral disapproval; condemnation. 

dis·ap·prov·al (dVsÙN-pruùvNl) n.  The act of disapproving; condemnation or 

censure. 

dis·ap·prove (dVsÙN-pruvù) v.  dis·ap·proved, dis·ap·prov·ing, 
dis·ap·proves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have an unfavorable opinion of; condemn.  2. To 

refuse to approve; reject.   —  v.  intr. To have an unfavorable opinion:  disap-

proves of drinking.   —disÙap·provùer n.  —disÙap·provùing·ly adv. 

dis·arm (dVs-ärmù) v.  dis·armed, dis·arm·ing, dis·arms.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

divest of a weapon or weapons.  b. To deprive of the means of attack or defense; 

render harmless. “Have the courage to appear poor, and you disarm poverty of its 

sharpest sting” (Washington Irving).   2. a. To overcome or allay the suspicion, 

hostility, or antagonism of.  b. To win the confidence of.    —  v.  intr. 1. To lay 

down arms.  2. To reduce or abolish armed forces.  [Middle English disarmen, 

from Old French desarmer : des-, dis- + armer, to arm (from Latin arm7re, from 

arma, weapons); see ar- in Appendix.] —dis·armùer n. 

dis·ar·ma·ment (dVs-ärùmN-mNnt) n.  1. The act of laying down arms, espe-

cially the reduction or abolition of a nation’s military forces and armaments.  

2. The condition of being disarmed. 

dis·arm·ing (dVs-ärùmVng) adj.  Tending to allay suspicion or hostility; winning 

favor or confidence:  a disarming smile.   —dis·armùing·ly adv. 

dis·ar·range (dVsÙN-r7njù) v.  tr. dis·ar·ranged, dis·ar·rang·ing, 
dis·ar·rang·es. To upset the proper arrangement or order of.   —dis-
Ùar·rangeùment n. 

dis·ar·ray (dVsÙN-r7ù) n.  1. A state of disorder; confusion.  2. Disorderly dress.   
—  v.  tr. dis·ar·rayed, dis·ar·ray·ing, dis·ar·rays. 1. To throw into confusion; 

upset.  2. To undress. 

dis·ar·tic·u·late (dVsÙär-tVkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  dis·ar·tic·u·lat·ed, 
dis·ar·tic·u·lat·ing, dis·ar·tic·u·lates.  —  v.  tr. To separate at the joints; dis-

joint.   —  v.  intr. To become disjointed.   —disÙar·ticÙu·laùtion n.  —dis-
Ùar·ticùu·laÙtor n. 

dis·as·sem·ble (dVsÙN-sHmùbNl) v.  dis·as·sem·bled, dis·as·sem·bling, 
dis·as·sem·bles.  —  v.  tr. To take apart:  disassemble a toaster.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

come apart:  The unit disassembles easily.  2. To break up in random fashion:  The 

spectators began to disassemble.   —disÙas·semùbly n. 



dis·as·so·ci·ate (dVsÙN-soùshK-7tÙ, -sK-) v.  tr. dis·as·so·ci·at·ed, 
dis·as·so·ci·at·ing, dis·as·so·ci·ates. To remove from association; dissociate.   
—disÙas·soÙci·aùtion n. 

dis·as·ter (dV-z4sùtNr, -s4sù-) n.  1. a. An occurrence causing widespread 

destruction and distress; a catastrophe.  b. A grave misfortune.   2. Informal. A 

total failure:  The dinner party was a disaster.  3. Obsolete. An evil influence of a 

star or planet.  [French désastre, from Italian disastro : dis-, pejorative pref. (from 

Latin dis-); see DIS- + astro, star (from Latin astrum, from Greek astron); see ster-
3 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: disaster, calamity, catastrophe, cataclysm. These nouns refer to an

event having fatal or ruinous results. Disaster generally implies great destruction,

hardship, or loss of life: “A nuclear disaster, spread by winds and waters and fear,

could well engulf the great and the small, the rich and the poor, the committed and

the uncommitted alike” (John F. Kennedy). Calamity emphasizes distress, grief, or

the sense of loss: “the heaviest calamity in English history, the breach with America”

(James George Frazer). Catastrophe especially stresses the sense of a tragic final

outcome: “The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes

of thinking, and we thus drift toward unparalleled catastrophes” (Albert Einstein).

A cataclysm is a violent upheaval that brings about a fundamental change: old aris-

tocratic institutions destroyed by the revolutionary cataclysm.

disaster area (dV-z4sùtNr ârùK-N) n.  An area that officially qualifies for emer-

gency governmental aid as a result of a catastrophe, such as an earthquake or a 

flood. 

dis·as·trous (dV-z4sùtrNs, -s4sù-) adj.  1. Accompanied by or causing distress or 

disaster; calamitous.  2. Extremely bad; terrible:  a disastrous report card.   
—dis·asùtrous·ly adv.  —dis·asùtrous·ness n. 

dis·a·vow (dVsÙN-vouù) v.  tr. dis·a·vowed, dis·a·vow·ing, dis·a·vows. To 

disclaim knowledge of, responsibility for, or association with.  [Middle English 

disavowen, from Old French desavouer : des-, dis- + avouer, to avow; see AVOW.] 
—disÙa·vowùa·ble adj.  —disÙa·vowùal n. 

dis·band (dVs-b4ndù) v.  dis·band·ed, dis·band·ing, dis·bands.  —  v.  tr. To 

dissolve the organization of (a corporation, for example).   —  v.  intr. To cease to 

function as an organization; disperse.  [Obsolete French desbander, to separate 

someone from a troop  : des-, dis- + Old French band, troop; see BAND
2.] 

—dis·bandùment n. 

dis·bar (dVs-bärù) v.  tr. dis·barred, dis·bar·ring, dis·bars. Law. To expel (an 

attorney) from the practice of law by official action or procedure.   —dis·barù-
ment n. 

dis·be·lief (dVsÙbV-lKfù) n.  Refusal or reluctance to believe. 



dis·be·lieve (dVsÙbV-lKvù) v.  dis·be·lieved, dis·be·liev·ing, dis·be·lieves.  
—  v.  tr. To refuse to believe in; reject.   —  v.  intr. To withhold or reject belief.   
—disÙbe·lievùer n.  —disÙbe·lievùing·ly adv. 

dis·branch (dVs-br4nchù) v.  tr. dis·branched, dis·branch·ing, 
dis·branch·es. 1. To cut or break a branch from (a tree).  2. To remove (a limb 

or branch) from a tree. 

dis·bud (dVs-bƒdù) v.  tr. dis·bud·ded, dis·bud·ding, dis·buds. 1. To remove 

buds from (a plant) to promote better blooms from the remaining buds or con-

trol the shape of the plant.  2. a. To prevent the growth of newly developing 

horns on (livestock).  b. To remove such horns from (livestock).  

dis·bur·den (dVs-bûrùdn) v.  dis·bur·dened, dis·bur·den·ing, 
dis·bur·dens.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To relieve (a pack animal, for example) of a bur-

den.  b. To free of a burden or trouble:  disburden one’s mind.   2. To unload:  dis-

burdened the goods in the shipping room.   —  v.  intr. To unload a burden.   
—dis·burùden·ment n. 

dis·bur·sal (dVs-bûrùsNl) n.  Disbursement. 

dis·burse (dVs-bûrsù) v.  tr. dis·bursed, dis·burs·ing, dis·burs·es. To pay out, 

as from a fund; expend.  See Synonyms at spend.  [Obsolete French desbourser, 

from Old French desborser : des-, dis- + borse, purse (from Late Latin bursa, 

purse); see BURSA.] —dis·bursùa·ble adj.  —dis·bursùer n. 

dis·burse·ment (dVs-bûrsùmNnt) n.  1. The act or process of disbursing.  

2. Money paid out; expenditure. 

disc (dVsk) n.  & v.   Variant of disk. 
disc. abbr.  Discount. 

disc- pref.  Variant of disco-. 
dis·calced (dVs-k4lstù) adj.  Barefoot or wearing sandals. Used of certain reli-

gious orders.  [From Latin discalce7tus : dis-, dis- + calce7tus, shod (from calceus, 

shoe, from calx, calc-, heel).]

dis·cant (dVsùk4ntÙ) Music. n.  Variant of descant (n., sense 1).  —  v.  

(dVsùk4ntÙ, dV-sk4ntù) Variant of descant (v. intr., sense 2). 

dis·card (dV-skärdù) v.  dis·card·ed, dis·card·ing, dis·cards.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

throw away; reject.  2. Games. a. To throw out (a playing card) from one’s hand.  

b. To play (a card other than a trump) from a suit different from that of the card 

led.    —  v.  intr. Games. To discard a playing card.   —  n.  (dVsùkärdÙ) 1. Games. 

a. The act of discarding in a card game.  b. A discarded playing card.   2. One 

that is discarded or rejected.   —dis·cardùa·ble adj.  —dis·cardùer n. 

dis·car·nate (dVs-kärùnVt, -n7tÙ) adj.  Having no material body or form:  a dis-

carnate spirit.  [DIS- + (IN)CARNATE.] —dis·carùnate n. 

disc brake also disk brake (dVsk br7k) n.  A brake in which the friction is 

caused by a set of pads that press against a rotating disk. 



dis·cern (dV-sûrnù, -zûrnù) v.  dis·cerned, dis·cern·ing, dis·cerns.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To perceive with the eyes or intellect; detect.  2. To recognize or comprehend 

mentally.  3. To perceive or recognize as being different or distinct; distinguish.  

See Synonyms at see1.   —  v.  intr. To perceive differences.  [Middle English dis-

cernen, from Old French discerner, from Latin discernere, to separate  : dis-, apart; 

see DIS- + cernere, to perceive; see krei- in Appendix.] —dis·cernùer n. 

dis·cern·i·ble (dV-sûrùnN-bNl, -zûrù-) adj.  Perceptible, as by the faculty of 

vision or the intellect.  See Synonyms at perceptible.  —dis·cernù·i·bly adv. 

dis·cern·ing (dV-sûrùnVng, -zûrù-) adj.  Exhibiting keen insight and good judg-

ment; perceptive.   —dis·cernùing·ly adv. 

dis·cern·ment (dV-sûrnùmNnt, -zûrnù-) n.  1. The act or process of exhibiting 

keen insight and good judgment.  2. Keenness of insight and judgment. 

dis·charge (dVs-chärjù) v.  dis·charged, dis·charg·ing, dis·charg·es. Abbr. 

dis.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To relieve of a burden or of contents; unload.  b. To unload 

or empty (contents).   2. a. To release, as from confinement, care, or duty:  dis-

charge a patient; discharge a soldier.  b. To let go; empty out:  a train discharging 

commuters.  c. To pour forth; emit:  a vent discharging steam.  d. To shoot:  dis-

charge a pistol.   3. To remove from office or employment.  See Synonyms at dis-
miss.  4. To perform the obligations or demands of (an office, duty, or task).  See 

Synonyms at perform.  5. To comply with the terms of (a debt or promise, for 

example).  6. Law. a. To acquit completely:  discharged the defendant.  b. To set 

aside; annul:  discharge a court order.   7. To remove (color) from cloth, as by 

chemical bleaching.  8. Electricity. To cause the release of stored energy or electric 

charge from (a battery, for example).  9. Architecture. a. To apportion (weight) 

evenly, as over a door.  b. To relieve (a part) of excess weight by distribution of 

pressure.    —  v.  intr. Abbr. dis. 1. To get rid of a burden, load, or weight.  

2. a. To go off; fire:  The musket discharged loudly.  b. To pour forth, emit, or 

release contents.  c. To become blurred, as a color or dye; run.   3. To undergo the 

release of stored energy or electric charge.   —  n.  (dVsùchärjÙ, dVs-chärjù) Abbr. 

dis. 1. The act of removing a load or burden.  2. The act of shooting or firing a 

projectile or weapon.  3. a. A flowing out or pouring forth; emission; secretion:  

a discharge of pus.  b. The amount or rate of emission or ejection.  c. Something 

that is discharged, released, emitted, or excreted:  a watery discharge.   4. The act 

or an instance of removing an obligation, a burden, or a responsibility.  

5. a. Fulfillment of the terms of something, such as a debt or promise.  

b. Performance, as of an office or a duty.   6. a. Dismissal or release from 

employment, service, care, or confinement.  b. An official document certifying 

such release, especially from military service.   7. Law. An annulment or acquittal; 

dismissal, as of a court order.  8. Electricity. a. Release of stored energy in a capac-

itor by the flow of current between its terminals.  b. Conversion of chemical 

energy to electric energy in a storage battery.  c. A flow of electricity in a dielec-



tric, especially in a rarefied gas.  d. Elimination of net electric charge from a 

charged body.   [Middle English dischargen, from Old French deschargier, from 

Late Latin discarric7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Late Latin carric7re, to load; see CHARGE.] 
—dis·chargeùa·ble adj.  —disÙcharg·eeù n.  —dis·chargùer n. 

discharge lamp (dVs-chärjù l4mp) n.  A lamp that generates light by means of 

an internal electrical discharge between electrodes in a gas. 

discharge tube (dVs-chärjù tub) n.  A closed insulating vessel containing a 

gas at low pressure through which an electric current flows when sufficient volt-

age is applied to its electrodes. 

disc harrow (dVsk h4rùo) n.  Variant of disk harrow. 
disci- pref.  Variant of disco-. 
dis·ci·form (dVsùN-fôrmÙ, dVsùkN-) adj.  Flat and rounded in shape; discoid:  dis-

ciform fungi. 

dis·ci·ple (dV-sXùpNl) n.  1. a. One who embraces and assists in spreading the 

teachings of another.  b. An active adherent, as of a movement or philosophy.   2.  
Often Disciple. One of the 12 original followers of Jesus.  3. Disciple. A mem-

ber of the Disciples of Christ.  [Middle English, from Old English discipul, and 

from Old French desciple both from Latin discipulus, pupil, from discere, to learn. 

See dek- in Appendix.] —dis·ciùple·shipÙ n. 

Dis·ci·ples of Christ (dV-sXùpNlz ƒv krXst) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

Christian denomination founded in 1809 that accepts the Bible as the only rule of 

Christian faith and practice, rejects denominational creeds, and practices baptism 

by immersion. 

dis·ci·plin·a·ble (dVsùN-plVnÙN-bNl, dVsÙN-plVnù-) adj.  1. Deserving of or subject 

to discipline:  a disciplinable misdeed.  2. Responsive to training; easily taught. 

dis·ci·pli·nar·i·an (dVsÙN-plN-nârùK-Nn) n.  One that enforces or believes in 

strict discipline.   —  adj.  Disciplinary. 

dis·ci·pli·nar·y (dVsùN-plN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or used for discipline:  

disciplinary training; disciplinary measures.  2. Of or relating to a specific field of 

academic study.   —disÙci·pli·narùi·ly (-nârùN-lK) adv.  —disÙci·pli·narùi·ty (-

nârùV-tK, -n4rù-) n. 

dis·ci·pline (dVsùN-plVn) n.  1. Training expected to produce a specific character 

or pattern of behavior, especially training that produces moral or mental 

improvement.  2. Controlled behavior resulting from disciplinary training; self-

control.  3. a. Control obtained by enforcing compliance or order.  b. A system-

atic method to obtain obedience:  a military discipline.  c. A state of order based 

on submission to rules and authority:  a teacher who demanded discipline in the 

classroom.   4. Punishment intended to correct or train.  5. A set of rules or meth-

ods, as those regulating the practice of a church or monastic order.  6. A branch 

of knowledge or teaching.   —  v.  tr. dis·ci·plined, dis·ci·plin·ing, 
dis·ci·plines. 1. To train by instruction and practice, especially to teach self-con-



trol to.  2. To teach to obey rules or accept authority.  See Synonyms at teach.  
3. To punish in order to gain control or enforce obedience.  See Synonyms at 

punish.  4. To impose order on:  needed to discipline their study habits.  [Middle 

English, from Old French descepline, from Latin disciplXna, from discipulus, pupil. 

See DISCIPLE.] —disùci·pli·nal (-plN-nNl) adj.  —disùci·plinÙer n. 

dis·ci·plined (dVsùN-plVnd) adj.  Possessing or indicative of discipline:  a dancer’s 

disciplined body; a disciplined set of work habits. 

disc jockey also disk jockey (dVsk jmkùK) n.  Abbr. DJ An announcer who pre-

sents and comments on popular recorded music, especially on the radio. 

dis·claim (dVs-kl7mù) v.  dis·claimed, dis·claim·ing, dis·claims.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To deny or renounce any claim to or connection with; disown.  2. To deny the 

validity of; repudiate.  3. Law. To renounce one’s right or claim to.   —  v.  intr. 

Law. To renounce a right or claim.  [Middle English disclaimen, from Anglo-Nor-

man desclaimer : des-, dis- + claimer, to claim (from Latin cl7m7re, to cry out); see 

CLAIM.]

dis·claim·er (dVs-kl7ùmNr) n.  1. A repudiation or denial of responsibility or 

connection.  2. Law. A renunciation of one’s right or claim.  [Middle English, 

denial of a feudal claim, from Anglo-Norman desclaimer, to disclaim, denial of a 

feudal claim. See DISCLAIM.]

dis·cla·ma·tion (dVsÙklN-m7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of disavowing; 

renunciation.  [Probably from Anglo-Norman desclaimer, disclamer, to disclaim. 

See DISCLAIM.]

dis·cli·max (dVs-klXùm4ksÙ) n.  Ecology. A climax community that has been dis-

turbed by various influences, especially by human beings and domestic animals, 

such as a grassland community that has been altered to desert by overgrazing. 

dis·close (dV-sklozù) v.  tr. dis·closed, dis·clos·ing, dis·clos·es. 1. To expose 

to view, as by removing a cover; uncover.  2. To make known (something hereto-

fore kept secret).  See Synonyms at reveal1.  [Middle English disclosen, from Old 

French desclore, desclos-  : des-, dis- + clore, to close (from Latin claudere).] 
—dis·closùa·ble adj.  —dis·closùer n. 

dis·clos·ing agent (dV-skloùzVng 7ùjNnt) n.  A dye used in dentistry as a diag-

nostic aid, applied to the teeth to reveal the presence of dental plaque.  Also called 

disclosing solution 

dis·clo·sure (dV-skloùzhNr) n.  1. The act or process of revealing or uncovering.  

2. Something uncovered; a revelation. 

dis·co (dVsùko) n.  pl. dis·cos. 1. A discotheque.  2. a. Music. Popular dance 

music characterized by strong repetitive bass rhythms.  b. A style of dancing done 

especially to disco music.    —  v.  intr. dis·coed, dis·co·ing, dis·cos. To dance 

to disco music.  [Short for DISCOTHEQUE.] —disùco adj. 

disco-  or disc- also disci- pref.  1. Disk:  discoid.  2. Phonograph record:  disco-

phile.  [Latin, from Greek disko-, from diskos, disk. See DISK.]



dis·cog·ra·phy (dV-skmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. dis·cog·ra·phies. 1. The study and cat-

aloguing of phonograph records.  2. A comprehensive list of the recordings made 

by a particular performer or of a particular composer’s works.   
—dis·cogùra·pher n.  —disÙco·graphùi·cal (dVsÙkN-gr4fùV-kNl), dis-
Ùco·graphùic (-gr4fùVk)  adj. 

dis·coid (dVsùkoidÙ) also dis·coi·dal (dV-skoidùl) adj.  1. Having a flat, circular 

form; disk-shaped.  2. Related to or having a disk.  3. Botany. Having disk flowers 

only. Used of a composite flower head.   —disùcoidÙ n. 

dis·col·or (dVs-kƒlùNr) v.  dis·col·ored, dis·col·or·ing, dis·col·ors.  —  v.  tr. 

To alter or spoil the color of; stain.   —  v.  intr. To become altered or spoiled in 

color.  [Middle English discolouren, from Old French discolerer : des-, dis- + 

colourer, to color (from Latin color7re, from color, color); see COLOR.]

dis·col·or·a·tion (dVs-kƒlÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of discoloring.  b. The 

condition of being discolored.   2. A discolored spot, smudge, or area; a stain. 

dis·com·bob·u·late (dVsÙkNm-bmbùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. dis·com·bob·u·lat·ed, 
dis·com·bob·u·lat·ing, dis·com·bob·u·lates. To throw into a state of confu-

sion.  See Synonyms at confuse.  [Perhaps alteration of DISCOMPOSE.] —disÙ-
com·bobÙu·laùtion n. 

dis·com·fit (dVs-kƒmùfVt) v.  tr. dis·com·fit·ed, dis·com·fit·ing, 
dis·com·fits. 1. To make uneasy or perplexed; disconcert.  See Synonyms at 

embarrass.  2. To thwart the plans of; frustrate.  3. Archaic. To defeat in battle; 

vanquish.   —  n.  Discomfiture.  [Middle English discomfiten, from Old French 

desconfit, past participle of desconfire, descumfire, to defeat  : des-, dis- + confire, 

to make (from Latin conficere, to prepare); see COMFIT.]

USAGE NOTE: It is true that discomfit originally meant “to defeat, frustrate,”

and that its newer use meaning “to embarrass, disconcert,” probably arose in part

through confusion with discomfort. But the newer sense is now the most common

use of the verb in all varieties of writing and should be considered entirely stan-

dard.

dis·com·fi·ture (dVs-kƒmùfV-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. Frustration or disappoint-

ment.  2. Lack of ease; perplexity and embarrassment.  3. Archaic. Defeat. 

dis·com·fort (dVs-kƒmùfNrt) n.  1. Mental or bodily distress.  2. Something that 

disturbs one’s comfort; annoyance.   —  v.  tr. dis·com·fort·ed, 
dis·com·fort·ing, dis·com·forts. To make uncomfortable; distress.  See Usage 

Note at discomfit.  [Middle English, from Old French desconfort, from descon-

forter, to discourage  : des-, dis- + conforter, to strengthen; see COMFORT.] 
—dis·comùfort·a·ble (-kƒmùfNr-tN-bNl, -kƒmfùtN-bNl) adj.  —dis·comù-
fort·ing·ly adv. 



dis·com·mend (dVsÙkN-mHndù) v.  tr. dis·com·mend·ed, 
dis·com·mend·ing, dis·com·mends. 1. To show or voice disapproval of.  

2. To cause to come into disfavor or ill regard.   —disÙcom·mendùa·ble adj. 

dis·com·mode (dVsÙkN-modù) v.  tr. dis·com·mod·ed, dis·com·mod·ing, 
dis·com·modes. To put to inconvenience; trouble.  [DIS- + commode, to suit 

(from Latin commod7re, from commodus, convenient); see COMMODIOUS.]

dis·com·pose (dVsÙkNm-pozù) v.  tr. dis·com·posed, dis·com·pos·ing, 
dis·com·pos·es. 1. To disturb the composure or calm of; perturb.  2. To put 

into a state of disorder.   —disÙcom·posùed·ly (-poùzVd-lK) adv.  —disÙ-
com·posùing·ly adv. 

dis·com·po·sure (dVsÙkNm-poùzhNr) n.  Absence of composure. 

dis·con·cert (dVsÙkNn-sûrtù) v.  tr. dis·con·cert·ed, dis·con·cert·ing, 
dis·con·certs. 1. To upset the self-possession of; ruffle.  See Synonyms at 

embarrass.  2. To frustrate (plans, for example) by throwing into disorder; dis-

arrange.  [Obsolete French disconcerter, from Old French desconcerter : des-, dis- 

+ concerter, to bring into agreement (from Old Italian concertare).] —disÙ-
con·certùing·ly adv. 

dis·con·form·i·ty (dVsÙkNn-fôrùmV-tK) n.  pl. dis·con·form·i·ties. 1. Geology. 

A type of unconformity in which the rock layers are parallel.  2. Refusal or failure 

to conform; nonconformity. 

dis·con·nect (dVsÙkN-nHktù) v.  dis·con·nect·ed, dis·con·nect·ing, 
dis·con·nects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sever or interrupt the connection of or between:  

disconnected the hose.  2. Electricity. To shut off the current in (an appliance) by 

removing its connection to a power source.   —  v.  intr. To sever or interrupt a 

connection.   —disÙcon·necùtion n. 

dis·con·nect·ed (dVsÙkN-nHkùtVd) adj.  1. Not connected; separate or detached.  

2. Marked by unrelated parts; incoherent:  described the accident in a disconnected 

way.   —disÙcon·nectùed·ly adv.  —disÙcon·nectùed·ness n. 

dis·con·so·late (dVs-kmnùsN-lVt) adj.  1. Seeming beyond consolation; 

extremely dejected:  disconsolate at the loss of the dog.  2. Cheerless; gloomy:  a dis-

consolate winter landscape.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin disconsol7tus : 

Latin dis-, dis- + consol7tus, past participle of consol7rX, to console; see CONSOLE
1.] 

—dis·conùso·late·ly adv.  —dis·conùso·late·ness, dis·conÙso·laùtion (-

kmnÙsN-l7ùshNn)  n. 

dis·con·tent (dVsÙkNn-tHntù) n.  1. a. Absence of contentment; dissatisfaction.  

b. A restless longing for better circumstances.   2. One who is discontented.   —  
adj.  Discontented.   —  v.  tr. dis·con·tent·ed, dis·con·tent·ing, 
dis·con·tents. To make discontented.   —disÙcon·tentùment n. 

dis·con·tent·ed (dVsÙkNn-tHnùtVd) adj.  Restlessly unhappy; malcontent.   
—disÙcon·tentùed·ly adv.  —disÙcon·tentùed·ness n. 



dis·con·tin·u·ance (dVsÙkNn-tVnùyu-Nns) n.  1. The act or an instance of dis-

continuing or the condition of being discontinued; cessation.  2. Law. Termina-

tion of an action by the plaintiff. 

dis·con·tin·u·a·tion (dVsÙkNn-tVnÙyu-7ùshNn) n.  A cessation; a discontinu-

ance. 

dis·con·tin·ue (dVsÙkNn-tVnùyu) v.  dis·con·tin·ued, dis·con·tin·u·ing, 
dis·con·tin·ues.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a stop to; terminate.  2. To cease trying to 

accomplish or continue; abandon.  3. Law. To terminate (an action) by discon-

tinuance.   —  v.  intr. To come to an end.  See Synonyms at stop.  [Middle 

English discontinuen, from Old French descontinuer, from Medieval Latin 

discontinu7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin continu7re, to continue; see CONTINUE.]

dis·con·ti·nu·i·ty (dVs-kmnÙtN-nuùV-tK, -nyuù-) n.  pl. dis·con·ti·nu·i·ties. 
1. Lack of continuity, logical sequence, or cohesion.  2. A break or gap.  

3. Geology. A surface at which seismic wave velocities change.  4. Mathematics. 

a. A point at which a function is defined but is not continuous.  b. A point at 

which a function is undefined.  

dis·con·tin·u·ous (dVsÙkNn-tVnùyu-Ns) adj.  1. a. Marked by breaks or inter-

ruptions; intermittent:  discontinuous applause.  b. Consisting of distinct or 

unconnected elements, such as the physical features of a landscape.  c. Being 

without sequential order or coherent form.   2. Mathematics. Possessing one or 

more discontinuities, as a function.   —disÙcon·tinùu·ous·ly adv.  —disÙ-
con·tinùu·ous·ness n. 

discontinuous variation (dVsÙkNn-tVnùyu-Ns vârÙK-7ùshNn) n.  Biology. 

Variation within a population in which few or no intermediate phenotypes fall 

between the extremes. 

dis·co·phile (dVsùkN-fXlÙ) n.  A collector of or specialist in phonograph records. 

dis·cord (dVsùkôrdÙ) n.  1. a. Lack of agreement among persons, groups, or 

things.  b. Tension or strife resulting from a lack of agreement; dissension.   2. A 

confused or harsh sound or mingling of sounds.  3. Music. Inharmonious combi-

nation of simultaneously sounded tones; dissonance.   —  v.  intr. dis·cord·ed, 
dis·cord·ing, dis·cords (dV-skôrdù, dVsùkôrdÙ). To fail to agree or harmonize; 

clash.  [Middle English, from Old French descorde, from Latin discordia, from dis-

cors, discord-, disagreeing  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + cor, heart; see kerd- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: discord, strife, contention, dissension, conflict, clash, variance.

These nouns are compared as they mean a state of disagreement and disharmony.

Discord is a lack of harmony often marked by bickering and antipathy: family dis-

cord. Strife usually implies a struggle, often destructive, between rivals or factions:

a measure intended to end party strife. Contention in this sense is largely limited to

dispute in the form of heated debate or quarreling: Political discussions often give



rise to lively contention. Dissension implies difference of opinion that disrupts uni-

ty within a group: Dissension is rampant among the members of the committee.

Conflict suggests antagonism of ideas or interests that often results in hostility or

divisiveness: conflict between smoking and nonsmoking factions. Clash implies

sharp conflict involving irreconcilable ideas or interests: had to exercise all her tact

to prevent clashes between the two opinionated guests. Variance usually suggests dis-

crepancy or incompatibility: His actions are often at variance with his principles.

dis·cord·ance (dV-skôrùdns) n.  1. The state or an instance of disagreement; 

discord.  2. Genetics. The presence of a given genetic trait in only one member of 

a pair of identical twins. 

dis·cor·dant (dV-skôrùdnt) adj.  1. Not being in accord; conflicting.  See Syn-

onyms at inconsistent.  2. Disagreeable in sound; harsh or dissonant.   
—dis·corùdan·cy n.  —dis·corùdant·ly adv. 

Dis·cor·di·a (dV-skôrùdK-N) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess of strife, identi-

fied with the Greek Eris.  [Latin, from discordia, discord. See DISCORD.]

dis·co·theque also dis·co·thèque (dVsùkN-tHkÙ, dVsÙkN-tHkù) n.  A nightclub 

that features dancing to recorded or sometimes live music and often has showy 

decor and elaborate lighting.  [French, record library, discothèque, from Italian 

discoteca, record library  : disco, disk, record (from Latin discus, quoit); see DISCUS 

+ biblioteca, library (from Latin bibliothKca); see BIBLIOTHECA.]

dis·count (dVsùkountÙ, dVs-kountù) v.  dis·count·ed, dis·count·ing, 
dis·counts. Abbr. dis., disc.  —  v.  tr. 1. To deduct or subtract from a cost or 

price.  2. a. To purchase or sell (a bill, note, or other commercial paper) at a 

reduction equal to the amount of interest that will accumulate before it matures.  

b. To lend money on (a commercial paper not immediately payable) after 

deducting the interest.   3. a. To sell or offer for sale at a reduced price.  b. To 

reduce in quantity or value.   4. a. To leave out of account as being untrustworthy 

or exaggerated; disregard:  discount a rumor.  b. To underestimate the significance 

or effectiveness of; minimize:  took care not to discount his wife’s accomplishments.  

c. To regard with doubt or disbelief.   5. To anticipate and make allowance for; 

reckon with in advance.   —  v.  intr. To lend money after deduction of interest.   
—  n.  (dVsùkountÙ) 1. A reduction from the full or standard amount of a price or 

debt.  2. The interest deducted prior to purchasing, selling, or lending a commer-

cial paper; the discount rate.  3. The act or an instance of discounting a bill of 

exchange, note, or other commercial paper.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a discount market; discount merchandise.  [Alteration 

(influenced by DIS-, and COUNT
1 ), of French décompter, from Old French 

desconter : des-, away; see DIS- + conter, to count; see COUNT
1.] —disùcountÙa·ble 

adj. 



discount broker (dVsùkountÙ broùkNr) n.  1. An agent who discounts a bill, 

note, or other commercial paper.  2. A stockbroker or brokerage house that gives 

a discount on commission fees.   —discount brokerage n. 

dis·coun·te·nance (dVs-kounùtN-nNns) v.  tr. dis·coun·te·nanced, 
dis·coun·te·nanc·ing, dis·coun·te·nanc·es. 1. To view or treat with disfavor.  

2. To put out of countenance; disconcert.   —  n.  Disfavor or disapproval. 

dis·count·er (dVs-kounùtNr) n.  1. One that discounts, as a person who runs a 

discount store or business.  2.  See discount store. 
discount house (dVsùkountÙ hous) n.  See discount store. 
discount rate (dVsùkountÙ r7t) n.  1. The interest deducted in advance in pur-

chasing, selling, or lending a commercial paper.  2. The interest rate charged by 

the Federal Reserve Bank on loans to its member banks. A change in the discount 

rate is usually followed by similar changes in the interest rates charged by banks 

and money markets. 

discount store (dVsùkountÙ stôr) n.  A store that sells merchandise, especially 

consumer goods, at a discount from the manufacturer’s suggested retail price.  

Also called discounter, discount house. 

dis·cour·age (dV-skûrùVj, -skƒrù-) v.  tr. dis·cour·aged, dis·cour·ag·ing, 
dis·cour·ag·es. 1. To deprive of confidence, hope, or spirit.  2. To hamper by 

discouraging; deter.  3. To try to prevent by expressing disapproval or raising 

objections.  [Middle English discoragen, from Old French descoragier : des-, dis- + 

corage, courage; see COURAGE.] —dis·courùage·a·ble adj.  —dis·courùag·er n.  

—dis·courùag·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: discourage, dishearten, dispirit. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to make less hopeful or enthusiastic”: discouraged by the magnitude

of the problem; lack of interest that disheartened the instructor; a failure that dispir-

ited the team. See also Synonyms at dissuade 
ANTONYM: encourage

dis·cour·age·ment (dV-skûrùVj-mNnt, -skƒrù-) n.  1. a. The act of discourag-

ing.  b. The condition of being discouraged.  See Synonyms at despair.   
2. Something that discourages; a deterrent. 

dis·course (dVsùkôrsÙ, -korsÙ) n.  1. Verbal expression in speech or writing.  

2. Verbal exchange; conversation.  3. A formal, lengthy discussion of a subject, 

either written or spoken.  4. Archaic. The process or power of reasoning.   —  v.  

dis·coursed, dis·cours·ing, dis·cours·es (dV-skôrsù, -skorsù).  —  v.  intr. 

1. To speak or write formally and at length.  See Synonyms at speak.  2. To 

engage in conversation or discussion; converse.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To narrate or 

discuss.  [Middle English discours, process of reasoning, from Medieval Latin dis-

cursus, from Latin, a running about, from past participle of discurrere, to run 



about  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + currere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.] 
—dis·coursùer n. 

dis·cour·te·ous (dVs-kûrùtK-Ns) adj.  Exhibiting no courtesy; rude.   
—dis·courùte·ous·ly adv.  —dis·courùte·ous·ness n. 

dis·cour·te·sy (dVs-kûrùtV-sK) n.  pl. dis·cour·te·sies. 1. Lack of courtesy; 

rudeness.  2. A rude act or statement. 

dis·cov·er (dV-skƒvùNr) v.  tr. dis·cov·ered, dis·cov·er·ing, dis·cov·ers. 1. To 

obtain knowledge of, as through observation or study.  2. To be the first to find, 

learn of, or observe.  3. Archaic. To reveal or expose.  [Middle English discoveren, 

to reveal, from Old French descovrir, from Late Latin discooperXre : dis-, dis- + 

cooperXre, to cover; see COVER.] —dis·covùer·a·ble adj.  —dis·covùer·er n.  

SYNONYMS: discover, ascertain, determine, learn. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to gain knowledge or awareness of something not known be-

fore”: discovered that the world is round; ascertaining the facts; tried to determine

the date of delivery; learned that her friend had married.

dis·cov·er·y (dV-skƒvùN-rK) n.  pl. dis·cov·er·ies. 1. The act or an instance of 

discovering.  2. Something discovered.  3. Law. Data or documents that a party to 

a legal action is compelled to disclose to another party either before or during a 

proceeding. 

dis·cred·it (dVs-krHdùVt) v.  tr. dis·cred·it·ed, dis·cred·it·ing, dis·cred·its. 
1. To damage in reputation; disgrace.  2. To cause to be doubted or distrusted.  

3. To refuse to believe.   —  n.  1. Loss of or damage to one’s reputation.  See Syn-

onyms at disgrace.  2. Lack or loss of trust or belief; doubt.  3. Something dam-

aging to one’s reputation or stature. 

dis·cred·it·a·ble (dVs-krHdùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Harmful to one’s reputation; blame-

worthy:  discreditable behavior.   —dis·credùit·a·bly adv. 

dis·creet (dV-skrKtù) adj.  1. Marked by, exercising, or showing prudence and 

wise self-restraint in speech and behavior; circumspect.  2. Free from ostentation 

or pretension; modest.  [Middle English, from Old French discret, from Medieval 

Latin discrKtus, from Latin, past participle of discernere, separate, to discern. See 

DISCERN.] —dis·creetùly adv.  —dis·creetùness n. 

dis·crep·ance (dV-skrHpùNns) n.  Discrepancy. 

dis·crep·an·cy (dV-skrHpùNn-sK) n.  pl. dis·crep·an·cies. 1. Divergence or dis-

agreement, as between facts or claims; difference.  2. An instance of divergence or 

disagreement.  See Synonyms at difference. 
dis·crep·ant (dV-skrHpùNnt) adj.  Marked by discrepancy; disagreeing.  See Syn-

onyms at inconsistent.  [Middle English discrepaunt, from Latin discrep7ns, dis-

crepant- present participle of discrep7re, to disagree  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + 

crep7re, to rattle.] —dis·crepùant·ly adv. 



dis·crete (dV-skrKtù) adj.  1. Constituting a separate thing; distinct.  

2. Consisting of unconnected distinct parts.  See Synonyms at distinct.  
3. Mathematics. Defined for a finite set of values; not continuous.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin discrKtus, past participle of discernere, to 

separate. See DISCREET.] —dis·creteùly adv.  —dis·creteùness n. 

discrete variable (dV-skrKtù vârùK-N-bNl) n.  Mathematics. A variable that 

assumes only whole number values. 

dis·cre·tion (dV-skrHshùNn) n.  1. The quality of being discreet; circumspection.  

See Synonyms at prudence.  2. Ability or power to decide responsibly.  

3. Freedom to act or judge on one’s own:  All the decisions were left to our discre-

tion.   —dis·creùtion·al adj.  —dis·creùtion·al·ly adv. 

dis·cre·tion·ar·y (dV-skrHshùN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Left to or regulated by one’s own 

discretion or judgment.  2. Available for use as needed or desired:  a discretionary 

fund.   —dis·creÙtion·arùi·ly (-nârùN-lK) adv. 

discretionary account (dV-skrHshùN-nHrÙK N-kountù) n.  A stock or commod-

ity account in which an agent is free to trade without prior consultation with the 

customer. 

discretionary income (dV-skrHshùN-nHrÙK VnùkƒmÙ) n.  Individual income 

that is not allocated for necessary items such as food and shelter. 

dis·cret·i·za·tion (dV-skrKÙtV-z7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. The act of making 

mathematically discrete. 

dis·crim·i·na·bil·i·ty (dV-skrVmÙN-nN-bVlùV-tK) n.  1. The quality of being dis-

criminable.  2. The capacity or power to discriminate. 

dis·crim·i·na·ble (dVs-krVmùN-nN-bNl) adj.  That can be discriminated; distin-

guishable:  discriminable faults; a skyline that was discriminable even through smog.   
—dis·crimùi·na·bly adv. 

dis·crim·i·nant (dV-skrVmùN-nNnt) n.  Mathematics. An expression used to dis-

tinguish or separate other expressions in a quantity or an equation. 

discriminant function (dV-skrVmùN-nNnt fƒngkùshNn) n.  Statistics. A func-

tion of a set of variables used to classify an object or event. 

dis·crim·i·nate (dV-skrVmùN-n7tÙ) v.  dis·crim·i·nat·ed, dis·crim·i·nat·ing, 
dis·crim·i·nates.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To make a clear distinction; distinguish:  dis-

criminate among the options available.  b. To make sensible decisions; judge 

wisely.   2. To make distinctions on the basis of class or category without regard to 

individual merit; show preference or prejudice:  was accused of discriminating 

against women; discriminated in favor of his cronies.   —  v.  tr. 1. To perceive the 

distinguishing features of; recognize as distinct:  discriminate right from wrong.  

2. To distinguish by noting differences; differentiate:  unable to discriminate col-

ors.  [Latin discrXmin7re, discrXmin7t-, from discrXmen, discrXmin-, distinction. See 

krei- in Appendix.] —dis·crimùi·nate (-nVt) adj.  —dis·crimùi·nate·ly adv. 



dis·crim·i·nat·ing (dV-skrVmùN-n7ÙtVng) adj.  1. a. Able to recognize or draw 

fine distinctions; perceptive.  b. Showing careful judgment or fine taste:  a dis-

criminating collector of rare books; a dish for the discriminating palate.   

2. Separating into distinct parts or components; analytical.  3. Serving to distin-

guish; distinctive:  a discriminating characteristic.  4. Marked by or showing bias; 

discriminatory.   —dis·crimùi·natÙing·ly adv. 

dis·crim·i·na·tion (dV-skrVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of discriminating.  

2. The ability or power to see or make fine distinctions; discernment.  

3. Treatment or consideration based on class or category rather than individual 

merit; partiality or prejudice: “It’s necessary to eliminate all forms of sexual dis-

crimination” (Jimmy Carter).  See Usage Note at bias.  —dis·crimÙi·naùtion·al 
adj. 

dis·crim·i·na·tive (dV-skrVmùN-n7ÙtVv, -nN-tVv) adj.  1. Drawing distinctions.  

2. Marked by or showing prejudice:  discriminative hiring practices.   
—dis·crimùi·naÙtive·ly adv. 

dis·crim·i·na·tor (dV-skrVmùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that discriminates.  

2. Electronics. A device that converts a property of an input signal, such as fre-

quency or phase, into an amplitude variation, depending on how the signal dif-

fers from a standard or reference signal. 

dis·crim·i·na·to·ry (dV-skrVmùN-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Marked by or show-

ing prejudice; biased.  2. Making distinctions.   —dis·crimÙi·na·toùri·ly adv. 

dis·cur·sive (dV-skûrùsVv) adj.  1. Covering a wide field of subjects; rambling.  

2. Proceeding to a conclusion through reason rather than intuition.  [Medieval 

Latin discursXvus, from Latin discursus, running about. See DISCOURSE.] 
—dis·curùsive·ly adv.  —dis·curùsive·ness n. 

dis·cus (dVsùkNs) n.  pl. dis·cus·es. 1. Sports. a. A disk, typically wooden or plas-

tic with a metal rim, that is thrown for distance in athletic competitions.  b. A 

track-and-field event in which a discus is thrown.   2. A small, brilliantly colored 

South American freshwater fish (Symphysodon discus) that has a disk-shaped 

body and is popular in home aquariums.  3. Something resembling a flat, circular 

plate; a disk.  4. Botany. See disk (n., sense 5).  [Latin. See DISK.]

dis·cuss (dV-skƒsù) v.  tr. dis·cussed, dis·cuss·ing, dis·cuss·es. 1. To speak 

with others about; talk over.  2. To examine or consider (a subject) in speech or 

writing.  [Middle English discussen, to examine, from Anglo-Norman discusser, 

from Latin discussus, past participle of discutere, to break up  : dis-, apart; see DIS- 

+ quatere, to shake; see kwKt- in Appendix.] —dis·cussùa·ble, dis·cussùi·ble 

adj.  —dis·cussùer n.  

SYNONYMS: discuss, argue, debate, dispute, contend. These verbs mean to talk

with others in an effort to reach agreement, to ascertain truth, or to convince.

Discuss involves close examination of a subject with interchange of opinions:



“Men are never so likely to settle a question rightly as when they discuss it freely”

(Macaulay). Argue emphasizes the presentation of facts and reasons in support of

a position opposed by others: “There is no good in arguing with the inevitable”

(James Russell Lowell). Debate involves formal, often public argument: The can-

didates agreed to debate the campaign issues face to face. Dispute implies differences

of opinion and usually sharp argument: members of the legislature disputing over

increases in the military budget. To contend is to strive in debate or controversy:

“Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend is the

policy” (Mao Zedong).

dis·cuss·ant (dV-skƒsùNnt) n.  A participant in a formal discussion. 

dis·cus·sion (dV-skƒshùNn) n.  1. Consideration of a subject by a group; an ear-

nest conversation.  2. A formal discourse on a topic; an exposition. 

dis·dain (dVs-d7nù) v.  tr. dis·dained, dis·dain·ing, dis·dains. 1. To regard or 

treat with haughty contempt; despise.  See Synonyms at despise.  2. To consider 

or reject as beneath oneself.   —  n.  A feeling or show of contempt and aloofness; 

scorn.  [Middle English disdeinen, from Old French desdeignier, from Vulgar 

Latin *disdign7re, from Latin dKdign7rX : dK-, de- + dign7rX, to deem worthy (from 

dignus, worthy); see dek- in Appendix.]

dis·dain·ful (dVs-d7nùfNl) adj.  Expressive of disdain; scornful and contemptu-

ous.  See Synonyms at proud.  —dis·dainùful·ly adv.  —dis·dainùful·ness n. 

dis·ease (dV-zKzù) n.  1. A pathological condition of a part, an organ, or a system 

of an organism resulting from various causes, such as infection, genetic defect, or 

environmental stress, and characterized by an identifiable group of signs or 

symptoms.  2. A condition or tendency, as of society, regarded as abnormal and 

harmful.  3. Obsolete. Lack of ease; trouble.  [Middle English disese, from Old 

French  : des-, dis- + aise, ease; see EASE.]

dis·eased (dV-zKzdù) adj.  1. Affected with disease.  2. Unsound or disordered. 

dis·em·bark (dVsÙHm-bärkù) v.  dis·em·barked, dis·em·bark·ing, 
dis·em·barks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go ashore from a ship.  2. To leave a vehicle or 

aircraft.   —  v.  tr. To take ashore from a ship.  [Probably obsolete French 

desembarquer : des-, dis- + embarquer, to embark; see EMBARK.] 
—dis·emÙbar·kaùtion n. 

dis·em·bar·rass (dVsÙHm-b4rùNs) v.  tr. dis·em·bar·rassed, 
dis·em·bar·rass·ing, dis·em·bar·rass·es. To free from something bothersome 

or encumbering; relieve.   —disÙem·barùrass·ment n. 

dis·em·bod·y (dVsÙHm-bmdùK) v.  tr. dis·em·bod·ied, dis·em·bod·y·ing, 
dis·em·bod·ies. 1. To free (the soul or spirit) from the body.  2. To divest of 

material existence or substance.   —disÙem·bodùi·ment n. 

dis·em·bogue (dVsÙHm-bogù) v.  dis·em·bogued, dis·em·bogu·ing, 
dis·em·bogues.  —  v.  intr. To flow out or empty, as water from a channel: “the 



river whose dirty waters disembogue into the harbor” (John Updike).   —  v.  tr. To 

discharge or pour forth (water, for example).  [From Spanish desembogue, mouth 

of a river, from desembocar, to flow out  : des-, reversal (from Latin dis-); see DIS- 

+ embocar, to put into the mouth (en-, in from Latin in-; see in-2 + boca, mouth 

from Latin bucca, cheek).] —disÙem·bogueùment n. 

dis·em·bow·el (dVsÙHm-bouùNl) v.  tr. dis·em·bow·eled or 

dis·em·bow·elled, dis·em·bow·el·ing or dis·em·bow·el·ling, 
dis·em·bow·els or dis·em·bow·els. 1. To remove the entrails from.  2. To 

deprive of meaning or substance.   —disÙem·bowùel·ment n. 

dis·em·ploy (dVsÙHm-ploiù) v.  tr. dis·em·ployed, dis·em·ploy·ing, 
dis·em·ploys. To deprive of employment.   —disÙem·ployùment n. 

dis·em·pow·er (dVsÙHm-pouùNr) v.  tr. dis·em·pow·ered, 
dis·em·pow·er·ing, dis·em·pow·ers. To deprive of power or influence.   
—disÙem·powùer·ment n. 

dis·en·a·ble (dVsÙH-n7ùbNl) v.  tr. dis·en·a·bled, dis·en·a·bling, 
dis·en·a·bles. To make unable or incapable; prevent. 

dis·en·chant (dVsÙHn-ch4ntù) v.  tr. dis·en·chant·ed, dis·en·chant·ing, 
dis·en·chants. To free from illusion or false belief; undeceive.  [Obsolete French 

desenchanter, from Old French, to break a spell  : des-, dis- + enchanter, to 

enchant; see ENCHANT.] —disÙen·chantùer n.  —disÙen·chantùing·ly adv.  

—disÙen·chantùment n. 

dis·en·cum·ber (dVsÙHn-kƒmùbNr) v.  tr. dis·en·cum·bered, 
dis·en·cum·ber·ing, dis·en·cum·bers. To relieve of burdens or hardships.  

[Obsolete French desencombrer, from Old French  : des-, dis- + encombrer, to 

encumber; see ENCUMBER.] —disÙen·cumùber·ment n. 

dis·en·dow (dVsÙHn-douù) v.  tr. dis·en·dowed, dis·en·dow·ing, 
dis·en·dows. To deprive of financial endowment:  disendow a college.   —dis-
Ùen·dowùer n.  —disÙen·dowùment n. 

dis·en·fran·chise (dVsÙHn-fr4nùchXzÙ) v.  tr. dis·en·fran·chised, 
dis·en·fran·chis·ing, dis·en·fran·chis·es. To disfranchise.   —dis-
Ùen·franùchiseÙment (-chXzÙmNnt, -chVz-) n. 

dis·en·gage (dVsÙHn-g7jù) v.  dis·en·gaged, dis·en·gag·ing, dis·en·gag·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To release from something that holds fast, connects, or entangles.  See 

Synonyms at extricate.  2. To release (oneself) from an engagement, pledge, or 

obligation.   —  v.  intr. To free or detach oneself; withdraw.   —disÙen·gageù-
ment n. 

dis·en·tail (dVsÙHn-t7lù) v.  tr. dis·en·tailed, dis·en·tail·ing, dis·en·tails. 
Law. To release (an estate) from entail.   —disÙen·tailùment n. 

dis·en·tan·gle (dVsÙHn-t4ngùgNl) v.  dis·en·tan·gled, dis·en·tan·gling, 
dis·en·tan·gles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To extricate from entanglement or involvement; 

free.  See Synonyms at extricate.  2. To clear up or resolve (a plot, for example); 



unravel.   —  v.  intr. To become free of entanglement.   —disÙen·tanùgle·ment 
n. 

dis·en·thrall (dVsÙHn-thrôlù) v.  tr. dis·en·thralled, dis·en·thrall·ing, 
dis·en·thralls. To free from a controlling force or influence. 

dis·en·tomb (dVsÙHn-tumù) v.  tr. dis·en·tombed, dis·en·tomb·ing, 
dis·en·tombs. To remove from or as if from a tomb. 

dis·en·twine (dVsÙHn-twXnù) v.  tr. intr. dis·en·twined, dis·en·twin·ing, 
dis·en·twines. To untwine or become untwined. 

dis·e·quil·i·brate (dVsÙV-kwVlùN-br7tÙ) v.  tr. dis·e·quil·i·brat·ed, 
dis·e·quil·i·brat·ing, dis·e·quil·i·brates. To upset the equilibrium of (the 

economy, for example); unbalance.   —disÙe·quilÙ·i·braùtion n. 

dis·e·qui·lib·ri·um (dVs-KÙkwN-lVbùrK-Nm, -HkÙwN-) n.  Loss or lack of stability 

or equilibrium. 

dis·es·tab·lish (dVsÙV-st4bùlVsh) v.  tr. dis·es·tab·lished, dis·es·tab·lish·ing, 
dis·es·tab·lish·es. 1. To alter the status of (something established by authority 

or general acceptance).  2. To deprive (a church) of official governmental sup-

port.   —disÙes·tabùlish·ment n. 

dis·es·tab·lish·men·tar·i·an (dVsÙV-st4bÙlVsh-mNn-târùK-Nn) n.  Often Dis-
establishmentarian. An opponent of an established order, especially one who 

opposes state support of an established church.   —dis-
Ùes·tabÙlish·men·tarùi·an adj. 

dis·es·teem (dVsÙV-stKmù) v.  tr. dis·es·teemed, dis·es·teem·ing, 
dis·es·teems. To hold in disfavor.   —  n.  Lack of esteem; disfavor. 

di·seur (dK-zûrù, -zœrù) n.  A man who is a skilled and usually professional per-

former of monologues.  [French, from Old French, from dire, dis-, to say, from 

Latin dXcere. See DICTION.]

di·seuse (dK-zœzù, dN-) n.  A woman who is a skilled and usually professional 

performer of monologues.  [French, feminine of diseur, monologuist. See DIS-

EUR.]

dis·fa·vor (dVs-f7ùvNr) n.  1. Unfavorable opinion or regard; disapproval.  

2. The condition of being regarded with disapproval.   —  v.  tr. dis·fa·vored, 
dis·fa·vor·ing, dis·fa·vors. To view or treat with dislike or disapproval. 

dis·fea·ture (dVs-fKùchNr) v.  tr. dis·fea·tured, dis·fea·tur·ing, 
dis·fea·tures. To disfigure:  a face disfeatured by a deep scar.   —dis·feaù-
ture·ment n. 

dis·fig·ure (dVs-fVgùyNr) v.  tr. dis·fig·ured, dis·fig·ur·ing, dis·fig·ures. To 

mar or spoil the appearance or shape of; deform.  [Middle English disfiguren, 

from Old French desfigurer : des-, dis- + figure, figure (from Latin fig7ra, shape); 

see dheigh- in Appendix.] —dis·figÙu·raùtion, dis·figùure·ment n.  

—dis·figùur·er n. 



dis·fran·chise (dVs-fr4nùchXzÙ) v.  tr. dis·fran·chised, dis·fran·chis·ing, 
dis·fran·chis·es. 1. To deprive of a privilege, an immunity, or a right of citizen-

ship, especially the right to vote; disenfranchise.  2. To deprive (a corporation, for 

example) of a privilege or franchise.   —dis·franùchiseÙment (-chXzÙmNnt, -

chVz-) n.  —dis·franùchisÙer n. 

dis·frock (dVs-frmkù) v.  tr. dis·frocked, dis·frock·ing, dis·frocks. To 

unfrock. 

dis·func·tion (dVs-fƒngkùshNn) n.  Variant of dysfunction. 
dis·gorge (dVs-gôrjù) v.  dis·gorged, dis·gorg·ing, dis·gorg·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring up and expel from the throat or stomach; vomit.  2. To discharge vio-

lently; spew.  3. To surrender (stolen goods or money, for example) unwillingly.   
—  v.  intr. To discharge or pour forth contents.  [Middle English disgorgen, from 

Old French desgorger : des-, dis- + gorger, to pack (from gorge, throat); see GORGE.] 
—dis·gorgeùment n. 

dis·grace (dVs-gr7sù) n.  1. Loss of honor, respect, or reputation; shame.  2. The 

condition of being strongly and generally disapproved.  3. One that brings disfa-

vor or discredit:  Your handwriting is a disgrace.   —  v.  tr. dis·graced, 
dis·grac·ing, dis·grac·es. 1. To bring shame or dishonor on:  disgraced the 

entire community.  2. To deprive of favor or good repute; treat with disfavor:  The 

family was disgraced by the scandal.  [French disgrâce, from Italian disgrazia : dis-, 

not (from Latin); see DIS- + grazia, favor (from Latin gr7tia, from gr7tus, pleas-

ing); see gwerN-2 in Appendix.] —dis·gracùer n.  

SYNONYMS: disgrace, dishonor, shame, infamy, ignominy, odium, obloquy, op-

probrium, disrepute, discredit. These nouns denote the condition of being held in

low regard. Disgrace implies strong disfavor or ostracism: “Between the possibility

of being hanged in all innocence, and the certainty of a public and merited disgrace,

no gentleman of spirit could long hesitate” (Robert Louis Stevenson). Dishonor

means loss of esteem, respect, or good reputation previously enjoyed: To fail while

trying hard is no dishonor. Shame suggests mortifying loss of status, such as that

which might result from the commission of a moral offense: “only the deep sense

of some deathless shame” (John Webster). Infamy is public disgrace or shameful

notoriety: “December 7, 1941—a date which will live in infamy” (Franklin D.

Roosevelt). Ignominy implies public contempt: suffered the ignominy of being sent

to prison. Odium adds to disgrace the sense of being the object of general dislike

or detestation: “It was his lot to taste the bitterness of popular odium” (Nathaniel

Hawthorne). Obloquy implies being subjected to abuse and vilification: “his long

public life, so singularly checkered with good and evil, with glory and obloquy”

(Macaulay). Opprobrium is the condition of being harshly condemned: “The

name [was] a by-word of scorn and opprobrium throughout the city” (Washington

Irving). Disrepute involves lack or loss of a good name: Because of the scandal the



school has fallen into disrepute. Discredit implies loss of esteem resulting from per-

sonal misconduct: Your actions will bring discredit to your name.

dis·grace·ful (dVs-gr7sùfNl) adj.  Bringing or warranting disgrace; shameful.   
—dis·graceùful·ly adv.  —dis·graceùful·ness n. 

dis·grun·tle (dVs-grƒnùtl) v.  tr. dis·grun·tled, dis·grun·tling, 
dis·grun·tles. To make discontented.  [DIS- + gruntle, to grumble (from Middle 

English gruntelen, frequentative of grunten, to grunt); see GRUNT.] —dis·grunù-
tle·ment n. 

dis·guise (dVs-gXzù) v.  tr. dis·guised, dis·guis·ing, dis·guis·es. 1. a. To 

modify the manner or appearance of in order to prevent recognition.  b. To fur-

nish with a disguise.   2. To conceal or obscure by dissemblance or false show; 

misrepresent:  disguise one’s true intentions.   —  n.  1. a. The act or an instance of 

disguising.  b. The condition of being disguised.   2. Clothes or accessories worn 

to conceal one’s true identity.  3. a. Appearance that misrepresents the true char-

acter of something:  a blessing in disguise.  b. A pretense or misrepresentation:  

His repeated references to his dangerous hobbies were only a disguise to cover up his 

insecurity.   [Middle English disguisen, from Old French desguiser : des-, dis- + 

guise, manner; see GUISE.] —dis·guisùed·ly (-gXùzVd-lK) adv.  —dis·guiseùment 
n.  —dis·guisùer n.  

SYNONYMS: disguise, camouflage, cloak, dissemble, dissimulate, mask. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these verbs is “to change or modify so as to conceal the

true identity or character of”: disguised her interest with nonchalance; trying to

camouflage their impatience; cloaked his anxiety with a smile; dissembling ill will

with false solicitude; couldn’t dissimulate her vanity; ambition that is masked as al-

truism.

dis·gust (dVs-gƒstù) v.  tr. dis·gust·ed, dis·gust·ing, dis·gusts. 1. To excite 

nausea or loathing in; sicken.  2. To offend the taste or moral sense of; repel.   —  
n.  Profound aversion or repugnance excited by something offensive.  [French 

dégoûter, from Old French desgouster, from Old French, to lose one’s appetite  : 

des-, dis- + gouster, to eat, taste (from Latin gust7re); see geus- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: disgust, nauseate, repel, revolt, sicken. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to offend the senses or feelings of”: a stench that disgusted us;

hypocrisy that nauseated me; was repelled by such ruthlessness; brutality that revolts

the sensibilities of civilized people; a fetid odor that sickened the hospital workers.

dis·gust·ed (dVs-gƒsùtVd) adj.  Filled with disgust or irritated impatience.   
—dis·gustùed·ly adv. 



dis·gust·ful (dVs-gƒstùfNl) adj.  1. Causing disgust; repugnant.  2. Full of or 

marked by disgust.   —dis·gustùful·ly adv. 

dis·gust·ing (dVs-gƒsùtVng) adj.  Arousing disgust; repugnant.  See Synonyms at 

offensive.  —dis·gustùing·ly adv. 

dish (dVsh) n.  1. a. An open, generally shallow concave container for holding or 

serving food.  b. dishes. The containers and often the utensils used when eating:  

took out the dishes and silverware; washed the dishes.  c. A shallow concave con-

tainer used for purposes other than eating:  an evaporating dish.   2. The amount 

that a dish can hold.  3. a. The food served or contained in a dish:  a dish of ice 

cream.  b. A particular variety or preparation of food:  Chowder is a good dish for 

a cold winter evening.   4. a. A depression similar to that in a shallow concave con-

tainer for food.  b. The degree of concavity in such a depression.   5. Electronics. 

A dish antenna.  6. Slang. A good-looking person, especially an attractive woman.   
—  v.  dished, dish·ing, dish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To serve (food) in or as if in a 

dish:  dished up the potatoes.  2. To present:  dished up an excellent entertainment.  

3. To hollow out; make concave.  4. Chiefly British. To foil or cheat; ruin.   —  v.  

intr. Informal. To talk idly, especially to gossip.   —phrasal verb. dish out. To 

give out; dispense freely:  likes to dish out advice.  [Middle English, from Old 

English disc, from Latin discus. See DISK.]

dis·ha·bille (dVsÙN-bKlù, -bKù) also des·ha·bille (dHsÙ-) n.  1. The state of being 

partially or very casually dressed.  2. Casual or lounging attire.  3. An intention-

ally careless manner.  [French déshabillé, from past participle of déshabiller, to 

undress  : des-, dis- + habiller, to clothe; see HABILIMENT.]

dish antenna (dVsh 4n-tHnùN) n.  Electronics. A microwave transmitter or 

receiver consisting of a concave parabolic reflector. 

dis·har·mo·ni·ous (dVsÙhär-moùnK-Ns) adj.  Lacking in harmony.   —dis-
Ùhar·moùni·ous·ly adv. 

dis·har·mo·nize (dVs-härùmN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. dis·har·mo·nized, 
dis·har·mo·niz·ing, dis·har·mo·niz·es. To make disharmonious. 

dis·har·mo·ny (dVs-härùmN-nK) n.  Lack of harmony; discord. 

dish·cloth (dVshùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  A cloth for washing dishes.  Also called 

dishrag 

dishcloth gourd (dVshùklôthÙ gôrd) n.  See loofa (n., sense 2). 

dis·heart·en (dVs-härùtn) v.  tr. dis·heart·ened, dis·heart·en·ing, 
dis·heart·ens. To shake or destroy the courage or resolution of; dispirit.  See 

Synonyms at discourage.  —dis·heartùen·ing·ly adv.  —dis·heartùen·ment 
n. 

dished (dVsht) adj.  1. Concave.  2. Slanting toward one another at the bottom. 

Used of a pair of wheels. 

di·shev·el (dV-shHvùNl) v.  tr. di·shev·eled or di·shev·elled, di·shev·el·ing or 

di·shev·el·ling, di·shev·els or di·shev·els. 1. a. To loosen and let fall (hair or 



clothing) in disarray.  b. To disarrange the hair or clothing of.   2. To throw into 

disorder.  [Back-formation from DISHEVELED.] —di·shevùel·ment n. 

di·shev·eled  or di·shev·elled (dV-shHvùNld) adj.  1. Being in loose disarray; 

unkempt, as hair or clothing.  2. Marked by disorder; untidy:  a disheveled pile of 

books on the library table.  [Middle English discheveled, from Old French deschev-

ele, past participle of descheveler, to disarrange the hair  : des-, apart; see DIS- + 

chevel, hair (from Latin capillus).]

dis·hon·est (dVs-mnùVst) adj.  1. Disposed to lie, cheat, defraud, or deceive.  

2. Resulting from or marked by a lack of honesty.  [Middle English dishoneste, 

dishonorable, from Old French deshoneste, probably from Medieval Latin 

*dishonestus : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin honestus, honorable; see HONEST.] 
—dis·honùest·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: dishonest, lying, untruthful, deceitful, mendacious. These adjec-

tives mean lacking honesty or truthfulness. Dishonest is the least specific: a dis-

honest answer; a dishonest car dealer; dishonest profits. Lying conveys a blunt accu-

sation of untruth: Inconsistencies in his testimony made it obvious that he was a

lying witness. Untruthful is a softer but closely related term; it suggests both lack

of veracity and divergence from fact: made an untruthful statement. As experi-

ments are completed the hypothesis seems increasingly untruthful. Deceitful implies

misleading by falsehood or by concealment of the truth: deceitful advertising; a

deceitful person. Mendacious, a more formal equivalent of lying, suggests a chronic

inclination toward untruth when it is applied to persons: submitted a mendacious

insurance claim. Even when she is not being overtly mendacious, she tinkers with the

truth.

dis·hon·es·ty (dVs-mnùV-stK) n.  dis·hon·es·ties. 1. Lack of honesty or integ-

rity; improbity.  2. A dishonest act or statement. 

dis·hon·or (dVs-mnùNr) n.  1. Loss of honor, respect, or reputation.  See Syn-

onyms at disgrace.  2. The condition of having lost honor or good repute.  3. A 

cause of loss of honor:  had become a dishonor to the club.  4. Failure to pay or 

refusal to accept a note, a bill, or another commercial obligation.   —  v.  tr. 

dis·hon·ored, dis·hon·or·ing, dis·hon·ors. 1. To bring shame or disgrace 

upon.  2. To treat in a disrespectful or demeaning manner.  3. To fail or refuse to 

accept or pay (a note, bill, or check, for example).  [Middle English dishonour, 

from Old French deshonor : des-, dis- + honor, honor; see HONOR.] 
—dis·honùor·er n. 

dis·hon·or·a·ble (dVs-mnùNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Characterized by or causing dis-

honor or discredit.  2. Lacking integrity; unprincipled.   
—dis·honùor·a·ble·ness n.  —dis·honùor·a·bly adv. 



dishonorable discharge (dVs-mnùNr-N-bNl dVs-chärjù) n.  Abbr. D.D. Dis-

charge from the armed forces for a grave offense, such as cowardice, murder, sab-

otage, or espionage. 

dish·pan (dVshùp4nÙ) n.  A flat-bottomed basin for washing dishes. 

dishpan hands (dVshùp4nÙ h4ndz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

rough, dry, scaly condition of the hands typically caused by sensitivity to or exces-

sive use of household detergents or cleaning agents. 

dish·rag (dVshùr4gÙ) n.  See dishcloth. 
dish·tow·el (dVshùtouÙNl) n.  A towel for drying dishes. 

dish·ware (dVshùwârÙ) n.  Dishes, as of glass, plastic, or china, used in serving 

food. 

dish·wash·er (dVshùwmshÙNr, -wôÙshNr) n.  1. A person who washes dishes, 

especially one hired to wash dishes in a restaurant.  2. A machine for washing 

dishes. 

dish·wash·ing (dVshùwmshÙVng, -wôÙshVng) n.  The act or process of washing 

dishes.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or used for washing dishes:  a dishwashing liquid. 

dish·wa·ter (dVshùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Water in which dishes are to be or have 

been washed. 

dish·y (dVshùK) adj.  dish·i·er, dish·i·est. Chiefly British. Good-looking; attrac-

tive. 

dis·il·lu·sion (dVsÙV-luùzhNn) v.  tr. dis·il·lu·sioned, dis·il·lu·sion·ing, 
dis·il·lu·sions. To free or deprive of illusion.   —  n.  1. The act of disenchant-

ing.  2. The condition or fact of being disenchanted.   —disÙil·luùsion·ment n.  

—disÙil·luùsive (-sVv, -zVv) adj. 

dis·in·cen·tive (dVsÙVn-sHnùtVv) n.  Something that prevents or discourages 

action; a deterrent. 

dis·in·cli·na·tion (dVs-VnÙklN-n7ùshNn) n.  A lack of inclination; a mild aversion 

or reluctance. 

dis·in·cline (dVsÙVn-klXnù) v.  dis·in·clined, dis·in·clin·ing, dis·in·clines.  —  
v.  tr. To make reluctant or averse.   —  v.  intr. To be unwilling. 

dis·in·clined (dVsÙVn-klXndù) adj.  Unwilling or reluctant:  They were usually dis-

inclined to socialize. 

dis·in·cor·po·rate (dVsÙVn-kôrùpN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. dis·in·cor·po·rat·ed, 
dis·in·cor·po·rat·ing, dis·in·cor·po·rates. To remove or become removed 

from the status of a corporation.   —disÙin·corÙpo·raùtion n. 

dis·in·fect (dVsÙVn-fHktù) v.  tr. dis·in·fect·ed, dis·in·fect·ing, dis·in·fects. To 

cleanse so as to destroy or prevent the growth of disease-carrying microorgan-

isms:  disinfect a wound.   —disÙin·fecùtion n. 

dis·in·fec·tant (dVsÙVn-fHkùtNnt) n.  An agent, such as heat, radiation, or a 

chemical, that disinfects by destroying, neutralizing, or inhibiting the growth of 

disease-carrying microorganisms.   —  adj.  Serving to disinfect. 



dis·in·fest (dVsÙVn-fHstù) v.  tr. dis·in·fest·ed, dis·in·fest·ing, dis·in·fests. To 

rid of vermin.   —dis·inÙfes·taùtion (-fH-st7ùshNn) n. 

dis·in·fes·tant (dVsÙVn-fHsùtNnt) n.  An agent that eradicates an infestation, as 

of vermin. 

dis·in·fla·tion (dVsÙVn-fl7ùshNn) n.  Downward movement of inflated prices to 

a more normal level.   —disÙin·flaùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

dis·in·form (dVsÙVn-fôrmù) v.  tr. dis·in·formed, dis·in·form·ing, 
dis·in·forms. To give disinformation to.  [Back-formation from DISINFORMA-

TION.] —disÙin·formùer, disÙin·formùant n. 

dis·in·for·ma·tion (dVs-VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn) n.  1. Deliberately misleading infor-

mation announced publicly or leaked by a government or especially by an intelli-

gence agency in order to influence public opinion or the government in another 

nation: “He would be the unconscious channel for a piece of disinformation aimed at 

another country’s intelligence service” (Ken Follett).  2. Dissemination of such mis-

leading information.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

disinformation operations; disinformation experts.  [Possibly translation of Russian 

dezinformatsiya.]

dis·in·gen·u·ous (dVsÙVn-jHnùyu-Ns) adj.  Not straightforward or candid; 

crafty: “an ambitious, disingenuous, philistine, and hypocritical operator, who... 

exemplified... the most disagreeable traits of his time” (David Cannadine).   —dis-
Ùin·genùu·ous·ly adv.  —disÙin·genùu·ous·ness n. 

dis·in·her·it (dVsÙVn-hHrùVt) v.  tr. dis·in·her·it·ed, dis·in·her·it·ing, 
dis·in·her·its. 1. To exclude from inheritance or the right to inherit.  2. To 

deprive of a natural or an established right or privilege.   —disÙin·herùi·tance n. 

dis·in·hib·it (dVsÙVn-hVbùVt) v.  tr. dis·in·hib·it·ed, dis·in·hib·it·ing, 
dis·in·hib·its. To free from inhibitions. 

dis·in·hi·bi·tion (dVsÙVn-hN-bVshùNn, -Vn-N-, dVs-VnÙ-) n.  1. A loss of inhibition, 

as through the influence of drugs or alcohol.  2. Psychology. A temporary loss of 

an inhibition caused by an unrelated stimulus, such as a loud noise. In condition-

ing experiments, disinhibition may result in the revival of a suppressed condi-

tioned response. 

dis·in·te·grate (dVs-VnùtV-gr7tÙ) v.  dis·in·te·grat·ed, dis·in·te·grat·ing, 
dis·in·te·grates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To become reduced to components, fragments, 

or particles.  2. Chemistry & Physics. To decompose, decay, or undergo a nuclear 

transformation.   —  v.  tr. To cause to disintegrate.  See Synonyms at decay.  
—dis·inùte·graÙtive adj.  —dis·inùte·graÙtor n. 

dis·in·te·gra·tion (dVs-VnÙtV-gr7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of disintegrat-

ing.  2. The state of being disintegrated.  3. Chemistry & Physics. The natural or 

induced transformation of an atomic nucleus from a more massive to a less mas-

sive configuration by the emission of particles or radiation. 



dis·in·ter (dVsÙVn-tûrù) v.  tr. dis·in·terred, dis·in·ter·ring, dis·in·ters. 1. To 

dig up or remove from a grave or tomb; exhume.  2. To bring to public notice; 

disclose.   —disÙin·terùment n. 

dis·in·ter·est (dVs-VnùtNr-Vst, -VnùtrVst) n.  1. Freedom from selfish bias or self-

interest; impartiality.  2. Lack of interest; indifference.   —  v.  tr. To divest of 

interest. 

dis·in·ter·est·ed (dVs-VnùtrV-stVd, -VnùtN-rHsÙtVd) adj.  1. Free of bias and self-

interest; impartial: “disinterested scientific opinion on fluorides in the water supply” 

(Ellen R. Shell).  2. a. Not interested; indifferent: “supremely disinterested in all 

efforts to find a peaceful solution” (C.L. Sulzberger).  b. Having lost interest.    
—dis·inùter·est·ed·ly adv.  —dis·inùter·est·ed·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Despite critical disapproval, disinterested has come to be widely

used by many educated writers to mean “uninterested” or “having lost interest,”

as in Since she discovered skiing, she is disinterested in her schoolwork (a sense it had

at an earlier stage of English, but which had in the interim become outmoded).

Many maintain that the word can legitimately be used only in its sense of “having

no stake in (an outcome or issue),” as in Since the judge stands to profit from the

sale of the company, she cannot be considered a disinterested party in the dispute. In

our most recent survey, 89 percent of the Usage Panel rejected the sentence His

unwillingness to give five minutes of his time proves that he is disinterested in finding

a solution to the problem, a proportion that is not significantly different from the

93 percent who disapproved of the same usage in an earlier survey.

dis·in·ter·me·di·a·tion (dVs-VnÙtNr-mKÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  Withdrawal of funds 

from intermediary financial institutions, such as banks and savings and loan 

associations, in order to invest in instruments yielding a higher return. 

dis·in·tox·i·cate (dVsÙVn-tmkùsV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. dis·in·tox·i·cat·ed, 
dis·in·tox·i·cat·ing, dis·in·tox·i·cates. To free from the effects of intoxication 

or from dependence on intoxicating agents.   —disÙin·toxÙi·caùtion n. 

dis·in·vent (dVsÙVn-vHntù) v.  tr. dis·in·vent·ed, dis·in·vent·ing, 
dis·in·vents. To rescind the invention or existence of: “The atomic bomb... can-

not be disinvented” (Patrick J. Buchanan).   —disÙin·venùtion n. 

dis·in·vest·ment (dVsÙVn-vHstùmNnt) n.  Withdrawal of capital investment 

from a company or country. 

dis·in·vite (dVsÙVn-vXtù) v.  tr. dis·in·vit·ed, dis·in·vit·ing, dis·in·vites. To 

rescind an invitation to:  disinvited our friends for dinner because of an emergency.   
—dis·in·vi·taùtion (-vV-t7ùshNn) n. 

dis·join (dVs-joinù) v.  dis·joined, dis·join·ing, dis·joins.  —  v.  tr. To undo 

the joining of; separate.   —  v.  intr. To become separated.  [Middle English dis-



joinen, from Old French desjoindre, from Latin disiungere : dis-, dis- + iungere, to 

join; see JOIN.]

dis·joint (dVs-jointù) v.  dis·joint·ed, dis·joint·ing, dis·joints.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

put out of joint; dislocate.  2. To take apart at the joints.  3. To destroy the coher-

ence or connections of.  4. To separate; disjoin.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come apart at 

the joints.  2. To become dislocated.   —  adj.  Mathematics. Having no elements 

in common. Used of sets.  [Middle English disjointen, to destroy, ultimately from 

Old French desjoint, past participle of desjoindre, to disjoin. See DISJOIN.]

dis·joint·ed (dVs-joinùtVd) adj.  1. Separated at the joints.  2. Out of joint; dislo-

cated.  3. Lacking order or coherence:  disjointed sentences.   —dis·jointùed·ly 
adv.  —dis·jointùed·ness n. 

dis·junct (dVs-jƒngktù) adj.  1. Characterized by separation.  2. Music. Relating 

to progression by intervals larger than major seconds.  3. Zoology. Having deep 

constrictions separating the head, thorax, and abdomen, as in insects.  [Middle 

English disjuncte, from Latin disi7nctus, past participle of disiungere, to disjoin. 

See DISJOIN.]

dis·junc·tion (dVs-jƒngkùshNn) n.  1. The act of disjoining or the condition of 

being disjointed.  2. Logic. A proposition that presents two or more alternative 

terms, with the assertion that only one is true.  3. Genetics. The separation of 

homologous chromosomes during meiosis. 

dis·junc·tive (dVs-jƒngkùtVv) adj.  1. Serving to separate or divide.  

2. Grammar. Serving to establish a relationship of contrast or opposition. The 

conjunction but in the phrase poor but comfortable is disjunctive.  3. Logic. a. Of a 

proposition that presents two or more alternative terms.  b. Of a syllogism that 

contains a disjunction as one premise.    —  n.  Grammar. A disjunctive conjunc-

tion.   —dis·juncùtive·ly adv. 

dis·junc·ture (dVs-jƒngkùchNr) n.  Disjunction; disunion; separation. 

disk also disc (dVsk) n.  1. A thin, flat, circular object or plate.  2. Something 

resembling such an object:  The moon’s disk was reflected in the pond.  3. a. The 

disk used in a disc brake.  b. A disk used on a disk harrow.   4. A round, flattened, 

platelike structure in an animal, such as an intervertebral disk.  5. Botany. The 

enlarged area bearing numerous tiny flowers, as in the flower head of composite 

plants, such as the daisy.  Also called discus 6. a. A phonograph record.  b. An 

optical disk, especially a compact disk.  c. Computer Science. A magnetic disk.   

7. A circular grid in a phototypesetting machine.   —  v.  tr. disked also disced, 
disk·ing also disc·ing, disks also discs. 1. To work (soil) with a disk harrow.  

2. To make (a recording) on a phonograph record.  [Latin discus, quoit, from 

Greek diskos, from dikein, to throw. See deik- in Appendix.]

disk brake (dVsk br7k) n.  Variant of disc brake. 
disk drive (dVsk drXv) n.  Computer Science. A device that reads data stored on a 

magnetic or optical disk and writes data onto the disk for storage. 



disk·ette (dV-skHtù) n.  Computer Science. See floppy disk. 
disk flower (dVsk flouùNr) n.  Any of the tiny tubular flowers in the central por-

tion of the flower head of certain composite plants, such as the daisy. 

disk harrow  or disc harrow (dVsk h4rùo) n.  A harrow equipped with a series 

of disks set on edge or at an angle on one or more axles. 

disk jockey (dVsk jmkùK) n.  Variant of disc jockey. 
disk operating system (dVsk mpùN-r7ÙtVng sVsùtNm) n.  DOS. 

disk pack (dVsk p4k) n.  A computer storage device consisting of several mag-

netic disks that can be used and stored as a unit. 

disk sander (dVsk s4nùdNr) n.  An electric sander that uses a revolving abrasive 

disk. 

disk wheel (dVsk hwKl) n.  A spokeless wheel in which a disk joins the hub to 

the rim. 

dis·like (dVs-lXkù) v.  tr. dis·liked, dis·lik·ing, dis·likes. To regard with distaste 

or aversion.   —  n.  An attitude or a feeling of distaste or aversion.   
—dis·likùa·ble adj. 

dis·lo·cate (dVsùlo-k7tÙ, dVs-loùk7t) v.  tr. dis·lo·cat·ed, dis·lo·cat·ing, 
dis·lo·cates. 1. To put out of usual or proper place, position, or relationship.  

2. To displace (a body part), especially to displace a bone from its normal posi-

tion.  3. To throw into confusion or disorder; disrupt:  a continuing drought that 

dislocated the state’s economy.  [Medieval Latin disloc7re, disloc7t-  : dis-, dis- + 

Latin loc7re, to place (from locus, place).]

dis·lo·ca·tion (dVsÙlo-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of dislocating or the 

state of having been dislocated: “the severe emotional dislocation experienced by 

millions of immigrants... who were forced to separate themselves forever from the... 

circle of people and places on which they had depended” (Doris Kearns Goodwin).  

2. Displacement of a body part, especially the temporary displacement of a bone 

from its normal position.  3. Chemistry. An imperfection in the crystal structure 

of a metal or other solid resulting from an absence of an atom or atoms in one or 

more layers of a crystal.  4. Geology. See displacement (n., sense 4). 

dis·lodge (dVs-lmjù) v.  dis·lodged, dis·lodg·ing, dis·lodg·es.  —  v.  tr. To 

remove or force out from a position or dwelling previously occupied.   —  v.  intr. 

To move or go from a dwelling or former position.  [Middle English disloggen, 

from Old French deslogier : des-, dis- + logier, to lodge (from loge, shed, of Ger-

manic origin).] —dis·lodgeùment, dis·lodgùment n. 

dis·loy·al (dVs-loiùNl) adj.  Lacking loyalty.  See Synonyms at faithless.  [Middle 

English *disloial, from Old French desloial : des-, dis- + loial, loyal; see LOYAL.] 
—dis·loyùal·ly adv. 

dis·loy·al·ty (dVs-loiùNl-tK) n.  pl. dis·loy·al·ties. 1. The quality of being dis-

loyal; faithlessness.  2. A disloyal act. 



dis·mal (dVzùmNl) adj.  1. Causing gloom or depression; dreary:  dismal weather; 

took a dismal view of the economy.  2. Characterized by ineptitude, dullness, or a 

lack of merit:  a dismal book; a dismal performance on the cello.  3. Obsolete. 

Dreadful; disastrous.   —  n.  Chiefly South Atlantic U.S. See pocosin. See 

Regional note at pocosin.  [Middle English, unlucky days, unlucky, from Anglo-

Norman, unlucky days, from Medieval Latin diKs malX : Latin diKs, day; see deiw- 
in Appendix + Latin malX, pl. of malus, evil; see mel-3 in Appendix.] —disù-
mal·ly adv.  —disùmal·ness n. 

Dis·mal Swamp (dVzùmNl swmmp)  A swampy region of southeast Virginia 

and northeast North Carolina. The heavily forested area has been greatly reduced 

by drainage. George Washington surveyed the Dismal Swamp in 1763. 

dis·man·tle (dVs-m4nùtl) v.  tr. dis·man·tled, dis·man·tling, dis·man·tles. 
1. a. To take apart; disassemble; tear down.  b. To put an end to in a gradual sys-

tematic way:  dismantling the cumbersome regulations for interstate trucking.   

2. To strip of furnishings or equipment:  dismantled the house before knocking it 

down.  3. To strip of covering or clothing.  [Obsolete French desmanteler, to raze 

fortifications round a town, from Old French  : des-, dis- + emmanteler, to cover 

with a coat, shelter (ultimately from mantel, cloak); see MANTLE.] —dis·manù-
tle·ment n. 

dis·mast (dVs-m4stù) v.  tr. dis·mast·ed, dis·mast·ing, dis·masts. Nautical. 

To remove or break off the mast of. 

dis·may (dVs-m7ù) v.  tr. dis·mayed, dis·may·ing, dis·mays. 1. To destroy 

the courage or resolution of by exciting dread or apprehension.  2. To cause to 

lose enthusiasm; disillusion:  was dismayed to learn that her favorite dancer used 

drugs.  3. To upset or alarm.   —  n.  A sudden or complete loss of courage in the 

face of trouble or danger.  [Middle English dismaien, from Anglo-Norman 

*desmaiier : probably de-, intensive pref.; see DE- + Old French esmaier, to 

frighten (from Vulgar Latin *exmag7re, to deprive of power  : Latin ex-, ex- + 

Germanic *magan, to be able to); see magh- in Appendix.] —dis·mayùing·ly 
adv.  

SYNONYMS: dismay, appall, daunt, horrify, shake. These verbs mean to deprive

a person of courage or the power to act as a result of fear or anxiety. Dismay is

the least specific: The news of plummeting stock prices dismayed speculators. Appall

implies a sense of helplessness caused by an awareness of the enormity of some-

thing: “for as this appalling ocean surrounds the verdant land” (Herman Melville).

Daunt suggests an abatement of courage: “captains courageous, whom death could

not daunt” (Anonymous ballad). Horrify implies dread, shock, or revulsion: hor-

rified by the possibility of nuclear war. To shake is to dismay profoundly: “A little

swift brutality shook him to the very soul” (John Galsworthy). See also Synonyms



at fear

dis·mem·ber (dVs-mHmùbNr) v.  tr. dis·mem·bered, dis·mem·ber·ing, 
dis·mem·bers. 1. To cut, tear, or pull off the limbs of.  2. To divide into pieces.  

[Middle English dismembren, from Old French desmembrer, from Vulgar Latin 

*dismembr7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin membrum, limb; see MEMBER.] 
—dis·memùber·ment n. 

dis·miss (dVs-mVsù) v.  tr. dis·missed, dis·miss·ing, dis·miss·es. 1. To end the 

employment or service of; discharge.  2. To direct or allow to leave:  dismissed 

troops after the inspection; dismissed the student after reprimanding him.  3. a. To 

stop considering; rid one’s mind of; dispel:  dismissed all thoughts of running for 

office.  b. To refuse to accept or recognize; reject:  dismissed the claim as highly 

improbable.   4. Law. To put (a claim or action) out of court without further hear-

ing.  5. Sports. To put out (a batter) in cricket.  [Middle English dismissen, from 

Medieval Latin dismittere, dismiss-, variant of Latin dXmittere : dX-, dis-, apart; see 

DIS- + mittere, to send.] —dis·missùi·ble adj.  —dis·misùsion (-mVshùNn) n.  

SYNONYMS: dismiss, boot, bounce, can, cashier, discharge, drop, fire, sack. The

central meaning shared by these verbs is “to terminate the employment of”: was

dismissed for insubordination; was booted for being habitually tardy; afraid of being

bounced for union activities; wasn’t canned because his father-in-law owns the busi-

ness; will be cashiered from the army; resort workers discharged at the end of the

season; was dropped for incompetence; was fired on the spot for insolence; a reporter

sacked for revealing a confidential source. See also Synonyms at eject

dis·miss·al (dVs-mVsùNl) n.  1. a. The act of dismissing.  b. The condition of 

being dismissed.   2. An order or notice of discharge. 

dis·mis·sive (dVs-mVsùVv) adj.  1. Serving to dismiss.  2. Showing indifference 

or disregard:  a dismissive shrug. 

dis·mount (dVs-mountù) v.  dis·mount·ed, dis·mount·ing, dis·mounts.  
—  v.  intr. To get off or down, as from a horse or vehicle.   —  v.  tr. 1. To remove 

from a support, setting, or mounting.  2. To unseat or throw off, as from a horse.  

3. To disassemble (a mechanism, for example).   —  n.  (dVsùmountÙ) 1. The act 

or manner of dismounting, especially from a horse.  2. Sports. A move in gym-

nastics whereby the gymnast gets off an apparatus or completes a floor exercise, 

typically landing on both feet.  [Probably alteration of obsolete French desmonter, 

to unseat  : des-, dis- + monter, to mount; see MOUNT
1.] —dis·mountùa·ble adj. 

Dis·ney (dVzùnK), Walter Elias. Known as “Walt.” 1901-1966.  American ani-

mator, showman, and film producer. Noted for his creation of the cartoon char-

acters Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck, he produced the first animated film with 



sound, Steamboat Willie (1928), and the first full-length animated feature, Snow 

White (1938). 

dis·o·be·di·ence (dVsÙN-bKùdK-Nns) n.  Refusal or failure to obey.   
—disÙo·beùdi·ent adj.  —disÙo·beùdi·ent·ly adv. 

dis·o·bey (dVsÙN-b7ù) v.  dis·o·beyed, dis·o·bey·ing, dis·o·beys.  —  v.  intr. 

To refuse or fail to follow an order or a rule.   —  v.  tr. To refuse or fail to obey 

(an order or a rule).  [Middle English disobeien, from Old French desobeir, from 

Vulgar Latin *disobedXre : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin oboedXre, to obey; see OBEY.] 
—disÙo·beyùer n. 

dis·o·blige (dVsÙN-blXjù) v.  tr. dis·o·bliged, dis·o·blig·ing, dis·o·blig·es. 
1. To refuse or neglect to act in accord with the wishes of.  2. To inconvenience.  

3. To give offense to; affront.   —disÙo·bligùing·ly adv. 

dis·or·der (dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  1. A lack of order or regular arrangement; confusion.  

2. A breach of civic order or peace; a public disturbance.  3. An ailment that 

affects the function of mind or body:  eating disorders and substance abuse.   —  v.  

tr. dis·or·dered, dis·or·der·ing, dis·or·ders. 1. To throw into confusion or 

disarray.  2. To disturb the normal physical or mental health of; derange. 

dis·or·dered (dVs-ôrùdNrd) adj.  1. Being in a condition of confusion or disar-

ray.  2. Physically or mentally ill.   —dis·orùdered·ly adv.  —dis·orù-
dered·ness n. 

dis·or·der·ly (dVs-ôrùdNr-lK) adj.  1. Lacking regular or logical order or arrange-

ment:  a disorderly pile of clothes.  2. Undisciplined; unruly:  disorderly youths.  

3. Law. Disturbing the public peace or decorum.   —dis·orùder·li·ness n. 

disorderly conduct (dVs-ôrùdNr-lK kNn-dƒktù) n.  Law. An offense involving 

disturbance of the public peace and decency. 

dis·or·gan·ize (dVs-ôrùgN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. dis·or·gan·ized, dis·or·gan·iz·ing, 
dis·or·gan·iz·es. To destroy the organization, systematic arrangement, or unity 

of.   —dis·orÙgan·i·zaùtion (-gN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

dis·o·ri·ent (dVs-ôrùK-HntÙ, -orù-) v.  tr. dis·o·ri·ent·ed, dis·o·ri·ent·ing, 
dis·o·ri·ents. To cause (a person, for example) to experience disorientation. 

dis·o·ri·en·ta·tion (dVs-ôrÙrK-Hn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Loss of one’s sense of direc-

tion, position, or relationship with one’s surroundings.  2. Intellectual or moral 

confusion.  3. Psychology. A temporary or permanent state of confusion regard-

ing place, time, or personal identity. 

dis·own (dVs-onù) v.  tr. dis·owned, dis·own·ing, dis·owns. To refuse to 

acknowledge or accept as one’s own; repudiate. 

disp. abbr.  Dispensary. 

dis·par·age (dV-sp4rùVj) v.  tr. dis·par·aged, dis·par·ag·ing, dis·par·ag·es. 
1. To speak of in a slighting way; belittle.  See Synonyms at decry.  2. To reduce 

in esteem or rank.  [Middle English disparagen, to degrade, from Old French 



desparager : des-, dis- + parage, high birth (from per, peer); see PEER
2.] 

—dis·parùage·ment n.  —dis·parùag·er n.  —dis·parùag·ing·ly adv. 

dis·pa·rate (dVsùpNr-Vt, dV-sp4rùVt) adj.  Fundamentally distinct or different in 

kind; entirely dissimilar.  [Latin dispar7tus, past participle of dispar7re, to separate 

 : dis-, apart; see DIS- + par7re, to prepare; see perN-1 in Appendix.] —dis-
ùpa·rate·ly adv.  —disùpa·rate·ness n. 

dis·par·i·ty (dV-sp4rùV-tK) n.  pl. dis·par·i·ties. 1. The condition or fact of 

being unequal, as in age, rank, or degree; difference: “narrow the economic dispar-

ities among regions and industries” (Courtenay Slater).  2. Unlikeness; incongru-

ity.  [French disparité, from Old French desparite, from Late Latin disparit7s : 

Latin dis-, dis- + Late Latin parit7s, equality; see PARITY
1.]

dis·par·lure (dVsùpär-ltrÙ) n.  1. A pheromone, C19H38O, produced by female 

gypsy moths.  2. A synthetic substance used to attract male gypsy moths to traps.  

[New Latin (Porthetria) disp7r, gypsy moth (from disp7r : dis-, dis- + p7r, equal); 

see PAR + LURE.]

dis·pas·sion (dVs-p4shùNn) n.  Freedom from passion, bias, or emotion; objec-

tivity. 

dis·pas·sion·ate (dVs-p4shùN-nVt) adj.  Devoid of or unaffected by passion, 

emotion, or bias.  See Synonyms at fair1.  —dis·pasùsion·ate·ly adv.  

—dis·pasùsion·ate·ness n. 

dis·patch also des·patch (dV-sp4chù) v.  tr. dis·patched, dis·patch·ing, 
dis·patch·es. 1. To relegate to a specific destination or send on specific business.  

See Synonyms at send1.  2. a. To complete, transact, or dispose of promptly.  

b. To eat up (food); finish off (a dish or meal).   3. To put to death summarily.   
—  n.  1. The act of sending off, as to a specific destination.  2. The act of putting 

to death.  3. Speed in performance or movement.  See Synonyms at haste.  4.  
(also dVsùp4chÙ) a. A written message, particularly an official communication, 

sent with speed.  b. An important message sent by a diplomat or an officer in the 

armed forces.   5.  (also dVsùp4chÙ) A news item sent to a news organization, as by 

a correspondent.  6. An organization or a conveyance for delivering goods.  

[Spanish despachar, or Italian dispacciare both probably ultimately from Old 

Provençal empachar, to impede, from Vulgar Latin *imp7ct7re, frequentative of 

Latin impingere, dash against. See IMPINGE.]

dis·patch·er (dVs-p4chùNr) n.  One that dispatches, as: a. One that sends out 

trains, buses, trucks, or cars according to a schedule.  b. Computer Science. A rou-

tine that controls the order in which input and output devices obtain access to the 

processing system.  

dis·pel (dV-spHlù) v.  tr. dis·pelled, dis·pel·ling, dis·pels. 1. To rid one’s mind 

of:  managed to dispel my doubts.  2. To drive away or off by or as if by scattering.  

See Synonyms at scatter.  [Middle English dispellen, from Latin dispellere : dis-, 

apart; see DIS- + pellere, to drive; see pel-5 in Appendix.]



dis·pen·sa·ble (dV-spHnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Not essential; unimportant:  dispens-

able items of personal property.  2. Capable of being dispensed, administered, or 

distributed:  dispensable drugs.  3. Subject to dispensation, as a vow or church law.   
—dis·penÙsa·bilùi·ty, dis·penùsa·ble·ness n. 

dis·pen·sa·ry (dV-spHnùsN-rK) n.  pl. dis·pen·sa·ries. Abbr. disp. 1. An office 

in a hospital, school, or other institution from which medical supplies, prepara-

tions, and treatments are dispensed.  2. A public institution that dispenses medi-

cines or medical aid. 

dis·pen·sa·tion (dVsÙpNn-s7ùshNn, -pHn-) n.  1. a. The act of dispensing.  

b. Something dispensed.  c. A specific arrangement or system by which some-

thing is dispensed.   2. An exemption or a release from an obligation or a rule, 

granted by or as if by an authority.  3. a. An exemption from a church law, a vow, 

or another similar obligation granted in a particular case by an ecclesiastical 

authority.  b. The document containing this exemption.   4. Theology. a. The 

divine ordering of worldly affairs.  b. A religious system or code of commands 

considered to have been divinely revealed or appointed.    —disÙpen·saùtion·al 
adj. 

dis·pen·sa·to·ry (dV-spHnùsN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. dis·pen·sa·to·ries. A book 

in which the contents, preparation, and uses of medicines are described; a phar-

macopoeia. 

dis·pense (dV-spHnsù) v.  dis·pensed, dis·pens·ing, dis·pens·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To deal out in parts or portions; distribute.  See Synonyms at distribute.  
2. To prepare and give out (medicines).  3. To administer (laws, for example).  

4. To exempt or release, as from a duty or religious obligation.   —  v.  intr. To 

grant a dispensation or an exemption.   —phrasal verb. dispense with. 1. To 

manage without; forgo:  Let’s dispense with the formalities.  2. To get rid of; do 

away with:  a country that has dispensed with tariff barriers.  [Middle English dis-

pensen, from Old French dispenser, from Latin dispKns7re, to distribute, frequen-

tative of dispendere, to weigh out  : dis-, out; see DIS- + pendere, to weigh; see 

(s)pen- in Appendix.]

dis·pens·er (dV-spHnùsNr) n.  One that dispenses or gives out, especially a 

machine or container that allows the contents to be removed and used in conve-

nient or prescribed amounts. 

dis·peo·ple (dVs-pKùpNl) v.  tr. dis·peo·pled, dis·peo·pling, dis·peo·ples. 
To depopulate. 

dis·per·sal (dV-spûrùsNl) n.  The act or process of dispersing or the condition of 

being dispersed; distribution. 

dis·perse (dV-spûrsù) v.  dis·persed, dis·pers·ing, dis·pers·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To drive off or scatter in different directions:  The police dispersed the crowd.  

b. To strew or distribute widely:  The airplane dispersed the leaflets over the city.   

2. To cause to vanish or disappear.  See Synonyms at scatter.  3. To disseminate 



(knowledge, for example).  4. To separate (light) into spectral rays.  5. To distrib-

ute (particles) evenly throughout a medium.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move in different 

directions; scatter.  2. To vanish; dissipate:  The storm clouds had dispersed by 

noon.  [Middle English dispersen, from Old French disperser, from Latin disperg-

ere, dispers-, to disperse  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + spargere, to scatter.] 
—dis·perùsant n.  —dis·persùed·ly (-spûrùsVd-lK) adv.  —dis·persùer n.  

—dis·persùi·ble adj. 

disperse phase (dV-spûrsù f7z) n.  The particles or droplets in a disperse sys-

tem that are dispersed throughout a medium. 

disperse system (dV-spûrsù sVsùtNm) n.  Chemistry. A system, such as a colloid, 

consisting of a disperse phase in a dispersion medium.  Also called dispersion 

dis·per·sion (dV-spûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of dispersing.  

b. The state of being dispersed.   2. Statistics. The degree of scatter of data, usu-

ally about an average value, such as the median.  3. Physics. a. Separation of a 

complex wave into its component parts according to a given characteristic, such 

as frequency or wavelength.  b. Separation of visible light into colors by refrac-

tion or diffraction.   4. Chemistry. See disperse system. 
dispersion medium (dV-spûrùzhNn mKùdK-Nm) n.  The continuous medium, 

such as a gas, liquid, or solid, in which a disperse phase is distributed. 

dis·per·sive (dV-spûrùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Tending to become dispersed.  

2. Tending to produce dispersion.   —dis·perùsive·ly adv.  —dis·perùsive·ness 
n. 

dis·pir·it (dV-spVrùVt) v.  tr. dis·pir·it·ed, dis·pir·it·ing, dis·pir·its. To lower in 

or deprive of spirit; dishearten.  See Synonyms at discourage.  [DI(S)- + SPIRIT.]

dis·pir·it·ed (dV-spVrùV-tVd) adj.  Affected or marked by low spirits; dejected.  See 

Synonyms at depressed.  —dis·pirùit·ed·ly adv. 

dis·place (dVs-pl7sù) v.  tr. dis·placed, dis·plac·ing, dis·plac·es. 1. To move 

or shift from the usual place or position, especially to force to leave a homeland:  

millions of refugees who were displaced by the war.  2. To take the place of; sup-

plant.  3. To discharge from an office or position.   —dis·placeùa·ble adj.  

—dis·placùer n. 

dis·placed homemaker (dVs-pl7stù homùm7ÙkNr) n.  A woman who, after 

managing a household for years, is forced by financial necessity to find a wage-

paying job. 

displaced person (dVs-pl7stù pûrùsNn) n.  Abbr. DP, D.P. One who has been 

driven from one’s homeland by war or internal upheaval. 

dis·place·ment (dVs-pl7sùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of displacing.  b. The condi-

tion of having been displaced.   2. Chemistry. A reaction in which an atom, a rad-

ical, or a molecule replaces another in a compound.  3. Physics. a. The weight or 

volume of a fluid displaced by a floating body, used especially as a measurement 

of the weight or bulk of ships.  b. A vector or the magnitude of a vector from the 



initial position to a subsequent position assumed by a body.   4. Geology. a. The 

relative movement between the two sides of a fault.  b. The distance between the 

two sides of a fault.  Also called dislocation  5. Psychiatry. A defense mechanism in 

which there is an unconscious shift of emotions, affect, or desires from the origi-

nal object to a more acceptable or immediate substitute. 

displacement ton (dVs-pl7sùmNnt tƒn) n.  Nautical. A unit for measuring the 

displacement of a ship afloat, equivalent to one long ton or about one cubic 

meter of salt water. 

dis·play (dV-spl7ù) v.  dis·played, dis·play·ing, dis·plays.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

present or hold up to view.  b. Computer Science. To provide (information or 

graphics) on a screen.   2. To give evidence of; manifest.  3. To exhibit ostenta-

tiously; show off.  4. To be endowed with an identifiable form or character:  a 

shrub that displays hardiness.  5. To express, as by gestures or bodily posture:  a 

smirk that displayed contempt.  6. To spread out; unfurl:  The peacock displayed its 

fan.   —  v.  intr. Computer Science. To provide information or graphics on a 

screen:  a personal computer that displays and prints.   —  n.  1. a. The act of dis-

playing.  b. A public exhibition.  c. Objects or merchandise set out for viewing by 

the public.   2. A demonstration or manifestation:  a display of temper.  

3. a. Biology. A specialized pattern of behavior used to communicate visually, 

such as the presentation of colors or plumage by male birds as part of courtship 

or intimidation.  b. An instance of such behavior.   4. Ostentatious exhibition.  

5. An advertisement or headline designed to catch the eye.  6. a. Computer Sci-

ence. A device that gives information in a visual form, as on a screen.  b. A visual 

representation of information.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a display cabinet; picked display type for the new advertising campaign.  

[Middle English displayen, from Anglo-Norman despleier, from Medieval Latin 

displic7re, to unfold, from Latin, to scatter  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + plic7re, to fold; 

see plek- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: display, array, panoply, parade, pomp. The central meaning shared

by these nouns is “an impressive or ostentatious exhibition”: a tasteless display of

wealth; an array of diamond rings in a showcase; a panoply of alpine peaks; a parade

of knowledge and virtue; the pomp of a coronation ceremony. See also Synonyms at

show

dis·please (dVs-plKzù) v.  dis·pleased, dis·pleas·ing, dis·pleas·es.  —  v.  tr. 

To cause annoyance or vexation to.   —  v.  intr. To cause annoyance or displea-

sure.  [Middle English displesen, from Old French desplaire, desplais-, from Vulgar 

Latin *displacKre, from Latin displicKre : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin placKre, to please; 

see PLEASE.] —dis·pleasùing·ly adv. 



dis·pleas·ure (dVs-plHzhùNr) n.  1. The condition or fact of being displeased; 

dissatisfaction.  2. Discomfort, uneasiness, or pain.  3. Archaic. An injurious 

offense.  [Middle English displesure, from Old French desplaisir : des-, dis- + plai-

sir, pleasure; see PLEASURE.]

dis·plode (dV-splodù) v.  tr. intr. dis·plod·ed, dis·plod·ing, dis·plodes. 
Archaic. To explode.  [Latin displodere : dis-, dis- + plaudere, to clap, beat.]

dis·port (dV-spôrtù, -sportù) v.  dis·port·ed, dis·port·ing, dis·ports.  —  v.  

intr. To amuse oneself in a light, frolicsome manner.   —  v.  tr. 1. To amuse (one-

self) in a light, frolicsome manner.  2. To display.   —  n.  Frolicsome diversion.  

[Middle English disporten, from Old French desporter, to divert  : des-, apart; see 

DIS- + porter, to carry (from Latin port7re); see PORT
5.]

dis·pos·a·ble (dV-spoùzN-bNl) adj.  1. Designed to be disposed of after use:  dis-

posable diapers; disposable razors.  2. a. Remaining to a person after taxes have 

been deducted:  disposable income.  b. Free for use; available:  Every disposable 

piece of equipment was sent to the fire.    —  n.  An article, such as a paper diaper or 

hypodermic syringe, that can be disposed of after one use.   —dis·posÙa·bilùi·ty 
n. 

dis·pos·al (dV-spoùzNl) n.  1. A particular order, distribution, or placement:  a 

pleasing disposal of plants and lawn.  2. A particular method of attending to or 

settling matters.  3. Transference by gift or sale.  4. The act or process of getting 

rid of something.  5. An electric device installed below a sink that grinds garbage 

so it can be flushed away.  6. The liberty or power to dispose of:  funds at our dis-

posal. 

dis·pose (dV-spozù) v.  dis·posed, dis·pos·ing, dis·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

place or set in a particular order; arrange.  2. To put (business affairs, for exam-

ple) into correct, definitive, or conclusive form.  3. To put into a willing or recep-

tive frame of mind; incline.  See Synonyms at incline.   —  v.  intr. To settle or 

decide a matter.   —  n.  Obsolete. 1. Disposal.  2. Disposition; demeanor.   
—phrasal verb. dispose of. 1. To attend to; settle:  disposed of the problem 

quickly.  2. To transfer or part with, as by giving or selling.  3. To get rid of; throw 

out.  4. To kill or destroy:  a despot who disposed of all his enemies, real or imag-

ined.  [Middle English disposen, from Old French disposer, alteration (influenced 

by poser, to put, place); see POSE
1  : of Latin disponere, to arrange dis-, apart; see 

DIS- + ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.] —dis·posùer n. 

dis·po·si·tion (dVsÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  1. One’s usual mood; temperament:  a sweet 

disposition.  2. a. A habitual inclination; a tendency:  a disposition to disagree.  

b. A physical property or tendency:  a swelling with a disposition to rupture.   

3. Arrangement, positioning, or distribution:  a cheerful disposition of colors and 

textures; a convoy oriented into a north-south disposition.  4. A final settlement:  

disposition of the deceased’s property.  5. An act of disposing of; a bestowal or 

transfer to another.  6. a. The power or liberty to control, direct, or dispose.  



b. Management; control.   [Middle English disposicioun, from Old French disposi-

tion, from Latin dispositio, disposition-, from dispositus, past participle of dispo-

nere, to dispose. See DISPOSE.]

SYNONYMS: disposition, temperament, character, personality, nature. These

nouns refer to the combination of qualities that identify a person. Disposition is

approximately equivalent to prevailing frame of mind or spirit: “A patronizing dis-

position always has its meaner side” (George Eliot). Temperament applies broadly

to the sum of physical, emotional, and intellectual characteristics that affect or

determine a person’s actions and reactions: “Her highly strung temperament made

her uncertain... capricious... enchanting” (George Bernard Shaw). Character espe-

cially emphasizes moral and ethical qualities: “Education has for its object the for-

mation of character” (Herbert Spencer). Personality is the sum of distinctive traits

that give a person individuality: “The meeting of two personalities is like the contact

of two chemical substances: if there is any reaction, both are transformed” (Carl

Jung). Nature denotes native or inherent qualities: “It is my habit,—I hope I may

say, my nature,—to believe the best of people” (George W. Curtis).

dis·pos·sess (dVsÙpN-zHsù) v.  tr. dis·pos·sessed, dis·pos·sess·ing, 
dis·pos·sess·es. To deprive (another) of the possession or occupancy of some-

thing, such as real property.   —disÙpos·sesùsion (-zHshùNn) n.  —disÙ-
pos·sesùsor n.  —disÙpos·sesùso·ry (-zHsùN-rK) adj. 

dis·pos·sessed (dVsÙpN-zHstù) adj.  1. Deprived of possession.  2. Spiritually 

impoverished or alienated.   —disÙpos·sessedù n. 

dis·praise (dVs-pr7zù) v.  tr. dis·praised, dis·prais·ing, dis·prais·es. To 

express disapproval of; censure.   —  n.  Disapproval; censure.  [Middle English 

dispreisen, from Old French despreiser, variant of desprisier, from Late Latin 

dKpreti7re. See DEPRECIATE.] —dis·praisùer n.  —dis·praisùing·ly adv. 

dis·prize (dVs-prXzù) v.  tr. dis·prized, dis·priz·ing, dis·priz·es. Archaic. To 

disdain or undervalue; scorn.  [Middle English disprisen, from Old French 

desprisier. See DISPRAISE.]

dis·proof (dVs-prufù) n.  1. The act of refuting or disproving.  2. Evidence that 

refutes or disproves. 

dis·pro·por·tion (dVsÙprN-pôrùshNn, -porù-) n.  1. Absence of proportion, 

symmetry, or proper relation:  the disproportion between the gravity of geopolitical 

events and the time available to deal with them.  2. An instance of a disproportion-

ate relation.   —  v.  tr. dis·pro·por·tioned, dis·pro·por·tion·ing, 
dis·pro·por·tions. To make disproportionate. 

dis·pro·por·tion·al (dVsÙprN-pôrùshN-nNl, -porù-) adj.  Disproportionate.   
—disÙpro·porùtion·al·ly adv. 



dis·pro·por·tion·ate (dVsÙprN-pôrùshN-nVt, -porù-) adj.  Out of proportion, as 

in size, shape, or amount.   —disÙpro·porùtion·ate·ly adv.  —disÙpro·porù-
tion·ate·ness n. 

dis·prove (dVs-pruvù) v.  tr. dis·proved, dis·prov·ing, dis·proves. To prove 

to be false, invalid, or in error; refute.  [Middle English disproven, from Old 

French desprover : des-, dis- + prover, to prove; see PROVE.] —dis·provùa·ble adj.  

—dis·provùal n. 

dis·put·a·ble (dV-spyuùtN-bNl, dVsùpyN-) adj.  Open to dispute; debatable:  dis-

putable testimony.   —dis·putÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —dis·putùa·bly adv. 

dis·pu·tant (dV-spyutùnt, dVsùpyN-tNnt) adj.  Engaged in dispute or argument.   
—  n.  One engaged in a dispute. 

dis·pu·ta·tion (dVsÙpyN-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of disputing; debate.  2. An aca-

demic exercise consisting of a formal debate or an oral defense of a thesis. 

dis·pu·ta·tious (dVsÙpyN-t7ùshNs) adj.  Inclined to dispute.  See Synonyms at 

argumentative.  —disÙpu·taùtious·ly adv.  —disÙpu·taùtious·ness n. 

dis·pute (dV-spyutù) v.  dis·put·ed, dis·put·ing, dis·putes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

argue about; debate.  2. To question the truth or validity of; doubt:  Her friends 

disputed her intentions.  3. To strive to win (a prize, for example); contest for:  Our 

team disputed the visitors’ claim to the championship.  4. To strive against; resist:  

disputed the actions of his competitors.   —  v.  intr. 1. To engage in discussion or 

argument; debate.  See Synonyms at discuss.  2. To quarrel angrily.   —  n.  1. A 

verbal controversy; a debate.  2. An angry altercation; a quarrel.  See Synonyms at 

argument.  [Middle English disputen, from Old French desputer, from Latin 

disput7re, to examine  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + put7re, to reckon; see peu- in 

Appendix.] —dis·putùer n. 

dis·qual·i·fi·ca·tion (dVs-kwmlÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of disqualifying or 

the condition of having been disqualified.  2. Something that disqualifies:  illness 

as a disqualification for enlistment in the army. 

dis·qual·i·fy (dVs-kwmlùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. dis·qual·i·fied, dis·qual·i·fy·ing, 
dis·qual·i·fies. 1. a. To render unqualified or unfit.  b. To declare unqualified 

or ineligible.   2. To deprive of legal rights, powers, or privileges. 

dis·qui·et (dVs-kwXùVt) v.  tr. dis·qui·et·ed, dis·qui·et·ing, dis·qui·ets. To 

deprive of peace or rest; trouble.   —  n.  Absence of peace or rest; anxiety.   —  
adj.  Archaic. Uneasy; restless.   —dis·quiùet·ing·ly adv.  —dis·quiùet·ly adv.  

—dis·quiùet·ness n. 

dis·qui·e·tude (dVs-kwXùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Worried unease; anxiety:  a state 

of brooding disquietude about a colleague’s success. 

dis·qui·si·tion (dVsÙkwV-zVshùNn) n.  A formal discourse on a subject, often in 

writing.  [Latin disquXsXtio, disquXsXtion-, investigation, from disquXsXtus, past par-

ticiple of disquXrere, to investigate  : dis-, dis- + quaerere, to search for.]



Dis·rae·li (dVz-r7ùlK), Benjamin First Earl of Beaconsfield. Known as “Dizzy.” 

1804-1881.  British politician who served as prime minister (1868 and 1874-1880) 

and was instrumental in extending the power and scope of the British Empire. 

dis·rate (dVs-r7tù) v.  tr. dis·rat·ed, dis·rat·ing, dis·rates. To reduce in rank or 

rating; demote. 

dis·re·gard (dVsÙrV-gärdù) v.  tr. dis·re·gard·ed, dis·re·gard·ing, 
dis·re·gards. 1. To pay no attention or heed to; ignore.  2. To treat without 

proper respect or attentiveness.   —  n.  Lack of thoughtful attention or due 

regard.   —disÙre·gardùer n.  —disÙre·gardùful adj. 

dis·rel·ish (dVs-rHlùVsh) v.  tr. dis·rel·ished, dis·rel·ish·ing, dis·rel·ish·es. To 

have distaste for; dislike.   —  n.  Distaste; aversion. 

dis·re·mem·ber (dVsÙrV-mHmùbNr) v.  dis·re·mem·bered, 
dis·re·mem·ber·ing, dis·re·mem·bers. Informal.  —  v.  tr. To fail to remem-

ber.   —  v.  intr. To forget. 

dis·re·pair (dVsÙrV-pârù) n.  The condition of being in need of repair:  a house in 

disrepair. 

dis·rep·u·ta·ble (dVs-rHpùyN-tN-bNl) adj.  Lacking respectability, as in character, 

behavior, or appearance.   —dis·repÙu·ta·bilùi·ty, dis·repùu·ta·ble·ness n.  

—dis·repùu·ta·bly adv. 

dis·re·pute (dVsÙrV-pyutù) n.  Damage to or loss of reputation.  See Synonyms 

at disgrace. 
dis·re·spect (dVsÙrV-spHktù) n.  Lack of respect, esteem, or courteous regard.   
—  v.  tr. dis·re·spect·ed, dis·re·spect·ing, dis·re·spects. To show a lack of 

respect for:  disrespected her elders; disrespected the law. 

dis·re·spect·a·ble (dVsÙrV-spHkùtN-bNl) adj.  Unworthy of respect.   —dis-
Ùre·spectÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

dis·re·spect·ful (dVsÙrV-spHktùfNl) adj.  Having or exhibiting a lack of respect; 

rude and discourteous.   —disÙre·spectùful·ly adv.  —disÙre·spectùful·ness n. 

dis·robe (dVs-robù) v.  dis·robed, dis·rob·ing, dis·robes.  —  v.  tr. To remove 

the clothing or covering from.   —  v.  intr. To undress oneself.   —dis·robùer n. 

dis·rupt (dVs-rƒptù) v.  tr. dis·rupt·ed, dis·rupt·ing, dis·rupts. 1. To throw 

into confusion or disorder:  Protesters disrupted the candidate’s speech.  2. To 

interrupt or impede the progress, movement, or procedure of:  Our efforts in the 

garden were disrupted by an early frost.  3. To break or burst; rupture.  [Latin dis-

rumpere, disrupt-, to break apart  : dis-, dis- + rumpere, to break apart; see reup- 
in Appendix.] —dis·ruptùer, dis·rupùtor n.  —dis·rupùtion n. 

dis·rup·tive (dVs-rƒpùtVv) adj.  Relating to, causing, or produced by disruption.   
—dis·rupùtive·ly adv. 

diss. abbr.  Dissertation. 

dis·sat·is·fac·tion (dVs-s4tÙVs-f4kùshNn) n.  1. The condition or feeling of 

being displeased or unsatisfied; discontent.  2. A cause of discontent. 



dis·sat·is·fac·to·ry (dVs-s4tÙVs-f4kùtN-rK) adj.  Unsatisfactory. 

dis·sat·is·fied (dVs-s4tùVs-fXdÙ) adj.  Feeling or exhibiting a lack of contentment 

or satisfaction.   —dis·satùis·fiedÙly adv. 

dis·sat·is·fy (dVs-s4tùVs-fXÙ) v.  tr. dis·sat·is·fied, dis·sat·is·fy·ing, 
dis·sat·is·fies. To fail to satisfy; disappoint. 

dissd. abbr.  Dissolved. 

dis·seat (dVs-sKtù) v.  tr. dis·seat·ed, dis·seat·ing, dis·seats. Archaic. To 

unseat. 

dis·sect (dV-sHktù, dX-, dXùsHktÙ) v.  tr. dis·sect·ed, dis·sect·ing, dis·sects. 
1. To cut apart or separate (tissue), especially for anatomical study.  2. To exam-

ine, analyze, or criticize in minute detail:  dissected the plan afterward to learn why 

it had failed.  See Synonyms at analyze.  [Latin dissec7re, dissect-, to cut apart  : 

dis-, dis- + sec7re, to cut up; see sek- in Appendix.] —dis·secùti·ble adj.  

—dis·secùtor n. 

dis·sect·ed (dV-sHkùtVd, dX-) adj.  1. Botany. Divided into many deep, narrow 

segments:  dissected leaves.  2. Geology. Cut by irregular valleys and hills. 

dis·sec·tion (dV-sHkùshNn, dX-) n.  1. The act or an instance of dissecting.  

2. Something that has been dissected, such as a tissue specimen under study.  3. A 

detailed examination or analysis. 

dis·seise (dVs-sKzù) v.  Law. Variant of disseize. 
dis·sei·sin (dVs-sKùzVn) n.  Law. Variant of disseizin. 
dis·seize also dis·seise (dVs-sKzù) v.  tr. dis·seized also dis·seised, 
dis·seiz·ing also dis·seis·ing, dis·seiz·es also dis·seis·es. Law. To dispossess 

unlawfully of real property; oust.  [Middle English disseisen, from Anglo-Nor-

man disseisir, variant of Old French dessaisir : des-, dis- + saisir, to seize; see SEIZE.]

dis·sei·zin also dis·sei·sin (dVs-sKùzVn) n.  Law. Wrongful dispossession of one 

in the possession of real property.  [Middle English disseisine, from Anglo-Nor-

man, variant of Old French dessaisine : des-, dis- + seisine, seisin; see SEISIN.]

dis·sem·ble (dV-sHmùbNl) v.  dis·sem·bled, dis·sem·bling, dis·sem·bles.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To disguise or conceal behind a false appearance.  See Synonyms at 

disguise.  2. To make a false show of; feign.   —  v.  intr. To disguise or conceal 

one’s real nature, motives, or feelings behind a false appearance.  [Middle English 

dissemblen, from Old French dessembler, to be different  : des-, dis- + sembler, to 

appear, seem; see SEMBLABLE.] —dis·semùblance n.  —dis·semùbler n.  

—dis·semùbling·ly adv. 

dis·sem·i·nate (dV-sHmùN-n7tÙ) v.  dis·sem·i·nat·ed, dis·sem·i·nat·ing, 
dis·sem·i·nates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To scatter widely, as in sowing seed.  2. To spread 

abroad; promulgate:  disseminate information.   —  v.  intr. To become diffused; 

spread.  [Latin dissKmin7re, dissKmin7t-  : dis-, dis- + sKmin7re, to sow (from 

sKmen, sKmin-, seed); see sK- in Appendix.] —dis·semÙi·naùtion n.  

—dis·semùi·naÙtor n. 



dis·sem·i·nat·ed (dV-sHmùN-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Spread over a large area of a body, a 

tissue, or an organ. 

dis·sem·i·nule (dV-sHmùN-nyulÙ) n.  A reproductive plant part, such as a seed, 

fruit, or spore, that is modified for dispersal.  Also called diaspore [DISSEMIN(ATE) 

+ -ULE.]

dis·sen·sion (dV-sHnùshNn) n.  Difference of opinion; disagreement.  See Syn-

onyms at discord.  [Middle English dissencioun, from Old French dissension, 

from Latin dissKnsio, dissKnsion-, from dissKnsus, past participle of dissentXre, to 

dissent. See DISSENT.]

dis·sent (dV-sHntù) v.  intr. dis·sent·ed, dis·sent·ing, dis·sents. 1. To differ 

in opinion or feeling; disagree.  2. To withhold assent or approval.   —  n.  

1. Difference of opinion or feeling; disagreement.  2. The refusal to conform to 

the authority or doctrine of an established church; nonconformity.  3. Law. A jus-

tice’s refusal to concur with the opinion of a majority, as on a higher court. In this 

sense, also calleddissenting opinion [Middle English dissenten, from Latin 

dissentXre : dis-, dis- + sentXre, to feel; see sent- in Appendix.] —dis·sentùing·ly 
adv. 

dis·sent·er (dV-sHnùtNr) n.  1. One who dissents:  political dissenters.  2.  Often 

Dissenter. One who refuses to accept the doctrines or usages of an established or 

a national church, especially a Protestant who dissents from the Church of 

England. 

dis·sen·tient (dV-sHnùshNnt) adj.  Dissenting, especially from the sentiment or 

policies of a majority.   —  n.  A dissenter.   —dis·senùtience n. 

dis·sent·ing opinion (dV-sHnùtVng N-pVnùyNn) n.  Law. See dissent (n., sense 

3). 

dis·sep·i·ment (dV-sHpùN-mNnt) n.  Botany. A partition dividing an organ, such 

as an ovary or a fruit, into chambers.  [Latin dissaepXmentum, partition, from dis-

saepXre, to divide  : dis-, dis- + saepXre, hedge off (from saepKs, hedge).] 
—dis·sepÙi·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj. 

dis·ser·tate (dVsùNr-t7tÙ) also dis·sert (dV-sûrtù) v.  intr. dis·ser·tat·ed also 

dis·sert·ed, dis·ser·tat·ing also dis·sert·ing, dis·ser·tates also dis·serts. To 

discourse formally.  [Latin dissert7re, dissert7t- frequentative of disserere, to dis-

cuss  : dis-, dis- + serere, to connect; see ser-2 in Appendix.] —disùser·taÙtor n. 

dis·ser·ta·tion (dVsÙNr-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. diss. A lengthy, formal treatise, espe-

cially one written by a candidate for the doctoral degree at a university; a thesis. 

dis·serve (dVs-sûrvù) v.  tr. dis·served, dis·serv·ing, dis·serves. To treat 

badly; harm. 

dis·serv·ice (dVs-sûrùvVs) n.  A harmful action; an injury. 

dis·sev·er (dV-sHvùNr) v.  dis·sev·ered, dis·sev·er·ing, dis·sev·ers.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To separate; sever.  2. To divide into parts; break up.   —  v.  intr. To become 

separated or disunited.  [Middle English disseveren, from Old French dessevrer, 



from Late Latin dissKpar7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin sKpar7re, to separate; see SEPA-

RATE.] —dis·sevùer·ance, dis·sevùer·ment n. 

dis·si·dence (dVsùV-dNns) n.  Disagreement, as of opinion or belief; dissent. 

dis·si·dent (dVsùV-dNnt) adj.  Disagreeing, as in opinion or belief.   —  n.  One 

who disagrees; a dissenter.  [Latin dissidKns, dissident- present participle of dissid-

Kre, to disagree  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.]

dis·sil·i·ent (dV-sVlùK-Nnt) adj.  Botany. Bursting apart, as some seed pods when 

ripe.  [Latin dissiliKns, dissilient- present participle of dissilXre, to fly apart  : dis-, 

apart; see DIS- + salXre, to leap; see sel- in Appendix.]

dis·sim·i·lar (dV-sVmùN-lNr) adj.  Unlike; different.   —dis·simùi·lar·ly adv. 

dis·sim·i·lar·i·ty (dV-sVmÙN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. dis·sim·i·lar·i·ties. 1. The quality 

of being distinct or unlike; difference.  2. A point of distinction or difference.  See 

Synonyms at difference. 
dis·sim·i·late (dV-sVmùN-l7tÙ) v.  dis·sim·i·lat·ed, dis·sim·i·lat·ing, 
dis·sim·i·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make unlike or dissimilar.  2. Linguistics. To 

cause to undergo dissimilation.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become unlike or dissimilar.  

2. Linguistics. To undergo dissimilation.  [DIS- + (AS)SIMILATE.]

dis·sim·i·la·tion (dV-sVmÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of making or 

becoming dissimilar.  2. Linguistics. The process by which one of two similar or 

identical sounds in a word becomes less like the other, such as the l in English 

marble (from French marbre). 

dis·si·mil·i·tude (dVsÙN-mVlùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Lack of resemblance; dissimi-

larity.  [Middle English, from Latin dissimilit7do, from dissimilis, different  : dis-, 

dis- + similis, like; see SIMILAR.]

dis·sim·u·late (dV-sVmùyN-l7tÙ) v.  dis·sim·u·lat·ed, dis·sim·u·lat·ing, 
dis·sim·u·lates.  —  v.  tr. To disguise (one’s intentions, for example) under a 

feigned appearance.  See Synonyms at disguise.   —  v.  intr. To conceal one’s 

true feelings or intentions.  [Middle English dissimulaten, from Latin dissimul7re, 

dissimul7t-  : dis-, dis- + simul7re, to simulate; see SIMULATE.] —dis·simÙu·laù-
tion n.  —dis·simùu·laÙtive adj.  —dis·simùu·laÙtor n. 

dis·si·pate (dVsùN-p7tÙ) v.  dis·si·pat·ed, dis·si·pat·ing, dis·si·pates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To drive away; disperse.  2. To attenuate to or almost to the point of disap-

pearing:  The wind finally dissipated the smoke.  See Synonyms at scatter.  
3. a. To spend or expend intemperately or wastefully; squander.  b. To use up, 

especially recklessly; exhaust:  dissipated their energy.  See Synonyms at waste.   
4. To cause to lose (energy, such as heat) irreversibly.   —  v.  intr. 1. To vanish by 

dispersion:  The dark clouds finally dissipated.  2. To indulge in the intemperate 

pursuit of pleasure.  [Middle English dissipaten, from Latin dissip7re, dissip7t-.] 
—disùsi·patÙer, disùsi·paÙtor n.  —disùsi·paÙtive adj. 



dis·si·pat·ed (dVsùN-p7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Intemperate in the pursuit of pleasure; dis-

solute.  2. Wasted or squandered.  3. Irreversibly lost. Used of energy.   —dis-
ùsi·patÙed·ly adv.  —disùsi·patÙed·ness n. 

dis·si·pa·tion (dVsÙN-p7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of dissipating or the condition of 

having been dissipated.  2. Wasteful expenditure or consumption.  3. Dissolute 

indulgence in sensual pleasure; intemperance.  4. An amusement; a diversion. 

dis·so·cia·ble (dV-soùshN-bNl, -shK-N-bNl) adj.  That can be dissociated; separa-

ble:  To many, drugs and crime are not dissociable.   —dis·soÙcia·bilùi·ty, dis·soù-
cia·ble·ness n.  —dis·soùcia·bly adv. 

dis·so·ci·ate (dV-soùshK-7tÙ, -sK-) v.  dis·so·ci·at·ed, dis·so·ci·at·ing, 
dis·so·ci·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove from association; separate: “Marx never 

dissociated man from his social environment” (Sidney Hook).  2. Chemistry. To 

cause to undergo dissociation.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cease associating; part.  

2. Biology. To mutate or change morphologically, often reversibly.  3. Chemistry. 

To undergo dissociation.  [Latin dissoci7re, dissoci7t-  : dis-, dis- + soci7re, to unite 

(from socius, companion); see sekw-1 in Appendix.] —dis·soùci·aÙtive adj. 

dis·so·ci·a·tion (dV-soÙsK-7ùshNn, -shK-) n.  1. The act of dissociating or the 

condition of having been dissociated.  2. Chemistry. a. The chemical process by 

means of which a change in physical condition, as in pressure or temperature, or 

the action of a solvent causes a molecule to split into simpler groups of atoms, 

single atoms, or ions.  b. The separation of an electrolyte into ions of opposite 

charge.   3. Biology. The process by which some microbes differentiate or mutate.  

4. Psychiatry. Separation of a group of related psychological activities into auton-

omously functioning units, as in the generation of multiple personalities. 

dis·sol·u·ble (dV-smlùyN-bNl) adj.  That can be dissolved:  dissoluble airborne pol-

lutants brought back to the earth as rain.  [Latin dissol7bilis, from dissol7tus, past 

participle of dissolvere, to dissolve. See DISSOLVE.] —disÙsol·u·bilùi·ty, 
dis·solÙu·ble·ness n. 

dis·so·lute (dVsùN-lutÙ) adj.  Lacking moral restraint; indulging in sensual plea-

sures or vices.  [Middle English, from Latin dissol7tus, past participle of dissolvere, 

to dissolve. See DISSOLVE.] —disùso·luteÙly adv.  —disùso·luteÙness n. 

dis·so·lu·tion (dVsÙN-luùshNn) n.  1. Decomposition into fragments or parts; 

disintegration.  2. Indulgence in sensual pleasures; debauchery.  3. Termination 

or extinction by disintegration or dispersion:  The dissolution of the empire was 

remarkably swift.  4. Extinction of life; death.  5. Annulment or termination of a 

formal or legal bond, tie, or contract.  6. Formal dismissal of an assembly or leg-

islature.  7. Reduction to a liquid form; liquefaction.   —disùso·luÙtive adj. 

dis·solve (dV-zmlvù) v.  dis·solved, dis·solv·ing, dis·solves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to pass into solution:  dissolve salt in water.  2. To reduce (solid matter) to 

liquid form; melt.  3. To cause to disappear or vanish; dispel.  4. To break into 

component parts; disintegrate.  5. To bring to an end by or as if by breaking up; 



terminate.  6. To dismiss (a legislative body, for example):  dissolved parliament 

and called for new elections.  7. To cause to break down emotionally or psycholog-

ically; upset.  8. To cause to lose definition; blur; confuse: “Morality has finally 

been dissolved in pity” (Leslie Fiedler).  9. Law. To annul; abrogate.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To pass into solution.  2. To become liquid; melt.  3. To break up or disperse.  

4. To become disintegrated; disappear.  5. To be overcome emotionally or psy-

chologically:  I dissolved into helpless laughter.  6. To lose clarity or definition; fade 

away.  7. To shift scenes in a motion-picture film or videotape by having one 

scene fade out while the next scene appears behind it and grows clearer as the first 

one dims.   —  n.  A scene transition in a motion-picture film or videotape made 

by fading out one scene while the next scene grows clearer.  Also called lap dissolve 

[Middle English dissolven, from Latin dissolvere : dis-, dis- + solvere, to release; see 

leu- in Appendix.] —dis·solvùa·ble adj.  —dis·solvùer n. 

dis·sol·vent (dV-zmlùvNnt) adj.  Capable of dissolving a substance; solvent.   —  
n.  A solvent. 

dis·so·nance (dVsùN-nNns) n.  1. A harsh, disagreeable combination of sounds; 

discord.  2. Lack of agreement, consistency, or harmony; conflict.  3. Music. A 

combination of tones conventionally considered to suggest unrelieved tension 

and require resolution. 

dis·so·nan·cy (dVsùN-nNn-sK) n.  pl. dis·so·nan·cies. Dissonance. 

dis·so·nant (dVsùN-nNnt) adj.  1. Harsh and inharmonious in sound; discordant.  

2. Being at variance; disagreeing.  3. Music. Constituting or producing a disso-

nance.  [Middle English dissonaunt, from Old French dissonant, from Latin 

disson7ns, dissonant- present participle of disson7re, to be dissonant  : dis-, apart; 

see DIS- + son7re, to sound; see swen- in Appendix.] —disùso·nant·ly adv. 

dis·suade (dV-sw7dù) v.  tr. dis·suad·ed, dis·suad·ing, dis·suades. To deter 

(a person) from a course of action or a purpose by persuasion or exhortation:  

dissuaded my friend from pursuing such a rash scheme.  [Latin dissu7dKre : dis-, dis- 

+ su7dKre, to advise; see sw7d- in Appendix.] —dis·suadùer n.  

SYNONYMS: dissuade, deter, discourage. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to persuade someone not to do something”: tried to dissuade the general

from taking disciplinary action; couldn’t be deterred from smoking; discouraged her

from accepting the offer. 

ANTONYM: persuade

dis·sua·sion (dV-sw7ùzhNn) n.  The act or an instance of dissuading.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin dissu7sio, dissu7sion-, from dissu7sus, past 

participle of dissu7dKre, to dissuade. See DISSUADE.] —dis·suaùsive adj.  

—dis·suaùsive·ly adv.  —dis·suaùsive·ness n. 

dis·syl·la·ble (dXùsVlÙN-bNl, dX-sVlù-, dV-) n.  Variant of disyllable. 



dis·sym·me·try (dVs-sVmùV-trK) n.  pl. dis·sym·me·tries. Lack of symmetry.   
—disÙsym·metùric (dVsÙsV-mHtùrVk), disÙsym·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —dis-
Ùsym·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

dist. abbr.  1. Distance; distant.  2. District. 

dis·taff (dVsùt4fÙ) n.  1. a. A staff that holds on its cleft end the unspun flax, 

wool, or tow from which thread is drawn in spinning by hand.  b. An attachment 

for a spinning wheel that serves this purpose.   2. Work and concerns traditionally 

considered important to women.  3. Women considered as a group.  [Middle 

English distaf, from Old English distæf : dis-, bunch of flax + stæf, staff.]

distaff side (dVsùt4fÙ sXd) n.  The female line or maternal branch of a family.  

[From the idea that spinning is women’s work.]

dis·tal (dVsùtNl) adj.  1. Anatomically located far from a point of reference, such 

as an origin or a point of attachment.  2. Situated farthest from the middle and 

front of the jaw, as a tooth or tooth surface.  [DIST(ANT) + -AL
1.] —disùtal·ly adv. 

dis·tance (dVsùtNns) n.  Abbr. dist., dis. 1. The extent of space between two 

objects or places; an intervening space.  2. The fact or condition of being apart in 

space; remoteness.  3. Mathematics. The length or numerical value of a straight 

line or curve.  4. a. The extent of space between points on a measured course.  

b. The length of a race, especially of a horserace.   5. a. A point or an area that is 

far away: “Telephone poles stretched way into a distance I couldn’t quite see” (Leigh 

Allison Wilson).  b. A depiction of a point or an area that is far away.   6. A 

stretch of space without designation of limit; an expanse:  a land of few hills and 

great distances.  7. The extent of time between two events; an intervening period.  

8. A point removed in time:  At a distance of 11 years, the details of the crime were 

clouded in his mind.  9. The period or length of a contest:  The challenger had 

never attempted the distance of 12 rounds.  10. An amount of progress:  The curric-

ulum committee is a distance from where it was two months ago.  11. Difference or 

disagreement:  The candidates could not be at a greater distance on this issue.  

12. Chillness of manner; aloofness.   —  v.  tr. dis·tanced, dis·tanc·ing, 
dis·tanc·es. 1. To place or keep at or as if at a distance: “To understand Russian 

strategy... it is necessary for us to distance ourselves from our own myths and to enter 

into theirs” (Freeman J. Dyson).  2. To cause to appear at a distance.  3. To leave 

far behind; outrun. 

dis·tant (dVsùtNnt) adj.  Abbr. dist., dis. 1. a. Separate or apart in space.  b. Far 

removed; remote:  distant lands.   2. Coming from or going to a distance:  a dis-

tant sound; a distant telephone call.  3. Far removed or apart in time:  the distant 

past; distant events.  4. Far apart in relationship:  a distant cousin.  5. Minimally 

similar:  a distant likeness.  6. Far removed mentally:  distant thoughts.  7. Aloof or 

chilly:  a distant smile.  [Middle English distaunt, from Old French, from Latin 

dist7ns, distant- present participle of dist7re, to be remote  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + 

st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —disùtant·ly adv.  



SYNONYMS: distant, far, far-off, faraway, remote, removed. These adjectives

mean apart from others in space, time, or relationship. Distant can indicate a spe-

cific separation (a house a mile distant from town), or it can indicate an indefinite

but sizable interval (heard the sound of distant traffic). Far applies to what is a great

distance off: “We be come from a far country” (Joshua 9:6). “He seems so near, and

yet so far” (Tennyson). Far-off and faraway imply an even greater distance than

far: troops landing on far-off shores; faraway mountains and lakes. Remote not only

means faraway but suggests isolation from the speaker’s locality or point in time:

remote stars; a remote outpost of civilization; the remote past. Removed implies dis-

tinct separation between two entities in place, time, kind, or character: a civiliza-

tion ten centuries removed from modern times; a hideaway far removed from towns

and cities.

dis·taste (dVs-t7stù) n.  Dislike or aversion.   —  v.  tr. dis·tast·ed, dis·tast·ing, 
dis·tastes. Archaic. 1. To feel repugnance for; dislike.  2. To offend; displease. 

dis·taste·ful (dVs-t7stùfNl) adj.  1. a. Unpleasant; disagreeable:  found cocktail 

parties distasteful.  b. Objectionable; offensive:  used distasteful language.   

2. Expressing aversion or dislike:  shot me a distasteful glance.   —dis·tasteùful·ly 
adv.  —dis·tasteùful·ness n. 

Dist. Atty. abbr.  Law. District attorney. 

dis·tem·per1 (dVs-tHmùpNr) n.  1. a. An infectious viral disease occurring in 

dogs, characterized by loss of appetite, a catarrhal discharge from the eyes and 

nose, vomiting, fever, lethargy, partial paralysis caused by destruction of myeli-

nated nerve tissue, and sometimes death.  Also called canine distemper b. A simi-

lar viral disease of cats characterized by fever, vomiting, diarrhea leading to 

dehydration, and sometimes death.  Also called feline distemper, panleukopenia.  

c. Any of various similar mammalian diseases.   2. An illness or a disease; an ail-

ment: “He died... of a broken heart, a distemper which kills many more than is gen-

erally imagined” (Henry Fielding).  3. Ill humor; testiness.  4. Disorder or 

disturbance, especially of a social or political nature.   —  v.  tr. dis·tem·pered, 
dis·tem·per·ing, dis·tem·pers. 1. To put out of order.  2. Archaic. To unsettle; 

derange.  [From Middle English distemperen, to upset the balance of the humors, 

from Old French destemprer, to disturb, from Late Latin distemper7re : Latin dis-, 

dis- + Latin temper7re, to mix properly.]

dis·tem·per2 (dVs-tHmùpNr) n.  1. a. A process of painting in which pigments 

are mixed with water and a glue-size or casein binder, used for flat wall decora-

tion or scenic and poster painting.  b. The paint used in this process.   2. A paint-

ing made by this process.   —  v.  tr. dis·tem·pered, dis·tem·per·ing, 
dis·tem·pers. 1. To mix (powdered pigments or colors) with water and size.  



2. To paint (a work) in distemper.  [Middle English distemperen, to dilute. See 

DISTEMPER
1.]

dis·tend (dV-stHndù) v.  dis·tend·ed, dis·tend·ing, dis·tends.  —  v.  intr. To 

swell out or expand from or as if from internal pressure.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

expand by or as if by internal pressure; dilate.  2. To extend.  [Middle English dis-

tenden, from Latin distendere : dis-, dis- + tendere, to stretch; see ten- in Appen-

dix.]

dis·ten·si·ble (dV-stHnùsN-bNl) adj.  That can be distended:  a fish with a disten-

sible stomach.   —dis·tenÙsi·bilùi·ty n. 

dis·ten·tion also dis·ten·sion (dV-stHnùshNn) n.  The act of distending or the 

state of being distended.  [Middle English distensioun, from Old French, from 

Latin distKnsio, distKnsion-, alteration of distentio, from distentus, past participle 

of distendere, to distend. See DISTEND.]

dis·tich (dVsùtVk) n.  pl. dis·tichs. 1. A unit of verse consisting of two lines, espe-

cially as used in Greek and Latin elegiac poetry.  2. A rhyming couplet.  [Latin dis-

tichon, from Greek distikhon, from neuter of distikhos, having two rows or verses 

 : di-, two; see DI-1 + stikhos, line of verse; see steigh- in Appendix.]

dis·ti·chous (dVsùtV-kNs) adj.  Botany. Arranged in two vertical rows on opposite 

sides of an axis:  distichous leaves.  [From Latin distichus, having two rows, from 

Greek distikhos. See DISTICH.] —disùti·chous·ly adv. 

dis·till also dis·til (dV-stVlù) v.  dis·tilled also dis·tilled, dis·till·ing also 

dis·til·ling, dis·tills also dis·tils.  —  v.  tr. 1. To subject (a substance) to distil-

lation.  2. To separate (a distillate) by distillation.  3. To increase the concentra-

tion of, separate, or purify by or as if by distillation.  4. To separate or extract the 

essential elements of:  distill the crucial points of the book.  5. To exude or give off 

(matter) in drops or small quantities.   —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo or be produced 

by distillation.  2. To fall or exude in drops or small quantities.  [Middle English 

distillen, from Old French distiller, from Latin distill7re, variant of dKstill7re, to 

trickle  : dK-, de- + still7re, to drip (from stilla, drop).] —dis·tillùa·ble adj. 

dis·til·late (dVsùtN-l7tÙ, -lVt, dV-stVlùVt) n.  1. A liquid condensed from vapor in 

distillation.  2. A purified form; an essence: “Finally the President knows the most 

crucial things about every facet of reality, the pristine distillate of the world’s critical 

information” (Peregrine Worsthorne). 

dis·til·la·tion (dVsÙtN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The evaporation and subsequent collection 

of a liquid by condensation as a means of purification:  the distillation of water.  

2. The extraction of the volatile components of a mixture by the condensation 

and collection of the vapors that are produced as the mixture is heated:  petroleum 

distillation.  3. A distillate. 

distillation column (dVsÙtN-l7ùshNn kmlùNm) n.  A tall metal cylinder inter-

nally fitted with perforated horizontal plates used to promote separation of mis-

cible liquids ascending in the cylinder as vapor. 



dis·till·er (dV-stVlùNr) n.  1. One that distills, as a condenser.  2. One that makes 

alcoholic liquors by the process of distillation. 

dis·till·er·y (dV-stVlùN-rK) n.  pl. dis·till·er·ies. An establishment for distilling, 

especially for distilling alcoholic liquors. 

dis·tinct (dV-stVngktù) adj.  1. Readily distinguishable from all others; discrete:  

on two distinct occasions.  2. Easily perceived by the senses or intellect; clear:  a dis-

tinct flavor.  3. Clearly defined; unquestionable:  at a distinct disadvantage.  

4. Very likely; probable:  There is a distinct possibility that she won’t come.  

5. Notable:  a distinct honor and high privilege.  [Middle English, past participle of 

distincten, to distinguish, discern, from Old French destincter, from Latin distXnc-

tus, past participle of distinguere, to distinguish. See DISTINGUISH.] —dis·tinctùly 
adv.  —dis·tinctùness n.  

SYNONYMS: distinct, discrete, separate, several. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “distinguished from others in nature or qualities”: six distinct

colors; a government with three discrete divisions; a problem consisting of two sepa-

rate issues; performed the several steps of the process. See also Synonyms at appar-
ent 
USAGE NOTE: A thing is distinct if it is sharply distinguished from other

things; a property or attribute is distinctive if it enables us to distinguish one thing

from another. The warbler is not a distinct species means that the warbler is not a

clearly defined type of bird. The warbler has a distinctive song means that the war-

bler’s song enables us to distinguish the warbler from other birds.

dis·tinc·tion (dV-stVngkùshNn) n.  1. The act of distinguishing; differentiation.  

2. The condition or fact of being dissimilar or distinct; difference: “the crucial 

distinction between education and indoctrination” (A. Bartlett Giamatti).  See Syn-

onyms at difference.  3. A distinguishing factor, attribute, or characteristic.  

4. a. Excellence or eminence, as of performance, character, or reputation:  a dip-

lomat of distinction.  b. A special feature or quality conferring superiority.   

5. Recognition of achievement or superiority; honor:  graduated with distinction. 

dis·tinc·tive (dV-stVngkùtVv) adj.  1. Serving to identify; distinguishing:  distinc-

tive tribal tattoos.  See Usage Note at distinct.  2. Characteristic or typical: “Jerus-

alem has a distinctive Middle East flavor” (Curtis Wilkie).  3. Linguistics. 

Phonemically relevant and capable of conveying a difference in meaning, as 

nasalization in the initial sound of mat versus bat.   —dis·tincùtive·ly adv.  

—dis·tincùtive·ness n. 

dis·tin·gué (dKsÙt4ng-g7ù, dVsÙ-, dV-st4ngùg7) adj.  Distinguished in appearance, 

manner, or bearing.  [French, past participle of distinguer, to distinguish, from 

Old French. See DISTINGUISH.]



dis·tin·guish (dV-stVngùgwVsh) v.  dis·tin·guished, dis·tin·guish·ing, 
dis·tin·guish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To perceive as being different or distinct.  2. To 

perceive distinctly; discern:  distinguished the masts of ships on the horizon.  3. To 

make noticeable or different; set apart.  4. To cause (oneself) to be eminent or 

recognized:  They have distinguished themselves as dedicated social workers.   —  v.  

intr. To perceive or indicate differences; discriminate:  distinguish between right 

and wrong.  [Alteration of obsolete distingue, from Middle English distinguen, 

from Old French distinguer, from Latin distinguere, to separate. See steig- in 

Appendix.] —dis·tinùguish·a·ble adj.  —dis·tinùguish·a·bly adv. 

dis·tin·guished (dV-stVngùgwVsht) adj.  1. Characterized by excellence or dis-

tinction; eminent.  2. Dignified in conduct or appearance. 

Dis·tin·guished Conduct Medal (dV-stVngùgwVsht kNn-dƒktù mHdùl) n.  

Abbr. DCM, D.C.M. A British military decoration for distinguished conduct in 

the field. 

Distinguished Flying Cross (dV-stVngùgwVsht flXùVng krôs) n.  Abbr. DFC, 
D.F.C. 1. A U.S. military decoration awarded for heroism or extraordinary 

achievement in aerial combat.  2. A British military decoration awarded to offic-

ers of the Royal Air Force for extraordinary achievement. 

Distinguished Service Cross (dV-stVngùgwVsht sûrùvVs krôs) n.  Abbr. DSC, 
D.S.C. 1. A U.S. Army decoration awarded for exceptional heroism in combat.  

2. A British military decoration awarded to officers of the Royal Navy for gal-

lantry in action. 

Distinguished Service Medal (dV-stVngùgwVsht sûrùvVs mHdùl) n.  Abbr. 

DSM, D.S.M. 1. A U.S. military decoration awarded for distinguished perfor-

mance in a duty of great responsibility.  2. A British military decoration awarded 

to noncommissioned officers and men in the Royal Navy and Royal Marines for 

distinguished conduct in war. 

Distinguished Service Order (dV-stVngùgwVsht sûrùvVs ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. 

DSO, D.S.O. A British military decoration for gallantry in action. 

dis·tort (dV-stôrtù) v.  tr. dis·tort·ed, dis·tort·ing, dis·torts. 1. To twist out of 

a proper or natural relation of parts; misshape.  2. To give a false or misleading 

account of; misrepresent.  3. To cause to work in a twisted or disorderly manner; 

pervert.  [Latin distorquKre, distort-  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + torquKre, to twist; see 

terkw- in Appendix.] —dis·tortùer n.  

SYNONYMS: distort, twist, deform, contort, warp. These verbs mean to change

and spoil the form or character of something. To distort is to alter in shape, as by

torsion or wrenching; the term also applies to verbal or pictorial misrepresenta-

tion and to alteration or perversion of the meaning of something: “The human

understanding is like a false mirror, which, receiving rays irregularly, distorts and

discolors the nature of things by mingling its own nature with it” (Francis Bacon).



Twist applies to distortion of form or meaning: a mouth twisted with pain. He

accused me of twisting his words to mean what I wanted them to. Deform refers to

change that disfigures and often implies the loss of desirable qualities such as

beauty: Great erosion deformed the landscape. “The earlier part of his discourse was

deformed by pedantic divisions and subdivisions” (Macaulay). Contort implies vio-

lent change that produces unnatural or grotesque effects: a face contorted with

rage; a contorted line of reasoning. Warp can refer to a turning or twisting from a

flat or straight form (floorboards that had warped over the years). It also can imply

the bending or turning of something from a true course or direction: Prejudice

warps the judgment.

dis·tor·tion (dV-stôrùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of distorting.  b. The 

condition of being distorted.   2. A statement that twists fact; a misrepresenta-

tion.  3. A change in the shape of an image resulting from imperfections in an 

optical system, such as a lens.  4. Electronics. a. An undesired change in the wave-

form of a signal.  b. A consequence of such a change, especially a lack of fidelity 

in reception or reproduction.   5. Psychology. The modification of unconscious 

impulses into forms acceptable by conscious or dreaming perception.   
—dis·torùtion·al, dis·torùtion·arÙy adj. 

dis·tor·tive (dV-stôrùtVv) adj.  Serving to distort:  harsh and distortive peaks in 

the recorded music; a robust fortissimo without distortive vibration. 

distr. abbr.  1. Distribution.  2. Distributor. 

dis·tract (dV-str4ktù) v.  tr. dis·tract·ed, dis·tract·ing, dis·tracts. 1. To cause 

to turn away from the original focus of attention or interest; divert.  2. To pull in 

conflicting emotional directions; unsettle.  [Middle English distracten, from Latin 

distrahere, distr7ct-, to pull away  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + trahere, to draw.] 
—dis·tractùing·ly adv.  —dis·tracùtive adj. 

dis·tract·ed (dV-str4kùtVd) adj.  1. Having the attention diverted.  2. Suffering 

conflicting emotions; distraught.   —dis·tractùed·ly adv. 

dis·tract·er also dis·trac·tor (dV-str4kùtNr) n.  One of the incorrect answers 

presented as a choice in a multiple-choice test. 

dis·trac·tion (dV-str4kùshNn) n.  1. The act of distracting or the condition of 

being distracted.  2. Something, especially an amusement, that distracts.  

3. Extreme mental or emotional disturbance; obsession:  loved the puppy to dis-

traction. 

dis·trac·tor (dV-str4kùtNr) n.  Variant of distracter. 
dis·train (dV-str7nù) v.  dis·trained, dis·train·ing, dis·trains. Law.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To seize and hold (property) to compel payment or reparation, as of debts.  

2. To seize the property of (a person) in order to compel payment of debts; dis-

tress.   —  v.  intr. To levy a distress.  [Middle English distreinen, from Old French 

destreindre, destreign-, from Medieval Latin distringere, distrinct-, from Latin, to 



hinder  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + stringere, to draw tight; see streig- in Appendix.] 
—dis·trainùa·ble adj.  —dis·trainùment n.  —dis·traiùnor, dis·trainùer n. 

dis·train·ee (dVsÙtr7-nKù) n.  Law. One that has been distrained. 

dis·traint (dV-str7ntù) n.  Law. The act or process of distraining; distress.  [From 

DISTRAIN.]

dis·trait (dV-str7ù) adj.  Inattentive or preoccupied, especially because of anxiety: 

“When she did not occupy her accustomed chair at the seminar, Freud felt uneasy 

and distrait” (Times Literary Supplement).  [Middle English, from Old French, 

past participle of distraire, to distract, from Latin distrahere. See DISTRACT.]

dis·traught (dV-strôtù) adj.  1. Deeply agitated, as from emotional conflict.  See 

Synonyms at abstracted.  2. Mad; insane.  [Middle English, alteration of dis-

tract, past participle of distracten, to distract. See DISTRACT.]

dis·tress (dV-strHsù) v.  tr. dis·tressed, dis·tress·ing, dis·tress·es. 1. To cause 

strain, anxiety, or suffering to.  See Synonyms at trouble.  2. Law. To hold the 

property of (a person) against the payment of debts.  3. To mar or otherwise treat 

(an object or a fabric, for example) to give the appearance of an antique or of 

heavy prior use: “There are the fakes—new rugs which have been intentionally dis-

tressed for an older look” (Hatfield MA Valley Advocate).  4. Archaic. To constrain 

or overcome by harassment.   —  n.  1. Anxiety or mental suffering.  2. a. Severe 

strain resulting from exhaustion or an accident.  b. Acute physical discomfort.  

c. Physical deterioration, as of a highway, caused by hard use over time:  pavement 

distress.   3. The condition of being in need of immediate assistance:  a motorist in 

distress.  4. Law. a. The act of distraining or seizing to compel payment.  b. The 

goods thus seized.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  dis-

tress merchandise; a distress sale.  [Middle English distressen, from Old French 

destresser, from destresse, constraint, from Vulgar Latin *districtia, from Latin dis-

trictus, past participle of distringere, to hinder. See DISTRAIN.] —dis·tressùing·ly 
adv. 

dis·tressed (dV-strHstù) adj.  1. Suffering distress:  the distressed parents of way-

ward youths.  2. Damaged or previously used:  distressed merchandise.  3. Having 

been foreclosed and offered for sale, usually at a price below market value:  dis-

tressed real estate.  4. Intentionally marred or faded to convey an antique or a used 

look:  distressed furniture; distressed denim. 

dis·tress·ful (dV-strHsùfNl) adj.  Causing or experiencing distress.   —dis·tressù-
ful·ly adv.  —dis·tressùful·ness n. 

distress signal (dV-strHsù sVgùnNl) n.  An international signal used by a dis-

tressed ship or aircraft to request help, as by radio broadcasts, flags, or flares. 

dis·trib·u·tar·y (dV-strVbùyN-tHrÙK) n.  pl. dis·trib·u·tar·ies. A branch of a river 

that flows away from the main stream. 

dis·trib·ute (dV-strVbùyut) v.  dis·trib·ut·ed, dis·trib·ut·ing, dis·trib·utes.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To divide and dispense in portions.  2. a. To supply (goods) to retail-



ers.  b. To deliver or pass out:  distributing handbills on the street.   3. a. To spread 

or diffuse over an area; scatter:  distribute grass seed over the lawn.  b. To appor-

tion so as to be evenly spread throughout a given area:  180 pounds of muscle that 

were well distributed over his 6-foot frame.   4. To separate into categories; classify.  

5. Logic. To use (a term) so as to include all individuals or entities of a given class.   
—  v.  intr. Mathematics. To be distributive.  [Middle English distributen, from 

Latin distribuere, distrib7t-  : dis-, apart; see DIS- + tribuere, to give; see TRIBUTE.]

SYNONYMS: distribute, divide, dispense, dole, deal, ration. These verbs mean to

give out in portions or shares. Distribute is the least specific: In the 19th century

the government distributed land to settlers willing to cultivate it. Divide implies giv-

ing out portions, often equal, on the basis of a plan or purpose: The estate will be

divided among the heirs. Dispense stresses the careful determination of portions,

often according to measurement or weight: dispensing medication; dispensed tax

dollars judiciously; dispense advice and sympathy. Dole, often followed by out, im-

plies careful, usually sparing measurement of portions; it can refer to the distri-

bution of charity (surplus milk and cheese doled out to the needy) but more often

suggests lack of generosity: The professor seldom doled out praise, and even when

he did it was with reluctance. Deal implies orderly, equitable distribution, often

piece by piece: dealt out one hamburger each to the children. Ration refers to equi-

table division of scarce items, often necessities, in accordance with a system that

limits individual portions: ration fuel in wartime; rationing water during the

drought.

dis·tri·bu·tion (dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  Abbr. distr. 1. The act of distributing or 

the condition of being distributed; apportionment.  2. Something distributed; an 

allotment.  3. The act of dispersing or the condition of being dispersed; diffusion.  

4. a. The geographic occurrence or range of an organism.  b. The geographic 

occurrence or range of a custom, a usage, or another feature.   5. Division into 

categories; classification.  6. The process of marketing and supplying goods, espe-

cially to retailers.  7. A spatial or temporal array of objects or events:  the distribu-

tion of theaters on Broadway.  8. Law. The division of an estate or property among 

rightful heirs.  9. Statistics. A set of numbers collected from a well-defined uni-

verse of possible measurements arising from a property or relationship under 

study.   —disÙtri·buùtion·al adj. 

dis·trib·u·tive (dV-strVbùyN-tVv) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or involving distribu-

tion.  b. Serving to distribute.   2. Mathematics. Of or relating to a rule that the 

same product results in multiplication when performed on a set of numbers as 

when performed on members of the set individually. If a ∞ (b + c) = a ∞ b + a ∞ c, 

then ∞ is distributive over +.  3. Grammar. Referring to each individual or entity 

of a group separately rather than collectively, as every in the sentence Every 



employee attended the meeting.   —  n.  A distributive word or term.   
—dis·tribùu·tive·ly adv.  —dis·tribùu·tive·ness n. 

distributive education (dV-strVbùyN-tVv HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  An educational 

program in which students receive both classroom instruction and on-the-job 

training. 

dis·trib·u·tor (dV-strVbùyN-tNr) n.  Abbr. distr. 1. One that distributes, especially 

a device that applies electric current in proper sequence to the spark plugs of an 

engine.  2. One that markets or sells merchandise, especially a wholesaler.   
—dis·tribùu·tor·shipÙ n. 

dis·trict (dVsùtrVkt) n.  Abbr. dist. 1. A division of an area, as for administrative 

purposes.  2. A region or locality marked by a distinguishing feature:  went to the 

lake district for their vacation.  See Synonyms at area.   —  v.  tr. dis·trict·ed, 
dis·trict·ing, dis·tricts. To mark off or divide into districts.  [French, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin districtus, from Latin, past participle of distringere, 

to hinder. See DISTRAIN.] —disùtrict·wideù adv.  & adj. 

district attorney (dVsùtrVkt N-tûrùnK) n.  Abbr. D.A., DA, Dist. Atty. Law. 

The prosecuting officer of a judicial district. 

district court (dVsùtrVkt kôrt) n.  Law. 1. A U.S. federal trial court serving a 

judicial district.  2. A state court of general jurisdiction in some states. 

Dis·trict of Co·lum·bi·a (dVsùtrVktÙ ƒf kN-lƒmùbK-N) Abbr. DC, D.C.  A fed-

eral district of the eastern United States on the Potomac River between Virginia 

and Maryland. Coextensive with the city of Washington, it was established by 

congressional acts of 1790 and 1791 on a site selected by George Washington. 

dis·trust (dVs-trƒstù) n.  Lack of trust or confidence.   —  v.  tr. dis·trust·ed, 
dis·trust·ing, dis·trusts. To have no confidence in. 

dis·trust·ful (dVs-trƒstùfNl) adj.  Feeling or showing doubt.   —dis·trustùful·ly 
adv.  —dis·trustùful·ness n. 

dis·turb (dV-stûrbù) v.  tr. dis·turbed, dis·turb·ing, dis·turbs. 1. To break up 

or destroy the tranquillity or settled state of: “Subterranean fires and deep unrest 

disturb the whole area” (Rachel Carson).  2. To trouble emotionally or mentally; 

upset.  3. a. To interfere with; interrupt:  noise that disturbed my sleep.  b. To 

intrude on; inconvenience:  Constant calls disturbed her work.   4. To put out of 

order; disarrange.  [Middle English distourben, from Old French destourber, from 

Latin disturb7re : Latin dis-, dis- + Latin turb7re, to agitate (from turba, confu-

sion, probably from Greek turbK).] —dis·turbùer n.  —dis·turbùing·ly adv. 

dis·tur·bance (dV-stûrùbNns) n.  1. a. The act of disturbing.  b. The condition 

of being disturbed: “The forest... is in various stages of disturbance. Only the biggest 

trees... have been left standing” (Alex Shoumatoff).   2. Something that disturbs, as 

a commotion, scuffle, or public tumult.  3. Mental or emotional unbalance or 

disorder.  4. A variation in normal wind conditions.  5. Geology. Folding or fault-

ing that affects a relatively large area. 



di·sul·fide (dX-sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A chemical compound containing two sulfur atoms 

combined with other elements or radicals.  Also called bisulfide 

di·sul·fo·ton (dX-sƒlùfN-tmnÙ) n.  A pale yellow, highly toxic systemic insecti-

cide, C8H19O2PS3, used for some vegetables and flowers.  [di(ethyl), containing 

two ethyls (DI-1 + ETHYL) + SULFO- + probably t(hi)on(ate), salt or ester of a 

thionic acid (THION- + -ATE
2).]

dis·un·ion (dVs-yunùyNn) n.  1. The state of being disunited; separation.  

2. Lack of unity; discord. 

dis·un·ion·ist (dVs-yunùyN-nVst) n.  An advocate of disunion, especially a 

secessionist during the U.S. Civil War. 

dis·u·nite (dVsÙyu-nXtù) v.  tr. intr. dis·u·nit·ed, dis·u·nit·ing, dis·u·nites. To 

separate or become separate. 

dis·u·ni·ty (dVs-yuùnV-tK) n.  pl. dis·u·ni·ties. Lack of unity. 

dis·use (dVs-yusù) n.  The state of not being used or of being no longer in use. 

dis·u·til·i·ty (dVsÙyu-tVlùV-tK) n.  The state or fact of being useless or counter-

productive. 

dis·val·ue (dVs-v4lùyu) v.  tr. dis·val·ued, dis·val·u·ing, dis·val·ues. 1. To 

regard as of little or no value.  2. Archaic. To disparage.   —  n.  1. A negative 

value of something.  2. Obsolete. Disesteem. 

di·syl·la·ble also dis·syl·la·ble (dXùsVlÙN-bNl, dX-sVlù-, dV-) n.  Linguistics. A word 

with two syllables.   —diÙsyl·labùic (dXÙsV-l4bùVk, dVsÙsV-) adj. 

dit (dVt) n.  The spoken representation of the dot in radio and telegraph code.  

[Imitative.]

ditch (dVch) n.  A long narrow trench or furrow dug in the ground, as for irriga-

tion, drainage, or a boundary line.   —  v.  ditched, ditch·ing, ditch·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To dig or make a long narrow trench or furrow in.  2. To surround with a 

long narrow trench or furrow.  3. a. To drive (a vehicle) into a long narrow 

trench, as one beside a road.  b. To derail (a train).   4. Slang. a. To get rid of; dis-

card:  ditched the old yard furniture.  b. To get away from (a person, especially a 

companion).  c. To skip (class or school).   5. To crash-land (an aircraft) on 

water.   —  v.  intr. 1. To dig a ditch.  2. To crash-land in water. Used of an aircraft 

or a pilot.  [Middle English dich, from Old English dXc. See dhXgw- in Appendix.]

dith·er (dVthùNr) n.  A state of indecisive agitation.   —  v.  intr. dith·ered, 
dith·er·ing, dith·ers. To be nervously irresolute in acting or doing.  [Alteration 

of didder, from Middle English didderen, to tremble.]

dith·y·ramb (dVthùV-r4mÙ, -r4mbÙ) n.  1. A frenzied, impassioned choric hymn 

and dance of ancient Greece in honor of Dionysus.  2. An irregular poetic expres-

sion suggestive of the ancient Greek dithyramb.  3. A wildly enthusiastic speech 

or piece of writing.  [Latin dXthyrambus, from Greek dithurambos.] 
—dithÙy·rambùic adj. 



Dit·mars (dVtùmärzÙ), Raymond Lee. 1876-1942.  American naturalist and 

writer who was a noted authority on reptiles. 

dit·sy also dit·zy (dVtùsK) adj.  dit·si·er also dit·zi·er, dit·si·est also dit·zi·est. 
Slang. Eccentrically scatterbrained or inane: “Needless to say, this ditsy crew suc-

ceeds in spite of itself” (David Ansen).  [Perhaps blend of DOTTY + DIZZY.]

dit·ta·ny (dVtùn-K) n.  pl. dit·ta·nies. 1. An aromatic woolly plant (Origanum 

dictamnus) native to Crete, formerly believed to have magical powers.  2.  See 

stone mint.  3.  See gas plant.  [Middle English ditaine, from Old French 

ditan, from Latin dictamnus, from Greek diktamnon, perhaps after Mount DiktK 

(Dhíkti), a peak in eastern Crete.]

Dit·ters·dorf (dVtùNrz-dôrfÙ, -Nrs-), Karl Ditters von. 1739-1799.  Austrian 

violinist and composer who is considered a precursor of Mozart in his use of 

operatic and symphonic forms. 

dit·to (dVtùo) n.  pl. dit·tos. Abbr. do. 1. The same as stated above or before.  

2. A duplicate; a copy.  3. A pair of small marks (“) used to indicated that the 

word, phrase, or figure given above is to be repeated.   —  adv.  As before.   —  v.  

tr. dit·toed, dit·to·ing, dit·tos. To duplicate (a document, for example).  [Ital-

ian dialectal, past participle of Italian dire, to say, from Latin dXcere. See deik- in 

Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Ditto, which at first glance seems a handy and insignificant

sort of word, actually has a Roman past, for it comes from dictus, “having been

said,” the past participle of the verb dXcere, “to say.” In Italian dXcere became dire

and dictus became detto, or in the Tuscan dialect ditto. Italian detto or ditto meant

what said does in English, as in the locution “the said story.” Thus in a construc-

tion such as December 22 the word detto or ditto could be used by itself instead of

the month name at the next mention of a date in the same month, for example,

26 detto. The first recorded use (1625) of ditto occurs in English in such a con-

struction. The sense “copy” is an English development, first recorded in 1818. Dit-

to has even become a trademark for a duplicating machine, something that has

not happened to said yet.

dit·ty (dVtùK) n.  pl. dit·ties. A simple song.  [Middle English dite, a literary com-

position, from Old French dite, from Latin dict7tum, thing dictated, from past 

participle of dict7re, to dictate frequentative of dXcere, to say. See deik- in Appen-

dix.]

ditty bag (dVtùK b4g) n.  A bag used by armed forces personnel to carry small 

items such as sewing implements.  [Origin unknown.]

dit·zy (dVtùsK) adj.  Slang. Variant of ditsy. 



Di·u (dKùu)  An island of western India northwest of Bombay. A Portuguese pos-

session after 1535, Diu was invaded by India in 1961 and annexed the following 

year. 

di·u·re·sis (dXÙN-rKùsVs) n.  Excessive discharge of urine.  [New Latin, from Late 

Latin di7rKticus, diuretic. See DIURETIC.]

di·u·ret·ic (dXÙN-rHtùVk) adj.  Tending to increase the discharge of urine.   —  n.  

A substance or drug that tends to increase the discharge of urine.  [Middle 

English diuretik, from Old French diuretique, from Late Latin di7rKticus, from 

Greek diourKtikos, from diourein, to pass urine  : dia-, dia- + ourein, to urinate.] 
—diÙu·retùic·al·ly adv. 

di·ur·nal (dX-ûrùnNl) adj.  1. Relating to or occurring in a 24-hour period; daily.  

2. Occurring or active during the daytime rather than at night:  diurnal animals.  

3. Botany. Opening during daylight hours and closing at night.   —  n.  1. A book 

containing all the offices for the daily canonical hours of prayer except matins.  

2. Archaic. a. A diary or journal.  b. A daily newspaper.   [Middle English, from 

Late Latin diurn7lis, from Latin diurnus, from diKs, day. See deiw- in Appendix.] 
—di·urùnal·ly adv. 

di·u·ron (dXùN-rmnÙ) n.  A white, crystalline solid, C9H10Cl2N2O, used as an agri-

cultural herbicide.  [DI-1 + UR(EA) + -ON
3.]

div. abbr.  1. Divergence; divergency.  2. Diversion.  3. Divided; division.  

4. Dividend.  5. Divorced. 

di·va (dKùvN) n.  pl. di·vas or di·ve (-v7). Music. An operatic prima donna.  

[Italian, from Latin dXva, goddess, feminine of dXvus, god. See deiw- in Appen-

dix.]

di·va·gate (dXùvN-g7tÙ, dVvùN-) v.  intr. di·va·gat·ed, di·va·gat·ing, 
di·va·gates. 1. To wander or drift about.  2. To ramble; digress.  [Late Latin 

dXvag7rX, dXvag7t- : Latin dX-, dis-, apart; see DIS- + Latin vag7rX, to wander (from 

vagus, wandering).] —diÙva·gaùtion n. 

di·va·lent (dX-v7ùlNnt) adj.  Having a valence of 2. 

di·van (dV-v4nù) n.  1.  (also dXùv4nÙ) A long backless sofa, especially one set with 

pillows against a wall.  2.  (also dV-vänù, dX-v4nù) a. A counting room, tribunal, or 

public audience room in Muslim countries.  b. The seat used by an administrator 

when holding audience.  c. A government bureau or council chamber.   3.  (also 

dV-vänù, dX-v4nù) A coffeehouse or smoking room.  4.  (also dV-vänù, dX-v4nù) A 

book of poems, especially one written in Arabic or Persian by a single author.  

[French, from Turkish, from Persian dXv7n, place of assembly, roster, probably 

from Old Iranian *dipivahanam, document house  : Old Persian dipX-, writing, 

document (from Akkadian tuppu, tablet, letter, from Sumerian dub, to write) + 

Old Persian vahanam, house; see wes-1 in Appendix.]

di·var·i·cate (dX-v4rùV-k7tÙ, dV-) v.  intr. di·var·i·cat·ed, di·var·i·cat·ing, 
di·var·i·cates. To diverge at a wide angle; spread apart.   —  adj.  (dX-v4rùN-kVt, -



k7tÙ, dV-) 1. Biology. Branching or spreading widely from a point or axis, as 

branches or on an insect’s wings; diverging.  2. Relating to a separation of two 

bones normally adjacent or attached but not located in a joint; distatic.  [Latin 

dXv7ric7re, dXv7ric7t- : dX, dis-, dis- + v7ric7re, to straddle (from v7rus, bent).] 
—di·varùi·cateÙly adv. 

di·var·i·ca·tion (dX-v4rÙV-k7ùshNn, dV-) n.  1. The act of divaricating.  2. The 

point at which branching occurs.  3. A divergence of opinion. 

dive1 (dXv) v.  dived or dove (dov), dived, div·ing, dives.  —  v.  intr. 

1. a. To plunge, especially headfirst, into water.  b. To execute a dive in athletic 

competition.  c. To participate in the sport of competitive diving.   2. a. To go 

toward the bottom of a body of water; submerge.  b. To engage in the activity of 

scuba diving.  c. To submerge under power. Used of a submarine.   3. a. To fall 

head down through the air.  b. To descend nose down at an acceleration usually 

exceeding that of free fall. Used of an airplane.  c. To engage in the sport of sky-

diving.   4. To drop sharply and rapidly; plummet:  Stock prices dove 100 points in 

a single day of trading.  5. a. To rush headlong and vanish into:  dive into a crowd.  

b. To plunge one’s hand into.   6. To lunge:  dove for the loose ball.  7. To plunge 

into an activity or enterprise with vigor and gusto.   —  v.  tr. To cause (an air-

craft, for example) to dive.   —  n.  1. a. A plunge into water, especially done 

headfirst and in a way established for athletic competition.  b. The act or an 

instance of submerging, as of a submarine or a skin diver.  c. A nearly vertical 

descent at an accelerated speed through the air.  d. A quick, pronounced drop.   

2. Slang. A disreputable or run-down bar or nightclub.  3. A knockout feigned by 

prearrangement between prizefighters:  The challenger took a dive.  4. a. A lunge 

or a headlong jump:  made a dive to catch the falling teacup.  b. Football. An offen-

sive play in which the carrier of the ball plunges into the opposing line in order to 

gain short yardage.   [Middle English diven, from Old English d«fan, to dip, and 

from d7fan, to sink; see dheub- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Either dove or dived is acceptable as the past tense of dive. Dived

is actually the earlier form, and the emergence of dove may appear anomalous in

light of the general tendencies of change in English verb forms. Old English had

two classes of verbs: strong verbs, whose past tense was indicated by a change in

their vowel (a process that survives in such present-day English verbs as drive/

drove or fling/flung); and weak verbs, whose past was formed with a suffix related

to -ed in Modern English (as in present-day English live/lived and move/moved).

Since the Old English period, many verbs have changed from the strong pattern

to the weak one; for example, the past tense of help, formerly healp, became

helped, and the past tense of step, formerly stop, became stepped. Over the years,

in fact, the weak pattern has become so prevalent that we use the term regular to

refer to verbs that form their past tense by suffixation of -ed. However, there have



occasionally been changes in the other direction: the past tense of wear, now wore,

was once werede; that of spit, now spat, was once spitede; and the development of

dove is an additional example of the small group of verbs that have swum against

the historical tide.

di·ve2 (dKùv7) n.  Music. A plural of diva. 
dive-bomb (dXvùbmmÙ) v.  tr. dive-·bombed, dive-·bomb·ing, dive-

·bombs. To bomb from an airplane at the end of a steep dive toward the target.   
—diveù-bombÙer n. 

dive brake (dXv br7k) n.  A flap that can be extended on an aircraft to increase 

drag and reduce the speed of descent. 

div·er (dXùvNr) n.  1. One that dives:  a high diver who excelled in performing the 

jackknife.  2. One that works under water, especially one equipped with breathing 

apparatus and weighted clothing.  3. Any of several diving water birds, especially 

the loon. 

di·verge (dV-vûrjù, dX-) v.  di·verged, di·verg·ing, di·verg·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To go or extend in different directions from a common point; branch out.  

2. To differ, as in opinion or manner.  3. To depart from a set course or norm; 

deviate.  See Synonyms at swerve.  4. Mathematics. To fail to approach a limit, 

as an infinite sequence.   —  v.  tr. To cause (light rays, for example) to diverge; 

deflect.  [Latin dXvergere : Latin dis-, apart; see DIS- + Latin vergere, to bend; see 

wer-2 in Appendix.]

di·ver·gence (dV-vûrùjNns, dX-) n.  Abbr. div. 1. a. The act of diverging.  b. The 

state of being divergent.  c. The degree by which things diverge.   2. Physiology. A 

turning of both eyes outward from a common point or of one eye when the other 

is fixed.  3. Departure from a norm; deviation.  4. Difference, as of opinion.  See 

Synonyms at deviation. See Synonyms at difference.  5. Biology. The evolu-

tionary tendency or process by which animals or plants that are descended from a 

common ancestor evolve into different forms when living under different condi-

tions.  6. Mathematics. The property or manner of diverging; failure to approach 

a limit.  7. A meteorological condition characterized by the uniform expansion in 

volume of a mass of air over a region, usually accompanied by fair dry weather. 

di·ver·gen·cy (dV-vûrùjNn-sK) n.  pl. di·ver·gen·cies. Abbr. div. Divergence. 

di·ver·gent (dV-vûrùjNnt, dX-) adj.  1. Drawing apart from a common point; 

diverging.  2. Departing from convention.  3. Differing from another:  a diver-

gent opinion.  4. Mathematics. Failing to approach a limit; not convergent.   
—di·verùgent·ly adv. 

di·vers (dXùvNrz) adj.  Various; several; sundry.  [Middle English. See DIVERSE.]

di·verse (dV-vûrsù, dX-, dXùvûrsÙ) adj.  1. Differing one from another.  2. Made 

up of distinct characteristics, qualities, or elements: “Prague... offers visitors a 

series of excursions into a rich and diverse past” (Olivier Bernier).  [Middle English 



divers, from Old French divers, from Latin dXversus, past participle of dXvertere, to 

divert. See DIVERT.] —di·verseùly adv.  —di·verseùness n. 

di·ver·si·form (dV-vûrùsN-fôrmÙ, dX-) adj.  Having different forms; variform. 

di·ver·si·fy (dV-vûrùsN-fXÙ, dX-) v.  di·ver·si·fied, di·ver·si·fy·ing, 
di·ver·si·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To give variety to; vary:  diversify a menu.  b. To 

extend (business activities) into disparate fields.   2. To distribute (investments) 

among different companies or securities in order to limit losses in the event of a 

fall in a particular market or industry.   —  v.  intr. To spread out activities or 

investments, especially in business.  [Middle English diversifien, from Old French 

diversifier, from Medieval Latin dXversific7re : Latin dXversus; see DIVERSE + Latin -

fic7re, -fy.] —di·verÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

di·ver·sion (dV-vûrùzhNn, -shNn, dX-) n.  Abbr. div. 1. The act or an instance of 

diverting or turning aside; deviation.  2. Something that distracts the mind and 

relaxes or entertains.  3. A maneuver that draws the attention of an opponent 

away from a planned point of action, especially as part of military strategy.  [Late 

Latin dXversio, dXversion-, act of turning aside, from Latin dXversus, past participle 

of dXvertere, to divert. See DIVERT.] —di·verùsion·arÙy adj. 

di·ver·sion·ist (dV-vûrùzhN-nVst, -shN-, dX-) n.  One engaged in diversionary, 

disruptive, or subversive activities. 

di·ver·si·ty (dV-vûrùsV-tK, dX-) n.  pl. di·ver·si·ties. 1. a. The fact or quality of 

being diverse; difference.  b. A point or respect in which things differ.   2. Variety 

or multiformity: “Charles Darwin saw in the diversity of species the principles of 

evolution that operated to generate the species: variation, competition and selection” 

(Scientific American). 

di·vert (dV-vûrtù, dX-) v.  di·vert·ed, di·vert·ing, di·verts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To turn 

aside from a course or direction:  Traffic was diverted around the scene of the acci-

dent.  2. To distract:  My attention was diverted by an argument between motorists.  

3. To entertain by distracting the attention from worrisome thoughts or cares; 

amuse.  See Synonyms at amuse.   —  v.  intr. To turn aside.  [Middle English 

diverten, from Old French divertir, from Latin dXvertere : dX-, dis-, aside; see DIS- + 

vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] —di·vertùer n.  —di·vertùing·ly adv. 

di·ver·tic·u·la (dXÙvûr-tVkùyN-lN) n.  Plural of diverticulum. 
di·ver·tic·u·li·tis (dXÙvûr-tVkÙyN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a diverticulum or of 

diverticula in the intestinal tract, causing fecal stagnation and pain. 

di·ver·tic·u·lo·sis (dXÙvûr-tVkÙyN-loùsVs) n.  A condition characterized by the 

presence of numerous diverticula in the colon. 

di·ver·tic·u·lum (dXÙvûr-tVkùyN-lNm) n.  pl. di·ver·tic·u·la (-lN). A pouch or sac 

branching out from a hollow organ or structure, such as the intestine.  [New 

Latin, from Latin dKverticulum, by-path, from dKvertere, to turn aside  : dK-, de- + 

vertere, to turn; see DIVERT.] —diÙver·ticùu·lar adj. 



di·ver·ti·men·to (dV-vHrÙtN-mHnùto) n.  pl. di·ver·ti·men·tos also 

di·ver·ti·men·ti (-tK). Music. A chiefly 18th-century form of instrumental 

chamber music having several short movements.  Also called divertissement [Ital-

ian, from divertire, to divert, from Old French divertir. See DIVERT.]

di·ver·tisse·ment (dN-vûrùtVs-mNnt, dK-vHr-tKs-mäNù) n.  1. A short perfor-

mance, typically a ballet, that is presented as an interlude in an opera or a play.  

2. Music. See divertimento.  3. A diversion; an amusement.  [French, from 

divertir, to divert, from Old French. See DIVERT.]

Di·ves (dXùvKzÙ) n.  A man of great wealth.  [Middle English, from Latin dXves. 

See deiw- in Appendix.]

di·vest (dV-vHstù, dX-) v.  tr. di·vest·ed, di·vest·ing, di·vests. 1. To strip, as of 

clothes.  2. a. To deprive, as of rights or property; dispossess.  See Synonyms at 

strip1.  b. To free of; rid: “Most secretive of men, let him at last divest himself of 

secrets, both his and ours” (Brendan Gill).   3. To sell off or otherwise dispose of (a 

subsidiary company or an investment).  4. Law. To devest.  [Alteration (influ-

enced by Medieval Latin dXvestXre, to undress); see DIVESTITURE, of DEVEST.] 
—di·vestùment n. 

di·ves·ti·ture (dV-vHsùtV-chNr, -chtrÙ, dX-) n.  1. An act of divesting.  2. The 

sale, liquidation, or spinoff of a corporate division or subsidiary.  [From Medieval 

Latin dXvestXtus, past participle of dXvestXre, to undress, variant of disvestXre : Latin 

dis-, dis- + Latin vestXre, to dress; see VESTMENT.]

di·vide (dV-vXdù) v.  di·vid·ed, di·vid·ing, di·vides.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To separate 

into parts, sections, groups, or branches.  See Synonyms at separate.  b. To sec-

tor into units of measurement; graduate.  c. To separate and group according to 

kind; classify.   2. a. To separate into opposing factions; disunite: “They want not 

to divide either the Revolution or the Church but to be an integral part of both” 

(Conor Cruise O’Brien).  b. To cause (members of a parliament) to vote by sepa-

rating into groups, as pro and con.   3. To separate from something else; cut off:  

divided the boys from the girls for gym class.  4. To apportion among a number.  

See Synonyms at distribute.  5. Mathematics. a. To subject to the process of 

division.  b. To be an exact divisor of.    —  v.  intr. 1. a. To become separated 

into parts.  b. To branch out, as a river.  c. To form into factions; take sides.  d. To 

vote by dividing.   2. Mathematics. To perform the operation of division.  

3. Biology. To undergo cell division.   —  n.  1. A dividing point or line: “would 

clearly tip the court... across a dangerous constitutional divide” (Lawrence H. Tribe).  

2. A ridge of land; a watershed.  [Middle English dividen, from Latin dXvidere : dX-
, dis-, dis- + -videre, to separate.] —di·vidùa·ble adj. 

di·vid·ed (dV-vXùdVd) adj.  Abbr. div. 1. Separated into parts or pieces.  2. Being 

in a state of disagreement or disunity:  a divided nation.  3. Moved by conflicting 

interests, emotions, or activities:  divided loyalties.  4. Separated by distance:  a 

child divided from her familiar surroundings.  5. Having the lanes for opposing 



traffic separated:  divided highways.  6. Botany. Having indentations extending to 

the midrib or base and forming distinct lobes:  divided leaves. 

div·i·dend (dVvùV-dHndÙ) n.  Abbr. div. 1. Mathematics. A quantity to be 

divided.  2. a. A share of profits received by a stockholder or by a policyholder in 

a mutual insurance society.  b. A payment pro rata to a creditor of a person 

adjudged bankrupt.   3. a. A share of a surplus; a bonus.  b. An unexpected gain, 

benefit, or advantage.   [Alteration (influenced by French dividende, dividend), of 

Middle English divident, from Latin dXvidKns, dXvident- present participle of 

dXvidere, to divide. See DIVIDE.]

di·vid·er (dV-vXùdNr) n.  1. a. One that divides, especially a screen or other parti-

tion.  b. Chiefly British. A highway median strip.   2. A device resembling a com-

pass, used for dividing lines and transferring measurements. 

div·i-div·i (dVvùK-dVvùK) n.  pl. div·i-div·is. 1. A small tree (Caesalpinia coriaria) 

of the West Indies and South America, having compound leaves and long pods.  

2. Tannin extracted from the pods of this tree.  [Spanish dividivi, probably of 

Cariban or Arawakan origin.]

div·i·na·tion (dVvÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The art or act of foretelling future events or 

revealing occult knowledge by means of augury or an alleged supernatural 

agency.  2. An inspired guess or presentiment.  3. Something that has been 

divined.   —di·vinùa·toÙry (dV-vVnùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

di·vine (dV-vXnù) adj.  di·vin·er, di·vin·est. 1. a. Having the nature of or being 

a deity.  b. Of, relating to, emanating from, or being the expression of a deity:  

sought divine guidance through meditation.  c. Being in the service or worship of a 

deity; sacred.   2. Superhuman; godlike.  3. a. Supremely good or beautiful; mag-

nificent:  a divine performance of the concerto.  b. Extremely pleasant; delightful:  

had a divine time at the ball.   4. Heavenly; perfect.   —  n.  1. A cleric.  2. A theo-

logian.   —  v.  di·vined, di·vin·ing, di·vines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To foretell through 

or as if through the art of divination.  See Synonyms at foretell.  2. a. To know 

by inspiration, intuition, or reflection.  b. To guess.   3. To locate (underground 

water or minerals) with a divining rod; douse.   —  v.  intr. 1. To practice divina-

tion.  2. To guess.  [Middle English, from Old French devine, from Latin dXvXnus, 

divine, foreseeing, from dXvus, god; see deiw- in Appendix. V., Middle English 

divinen from Old French deviner, from Latin dXvXn7re, from dXvXnus, foreseeing.] 
—di·vineùly adv.  —di·vineùness n.  —di·vinùer n. 

Di·vine Liturgy (dV-vXnù lVtùNr-jK) n.  The Eastern Orthodox Eucharistic rite. 

Divine Office (dV-vXnù ôùfVs) n.  The office of the breviary. 

divine right (dV-vXnù rXt) n.  The doctrine that monarchs derive their right to 

rule directly from God and are accountable only to God. 

div·ing beetle (dXùvVng bKtùl) n.  Any of various predatory aquatic beetles of 

the family Dytiscidae. 



diving bell (dXùvVng bHl) n.  A large vessel for underwater work, open on the 

bottom and supplied with air under pressure. 

diving board (dXùvVng bôrd) n.  Sports. A flexible board from which a dive may 

be executed, secured at one end and projecting over water at the other.  Also 

called springboard 

diving reflex (dXùvVng rKùflHksÙ) n.  A reflexive response to diving in many 

aquatic mammals and birds, characterized by physiological changes that decrease 

oxygen consumption, such as slowed heart rate and decreased blood flow to the 

abdominal organs and muscles, until breathing resumes. Though less pro-

nounced, the reflex also occurs in certain nonaquatic animals, including human 

beings, upon submersion in water. 

diving suit (dXùvVng sut) n.  A heavy waterproof garment with a detachable 

air-fed helmet, used for underwater work. 

di·vin·ing rod (dV-vXùnVng rmd) n.  A forked branch or stick that is believed to 

indicate subterranean water or minerals by bending downward when held over a 

source. 

di·vin·i·ty (dV-vVnùV-tK) n.  pl. di·vin·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being 

divine.  2. a. Divinity. godhead; God.  b. A deity, such as a god or goddess. Used 

with the.   3. Godlike character.  4. Theology.  5. A soft, white candy, usually con-

taining nuts. 

Di·vi·nó·po·lis (dKÙvK-nôùpt-lKs)  A city of southeast Brazil west-southwest of 

Belo Horizonte. It is a railroad junction and an agricultural trade center. Popula-

tion, 108,279. 

di·vis·i·ble (dV-vVzùN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being divided, especially with no 

remainder:  15 is divisible by 3 and 5.   —di·visÙi·bilùi·ty, di·visùi·ble·ness n.  

—di·visùi·bly adv. 

di·vi·sion (dV-vVzhùNn) n.  Abbr. div. 1. a. The act or process of dividing.  b. The 

state of having been divided.   2. The proportional distribution of a quantity or 

entity.  3. Something, such as a boundary or partition, that serves to divide or 

keep separate.  4. One of the parts, sections, or groups into which something is 

divided.  5. a. An area of government or corporate activity organized as an 

administrative or functional unit.  b. A territorial section marked off for political 

or governmental purposes.   6. a. An administrative and tactical military unit 

that is smaller than a corps but is self-contained and equipped for prolonged 

combat activity.  b. A group of several ships of similar type forming a tactical unit 

under a single command in the U.S. Navy.  c. A unit of the U.S. Air Force larger 

than a wing and smaller than an air force.   7. Botany. The highest taxonomic cat-

egory, consisting of one or more related classes, and corresponding approximately 

to a phylum in zoological classification.  See Table at taxonomy.  8. A category 

created for purposes of competition, as in boxing.  9. a. Variance of opinion; dis-

agreement.  b. A splitting into factions; disunion.   10. The physical separation 



and regrouping of members of a parliament according to their stand on an issue 

put to vote.  11. Mathematics. The operation of determining how many times one 

quantity is contained in another; the inverse of multiplication.  12. Biology. Cell 

division.  13. A type of propagation characteristic of plants that spread by means 

of newly formed parts such as bulbs, suckers, or rhizomes.  [Middle English divi-

sioun, from Old French division, from Latin dXvXsio, dXvXsion-, from dXvXsus, past 

participle of dXvidere, to divide. See DIVIDE.] —di·viùsion·al adj. 

di·vi·sion·ism (dN-vVzhùN-nVzÙNm) n.  A branch of neoimpressionism in which 

colors are divided into their components and mechanically arranged so that the 

eye organizes the shape.   —di·viùsion·ist n. 

division sign (dV-vVzhùNn sXn) n.  Mathematics. 1. The symbol (÷) placed 

between two quantities written on a single line to indicate the division of the first 

by the second.  2. The symbol (/) placed between two quantities written horizon-

tally, as in 3, or the symbol (—) placed between two quantities written vertically, 

as in 3, to indicate a fraction. 

di·vi·sive (dV-vXùsVv) adj.  Creating dissension or discord.   —di·viùsive·ly adv.  

—di·viùsive·ness n. 

di·vi·sor (dV-vXùzNr) n.  Mathematics. The quantity by which another quantity, 

the dividend, is to be divided. 

di·vorce (dV-vôrsù, -vorsù) n.  1. The legal dissolution of a marriage.  2. A com-

plete or radical severance of closely connected things.   —  v.  di·vorced, 
di·vorc·ing, di·vorc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dissolve the marriage bond between.  

2. To end marriage with (one’s spouse) by way of legal divorce.  3. To cut off; sep-

arate or disunite:  an idea that was completely divorced from reality.  See Synonyms 

at separate.   —  v.  intr. To obtain a divorce.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin dXvortium, from dXvortere, to divert, variant of dXvertere. See 

DIVERT.]

di·vor·cé (dV-vôr-s7ù, -sKù, -vor-, -vôrùs7Ù, -sKÙ, -vorù-) n.  A divorced man.  

[French, masculine past participle of divorcer, to divorce, from Old French, from 

divorce, divorce. See DIVORCE.]

di·vor·cée (dV-vôr-s7ù, -sKù, -vor-, -vôrùs7Ù, -sKÙ, -vorù-) n.  A divorced woman.  

[French, feminine past participle of divorcer, to divorce, from Old French, from 

divorce, divorce. See DIVORCE.]

di·vorce·ment (dV-vôrsùmNnt, -vorsù-) n.  Complete separation. 

div·ot (dVvùNt) n.  1. Sports. A piece of turf torn up by a golf club in striking a 

ball.  2. Scots. A thin square of turf or sod used for roofing.  [Scots, a turf.]

di·vulge (dV-vƒljù) v.  tr. di·vulged, di·vulg·ing, di·vulg·es. 1. To make 

known (something private or secret).  See Synonyms at reveal1.  2. Archaic. To 

proclaim publicly.  [Middle English divulgen, from Old French divulguer, from 

Latin dXvulg7re, to publish  : dX-, dis-, among; see DIS- + vulg7re, to spread among 



the multitude (from vulgus, common people).] —di·vulùgence n.  

—di·vulgùer n. 

div·vy (dVvùK) Slang. v.  tr. div·vied, div·vy·ing, div·vies. To divide:  divvied up 

the loot.   —  n.  pl. div·vies. A share or portion.  [Shortening and alteration of 

DIVIDEND.]

Dix (dVks), Dorothea Lynde. 1802-1887.  American philanthropist, reformer, 

and educator who was a pioneer in the movement for specialized treatment of the 

mentally ill. 

Dix (dVks), Dorothy.  See Elizabeth Meriwether Gilmer. 
Dix·ie1 (dVkùsK)  A region of the southern and eastern United States, usually 

comprising the states that joined the Confederacy during the Civil War. The term 

was popularized in the minstrel song “Dixie’s Land,” written by Daniel D. Emmett 

(1815-1904) in 1859. 

Dix·ie2 (dVkùsK) n.  Any one of several songs bearing this name, popular as Con-

federate war songs.   —idiom. whistle Dixie. Slang. To engage in unrealistically 

rosy fantasizing: “If you think mass transportation is going to replace the automo-

bile I think you’re whistling Dixie” (Henry Ford II).  [After Dixie1.]

Dix·ie·crat (dVkùsK-kr4tÙ) n.  A member of a dissenting group of Democrats in 

the South who formed the States’ Rights Party in 1948.  [Dixie1 + (DEMO)CRAT.] 
—DixÙie·cratùic adj. 

Dix·ie·land (dVkùsK-l4ndÙ) n.  Music. A style of instrumental jazz associated with 

New Orleans and characterized by a relatively fast two-beat rhythm and by group 

and solo improvisations. 

Dix·on (dVkùsNn)  A city of northern Illinois south-southwest of Rockford. 

Founded in 1830, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 15,144. 

Di·yar·ba·kir (dV-yärÙbN-kîrù, dK-yärùbƒk-Nr)  A city of southeast Turkey on the 

Tigris River. It was a Roman colony called Amida from A.D. 230 to 363 and was 

finally captured by the Ottoman Turks in 1515. Population, 235,617. 

di·zen (dXùzNn, dVzùNn) v.  tr. di·zened, di·zen·ing, di·zens. Archaic. To deck 

out in fine clothes and ornaments; bedizen.  [Possibly Middle Dutch disen, to pre-

pare a distaff with flax for spinning, from Middle Low German dise, disene, 

bunch of flax.] —diùzen·ment n. 

di·zy·got·ic (dXÙzX-gmtùVk)  or di·zy·gous (dX-zXùgNs) adj.  Derived from two 

separately fertilized eggs. Used especially of fraternal twins. 

diz·zy (dVzùK) adj.  diz·zi·er, diz·zi·est. 1. Having a whirling sensation and a 

tendency to fall.  See Synonyms at giddy.  2. Bewildered or confused.  

3. a. Producing or tending to produce giddiness:  a dizzy height.  b. Caused by 

giddiness; reeling.   4. Characterized by impulsive haste; very rapid: “The Ameri-

can language had begun its dizzy onward march before the Revolution” (H.L. 

Mencken).  5. Slang. Scatterbrained or silly.   —  v.  tr. diz·zied, diz·zy·ing, 
diz·zies. 1. To make dizzy.  2. To confuse or bewilder.  [Middle English dusie, 



disi, from Old English dysig, foolish.] —dizùzi·ly adv.  —dizùzi·ness n.  

—dizùzy·ing·ly adv. 

dj abbr.  Dust jacket. 

DJ abbr.  Disc jockey. 

D.J. abbr.  1. Law. District judge.  2. Latin. Doctor Juris (Doctor of Law). 

Dja·kar·ta (jN-kärùtN)  See Jakarta. 
djel·la·ba  or djel·la·bah also jel·la·ba (jN-läùbN)  or ga·la·bi·a (-bK-N) n.  A 

long, loose, hooded garment with full sleeves, worn especially in Muslim coun-

tries.  [French, from Arabic jall7bXyah, from jall7b, attractive.]

Dji·bou·ti (jV-buùtK)  1.  or Formerly A·fars and Is·sas (N-färsù; XùsNs) A 

country of eastern Africa on the Gulf of Aden. A French colony from 1896 until 

1946 and a territory thereafter, it became independent in 1977. Population, 

226,000.  2. The capital and largest city of Djibouti, in the southeast part of the 

country on an inlet of the Gulf of Aden. It was founded by the French in 1888. 

Population, 120,000. 

Dji·las (jVlùäs), Milovan. 1911-1995.  Yugoslavian writer and politician who was 

a prominent member of Tito’s resistance movement during World War II and 

later held high government and Communist Party positions before his dismissal 

in 1954 for criticizing the regime. 

djin·ni  or djin·ny (jVnùK, jV-nKù) n.  Variant of jinni. 
Djok·ja·kar·ta (jmkÙyN-kärùtN)  See Jogjakarta. 
dk. abbr.  1. Dark.  2. Deck.  3. Dock. 

dkg abbr.  Dekagram. 

dkl abbr.  Dekaliter. 

dkm abbr.  Dekameter. 

dl abbr.  Deciliter. 

D/L abbr.  Demand loan. 

D layer (dK l7ùNr) n.  The lowest layer of the ionosphere, existing only during the 

day. 

D.Lit.  or D.Litt. abbr.  Latin. Doctor Litterarum (Doctor of Letters; Doctor of 

Literature). 

DLO abbr.  Dead letter office. 

dlr. abbr.  Dealer. 

D.L.S. abbr.  Doctor of Library Science. 

dm abbr.  Decimeter. 

DM abbr.  1. Data management.  2. Deutsche mark. 

D.M.A. abbr.  Doctor of Musical Arts. 

D.M.D. abbr.  Latin. Dentariae Medicinae Doctor (Doctor of Dental Medicine). 

D.M.L. abbr.  Doctor of Modern Languages. 



DMSO (dKÙHm-Hs-où) n.  A colorless hygroscopic liquid, (CH3)2SO, obtained 

from lignin, used as an industrial solvent and in medicine as a penetrant to con-

vey medications into the tissues.  [D(I)M(ETHYL)S(ULF)O(XIDE).]

DMZ abbr.  Demilitarized zone. 

Dn abbr.  Bible. Daniel. 

dn. abbr.  Down. 

DNA (dKÙHn-7ù) n.  A nucleic acid that carries the genetic information in the cell 

and is capable of self-replication and synthesis of RNA. DNA consists of two long 

chains of nucleotides twisted into a double helix and joined by hydrogen bonds 

between the complementary bases adenine and thymine or cytosine and guanine. 

The sequence of nucleotides determines individual hereditary characteristics.  

[D(EOXYRIBO)N(UCLEIC) A(CID).]

DNAase (dKÙHn-7ù7s) n.  Variant of DNase. 
DNA fingerprint (dKÙHn-7ù fVngùgNr-prVntÙ) n.  The distinctive patterns of an 

individual’s DNA, used as a means of identification.   —DNA fingerprinting n. 

DNA polymerase (dKÙHn-7ù pmlùN-mN-r7sÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the 

replication and repair of DNA by using single-stranded DNA as a template. 

DNase also DNAse (dK-Hnù7s) also DNAase (dKÙHn-7ù7s) n.  An enzyme that 

catalyzes the hydrolysis of DNA.  [DN(A) + -ASE.]

DNA virus (dKÙHn-7ù vXùrNs) n.  A virus that possesses a genome composed of 

DNA. 

Dne·pro·dzer·zhinsk (nHpÙro-dNr-zhVnskù, dnyVÙprN-dzVr-zhVnskù)  A city of 

east-central Ukraine on the Dnieper River south-southwest of Kharkov. It is a 

port and major industrial center. Population, 271,000. 

Dne·pro·pe·trovsk (nHpÙro-pN-trôfskù, dnyVÙprN-pyV-trôfskù)  A city of east-

central Ukraine on the Dnieper River south-southwest of Kharkov. Founded in 

1787 on the site of a Cossack village, it has a huge iron and steel industry. Popula-

tion, 1,153,000. 

Dnie·per (nKùpNr, dnyHùpNr)  A river rising in west-central Russia near Smolensk 

and flowing about 2,285 km (1,420 mi) southward through Belarus and the 

Ukraine to the Black Sea. It has been a major commercial waterway since the 

ninth century. 

Dnies·ter (nKùstNr, dnyHùstNr)  A river rising in western Ukraine and flowing 

about 1,368 km (850 mi) generally southeast through eastern Moldavia then back 

into the Ukraine, where it empties into the Black Sea near Odessa. It formed the 

Soviet-Romanian border from 1918 to 1940. 

do1 (du) v.  did (dVd), done (dƒn), do·ing, does (dƒz).  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

perform or execute:  do one’s assigned task; do a series of business deals.  b. To ful-

fill the requirements of:  did my duty at all times.  c. To carry out; commit:  a 

crime that had been done on purpose.   2. a. To produce, especially by creative 

effort:  do a play on Broadway.  b. To play the part or role of in a creative produc-



tion:  did Elizabeth I in the film.  c. To mimic: “doing the Southern voice, improvis-

ing it inventively as he goes along” (William H. Pritchard).   3. a. To bring about; 

effect:  Crying won’t do any good now.  b. To render; give:  do equal justice to the 

opposing sides; do honor to one’s family.   4. To put forth; exert:  Do the best you 

can.  5. a. To attend to in such a way as to take care of or put in order:  did the 

bedrooms before the guests arrived.  b. To prepare for further use especially by 

washing:  did the dishes.   6. a. To set or style (the hair).  b. To apply cosmetics to:  

did her face.   7. To have as an occupation or a profession:  Have you decided what 

you will do after graduate school?  8. To work out by studying:  do a homework 

assignment.  9. Informal. a. To travel (a specified distance):  do a mile in four min-

utes.  b. To make a tour of; visit: “[He] did 15 countries of Western Europe in only a 

few days” (R.W. Apple, Jr.).   10. a. To be sufficient in meeting the needs of; 

serve:  This room will do us very nicely.  b. Informal. To serve (a prison term).   

11. Slang. To cheat; swindle:  do a relative out of an inheritance.  12. Slang. To take 

(drugs) illegally: “If you do drugs you are going to be in continual trouble” (Jimmy 

Breslin).   —  v.  intr. 1. To behave or conduct oneself; act:  Do as I say and you 

won’t get into trouble.  2. a. To get along; fare:  students who do well at school.  

b. To carry on; manage:  We can very easily do without your interference.  c. To 

make good use of something because of need:  I could do with a nice hot bath.   

3. a. To serve a specified purpose:  This coat will do for another season.  b. To be 

proper or fitting:  Such behavior just won’t do.   4. To take place; happen:  What’s 

doing in London this time of year?  5. Used as a substitute for an antecedent verb:  

worked as hard as everyone else did.  6. Used after another verb for emphasis:  Run 

quickly, do!   —  v.  aux. 1. Used with the infinitive without to in questions, nega-

tive statements, and inverted phrases:  Do you understand? I did not sleep well. Lit-

tle did we know what was in store for us.  2. Used as a means of emphasis:  I do 

want to be sure. Do be still!   —  n.  pl. do’s or dos. 1. A statement of what should 

be done:  a list of the do’s and don’ts of management.  2. Informal. An entertain-

ment; a party:  attended a big do at the embassy.  3. Regional. A commotion.  

4. Chiefly British. A swindle; a cheat.  5. Archaic. Duty; deed.   —phrasal verbs. 
do by. To behave with respect to; deal with:  The children have done well by their 

aged parents.  do for. To care or provide for; take care of.  do in. Slang. 3. To tire 

completely; exhaust:  The marathon did me in.  4. To kill.  5. To ruin utterly:  Huge 

losses on the stock market did many investors in.  do up. 6. To adorn or dress lav-

ishly:  The children were all done up in matching outfits.  7. To wrap and tie (a 

package).  8. To fasten:  do up the buttons on a dress.  do without. To manage in 

spite of a lack or absence:  There was no television on the island, but we soon 

learned to do without.   —idioms. do a disappearing act. Informal. To vanish.  

do away with. 2. To make an end of; eliminate.  3. To destroy; kill.  do (one) 
proud. To act or perform in a way that gives cause for pride.  do (one’s) bit. To 

make an individual contribution toward an overall effort.  do (one’s) own 



thing. Slang. To do what one does best or finds most enjoyable: “I get paid to try 

cases and to do my thing on trial” (Bruce Cutler).  do or die. To exert supreme 

effort.  [Middle English don, from Old English don. See dhK- in Appendix.]

do2 (do) n.  Music. The first tone of the diatonic scale in solfeggio.  [Italian, more 

singable replacement of ut. See GAMUT.]

do. abbr.  Ditto. 

D.O. abbr.  1. Doctor of Optometry.  2. Doctor of Osteopathy. 

DOA abbr.  Dead on arrival. 

do·a·ble (duùN-bNl) adj.  Possible to do:  a program that is tough but doable. 

DOB abbr.  Date of birth. 

dob·bin (dmbùVn) n.  A horse, especially a working farm horse.  [From Dobbin, 

alteration of Robin, nickname for Robert.]

dob·by (dmbùK) n.  pl. dob·bies. 1. A mechanical part in a loom that controls 

the harnesses so as to permit weaving of small geometric figures.  2. a. A small 

geometric figure woven into fabric.  b. A fabric with such figures.   [Perhaps 

from Dobbie, diminutive of Dob, alteration of Rob, nickname for Robert.]

Do·ber·man pin·scher (doùbNr-mNn pVnùshNr) n.  A medium-sized to large 

dog of a breed originating in Germany, having short hair and a smooth, usually 

dark brown or black coat.  [German Dobermann (after Ludwig Dobermann, 

19th-century German dog breeder) + German Pinscher, terrier (probably from 

PINCH, from the cropping of its ears and tail).]

WORD HISTORY: The word Doberman in Doberman pinscher comes from the

last name of the German breeder Ludwig Dobermann, who is thought to have

developed this breed in the latter half of the 19th century. He crossed a number

of breeds, including a type of German terrier called a Pinscher. The name Dober-

man pinscher thus reminds us of one of its ancestors and of the person without

whom the breed would possibly not exist. The dog’s name is first recorded in En-

glish in 1917 in the Policeman’s Monthly.

Do·bie (doùbK), James Frank. 1888-1964.  American historian best known for 

his works on the history and folklore of the Southwest, including The Longhorns 

(1941). 

Dö·blin (dœùblKn), Alfred. 1878-1957.  German psychiatrist and writer whose 

realistic novels, including Berlin Alexanderplatz (1929), are major works of 

expressionism. 

do·bra (doùbrN) n.  A basic unit of currency in São Tomé.  See Table at currency.  
[Portuguese, ultimately from Latin duplus, double. See DUPLE.]

Do·bro (doùbro)  A trademark used for stringed musical instruments, specifi-

cally guitars and banjos. 

dob·son (dmbùsNn) n.  See hellgrammite.  [Probably from the name Dobson.]



Dob·son (dmbùsNn), (Henry) Austin. 1840-1921.  British writer known for his 

light verse in traditionally French forms such as the triolet and rondeau. 

dob·son·fly (dmbùsNn-flXÙ) n.  An insect (Corydalus cornutus) having four large, 

many-veined wings and in the male long, pincerlike mandibles. 

doc (dmk) n.  Informal. A physician, dentist, or veterinarian.  [Short for DOCTOR.]

doc. abbr.  Document. 

do·cent (doùsNnt, do-sHntù) n.  1. A teacher or lecturer at some universities who 

is not a regular faculty member.  2. A lecturer or tour guide in a museum or 

cathedral.  [Obsolete German, from Latin docKns, docent- present participle of 

docKre, to teach. See dek- in Appendix.]

Do·ce·tism (do-sKùtVzÙNm, doùsN-tVzÙNm) n.  An opinion especially associated 

with the Gnostics that Jesus had no human body and only appeared to have died 

on the cross.  [Probably from Late Greek DokKtai, espousers of Docetism, from 

Greek dokein, to seem. See dek- in Appendix.] —Do·ceùtist n. 

doc·ile (dmsùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  1. Ready and willing to be taught; teachable.  

2. Yielding to supervision, direction, or management; tractable.  See Synonyms at 

obedient.  [Latin docilis, from docKre, to teach. See dek- in Appendix.] 
—docùile·ly adv.  —do·cilùi·ty (dm-sVlùV-tK, do-) n. 

dock1 (dmk) n.  Abbr. dk. 1. The area of water between two piers or alongside a 

pier that receives a ship for loading, unloading, or repairs.  2. A pier; a wharf.  3.  
Often docks. A group of piers on a commercial waterfront that serve as a general 

landing area for ships or boats.  4. A platform at which trucks or trains load or 

unload cargo.   —  v.  docked, dock·ing, docks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To maneuver (a 

vessel or vehicle) into or next to a dock.  2. Aerospace. To couple (two or more 

spacecraft, for example) in space.   —  v.  intr. To move or come into a dock.  

[Dutch dok, from Middle Dutch doc, from d7ken, to go under water, dive.]

dock2 (dmk) n.  1. The solid or fleshy part of an animal’s tail.  2. The tail of an 

animal after it has been bobbed or clipped.   —  v.  tr. docked, dock·ing, 
docks. 1. To clip short or cut off (an animal’s tail, for example).  2. To deprive of 

a benefit or a part of one’s wages, especially as a punishment:  The company docks 

its employees for unauthorized absences.  3. To withhold or deduct a part from 

(one’s salary or wages).  [Middle English dok.]

dock3 (dmk) n.  An enclosed place where the defendant stands or sits in a court of 

law.   —idiom. in the dock. On trial or under intense scrutiny.  [Obsolete 

Flemish docke, cage.]

dock4 (dmk) n.  See sorrel1 (n., sense 1).  [Middle English, from Old English 

docce.]

dock·age (dmkùVj) n.  1. A charge for docking privileges.  2. Facilities for dock-

ing vessels.  3. The docking of ships. 

dock·er1 (dmkùNr) n.  A dockworker; a longshoreman. 

dock·er2 (dmkùNr) n.  One that docks something, such as the tail of an animal. 



dock·et (dmkùVt) n.  1. Law. a. A calendar of the cases awaiting action in a court.  

b. A brief entry of the court proceedings in a legal case.  c. The book containing 

such entries.   2. A summary or other brief statement of the contents of a docu-

ment; an abstract.  3. A list of things to be done; an agenda.  4. A label or ticket 

affixed to a package listing the contents or directions for assembling or operating.   
—  v.  tr. dock·et·ed, dock·et·ing, dock·ets. 1. Law. To enter in a court calen-

dar or in a record of court proceedings.  2. To provide with a brief identifying 

statement.  3. To label or ticket (a parcel).  [Middle English doggett, summary, 

digest.]

dock·hand (dmkùh4ndÙ) n.  A dockworker; a longshoreman. 

dock·mack·ie (dmkùm4kÙK) n.  A shrub (Viburnum acerifolium) of eastern 

North America, having clusters of white flowers.  Also called possum haw [Proba-

bly from American Dutch, perhaps of Mahican origin.]

dock·o·min·i·um (dmkÙN-mVnùK-Nm) n.  pl. dock·o·mini·ums. 1. A dockside 

community of privately owned boats moored in slips that are purchased for year-

round living.  2. A slip in such a community.  [DOCK
1 + (COND)OMINIUM.]

dock·side (dmkùsXdÙ) n.  The area adjacent to a boating dock. 

dock·work·er (dmkùwûrÙkNr) n.  A dockhand; a longshoreman. 

dock·yard (dmkùyärdÙ) n.  1. An area, often bordering a body of water, with 

facilities for building, repairing, or dry-docking ships.  2. Chiefly British. A navy 

yard. 

doc·tor (dmkùtNr) n.  1. A person, especially a physician, dentist, or veterinarian, 

trained in the healing arts and licensed to practice.  2. a. A person who has 

earned the highest academic degree awarded by a college or university in a speci-

fied discipline.  b. A person awarded an honorary degree by a college or univer-

sity.   3.  Abbr. Dr. Used as a title and form of address for a person holding the 

degree of doctor.  4. Roman Catholic Church. An eminent theologian.  5. A rig or 

device contrived for remedying an emergency situation or for doing a special task.  

6. Any of several brightly colored artificial flies used in fly fishing.   —  v.  

doc·tored, doc·tor·ing, doc·tors. Informal.  —  v.  tr. 1. Informal. To give 

medical treatment to: “[He] does more than practice medicine. He doctors people. 

There’s a difference” (Charles Kuralt).  2. To repair, especially in a makeshift man-

ner; rig.  3. a. To falsify or change in such a way as to make favorable to oneself:  

doctored the evidence.  b. To add ingredients so as to improve or conceal the taste, 

appearance, or quality of:  doctor the soup with a dash of sherry.  See Synonyms at 

adulterate.  c. To alter or modify for a specific end:  doctored my standard 

speech for the small-town audience.    —  v.  intr. Informal. To practice medicine.  

[Middle English, an expert, authority, from Old French docteur, from Latin doc-

tor, teacher, from docKre, to teach. See dek- in Appendix.] —docùtor·al adj.  

—docùtor·ly adj. 



doc·tor·ate (dmkùtNr-Vt) n.  The degree or status of a doctor as conferred by a 

university. 

Doc·tor·ow (dmkùtN-roÙ), E(dgar) L(awrence). Born 1931.  American writer 

noted for his artful blend of history and fiction in novels such as The Book of 

Daniel (1971). 

doc·tri·naire (dmkÙtrN-nârù) n.  A person inflexibly attached to a practice or 

theory without regard to its practicality.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic 

of a person inflexibly attached to a practice or theory.  See Synonyms at dictato-
rial.  [French, from doctrine, doctrine, from Old French. See DOCTRINE.] 
—docÙtri·nairùism n.  —docÙtri·narùi·an n. 

doc·tri·nal (dmkùtrN-nNl) adj.  Characterized by, belonging to, or concerning 

doctrine.   —docùtri·nal·ly adv. 

doc·trine (dmkùtrVn) n.  1. A principle or body of principles presented for 

acceptance or belief, as by a religious, political, scientific, or philosophic group; 

dogma.  2. A rule or principle of law, especially when established by precedent.  

3. A statement of official government policy, especially in foreign affairs and mil-

itary strategy.  4. Archaic. Something taught; a teaching.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin doctrXna, from doctor, teacher, from docKre, to teach. See 

dek- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: doctrine, dogma, tenet. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a principle taught, advanced, or accepted, as by a group of philoso-

phers”: the legal doctrine of due process; church dogma; experimentation, one of the

tenets of the physical sciences.

doc·u·dra·ma (dmkùyN-dräÙmN, -dr4mÙN) n.  A television or movie dramatiza-

tion of events based on fact.  [DOCU(MENTARY) + DRAMA.] —docÙu·dra·matùic (-

drN-m4tùVk) adj. 

doc·u·ment (dmkùyN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. doc. 1. a. A written or printed paper that 

bears the original, official, or legal form of something and can be used to furnish 

decisive evidence or information.  b. Something, such as a recording or a photo-

graph, that can be used to furnish evidence or information.  c. A writing that 

contains information.   2. Something, especially a material substance such as a 

coin bearing a revealing symbol or mark, that serves as proof or evidence.   —  v.  

tr. doc·u·ment·ed, doc·u·ment·ing, doc·u·ments (-mHntÙ). 1. To furnish 

with a document or documents.  2. To support (an assertion or a claim, for 

example) with evidence or decisive information.  3. To support (statements in a 

book, for example) with written references or citations; annotate.  [Middle 

English, precept, from Old French, from Latin documentum, example, proof, 

from docKre, to teach. See dek- in Appendix.] —docÙu·mentùal (-mHnùtl) adj.  

—docùu·mentÙer n. 



doc·u·ment·a·ble (dmkÙyN-mHnùtN-bNl) adj.  Being such that documenting is 

possible:  a fact, easily documentable; a documentable case of theft. 

doc·u·ment·al·ist (dmkÙyN-mHnùtl-VstÙ) n.  A specialist in documentation. 

doc·u·men·tar·i·an (-mHn-târùK-Nn, -mNn-) also doc·u·men·ta·rist (dmkÙyN-

mHnùtNr-Vst) n.  One that makes documentaries or a documentary. 

doc·u·men·ta·ry (dmkÙyN-mHnùtN-rK) adj.  1. Consisting of, concerning, or 

based on documents.  2. Presenting facts objectively without editorializing or 

inserting fictional matter, as in a book or film.   —  n.  pl. doc·u·men·ta·ries. A 

work, such as a film or television program, presenting political, social, or histori-

cal subject matter in a factual and informative manner and often consisting of 

actual news films or interviews accompanied by narration. 

doc·u·men·ta·tion (dmkÙyN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of 

the supplying of documents or supporting references or records.  b. The docu-

ments or references so supplied.   2. The collation, synopsizing, and coding of 

printed material for future reference.  3. Computer Science. The organized collec-

tion of records that describe the structure, purpose, operation, maintenance, and 

data requirements for a computer program. 

doc·u·tain·ment (dmkÙyN-t7nùmNnt) n.  See infotainment.  [DOCU(MEN-

TARY) + (ENTER)TAINMENT.]

DOD abbr.  Department of Defense. 

dod·der1 (dmdùNr) v.  intr. dod·dered, dod·der·ing, dod·ders. 1. To shake 

or tremble, as from old age; totter.  2. To progress in a feeble, unsteady manner.  

[Alteration of Middle English daderen.] —dodùder·er n. 

dod·der2 (dmdùNr) n.  Any of various leafless, annual parasitic herbs of the 

genus Cuscuta that lack chlorophyll and have slender, twining, yellow or reddish 

stems and small whitish flowers.  [Middle English doder, possibly from Middle 

Dutch, yolk of an egg (from the yellow color of the blossom of one species of this 

plant).]

dod·dered (dmdùNrd) adj.  1. Botany. Lacking the top branches as a result of age 

or decay.  2. Infirm; feeble.  [Probably alteration of dodded, past participle of dia-

lectal dod, to lop off, from Middle English dodden, perhaps from dodde, a mea-

sure of grain.]

dod·der·ing (dmdùNr-Vng) adj.  Infirm, feeble, and often senile. 

do·dec·a·gon (do-dHkùN-gmnÙ) n.  A polygon with 12 sides.  [Greek 

dodekagonon : dodeka, twelve (duo, two; see dwo- in Appendix + deka, ten); see 

dekc in Appendix + -gonon, -gon.] —doÙde·cagùo·nal (doÙdH-k4gùN-nNl) adj. 

do·dec·a·he·dron (doÙdHk-N-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. do·dec·a·he·drons or 

do·dec·a·he·dra (-drN). A polyhedron with 12 faces.  [Greek dodekaedron : 

dodeka, twelve; see DODECAGON + -edron, -hedron.] —doÙdec·a·heùdral adj. 

Do·dec·a·nese (do-dHkùN-nKzÙ, -nKsÙ)  An island group of southeast Greece in 

the Aegean Sea between Turkey and Crete. The name means “12 islands,” 



although there are also several islets. The islands were held by Turkey from 1522 

until 1912. 

do·dec·a·phon·ic (doÙdHk-N-fmnùVk) adj.  Music. Relating to, composed in, or 

consisting of twelve-tone music.  [Greek dodeka, twelve; see DODECAGON + 

PHON(O)-, tone, pitch + -IC.] —do·decùa·phon·ist (do-dHkùN-fN-nVst, doÙdN-

k4fùN-) n.  —do·decùa·phonÙy (do-dHkùN-foÙnK, doÙdN-k4fùN-), 
do·decùa·phon·ism n. 

dodge (dmj) v.  dodged, dodg·ing, dodg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To avoid (a blow, 

for example) by moving or shifting quickly aside.  2. To evade (an obligation, for 

example) by cunning, trickery, or deceit:  kept dodging the reporter’s questions.  

3. To blunt or reduce the intensity of (a section of a photograph) by shading dur-

ing the printing process.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move aside or in a given direction by 

shifting or twisting suddenly:  The child dodged through the crowd.  2. To practice 

trickery or cunning; prevaricate.   —  n.  1. The act of dodging.  2. An ingenious 

expedient intended to evade or trick.  See Synonyms at artifice.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Dodge (dmj), Grenville Mellen. 1831-1916.  American civil engineer and poli-

tician noted for his efforts to expand railroad lines in the West and Southwest. 

Dodge (dmj), Mary Elizabeth Mapes. 1831-1905.  American editor and 

writer best known for her children’s classic Hans Brinker, or the Silver Skates 

(1865). 

dodge ball (dmj bôl) n.  Games. A game in which players outside a circle try to 

eliminate players on the inside by hitting them with an inflated ball. 

Dodge City (dmj sVtùK)  A city of southwest Kansas on the Arkansas River west 

of Wichita. Laid out on the Santa Fe Trail in 1872, it soon became a wild and 

rowdy cow town whose residents included such legendary figures as Wyatt Earp 

and Bat Masterson. Population, 21,129. 

dodg·er (dmjùNr) n.  1. One that dodges or evades:  a skilled dodger of reporters’ 

questions.  2. A shifty, dishonest person; a trickster.  3. A small printed handbill.  

4. Chiefly Southern U.S. See corndodger. 
Dodg·son (dmjùsNn), Charles Lutwidge. Pen name Lewis Carroll. 1832-1898.  

British mathematician and writer. His stories about Alice, invented to amuse the 

young daughter of a friend, appear in the classics Alice’s Adventures in Wonder-

land (1865) and Through the Looking-Glass (1872). 

dodg·y (dmjùK) adj.  dodg·i·er, dodg·i·est. Chiefly British. 1. Evasive; shifty.  

2. Unsound, unstable, and unreliable.  3. So risky as to require very deft han-

dling. 

do·do (doùdo) n.  pl. do·does or do·dos. 1. A large, clumsy, flightless bird 

(Raphus cucullatus), formerly of the island of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean, that 

has been extinct since the late 17th century.  2. Informal. One whose dress, life-

style, and ideas are hopelessly passé.  3. Informal. A stupid person; an idiot.  [Por-



tuguese dodó, alteration of obsolete Dutch dodors : Dutch dot, tuft of feathers + 

obsolete Dutch ors, tail (from Middle Dutch ærs); see ors- in Appendix.]

Do·do·ma (doùdN-mä, -do-)  The official capital of Tanzania, in the central part 

of the country. Population, 46,000. 

Do·do·na (dN-doùnN)  An ancient city of northwest Greece. It was a center of 

Pelasgian worship dedicated to Zeus. 

doe (do) n.  pl. doe or does. 1. The female of a deer or related animal.  2. The 

female of various mammals, such as the hare, goat, or kangaroo.  [Middle English 

do, from Old English d7.]

Doe·nitz also Dö·nitz (dœùnVts), Karl. 1891-1980.  German naval officer who 

was chief naval commander during World War II and briefly headed the German 

government after the death of Adolf Hitler (1945). 

do·er (duùNr) n.  1. One who does something:  a doer of evil deeds.  2. A partic-

ularly active, energetic person:  a real doer in party politics. 

does (dƒz) v.  Third person singular present tense of do1. 
doe·skin (doùskVnÙ) n.  1. a. The skin of a doe, deer, or goat.  b. Leather made 

from this skin, used especially for gloves.   2. A fine, soft, smooth woolen fabric.  

3. A densely napped finish for certain woolen fabrics, such as flannel. 

does·n’t (dƒzùNnt)  Does not. 

do·est (duùVst) v.  Archaic. A second person singular present tense of do1. 
do·eth (duùNth) v.  Archaic. A third person singular present tense of do1. 
doff (dôf, dmf) v.  tr. doffed, doff·ing, doffs. 1. To take off; remove:  doff one’s 

clothes.  2. To tip or remove (one’s hat) in salutation.  3. To put aside; discard.  

[Middle English doffen, from don off, to do off  : don, to do; see DO
1 + off, off; see 

OFF.]

dog (dôg, dmg) n.  1. A domesticated carnivorous mammal (Canis familiaris) 

related to the foxes and wolves and raised in a wide variety of breeds.  2. Any of 

various carnivorous mammals of the family Canidae, such as the dingo.  3. A 

male animal of the family Canidae, especially of the fox or a domesticated breed.  

4. Any of various other animals, such as the prairie dog.  5. Informal. a. A per-

son:  You won, you lucky dog.  b. A person regarded as contemptible:  You stole my 

watch, you dog.   6. Slang. a. A person regarded as unattractive or uninteresting.  

b. A hopelessly inferior product or creation: “The President had read the speech to 

some of his friends and they told him it was a dog” (John P. Roche).   7. dogs. 

Slang. The feet.  8.  See andiron.  9. Slang. A hot dog; a wiener.  10. Any of var-

ious hooked or U-shaped metallic devices used for gripping or holding heavy 

objects.  11. Astronomy. A sun dog.   —  adv.  Totally; completely. Often used in 

combination:  dog-tired.   —  v.  tr. dogged, dog·ging, dogs. 1. To track or 

trail persistently: “A stranger then is still dogging us” (Arthur Conan Doyle).  2. To 

hold or fasten with a mechanical device: “Watertight doors and hatches were 

dropped into place and dogged down to give the ship full watertight integrity” (Tom 



Clancy).   —idioms. dog it. Slang. To fail to expend the required effort to do or 

accomplish something.  go to the dogs. To go to ruin; degenerate.  put on the 
dog. Informal. To make an ostentatious display of elegance, wealth, or culture.  

[Middle English dogge, from Old English docga.]

dog-and-po·ny show (dôgùNn-poùnK sho, dmgù-) n.  Slang. An elaborate 

presentation orchestrated to gain approval, as for a policy or product.  [From the 

razzle-dazzle of trained animal acts at circuses.]

dog·bane (dôgùb7nÙ, dmgù-) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Apocynum, 

having milky juice and bell-shaped white or pink flowers. 

dog·ber·ry (dôgùbHrÙK, dmgù-) n.  1. A wild gooseberry (Ribes cynosbati) of 

eastern North America, bearing large, prickly berries.  2. A wild mountain ash 

(Pyrus decora) of eastern North America.  3. The fruit of either of these plants. 

dog biscuit (dôg bVsùkVt) n.  A hard cracker for dogs. 

dog·cart (dôgùkärtÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. A vehicle drawn by one horse and accommo-

dating two persons seated back to back.  2. A small cart pulled by dogs. 

dog·catch·er (dôgùk4chÙNr, dmgù-) n.  A dog officer. 

dog chew (dôg chu) n.  A leather object intended as a chewing toy for dogs. 

dog collar (dôg kmlùNr) n.  1. A collar for a dog.  2. Informal. A clerical collar.  

3. A choker:  a duchess resplendent in ermine robes, a tiara, and a diamond dog col-

lar. 

dog days (dôg d7z) pl.n.  1. The hot, sultry period of summer between early 

July and early September.  2. A period of stagnation.  [Translation of Late Latin 

diKs canXcul7rKs, Dog Star days (so called because the Dog Star (Sirius) rises and 

sets with the sun during this time)  : Latin diKs, days + Late Latin canXcul7ris, of 

the Dog Star.]

doge (doj) n.  The elected chief magistrate of the former republics of Venice and 

Genoa.  [Italian dialectal, from Latin dux, duc-, leader, from d7cere, to lead. See 

deuk- in Appendix.]

dog-ear (dôgùîrÙ, dmgù-) n.  A turned-down corner of a page in a book.   —  v.  

tr. dog-·eared, dog-·ear·ing, dog-·ears. 1. To turn down the corner of (the 

page of a book).  2. To make worn or shabby from overuse.   —dogù-earedÙ adj. 

dog-eat-dog (dôgùKt-dôgù, dmgùKt-dmgù) adj.  Ruthlessly acquisitive or com-

petitive:  a dog-eat-dog society. 

dog·face (dôgùf7sÙ, dmgù-) n.  Slang. A U.S. Army foot soldier, especially in 

World War II. 

dog fennel (dôg fHnùNl) n.  1. A strong-smelling European weed (Anthemis cot-

ula) naturalized in North America.  2. A weedy plant (Eupatorium capillifolium) 

of the southeast United States, having pinnately divided leaves and long clusters 

of greenish flowers. 

dog·fight (dôgùfXtÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. a. A violent fight between or as if between 

dogs.  b. An illegal, organized fight betwen dogs, arranged for spectator enter-



tainment and betting.   2. An aerial battle between fighter planes.   —dogùfight-
Ùer n. 

dog·fight·ing (dôgùfXÙtVng, dmgù-) n.  An illegal, organized activity in which 

dogs are fought for spectator entertainment and betting. 

dog·fish (dôgùfVshÙ, dmgù-) n.  pl. dogfish or dog·fish·es. 1. Any of various 

small sharks, chiefly of the family Squalidae, of Atlantic and Pacific coastal 

waters.  Also called grayfish 2.  See bowfin. 
dog·ged (dôùgVd, dmgùVd) adj.  Stubbornly persevering; tenacious.  See Syn-

onyms at obstinate.  —dogùged·ly adv.  —dogùged·ness n. 

Dog·ger Bank (dôùgNr b4ngk, dmgùNr)  An extensive sandbank of the central 

North Sea between Great Britain and Denmark. It is a major breeding ground for 

fish. 

dog·ger·el (dôùgNr-Nl, dmgùNr-) also dog·grel (dôgùrNl, dmgù-) n.  Crudely or 

irregularly fashioned verse, often of a humorous or burlesque nature.  [From 

Middle English, poor, worthless, from dogge, dog. See DOG.] —dogùger·el adj. 

dog·gie (dôùgK, dmgùK) n.  & adj.   Variant of doggy. 
doggie bag (dôùgK b4g) n.  Variant of doggy bag. 
dog·gish (dôùgVsh, dmgùVsh) adj.  1. Relating to or suggestive of a dog.  2. Surly; 

gruff.  3. Informal. Showily stylish.   —dogùgish·ly adv.  —dogùgish·ness n. 

dog·go (dôùgo, dmgùo) adv.  Informal. In concealment: “‘You’d better lie doggo,’ I 

advised her out of my own nervousness” (John M. Myers).  [Probably from DOG.]

dog·gone (dôgùgônù, -gmnù, dmgù-) Informal. v.  tr. intr. To damn.   —  interj. , 

n. , adv.  & adj.  Damn.  See Regional note at damned.  [Alteration of Scots 

dagone, from dag on (it) : dag, confound (probably alteration of goddamn) + ON.]

dog·grel (dôgùrNl, dmgù-) n.  Variant of doggerel. 
dog·gy  or dog·gie (dôùgK, dmgùK) n.  pl. dog·gies. A dog, especially a small 

one.   —  adj.  dog·gi·er, dog·gi·est. Of or suggestive of a dog; doggish. 

doggy bag  or doggie bag (dôùgK b4g) n.  A bag for leftover food that a cus-

tomer of a restaurant may take home after a meal.  [From the assumption that 

such food would be given to the customer’s dog.]

dog·hanged (dôgùh4ngd, dmgù-) adj.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Hangdog.  See 

Regional note at everwhere. 
dog·house (dôgùhousÙ, dmgù-) n.  A small shelter for a dog.   —idiom. in the 
doghouse. Slang. In great disfavor or trouble. 

do·gie also do·gy (doùgK) n.  pl. do·gies. Western U.S. A stray or motherless 

calf.  [Origin unknown.]

REGIONAL NOTE: In the language of the American West, a motherless calf is

known as a dogie. In Western Words Ramon F. Adams gives one possible etymology

for dogie, whose origin is unknown. During the 1880’s, when a series of harsh

winters left large numbers of orphaned calves, the little calves, weaned too early,



were unable to digest coarse range grass, and their swollen bellies “very much re-

sembled a batch of sourdough carried in a sack.” Such a calf was referred to as

dough-guts. The term, altered to dogie according to Adams, “has been used ever

since throughout cattleland to refer to a pot-gutted orphan calf.” Another possi-

bility is that dogie is an alteration of Spanish dogal, “lariat.”

dog in the manger (dôg Vn thK m7nùjNr) n.  pl. dogs in the manger. One 

who prevents others from enjoying what one has no use for oneself.  [From a 

fable in which a dog prevented an ox from eating hay he did not want himself.]

dog iron (dôg XùNrn) n.  Upper Southern U.S. See andiron.  [(FIRE)DOG + 

(AND)IRON.]

dog·leg (dôgùlHgÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. a. Something that has a sharp bend, especially a 

road or route that bends abruptly.  b. A sharp bend or turn:  Make a dogleg at the 

fire station and continue south.   2. Sports. A golf hole in which the fairway is 

abruptly angled.   —  v.  intr. dog·legged, dog·leg·ging, dog·legs. To make a 

sharp bend or turn:  The street doglegs to the left.   —dogùlegÙged (-lHgÙVd, -

lHgdÙ) adj. 

dog·ma (dôgùmN, dmgù-) n.  pl. dog·mas or dog·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 1. Theology. 

A doctrine or a corpus of doctrines relating to matters such as morality and faith, 

set forth in an authoritative manner by a church.  2. An authoritative principle, 

belief, or statement of ideas or opinion, especially one considered to be absolutely 

true.  See Synonyms at doctrine.  3. A principle or belief or a group of them: 

“The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present” (Abraham Lin-

coln).  [Latin, from Greek, opinion, belief, from dokein, to seem, think. See dek- 
in Appendix.]

dog·mat·ic (dôg-m4tùVk, dmg-) adj.  1. Relating to, characteristic of, or resulting 

from dogma.  2. Characterized by an authoritative, arrogant assertion of 

unproved or unprovable principles.  See Synonyms at dictatorial.  [Late Latin 

dogmaticus, from Greek dogmatikos, from dogma, dogmat-, belief. See DOGMA.] 
—dog·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

dog·mat·ics (dôg-m4tùVks, dmg-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of reli-

gious dogmas, especially those of a Christian church. 

dog·ma·tism (dôgùmN-tVzÙNm, dmgù-) n.  Arrogant, stubborn assertion of opin-

ion or belief. 

dog·ma·tist (dôgùmN-tVst, dmgù-) n.  1. An arrogantly assertive person.  2. One 

who expresses or sets forth dogma. 

dog·ma·tize (dôgùmN-tXzÙ, dmgù-) v.  dog·ma·tized, dog·ma·tiz·ing, 
dog·ma·tiz·es.  —  v.  intr. To express oneself dogmatically in writing or speech.   
—  v.  tr. To proclaim as dogma.   —dogÙma·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

dog·nap (dôgùn4pÙ, dmgù-) v.  tr. dog·napped or dog·naped, dog·nap·ping 

or dog·nap·ing, dog·naps or dog·naps. To steal (a dog), especially for the 



purpose of selling it to a research laboratory.  [DOG + (KID)NAP.] —dogùnapÙper 
n. 

dog officer (dôg ôùfV-sNr) n.  One appointed or elected to impound stray dogs. 

do-good (duùgtdÙ) adj.  Naively idealistic in the support of philanthropic or 

humanitarian causes.   —doù-goodÙism n. 

do-good·er (duùgtdÙNr) n.  A naive idealist who supports philanthropic or 

humanitarian causes or reforms. 

do-good·ing (duùgtdÙVng) adj.  Of or characteristic of a naive philanthro-

pist or humanitarian: “his do-gooding mother” (John Updike).   —doù-goodÙing 
n. 

dog paddle (dôg p4dùl) n.  Sports. A prone swimming stroke in which the arms 

and legs remain submerged and each limb paddles in alternation. 

Dog·rib (dôgùrVbÙ, dmgù-) n.  pl. Dogrib or Dog·ribs. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting an area between the Great Bear and Great Slave lakes in the 

Northwest Territories of Canada.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Athabas-

kan language of this people.  [Translation of Cree atimospikay.]

dog rose (dôg roz) n.  A prickly wild rose (Rosa canina) native to Europe and 

naturalized in eastern North America, having fragrant pink or white flowers. 

dogs·bod·y (dôgzùbmdÙK, dmgzù-) n.  Chiefly British. One who does menial 

work; a drudge.  [British slang, naval rations (obsolete), midshipman.]

dog’s chance (dôgz ch4ns, dmgz) n.  Slang. A very slim chance. 

dog·sled  or dog sled (dôgùslHdÙ, dmgù-) n.  A sled pulled by one or more dogs.   
—dogùsledÙ v.  —dogùsledÙder n.  —dogùsledÙding n. 

dog’s life (dôgz lXf) n.  Slang. A miserably unhappy existence. 

dog’s mercury (dôgz mûrùkyN-rK) n.  A creeping, ill-smelling Old World weed 

(Mercurialis perennis) having small greenish flowers. 

Dog Star (dôg stär, dmg) n.  1.  See Sirius.  2.  See Procyon.  [The brightest 

star in the constellation Canis Major, the Big Dog.]

dog tag (dôg t4g) n.  1. A metal identification disk attached to a dog’s collar.  

2. A metal identification tag worn on a chain around the neck by members of the 

armed forces. 

dog·tooth (dôgùtuthÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. A canine tooth; an eyetooth.  

2. Architecture. A medieval ornament consisting of four leaflike projections radi-

ating from a raised center. 

dogtooth violet (dôgùtuthÙ vXùN-lVt) n.  Any of several plants of the genus 

Erythronium, having leaves with reddish blotches and nodding, colorful, solitary, 

lilylike flowers on leafless stems.  Also called adder’s-tongue, trout lily. 

dog·trot (dôgùtrmtÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. A steady trot like that of a dog.  2. Chiefly 

Southern U.S. A roofed passage between two parts of a structure.   —  v.  intr. 

dog·trot·ted, dog·trot·ting, dog·trots. To move at a steady trot. 



dog·watch (dôgùwmchÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. Nautical. Either of two short periods of 

watch duty, from 4 to 6 P.M. or 6 to 8 P.M.  2. A late night shift.  [Probably from 

dog-sleep, a light or interrupted sleep.]

dog·wood (dôgùwtdÙ, dmgù-) n.  1. A tree (Cornus florida) of eastern North 

America, having small greenish flowers surrounded by four large, showy white or 

pink bracts that resemble petals.  2. Any of several trees or shrubs of the genus 

Cornus.  Also called flowering dogwood 

do·gy (doùgK) n.  Western U.S. Variant of dogie. 
Do·ha (doùhN, -hä)  The capital of Qatar, on the Persian Gulf. It was a tiny village 

before oil production began in 1949. Population, 190,000. 

Do·her·ty (doùNr-tK), Henry Latham. 1870-1939.  American engineer and 

utilities magnate whose financial manipulations were largely responsible for the 

passage of New Deal legislation regulating such unorthodox and underhand prac-

tices. 

doi·ly (doiùlK) n.  pl. doi·lies. 1. A small ornamental mat, usually of lace or 

linen.  2. A small table napkin.  [After Doily or Doyly, 18th-century London 

draper.]

do·ing (duùVng) n.  1. Performance of an act:  a job not worth the doing.  

2. doings. a. Activities that go on every day: “A motley crew they are, their doings 

as dark as they are ludicrous” (John Simon).  b. Social events and activities.  

Doi·sy (doiùzK), Edward Adelbert. 1893-1986.  American biochemist. He 

shared a 1943 Nobel Prize for the discovery of vitamin K. 

do-it-your·self (duÙVt-yNr-sHlfù) adj.  Of, relating to, or designed to be done 

by an amateur or as a hobby:  do-it-yourself home repairs; a do-it-yourself sailboat 

kit.   —doÙ-it-your·selfùer n. 

do·jo (doùjo) n.  A school for training in Japanese arts of self-defense, such as 

judo and karate.  [Japanese dojo.]

dol. abbr.  1. Dollar.  2. Music. Dolce. 

do·lab·ri·form (do-l4bùrN-fôrmÙ) also do·lab·rate (-r7tÙ) adj.  Biology. Hav-

ing the shape of the head of an ax.  [Latin dol7bra, pickax (from dol7re, to hew) + 

-FORM.]

Dol·by (dolùbK)  A trademark used for an electronic device that eliminates noise 

from recorded sound and audio signals. 

dol·ce (dolùch7Ù) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. dol. Gently and sweetly. Used chiefly 

as a direction.  [From Italian, sweet, from Latin dulcis.]

dolce vi·ta (dolùch7Ù vKùtN, -tä) n.  A luxurious, self-indulgent way of life.  [Ital-

ian  : dolce, sweet + vita, life.]

dol·drums (dolùdrNmzÙ, dôlù-, dmlù-) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. A 

period of stagnation or slump.  b. A period of depression or unhappy listlessness.   

2. a. A region of the ocean near the equator, characterized by calms, light winds, 

or squalls.  b. The weather conditions characteristic of these regions of the ocean.   



[Alteration (influenced by TANTRUM), of obsolete doldrum, dullard, from Middle 

English dold, past participle of dullen, to dull, from dul, dull. See DULL.]

dole1 (dol) n.  1. Charitable dispensation of goods, especially money, food, or 

clothing.  2. A share of money, food, or clothing that has been charitably given.  

3. Chiefly British. The distribution by the government of relief payments to the 

unemployed; welfare.  4. Archaic. One’s fate.   —  v.  tr. doled, dol·ing, doles. 
1. To dispense as charity.  2. To give out in small portions; distribute sparingly.  

See Synonyms at distribute.  —idiom. on the dole. Receiving regular relief 

payments from or as if from the government.  [Middle English dol, part, share, 

from Old English d7l. See dail- in Appendix.]

dole2 (dol) n.  Archaic. Sorrow; grief; dolor.  [Middle English dol, from Old 

French dol, deul, from Late Latin dolus, from Latin dolKre, to feel pain, grieve.]

Dole (dol), Sanford Ballard. 1844-1926.  American jurist and first governor of 

the Territory of Hawaii (1900-1903). 

dole·ful (dolùfNl) adj.  1. Filled with or expressing grief; mournful.  See Syn-

onyms at sad.  2. Causing grief:  a doleful loss.   —doleùful·ly adv.  —doleù-
ful·ness n. 

dol·er·ite (dmlùN-rXtÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A dark, fine-grained igneous rock; dia-

base.  [French dolérite, from Greek doleros, deceitful (from its easily being mis-

taken for diorite), from dolos, trick. See del-2 in Appendix.] —dolÙer·itùic (N-

rVtùVk) adj. 

dol·i·cho·ce·phal·ic (dmlÙV-ko-sN-f4lùVk) also dol·i·cho·ceph·a·lous (-sHfùN-

lNs) adj.  Having a relatively long head with a cephalic index below 76.  [Greek 

dolikhos, long; see del-1 in Appendix + -CEPHALIC.] —dolÙi·cho·cephùa·lism (-

sHfùN-lVzÙNm), dolÙi·cho·cephùa·ly (-sHfùN-lK)  n. 

dol·i·cho·cra·ni·al (dmlÙN-ko-kr7ùnK-Nl) also dol·i·cho·cra·nic (-nVk) adj.  

Having a relatively long skull with a cranial index of 74.9 or less.  [Greek dolikhos, 

long; see del-1 in Appendix + CRANIAL.] —dolÙi·cho·craùny n. 

Do·lin (doùlVn), Sir Anton. Originally Patrick Healey-Kay. 1904-1983.  British 

ballet dancer noted for his frequent performances with Alicia Markova and his 

staging of classical ballets. 

do-lit·tle (duùlVtÙl) n.  Informal. A lazy person. 

doll (dml) n.  1. A child’s usually small toy representing a human being.  2. A 

pretty child.  3. Slang. a. An attractive person.  b. A woman.  c. A sweetheart or 

darling.  d. A helpful or obliging person.    —phrasal verb. doll up. Slang. 

1. To dress oneself smartly and often ostentatiously, especially for a special occa-

sion.  2. To add embellishing details to in order to make much more attractive.  

[From Doll, nickname for Dorothy.]

WORD HISTORY: The word doll has come up in the world, at least if up means

moving from the backstairs to the nursery. Doll and Dolly were originally nick-



names for Dorothy. Doll, along with other names like Jill and Nan, took on the

generic sense of “a mistress,” so we have Shakespeare’s Doll Tearsheet and Ben

Jonson’s Doll Common. This association probably caused the name Dorothy to go

out of use temporarily, about the time near the beginning of the 18th century

when we find doll first recorded for a child’s toy. Doll came to refer to larger beings

again, however, for in the latter part of the 18th century it was once more applied

to women, this time to pretty, empty-headed women. Doll has gone on to more

general applications, and a man can be a doll as well.

dol·lar (dmlùNr) n.  Abbr. dol. 1. A basic unit of currency in Australia, Bahamas, 

Barbados, Belize, Brunei, Canada, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Fiji, Grenada, 

Guyana, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Kiribai, Liberia, Nauru, New Zealand, Saint Lucia, 

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Trinidad and 

Tobago, Tuvalu, United States, and Zimbabwe.  See Table at currency.  2. A coin 

or note worth one dollar.  [Low German Daler, taler, from German Taler, short 

for Joachimstaler, after Joachimstal (Jáchymov), a town of northeast Bohemia 

where similar coins were first minted.]

dol·lar-a-year (dmlùNr-N-yîrù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being an official, an 

employee, or a consultant who receives token payment for services rendered:  a 

dollar-a-year senator. 

dollar cost averaging (dmlùNr kôst 4vùrVj-Vng) n.  Periodic investment of a 

fixed dollar amount. 

dollar day (dmlùNr d7) n.  A day on which a store offers its merchandise on sale 

for one dollar or at greatly reduced prices. 

Dol·lard des Or·meaux  or Dol·lard-des-Or·meaux (do-yärÙd7-zôr-moù)  

A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a residential suburb of Montreal. Popula-

tion, 39,940. 

dollar diplomacy (dmlùNr dV-ploùmN-sK) n.  1. A policy aimed at furthering 

the interests of the United States abroad by encouraging the investment of U.S. 

capital in foreign countries.  2. A policy intended to safeguard a nation’s foreign 

investments. 

dol·lar·fish (dmlùNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. dollarfish or dol·lar·fish·es. See moonfish 
(n., sense 1). 

dollar sign (dmlùNr sXn) n.  The symbol ($) for a dollar when placed before a 

numeral. 

Doll·fuss (dôlùfusÙ), Engelbert. 1892-1934.  Austrian politician who as chan-

cellor (1932-1934) established an authoritarian, one-party state. He was assassi-

nated by Austrian Nazis. 

doll·house (dmlùhousÙ) n.  1. A small model house used as a children’s toy or to 

display miniature dolls and furniture.  2. A house so small that it is likened to a 

toy house. 



dol·lop (dmlùNp) n.  1. A large lump or portion of a solid matter:  a dollop of ice 

cream.  2. A small quantity or splash of a liquid:  a dollop of whiskey.  3. A modi-

cum; a bit:  not a dollop of truth to the story.  [Earlier tuft, clump perhaps akin to 

Norwegian dolp, lump.]

dol·ly (dmlùK) n.  pl. dol·lies. 1. Informal. A child’s doll.  2. a. A hand truck or 

low mobile platform that rolls on casters, used for transporting heavy loads.  

b. Such a platform as used by one working underneath a motor vehicle.   3. A 

wheeled apparatus used to transport a movie or television camera about a set.  

4. A small locomotive, as for use in a railroad yard or on a construction site.  5. A 

wooden implement for stirring clothes in a washtub.  6. A tool used to hold one 

end of a rivet while the opposite end is being hammered to form a head.  7. A 

small piece of wood or metal placed on the head of a pile to prevent damage to 

the pile while it is being driven.   —  v.  intr. dol·lied, dol·ly·ing, dol·lies. To 

move the wheeled apparatus on which a movie or television camera is mounted 

toward or away from the scene of action. 

Dol·ly Var·den (dmlùK värùdn) n.  A colorfully spotted trout (Salvelinus 

malma) of northwest North America and eastern Asia.  [After Dolly Varden, a 

character known for her colorful costume in the novel Barnaby Rudge by Charles 

Dickens.]

dol·ma (dôlùmN, -mä) n.  pl. dol·mas or dol·ma·des (dôl-mäùdHs). A grape 

leaf stuffed and cooked with ingredients such as ground beef, minced lamb, 

herbs, or rice.  [Turkish, filling.]

dol·man (dmlùmNn) n.  A woman’s garment having capelike arm pieces.  

[French, from German, from Magyar dolmany, from Turkish dol7m7n, robe, 

from dolamak, to wind.]

dolman sleeve (dmlùmNn slKv) n.  A full sleeve that is very wide at the armhole 

and narrow at the wrist. 

dol·men (dolùmNn, dmlù-) n.  A prehistoric megalithic structure consisting of 

two or more upright stones with a capstone, typically forming a chamber.  

[French, from Breton *taolvean : *taol alteration (influenced by taol, table, from 

Latin tabula), of tol, key + men, stone; see MENHIR.]

dol·o·mite (doùlN-mXtÙ, dmlùN-) n.  1. A white or light-colored mineral, essen-

tially CaMg(CO3)2, used in fertilizer, as a furnace refractory, and as a construc-

tion and ceramic material.  2. A magnesia-rich sedimentary rock resembling 

limestone.  [French, after Déodat de Dolomieu (1750-1801), French geologist.] 
—dolÙo·mitùic (-mVtùVk) adj.  —dolÙo·mitÙi·zaùtion (-mVtÙV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—dolÙo·mit·izeÙ (-mV-tXzÙ) v. 

Do·lo·mite Alps (doùlN-mXtÙ 4lps, dmlùN-)  A range of the eastern Alps in 

northeast Italy rising to 3,344.3 m (10,965 ft). The dolomitic limestone peaks of 

the range are famous for their vivid coloring at sunrise and sunset. 



do·lor (doùlNr) n.  Sorrow; grief.  [Middle English dolour, from Old French, from 

Latin dolor, pain, from dolKre, to suffer, feel pain.]

do·lo·ro·so (doÙlN-roùso) Music. adv.  With a mournful or plaintive tempo or 

quality. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  adj.  Mournful; plaintive.  [Italian, from 

Latin dolorosus, dolorous. See DOLOROUS.]

do·lor·ous (doùlNr-Ns, dmlùNr-) adj.  Marked by or exhibiting sorrow, grief, or 

pain.  [Middle English, from Old French doloros, from Late Latin dolorosus, from 

dolor, dolor. See DOLOR.] —doùlor·ous·ly adv.  —doùlor·ous·ness n. 

do·lour (doùlNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of dolor. 
dol·phin (dmlùfVn, dôlù-) n.  1. Any of various marine cetacean mammals, such 

as the bottle-nosed dolphin, of the family Delphinidae, related to the whales but 

generally smaller and having a beaklike snout.  2. Either of two marine game 

fishes (Coryphaena hippurus or C. equisetis) having iridescent coloring.  [Middle 

English, from Old French daulfin, blend of daufin, and Old Provençal dalfin both 

from Medieval Latin *dalfinus, from Latin delphinus, from Greek delphis, delfin-, 

from delphus, womb (from its shape).]

dolphin striker (dmlùfVn strXùkNr) n.  Nautical. A small vertical spar under the 

bowsprit of a sailboat that extends and helps support the martingale. 

dolt (dolt) n.  A person regarded as stupid.  [Middle English dulte, from past par-

ticiple of dullen, to dull, from dul, dull. See DULL.] —doltùish adj.  —doltùish·ly 
adv.  —doltùish·ness n. 

Dol·ton (dolùtNn)  A village of northern Illinois south of Chicago. It is a manu-

facturing center in a truck-farming area. Population, 23,930. 

Dom (dmm; Portuguese doN) n.  1. Used formerly as a title for men of Portuguese 

and Brazilian royalty, aristocracy, and hierarchy, preceding the given name.  

2. Roman Catholic Church. Used as a title before the names of Benedictine and 

Carthusian monks in major or minor orders.  [Portuguese, from Latin dominus, 

lord, master. See dem- in Appendix.]

dom. abbr.  1. Domestic.  2. Dominant.  3. Dominion. 

Dom. abbr.  Roman Catholic Church. Dominican. 

D.O.M. abbr.  Latin. Deo Optimo Maximo (to God, the best and the greatest). 

-dom suff.  1. State; condition:  stardom.  2. a. Domain; position; rank:  duke-

dom.  b. Those that collectively have a specified position, office, or character:  

officialdom.   [Middle English, from Old English -dom. See dhK- in Appendix.]

Do·magk (doùmäkÙ), Gerhard. 1895-1964.  German biochemist. He won a 

1939 Nobel Prize for his work on the antibacterial effect of sulfa drugs. 

do·main (do-m7nù) n.  1. A territory over which rule or control is exercised.  

2. A sphere of activity, concern, or function; a field:  the domain of history.  See 

Synonyms at field.  3. Physics. Any of numerous contiguous regions in a ferro-

magnetic material in which the direction of spontaneous magnetization is uni-

form and different from that in neighboring regions.  4. Law. a. The land of one 



with paramount title and absolute ownership.  b. Public domain.   

5. Mathematics. a. The set of all possible values of an independent variable of a 

function.  b. An open connected set that contains at least one point.   [French 

domaine, blend of Old French demaine (from Late Latin dominicum), and Latin 

dominium, property  both from dominus, lord. See dem- in Appendix.]

dome (dom) n.  1. a. A hemispherical roof or vault.  b. A structure or other 

object resembling such a hemispherical roof or vault.   2. Slang. The human head.  

3. Chemistry. A form of crystal with two similarly inclined faces that meet at an 

edge parallel to the horizontal axis.  4. Archaic. A large, stately building.   —  v.  

domed, dom·ing, domes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with or as if with a hemi-

spherical roof or vault.  2. To shape like such a roof or vault.   —  v.  intr. To rise 

or swell into the shape of a hemispherical roof or vault.  [From French dôme, 

dome, cathedral (from Italian duomo, cathedral, from Latin domus, house); see 

dem- in Appendix, and from French dôme, roof (from Provençal doma, from 

Greek doma, house); see dem- in Appendix.]

Do·me·ni·chi·no (do-m7ÙnN-kKùno, dô-mHÙnK-kKùnô), 1581-1641.  Italian 

painter of the baroque eclectic school who is noted for his religious and mytho-

logical works, including several frescoes of Saint Cecilia. 

Domes·day Book (dumzùd7Ù btk, domzù-) also Dooms·day Book 
(dumzù-) n.  The written record of a census and survey of English landowners 

and their property made by order of William the Conqueror in 1085-1086.  

[From Middle English domesday, doomsday. See DOOMSDAY.]

do·mes·tic (dN-mHsùtVk) adj.  Abbr. dom. 1. Of or relating to the family or 

household:  domestic chores.  2. Fond of home life and household affairs.  

3. Tame or domesticated. Used of animals.  4. Of or relating to a country’s inter-

nal affairs:  domestic issues such as tax rates and highway construction.  

5. Produced in or indigenous to a particular country:  domestic oil; domestic wine.   
—  n.  Abbr. dom. 1. A household servant.  2. a. Cotton cloth.  b.  Often 

domestics. Household linens.   3. A product or substance discovered in, devel-

oped in, or exported from a particular country.  [Middle English, from Old 

French domestique, from Latin domesticus, from domus, house. See dem- in 

Appendix.] —do·mesùti·cal·ly adv. 

do·mes·ti·cate (dN-mHsùtV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. do·mes·ti·cat·ed, do·mes·ti·cat·ing, 
do·mes·ti·cates. 1. To cause to feel comfortable at home; make domestic.  2. To 

adopt or make fit for domestic use or life.  3. a. To train or adapt (an animal or a 

plant) to live in a human environment and be of use to human beings.  b. To 

introduce and accustom (an animal or a plant) into another region; naturalize.   

4. To bring down to the level of the ordinary person.   —do·mesÙti·caùtion n. 

do·mes·tic·i·ty (doÙmH-stVsùV-tK) n.  pl. do·mes·tic·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being domestic.  2. Home life or devotion to it.  3. domesticities. 

Household affairs. 



do·mes·ti·cize (dN-mHsùtV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. do·mes·ti·cized, do·mes·ti·ciz·ing, 
do·mes·ti·ciz·es. To domesticate. 

domestic partner (dN-mHsùtVk pärtùnNr) n.  A person with whom one cohab-

its in a sexual relationship. 

domestic prelate (dN-mHsùtVk prHlùVt) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A priest 

who is an honorary member of the papal household. 

domestic relations court (dN-mHsùtVk rV-l7ùshNnz kôrt) n.  Law. In certain 

U.S. states, a court with jurisdiction over family disputes, especially those involv-

ing the custody, support, and welfare of children. 

do·mi·cal (doùmV-kNl, dmmùV-) adj.  Shaped like or having a dome.  [DOM(E) + 

(CON)ICAL.] —doùmi·cal·ly adv. 

dom·i·cile (dmmùV-sXlÙ, -sNl, doùmV-) n.  1. A residence; a home.  2. One’s legal 

residence.   —  v.  dom·i·ciled, dom·i·cil·ing, dom·i·ciles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

establish (oneself or another person) in a residence.  2. To provide with often 

temporary lodging.   —  v.  intr. To reside; dwell.  [Middle English domicilie, from 

Old French domicile, from Latin domicilium, from domus, house. See dem- in 

Appendix.] —domÙi·cilùi·arÙy (-sVlùK-HrÙK) adj. 

dom·i·nance (dmmùN-nNns) n.  The condition or fact of being dominant. 

dom·i·nant (dmmùN-nNnt) adj.  Abbr. dom. 1. Exercising the most influence or 

control.  2. Most prominent, as in position; ascendant.  3. Genetics. Of, relating 

to, or being an allele that produces the same phenotypic effect whether inherited 

with a homozygous or heterozygous allele.  4. Ecology. Of, relating to, or being a 

species that is most characteristic of an ecological community and usually deter-

mines the presence, abundance, and type of other species.  5. Music. Relating to 

or based on the fifth tone of a diatonic scale.   —  n.  Abbr. dom. 1. Genetics. A 

dominant allele or trait.  2. Ecology. A dominant species.  3. Music. The fifth tone 

of a diatonic scale.  [Middle English dominaunt, from Old French, from Latin 

domin7ns, dominant- present participle of domin7rX, to dominate. See DOMINATE.] 
—domùi·nant·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: dominant, predominant, preponderant, paramount, preeminent.

These adjectives mean surpassing all others in power, influence, or position. Dom-

inant applies to what exercises principal control or authority or is unmistakably

ascendant: The Soviet Union is the dominant nation of Eastern Europe. Predomi-

nant is often nearly identical with dominant but more often implies being upper-

most at a particular time or for the time being: “Egrets, gulls and small mammals

are the predominant wildlife on the island these days” (Dan McCoubrey). Prepon-

derant implies superiority as the result of outweighing or outnumbering all oth-

ers:"No big modern war has been won without preponderant sea power" (Samuel

Eliot Morison). Paramount means first in importance, rank, or regard: "My par-

amount object in this struggle is to save the Union" (Abraham Lincoln). Preeminent



especially suggests generally recognized supremacy: He is the preeminent tenor of

the modern era.

dom·i·nate (dmmùN-n7tÙ) v.  dom·i·nat·ed, dom·i·nat·ing, dom·i·nates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To control, govern, or rule by superior authority or power:  Successful 

leaders dominate events rather than react to them.  2. To exert a supreme, guiding 

influence on or over:  Ambition dominated their lives.  3. To enjoy a commanding, 

controlling position in:  a drug company that dominates the tranquilizer market.  

4. To overlook from a height:  a view from the cliffside chalet that dominates the 

valley.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have or exert strong authority or mastery.  2. To be situ-

ated in or occupy a position that is more elevated or decidedly superior to others.  

[Latin domin7rX, domin7t-, to rule, from dominus, lord. See dem- in Appendix.] 
—domùi·naÙtive adj.  —domùi·naÙtor n. 

dom·i·na·tion (dmmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Mastery or supremacy over another 

or others.  b. The exercise of such mastery or supremacy.   2. dominations. 

Theology. The fourth of the nine orders of angels. In this sense, also calleddomin-

ions 

dom·i·na·trix (dmmÙN-n7ùtrVks) n.  pl. dom·i·na·trix·es or dom·i·na·tri·ces 
(-n7ùtrV-sKzÙ, -nN-trXùsKz). 1. A woman who acts out the role of the dominating 

partner in a sadomasochistic relationship.  2. A woman regarded as overbearing.  

[DOMINA(TE) + -TRIX.]

dom·i·neer (dmmÙN-nîrù) v.  dom·i·neered, dom·i·neer·ing, dom·i·neers.  
—  v.  tr. To rule over or control arbitrarily or arrogantly; tyrannize.   —  v.  intr. 

To exercise arbitrary or arrogant rule or control.  [Dutch domineren, from French 

dominer, from Latin domin7rX, to dominate. See DOMINATE.]

dom·i·neer·ing (dmmÙN-nîrùVng) adj.  Tending to domineer; overbearing.   
—domÙi·neerùing·ly adv. 

Do·min·go (dN-mVngùgo, dô-mHngùgô), Placido. Born 1941.  Spanish-born 

opera singer known for his outstanding performances as a lyric-dramatic tenor. 

Dom·i·nic (dmmùN-nVk), Saint. 1170?-1221.  Spanish-born priest who preached 

against the Albigensian heresy and founded the Dominican order of friars (1216). 

Dom·i·ni·ca (dmmÙN-nKùkN, dN-mVnùV-kN)  An island country of the eastern Car-

ibbean between Guadeloupe and Martinique. Discovered by Christopher Colum-

bus in 1493, the island became a British colony in the early 1800’s and gained its 

independence in 1978. Roseau is the capital. Population, 77,000.   —DomÙi·niù-
can adj.  & n. 

do·min·i·cal (dN-mVnùV-kNl) adj.  Ecclesiastical. 1. Of or associated with Jesus as 

the Lord.  2. Relating to Sunday as the Lord’s day.  [Late Latin dominic7lis, from 

Latin dominicus, of a lord, from dominus, lord. See dem- in Appendix.]



Do·min·i·can1 (dN-mVnùV-kNn) adj.  Of or relating to the Dominican Republic 

or its people or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of the Dominican 

Republic.  2. A person of Dominican ancestry. 

Do·min·i·can2 (dN-mVnùV-kNn) n.  Abbr. Dom. Roman Catholic Church. A 

member of an order of preaching friars established in 1216 by Saint Dominic.   
—Do·minùi·can adj. 

Dominican Republic (dN-mVnùV-kNn rV-pƒbùlVk)  A country of the West 

Indies on the eastern part of the island of Hispaniola. The country became inde-

pendent from Haiti in 1844 but has had a turbulent history, including many years 

of dictatorship under Rafael Trujillo Molina (1930-1961). Santo Domingo is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 5,674,977. 

Dom·i·nick (dmmùN-nVk) n.  Variant of Dominique. 
dom·i·nie (dmmùN-nKÙ, doùmN-) n.  Scots. 1. A cleric.  2. A schoolmaster.  

[Obsolete domine, clergyman, from Latin, vocative of dominus, lord. See dem- in 

Appendix.]

do·min·ion (dN-mVnùyNn) n.  Abbr. dom. 1. Control or the exercise of control; 

sovereignty: “The devil... has their souls in his possession, and under his dominion” 

(Jonathan Edwards).  2. A territory or sphere of influence or control; a realm.  3.  
Often Dominion. One of the self-governing nations within the British Com-

monwealth.  4. dominions. Theology. See domination (n., sense 2).  [Middle 

English dominioun, from Old French dominion, from Medieval Latin dominio, 

dominion-, from Latin dominium, property, from dominus, lord. See dem- in 

Appendix.]

Dominion Day (dN-mVnùyNn d7) n.  July 1, observed in Canada in commemo-

ration of the formation of the Dominion in 1867. 

Dom·i·nique (dmmÙN-nKkù, dmmùN-nVk) also Dom·i·nick (dmmùN-nVk) n.  One 

of a breed of American domestic fowl having gray, barred plumage, yellow legs, 

and a rose-colored comb.  [After Dominica.]

dom·i·no1 (dmmùN-noÙ) n.  pl. dom·i·noes or dom·i·nos. 1. Games. a. A 

small, rectangular, wood or plastic block, the face of which is divided into halves, 

each half being blank or marked by one to six dots resembling those on dice.  

b. dominoes  or dominos. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A game played with a 

set of these small blocks, generally 28 in number.   2. A country expected to react 

politically to events as predicted by the domino theory: “The dominos did indeed 

fall in Indochina” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  [French, probably from domino, 

mask, perhaps because of the resemblance between the eyeholes and the spots on 

some of the tiles. See DOMINO
2.]

dom·i·no2 (dmmùN-noÙ) n.  pl. dom·i·noes or dom·i·nos. 1. a. A costume 

consisting of a hooded robe worn with an eye mask at a masquerade.  b. The 

mask so worn.   2. One wearing this costume.  [French, probably from Latin 



(benedXc7mus) domino, (let us praise) the Lord, from dominus, lord. See dem- in 

Appendix.]

Dom·i·no (dmmùN-noÙ), Fats. Originally Antoine Domino. Born 1928.  Ameri-

can singer, pianist, and songwriter whose popular rhythm and blues songs of the 

early 1950’s include Ain’t It A Shame and Blue Monday. 

domino effect (dmmùN-noÙ V-fHktù) n.  A cumulative effect produced when 

one event sets off a chain of similar events:  the domino effect of increasing the 

speed limit in one of several contiguous states.  [So called from the fact that a row of 

dominoes stood on end will fall in succession if the first one is knocked over.]

domino theory (dmmùN-noÙ thKùN-rK) n.  1. A theory that if one nation comes 

under Communist control, then neighboring nations will also come under Com-

munist control.  2. A theory that one event will set off a train of similar events. 

Do·mi·tian (dN-mVshùNn), A.D. 51-96.  Emperor of Rome (81-96) who com-

pleted the conquest of Britain. After 89 his government became dictatorial, lead-

ing to a reign of terror. Domitian was assassinated by a freedman in connivance 

with his empress and officers of the court. 

Dom·ré·my-la-Pu·celle (dôN-r7-mK-lä-pü-sHlù)  A village of northeast 

France on the Meuse River east of Troyes. Joan of Arc was born here. 

don1 (dmn) n.  1. Don. Abbr. D. Used as a courtesy title before the name of a 

man in a Spanish-speaking area.  2. Chiefly British. a. A head, tutor, or fellow at a 

college of Oxford or Cambridge.  b. A college or university professor.   3. The 

leader of an organized-crime family.  4. Archaic. An important personage.  

[Spanish dialectal, and Italian  both from Latin dominus, lord. See dem- in 

Appendix.]

don2 (dmn) v.  tr. donned, don·ning, dons. 1. To put on (clothing).  2. To 

assume or take on:  donned the air of the injured party.  [Middle English, contrac-

tion of do on, to put on. See DO
1.]

Do·ña (doùnyä) n.  Used as a courtesy title before the name of a woman in a 

Spanish-speaking area.  [Spanish, from Latin domina, feminine of dominus, lord. 

See DON
1.]

do·nate (doùn7tÙ, do-n7tù) v.  tr. do·nat·ed, do·nat·ing, do·nates. To 

present as a gift to a fund or cause; contribute.  [Back-formation from DONA-

TION.] —doùna·tor n. 

Don·a·tel·lo (dmnÙN-tHlùo, dôÙnä-tHlùlô), 1386?-1466.  Italian sculptor 

renowned as a pioneer of the Renaissance style with his natural, lifelike figures, 

such as the bronze statue David. 

do·na·tion (do-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of giving to a fund or cause.  2. A gift or 

grant; a contribution.  [Middle English donacioun, gift, benefice, from Old 

French, from Latin don7tio, don7tion-, from don7tus, past participle of don7re, to 

give, from donum, gift. See do- in Appendix.]



Don·a·tist (dmnùN-tVst, doùnN-) n.  A member of a rigorist, schismatic Christian 

sect, strongly opposed by Saint Augustine, that arose in North Africa in the 

fourth century A.D. and believed in sanctity as requisite for church membership 

and administration of all sacraments.  [Medieval Latin Donatista, after Donatus, 

fourth-century A.D. ecclesiastic and rival claimant of the bishopric of Carthage.] 
—Donùa·tism n. 

don·a·tive (doùnN-tVv, dmnùN-) n.  A special donation; a gift.   —  adj.  Charac-

terized by, constituting, or subject to donation.  [Latin don7tXvum, from neuter of 

don7tXvus, of a donation, from don7tus, past participle of don7re, to give. See 

DONATION.]

Don·bas (dmnùbäs)  See Donets Basin. 
Don·cas·ter (dmngùkN-stNr)  A borough of north-central England northeast of 

Sheffield. A manufacturing center, it is the site of a famous annual horserace, the 

St. Leger. Population, 81,900. 

done (dƒn) v.  Past participle of do1.  —  adj.  1. Having been carried out or 

accomplished; finished:  a done deed.  2. Cooked adequately.  3. Socially accept-

able:  Spitting on the street is just not done in polite society.  4. Informal. Totally 

worn out; exhausted.   —idiom. done for. Informal. Doomed to death or 

destruction.   —doneùness n. 

do·nee (do-nKù) n.  The recipient of a gift.  [DON(OR) + -EE
1.]

Do·nets (dN-nHtsù, dƒ-nyHtsù)  A river rising in western Russia and flowing 

about 1,046 km (650 mi) through eastern Ukraine to join the Don River. 

Donets Basin also Don·bas (dmnùbäs)  A major industrial region of easter 

Ukraine and southwest Russia lying north of the Sea of Azov and west of the 

Donets River. Developed after the 1870’s, it is one of the densest industrial con-

centrations in the world. 

Do·netsk (dN-nHtskù, dƒ-nyHtsù)  A city of eastern Ukraine east-southeast of 

Kiev. Founded c. 1870, it is the leading industrial center of the region. Population, 

1,073,000. 

dong1 (dông, dmng) n.  A basic unit of currency in Vietnam.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Vietnamese, from Chinese tóng, copper coin.]

dong2 (dông, dmng) n.  Vulgar Slang. A penis.  [Origin unknown.]

Dö·nitz (dœùnVts), Karl.  See Karl Doenitz. 
Don·i·zet·ti (dmnÙV-zHtùK, dôÙnK-dzHtùtK), Gaetano. 1797-1848.  Italian com-

poser of some 75 operas, including Lucia di Lammermoor (1835). 

don·jon (dmnùjNn, dƒnù-) n.  The fortified main tower of a castle; a keep.  [Vari-

ant of DUNGEON.]

Don Juan (dmn wmnù, hwmnù, juùNn) n.  1. A libertine; a profligate.  2. A man 

who is an obsessive seducer of women.  [After Don Juan, legendary 14th-century 

Spanish nobleman and libertine.]



don·key (dmngùkK, dƒngù-, dôngù-) n.  pl. don·keys. 1. The domesticated ass 

(Equus asinus).  2. Slang. An obstinate person.  3. Slang. A stupid person.  [Per-

haps from the name Duncan, or of imitative origin.]

donkey engine (dmngùkK HnùjVn) n.  1. A small auxiliary steam engine used 

for hoisting or pumping, especially aboard ship.  2. A small locomotive. 

don·key’s tail (dmngùkKz t7l, dƒngù-, dôngù-) n.  See burro’s tail. 
don·key·work (dmngùkK-wûrkÙ, dƒngù-, dôngù-) n.  Slang. Hard physical 

labor. 

Don·na (dmnùN, dônùnä) n.  Used as a courtesy title before the name of a woman 

in an Italian-speaking area.  [Italian, from Latin domina. See DOÑA.]

Donne (dƒn), John. 1572-1631.  English metaphysical poet and divine who 

served as chaplain to James I and dean of Saint Paul’s Cathedral (after 1621). His 

works include Divine Poems (1607). 

don·née (dm-n7ù, dô-) n.  1. A set of literary or artistic principles or assump-

tions on which a creative work is based: “He worked outward from the donnée 

toward the expression of some general theme or idea” (Hugh Honour).  2. A set of 

notions, facts, or conditions that governs and shapes an act or a way of life: “His 

heart, his mind, his body, composed the donnée of his life” (Louis Auchincloss).  

[French, from feminine past participle of donner, to give, from Old French, from 

Latin don7re. See DONATE.]

Don·nel·ly (dmnùN-lK), Ignatius. 1831-1901.  American politician and 

reformer who was active in the foundation of the Populist Party. 

Don·ner Pass (dmnùNr p4s)  A pass, 2,162.1 m (7,089 ft) high, in the Sierra 

Nevada of eastern California near Lake Tahoe. It is named after the Donner Party 

of westward migrants whose survivors supposedly practiced cannibalism after 

being trapped in a snowstorm near here in October 1846. 

don·nish (dmnùVsh) adj.  Of, relating to, or held to be characteristic of a univer-

sity don; bookish or pedantic.  See Synonyms at pedantic. 
don·ny·brook (dmnùK-brtkÙ) n.  An uproar; a free-for-all.  See Synonyms at 

brawl.  [After Donnybrook fair, held annually in Donnybrook, a suburb of 

Dublin, Ireland, and noted for its brawls.]

do·nor (doùnNr) n.  1. One that contributes something, such as money, to a 

cause or fund.  2. Medicine. One from whom blood, tissue, or an organ is taken 

for use in a transfusion or transplant.  3. Electronics. An element introduced into 

a semiconductor with a negative valence greater than that of the pure semicon-

ductor.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman donour, from Latin don7tor, from 

don7re, to give. See DONATION.]

donor card (doùnNr kärd) n.  A card, usually carried on one’s person, authoriz-

ing the use of one’s bodily organs for transplantation in the event of one’s death. 

do-no·thing (duùnƒthÙVng) Informal. adj.  Offering no initiative for change, 

especially in politics.   —  n.  An idle or lazy person.   —doù-noÙthing·ism n. 



Don·o·van (dmnùN-vNn), William Joseph. Known as “Wild Bill.” 1883-1959.  

American army officer and public official who founded and directed (1942-1945) 

the Office of Strategic Services, an intelligence-gathering agency that was a fore-

runner of the CIA. 

Don Qui·xo·te (dmnÙ kK-hoùtK, kwVkùsNt) n.  An impractical idealist bent on 

righting incorrigible wrongs.  [After Don Quixote, hero of a satirical chivalric 

romance by Miguel de Cervantes.]

Don River (dmn rVvùNr)  A river of western Russia flowing about 1,963 km 

(1,220 mi) generally south then west into the northeast Sea of Azov. It is linked 

with the Volga River by a canal near Volgograd. 

don’t (dont)  1. Do not.  2. Non-Standard. Does not.   —  n.  pl. don’ts (donts). 
A statement of what should not be done:  a list of the do’s and don’ts. 

do·nut (doùnƒtÙ, -nNt) n.  Variant of doughnut. 
doo·dad (duùd4dÙ) n.  Informal. An unnamed or nameless gadget or trinket. 

doo·dle (dudùl) v.  doo·dled, doo·dling, doo·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To scrib-

ble aimlessly, especially when preoccupied.  2. To kill time.   —  v.  tr. To draw 

(figures) while preoccupied.   —  n.  A figure, design, or scribble drawn or writ-

ten absent-mindedly.  [English dialectal, to fritter away time, perhaps from doo-

dle, fool. See DOODLEBUG.]

WORD HISTORY: One might wonder what, if any, connection exists among

Yankee Doodle, a doodlebug, and the doodle that one draws when one is bored or

abstracted. The word doodle in the latter two uses may come from a Low German

word meaning “fool.” “Fool,” the first (and now probably obsolete) sense of the

word doodle to be recorded in English (1628), would seem naturally to have been

used in Yankee Doodle, the name of a tune composed in 1755 to mock the Amer-

ican colonists. However, the origin of Doodle in this expression is unknown; it

may be from tootle, because the piece was apparently composed originally for

flute or fife. In the case of doodlebug, it is thought that doodle, meaning “simple-

ton,” is the first part of the insect name. The sense “absent-minded scrawl” may

come directly from the sense “fool” or from a British dialectal verb, meaning “to

cheat, fritter time away,” that was derived from the noun sense “fool.”

doo·dle·bug (dudùl-bƒgÙ) n.  1.  See ant lion (n., sense 2).  2. A divining 

rod.  [Perhaps dialectal doodle, fool, simpleton (from Low German dudel-) + 

BUG.]

doo-doo (duùduÙ) n.  Slang. Fecal matter or something likened to it.  [Of 

baby-talk origin.]

doo·hick·ey (duùhVkÙK) n.  pl. doo·hick·eys. Informal. An unnamed gadget 

or trinket.  [Perhaps DOO(DAD) + HICKEY.]



Doo·lit·tle (duùlVtÙl), Hilda. Pen name H.D. 1886-1961.  American poet whose 

imagist verse was published in works such as Sea Garden (1916) and Helen in 

Egypt (1961). 

Doo·lit·tle (duùlVtÙl), James Harold. Known as “Jimmy.” 1896.  American 

army officer and aviator who commanded daring bombing raids of Tokyo and 

other Japanese cities in April 1942. 

doom (dum) n.  1. A decision or judgment, especially an official condemnation 

to a severe penalty.  2. Fate, especially a tragic or ruinous one.  3. Inevitable 

destruction or ruin.  4. Judgment Day.  5. A statute or ordinance, especially one 

in force in Anglo-Saxon England.   —  v.  tr. doomed, doom·ing, dooms. 
1. To condemn to ruination or death.  See Synonyms at condemn.  2. To destine 

to an unhappy end.  [Middle English dom, from Old English dom, judgment. See 

dhK- in Appendix.]

doom palm (dum päm) n.  A palm (Hyphaene thebaica) native to the Nile 

Valley of northeast Africa and having oblong or ovoid fruits the size of an orange 

with a distinctive aroma and taste.  Also called doum, gingerbread palm.  [Proba-

bly from Arabic dialectal dom.]

doom·say·er (dumùs7ÙNr) n.  One who predicts calamity at every opportu-

nity. 

dooms·day (dumzùd7Ù) n.  Judgment Day.  [Middle English domesday, from 

Old English domes dæg : dom, judgment; see DOOM + dæg, day; see DAY.]

Dooms·day Book (dumzùd7Ù btk) n.  Variant of Domesday Book. 
Doon (dun)  A river, about 48 km (30 mi) long, of southeast Scotland flowing 

through Loch Doon to the Firth of Clyde south of Ayr. The river is immortalized 

in the poetry of Robert Burns. 

door (dôr, dor) n.  1. a. A movable structure used to close off an entrance, typi-

cally consisting of a panel that swings on hinges or that slides or rotates.  b. A 

similar part on a piece of furniture or a vehicle.   2. A doorway.  3. The room or 

building to which a door belongs:  They live three doors down the hall.  4. A means 

of approach or access:  looking for the door to success.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a door chain; a door handle.   —  v.  tr. doored, 
door·ing, doors. 1. Slang. To strike (a passing bicyclist, for example) by sud-

denly opening a vehicular door.  2. To serve as a doorman or doorwoman of (a 

nightclub, for example).   —idioms. at (one’s) door. Within one’s sphere of 

accountability.  close the door on (or shut the door on). To refuse to allow 

for the possibility of:  The secretary of state closed the door on future negotiations.  

leave the door open. To allow for the possibility of:  Let’s leave the door open 

for future stylistic changes.  show (someone) the door. Informal. 4. To eject 

(someone) from the premises.  5. To terminate the employment of; fire.  [Middle 

English dor, from Old English duru, dor. See dhwer- in Appendix.] —doorùless 
adj. 



door·bell (dôrùbHlÙ, dorù-) n.  A bell, chime, or buzzer outside a door that is 

rung to announce the presence of a visitor or caller. 

door·jamb (dôrùj4mÙ, dorù-) n.  Either of the two vertical pieces framing a 

doorway and supporting the lintel.  Also called doorpost 

door·keep·er (dôrùkKÙpNr, dorù-) n.  One who is employed to guard an 

entrance or gateway. 

door·knob (dôrùnmbÙ, dorù-) n.  A knob-shaped handle for opening and clos-

ing a door. 

door·man (dôrùm4nÙ, -mNn, dorù-) n.  A man employed to attend the entrance 

of a hotel, an apartment house, or other building. 

door·mat (dôrùm4tÙ, dorù-) n.  1. A mat placed before a doorway for wiping 

the shoes.  2. Slang. One who submits meekly to domination or mistreatment by 

others. 

door·nail (dôrùn7lÙ, dorù-) n.  A large-headed nail.   —idiom. dead as a 
doornail. Undoubtedly dead. 

door opener (dôr oùpN-nNr) n.  1. An electromechanical or electronic device 

for automatically opening a door, as one to a garage.  2. Informal. An effective 

means of gaining success or seizing an opportunity. 

Door Peninsula (dôr pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of eastern Wisconsin 

between Green Bay and Lake Michigan. It is a cherry-growing region. 

door·post (dôrùpostÙ, dorù-) n.  See doorjamb. 
door prize (dôr prXz) n.  A prize awarded by lottery to the holder of a ticket 

purchased at or before a function. 

door·sill (dôrùsVlÙ, dorù-) n.  The threshold of a doorway. 

door·step (dôrùstHpÙ, dorù-) n.  A step leading to a door. 

door·stop (dôrùstmpÙ, dorù-) n.  1. A wedge inserted beneath a door to hold it 

open at a desired position.  2. A weight or spring that prevents a door from slam-

ming.  3. A rubber-tipped projection attached to a wall to protect it from the 

impact of an opening door. 

door·way (dôrùw7Ù, dorù-) n.  The entranceway to a room, building, or passage. 

door·wom·an (dôrùwtmÙNn, dorù-) n.  A woman employed to attend the 

entrance of a hotel, an apartment house, or another building. 

door·yard (dôrùyärdÙ, dorù-) n.  The yard in front of the door of a house. 

doo-wop  or doo·wop (duùwmpÙ) n.  Music. A style of music popularized in 

the 1950’s and characterized by words and nonsense syllables sung in harmony by 

small groups against a stylized rhythmic melody.  [Imitative.] —dooù-wopÙ adj. 

doo·zy  or doo·zie (duùzK) n.  pl. doo·zies. Slang. Something extraordinary 

or bizarre: “Among the delicious names taken by, or given to, minor political parties 

in the United States... are these doozies: Quids, Locofocos, Barnburners, Coodies, 

Hunkies, Bucktails” (Saturday Review).  [Possibly blend of DAISY, and Duesenberg, 

a luxury car of the late twenties and thirties.]



do·pa (doùpN) n.  An amino acid, C9H11NO4, formed in the liver from tyrosine 

and converted to dopamine in the brain.  [d(ihydr)o(xy)p(henyl)a(lanine).]

do·pa·mine (doùpN-mKnÙ) n.  A monoamine neurotransmitter formed in the 

brain by the decarboxylation of dopa and essential to the normal functioning of 

the central nervous system. A reduction in its concentration within the brain is 

associated with Parkinson’s disease.  [DOP(A) + AMINE.]

dop·ant (doùpNnt) n.  Electronics. A substance, such as boron, added in small 

amounts to a pure semiconductor material to alter its conductive properties for 

use in transistors and diodes.  [DOP(E) + -ANT.]

dope (dop) n.  1. Informal. a. A narcotic, especially an addictive narcotic.  

b. Narcotics considered as a group.  c. An illicit drug, especially marijuana.   2. A 

narcotic preparation used to stimulate a racehorse.  3. Informal. A person 

regarded as stupid.  4. Informal. Factual information, especially of a private 

nature.  5. Chemistry. An absorbent or adsorbent material used in certain manu-

facturing processes, such as the nitroglycerin used in making dynamite.  6. A type 

of lacquer formerly used to protect, waterproof, and tauten the cloth surfaces of 

airplane wings.  7. Chiefly Southern U.S. See cola1.  8. Lower Northern U.S. 

Syrup or sweet sauce poured on ice cream.   —  v.  doped, dop·ing, dopes.  
—  v.  tr. 1. Informal. a. To administer a narcotic to:  was doped up for the opera-

tion.  b. To add a narcotic to:  They doped his drink before robbing him.   

2. Informal. To figure out (a puzzle, for example).  3. Informal. To make a rough 

plan of:  doped out our proposal on scratch paper.  4. Electronics. To treat (a semi-

conductor) with a dopant.   —  v.  intr. Informal. To take narcotics.  [Dutch doop, 

sauce, from doopen, to dip.] —dopùer n.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Before it came to mean “a narcotic or narcotics considered

as a group,” dope was borrowed into English from the Dutch word doop, “sauce.”

Throughout the 19th century it meant “gravy.” In the lower northern United

States, from Pennsylvania westward to Missouri, dope still means “a sauce of

sorts”; it is now the term for a topping for ice cream, such as syrup or a chocolate

or fruit sauce. In the South, on the other hand, dope means “a cola-flavored soft

drink.” The term might be related to the northern usage as a reference to the sweet

syrup base of a cola drink. However, folk wisdom has it that dope recalls the in-

clusion of minute amounts of cocaine in the original Atlanta recipe for Coca-Co-

la, which was named after this exotic ingredient.

dope sheet (dop shKt) n.  Slang. A scratch sheet. 

dope·ster (dopùstNr) n.  One that analyzes and forecasts future events, as in 

sports or politics. 



dop·ey also dop·y (doùpK) adj.  dop·i·er, dop·i·est. Slang. 1. Dazed or lethar-

gic, as if drugged.  2. Stupid; doltish:  a dopey kid.  3. Silly; foolish:  a dopey 

answer. 

dop·pel·gäng·er  or dop·pel·gang·er (dmpùNl-g4ngÙNr, dôpùNl-gHngÙNr) n.  A 

ghostly double of a living person, especially one that haunts its fleshly counter-

part.  [German, a double  : doppel, double (from French double); see DOUBLE + 

Gänger, goer (from Gang, a going, from Middle High German ganc, from Old 

High German).]

Dop·pler (dmpùlNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or using the Doppler effect or Doppler 

radar. 

Dop·pler (dmpùlNr), Christian Johann. 1803-1853.  Austrian physicist and 

mathematician who first enunciated the principle known as the Doppler effect in 

1842. 

Doppler effect (dmpùlNr V-fHktù) n.  Physics. An apparent change in the fre-

quency of waves, as of sound or light, occurring when the source and observer are 

in motion relative to each other, with the frequency increasing when the source 

and observer approach each other and decreasing when they move apart.  [After 

Christian Johann DOPPLER.]

Doppler radar (dmpùlNr r7ùdär) n.  Radar that uses the Doppler effect to mea-

sure velocity. 

dop·y (doùpK) adj.  Slang. Variant of dopey. 
Dor. abbr.  Doric. 

Do·ra·do (dN-räùdo) n.  A constellation of the Southern Hemisphere near Retic-

ulum and Pictor, containing a great portion of the large Magellanic Cloud.  

[Spanish, dolphin (fish), from Late Latin deaur7tus, past participle of deaur7re, to 

gild. See DORY
2.]

Do·ra·ti (dô-räùtK), Antal. 1906-1988.  Hungarian-born American conductor 

and composer whose recordings include a complete cycle of Haydn symphonies. 

dor·bee·tle (dôrùbKtÙl) n.  A European dung beetle (Geotrupes stercorarius) that 

flies with a droning sound.  [Obsolete dor, a buzzing bee or beetle (from Middle 

English dorre, from Old English dora) + BEETLE
1.]

Dor·ches·ter (dôrùchHsÙtNr, -chV-stNr)  A municipal borough of southern 

England west of Poole. An agricultural market, it was the model for Casterbridge 

in Thomas Hardy’s novels. Population, 14,049. 

Dor·dogne (dôr-donù, -dônùyN)  A river rising in the Auvergne Mountains of 

south-central France and flowing about 483 km (300 mi) southwest to join the 

Garonne River north of Bordeaux and form the Gironde estuary. 

Dor·drecht (dôrùdrHktÙ, -drHKHtÙ) also Dort (dôrt)  A city of southwest Neth-

erlands on the Meuse River southeast of Rotterdam. Founded in the 11th century, 

it is a railroad junction and river port. Population, 107,475. 



Do·ré (dô-r7ù), (Paul) Gustave. 1832-1883.  French artist best known for his 

imaginative drawings and lithographs in editions of Balzac’s Droll Stories (1856) 

and Cervantes’s Don Quixote (1863). 

Do·ri·an (dôrùK-Nn, dorù-) n.  One of a Hellenic people that invaded Greece 

around 1100 B.C. and remained culturally and linguistically distinct within the 

Greek world.  [Latin Dori7nus, from Dorius, from Greek Dorios, from Doris, 

Doris.] —Doùri·an adj. 

Dor·ic (dôrùVk, dmrù-) n.  Abbr. Dor. A dialect of ancient Greek spoken in the 

Peloponnesus, Crete, certain of the Aegean Islands, Sicily, and southern Italy.   —  
adj.  Abbr. Dor. 1. Of, relating to, characteristic of, or designating Doric.  2. In 

the style of or designating the Doric order.  [Latin Doricus, from Greek Dorikos, 

from Doris, Doris.]

Doric order (dôrùVk ôrùdNr) n.  The oldest and simplest of the three orders of 

classical Greek architecture, characterized by heavy, fluted columns with plain, 

saucer-shaped capitals and no base. 

Dor·is (dôrùVs, dorù-, dmrù-)  An ancient region of central Greece. It was the tradi-

tional homeland of the Dorians. 

Dor·king (dôrùkVng) n.  A heavy-bodied domestic fowl having five toes on each 

foot and raised chiefly for table use.  [After Dorking, an urban district of south-

ern England.]

dorm (dôrm) n.  Informal. A dormitory. 

Dor·ma·gen (dôrùmä-gNn, dorù-)  A city of west-central Germany south of 

Düsseldorf. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 56,985. 

dor·mant (dôrùmNnt) adj.  1. Lying asleep or as if asleep; inactive.  2. Latent but 

capable of being activated: “a harrowing experience which... lay dormant but still 

menacing” (Charles Jackson).  3. Temporarily quiescent:  a dormant volcano.  See 

Synonyms at inactive. See Synonyms at latent.  4. In a condition of biological 

rest or inactivity characterized by cessation of growth or development and the 

suspension of many metabolic processes.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from present participle of dormir, to sleep, from Latin dormXre.] —dorùman·cy 
n. 

dor·mer (dôrùmNr) n.  1. A window set vertically into a small gable projecting 

from a sloping roof.  2. The gable holding such a window.  [Obsolete French dor-

meor, sleeping room, from dormir, to sleep. See DORMANT.]

dor·mie (dôrùmK) adj.  Sports. Variant of dormy. 
dor·min (dôrùmVn) n.  Abscisic acid.  [DORM(ANCY) + -IN.]

dor·mi·to·ry (dôrùmV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. dor·mi·to·ries. 1. A room providing 

sleeping quarters for a number of persons.  2. A building for housing a number 

of persons, as at a school or resort.  3. A residential community whose inhabit-

ants commute to a nearby metropolis for employment and recreation.  [Latin 



dormXtorium, from dormXtorius, of sleep, from dormXtus, past participle of 

dormXre, to sleep.]

dor·mouse (dôrùmousÙ) n.  Any of various small, squirrellike Old World 

rodents of the family Gliridae.  [Middle English, probably alteration (influenced 

by mouse); see MOUSE, of Anglo-Norman dormeus, inclined to sleep, hibernating, 

from Old French dormir, to sleep. See DORMANT.]

dor·my also dor·mie (dôrùmK) adj.  Sports. Ahead of an opponent in a golf 

match by as many strokes as there are holes remaining to be played.  [Origin 

unknown.]

dor·nick1 (dôrùnVk) n.  A coarse damask.  [Middle English, after Doornik (Tour-

nai), a city of southwest Belgium.]

dor·nick2 (dôrùnVk) n.  Lower Northern U.S. A stone small enough to throw 

from a field being cleared.  [Probably from Irish Gaelic dornóg, a small round 

stone.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The word dornick is used from Pennsylvania westward to

Illinois. It probably comes from Irish Gaelic dornóg, “a small round stone.” How-

ever, it is not clear which group of Gaelic-speaking Irish immigrants brought the

word with them. Craig M. Carver, author of American Regional Dialects, thinks it

unlikely that dornick came over with the large numbers of Irish immigrants after

the famine of 1846-1847 since the word was apparently well established in Mis-

souri and Arkansas by the middle of the 19th century. Carver attributes the in-

troduction of the term to the Scotch-Irish Protestants from Northern Ireland who

emigrated to America in the 18th century. Dornick must have been one of the “few

purely Irish terms” in the otherwise English and Scots lexicon of the Scotch-Irish.

Dor·nier (dôr-ny7ù), Claude. 1884-1969.  German aircraft builder who 

designed the first all-metal airplane (1911). 

do·ron·i·cum (dN-rmnùV-kNm) n.  A plant of the genus Doronicum, which 

includes the leopard’s bane.  [New Latin, from Arabic dor7naj, from Persian 

dar7nak.]

Dorr (dôr), Thomas Wilson. 1805-1854.  American politician and reformer 

who led Dorr’s Rebellion (1842), a campaign to change Rhode Island’s antiquated 

suffrage laws. 

dors- pref.  Variant of dorso-. 
dor·sa (dôrùsN) n.  Anatomy. Plural of dorsum. 
dor·sad (dôrùs4dÙ) adv.  Anatomy. In the direction of the back; dorsally. 

dor·sal (dôrùsNl) adj.  1. Anatomy. Of, toward, on, in, or near the back or upper 

surface of an organ, a part, or an organism.  2. Botany. Of or on the outer surface, 

underside, or back of an organ.  [Middle English, from Late Latin dors7lis, from 

Latin dorsu7lis, from dorsum, back.] —dorùsal·ly adv. 



dorsal fin (dôrùsNl fVn) n.  The main fin located on the back of fishes and cer-

tain marine mammals. 

dorsal root (dôrùsNl rut) n.  The more posterior of the two nerve fiber bun-

dles of a spinal nerve that carries sensory information to the central nervous sys-

tem. 

Dor·set (dôrùsVt)  A region of southwest England on the English Channel. Part 

of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Wessex, it was used as the setting for many of 

Thomas Hardy’s novels. 

Dor·set (dôrùsVt), First Earl of.  See Thomas Sackville. 
Dorset Horn (dôrùsVt hôrn) n.  A domestic sheep of a breed having large horns 

and medium-length, fine-textured wool.  [After Dorset, England.]

Dor·sey (dôùsK), Tommy. 1905-1956.  American band leader. He and his 

brother Jimmy (1904-1957) were known for their swing bands that were particu-

larly popular in the 1930’s and 1940’s. 

dorsi- pref.  Variant of dorso-. 
dor·si·ven·tral (dôrÙsV-vHnùtrNl)  or dor·so·ven·tral (-so-) adj.  1. Botany. 

Flattened and having distinct upper and lower surfaces, as most leaves do.  

2. Biology. Extending from a dorsal to a ventral surface:  dorsiventral muscles.   
—dorÙsi·venùtral·ly adv. 

dorso-  or dorsi-  or dors- pref.  1. Back:  dorsad.  2. Dorsal:  dorsoventral.  

[From Latin dorsum, back.]

dor·so·lat·er·al (dôrÙso-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  Of or involving both the back and the 

side.   —dorÙso·latùer·al·ly adv. 

dor·so·ven·tral (dôrÙso-vHnùtrNl) adj.  Biology & Botany. Variant of dorsiven-
tral. 

Dor·sten (dôrùstNn, dorù-)  A city of west-central Germany north of Essen. 

Founded in the 11th century, it was heavily bombed during World War II. Popu-

lation, 72,020. 

dor·sum (dôrùsNm) n.  pl. dor·sa (-sN). Anatomy. 1. The back.  2. The upper, 

outer surface of an organ, an appendage, or a part:  the dorsum of the foot.  [Latin, 

back.]

Dort (dôrt)  See Dordrecht. 
Dort·mund (dôrtùmNnd, -mtntÙ)  A city of west-central Germany north-

northeast of Cologne. First mentioned c. 885, it flourished from the 13th to the 

17th century as a member of the Hanseatic League. Population, 579,697. 

Dor·val (dôr-v4lù)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a residential suburb of 

Montreal on the southern shore of Montreal Island. Population, 17,722. 

do·ry1 (dôrùK, dorùK) n.  pl. do·ries. Nautical. A small, narrow, flat-bottomed 

fishing boat with high sides and a sharp prow.  [Origin unknown.]



do·ry2 (dôrùK, dorùK) n.  pl. do·ries. 1. John Dory.  2.  See walleye (n., sense 

3).  [Middle English dorre, from Old French doree, from feminine past participle 

of dorer, to gild, from Late Latin deaur7re : Latin de-, de- + Latin aurum, gold.]

DOS (dms, dôs) n.  Computer Science. An operating system that resides on a disk.  

[D(ISK) O(PERATING) S(YSTEM).]

dos·age (doùsVj) n.  1. a. Administration of a therapeutic agent in prescribed 

amounts.  b. Determination of the amount to be so administered.  c. The 

amount so administered.   2. Addition of an ingredient to a substance in a spe-

cific amount, especially to wine. 

dose (dos) n.  Abbr. d., D. 1. Medicine. a. A specified quantity of a therapeutic 

agent, such as a drug or medicine, prescribed to be taken at one time or at stated 

intervals.  b. The amount of radiation administered as therapy to a given site.   

2. An ingredient added, especially to wine, to impart flavor or strength.  

3. Informal. An amount, especially of something unpleasant, to which one is sub-

jected:  a dose of hard luck.  4. Slang. A venereal infection.   —  v.  tr. dosed, 
dos·ing, dos·es. 1. To give (someone) a dose, as of medicine.  2. To give or pre-

scribe (medicine) in specified amounts.  [French, from Late Latin dosis, from 

Greek dosis, something given, from didonai, to give. See do- in Appendix.] 
—dosùer n. 

Dos Her·ma·nas (dosÙ hNr-mäùnNs, dôsÙ Hr-mäùnäs)  A city of southwest 

Spain, an industrial suburb of Seville. Population, 60,563. 

do-si-do (doùsK-doù) n.  pl. do-si-·dos. 1. A movement in square dancing in 

which two dancers approach each other and circle back to back, then return to 

their original positions.  2. The call given to signal such a movement.  [Alteration 

of French dos à dos, back to back, from dos, back, from Old French. See DOSSIER.]

do·sim·e·ter (do-sVmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument that measures and indicates the 

amount of x-rays or radiation absorbed in a given period.  [DOS(E) + -METER.]

do·sim·e·try (do-sVmùV-trK) n.  Medicine. The accurate measurement of doses, 

especially of radiation.  [DOS(E) + -METRY.] —do·si·metùric (-sN-mHtùrVk) adj. 

Dos Pas·sos (dos p4sùos), John Roderigo. 1896-1970.  American writer 

whose works, such as the trilogy U.S.A. (1930-1936), combine narrative, stream 

of consciousness, biography, and newspaper quotations to depict American life. 

doss (dms) Chiefly British. n.  A crude or makeshift bed.   —  v.  intr. dossed, 
doss·ing, doss·es. To go to bed; sleep.  [Perhaps alteration of dorse, back, from 

Latin dorsum.]

dos·sal also dos·sel (dmsùNl) n.  An ornamental hanging of rich fabric, as 

behind an altar.  [Medieval Latin doss7le, from neuter of doss7lis, dorsal, from 

Late Latin dors7lis. See DORSAL.]

dos·si·er (dmsùK-7Ù, dôùsK-7Ù) n.  A collection of papers giving detailed informa-

tion about a particular person or subject.  [French, from Old French, bundle of 

papers labeled on the back, from dos, back, from Latin dorsum.]



dost (dƒst) v.  Archaic. A second person singular present tense of do1. 
Dos·to·yev·sky  or Dos·to·ev·ski (dmsÙtN-yefùskK, -toi-, dƒs-), Feodor 
Mikhailovich. 1821-1881.  Russian writer whose works combine religious mys-

ticism with profound psychological insight. His four great novels are Crime and 

Punishment (1866), The Idiot (1868-1869), The Possessed (1871), and The Brothers 

Karamazov (1879-1880).   —Dosùto·yevùski·an adj. 

dot1 (dmt) n.  1. a. A tiny round mark made by or as if by a pointed instrument; 

a spot.  b. Such a mark used in orthography, as above an i.   2. A tiny amount.  

3. In Morse and similar codes, the short sound or signal used in combination 

with the dash and silent intervals to represent letters, numbers, or punctuation.  

4. Mathematics. a. A decimal point.  b. A symbol of multiplication.   5. Music. A 

mark after a note indicating an increase in time value by half.   —  v.  dot·ted, 
dot·ting, dots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mark with a dot.  2. To form or make with dots.  

3. To cover with or as if with dots: “Campfires, like red, peculiar blossoms, dotted 

the night” (Stephen Crane).   —  v.  intr. To make a dot.   —idiom. on the dot 
(or at the dot). Exactly at the appointed time; punctual or punctually:  arrived 

at nine o’clock on the dot.  [Middle English *dot, from Old English dott, head of a 

boil.] —dotùter n. 

dot2 (dmt, do) n.  A woman’s marriage portion; a dowry.  [French, from Latin dos, 

dot-, dowry. See do- in Appendix.] —doùtal (dotùl) adj. 

dot·age (doùtVj) n.  A deterioration of mental faculties; senility.  [Middle 

English, from doten, to dote.]

dot·ard (doùtNrd) n.  A person who is in his or her dotage.  [Middle English, 

from doten, to dote.]

dote (dot) v.  intr. dot·ed, dot·ing, dotes. To show excessive love or fondness:  

parents who dote on their only child.  See Synonyms at like1.  [Middle English 

doten.] —dotùer n. 

doth (dƒth) v.  Archaic. A third person singular present tense of do1. 
Do·than (doùthNn)  A city of southeast Alabama near the Florida border. Settled 

in 1885, it is a trading center for a large agricultural area. Population, 53,589. 

dot matrix (dmt m7ùtrVks) n.  Computer Science. A dense grid of dots or pins 

used to form alphanumeric characters or designs, as by some computer printers 

and visual display units. 

dot product (dmt prmdùNkt) n.  Mathematics. See scalar product.  [From the 

use of a dot to indicate the function, as in x·y.]

dot·ted swiss (dmtùVd swVs) n.  A crisp cotton fabric, embellished with woven, 

flocked, or embroidered dots. 

dot·tle (dmtùl) n.  The plug of tobacco ash left in the bowl of a pipe after it has 

been smoked.  [From DOT
1, lump (obsolete).]

dot·ty (dmtùK) adj.  dot·ti·er, dot·ti·est. 1. a. Mentally unbalanced; crazy.  

b. Amusingly eccentric or unconventional.  c. Ridiculous or absurd:  a dotty 



scheme.   2. Having a feeble or unsteady gait; shaky.  3. Obsessively infatuated or 

enamored.  [Probably alteration of Scots dottle, silly, from Middle English doten, 

to dote.] —dotùti·ly adv.  —dotùti·ness n. 

Dou  or Douw (dou), Gerard or Gerrit. 1613-1675.  Dutch genre painter 

whose works, such as Woman with Dropsy, are brighter and more detailed than 

those of his mentor, Rembrandt. 

Dou·ai (du-7ù) Formerly Dou·ay (du-7ù).  A town of northern France north-

east of Amiens. Under the patronage of Philip II of Spain a Roman Catholic col-

lege for English priests was established here and produced the first English 

translation of the Old Testament in the early 1600’s. Population, 42,576. 

Dou·a·la also Du·a·la (dt-äùlä)  The largest city of Cameroon, in the south-

west part of the country on the Bight of Biafra. It is the country’s chief port. Pop-

ulation, 841,000. 

Dou·ay (du-7ù)  See Douai. 
Dou·ay Bible (duù7 bXùbNl, du-7ù) n.  Abbr. D.Bib. An English translation of 

the Latin Vulgate Bible by Roman Catholic scholars.  Also called Douay Version 

[After Douai, France.]

dou·ble (dƒbùNl) adj.  Abbr. dble. 1. Twice as much in size, strength, number, or 

amount:  a double dose.  2. Composed of two like parts:  double doors.  

3. Composed of two unlike parts; dual:  a double meaning; a double role for an 

actor.  4. Accommodating or designed for two:  a double bed; a double room.  

5. Characterized by duplicity; deceitful:  speak with a double tongue.  6. Botany. 

Having many more than the usual number of petals, usually in a crowded or an 

overlapping arrangement:  a double chrysanthemum.   —  n.  Abbr. dble. 
1. Something increased twofold.  2. One that closely resembles another; a dupli-

cate.  3. a. An actor’s understudy.  b. An actor who takes the place of another 

actor in scenes requiring special skills or preparations:  a stunt double; a body dou-

ble.   4. An apparition; a wraith.  5. a. A sharp turn in a direction of movement; a 

reversal.  b. A sharp, often devious change in position or argument; a shift.   

6. doubles. Sports. A form of a game, such as tennis or handball, having two 

players on each side.  7. Baseball. See two-base hit.  8. Games. a. A bid in 

bridge indicating strength to one’s partner; a request for a bid.  b. A bid doubling 

one’s opponent’s bid in bridge, thus increasing the penalty for failure to fulfill the 

contract.  c. A hand justifying such a bid.    —  v.  dou·bled, dou·bling, 
dou·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make twice as great.  2. To be twice as much as:  dou-

bled the score of his opponent.  3. To fold in two.  4. To clench (one’s fist).  5. To 

duplicate; repeat.  6. To turn (an enemy spy) into a double agent.  7. Baseball. 

a. To cause the scoring of (a run) by hitting a two-base hit.  b. To advance or 

score (a runner) by hitting a two-base hit.   8. Baseball. To put out (a runner) as 

the second part of a double play.  9. Games. To challenge (an opponent’s bid) 

with a double in bridge.  10. Music. To duplicate (another part or voice) an octave 



higher or lower or in unison.  11. Nautical. To sail around:  double a cape.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To be increased twofold:  The debt soon doubled.  2. To turn sharply or all 

the way around; reverse one’s course:  had to double back to touch the missed base.  

3. To serve in an additional capacity:  a frying pan that doubles as a pie tin; a con-

ductor who doubles as a pianist.  4. To replace an actor in the actor’s absence or in 

a certain scene.  5. Baseball. To hit a two-base hit.  6. Games. To announce a dou-

ble in bridge.   —  adv.  1. To twice the amount or extent; doubly:  paid double for 

the customized car.  2. Two together; in pairs:  sleeping double.  3. In two:  bent 

double.   —phrasal verb. double up. 1. To bend suddenly, as in pain or laugh-

ter.  2. To share accommodations meant for one person.   —idiom. on the 
double (or at the double). 1. Immediately.  2. In double time.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin duplus. See dwo- in Appendix.] 
—douùble·ness n. 

double agent (dƒbùNl 7ùjNnt) n.  A person pretending to work as a spy for one 

government while actually working as a spy for another government. 

double bar (dƒbùNl bär) n.  Music. A double vertical or heavy black line drawn 

through a staff to indicate the end of any of the main sections of a composition. 

dou·ble-bar·reled (dƒbùNl-b4rùNld) adj.  1. Having two barrels mounted side 

by side:  a double-barreled shotgun.  2. Serving two purposes; twofold. 

double bass (dƒbùNl b7s) n.  Music. The largest bowed stringed instrument in 

the modern orchestra, also used frequently in jazz ensembles, especially played 

pizzicato. The double bass, usually considered a member of the violin family, is 

tuned in fourths and has the sloping shoulders and flat back characteristic of the 

viols. It has a deep range beginning about three octaves below middle C.  Also 

called bass fiddle, bass viol, bull fiddle, contrabass, string bass. 

double bassoon (dƒbùNl bN-sunù) n.  See contrabassoon. 
double bind (dƒbùNl bXnd) n.  1. A psychological impasse created when con-

tradictory demands are made of an individual, such as a child or an employee, so 

that no matter which directive is followed, the response will be construed as 

incorrect.  2. A situation in which a person must choose between equally unsatis-

factory alternatives; a punishing and inescapable dilemma. 

double blind (dƒbùNl blXnd) n.  A testing procedure, designed to eliminate 

biased results, in which the identity of those receiving a test treatment is con-

cealed from both administrators and subjects until after the study is completed.   
—douùble-blindÙ (dƒbùNl-blXndù) adj. 

double boiler (dƒbùNl boiùlNr) n.  A cooking utensil consisting of two nested 

pans, designed to allow slow, even cooking or heating of food in the upper pan by 

the action of water boiling in the lower. 

double bond (dƒbùNl bmnd) n.  A covalent bond in which two electron pairs 

are shared between two atoms. 



dou·ble-breast·ed (dƒbùNl-brHsùtVd) adj.  1. Fastened by lapping one edge of 

the front of a garment well over the other and usually having a double row of but-

tons with a single row of buttonholes. Used especially of a coat or jacket.  

2. Having a double-breasted coat:  a double-breasted suit. 

double check (dƒbùNl chHk) n.  A careful reinspection or reexamination to 

assure accuracy or proper condition; verification. 

dou·ble-check (dƒbùNl-chHkù) v.  dou·ble-·checked, dou·ble-·check·ing, 
dou·ble-·checks.  —  v.  tr. To inspect or examine again; verify:  double-checked 

the fuel gauge before taking off.   —  v.  intr. To make a double check. 

double chin (dƒbùNl chVn) n.  A fold of fatty flesh beneath the chin. 

double coconut (dƒbùNl koùkN-nƒtÙ) n.  See coco-de-mer. 
dou·ble-cross (dƒbùNl-krôsù, -krmsù) v.  tr. dou·ble-·crossed, dou·ble-

·cross·ing, dou·ble-·cross·es. To betray by acting in contradiction to a prior 

agreement.  See Synonyms at deceive.   —  n.  1.  Often double cross. An act 

of betraying an ally, a friend, or an associate.  2. double cross. Genetics. A cross 

in which each parent is the product of a single cross. It can be represented as AB ∞ 

CD, where A, B, C, and D are inbred lines.   —douùble-crossùer n. 

double dagger (dƒbùNl d4gùNr) n.  Printing. A reference mark (‡) used in 

printing and writing.  Also called diesis 

double date (dƒbùNl d7t) n.  A date in which two couples participate.   
—douùble-dateù (dƒbùNl-d7tù) v. 

Dou·ble·day (dƒbùNl-d7Ù), Abner. 1819-1893.  American army officer tradi-

tionally considered the inventor of baseball, although a game similar to baseball 

predates him. 

Dou·ble·day (dƒbùNl-d7Ù), Frank Nelson. 1862-1934.  American publisher 

who founded Doubleday and McClure Company (1897). 

dou·ble-deal·ing (dƒbùNl-dKùlVng) adj.  Duplicitous or deceitful; treacherous.   
—  n.  Duplicity or deceit; treachery.   —douùble-dealùer n. 

dou·ble-deck·er (dƒbùNl-dHkùNr) n.  Something, such as a vehicle, structure, 

or sandwich, that has two decks, floors, or layers. 

double decomposition (dƒbùNl dK-kmmÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  A chemical reac-

tion between two compounds in which the first and second parts of one reactant 

are united, respectively, with the second and first parts of the other reactant. 

dou·ble-dig·it (dƒbùNl-dVjùVt) adj.  Being between 10 and 99 percent:  double-

digit inflation. 

double dip·ping (dƒbùNl dVpùVng) n.  The practice of drawing two incomes 

from the government, usually by holding a government job and receiving a pen-

sion, as for prior military service.   —double dipper n. 

double dribble (dƒbùNl drVbùNl) n.  Basketball. An illegal dribble in which a 

player uses both hands simultaneously to dribble the ball or begins to dribble the 

ball a second time after having come to a complete stop. 



double dutch also double Dutch (dƒbùNl dƒch) n.  A game of jump rope in 

which players jump over two ropes swung in a crisscross formation by two turn-

ers. 

dou·ble-edged (dƒbùNl-Hjdù) adj.  1. Having two cutting edges:  a double-

edged blade.  2. a. Effective or capable of being interpreted in two ways:  double-

edged praise.  b. Having a dual purpose:  combat troops with a double-edged mis-

sion.  

dou·ble-en·ten·dre (dƒbÙNl-än-tänùdrN, du-bläN-täNùdrN) n.  1. A word or 

phrase having a double meaning, especially when the second meaning is risqué.  

2. The use of such a word or phrase; ambiguity.  [Obsolete French  : double, dou-

ble + entendre, meaning, interpretation.]

double entry (dƒbùNl HnùtrK) n.  A method of bookkeeping in which a transac-

tion is entered both as a debit to one account and a credit to another account, so 

that the totals of debits and credits are equal. 

dou·ble-faced (dƒbùNl-f7stù) adj.  1. Having two faces or aspects.  2. Usable 

on both sides:  double-faced fabric.  3. Duplicitous; hypocritical. 

double feature (dƒbùNl fKùchNr) n.  A movie program consisting of two full-

length films. 

double fertilization (dƒbùNl fûrÙtl-V-z7ùshNn) n.  The union in flowering 

plants of two sperm nuclei. One sperm nucleus unites with the egg to form the 

diploid zygote, from which the embryo develops, and the other unites with two 

polar nuclei to form the triploid, primary endosperm nucleus. 

dou·ble-head·er also dou·ble·head·er (dƒbùNl-hHdùNr) n.  1. Sports. Two 

games or events held in succession on the same program, especially in baseball.  

2. A train pulled by two locomotives. 

double helix (dƒbùNl hKùlVks) n.  The coiled structure of double-stranded DNA 

in which strands linked by hydrogen bonds form a spiral configuration. 

dou·ble-hung window (dƒbùNl-hƒngù wVnùdo) n.  A window having two 

sashes that slide up and down. 

double indemnity (dƒbùNl Vn-dHmùnV-tK) n.  A clause in an insurance policy 

that provides for payment of double the face value of the contract in case of acci-

dental death. 

double jeopardy (dƒbùNl jHpùNr-dK) n.  Law. The act of putting a person 

through a second trial for an offense for which he or she has already been prose-

cuted or convicted. 

dou·ble-joint·ed (dƒbùNl-joinùtVd) adj.  Having unusually flexible joints, 

especially of the limbs or fingers. 

double knit also dou·ble-knit (dƒbùNl-nVtÙ) n.  A jerseylike fabric knitted on a 

machine equipped with two sets of needles so that a double thickness of fabric is 

produced in which the two sides of the fabric are interlocked.   —douÙble-knitù 
adj. 



double negative (dƒbùNl nHgùN-tVv) n.  Grammar. A construction that 

employs two negatives, especially to express a single negation.  

USAGE NOTE: Double or multiple negatives are acceptably used when they

combine to form an affirmative: He cannot just do nothing (that is, “he must do

something”). An affirmative meaning is also assigned when not is used together

with an adjective or adverb that begins with a negative prefix such as in- or un-,

as in a not infrequent visitor, a not unwisely chosen plan. In these expressions the

double negative conveys a weaker affirmative than would be conveyed by the pos-

itive adjective or adverb by itself; for example, a not infrequent visitor may visit

less frequently than a frequent visitor. • A double (or more accurately, multiple)

negative is considered unacceptable when it is used to convey or reinforce a neg-

ative meaning, as in He didn’t say nothing (meaning in Standard English “he said

nothing” or “he didn’t say anything”). Such constructions—common usage in

many other languages—were once wholly acceptable in English as well, so that

Chaucer could say of the Friar, “Ther nas no man nowher so vertuous”; and Shakes-

peare could allow Viola to say of her heart, “Nor never none/Shall mistress of it be,

save I alone.” But in the 18th century the view was advanced that, as one gram-

marian put it, “two Negatives in English destroy one another, or are equivalent to

an Affirmative”; and today this view is accepted as dogma by all but those few

scholars who are aware of just how pliable such logic can be. • The restriction on

multiple negatives extends to the combination of negatives with adverbs such as

hardly and scarcely; therefore it is regarded as incorrect to say I couldn’t hardly do

it or It scarcely needs no oil. These adverbs are “negatives” not in the sense that

they express logical negation but rather in the sense that they derive their meaning

by reference to the negative case; thus, hardly means “almost not at all.” Multiple

negatives continue to be widely used in a number of nonstandard varieties of En-

glish and are quite often used by speakers of all backgrounds and educational lev-

els when they want to strike a colloquial or popular note, as in We don’t need no

badges or You don’t go nowhere ’til you clean up that room! But constructions like

these are considered marks of ignorance or illiteracy when they appear in formal

speech or in writing. • The canonical stricture on the use of double negatives to

convey emphasis is suspended when the second negative appears in a separate

clause, as in I will not surrender, not today, not ever or He does not seek money, no

more than he seeks fame. Commas must be used to separate the negative phrases

in these examples. The sentence He does not seek money no more than he seeks fame

is unacceptable, whereas the equivalent sentence with any requires no comma: He

does not seek money any more than he seeks fame. See Usage Note at hardly. See

Usage Note at scarcely.



dou·ble-park (dƒbùNl-pärkù) v.  tr. intr. dou·ble-·parked, dou·ble-
·park·ing, dou·ble-·parks. To park alongside another vehicle already parked 

parallel to the curb.   —douÙble-parkùer n. 

double play (dƒbùNl pl7) n.  Abbr. DP Baseball. A play in which two players are 

put out. 

double pneumonia (dƒbùNl nt-monùyN) n.  Pneumonia affecting both 

lungs. 

dou·ble-quick (dƒbùNl-kwVkù) adj.  Very quick; rapid.   —  n.  A marching 

cadence; double time.   —  v.  intr. tr. dou·ble-·quicked, dou·ble-·quick·ing, 
dou·ble-·quicks. To double-time. 

dou·bler (dƒbùlNr) n.  A device that doubles the frequency or voltage of an input 

signal. 

double reed (dƒbùNl rKd) n.  Music. 1. A pair of joined reeds that vibrate 

together to produce sound in certain wind instruments, such as bassoons and 

oboes.  2. An instrument in which sound is produced by a pair of joined reeds.   
—douùble-reedÙ adj. 

double refraction (dƒbùNl rV-fr4kùshNn) n.  See birefringence. 
double rhyme (dƒbùNl rXm) n.  A two-syllable feminine rhyme, as in regal/

eagle or attic/dramatic. 

double salt (dƒbùNl sôlt) n.  A salt, such as alum, that ionizes in solution as if it 

were two separate salts but forms a single substance upon crystallization. 

dou·ble-space (dƒbùNl-sp7sù) v.  intr. tr. dou·ble-·spaced, dou·ble-
·spac·ing, dou·ble-·spac·es. To type so that there is a full space between lines. 

dou·ble·speak (dƒbùNl-spKkÙ) n.  See double talk (n., sense 2). 

double standard (dƒbùNl st4nùdNrd) n.  A set of principles permitting greater 

opportunity or liberty to one than to another, especially the granting of greater 

sexual freedom to men than to women. 

double star (dƒbùNl stär) n.  See binary star. 
dou·blet (dƒbùlVt) n.  1. A close-fitting jacket, with or without sleeves, worn by 

European men between the 15th and 17th centuries.  2. a. A pair of similar or 

identical things.  b. A member of such a pair.  c. Physics. A multiplet with two 

members.   3. Linguistics. One of two words derived from the same historical 

source by different routes of transmission, such as skirt from Scandinavian and 

shirt from English.  4. doublets. Games. A throw of two dice in which the same 

number of dots appears on the upper face of each.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, diminutive of double, double. See DOUBLE.]

double take (dƒbùNl t7k) n.  A delayed reaction to an unusual remark or cir-

cumstance, often used as a comic device. 

double talk (dƒbùNl tôk) n.  1. Meaningless speech that consists of nonsense 

syllables mixed with intelligible words; gibberish.  2. Deliberately ambiguous or 

evasive language. In this sense, also calleddoublespeak 



dou·ble-team (dƒbùNl-tKmÙ) v.  tr. dou·ble-·teamed, dou·ble-·team·ing, 
dou·ble-·teams. Sports. To guard or cover (an offensive player) with two defen-

sive players simultaneously. 

dou·ble·think (dƒbùNl-thVngkÙ) n.  Thought marked by the acceptance of gross 

contradictions and falsehoods, especially when used as a technique of self-indoc-

trination: “Doublethink... is a vast system of mental cheating” (George Orwell). 

double time (dƒbùNl tXm) n.  Abbr. d.t. 1. A marching pace of 180 three-foot 

steps per minute.  2. Music. Duple time.  3. A rate of pay, as for overtime work, 

that is twice the regular rate. 

dou·ble-time (dƒbùNl-tXmÙ) v.  intr. tr. dou·ble-·timed, dou·ble-·tim·ing, 
dou·ble-·times. To move or cause to move at double time:  The troops double-

timed to the mess hall. The sergeant double-timed the platoon. 

dou·ble·ton (dƒbùNl-tNn) n.  Games. A pair of cards that are the only ones of 

their suit in a hand dealt to a player.  [DOUBLE + SINGLE(TON).]

dou·ble-tongue (dƒbùNl-tƒngÙ) v.  intr. dou·ble-·tongued, dou·ble-
·tongu·ing, dou·ble-·tongues. Music. To play a rapidly repeated series of 

notes on a wind instrument by placing the tongue alternately between the posi-

tions for t and k. 

dou·ble·tree (dƒbùNl-trKÙ) n.  A crossbar on a wagon or carriage to which two 

whiffletrees are attached for harnessing two animals abreast. 

dou·ble-u (dƒbùNl-yuÙ) n.  The letter w. 

double vision (dƒbùNl vVzhùNn) n.  A disorder of vision in which a single object 

appears double.  Also called diplopia 

dou·ble·wide (dƒbùNl-wXdù) n.  Two mobile homes, each 24 feet in width, 

bolted together as a single unit and used as a permanent residence.   
—douùble·wideù adj. 

dou·ble·word also double word (dƒbùNl-wûrdÙ) n.  Computer Science. Two 

computer words considered as a single storage entity. 

dou·bloon (dƒ-blunù) n.  A gold coin formerly used in Spain and Spanish 

America.  [Spanish doblón, augmentative of dobla, Spanish coin, from Latin 

dupla, feminine of duplus, double. See dwo- in Appendix.]

dou·bly (dƒbùlK) adv.  1. To a double degree; twice:  doubly protected; made dou-

bly certain.  2. In a twofold manner. 

Doubs (du)  A river rising in the Jura Mountains of eastern France and flowing 

about 434 km (270 mi) northeast to and along the French-Swiss border, into 

Switzerland, then back into France, where it meanders in a generally southwest 

course to the Saône River. 

doubt (dout) v.  doubt·ed, doubt·ing, doubts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be undecided 

or skeptical about:  began to doubt some accepted doctrines.  2. To tend to disbe-

lieve; distrust:  doubts politicians when they make sweeping statements.  3. To 

regard as unlikely:  I doubt that we’ll arrive on time.  4. Archaic. To suspect; fear.   



—  v.  intr. To be undecided or skeptical.   —  n.  1. A lack of certainty that often 

leads to irresolution.  See Synonyms at uncertainty.  2. A lack of trust.  3. A 

point about which one is uncertain or skeptical:  reassured me by answering my 

doubts.  4. The condition of being unsettled or unresolved:  an outcome still in 

doubt.   —idioms. beyond doubt (or without doubt). Without question; 

certainly; definitely.  no doubt. 2. Certainly.  3. Probably.  [Middle English 

douten, from Old French douter, from Latin dubit7re, to waver. See dwo- in 

Appendix.] —doubtùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Doubt and doubtful may be followed by clauses introduced by

that, whether, or if. The choice among these three is partly guided by the intended

meaning of the sentence but is not cast in stone. Whether normally introduces an

indirect question and is therefore the traditional choice when the subject is in a

state of genuine uncertainty about alternative possibilities: Sue has studied so much

philosophy this year that she’s begun to doubt whether she exists. At one time it was

doubtful whether the company could recover from its financial difficulties, but the

government loan seems to have helped. On the other hand, that is the choice when

doubt is being used as an understated way of expressing disbelief: I doubt that

we’ve seen the last of that problem (with the meaning “I think we haven’t seen the

last... ”). That is also the usual choice when the truth of the clause following doubt

is assumed, as in negative sentences and questions. Thus I never doubted for a

minute that I would be rescued implies “I was certain that I would be rescued.” By

the same token, Do you doubt that you will be paid? seems to pose a rhetorical

question (“Surely you believe that you will be paid”), whereas Do you doubt

whether you will be paid? may express a genuine request for information and

might be followed by because if you do, you should make the client post a bond. In

other cases, however, this distinction between whether and that is not always ob-

served, and that is frequently used as a substitute for whether. If may also be used

as a substitute for whether but is more informal in tone. • In informal speech the

clause following doubt is sometimes introduced with but: I don’t doubt but (or but

what) he will come. Reputable precedent exists for this construction, as in “I do

not doubt but England is at present as polite a Nation as any in the World” (Richard

Steele), but modern critics sometimes object to its use in formal writing. See Us-

age Note at but. See Usage Note at if.

doubt·ful (doutùfNl) adj.  1. Subject to or causing doubt:  a doubtful claim; 

doubtful prospects.  2. Experiencing or showing doubt:  Doubtful that the cord 

would hold, we strengthened it.  3. Of uncertain outcome; undecided.  4. Raising 

doubts as to legitimacy, honesty, or respectability; suspicious:  the candidate’s 

doubtful past.  See Usage Note at doubt.  —doubtùful·ly adv.  —doubtù-
ful·ness n.  



SYNONYMS: doubtful, dubious, questionable. These adjectives express a degree

of uncertainty or reservation about someone or something. Doubtful suggests

pronounced lack of certainty: It is doubtful whether she will be admitted to gradu-

ate school. He is an author of doubtful reputation. Dubious expresses uncertainty

less directly and less forcefully; often it suggests hesitancy, suspicion, or mistrust:

dubious about agreeing to go; a painting of dubious value. Questionable can mean

merely open to question (Whether this is true is questionable); often, however, it

implies dubious morality, respectability, or propriety: questionable dealings; a

questionable stockbroker.

doubt·ing Thom·as (douùtVng tmmùNs) n.  One who is habitually doubtful.  

[After Saint. THOMAS, who doubted Jesus’s resurrection until he had proof of it.]

doubt·less (doutùlVs) adv.  1. Certainly:  The wind was doubtless a factor.  

2. Presumably; probably:  as you doubtless already know.   —  adj.  Certain; 

assured.   —doubtùless·ly adv. 

dou·ceur (du-sûrù, -sœrù) n.  Money given as a tip, gratuity, or bribe.  [French, 

from Late Latin dulcor, sweetness, from Latin dulcis, sweet.]

douche (dush) n.  1. a. A stream of water, often containing medicinal or 

cleansing agents, that is applied to a body part or cavity for hygienic or therapeu-

tic purposes.  b. A stream of air applied in a similar way.   2. The application of a 

douche.  3. An instrument for applying a douche.   —  v.  douched, douch·ing, 
douch·es.  —  v.  tr. To cleanse or treat by means of a douche.   —  v.  intr. To 

cleanse or treat oneself with a douche.  [French, shower, from Italian doccia, con-

duit, back-formation from doccione, pipe, from Latin ductio, duction-, act of 

leading, from ductus, past participle of d7cere, to lead. See deuk- in Appendix.]

dough (do) n.  1. a. A soft, thick mixture of dry ingredients, such as flour or 

meal, and liquid, such as water, that is kneaded, shaped, and baked, especially as 

bread or pastry.  b. A pasty mass similar to this mixture.   2. Slang. Money.  [Mid-

dle English dogh, from Old English d7g. See dheigh- in Appendix.]

dough·boy (doùboiÙ) n.  1. A piece of bread dough that is rolled thin and fried 

in deep fat.  2. An American infantryman in World War I.  [Sense 2, perhaps 

from the large buttons on American uniforms of the 1860’s, said to resemble 

doughboys (sense 1).]

dough·face (doùf7s) n.  A Northerner who sided with the South in the U.S. 

Civil War, especially a member of Congress who supported slavery. 

dough·nut also do·nut (doùnƒtÙ, -nNt) n.  1. A small ring-shaped cake made 

of rich, light dough that is fried in deep fat. Regional. Also called olicook 

2. Something whose form is reminiscent of a ring-shaped cake.  3. A fast, tight 

360˚ turn made in a motor vehicle or motorized boat. 



dough·ty (douùtK) adj.  dough·ti·er, dough·ti·est. Marked by stouthearted 

courage.  See Synonyms at brave.  [Middle English, from Old English dohtig. See 

dheugh- in Appendix.] —doughùti·ly adv.  —doughùti·ness n. 

Dough·ty (douùtK), Charles Montagu. 1843-1926.  British traveler and writer 

best known for Travels in Arabia Deserta (1888). 

dough·y (doùK) adj.  dough·i·er, dough·i·est. Having the consistency or 

appearance of dough.   —doughùi·ness n. 

Doug·las (dƒgùlNs)  A municipal borough of southeast Isle of Man, England, on 

the Irish Sea. It is a popular seaside resort and the most important city on the 

island. Population, 20,368. 

Doug·las (dƒgùlNs), Lloyd Cassel. 1877-1951.  American clergyman and writer 

whose novels include Magnificent Obsession (1929) and The Robe (1942). 

Doug·las (dƒgùlNs), Stephen Arnold. Called “the Little Giant.” 1813-1861.  

American politician who served as U.S. representative (1843-1847) and senator 

(1847-1861) from Illinois. He proposed legislation that allowed individual terri-

tories to determine whether they would allow slavery (1854) and in the senatorial 

campaign of 1858 engaged Abraham Lincoln in a famous series of debates. 

Doug·las (dƒgùlNs), William Orville. 1898-1980.  American jurist who served 

as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1939-1975). 

Douglas fir (dƒgùlNs fûr) n.  A tall evergreen timber tree (Pseudotsuga menziesii 

formerly P. taxifolia) of northwest North America, having short needles and egg-

shaped cones.  [After David Douglas (1798-1834), Scottish botanist who traveled 

in North America.]

Doug·las-Home (dƒgÙlNs-hyumù), Sir Alexander Frederick. 1903-1995.  

British politician who served as prime minister (1963-1964). He renounced his 

peerage in order to take office. 

Doug·lass (dƒgùlNs), Frederick. 1817-1895.  American abolitionist and jour-

nalist who escaped from slavery (1838) and became an influential lecturer in the 

North and abroad. He wrote Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845) and 

cofounded and edited the North Star (1847-1860), an abolitionist newspaper. 

Dou·kho·bor (duùkN-bôrÙ) n.  Variant of Dukhobor. 
doum (dum) n.  See doom palm.  [French, probably from Arabic dialectal 

dom.]

Dou·mergue (du-mHrgù), Gaston. 1863-1937.  French politician who served 

as prime minister (1913-1914) and president (1924-1931) of the Third Republic. 

dour (dtr, dour) adj.  dour·er, dour·est. 1. Marked by sternness or harshness; 

forbidding:  a dour, self-sacrificing life.  2. Silently ill-humored; gloomy:  the pro-

verbially dour New England Puritan.  See Synonyms at glum.  3. Sternly obsti-

nate; unyielding:  a dour determination.  [Middle English, possibly from Middle 

Irish dúr, probably from Latin d7rus, hard. See deru- in Appendix.] —dourùly 
adv.  —dourùness n. 



dou·ra  or dou·rah (dtrùN) n.  Variants of durra. 
dou·rine (dt-rKnù) n.  Veterinary Medicine. A contagious disease of horses, 

asses, and mules caused by the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma equiperdum, 

which is transmitted during copulation.  [French, from Arabic darina, to be 

dirty.]

Dou·ro (dôrùu, doùrt) also Due·ro (dwHrùo)  A river rising in north-central 

Spain and flowing about 772 km (480 mi) westward then southwestward along 

the Spanish-Portuguese border. It enters the Atlantic Ocean at Oporto. 

douse1 also dowse (dous) v.  doused also dowsed, dous·ing also 

dows·ing, dous·es also dows·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To plunge into liquid; immerse.  

See Synonyms at dip.  2. To wet thoroughly; drench.  3. To put out (a light or 

fire); extinguish.   —  v.  intr. To become thoroughly wet.   —  n.  A thorough 

drenching.  [From obsolete douse, to strike.] —dousùer n. 

douse2 (douz) v.  Variant of dowse1. 
Dou·vil·lier (du-vK-ly7ù), Suzanne Théodore Vaillande. 1778-1826.  

French-born American dancer and choreographer who appeared in The Bird 

Catcher (1792), believed to be the first ballet performed in New York City. 

Douw (dou), Gerard.  See Gerard Dou. 
dove1 (dƒv) n.  1. Any of various widely distributed birds of the family Colum-

bidae, which includes the pigeons, having a small head and a characteristic cooing 

call.  2. A gentle, innocent person.  3. A person who advocates peace, concilia-

tion, or negotiation in preference to confrontation or armed conflict.  [Middle 

English douve, from Old English *d7fe.] —dovùish adj.  —dovùish·ness n. 

dove2 (dov) v.  A past tense of dive1. See Usage Note at dive1. See Regional 

note at wake1. 
Dove (dƒv) n.  See Columba. 
dove·cote (dƒvùkotÙ, -kmtÙ) also dove·cot (-kmtÙ) n.  A compartmental struc-

ture, often raised on a pole, for housing domesticated pigeons. 

dove·kie also dove·key (dƒvùkK) n.  A small black-and-white sea bird (Alle 

alle) of the Arctic and northern Atlantic oceans, having a short bill and a stout 

body.  Also called little auk [Diminutive of DOVE
1.]

Do·ver (doùvNr)  1. A municipal borough of southeast England on the Strait of 

Dover opposite Calais, France. Site of a Roman lighthouse, it has been a strategic 

port since medieval times. The chalk cliffs rising above the city have caves and 

tunnels originally used by smugglers. Population, 33,700.  2. The capital of Dela-

ware, in the central part of the state. Founded in 1683 on orders from William 

Penn, it became capital in 1777. Population, 27,630.  3. A city of southeast New 

Hampshire northwest of Portsmouth. It was the first permanent settlement in 

New Hampshire (c. 1623). Population, 25,042. 

Dover, Strait of.  A narrow channel at the eastern end of the English Channel 

between southeast England and northern France. 



Do·ver’s powder (doùvNrz pouùdNr) n.  A powdered drug containing ipecac 

and opium, formerly used to relieve pain and induce perspiration.  [After Tho-

mas Dover (1660-1742), British physician.]

dove·tail (dƒvùt7lÙ) n.  1. A fan-shaped tenon that forms a tight interlocking 

joint when fitted into a corresponding mortise.  2. A joint formed by interlocking 

one or more such tenons and mortises.   —  v.  dove·tailed, dove·tail·ing, 
dove·tails.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut into or join by means of dovetails.  2. To connect 

or combine precisely or harmoniously.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be joined together by 

means of dovetails.  2. To combine or interlock into a unified whole:  The nurses’ 

schedules dovetailed, so that one was always on duty. 

Dow (dou), Charles Henry. 1851-1902.  American economist and publisher 

who with Edward D. Jones (1856-1920) established Dow Jones & Company 

(1882), a publisher of financial bulletins. In 1889 he founded the Wall Street Jour-

nal. 

Dow (dou), Herbert Henry. 1866-1930.  American chemist and manufacturer 

who developed and patented more than 100 chemical processes and founded the 

Dow Chemical Company (1897). 

dow·a·ger (douùN-jNr) n.  1. A widow who holds a title or property derived 

from her deceased husband.  2. An elderly woman of high social station.  [Obso-

lete French douagière, from douage, dower, from douer, to endow, from Latin 

dot7re, from dos, dot-, dowry. See do- in Appendix.]

dow·a·ger’s hump (douùN-jNrz hƒmp) n.  An abnormal curvature of the 

spine that is primarily manifested as a rounded hump in the upper back. Typi-

cally affecting older women, the curvature is a result of collapse of the spinal col-

umn, caused by osteoporosis. 

Dow·den (doudùn), Edward. 1843-1913.  Irish editor, writer, and critic noted 

for his works on Shakespeare. 

dow·dy (douùdK) adj.  dow·di·er, dow·di·est. 1. Lacking stylishness or neat-

ness; shabby:  a dowdy gray outfit.  2. Old-fashioned; antiquated.   —  n.  pl. 

dow·dies. A dowdy person; a frump.  [From Middle English doude, immoral, 

unattractive, or shabbily dressed woman.] —dowùdi·ly adv.  —dowùdi·ness n.  

—dowùdy·ish adj. 

dow·el (douùNl) n.  1. A usually round pin that fits tightly into a corresponding 

hole to fasten or align two adjacent pieces.  2. A piece of wood driven into a wall 

to act as an anchor for nails.   —  v.  tr. dow·eled also dow·elled, dow·el·ing 

also dow·el·ling, dow·els also dow·els. 1. To fasten or align with dowels:  

table legs that are doweled into the top.  2. To equip with dowels.  [Middle English 

doule, part of a wheel, perhaps from Middle Low German dovel, plug, or from 

Old French doele, barrel stave (diminutive of douve, from Late Latin doga, vessel, 

from Greek dokhK, receptacle); see SYNECDOCHE.]



dow·er (douùNr) n.  1. The part or interest of a deceased man’s real estate allot-

ted by law to his widow for her lifetime.  Also called dowry 2.  See dowry (n., 

sense 1).  3. A natural endowment or gift; a dowry.   —  v.  tr. dow·ered, 
dow·er·ing, dow·ers. To give a dower to; endow.  [Middle English douere, 

from Old French douaire, from Medieval Latin dot7rium, from Latin dos, dot-, 

dowry. See do- in Appendix.]

dow·itch·er (douùV-chNr) n.  Either of two shore birds (Limnodromus griseus or 

L. scolopaceus) of northern regions, having brownish plumage and a long, straight 

bill.  [Perhaps from Mohawk tawístawis, snipe.]

Dow Jones Averages (dou jonz 4vùrVj-Vz)  A trademark used for an index of 

the relative price of selected industrial, transportation, and utility stocks based on 

a formula developed and periodically revised by Dow Jones & Company, Inc. 

down1 (doun) adv.  Abbr. dn. 1. a. From a higher to a lower place or position:  

hiked down from the peak.  b. Toward, to, or on the ground, floor, or bottom:  

tripped and fell down.   2. In or into a sitting or reclining position:  knelt down; 

lying down.  3. Toward or in the south; southward:  flew down to Florida.  

4. a. Away from a place considered central or a center of activity, such as a city or 

town:  down on the farm; sent down to work at the firm’s regional office.  b. Away 

from the present place.   5. To a specific location or source:  tracking a rumor 

down.  6. Toward or at a low or lower point on a scale:  from the biggest down to 

the smallest.  7. a. To or in a quiescent or subdued state:  calmed down.  b. In or 

into an inactive or inoperative state:  The generators went down at midnight.   8. To 

or at a lower intensity.  9. To or into a lower or inferior condition, as of subjec-

tion, defeat, or disgrace.  10. To an extreme degree; heavily:  worn down by worry.  

11. Seriously or vigorously:  get down to the project at hand.  12. From earlier 

times or people:  tradition handed down from one generation to the next.  13. To a 

reduced or concentrated form:  pared the term paper down to five pages.  14. In 

writing; on paper:  wrote the statement down.  15. In partial payment at the time 

of purchase:  put ten dollars down on the necklace.  16. Into or toward a secure 

position:  nailed down the boards; bolted the furniture down.   —  adj.  Abbr. dn. 
1. a. Moving or directed downward:  a down elevator.  b. Low or lower:  Stock 

prices were down today.  c. Reduced; diminished:  The wind is down.   2. Afflicted; 

sick:  She’s down with a bad cold.  3. Malfunctioning or not operating, especially 

temporarily:  The computer is down.  4. Low in spirits; depressed:  feeling down 

today.  5. a. Sports & Games. Trailing an opponent:  a team down 20 points in the 

last quarter; down two pawns in the endgame.  b. Football. Not in play:  The ball is 

down on the 50-yard line.  c. Baseball. Retired; out:  two down in the last of the 

ninth.   6. Completed; done:  three down, two to go.  7. Learned or known per-

fectly:  had the algebra problems down.   —  prep.  1. In a descending direction 

along, upon, into, or through:  rolled down the hill; floating down the river; went 

down cellar.  2. Along the course of:  walking down the street.  3. In or at:  The cans 



are stored down cellar.   —  n.  Abbr. dn. 1. A downward movement; descent.  

2. Football. Any of a series of four plays during which a team must advance at 

least ten yards to retain possession of the ball.   —  v.  downed, down·ing, 
downs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring, put, strike, or throw down:  downed his opponent 

in the first round.  2. To swallow hastily; gulp:  downed the glass of water.  

3. Football. To put (the ball) out of play by touching it to the ground.   —  v.  intr. 

To go or come down; descend.   —idioms. down in the mouth (or down at 
the mouth). Discouraged; sad; dejected.  down on. Informal. Hostile or nega-

tive toward; ill-disposed to:  was down on jogging after his injury.  down on 
(one’s) luck. Afflicted by misfortune.  [Middle English doun, from Old English -

d7ne-, as in ofd7ne, downwards, from d7ne, dative of d7n, hill. See dh7777-no- in 

Appendix.]

down2 (doun) n.  1. Fine, soft, fluffy feathers forming the first plumage of a 

young bird and underlying the contour feathers in certain adult birds.  2. Botany. 

A covering of soft, short hairs, as on some leaves or fruit.  3. A soft, silky, or 

feathery substance, such as the first growth of a human beard.  [Middle English 

doun, from Old Norse d7nn.]

down3 (doun) n.  1.  Often downs. An expanse of rolling, grassy, treeless 

upland used for grazing.  2.  Often Down. Any of several breeds of sheep having 

short wool, originally bred in the Downs of southern England.  [Middle English 

doune, from Old English d7n. See dh7777-no- in Appendix.]

down-and-out  or down and out (dounÙNnd-outù, -Nn-) adj.  1. Lacking 

funds, resources, or prospects; destitute.  2. Incapacitated; prostrate.   —  n.  Also 

down-and-out·er (-ouùtNr) One who is down-and-out. 

down-at-heel (dounÙNt-hKlù)  or down-at-the-heel (-Nt-thN-) adj.  1. Worn 

out from long use or neglect; dilapidated.  2. Shabbily dressed because of pov-

erty; seedy. 

down·beat (dounùbKtÙ) n.  1. Music. The downward stroke made by a conduc-

tor to indicate the first beat of a measure.  2. Informal. A period of stagnation or 

inactivity.   —  adj.  Cheerless; pessimistic. 

down-bow  or down·bow (dounùboÙ) n.  Music. A stroke made by drawing a 

bow from handle to tip across the strings of a violin or other bowed instrument. 

down·burst (dounùbûrstÙ) n.  An extremely powerful downward air current 

from a cumulonimbus cloud, typically associated with thunderstorm activity. 

down·cast (dounùk4stÙ) adj.  1. Directed downward:  a downcast glance.  

2. Low in spirits; depressed.  See Synonyms at depressed. 
down·court (doun-kôrtù, -kortù) adv.  & adj.  Sports. To, into, or in the far end 

of the court, especially in basketball. 

down·draft (dounùdr4ftÙ) n.  1. A strong downward current of air.  2. A 

downward trend; downturn:  The business hit a downdraft. 



Down East also down East (doun Kstù)  New England, especially Maine.   
—Down Eastùer, down-Eastùer (down-KùstNr)  n.  —Down Eastùern adj. 

down·er (douùnNr) n.  Slang. 1. A depressant or sedative drug, such as a barbi-

turate or tranquilizer.  2. A depressing experience or predicament. 

Dow·ners Grove (douÙnNrz grov)  A village of northeast Illinois, a manufac-

turing suburb of Chicago. Population, 42,572. 

Dow·ney (douùnK)  A city of southern California, a residential and industrial 

suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 91,444. 

down·fall (dounùfôlÙ) n.  1. a. A sudden loss of wealth, rank, reputation, or 

happiness; ruin.  b. A cause of sudden ruin.   2. A fall of rain or snow, especially a 

heavy or unexpected one. 

down·fall·en (dounùfôÙlNn) adj.  Fallen, as from high position; ruined. 

down·field (dounù-fKldù) adv.  & adj.  Sports. To, into, or in the defensive 

team’s end of the field. 

down·grade (dounùgr7dÙ) n.  1. A descending slope, as in a road.  2. A turn or 

trend downward.  3. A decline, as in fortune, status, or condition:  a neighborhood 

on the downgrade.   —  v.  tr. down·grad·ed, down·grad·ing, down·grades. 
1. To lower the status or salary of.  2. To minimize the importance, value, or rep-

utation of.  See Synonyms at decry. See Synonyms at demote. 
down·haul (dounùhôlÙ) n.  Nautical. A rope or set of ropes for hauling down or 

securing a sail or spar. 

down·heart·ed (dounùhärùtVd) adj.  Low in spirit; depressed.  See Synonyms 

at depressed.  —downùheartùed·ly adv.  —downùheartùed·ness n. 

down·hill (dounùhVlù) adv.  1. Down the slope of a hill.  2. Toward a lower or 

worse condition:  The alcoholic’s health went downhill fast.   —  adj.  (dounùhVlÙ) 

1. Sloping downward; descending.  2. Sports. Of, relating to, or constituting ski-

ing down a slope:  a downhill racer.   —  n.  1. A downhill skiing race.  2. A down-

ward gradient; a descending slope. 

down-home (dounùhomù) adj.  Of, relating to, or reminiscent of a simple, 

wholesome, unpretentious lifestyle, especially that associated with the rural 

southern United States. 

Down·ing (douùnVng), Andrew Jackson. 1815-1852.  American landscape 

architect and horticulturist who wrote the classic A Treatise on Landscape Garden-

ing (1841) and designed the grounds of the White House and the U.S. Capitol. 

Downing Street1 (douùnVng strKt)  A thoroughfare of Westminster in Lon-

don, England, off Whitehall. No. 10 Downing Street is the official residence of the 

first lord of the Treasury, who is usually but not necessarily the prime minister of 

Great Britain. Nearly all prime ministers have lived at No. 10 since the time of 

Robert Walpole in the early 1700’s. 

Downing Street2 (douùnVng strKt) n.  The British government. 



down·link (dounùlVngkÙ) n.  A transmission path for the communication of 

signals and data from a communications satellite or other space vehicle to the 

earth and back.   —downùlinkÙ v. 

down·load (dounùlodÙ) v.  down·load·ed, down·load·ing, down·loads.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To unload:  download cargo from a transport aircraft.  2. Computer 

Science. To transfer (data or programs) from a central computer to a peripheral 

computer or device.   —  v.  intr. Computer Science. To transfer data or programs 

to a peripheral computer or device. 

down-mar·ket also down·mar·ket (dounùmärÙkVt) adj.  Appealing to or 

designed for low-income consumers; downscale. 

down payment (doun p7ùmNnt) n.  A partial payment made at the time of 

purchase, with the balance to be paid later. 

down·play (dounùpl7Ù) v.  tr. down·played, down·play·ing, down·plays. 
To minimize the significance of; play down:  downplayed the bad news. 

down·pour (dounùpôrÙ, -porÙ) n.  A heavy fall of rain. 

down quark (doun kwôrk) n.  Abbr. d A quark with a charge of –3, a mass 

about 607 times that of the electron, and a downward spin. It is a component of 

protons and neutrons. 

down·range (dounùr7njù) adv.  & adj.  In a direction away from the launch site 

and along the flight line of a missile test range:  landed a thousand miles down-

range; the downrange target area. 

down·rig·ger (dounùrVgÙNr) n.  Nautical. A trolling rig that consists of a 

weighted cable attached below the boat to a fishing line, used to troll live bait at or 

near the floor of a body of water and eliminating the need for a weight on the 

fishing line. 

down·right (dounùrXtÙ) adj.  1. Thoroughgoing; unequivocal:  a downright lie.  

2. Forthright; candid.   —  adv.  Thoroughly; absolutely. 

down·riv·er (dounùrVvùNr) adv.  & adj.  Toward or near the mouth of a river; in 

the direction of the current:  swam downriver; a downriver canoe race. 

Downs (dounz)  Two roughly parallel ranges of chalk hills in southeast England. 

The North Downs extend about 161 km (100 mi) from west to east; the South 
Downs, about 105 km (65 mi). Both are sheep-rearing areas. 

down·scale (dounùsk7lÙ) adj.  Of, for, or relating to low-income consumers:  

mass-produced downscale versions of high-priced fashions.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

down·scaled, down·scal·ing, down·scales. To reduce in scale; scale down. 

down·shift (dounùshVftÙ) v.  intr. down·shift·ed, down·shift·ing, 
down·shifts. To shift a motor vehicle into a lower gear.   —downùshiftÙ n. 

down·side (dounùsXdÙ) n.  1. The lower side or portion.  2. A disadvantageous 

aspect:  an option with a downside as well as benefits.  3. A downward tendency, as 

in the price of a stock. 



down·size (dounùsXzÙ) v.  tr. down·sized, down·siz·ing, down·siz·es. To 

make in a smaller size:  cars that were downsized during the gasoline-conscious 

1970’s; a corporation that downsized its personnel in response to a poor economy. 

down·slide (dounùslXdÙ) n.  A downward course; a decline: “a growing concern 

among... board leaders about whether the economy could be headed for a downslide” 

(Andrée Brooks). 

down·spin (dounùspVnÙ) n.  An extremely swift, acute downturn, as in market 

activity. 

down·spout (dounùspoutÙ) n.  A vertical pipe for carrying rainwater down 

from a roof gutter. 

Down’s syndrome (dounz sVnùdromÙ) n.  Variant of Down syndrome. 
down·stage (dounùst7jù) adv.  Toward, at, or on the front part of a stage.   —  

adj.  (dounùst7jÙ) Of or relating to the front part of a stage.   —  n.  (dounùst7jÙ) 

The front half of a stage. 

down·stairs (dounùstârzù) adv.  1. Down the stairs:  raced my friend down-

stairs.  2. To or on a lower floor:  went downstairs to answer the front door.   —  
adj.  also down·stair (-stârÙ; dounùstârzÙ) Located on a lower or main floor.   —  
n.  (dounùstârzù) (used with a sing. verb). The lower or main floor. 

down·state (dounùst7tÙ) n.  The southerly section of a state in the United 

States.   —  adv.  & adj.  To, from, or in the southerly section of a state.   
—downÙstatùer n. 

down·stream (dounùstrKmÙ) adj.  In the direction of a stream’s current.   —  
adv.  (dounùstrKmù) Down a stream. 

down·swing (dounùswVngÙ) n.  1. A swing downward, as of a golf club.  2. A 

decline, as of a business. 

Down syndrome (doun sVnùdromÙ)  or Down’s syndrome (dounz) n.  A 

congenital disorder, caused by the presence of an extra 21st chromosome, in 

which the affected person has mild to moderate mental retardation, short stature, 

and a flattened facial profile.  Also called trisomy 21 [After John L.H. Down 

(1828-1896), British physician.]

down·tick (dounùtVkÙ) n.  1. A decrease, especially a small or incremental one.  

2. A transaction in a stock market security below the price of the previous trans-

action. 

down·time (dounùtXmÙ) n.  The period of time when something, such as a fac-

tory or a piece of machinery, is not in operation, especially as the result of a mal-

function. 

down-to-earth (dounùtu-ûrthù, -tN-) adj.  Realistic; sensible. 

down·town (dounùtounÙ) n.  The lower part or the business center of a city or 

town.   —  adv.  (dounùtounù) To, toward, or in the lower part or the business 

center of a city or town.   —  adj.  (dounùtounÙ) Of, relating to, or located down-

town. 



down·trend (dounùtrHndÙ) n.  A downward trend; a downturn.   
—downùtrendÙ v. 

down·trod·den (dounùtrmdÙn) adj.  Oppressed; tyrannized. 

down·turn (dounùtûrnÙ) n.  A tendency downward, especially in business or 

economic activity. 

down under (doun ƒnùdNr) adv.  Informal. To or in Australia or New Zealand. 

down·ward (dounùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  1. From a higher to a lower place, point, 

level, or condition:  floating downward; a downward trend.  2. From a prior source 

or earlier time:  passed downward through the ages.   —downùward·ly adv.  

—downùwards adv. 

down·wind (dounùwVndù) adv.  In the direction in which the wind blows.   
—downùwindÙ adj. 

down·y (douùnK) adj.  down·i·er, down·i·est. 1. Made of or covered with 

down.  2. a. Resembling down:  downy white clouds.  b. Quietly soothing; soft.  

downy mildew (douùnK mVlùduÙ) n.  A disease of plants caused by fungi of 

the order Peronosporales and characterized by gray, velvety patches of spores on 

the lower surfaces of leaves. 

downy woodpecker (douùnK wtdùpHkÙNr) n.  A black and white North 

American woodpecker (Picoides pubescens) having a solid white back and a small 

bill. 

down·zone (dounùzonÙ) v.  down·zoned, down·zon·ing, down·zones.  
—  v.  tr. To reduce (density of housing or permitted expansion of construction) 

in a designated neighborhood:  proposed to downzone residential areas near the 

shore.   —  v.  intr. To reduce the permitted density of housing or the degree of 

proposed new construction in a designated neighborhood:  the city’s complex plan 

to downzone. 

dow·ry (douùrK) n.  pl. dow·ries. 1. Money or property brought by a bride to 

her husband at marriage.  Also called dower 2. A sum of money required of a pos-

tulant at a convent.  3. A natural endowment or gift; a talent.  4. Archaic. See 

dower (n., sense 1).  [Middle English douerie, from Anglo-Norman douarie, 

from Medieval Latin dot7rium, do7rium, do7ria, dower. See DOWER.]

dowse1 also douse (douz) v.  intr. dowsed also doused, dows·ing also 

dous·ing, dows·es also dous·es. To use a divining rod to search for under-

ground water or minerals.  [Origin unknown.]

dowse2 (dous) v.  & n.   Variant of douse1. 
dows·er (douùzNr) n.  1. A person who uses a divining rod to search for under-

ground water or minerals.  2. A divining rod. 

Dow·son (douùsNn), Ernest Christopher. 1867-1900.  British Decadent poet 

best known for his refrain “I have been faithful to thee, Cynara, in my fashion.” 



Dow theory (dou thKùN-rK) n.  A theory of stock market forecasting based on 

price movements of selected industrial and transportation stocks.  [After 

Charles Henry DOW.]

dox·ol·o·gy (dmk-smlùN-jK) n.  pl. dox·ol·o·gies. An expression of praise to 

God, especially a short hymn sung as part of a Christian worship service.  [Medi-

eval Latin doxologia, from Greek, praise  : doxa, glory, honor (from dokein, to 

seem); see dek- in Appendix + -logia, -logy.] —doxÙo·logùi·cal (dmkÙsN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —doxÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

dox·o·ru·bi·cin (dmkÙsN-ruùbV-sVn) n.  An antibiotic obtained from the bacte-

rium Streptomyces peuceticus, used as an anticancer drug.  [D(E)OX(Y)- + Latin 

ruber, red; see RUBRIC + -(MY)CIN.]

dox·y (dmkùsK) n.  pl. dox·ies. Slang. 1. A loose woman; a prostitute.  2. A par-

amour.  [Perhaps from obsolete Dutch docke, doll.]

dox·y·cy·cline (dmkÙsV-sXùklKnÙ, -klVn) n.  A broad-spectrum antibiotic, 

C22H24N2O8, derived from tetracycline.  [DE- + OXY- + (TETRA)CYCLINE.]

doy·en (doi-Hnù, doiùNn, dwä-y4Nù) n.  A man who is the eldest or senior mem-

ber of a group.  [Probably French, from Old French doien, from Late Latin 

dec7nus, chief of ten. See DEAN.]

doy·enne (doi-Hnù, dwä-yHnù) n.  A woman who is the eldest or senior member 

of a group.  [French, feminine of doyen, senior member. See DOYEN.]

Doyle (doil), Sir Arthur Conan. 1859-1930.  British writer known chiefly for a 

series of stories featuring the brilliant detective Sherlock Holmes, including The 

Hound of the Baskervilles (1902). 

D’Oy·ly Carte (doiùlK kärtù), Richard.  See Richard D’Oyly Carte. 
doz. abbr.  Dozen. 

doze (doz) v.  dozed, doz·ing, doz·es.  —  v.  intr. To sleep lightly and inter-

mittently.   —  v.  tr. To spend (time) dozing or as if dozing:  dozed the summer 

away.   —  n.  A short, light sleep.   —phrasal verb. doze off. To fall into a 

light sleep.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.] —dozùer n. 

doz·en (dƒzùNn) n.  Abbr. doz., dz. 1. pl. dozen. A set of 12.  2. dozens. An 

indefinite, large number:  dozens of errands to run.   —  adj.  Twelve.  [Middle 

English dozeine, from Old French dozaine, from doze, twelve, ultimately from 

Latin duodecim : duo, two; see dwo- in Appendix + decem, ten; see dekc in 

Appendix.] —dozùenth (-Nnth) adj. 

do·zy (doùzK) adj.  do·zi·er, do·zi·est. Half asleep; drowsy.   —dozùi·ly adv.  

—doùzi·ness n. 

DP abbr.  1. Computer Science. Data processing.  2. Dew point.  3.  Also D.P.. Dis-

placed person.  4. Baseball. Double play. 

D.Ph. abbr.  Doctor of Philosophy. 

D.Phil. abbr.  Doctor of Philosophy. 

DPT abbr.  Diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus. 



dpt. abbr.  1. Department.  2. Deponent. 

dr abbr.  Dram. 

DR abbr.  1. Dead reckoning.  2. Dining room. 

dr. abbr.  Debtor. 

Dr. abbr.  1. Doctor.  2. Drive. 

drab1 (dr4b) adj.  drab·ber, drab·best. 1. Color. a. Of a dull light brown.  

b. Of a light olive brown or khaki color.   2. Faded and dull in appearance.  

3. Dull or commonplace in character; dreary:  a drab personality.  See Synonyms 

at dull.   —  n.  1. Color. A moderate to grayish or light grayish yellowish brown 

or light olive brown.  2. Cloth of a light dull brown or grayish brown or 

unbleached natural color, especially a heavy woolen or cotton fabric.  [Alteration 

of obsolete French drap, cloth, from Old French. See DRAPE.] —drabùly adv.  

—drabùness n. 

drab2 (dr4b) n.  1. A slattern.  2. A prostitute.   —  v.  intr. drabbed, 
drab·bing, drabs. To consort with prostitutes: “Even amid his drabbing, he him-

self retained some virginal airs” (Stanislaus Joyce).  [Possibly of Celtic origin; akin 

to Scottish Gaelic dràbagIrish Gaelic drabóg, slattern,, or Dutch drab, dregs.]

drab3 (dr4b) n.  A negligible amount:  finished the work in dribs and drabs.  

[Probably alteration of DRIB.]

drab·ble (dr4bùNl) v.  tr. intr. drab·bled, drab·bling, drab·bles. To make or 

become wet and soiled by dragging; draggle.  [Middle English drabelen.]

dra·cae·na (drN-sKùnN) n.  Any of several tropical plants of the genera Dracaena 

and Cordyline, some species of which are cultivated as house plants for their dec-

orative foliage.  [Late Latin, female dragon, from Greek drakaina, feminine of 

drakon, serpent. See DRAGON.]

drachm (dr4m) n.  1. A dram.  2. A drachma. 

drach·ma (dr4kùmN) n.  pl. drach·mas or drach·mae (-mK). Abbr. d., D. 1. A 

basic unit of currency in Greece.  See Table at currency.  2. An ancient Greek sil-

ver coin.  3. One of several modern units of weight, especially the dram.  [Latin, 

from Greek drakhmK, from drassesthai, drakh-, to grasp.]

Drach·mann (dräkùmNn), Holger Henrik Herholdt. 1846-1908.  Danish 

writer particularly noted for his modernist poetry. 

Dra·co1 (dr7ùko), Seventh century B.C.  Athenian politician who codified the 

laws of Athens (c. 621). Lauded for its impartiality, his code was unpopular for its 

severity.   —Dra·coùni·an adj. 

Dra·co2 (dr7ùko) n.  A constellation in the polar region of the Northern Hemi-

sphere near Cepheus and Ursa Major.  Also called Dragon [Latin draco, dragon. 

See DRAGON.]

dra·co·ni·an (dr7-koùnK-Nn, drN-) adj.  Exceedingly harsh; very severe:  a draco-

nian legal code; draconian budget cuts.  [After DRACO
1.]



dra·con·ic1 (dr7-kmnùVk) adj.  Of or suggestive of a dragon.  [From Latin draco, 

dracon-, dragon. See DRAGON.]

dra·con·ic2 (dr7-kmnùVk, drN-) adj.  Draconian.   —dra·conùi·cal·ly adv. 

Dra·cut (dr7ùkNt)  A town of northeast Massachusetts on the Merrimack River 

near the New Hampshire border. It was settled in 1664. Population, 25,594. 

draft (dr4ft) n.  Abbr. dft. 1. A current of air in an enclosed area.  2. A device 

that regulates the flow or circulation of air.  3. a. The act of pulling loads; trac-

tion.  b. Something that is pulled or drawn; a load.  c. A team of animals used to 

pull loads.   4. Nautical. The depth of a vessel’s keel below the water line, espe-

cially when loaded:  a river vessel of shallow draft.  5. A heavy demand on 

resources.  6. A written order directing the payment of money from an account 

or fund.  7. a. A gulp, a swallow, or an inhalation.  b. The amount taken in by a 

single act of drinking or inhaling.  c. A measured portion; a dose.   8. a. The 

drawing of a liquid, as from a cask or keg.  b. An amount drawn:  ordered two 

drafts of ale.   9. a. The process or method of selecting one or more individuals 

from a group, as for a service or duty:  a candidate who did not pursue the nomina-

tion, but accepted a draft by the party convention.  b. Compulsory enrollment in 

the armed forces; conscription.  c. A body of people selected or conscripted.   

10. Sports. A system in which the exclusive rights to new players are distributed 

among professional teams.  11. a. The act of drawing in a fishnet.  b. The quan-

tity of fish caught.   12. a. A preliminary outline of a plan, document, or picture:  

the first draft of a report.  b. A representation of something to be constructed.   

13. A narrow line chiseled on a stone to guide a stonecutter in leveling its surface.  

14. A slight taper given a die to facilitate the removal of a casting.  15. An allow-

ance made for loss in weight of merchandise.   —  v.  draft·ed, draft·ing, 
drafts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To select from a group for some usually compulsory service:  

drafted into the army.  2. To draw up a preliminary version of or plan for.  3. To 

create by thinking and writing; compose:  draft a speech.   —  v.  intr. To drive 

close behind another vehicle to take advantage of the reduced air pressure in its 

wake.   —  adj.  1. Suited for or used for drawing heavy loads:  oxen and other 

draft animals.  2. Drawn from a cask or tap:  draft beer.   —idiom. on draft. 
Drawn from a large container, such as a keg.  [Middle English draught, act of 

drawing or pulling, from Old English *dreaht;; akin to dragan, to draw.]

draft board (dr4ft bôrd) n.  A local board of civilians in charge of the selection 

of persons for compulsory military service. 

draft·ee (dr4f-tKù) n.  One who is drafted, especially for military service. 

draft·er (dr4fùtNr) n.  One that drafts, especially a person who drafts plans or 

designs or a person who composes a document. 

draft·ing (dr4fùtVng) n.  The systematic representation and dimensional specifi-

cation of mechanical and architectural structures. 



drafts·man (dr4ftsùmNn) n.  1. A man who draws plans or designs, as of struc-

tures to be built.  2. A man who draws, especially an artist.   —draftsù-
man·shipÙ n. 

drafts·per·son (dr4ftsùpûrÙsNn) n.  A drafter. 

drafts·wom·an (dr4ftsùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who draws plans or 

designs, as of structures to be built.  2. A woman who draws, especially an artist. 

draft·y (dr4fùtK) adj.  draft·i·er, draft·i·est. Having or exposed to drafts of air.   
—draftùi·ly adv.  —draftùi·ness n. 

drag (dr4g) v.  dragged, drag·ging, drags.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pull along with 

difficulty or effort; haul:  dragged the heavy box out of the way.  See Synonyms at 

pull.  2. To cause to trail along a surface, especially the ground.  3. To move or 

bring by force or with great effort:  had to drag me to the dentist; dragged the truth 

out of the reluctant witness.  4. a. To search or sweep the bottom of (a body of 

water), as with a grappling hook or dragnet.  b. To bring up or catch by such 

means.   5. To prolong tediously:  dragged the story out.  6. Baseball. To hit (a 

bunt) while taking the first steps toward first base.   —  v.  intr. 1. To trail along 

the ground:  The dog’s leash dragged on the sidewalk.  2. To move slowly or with 

effort.  3. To lag behind.  4. To pass or proceed slowly, tediously, or laboriously:  

The time dragged as we waited.  5. To search or dredge the bottom of a body of 

water:  dragging for the sunken craft.  6. To take part in or as if in a drag race.  

7. To draw on a cigarette, pipe, or cigar.   —  n.  1. The act of dragging.  

2. Something, such as a harrow or an implement for spreading manure, that is 

dragged along the ground.  3. A device, such as a grappling hook, that is used for 

dragging under water.  4. A heavy sledge or cart for hauling loads.  5. A large 

four-horse coach with seats inside and on top.  6. Something, such as a sea 

anchor or a brake on a fishing reel, that retards motion.  7. One that impedes or 

slows progress; a drawback or burden:  the drag of taxation on economic growth.  

8. The degree of resistance involved in dragging or hauling.  9. The retarding 

force exerted on a moving body by a fluid medium such as air or water.  10. A 

slow, laborious motion or movement.  11. a. The scent or trail of a fox or 

another animal.  b. Something that provides an artificial scent.   12. Slang. One 

that is obnoxiously tiresome:  The evening was a real drag.  13. A puff on a ciga-

rette, pipe, or cigar.  14. Slang. A street or road:  the town’s main drag.  15. The 

clothing characteristic of one sex when worn by a member of the opposite sex:  an 

actor in drag.   —idiom. drag (one’s) feet (or drag (one’s) heels). To act or 

work with intentional slowness; delay: “The bureaucracy has been known to drag 

its feet in implementing directives with which it disagrees” (Henry A. Kissinger).  

[Middle English draggen, from Old Norse draga, or variant of Middle English 

drawen; see DRAW.]

drag bunt (dr4g bƒnt) n.  Baseball. A bunt executed while taking the first steps 

toward first base. 



dra·gée (drä-zh7ù) n.  A small, often medicated candy.  [French, from Old 

French dragie. See DREDGE
2.]

drag·ger (dr4gùNr) n.  One that drags, especially a vessel using nets dragged 

along the bottom to catch fish. 

drag·gle (dr4gùNl) v.  drag·gled, drag·gling, drag·gles.  —  v.  tr. To make 

wet and dirty by dragging on the ground.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become wet and 

muddy by being dragged.  2. To follow slowly; straggle.  [Probably frequentative 

of DRAG.]

drag·gy (dr4gùK) adj.  drag·gi·er, drag·gi·est. 1. Dull and listless.  2. Slang. 

Very tiresome. 

drag·lift (dr4gùlVftÙ) n.  Sports. A ski lift, such as a rope tow, a T-bar, or a J-bar, 

that pulls skiers up a slope. 

drag·line (dr4gùlXnÙ) n.  1. A line used for dragging.  2. A kind of dredging 

machine. 

drag link (dr4g lVngk) n.  A link for transmitting rotary motion between cranks 

on two parallel but slightly offset shafts, such as the rod connecting the lever of 

the steering gear to the steering arm in an automobile. 

drag·net (dr4gùnHtÙ) n.  1. A system of coordinated procedures for apprehend-

ing criminal suspects or other wanted persons.  2. a. A net for trawling; a trawl.  

b. A net for catching small game.  

drag·o·man (dr4gùN-mNn) n.  pl. drag·o·mans or drag·o·men. An inter-

preter or guide in countries where Arabic, Turkish, or Persian is spoken.  [Middle 

English dragman, from Old French drugeman, from Medieval Latin draguman-

nus, from Medieval Greek dragoumanos, from Arabic tarjum7n, from Aramaic 

t7rgem7n7, from Akkadian targum7nu, interpreter.]

drag·on (dr4gùNn) n.  1. A mythical monster traditionally represented as a 

gigantic reptile having a lion’s claws, the tail of a serpent, wings, and a scaly skin.  

2. a. A fiercely vigilant or intractable person.  b. Something very formidable or 

dangerous.   3. Any of various lizards, such as the Komodo dragon or the flying 

lizard.  4. Archaic. A large snake or serpent.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin draco, dracon-, large serpent, from Greek drakon, perhaps from 

derkesthai, to look.]

Drag·on (dr4gùNn) n.  See Draco2. 
drag·on·et (dr4gùN-nVt) n.  Any of various small, often brightly colored marine 

fishes of the family Callionymidae, having a slender body and a flattened head.  

[Middle English, young dragon, from Old French, diminutive of dragon, dragon. 

See DRAGON.]

drag·on·fly (dr4gùNn-flXÙ) n.  pl. drag·on·flies. Any of various large insects of 

the order Odonata or suborder Anisoptera, having a long slender body and two 

pairs of narrow, net-veined wings that are usually held outstretched while the 

insect is at rest. Regional. Also called darning needleRegional., devil’s darning 



needleRegional., ear sewerRegional., mosquito hawkRegional., skeeter hawkRe-

gional., snake doctorRegional., snake feederRegional., spindle.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Regional terms for the dragonfly are numerous, providing

good evidence for dialect boundaries in the United States. The greatest variety of

terms is to be found in the South, where the most widespread term is snake doctor

(a name based on a folk belief that dragonflies take care of snakes). The Midland

equivalent is snake feeder. Speakers from the Lower South, on the other hand, are

more likely to refer to the same insect as a mosquito hawk or, in the South Atlantic

states, a skeeter hawk. The imagery outside the South alludes more to the insect’s

shape than to its behavior or diet: Upper Northern speakers call it a darning needle

or a devil’s darning needle; those in Coastal New Jersey, a spindle; and Northern

Californians, an ear sewer.

drag·on·head (dr4gùNn-hHdÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genera Draco-

cephalum and Physostegia, having terminal spikes of rose-pink or purplish flow-

ers. 

drag·on·root (dr4gùNn-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  See green dragon. 
drag·on’s blood (dr4gùNnz blƒd) n.  1. A red, resinous substance obtained 

from the fruit of a climbing palm (Daemonorops draco) of tropical Asia, formerly 

used in the manufacture of varnishes and lacquers.  2. Any of several resins simi-

lar to this substance. 

dragon’s mouth (dr4gùNnz mouth) n.  See swamp pink. 
dragon tree (dr4gùNn trK) n.  A tree (Dracaena draco) of the Canary Islands, 

having a thick trunk, clusters of sword-shaped leaves, and orange fruit. 

dra·goon (drN-gunù, dr4-) n.  A heavily armed trooper in some European 

armies of the 17th and 18th centuries.   —  v.  tr. dra·gooned, dra·goon·ing, 
dra·goons. 1. To subjugate or persecute by the imposition of troops.  2. To 

compel by violent measures or threats; coerce.  [French dragon, carbine, dragoon, 

from Old French dragon, dragon. See DRAGON.]

drag queen (dr4g kwKn) n.  Offensive Slang. A man, especially a performer, 

who dresses as a woman. 

drag race (dr4g r7s) n.  A race between two cars to determine which can accel-

erate faster from a standstill.  [From DRAG, an automobile (slang).] —drag racer 
n.  —drag racing n. 

drag·ster (dr4gùstNr) n.  1. An automobile specially built or modified for drag 

racing.  2. A person who races such an automobile. 

drag strip (dr4g strVp) n.  A short, straight course or track for drag racing. 

drain (dr7n) v.  drained, drain·ing, drains.  —  v.  tr. 1. To draw off (a liquid) 

by a gradual process:  drained water from the sink.  2. a. To cause liquid to go out 

from; empty:  drained the bathtub; drain the pond.  b. To draw off the surface 



water of:  The Mississippi River drains a vast area.   3. To drink all the contents of:  

drained the cup.  4. a. To deplete gradually, especially to the point of complete 

exhaustion.  See Synonyms at deplete.  b. To fatigue or spend emotionally or 

physically:  The day’s events completely drained me of all strength.    —  v.  intr. 

1. To flow off or out:  Gasoline drained slowly from the tilted can.  2. To become 

empty by the drawing off of liquid:  watched the tub slowly drain.  3. To discharge 

surface or excess water:  The Niagara River drains into Lake Ontario. When 

flooded, the swamp drains northward.  4. To become gradually depleted; dwindle:  

felt his enthusiasm draining.   —  n.  1. A pipe or channel by which liquid is drawn 

off.  2. Medicine. A device, such as a tube, inserted into the opening of a wound 

or body cavity to facilitate discharge of fluid or purulent material.  3. The act or 

process of draining.  4. a. A gradual outflow or loss; consumption or depletion:  

the drain of young talent by emigration.  b. Something that causes a gradual loss:  

interruptions that are a drain on my patience.    —idiom. down the drain. To or 

into the condition of being wasted or lost:  All of our best laid plans are down the 

drain.  [Middle English dreinen, to strain, drain, from Old English drKahnian.] 
—drainùa·ble adj.  —drainùer n. 

drain·age (dr7ùnVj) n.  1. The action or a method of draining.  2. A system of 

drains.  3. Something that is drained off.  4. Medicine. The removal of fluid or 

purulent material from a wound or body cavity. 

drainage basin (dr7ùnVj b7ùsVn) n.  An area drained by a river system. 

drain·pipe (dr7nùpXpÙ) n.  A pipe for carrying off water or sewage. 

drake1 (dr7k) n.  A male duck.  [Middle English.]

drake2 (dr7k) n.  A mayfly used as fishing bait.  Also called drake fly [Middle 

English, dragon, from Old English draca, from West Germanic *drako, from 

Latin draco. See DRAGON.]

Drake (dr7k), Sir Francis. 1540?-1596.  English naval hero and explorer who 

was the first Englishman to circumnavigate the world (1577-1580) and was vice 

admiral of the fleet that destroyed the Spanish Armada (1588). 

drake fly (dr7k flX) n.  See drake2. 
Dra·kens·burg Mountains (dräùkNnz-bûrgÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of east-

ern South Africa, Lesotho, and Swaziland rising to 3,484.6 m (11,425 ft). 

Drake Passage (dr7k p4sùVj)  A strait between Cape Horn and Antarctica. It 

connects the southern Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 

dram (dr4m) n.  1.  Abbr. dr a. A unit of weight in the U.S. Customary System 

equal to 16 of an ounce or 27.34 grains (1.77 grams).  b. A unit of apothecary 

weight equal to 8 of an ounce or 60 grains (3.89 grams).  See Table at measure-
ment.   2. a. A small draft:  took a dram of brandy.  b. A small amount; a bit:  not 

a dram of compassion.   [Middle English dragme, a drachma, a unit of weight, 

from Old French, from Late Latin dragma, from Latin drachma. See DRACHMA.]

dram. abbr.  Dramatic; dramatist. 



dra·ma (dräùmN, dr4mùN) n.  1. a. A prose or verse composition, especially one 

telling a serious story, that is intended for representation by actors impersonating 

the characters and performing the dialogue and action.  b. A serious narrative 

work or program for television, radio, or the cinema.   2. Theatrical plays of a 

particular kind or period:  Elizabethan drama.  3. The art or practice of writing or 

producing dramatic works.  4. A situation or succession of events in real life hav-

ing the dramatic progression or emotional effect characteristic of a play:  the 

drama of the prisoner’s escape and recapture.  5. The quality or condition of being 

dramatic:  a summit meeting full of drama.  [Late Latin dr7ma, dr7mat-, from 

Greek, from dran, to do, perform.]

Dram·a·mine (dr4mùN-mKnÙ)  A trademark used for dimenhydrinate. 

dra·mat·ic (drN-m4tùVk) adj.  1.  Abbr. dram. Of or relating to drama or the 

theater.  2. Characterized by or expressive of the action or emotion associated 

with drama or the theatre:  a dramatic rescue at sea.  3. Arresting or forceful in 

appearance or effect:  a dramatic sunset.  4. Music. Having a powerful, expressive 

singing voice:  a dramatic tenor.  [Late Latin dr7maticus, from Greek dramatikos, 

from drama, dramat-, drama. See DRAMA.] —dra·matùi·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: dramatic, histrionic, melodramatic, stagy, theatrical. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “suggestive of acting or of an emotional and

often affected stage performance”: made a dramatic entrance in a swirling cape; a

histrionic gesture; struck an attitude of melodramatic despair; stagy heroics; assumed

a theatrical pose.

dramatic irony (drN-m4tùVk XùrN-nK) n.  The dramatic effect achieved by lead-

ing an audience to understand an incongruity between a situation and the accom-

panying speeches, while the characters in the play remain unaware of the 

incongruity. 

dramatic monologue (drN-m4tùVk mmnùN-lôgÙ) n.  A literary, usually verse 

composition in which a speaker reveals his or her character, often in relation to a 

critical situation or event, in a monologue addressed to the reader or to a pre-

sumed listener. 

dra·mat·ics (drN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. The art or prac-

tice of acting and stagecraft.  2. Dramatic or stagy behavior:  Cut the dramatics 

and get to the point. 

dram·a·tis per·so·nae (dr4mùN-tVs pNr-soùnK, dräùmN-tVs pNr-soùnXÙ) pl.n.  

1. The characters in a play or story.  2. A list of the characters in a play or story.  

[Latin dr7matis, genitive of dr7ma, drama + personae, pl. of persona, character.]

dram·a·tist (dr4mùN-tVst, dräùmN-) n.  Abbr. dram. One who writes plays; a 

playwright. 



dram·a·ti·za·tion (dr4mÙN-tV-z7ùshNn, dräÙmN-) n.  1. The act or art of dra-

matizing:  the dramatization of a novel.  2. A work adapted for dramatic presenta-

tion:  a dramatization by actors of actual recorded events. 

dram·a·tize (dr4mùN-tXzÙ, dräùmN-) v.  dram·a·tized, dram·a·tiz·ing, 
dram·a·tiz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To adapt (a literary work) for dramatic presentation, 

as in a theater or on television or radio.  2. To present or view in a dramatic or 

melodramatic way.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be adaptable to dramatic form.  2. To 

indulge in self-dramatization. 

dram·a·turge (dr4mùN-tûrjÙ, dräùmN-) n.  A writer or adapter of plays; a play-

wright.  [French, from Greek dramatourgos : drama, dramat-, drama; see DRAMA + 

ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix.]

dram·a·tur·gy (dr4mùN-tûrÙjK, dräùmN-) n.  The art of the theater, especially 

the writing of plays.   —dramÙa·turùgic, dramÙa·turùgi·cal adj. 

Dram·men (dräùmNn)  A city of southeast Norway southwest of Oslo. It is a 

commercial and fishing port with varied industries. Population, 50,605. 

Dran·cy (dräN-sKù)  A city of north-central France, an industrial suburb of Paris. 

Population, 60,183. 

drank (dr4ngk) v.  Past tense of drink. 
dr ap abbr.  Apothecaries’ dram. 

drape (dr7p) v.  draped, drap·ing, drapes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover, dress, or 

hang with or as if with cloth in loose folds:  draped the coffin with a flag; a robe 

that draped her figure.  See Synonyms at clothe.  2. To arrange or let fall in loose 

folds:  draping the banner from the balcony.  3. To hang or rest limply:  draped my 

legs over the chair.   —  v.  intr. To fall or hang in loose folds:  arranged the cloth to 

drape over the table legs.   —  n.  1. A drapery; a curtain.  2. A cloth arranged over 

a patient’s body during a medical examination or treatment or during surgery, 

designed to provide a sterile field around the area being examined or treated or 

around the operative incision.  3. The way in which cloth falls or hangs:  adjusted 

the drape of the gown.  [Middle English drapen, to weave, from Old French draper, 

from drap, cloth, from Late Latin drappus.]

drap·er (dr7ùpNr) n.  Chiefly British. A dealer in cloth or clothing and dry goods.  

[Middle English, weaver or seller of cloth, from Old French drapier, from drap, 

cloth. See DRAPE.]

Dra·per (dr7ùpNr), Henry. 1837-1882.  American astronomer who developed 

methods for photographing the heavens and was the first to photograph a stellar 

spectrum (1872) and a nebula (1880). 

Dra·per (dr7ùpNr), John William. 1811-1882.  British-born American chemist 

and historian noted for contributions to the fields of photography and telegra-

phy. His historical works include History of the Conflict between Religion and Sci-

ence (1874). 



Dra·per (dr7ùpNr), Ruth. 1884-1956.  American monologuist whose sensitive 

portrayals of a large variety of characters were popular in America and Europe. 

drap·er·y (dr7ùpN-rK) n.  pl. drap·er·ies. 1. Cloth or clothing gracefully 

arranged in loose folds.  2. A piece or pieces of heavy fabric hanging straight in 

loose folds, used as a curtain.  3. Cloth; fabric.  4. Chiefly British. The business of 

a draper. 

dras·tic (dr4sùtVk) adj.  1. Severe or radical in nature; extreme:  the drastic mea-

sure of amputating the entire leg; drastic social change brought about by the French 

Revolution.  2. Taking effect violently or rapidly:  a drastic emetic.  [Greek drasti-

kos, active, from drastos, to be done, from dran, to do.] —drasùti·cal·ly adv. 

drat (dr4t) interj.  Used to express annoyance.  [Short for God rot.]

drat·ted (dr4tùVd) adj.  Damned; confounded. 

Drau (drou)  See Drava. 
draught (dräft) n. , v.  & adj.  Chiefly British. Variant of draft. 
draughts (dr4fts, dräfts) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Chiefly British. The 

game of checkers.  [Middle English draughtes, pl. of draught, act of pulling, move 

at chess. See DRAFT.]

Dra·va  or Dra·ve (dräùvN) also Drau (drou)  A river rising in the Carnic Alps of 

southern Austria and flowing about 724 km (450 mi) eastward into and across 

northern Yugoslavia to the Danube River. 

dr avdp abbr.  Avoirdupois dram. 

Dra·ve (dräùvN)  See Drava. 
Dra·vid·i·an (drN-vVdùK-Nn) n.  1. A large family of languages spoken especially 

in southern India and northern Sri Lanka that includes Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, 

and Kannada.  2. A member of any of the peoples that speak one of the Dravidian 

languages, especially a member of one of the pre-Indo-European peoples of 

southern India.  [From Sanksrit dr7viCaU, a Dravidian.] —Dra·vidùi·an, 
Dra·vidùic (-vVdùVk)  adj. 

draw (drô) v.  drew (dru), drawn (drôn), draw·ing, draws.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To cause to move after or toward one by applying continuous force; drag:  

drew the chair closer to the table; a team of horses drawing a wagon.  See Synonyms 

at pull.  b. To cause to move in a given direction or to a given position, as by 

leading:  The teacher drew the children into the room to see the decorations.  c. To 

move or pull so as to cover or uncover something:  draw the curtains.   2. To cause 

to flow forth:  a pump drawing water; a blow that drew blood.  3. To suck or take in 

(air, for example); inhale.  4. To require (a specified depth of water) for floating:  

a boat drawing 18 inches.  5. To take or pull out:  drew a gun from beneath the 

counter; drew out a fat wallet.  6. To extract or take from for one’s own use:  drew 

strength from their religious faith.  7. To eviscerate; disembowel.  8. a. To cause to 

come by attracting; attract:  afraid the casino will draw undesirable elements to the 

town.  b. To select or take in from a given group, type, or region:  draw clients 



from all levels of society.   9. To bring to a certain condition or action; lead:  drawn 

to despair; drew them to resign.  10. To bring on oneself as a result; provoke:  drew 

enemy fire.  11. To evoke as a response; elicit:  a performance that drew jeers from 

the audience.  12. To earn; gain:  deposits that draw interest at a rate of 5 percent.  

13. a. To withdraw (money).  b. To use (a check, for example) when paying.  

c. To receive on a regular basis or at a specified time:  draw a pension.   14. To take 

or receive by chance:  draw lots.  15. Games. a. To take (cards) from a dealer or 

central stack.  b. To force (a card) to be played.   16. To end or leave (a contest) 

tied or undecided.  17. To hit or strike (a ball) so as to give it backspin.  18. To 

pull back the string of (a bow).  19. To distort the shape of.  20. To stretch taut.  

21. a. To flatten, stretch, or mold (metal) by hammering or die stamping.  b. To 

shape or elongate (a wire, for example) by pulling through dies.   22. a. To 

inscribe (a line or lines) with a pencil or other marking implement.  b. To make a 

likeness of on a surface, using mostly lines; depict with lines:  drew a map of the 

area; drawing landscapes and still lifes.  c. To portray in writing or speech; depict 

with words:  draws moving scenes of ghetto life.   23. To formulate or devise from 

evidence or data at hand:  draw a comparison.  24. To compose or write out in 

legal format:  draw a deed.   —  v.  intr. 1. To proceed or move steadily:  a ship 

drawing near the shore.  2. To attract customers or spectators:  The new play is 

drawing well.  3. To cause a flow of liquid:  The patient’s veins don’t draw easily.  

4. To cause suppuration.  5. To take in a draft of air:  The flue isn’t drawing.  6. To 

steep in or as if in the manner of tea.  7. To pull out a weapon for use.  8. To use 

or call upon part of a fund or supply:  drawing on an account; drew from the expe-

rience of fellow workers.  9. To contract or tighten:  material that draws when it 

dries.  10. To conclude a contest without either side winning; tie:  The chess play-

ers drew in 32 moves.  11. To make a likeness with lines on a surface; sketch.   —  
n.  1. a. An act of drawing.  b. The result of drawing.   2. Something drawn, 

especially a lot, card, or cards drawn at random.  3. An inhalation, especially 

through a pipe or other smoking implement.  4. Something that attracts interest, 

customers, or spectators:  a singer who is a popular draw.  5. The movable part of a 

drawbridge.  6. A special advantage; an edge:  have the draw on one’s enemies.  

7. A contest ending without either side winning.  8. A small natural depression 

that water drains into; a shallow gully.  9. Games. A draw shot.   —phrasal 
verbs. draw away. To move ahead of competitors.  draw back. To retreat.  

draw down. To deplete by consuming or spending:  drew down our food 

reserves.  draw on. To approach:  as evening draws on.  draw out. 5. To pro-

long; protract.  6. To induce to speak freely:  managed to draw the shy child out.  

draw up. 7. To compose or write in a set form; write out:  draw up a contract; 

draw up a list.  8. To bring (troops, for example) into order.  9. To bring or come 

to a halt.  10. To bring (oneself) into an erect posture, often as an expression of 

dignity or indignation.  11. Chiefly Southern U.S. To shrink when washed. Used 



of clothes.   —idioms. draw a blank. To fail to find or remember something.  

draw and quarter. 2. To execute (a prisoner) by tying each limb to a horse and 

driving the horses in different directions.  3. To disembowel and dismember after 

hanging.  4. Informal. To punish severely:  The teenager was drawn and quartered 

for wrecking the family’s only car.  draw straws. To decide by a lottery with 

straws of unequal lengths.  [Middle English drauen, from Old English dragan.]

draw·back (drôùb4kÙ) n.  1. A disadvantage or inconvenience.  See Synonyms 

at disadvantage.  2. A refund or remittance, such as a discount on duties or 

taxes for goods destined for reexport. 

draw·bar (drôùbärÙ) n.  1. A bar across the rear of a tractor for hitching 

machinery.  2. A railroad coupler. 

draw·bridge (drôùbrVjÙ) n.  A bridge that can be raised or drawn aside either to 

prevent access or to permit passage beneath it. 

draw·down (drôùdounÙ) n.  1. The act, process, or result of depleting:  the 

drawdown of oil supplies; a drawdown of investment capital.  2. A lowering of the 

water level in a reservoir or other body of water. 

draw·ee (drôÙKù) n.  The party on which an order for the payment of money is 

drawn. 

draw·er (drôùNr) n.  1. One that draws, especially one that draws an order for 

the payment of money.  2.  (also drôr) A boxlike compartment in furniture that 

can be pulled out and pushed in.  3. drawers (drôrz). Underpants. 

draw·ing (drôùVng) n.  1. The act or an instance of drawing.  2. a. The art of 

representing objects or forms on a surface chiefly by means of lines.  b. A work 

produced by this art.  

drawing card (drôùVng kärd) n.  An attraction drawing large audiences. 

drawing pin (drôùVng pVn) n.  Chiefly British. A thumbtack. 

drawing room (drôùVng rum) n.  1. A large room in which guests are enter-

tained.  2. A ceremonial reception.  3. A large private room on a railroad sleeping 

car.  [; akin to withdrawing room.]

draw·knife (drôùnXfÙ) n.  A knife with a handle at each end of the blade, used 

with a drawing motion to shave a surface.  Also called drawshave 

drawl (drôl) v.  drawled, drawl·ing, drawls.  —  v.  intr. To speak with 

lengthened or drawn-out vowels.   —  v.  tr. To utter with lengthened or drawn-

out vowels:  “We-e-ell,” the clerk drawled.   —  n.  The speech or manner of speak-

ing of one who drawls:  a Southern drawl.  [Probably from Low German drauelen, 

to loiter, delay.] —drawlùer n. 

drawn (drôn) v.  Past participle of draw.  —  adj.  Haggard, as from fatigue or 

ill health:  a wan, drawn face. 

drawn butter (drôn bƒtùNr) n.  Melted butter, often seasoned and used as a 

sauce.  [drawn, past participle of DRAW, to bring to a proper consistency (obso-

lete).]



draw poker (drô poùkNr) n.  Games. Poker in which each player is dealt five 

cards face down and may then discard and get replacements for a specified num-

ber of cards after the first round of betting. 

draw·shave (drôùsh7vÙ) n.  See drawknife. 
draw shot (drô shmt) n.  Games. A billiards shot in which the cue ball is struck 

below center so that it draws back from the object ball after impact. 

draw·string (drôùstrVngÙ) n.  A cord or ribbon run through a hem or casing 

and pulled to tighten or close an opening. 

draw·tube (drôùtubÙ, -tyubÙ) n.  A tube that slides within another tube, as in 

a small hand telescope. 

dray (dr7) n.  A low, heavy cart without sides, used for haulage.   —  v.  tr. 

drayed, dray·ing, drays. To haul by means of a low, heavy sideless cart.  [Mid-

dle English draie, sledge, cart, from Old English dragan, to draw.]

dray·age (dr7ùVj) n.  1. Transport by dray.  2. A charge for transport by dray. 

dray·man (dr7ùmNn) n.  A driver of a dray. 

Dray·ton (dr7tùn), Michael. 1563-1631.  English poet who produced a wide 

range of works, including sonnets, dramas, satires, and eclogues, such as those in 

Idea, The Shepherd’s Garland (1593). 

Drayton Plains (dr7tùn pl7nz)  A community of southeast Michigan, a suburb 

of Pontiac. Population, 18,000. 

dread (drHd) v.  dread·ed, dread·ing, dreads.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be in terror of.  

2. To anticipate with alarm, distaste, or reluctance:  dreaded the long drive home.  

3. Archaic. To hold in awe or reverence.   —  v.  intr. To be very afraid.   —  n.  

1. Profound fear; terror.  2. Fearful or distasteful anticipation.  See Synonyms at 

fear.  3. An object of fear, awe, or reverence.  4. Archaic. Awe; reverence.   —  adj.  

1. Causing terror or fear:  a dread disease.  2. Inspiring awe:  the dread presence of 

the headmaster.  [Middle English dreden, short for adreden, from Old English 

adr<dan, from ondr<dan, to advise against, fear  : ond-, and-, against; see UN-2 + 

r<dan, to advise; see REDE.]

dread·ful (drHdùfNl) adj.  1. Inspiring dread; terrible.  2. Extremely unpleasant; 

distasteful or shocking:  dreadful table manners; this dreadful heat.   —dreadù-
ful·ly adv.  —dreadùful·ness n. 

dread·locks (drHdùlmksÙ) pl.n.  Long, thin braids or natural locks of hair 

densely radiating from the scalp, in a style popularized by Rastafarians.   
—dreadùlockedÙ adj. 

dread·nought (drHdùnôtÙ) n.  A heavily armed battleship. 

dream (drKm) n.  1. A series of images, ideas, emotions, and sensations occur-

ring involuntarily in the mind during certain stages of sleep.  2. A daydream; a 

reverie.  3. A state of abstraction; a trance.  4. A wild fancy or hope.  5. A condi-

tion or achievement that is longed for; an aspiration:  a dream of owning their own 

business.  6. One that is exceptionally gratifying, excellent, or beautiful:  Our new 



car runs like a dream.   —  v.  dreamed or dreamt (drHmt), dream·ing, 
dreams.  —  v.  intr. 1. To experience a dream in sleep:  dreamed of meeting an 

old friend.  2. To daydream.  3. To have a deep aspiration:  dreaming of a world at 

peace.  4. To regard something as feasible or practical:  I wouldn’t dream of trick 

skiing on icy slopes.   —  v.  tr. 1. To experience a dream of while asleep:  Did it 

storm last night, or did I dream it?  2. To conceive of; imagine.  3. To pass (time) 

idly or in reverie.   —phrasal verb. dream up. To invent; concoct:  dreamed up 

a plan to corner the market.  [Middle English drem, from Old English drKam, joy, 

music; akin to Old Saxon drom, mirth, dream.]

dream·er (drKùmNr) n.  1. One that dreams.  2. a. A visionary.  b. An idealist.   

3. A habitually impractical person. 

dream·land (drKmùl4ndÙ) n.  1. An ideal or imaginary land.  2. A state of sleep. 

dream·scape (drKmùsk7pÙ) n.  A dreamlike scene or picture having surreal 

qualities. 

dreamt (drHmt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of dream. 
dream·time also Dream·time (drKmùtXmÙ) n.  The time of the creation of the 

world in the mythology of the Australian aborigines: “Aboriginal myths tell of the 

legendary totemic beings who wandered across the country in the Dreamtime... sing-

ing the world into existence” (Bruce Chatwin). 

dream vision (drKm vVzhùNn) n.  A narrative poem, especially in medieval lit-

erature, in which the main character falls asleep and experiences events having 

allegorical, didactic, or moral significance. 

dream·y (drKùmK) adj.  dream·i·er, dream·i·est. 1. Resembling a dream; ethe-

real or vague.  2. Given to daydreams or reverie.  3. Soothing and serene.  

4. Informal. Inspiring delight; wonderful.   —dreamùi·ly adv.  —dreamùi·ness 
n. 

drear (drîr) adj.  Dreary. 

drea·ry (drîrùK) adj.  drea·ri·er, drea·ri·est. 1. Dismal; bleak.  2. Boring; dull:  

dreary tasks.  [Middle English dreri, bloody, frightened, sad, from Old English 

drKorig, bloody, sad, from drKor, gore. See dhreu- in Appendix.] —dreaùri·ly 
adv.  —dreaùri·ness n. 

dreck (drHk) n.  Slang. Trash, especially inferior merchandise.  [German Dreck, 

from Middle High German drëc. See sker-3 in Appendix.] —dreckùy adj. 

dredge1 (drHj) n.  1. Any of various machines equipped with scooping or suc-

tion devices and used to deepen harbors and waterways and in underwater min-

ing.  2. Nautical. A boat or barge equipped with a dredge.  3. An implement 

consisting of a net on a frame, used for gathering shellfish.   —  v.  dredged, 
dredg·ing, dredg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To clean, deepen, or widen with a dredge.  

2. To bring up with a dredge:  dredged up the silt.  3. To come up with; unearth:  

dredged up bitter memories.   —  v.  intr. To use a dredge:  dredging for alluvial gold.  



[Middle English dreg-, in dreg-boat, boat for dredging; akin to Old English 

dragan, to draw.]

dredge2 (drHj) v.  tr. dredged, dredg·ing, dredg·es. To coat (food) by sprin-

kling with a powder, such as flour or sugar.  [From obsolete dredge, a sweetmeat, 

from Middle English dragge, from Old French dragie, alteration of Latin tragK-

mata, confectionary, from Greek tragKmata, pl. of tragKma, sweetmeat. See terN-1 

in Appendix.]

dredg·er1 (drHjùNr) n.  1. A dredging machine.  2. Nautical. A barge or boat 

equipped with a dredge. 

dredg·er2 (drHjùNr) n.  A container with a perforated lid used for coating food 

with a powder, such as flour or sugar. 

D region (dKù rKùjNn) n.  The region of the ionosphere about 40 to 65 kilometers 

(25 to 40 miles) above the earth. 

dreg (drHg) n.  1. The sediment in a liquid; lees. Often used in the plural.  2. The 

basest or least desirable portion. Often used in the plural:  the dregs of humanity.  

3. A small amount; a residue.  [Middle English dreg, from Old Norse dregg.]

drei·del also drei·dl (dr7dùl) n.  A toy similar to a spinning top used in games of 

chance played by children and adults at Hanukkah.  [Yiddish dreydl, from dreyen, 

to turn, from Middle High German drsjen, from Old High German dr7en.]

Drei·ser (drXùsNr, -zNr), Theodore Herman Albert. 1871-1945.  American 

writer and editor whose naturalistic novels, such as Sister Carrie (1900) and An 

American Tragedy (1925), portray life as a struggle against ungovernable forces. 

drench (drHnch) v.  tr. drenched, drench·ing, drench·es. 1. To wet through 

and through; soak.  2. To administer a large oral dose of liquid medicine to (an 

animal).  3. To provide with something in great abundance; surfeit:  just drenched 

in money.   —  n.  1. The act of wetting or becoming wet through and through.  

2. A large dose of liquid medicine, especially one administered to an animal by 

pouring down the throat.  [Middle English drenchen, to drown, from Old English 

drencan, to give to drink, drown. See dhreg- in Appendix.] —drenchùer n. 

Dres·den (drHzùdNn)  A city of east-central Germany on the Elbe River east-

southeast of Leipzig. An industrial and cultural center, it was severely damaged in 

bombing raids during World War II. Its china industry was moved to Meissen in 

the early 18th century. Population, 522,532. 

Dresden china (drHzùdNn chXùnN) n.  Meissen porcelain.  [After Dresden.]

dress (drHs) v.  dressed, dress·ing, dress·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To put clothes 

on; clothe.  b. To furnish with clothing.   2. To decorate or adorn:  dress a Christ-

mas tree.  3. To arrange a display in:  dress a store window.  4. To arrange (troops) 

in ranks; align.  5. To apply medication, bandages, or other therapeutic materials 

to (a wound).  6. To arrange and groom (the hair), as by styling, combing, or 

washing.  7. To groom (an animal); curry.  8. To cultivate (land or plants).  9. To 

clean (fish or fowl) for cooking or sale.  10. To trim and finish the surface of:  



dress a plank.   —  v.  intr. 1. To put on clothes.  2. To wear clothes of a certain 

kind or style:  dresses casually.  3. To wear formal clothes:  dress for dinner.  4. To 

get into proper alignment with others:  The troops dressed on the squad leader.   —  
n.  1. Clothing; apparel.  2. A style of clothing:  folk dancers in peasant dress.  3. A 

one-piece outer garment for women or girls.  4. Outer covering or appearance; 

guise:  an ancient ritual in modern dress.   —  adj.  1. Suitable for formal occa-

sions:  dress shoes.  2. Requiring formal clothes:  a dress dinner.   —phrasal 
verbs. dress down. 1. To scold; reprimand:  I was dressed down by the teacher 

for lateness.  2. To wear informal clothes, befitting an occasion or location:  I 

dressed down for such a casual occasion.  dress up. To wear formal or fancy 

clothes:  They dressed up and went to the prom.   —idiom. dress ship. Nautical. 

To display the ensign, signal flags, and bunting on a ship.  [Middle English 

dressen, to arrange, put on clothing, from Old French drecier, to arrange, from 

Vulgar Latin *dXrecti7re, from Latin dXrectus, past participle of dXrigere, to direct. 

See DIRECT.]

WORD HISTORY: A dress is such a common article of modern attire that it is

difficult to imagine that the word dress at one time did not refer to such a thing.

The earliest sense of dress, recorded in a work written before 1450, was “speech,

talk.” The relationship of our modern sense to this early sense is explained by the

fact that the noun dress comes from the verb dress, which goes back through Old

French drecier, “to arrange,” and the assumed Vulgar Latin dXrecti7re to Latin

dXrectus, a form of the verb dXrigere, “to direct.” In accordance with its etymology

the verb dress has meant or still means “to place,” “to arrange,” and “to put in

order.” The sense “to clothe” is related to the notion of putting in order, specifi-

cally in regard to clothing. This verb sense then gave rise to the noun sense “per-

sonal attire” as well as to the important garment sense, which has made the for-

tune of many a fashion designer. The earliest noun sense, “speech,” comes from

a verb sense having to do with addressing or directing words to other people.

dres·sage (drN-säzhù, drH-) n.  Sports. The guiding of a horse through a series of 

complex maneuvers by slight movements of the rider’s hands, legs, and weight.  

[French, preparation, training, dressage, from dresser, to set up, arrange, train, 

from Old French drecier, to set up, arrange. See DRESS.]

dress circle (drHs sûrùkNl) n.  A section of seats in a theater or opera house, usu-

ally the first tier above the orchestra. 

dress code (drHs kod) n.  A set of rules, as in a school, indicating the approved 

manner of dress: “the company’s white-shirt black-tie dress code” (David Pauly). 

dress·er1 (drHsùNr) n.  1. One that dresses:  a careful dresser.  2. A wardrobe 

assistant, as for an actor. 



dress·er2 (drHsùNr) n.  1. A low chest of drawers often supporting a mirror and 

typically used for holding clothes and personal items.  2. A cupboard or set of 

shelves for dishes or kitchen utensils.  [Middle English dressour, table for prepar-

ing food, from Old French dreceur, from drecier, to set up, arrange. See DRESS.]

dress·ing (drHsùVng) n.  1. A therapeutic or protective material applied to a 

wound.  2. A sauce for certain dishes, such as salads.  3. A stuffing, as for poultry 

or fish.  4. Manure or other fertilizing material for soil. 

dress·ing-down (drHsùVng-dounù) n.  A severe scolding. 

dressing gown (drHsùVng goun) n.  A robe worn for lounging or before dress-

ing. 

dressing room (drHsùVng rum) n.  A room, as in a theater, for changing cos-

tumes or clothes and applying makeup. 

dressing table (drHsùVng t7ùbNl) n.  A low table with a mirror at which one sits 

while applying makeup.  Also called vanity 

Dress·ler (drHsùlNr), Marie. 1869-1934.  Canadian-born American comic 

actress who won an Academy Award for Min and Bill (1931). 

dress·mak·er (drHsùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes women’s clothing, especially 

dresses.   —dressùmakÙing n. 

dress rehearsal (drHs rV-hûrùsNl) n.  A full, uninterrupted rehearsal of a play 

with costumes and stage properties. 

dress·y (drHsùK) adj.  dress·i·er, dress·i·est. 1. Showy or elegant in dress or 

appearance.  2. Smart; stylish.   —dressùi·ness n. 

drew (dru) v.  Past tense of draw. 
Drew (dru)  Family of American actors, including John (1827-1862), his wife, 

Louisa (1820-1897), and their son John (1853-1927). 

Drew (dru), Daniel. 1797-1879.  American financier who as a director of the 

Erie Railroad manipulated stock prices to his own advantage and with James Fisk 

and Jay Gould engaged Cornelius Vanderbilt in a bitter stock-market struggle 

(1866-1868) for control of the railroad. 

Drex·el Hill (drHkùsNl hVl)  A community of southeast Pennsylvania, a residen-

tial suburb of Philadelphia. Population, 29,744. 

Drey·fus (drXùfNs, dr7-), Alfred. 1859-1935.  French army officer of Jewish 

descent who was convicted of treason (1894), sentenced to life imprisonment, 

and ultimately acquitted when the evidence against him was shown to have been 

forged by anti-Semites. 

drib (drVb) n.  A negligible amount:  finished the work in dribs and drabs.  [Per-

haps from DRIBLET.]

drib·ble (drVbùNl) v.  drib·bled, drib·bling, drib·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To flow 

or fall in drops or an unsteady stream; trickle:  Water dribbled from the leaky fau-

cet.  2. To let saliva drip from the mouth; drool.  3. Sports. a. To move a ball or 

puck with repeated light bounces or kicks.  b. To advance by dribbling:  dribbled 



down the court.    —  v.  tr. 1. To let flow or fall in drops or an unsteady stream.  

2. Sports. a. To move (a ball or puck) by repeated light bounces or kicks, as in 

basketball or soccer.  b. To hit (a baseball, for example) so that it bounces slowly.    
—  n.  1. A weak, unsteady stream; a trickle.  2. A small quantity; a bit.  3. Sports. 

The act of dribbling a ball.  [Frequentative of obsolete drib, alteration of DRIP.] 
—dribùbler n. 

drib·let (drVbùlVt) n.  1. A tiny falling drop of liquid.  2. A small amount or por-

tion.  [From obsolete drib, to fall in drops, alteration of DRIP.]

dried (drXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of dry. 
dri·er1 also dry·er (drXùNr) n.  1. One that dries.  2. A substance added to paint, 

varnish, or ink to speed drying. 

dri·er2 (drXùNr) adj.  A comparative of dry. 
dries (drXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of dry. 
Driesch (drKsh), Hans Adolf Eduard. 1867-1941.  German biologist and phi-

losopher noted for his works on embryology and vitalism. 

dri·est (drXùVst) adj.  A superlative of dry. 
drift (drVft) v.  drift·ed, drift·ing, drifts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be carried along by 

currents of air or water:  a balloon drifting eastward; as the wreckage drifted toward 

shore.  2. To proceed or move unhurriedly and smoothly:  drifting among the 

party guests.  3. To move leisurely or sporadically from place to place, especially 

without purpose or regular employment:  a day laborer, drifting from town to 

town.  4. a. To wander from a set course or point of attention; stray.  b. To vary 

from or oscillate randomly about a fixed setting, position, or mode of operation.   

5. To be piled up in banks or heaps by the force of a current:  snow drifting to five 

feet.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to be carried in a current:  drifting the logs downstream.  

2. To pile up in banks or heaps:  Wind drifted the loose straw against the barn.  

3. Western U.S. To drive (livestock) slowly or far afield, especially for grazing.   
—  n.  1. The act or condition of drifting.  2. Something moving along in a cur-

rent of air or water.  3. A bank or pile, as of sand or snow, heaped up by currents 

of air or water.  4. Geology. Rock debris transported and deposited by or from ice, 

especially by or from a glacier.  5. a. A general trend or tendency, as of opinion.  

See Synonyms at tendency.  b. General meaning or purport; tenor:  caught the 

drift of the conversation.   6. a. A gradual change in position.  b. A gradual devia-

tion from an original course, model, method, or intention.  c. Variation or ran-

dom oscillation about a fixed setting, position, or mode of behavior.   7. A 

gradual change in the output of a circuit or amplifier.  8. The rate of flow of a 

water current.  9. a. A tool for ramming or driving something down.  b. A 

tapered steel pin for enlarging and aligning holes.   10. a. A horizontal or nearly 

horizontal passageway in a mine running through or parallel to a vein.  b. A sec-

ondary mine passageway between two main shafts or tunnels.   11. A drove or 



herd, especially of swine.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [From Middle English, drove, 

herd, act of driving. See dhreibh- in Appendix.] —driftùy adj. 

drift·age (drVfùtVj) n.  1. Deviation from a set course caused by drifting.  

2. Matter that has been carried along or deposited by air or water currents. 

drift·er (drVfùtNr) n.  One that drifts, especially a person who moves aimlessly 

from place to place or from job to job. 

drift net (drVft nHt) n.  A large fishing net buoyed up by floats that is carried 

along with the current or tide. 

drift·wood (drVftùwtdÙ) n.  Wood floating in or washed up by the water. 

drill1 (drVl) n.  1. a. An implement with cutting edges or a pointed end for boring 

holes in hard materials, usually by a rotating abrasion or repeated blows; a bit.  

b. The hand-operated or hand-powered holder for this implement.  c. A loud, 

harsh noise made by or as if by a powered tool of this kind.   2. a. Disciplined, 

repetitious exercise as a means of teaching and perfecting a skill or procedure.  

b. A task or exercise for teaching a skill or procedure by repetition:  conducted an 

air-raid drill; a drill for learning the multiplication tables.   3. The training of sol-

diers in marching and the manual of arms.  4. Any of various marine gastropod 

mollusks, chiefly of the genus Urosalpinx, that bore holes into the shells of bivalve 

mollusks. U. cinera is destructive to oysters.   —  v.  drilled, drill·ing, drills.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To make a hole in (a hard material) with a drill:  a bit for drilling 

masonry.  b. To make (a hole) with or as if with a drill:  drills holes in trees with its 

chisellike bill.   2. To strike or hit sharply:  The batter drilled a single through the 

infield.  3. a. To instruct thoroughly by repetition in a skill or procedure:  drill 

pupils in grammar.  b. To infuse knowledge of or skill in by repetitious instruc-

tion.  See Synonyms at practice. See Synonyms at teach.   4. To train (soldiers) 

in marching and the manual of arms.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a hole with or as if 

with a drill.  2. To perform a training exercise.  [Obsolete Dutch dril, from drillen, 

to bore, from Middle Dutch drillen. See terN-1 in Appendix.] —drillùer n. 

drill2 (drVl) n.  1. A shallow trench or furrow in which seeds are planted.  2. A 

row of planted seeds.  3. A machine or implement for planting seeds in holes or 

furrows.   —  v.  tr. drilled, drill·ing, drills. 1. To sow (seeds) in rows.  2. To 

plant (a field) in drills.  [Perhaps from drill, rill, from Middle English drille, sip.]

drill3 (drVl) n.  Durable cotton or linen twill of varying weights, generally used for 

work clothes.  [Short for drilling, alteration of German Drillich, from Middle 

High German drilich, from Old High German drilXh, alteration of Latin trilXx, 

trilXc-, triple-twilled. See TRELLIS.]

drill4 (drVl) n.  A baboon (Papio leucophaeus) of western Africa, related to and 

resembling the mandrill.  [Possibly of West African origin.]

drill instructor (drVl Vn-strƒkùtNr) n.  Abbr. DI A noncommissioned officer 

who instructs recruits in military drill and discipline. 



drill·mas·ter (drVlùm4sÙtNr) n.  1. A drill instructor.  2. An instructor given to 

extremely rigorous training. 

drill press (drVl prHs) n.  A powered vertical drilling machine in which the drill 

is pressed to the work automatically or by a hand lever. 

drill steel (drVl stKl) n.  A high-grade steel used in tools and dies that is made by 

fusing low-carbon steel with charcoal or cast iron. Formerly prepared in a graph-

ite crucible, it is now produced in an electric furnace.  Also called crucible steel 

drill·stock (drVlùstmkÙ) n.  The part of a drilling tool or machine that holds the 

shank of a drill or bit. 

Drin (drKn)  A river, about 282 km (175 mi) long, of Albania flowing north and 

west to the Adriatic Sea. 

Dri·na (drKùnN, -nä)  A river, about 459 km (285 mi) long, of central Yugoslavia 

flowing generally north to the Sava River. 

drink (drVngk) v.  drank (dr4ngk), drunk (drƒngk), drink·ing, drinks.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To take into the mouth and swallow (a liquid).  2. To swallow the liquid 

contents of (a vessel):  drank a cup of tea.  3. To take in or soak up; absorb:  drank 

the fresh air; spongy earth that drank up the rain.  4. To take in eagerly through the 

senses or intellect:  drank in the beauty of the day.  5. a. To give or make (a toast).  

b. To toast (a person or an occasion, for example):  We’ll drink your health.   6. To 

bring to a specific state by drinking alcoholic liquors:  drank our sorrows away.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To swallow liquid:  drank noisily; drink from a goblet.  2. To imbibe 

alcoholic liquors:  They only drink socially.  3. To salute a person or an occasion 

with a toast:  We will drink to your continued success.   —  n.  1. A liquid that is fit 

for drinking; a beverage.  2. An amount of liquid swallowed:  took a long drink 

from the fountain.  3. An alcoholic beverage, such as a cocktail or highball.  

4. Excessive or habitual indulgence in alcoholic liquor.  5. Slang. A body of water; 

the sea:  The hatch cover slid off the boat and into the drink.  [Middle English 

drinken, from Old English drincan. See dhreg- in Appendix.]

drink·a·ble (drVngùkN-bNl) adj.  Suitable or fit for drinking; potable:  drinkable 

water.   —  n.  A beverage.   —drinkÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

drink·er (drVngùkNr) n.  1. One that drinks.  2. One who drinks alcoholic 

liquors, especially habitually or excessively:  a hard drinker. 

drink·ing fountain (drVngùkVng founùtNn) n.  A device equipped with a noz-

zle that when activated provides a stream of drinking water for public use. 

Drink·wa·ter (drVngkùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr), John. 1882-1937.  British writer noted 

for his poetry, children’s literature, and dramas, including Abraham Lincoln 

(1918). 

drip (drVp) v.  dripped, drip·ping, drips.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fall in drops:  Water 

is dripping from that leaky faucet.  2. To shed drops:  an umbrella that is dripping 

all over the floor.  3. To ooze or be saturated with or as if with liquid: “His playing 

drips with exaggerated rubato and unorthodox tempi” (Annalyn Swan).   —  v.  tr. 



To let fall in or as if in drops:  a brush dripping paint; a speech that dripped invec-

tive.   —  n.  1. The process of forming and falling in drops.  2. a. Liquid or 

moisture that falls in drops.  b. A slight intermittent flow or leak:  fixed the drip in 

the faucet.   3. The sound made by liquid falling in drops:  listened to the steady 

drip of the rain.  4. A projection on a cornice or sill that protects the area below 

from rainwater.  5. Slang. A tiresome or annoying person.  [Middle English drip-

pen. See dhreu- in Appendix.]

drip coffee (drVp kôùfK) n.  Coffee made by pouring boiling water through a 

perforated container holding ground coffee into a pot that is fitted underneath. 

drip-dry (drVpùdrXù) adj.  Made of a fabric that will not wrinkle when hung drip-

ping wet for drying.   —  v.  intr. drip-·dried, drip-·dry·ing, drip-·dries. To 

dry with no wrinkles when hung dripping wet. 

drip feed (drVp fKd) n.  1. Administration of blood, plasma, saline, or sugar 

solutions, usually intravenously, a drop at a time.  2. a. The device or tubes by 

which such a substance is administered.  b. The substance administered.    
—dripù-feedù (drVpùfKdù) v. 

drip·less (drVpùlVs) adj.  Made or designed to prevent dripping:  a dripless faucet; 

a dripless paint roller. 

drip pan (drVp p4n) n.  A pan for catching the drippings from roasting meat. 

Regional. Also called bakersheet 

drip·ping (drVpùVng) n.  1. The act or sound of something falling in drops.  2.  
Often drippings. The fat and juices exuded from roasting meat, often used in 

making gravy. 

drip·py (drVpùK) adj.  drip·pi·er, drip·pi·est. 1. Characterized by dripping; 

drizzly:  a drippy, wet day.  2. Slang. a. Tiresome or annoying.  b. Mawkishly sen-

timental:  a drippy love scene.    —dripùpi·ly adv.  —dripùpi·ness n. 

drip·stone (drVpùstonÙ) n.  1. A protective drip made of stone, as on a cornice 

over a door or window.  Also called hoodmold 2. Calcium carbonate in the form 

of stalactites or stalagmites. 

drive (drXv) v.  drove (drov), driv·en (drVvùNn), driv·ing, drives.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To push, propel, or press onward forcibly; urge forward:  drove the horses into 

the corral.  2. To repulse forcefully; put to flight:  drove the attackers away; drove 

out any thought of failure.  3. To guide, control, or direct (a vehicle).  4. a. To 

convey or transport in a vehicle:  drove the children to school.  b. To traverse in a 

vehicle:  drive the freeways to work.   5. To supply the motive force or power to and 

cause to function:  Steam drives the engine.  6. To compel or force to work, often 

excessively: “Every serious dancer is driven by notions of perfection—perfect expres-

siveness, perfect technique” (Susan Sontag).  7. To force into or from a particular 

act or state:  Indecision drives me crazy.  8. To force to go through or penetrate:  

drove the stake into the ground.  9. To create or produce by penetrating forcibly:  

The nail drove a hole in the tire.  10. To carry through vigorously to a conclusion:  



drove home his point.  11. a. Sports. To throw, strike, or cast (a ball, for example) 

hard or rapidly.  b. Basketball. To move with the ball directly through:  drove the 

lane and scored.  c. Baseball. To cause (a run) to be scored.   12. a. To chase 

(game) into the open or into traps or nets.  b. To search (an area) for game in 

such a manner.    —  v.  intr. 1. To move along or advance quickly as if pushed by 

an impelling force.  2. To rush, dash, or advance violently against an obstruction:  

The wind drove into my face.  3. To operate a vehicle, such as a car.  4. To go or be 

transported in a vehicle:  drove to the supermarket.  5. a. Sports. To hit, throw, or 

impel a ball or other missile forcibly.  b. Basketball. To move directly to the basket 

with the ball.   6. To make an effort to reach or achieve an objective; aim.   —  n.  

1. The act of driving.  2. A trip or journey in a vehicle.  3.  Abbr. Dr. A road for 

automobiles and other vehicles.  4. a. The means or apparatus for transmitting 

motion or power to a machine or from one machine part to another.  b. The 

means by which automotive power is applied to a roadway:  four-wheel drive.  

c. The means or apparatus for controlling and directing an automobile:  right-

hand drive.   5. Computer Science. A device that reads data from and writes data 

onto a storage medium, such as a floppy disk.  6. A strong organized effort to 

accomplish a purpose.  See Synonyms at campaign.  7. Energy, push, or aggres-

siveness.  8. Psychology. A strong motivating tendency or instinct, especially of 

sexual or aggressive origin, that prompts activity toward a particular end.  9. A 

massive, sustained military offensive.  10. a. Sports. The act of hitting, knocking, 

or thrusting a ball very swiftly.  b. Sports. The stroke or thrust by which a ball is 

driven.  c. Basketball. The act of moving with the ball directly to the basket.   

11. a. A rounding up and driving of cattle to new pastures or to market.  b. A 

gathering and driving of logs down a river.  c. The cattle or logs thus driven.    
—phrasal verb. drive at. To mean to do or say:  I don’t understand what you’re 

driving at.  [Middle English driven, from Old English drXfan. See dhreibh- in 

Appendix.] —drivÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —drivùa·ble adj. 

drive-in (drXvùVnÙ) n.  An establishment designed to permit customers to remain 

in their motor vehicles while being accommodated.   —driveù-inÙ adj. 

driv·el (drVvùNl) v.  driv·eled or driv·elled, driv·el·ing or driv·el·ling, 
driv·els or driv·els.  —  v.  intr. 1. To slobber; drool.  2. To flow like spittle or 

saliva.  3. To talk stupidly or childishly.   —  v.  tr. 1. To allow to flow from the 

mouth.  2. To say (something) stupidly.   —  n.  1. Saliva flowing from the 

mouth.  2. Stupid or senseless talk.  [Middle English drevelen, from Old English 

dreflian.] —drivùel·er n. 

drive·line (drXvùlXnÙ) n.  The components of an automotive vehicle that connect 

the transmission with the driving axles and include the universal joint and drive 

shaft.  Also called drive train 



driv·en (drVvùNn) v.  Past participle of drive.  —  adj.  1. Piled up or carried 

along by a current:  driven snow.  2. Motivated by or having a compulsive quality 

or need:  a driven person. 

driv·er (drXùvNr) n.  1. One that drives, as the operator of a motor vehicle.  2. A 

tool, such as a screwdriver or hammer, that is used for imparting forceful pressure 

on another object.  3. A machine part that transmits motion or power to another 

part.  4. Sports. A golf club with a wide head and a long shaft, used for making 

long shots from the tee.  5. Nautical. A jib-headed spanker. 

driver ant (drXùvNr 4nt) n.  See army ant. 
driv·er’s seat (drXùvNrz sKt) n.  A position of control or authority. 

drive shaft also drive·shaft (drXvùsh4ftÙ) n.  A rotating shaft that transmits 

mechanical power from a motor or an engine to a point or region of application. 

drive time (drXv tXm) n.  1. The time of day during which commuters go to and 

from work:  interesting radio programming during drive time.  2. The time it takes 

to drive a specified distance or route:  a drive time of 11 hours between Kansas City 

and Denver. 

drive train (drXv tr7n) n.  See driveline. 
drive-up (drXvùƒpÙ) adj.  Designed to permit customers to remain in their 

motor vehicles while being accommodated:  a drive-up window at the bank.   
—driveù-upÙ n. 

drive·way (drXvùw7Ù) n.  A private road that connects a house, a garage, or 

another building with the street. 

driv·ing (drXùvVng) adj.  1. Transmitting power or motion.  2. Violent, intense, 

or forceful:  a driving rain.  3. Energetic or active:  a driving personality.   
—drivùing·ly adv. 

driz·zle (drVzùNl) v.  driz·zled, driz·zling, driz·zles.  —  v.  intr. To rain gently 

in fine, mistlike drops.   —  v.  tr. 1. To let fall in fine drops or particles:  drizzled 

melted butter over the asparagus.  2. To moisten with fine drops:  drizzled the 

asparagus with melted butter.   —  n.  A fine, gentle, misty rain.  [Perhaps from 

Middle English drisning, fall of dew, from Old English -drysnian, in gedrysnian, to 

pass away, vanish. See dhreu- in Appendix.] —drizùzly adj. 

Dro·ghe·da (drôùV-dN, drmùhV-)  A municipal borough of eastern Ireland on the 

Boyne River. Oliver Cromwell stormed the town in 1649 and massacred the 

inhabitants. Population, 23,247. 

drogue (drog) n.  1. Nautical. See sea anchor.  2. A drogue parachute.  3. A 

funnel-shaped or cone-shaped device towed behind an aircraft as a target.  4. A 

funnel-shaped device at the end of the hose of a tanker aircraft, used as a stabi-

lizer and receptacle for the probe of a receiving aircraft, as in refueling.  [Perhaps 

alteration of DRAG.]

drogue parachute (drog p4rùN-shutÙ) n.  1. A parachute used to stabilize or 

decelerate a fast-moving object, especially a small parachute used to slow down a 



reentering spacecraft or satellite prior to deployment of the main parachute.  2. A 

small parachute used to pull a main parachute from its storage pack. 

droit (droit, drwä) n.  Law. 1. A legal right.  2. Something to which one has legal 

right.  [Middle English, a fee allowed by law, from Old French, right, from Late 

Latin dXrectum, from neuter of Latin dXrectus, straight. See DIRECT.]

droll (drol) adj.  droll·er, droll·est. Amusingly odd or whimsically comical.   
—  n.  Archaic. A buffoon.  [French drôle, buffoon, droll, from Old French drolle, 

bon vivant, possibly from Middle Dutch drol, goblin.] —drollùness n.  

—drolùly adv. 

droll·er·y (droùlN-rK) n.  pl. droll·er·ies. 1. A comical or whimsical quality.  

2. A comical or whimsical way of acting, talking, or behaving.  3. a. The act of 

joking; clowning.  b. Something, such as a story, that is comical or whimsical.  

-drome suff.  1. Racecourse:  hippodrome.  2. Field; arena:  airdrome.  

3. Running:  palindrome.  [Latin -dromos, from Greek dromos, racecourse.]

drom·e·dar·y (drmmùV-dHrÙK, drƒmù-) n.  pl. drom·e·dar·ies. The one-

humped domesticated camel (Camelus dromedarius), widely used as a beast of 

burden in northern Africa and western Asia.  Also called Arabian camel [Middle 

English dromedarie, from Old French dromedaire, from Late Latin dromed7rius, 

from Latin dromas, dromad-, from Greek, running.]

drom·ond (drmmùNnd, drƒmù-) n.  Nautical. A large medieval sailing galley.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman dromund, from Late Latin dromo, 

dromon-, a kind of ship, from Late Greek dromon, from Greek dromos, race.]

-dromous suff.  Running; moving:  catadromous.  [From New Latin -dromus, 

from Greek -dromos, from dromos, act of running.]

drone1 (dron) n.  1. A male bee, especially a honeybee, that is characteristically 

stingless, performs no work, and produces no honey. Its only function is to mate 

with the queen bee.  2. An idle person who lives off others; a loafer.  3. A pilotless 

aircraft operated by remote control.  [Middle English, from Old English dr7n.]

drone2 (dron) v.  droned, dron·ing, drones.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a contin-

uous low dull humming sound: “Somewhere an electric fan droned without end” 

(William Styron).  2. To speak in a monotonous tone:  The lecturer droned on for 

hours.  3. To pass or act in a monotonous way.   —  v.  tr. To utter in a monoto-

nous low tone: “The mosquitoes droned their angry chant” (W. Somerset 

Maugham).   —  n.  1. A continuous low humming or buzzing sound.  2. Music. 

a. Any of the pipes of a bagpipe tuned to produce a single tone.  b. A single sus-

tained tone.   [Probably from DRONE
1 (from the bee’s humming sound).]

drool (drul) v.  drooled, drool·ing, drools.  —  v.  intr. 1. To let saliva run 

from the mouth; drivel.  2. Informal. To make an extravagant show of apprecia-

tion or desire.  3. Informal. To talk nonsense.   —  v.  tr. To let run from the 

mouth.   —  n.  1. Saliva.  2. Informal. Senseless talk; drivel.  [Perhaps alteration 

of DRIVEL.]



droop (drup) v.  drooped, droop·ing, droops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To bend or 

hang downward: “His mouth drooped sadly, pulled down, no doubt, by the plump 

weight of his jowls” (Gore Vidal).  2. To bend or sag gradually:  flowers drooping in 

the midday heat.  3. To sag in dejection or exhaustion:  drooped from lack of sleep.   
—  v.  tr. To let bend or hang down: “He drooped his body over the rail” (Norman 

Mailer).   —  n.  The act or condition of drooping.  [Middle English droupen, 

from Old Norse dr7pa. See dhreu- in Appendix.] —droopùi·ly, droopùing·ly 

adv.  —droopùy adj. 

droop nose (drup noz) n.  An aircraft nose section that can be inclined 

downward to increase runway visibility on takeoff and landing.  Also called droop 

snoot 

drop (drmp) n.  1. The smallest quantity of liquid heavy enough to fall in a spher-

ical mass.  See Table at measurement.  2. A small quantity of a substance.  

3. drops. Liquid medicine administered in drops.  4. A trace or hint:  not a drop 

of pity.  5. a. Something shaped or hanging like a drop.  b. A small globular piece 

of hard candy.   6. The act of falling; descent.  7. A swift decline or decrease, as in 

quality, quantity, or intensity.  8. a. The vertical distance from a higher to a lower 

level.  b. The distance through which something falls or drops.   9. A sheer 

incline, such as the face of a cliff.  10. a. A descent by parachute.  b. Personnel 

and equipment landed by means of parachute.   11. Something, such as a trap 

door on a gallows, that is arranged to fall or be lowered.  12. A drop curtain.  

13. A slot through which something is deposited in a receptacle.  14. A central 

place or establishment where something, such as mail, is brought and subse-

quently distributed.  15. a. A predetermined location for the deposit and subse-

quent removal of secret communications or illicit goods, such as drugs.  b. The 

act of depositing such communications or materials.   16. Electronics. A connec-

tion made available for an input or output unit on a transmission line.   —  v.  

dropped, drop·ping, drops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fall in drops.  2. To fall from a 

higher to a lower place or position.  3. To become less, as in number, intensity, or 

volume.  4. To descend from one level to another.  5. To fall or sink into a state of 

exhaustion or death.  6. To pass or slip into a specified state or condition:  

dropped into a doze.  7. Sports. To fall or roll into a basket or hole. Used of a ball.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To let fall by releasing hold of.  2. To let fall in drops.  3. To cause to 

become less; reduce:  drop the rate of production.  4. To cause to fall, as by hitting 

or shooting.  5. Sports. To hurl or strike (a ball) into a basket or hole.  6. To give 

birth to. Used of animals.  7. To say or offer casually:  drop a hint.  8. To write at 

one’s leisure:  drop me a note.  9. To cease consideration or treatment of:  dropped 

the matter altogether.  10. To terminate an association or a relationship with.  See 

Synonyms at dismiss.  11. To leave unfinished:  drop everything and help.  12. To 

leave out (a letter, for example) in speaking or writing.  13. To leave or set down 

at a particular place; unload.  14. To parachute.  15. To lower the level of (the 



voice).  16. To lose (a game or contest, for example).  17. Slang. To take, as a 

drug, by mouth:  drop acid.  18. New England. To poach (an egg).   —phrasal 
verbs. drop behind. To fall behind:  dropped behind the rest of the class during 

her long illness.  drop by. To stop in for a short visit.  drop off. 3. To fall asleep.  

4. To decrease:  Sales dropped off in the fourth quarter.  drop out. 5. To withdraw 

from participation, as in a game, club, or school.  6. To withdraw from estab-

lished society, especially because of disillusion with conventional values.   
—idiom. get the drop on (or have the drop on). To achieve a distinct 

advantage over.  [Middle English droppe, from Old English dropa. See dhreu- in 

Appendix.]

drop cloth (drmp klôth) n.  A sheet, as of cloth or plastic, for protection against 

spills or dripping, used especially by painters. 

drop curtain (drmp kûrùtn) n.  1. An unframed curtain that is lowered to a 

stage from the flies, often serving as background scenery.  2. A theater curtain 

that is lowered or raised vertically rather than drawn to the side. 

drop-dead (drmpùdHdÙ) adj.  Slang. Very impressive; spectacular: “a special 

video of the best-dressed women making drop-dead, knockout entrances at parties 

and fashion shows in Paris and New York” (André Leon Talley). 

drop·forge (drmpùfôrjù, -forjù) v.  tr. drop·forged, drop·forg·ing, 
drop·forg·es. To forge or stamp (a metal) between dies by the force of a falling 

weight such as a drop hammer. 

drop hammer (drmp h4mùNr) n.  A machine consisting of an anvil or base 

aligned with a hammer that is raised and then dropped on molten metal, used to 

forge or stamp the metal resting on the anvil. 

drop-in (drmpùVnÙ) n.  1. One who casually drops in, as to visit or obtain an 

appointment.  2. An informal social event. 

drop kick (drmp kVk) n.  Football. A kick made by dropping the ball to the 

ground and kicking it just as it starts to rebound.   —dropù-kickù (drmpùkVkù) v. 

drop leaf (drmp lKf) n.  A hinged wing on a table that can be folded down when 

not in use. 

drop·let (drmpùlVt) n.  A tiny drop. 

droplet infection (drmpùlVt Vn-fHkùshNn) n.  An infection transmitted from 

one individual to another by droplets of moisture expelled from the upper respi-

ratory tract through sneezing or coughing. 

drop letter (drmp lHtùNr) n.  A letter that is mailed and delivered from the same 

post office. 

drop·light (drmpùlXtÙ) n.  A hanging lamp that can be lowered and raised on its 

cord. 

drop-off (drmpùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. A steep or abrupt downward slope.  2. A notice-

able decrease:  a drop-off in attendance. 



drop·out (drmpùoutÙ) n.  1. a. One who quits school.  b. One who has with-

drawn from a given social group or environment.   2. Computer Science. a. A seg-

ment of magnetic tape on which expected information is absent.  b. The failure 

to read a bit of stored information.  

drop·per (drmpùNr) n.  One that drops, especially a small tube with a suction 

bulb at one end for drawing in a liquid and releasing it in drops. 

drop·ping (drmpùVng) n.  1. Something dropped.  2. droppings. The excre-

ment of animals. 

drop shot (drmp shmt) n.  Sports. A shot in various racquet games in which a 

ball or shuttlecock drops quickly after crossing the net or hitting the wall. 

drop·sy (drmpùsK) n.  Edema. No longer in scientific use.  [Middle English drope-

sie, short for idropesie, from Old French ydropisie, from Medieval Latin ydropisia, 

from Latin hydropisis, from Greek hudropiasis, from hudrops, dropsy, a dropsical 

person, from hudor, water. See wed-1 in Appendix.] —dropùsi·cal (-sV-kNl) adj.  

—dropùsi·cal·ly adv. 

drop·wort (drmpùwôrtÙ, -wûrtÙ) n.  A Eurasian plant (Filipendula vulgaris, for-

merly F. hexapetala) having finely divided leaflets and clusters of small white 

flowers. 

dros·er·a (drmsùNr-N) n.  See sundew.  [Greek, feminine of droseros, dewy, from 

drosos, dew.]

drosh·ky (drmshùkK) also dros·ky (drmsù-) n.  pl. drosh·kies also drosh·kys. 
An open four-wheeled horse-drawn carriage formerly used in Russia and Poland.  

[Russian drozhki, diminutive of drogi, wagon plural of droga, shaft of a wagon.]

dro·soph·i·la (dro-smfùN-lN, drN-) n.  Any of various small fruit flies of the 

genus Drosophila, especially D. melanogaster, used extensively in genetic research.  

[New Latin Drosophila, genus name  : Greek drosos, dew + New Latin -phila, pl. of 

-philus, -phile; see -PHILE.]

dross (drms, drôs) n.  1. A waste product or an impurity, especially an oxide, 

formed on the surface of molten metal.  2. Worthless, commonplace, or trivial 

matter: “He was wide-awake and his mind worked clearly, purged of all dross” 

(Vladimir Nabokov).  [Middle English dros, from Old English dros, dregs.] 
—drossùy adj. 

drought (drout) also drouth (drouth) n.  1. A long period of abnormally low 

rainfall, especially one that adversely affects growing or living conditions.  2. A 

prolonged dearth or shortage.  [Middle English, from Old English dr7goth.] 
—droughtùy adj. 

drove1 (drov) v.  Past tense of drive. 
drove2 (drov) n.  1. A flock or herd being driven in a body.  2. a. A large mass of 

people moving or acting as a body.  b. A large body of like things.  See Synonyms 

at flock1.   3. a. A stonemason’s broad-edged chisel used for rough hewing.  b. A 



stone surface dressed with such a chisel.   [Middle English, from Old English dr7f, 

from drXfan, to drive. See dhreibh- in Appendix.]

drov·er (droùvNr) n.  One that drives cattle or sheep. 

drown (droun) v.  drowned, drown·ing, drowns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To kill by 

submerging and suffocating in water or another liquid.  2. To drench thoroughly 

or cover with or as if with a liquid.  3. To deaden one’s awareness of; blot out:  

people who drowned their troubles in drink.  4. To muffle or mask (a sound) by a 

louder sound:  screams that were drowned out by the passing train.   —  v.  intr. To 

die by suffocating in water or another liquid.  [Middle English drounen, probably 

of Scandinavian origin. See dhreg- in Appendix.]

drowse (drouz) v.  drowsed, drows·ing, drows·es.  —  v.  intr. To be half-

asleep:  drowsed in the warm sun.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make drowsy: “drowsed with the 

fume of poppies” (John Keats).  2. To pass (time) by drowsing.   —  n.  The condi-

tion of being sleepy.  [Perhaps ultimately from Old English dr7sian, to sink, be 

sluggish. See dhreu- in Appendix.]

drows·y (drouùzK) adj.  drows·i·er, drows·i·est. 1. Dull with sleepiness; slug-

gish.  2. Produced or characterized by sleepiness.  3. Inducing sleepiness; sopo-

rific.   —drowsùi·ly adv.  —drowsùi·ness n. 

dr t abbr.  Troy dram. 

drub (drƒb) v.  drubbed, drub·bing, drubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To thrash with a 

stick.  2. To instill forcefully:  drubbed the lesson into my head.  3. a. To defeat 

emphatically.  b. To berate harshly.   4. To stamp (the feet).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

beat the ground; stamp.  2. To pound; throb.   —  n.  A blow with a heavy instru-

ment, such as a stick.  [Perhaps Arabic Caraba, to beat.] —drubùber n. 

drub·bing (drƒbùVng) n.  1. A severe thrashing.  2. A total defeat. 

drudge1 (drƒj) n.  A person who does tedious, menial, or unpleasant work.   —  
v.  intr. drudged, drudg·ing, drudg·es. To do tedious, unpleasant, or menial 

work.  [From Middle English druggen, to labor; akin to Old English drKogan, to 

work, suffer.] —drudgùer n.  —drudgùing·ly adv. 

drudge2 (drƒj) n.  & v.  Chesapeake Bay. Variant of dredge1. 

REGIONAL NOTE: “Out here on the Chesapeake, they call it ‘drudging for ar-

sters,’” says Charles Kuralt in his book On the Road with Charles Kuralt. The stan-

dard English verb dredge is pronounced with a centralized vowel by Chesapeake

Bay oyster fishermen, yielding drudge. Drudge in turn has been picked up by city

dwellers on the Delmarva Peninsula; a survey of some young people from Balti-

more revealed that they did not even know that there was a standard English verb

dredge. Kuralt gives the regional pronunciation a whimsical folk etymology with

the standard meaning of drudge, “to do tedious, menial, or unpleasant work,” ob-

serving, “Whatever you do for a living, it’s not as hard as ‘drudging for arsters.’”



drudg·er·y (drƒjùN-rK) n.  pl. drudg·er·ies. Tedious, menial, or unpleasant 

work.  See Synonyms at work. 
drudge·work (drƒjùwûrkÙ) n.  Drudgery: “This account... of decades of drudge-

work amid others’ possessions is drudgework for the reader as well” (New Yorker). 

drug (drƒg) n.  1. a. A substance used in the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention 

of a disease or as a component of a medication.  b. Such a substance as recog-

nized or defined by the U.S. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.   2. A chemical sub-

stance, such as a narcotic or hallucinogen, that affects the central nervous system, 

causing changes in behavior and often addiction.  3. Obsolete. A chemical or dye.   
—  v.  tr. drugged, drug·ging, drugs. 1. To administer a drug to.  2. To poi-

son or mix (food or drink) with a drug.  3. To stupefy or dull with or as if with a 

drug:  drugged with sleep.  [Middle English drogge, from Old French drogue, drug, 

perhaps from Middle Dutch droge (vate), dry (cases), pl. of drog, dry.]

drug·get (drƒgùVt) n.  1. a. A heavy felted fabric of wool or wool and cotton, 

used as a floor covering.  b. A coarse rug of this fabric, made in India.   2. A fab-

ric woven wholly or partly of wool, formerly used for clothing.  [French droguet, 

probably from drogue, drug, worthless object. See DRUG.]

drug·gie also drug·gy (drƒgùK) n.  pl. drug·gies. Slang. One that takes or is 

addicted to drugs: “They’re like druggies, but without drugs; they’re drugged on 

their own apathy” (Pauline Kael). 

drug·gist (drƒgùVst) n.  1. A pharmacist.  2. One who sells drugs. 

drug·gy1 (drƒgùK) Slang. adj.  drug·gi·er, drug·gi·est. Of or relating to drugs 

or drug use: “boozy, druggy confessions” (Vincent Canby). 

drug·gy2 (drƒgùK) n.  Variant of druggie. 
drug·o·la (drƒg-oùlN) n.  Slang. Bribery with payment or kickbacks made by 

using illegal drugs as the medium of exchange.  [DRUG + (PAY)OLA.]

drug·store also drug store (drƒgùstôrÙ, -storÙ) n.  A store where prescriptions 

are filled and drugs and other articles are sold. 

dru·id also Dru·id (druùVd) n.  A member of an order of priests in ancient Gaul 

and Britain who appear in Welsh and Irish legend as prophets and sorcerers.  

[From Latin druidKs, druids, of Celtic origin. See deru- in Appendix.] 
—dru·idùic (dru-VdùVk), dru·idùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —dru·idùi·cal·ly adv.  

—druùid·ism n. 

drum (drƒm) n.  1. Music. a. A percussion instrument consisting of a hollow 

cylinder or hemisphere with a membrane stretched tightly over one or both ends, 

played by beating with the hands or sticks.  b. A sound produced by this instru-

ment.   2. Something resembling a drum in shape or structure, especially a barrel-

like metal container or a metal cylinder wound with cable, wire, or heavy rope.  

3. Any of various marine and freshwater fishes of the family Sciaenidae that 

make a drumming sound.  4. Anatomy. The eardrum.   —  v.  drummed, 
drum·ming, drums.  —  v.  intr. 1. To play a drum or drums.  2. To thump or 



tap rhythmically or continually:  nervously drummed on the table.  3. To produce a 

booming, reverberating sound by beating the wings, as certain birds do.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To perform (a piece or tune) on or as if on a drum.  2. To summon by or as if 

by beating a drum.  3. To make known to or force upon (a person) by constant 

repetition:  drummed the answers into my head.  4. To expel or dismiss in disgrace:  

was drummed out of the army.   —phrasal verb. drum up. 1. To bring about by 

continuous, persistent effort:  drum up new business.  2. To devise; invent:  

drummed up an alibi.  [Middle English drom, from Middle Dutch tromme, proba-

bly of imitative origin.]

drum·beat (drƒmùbKtÙ) n.  1. The sound produced by beating a drum.  2. A 

cause supported ardently and vehemently. 

drum·beat·er (drƒmùbKÙtNr) n.  One that supports a cause, especially vehe-

mently.   —drumùbeatÙing n. 

drum·ette (drƒm-Htù) n.  The small fleshy part of a chicken wing, often fried 

and served as an appetizer. 

drum·fire (drƒmùfXrÙ) n.  1. Heavy, continuous gunfire:  a barrage of drumfire.  

2. Something likened to continuous gunfire:  a drumfire of criticism. 

drum·head (drƒmùhHdÙ) n.  1. Music. The membrane stretched over the open 

end of a drum.  2. Nautical. The circular top part of a capstan, used to hold bars 

for turning. 

drumhead court-martial (drƒmùhHdÙ kôrtùmärÙshNl) n.  A court-martial 

held for the summary trial of an offense committed during military operations.  

[So called because it was sometimes held around a drumhead.]

drum·lin (drƒmùlVn) n.  An elongated hill or ridge of glacial drift.  [From drum, 

ridge, from Irish Gaelic druim, back, ridge, from Old Irish.]

drum major (drƒm m7ùjNr) n.  A man who leads a marching band or drum 

corps, often twirling a baton. 

drum majorette (drƒm m7ÙjN-rHtù) n.  A woman who leads a marching band 

or drum corps, often twirling a baton.  See Usage Note at -ette. 
drum memory (drƒm mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. A memory device 

consisting of a rotating metal cylinder with a magnetizable coating on its outer 

surface, usually used as a nonprogrammable random-access memory. 

drum·mer (drƒmùNr) n.  Music. One who plays a drum, as in a band. 

Drum·mond (drƒmùNnd), Henry. 1851-1897.  British clergyman and writer 

who sought to reconcile Christianity with evolution. 

Drum·mond (drƒmùNnd), William Henry. 1854-1907.  Irish-born Canadian 

poet whose works describe the French-Canadian habitants. 

Drummond of Haw·thorn·den (drƒmùNnd ƒv hôùthôrnÙdNn), William. 
1585-1649.  Scottish poet noted for his graceful works, such as Flowers of Zion 

(1623), and for his description of a memorable visit with Ben Jonson (1618). 



Drum·mond·ville (drƒmùNnd-vVlÙ)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, 

northeast of Montreal. It is an industrial center. Population, 27,374. 

drum printer (drƒm prVnùtNr) n.  A line printer in which a revolving cylinder 

acts as the printing element. 

drum·stick (drƒmùstVkÙ) n.  1. Music. A stick for beating a drum.  2. The lower 

part of the leg of a cooked fowl. 

drunk (drƒngk) v.  Past participle of drink.  —  adj.  Usage Problem. 

1. a. Intoxicated with alcoholic liquor to the point of impairment of physical and 

mental faculties.  b. Caused or influenced by intoxication.   2. Overcome by 

strong feeling or emotion:  drunk with power.   —  n.  1. A drunkard.  2. A bout 

of drinking.  

USAGE NOTE: As an adjective the form drunk is used predicatively while the

form drunken is now used only attributively: He was drunk last night. A drunken

man at the table beside us ruined our evening. In most contexts the attributive use

of drunk is considered unacceptable in formal style. But the phrases drunk driver

and drunk driving are supported not only by common usage but also, in many

jurisdictions, by a legal distinction between the expressions drunk driver (a driver

whose alcohol level exceeds the legal limit) and drunken driver (a driver who is

inebriated).

drunk·ard (drƒngùkNrd) n.  One who is habitually drunk. 

drunk·en (drƒngùkNn) adj.  Usage Problem. 1. Delirious with or as if with strong 

drink; intoxicated.  2. Habitually drunk.  3. Of, involving, or occurring during 

intoxication:  a drunken brawl.  See Usage Note at drunk.  —drunkùen·ly adv.  

—drunkùen·ness n. 

dru·pa·ceous (dru-p7ùshNs) adj.  1. Resembling, relating to, or consisting of a 

drupe:  drupaceous fruit.  2. Producing drupes:  a drupaceous tree. 

drupe (drup) n.  A fleshy fruit, such as a peach, plum, or cherry, usually having 

a single hard stone that encloses a seed.  Also called stone fruit [Latin dr7pa, 

druppa, overripe olive, from Greek, olive, possibly an alteration of drupepKs, rip-

ened on the tree  : dru-, tree; see deru- in Appendix + peptein, pep-, ripe; see 

pekw- in Appendix.]

drupe·let (drupùlVt) n.  A small drupe, such as one of the many subdivisions of 

a raspberry or blackberry. 

druse (druz) n.  A crust of tiny crystals lining a rock cavity, usually composed of 

the same minerals that occur in the rock.  [German Druse, weathered ore, proba-

bly from Middle High German druos, gland, tumor.]

Druse (druz) n.  Variant of Druze. 
Dru·sus (druùsNs), Nero Claudius. Known as “Drusus Senior.” 38-9 B.C.  

Roman general who sought to impose Roman rule on the Germanic tribes. 



druth·ers (drƒthùNrz) pl.n.  Informal. A choice or preference: “Given their druth-

ers, these hell-for-leather free marketeers might sell the post office” (George F. Will).  

[Alteration of the phrase ’d rather, from would rather.]

Druze also Druse (druz) n.  A member of a Syrian people following a religion 

marked by monotheism and a belief in al-Hakim (985-1021), an Ismaili caliph, as 

the embodiment of God.  [Arabic Dur7z, pl. of durzX, a Druse, after Ismail al-

Darazi (died c. 1019), Muslim religious leader.]

dry (drX) adj.  dri·er (drXùNr)  or dry·er, dri·est (drXùVst)  or dry·est. 1. Free 

from liquid or moisture:  changed to dry clothes.  2. Having or characterized by lit-

tle or no rain:  a dry climate.  3. Marked by the absence of natural or normal 

moisture:  a dry month.  4. Not under water:  dry land.  5. Having all the water or 

liquid drained away, evaporated, or exhausted:  a dry river.  6. No longer yielding 

liquid, especially milk:  a dry cow.  7. Lacking a mucous or watery discharge:  a dry 

cough.  8. Not shedding tears:  dry sobs.  9. Needing or desiring drink; thirsty:  a 

dry mouth.  10. No longer wet:  The paint is dry.  11. Of or relating to solid rather 

than liquid substances or commodities:  dry weight.  12. Not sweet as a result of 

the decomposition of sugar during fermentation. Used of wines.  13. Having a 

large proportion of strong liquor to other ingredients:  a dry martini.  14. Eaten 

or served without butter, gravy, or other garnish:  dry toast; dry meat.  15. Having 

no adornment or coloration; plain:  the dry facts.  16. Devoid of bias or personal 

concern:  presented us with a dry critique.  17. a. Lacking tenderness, warmth, or 

involvement; severe:  The actor gave a dry reading of the lines.  b. Matter-of-fact or 

indifferent in manner:  rattled off the facts in a dry mechanical tone.   

18. Wearisome; dull:  a dry lecture filled with trivial details.  19. Humorous or 

sarcastic in a shrewd, impersonal way:  dry wit.  20. Prohibiting or opposed to the 

sale or consumption of alcoholic beverages:  a dry county.  21. Unproductive of 

the expected results:  a mind dry of new ideas.  22. Constructed without mortar or 

cement:  dry masonry.   —  v.  dried (drXd), dry·ing, dries (drXz).  —  v.  tr. 

1. To remove the moisture from; make dry:  laundry dried by the sun.  2. To pre-

serve (meat or other foods, for example) by extracting the moisture.   —  v.  intr. 

To become dry:  The sheets dried quickly in the sun.   —  n.  pl. drys. Informal. A 

prohibitionist.   —phrasal verbs. dry out. Informal. To undergo a cure for 

alcoholism.  dry up. 2. To make or become unproductive, especially to do so 

gradually.  3. Informal. To stop talking.  [Middle English drie, from Old English 

dr«ge.] —dryùly, driùly adv.  —dryùness n.  

SYNONYMS: dry, dehydrate, desiccate, parch. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to remove the moisture from”: drying the dishes; add water to de-

hydrated eggs; a factory where coconut meat is shredded and desiccated; land parched

by the sun. See also Synonyms at sour 



ANTONYM: moisten

dry·ad (drXùNd, -4dÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A divinity presiding over forests and 

trees; a wood nymph.  [Middle English Driad, from Latin Dryas, Dryad-, from 

Greek Druas, from drus, tree. See deru- in Appendix.] —dry·adùic (-4dùVk) adj. 

dry·as·dust (drXùNz-dƒstÙ) n.  A dull, pedantic speaker or writer.  [After Dr. 

Jonas Dryasdust, a fictitious character to whom Sir Walter Scott dedicated some 

of his novels.] —dryùas·dustÙ adj. 

dry cell (drX sHl) n.  A voltage-generating cell having an electrolyte in the form of 

moist paste.  [So called because its contents cannot spill.]

dry-clean (drXùklKnÙ) v.  tr. dry-·cleaned, dry-·clean·ing, dry-·cleans. To 

clean (clothing or fabrics) with chemical solvents that have little or no water.   
—dry cleaner n.  —dry cleanùing (klKùnVng) n. 

Dry·den (drXdùn), John. 1631-1700.  English writer and poet laureate (after 

1668). The outstanding literary figure of the Restoration, he wrote critical essays, 

poems, such as Absalom and Achitophel (1681), and dramas, including All for Love 

(1678). 

dry dock (drX dmk) n.  Nautical. A large dock in the form of a basin from which 

the water can be emptied, used for building or repairing a ship below its water 

line. 

dry-dock (drXùdmkÙ) v.  tr. intr. dry-·docked, dry-·dock·ing, dry-·docks. 
Nautical. To place in or go into a dry dock. 

dry·er (drXùNr) n.  1. An appliance that removes moisture by heating or another 

process:  a clothes dryer; a hair dryer.  2.  Variant of drier1. 
dry farm·ing (drX färùmVng) n.  A type of farming practiced in arid areas with-

out irrigation by planting drought-resistant crops and maintaining a fine surface 

tilth or mulch that protects the natural moisture of the soil from evaporation.   
—dry farm n.  —dryù-farmÙ (drXùfärmÙ) v.  —dry farmer n. 

dry fly (drX flX) n.  An artificial fly used in fishing that floats on the surface of the 

water when cast. 

dry gangrene (drX g4ngùgrKnÙ) n.  Gangrene that develops as a result of arte-

rial obstruction and is characterized by mummification of the dead tissue and 

absence of bacterial decomposition. 

dry goods (drX gtdz) pl.n.  Textiles, clothing, and related articles of trade.  

Also called soft goods 

dry hole (drX hol) n.  An unsuccessful venture, especially an exploratory oil well 

that produces no oil. 

dry ice (drX Xs) n.  Solid carbon dioxide that sublimates at –78.5˚C (–110˚F) and 

is used primarily as a coolant.  [Originally a trademark.]



dry·ing oil (drXùVng oil) n.  An organic oil, such as linseed oil, used as a binder in 

paints and varnishes. It dries into a tough elastic layer when applied in a thin film 

and exposed to air. 

dry kiln (drX kVln) n.  A heated chamber in which cut lumber is dried and sea-

soned. 

dry measure (drX mHzhùNr) n.  A system of units for measuring dry commodi-

ties such as grains, fruits, and vegetables. 

dry mop (drX mmp) n.  See dust mop. 
dry nurse (drX nûrs) n.  A nurse employed to care for but not breast-feed an 

infant.   —dryù-nurseÙ (drXùnûrsÙ) v. 

dry·o·pith·e·cine (drXÙo-pVthùV-sKnÙ) n.  An extinct ape of the genus Dryopith-

ecus, known from Old World fossil remains of the Miocene and Pliocene epochs 

and believed to be an ancestor of the anthropoid apes and human beings.   —  
adj.  Of or belonging to the genus Dryopithecus.  [From New Latin DryopithKcus, 

genus name  : Greek drus, oak; see deru- in Appendix + Greek pithKkos, ape.]

dry point (drX point) n.  1. A technique of intaglio engraving in which a hard 

steel needle is used to incise lines in a metal, usually copper plate, with the rough 

burr at the sides of the incised lines often retained to produce a velvety black tone 

in the print.  2. An engraving or print made using this technique. 

dry rot (drX rmt) n.  1. A fungous disease that causes timber to become brittle 

and crumble into powder.  2. A plant disease in which the plant tissue remains 

relatively dry while fungi invade and ultimately decay bulbs, fruits, or woody tis-

sues. 

dry run (drX rƒn) n.  1. A trial exercise; a rehearsal.  2. A test exercise in combat 

skills without the use of live ammunition. 

dry-salt·er (drXùsôlÙtNr) n.  Chiefly British. A dealer in chemical products and 

dyes.   —dryùsaltÙer·y n. 

dry socket (drX smkùVt) n.  A painful inflamed condition at the site of extraction 

of a tooth that occurs when a blood clot fails to form properly or is dislodged. 

Dry Tor·tu·gas (drX tôr-tuùgNz)  An island group of southern Florida west of 

Key West. Famed for their marine life, the islands were named Tortugas (“tur-

tles”) by the Spanish explorer Juan Ponce de León in 1513. 

dry wall  or dry·wall (drXùwôlÙ) n.  1. a. Plasterboard.  b. A wall or ceiling 

constructed of a prefabricated material, such as plasterboard or paneling.   2. A 

wall constructed from rocks that are not cemented together. 

dry wash (drX wmsh) n.  Laundry that has been washed and dried but not 

ironed. 

dry well also dry·well (drXùwHlÙ) n.  A subterranean chamber near a building, 

having stones or gravel inside and used to collect rainwater runoff from the roof 

of the building as a means of avoiding soil erosion. 

DS abbr.  Computer Science. Data set. 



d.s. abbr.  1.  Also D.S.. Music. Dal segno.  2. Business. Days after sight.  

3. Document signed. 

DSC  or D.S.C. abbr.  Distinguished Service Cross. 

DSM  or D.S.M. abbr.  Distinguished Service Medal. 

DSO  or D.S.O. abbr.  Distinguished Service Order. 

d.s.p. abbr.  Latin. Decessit sine prole (died without issue). 

DST  or D.S.T. abbr.  Daylight-saving time. 

DT  or D.T. abbr.  Daylight time. 

Dt. abbr.  Bible. Deuteronomy. 

d.t. abbr.  Double time. 

D.T. abbr.  Doctor of Theology. 

D.T.’s  or d.t.’s (dKùtKzù) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Delirium tremens. 

Du. abbr.  1. Duke.  2. Dutch. 

du·ad (duù4dÙ, dyuù-) n.  A unit of two objects; a pair.  [Greek duas, duad-, 

two, from duo. See dwo- in Appendix.]

du·al (duùNl, dyuù-) adj.  1. Composed of two usually like or complementary 

parts; double:  dual controls for pilot and copilot; a car with dual exhaust pipes.  

2. Having a double character or purpose:  a belief in the dual nature of reality.  

3. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a number category that indicates two per-

sons or things, as in Greek, Sanskrit, and Old English.   —  n.  Grammar. 1. The 

dual number.  2. An inflected form of a noun, adjective, pronoun, or verb used 

with two items or people.  [Latin du7lis, from duo, two. See dwo- in Appendix.] 
—duùal·ly adv. 

Du·a·la (dt-äùlä)  See Douala. 
du·al·ism (duùN-lVzÙNm, dyuù-) n.  1. The condition of being double; duality.  

2. Philosophy. The view that the world consists of or is explicable as two funda-

mental entities, such as mind and matter.  3. Psychology. The view that the mind 

and body function separately, without interchange.  4. Theology. a. The concept 

that the world is ruled by the antagonistic forces of good and evil.  b. The concept 

that human beings have two basic natures, the physical and the spiritual.    
—duùal·ist n.  —duÙal·isùtic adj.  —duÙal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

du·al·i·ty (du-4lùV-tK, dyu-) n.  The quality or character of being twofold; 

dichotomy. 

du·al-pur·pose (duùNl-pûrùpNs, dyuù-) adj.  Designed for or serving two 

purposes:  dual-purpose technologies for commercial and military applications. 

Duane (dw7n), William. 1760-1835.  American journalist and politician who 

edited the Aurora (1798-1822), a powerful Jeffersonian organ. 

Duar·te (dwärùtK)  A city of southern California east of Pasadena. It is mainly 

residential with varied light industries. Population, 20,688. 

dub1 (dƒb) v.  tr. dubbed, dub·bing, dubs. 1. To tap lightly on the shoulder 

by way of conferring knighthood.  2. To honor with a new title or description.  



3. To give a name to facetiously or playfully; nickname.  4. To strike, cut, or rub 

(timber or leather, for example) so as to make even or smooth.  5. To dress (a 

fowl).  6. To execute (a golf stroke, for example) poorly.   —  n.  An awkward per-

son or player; a bungler.  [Middle English dubben, from Old English dubbian, 

perhaps from Old French aduber.]

dub2 (dƒb) v.  dubbed, dub·bing, dubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To thrust at; poke.  2. To 

beat (a drum).   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a thrust.  2. To beat on a drum.   —  n.  

1. The act of dubbing.  2. A drumbeat.  [Perhaps from Low German dubben, to 

hit, strike.]

dub3 (dƒb) v.  tr. dubbed, dub·bing, dubs. 1. a. To transfer (recorded mate-

rial) onto a new recording medium.  b. To copy (a record or tape).   2. To insert a 

new soundtrack, often a synchronized translation of the original dialogue, into (a 

film).  3. To add (sound) into a film or tape:  dub in strings behind the vocal.   —  
n.  1. The new sounds added by dubbing.  2. A dubbed copy of a tape or record.  

[Short for DOUBLE.] —dubùber n. 

dub4 (dƒb) n.  Scots. A puddle or small pool.  [Origin unknown.]

Du·bai (du-bXù)  A city and sheikdom of eastern United Arab Emirates on the 

Persian Gulf. Oil was discovered here in the 1960’s. Population, 265,702. 

Du Bar·ry (du b4rùK, dyu-, dü bä-rKù), Comtesse Title of Marie Jeanne Bécu. 

1743-1793.  French courtier and influential mistress of Louis XV. She was guillo-

tined for crimes against the state by a Revolutionary tribunal. 

Du·bawnt (dt-bôntù)  A river, about 933 km (580 mi) long, of southeast 

Northwest Territories, Canada, flowing through Dubawnt Lake and into Baker 

Lake. 

dub·bin (dƒbùVn) also dub·bing (-Vng) n.  An application of tallow and oil for 

dressing leather.  [From DUB
1.]

Dub·?ek (dubùchHk, dupù-), Alexander. Born 1921.  Czechoslovakian politi-

cian. As first secretary of the Communist Party (1968) he introduced reforms and 

pursued an independent foreign policy. In August 1968 Soviet authorities sent 

tanks into Prague and arrested Dub?ek, who was forced to resign. 

du Bel·lay (du bN-l7ù, dü bH-l7ù), Joachim.  See Joachim du Bellay. 
du·bi·e·ty (du-bXùV-tK, dyu-) n.  pl. du·bi·e·ties. 1. A feeling of doubt that 

often results in wavering.  See Synonyms at uncertainty.  2. A matter of doubt.  

[Late Latin dubiet7s, from Latin dubius, doubtful. See DUBIOUS.]

Du·bin·sky (du-bVnùskK), David. 1892-1982.  Russian-born American labor 

leader who was president of the International Ladies’ Garment Workers Union 

(1932-1966). 

du·bi·ous (duùbK-Ns, dyuù-) adj.  1. Fraught with uncertainty or doubt; unde-

cided.  2. Arousing doubt; doubtful:  a dubious distinction.  3. Of questionable 

character:  dubious profits.  See Synonyms at doubtful.  [From Latin dubius. See 

dwo- in Appendix.] —duùbi·ous·ly adv.  —duùbi·ous·ness n. 



du·bi·ta·ble (duùbV-tN-bNl, dyuù-) adj.  Subject to doubt or question; uncer-

tain.  [Latin dubit7bilis, from dubit7re, to doubt. See DOUBT.] —duùbi·ta·bly adv. 

Dub·lin (dƒbùlVn)  1. The capital and largest city of Ireland, in the east-central 

part of the country on the Irish Sea. A Danish stronghold until 1014, Dublin was 

the scene of the Black Monday massacre of English residents in 1209 and the 

bloody Easter Rebellion of April 24, 1916. The Sinn Fein movement began here in 

the early 20th century. Population, 525,882.  2. An unincorporated town of west-

ern California, a residential suburb in the San Francisco-Oakland area. Popula-

tion, 23,229.  3. A city of central Georgia east-southeast of Macon. It is a 

commercial center in a lumbering area. Population, 16,312.   —Dubùlin·er n. 

Du·bois (du-bwäù, dyu-, dü-), Eugène. 1858-1940.  Dutch anatomist and 

paleontologist who in Java discovered in 1891 the skull and thigh bone of a hom-

inid, Homo erectus, that came to be called “Java man.” 

Du Bois (du boisù), William Edward Burghardt. 1868-1963.  American 

civil rights leader who cofounded the NAACP, edited journals, such as Crisis 

(1910-1932), and wrote books, including Color and Democracy (1945), that pro-

moted the concerns of Black Americans and Africans. 

Du·bon·net (duÙbN-n7ù, dyuÙ-)  A trademark used for apéritif wines. 

Du·bos (du-bôsù, -boù, dü-), René Jules. 1901-1982.  French-born American 

bacteriologist noted for his research on natural antibiotics, tuberculosis, and 

environmental factors in disease. 

Du·brov·nik (duùbrôv-nVkÙ) Formerly Ra·gu·sa (rN-guùzN, rä-guùzä).  A 

city of southwest Yugoslavia on a promontory jutting into the Adriatic Sea. A 

popular tourist resort, it was a center of Serbo-Croatian culture and literature in 

medieval times. Population, 31,106. 

Du·buf·fet (du-bN-f7ù, dü-bü-fHù), Jean. 1901-1985.  French artist who 

developed art brut, “raw art,” to express the vitality and immediacy absent from 

some academic art. 

Du·buque (dN-byukù)  A city of eastern Iowa on the Mississippi River opposite 

the Illinois-Wisconsin border. It was first settled permanently in 1833 and is the 

oldest city in the state. Population, 57,546. 

du·cal (duùkNl, dyuù-) adj.  Of or relating to a duke or dukedom:  a ducal 

estate.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin duc7lis, from Latin 

dux, duc-, leader. See DUKE.] —duùcal·ly adv. 

duc·at (dƒkùNt) n.  1. Any of various gold coins formerly used in certain Euro-

pean countries.  2. Slang. a. A piece of money.  b. An admission ticket.   [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Old Italian ducato, from Medieval Latin duc7tus, 

duchy (a word used on one of the early ducats). See DUCHY.]

du·ce (duùch7) n.  A leader or commander; a chief.  [Italian, from Latin dux, 

duc-. See DUKE.]



Du Chail·lu (du shXùyu, -sh4lù-, dyu, dü shä-yüù), Paul Belloni. 1831-1903.  

French-born American explorer who made two expeditions to Africa (1856-1859 

and 1863-1865) and brought back animal specimens. 

Du·champ (du-shäNù, dü), Marcel. 1887-1968.  French-born modernist artist 

and a leader of the Dada movement in New York City who was the first to exhibit 

commonplace objects as art. His paintings include Nude Descending a Staircase 

(1912). 

Du·chenne’s muscular dystrophy (du-shHnzù mƒsùkyN-lNr dVsùtrN-fK) 

n.  The most common form of muscular dystrophy, in which fat and fibrous tis-

sue infiltrate muscle tissue, causing eventual weakening of the respiratory mus-

cles and the myocardium. The disease, which almost exclusively affects males, 

begins in early childhood and usually causes death before adulthood.  [After 

Guillaume B.A. Duchenne (1806-1875), French physician.]

Du·chesne (du-shHnù, dü-), Rose Philippine. 1769-1852.  French-born 

Catholic missionary who established schools, convents, and an orphanage in the 

American South. She was beatified in 1940. 

duch·ess (dƒchùVs) n.  Abbr. D. 1. The wife or widow of a duke.  2. A woman 

holding title to a duchy in her own right.  3. Used as the title for such a noble-

woman.  [Middle English duchesse, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

ducissa, from Latin dux, duc-, leader. See DUKE.]

duch·y (dƒchùK) n.  pl. duch·ies. The territory ruled by a duke or duchess; a 

dukedom.  [Middle English duchie, from Old French duche, from Medieval Latin 

duc7tus, from Latin dux, duc-, leader. See DUKE.]

duck1 (dƒk) n.  1. Any of various wild or domesticated swimming birds of the 

family Anatidae, characteristically having a broad, flat bill, short legs, and webbed 

feet.  2. A female duck.  3. The flesh of a duck used as food.  4. Slang. A person, 

especially one thought of as peculiar.  5.  Often ducks. (used with a sing. verb). 

Chiefly British. A dear.  [Middle English doke, from Old English d7ce, possibly 

from *d7can, to dive. See DUCK
2.]

duck2 (dƒk) v.  ducked, duck·ing, ducks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To lower quickly, espe-

cially so as to avoid something.  2. To evade; dodge:  duck responsibility; ducked 

the reporter’s question.  3. To push suddenly under water.  See Synonyms at dip.  
4. Games. To deliberately play a card that is lower than (an opponent’s card).   —  
v.  intr. 1. To lower the head or body.  2. To move swiftly, especially so as to escape 

being seen:  ducked behind a bush.  3. To submerge the head or body briefly in 

water.  4. To evade a responsibility or obligation. Often used with out:  duck out 

on one’s family.  5. Games. To lose a trick by deliberately playing lower than one’s 

opponent.   —  n.  1. A quick lowering of the head or body.  2. A plunge into 

water.  [Middle English douken, to dive, possibly from Old English *d7can;; akin 

to Middle Low German and Middle Dutch d7ken.] —duckùer n. 



duck3 (dƒk) n.  1. A durable, closely woven heavy cotton or linen fabric.  

2. ducks. Clothing made of duck, especially white trousers.  [Dutch doek, cloth, 

from Middle Dutch doec.]

duck4 (dƒk) n.  1. An amphibious military truck used during World War II.  

2. An amphibious truck used in emergencies, as to evacuate flood victims.  

[Alteration (influenced by DUCK
1), of DUKW, its code designation.]

duck·bill (dƒkùbVlÙ) n.  See platypus. 
duck-billed platypus (dƒkùbVldÙ pl4tùV-pNs) n.  See platypus. 
duck blind (dƒk blXnd) n.  A shelter, often camouflaged with reeds and grasses, 

for concealing duck hunters. 

duck·board (dƒkùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A board or boardwalk laid across wet or 

muddy ground or flooring. 

duck hawk (dƒk hôk) n.  See peregrine falcon. 
duck·ing stool (dƒkùVng stul) n.  A device formerly used in Europe and New 

England for punishment, consisting of a chair in which an offender was tied and 

ducked into water. 

duck·ling (dƒkùlVng) n.  A young duck. 

duck·pin (dƒkùpVnÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A bowling pin that is shorter and squatter 

than a tenpin.  2. duckpins. (used with a sing. verb). A bowling game played with 

such pins and a small ball.  [From its squat appearance.]

ducks and drakes (dƒks Nnd dr7ks) n.  Games. The game of skipping flat 

stones along the surface of water.   —idiom. make ducks and drakes of (or 

play ducks and drakes with). To squander; waste. 

duck soup (dƒk sup) n.  Slang. An easily accomplished task or assignment. 

duck·tail (dƒkùt7lÙ) n.  A hairstyle in which the hair is swept back at the sides to 

meet in an upturned point in back.  Also called DA1 

duck·weed (dƒkùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various small, free-floating, stemless aquatic 

flowering plants of the genus Lemna. 

duck·y (dƒkùK) adj.  duck·i·er, duck·i·est. Slang. Excellent; fine. 

Du·com·mun (dü-kô-mœNù), Élie. 1833-1906.  Swiss journalist who orga-

nized the International Bureau of Peace in Bern (1891). He shared the 1902 Nobel 

Peace Prize. 

duct (dƒkt) n.  1. An often enclosed passage or channel for conveying a sub-

stance, especially a liquid or gas.  2. Anatomy. A tubular bodily canal or passage, 

especially one for carrying a glandular secretion:  a tear duct.  3. A tube or pipe 

for enclosing electrical cables or wires.   —  v.  tr. duct·ed, duct·ing, ducts. 
1. To channel through a duct:  duct the moist air away.  2. To supply with ducts.  

[Latin ductus, act of leading, from past participle of d7cere, to lead. See deuk- in 

Appendix.] —ductùal adj.  —ductùless adj. 

duc·tile (dƒkùtNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  1. Easily drawn into wire or hammered thin:  ductile 

metals.  2. Easily molded or shaped.  See Synonyms at malleable.  3. Capable of 



being readily persuaded or influenced; tractable.  [Middle English ductil, from 

Old French, from Latin ductilis, from ductus, past participle of d7cere, to lead. See 

deuk- in Appendix.] —duc·tilùi·ty (-tVlùV-tK), ducÙti·li·bilùi·ty (-lN-bVlùV-tK)  n. 

duct·ing (dƒkùtVng) n.  1. A duct or system of ducts.  2. Material for making 

ducts. 

duct·less gland (dƒktùlVs gl4nd) n.  See endocrine gland. 
duct·ule (dƒkùtulÙ) n.  A small duct. 

duct·work (dƒktùwûrkÙ) n.  A group or system of ducts:  installed new ductwork 

in the building. 

dud (dƒd) n.  1. A bomb, shell, or explosive round that fails to detonate.  

2. Informal. One that is disappointingly ineffective or unsuccessful.  3. duds. 

Informal. a. Clothing.  b. Personal belongings.   [Middle English dudde, a cloak.]

dude (dud, dyud) n.  1. Informal. An Easterner or city person who vacations 

on a ranch in the West.  2. Informal. A man who is very fancy or sharp in dress 

and demeanor.  3. Slang. A fellow; a chap.   —  v.  tr. dud·ed, dud·ing, dudes. 
Slang. To dress elaborately or flamboyantly:  got all duded up for the show.  [Origin 

unknown.]

du·deen (du-dKnù) n.  A short-stemmed clay pipe.  [Irish Gaelic dúidin, dimin-

utive of dúd, stump, pipe.]

dude ranch (dud r4nch) n.  A resort patterned after a Western ranch, featur-

ing camping, horseback riding, and other outdoor activities. 

dudg·eon1 (dƒjùNn) n.  A sullen, angry, or indignant humor: “Slamming the 

door in Meg’s face, Aunt March drove off in high dudgeon” (Louisa May Alcott).  

[Origin unknown.]

dudg·eon2 (dƒjùNn) n.  1. Obsolete. A kind of wood used in making knife han-

dles.  2. Archaic. a. A dagger with a hilt made of this wood.  b. The hilt of a dag-

ger.   [Middle English dogeon, possibly from Anglo-Norman.]

Dud·ley (dƒdùlK)  A borough of west-central England west-northwest of Bir-

mingham. It had thriving iron, coal, and limestone industries until the 1870’s. 

Population, 300,700. 

Dud·ley (dƒdùlK), Robert First Earl of Leicester. 1532?-1588.  English courtier, 

politician, and favorite of Elizabeth I. Pardoned for his involvement in the plot to 

secure the throne for Lady Jane Grey (1553), he sought the hand of Elizabeth, 

who refused him, partly because his wife, Amy Robsart, had died (1560) under 

suspicious circumstances. 

Dud·ley (dƒdùlK), Thomas. 1576-1653.  English colonial administrator in 

America who served as governor of Massachusetts Bay Colony (1634, 1640, 1645, 

and 1650) and as one of Harvard College’s first overseers. His son Joseph (1647-

1720) was also governor of Massachusetts (1702-1715). 

due (du, dyu) adj.  1. Payable immediately or on demand.  2. Owed as a debt; 

owing:  the amount still due.  3. In accord with right, convention, or courtesy; 



appropriate:  due esteem; all due respect.  4. Meeting special requirements; suffi-

cient:  We have due cause to honor them.  5. Expected or scheduled, especially 

appointed to arrive:  Their plane is due in 15 minutes.  6. a. Anticipated; looked 

for:  a long due promotion.  b. Expecting or ready for something as part of a nor-

mal course or sequence:  We’re due for some rain. This batter is due for another hit.   

7. Usage Problem. Capable of being attributed.  See Usage Note at due to.   —  n.  

1. Something owed or deserved:  You finally received your due.  2. dues. A charge 

or fee for membership, as in a club or organization.   —  adv.  1. Straight; 

directly:  Go due west.  2. Archaic. Duly.  [Middle English, from Old French deu, 

past participle of devoir, to owe, from Latin dKbKre. See ghabh- in Appendix.]

due bill (du bVl) n.  A written acknowledgment of indebtedness to a particular 

party but not payable to the party’s order or transferable by endorsement. 

du·el (duùNl, dyuù-) n.  1. A prearranged, formal combat between two persons, 

usually fought to settle a point of honor.  2. A struggle for domination between 

two contending persons, groups, or ideas.   —  v.  du·eled or du·elled, 
du·el·ing or du·el·ling, du·els or du·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To engage (another) in 

or as if in formal combat.  2. To oppose actively and forcefully.   —  v.  intr. To 

engage in or as if in formal combat.  [Middle English duelle, from Medieval Latin 

duellum, from Latin, war, variant of bellum.] —duùel·er, duùel·ist n. 

du·en·de (du-Hnùd7Ù) n.  The ability to attract others through personal magne-

tism and charm.  [Spanish dialectal, charm, from Spanish, ghost.]

due process (du prmsùHsÙ) n.  Law. An established course for judicial proceed-

ings or other governmental activities designed to safeguard the legal rights of the 

individual. 

Due·ro (dwHrùo)  See Douro. 
du·et (du-Htù, dyu-) n.  1. Music. a. A composition for two voices or instru-

ments.  b. The two performers of such a composition.   2. A pair.  [Italian duetto, 

diminutive of duo, from Latin, two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

due to (du tu) prep.  Because of.  

USAGE NOTE: Due to has been widely used for many years as a compound

preposition like owing to, but some critics have insisted that the adjectival status

of due must be retained. According to this view, it is incorrect to say The concert

was canceled due to the rain, as opposed to the acceptable The cancellation of the

concert was due to the rain, where due continues to function as an adjective mod-

ifying cancellation.

Du·fay (du-f7ù, dü-), Guillaume. 1400?-1474.  Flemish composer regarded as 

the first great composer of the Renaissance. He is particularly known for his Mass 

compositions. 



duff1 (dƒf) n.  A stiff flour pudding boiled in a cloth bag or steamed.  [Dialectal 

variation of DOUGH.]

duff2 (dƒf) n.  1. Decaying leaves and branches covering a forest floor.  2. Fine 

coal; slack.  [Origin unknown.]

duff3 (dƒf) n.  Slang. The buttocks.  [Origin unknown.]

duf·fel  or duf·fle (dƒfùNl) n.  1. A blanket fabric made of low-grade woolen 

cloth with a nap on both sides.  2. Clothing and other personal gear carried by a 

camper.  [Dutch, after Duffel, a town of northern Belgium.]

duffel bag (dƒfùNl b4g) n.  Variant of duffle bag. 
duffel coat (dƒfùNl kot) n.  Variant of duffle coat. 
duff·er (dƒfùNr) n.  1. Informal. a. An incompetent or dull-witted person.  b. A 

casual or mediocre player of a sport, especially golf.   2. Slang. A peddler of cheap 

merchandise.  3. Slang. Something worthless or useless.  [Origin unknown.]

Duf·fer·in and A·va (dƒfùNr-Vn Nnd äùvN), First Marquis of Title of Frederick 

Temple Hamilton-Temple Blackwood. 1826-1902.  British diplomat and politi-

cian whose numerous posts included governor-general of Canada (1872-1878), 

ambassador to Russia (1879-1881), and governor-general of India (1884-1888). 

Duff-Gor·don (dƒfÙgôrùdn), Lady Lucie. 1821-1869.  British writer and trans-

lator best known for her correspondence, including Letters from Egypt (1865). 

duf·fle (dƒfùNl) n.  Variant of duffel. 
duffle bag  or duffel bag (dƒfùNl b4g) n.  A large cylindrical cloth bag of can-

vas or duck for carrying personal belongings. 

duffle coat  or duffel coat (dƒfùNl kot) n.  A warm, usually hooded coat made 

of duffel or a similar material and fastened with toggles. 

Duf·fy (dƒfùK), Sir Charles Gavan. 1816-1903.  Irish-born writer and political 

leader in Ireland and Australia. A nationalist, he emigrated from Ireland to Aus-

tralia after the breakup of the Independent Irish Party (1856). In Australia he 

held several posts, including prime minister (1871-1872). 

Du·fy (du-fKù, dü-), Raoul. 1877-1953.  French painter noted for his brightly 

colored scenes of racing and the seaside and for the panel La Fée Électricité 

(1937). 

dug1 (dƒg) n.  An udder, breast, or teat of a female animal.  [Origin unknown.]

dug2 (dƒg) v.  Past tense and past participle of dig. 
du·gong (duùgmngÙ, -gôngÙ) n.  A herbivorous marine mammal (Dugong 

dugon), native to tropical coastal waters of the Indian Ocean, Red Sea, and south-

west Pacific Ocean and having flipperlike forelimbs and a deeply notched tail fin.  

[New Latin Dugong, genus name, possibly from Malay duyong.]

dug·out (dƒgùoutÙ) n.  1. A boat or canoe made of a hollowed-out log.  2. A pit 

dug into the ground or on a hillside and used as a shelter.  3. Baseball. Either of 

two usually sunken shelters at the side of a field where the players stay while not 

on the field. 



Du·ha·mel (duÙN-mHlù, dyuÙ-, dü-ä-), Georges. 1884-1966.  French writer 

and physician noted for his romans-fleuves, including the five-volume Life and 

Adventures of Salavin (1920-1932). 

dui·ker (dXùkNr) n.  Any of various small African antelopes of the genera Cepha-

lopus or Sylvicapra, having short, backward-pointing horns.  [Afrikaans, from 

Dutch duiken, to dive, from Middle Dutch d7ken.]

Duis·burg (dusùbûrgÙ, duzù-, düsùbtrkÙ)  A city of west-central Germany at 

the confluence of the Rhine and Ruhr rivers. It is a major inland port and a steel-

producing center. Population, 522,829. 

duke (duk, dyuk) n.  Abbr. D., Du. 1. A nobleman with the highest hereditary 

rank, especially a man of the highest grade of the peerage in Great Britain.  2. A 

sovereign prince who rules an independent duchy in some European countries.  

3. Used as the title for such a nobleman.  4.  Often dukes. Slang. A fist:  Put up 

your dukes!  5. Botany. A type of cherry intermediate between a sweet and a sour 

cherry.   —  v.  intr. duked, duk·ing, dukes. To fight, especially with fists:  duk-

ing it out.  [Middle English, from Old French duc, from Latin dux, duc-, leader, 

from d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix. N., sense 4, short for Duke of Yorks 

rhyming slang for forks, fingers.]

Duke (duk, dyuk), Benjamin Newton. 1855-1929.  American tobacco-

industry leader who with his brother James Buchanan Duke (1856-1925) 

organized the American Tobacco Company (1890) and endowed Trinity College, 

which was renamed Duke University in their honor (1924). 

duke·dom (dukùdNm, dyukù-) n.  1. A duchy.  2. The office, rank, or title of a 

duke. 

Du·kho·bor also Dou·kho·bor (duùkN-bôrÙ) n.  A member of an 18th-cen-

tury Russian Christian group, many of whom migrated to Canada in the 1890’s to 

escape persecution for their views, which included rejection of ecclesiastical and 

state authority.  [Russian Dukhobor : dukh, spirit, Holy Ghost + -bor, fighter 

(from borot’sya, to fight).]

Dul·bec·co (dƒl-bHkùo), Renato. Born 1914.  Italian-born American virologist. 

He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for research on the interaction of tumor viruses and 

genetic material. 

dul·cet (dƒlùsVt) adj.  1. a. Pleasing to the ear; melodious.  b. Having a soothing, 

agreeable quality.   2. Archaic. Sweet to the taste.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin 

dulcis), of Middle English doucet, from Old French, diminutive of douce feminine 

of doux, sweet, from Latin dulcis.] —dulùcet·ly adv. 

dul·ci·fy (dƒlùsN-fXÙ) v.  tr. dul·ci·fied, dul·ci·fy·ing, dul·ci·fies. 1. To make 

agreeable or gentle; mollify.  2. To sweeten.  [Late Latin dulcific7re, to sweeten  : 

Latin dulcis, sweet + -fic7re, -fy.] —dulÙci·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

dul·ci·mer (dƒlùsN-mNr) n.  Music. An instrument with wire strings of graduated 

lengths stretched over a sound box, played by striking with two padded hammers 



or by plucking.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin dulcis, sweet), of Middle English 

doucemer, from Old French doulcemer, doulcemele, probably from Latin dulce 

melos, sweet song  : dulce, neuter of dulcis, sweet + melos, song (from Greek 

melos).]

dull (dƒl) adj.  dull·er, dull·est. 1. Intellectually weak or obtuse; stupid.  

2. Lacking responsiveness or alertness; insensitive.  3. Dispirited; depressed.  

4. Not brisk or rapid; sluggish:  Business is dull.  5. Not having a sharp edge or 

point; blunt:  a dull knife.  6. Not intensely or keenly felt:  a dull ache.  

7. Arousing no interest or curiosity; boring:  a dull play.  8. Not bright or vivid. 

Used of a color:  a dull brown.  9. Cloudy or overcast:  a dull sky.  10. Not clear or 

resonant:  a dull thud.   —  v.  tr. intr. dulled, dull·ing, dulls. To make or 

become dull.  [Middle English dul;; akin to Old English dol.] —dullùish adj.  

—dullùness, dulùness n.  —dulùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: dull, colorless, drab, humdrum, lackluster, pedestrian, stodgy, un-

inspired. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “lacking in liveliness,

charm, or surprise”: a competent but dull performance of the role; a colorless and

unimaginative person; a drab and boring job; a humdrum conversation; a lackluster

life; a pedestrian movie plot; a stodgy dinner party; an uninspired lecture. See also

Synonyms at stupid 
ANTONYM: lively

dull·ard (dƒlùNrd) n.  A person regarded as mentally dull; a dolt. 

Dul·les (dƒlùVs), Allen Welsh. 1893-1969.  American public official. Director of 

the C.I.A. (1953-1961), he resigned after the failed invasion of the Bay of Pigs. 

Dul·les (dƒlùVs), John Foster. 1888-1959.  American diplomat and politician 

who as U.S. secretary of state (1953-1959) pursued a policy of opposition to the 

U.S.S.R. largely through military and economic aid to American allies. 

dulls·ville (dƒlzùvVl) n.  Slang. A dull place, thing, or condition: “You’re on the 

down escalator to doubt, dullsville, and despair” (James Wolcott). 

dulse (dƒls) n.  An edible red alga (Palmaria palmata) that grows on rocky shores 

on both sides of the northern Atlantic Ocean.  [Scottish Gaelic duileasg, from Old 

Irish duilesc.]

Du·luth (dN-luthù)  A city of northeast Minnesota on Lake Superior opposite 

Superior, Wisconsin. Permanent settlement began here in the 1850’s. The city’s 

fine harbor accommodates oceangoing vessels. Population, 92,811. 

du·ly (duùlK, dyuù-) adv.  1. In a proper manner:  a duly appointed official.  

2. At the expected time.  [Middle English duely, from due, due. See DUE.]

du·ma (duùmN) n.  A Russian national parliament during czarist times.  [Rus-

sian, of Germanic origin. See dhK- in Appendix.]



Du·mas (du-mäù, dyu-, dü-), Alexandre. Known as “Dumas père.”1802-

1870.  French writer of swashbuckling historical romances, such as The Count of 

Monte Cristo and The Three Musketeers (both 1844). His son Alexandre (1824-

1895), known as “Dumas fils,” was a dramatist whose works include La Dame aux 

Camélias (1852). 

du Mau·ri·er (du môrùK-7Ù, dyu, dü mô-ry7ù), Dame Daphne. 1907-1989.  

British writer noted for her melodramatic novels, including Rebecca (1938). 

du Mau·ri·er (du môrùK-7Ù, dyu, dü mô-ry7ù), George Louis Palmella 
Busson. 1834-1896.  British illustrator and writer known for his caricatures in 

Punch, his illustrations of the works of William Makepeace Thackeray among 

others, and his novels, such as Trilby (1894). 

du Mau·ri·er (du môrùK-7Ù, dyu, dü mô-ry7ù), Sir Gerald Hubert Edward 
Busson. 1873-1934.  British actor and theatrical manager best remembered for 

his roles in the plays of J.M. Barrie. 

dumb (dƒm) adj.  dumb·er, dumb·est. 1. a. Lacking the power of speech. 

Used of animals and inanimate objects.  b. Offensive. Incapable of using speech; 

mute. Used of human beings.   2. Temporarily speechless, as with shock or fear:  I 

was dumb with disbelief.  3. Unwilling to speak; taciturn.  4. Not expressed or 

articulated in sounds or words:  dumb resentment.  5. Nautical. Not self-propel-

ling.  6. Conspicuously unintelligent; stupid:  dumb officials; a dumb decision.  

7. Unintentional; haphazard:  dumb luck.  8. Computer Science. Incapable of pro-

cessing data:  a dumb terminal.   —  v.  tr. dumbed, dumb·ing, dumbs. To 

make silent or dumb.   —phrasal verb. dumb down (or dumb up). Slang. To 

rewrite for a less intelligent audience.  [Middle English, from Old English.] 
—dumbùly adv.  —dumbùness n.  

SYNONYMS: dumb, inarticulate, mute, speechless. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “lacking the faculty of speech or the power to speak”: dumb

with fear; inarticulate with rage; mute with astonishment; speechless with horror. See

also Synonyms at stupid

dumb·bell (dƒmùbHlÙ) n.  1. A weight consisting of a short bar with a metal ball 

or disk at each end that is lifted for muscular development and exercise.  2. Slang. 

A person regarded as stupid.  [From an apparatus similar to that used in ringing a 

church bell, but without the bell, used for practice or physical exercise.]

dumb cane (dƒm k7n) n.  See dieffenbachia.  [So called because its leaves 

contain a substance that swells the throat when eaten.]

dumb·found also dum·found (dƒmùfoundÙ) v.  tr. dumb·found·ed, 
dumb·found·ing, dumb·founds. To fill with astonishment and perplexity; 

confound.  See Synonyms at surprise.  [DUMB + (CON)FOUND.]

dum·bo (dƒmùbo) n.  pl. dum·bos. Slang. A person regarded as stupid. 



dumb plant (dƒm pl4nt) n.  See dieffenbachia.  [. See DUMB CANE.]

dumb show (dƒm sho) n.  1. A part of a play, especially in medieval and 

Renaissance drama, that is enacted without speaking.  2. Communication or act-

ing by means of expressive gestures; pantomine. 

dumb·struck (dƒmùstrƒkÙ) adj.  So shocked or astonished as to be rendered 

speechless. 

dumb·wait·er (dƒmùw7ÙtNr) n.  1. A small elevator used to convey food or 

other goods from one floor of a building to another.  2. A portable serving stand 

or table. 

dum-dum (dƒmùdƒmÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as stupid.  [Reduplication 

and alteration of DUMB.]

dum·dum bullet (dumùdumÙ btlùVt) n.  A hollow-point small-arms bullet 

designed to expand upon impact, inflicting a gaping wound.  [After Dum Dum, a 

town of northeast India.]

dum·found (dƒmùfoundÙ) v.  Variant of dumbfound. 
Dum·fries (dƒm-frKsù)  A burgh of southern Scotland south-southwest of 

Edinburgh. Robert Burns is buried here. Population, 31,800. 

dumm·kopf (dtmùkôfÙ, -kôpfÙ, dƒmù-) n.  A person regarded as stupid.  

[German  : dumm, dumb (from Middle High German tump, tumb, from Old 

High German tumb) + kopf, head (from Middle High German, cup, cranium, 

from Old High German, cup, from Late Latin cuppa).]

dum·my (dƒmùK) n.  pl. dum·mies. 1. An imitation of a real or original object, 

intended to be used as a practical substitute.  2. a. A mannequin used in display-

ing clothes.  b. A figure of a person or an animal manipulated by a ventriloquist.  

c. A stuffed or pasteboard figure used as a target.  d. Football. A heavy stuffed 

cylindrical bag used for blocking and tackling practice.   3. A person regarded as 

stupid.  4. A silent or taciturn person.  5. A person or an agency secretly in the 

service of another.  6. Printing. a. One of a set of model pages with text and illus-

trations pasted into place to direct the printer.  Also called dummy page b. A set of 

bound blank pages used as a model to show the size and general appearance of a 

book being published.   7. Games. a. The partner in bridge who exposes his or 

her hand to be played by the declarer.  b. The hand thus exposed.   8. Computer 

Science. A character or other piece of information entered into a computer only to 

meet prescribed conditions, such as word length, and having no effect on opera-

tions.   —  adj.  1. Simulating or replacing something but lacking its function:  a 

dummy pocket.  2. Serving as a front or cover for another:  a dummy corporation.  

3. Games. Played with a dummy.  4. Computer Science. Entered or provided only 

to meet prescribed conditions:  a dummy variable.   —  v.  tr. dum·mied, 
dum·my·ing, dum·mies. Printing. To make a model of (a publication or page).   
—phrasal verb. dummy up. Slang. To keep silence; clam up.  [From DUMB.]



Du·mont (duùmmntÙ, dyuù-)  A borough of northeast New Jersey, a residential 

suburb of Hackensack. It was settled by the Dutch in 1677. Population, 17,187. 

du·mor·ti·er·ite (du-môrùtK-N-rXtÙ, dyu-) n.  A glassy pink, green, violet, or 

blue aluminum borosilicate mineral, Al8BSi3O19OH, used in spark-plug ceramics 

and as imitation lapis lazuli.  [French, after Eugène Dumortier, 19th-century 

French paleontologist.]

dump (dƒmp) v.  dumped, dump·ing, dumps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To release or 

throw down in a large mass.  2. a. To empty (material) out of a container or vehi-

cle:  dumped the load of stones.  b. To empty out (a container or vehicle), as by 

overturning or tilting.   3. a. To get rid of; discard:  a fine for dumping trash on 

public land; dumped the extra gear overboard.  b. Informal. To discard or reject 

unceremoniously:  dump an old friend.   4. To place (goods or stock, for example) 

on the market in large quantities and at a low price.  5. Computer Science. To 

transfer (data stored internally in a computer) from one place to another, as from 

a memory to a printout, without processing.  6. Slang. To knock down; beat.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To fall or drop abruptly.  2. To discharge cargo or contents; unload.  

3. Slang. To criticize another severely:  was always dumping on me.   —  n.  1. A 

place where refuse is dumped:  a garbage dump; a nuclear waste dump.  2. A stor-

age place for goods or supplies; a depot:  an ammunition dump.  3. An unordered 

accumulation; a pile.  4. Computer Science. An instance or the result of dumping 

stored data.  5. Slang. A poorly maintained or disreputable place.  [Middle 

English dumpen, dompen, to fall suddenly, drop, of Scandinavian origin.] 
—dumpùer n. 

dump·ling (dƒmpùlVng) n.  1. A small ball of dough cooked with stew or soup.  

2. Sweetened dough wrapped around fruit, such as an apple, baked and served as 

a dessert.  3. Informal. A short, chubby creature.  [Origin unknown.]

dumps (dƒmps) pl.n.  A gloomy, melancholy state of mind; depression. Often 

used with the:  felt down in the dumps.  [Probably from Dutch domp, haze, from 

Middle Dutch damp, vapor.]

dump·site (dƒmpùsXtÙ) n.  The location of a dump, especially a garbage dump. 

Dump·ster (dƒmpùstNr)  A trademark used for containers designed for receiv-

ing, transporting, and dumping waste materials. This trademark often occurs in 

print in lowercase: “[He] testified that he had seen the motorcycle parked for a 

number of days next to a trash dumpster” (Legal Times). “[The street is] lined with 

low-cost apartment buildings and strewn with blue dumpsters” (Chicago Tribune). 

dump truck (dƒmp trƒk) n.  A heavy-duty truck having a bed that tilts back-

ward to dump loose material. 

dump·y1 (dƒmùpK) adj.  dump·i·er, dump·i·est. Short and stout; squat.  

[Probably from dump, lump.] —dumpùi·ly adv.  —dumpùi·ness n. 



dum·py2 (dƒmùpK) adj.  dump·i·er, dump·i·est. Resembling a dump, as in 

shabbiness; disreputable: “The place had a dark and dumpy look” (Washington 

Post). 

dumpy level (dƒmùpK lHvùNl) n.  A surveyor’s instrument having a short tele-

scope fixed rigidly to a horizontally rotating table. 

Dum·yat (dtm-yätù)  See Damietta. 
dun1 (dƒn) v.  tr. dunned, dun·ning, duns. To importune (a debtor) for pay-

ment:  a dunning letter.   —  n.  1. One that duns.  2. An importunate demand for 

payment.  [Origin unknown.]

dun2 (dƒn) n.  1. Color. An almost neutral brownish gray to dull grayish brown.  

2. A fishing fly having this color.  3. A horse of this color.  [Middle English, from 

Old English dunn, perhaps of Celtic origin.]

Du·nant (du-näNù, dü-), Jean Henri. 1828-1910.  Swiss philanthropist who 

founded the International Red Cross (1864). He shared the 1901 Nobel Peace 

Prize. 

Dun·bar (dƒn-bärù)  A burgh of southeast Scotland on the North Sea east of 

Edinburgh. Oliver Cromwell defeated the Covenanters here on September 3, 

1650. Population, 4,609. 

Dun·bar (dƒnùbär), Paul Laurence. 1872-1906.  American writer primarily 

noted for his poetry, which reflects Black American life and dialect. 

Dun·bar (dƒn-bärù), William. 1460?-1520?.  Scottish poet known for his alle-

gorical works, such as The Thrissill and the Rois (1503), and an elegy on bygone 

poets, Lament of the Makaris (c. 1508). 

Dun·can (dƒngùkNn)  A city of southern Oklahoma south-southwest of Okla-

homa City. It is the center of an oil-producing region. Population, 21,732. 

Dun·can (dƒngùkNn), Isadora. 1878-1927.  American dancer whose use of sim-

ple costumes and free movement greatly influenced modern dance. 

Dun·can·ville (dƒngùkNn-vVlÙ)  A city of northeast Texas, a residential suburb 

of Dallas. Population, 35,748. 

dunce (dƒns) n.  A person regarded as stupid.  [After John DUNS SCOTUS, whose 

writings and philosophy were ridiculed in the 16th century.]

dunce cap (dƒns k4p) also dunce’s cap (dƒnùsVz k4p) n.  A cone-shaped paper 

cap, formerly placed on the head of a slow or lazy pupil.  Also called fool’s cap 

Dun·dalk (dƒnùdôk)  An unincorporated community of northeast Maryland, a 

residential and industrial suburb of Baltimore. Population, 71,293. 

Dun·das (dƒnùdNs)  A town of southeast Ontario, Canada, a manufacturing 

suburb of Hamilton. Population, 19,586. 

Dun·dee (dƒn-dKù)  A burgh of east-central Scotland on the northern bank of 

the Firth of Tay. It was a stronghold of the Covenanters in the religious wars of 

the Scottish Reformation. Population, 185,616. 



dun·der·head (dƒnùdNr-hHdÙ) n.  A dunce.  [Perhaps Dutch donder, thunder 

(from Middle Dutch doner); see (s)tenN- in Appendix + HEAD.]

dun·drear·ies (dƒn-drîrùKz) pl.n.  Long sideburns worn with a clean-shaven 

chin.  [After Lord Dundreary, a character in the play Our American Cousin by 

Tom Taylor.]

dune (dun, dyun) n.  A hill or ridge of wind-blown sand.  [French, from Old 

French, from Middle Dutch d7ne. See dh7777-no- in Appendix.]

dune buggy (dun bƒgùK) n.  A recreational vehicle having oversize tires 

designed for use on sand dunes or beaches, especially a light vehicle with a modi-

fied engine mounted on an open chassis.  Also called beach buggy 

Dun·e·din (dƒn-Kdùn)  1. A city of southeast South Island, New Zealand. A 

major port, it was settled by Scottish Presbyterians in 1848. Population, 74,500.  

2. A city of west-central Florida on the Gulf of Mexico west of Tampa. It is a pop-

ular winter resort. Population, 30,203. 

Dun·ferm·line (dƒn-fûrmùlVn)  A burgh of east-central Scotland northwest of 

Edinburgh. It was long a favorite residence of Scottish kings. Andrew Carnegie 

was born here (1835) and gave the town its library. Population, 53,800. 

dung (dƒng) n.  1. a. The excrement of animals.  b. Manure.   2. Something 

foul or abhorrent.   —  v.  tr. dunged, dung·ing, dungs. To fertilize (land) 

with manure.  [Middle English, from Old English.] —dungùy adj. 

dun·ga·ree (dƒngÙgN-rKù) n.  1. A sturdy, often blue denim fabric.  

2. dungarees. Trousers or overalls made of sturdy denim fabric.  [Hindi dun-

grX.]
dung beetle (dƒng bKtùl) n.  Any of various beetles of the family Scarabaeidae 

that form balls of dung on which they feed and in which they lay their eggs. 

Dun·ge·ness crab (dƒnùjN-nHsÙ kr4b, -nVs) n.  An edible crab (Cancer magis-

ter) common along the Pacific coast from Alaska to northern California.  [After 

Dungeness, a town of northwest Washington.]

dun·geon (dƒnùjNn) n.  1. A dark, often underground chamber or cell used to 

confine prisoners.  2. A donjon.  [Middle English donjon, castle keep, dungeon, 

from Old French, keep, probably from Medieval Latin domnio, the lord’s tower, 

from Latin dominus, master. See dem- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The word dungeon may have gone down in the world quite

literally, if one etymology of the word is correct. Dungeon may go back to a Vulgar

Latin word, domnio, meaning “the lord’s tower,” which came from Latin dominus,

“master.” In Middle English, in which our word is first recorded in a work com-

posed around the beginning of the 14th century, it meant “a fortress, castle,” and

“the keep of a castle” as well as “a prison cell underneath the keep of the castle.”

Dungeon can still mean “keep,” although the usual spelling for this sense is donjon,

but the meaning most usually associated with it is certainly not elevated. It is also



possible that dungeon goes back to a Germanic word related to our word dung.

This assumed Germanic word would have meant “an underground house con-

structed of dung.” If this etymology is correct, the word dungeon has ended up

where it began.

dung·hill (dƒngùhVlÙ) n.  1. A heap of animal excrement.  2. A foul, degraded 

condition or place. 

du·nite (duùnXtÙ, dƒnùXtÙ) n.  A dense igneous rock that consists mainly of oliv-

ine and is a source of magnesium.  [After Mount Dun in northern South Island, 

New Zealand.] —du·nitùic (du-nVtùXk, dN-) adj. 

dunk (dƒngk) v.  dunked, dunk·ing, dunks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To plunge into liq-

uid; immerse.  See Synonyms at dip.  2. To dip (food) into a liquid before eating 

it.  3. Basketball. To slam (a ball) through the basket from above.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To submerge oneself briefly in water.  2. Basketball. To slam a ball through the 

basket from above.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of dunking.  2. Basketball. A 

dunk shot.  [Pennsylvania Dutch dunke, from Middle High German dunken, 

from Old High German dunkon.] —dunkùer n. 

Dunk·er (dƒngùkNr) also Dun·kard (-kNrd) n.  A member of the German Bap-

tist Brethren, a group of German-American Baptists opposed to military service 

and the taking of legal oaths.  [Pennsylvania Dutch, from dunke, to dunk (from 

the practice of baptism by immersion). See DUNK.]

Dun·kirk1 (dƒnùkûrkÙ)  1.  Also Dun·kerque (dœN-kHrkù). A city of northern 

France on the North Sea. In World War II more than 330,000 Allied troops were 

evacuated from its beaches in the face of enemy fire (May-June 1940). Popula-

tion, 73,120.  2. A city of western New York on Lake Erie southwest of Buffalo. It 

is in a grape-growing region. Population, 15,310. 

Dun·kirk2 (dƒnùkûrkÙ) n.  1. A desperate retreat.  2. A condition in which a 

desperate last effort is the only alternative to total defeat.  [After Dunkirk1, 

France.]

dunk shot (dƒngk shmt) n.  Basketball. A shot made by jumping and slamming 

the ball down through the basket.  Also called stuff shot 

Dun Laoghai·re (dƒn lârùN)  A borough of east-central Ireland on the Irish 

Sea southeast of Dublin. It is a yachting center. Population, 54,496. 

Dun·lap (dƒnùl4p), William. 1766-1839.  American playwright, theatrical man-

ager, painter, and historian best known for his dramatic works, such as André 

(1798) and The Italian Father (1799). 

dun·lin (dƒnùlVn) n.  A rust-brown and white sandpiper (Calidris alpina) native 

to northern regions of North America, Europe, and Asia.  [DUN
2 + -LIN(G)1.]

Dun·lop (dƒn-lmpù, dƒnùlmp), John Boyd. 1840-1921.  British inventor often 

credited with the invention (c. 1887) of the pneumatic rubber tire. 



Dun·more (dƒnùmôrÙ, -morÙ)  A borough of northeast Pennsylvania, an indus-

trial suburb of Scranton. Population, 15,403. 

Dun·more (dƒn-môrù, -morù), Fourth Earl of Title of John Murray. 1732-1809.  

British colonial governor of Virginia (1771-1776) who opposed the independence 

of the colonies and was forced to return to England. 

dun·nage (dƒnùVj) n.  1. Loose packing material used to protect a ship’s cargo 

from damage during transport.  2. Personal baggage.  [Middle English dennage, 

from Middle Dutch denne, flooring of a ship.]

Dunne (dƒn), Finley Peter. 1867-1936.  American humorist and journalist 

known for his books featuring Mr. Dooley, an Irish saloonkeeper who comments 

satirically on current events. 

Du·nois (du-nwäù, dü-), Comte Jean de. 1403?-1468.  French military leader 

who was besieged at Orléans (1428-1429) until the arrival of Joan of Arc and her 

troops. 

Dun·sa·ny (dƒn-s7ùnK), 18th Baron Title of Edward John Moreton Drax Plun-

kett. 1878-1957.  Irish writer and hunter known for his novels, which include The 

Blessing of Pan (1927) and Curse of the Wise Woman (1933). 

Duns Sco·tus (dƒnz skoùtNs), John. Known as “the Subtle Doctor.” 1265?-

1308.  Scottish Franciscan monk and theologian who wrote On the First Principal 

and disputed Thomas Aquinas’s harmony of faith and reason. 

Dun·stan (dƒnùstNn), Saint. 924-988.  English prelate. As bishop of Winchester 

(957) and archbishop of Canterbury (959-978) he attempted to integrate the 

Danes and the English as a nation. 

du·o (duùo, dyuùo) n.  pl. du·os. 1. Music. a. A duet.  b. Two performers sing-

ing or playing together.   2. Two people in close association:  a duo of negotiators.  

[Italian, from Latin, two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

duo- pref.  Two:  duopsony.  [Latin, from duo, two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

du·o·dec·i·mal (duÙN-dHsùN-mNl, dyuÙ-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or based on 

the number 12:  the duodecimal number system.  2. Of or relating to twelfths.   —  
n.  A twelfth.  [From Latin duodecimus, twelfth, from duodecim, twelve  : duo, 

two; see dwo- in Appendix + decem, ten; see dekc in Appendix.]

du·o·dec·i·mo (duÙN-dHsùN-moÙ, dyuÙ-) n.  pl. du·o·dec·i·mos. Printing. 

1. The size (5 by 74 inches) of book pages formed by folding single sheets from a 

printing press into 12 leaves each.  Also called twelvemo 2. A book composed of 

pages of this size.  [Latin (in) duodecimo, (in) a twelfth, ablative of duodecimus, 

twelfth. See DUODECIMAL.]

du·o·de·num (duÙN-dKùnNm, dyuÙ-, du-mdùn-Nm, dyu-) n.  pl. 

du·od·e·na (duÙN-dKùnN, dyuÙ-, du-mdùn-N, dyu-)  or du·o·de·nums. The 

beginning portion of the small intestine, starting at the lower end of the stomach 

and extending to the jejunum.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin, short for 

intestXnum duodKnum digitorum, intestine of twelve fingers (in length), from 



Latin duodKnum, genitive pl. of duodKnX, twelve each, from duodecim, twelve. See 

DUODECIMAL.] —duÙo·deùnal (duÙN-dKùnNl, dyuÙ-, du-mdùn-Nl, dyu-) adj. 

du·o·logue (duùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, dyuù-) n.  A dialogue or conversation between 

two persons: “a reasonably well-constructed duologue for two experienced perform-

ers” (Noel Coward). 

duo·mo (dwoùmo) n.  pl. duo·mos. A cathedral, especially one in Italy.  [Ital-

ian. See DOME.]

du·op·o·ly (du-mpùN-lK, dyu-) n.  An economic or political condition in 

which power is concentrated in two persons or groups.  [DUO- + (MONO)POLY.]

du·op·so·ny (du-mpùsN-nK, dyu-) n.  pl. du·op·so·nies. A stock-market 

condition wherein two rival buyers exert a controlling influence on numerous 

sellers.  [DUO- + Greek opsonia, purchasing of provisions (from opsonein, to buy 

food  : opson, cooked food + onK, buying from oneisthai, to buy); see wes-3 in 

Appendix.]

dup. abbr.  Duplicate. 

dupe (dup, dyup) n.  1. An easily deceived person.  2. A person who functions 

as the tool of another person or power.   —  v.  tr. duped, dup·ing, dupes. To 

deceive (an unwary person).  See Synonyms at deceive.  [French, from Old 

French, probably alteration of huppe, hoopoe (from the bird’s stupid appear-

ance). See HOOPOE.] —dupÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —dupùa·ble adj.  —dupùer n. 

dup·er·y (duùpN-rK, dyuù-) n.  pl. dup·er·ies. The act of duping or the condi-

tion of having been duped. 

du·ple (duùpNl, dyuù-) adj.  1. Consisting of two; double.  2. Music. Consist-

ing of two or a multiple of two beats to the measure.  [Latin duplus. See dwo- in 

Appendix.]

Du·pleix (du-plHksù, dü-), Marquis Joseph-François. 1697-1763.  French 

colonial administrator who competed unsuccessfully with the British to extend 

French control over India. 

Du·ples·sis-Mor·nay (du-plH-sKÙ môr-n7ù, dü-)  See Philippe de Mor-
nay. 

du·plex (duùplHksÙ, dyuù-) adj.  1. Twofold; double.  2. Relating to or being a 

single assembly of machinery having two identical units that are capable of oper-

ating simultaneously or independently.  3. Electronics. Of or relating to a commu-

nications mode, as in a telephone system, that provides simultaneous 

transmission and reception in both directions.   —  n.  1. A house divided into 

two living units or residences, usually having separate entrances.  2. A duplex 

apartment.  [Latin. See dwo- in Appendix.] —du·plexùi·ty (-plHkùsV-tK) n. 

duplex apartment (duùplHksÙ N-pärtùmNnt) n.  An apartment having rooms 

on two adjoining floors connected by an inner staircase. 

du·pli·cate (duùplV-kVt, dyuù-) adj.  Abbr. dup. 1. Identically copied from an 

original.  2. Existing or growing in two corresponding parts; double.  3. Games. 



Denoting a manner of play in cards in which partnerships or teams play the same 

deals and compare scores at the end:  duplicate bridge.   —  n.  Abbr. dup. 1. An 

identical copy; a facsimile.  2. One that corresponds exactly to another, especially 

an original.  3. Games. A card game in which partnerships or teams play the same 

deals and compare scores at the end.   —  v.  du·pli·cat·ed, du·pli·cat·ing, 
du·pli·cates (-k7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To make an exact copy of.  2. To make twofold; 

double.  3. To make or perform again; repeat:  a hard feat to duplicate.   —  v.  intr. 

To become duplicate.  [Middle English, from Latin duplic7tus, past participle of 

duplic7re, to double, from duplex, duplic-, twofold. See dwo- in Appendix.] 
—duùpli·ca·ble, duùpli·catÙa·ble (-k7ÙtN-bNl)  adj.  —duùpli·cate·ly adv.  

—duùpli·caÙtive adj.  —duùpli·ca·toÙry (-kV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

du·pli·ca·tion (duÙplV-k7ùshNn, dyuÙ-) n.  1. a. The act or procedure of 

duplicating.  b. The condition of being duplicated.   2. A duplicate; a replica.  

3. Genetics. a. The occurrence of a repeated section of genetic material in a chro-

mosome.  b. The formation of such a duplication.  

du·pli·ca·tor (duùplV-k7ÙtNr, dyuù-) n.  A machine, such as a mimeograph, 

that reproduces printed or written material. 

du·plic·i·tous (du-plVsùV-tNs, dyu-) adj.  Given to or marked by deliberate 

deceptiveness in behavior or speech.   —du·plicùi·tous·ly adv.  

—du·plicùi·tous·ness n. 

du·plic·i·ty (du-plVsùV-tK, dyu-) n.  pl. du·plic·i·ties. 1. a. Deliberate decep-

tiveness in behavior or speech.  b. An instance of deliberate deceptiveness; dou-

ble-dealing.   2. The quality or state of being twofold or double.  [Middle English 

duplicite, from Old French, from Late Latin duplicit7s, doubleness, from Latin 

duplex, duplic-, twofold. See dwo- in Appendix.]

Du Pont de Ne·mours (du pmntù dN nN-mtrù, dü pôNù), Pierre Samuel. 
1739-1817.  French-born economist and politician who took part in negotiations 

after the American Revolution (1783) and in the acquisition of the Louisiana Ter-

ritory (1803). His son Éleuthère Irénée (1771-1834) established a gunpowder 

works in Delaware (1802) that developed into the chemical firm of E.I. Du Pont 

de Nemours and Company. His grandson Samuel Francis (1803-1865) was a 

Union admiral during the Civil War. 

du Pré (du pr7ù, dyu), Jacqueline. 1945-1987.  British cellist considered 

among the world’s best until multiple sclerosis cut short her career. 

Du·que de Ca·xi·as (duÙkK dN kN-shKùNs, duùkV dV kä-shKùäs)  A city of 

southeast Brazil, a commercial and residential suburb of Rio de Janeiro on Gua-

nabara Bay. Population, 306,243. 

Du·quesne (du-k7nù, dyu-, dü-kHnù), Marquis Abraham. 1610-1688.  

French naval commander who in 1676 defeated the combined Spanish and Dutch 

fleets off the coast of Sicily. 



du·ra·ble (dtrùN-bNl, dytrù-) adj.  1. Capable of withstanding wear and tear 

or decay:  a durable fabric.  2. Lasting; stable:  a durable friendship.  3. Economics. 

Not depleted or consumed by use:  durable goods.   —  n.  Economics. A manufac-

tured product, such as an automobile or a household appliance, that can be used 

over a relatively long period without being depleted or consumed. Often used in 

the plural.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin d7r7bilis, from d7r7re, 

to last. See deuN- in Appendix.] —duÙra·bilùi·ty, duùra·ble·ness n.  

—duùra·bly adv. 

durable press (dtrùN-bNl prHs) n.  See permanent press. 
du·ral (dtrùNl, dytrù-) adj.  Of or relating to the dura mater. 

du·ral·u·min (dt-r4lùyN-mVn, dyt-) n.  An alloy of aluminum that contains 

copper, manganese, magnesium, iron, and silicon and is resistant to corrosion by 

acids and sea water.  [Originally a trademark.]

du·ra ma·ter (dtrÙN m7ùtNr, mä-, dytrÙN) n.  The tough fibrous membrane 

covering the brain and the spinal cord and lining the inner surface of the skull. It 

is the outermost of the three meninges that surround the brain and spinal cord.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin d7ra mater (cerebri), hard mother (of the 

brain), dura mater (translation of Arabic ’umm ad-dim7S a}-}7figah, the dense 

mother of the brain) : Latin d7ra, feminine of d7rus, hard; see DURAMEN + Latin 

mater, mother; see MATER.]

du·ra·men (dt-r7ùmNn, dyt-) n.  Botany. See heartwood.  [Latin d7r7men, 

hard growth of a vine, from d7r7re, to harden, from d7rus, hard. See deru- in 

Appendix.]

du·rance (dtrùNns, dytrù-) n.  Confinement or restraint by force; imprison-

ment: “There should be a durance vile for justices who use an argument as weak as 

the one the majority used” (George F. Will).  [Middle English duraunce, duration, 

from Old French durance, from durer, to last, from Latin d7r7re. See deuN- in 

Appendix.]

Du·rand (dN-r4ndù), Asher Brown. 1796-1886.  American artist and a founder 

of the Hudson River School known for his paintings of the Hudson River and the 

Catskill Mountains. 

Du·ran·go (dt-r4ngùgo)  A city of north-central Mexico north-northwest of 

Guadalajara. Founded as a mining town c. 1560, it was an important political and 

religious center during the early history of northern Mexico. Population, 257,915. 

Du·rant (dN-r4ntù), Thomas Clark. 1820-1885.  American railroad financier 

who built the Union Pacific Railroad (1863-1869). 

Du·rant (dN-r4ntù), William Crapo. 1861-1947.  American industrialist who 

organized the Buick Motor Car Company (1905), the General Motors Company 

(1908), and the Chevrolet Motor Company (1915). 



Du·rant (dN-r4ntù), William James. Known as “Will.” 1885-1981.  American 

historian who wrote The Story of Civilization (1935-1975), an 11-volume history 

of the world on which his wife Ariel (1898-1981) collaborated. 

Du·ran·te (dN-r4nùtK), Jimmy. 1893-1980.  American comedian remembered 

for his hoarse voice, ample nose, and time-worn hat. He appeared in a number of 

films and Broadway shows, including Red, Hot, and Blue (1936). 

du·ra·tion (dt-r7ùshNn, dyt-) n.  1. Continuance or persistence in time.  2. A 

period of existence or persistence:  sat quietly through the duration of the speech.  

[Middle English duracioun, from Old French duration, from Medieval Latin 

d7r7tio, d7r7tion-, from Latin d7r7tus, past participle of d7r7re, to last. See deuN- 
in Appendix.]

Dur·ban (dûrùbNn)  A city of eastern South Africa on Durban Bay, an inlet of 

the Indian Ocean. First visited by Vasco da Gama in 1497, the site was settled after 

the arrival of the British in 1824. Durban is a major seaport and year-round 

resort. Population, 677,760. 

dur·bar (dûrùbärÙ) n.  1. A state reception formerly given by Indian princes for a 

British sovereign or one given for an Indian prince by his subjects.  2. The court 

of an Indian prince.  [Urdu darb7r, audience hall, court, from Persian  : dar, 

indoors (from Middle Persian, door, from Old Persian duvara-); see dhwer- in 

Appendix + b7r, audience hall (from East Iranian *dw7ra-, courtyard); see 

dhwer- in Appendix.]

Dü·ren (durùNn, dürù-)  A city of west-central Germany southwest of Cologne. 

It was a center of Carolingian culture. Population, 84,631. 

Dü·rer (dtrùNr, dytrù-, düùrNr), Albrecht. 1471-1528.  German painter and 

engraver who incorporated the classicism of the Italian Renaissance into northern 

European art. 

du·ress (dt-rHsù, dyt-) n.  1. Constraint by threat; coercion:  confessed under 

duress.  2. Law. a. Coercion illegally applied.  b. Forcible confinement.   [Middle 

English duresse, harshness, compulsion, from Old French durece, hardness, from 

Latin d7ritia, from d7rus, hard. See deru- in Appendix.]

Dur·ga·pur (dtrùgN-ptrÙ, -gä-)  A city of northeast India northwest of Cal-

cutta. Its steel plant, completed in 1962, was built with British aid. Population, 

311,798. 

Dur·ham1 (dûrùNm)  A city of north-central North Carolina east of Greensboro. 

Settled c. 1750, it is the seat of Duke University (founded 1838). Population, 

136,611. 

Dur·ham2 (dûrùNm) n.  See shorthorn.  [After Durham, a county of northern 

England.]

du·ri·an (dtrùK-Nn, -änÙ, dytrù-) n.  1. A tree (Durio zibethinus) of southeast 

Asia, bearing edible fruit.  2. The fruit of this plant, having a hard, prickly rind 



and soft pulp with an offensive odor but a pleasant taste.  [Malay d7rXan, from 

d7rX, thorn.]

dur·ing (dtrùVng, dytrù-) prep.  1. Throughout the course or duration of:  

suffered food shortages during the war.  2. At some time in:  was born during a bliz-

zard.  [Middle English, from present participle of duren, to last, from Old French 

durer, from Latin d7r7re. See deuN- in Appendix.]

Durk·heim (dûrkùhXm, dür-kHmù), Émile. 1858-1917.  French social scientist 

and a founder of sociology who is known for his study of social values and alien-

ation. His important works include The Rules of Sociological Method (1895). 

dur·mast (dûrùm4stÙ) n.  A European oak (Quercus petraea) having tough, elas-

tic wood.  [Perhaps alteration of dun mast : DUN
2 + MAST

2.]

durn (dûrn) Chiefly Southern U.S. interj. , adv. , adj.  & v.   Variant of darn2. See 

Regional note at damned. 
du·roc also Du·roc (dtrùmkÙ, dytrù-) n.  A large red hog of a breed developed 

during the 19th century in the United States.  Also called Duroc-Jersey [After 

Duroc, a horse owned by the developer of the breed.]

Du·ro·cher (dN-roùchNr, -shNr), Leo Ernest. 1906-1991.  American baseball 

player and manager remembered for his toughness and his dictum “Nice guys 

finish last.” 

Du·roc-Jer·sey (dtrùmk-jûrùzK, dytrù-) n.  See duroc. 
dur·ra also dou·ra  or dou·rah (dtrùN) n.  A cereal grain (Sorghum bicolor) of 

Asia and northern Africa, much cultivated in dry regions.  Also called Egyptian 

corn [Arabic Burah, grain.]

Dur·rell (dûrùNl), Lawrence George. 1912-1990.  British writer of Irish 

descent whose best-known work is The Alexandria Quartet (1957-1960), a series 

of novels treating the same characters from different perspectives. 

Dür·ren·matt (dtrùNn-mätÙ, dytrù-, dürù-), Friedrich. Born 1921.  Swiss 

writer known for his absurdist novels and plays, such as The Visit (1956). 

Dur·rës (dtrùNs)  A city of western Albania on the Adriatic Sea. Founded as a 

Greek colony c. 625 B.C., it is the country’s chief seaport. Population, 72,400. 

durst (dûrst) v.  Archaic. A past tense and a past participle of dare. 
du·rum (dtrùNm, dytrù-, dûrù-, dƒrù-) n.  A hardy wheat (Triticum turgidum, 

formerly T. durum) used chiefly in making pasta.  [From Latin d7rum, neuter of 

d7rus, hard. See deru- in Appendix.]

Du·ruy (dtrÙN-wKù, dür-wKù), (Jean) Victor. 1811-1894.  French historian and 

politician who attempted to establish free compulsory primary education. His 

works include Histoire des Romains (1843-1844). 

Dur·yea (dtrùy7, -K-7Ù), Charles Edgar. 1861-1938.  American inventor and 

automobile manufacturer. With his brother James Frank Duryea (1869-1967) 

he built one of the first American automobiles (1893). 



Du·se (duùzH), Eleonora. 1859?-1924.  Italian actress who was highly 

acclaimed as a heroine in the plays of Gabriele D’Annunzio and Henrik Ibsen. 

Du·shan·be (du-sh4mùbN, -shämù-, -shƒn-byHù)  The capital of Tadzhikistan, 

in the western part south of Tashkent. It is a major industrial and commercial 

center in a rich agricultural area. Population, 552,000. 

dusk (dƒsk) n.  The darker stage of twilight, especially in the evening.   —  adj.  

Tending to darkness; dusky.   —  v.  intr. tr. dusked, dusk·ing, dusks. To 

become or make dark or dusky.  [From Middle English, dark, alteration of Old 

English dox.]

dusk·y (dƒsùkK) adj.  dusk·i·er, dusk·i·est. 1. Characterized by little or inade-

quate light; shadowy.  2. Rather dark in color:  dusky skin.  See Synonyms at dark.  
—duskùi·ly adv.  —duskùi·ness n. 

dusky grouse (dƒsùkK grous) n.  See blue grouse. 
Düs·sel·dorf (dtsùNl-dôrfÙ, düsù-)  A city of west-central Germany on the 

Rhine River north-northwest of Cologne. Chartered in 1288, it has been a leading 

industrial center since the 1870’s. The poet Heinrich Heine was born here in 1797. 

Population, 565,843. 

dust (dƒst) n.  1. Fine, dry particles of matter.  2. A cloud of fine, dry particles.  

3. Particles of matter regarded as the result of disintegration:  fabric that had 

fallen to dust over the centuries.  4. a. Earth, especially when regarded as the sub-

stance of the grave: “ashes to ashes, dust to dust” (Book of Common Prayer).  

b. The surface of the ground.   5. A debased or despised condition.  

6. Something of no worth.  7. Chiefly British. Rubbish readied for disposal.  

8. Confusion; agitation; commotion:  won’t go back in until the dust settles.   —  v.  

dust·ed, dust·ing, dusts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove dust from by wiping, brush-

ing, or beating:  dust the furniture.  2. To sprinkle with a powdery substance:  

dusted the cookies with sugar; dust crops with fertilizer.  3. To apply or strew in fine 

particles:  dusted talcum powder on my feet.  4. Baseball. To deliver a pitch so close 

to (the batter) as to make the batter back away.   —  v.  intr. 1. To clean by remov-

ing dust.  2. To cover itself with such particulate matter. Used of a bird.   
—phrasal verb. dust off. To restore to use:  dusted off last year’s winter coat.   
—idioms. in the dust. Far behind, as in a race or competition:  a marketing 

strategy that left our competitors in the dust.  make the dust fly. To go about a 

task with great energy and speed.  [Middle English, from Old English d7st.]

dust·bin (dƒstùbVnÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A can or barrel for refuse. 

dust bowl (dƒst bol) n.  A region reduced to aridity by drought and dust 

storms. 

dust catcher (dƒst k4chùNr) n.  Informal. A little-used decorative object or 

piece of furniture. 



dust cover (dƒst kƒvùNr) n.  1. A removable or hinged plastic cover used to 

protect a piece of equipment, such as a turntable or printer.  2.  See dust jacket 
(n., sense 1). 

dust devil (dƒst dHvùNl) n.  A small whirlwind, usually of short duration, that 

swirls dust, debris, and sand to great heights. 

dust·er (dƒsùtNr) n.  1. One that dusts, especially: a. A cloth or brush used to 

remove dust.  b. A device for sifting or scattering a powdered substance.   2. A 

smock worn to protect one’s clothing from dust.  3. A woman’s loose dress-length 

housecoat. 

dust·ing (dƒsùtVng) n.  1. A light sprinkling:  sidewalks covered with a dusting of 

new snow.  2. Slang. A beating or defeat:  gave the bully a good dusting. 

dusting powder (dƒsùtVng pouùdNr) n.  A fine powder, such as talcum pow-

der, used on the skin. 

dust jacket (dƒst j4kùVt) n.  Abbr. dj 1. A removable paper cover used to protect 

the binding of a book.  Also called dust cover 2. A cardboard sleeve in which a 

phonograph record is packaged. 

dust mop (dƒst mmp) n.  A mop, usually of soft or fluffy material, that is used 

dry to remove dust from floors.  Also called dry mop 

dust-off  or dust·off (dƒstùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Slang. Medevac. 

dust·pan (dƒstùp4nÙ) n.  A short-handled pan or scoop into which dust is 

swept. 

dust ruffle (dƒst rƒfùNl) n.  A gathered or pleated strip of cloth reaching from 

the bottom of a mattress or box spring to the floor. 

dust storm (dƒst stôrm) n.  A severe windstorm that sweeps clouds of dust 

across an extensive area, especially in an arid region. 

dust·up (dƒstùƒpÙ) n.  Slang. A row; a dispute. 

dust·y (dƒsùtK) adj.  dust·i·er, dust·i·est. 1. Covered or filled with dust.  

2. Consisting of or resembling dust; powdery.  3. Tinged with gray.  

4. Timeworn; stale:  the dusty precepts of a bygone era.   —dustùi·ly adv.  

—dustùi·ness n. 

dusty miller (dƒsùtK mVlùNr) n.  Any of various plants of the genera Artemisia, 

Centaurea, Chrysanthemum, Lychnis, and Senecio, having leaves and stems cov-

ered with dustlike down. 

Dutch (dƒch) adj.  Abbr. D., Du. 1. a. Of or relating to the Netherlands or its 

people or culture.  b. Of or relating to the Dutch language.   2. Archaic. 

a. German.  b. Of or relating to any of the Germanic peoples or languages.   

3. Of or relating to the Pennsylvania Dutch.   —  n.  1. a. The people of the 

Netherlands.  b. Archaic. A Germanic people.  c. The Pennsylvania Dutch.   

2. a. The official West Germanic language of the Netherlands.  b. Archaic. One 

or more of the West Germanic languages of Germany, Switzerland, and the Low 

Countries.  c.  See Pennsylvania Dutch (n., sense 2).   3. Slang. Anger or tem-



per.   —idioms. go Dutch. To pay one’s own expenses on a date or outing.  in 
Dutch. In disfavor or trouble.  [Middle English Duch, German, Dutch, from 

Middle Dutch Duutsch. See teut7- in Appendix.]

Dutch cheese (dƒch chKz) n.  See cottage cheese. 
Dutch clover (dƒch kloùvNr) n.  See white clover. 
Dutch courage (dƒch kûrùVj) n.  Informal. Courage acquired from drinking 

liquor. 

Dutch door (dƒch dôr) n.  A door divided in two horizontally so that either 

part can be left open or closed. 

Dutch East In·dies (dƒch Kst VnùdKz)  See Indonesia. 
Dutch elm disease (dƒch Hlm dV-zKzù) n.  A disease of elm trees caused by the 

fungus Ceratocystis ulmi, characterized by brown streaks in the wood and result-

ing in eventual death of the trees. 

Dutch Gui·a·na (dƒch gK-4nùN, -äùnN, gX-)  See Suriname. 
Dutch hoe (dƒch ho) n.  See scuffle2. 
Dutch·man (dƒchùmNn) n.  1. a. A man who is a native or inhabitant of the 

Netherlands.  b. A man of Dutch ancestry.   2. a. Archaic. A member of any of 

the Germanic peoples of central or northern Europe.  b. Regional. A person of 

German ancestry.   3. dutchman. Something used to conceal faulty construc-

tion. 

Dutch·man’s breeches (dƒchÙmNnz brVchùVz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). A woodland plant (Dicentra cucullaria) of eastern North America, having 

finely divided leaves and yellowish-white flowers with two spurs. 

Dutchman’s pipe (dƒchÙmNnz pXp) n.  See pipe vine. 
Dutch metal (dƒch mHtùl) n.  An alloy of 80 percent copper and 20 percent 

zinc used to make low-priced jewelry and in thin sheets as an inexpensive imita-

tion of gold leaf. 

Dutch oven (dƒch ƒvùNn) n.  1. A large, heavy pot or kettle, usually of cast iron 

and with a tight lid, used for slow cooking.  2. A metal utensil open on one side 

and equipped with shelves, placed before an open fire for baking or roasting food.  

3. A wall oven in which food is baked by means of preheated brick walls. 

Dutch treat (dƒch trKt) n.  An outing, as for dinner or a movie, in which all 

persons pay their own expenses. 

Dutch uncle (dƒch ƒngùkNl) n.  A stern, candid critic or adviser. 

Dutch West In·dies (dƒch wHst VnùdKz)  See Netherlands Antilles. 
Dutch·wom·an (dƒchùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is a native or inhabit-

ant of the Netherlands.  2. A woman of Dutch ancestry. 

du·te·ous (duùtK-Ns, dyuù-) adj.  Obedient or dutiful.  [From DUTY.] 
—duùte·ous·ly adv. 

du·ti·a·ble (duùtK-N-bNl, dyuù-) adj.  Subject to import tax. 



du·ti·ful (duùtV-fNl, dyuù-) adj.  1. Careful to fulfill obligations.  2. Expressing 

or filled with a sense of obligation.   —duùti·ful·ly adv.  —duùti·ful·ness n. 

Du·tra (duùtrN), Eurico Gaspar. 1885-1974.  Brazilian military and political 

leader who directed a coup d’état against Getulio Vargas in 1945 and subsequently 

served as president (1946-1951). 

du·ty (duùtK, dyuù-) n.  pl. du·ties. 1. An act or a course of action that is 

required of one by position, social custom, law, or religion:  Do your duty to your 

country.  2. a. Moral obligation:  acting out of duty.  b. The compulsion felt to 

meet such obligation.  See Synonyms at obligation.   3. A service, function, or 

task assigned to one, especially in the armed forces:  hazardous duty.  4. Function 

or work; service:  jury duty.  See Synonyms at function.  5.  Abbr. dy. A tax 

charged by a government, especially on imports.  6.  Abbr. dy. a. The work per-

formed by a machine under specified conditions.  b. A measure of efficiency 

expressed as the amount of work done per unit of energy used.   7. The total vol-

ume of water required to irrigate a given area in order to cultivate a specific crop 

until harvest.   —idiom. duty bound. Obliged:  You are duty bound to help your 

little sister and brother.  [Middle English duete, from Anglo-Norman, from due, 

variant of Old French deu, due. See DUE.]

du·ty-free (duùtK-frKù, dyuù-) adj.  1. Exempt from customs duties:  duty-

free merchandise.  2. Of, relating to, or being a region or establishment in which 

imported goods are exempt from customs duties:  a duty-free port; a duty-free 

shop.   —duùty-freeù adv. 

du·um·vir (du-ƒmùvNr, dyu-) n.  A member of a duumvirate.  [Latin  : duum, 

genitive pl. of duo, two; see DUO + vir, man; see wX-ro- in Appendix.]

du·um·vi·rate (du-ƒmùvNr-Vt, dyu-) n.  1. Any of various two-man executive 

boards in the Roman Republic.  2. A regime or partnership of two persons. 

Du·va·lier (duÙväl-y7ù, dü-), François. Known as “Papa Doc.” 1907-1971.  

Haitian dictator. Elected president in 1957, he declared himself president for life 

in 1964 and ruled in an authoritarian manner until his death. His son Jean-
Claude (born 1951), known as “Baby Doc,” succeeded him in 1971 but fled the 

country in 1986 after widespread civil unrest. 

Du·vall (du-välù), Gabriel. 1752-1844.  American jurist who served as an asso-

ciate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1811-1835). 

Du·ve (duùvN, düù-), Christian Marie René Joseph de. Born 1917.  British-

born Belgian physiologist. He shared a 1974 Nobel Prize for contributions to the 

understanding of living cells. 

du·vet (du-v7ù, dyu-) n.  A quilt, usually with a washable cover, that may be 

used in place of a bedspread and top sheet.  [French, down, from Old French, 

alteration of dumet, diminutive of dum, dun, from Old Norse d7nn.]



du·ve·tyn also du·ve·tyne (duùvN-tKnÙ, dyuù-, duÙvN-tKnù, dyuÙ-) n.  A 

soft, short-napped fabric with a twill weave, made of wool, cotton, rayon, or silk.  

[French duvetine, from duvet, down. See DUVET.]

du Vi·gneaud (du vKnùyo, dyu), Vincent. 1901-1978.  American biochem-

ist. He won a 1955 Nobel Prize for his work on pituitary hormones. 

D.V. abbr.  1. Latin. Deo volente (God willing).  2. Bible. Douay Version. 

Dvi·na (dvK-näù)  1.  Also Northern Dvina. A river, about 748 km (465 mi) 

long, of northwest Russia flowing north and northeast into Dvina Bay, an arm 

of the White Sea.  2.  Also Western Dvina. A river rising in west-central Russia 

and flowing about 1,022 km (635 mi) generally westward through Belarus and 

Latvia to the Gulf of Riga. 

D.V.M. abbr.  Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 

Dvo·rak (dvôrù4k) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating a configuration of type-

writer or computer keyboard keys arranged to increase the speed and ease of typ-

ing, the home row of keys being for the characters A, O, E, U, I, D, H, T, N, and S.  

[After August Dvorak (1894-1975), American educator.]

Dvov·ák (dvôrùzhäk, -zh4k), Anton or Antonín. 1841-1904.  Czechoslovakian 

composer whose works, such as Slavic Dances (1878), often incorporate folk 

music. His final symphony, From the New World (1893), was composed while he 

was director of the National Conservatory in New York City (1892-1895). 

DW abbr.  1. Dead weight.  2. Distilled water. 

D/W abbr.  Law. Dock warrant. 

dwarf (dwôrf) n.  pl. dwarfs or dwarves (dwôrvz). 1. a. An abnormally 

small person, often having limbs and features not properly proportioned or 

formed.  b. An atypically small animal or plant.   2. A small creature resembling a 

human being, often ugly, appearing in legends and fairy tales.  3. A dwarf star.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a dwarf tree; dwarf shrub-

bery.   —  v.  dwarfed, dwarf·ing, dwarfs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To check the natural 

growth or development of; stunt: “The oaks were dwarfed from lack of moisture” 

(John Steinbeck).  2. To cause to appear small by comparison: “Together these two 

big men dwarfed the tiny Broadway office” (Saul Bellow).   —  v.  intr. To become 

stunted or grow smaller.  [Middle English dwerf, from Old English dweorh.] 
—dwarfùish adj.  —dwarfùish·ness n. 

dwarf cornel (dwôrf kôrùnNl) n.  A herbaceous plant (Cornus canadensis) of 

northern North America, having creeping rhizomes, scarlet fruit, and inconspic-

uous greenish flowers surrounded by four white, petallike bracts.  Also called 

bunchberry 

dwarf huckleberry (dwôrf hƒkùNl-bHrÙK) n.  See dangleberry. 
dwarf·ism (dwôrùfVzÙNm) n.  A pathological condition of arrested growth hav-

ing various causes.  Also called nanism 



dwarf shoot (dwôrf shut) n.  A lateral branch that is much smaller than the 

main one, as in the cedar, larch, and ginkgo. 

dwarf star (dwôrf stär) n.  A star, such as the sun, having relatively low mass, 

small size, and average or below average luminosity. 

dwarves (dwôrvz) n.  A plural of dwarf. 
dweeb (dwKb) n.  Slang. 1. A subservient person; a flunky.  2. A despised per-

son.  [Origin unknown.]

dwell (dwHl) v.  intr. dwelt (dwHlt)  or dwelled, dwell·ing, dwells. 1. To live 

as a resident; reside.  2. To exist in a given place or state:  dwell in joy.  3. a. To fas-

ten one’s attention:  kept dwelling on what went wrong.  See Synonyms at brood.  
b. To speak or write at length; expatiate:  dwelt on the need to trim the budget.    
—  n.  Computer Science. A programmed time delay of variable duration.  [Mid-

dle English dwellen, from Old English dwellan, to mislead.] —dwellùer n. 

dwell·ing (dwHlùVng) n.  A place to live in; an abode. 

dwelt (dwHlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of dwell. 
DWI abbr.  Driving while intoxicated. 

Dwight (dwXt), Timothy. 1752-1817.  American clergyman, author, and educa-

tor who was a leading supporter of Federalism and served as president of Yale 

University (1795-1817). His grandson Timothy (1828-1916) was also president 

of Yale (1886-1899). 

dwin·dle (dwVnùdl) v.  dwin·dled, dwin·dling, dwin·dles.  —  v.  intr. To 

become gradually less until little remains.   —  v.  tr. To cause to dwindle.  See 

Synonyms at decrease.  [Frequentative of Middle English dwinen, to waste away, 

from Old English dwXnan, to shrink. See dheu-2 in Appendix.]

dwt. abbr.  Pennyweight. 

Dy  The symbol for the element dysprosium. 
dy. abbr.  1. Delivery.  2. Duty. 

dy·ad (dXù4dÙ, -Nd) n.  1. Two individuals or units regarded as a pair:  the mother-

daughter dyad.  2. Biology. One pair of homologous chromosomes resulting from 

the division of a tetrad during meiosis.  3. Chemistry. A divalent atom or radical.  

4. Mathematics. An operator represented as a pair of vectors juxtaposed without 

multiplication.   —  adj.  Made up of two units.  [From Greek duas, duad-, from 

duo, two. See dwo- in Appendix.]

dy·ad·ic (dX-4dùVk) adj.  1. Twofold.  2. Of or relating to a dyad.   —  n.  Mathe-

matics. The direct product (B·C)AD of two dyads AB and CD. 
Dy·ak (dXù4kÙ) n.  Variant of Dayak. 
dy·ar·chy (dXùärÙkK) n.  Variant of diarchy. 
dyb·buk (dVbùtk, dK-bukù) n.  pl. dyb·buks or dyb·buk·im (dV-btkùVm, 

dKÙbu-kKmù). In Jewish folklore, the wandering soul of a dead person that enters 

the body of a living person and controls his or her behavior.  [Yiddish dibek, from 

Hebrew dibb7q, probably from d7baq, to cling.]



Dyce (dXs), Alexander. 1798-1869.  Scottish-born critic who edited the works of 

James Shirley (1833) and Christopher Marlowe (1850) and is best known for his 

edition of Shakespeare (1857). 

dye (dX) n.  1. A substance used to color materials.  Also called dyestuff 2. A color 

imparted by dyeing.   —  v.  dyed, dye·ing, dyes.  —  v.  tr. To color (a mate-

rial), especially by soaking in a coloring solution.   —  v.  intr. To take on or 

impart color.   —idiom. of the deepest dye. Of the most extreme sort.  [Mid-

dle English deie, from Old English dKag, dKah.] —dyùer n. 

dyed-in-the-wool (dXdÙVn-thN-wtlù) adj.  1. Thoroughgoing; out-and-out:  

a dyed-in-the-wool populist.  2. Dyed before being woven into cloth. 

Dy·er (dXùNr), John. 1699-1757.  British poet noted primarily for “Grongar Hill” 

(1726), one of the first romantic pastoral poems. 

Dy·er (dXùNr), Mary. Died 1660.  English-born American Quaker martyr who 

was twice banished from Boston because of her beliefs. She was hanged after 

returning to the city a second time. 

dy·er’s broom (dXùNrz brum) n.  See dyer’s greenweed. 
Dy·ers·burg (dXùNrz-bûrgÙ)  A city of northwest Tennessee north-northeast of 

Memphis. It is a manufacturing and processing center. Population 16,317. 

dy·er’s greenweed (dXùNrz grKnùwKdÙ) n.  A small Eurasian shrub (Genista 

tinctoria) having clusters of yellow flowers that yield a dye.  Also called dyer’s 

broom, woadwaxen, woodwaxen. 

dyer’s rocket (dXùNrz rmkùVt) n.  A European plant (Reseda luteola) having long 

spikes of small, yellowish-green flowers and yielding a yellow dye.  Also called 

weld2 

dy·er’s-weed (dXùNrz-wKdÙ) n.  Any of various plants yielding coloring matter 

used as dye. 

dye·stuff (dXùstƒfÙ) n.  See dye (n., sense 1). 

dye·wood (dXùwtdÙ) n.  A wood used as a dyestuff. 

dy·ing (dXùVng) v.  Present participle of die1.  —  adj.  1. About to die:  dying 

patients.  2. Drawing to an end; declining:  in the dying hours of the legislative ses-

sion.  3. Done or uttered just before death:  a dying request. 

dyke1 (dXk) n.  & v.   Variant of dike1. 
dyke2 (dXk) also dike n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a les-

bian.  [Origin unknown.]

Dy·lan (dVlùNn), Bob. Born 1941.  American musician who drew on blues, coun-

try and western, and folk music to create distinctive protest music in the 1960’s. 

His song “Blowin’ in the Wind” became an anthem of the civil rights movement. 

dyn abbr.  Physics. Dyne. 

dy·nam·ic (dX-n4mùVk) adj.  also dy·nam·i·cal (-V-kNl) 1. a. Of or relating to 

energy or to objects in motion.  b. Of or relating to the study of dynamics.   

2. Characterized by continuous change, activity, or progress:  a dynamic market.  



3. Marked by intensity and vigor; forceful.  See Synonyms at active.  4. Of or 

relating to variation of intensity, as in musical sound.   —  n.  1. An interactive 

system or process, especially one involving competing or conflicting forces: “the 

story of a malign dynamic between white prejudice and black autonomy” (Edmund 

S. Morgan).  2. A force, especially political, social, or psychological:  the main 

dynamic behind the revolution.  [French dynamique, ultimately from Greek 

dunamikos, powerful, from dunamis, power, from dunasthai, to be able. See deu-
2 in Appendix.] —dy·namùi·cal·ly adv. 

dynamic headroom (dX-n4mùVk hHdùrumÙ) n.  Electronics. The capacity of 

an amplifier to reproduce unusually strong signals without distortion. 

dy·nam·ics (dX-n4mùVks) n.  1. a. (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

mechanics that is concerned with the effects of forces on the motion of a body or 

system of bodies, especially of forces that do not originate within the system 

itself.  Also called kinetics b. (used with a pl. verb). The forces and motions that 

characterize a system:  The dynamics of ocean waves are complex.   2. (used with a 

pl. verb). The social, intellectual, or moral forces that produce activity and change 

in a given sphere:  The dynamics of international trade have influenced our business 

decisions on this matter.  3. (used with a pl. verb). Variation in force or intensity, 

especially in musical sound: “The conductor tended to overpower her with aggres-

sive dynamics” (Thor Eckert, Jr.).  4. (used with a sing. verb). Psychodynamics. 

dy·na·mism (dXùnN-mVzÙNm) n.  1. Any of various theories or philosophical 

systems that explain the universe in terms of force or energy.  2. A process or 

mechanism responsible for the development or motion of a system.  

3. Continuous change, activity, or progress; vigor.  [French dynamisme, from 

Greek dunamis, power. See DYNAMIC.] —dyùna·mist n.  —dyÙna·misùtic adj. 

dy·na·mite (dXùnN-mXtÙ) n.  1. Any of a class of powerful explosives composed 

of nitroglycerin or ammonium nitrate dispersed in an absorbent medium with a 

combustible dope, such as wood pulp, and an antacid, such as calcium carbonate, 

used in blasting and mining.  2. Slang. a. Something exceptionally exciting or 

wonderful.  b. Something exceptionally dangerous:  These allegations are political 

dynamite.    —  v.  tr. dy·na·mit·ed, dy·na·mit·ing, dy·na·mites. 1. To blow 

up, shatter, or otherwise destroy with or as if with dynamite.  2. To charge with 

dynamite.   —  adj.  Slang. Outstanding; superb:  a dynamite performance; a dyna-

mite outfit.  [Swedish dynamit, from Greek dunamis, power. See DYNAMIC.] 
—dyùna·mitÙer n.  

WORD HISTORY: The same man who gave us dynamite gave us the Nobel

Peace Prize, an irony that was surely not lost on the pacifistic Alfred Nobel him-

self. It is perhaps less well known that Nobel also contributed the word dynamite.

Coined in Swedish in the form dynamit, the word was taken from Greek dunamis,

“power,” and the Swedish suffix -it, which corresponds to our suffix -ite used in



various scientific fields. Greek dunamis also gave us words such as dynamic and

dynamo and itself probably goes back to the verb dunasthai, “to be able,” from

which comes dynasty.

dy·na·mo (dXùnN-moÙ) n.  pl. dy·na·mos. 1. A generator, especially one for 

producing direct current.  2. An extremely energetic and forceful person:  a vice 

president who was the real dynamo of the corporation.  [Short for dynamoelectric 

machine.]

dy·na·mo·e·lec·tric (dXÙnN-moÙV-lHkùtrVk)  also dy·na·mo·e·lec·tri·cal (-trV-
kNl) adj.  Of or relating to the conversion of mechanical energy to electrical 

energy or vice versa.  [Greek dunamis, power; see DYNAMIC + ELECTRIC.]

dy·na·mom·e·ter (dXÙnN-mmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of several instruments used to 

measure mechanical power.  [French dynamomètre : Greek dunamis, power; see 

DYNAMIC + -mètre, -meter.] —dyÙna·mo·metùric (-mo-mHtùrVk), 
dyÙna·mo·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —dyÙna·momùe·try n. 

dy·na·mo·tor (dXùnN-moÙtNr) n.  A rotating electric machine with two arma-

tures, used to convert alternating current to direct current.  [Greek dunamis, 

power; see DYNAMIC + MOTOR.]

dy·nast (dXùn4stÙ, -nNst) n.  A ruler, especially a hereditary one.  [Latin dynastKs, 

from Greek dunastKs, lord, from dunasthai, to be able. See deu-2 in Appendix.]

dy·nas·ty (dXùnN-stK) n.  pl. dy·nas·ties. 1. A succession of rulers from the 

same family or line.  2. A family or group that maintains power for several gener-

ations:  a political dynasty controlling the state.  [Middle English dynastie, from 

Old French, from Late Latin dynastXa, lordship, from Greek dunasteia, from 

dunastKs, lord. See DYNAST.] —dy·nasùtic (dX-n4sùtVk) adj.  —dy·nasùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

dy·na·tron (dXùnN-trmnÙ) n.  Electronics. A tetrode with grid and plate potentials 

so arranged that plate current decreases when plate potential increases.  [Greek 

dunamis, power; see DYNAMIC + -TRON.]

dyne (dXn) n.  Abbr. dyn A centimeter-gram-second unit of force, equal to the 

force required to impart an acceleration of one centimeter per second per second 

to a mass of one gram.  [From Greek dunamis, power. See DYNAMIC.]

Dy·nel (dX-nHlù)  A trademark used for a copolymer of vinyl chloride and acry-

lonitrile employed in making fire-resistant, insect-resistant, easily dyed textile 

fiber. 

dy·node (dXùnodÙ) n.  An electrode used in certain electron tubes to provide sec-

ondary emission.  [Greek dunamis, power; see DYNAMIC + -ODE.]

dys- pref.  1. Abnormal:  dysplasia.  2. a. Impaired:  dysgraphia.  b. Difficult:  

dysphonia.   3. Bad:  dyslogistic.  [Latin dys-, bad, from Greek dus-. See dus- in 

Appendix.]



dys·cal·cu·li·a (dVsÙk4l-kyuùlK-N) n.  Impairment of the ability to solve mathe-

matical problems, usually resulting from brain dysfunction.  [DYS- + CALCUL(ATE) 

+ -IA
1.]

dys·cra·sia (dVs-kr7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  An abnormal bodily condition, especially of 

the blood.  [Medieval Latin, bad mixture, disease, from Greek duskrasia : dus-, 

dys- + krasis, mixing; see kerN- in Appendix.]

dys·en·ter·y (dVsùNn-tHrÙK) n.  An inflammatory disorder of the lower intestinal 

tract, usually caused by a bacterial, parasitic, or protozoan infection and resulting 

in pain, fever, and severe diarrhea, often accompanied by the passage of blood 

and mucus.  [Middle English dissenterie, from Old French, from Latin dysenteria, 

from Greek dusenteria : dus-, dys- + enteron, intestine; see en in Appendix.] 
—dysÙen·terùic adj. 

dys·func·tion also dis·func·tion (dVs-fƒngkùshNn) n.  Abnormal or impaired 

functioning, especially of a bodily system or organ.   —dys·funcùtion·al adj. 

dys·gen·e·sis (dVs-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Defective or abnormal development of an 

organ, especially of the gonads. 

dys·gen·ic (dVs-jHnùVk) adj.  Relating to or causing the deterioration of heredi-

tary qualities in offspring. 

dys·gen·ics (dVs-jHnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The biological study of the 

factors producing degeneration in offspring, especially of a particular race or spe-

cies. 

dys·graph·ia (dVs-gr4fùK-N) n.  Impairment of the ability to write, usually 

caused by brain dysfunction or disease.  [New Latin  : DYS- + Greek -graphia, -

graphy.] —dys·graphùic adj. 

dys·ki·ne·sia (dVsÙkN-nKùzhN, -kX-) n.  An impairment in the ability to control 

movements, characterized by spasmodic or repetitive motions or lack of coordi-

nation. 

dys·lex·i·a (dVs-lHkùsK-N) n.  A learning disorder marked by impairment of the 

ability to recognize and comprehend written words.  [New Latin  : DYS- + Greek 

lexis, speech (from legein, to speak); see leg- in Appendix.] —dys·lecùtic (-

lHkùtVk) n. 

dys·lex·ic (dVs-lHkùsVk) n.  A person who is affected by dyslexia.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to dyslexia. 

dys·lo·gis·tic (dVsÙlN-jVsùtVk) adj.  Conveying censure.  [DYS- + (EU)LOGISTIC.] 
—dysÙlo·gisùti·cal·ly adv. 

dys·men·or·rhe·a also dys·men·or·rhoe·a (dVs-mHnÙN-rKùN) n.  Painful 

menstruation.  [New Latin  : DYS- + Greek mKn, month; see mK-2 in Appendix + -

RRHEA.] —dys·menÙor·rheùal (-rKùNl), dys·menÙor·rheùic (-rKùVk)  adj. 

dys·pep·sia (dVs-pHpùshN, -sK-N) n.  Disturbed digestion; indigestion.  [Latin, 

from Greek duspepsia : dus-, dys- + -pepsia, digestion; see pekw- in Appendix.]



dys·pep·tic (dVs-pHpùtVk) adj.  1. Relating to or having dyspepsia.  2. Of or dis-

playing a morose disposition.   —  n.  A person who is affected by dyspepsia.   
—dys·pepùti·cal·ly adv. 

dys·pha·gia (dVs-f7ùjN, -jK-N) n.  Difficulty in swallowing.   —dys·phagùic (-

f4jùVk) adj. 

dys·pha·sia (dVs-f7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Impairment of speech and verbal compre-

hension, especially when associated with brain injury.   —dys·phaùsic (-zVk) adj.  

& n. 

dys·pho·ni·a (dVs-foùnK-N) n.  Difficulty in speaking, usually evidenced by 

hoarseness.  [New Latin  : DYS- + Greek -phonia, -phony.] —dys·phonùic (-

fmnùVk) adj. 

dys·pho·ri·a (dVs-fôrùK-N, -forù-) n.  An emotional state characterized by anxi-

ety, depression, and restlessness.  [New Latin, from Greek dusphoria, distress, 

from dusphoros, hard to bear  : dus-, dys- + -phoros, -phorous.] —dys·phorùic (-

fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj. 

dys·pla·sia (dVs-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Abnormal development or growth of tis-

sues, organs, or cells.   —dys·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

dysp·ne·a (dVsp-nKùN) n.  Difficulty in breathing, often associated with lung or 

heart disease and resulting in shortness of breath.  Also called air hunger [Latin 

dyspnoea, from Greek duspnoia : dus-, dys- + pnoia, breathing; see pneu- in 

Appendix.] —dysp·neùic (-nKùVk) adj. 

dys·pro·si·um (dVs-proùzK-Nm, -zhK-Nm) n.  Symbol Dy A soft, silvery rare-

earth element used in nuclear research. Atomic number 66; atomic weight 162.50; 

melting point 1,407˚C; boiling point 2,600˚C; specific gravity 8.536; valence 3.  

[New Latin, from Greek dusprositos, difficult to approach  : dus-, dys- + prositos, 

approachable (from prosienai, to approach  : pros-, toward + ienai, i-, to go); see 

ei- in Appendix.]

dys·rhyth·mi·a (dVs-rVthùmK-N) n.  An abnormality in an otherwise normal 

rhythmic pattern, as of brain waves being recorded by an electroencephalograph.  

[New Latin  : DYS- + Latin rythmus, rhythm; see RHYTHM.]

dys·tel·e·ol·o·gy (dVs-tHlÙK-mlùN-jK, -tKÙlK-) n.  1. The doctrine of purposeless-

ness in nature.  2. Purposelessness in natural structures, as manifested by the 

existence of vestigial or nonfunctional organs or parts.   —dys·telÙe·o·logùi·cal 
(-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —dys·telÙe·olùo·gist n. 

dys·to·pi·a (dVs-toùpK-N) n.  1. An imaginary place or state in which the condi-

tion of life is extremely bad, as from deprivation, oppression, or terror.  2. A 

work describing such a place or state: “dystopias such as Brave New World” (Times 

Literary Supplement).  [DYS- + (U)TOPIA.]

dys·to·pi·an (dVs-toùpK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to a dystopia.  2. Dire; grim: 

“AIDS is one of the dystopian harbingers of the global village” (Susan Sontag). 

dys·tro·phi·a (dV-stroùfK-N) n.  Variant of dystrophy. 



dys·troph·ic (dV-strmfùVk, -stroùfVk) adj.  1. Medicine. Of, relating to, or 

afflicted with dystrophy.  2. Ecology. Having brownish acidic waters, a high con-

centration of humic matter, and a small plant population. Used of a lake or pond.   
—dysÙtro·phi·caùtion (dVsÙtrN-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

dys·tro·phy (dVsùtrN-fK) also dys·tro·phi·a (dV-stroùfK-N) n.  1. A degenerative 

disorder caused by inadequate or defective nutrition.  2. Any of several disorders, 

especially muscular dystrophy, in which the muscles weaken and atrophy.  

3. Ecology. The condition of being dystrophic. 

dys·u·ri·a (dVs-ytrùK-N) n.  Painful or difficult urination.  [Middle English dis-

sure, dissuria, from Old French dissure, from Medieval Latin dissuria, from Late 

Latin dys7ria, from Greek dusouria : dus-, dys- + -ouria, -uria.] —dys·uùric (-

ytrùVk) adj. 

dz. abbr.  Dozen. 

Dzer·shinsk (dNr-zhVnskù, dzVr-)  A city of west-central Russia on the Oka River 

west of Kazan. It is an industrial center. Population, 274,000. 

Dzham·bul (jäm-bulù)  A city of south-central Kazakhstan near the Kirghiz 

border. Founded in the seventh century, it was ruled by Turks in the eighth and 

ninth centuries and passed to Russia in 1864. Population, 303,000. 

Dzun·gar·i·a (dztng-gârùK-N, ztng-)  A vast historical region of northwest 

China. It was a Mongol kingdom from the 11th to the 14th century and was con-

quered by the Chinese in the 1750’s. 



                                                                                                                                                                       
e1  or E (K) n.  pl. e’s or E’s. 1. The fifth letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter e.  3. The fifth in a series.  

4. Music. a. The third tone in the scale of C major or the fifth tone in the relative 

minor scale.  b. A key or scale in which E is the tonic.  c. A written or printed note 

representing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to the pitch of this tone.   

5. E. A grade that indicates excellence in achievement or quality.  6. e. Mathemat-

ics. The base of the natural system of logarithms, having a numerical value of 

approximately 2.7183. 

e2 abbr.  1. Electron.  2.  Or e.. Baseball. Error. 

E abbr.  1.  Or E.. also e. or e.. East.  2.  Or E.. English. 

e.  or E. abbr.  Engineer; engineering. 

E. abbr.  Earl. 

each (Kch) adj.  Abbr. ea. Being one of two or more considered individually; 

every:  Each person cast a vote. My technique improved with each lesson.   —  pron.  

Every one of a group considered individually; each one.   —  adv.  For or to each 

one; apiece:  ten cents each.  [Middle English ech, from Old English <lc. See lXk- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The traditional rule holds that when the subject of a sentence

begins with each, it is grammatically singular, and the verb and following pro-

nouns must be singular as well: Each of the suites has (not have) its (not their) own

private entrance (not entrances). When each follows a plural subject, however, the

verb and subsequent pronouns remain in the plural: The suites each have their own

private entrances (not has its own private entrance). An exception is made when

each follows the verb with a first-person plural subject: one may say either We boys

have each our own room or We boys have each his own room, though the latter form

is somewhat stilted in modern use. • The expression each and every is likewise

followed by a singular verb and singular pronoun in formal style: Each and every

driver knows (not know) what his or her (not their) job is to be. See Usage Note at

every. See Usage Note at he1.

each other (Kch ƒthùNr) pron.  Each the other. Used to indicate that a relation-

ship or an action is reciprocal among the members of the set referred to by the 

antecedent:  The boys like each other.  

USAGE NOTE: It is often maintained that each other should be used to denote

a reciprocal relation between two entities, with one another reserved for more than

two: thus The twins dislike each other but The triplets dislike one another. Sixty-

four percent of the Usage Panel says that they follow this rule in their own writing.

But it should be pointed out that many reputable writers from Johnson onward

have ignored the rule and that the use of each other for more than two, or of one



                       
another for two, cannot be considered incorrect. In particular, there are contexts

in which each other and one another are subtly different in meaning. When speak-

ing of an ordered series of events or stages, one another is the preferred form. Thus

the sentence The waiters followed one another into the room was preferred by 73

percent of the Usage Panel to the sentence The waiters followed each other into the

room. • Each other should not be used as the subject of a clause in writing. Instead

of We always know what each other is thinking, one should write Each of us knows

what the other is thinking. • The possessive forms of each other and one another

are written each other’s and one another’s: The boys wore each other’s (not each oth-

ers’) coats. They had forgotten one another’s (not one anothers’) names.

Eads (Kdz), James Buchanan. 1820-1887.  American engineer who produced 

ironclad steamships, bridged the Mississippi River at St. Louis (1874), and 

improved the navigability of the mouth of the Mississippi. 

Ea·gan (KùgNn)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis-St. Paul. 

Population, 20,700. 

ea·ger1 (KùgNr) adj.  ea·ger·er, ea·ger·est. 1. Having or showing keen interest, 

intense desire, or impatient expectancy.  See Usage Note at anxious.  2. Obsolete. 

Tart; sharp; cutting.  [Middle English eger, sour, sharp, impetuous, from Anglo-

Norman egre, from Latin 7cer. See ak- in Appendix.] —eaùger·ly adv.  

—eaùger·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: eager, avid, keen, agog. These adjectives mean animated by or

showing great interest or desire. Eager suggests intensity of interest and impatient

desire: eager to travel abroad; eager to learn. Avid implies ardent desire and un-

bounded craving: has an avid ambition to succeed; an avid sports fan. Keen suggests

acuteness or intensity of interest or emotional drive: takes keen pleasure in music.

Agog implies a state of heightened anticipation: The prospect of Christmas left the

children agog.

ea·ger2 (KùgNr, 7ù-) n.  Variant of eagre. 
eager beaver (KùgNr bKùvNr) n.  Informal. One that is exceptionally, often 

excessively industrious or zealous: “The eager beavers of industry seldom reach 

their potential, much less rise to the top” (Newsweek).   —eaùger-beaùver (KùgNr-

bKùvNr) adj. 

ea·gle (KùgNl) n.  1. Any of various large diurnal birds of prey of the family 

Accipitridae, including members of the genera Aquila and Haliaeetus, character-

ized by a powerful hooked bill, keen vision, long broad wings, and strong, soaring 

flight.  2. A representation of an eagle used as an emblem or insignia.  3. A gold 

coin formerly used in the United States, stamped with an eagle on the reverse side 

and having a face value of ten dollars.  4. Sports. A golf score of two strokes under 



par on a hole.   —  v.  ea·gled, ea·gling, ea·gles. Sports.  —  v.  tr. To shoot (a 

hole in golf) in two strokes under par.   —  v.  intr. To score an eagle in golf.  

[Middle English egle, from Anglo-Norman, from Old Provençal aigla, from Latin 

aquila.]

ea·gle-eyed (KùgNl-XdÙ) adj.  1. Having keen eyesight.  2. Showing close atten-

tion to detail; perceptive:  an eagle-eyed accountant who monitored every expense. 

eagle owl (KùgNl oul) n.  A large Eurasian owl (Bubo bubo) having brownish 

plumage and prominent ear tufts. 

Ea·gle Pass (KùgNl p4s)  A city of southwest Texas on the Rio Grande west-

southwest of San Antonio. It was a way station on the route to California during 

the gold rush of 1848-1849. Population, 20,651. 

eagle ray (KùgNl r7) n.  Any of numerous rays of the family Myliobatididae, 

found worldwide in tropical and subtropical shallow seas and noted for their 

massive jaws and large winglike pectoral fins, which they flap for propulsion. 

Eagle Scout (KùgNl skout) n.  One who has achieved the highest rank in the Boy 

Scouts. 

ea·glet (KùglVt) n.  A young eagle. 

ea·gre also ea·ger (KùgNr, 7ùgNr) n.  See bore3.  [Origin unknown.]

Ea·kins (7ùkVnz), Thomas. 1844-1916.  American painter known for highly 

realistic works, such as Max Schmitt in a Single Scull (1871). 

eal·dor·man (ôlùdNr-mNn) n.  The chief magistrate of a district in Anglo-Saxon 

England.  [Old English. See ALDERMAN.]

Eames (Kmz), Charles. 1907-1978.  American designer noted for an innovative 

series of chairs made of aluminum tubing and molded plywood. 

Eames chair (Kmz châr) n.  A functional chair, originally of molded plywood, 

with seat and back pieces shaped to the contours of the human body.  [After 

Charles EAMES.]

ear1 (îr) n.  1. Anatomy. a. The vertebrate organ of hearing, responsible for 

maintaining equilibrium as well as sensing sound and divided in mammals into 

the external ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear.  b. The part of this organ that 

is externally visible.   2. An invertebrate organ analogous to the mammalian ear.  

3. The sense of hearing:  a sound that grates on the ear.  4. Sensitivity or receptive-

ness to sound, especially: a. Sharpness or refinement of hearing:  a singer with a 

good ear for harmony.  b. The ability to retain and reproduce a passage of music:  

plays the piano by ear.  c. Responsiveness to the sounds or forms of spoken lan-

guage:  a writer with a good ear for dialogue; has an ear for foreign languages.   

5. Sympathetic or favorable attention: “[The President] wavers between the two 

positions, depending on who last had his ear” (Joseph C. Harsch).  6. Something 

resembling the external ear in position or shape, especially: a. A flexible tuft of 

feathers located above the eyes of certain birds, such as owls, that functions in 

visual communication but not in hearing.  Also called ear tuft b. A projecting 



handle, as on a vase or pitcher.   7. A small box in the upper corner of the page in 

a newspaper or periodical that contains a printed notice, such as promotional 

material or weather information.  8. ears. Informal. Headphones.   —idioms. 
all ears. Informal. Acutely attentive:  If you want to tell your story, we’re all ears.  

give an ear (or lend an ear). To pay close attention; listen attentively.  have 
an ear to the ground (or keep an ear to the ground). To be on the watch 

for new trends or information.  in one ear and out the other. Without any 

influence or effect; unheeded:  Since his mind was already made up, my arguments 

went in one ear and out the other.  on its ear (or on someone’s ear). In a state 

of amazement, excitement, or uproar:  a controversial film that set the entertain-

ment world on its ear.  play it by ear. Informal. To act according to the circum-

stances; improvise: “He plays his negotiations by ear, going into them with no clear 

or fixed plan” (George F. Kennan).  up to (one’s) ears. Informal. Deeply 

involved or committed:  I’m up to my ears in work.  [Middle English ere, from Old 

English Kare. See ous- in Appendix.] —earùless adj. 

ear2 (îr) n.  The seed-bearing spike of a cereal plant, such as corn.   —  v.  intr. 

eared, ear·ing, ears. To form or grow ears.  [Middle English ere, from Old 

English Kar. See ak- in Appendix.]

ear·ache (îrù7kÙ) n.  Pain in the ear; otalgia. 

ear·bob (îrùbmbÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See earring. 
ear canal (îr kN-n4lù) n.  The narrow, tubelike passage through which sound 

enters the ear.  Also called external auditory canal 

ear candy (îr k4nùdK) n.  Informal. A light, often short piece of music consid-

ered to be pleasing. 

ear·drop (îrùdrmpÙ) n.  1. An earring, especially one with a pendant.  

2. eardrops. Liquid medicine administered into the ear. 

ear·drum (îrùdrƒmÙ) n.  Anatomy. The thin, semitransparent, oval-shaped 

membrane that separates the middle ear from the external ear.  Also called tym-

panic membrane, tympanum. 

eared (îrd) adj.  1. Having ears or earlike projections.  2. Having a specified kind 

or number of ears. Often used in combination:  a lop-eared puppy. 

eared seal (îrd sKl) n.  Any of various seals of the family Otariidae, which 

includes the sea lions and fur seals, characterized by external ears, oarlike front 

flippers, and hind flippers that can be turned forward for walking on land. 

ear·flap (îrùfl4pÙ) n.  A flap attached to a cap that may be turned down to cover 

the ears.  Also called earlap 

ear·ful (îrùftlÙ) n.  1. An abundant or excessive amount of something heard, 

such as talk or music.  2. Gossip, especially of an intimate or scandalous nature.  

3. A scolding or reprimand. 

Ear·hart (ârùhärtÙ), Amelia. 1897?-1937.  American aviator who was the first 

woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean (1932) and from Hawaii to Califor-



nia (1935). While attempting to fly around the world, she crashed in the Pacific 

Ocean (1937) and was never found. 

ear·ing (îrùVng) n.  Nautical. A short line attaching an upper corner of a sail to 

the yard.  [Perhaps from EAR
1.]

earl (ûrl) n.  Abbr. E. 1. A British nobleman next in rank above a viscount and 

below a marquis, corresponding to a count in continental Europe.  2. Used as a 

title for such a nobleman.  [Middle English erl, nobleman of high rank, from Old 

English eorl.]

ear·lap (îrùl4pÙ) n.  See earflap. 
earl·dom (ûrlùdNm) n.  1. The rank or title of an earl.  2. The territory of an 

earl. 

ear·less seal (îrùlVs sKl) n.  Any of various seals of the family Phocidae, which 

includes the hair seals, characterized by short fore flippers, reduced hind flippers 

specialized for swimming, and the absence of external ears.  Also called true seal 

ear·lobe also ear lobe (îrùlobÙ) n.  The soft, fleshy, pendulous lower part of the 

external ear. 

ear·ly (ûrùlK) adj.  ear·li·er, ear·li·est. 1. Of or occurring near the beginning of 

a given series, period of time, or course of events:  in the early morning; scored two 

runs in the early innings.  2. a. Of or belonging to a previous or remote period of 

time:  the early inhabitants of the British Isles.  b. Of or belonging to an initial 

stage of development:  an early form of life; an early computer.   3. Occurring, 

developing, or appearing before the expected or usual time:  an early spring; an 

early retirement.  4. Maturing or developing relatively soon:  an early variety of 

tomato.  5. Occurring in the near future:  Observers predicted an early end to the 

negotiations.   —  adv.  ear·lier, ear·liest. 1. Near the beginning of a given series, 

period of time, or course of events:  departed early in the day; scored important vic-

tories early in the campaign.  2. At or during a remote or initial period:  decided 

very early to go into medicine.  3. Before the expected or usual time:  arrived at the 

meeting a few minutes early.  4. Soon in relation to others of its kind:  a rose that 

was cultivated to bloom early.  [Middle English erli, from Old English <rlXce : <r, 

before; see ayer- in Appendix + -lXce, adv. suff.; see -LY
2.] —earùli·ness n. 

Ear·ly (ûrùlK), Jubal Anderson. 1816-1894.  American Confederate general 

whose forces threatened Washington, D.C. (1864) but were ultimately defeated by 

Union troops led by Philip H. Sheridan (1865). 

early bird (ûrùlK bûrd) n.  Informal. 1. A person who arises early in the morn-

ing.  2. One that arrives or takes place early or before others.  [From the expres-

sion “The early bird catches the worm”.] —earùly-birdÙ (ûrùlK-bûrdÙ) adj. 

early on (ûrùlK mn) adv.  At an early stage or point: “Early on, [he] found that 

being honest and being funny were almost the same thing” (Maureen Orth). 



early warning radar (ûrùlK wôrùnVng r7ùdär) n.  Radar based at the bound-

ary of a defended area to detect incoming enemy missiles or aircraft in time to 

allow deployment of a countermeasure. 

early warning system (ûrùlK wôrùnVng sVsùtNm) n.  1. A network of sensing 

devices, such as satellites or radar, for detecting an enemy attack in time to take 

defensive or counteroffensive measures.  2. A system or procedure designed to 

warn of a potential or an impending problem. 

ear·mark (îrùmärkÙ) n.  1. An identifying feature or characteristic:  a novel with 

all the earmarks of success.  2. An identifying mark on the ear of a domestic ani-

mal.   —  v.  tr. ear·marked, ear·mark·ing, ear·marks. 1. To reserve or set 

aside for a particular purpose.  See Synonyms at allocate.  2. To place an identi-

fying or distinctive mark on.  3. To mark the ear of (a domestic animal) for iden-

tification. 

ear·muff (îrùmƒfÙ) n.  Either of a pair of ear coverings often attached to an 

adjustable headband and worn to protect the ears especially against the cold. 

earn1 (ûrn) v.  tr. earned, earn·ing, earns. 1. To gain especially for the per-

formance of service, labor, or work:  earned money by mowing lawns.  2. To 

acquire or deserve as a result of effort or action:  She earned a reputation as a hard 

worker.  3. To yield as return or profit:  a savings account that earns interest on 

deposited funds.   —idiom. earn (one’s) spurs. To gain a position through 

hard work and the accumulation of experience, often in the face of difficulties:  a 

diplomat who had earned his spurs as the prime minister’s personal assistant.  [Mid-

dle English ernen, from Old English earnian.] —earnùer n.  

SYNONYMS: earn, deserve, merit, rate, win. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to gain as a result of one’s behavior or effort”: earns a large salary;

deserves our congratulations; a suggestion that merits consideration; an event that

didn’t even rate a mention in the news; a candidate who won wide support.

earn2 (ûrn) v.  intr. earned, earn·ing, earns. Obsolete. To yearn.  [Middle 

English ernen, variant of yernen. See YEARN.]

earned run (ûrnd rƒn) n.  Baseball. A run scored without the aid of an error, 

used in computing earned run averages. 

earned run average (ûrnd rƒn 4vùNr-Vj) n.  Abbr. ERA Baseball. A measure 

of a pitcher’s performance obtained by dividing the total of earned runs allowed 

by the total of innings pitched and multiplying by nine. 

ear·nest1 (ûrùnVst) adj.  1. Marked by or showing deep sincerity or seriousness:  

an earnest gesture of goodwill.  2. Of an important or weighty nature; grave.  See 

Synonyms at serious.  —idiom. in earnest. 1. With a purposeful or sincere 

intent:  settled down to study in earnest for the examination.  2. Serious; deter-

mined: “Both sides are deeply in earnest, with passions that approximate those of 



civil war” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  [Middle English ernest, from Old English eor-

noste. See er-1 in Appendix.] —earùnest·ly adv.  —earùnest·ness n. 

ear·nest2 (ûrùnVst) n.  1. Money paid in advance as part payment to bind a con-

tract or bargain.  2. A token of something to come; a promise or an assurance.  

[Middle English ernest, variant of ernes, alteration of Old French erres, pl. of erre, 

pledge, from Latin arra, alteration of arrabo, from Greek arrabon, earnest-money, 

from Hebrew 1Kr7bôn, from 17rab, to pledge.]

earn·ings (ûrùnVngz) pl.n.  1. Salary or wages.  2. a. Business profits.  b. Gains 

from investments.  

Earp (ûrp), Wyatt. 1848-1929.  American frontier law officer involved in the 

famous gunfight at the O.K. Corral in Tombstone, Arizona (1881). 

ear·phone (îrùfonÙ) n.  A device that converts electric signals, as from a tele-

phone, stereo, or radio receiver, to audible sound and fits over or in the ear.  Also 

called earpiece 

ear·piece (îrùpKsÙ) n.  1. A part, as of a telephone receiver or hearing aid, that 

fits in or is held next to the ear.  2.  See earphone.  3. Either of the two parts of 

an eyeglasses frame that extend over or around the ear. 

ear·plug (îrùplƒgÙ) n.  1. An object made of a soft, pliable material, such as cot-

ton or rubber, and fitted into the ear canal to block the entry of water or sound.  

2. An earphone, especially one that fits into the ear. 

ear·ring (îrùrVng, îrùVng) n.  An ornament worn on or pendent from the ear, 

especially the earlobe. Regional. Also called earbob 

ear rot (îr rmt) n.  Any of various fungus diseases of corn characterized by decay 

and molding of the ears. 

ear sew·er (îr soùNr) n.  Northern California. See dragonfly. See Regional note 

at dragonfly. 
ear shell (îr shHl) n.  1.  See abalone.  2. The shell of the abalone.  [From its 

shape.]

ear·shot (îrùshmtÙ) n.  The range within which sound can be heard by the 

unaided ear; hearing distance:  listened until the parade was out of earshot. 

ear·split·ting (îrùsplVtÙVng) adj.  Loud and shrill enough to hurt the ears.  See 

Synonyms at loud. 
earth (ûrth) n.  1. a. The land surface of the world.  b. The softer, friable part of 

land; soil, especially productive soil.   2.  Often Earth. The third planet from the 

sun, having a sidereal period of revolution about the sun of 365.26 days at a mean 

distance of approximately 149 million kilometers (92.96 million miles), an axial 

rotation period of 23 hours 56.07 minutes, an average radius of 6,374 kilometers 

(3,959 miles), and a mass of approximately 5.974 ∞ 1024 kilograms (13.17 ∞ 1024 

pounds).  3. The realm of mortal existence; the temporal world.  4. The human 

inhabitants of the world:  The earth received the news with joy.  5. a. Worldly 

affairs and pursuits.  b. Everyday life; reality:  was brought back to earth from his 



daydreams of wealth and fame.   6. The substance of the human body; clay.  

7. The lair of a burrowing animal.  8. Chiefly British. The ground of an electrical 

circuit.  9. Chemistry. Any of several metallic oxides, such as alumina or zirconia, 

that are difficult to reduce and were formerly regarded as elements.   —  v.  

earthed, earth·ing, earths.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover or heap (plants) with soil for 

protection.  2. To chase (an animal) into an underground hiding place.   —  v.  

intr. To burrow or hide in the ground. Used of a hunted animal.   —idiom. on 
earth. Among all the possibilities:  Why on earth did you put on that outfit?  

[Middle English erthe, from Old English eorthe. See er-2 in Appendix.]

earth art (ûrth ärt) n.  The art of altering the natural environment to create 

earthworks. 

earth·born (ûrthùbôrnÙ) adj.  1. a. Springing from or born on the earth.  

b. Human; mortal:  earthborn existence.   2. Of or connected with earthly life:  

earthborn pleasures. 

earth·bound also earth-bound (ûrthùboundÙ) adj.  1. Fastened in or to the 

soil:  earthbound roots.  2. a. Attached or confined to the earth or to earthly con-

cerns:  an earthbound existence.  b. Unimaginative; ordinary.   3. Headed for the 

earth:  an earthbound meteor. 

earth·en (ûrùthNn, -thNn) adj.  1. Made of earth or clay:  an earthen fortification; 

an earthen pot.  2. Earthly; worldly. 

earth·en·ware (ûrùthNn-wârÙ, -thNn-) n.  Pottery made from a porous clay 

that is fired at relatively low temperatures. Faience, delft, and majolica are exam-

ples of earthenware. 

earth·light (ûrthùlXtÙ) n.  See earthshine. 
earth·ling (ûrthùlVng) n.  1. One, especially a human being, that inhabits the 

planet Earth.  2. A person devoted to the world; a worldling. 

earth·ly (ûrthùlK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of this earth.  

2. a. Terrestrial; not heavenly or divine:  earthly existence.  b. Worldly:  earthly 

delights; one’s earthly possessions.   3. Conceivable; possible:  no earthly meaning 

whatever.   —earthùli·ness n. 

earth·man (ûrthùm4nÙ) n.  A human inhabitant of the planet Earth; an earth-

ling. 

earth mother (ûrth mƒthùNr) n.  1. A goddess or female spirit representing 

the earth as the giver of life; a fertility goddess.  2. A woman combining maternal 

and sensual qualities. 

earth·mov·er (ûrthùmuÙvNr) n.  A machine, such as a bulldozer or backhoe, 

that is used for digging or pushing earth.   —earthùmovÙing adj. 

earth·nut (ûrthùnƒtÙ) n.  1. a. A Eurasian and northern African plant (Conop-

odium denudatum) having tuberous roots that are edible when roasted.  b. The 

tuber of this plant.   2. Any of various other plants, such as the peanut, similar to 

the earthnut. 



earth·quake (ûrthùkw7kÙ) n.  A sudden movement of the earth’s crust caused 

by the release of stress accumulated along geologic faults or by volcanic activity.  

Also called seism, temblor. 

earth·rise (ûrthùrXzÙ) n.  The rising of the earth above the horizon as seen from 

the moon. 

earth science (ûrth sXùNns) n.  Any of several essentially geologic sciences that 

are concerned with the origin, structure, and physical phenomena of the earth. 

earth·shak·ing (ûrthùsh7ÙkVng) adj.  Of great consequence or importance.   
—earthùshakÙing·ly adv. 

earth·shine (ûrthùshXnÙ) n.  The sunlight reflected from the earth’s surface that 

illuminates part of the moon not directly lighted by the sun.  Also called earthlight 

earth smoke (ûrth smok) n.  Botany. See fumitory.  [Translation of Medieval 

Latin f7mus terrae. See FUMITORY.]

earth·star (ûrthùstärÙ) n.  A fungus of the genus Geastrum, related to and 

resembling the puffballs and having an outer covering that splits open in a star-

like form. 

earth station (ûrth st7ùshNn) n.  An on-ground terminal linked to a spacecraft 

or satellite by an antenna and associated electronic equipment for the purpose of 

transmitting or receiving messages, tracking, or control. 

earth tone (ûrth ton) n.  Any of various rich, warm tones of brown. 

earth·ward (ûrthùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  To or toward the earth.   —earthùwards 
adv. 

earth·work (ûrthùwûrkÙ) n.  1. An earthen embankment, especially one used 

as a fortification.  See Synonyms at bulwark.  2. Engineering. Excavation and 

embankment of earth.  3. A work of art made by altering an area of land or a nat-

ural geographic feature, especially on a large scale. 

earth·worm (ûrthùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various terrestrial annelid worms of the 

class Oligochaeta, especially those of the family Lumbricidae, that burrow into 

and help aerate and enrich soil. 

earth·y (ûrùthK) adj.  earth·i·er, earth·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, consisting of, or 

resembling earth:  an earthy smell.  2. Relating to or characteristic of this world; 

worldly.  3. Crude or off-color; indecent:  an earthy joke.  4. Hearty or uninhib-

ited; natural:  an earthy enjoyment of life.   —earthùi·ly adv.  —earthùi·ness n. 

ear trumpet (îr trƒmùpVt) n.  A horn-shaped device formerly used to direct 

sound into the ear of a hearing-impaired person. 

ear tuft (îr tƒft) n.  See ear1 (n., sense 6a). 

ear·wax (îrùw4ksÙ) n.  The yellowish, waxlike secretion of certain glands lining 

the canal of the external ear.  Also called cerumen 

ear·wig (îrùwVgÙ) n.  Any of various elongate insects of the order Dermaptera, 

having a pair of pincerlike appendages protruding from the rear of the abdomen.   
—  v.  tr. ear·wigged, ear·wig·ging, ear·wigs. To attempt to influence by 



persistent confidential argument or talk.  [Middle English erwig, from Old 

English Karwicga : Kare, ear; see EAR
1 + wicga, insect; see wegh- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: In an Anglo-Norman text written around the beginning of

the 15th century we are told that elephants guard their ears diligently against flies

and earwigs. Elephants have good cause to protect themselves against these insects

if, as folklore has it, earwigs go through the ear into the head. The earwig, how-

ever, prefers to dine on things such as flowers, fruit, and small insects rather than

brain tissue. Folklore is responsible, though, for the insect’s name, which was

formed in Old English from Kare, the Old English source of our word ear, and

wicga, “insect,” a word presumably related to our word wiggle.

ear·worm (îrùwûrmÙ) n.  See corn earworm. 
ease (Kz) n.  1. The condition of being comfortable or relieved.  2. a. Freedom 

from pain, worry, or agitation:  Her mind was at ease knowing that the children 

were safe.  b. Freedom from constraint or embarrassment; naturalness.  See Syn-

onyms at rest1.   3. a. Freedom from difficulty, hardship, or effort:  rose through 

the ranks with apparent ease.  b. Readiness or dexterity in performance; facility:  

She practiced until she could play the sonata with ease.   4. Freedom from financial 

difficulty; affluence:  a life of luxury and ease.  5. A state of rest, relaxation, or lei-

sure:  He took his ease by the swimming pool.   —  v.  eased, eas·ing, eas·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To free from pain, worry, or agitation:  He eased his conscience by return-

ing the stolen money.  2. a. To lessen the discomfort or pain of:  She shifted posi-

tion so as to ease her back.  b. To alleviate; assuage:  prescribed a drug to ease the 

pain.   3. To give respite from:  eased the burden on her staff by hiring temporary 

help.  4. To slacken the strain, pressure, or tension of; loosen:  ease off a cable.  

5. To reduce the difficulty or trouble of:  ease credit terms; eased the entrance 

requirements.  6. To move or maneuver slowly and carefully:  eased the car into a 

narrow space; eased the director out of office.   —  v.  intr. 1. To lessen, as in dis-

comfort, pressure, or stress:  pain that never eased.  2. To move or proceed with 

little effort:  eased through life doing as little as possible.   —idiom. at ease. 1. In 

a relaxed position, especially standing silently at rest with the right foot station-

ary:  put the soldiers at ease while waiting for inspection.  2. Used as a command for 

troops to assume a relaxed position.  [Middle English ese, from Old French aise, 

perhaps from Latin adiacKns, lying near. See ADJACENT.]

ease·ful (KzùfNl) adj.  Affording or characterized by comfort and peace; restful.   
—easeùful·ly adv.  —easeùful·ness n. 

ea·sel (KùzNl) n.  An upright frame for displaying or supporting something, such 

as an artist’s canvas.  [Dutch ezel, ass, from Middle Dutch esel, from Latin asellus, 

diminutive of asinus.]



WORD HISTORY: “A painter’s ass” is not a phrase that immediately brings to

mind an accessory to the artist’s profession. But easel comes to us from the Dutch

word ezel, meaning “an ass, one of several hoofed mammals of the genus Equus.”

The Dutch word was eventually extended to mean “an upright frame for display-

ing or supporting something, such as an artist’s canvas,” in the same way that the

English word horse has come to mean “a piece of gymnastic equipment with an

upholstered body used especially for vaulting.” Developments such as these illus-

trate the playfulness present in language when its speakers use similarities per-

ceived between two objects in order to name one of them. This kind of naming

can involve a dash of wit, as is probably the case with the Dutch word ezel. It is

certainly the case with the name for a bank of uncovered outdoor seats for spec-

tators. When sitting in the open air in a stadium, one is exposed to the sun just

as linens are when they are bleached on a clothesline; thus, bleachers.

ease·ment (KzùmNnt) n.  1. The act of easing or the condition of being eased.  

2. Something that affords ease or comfort.  3. Law. A right, such as a right of way, 

afforded a person to make limited use of another’s real property. 

eas·i·ly (KùzN-lK) adv.  1. In an easy manner; with ease.  2. Without question; cer-

tainly:  easily the best play this season.  3. In all likelihood; well:  a mistake that 

could easily have ended in disaster. 

east (Kst) n.  Abbr. E, E., e, e. 1. a. The cardinal point on the mariner’s compass 

90˚ clockwise from due north and directly opposite west.  b. The direction of the 

earth’s axial rotation.   2. An area or a region lying in the east.  3.  Often East. 

a. The eastern part of the earth, especially eastern Asia.  b. The eastern part of a 

region or country.   4.  Often East. a. The region of the United States east of the 

Allegheny Mountains and north of the Mason-Dixon Line.  b. The former Com-

munist bloc of countries in Asia and especially in Eastern Europe.    —  adj.  Abbr. 

E, E., e, e. 1. To, toward, of, facing, or in the east.  2. Originating in or coming 

from the east:  a cool east wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. E, E., e, e. In, from, or toward the 

east.  [Middle English est, from Old English Kast. See aus- in Appendix.]

East An·gli·a (Kst 4ngùglK-N)  A region and Anglo-Saxon kingdom of eastern 

England. Settled by Angles in the late fifth century A.D., it was a powerful king-

dom by the late sixth century but became a dependency of Mercia for long peri-

ods after 650. The Danes controlled the region from 886 to 917, after which it 

became an English earldom. 

East A·sia (Kst 7ùzhN, 7ùshN)  A region of Asia coextensive with the Far East.   
—East Aùsian adj.  & n. 

East Ber·lin (Kst bûr-lVnù)  See Berlin.  —East Ber·linùer n. 

East Bes·kids (Kst bHsùkVdz, bHs-kKdzù)  See Beskids. 
east·bound (KstùboundÙ) adj.  Going toward the east. 



East·bourne (KstùbôrnÙ, -bornÙ)  A borough of southeast England on the 

English Channel south-southeast of London. It is a popular resort. Population, 

77,300. 

East Bruns·wick (Kst brƒnzùwVk)  A community of central New Jersey south 

of New Brunswick. It is mainly residential. Population, 43,548. 

east by north (Kst bX nôrth) n.  Abbr. EbN The direction or point on the mar-

iner’s compass halfway between due east and east-northeast, or 78˚45' east of due 

north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. EbN Toward or from east by north. 

east by south (Kst bX south) n.  Abbr. EbS The direction or point on the mari-

ner’s compass halfway between due east and east-southeast, or 101˚15' east of due 

north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. EbS Toward or from east by south. 

East Cape (Kst k7p)  See Cape Dezhnev. 
East·ches·ter (KstùchHsÙtNr)  A community of southeast New York, a residential 

suburb of New York City. Population, 18,537. 

East Chi·ca·go (Kst shV-käùgo, -kôù-)  A city of northwest Indiana on Lake 

Michigan in the Calumet region south-southeast of Chicago, Illinois. It is an 

industrial center. Population, 33,892. 

East Chi·na Sea (Kst chXùnN sK)  An arm of the western Pacific Ocean bounded 

by China, South Korea, Taiwan, and the Ryukyu and Kyushu islands. It has rich 

fishing grounds. 

East Cleve·land (Kst klKvùlNnd)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb 

of Cleveland. Population, 33,096. 

East Coast (Kst kost)  A region of the eastern United States along the Atlantic 

coastline, especially the urban corridor from Boston to Washington, D.C. 

East De·troit (Kst dV-troitù)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb 

of Detroit. Population, 35,283. 

East End (Kst Hnd)  A section of eastern London north of the Thames River. It 

was long a densely populated working-class and immigrant area centered around 

the docks and warehouses, although most of the Victorian-built slums described 

by Charles Dickens and Henry Mayhew were obliterated by bombing raids during 

World War II. 

Eas·ter (KùstNr) n.  1. A Christian feast commemorating the Resurrection of 

Jesus.  2. The day on which this feast is observed, the first Sunday following the 

full moon that occurs on or next after March 21.  3. Eastertide.  [Middle English 

ester, from Old English Kastre. See aus- in Appendix.]

Easter cactus (KùstNr k4kùtNs) n.  A branching cactus (Rhipsalidopsis gaertneri) 

having terminal clusters of large, scarlet flowers and arching, flattened branches.  

[So called because it blooms in the spring.]

Easter egg (KùstNr Hg) n.  A dyed or decorated egg, traditionally associated with 

Easter. 



Easter Island (KùstNr XùlNnd) Known locally as Ra·pa Nu·i (räùpN nuùK).  An 

island of Chile in the southern Pacific Ocean about 3,701 km (2,300 mi) west of 

the mainland. Discovered by Dutch explorers on Easter Day, 1722, the island is 

famous for its hieroglyphic tablets and colossal heads carved from volcanic rock. 

The ancient remains, of unknown origin, have inspired many legends and theo-

ries. 

Easter lily (KùstNr lVlùK) n.  Any of various lilies, especially Lilium longiflorum 

var. eximium, having large, white, trumpet-shaped flowers that bloom in the 

spring and are displayed during the Easter season.  Also called Bermuda lily 

east·er·ly (KùstNr-lK) adj.  1. Situated toward the east.  2. Coming or being from 

the east:  easterly winds.   —  n.  pl. east·er·lies. A storm or wind coming from 

the east.   —eastùer·ly adv. 

Easter Monday (KùstNr mƒnùdK) n.  The Monday following Easter, observed 

as a holiday in some countries and North Carolina. 

east·ern (KùstNrn) adj.  1. Situated in, toward, or facing the east.  2. Coming 

from the east:  eastern breezes.  3. Native to or growing in the east.  4.  Often 

Eastern. Of, relating to, or characteristic of eastern regions or the East.  

5. Eastern. a. Of or relating to the Eastern Church.  b. Of or relating to the 

Eastern Orthodox Church.   [Middle English estern, from Old English Kasterne. 

See aus- in Appendix.] —eastùern·nessÙ n. 

eastern camass (KùstNrn k4mùNs) n.  A bulbous plant (Camassia scilloides) 

native to the eastern United States, having white, blue, or violet flowers and bright 

yellow anthers.  Also called indigo squill, wild hyacinth. 

Eastern Church (KùstNrn chûrch) n.  1. The church of the Byzantine Empire, 

including the patriarchates of Constantinople, Antioch, Alexandria, and Jerusa-

lem.  2. The Eastern Orthodox Church.  3.  Often Eastern church. A Uniat 

church. 

Eastern Empire (KùstNrn HmùpXrÙ)  The Byzantine Empire. 

east·ern·er also East·ern·er (KùstNr-nNr) n.  A native or inhabitant of the east, 

especially the eastern United States. 

Eastern Eu·rope (KùstNrn ytrùNp)  The countries of eastern Europe, espe-

cially those that were allied with the U.S.S.R. in the Warsaw Pact (1955-1991). 

Eastern Ghats (KùstNrn gôts)  See Ghats. 
Eastern Hemisphere (KùstNrn hHmùV-sfîrÙ)  The half of the earth comprising 

Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia. 

Eastern High·lands (KùstNrn hXùlNndz)  See Great Dividing Range. 
east·ern·most (KùstNrn-mostÙ) adj.  Farthest east. 

Eastern Orthodox Church (KùstNrn ôrùthN-dmksÙ chûrch) n.  The body of 

modern churches, including among others the Greek and Russian Orthodox, that 

is derived from the church of the Byzantine Empire, adheres to the Byzantine rite, 

and acknowledges the honorary primacy of the patriarch of Constantinople. 



Eastern Shore (KùstNrn shôr)  A region of Maryland and Virginia east of Ches-

apeake Bay. 

Eastern Shoshone (KùstNrn sho-shoùnK) n.  See Shoshone (n., sense 1c). 

Eastern Sioux (KùstNrn su) n.  See Santee1. 
Eastern Standard Time (KùstNrn st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Abbr. EST, E.S.T. Stan-

dard time in the fifth time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 75˚ west 

and used, for example, in the eastern part of North America.  Also called Eastern 

Time 

Eas·ter·tide (KùstNr-tXdÙ) n.  The Easter season, extending from Easter to Ascen-

sion Day, Whitsunday, or Trinity Sunday. 

East Fri·sian Islands (Kst frVzhùNn XùlNndz, frKùzhNn)  See Frisian Islands. 
East Germanic (Kst jNr-m4nùVk) n.  The subdivision of the Germanic lan-

guages that includes Gothic. 

East Ger·ma·ny (Kst jûrùmN-nK)  A former country of northern Europe on the 

Baltic Sea. It was formed in 1949 from the zone of Germany occupied by Soviet 

troops after World War II. It was reunified with West Germany in October 1990.   
—East Gerùman adj.  & n. 

East·hamp·ton (Kst-h4mpùtNn)  A town of west-central Massachusetts north-

northwest of Springfield. It was settled in 1664. Population, 15,537. 

East Hart·ford (Kst härtùfNrd)  A town of north-central Connecticut on the 

Connecticut River opposite Hartford. It was settled c. 1640. Population, 50,452. 

East Ha·ven (Kst h7ùvNn)  A town of southern Connecticut on Long Island 

Sound east of New Haven. It is a residential community and summer resort. Pop-

ulation, 25,028. 

East In·dies (Kst VnùdKz)  Indonesia. The term is sometimes used to refer to all 

of Southeast Asia. Historically, it referred chiefly to India.   —East Inùdi·an adj.  

& n. 

east·ing (KùstVng) n.  1. The difference in longitude between two positions as a 

result of movement to the east.  2. Progress toward the east. 

East Kil·bride (Kst kVl-brXdù)  A town of south-central Scotland southeast of 

Glasgow. It was established in 1946 as a new town to absorb the growing popula-

tion of Glasgow. Population, 70,600. 

East·lake (Kstùl7kÙ)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb of Cleveland 

on Lake Erie. Population, 22,104. 

East Lan·sing (Kst l4nùsVng)  A city of south-central Michigan, a residential 

suburb of Lansing. It is the seat of Michigan State University (founded 1855). 

Population, 50,677. 

East·leigh (KstùlK)  A municipal borough of southern England north-northeast 

of Southampton. Its industries include railroad shops. Population, 92,400. 



East Liv·er·pool (Kst lVvùNr-pulÙ)  A city of eastern Ohio on the West Virginia 

border south of Youngstown. It has been a ceramics center since the 1830’s. Popu-

lation, 16,687. 

East Los An·ge·les (Kst lôs 4nùjN-lNs, -lKzÙ, 4ngùgN-lNs)  An unincorporated 

community of southern California, a residential suburb of Los Angeles. Popula-

tion, 126,379. 

East·main (Kstùm7nÙ)  A river rising in central Quebec, Canada, and flowing 

about 821 km (510 mi) eastward to James Bay. 

East·man (KstùmNn), George. 1854-1932.  American inventor and industrialist 

who invented a dry-plate process of photographic film development, flexible 

film, a box camera, and a process for color photography. 

East·man (KstùmNn), Max Forrester. 1883-1969.  American writer and editor 

noted for his social and literary criticism. Founder and editor of The Masses 

(1913-1918) and The Liberator (1919-1922), he wrote Enjoyment of Poetry (1913) 

and many other books. 

East Meadow (Kst mHdùo)  An unincorporated community of southeast New 

York on west-central Long Island southeast of Mineola. It is mainly residential. 

Population, 36,909. 

East Mo·line (Kst mo-lKnù)  A city of northwest Illinois, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Moline on the Mississippi River. Population, 20,147. 

east-north·east (KstùnôrthÙKstù) n.  Abbr. ENE The direction or point on the 

mariner’s compass halfway between due east and northeast, or 67˚30' east of due 

north.   —  adj.  Abbr. ENE To, toward, of, facing, or in the east-northeast.   —  
adv.  Abbr. ENE In, from, or toward the east-northeast. 

East North·port (Kst nôrthùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  An unincorporated community of 

southeast New York on north-central Long Island east of Huntington. It is mainly 

residential. Population, 20,411. 

East·on (KùstNn)  1. A town of southeast Massachusetts southwest of Brockton. 

It was settled in 1694. Population, 16,623.  2. A city of eastern Pennsylvania north 

of Philadelphia. Founded in 1751, it was formerly a coal-receiving port. Popula-

tion, 26,276. 

East Or·ange (Kst ôrùVnj, mrù-)  A city of northeast New Jersey, a residential 

suburb of Newark. Population, 73,552. 

East Pak·i·stan (Kst p4kùV-st4nÙ, päÙkV-stänù)  A former region of southern 

Asia on the Bay of Bengal. Originally part of Bengal, it was held by Pakistan from 

1947 to 1971, when it achieved independence as Bangladesh. 

East Pal·o Al·to (Kst p4lùo 4lùto)  A community of western California on San 

Francisco Bay southeast of San Mateo. It is mainly residential. Population, 18,191. 

East Pe·or·i·a (Kst pK-ôrùK-N, -orù-)  A city of north-central Illinois, a manufac-

turing suburb of Peoria on the Illinois River. Population, 21,378. 



East Point (Kst point)  A city of northwest Georgia, an industrial suburb of 

Atlanta. Population, 34,402. 

East Prov·i·dence (Kst prmvùV-dNns)  A city of eastern Rhode Island, an indus-

trial suburb of Providence. Population, 50,380. 

East Prus·sia (Kst prƒshùN)  A historical region and former province of Prussia 

on the Baltic Sea. From 1919 to 1939 it was separated from Germany by the Polish 

Corridor. In 1945 the area was divided between Poland and the U.S.S.R. 

East Ridge (Kst rVj)  A city of southeast Tennessee, a suburb of Chattanooga on 

the Georgia border. Population, 21,101. 

East River (Kst rVvùNr)  A narrow tidal strait connecting Upper New York Bay 

with Long Island Sound and separating the boroughs of Manhattan and the 

Bronx from Brooklyn and Queens. 

East Saint Lou·is (Kst s7nt luùVs)  A city of southwest Illinois on the Missis-

sippi River opposite St. Louis, Missouri. It is a railroad center with varied indus-

tries. Population, 40,944. 

East Si·ber·i·an Sea (Kst sX-bîrùK-Nn sK)  An arm of the Arctic Ocean extend-

ing from Wrangel Island to the New Siberian Islands. 

East Side (Kst sXd)  A section of New York City on Manhattan Island east of 

Fifth Avenue. The northern part, approximately between 57th Street and 96th 

Street, is also known as the Upper East Side and includes many fashionable 

shops and residences. The Lower East Side, south of 14th Street, was long a 

home to immigrants from eastern Europe. 

east-south·east (KstùsouthÙKstù) n.  Abbr. ESE The direction or point on the 

mariner’s compass halfway between due east and southeast, or 112˚30' east of due 

north.   —  adj.  Abbr. ESE To, toward, of, facing, or in the east-southeast.   —  
adv.  Abbr. ESE In, from, or toward the east-southeast. 

east·ward (KstùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in the east.   —  n.  An east-

ward direction, point, or region.   —eastùward·ly adv. , adj.  —eastùwards 
adv. 

eas·y (KùzK) adj.  eas·i·er, eas·i·est. 1. Capable of being accomplished or 

acquired with ease; posing no difficulty:  an easy victory; an easy problem.  

2. Requiring or exhibiting little effort or endeavor; undemanding:  took the easy 

way out of her problems; wasn’t satisfied with easy answers.  3. Free from worry, 

anxiety, trouble, or pain:  My mind was easy, knowing that I had done my best.  

4. a. Affording comfort or relief; soothing:  soft light that was easy on the eyes.  

b. Prosperous; well-off:  easy living; easy circumstances.   5. Causing little hard-

ship or distress:  an easy penalty; a habit that isn’t easy to give up.  6. Socially at 

ease:  an easy, good-natured manner.  7. a. Relaxed in attitude; easygoing:  an easy 

disposition.  b. Not strict or severe; lenient:  an easy teacher; easy standards.   

8. Readily exploited, imposed on, or tricked:  an easy mark; an easy victim.  

9. a. Not hurried or forced; moderate:  an easy pace; an easy walk around the 



block.  b. Light; gentle:  an easy tap on the shoulder.   10. Not steep or abrupt; 

gradual:  an easy climb.  11. Economics. a. Less in demand and therefore readily 

obtainable:  Commodities are easier this quarter.  b. Plentiful and therefore at low 

interest rates:  easy money.   12. Promiscuous; loose.   —  adv.  1. Without haste 

or agitation:  Relax and take it easy for a while.  2. With little effort; easily:  success 

that came too easy.  3. In a restrained or moderate manner:  Go easy on the butter.  

4. Without much hardship or cost:  got off easy with only a small fine.   —idiom. 
easy as pie. Informal. Capable of being accomplished or done with no diffi-

culty.  [Middle English esi, from Old French aaisie, past participle of aaisier, to 

put at ease  : a-, to (from Latin ad-, ad-) + aise, ease; see EASE.] —easùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: easy, simple, facile, effortless, smooth, light. These adjectives mean

requiring little effort or posing little if any difficulty. Easy applies both to tasks

that require little effort and to persons who are not demanding: “The diagnosis of

disease is often easy, often difficult, and often impossible” (Peter M. Latham). Not

wanting to be called an easy marker, the teacher graded the essays severely. Simple

implies lack of complexity that facilitates understanding or performance: a simple

game; a simple problem; “the faculty... of reducing his thought on any subject to the

simplest and plainest terms possible” (Baron Charnwood). Facile stresses readiness

and fluency (a facile speaker); often, though, the word has unfavorable connota-

tions, as of lack of care, glibness or insincerity, or superficiality: The explanation

is too facile for such a complex phenomenon. Effortless refers to performance in

which the application of great strength or skill makes the execution seem easy: a

skater performing an effortless double axel; wrote effortless prose. Smooth suggests

freedom from hindrances or difficulties that impede progress: The path of the bill

through the legislature was smooth and orderly. Light refers to tasks or impositions

that involve no taxing burdens or responsibilities: light duties; light taxes.

easy chair (KùzK châr) n.  A large, comfortable, well-upholstered chair. 

eas·y·go·ing also eas·y-go·ing (KÙzK-goùVng) adj.  1. a. Living without undue 

worry or concern; calm.  b. Lax or negligent; careless.  c. Relaxed or informal in 

attitude or standards:  an easygoing teacher who allowed extra time for assignments.   

2. Not rigorous, demanding, or stressful:  an easygoing life as a part-time consult-

ant.  3. Leisurely; unhurried:  an easygoing pace. 

easy lis·ten·ing (KùzK lVsùN-nVng) n.  Music. Light or popular compositions 

with broad appeal, usually having a prominent melody and a quiet or blended 

arrangement. 

easy street (KùzK strKt) n.  Informal. A condition of financial security or inde-

pendence. 

eat (Kt) v.  ate (7t), eat·en (Ktùn), eat·ing, eats.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To take into 

the body by the mouth for digestion or absorption.  b. To include habitually or by 



preference in one’s diet:  a bird that eats insects, fruit, and seeds; stopped eating red 

meat on advice from her doctor.   2. To consume, ravage, or destroy by or as if by 

ingesting: “Covering news in the field eats money” (George F. Will).  3. To erode or 

corrode:  waves that ate away the beach; an acid that eats the surface of a machine 

part.  4. To produce by or as if by eating:  Moths ate holes in our sweaters.  5. Slang. 

To absorb the cost or expense of: “You can eat your loss and switch the remaining 

money to other investment portfolios” (Marlys Harris).  6. Informal. To bother or 

annoy:  What’s eating him?   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To consume food.  b. To have or 

take a meal.   2. To exercise a consuming or eroding effect:  a drill that ate away at 

the rock; exorbitant expenses that were eating into profits.  3. To cause persistent 

annoyance or distress: “How long will it be before the frustration eats at you?” 

(Howard Kaplan).   —phrasal verb. eat up. Slang. To receive or enjoy enthusi-

astically or avidly:  She really eats up the constant publicity.   —idioms. eat crow. 
To be forced to accept a humiliating defeat.  eat (one’s) heart out. 2. To feel 

bitter anguish or grief.  3. To be consumed by jealousy.  eat (one’s) words. To 

retract something that one has said.  eat out of (someone’s) hand. To be 

manipulated or dominated by another.  eat (someone) alive. Slang. To over-

whelm or defeat thoroughly:  an inexperienced manager who was eaten alive in a 

competitive corporate environment.  [Middle English eten, from Old English etan. 

See ed- in Appendix.] —eatùer n.  

SYNONYMS: eat, consume, devour, ingest. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to take food into the body by the mouth”: ate a hearty dinner; greedily

consumed the sandwich; hyenas devouring their prey; whales ingesting krill.

eat·a·ble (KùtN-bNl) adj.  Fit to be eaten; edible:  an eatable meal.   —  n.  

1. Something fit to be eaten.  2. eatables. Food. 

eat·en (Ktùn) v.  Past participle of eat. 
eat·er·y (KùtN-rK) n.  pl. eat·er·ies. Informal. A restaurant. 

eat·ing (KùtVng) adj.  1. Suitable for being eaten, especially without cooking:  

good eating apples.  2. Used in the ingestion of food, as at the table:  eating uten-

sils. 

eating disorder (KùtVng dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  A potentially life-threatening neurotic 

condition, such as anorexia nervosa or bulimia, usually seen in young women. 

Ea·ton (Ktùn), Margaret O’Neale. Known as “Peggy.” 1796?-1879.  American 

socialite whose snubbing by Washington society for her rumored premarital rela-

tions with her future husband, U.S. Secretary of War John H. Eaton (1790-

1856), led to his resignation (1831) and discord between President Andrew Jack-

son and his cabinet. 

Ea·ton (Ktùn), Theophilus. 1590-1658.  English colonial administrator in 

America who founded and governed (1638-1658) the New Haven colony. 



eats (Kts) pl.n.  Slang. Food, especially snacks. 

Eau Claire (o klârù)  A city of west-central Wisconsin at the mouth of the Eau 
Clair River, about 113 km (70 mi) long. Founded in the 1840’s, the city grew as 

the center of a lumbering region. Population, 56,856. 

eau de co·logne (oÙ dN kN-lonù) n.  pl. eaux de cologne (oÙ, ozÙ). See 

cologne.  [French eau-de-cologne. See COLOGNE.]

eau de vie (oÙ dN vKù) n.  pl. eaux de vie (oÙ, ozÙ). Brandy.  [French eau-de-

vie : eau, water + de, of + vie, life.]

eaves (Kvz) pl.n.  The projecting overhang at the lower edge of a roof.  [Middle 

English eves, from Old English efes. See upo in Appendix.]

eaves·drop (KvzùdrmpÙ) v.  intr. eaves·dropped, eaves·drop·ping, 
eaves·drops. To listen secretly to the private conversation of others.  [Probably 

back-formation from eavesdropper, one who eavesdrops, from Middle English 

evesdropper, from evesdrop, place where water falls from the eaves, from Old 

English yfes drype. See upo in Appendix.] —eavesùdropÙper n. 

eaves spout (Kvz spout) n.  New England & Northern U.S. See gutter (n., 

sense 2). See Regional note at gutter. 
eaves trough (Kvz trôf) n.  Northern U.S. See gutter (n., sense 2). See 

Regional note at gutter. 
E·ban (KùbNn), Abba. Born 1915.  South African-born Israeli politician who 

served as Israel’s first permanent delegate to the United Nations (1949-1959), 

ambassador to the United States (1950-1959), and foreign minister (1966-1974). 

ebb (Hb) n.  1. Ebb tide.  2. A period of decline or diminution: “Insistence upon 

rules of conduct marks the ebb of religious fervor” (Alfred North Whitehead).   —  
v.  intr. ebbed, ebb·ing, ebbs. 1. To fall back from the flood stage.  2. To fall 

away or back; decline or recede.  See Synonyms at recede.  [Middle English ebbe, 

from Old English ebba. See apo- in Appendix.]

ebb tide (Hb tXd) n.  The receding or outgoing tide; the period between high 

water and the succeeding low water. 

EBCDIC (HbùsK-dVk) n.  Computer Science. A standard code that uses 8 bits to rep-

resent each of up to 256 alphanumeric characters.  [E(xtended) B(inary) C(oded) 

D(ecimal) I(nterchange) C(ode).]

E·bers·wal·de (7ùbNrz-välÙdN)  A city of northeast Germany northeast of Ber-

lin. It was chartered in 1257. Population, 53,473. 

E·bert (7ùbNrt), Friedrich. 1871-1925.  German politician who as president of 

the German Republic (1919-1925) attempted to unite his country after its defeat 

in World War I and suppressed Hitler’s attempt to establish a dictatorship in 

Bavaria (1923). 

E·berth (7ùbNrt), Karl Joseph. 1835-1926.  German bacteriologist and patholo-

gist who was among the first to identify the bacillus of typhoid fever (1880). 



Eb·la (HbùlN, KùblN)  An ancient city of southwest Asia near the site of present-day 

Aleppo, Syria. The cuneiform Ebla Tablets, discovered from 1974 to 1975, 

describe a thriving third-millennium B.C. civilization centered around the city. 

Eb·la·ite (HbùlN-XtÙ, KùblN-) n.  The Semitic language of ancient Ebla. 

Eb·lis (HbùlVs) n.  Mythology. The principal evil spirit or devil of Islamic mythol-

ogy. 

EbN abbr.  East by north. 

Eb·o·la virus (HbùN-lN vXùrNs, V-boùlN) n.  An RNA virus that causes acute, highly 

fatal hemorrhagic fever that spreads through contact with bodily fluids or secre-

tions of infected persons.  [After the Ebola River in northwest Zaire.]

eb·on (HbùNn) adj.  1. Made of ebony.  2. Black in color.   —  n.  Ebony.  [Middle 

English eban, ebony wood, from Old French, from Latin ebenus, ebony tree, from 

Greek ebenos. See EBONY.]

eb·on·ite (HbùN-nXtÙ) n.  A relatively inelastic rubber, made by vulcanization 

with a large amount of sulfur and used as an electrical insulating material. 

eb·on·ize (HbùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. eb·on·ized, eb·on·iz·ing, eb·on·iz·es. To stain 

black like ebony. 

eb·on·y (HbùN-nK) n.  pl. eb·on·ies. 1. A tropical tree (Diospyros ebenum) of 

southern Asia, having hard, dark-colored heartwood.  2. The wood of this tree, 

used in cabinetwork and for piano keys.  3. The color black; ebon.   —  adj.  

1. Made of or suggesting ebony.  2. Black in color.  [Probably from Middle 

English hebenyf, ebony wood, from alteration of Late Latin ebeninus, of ebony, 

from Greek ebeninos, from ebenos, ebony tree, from Egyptian h-b-ny.]

e·brac·te·ate (K-br4kùtK-7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having no bracts.  [New Latin 

Kbracte7tus : Latin K-, ex-, ex- + Latin bractea, gold leaf, bract.]

Eb·ro (Kùbro, Hbùro, Hùvrô)  A river rising in the Cantabrian Mountains of north-

ern Spain and flowing about 925 km (575 mi) to the Mediterranean Sea south-

west of Barcelona. 

EbS abbr.  East by south. 

e·bul·lience (V-btlùyNns, V-bƒlù-) n.  Zestful enthusiasm. 

e·bul·lien·cy (V-btlùyNn-sK, V-bƒlù-) n.  Ebullience. 

e·bul·lient (V-btlùyNnt, V-bƒlù-) adj.  1. Zestfully enthusiastic.  2. Boiling or 

seeming to boil; bubbling.  [Latin KbulliKns, Kbullient- present participle of 

KbullXre, to bubble up  : K-, ex-, up, out; see EX- + bullXre, to bubble, boil.] 
—e·bulùlient·ly adv. 

eb·ul·li·tion (HbÙN-lVshùNn) n.  1. The state or process of boiling.  2. A sudden, 

violent outpouring, as of emotion: “did not... give way to any ebullitions of private 

grief” (Thackeray).  [Middle English ebullitiun, from Late Latin KbullXtio, KbullX-
tion-, from Latin KbullXtus, past participle of KbullXre, to bubble up. See EBULLIENT.]



e·bur·na·tion (KÙbNr-n7ùshNn, HbÙNr-) n.  Degeneration of bone into a hard, 

ivorylike mass, as that which occurs at the articular surfaces of bones in osteoar-

thritis.  [From Latin eburnus, ivory, from ebur. See IVORY.]

EBV abbr.  Epstein-Barr virus. 

Ec. abbr.  Ecuador. 

E·ca·te·pec de Mo·re·los (7-käÙtN-pHkù dN mô-rHlùNs, H-käÙtä-pHkù dH mô-

rHlùôs)  A city of central Mexico near Mexico City. An industrial center, it occu-

pies the site of an Aztec kingdom established in the 12th century. Population, 

741,821. 

Ec·ba·ta·na (Hk-b4tùn-N)  A city of ancient Media on the site of present-day 

Hamadan in western Iran. It was captured by Cyrus the Great in 549 B.C. and 

plundered by Alexander, Seleucus I, and Antiochus III. 

ec·ce ho·mo (HkùsK hoùmo, HkùH) n.  A depiction of Jesus wearing the crown of 

thorns.  [Late Latin ecce homo, behold the man  : Latin ecce, behold + Latin homo, 

man.]

ec·cen·tric (Vk-sHnùtrVk, Hk-) adj.  1. Departing from a recognized, conventional, 

or established norm or pattern.  See Synonyms at strange.  2. Deviating from a 

circular form or path, as in an elliptical orbit.  3. a. Not situated at or in the geo-

metric center.  b. Having the axis located elsewhere than at the geometric cen-

ter.    —  n.  1. One that deviates markedly from an established norm, especially a 

person of odd or unconventional behavior.  2. Physics. A disk or wheel having its 

axis of revolution displaced from its center so that it is capable of imparting 

reciprocating motion.  [Middle English eccentrik, planetary orbit of which the 

earth is not at the center, from Medieval Latin eccentricus, not having the same 

center, from Greek ekkentros : ek-, out of; see ECTO- + kentron, center (from 

kentein, to prick); see kent- in Appendix.] —ec·cenùtri·cal·ly adv. 

ec·cen·tric·i·ty (HkÙsHn-trVsùV-tK) n.  pl. ec·cen·tric·i·ties. 1. a. The quality of 

being eccentric.  b. Deviation from the normal, expected, or established.   2. An 

example or instance of eccentric behavior.  3. Physics. The distance between the 

center of an eccentric and its axis.  4. Mathematics. The ratio of the distance of 

any point on a conic section from a focus to its distance from the corresponding 

directrix. This ratio is constant for any particular conic section.  

SYNONYMS: eccentricity, idiosyncrasy, quirk. These nouns refer to peculiarity

of behavior. Eccentricity implies divergence from the usual or customary: “En-

gland is the paradise of individuality, eccentricity, heresy, anomalies, hobbies, and

humors” (George Santayana). Idiosyncrasy more often refers to such divergency

viewed as being peculiar to the temperament of an individualist and serving as an

identifying trait: The use of lowercase letters for capital letters was one of the idio-

syncrasies of the poet e.e. cummings. Quirk, a milder term, merely suggests an odd

trait or mannerism: “Every man had his own quirks and twists” (Harriet Beecher



Stowe).

ec·chy·mo·sis (HkÙV-moùsVs) n.  The passage of blood from ruptured blood ves-

sels into subcutaneous tissue, marked by a purple discoloration of the skin.  [New 

Latin, from Greek ekkhumosis, extravasation, from ekkhumousthai, to extravasate 

 : ek-, out; see ECTO- + khumos, juice; see gheu- in Appendix.] —ecÙchy·motùic 
(-mmtùVk) adj. 

eccl. abbr.  Ecclesiastic; ecclesiastical. 

Ec·cles (HkùNlz), Sir John Carew. Born 1903.  Australian physiologist. He shared 

a 1963 Nobel Prize for research on nerve cells. 

Ec·cles (HkùNlz), Marriner Stoddard. 1890-1977.  American economist and 

public official who served as governor of the Federal Reserve Board (1934-1936) 

and as chairman of the board of governors of the Federal Reserve System (1936-

1948). 

Eccles. abbr.  1. Bible. Ecclesiastes.  2. eccles.. Ecclesiastic; ecclesiastical. 

ec·cle·si·a (V-klKùzhK-N, -zK-N) n.  pl. ec·cle·si·ae (-zhK-KÙ, -zK-KÙ). 1. The politi-

cal assembly of citizens of an ancient Greek state.  2. A church or congregation.  

[Latin ecclKsia, from Greek ekklKsia, from ekkalein, to summon forth  : ek-, out; 

see ECTO- + kalein, klK-, to call; see kelN-2 in Appendix.]

Ec·cle·si·as·tes (V-klKÙzK-4sùtKzÙ) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Eccles. Bible. 

A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Late Latin EcclKsiastKs, from Greek 

EkklKsiastKs, preacher (translation of Hebrew Qoholeth), from ekklKsiastKs, a mem-

ber of the ecclesia, from ekklKsia, ecclesia. See ECCLESIA.]

ec·cle·si·as·tic (V-klKÙzK-4sùtVk) adj.  Abbr. eccl., eccles. Ecclesiastical.   —  n.  

Abbr. eccl., eccles. A minister or priest; a cleric.  [Late Latin ecclKsiasticus, from 

Greek ekklKsiastikos, from ekklKsiastKs, a member of the ecclesia. See ECCLESI-

ASTES.]

ec·cle·si·as·ti·cal (V-klKÙzK-4sùtV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. eccl., eccles. 1. Of or relating 

to a church, especially as an organized institution.  2. Appropriate to a church or 

to use in a church:  ecclesiastical architecture; ecclesiastical robes.   
—ec·cleÙsi·asùti·cal·ly adv. 

ec·cle·si·as·ti·cism (V-klKÙzK-4sùtN-sVzÙNm) n.  1. Ecclesiastical principles, prac-

tices, and activities.  2. Excessive adherence to ecclesiastical principles and forms. 

Ec·cle·si·as·ti·cus (V-klKÙzK-4sùtV-kNs) n.  Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table 

at Bible. 
ec·cle·si·ol·o·gy (V-klKÙzK-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The branch of theology that is con-

cerned with the nature, constitution, and functions of a church.  2. The study of 

ecclesiastical architecture and ornamentation.  [ECCLESI(A) + -LOGY.] 
—ec·cleÙsi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 



ec·crine (HkùrVn, -rXnÙ, -rKnÙ) adj.  1. Relating to an eccrine gland or its secretion, 

especially sweat.  2. Exocrine.  [From Greek ekkrinein, to secrete  : ek-, out; see 

ECTO- + krinein, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.]

eccrine gland (HkùrVn gl4nd) n.  Any of the numerous small sweat glands dis-

tributed over the body’s surface that produce a clear aqueous secretion devoid of 

cytoplasmic constituents and important in regulating body temperature. 

ECCS abbr.  Physics. Emergency core cooling system. 

ec·dys·i·ast (Hk-dVzùK-4stÙ, -Nst) n.  A striptease artist.  [From ECDYSIS.]

ec·dy·sis (HkùdV-sVs) n.  pl. ec·dy·ses (-sKzÙ). The shedding of an outer integu-

ment or layer of skin, as by insects, crustaceans, and snakes; molting.  [Greek 

ekdusis, a stripping off, from ekduein, to take off  : ek-, out, off; see ECTO- + duein, 

to put on.]

ec·dy·sone (HkùdN-sonÙ) n.  A steroid hormone produced by insects and crusta-

ceans that promotes growth and controls molting.  [ECDYS(IS) + (HORM)ONE.]

e·ce·sis (V-sKùsVs) n.  The successful establishment of a plant or animal species in 

a habitat.  [From Greek oikKsis, inhabitation, from oikein, to dwell, from oikos, 

house. See weik-1 in Appendix.]

ECG abbr.  1. Electrocardiogram.  2. Electrocardiograph. 

ec·hard (HkùhärdÙ) n.  Ecology. Soil water not available for absorption by plants.  

[From Greek ekhein, to hold back; see segh- in Appendix + ardein, to irrigate.]

E·che·ga·ray y Ei·za·guir·re (7ÙchN-gN-rXù K 7ÙsN-gîrù7, -gwîrù7-, HÙchH-gä-

rXù K 7Ùthä-gKùrH), José. 1832-1916.  Spanish mathematician, politician, and play-

wright whose works include The Great Galeoto (1881). He shared the 1904 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

ech·e·lon (HshùN-lmnÙ) n.  1. a. A formation of troops in which each unit is 

positioned successively to the left or right of the rear unit to form an oblique or 

steplike line.  b. A flight formation or arrangement of craft in this manner.  c. A 

similar formation of groups, units, or individuals.   2. A subdivision of a military 

or naval force:  a command echelon.  3. A level of responsibility or authority in a 

hierarchy; a rank:  a job in the lower echelon of the corporation.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

ech·e·loned, ech·e·lon·ing, ech·e·lons. To arrange or take place in an eche-

lon.  [French échelon, from Old French eschelon, rung of a ladder, from eschiele, 

ladder, from Late Latin sc7la, from Latin sc7lae, steps. See skand- in Appendix.]

echelon grating (HshùN-lmnÙ gr7ùtVng) n.  A diffraction grating made of paral-

lel glass plates, each of which extends slightly beyond the next, used to examine 

extremely fine structures. 

ech·e·ve·ri·a (HchÙN-vN-rKùN) n.  Any of numerous tropical American plants of 

the genus Echeveria, having thick, succulent leaves often clustered in a showy 

rosette.  [New Latin Echeveria, genus name, after Atanasio Echeverría, 19th-cen-

tury Mexican botanical illustrator.]



E·che·ver·rí·a Ál·va·rez (7ÙchN-vN-rKùN 4lùvN-rHzÙ, HÙchH-vH-rKùä älùvä-rHsÙ), 

Luis. Born 1922.  Mexican politician who as president (1970-1976) grappled with 

unemployment, inflation, and politically motivated violence. 

e·chid·na (V-kVdùnN) n.  Any of several nocturnal, burrowing, egg-laying mam-

mals of the genera Tachyglossus and Zaglossus of Australia, Tasmania, and New 

Guinea, having a spiny coat, slender snout, and an extensible sticky tongue used 

for catching insects.  Also called spiny anteater [Latin, adder, viper, from Greek 

ekhidna, from ekhis.]

echin- pref.  Variant of echino-. 
ech·i·nate (HkùN-n7tÙ) adj.  Bearing or covered with spines or bristles; prickly. 

e·chi·ni (V-kXùnXÙ) n.  Plural of echinus. 
echino-  or echin- pref.  1. Spiny; prickly:  echinate.  2. Echinoderm:  echinoid.  

[From Latin echXnus, sea urchin. See ECHINUS.]

e·chi·no·coc·ci (V-kXÙnN-kmkùsXÙ, -kmkùXÙ) n.  Plural of echinococcus. 
e·chi·no·coc·co·sis (V-kXÙnN-kN-koùsVs) n.  pl. e·chi·no·coc·co·ses (-sKz). 

Infestation with echinococci.  [ECHINOCOCC(US) + -OSIS.]

e·chi·no·coc·cus (V-kXÙnN-kmkùNs) n.  pl. e·chi·no·coc·ci (-kmkùsXÙ, -kmkùXÙ). 
Any of several parasitic tapeworms of the genus Echinococcus, the larvae of which 

infect mammals and form large, spherical cysts in the liver or lungs, causing seri-

ous or fatal disease.  [New Latin Echinococcus, genus name  : ECHINO- + -COCCUS.]

e·chi·no·derm (V-kXùnN-dûrmÙ) n.  Any of numerous radially symmetrical 

marine invertebrates of the phylum Echinodermata, which includes the star-

fishes, sea urchins, and sea cucumbers, having an internal calcareous skeleton and 

often covered with spines.   —e·chiÙno·derùmal, e·chiÙno·derùma·tous (-

dûrùmN-tNs)  adj. 

e·chi·noid (V-kXùnoidÙ) n.  An echinoderm of the class Echinoidea, which 

includes the sand dollars and sea urchins. 

e·chi·nus (V-kXùnNs) n.  pl. e·chi·ni (-nXÙ). 1. A sea urchin of the genus Echinus.  

2. Architecture. A convex molding just below the abacus of a Doric capital.  [Latin 

echXnus, sea urchin, from Greek ekhinos, sea urchin, hedgehog, from ekhis, adder, 

viper.]

ech·o (Hkùo) n.  pl. ech·oes. 1. a. Repetition of a sound by reflection of sound 

waves from a surface.  b. The sound produced in this manner.   2. A repetition or 

an imitation:  a fashion that is an echo of an earlier style.  3. A remnant or vestige:  

found echoes of past civilizations while examining artifacts in the Middle East.  

4. One who imitates another, as in opinions, speech, or dress.  5. A sympathetic 

response:  Their demand for justice found an echo in communities across the nation.  

6. A consequence or repercussion:  Her resignation had echoes throughout the 

department.  7. Repetition of certain sounds or syllables in poetry, as in echo 

verse.  8. Music. Soft repetition of a note or phrase.  9. Electronics. A reflected 

wave received by a radio or radar.   —  v.  ech·oed, ech·o·ing, ech·oes.  —  v.  



tr. 1. To repeat (a sound) by the reflection of sound waves from a surface.  2. To 

repeat or imitate:  followers echoing the cries of their leader; events that echoed a 

previous incident in history.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be repeated by or as if by an echo:  

The shout echoed off the wall. The speaker’s words echoed in her mind.  2. To 

resound with or as if with an echo; reverberate:  rooms echoing with laughter.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin Kcho, from Greek Kkho.] 
—echùo·er n.  —echùo·ey adj.  

SYNONYMS: echo, reecho, reflect, resound, reverberate. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to send back the sound of”: a cry echoed by the canyon;

a cathedral roof reechoing joyous hymns; caves that reflect the noise of footsteps; cliffs

resounding the thunder of the ocean; blasting reverberated by quarry walls. 

WORD HISTORY: One might think that our word echo is from the name of

the nymph Echo, whom Greek mythology associates with echoes. According to

one version of her story, she was torn to pieces by shepherds driven to this act by

the god Pan, who was hopelessly in love with her. Pieces of Echo hidden in the

ground still respond to Pan’s frenzied cries, producing the phenomena known as

echoes. A second version of her tale has it that Echo, as a penalty for distracting

Hera from observing Zeus’s infidelities, lost all power of speech, except the ability

to reply. This defect lost her the love of Narcissus, which caused Echo to pine away

until only her voice was left. The hapless nymph, however, cannot even claim

credit for echoes because the Greek word Kkho, the source of English echo, existed

with our common noun sense before any mention of Echo is found. Our word

echo is first recorded in Middle English in a work composed in 1340.

Ech·o (Hkùo) n.  Greek Mythology. A nymph whose unrequited love for Narcissus 

caused her to pine away until nothing but her voice remained. 

ech·o·car·di·o·gram (HkÙo-kärùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A visual record produced by 

an echocardiograph. 

ech·o·car·di·o·graph (HkÙo-kärùdK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument that in a pain-

less and noninvasive manner employs the differential transmission and reflection 

of ultrasonic waves to visualize structural and functional abnormalities of the 

heart.   —echÙo·carÙdi·o·graphùic adj.  —echÙo·carÙdi·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) 

n. 

echo chamber (Hkùo ch7mùbNr) n.  A room or enclosure with acoustically 

reflective walls used in broadcasting and recording to produce echoes or similar 

sound effects. 

echo check (Hkùo chHk) n.  Computer Science. An error control technique in 

which the receiving terminal or computer returns the transmitted data to verify 

correct reception. 



ech·o·en·ceph·a·lo·gram (HkÙo-Hn-sHfùN-lN-gr4mÙ, -N-lo-) n.  A visual 

record produced by an echoencephalograph. 

ech·o·en·ceph·a·lo·graph (HkÙo-Hn-sHfùN-lN-gr4fÙ, -N-lo-) n.  An instru-

ment that in a painless and noninvasive manner uses the differential transmission 

and reflection of ultrasonic waves to create a detailed visual image of the brain.   
—echÙo·en·cephÙa·lo·graphùic adj.  —echÙo·en·cephÙa·logùra·phy (-

lmgùrN-fK) n. 

ech·o·gram (Hkùo-gr4mÙ) n.  See sonogram. 
e·chog·ra·phy (H-kmgùrN-fK) n.  See ultrasonography. 
e·cho·ic (H-koùVk) adj.  1. Of or resembling an echo.  2. Imitative of natural 

sounds; onomatopoeic:  an echoic word. 

ech·o·la·li·a (HkÙo-l7ùlK-N) n.  1. Psychiatry. The immediate and involuntary 

repetition of words or phrases just spoken by others, often a symptom of autism 

or some types of schizophrenia.  2. An infant’s repetition of the sounds made by 

others, a normal occurrence in childhood development.  [ECHO + Greek lalia, talk 

(from lalos, talkative).] —echÙo·laùlic (-lVk) adj. 

ech·o·lo·ca·tion (HkÙo-lo-k7ùshNn) n.  1. A sensory system in certain animals, 

such as bats and dolphins, in which usually high-pitched sounds are emitted and 

their echoes interpreted to determine the direction and distance of objects.  

2. Electronics. A process for determining the location of objects by emitting 

sound waves and analyzing the waves reflected back to the sender by the object.  

Also called echo ranging  —echùo·lo·cateÙ v. 

echo sounder (Hkùo sounùdNr) n.  A device for measuring depth of water by 

sending pressure waves down from the surface and recording the time until the 

echo returns from the bottom. 

echo verse (Hkùo vûrs) n.  Verse in which the final words or syllables of a line or 

stanza are repeated as a response, often with an ironic effect. 

ech·o·vi·rus (Hkùo-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. ech·o·vi·rus·es. Microbiology. Any of a num-

ber of retroviruses of the family Picornaviridae, inhabiting the gastrointestinal 

tract and associated with various diseases, such as viral meningitis, mild respira-

tory infections, and severe diarrhea in newborns.  [e(nteric) c(ytopathogenic) 

h(uman) o(rphan) virus.]

Eck (Hk), Johann. 1486-1543.  German Roman Catholic theologian who 

opposed the reforms of Martin Luther and procured from Rome the papal bull 

that declared Luther a heretic (1520). 

Eck·hart also Eck·art  or Eck·ardt (HkùhärtÙ, -ärtÙ), Johannes. Known as 

“Meister Eckhart.” 1260?-1327?.  German theologian regarded as the founder of 

mysticism in Germany. His influential works concern the union of the individual 

soul with God. 

ECL abbr.  Computer Science. Emitter-coupled logic. 



é·clair (7-klârù, 7ùklârÙ) n.  An elongated pastry filled with custard or whipped 

cream and usually iced with chocolate.  [French, from Old French esclair, light-

ning, from esclairier, to light up, from Vulgar Latin *excl7ri7re, from Latin 

excl7r7re : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + cl7rus, clear; see kelN-2 in Appendix.]

é·clair·cisse·ment (7-klâr-sKs-mäNù) n.  A clarification; an enlightenment.  

[French, from Old French esclarcir, esclarciss-, to clarify, from Vulgar Latin 

*excl7ricXre, variant of *excl7ri7re. See ÉCLAIR.]

e·clamp·si·a (V-kl4mpùsK-N) n.  Coma and convulsions during or immediately 

after pregnancy, characterized by edema, hypertension, and proteinuria.  [New 

Latin, from Greek eklampsis, a shining forth, from eklampein, to shine forth  : ek-

, out; see ECTO- + lampein, to shine.] —e·clampùtic (-tVk) adj. 

é·clat (7-kläù, 7ùkläÙ) n.  1. Great brilliance, as of performance or achievement.  

2. Conspicuous success.  3. Great acclamation or applause.  4. Archaic. Notori-

ety; scandal.  [French, brilliance, from Old French esclat, splinter, from esclater, to 

burst out, splinter, probably of Germanic origin.]

e·clec·tic (V-klHkùtVk) adj.  1. Selecting or employing individual elements from a 

variety of sources, systems, or styles:  an eclectic taste in music; an eclectic approach 

to managing the economy.  2. Made up of or combining elements from a variety of 

sources: “a popular bar patronized by an eclectic collection of artists, writers, secre-

taries and aging soldiers on reserve duty” (Curtis Wilkie).   —  n.  One that follows 

an eclectic method.  [Greek eklektikos, selective, from eklektos, selected, from 

eklegein, to select  : ek-, out; see ECTO- + legein, to gather; see leg- in Appendix.] 
—e·clecùti·cal·ly adv. 

e·clec·ti·cism (V-klHkùtN-sVzÙNm) n.  An eclectic system or method. 

e·clipse (V-klVpsù) n.  1. a. The partial or complete obscuring, relative to a desig-

nated observer, of one celestial body by another.  b. The period of time during 

which such an obscuration occurs.   2. A temporary or permanent dimming or 

cutting off of light.  3. a. A fall into obscurity or disuse; a decline: “A composer... 

often goes into eclipse after his death and never regains popularity” (Time).  b. A 

disgraceful or humiliating end; a downfall:  Revelations of wrongdoing helped 

bring about the eclipse of the governor’s career.    —  v.  tr. e·clipsed, e·clips·ing, 
e·clips·es. 1. a. To cause an eclipse of.  b. To obscure; darken.   2. a. To obscure 

or diminish in importance, fame, or reputation.  b. To surpass; outshine:  an out-

standing performance that eclipsed the previous record.   [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin eclXpsis, from Greek ekleipsis, from ekleipein, to fail to appear  : 

ek-, out; see ECTO- + leipein, to leave; see leikw- in Appendix.]

eclipse plumage (V-klVpsù pluùmVj) n.  Dull or colorless plumage that certain 

birds, such as male ducks, acquire at the end of the breeding season. 

e·clips·ing binary (V-klVpùsVng bXùnN-rK) n.  A binary star whose components 

pass in front of each other, thereby causing a regular eclipse of one of the stars.  

Also called eclipsing variable star 



e·clip·tic (V-klVpùtVk) n.  1. The intersection plane of the earth’s orbit with the 

celestial sphere, along which the sun appears to move as viewed from the earth.  

2. A great circle inscribed on a terrestrial globe inclined at an approximate angle 

of 23˚27' to the equator and representing the apparent motion of the sun in rela-

tion to the earth during a year.  [Middle English ecliptik, from Medieval Latin 

(lXnea) eclXptica, ecliptic (line), from Latin eclXpticus, of an eclipse, from Greek 

ekleiptikos, from ekleipein, to fail to appear. See ECLIPSE.]

ec·logue (HkùlôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  A pastoral poem, usually in the form of a dialogue 

between shepherds.  [Middle English eclog, from Latin ecloga, from Greek eklogK, 

selection, from eklegein, to select. See ECLECTIC.]

e·clo·sion (V-kloùzhNn) n.  The emergence of an adult insect from a pupal case 

or an insect larva from an egg.  [French éclosion, from éclore, to open, from Old 

French, from Vulgar Latin *exclaudere, to shut out  : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin claud-

ere, to shut.]

ECM abbr.  European Common Market. 

eco- pref.  Ecology; ecological:  ecosystem.  [From ECOLOGY.]

ec·o·ca·tas·tro·phe (HkÙo-kN-t4sùtrN-fK, KÙko-) n.  A large-scale disruption of 

the balance of nature, usually as a result of human intervention. 

ec·o·cide (Hkùo-sXdÙ, Kùko-) n.  Heedless or deliberate destruction of the natural 

environment, as by pollutants or an act of war. 

ec·o·freak (Hkùo-frKkÙ, Kùko-) n.  Slang. An environmentalist considered to be 

overly zealous. 

ecol. abbr.  1. Ecology.  2. Ecological. 

E. co·li (K koùlX) n.  A bacillus (Escherichia coli) normally found in the human 

gastrointestinal tract and existing as numerous strains, some of which are respon-

sible for diarrheal diseases. Other strains have been used experimentally in molec-

ular biology.  [New Latin Escherichia coli : after Theodor Escherich (1857-1911), 

German physician + Latin colX, genitive of colon; see COLON
2.]

e·col·o·gy (V-kmlùN-jK) n.  pl. e·col·o·gies. Abbr. ecol. 1. a. The science of the 

relationships between organisms and their environments.  Also called bionomics 

b. The relationship between organisms and their environment.   2. The branch of 

sociology that is concerned with studying the relationships between human 

groups and their physical and social environments.  Also called human ecology 

3. The study of the detrimental effects of modern civilization on the environ-

ment, with a view toward prevention or reversal through conservation.  Also 

called human ecology [German Ökologie : Greek oikos, house; see weik-1 in 

Appendix + German -logie, study (from Greek -logia, -logy).] —ecÙo·logùi·cal 
(HkÙN-lmjùV-kNl, KÙkN-), ecÙo·logùic (-Vk)  adj.  —ecÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—e·colùo·gist n. 

econ. abbr.  Economics; economist; economy. 



e·con·o·met·rics (V-kmnÙN-mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Application of 

mathematical and statistical techniques to economics in the study of problems, 

the analysis of data, and the development and testing of theories and models.  

[ECONO(MICS) + -METRICS.] —e·conÙo·metùric, e·conÙo·metùri·cal adj.  

—e·conÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —e·conÙo·me·triùcian (-mV-trVshùNn), 
e·conÙo·metùrist n. 

ec·o·nom·ic (HkÙN-nmmùVk, KÙkN-) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the production, 

development, and management of material wealth, as of a country, household, or 

business enterprise.  b. Of or relating to an economy:  a period of sustained eco-

nomic growth.   2. Of or relating to the science of economics:  new economic theo-

ries regarding the effects of deficit spending.  3. Of or relating to the practical 

necessities of life; material:  wrote the book primarily for economic reasons.  

4. a. Financially rewarding; economical:  It was no longer economic to keep the 

manufacturing facilities open.  b. Efficient; economical:  an economic use of home 

heating oil.  

ec·o·nom·i·cal (HkÙN-nmmùV-kNl, KÙkN-) adj.  1. Prudent and thrifty in manage-

ment; not wasteful or extravagant.  See Synonyms at sparing.  2. Intended to 

save money, as by efficient operation or elimination of unnecessary features; eco-

nomic:  a modern, economical heating system; an economical approach to control of 

corporate growth.   —ecÙo·nomùi·cal·ly adv. 

economic rent (HkÙN-nmmùVk rHnt) n.  See rent1 (n., sense 3). 

ec·o·nom·ics (HkÙN-nmmùVks, KÙkN-) n.  Abbr. econ. 1. (used with a sing. verb). 

The social science that deals with the production, distribution, and consumption 

of goods and services and with the theory and management of economies or eco-

nomic systems.  2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Economic matters, especially rel-

evant financial considerations: “Economics are slowly killing the family farm” 

(Christian Science Monitor). 

e·con·o·mist (V-kmnùN-mVst) n.  Abbr. econ. 1. A specialist in economics.  

2. Archaic. An economical person. 

e·con·o·mize (V-kmnùN-mXzÙ) v.  e·con·o·mized, e·con·o·miz·ing, 
e·con·o·miz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To practice economy, as by avoiding waste or 

reducing expenditures.  2. To make economical use of something: “The best that 

can be said for this method is that it economizes on thought” (Christopher Hitch-

ens).   —  v.  tr. To use or manage with thrift:  the need to economize scarce energy 

resources.   —e·conùo·mizÙer n. 

e·con·o·my (V-kmnùN-mK) n.  pl. e·con·o·mies. Abbr. econ. 1. a. Careful, 

thrifty management of resources, such as money, materials, or labor:  learned to 

practice economy in making out the household budget.  b. An example or result of 

such management; a saving.   2. a. The system or range of economic activity in a 

country, region, or community:  Effects of inflation were felt at every level of the 

economy.  b. A specific type of economic system:  an industrial economy; a 



planned economy.   3. An orderly, functional arrangement of parts; an organized 

system: “the sense that there is a moral economy in the world, that good is rewarded 

and evil is punished” (George F. Will).  4. Efficient, sparing, or conservative use:  

wrote with an economy of language; a well-organized group that worked with an 

economy of effort.  5. Economy class.  6. Theology. The method of God’s govern-

ment of and activity within the world.   —  adj.  Economical or inexpensive to 

buy or use:  an economy car; an economy motel.  [Middle English yconomye, man-

agement of a household, from Latin oeconomia, from Greek oikonomia, from 

oikonomos, one who manages a household  : oikos, house; see weik-1 in Appendix 

+ nemein, to allot, manage; see nem- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Managing an economy has at least an etymological justifi-

cation. The word economy can probably be traced back to the Greek word oikono-

mos, “one who manages a household,” derived from oikos, “house,” and nemein,

“to manage.” From oikonomos was derived oikonomia, which had not only the

sense “management of a houseold or family” but also senses such as “thrift,” “di-

rection,” “administration,” “arrangement,” and “public revenue of a state.” The

first recorded sense of our word economy, found in a work possibly composed in

1440, is “the management of economic affairs,” in this case, of a monastery. Econ-

omy is later recorded in other senses shared by oikonomia in Greek, including

“thrift” and “administration.” What is probably our most frequently used current

sense, “the economic system of a country or an area,” seems not to have developed

until the 19th or 20th century.

economy class (V-kmnùN-mK kl4s) n.  The least expensive class of accommoda-

tions, especially on an airplane. 

ec·o·phys·i·ol·o·gy (HkÙo-fVzÙK-mlùN-jK, KÙko-) n.  The study of the interrela-

tionship between an organisms’s physical functioning and its environment. 

é·cor·ché (7Ùkôr-sh7ù) n.  An anatomical representation of the body or a part of 

the body with the skin removed so as to display the musculature.  [French, from 

past participle of écorcher, to flay, from Latin excortic7re : ex-, off, away; see EX- + 

cortex, cortic-, bark, skin; see CORTEX.]

ec·o·spe·cies (Hkùo-spKÙshKz, -sKz, Kùko-) n.  pl. ecospecies. A taxonomic spe-

cies considered in terms of its ecological characteristics and usually including sev-

eral interbreeding ecotypes. 

ec·o·sphere (Hkùo-sfîrÙ, Kùko-) n.  The regions of the universe, especially on the 

earth, that are capable of supporting life; the biosphere. 

ec·o·sys·tem (Hkùo-sVsÙtNm, Kùko-) n.  An ecological community together with 

its environment, functioning as a unit. 



ec·o·tone (HkùN-tonÙ, KùkN-) n.  A transitional zone between two communities 

containing the characteristic species of each.  [ECO- + Greek tonos, tension, tone; 

see TONE.]

ec·o·type (HkùN-tXpÙ, KùkN-) n.  The smallest taxonomic subdivision of an 

ecospecies, consisting of populations adapted to a particular set of environmental 

conditions. The populations are infertile with other ecotypes of the same ecospe-

cies.   —ecÙo·typùic (-tVpùVk) adj. 

ec·ru (Hkùru, 7ùkru) n.  Color. A grayish to pale yellow or light grayish-yellow-

ish brown.  [French écru, raw, unbleached, from Old French escru : es-, intensive 

pref. (from Latin ex-); see EX- + cru, raw (from Latin cr7dus); see kreuN- in 

Appendix.]

ec·sta·sy (HkùstN-sK) n.  pl. ec·sta·sies. 1. Intense joy or delight.  2. A state of 

emotion so intense that one is carried beyond rational thought and self-control:  

an ecstasy of rage.  3. The trance, frenzy, or rapture associated with mystic or pro-

phetic exaltation.  [Middle English extasie, from Old French, from Late Latin 

extasis, terror, from Greek ekstasis, astonishment, distraction, from existanai, to 

displace, derange  : ex-, out of; see EXO- + histanai, to place; see st7- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: ecstasy, rapture, transport, exaltation. These nouns all refer to a

state of elated bliss. In its original sense ecstasy denoted a trancelike condition

marked by loss of orientation toward rational experience and by concentration

on a single emotion; now it usually means intense delight: “To burn always with

this hard, gemlike flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is success in life” (Walter Pater).

Rapture originally meant a being caught up in an emotional state, typically invol-

untary and uncontrollable. In current usage rapture, like ecstasy, simply means

great joy: “Oliver would sit... listening to the sweet music, in a perfect rapture”

(Charles Dickens). Transport is the state of being carried away by strong emotion:

“Surprised by joy—impatient as the Wind/I turned to share the transport” (William

Wordsworth). Exaltation is a feeling or condition of elevated, often excessively

passionate emotion: “There are men in the world who derive as stern an exaltation

from the proximity of disaster and ruin, as others from success” (Winston S.

Churchill).

ec·stat·ic (Hk-st4tùVk) adj.  1. Marked by or expressing ecstasy.  2. Being in a 

state of ecstasy; enraptured.  [French extatique, from Greek ekstatikos, from eksta-

sis, distraction. See ECSTASY.] —ec·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

ECT abbr.  Electroconvulsive therapy. 

ecto- pref.  Outer; external:  ectoparasite.  [Greek ekto-, from ektos, outside, from 

ek, ek-, out. See eghs in Appendix.]

ec·to·com·men·sal (HkÙtN-kN-mHnùsNl) n.  A commensal organism that lives 

on the outer body surface of another organism. 



ec·to·derm (HkùtN-dûrmÙ) n.  1. The outermost of the three primary germ lay-

ers of an embryo, from which the epidermis, nervous tissue, and, in vertebrates, 

sense organs develop.  2. The outer layer of a diploblastic animal, such as a jelly-

fish.   —ecÙto·derùmal, ecÙto·derùmic adj. 

ec·tog·e·nous (Hk-tmjùN-nNs) also ec·to·gen·ic (HkÙtN-jHnùVk) adj.  Able to live 

and develop outside a host, as certain pathogenic microorganisms do. 

ec·to·mere (HkùtN-mîrÙ) n.  Any of the blastomeres from which the ectoderm 

develops.   —ecÙto·merùic (-mîrùVk, -mHrù-) adj. 

ec·to·morph (HkùtN-môrfÙ) n.  An individual having a lean, slightly muscular 

body build in which tissues derived from the embryonic ectoderm predominate.  

[ECTO(DERM) + -MORPH.]

ec·to·mor·phic (HkÙtN-môrùfVk) adj.  Of or relating to an ectomorph.  

[ECTO(DERM) + -MORPHIC.] —ecùto·morÙphy n. 

-ectomy suff.  Surgical removal:  tonsillectomy.  [New Latin -ectomia : Greek ek-, 

out; see ECTO- + -tomia, -tomy.]

ec·to·par·a·site (HkÙtN-p4rùN-sXtÙ) n.  A parasite, such as a flea, that lives on the 

exterior of another organism.   —ecÙto·parÙa·sitùic (-sVtùVk) adj.  

—ecÙto·parùa·sitÙism n. 

ec·to·pi·a (Hk-toùpK-N) n.  An abnormal location or position of an organ or a 

body part, occurring congenitally or as the result of injury.  [New Latin, from 

Greek ektopos, away from a place  : ek-, away from, out of; see ECTO- + topos, 

place.] —ec·topùic (-tmpùVk) adj. 

ectopic pregnancy (Hk-tmpùVk prHgùnNn-sK) n.  Implantation and subsequent 

development of a fertilized ovum outside the uterus, as in a fallopian tube. 

ec·to·plasm (HkùtN-pl4zÙNm) n.  1. Biology. The outer portion of the continu-

ous phase of cytoplasm of a cell, sometimes distinguishable as a somewhat rigid, 

gelled layer beneath the cell membrane.  2. a. The visible substance believed to 

emanate from the body of a spiritualistic medium during communication with 

the dead.  b. An immaterial or ethereal substance, especially the transparent cor-

poreal presence of a spirit or ghost.   3. Informal. An image projected onto a 

movie screen.   —ecÙto·plasùmic adj. 

ec·to·sarc (HkùtN-särkÙ) n.  The ectoplasm of certain protozoans, such as the 

amoeba.  [ECTO- + Greek sarx, sarc-, flesh.]

ec·to·therm (HkùtN-thûrmÙ) n.  An organism that regulates its body tempera-

ture largely by exchanging heat with its surroundings; a poikilotherm. 

ec·to·ther·mic (HkÙtN-thûrùmVk) also ec·to·ther·mal (HkÙtN-thûrùmNl)  or 

ec·to·ther·mous (-mNs) adj.  Of or relating to an organism that regulates its 

body temperature largely by exchanging heat with its surroundings; cold-

blooded. 



é·cu (7-kyuù) n.  pl. é·cus (7-kyuù). Any of various old French coins, especially 

a silver five-franc piece.  [French, from Old French escu, from Latin sc7tum, 

shield (from the shield stamped on the coin). See skei- in Appendix.]

Ec·ua·dor (HkùwN-dôrÙ) Abbr. Ec., Ecua.  A country of northwest South Amer-

ica on the Pacific Ocean. First occupied by the Spanish in 1534, the area achieved 

independence in 1830. Quito is the capital and Guayaquil the largest city. Popula-

tion, 8,050,630.   —EcÙua·dorùi·an adj.  & n. 

ec·u·men·i·cal (HkÙyN-mHnùV-kNl) also ec·u·men·ic (-mHnùVk) adj.  1. Of 

worldwide scope or applicability; universal.  2. a. Of or relating to the worldwide 

Christian church.  b. Concerned with establishing or promoting unity among 

churches or religions.   [From Late Latin oec7menicus, from Greek oikoumenikos, 

from (hK) oikoumenK (gK), (the) inhabited (world), feminine present passive par-

ticiple of oikein, to inhabit, from oikos, house. See weik-1 in Appendix.] 
—ecÙu·menùi·cal n.  —ecÙu·menùi·cal·ism n.  —ecÙu·menùi·cal·ly adv. 

ecumenical patriarch (HkÙyN-mHnùV-kNl p7ùtrK-ärkÙ) n.  The patriarch of 

Constantinople, the highest ecclesiastical official of the Eastern Orthodox 

Church. 

ec·u·men·i·cism (HkÙyN-mHnùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Ecumenism.   —ecÙu·menùi·cist n. 

ec·u·me·nism (HkùyN-mN-nVzÙNm, V-kyuù-) n.  1. A movement promoting 

unity among Christian churches or denominations.  2. A movement promoting 

worldwide unity among religions through greater cooperation and improved 

understanding.   —ecÙu·menùist n. 

ec·ze·ma (HkùsN-mN, HgùzN-, Vg-zKù-) n.  A noncontagious inflammation of the 

skin, characterized chiefly by redness, itching, and the outbreak of lesions that 

may discharge serous matter and become encrusted and scaly.  [New Latin, from 

Greek ekzema, from ekzein, to break out, boil over  : ek-, out; see ECTO- + zein, to 

boil; see yes- in Appendix.] —ec·zemùa·tous (Hg-zHmùN-tNs, -zKùmN-tNs, Vg-) 

adj. 

ed. abbr.  1. Edition; editor.  2. Education. 

E.D. abbr.  Election district. 

-ed1 suff.  Used to form the past tense of regular verbs:  tasted.  [Middle English -

ede, from Old English -ade, -ede, -ode.]

-ed2 suff.  Used to form the past participle of regular verbs:  absorbed.  [Middle 

English, from Old English -ad, -ed, -od.]

-ed3 suff.  Having; characterized by; resembling:  blackhearted.  [Middle English -

ede, -de, from Old English -ed, -od.]

e·da·cious (V-d7ùshNs) adj.  Characterized by voracity; devouring.  [From Latin 

ed7x, ed7c-, from edere, to eat. See ed- in Appendix.] —e·dacùi·ty (V-d4sùV-tK) n. 

E·dam1 (KùdNm, Kùd4mÙ, 7-dämù)  A town of western Netherlands on the Ijs-

selmeer. Chartered in 1357, it has a famous cheese market. Population, 24,019. 



E·dam2 (KùdNm, Kùd4mÙ) n.  A mild, yellow Dutch cheese, pressed into balls and 

usually covered with red wax.  [After Edam1.]

e·daph·ic (V-d4fùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to soil, especially as it affects living 

organisms.  2. Influenced by the soil rather than by the climate.  [From Greek 

edaphos, ground, soil. See sed- in Appendix.]

edaphic climax (V-d4fùVk klXùm4ksÙ) n.  A climax community determined by 

soil factors, such as alkalinity, salinity, or drainage, rather than by climatic or 

physiographic characteristics. 

Ed·da (HdùN) n.  1. A collection of Old Norse poems, called the Elder or Poetic 

Edda, assembled in the early 13th century.  2. A manual of Icelandic poetry, 

called the Younger or Prose Edda, written by Snorri Sturluson.  [Old Norse.] 
—Edùdic adj. 

Ed·ding·ton (HdùVng-tNn), Sir Arthur Stanley. 1882-1944.  British mathema-

tician, astronomer, and physicist who was an early exponent of the theory of rela-

tivity and conducted research on the evolution, structure, and motion of stars. 

ed·do (Hdùo) n.  pl. ed·does. See taro.  [Of Niger-Congo origin; akin to Akan 

(Fante) edwo, yam.]

ed·dy (HdùK) n.  pl. ed·dies. 1. A current, as of water or air, moving contrary to 

the direction of the main current, especially in a circular motion.  2. A drift or 

tendency that is counter to or separate from a main current, as of opinion, tradi-

tion, or history.   —  v.  ed·died, ed·dy·ing, ed·dies.  —  v.  intr. To move in or 

as if in an eddy.  See Synonyms at turn.   —  v.  tr. To cause to move in or as if in 

an eddy.  [Middle English ydy, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse 

idha.]

Ed·dy (HdùK), Mary (Morse) Baker. 1821-1910.  American religious leader who 

founded Christian Science (1879), the tenets of which she explained in Science 

and Health (1875). She also founded the Christian Science Monitor (1908), a daily 

newspaper. 

Ed·dy·stone Rocks (HdùV-stNn rmks)  A rocky islet of southwest England in the 

English Channel south of Plymouth. It has been the site of a strategic lighthouse 

since the 1690’s. 

E·de  1.  (7ùdN) A city of central Netherlands northwest of Arnhem. It is an indus-

trialized commune. Population, 71,952.  2.  (7ùd7, 7-d7ù) A city of western Nige-

ria northeast of Ibadan. It was a center of Yoruba culture. Population, 216,400. 

Ed·el·man (Hdùl-mNn), Gerald Maurice. Born 1929.  American biochemist. 

He shared a 1972 Nobel Prize for research on the chemical structure and nature 

of antibodies. 

e·del·weiss (7ùdNl-vXsÙ, -wXsÙ) n.  An alpine plant (Leontopodium alpinum), 

native to Europe and having leaves covered with whitish down and small flower 

heads surrounded by conspicuous whitish bracts.  [German  : edel, noble (from 

Middle High German edele, from Old High German edili) + weiss, white (from 



Middle High German wXz, from Old High German wXz, hwXz); see kweit- in 

Appendix.]

e·de·ma also oe·de·ma (V-dKùmN) n.  pl. e·de·mas or e·de·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 
1. Pathology. An excessive accumulation of serous fluid in tissue spaces or a body 

cavity.  2. Botany. Extended swelling in plant organs caused primarily by an exces-

sive accumulation of water.  [Middle English ydema, from Greek oidKma, a swell-

ing, from oidein, to swell.] —e·demùa·tous (V-dHmùN-tNs) adj. 

E·den1 (Kdùn) n.  1. Bible. The garden that was the first home of Adam and Eve.  

Also called Garden of Eden 2. A delightful place; a paradise.  3. A state of inno-

cence, bliss, or ultimate happiness.  [Middle English, from Late Latin, from Greek 

·dKn, from Hebrew 1·den, from 1Kden, delight.] —E·denùic (K-dHnùVk) adj. 

E·den2 (Kdùn)  A city of northern North Carolina near the Virginia border north 

of Greensboro. It is a processing and shipping center in an agricultural area. Pop-

ulation, 15,238. 

E·den (Kdùn), Sir (Robert) Anthony First Earl of Avon. 1897-1977.  British pol-

itician who as foreign minister (1935-1938, 1940-1945, and 1951-1955) was 

instrumental in the founding of the United Nations (1945) and as prime minister 

(1955-1957) supported the 1956 Anglo-French invasion of Egypt. 

Eden Prairie (Kdùn prârùK)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a residential suburb of 

Minneapolis. Population, 39,311. 

e·den·tate (K-dHnùt7tÙ) Biology. adj.  1. Lacking teeth.  2. Of or belonging to 

the order Edentata, which includes mammals having few or no teeth, such as ant-

eaters, armadillos, and sloths.   —  n.  A member of the Edentata.  [Latin 

Kdent7tus, past participle of Kdent7re, to knock out the teeth  : K-, ex-, ex- + dKns, 

dent-, tooth; see dent- in Appendix.]

e·den·tu·lous (K-dHnùchN-lNs) adj.  Biology. Having no teeth; toothless.  [From 

Latin Kdentulus : K-, ex-, ex- + dKns, dent-, tooth; see dent- in Appendix.]

E·der (7ùdNr)  A river rising in central Germany and flowing about 177 km (110 

mi) generally eastward to the Fulda River. 

E·der·le (7ùdNr-lK), Gertrude Caroline. Born 1906.  American swimmer who 

in 1926 became the first woman to swim the English Channel, doing so in 14 

hours and 31 minutes. 

E·des·sa (V-dHsùN)  An ancient city of Mesopotamia on the site of present-day 

Urfa in southeast Turkey. A major Christian center after the third century A.D., it 

fell to the Arabs in 639 and was captured by Crusaders in 1097. 

edge (Hj) n.  1. a. A thin, sharpened side, as of the blade of a cutting instrument.  

b. The degree of sharpness of a cutting blade.  c. A penetrating, incisive quality: 

“His simplicity sets off the satire, and gives it a finer edge” (William Hazlitt).   

2. Keenness, as of desire or enjoyment; zest:  The brisk walk gave an edge to my 

appetite.  3. a. The line of intersection of two surfaces:  the edge of a brick; the 

rounded edges of the table.  b. A rim or brink:  the edge of a cliff.   4. a. The area or 



part away from the middle; an extremity:  lifted the edge of the carpet.  b. A divid-

ing line; a border:  a house on the edge of town.  See Synonyms at border.  c. A 

point of transition:  on the edge of war.   5. A margin of superiority; an advantage:  

a slight edge over the opposition.  See Synonyms at advantage.   —  v.  edged, 
edg·ing, edg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To give an edge to (a blade); sharpen.  

b. Sports. To tilt (a ski or both skis) in such a way that an edge or both edges bite 

into the snow.   2. a. To put a border or edge on:  edged the quilt with fanciful 

embroidery.  b. To act as or be an edge of:  flowers that edged the garden path.   

3. To advance or push slightly or gradually:  The dog edged the ball toward the 

child with its nose.  4. To trim or shape the edge of:  edge a lawn.   —  v.  intr. To 

move gradually or hesitantly:  The child edged toward the door.   —phrasal verb. 
edge out. To surpass or beat by a small margin:  The downhill racer edged her 

opponent out on the middle stretch.   —idioms. on edge. Highly tense or ner-

vous; irritable.  on the edge. 2. In a precarious position.  3. In a state of keen 

excitement, as from danger or risk: “the excitement of combat, of living on the 

edge” (Nelson DeMille).  [Middle English egge, from Old English ecg. See ak- in 

Appendix.] —edgeùless adj. 

edge effect (Hj V-fHktù) n.  Ecology. The occurrence of greater species diversity 

and biological density in an ecotone than in any of the adjacent ecological com-

munities. 

edg·er (HjùNr) n.  One that edges, such as a tool for trimming the edge of a lawn. 

Edg·er·ton (HjùNr-tNn), Harold Eugene. 1903-1990.  American electrical engi-

neer and photographer noted for his application of strobe lights to high-speed 

photography. 

edge tool (Hj tul) n.  A tool, such as a chisel, that has a cutting edge. 

edge·wise (HjùwXzÙ) also edge·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  1. With the edge foremost.  

2. On, by, with, or toward the edge. 

Edge·wood (HjùwtdÙ)  A community of northeast Maryland on an inlet of 

Chesapeake Bay northeast of Baltimore. A U.S. Army arsenal is nearby. Popula-

tion, 23,903. 

Edge·worth (HjùwûrthÙ), Maria. 1767-1849.  British writer noted for her real-

istic novels, such as Castle Rackrent (1800), which broke away from the prevalent 

Gothic style. 

edg·ing (HjùVng) n.  Something that forms or serves as an edge or a border. 

edg·y (HjùK) adj.  edg·i·er, edg·i·est. 1. Nervous or irritable:  The performers 

were edgy as they waited for the show to begin.  2. Having a sharp or biting edge:  

an edgy wit.   —edgùi·ly adv.  —edgùi·ness n. 

edh also eth (Hth) n.  1. A letter (Y) appearing in Old English, Old Saxon, Old 

Norse, and modern Icelandic to represent an interdental fricative.  2. The symbol 

in the International Phonetic Alphabet representing the interdental voiced frica-

tive, as in the or with.  [Icelandic edh.]



ed·i·ble (HdùN-bNl) adj.  Fit to be eaten:  edible roots; an edible mushroom.   —  n.  

Something fit to be eaten; food:  edibles such as vegetables and meat.  [Late Latin 

edibilis, from Latin edere, to eat. See ed- in Appendix.] —edÙi·bilùi·ty, 
edùi·ble·ness n. 

edible canna (HdùN-bNl k4nùN) n.  1. A South American and West Indian plant 

(Canna edulis) having large red flowers and edible tubers.  Also called achira, 

Queensland arrowroot.  2. The tubers of this plant. 

e·dict (KùdVktÙ) n.  1. A decree or proclamation issued by an authority and having 

the force of law.  2. A formal pronouncement or command.  [Latin Kdictum, from 

neuter past participle of KdXcere, to declare  : K-, ex-, ex- + dXcere, to speak; see 

deik- in Appendix.]

ed·i·fi·ca·tion (HdÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Intellectual, moral, or spiritual improve-

ment; enlightenment. 

ed·i·fice (HdùN-fVs) n.  1. A building, especially one of imposing appearance or 

size.  See Synonyms at building.  2. An elaborate conceptual structure:  observa-

tions that provided the foundation for the edifice of evolutionary theory.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin aedificium, from aedific7re, to build  : 

aedis, a building + -fic7re, -fy.]

ed·i·fy (HdùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. ed·i·fied, ed·i·fy·ing, ed·i·fies. To instruct especially so 

as to encourage intellectual, moral, or spiritual improvement.  [Middle English 

edifien, from Old French edifier, from Late Latin aedific7re, to instruct spiritually, 

from Latin, to build. See EDIFICE.] —edùi·fiÙer n. 

E·di·na (V-dXùnN)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a residential suburb of Minneapo-

lis. Population, 46,070. 

Ed·in·burg (Hdùn-bûrgÙ)  A city of southern Texas near the Mexican border 

west-northwest of Brownsville. It is a processing center in an agricultural region. 

Population, 29,885. 

Ed·in·burgh (Hdùn-bûrÙN, -bƒrÙN, -brN)  The capital of Scotland, in the eastern 

part of the country on the Firth of Forth. Once known as “Auld Reekie” for the 

thick clouds of smoke that hung over its low-lying areas, the picturesque city is a 

brewing center, a popular tourist attraction, and the site of an annual interna-

tional festival of the arts. Population, 446,361. 

Ed·in·burgh (Hdùn-bûrÙN, -bƒrÙN, -brN), Duke of.  See Prince. Philip. 
E·dir·ne (H-dîrùnH) Formerly A·dri·a·no·ple (7ÙdrK-N-noùpNl).  A city of north-

west Turkey northwest of Istanbul. It was founded c. A.D. 125 by the Roman 

emperor Hadrian on the site of an earlier Thracian town and was conquered at 

various times by Visigoths, Bulgarians, Crusaders, Turks, and Russians. Held by 

Greece after 1920, it was restored to Turkey in 1923. Population, 71,914. 

Ed·i·son (HdùV-sNn)  A community of central New Jersey northeast of New Brun-

swick. It is mainly residential. Population, 88,680. 



Ed·i·son (HdùV-sNn), Thomas Alva. 1847-1931.  American inventor who pat-

ented more than a thousand inventions, among them the microphone (1877), the 

phonograph (1878), and an incandescent lamp (1879). In New York City he 

installed the world’s first central electric power plant (1881-1882). 

Ed·is·to (HdùV-stoÙ)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of southern South 

Carolina flowing southeast to the Atlantic Ocean. 

ed·it (HdùVt) v.  tr. ed·it·ed, ed·it·ing, ed·its. 1. a. To prepare (written material) 

for publication or presentation, as by correcting, revising, or adapting.  b. To pre-

pare an edition of for publication:  edit a collection of short stories.  c. To modify 

or adapt so as to make suitable or acceptable:  edited her remarks for presentation 

to a younger audience.   2. To supervise the publication of (a newspaper or maga-

zine, for example).  3. To assemble the components of (a film or soundtrack, for 

example), as by cutting and splicing.  4. To eliminate; delete:  edited the best scene 

out.   —  n.  An act or instance of editing:  made several last-minute edits for rea-

sons of space.  [Partly back-formation from EDITOR, and partly from French éditer, 

to publish (from Latin Kditus, past participle of Kdere); see EDITION.]

WORD HISTORY: The word edit is often cited as an example of back-forma-

tion. In other words, edit is not the source of editor, as dive is of diver, the expected

derivational pattern; rather, the reverse is the case. Edit in the sense “to prepare

for publication,” first recorded in 1793, comes from editor, first recorded in 1712

in the sense “one who edits.” There is more to the story, however. Edit also partly

comes from the French word éditer, “to publish, edit,” first recorded in 1784. In

the case of edit, two processes, borrowing and back-formation, have thus occurred

either independently or together, perhaps one person taking edit from French

originally, another from editor, and yet a third from both.

edit. abbr.  Edition; editor. 

E·dith Ca·vell (KùdVth k4vùNl, kN-vHlù), Mount. A peak, 3,365.1 m (11,033 ft) 

high, in the Rocky Mountains of southwest Alberta, Canada. 

e·di·tion (V-dVshùNn) n.  Abbr. ed., edit. 1. a. The entire number of copies of a 

publication issued at one time or from a single set of type.  b. A single copy from 

this group.  c. The form in which a publication is issued:  a paperback edition of a 

novel; an annotated edition of Shakespeare.  d. A version of an earlier publication 

having substantial changes or additions:  a newly revised edition of a standard ref-

erence work.   2. All the copies of a specified issue of a newspaper:  the morning 

edition; the Sunday edition.  3. A broadcast of a radio or television news program:  

Thursday’s edition of the six o’clock news.  4. a. The entire number of like or iden-

tical items issued or produced as a set:  a limited edition of early jazz recordings; a 

signed edition of a group of lithographs.  b. Any of the various or successive forms 

in which something is offered or presented:  this year’s edition of fall fashions from 



Paris.   5. One that closely resembles an original; a version:  The boy was a smaller 

edition of his father.  [Middle English edicion, version, translation, from Latin Kdi-

tio, Kdition-, publication, production, from Kditus, past participle of Kdere, to pub-

lish, produce  : K-, ex-, ex- + dare, to give; see do- in Appendix.]

ed·i·tor (HdùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. ed., edit. 1. One who edits, especially as an occupa-

tion.  2. One who writes editorials.  3. A device for editing film, consisting basi-

cally of a splicer and viewer.  4. Computer Science. A program or set of 

instructions used to edit text or data files.  [Late Latin Kditor, publisher, from 

Latin Kditus, past participle of Kdere, to publish. See EDITION.]

ed·i·to·ri·al (HdÙV-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) n.  1. An article in a publication expressing 

the opinion of its editors or publishers.  2. A commentary on television or radio 

expressing the opinion of the station or network.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to an 

editor or editing:  an editorial position with a publishing company; an editorial pol-

icy prohibiting the use of unnamed sources.  2. Of or resembling an editorial, espe-

cially in expressing an opinion:  an editorial comment.   —edÙi·toùri·al·ly adv. 

ed·i·to·ri·al·ist (HdÙV-tôrùK-N-lVst, -torù-) n.  One who writes or presents editori-

als. 

ed·i·to·ri·al·ize (HdÙV-tôrùK-N-lXzÙ, -torù-) v.  intr. ed·i·to·ri·al·ized, 
ed·i·to·ri·al·iz·ing, ed·i·to·ri·al·iz·es. 1. To express an opinion in or as if in an 

editorial.  2. To present an opinion in the guise of an objective report.   
—edÙi·toÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —edÙi·toùri·al·iÙzer n. 

editor in chief (HdùV-tNr Vn chKf) n.  pl. editors in chief. The editor having 

final responsibility for the operations and policies of a publication. 

ed·i·tor·ship (HdùV-tNr-shVpÙ) n.  The position, functions, or guidance of an edi-

tor. 

Ed.M. abbr.  Latin. Educationis Magister (Master of Education). 

Ed·mond (HdùmNnd)  A city of central Oklahoma north of Oklahoma City. It is 

a trade center in an oil-producing area. Population, 52,315. 

Ed·monds (HdùmNndz)  A city of northwest Washington on Puget Sound north 

of Seattle. It was settled in 1866. Population, 27,679. 

Ed·mon·ton (HdùmNn-tNn)  The capital and largest city of Alberta, Canada, in 

the central part of the province north of Calgary. It was founded in 1795 as a fort 

and trading post of the Hudson’s Bay Company. Population, 532,246. 

Ed·mund I (HdùmNnd), 921-946.  King of the English (939-946) who drove the 

Danes from Northumbria and secured peace with Scotland. 

Ed·mund II (HdùmNnd), Known as “Edmund Ironside.” 993?-1016.  King of the 

English (1016) who partitioned the kingdom in a settlement with Canute and 

died only weeks later. 

Ed·munds (HdùmNndz), George Franklin. 1828-1919.  American politician. 

As U.S. senator from Vermont (1866-1891) he was active in the prosecution of 

President Andrew Johnson. 



E·do (Hdùo)  See Tokyo. 
E·dom (KùdNm)  An ancient country of Palestine between the Dead Sea and the 

Gulf of Aqaba. According to the Old Testament, the original inhabitants were 

descendants of Esau. 

E·dom·ite (KùdN-mXtÙ) n.  A member of a Semitic people inhabiting Edom in 

ancient times.   —Eùdom·itÙish adj. 

EDP abbr.  Computer Science. Electronic data processing. 

EDT  or E.D.T. abbr.  Eastern Daylight Time. 

EDTA (KÙdK-tK-7ù) n.  A crystalline acid, C10H16N2O8, that acts as a strong chelat-

ing agent. The sodium salt of EDTA is used as an antidote for metal poisoning, an 

anticoagulant, and an ingredient in a variety of industrial reagents.  [e(thyl-

ene)d(iamine)t(etraacetic) a(cid).]

educ. abbr.  Education; educational. 

ed·u·ca·ble (HjùN-kN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being educated or taught:  educable 

youngsters.   —edÙu·ca·bilùi·ty n. 

ed·u·cate (HjùN-k7tÙ) v.  ed·u·cat·ed, ed·u·cat·ing, ed·u·cates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To develop the innate capacities of, especially by schooling or instruction.  See 

Synonyms at teach.  2. To provide with knowledge or training in a particular 

area or for a particular purpose:  decided to educate herself in foreign languages; 

entered a seminary to be educated for the priesthood.  3. a. To provide with infor-

mation; inform:  a campaign that educated the public about the dangers of smoking.  

b. To bring to an understanding or acceptance:  hoped to educate the voters to the 

need for increased spending on public schools.   4. To stimulate or develop the men-

tal or moral growth of.  5. To develop or refine (one’s taste or appreciation, for 

example).   —  v.  intr. To teach or instruct a person or group.  [Middle English 

educaten, from Latin Kduc7re, Kduc7tus. See deuk- in Appendix.]

ed·u·cat·ed (HjùN-k7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having an education, especially one above the 

average.  2. a. Showing evidence of schooling, training, or experience.  b. Having 

or exhibiting cultivation; cultured:  an educated manner.   3. Based on a certain 

amount of experience or factual knowledge:  an educated guess. 

ed·u·ca·tion (HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. ed., educ. 1. The act or process of edu-

cating or being educated.  2. The knowledge or skill obtained or developed by a 

learning process.  3. A program of instruction of a specified kind or level:  driver 

education; a college education.  4. The field of study that is concerned with the 

pedagogy of teaching and learning.  5. An instructive or enlightening experience:  

Her work in the inner city was a real education. 

ed·u·ca·tion·al (HjÙN-k7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. educ. 1. Of or relating to educa-

tion.  2. Serving to educate; instructive:  an educational film.   —edÙu·caù-
tion·al·ly adv. 

ed·u·ca·tion·al·ist (HjÙN-k7ùshN-nN-lVst) n.  Variant of educationist. 



educational psychology (HjÙN-k7ùshN-nNl sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of 

psychology that is concerned with the development of effective teaching tech-

niques, the assessment of student aptitudes and progress, and the selection of stu-

dents for specialized programs of study, such as those for the learning-disabled or 

the gifted. 

educational television (HjÙN-k7ùshN-nNl tHlùN-vVzhÙNn) n.  Abbr. ETV 1.  See 

public television.  2. An often closed-circuit video system that provides 

instructional material. 

ed·u·ca·tion·ist (HjÙN-k7ùshN-nVst) also ed·u·ca·tion·al·ist (-shN-nN-lVst) n.  A 

specialist in the theory of education. 

ed·u·ca·tive (HjùN-k7ÙtVv) adj.  Educational. 

ed·u·ca·tor (HjùN-k7ÙtNr) n.  1. One trained in teaching; a teacher.  2. a. A spe-

cialist in the theory and practice of education.  b. An administrator of a school or 

an educational institution.  

e·duce (V-dusù, V-dyusù) v.  tr. e·duced, e·duc·ing, e·duc·es. 1. To draw or 

bring out; elicit.  See Synonyms at evoke.  2. To assume or work out from given 

facts; deduce.  [Middle English educen, to direct the flow of, from Latin Kd7cere : 

K-, ex-, ex- + d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —e·ducùi·ble adj.  

—e·ducùtion (V-dƒkùshNn) n. 

Ed·ward1 (HdùwNrd), Known as “the Confessor.” 1003?-1066.  King of the 

English (1042-1066) whose reign was marked by political conflict between Nor-

man and English groups. 

Ed·ward2 (HdùwNrd), Prince of Wales. Known as “the Black Prince.” 1330-1376.  

English soldier during the Hundred Years’ War. The eldest son of Edward III, he 

fought at Crécy (1346) and Poitiers (1356), where the English forces captured 

John II of France. 

Ed·ward I (HdùwNrd), 1239-1307.  King of England (1272-1307) who conquered 

Wales and warred with Scotland. His Model Parliament of 1295 is sometimes 

considered England’s first full parliament. 

Ed·ward II (HdùwNrd), 1284-1327.  King of England (1307-1327) who was 

defeated at Bannockburn by the Scots (1314). Captured (1326) and deposed 

(1327) during the rebellion of Roger de Mortimer, he was imprisoned in Berkeley 

Castle and murdered. 

Ed·ward III (HdùwNrd), 1312-1377.  King of England (1327-1377) whose reign 

was marked by the beginning of the Hundred Years’ War, epidemics of the Black 

Death, and the emergence of the Commons as a powerful arm of Parliament. 

Ed·ward IV (HdùwNrd), 1442-1483.  King of England (1461-1470 and 1471-

1483) who was crowned after leading the Yorkists to victory in the Wars of the 

Roses. In 1470 he was dethroned in a rebellion but won back the crown in a battle 

at Tewkesbury (1471). 



Ed·ward V (HdùwNrd), 1470-1483.  King of England (1483) who was crowned at 

the age of 13 on the death of his father, Edward IV, and was immediately confined 

in the Tower of London, where he and his younger brother were murdered, possi-

bly by their uncle the Duke of Gloucester, later Richard III, or by Henry VII. 

Ed·ward VI (HdùwNrd), 1537-1553.  King of England and Ireland (1547-1553). 

The son of Henry VIII and Jane Seymour, he died of tuberculosis. 

Ed·ward VII (HdùwNrd), 1841-1910.  King of Great Britain and Ireland (1901-

1910) who traveled much of Europe to improve Britain’s international relations 

and was known for his elegant, sporting style. 

Ed·ward VIII (HdùwNrd), Later known as Duke of Windsor. 1894-1972.  King of 

Great Britain and Ireland (1936) who precipitated a constitutional crisis by his 

determination to marry Wallis Warfield Simpson, an American divorcée. He 

abdicated, married (1937), and spent much of the rest of his life in France. 

Edward, Lake.  A lake in the Great Rift Valley of central Africa on the Zaire-

Uganda border. It was discovered by Henry M. Stanley in 1889. 

Ed·ward·i·an (Hd-wôrùdK-Nn, -wärù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

the reign of Edward VII of England. 

Ed·wards (HdùwNrdz), Jonathan. 1703-1758.  American theologian and phi-

losopher whose original sermons and writings stimulated the Great Awakening, a 

period of renewed American interest in religion. 

Ed·win (HdùwVn), 585?-633.  King of Northumbria (617-633) who ruled as far 

north as Edinburgh and was converted to Christianity (627). 

e.e. abbr.  Errors excepted. 

E.E. abbr.  1. Electrical engineer.  2. Electrical engineering. 

-ee1 suff.  1. a. One that receives or benefits from a specified action:  addressee.  

b. One that possesses a specified thing:  mortgagee.   2. One that performs a spec-

ified action:  absentee.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman -e, -ee, past partici-

ple suff., from Latin -7tus. See -ATE
1.]

USAGE NOTE: Reflecting its origins in the French passive participle ending -é

(feminine -ée), the suffix -ee was first used in English to refer to indirect objects

and then direct objects of transitive verbs, particularly in legal contexts (as in do-

nee, lessee, or trustee) and military and political jargon (draftee, trainee, or nomi-

nee). Beginning around the mid-19th century, primarily in American English, it

was often extended to denote the agent or subject of an intransitive verb; for ex-

ample, standee, returnee, or attendee. Although the pattern is very common and a

number of these coinages, such as honoree, deportee, and escapee, have become

widely accepted, in general they retain an informal character as jocular nonce

words.



-ee2 suff.  1. a. One resembling:  goatee.  b. A particular, especially a diminutive 

kind of:  bootee.   2. One connected with:  bargee.  [Variant of -Y
1.]

EEC abbr.  European Economic Community. 

EEG abbr.  1. Electroencephalogram.  2. Electroencephalograph. 

eel (Kl) n.  pl. eel or eels. 1. Any of various long, snakelike, scaleless marine or 

freshwater fishes of the order Anguilliformes or Apodes, especially Anguilla ros-

trata of eastern North America or A. anguilla of Europe, that lack pelvic fins and 

characteristically migrate from fresh water to salt water to spawn.  2. Any of sev-

eral similar fishes, such as the lamprey and electric eel.  [Middle English ele, from 

Old English <l.]

eel·grass (Klùgr4sÙ) n.  Any of several submersed aquatic plants of the genus Val-

lisneria.  Also called tape grass, wild celery. 

eel·pout (KlùpoutÙ) n.  pl. eelpout or eel·pouts. 1. Any of various bottom-

dwelling marine fishes of the family Zoarcidae, having an elongated body and a 

large head.  2.  See burbot. 
eel·worm (KlùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various often parasitic nematode worms, such 

as the vinegar eel. 

e’en1 (Kn) n.  Evening. 

e’en2 (Kn) adv.  Even. 

EEO abbr.  Equal employment opportunity. 

-eer suff.  One associated with, concerned with, or engaged in:  balladeer.  [French 

-ier, from Old French, from Latin -7rius, -ary.]

e’er (âr) adv.  Ever. 

ee·rie  or ee·ry (îrùK) adj.  ee·ri·er, ee·ri·est. 1. a. Inspiring inexplicable fear, 

dread, or uneasiness; strange and frightening.  b. Suggestive of the supernatural; 

mysterious.  See Synonyms at weird.   2. Scots. Frightened or intimidated by 

superstition.  [Middle English eri, fearful, from Old English earg, cowardly.] 
—eeùri·ly adv.  —eeùri·ness n. 

ef (Hf) n.  The letter f. 

E·fa·te (7-fäùtK, H-fäùtH)  A volcanic island of central Vanuatu in the New 

Hebrides. Vila, the capital of Vanuatu, is on the island. 

eff. abbr.  Efficiency. 

ef·face (V-f7sù) v.  tr. ef·faced, ef·fac·ing, ef·fac·es. 1. To rub or wipe out; 

erase.  2. To make indistinct as if by rubbing: “Five years’ absence had done noth-

ing to efface the people’s memory of his firmness” (Alan Moorehead).  See Syn-

onyms at erase.  3. To conduct (oneself) inconspicuously: “When the two women 

went out together, Anna deliberately effaced herself and played to the dramatic 

Molly” (Doris Lessing).  [Middle English effacen, from French effacer, from Old 

French esfacier : es-, out (from Latin ex-, ex-) + face, face (from Latin faciKs); see 

dhK- in Appendix.] —ef·faceùa·ble adj.  —ef·faceùment n.  —ef·facùer n. 



ef·fect (V-fHktù) n.  1. Something brought about by a cause or an agent; a result.  

2. The power to produce an outcome or achieve a result; influence:  The drug had 

an immediate effect on the pain. The government’s action had no effect on the trade 

imbalance.  3. A scientific law, hypothesis, or phenomenon:  the photovoltaic 

effect.  4. Advantage; avail:  used her words to great effect in influencing the jury.  

5. The condition of being in full force or execution:  a new regulation that goes 

into effect tomorrow.  6. a. Something that produces a specific impression or sup-

ports a general design or intention:  The lighting effects emphasized the harsh 

atmosphere of the drama.  b. A particular impression:  large windows that gave an 

effect of spaciousness.  c. Production of a desired impression:  spent lavishly on 

dinner just for effect.   7. The basic or general meaning; import:  He said he was 

greatly worried, or words to that effect.  8. effects. Movable belongings; goods.   
—  v.  tr. ef·fect·ed, ef·fect·ing, ef·fects. 1. To bring into existence.  2. To 

produce as a result.  3. To bring about.  See Usage Note at affect1.  —idiom. in 
effect. In essence; to all purposes:  testimony that in effect contradicted her earlier 

statement.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin effectus, past participle 

of efficere, to accomplish  : ex-, ex- + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.] 
—ef·fectùer n.  —ef·fectùi·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: effect, consequence, result, outcome, upshot, sequel. These nouns

denote something, such as an occurrence, a situation, or a condition, that is

brought about by a cause. An effect is produced by the action of an agent or a

cause and follows it in time: “Every cause produces more than one effect” (Herbert

Spencer). A consequence also follows a cause and is traceable to it, but the rela-

tionship between them is less sharply definable: “Servitude is at once the conse-

quence of his crime and the punishment of his guilt” (John P. Curran). A result is

an effect, or the last in a series of effects, that is viewed as the end product of the

operation of the cause: “Judging from the results I have seen... I cannot say... that I

agree with you” (William H. Mallock). An outcome is a result but more strongly

than result implies finality and may suggest the operation of a cause over a rela-

tively long period: If you had refused, the outcome would probably not have been

very different. An upshot is a decisive result, often of the nature of a climax: “The

upshot of the matter... was that she showed both of them the door” (Robert Louis

Stevenson). A sequel is a consequence that ensues after a lapse of time: “Our

dreams are the sequel of our waking knowledge” (Ralph Waldo Emerson). See also

Synonyms at perform

ef·fec·tive (V-fHkùtVv) adj.  1. a. Having an intended or expected effect.  

b. Producing a strong impression or response; striking:  gave an effective perfor-

mance as Othello.   2. Operative; in effect:  The law is effective immediately.  

3. Existing in fact; actual:  a decline in the effective demand.  4. Prepared for use or 



action, especially in warfare.   —  n.  A soldier or a piece of military equipment 

that is ready for combat: “The ‘company’ was no more than two platoons of effec-

tives” (Tom Clancy).   —ef·fecùtive·ness, efÙfec·tivùi·ty n.  

SYNONYMS: effective, effectual, efficacious, efficient. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “producing or capable of producing a desired effect”:

an effective reprimand; an effectual complaint; an efficacious remedy; the efficient

cause of the revolution. 

ANTONYM: ineffective

ef·fec·tive·ly (V-fHkùtVv-lK) adv.  1. In an effective way.  2. For all practical pur-

poses; in effect:  Though a few rebels still held out, the fighting was effectively 

ended. 

ef·fec·tor (V-fHkùtNr) n.  1. A muscle, a gland, or an organ capable of responding 

to a stimulus, especially a nerve impulse.  2. A nerve ending that carries impulses 

to a muscle, a gland, or an organ and activates muscle contraction or glandular 

secretion.  3. Biochemistry. A small molecule that when bound to the allosteric 

site of an enzyme causes either a decrease or an increase in the activity of the 

enzyme.  4. Computer Science. A device used to produce a desired change in an 

object in response to input. 

ef·fec·tu·al (V-fHkùchu-Nl) adj.  Producing or sufficient to produce a desired 

effect; fully adequate.  See Synonyms at effective.  [Middle English effectuel, 

from Old French, from Late Latin effectu7lis, from Latin effectus. See EFFECT.] 
—ef·fecÙtu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK), ef·fecùtu·al·ness n.  —ef·fecùtu·al·ly adv. 

ef·fec·tu·ate (V-fHkùchu-7tÙ) v.  tr. ef·fec·tu·at·ed, ef·fec·tu·at·ing, 
ef·fec·tu·ates. To bring about; effect.  [Medieval Latin effectu7re, effectu7t-, 

from Latin effectus, an effect. See EFFECT.] —ef·fecÙtu·aùtion n. 

ef·fem·i·na·cy (V-fHmùN-nN-sK) n.  The quality or condition of being effemi-

nate. 

ef·fem·i·nate (V-fHmùN-nVt) adj.  1. Having qualities or characteristics more 

often associated with women than men.  See Synonyms at feminine.  
2. Characterized by weakness and excessive refinement.  [Middle English effemi-

nat, from Latin effKmin7tus, past participle of effKmin7re, to make feminine  : ex-, 

ex- + fKmina, woman; see dhK(i)- in Appendix.] —ef·femùi·nate n.  

—ef·femùi·nate·ly adv.  —ef·femùi·nate·ness n. 

ef·fen·di (V-fHnùdK) n.  pl. ef·fen·dis. 1. Used as a title of respect for men in 

Turkey, equivalent to sir.  2. An educated or respected man in the Near East.  

[Turkish efendi, from Medieval Greek aphentKs, master, alteration of Greek 

authentKs. See AUTHENTIC.]

ef·fer·ent (HfùNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Directed away from a central organ or section.  

2. Carrying impulses from the central nervous system to an effector.   —  n.  An 



efferent organ or body part, such as a blood vessel.  [From Latin efferKns, efferent- 

present participle of efferre, to carry off  : ex-, ex- + ferre, to carry; see bher-1 in 

Appendix.] —efùfer·ent·ly adv. 

ef·fer·vesce (HfÙNr-vHsù) v.  intr. ef·fer·vesced, ef·fer·vesc·ing, 
ef·fer·vesc·es. 1. To emit small bubbles of gas, as a carbonated or fermenting 

liquid.  2. To escape from a liquid as bubbles; bubble up.  3. To show high spirits 

or excitement.  [Latin effervKscere : ex-, up, out; see EX- + fervKscere, to start boil-

ing, inchoative of fervKre, to boil; see bhreu- in Appendix.] —efÙfer·vesù-
cence, efÙfer·vesùcen·cy n.  —efÙfer·vesùcent adj.  —efÙfer·vesùcent·ly 
adv. 

ef·fete (V-fKtù) adj.  1. Depleted of vitality, force, or effectiveness; exhausted:  the 

final, effete period of the baroque style.  2. Marked by self-indulgence, triviality, or 

decadence:  an effete group of self-professed intellectuals.  3. Overrefined; effemi-

nate.  4. No longer productive; infertile.  [Latin effKtus, worn out, exhausted  : ex-

, ex- + fKtus, bearing young, pregnant; see dhK(i)- in Appendix.] —ef·feteùly 
adv.  —ef·feteùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The fact that effete has come to mean “effeminate” marks a

return to its etymological roots. Effete came into English from the Latin word

effKtus, made up of ex-, “out,” and the adjective fKtus, “having recently given

birth,” which is related to the noun fKtus, “offspring,” a word we have borrowed

as well. Latin effKtus was used of plants that had borne fruit or of animals that

had borne young, but effKtus could also mean “worn out with bearing young, ex-

hausted, feeble.” The English word effete, whose earliest appearance is recorded

in 1621, was first used in senses similar or identical to senses of Latin effKtus; how-

ever, in the last two centuries or so the senses “characterized by weakness or dec-

adence” and “overrefined, effeminate,” have appeared. Both effeminate and effete

go back to the same Indo-European root, dhK(i)-, meaning “to suck.” In effeminate

we see the development from a form of the root meaning literally “she who suck-

les”; in effete, the development from a form of the root that refers to the baby

who sucks milk from the mother.

ef·fi·ca·cious (HfÙV-k7ùshNs) adj.  Producing or capable of producing a desired 

effect.  See Synonyms at effective.  [From Latin effic7x, effic7c-, from efficere, to 

effect. See EFFECT.] —efÙfi·caùcious·ly adv.  —efÙfi·caùcious·ness n. 

ef·fi·ca·cy (HfùV-kN-sK) n.  Power or capacity to produce a desired effect; effec-

tiveness.  [Latin effic7cia, from effic7x, effic7c-, efficacious. See EFFICACIOUS.]

ef·fi·cien·cy (V-fVshùNn-sK) n.  pl. ef·fi·cien·cies. Abbr. eff. 1. a. The quality or 

property of being efficient.  b. The degree to which this quality is exercised:  The 

program was implemented with great efficiency and speed.   2. a. The ratio of the 

effective or useful output to the total input in any system.  b. The ratio of the 



energy delivered by a machine to the energy supplied for its operation.   3. An 

efficiency apartment. 

efficiency apartment (V-fVshùNn-sK N-pärtùmNnt) n.  A small, usually fur-

nished apartment with a private bathroom and kitchenette. 

efficiency expert (V-fVshùNn-sK HkùspûrtÙ) n.  A specialist who seeks to 

increase the productivity of a business or an industry by improving the efficiency 

of its operations. 

ef·fi·cient (V-fVshùNnt) adj.  1. Acting directly to produce an effect:  an efficient 

cause.  See Synonyms at effective.  2. a. Acting or producing effectively with a 

minimum of waste, expense, or unnecessary effort.  b. Exhibiting a high ratio of 

output to input.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin efficiKns, effi-

cient- present participle of efficere, to effect. See EFFECT.] —ef·fiùcient·ly adv. 

ef·fi·gy (HfùN-jK) n.  pl. ef·fi·gies. 1. A crude figure or dummy representing a 

hated person or group.  2. A likeness or image, especially of a person.   —idiom. 
in effigy. Symbolically, especially in the form of an effigy:  The deposed dictator 

was burned in effigy by the crowd.  [French effigie, from Latin effigiKs, likeness, 

from effingere, to portray  : ex-, ex- + fingere, to shape; see dheigh- in Appen-

dix.]

ef·flo·resce (HfÙlN-rHsù) v.  intr. ef·flo·resced, ef·flo·resc·ing, ef·flo·resc·es. 
1. To blossom; bloom.  2. Chemistry. a. To become a powder by losing water of 

crystallization, as when a hydrated crystal is exposed to air.  b. To become covered 

with a powdery deposit.   [Latin efflorKscere : ex-, ex- + florKscere, inchoative of 

florKre, to blossom (from flos, flor-, flower); see bhel-3 in Appendix.]

ef·flo·res·cence (HfÙlN-rHsùNns) n.  1. Botany. A state or time of flowering; 

anthesis.  2. a. A gradual process of unfolding or developing.  b. The highest 

point; the culmination.  See Synonyms at bloom1.   3. Chemistry. a. The deposit 

that results from the process of efflorescing.  Also called bloom1 b. The process of 

efflorescing.  c. A growth of salt crystals on a surface caused by evaporation of 

salt-laden water.   4. Pathology. Redness, a rash, or an eruption on the skin.   
—efÙflo·resùcent adj. 

ef·flu·ence (Hfùlu-Nns) n.  1. The act or an instance of flowing out.  

2. Something that flows out or forth; an emanation: “tremendous emotional efflu-

ences that affected blocks of people at a time, causing them to walk faster” (Coleman 

Dowell). 

ef·flu·ent (Hfùlu-Nnt) adj.  Flowing out or forth.   —  n.  Something that flows 

out or forth, especially: a. A stream flowing out of a body of water.  b. An out-

flow from a sewer or sewage system.  c. A discharge of liquid waste, as from a fac-

tory or nuclear plant.   [Middle English, from Latin effluKns, effluent- present 

participle of effluere, to flow out  : ex-, ex- + fluere, to flow; see bhleu- in Appen-

dix.]



ef·flu·vi·um (V-fluùvK-Nm) n.  pl. ef·flu·vi·a (-vK-N)  or ef·flu·vi·ums. 1. A 

usually invisible emanation or exhalation, as of vapor or gas.  2. a. A byproduct 

or residue; waste.  b. The odorous fumes given off by waste or decaying matter.   

3. An impalpable emanation; an aura.  [Latin, from effluere, to flow out. See 

EFFLUENT.] —ef·fluùvi·al adj. 

ef·flux (HfùlƒksÙ) n.  1. A flowing outward.  2. Something that flows out or 

forth; an effluence.  3. A passing or an expiration, as of time.  [From Latin 

effluxus, past participle of effluere, to flow out. See EFFLUENT.] —ef·fluxùion (V-
flƒkùshNn) n. 

ef·fort (HfùNrt) n.  1. The use of physical or mental energy to do something; exer-

tion.  2. A difficult exertion of the strength or will:  It was an effort to get up.  3. A 

usually earnest attempt:  Make an effort to arrive promptly.  4. Something done or 

produced through exertion; an achievement:  a play that was his finest effort.  

5. Physics. Force applied against inertia.  [Middle English, from Old French esfort, 

from esforcier, to force, exert, from Medieval Latin exforti7re : Latin ex-, ex- + 

Latin fortis, strong; see bhergh-2 in Appendix.] —efùfort·ful adj.  —efù-
fort·ful·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: effort, exertion, endeavor, application, pains, trouble. These nouns

refer to the expenditure of physical or mental energy to accomplish something.

Effort applies to an attempt, great or small, to do something; where it is not qual-

ified, the term usually implies a substantial expenditure of time, strength, or fac-

ulties: “What is written without effort is in general read without pleasure” (Samuel

Johnson). Exertion implies the exercise of vigorous effort: “England has saved her-

self by her exertions” (William Pitt the Younger). Endeavor suggests earnest striving

to achieve a serious goal: “There must be positive endeavors to preserve peace”

(Franklin D. Roosevelt). Application connotes diligence, persistence, and hard

work: He succeeded in his studies by dint of steadfast application. Pains implies at-

tentive or laborious effort: “Genius is an infinite capacity for taking pains” (Jane

Ellice Hopkins). Trouble refers to effort that causes inconvenience or bother:

Many people watch the news on television to save themselves the trouble of reading

the newspaper.

ef·fort·less (HfùNrt-lVs) adj.  Calling for, requiring, or showing little or no effort.  

See Synonyms at easy.  —efùfort·less·ly adv.  —efùfort·less·ness n. 

ef·front·er·y (V-frƒnùtN-rK) n.  pl. ef·front·er·ies. Brazen boldness; presump-

tuousness.  See Synonyms at temerity.  [French effronterie, from effronté, 

shameless, from Old French esfronte, possibly from Late Latin effrons, effront-  : 

ex-, ex- + frons, front-, front, forehead.]

ef·ful·gence (V-ftlùjNns, V-fƒlù-) n.  A brilliant radiance. 



ef·ful·gent (V-ftlùjNnt, V-fƒlù-) adj.  Shining brilliantly; resplendent.  See Syn-

onyms at bright.  [Latin effulgKns, effulgent- present participle of effulgKre, to 

shine out  : ex-, ex- + fulgKre, to shine; see bhel-1 in Appendix.]

ef·fuse (V-fyusù) adj.  Botany. Spreading out loosely.   —  v.  ef·fused, 
ef·fus·ing, ef·fus·es (V-fyuzù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To pour out (a liquid).  2. To radi-

ate; diffuse.   —  v.  intr. 1. To spread or flow out.  2. To ooze forth; exude.  [Latin 

eff7sus, past participle of effundere, to pour out  : ex-, ex- + fundere, to pour; see 

gheu- in Appendix.]

ef·fu·sion (V-fyuùzhNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of effusing.  b. Liquid 

or other matter poured forth.   2. An unrestrained outpouring of feeling, as in 

speech or writing: “the devout effusions of sacred eloquence” (Edmund Burke).  

3. Pathology. a. The seeping of serous, purulent, or bloody fluid into a body cav-

ity or tissue.  b. The effused fluid.  

ef·fu·sive (V-fyuùsVv) adj.  1. Unrestrained or excessive in emotional expres-

sion; gushy:  an effusive manner.  2. Profuse; overflowing:  effusive praise.   
—ef·fuùsive·ly adv.  —ef·fuùsive·ness n. 

Ef·ik (HfùVk) n.  pl. Efik or Ef·iks. 1. A member of a people inhabiting southern 

Nigeria.  2. The Niger-Congo language of the Efik people, closely related to Ibi-

bio.   —Efùik adj. 

EFM abbr.  Electronic fetal monitor. 

eft (Hft) n.  An immature newt, especially the reddish-orange terrestrial form of a 

North American species, Notophthalmus viridescens.  [Middle English evete, from 

Old English efeta.]

EFTS abbr.  Electronic funds transfer system. 

eft·soons (Hft-sunzù) adv.  Archaic. 1. Soon afterward; presently.  2. Once 

again.  [From Middle English eftsone, from Old English eftsona : eft, again; see 

apo- in Appendix + sona, soon.]

e.g. abbr.  Exempli gratia. 

e·gad (V-g4dù)  or e·gads (V-g4dzù) interj.  Used as a mild exclamation.  [Alter-

ation of oh God.]

Eg·a·di Islands (HgùN-dK XùlNndz) also Ae·ga·de·an Isles (K-g7ùdK-Nn)  or 

Ae·ga·tes (-tKz)  An island group of southwest Italy in the Mediterranean Sea 

west of Sicily. A Roman naval victory over the Carthaginians, achieved in a battle 

fought in the waters off the islands in 241 B.C., ended the First Punic War. 

e·gal·i·tar·i·an (V-g4lÙV-târùK-Nn-) adj.  Affirming, promoting, or characterized 

by belief in equal political, economic, social, and civil rights for all people.  [From 

French égalitaire, from égalité, equality, from Latin aequ7lit7s, from aequ7lis, 

equal. See EQUAL.] —e·galÙi·tarùi·an n.  —e·galÙi·tarùi·an·ism n. 

E·gas Mo·niz (H-gäsù mô-nKshù), Antonio de. 1874-1955.  Portuguese neu-

rologist. He shared a 1949 Nobel Prize for his advances in brain surgery. 



Eg·bert (HgùbNrt), Died 839.  West Saxon king (802-839) who became the first 

overlord of all the English peoples (829). 

EGD abbr.  Electrogasdynamics. 

E·ger (7ùgNr)  A city of northeast Hungary on the Eger River, about 311 km 

(193 mi) long. The city was occupied by the Turks from 1596 to 1687. Population, 

64,702. 

E·ge·ri·a (V-jîrùK-N) n.  A woman adviser or counselor.  [After Egeria, Roman 

nymph or goddess and adviser to Numa Pompilius, a legendary Roman king.]

e·gest (K-jHstù) v.  tr. e·gest·ed, e·gest·ing, e·gests. To discharge or excrete 

from the body.  [Latin Kgerere, Kgest-, to carry out  : K-, ex-, ex- + gerere, to carry.] 
—e·gesùtion n.  —e·gesùtive adj. 

e·ges·ta (K-jHsùtN) pl.n.  Egested matter, especially excrement.  [Latin, neuter pl. 

of Kgestus past participle of Kgerere, to carry out. See EGEST.]

EGF abbr.  Epidermal Growth Factor. 

egg1 (Hg) n.  1. a. A female gamete; an ovum.  Also called egg cell b. The round 

or oval female reproductive body of various animals, including birds, reptiles, 

amphibians, fishes, and insects, consisting usually of an embryo surrounded by 

nutrient material and a protective covering.  c. The oval, thin-shelled reproduc-

tive body of a bird, especially that of a hen, used as food.   2. Something having 

the ovoid shape of an egg.  3. Slang. A fellow; a person:  He’s a good egg.   —  v.  tr. 

egged, egg·ing, eggs. 1. To cover with beaten egg, as in cooking.  2. Slang. To 

throw eggs at.   —idioms. put all (one’s) eggs in one basket (or have all 
(one’s) eggs in one basket). Informal. To risk everything on a single venture.  

egg on (one’s) face. Informal. Embarrassment; humiliation:  If you do that, 

you’ll end up with egg on your face.  [Middle English egge, bird’s egg, from Old 

Norse egg. See awi- in Appendix.] —eggùless adj.  —eggùy adj. 

egg2 (Hg) v.  tr. egged, egg·ing, eggs. To encourage or incite to action:  The 

racing fans egged their favorites on. My friends just egged me to drive faster.  [Mid-

dle English eggen, from Old Norse eggja. See ak- in Appendix.]

egg-and-dart (HgÙNn-därtù) n.  A decorative molding consisting of a series of 

egg-shaped figures alternating with dart-shaped, anchor-shaped, or tongue-

shaped figures. 

eg·gar (HgùNr) n.  Variant of egger. 
egg·beat·er (HgùbKÙtNr) n.  A hand-held kitchen utensil with rotating blades for 

beating, whipping, or mixing. 

egg case (Hg k7s) n.  1. A protective capsule of certain animals, such as insects 

and mollusks, that contains eggs; an ootheca.  2.  See egg sac. 
egg cell (Hg sHl) n.  See egg1 (n., sense 1a). 

egg cream (Hg krKm) n.  A drink made of milk, syrup, and soda water.  [Proba-

bly from its foamy, egg-whitelike head.]

egg·cup (HgùkƒpÙ) n.  A cup for holding a usually soft-boiled egg. 



eg·ger also eg·gar (HgùNr) n.  Any of various moths of the family Lasiocampi-

dae, whose larvae often construct tentlike webs among the branches of trees.  

[From the shape of its cocoon.]

egg·fruit (HgùfrutÙ) n.  Botany. See canistel. 
egg·head (HgùhHdÙ) n.  Informal. An intellectual; a highbrow. 

egg·head·ed (HgùhHdÙVd) adj.  Informal. Befitting or having the qualities of an 

intellectual.   —eggùheadÙed·ness n. 

Eg·gle·ston (HgùNl-stNn), Edward. 1837-1902.  American writer known for his 

realistic but sentimental novels, such as The Hoosier Schoolmaster (1871). 

egg·nog (HgùnmgÙ) n.  A drink consisting of milk or cream, sugar, and eggs 

beaten together and often mixed with an alcoholic liquor such as rum or brandy.  

[EGG
1 + nog, ale.]

egg·plant (Hgùpl4ntÙ) n.  1. a. An Indian plant (Solanum melongena var. escu-

lenta) cultivated for its large edible, ovoid, glossy, usually purple-skinned fruit.  

b. The fruit of this plant.  Also called aubergine, melongene.   2. Color. A blackish 

purple. 

egg roll (Hg rol) n.  A usually deep-fried cylindrical casing of thin egg dough, 

filled with minced vegetables and often bits of seafood or meat.  Also called spring 

roll 

egg sac (Hg s4k) n.  The silken pouch in which many spiders deposit their eggs.  

Also called egg case 

eggs Ben·e·dict (Hgzù bHnùV-dVktÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A dish 

consisting of toasted halves of English muffin topped with broiled ham, poached 

eggs, and hollandaise sauce.  [Probably from the name Benedict.]

egg·shell (HgùshHlÙ) n.  1. The thin, brittle, exterior covering of the egg of a bird 

or reptile.  2. Color. A pale yellow to yellowish white.   —eggùshellÙ adj. 

egg timer (Hg tXùmNr) n.  A small hourglass running three to five minutes, used 

for timing the boiling of eggs. 

egg tooth (Hg tuth) n.  A hard, toothlike projection from the beak of embry-

onic birds, or from the upper jaw of embryonic reptiles, that is used to cut the egg 

membrane and shell upon hatching and that later falls off. 

egg white (Hg hwXt) n.  The albumen of an egg, used especially in cooking. 

e·gis (KùjVs) n.  Variant of aegis. 
eg·lan·tine (HgùlNn-tXnÙ, -tKnÙ) n.  See sweetbrier.  [Middle English eglentin, 

from Old French eglantine, diminutive of aiglent, from Vulgar Latin *aculentum, 

from neuter of ·aculentus, spiny, from Latin aculeus, spine, from acus, needle. See 

ak- in Appendix.]

Eg·lev·sky (V-glHfùskK, HgùlNf-), André. 1917-1977.  Russian-born American 

ballet dancer considered the greatest classical male dancer of the 1940’s and 

1950’s. 



Eg·mont (Hgùmmnt, HKHùmônt), Comte Lamoral d’. 1522-1568.  Flemish gen-

eral and politician who refused to join William of Orange in a plan to overthrow 

Philip II of Spain but was beheaded nonetheless, precipitating a Flemish revolt 

against Spanish rule. 

e·go (Kùgo, Hgùo) n.  pl. e·gos. 1. The self, especially as distinct from the world 

and other selves.  2. In psychoanalysis, the division of the psyche that is con-

scious, most immediately controls thought and behavior, and is most in touch 

with external reality.  3. a. An exaggerated sense of self-importance; conceit.  

b. Appropriate pride in oneself; self-esteem.   [New Latin, from Latin, I. See eg 

in Appendix.]

e·go·cen·tric (KÙgo-sHnùtrVk, HgÙo-) adj.  1. Holding the view that the ego is the 

center, object, and norm of all experience.  2. a. Confined in attitude or interest 

to one’s own needs or affairs.  b. Caring only about oneself; selfish.   

3. Philosophy. a. Viewed or perceived from one’s own mind as a center.  b. Taking 

one’s own self as the starting point in a philosophical system.    —eÙgo·cenùtric 
n.  —eÙgo·cenùtric·al·ly adv.  —eÙgo·cen·tricùi·ty (-trVsùV-tK) n.  —eÙgo·cen-
ùtrism n. 

ego ideal (Kùgo X-dKùNl) n.  In psychoanalysis, the part of one’s ego that contains 

an idealized self based on those people, especially parents and peers, one admires 

and wishes to emulate. 

e·go·ism (Kùgo-VzÙNm, Hgùo-) n.  1. a. The ethical doctrine that morality has its 

foundations in self-interest.  b. The ethical belief that self-interest is the just and 

proper motive for all human conduct.   2. Excessive preoccupation with one’s 

own well-being and interests, usually accompanied by an inflated sense of self-

importance.  3. Egotism; conceit.  See Synonyms at conceit. 
e·go·ist (Kùgo-Vst, Hgùo-) n.  1. One devoted to one’s own interests and advance-

ment; an egocentric person.  2. An egotist.  3. An adherent of egoism.   
—eÙgo·isùtic, eÙgo·isùti·cal adj.  —eÙgo·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

e·go·ma·ni·a (KÙgo-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN, HgÙo-) n.  Obsessive preoccupation with 

the self.   —eÙgo·maùni·acÙ (-nK-4kÙ) n.  —eÙ·go·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl) 

adj.  —eÙgo·ma·niùa·cal·ly adv. 

e·go·tism (KùgN-tVzÙNm, HgùN-) n.  1. The tendency to speak or write of oneself 

excessively and boastfully.  2. An inflated sense of one’s own importance; conceit.  

See Synonyms at conceit.  [EGO + -tism as in NEPOTISM.]

e·go·tist (KùgN-tVst, HgùN-) n.  1. A conceited, boastful person.  2. A selfish, self-

centered person.   —eÙgo·tisùtic, eÙgo·tisùti·cal adj.  —eÙgo·tisùti·cal·ly adv. 

ego trip (Kùgo trVp) n.  Slang. An act, an experience, or a course of behavior that 

gratifies the ego. 

e·go-trip (Kùgo-trVpÙ, Hgùo-) v.  intr. ego-·tripped, ego-·trip·ping, ego-
·trips. Slang. To act in an egotistic manner.   —eùgo-tripÙper n. 



e·gre·gious (V-grKùjNs, -jK-Ns) adj.  Conspicuously bad or offensive.  See Syn-

onyms at flagrant.  [From Latin Kgregius, outstanding  : K-, ex-, ex- + grex, greg-, 

herd; see ger- in Appendix.] —e·greùgious·ly adv.  —e·greùgious·ness n. 

e·gress (KùgrHsÙ) n.  1. The act of coming or going out; emergence.  2. The right 

of going out:  refugees who were denied egress.  3. A path or opening for going out; 

an exit.  4. Astronomy. The emergence of a celestial body from eclipse or occulta-

tion.   —  v.  intr. e·gressed, e·gress·ing, e·gress·es. To go out; emerge.  

[Latin Kgressus, from past participle of KgredX, to go out  : K-, ex-, ex- + gradX, to go; 

see ghredh- in Appendix.]

e·gres·sion (V-grHshùNn) n.  The act or process of emerging; egress. 

e·gret (KùgrVt, HgùrVt) n.  Any of several usually white herons of the genera Bubul-

cus, Casmerodius, Egretta, and related genera, characteristically having long, 

showy, drooping plumes during the breeding season.  [Middle English, from Old 

French aigrette, from Old Provençal aigreta, from aigron, heron, of Germanic ori-

gin.]

E·gypt (KùjVpt) Formerly (1958-1961) United Ar·ab Republic (4rùNb).  A 

country of northeast Africa on the Mediterranean Sea. In ancient times it was a 

flourishing kingdom and one of the earliest known civilizations, producing mag-

nificent structures and delicate works of art. After the seventh century B.C. the 

kingdom declined, falling to various conquerors ranging from the Assyrians, 

Greeks, and Romans to the Turks, French, and British. It became an independent 

state in 1922. Cairo is the capital and the largest city. Population, 48,503,000. 

E·gyp·tian (V-jVpùshNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Egypt.  2. The now 

extinct Afro-Asiatic language of the ancient Egyptians.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating 

to Egypt or its people or culture.  2. Of or relating to the language of the ancient 

Egyptians. 

Egyptian clover (V-jVpùshNn kloùvNr) n.  See berseem. 
Egyptian corn (V-jVpùshNn kôrn) n.  See durra. 
Egyptian cotton (V-jVpùshNn kmtùn) n.  A long-staple, fine cotton grown 

chiefly in northern Africa. 

Egyptian millet (V-jVpùshNn mVlùVt) n.  See Johnson grass. 
Egyptian mongoose (V-jVpùshNn mmngùgusÙ) n.  See ichneumon (n., 

sense 1). 

Egyptian paper rush (V-jVpùshNn p7ùpNr rƒsh) n.  See papyrus (n., sense 1). 

E·gyp·tol·o·gy (KÙjVp-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the culture and artifacts of the 

ancient Egyptian civilization.   —E·gypÙto·logùi·cal (V-jVpÙtN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—EÙgyp·tolùo·gist n. 

eh (7, H) interj.  Used in asking a question or in seeking repetition or confirmation 

of a statement. 

EHF abbr.  Extremely high frequency. 

EHP abbr.  1. Effective horsepower.  2. Electric horsepower. 



Eh·ren·burg (HrùNn-btrgÙ, HrÙyVn-btrkù), Ilya Grigorievich. 1891-1967.  

Russian writer whose novels include The Storm (1948) and The Thaw (1954), 

which is set amid the repressive regime of Joseph Stalin. 

Ehr·lich (ârùlVKH), Paul. 1854-1915.  German bacteriologist. He shared a 1908 

Nobel Prize for discoveries and advances in immunology. 

EHV abbr.  Extra-high voltage. 

Eich·mann (XkùmNn, XKHù-, XKH-mänù), Adolf. 1906-1962.  German Nazi offi-

cial who as head of the Gestapo’s Jewish section (1939-1945) was chiefly responsi-

ble for the murder of millions of Jews during World War II. After the war he fled 

to South America, was captured by the Israeli secret service (1960), and was tried 

and executed in Israel. 

ei·der (XùdNr) n.  Any of several large sea ducks, especially of the genus Somateria 

of northern regions, having soft, commercially valuable down and predominantly 

black and white plumage in the male.  [Ultimately from Old Norse ædhar, geni-

tive of ædhr.]

ei·der·down also eider down (XùdNr-dounÙ) n.  1. The down of the eider 

duck, used as stuffing for quilts and pillows.  2. A quilt stuffed with the down of 

the eider duck.  3. A warm, napped fabric. 

eider duck (XùdNr dƒk) n.  The eider. 

ei·det·ic (X-dHtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or marked by extraordinarily detailed 

and vivid recall of visual images.  [German eidetisch, from Greek eidos, form. See 

weid- in Appendix.] —ei·detùi·cal·ly adv. 

ei·do·lon (X-doùlNn) n.  pl. ei·do·lons or ei·do·la (-lN). 1. A phantom; an appa-

rition.  2. An image of an ideal.  [Greek eidolon, from eidos, form. See weid- in 

Appendix.]

Ei·fel (XùfNl)  A hilly region of western Germany west of the Rhine River. The bar-

ren area has limestone moors and crater lakes. 

Eif·fel (XùfNl, V-fHlù), Alexandre Gustave. 1832-1923.  French engineer who 

designed the Eiffel Tower for the Paris Exhibition of 1889. The tower is located on 

the southern bank of the Seine River and is 300 m (984 ft) high. 

Ei·gen (XùgNn), Manfred. Born 1927.  German chemist. He shared a 1967 Nobel 

Prize for research on high-speed chemical reactions. 

eight (7t) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 7 + 1.  2. The eighth in a set or 

sequence.  3. Something having eight parts, units, or members, especially: 

a. Sports. An eight-oared racing shell.  b. An eight-cylinder engine or motor vehi-

cle.   [Middle English eighte, from Old English eahta. See okto(u) in Appendix.] 
—eight adj.  & pron. 

eight ball (7t bôl) n.  Games. A black pool ball that bears the number eight and 

that may put a player at a disadvantage.   —idiom. behind the eight ball. 
Slang. In an unfavorable or uncomfortable position. 



eight·een (7-tKnù) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 17 + 1.  2. The 18th in a 

set or sequence.  [Middle English eightetene, from Old English eahtatKne. See 

okto(u) in Appendix.] —eight·eenù adj.  & pron. 

eight·een·mo (7-tKnùmo) n.  pl. eight·een·mos. Printing. See octodecimo.  
[From 18mo, abbr. of OCTODECIMO.]

eight·eenth (7-tKnthù) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 18 in a 

series.  2. One of 18 equal parts.   —eight·eenthù adv.  & adj. 

eight·een-wheel·er (7ùtKn-hwKùlNr, -wKù-)  or 18-wheel·er n.  Informal. A 

combination of a tractor and a semitrailer; a tractor-trailer rig. 

eighth (7tth, 7th) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number eight in a 

series.  2. One of eight equal parts.  [Middle English eighthe, from Old English 

eahtotha, from eahta, eight. See okto(u) in Appendix.] —eighth adv.  & adj. 

eighth note (7tth not) n.  Music. A note having one-eighth the time value of a 

whole note. 

eight·i·eth (7ùtK-Vth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 80 in a 

series.  2. One of 80 equal parts.   —eightùi·eth adv.  & adj. 

eight·pen·ny nail (7tùpHnÙK n7l) n.  A nail 22 inches (6.4 centimeters) long.  

[From the former price per hundred.]

eight·vo (7tùvoÙ) n.  pl. eight·vos. Printing. See octavo.  [From 8vo, abbr. of 

OCTAVO.]

eight·y (7ùtK) n.  pl. eight·ies. 1. The cardinal number equal to 8 ∞ 10.  

2. eighties. a.  Often Eighties. The decade from 80 to 89 in a century.  b. A 

decade or the numbers from 80 to 89:  They were still active in their eighties. Before 

noon, the temperature shot into the eighties.   [Middle English eighti, from Old 

English eahtatig. See okto(u) in Appendix.] —eightùy adj.  & pron. 

eight·y-six  or 86 (7ùtK-sVksù) v.  tr. eight·y-sixed or 86·ed, eight·y-six·ing 

or 86·ing, eight·y-six·es or 86·es. Slang. 1. To refuse to serve (an unwelcome 

customer) at a bar or restaurant.  2. a. To throw out; eject.  b. To throw away; 

discard.   [Perhaps after Chumley’s bar and restaurant at 86 Bedford Street in 

Greenwich Village, New York City.]

Eijk·man (XkùmänÙ, 7kù-), Christiaan. 1858-1930.  Dutch hygienist and pathol-

ogist. He shared a 1929 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the nutrient, later called 

vitamin B1 or thiamine, that relieves beriberi. 

-ein suff.  A chemical compound related to a specified compound with a similar 

name ending in -in or -ine:  phthalein.  [Alteration of -IN.]

Eind·ho·ven (XntùhoÙvNn)  A city of southern Netherlands southeast of Rotter-

dam. Chartered in 1232, it was a major Allied objective in World War II. Popula-

tion, 192,854. 

ein·korn (XnùkôrnÙ) n.  A one-seeded wheat (Triticum monococcum) grown in 

arid regions. It was used as fodder during the Stone Age.  [German  : ein, one 



(from Old High German); see oi-no- in Appendix + Korn, grain (from Old High 

German); see gyN-no- in Appendix.]

Ein·stein (XnùstXnÙ), Albert. 1879-1955.  German-born American theoretical 

physicist whose special and general theories of relativity revolutionized modern 

thought on the nature of space and time and formed a theoretical base for the 

exploitation of atomic energy. He won a 1921 Nobel Prize for his explanation of 

the photoelectric effect. 

ein·stein·i·um (Xn-stXùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Es A synthetic transuranic element 

first produced by neutron irradiation of uranium in a thermonuclear explosion 

and now usually produced in the laboratory by irradiating plutonium and other 

elements. Its longest-lived isotope is Es 254 with a half-life of 276 days. Atomic 

number 99; melting point 860˚C.  [After Albert EINSTEIN.]

Eint·ho·ven (XntùhoÙvNn), Willem. 1860-1927.  Dutch physiologist. He won a 

1924 Nobel Prize for his contributions to electrocardiography. 

Eir·e (ârùN, XùrN, ârùK, XùrK)  See Ireland2. 
Ei·sen·ach (XùzNn-äkÙ, -äKHÙ)  A city of central Germany west of Erfurt. Johann 

Sebastian Bach was born in Eisenach in 1685, and Martin Luther studied here 

from 1498 to 1501. Population, 50,895. 

Ei·sen·how·er (XùzNn-houÙNr), Dwight David. Known as “Ike.” 1890-1969.  

American general and the 34th President of the United States (1953-1961). As 

supreme commander of the Allied Expeditionary Force (1943-1945) he launched 

the invasion of Normandy (June 6, 1944) and oversaw the final defeat of Ger-

many (1945). His presidency was marked by an end to the Korean War (1953), 

domestic racial problems, cold war with the Soviet Union, and a break in diplo-

matic relations with Cuba (1961). 

Ei·sen·how·er (XùzNn-houÙNr), Mamie Geneva Doud. 1896-1979.  First 

Lady of the United States (1953-1961) as the wife of President Dwight D. Eisen-

hower. She worked tirelessly to fulfill the growing number of commitments 

demanded of a First Lady. 

Ei·sen·staedt (XùzNn-st4tÙ), Alfred. 1898-1995.  German-born American pho-

tographer who pioneered photojournalism with his unposed documentary pho-

tographs of daily life and historic events. 

Ei·sen·stein (XùzNn-stXnÙ, 7ÙzyVn-sht7nù), Sergei Mikhailovich. 1898-1948.  

Soviet filmmaker considered among the most influential directors in the history 

of motion pictures. His films include Potemkin (1925) and Alexander Nevsky 

(1938), his first film with sound. 

eis·tedd·fod (7-stHthùvmd, X-stHthù-) n.  pl. eis·tedd·fods or eis·tedd·fod·au 
(7ÙstHth-vmdùX, XÙstHth-). An annual competitive festival of Welsh poets and musi-

cians.  [Welsh  : eistedd, sitting; see sed- in Appendix + bod, to be; see bheuN- in 

Appendix.]



ei·ther (KùthNr, XùthNr) pron.  The one or the other:  Which movie do you want to 

see? Either will be fine.   —  conj.  Used before the first of two or more coordinates 

or clauses linked by or:  Either we go now or we remain here forever.   —  adj.  

1. Any one of two; one or the other:  Wear either coat.  2. One and the other; 

each:  rings on either hand.   —  adv.  Likewise; also. Used as an intensive following 

negative statements:  If you don’t order a dessert, I won’t either.  [Middle English, 

from Old English <ther, <ghwæther. See kwo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The traditional rule holds that either should be used only to

refer to one of two items and that any is required when more than two items are

involved: Any (not either) of the three opposition candidates still in the race would

make a better president than the incumbent. But reputable writers have often vio-

lated this rule, and in any case it applies only to the use of either as a pronoun or

an adjective. When either is used as a conjunction no paraphrase with any is avail-

able, and so either is unexceptionable even when it applies to more than two claus-

es: Either the union will make a counteroffer or the original bid will be refused by

the board or the deal will go ahead as scheduled. • In either... or constructions, the

two conjunctions should be followed by parallel elements. The following is re-

garded as incorrect: You may either have the ring or the bracelet (properly, You may

have either the ring or the bracelet). The following is also incorrect: She can take

either the examination offered to all applicants or ask for a personal interview (prop-

erly, She can either take...). • When used as a pronoun, either is singular and takes

a singular verb: The two left-wing parties disagree with each other more than either

does (not do) with the right. When followed by of and a plural noun, either is often

used with a plural verb: Either of the parties have enough support to form a govern-

ment. But this usage is widely regarded as incorrect; in an earlier survey it was

rejected by 92 percent of the Usage Panel. • When all the elements in an either...

or construction (or a neither... nor construction) used as the subject of a sentence

are singular, the verb is singular: Either Eve or Herb has been invited. Analogously,

when all the elements in the either... or construction are plural, the verb is plural

too: Either the Clarks or the Kays have been invited. When the construction mixes

singular and plural elements, however, there is some confusion as to which form

the verb should take. It has sometimes been suggested that the verb should agree

with whichever noun phrase is closest to it; thus one would write Either Eve or the

Kays have been invited, but Either the Kays or Eve has been invited. This pattern is

accepted by 54 percent of the Usage Panel. Others have maintained that the con-

struction is fundamentally inconsistent whichever number is assigned to the verb

and that such sentences should be rewritten accordingly. As Wilson Follett put it:

“This [construction] is defensible, but a workmanlike writer may put his pride in

not writing sentences that need defending.” See Usage Note at every. See Usage



Note at neither. See Usage Note at or1.

ei·ther-or (KùthNr-ôrù, XùthNr-) n.  A strictly limited choice or division between 

only two options.   —  adj.  Of or characterized by a choice or division limited 

strictly between two options:  found ourselves in an either-or situation. 

e·jac·u·late (V-j4kùyN-l7tÙ) v.  e·jac·u·lat·ed, e·jac·u·lat·ing, e·jac·u·lates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To eject or discharge abruptly, especially to discharge (semen) in 

orgasm.  2. To utter suddenly and passionately; exclaim.   —  v.  intr. To eject 

semen.   —  n.  (V-j4kùyN-lVt) Semen ejaculated in orgasm.  [Latin Kiacul7rX, 
Kiacul7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + iacul7rX, to throw (from iaculum, dart); see yK- in Appen-

dix.] —e·jacùu·laÙtor n. 

e·jac·u·la·tion (V-j4kÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of ejaculating.  b. An abrupt 

discharge of fluid, especially of seminal fluid.   2. A sudden, short exclamation, 

especially a brief, pious utterance or prayer. 

e·jac·u·la·to·ry (V-j4kùyN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to physiological 

ejaculation.  2. Relating to or constituting a sudden, brief utterance; exclamatory. 

e·ject (V-jHktù) v.  e·ject·ed, e·ject·ing, e·jects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw out force-

fully; expel.  2. a. To compel to leave:  The patron of the bar was ejected for creat-

ing a disturbance.  b. To evict:  tenants who were ejected for violations of their lease.    
—  v.  intr. To make an emergency exit from an aircraft by deployment of an ejec-

tion seat or capsule.  [Middle English ejecten, from Latin Kicere, Kiect-  : K-, ex-, ex- 

+ iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.] —e·jectùa·ble adj.  —e·jecùtive adj.  

SYNONYMS: eject, expel, evict, dismiss, oust. These verbs mean to put out by

force. To eject is to throw or cast out from within: The fire ejected yellow flames

into the night sky. The heckler was ejected from the auditorium for creating a distur-

bance. Expel means to drive out or away; it implies permanent removal: expelled

the invaders from the country; expel a student from a university. Evict most com-

monly refers to the expulsion of persons from property, as for failing to live up

to the terms of a lease, by legal process: evicted the tenants to convert the building

into condominiums. Dismiss refers to putting someone or something out of one’s

mind (trying to dismiss his fears) or, in law, to refusing to give something, such as

an appeal or a complaint, further consideration (dismissed the case for lack of ev-

idence). Oust is applied chiefly to the removing of persons from a position, such

as a political office, by means lawful or otherwise: There were no grounds for oust-

ing the prime minister.

e·jec·ta (V-jHkùtN) pl.n.  Ejected matter, as that from an erupting volcano.  [New 

Latin eiecta, neuter pl. of Latin Kiectus, past participle of Kicere, to throw out. See 

EJECT.]



e·jec·tion (V-jHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of ejecting or the condition of being 

ejected.  2. Ejected matter. 

ejection capsule (V-jHkùshNn k4pùsNl) n.  A cockpit, usually fitted with sur-

vival gear, designed to eject the occupant clear of an aircraft during an in-flight 

emergency. 

ejection seat (V-jHkùshNn sKt) n.  A seat fitted with an explosive charge and 

designed to eject the occupant clear of an aircraft during an in-flight emergency. 

e·ject·ment (V-jHktùmNnt) n.  1. The act or an instance of ejecting; disposses-

sion.  2. Law. An action to regain possession of real estate held by another. 

e·jec·tor (V-jHkùtNr) n.  1. One that ejects, especially a device in a gun that ejects 

the empty shell after each firing.  2. A device using a jet of water, air, or steam to 

withdraw a fluid or gas from a space. 

eke1 (Kk) v.  tr. eked, ek·ing, ekes. 1. To supplement with great effort:  eked 

out an income by working two jobs.  2. To get with great effort or strain:  eke a bare 

existence from farming in an arid area.  3. To make (a supply) last by practicing 

strict economy.  [Middle English eken, to increase, from Old English Kcan. See 

aug- in Appendix.]

eke2 (Kk) adv.  Archaic. Also.  [Middle English, from Old English Kc.]

EKG abbr.  1. Electrocardiogram.  2. Electrocardiograph. 

e·kis·tics (V-kVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science of human settle-

ments, including city or community planning and design.  [Ultimately from 

Greek oikistikos, of settlements, from oikistKs, colonizer, founder, from oikizein, to 

settle, from oikos, house. See ECONOMY.] —e·kisùtic, e·kisùti·cal adj.  

—ekÙis·tiùcian (HkÙV-stVshùNn) n. 

ek·pwe·le (Hk-pw7ùlK, -l7) n.  A former unit of currency in Equatorial Guinea. 

el1 also ell (Hl) n.  The letter l. 

el2 (Hl) n.  Informal. An elevated railway. 

el. abbr.  Elevation. 

e·lab·o·rate (V-l4bùNr-Vt) adj.  1. Planned or executed with painstaking atten-

tion to numerous parts or details.  2. Intricate and rich in detail.   —  v.  

e·lab·o·rat·ed, e·lab·o·rat·ing, e·lab·o·rates (V-l4bùN-r7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

work out with care and detail; develop thoroughly.  2. To produce by effort; cre-

ate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become elaborate.  2. To express at greater length or in 

greater detail:  asked me to elaborate on my proposal.  [Latin Klabor7tus, past parti-

ciple of Klabor7re, to work out  : K-, ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + labor7re, to work 

(from labor, work).] —e·labùo·rate·ly adv.  —e·labùo·rate·ness n.  

—e·labÙo·raùtion n.  —e·labùo·raÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: elaborate, complicated, intricate. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “marked by complexity of detail”: an elaborate lace pattern; the

eye, a complicated organ; an intricate problem. 



ANTONYM: simple

El·a·gab·a·lus (HlÙN-g4bùN-lNs)  See Heliogabalus. 
E·laine (V-l7nù) n.  1. In Arthurian legend, a woman who died of unrequited love 

of Lancelot.  2. In Arthurian legend, the mother of Galahad by Lancelot. 

El Al·a·mein (Hl 4lÙN-m7nù, äÙlN-) also Al Al·a·mayn (4l 4lÙN-m7nù, äÙlN-)  A 

town of northern Egypt on the Mediterranean Sea. In a decisive battle of World 

War II the British forces under Bernard Montgomery defeated Erwin Rommel’s 

German troops here in November 1942. 

E·lam (KùlNm) also Su·si·a·na (suÙzK-äùnN, -4nùN)  An ancient country of south-

west Asia in present-day southwest Iran. It was established east of the Tigris River 

before 3000 B.C. and was known for its warlike people, traditionally thought to be 

descended from Noah’s son Shem. 

E·la·mite (KùlN-mXtÙ) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Elam.  2. The language of 

the ancient Elamites, of no known linguistic affiliation. 

é·lan (7-läNù, 7-länù) n.  1. Enthusiastic vigor and liveliness.  2. Distinctive style 

or flair.  [French, from Old French eslan, rush, from eslancer, to hurl  : es-, out 

(from Latin ex-); see EX- + lancer, to throw (from Late Latin lance7re, to throw a 

lance, from Latin lancea, lance).]

e·land (KùlNnd) n.  pl. eland also e·lands. Either of two large African antelopes 

(Taurotragus oryx or T. derbianus) having a light brown or grayish coat and spi-

rally twisted horns.  [Afrikaans, from Dutch, elk, from obsolete German Elend, of 

Baltic origin; akin to Lithuanian élnias, deer.]

élan vi·tal (7-läNù vK-t4lù) n.  The vital force hypothesized by Henri Bergson as a 

source of efficient causation and evolution in nature.  Also called life force 

[French  : élan, ardor + vital, vital.]

el·a·pid (HlùN-pVd) n.  Any of several venomous snakes of the family Elapidae, 

which includes the cobras, mambas, and coral snakes.   —  adj.  Of or belonging 

to the family Elapidae.  [From New Latin Elapidae, family name, from Medieval 

Greek elaps, elap-, fish, variant of Greek ellops.]

e·lapse (V-l4psù) v.  intr. e·lapsed, e·laps·ing, e·laps·es. To slip by; pass:  

Weeks elapsed before we could start renovating.   —  n.  Passage; lapse:  met again 

after an elapse of many years.  [Latin Kl7bX, Kl7ps-  : K, ex-, ex- + l7bX, to slip.]

e·lapsed time (V-l4pstù tXm) n.  Abbr. ET The measured duration of an event. 

E·la·ra (KùlNr-N) n.  The seventh largest moon of Jupiter and the 13th in distance 

from the planet.  [Greek, mother by Zeus of the giant Tityus.]

e·las·mo·branch (V-l4zùmN-br4ngkÙ) n.  Any of numerous fishes of the class 

Chondrichthyes, characterized by a cartilaginous skeleton and placoid scales and 

including the sharks, rays, and skates.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the class 

Chondrichthyes.  [From New Latin Elasmobranchii, former subclass name  : 



Greek elasmos, metal beaten out (from elaunein, elas-, to beat) + Late Latin bran-

chia, gill (from Latin branchiae, gills, from Greek brankhia).]

e·las·tase (V-l4sùt7s, -t7z) n.  An enzyme found especially in pancreatic juice that 

catalyzes the hydrolysis of elastin. 

e·las·tic (V-l4sùtVk) adj.  1. a. Easily resuming original shape after being stretched 

or expanded; flexible.  See Synonyms at flexible.  b. Springy; rebounding.   

2. Physics. Returning to or capable of returning to an initial form or state after 

deformation.  3. Quick to recover, as from disappointment:  an elastic spirit.  

4. Capable of adapting to change or a variety of circumstances.   —  n.  1. a. A 

flexible, stretchable fabric made with interwoven strands of rubber or an imita-

tive synthetic fiber.  b. An object made of this fabric.   2. A rubber band.  [New 

Latin elasticus, from Late Greek elastos, beaten, ductile, variant of Greek elatos, 

from elaunein, to beat out.] —e·lasùti·cal·ly adv. 

elastic collision (V-l4sùtVk kN-lVzhùNn) n.  Physics. A collision of particles in 

which the total kinetic energy of the particles is conserved. 

elastic fiber (V-l4sùtVk fXùbNr) n.  A thick, yellow connective-tissue fiber com-

posed principally of elastin and characterized by great elasticity. 

e·las·tic·i·ty (V-l4-stVsùV-tK, KÙl4-) n.  1. The condition or property of being elas-

tic; flexibility.  2. Physics. a. The property of returning to an initial form or state 

following deformation.  b. The degree to which this property is exhibited.  

e·las·ti·cized (V-l4sùtV-sXzdÙ) adj.  Made with strands or inserts of elastic:  slacks 

with an elasticized waistband. 

elastic tissue (V-l4sùtVk tVshùu) n.  A type of connective tissue consisting 

mainly of elastic fibers and found in the walls of arteries, in the dermis of the 

skin, and in certain ligaments and tendons. 

e·las·tin (V-l4sùtVn) n.  A protein similar to collagen that is the principal struc-

tural component of elastic fibers.  [ELAST(IC) + -IN.]

e·las·to·mer (V-l4sùtN-mNr) n.  Any of various polymers having the elastic prop-

erties of natural rubber.  [ELAST(IC) + -MER(E).] —e·lasÙto·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj. 

e·late (V-l7tù) v.  tr. e·lat·ed, e·lat·ing, e·lates. To make proud or joyful:  Her 

success elated the family.   —  adj.  Elated.  [From Latin Kl7tus, past participle of 

efferre, to bring out, exalt  : K-, ex-, ex- + l7tus, brought; see telN- in Appendix.] 
—e·laùtion n. 

e·lat·ed (V-l7ùtVd) adj.  Exultantly proud and joyful.   —e·latùed·ly adv.  

—e·latùed·ness n. 

el·a·ter (HlùN-tNr) n.  1. An elaterid beetle.  2. Botany. A tiny elongated structure 

that forces the dispersal of spores by the absorption of moisture. It is either a 

band attached to the spore, as in horsetails, or a filament occurring among the 

spores, as in liverworts.  [Greek elatKr, driver, from elaunein, to drive.]

e·lat·er·id (V-l4tùNr-Vd) n.  Any of numerous beetles of the family Elateridae, 

which includes the click beetles.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the family Elat-



eridae.  [From New Latin ElatKridae, family name, from Greek elatKr, driver. See 

ELATER.]

e·lat·er·ite (V-l4tùN-rXtÙ) n.  A brown-to-black, soft, elastic hydrocarbon resin.  

[ELATER, elasticity (obsolete) + -ITE
1.]

El·a·vil (HlùN-vVl)  A trademark used for a preparation of amitriptyline, an antide-

pressant drug. 

E layer (Kù l7ùNr) n.  A region of the ionosphere, occurring from about 90 to 150 

kilometers (55 to 95 miles) above Earth and influencing long-distance communi-

cations by strongly reflecting radio waves in the range from one to three mega-

hertz.  Also called E region, Heaviside layer, Kennelly-Heaviside layer. 

El·ba (HlùbN)  An island of Italy in the Tyrrhenian Sea between Corsica and the 

mainland. Napoleon Bonaparte spent his first period of exile here (May 1814-

February 1815). 

El·be (HlùbN, Hlb)  A river of Czech Republic and Germany flowing about 1,167 

km (725 mi) to the North Sea. It has been a major waterway since Roman times. 

El·bert (HlùbNrt), Mount. A peak, 4,402.1 m (14,433 ft) high, in the Sawatch 

Range of central Colorado. It is the highest elevation in the range and also the 

highest of the U.S. Rocky Mountains. 

El·bl3g (HlùblôngÙ, -blôngkÙ)  A city of northern Poland east-southeast of 

Gdadsk. It was founded by the Teutonic Knights in 1237 and passed through var-

ious hands before becoming part of Poland after World War II. Population, 

117,000. 

el·bow (HlùboÙ) n.  1. a. The joint or bend of the arm between the forearm and 

the upper arm.  b. The bony outer projection of this joint.   2. A joint, as of a bird 

or quadruped, corresponding to the human elbow.  3. Something having a bend 

or an angle similar to an elbow, especially: a. A length of pipe with a sharp bend 

in it.  b. A sharp bend in a river or road.    —  v.  el·bowed, el·bow·ing, 
el·bows.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To push or jostle (another or others) with the elbow.  

b. To shove (another or others) aside with the elbow.   2. To open up (a means of 

passage, for example) by or as if by use of the elbow:  She elbowed her way through 

the crowd.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make one’s way by pushing with the elbow.  2. To 

turn at an angle; bend:  The lane elbows to the left.   —idioms. at (one’s) 
elbow. Close at hand; nearby.  out at the elbows. 2. Poorly dressed.  

3. Lacking money.  [Middle English elbowe, from Old English elnboga. See el- in 

Appendix.]

el·bow-bend·er (Hlùbo-bHnÙdNr) n.  Slang. One who habitually indulges in the 

drinking of alcoholic beverages.   —elùbow-bendÙing (-bHnÙdVng) adj.  & n. 

elbow grease (HlùboÙ grKs) n.  Informal. Strenuous physical labor and effort. 

el·bow·room (Hlùbo-rumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  1. Room to move around or work 

freely.  2. Ample scope:  elbowroom to experiment.  See Synonyms at room. 



El·brus (Hl-brusù), Mount. A peak, 5,645.6 m (18,510 ft) high, in the Caucasus 

Mountains of northwest Georgia. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

El·burz Mountains (Hl-btrzù mounùtNnz)  A range of northern Iran rising 

to 5,774.9 m (18,934 ft) at Mount Damavand, the highest point in the country. 

El Ca·jon (Hl kN-honù)  A city of southern California, an industrial and residen-

tial suburb of San Diego. Population, 88,693. 

El Cap·i·tan (Hl k4pÙV-t4nù)  A peak, 2,308.5 m (7,569 ft) high, in the Sierra 

Nevada of central California. Its dramatic exposed monolith rises some 1,098 m 

(3,600 ft) above the floor of the Yosemite Valley. 

El Cen·tro (Hl sHnùtro)  A city of southern California in the Imperial Valley near 

the Mexican border. It is a shipping point for fruits and vegetables. Population, 

31,384. 

El Cer·ri·to (Hl sN-rKùto)  A city of western California on San Francisco Bay 

north of Oakland. It is mainly residential. Population, 22,731. 

El·che (HlùchH)  A city of southeast Spain southwest of Alicante. An ancient 

Roman colony, it was held by the Moors from the 8th to the 13th century. Popula-

tion, 144,600. 

El·da (HlùdN, -dä)  A city of southeast Spain west-northwest of Alicante. It is a 

manufacturing center in an agricultural area. Population, 55,322. 

eld·er1 (HlùdNr) adj.  1. Greater than another in age or seniority.  2. Superior to 

another or others, as in rank.   —  n.  1. An older person.  2. An older, influential 

member of a family, tribe, or community.  3. One of the governing officers of a 

church, often having pastoral or teaching functions.  4. Mormon Church. A mem-

ber of the higher order of priesthood.  [Middle English eldre, from Old English 

eldra. See al-2 in Appendix.] —elùder·shipÙ n.  

USAGE NOTE: Elder and eldest generally apply to persons, unlike older and old-

est, which also apply to things. Elder and eldest are used principally with reference

to seniority: elder sister; elder statesman; John the Elder.

el·der2 (HlùdNr) n.  Any of various shrubs or small trees of the genus Sambucus, 

having clusters of small white flowers and red or purplish-black berrylike fruit.  

[Middle English eldre, from Old English ellærn.]

el·der·ber·ry (HlùdNr-bHrÙK) n.  1. The small, edible, purplish-black fruit of the 

common American elder (Sambucus canadensis), sometimes used to make wine 

or preserves.  2. A shrub or tree that bears elderberries. 

eld·er·care (HlùdNr-kârÙ) n.  Social and medical programs and facilities intended 

for the care and maintenance of the aged.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  eldercare issues; eldercare resources. 

eld·er·ly (HlùdNr-lK) adj.  1. Being past middle age and approaching old age; 

rather old.  2. Of, relating to, or characteristic of older persons or life in later 



years.   —  n.  1. pl. eld·er·lies. An elderly person.  2. pl. elderly. (used with a pl. 

verb). Older people considered as a group. Often used with the:  special recre-

ational programs for the elderly.   —elùder·li·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: elderly, old, aged, venerable, superannuated. These adjectives are

compared as they mean far along in years or life. One who is elderly is between

middle age and old age: Elderly residents of the city could still recall the construction

of the first skyscraper. Old implies advanced years: “an old man’s eagle mind” (Wil-

liam Butler Yeats). “There are so few who can grow old with a good grace” (Richard

Steele). Aged emphasizes old age and usually suggests infirmity: The Western world

has yet to respect the aged members of its society as the Japanese do. One who is

venerable commands respect by virtue of dignity and age: “a venerable-looking

man, with white hair and beard and a face of great sagacity” (Samuel Butler). Su-

perannuated applies to one who has reached the age of retirement and has been

pensioned (a superannuated civil servant); the term can also refer to one too old

for use, work, or service: “He left the house... for the support of twelve superannu-

ated wool carders” (Anthony Trollope).

elder statesman (HlùdNr st7tsùmNn) n.  A prominent, highly experienced 

older person, especially a retired official acting as an unofficial adviser. 

eld·est (HlùdVst) adj.  Greatest in age or seniority.  See Usage Note at elder1.  
[Middle English, from Old English eldesta. See al-2 in Appendix.]

eldest hand (HlùdVst h4nd) n.  Games. The player first to receive cards dealt. 

El Di·en·te Peak (Hl dK-HnùtK)  A mountain, 4,318.5 m (14,159 ft) high, in the 

Rocky Mountains of southwest Colorado. 

El Do·ra·do1 (Hl dN-räùdo)  1. A vaguely defined historical region and city of 

the New World, often thought to be in northern South America. Fabled for its 

great wealth of gold and precious jewels, it was eagerly sought after by 16th- and 

17th-century explorers, including Sir Walter Raleigh.  2. A city of southern 

Arkansas near the Louisiana border south-southwest of Little Rock. Oil was dis-

covered nearby in 1921. Population, 23,146. 

El Do·ra·do2 (Hl dN-räùdo) n.  A place of fabulous wealth or inordinately great 

opportunity.  [After El Dorado1.]

el·dritch (HlùdrVch) adj.  Strange or unearthly; eerie.  [Perhaps Middle English 

*elriche : Old English el-, strange, other; see al-1 in Appendix + Old English rXce, 

realm; see reg- in Appendix.]

E·le·a (KùlK-N) also Ve·li·a (vKùlK-N)  An ancient Greek colony of southern Italy 

near the Gulf of Salerno. Reputedly founded by Xenophanes, it was the center of 

the Eleatic school of philosophy. 

El·ea·nor of Aq·ui·taine (HlùN-nNr ƒv 4kùwV-t7nÙ, -nôrÙ; 4kùwV-t7nÙ), 1122?-

1204.  Queen of France (1137-1152) and England (1152-1204). Her marriage to 



Louis VII of France was annulled in 1152, and shortly afterward she married 

Henry II of England. 

Eleanor of Cas·tile (HlùN-nNr ƒv kN-stKlù), 1246?-1290.  Queen of England 

(1274-1290) as the wife of Edward I, whom she accompanied on a crusade (1270-

1273). 

Eleanor of Pro·vence (HlùN-nNr ƒv pro-väNsù), 1223?-1291.  Queen of 

England (1236-1272) as the wife of Henry III. On the accession of her son 

Edward I (1272), she entered a nunnery and there lived out her life. 

El·e·at·ic (HlÙK-4tùVk) adj.  Philosophy. Of or characteristic of the school of philos-

ophy founded by Xenophanes and Parmenides and holding the belief that immu-

table being is the only knowable reality and that change is the subject of mere 

opinion.  [Latin Ele7ticus, from Greek Eleatikos, from Elea.] —ElÙe·aùtic n.  

—ElÙe·atùi·cism (-V-sVzÙNm) n. 

elec. abbr.  1. Electric; electrical.  2. Electrician.  3. Electricity. 

el·e·cam·pane (HlÙV-k4m-p7nù) n.  A tall, coarse plant (Inula helenium) native 

to central Asia, having rayed yellow flower heads. The roots are used medicinally.  

[Middle English elecampana : Old English elene (from Medieval Latin enula, from 

Latin inula, from Greek helenion); see wel-2 in Appendix + Medieval Latin 

camp7na, of the field (from Latin camp7nea, feminine of camp7neus, from cam-

pus, field).]

e·lect (V-lHktù) v.  e·lect·ed, e·lect·ing, e·lects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To select by vote 

for an office or for membership.  2. To pick out; select:  elect an art course.  See 

Synonyms at choose.  3. To decide, especially by preference:  elected to take the 

summer off.  4. Theology. To select by divine will for salvation.   —  v.  intr. To 

make a choice or selection.   —  adj.  1. Chosen deliberately; singled out.  

2. a. Elected but not yet installed. Often used in combination:  the governor-elect.  

b. Chosen for marriage. Often used in combination:  the bride-elect.   3. Theology. 

Selected by divine will for salvation.   —  n.  1. One that is chosen or selected.  

2. Theology. One selected by divine will for salvation.  3. (used with a pl. verb). An 

exclusive group of people. Used with the:  one of the elect who have power inside the 

government.  [Middle English electen, from Latin Kligere, KlKct-, to select  : K-, ex-, 

ex- + legere, to choose; see leg- in Appendix.]

e·lect·a·ble (V-lHkùtN-bNl) adj.  Fit or able to be elected, especially to public 

office:  an electable candidate.   —e·lectÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

e·lec·tion (V-lHkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or power of electing.  b. The fact of 

being elected.   2. The right or ability to make a choice.  See Synonyms at choice.  
3. Theology. Predestined salvation, especially as conceived by Calvinists. 

E·lec·tion Day (V-lHkùshNn d7) n.  A day set by law for the election of public 

officials. 



e·lec·tion·eer (V-lHkÙshN-nîrù) v.  intr. e·lec·tion·eered, e·lec·tion·eer·ing, 
e·lec·tion·eers. To work actively for a candidate or political party.   —e·lecÙ-
tion·eerùer n. 

e·lec·tive (V-lHkùtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to a selection by vote.  2. Filled or 

obtained by election:  elective office.  3. Having the power or authority to elect; 

electoral.  4. Permitting or involving a choice; optional:  elective surgery.   —  n.  

An optional academic course or subject.   —e·lecùtive·ly adv.  —e·lecù-
tive·ness n. 

e·lec·tor (V-lHkùtNr) n.  1. A qualified voter in an election.  2. A member of the 

Electoral College of the United States.  3. One of the German princes of the Holy 

Roman Empire entitled to elect the emperor. 

e·lec·tor·al (V-lHkùtNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or composed of electors.  2. Of 

or relating to election.   —e·lecùtor·al·ly adv. 

E·lec·tor·al College (V-lHkùtNr-Nl kmlùVj) n.  A body of electors chosen to elect 

the President and Vice President of the United States. 

e·lec·tor·ate (V-lHkùtNr-Vt) n.  1. A body of qualified voters.  2. The dignity or 

territory of an elector of the Holy Roman Empire. 

electr- pref.  Variant of electro-. 
E·lec·tra (V-lHkùtrN) n.  Greek Mythology. A daughter of Clytemnestra and 

Agamemnon who with her brother Orestes avenged the murder of Agamemnon 

by killing their mother and her lover, Aegisthus. 

Electra complex (V-lHkùtrN kNm-plHksù) n.  In psychoanalysis, a daughter’s 

unconscious libidinal desire for her father. 

e·lec·tret (V-lHkùtrVt) n.  A solid dielectric that exhibits persistent dielectric 

polarization.  [ELECTR(ICITY) + (MAGN)ET.]

e·lec·tric (V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  1.  Also e·lec·tri·cal (-trV-kNl). Abbr. elec. Of, relating 

to, or operated by electricity:  electric current; an electrical appliance.  

2. a. Emotionally exciting; thrilling:  gave an electric reading of the play.  

b. Exceptionally tense; highly charged with emotion:  an atmosphere electric with 

suspicion.    —  n.  An electrically powered machine or vehicle:  The lawn mower is 

an electric.  [New Latin Klectricus, deriving from amber, as by rubbing, from Latin 

Klectrum, amber, from Greek Klektron.] —e·lecùtri·cal·ly adv. 

electrical engineering (ibreve/-lHkùtrV-kNl HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  Abbr. E.E. The 

branch of engineering that deals with the technology of electricity, especially the 

design and application of circuitry and equipment for power generation and dis-

tribution, machine control, and communications.   —electrical engineer n. 

electrical storm (ibreve/-lHkùtrV-kNl stôrm) n.  A thunderstorm. 

electric arc (V-lHkùtrVk ärk) n.  Electricity. An arc. 

electric chair (V-lHkùtrVk châr) n.  1. A chair used in the electrocution of a pris-

oner sentenced to death by law.  2. Execution by means of electrocution.  3. The 

sentence of death by electrocution. 



electric eel (V-lHkùtrVk Kl) n.  A long, eellike freshwater fish (Electrophorus elec-

tricus) of northern South America, having organs capable of producing a power-

ful electric discharge. 

electric eye (V-lHkùtrVk X) n.  See photoelectric cell. 
electric field (V-lHkùtrVk fKld) n.  A region of space characterized by the exist-

ence of a force generated by electric charge. 

electric guitar (V-lHkùtrVk gV-tärù) n.  Music. A guitar that transmits tones to an 

amplifier by means of an electronic pickup placed under the strings. 

e·lec·tri·cian (V-lHk-trVshùNn, KÙlHk-) n.  Abbr. elec. One whose occupation is the 

installation, maintenance, repair, or operation of electric equipment and cir-

cuitry. 

electric intensity (V-lHkùtrVk Vn-tHnùsV-tK) n.  The ratio of the electrostatic 

force exerted on a body to the charge on the body. 

e·lec·tric·i·ty (V-lHk-trVsùV-tK, KÙlHk-) n.  Abbr. elec. 1. a. The physical phenom-

ena arising from the behavior of electrons and protons that is caused by the 

attraction of particles with opposite charges and the repulsion of particles with 

the same charge.  b. The physical science of such phenomena.   2. Electric current 

used or regarded as a source of power.  3. Intense, contagious emotional excite-

ment.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  electricity bills; 

electricity costs. 

electric light (V-lHkùtrVk lXt) n.  1. A light that uses electricity to produce illumi-

nation.  Also called electric lamp 2. Illumination produced electrically. 

electric moment (V-lHkùtrVk moùmNnt) n.  The dipole moment of an electric 

dipole. 

electric motor (V-lHkùtrVk moùtNr) n.  A motor powered by electricity. 

E·lec·tric Peak (V-lHkùtrVk pKk)  A mountain, 3,402.3 m (11,155 ft) high, in the 

Gallatin Range of southern Montana near the Wyoming border. It is the highest 

elevation in the range. 

electric ray (V-lHkùtrVk r7) n.  Any of various tropical or subtropical marine 

fishes of the family Torpedinidae, having a rounded body and a pair of organs 

capable of producing an electric discharge, which is used to stun or kill prey.  Also 

called crampfish, numbfish, torpedo. 

electric razor (V-lHkùtrVk r7ùzNr) n.  A shaver powered by electricity. 

e·lec·tri·fy (V-lHkùtrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. e·lec·tri·fied, e·lec·tri·fy·ing, e·lec·tri·fies. 
1. To produce electric charge on or in (a conductor).  2. a. To wire or equip (a 

building, for example) for the use of electric power.  b. To provide with electric 

power.  c. Music. To amplify (music) by electronic means.   3. To thrill, startle 

greatly, or shock:  a powerful performance that electrified the audience.  [ELECTRI(C) 

+ -FY.] —e·lecÙtri·fiùa·ble adj.  —e·lecÙtri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—e·lecùtri·fiÙer n.  —e·lecÙtri·fyùing·ly adv. 



electro-  or electr- pref.  1. a. Electricity:  electromagnet  b. Electric; electri-

cally:  electrocute.   2. Electrolysis:  electrodeposit.  3. Electron:  electronegative.  

[New Latin Klectro-, from Latin Klectrum, amber, from Greek Klektron.]

e·lec·tro·a·cous·tics (V-lHkÙtro-N-kuùstVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

science that deals with the interaction or interconversion of electric and acoustic 

phenomena.   —e·lecÙtro·a·cousùtic adj.  —e·lecÙtro·a·cousùtic·al·ly adv. 

e·lec·tro·a·nal·y·sis (V-lHkÙtro-N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. e·lec·tro·a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 
Chemical analysis using electrolytic techniques.   —e·lecÙtro·anÙa·lytùic (-4nÙN-

lVtùVk), e·lecÙtro·anÙa·lytùi·cal adj. 

e·lec·tro·car·di·o·gram (V-lHkÙtro-kärùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. ECG, EKG The 

curve traced by an electrocardiograph.  Also called cardiogram 

e·lec·tro·car·di·o·graph (V-lHkÙtro-kärùdK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  Abbr. ECG, EKG An 

instrument used in the detection and diagnosis of heart abnormalities that mea-

sures electrical potentials on the body surface and generates a record of the elec-

trical currents associated with heart muscle activity.  Also called cardiograph  
—e·lecÙtro·carÙdi·o·graphùic (-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—e·lecÙtro·carÙdi·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —e·lecÙtro·carÙdi·ogùra·phy (-

kärÙdK-mgùrN-fK) n. 

e·lec·tro·chem·i·cal cell (V-lHkÙtro-kHmùV-kNl sHl) n.  See cell (n., sense 5a). 

e·lec·tro·chem·is·try (V-lHkÙtro-kHmùV-strK) n.  The science of the interaction 

or interconversion of electric and chemical phenomena.   
—e·lecÙtro·chemùi·cal·ly adv.  —e·lecÙtro·chemùist n. 

e·lec·tro·co·ag·u·la·tion (V-lHkÙtro-ko-4gÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Medicine. Thera-

peutic use of a high-frequency electric current to bring about the coagulation and 

destruction of tissue. 

e·lec·tro·con·vul·sive therapy (V-lHkÙtro-kNn-vƒlùsVv thHrùN-pK) n.  Abbr. 

ECT Administration of electric current to the brain through electrodes placed on 

the head in order to induce unconsciousness and brief convulsions, used in the 

treatment of certain mental disorders, especially acute depression.  Also called 

electroshock, electroshock therapy. 

e·lec·tro·cute (V-lHkùtrN-kyutÙ) v.  tr. e·lec·tro·cut·ed, e·lec·tro·cut·ing, 
e·lec·tro·cutes. 1. To kill with electricity:  a worker who was electrocuted by a 

high-tension wire.  2. To execute (a condemned prisoner) by means of electricity.  

[ELECTRO- + (EXE)CUTE.] —e·lecÙtro·cuùtion (-kyuùshNn) n. 

e·lec·trode (V-lHkùtrodÙ) n.  1. A solid electric conductor through which an 

electric current enters or leaves an electrolytic cell or other medium.  2. A collec-

tor or emitter of electric charge or of electric-charge carriers, as in a semiconduct-

ing device. 

e·lec·tro·de·pos·it (V-lHkÙtro-dV-pmzùVt) v.  tr. e·lec·tro·de·pos·it·ed, 
e·lec·tro·de·pos·it·ing, e·lec·tro·de·pos·its. To deposit (a dissolved or sus-



pended substance) on an electrode by electrolysis.   —  n.  The substance so 

deposited.   —e·lecÙtro·depÙo·siùtion (-dHpÙN-zVshùNn, -dKÙpN-) n. 

e·lec·tro·der·mal (V-lHkÙtro-dûrùmNl) adj.  Of or relating to the electrical 

properties of the skin. 

e·lec·tro·di·al·y·sis (V-lHkÙtro-dX-4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. e·lec·tro·di·al·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 
Dialysis at a rate increased by the application of an electric potential across the 

dialysis membrane, used especially to remove electrolytes from a colloidal sus-

pension. 

e·lec·tro·dy·nam·ics (V-lHkÙtro-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

physics of the relationship between electric current and magnetic or mechanical 

phenomena.   —e·lecÙtro·dy·namùic adj. 

e·lec·tro·dy·na·mom·e·ter (V-lHkÙtro-dXÙnN-mmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument 

that measures electric current by indicating the level of magnetic attraction or 

repulsion between a fixed and a movable coil, one of which carries the current to 

be measured. 

e·lec·tro·en·ceph·a·lo·gram (V-lHkÙtro-Hn-sHfùN-lN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. EEG A 

graphic record of the electrical activity of the brain as recorded by an electroen-

cephalograph.  Also called encephalogram 

e·lec·tro·en·ceph·a·lo·graph (V-lHkÙtro-Hn-sHfùN-lN-gr4fÙ) n.  Abbr. EEG An 

instrument that measures electrical potentials on the scalp and generates a record 

of the electrical activity of the brain.  Also called encephalograph  
—e·lecÙtro·en·cephÙa·lo·graphùic adj.  —e·lecÙtro·en·cephÙa·logùra·phy 
(-lmgùrN-fK) n. 

e·lec·tro·form (V-lHkùtrN-fôrmÙ) v.  tr. e·lec·tro·formed, e·lec·tro·form·ing, 
e·lec·tro·forms. To produce or reproduce (an object) by electrodeposition on a 

mold. 

e·lec·tro·gas·dy·nam·ics (V-lHkÙtrN-g4sÙdX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. 

verb). Abbr. EGD Generation of electrical energy based on the conversion of the 

kinetic energy contained in a high-pressure, ionized, moving combustion gas.   
—e·lecÙtro·gasÙdy·namùic adj. 

e·lec·tro·gen·e·sis (V-lHkÙtrN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Production of electrical impulses in 

living organisms or tissues.   —e·lecÙtro·genùic adj. 

e·lec·tro·graph (V-lHkùtrN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. An electrically produced graph or trac-

ing.  2. Equipment used to produce such a graph or tracing in facsimile transmis-

sion. 

e·lec·tro·hy·drau·lic (V-lHkÙtro-hX-drôùlVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving a 

combination of electric and hydraulic mechanisms.   
—e·lecÙtro·hy·drauùli·cal·ly adv. 

e·lec·tro·kin·et·ics (V-lHkÙtro-kV-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The elec-

trodynamics of heating effects and current distribution in electric networks. 



e·lec·trol·o·gist (V-lHk-trmlùN-jVst, KÙlHk-) n.  One who removes body hair by 

means of an electric current. 

e·lec·tro·lu·mi·nes·cence (V-lHkÙtro-luÙmN-nHsùNns) n.  1. Direct conver-

sion of electric energy to light by a solid phosphor subjected to an alternating 

electric field.  2. Emission of light caused by electric discharge in a gas.   
—e·lecÙtro·luÙmi·nesùcent adj. 

e·lec·trol·y·sis (V-lHk-trmlùV-sVs, KÙlHk-) n.  1. Chemical change, especially 

decomposition, produced in an electrolyte by an electric current.  2. Destruction 

of living tissue, especially of hair roots, by means of an electric current applied 

with a needle-shaped electrode. 

e·lec·tro·lyte (V-lHkùtrN-lXtÙ) n.  1. A chemical compound that ionizes when dis-

solved or molten to produce an electrically conductive medium.  2. Physiology. 

Any of various ions, such as sodium, potassium, or chloride, required by cells to 

regulate the electric charge and flow of water molecules across the cell membrane. 

e·lec·tro·lyt·ic (V-lHkÙtrN-lVtùVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to electrolysis.  

b. Produced by electrolysis.   2. Of or relating to electrolytes.   
—e·lecÙtro·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

electrolytic cell (V-lHkÙtrN-lVtùVk sHl) n.  1. A cell containing an electrolyte 

through which an externally generated electric current is passed by a system of 

electrodes in order to produce an electrochemical reaction.  2. A cell containing 

an electrolyte in which an electrochemical reaction produces an electromotive 

force. 

e·lec·tro·lyze (V-lHkùtrN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. e·lec·tro·lyzed, e·lec·tro·lyz·ing, 
e·lec·tro·lyz·es. To cause to decompose by electrolysis. 

e·lec·tro·mag·net (V-lHkÙtro-m4gùnVt) n.  A magnet consisting essentially of a 

coil of insulated wire wrapped around a soft iron core that is magnetized only 

when current flows through the wire. 

e·lec·tro·mag·net·ic (V-lHkÙtro-m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  Abbr. EM Of or exhibiting 

electromagnetism.   —e·lecÙtro·mag·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

electromagnetic field (V-lHkÙtro-m4g-nHtùVk fKld) n.  The field of force 

associated with electric charge in motion, having both electric and magnetic com-

ponents and containing a definite amount of electromagnetic energy. 

electromagnetic pulse (V-lHkÙtro-m4g-nHtùVk pƒls) n.  Abbr. EMP The pulse 

of intense electromagnetic radiation generated by a nuclear explosion high above 

Earth. 

electromagnetic spectrum (V-lHkÙtro-m4g-nHtùVk spHkùtrNm) n.  The 

entire range of radiation extending in frequency from approximately 1023 hertz to 

0 hertz or, in corresponding wavelengths, from 10–13 centimeter to infinity and 

including, in order of decreasing frequency, cosmic-ray photons, gamma rays, x-

rays, ultraviolet radiation, visible light, infrared radiation, microwaves, and radio 

waves. 



electromagnetic unit (V-lHkÙtro-m4g-nHtùVk yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. emu Any of 

various systems of units for electricity and magnetism based on a system of equa-

tions in which the permeability of free space is taken as unity and by means of 

which the abampere is defined as the fundamental unit of current. 

electromagnetic wave (V-lHkÙtro-m4g-nHtùVk w7v) n.  A wave of energy 

having a frequency within the electromagnetic spectrum and propagated as a 

periodic disturbance of the electromagnetic field when an electric charge oscil-

lates or accelerates. 

e·lec·tro·mag·net·ism (V-lHkÙtro-m4gùnV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Magnetism produced 

by electric charge in motion.  2. The physics of electricity and magnetism. 

e·lec·tro·mech·an·i·cal (V-lHkÙtro-mN-k4nùV-kNl) adj.  Relating to a mechani-

cal device or system that is actuated or controlled by electricity. 

e·lec·tro·met·al·lur·gy (V-lHkÙtro-mHtùl-ûrÙjK) n.  The use of electric and 

electrolytic processes to purify metals or reduce metallic compounds to metals.   
—e·lecÙtro·metÙal·lurùgi·cal adj. 

e·lec·trom·e·ter (V-lHkÙtrmmùV-tNr, KÙlHk-) n.  An instrument for measuring 

voltage. 

e·lec·tro·mo·tive (V-lHkÙtro-moùtVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or producing electric 

current. 

electromotive force (V-lHkÙtro-moùtVv fôrs) n.  Abbr. emf, EMF The energy 

per unit charge that is converted reversibly from chemical, mechanical, or other 

forms of energy into electrical energy in a battery or dynamo. 

e·lec·tro·my·o·gram (H-lHkÙtro-mXùo-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. EMG A graphic record 

of the electrical activity of a muscle as recorded by an electromyograph. 

e·lec·tro·my·o·graph (V-lHk-tro-mXùN-grafÙ) n.  An instrument used in the 

diagnosis of neuromuscular disorders that produces an audio or visual record of 

the electrical activity of a skeletal muscle by means of an electrode inserted into 

the muscle or placed on the skin.   —e·lecÙtro·myÙo·graphùic adj.  

—e·lecÙtro·myÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —e·lecÙtro·my·ogùra·phy (-mX-mgùrN-

fK) n. 

e·lec·tron (V-lHkùtrmnÙ) n.  Abbr. e A stable subatomic particle in the lepton fam-

ily having a rest mass of 9.1066 ∞ 10–28 gram and a unit negative electric charge of 

approximately 1.602 ∞ 10–19 coulomb.  [ELECTR(IC) + -ON
1.]

e·lec·tro·neg·a·tive (V-lHkÙtro-nHgùN-tVv) adj.  1. Having a negative electric 

charge.  2. Tending to attract electrons to form a chemical bond.  3. Capable of 

acting as a negative electrode. 

electron gun (V-lHkùtrmnÙ gƒn) n.  The electrode, especially in a cathode-ray 

tube, that produces a beam of accelerated electrons. 

electron hole (V-lHkùtrmnÙ hol) n.  Physics. See hole (n., sense 9). 

e·lec·tron·ic (V-lHk-trmnùVk, KÙlHk-) adj.  1. Of or relating to electrons.  2. Of, 

relating to, based on, operated by, or otherwise involving the controlled conduc-



tion of electrons or other charge carriers, especially in a vacuum, gas, or semicon-

ducting material.  3. Of or relating to electronics.   —e·lecÙtronùi·cal·ly adv. 

electronic fetal monitor (V-lHk-trmnùVk fKtùl mmnùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. EFM An 

electronic device used during labor to monitor fetal heartbeat and maternal uter-

ine contractions. 

electronic flash (V-lHk-trmnùVk fl4sh) n.  A portable flash lamp for photogra-

phy that uses a capacitor as a power source. 

electronic mail (V-lHk-trmnùVk m7l) n.  Computer Science. Messages sent and 

received electronically via telecommunication links, as between microcomputers 

or terminals.  Also called E-mail 

electronic music (V-lHk-trmnùVk myuùzVk) n.  Music. Music produced or 

altered by electronic means, as by a tape recorder or synthesizer. 

e·lec·tron·ics (V-lHkÙtrmnùVks, KÙlHk-) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The science 

and technology of electronic phenomena.  2. (used with a pl. verb). Electronic 

devices and systems:  The electronics aboard the new aircraft are very sophisticated. 

electronic stylus (V-lHk-trmnùVk stXùlNs) n.  Computer Science. See light pen. 
electron lens (V-lHkùtrmnÙ lHnz) n.  Any of various devices that use an electric 

or a magnetic field to focus a beam of electrons. 

electron micrograph (V-lHkùtrmnÙ mXùkrN-gr4fÙ) n.  A micrograph made by 

an electron microscope. 

electron microscope (V-lHkùtrmnÙ mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  Abbr. EM Any of a class 

of microscopes that use electrons rather than visible light to produce magnified 

images, especially of objects having dimensions smaller than the wavelengths of 

visible light, with linear magnification approaching or exceeding a million (106). 

electron microscopy (V-lHkùtrmnÙ mX-krmsùkN-pK) n.  Microscopy involving 

use of an electron microscope.   —electron microscopist n. 

electron multiplier (V-lHkùtrmnÙ mƒlùtN-plXÙNr) n.  A vacuum tube in which a 

single electron produces a large number of secondary electrons by collision with 

an anode, the process generally being repeated through a number of stages to 

achieve great amplification of current. 

electron neutrino (V-lHkùtrmnÙ nu-trKùno) n.  A stable elementary particle in 

the lepton family having a mass very close to zero and no charge. 

electron optics (V-lHkùtrmnÙ mpùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science of 

the control of electron motion by electron lenses in systems or under conditions 

analogous to those involving or affecting visible light. 

electron pair (V-lHkùtrmnÙ pâr) n.  1. Two electrons functioning or regarded as 

functioning in concert, especially two electrons that form a nonpolar covalent 

bond between atoms.  2. The combination of an electron and a positron as pro-

duced by a high-energy photon. 

electron transport (V-lHkùtrmnÙ tr4ns-pôrtù) n.  Biochemistry. The successive 

passage of electrons from one cytochrome or flavoprotein to another by a series 



of oxidation-reduction reactions during the aerobic production of ATP, with the 

electrons originating from an oxidizable substrate and ultimately being passed to 

molecular oxygen. The oxidation-reduction reactions generate the energy 

required for the production of ATP. 

electron tube (V-lHkùtrmnÙ tub) n.  A sealed enclosure, either highly evacuated 

or containing a controlled quantity of gas, in which electrons can be made suffi-

ciently mobile to act as the principal carriers of current between at least one pair 

of electrodes. 

electron volt (V-lHkùtrmnÙ volt) n.  Abbr. eV A unit of energy equal to the 

energy acquired by an electron falling through a potential difference of one volt, 

approximately 1.602 ∞ 10–19 joule.  See Table at measurement. 
e·lec·tro·phile (V-lHkùtrN-fXlÙ) n.  A chemical compound or group that is 

attracted to electrons and tends to accept electrons. 

e·lec·tro·pho·rese (V-lHkÙtro-fN-rHsù) v.  tr. e·lec·tro·pho·resed, 
e·lec·tro·pho·res·ing, e·lec·tro·pho·res·es. To subject to electrophoresis.  

[Back-formation from ELECTROPHORESIS.]

e·lec·tro·pho·re·sis (V-lHkÙtro-fN-rKùsVs) n.  1. The migration of charged col-

loidal particles or molecules through a solution under the influence of an applied 

electric field usually provided by immersed electrodes.  Also called cataphoresis 

2. A method of separating substances, especially proteins, and analyzing molecu-

lar structure based on the rate of movement of each component in a colloidal sus-

pension while under the influence of an electric field.   —e·lecÙtro·pho·retùic (-

rHtùVk) adj. 

e·lec·tro·pho·ret·o·gram (V-lHkÙtro-fN-rHtùN-gr4mÙ) n.  A record of the 

results of an electrophoresis, such as a filter paper on which the components of a 

mixture are deposited as they migrate under the influence of an electric field.  

[ELECTROPHORET(IC) + -GRAM.]

e·lec·troph·o·rus (V-lHkÙtrmfùNr-Ns, KÙlHk-) n.  pl. e·lec·troph·o·ri (-N-rXÙ, -N-

rKÙ). An apparatus for generating static electricity, consisting of a hard rubber 

disk that is given a negative charge by friction and a metal plate that is given a net 

positive charge by induction when in contact with the disk.  [New Latin  : ELEC-

TRO- + Greek -phoros, -phorous.]

e·lec·tro·phys·i·ol·o·gy (V-lHkÙtro-fVzÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The branch of physiol-

ogy that studies the relationship between electric phenomena and bodily pro-

cesses.  2. The electric activity associated with a bodily part or function.   
—e·lecÙtro·physÙi·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), e·lecÙtro·physÙi·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  

adj.  —e·lecÙtro·physÙi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —e·lecÙtro·physÙi·olùo·gist n. 

e·lec·tro·plate (V-lHkùtrN-pl7tÙ) v.  tr. e·lec·tro·plat·ed, e·lec·tro·plat·ing, 
e·lec·tro·plates. To coat or cover with a thin layer of metal by electrodeposition. 



e·lec·tro·pos·i·tive (V-lHkÙtro-pmzùV-tVv) adj.  1. Having a positive electric 

charge.  2. Capable of acting as a positive electrode.  3. Tending to release elec-

trons to form a chemical bond. 

e·lec·tro·re·cep·tor (V-lHkÙtro-rV-sHpùtNr) n.  Any of a series of sensory organs 

in certain fish, such as sharks, skates, and electric eels, that detect electric fields 

and are located on the head and along the lateral line.   —e·lecÙtro·re·cepùtion 
n. 

e·lec·tro·scope (V-lHkùtrN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument used to detect the presence, 

sign, and in some configurations the magnitude of an electric charge by the 

mutual attraction or repulsion of metal foils or pith balls.   —e·lecÙtro·scopùic 
(-skmpùVk) adj. 

e·lec·tro·shock (V-lHkùtro-shmkÙ) n.  See electroconvulsive therapy.   —  v.  

tr. e·lec·tro·shocked, e·lec·tro·shock·ing, e·lec·tro·shocks. To administer 

electroconvulsive therapy to. 

electroshock therapy (V-lHkùtro-shmkÙ thHrùN-pK) n.  See electroconvul-
sive therapy. 

e·lec·tro·stat·ic (V-lHkÙtro-st4tùVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to electric charges 

at rest.  b. Produced or caused by such charges.   2. Of or relating to electrostat-

ics.   —e·lecÙtro·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

electrostatic generator (V-lHkÙtro-st4tùVk jHnùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  Any of various 

devices, including the electrophorus, the Wimshurst machine, and especially the 

Van de Graaff generator, that generate high voltages by accumulating large quan-

tities of electric charge. 

electrostatic precipitation (V-lHkÙtro-st4tùVk prV-sVpÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  The 

removal of very fine particles suspended in a gas by electrostatic charging and 

subsequent precipitation onto a collector in a strong electric field. 

electrostatic printing (V-lHkÙtro-st4tùVk prVnùtVng) n.  A process for printing 

or copying in which electrostatic forces are used to form the image in powder or 

ink directly on the surface to be printed.   —electrostatic printer n. 

e·lec·tro·stat·ics (V-lHkÙtro-st4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The physics of 

electrostatic phenomena. 

electrostatic unit (V-lHkÙtro-st4tùVk yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. esu Any unit of elec-

tricity or magnetism in the centimeter-gram-second system based on the forces 

of interaction between electric charges. 

e·lec·tro·sur·ger·y (V-lHkÙtro-sûrùjN-rK) n.  The surgical use of high-frequency 

electric current for cutting or destroying tissue, as in cauterization.   
—e·lecÙtro·surùgi·cal (-jV-kNl) adj.  —e·lecÙtro·surùgi·cal·ly adv. 

e·lec·tro·ther·a·peu·tics (V-lHkÙtro-thHrÙN-pyuùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. 

verb). See electrotherapy. 
e·lec·tro·ther·a·py (V-lHkÙtro-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. e·lec·tro·ther·a·pies. Medi-

cal therapy using electric currents.  Also called electrotherapeutics 



e·lec·tro·ther·mal (V-lHkÙtro-thûrùmNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving 

both electricity and heat.  2. Of or relating to the production of heat by electric-

ity.   —e·lecÙtro·therùmal·ly adv. 

e·lec·trot·o·nus (V-lHkÙtrmtùn-Ns, KÙlHk-) n.  Alteration in excitability and con-

ductivity of a nerve or muscle during the passage of an electric current through it.   
—e·lecÙtro·tonùic (-trN-tmnùVk) adj. 

e·lec·tro·type (V-lHkùtrN-tXpÙ) n.  1. A metal plate used in letterpress printing, 

made by electroplating a lead or plastic mold of the page to be printed.  2. The 

process of making an electrotype.   —e·lecùtro·typeÙ v.  —e·lecùtro·typÙer n.  

—e·lecÙtro·typùic (-tro-tVpùVk) adj. 

e·lec·tro·va·lence (V-lHkÙtro-v7ùlNns) n.  1. Valence characterized by the trans-

fer of electrons from atoms of one element to atoms of another during the for-

mation of an ionic bond between the atoms.  2. The number of electric charges 

lost or gained by an atom in such a transfer.   —e·lecÙtro·vaùlent adj. 

e·lec·tro·va·len·cy (V-lHkÙtro-v7ùlNn-sK) n.  Electrovalence. 

electrovalent bond (ibreve/-lHkÙtro-v7ùlNnt bmnd) n.  See ionic bond. 
e·lec·trum (V-lHkùtrNm) n.  An alloy of silver and gold.  [Middle English, from 

Latin, amber, from Greek Klektron.]

e·lec·tu·ar·y (V-lHkùchu-HrÙK) n.  pl. e·lec·tu·ar·ies. A drug mixed with sugar 

and water or honey into a pasty mass suitable for oral administration.  [Middle 

English electuarie, from Late Latin KlKctu7rium, probably alteration of Greek 

ekleikton, from ekleikhein, to lick up  : ek-, out; see eghs in Appendix + leikhein, 

to lick; see leigh- in Appendix.]

el·ee·mos·y·nar·y (HlÙN-mmsùN-nHrÙK, HlÙK-N-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

dependent on charity.  2. Contributed as an act of charity; gratuitous.  See Syn-

onyms at benevolent.  [Medieval Latin eleKmosyn7rius, from Late Latin eleKmo-

syna, alms. See ALMS.]

el·e·gance (HlùV-gNns) n.  1. a. Refinement, grace, and beauty in movement, 

appearance, or manners.  b. Tasteful opulence in form, decoration, or presenta-

tion.   2. a. Restraint and grace of style.  b. Scientific exactness and precision.   

3. Something elegant.  

SYNONYMS: elegance, grace, polish, urbanity. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “refined and tasteful beauty of manner, form, or style”: a woman

of unstudied elegance; walks with unconscious grace; comported herself with dignity

and polish; tact and urbanity, the marks of a true diplomat. 

ANTONYM: inelegance

el·e·gan·cy (HlùV-gNn-sK) n.  pl. el·e·gan·cies. Elegance or an instance of it. 

el·e·gant (HlùV-gNnt) adj.  Characterized by or exhibiting refined, tasteful beauty 

of manner, form, or style.  See Synonyms at delicate.  [Middle English, from 



Old French, from Latin Kleg7ns, Klegant- present participle of ·Kleg7re, variant of 

Kligere, to select. See ELECT.] —elùe·gant·ly adv. 

el·e·gi·ac (HlÙN-jXùNk, V-lKùjK-4kÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving elegy or 

mourning or expressing sorrow for that which is irrecoverably past:  an elegiac 

lament for youthful ideals.  2. Of or composed in elegiac couplets.  [Late Latin 

elegXacus, from Greek elegeiakos, from elegeia, elegy. See ELEGY.] —elÙ·e·giùac n.  

—elÙe·giùa·cal adj.  —elÙe·giùa·cal·ly adv. 

elegiac couplet (HlÙN-jXùNk kƒpùlVt) n.  A unit of verse in Greek and Roman 

prosody consisting of a line of dactylic hexameter followed by a line of dactylic 

pentameter. 

elegiac stanza (HlÙN-jXùNk st4nùzN) n.  A four-line stanza in iambic pentameter 

rhyming on alternate lines.  Also called heroic quatrain 

el·e·gist (HlùN-jVst) n.  The creator of an elegy. 

e·le·git (V-lKùjVt) n.  Law. A writ of execution against a debtor by which the 

debtor’s property or goods are delivered to the plaintiff until the debtor can settle 

the debt.  [Medieval Latin KlKgit, from Latin, one has chosen (the first word of a 

phrase frequently used in the writ), third person sing. perfect tense of Kligere, to 

choose. See ELECT.]

el·e·gize (HlùN-jXzÙ) v.  el·e·gized, el·e·giz·ing, el·e·giz·es.  —  v.  intr. To 

compose an elegy.   —  v.  tr. To compose an elegy upon or for. 

el·e·gy (HlùN-jK) n.  pl. el·e·gies. 1. A poem composed in elegiac couplets.  

2. a. A poem or song composed especially as a lament for a deceased person.  

b. Something resembling such a poem or song.   3. Music. A composition that is 

melancholy or pensive in tone.  [French élégie, from Latin elegXa, from Greek 

elegeia, from pl. of elegeion, elegiac distich, from elegos, song, mournful song.]

elem. abbr.  Elementary. 

el·e·ment (HlùN-mNnt) n.  1. A fundamental, essential, or irreducible constitu-

ent of a composite entity.  2. elements. The basic assumptions or principles of a 

subject.  3. Mathematics. a. A member of a set.  b. A point, line, or plane.  c. A 

part of a geometric configuration, such as an angle in a triangle.  d. The genera-

trix of a geometric figure.  e. Any of the terms in the rectangular array of terms 

that constitute a matrix or determinant.   4. Chemistry & Physics. A substance 

composed of atoms having an identical number of protons in each nucleus. Ele-

ments cannot be reduced to simpler substances by normal chemical means.  

5. One of four substances, earth, air, fire, or water, formerly regarded as a funda-

mental constituent of the universe.  6. Electricity. The resistance wire in an elec-

trical appliance such as a heater or an oven.  7. elements. The forces that 

constitute the weather, especially severe or inclement weather:  outside paint that 

had been damaged by the elements.  8. An environment naturally suited to or asso-

ciated with an individual:  He is in his element when traveling. The business world is 

her element.  9. A distinct group within a larger community:  the dissident element 



on campus.  10. elements. The bread and wine of the Eucharist.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin elementum.]

SYNONYMS: element, component, constituent, factor, ingredient. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “one of the individual parts of which a com-

posite entity is made up”: the grammatical elements of a sentence; jealousy, a com-

ponent of his character; melody and harmony, two of the constituents of a musical

composition; ambition as a key factor in her success; humor, an effective ingredient

of a speech.

element 104 (HlùN-mNnt;) n.  An artificially produced radioactive element with 

atomic number 104 whose isotopes have mass numbers of 257, 259, 260, and 261 

with half lives respectively of 0.5, 3, 0.1, and 70 seconds. 

element 105 (HlùN-mNnt;) n.  An artificially produced radioactive element with 

atomic number 105 whose isotopes have mass numbers of 260, 261, and 262, with 

half lives respectively of 1.6, 2, and 40 seconds. 

el·e·men·tal (HlÙN-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being an element.  

2. a. Fundamental or essential; basic.  b. Of or relating to fundamentals; elemen-

tary.  c. Constituting an integral part; inborn.   3. Of such character as to resem-

ble a force of nature in power or effect:  elemental violence.   —elÙe·menùtal n.  

—elÙe·menùtal·ly adv. 

el·e·men·ta·ry (HlÙN-mHnùtN-rK, -trK) adj.  Abbr. elem. 1. Of, relating to, or 

constituting the basic, essential, or fundamental part:  an elementary need for love 

and nurturing.  2. Of, relating to, or involving the fundamental or simplest 

aspects of a subject:  an elementary problem in statistics.  3. Of or relating to an 

elementary school or elementary education:  the elementary grades; elementary 

teachers.   —elÙe·men·taùri·ly (-tHrùN-lK) adv.  —elÙe·menùta·ri·ness n. 

elementary particle (HlÙN-mHnùtN-rK pärùtV-kNl) n.  Any of the subatomic 

particles that compose matter and energy, especially one hypothesized or 

regarded as an irreducible constituent of matter.  Also called fundamental particle 

elementary school (HlÙN-mHnùtN-rK skul) n.  1. A school usually for the first 

six or eight grades.  2. The first six to eight years of a child’s formal education.  

Also called grade school, grammar school, primary school. 

el·e·mi (HlùN-mK) n.  pl. el·e·mis. Any of various oily resins derived from certain 

tropical trees, especially Canarium luzonicum of the Philippines, and used in 

making varnishes and inks.  [From New Latin elimi, probably from Arabic elemX, 
variant of al-lamXy, the elemi.]

el·e·phant (HlùN-fNnt) n.  1. Either of two very large herbivorous mammals, Ele-

phas maximus of south-central Asia or Loxodonta africana of Africa, having thick, 

almost hairless skin, a long, flexible, prehensile trunk, upper incisors forming 

long, curved tusks of ivory, and, in the African species, large, fan-shaped ears.  



2. Any of various extinct or living animals related to either of these two animals.  

[Middle English elefaunt, from Old French olifant, from Vulgar Latin *olifantus, 

from Latin elephantus, from Greek elephas, elephant-.]

elephant folio (HlùN-fNnt foùlK-oÙ) n.  Printing. A book or publication of the 

largest size, often about 60 centimeters (2 feet) in height. 

el·e·phan·ti·a·sis (HlÙN-fNn-tXùN-sVs) n.  Chronic, often extreme enlargement 

and hardening of cutaneous and subcutaneous tissue, especially of the legs and 

external genitals, resulting from lymphatic obstruction and usually caused by 

infestation of the lymph glands and vessels with a filarial worm.  [Latin, from 

Greek  : elephas, elephant-, elephant + -iasis, -iasis.]

el·e·phan·tine (HlÙN-f4nùtKnÙ, -tXnÙ, HlùN-fNn-) adj.  1. Of or relating to an ele-

phant.  2. a. Enormous in size or strength.  b. Ponderously clumsy.  

El·e·phan·ti·ne (HlÙN-f4n-tXùnK)  An island of southeast Egypt in the Nile River 

below the First Cataract. In ancient times it was a military post guarding the 

southern frontier of Egypt. The Elephantine papyruses, dating from the fifth 

century B.C., were discovered here in 1903. 

elephant seal (HlùN-fNnt sKl) n.  Either of two large seals, Mirounga angustiros-

tris mainly of Pacific coastal waters of California or M. leonina of coastal waters 

of the Southern Hemisphere, the males of which have an inflatable, trunklike 

proboscis.  Also called sea elephant 

el·e·phant’s foot (HlùN-fNnts ftt) n.  pl. elephant’s foots. 1. An African 

species of yam (Dioscorea elephantipes) having unusual clusters of tubers that 

grow above the ground.  2. Any of several plants of the genus Elephantopus in the 

composite family, having small purplish flowers grouped in discoid flower heads. 

Eleusinian mysteries (HlÙyt-sVnùK-Nn mVsùtN-rKz) pl.n.  The ancient reli-

gious rites celebrated at Eleusis in honor of Demeter.  [From Latin EleusXnius, of 

Eleusis, from Greek Eleusinios, from Eleusis Eleusin-, Eleusis.]

E·leu·sis (V-luùsVs)  An ancient city of eastern Greece near Athens, site of the 

Eleusinian mysteries.   —ElÙeu·sinùi·an (HlÙyt-sVnùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

elev. abbr.  Elevation. 

el·e·vate (HlùN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. ele·vat·ed, ele·vat·ing, ele·vates. 1. To move 

(something) to a higher place or position from a lower one; lift.  2. To increase 

the amplitude, intensity, or volume of.  3. To promote to a higher rank.  4. To 

raise to a higher moral, cultural, or intellectual level.  5. To lift the spirits of; elate.  

See Synonyms at lift.  [Middle English elevaten, from Latin Klev7re, Klev7t-  : K-, 

ex-, up; see EX- + lev7re, to raise; see legwh- in Appendix.]

el·e·vat·ed (HlùN-v7ÙtVd) adj.  1. a. Raised especially above the ground:  an ele-

vated platform.  See Synonyms at high.  b. Increased in amount or degree:  an 

elevated temperature.   2. a. Morally or intellectually superior.  b. Formal; lofty:  

an elevated prose style.   3. Elated in feeling or mood; high-spirited.   —  n.  An 

elevated railway. 



elevated railway (HlùN-v7ÙtVd r7lùw7Ù) n.  A railway that operates on a raised 

structure in order to permit passage of vehicles or pedestrians beneath it. 

el·e·va·tion (HlÙN-v7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. el., elev. 1. a. The act or an instance of 

elevating.  b. The condition of being elevated.   2. An elevated place or position.  

3. The height to which something is elevated above a point of reference such as 

the ground.  4. Loftiness of thought or feeling.  5. A scale drawing of the side, 

front, or rear of a structure.  6. The height of a thing above a reference level; alti-

tude.  7. a. The ability to achieve height in a jump, as in ballet.  b. The degree of 

height reached when such a jump is executed.   

SYNONYMS: elevation, altitude, height. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “the distance of something above a point of reference such as the hori-

zon”: a city at an elevation of 3,000 feet above sea level; a blimp flying at an altitude

of one mile; a boy who grew to a height of six feet.

el·e·va·tor (HlùN-v7ÙtNr) n.  1. a. A platform or an enclosure raised and lowered 

in a vertical shaft to transport people or freight.  b. The enclosure or platform 

with its operating equipment, motor, cables, and accessories.   2. A movable con-

trol surface, usually attached to the horizontal stabilizer of an aircraft, that is used 

to produce motion up or down.  3. A mechanism, often with buckets or scoops 

attached to a conveyor, used for hoisting materials.  4. A granary equipped with 

devices for hoisting and discharging grain. 

e·lev·en (V-lHvùNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 10 + 1.  2. The 11th in a 

set or sequence.  3. Something with 11 parts or members, especially a football 

team.  [Middle English elleven, from Old English endleofan. See oi-no- in Appen-

dix.] —e·levùen adj.  & pron. 

e·lev·ens·es (V-lHvùNn-zNs) pl.n.  Chiefly British. Tea or coffee taken at mid-

morning and often accompanied by a snack. 

e·lev·enth (V-lHvùNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 11 in a 

series.  2. One of 11 equal parts.   —e·levùenth adv.  & adj. 

eleventh hour (V-lHvùNnth our) n.  The latest possible time:  turned in the 

report at the eleventh hour. 

el·e·von (HlùN-vmnÙ) n.  A control surface on an airplane that combines the func-

tions of an elevator and an aileron.  [ELEV(ATOR) + (AILER)ON.]

elf (Hlf) n.  pl. elves (Hlvz). 1. A small, often mischievous creature considered to 

have magical powers.  2. a. A lively, mischievous child.  b. A usually sprightly or 

mischievous or sometimes spiteful person.   [Middle English, from Old English 

ælf. See albho- in Appendix.]

ELF abbr.  Extremely low frequency. 

El Fer·rol (Hl fN-rôlù, fH-) also El Ferrol del Cau·dil·lo (dHlÙ kou-dKùo, -thKùô)  

A city of northwest Spain on the Atlantic Ocean. An important naval station since 



the 18th century, it was occupied by the British and then the French in the early 

1800’s. Population, 90,410. 

elf·in (HlùfVn) adj.  1. a. Relating to or suggestive of an elf.  b. Made, done, or 

produced by an elf.   2. Small and sprightly; mischievous.  3. Having a magical 

quality or charm; fairylike:  moved across the dimly lit stage with elfin grace.  

[Probably from Middle English elvene, pl. of elve, elf, from Old English -elfen, as 

in wuduelfen, dryad. See albho- in Appendix.]

elf·ish (HlùfVsh) also elv·ish (HlùvVsh) adj.  1. Of or relating to elves.  2. Prankish; 

mischievous.   —elfùish·ly adv.  —elfùish·ness n. 

elf·lock (HlfùlmkÙ) n.  A lock of hair tangled as if by elves. Often used in the plu-

ral. 

El·gar (HlùgärÙ, -gNr), Sir Edward. 1857-1934.  British composer whose orches-

tral works include Enigma Variations (1896) and five Pomp and Circumstance 

marches (1901-1930). 

El·gin (HlùjVn)  A city of northeast Illinois on the Fox River west-northwest of 

Chicago. It is a trade and industrial center. Population, 77,010. 

El·gon (HlùgmnÙ), Mount. An extinct volcano, 4,324.3 m (14,178 ft) high, on the 

Kenya-Uganda border. 

El Grec·o (Hl grHkùo)  See El Greco. 
el·hi (HlùhXÙ) adj.  Informal. Of, relating to, involving, or designed for use in 

grades 1 to 12.  [EL(EMENTARY) + HI(GH SCHOOL).]

E·li (KùlX)  In the Old Testament, a judge of Israel who was the teacher of Samuel. 

e·lic·it (V-lVsùVt) v.  tr. e·lic·it·ed, e·lic·it·ing, e·lic·its. 1. a. To bring or draw out 

(something latent); educe.  b. To arrive at (a truth, for example) by logic.   2. To 

call forth (a reaction, for example).  See Synonyms at evoke.  [Latin Klicere, Klicit- 

 : K-, ex-, ex- + lacere, to entice.] —e·licÙi·taùtion n.  —e·licùi·tor n. 

e·lide (V-lXdù) v.  tr. e·lid·ed, e·lid·ing, e·lides. 1. a. To omit or slur over (a syl-

lable, for example) in pronunciation.  b. To strike out (something written).   

2. a. To eliminate or leave out of consideration.  b. To cut short; abridge.   [Latin 

KlXdere, to strike out  : K-, ex-, ex- + laedere, to strike.]

el·i·gi·ble (HlùV-jN-bNl) adj.  1. Qualified or entitled to be chosen:  eligible to run 

for office; eligible for retirement.  2. Desirable and worthy of choice, especially for 

marriage:  an eligible bachelor.  3. Football. Allowed under the rules to catch a for-

ward pass:  an eligible receiver.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late 

Latin Kligibilis, from Latin Kligere, to select. See ELECT.] —elÙi·gi·bilùi·ty n.  

—elù·i·gi·ble n.  —elùi·gi·bly adv. 

E·li·jah (V-lXùjN), Ninth century B.C.  Hebrew prophet. The greatest prophet of the 

Old Testament, he sought to abolish idolatry and restore justice. According to 

Scripture, he did not die but was carried skyward in a chariot of fire. 

e·lim·i·nate (V-lVmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. e·lim·i·nat·ed, e·lim·i·nat·ing, 
e·lim·i·nates. 1. To get rid of; remove:  an effort to eliminate capital punishment; 



eliminated his enemies.  2. a. To leave out or omit from consideration; reject.  

b. To remove from consideration by defeating, as in a contest.   3. Mathematics. 

To remove (an unknown quantity) by combining equations.  4. Physiology. To 

excrete (bodily wastes).  [Latin KlXmin7re, KlXmin7t-, to banish  : K-, ex-, ex- + 

lXmen, lXmin-, threshold.] —e·limÙi·naùtion n.  —e·limùi·naÙtive, 
e·limùi·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —e·limùi·naÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: eliminate, eradicate, liquidate, purge. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to wipe out someone or something undesirable, especially by

using drastic methods such as banishment or execution”: eliminated all political

opposition; eradicate guerrilla activity; liquidating traitors; purged all the imprisoned

dissidents.

El·i·on (HlùK-Nn, -mnÙ), Gertrude Belle. Born 1918.  American drug researcher. 

She shared a 1988 Nobel Prize for developing drugs to treat leukemia and gout. 

El·i·ot (HlùK-Nt), Charles William. 1834-1926.  American educator and editor 

who was president of Harvard University (1869-1909) and edited the Harvard 

Classics (1909-1910), a 50-volume selection of world literature. 

El·i·ot (HlùK-Nt), George. Pen name of Mary Ann Evans. 1819-1880.  British 

writer whose novels, all in the 19th-century realist tradition, include Adam Bede 

(1859), Silas Marner (1861), and her masterpiece, Middlemarch (1871-1872). 

El·i·ot (HlùK-Nt), John. 1604-1690.  English missionary in America who converted 

many Native Americans to Christianity and contributed to The Bay Psalm Book 

(1640), the first book printed in New England. 

El·i·ot (HlùK-Nt), Sir John. 1592-1632.  English politician who led Parliamentary 

opposition to Charles I. 

El·i·ot (HlùK-Nt), T(homas) S(tearns). 1888-1965.  American-born British critic 

and writer whose poems “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” (1915) and The 

Waste Land (1922) established him as a major literary figure. He also wrote dra-

mas, such as Murder in the Cathedral (1935), and works of criticism. He won the 

1948 Nobel Prize for literature. 

E·lis (KùlVs)  A region and city of ancient Greece in the western Peloponnesus. The 

plain of Olympia, in the southern part of the area, was the site of the original 

Olympic games. 

ELISA (V-lXùzN, -sN) n.  A sensitive immunoassay that uses an enzyme linked to an 

antibody or antigen as a marker for the detection of a specific protein, especially 

an antigen or antibody. It is often used as a diagnostic test to determine exposure 

to a particular infectious agent, such as the AIDS virus, by identifying antibodies 

present in a blood sample.  [e(nzyme)-l(inked) i(mmunoad)s(orbent) a(ssay).]

E·lis·a·beth·ville (V-lVzùN-bNth-vVlÙ)  See Lubumbashi. 



E·li·sha (V-lXùshN), Ninth century B.C.  In the Old Testament, a Hebrew prophet 

who was chosen by Elijah to be his successor. 

e·li·sion (V-lVzhùNn) n.  1. a. Linguistics. Omission of a final or initial sound in 

pronunciation.  b. Omission of an unstressed vowel or syllable, as in scanning a 

verse.   2. The act or an instance of omitting something.  [Latin KlXsio, KlXsion-, 

from KlXsus, past participle of KlXdere, to strike out. See ELIDE.]

e·lite  or é·lite (V-lKtù, 7-lKtù) n.  pl. elite or e·lites. 1. a. A group or class of per-

sons or a member of such a group or class, enjoying superior intellectual, social, 

or economic status: “In addition to notions of social equality there was much 

emphasis on the role of elites and of heroes within them” (Times Literary Supple-

ment).  b. The best or most skilled members of a group:  the football team’s elite.   

2. A size of type on a typewriter, equal to 12 characters per linear inch.  [French 

élite, from Old French eslite, from feminine past participle of eslire, to choose, 

from Latin Kligere. See ELECT.] —e·liteù adj. 

e·lit·ism  or é·lit·ism (V-lKùtVzÙNm, 7-lKù-) n.  1. The belief that certain persons or 

members of certain classes or groups deserve favored treatment by virtue of their 

perceived superiority, as in intellect, social status, or financial resources.  

2. a. The sense of entitlement enjoyed by such a group or class.  b. Control, rule, 

or domination by such a group or class.    —e·litùist adj.  & n. 

e·lix·ir (V-lVkùsNr) n.  1. A sweetened aromatic solution of alcohol and water, serv-

ing as a vehicle for medicine.  2. a.  See philosophers’ stone.  b. A substance 

believed to maintain life indefinitely.  Also called elixir of life c. A substance or 

medicine believed to have the power to cure all ills.   3. An underlying principle.  

[Middle English, a substance of transmutative properties, from Old French elissir, 

from Medieval Latin elixir, from Arabic al-’iksXr : al, the + iksXr, elixir (probably 

from Greek xKrion, desiccative powder, from xKros, dry).]

E·liz·a·beth1 (V-lVzùN-bNth)  In the New Testament, the mother of John the Bap-

tist and a kinswoman of Mary. 

E·liz·a·beth2 (V-lVzùN-bNth), 1843-1916.  Queen of Romania (1881-1916) and 

poet who wrote under the pseudonym Carmen Sylva. 

E·liz·a·beth3 (V-lVzùN-bNth), Born 1900.  Queen of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland (1936-1952) as the wife of George VI. 

E·liz·a·beth4 (V-lVzùN-bNth)  A city of northeast New Jersey south of Newark. 

Settled as Elizabethtown in 1664, it was the capital of New Jersey until 1686 and is 

today a residential suburb of New York City. Population, 110,002. 

E·liz·a·beth I (V-lVzùN-bNth), 1533-1603.  Queen of England and Ireland (1558-

1603) who succeeded the Catholic Mary I and reestablished Protestantism in 

England. Her reign was marked by several plots to overthrow her, the execution of 

Mary Queen of Scots (1587), the defeat of the Spanish Armada (1588), and 

domestic prosperity and literary achievement. 



E·liz·a·beth II (V-lVzùN-bNth), Born 1926.  Queen of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland (since 1952) who ascended to the throne on the death of her father, 

George VI. 

E·liz·a·be·than (V-lVzÙN-bKùthNn, -bHthùNn) adj.  Abbr. Eliz. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of Elizabeth I of England or her reign.   —E·lizÙa·beùthan n. 

Elizabethan sonnet (V-lVzÙN-bKùthNn smnùVt) n.  See Shakespearean son-
net. 

E·liz·a·beth Pe·trov·na (V-lVzùN-bNth pN-trôvùnN), 1709-1762.  Empress of 

Russia (1741-1762) whose reign saw a return to the political spirit of her father, 

Peter I, and was marked by cultural development and Russian involvement in the 

War of the Austrian Succession (1740-1748) and the Seven Years’ War (1756-

1763). 

E·liz·a·beth·town (V-lVzùN-bNth-tounÙ)  A city of central Kentucky south of 

Louisville. It has many antebellum houses. Population, 18,167. 

elk (Hlk) n.  pl. elk or elks. 1.  See wapiti.  2. The moose.  3. A light, pliant 

leather of horsehide or calfskin, tanned and finished to resemble elk hide.  [Mid-

dle English, probably alteration of Old English eolh.]

Elk Grove Village (Hlk grov vVlùVj)  A village of northeast Illinois, an industrial 

suburb of Chicago. Population, 33,429. 

Elk·hart (HlùkärtÙ, HlkùhärtÙ)  A city of northern Indiana east of South Bend. It 

was settled in 1824. Population, 43,627. 

elk·hound (HlkùhoundÙ) n.  The Norwegian elkhound. 

Elk Mountains (Hlk mounùtNnz)  A range of the Rocky Mountains in west-

central Colorado rising to 4,350.8 m (14,265 ft) at Castle Peak. 

Elk River (Hlk rVvùNr)  1. A river rising in the Cumberland Mountains of south-

central Tennessee and meandering about 322 km (200 mi) generally west-south-

west into northern Alabama.  2. A river, about 277 km (172 mi) long, of central 

West Virginia. 

ell1 (Hl) n.  1. A wing of a building at right angles to the main structure.  2. A 

right-angled bend in a pipe or conduit; an elbow.  [From its resemblance to the 

shape of the capital letter L, or short for ELBOW.]

ell2 (Hl) n.  An English linear measure equal to 45 inches (114 centimeters).  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English eln, the length from the elbow to the middle fin-

ger’s tip, ell. See el- in Appendix.]

ell3 (Hl) n.  Variant of el1. 
el·lag·ic acid (V-l4jùVk 4sùVd) n.  A yellow crystalline compound, C14H6O8, that 

is obtained from tannins and used as a hemostatic.  [French ellagique, from ellag, 

backward spelling of galle, plant gall, from Latin galla.]

El·len (HlùNn), Mount. A peak, 3,514.2 m (11,522 ft) high, of southern Utah. 



Elles·mere Island (HlzùmîrÙ XùlNnd)  An island of northern Northwest Territo-

ries, Canada, in the Arctic Ocean separated from Greenland by a narrow passage. 

It was first sighted by the English explorer William Baffin in 1616. 

Ellesmere Port (HlzùmîrÙ pôrt)  A municipal borough of northwest England 

on the Mersey River south-southeast of Liverpool. It has oil refineries and various 

light industries. Population, 82,500. 

El·let (HlùVt, -HtÙ), Charles. 1810-1862.  American engineer who built over the 

Schuylkill River the first wire suspension bridge in America (1841-1842). 

El·lice Islands (HlùVs XùlNndz)  See Tuvalu. 
El·li·cott City (HlùV-kNt sVtùK)  An unincorporated community of north-central 

Maryland west of Baltimore. It is a trade and manufacturing center. Population, 

41,396. 

El·ling·ton (HlùVng-tNn), Edward Kennedy. Known as “Duke.” 1899-1974.  

American jazz composer, pianist, and bandleader whose compositions include 

“Mood Indigo” (1930), “Sophisticated Lady” (1933), and concert pieces such as 

Black, Brown, and Beige (1943). 

El·li·ot Lake (HlùK-Nt l7k)  A community of south-central Ontario, Canada, 

west-southwest of Sudbury. Population, 16,723. 

el·lipse (V-lVpsù) n.  1. A plane curve, especially: a. A conic section whose plane 

is not parallel to the axis, base, or generatrix of the intersected cone.  b. The locus 

of points for which the sum of the distances from each point to two fixed points 

is equal.   2. Ellipsis.  [French, from Latin ellXpsis, from Greek elleipsis, from 

elleipein, to fall short (from the relationship between the line joining the vertices 

of a conic and the line through the focus and parallel to the directrix of a conic). 

See ELLIPSIS.]

el·lip·sis (V-lVpùsVs) n.  pl. el·lip·ses (-sKz). 1. a. The omission of a word or 

phrase necessary for a complete syntactical construction but not necessary for 

understanding.  b. An example of such omission.   2. A mark or series of marks 

(... or • · • , for example) used in writing or printing to indicate an omission, 

especially of letters or words.  [Latin ellXpsis, from Greek elleipsis, from elleipein, 

to fall short  : en-, in; see EN-2 + leipein, to leave; see leikw- in Appendix.]

el·lip·soid (V-lVpùsoidÙ) n.  A geometric surface, all of whose plane sections are 

either ellipses or circles.   —el·lipùsoidÙ, elÙlip·soidùal (-soidùl)  adj. 

el·lip·tic (V-lipùtVk)  or el·lip·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the 

shape of an ellipse.  2. Containing or characterized by ellipsis.  3. a. Of or relat-

ing to extreme economy of oral or written expression.  b. Marked by deliberate 

obscurity of style or expression.   [New Latin ellXpticus, from Greek elleiptikos, 

defective, from elleipsis, a falling short, ellipsis, from elleipein, to fall short. See 

ELLIPSIS.] —el·lipùti·cal·ly adv. 

el·lip·tic·i·ty (V-lVpÙ-tVsùV-tK) n.  1. Deviation from perfect circular or spherical 

form toward elliptic or ellipsoidal form.  2. The degree of this deviation. 



El·lis (HlùVs), Alexander John. 1814-1890.  British philologist and mathemati-

cian noted for his scientific study of phonetics. 

El·lis (HlùVs), (Henry) Havelock. 1859-1939.  British psychologist and writer 

known for his pioneering works on sexuality, such as Studies in the Psychology of 

Sex (seven volumes, 1897-1928). 

Ellis Island (HlùVs XùlNnd)  An island of Upper New York Bay southwest of Man-

hattan. It was the chief immigration station of the United States from 1892 to 

1943. 

El·li·son (HlùV-sNn), Ralph Waldo. 1914-1994.  American writer whose novel 

Invisible Man (1952) is a naturalistic depiction of a young Black man’s struggle 

against American society. 

Ells·worth (HlzùwûrthÙ), Lincoln. 1880-1951.  American explorer who took 

part in several polar expeditions, including a 1935 flight across the Antarctic, dur-

ing which he claimed large tracts for the United States. 

Ells·worth (HlzùwûrthÙ), Oliver. 1745-1807.  American jurist and politician. A 

U.S. senator from Connecticut (1789-1796), he worked on the legislation that 

created the federal court system (1789) and later served as the chief justice of the 

U.S. Supreme Court (1796-1800). 

Ellsworth Land (HlzùwûrthÙ l4nd)  A high plateau of western Antarctica south 

of the Antarctic Peninsula. It includes the Ellsworth Mountains, rising to 

5,142.3 m (16,860 ft) at Vinson Massif. 

elm (Hlm) n.  1. Any of various deciduous trees of the genus Ulmus, characteristi-

cally having arching or curving branches and serrate leaves with asymmetrical 

bases. Elms are widely planted as shade trees.  2. The wood of one of these trees.  

[Middle English, from Old English.]

El·man (HlùmNn), Mischa. 1891-1967.  Russian-born American violinist 

regarded as one of the foremost violinists of his time. 

El Man·su·ra (Hl m4n-strùN)  A city of northern Egypt on a branch of the Nile 

River. It is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 328,700. 

elm bark beetle (Hlm bärk bKtùl) n.  Either of two bark beetles (Scolytus mul-

tistriatus or Hylurgopinus rufipes) that transmit the fungus causing Dutch elm 

disease. 

Elm·hurst (HlmùhûrstÙ)  A city of northeast Illinois, a residential and industrial 

suburb of Chicago. Population, 42,029. 

El·mi·ra (Hl-mXùrN)  A city of southern New York near the Pennsylvania border 

west of Binghamton. Mark Twain is buried here. Population, 33,724. 

El Mis·ti (Hl mKùstK)  A dormant volcano, 5,825.8 m (19,101 ft) high, in the Cor-

dillera Occidental of southern Peru. It has a perfect snowcapped cone and has 

long figured in Peruvian legends and poetry. 



El·mont (Hlùmmnt)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York on 

western Long Island southwest of Mineola. It is mainly residential. Population, 

28,612. 

El Mon·te (Hl mmnùtK)  A city of southern California east of Los Angeles. It is an 

industrial center in an area noted for its walnut groves. Population, 106,209. 

Elm·wood Park (HlmùwtdÙ pärk)  1. A village of northeast Illinois, a resi-

dential suburb of Chicago. Population, 23,206.  2. A borough of northeast New 

Jersey southeast of Paterson. It was originally called East Paterson. Population, 

17,623. 

El Ni·ño (Hl nKnùyo) n.  Oceanography. A warming of the ocean surface off the 

western coast of South America that occurs every 4 to 12 years when upwelling of 

cold, nutrient-rich water does not occur. It causes plankton and fish to die and 

affects weather over much of the Pacific Ocean.  [American Spanish, from Span-

ish, the Christ child (from the association between the onset of the warming and 

Christmastide)  : el, the (from Latin ille); see al-1 in Appendix + niño, child (from 

Old Spanish ninno, from Vulgar Latin *ninnus).]

El O·beid (Hl o-b7dù)  See Al Ubayyid. 
el·o·cu·tion (HlÙN-kyuùshNn) n.  1. The art of public speaking in which gesture, 

vocal production, and delivery are emphasized.  2. A style or manner of speaking, 

especially in public.  [Middle English elocucion, from Latin Kloc7tio, Kloc7tion-, 

from Kloc7tus, past participle of KloquX, to speak out  : K-, ex-, ex- + loquX, to speak; 

see tolkw- in Appendix.] —elÙo·cuùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj.  —elÙo·cuù-
tion·ist n. 

e·lo·de·a (V-loùdK-N) n.  Any of various small, submersed herbs of the genus Elo-

dea, having grasslike leaves.  [New Latin Elodea, genus name, from Greek helodKs, 

marshy, from helos, marsh.]

e·loign (V-loinù) v.  tr. e·loigned, e·loign·ing, e·loigns. Archaic. 1. To remove 

or carry away to a distance, especially so as to conceal.  2. To take (oneself) to a 

distance.  [Middle English elongen, from Old French esloigner : es-, from (from 

Latin ex-); see EX- + loing, far (from Latin longK, distant, from longus, long); see 

del-1 in Appendix.]

e·lon·gate (V-lôngùg7tÙ, V-lmngù-) v.  tr. intr. e·lon·gat·ed, e·lon·gat·ing, 
e·lon·gates. To make or grow longer.   —  adj.  or elongated 1. Made longer; 

extended.  2. Having more length than width; slender.  [Late Latin Klong7re, 

Klong7t-  : Latin K-, ex-, ex- + Latin longK, distant; see ELOIGN.]

e·lon·ga·tion (V-lôngÙ-g7ùshNn, V-lmngÙ-, KÙlông-, KÙlmng-) n.  1. The act of 

elongating or the condition of being elongated.  2. Something that elongates; an 

extension.  3. The angular distance between two celestial bodies as seen from 

Earth. 

e·lope (V-lopù) v.  intr. e·loped, e·lop·ing, e·lopes. 1. To run away with a 

lover, especially with the intention of getting married.  2. To run away; abscond.  



[Perhaps Anglo-Norman aloper, to run away from one’s husband with a lover, 

from Middle Dutch ontlopen, to run away  : ont-, away from, along; see ant- in 

Appendix + lopen, to run.] —e·lopeùment n.  —e·lopùer n. 

el·o·quence (HlùN-kwNns) n.  1. a. Persuasive, powerful discourse.  b. The skill 

or power of using such discourse.   2. The quality of persuasive, powerful expres-

sion. 

el·o·quent (HlùN-kwNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by persuasive, powerful dis-

course:  an eloquent speaker; an eloquent sermon.  2. Vividly or movingly expres-

sive:  a look eloquent with compassion.  See Synonyms at expressive.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin KloquKns, Kloquent- present participle of 

KloquX, to speak out. See ELOCUTION.] —elùo·quent·ly adv.  —elùo·quent·ness 
n. 

El Pas·o (Hl p4sùo)  A city of extreme western Texas on the Rio Grande opposite 

Ciudad Juárez, Mexico. The surrounding area was first settled by Spanish mis-

sionaries, soldiers, and traders in the 17th century. Population, 515,342. 

El Re·no (Hl rKùno)  A city of central Oklahoma west of Oklahoma City. It is a 

processing center and railroad junction. Population, 15,414. 

El Sal·va·dor (Hl s4lùvN-dôrÙ, sälÙvä-thôrù)  A country of Central America bor-

dering on the Pacific Ocean. Discovered in 1523, the region became independent 

from Spain in 1821. San Salvador is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

4,949,000.   —El SalÙva·dorùi·an (s4lÙvN-dôrùK-Nn, -dorù-) adj.  & n. 

else (Hls) adj.  1. Other; different:  Ask somebody else.  2. Additional; more:  

Would you like anything else?   —  adv.  1. In a different or an additional time, 

place, or manner:  I have always done it this way and I do not know how else it could 

be done. Where else would you like to go besides San Francisco?  2. If not; otherwise:  

Be careful, or else you will make a mistake.   —idiom. or else. Regardless of any 

extenuating circumstances:  Be there on time or else!  [Middle English elles, from 

Old English. See al-1 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Else is often used redundantly in combination with prepositions

such as but, except, and besides: No one else but Sam saw the accident (omit else).

• When a pronoun is followed by else, the possessive form is generally written

thus: someone else’s (not someone’s else). Both who else’s and whose else are in use,

but not whose else’s: Who else’s book could it have been? Whose else could it have

been? See Usage Note at who. See Usage Note at whose.

else·where (HlsùhwârÙ, -wârÙ) adv.  In or to a different or another place:  has 

property at the shore and elsewhere. 

El·si·nore (HlùsN-nôrÙ, -norÙ)  See Helsingør. 
ELSS abbr.  Aerospace. Extravehicular life support system. 



El To·ro (Hl tôrùo)  A community of southern California southeast of Santa Ana. 

It is mainly residential. Population, 62,685. 

el·u·ant (Hlùyu-Nnt) n.  A substance used as a solvent in the process of elution.  

[From Latin KluKns, Kluent- present participle of Kluere, to wash out. See ELUTE.]

el·u·ate (Hlùyu-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  The solution of solvent and dissolved matter result-

ing from elution.  [Latin Kluere, to wash out; see ELUTE + -ATE
1.]

e·lu·ci·date (V-luùsV-d7tÙ) v.  e·lu·ci·dat·ed, e·lu·ci·dat·ing, e·lu·ci·dates.  
—  v.  tr. To make clear or plain, especially by explanation; clarify.   —  v.  intr. To 

give an explanation that serves to clarify.  See Synonyms at explain.  [Late Latin 

Kl7cid7re, Kl7cid7t-  : K-, ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + Latin l7cidus, bright (from 

l7cKre, to shine); see leuk- in Appendix.] —e·luÙci·daùtion n.  —e·luùci·daÙ-
tive adj.  —e·luùci·daÙtor n. 

e·lude (V-ludù) v.  tr. e·lud·ed, e·lud·ing, e·ludes. 1. To evade or escape 

from, as by daring, cleverness, or skill:  The suspect continues to elude the police.  

2. To escape the understanding or grasp of:  a name that has always eluded me; a 

metaphor that eluded them.  See Synonyms at escape.  [Latin Kl7dere : K-, ex-, ex- 

+ l7dere, to play (from l7dus, play); see leid- in Appendix.]

E·lul (Hlùtl, H-lulù) n.  The 12th month of the year in the Jewish calendar.  See 

Table at calendar.  [Hebrew ’Elûl, from Akkadian ul7lu, el7lu, the month Ululu 

(August/September).]

e·lu·sive (V-luùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Tending to elude capture, perception, compre-

hension, or memory: “an invisible cabal of conspirators, each more elusive than the 

archterrorist [himself]” (David Kline).  2. Difficult to define or describe: “Failures 

are more finely etched in our minds than triumphs, and success is an elusive, if not 

mythic, goal in our demanding society” (Hugh Drummond).  [From Latin Kl7sus, 

past participle of Kl7dere, to elude. See ELUDE.] —e·luùsive·ly adv.  —e·luù-
sive·ness n. 

e·lute (V-lutù) v.  tr. e·lut·ed, e·lut·ing, e·lutes. To extract (one material) 

from another, usually by means of a solvent.  [From Latin Kluere, Kl7t-, to wash 

out  : K-, ex-, ex- + lavere, to wash; see leu(N)- in Appendix.] —e·luùtion n. 

e·lu·tri·ate (V-luùtrK-7tÙ) v.  tr. e·lu·tri·at·ed, e·lu·tri·at·ing, e·lu·tri·ates. 
1. To purify, separate, or remove (ore, for example) by washing, decanting, and 

settling.  2. To wash away the lighter or finer particles of (soil, for example).  

[Latin elutri7re, elutri7t- (from *elutrium, vat, bath, from Greek *elutrion, dimin-

utive of elutron, cover, sheath, tank); see ELYTRON, or Kl7tri7re (from *Kl7tor, one 

who washes, from Kluere, to wash out); see ELUTE.] —e·luÙtri·aùtion n. 

e·lu·vi·ate (V-luùvK-7tÙ) v.  intr. e·lu·vi·at·ed, e·lu·vi·at·ing, e·lu·vi·ates. To 

undergo eluviation. 

e·lu·vi·a·tion (V-luÙvK-7ùshNn) n.  The lateral or downward movement of dis-

solved or suspended material within soil when rainfall exceeds evaporation.  

[ELUVI(UM) + -ATION.]



e·lu·vi·um (V-luùvK-Nm) n.  Residual deposits of soil, dust, and rock particles 

produced by the action of the wind.  [New Latin Kluvium, from Latin Kluere, to 

wash out. See ELUTE.] —e·luùvi·al (-Nl) adj. 

el·ver (HlùvNr) n.  See glass eel.  [Alteration of eelfare, a brood of young eels, the 

passage of young eels up a river  : EEL + FARE, journey (obsolete).]

elves (Hlvz) n.  Plural of elf. 
elv·ish (HlùvVsh) adj.  Variant of elfish. 
E·ly (KùlK), Isle of. A region of east-central England with extensive drained fens. 

The name Isle comes from the high ground amid the fens; Ely probably refers to 

the eels formerly found in the fens. The city of Ely (population, 10,268) is noted 

for its cathedral, dating from the 11th century and one of the largest in England. 

El·yot (HlùyNt, HlùK-Nt), Sir Thomas. 1490?-1546.  English scholar and diplomat 

who wrote The Boke Named the Governour (1531), the first English treatise on 

education, and helped popularize the classics with his translations and Latin-

English dictionary (1538). 

E·ly·ri·a (V-lîrùK-N)  A city of northern Ohio west-southwest of Cleveland. Settled 

in 1817, it is an industrial center. Population, 56,746. 

E·ly·sian (V-lVzhùNn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or relating to Elysium.  

2. Blissful; delightful. 

Elysian Fields (V-lVzhùNn fKldz) pl.n.  Greek Mythology. The abode of the blessed 

after death. 

E·ly·si·um (V-lVzùK-Nm, V-lVzhù-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The Elysian Fields.  2. A 

place or condition of ideal happiness.  [Latin ·lysium, from Greek ·lusion 

(pedion), Elysian (fields).]

El·y·tis (HlùK-tKsÙ), Odysseus. 1911-1996.  Greek poet. He won the 1979 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

el·y·tron (HlùV-trmnÙ) n.  pl. el·y·tra (-trN). Either of the leathery or chitinous 

forewings of a beetle or a related insect, serving to encase the thin, membranous 

hind wings used in flight.  Also called wing case [New Latin, from Greek elutron, 

sheath. See wel-2 in Appendix.] —elùy·troidÙ (-troidÙ) adj. 

em (Hm) n.  1. The letter m.  2.  Abbr. m, M Printing. a. The width of a square or 

nearly square piece of type, used as a unit of measure for matter set in that size of 

type.  b. Such a measure for 12-point type; a pica.  

EM abbr.  1. Electromagnetic.  2. Electron microscope.  3. Enlisted man. 

E.M. abbr.  Engineer of Mines. 

em-1 pref.  Variant of en-1. 
em-2 pref.  Variant of en-2. 
’em (Nm) pron.  Informal. Them.  [From Middle English hem, from Old English 

him, heom, dative and accusative pl. of hK, he. See HE
1.]

e·ma·ci·ate (V-m7ùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. e·ma·ci·at·ed, e·ma·ci·at·ing, 
e·ma·ci·ates. To make or become extremely thin, especially as a result of starva-



tion.  [Latin Kmaci7re, Kmaci7t-  : K-, ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + maci7re, to 

make thin (from macer, thin); see m7k- in Appendix.] —e·maÙci·aùtion n. 

E-mail (Kùm7lÙ) n.  Computer Science. See electronic mail. 
em·a·lan·ge·ni (HmÙN-läng-gHnùK) n.  Plural of lilangeni. 
em·a·nate (HmùN-n7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. em·a·nat·ed, em·a·nat·ing, em·a·nates. 

To come or send forth, as from a source:  light that emanated from a lamp; a stove 

that emanated a steady heat.  See Synonyms at stem1.  [Latin Km7n7re, Km7n7t-, 

to flow out  : K-, ex-, ex- + m7n7re, to flow.] —emùa·naÙtive adj. 

em·a·na·tion (HmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of emanating.  

2. a. Something that issues from a source; an emission.  b. Chemistry. Any of 

several radioactive gases that are isotopes of radon and are products of radioac-

tive decay.    —emÙa·naùtion·al adj. 

e·man·ci·pate (V-m4nùsN-p7tÙ) v.  tr. e·man·ci·pat·ed, e·man·ci·pat·ing, 
e·man·ci·pates. 1. To free from bondage, oppression, or restraint; liberate.  

2. Law. To release (a child) from the control of parents or a guardian.  [Latin 

Kmancip7re, Kmancip7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + mancipium, ownership (from manceps, 

purchaser); see man-2 in Appendix.] —e·manùci·paÙtive, e·manùci·pa·toÙry 

(-pN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —e·manùci·paÙtor n. 

e·man·ci·pa·tion (V-m4nÙsN-p7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of emanci-

pating.  2. The condition of being emancipated. 

e·mar·gi·nate (V-märùjN-nVt, -n7tÙ) adj.  Having a shallow notch at the tip, as in 

some petals and leaves.  [Latin Kmargin7tus, past participle of Kmargin7re, to take 

the edge away  : K-, ex-, ex- + margo, margin-, margin; see merg- in Appendix.] 
—e·marÙgi·naùtion (-n7ùshNn) n. 

e·mas·cu·late (V-m4sùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. e·mas·cu·lat·ed, e·mas·cu·lat·ing, 
e·mas·cu·lates. 1. To castrate.  2. To deprive of strength or vigor; weaken.   —  
adj.  (-lVt) Deprived of virility, strength, or vigor.  [Latin Kmascul7re, Kmascul7t-  : 

K-, ex-, ex- + masculus, male, diminutive of m7s, male, man.] —e·masÙcu·laù-
tion n.  —e·masùcu·laÙtive, e·masùcu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  

—e·masùcu·laÙtor n. 

em·balm (Hm-bämù) v.  tr. em·balmed, em·balm·ing, em·balms. 1. To 

treat (a corpse) with preservatives in order to prevent decay.  2. To protect from 

change or oblivion; preserve or fix: “A precedent embalms a principle” (Benjamin 

Disraeli).  3. To impart fragrance to; perfume:  Spicy aromas embalmed the air.  

[Middle English embaumen, from Old French embasmer : en-, in; see EN-1 + 

basme, balm; see BALM.] —em·balmùer n.  —em·balmùment n. 

em·bank (Hm-b4ngkù) v.  tr. em·banked, em·bank·ing, em·banks. To con-

fine, support, or protect with an embankment. 

em·bank·ment (Hm-b4ngkùmNnt) n.  1. The act of embanking.  2. A mound 

of earth or stone built to hold back water or to support a roadway. 



em·bar·go (Hm-bärùgo) n.  pl. em·bar·goes. 1. A government order prohibit-

ing the movement of merchant ships into or out of its ports.  2. A prohibition by 

a government on certain or all trade with a foreign nation:  an embargo on the sale 

of computers to unfriendly nations.  3. A prohibition; a ban:  an embargo on criti-

cism.   —  v.  tr. em·bar·goed, em·bar·go·ing, em·bar·goes. To impose an 

embargo on.  [Spanish, from embargar, to impede, from Vulgar Latin 

*imbarric7re, to barricade  : Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + Vulgar Latin *barric7re, to 

barricade (from *barrXca, barrel, barrier, from *barra, bar, barrier).]

WORD HISTORY: Could an embargo on alcoholic beverages be related to a bar

other than in the obvious way? The words embargo and bar are related, albeit dis-

tantly. Embargo comes to us from Spanish, where it was derived from the verb

embargar, “to arrest, impede.” This verb came from the Vulgar Latin word

·imbarric7re, made up of the Latin prefix in-, “in, into,” and the assumed Vulgar

Latin form ·barric7re, derived from Vulgar Latin ·barrXca, “barrier.” ·BarrXca, in

turn, was derived from Vulgar Latin ·barra, “bar, barrier,” the ultimate source of

our word bar. Imbarric7re meant essentially “to impede with a barrier.” Our word

baris first recorded in English with the sense “barrier,” eventually developing the

sense “a counter for serving drinks.”

em·bark (Hm-bärkù) v.  em·barked, em·bark·ing, em·barks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to board a vessel or aircraft:  stopped to embark passengers.  2. To enlist (a 

person or persons) or invest (capital) in an enterprise.   —  v.  intr. 1. To go 

aboard a vessel or aircraft, as at the start of a journey.  2. To set out on a venture; 

commence:  embark on a world tour.  [French embarquer : en-, in; see EN-1 + 

barque, ship; see BARK
3.] —emÙbar·kaùtion, em·barkùment n. 

Em·barras River also Em·barrass River (4mùbrô rVvùNr)  A river rising in 

eastern Illinois and flowing about 298 km (185 mi) generally south and southeast 

to the Wabash River in southwest Indiana. 

em·bar·rass (Hm-b4rùNs) v.  tr. em·bar·rassed, em·bar·rass·ing, 
em·bar·rass·es. 1. To cause to feel self-conscious or ill at ease; disconcert:  

Meeting adults embarrassed the shy child.  2. To involve in or hamper with finan-

cial difficulties.  3. To hinder with obstacles or difficulties; impede.  4. To com-

plicate.  [French embarrasser, to encumber, hamper, from Spanish embarazar, 

from Italian imbarazzare, from imbarazzo, obstacle, obstruction, from imbarrare, 

to block, bar  : in-, in (from Latin); see EN-1 + Vulgar Latin *barra, bar.] 
—em·barùrassed·ly adv.  —em·barùrass·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: embarrass, abash, chagrin, discomfit, disconcert, faze, rattle. The

central meaning shared by these verbs is “to cause someone to feel self-conscious

and uneasy”: was embarrassed by her child’s tantrum; felt abashed at the extrava-



gant praise; will be chagrined if his confident prediction fails; was discomfited by the

sudden personal question; is disconcerted by sarcastic remarks; refuses to be fazed by

your objections; isn’t easily rattled before an audience.

em·bar·rass·ment (Hm-b4rùNs-mNnt) n.  1. The act or an instance of embar-

rassing.  2. The state of being embarrassed.  3. A source or cause of being embar-

rassed.  4. An overabundance:  an embarrassment of choices at a buffet dinner; an 

embarrassment of riches. 

Em·barrass River (4mùbrô rVvùNr)  See Embarras River. 
em·bas·sage (HmùbN-sVj) n.  Archaic. An embassy.  [Middle English ambassage, 

office or function of an ambassador, possibly variant of ambassade, from Old 

French ambassade, ambaxade, from Old Spanish ambaxada, or Old Provençal 

ambaissada both from Medieval Latin ambacti7ta, from ambactia, from Latin 

ambactus, servant. See ag- in Appendix.]

em·bas·sy (HmùbN-sK) n.  pl. em·bas·sies. 1. A building containing the offices 

of an ambassador and staff.  2. The position, function, or assignment of an 

ambassador.  3. A mission to a foreign government headed by an ambassador.  

4. A staff of diplomatic representatives headed by an ambassador.  [Variant of 

ambassy, office or function of an ambassador, from obsolete French ambassée, 

from Medieval Latin ambacti7ta. See EMBASSAGE.]

em·bat·tle (Hm-b4tùl) v.  tr. em·bat·tled, em·bat·tling, em·bat·tles. 1. To 

prepare for battle; array.  2. To furnish with battlements for defense.  [Middle 

English embataillen, from Old French embataillier : en-, in; see EN-1 + batailler, to 

battle (from bataille, battle); see BATTLE.]

em·bat·tled (Hm-b4tùld) adj.  1. Prepared or fortified for battle or engaged in 

battle:  embattled troops; an embattled city.  2. Beset with attackers, criticism, or 

controversy:  an embattled legislative minority; an embattled governor. 

em·bat·tle·ment (Hm-b4tùl-mNnt, Vm-) n.  See battlement. 
em·bay (Hm-b7ù) v.  tr. em·bayed, em·bay·ing, em·bays. To put, shelter, or 

detain in a bay. 

em·bay·ment (Hm-b7ùmNnt) n.  1. A bay or baylike shape.  2. The formation 

of a bay. 

em·bed (Hm-bHdù) also im·bed (Vm-) v.  em·bed·ded, em·bed·ding, 
em·beds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fix firmly in a surrounding mass:  embed a post in con-

crete; fossils embedded in shale.  2. To enclose snugly or firmly.  3. To cause to be 

an integral part of a surrounding whole.  4. Biology. To enclose (a specimen) in a 

supporting material before sectioning for microscopic examination.   —  v.  intr. 

To become embedded:  The harpoon struck but did not embed.   —em·bedùment 
n. 

em·bel·lish (Hm-bHlùVsh) v.  tr. em·bel·lished, em·bel·lish·ing, 
em·bel·lish·es. 1. To make beautiful, as by ornamentation; decorate.  2. To add 



ornamental or fictitious details to:  a fanciful account that embellishes the true 

story.  [Middle English embelishen, from Old French embellir, embelliss-  : en-, 

causative pref.; see EN-1 + bel, beautiful (from Latin bellus); see deu-2 in Appen-

dix.] —em·belùlish·er n. 

em·bel·lish·ment (Hm-bHlùVsh-mNnt) n.  1. The act of embellishing or the 

state of being embellished.  2. Something that embellishes; a decoration.  

3. Music. A note that embellishes a melody. 

em·ber (HmùbNr) n.  1. A small, glowing piece of coal or wood, as in a dying fire.  

2. embers. The smoldering coal or ash of a dying fire.  [Middle English embre, 

from Old English <merge.]

Em·ber Day (HmùbNr d7) n.  A day reserved for prayer and fasting by some 

Christian churches, observed on the Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday after the 

first Sunday of Lent, after Whitsunday, after September 14, and after December 

13.  [Middle English ymer daye, from Old English ymbrendæg : ymbryne, recur-

rence, course of time (ymbe, around; see ambhi in Appendix + ryne, a running); 

see rei- in Appendix + dæg, day; see DAY.]

em·bez·zle (Hm-bHzùNl) v.  tr. em·bez·zled, em·bez·zling, em·bez·zles. To 

take (money, for example) for one’s own use in violation of a trust.  [Middle 

English embesilen, from Anglo-Norman enbesiler : Old French en-, intensive 

pref.; see EN-1 + Old French besillier, to ravage.] —em·bezùzle·ment n.  

—em·bezùzler n. 

em·bit·ter (Hm-bVtùNr) v.  tr. em·bit·tered, em·bit·ter·ing, em·bit·ters. 
1. To make bitter in flavor.  2. To arouse bitter feelings in:  was embittered by years 

of unrewarded labor.   —em·bitùter·ment n. 

em·blaze1 (Hm-bl7zù) v.  tr. em·blazed, em·blaz·ing, em·blaz·es. 1. To set 

on fire.  2. To cause to glow; light up. 

em·blaze2 (Hm-bl7zù) v.  tr. em·blazed, em·blaz·ing, em·blaz·es. Archaic. 

1. To emblazon.  2. To decorate lavishly. 

em·bla·zon (Hm-bl7ùzNn) v.  tr. em·bla·zoned, em·bla·zon·ing, 
em·bla·zons. 1. a. To adorn (a surface) richly with prominent markings:  

emblazon a doorway with a coat of arms.  b. To inscribe (a prominent marking) 

on a surface:  emblazon a cross on a banner.   2. To make resplendent with brilliant 

colors.  3. To make illustrious; celebrate:  emblazoning a heroine’s deeds in song.   
—em·blaùzon·er n.  —em·blaùzon·ment n. 

em·bla·zon·ry (Hm-bl7zùNn-rK) n.  pl. em·bla·zon·ries. 1. The act or art of 

emblazoning.  2. Colorful or prominent decoration, especially heraldic decora-

tion. 

em·blem (HmùblNm) n.  1. An object or a representation that functions as a 

symbol.  See Synonyms at symbol.  2. A distinctive badge, design, or device:  

trucks marked with the company emblem; the emblem of the air force.  3. An alle-

gorical picture usually inscribed with a verse or motto presenting a moral lesson.  



[Middle English, pictorial fable, from Latin emblKma, raised ornament, from 

Greek, embossed design, from emballein, to insert, set in  : en-, in; see EN-2 + bal-

lein, to throw; see gwelN- in Appendix.]

em·blem·at·ic (HmÙblN-m4tùVk)  or em·blem·at·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of, relating 

to, or serving as an emblem; symbolic.  [French emblématique, from Medieval 

Latin emblKmaticus, of an emblem, from Latin emblKma, emblKmat-, emblem. See 

EMBLEM.] —emÙblem·atùi·cal·ly adv. 

em·blem·a·tize (Hm-blHmùN-tXzÙ) also em·blem·ize (HmùblN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. 

em·blem·a·tized also em·blem·ized, em·blem·a·tiz·ing also 

em·blem·iz·ing, em·blem·a·tiz·es also em·blem·iz·es. To represent with or 

as if with an emblem; symbolize. 

em·ble·ments (HmùblN-mNnts) pl.n.  Law. The crops or products of the land 

legally belonging to a tenant.  [From Middle English emblaiment, from Old 

French emblaement, from emblaer, to sow with grain, from Medieval Latin 

imbl7d7re : Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + Medieval Latin bl7dum, bl7dium, grain (of 

Germanic origin); see bhel-3 in Appendix.]

em·blem·ize (HmùblN-mXzÙ) v.  Variant of emblematize. 
em·bod·i·ment (Hm-bmdùK-mNnt, Vm-) n.  1. The act of embodying or the 

state of being embodied.  2. One that embodies: “The flag is the embodiment, not 

of sentiment, but of history” (Woodrow Wilson). 

em·bod·y (Hm-bmdùK) v.  tr. em·bod·ied, em·bod·y·ing, em·bod·ies. 1. To 

give a bodily form to; incarnate.  2. To represent in bodily or material form: “As 

John Adams embodied the old style, Andrew Jackson embodied the new” (Richard 

Hofstadter).  3. To make part of a system or whole; incorporate:  laws that 

embody a people’s values. 

em·bold·en (Hm-bolùdNn) v.  tr. em·bold·ened, em·bold·en·ing, 
em·bold·ens. To foster boldness or courage in; encourage.  See Synonyms at 

encourage. 
em·bo·lec·to·my (HmÙbN-lHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. em·bo·lec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of an embolus.  [EMBOL(US) + -ECTOMY.]

em·bo·li (HmùbN-lXÙ) n.  Plural of embolus. 
em·bol·ic (Hm-bmlùVk) adj.  1. Pathology. Of, relating to, or caused by an embo-

lus or an embolism.  2. Embryology. Of or relating to emboly. 

em·bo·lism (HmùbN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Obstruction or occlusion of a blood vessel by 

an embolus.  2. An embolus.  [Middle English embolisme, insertion of one or 

more days in a calendar, from Late Latin embolismus, from Greek embolismos, 

from emballein, to insert. See EMBLEM.] —emÙbo·lisùmic adj. 

em·bo·lus (HmùbN-lNs) n.  pl. em·bo·li (-lXÙ). A mass, such as an air bubble, a 

detached blood clot, or a foreign body, that travels through the bloodstream and 

lodges so as to obstruct or occlude a blood vessel.  [Latin, piston of a pump, from 

Greek embolos, stopper, plug, from emballein, to insert. See EMBLEM.]



em·bo·ly (HmùbN-lK) n.  pl. em·bo·lies. Embryology. The formation of a gas-

trula from a blastula by invagination.  [Greek embolK, insertion, from emballein, 

to insert. See EMBLEM.]

em·bon·point (äNÙbôN-pw4Nù) n.  The condition of being plump; stoutness.  

[French, from en bon point, in good condition  : en, in (from Latin in, in-); see EN-
1 + bon, good (from Old French); see BOON

2 + point, situation, condition; see 

POINT.]

em·bos·om (Hm-btzùNm, -buùzNm) v.  tr. em·bos·omed, em·bos·om·ing, 
em·bos·oms. 1. To enclose protectively; envelop.  2. Archaic. To clasp to or hold 

in the bosom. 

em·boss (Hm-bôsù, -bmsù) v.  tr. em·bossed, em·boss·ing, em·boss·es. 
1. To mold or carve in relief:  emboss a design on a coin.  2. To decorate with or as 

if with a raised design:  emboss leather.  3. To adorn; decorate.  4. To cover with 

many protuberances; stud: “The whole buoy was embossed with barnacles” (Her-

man Melville).  [Middle English embosen, from Old French embocer : en-, in; see 

EN-1 + boce, knob.] —em·bossùer n. 

em·boss·ment (Hm-bôsùmNnt, -bmsù-) n.  1. The act or process of embossing 

or the condition of being embossed.  2. Embossed ornamentation.  3. The dis-

tance between the nondeformed part of a document surface and a specified point 

on a printed character in optical character recognition. 

em·bou·chure (ämÙbt-shtrù) n.  1. The mouth of a river.  2. Music. a. The 

mouthpiece of a wind instrument.  b. The manner in which the lips and tongue 

are applied to such a mouthpiece.   [French, from emboucher, to put or go into the 

mouth, from Old French  : en-, in; see EN-1 + bouche, mouth (from Latin bucca, 

cheek).]

em·bour·geoise·ment (Hm-btrùzhwäz-mNnt, -mäntÙ) n.  Conversion to 

bourgeois values, loyalties, or tastes: “The Soviet party, despite a new appearance of 

embourgeoisement, remained tightly faithful to Soviet discipline” (New York 

Times).  [French, from bourgeois, bourgeois. See BOURGEOIS.]

em·bowed (Hm-bodù) adj.  1. Bent or curved like a bow.  2. Architecture. 

a. Having an arch or arches.  b. Protruding in an outward curve so as to form a 

recess within.  

em·bow·el (Hm-bouùNl) v.  tr. em·bow·eled or em·bow·elled, 
em·bow·el·ing or em·bow·el·ling, em·bow·els or em·bow·els. 1. To dis-

embowel.  2. Obsolete. To enclose.  [Obsolete French emboueler : en-, intensive 

pref.; see EN-1 + Old French boeler (from boel, bouele, entrails); see BOWEL. Sense 2 

EN-1 + BOWEL.]

em·bow·er (Hm-bouùNr) v.  tr. em·bow·ered, em·bow·er·ing, 
em·bow·ers. To enclose in or as if in a bower. 

em·brace (Hm-br7sù) v.  em·braced, em·brac·ing, em·brac·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To clasp or hold close with the arms, usually as an expression of affection.  



2. a. To surround; enclose:  We allowed the warm water to embrace us.  b. To 

twine around:  a trellis that was embraced by vines.   3. To include as part of some-

thing broader.  See Synonyms at include.  4. To take up willingly or eagerly:  

embrace a social cause.  5. To avail oneself of: “I only regret, in my chilled age, cer-

tain occasions and possibilities I didn’t embrace” (Henry James).   —  v.  intr. To 

join in an embrace.   —  n.  1. An act of holding close with the arms, usually as an 

expression of affection; a hug.  2. An enclosure or encirclement:  caught in the 

jungle’s embrace.  3. Eager acceptance:  your embrace of Catholicism.  [Middle 

English embracen, from Old French embracer : en-, in; see EN-1 + brace, the two 

arms; see BRACE.] —em·braceùa·ble adj.  —em·braceùment n. 

em·brace·or  or em·brac·er (Hm-br7ùsNr) n.  Law. One guilty of attempting to 

influence a court illegally.  [Middle English imbrasour, from Anglo-Norman 

embraceor, probably from embracer, to embrace, incite, influence a court by illegal 

means, from Old French. See EMBRACE.]

em·brac·er1 (Hm-br7ùsNr) n.  One that embraces:  an embracer of novel ideas. 

em·brac·er2 (Hm-br7ùsNr) n.  Law. Variant of embraceor. 
em·brac·er·y (Hm-br7ùsN-rK) n.  pl. em·brac·er·ies. Law. An attempt to cor-

rupt a jury, as with bribery.  [Middle English embracerie, from embracen, to influ-

ence a jury by illegal means, to embrace. See EMBRACE.]

em·branch·ment (Hm-br4nchùmNnt) n.  1. A branching out, as of a mountain 

range or river.  2. A branch or ramification. 

em·bran·gle (Hm-br4ngùgNl) v.  tr. em·bran·gled, em·bran·gling, 
em·bran·gles. To entangle; embroil.  [EN-1 + dialectal brangle, to shake, waver, 

confuse (variant of branle, brandle, from French branler, from Old French bran-

deler, perhaps from brand, sword); see BRANDISH.] —em·branùgle·ment n. 

em·bra·sure (Hm-br7ùzhNr) n.  1. An opening in a thick wall for a door or win-

dow, especially one with sides angled so that the opening is larger on the inside of 

the wall than on the outside.  2. A flared opening for a gun in a wall or parapet.  

[French, from embraser, to widen an opening.] —em·braùsured adj. 

em·brit·tle (Hm-brVtùl) v.  tr. intr. em·brit·tled, em·brit·tling, em·brit·tles. 
To make or become brittle.   —em·britùtle·ment n. 

em·bro·cate (HmùbrN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. em·bro·cat·ed, em·bro·cat·ing, 
em·bro·cates. To moisten and rub (a part of the body) with a liniment or 

lotion.  [Medieval Latin embroc7re, embroc7t-, from Late Latin embrocha, lotion, 

from Greek embrokhK, from embrekhein, to foment  : en-, in; see EN-2 + brekhein, 

to wet.]

em·bro·ca·tion (HmÙbrN-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of moistening and 

rubbing a part of the body with a liniment or lotion.  2. A liniment or lotion. 

em·broi·der (Hm-broiùdNr) v.  em·broi·dered, em·broi·der·ing, 
em·broi·ders.  —  v.  tr. 1. To ornament with needlework:  embroider a pillow 

cover.  2. To make by means of needlework:  embroider a design on a bedspread.  



3. To add embellishments or fanciful details to:  embroider the truth.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To make needlework.  2. To add embellishments or fanciful details.  [Middle 

English embrouderen, partly from embrouden (from brouden, broiden, braided, 

embroidered, from Old English brogden, past participle of bregdan, to weave); see 

BRAID, and partly from Old French embroder (en-, intensive pref.; see en-1 + 

broder, brosder, to embroider of Germanic origin).] —em·broiùder·er n. 

em·broi·der·y (Hm-broiùdN-rK) n.  pl. em·broi·der·ies. 1. The act or art of 

embroidering.  2. Ornamentation of fabric with needlework.  3. A piece of 

embroidered fabric.  4. Embellishment with fanciful details. 

em·broil (Hm-broilù) v.  tr. em·broiled, em·broil·ing, em·broils. 1. To 

involve in argument, contention, or hostile actions: “Avoid... any step that may 

embroil us with Great Britain” (Alexander Hamilton).  2. To throw into confusion 

or disorder; entangle.  [French embrouiller : en-, intensive pref.; see EN-1 + brouil-

ler, to confuse (from Old French); see BROIL
2.] —em·broilùment n. 

em·brown (Hm-brounù) v.  tr. em·browned, em·brown·ing, em·browns. 
1. To make brown or dusky.  2. To darken. 

em·brue (Hm-bruù) v.  Variant of imbrue. 
em·bry·ec·to·my (HmÙbrK-HkùtN-mK) n.  pl. em·bry·ec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of an embryo, especially one implanted outside of the uterus. 

em·bry·o (HmùbrK-oÙ) n.  pl. em·bry·os. 1. a. An organism in its early stages of 

development, especially before it has reached a distinctively recognizable form.  

b. An organism at any time before full development, birth, or hatching.   

2. a. The fertilized egg of a vertebrate animal following cleavage.  b. In human 

beings, the prefetal product of conception from implantation through the eighth 

week of development.   3. Botany. The minute, rudimentary plant contained 

within a seed or an archegonium.  4. A rudimentary or beginning stage: “To its 

founding fathers, the European [Economic] Community was the embryo of the 

United States of Europe” (Economist).  [Medieval Latin embryo, from Greek 

embruon : en-, in; see EN-2 + bruein, to be full to bursting.]

em·bry·o·gen·e·sis (HmÙbrK-o-jHnùV-sVs) also em·bry·og·e·ny (-mjùN-nK) n.  

The development and growth of an embryo.   —emÙbry·o·genùic (-jHnùVk), 
emÙbry·o·ge·netùic (-o-jN-nHtùVk)  adj. 

em·bry·oid (HmùbrK-oidÙ) n.  A minute plant or animal form that resembles an 

embryo.   —  adj.  Resembling an embryo. 

em·bry·ol·o·gy (HmÙbrK-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The branch of biology that deals with 

the formation, early growth, and development of living organisms.  2. The 

embryonic structure or development of a particular organism.   
—emÙbry·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), emÙbry·o·logùi·cal adj.  

—emÙbry·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —emÙbry·olùo·gist n. 

em·bry·on·ic (HmÙbrK-mnùVk) also em·bry·on·al (HmùbrK-N-nNl) adj.  1. Of, 

relating to, or being an embryo.  2.  Also em·bry·ot·ic (-mtùVk). Rudimentary; 



incipient:  an embryonic nation, not yet self-governing.   —emÙbry·onùic·al·ly 
adv. 

embryonic disk (HmÙbrK-mnùVk dVsk) n.  1. A platelike mass of cells in the 

blastocyst from which a mammalian embryo develops.  Also called embryonic 

shield 2.  See germinal disk. 
embryonic membrane (HmÙbrK-mnùVk mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  Any of the membra-

nous structures closely associated with or surrounding a developing vertebrate 

embryo, including the amnion, chorion, allantois, and yolk sac. 

embryonic shield (HmÙbrK-mnùVk shKld) n.  See embryonic disk (n., sense 

1). 

em·bry·op·a·thy (HmÙbrK-mpùN-thK) n.  pl. em·bry·op·a·thies. A develop-

mental disorder in an embryo. 

embryo sac (HmùbrK-oÙ s4k) n.  The female gametophyte of a seed plant, 

within which the embryo develops. 

em·bry·ot·ic (HmÙbrK-mtùVk) adj.  Variant of embryonic (adj., sense 2). 

em·cee (HmùsKù) n.  A master of ceremonies.   —  v.  em·ceed, em·cee·ing, 
em·cees.  —  v.  tr. To serve as master of ceremonies of:  emcee a variety show.   
—  v.  intr. To act as master of ceremonies.  [Pronunciation of M.C., abbr. of mas-

ter of ceremonies.]

Em·den (HmùdNn)  A city of northwest Germany at the mouth of the Ems River 

west-northwest of Bremen. Founded in the ninth century, it was an important 

naval base during World War II. Population, 50,164. 

-eme suff.  A distinctive unit of linguistic structure:  semanteme.  [French -ème, 

from phonème, phoneme. See PHONEME.]

e·mend (V-mHndù) v.  tr. e·mend·ed, e·mend·ing, e·mends. To improve by 

critical editing:  emend a faulty text.  [Middle English emenden, from Latin 

Kmend7re : K-, ex-, ex- + mendum, defect, fault.] —e·mendùer n. 

e·men·date (KùmHn-d7tÙ, V-mHnù-) v.  tr. e·men·dat·ed, e·men·dat·ing, 
e·men·dates. To make textual corrections in.  [Latin Kmend7re, Kmend7t-, to 

emend. See EMEND.] —eùmen·daÙtor (-d7ÙtNr) n.  —e·menùda·toÙry (V-
mHnùdN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

e·men·da·tion (V-mHnÙd7ùshNn, KÙmHn-) n.  1. The act of emending.  2. An 

alteration intended to improve:  textual emendations made by the editor. 

emer. abbr.  Emerita; emeritus. 

em·er·ald (HmùNr-Nld, HmùrNld) n.  1. A brilliant green to grass-green transpar-

ent variety of beryl, used as a gemstone.  2. Color. A strong yellowish green.   —  
adj.  Color. Of a strong yellowish green.  [Middle English emeraude, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin esmeralda, esmeraldus, from Latin smaragdus, from 

Greek smaragdos.]

e·merge (V-mûrjù) v.  intr. e·merged, e·merg·ing, e·merg·es. 1. To rise 

from or as if from immersion:  Sea mammals must emerge periodically to breathe.  



2. To come forth from obscurity:  new leaders who may emerge.  3. To become 

evident:  The truth emerged at the inquest.  4. To come into existence.  See Syn-

onyms at appear.  [Latin Kmergere : K-, ex-, ex- + mergere, to immerse.]

e·mer·gence (V-mûrùjNns) n.  1. The act or process of emerging.  2. Botany. A 

superficial outgrowth of plant tissue, such as the prickle of a rose. 

e·mer·gen·cy (V-mûrùjNn-sK) n.  pl. e·mer·gen·cies. 1. A serious situation or 

occurrence that happens unexpectedly and demands immediate action.  2. A 

condition of urgent need for action or assistance:  a state of emergency; a voice full 

of emergency.   —  adj.  For use during emergencies:  emergency food rations. 

emergency brake (V-mûrùjNn-sK br7k) n.  A separate brake system in a vehi-

cle for use in case of failure of the regular brakes and commonly used as a parking 

brake.  Also called hand brake 

emergency medical technician (V-mûrùjNn-sK mHdùV-kNl tHk-nVshùNn) n.  

Abbr. EMT A person trained and certified to appraise and initiate the administra-

tion of emergency care for victims of trauma or acute illness before or during 

transportation of the victims to a health care facility via ambulance or aircraft. 

emergency medicine (V-mûrùjNn-sK mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine 

that deals with evaluation and initial treatment of medical conditions caused by 

trauma or sudden illness. 

emergency room (V-mûrùjNn-sK rum) n.  Abbr. ER The section of a health 

care facility intended to provide rapid treatment for victims of sudden illness or 

trauma. 

e·mer·gent (V-mûrùjNnt) adj.  1. a. Coming into view, existence, or notice:  

emergent spring shoots; an emergent political leader.  b. Emerging:  emergent 

nations.   2. Rising above a surrounding medium, especially a fluid.  

3. Demanding prompt action; urgent.  4. Occurring as a consequence; result-

ant.   —  n.  One that is coming into view or existence: “The giant redwoods... out-

strip the emergents of the rain forest, which rarely reach two hundred feet” 

(Catherine Caulfield). 

emergent evolution (V-mûrùjNnt HvÙN-luùshNn) n.  A theory holding that 

completely new types of organisms and characteristics appear at certain stages of 

the evolutionary process, usually as a result of an unpredictable rearrangement of 

the preexisting elements. 

e·merg·ing (V-mûrùjVng) adj.  Newly formed or just coming into prominence; 

emergent:  emerging markets; the emerging states of Africa. 

e·mer·i·ta (V-mHrùV-tN) adj.  Abbr. emer. Retired but retaining an honorary title 

corresponding to that held immediately before retirement. Used of a woman:  a 

professor emerita.   —  n.  pl. e·mer·i·tae (-tKÙ)  or e·mer·i·tas. A woman who is 

retired but retains an honorary title corresponding to that held immediately 

before retirement.  [Latin Kmerita, feminine of Kmeritus. See EMERITUS.]



e·mer·i·tus (V-mHrùV-tNs) adj.  Abbr. emer. Retired but retaining an honorary 

title corresponding to that held immediately before retirement:  a professor emeri-

tus.   —  n.  pl. e·mer·i·ti (-tXÙ). One who is retired but retains an honorary title 

corresponding to that held immediately before retirement.  [Latin Kmeritus, past 

participle of KmerKrX, to earn by service  : K-, ex-, from; see EX- + merKrX, to 

deserve, earn; see (s)mer-2 in Appendix.]

e·mersed (V-mûrstù) adj.  Botany. Rising above the surface of water:  emersed 

aquatic plants.  [From Latin Kmersus. See EMERSION.]

e·mer·sion (V-mûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  The act of emerging; emergence.  [From 

Latin Kmersus, past participle of Kmergere, to emerge. See EMERGE.]

Em·er·son (HmùNr-sNn), Ralph Waldo. 1803-1882.  American writer, philoso-

pher, and central figure of American transcendentalism. His poems, orations, and 

especially his essays, such as Nature (1836), are regarded as landmarks in the 

development of American thought and literary expression.   —EmÙer·soùni·an 
(-soùnK-Nn) adj. 

em·er·y (HmùN-rK, HmùrK) n.  A fine-grained impure corundum used for grind-

ing and polishing.  [Middle English, from Old French emeri, emeril, from Late 

Latin smericulum, from Greek smiris.]

emery board (HmùN-rK bôrd) n.  A nail file consisting of a strip of cardboard 

coated with powdered emery. 

em·e·sis (HmùV-sVs) n.  pl. em·e·ses (-sKzÙ). The act of vomiting.  [Greek, from 

emein, to vomit. See wemN- in Appendix.]

e·met·ic (V-mHtùVk) adj.  Causing vomiting.   —  n.  An agent that causes vomit-

ing.  [Latin emetica, feminine of emeticus, provoking vomiting, from Greek eme-

tikos, from emetos, vomiting, from emein, to vomit. See wemN- in Appendix.] 
—e·metùi·cal·ly adv. 

em·e·tine (HmùV-tKnÙ) n.  A bitter-tasting crystalline alkaloid, C29H40N2O4, 

derived from ipecac root and used in the treatment of amebiasis and as an emetic.  

[French émétine, from émétique, emetic, from Latin emeticus. See EMETIC.]

emf  or EMF abbr.  Electromotive force. 

EMG abbr.  Electromyogram. 

-emia or -hemia also -aemia  or -haemia suff.  Blood:  leukemia.  [New Latin, 

from Greek -aimia, from haima, blood. See HEMO-.]

em·i·grant (HmùV-grNnt) n.  One that emigrates.   —  adj.  Of or relating to emi-

grants or the act of emigrating. 

em·i·grate (HmùV-gr7tÙ) v.  intr. em·i·grat·ed, em·i·grat·ing, em·i·grates. 
To leave one country or region to settle in another.  See Usage Note at migrate.  
[Latin Kmigr7re, Kmigr7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + migr7re, to move; see mei-1 in Appen-

dix.] —emÙi·graùtion (HmÙV-gr7ùshNn) n. 



é·mi·gré (HmùV-gr7Ù) n.  One who has left a native country, especially for politi-

cal reasons.  [French, from past participle of émigrer, to emigrate, from Latin 

Kmigr7re. See EMIGRATE.]

E·mi·lia-Ro·ma·gna (H-mKlùyN-ro-mäùnyä)  A region of northern Italy bor-

dering on the Adriatic Sea. Named for the Aemilian Way, a Roman road laid out 

in 187 B.C. that connected Piacenza with Rimini, the area was conquered by the 

Lombards in the fifth century A.D. and became part of the kingdom of Italy in 

1861. 

em·i·nence (HmùN-nNns) n.  1. A position of great distinction or superiority:  

rose to eminence as a surgeon.  2. A rise of ground; a hill.  3. a. A person of high 

station or great achievements.  b.  Also Eminence. Roman Catholic Church. Used 

with His or Your as a title and form of address for a cardinal.  

ém·i·nence grise (7-mK-näNs grKzù) n.  pl. ém·i·nence grises (7-mK-näNs 

grKzù). A powerful adviser or decision-maker who operates secretly or unoffi-

cially.  Also called gray eminence [French, the power behind the throne  : émi-

nence, power + gris, gray, shadowy.]

em·i·nen·cy (HmùN-nNn-sK) n.  pl. em·i·nen·cies. Eminence. 

em·i·nent (HmùN-nNnt) adj.  1. Towering or standing out above others; promi-

nent:  an eminent peak.  2. Of high rank, station, or quality; noteworthy:  eminent 

members of the community.  3. Outstanding, as in character or performance; dis-

tinguished:  an eminent historian.  See Synonyms at noted.  [Middle English, 

from Latin KminKns, Kminent- present participle of KminKre, to stand out  : K-, ex-, 

ex- + -minKre, to jut out; see men-2 in Appendix.] —emùi·nent·ly adv. 

eminent domain (HmùN-nNnt do-m7nù) n.  Law. The right of a government to 

appropriate private property for public use, usually with compensation to the 

owner. 

e·mir (V-mîrù, 7-mîrù) also a·mir (N-mîrù, 7-mîrù) n.  A prince, chieftain, or gov-

ernor, especially in the Middle East.  [French émir, from Arabic ’amXr, com-

mander, from ’amara, to command.]

e·mir·ate (V-mîrùVt, -7tÙ) n.  1. The office of an emir.  2. The nation or territory 

ruled by an emir. 

em·is·sar·y (HmùV-sHrÙK) n.  pl. em·is·sar·ies. An agent sent on a mission to 

represent or advance the interests of another.  [Latin Kmiss7rius, from Kmissus, 

past participle of Kmittere, to send out. See EMIT.]

e·mis·sion (V-mVshùNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of emitting.  2. Something 

emitted.  3. A substance discharged into the air, especially by an internal combus-

tion engine.  [Latin Kmissio, Kmission-, a sending out, from Kmissus, past participle 

of Kmittere, to send out. See EMIT.]

emission nebula (V-mVshùNn nHbùyN-lN) n.  A nebula that absorbs ultraviolet 

radiation from stars and reemits it as visible light. 



emission spectrum (V-mVshùNn spHkùtrNm) n.  The spectrum of bright lines, 

bands, or continuous radiation characteristic of and determined by a specific 

emitting substance subjected to a specific kind of excitation. 

e·mis·sive (V-mVsùVv) adj.  Having the power or tendency to emit matter or 

energy; emitting. 

em·is·siv·i·ty (HmÙV-sVvùV-tK) n.  The ratio of the radiation emitted by a surface 

to the radiation emitted by a blackbody at the same temperature. 

e·mit (V-mVtù) v.  tr. e·mit·ted, e·mit·ting, e·mits. 1. To give or send out mat-

ter or energy:  isotopes that emit radioactive particles; a stove emitting heat.  

2. a. To give out as sound; utter: “She emitted her small strange laugh” (Edith 

Wharton).  b. To voice; express:  emit an opinion.   3. To issue with authority, 

especially to put (currency) into circulation.  [Latin Kmittere, to send out  : K-, ex-, 

ex- + mittere, to send.] —e·mitùter n. 

em·men·a·gogue (V-mHnùN-gôgÙ, -gmgÙ) n.  A drug or an agent that induces 

or hastens menstrual flow.  [Greek emmKna, the menses (from neuter pl. of 

emmKnos, monthly  : en-, in; see en-2 + mKn, month); see mK-2 in Appendix + -

AGOGUE.]

em·mer (HmùNr) n.  A Eurasian wheat (Triticum dicoccum) first cultivated by the 

Babylonians and now widely grown as a cereal grain and as livestock feed.  Also 

called starch wheat, two-grained spelt.  [German, from Old High German amaro.]

em·met (HmùVt) n.  Archaic. An ant.  [Middle English emete, from Old English 

<mete.]

Em·met (HmùVt), Robert. 1778-1803.  Irish patriot who fought for the rights of 

Irish Catholics and was executed for his part in a bungled uprising against the 

British. 

em·me·tro·pi·a (HmÙV-troùpK-N) n.  The condition of the normal eye when par-

allel rays are focused exactly on the retina and vision is perfect.  [Greek emmetros, 

well-proportioned, fitting (en, in; see en-2 + metron, measure); see METER
2 + -

OPIA.] —emÙme·tropùic (-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj. 

Em·my (HmùK) n.  pl. Em·mys. A statuette awarded annually by the Academy of 

Television Arts and Sciences for outstanding achievement in television.  [Possibly 

alteration (influenced by the name Emmy, diminutive of Emma), of immy, alter-

ation of image orthicon.]

em·o·din (HmùN-dVnÙ) n.  An orange crystalline compound, C14H4O2(OH)3CH3, 

obtained from rhubarb and other plants and used as a laxative.  [New Latin 

Kmodi, a species of rhubarb (from Greek ·modos, the Himalayas) + -IN.]

e·mol·lient (V-mmlùyNnt) adj.  1. Softening and soothing, especially to the skin.  

2. Making less harsh or abrasive; mollifying:  the emollient approach of a diplo-

matic mediator.   —  n.  1. An agent that softens or soothes the skin.  2. An agent 

that assuages or mollifies.  [Latin KmolliKns, Kmollient- present participle of 



KmollXre, to soften  : K-, ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + mollXre, to soften (from mol-

lis, soft); see mel-1 in Appendix.]

e·mol·u·ment (V-mmlùyN-mNnt) n.  Payment for an office or employment; 

compensation.  [Middle English, from Latin Kmolumentum, gain, originally a 

miller’s fee for grinding grain, from Kmolere, to grind out  : K-, ex-, ex- + molere, 

to grind; see melN- in Appendix.]

e·mote (V-motù) v.  intr. e·mot·ed, e·mot·ing, e·motes. To express emotion, 

especially in an excessive or theatrical manner: “The more she emotes, the less he 

listens, and the less he listens, the more strident and emotive she becomes” (Maggie 

Scarf).  [Back-formation from EMOTION.] —e·motùer n. 

e·mo·tion (V-moùshNn) n.  1. An intense mental state that arises subjectively 

rather than through conscious effort and is often accompanied by physiological 

changes; a strong feeling:  the emotions of joy, sorrow, reverence, hate, and love.  

2. A state of mental agitation or disturbance:  spoke unsteadily in a voice that 

betrayed his emotion.  See Synonyms at feeling.  3. The part of the consciousness 

that involves feeling; sensibility: “The very essence of literature is the war between 

emotion and intellect” (Isaac Bashevis Singer).  [French émotion, from Old French 

esmovoir, to excite, from Vulgar Latin *exmovKre : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin movKre, to 

move; see meuN- in Appendix.]

e·mo·tion·al (V-moùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to emotion:  an emotional 

illness; emotional crises.  2. Readily affected with or stirred by emotion:  an emo-

tional person who often weeps.  3. Arousing or intended to arouse the emotions:  

an emotional appeal.  4. Marked by or exhibiting emotion:  an emotional farewell.   
—e·moÙtion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —e·moùtion·al·ly adv. 

e·mo·tion·al·ism (V-moùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. An inclination to rely on or 

place too much value on emotion.  2. Undue display of emotion. 

e·mo·tion·al·ist (V-moùshN-nN-lVst) n.  1. One whose conduct, thought, or 

rhetoric is governed by emotion rather than reason, often as a matter of policy.  

2. An excessively emotional person.   —e·moÙtion·al·isùtic adj. 

e·mo·tion·al·ize (V-moùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. e·mo·tion·al·ized, 
e·mo·tion·al·iz·ing, e·mo·tion·al·iz·es. To impart an emotional quality to. 

e·mo·tion·less (V-moùshNn-lVs) adj.  Devoid of emotion; impassive.   —e·moù-
tion·less·ness n. 

e·mo·tive (V-moùtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to emotion:  the emotive aspect of 

symbols.  2. Characterized by, expressing, or exciting emotion:  an emotive trial 

lawyer; the emotive issue of nuclear disarmament.   —e·moùtive·ly adv.  

—e·moùtive·ness, eÙmo·tivùi·ty (KÙmo-tVvùV-tK)  n. 

EMP abbr.  Electromagnetic pulse. 

emp. abbr.  Emperor; empire; empress. 

em·pale (Hm-p7lù) v.  Variant of impale. 



em·pa·na·da (HmÙpN-näùdN, -pä-näùthä) n.  A Spanish or Latin-American 

turnover with a flaky crust and a spicy or sweet filling.  [Spanish, from past parti-

ciple of empanar, to coat with breadcrumbs  : en-, in (from Latin in-); see EN-1 + 

pan, bread; see PANADA.]

em·pan·el (Hm-p4nùNl) v.  Law. Variant of impanel. 
em·pa·thet·ic (HmÙpN-thHtùVk) adj.  Empathic.   —emÙpa·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

em·path·ic (Hm-p4thùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by empathy. 

em·pa·thize (HmùpN-thXzÙ) v.  intr. em·pa·thized, em·pa·thiz·ing, 
em·pa·thiz·es. To feel or experience empathy:  empathized with the striking min-

ers.   —emùpa·thizÙer n. 

em·pa·thy (HmùpN-thK) n.  1. Identification with and understanding of 

another’s situation, feelings, and motives.  See Synonyms at pity.  2. The attribu-

tion of one’s own feelings to an object.  [EN-2 + -PATHY (translation of German 

Einfühlung).]

Em·ped·o·cles (Hm-pHdùN-klKzÙ), Fifth century B.C.  Greek philosopher who 

believed that all matter is composed of elemental particles of fire, water, earth, 

and air and that all change is caused by motion. 

em·pen·nage (HmùpN-nVj) n.  The tail of an airplane.  [French, feathers on an 

arrow, empennage, from empenner, to feather an arrow  : en-, in; see EN-1 + penne, 

feather (from Latin penna); see pet- in Appendix.]

em·per·or (HmùpNr-Nr) n.  1.  Abbr. emp. The male ruler of an empire.  

2. a. The emperor butterfly.  b. The emperor moth.   [Middle English emperour, 

from Old French empereor, from Latin imper7tor, from imper7re, to command  : 

in-, in; see EN-1 + par7re, to prepare; see perN-1 in Appendix.] 
—emùper·or·shipÙ n. 

emperor butterfly (HmùpNr-Nr bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  Any of several brightly colored 

butterflies of the family Nymphalidae, such as Asterocampa clyton, having 

orange-tawny wings with dark markings. 

emperor moth (HmùpNr-Nr môth) n.  Any of several moths of the family Sat-

urnidae, especially Saturnia pavonia of Eurasia, having distinctively patterned 

wings. 

emperor penguin (HmùpNr-Nr pHngùgwVn) n.  A large penguin (Aptenodytes 

forsteri) of Antarctic regions, having yellow-orange patches on the neck. 

em·per·y (HmùpN-rK) n.  pl. em·per·ies. Absolute dominion or jurisdiction; 

sovereignty.  [Middle English emperie, from Old French, from Latin imperium. 

See EMPIRE.]

em·pha·sis (HmùfN-sVs) n.  pl. em·pha·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Special forcefulness of 

expression that gives importance to something singled out; stress:  a lecture on 

housekeeping with emphasis on neatness; paused for emphasis, then announced the 

winner’s name.  2. Special attention or effort directed toward something:  a small-

town newspaper’s emphasis on local affairs.  3. Prominence given to a syllable, 



word, or words, as by raising the voice or printing in italic type.  [Latin, from 

Greek, from emphainein, to exhibit, display  : en-, in; see EN-2 + phainein, to show; 

see bh7-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: emphasis, accent, stress. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “special weight placed on something considered important”: laid a strong

emphasis on the study of foreign languages; opposition to nuclear power plants, with

the accent on total elimination; lay heavy stress on law and order.

em·pha·size (HmùfN-sXzÙ) v.  tr. em·pha·sized, em·pha·siz·ing, 
em·pha·siz·es. To give emphasis to; stress.  [From EMPHASIS.]

em·phat·ic (Hm-f4tùVk) adj.  1. Expressed or performed with emphasis:  

responded with an emphatic “no.”  2. Forceful and definite in expression or action.  

3. Standing out in a striking and clearly defined way.  [Medieval Latin emphati-

cus, from Greek emphatikos, from emphainein, to exhibit, display. See EMPHASIS.] 
—em·phatùi·cal·ly adv. 

em·phy·se·ma (HmÙfV-sKùmN, -zKù-) n.  1. A pathological condition of the 

lungs marked by an abnormal increase in the size of the air spaces, resulting in 

labored breathing and an increased susceptibility to infection. It can be caused by 

irreversible expansion of the alveoli or by the destruction of alveolar walls.  2. An 

abnormal distention of body tissues caused by retention of air.  [Greek 

emphusKma, inflation, from emphusan, to blow in  : en-, in; see EN-2 + ph7s7n, to 

blow (from phusa, bellows, bladder).] —emÙphy·semùa·tous (-sHmùN-tNs, -

sKùmN-, -zHmùN-, -zKùmN-) adj.  —emÙphy·seùmic adj.  & n. 

em·pire (HmùpXrÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. emp. a. A political unit having an extensive ter-

ritory or comprising a number of territories or nations and ruled by a single 

supreme authority.  b. The territory included in such a unit.   2. An extensive 

enterprise under a unified authority:  a publishing empire.  3. Imperial or imperi-

alistic sovereignty, domination, or control: “There is a growing sense that the 

course of empire is shifting toward the... Asians” (James Traub).  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin imperium, from imper7re, to command. See 

EMPEROR.]

Em·pire (mm-pîrù, HmùpXrÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a neoclassic 

style, as in clothing or the decorative arts, prevalent in France during the first part 

of the 19th century.  [After the First Empire of France (1804-1815).]

em·pir·ic (Hm-pîrùVk) n.  1. One who is guided by practical experience rather 

than precepts or theory.  2. An unqualified or dishonest practitioner; a charlatan.  

[Latin empiricus, from Greek empeirikos, experienced, from empeiros, skilled  : 

en-, in; see EN-2 + peiran, to try (from peira, try, attempt); see per-3 in Appendix.]

em·pir·i·cal (Hm-pîrùV-kNl) adj.  1. a. Relying on or derived from observation or 

experiment:  empirical results that supported the hypothesis.  b. Verifiable or prov-



able by means of observation or experiment:  empirical laws.   2. Guided by prac-

tical experience and not theory, especially in medicine.   —em·pirùi·cal·ly adv. 

empirical formula (Hm-pîrùV-kNl fôrùmyN-lN) n.  A chemical formula that 

indicates the relative proportions of the elements in a molecule rather than the 

actual number of atoms of the elements. 

em·pir·i·cism (Hm-pîrùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. The view that experience, especially of 

the senses, is the only source of knowledge.  2. a. Employment of empirical 

methods, as in science.  b. An empirical conclusion.   3. The practice of medicine 

that disregards scientific theory and relies solely on practical experience.   
—em·pirùi·cist n. 

em·place (Hm-pl7sù) v.  tr. em·placed, em·plac·ing, em·plac·es. To put into 

place or position:  emplace a fortification on the hilltop. 

em·place·ment (Hm-pl7sùmNnt) n.  1. A prepared position, such as a mount-

ing or silo, for a military weapon.  2. The act of putting into a certain position; 

placement.  3. Position; location.  [French, from obsolete emplacer, to place in 

position  : en-, in; see EN-1 + Old French place, open space; see PLACE.]

em·plane (Hm-pl7nù) v.  Variant of enplane. 
em·ploy (Hm-ploiù) v.  tr. em·ployed, em·ploy·ing, em·ploys. 1. a. To 

engage the services of; put to work:  agreed to employ the job applicant.  b. To pro-

vide with gainful work:  factories that employ thousands.   2. To put to use or ser-

vice.  See Synonyms at use.  3. To devote (time, for example) to an activity or 

purpose:  employed much time and energy to the hobby.   —  n.  1. The state of 

being employed:  in the employ of the city.  2. Archaic. Occupation.  [Middle 

English emploien, from Old French emploier, from Latin implic7re, to involve  : in-

, in; see EN-1 + plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.] —em·ployÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—em·ployùa·ble adj.  —em·ployùer n. 

em·ploy·ee also em·ploy·e (Hm-ploiùK, Vm-, HmÙploi-Kù) n.  A person who 

works for another in return for financial or other compensation.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  employee benefits; employee unions; 

employee relations. 

em·ploy·ment (Hm-ploiùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of employing.  b. The state of 

being employed.   2. The work in which one is engaged; occupation.  3. An activ-

ity to which one devotes time.  4. The percentage or number of people gainfully 

employed: “a vicious spiral of rising prices under full employment” (William Henry 

Beveridge).   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  employment 

opportunities; employment counselors. 

employment agency (Hm-ploiùmNnt 7ùjNn-sK) n.  An agency that finds jobs 

for people seeking them and finds people to fill particular jobs. 

em·poi·son (Hm-poiùzNn) v.  tr. em·poi·soned, em·poi·son·ing, 
em·poi·sons. 1. To fill with venom; embitter.  2. Archaic. To poison. 

em·po·ri·a (Hm-pôrùK-N, -porù-) n.  A plural of emporium. 



Em·po·ri·a (Hm-pôrùK-N, -porù-)  A city of east-central Kansas southwest of 

Topeka. Founded in 1856, it was the home of the noted newspaper editor William 

Allen White from 1895 to 1944. Population, 25,512. 

em·po·ri·um (Hm-pôrùK-Nm, -porù-) n.  pl. em·po·ri·ums or em·po·ri·a (-

pôrùK-N, -porù-). 1. A place where various goods are bought and sold; a market-

place.  2. A large retail store or place of business:  a furniture emporium.  [Latin, 

from Greek emporion, from emporos, traveler, merchant  : en-, in; see EN-2 + 

poros, journey; see per-2 in Appendix.]

em·pow·er (Hm-pouùNr) v.  tr. em·pow·ered, em·pow·er·ing, 
em·pow·ers. To invest with power, especially legal power or official authority.  

See Synonyms at authorize.  —em·powùer·ment n. 

em·press (HmùprVs) n.  Abbr. emp. 1. The woman ruler of an empire.  2. The 

wife or widow of an emperor.  [Middle English emperesse, from Old French, fem-

inine of empereor, emperor. See EMPEROR.]

em·presse·ment (äNÙprHs-mäNù) n.  Effusive cordiality.  [French, from 

s’empresser, to be eager  : en-, in; see EN-1 + presser, to press (from Old French); see 

PRESS
1.]

em·prise (Hm-prXzù) n.  1. A chivalrous or adventurous undertaking.  

2. Chivalrous daring or prowess.  [Middle English, from Old French, from femi-

nine past participle of emprendre, to undertake, from Vulgar Latin *imprendere : 

Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + Latin prendere, to take, grasp; see ghend- in Appendix.]

emp·ty (HmpùtK) adj.  emp·ti·er, emp·ti·est. 1. a. Holding or containing 

nothing.  b. Mathematics. Having no elements or members; null:  an empty set.   

2. Having no occupants or inhabitants; vacant:  an empty chair; empty desert.  

3. Lacking force or power:  an empty threat.  4. Lacking purpose or substance; 

meaningless:  an empty life.  5. Not put to use; idle:  empty hours.  6. Needing 

nourishment; hungry: “More fierce and more inexorable far/Than empty tigers or 

the roaring sea” (Shakespeare).  7. Devoid; destitute:  empty of pity.   —  v.  

emp·tied, emp·ty·ing, emp·ties.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove the contents of:  

emptied the dishwasher.  2. To transfer or pour off completely:  empty the ashes 

into a pail.  3. To unburden; relieve:  empty oneself of doubt.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

become empty:  The theater emptied after the performance.  2. To discharge its 

contents:  The river empties into a bay.   —  n.  pl. emp·ties. Informal. An empty 

container.  [Middle English, from Old English <mtig, vacant, unoccupied, from 

<metta, leisure. See med- in Appendix.] —empùti·ly adv.  —empùti·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: empty, vacant, blank, void, vacuous, bare, barren. These adjectives

describe what contains nothing and inferentially lacks what it could or should

have. Empty applies to what is without contents or substance: an empty box; an

empty room; empty promises. Vacant refers to what is without an occupant or in-

cumbent: The auditorium is full of vacant seats. The chairmanship is vacant. Figu-



ratively the word refers to the absence of intelligent meaning or thought: a vacant

stare; a vacant mind. Blank stresses the absence of something, especially on a sur-

face, that would convey meaning or content: blank pages; a blank expression. Void

applies to what is free from or completely destitute of discernible content: space

void of matter; gibberish void of all meaning. Vacuous describes what is as devoid

of substance as a vacuum is: a vacuous smile; led a vacuous life. Something that is

bare lacks surface covering (trees standing bare in November; a bare head) or detail

(just the bare facts); the word also denotes the condition of being stripped of con-

tents or furnishings: The closet is bare. Barren stresses lack of productivity in both

literal and figurative applications: barren land; writing barren of insight. See also

Synonyms at vain 
WORD HISTORY: In Old English Ic eom <mtig could mean “I am empty,” “I

am unoccupied,” or “I am unmarried.” The sense “unoccupied, at leisure,” which

did not survive Old English, points to the derivation of <mtig from the Old En-

glish word <metta, “leisure, rest.” The word <metta may in turn go back to the

Germanic root mot-, meaning “ability, leisure.” In any case, Old English <mtig

also meant “vacant,” a sense that was destined to take over the meaning of the

word. Empty, the Modern English descendant of Old English <mtig, has come to

have the sense “idle,” so that one can speak of empty leisure.

emp·ty-hand·ed (HmpÙtK-h4nùdVd) adj.  1. Bearing nothing.  2. Having 

received or gained nothing. 

emp·ty-head·ed (HmpÙtK-hHdùVd) adj.  Lacking sense or discretion; scatter-

brained. 

empty nester (HmpùtK nHsùtNr) n.  Informal. A parent whose children have 

matured and left home. 

Emp·ty Quar·ter (HmpùtK kwôrÙtNr)  See Rub al Khali. 
em·pur·ple (Hm-pûrùpNl) v.  tr. intr. em·pur·pled, em·pur·pling, 
em·pur·ples. To make or become purple. 

em·py·e·ma (HmÙpX-KùmN) n.  pl. em·py·e·ma·ta (-mN-tN). The presence of 

pus in a body cavity, especially the pleural cavity.  [Medieval Latin empyKma, from 

Greek empuKma, from empuein, to suppurate. See p'- in Appendix.] 
—emÙpy·eùmic adj. 

em·py·re·al (HmÙpX-rKùNl, Hm-pîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Empyrean.  2. Of the sky; celes-

tial.  3. Elevated; sublime.  [Middle English emperiall, from Medieval Latin 

emp«reus, from Greek empurios, fiery  : en-, in; see EN-2 + pur, fire; see p7777r- in 

Appendix.]

em·py·re·an (HmÙpX-rKùNn, Hm-pîrùK-Nn) n.  1. a. The highest reaches of 

heaven, believed by the ancients to be a realm of pure fire or light.  b. The abode 

of God and the angels; paradise.   2. The sky.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the empy-



rean of ancient belief.  [From Medieval Latin emp«reum, from emp«reus, empy-

real. See EMPYREAL.]

Ems (Hmz, Hms)  A river of northwest Germany flowing about 335 km (208 mi) 

to the North Sea at the Netherlands border. 

EMS abbr.  Electrical muscle stimulation. 

EMT abbr.  Emergency medical technician. 

e·mu1 (Kùmyu) n.  A large, flightless Australian bird (Dromiceius novaeholland-

iae) related to and resembling the ostrich and the cassowary.  [Portuguese ema, 

rhea.]

emu2 abbr.  Electromagnetic unit. 

em·u·late (HmùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. em·u·lat·ed, em·u·lat·ing, em·u·lates. 1. To 

strive to equal or excel, especially through imitation:  an older pupil whose accom-

plishments and style I emulated.  2. To compete with successfully; approach or 

attain equality with.  See Synonyms at rival.  3. Computer Science. To imitate the 

function of (another system), as by modifications to hardware or software that 

allow the imitating system to accept the same data, execute the same programs, 

and achieve the same results as the imitated system.   —  adj.  (-lVt) Obsolete. 

Ambitious; emulous.  [Latin aemul7rX, aemul7t-, from aemulus, emulous.] 
—emùu·laÙtive adj.  —emùu·laÙtive·ly adv.  —emùu·laÙtor n. 

em·u·la·tion (HmÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. Effort or ambition to equal or surpass 

another.  2. Imitation of another.  3. Computer Science. The process or technique 

of emulating.  4. Obsolete. Jealous rivalry. 

em·u·lous (HmùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Eager or ambitious to equal or surpass another.  

2. Characterized or prompted by a spirit of rivalry.  3. Obsolete. Covetous of 

power or honor; envious.  [From Latin aemulus.] —emùu·lous·ly adv.  

—emùu·lous·ness n. 

e·mul·si·ble (V-mƒlùsN-bNl) adj.  That can be emulsified:  an emulsible oil. 

e·mul·si·fy (V-mƒlùsN-fXÙ) v.  tr. e·mul·si·fied, e·mul·si·fy·ing, e·mul·si·fies. 
To make into an emulsion.  [EMULSI(ON) + -FY.] —e·mulÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-
k7ùshNn) n.  —e·mulùsi·fiÙer n. 

e·mul·sion (V-mƒlùshNn) n.  1. A suspension of small globules of one liquid in a 

second liquid with which the first will not mix:  an emulsion of oil in vinegar.  2. A 

photosensitive coating, usually of silver halide grains in a thin gelatin layer, on 

photographic film, paper, or glass.  [New Latin Kmulsio, Kmulsion-, from Latin 

Kmulsus, past participle of KmulgKre, to milk out  : K-, ex-, ex- + mulgKre, to milk; 

see melg- in Appendix.] —e·mulùsive adj. 

e·munc·to·ry (V-mƒngkùtN-rK) adj.  Serving to carry waste out of the body; 

excretory.   —  n.  pl. e·munc·to·ries. An organ or duct that removes or carries 

waste from the body.  [Middle English emunctorie, from Medieval Latin Kmuncto-

rius, from Latin Kmunctus, past participle of Kmungere, to blow one’s nose  : K-, ex-

, intensive pref.; see EX- + mungere, to blow one’s nose.]



en (Hn) n.  1. The letter n.  2.  Abbr. n, N Printing. A space equal to half the width 

of an em. 

en-1  or em-  or in- pref.  1. a. To put into or onto:  encapsulate.  b. To go into or 

onto:  enplane.   2. To cover or provide with:  enrobe.  3. To cause to be:  endear.  

4. Thoroughly. Used often as an intensive:  entangle.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin in-, in. See en in Appendix.]

en-2  or em- pref.  In; into; within:  enzootic.  [Middle English, from Latin, from 

Greek. See en in Appendix.]

-en1 suff.  1. a. To cause to be:  cheapen.  b. To become:  redden.   2. a. To cause 

to have:  hearten.  b. To come to have:  lengthen.   [Middle English -enen, -nen, 

from Old English -nian.]

-en2 suff.  Made of; resembling:  earthen.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

en·a·ble (H-n7ùbNl) v.  tr. en·a·bled, en·a·bling, en·a·bles. 1. a. To supply 

with the means, knowledge, or opportunity; make able:  a hole in the fence that 

enabled us to watch; techniques that enable surgeons to open and repair the heart.  

b. To make feasible or possible:  funds that will enable construction of new schools.   

2. To give legal power, capacity, or sanction to:  a law enabling the new federal 

agency.  3. To make operational; activate:  enabled the computer’s modem; enable a 

nuclear warhead.   —en·aùbler n. 

en·act (Hn-4ktù) v.  tr. en·act·ed, en·act·ing, en·acts. 1. To make into law:  

Congress enacted a tax reform bill.  2. To act (something) out, as on a stage:  

enacted the part of the parent.   —en·actùa·ble adj.  —en·acùtor n. 

en·act·ment (Hn-4ktùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of enacting.  b. The state of being 

enacted.   2. Something that has been enacted: “Dance itself is the enactment of an 

energy which must seem... untrammeled, effortless, masterful” (Susan Sontag). 

e·nam·el (V-n4mùNl) n.  1. A vitreous, usually opaque, protective or decorative 

coating baked on metal, glass, or ceramic ware.  2. An object having such a coat-

ing, as in a piece of cloisonné.  3. A coating that dries to a hard, glossy finish:  nail 

enamel.  4. A paint that dries to a hard, glossy finish.  5. Anatomy. The hard, cal-

careous substance covering the exposed portion of a tooth.   —  v.  tr. 

e·nam·eled or e·nam·elled, e·nam·el·ing or e·nam·el·ling, e·nam·els or 

e·nam·els. 1. To coat, inlay, or decorate with enamel.  2. To give a glossy or bril-

liant surface to.  3. To adorn with a brightly colored surface.  [From Middle 

English enamelen, to put on enamel, from Anglo-Norman enamailler : en-, on 

(from Old French); see EN-1 + amail, enamel (from Old French esmail, of Ger-

manic origin); see mel-1 in Appendix.] —e·namùel·er, e·namùel·ist n. 

e·nam·el·ware (V-n4mùNl-wârÙ) n.  Ware coated with enamel. 

en·a·mine (HnùN-mKnÙ, V-n4mùKn) n.  An amine that contains the double bond 

linkage #C$C#N#R.  [en-, chemically unsaturated (from -ENE) + -AMINE.]

en·am·or (V-n4mùNr) v.  tr. en·am·ored, en·am·or·ing, en·am·ors. To inspire 

with love; captivate:  was enamored of the beautiful dancer; were enamored with the 



charming island.  [Middle English enamouren, from Old French enamourer : en-, 

causative pref.; see EN-1 + amour, love; see AMOUR.]

en·am·our (V-n4mùNr) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of enamor. 
en·an·ti·o·mer (V-n4nùtK-N-mNr) n.  See enantiomorph.  [Greek enantios, 

opposite; see ant- in Appendix + -MER(E).] —en·anÙti·o·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj. 

en·an·ti·o·morph (H-n4nùtK-N-môrfÙ) n.  Either of a pair of crystals, mole-

cules, or compounds that are mirror images of each other but are not identical.  

Also called enantiomer [Greek enantios, opposite; see ant- in Appendix + -

MORPH.] —en·anÙti·o·morùphic, en·anÙti·o·morùphous adj.  

—en·anùti·o·morphÙism n. 

en·ar·thro·sis (HnÙär-throùsVs) n.  pl. en·ar·thro·ses (-sKz). Anatomy. See ball-
and-socket joint (n., sense 1).  [Greek enarthrosis, from enarthros, jointed  : en-

, in; see EN-2 + arthron, joint; see ar- in Appendix.]

e·nate (V-n7tù, Kùn7tÙ) adj.  1. Growing outward.  2.  Also e·nat·ic (V-n4tùVk). 
Related on the mother’s side.   —  n.  A relative on one’s mother’s side.  [Latin 

Kn7tus, past participle of Kn7scX, to issue forth  : K-, ex-, ex- + n7scX, to be born; see 

genN- in Appendix.]

e·na·tion (K-n7ùshNn) n.  Botany. An outgrowth on the surface of an organ. 

en bloc (äN blôkù, Hn blmkù) adv.  As a unit; all together: “I have been drawing our 

attention to the public and private qualities of the several arts lest they be treated en 

bloc” (William H. Gass).  [French  : en, in + bloc, lump, bloc.]

en bro·chette (äNÙ brô-shHtù) adv.  On a skewer:  lamb en brochette.  [French  : 

en, on + brochette, stick, skewer.]

enc. abbr.  1. Enclosed.  2. Enclosure. 

en·cage (Hn-k7jù) v.  tr. en·caged, en·cag·ing, en·cag·es. To confine in or as 

if in a cage. 

en·camp (Hn-k4mpù) v.  en·camped, en·camp·ing, en·camps.  —  v.  intr. 

To set up camp or live in a camp.   —  v.  tr. To provide quarters for in a camp:  

encamp migrant workers near the fields. 

en·camp·ment (Hn-k4mpùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of encamping.  b. The state 

of being encamped.   2. A camp; a campsite. 

en·cap·su·lant (Hn-k4pùsN-lNnt) n.  A material used for encapsulating. 

en·cap·su·late (Hn-k4pùsN-l7tÙ) also in·cap·su·late (Vn-) v.  

en·cap·su·lat·ed, en·cap·su·lat·ing, en·cap·su·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To encase 

in or as if in a capsule.  2. To express in a brief summary; epitomize:  headlines 

that encapsulate the news.   —  v.  intr. To become encapsulated.   
—en·capÙsu·laùtion n.  —en·capùsu·laÙtor n. 

en·cap·su·lat·ed (Hn-k4pùsN-l7ÙtNd) adj.  Enclosed by a protective coating or 

membrane:  an encapsulated bacterium. 

en·cap·sule (Hn-k4pùsNl, -sul) v.  tr. en·cap·suled, en·cap·sul·ing, 
en·cap·sules. To encapsulate. 



en·case (Hn-k7sù) also in·case (Vn-) v.  tr. en·cased, en·cas·ing, en·cas·es. To 

enclose in or as if in a case.   —en·caseùment n. 

en·caus·tic (Hn-kôùstVk) n.  1. A paint consisting of pigment mixed with bees-

wax and fixed with heat after its application.  2. The art of painting with this sub-

stance.  3. A painting produced with the use of this substance.  [Latin encausticus, 

from Greek enkaustikos, from enkaiein, to paint in encaustic  : en-, in; see EN-2 + 

kaiein, to burn.]

-ence suff.  1. State or condition:  dependence.  2. Action:  emergence.  [Middle 

English, from Latin -entia (from -Kns, -ent), and from Old French -ance, -ance.]

en·ceinte1 (Hn-s7ntù, än-s4ntù) adj.  Carrying an unborn child; pregnant.  

[French, from Old French, possibly from Medieval Latin incincta, without a gir-

dle (in-, not; see in-1 + Latin cincta, feminine past participle of cingere, to gird); 

see kenk- in Appendix, by folk etymology from Latin inciKns, pregnant. See 

keuN- in Appendix.]

en·ceinte2 (Hn-s7ntù, än-s4ntù, äN-s4Ntù) n.  1. An encircling fortification 

around a fort, castle, or town.  2. A structure or an area protected by an encircling 

fortification.  [French, from Late Latin incincta, from feminine past participle of 

incingere, to surround closely  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin cingere, to gird; see 

kenk- in Appendix.]

En·cel·a·dus (Hn-sHlùN-dNs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A giant who was defeated in 

battle and buried under Mount Etna by Athena.  2. The satellite of Saturn that is 

seventh in distance from the planet.  [Latin, from Greek Enkelados.]

encephal- pref.  Variant of encephalo-. 
en·ceph·a·la (Hn-sHfùN-lN) n.  Plural of encephalon. 
en·ce·phal·ic (HnÙsN-f4lùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the brain.  2. Located 

within the cranial cavity. 

en·ceph·a·li·tis (Hn-sHfÙN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the brain.   
—en·cephÙa·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

encephalitis le·thar·gi·ca (Hn-sHfÙN-lXùtVs lN-thärùjV-kN) n.  A viral epidemic 

encephalitis marked by apathy, paralysis of the extrinsic eye muscle, and extreme 

muscular weakness. It occurred in various parts of the world between 1915 and 

1926.  Also called sleeping sickness, sleepy sickness.  [New Latin encephalitis 

lKthargica : ENCEPHALITIS + Latin lKthargicus, sleepy.]

encephalo-  or encephal- pref.  Brain:  encephalitis.  [New Latin, from Greek 

(muelos) enkephalos, (marrow) in the head  : en-, in; see EN-2 + kephalK, head; see 

ghebh-el- in Appendix.]

en·ceph·a·lo·gram (Hn-sHfùN-lN-gr4mÙ, -N-lo-) n.  1. An x-ray picture of the 

brain taken by encephalography.  Also called encephalograph 2.  See electroen-
cephalogram. 

en·ceph·a·lo·graph (Hn-sHfùN-lN-gr4fÙ, -N-lo-) n.  1.  See encephalogram 
(n., sense 1).  2.  See electroencephalograph. 



en·ceph·a·log·ra·phy (Hn-sHfÙN-lmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. en·ceph·a·log·ra·phies. 
Radiographic examination of the brain in which some of the cerebrospinal fluid 

is replaced with air or another gas that acts as a contrasting medium.   
—en·cephÙa·lo·graphùic (-N-lN-gr4fùVk, -N-lo-) adj.  

—en·cephÙa·lo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

en·ceph·a·lo·ma (Hn-sHfÙN-loùmN) n.  pl. en·ceph·a·lo·mas or 

en·ceph·a·lo·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A tumor of the brain. 

en·ceph·a·lo·my·e·li·tis (Hn-sHfÙN-lo-mXÙN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the 

brain and spinal cord. 

en·ceph·a·lon (Hn-sHfùN-lmnÙ) n.  pl. en·ceph·a·la (-lN). The brain of a verte-

brate.  [Greek enkephalon, neuter of enkephalos, in the head. See ENCEPHALO-.] 
—en·cephùa·lous adj. 

en·ceph·a·lop·a·thy (Hn-sHfÙN-lmpùN-thK) n.  pl. en·ceph·a·lop·a·thies. Any 

of various diseases of the brain.   —en·cephÙa·lo·pathùic (-lN-p4thùVk) adj. 

en·chain (Hn-ch7nù) v.  tr. en·chained, en·chain·ing, en·chains. To bind 

with or as if with chains.   —en·chainùment n. 

en·chant (Hn-ch4ntù) v.  tr. en·chant·ed, en·chant·ing, en·chants. 1. To 

cast a spell over; bewitch.  2. To attract and delight; entrance.  See Synonyms at 

charm.  [Middle English enchanten, from Old French enchanter, from Latin 

incant7re, to utter an incantation, cast a spell  : in-, against; see EN-1 + cant7re, to 

sing, frequentative of canere; see kan- in Appendix.]

en·chant·er (Hn-ch4nùtNr) n.  1. One that delights or fascinates.  2. A sorcerer 

or magician. 

en·chant·ing (Hn-ch4nùtVng) adj.  Having the power to enchant; charming:  

enchanting music.   —en·chantùing·ly adv. 

en·chant·ment (Hn-ch4ntùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of enchanting.  b. The state 

of being enchanted.   2. Something that enchants. 

en·chant·ress (Hn-ch4nùtrVs) n.  1. A woman of great charm or fascination.  

2. A woman who practices magic; a sorceress. 

en·chase (Hn-ch7sù) v.  tr. en·chased, en·chas·ing, en·chas·es. 1. To set (a 

gem, for example).  2. To set with or as if with gems:  enchase a brooch.  3. To dec-

orate or ornament by inlaying or engraving.  [Middle English, to engrave, from 

Old French enchasser, to set gems  : en-, in; see EN-1 + chasse, case (from Latin 

capsa, box).]

en·chi·la·da (HnÙchN-läùdN) n.  A tortilla rolled and stuffed usually with a mix-

ture containing meat or cheese and served with a sauce spiced with chili.  [Ameri-

can Spanish  : en-, in (from Latin in-); see EN-1 + chile, chili pepper; see CHILI.]

en·chi·rid·i·on (HnÙkX-rVdùK-Nn) n.  pl. en·chi·rid·i·ons or en·chi·rid·i·a (-K-

N). A handbook; a manual.  [Late Latin enchXridion, from Greek enkheiridion : en-

, in; see EN-2 + kheir, hand; see ghesor- in Appendix + -idion, diminutive suff.]

-enchyma suff.  Cellular tissue:  chlorenchyma.  [From PARENCHYMA.]



en·ci·na (Hn-sKùnN) n.  See live oak.  [Spanish, holm oak, from Late Latin 

XlicXna, from Latin Xlex, Xlic-.]

en·ci·pher (Hn-sXùfNr) v.  tr. en·ci·phered, en·ci·pher·ing, en·ci·phers. To 

put (a message, for example) into cipher.   —en·ciùpher·er n.  

—en·ciùpher·ment n. 

en·cir·cle (Hn-sûrùkNl) v.  tr. en·cir·cled, en·cir·cling, en·cir·cles. 1. To form a 

circle around; surround.  See Synonyms at surround.  2. To move or go around 

completely; make a circuit of.   —en·cirùcle·ment n. 

encl. abbr.  1. Enclosed.  2. Enclosure. 

en·clasp (Hn-kl4spù) also in·clasp (Vn-) v.  tr. en·clasped, en·clasp·ing, 
en·clasps. To hold in a clasp; embrace. 

en·clave (Hnùkl7vÙ, mnù-) n.  1. A country or part of a country lying wholly 

within the boundaries of another.  2. A distinctly bounded area enclosed within a 

larger unit:  ethnic enclaves in a large city.  [French, from Old French enclaver, to 

enclose, from Vulgar Latin *incl7v7re : Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + Latin cl7vis, key.]

en·clit·ic (Hn-klVtùVk) Linguistics. n.  A word or particle that has no independent 

accent and forms an accentual and sometimes also graphemic unit with the pre-

ceding word. In Give ’em the works, the pronoun ’em is an enclitic.   —  adj.  

Forming an accentual unit with the preceding word, and thus having no indepen-

dent accent.  [Late Latin encliticus, from Greek enklitikos, from enklinein, to lean 

on  : en-, on, in; see EN-2 + klinein, to lean; see klei- in Appendix.]

en·close (Hn-klozù) also in·close (Vn-) v.  tr. en·closed, en·clos·ing, 
en·clos·es. 1. To surround on all sides; close in.  2. To fence in so as to prevent 

common use:  enclosed the pasture.  3. To contain, especially so as to envelop or 

shelter: “Every one of those darkly clustered houses encloses its own secret” (Charles 

Dickens).  4. To insert into the same envelope or package:  enclose a check with the 

order.  [Middle English enclosen, from Old French enclos, past participle of 

enclore, from Latin incl7dere, to enclose. See INCLUDE.]

SYNONYMS: enclose, cage, coop, fence, hem, pen, wall. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to surround and confine within a limited area”: cattle

enclosed in feedlots; was caged in the office all afternoon; was cooped up in a studio

apartment; a garden fenced in by shrubbery; a battalion hemmed in by enemy troops;

ships penned up in the harbor during a blockade; prisoners who were walled in.

en·clo·sure (Hn-kloùzhNr) n.  1. a. The act of enclosing.  b. The state of being 

enclosed.   2.  Abbr. enc., encl. Something enclosed:  a business letter with a sup-

plemental enclosure.  3. Something that encloses. 

en·code (Hn-kodù) v.  tr. en·cod·ed, en·cod·ing, en·codes. 1. To put (a mes-

sage, for example) into code.  2. Computer Science. To convert (a character, rou-

tine, or program) into machine language.   —en·codùer n. 



en·co·mi·a (Hn-koùmK-N) n.  A plural of encomium. 
en·co·mi·ast (Hn-koùmK-4stÙ, -Nst) n.  A person who delivers or writes an enco-

mium; a eulogist.  [Greek enkomiastKs, from enkomiazein, to praise, from enko-

mion, encomium. See ENCOMIUM.] —en·coÙmi·asùtic (-4sùtVk), 
en·coÙmi·asùti·cal (-tV-kNl)  adj. 

en·co·mi·um (Hn-koùmK-Nm) n.  pl. en·co·mi·ums or en·co·mi·a (-mK-N). 
1. Warm, glowing praise.  2. A formal expression of praise; a tribute.  [Latin 

encomium, from Greek enkomion (epos), (speech) praising a victor, from enko-

mios, of the victory procession  : en-, in; see EN-2 + komos, celebration.]

en·com·pass (Hn-kƒmùpNs) v.  tr. en·com·passed, en·com·pass·ing, 
en·com·pass·es. 1. To form a circle or ring around; surround.  See Synonyms at 

surround.  2. To enclose; envelop.  3. To constitute or include:  a survey that 

encompassed a wide range of participants.  4. To accomplish; achieve.   
—en·comùpass·ment n. 

en·core (mnùkôrÙ, -korÙ) n.  1. A demand by an audience for an additional per-

formance, usually expressed by applause.  2. An additional performance in 

response to the demand of an audience.   —  v.  tr. en·cored, en·cor·ing, 
en·cores. To demand an encore of.   —  interj.  Used to demand an additional 

performance.  [French, still, yet, again, probably from Vulgar Latin *hinc ad 

horam, from that to this hour  : Latin hinc, from here (from hic, this) + Latin ad, 

to; see AD- + Latin horam, accusative of hora, hour; see HOUR.]

en·coun·ter (Hn-kounùtNr) n.  1. A meeting, especially one that is unplanned, 

unexpected, or brief:  a chance encounter in the park.  2. a. A hostile or adversarial 

confrontation; a contest:  a tense naval encounter.  b. An often violent meeting; a 

clash.    —  v.  en·coun·tered, en·coun·ter·ing, en·coun·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

meet, especially unexpectedly; come upon:  encountered an old friend on the street.  

2. To confront in battle or contention.  3. To come up against:  encounter numer-

ous obstacles.   —  v.  intr. To meet, especially unexpectedly.  [Middle English 

encountre, from Old French, from encontrer, to meet, from Late Latin incontr7re : 

Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + Latin contr7, against; see kom in Appendix.]

encounter group (Hn-kounùtNr grup) n.  A typically unstructured psycho-

therapy group in which the participants seek to increase their sensitivity, respon-

siveness, and emotional expressiveness, as by freely verbalizing and responding to 

intimate emotions. 

en·cour·age (Hn-kûrùVj, -kƒrù-) v.  tr. en·cour·aged, en·cour·ag·ing, 
en·cour·ag·es. 1. To inspire with hope, courage, or confidence; hearten.  2. To 

give support to; foster:  policies designed to encourage private investment.  3. To 

stimulate; spur:  burning the field to encourage new plant growth.  [Middle English 

encouragen, from Old French encoragier : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + corage, 

courage; see COURAGE.] —en·courùag·er n.  



SYNONYMS: encourage, animate, cheer, embolden, hearten, inspirit. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to impart courage, inspiration, and resolution

to”: encouraged the student to enter the competition; played patriotic music to ani-

mate the troops; a visitor cheering the patient with his presence; was emboldened to

sing for the guests; praise that heartened us; a half-time pep talk that inspirited the

weary team. 

ANTONYM: discourage

en·cour·age·ment (Hn-kûrùVj-mNnt, -kƒrù-) n.  1. The act of encouraging.  

2. The state of being encouraged.  3. One that encourages. 

en·cour·ag·ing (Hn-kûrùN-jVng, -kƒrù-) adj.  Giving courage, confidence, or 

hope:  an encouraging advance in medical research.   —en·courùag·ing·ly adv. 

en·croach (Hn-krochù) v.  intr. en·croached, en·croach·ing, en·croach·es. 
1. To take another’s possessions or rights gradually or stealthily:  encroach on a 

neighbor’s land.  2. To advance beyond proper or former limits:  desert encroach-

ing upon grassland.  [Middle English encrochen, to seize illegally, from Old French 

encrochier, to seize  : en-, in; see EN-1 + croc, hook (of Germanic origin).] 
—en·croachùer n.  —en·croachùment n. 

en·crust (Hn-krƒstù) also in·crust (Vn-) v.  tr. en·crust·ed, en·crust·ing, 
en·crusts. To cover or surmount with or as if with a crust:  a scepter that is 

encrusted with diamonds; legalities that were encrusted with tradition.  [Possibly 

from French incruster, from Latin incrust7re : in-, on; see EN-1 + crusta, crust; see 

kreus- in Appendix.]

en·crust·a·tion (HnÙkrƒs-t7ùshNn) n.  Variant of incrustation. 
en·crypt (Hn-krVpt) v.  tr. en·crypt·ed, en·crypt·ing, en·crypts. 1. To put 

into code or cipher.  2. Computer Science. To scramble access codes to (computer-

ized information) so as to prevent unauthorized access.  [EN-1 + (DE)CRYPT.] 
—en·crypùtion n. 

en·cum·ber (Hn-kƒmùbNr) v.  tr. en·cum·bered, en·cum·ber·ing, 
en·cum·bers. 1. To put a heavy load on; burden:  a hiker who was encumbered 

with a heavy pack; a life that has always been encumbered with responsibilities.  

2. To hinder or impede the action or performance of:  restrictions that encumber 

police work.  3. To burden with legal or financial obligations:  an estate that is 

encumbered with debts.  [Middle English encombren, from Old French encombrer, 

to block up  : en-, in; see EN-1 + combre, hindrance (from Gaulish *comboros).]

en·cum·brance (Hn-kƒmùbrNns) n.  1. One that encumbers; a burden or 

impediment.  2. Law. A lien or claim on property. 

en·cum·branc·er (Hn-kƒmùbrNn-sNr) n.  Law. One that holds an encum-

brance. 

ency. abbr.  Encyclopedia. 



-ency suff.  Condition or quality:  complacency.  [Middle English, variant of -ence, 

-ence.]

encyc. abbr.  Encyclopedia. 

encycl. abbr.  Encyclopedia. 

en·cyc·li·cal (Hn-sVkùlV-kNl) adj.  Intended for general or wide circulation.   —  
n.  Roman Catholic Church. A papal letter addressed to the bishops of the Church 

or to the hierarchy of a particular country.  [From Late Latin encyclicus, circular, 

from Greek enkuklios : en-, in; see EN-2 + kuklos, circle; see kwel-1 in Appendix.]

en·cy·clo·pe·di·a (Hn-sXÙklN-pKùdK-N) n.  Abbr. encyc., encycl., ency. A com-

prehensive reference work containing articles on a wide range of subjects or on 

numerous aspects of a particular field, usually arranged alphabetically.  [Medieval 

Latin encyclopaedia, general education course, from alteration of Greek enkuklios 

paideia, general education  : enkuklios, circular, general; see ENCYCLICAL + paideia, 

education (from pais, paid-, child); see pau- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The word encyclopedia, which to us usually means a large

set of books, descends from a phrase that involved coming to grips with the con-

tents of such books. The Greek phrase is enkuklios paideia, made up of enkuklios,

“cyclical, periodic, ordinary,” and paideia, “education,” and meaning “general ed-

ucation, literally the arts and sciences that a person should study to be liberally

educated.” Copyists of Latin manuscripts took this phrase to be the Greek word

enkuklopaedia, with the same meaning, and this spurious Greek word became the

New Latin word encyclopaedia, coming into English with the sense “general course

of instruction,” first recorded in 1531. In New Latin the word was chosen as the

title of a reference work covering all knowledge. The first such use in English is

recorded in 1644.

en·cy·clo·pe·dic (Hn-sXÙklN-pKùdVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

an encyclopedia.  2. Embracing many subjects; comprehensive: “an ignorance 

almost as encyclopedic as his erudition” (William James).   —en·cyÙ-
clo·peùdi·cal·ly adv. 

en·cy·clo·pe·dism (Hn-sXÙklN-pKùdVzÙNm) n.  Encyclopedic learning. 

en·cy·clo·pe·dist (Hn-sXÙklN-pKùdVst) n.  1. A person who writes for or com-

piles an encyclopedia.  2. Encyclopedist. One of the writers of the French Ency-

clopédie (1751-1772), including its editors, Diderot and d’Alembert. 

en·cyst (Hn-sVstù) v.  en·cyst·ed, en·cyst·ing, en·cysts.  —  v.  tr. To enclose in 

or as if in a cyst.   —  v.  intr. To take the form of or become enclosed in a cyst.   
—en·cystùment, enÙcys·taùtion n. 

end (Hnd) n.  1. Either extremity of something that has length:  the end of the pier.  

2. The outside or extreme edge or physical limit; a boundary:  the end of town.  

3. The point in time when an action, an event, or a phenomenon ceases or is 



completed; the conclusion:  the end of the day.  4. A result; an outcome.  

5. Something toward which one strives; a goal.  See Synonyms at intention.  
6. The termination of life or existence; death: “A man awaits his end/Dreading 

and hoping all” (William Butler Yeats).  7. The ultimate extent; the very limit:  the 

end of one’s patience.  8. Slang. The very best; the ultimate:  This pizza’s the end.  

9. A remainder; a remnant.  10. a. A share of a responsibility or obligation:  your 

end of the bargain.  b. A particular area of responsibility:  in charge of the business 

end of the campaign.   11. Football. a. Either of the players in the outermost posi-

tion on the line of scrimmage.  b. The position played by such a player.    —  v.  

end·ed, end·ing, ends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring to a conclusion.  2. To form the 

last or concluding part of:  the song that ended the performance.  3. To destroy:  

ended our hopes.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come to a finish; cease.  See Synonyms at com-
plete.  2. To die.   —idioms. in the end. Eventually; ultimately:  All will turn 

out well in the end.  no end. A great deal:  She had no end of stories to tell.  [Mid-

dle English ende, from Old English. See ant- in Appendix.]

end- pref.  Variant of endo-. 
en·da·moe·ba  or en·da·me·ba (HnÙdN-mKùbN) n.  Variant of entamoeba. 
en·dan·ger (Hn-d7nùjNr) v.  tr. en·dan·gered, en·dan·ger·ing, 
en·dan·gers. To expose to harm or danger; imperil.   —en·danùger·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: endanger, hazard, imperil, jeopardize, risk. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to subject to danger, loss, or destruction”: driving that

endangers passengers’ lives; hazarded his well-being by constant smoking; a forest im-

periled by acid rain; strikes that jeopardized the future of the business; risking her

financial security by buying speculative stocks.

en·dan·gered (Hn-d7nùjNrd) adj.  Faced with the danger of extinction:  an 

endangered species; an endangered culture. 

end·arch (HnùdärkÙ) adj.  Botany. Of or relating to a xylem whose early develop-

ment is toward the center.  [END(O)- + Greek arkhK, beginning (from arkhein, to 

begin, rule).]

end·ar·te·rec·to·my (HnÙdär-tN-rHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. end·ar·te·rec·to·mies. 
Surgical excision of the inner lining of an artery that is clogged with atheroscle-

rotic buildup.  [New Latin endartKrium, inner lining of an artery (ENDO- + art-

Krium from Latin artKria); see ARTERY + -ECTOMY.]

end·ar·te·ri·tis (HnÙdär-tN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the inner lining of an 

artery.  [New Latin endartKrium, inner lining of an artery; see ENDARTERECTOMY + 

-ITIS.]

end·brain (Hndùbr7nÙ) n.  See telencephalon. 
en·dear (Hn-dîrù) v.  tr. en·deared, en·dear·ing, en·dears. To make beloved 

or very sympathetic:  a couple whose kindness endeared them to friends. 



en·dear·ing (Hn-dîrùVng) adj.  Inspiring affection or warm sympathy:  the 

endearing charm of a little child.   —en·dearùing·ly adv. 

en·dear·ment (Hn-dîrùmNnt) n.  1. The act of endearing.  2. An expression of 

affection, such as a caress. 

en·deav·or (Hn-dHvùNr) n.  1. A conscientious or concerted effort toward an 

end; an earnest attempt.  2. Purposeful or industrious activity; enterprise.  See 

Synonyms at effort.   —  v.  en·deav·ored, en·deav·or·ing, en·deav·ors.  
—  v.  tr. To attempt (fulfillment of a responsibility or an obligation, for example) 

by employment or expenditure of effort:  endeavored to improve the quality of life 

in the inner city.   —  v.  intr. To work with a set or specified goal or purpose.  

[Middle English endevour, from endeveren, to make an effort, from (putten) in 

dever, (to put oneself) in duty, make it one’s duty  : in, in; see IN1 + dever, duty 

(from Old French deveir, devoir, duty); see DEVOIR.] —en·deavùor·er n. 

en·deav·our (Hn-dHvùNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of endeavor. 
En·de·cott also En·di·cott (HnùdV-kNt, -kmtÙ), John. 1588?-1665.  English-born 

American colonial administrator who was a founder of the Massachusetts Bay 

Colony and served frequently as its governor between 1628 and 1664. 

en·dem·ic (Hn-dHmùVk) adj.  1. Prevalent in or peculiar to a particular locality, 

region, or people:  diseases endemic to the tropics.  See Synonyms at native.  
2. Ecology. Native to or confined to a certain region.   —  n.  Ecology. An endemic 

plant or animal.  [From Greek endKmos : en-, in; see EN-2 + dKmos, people; see d7- 
in Appendix.] —en·demùi·cal·ly adv.  —en·demùism n. 

En·der·by Land (HnùdNr-bK l4nd)  A region of Antarctica between Queen 

Maud Land and Wilkes Land. First explored in 1831 and 1832, it is claimed by 

Australia. 

end·er·gon·ic (HnÙdNr-gmnùVk) adj.  Requiring energy:  an endergonic chemical 

reaction.  [END(O)- + Greek ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix + -IC.]

en·der·mic (Hn-dûrùmVk) adj.  Acting medicinally by absorption through the 

skin.   —en·derùmi·cal·ly adv. 

En·ders (HnùdNrz), John Franklin. 1897-1985.  American bacteriologist. He 

shared a 1954 Nobel Prize for work on the cultivation of the polio virus. 

end·game also end game (Hndùg7mÙ) n.  Games. 1. The final stage of a chess 

game after most of the pieces have been removed from the board.  2. The final 

stage of an extended process or course of events:  the diplomatic endgame that led 

to the treaty. 

En·di·cott (HnùdV-kNt, -kmtÙ), John.  See John Endecott. 
end·ing (HnùdVng) n.  1. A conclusion or termination.  2. A concluding part; a 

finale:  a happy ending.  3. Grammar. The final morpheme added to a word base 

to make an inflectional form, such as -ed in walked. 

en·dive (HnùdXvÙ, mnùdKvÙ) n.  1. An Indian plant (Cichorium endivia) cultivated 

for its crown of crisp, succulent leaves used in salads.  Also called frisée 2. A vari-



ety of the common chicory Cichorium intybus cultivated to produce a narrow, 

pointed cluster of whitish leaves used in salads.  Also called witloof [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin endivia, from Medieval Greek 

entubia, pl. diminutive of Greek entubon, perhaps from Egyptian tybi, January 

(because the plant grows in this month).]

end leaf (Hnd lKf) n.  See endpaper. 
end·less (HndùlVs) adj.  1. Being or seeming to be without an end or a limit; 

boundless:  an endless universe; an endless conversation.  2. Formed with the ends 

joined; continuous:  an endless chain.   —endùless·ly adv.  —endùless·ness n. 

end line (Hnd lXn) n.  Sports. A line perpendicular to the sidelines that marks an 

end boundary of a playing field or court. 

end·long (HndùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) adv.  Archaic. Lengthwise. 

end man (Hnd m4n) n.  1. The person at the end of a line or row.  2. The man 

in a minstrel show who sits at one end of the company and engages in banter with 

the interlocutor. 

end matter (Hnd m4tùNr) n.  See back matter. 
end·most (HndùmostÙ) adj.  Being at or closest to the end; last. 

end·note (HndùnotÙ) n.  A note placed at the end of an article, a chapter, or a 

book that comments on or cites a reference for a designated part of the text. 

endo-  or end- pref.  Inside; within:  endometrium.  [Greek, from endo, within. 

See en in Appendix.]

en·do·bi·ot·ic (HnÙdN-bX-mtùVk) adj.  Living as a parasite or symbiont within the 

tissues of a host. 

en·do·car·di·tis (HnÙdo-kär-dXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the endocardium.  

[ENDOCARD(IUM) + -ITIS.] —enÙdo·car·ditùic (-dVtùVk) adj. 

en·do·car·di·um (HnÙdo-kärùdK-Nm) n.  pl. en·do·car·di·a (-dK-N). The thin 

serous membrane, composed of endothelial tissue, that lines the interior of the 

heart.  [New Latin  : ENDO- + Greek kardia, heart; see kerd- in Appendix.] 
—enÙdo·carùdi·al adj. 

en·do·carp (HnùdN-kärpÙ) n.  The hard inner layer of the pericarp of many 

fruits, such as the pit or stone of a cherry, a peach, or an olive.   —enÙdo·carùpal 
adj. 

en·do·cra·ni·um (HnÙdo-kr7ùnK-Nm) n.  pl. en·do·cra·ni·a (-nK-N). 1. The 

outermost layer of the dura mater.  2. The inner surface of the skull. 

en·do·crine (HnùdN-krVn, -krKnÙ, -krXnÙ) adj.  1. Secreting internally.  2. Of or 

relating to endocrine glands or the hormones secreted by them.   —  n.  1. The 

secretion of an endocrine gland; a hormone.  2. An endocrine gland.  [French  : 

Greek endo-, endo- + Greek krinein, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.]

endocrine gland (HnùdN-krVn gl4nd) n.  Any of various glands, such as the 

thyroid, adrenal, or pituitary, having hormonal secretions that pass directly into 

the bloodstream.  Also called ductless gland 



en·do·cri·nol·o·gy (HnÙdN-krN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the glands and hor-

mones of the body and their related disorders.   —enÙdo·criÙno·logùic (-krVnÙN-

lmjùVk), enÙdo·crinÙo·logùi·cal adj.  —enÙdo·cri·nolùo·gist n. 

en·do·cy·to·sis (HnÙdo-sX-toùsVs) n.  A process of cellular ingestion by which 

the plasma membrane folds inward to bring substances into the cell.   
—enÙdo·cytùic (-sVtùVk), enÙdo·cy·totùic (-sX-tmtùVk)  adj.  —enÙdo·cy·toseù 
(-tosù) v. 

en·do·derm (HnùdN-dûrmÙ) also en·to·derm (HnùtN-) n.  The innermost of the 

three primary germ layers of an animal embryo, developing into the gastrointesti-

nal tract, the lungs, and associated structures.  Also called hypoblast  
—enÙdo·derùmal adj. 

en·do·der·mis (HnÙdN-dûrùmVs) n.  Botany. The innermost layer of the cortex 

that forms a sheath around the vascular tissue of roots and some stems.  [ENDO- + 

(EPI)DERMIS.]

en·do·don·tia (HnÙdo-dmnùshN, -shK-N) n.  Endodontics. 

en·do·don·tics (HnÙdo-dmnùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

dentistry that deals with diseases of the tooth root, dental pulp, and surrounding 

tissue.  [ENDO- + (ORTHO)DONTICS.] —enÙdo·donùtic adj.  —enÙdo·donùtist n. 

en·do·en·zyme (HnÙdo-HnùzXmÙ) n.  An enzyme that acts on or is retained 

within the cell producing it. 

en·do·er·gic (HnÙdo-ûrùjVk) adj.  Chemistry. Endothermic.  [ENDO- + Greek 

ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix + -IC.]

en·dog·a·my (Hn-dmgùN-mK) n.  1. Anthropology. Marriage within a particular 

group in accordance with custom or law.  2. Botany. Fertilization resulting from 

pollination among flowers of the same plant.  3. Biology. Reproduction by the 

fusion of gametes of similar ancestry.   —en·dogùa·mous adj. 

en·dog·e·nous (Hn-dmjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Produced or growing from within.  

2. Biology. Originating or produced within an organism, a tissue, or a cell:  endog-

enous secretions.   —en·dogùe·nous·ly adv.  —en·dogùe·ny n. 

en·do·lymph (HnùdN-lVmfÙ) n.  The fluid in the membranous labyrinth of the 

inner ear.   —enÙdo·lym·phatùic (-lVm-f4tùVk) adj. 

en·do·me·tri·a (HnÙdo-mKùtrK-N) n.  Plural of endometrium. 
en·do·me·tri·o·sis (HnÙdo-mKÙtrK-oùsVs) n.  A condition, usually resulting in 

pain and dysmenorrhea, that is characterized by the abnormal occurrence of 

functional endometrial tissue outside the uterus. 

en·do·me·tri·um (HnÙdo-mKùtrK-Nm) n.  pl. en·do·me·tri·a (-trK-N). The 

glandular mucous membrane that lines the uterus.  [New Latin  : ENDO- + Greek 

mKtra, uterus; see METRO-.] —enÙdo·meùtri·al adj. 

en·do·mi·to·sis (HnÙdo-mX-toùsVs) n.  A process by which chromosomes repli-

cate without the division of the cell nucleus.   —enÙdo·mi·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 



en·do·morph (HnùdN-môrfÙ) n.  1. A mineral enclosed within another mineral, 

such as rutile or tourmaline in quartz.  2. Physiology. An individual characterized 

by relative prominence of the abdomen and other soft body parts developed from 

the embryonic endodermal layer.  [ENDO(DERM) + -MORPH.]

en·do·mor·phic (HnÙdN-môrùfVk) adj.  a. Of or relating to an endomorph.  

b. Created through endomorphism.   [ENDO(DERM) + -MORPHIC.] 
—enùdo·morÙphy n. 

en·do·morph·ism (HnÙdN-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. Geology. A change within an 

intrusive igneous rock caused by the assimilation of portions of the surrounding 

rock.  2. A homomorphism that maps a mathematical set into itself. 

en·do·nu·cle·ase (HnÙdo-nuùklK-7sÙ, -7zÙ, -nyuù-) n.  Any of a group of 

enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of bonds between nucleic acids in the inte-

rior of a DNA or an RNA sequence. 

en·do·par·a·site (HnÙdo-p4rùN-sXtÙ) n.  A parasite, such as a tapeworm, that 

lives within another organism.   —enÙdo·par·a·sitùic (-sVtùVk) adj.  

—enÙdo·parùa·sit·ism (-sV-tVzÙNm) n. 

en·do·pep·ti·dase (HnÙdo-pHpùtV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  Any of a large group of 

enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of peptide bonds in the interior of a 

polypeptide chain or protein molecule. 

en·do·phyte (HnùdN-fXtÙ) n.  A plant, such as a fungus, growing within another 

plant.   —enÙdo·phytùic (-do-fVtùVk) adj. 

en·do·plasm (HnùdN-pl4zÙNm) n.  A central, less viscous portion of the cyto-

plasm that is distinguishable in certain cells, especially motile cells.   
—enÙdo·plasùmic adj. 

endoplasmic reticulum (HnùdN-pl4zÙmVk rV-tVkùyN-lNm) n.  A membrane 

network within the cytoplasm of cells involved in the synthesis, modification, and 

transport of cellular materials. 

end organ (Hnd ôrùgNn) n.  The encapsulated termination of a sensory nerve. 

en·dor·phin (Hn-dôrùfVn) n.  Any of a group of peptide hormones that bind to 

opiate receptors and are found mainly in the brain. Endorphins reduce the sensa-

tion of pain and affect emotions.  [ENDO(GENOUS) + (MO)RPHIN(E).]

en·dorse (Hn-dôrsù) also in·dorse (Vn-) v.  tr. en·dorsed, en·dors·ing, 
en·dors·es. 1. To write one’s signature on the back of (a check, for example) as 

evidence of the legal transfer of its ownership, especially in return for the cash or 

credit indicated on its face.  2. To place (one’s signature), as on a contract, to 

indicate approval of its contents or terms.  3. To acknowledge (receipt of pay-

ment) by signing a bill, draft, or other instrument.  4. To give approval of or sup-

port to, especially by public statement; sanction:  endorse a political candidate.  See 

Synonyms at approve.  [Middle English endosen, from Anglo-Norman endosser, 

from Medieval Latin indors7re : Latin in-, upon, in; see EN-1 + Latin dorsum, 

back.] —en·dorsùa·ble adj.  —en·dorsùer, en·dorùsor n. 



en·dor·see (HnÙdôr-sKù) n.  One to whom ownership of a negotiable document 

is transferred by endorsement. 

en·dorse·ment (Hn-dôrsùmNnt) n.  1. The act of endorsing:  The athlete was 

highly paid to do endorsements of products.  2. Something, such as a signature or 

voucher, that endorses or validates.  3. Approbation; sanction; support:  The can-

didates competed for the union’s endorsement.  4. An amendment to a contract, 

such as an insurance policy, by which the original terms are changed. 

endorsement in blank (Hn-dôrsùmNnt Vn bl4ngk) n.  pl. endorsements in 
blank. See blank endorsement. 

en·do·scope (HnùdN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument for examining visually the inte-

rior of a bodily canal or a hollow organ such as the colon, bladder, or stomach.   
—enÙdo·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —enÙdo·scopùic·al·ly adv.  —en·dosùco·py 
(Hn-dmsùkN-pK) n. 

en·do·skel·e·ton (HnÙdo-skHlùV-tn) n.  An internal supporting skeleton, 

derived from the mesoderm, that is characteristic of vertebrates and certain 

invertebrates.   —enÙdo·skelùe·tal (-V-tl) adj. 

en·dos·mo·sis (HnÙdmz-moùsVs, -dms-) n.  The inward flow of a fluid through a 

permeable membrane toward a fluid of greater concentration.   —enÙ-
dos·motùic (-mmtùVk) adj.  —enÙdos·motùi·cal·ly adv. 

en·do·sperm (HnùdN-spûrmÙ) n.  The nutritive tissue within seeds of flowering 

plants, surrounding and absorbed by the embryo. 

en·do·spore (HnùdN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  1. A small asexual spore, as that formed 

by some bacteria.  2. The inner layer of the wall of a spore. 

en·do·spo·ri·um (HnÙdN-spôrùK-Nm, -sporù-) n.  pl. en·do·spo·ri·a (-spôrùK-N, 

-sporù-). 1. An endospore.  2.  See intine. 
en·dos·te·um (Hn-dmsùtK-Nm) n.  pl. en·dos·te·a (-tK-N). The thin layer of cells 

lining the medullary cavity of a bone.  [New Latin  : END(O)- + Greek osteon, 

bone; see ost- in Appendix.] —en·dosùte·al adj. 

en·do·sul·fan (HnÙdN-sƒlùfNn) n.  A highly toxic crystalline insecticide, 

C9H6Cl6O3S, used in the control of crop insects and mites.  [END(RIN) + -O- + 

SULF(O)- + -AN
2.]

en·do·the·ci·um (HnÙdo-thKùsK-Nm, -shK-Nm) n.  pl. en·do·the·ci·a (-sK-N, -

shK-N). Botany. The inner tissue of an anther or a moss capsule.  [New Latin  : 

ENDO- + Greek thKkion, diminutive of thKkK, chest, receptacle; see dhK- in Appen-

dix.]

en·do·the·li·a (HnÙdo-thKùlK-N) n.  Plural of endothelium. 
en·do·the·li·o·ma (HnÙdo-thKÙlK-oùmN) n.  pl. en·do·the·li·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  

or en·do·the·li·o·mas. Any of various neoplasms derived from endothelium. 

en·do·the·li·um (HnÙdo-thKùlK-Nm) n.  pl. en·do·the·li·a (-lK-N). A thin layer 

of flat epithelial cells that lines serous cavities, lymph vessels, and blood vessels.  



[New Latin  : ENDO- + Greek thKlK, nipple; see dhK(i)- in Appendix.] 
—enÙdo·theùli·al, enÙdo·theùli·oidÙ adj. 

en·do·therm (HnùdN-thûrmÙ) n.  An organism that generates heat to maintain 

its body temperature, typically above the temperature of its surroundings; a 

homeotherm. 

en·do·ther·mic (HnÙdo-thûrùmVk) also en·do·ther·mal (-mNl) adj.  

1. Chemistry. Characterized by or causing the absorption of heat; endoergic.  

2. Biology. Of or relating to an organism that generates heat to maintain its body 

temperature, typically above the temperature of its surroundings; warm-blooded.   
—enùdo·therÙmy n. 

en·do·tox·in (HnÙdo-tmkùsNn) n.  A toxin produced by certain bacteria and 

released upon destruction of the bacterial cell.   —enÙdo·toxùic adj. 

en·do·tra·che·al (HnÙdN-tr7ùkK-Nl) adj.  Within or passing through the trachea:  

an endotracheal tube. 

en·dow (Hn-douù) v.  tr. en·dowed, en·dow·ing, en·dows. 1. To provide 

with property, income, or a source of income.  2. a. To equip or supply with a tal-

ent or quality:  Nature endowed her with a beautiful singing voice.  b. To imagine 

as having a usually favorable trait or quality:  endowed the family pet with human 

intelligence.   3. Obsolete. To provide with a dower.  [Middle English endowen, 

from Anglo-Norman endouer : Old French en-, intensive pref.; see EN-1 + Old 

French douer, to provide with a dowry (from Latin dot7re, from dos, dot-, dowry); 

see do- in Appendix.]

en·dow·ment (Hn-douùmNnt) n.  1. The act of endowing.  2. Funds or prop-

erty donated to an institution, an individual, or a group as a source of income.  

3. A natural gift, ability, or quality. 

end·pa·per also end paper (Hndùp7ÙpNr) n.  Either of two folded sheets of 

heavy paper having one half pasted to the inside front or back cover of a book 

and the other half pasted to the base of the first or last page.  Also called end leaf 

end·pin (HndùpVnÙ) n.  Music. The thin, usually adjustable leg of a cello or dou-

ble bass. 

end plate (Hnd pl7t) n.  Physiology. The area of synaptic contact between a 

motor nerve and a muscle fiber. 

end·play (Hndùpl7Ù) Games. n.  A play in bridge that forces an opponent to lead 

and results in the opponents’ losing one or more tricks that they would have won 

had they not been leading.   —  v.  tr. end·played, end·play·ing, end·plays. 
To force (a bridge opponent) to lead disadvantageously. 

end·point  or end point also end-point (HndùpointÙ) n.  1. Either of two 

points marking the end of a line segment.  2. Chemistry. The point in a titration 

at which no more titrant should be added. It is determined, for example, by a 

color change in an indicator or by the appearance of a precipitate.  3. A tip or 

point of termination. 



end product (Hnd prmdùNkt) n.  The result of a completed series of processes or 

changes. 

end-ran (Hndùr4nÙ) v.  Past tense and past participle of end-run. 
en·drin (HnùdrVn) n.  A highly toxic chlorinated hydrocarbon, C12H8OCl6, used 

as an insecticide.  [EN(DO)- + (DIEL)DRIN.]

end run (Hnd rƒn) n.  1. Football. A play in which the ball carrier attempts to 

run around one end of the defensive line.  2. Informal. A maneuver in which 

impediments are bypassed, often by deceit or trickery:  made an end run around 

the departmental finance officer in order to increase the budget. 

end-run (HndùrƒnÙ) v.  tr. end-·ran (-r4nÙ), end-·run·ning, end-·runs. Infor-

mal. To bypass (an impediment) often by deceit or trickery: “The plan to end-run 

the regular Senate committee ran into instant resistance from some of their new 

Republican chairmen” (Peter Goldman). 

end-stopped (HndùstmptÙ) adj.  Ending in a syntactic and rhythmic pause. 

Used of a line of verse or a couplet. 

Ends·ville also ends·ville (HndzùvVlÙ) n.  Slang. 1. The greatest, best, or most 

exciting condition, state, or thing.  2. An undesirable, usually isolated location, as 

the end of a road. 

end table (Hnd t7ùbNl) n.  A small table, usually placed at either end of a couch 

or beside a chair. 

en·due (Hn-duù, -dyuù) also in·due (Vn-) v.  tr. en·dued, en·du·ing, 
en·dues. 1. To provide with a quality or trait; endow: “Endue her plenteously 

with heavenly gifts” (Book of Common Prayer).  2. To put on (a piece of cloth-

ing).  [Middle English enduen, from Old French enduire, to lead in, induct (influ-

enced by Middle English endowen, to endow); see ENDOW, from Latin ind7cere; see 

INDUCE. Sense 2, Middle English induen, to clothe  from Latin induere, to put on. 

See eu-1 in Appendix.]

en·dur·a·ble (Hn-dtrùN-bNl, -dytrù-) adj.  Possible to be endured; tolerable 

or bearable:  endurable pain.   —en·durùa·bly adv. 

en·dur·ance (Hn-dtrùNns, -dytrù-) n.  1. The act, quality, or power of with-

standing hardship or stress:  A marathon tests a runner’s endurance.  2. The state 

or fact of persevering:  Through hard work and endurance, we will complete this 

project.  3. Continuing existence; duration.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  endurance events; endurance swimmers. 

en·dure (Hn-dtrù, -dytrù) v.  en·dured, en·dur·ing, en·dures.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To carry on through, despite hardships; undergo:  endure an Arctic winter.  

2. To bear with tolerance: “We seek the truth, and will endure the consequences” 

(Charles Seymour).  See Synonyms at bear1.   —  v.  intr. 1. To continue in exist-

ence; last:  buildings that have endured for centuries.  2. To suffer patiently without 

yielding.  [Middle English enduren, from Old French endurer, from Latin 



ind7r7re, to make hard  : in-, against, into; see EN-1 + d7rus, hard; see deru- in 

Appendix.]

en·dur·ing (Hn-dtrùVng, -dytrù-) adj.  1. Lasting; continuing; durable:  a 

novel of enduring interest.  2. Long-suffering; patient.   —en·durùing·ly adv.  

—en·durùing·ness n. 

en·dur·o (Hn-dtrùo, -dytrùo) n.  pl. en·dur·os. Sports. A race, as of motorcy-

cles or runners, that tests endurance.  [Shortening and alteration of ENDURANCE.]

end use also end-use (HndùyusÙ) n.  The ultimate application for which a 

product has been designed.   —endù-useÙ adj. 

end user also end-us·er (HndùyuÙzNr) n.  The ultimate consumer of a prod-

uct, especially the one for whom the product has been designed. 

end·wise (HndùwXzÙ) also end·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  1. On end; upright.  2. With 

the end foremost.  3. Lengthwise.  4. End to end. 

En·dym·i·on (Hn-dVmùK-Nn) n.  Greek Mythology. A handsome young man who 

was loved by a moon goddess and whose youth was preserved by eternal sleep. 

end zone (Hnd zon) n.  Football. The area at either end of the playing field 

between the goal line and the end line. 

ENE abbr.  East-northeast. 

-ene suff.  An unsaturated organic compound, especially one containing a double 

bond between carbon atoms:  ethylene.  [From Greek -KnK, feminine adj. suff.]

en·e·ma (HnùN-mN) n.  pl. en·e·mas. 1. The injection of liquid into the rectum 

through the anus for cleansing, for stimulating evacuation of the bowels, or for 

other therapeutic or diagnostic purposes.  2. The fluid so injected.  [Late Latin, 

from Greek, from enienai, to send in, inject  : en-, in; see EN-2 + hienai, to send; 

see yK- in Appendix.]

en·e·my (HnùN-mK) n.  pl. en·e·mies. 1. One who feels hatred toward, intends 

injury to, or opposes the interests of another; a foe.  2. a. A hostile power or 

force, such as a nation.  b. A member or unit of such a force.   3. A group of foes 

or hostile forces.  See Usage Note at collective noun.  4. Something destructive 

or injurious in its effects: “Art hath an enemy called Ignorance” (Ben Jonson).   —  
adj.  Of, relating to, or being a hostile power or force.  [Middle English enemi, 

from Old French, from Latin inimXcus : in-, not; see IN-1 + amXcus, friend.]

SYNONYMS: enemy, foe, opponent. The central meaning shared by these nouns

is “one who is hostile to or opposes the purposes or interests of another”: was

betrayed by his enemies; a foe of fascism; a political opponent.

en·er·get·ic (HnÙNr-jHtùVk) adj.  1. Possessing, exerting, or displaying energy.  

See Synonyms at active.  2. Of or relating to energy.  [Greek energKtikos, from 

energein, to be active, from energos, active. See ENERGY.] —enÙer·getùi·cal·ly adv. 



en·er·get·ics (HnÙNr-jHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The study of the flow 

and transformation of energy.  2. The flow and transformation of energy within 

a particular system. 

en·er·gize (HnùNr-jXzÙ) v.  en·er·gized, en·er·giz·ing, en·er·giz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To give energy to; activate or invigorate: “His childhood—father in... prison, 

factory work as a boy—both haunted and energized him, and he wrote on a grand 

scale and worked his way free” (Frank Conroy).  2. To supply with an electric cur-

rent; connect to a source of electricity.   —  v.  intr. To release or put out energy.   
—enùer·gizÙer n. 

en·er·gy (HnùNr-jK) n.  pl. en·er·gies. 1. The capacity for work or vigorous 

activity; vigor; power.  See Synonyms at strength.  2. a. Exertion of vigor or 

power:  a project requiring a great deal of time and energy.  b. Vitality and intensity 

of expression:  a speech delivered with energy and emotion.   3. a. Usable heat or 

power:  Each year Americans consume a high percentage of the world’s energy.  b. A 

source of usable power, such as petroleum or coal.   4. Physics. The capacity of a 

physical system to do work.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  energy conservation; energy efficiency; an energy czar.  [French énergie, from 

Late Latin energXa, from Greek energeia, from energos, active  : en-, in, at; see EN-2 

+ ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix.]

energy audit (HnùNr-jK ôùdVt) n.  An evaluation of energy consumption, as in a 

home or business, to determine ways in which energy can be conserved. 

energy density (HnùNr-jK dHnùsV-tK) n.  The energy per unit volume of a 

region of space. 

energy efficiency ratio (HnùNr-jK V-fVshùNn-sK r7ùsho) n.  A measure of the 

relative efficiency of a heating or cooling appliance, such as an air conditioner, 

that is equal to the unit’s output in BTU’s per hour divided by its consumption of 

energy, measured in watts. 

energy level (HnùNr-jK lHvùNl) n.  1. The energy characteristic of a stationary 

state of a physical system, especially a quantum mechanical system.  2. The sta-

tionary state of a quantum mechanical system. 

en·er·vate (HnùNr-v7tÙ) v.  tr. en·er·vat·ed, en·er·vat·ing, en·er·vates. 
1. To weaken or destroy the strength or vitality of: “the luxury which enervates and 

destroys nations” (Henry David Thoreau).  See Synonyms at deplete.  
2. Medicine. To remove a nerve or part of a nerve.   —  adj.  (V-nûrùvVt) Deprived 

of strength; debilitated.  [Latin Knerv7re, Knerv7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + nervus, sinew; see 

(s)neNu- in Appendix.] —enÙer·vaùtion n.  —enùer·vaÙtive adj.  

—enùer·vaÙtor n. 

E·nes·co (N-nHsùko, H-nHsù-), Georges. 1881-1955.  Romanian-born violinist 

and composer whose works include the opera Oedipus (1936) and three sympho-

nies. 



en·face (Hn-f7sù) v.  tr. en·faced, en·fac·ing, en·fac·es. To write on the face 

of (a check, for example).   —en·faceùment n. 

en·fant ter·ri·ble (äN-fäNÙ tH-rKùblN) n.   also en·fants ter·ri·bles (äN-fäNÙ 

tH-rKùblN) One whose startlingly unconventional behavior, work, or ideas are a 

source of embarrassment or dismay to others:  The radical painter was the enfant 

terrible of the art establishment.  [French  : enfant, child + terrible, frightful.]

en·fee·ble (Hn-fKùbNl) v.  tr. en·fee·bled, en·fee·bling, en·fee·bles. To 

deprive of strength; make feeble.   —en·feeùble·ment n.  —en·feeùbler n. 

en·feoff (Hn-fKfù, -fHfù) v.  tr. en·feoffed, en·feoff·ing, en·feoffs. To invest 

with a feudal estate or fee.  [Middle English enfeffen, from Anglo-Norman 

enfeoffer : Old French en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + Old French fief, fief; see FEE.] 
—en·feoffùment n. 

en·fet·ter (Hn-fHtùNr, Vn-) v.  tr. en·fet·tered, en·fet·ter·ing, en·fet·ters. To 

bind in fetters; enchain. 

En·field (HnùfKldÙ)  A town of northern Connecticut near the Massachusetts 

border. It was settled c. 1680 as part of Massachusetts and annexed by Connecti-

cut in 1749. Population, 45,532. 

Enfield rifle (HnùfKldÙ rXùfNl) n.  Any of several rifles of varying calibers for-

merly used by British and American troops, especially the.30 or.303 caliber, bolt-

action, breechloading model.  [After Enfield, a borough of London in southeast 

England.]

en·fi·lade (HnÙfN-l7dù, -lädù) n.  1. Gunfire directed along the length of a target, 

such as a column of troops.  2. A target vulnerable to sweeping gunfire.   —  v.  tr. 

en·fi·lad·ed, en·fi·lad·ing, en·fi·lades. To rake with gunfire.  [French, series, 

string, row, from enfiler, to string together, run through, from Old French  : en-, 

in, on; see EN-1 + fil, thread (from Latin fXlum); see gwhX- in Appendix.]

en·fleu·rage (mnÙflN-räzhù, -räjù) n.  A process in making perfume in which 

odorless fats or oils absorb the fragrance of fresh flowers.  [French, from enfleu-

rer, to saturate with the perfume of flowers  : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + fleur, 

flower (from Old French flour, from Latin flos, flor-); see bhel-3 in Appendix.]

en·flur·ane (Hn-fltrù7nÙ) n.  A nonflammable liquid, C3H2ClF5O, used as an 

anesthetic.  [EN-1 + (TRI-) + FLU(O)R(O)- + (ETH)ANE.]

en·fold (Hn-foldù) v.  tr. en·fold·ed, en·fold·ing, en·folds. 1. To cover with 

or as if with folds; envelop.  2. To hold within limits; enclose.  3. To embrace.   
—en·foldùer n. 

en·force (Hn-fôrsù, -forsù) v.  tr. en·forced, en·forc·ing, en·forc·es. 1. To 

compel observance of or obedience to:  enforce a regulation.  2. To impose (a kind 

of behavior, for example); compel:  enforce military discipline.  3. To give force to; 

reinforce: “enforces its plea with a description of the pains of hell” (Albert C. 

Baugh).  [Middle English enforcen, from Old French enforcier, to exert force, 

compel,, and from enforcir, to strengthen en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + force, 



strength; see FORCE.] —en·forceùa·bilÙi·ty n.  —en·forceùa·ble adj.  

—en·forceùment n.  —en·forcùer n.  

SYNONYMS: enforce, implement, invoke. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to cause to be applied or carried out”: enforced the rules; implementing

the terms of the agreement; invoke emergency powers.

en·fran·chise (Hn-fr4nùchXzÙ) v.  tr. en·fran·chised, en·fran·chis·ing, 
en·fran·chis·es. 1. To bestow a franchise on.  2. To endow with the rights of cit-

izenship, especially the right to vote.  3. To free, as from bondage.  [Middle 

English enfraunchisen, from Old French enfranchir, enfranchiss-, to set free  : en-, 

intensive pref.; see EN-1 + franchir (from franc, free); see FRANK
1.] 

—en·franùchiseÙment n. 

eng. abbr.  1. Engine.  2. Engineer.  3. Engineering. 

Eng. abbr.  1. England.  2. English. 

En·ga·dine (HngÙgN-dKnù)  A valley of the Inn River in eastern Switzerland, 

divided into the Upper Engadine in the southwest and the Lower Engadine 

in the northeast, it is a noted resort area. 

en·gage (Hn-g7jù) v.  en·gaged, en·gag·ing, en·gag·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

obtain or contract for the services of; employ:  engage a carpenter.  2. To arrange 

for the use of; reserve:  engage a room  See Synonyms at book.  3. To pledge or 

promise, especially to marry.  4. To attract and hold the attention of; engross:  a 

hobby that engaged her for hours at a time.  5. To win over or attract:  His smile 

engages everyone he meets.  6. To draw into; involve:  engage a shy person in conver-

sation.  7. To require the use of; occupy:  Studying engages most of a serious stu-

dent’s time.  8. To enter or bring into conflict with:  We have engaged the enemy.  

9. To interlock or cause to interlock; mesh:  engage the automobile’s clutch.  10. To 

give or take as security.   —  v.  intr. 1. To involve oneself or become occupied; 

participate:  engage in conversation.  2. To assume an obligation; agree.  See Syn-

onyms at promise.  3. To enter into conflict or battle:  The armies engaged at 

dawn.  4. To become meshed or interlocked:  The gears engaged.  [Middle English 

engagen, to pledge something as security for repayment of debt, from Old French 

engagier : en-, in; see EN-1 + gage, pledge of Germanic origin.] —en·gagùer n. 

en·ga·gé (HnÙgä-zh7ù) adj.  Actively committed, as to a political cause.  [French, 

past participle of engager, to engage, from Old French engagier, to pledge. See 

ENGAGE.]

en·gaged (Hn-g7jdù) adj.  1. Employed, occupied, or busy.  2. Committed, as to 

a cause.  3. Pledged to marry; betrothed:  an engaged couple.  4. Involved in con-

flict or battle.  5. Being in gear; meshed.  6. Partly imbedded in, built into, or 

attached to another part, as columns on a wall. 



en·gage·ment (Hn-g7jùmNnt) n.  1. The act of engaging or the state of being 

engaged.  2. Betrothal.  3. Something that serves to engage; a pledge.  4. A prom-

ise or agreement to be at a particular place at a particular time.  

5. a. Employment, especially for a specified time.  b. A specific, often limited, 

period of employment.   6. A hostile encounter; a battle.  7. The condition of 

being in gear.  

SYNONYMS: engagement, appointment, assignation, date, rendezvous, tryst. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “a commitment to appear at a certain

time and place”: a business engagement; a dental appointment; a secret assignation;

a date to play tennis; a rendezvous of allied troops at the border; a lovers’ tryst.

en·gag·ing (Hn-g7ùjVng) adj.  Charming; attractive:  an engaging smile.   
—en·gagùing·ly adv. 

en garde (äN gärdù) interj.  Used to warn a fencer to assume the position prepa-

ratory to a match.  [French  : en, on + garde, guard.]

en·gar·land (Hn-gärùlNnd) v.  tr. en·gar·land·ed, en·gar·land·ing, 
en·gar·lands. To encircle or deck with or as if with a garland. 

En·gels (HngùNlz, -Nls), Friedrich. 1820-1895.  German socialist theorist and 

writer who met Karl Marx in Paris in 1844 and collaborated with him on The 

Communist Manifesto (1848). 

en·gen·der (Hn-jHnùdNr) v.  en·gen·dered, en·gen·der·ing, en·gen·ders.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To bring into existence; give rise to: “Every cloud engenders not a 

storm” (Shakespeare).  2. To procreate; propagate.   —  v.  intr. To come into exist-

ence; originate.  [Middle English engendren, from Old French engendrer, from 

Latin ingener7re : in-, in; see EN-1 + gener7re, to produce; see GENERATE.] 
—en·genùder·er n. 

en·gine (HnùjVn) n.  Abbr. eng. 1. a. A machine that converts energy into 

mechanical force or motion.  b. Such a machine distinguished from an electric, 

spring-driven, or hydraulic motor by its use of a fuel.   2. a. A mechanical appli-

ance, instrument, or tool:  engines of war.  b. An agent, an instrument, or a means 

of accomplishment.   3. A locomotive.  4. A fire engine.   —  v.  tr. en·gined, 
en·gin·ing, en·gines. To equip with an engine or engines.  [Middle English 

engin, skill, machine, from Old French, innate ability, from Latin ingenium. See 

genN- in Appendix.]

engine block (HnùjVn blmk) n.  The cast metal block containing the cylinders of 

an internal-combustion engine. 

en·gi·neer (HnÙjN-nîrù) n.  Abbr. e., E., eng., engr. 1. One who is trained or 

professionally engaged in a branch of engineering.  2. One who operates an 

engine.  3. One who skillfully or shrewdly manages an enterprise.   —  v.  tr. 

en·gi·neered, en·gi·neer·ing, en·gi·neers. 1. To plan, construct, or manage 



as an engineer.  2. To alter or produce by methods of genetic engineering: 

“Researchers... compared insulin manufactured by bacteria genetically engineered 

with recombinant DNA techniques to the commercial insulin obtained from swine or 

cattle” (Fusion).  3. To plan, manage, and put through by skillful acts or contriv-

ance; maneuver.  [Middle English enginour, from Old French engigneor, from 

Medieval Latin ingeni7tor, contriver, from ingeni7re, to contrive, from Latin inge-

nium, ability. See ENGINE.]

en·gi·neer·ing (HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  Abbr. e., E., eng. 1. a. The application of 

scientific and mathematical principles to practical ends such as the design, manu-

facture, and operation of efficient and economical structures, machines, pro-

cesses, and systems.  b. The profession of or the work performed by an engineer.   

2. Skillful maneuvering or direction:  geopolitical engineering; social engineering. 

en·gird (Hn-gûrdù) v.  tr. en·girt (-gûrtù), en·gird·ing, en·girds. Archaic. To 

encircle. 

en·gir·dle (Hn-gûrùdl) v.  tr. en·gir·dled, en·gir·dling, en·gir·dles. To encir-

cle or surround with or as if with a girdle. 

en·girt (Hn-gûrtù) v.  Past tense and past participle of engird. 
en·gla·cial (Hn-gl7ùshNl) adj.  Located or occurring within a glacier. 

Eng·land (VngùglNnd) Abbr. Eng.  A division of the United Kingdom, the south-

ern part of the island of Great Britain. Originally settled by Celtic peoples, it was 

subsequently conquered by Romans, Angles, Saxons, Jutes, Danes, and Normans. 

Acts of union joined England with Wales in 1536, with Scotland in 1707 to create 

the political entity of Great Britain, and with Ireland in 1801 to form the United 

Kingdom. London is the capital and the largest city of both England and the 

United Kingdom. Population, 46,220,955. 

En·gle·wood (HngùgNl-wtdÙ)  1. A city of north-central Colorado, a residen-

tial and industrial suburb of Denver on the South Platte River. Population, 

29,387.  2. A city of northeast New Jersey east of Paterson. Settled by the Dutch in 

the 17th century, it is a residential suburb of New York City. Population, 24,850. 

Eng·lish (VngùglVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of England or its 

people or culture.  2. Of or relating to the English language.   —  n.  Abbr. E, E., 
Eng. 1. The people of England.  2. a. The West Germanic language of England, 

the United States, and other countries that are or have been under English influ-

ence or control.  b. The English language of a particular time, region, person, or 

group of persons:  American English.   3. A translation into or an equivalent in the 

English language.  4. A course or individual class in the study of English lan-

guage, literature, or composition.  5.  Often english. Sports & Games. The spin 

given to a ball by striking it on one side or releasing it with a sharp twist.   —  v.  

tr. Eng·lished, Eng·lish·ing, Eng·lish·es. 1. To translate into English.  2. To 

adapt into English; Anglicize.  [Middle English, from Old English Englisc, from 

Engle, the Angles.] —Engùlish·ness n. 



English bulldog (VngùglVsh btlùdôgÙ) n.  A shorthaired, stocky dog; a bull-

dog. 

English Channel (VngùglVsh ch4nùNl)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean between 

western France and southern England. It opens into the North Sea and is tra-

versed by a train-ferry service. A rail-automobile tunnel is scheduled to open in 

the 1990’s. 

English daisy (VngùglVsh d7ùzK) n.  See daisy (n., sense 2). 

English foxhound (VngùglVsh fmksùhoundÙ) n.  Any of a breed of medium-

sized hunting dog originating in England and having straight legs and a smooth, 

black and white or tan and white coat. 

English horn (VngùglVsh hôrn) n.  Music. A double-reed woodwind instrument 

similar to but larger than the oboe and pitched lower by a fifth. 

Eng·lish·man (VngùglVsh-mNn) n.  1. A man who is a native or inhabitant of 

England.  2. A man of English descent. 

English muffin (VngùglVsh mƒfùVn) n.  A flat round muffin made from yeast 

dough that has been baked on a griddle and is usually split and toasted before 

being eaten. 

English plantain (VngùglVsh pl4nùtNn) n.  See ribgrass. 
English saddle (VngùglVsh s4dùl) n.  A lightweight, hornless saddle with a steel 

cantle and pommel, a padded leather seat, and full side flaps usually set forward. 

English setter (VngùglVsh sHtùNr) n.  Any of a breed of medium-sized dog devel-

oped in England and having a long, silky white coat usually with black or brown-

ish markings. 

English sheepdog (VngùglVsh shKpùdôgÙ) n.  An Old English sheepdog. 

English sonnet (VngùglVsh smnùVt) n.  See Shakespearean sonnet. 
English sparrow (VngùglVsh sp4rùo) n.  See house sparrow. 
English springer spaniel (VngùglVsh sprVngùNr sp4nùyNl) n.  Any of a breed 

of medium-sized hunting dog originating in England and having a silky, liver and 

white or black and white coat. 

English toy spaniel (VngùglVsh toi sp4nùyNl) n.  Any of a breed of spaniel hav-

ing a round head, a short turned-up nose, a thick wavy coat, and a mane around 

its neck. 

English walnut (VngùglVsh wôlùnƒtÙ) n.  1. A Eurasian tree (Juglans regia) cul-

tivated in southern Europe and California for its valuable wood and its large, edi-

ble nuts.  2. The nut of this tree. 

Eng·lish·wom·an (VngùglVsh-wtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is a native or 

inhabitant of England.  2. A woman of English descent. 

en·glut (Hn-glƒtù) v.  tr. en·glut·ted, en·glut·ting, en·gluts. To gulp down; 

swallow greedily.  [Anglo-Norman englutir, from Late Latin ingl7tXre : Latin in-, 

intensive pref.; see IN-2 + Latin gluttXre, to swallow.]



en·gorge (Hn-gôrjù) v.  en·gorged, en·gorg·ing, en·gorg·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To devour greedily.  2. To gorge; glut.  3. To fill to excess, as with blood or 

other fluid.   —  v.  intr. To feed ravenously.  [French engorger, from Old French 

engorgier : en-, in; see EN-1 + gorge, throat; see GORGE.] —en·gorgeùment n. 

engr. abbr.  1. Engineer.  2. a. Engraved.  b. Engraver.  c. Engraving.  

en·graft (Hn-gr4ftù) v.  tr. en·graft·ed, en·graft·ing, en·grafts. 1. To graft 

(a scion) onto or into another plant.  2. To plant firmly; establish.   —en·graftù-
ment n. 

en·grailed (Hn-gr7ldù) adj.  1. Indented along the edge with small curves.  

2. Having an edge or a margin formed by a series of raised dots:  engrailed silver 

coins.  [Middle English engreled, from Old French engresle, past participle of 

engresler, to engrail  : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + gresle, slender, tapered (from 

Latin gracilis).]

en·grain (Hn-gr7nù) v.  tr. en·grained, en·grain·ing, en·grains. To ingrain.  

[Middle English engreinen, to dye with cochineal or kermes, from Old French 

engrainer : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + graine, grain; see GRAIN.]

en·gram (Hnùgr4mÙ) n.  A physical alteration thought to occur in living neural 

tissue in response to stimuli, posited as an explanation for memory. 

en·grave (Hn-gr7vù) v.  tr. en·graved, en·grav·ing, en·graves. 1. To carve, 

cut, or etch into a material:  engraved the champion’s name on the trophy.  2. To 

carve, cut, or etch a design or letters into:  engraved the silver watch with my mono-

gram.  3. a. To carve, cut, or etch into a block or surface used for printing.  b. To 

print from a block or plate made by such a process.   4. To impress deeply as if by 

carving or etching:  The experience was engraved into his memory.   —en·gravùer 
n. 

en·grav·ing (Hn-gr7ùvVng) n.  Abbr. engr. 1. The art or technique of one that 

engraves.  2. A design or text engraved on a surface.  3. An engraved surface for 

printing.  4. A print made from an engraved plate or block. 

en·gross (Hn-grosù) v.  tr. en·grossed, en·gross·ing, en·gross·es. 1. To 

occupy exclusively; absorb:  A great novel engrosses the reader.  See Synonyms at 

monopolize.  2. To acquire most or all of (a commodity); monopolize (a mar-

ket).  3. a. To write or transcribe in a large, clear hand.  b. To write or print the 

final draft of (an official document).   [Middle English engrossen, to collect in 

large quantity, monopolize, from Old French engrossier, from en gros, in large 

quantity  : en, in (from Latin in); see IN-2 + gros, large; see GROSS. Sense 3, from 

Middle English engrossen, to make a finished copy of a legal document  from 

Anglo-Norman engrosser, from Medieval Latin ingross7re : Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + 

grossa, a copy in a large hand (from Late Latin grossus, thick).] —en·grossùer n. 

en·gross·ing (Hn-groùsVng) adj.  Occupying one’s complete attention; wholly 

absorbing:  listened to an engrossing symphony.   —en·grossùing·ly adv. 



en·gross·ment (Hn-grosùmNnt) n.  The act of engrossing or the state of being 

engrossed. 

en·gulf (Hn-gƒlfù) v.  tr. en·gulfed, en·gulf·ing, en·gulfs. To swallow up or 

overwhelm by or as if by overflowing and enclosing:  The spring tide engulfed the 

beach houses.   —en·gulfùment n. 

en·hance (Hn-h4nsù) v.  tr. en·hanced, en·hanc·ing, en·hanc·es. To make 

greater, as in value, beauty, or reputation; augment: “She had a sweetness to her 

face, a warmth that was enhanced by luminous dark eyes” (Gioia Diliberto).  [Mid-

dle English enhauncen, from Anglo-Norman enhauncer, variant of Old French 

enhaucier, from Vulgar Latin *inalti7re, from Late Latin inalt7re : Latin in-, caus-

ative pref.; see EN-1 + altus, high; see al-2 in Appendix.] —en·hanceùment n.  

—en·hancùer n.  —en·hancùive adj. 

en·har·mon·ic (HnÙhär-mmnùVk) adj.  Music. Of, relating to, or involving tones 

that are identical in pitch but are written differently according to the key in which 

they occur.  [Late Latin enharmonicus, from Greek enarmonios : en-, in; see EN-2 + 

harmonia, harmony; see HARMONY.] —enÙhar·monùi·cal·ly adv. 

E·nid (HùnVd)  A city of north-central Oklahoma north-northwest of Oklahoma 

City. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 45,309. 

e·nig·ma (V-nVgùmN) n.  1. One that is puzzling, ambiguous, or inexplicable.  

2. A perplexing speech or text; a riddle.  [Latin aenigma, from Greek ainigma, 

from ainissesthai, ainig-, to speak in riddles, from ainos, fable.]

en·ig·mat·ic (HnÙVg-m4tùVk)  or en·ig·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or resembling 

an enigma; puzzling:  a professor’s enigmatic grading system.  See Synonyms at 

ambiguous.  [Greek ainigmatikos, from ainigma, ainigmat-, riddle. See 

ENIGMA.] —enÙig·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

en·isle (Hn-Xlù) v.  tr. en·isled, en·isl·ing, en·isles. 1. To make into an island.  

2. To set apart from others; isolate. 

En·i·we·tok (HnÙN-wKùtmkÙ, N-nKùwV-)  An atoll in the Ralik Chain of the Mar-

shall Islands in the west-central Pacific Ocean. It was the site of U.S. atomic tests 

from 1948 to 1954. 

en·jamb·ment  or en·jambe·ment (Hn-j4mùmNnt, -j4mbù) n.  The continua-

tion of a syntactic unit from one line or couplet of a poem to the next with no 

pause.  [French enjambement, from Old French enjamber, to straddle  : en-, caus-

ative pref.; see EN-1 + jambe, leg; see JAMB.]

en·join (Hn-joinù) v.  tr. en·joined, en·join·ing, en·joins. 1. To direct or 

impose with authority and emphasis.  See Synonyms at command.  2. To pro-

hibit or forbid.  See Synonyms at forbid.  [Middle English enjoinen, from Old 

French enjoindre, from Latin iniungere : in-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + iungere, to 

join; see yeug- in Appendix.] —en·joinùer n.  —en·joinùment n. 

en·joy (Hn-joiù) v.  en·joyed, en·joy·ing, en·joys.  —  v.  tr. 1. To receive plea-

sure or satisfaction from.  See Synonyms at like1.  2. To have the use or benefit 



of:  enjoys good health.   —  v.  intr. To have a pleasurable or satisfactory time.  

[Middle English enjoien, from Old French enjoir : en-, intensive pref.; see EN-1 + 

joir, to rejoice (from Latin gaudKre); see g7u- in Appendix.] —en·joyùa·ble adj.  

—en·joyùa·bly adv.  —en·joyùer n. 

en·joy·ment (Hn-joiùmNnt) n.  1. The act or state of enjoying.  See Synonyms at 

pleasure.  2. Use or possession of something beneficial or pleasurable.  

3. Something that gives pleasure:  Classical music was her chief enjoyment. 

en·keph·a·lin (Hn-kHfùN-lVn) n.  Either of two closely related pentapeptides 

having opiate qualities and occurring in the brain, spinal cord, and other parts of 

the body.  [Greek enkephalos, in the head (en-, in; see en in Appendix + kephalK, 

head); see ghebh-el- in Appendix + -IN.]

en·kin·dle (Hn-kVnùdl) v.  en·kin·dled, en·kin·dling, en·kin·dles.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To set afire; light.  2. To incite; arouse.  3. To make luminous and glowing.   
—  v.  intr. To catch fire.   —en·kinùdler n. 

enl. abbr.  1. Enlarged.  2. Enlisted. 

en·lace (Hn-l7sù) also in·lace (Vn-) v.  tr. en·laced, en·lac·ing, en·lac·es. 1. To 

wrap or wind about with or as if with a lace or laces; encircle.  2. To interlace; 

entwine.   —en·laceùment n. 

en·large (Hn-lärjù) v.  en·larged, en·larg·ing, en·larg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make larger; add to.  2. To give greater scope to; expand.  See Synonyms at 

increase.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become larger; grow.  2. To speak or write at greater 

length or in greater detail; elaborate:  enlarged upon the plan.  [Middle English 

enlargen, from Old French enlargier : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + large, large; 

see LARGE.] —en·largùer n. 

en·large·ment (Hn-lärjùmNnt) n.  1. An act of enlarging or the state of being 

enlarged.  2. Something that enlarges; an addition.  3. Something that has been 

enlarged, especially a photographic reproduction or a copy larger than the origi-

nal print or negative. 

en·light·en (Hn-lXtùn) v.  tr. en·light·ened, en·light·en·ing, en·light·ens. 
1. To give spiritual or intellectual insight to: “Enlighten the people generally, and 

tyranny and oppression of body and mind will vanish like evil spirits at the dawn of 

day” (Thomas Jefferson).  2. To give information to; inform or instruct.   
—en·lightùen·er n. 

en·light·en·ment (Hn-lXtùn-mNnt) n.  1. a. The act or a means of enlighten-

ing.  b. The state of being enlightened.   2. Enlightenment. A philosophical 

movement of the 18th century that emphasized the use of reason to scrutinize 

previously accepted doctrines and traditions and that brought about many 

humanitarian reforms. Used with the.  3. Buddhism. A blessed state in which the 

individual transcends desire and suffering and attains Nirvana. 

en·list (Hn-lVstù) v.  en·list·ed, en·list·ing, en·lists.  —  v.  tr. 1. To engage 

(persons or a person) for service in the armed forces.  2. To engage the support or 



cooperation of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To enter the armed forces.  2. To participate 

actively in a cause or an enterprise.   —en·listùment n. 

en·list·ed man (Hn-lVsùtVd m4n) n.  Abbr. EM A male member of the armed 

forces who ranks below a commissioned officer or warrant officer. 

enlisted person (Hn-lVsùtVd pûrùsNn) n.  A member of the armed forces who 

ranks below a commissioned officer or warrant officer. 

enlisted woman (Hn-lVsùtVd wtmùNn) n.  Abbr. EW A woman member of the 

armed forces who ranks below a commissioned officer or warrant officer. 

en·list·ee (Hn-lVsÙtKù) n.  A person who enlists or is enlisted for service in the 

armed forces. 

en·liv·en (Hn-lXùvNn) v.  tr. en·liv·ened, en·liv·en·ing, en·liv·ens. To make 

lively or spirited; animate.   —en·livùen·er n.  —en·livùen·ment n. 

en masse (mn m4sù) adv.  In one group or body; all together:  The peace activists 

marched en masse to the capitol.  [French  : en, in + masse, mass.]

en·mesh (Hn-mHshù) also im·mesh (Vm-) v.  tr. en·meshed, en·mesh·ing, 
en·mesh·es. To entangle, involve, or catch in or as if in a mesh.  See Synonyms at 

catch.  —en·meshùment n. 

en·mi·ty (HnùmV-tK) n.  pl. en·mi·ties. Deep-seated, often mutual hatred.  

[Middle English enemite, from Old French enemistie, from Vulgar Latin 

*inimXcit7s, from Latin inimXcus, enemy. See ENEMY.]

SYNONYMS: enmity, hostility, antagonism, animosity, rancor, antipathy, ani-

mus. These nouns refer to the feeling or expression of deep-seated ill will. Enmity

is hatred such as might be felt for an enemy: The wartime enmity of the two nations

subsided into mutual distrust when peace finally came. Hostility implies the clear

expression of enmity, as in the form of belligerent attitudes or violent acts: “If we

could read the secret history of our enemies, we should find in each man’s life sorrow

and suffering enough to disarm all hostility” (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow). An-

tagonism is hostility that quickly results in active resistance, opposition, or con-

tentiousness: antagonism between the liberal and conservative elements of the party.

Animosity is angry ill will that often triggers the taking of rancorous or punitive

action: tried to overcome his animosity toward governmental control. Rancor sug-

gests the harboring of hatred and resentment typically traceable to past grievances

that have led to a desire for revenge: parting without rancor. Antipathy is deep-

seated aversion or repugnance: a deep antipathy to social pretension. Animus is ill

will of a distinctively personal nature, often based on one’s prejudices or temper-

ament: an inexplicable animus against intellectuals.

en·ne·ad (HnùK-4dÙ) n.  A group or set of nine.  [Greek enneas, ennead-, from 

ennea, nine. See newi in Appendix.]



en·no·ble (Hn-noùbNl) v.  tr. en·no·bled, en·no·bling, en·no·bles. 1. To 

make noble: “that chastity of honor... which ennobled whatever it touched, and 

under which vice itself lost half its evil” (Edmund Burke).  2. To confer nobility 

upon:  ennoble a prime minister for distinguished service.  [Middle English *enno-

blen, from Old French ennoblir : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + noble, noble; see 

NOBLE.] —en·noùble·ment n.  —en·noùbler n. 

en·nui (mn-wKù, mnùwK) n.  Listlessness and dissatisfaction resulting from lack of 

interest; boredom: “The servants relieved their ennui with gambling and gossip 

about their masters” (John Barth).  See Synonyms at boredom.  [French, from 

Old French enui, from ennuier, to annoy, bore, from Vulgar Latin *inodi7re, from 

Latin in odio (esse), (to be) odious  : in, in; see IN-2 + odio, ablative of odium, hate; 

see od- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Were they alive today, users of Classical Latin might be sur-

prised to find that centuries later a phrase of theirs would still survive, although

in the form of a single word. The phrase mihi in odio est (literally translated as “to

me in a condition of dislike or hatred is”), meaning “I hate or dislike,” gave rise

to the Vulgar Latin verb ·inodi7re, “to make odious,” the source of Modern French

ennuyer, “to annoy, bore.” In the Old French period a noun meaning “worry, bore-

dom,” came from the verb ennuier. This noun in its Modern French form ennui

was borrowed into English in the sense “boredom,” the English word being first

recorded in 1732. People may have needed a word for boredom in the polite, cul-

tivated world of the 18th century, but at an earlier period, around 1275, we had

already borrowed the French verb ennuier, the source of our word annoy. One of

the earliest instances of annoy in English is, in fact, used in the sense “to bore an

audience.”

e·no·ki (K-nmkùK) n.  Enokidake. 

e·no·ki·da·ke (V-noÙkK-däùkK) n.  A widely cultivated mushroom (Flammulina 

velutipes) native to North America and eastern Asia, having a pinlike appearance 

that superficially resembles the bean sprout.  Also called golden needles [Japanese 

 : enoki, Chinese nettle tree + take, bamboo, mushroom.]

e·nol (KùnôlÙ, KùnolÙ) n.  An organic compound containing a hydroxyl group 

bonded to a carbon atom, which in turn is doubly bonded to another carbon 

atom.  [From -EN(E) + -OL
1.] —e·nolùic (K-nmlùVk) adj. 

e·no·lase (KùnN-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  An enzyme present in muscle tissue that acts in 

carbohydrate metabolism. 

e·nol·o·gy also oe·nol·o·gy (K-nmlùN-jK) n.  The study of wine and the making 

of wine; viticulture.  [Greek oinos, wine + -LOGY.] —eÙno·logùi·cal (KÙnN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —e·nolùo·gist n. 



e·nor·mi·ty (V-nôrùmV-tK) n.  pl. e·nor·mi·ties. 1. The quality of passing all 

moral bounds; excessive wickedness or outrageousness.  2. A monstrous offense 

or evil; an outrage.  3. Usage Problem. Great size; immensity: “Beyond that, [Rus-

sia’s] sheer enormity offered a defense against invaders that no European nation 

enjoyed” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  [French énormité, from Old French, from Latin 

Knormit7s, from Knormis, unusual, enormous. See ENORMOUS.]

USAGE NOTE: Enormity is frequently used to refer simply to the property of

being enormous, but many would prefer that enormousness (or a synonym such

as immensity) be used for this general sense and that enormity be reserved for a

property that evokes a negative moral judgment: Not until the war ended and jour-

nalists were able to enter Cambodia did the world really become aware of the enor-

mity of Pol Pot’s oppression. Fifty-nine percent of the Usage Panel rejects the use

of enormity in the more general sense in the sentence At that point the engineers

sat down to design an entirely new viaduct, apparently undaunted by the enormity

of their task. This distinction between enormity and enormousness has not always

existed historically, but nowadays many observe it. Writers who ignore it in phras-

es such as the enormity of the President’s election victory or the enormity of her in-

heritance may find their words an unintended source of amusement.

e·nor·mous (V-nôrùmNs) adj.  1. Very great in size, extent, number, or degree.  

2. Archaic. Very wicked; heinous.  [From Latin Knormis, unusual, huge  : K-, ex-, 

ex- + norma, norm; see gno- in Appendix. Sense 2, from Middle English enormi-

ous from Latin Knormis, monstrous.] —e·norùmous·ly adv.  —e·norù-
mous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: enormous, immense, huge, gigantic, colossal, mammoth, tremen-

dous, stupendous, gargantuan, vast. These adjectives describe what is extraordinar-

ily large. Enormous suggests a marked excess beyond the norm in size, amount, or

degree: an enormous boulder; enormous expenses. Immense refers to boundless or

immeasurable size or extent: an immense crowd of people; immense pleasure. Huge

especially implies greatness of size or capacity: a huge wave; a huge success. Gigan-

tic refers to size likened to that of a giant: a gigantic redwood tree; a gigantic dis-

appointment. Colossal suggests a hugeness that elicits awe or taxes belief: colossal

crumbling ruins of an ancient temple; has a colossal nerve. Mammoth is applied to

something of clumsy or unwieldy hugeness: a mammoth ship; a mammoth multi-

national corporation. Tremendous suggests awe-inspiring or fearsome size: a tre-

mendous monument 100 feet high; ate a tremendous meal. Stupendous implies size

that astounds or defies description: an undertaking of stupendous difficulty. “The

whole thing was a stupendous, incomprehensible farce” (W. Somerset Maugham).

Gargantuan especially stresses greatness of capacity, as for food or pleasure: a gar-



gantuan appetite. Vast refers to greatness of extent, size, area, or scope: “All the

land was shrouded in one vast forest” (Theodore Roosevelt). “Of creatures, how few

vast as the whale” (Herman Melville).

e·nough (V-nƒfù) adj.  Sufficient to meet a need or satisfy a desire; adequate:  

enough work to keep us all busy.  See Synonyms at sufficient.   —  pron.  An ade-

quate number or quantity: “The Gods above should give,/They have enough and we 

do poorly live” (Henry David Thoreau).   —  adv.  1. To a satisfactory amount or 

degree; sufficiently:  Is the fish cooked enough?  2. Very; fully; quite:  We were glad 

enough to leave.  3. Tolerably; rather:  She sang well enough, but the show was a 

failure.   —  interj.  Used to express impatience or exasperation:  You’ve been prac-

ticing the violin all afternoon. Enough!  [Middle English enogh, from Old English 

genog. See nek-2 in Appendix.]

e·nounce (V-nounsù) v.  tr. e·nounced, e·nounc·ing, e·nounc·es. 1. To 

declare formally; state.  2. To pronounce clearly; enunciate.  [From French énon-

cer, from Latin Kn7nti7re, to speak out. See ENUNCIATE.] —e·nounceùment n. 

e·now (V-nouù) adj.  & adv.  Archaic. Enough.  [Middle English, variant of enogh. 

See ENOUGH.]

en pas·sant (äNÙ pä-säNù) adv.  1. In passing; by the way; incidentally.  

2. Games. Used in reference to a move in chess in which a pawn that has just 

completed an initial advance to its fourth rank is captured by an opponent pawn 

as if it had only moved to its third rank.  [French  : en, in + passant, passing.]

en·phy·tot·ic (HnÙfX-tmtùVk) adj.  Of or relating to a plant disease that causes a 

relatively constant amount of damage each year.  [EN-2 + -PHYT(E) + -OTIC.] 
—enÙphy·totùic n. 

en·plane (Hn-pl7nù) also em·plane (Hm-) v.  intr. en·planed, en·plan·ing, 
en·planes. To board an airplane. 

en prise (änÙ prKzù, äN) adj.  Games. Exposed to possible capture. Used of a 

chess piece.  [French  : en, in + prise, grip, grasp.]

en·quire (Hn-kwXrù) v.  Variant of inquire. 
en·quir·y (Hn-kwXrùK, HnùkwN-rK) n.  pl. en·quir·ies. Variant of inquiry. 
en·rage (Hn-r7jù) v.  tr. en·raged, en·rag·ing, en·rag·es. To put into a rage; 

infuriate.  [Middle English *enragen, from Old French enrager : en-, causative 

pref.; see EN-1 + rage, rage; see RAGE.] —en·rageùment n. 

en rap·port (äNÙ rN-pôrù, -porù, r4-) adj.  Being in agreement; harmonious.  

[French  : en, in + rapport, agreement.]

en·rapt (Hn-r4ptù) adj.  Filled with or transported by delight; enraptured. 

en·rap·ture (Hn-r4pùchNr) v.  tr. en·rap·tured, en·rap·tur·ing, 
en·rap·tures. To fill with rapture or delight.   —en·rapùture·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: enrapture, entrance, ravish, thrill, transport. The central meaning



shared by these verbs is “to have a powerful, agreeable, and often overwhelming

emotional effect on someone”: enraptured by the music; a view of the Alps that

entranced us; a painting that ravished the eye; thrilled by their success; transported

with joy.

en·rich (Hn-rVchù) v.  tr. en·riched, en·rich·ing, en·rich·es. 1. To make rich or 

richer.  2. To make fuller, more meaningful, or more rewarding:  An appreciation 

of art will enrich your life.  3. To add fertilizer to.  4. To add nutrients to:  The 

dairy enriched its milk with vitamin D.  5. To add to the beauty or character of; 

adorn: “Glittering tears enriched her eyes” (Arnold Bennett).  6. Physics. To 

increase the amount of one or more radioactive isotopes in (a material, especially 

a nuclear fuel).  [Middle English enrichen, from Old French enrichier : en-, caus-

ative pref.; see EN-1 + riche, rich; see RICH.] —en·richùer n. 

en·rich·ment (Hn-rVchùmNnt) n.  1. The act of enriching or the state of being 

enriched.  2. Something that enriches. 

en·robe (Hn-robù) v.  tr. en·robed, en·rob·ing, en·robes. To dress in or as if 

in a robe. 

en·roll also en·rol (Hn-rolù) v.  en·rolled, en·roll·ing, en·rolls also en·rols.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To enter or register in a roll, list, or record:  enrolled the child in kin-

dergarten; enroll the minutes of the meeting.  2. To roll or wrap up.  3. To write or 

print a final copy of; engross.   —  v.  intr. To place one’s name on a roll or regis-

ter; sign up:  We enrolled in the army.  [Middle English enrollen, from Old French 

enroller : en-, in; see EN-1 + rolle, roll (from Latin rotula, little wheel); see ROLL.] 
—en·roll·eeù n. 

en·roll·ment also en·rol·ment (Hn-rolùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act or process of 

enrolling.  b. The state of being enrolled.   2. The number enrolled:  The class has 

an enrollment of 27 students.  3. A record or an entry. 

en·root (Hn-rutù, -rttù) v.  tr. en·root·ed, en·root·ing, en·roots. To estab-

lish firmly by or as if by roots; implant. 

en route (mn rutù, Hn) adv.  & adj.  On or along the way:  We are en route to the 

museum. The restaurant was en route.  [French  : en, on + route, route.]

ENS  or Ens. abbr.  Ensign. 

en·san·guine (Hn-s4ngùgwVn) v.  tr. en·san·guined, en·san·guin·ing, 
en·san·guines. To cover or stain with or as if with blood. 

En·sche·da (HnÙskN-d7ù, -sKHN-)  A city of eastern Netherlands near the German 

border. It is a textile center. Population, 144,938. 

en·sconce (Hn-skmnsù) v.  tr. en·sconced, en·sconc·ing, en·sconc·es. 1. To 

settle (oneself) securely or comfortably:  She ensconced herself in an armchair.  

2. To place or conceal in a secure place.  [EN-1 + SCONCE
1.]

en·sem·ble (mn-smmùbNl) n.  1. A unit or group of complementary parts that 

contribute to a single effect, especially: a. A coordinated outfit or costume.  b. A 



group of supporting musicians, singers, dancers, or actors who perform together.   

2. Music. a. A work for two or more vocalists or instrumentalists.  b. The vocal-

ists or instrumentalists who perform such a work.   [French, from Old French, 

together, from Late Latin insimul, at the same time  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + 

simul, at the same time; see sem-1 in Appendix.]

En·se·na·da (HnÙsN-näùdN)  A city of northwest Mexico on the Pacific Ocean. It 

is a popular resort. Population, 120,483. 

en·shrine (Hn-shrXnù) also in·shrine (Vn-) v.  tr. en·shrined, en·shrin·ing, 
en·shrines. 1. To enclose in or as if in a shrine.  2. To cherish as sacred.   
—en·shrineùment n. 

en·shroud (Hn-shroudù) v.  tr. en·shroud·ed, en·shroud·ing, en·shrouds. 
To cover with or as if with a shroud:  Clouds enshrouded the summit. 

en·si·form (HnùsN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a sword, as the leaf of an iris.  [Latin 

Knsis, sword + -FORM.]

en·sign (HnùsNn, -sXnÙ) n.  1. A national flag displayed on ships and aircraft, 

often with the special insignia of a branch or unit of the armed forces.  2. A stan-

dard or banner, as of a military unit.  3. Archaic. A standard-bearer.  4.  (HnùsNn) 

Abbr. ENS, Ens. a. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is 

below lieutenant junior grade.  b. One who holds this rank.   5. a. A badge of 

office or power; an emblem: “I want the seals of power and place,/The ensigns of 

command,/Charged by the people’s unbought grace,/To rule my native land” (John 

Quincy Adams).  b. A sign; a token.   [Middle English ensigne, from Old French 

enseigne, from Latin Xnsignia, insignia. See INSIGNIA.]

en·si·lage (HnùsN-lVj) n.  1. The process of storing and fermenting green fodder 

in a silo.  2. Fodder preserved in a silo; silage.   —  v.  tr. en·si·laged, 
en·si·lag·ing, en·si·lag·es. To ensile.  [French, from ensiler, to ensile. See 

ENSILE.]

en·sile (Hn-sXlù) v.  tr. en·siled, en·sil·ing, en·siles. To store (fodder) in a silo 

for preservation.  [French ensiler, from Spanish ensilar : en-, in (from Latin in-); 

see EN-1 + silo, silo (); see SILO.]

en·slave (Hn-sl7vù) v.  tr. en·slaved, en·slav·ing, en·slaves. To make into or 

as if into a slave.   —en·slaveùment n.  —en·slavùer n. 

en·snare (Hn-snârù) also in·snare (Vn-) v.  tr. en·snared, en·snar·ing, 
en·snares. To take or catch in or as if in a snare.  See Synonyms at catch.  
—en·snareùment n.  —en·snarùer n. 

en·snarl (Hn-snärlù) v.  tr. en·snarled, en·snarl·ing, en·snarls. To entangle in 

or as if in a snarl: “The Senate has contrived to ensnarl several major proposals in 

two legislative tangles” (New York Times). 

En·sor (Hnùsôr), James. 1860-1949.  Belgian painter whose works, such as Entry 

of Christ into Brussels (1888), influenced surrealism and often feature nightmar-

ish, masked faces. 



en·soul (Hn-solù) also in·soul (Vn-) v.  tr. en·souled, en·soul·ing, en·souls. 
1. To endow with a soul.  2. To place, receive, or cherish in the soul. 

en·sphere (Hn-sfîrù) also in·sphere (Vn-) v.  tr. en·sphered, en·spher·ing, 
en·spheres. To enclose in or as if in a sphere. 

en·sta·tite (HnùstN-tXtÙ) n.  A glassy, usually yellowish gray variety of orthor-

hombic pyroxene having a magnesium silicate base, mainly MgSiO3, usually 

found embedded in igneous rocks and meteorites.  [Greek enstatKs, adversary 

(because of its refractory quality) en-, in, at, near; see EN-2 + -statKs, one that 

stands; see st7- in Appendix + -ITE
1.]

en·sue (Hn-suù) v.  intr. en·sued, en·su·ing, en·sues. 1. To follow as a conse-

quence or result.  See Synonyms at follow.  2. To take place subsequently.  [Mid-

dle English ensuen, from Old French ensuivre, ensu-, from Vulgar Latin 

*Xnsequere, from Latin XnsequX, to follow closely  : in-, intensive pref.; see EN-1 + 

sequX, to follow; see sekw-1 in Appendix.]

en suite (äN swKtù) adv.  & adj.  In or as part of a series or set:  a room and its fur-

niture that were decorated en suite; en suite decorations.  [French  : en, in + suite, a 

following, sequence.]

en·sure (Hn-shtrù) v.  tr. en·sured, en·sur·ing, en·sures. To make sure or 

certain; insure:  Our precautions ensured our safety.  See Usage Note at assure.  
[Middle English ensuren, from Anglo-Norman enseurer : Old French en-, caus-

ative pref.; see EN-1 + Old French seur, secure, variant of sur; see SURE.]

ENT abbr.  Medicine. Ear, nose, and throat. 

ent- pref.  Variant of ento-. 
-ent suff.  1. a. Performing, promoting, or causing a specified action:  absorbent.  

b. Being in a specified state or condition:  bivalent.   2. One that performs, pro-

motes, or causes a specified action:  referent.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin -Kns, -ent-, present participle suff.]

en·tab·la·ture (Hn-t4bùlN-chtrÙ) n.  The upper section of a classical building, 

resting on the columns and constituting the architrave, frieze, and cornice.  

[Obsolete French, from Italian intavolatura, from intavolare, to put on a table  : 

in-, in, on (from Latin); see EN-1 + tavola, table (from Latin tabula, board).]

en·ta·ble·ment (Hn-t7ùbNl-mNnt) n.  A platform above the base and the dado 

of a pedestal.  [French, from Old French  : en-, in, on; see EN-1 + table, table; see 

TABLE + -ment, -ment.]

en·tail (Hn-t7lù, Vn-) v.  tr. en·tailed, en·tail·ing, en·tails. 1. To have, impose, 

or require as a necessary accompaniment or consequence:  an investment that 

entailed high risk.  2. To limit the inheritance of (property) to a specified succes-

sion of heirs.  3. To bestow or impose on a person or a specified succession of 

heirs.   —  n.  1. a. The act of entailing, especially property.  b. The state of being 

entailed.   2. An entailed estate.  3. A predetermined order of succession, as to an 

estate or to an office.  4. Something transmitted as if by unalterable inheritance.  



[Middle English entaillen, to limit inheritance to specific heirs  : en-, intensive 

pref.; see EN-1 + taille, tail; see TAIL
2.] —en·tailùment n. 

en·ta·moe·ba  or en·ta·me·ba (HnÙtN-mKùbN) also en·da·moe·ba  or 

en·da·me·ba (HnÙdN-) n.  pl. en·ta·moe·bas or en·ta·moe·bae (-bK). Any of 

several parasitic amoebas of the genus Entamoeba, especially E. histolytica, caus-

ing dysentery and ulceration of the colon and liver.  [New Latin Entamoeba, genus 

name  : ENT(O)- + AMOEBA.]

en·tan·gle (Hn-t4ngùgNl) v.  tr. en·tan·gled, en·tan·gling, en·tan·gles. 
1. To twist together or entwine into a confusing mass; snarl.  2. To complicate; 

confuse.  3. To involve in or as if in a tangle.  See Synonyms at catch.  
—en·tanùgle·ment n.  —en·tanùgler n. 

En·teb·be (Hn-tHbùN, -tHbùK)  A town of southern Uganda on Lake Victoria. At 

its airport in 1976 Israeli commando forces rescued most of the hostages held 

aboard an Air France plane by Palestinian hijackers. Population, 21,289. 

en·tel·e·chy (Hn-tHlùV-kK) n.  pl. en·tel·e·chies. 1. In the philosophy of Aristo-

tle, the condition of a thing whose essence is fully realized; actuality.  2. In some 

philosophical systems, a vital force that directs an organism toward self-fulfill-

ment.  [Late Latin entelechXa, from Greek entelekheia : entelKs, complete (en-, in; 

see en-2 + telos, completion); see kwel-1 in Appendix + ekhein, to have; see 

segh- in Appendix.]

en·tente (mn-tmntù) n.  1. An agreement between two or more governments or 

powers for cooperative action or policy: “the economic entente between the Soviet 

Union and western Europe” (Robert W. Tucker).  2. The parties to such an agree-

ment.  [French, from Old French, intent, from feminine past participle of enten-

dre, to understand, intend. See INTEND.]

en·ter (HnùtNr) v.  en·tered, en·ter·ing, en·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come or go 

into:  The train entered the tunnel.  2. To penetrate; pierce:  The bullet entered the 

victim’s skull.  3. To introduce; insert:  She entered the probe into the patient’s 

artery.  4. a. To become a participant, member, or part of; join:  too old to enter 

the army; entered the discussion at a crucial moment.  b. To gain admission to (a 

school, for example).   5. To cause to become a participant, member, or part of; 

enroll:  entered the children in private school; entered dahlias in a flower show.  

6. To embark on; begin:  With Sputnik, the Soviet Union entered the space age.  

7. To make a beginning in; take up:  entered medicine.  8. To write or put in:  We 

entered our names in the guest book; enters the data into the computer.  9. To place 

formally on record; submit:  enter a plea of innocence; enter a complaint.  10. To 

go to or occupy in order to claim possession of (land).  11. To report (a ship or 

cargo) to customs.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come or go in; make an entry:  As the Presi-

dent entered, the band played “Hail to the Chief.”  2. To effect penetration.  3. To 

become a member or participant.   —phrasal verbs. enter into. 1. To partici-

pate in; take an active role or interest in:  enter into politics; enter into negotiations.  



2. To become party to (a contract):  The nations entered into a new agreement.  

3. To become a component of; form a part of:  Financial matters entered into the 

discussion.  4. To consider; investigate:  The report entered into the effect of high 

interest rates on the market.  enter on (or enter upon). 5. To set out on; begin:  

We enter on a new era in our history. They entered upon the most dangerous part of 

the journey.  6. To begin considering; take up:  After discussing the budget deficit, 

they entered on the problem of raising taxes.  7. To take possession of:  She entered 

upon the estate of her uncle.  [Middle English entren, from Old French entrer, from 

Latin intr7re, from intr7, inside. See en in Appendix.] —enùter·a·ble adj. 

enter- pref.  Variant of entero-. 
en·ter·ic (Hn-tHrùVk) also en·ter·al (HnùtNr-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being 

within the intestine. 

enteric fever (Hn-tHrùVk fKùvNr) n.  See typhoid fever. 
en·ter·i·tis (HnÙtN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the intestinal tract, especially of 

the small intestine. 

entero-  or enter- pref.  Intestine:  enteritis.  [New Latin, from Greek enteron, 

intestine. See en in Appendix.]

en·ter·o·bac·ter·i·um (HnÙtN-ro-b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. en·ter·o·bac·ter·i·a (-

K-N). Any of various gram-negative rod-shaped bacteria of the family Enterobac-

teriaceae that includes some pathogens of plants and animals, such as the colon 

bacillus and salmonella. 

en·ter·o·bi·a·sis (HnÙtN-ro-bXùN-sVs) n.  Infestation of the intestine with pin-

worms.  [New Latin Enterobius, pinworm genus (ENTERO- + Greek bios, life); see 

BIO- + -IASIS.]

en·ter·o·coc·cus (HnÙtN-ro-kmkùNs) n.  pl. en·ter·o·coc·ci (-kmkùsXÙ, -kmkùXÙ). 
A usually nonpathogenic streptococcus that inhabits the intestine.   
—enÙter·o·cocùcal adj. 

en·ter·o·coele (HnùtN-ro-sKlÙ) n.  Embryology. The coelom formed from a 

pocketlike outgrowth of the wall of the archenteron, especially in echinoderms 

and chordates. 

en·ter·o·co·li·tis (HnÙtN-ro-ko-lXùtVs, -kN-) n.  Inflammation of both the small 

intestine and the colon. 

en·ter·o·gas·trone (HnÙtN-ro-g4sùtronÙ) n.  A hormone released by the upper 

intestinal mucosa that inhibits gastric motility and secretion.  [ENTERO- + 

GASTR(O)- + (HORM)ONE.]

en·ter·o·hep·a·ti·tis (HnÙtN-ro-hHpÙN-tXùtVs) n.  See blackhead (n., sense 2). 

en·ter·o·ki·nase (HnÙtN-ro-kXùn7sÙ, -n7zÙ, -kVnù7sÙ, -7zÙ) n.  An enzyme 

secreted by the upper intestinal mucosa that converts the inactive trypsinogen to 

the digestive enzyme trypsin. 

en·ter·on (HnùtN-rmnÙ) n.  The alimentary canal; the intestines.  [Greek. See en 

in Appendix.]



en·ter·o·path·o·gen·ic (HnÙtN-ro-p4thÙN-jHnùVk) adj.  Capable of causing dis-

ease in the intestinal tract.   —enÙter·o·pathùo·gen n. 

en·ter·op·a·thy (HnÙtN-rmpùN-thK) n.  pl. en·ter·op·a·thies. A disease of the 

intestinal tract. 

en·ter·os·to·my (HnÙtN-rmsùtN-mK) n.  pl. en·ter·os·to·mies. A surgical pro-

cedure by which an opening is formed in the intestine through the abdominal 

wall.   —enÙter·osùto·mal adj. 

en·ter·ot·o·my (HnÙtN-rmtùN-mK) n.  pl. en·ter·ot·o·mies. Surgical incision 

into the intestine. 

en·ter·o·tox·in (HnÙtN-ro-tmkùsVn) n.  A toxin produced by bacteria that is spe-

cific for intestinal cells and causes the vomiting and diarrhea associated with food 

poisoning. 

en·ter·o·vi·rus (HnÙtN-ro-vXùrNs) n.  pl. en·ter·o·vi·rus·es. Any of a subgroup 

of picornaviruses, including polioviruses, coxsackieviruses, and echoviruses, that 

infect the gastrointestinal tract and often spread to other areas of the body, espe-

cially the nervous system.   —enÙter·o·viùral adj. 

en·ter·prise (HnùtNr-prXzÙ) n.  1. An undertaking, especially one of some scope, 

complication, and risk.  2. A business organization.  3. Industrious, systematic 

activity, especially when directed toward profit:  Private enterprise is basic to capi-

talism.  4. Willingness to undertake new ventures; initiative: “Through want of 

enterprise and faith men are where they are, buying and selling, and spending their 

lives like serfs” (Henry David Thoreau).  [Middle English, from Old French entre-

prise, from past participle of entreprendre, to undertake  : entre-, between (from 

Latin inter-); see INTER- + prendre, to take (from Latin prendere); see ghend- in 

Appendix.] —enùter·prisÙer n. 

En·ter·prise (HnùtNr-prXzÙ)  A city of southeast Alabama south-southeast of 

Montgomery. It is a processing and manufacturing center. Population, 20,123. 

enterprise zone (HnùtNr-prXzÙ zon) n.  An impoverished area in which busi-

nesses are exempt from certain taxes and are given other economic advantages as 

an inducement to locate there and employ residents. 

en·ter·pris·ing (HnùtNr-prXÙzVng) adj.  Showing initiative and willingness to 

undertake new projects:  The enterprising children opened a lemonade stand.   
—enùter·prisÙing·ly adv. 

en·ter·tain (HnÙtNr-t7nù) v.  en·ter·tained, en·ter·tain·ing, en·ter·tains.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To hold the attention of with something amusing or diverting.  See 

Synonyms at amuse.  2. To extend hospitality toward:  entertain friends at din-

ner.  3. a. To consider; contemplate:  entertain an idea.  b. To hold in mind; har-

bor:  entertained few illusions.   4. Archaic. To continue with; maintain.  

5. Obsolete. To take into one’s service; hire.  6. To give admittance to; receive.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To show hospitality to guests.  2. To provide entertainment.  [Middle 

English entertinen, to maintain, from Old French entretenir, from Medieval Latin 



intertenKre : Latin inter, among; see INTER- + Latin tenKre, to hold; see ten- in 

Appendix.] —enÙter·tainùer n. 

en·ter·tain·ing (HnÙtNr-t7ùnVng) adj.  Agreeably diverting; amusing:  The chil-

dren staged an entertaining puppet show.   —enÙter·tainùing·ly adv. 

en·ter·tain·ment (HnÙtNr-t7nùmNnt) n.  1. The act of entertaining.  2. The art 

or field of entertaining.  3. Something that amuses, pleases, or diverts, especially 

a performance or show.  4. The pleasure afforded by being entertained; amuse-

ment:  The comedian performed for our entertainment.  5. Archaic. Maintenance; 

support.  6. Obsolete. Employment. 

en·thal·py (Hnùth4lÙpK, Hn-th4lù-) n.  pl. en·thal·pies. Symbol H A thermody-

namic function of a system, equivalent to the sum of the internal energy of the 

system plus the product of its volume multiplied by the pressure exerted on it by 

its surroundings.  [Greek enthalpein, to heat in (en-, in; see en-2 + thalpein, to 

heat) + -Y
2.]

en·thrall (Hn-thrôlù) also in·thrall (Vn-) v.  tr. en·thralled, en·thrall·ing, 
en·thralls. 1. To hold spellbound; captivate:  The magic show enthralled the audi-

ence.  2. To enslave.  [Middle English, to put in bondage  : en-, causative pref.; see 

EN-1 + thrall, slave; see THRALL.] —en·thrallùing·ly adv.  —en·thrallùment n. 

en·throne (Hn-thronù) also in·throne (Vn-) v.  tr. en·throned, en·thron·ing, 
en·thrones. 1. a. To seat on a throne.  b. To invest with sovereign power or with 

the authority of high office.   2. To raise to a lofty position; exalt.   
—en·throneùment n. 

en·thuse (Hn-thuzù) v.  en·thused, en·thus·ing, en·thus·es. Usage Prob-

lem.  —  v.  tr. To cause to become enthusiastic.   —  v.  intr. To show or express 

enthusiasm: “Princess Anne... enthused over Sarah Ferguson—‘a very, very nice 

girl’” (Georgina Howell).  [Back-formation from ENTHUSIASM.]

USAGE NOTE: The verb enthuse is not well accepted; its use in the sentence The

majority leader enthused over his party’s gains was rejected by 76 percent of the

Usage Panel in an earlier survey. This lack of acceptance of enthuse is often attrib-

uted to its status as a back-formation: such words often meet with disapproval on

their first appearance and only gradually become accepted over time. But other

back-formations such as diagnose (a back-formation from diagnosis that was first

recorded in 1861) and donate (first cited in 1785 as a back-formation from dona-

tion) are considered unimpeachable English words. This situation suggests that in

truth the continued lack of acceptance of enthuse, first recorded in 1827, may have

less to do with doubts about its lineage than with shortcomings in its character.

Unlike enthusiasm, which denotes an internal emotional state, enthuse denotes ei-

ther the external expression of emotion, as in She enthused over attending the Oscar

ceremonies, or the inducement of enthusiasm by an external source, as in He was

so enthused about the miracle diet pills that he agreed to do a testimonial for their



television ad. It is possible that a distaste for this emphasis on external emotional

display and manipulation is for some people the source of an unease that mani-

fests itself in a distaste for the word itself. See Usage Note at intuit.

en·thu·si·asm (Hn-thuùzK-4zÙNm) n.  1. Great excitement for or interest in a 

subject or cause.  2. A source or cause of great excitement or interest.  3. Archaic. 

a. Ecstasy arising from supposed possession by a god.  b. Religious fanaticism.   

[Late Latin enth7siasmus, from Greek enthousiasmos, from enthousiazein, to be 

inspired by a god, from entheos, possessed  : en-, in; see EN-2 + theos, god; see 

dhKs- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: When the English philospher Henry More stated in a work

published in 1660 that “If ever Christianity be exterminated, it will be by Enthu-

siasme,” he clearly used the word differently from the way we do now. He was also

using a meaning that differed from the first sense, “possession by a god,” recorded

in English (1603). Enthusiasm and this sense of the word go back to the Greek

word enthousiasmos, which ultimately comes from the adjective entheos, “having

the god within,” formed from en-, “in, within,” and theos, “god.” Henry More in

1660 was referring to belief, either mistaken or unsupported by evidence, in one’s

own inspiration by the Christian God. Enthusiasm, as now most frequently used,

has become secularized and at times weakened, so that one can speak of an en-

thusiasm for fast cars.

en·thu·si·ast (Hn-thuùzK-4stÙ) n.  1. One who is filled with enthusiasm; one 

who is ardently absorbed in an interest or pursuit:  a baseball enthusiast.  2. A 

zealot; a fanatic.  See Synonyms at fanatic.  [Greek enthousiastKs, possessed per-

son, from enthousiazein, to be inspired. See ENTHUSIASM.]

en·thu·si·as·tic (Hn-thuÙzK-4sùtVk) adj.  Having or demonstrating enthusiasm.   
—en·thuÙsi·asùti·cal·ly adv. 

en·thy·meme (HnùthN-mKmÙ) n.  Logic. A syllogism in which one of the pre-

mises or the conclusion is not stated explicitly.  [Latin enth«mKma, from Greek 

enthumKma, a rhetorical argument, from enthumeisthai, to consider  : en-, in; see 

EN-2 + thumos, mind.]

en·tice (Hn-tXsù) v.  tr. en·ticed, en·tic·ing, en·tic·es. To attract by arousing 

hope or desire; lure:  The promise of higher pay enticed me into the new job.  See 

Synonyms at lure.  [Middle English enticen, from Old French enticier, to insti-

gate, possibly from Vulgar Latin *intXti7re, to set afire  : Latin in-, in; see EN-1 + 

Latin tXtio, firebrand.] —en·ticeùment n.  —en·ticùer n.  —en·ticùing·ly adv. 

en·tire (Hn-tXrù) adj.  1. Having no part excluded or left out; whole:  I read the 

entire book.  See Synonyms at whole.  2. With no reservations or limitations; 

complete:  gave us his entire attention.  3. All in one piece; intact.  4. Of one piece; 



continuous.  5. Not castrated.  6. Botany. Not having an indented margin:  an 

entire leaf.  7. Unmixed or unalloyed; pure or homogenous.   —  n.  1. The 

whole; the entirety.  2. An uncastrated horse; a stallion.  [Middle English, from 

Old French entier, from Latin integrum, neuter of integer. See tag- in Appendix.] 
—en·tireùness n. 

en·tire·ly (Hn-tXrùlK) adv.  1. Wholly; completely:  entirely satisfied with the meal.  

2. Solely or exclusively:  He was entirely to blame. 

en·tire·ty (Hn-tXùrV-tK, -tXrùtK) n.  pl. en·tire·ties. 1. The state of being entire or 

complete; wholeness:  To appreciate the sonata, one must hear it in its entirety.  

2. The entire amount or extent; the whole: “We rarely remember the entirety of the 

plot” (Anthony Burgess). 

en·ti·tle (Hn-tXtùl) v.  tr. en·ti·tled, en·ti·tling, en·ti·tles. 1. To give a name or 

title to.  2. To furnish with a right or claim to something:  The coupon entitles the 

bearer to a 25 percent savings. Every citizen is entitled to equal protection under the 

law.  [Middle English entitlen, from Old French entiteler, from Medieval Latin 

intitul7re : Latin in-, provide with; see EN-1 + Latin titulus, title.] —en·tiù-
tle·ment n. 

entitlement program (Hn-tXùtl-mNnt proùgr4mÙ) n.  A government program 

that guarantees and provides benefits to a particular group: “cut back on the cost-

of-living increases in such entitlement programs as Social Security, civil-service 

retirement pay, and veterans’ pensions” (Elizabeth Drew). 

en·ti·ty (HnùtV-tK) n.  pl. en·ti·ties. 1. Something that exists as a particular and 

discrete unit:  Persons and corporations are equivalent entities under the law.  

2. The fact of existence; being.  3. The existence of something considered apart 

from its properties.  [Medieval Latin entit7s, from Latin Kns, ent- present partici-

ple of esse, to be. See es- in Appendix.]

ento-  or ent- pref.  Inside; within:  entozoan.  [New Latin, from Greek entos, 

within. See en in Appendix.]

en·to·blast (HnùtN-bl4stÙ) n.  Any of the blastomeres of an embryo from which 

the endoderm develops. 

en·to·derm (HnùtN-dûrmÙ) n.  Variant of endoderm. 
en·toil (Hn-toilù) v.  tr. en·toiled, en·toil·ing, en·toils. Archaic. To ensnare; 

entrap. 

entom. abbr.  Entomology. 

en·tomb (Hn-tumù) v.  tr. en·tombed, en·tomb·ing, en·tombs. 1. To place 

in or as if in a tomb or grave.  2. To serve as a tomb for.   —en·tombùment n. 

entomo- pref.  Insect:  entomology.  [French, from Greek entomon, insect, from 

neuter of entomos, cut in two (from its segmented body), from entemnein, to cut 

up  : en-, in; see EN-2 + temnein, to cut; see tem- in Appendix.]



en·to·mol·o·gy (HnÙtN-mmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. entom., entomol. The scientific 

study of insects.   —enÙto·mo·logùic (-mN-lmjùVk), enÙto·mo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  

adj.  —enÙto·mo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —enÙto·molùo·gist n. 

en·to·moph·a·gous (HnÙtN-mmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on insects; insectivo-

rous. 

en·to·moph·i·lous (HnÙtN-mmfùN-lNs) adj.  Botany. Pollinated by insects.   
—enÙto·mophùi·ly n. 

en·to·mos·tra·can (HnÙtN-mmsùtrN-kNn) n.  Any of various small crustaceans 

formerly constituting the subclass Entomostraca.  [From New Latin Entomost-

raca, former subclass name  : ENTOM(O)- + Greek ostraka, pl. of ostrakon, shell; see 

OSTRACOD.]

en·tou·rage (mnÙtt-räzhù) n.  1. A group of attendants or associates; a reti-

nue.  2. One’s environment or surroundings.  [French, from entourer, to sur-

round, from Old French entour, surroundings  : en-, in; see EN-1 + tour, circuit; see 

TOUR.]

en·to·zo·an (HnÙtN-zoùNn) n.  pl. en·to·zo·a (-zoùN). Any of various animals, 

such as tapeworms, that live within other animals, usually as parasites.   
—enÙto·zoùic adj. 

en·tr’acte (mnùtr4ktÙ, äN-träktù) n.  1. a. The interval between two acts of a the-

atrical performance.  b. Another performance, as of music or dance, provided 

between two acts of a theatrical performance.   2. An interval likened to the one 

occurring between two acts of a drama.  [French  : entre, between (from Latin 

inter); see INTER- + acte, act (from Old French); see ACT.]

en·trails (Hnùtr7lzÙ, -trNlz) pl.n.  1. The internal organs, especially the intestines; 

viscera.  2. Internal parts: “sidewalk repair shops, where the entrails of bicycles and 

cars and motorcycles are spread, mechanics poring over them” (Alan Cowell).  

[From Middle English entraille, from Old French, from Medieval Latin intr7lia, 

alteration of Latin inter7nea, from neuter pl. of inter7neus, internal, from inter, 

within. See en in Appendix.]

en·train1 (Hn-tr7nù) v.  tr. en·trained, en·train·ing, en·trains. 1. To pull or 

draw along after itself.  2. Chemistry. To carry (suspended particles, for example) 

along in a current.  [French entrainer, from Old French  : en-, in; see EN-1 + 

trainer, to drag; see TRAIN.] —en·trainùer n.  —en·trainùment n. 

en·train2 (Hn-tr7nù) v.  en·trained, en·train·ing, en·trains.  —  v.  intr. To 

go aboard a train.   —  v.  tr. To put aboard a train. 

en·trance1 (HnùtrNns) n.  1. The act or an instance of entering.  2. A means or 

point by which to enter.  3. Permission or power to enter; admission:  gained 

entrance to medical school.  4. The point, as in a musical score, at which a per-

former is to begin.  5. The first entry of an actor into a scene.  [Middle English 

entraunce, right to enter, from Old French, from entrer, to enter. See ENTER.]



en·trance2 (Hn-tr4nsù) v.  tr. en·tranced, en·tranc·ing, en·tranc·es. 1. To 

put into a trance.  2. To fill with delight, wonder, or enchantment:  a child who 

was entranced by a fairy tale.  See Synonyms at charm. See Synonyms at enrap-
ture.  —en·tranceùment n.  —en·trancùing·ly adv. 

en·trance·way (HnùtrNns-w7Ù) n.  An entryway. 

en·trant (HnùtrNnt) n.  One that enters, especially one that enters a competition.  

[French, from present participle of entrer, to enter, from Old French. See ENTER.]

en·trap (Hn-tr4pù) v.  tr. en·trapped, en·trap·ping, en·traps. 1. To catch in 

or as if in a trap.  2. a. To lure into danger, difficulty, or a compromising situa-

tion.  See Synonyms at catch.  b. To lure into performing a previously or other-

wise uncontemplated illegal act.   [French entraper, from Old French  : en-, in; see 

EN-1 + trape, trap (of Germanic origin).] —en·trapùment n. 

en·treat (Hn-trKtù) also in·treat (Vn-) v.  en·treat·ed, en·treat·ing, 
en·treats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make an earnest request of.  2. To ask for earnestly; 

petition for.  3. Archaic. To deal with; treat.   —  v.  intr. To make an earnest 

request or petition; plead.  See Synonyms at beg.  [Middle English entreten, from 

Anglo-Norman entreter : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + treter, to treat; see TREAT.] 
—en·treatùing·ly adv.  —en·treatùment n. 

en·treat·y (Hn-trKùtK) n.  pl. en·treat·ies. An earnest request or petition; a plea. 

en·tre·chat (mnÙtrN-shäù) n.  A jump in ballet during which the dancer crosses 

the legs a number of times, alternately back and forth.  [French, earlier entrechas, 

alteration (influenced by entre, between, and chasse, chase  from Old French cha-

cier, to chase); see CHASE
1, of Italian (capriola) intrecciata, intricate (caper), femi-

nine past participle of intrecciare, to intertwine  : in-, in (from Latin); see IN-2 + 

treccia, tress; see TRESS.]

en·tre·côte (äNùtrN-kotÙ) n.  A cut of steak taken from between the ribs.  

[French  : entre, between (from Latin inter); see INTER- + côte, rib (from Latin 

costa); see COSTA.]

en·trée  or en·tree (mnùtr7, mn-tr7ù) n.  1. a. The main dish of a meal.  b. A 

dish served in formal dining immediately before the main course or between two 

principal courses.   2. a. The act of entering.  b. The power, permission, or lib-

erty to enter; admittance.   [French, from Old French. See ENTRY.]

en·tre·mets (mnÙtrN-m7ù, -mHù) n.  pl. en·tre·mets (-m7zù, -mKù). A side dish, 

such as a relish or dessert, served in addition to the principal course.  [Middle 

English entremetes, from Old French entremes, entremets : entre, between (from 

Latin inter); see INTER- + mes, mets, dish; see MESS.]

en·trench (Hn-trHnchù) also in·trench (Vn-) v.  en·trenched, en·trench·ing, 
en·trench·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide with a trench, especially for the purpose 

of fortifying or defending.  2. To fix firmly or securely:  arguments that only 

entrench you more firmly in error.   —  v.  intr. 1. To dig or occupy a trench.  2. To 

encroach, infringe, or trespass.   —en·trenchùment n. 



en·tre·pôt (mnùtrN-poÙ) n.  1. A place where goods are stored or deposited and 

from which they are distributed.  2. A trading or market center.  [French, from 

entreposer, to store  : entre, in, among (from Latin inter-); see INTER- + poser, to 

place (from Old French); see POSE
1.]

en·tre·pre·neur (mnÙtrN-prN-nûrù, -ntrù) n.  A person who organizes, oper-

ates, and assumes the risk for a business venture.  [French, from Old French, 

from entreprendre, to undertake. See ENTERPRISE.] —enÙtre·pre·neurùi·al adj.  

—enÙtre·pre·neurùi·al·ism, enÙtre·pre·neurùism n.  —enÙtre·pre·neurù-
shipÙ n. 

en·tre·sol (HnùtNr-smlÙ, HnùtrN-, mn-trN-sôlù) n.  The floor just above the ground 

floor of a building; a mezzanine.  [French  : entre-, between (from Latin inter-); 

see INTER- + sol, floor (from Latin solum).]

en·tro·py (HnùtrN-pK) n.  pl. en·tro·pies. 1.  Symbol S For a closed thermody-

namic system, a quantitative measure of the amount of thermal energy not avail-

able to do work.  2. A measure of the disorder or randomness in a closed system.  

3. A measure of the number of bits necessary to transmit a message as a function 

of the probability that the message will consist of a specific set of symbols.  4. A 

hypothetical tendency for all matter and energy in the universe to evolve toward a 

state of inert uniformity.  5. Inevitable and steady deterioration of a system or 

society.  [German Entropie : Greek en-, in; see EN-2 + Greek tropK, transformation; 

see trep- in Appendix.] —en·troùpic (Hn-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  

—en·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

en·trust (Hn-trƒstù) also in·trust (Vn-) v.  tr. en·trust·ed, en·trust·ing, 
en·trusts. 1. To give over (something) to another for care, protection, or perfor-

mance: “He still has the aura of the priest to whom you would entrust your darkest 

secrets” (James Carroll).  2. To give as a trust to (someone):  entrusted his aides 

with the task.  See Synonyms at commit. 
en·try (HnùtrK) n.  pl. en·tries. 1. a. The act or an instance of entering.  b. The 

privilege or right of entering.   2. A means or place by which to enter.  3. a. The 

inclusion or insertion of an item, as in a record:  made an entry in the ledger.  

b. An item entered in this way:  a diary full of interesting entries.   4. a. An entry 

word, as in a dictionary; a headword.  b. A headword along with its related text.   

5. One entered in a competition:  The magazine received 400 entries for its poetry 

contest.  [Middle English entre, from Old French entree, from feminine past parti-

ciple of entrer, to enter. See ENTER.]

en·try-lev·el (HnùtrK-lHvÙNl) adj.  Appropriate for or accessible to one who is 

inexperienced in a field or new to a market:  an entry-level job in advertising; an 

entry-level computer. 

en·try·way (HnùtrK-w7Ù) n.  A passage or opening by which to enter. 

entry word (HnùtrK wûrd) n.  See headword (n., sense 1). 



en·twine (Hn-twXnù) also in·twine (Vn-) v.  en·twined, en·twin·ing, 
en·twines.  —  v.  tr. To twine around or together:  The ivy entwined the column.   
—  v.  intr. To twine or twist together.   —en·twineùment n. 

en·twist (Hn-twVstù) also in·twist (Vn-) v.  tr. en·twist·ed, en·twist·ing, 
en·twists. To twist together; entwine. 

e·nu·cle·ate (V-nuùklK-7tÙ, V-nyuù-) v.  tr. e·nu·cle·at·ed, e·nu·cle·at·ing, 
e·nu·cle·ates. 1. Medicine. To remove (a tumor or an eye, for example) whole 

from an enveloping cover or sac.  2. Biology. To remove the nucleus of.  

3. Archaic. To explain; elucidate.   —  adj.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) Biology. Lacking a nucleus.  

[Latin Knucle7re, Knucle7t-, to take out the kernel  : K-, ex-, ex- + nucleus, kernel; 

see NUCLEUS.] —e·nuÙcle·aùtion n.  —e·nuùcle·aÙtor n. 

E·nu·gu (7-nuùgu)  A city of southeast Nigeria east of the Niger River. It devel-

oped as a coal-mining center in the early 1900’s. Population, 222,600. 

e·nu·mer·a·ble (V-nuùmNr-N-bNl, V-nyuù-) adj.  Denumerable. 

e·nu·mer·ate (V-nuùmN-r7tÙ, V-nyuù-) v.  tr. e·nu·mer·at·ed, 
e·nu·mer·at·ing, e·nu·mer·ates. 1. To count off or name one by one; list:  A 

spokesperson enumerated the strikers’ demands.  2. To determine the number of; 

count.  [Latin Knumer7re, Knumer7t-, to count out  : K-, ex-, ex- + numerus, num-

ber; see nem- in Appendix.] —e·nuÙmer·aùtion n.  —e·nuùmer·aÙtive (-mN-

r7ÙtVv, -mNr-N) adj.  —e·nuùmer·aÙtor n. 

e·nun·ci·ate (V-nƒnùsK-7tÙ) v.  e·nun·ci·at·ed, e·nun·ci·at·ing, 
e·nun·ci·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pronounce; articulate.  2. To state or set forth pre-

cisely or systematically:  enunciate a doctrine.  3. To announce; proclaim.   —  v.  

intr. To make articulate sounds.  [Latin Kn7nti7re, Kn7nti7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + 

n7nti7re, to announce (from n7ntius, messenger); see neu- in Appendix.] 
—e·nunùci·a·ble (-N-bNl) adj.  —e·nunÙci·aùtion n.  —e·nunùci·aÙtive (-sK-

7ÙtVv, -sK-N-tVv) adj.  —e·nunùci·aÙtive·ly adv.  —e·nunùci·aÙtor n. 

en·ure (Vn-ytrù) v.  Variant of inure. 
en·u·re·sis (HnÙyN-rKùsVs) n.  The uncontrolled or involuntary discharge of 

urine.  [New Latin, from Greek enourein, to urinate in  : en-, in; see EN-2 + ourein, 

to urinate.] —enÙu·retùic (-rHtùVk) adj. 

en·vel·op (Hn-vHlùNp) v.  tr. en·vel·oped, en·vel·op·ing, en·vel·ops. 1. To 

enclose or encase completely with or as if with a covering: “Accompanying the 

darkness, a stillness envelops the city” (Curtis Wilkie).  2. To attack (an enemy’s 

flank).  [Middle English envolupen, to be involved in, from Old French envoluper, 

envoloper : en-, in; see EN-1 + voloper, to wrap up.] —en·velùop·er n.  

—en·velùop·ment n. 

en·ve·lope (HnùvN-lopÙ, mnù-) n.  1. A flat, folded paper container, especially for 

a letter.  2. Something that envelops; a wrapping.  3. Biology. An enclosing struc-

ture or cover, such as a membrane or the outer coat of a virus.  4. The bag con-

taining the gas in a balloon or an airship.  5. The set of limitations within which a 



technological system, especially an aircraft, can perform safely and effectively.  

6. The coma of a comet.  7. Mathematics. A curve or surface that is tangent to 

every one of a family of curves or surfaces.   —idiom. push the envelope. To 

increase the operating capabilities of a technological system.  [French enveloppe, 

from envelopper, to envelop, from Old French envoloper. See ENVELOP.]

en·ven·om (Hn-vHnùNm) v.  tr. en·ven·omed, en·ven·om·ing, en·ven·oms. 
1. To make poisonous or noxious.  2. To embitter.  [Middle English envenimen, to 

poison, from Old French envenimer : en-, cover with; see EN-1 + venim, venom; 

see VENOM.]

En·ver Pa·sha (HnùvHr päùshä), 1881-1922.  Turkish soldier and politician who 

led the Young Turks in the revolution of 1908, served as minister of war during 

World War I, and after Turkey’s surrender fled to Russia, where he was killed in 

an insurrection. 

en·vi·a·ble (HnùvK-N-bNl) adj.  So desirable as to arouse envy: “the enviable 

English quality of being able to be mute without unrest” (Henry James).   
—enùvi·a·bly adv. 

en·vi·ous (HnùvK-Ns) adj.  1. Feeling, expressing, or characterized by envy: “At 

times he regarded the wounded soldiers in an envious way.... He wished that he, too, 

had a wound, a red badge of courage” (Stephen Crane).  See Synonyms at jealous.  
2. Archaic. Eager to emulate; emulous.   —enùvi·ous·ly adv.  —enùvi·ous·ness 
n. 

en·vi·ron (Hn-vXùrNn, -vXùNrn) v.  tr. en·vi·roned, en·vi·ron·ing, en·vi·rons. 
To encircle; surround.  See Synonyms at surround.  [Middle English envirounen, 

from Old French environner, from environ, round about  : en-, in; see EN-1 + 

viron, circle (from virer, to turn); see VEER
1.]

en·vi·ron·ment (Hn-vXùrNn-mNnt, -vXùNrn-) n.  1. The circumstances or condi-

tions that surround one; surroundings.  2. The totality of circumstances sur-

rounding an organism or a group of organisms, especially: a. The combination 

of external physical conditions that affect and influence the growth, develop-

ment, and survival of organisms: “We shall never understand the natural environ-

ment until we see it as a living organism” (Paul Brooks).  b. The complex of social 

and cultural conditions affecting the nature of an individual or a community.   

3. An artistic or theatrical work that surrounds or involves the audience. 

en·vi·ron·men·tal (Hn-vXÙrNn-mHnùtl, -vXÙNrn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or asso-

ciated with the environment.  2. Relating to or being concerned with the ecologi-

cal impact of altering the environment.  3. Medicine. Of or relating to potentially 

harmful factors originating in the environment:  environmental illness.   
—en·viÙron·menùtal·ly adv. 

en·vi·ron·men·tal·ism (Hn-vXÙrNn-mHnùtl-VzÙNm, -vXÙNrn-) n.  1. Advocacy 

for or work toward protecting the natural environment from destruction or pol-

lution.  2. The theory that environment rather than heredity is the primary influ-



ence on intellectual growth and cultural development.   
—en·viÙron·menùtal·ist n. 

en·vi·rons (Hn-vXùrNnz, -vXùNrnz) pl.n.  1. A surrounding area, especially of a 

city.  2. Surroundings; environment.  [French, from Old French, pl. of environ, 

circuit, from environ, round about. See ENVIRON.]

en·vis·age (Hn-vVzùVj) v.  tr. en·vis·aged, en·vis·ag·ing, en·vis·ag·es. 1. To 

conceive an image or a picture of, especially as a future possibility:  envisaged a 

world at peace.  2. To consider or regard in a certain way.  [French envisager : Old 

French en-, in; see EN-1 + Old French visage, face; see VISAGE.]

en·vi·sion (Hn-vVzhùNn) v.  tr. en·vi·sioned, en·vi·sion·ing, en·vi·sions. To 

picture in the mind; imagine. 

en·voi (HnùvoiÙ, mnù-) n.  Variant of envoy2. 
en·voy1 (HnùvoiÙ, mnù-) n.  1. A representative of a government who is sent on a 

special diplomatic mission.  2. A minister plenipotentiary assigned to a foreign 

embassy, ranking next below the ambassador.  3. A messenger; an agent.  [French 

envoyé, messenger, from past participle of envoyer, to send, from Old French 

envoier, from Late Latin invi7re, to be on the way  : Latin in-, in, on; see EN-1 + 

Latin via, way; see wegh- in Appendix.]

en·voy2 also en·voi (HnùvoiÙ, mnù-) n.  1. A short closing stanza in certain verse 

forms, such as the ballade or sestina, dedicating the poem to a patron or summa-

rizing its main ideas.  2. The concluding portion of a prose work or a play.  [Mid-

dle English envoie, from Old French, a sending away, conclusion, from envoier, to 

send. See ENVOY
1.]

en·vy (HnùvK) n.  pl. en·vies. 1. a. A feeling of discontent and resentment 

aroused by and in conjunction with desire for the possessions or qualities of 

another.  b. The object of such feeling:  Their new pool made them the envy of 

their neighbors.   2. Obsolete. Malevolence.   —  v.  tr. en·vied, en·vy·ing, 
en·vies. 1. To feel envy toward.  2. To regard with envy.  [Middle English envie, 

from Old French, from Latin invidia, from invidus, envious, from invidKre, to 

look at with envy  : in-, in, on; see EN-1 + vidKre, to see; see weid- in Appendix. V., 

from Middle English envien from Old French envier, from Latin invidKre.] 
—enùvi·er n.  —enùvy·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: envy, begrudge, covet. These verbs mean to feel resentful or pain-

ful desire for another’s advantages or possessions. Envy is wider in range than the

others since it combines discontent, resentment, and desire: “When I peruse the

conquered fame of heroes and the victories of mighty generals, I do not envy the gen-

erals” (Walt Whitman). Begrudge stresses ill will and reluctance to acknowledge

another’s right or claim: Why begrudge him his success? Covet stresses desire, espe-

cially a secret or culpable longing, for something to which one has no right: “as



thorough an Englishman as ever coveted his neighbor’s goods” (Charles Kingsley).

en·wind (Hn-wXndù) also in·wind (Vn-) v.  tr. en·wound (-woundù), 
en·wind·ing, en·winds. To wind around or about. 

en·womb (Hn-wumù) v.  tr. en·wombed, en·womb·ing, en·wombs. To 

enclose in or as if in a womb. 

en·wound (Hn-woundù) v.  Past tense and past participle of enwind. 
en·wrap (Hn-r4pù) also in·wrap (Vn-) v.  tr. en·wrapped, en·wrap·ping, 
en·wraps. 1. a. To wrap up; enclose.  b. To envelop.   2. To absorb completely; 

engross:  I was enwrapped by the fascinating tale. 

en·wreathe (Hn-rKthù) also in·wreathe (Vn-) v.  tr. en·wreathed, 
en·wreath·ing, en·wreathes. To surround with or as if with a wreath. 

en·zo·ot·ic (HnÙzo-mtùVk) adj.  Affecting or peculiar to animals of a specific geo-

graphic area. Used of a disease.   —  n.  An enzootic disease.  [EN-2 + ZO(O)- + -

OTIC.]

en·zyme (HnùzXm) n.  Any of numerous proteins or conjugated proteins pro-

duced by living organisms and functioning as biochemical catalysts.  [German 

Enzym, from Medieval Greek enzumos, leavened  : Greek en-, in; see EN-2 + Greek 

zumK, leaven, yeast.] —enÙzy·matùic (-zN-m4tùVk), en·zyùmic (-zXùmVk, -

zVmùVk)  adj.  —enÙzy·matùi·cal·ly, en·zyùmi·cal·ly adv. 

en·zy·mol·o·gy (HnÙzN-mmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of science that deals with the 

biochemical nature and activity of enzymes.   —enÙzy·molùo·gist n. 

EO abbr.  Executive order. 

e.o. abbr.  Latin. Ex officio (by virtue of office). 

eo- pref.  Most primitive; earliest:  eohippus.  [From Greek Kos, dawn. See aus- in 

Appendix.]

E·o·cene (KùN-sKnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating the geologic time, rock 

series, sedimentary deposits, and fossils of the second oldest of the five major 

epochs of the Tertiary Period, extending from the end of the Paleocene to the 

beginning of the Oligocene, and characterized by the rise of mammals.   —  n.  

1. The Eocene Epoch.  2. The deposits of the Eocene Epoch. 

e·o·hip·pus (KÙo-hVpùNs) n.  A small, herbivorous, extinct mammal of the genus 

Hyracotherium (or Eohippus) from the Eocene Epoch of the western United 

States, having four-toed front feet and three-toed hind feet and related ances-

trally to the horse.  [New Latin  : EO- + Greek hippos, horse; see ekwo- in Appen-

dix.]

e·o·li·an also ae·o·li·an (K-oùlK-Nn, K-olùyNn) adj.  Relating to, caused by, or car-

ried by the wind.  [From AEOLUS.]

e·o·lith (KùN-lVthÙ) n.  A crude stone artifact, such as a flint. 

E·o·lith·ic (KÙN-lVthùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the postulated earliest period of 

human culture preceding the Lower Paleolithic. 



E·o·lus (K-oùlNs), Mount. A peak, 4,295.3 m (14,083 ft) high, in the San Juan 

Mountains of southwest Colorado. 

e.o.m. abbr.  End of month. 

e·on also ae·on (KùmnÙ, KùNn) n.  1. An indefinitely long period of time; an age.  

2. The longest division of geologic time, containing two or more eras.  [Late Latin 

aeon, from Greek aion. See aiw- in Appendix.]

e·o·ni·an also ae·o·ni·an (K-oùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting an 

eon. 

E·os (KùmsÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of the dawn.  [Greek ·os, from Kos, 

dawn. See aus- in Appendix.]

e·o·sin (KùN-sNn) n.  1. A red crystalline powder, C20H8O5Br4, used in textile dye-

ing and ink manufacturing and in coloring gasoline.  2. The red sodium or potas-

sium salt of this powder, used in biology to stain cells.  [Greek Kos, dawn (from its 

color); see aus- in Appendix + -IN.]

e·o·sin·o·phil (KÙN-sVnùN-fVlÙ) also e·o·sin·o·phile (-fXlÙ) n.  1. A type of white 

blood cell found in vertebrate blood, containing cytoplasmic granules that are 

easily stained by eosin or other acid dyes.  2. A microorganism, cell, or histologi-

cal element easily stained by eosin or other acid dyes.   —eÙo·sinùo·philÙ, 
eÙo·sinÙo·philùic, eÙo·si·nophùi·lous (KÙo-sV-nmfùN-lNs)  adj. 

e·o·sin·o·phil·i·a (KÙN-sVnÙN-fVlùK-N) n.  An increase in the number of eosino-

phils in the blood. 

-eous suff.  Having the nature of; resembling:  gaseous.  [Middle English, from 

Old French -eux, -eus (from Latin -osus), and from Latin -eus.]

Ep abbr.  Bible. Ephesians. 

EP abbr.  1. European plan.  2. Extended play. 

ep- pref.  Variant of epi-. 
EPA abbr.  Environmental Protection Agency. 

e·pact (Kùp4ktÙ) n.  The period of time necessary to bring the solar calendar into 

harmony with the lunar calendar.  [French épacte, from Late Latin epacta, from 

Greek epaktK (hKmera), intercalary (day), feminine of epaktos, brought in, 

inserted, from epagein, to bring in, introduce  : ep-, epi-, epi- + agein, to lead; see 

ag- in Appendix.]

E·pam·i·non·das (V-p4mÙN-nmnùdNs), 418?-362 B.C.  Theban general and poli-

tician who defeated Spartan forces at Leuctra (371), thereby ending Sparta’s mili-

tary dominance of the Greek states. 

ep·ar·chy (HpùärÙkK) n.  pl. ep·ar·chies. A diocese of an Eastern Orthodox 

Church.  [Greek eparkhia, provincial government, from eparkhein, to rule over  : 

ep-, epi-, epi- + arkhein, to rule.]

ep·au·let also ep·au·lette (HpùN-lHtÙ, HpÙN-lHtù) n.  A shoulder ornament, espe-

cially a fringed strap worn on military uniforms.  [French épaulette, diminutive of 



épaule, shoulder, from Old French espaule, from Late Latin spatula, shoulder 

blade. See ESPALIER.]

é·pée also e·pee (7-p7ù, Hpù7) n.  1. A fencing sword with a bowl-shaped guard 

and a long, narrow, fluted blade that has no cutting edge and tapers to a blunted 

point.  2. The art or sport of fencing with this sword.  [French, from Old French 

espee, from Latin spatha, broad double-edged sword. See SPATULA.] —é·péeùist 
n. 

ep·ei·rog·e·ny (HpÙX-rmjùN-nK) n.  pl. ep·ei·rog·e·nies. Uplift or depression of 

the earth’s crust, affecting large areas of land or ocean bottom.  [Greek Kpeiros, 

continent + -GENY.] —e·peiÙro·genùic (V-pXÙro-jHnùVk) adj.  

—e·peiÙro·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

e·pen·the·sis (V-pHnùthV-sVs) n.  pl. e·pen·the·ses (-sKzÙ). Linguistics. The 

insertion of a sound in the middle of a word, as in Middle English thunder from 

Old English thunor.  [Late Latin, from Greek, from epentithenai, to insert  : ep-, 

epi-, epi- + en-, in; see EN-2 + tithenai, to place; see dhK- in Appendix.] 
—epÙen·thetùic (HpÙVn-thHtùVk) adj. 

e·pergne (V-pûrnù, 7-pârnù) n.  A large table centerpiece consisting of a frame 

with extended arms or branches supporting holders, as for flowers, fruit, or 

sweetmeats.  [Perhaps alteration of French épargne, a saving, from épargner, to 

save, from Old French espargnier, of Germanic origin.]

É·per·nay (7-pHr-n7ù)  A city of north-central France on the Marne River east-

northeast of Paris. It is a production and distributing center for the champagne 

wines of the district. Population, 27,668. 

ep·ex·e·ge·sis (Hp-HkÙsN-jKùsVs) n.  Additional explanation or explanatory 

material.  [Greek epexKgKsis, from epexKgeisthai, to explain in detail  : ep-, epi-, epi- 

+ exKgeisthai, to explain; see EXEGESIS.] —ep·exÙe·getùic (-jHtùVk), 
ep·exÙe·getùi·cal adj.  —ep·exÙe·getùi·cal·ly adv. 

Eph. abbr.  Bible. Ephesians. 

e·phah also e·pha (KùfN, Hfùä) n.  An ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure, equal 

to 10 homer or about one bushel (35 liters).  [Hebrew ’êpâ, probably from Egyp-

tian ’pt.]

e·phebe (HfùKbÙ, V-fKbù) also e·phe·bus (V-fKùbNs) n.  pl. e·phebes also 

e·phe·bi (V-fKùbX). A youth between 18 and 20 years of age in ancient Greece.  

[Latin ephKbus, from Greek ephKbos : ep-, epi-, epi- + hKbK, early manhood.] 
—e·pheùbic adj. 

e·phed·rine (V-fHdùrVn, HfùV-drKnÙ) n.  A white, odorless, powdered or crystal-

line alkaloid, C10H15NO, isolated from shrubs of the genus Ephedra or made syn-

thetically. It is used in the treatment of allergies and asthma.  [Latin ephedra, 

horsetail (from Greek ephedros, sitting upon  : ep-, epi-, epi- + hedra, seat); see 

sed- in Appendix + -INE
2.]

e·phem·er·a (V-fHmùNr-N) n.  A plural of ephemeron. 



e·phem·er·al (V-fHmùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Lasting for a markedly brief time: “There 

remain some truths too ephemeral to be captured in the cold pages of a court tran-

script or... opinion” (Irving R. Kaufman).  2. Living or lasting only for a day, as 

certain plants or insects do.  See Synonyms at transient.   —  n.  A markedly 

short-lived thing.  [From Greek ephKmeros : ep-, epi-, epi- + hKmera, day.] 
—e·phemÙer·alùi·ty, e·phemùer·al·ness n.  —e·phemùer·al·ly adv. 

e·phem·er·id (V-fHmùNr-Vd) n.  An insect of the order Ephemeroptera; a mayfly.  

[From New Latin Ephemeridae, former order name, from Greek ephKmeron, may-

fly. See EPHEMERON.]

e·phem·er·is (V-fHmùNr-Vs) n.  pl. eph·e·mer·i·des (HfÙN-mHrùN-dKzÙ). A table 

giving the coordinates of a celestial body at a number of specific times during a 

given period.  [Late Latin ephKmeris, from Greek, diary, from ephKmeros, daily. 

See EPHEMERAL.]

ephemeris time (V-fHmùNr-Vs tXm) n.  A highly accurate astronomical system 

for the measurement of time based on the period of Earth’s orbit, but in practice 

relying on lunar observations and an accurate lunar ephemeris. 

e·phem·er·on (V-fHmùN-rmnÙ) n.  pl. e·phem·er·a (-Nr-N)  or e·phem·er·ons. 
1. A short-lived thing.  2. ephemera. Printed matter of passing interest.  [Greek 

ephKmeron, mayfly, from neuter of ephKmeros, daily, short-lived. See EPHEMERAL.]

E·phe·sian (V-fKùzhNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of ancient Ephesus.  

2. Ephesians. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Eph., Ep. A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible.   —  adj.  Of or relating to ancient Ephesus or its people, language, 

or culture.  [From Latin EphesiX, inhabitants of Ephesus, from Greek Ephesioi, 

from Ephesos, Ephesus.]

Eph·e·sus (HfùV-sNs)  An ancient city of Greek Asia Minor in present-day western 

Turkey. Its temple, dedicated to Artemis, or in Roman times Diana, was one of the 

Seven Wonders of the World. Saint Paul visited the city on his missionary jour-

neys. 

eph·od (HfùmdÙ, KùfmdÙ) n.  A vestment worn by ancient Hebrew priests.  [Middle 

English, from Late Latin, from Hebrew ’Kpôd.]

eph·or (HfùôrÙ, -Nr) n.  pl. eph·ors or eph·o·ri (-N-rXÙ). One of a body of five 

elected magistrates exercising a supervisory power over the kings of Sparta.  

[Latin ephorus, from Greek ephoros, from ephoran, to oversee  : ep-, epi-, epi- + 

horan, to see; see wer-3 in Appendix.]

epi-  or ep- pref.  1. On; upon:  epiphyte.  2. Over; above:  epicenter.  3. Around:  

epicarp.  4. Close to; near:  epicalyx.  5. Besides:  epiphenomenon.  6. After:  epi-

logue.  [Greek, from epi, upon. See epi in Appendix.]

ep·i·blast (HpùN-bl4stÙ) n.  Embryology. The outer layer of a blastula that gives 

rise to the ectoderm after gastrulation.   —epÙi·blastùic adj. 

e·pib·o·ly (V-pVbùN-lK) n.  Embryology. The growth of a rapidly dividing group of 

cells around a more slowly dividing group of cells, as in the formation of a gas-



trula.  [Greek epibolK, a throwing or laying on, from epiballein, to throw on  : epi-, 

epi- + ballein, to throw; see gwelN- in Appendix.] —epÙi·bolùic (HpÙN-bmlùVk) 

adj. 

ep·ic (HpùVk) n.  1. An extended narrative poem in elevated or dignified language, 

celebrating the feats of a legendary or traditional hero.  2. A literary or dramatic 

composition that resembles an extended, narrative poem celebrating heroic feats.  

3. A series of events considered appropriate to an epic:  the epic of the Old West.   
—  adj.  1. Of, constituting, having to do with, or suggestive of a literary epic:  an 

epic poem.  2. Surpassing the usual or ordinary, particularly in scope or size: “A 

vast musical panorama... it requires an epic musical understanding to do it justice” 

(Tim Page).  3. Heroic and impressive in quality: “Here in the courtroom... there 

was more of that epic atmosphere, the extra amperage of a special moment” (Scott 

Turow).  [From Latin epicus, from Greek epikos, from epos, song. See wekw- in 

Appendix.]

ep·i·ca·lyx (HpÙV-k7ùlVks, -k4lùVks) n.  pl. ep·i·ca·lyx·es or ep·i·ca·ly·ces (-k7ùlV-
sKzÙ, -k4lùV-). A series of bracts subtending and resembling a calyx, as in the car-

nation and hibiscus. 

ep·i·can·thic fold (HpÙV-k4nùthVk fold) n.  A fold of skin of the upper eyelid 

that partially covers the inner corner of the eye.  Also called epicanthus 

ep·i·can·thus (HpÙV-k4nùthNs) n.  pl. ep·i·can·thi (-thX, -thK). See epicanthic 
fold.  [New Latin  : EPI- + CANTHUS.]

ep·i·car·di·um (HpÙV-kärùdK-Nm) n.  pl. ep·i·car·di·a (-dK-N). The inner layer of 

the pericardium that is in actual contact with the surface of the heart.  [New Latin 

 : EPI- + Greek kardia, heart; see kerd- in Appendix.] —epÙi·carùdi·al adj. 

ep·i·carp (HpùV-kärpÙ) n.  Botany. See exocarp. 
ep·i·cene (HpùV-sKnÙ) adj.  1. Belonging to or having the characteristics of both 

the male and the female:  an epicene statue.  2. Effeminate; unmanly.  3. Sexless; 

neuter.  4. Linguistics. Having only one form of the noun for both the male and 

the female.   —  n.  1. One that is epicene.  2. Linguistics. An epicene word.  

[Middle English, having only one form of the noun for either gender, from Latin 

epicoenus, from Greek epikoinos, in common  : epi-, epi- + koinos, common; see 

kom in Appendix.] —epùi·cenÙism n. 

ep·i·cen·ter (HpùV-sHnÙtNr) n.  1. The point of the earth’s surface directly above 

the focus of an earthquake.  2. A focal point:  stood at the epicenter of the interna-

tional crisis.   —epÙi·cenùtral adj. 

ep·i·chlo·ro·hy·drin (HpÙV-klôrÙN-hXùdrVn, -klorÙ-) n.  A colorless liquid, 

C3H5OCl, used as a solvent in making resins. 

ep·i·con·dyle (HpÙV-kmnùdVl, -dl) n.  A rounded projection at the end of a bone, 

located on or above a condyle and usually serving as a place of attachment for lig-

aments and tendons. 



ep·i·cot·yl (HpùV-kmtÙl) n.  The stem of a seedling or an embryo located between 

the cotyledons and the first true leaves.  [EPI- + COTYL(EDON).]

ep·i·crit·ic (HpÙV-krVtùVk) adj.  Of or relating to sensory nerve fibers that enable 

the perception of slight differences in the intensity of stimuli, especially touch or 

temperature.  [Greek epikritikos, decisive, from epikritKs, decider, from epikrinein, 

to decide  : epi-, epi- + krinein, to judge; see krei- in Appendix.]

epic simile (HpùVk sVmùN-lK) n.  An extended simile elaborated in great detail.  

Also called Homeric simile 

Ep·ic·te·tus (HpÙVk-tKùtNs), A.D. 55?-135?.  Greek Stoic philosopher who believed 

that one should act in life as one would at a banquet, by taking a polite portion of 

all that is offered. 

ep·i·cure (HpùV-kytrÙ) n.  1. A person with refined taste especially in food and 

wine.  2. A person devoted to sensuous pleasure and luxurious living.  See Usage 

Note at gourmet.  [Middle English, an Epicurean, from Medieval Latin epic7rus, 

from Latin Epic7rus, Epicurus, from Greek Epikouros.]

ep·i·cu·re·an (HpÙV-kyt-rKùNn, -kytrùK-) adj.  1. Devoted to the pursuit of 

pleasure; fond of good food, comfort, and ease.  2. Suited to the tastes of an epi-

cure:  an epicurean repast.  See Synonyms at sensuous.  3. Epicurean. Of or 

relating to Epicurus or Epicureanism.   —  n.  1. A devotee to sensuous and luxu-

rious living; an epicure.  2. Epicurean. A follower of Epicurus.  [Middle English 

Epicurien, from Epicure. See EPICURE.]

Ep·i·cu·re·an·ism (HpÙV-kyt-rKùN-nVzÙNm, -kytrùK-) n.  A philosophy 

advanced by Epicurus that considered happiness, or the avoidance of pain and 

emotional disturbance, to be the highest good. 

ep·i·cur·ism (HpùV-kyt-rVzÙNm, HpÙV-kytrùVz-Nm) n.  The beliefs, tastes, or lif-

estyle of an epicure. 

Ep·i·cu·rus (HpÙV-kytrùNs), 341?-270 B.C.  Greek philosopher who founded his 

influential school of Epicureanism in Athens c. 306. 

ep·i·cu·ti·cle (HpÙV-kyuùtV-kNl) n.  The outermost layer of cuticle of an arthro-

pod exoskeleton, composed mostly of wax. 

ep·i·cy·cle (HpùV-sXÙkNl) n.  1. In Ptolemaic cosmology, a small circle, the center 

of which moves on the circumference of a larger circle at whose center is Earth 

and the circumference of which describes the orbit of one of the planets around 

Earth.  2. Mathematics. A circle whose circumference rolls along the circumfer-

ence of a fixed circle, thereby generating an epicycloid or a hypocycloid.  [Middle 

English epicicle, from Late Latin epicyclus, from Greek epikuklos : epi-, epi- + kuk-

los, circle; see kwel-1 in Appendix.] —epÙi·cyùclic (-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj. 

epicyclic train (HpÙV-sVkùlVk tr7n) n.  A system of gears in which at least one 

rotating gear revolves about another. 



ep·i·cy·cloid (HpÙV-sXùkloidÙ) n.  The curve described by a point on the circum-

ference of a circle as the circle rolls on the outside of the circumference of a sec-

ond, fixed circle.   —epÙi·cy·cloidùal (-kloidùl) adj. 

Ep·i·dau·rus (HpÙV-dôrùNs)  An ancient city of Greece on the northeast coast of 

the Peloponnesus. Its temple of Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine, was 

renowned for its magnificent sculpture. 

ep·i·dem·ic (HpÙV-dHmùVk) also ep·i·dem·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Spreading rap-

idly and extensively by infection and affecting many individuals in an area or a 

population at the same time:  an epidemic outbreak of influenza.  2. Widely preva-

lent:  epidemic discontent.   —  n.  1. An outbreak of a contagious disease that 

spreads rapidly and widely.  2. A rapid spread, growth, or development:  an 

unemployment epidemic.  [French épidémique, from épidémie, an epidemic, from 

Old French espydymie, from Medieval Latin epidKmia, from Greek, prevalence of 

an epidemic disease, from epidKmos, prevalent  : epi-, epi- + dKmos, people; see 

d7- in Appendix.] —epÙi·demùi·cal·ly adv. 

ep·i·de·mi·ol·o·gy (HpÙV-dKÙmK-mlùN-jK, -dHmÙK-) n.  The branch of medicine 

that deals with the study of the causes, distribution, and control of disease in pop-

ulations.  [Medieval Latin epidKmia, an epidemic; see EPIDEMIC + -LOGY.] 
—epÙi·deÙmi·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), epÙi·deÙmi·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—epÙi·deÙmi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —epÙi·deÙmi·olùo·gist n. 

ep·i·der·mis (HpÙV-dûrùmVs) n.  1. The outer, protective, nonvascular layer of 

the skin of vertebrates, covering the dermis.  2. An integument or outer layer of 

various invertebrates.  3. The outermost layer of cells covering the leaves and 

young parts of a plant.  [Late Latin, from Greek  : epi-, epi- + derma, skin; see 

der- in Appendix.] —epÙi·derùmal (-mNl), epÙi·derùmic adj. 

ep·i·der·moid (HpÙV-dûrùmoidÙ) adj.  Composed of or resembling epidermal 

tissue:  epidermoid carcinoma. 

ep·i·di·a·scope (HpÙV-dXùN-skopÙ) n.  A machine for projecting the images of 

opaque objects or transparencies on a screen.  [EPI- + DIA- + -SCOPE.]

ep·i·did·y·mis (HpÙV-dVdùN-mVs) n.  pl. ep·i·did·y·mi·des (-mV-dKzÙ). Anatomy. 

A long, narrow convoluted tube, part of the spermatic duct system, that lies on 

the posterior aspect of each testicle, connecting it to the vas deferens.  [Greek 

epididumis : epi-, epi- + didumoi, twins, testicles, pl. of didumos, double; see 

dwo- in Appendix.] —epÙi·didùy·mal adj. 

ep·i·dote (HpùV-dotÙ) n.  A lustrous yellow, green, or black mineral Ca2(Al, 

Fe)3(SiO4)3OH, commonly found in metamorphic rock.  [French épidote, from 

Greek epididonai, to give in addition, increase (from the shape of its crystalline 

structure)  : epi-, epi- + didonai, to give; see do- in Appendix.] —epÙi·dotùic (-

dmtùVk) adj. 

ep·i·du·ral (HpÙV-dtrùNl, -dytrù-) adj.  Located on or over the dura mater.   
—  n.  An injection into the epidural space of the spine. 



epidural anesthesia (HpÙV-dtrùNl 4nÙVs-thKùzhN) n.  Anesthesia produced by 

the injection of a local anesthetic into the epidural space of the lumbar or sacral 

region of the spine, inducing regional anesthesia from the abdomen or pelvis 

downward and used especially to control pain during childbirth. 

ep·i·gas·tri·um (HpÙV-g4sùtrK-Nm) n.  pl. ep·i·gas·tri·a (-trK-N). The upper 

middle region of the abdomen.  [New Latin, from Greek epigastrion : epi-, epi- + 

gastrion, diminutive of gastKr, belly, stomach.] —epÙi·gasùtric (-trVk) adj. 

ep·i·ge·al (HpÙN-jKùNl) also ep·i·ge·an (-Nn)  or ep·i·ge·ous (-Ns) adj.  

1. Biology. Living or occurring on or near the surface of the ground.  2. Botany. 

Of or relating to the emergence of cotyledons above the surface of the ground 

after germination.  [From Greek epigeios, on the earth  : epi-, epi- + gK, earth.]

ep·i·gene (HpùN-jKnÙ) adj.  Formed, originating, or occurring on or just below 

the surface of the earth.  [French épigène, from Greek epigenKs, growing after  : 

epi-, epi- + -genKs, -born; see genN- in Appendix.]

ep·i·gen·e·sis (HpÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  1. Biology. The theory that an individual is 

developed by successive differentiation of an unstructured egg rather than by a 

simple enlarging of a preformed entity.  2. Geology. Change in the mineral con-

tent of a rock because of outside influences.   —epÙi·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 

e·pig·e·nous (V-pVjùN-nNs) adj.  Botany. Developing or growing on an upper 

surface, as fungi on leaves. 

ep·i·ge·ous (HpÙN-jKùNs) adj.  Biology & Botany. Variant of epigeal. 
ep·i·glot·tis (HpÙV-glmtùVs) n.  pl. ep·i·glot·tis·es or ep·i·glot·ti·des (-glmtùV-

dKzÙ). The thin elastic cartilaginous structure located at the root of the tongue 

that folds over the glottis to prevent food and liquid from entering the trachea 

during the act of swallowing.  [Greek epiglottis : epi-, epi- + glottis, glottis; see 

GLOTTIS.] —epÙi·glotùtal (-glmtùl), epÙi·glotùtic (-glmtùVk)  adj. 

ep·i·gone (HpùV-gonÙ) n.  A second-rate imitator or follower, especially of an 

artist or a philosopher.  [French épigone, sing. of épigones, from Greek Epigonoi, 

sons of the seven heroes against Thebes, from pl. of epigonos, born after  : epi-, 

epi- + gonos, child, seed; see genN- in Appendix.] —epÙi·gonùic (-gmnùVk) adj.  

—e·pigùon·ism (V-pVgùN-nVzÙNm) n. 

ep·i·gram (HpùV-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A short, witty poem expressing a single thought 

or observation.  2. A concise, clever, often paradoxical statement.  See Synonyms 

at saying.  3. Epigrammatic discourse or expression.  [Middle English, from Old 

French epigramme, from Latin epigramma, from Greek, from epigraphein, to 

mark the surface, inscribe  : epi-, epi- + graphein, to write; see gerbh- in Appen-

dix.]

ep·i·gram·mat·ic (HpÙV-grN-m4tùVk) also ep·i·gram·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Of or having the nature of an epigram.  2. Containing or given to the use of 

epigrams.  [From epigrammatical, from Latin epigrammaticus, from Greek *epi-



grammatikos, from epigramma, epigrammat-, epigram. See EPIGRAM.] 
—epÙi·gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

ep·i·gram·ma·tism (HpÙV-gr4mùN-tVzÙNm) n.  Literary style marked by the use 

of epigrams.   —epÙi·gramùma·tist n. 

ep·i·gram·ma·tize (HpÙV-gr4mùN-tXzÙ) v.  ep·i·gram·ma·tized, 
ep·i·gram·ma·tiz·ing, ep·i·gram·ma·tiz·es.  —  v.  tr. To express in an epi-

gram.   —  v.  intr. To create an epigram. 

ep·i·graph (HpùV-gr4fÙ) n.  1. An inscription, as on a statue or building.  2. A 

motto or quotation, as at the beginning of a literary composition, setting forth a 

theme.  [Greek epigraphK, from epigraphein, to write on. See EPIGRAM.] 
—epÙi·graphùic, epÙi·graphùi·cal adj.  —epÙi·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

e·pig·ra·phy (V-pVgùrN-fK) n.  1. Inscriptions considered as a group.  2. a. The 

study of inscriptions.  b. Decipherment, especially of ancient inscriptions.    
—e·pigùra·pher, e·pigùra·phist n. 

e·pig·y·nous (V-pVjùN-nNs) adj.  Having floral parts attached to or near the sum-

mit of the ovary, as in the flower of the apple, cucumber, or daffodil.   
—e·pigùy·ny (-nK) n. 

ep·i·lep·sy (HpùN-lHpÙsK) n.  pl. ep·i·lep·sies. Any of various neurological disor-

ders characterized by sudden, recurring attacks of motor, sensory, or psychic mal-

function with or without loss of consciousness or convulsive seizures.  [French 

épilepsie, from Latin epilKpsia, from Greek epilKpsis, from epilambanein, to lay 

hold of  : epi-, epi- + lambanein, lKp-, to seize.]

ep·i·lep·tic (HpÙN-lHpùtVk) adj.  1. Affected with epilepsy.  2. Of, relating to, or 

associated with epilepsy.   —  n.  One who has epilepsy.  [French épileptique, from 

Late Latin epilKpticus, from Greek epilKptikos, from epilKpsis, epilepsy. See EPI-

LEPSY.]

ep·i·lep·to·gen·ic (HpÙN-lHpÙtN-jHnùVk) adj.  Having the capacity to induce epi-

lepsy. 

ep·i·lep·toid (HpÙN-lHpùtoidÙ) adj.  Resembling epilepsy or any of its symptoms.  

[EPILEPT(IC) + -OID.]

ep·i·logue also ep·i·log (HpùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  1. a. A short poem or speech spo-

ken directly to the audience following the conclusion of a play.  b. The performer 

who delivers such a short poem or speech.   2. A short addition or concluding 

section at the end of a literary work, often dealing with the future of its charac-

ters. In this sense, also calledafterword [Middle English epiloge, from Old French 

epilogue, from Latin epilogus, from Greek epilogos, conclusion of a speech  : epi-, 

epi- + logos, word, speech; see leg- in Appendix.]

Ep·i·me·the·us (HpÙN-mKùthK-Ns, -thyus) n.  The satellite of Saturn that is fifth 

in distance from the planet.  [Latin EpimKtheus, son of Iapetus and Pandora and 

brother of Prometheus, from Greek.]



ep·i·mys·i·um (HpÙN-mVzùK-Nm, -mVzhùK-) n.  pl. ep·i·mys·i·a (-mVzùK-N, -

mVzhù-). The external sheath of connective tissue surrounding a muscle.  [New 

Latin  : EPI- + Greek m7s, muscle; see m7777s- in Appendix.]

ep·i·nas·ty (HpùN-n4sÙtK) n.  pl. ep·i·nas·ties. A downward bending of leaves or 

other plant parts, resulting from excessive growth of the upper side.   
—epÙi·nasùtic (-tVk) adj. 

É·pi·nay-sur-Seine (7-pK-n7Ùsûr-sHnù, -sür-)  A city of north-central France, 

an industrial suburb of Paris. Population, 50,314. 

ep·i·neph·rine also ep·i·neph·rin (HpÙN-nHfùrVn) n.  1. A hormone secreted 

by the adrenal medulla that is released into the bloodstream in response to physi-

cal or mental stress, as from fear or injury. It initiates many bodily responses, 

including the stimulation of heart action and an increase in blood pressure, meta-

bolic rate, and blood glucose concentration.  Also called adrenaline 2. A white to 

brownish crystalline compound, C9H13NO3, isolated from the adrenal glands of 

certain mammals or synthesized and used in medicine as a heart stimulant, vaso-

constrictor, and bronchial relaxant.  [EPI- + NEPHR(O)- + -INE
2.]

ep·i·neu·ri·um (HpÙN-ntrùK-Nm, -nytrù-) n.  pl. ep·i·neu·ri·a (-ntrùK-N, -

nytrù-). The thick sheath of connective tissue surrounding a nerve trunk.  [New 

Latin  : EPI- + Greek neuron, nerve, tendon; see NEURON.] —epÙi·neuùri·al adj. 

ep·i·pe·lag·ic (HpÙN-pN-l4jùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the part of the oceanic zone 

into which enough sunlight enters for photosynthesis to take place. 

e·pi·pet·al·ous (HpÙN-pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Botany. Borne on or attached to the petals 

or corolla, as the stamens of the petunia. 

e·piph·a·ny (V-pVfùN-nK) n.  pl. e·piph·a·nies. 1. Epiphany. a. A Christian 

feast celebrating the manifestation of the divine nature of Jesus to the Gentiles as 

represented by the Magi.  b. January 6, on which this feast is traditionally 

observed.   2. A revelatory manifestation of a divine being.  3. a. A sudden man-

ifestation of the essence or meaning of something.  b. A comprehension or per-

ception of reality by means of a sudden intuitive realization: “I experienced an 

epiphany, a spiritual flash that would change the way I viewed myself” (Frank 

Maier).   [Middle English epiphanie, from Old French, from Late Latin epiphania, 

from Greek epiphaneia, manifestation, from epiphainesthai, to appear  : epi-, 

forth; see EPI- + phainein, phan-, to show; see bh7-1 in Appendix.]

ep·i·phe·nom·e·nal·ism (HpÙN-fV-nmmùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The doc-

trine holding that mental activities are simply epiphenomena of the neural pro-

cesses of the brain. 

ep·i·phe·nom·e·non (HpÙN-fV-nmmùN-nmnÙ) n.  pl. ep·i·phe·nom·e·na (-nN). 
1. A secondary phenomenon that results from and accompanies another: 

“Exploitation of one social class or ethnic group by another [is] an epiphenomenon 

of real differences in power between social groups” (Harper’s).  2. Pathology. An 

additional condition or symptom in the course of a disease, not necessarily con-



nected with the disease.   —epÙi·phe·nomùe·nal adj.  

—epÙi·phe·nomùe·nal·ly adv. 

e·piph·y·sis (V-pVfùV-sVs) n.  pl. e·piph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The end of a long bone 

that is originally separated from the main bone by a layer of cartilage but that 

later becomes united to the main bone through ossification.  2.  See pineal 
gland.  [Greek epiphusis, an excrescence  : epi-, epi- + phusis, growth; see bheuN- 
in Appendix.] —epÙi·physùi·al (HpÙN-fVzùK-Nl), epÙi·physùe·al adj. 

ep·i·phyte (HpùN-fXtÙ) n.  A plant, such as a tropical orchid or a staghorn fern, 

that grows on another plant upon which it depends for mechanical support but 

not for nutrients.  Also called aerophyte, air plant.  —epÙi·phytùic (-fVtùVk), 
epÙi·phytùi·cal adj.  —epÙi·phytùi·cal·ly adv. 

ep·i·phy·tot·ic (HpÙN-fX-tmtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by a sud-

den or abnormally destructive outbreak of a plant disease, usually over an 

extended geographic area.   —epÙi·phy·totùic n. 

E·pi·rus (V-pXùrNs)  An ancient country on the Ionian Sea in present-day north-

west Greece and southern Albania. It flourished in the 3rd century B.C. and was 

later a Roman province. An independent state after A.D. 1204, Epirus was con-

quered by the Turks in the 15th century. 

Epis. abbr.  1. Episcopal; Episcopalian.  2. Bible. Epistle. 

Episc. abbr.  Episcopal; Episcopalian. 

e·pis·co·pa·cy (V-pVsùkN-pN-sK) n.  pl. e·pis·co·pa·cies. 1.  See episcopate 
(n., sense 3).  2. A system of church government in which bishops are the chief 

clerics.  [From EPISCOPATE.]

e·pis·co·pal (V-pVsùkN-pNl) adj.  Abbr. Epis., Episc. 1. Of or relating to a bishop.  

2. Of, relating to, or involving church government by bishops.  3. Episcopal. Of 

or relating to the Episcopal Church.  [Middle English, from Late Latin episcop7lis, 

from episcopus, bishop, from Greek episkopos, overseer  : epi-, epi- + skopos, 

watcher; see spek- in Appendix.] —e·pisùco·pal·ly adv. 

Episcopal Church (V-pVsùkN-pNl chûrch) n.  The church in the United States 

that is in communion with the see of Canterbury. 

E·pis·co·pa·lian (V-pVsÙkN-p7ùlK-Nn, -p7lùyNn) adj.  Abbr. Epis., Episc. 1. Of, 

relating to, or belonging to the Episcopal Church.  2. episcopalian. Of or advo-

cating church government by bishops.   —E·pisÙco·paùlian n. 

e·pis·co·pate (V-pVsùkN-pVt, -p7tÙ) n.  1. The position, term, or office of a 

bishop.  2. The area of jurisdiction of a bishop; a diocese.  3. Bishops considered 

as a group. In this sense, also calledepiscopacy [Late Latin episcop7tus, from episco-

pus, bishop. See EPISCOPAL.]

ep·i·si·ot·o·my (V-pKÙzK-mtùN-mK) n.  pl. ep·i·si·ot·o·mies. Surgical incision of 

the perineum during childbirth to facilitate delivery.  [Greek epision, pubic region 

+ -TOMY.]



ep·i·sode (HpùV-sodÙ) n.  1. a. An incident or event that is part of a progression 

or a larger sequence: “South Africa may remain one of history’s most tragic epi-

sodes” (Bayard Rustin).  b. One of a series of related events in the course of a con-

tinuous account.  See Synonyms at occurrence.   2. A portion of a narrative that 

relates an event or a series of connected events and forms a coherent story in 

itself; an incident:  an episode in a picaresque novel.  3. A separate part of a serial-

ized work, such as a novel or play.  4. A section of a classic Greek tragedy that 

occurs between two choric songs.  5. Music. A passage between statements of a 

main subject or theme, as in a rondo or fugue.  [French épisode, from Greek epei-

sodion, parenthetic narrative, from neuter of epeisodios, coming in besides  : epi-, 

epi- + eisodios, entering (eis, into; see en in Appendix + hodos, way, journey).]

ep·i·sod·ic (HpÙV-smdùVk) also ep·i·sod·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Relating to or 

resembling an episode.  2. Composed of a series of episodes:  an episodic novel.  

3. Limited to the duration of an episode; temporary.   —epÙi·sodùi·cal·ly adv. 

ep·i·some (HpùV-somÙ) n.  A genetic particle of certain cells, especially bacterial 

cells, that can exist either autonomously in the cytoplasm or as part of a chromo-

some.   —epÙi·soùmal adj.  —ep·i·soùmal·ly adv. 

Epist. abbr.  Bible. Epistle. 

e·pis·ta·sis (V-pVsùtN-sVs) n.  pl. e·pis·ta·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Genetics. An interaction 

between nonallelic genes, especially an interaction in which one gene suppresses 

the expression of another.  2. Medicine. A film that forms over the surface of a 

urine specimen.  3. Medicine. The suppression of a bodily discharge or secretion.  

[Greek, stoppage, from epistanai, to stop, check  : ep-, epi-, epi- + histanai, to 

place; see st7- in Appendix.] —epÙi·statùic (HpÙV-st4tùVk) adj. 

ep·i·stax·is (HpÙV-st4kùsVs) n.  pl. ep·i·stax·es (-st4kùsKzÙ). A nosebleed.  

[Greek, from epistazein, to bleed from the nose  : epi-, epi- + stazein, stag-, to 

drip.]

ep·i·ste·mic (HpÙV-stKùmVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving knowledge; cogni-

tive.  [From Greek epistKmK, knowledge. See EPISTEMOLOGY.] —epÙi·steùmi·cal·ly 
adv. 

e·pis·te·mol·o·gy (V-pVsÙtN-mmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of philosophy that stud-

ies the nature of knowledge, its presuppositions and foundations, and its extent 

and validity.  [Greek epistKmK, knowledge (from epistasthai, to understand  : epi-, 

epi- + histanai, stK-, to place, determine); see st7- in Appendix + -LOGY.] 
—e·pisÙte·mo·logùi·cal (-mN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —e·pisÙte·mo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—e·pisÙte·molùo·gist n. 

e·pis·tle (V-pVsùNl) n.  1. A letter, especially a formal one.  See Synonyms at let-
ter.  2. A literary composition in the form of a letter.  3. Epistle. Abbr. Epis., 
Epist. Bible. a. One of the letters included as a book in the New Testament.  

b. An excerpt from one of these letters, read as part of a religious service.   [Mid-

dle English epistel, from Old French epistle, from Latin epistola, from Greek epis-



tolK, from epistellein, to send a message to  : epi-, epi- + stellein, to send; see stel- 
in Appendix.]

e·pis·tler (V-pVsùlNr) n.  One who writes an epistle. 

epistle side also Epistle Side (V-pVsùNl sXd) n.  1. In the traditional orientation 

of some Christian churches, the south side of a chancel or sanctuary when the 

altar or Eucharistic table faces east.  2. In some Christian churches, the side of a 

chancel or sanctuary on the congregation’s right. 

e·pis·to·lar·y (V-pVsùtN-lHrÙK) adj.  1. Of or associated with letters or the writing 

of letters.  2. Being in the form of a letter:  epistolary exchanges.  3. Carried on by 

or composed of letters:  an epistolary friendship.  [From Latin epistol7ris, from 

epistola, epistle. See EPISTLE.]

ep·i·style (HpùV-stXlÙ) n.  See architrave (n., sense 1).  [Latin epist«lium, from 

Greek epistulion : epi-, epi- + stulion, diminutive of stulos, pillar; see st7- in 

Appendix.]

ep·i·taph (HpùV-t4fÙ) n.  1. An inscription on a tombstone in memory of the one 

buried there.  2. A brief literary piece commemorating a deceased person.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French epitaphe, from Latin epitaphium, from Greek epi-

taphion, from neuter of epitaphios, funerary  : epi-, epi- + taphos, tomb.] 
—epÙi·taphùic adj. 

e·pit·a·sis (V-pVtùN-sVs) n.  pl. e·pit·a·ses (-sKzÙ). The middle part of a play that 

develops the action leading to the catastrophe.  [Greek, stretching, intensity, from 

epiteinein, to stretch, intensify  : epi-, epi- + teinein, to stretch; see ten- in Appen-

dix.]

ep·i·tax·y (HpùV-t4kÙsK) n.  pl. ep·i·tax·ies. The growth of the crystals of one 

mineral on the crystal face of another mineral, such that the crystalline substrates 

of both minerals have the same structural orientation. 

ep·i·tha·la·mi·um (HpÙN-thN-l7ùmK-Nm)  or ep·i·tha·la·mi·on (-Nn) n.  pl. 

ep·i·tha·la·mi·ums or ep·i·tha·la·mi·a (-mK-N). A lyric ode in honor of a bride 

and bridegroom.  [Latin, from Greek epithalamion, from neuter of epithalamios, 

of a wedding  : epi-, epi- + thalamos, bridal chamber; see THALAMUS.]

ep·i·the·li·a (HpÙN-thKùlK-N) n.  A plural of epithelium. 
ep·i·the·li·al·ize (HpÙN-thKùlK-N-lXzÙ)  or ep·i·the·lize (-thKùlXz) v.  

ep·i·the·li·al·ized or ep·i·the·lized, ep·i·the·li·al·iz·ing or ep·i·the·liz·ing, 
ep·i·the·li·al·iz·es or ep·i·the·liz·es.  —  v.  tr. To cover (a wound, for example) 

with epithelial tissue.   —  v.  intr. To become covered with epithelial tissue.   
—epÙi·theÙli·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ep·i·the·li·oid (HpÙN-thKùlK-oidÙ) adj.  Resembling epithelium. 

ep·i·the·li·o·ma (HpÙN-thKÙlK-oùmN) n.  pl. ep·i·the·li·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or 

ep·i·the·li·o·mas. A benign or malignant tumor derived from epithelium.   
—epÙi·theÙli·omùa·tous (-mmùN-tNs) adj. 



ep·i·the·li·um (HpÙN-thKùlK-Nm) n.  pl. ep·i·the·li·ums or ep·i·the·li·a (-lK-N). 
Membranous tissue composed of one or more layers of cells separated by very lit-

tle intercellular substance and forming the covering of most internal and external 

surfaces of the body and its organs.  [New Latin  : EPI- + Greek thKlK, nipple; see 

dhK(i)- in Appendix.] —epÙi·theùli·al adj. 

ep·i·the·lize (HpÙN-thKùlXz) v.  Variant of epithelialize.  —epÙi·theÙli·zaùtion 
(-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ep·i·thet (HpùN-thHtÙ) n.  1. a. A term used to characterize a person or thing, 

such as rosy-fingered in rosy-fingered dawn or the Great in Catherine the Great.  

b. A term used as a descriptive substitute for the name or title of a person, such as 

The Great Emancipator for Abraham Lincoln.   2. An abusive or contemptuous 

word or phrase.  3. Biology. A word in the scientific name of an animal or a plant 

following the name of the genus and denoting a species, variety, or other division 

of the genus, as sativa in Lactuca sativa.  [Latin epitheton, from Greek, neuter of 

epithetos, added, attributed, from epitithenai, to add to  : epi-, epi- + tithenai, to 

place; see dhK- in Appendix.] —epÙi·thetùic, epÙi·thetùi·cal adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Strictly speaking, an epithet need not be derogatory, but the

term is commonly used as a simple synonym for “term of abuse” or “slur,” as in

the sentence There is no place for racial epithets in a police officer’s vocabulary. This

usage is accepted by 80 percent of the Usage Panel.

e·pit·o·me (V-pVtùN-mK) n.  1. A representative or an example of a class or type: 

“He is seen... as the epitome of the hawkish, right-of-center intellectual” (Paul 

Kennedy).  2. A brief summary, as of a book or an article; an abstract.  [Latin 

epitomK, a summary, from Greek, an abridgment, from epitemnein, to cut short  : 

epi-, epi- + temnein, to cut; see tem- in Appendix.]

e·pit·o·mize (V-pVtùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. e·pit·o·mized, e·pit·o·miz·ing, 
e·pit·o·miz·es. 1. To make an epitome of; sum up.  2. To be a typical example 

of:  behavior that epitomizes selfishness. 

ep·i·zo·ic (HpÙV-zoùVk) adj.  Living or growing on the external surface of an ani-

mal.   —epÙi·zoùism n. 

ep·i·zo·on (HpÙV-zoùmn, -Nn) n.  pl. ep·i·zo·a (-zoùN). An epizoic organism. 

ep·i·zo·ot·ic (HpÙV-zo-mtùVk) adj.  Affecting a large number of animals at the 

same time within a particular region or geographic area. Used of a disease.   —  n.  

An epizootic disease.  [EPI- + ZO(O)- + -OTIC.] —epÙi·zo·otùi·cal·ly adv. 

ep·och (HpùNk, KùpmkÙ) n.  1. a. A particular period of history, especially one 

considered remarkable or noteworthy.  b. A notable event that marks the begin-

ning of such a period.  See Synonyms at period.   2. A unit of geologic time that 

is a division of a period.  3. Astronomy. An instant in time that is arbitrarily 



selected as a point of reference.  [Medieval Latin epocha, measure of time, from 

Greek epokhK, a point in time. See segh- in Appendix.]

ep·och·al (HpùN-kNl, -mkÙNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of an epoch.  

2. a. Highly significant or important; momentous:  epochal decisions made by 

Roosevelt and Churchill.  b. Without parallel:  epochal stupidity.  

ep·och-mak·ing (HpùNk-m7ÙkVng, Kùpmk-) adj.  So significant and momentous 

as to characterize the beginning of a period:  the President’s epoch-making trip to 

China; epoch-making new technologies; an epoch-making architectural work. 

ep·ode (HpùodÙ) n.  1. A lyric poem characterized by couplets formed by a long 

line followed by a shorter one.  2. The third division of the triad of a Pindaric 

ode, having a different or contrasting form from that of the strophe and antistro-

phe.  3. The part of a choral ode in classical Greek drama following the strophe 

and antistrophe and sung while the chorus is standing still.  [Latin epodos, a type 

of lyric poem, from Greek epoidos, sung after, from epaidein, to sing after  : epi-, 

epi- + aidein, to sing; see wed-2 in Appendix.]

ep·o·nym (HpùN-nVmÙ) n.  1. A person whose name is or is thought to be the 

source of the name of something, such as a city, country, or era. For example, 

Romulus is the eponym of Rome.  2. Medicine. A name of a drug, structure, or 

disease based on or derived from the name of a person.  [French éponyme, from 

Greek eponumos, named after  : epi-, epi- + onoma, onuma, name; see np-men- 
in Appendix.] —epÙo·nymùic adj. 

e·pon·y·mous (V-pmnùN-mNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting an eponym.  

[From Greek eponumos. See EPONYM.]

e·pon·y·my (V-pmnùN-mK) n.  Derivation of a name of a city, a country, an era, 

an institution, or other place or thing from that of a person. 

ep·o·pee (HpùN-pKÙ) n.  1. Epic poetry, especially as a literary genre.  2. An epic 

poem.  [French épopée, from Greek epopoiia : epos, song, word; see wekw- in 

Appendix + poiein, to make; see kwei-2 in Appendix.]

ep·os (HpùmsÙ) n.  1. A number of poems, not formally united, that treat an epic 

theme.  2. An epic.  [Latin, from Greek. See wekw- in Appendix.]

ep·ox·ide (H-pmkùsXd, V-pmkù-) n.  1. A ring-shaped chemical structure consist-

ing of an oxygen atom bonded to two other atoms, usually of carbon, that are 

already bonded to each other.  2. A compound containing such a structure.  Also 

called epoxy 

ep·ox·y (V-pmkùsK) n.  pl. ep·ox·ies. 1. Any of various usually thermosetting 

resins capable of forming tight cross-linked polymer structures characterized by 

toughness, strong adhesion, and low shrinkage, used especially in surface coatings 

and adhesives.  2.  See epoxide.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  epoxy glues; epoxy resins.   —  v.  tr. ep·ox·ied, ep·ox·y·ing, 
ep·ox·ies. To fasten together with epoxy.  [EP(I)- + OXY(GEN).]



Ep·ping Forest (HpùVng fôrùVst)  A former royal hunting preserve of southeast 

England northeast of London. It is now a public park. 

EPROM (KùprmmÙ) n.  Computer Science. A programmable read-only memory 

that can be erased by exposure to ultraviolet light and then reprogrammed.  

[e(rasable-)p(rogrammable) r(ead-)o(nly) m(emory).]

ep·si·lon (HpùsN-lmnÙ, -lNn) n.  The fifth letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek e 

psilon, simple e, from neuter of psilos, simple.]

Ep·som and Ew·ell (HpùsNm Nnd yuùNl)  A municipal borough of southeast 

England near London. The Derby is run annually at Epsom Downs racetrack. 

Epsom salts were originally produced at the mineral springs nearby. Population, 

69,000. 

Epsom salts (HpùsNm sôlts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Hydrated magnesium 

sulfate, MgSO4·7H2O, used as a cathartic and as an agent to reduce inflammation.  

[After Epsom, former name of Epsom and Ewell, England.]

Ep·stein (HpùstXnÙ), Sir Jacob. 1880-1959.  American-born British sculptor who 

is noted for his busts and his massive, controversial works, such as the marble 

Venus (1917). 

Ep·stein-Barr virus (HpùstXn-bärù vXùrNs) n.  Abbr. EBV A herpesvirus that is 

the causative agent of infectious mononucleosis. It is also associated with various 

types of human cancers.  [After Michael A. Epstein, and Y.M. Barr, 20th-century 

British virologists.]

eq. abbr.  1. Equal.  2. Equation.  3. Equivalent. 

E.Q. abbr.  Educational quotient. 

eq·ua·ble (HkùwN-bNl, KùkwN-) adj.  1. a. Unvarying; steady.  b. Free from 

extremes.   2. Not easily disturbed; serene:  an equable temper.  See Synonyms at 

steady.  [Latin aequ7bilis, from aequ7re, to make even, from aequus, even, level.] 
—eqÙua·bilùi·ty, eqùua·ble·ness n.  —eqùua·bly adv. 

e·qual (KùkwNl) adj.  Abbr. eq. 1. Having the same quantity, measure, or value as 

another.  2. Mathematics. Being the same or identical to in value.  3. a. Having 

the same privileges, status, or rights:  equal before the law.  b. Being the same for 

all members of a group:  gave every player an equal chance to win.   4. a. Having 

the requisite qualities, such as strength or ability, for a task or situation: “Elizabeth 

found herself quite equal to the scene” (Jane Austen).  b. Adequate in extent, 

amount, or degree.   5. Impartial; just; equitable.  6. Tranquil; equable.  

7. Showing or having no variance in proportion, structure, or appearance.   —  n.  

Abbr. eq. One that is equal to another:  Are men and women equals in physical 

strength?   —  v.  tr. e·qualed or e·qualled, e·qual·ing or e·qual·ling, 
e·quals or e·quals. 1. To be equal to, especially in value.  2. To do, make, or 

produce something equal to:  equaled the world record in the mile run.  [Middle 

English, from Latin aequ7lis, from aequus, even, level.] —eùqual·ly adv.  



USAGE NOTE: It has been argued that equal is an absolute term—two quanti-

ties either are or are not equal—and hence cannot be qualified as to degree.

Therefore one cannot logically speak of a more equal allocation of resources among

the departments. However, this usage was accepted by 71 percent of the Usage Pan-

el in an earlier survey. What is more, objection to the usage betrays a widespread

but questionable assumption that it is in mathematics and logic that we find the

model of accuracy most appropriate to the everyday use of language, a supposi-

tion that also underlies traditional grammatical discussions of words such as

unique, parallel, and center. According to this account, the “precise” or “literal”

meaning of equal is realized in the use of the equal sign in an arithmetic expres-

sion such as 5 + 2 = 7; and the ordinary-language uses of the term, though they

may be permissible, represent “loose” or “imprecise” extensions of that sense. But

in fact the mathematical concept of equality is a poor model for using the word

equal to describe relations between things in the world. As applied to such things,

statements of equality are always relative to an implicit standard of tolerance.

When someone says The two boards are of equal length, we assume that the equal-

ity is reckoned to some order of approximation determined by the context; if we

did not, we would be required always to use nearly equal when speaking of the

dimensions of physical objects. What is more, we often want to predicate equality

of things that do not admit of quantitative measurement, as when we say The

college draft was introduced in an effort to make the teams in the National Football

League as equal as possible, or The candidates for the job should all be given equal

consideration. In all such cases, equality is naturally a gradient notion and so is

amenable to modification in degree. This much is evident from the existence of

the word unequal. The prefix un- attaches only to gradient adjectives: we say un-

manly but not unmale; and the word uneven can be applied to a surface (whose

evenness may be a matter of degree) but not to a number (whose evenness is an

either-or affair). • The adverb equally is generally regarded as redundant when

used in combination with as, and the following examples employing equally as

were termed unacceptable by 63 percent of the Usage Panel in an earlier survey:

Experience is equally as valuable as theory. Equally as important is the desire to learn.

In the first example, delete equally; in the second, delete as. The solution to this

usage problem usually involves using as alone when a comparison is explicit and

equally alone when it is not. See Usage Note at as1. See Usage Note at center. See

Usage Note at parallel. See Usage Note at perfect. See Usage Note at unique.

e·qual·i·tar·i·an (V-kwmlÙV-târùK-Nn) adj.  Egalitarian.   
—e·qualÙi·tarùi·an·ism n. 

e·qual·i·ty (V-kwmlùV-tK) n.  pl. e·qual·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being 

equal.  2. Mathematics. A statement, usually an equation, that one thing equals 



another.  [Middle English equalite, from Old French, from Latin aequ7lit7s, from 

aequ7lis, equal. See EQUAL.]

e·qual·ize (KùkwN-lXzÙ) v.  e·qual·ized, e·qual·iz·ing, e·qual·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make equal:  equalized the responsibilities of the staff members.  2. To make 

uniform.   —  v.  intr. To constitute or induce equality, equilibrium, or balance.   
—eÙqual·i·zaùtion (KÙkwN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

e·qual·iz·er (KùkwN-lXÙzNr) n.  1. One that equalizes, as: a. A device for equaliz-

ing pressure or strain.  b. A tone control system designed to compensate for fre-

quency distortion in audio systems.   2. Slang. A deadly weapon, such as a firearm 

or switchblade. 

equal opportunity (KùkwNl mpÙNr-tuùnV-tK) n.  Absence of discrimination, 

as in the workplace, based on race, color, age, gender, national origin, religion, or 

mental or physical disability: “The issue of equal opportunity... posed particular 

problems” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.). 

equal sign (KùkwNl sXn) n.  The symbol (=) used to indicate logical or mathe-

matical equality. 

equal temperament (KùkwNl tHmùprN-mNnt) n.  Music. Modification of the 

intervals of just intonation in the tuning of instruments of fixed intonation to 

permit the modulation of harmony. 

e·qua·nim·i·ty (KÙkwN-nVmùV-tK, HkÙwN-) n.  The quality of being calm and 

even-tempered; composure.  [Latin aequanimit7s, from aequanimus, even-tem-

pered, impartial  : aequus, even + animus, mind; see anN- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: equanimity, composure, sang-froid, serenity. These nouns denote

the state of a person who is calm and not easily agitated emotionally. Equanimity

implies mental balance and evenness of temperament, often as a characteristic

state: “And the third [personal ideal] has been to cultivate such a measure of equa-

nimity as would enable me to bear success with humility, the affection of my friends

without pride” (William Osler). Composure is calmness that suggests the exercise

of self-control: She maintained her composure, though with difficulty, throughout

the trial. Sang-froid is coolness, especially in trying circumstances: “Let what will

be said or done, preserve your sang-froid immovably” (Thomas Jefferson). Serenity

is tranquil composure that suggests imperviousness to agitation or turmoil: “He

was always a cool man; nothing could disturb his serenity” (Mark Twain).

e·quate (V-kw7tù) v.  e·quat·ed, e·quat·ing, e·quates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

equal or equivalent.  2. To reduce to a standard or an average; equalize.  3. To 

consider, treat, or depict as equal or equivalent:  equates inexperience with youth.   
—  v.  intr. To be or seem to be equal; correspond.  [Middle English equaten, from 

Latin aequ7re, aequ7t-, to make equal, from aequus, even.]



e·qua·tion (V-kw7ùzhNn, -shNn) n.  Abbr. eq. 1. The act or process of equating 

or of being equated.  2. The state of being equal.  3. Mathematics. A statement 

asserting the equality of two expressions, usually written as a linear array of sym-

bols that are separated into left and right sides and joined by an equal sign.  

4. Chemistry. A representation of a chemical reaction, usually written as a linear 

array in which the symbols and quantities of the reactants are separated from 

those of the products by an equal sign, an arrow, or a set of opposing arrows.  

5. A complex of variable elements or factors: “The world was full of equations... 

there must be an answer for everything, if only you knew how to set forth the ques-

tions” (Anne Tyler).   —e·quaùtion·al adj.  —e·quaùtion·al·ly adv. 

e·qua·tor (V-kw7ùtNr) n.  1. a. The imaginary great circle around the earth’s sur-

face, equidistant from the poles and perpendicular to the earth’s axis of rotation. 

It divides the earth into the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere.  

b. A similar great circle drawn on the surface of a celestial body at right angles to 

the axis of rotation.   2. The celestial equator.  3. A circle that divides a sphere or 

other surface into congruent parts.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

aequ7tor (diKX et noctis), equalizer (of day and night), from aequ7re, to equalize. 

See EQUATE.]

e·qua·to·ri·al (KÙkwN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-, HkÙwN-) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or 

resembling the earth’s equator.  b. Relating to conditions that exist at the earth’s 

equator:  equatorial heat.   2. Having or constituting a support with two perpen-

dicular axes, one of which is parallel to the earth’s rotational axis.   —  n.  An 

equatorial telescope.   —eÙqua·toùri·al·ly adv. 

equatorial current (KÙkwN-tôrùK-Nl kûrùNnt) n.  One of the surface currents 

drifting westward through the oceans at the equator. 

E·qua·to·ri·al Guin·ea (KÙkwN-tôrùK-Nl gVnùK, -torù-, HkùwN-)  A country of 

west-central Africa including islands in the Gulf of Guinea. It gained indepen-

dence from Spain in 1968. Malabo is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

300,000. 

equatorial plate (KÙkwN-tôrùK-Nl pl7t) n.  The plane located midway between 

the poles of a dividing cell during the metaphase stage of mitosis or meiosis. It is 

formed from the migration of the chromosomes to the center of the spindle. 

equatorial telescope (KÙkwN-tôrùK-Nl tHlùV-skopÙ) n.  An astronomical tele-

scope that keeps a star in view by revolving about an axis that is parallel to the 

earth’s axis of rotation. 

eq·uer·ry (HkùwN-rK) n.  pl. eq·uer·ries. 1. A personal attendant to the British 

royal household.  2. An officer charged with supervision of the horses belonging 

to a royal or noble household.  [French écurie, stable, from Old French escurie, 

from escuier, squire. See SQUIRE.]

e·ques·tri·an (V-kwHsùtrK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to horseback riding or 

horseback riders.  2. Depicted or represented on horseback:  an equestrian statue 



of a famous monarch.   —  n.  One who rides a horse or performs on horseback.  

[From Latin equester, equestr-, from eques, horseman, from equus, horse. See 

ekwo- in Appendix.] —e·quesùtri·an·ism n.  —e·quesùtri·an·ship n. 

e·ques·tri·enne (V-kwHsÙtrK-Hnù) n.  A woman who rides a horse or performs 

on horseback.  [EQUESTR(IAN) + -ienne (from French, feminine of -ien, -ian).]

equi- pref.  Equal; equally:  equiangular.  [Middle English, from Latin aequi-, 

from aequus, equal.]

e·qui·an·gu·lar (KÙkwK-4ngùgyN-lNr, HkÙwK-) adj.  Having all angles equal. 

e·qui·dis·tant (KÙkwV-dVsùtNnt, HkÙwV-) adj.  Equally distant.   —eÙqui·dis-
ùtance (-tNns) n.  —eÙqui·disùtant·ly adv. 

e·qui·lat·er·al (KÙkwN-l4tùNr-Nl, HkÙwN-) adj.  Having all sides or faces equal.   
—  n.  1. A side exactly equal to others.  2. A geometric figure having all sides 

equal.   —eÙqui·latùer·al·ly adv. 

e·qui·lat·er·al·ism (KÙkwN-l4tùNr-N-lVzÙNm, HkÙwN-) n.  A political theory hold-

ing that since the United States and the Soviet Union are equal in strength, 

Europe should distance itself equally, and as far as possible, from both.   
—eÙqui·latùer·al·ist adj.  & n. 

e·quil·i·brate (V-kwVlùN-br7tÙ) v.  e·quil·i·brat·ed, e·quil·i·brat·ing, 
e·quil·i·brates.  —  v.  intr. To be in or bring about equilibrium.   —  v.  tr. To 

maintain in or bring into equilibrium.   —e·quilÙi·braùtion n. 

e·quil·i·bra·tor (V-kwVlùN-br7ÙtNr) n.  A device that brings about and helps 

maintain equilibrium.   —e·quilÙi·bra·toùry (-brN-tôrùK, -torùK) adj. 

e·quil·i·brist (V-kwVlùN-brVst) n.  A person who performs feats of balance, such 

as tightrope walking.  [French équilibriste, from équilibre, equilibrium, from Latin 

aequilXbrium. See EQUILIBRIUM.] —e·quilÙi·brisùtic adj. 

e·qui·lib·ri·um (KÙkwN-lVbùrK-Nm, HkÙwN-) n.  pl. e·qui·lib·ri·ums or 

e·qui·lib·ri·a (-rK-N). 1. A condition in which all acting influences are canceled 

by others, resulting in a stable, balanced, or unchanging system.  See Synonyms at 

balance.  2. Mental or emotional balance; poise.  3. Physics. The state of a body 

or physical system at rest or in unaccelerated motion in which the resultant of all 

forces acting on it is zero and the sum of all torques about any axis is zero.  

4. Chemistry. The state of a chemical reaction in which its forward and reverse 

reactions occur at equal rates so that the concentration of the reactants and prod-

ucts does not change with time.  [Latin aequilXbrium : aequi-, equi- + lXbra, bal-

ance.]

e·qui·mo·lar (KÙkwN-moùlNr, HkÙwN-) adj.  Chemistry. Having an equal number 

of moles. 

e·quine (KùkwXnÙ, HkùwXnÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a horse.  

2. Of or belonging to the family Equidae, which includes the horses, asses, and 

zebras.  [Latin equXnus, from equus, horse. See ekwo- in Appendix.] —eùquineÙ 
n. 



e·qui·noc·tial (KÙkwN-nmkùshNl, HkÙwN-) adj.  1. Relating to an equinox.  

2. Relating to the celestial equator.   —  n.  1. A violent storm of wind and rain 

occurring at or near the time of the equinox.  2.  See celestial equator.  [Mid-

dle English equinoxial, from Old French, from Latin aequinocti7lis, from aequi-

noctium, equinox. See EQUINOX.]

equinoctial circle (KÙkwN-nmkùshNl sûrùkNl) n.  See celestial equator. 
e·qui·nox (KùkwN-nmksÙ, HkùwN-) n.  1. Either of two points on the celestial 

sphere at which the ecliptic intersects the celestial equator.  2. Either of the two 

times during a year when the sun crosses the celestial equator and when the 

length of day and night are approximately equal; the vernal equinox or the 

autumnal equinox.  [Middle English, from Old French equinoxe, from Medieval 

Latin aequinoxium, from Latin aequinoctium : aequi-, equi- + nox, noct-, night; 

see nekw-t- in Appendix.]

e·quip (V-kwVpù) v.  tr. e·quipped, e·quip·ping, e·quips. 1. a. To supply with 

necessities such as tools or provisions.  b. To furnish with the qualities necessary 

for performance:  an education that will equip you to handle such problems.  See 

Synonyms at furnish.   2. To dress up.  [French équiper, from Old French 

esquiper, of Germanic origin; akin to Old Norse skipa(from skip, ship).]

equip. abbr.  Equipment. 

eq·ui·page (HkùwN-pVj) n.  1. Equipment or furnishings.  2. a. A horse-drawn 

carriage with attendants.  b. The carriage itself.   3. Archaic. A retinue, as of a 

noble or royal personage.  4. Archaic. a. A set of small household articles, such as 

a dinner or tea service.  b. A collection of small articles for personal use.   [French 

équipage, from équiper, to equip. See EQUIP.]

e·quip·ment (V-kwVpùmNnt) n.  Abbr. equip. 1. The act of equipping or the 

state of being equipped.  2. Something with which a person, an organization, or a 

thing is equipped.  3. The rolling stock especially of a transportation system.  

4. The qualities or traits that make up the mental and emotional resources of an 

individual.  

SYNONYMS: equipment, apparatus, gear, materiel, outfit, paraphernalia, rig,

tackle. The central meaning shared by these nouns is “the materials needed for a

purpose such as a task or a journey”: hiking equipment; laboratory apparatus; ski-

ing gear; naval materiel; an explorer’s outfit; sports paraphernalia; a climber’s rig;

fishing tackle.

e·qui·poise (KùkwN-poizÙ, HkùwN-) n.  1. Equality in distribution, as of weight, 

relationship, or emotional forces; equilibrium.  2. A counterpoise; a counterbal-

ance. 

e·qui·pol·lent (KÙkwN-pmlùNnt, HkÙwN-) adj.  1. Equal in force, power, effective-

ness, or significance.  2. Logic. Validly derived from each other; deducible.  



3. Equivalent.   —  n.  An equivalent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin aequipollKns, aequipollent-  : aequi-, equi- + pollKns, present participle of 

pollKre, to be powerful.] —eÙqui·polùlence n.  —eÙqui·polùlent·ly adv. 

e·qui·pon·der·ance (KÙkwN-pmnùdNr-Nns, HkÙwN-) n.  Equality of weight; 

equipoise.  [From equiponderant, from Medieval Latin aequiponder7ns, aequipon-

derant- present participle of aequiponder7re, to weigh the same. See EQUIPONDER-

ATE.] —eÙqui·ponùder·ant adj. 

e·qui·pon·der·ate (KÙkwN-pmnùdN-r7tÙ, HkÙwN-) v.  tr. e·qui·pon·der·at·ed, 
e·qui·pon·der·at·ing, e·qui·pon·der·ates. 1. To counterbalance.  2. To give 

equal balance or weight to.  [Medieval Latin aequiponder7re, aequiponder7t-  : 

Latin aequi-, equi- + Latin ponder7re, to weigh; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

e·qui·po·ten·tial (KÙkwN-pN-tHnùshNl, HkÙwN-) adj.  1. Having equal potential.  

2. Physics. Having the same electric potential at every point. 

e·qui·prob·a·ble (KÙkwN-prmbùN-bNl, HkÙwN-) adj.  Having equal mathematical 

or logical probability. 

eq·ui·se·tum (HkÙwN-sKùtNm) n.  pl. eq·ui·se·tums or eq·ui·se·ta (-tN). See 

horsetail.  [Latin equisaetum, horsetail  : equus, horse; see ekwo- in Appendix + 

saeta, bristle, stiff hair.]

eq·ui·ta·ble (HkùwV-tN-bNl) adj.  Marked by or having equity; just and impartial.  

See Synonyms at fair1.  [French équitable, from Old French, from equite, equity. 

See EQUITY.] —eqùui·ta·ble·ness n.  —eqùui·ta·bly adv. 

eq·ui·tant (HkùwV-tNnt) adj.  Overlapping at the base to form a flat, fanlike 

arrangement in two ranks, as the leaves of some irises.  [Latin equit7ns, equitant- 

present participle of equit7re, to ride horseback, from eques, equit-, horseman, 

from equus, horse. See ekwo- in Appendix.]

eq·ui·ta·tion (HkÙwV-t7ùshNn) n.  The art and practice of riding a horse.  [Latin 

equit7tio, equit7tion-, from equit7re, to ride horseback. See EQUITANT.]

eq·ui·ty (HkùwV-tK) n.  pl. eq·ui·ties. 1. The state, quality, or ideal of being just, 

impartial, and fair.  2. Something that is just, impartial, and fair.  3. Law. 

a. Justice applied in circumstances covered by law yet influenced by principles of 

ethics and fairness.  b. A system of jurisprudence supplementing and serving to 

modify the rigor of common law.  c. An equitable right or claim.  d. Equity of 

redemption.   4. The residual value of a business or property beyond any mort-

gage thereon and liability therein.  5. a. The market value of securities less any 

debt incurred.  b. Common stock and preferred stock.   6. Funds provided to a 

business by the sale of stock.  [Middle English equite, from Old French, from 

Latin aequit7s, from aequus, even, fair.]

equity of redemption (HkùwV-tK ƒv rV-dHmpùshNn) n.  Law. The right of one 

who has mortgaged property to redeem that property upon payment of the sum 

due within a reasonable amount of time after the due date. 

equity stock (HkùwV-tK stmk) n.  Common stock and preferred stock. 



equiv. abbr.  Equivalence; equivalency; equivalent. 

e·quiv·a·lence (V-kwVvùN-lNns) n.  Abbr. equiv. 1. The state or condition of 

being equivalent; equality.  2. Mathematics. An equivalence relation. 

equivalence relation (V-kwVvùN-lNns rV-l7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A reflexive, 

symmetrical, and transitive relationship between elements of a set that establishes 

any two elements in the set as equivalent or nonequivalent. 

e·quiv·a·len·cy (V-kwVvùN-lNn-sK) n.  pl. e·quiv·a·len·cies. Abbr. equiv. 
Equivalence. 

e·quiv·a·lent (V-kwVvùN-lNnt) adj.  Abbr. equiv., eq. 1. a. Equal, as in value, 

force, or meaning.  b. Having similar or identical effects.   2. Being essentially 

equal, all things considered:  a wish that was equivalent to a command.  

3. Mathematics. a. Capable of being put into a one-to-one relationship. Used of 

two sets.  b. Having virtually identical or corresponding parts.   4. Chemistry. 

Having the same ability to combine.   —  n.  Abbr. equiv., eq. 1. Something that 

is essentially equal to another: “Prejudicing vital foreign policy considerations in 

order to rescue individuals finds its domestic equivalent in the inflated awards paid 

to... accident and malpractice victims” (Moorhead Kennedy).  2. Chemistry. Equiv-

alent weight.  [Middle English, from Late Latin aequivalKns, aequivalent- present 

participle of aequivalKre, to have equal force  : aequi-, equi- + valKre, to be strong; 

see wal- in Appendix.] —e·quivùa·lent·ly adv. 

equivalent weight (V-kwVvùN-lNnt w7t) n.  Chemistry. The weight of a sub-

stance that will combine with or replace one mole of hydrogen or one-half mole 

of oxygen. The equivalent weight is equal to the atomic weight divided by the 

valence. 

e·quiv·o·cal (V-kwVvùN-kNl) adj.  1. Open to two or more interpretations and 

often intended to mislead; ambiguous.  See Synonyms at ambiguous.  2. Of 

uncertain significance.  3. Of a doubtful or uncertain nature.  [From Late Latin 

aequivocus : Latin aequi-, equi- + Latin vox, voc-, voice; see wekw- in Appendix.] 
—e·quivÙo·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), e·quivùo·cal·ness n.  —e·quivùo·cal·ly adv. 

e·quiv·o·cate (V-kwVvùN-k7tÙ) v.  intr. e·quiv·o·cat·ed, e·quiv·o·cat·ing, 
e·quiv·o·cates. 1. To use equivocal language intentionally.  2. To avoid making 

an explicit statement.  See Synonyms at lie2.  [Middle English equivocaten, from 

Medieval Latin aequivoc7re, aequivoc7t-, from Late Latin aequivocus, equivocal. 

See EQUIVOCAL.] —e·quivùo·caÙtor n. 

e·quiv·o·ca·tion (V-kwVvÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The use of equivocal language.  

2. An equivocal statement or expression. 

eq·ui·voque also eq·ui·voke (HkùwN-vokÙ, KùkwN-) n.  1. An equivocal word, 

phrase, or expression.  2. A pun.  3. A double meaning.  [French équivoque, from 

Late Latin aequivocus, ambiguous. See EQUIVOCAL.]

Er  The symbol for the element erbium. 
ER abbr.  Emergency room. 



-er1 suff.  1. a. One that performs a specified action:  swimmer.  b. One that 

undergoes or is capable of undergoing a specified action:  broiler.  c. One that has:  

ten-pounder.  d. One associated or involved with:  banker.   2. a. Native or resi-

dent of:  New Yorker.  b. One that is:  foreigner.   [Middle English, partly from Old 

English -ere (from Germanic *-7rjaz), partly from Anglo-French -er (from Old 

French -ier, from Latin -7rius, -ary), and partly from Old French -ere, -eor; see -

OR
1.]

-er2 suff.  Used to form the comparative degree of adjectives and adverbs:  darker; 

faster.  [Middle English, from Old English -re, -ra.]

e·ra (îrùN, HrùN) n.  1. A period of time as reckoned from a specific date serving as 

the basis of its chronological system.  2. a. A period of time characterized by par-

ticular circumstances, events, or personages:  the Colonial era of U.S. history; the 

Kennedy era.  b. A point that marks the beginning of such a period of time.  See 

Synonyms at period.   3. The longest division of geologic time, made up of one 

or more periods.  [Late Latin aera, from Latin, counters, pl. of aes, aer-, bronze 

coin. See ayes- in Appendix.]

ERA abbr.  1. Baseball. Earned run average.  2. Equal Rights Amendment. 

e·rad·i·cate (V-r4dùV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. e·rad·i·cat·ed, e·rad·i·cat·ing, e·rad·i·cates. 
1. To tear up by the roots.  2. To get rid of as if by tearing up by the roots:  Their 

goal was to eradicate poverty.  See Synonyms at abolish. See Synonyms at elimi-
nate.  [Middle English eradicaten, from Latin Kr7dXc7re, Kr7dXc7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + 

r7dXx, r7dXc-, root; see wr7d- in Appendix.] —e·radùi·ca·ble (-kN-bNl) adj.  

—e·radÙi·caùtion n.  —e·radùi·caÙtive adj.  —e·radùi·caÙtor n. 

e·rase (V-r7sù) v.  tr. e·rased, e·ras·ing, e·ras·es. 1. a. To remove (something 

written, for example) by rubbing, wiping, or scraping.  b. To remove (recorded 

material) from a magnetic tape or other storage medium:  erased a file from the 

diskette.  c. To remove recorded material from (a magnetic tape or disk, for exam-

ple):  erased the videocassette.   2. To remove all traces of.  3. To remove or destroy 

as if by wiping out:  had to erase all thoughts of failure from his mind.  [Latin 

Kr7dere, Kr7s-, to scratch out  : K-, ex-, ex- + r7dere, to scrape; see rKd- in Appen-

dix.] —e·rasÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —e·rasùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: erase, expunge, efface, delete, cancel. These verbs mean to remove

or invalidate something, especially something recorded as by having been written

down. To erase is to wipe or rub out, literally or figuratively: erased the equation

from the blackboard. Unconsciousness erased the details of the accident from her

memory. Expunge implies thoroughgoing removal that leaves no trace: expunged

their names from the list. Efface also refers to the removal of every trace: effacing

graffiti from subway cars; tried to efface prejudice from his mind. Delete is used

principally in the sense of removing matter from a manuscript: The expletives were

deleted from the transcript. Cancel refers to invalidating by or as if by drawing lines



through something written or by indicating that the force or effect of something

has been terminated: a postage stamp that had been canceled; cancel vows; cancel a

debt.

e·ras·er (V-r7ùsNr) n.  An implement, such as a piece of rubber or a pad of felt, 

used for erasing. 

E·ras·mus (V-r4zùmNs), Desiderius. 1466?-1536.  Dutch Renaissance scholar 

and Roman Catholic theologian who sought to revive classical texts from antiq-

uity, restore simple Christian faith based on Scripture, and eradicate the impro-

prieties of the medieval Church. His works include The Manual of the Christian 

Knight (1503) and The Praise of Folly (1509). 

E·ras·tus (V-r4sùtNs), Thomas. 1524-1583.  Swiss Protestant theologian and phi-

losopher who opposed Calvinism and the use of excommunication as a punish-

ment. 

e·ra·sure (V-r7ùshNr) n.  1. The act or an instance of erasing.  2. The state of 

being erased: “The powerful images of his work... punishment, mutilation, erasure” 

(Joyce Carol Oates). 

Er·a·to (HrùN-toÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The Muse of lyric poetry and mime. 

E·ra·tos·the·nes (HrÙN-tmsùthN-nKzÙ), Third century B.C.  Greek mathemati-

cian, astronomer, and geographer who devised a map of the world and estimated 

the circumference of the earth and the distance to the moon and the sun. 

Er·bil (îrùbVl, Hrù-)  See Irbil. 
er·bi·um (ûrùbK-Nm) n.  Symbol Er A soft, malleable, silvery rare-earth element, 

used in metallurgy and nuclear research and to color glass and porcelain. Atomic 

number 68; atomic weight 167.26; melting point 1,497˚C; boiling point 2,900˚C; 

specific gravity 9.051; valence 3.  [After Ytterby, a town in Sweden.]

ere (âr) prep.  Previous to; before.   —  conj.  Rather than; before.  [Middle 

English er, from Old English <r. See ayer- in Appendix.]

Er·e·bus (HrùN-bNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The dark region of the underworld 

through which the dead must pass before they reach Hades. 

Erebus, Mount.  A volcanic peak, 3,796.6 m (12,448 ft) high, on Ross Island in 

Antarctica. 

e·rect (V-rHktù) adj.  1. Being in a vertical, upright position:  an erect lily stalk; an 

erect posture. a. Vertical.   2. Being in a stiff, rigid physiological condition.  

3. Archaic. Wide-awake; alert.   —  v.  tr. e·rect·ed, e·rect·ing, e·rects. 1. To 

construct by assembling:  erect a skyscraper.  2. To raise to a rigid or upright con-

dition.  3. To fix in an upright position.  4. To set up; establish:  erect a dynasty.  

5. Mathematics. To construct (a perpendicular, for example) from or on a given 

base.  [Middle English, from Latin KrKctus, past participle of Krigere, to set up  : K-, 

ex-, ex- + regere, to guide; see reg- in Appendix.] —e·rectùa·ble adj.  

—e·rectùly adv.  —e·rectùness n. 



e·rec·tile (V-rHkùtNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  1. Capable of being raised to an upright position.  

2. Anatomy. Of or relating to tissue that is capable of filling with blood and 

becoming rigid.   —e·rec·tilùi·ty (-tVlùV-tK) n. 

e·rec·tion (V-rHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of erecting.  2. Something erected; a con-

struction.  3. Physiology. a. The firm and enlarged condition of a body organ or 

part when the erectile tissue surrounding it becomes filled with blood, especially 

such a condition of the penis or clitoris.  b. The process of filling with blood.  

e·rec·tor (V-rHkùtNr) n.  1. One that erects:  an erector of skyscrapers.  2. Anatomy. 

A muscle that causes or maintains the erection of a body part. 

E region (Kù rKùjNn) n.  See E layer. 
ere·long (âr-lôngù, -lmngù) adv.  Before long; soon. 

er·e·mite (ârùN-mXtÙ) n.  A recluse or hermit, especially a religious recluse.  

[Middle English, from Late Latin erKmXta. See HERMIT.] —erÙe·mitùic (-mVtùVk), 
erÙe·mitùi·cal adj. 

er·e·mur·us (HrÙN-mytrùNs) n.  Any of several Asiatic plants of the genus Ere-

murus in the lily family, having a tall cluster of colorful bell-shaped flowers.  

[New Latin Eremurus, genus name  : Greek erKmos, solitary + Greek oura, tail; see 

ors- in Appendix.]

ere·now (âr-nouù) adv.  Before now; heretofore. 

e·rep·sin (V-rHpùsNn) n.  An enzyme complex found in intestinal and pancreatic 

juices that functions in the breakdown of polypeptides into amino acids.  [Latin 

Kripere, to snatch away (K-, ex-, ex- + rapere, to seize); see rep- in Appendix + 

(P)EPSIN.]

er·e·thism (HrùN-thVzÙNm) n.  Abnormal irritability or sensitivity of an organ or 

a body part to stimulation.  [French éréthisme, from Greek erethisma, a provoca-

tion, from erethizein, to irritate.] —erÙe·thisùmic (-mVk) adj. 

E·re·tri·a (H-rKùtrK-N)  An ancient city of Greece on the southern coast of Euboea. 

Founded as an Ionian colony, it was destroyed by the Persians in 490 B.C. 

E·re·van (yHÙrV-vänù)  See Yerevan. 
ere·while (âr-hwXlù, -wXlù) also ere·whiles (-hwXlzù, -wXlzù) adv.  Archaic. Some 

time ago; heretofore. 

Er·furt (HrùfNrt, -ftrtÙ)  A city of central Germany southwest of Leipzig. Site of 

an episcopal see founded by Saint Boniface in the eighth century, it was later a 

free imperial city and a member of the Hanseatic League. Population, 214,231. 

erg (ûrg) n.  The centimeter-gram-second unit of energy or work equal to the 

work done by a force of one dyne acting over a distance of one centimeter.  [From 

Greek ergon, work. See werg- in Appendix.]

er·go (ûrùgo, ârù-) conj.  Consequently; therefore.   —  adv.  Consequently; 

hence.  [Latin ergo. See reg- in Appendix.]

er·go·cal·cif·er·ol (ûrÙgo-k4l-sVfùN-rôlÙ, -rmlÙ, -rolÙ) n.  See vitamin D 2.  
[ERGO(T) + CALCIFEROL.]



er·go·graph (ûrùgN-gr4fÙ) n.  A device for measuring the work capacity of a 

muscle or group of muscles during contraction.  [Greek ergon, work; see werg- 
in Appendix + -GRAPH.] —erÙgo·graphùic adj. 

er·gom·e·ter (ûr-gmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the amount of 

work done by a muscle or group of muscles.  [Greek ergon, work; see werg- in 

Appendix + -METER.] —erÙgo·metùric (ûrÙgN-mHtùrVk) adj. 

er·go·nom·ics (ûrÙgN-nmmùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb).  2. The applied 

science of equipment design, as for the workplace, intended to maximize produc-

tivity by reducing operator fatigue and discomfort.  Also called biotechnology, 

human engineering, human factors engineering.  3. (used with a pl. verb). Design 

factors, as for the workplace, intended to maximize productivity by minimizing 

operator fatigue and discomfort:  The ergonomics of the new office were felt to be 

optimal.  [Greek ergon, work; see werg- in Appendix + (ECO)NOMICS.] 
—erÙgo·nomùic, erÙgo·no·metùric (-nN-mHtùrVk)  adj.  —erÙgo·nomùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —er·gonùo·mist (ûr-gmnùN-mVst) n. 

er·gos·ter·ol (ûr-gmsùtN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ, -rmlÙ) n.  A crystalline sterol, C28H43OH, 

synthesized by yeast from sugars or derived from ergot and converted to vitamin 

D2 when exposed to ultraviolet radiation.  [ERGO(T) + STEROL.]

er·got (ûrùgNt, -gmtÙ) n.  1. A fungus (Claviceps purpurea) that infects various 

cereal plants and forms compact black masses of branching filaments that replace 

many of the grains of the host plant.  2. The disease caused by such a fungus.  

3. The dried sclerotia of ergot, usually obtained from rye seed and used as a 

source of several medicinally important alkaloids and as the basic source of lyser-

gic acid.  [French, from Old French argot, cock’s spur (from its shape).] 
—er·gotùic adj. 

er·got·a·mine (ûr-gmtùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  A crystalline alkaloid, C33H35N5O5, 

derived from ergot that induces vasoconstriction and is used especially in treating 

migraine. 

er·got·ism (ûrùgN-tVzÙNm) n.  Poisoning caused by consuming ergot-infected 

grain or grain products, or from excessive use of drugs containing ergot. 

Er·gun He (Hrùgunù hHù, œrùgün hNù)  See Argun River. 
Er·hard (HrùhärtÙ), Ludwig. 1897-1977.  German politician who served as chan-

cellor of West Germany (1963-1966). 

Er·ic·son also Er·ics·son (HrùVk-sNn), Leif. fl. c. 1000.  Norwegian navigator 

who, according to Norse sagas, was blown off course during a voyage from Nor-

way to Greenland and thereby discovered and named Vinland. 

Er·ics·son (HrùVk-sNn), John. 1803-1889.  American engineer and inventor who 

built the first ironclad warship, the Monitor (1862), which engaged the Confeder-

ate Merrimack in a famous naval battle of the Civil War (March 9, 1862). 

Er·ics·son (HrùVk-sNn), Leif.  See Leif Ericson. 



Er·ic the Red (HrùVk thK rHd), Tenth century.  Norwegian navigator who 

explored and named Greenland and founded its first settlement (c. 985). 

E·rid·a·nus (V-rVdùn-Ns) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near 

Fornax and Cetus.  [Greek Eridanos, mythical river associated with the myth of 

Phaeton.]

E·rie1 (îrùK) n.  pl. Erie or E·ries. 1. a. A Native American people formerly 

inhabiting the southern shore of Lake Erie in northern Ohio, northwest Pennsyl-

vania, and western New York. The Erie ceased to exist as a people after being 

defeated by the Iroquois in the mid-17th century.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Iroquoian language of the Erie. 

E·rie2 (îrùK)  A city of northwest Pennsylvania on Lake Erie southwest of Buffalo, 

New York. A port of entry, it was laid out in 1795 on the site of Fort Presque Isle, 

built by the French in 1753. Population, 108,718. 

Erie, Lake.  One of the Great Lakes, bounded by southern Ontario, western New 

York, northwest Pennsylvania, northern Ohio, and southeast Michigan. A vital 

part of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway system, it is linked with the Hudson 

River by the New York State Barge Canal. 

Erie Canal (îrùK kN-n4lù)  An artificial waterway extending about 579 km (360 

mi) across central New York from Albany to Buffalo. Constructed from 1817 to 

1825 and enlarged numerous times after 1835, it is now part of the New York 

State Barge Canal. 

E·rig·e·na (V-rVjùN-nN), John Scotus. 810?-877?.  Irish-born theologian and 

philosopher who sought to reconcile Neo-Platonism and Christian belief in his 

principal work, On the Division of Nature (862-866). 

Er·ik·son (HrùVk-sNn), Erik Homburger. 1902-1994.  German-born American 

psychoanalyst who proposed that people acquire mature psychosexual traits by 

overcoming a series of personal crises. His works include Childhood and Society 

(1950). 

Er·in (HrùVn)  A poetic name for Ireland. 

E·rin·y·es (V-rVnùK-KzÙ) pl.n.  Greek Mythology. The Furies. 

E·ris (îrùVs, Hrù-) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of discord. 

e·ris·tic (V-rVsùtVk) also e·ris·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Given to or characterized by dis-

putatious, often specious argument.   —  n.  1. One given to or expert in dispute 

or argument.  2. The art or practice of disputation and polemics.  [Greek eristi-

kos, from erizein, to wrangle, quarrel, from eris, erid-, strife.]

Er·i·tre·a (HrÙV-trKùN)  A country north of Ethiopia bordering on the Red Sea. It 

was proclaimed an Italian colony in 1890 and later became the focal point of 

Italy’s conquest of Ethiopia (1935-1936). Eritrea became part of Ethiopia in 1952, 

and gained independence in 1993.   —ErÙi·treùan adj.  & n. 

E·ri·van (yHÙrV-vänù)  See Yerevan. 



Er·lang·en (HrùlängÙNn)  A city of south-central Germany north-northeast of 

Nuremberg. Chartered in 1398, it passed to Bavaria in 1810. Population, 100,523. 

Er·lang·er (ûrùl4ngÙNr), Joseph. 1874-1965.  American physiologist. He shared 

a 1944 Nobel Prize for work on nerve fibers. 

Er·len·mey·er flask (ûrùlNn-mXÙNr fl4sk, ârù-) n.  A conical laboratory flask 

with a narrow neck and flat, broad bottom.  [After Richard August Carl Emil 

Erlenmeyer (1825-1909), German chemist.]

er·mine (ûrùmVn) n.  1. A weasel (Mustela erminea) of northern regions, having 

a black-tipped tail and dark brown fur that in winter changes to white.  2. The 

commercially valuable white fur of this animal.  [Middle English ermin, from Old 

French ermine, possibly of Germanic origin, or from Medieval Latin (m7s) Arme-

nius, Armenian (mouse).]

Er·na·ku·lum (Hr-näùkN-lNm)  A city of southwest India on the Malabar Coast 

west of Madurai. It has a Jewish sector that may date to the second or third cen-

tury A.D. Population, 213,811. 

erne also ern (ûrn) n.  Any of several sea eagles, especially Haliaeetus albicilla, of 

Europe.  [Middle English ern, eagle, from Old English earn. See or- in Appendix.]

Ernst (Hrnst), Max. 1891-1976.  German-born artist and a founder of Dada and 

surrealism. Noted for his use of frottage and collage, he explored the subcon-

scious through his stylistically varied works, such as the painting Old Man, 

Woman, and Flower (1923). 

e·rode (V-rodù) v.  e·rod·ed, e·rod·ing, e·rodes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wear (some-

thing) away by or as if by abrasion:  Waves eroded the shore.  2. To eat into; cor-

rode.  3. To make or form by wearing away:  The river eroded a deep valley.  4. To 

cause to diminish, deteriorate, or disappear as if by eating into or wearing away: 

“Long enduring peace often erodes popular resolution” (C.L. Sulzberger).   —  v.  

intr. To become worn or eaten away:  The cliffs have eroded over the centuries. Pub-

lic confidence in the administration eroded.  [Latin Krodere, to gnaw off, eat away  : 

K-, ex-, ex- + rodere, to gnaw; see rKd- in Appendix.] —e·rodÙi·bilùi·ty n.  

—e·rodùi·ble adj. 

e·rog·e·nous (V-rmjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Responsive or sensitive to sexual stimula-

tion:  erogenous zones.  2. Arousing sexual desire.  [Greek eros, sexual love + -

GENOUS.]

Er·os (HrùmsÙ, îrù-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The god of love, son of Aphrodite.  

2. Psychiatry. a. The sum of all instincts for self-preservation.  b. Sexual drive; 

libido.   3.  Often eros. Creative, often sexual yearning, love, or desire: “The new 

playful eros means that impulses and modes from other spheres enter the relations 

between men and women” (Herbert Gold).  [Latin Eros, from Greek, from eros, 

sexual love.]



e·rose (V-rosù) adj.  Irregularly notched, toothed, or indented:  erose leaves.  

[From Latin Krosus, past participle of Krodere, to gnaw off. See ERODE.] 
—e·roseùly adv. 

e·ro·sion (V-roùzhNn) n.  1. The process of eroding or the condition of being 

eroded:  erosion of the beach; progressive erosion of confidence in our legal system; 

erosion of the value of the dollar abroad.  2. The group of natural processes, 

including weathering, dissolution, abrasion, corrosion, and transportation, by 

which material is worn away from the earth’s surface.  [Latin Krosio, Krosion-, an 

eating away, from Krosus, eaten away. See EROSE.] —e·roùsion·al adj.  —e·roù-
sion·al·ly adv. 

e·ro·sive (V-roùsVv) adj.  Causing erosion:  the erosive effect of ocean waves on the 

shoreline.   —e·roùsive·ness, e·roÙsivùi·ty n. 

e·rot·ic (V-rmtùVk) adj.  1. Of or concerning sexual love and desire; amatory.  

2. Tending to arouse sexual desire.  3. Dominated by sexual love or desire.  

[Greek erotikos, from eros, erot-, sexual love.] —e·rotùic n.  —e·rotùi·cal·ly adv. 

e·rot·i·ca (V-rmtùV-kN) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Literature or art 

intended to arouse sexual desire.  [Greek erotika, from neuter pl. of erotikos, 

erotic. See EROTIC.]

e·rot·i·cism (V-rmtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. An erotic quality or theme.  2. Sexual excite-

ment.  3. Abnormally persistent sexual excitement.   —e·rotùi·cist n. 

e·rot·i·cize (V-rmtùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. e·rot·i·cized, e·rot·i·ciz·ing, e·rot·i·ciz·es. To 

make erotic.   —e·rotÙi·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

er·o·tism (HrùN-tVzÙNm) n.  Eroticism. 

er·o·tize (HrùN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. er·o·tized, er·o·tiz·ing, er·o·tiz·es. To imbue with 

erotic feeling or import. 

e·ro·to·ma·ni·a (V-roÙtN-m7ùnK-N, V-rmtÙN-) n.  Excessive sexual desire.  [Greek 

erotomania : eros, erot-, sexual love + -mania, -mania.]

err (ûr, Hr) v.  intr. erred, err·ing, errs. 1. To make an error or a mistake.  2. To 

violate accepted moral standards; sin.  3. Archaic. To stray.  [Middle English erren, 

from Old French errer, from Latin err7re, to wander. See ers- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The pronunciation (ûr) for the word err is traditional, but the

pronunciation (Hr) has gained ground in recent years, perhaps owing to influence

from errant and error, and must now be regarded as an acceptable variant. The

Usage Panel was split on the matter: 56 percent preferred (ûr), 34 percent pre-

ferred (Hr), and 10 percent accepted both pronunciations.

er·ran·cy (HrùNn-sK) n.  pl. er·ran·cies. The state of erring or an instance of it. 

er·rand (HrùNnd) n.  1. a. A short trip taken to perform a specified task, usually 

for another.  b. The purpose or object of such a trip:  Your errand was to mail the 



letter.   2. Archaic. a. A mission; an embassy.  b. An oral message that has been 

entrusted to one.   [Middle English erand, from Old English <rend.]

er·rant (HrùNnt) adj.  1. Roving, especially in search of adventure:  knights errant.  

2. Straying from the proper course or standards:  errant youngsters.  

3. a. Wandering outside the established limits:  errant lambs.  b. Aimless or irreg-

ular in motion:  an errant afternoon breeze.   [Middle English erraunt, from 

Anglo-Norman, partly from Old French errer, to travel about (from Vulgar Latin 

*iter7re, from Latin iter, journey); see ei- in Appendix, and partly from Old 

French errer, to err; see ERR.] —erùrant n.  —erùrant·ly adv. 

er·rant·ry (HrùNn-trK) n.  The condition of traveling or roving about, especially 

in search of adventure. 

er·ra·ta (V-räùtN, V-r7ù-) n.  Plural of erratum. 
er·rat·ic (V-r4tùVk) adj.  1. Having no fixed or regular course; wandering.  

2. Lacking consistency, regularity, or uniformity.  3. Deviating from the custom-

ary course in conduct or opinion; eccentric:  erratic behavior.  [Middle English 

erratik, from Old French erratique, from Latin err7ticus, from err7re, to wander. 

See ers- in Appendix.] —er·ratùi·cal·ly adv.  —er·ratùi·cism (-V-sVzÙNm) n. 

er·ra·tum (V-räùtNm, V-r7ù-) n.  pl. er·ra·ta (-tN). An error in printing or writing, 

especially such an error noted in a list of corrections and bound into a book.  

[Latin err7tum, from neuter past participle of err7re, to stray. See ers- in Appen-

dix.]

er·rhine (HrùXnÙ) adj.  Promoting or inducing nasal discharge.   —  n.  A medica-

tion that promotes or induces such discharge.  [New Latin errhinum, an errhine 

medicine, from Greek errinon : en-, in; see EN-2 + rhis, rhin-, nose.]

Er Rif (Hr rVfù)  A hilly region along the coast of northern Morocco. The Berber 

peoples of the area remained fiercely independent until they were subdued by 

French and Spanish forces (1925-1926). 

er·ro·ne·ous (V-roùnK-Ns) adj.  Containing or derived from error; mistaken:  

erroneous conclusions.  [Middle English, from Latin erroneus, from erro, erron-, a 

vagabond, from err7re, to err, wander. See ers- in Appendix.] —er·roùne·ous·ly 
adv.  —er·roùne·ous·ness n. 

er·ror (HrùNr) n.  1. An act, an assertion, or a belief that unintentionally deviates 

from what is correct, right, or true.  2. The condition of having incorrect or false 

knowledge.  3. The act or an instance of deviating from an accepted code of 

behavior.  4. A mistake.  5. Mathematics. The difference between a computed or 

measured value and a true or theoretically correct value.  6.  Abbr. e, e. Baseball. 

A defensive fielding or throwing misplay by a player when a play normally should 

have resulted in an out or prevented an advance by a base runner.  [Middle 

English errour, from Old French, from Latin error, from err7re, to err. See ers- in 

Appendix.] —erùror·less adj.  



SYNONYMS: error, mistake, oversight. These nouns refer to what is not in ac-

cord with truth, accuracy, or propriety. Error indicates departure from the correct

path; it often implies deviation from what is morally or ethically right or proper:

“Irrationally held truths may be more harmful than reasoned errors” (Thomas H.

Huxley). “There is no error so monstrous that it fails to find defenders among the

ablest men” (Lord Acton). Mistake often implies misunderstanding or misinter-

pretation and is usually weaker than error in imputing blame or censure: “Nothing

is easy in war. Mistakes are always paid for in casualties” (Dwight D. Eisenhower).

Oversight refers to an inadvertent omission or error that results from inattention:

Through a regrettable oversight I failed to send you an invitation. See also Synonyms

at offense

er·satz (HrùzätsÙ, Hr-zätsù) adj.  Being an imitation or a substitute, usually an 

inferior one; artificial:  ersatz coffee made mostly of chicory.  See Synonyms at arti-
ficial.  [German, replacement, from ersetzen, to replace, from Old High German 

irsezzan : ir-, out; see ud- in Appendix + sezzan, to set; see sed- in Appendix.] 
—erùsatzÙ n. 

Erse (ûrs) n.  1.  See Irish Gaelic.  2.  See Scottish Gaelic.  [Middle English 

Ersch, Erisch, Irish, from Old English Iras, the Irish. See IRISH.] —Erse adj. 

Er·skine (ûrùskVnÙ), John. 1509-1591.  Scottish religious reformer whose mod-

erate views eased the tension between Protestants and the Catholic royalty in 

Scotland. 

erst (ûrst) adv.  Archaic. Erstwhile.  [Middle English erest, from Old English <rest. 

See ayer- in Appendix.]

erst·while (ûrstùhwXlÙ, -wXlÙ) adv.  In the past; at a former time; formerly.   —  
adj.  Former:  our erstwhile companions. 

e·ru·cic acid (V-ruùsVk 4sùVd) n.  A fatty acid, 

CH3(CH2)7CH:CH(CH2)11CO2H, making up 40 to 50 percent of the total fatty 

acid in rapeseed, wallflower seed, and mustard seed.  [From New Latin ·r7ca, 

rocket, cabbage, from Latin Kr7ca.]

e·ruct (V-rƒktù) v.  tr. intr. e·ruct·ed, e·ruct·ing, e·ructs. To belch.  [Latin 

Kruct7re : K-, ex-, ex- + ruct7re, to belch; see reug- in Appendix.]

e·ruc·ta·tion (V-rƒk-t7ùshNn, KÙrƒk-) n.  The act or an instance of belching.   
—e·rucùta·tive (V-rƒkùtN-tVv) adj. 

er·u·dite (HrùyN-dXtÙ, HrùN-) adj.  Characterized by erudition; learned.  See Syn-

onyms at learned.  [Middle English erudit, from Latin KrudXtus, past participle 

of KrudXre, to instruct  : K-, ex-, ex- + rudis, rough, untaught; see RUDE.] 
—erùu·diteÙly adv.  —erùu·diteÙness n.  

WORD HISTORY: One might like to be erudite but hesitate to be rude. This



preference is supported by the etymological relationship between erudite and

rude. Erudite comes from the Latin adjective KrudXtus, “well-instructed, learned,”

from the past participle of the verb KrudXre, “to educate, train.” The verb is in turn

formed from the prefix ex-, “out, out of,” and the adjective rudis, “untaught, un-

trained,” the source of our word rude. The English word erudite is first recorded

in a work possibly written before 1425 with the senses “instructed, learned.” Eru-

dite meaning “learned” is supposed to have become rare except in sarcastic use,

at least during the latter part of the 19th century, but the word now seems to have

been restored to favor.

er·u·di·tion (HrÙyN-dVshùNn, HrÙN-) n.  Deep, extensive learning.  See Synonyms 

at knowledge. 
e·rum·pent (V-rƒmùpNnt) adj.  Bursting through or as if through a surface or 

covering.  [Latin KrumpKns, Krumpent- present participle of Krumpere, to burst 

out. See ERUPT.]

e·rupt (V-rƒptù) v.  e·rupt·ed, e·rupt·ing, e·rupts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To emerge 

violently from restraint or limits; explode:  My neighbor erupted in anger over the 

noise.  2. To become violently active:  The volcano erupted after years of dormancy.  

3. To force out or release something, such as steam, with violence or suddenness.  

4. a. To break through the gums in developing. Used of teeth.  b. To appear on 

the skin. Used of a rash or blemish.    —  v.  tr. To force out violently.  [Latin 

Krumpere, Krupt-  : K-, ex-, ex- + rumpere, to break; see reup- in Appendix.] 
—e·rupùtive adj.  —e·rupùtive·ly adv. 

e·rup·tion (V-rƒpùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of erupting.  b. An instance 

of erupting.   2. A sudden, often violent outburst.  3. a. An appearance of a rash 

or blemish on the skin.  b. Such a rash or blemish.   4. The emergence of a tooth 

through the gums. 

Er·vin (ûrùvVn), Samuel James, Jr. Born 1896.  American politician who as U.S. 

senator from North Carolina (1954-1974) led the committee that investigated the 

Watergate Scandal during the Nixon administration. 

Er·vine (ûrùvVn), Saint John Greer. 1883-1971.  British writer best known for 

his dramas, such as The First Mrs. Fraser (1928), and for his drama criticism. 

Er·ving (ûrùvVng), Julius Winfield. Known as “Dr. J.” Born 1950.  American 

basketball player. A forward for the Philadelphia 76ers (1976-1987), he was 

known for his electrifying dunk shot and consistent all-around play. 

-ery  or -ry suff.  1. A place for:  bakery.  2. A collection or class:  finery.  3. A 

state or condition:  slavery.  4. Act; practice:  bribery.  5. Characteristics or quali-

ties of:  snobbery.  [Middle English -erie, from Old French  : -er, agent suff. (partly 

from -ier; see -er1, and partly from -ere, -eor); see -OR
1 + -ie, noun suff.; see -Y

2.]

Er·y·man·thos  or Er·y·man·thus (HrÙN-m4nùthNs, -thms, H-rKùmän-thôsÙ)  A 

mountain range of southern Greece in the northwest Peloponnesus. The tallest 



peak is Mount Erymanthos, about 2,225 m (7,295 ft) high. In Greek legend, 

the range was the haunt of the ferocious Erymanthian boar, which was ultimately 

slain by Hercules.   —ErÙy·manùthi·an adj. 

e·ryn·go (V-rVngùgo) n.  pl. e·ryn·goes. Any of several plants of the genus Eryn-

gium having spiny leaves and dense clusters of small bluish flowers.  [Alteration 

of Latin Kryngion, sea holly, from Greek Krungion, diminutive of Krungos.]

er·y·sip·e·las (HrÙV-sVpùN-lNs, îrÙ-) n.  An acute disease of the skin and subcuta-

neous tissue caused by a species of hemolytic streptococcus and marked by local-

ized inflammation and fever.  Also called Saint Anthony’s fire [Middle English 

erisipila, from Latin erysipelas, from Greek erusipelas : erusi-, red; see reudh- in 

Appendix + -pelas, skin; see pel-3 in Appendix.] —erÙy·si·pelùa·tous (-sV-pHlùN-

tNs) adj. 

er·y·sip·e·loid (HrÙV-sVpùN-loidÙ, îrÙN-) n.  An infectious disease of the skin that 

is contracted by handling fish or meat infected with the bacterium Erysipelothrix 

rhusiopathiae and characterized by red lesions on the hands.  [ERYSIPEL(AS) + -

OID.]

er·y·the·ma (HrÙN-thKùmN) n.  Redness of the skin caused by dilatation and con-

gestion of the capillaries, often a sign of inflammation or infection.  [Greek 

eruthKma, from eruthainein, to redden, be red, from eruthros, red. See reudh- in 

Appendix.] —erÙy·themùa·tous (-thHmùN-tNs, -thKùmN-), erÙy·the·matùic (-

m4tùVk) , erÙy·theùmic adj. 

er·y·thor·bic acid (HrÙN-thôrùbVk 4sùVd) n.  An optical isomer of ascorbic acid 

used as an antioxidant.  [ERYTH(RO)- + (ASC)ORBIC ACID.]

erythr- pref.  Variant of erythro-. 
er·y·thrism (HrùN-thrVzÙNm) n.  Unusual red pigmentation, as of hair or plum-

age.   —erÙy·thrisùmal (-thrVzùmNl) adj. 

er·y·thrite (HrùN-thrXtÙ) n.  Geology. A reddish secondary cobalt mineral, 

CO3(AsO4)2·8H2O, found in veins bearing cobalt and arsenic and used in color-

ing glass. 

erythro-  or erythr- pref.  1. Red:  erythrocyte.  2. Erythrocyte:  erythropoiesis.  

[From Greek eruthros, red. See reudh- in Appendix.]

e·ryth·ro·blast (V-rVthùrN-bl4stÙ) n.  Any of the nucleated cells normally found 

only in bone marrow that develop into erythrocytes.   —e·rythÙro·blasùtic adj. 

e·ryth·ro·blas·to·sis (V-rVthÙro-bl4-stoùsVs) n.  pl. e·ryth·ro·blas·to·ses (-

sKz). The abnormal presence of erythroblasts in the blood. 

erythroblastosis fe·tal·is (V-rVthÙro-bl4-stoùsVs fV-t4lùVs) n.  A severe 

hemolytic disease of a fetus or newborn infant caused by the production of 

maternal antibodies against the fetal red blood cells, usually involving Rh incom-

patibility between the mother and fetus.  [New Latin, fetal erythroblastosis.]

e·ryth·ro·cyte (V-rVthùrN-sXtÙ) n.  See red blood cell.  —e·rythÙro·cytùic (-

sVtùVk) adj. 



e·ryth·ro·cy·tom·e·ter (V-rVthÙrN-sX-tmmùV-tNr) n.  A device for counting the 

number of red blood cells in a blood sample. 

e·ryth·ro·my·cin (V-rVthÙrN-mXùsVn) n.  An antibiotic obtained from a strain of 

the actinomycete Streptomyces erythreus, effective against many gram-positive 

bacteria and some gram-negative bacteria. 

e·ryth·ro·poi·e·sis (V-rVthÙro-poi-KùsVs) n.  The formation or production of 

red blood cells.   —e·rythÙro·poi·etùic (-HtùVk) adj. 

e·ryth·ro·poi·e·tin (V-rVthÙro-poi-KùtVn) n.  A glycoprotein hormone that 

stimulates the production of red blood cells by bone marrow. Produced mainly by 

the kidneys, the hormone is released in response to decreased levels of oxygen in 

body tissue.  [ERYTHROPOIET(IC) + -IN.]

Erz·ge·bir·ge (HrtsùgN-bîrÙgN)  A mountain range extending about 153 km (95 

mi) along the border of Germany and Czech Republic. It rises to 1,244.4 m (4,080 

ft). 

Er·zu·rum (HrÙzN-rtmù)  A city of eastern Turkey east of Ankara. It was known 

in the fifth century A.D. as an important Byzantine frontier post. Population, 

190,241. 

Es  The symbol for the element einsteinium. 
-es1 suff.  Variant of -s1. 
-es2 suff.  Variant of -s2. 
Es·a·ki (V-säùkK), Leo. Born 1925.  Japanese-born physicist. He shared a 1973 

Nobel Prize for theoretical advances in the field of solid-state electronics. 

E·sar·had·don (KÙsär-h4dùn), Died 669 B.C.  King of Assyria (680-669) who 

conquered Egypt (671). 

E·sau (Kùsô)  In the Old Testament, the eldest son of Isaac and Rebecca who sold 

his birthright to his twin brother, Jacob, for a mess of pottage. 

Es·bjerg (HsùbK-HrgÙ, -byHrÙ)  A city of southwest Denmark on the North Sea. It 

is a commercial and industrial center with major fisheries. Population, 80,534. 

es·ca·drille (HsùkN-drVlÙ, -drKÙ) n.  A unit of a European air command, as in 

France during World War I, typically containing six aircraft.  [French, from Span-

ish escuadrilla, diminutive of escuadra, squadron, from escuadrar, to square off, 

from Vulgar Latin *exquadr7re. See SQUARE.]

es·ca·lade (HsùkN-l7dÙ, -lädÙ) n.  The act of scaling a fortified wall or rampart.  

[French, from Italian scalata, ultimately from Late Latin sc7la, from Latin sc7lae, 

steps. See skand- in Appendix.] —esùca·ladeÙ v.  —esÙca·ladùer n. 

es·ca·late (HsùkN-l7tÙ) v.  es·ca·lat·ed, es·ca·lat·ing, es·ca·lates.  —  v.  tr. To 

increase, enlarge, or intensify:  escalated the hostilities in the Persian Gulf.   —  v.  

intr. To increase in intensity or extent: “a deepening long-term impasse that is cer-

tain to escalate” (Stewart L. Udall).  [Back-formation from ESCALATOR.] 
—esÙca·laùtion n.  —esùca·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 



es·ca·la·tor (HsùkN-l7ÙtNr) n.  1. A moving stairway consisting of steps attached 

to a continuously circulating belt.  2. An escalator clause.  [Originally a trade-

mark.]

escalator clause (HsùkN-l7ÙtNr klôz) n.  A provision in a contract stipulating an 

increase or a decrease, as in wages, benefits, or prices, under certain conditions, 

such as changes in the cost of living. 

es·cal·lop (V-skmlùNp, V-sk4lù-) n.  & v.   Variant of scallop. [Middle English esca-

lop, from Old French escalope. See SCALLOP.]

Es·cam·bi·a (N-sk4mùbK-N)  A river rising in southeast Alabama as the Conecuh 

River and flowing about 372 km (231 mi) southwest to join Escambia Creek, 
about 121 km (75 mi) long, and then southward into northwest Florida, where it 

empties into Escambia Bay, an arm of the Gulf of Mexico near Pensacola. 

es·ca·pade (HsùkN-p7dÙ) n.  An adventurous, unconventional act or undertak-

ing.  [French, a trick, an escape, from Old French, from Old Spanish escapada 

(from escapar, to escape), or from Old Italian scappata (from scappare, to escape) 

both from Vulgar Latin *excapp7re, to escape. See ESCAPE.]

es·cape (V-sk7pù) v.  es·caped, es·cap·ing, es·capes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To break 

loose from confinement; get free.  2. To issue from confinement or an enclosure; 

leak or seep out:  Gas was escaping.  3. To avoid capture, danger, or harm:  Ten 

prisoners had escaped.  4. Botany. To grow beyond a cultivated area.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To succeed in avoiding.  2. To break loose from; get free of.  3. To elude the 

memory or comprehension of:  Her name escapes me. The book’s significance 

escaped him.  4. To issue involuntarily from:  A sigh escaped my lips.   —  n.  

1. The act or an instance of escaping.  2. A means of escaping.  3. A means of 

obtaining temporary freedom from worry, care, or unpleasantness:  Television is 

my escape from worry.  4. A gradual effusion from an enclosure; a leakage.  

5. Botany. A plant that has become established away from the area of cultivation.  

6. Computer Science. A key used especially to interrupt a command, exit a pro-

gram, or change levels within a program.  [Middle English escapen, from Old 

North French escaper, from Vulgar Latin *excapp7re, to get out of one’s cape, get 

away  : Latin ex-, ex- + Medieval Latin cappa, cloak.] —es·capùa·ble adj.  

—es·capùer n.  

SYNONYMS: escape, avoid, shun, eschew, evade, elude. These verbs mean to get

or stay away from persons or things. Escape can mean to get free, as from con-

finement, or to remain untouched or unaffected by something unwanted: “Let no

guilty man escape, if it can be avoided” (Ulysses S. Grant). “It is curious... what

shifts we make to escape thinking” (James Russell Lowell). Avoid always involves an

effort to keep away from what is considered to be a source of danger or difficulty:

avoiding strenuous exercise; avoided committing herself. Shun refers to deliberately

keeping clear of what is unwelcome or undesirable: “Family friends... she shunned



like the plague” (John Galsworthy). Eschew involves staying clear of something be-

cause to do otherwise would be unwise or morally wrong: “Eschew evil, and do

good” (Book of Common Prayer). Evade implies adroit maneuvering and some-

times implies dishonesty or irresponsibility: evading capture; tried to evade jury

duty. To elude is to get away from artfully: elude a blow; eluded his pursuers. 

USAGE NOTE: Traditionally, escape is used with from when it means “break

loose” and with a direct object when it means “avoid.” Thus we might say The

forger escaped from prison by hiding in a laundry truck, but The forger escaped pris-

on when he turned in his accomplices in order to get a suspended sentence. In recent

years, however, escape has been used with a direct object in the sense “break free

of”: The craft will acquire sufficient velocity to escape the sun’s gravitational attrac-

tion. This usage is well established and should be regarded as standard.

escape clause (V-sk7pù klôz) n.  A clause in a contract that specifies the condi-

tions under which the promisor is relieved of liability for failure to meet the 

terms of the contract. 

es·cap·ee (V-sk7ÙpKù, HsÙk7-) n.  One that has escaped, especially an escaped 

prisoner.  See Usage Note at -ee1. 
es·cape·ment (V-sk7pùmNnt) n.  1. A mechanism consisting in general of an 

escape wheel and an anchor, used especially in timepieces to control movement of 

the wheel and to provide periodic energy impulses to a pendulum or balance.  

2. A mechanism, as in a typewriter, that controls the lateral movement of the car-

riage.  3. a. An escape.  b. A means or way of escape.  

escape velocity (V-sk7pù vN-lmsùV-tK) n.  The minimum velocity that a body 

must attain to overcome the gravitational attraction of another body, such as the 

earth. 

escape wheel (V-sk7pù hwKl) n.  The rotating notched wheel periodically 

engaged and disengaged by the anchor in an escapement. 

es·cap·ism (V-sk7ùpVzÙNm) n.  The tendency to escape from daily reality or rou-

tine by indulging in daydreaming, fantasy, or entertainment. 

es·cap·ist (V-sk7ùpVst) adj.  Indulging in or characterized by escapism.   
—es·capùist n. 

es·cap·ol·o·gy (HsÙk7-pmlùN-jK) n.  The art, skill, or practice of escaping.   
—esÙcap·olùo·gist n. 

es·car·got (HsÙkär-goù) n.  pl. es·car·gots (-goù). An edible snail, especially one 

prepared as an appetizer or entrée.  [French, from Old French, from Old 

Provençal escaragol.]

es·ca·role (HsùkN-rolÙ) n.  A variety of endive (Cichorium endivia) having leaves 

with irregular, frilled edges and often used in salads.  [French, from Old French 

scariole, from Late Latin Ksc7riola, chicory, from Latin Ksc7rius, of food, from Ksca, 

food, from edere, to eat. See ed- in Appendix.]



es·carp (V-skärpù) n.  1. A steep slope or cliff; an escarpment.  2. The inner wall 

of a ditch or trench dug around a fortification.   —  v.  tr. es·carped, 
es·carp·ing, es·carps. 1. To cause to form a steep slope.  2. To furnish with an 

escarp.  [French escarpe, from Italian scarpa. See SCARP.]

es·carp·ment (V-skärpùmNnt) n.  1. A steep slope or long cliff that results from 

erosion or faulting and separates two relatively level areas of differing elevations.  

2. A steep slope in front of a fortification. 

-escence suff.  State; process. Used to form nouns from adjectives in -escent or 

verbs in -esce:  fluorescence.  [French, from Old French, from Latin -Kscentia, from 

-KscKns, -Kscent-, -escent.]

-escent suff.  1. Beginning to be; becoming:  juvenescent.  2. Characterized by; 

resembling:  opalescent.  [French, from Old French, from Latin -KscKns, -Kscent- 

present participle suff. of inchoative verbs in -Kscere.]

esch·a·lot (HshùN-lmtÙ) n.  See shallot.  [Obsolete French eschallotte. See SHAL-

LOT.]

es·char (HsùkärÙ) n.  A dry scab or slough formed on the skin as a result of a burn 

or by the action of a corrosive or caustic substance.  [Middle English escare, from 

Old French. See SCAR
1.]

es·cha·rot·ic (HsÙkN-rmtùVk) adj.  Producing an eschar.   —  n.  A caustic or cor-

rosive substance or drug. 

es·cha·tol·o·gy (HsÙkN-tmlùN-jK) n.  1. The branch of theology that is concerned 

with the end of the world or of humankind.  2. A belief or a doctrine concerning 

the ultimate or final things, such as death, the destiny of humanity, the Second 

Coming, or the Last Judgment.  [Greek eskhatos, last; see eghs in Appendix + -

LOGY.] —es·chatÙo·logùi·cal (V-sk4tÙl-mjùV-kNl, HsÙkN-tN-lmjù-) adj.  

—es·chatÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —esÙcha·tolùo·gist n. 

es·cheat (Vs-chKtù) n.  1. Reversion of land held under feudal tenure to the 

manor in the absence of legal heirs or claimants.  2. Law. a. Reversion of prop-

erty to the state in the absence of legal heirs or claimants.  b. Property that has 

reverted to the state when no legal heirs or claimants exist.    —  v.  intr. tr. 

es·cheat·ed, es·cheat·ing, es·cheats. Law. To revert or cause to revert by 

escheat.  [Middle English eschete, from Old French (from escheoir, to fall out), 

and from Anglo-Latin escheta both from Vulgar Latin *excadKre, to fall out  : 

Latin ex-, ex- + Latin cadere, to fall; see kad- in Appendix.] —es·cheatùa·ble 
adj. 

es·cheat·age (Vs-chKùtVj) n.  Law. The right of the state to acquire property by 

escheat. 

Esch·er (HshùNr, HsùKHNr), M(auritis) C(ornelius). 1898-1972.  Dutch artist 

whose lithographs and woodcuts depict imaginary metamorphoses, geometric 

distortions, and architectural impossibilities. 



es·chew (Hs-chuù) v.  tr. es·chewed, es·chew·ing, es·chews. To avoid; 

shun.  See Synonyms at escape.  [Middle English escheuen, from Old French 

eschivir, of Germanic origin; akin to akin to SHY
1.] —es·chewùal (-Nl) n. 

Esch·wei·ler (HshùvXÙlNr)  A city of west-central Germany northeast of Aachen. 

It is an industrial center in a coal-mining area. Population, 52,869. 

Es·cof·fier (Hs-kô-fy7ù), Auguste. 1846-1935.  French chef of grand hotels, 

such as the Savoy and Carlton in London. He wrote several cookery books, 

including Le Guide Culinaire (1903). 

es·co·lar (HsÙkN-lärù) n.  pl. escolar or es·co·lars. Any of several slender fishes 

of the family Gempylidae, especially Lepidocybium flavobrunneum, of warm 

marine waters.  [Spanish, student (from the spectaclelike rings around its eyes), 

from Late Latin schol7ris, of a school. See SCHOLAR.]

Es·con·di·do (HsÙkNn-dKùdo)  A city of southern California north of San Diego. 

It is in an area that specializes in grapes and citrus fruit. Population, 108,635. 

Es·co·ri·al (H-skôrùK-Nl, H-skorù-, HsÙkô-rK-älù)  A monastery and palace of cen-

tral Spain near Madrid. Built from 1563 to 1584, it was commissioned by Philip II 

to commemorate a victory over the French. 

es·cort (HsùkôrtÙ) n.  1. a. One or more persons accompanying another to guide, 

protect, or show honor.  b. A man who is the companion of a woman, especially 

on a social occasion.   2. a. One or more vehicles accompanying another vehicle 

to guide, protect, or honor its passengers.  b. One or more warships or planes 

used to defend or protect other craft from enemy attack.   3. The state of being 

accompanied by a person or protective guard.   —  v.  tr. es·cort·ed, 
es·cort·ing, es·corts (V-skôrtù, H-skôrtù, HsùkôrtÙ). To accompany as an escort.  

See Synonyms at accompany.  [French escorte, from Italian scorta, from scorgere, 

to guide, from Vulgar Latin *excorrigere : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin corrigere, to set 

right; see CORRECT.]

es·cri·toire (HsÙkrV-twärù) n.  1. A writing table; a desk.  2. A desk with a top 

section for books.  [Obsolete French, from Old French escriptoire, study, from 

Medieval Latin scriptorium. See SCRIPTORIUM.]

es·crow (HsùkroÙ, H-skroù) n.  Money, property, a deed, or a bond put into the 

custody of a third party for delivery to a grantee only after the fulfillment of the 

conditions specified.   —  v.  tr. es·crowed, es·crow·ing, es·crows. To place in 

escrow.   —idiom. in escrow. In trust as an escrow.  [Anglo-Norman escrowe, 

variant of Old French escroe, scroll. See SCROLL.]

es·cu·do (V-skuùdo) n.  pl. es·cu·dos. A basic unit of currency in Cape Verde 

and Portugal.  See Table at currency.  [Portuguese, and Spanish, shield, escudo  

from Latin sc7tum, shield. See skei- in Appendix.]

es·cu·lent (HsùkyN-lNnt) adj.  Suitable for eating; edible.  [Latin Ksculentus, from 

Ksca, food, from edere, to eat. See ed- in Appendix.] —esùcu·lent n. 



es·cutch·eon (V-skƒchùNn) n.  1. Heraldry. A shield or shield-shaped emblem 

bearing a coat of arms.  2. An ornamental or protective plate, as for a keyhole.  

3. Nautical. The plate on the stern of a ship inscribed with the ship’s name.   
—idiom. a blot on (one’s) escutcheon. Dishonor to one’s reputation.  [Mid-

dle English escochon, from Anglo-Norman escuchon, from Vulgar Latin *sc7tio, 

sc7tion-, from Latin sc7tum, shield. See skei- in Appendix.] —es·cutchùeoned 
adj. 

Es·dra·e·lon (HsÙdr7-Kùlmn, -drN-, HzÙ-), Plain of. A fertile plain of northern 

Israel extending from the coastal lowlands near Mount Carmel to the Jordan 

River valley. 

Es·dras (HzùdrNs) n.  Bible. Either of two books of the Septuagint corresponding 

to the Hebrew books of Ezra and Nehemiah. 

ESE abbr.  East-southeast. 

-ese suff.  1. Of, relating to, characteristic of, or originating in a specified place:  

Vietnamese.  2. Native or inhabitant of:  Taiwanese.  3. a. Language or dialect of:  

Chinese.  b. Literary style or diction of:  journalese.   [Middle English, from Italian 

-ese, from Latin -Knsis, originating in.]

E·se·nin (yV-s7ùnyVn, -syHù-), Sergei Aleksandrov.  See Sergei Aleksandrov 
Yesenin. 

es·er·ine (HsùN-rKnÙ) n.  See physostigmine.  [New Latin  : Efik esere, Calabar 

bean + -INE
2.]

Es·fa·han (HsÙfN-hänù)  See Isfahan. 
E·sher (KùshNr)  An urban district of southeast England southwest of London. It 

is mainly residential. Population, 63,970. 

Esh·kol (Hshùkôl, Hsh-kôlù), Levi. 1895-1969.  Russian-born Israeli politician 

who served as minister of finance (1952-1963) and prime minister (1963-1969). 

Esk. abbr.  Eskimo. 

es·ker (HsùkNr) n.  A long, narrow ridge of coarse gravel deposited by a stream 

flowing in or under a decaying glacial ice sheet.  Also called os3 [Irish Gaelic eiscir, 

from Old Irish escir.]

Es·kils·tu·na (HsÙkVl-styuùnN, -nä)  A city of southeast Sweden west of Stock-

holm. It was chartered in 1659. Population, 88,664. 

Es·ki·mo (HsùkN-moÙ) n.  pl. Eskimo or Es·ki·mos. Abbr. Esk. 1. a. A group of 

peoples inhabiting the Arctic coastal regions of North America and parts of 

Greenland and northeast Siberia. The Eskimo are generally considered a Native 

American people in Alaska and Canada.  b. A member of any of these peoples.  

See Usage Note at Native American.   2. Any of the languages of the Eskimo 

peoples.  [French Esquimaux, possibly from Spanish esquimao, esquimal, from 

Montagnais ayashkimew, Micmac.] —EsÙki·moùan adj. 

Eskimo dog (HsùkN-moÙ dôg) n.  A large dog of a breed used in Arctic regions 

for pulling sleds and having a thick coat and a plumed tail. 



Es·ki·ze·hir (HsÙkV-shN-hîrù)  A city of west-central Turkey west of Ankara. An 

industrial center, it has hot mineral springs and Phrygian ruins nearby. Popula-

tion, 309,341. 

ESL abbr.  English as a second language. 

ESOP (Kùsmp) n.  A plan under which the employees of a company or corporation 

acquire its capital stock.  [E(mployee) S(tock) O(wnership) P(lan).]

e·soph·a·gus also oe·soph·a·gus (V-smfùN-gNs) n.  pl. e·soph·a·gi (-jXÙ, -gXÙ). 
The muscular, membranous tube for the passage of food from the pharynx to the 

stomach; the gullet.  [Middle English isophagus, from Medieval Latin, from Greek 

oisophagos.] —e·sophÙa·geùal (-jKùNl) adj. 

es·o·ter·ic (HsÙN-tHrùVk) adj.  1. a. Intended for or understood by only a particu-

lar group:  an esoteric cult.  See Synonyms at mysterious.  b. Of or relating to 

that which is known by a restricted number of people.   2. a. Confined to a small 

group:  esoteric interests.  b. Not publicly disclosed; confidential.   [Greek esoteri-

kos, from esotero, comparative of eso, within. See en in Appendix.] 
—esÙo·terùi·cal·ly adv. 

es·o·ter·i·ca (HsÙN-tHrùV-kN) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Esoteric matters 

or items.  [Greek, from neuter pl. of esoterikos, esoteric. See ESOTERIC.]

es·o·ter·i·cism (HsÙN-tHrùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. Esoteric teachings or practices.  2. The 

quality or condition of being esoteric. 

ESP (KÙHs-pKù) n.  Communication or perception by means other than the physi-

cal senses.  [e(xtra)s(ensory) p(erception).]

esp. abbr.  Especially. 

es·pa·drille (HsùpN-drVlÙ) n.  A shoe usually having a fabric upper part and a sole 

made of a flexible material, such as rope or rubber.  [French, from Provençal 

espardilho, diminutive of espart, esparto, from Latin spartum. See ESPARTO.]

es·pal·ier (V-sp4lùyNr, -y7Ù) n.  1. A tree or shrub that is trained to grow in a flat 

plane against a wall, often in a symmetrical pattern.  2. A trellis or other frame-

work on which an espalier is grown.   —  v.  tr. es·pal·iered, es·pal·ier·ing, 
es·pal·iers. 1. To train as or on an espalier.  2. To provide with an espalier.  

[French, from Italian spalliera, shoulder support, from spalla, shoulder, from 

Late Latin spatula, shoulder blade, from Latin. See SPATULA.]

Es·par·te·ro (HsÙpNr-tHrùo, -pär-tHùrô), Baldomero. 1793?-1879.  Spanish gen-

eral and politician who defeated the Carlists (1836-1839) and served as regent 

(1841-1843) during the minority of Isabella II. 

es·par·to (V-spärùto) n.  pl. es·par·tos. A tough, wiry grass (Stipa tenacissima) 

of northern Africa, yielding a fiber used in making paper and as cordage.  [Span-

ish, from Latin spartum, from Greek sparton, rope.]

es·pe·cial (V-spHshùNl) adj.  1. Of special importance or significance; excep-

tional:  an occasion of especial joy.  2. Relating to or directed toward a particular 

person, group, or purpose:  called his father with especial birthday wishes; gave 



especial attention to the decorations.  3. Peculiar to the individual; characteristic:  

She has an especial fondness for mushrooms.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin speci7lis, of a kind, from speciKs, species. See spek- in Appendix.]

es·pe·cial·ly (H-spHshùN-lK, V-spHshù-) adv.  Abbr. esp. To an extent or degree 

deserving of special emphasis; particularly. 

es·per·ance (HsùpNr-Nns) n.  Obsolete. Hope.  [Middle English esperaunce, from 

Old French, from Vulgar Latin *spKrantia, from Latin spKr7ns, spKrant- present 

participle of spKr7re, to hope. See spK- in Appendix.]

Es·pe·ran·to (HsÙpN-r4nùto, -ränù-) n.  An artificial international language with 

a vocabulary based on word roots common to many European languages and a 

regularized system of inflection.  [After Dr. Esperanto, “one who hopes,” pseud-

onym of Ludwik Lejzer Zamenhof (1859-1917), Polish philologist.] 
—EsÙpe·ranùtist adj.  & n. 

es·pi·al (V-spXùNl) n.  1. The act of watching or observing; observation.  2. A tak-

ing notice of something; a discovery.  3. The fact of being seen or noticed.  [Mid-

dle English espiaille, from Old French, from espier, to watch. See ESPY.]

es·pi·o·nage (HsùpK-N-näzhÙ, -nVj) n.  The act or practice of spying or of using 

spies to obtain secret information, as about another government or a business 

competitor.  [French espionnage, from espionner, to spy, from Old French espion, 

spy, from Old Italian spione, of Germanic origin. See spek- in Appendix.]

Es·pí·ri·tu San·to (H-spîrùV-tu sänùto)  An island of the New Hebrides in the 

southern Pacific Ocean. In World War II it was the site of U.S. military bases after 

March 1942. 

es·pla·nade (HsùplN-nädÙ, -n7dÙ) n.  A flat, open stretch of pavement or grass, 

especially one designed as a promenade along a shore.  [French, from Italian spi-

anata, from spianare, to level, from Latin expl7n7re, to make plain. See EXPLAIN.]

Es·poo (Hsùpo, -pô)  A town of southern Finland, a suburb of Helsinki. Popula-

tion, 152,929. 

es·pous·al (V-spouùzNl, -sNl) n.  1. a. A betrothal.  b. A wedding ceremony.   

2. Adoption of an idea or a cause.  [Middle English espousaille, from sing. of Old 

French espousailles, betrothal, from Latin spons7lia, from neuter pl. of spons7lis, 

of a betrothal, from sponsus, spouse. See SPOUSE.]

es·pouse (V-spouzù) v.  tr. es·poused, es·pous·ing, es·pous·es. 1. a. To take 

in marriage; marry.  b. To give (a woman) in marriage.   2. To give one’s loyalty or 

support to (a cause, for example); adopt.  [Middle English espousen, from Old 

French espouser, from Latin spons7re, from spondKre, spons-, to betroth. See 

spend- in Appendix.] —es·pousùer n. 

es·pres·so (V-sprHsùo, H-sprHsùo) also ex·pres·so (Vk-sprHsùo, Hk-) n.  pl. 

es·pres·sos. A strong coffee brewed by forcing steam under pressure through 

darkly roasted, powdered coffee beans.  [Italian (caffè) espresso, espresso (coffee), 



past participle of esprimere, to press out, from Latin exprimere : ex-, ex- + pre-

mere, to press; see PRESS
1.]

es·prit (H-sprKù) n.  1. Liveliness of mind or spirit; sprightliness.  2. Esprit de 

corps.  See Synonyms at morale.  [French, from Latin spXritus, spirit. See SPIRIT.]

esprit de corps (H-sprKù dN kôrù) n.  A common spirit of comradeship, enthu-

siasm, and devotion to a cause among the members of a group.  See Synonyms at 

morale.  [French  : esprit, spirit + de, of + corps, group, body.]

es·py (V-spXù) v.  tr. es·pied, es·py·ing, es·pies. To catch sight of (something 

distant, partially hidden, or obscure); glimpse.  See Synonyms at see1.  [Middle 

English espien, from Old French espier, to watch, of Germanic origin. See spek- 
in Appendix.]

Es·py (HsùpK), James Pollard. 1785-1860.  American pioneer meteorologist 

who organized a system of communication between weather stations across the 

country that facilitated forecasting and developed into the U.S. Weather Bureau. 

Esq. abbr.  Esquire (title). 

-esque suff.  In the manner of; resembling:  Lincolnesque.  [French, from Italian 

-esco, from Vulgar Latin *-iscus, of Germanic origin.]

Es·qui·line (HsùkwN-lXnÙ, -lVn)  One of the seven hills of ancient Rome. Nero’s 

Golden House and Trajan’s Thermae, or hot baths, were in the area.   
—Esùqui·lineÙ adj. 

Es·qui·malt (V-skwXùmôlt)  A community of southwest British Columbia, Can-

ada, on Vancouver Island and the Strait of Juan de Fuca just west of Victoria. It is 

a port and naval base. Population, 15,870. 

Es·qui·mau (HsùkN-moÙ) n.  pl. Esquimau or Es·qui·maux (-mozÙ). An 

Eskimo.  [French, sing. of Esquimaux, Eskimo. See ESKIMO.]

es·quire (HsùkwXrÙ, V-skwXrù) n.  1. A male belonging to the gentry in England 

and ranking directly below a knight.  2. Esquire. Abbr. Esq. Used as an honorific 

usually in its abbreviated form, especially after the name of an attorney or a con-

sular officer:  Jane Doe, Esq.; John Doe, Esq.  3. In medieval times, a candidate for 

knighthood who served a knight as an attendant and a shield bearer.  4. Archaic. 

An English country gentleman; a squire.  [Middle English esquier, from Old 

French escuier, from Late Latin sc7t7rius, shield bearer, from Latin sc7tum, shield. 

See skei- in Appendix.]

ESR abbr.  Electron spin resonance. 

ess (Hs) n.  The letter s. 

-ess suff.  Female:  lioness.  [Middle English -esse, from Old French, from Late 

Latin -issa, from Greek.]

USAGE NOTE: Critics have argued that sexist connotations are implicit in the

use of the feminine suffix -ess, as found in words such as ambassadress, sculptress,

waitress, stewardess, hostess, actress, and many others, in that the suffix implies that



the denoted roles differ as performed by women and men. In some cases, as with

the word temptress, there may be some legitimacy to such an implication of dif-

ference; and for this reason the acceptability of the suffix may depend on the in-

dividual word. In the case of most occupational terms, the suffix is widely felt to

be inappropriate. Thus 65 percent of the Usage Panel rejects sculptress in the sen-

tence Georgia O’Keeffe is not as well-known as a sculptress as she is as a painter;

similarly 75 percent rejects ambassadress in the sentence When the ambassadress

arrives, please show her directly to my office. With certain occupations, however,

differentiation based on gender may be legitimate: acting, for example, is an oc-

cupation in which the parts one can play may in fact depend on one’s sex. Thus

92 percent accepts actress in There are not very many good parts available for older

actresses, though it should be noted that many women prefer to be called actors.

In the case of most social roles, gender is felt to make a legitimate difference, and

the suffix is accepted. Thus 87 percent of the Panel accepts hostess in the sentence

Mary Ann is such a charming hostess that her parties always go off smoothly; simi-

larly, 67 percent accepts seductress in the sentence Mata Hari used her ability as a

seductress to spy for the Germans. When the same word may be used in different

senses, one social and the other not, the acceptability of the suffix varies accord-

ingly. Thus 93 percent accepts heiress in the sentence His only hope now is to marry

an heiress, while only 34 percent accepts heiress in its metaphorical use to mean

“successor,” as in His daughter and political heiress has returned to her country in

triumph. See Usage Note at man.

es·say (Hsù7Ù, H-s7ù) n.  1.  (Hsù7Ù) a. A short literary composition on a single 

subject, usually presenting the personal view of the author.  b. Something resem-

bling such a composition:  a photojournalistic essay.   2. A testing or trial of the 

value or nature of a thing:  an essay of the students’ capabilities.  3. An initial 

attempt or endeavor, especially a tentative attempt.   —  v.  tr. es·sayed, 
es·say·ing, es·says (H-s7ù, Hsù7Ù). 1. To make an attempt at; try.  2. To subject to 

a test.  [Middle English essayen, to try, from Old French essaier, from Vulgar Latin 

*exagi7re, to weigh out, from Late Latin exagium, a weighing  : Latin ex-, ex- + 

Latin agere, to drive; see ag- in Appendix.] —es·sayùer n. 

es·say·ist (Hsù7ÙVst) n.  A writer of essays. 

es·say·is·tic (HsÙ7-VsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to an essay or a writer of essays.  

2. Resembling an essay in nature or quality. 

essay question (Hsù7Ù kwHsùchNn) n.  A test question that calls for a written 

answer of a specified length, especially a short essay. 

Es·sen (HsùNn)  A city of west-central Germany near the confluence of the Ruhr 

and Rhine rivers north of Cologne. Founded in the ninth century, it is a major 

iron and steel center that was largely rebuilt after heavy bombing during World 

War II. Population, 625,705. 



es·sence (HsùNns) n.  1. The intrinsic or indispensable properties that serve to 

characterize or identify something.  2. The most important ingredient; the cru-

cial element.  3. The inherent, unchanging nature of a thing or class of things.  

4. a. An extract that has the fundamental properties of a substance in concen-

trated form.  b. Such an extract in a solution of alcohol.  c. A perfume or scent.   

5. One that has or shows an abundance of a quality as if highly concentrated:  a 

neighbor who is the essence of hospitality.  6. Something that exists, especially a 

spiritual or incorporeal entity.   —idioms. in essence. By nature; essentially:  

He is in essence a reclusive sort.  of the essence. Of the greatest importance; cru-

cial:  Time is of the essence.  [Middle English essencia, and French essence both 

from Latin essentia, from *essKns, ·essent- present participle of esse, to be (transla-

tion of Greek ousia, from present participle of einai, to be),. See es- in Appen-

dix.]

Es·sene (HsùKnÙ, V-sKnù) n.  A member of an ascetic Jewish sect that existed in 

ancient Palestine from the second century B.C. to the second century A.D.   
—Es·seùni·an (H-sKùnK-Nn), Es·senùic (H-sHnùVk)  adj.  —Es·seùnism n. 

es·sen·tial (V-sHnùshNl) adj.  1. Constituting or being part of the essence of 

something; inherent.  2. Basic or indispensable; necessary:  essential ingredients.  

See Synonyms at indispensable.  3. Medicine. Of, relating to, or being a dys-

functional condition or a disease whose cause is unknown:  essential hypertension.  

4. Biochemistry. Being a substance that is required for normal functioning but 

cannot be synthesized by the body and therefore must be included in the diet.   
—  n.  1. Something fundamental.  2. Something necessary or indispensable.   
—es·senÙti·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK), es·senùtial·ness n.  —es·senùtial·ly adv. 

essential oil (V-sHnùshNl oil) n.  A volatile oil, usually having the characteristic 

odor or flavor of the plant from which it is obtained, used to make perfumes and 

flavorings. 

Es·se·qui·bo (HsÙV-kwKùbo)  A river rising on the Brazilian border of southern 

Guyana and flowing about 965 km (600 mi) generally northward to the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

Es·sex (HsùVks)  1. A historical region and Anglo-Saxon kingdom of southeast 

England. Probably settled by Saxons in the early sixth century, the kingdom was 

long dominated by Mercia and later by Wessex before and after its inclusion in 

the Danelaw territories from 886 to 917. There are important Roman and Saxon 

remains in the area.  2. A community of northeast Maryland, a manufacturing 

suburb of Baltimore. Population, 40,872. 

Es·sex (HsùVks), Second Earl of.  See Robert Devereux. 
Ess·ling·en (HsùlVng-Nn)  A city of southwest Germany on the Neckar River 

southeast of Stuttgart. Founded in the 8th century, it was a free imperial city from 

the 13th century until 1802. Population, 86,996. 



es·so·nite (HsùN-nXtÙ) also hes·so·nite (hHsù-) n.  A brown or yellowish-brown 

variety of garnet.  Also called cinnamon stone [French, from Greek hKsson, infe-

rior (from its being softer than true hyacinth), comparative of Kka, hKka, slightly.]

EST  or E.S.T. abbr.  Eastern Standard Time. 

est. abbr.  1. Established.  2. Law. Estate.  3. Estimate. 

Est. abbr.  Bible. Esther. 

-est1 suff.  Used to form the superlative degree of adjectives and adverbs:  greatest; 

earliest.  [Middle English, from Old English -est, -ast, -ost.]

-est2  or -st suff.  Used to form the archaic second person singular of English 

verbs:  comest.  [Middle English, from Old English -est, -ast.]

es·tab·lish (V-st4bùlVsh) v.  tr. es·tab·lished, es·tab·lish·ing, es·tab·lish·es. 
1. a. To set up; found.  See Synonyms at found1.  b. To bring about; generate:  

establish goodwill in the neighborhood.   2. a. To place or settle in a secure position 

or condition; install:  They established me in my own business.  b. To make firm or 

secure.   3. To cause to be recognized and accepted:  a discovery that established his 

reputation.  4. To introduce and put (a law, for example) into force.  5. To prove 

the validity or truth of:  The defense attorneys established the innocence of the 

accused.  6. To make a state institution of (a church).  [Middle English establishen, 

from Old French establir, establiss-, from Latin stabilXre, from stabilis, firm. See 

st7- in Appendix.] —es·tabùlish·er n. 

es·tab·lished church (V-st4bùlVsht chûrch) n.  A church that a government 

officially recognizes as a national institution and to which it accords support. 

es·tab·lish·ment (V-st4bùlVsh-mNnt) n.  1. a. The act of establishing.  b. The 

condition or fact of being established.   2. Something established, as: a. An 

arranged order or system, especially a legal code.  b. A permanent civil, political, 

or military organization.  c. An established church.  d. A place of residence or 

business with its possessions and staff.  e. A public or private institution, such as 

a hospital or school.   3.  Often Establishment. An established social order, as: 

a. A group of people holding most of the power and influence in a government 

or society. Often used with the.  b. A controlling group in a given field of activity. 

Often used with the.  

es·tab·lish·men·tar·i·an (V-st4bÙlVsh-mNn-târùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

supporting the political or social establishment.   —es·tabÙlish·men·tarùi·an n.  

—es·tabÙlish·men·tarùi·an·ism n. 

Es·taing (Hs-t4Nù), Comte Charles Hector d’. 1729-1794.  French naval com-

mander who was sent to aid American forces in the Revolutionary War (1778). A 

royalist, he was tried and guillotined during the French Revolution. 

es·ta·mi·net (H-stäÙmK-n7ù) n.  A small café.  [French, probably from Walloon 

staminé, cowshed, from stamõ, hitching post.]

es·tan·cia (H-stänùsyä) n.  A large estate or cattle ranch in Spanish America.  

[Spanish, room, enclosure, country estate, from Vulgar Latin *stantia, something 



standing, from Latin st7ns, stant- present participle of st7re, to stand. See st7- in 

Appendix.]

es·tate (V-st7tù) n.  1. A landed property, usually of considerable size.  2. The 

whole of one’s possessions, especially all the property and debts left by one at 

death.  3.  Abbr. est. Law. The nature and extent of an owner’s rights with respect 

to land or other property.  4. Chiefly British. A housing development.  5. The sit-

uation or circumstances of one’s life:  A child’s estate gives way to the adult’s estate.  

6. Social position or rank, especially of high order.  7. A major social class, such 

as the nobility, the commons, or the clergy, formerly possessing distinct political 

rights.  8. Archaic. Display of wealth or power; pomp.  [Middle English estat, con-

dition, from Old French. See STATE.]

Es·tates-Gen·er·al (V-st7tsùjHnùNr-Nl) pl.n.  See States-General.  [Transla-

tion of French états généraux.]

estate tax (V-st7tù t4ks) n.  A tax imposed on the right to transfer property by 

inheritance and assessed on the net value of a decedent’s estate before distribution 

to the heirs.  Also called death tax 

Es·te (Hsùt7)  Italian noble family that prospered from the late 10th to the early 

19th century and exerted great influence on Renaissance literature through its 

support of poets and dramatists such as Boiardo and Tasso. 

Es·te·ban E·che·ver·rí·a (H-stHùbän HÙchH-vN-rKùN, -vH-rKùä, -vän)  A city of 

eastern Argentina, a suburb of Buenos Aires. Population, 183,908. 

es·teem (V-stKmù) v.  tr. es·teemed, es·teem·ing, es·teems. 1. To regard 

with respect; prize.  See Synonyms at appreciate.  2. To regard as; consider:  

esteemed it an honor to help them.   —  n.  1. Favorable regard.  See Synonyms at 

regard.  2. Archaic. Judgment; opinion.  [Middle English estemen, to appraise, 

from Old French estimer, from Latin aestim7re.]

es·ter (HsùtNr) n.  Any of a class of organic compounds corresponding to the 

inorganic salts and formed from an organic acid and an alcohol.  [German, short 

for Essigäther : Essig, vinegar (from Middle High German ezzich, from Old High 

German ezzXh, from Latin acKtum); see ak- in Appendix + Äther, ether (from 

Latin aethKr); see ETHER.]

es·ter·ase (HsùtN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes that catalyze the hydrol-

ysis of an ester. 

Es·ter·ha·zy (HsùtNr-häÙzK), (Marie Charles) Ferdinand Walsin. 1847-1923.  

French army officer who confessed (1899) to forging the evidence against Alfred 

Dreyfus, who had been wrongly convicted of espionage (1894). 

es·ter·i·fi·ca·tion (H-stHrÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  A chemical reaction resulting in the 

formation of at least one ester product. 

es·ter·i·fy (H-stHrùN-fXÙ) v.  intr. tr. es·ter·i·fied, es·ter·i·fy·ing, es·ter·i·fies. 
To change or cause to change to an ester. 



Es·ther (HsùtNr) n.  Bible. 1. In the Old Testament, the Jewish queen of Persia 

who saved her people from massacre.  2.  Abbr. Est., Esth. A book of the Bible.  

See Table at Bible.  [Hebrew EstKr, from Persian sitareh, star. See ster-3 in Appen-

dix.]

es·the·sia (Hs-thKùzhN) n.  Variant of aesthesia. 
es·the·si·om·e·ter (Hs-thKÙzK-mmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure 

tactile sensitivity.  [ESTHESI(A) + -METER.]

es·thete (HsùthKt) n.  Variant of aesthete. 
es·thet·ic (Hs-thHtùVk) adj.  & n.   Variant of aesthetic. 
es·the·ti·cian (HsÙthV-tVshùNn) n.  Variant of aesthetician. 
es·thet·i·cism (Hs-thHtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Variant of aestheticism. 
es·thet·i·cize (Hs-thHtùN-sXzÙ) v.  Variant of aestheticize. 
es·thet·ics (Hs-thHtùVks) n.  Variant of aesthetics. 
Es·tienne (Hs-tyHnù)  or É·tienne (H-tyHnù)  French family of printers, includ-

ing Henri (1460?-1520), who established the family business in Paris (c. 1505); 

his son Robert (1503-1559), who published Latin (1523) and Greek (1550) New 

Testaments and a Latin dictionary (1532); and his grandson Henri (1528-1598), 

who published ancient Greek works and his own Greek dictionary (1572). 

es·ti·ma·ble (HsùtN-mN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to estimate:  estimable assets; an 

estimable distance.  2. Deserving of esteem; admirable:  an estimable young profes-

sor.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin aestim7bilis, from aestim7re, 

to value.] —esùti·ma·ble·ness n.  —esùti·ma·bly adv. 

es·ti·mate (HsùtN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. es·ti·mat·ed, es·ti·mat·ing, es·ti·mates. 1. To 

calculate approximately (the amount, extent, magnitude, position, or value of 

something).  2. To form an opinion about; evaluate: “While an author is yet living 

we estimate his powers by his worst performance” (Samuel Johnson).   —  n.  (-mVt) 

Abbr. est. 1. The act of evaluating or appraising.  2. A tentative evaluation or 

rough calculation, as of worth, quantity, or size.  3. A statement of the approxi-

mate cost of work to be done, such as a building project or car repairs.  4. A judg-

ment based on one’s impressions; an opinion.  [Latin aestim7re, aestim7t-.] 
—esùti·maÙtive adj.  —esùti·maÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: estimate, appraise, assess, assay, evaluate, rate. These verbs mean

to form a judgment of worth or significance. Estimate usually implies a subjective

and somewhat inexact judgment: difficult to estimate the possible results in ad-

vance; could only estimate the size of the crowd. Appraise stresses expert judgment:

appraised the furniture and works of art before distributing them to the heirs. Assess

implies authoritative judgment in setting a monetary value on something as a ba-

sis for taxation: assessing an apartment on the amount for which it is likely to be

rented. Assay refers to careful examination, especially to chemical analysis of an

ore to determine its quality, fineness, or purity: cut a minute piece off the ingot to



assay it. In extended senses appraise, assess, and assay can refer to any critical anal-

ysis or appraisal: appraised his character and found him wanting; assessing the im-

pact of higher taxes on lower-income households; has no method for assaying merit.

Evaluate implies considered judgment in ascertaining value: evaluating a student’s

thesis for content and organization; used projective tests to evaluate her aptitudes.

Rate involves determining the rank or grade of someone or something in relation

to others: Will history rate Picasso above Renoir?

es·ti·ma·tion (HsÙtN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of estimating.  

b. The amount, extent, position, size, or value reached in an estimate.   2. An 

opinion or a judgment.  3. Favorable regard; esteem. 

es·ti·val also aes·ti·val (HsùtN-vNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or appearing in summer.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin aestXv7lis, from aestXvus, from 

aest7s, summer.]

es·ti·vate also aes·ti·vate (HsùtN-v7tÙ) v.  intr. es·ti·vat·ed, es·ti·vat·ing, 
es·ti·vates. 1. To spend the summer, as at a special place.  2. Zoology. To pass the 

summer in a dormant or torpid state.  [Latin aestXv7re, aestXv7t-, from aestXvus, 

estival. See ESTIVAL.]

es·ti·va·tion also aes·ti·va·tion (HsÙtN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of spending or 

passing the summer.  2. Zoology. A state of dormancy or torpor during the sum-

mer.  3. Botany. The arrangement of flower parts in the bud. 

Es·to·ni·a (H-stoùnK-N)  A country of northwest Europe, the northernmost of the 

Baltic States. Settled before the 1st century A.D., it was divided many times and 

held by the Danes, German Livonian Knights, Swedes, and Russians. Estonia was 

incorporated into the U.S.S.R. as a constituent republic in 1940 and gained its 

independence in 1991. Tallinn is the capital. Population, 1,530,000. 

Es·to·ni·an (H-stoùnK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Estonia or its people, language, 

or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Estonia.  2. The Finno-Ugric lan-

guage of Estonia. 

es·top (H-stmpù) v.  tr. es·topped, es·top·ping, es·tops. 1. Law. To impede or 

prohibit by estoppel.  2. Archaic. To stop up.  [Middle English estoppen, from 

Anglo-Norman estopper, from Vulgar Latin *stupp7re, to stop up. See STOP.] 
—es·topùpage (H-stmpùVj) n. 

es·top·pel (H-stmpùNl) n.  Law. A bar preventing one from making an allegation 

or a denial that contradicts what one has previously stated as the truth.  [Obsolete 

French estouppail, from Old French estouper, to stop up, from Vulgar Latin 

*stupp7re. See STOP.]

Es·tour·nelles de Con·stant (H-stur-nHlÙ dN kôN-stäNù), Baron Constant 
de Rebecque d’. Originally Paul Henri Benjamin Balluat. 1852-1924.  French 

diplomat and pacifist who worked for international peace through the Hague 

Court of Arbitration. He shared the 1909 Nobel Peace Prize. 



es·tra·di·ol (HsÙtrN-dXùôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ) n.  An estrogenic hormone, C18H24O2, pro-

duced by the ovaries and used in treating estrogen deficiency.  [ESTR(US) + DI-1 + -

OL
1.]

es·tra·gon (HsùtrN-gmnÙ) n.  Tarragon.  [French, probably alteration of targon, 

from Medieval Latin tragonia, tarchon. See TARRAGON.]

es·tral (HsùtrNl) adj.  Estrous. 

estral cycle (HsùtrNl sXùkNl) n.  The estrous cycle. 

es·trange (V-str7njù) v.  tr. es·tranged, es·trang·ing, es·trang·es. 1. To 

make hostile, unsympathetic, or indifferent; alienate.  2. To remove from an 

accustomed place or set of associations.  [Middle English estraungen, from Old 

French estrangier, from Latin extr7ne7re, to treat as a stranger, disown, from 

extr7neus, foreign. See STRANGE.] —es·trangeùment n.  —es·trangùer n.  

SYNONYMS: estrange, alienate, disaffect. These verbs refer to disruption of a

bond of love, friendship, or loyalty. Estrange and alienate are often used with ref-

erence to two persons, such as a husband and wife, whose harmonious relation-

ship has been replaced by hostility or indifference: Political disagreements led to

quarrels that finally estranged the two friends. His persistent antagonism caused his

wife to be alienated from him. Disaffect usually implies discontent, ill will, and

disloyalty within the membership of a group: Colonists were disaffected by the au-

tocratic actions of the royal governor.

es·tray (V-str7ù) Archaic. n.  A stray.   —  v.  intr. es·trayed, es·tray·ing, 
es·trays. To stray.  [Middle English astrai, from Anglo-Norman estray, from 

estraier, to stray, from Old French. See STRAY.]

Es·tre·ma·du·ra (HsÙtrN-mN-durùN, HsÙträ-mä-thuùrä)  1. A historical region 

and former province of western Portugal surrounding Lisbon.  2. A historical 

region of west-central Spain bordering on Portugal. Reconquered from the 

Moors in the 12th and 13th centuries, it was frequently a battlefield in the Span-

ish territorial wars with Portugal and in the Peninsular War fought between 

France and Great Britain (1808-1814).   —EsÙtre·ma·duùran adj.  & n. 

es·tri·ol (HsùtrX-ôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ, H-strXù-) n.  An estrogenic hormone, C18H24O3, 

found in the urine during pregnancy.  Also called theelol [ES(TRUS) + TRI- + -OL
1.]

es·tro·gen also oes·tro·gen (HsùtrN-jNn) n.  Any of several steroid hormones 

produced chiefly by the ovaries and responsible for promoting estrus and the 

development and maintenance of female secondary sex characteristics.  [ESTR(US) 

+ -GEN.] —esÙtro·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj.  —esÙtro·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

es·trone (HsùtronÙ) n.  An estrogenic hormone, C18H22O2, used primarily in the 

treatment of estrogen deficiency.  Also called theelin [ESTR(US) + -ONE.]

es·trous (HsùtrNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or being in estrus. 



estrous cycle (HsùtrNs sXùkNl) n.  The recurrent set of physiological and behav-

ioral changes that take place from one period of estrus to another. 

es·trus also oes·trus (HsùtrNs) n.  The periodic state of sexual excitement in the 

female of most mammals, excluding human beings, that immediately precedes 

ovulation and during which the female is most receptive to mating; heat.  [New 

Latin, from Latin oestrus, frenzy, gadfly, from Greek oistros. See eis- in Appen-

dix.]

es·tu·a·rine (Hsùchu-N-rXnÙ, -rKnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or found in an estuary. 

es·tu·ar·y (Hsùchu-HrÙK) n.  pl. es·tu·ar·ies. 1. The part of the wide lower 

course of a river where its current is met by the tides.  2. An arm of the sea that 

extends inland to meet the mouth of a river.  [Latin aestu7rium, from aestus, tide, 

surge, heat.] —esÙtu·arùi·al (-ârùK-Nl) adj. 

esu abbr.  Electrostatic unit. 

e·su·ri·ent (V-strùK-Nnt, V-ztrù-) adj.  Hungry; greedy.  [Latin KsuriKns, Ksuri-

ent- present participle of KsurXre desiderative of edere, to eat. See ed- in Appen-

dix.] —e·suùri·ence (-Nns), e·suùri·en·cy (-Nn-sK)  n.  —e·suùri·ent·ly adv. 

ESV abbr.  Earth satellite vehicle. 

ET abbr.  1.  Or E.T.. Eastern Time.  2. Elapsed time. 

-et suff.  1. Small:  falconet.  2. Something worn on:  labret.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *-ittum.]

e·ta (7ùtN, KùtN) n.  The seventh letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek Kta, of Phoe-

nician origin; akin to Hebrew UKt, heth.]

ETA  or e.t.a. abbr.  Estimated time of arrival. 

é·ta·gère also e·ta·gere (7Ùtä-zhârù) n.  A piece of furniture with open shelves 

for small ornaments.  [French, from Old French estagiere, scaffold, from estage, 

floor. See STAGE.]

et al. abbr.  Latin. Et alii (and others). 

et·a·mine (HtùN-mKnÙ) n.  A soft, lightweight, loosely woven cotton or worsted 

fabric.  [French, from Old French estamine, from Latin st7minea, from feminine 

of st7mineus, made of threads, from st7men, thread. See st7- in Appendix.]

eta particle (7ùtN pärùtV-kNl) n.  A neutral elementary particle that has a mass 

1,074 times that of an electron. 

et cet·er·a (Ht sHtùNr-N, sHtùrN)  Abbr. etc. And other unspecified things of the 

same class; and so forth.   —  n.   also et·cet·er·a 1. A number of unspecified 

persons or things.  2. etceteras. Additional odds and ends; extras.  [Latin  : et, 

and + cKtera, the rest, neuter pl. of cKterus; see ko- in Appendix.]

etch (Hch) v.  etched, etch·ing, etch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cut into the surface 

of (glass, for example) by the action of acid.  b. To make or create by this method:  

etch a design on glass.   2. To impress, delineate, or imprint clearly:  a landscape 

that is forever etched in my memory; trees that were etched against the winter sky.   
—  v.  intr. To engage in etching.  [Dutch etsen, from German ätzen, from Middle 



High German etzen, from Old High German ezzen, to eat. See ed- in Appendix.] 
—etchùer n. 

etch·ing (HchùVng) n.  1. The art of preparing etched plates, especially metal 

plates, from which designs and pictures are printed.  2. A design etched on a 

plate.  3. An impression made from an etched plate. 

ETD  or e.t.d. abbr.  Estimated time of departure. 

e·ter·nal (V-tûrùnNl) adj.  1. Being without beginning or end; existing outside of 

time.  See Synonyms at infinite.  2. Continuing without interruption; perpetual.  

3. Forever true or changeless:  eternal truths.  4. Seemingly endless; interminable.  

See Synonyms at ageless. See Synonyms at continual.  5. Of or relating to spir-

itual communion with God, especially in the afterlife.   —  n.  1. Something 

timeless, uninterrupted, or endless.  2. Eternal. God. Used with the.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Late Latin aetern7lis, from Latin aeternus. See 

aiw- in Appendix.] —eÙter·nalùi·ty (KÙtNr-n4lùV-tK), e·terùnal·ness n.  

—e·terùnal·ly adv. 

e·ter·nal·ize (V-tûrùnN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. e·ter·nal·ized, e·ter·nal·iz·ing, 
e·ter·nal·iz·es. To eternize. 

e·terne (V-tûrnù) adj.  Archaic. Eternal.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin aeternus. See ETERNAL.]

e·ter·ni·ty (V-tûrùnV-tK) n.  pl. e·ter·ni·ties. 1. Time without beginning or end; 

infinite time.  2. The state or quality of being eternal.  3. a. The timeless state fol-

lowing death.  b. The afterlife; immortality.   4. A very long or seemingly endless 

time:  waited in the dentist’s office for an eternity.  [Middle English eternite, from 

Old French, from Latin aeternit7s, from aeternus, eternal. See ETERNAL.]

e·ter·nize (V-tûrùnXzÙ) v.  tr. e·ter·nized, e·ter·niz·ing, e·ter·niz·es. 1. a. To 

make eternal.  b. To protract for an indefinite period.   2. To make perpetually 

famous; immortalize.  [French éterniser, from Old French eterne, eternal. See 

ETERNE.] —e·terÙni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

e·te·sian (V-tKùzhNn) adj.  Occurring annually. Used of the prevailing northerly 

summer winds of the Mediterranean.  [From Latin etKsius, from Greek etKsios, 

from etos, year. See wet-2 in Appendix.] —e·teùsian n. 

eth (Hth) n.  Variant of edh. 
Eth. abbr.  Ethiopia. 

-eth1  or -th suff.  Used to form the archaic third person singular present indica-

tive of verbs:  leadeth.  [Middle English, from Old English -eth, -ath.]

-eth2 suff.  Variant of -th3. 
eth·a·cryn·ic acid (HthÙN-krVnùVk 4sùVd) n.  A diuretic compound, 

C13H12Cl2O4, used in the treatment of severe edema.  [ETH(YL) + AC(ETIC) + 

(BUTY)R(IC) + -Y(L) + (PHE)N(OL) + -IC.]



eth·am·bu·tol (H-th4mùbyN-tôlÙ, -toÙ, -tmlÙ) n.  An antibacterial drug, 

C10H24N2O2, used in combination with other drugs in the treatment of pulmo-

nary tuberculosis.  [ETH(YLENE) + AM(INE) + BUT(AN)OL.]

eth·a·mine (HthùN-mKnÙ, Hth-4mùKnÙ) n.  See ethylamine. 
eth·ane (Hthù7nÙ) n.  A colorless, odorless gaseous alkane, C2H6, that occurs as a 

constituent of natural gas and is used as a fuel and a refrigerant.  [ETH(YL) + -

ANE.]

eth·a·nol (HthùN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  See alcohol (n., sense 1).  [ETHAN(E) + -

OL
1.]

eth·a·nol·a·mine (HthÙN-nmlùN-mKnÙ, -noùlN-) n.  A colorless liquid, 

NH2(CH2)2ON, used in the purification of petroleum, as a solvent in dry clean-

ing, and as an ingredient in paints and pharmaceuticals. 

Eth·el·bert (HthùNl-bûrtÙ), 552?-616.  Anglo-Saxon king who ruled all of Britain 

south of the Humber, was converted to Christianity by Saint Augustine (597), and 

codified English law (604). 

Eth·el·red II also Aeth·el·red II (HthùNl-rHdÙ), Called “Ethelred the Unready.” 

968?-1016.  King of the English (978-1016) whose reign was a series of ultimately 

unsuccessful struggles against Danish invasion. 

eth·ene (HthùKnÙ) n.  See ethylene.  [ETH(YL) + -ENE.]

e·ther (KùthNr) n.  1. Any of a class of organic compounds in which two hydro-

carbon groups are linked by an oxygen atom.  2. A volatile, highly flammable liq-

uid, C2H5OC2H5, derived from the distillation of ethyl alcohol with sulfuric acid 

and widely used as a reagent, a solvent, and an anesthetic.  Also called diethyl 

ether, ethyl ether.  3. The regions of space beyond the earth’s atmosphere; the 

heavens.  4. The element believed in ancient and medieval civilizations to fill all 

space above the sphere of the moon and to compose the stars and planets.  

5. Physics. An all-pervading, infinitely elastic, massless medium formerly postu-

lated as the medium of propagation of electromagnetic waves.  [Middle English, 

upper air, from Latin aethKr, from Greek aithKr.] —e·therùic (V-thHrùVk, V-thîrù-) 

adj. 

e·the·re·al (V-thîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Characterized by lightness and insubstantiality; 

intangible.  2. Highly refined; delicate.  See Synonyms at airy.  3. a. Of the celes-

tial spheres; heavenly.  b. Not of this world; spiritual.   4. Chemistry. Of or relat-

ing to ether.  [From Latin aetherius, from Greek aitherios, from aithKr, upper air.] 
—e·theÙre·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK), e·theùre·al·ness n.  —e·theùre·al·ly adv. 

e·the·re·al·ize (V-thîrùK-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. e·the·re·al·ized, e·the·re·al·iz·ing, 
e·the·re·al·iz·es. To make or become ethereal.   —e·theÙre·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

Eth·er·ege (HthùNr-Vj, HthùrVj), Sir George. 1635?-1692?.  English playwright of 

the Restoration whose comedic works, such as She Would if She Could (1668), 

gave rise to the comedy of manners as a dramatic form. 



e·ther·i·fy (V-thHrùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. e·ther·i·fied, e·ther·i·fy·ing, e·ther·i·fies. To 

convert (an alcohol) into an ether.   —e·therÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

e·ther·ize (KùthN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. e·ther·ized, e·ther·iz·ing, e·ther·iz·es. 1. To 

subject to the fumes of ether; anesthetize.  2. To etherify.   —eÙther·i·zaùtion 
(KÙthNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —eùther·izÙer n. 

eth·ic (HthùVk) n.  1. a. A set of principles of right conduct.  b. A theory or a sys-

tem of moral values: “An ethic of service is at war with a craving for gain” (Gregg 

Easterbrook).   2. ethics. (used with a sing. verb). The study of the general nature 

of morals and of the specific moral choices to be made by a person; moral philos-

ophy.  3. ethics. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The rules or standards governing 

the conduct of a person or the members of a profession:  medical ethics.  [Middle 

English ethik, from Old French ethique (from Late Latin Kthica, from Greek 

Kthika, ethics), and from Latin KthicK (from Greek KthikK) both from Greek Kthi-

kos, ethical, from Kthos, character. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

eth·i·cal (HthùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or dealing with ethics.  2. Being in 

accordance with the accepted principles of right and wrong that govern the con-

duct of a profession.  See Synonyms at moral.  3. Of or relating to a drug dis-

pensed solely on the prescription of a physician.   —  n.  An ethical drug.   
—ethùi·cal·ly adv.  —ethùi·cal·ness, ethÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK)  n. 

eth·i·cist (HthùV-sVst) also e·thi·cian (H-thVshùNn) n.  A specialist in ethics. 

eth·i·on (HthùK-mnÙ) n.  A highly toxic, liquid organophosphate pesticide, 

C9H22O4P2S3.  [ETH(YL) + (TH)ION-.]

E·thi·o·pi·a (KÙthK-oùpK-N) Formerly Ab·ys·sin·i·a (4bÙV-sVnùK-N). Abbr. Eth.  A 

country of northeast Africa. An ancient kingdom converted to Christianity in the 

4th century A.D., the area was in turmoil after the rise of Islam in the 7th century 

and later (17th-18th century) was beset by ruinous civil wars. It became indepen-

dent in 1896 but was held by Italy from 1935 to 1941. Addis Ababa is the capital 

and the largest city. Population, 32,775,000. 

E·thi·o·pi·an (KÙthK-oùpK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Ethiopia or its peoples or 

cultures.  2. Of or relating to the zoogeographic region that includes Africa and 

most of Arabia.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of Ethiopia. 

E·thi·op·ic (KÙthK-mpùVk, -oùpVk) n.  The Afro-Asiatic language of ancient Ethio-

pia that is still used as a liturgical language in the Christian Church in Ethiopia.   
—  adj.  1. Of or relating to Ethiopic.  2. Ethiopian. 

eth·moid (HthùmoidÙ) also eth·moid·al (Hth-moidùl) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

being a light spongy bone located between the orbits, forming part of the walls 

and septum of the superior nasal cavity, and containing numerous perforations 

for the passage of the fibers of the olfactory nerves.   —  n.  The ethmoid bone.  

[French ethmoïde, from Greek KthmoeidKs, sievelike  : Kthmos, strainer (from 

Kthein, to sift) + -eidKs, -oeidKs, -oid.]



eth·narch (HthùnärkÙ) n.  The ruler of a province or a people.  [Greek 

ethnarkhKs : ethnos, nation; see ETHNIC + -arkhKs, -arch.] —ethùnarÙchy n. 

eth·nic (HthùnVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to sizable groups of people sharing a 

common and distinctive racial, national, religious, linguistic, or cultural heritage.  

b. Being a member of a particular ethnic group.  c. Of, relating to, or distinctive 

of members of such a group:  ethnic restaurants; ethnic art.   2. Relating to a peo-

ple not Christian or Jewish; heathen.   —  n.  A member of a particular ethnic 

group, especially one who maintains the language or customs of the group.  

[Middle English, heathen, from Late Latin ethnicus, from Greek ethnikos, from 

ethnos, people, nation. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: When in a Middle English text written before 1400 it is said

that a part of a temple fell down and “mad a gret distruccione of ethnykis,” one

wonders why ethnics were singled out for death. The word ethnic in this context,

however, means “gentile,” coming as it does from the Greek adjective ethnikos,

meaning “national, foreign, gentile.” The adjective is derived from the noun eth-

nos, “people, nation, foreign people,” that in the plural phrase ta ethnK meant “for-

eign nations.” In translating the Hebrew Bible into Greek, this phrase was used

for Hebrew goyXm, “gentiles”; hence the sense of the noun in the Middle English

quotation. The noun ethnic in this sense or the related sense “heathen” is not re-

corded after 1728, although the related adjective sense is still used. But probably

under the influence of other words going back to Greek ethnos, such as ethnogra-

phy and ethnology, the adjective ethnic broadened in meaning in the 19th century.

After this broadening the noun sense “a member of a particular ethnic group,”

first recorded in 1945, came into existence.

eth·ni·cal (HthùnV-kNl) adj.  1. Ethnic.  2. Of or relating to ethnology.   
—ethùni·cal·ly adv. 

eth·nic·i·ty (Hth-nVsùV-tK) n.  Ethnic character, background, or affiliation. 

ethno- pref.  Race; people:  ethnology.  [Greek, from ethnos, people. See s(w)e- 
in Appendix.]

eth·no·bot·a·ny (Hthùno-bmtùn-K) n.  1. The plant lore and agricultural cus-

toms of a people.  2. The study of such lore and customs.   
—ethÙno·bo·tanùi·cal (-bN-t4nùV-kNl) adj.  —ethÙno·bo·tanùi·cal·ly adv.  

—ethÙno·botùa·nist n. 

eth·no·cen·trism (HthÙno-sHnùtrVzÙNm) n.  1. Belief in the superiority of one’s 

own ethnic group.  2. Overriding concern with race.   —ethÙno·cenùtric (-trVk) 

adj.  —ethÙno·cenùtri·cal·ly adv.  —ethÙno·cen·tricùi·ty (-sHn-trVsùV-tK) n. 

eth·nog·ra·phy (Hth-nmgùrN-fK) n.  1. The branch of anthropology that deals 

with the scientific description of specific human cultures.  2. Ethnology.   



—eth·nogùra·pher n.  —ethÙno·graphùic (HthÙnN-gr4fùVk), 
ethÙno·graphùi·cal adj.  —ethÙno·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

eth·no·his·to·ry (HthÙno-hVsùtN-rK) n.  The scientific study of the development 

of human cultures, as through systematic analysis of archaeological findings.   
—ethÙno·his·toùri·an (-hV-stôrùK-Nn, -storù-, stmrù-) n.  —ethÙno·his·toùric (-

hV-stôrùVk, -stmrù-), ethÙno·his·toùri·cal adj. 

eth·nol·o·gy (Hth-nmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. ethnol. 1. The science that analyzes and 

compares human cultures, as in social structure, language, religion, and technol-

ogy; cultural anthropology.  2. The branch of anthropology that deals with the 

origin, distribution, and characteristics of the races of humankind.   
—ethÙno·logùic (HthÙnN-lmjùVk), ethÙno·logùi·cal adj.  —ethÙno·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —eth·nolùo·gist n. 

eth·no·meth·od·ol·o·gy (HthÙno-mHthÙN-dmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of sociol-

ogy that deals with the codes and conventions that underlie everyday social inter-

actions and activities.   —ethÙno·methÙod·olùo·gist n. 

eth·no·mu·si·col·o·gy (HthÙno-myuÙzV-kmlùN-jK) n.  1. The study of music 

that is distinct from the European classical tradition.  2. The comparative study 

of music of different cultures.   —ethÙno·muÙsi·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—ethÙno·muÙsi·colùo·gist n. 

e·tho·gram (KùthN-gr4mÙ) n.  A pictorial catalog of the behavioral patterns of 

an organism or a species.  [ETHO(LOGY) + -GRAM.]

e·thol·o·gy (V-thmlùN-jK, K-thmlù-) n.  1. The scientific study of animal behavior, 

especially as it occurs in a natural environment.  2. The study of human ethos 

and its formation.  [French éthologie, from Latin Kthologia, art of depicting char-

acter, from Greek  : Kthos, character; see ETHOS + -logia, -logy.] —ethÙo·logùi·cal 
(HthÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —e·tholùo·gist n. 

e·thos (KùthmsÙ) n.  The disposition, character, or fundamental values peculiar to 

a specific person, people, culture, or movement: “They cultivated a subversive 

alternative ethos” (Anthony Burgess).  [Greek Kthos, character. See s(w)e- in 

Appendix.]

eth·ox·yl (V-thmkùsNl) also eth·ox·y (V-thmkùsK) n.  The univalent radical 

C2H5O.  [ETH(YL) + OX(O)- + -YL.]

eth·yl (HthùNl) n.  A univalent organic radical, C2H5.  [ETH(ER) + -YL.] 
—eth·ylùic (H-thVlùVk) adj. 

ethyl acetate (HthùNl 4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  A colorless, volatile, flammable liquid, 

CH3COOC2H5, used in perfumes, flavorings, lacquers, pharmaceuticals, and 

rayon and as a general solvent. 

ethyl alcohol (HthùNl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  See alcohol (n., sense 1). 

eth·yl·a·mine (HthùN-lN-mKnÙ, -l4mÙNn) n.  A colorless, volatile liquid, 

C2H5NH2, used in petroleum refining and detergents and in organic synthesis.  

Also called ethamine 



eth·yl·ate (HthùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. eth·yl·at·ed, eth·yl·at·ing, eth·yl·ates. To 

introduce the ethyl group into (a compound).   —ethÙyl·aùtion n. 

ethyl chloride (HthùNl klôrùXdÙ) n.  A chemical compound, C2H5Cl, a gas at 

ordinary temperatures and a colorless, volatile, flammable liquid when com-

pressed, used as a solvent, as a refrigerant, and in the manufacture of tetraethyl 

lead. 

eth·yl·ene (HthùN-lKnÙ) n.  A colorless, flammable gas, C2H4, derived from natu-

ral gas and petroleum and used as a source of many organic compounds, in weld-

ing and cutting metals, to color citrus fruits, and as an anesthetic.  Also called 

ethene  —ethÙyl·eùnic (-N-lKùnVk, -lHnùVk) adj. 

ethylene glycol (HthùN-lKnÙ glXùkôlÙ) n.  A colorless, syrupy alcohol, 

HOCH2CH2OH, used as an antifreeze in cooling and heating systems. 

ethyl ether (HthùNl KùthNr) n.  See ether (n., sense 2). 

ethyl mercaptan (HthùNl mNr-k4pùt4nÙ) n.  A colorless, organic liquid, 

C2H5SH, that has a strong odor and is added to odorless fuel and fuel systems as a 

warning agent. 

-etic suff.  Used to form adjectives usually from nouns ending in -esis, as in aph-

aeretic from aphaeresis.  [Latin -Kticus, from Greek -Ktikos, from -etos, verbal adj. 

ending.]

É·tienne (H-tyHnù)  See Estienne. 
e·ti·o·late (KùtK-N-l7tÙ) v.  e·ti·o·lat·ed, e·ti·o·lat·ing, e·ti·o·lates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. Botany. To cause (a plant) to develop without chlorophyll by preventing expo-

sure to sunlight.  2. a. To cause to appear pale and sickly:  a face that was etiolated 

from years in prison.  b. To make weak by stunting the growth or development of.    
—  v.  intr. Botany. To become blanched or whitened, as when grown without sun-

light.  [French étioler, from Norman French étieuler, to grow into haulm, from 

éteule, stalk, from Old French esteule, from Vulgar Latin *stupula, from Latin stip-

ula.] —eÙti·o·laùtion n. 

e·ti·ol·o·gy also ae·ti·ol·o·gy (KÙtK-mlùN-jK) n.  pl. e·ti·ol·o·gies. 1. a. The 

study of causes or origins.  b. The branch of medicine that deals with the causes 

or origins of disease.   2. a. Assignment of a cause, an origin, or a reason for 

something.  b. The cause or origin of a disease or disorder as determined by med-

ical diagnosis.   [Late Latin aetiologia, from Greek aitiologia : aitia, cause + -logia, 

-logy.] —eÙti·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), eÙti·o·logùi·cal adj.  —eÙti·o·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —eÙti·olùo·gist n. 

et·i·quette (HtùV-kHtÙ, -kVt) n.  The practices and forms prescribed by social con-

vention or by authority.  [French, from Old French estiquet, label. See TICKET.]

SYNONYMS: etiquette, propriety, protocol, decorum. These nouns refer to codes

governing correct behavior. Etiquette and the plural form proprieties denote the

forms of conduct prescribed in polite society: “Man is... a slave... to etiquette” (Fre-



derick W. Robertson). Even when she was angry, she observed the proprieties. Pro-

tocol refers to the official etiquette observed in affairs of state: The visiting prime

minister, dispensing with protocol, exchanged informal reminiscences with her neigh-

bor at the table. The word now often denotes simply a code of correct conduct:

Graduation exercises had to be consistent with academic protocol. Decorum and the

singular form propriety denote conformity with established standards of manners

or behavior: “One hour of life, crowded to the full with glorious action... is worth

whole years of those mean observances of paltry decorum” (Sir Walter Scott). “He

was afraid that, from some obscure motive of propriety... she would bring Janet with

her” (Arnold Bennett).

Et·na also Aet·na (HtùnN), Mount. An active volcano, 3,325.1 m (10,902 ft) 

high, of eastern Sicily. Its first known eruption occurred in 475 B.C. 

ETO abbr.  European theater of operations. 

E·ton (Ktùn)  An urban district of southeast-central England on the Thames River 

opposite Windsor. Its college, the largest and most famous of England’s public 

schools, was founded by Henry VI in 1440. Population, 3,523. 

Eton collar (Ktùn kmlùNr) n.  A broad white collar worn over the lapels of a 

jacket.  [After Eton College, England.]

Eton jacket (Ktùn j4kùVt) n.  A waist-length black jacket that has wide lapels and 

is cut square at the hips.  [After Eton College, England.]

é·touf·fée (7Ùtu-f7ù) n.  pl. é·touf·fées (-f7ù). A spicy Cajun stew of vegeta-

bles and seafood, especially crayfish.  [Louisiana French, from French (à 

l’)étouffée, stewed, alteration (influenced by étouffer, to smother, from Old 

French estouffer); see STIFLE
1, of étuvée, past participle of étuver, to stew, from Old 

French estuver. See STEW
1.]

E·tru·ri·a (V-trtrùK-N)  An ancient country of west-central Italy in present-day 

Tuscany and parts of Umbria. It was the center of the Etruscan civilization, which 

spread throughout much of Italy before being supplanted by Rome in the third 

century B.C.   —E·truùri·an adj.  & n. 

E·trus·can (V-trƒsùkNn) adj.  Of or relating to ancient Etruria or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of ancient Etruria.  2. The 

extinct language of the Etruscans, of unknown linguistic affiliation. 

et seq. abbr.  Latin. Et sequens (and the following one or ones). 

-ette suff.  1. Small; diminutive:  kitchenette.  2. Female:  usherette.  3. An imita-

tion or inferior kind of cloth:  leatherette.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

feminine of -et, -et.]

USAGE NOTE: The adaptation of the French diminutive suffix -ette to mean

“female,” as in usherette or drum majorette, was attacked on etymological grounds

long before people realized that it might also involve socially questionable presup-



positions. Historically, -ette is the feminine form of a French diminutive suffix

that occurs in borrowings such as banquet, tablet, and clarinet (and in its feminine

form, in words such as cigarette and chemisette). In the past hundred years, -ette

has become fairly productive as an English diminutive in words denoting inani-

mates, as in novelette, kitchenette, luncheonette, and laundrette, but its use to form

nouns denoting women is a separate development, most likely derived from the

French use of -ette to form feminine versions of masculine personal names, as in

Paulette, Georgette, Jeanette, and Antoinette. In this sense, the suffix was first ap-

plied to an English common noun in suffragette, which served as the model for a

number of words that referred to women who occupied positions once reserved

for men, as in farmerette, sailorette, and chaufferette. Among these only usherette

and drum majorette have survived, but the pattern is still widely used to coin the

names of women’s social groups and auxiliaries, as well as in formations such as

bachelorette, which enjoyed a vogue not long ago as an attempt to create a femi-

nine counterpart for bachelor. In each case, the use of what is essentially a dimin-

utive or pet name suffix to refer to women betrays a patronizing attitude. See Us-

age Note at brunette.

e·tude (7ùtudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Music. 1. A piece composed for the development of 

a specific point of technique.  2. A composition featuring a point of technique 

but performed because of its artistic merit.  [French étude, from Old French 

estudie, study. See STUDY.]

é·tui (7-twKù) n.  pl. é·tuis (7-twKzù). A small, usually ornamental case for hold-

ing articles such as needles.  [French, from Old French estui, prison, from estuier, 

to guard, from Vulgar Latin *estudi7re, to treat carefully, from Latin studium, 

study. See STUDY.]

et ux. abbr.  Latin. Et uxor (and wife). 

ETV abbr.  Educational television. 

etym. abbr.  Etymological; etymology. 

et·y·ma (HtùN-mN) n.  A plural of etymon. 
et·y·mo·log·i·cal (HtÙN-mN-lmjùV-kNl) also et·y·mo·log·ic (-lmjùVk) adj.  Abbr. 

etym., etymol. Of or relating to etymology or based on the principles of ety-

mology.   —etÙy·mo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

et·y·mol·o·gist (HtÙN-mmlùN-jVst) n.  A specialist in etymology. 

et·y·mol·o·gize (HtÙN-mmlùN-jXzÙ) v.  et·y·mol·o·gized, et·y·mol·o·giz·ing, 
et·y·mol·o·giz·es.  —  v.  tr. To trace and state the etymology of.   —  v.  intr. To 

give or suggest the etymology of a word. 

et·y·mol·o·gy (HtÙN-mmlùN-jK) n.  pl. et·y·mol·o·gies. Abbr. etym., etymol. 
1. The origin and historical development of a linguistic form as shown by deter-

mining its basic elements, earliest known use, and changes in form and meaning, 

tracing its transmission from one language to another, identifying its cognates in 



other languages, and reconstructing its ancestral form where possible.  2. The 

branch of linguistics that deals with etymologies.  [Middle English etimologie, 

from Old French ethimologie, from Medieval Latin ethimologia, from Latin ety-

mologia, from Greek etumologia : etumon, true sense of a word; see ETYMON + -

logia, -logy.]

et·y·mon (HtùN-mmnÙ) n.  pl. et·y·mons or et·y·ma (-mN). 1. An earlier form 

of a word in the same language or in an ancestor language. For example, Indo-

European ·duwo and Old English tw7 are etymons of Modern English two.  2. A 

word or morpheme from which compounds and derivatives are formed.  3. A 

foreign word from which a particular loanword is derived. For example, Latin 

duo, “two,” is an etymon of English duodecimal.  [Latin, from Greek etumon, true 

sense of a word, from etumos, true.]

Et·zel (HtùsNl) n.  The second husband of Kriemhild in the Nibelungenlied. 

Eu  The symbol for the element europium. 
eu- pref.  1. Good; well; true:  euplastic.  2. A derivative of a specified substance:  

eucaine.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek. See (e)su- in Appendix.]

Eu·boe·a (yu-bKùN) also Ev·voia (Hvùyä)  An island of central Greece in the 

Aegean Sea east of the mainland. It was settled by Ionian and Thracian colonists 

and was later controlled by Athens, Rome, Byzantium, Venice, and Turkey before 

becoming part of Greece in 1830. 

eu·caine (yuùk7nÙ) n.  A crystalline substance, C15H21NO2, used as a local 

anesthetic, substituting for cocaine, in veterinary medicine. 

eu·ca·lyp·tol (yuÙkN-lVpùtôlÙ, -tolÙ, -tmlÙ) also eu·ca·lyp·tole (-tolÙ) n.  A col-

orless oily liquid, C10H18O, derived from eucalyptus and used in pharmaceuticals, 

flavoring, and perfumery.  Also called cineole 

eu·ca·lyp·tus (yuÙkN-lVpùtNs) n.  pl. eu·ca·lyp·tus·es or eu·ca·lyp·ti (-tXÙ). 
Any of numerous tall trees of the genus Eucalyptus, native to Australia and having 

aromatic leaves that yield an oil used medicinally and wood valued as timber.  

[New Latin Eucalyptus, genus name  : Greek eu-, eu- + Greek kaluptos, covered 

(from kaluptein, to cover); see kel-1 in Appendix.]

eu·car·y·ote (yu-k4rùK-otÙ, -K-Nt) n.  Variant of eukaryote. 
Eu·cha·rist (yuùkNr-Vst) n.  1. a. A sacrament and the central act of worship in 

many Christian churches, which was instituted at the Last Supper and in which 

bread and wine are consecrated and consumed in remembrance of Jesus’s death; 

Communion.  b. The consecrated elements of this rite; Communion.   

2. Christian Science. Spiritual communion with God.  [Middle English eukarist, 

from Old French eucariste, from Late Latin eucharistia, from Greek eukharistia, 

from eukharistos, grateful, thankful  : eu-, eu- + kharizesthai, to show favor (from 

kharis, grace); see gher-2 in Appendix.] —EuÙcha·risùtic, EuÙcha·risùti·cal adj. 

eu·chre (yuùkNr) n.  Games. 1. A card game played usually with the highest 32 

cards, in which each player is dealt 5 cards and the player making the trump is 



required to take at least 3 tricks to win.  2. The act of euchring an opponent.   —  
v.  tr. eu·chred, eu·chring, eu·chres. 1. Games. To prevent (an opponent) 

from taking 3 tricks in euchre.  2. To deceive by sly or underhand means; cheat:  

euchred us out of our life savings.  [Origin unknown.]

eu·chro·ma·tin (yu-kroùmN-tVnÙ) n.  Chromosomal material that is geneti-

cally active and stains lightly with basic dyes.   —euÙchro·matùic (yuÙkro-

m4tùVk) adj. 

Euck·en (oiùkNn), Rudolf Christoph. 1846-1926.  German philosopher who 

viewed philosophy as a means of transforming life and as an active rather than a 

purely intellectual pursuit. He won the 1908 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Eu·clid1 (yuùklVd), Third century B.C.  Greek mathematician who applied the 

deductive principles of logic to geometry, thereby deriving statements from 

clearly defined axioms. 

Eu·clid2 (yuùklVd)  A city of northeast Ohio, a manufacturing suburb of Cleve-

land on Lake Erie. Population, 54,875. 

Eu·clid·e·an also Eu·clid·i·an (yu-klVdùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Euclid’s 

geometric principles. 

eu·de·mon also eu·dae·mon (yu-dKùmNn) n.  A good or benevolent spirit. 

eu·de·mon·ism also eu·dae·mon·ism (yu-dKùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  A system of 

ethics that evaluates actions in terms of their capacity to produce happiness.   
—eu·deùmo·nist n.  —eu·deÙmon·isùtic, eu·deÙmon·isùti·cal adj. 

Eu·gene (yu-jKnù)  A city of western Oregon on the Willamette River south of 

Salem. It is the seat of the University of Oregon (founded 1872). Population, 

105,624. 

Eu·gene (yu-jKnù, yuùjKnÙ, œ-zhHnù), Prince of Savoy. 1663-1736.  Austrian 

general in service to the Holy Roman Empire during the War of the Spanish Suc-

cession (1701-1714). 

eu·gen·ic (yu-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to eugenics.  2. Relating or adapted 

to the production of good or improved offspring.   —eu·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

eu·gen·i·cist (yu-jHnùV-sVst) also eu·gen·ist (yuùjN-nVst) n.  An advocate of 

or a specialist in eugenics. 

eu·gen·ics (yu-jHnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of hereditary 

improvement of the human race by controlled selective breeding. 

Eu·gé·nie (yu-jKùnK, œ-zh7-nKù), 1826-1920.  Empress of France (1853-1871) 

as the wife of Napoleon III. She acted as regent during the emperor’s absences 

and is believed to have had an influence on events that led to the Franco-Prussian 

War of 1870, which ended in defeat for France. 

eu·gen·ist (yuùjN-nVst) n.  Variant of eugenicist. 
eu·ge·nol (yuùjN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  A colorless aromatic liquid C10H12O2, 

made from clove oil and used as a dental analgesic and in perfumery.  [New Latin 

Eugenia, genus of the clove plant (after EUGENE, Prince of Savoy) + -OL(E).]



eu·gle·na (yu-glKùnN) n.  Any of various minute single-celled freshwater 

organisms of the genus Euglena, characterized by the presence of chlorophyll, a 

reddish eyespot, and a single anterior flagellum.  [New Latin  : Greek eu-, eu- + 

Greek glKnK, eyeball.]

eu·glob·u·lin (yu-glmbùyN-lVn) n.  A simple protein that is soluble in dilute salt 

solutions and insoluble in distilled water. 

eu·he·mer·ism (yu-hKùmN-rVzÙNm, -hHmùN-) n.  A theory attributing the ori-

gin of the gods to the deification of historical heroes.  [After Euhemerus, fourth-

century B.C. Greek philosopher.] —eu·heùmer·ist n.  —eu·heÙmer·isùtic adj.  

—eu·heÙmer·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

eu·he·mer·ize (yu-hKùmN-rXzÙ, -hHmùN-) v.  tr. eu·he·mer·ized, 
eu·he·mer·iz·ing, eu·he·mer·iz·es. To explain or interpret euhemeristically. 

eu·kar·y·ote also eu·car·y·ote (yu-k4rùK-ot, -K-Nt) n.  A single-celled or mul-

ticellular organism whose cells contain a distinct membrane-bound nucleus.  [EU- 

+ Greek karuotos, having nuts (from karuon, nut); see kar- in Appendix.] 
—eu·karÙy·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 

eu·la·chon (yuùlN-kmnÙ) n.  pl. eulachon or eu·la·chons. See candlefish.  
[Chinook Jargon vlâkân.]

Eu·ler (oiùlNr), Leonhard. 1707-1783.  Swiss mathematician particularly noted 

for his full development of integral calculus and for his theories of complex num-

bers, logarithmic and trigonometric functions, and lunar motion. 

Eu·ler (oiùlNr), Ulf Svante von. 1905-1983.  Swedish physiologist. He shared a 

1970 Nobel Prize for studies of nerve impulse transmission. 

Eu·ler-Chel·pin (oiÙlNr-kHlùpVn), Hans Karl August Simon von. 1873-

1964.  German-born Swedish chemist. He shared a 1929 Nobel Prize for research 

on the fermentation of sugars. 

Eu·less (yuùlVs)  A city of northeast Texas, a suburb of Fort Worth. Population, 

38,149. 

eu·lo·gize (yuùlN-jXzÙ) v.  tr. eu·lo·gized, eu·lo·giz·ing, eu·lo·giz·es. To 

praise highly in speech or writing.   —euùlo·gist (-jVst), euùlo·gizÙer n. 

eu·lo·gy (yuùlN-jK) n.  pl. eu·lo·gies. 1. A laudatory speech or written tribute, 

especially one praising someone who has died.  2. High praise or commendation.  

[Middle English euloge, from Medieval Latin eulogium, from Greek eulogia, 

praise  : eu-, eu- + -logia, -logy.] —euÙlo·gisùtic (-jVsùtVk) adj.  

—euÙlo·gisùti·cal·ly adv. 

Eu·men·i·des (yu-mHnùV-dKzÙ) pl.n.  Greek Mythology. The Furies. 

eu·nuch (yuùnNk) n.  1. A castrated man employed as a harem attendant or as a 

functionary in certain Asian courts.  2. A man or boy whose testes are nonfunc-

tioning or have been removed.  [Middle English eunuk, from Latin eun7chus, 

from Greek eunoukhos : eunK, bed + -okhos, keeping (from ekhein, to keep); see 

segh- in Appendix.] —euùnuch·ism n.  



WORD HISTORY: The word eunuch does not derive, as one might think, from

the operation that produced a eunuch but rather from one of his functions. Eu-

nuch goes back to the Greek word eunoukhos, “a castrated person employed to

take charge of the women of a harem and act as chamberlain.” The Greek word

is derived from eunK, “bed,” and ekhein, “to keep.” A eunuch, of course, was ideally

suited to guard the bedchamber of women.

eu·on·y·mus (yu-mnùN-mNs) n.  Any of various trees, shrubs, or vines of the 

genus Euonymus, cultivated for their decorative foliage or fruits.  [Latin euony-

mus, a kind of tree growing in Lesbos, from Greek euonumos, of good name  : eu-

, eu- + onuma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.]

eu·pat·rid (yu-p4tùrVd, yuùpN-trVd) n.  pl. eu·pat·ri·dae (-rV-dKÙ)  or 

eu·pat·rids. A member of the hereditary aristocracy of ancient Athens.  [Greek 

eupatridKs : eu-, eu- + patKr, patr-, father; see pNter- in Appendix + -idKs, patro-

nymic suff.] —eu·patùrid adj. 

eu·pep·si·a (yu-pHpùsK-N, -shN) n.  Good digestion.  [Greek, from eupeptos, 

eupeptic. See EUPEPTIC.]

eu·pep·tic (yu-pHpùtVk) adj.  1. a. Relating to or having good digestion.  

b. Conducive to digestion.   2. Cheerful; happy.  [From Greek eupeptos : eu-, eu- 

+ peptein, to digest; see pekw- in Appendix.] —eu·pepùti·cal·ly adv. 

eu·phe·mism (yuùfN-mVzÙNm) n.  The act or an example of substituting a 

mild, indirect, or vague term for one considered harsh, blunt, or offensive: 

“Euphemisms such as ‘slumber room’... abound in the funeral business” (Jessica Mit-

ford).  [Greek euphKmismos, from euphKmizein, to use auspicious words, from 

euphKmia, use of auspicious words  : eu-, eu- + phKmK, speech; see bh7-2 in 

Appendix.] —euùphe·mist n.  —euÙphe·misùtic (-mVsùtVk) adj.  

—euÙphe·misùti·cal·ly adv. 

eu·phe·mize (yuùfN-mXzÙ) v.  eu·phe·mized, eu·phe·miz·ing, 
eu·phe·miz·es.  —  v.  tr. To speak of or refer to by means of a euphemism.   —  
v.  intr. To use euphemisms.   —euùphe·mizÙer n. 

eu·phen·ics (yu-fHnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study or practice of 

phenotypic improvement of human beings after birth.  [Blend of EU(GEN)ICS, and 

PHEN(OTYPE).] —eu·phenùic adj. 

eu·pho·ni·ous (yu-foùnK-Ns) adj.  Pleasing or agreeable to the ear.   
—eu·phoùni·ous·ly adv.  —eu·phoùni·ous·ness n. 

eu·pho·ni·um (yu-foùnK-Nm) n.  Music. A brass wind instrument similar to 

the tuba but having a somewhat higher pitch and a mellower sound.  [From 

Greek euphonos, sweet-voiced. See EUPHONY.]

eu·pho·nize (yuùfN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. eu·pho·nized, eu·pho·niz·ing, 
eu·pho·niz·es. To make pleasing in sound. 



eu·pho·ny (yuùfN-nK) n.  pl. eu·pho·nies. Agreeable sound, especially in the 

phonetic quality of words.  [French euphonie, from Late Latin euphonia, from 

Greek, from euphonos, sweet-voiced  : eu-, eu- + phonK, sound; see bh7-2 in 

Appendix.] —eu·phonùic (yu-fmnùVk) adj.  —eu·phonùi·cal·ly adv. 

eu·phor·bi·a (yu-fôrùbK-N) n.  A plant of the genus Euphorbia, which includes 

the spurges.  [Middle English euforbia, from Latin euphorbea, after Euphorbus, 

first-century A.D. Greek physician.]

eu·pho·ri·a (yu-fôrùK-N, -forù-) n.  A feeling of great happiness or well-being.  

[New Latin, from Greek, from euphoros, healthy  : eu-, eu- + pherein, to bear; see 

bher-1 in Appendix.] —eu·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj.  —eu·phorùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

eu·phor·i·ant (yu-fôrùK-Nnt, -forù-) n.  A drug that tends to produce eupho-

ria.   —eu·phorùi·ant adj. 

eu·phot·ic (yu-fmtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the uppermost layer of a 

body of water that receives sufficient light for photosynthesis and the growth of 

green plants. 

Eu·phra·tes (yu-fr7ùtKz)  A river of southwest Asia flowing about 2,735 km 

(1,700 mi) from central Turkey through Syria and into Iraq, where it joins the 

Tigris River to form the Shatt al Arab. Its waters were a major source of irrigation 

for the flourishing civilizations of ancient Mesopotamia. 

Eu·phros·y·ne (yu-frmsùN-nK) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the three Graces. 

eu·phu·ism (yuùfyu-VzÙNm) n.  1. An affectedly elegant literary style of the 

late 16th and early 17th centuries, characterized by elaborate alliteration, antithe-

ses, and similes.  2. Affected elegance of language.  [After Euphues, a character in 

Euphues, the Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and his England by John Lyly, from 

Greek euphuKs, shapely  : eu-, eu- + phuein, to grow, bring forth; see bheuN- in 

Appendix.] —euùphu·ist n.  —euÙphu·isùtic, euÙphu·isùti·cal adj.  —euÙ-
phu·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

eu·plas·tic (yu-pl4sùtVk) adj.  Readily transformed into tissue, as in the healing 

of a wound. 

eu·ploid (yuùploidÙ) adj.  Having a chromosome number that is an exact mul-

tiple of the haploid number for the species.   —  n.  An organism having a euploid 

chromosome number.   —euùploiÙdy n. 

eup·ne·a (yup-nKùN) n.  Normal, unlabored breathing.  [New Latin, from 

Greek eupnoia, from eupnoos, breathing well  : eu-, eu- + pnein, to breathe; see 

pneu- in Appendix.] —eup·neùic adj.  —eup·neùi·cal·ly adv. 

Eur. abbr.  Europe; European. 

Eur·a·sia (yt-r7ùzhN)  The land mass comprising the continents of Europe and 

Asia. 

Eur·a·sian (yt-r7ùzhNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Eurasia.  2. Of mixed Euro-

pean and Asian descent.   —  n.  A person of mixed European and Asian descent. 



EURATOM abbr.  European Atomic Energy Community. 

eu·re·ka (yt-rKùkN) interj.  Used to express triumph upon finding or discover-

ing something.  [Greek heurKka, I have found (it) (supposedly exclaimed by 

Archimedes upon discovering how to measure the volume of an irregular solid 

and thereby determine the purity of a gold object), first person perfect of heu-

riskein, to find.]

Eu·re·ka (yt-rKùkN)  A city of northwest California on Humboldt Bay, an arm 

of the Pacific Ocean. Lumbering, fishing, and tourism are important to its econ-

omy. Population, 27,025. 

eu·rhyth·mics (yt-rVthùmVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Variant of euryth-
mics. 

eu·rhyth·my (yt-rVthùmK) n.  Variant of eurythmy. 
Eu·rip·i·des (yt-rVpùV-dKzÙ), 480?-406 B.C.  Greek dramatist who ranks with 

Sophocles and Aeschylus as the greatest classical tragedians. He wrote more than 

90 tragedies, although only 18, including Medea, Hippolytus, and The Trojan 

Women, survive in complete form.   —Eu·ripÙi·deùan adj. 

eu·ri·pus (yt-rXùpNs) n.  pl. eu·ri·pi (-pXÙ). A sea channel characterized by tur-

bulent and unpredictable currents.  [Latin, from Greek euripos : eu-, eu- + rhipK, 

rush (from riptein, to throw).]

Euro- pref.  Europe; European:  Eurocommunism. 

Eu·ro-A·mer·i·can (ytrÙo-N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  A U.S. citzen or resident of Euro-

pean descent.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a Euro-American.  2. Of or relating to 

Europe and America. 

Eu·ro·bond (ytrùo-bmndÙ) n.  A bond of a U.S. corporation issued in Europe. 

Eu·ro·cen·tric (ytrÙo-sHnùtrVk) also Eu·ro·po·cen·tric (yt-roÙpN-) adj.  

Centered or focused on Europe and the Europeans: “The... current revivals of clas-

sical architecture cannot be dissociated from attempts in other fields to assert the pre-

eminence of Eurocentric Western culture” (Hugh Honour).   —Eu·ro·cenùtrism n. 

Eu·ro·com·mu·nism (ytrÙo-kmmùyN-nVzÙNm) n.  The communism of certain 

western European Communist parties that support democratic political proce-

dures and claim to be independent from the Soviet government.   
—EuÙro·comùmu·nist adj.  & n. 

Eu·ro·crat (ytrùN-kr4tÙ) n.  An administrative official at the headquarters of 

the Common Market.   —EuÙro·cratùic adj. 

Eu·ro·cur·ren·cy (ytrùo-kûrÙNn-sK, -kƒrÙ-) n.  pl. Eu·ro·cur·ren·cies. Funds 

deposited in a bank when those funds are denominated in a currency differing 

from the bank’s own domestic currency. 

Eu·ro·dol·lar (ytrùo-dmlÙNr) n.  A U.S. dollar on deposit with a bank abroad, 

especially in Europe. 

Eu·ro·mar·ket (ytrùo-märÙkVt) n.  1. The money market in Eurocurrency or 

Eurobonds.  2. The Common Market. 



Eu·ro·pa (yt-roùpN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A Phoenician princess abducted to 

Crete by Zeus, who had assumed the form of a white bull, and by him the mother 

of Minos, Rhadamanthus, and Sarpedon.  2. One of the four brightest satellites 

of Jupiter and the seventh in distance from the planet. It was originally sighted by 

Galileo.  [Latin Europa, from Greek EuropK.]

Eu·rope (ytrùNp) Abbr. Eur.  The sixth-largest continent, extending west from 

the Dardanelles, Black Sea, and Ural Mountains. It is technically a vast peninsula 

of the Eurasian land mass. 

Eu·ro·pe·an (ytrÙN-pKùNn) n.  Abbr. Eur. 1. A native or inhabitant of Europe.  

2. A person of European descent.   —  adj.  Abbr. Eur. Of or relating to Europe or 

its peoples, languages, or cultures. 

European corn borer (ytrÙN-pKùNn kôrn bôrùNr) n.  See corn borer (n., 

sense 1). 

European Economic Community (ytrÙN-pKùNn HkÙN-nmmùVk kN-

myuùnV-tK) Abbr. EEC  See Common Market. 
Eu·ro·pe·an·ize (ytrÙN-pKùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. Eu·ro·pe·an·ized, 
Eu·ro·pe·an·iz·ing, Eu·ro·pe·an·iz·es. To make European.   
—EuÙro·peÙan·i·zaùtion (-N-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

European plan (ytrÙN-pKùNn pl4n) n.  Abbr. EP A hotel plan in which the 

rates include only the charges for a room and not for meals. 

European U.S.S.R. (ytrÙN-pKùNn;)  A historical region of the U.S.S.R. west of 

the Ural Mountains and the Caspian Sea. 

eu·ro·pi·um (yt-roùpK-Nm) n.  Symbol Eu A silvery-white, soft, rare-earth ele-

ment occurring in monazite and bastnaesite and used to dope lasers and to 

absorb neutrons in research. Atomic number 63; atomic weight 151.96; melting 

point 826˚C; boiling point 1,439˚C; specific gravity 5.259; valence 2, 3.  [After 

Europe.]

Eu·ro·po·cen·tric (yt-roÙpN-sHnùtrVk) adj.  Variant of Eurocentric. 
Eu·rus (ytrùNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of the east or southeast wind. 

eury- pref.  Wide; broad:  eurythermal.  [From Greek eurus, wide.]

Eu·ry·a·le (yt-rXùN-lK) n.  Greek Mythology. A Gorgon; sister of Medusa and 

Stheno. 

eu·ry·bath·ic (ytrÙN-b4thùVk) adj.  Capable of living in a wide range of water 

depths. Used of an aquatic organism.   —euùry·bathÙ n. 

Eu·ryd·i·ce (yt-rVdùV-sK) n.  Greek Mythology. The wife of Orpheus, whom he 

failed to rescue from Hades when he looked back at her and so violated the com-

mand of Pluto on their journey back to the upper world of the living. 

eu·ry·ha·line (ytrÙN-h7ùlXnÙ, -h4lù-XnÙ) adj.  Capable of tolerating a wide 

range of salt water concentrations. Used of an aquatic organism. 

eu·ryph·a·gous (yt-rVfùN-gNs) adj.  Ecology. Feeding on a wide variety of 

foods. 



eu·ryp·ter·id (yt-rVpùtNr-Vd) n.  Any of various large, segmented aquatic 

arthropods of the order Eurypterida that existed from the Ordovician Period to 

the Permian Period.  [From New Latin Eurypterida, order name, from pl. of 

Eurypterus, genus name  : EURY- + Greek pteron, wing; see -PTER.]

eu·ry·ther·mal (ytrÙN-thûrùmNl) also eu·ry·ther·mic (-mVk)  or 

eu·ry·ther·mous (-mNs) adj.  Adaptable to a wide range of temperatures. Used 

of an organism.   —euùry·thermÙ n. 

eu·ryth·mics also eu·rhyth·mics (yt-rVthùmVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The art of interpreting musical compositions by rhythmical, free-style bodily 

movement.   —eu·rythùmic adj. 

eu·ryth·my also eu·rhyth·my (yt-rVthùmK) n.  1. Harmony of proportion in 

architecture.  2. A system of rhythmical body movements performed to a recita-

tion of verse or prose.  [Latin eurythmia, from Greek euruthmia, from euruthmos, 

rhythmic, well-proportioned  : eu-, eu- + rhuthmos, proportion; see RHYTHM.]

eu·ry·top·ic (ytrÙV-tmpùVk) adj.  Able to adapt to a wide range of environmen-

tal conditions; widely distributed. Used of a plant or an animal.  [Greek eurus, 

wide + Greek topos, place + -IC.] —euÙry·to·picùi·ty (-to-pVsùV-tK) n. 

Eu·se·bi·us of Cae·sa·re·a (yu-sKùbK-Ns ƒf sKÙzN-rKùN, sHsÙN-, sHzÙN-), A.D. 

260?-340?.  Palestinian theologian whose Ecclesiastical History, written in Greek, is 

a record of the chief events in the Christian Church until the year 324. 

eu·sta·chian tube  or Eu·sta·chian tube (yu-st7ùshNn tub, -shK-Nn, -kK-

Nn) n.  Anatomy. A slender tube that connects the tympanic cavity with the nasal 

part of the pharynx and serves to equalize air pressure on either side of the ear-

drum.  [After Bartolommeo EUSTACHIO.]

Eu·sta·chi·o (yt-stäùkK-o, HÙu-stäùkyô), Bartolommeo. 1520-1574.  Italian 

anatomist. A founder of modern anatomy, he is noted for his descriptions of the 

human ear and heart. 

eu·sta·sy (yuùstN-sK) n.  pl. eu·sta·sies. A worldwide change in sea level.  

[From eustatic, of eustasy  : EU- + STAT(O)- + -IC.] —eu·statùic (-st4tùVk) adj. 

eu·stele (yuùstKl, yu-stKùlK) n.  Botany. The central cylinder in which the pri-

mary vascular tissue is arranged around a pith, as in most seed plants. 

Eu·stis (yuùstVs), Dorothy Leib Harrison Wood. 1886-1946.  American phi-

lanthropist who bred and trained German shepherds as guide dogs for the sight-

less and founded (1929) The Seeing Eye, an organization that has furthered her 

work. 

eu·tec·tic (yu-tHkùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or formed at the lowest possible 

temperature of solidification for any mixture of specified constituents. Used 

especially of an alloy whose melting point is lower than that of any other alloy 

composed of the same constituents in different proportions.  2. Exhibiting the 

constitution or properties of such a solid.   —  n.  1. A eutectic mixture, solution, 



or alloy.  2. The eutectic temperature.  [From Greek eutKktos, easily melted  : eu-, 

eu- + tKktos, melted (from tKkein, to melt).]

Eu·ter·pe (yu-tûrùpK) n.  Greek Mythology. The Muse of lyric poetry and music. 

eu·tha·na·sia (yuÙthN-n7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  The act or practice of ending the life 

of an individual suffering from a terminal illness or an incurable condition, as by 

lethal injection or the suspension of extraordinary medical treatment.  [Greek, a 

good death  : eu-, eu- + thanatos, death.]

eu·than·ize (yuùthN-nXzÙ) also eu·than·a·tize (yu-th4nùN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. 

eu·than·ized also eu·than·a·tized, eu·than·iz·ing also eu·than·a·tiz·ing, 
eu·than·iz·es also euthan·a·tiz·es. To subject to euthanasia. 

eu·then·ics (yu-thHnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the 

improvement of human functioning and well-being by improvement of living 

conditions.  [From Greek euthenein, to flourish.] —eu·thenùist n. 

eu·ther·i·an (yu-thîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or belonging to the infraclass Eutheria, a 

division of mammals to which all the placental mammals belong.  [From New 

Latin Eutheria, infraclass name  : Greek eu-, eu- + thKria, pl. of thKrion, wild ani-

mal; see TREACLE.] —eu·therùi·an n. 

eu·troph·ic (yu-trmfùVk, -troùfVk) adj.  Ecology. Having waters rich in mineral 

and organic nutrients that promote a proliferation of plant life, especially algae, 

which reduces the dissolved oxygen content and often causes the extinction of 

other organisms. Used of a lake or pond.  [From Greek eutrophos, well-nourished 

 : eu-, eu- + trephein, to nourish.] —eu·trophÙi·caùtion n.  —euùtro·phy 
(yuùtrN-fK) n. 

eux·e·nite (yukùsN-nXtÙ) n.  A lustrous, blackish-brown rare-earth mineral 

consisting primarily of cerium, erbium, titanium, uranium, and yttrium.  [Greek 

euxenos, kind to strangers (from its unusual composition) (eu-, eu- + xenos, 

stranger); see ghos-ti- in Appendix + -ITE
1.]

eV abbr.  Electron volt. 

EVA abbr.  Extravehicular activity. 

e·vac·u·ant (V-v4kùyu-Nnt) adj.  Causing evacuation, especially of the bowels; 

purgative.   —  n.  A purgative. 

e·vac·u·ate (V-v4kùyu-7tÙ) v.  e·vac·u·at·ed, e·vac·u·at·ing, e·vac·u·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To empty or remove the contents of.  b. To create a vacuum in.   

2. To excrete or discharge (waste matter), especially from the bowels.  3. a. To 

relinquish military possession or occupation of (a town, for example).  b. To 

withdraw or send away (troops or inhabitants) from a threatened area.   4. To 

withdraw or depart from; vacate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To withdraw from or vacate a 

place or area, especially as a protective measure.  2. To excrete waste matter from 

the body.  [Middle English evacuaten, from Latin Kvacu7re, Kvacu7t-, to empty out 

 : K-, ex-, ex- + vacuus, empty (from vac7re, to be empty); see eu-2 in Appendix.] 
—e·vacùu·aÙtive adj.  —e·vacùu·aÙtor n. 



e·vac·u·a·tion (V-v4kÙyu-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of evacuating or the condition 

of being evacuated.  2. Physiology. a. Discharge of waste materials from the 

excretory passages of the body, especially from the bowels.  b. The material so 

discharged.  

e·vac·u·ee (V-v4kÙyu-Kù) n.  A person evacuated from a dangerous area. 

e·vade (V-v7dù) v.  e·vad·ed, e·vad·ing, e·vades.  —  v.  tr. 1. To escape or 

avoid by cleverness or deceit:  evade arrest.  2. a. To avoid fulfilling, answering, or 

performing:  evade responsibility.  See Synonyms at escape.  b. To fail to make 

payment of (taxes).   3. To avoid giving a direct answer to.  4. To baffle or elude:  

The accident evades explanation.   —  v.  intr. 1. To practice evasion.  2. To use 

cleverness or deceit in avoiding or escaping.  [French évader, from Latin Kv7dere : 

K-, ex-, ex- + v7dere, to go.] —e·vadùa·ble, e·vadùi·ble adj.  —e·vadùer n. 

e·vag·i·nate (V-v4jùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. e·vag·i·nat·ed, e·vag·i·nat·ing, 
e·vag·i·nates. To cause (a body part) to turn inside out by eversion of an inner 

surface.  [Latin Kv7gXn7re, Kv7gXn7t-, to unsheath  : K-, ex-, ex- + v7gXna, sheath.] 
—e·vagÙi·naùtion n. 

e·val·u·ate (V-v4lùyu-7tÙ) v.  tr. e·val·u·at·ed, e·val·u·at·ing, e·val·u·ates. 
1. To ascertain or fix the value or worth of.  2. To examine and judge carefully; 

appraise.  See Synonyms at estimate.  3. Mathematics. To calculate the numeri-

cal value of; express numerically.  [Back-formation from evaluation, from French 

évaluation, from Old French, from evaluer, to evaluate  : e-, out (from Latin K-, 

ex-); see EX- + value, value; see VALUE.] —e·valÙu·aùtion n.  —e·valùu·a·tive 
adj.  —e·valùu·a·tor n. 

evan. abbr.  Evangelical; evangelist. 

ev·a·nesce (HvÙN-nHsù) v.  intr. ev·a·nesced, ev·a·nesc·ing, ev·a·nesc·es. To 

dissipate or disappear like vapor.  See Synonyms at disappear.  [Latin Kv7nKscere, 

to vanish  : K-, ex-, ex- + v7nKscere, to disappear (from v7nus, empty); see eu-2 in 

Appendix.] —evÙa·nesùcence n. 

ev·a·nes·cent (HvÙN-nHsùNnt) adj.  Vanishing or likely to vanish like vapor.  See 

Synonyms at transient.  —evÙa·nesùcent·ly adv. 

evang. abbr.  Evangelical; evangelist. 

e·van·gel (V-v4nùjNl) n.  1. The Christian gospel.  2. An evangelist.  [Middle 

English evaungel, from Late Latin Kvangelium, from Greek euangelion, good news, 

from euangelos, bringing good news  : eu-, eu- + angelos, messenger.]

e·van·gel·i·cal (KÙv4n-jHlùV-kNl, HvÙNn-) also e·van·gel·ic (-jHlùVk) adj.  Abbr. 

evan., evang. 1. Of, relating to, or in accordance with the Christian gospel, 

especially one of the four gospel books of the New Testament.  2. Evangelical. 
Of, relating to, or being a Protestant church that founds its teaching on the gos-

pel.  3. Evangelical. Of, relating to, or being a Christian church believing in the 

sole authority and inerrancy of the Bible, in salvation only through regeneration, 

and in a spiritually transformed personal life.  4. Evangelical. a. Of or relating 



to the Lutheran churches in Germany and Switzerland.  b. Of or relating to all 

Protestant churches in Germany.   5. Of or relating to the group in the Church of 

England that stresses personal conversion and salvation by faith.  

6. Characterized by ardent or crusading enthusiasm; zealous:  an evangelical lib-

eral.   —  n.  Evangelical. A member of an evangelical church or party.   
—eÙvan·gelùi·cal·ly adv. 

e·van·gel·i·cal·ism (KÙv4n-jHlùV-kN-lVzÙNm, HvÙNn-) n.  1.  Often Evangelical-
ism. Evangelical beliefs or doctrines.  2. Adherence to a church or party profess-

ing evangelical beliefs or doctrines. 

e·van·gel·ism (V-v4nùjN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Zealous preaching and dissemination of 

the gospel, as through missionary work.  2. Militant zeal for a cause.   —e·vanÙ-
gel·isùtic (-jN-lVsùtVk) adj.  —e·vanÙgel·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

e·van·gel·ist (V-v4nùjN-lVst) n.  Abbr. evan., evang. 1.  Often Evangelist. 

Any one of the authors of the four New Testament gospel books: Matthew, Mark, 

Luke, or John.  2. One who practices evangelism, especially a Protestant preacher 

or missionary. 

e·van·gel·ize (V-v4nùjN-lXzÙ) v.  e·van·gel·ized, e·van·gel·iz·ing, 
e·van·gel·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To preach the gospel to.  2. To convert to Christian-

ity.   —  v.  intr. To preach the gospel.   —e·vanÙgel·i·zaùtion (-jN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—e·vanùgel·izÙer n. 

Ev·ans (HvùNnz), Sir Arthur John. 1851-1941.  British archaeologist who 

unearthed in Crete remnants of a Bronze Age civilization that he named Minoan, 

after the legendary King Minos. 

Ev·ans (HvùNnz), Dame Edith. 1888-1976.  British actress noted for her roles in 

the works of Shakespeare, Wilde, and Shaw. 

Ev·ans (HvùNnz), Herbert McLean. 1882-1971.  American anatomist who iso-

lated four pituitary hormones and discovered vitamin E (1922). 

Ev·ans (HvùNnz), Mary Ann.  See George Eliot. 
Evans, Mount.  A peak, 4,350.5 m (14,264 ft) high, of north-central Colorado 

in the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains. 

Ev·ans (HvùNnz), Oliver. 1755-1819.  American inventor who designed and built 

what is considered to be the first high-pressure steam engine (c. 1787). 

Ev·ans (HvùNnz), Walker. 1903-1975.  American photographer noted for his 

studies of architecture and for his images of the rural South during the 1930’s. 

Ev·ans·ton (HvùNn-stNn)  A city of northeast Illinois on Lake Michigan north of 

Chicago. Mainly residential, it is the seat of Northwestern University (chartered 

1851). Population, 73,233. 

Ev·ans·ville (HvùNnz-vVlÙ)  A city of extreme southwest Indiana on the Ohio 

River and the Kentucky border. It is the shipping and commercial center for a 

coal, oil, and farm region. Population, 126,272. 

evap. abbr.  Evaporate. 



e·vap·o·ra·ble (V-v4pùNr-N-bNl) adj.  That can evaporate or undergo evapora-

tion:  evaporable liquids.   —e·vapÙo·ra·bilùi·ty n. 

e·vap·o·rate (V-v4pùN-r7tÙ) v.  e·vap·o·rat·ed, e·vap·o·rat·ing, 
e·vap·o·rates. Abbr. evap.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To convert or change into a vapor.  

b. To draw off in the form of vapor.   2. To draw moisture from, as by heating, 

leaving only the dry solid portion.  3. To deposit (a metal) on a substrate by vac-

uum sublimation.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To change into vapor.  b. To pass off in or as 

vapor.   2. To produce vapor.  3. To disappear; vanish:  Our fears at last evapo-

rated.  See Synonyms at disappear.  [Middle English evaporaten, from Latin 

Kvapor7re, Kvapor7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + vapor, steam.] —e·vapÙo·raùtion n.  

—e·vapùo·raÙtive adj.  —e·vapùo·raÙtive·ly adv.  —e·vapÙo·ra·tivùi·ty (-

NrN-tVvùV-tK) n.  —e·vapùo·raÙtor n. 

e·vap·o·rat·ed milk (V-v4pùN-r7ÙtVd mVlk) n.  Concentrated, unsweetened 

milk made by evaporating some of the water from whole milk. 

e·vap·o·rite (V-v4pùN-rXtÙ) n.  A sedimentary deposit that results from the evap-

oration of seawater.  [EVAPOR(ATION) + -ITE
1.] —e·vapÙo·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

Ev·arts (HvùNrts), William Maxwell. 1818-1901.  American lawyer and politi-

cian who was the chief defense attorney during the impeachment of President 

Andrew Johnson and served as U.S. secretary of state (1877-1881) and senator 

from New York (1885-1891). 

e·va·sion (V-v7ùzhNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of evading.  2. A means of 

evading; a subterfuge.  [Middle English evasioun, from Old French evasion, from 

Late Latin Kv7sio, Kv7sion-, from Latin Kv7sus, past participle of Kv7dere, to evade. 

See EVADE.]

e·va·sive (V-v7ùsVv) adj.  1. Inclined or intended to evade:  took evasive action.  

2. Intentionally vague or ambiguous; equivocal:  an evasive statement.   —e·vaù-
sive·ly adv.  —e·vaùsive·ness n. 

eve (Kv) n.  1. The evening or day preceding a special day, such as a holiday.  

2. The period immediately preceding a certain event:  the eve of war.  3. Evening.  

[Middle English eve, variant of even. See EVEN
2.]

Eve (Kv)  In the Old Testament, the first woman and the wife of Adam. 

e·vec·tion (V-vHkùshNn) n.  Solar perturbation of the lunar orbit.  [Latin Kvectio, 

Kvection-, a going up, from Kvectus, past participle of Kvehere, to raise up  : K-, ex-, 

up from; see EX- + vehere, to carry; see wegh- in Appendix.] —e·vecùtion·al 
adj. 

Eve·lyn (KvùlVn, Hvù-), John. 1620-1706.  English writer whose Diary, published 

in 1818, is a valuable historical record of his times. 

e·ven1 (KùvNn) adj.  1. a. Having a horizontal surface; flat:  an even floor.  

b. Having no irregularities, roughness, or indentations; smooth.  See Synonyms 

at level.  c. Being in the same plane or line; parallel:  The picture is even with the 

window.   2. a. Having no variations or fluctuations; uniform:  the even rhythm of 



his breathing.  See Synonyms at steady.  b. Of uniform distribution:  an even 

application of varnish.  c. Placid; calm:  an even temperament.   3. a. Equal or 

identical in degree, extent, or amount:  Use even amounts of butter and sugar.  

b. Equally matched or balanced:  an even fight.  c. Just; fair:  an even bargain.  

d. Having nothing due on either side; square:  If we each take half, then we’ll be 

even.  e. Having exacted full revenge.   4. Having equal probability; as likely as 

not:  an even chance of winning.  5. Sports. a. Having an equal score:  The teams 

are even at halftime.  b. Being equal for each opponent. Used of a score.   

6. Mathematics. a. Exactly divisible by 2.  b. Characterized or indicated by a 

number exactly divisible by 2.   7. a. Having an even number in a series.  

b. Having an even number of members.   8. Having an exact amount, extent, or 

number; precise:  an even pound; an even foot.   —  adv.  1. a. To a greater degree 

or extent. Used as an intensive with comparative adjectives and adverbs:  Looked 

sick and felt even worse.  b. Indeed; moreover. Used as an intensive:  He was 

depressed, even suicidal. Even a child knows better.  c. Used as an intensive to indi-

cate something that is unexpected:  declined even to consider the idea.   2. At the 

same time as; already; just:  Even as we watched, the building collapsed.  3. To a 

degree that extends; fully:  loyal even unto death.  4. Exactly; precisely:  It was even 

as he said: the jewel was gone.   —  v.  tr. intr. e·vened, e·ven·ing, e·vens. To 

make or become even.   —idiom. on an even keel. In a stable or unimpaired 

state: “There was good reason to keep relations with Washington on an even keel” 

(Helen Kitchen).  [Middle English, from Old English efen.] —eùven·er n.  

—eùven·ly adv.  —eùven·ness n. 

e·ven2 (KùvNn) n.  Archaic. Evening.  [Middle English, from Old English <fen.]

e·ven·fall (KùvNn-fôlÙ) n.  The beginning of evening; twilight. 

e·ven·hand·ed (KÙvNn-h4nùdVd) adj.  Showing no partiality; fair.   
—eÙven·handùed·ly adv.  —eÙven·handùed·ness n. 

eve·ning (KvùnVng) n.  Abbr. evg. 1. The period of decreasing daylight between 

afternoon and night.  2. The period between sunset or the evening meal and bed-

time:  a quiet evening at home.  3. A later period or time:  in the evening of one’s 

life.  4. Chiefly Southern U.S. Middle to late afternoon.  [Middle English, from 

Old English <fnung, from <fnian, to become evening, from <fen, evening.]

evening dress (KvùnVng drHs) n.  1. Clothing worn for evening social events.  

Also called evening clothes 2.  See evening gown. 
evening gown (KvùnVng goun) n.  A woman’s formal dress.  Also called 

evening dress 

Eve·ning Prayer (KvùnVng prâr) n.  A daily evening service in the Anglican 

Church.  Also called evensong 

evening primrose (KvùnVng prVmùrozÙ) n.  Any of various North American 

plants of the genus Oenothera, characteristically having four-petaled yellow flow-

ers that open in the evening.  Also called sundrops 



evening star (KvùnVng stär) n.  A planet, especially Venus or Mercury, that 

crosses the local meridian before midnight and is prominent in the west shortly 

after sunset. 

evening stock (KvùnVng stmk) n.  A Eurasian plant (Matthiola longipetala) hav-

ing fragrant purple flowers that bloom at night. 

evening trumpet flower (KvùnVng trƒmùpVt flouùNr) n.  See Carolina jas-
mine. 

eve·ning·wear (KvùnVng-wârÙ) n.  Evening attire and accessories for women. 

E·ven·ki (V-wHngùkK, V-vHngù-) also E·wen·ki (V-wHngùkK) n.  pl. Evenki or 

E·ven·kis also Ewenki  or E·wen·kis. 1. A member of a people inhabiting a 

large area of eastern Siberia in the Soviet Union and northern Nei Monggol 

(Inner Mongolia) in China.  2. The Tungusic language of the Evenki.  Also called 

Tungus [Russian, Evenki people, from Evenki FwNnkX.]
e·ven-pin·nate (KùvNn-pVnù7t) adj.  Botany. Of or relating to a compound leaf 

not terminating in a leaflet. 

e·ven·song (KùvNn-sôngÙ, -smngÙ) n.  1.  See Evening Prayer.  2. Roman 

Catholic Church. A service that includes the office of Vespers.  3. A song sung in 

the evening.  4. Archaic. Evening. 

e·ven-ste·ven (KùvNn-stKùvNn) adj.  Informal. 1. Having nothing due or owed 

on either side:  an even-steven transaction.  2. Having an equal score, as in a game 

or contest.  [EVEN
1 + the personal name Steven, used as rhyming slang.]

e·vent (V-vHntù) n.  1. a. Something that takes place; an occurrence.  b. A signif-

icant occurrence or happening.  See Synonyms at occurrence.  c. A social gath-

ering or activity.   2. The final result; the outcome.  3. Sports. A contest or an item 

in a sports program.  4. Physics. A phenomenon or occurrence located at a single 

point in space-time, regarded as the fundamental observational entity in relativ-

ity theory.   —idioms. at all events. In any case.  in any event. In any case.  

in the event. If it should happen; in case.  [Latin Kventus, from past participle 

of KvenXre, to happen  : K-, ex-, ex- + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appendix.] 
—e·ventùless adj. 

e·ven-tem·pered (KùvNn-tHmÙpNrd) adj.  Easygoing; calm. 

e·vent·ful (V-vHntùfNl) adj.  1. Full of events:  an eventful week.  2. Important; 

momentous:  an eventful decision.   —e·ventùful·ly adv.  —e·ventùful·ness n. 

e·ven·tide (KùvNn-tXdÙ) n.  Evening.  [Middle English, from Old English 

<fentXd : <fen, evening + tXd, time; see d7- in Appendix.]

event planner (V-vHntù pl4nùNr) n.  A usually professional planner of parties 

or social events, as for corporate or government officials. 

e·ven·tu·al (V-vHnùchu-Nl) adj.  1. Occurring at an unspecified time in the 

future; ultimate:  his eventual failure.  See Synonyms at last1.  2. Archaic. Depen-

dent on circumstance; contingent.  [French éventuel, from Latin Kventus, out-

come. See EVENT.]



e·ven·tu·al·i·ty (V-vHnÙchu-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. e·ven·tu·al·i·ties. Something that 

may occur; a possibility. 

e·ven·tu·al·ly (V-vHnùchu-N-lK) adv.  At an unspecified future time:  eventually 

rose to the position of vice president. 

e·ven·tu·ate (V-vHnùchu-7tÙ) v.  intr. e·ven·tu·at·ed, e·ven·tu·at·ing, 
e·ven·tu·ates. To result ultimately:  The epidemic eventuated in the deaths of 

thousands. 

ev·er (HvùNr) adv.  1. At all times; always:  ever hoping to strike it rich.  2. a. At any 

time:  Have you ever been to Europe?  b. In any way; at all:  How did they ever man-

age?  See Usage Note at rarely.   3. To a great extent or degree. Used for emphasis 

often with so:  He was ever so sorry. Was she ever mad!   —idioms. ever and 
again (or ever and anon). Now and then; occasionally.  for ever and a day. 
Always; forever.  [Middle English, from Old English <fre. See aiw- in Appendix.]

ev·er·bear·ing (HvùNr-bârùVng) adj.  Producing continuously, as a tree or shrub. 

ev·er·bloom·ing (HvùNr-bluùmVng) adj.  Blooming throughout the growing 

season. 

Ev·er·est (HvùNr-Vst, HvùrVst), Mount. A mountain, 8,853.5 m (29,028 ft) high, 

of the central Himalaya Mountains on the border of Tibet and Nepal. The highest 

elevation in the world, it was first scaled in 1953 by members of an expedition 

including Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay. 

Ev·er·ett (HvùNr-Vt, HvùrVt)  1. A city of eastern Massachusetts, an industrial sub-

urb of Boston. Population, 35,701.  2. A city of northwest Washington on Puget 

Sound north of Seattle. It is a port and has lumbering, paper, and aircraft indus-

tries. Population, 69,961. 

Ev·er·ett (HvùNr-Vt, HvùrVt), Edward. 1794-1865.  American clergyman, orator, 

educator, and diplomat whose many offices included U.S. representative from 

Massachusetts (1825-1835), minister to Great Britain (1841-1845), and secretary 

of state (1852-1853). 

ev·er·glade (HvùNr-gl7dÙ) n.  A tract of marshland, usually under water and 

covered in places with tall grass.  [After the Everglades.]

Ev·er·glades (HvùNr-gl7dzÙ)  A subtropical swamp area of southern Florida 

including Everglades National Park. It is noted for its wildlife, especially 

crocodiles, alligators, and egrets. 

ev·er·green (HvùNr-grKnÙ) adj.  1. Having foliage that persists and remains 

green throughout the year.  2. Perenially fresh or interesting; enduring.   —  n.  

1. A tree, shrub, or plant having foliage that persists and remains green through-

out the year.  2. evergreens. Twigs or branches of evergreen plants used as dec-

oration.  3. Something that remains perennially fresh, interesting, or well liked. 

Ev·er·green Park (HvùNr-grKnÙ pärk)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residen-

tial suburb of Chicago. Population, 20,874. 



ev·er·last·ing (HvÙNr-l4sùtVng) adj.  1. Lasting forever; eternal.  

2. a. Continuing indefinitely or for a long period of time.  b. Persisting too long; 

tedious:  everlasting complaints.    —  n.  1. Everlasting. God. Used with the.  

2. Eternal duration; eternity.  3. Any of various plants, such as the strawflower or 

one of the genus Anaphalis, that retain form and color long after they are dry.   
—evÙer·lastùing·ly adv.  —evÙer·lastùing·ness n. 

ev·er·more (HvÙNr-môrù, -morù) adv.  1. Forever; always.  2. In a future time. 

Ev·ers (HvùNrz), Medgar Wiley. 1925-1963.  American civil rights worker in 

Mississippi who was killed by a sniper soon after the broadcast of a pro-civil 

rights speech by President John F. Kennedy. His work was continued by his 

brother Charles (born 1923). 

e·ver·sion (V-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. The act of turning inside out.  b. The 

condition of being turned inside out.   2. The condition of being turned outward.  

[Middle English eversioun, from Old French eversion, from Latin Kversio, Kversion-

, from Kversus, past participle of Kvertere, to overturn. See EVERT.] —e·verùsi·ble 
(-sN-bNl) adj. 

e·vert (V-vûrtù) v.  tr. e·vert·ed, e·vert·ing, e·verts. To turn inside out or out-

ward.  [Back-formation from Middle English everted, turned upside down, from 

Latin Kvertus, past participle of Kvertere, to overturn  : K-, ex-, ex- + vertere, to 

turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

Ev·ert (HvùNrt), Christine Marie. Born 1954.  American tennis player who won 

women’s singles titles at the U.S. Open (1975-1978, 1980, and 1982) and Wimble-

don (1974, 1976, and 1981). 

ev·er·where (HvùNr-hwârÙ, -wârÙ) adv.  Chiefly Southern U.S. 1. Everywhere.  

2. Wherever.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Inversion—the reversal of the two halves of a compound

word—is a common process in Southern dialects. It affects a number of indefinite

pronouns (whichever, whatever, whoever) ending in -ever, yielding everwhich, ever-

what, and everwho. The commonly occurring everwhere can be an example of in-

version when it means “wherever” but illustrates elision of an unstressed syllable

in its meaning “everywhere.” Other examples of Southern inversion cited by Craig

M. Carver in American Regional Dialects are peckerwood, hoppergrass, doll-baby,

tie-tongued, doghanged (meaning “hangdog”), and right-out (“outright”).

ev·er·which (HvùNr-hwVchÙ, -wVchÙ) pron.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Whichever.  

See Regional note at everwhere. 
eve·ry (HvùrK) adj.  1. a. Constituting each and all members of a group without 

exception.  b. Being all possible:  had every chance of winning, but lost.   2. Being 

each of a specified succession of objects or intervals:  every third seat; every two 

hours.  3. Being the highest degree or expression of:  showed us every attention; 



had every hope of succeeding.   —idioms. every bit. Informal. In all ways; 

equally:  He is every bit as mean as she is.  every now and then (or every now 
and again). From time to time; occasionally.  every once in a while. From 

time to time; occasionally.  every other. Each alternate:  She went to visit her 

aunt every other week.  every so often. At intervals; occasionally.  every which 
way. Informal. 6. In every direction.  7. In complete disorder.  [Middle English 

everi, everich, from Old English <fre <lc : <fre, ever; see aiw- in Appendix + <lc, 

each; see lXk- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Every is representative of a large class of English words and ex-

pressions that are singular in form but felt to be plural in sense. The class includes,

for example, noun phrases introduced by every, any, and certain uses of some.

These expressions invariably take a singular verb; we say Every car has (not have)

been tested. Anyone is (not are) liable to fall ill. But when a sentence contains a

pronoun whose antecedent is introduced by every, grammar and sense pull in dif-

ferent directions. The grammar of these expressions requires a singular pronoun,

as in Every car must have its brakes tested, but people persist in using the plural

pronoun, as in Every car must have their brakes tested. Although the latter pattern

is common in the speech of all groups, it is still widely regarded as grammatically

incorrect in writing. • The effort to adhere to the grammatical rule leads to var-

ious complications, however. The first is grammatical. When a pronoun refers to

a phrase containing every or any that falls within a different independent clause,

the pronoun cannot be singular. Thus it is simply not English to say Every man

left; he took his raincoat with him. Nor can one say No one could be seen, could he?

Writers unwilling to use plural forms in these examples must find another way of

expressing their meaning, either by rephrasing the sentence so as to get the pro-

noun into the same clause (as in Every man left, taking his raincoat with him) or

by substituting another word for every or any (as in All the men left; they took their

raincoats with them.) • The second complication is political. When a phrase in-

troduced by every or any refers to a group containing both men and women, what

shall be the gender of the singular pronoun? This matter is discussed in the Usage

Note at he. See Usage Note at all. See Usage Note at any. See Usage Note at each.
See Usage Note at either. See Usage Note at he1. See Usage Note at neither. See

Usage Note at none.

eve·ry·bod·y (HvùrK-bmdÙK, -bƒdÙK) pron.  Every person; everyone. 

eve·ry·day (HvùrK-d7ù) adj.  1. Appropriate for ordinary days or routine occa-

sions:  a suit for everyday wear.  2. Commonplace; ordinary:  everyday worries.   
—  n.  The ordinary or routine day or occasion: “It was not an isolated, violent epi-

sode. It had become part of the everyday” (Sherry Turkle).   —eveùry·dayùness n. 



Eve·ry·man  or eve·ry·man (HvùrK-m4nÙ) n.  An ordinary person, representa-

tive of the human race. 

every man jack (HvùrK m4n j4k) n.  Informal. Every single person of a group. 

eve·ry·one (HvùrK-wƒnÙ) pron.  Every person; everybody.  See Usage Note at 

every. See Usage Note at he1. 
eve·ry·place (HvùrK-pl7sÙ) adv.  Informal. Everywhere.  

USAGE NOTE: The forms everyplace (or every place), anyplace (or any place),

someplace (or some place), and no place are widely used in speech and informal

writing as equivalents for everywhere, anywhere, somewhere, and nowhere. Though

these usages are not incorrect, they should be avoided in formal writing. But when

the two-word expressions every place, any place, some place, and no place are used

to mean “every (any, some, no) spot or location,” they are entirely appropriate at

all levels of style. The distinction between the two meanings is often subtle, but

acceptability can often be gauged by seeing whether an expression with -where can

be substituted. Thus in the sentence She has taken extensive photographs of every

place she’s ever lived in, substitution of everywhere would make no sense, and one

can conclude that the sentence would be inappropriate in formal writing.

eve·ry·thing (HvùrK-thVngÙ) pron.  1. a. All things or all of a group of things.  

b. All relevant matters:  told each other everything.   2. The most important fact or 

consideration:  In business, timing is everything. 

eve·ry·where (HvùrK-hwârÙ, -wârÙ) adv.  In any or every place; in all places.  See 

Usage Note at everyplace. 
Eve·ry·wom·an  or eve·ry·wom·an (HvùrK-wtmÙNn) n.  An ordinary 

woman, representative of all women. 

evg. abbr.  Evening. 

e·vict (V-vVktù) v.  tr. e·vict·ed, e·vict·ing, e·victs. 1. To put out (a tenant, for 

example) by legal process; expel.  2. To force out; eject.  See Synonyms at eject.  
3. Law. To recover (property, for example) by a superior claim or legal process.  

[Middle English evicten, from Latin Kvincere, Kvict-, to vanquish  : K-, ex-, inten-

sive pref.; see EX- + vincere, to defeat; see weik-3 in Appendix.] —e·vict·eeù (V-
vVk-tKù, V-vVkùtK) n.  —e·vicùtion n.  —e·vicùtor n. 

ev·i·dence (HvùV-dNns) n.  1. A thing or things helpful in forming a conclusion 

or judgment:  The broken window was evidence that a burglary had taken place. 

Scientists weigh the evidence for and against a hypothesis.  2. Something indicative; 

an outward sign:  evidence of grief on a mourner’s face.  3. Law. The documentary 

or oral statements and the material objects admissible as testimony in a court of 

law.   —  v.  tr. ev·i·denced, ev·i·denc·ing, ev·i·denc·es. 1. To indicate clearly; 

exemplify or prove.  2. To support by testimony; attest.   —idiom. in evidence. 
1. Plainly visible; to be seen:  It was early, and few pedestrians were in evidence on 



the city streets.  2. Law. As legal evidence:  submitted the photograph in evidence.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin Kvidentia, from Latin KvidKns, 

Kvident-, obvious. See EVIDENT.]

ev·i·dent (HvùV-dNnt) adj.  Easily seen or understood; obvious.  See Synonyms at 

apparent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin KvidKns, Kvident-  : K-, 

ex-, ex- + vidKns, present participle of vidKre, to see; see weid- in Appendix.]

ev·i·den·tial (HvÙV-dHnùshNl) adj.  Law. Of, providing, or constituting evidence:  

evidential material.   —evÙi·denùtial·ly adv. 

ev·i·den·tia·ry (HvÙV-dHnùshN-rK, -shK-HrÙK) adj.  Law. 1. Of evidence; eviden-

tial.  2. For the presentation or determination of evidence:  an evidentiary hear-

ing. 

ev·i·dent·ly (HvùV-dNnt-lK, HvÙV-dHntùlK) adv.  1. Obviously; clearly.  

2. According to the evidence available:  The stranger approached the microphone, 

evidently intending to speak. 

e·vil (KùvNl) adj.  e·vil·er, e·vil·est. 1. Morally bad or wrong; wicked:  an evil 

tyrant.  See Synonyms at bad1.  2. Causing ruin, injury, or pain; harmful:  the evil 

effects of a poor diet.  3. Characterized by or indicating future misfortune; omi-

nous:  evil omens.  4. Bad or blameworthy by report; infamous:  an evil reputa-

tion.  5. Characterized by anger or spite; malicious:  an evil temper.   —  n.  1. The 

quality of being morally bad or wrong; wickedness.  2. That which causes harm, 

misfortune, or destruction:  a leader’s power to do both good and evil.  3. An evil 

force, power, or personification.  4. Something that is a cause or source of suffer-

ing, injury, or destruction:  the social evils of poverty and injustice.   —  adv.  

Archaic. In an evil manner.  [Middle English, from Old English yfel. See wep- in 

Appendix.] —eùvil·ly adv.  —eùvil·ness n. 

e·vil·do·er (KùvNl-duÙNr) n.  One that performs evil acts.   —eùvil·doÙing n. 

evil eye (KùvNl X) n.  1. A look or stare believed to cause injury or misfortune to 

others.  2. The presumed power to cause injury or misfortune to others by magic 

or supernatural means. 

e·vil-mind·ed (KùvNl-mXnùdVd) adj.  Having evil thoughts, opinions, or inten-

tions.   —eùvil-mindùed·ly adv.  —eùvil-mindùed·ness n. 

e·vince (V-vVnsù) v.  tr. e·vinced, e·vinc·ing, e·vinc·es. To show or demon-

strate clearly; manifest:  evince distaste by grimacing.  [Latin Kvincere, to prevail, 

prove. See EVICT.] —e·vincùi·ble adj. 

e·vis·cer·ate (V-vVsùN-r7tÙ) v.  e·vis·cer·at·ed, e·vis·cer·at·ing, 
e·vis·cer·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove the entrails of; disembowel.  2. To take 

away a vital or essential part of:  a compromise that eviscerated the proposed bill.  

3. Medicine. a. To remove the contents of (an organ).  b. To remove an organ, 

such as an eye, from (a patient).    —  v.  intr. Medicine. To protrude through a 

wound or surgical incision.  [Latin Kviscer7re, Kviscer7t-  : K-, ex-, ex- + viscera, 

internal organs; see VISCERA.] —e·visÙcer·aùtion n. 



ev·i·ta·ble (HvùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Possible to avoid; avoidable.  [Latin KvXt7bilis, from 

KvXt7re, to shun  : ex-, ex- + vXt7re, to avoid.]

ev·o·ca·tion (HvÙN-k7ùshNn, KÙvN-) n.  1. The act of evoking.  2. Creation anew 

through the power of the memory or imagination.   —evùo·caÙtor n. 

e·voc·a·tive (V-vmkùN-tVv) adj.  Tending or having the power to evoke.   
—e·vocùa·tive·ly adv.  —e·vocùa·tive·ness n. 

e·voke (V-vokù) v.  tr. e·voked, e·vok·ing, e·vokes. 1. To summon or call 

forth:  actions that evoked our mistrust.  2. To call to mind by naming, citing, or 

suggesting:  songs that evoke old memories.  3. To create anew, especially by means 

of the imagination:  a novel that evokes the Depression in accurate detail.  [Latin 

Kvoc7re : K-, ex-, ex- + voc7re, to call; see wekw- in Appendix.] —evùo·ca·ble 
(HvùN-kN-bNl, V-voùkN-) adj.  

SYNONYMS: evoke, educe, elicit. The central meaning shared by these verbs is

“to draw forth or bring out something latent, hidden, or unexpressed”: evoke

laughter; couldn’t educe significance from the event; trying to elicit the truth.

ev·o·lute (HvùN-lutÙ, KùvN-) n.  Mathematics. The locus of the centers of curva-

ture of a given curve.  [From Latin Kvol7tus, past participle of Kvolvere, to unroll. 

See EVOLVE.]

ev·o·lu·tion (HvÙN-luùshNn, KÙvN-) n.  1. A gradual process in which something 

changes into a different and usually more complex or better form.  See Synonyms 

at development.  2. a. The process of developing.  b. Gradual development.   

3. Biology. a. The theory that groups of organisms change with passage of time, 

mainly as a result of natural selection, so that descendants differ morphologically 

and physiologically from their ancestors.  b. The historical development of a 

related group of organisms; phylogeny.   4. A movement that is part of a set of 

ordered movements.  5. Mathematics. The extraction of a root of a quantity.  

[Latin Kvol7tio, Kvol7tion-, from Kvol7tus, past participle of Kvolvere, to unroll. See 

EVOLVE.] —evÙo·luùtion·al, evÙo·luùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK)  adj.  —evÙo·luù-
tion·arÙi·ly adv. 

ev·o·lu·tion·ism (HvÙN-luùshN-nVzÙNm, KÙvN-) n.  1. A theory of biological 

evolution, especially that formulated by Charles Darwin.  2. Advocacy of or belief 

in biological evolution.   —evÙo·luùtion·ist n. 

e·volve (V-vmlvù) v.  e·volved, e·volv·ing, e·volves.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

develop or achieve gradually:  evolve a style of one’s own.  b. To work (something) 

out; devise: “the schemes he evolved to line his purse” (S.J. Perelman).   2. Biology. 

To develop (a characteristic) by evolutionary processes.  3. To give off; emit.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To undergo gradual change; develop:  an amateur acting group that 

evolved into a theatrical company.  2. Biology. To develop or arise through evolu-



tionary processes.  [Latin Kvolvere, to unroll  : K-, ex-, ex- + volvere, to roll; see 

wel-2 in Appendix.] —e·volvùa·ble adj.  —e·volveùment n. 

Év·reux (7-vrœù)  A town of northern France west-northwest of Paris. Founded 

in Roman times, it alternated between French and English control in the 15th 

century. Population, 46,045. 

e·vul·sion (V-vƒlùshNn) n.  A forcible extraction.  [Latin Kvolsio, Kvolsion-, from 

Kvulsus, past participle of Kvellere, to pull out  : K-, ex-, ex- + vellere, to pull.]

Ev·voia (Hvùyä)  See Euboea. 
ev·zone (HvùzonÙ) n.  An infantryman of a special corps of the Greek army.  

[Modern Greek euzonos, from Greek, well-girded, dressed for exercise  : eu-, well; 

see EU- + zonK, girdle.]

EW abbr.  Enlisted woman. 

ewe (yu) n.  A female sheep, especially when full grown.  [Middle English, from 

Old English Kwe, eowu. See owi- in Appendix.]

E·we (7ùw7Ù, 7ùv7Ù) n.  pl. Ewe or E·wes. 1. A member of a people inhabiting 

southeast Ghana, southern Togo, and southern Benin.  2. The Gbe language of 

the Ewe people. 

Ew·ell (yuùNl), Richard Stoddert. 1817-1872.  American Confederate general 

who took part in the battles of Gettysburg (1863) and the Wilderness (1864) and 

was captured in Pennsylvania with all his men (1865). 

ewe-neck (yuùnHkÙ) n.  A defect in a horse or dog in which the neck is thin 

and has a concave arch.   —eweù-neckedÙ adj. 

E·wen·ki (V-wHngùkK) n.  Variant of Evenki. 
ew·er (yuùNr) n.  A pitcher, especially a decorative one with a base, an oval body, 

and a flaring spout.  [Middle English euer, from Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar 

Latin *aqu7ria, from Latin aqu7rius, of water, from aqua, water. See akw-7- in 

Appendix.]

Ew·ing (yuùVng)  A community of west-central New Jersey north-northwest of 

Trenton. It is mainly residential. Population, 34,842. 

ex1 (Hks) prep.  1. Not including; without:  a stock price ex dividend.  2.  Abbr. x. 
Business. Free of any transport or handling charges incurred before removal from 

a given location:  bought the goods ex warehouse.  3. From, but not having gradu-

ated with, the class of:  a Columbia alumnus, ex ’70.  [Latin. See eghs in Appen-

dix.]

ex2 (Hks) n.  The letter x. 

ex3 (Hks) n.  Slang. A former spouse or partner.  [From EX-.]

Ex  or Ex. abbr.  Bible. Exodus. 

ex. abbr.  1. Examination.  2. Example.  3. Except; exception.  4. Exchange.  

5. Executive.  6. Express.  7. Extra. 



ex- pref.  1. Outside; out of; away from:  exodontia.  2. Not; without:  excaudate.  

3. Former:  ex-president.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin. See 

eghs in Appendix.]

ex·ac·er·bate (Vg-z4sùNr-b7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·ac·er·bat·ed, ex·ac·er·bat·ing, 
ex·ac·er·bates. To increase the severity, violence, or bitterness of; aggravate:  a 

speech that exacerbated racial tensions; a heavy rainfall that exacerbated the flood 

problems.  [Latin exacerb7re, exacerb7t-  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + acerb7re, to 

make harsh (from acerbus, harsh); see ak- in Appendix.] —ex·acÙer·baùtion n. 

ex·act (Vg-z4ktù) adj.  1. Strictly and completely in accord with fact; not deviat-

ing from truth or reality:  an exact account; an exact replica; your exact words.  

2. Characterized by accurate measurements or inferences with small margins of 

error; not approximate:  an exact figure; an exact science.  3. Characterized by 

strict adherence to standards or rules:  an exact speaker.   —  v.  tr. ex·act·ed, 
ex·act·ing, ex·acts. 1. To force the payment or yielding of; extort:  exact tribute 

from a conquered people.  2. To demand and obtain by or as if by force or author-

ity:  a harsh leader who exacts obedience.  See Synonyms at demand.  [Latin 

ex7ctus, past participle of exigere, to weigh out, demand  : ex-, ex- + agere, to 

weigh; see ag- in Appendix.] —ex·actùa·ble adj.  —ex·actùness n.  —ex·acù-
tor, ex·actùer n. 

ex·act·a (Vg-z4kùtN) n.  Sports & Games. A method of betting, as on a horserace, 

in which the bettor must correctly pick those finishing in the first and second 

places in precisely that sequence.  Also called perfecta [From American Spanish 

quiniela exacta, exact quiniela (a game of chance), from Spanish exacta, feminine 

of exacto, from Latin ex7ctus. See EXACT.]

ex·act·ing (Vg-z4kùtVng) adj.  1. Making severe demands; rigorous:  an exacting 

instructor.  2. Requiring great care, effort, or attention:  an exacting task.  See Syn-

onyms at burdensome.  —ex·actùing·ly adv.  —ex·actùing·ness n. 

ex·ac·tion (Vg-z4kùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of exacting.  b. Excessive or unjust 

demand; extortion.   2. Something exacted. 

ex·ac·ti·tude (Vg-z4kùtV-tud, -tyudÙ) n.  The state or quality of being exact. 

ex·act·ly (Vg-z4ktùlK) adv.  1. In an exact manner; accurately.  2. In all respects; 

just:  Do exactly as you please.  3. As you say. Used to indicate agreement. 

ex·ag·ger·ate (Vg-z4jùN-r7tÙ) v.  ex·ag·ger·at·ed, ex·ag·ger·at·ing, 
ex·ag·ger·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To represent as greater than is actually the case; 

overstate:  exaggerate the size of the enemy force; exaggerated his own role in the epi-

sode.  2. To enlarge or increase to an abnormal degree:  thick lenses that exagger-

ated the size of her eyes.   —  v.  intr. To make overstatements.  [Latin exagger7re, 

exagger7t-, to heap up, magnify  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + agger7re, to pile up 

(from agger, pile, from aggerere, to bring to  : ad-, ad- + gerere, to bring).] 
—ex·agùger·atÙed·ly adv.  —ex·agÙger·aùtion n.  —ex·agùger·aÙtive, 
ex·agùger·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —ex·agùger·aÙtor n.  



SYNONYMS: exaggerate, inflate, magnify, overstate. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to represent something as being larger or greater than it

actually is”: exaggerated the size of the fish he had caught; inflated her own impor-

tance; magnifying his part in their success; overstated their income on the mortgage

application. 

ANTONYM: minimize

ex·alt (Vg-zôltù) v.  tr. ex·alt·ed, ex·alt·ing, ex·alts. 1. To raise in rank, charac-

ter, or status; elevate:  exalted the shepherd to the rank of grand vizier.  2. To glorify, 

praise, or honor.  3. To increase the effect or intensity of; heighten:  works of art 

that exalt the imagination.  4. Obsolete. To fill with sublime emotion; elate.  [Mid-

dle English exalten, from Latin exalt7re : ex-, up, away; see EX- + altus, high; see 

al-2 in Appendix.] —ex·altùer n. 

ex·al·ta·tion (HgÙzôl-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of exalting or the condition of 

being exalted.  2. A state or feeling of intense, often excessive exhilaration or well-

being.  See Synonyms at ecstasy.  3. A flight of larks.  See Synonyms at flock1. 
ex·alt·ed (Vg-zôlùtVd) adj.  1. Elevated in rank, character, or status.  2. Lofty; 

sublime; noble:  an exalted dedication to liberty.  3. Exaggerated; inflated:  He has 

an exalted sense of his importance to the project.   —ex·altùed·ly adv.  

—ex·altùed·ness n. 

ex·am (Vg-z4mù) n.  An examination; a test. 

ex·a·men (Vg-z7ùmNn) n.  An examination; an investigation.  [Latin ex7men, a 

weighing out. See EXAMINE.]

ex·am·i·nant (Vg-z4mùN-nNnt) n.  1. One who examines.  2. One who is exam-

ined; an examinee. 

ex·am·i·na·tion (Vg-z4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. ex. 1. The act of examining or 

the state of being examined.  2. A set of questions or exercises testing knowledge 

or skill.  3. A formal interrogation:  examination of the witness.   —ex·amÙi·naù-
tion·al adj. 

ex·am·ine (Vg-z4mùVn) v.  tr. ex·am·ined, ex·am·in·ing, ex·am·ines. 
1. a. To observe carefully or critically; inspect:  examined the room for clues.  

b. To study or analyze:  examine a tissue sample under a microscope; examine the 

structure of a novel; examine one’s own motives.   2. To test or check the condition 

or health of:  examine a patient.  3. To determine the qualifications, aptitude, or 

skills of by means of questions or exercises.  4. To question formally, as to elicit 

facts or information; interrogate:  examine a witness under oath.  See Synonyms at 

ask.  [Middle English examinen, from Old French examiner, from Latin 

ex7min7re, from ex7men, a weighing out, from exigere, to weigh out. See EXACT.] 
—ex·amùin·a·ble adj.  —ex·amùin·er n.  



WORD HISTORY: A student who is being examined might prefer at times to

deal with a swarm of bees rather than be weighed in the balance once again. The

history of the word examine involves both phenomena. Examine, first recorded

in English in a work composed before 1338, goes back to the Latin word

ex7min7re, which in turn is derived from ex7men, meaning both “a swarm of

bees” and “the apparatus or process of weighing, balance.” Ex7men has these sens-

es because it is formed from the prefix ex-, “out of,” and the root ·ag-, “to drive,

force.” The semantic possibilities of this combination are shown by the senses of

the related verb exigere, which meant “to drive out,” “to exact payment,” “to de-

mand,” and “to inquire after or into.” The verb ex7min7re derived from ex7men

has the sense “to swarm” as well as the senses “to weigh, balance,” and “to consider

critically.”

ex·am·in·ee (Vg-z4mÙN-nKù) n.  One that is examined. 

ex·am·ple (Vg-z4mùpNl) n.  Abbr. ex. 1. One that is representative of a group as 

a whole:  the squirrel, an example of a rodent; introduced each new word with exam-

ples of its use.  2. One serving as a pattern of a specific kind:  set a good example by 

arriving on time.  3. A similar case that constitutes a model or precedent:  a 

unique episode, without example in maritime history.  4. a. A punishment given as 

a warning or deterrent.  b. One that has been given such a punishment:  made an 

example of the offender.   5. A problem or exercise used to illustrate a principle or 

method.   —idiom. for example. As an illustrative instance:  Wear something 

simple; for example, a skirt and blouse.  [Middle English, from Old French exam-

ple, essaumple, from Latin exemplum, from eximere, to take out  : ex-, ex- + emere, 

to take; see em- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: example, instance, case, illustration, sample, specimen. Each of

these nouns refers to what is representative of or serves to explain a larger group

or class. An example represents, usually typically, something of which it is a part

and thereby demonstrates the character of the whole: “Of the despotism to which

unrestrained military power leads we have plenty of examples from Alexander to

Mao” (Samuel Eliot Morison). An instance is an example that is cited to prove or

invalidate a contention or to illustrate a point: an instance of flagrant corruption.

A case is an action, an occurrence, or a condition that constitutes a specific in-

stance of something being discussed, decided, or treated: a typical case of child

neglect; very few cases of diphtheria. An illustration is an example that clarifies or

explains: provided an illustration of the word in context; gave an illustration of her

courage. A sample is an actual part of something larger, presented as evidence of

the quality or nature of the whole: distributing samples of a new detergent; gave us

a sample of her temper. Specimen is sometimes synonymous with sample, but it



often denotes an individual, representative member of a group or class: This poem

is a fair specimen of his work. See also Synonyms at ideal

ex·an·the·ma (HgÙz4n-thKùmN) also ex·an·them (Vg-z4nùthNm) n.  pl. 

ex·an·them·a·ta (-thHmùN-tN)  or ex·an·the·mas also ex·an·thems. Medi-

cine. 1. A skin eruption accompanying certain infectious diseases.  2. A disease, 

such as measles or scarlet fever, accompanied by a skin eruption.  [Late Latin 

exanthKma, from Greek, eruption, from exanthein, to burst forth  : ex-, ex- + 

anthein, to blossom (from anthos, flower).] —ex·anÙthe·matùic (Vg-z4nÙ-thN-

m4tùVk), exÙan·themùa·tous (HgÙz4n-thHmùN-tNs)  adj. 

ex·arch1 (HkùsärkÙ) n.  1. A bishop in the Eastern Orthodox Church ranking 

immediately below a patriarch.  2. The ruler of a province in the Byzantine 

Empire.  [Late Latin exarchus, an overseer, from Greek exarkhos, from exarkhein, 

to lead  : ex-, ex- + arkhein, to rule.] —ex·archùal adj.  —exùarÙchate 
(HkùsärÙk7t), exùarÙchy (-kK)  n. 

ex·arch2 (HkùsärkÙ) adj.  Botany. Of or relating to a xylem whose early develop-

ment is away from the center and toward the periphery.  [EX(O)- + Greek arkhK, 

beginning (from arkhein, to rule, begin).] —exÙarchÙ n. 

ex·as·per·ate (Vg-z4sùpN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·as·per·at·ed, ex·as·per·at·ing, 
ex·as·per·ates. 1. To make very angry or impatient; annoy greatly.  2. To 

increase the gravity or intensity of: “a scene... that exasperates his rose fever and 

makes him sneeze” (Samuel Beckett).  [Latin exasper7re, exasper7t-  : ex-, intensive 

pref.; see EX- + asper7re, to make rough (from asper, rough).] 
—ex·asùper·atÙed·ly adv.  —ex·asùper·atÙer n.  —ex·asùper·atÙing·ly adv. 

ex·as·per·a·tion (Vg-z4sÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of exasperat-

ing.  2. The state of being exasperated; frustrated annoyance. 

exc. abbr.  1. Excellent.  2. Except; exception. 

Exc. abbr.  Excellency. 

Ex·cal·i·bur (Hk-sk4lùN-bNr) n.  In Arthurian legend, the sword belonging to 

King Arthur.  [Middle English, alteration (perhaps influenced by Latin chalybs, 

steel), of Medieval Latin Caliburnus, from Middle Welsh Caletuwlch, or Middle 

Irish Caladbolg, a legendary sword.]

ex ca·the·dra (HksÙ kN-thKùdrN) adv.  & adj.  With the authority derived from 

one’s office or position:  the pope speaking ex cathedra; ex cathedra determinations.  

[Latin ex cathedr7 : ex, from + cathedr7, ablative of cathedra, chair.]

ex·cau·date (Hk-skôùd7tÙ) adj.  Without a tail; tailless. 

ex·ca·vate (HkùskN-v7tÙ) v.  ex·ca·vat·ed, ex·ca·vat·ing, ex·ca·vates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make a hole in; hollow out:  excavate an ore-rich hillside.  2. To form by 

hollowing out.  3. To remove by digging or scooping out.  4. To expose or 

uncover by or as if by digging:  excavate an archaeological site.   —  v.  intr. To 

engage in digging, hollowing out, or removing.  [Latin excav7re, excav7t-, to hol-



low out  : ex-, ex- + cav7re, to hollow (from cavus, hollow); see keuN- in Appen-

dix.]

ex·ca·va·tion (HkÙskN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of excavating.  2. A 

hole formed by excavating. 

ex·ca·va·tor (HkùskN-v7ÙtNr) n.  One that excavates, especially a backhoe. 

ex·ceed (Vk-sKdù) v.  tr. ex·ceed·ed, ex·ceed·ing, ex·ceeds. 1. To be greater 

than; surpass.  2. To go beyond the limits of:  exceeded their authority.  See Syn-

onyms at excel.  [Middle English exceden, from Old French exceder, from Latin 

excKdere : ex-, ex- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.]

ex·ceed·ing (Vk-sKùdVng) adj.  Extreme; extraordinary:  a night of exceeding 

darkness.   —  adv.  Archaic. Exceedingly. 

ex·ceed·ing·ly (Vk-sKùdVng-lK) adv.  To an advanced or unusual degree; 

extremely. 

ex·cel (Vk-sHlù) v.  ex·celled, ex·cel·ling, ex·cels.  —  v.  tr. To do or be better 

than; surpass.   —  v.  intr. To show superiority; surpass others.  [Middle English 

excellen, from Latin excellere. See kel-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: excel, surpass, exceed, transcend, outdo, outstrip. These verbs mean

to be or go beyond a limit or standard. To excel is to be preeminent (excels at figure

skating) or to be or perform at a level higher than that of another or others (ex-

celled her father as a lawyer). To surpass another is to be superior in performance,

quality, or degree: is surpassed by few as a debater; happiness that surpassed descrip-

tion. Exceed can refer to being superior, as in quality (an invention that exceeds all

others in ingenuity), to being greater than another, as in degree or quantity (a sal-

ary exceeding 50 thousand dollars a year), and to going beyond a proper limit (ex-

ceed one’s authority; exceed a speed limit). Transcend often implies the attainment

of a level so high that comparison is hardly possible: Great art transcends mere

rules of composition. To outdo is to excel in doing or performing: didn’t want to be

outdone in generosity. Outstrip is often interchangeable with outdo but strongly

suggests leaving another behind, as in a contest: It is a case of the student outstrip-

ping the teacher.

ex·cel·lence (HkùsN-lNns) n.  1. The state, quality, or condition of excelling; 

superiority.  2. Something in which one excels.  3. Excellence. Excellency. 

Ex·cel·len·cy (HkùsN-lNn-sK) n.  pl. Ex·cel·len·cies. Abbr. Exc. Used with His, 

Her, or Your as a title and form of address for certain high officials, such as vice-

roys, ambassadors, and governors. 

ex·cel·lent (HkùsN-lNnt) adj.  1.  Abbr. exc. Of the highest or finest quality; 

exceptionally good of its kind.  2. Archaic. Superior.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin excellKns, excellent- present participle of excellere, to excel. See 

EXCEL.] —exùcel·lent·ly adv. 



ex·cel·si·or (Vk-sHlùsK-Nr) n.  Slender, curved wood shavings used especially for 

packing.  [Originally a trade name.]

ex·cept (Vk-sHptù) prep.  Abbr. ex., exc. With the exclusion of; other than; but:  

everyone except me.   —  conj.  1. If it were not for the fact that; only:  I would buy 

the suit, except that it costs too much.  2. Otherwise than:  They didn’t open their 

mouths except to complain.  3. Unless.   —  v.  ex·cept·ed, ex·cept·ing, 
ex·cepts.  —  v.  tr. To leave out; exclude:  An admission fee is charged, but chil-

dren are excepted.   —  v.  intr. To object:  Counsel excepted to the court’s ruling.  

[Middle English, from Latin exceptus, past participle of excipere, to exclude  : ex-, 

ex- + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Except in the sense of “with the exclusion of” or “other than” is

generally construed as a preposition, not a conjunction. A personal pronoun that

follows except is therefore in the objective case: No one except me knew it. Every

member of the original cast was signed except her.

ex·cept·ing (Vk-sHpùtVng) prep.  With the exception of.   —  conj.  Except. 

ex·cep·tion (Vk-sHpùshNn) n.  Abbr. ex., exc. 1. The act of excepting or the 

condition of being excepted; exclusion.  2. One that is excepted, especially a case 

that does not conform to a rule or generalization.  3. An objection or a criticism:  

opinions that are open to exception.  4. Law. A formal objection taken in the course 

of an action or a proceeding. 

ex·cep·tion·a·ble (Vk-sHpùshN-nN-bNl) adj.  Open or liable to objection or 

debate; objectionable or debatable.   —ex·cepÙtion·a·bilùi·ty n.  —ex·cepù-
tion·a·bly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Exceptionable and exceptional are not interchangeable. Only ex-

ceptionable is equivalent to “objectionable” or “debatable”; exceptional is equiva-

lent to “uncommon” or “extraordinary.”

ex·cep·tion·al (Vk-sHpùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Being an exception; uncommon.  

2. Well above average; extraordinary:  an exceptional memory.  See Usage Note at 

exceptionable.  3. Deviating widely from a norm, as of physical or mental abil-

ity:  special educational provisions for exceptional children.   —ex·cepÙ-
tion·alùi·ty, ex·cepùtion·al·ness n.  —ex·cepùtion·al·ly (-shN-n4lùV-tK) adv. 

ex·cep·tive (Vk-sHpùtVv) adj.  1. Of, being, or containing an exception.  

2. Archaic. Captious; faultfinding. 

ex·cerpt (HkùsûrptÙ) n.  A passage or segment taken from a longer work, such as 

a literary or musical composition, a document, or a film.   —  v.  tr. ex·cerpt·ed, 
ex·cerpt·ing, ex·cerpts (Vk-sûrptù). 1. To select or use (a passage or segment 

from a longer work).  2. To select or use material from (a longer work).  [From 



Middle English, excerpted, from Latin excerptus, past participle of excerpere, to 

pick out  : ex-, ex- + carpere, to pluck; see kerp- in Appendix.]

ex·cess (Vk-sHsù, HkùsHsÙ) n.  1. The state of exceeding what is normal or suffi-

cient:  rains that filled the reservoirs to excess.  2. An amount or quantity beyond 

what is normal or sufficient; a surplus.  3. The amount or degree by which one 

quantity exceeds another:  Profit is the excess of sales over costs.  4. Intemperance; 

overindulgence:  drank to excess.  5. A behavior or an action that exceeds proper 

or lawful bounds:  tried to avoid engaging in emotional excesses such as hysteria and 

fits of temper.   —  adj.  Being more than is usual, required, or permitted:  skim-

ming off the excess fat.  See Synonyms at superfluous.   —  v.  tr. ex·cessed, 
ex·cess·ing, ex·cess·es. To eliminate the job or position of.   —idiom. in 
excess of. Greater than; more than:  unit sales in excess of 20 million.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin excessus, past participle of excKdere, to 

exceed. See EXCEED.]

ex·ces·sive (Vk-sHsùVv) adj.  Exceeding a normal, usual, reasonable, or proper 

limit.   —ex·cesùsive·ly adv.  —ex·cesùsive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: excessive, exorbitant, extravagant, immoderate, inordinate, ex-

treme, unreasonable. These adjectives mean exceeding a normal, usual, reasonable,

or proper limit. Excessive describes a quantity, an amount, or a degree that is more

than what is justifiable, tolerable, or desirable: excessive speed; excessive drinking.

Exorbitant usually refers to a quantity or degree that far exceeds what is customary

or fair: exorbitant interest rates; an exorbitant price. Extravagant sometimes spec-

ifies excessive or unwise expenditure of money (extravagant gifts); often it implies

unbridled divergence from the bounds of reason or sound judgment (extravagant

claims; extravagant praise). Immoderate denotes lack of due moderation: immod-

erate expenses; immoderate enthusiasm. Inordinate implies an overstepping of

bounds imposed by authority or dictated by good sense: inordinate vanity; inor-

dinate demands. Extreme suggests the utmost degree of excessiveness: extreme joy;

extreme danger; extreme opinions. Unreasonable applies to what exceeds reasonable

limits: charged an unreasonable rent; made an unreasonable request.

exch. abbr.  1. Exchange.  2.  Also Exch.. Exchequer. 

ex·change (Vks-ch7njù) v.  ex·changed, ex·chang·ing, ex·chang·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To give in return for something received; trade:  exchange dollars for francs; 

exchanging labor for room and board.  2. To give and receive reciprocally; inter-

change:  exchange gifts; exchange ideas.  3. To give up for a substitute:  exchange a 

position in the private sector for a post in government.  4. To turn in for replace-

ment:  exchange defective merchandise at a store.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give something 

in return for something received; make an exchange.  2. To be received in 

exchange:  At that time the British pound exchanged for $2.80.   —  n.  Abbr. exch., 



ex. 1. The act or an instance of exchanging:  a prisoner exchange; an exchange of 

greetings.  2. One that is exchanged.  3. A place where things are exchanged, espe-

cially a center where securities or commodities are bought and sold:  a stock 

exchange.  4. A telephone exchange.  5. a. A system of payments using instru-

ments, such as negotiable drafts, instead of money.  b. The fee or percentage 

charged for participating in such a system of payment.   6. A bill of exchange.  

7. A rate of exchange.  8. The amount of difference in the actual value of two or 

more currencies or between values of the same currency at two or more places.  

[Middle English eschaungen, from Anglo-Norman eschaungier, from Vulgar Latin 

*excambi7re : Latin ex-, ex- + Late Latin cambXre, to exchange, barter; see 

CHANGE.] —ex·changeùa·ble adj. 

exchange rate (Vks-ch7njù r7t) n.  A rate of exchange. 

ex·cheq·uer (HksùchHkÙNr, Vks-chHkùNr) n.  1. Exchequer. The British govern-

mental department charged with the collection and management of the national 

revenue.  2. Exchequer. In Great Britain, the Court of Exchequer.  3.  Abbr. 

exch., Exch. A treasury, as of a nation or an organization.  4. Financial 

resources; funds.  [Alteration of Middle English escheker, from Old French esche-

quier, counting table, chessboard, from eschec, check. See CHECK.]

ex·ci·mer (HkùsN-mNr) n.  A diatomic molecule existing in an energy level above 

the ground state.  [EXC(ITED) + (D)IMER.]

ex·cip·i·ent (Vk-sVpùK-Nnt) n.  An inert substance used as a diluent or vehicle for 

a drug.  [Latin excipiKns, excipient- present participle of excipere, to take out, 

exclude. See EXCEPT.]

ex·cis·a·ble (Vk-sXùzN-bNl) adj.  Subject to an excise:  excisable commodities. 

ex·cise1 (HkùsXzÙ) n.  1. An internal tax imposed on the production, sale, or con-

sumption of a commodity or the use of a service within a country:  excises on 

tobacco, liquor, and long-distance telephone calls.  2. A licensing charge or a fee lev-

ied for certain privileges.   —  v.  tr. ex·cised, ex·cis·ing, ex·cis·es. To levy an 

excise on.  [Middle Dutch excijs, alteration (influenced by Latin excXsus, past par-

ticiple of excXdere, to cut out); see EXCISE
2, of accijs, tax, probably from Old French 

acceis, partly from Vulgar Latin *accKnsum (Latin ad-, ad- + Latin cKnsus, tax); see 

CENSUS, and partly from Old French assise, legislative ordinance; see ASSIZE.]

ex·cise2 (Vk-sXzù) v.  tr. ex·cised, ex·cis·ing, ex·cis·es. To remove by or as if by 

cutting:  excised the tumor; excised two scenes from the film.  [Latin excXdere, excXs- 

 : ex-, ex- + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.] —ex·ciùsion (-sVzhùNn) n. 

ex·cit·a·ble (Vk-sXùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Easily excited.  2. Capable of responding to 

stimuli.   —ex·citÙa·bilùi·ty, ex·citùa·ble·ness n.  —ex·citùa·bly adv. 

ex·ci·tant (Vk-sXtùnt) adj.  Tending to excite; stimulating.   —  n.  An agent or 

stimulus that excites; a stimulant. 

ex·ci·ta·tion (HkÙsX-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of exciting or an instance 

of it.  2. The state or condition of being excited.  3. Physiology. The activity pro-



duced in an organ, a tissue, or a part, such as a nerve cell, as a result of stimula-

tion. 

ex·ci·ta·tive (Vk-sXùtN-tVv)  or ex·ci·ta·to·ry (-sXùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Causing 

or tending to cause excitation. 

ex·cite (Vk-sXtù) v.  tr. ex·cit·ed, ex·cit·ing, ex·cites. 1. To stir to activity.  2. To 

call forth (a reaction or emotion, for example); elicit:  odd noises that excited our 

curiosity.  3. To arouse strong feeling in:  speakers who know how to excite a crowd.  

See Synonyms at provoke.  4. Physiology. To produce increased activity or 

response in (an organ, a tissue, or a part); stimulate.  5. Physics. a. To increase the 

energy of.  b. To raise (an atom, for example) to a higher energy level.   [Middle 

English exciten, from Latin excit7re, frequentative of exciKre : ex-, ex- + ciKre, to 

set in motion; see kei-2 in Appendix.]

ex·cit·ed (Vk-sXùtVd) adj.  1. Being in a state of excitement; emotionally aroused; 

stirred.  2. Physics. Being at an energy level higher than the ground state.   
—ex·citùed·ly adv. 

ex·cite·ment (Vk-sXtùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of exciting.  b. The 

condition of being excited.   2. Activity; agitation.  3. Something that excites:  the 

dancing tigers and other circus excitements. 

ex·cit·er (Vk-sXùtNr) n.  1. One that excites:  an exciter of animosity.  2. An auxil-

iary generator used to provide field current for a larger generator or alternator.  

3. Electronics. An oscillator for generating the carrier frequency of a transmitter. 

ex·cit·ing (Vk-sXùtVng) adj.  Creating or producing excitement:  an exciting adven-

ture story.   —ex·citùing·ly adv. 

ex·ci·ton (HkùsV-tmnÙ, -sX-) n.  Physics. An electrically neutral excited state of an 

insulator or semiconductor, often regarded as a bound state of an electron and a 

hole.  [EXCIT(ATION) + -ON
1.]

ex·ci·ton·ics (HkÙsV-tmnùVks, -sX-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Physics. The study 

of excitons and their behavior in semiconductors and dielectrics. 

ex·ci·tor (Vk-sXùtNr) n.  A nerve whose stimulation induces an increase in activity 

of the part it supplies. 

excl. abbr.  1. Exclamation.  2. Exclusive. 

ex·claim (Vk-skl7mù) v.  ex·claimed, ex·claim·ing, ex·claims.  —  v.  intr. To 

cry out suddenly or vehemently, as from surprise or emotion:  The children 

exclaimed with excitement.   —  v.  tr. To express or utter (something) suddenly or 

vehemently:  exclaimed her surprise.  [French exclamer, from Latin excl7m7re : ex-, 

ex- + cl7m7re, to call; see kelN-2 in Appendix.] —ex·claimùer n. 

ex·cla·ma·tion (HkÙsklN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. An abrupt, forceful utterance:  an 

exclamation of delight.  2. An outcry, as of protest.  3.  Abbr. excl. Grammar. An 

interjection. 

exclamation point (HkÙsklN-m7ùshNn point) n.  A punctuation mark (!) used 

after an exclamation.  Also called exclamation mark 



ex·clam·a·tory (Vk-skl4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Constituting, containing, relat-

ing to, or using exclamation. 

ex·clave (Hkùskl7vÙ) n.  A part of a country that is isolated from the main part 

and is surrounded by foreign territory.  [EX- + (EN)CLAVE.]

ex·clude (Vk-skludù) v.  tr. ex·clud·ed, ex·clud·ing, ex·cludes. 1. To pre-

vent from entering; keep out; bar:  a jar sealed to exclude outside air; an immigra-

tion policy that excludes undesirables.  2. To prevent from being included, 

considered, or accepted; reject:  The court excluded the improperly obtained evi-

dence.  3. To put out; expel.  [Middle English excluden, from Latin excl7dere : ex-, 

ex- + claudere, to shut.] —ex·cludÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —ex·cludùa·ble, 
ex·cludùi·ble adj. , n.  —ex·cludùer n. 

ex·clu·sion (Vk-skluùzhNn) n.  1. The act or practice of excluding.  2. The con-

dition or fact of being excluded.  [Middle English exclusioun, from Latin excl7sio, 

excl7sion-, from excl7sus, past participle of excl7dere, to shut. See EXCLUDE.] 
—ex·cluùsion·arÙy (-zhN-nHrÙK) adj. 

exclusionary rule (Vk-skluùzhN-nHrÙK rul) n.  Law. A rule that forbids the 

use of illegally obtained evidence in a criminal trial. 

ex·clu·sion·ist (Vk-skluùzhN-nVst) n.  One that advocates the exclusion of 

another or others, as from having or exercising a right or privilege.   —ex·cluù-
sion·ism n.  —ex·cluùsion·ist, ex·cluÙsion·isùtic adj. 

exclusion principle (Vk-skluùzhNn prVnùsN-pNl) n.  The principle that two 

particles of a given type, such as electrons, protons, or neutrons, cannot simulta-

neously occupy a particular quantum state.  Also called Pauli exclusion principle 

ex·clu·sive (Vk-skluùsVv) adj.  Abbr. excl. 1. Excluding or tending to exclude:  

exclusive barriers.  2. Not divided or shared with others:  exclusive publishing 

rights.  3. Not accompanied by others; single or sole:  your exclusive function.  

4. Complete; undivided:  gained their exclusive attention.  5. Excluding some or 

most, as from membership or participation:  an exclusive club.  6. Catering to a 

wealthy clientele; expensive:  exclusive shops.   —  n.  1. A news item initially 

released to only one publication or broadcaster.  2. An exclusive right or privilege, 

as to market a product.   —ex·cluùsive·ly adv.  —ex·cluùsive·ness, exÙ-
clu·sivùi·ty (HkÙsklu-sVvùV-tK)  n. 

exclusive of (Vk-skluùsVv ƒv) prep.  Not including or considering:  bought the 

house, exclusive of the outbuildings. 

ex·cog·i·tate (Vk-skmjùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·cog·i·tat·ed, ex·cog·i·tat·ing, 
ex·cog·i·tates. To consider or think (something) out carefully and thoroughly.  

[Latin excogit7re, excogit7t-, to find out by thinking  : ex-, ex- + cogit7re, to think; 

see COGITATE.] —ex·cogÙi·taùtion n.  —ex·cogùi·taÙtive adj. 

ex·com·mu·ni·ca·ble (HksÙkN-myuùnV-kN-bNl) adj.  Meriting, liable to, or 

punishable by excommunication:  excommunicable behavior. 



ex·com·mu·ni·cate (HksÙkN-myuùnV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·com·mu·ni·cat·ed, 
ex·com·mu·ni·cat·ing, ex·com·mu·ni·cates. 1. To deprive of the right of 

church membership by ecclesiastical authority.  2. To exclude by or as if by decree 

from membership or participation in a group.   —  n.  (-kVt) A person who has 

been excommunicated.   —  adj.  (-kVt, -k7tÙ) Having been excommunicated.  

[Middle English excommunicaten, from Late Latin excomm7nic7re, 

excomm7nic7t-  : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin comm7nic7re, to share (from Latin 

comm7nis, common); see COMMON.] —exÙcom·muùni·caÙtive (-k7ÙtVv, -kN-), 
exÙcom·muùni·ca·toÙry (-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —exÙcom·muùni·caÙtor n. 

ex·com·mu·ni·ca·tion (HksÙkN-myuÙnV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of excom-

municating.  2. The state of being excommunicated.  3. A formal ecclesiastical 

censure that deprives a person of the right to belong to a church. 

ex·co·ri·ate (Vk-skôrùK-7tÙ, -skorù-) v.  tr. ex·co·ri·at·ed, ex·co·ri·at·ing, 
ex·co·ri·ates. 1. To tear or wear off the skin of; abrade.  See Synonyms at chafe.  
2. To censure strongly; denounce:  an editorial that excoriated the administration 

for its inaction.  [Middle English excoriaten, from Latin excori7re, excori7t-  : ex-, 

ex- + corium, skin; see sker-1 in Appendix.] —ex·coÙri·aùtion n.  

—ex·coùri·aÙtor n. 

ex·cre·ment (HkùskrN-mNnt) n.  Waste material, especially fecal matter, that is 

expelled from the body after digestion.  [Latin excrKmentum, from excrKtus, past 

participle of excernere, to excrete. See EXCRETE.] —exÙcre·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj.  

—exÙcre·men·tiùtious (-mHn-tVshùNs) adj. 

ex·cres·cence (Vk-skrHsùNns) n.  1. An abnormal outgrowth or enlargement, 

such as a wart.  2. A normal outgrowth, such as a fingernail or a beard.  3. A usu-

ally unwanted or unnecessary accretion: “Independent agencies were an excrescence 

on the Constitution” (Los Angeles Times).  [Middle English, from Latin excrKscen-

tia, from neuter pl. of excrKscKns, excrKscent- present participle of excrKscere, to 

grow out  : ex-, ex- + crKscere, to grow; see ker-2 in Appendix.]

ex·cres·cen·cy (Vk-skrHsùNn-sK) n.  pl. ex·cres·cen·cies. 1. The state or condi-

tion of being excrescent.  2. An excrescence. 

ex·cres·cent (Vk-skrHsùNnt) adj.  1. Growing out abnormally, excessively, or 

superfluously.  2. Linguistics. Of or relating to epenthesis; epenthetic.   
—ex·cresùcent·ly adv. 

ex·cre·ta (Vk-skrKùtN) pl.n.  Waste matter, such as sweat, urine, or feces, dis-

charged from the body.  [Latin excrKta, from neuter pl. past participle of excer-

nere, to excrete. See EXCRETE.] —ex·creùtal adj. 

ex·crete (Vk-skrKtù) v.  tr. ex·cret·ed, ex·cret·ing, ex·cretes. To separate and 

discharge (waste matter) from the blood, tissues, or organs.  [Latin excernere, 

excrKt-  : ex-, ex- + cernere, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.]



ex·cre·tion (Vk-skrKùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of discharging waste matter 

from the blood, tissues, or organs.  2. The matter, such as urine or sweat, that is 

so excreted. 

ex·cre·to·ry (HkùskrV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or used in excretion:  

excretory organs. 

ex·cru·ci·ate (Vk-skruùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·cru·ci·at·ed, ex·cru·ci·at·ing, 
ex·cru·ci·ates. 1. To inflict severe pain on; torture.  2. To inflict great mental 

distress on.  See Synonyms at afflict.  [Latin excruci7re, excruci7t-  : ex-, intensive 

pref.; see EX- + cruci7re, to crucify, torture (from crux, cruc-, cross); see CROSS.] 
—ex·cruÙci·aùtion n. 

ex·cru·ci·at·ing (Vk-skruùshK-7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Intensely painful; agonizing.  

2. Very intense or extreme:  wrote with excruciating precision.   
—ex·cruùci·atÙing·ly adv. 

ex·cul·pate (HkùskNl-p7tÙ, Vk-skƒlù-) v.  tr. ex·cul·pat·ed, ex·cul·pat·ing, 
ex·cul·pates. To clear of guilt or blame.  [Medieval Latin exculp7re, exculp7t-  : 

Latin ex-, ex- + culpa, guilt.] —ex·culùpa·ble (Vk-skƒlùpN-bNl) adj.  

—exÙcul·paùtion n. 

ex·cul·pa·to·ry (Vk-skƒlùpN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Acting or tending to exculpate. 

ex·cur·rent (Vk-skûrùNnt, -skƒrù-) adj.  1. a. Running or flowing in an outward 

direction.  b. Marked by an outward flow of current.   2. Botany. a. Having a sin-

gle, undivided trunk with lateral branches, as in spruce trees.  b. Extending 

beyond the apex of a leaf, as a midrib or vein.   [Latin excurrKns, excurrent- 

present participle of excurrere, to run out. See EXCURSION.]

ex·cur·sion (Vk-skûrùzhNn) n.  1. A usually short journey made for pleasure; an 

outing.  2. A roundtrip on a passenger vehicle at a special low fare.  3. A group 

taking a short pleasure trip together.  4. A diversion or deviation from a main 

topic; a digression.  5. Physics. a. A movement from and back to a mean position 

or axis in an oscillating or alternating motion.  b. The distance traversed in such a 

movement.   [Latin excursio, excursion-, from excursus, past participle of excur-

rere, to run out  : ex-, ex- + currere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.]

ex·cur·sion·ist (Vk-skûrùzhN-nVst) n.  A person who goes on an excursion. 

ex·cur·sive (Vk-skûrùsVv) adj.  Of, given to, characterized by, or having the 

nature of digression.   —ex·curùsive·ly adv.  —ex·curùsive·ness n. 

ex·cur·sus (Vk-skûrùsNs) n.  pl. ex·cur·sus·es. 1. A lengthy, appended exposi-

tion of a topic or point.  2. A digression.  [Latin, from past participle of excurrere, 

to run out. See EXCURSION.]

ex·cus·a·to·ry (Vk-skyuùzN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Tending or serving to excuse. 

ex·cuse (Vk-skyuzù) v.  tr. ex·cused, ex·cus·ing, ex·cus·es. 1. a. To explain 

(a fault or an offense) in the hope of being forgiven or understood:  He arrived 

late and excused his tardiness in a flimsy manner.  b. To seek to remove the blame 

from:  She excused herself for being late.   2. a. To grant pardon to; forgive:  We 



quickly excused the latecomer.  b. To make allowance for; overlook:  Readers must 

excuse the author’s youth and inexperience.  See Synonyms at forgive.   3. To 

serve as justification for:  Brilliance does not excuse bad manners.  4. To free, as 

from an obligation or duty; exempt:  In my state, physicians and lawyers are 

excused from jury duty.  5. To give permission to leave; release:  The child ate 

quickly and asked to be excused.   —  n.  (Vk-skyusù) 1. An explanation offered to 

justify or obtain forgiveness.  2. A reason or grounds for excusing:  Ignorance is no 

excuse for breaking the law.  3. The act of excusing.  4. A note explaining an 

absence.  5. Informal. An inferior example:  a poor excuse for a poet; a sorry excuse 

for a car.  [Middle English excusen, from Old French excuser, from Latin exc7s7re : 

ex-, ex- + causa, accusation; see CAUSE.] —ex·cusùa·ble adj.  

—ex·cusùa·ble·ness n.  —ex·cusùa·bly adv.  —ex·cusùer n. 

ex·ec (Vg-zHkù) n.  Informal. 1. An executive.  2. The executive officer of a unit of 

the armed forces. 

exec. abbr.  Executor. 

ex·e·cra·ble (HkùsV-krN-bNl) adj.  1. Deserving of execration; hateful.  

2. Extremely inferior; very bad:  an execrable meal.  [Middle English, from Latin 

execr7bilis, from execr7rX, exsecr7rX, to execrate. See EXECRATE.] 
—exùe·cra·ble·ness n.  —exùe·cra·bly adv. 

ex·e·crate (HkùsV-kr7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·e·crat·ed, ex·e·crat·ing, ex·e·crates. 1. To 

declare to be hateful or abhorrent; denounce.  2. To feel loathing for; abhor.  

3. Archaic. To invoke a curse on.  [Latin execr7rX, execr7t-  : ex-, ex- + sacr7re, to 

consecrate (from sacer, sacred); see sak- in Appendix.] —exùe·craÙtive adj.  

—exùe·craÙtor n.  —exùe·cra·toÙry (-krN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ex·e·cra·tion (HkÙsV-kr7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of cursing.  2. A curse.  

3. Something that is cursed or loathed. 

ex·ec·u·tant (Vg-zHkùyN-tNnt) n.  One who performs or carries out, especially a 

skilled performer:  The dancer is the choreographer’s executant. 

ex·e·cute (HkùsV-kyutÙ) v.  tr. ex·e·cut·ed, ex·e·cut·ing, ex·e·cutes. 1. To 

put into effect; carry out:  a government that executes the decisions of the ruling 

party.  2. To perform; do:  execute a U-turn.  See Synonyms at perform.  3. To 

create (a work of art, for example) in accordance with a prescribed design.  4. To 

make valid, as by signing:  execute a deed.  5. To perform or carry out what is 

required by:  execute the terms of a will.  6. To put to death, especially by carrying 

out a lawful sentence.  7. Computer Science. To run (a program or an instruction).  

[Middle English executen, from Old French executer, from Medieval Latin 

exec7t7re, from Latin exec7tor, executor, from exec7tus, past participle of exequX, 
exsequX : ex-, ex- + sequX, to follow; see sekw-1 in Appendix.] —exùe·cutÙa·ble 
adj.  —exùe·cutÙer n. 

ex·e·cu·tion (HkÙsV-kyuùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of executing something.  

b. The state of being executed.   2. The manner, style, or result of performance:  



The plan was sound; its execution, faulty.  3. The act or an instance of putting to 

death or being put to death as a lawful penalty.  4. Law. a. The carrying into 

effect of a court judgment.  b. A writ empowering an officer to enforce a judg-

ment.  c. Validation of a legal document by the performance of all necessary for-

malities.   5. Archaic. Effective, punitive, or destructive action. 

ex·e·cu·tion·er (HkÙsV-kyuùshN-nNr) n.  One who executes, especially one who 

puts a condemned person to death. 

execution time (HkÙsV-kyuùshNn tXm) n.  Computer Science. The time 

required for a computer to decode and perform a compiled instruction. 

ex·ec·u·tive (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv) n.  Abbr. ex. 1. A person or group having adminis-

trative or managerial authority in an organization.  2. The chief officer of a gov-

ernment, state, or political division.  3. The branch of government charged with 

putting into effect a country’s laws and the administering of its functions.  

4. Computer Science. A set of coded instructions designed to process and control 

other coded instructions.   —  adj.  Abbr. ex. 1. Of, relating to, capable of, or 

suited for carrying out or executing:  an advisory body lacking executive powers.  

2. Having, characterized by, or relating to administrative or managerial author-

ity:  the executive director of a drama troupe; executive experience and skills.  3. Of 

or relating to the branch of government charged with the execution and adminis-

tration of the nation’s laws.  [Middle English, to be carried out, from Old French 

exécutif, from executer, to carry out. See EXECUTE.]

executive agreement (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv N-grKùmNnt) n.  An agreement made 

between the executive branch of the U.S. government and a foreign government 

without ratification by the Senate. 

executive council (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv kounùsNl) n.  1. A council that advises or 

assists a political executive.  2. A council having the highest executive power or 

authority. 

executive officer (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv ôùfV-sNr) n.  1. a. The officer second in com-

mand of a military unit smaller than a division.  b. The officer second in com-

mand of a naval unit.   2. A person holding executive power in an organization. 

executive order (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. EO See regulation (n., sense 

3). 

executive privilege (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv prVvùN-lVj) n.  The principle that members 

of the executive branch of government cannot legally be forced to disclose their 

confidential communications when such disclosure would adversely affect the 

operations or procedures of the executive branch. 

executive routine (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv ru-tKnù) n.  Computer Science. A set of 

coded instructions designed to use a digital computer to develop or control other 

routines. 

executive secretary (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv sHkùrV-tHrÙK) n.  A secretary having 

administrative duties and responsibilities. 



executive session (Vg-zHkùyN-tVv sHshùNn) n.  A session, as of a legislature or 

committee, often closed to the public, in which executive business is transacted. 

ex·ec·u·tor (Vg-zHkùyN-tNr, HkùsV-kyuÙtNr) n.  Abbr. exec., exr. 1. A person 

who carries out or performs something.  2. Law. A person who is appointed by a 

testator to execute the testator’s will.   —ex·ecÙu·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  

—ex·ecùu·tor·shipÙ n. 

ex·ec·u·to·ry (Vg-zHkùyN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to execution or 

administration; executive.  2. In effect; operative.  3. Law. Intended to go into 

effect or having the potential of becoming effective at a future time; contingent. 

ex·ec·u·trix (Vg-zHkùyN-trVksÙ) n.  pl. ex·ec·u·trix·es or ex·ec·u·tri·ces (-

trXùsKzÙ). Abbr. exrx. Law. A woman who is appointed by a testator to execute the 

testator’s will. 

ex·e·dra (HkùsV-drN, Vk-sKù-) n.  1. A usually curved outdoor bench with a high 

back.  2. An often semicircular portico with seats that was used in ancient Greece 

and Rome as a place for discussions.  [Latin, from Greek  : ex-, ex- + hedra, seat; 

see sed- in Appendix.]

ex·e·ge·sis (HkÙsN-jKùsVs) n.  pl. ex·e·ge·ses (-sKz). Critical explanation or anal-

ysis, especially of a text.  [Greek exKgKsis, from exKgeisthai, to interpret  : ex-, ex- + 

hKgeisthai, to lead; see s7g- in Appendix.]

ex·e·gete (HkùsN-jKtÙ) also ex·e·ge·tist (HkÙsN-jHtùVst) n.  A person skilled in 

exegesis.  [Greek exKgKtKs, from exKgeisthai, to interpret. See EXEGESIS.]

ex·e·get·ic (HkÙsN-jHtùVk) also ex·e·get·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to exe-

gesis; critically explanatory.   —exÙe·getùi·cal·ly adv. 

ex·e·ge·tist (HkÙsN-jHtùVst) n.  Variant of exegete. 
ex·em·pla (Vg-zHmùplN) n.  Plural of exemplum. 
ex·em·plar (Vg-zHmùplärÙ, -plNr) n.  1. One that is worthy of imitation; a model.  

See Synonyms at ideal.  2. One that is typical or representative; an example.  

3. An ideal that serves as a pattern; an archetype.  4. A copy, as of a book.  [Mid-

dle English exemplere, from Late Latin exempl7rium, from Latin exemplum, 

example. See EXAMPLE.]

ex·em·pla·ry (Vg-zHmùplN-rK) adj.  1. Worthy of imitation; commendable:  

exemplary behavior.  2. Serving as a model.  3. Serving as an illustration; typical.  

4. Serving as a warning; admonitory.  [From Middle English exaumplarie, exem-

plere, an exemplar. See EXEMPLAR.] —exÙem·plarùi·ly (HgÙzNm-plârùN-lK) adv.  

—ex·emùpla·ri·ness, exÙem·plarùi·ty (HgÙzNm-pl4rùV-tK)  n. 

ex·em·pli·fi·ca·tion (Vg-zHmÙplN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of exemplifying.  

2. One that exemplifies; an example.  3. Law. An officially certified copy of a 

document. 

ex·em·pli·fy (Vg-zHmùplN-fXÙ) v.  tr. ex·em·pli·fied, ex·em·pli·fy·ing, 
ex·em·pli·fies. 1. a. To illustrate by example:  exemplify an argument.  b. To 

serve as an example of:  scenes that exemplify the film director’s style.   2. Law. To 



make a certified copy of (a document).  [Middle English exemplifien, from Old 

French exemplifier, from Medieval Latin exemplific7re : Latin exemplum, example; 

see EXAMPLE + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —ex·emùpli·fiÙa·ble adj.  —ex·emùpli·fiÙer 
n. 

ex·em·pli gra·ti·a (Vg-zHmÙplK gr7ùshK-N, Hk-sHmùplK gräùtK-äÙ) adv.  Abbr. 

e.g. For example.  [Latin exemplX gr7ti7, for the sake of example  : exemplX, geni-

tive of exemplum, example + gr7ti7, ablative of gr7tia, favor.]

ex·em·plum (Vg-zHmùplNm) n.  pl. ex·em·pla (-plN). 1. An example.  2. A 

brief story used to make a point in an argument or to illustrate a moral truth.  

[Latin. See EXAMPLE.]

ex·empt (Vg-zHmptù) v.  tr. ex·empt·ed, ex·empt·ing, ex·empts. 1. To free 

from an obligation, a duty, or a liability to which others are subject:  exempting 

the disabled from military service.  2. Obsolete. To set apart; isolate.   —  adj.  

1. Freed from an obligation, a duty, or a liability to which others are subject; 

excused:  persons exempt from jury duty; income exempt from taxation; a beauty 

somehow exempt from the aging process.  2. Obsolete. Set apart; isolated.   —  n.  

One who is exempted from an obligation, a duty, or a liability.  [Middle English 

exempten, from Old French exempter, from exempt, exempt, from Latin exemptus, 

past participle of eximere, to take out. See EXAMPLE.] —ex·emptùi·ble adj. 

ex·emp·tion (Vg-zHmpùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of exempting.  

2. The state of being exempt; immunity.  3. One that is exempted, especially an 

amount of income that is exempted from taxation. 

ex·en·ter·ate (Vg-zHnùtN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·en·ter·at·ed, ex·en·ter·at·ing, 
ex·en·ter·ates. 1. To disembowel; eviscerate.  2. Medicine. To remove the con-

tents of (an organ).  [Latin exenter7re, exenter7t-, to disembowel  : ex-, ex- + 

Greek enteron, entrails; see en in Appendix.] —ex·enÙter·aùtion n. 

ex·er·cise (HkùsNr-sXzÙ) n.  1. An act of employing or putting into play; use:  the 

free exercise of intellect; the exercise of an option.  2. The discharge of a duty, func-

tion, or office.  3. Activity that requires physical or mental exertion, especially 

when performed to develop or maintain fitness:  took an hour of vigorous daily 

exercise at a gym.  4. A task, problem, or other effort performed to develop or 

maintain fitness or increase skill:  a piano exercise; a memory exercise.  

5. exercises. A program that includes speeches, presentations, and other cere-

monial activities performed before an audience:  graduation exercises.   —  v.  

ex·er·cised, ex·er·cis·ing, ex·er·cis·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put into play or opera-

tion; employ:  Proceed, but exercise caution.  2. To bring to bear; exert: “The desire 

to be re-elected exercises a strong brake on independent courage” (John F. Kennedy).  

3. a. To subject to practice or exertion in order to train, strengthen, or develop:  

exercise the back muscles; exercise the memory.  b. To put through exercises:  exer-

cise a platoon.  See Synonyms at practice.   4. To carry out the functions of; exe-

cute:  exercise the role of disciplinarian.  5. a. To absorb the attentions of, 



especially by worry or anxiety.  b. To stir to anger or alarm; upset:  an injustice 

that exercised the whole community.    —  v.  intr. To take exercise.  [Middle 

English, from Old French exercice, from Latin exercitium, from exercitus, past 

participle of exercKre, to exercise  : ex-, ex- + arcKre, to restrain.] 
—exùer·cisÙa·ble adj. 

exercise bicycle (HkùsNr-sXzÙ bXùsVkÙNl) n.  A stationary piece of fitness equip-

ment having a saddle seat, handlebars, and pedals that can be adjusted to a 

desired degree of tension, pedaled chiefly to strengthen the user’s cardiovascular 

system.  Also called stationary bicycle 

exercise book (HkùsNr-sXzÙ btk) n.  A booklet for use by students, usually 

containing problems or exercises and blank space for writing answers or practic-

ing a lesson. 

ex·er·cis·er (HkùsNr-sXÙzNr) n.  1. One that exercises:  an exerciser of racehorses.  

2. A device for exercising the body. 

ex·er·ci·ta·tion (Vg-zûrÙsV-t7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of exercising.  

[Middle English exercitacioun, from Latin exercit7tio, exercit7tion-, from 

exercit7re, frequentative of exercKre, to exercise. See EXERCISE.]

Ex·er·cy·cle  A trademark used for a brand of exercise bicycle. This trademark 

often occurs in print in lowercase: “all sorts of weight equipment, rowing machines, 

exercycles” (Chicago Tribune). 

ex·er·gon·ic (HkÙsNr-gmnùVk) adj.  Releasing energy.  [EX(O)- + Greek ergon, 

work; see werg- in Appendix + -IC.]

ex·ergue (HkùsûrgÙ, HgùzûrgÙ) n.  A space on the reverse of a coin or medal, usu-

ally below the central design and often giving the date and place of engraving.  

[French, from New Latin exergum : Greek ex-, ex- + Greek ergon, work; see 

werg- in Appendix.]

ex·ert (Vg-zûrtù) v.  tr. ex·ert·ed, ex·ert·ing, ex·erts. 1. To put to use or effect; 

put forth:  exerted all my strength to move the box.  2. To bring to bear; exercise:  

exert influence.  3. To put (oneself) to strenuous effort:  exerted ourselves mightily 

during the campaign to raise funds.  [Latin exserere, exsert-, to put forth, stretch 

out  : ex-, ex- + serere, to join; see ser-2 in Appendix.]

ex·er·tion (Vg-zûrùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of exerting, especially a stren-

uous effort.  See Synonyms at effort. 
Ex·e·ter (HkùsV-tNr)  1. A borough of southwest England northeast of Plymouth. 

It has been important since Roman times because of its strategic location. Popu-

lation, 99,200.  2. A town of southeast New Hampshire southwest of Portsmouth. 

Settled in 1638, it is the site of Phillips Exeter Academy (opened 1783). Popula-

tion, 11,024. 

ex·e·unt (HkùsK-Nnt, -tntÙ)  Used as a stage direction to indicate that two or 

more performers leave the stage.  [Latin, third person pl. of exXre, to go out. See 

EXIT.]



ex·fo·li·ate (Hks-foùlK-7tÙ) v.  ex·fo·li·at·ed, ex·fo·li·at·ing, ex·fo·li·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To remove (a layer of bark or skin, for example) in flakes or scales; 

peel.  2. To cast off in scales, flakes, or splinters.   —  v.  intr. To come off or sepa-

rate into flakes, scales, or layers.  [Latin exfoli7re, exfoli7t-, to strip of leaves  : ex-, 

ex- + folium, leaf; see bhel-3 in Appendix.] —ex·foÙli·aùtion n.  

—ex·foùli·aÙtive adj.  —ex·foùli·aÙtor n. 

ex·ha·lant also ex·ha·lent (Hks-h7ùlNnt, Hk-s7ù-) adj.  Functioning in exhala-

tion.   —  n.  An organ, such as the siphon of a clam, that is used for exhalation. 

ex·ha·la·tion (HksÙhN-l7ùshNn, HkÙsN-) n.  1. The act or an instance of exhaling.  

2. Something, such as air or vapor, that is exhaled. 

ex·hale (Hks-h7lù, Hk-s7lù) v.  ex·haled, ex·hal·ing, ex·hales.  —  v.  intr. 

1. a. To breathe out.  b. To emit air or vapor.   2. To be given off or emitted.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To blow (something) forth or breathe (something) out.  2. To give off; 

emit:  chimneys exhaling dense smoke.  [Middle English exalen, from Latin 

exh7l7re : ex-, ex- + h7l7re, to breathe.]

ex·ha·lent (Hks-h7ùlNnt, Hk-s7ù-) adj.  & n.   Variant of exhalant. 
ex·haust (Vg-zôstù) v.  ex·haust·ed, ex·haust·ing, ex·hausts.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To wear out completely.  See Synonyms at tire1.  2. To drain of resources or 

properties; deplete:  tobacco crops that exhausted the soil.  See Synonyms at 

deplete.  3. To use up completely:  exhausted our funds before the month was out.  

4. To treat completely; cover thoroughly:  exhaust a topic.  5. To draw out the 

contents of; drain:  exhaust a tank gradually.  6. To let out or draw off:  exhaust 

vaporous wastes through a pipe.   —  v.  intr. To escape or pass out:  Steam exhausts 

through this valve.   —  n.  1. a. The escape or release of vaporous waste material, 

as from an engine.  b. The fumes or gases so released.   2. A duct or pipe through 

which waste material is emitted.  3. An apparatus for drawing out noxious air or 

waste material by means of a partial vacuum.  [Latin exhaurXre, exhaust-  : ex-, ex- 

+ haurXre, to draw.] —ex·haustùed·ly adv.  —ex·haustùer n.  

—ex·haustÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —ex·haustùi·ble adj.  —ex·haustùing·ly adv. 

ex·haus·tion (Vg-zôsùchNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of exhausting.  2. The 

state of being exhausted; extreme fatigue:  The runner collapsed from exhaustion. 

ex·haus·tive (Vg-zôùstVv) adj.  1. Treating all parts or aspects without omission; 

thorough:  an exhaustive study.  2. Tending to exhaust.   —ex·hausùtive·ly adv.  

—ex·hausùtive·ness n.  —exÙhaus·tivùi·ty n. 

ex·haust·less (Vg-zôstùlVs) adj.  Impossible to exhaust; inexhaustible.   
—ex·haustùless·ly adv.  —ex·haustùless·ness n. 

exhaust pipe (Vg-zôstù pXp) n.  See tailpipe. 
exhaust trail (Vg-zôstù tr7l) n.  A condensation trail that is visible when water 

vapor in aircraft exhaust mixes with the air in the vehicle’s wake and saturates it. 

ex·hib·it (Vg-zVbùVt, Hg-) v.  ex·hib·it·ed, ex·hib·it·ing, ex·hib·its.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To show outwardly; display:  exhibited pleasure by smiling.  2. a. To present for 



others to see:  rolled up his sleeve to exhibit the scar.  b. To present in a public exhi-

bition or contest:  exhibited her paintings at a gallery.  See Synonyms at show.   
3. To give evidence or an instance of; demonstrate:  young musicians eager to 

exhibit their talent; a plant that exhibits dimorphism.  4. Law. a. To submit (evi-

dence or documents) in a court.  b. To present or introduce officially.    —  v.  

intr. To put something on public display.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of 

exhibiting.  2. Something exhibited:  studied the dinosaur exhibits at the museum.  

3. A public showing; an exhibition:  spent the afternoon at the space exhibit.  

4. Law. Something, such as a document, formally introduced as evidence in 

court.  [Middle English exhibiten, from Latin exhibKre, exhibit-  : ex-, ex- + habKre, 

to hold; see ghabh- in Appendix.] —ex·hibùi·tor, ex·hibùit·er n.  

—ex·hibùi·toÙry (-V-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ex·hi·bi·tion (HkÙsN-bVshùNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of exhibiting.  

2. Something exhibited; an exhibit.  3. A large-scale public showing, as of art 

objects or industrial or agricultural products.  4. Chiefly British. A grant given to 

a scholar by a school or university. 

ex·hi·bi·tion·ism (HkÙsN-bVshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. The act or practice of deliber-

ately behaving so as to attract attention.  2. Psychiatry. A psychosexual disorder 

marked by the compulsive exposure of the genitalia in public.   —exÙhi·biù-
tion·ist n.  —exÙhi·biÙtion·isùtic adj. 

ex·hib·i·tive (Vg-zVbùV-tVv) adj.  Tending to exhibit:  bird behavior exhibitive of 

the nest-building instinct.   —ex·hibùi·tive·ly adv. 

ex·hil·a·rant (Vg-zVlùNr-Nnt) adj.  Serving to exhilarate; exhilarating.   —  n.  

Something that exhilarates or stimulates. 

ex·hil·a·rate (Vg-zVlùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·hil·a·rat·ed, ex·hil·a·rat·ing, 
ex·hil·a·rates. 1. To cause to feel happily refreshed and energetic; elate:  We 

were exhilarated by the cool, pine-scented air.  2. To invigorate; stimulate:  bold 

designs that exhilarate the viewer’s imagination.  [Latin exhilar7re, exhilar7t-  : ex-, 

intensive pref.; see EX- + hilar7re, to make cheerful (from hilaris, hilarus, cheerful, 

from Greek hilaros).] —ex·hilùa·raÙtive adj.  —ex·hilùa·raÙtor n. 

ex·hil·a·rat·ing (Vg-zVlùN-r7ÙtVng) adj.  Causing exhilaration; invigorating.   
—ex·hilùa·ratÙing·ly adv. 

ex·hil·a·ra·tion (Vg-zVlÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The state of being stimulated, refreshed, 

or elated: “Few Yosemite visitors ever see snow avalanches and fewer still know the 

exhilaration of riding on them” (John Muir). 

ex·hort (Vg-zôrtù) v.  ex·hort·ed, ex·hort·ing, ex·horts.  —  v.  tr. To urge by 

strong, often stirring argument, admonition, advice, or appeal:  exhorted the 

troops to hold the line.  See Synonyms at urge.   —  v.  intr. To make urgent 

appeal.  [Middle English exhorten, from Latin exhort7rX : ex-, intensive pref.; see 

EX- + hort7rX, to encourage; see gher-2 in Appendix.] —ex·hortùer n. 



ex·hor·ta·tion (HgÙzôr-t7ùshNn, HkÙsôr-) n.  1. The act or an instance of 

exhorting.  2. A speech or discourse that encourages, incites, or earnestly advises. 

ex·hor·ta·tive (Vg-zôrùtN-tVv) also ex·hor·ta·to·ry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Acting 

or intended to encourage, incite, or advise. 

ex·hume (Vg-zumù, -zyumù, Vk-syumù, Hks-hyumù) v.  tr. ex·humed, 
ex·hum·ing, ex·humes. 1. To remove from a grave; disinter.  2. To bring to 

light, especially after a period of obscurity.  [French exhumer, from Medieval 

Latin exhum7re : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin humus, ground; see dhghem- in Appen-

dix.] —exÙhu·maùtion (HgÙzyu-m7ùshNn, HksÙhyu-) n.  —ex·humùer n. 

ex·i·gence (HkùsN-jNns) n.  Exigency. 

ex·i·gen·cy (HkùsN-jNn-sK, Vg-zVjùNn-) n.  pl. ex·i·gen·cies. 1. The state or qual-

ity of requiring much effort or immediate action.  2. A pressing or urgent situa-

tion.  See Synonyms at crisis.  3.  Often exigencies. Urgent requirements; 

pressing needs.  See Synonyms at need. 
ex·i·gent (HkùsN-jNnt) adj.  1. Requiring immediate action or remedy.  See Syn-

onyms at urgent.  2. Requiring much effort or expense; demanding.  [Latin 

exigKns, exigent- present participle of exigere, to demand. See EXACT.] 
—exùi·gent·ly adv. 

ex·i·gu·i·ty (HkÙsV-gyuùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being scanty or 

meager. 

ex·ig·u·ous (Vg-zVgùyu-Ns, Vk-sVgù-) adj.  Extremely scanty; meager.  [From 

Latin exiguus, from exigere, to measure out, demand. See EXACT.] 
—ex·igùu·ous·ly adv.  —ex·igùu·ous·ness n. 

ex·ile (HgùzXlÙ, HkùsXlÙ) n.  1. a. Enforced removal from one’s native country.  

b. Self-imposed absence from one’s country.   2. The condition or a period of liv-

ing away from one’s native country.  3. One who lives away from one’s native 

country, whether because of expulsion or voluntary absence.   —  v.  tr. ex·iled, 
ex·il·ing, ex·iles. To send into exile; banish.  See Synonyms at banish.  [Middle 

English exil, from Old French, from Latin exilium, from exul, exsul, exiled person, 

wanderer.] —ex·ilùic (Vg-zVlùVk, Vk-sVlù-), ex·ilùian (Vg-zVlùyNn, -zVlùK-Nn, Vk-

sVlùyNn, -sVlùK-Nn)  adj. 

ex·ine (HkùsKnÙ, -sXnÙ) n.  Botany. The outer layer of the wall of a spore or pollen 

grain.  Also called exosporium [EX(O)- + Greek is, in-, tendon; see wei- in Appen-

dix.]

ex·ist (Vg-zVstù) v.  intr. ex·ist·ed, ex·ist·ing, ex·ists. 1. To have actual being; be 

real.  2. To have life; live.  See Synonyms at be.  3. To live at a minimal level; sub-

sist:  barely enough income on which to exist.  4. To continue to be; persist:  old cus-

toms that still exist in rural areas.  5. To be present under certain circumstances or 

in a specified place; occur: “Wealth and poverty exist in every demographic cate-

gory” (Thomas G. Exter).  [Latin existere, exsistere, to come forth, be manifest  : 

ex-, ex- + sistere, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.]



ex·is·tence (Vg-zVsùtNns) n.  1. The fact or state of existing; being.  2. The fact or 

state of continued being; life:  our brief existence on earth.  3. a. All that exists:  

sang the beauty of all existence.  b. A thing that exists; an entity.   4. A mode or 

manner of existing:  scratched out a meager existence.  5. Specific presence; occur-

rence:  The Geiger counter indicated the existence of radioactivity.  

SYNONYMS: existence, actuality, being. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “the fact or state of existing”: laws in existence for centuries; a fantasy that

progressed from possibility to actuality; a point of view gradually coming into being. 

ANTONYM: nonexistence

ex·is·tent (Vg-zVsùtNnt) adj.  1. Having life or being; existing.  See Synonyms at 

real1.  2. Occurring or present at the moment; current.   —  n.  One that exists. 

ex·is·ten·tial (HgÙzV-stHnùshNl, HkÙsV-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or dealing with 

existence.  2. Based on experience; empirical.  3. Of or as conceived by existen-

tialism or existentialists:  an existential moment of choice.   —exÙis·tenùtial·ly 
adv. 

ex·is·ten·tial·ism (HgÙzV-stHnùshN-lVzÙNm, HkÙsV-) n.  Philosophy. A philosophy 

that emphasizes the uniqueness and isolation of the individual experience in a 

hostile or indifferent universe, regards human existence as unexplainable, and 

stresses freedom of choice and responsibility for the consequences of one’s acts.   
—exÙis·tenùtial·ist adj.  & n. 

ex·it (HgùzVt, HkùsVt) n.  1. The act of going away or out.  2. A passage or way out:  

an emergency exit in a theater; took the second exit on the throughway.  3. The 

departure of a performer from the stage.  4. Death.  5. Computer Science. A com-

puter programming technique for ending a repeated cycle of operations.   —  v.  

ex·it·ed, ex·it·ing, ex·its.  —  v.  intr. To make one’s exit; depart.   —  v.  tr. To 

go out of; leave:  exited the plane through a rear door.   —  Used as a stage direction 

for a specified actor to leave the stage.  [From Latin, third person sing. of exXre, to 

go out  : ex-, ex- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix. N., sense 2  from Latin exitus, 

from past participle of exXre, to go out.]

exit poll (HgùzVt pol) n.  A poll taken of a sample of voters as they leave a polling 

place, used especially to predict the outcome of an election or determine the 

opinions and characteristics of the candidates’ supporters. 

ex li·bris (Hks lXùbrVs, lKù-) n.  pl. ex libris. See bookplate.  [Latin ex librXs, 
from the books  : ex, from + librXs, ablative pl. of liber, book.]

Ex·moor (HkùsmtrÙ, -smôrÙ, -smorÙ)  A moorland plateau of Cornwall in 

southwest England. It is a popular tourist area with notable prehistoric ruins. 

ex ni·hi·lo (Hks nKùN-loÙ, nXù-, nVù-) adv.  & adj.  Out of nothing.  [Latin ex 

nihilo : ex, out of + nihilo, ablative of nihil, nihilum, nothing.]



exo- pref.  Outside; external:  exoskeleton.  [From Greek exo, outside, from ex, out 

of. See eghs in Appendix.]

ex·o·bi·ol·o·gy (HkÙso-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of biology that deals with the 

search for extraterrestrial life and the effects of extraterrestrial surroundings on 

living organisms.  Also called astrobiology, space biology.  —exÙo·biÙo·logùi·cal 
(-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —exÙo·bi·olùo·gist n. 

ex·o·carp (Hkùso-kärpÙ) n.  Botany. The outermost layer of the fruit wall.  Also 

called epicarp 

ex·o·crine (HkùsN-krVn, -krKn, -krXnÙ) adj.  1. Secreting externally, directly or 

through a duct:  exocrine cells.  2. Of, relating to, or produced by an exocrine 

gland.  [EXO- + Greek krinein, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.]

exocrine gland (HkùsN-krVn gl4nd) n.  Physiology. An externally secreting 

gland, such as a salivary gland or sweat gland that releases its secretions directly or 

through a duct. 

ex·o·cy·clic (HkÙso-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj.  External to a chemical ring structure:  

an exocyclic double bond. 

ex·o·cy·to·sis (HkÙso-sX-toùsVs) n.  pl. ex·o·cy·to·ses (-sKzÙ). Biology. A process 

of cellular secretion or excretion in which substances contained in vesicles are dis-

charged from the cell by fusion of the vesicular membrane with the outer cell 

membrane.   —exÙo·cy·toseù (-tosù) v.  —exÙo·cy·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

Exod. abbr.  Bible. Exodus. 

ex·o·don·tia (HkÙsN-dmnùshN, -shK-N) n.  Exodontics. 

ex·o·don·tics (HkÙsN-dmnùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The dental specialty 

that deals with extraction of teeth.   —exÙo·donùtist n. 

ex·o·dus (HkùsN-dNs) n.  1. A departure of a large number of people.  

2. Exodus. a. The departure of the Israelites from Egypt.  b.  Abbr. Ex, Ex., 
Exod. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.   [Late Latin, from Greek exodos : 

ex-, out; see EXO- + hodos, way, journey.]

ex·o·en·zyme (HkÙso-HnùzXmÙ) n.  An enzyme, such as a digestive enzyme, that 

functions outside the cell from which it originates. 

ex·o·er·gic (HkÙso-ûrùjVk) adj.  Exothermic.  [EXO- + Greek ergon, work; see 

werg- in Appendix + -IC.]

ex of·fi·ci·o (HksÙ N-fVshùK-oÙ) adv.  & adj.  By virtue of office or position.  

[Latin ex officio : ex, from + officio, ablative of officium, office.]

ex·og·a·my (Hk-smgùN-mK) n.  pl. ex·og·a·mies. 1. The custom of marrying 

outside the tribe, family, clan, or other social unit.  2. Biology. The fusion of two 

gametes that are not closely related.   —exÙo·gamùic (HkÙsN-g4mùVk), 
ex·ogùa·mous (Hk-smgùN-mNs)  adj. 

ex·og·e·nous (Hk-smjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Biology. Derived or developed from out-

side the body; originating externally.  2. Botany. Characterized by the addition of 

layers of woody tissue.  3. Medicine. Having a cause external to the body. Used of 



diseases.  [French exogène : Greek exo-, outside; see EXO- + French -gène, -gen.] 
—ex·ogùe·nous·ly adv. 

ex·on (Hkùsmn) n.  Genetics. A nucleotide sequence in DNA that carries the code 

for the final messenger RNA molecule and thus defines the amino acid sequence 

during protein synthesis.  [ex(pressed) + -ON
1.] —ex·onùic adj. 

ex·on·er·ate (Vg-zmnùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·on·er·at·ed, ex·on·er·at·ing, 
ex·on·er·ates. 1. To free from blame.  2. To free from a responsibility, obliga-

tion, or task.  [Middle English exoneraten, from Latin exoner7re, exoner7t-, to free 

from a burden  : ex-, ex- + onus, oner-, burden.] —ex·onÙer·aùtion n.  

—ex·onùer·aÙtive adj. 

ex·o·nu·cle·ase (HkÙso-nuùklK-7sÙ, -7zÙ, -nyuù-) n.  Any of a group of 

enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of single nucleotides from the end of a DNA 

or RNA chain. 

ex·o·pep·ti·dase (HkÙso-pHpùtV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  Any of a group of enzymes that 

catalyze the hydrolysis of single amino acids from the end of a polypeptide chain. 

ex·oph·thal·mic goiter (HkÙsNf-th4lùmVk goiùtNr) n.  See Graves’ disease. 
ex·oph·thal·mos also ex·oph·thal·mus (HkÙsNf-th4lùmNs) n.  Abnormal pro-

trusion of the eyeball.  [New Latin exophthalmus, from Greek exophthalmos, with 

prominent eyes  : ex-, ex- + ophthalmos, eye; see okw- in Appendix.] 
—exÙoph·thalùmic adj. 

ex·or·bi·tance (Vg-zôrùbV-tNns) n.  1. Excessiveness, as of price or amount.  

2. Behavior or an action that exceeds what is right or proper. 

ex·or·bi·tant (Vg-zôrùbV-tNnt) adj.  Exceeding all bounds, as of custom or fair-

ness:  exorbitant prices.  See Synonyms at excessive.  [Middle English, aberrant, 

flagrant, from Old French, excessive, extreme, from Late Latin exorbit7ns, exorbi-

tant- present participle of exorbit7re, to deviate  : ex-, ex- + orbita, path, track; see 

ORBIT.] —ex·orùbi·tant·ly adv. 

ex·or·cise (Hkùsôr-sXzÙ, -sNr-) v.  tr. ex·or·cised, ex·or·cis·ing, ex·or·cis·es. 
1. To expel (an evil spirit) by or as if by incantation, command, or prayer.  2. To 

free from evil spirits or malign influences.  [Middle English exorcisen, from Late 

Latin exorciz7re, from Greek exorkizein : ex-, ex- + horkizein, to make one swear 

(from horkos, oath).] —exùor·cisÙer n.  

WORD HISTORY: An oath is to be found at the etymological heart of exorcise,

a term going back to the Greek word exorkizein, meaning “to swear in,” “to take

an oath by,” “to conjure,” and “to exorcise.” Exorkizein in turn is formed from the

prefix ex-, “thoroughly,” and the verb horkizein, “to make one swear, administer

an oath to,” derived from horkos, “oath.” Our word exorcise is first recorded in

English in a work composed possibly before the beginning of the 15th century,

and in this use exorcise means “to call up or conjure spirits” rather than “to drive



out spirits,” a sense first recorded in 1546.

ex·or·cism (Hkùsôr-sVzÙNm, -sNr-) n.  1. The act, practice, or ceremony of exor-

cising.  2. A formula used in exorcising.   —exùor·cist n. 

ex·or·di·um (Vg-zôrùdK-Nm, Vk-sôrù-) n.  pl. ex·or·di·ums or ex·or·di·a (-dK-

N). A beginning or introductory part, especially of a speech or treatise.  [Latin, 

from exordXrX, to begin  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + ordXrX, to begin; see ar- in 

Appendix.] —ex·orùdi·al adj. 

ex·o·skel·e·ton (HkÙso-skHlùV-tn) n.  A hard outer structure, such as the shell of 

an insect or a crustacean, that provides protection or support for an organism.   
—exÙo·skelùe·tal (-V-tl) adj. 

ex·os·mo·sis (HkÙsmz-moùsVs, -sms-) n.  The passage of a fluid through a semi-

permeable membrane toward a solution of lower concentration, especially the 

passage of water through a cell membrane into the surrounding medium.  [EX(O)- 

+ OSMOSIS.] —exÙos·motùic (-mmtùVk) adj. 

ex·o·sphere (Hkùso-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The outermost region of a planet’s atmosphere.  

2. The outermost layer of Earth’s atmosphere, lying above the thermosphere and 

extending thousands of kilometers into space, from which molecules having suf-

ficient velocity can escape Earth’s gravitation.   —exÙo·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-

) adj. 

ex·o·spore (Hkùso-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  Botany. The outermost layer of a spore in 

some algae and fungi. 

ex·o·spor·i·um (HkÙso-spôrùK-Nm, -sporù-) n.  pl. ex·o·spor·i·a (-K-N). Botany. 

See exine.  [New Latin  : EXO- + spora, spore; see SPORE.]

ex·os·to·sis (HkÙsm-stoùsVs) n.  pl. ex·os·to·ses (-sKz). A bony growth on the 

surface of a bone or tooth.  [Greek exostosis : ex-, out of; see EXO- + osteon, bone; 

see ost- in Appendix + -osis, -osis.]

ex·o·ter·ic (HkÙsN-tHrùVk) adj.  1. Not confined to an inner circle of disciples or 

initiates.  2. Comprehensible to or suited to the public; popular.  3. Of or relating 

to the outside; external.  [Latin exotericus, external, from Greek exoterikos, from 

exotero, comparative of exo, outside, from ex, out. See eghs in Appendix.] 
—exÙo·terùi·cal·ly adv. 

ex·o·ther·mic (HkÙso-thûrùmVk) also ex·o·ther·mal (-mNl) adj.  Releasing 

heat:  an exothermic reaction.   —exÙo·therùmi·cal·ly adv. 

ex·ot·ic (Vg-zmtùVk) adj.  1. From another part of the world; foreign:  exotic tropi-

cal plants in a greenhouse.  See Synonyms at foreign.  2. Intriguingly unusual or 

different; excitingly strange:  exotic costumes from the Far East.  See Synonyms at 

fantastic.  3. Of or involving striptease:  an exotic dancer.   —  n.  1. One that is 

exotic.  2. A striptease performer.  [Latin exoticus, from Greek exotikos, from exo, 

outside, from ex, out. See eghs in Appendix.] —ex·otùi·cal·ly adv.  

—ex·otùic·ness n. 



ex·ot·i·ca (Vg-zmtùV-kN) pl.n.  Things that are curiously unusual or excitingly 

strange:  such gustatory exotica as killer bee honey and fresh catnip sauce.  [Latin 

exotica, from neuter pl. of exoticus, exotic. See EXOTIC.]

ex·ot·i·cism (Vg-zmtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  The quality or condition of being exotic. 

ex·o·tox·in (HkÙso-tmkùsVn) n.  A poisonous substance secreted by a microor-

ganism and released into the medium in which it grows. 

exp abbr.  Mathematics. Exponent; exponential. 

exp. abbr.  1. Expenses.  2. Experiment; experimental.  3. Expiration.  4. Export.  

5. Express. 

ex·pand (Vk-sp4ndù) v.  ex·pand·ed, ex·pand·ing, ex·pands.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

increase the size, volume, quantity, or scope of; enlarge:  expanded her store by 

adding a second room.  See Synonyms at increase.  2. To express at length or in 

detail; enlarge on:  expanded his remarks afterward.  3. To open (something) up or 

out; spread out:  The bird expanded its wings and flew off.  4. Mathematics. To 

write (a quantity) as a sum of terms in an extended form.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

become greater in size, volume, quantity, or scope:  Air expands when heated. This 

critic’s influence is expanding.  2. To speak or write at length or in detail:  expand 

on a favorite topic.  3. To open up or out; unfold:  The chair expands to form a day 

bed.  4. To feel expansive.  [Middle English expanden, to spread out, from Latin 

expandere : ex-, ex- + pandere, to spread; see petN- in Appendix.] —ex·pan-
dùa·ble adj.  —ex·pandùer n. 

ex·pand·ing universe theory (Vk-sp4nùdVng yuùnN-vûrsÙ thKùN-rK) n.  

1. The cosmological theory holding that the universe is expanding, based on the 

interpretation of the color shift in the spectra of all the galaxies as being the result 

of the Doppler effect and indicating that all galaxies are moving away from one 

another.  2. The cosmogonical theory holding that a violent eruption from a 

point source led to the formation of elementary particles, the subsequent forma-

tion of hydrogen and helium, and the dispersion of the galaxies that developed 

from these elements. 

ex·pan·dor (Vk-sp4nùdNr) n.  A transducer designed for a given range of input 

voltages that produces a larger range of output voltages. 

ex·panse (Vk-sp4nsù) n.  1. A wide and open extent, as of surface, land, or sky.  

2. a. Expansion.  b. The distance or amount of expansion.   [Latin exp7nsum, 

from neuter past participle of expandere, to spread out. See EXPAND.]

ex·pan·si·ble (Vk-sp4nùsN-bNl) adj.  That can expand or be expanded:  an 

expansible antenna.   —ex·panÙsi·bilùi·ty n. 

ex·pan·sile (Vk-sp4nùsNl, -sXlÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or capable of expansion. 

ex·pan·sion (Vk-sp4nùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of expanding:  the new 

nation’s expansion westward.  b. The state of being expanded.   2. a. An expanded 

part:  an expansion of a river.  b. A product of expanding:  a book that is an expan-

sion of the author’s Ph.D. thesis.   3. The extent or amount by which something has 



expanded.  4. Increase in the dimensions of a body.  5. Mathematics. a. A quan-

tity written in an extended form, as a sum of terms or a continued product.  

b. The process of obtaining this form.   6. An expanse.  7. A period of increased 

economic or business activity. 

ex·pan·sion·ar·y (Vk-sp4nùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  Tending toward or causing expan-

sion:  the empire’s expansionary policies in Asia. 

expansion bolt (Vk-sp4nùshNn bolt) n.  A bolt having an attachment that 

expands as the bolt is driven into a surface. 

ex·pan·sion·ism (Vk-sp4nùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  A nation’s practice or policy of ter-

ritorial or economic expansion.   —ex·panùsion·ist adj.  & n. 

ex·pan·sive (Vk-sp4nùsVv) adj.  1. Capable of expanding or tending to expand.  

2. Broad in size or extent; comprehensive:  expansive police powers.  3. Disposed 

to be open, communicative, and generous; outgoing:  Wine made the guest expan-

sive.  4. Grand in scale:  an expansive lifestyle.  5. Psychiatry. Marked by euphoria 

and delusions of grandeur.   —ex·panùsive·ly adv.  —ex·panùsive·ness, exÙ-
pan·sivùi·ty (HkÙsp4n-sVvùV-tK)  n. 

ex par·te (Hks pärùtK) adv.  & adj.  1. Law. From or on one side only, with the 

other side absent or unrepresented:  testified ex parte; an ex parte hearing.  

2. From a one-sided or strongly biased point of view.  [Latin  : ex, from + parte, 

ablative of pars, part, side.]

ex·pa·ti·ate (Vk-sp7ùshK-7tÙ) v.  intr. ex·pa·ti·at·ed, ex·pa·ti·at·ing, 
ex·pa·ti·ates. 1. To speak or write at length:  expatiated on the subject until 

everyone was bored.  2. To wander freely.  [Latin expati7rX, expati7t-  : ex-, ex- + 

spati7rX, to spread (from spatium, space).] —ex·paÙti·aùtion n. 

ex·pa·tri·ate (Hk-sp7ùtrK-7tÙ) v.  ex·pa·tri·at·ed, ex·pa·tri·at·ing, 
ex·pa·tri·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To send into exile.  See Synonyms at banish.  2. To 

remove (oneself) from residence in one’s native land.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give up 

residence in one’s homeland.  2. To renounce allegiance to one’s homeland.   —  
n.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) 1. One who has taken up residence in a foreign country.  2. One who 

has renounced one’s native land.   —  adj.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) Residing in a foreign coun-

try; expatriated.  [Medieval Latin expatri7re, expatri7t-  : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin 

patria, native land (from patrius, paternal, from pater, father); see pNter- in 

Appendix.] —ex·paÙtri·aùtion n. 

ex·pect (Vk-spHktù) v.  ex·pect·ed, ex·pect·ing, ex·pects.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

look forward to the probable occurrence or appearance of:  expecting a telephone 

call; expects rain on Sunday.  b. To consider likely or certain:  expect to see them 

soon.  See Usage Note at anticipate.   2. To consider reasonable or due:  We 

expect an apology.  3. To consider obligatory; require:  The school expects its pupils 

to be on time.  4. Informal. To presume; suppose.   —  v.  intr. 1. To look forward 

to the birth of one’s child. Used in progressive tenses:  His sister is expecting in 

May.  2. To be pregnant. Used in progressive tenses:  My wife is expecting again.  



[Latin exspect7re : ex-, ex- + spect7re, to look at, frequentative of specere, to see; 

see spek- in Appendix.] —ex·pectùa·ble adj.  —ex·pectùa·bly adv.  

—ex·pectùed·ly adv.  —ex·pectùed·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: expect, anticipate, hope, await. These verbs are related in various

ways to the idea of looking ahead to something in the future. To expect is to look

forward to the likely occurrence or appearance of someone or something: You can

expect us for lunch. “We should not expect something for nothing—but we all do and

call it Hope” (Edgar W. Howe). Anticipate is sometimes used as a synonym of ex-

pect, but usually it involves more than expectation. Sometimes it refers to taking

advance action, as to forestall or prevent the occurrence of something expected

or to meet a wish or request before it is articulated: anticipated the attack and

locked the gates; anticipating her desires. The term can also refer to having a fore-

taste of something expected before its occurrence: anticipate trouble. To hope is to

look forward with desire and usually with a measure of confidence in the likeli-

hood of gaining what is desired: I hope to see you soon. Hope for the best, but expect

the worst. To await is to wait in expectation of; it implies certainty: eagerly awaiting

your letter.

ex·pec·tance (Vk-spHkùtNns) n.  Expectancy. 

ex·pec·tan·cy (Vk-spHkùtNn-sK) n.  pl. ex·pec·tan·cies. 1. The act or state of 

expecting; expectation:  Tense with expectancy, I waited for my name to be called.  

2. The state of being expected.  3. Something expected.  4. An expected amount 

calculated on the basis of actuarial data:  a life expectancy of 70 years. In this sense, 

also calledexpectation 

ex·pec·tant (Vk-spHkùtNnt) adj.  1. Having or marked by expectation:  an 

expectant look; an expectant hush.  2. Pregnant:  expectant mothers.   
—ex·pecùtant n.  —ex·pecùtant·ly adv. 

ex·pec·ta·tion (HkÙspHk-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of expecting.  b. Eager 

anticipation:  eyes shining with expectation.   2. The state of being expected.  

3. a. Something expected:  a result that was beyond my wildest expectation.  

b. expectations. Prospects, especially of success or gain.   4. Statistics. a. The 

expected value of a random variable.  b. The mean of a random variable.   5.  See 

expectancy (n., sense 4).  —exÙpec·taùtion·al adj. 

ex·pec·ta·tive (Vk-spHkùtN-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by expecta-

tion. 

ex·pect·ed value (Vk-spHkùtVd v4lùyu) n.  1. The sum of all possible values 

for a random variable, each value multiplied by its probability of occurrence.  

2. The integral of the probability density function and a continuous random 

variable over its range of values. 



ex·pec·to·rant (Vk-spHkùtNr-Nnt) adj.  Promoting or facilitating the secretion or 

expulsion of phlegm, mucus, or other matter from the respiratory tract.   —  n.  

An expectorant medicine. 

ex·pec·to·rate (Vk-spHkùtN-r7tÙ) v.  ex·pec·to·rat·ed, ex·pec·to·rat·ing, 
ex·pec·to·rates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To eject from the mouth; spit.  2. To cough up and 

eject by spitting.   —  v.  intr. 1. To spit.  2. To clear out the chest and lungs by 

coughing up and spitting out matter.  [Latin expector7re, expector7t-, to drive 

from the chest  : ex-, ex- + pectus, pector-, chest.] —ex·pecÙto·raùtion n. 

ex·pe·di·ence (Vk-spKùdK-Nns) n.  Expediency. 

ex·pe·di·en·cy (Vk-spKùdK-Nn-sK) n.  pl. ex·pe·di·en·cies. 1. Appropriateness 

to the purpose at hand; fitness.  2. Adherence to self-serving means:  an ambi-

tious politician, guided by expediency rather than principle.  3. A means; an expedi-

ent.  4. Obsolete. Speed; haste. 

ex·pe·di·ent (Vk-spKùdK-Nnt) adj.  1. Appropriate to a purpose.  2. a. Serving to 

promote one’s interest:  was merciful only when mercy was expedient.  b. Based on 

or marked by a concern for self-interest rather than principle; self-interested.   

3. Obsolete. Speedy; expeditious.   —  n.  1. Something that is a means to an end.  

2. Something contrived or used to meet an urgent need.  See Synonyms at make-
shift.  [Middle English, from Latin expediKns, expedient- present participle of 

expedXre, to make ready. See EXPEDITE.] —ex·peùdi·ent·ly adv. 

ex·pe·di·en·tial (Vk-spKÙdK-HnùshNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or concerned with 

what is expedient.   —ex·peÙdi·enùtial·ly adv. 

ex·pe·dite (HkùspV-dXtÙ) v.  tr. ex·pe·dit·ed, ex·pe·dit·ing, ex·pe·dites. 
1. To speed up the progress of; facilitate.  2. To perform quickly and efficiently:  

could be trusted to expedite the matter.  3. To issue officially; dispatch.  [Latin expe-

dXre, expedXt-, to free from entanglements, make ready. See ped- in Appendix.] 
—exùpe·ditÙer, exùpe·diÙtor n. 

ex·pe·di·tion (HkÙspV-dVshùNn) n.  1. a. A journey undertaken by a group of 

people with a definite objective:  an expedition against the enemy stronghold; a sci-

entific expedition to the South Pole.  b. The group undertaking such a journey.   

2. Speed in performance; promptness.  See Synonyms at haste.  [Middle English 

expedicioun, military campaign, from Old French expedition, from Latin expedX-
tio, expedXtion-, from expedXtus, past participle of expedXre, to make ready. See 

EXPEDITE.]

ex·pe·di·tion·ar·y (HkÙspV-dVshùN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Relating to or constituting an 

expedition.  2. Sent on or designed for military operations abroad:  the French 

expeditionary force in Indochina. 

ex·pe·di·tious (HkÙspV-dVshùNs) adj.  Acting or done with speed and efficiency.  

See Synonyms at fast1.  —exÙpe·diùtious·ly adv.  —exÙpe·diùtious·ness n. 

ex·pel (Vk-spHlù) v.  tr. ex·pelled, ex·pel·ling, ex·pels. 1. To force or drive 

out:  expel an invader.  2. To discharge from or as if from a receptacle:  expelled a 



sigh of relief.  3. To force to leave; deprive of membership:  expelled the student 

from college for cheating.  See Synonyms at eject.  [Middle English expellen, from 

Latin expellere : ex-, ex- + pellere, to drive; see pel-5 in Appendix.] 
—ex·pelùla·ble adj.  —ex·pelùler n. 

ex·pel·lant also ex·pel·lent (Vk-spHlùNnt) adj.  Expelling or tending to expel. 

ex·pel·lee (HkÙspHl-lKù) n.  One who is expelled. 

ex·pel·lent (Vk-spHlùNnt) adj.  Variant of expellant. 
ex·pend (Vk-spHndù) v.  tr. ex·pend·ed, ex·pend·ing, ex·pends. 1. To lay 

out; spend:  expending tax revenues on government operations.  See Synonyms at 

spend.  2. To use up; consume: “Every effort seemed to expend her spirit’s force” 

(George Meredith).  [Middle English expenden, from Latin expendere, to pay out 

 : ex-, ex- + pendere, to weigh; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

ex·pend·a·ble (Vk-spHnùdN-bNl) adj.  1. Subject to use or consumption:  an 

expendable source.  2. Not worth salvaging or reusing:  expendable rocket boosters.  

3. Not strictly necessary; dispensable:  an expendable budget item; expendable per-

sonnel.  4. Open to sacrifice in the interests of gaining an objective, especially a 

military one:  expendable civilian targets.   —  n.  Something expendable. 

ex·pen·di·ture (Vk-spHnùdN-chNr) n.  1. The act or process of expending; out-

lay.  2. a. An amount expended.  b. An expense.   [Medieval Latin expenditus, 

past participle of expendere, to expend; see EXPEND + -URE.]

ex·pense (Vk-spHnsù) n.  1. a. Something spent to attain a goal or accomplish a 

purpose:  an expense of time and energy on the project.  b. A loss for the sake of 

something gained; a sacrifice:  achieved speed at the expense of accuracy.  See Syn-

onyms at price.   2. An expenditure of money; a cost:  an improvement that was 

well worth the expense; a trip with all expenses paid.  3. expenses. Abbr. exp. 
a. Charges incurred by an employee in the performance of work:  was reimbursed 

for her travel expenses.  b. Informal. Money allotted for payment of such charges.   

4. Something requiring the expenditure of money:  Redecorating the house will be 

a considerable expense.  5. Archaic. The act of expending.   —  v.  tr. ex·pensed, 
ex·pens·ing, ex·pens·es. 1. To charge with expenses.  2. To write off as an 

expense.   —idiom. at (one’s) expense. To (one’s) detriment or chagrin:  tell-

ing jokes at my expense.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin (pecu-

nia) expKnsa, (money) paid out, from feminine past participle of expendere, to 

pay out. See EXPEND.]

expense account (Vk-spHnsù N-kountù) n.  An account of expenses for repay-

ment to an employee. 

ex·pen·sive (Vk-spHnùsVv) adj.  1. Requiring a large expenditure; costly.  

2. Marked by high prices:  expensive stores.  See Synonyms at costly.  —ex·penù-
sive·ly adv.  —ex·penùsive·ness n. 

ex·pe·ri·ence (Vk-spîrùK-Nns) n.  1. The apprehension of an object, a thought, 

or an emotion through the senses or mind:  a child’s first experience of snow.  



2. a. Active participation in events or activities, leading to the accumulation of 

knowledge or skill:  a lesson taught by experience; a carpenter with experience in 

wall and roof repair.  b. The knowledge or skill so derived.   3. a. An event or a 

series of events participated in or lived through.  b. The totality of such events in 

the past of an individual or a group.    —  v.  tr. ex·per·i·enced, 
ex·per·i·enc·ing, ex·per·i·enc·es. To participate in personally; undergo:  expe-

rience a great adventure; experienced loneliness.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin experientia, from experiKns, experient- present participle of 

experXrX, to try. See per-3 in Appendix.] —ex·peùri·enc·er n.  

SYNONYMS: experience, suffer, sustain, taste, undergo. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to encounter or partake of personally”: experience hap-

piness; suffer a loss; sustained an injury; tasted freedom; has undergone a religious

conversion.

ex·pe·ri·enced (Vk-spîrùK-Nnst) adj.  1. Having had experience in an activity or 

in life in general:  a highly experienced traveler.  2. Skilled or knowledgeable as the 

result of active participation or practice:  consulted an experienced investment 

counselor. 

ex·pe·ri·en·tial (Vk-spîrÙK-HnùshNl) adj.  Relating to or derived from experi-

ence.   —ex·peÙri·enùtial·ly adv. 

ex·per·i·ment (Vk-spHrùN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. exp., expt. 1. a. A test under con-

trolled conditions that is made to demonstrate a known truth, examine the valid-

ity of a hypothesis, or determine the efficacy of something previously untried.  

b. The process of conducting such a test; experimentation.   2. An innovative act 

or procedure: “Democracy is only an experiment in government” (William Ralph 

Inge).  3. The result of experimentation: “We are not [nature’s] only experiment” 

(R. Buckminster Fuller).   —  v.  intr. ex·per·i·ment·ed, ex·per·i·ment·ing, 
ex·per·i·ments (-mHntÙ). 1. To conduct an experiment.  2. To try something 

new, especially in order to gain experience:  experiment with new methods of 

teaching.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin experXmentum, from 

experXrX, to try. See per-3 in Appendix.] —ex·perùi·mentÙer n. 

ex·per·i·men·tal (Vk-spHrÙN-mHnùtl) adj.  Abbr. exp., exptl., X, x 

1. a. Relating to or based on experiment:  experimental procedures; experimental 

results.  b. Given to experimenting.   2. Of the nature of an experiment; consti-

tuting or undergoing a test:  an experimental drug.  3. Founded on experience; 

empirical.   —ex·perÙi·menùtal·ly adv. 

ex·per·i·men·tal·ism (Vk-spHrÙN-mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  Use of empirical or exper-

imental methods in determining the validity of ideas.   —ex·perÙi·menùtal·ist 
n. 



ex·per·i·men·ta·tion (Vk-spHrÙN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  The act, process, or prac-

tice of experimenting. 

experiment station (Vk-spHrùN-mNnt st7ùshNn) n.  An establishment in which 

scientific experiments are conducted in a specific field, such as agriculture, and 

practical uses are developed. 

ex·pert (HkùspûrtÙ) n.  1. A person with a high degree of skill in or knowledge of 

a certain subject.  2. a. The highest grade that can be achieved in marksmanship.  

b. A person who has achieved this grade.    —  adj.  (Hkùspûrt, Vk-spûrtù) Having 

or demonstrating great skill, dexterity, or knowledge as the result of experience or 

training.  See Synonyms at proficient.  [Middle English, from Old French, expe-

rienced, from Latin expertus, past participle of experXrX, to try. See per-3 in 

Appendix.] —exùpertÙly adv.  —exùpertÙness n. 

ex·per·tise (HkÙspûr-tKzù) n.  1. Expert advice or opinion.  2. Skill or knowl-

edge in a particular area.  See Synonyms at art1.  [French, from expert, experi-

enced. See EXPERT.]

expert system (HkùspûrtÙ sVsùtNm) n.  Computer Science. A program that uses 

available information, heuristics, and inference to suggest solutions to problems 

in a particular discipline. 

ex·pi·a·ble (HkùspK-N-bNl) adj.  Possible to expiate:  expiable offenses. 

ex·pi·ate (HkùspK-7tÙ) v.  ex·pi·at·ed, ex·pi·at·ing, ex·pi·ates.  —  v.  tr. To 

make amends or reparation for; atone:  expiate one’s sins by acts of penance.   —  v.  

intr. To make amends; atone.  [Latin expi7re, expi7t-  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- 

+ pi7re, to atone (from pius, devout).] —exùpi·aÙtor n. 

ex·pi·a·tion (HkÙspK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of expiating; atonement.  2. A 

means of expiating or atoning.   —exùpi·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ex·pi·ra·tion (HkÙspN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. exp. 1. The act of coming to a close; 

termination.  2. The act of breathing out; exhalation.  3. Archaic. Death. 

ex·pi·ra·to·ry (Vk-spXùrN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving the 

expiration of air from the lungs. 

ex·pire (Vk-spXrù) v.  ex·pired, ex·pir·ing, ex·pires.  —  v.  intr. 1. To come to 

an end; terminate:  My membership in the club has expired.  2. To breathe one’s last 

breath; die:  The patient expired early this morning.  3. To exhale; breathe out.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To breathe (something) out.  2. Archaic. To give (something) off.  [Mid-

dle English expiren, from Old French expirer, from Latin exspXr7re : ex-, ex- + 

spXr7re, to breathe.]

ex·pi·ry (Vk-spXrùK) n.  pl. ex·pi·ries. 1. An expiration, especially of a contract or 

an agreement.  2. Death. 

ex·plain (Vk-spl7nù) v.  ex·plained, ex·plain·ing, ex·plains.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make plain or comprehensible.  2. To define; expound:  We explained our plan to 

the committee.  3. a. To offer reasons for or a cause of; justify:  explain an error.  

b. To offer reasons for the actions, beliefs, or remarks of (oneself).    —  v.  intr. 



To make something plain or comprehensible:  Let me explain.   —phrasal verb. 
explain away. 1. To dismiss or get rid of by or as if by explaining.  2. To mini-

mize by explanation.  [Middle English explanen, from Latin expl7n7re : ex-, inten-

sive pref.; see EX- + pl7nus, clear; see pelN-2 in Appendix.] —ex·plainùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: explain, elucidate, expound, explicate, interpret, construe. These

verbs mean to make understandable the nature or meaning of something. Explain

is the most widely applicable: explained the difficult words and obscure symbols;

tried to explain himself. To elucidate is to throw light on something complex:

“Man’s whole life and environment have been laid open and elucidated” (Thomas

Carlyle). Expound and explicate imply detailed and usually learned and lengthy

exploration or analysis: “We must never forget that it is a constitution we are ex-

pounding” (John Marshall). “Ordinary language philosophers tried to explicate the

standards of usage underlying the linguistic behavior of those who do not abuse this

freedom” (Jerrold J. Katz). To interpret is to reveal the underlying meaning of

something by the application of special knowledge or insight: “If a poet interprets

a poem of his own he limits its suggestibility” (William Butler Yeats). Construe in-

volves putting a particular construction or interpretation on something: “I take

the official oath today... with no purpose to construe the Constitution or laws by any

hypercritical rules” (Abraham Lincoln). Why do you construe my silence as a sign

of disapproval?

ex·pla·na·tion (HkÙsplN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of explaining:  

launched into a detailed explanation.  2. Something that explains:  That was sup-

posedly the explanation for their misdeeds.  3. A mutual clarification of misunder-

standings; a reconciliation. 

ex·plan·a·tive (Vk-spl4nùN-tVv) adj.  Explanatory.   —ex·planùa·tive·ly adv. 

ex·plan·a·to·ry (Vk-spl4nùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Serving or intended to explain:  

an explanatory paragraph.   —ex·planÙa·toùri·ly adv. 

ex·plant (Hk-spl4ntù) v.  tr. ex·plant·ed, ex·plant·ing, ex·plants. To remove 

(living tissue) from the natural site of growth and place in a medium for culture.   
—  n.  (Hksùpl4ntÙ) Explanted tissue.   —exÙplan·taùtion n. 

ex·ple·tive (HkùsplV-tVv) n.  1. An exclamation or oath, especially one that is 

profane, vulgar, or obscene.  2. a. A word or phrase that does not contribute any 

meaning but is added only to fill out a sentence or a metrical line.  b. A word that 

stands in place of and anticipates a following word or phrase. In the sentence 

There are many books on the table, the word there functions as an expletive.    —  
adj.  Added or inserted in order to fill out something, such as a sentence or a met-

rical line.  [From Late Latin explKtXvus, serving to fill out, from Latin explKtus, past 

participle of explKre, to fill out  : ex-, ex- + plKre, to fill; see pelN-1 in Appendix.]

ex·ple·to·ry (HkùsplV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Expletive. 



ex·pli·ca·ble (HkùsplV-kN-bNl) adj.  Possible to explain:  explicable phenomena; 

explicable behavior.   —exùpli·ca·bly adv. 

ex·pli·cate (HkùsplV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·pli·cat·ed, ex·pli·cat·ing, ex·pli·cates. To 

make clear the meaning of; explain.  See Synonyms at explain.  [Latin explic7re, 

explic7t-, to unfold, explain  : ex-, ex- + plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.] 
—ex·pli·caùtion n.  —exùpli·caÙtor n. 

ex·pli·ca·tion de texte (Hk-splK-kä-syôN dN tHkstù) n.  pl. ex·pli·ca·tions 
de texte (Hk-splK-kä-syôN dN tHkstù). A method of literary criticism in which the 

interrelated details of a written work are examined and analyzed in an effort to 

understand its structure and discover meanings.  [French  : explication, explana-

tion + de, of + texte, text.]

ex·pli·ca·tive (HkùsplV-k7ÙtVv, Vk-splVkùN-tVv) adj.  Serving to explain; explana-

tory.   —exùpli·caÙtive n.  —exùpli·caÙtive·ly adv. 

ex·plic·it (Vk-splVsùVt) adj.  1. a. Fully and clearly expressed; leaving nothing 

implied.  b. Fully and clearly defined or formulated: “generalizations that are 

powerful, precise, and explicit” (Frederick Turner).   2. Forthright and unreserved 

in expression:  They were explicit in their criticism.  3. a. Readily observable:  an 

explicit sign of trouble.  b. Describing or portraying nudity or sexual activity in 

graphic detail.   [Latin explicitus, past participle of explic7re, to unfold. See EXPLI-

CATE.] —ex·plicùit·ly adv.  —ex·plicùit·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: explicit, categorical, definite, express, specific. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “entirely clear and unambiguous”: explicit statements;

a categorical refusal; a definite answer; my express wishes; a specific purpose. 

ANTONYM: ambiguous

explicit function (Vk-splVsùVt fƒngkùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A function, such 

as y = 4x + 3, whose value may be computed from the independent variable. 

ex·plode (Vk-splodù) v.  ex·plod·ed, ex·plod·ing, ex·plodes.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To release mechanical, chemical, or nuclear energy by the sudden production 

of gases in a confined space:  The bomb exploded.  2. To burst violently as a result 

of internal pressure.  3. To shatter with a loud noise:  I threw the vase on the floor 

and it exploded into tiny pieces.  4. To burst forth or break out suddenly and often 

violently:  My neighbor exploded in rage at the trespassers.  5. To increase suddenly, 

sharply, and without control:  The population level in this area has exploded during 

the past 12 years.  6. To change state or appearance suddenly:  Over the weekend 

the trees exploded with color.  7. Sports. To hit a golf ball out of a sand trap with a 

shot that scatters the sand.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to release energy or burst vio-

lently and noisily:  The children exploded three firecrackers.  2. To show to be false 

or unreliable:  explode a hypothesis.  3. Sports. To hit (a golf ball) out of a sand 



trap with an explosive shot.  [Latin explodere, to drive out by clapping  : ex-, ex- + 

plaudere, to clap.] —ex·plodùer n. 

ex·plod·ed view (Hk-sploùdVd vyu) n.  An illustration or a diagram of a con-

struction that shows its parts separately but in positions that indicate their proper 

relationships to the whole. 

ex·ploit (HkùsploitÙ, Vk-sploitù) n.  An act or deed, especially a brilliant or heroic 

one.  See Synonyms at feat1.   —  v.  tr. ex·ploit·ed, ex·ploit·ing, ex·ploits 

(Vk-sploitù, HkùsploitÙ). 1. To employ to the greatest possible advantage:  exploit 

one’s talents.  2. To make use of selfishly or unethically:  a country that exploited 

peasant labor.  See Synonyms at manipulate.  3. To advertise; promote.  [Middle 

English, from Old French esploit, from Latin explicitum, neuter past participle of 

explic7re, to unfold. See EXPLICATE.] —ex·ploitÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —ex·ploitùa·ble 
adj.  —ex·ploitùa·tive, ex·ploitùive adj.  —ex·ploitùa·tive·ly, 
ex·ploitùive·ly adv.  —ex·ploitùer n. 

ex·ploi·ta·tion (HkÙsploi-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of employing to the greatest 

possible advantage:  exploitation of copper deposits.  2. Utilization of another per-

son or group for selfish purposes:  exploitation of unwary consumers.  3. An 

advertising or a publicity program. 

ex·plo·ra·tion (HkÙsplN-r7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of exploring:  Arctic 

exploration; exploration of new theories.   —ex·plorùa·toÙry (Vk-splôrùN-tôrÙK, -

splorùN-torÙK) adj. 

ex·plore (Vk-splôrù, -splorù) v.  ex·plored, ex·plor·ing, ex·plores.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To investigate systematically; examine:  explore every possibility.  2. To search 

into or travel in for the purpose of discovery:  exploring outer space.  3. Medicine. 

To examine for diagnostic purposes.   —  v.  intr. To make a careful examination 

or search:  scientists who have been known to explore in this region of the earth.  

[Latin explor7re : ex-, ex- + perhaps plor7re, to cry out, as to rouse game.]

ex·plor·er (Vk-splôrùNr, -splorù-) n.  1. One that explores, especially one that 

explores a geographic area.  2. An implement or a tool used for exploring; a 

probe.  3. Explorer. A person aged 14-20 who is a participant in the exploring 

program of the Boy Scouts of America. 

ex·plo·sion (Vk-sploùzhNn) n.  1. a. A release of mechanical, chemical, or 

nuclear energy in a sudden and often violent manner with the generation of high 

temperature and usually with the release of gases.  b. A violent bursting as a result 

of internal pressure.  c. The loud, sharp sound made as a result of either of these 

actions.   2. A sudden, often vehement outburst:  an explosion of rage.  3. A sud-

den, great increase:  a population explosion; the explosion of illegal drug use.  

4. Linguistics. See plosion.  [Latin explosio, explosion-, a driving off, from explo-

sus, past participle of explodere, to drive out by clapping. See EXPLODE.]

ex·plo·sive (Vk-sploùsVv) adj.  1. Relating to or having the nature of an explo-

sion.  2. Tending to explode.   —  n.  1. A substance, especially a prepared chemi-



cal, that explodes or causes explosion.  2. Linguistics. A plosive.   
—ex·ploùsive·ly adv.  —ex·ploùsive·ness n. 

ex·po (Hkùspo) n.  pl. ex·pos. Informal. An exposition. 

ex·po·nent (Vk-spoùnNnt, HkùspoÙnNnt) n.  1. One that expounds or interprets.  

2. One that speaks for, represents, or advocates:  Our senator is an exponent of free 

trade.  3.  Abbr. exp Mathematics. A number or symbol, as 3 in (x + y)3, placed to 

the right of and above another number, symbol, or expression, denoting the 

power to which that number, symbol, or expression is to be raised. In this sense, 

also calledpower  —  adj.  Expository; explanatory.  [Latin exponKns, exponent- 

present participle of exponere, to expound. See EXPOUND.]

ex·po·nen·tial (HkÙspN-nHnùshNl) adj.  Abbr. exp 1. Of or relating to an expo-

nent.  2. Mathematics. a. Containing, involving, or expressed as an exponent.  

b. Expressed in terms of a designated power of e, the base of natural loga-

rithms.    —exÙpo·nenùtial·ly adv. 

ex·po·nen·ti·a·tion (HkÙspN-nHnÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. The act of rais-

ing a quantity to a power. 

ex·port (Vk-spôrtù, -sportù, HkùspôrtÙ, -sportÙ) v.  ex·port·ed, ex·port·ing, 
ex·ports.  —  v.  tr. 1. To send or transport (a commodity, for example) abroad, 

especially for trade or sale.  2. To cause the spread of (an idea, for example) in 

another part of the world; transmit.   —  v.  intr. To send or transport abroad 

merchandise, especially for sale or trade.   —  n.  (HkùspôrtÙ, -sportÙ) Abbr. exp. 
Exportation.  [Middle English exsport, from Latin export7re : ex-, ex- + port7re, to 

carry; see per-2 in Appendix.] —ex·portÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —ex·portùa·ble adj.  

—ex·portùer n. 

ex·por·ta·tion (HkÙspôr-t7ùshNn, -spor-) n.  1. The act of exporting.  

2. Something exported; an export. 

ex·pose (Vk-spozù) v.  tr. ex·posed, ex·pos·ing, ex·pos·es. 1. a. To subject 

or allow to be subjected to an action or an influence:  exposed themselves to dis-

ease; exposed their children to classical music.  b. To subject (a photographic film, 

for example) to the action of light.   2. To make visible:  Cleaning exposed the 

grain of the wood.  See Synonyms at show.  3. a. To make known (something 

discreditable).  b. To reveal the guilt or wrongdoing of:  expose a criminal.  See 

Synonyms at reveal1.   4. a. To deprive of shelter or protection.  b. To subject to 

needless risk:  an officer who exposed the troops to enemy crossfire.   [Middle 

English exposen, from Old French exposer, alteration (influenced by poser, to put, 

place); see POSE
1, of Latin exponere, to set forth. See EXPOUND.] —ex·posùer n. 

ex·po·sé (HkÙspo-z7ù) n.  1. An exposure or a revelation of something discredit-

able.  2. A formal exposition of facts.  [French, past participle of exposer, to 

expose, from Old French. See EXPOSE.]

ex·po·si·tion (HkÙspN-zVshùNn) n.  1. A setting forth of meaning or intent.  

2. a. A statement or rhetorical discourse intended to give information about or 



an explanation of difficult material.  b. The art or technique of composing such 

discourses.   3. Music. a. The first part of a composition in sonata form that 

introduces the themes.  b. The opening section of a fugue.   4. The part of a play 

that provides the background information needed to understand the characters 

and the action.  5. An act or example of exposing.  6. A public exhibition or 

show, as of artistic or industrial developments.  [Middle English exposicioun, 

from Old French exposition, from Latin expositio, exposition-, from expositus, past 

participle of exponere, to expound. See EXPOUND.] —ex·posùi·tive (Vk-spmzùV-
tVv), ex·posùi·toÙry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —ex·posùi·tor n. 

ex post fac·to (HksÙ post f4kùto) adj.  Formulated, enacted, or operating retro-

actively. Used especially of a law.  [Latin ex postfacto : ex, from + postfacto, abla-

tive of postfactum, that which is done afterward.]

ex·pos·tu·late (Vk-spmsùchN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. ex·pos·tu·lat·ed, 
ex·pos·tu·lat·ing, ex·pos·tu·lates. To reason earnestly with someone in an 

effort to dissuade or correct; remonstrate.  See Synonyms at object.  [Latin 

expostul7re, expostul7t-  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + postul7re, to demand; see 

prek- in Appendix.] —ex·posÙtu·laùtion n.  —ex·posùtu·laÙtor n.  

—ex·posùtu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK), ex·posùtu·laÙtive adj. 

ex·po·sure (Vk-spoùzhNr) n.  1. The act or an instance of exposing, as: a. An act 

of subjecting or an instance of being subjected to an action or an influence:  their 

first exposure to big city life.  b. Appearance in public or in the mass media:  an 

actor with much recent exposure in television.  c. Revelation, especially of crime or 

guilt:  exposure of graft in county government.   2. The condition of being exposed, 

especially to severe weather or other forces of nature:  was hospitalized for the 

effects of exposure.  3. A position in relation to climatic or weather conditions or 

points of the compass:  Our house has a southern exposure.  4. a. The act of expos-

ing sensitized photographic film or plate.  b. A photographic plate or a piece of 

film so exposed.  c. The amount of radiant energy needed to expose a photo-

graphic film.  

exposure meter (Vk-spoùzhNr mKùtNr) n.  A photoelectric instrument that 

measures the light intensity in a given area and, in photographic use, indicates the 

correct settings for an optimum exposure.  Also called light meter 

ex·pound (Vk-spoundù) v.  ex·pound·ed, ex·pound·ing, ex·pounds.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To give a detailed statement of; set forth:  expounded the intricacies of the 

new tax law.  2. To explain in detail; elucidate:  The speaker expounded the 

approach of positive thinking.  See Synonyms at explain.   —  v.  intr. To make a 

detailed statement:  The professor was expounding on a favorite topic.  [Middle 

English expounden, from Anglo-Norman espoundre, from Latin exponere : ex-, 

ex- + ponere, to place; see apo- in Appendix.] —ex·poundùer n. 

ex·press (Vk-sprHsù) v.  tr. ex·pressed, ex·press·ing, ex·press·es. 1. To set 

forth in words; state.  2. To manifest or communicate, as by a gesture; show.  See 



Synonyms at vent1.  3. To make known the feelings or opinions of (oneself), as 

by statement or art.  4. To convey or suggest a representation of; depict:  The 

painting expresses the rage of war victims.  5. To represent by a sign or a symbol; 

symbolize:  express a fraction as a decimal.  6. To squeeze or press out, as juice 

from an orange.  7. To send by special messenger or rapid transport:  express a 

package to Los Angeles.  8. Genetics. a. To cause (itself) to produce an effect or a 

phenotype. Used of a gene:  The gene expressed itself under specific environmental 

conditions.  b. To manifest the effects of (a gene):  Half of the people who inherit 

the gene express it.  c. To manifest (a genetic trait):  All the mice in the study 

expressed the defect.    —  adj.  Abbr. ex., exp. 1. Definitely and explicitly stated:  

their express wish.  See Synonyms at explicit.  2. Particular; specific:  an express 

plan.  3. a. Sent out with or moving at high speed.  b. Direct, rapid, and usually 

nonstop:  express delivery of packages; an express bus.  c. Of, relating to, or appro-

priate for rapid travel:  express lanes on a freeway.    —  adv.  By express delivery or 

transport.   —  n.  Abbr. ex., exp. 1. a. A rapid, efficient system for the delivery 

of goods and mail.  b. Goods and mail conveyed by such a system.   2. A means of 

transport, such as a train, that travels rapidly and makes few or no stops before its 

destination.  3. Chiefly British. a. A special messenger.  b. A message delivered by 

special courier.   [Middle English expressen, from Old French expresser, from 

Medieval Latin express7re, frequentative of Latin exprimere : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin 

premere, to press; see per-4 in Appendix.] —ex·pressùer n.  —ex·pressùi·ble 
adj. 

ex·pres·sion (Vk-sprHshùNn) n.  1. The act of expressing, conveying, or repre-

senting in words, art, music, or movement; a manifestation:  an expression of rural 

values.  2. Something that expresses or communicates:  Let this plaque serve as an 

expression of our esteem.  3. Mathematics. An operation or a quantity stated in 

symbolic form, such as x, y2, or x + y.  4. The manner in which one expresses one-

self, especially in speaking, depicting, or performing.  5. A particular word or 

phrase: “an old Yankee expression... ‘Stand up and be counted’” (Charles Kuralt).  

6. The outward manifestation of a mood or a disposition:  My tears are an expres-

sion of my grief.  7. A facial aspect or a look that conveys a special feeling:  an 

expression of scorn.  8. The act of pressing or squeezing out.  9. Genetics. The act 

or process of expressing a gene. 

ex·pres·sion·ism (Vk-sprHshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  A movement in the arts during the 

early part of the 20th century that emphasized subjective expression of the artist’s 

inner experiences.   —ex·presùsion·ist n.  —ex·presÙsion·isùtic adj.  

—ex·presÙsion·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

ex·pres·sion·less (Vk-sprHshùNn-lVs) adj.  Lacking expression:  Their faces 

remained expressionless as they listened to the bad news. 

ex·pres·sive (Vk-sprHsùVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by expres-

sion.  2. Serving to express or indicate:  actions expressive of frustration.  3. Full of 



expression; significant:  an expressive glance.   —ex·presùsive·ly adv.  

—ex·presùsive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: expressive, eloquent, meaningful, significant. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “effectively conveying a feeling, an idea, or a mood”:

an expressive gesture; an eloquent speech; a meaningful look; a significant smile.

ex·pres·siv·i·ty (HkÙsprH-sVvùV-tK) n.  pl. ex·pres·siv·i·ties. 1. The quality of 

being expressive.  2. Genetics. The degree to which an expressed gene produces its 

effects in an organism. 

ex·press·ly (Vk-sprHsùlK) adv.  1. In an express or a definite manner; explicitly:  I 

expressly ordered the visitor to leave.  2. Especially; particularly:  tools designed 

expressly for left-handed workers. 

ex·pres·so (Vk-sprHsùo, Hk-) n.  Variant of espresso. 
ex·press·way (Vk-sprHsùw7Ù) n.  Abbr. expy A major divided highway designed 

for high-speed travel.  Also called freeway, superhighway, thruway. 

ex·pro·pri·ate (Hk-sproùprK-7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·pro·pri·at·ed, ex·pro·pri·at·ing, 
ex·pro·pri·ates. 1. To deprive of possession:  expropriated the property owners 

who lived in the path of the new highway.  2. To transfer (another’s property) to 

oneself.  [Medieval Latin expropri7re, expropri7t-  : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin 

propri7re, to appropriate (from proprius, one’s own); see PROPER.] 
—ex·proÙpri·aùtion n.  —ex·proùpri·aÙtor n.  —ex·proùpri·a·toÙry (-N-

tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

expt. abbr.  Experiment. 

exptl. abbr.  Experimental. 

ex·pul·sion (Vk-spƒlùshNn) n.  The act of expelling or the state of being expelled.  

[Middle English expulsioun, from Old French expulsion, from Latin expulsio, 

expulsion-, from expulsus, past participle of expellere, to expel. See EXPEL.]

ex·punc·tion (Vk-spƒngkùshNn, -spƒngùshNn) n.  The act of expunging or the 

condition of being expunged:  expunction of the records of the crime.  [Late Latin 

expunctio, expunction-, execution, from Latin expunctus, past participle of expun-

gere, to strike out. See EXPUNGE.]

ex·punge (Vk-spƒnjù) v.  tr. ex·punged, ex·pung·ing, ex·pung·es. 1. To 

erase or strike out: “I have corrected some factual slips, expunged some repetitions” 

(Kenneth Tynan).  2. To eliminate completely; annihilate.  See Synonyms at 

erase.  [Latin expungere : ex-, ex- + pungere, to prick; see peuk- in Appendix.] 
—ex·pungùer n. 

ex·pur·gate (HkùspNr-g7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·pur·gat·ed, ex·pur·gat·ing, 
ex·pur·gates. To remove erroneous, vulgar, obscene, or otherwise objectionable 

material from (a book, for example) before publication.  [Latin exp7rg7re, 



exp7rg7t-, to purify  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + p7rg7re, to cleanse; see peuN- 
in Appendix.] —exÙpur·gaùtion n.  —exùpur·gaÙtor n. 

ex·pur·ga·to·ry (Vk-spûrùgN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also ex·pur·ga·to·ri·al (-tôrÙK-Nl, -

torÙ-) adj.  Of or relating to expurgation or an expurgator. 

expy abbr.  Expressway. 

ex·qui·site (HkùskwV-zVt, Vk-skwVzùVt) adj.  1. Characterized by intricate and 

beautiful design or execution:  an exquisite chalice.  2. Of such beauty or delicacy 

as to arouse delight:  an exquisite sunset.  See Synonyms at delicate.  3. Excellent; 

flawless:  plays the piano with exquisite technique.  4. Acutely perceptive or dis-

criminating:  an exquisite sense of color.  5. Intense; keen:  suffered exquisite pain.  

6. Obsolete. Ingeniously devised or thought out.   —  n.  One who is excessively 

fastidious in dress, manners, or taste.  [Middle English exquisit, carefully chosen, 

from Latin exquXsXtus, past participle of exquXrere, to search out  : ex-, ex- + quaer-

ere, to seek.] —exùqui·site·ly adv.  —exùqui·site·ness n. 

exr. abbr.  Executor. 

exrx. abbr.  Executrix. 

ex·san·gui·nate (Hks-s4ngùgwN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·san·gui·nat·ed, 
ex·san·gui·nat·ing, ex·san·gui·nates. To drain of blood.  [From Latin 

exsanguin7tus, drained of blood  : ex-, ex- + sanguis, sanguin-, blood.] 
—ex·sanÙgui·naùtion n. 

ex·san·guine (Hks-s4ngùgwVn) adj.  Lacking blood; anemic.  [Latin exsanguis, 

exsanguin-  : ex-, ex- + sanguis, blood.]

ex·scind (Vk-sVndù) v.  tr. ex·scind·ed, ex·scind·ing, ex·scinds. To cut out; 

excise.  [Latin exscindere : ex-, ex- + scindere, to cut; see skei- in Appendix.]

ex·sert (Vk-sûrtù) v.  tr. ex·sert·ed, ex·sert·ing, ex·serts. To thrust (some-

thing) out or forth; cause to protrude.   —  adj.  Also ex·sert·ed (-sûrùtVd) 

Thrust outward or protruding, as stamens projecting beyond petals.  [Latin exser-

ere, exsert-. See EXERT.] —ex·serùtion n. 

ex·sic·cate (HkùsV-k7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. ex·sic·cat·ed, ex·sic·cat·ing, ex·sic·cates. 
To dry up or cause to dry up.  [Middle English exsiccaten, from Latin exsicc7re, 

exsicc7t-  : ex-, ex- + sicc7re, to dry (from siccus, dry).] —exÙsic·caùtion n.  

—exùsic·caÙtive adj.  —exùsic·caÙtor n. 

ex·stip·u·late (Hks-stVpùyN-lVt) adj.  Botany. Having no stipules. 

ext. abbr.  1. Extension.  2. a. External.  b. Externally.   3. Extinct.  4. Extra.  

5. Extract. 

ex·tant (HkùstNnt, Hk-st4ntù) adj.  1. Still in existence; not destroyed, lost, or 

extinct:  extant manuscripts.  2. Archaic. Standing out; projecting.  [Latin exst7ns, 

exstant- present participle of exst7re, to stand out  : ex-, ex- + st7re, to stand; see 

st7- in Appendix.]

ex·tem·po·ral (Vk-stHmùpNr-Nl) adj.  Archaic. Extemporaneous.  [Latin 

extempor7lis, from ex tempore. See EXTEMPORE.]



ex·tem·po·ra·ne·ous (Vk-stHmÙpN-r7ùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Carried out or per-

formed with little or no preparation; impromptu:  an extemporaneous piano 

recital.  2. Prepared in advance but delivered without notes or text:  an extempora-

neous speech.  3. Skilled at or given to unrehearsed speech or performance:  an 

accomplished extemporaneous speaker.  4. Provided, made, or adapted as an expe-

dient; makeshift:  an extemporaneous policy decision.  [From Late Latin 

extempor7neus, from Latin ex tempore. See EXTEMPORE.] —ex·temÙpo·ra·neùi·ty 
(-pNr-N-nKùV-tK) n.  —ex·temÙpo·raùne·ous·ly adv.  

—ex·temÙpo·raùne·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: extemporaneous, extemporary, extempore, impromptu, offhand,

unrehearsed, unpremeditated, ad-lib. These adjectives mean spoken, performed,

done, or composed with little or no preparation or forethought. Extemporaneous,

extemporary, and extempore most often apply to discourse, as a public speech, that

is delivered without the assistance of a written text, though it may have been

planned in advance: an extemporaneous address; an extemporary lecture; an extem-

pore skit. Impromptu even more strongly suggests action or expression that comes

on the spur of the moment in response to an unforeseen need: an impromptu

speech; an impromptu dinner. Offhand implies not only spontaneity but also a ca-

sual or even cavalier manner: an offhand remark. What is unrehearsed is said or

done without rehearsal or practice though not necessarily without forethought: a

few unrehearsed comments. Unpremeditated applies to action taken without prior

thought or plan; often the term implies impulsiveness prompted by strong feeling:

asked an unpremeditated question. Something that is ad-lib is spontaneous and im-

provised and therefore not part of a prepared script or score: an ad-lib joke; an

ad-lib solo.

ex·tem·po·rar·y (Vk-stHmùpN-rHrÙK) adj.  Spoken, done, or composed with lit-

tle or no preparation or forethought.  See Synonyms at extemporaneous.  
[From EXTEMPORE.] —ex·temÙpo·rarùi·ly (-rârùN-lK) adv. 

ex·tem·po·re (Vk-stHmùpN-rK) adj.  Spoken, carried out, or composed with little 

or no preparation or forethought.  See Synonyms at extemporaneous.   —  
adv.  In an extemporaneous manner.  [Latin ex tempore : ex, of; see EX- + tempore, 

ablative of tempus, time.]

ex·tem·po·rize (Vk-stHmùpN-rXzÙ) v.  ex·tem·po·rized, ex·tem·po·riz·ing, 
ex·tem·po·riz·es.  —  v.  tr. To do or perform (something) without prior prepa-

ration or practice:  extemporized an acceptance speech.   —  v.  intr. To perform an 

act or utter something in an impromptu manner; improvise: “bravely demonstrat-

ing his ability to extemporize intelligently” (William Safire).   
—ex·temÙpo·ri·zaùtion (-pNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —ex·temùpo·rizÙer n. 



ex·tend (Vk-stHndù) v.  ex·tend·ed, ex·tend·ing, ex·tends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

open or straighten (something) out; unbend:  extended the legs of the folding table.  

2. To stretch or spread (something) out to greater or fullest length:  extended the 

radio antenna.  3. a. To exert (oneself) vigorously or to full capacity:  Few moun-

tain climbers have extended themselves as those two have.  b. To cause to move at 

full gallop. Used of a horse.   4. a. To increase in quantity or bulk by adding a 

cheaper substance:  used rice or pasta to extend leftover casseroles.  b. To adulterate.   

5. a. To enlarge the area, scope, or range of.  b. To expand the influence of.  c. To 

make more comprehensive or inclusive.  See Synonyms at increase.   6. a. To 

offer:  extend one’s greetings.  b. To make available; provide:  extend credit to qual-

ified purchasers.   7. a. To cause (something) to be or last longer:  extended our 

visit by a day.  b. To prolong the time allowed for payment of:  extend a loan for 

three more months.   8. Chiefly British. a. To appraise or assess; value.  b. To seize 

or make a levy on for the purpose of settling a debt.    —  v.  intr. To be or become 

long, large, or comprehensive:  influence that extended to other continents; table 

legs that extend by unscrewing.  [Middle English extenden, from Old French exten-

dre, from Latin extendere : ex-, ex- + tendere, to stretch; see ten- in Appendix.] 
—ex·tendÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —ex·tendùa·ble, ex·tendùi·ble adj. 

ex·tend·ed (Vk-stHnùdVd) adj.  1. Stretched or pulled out:  an extended telescope.  

2. Continued for a long period of time; protracted:  had an extended vacation in 

the Alps.  3. Enlarged or broad in meaning, scope, or influence:  an extended sense 

of the word honest.   —ex·tendùed·ly adv. 

extended family (Vk-stHnùdVd f4mùN-lK) n.  1. A family group that consists of 

parents, children, and other close relatives, often living in close proximity.  2. A 

group of relatives, such as those of three generations, who live in close geographic 

proximity rather than under the same roof. 

ex·tend·er (Vk-stHnùdNr) n.  A substance added to another substance to modify, 

dilute, or adulterate it:  meat loaf that contained oatmeal as an extender. 

ex·ten·si·ble (Vk-stHnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being extended or protruded:  

an extensible tongue; extensible tables.  2. Computer Science. Of or relating to a 

programming language or a system that can be modified by changing or adding 

features.   —ex·tenÙsi·bilùi·ty n. 

ex·ten·sile (Vk-stHnùsVl) adj.  Extensible. 

ex·ten·sion (Vk-stHnùshNn) n.  Abbr. ext. 1. The act of extending or the condi-

tion of being extended.  2. The amount, degree, or range to which something 

extends or can extend:  The wire has an extension of 50 feet.  3. a. The act of 

straightening or extending a limb.  b. The position assumed by an extended limb.   

4. Medicine. The application of traction to a fractured or dislocated limb to 

restore the normal position.  5. a. An addition that increases the area, influence, 

operation, or contents of something:  an extension for the vacuum cleaner; built a 

new extension onto the hospital wing.  b. An additional telephone connected to a 



main line.   6. a. An allowance of extra time, especially for the repayment of a 

debt.  b. The period of this extra time:  three months’ extension on the loan.   

7. The property of an object by which it occupies space.  8. A program in a uni-

versity, college, or school that offers instruction, as by television or correspon-

dence, to persons unable to attend at the usual time or in the usual place.  

9. Logic. The class of objects designated by a specific term or concept; denotation.  

10. Mathematics. A set that includes a given and similar set as a subset.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  an extension ladder; an extension 

cord.  [Middle English extensioun, from Old French extension, from Latin extKn-

sio, extKnsion-, from extKnsus, past participle of extendere, to extend. See EXTEND.] 
—ex·tenùsion·al adj. 

ex·ten·si·ty (Vk-stHnùsV-tK) n.  pl. ex·ten·si·ties. 1. a. The quality of having 

extension or being extensive.  b. A specific degree or range of extension.   2. The 

attribute of sensation that enables one to perceive space or size. 

ex·ten·sive (Vk-stHnùsVv) adj.  1. Large in extent, range, or amount.  2. Of or 

relating to the cultivation of vast areas of land with a minimum of labor or 

expense.   —ex·tenùsive·ly adv.  —ex·tenùsive·ness n. 

ex·ten·som·e·ter (HkÙstHn-smmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure 

minute deformations in a test specimen of a material.  [EXTENS(ION) + -METER.]

ex·ten·sor (Vk-stHnùsNr) n.  A muscle that extends or straightens a limb or body 

part.  [New Latin, from Latin extKnsus, past participle of extendere, to stretch out. 

See EXTEND.]

ex·tent (Vk-stHntù) n.  1. a. The range, magnitude, or distance over which a 

thing extends:  landowners unaware of the extent of their own holdings.  b. The 

degree to which a thing extends:  prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.   2. An 

extensive space or area:  an extent of desert.  3. Law. a. A writ allowing a creditor 

to assume temporary ownership of a debtor’s property.  b. In Great Britain, a writ 

allowing a creditor to seize a debtor’s property temporarily.  c. The seizure in exe-

cution of such a writ.   4. Archaic. An assessment or a valuation, as of land in Brit-

ain, especially for taxation.  [Middle English extente, assessment on land, from 

Anglo-Norman, from feminine past participle of extendre, to extend, from Latin 

extendere. See EXTEND.]

ex·ten·u·ate (Vk-stHnùyu-7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·ten·u·at·ed, ex·ten·u·at·ing, 
ex·ten·u·ates. 1. To lessen or attempt to lessen the magnitude or seriousness of, 

especially by providing partial excuses.  See Synonyms at palliate.  2. Archaic. 

a. To make thin or emaciated.  b. To reduce the strength of.   3. Obsolete. To 

belittle; disparage.  [Latin extenu7re, extenu7t-  : ex-, ex- + tenu7re, to make thin 

(from tenuis, thin); see ten- in Appendix.] —ex·tenùu·aÙtive adj. , n.  

—ex·tenùu·aÙtor n.  —ex·tenùu·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

ex·ten·u·a·tion (Vk-stHnÙyu-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of extenuating or the con-

dition of being extenuated; partial justification.  2. A partial excuse. 



ex·te·ri·or (Vk-stîrùK-Nr) adj.  1. Outer; external:  the exterior door.  

2. Originating or acting from the outside:  exterior influences on the negotiations.  

3. Suitable for use outside:  an exterior paint.   —  n.  1. A part or a surface that is 

outside:  the exterior of the house.  2. An external or outward appearance:  a 

friendly exterior.  3. A representation in visual art of the outdoors:  The film 

includes some striking exteriors.  [Latin, comparative of exter, outward. See eghs 

in Appendix.] —ex·teùri·or·ly adv. 

exterior angle (Vk-stîrùK-Nr 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. 1. The angle between 

any side of a polygon and an extended adjacent side.  2. Any of the four angles 

that do not include a region of the space between two lines intersected by a trans-

versal. 

ex·te·ri·or·i·ty (Vk-stîrÙK-ôrùV-tK, -mrù-) n.  Outwardness; externality. 

ex·te·ri·or·ize (Vk-stîrùK-N-rXzÙ) v.  tr. ex·te·ri·or·ized, ex·te·ri·or·iz·ing, 
ex·te·ri·or·iz·es. To turn outward; externalize:  They had exteriorized their feel-

ings of sympathy so much that it was hard to tell what they truly felt inside. 

ex·ter·mi·nate (Vk-stûrùmN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·ter·mi·nat·ed, 
ex·ter·mi·nat·ing, ex·ter·mi·nates. To get rid of by destroying completely; 

extirpate.  See Synonyms at abolish.  [Latin extermin7re, extermin7t-, to drive 

out  : ex-, ex- + termin7re, to mark boundaries (from terminus, boundary 

marker).] —ex·terÙmi·naùtion n.  —ex·terùmi·naÙtive, ex·terùmi·na·toÙry 

(-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

ex·ter·mi·na·tor (Vk-stûrùmN-n7ÙtNr) n.  One that exterminates, especially one 

whose occupation is the extermination of vermin. 

ex·tern  or ex·terne (HkùstûrnÙ) n.  A person associated with but not officially 

residing in an institution, especially a nonresident physician on a hospital staff.  

[Latin externus, external. See EXTERNAL.] —exùtern·shipÙ n. 

ex·ter·nal (Vk-stûrùnNl) adj.  Abbr. ext. 1. Relating to, existing on, or connected 

with the outside or an outer part; exterior.  2. Suitable for application to the out-

side:  external paints.  3. Existing independently of the mind.  4. Acting or com-

ing from the outside:  external pressures.  5. Of or relating chiefly to outward 

appearance; superficial: “An internal sense of righteousness dwindles into an exter-

nal concern for reputation” (A.R. Gurney, Jr.).  6. Of or relating to foreign affairs 

or foreign countries:  the country’s minister of external affairs.   —  n.  1. An exte-

rior part or surface.  2. externals. a. Outer circumstances.  b. Outward appear-

ances:  was charming as far as the externals went.   [Middle English, from Latin 

externus, outward, from exter. See eghs in Appendix.] —ex·terùnal·ly adv. 

external auditory canal (Vk-stûrùnNl ôùdV-tôrÙK kN-n4lù) n.  See ear canal. 
ex·ter·nal-com·bus·tion engine (Vk-stûrùnNl-kNm-bƒsùchNn HnùjVn) n.  

An engine, such as a steam engine, in which the fuel is burned outside the engine 

cylinder. 



external ear (Vk-stûrùnNl îr) n.  The outer portion of the ear including the auri-

cle and the passage leading to the eardrum.  Also called outer ear 

ex·ter·nal·ism (Vk-stûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  Excessive concern with outer circum-

stances or appearances.   —ex·terùnal·ist n. 

ex·ter·nal·i·ty (HkÙstNr-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ex·ter·nal·i·ties. 1. The condition or 

quality of being external or externalized.  2. a. Something that is external.  b. An 

incidental condition that may affect a course of action: “Our economic system 

treats environmental degradation as an externality—a cost that does not enter into 

the conventional arithmetic that determines how we use our resources” (Barry Com-

moner).  

ex·ter·nal·ize (Vk-stûrùnN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. ex·ter·nal·ized, ex·ter·nal·iz·ing, 
ex·ter·nal·iz·es. 1. a. To make external.  b. To manifest externally: “Marriage is 

a nice way to externalize the private commitments made between you” (Patti Davis).   

2. To attribute to outside causes.  3. To project or attribute (inner conflicts or 

feelings) to external circumstances or causes.   —ex·terÙnal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

external respiration (Vk-stûrùnNl rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  The exchange of oxy-

gen and carbon dioxide between the environment and respiratory organs such as 

gills or lungs. 

ex·ter·o·cep·tor (HkÙstN-ro-sHpùtNr) n.  A sense organ, such as the ear, that 

receives and responds to stimuli originating from outside the body.  [Latin exter, 

outside; see EXTERIOR + (RE)CEPTOR.] —exÙter·o·cepùtive adj. 

ex·ter·ri·to·ri·al (HksÙtHr-V-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Extraterritorial.   
—exÙter·ri·toÙri·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  —exÙter·ri·toùri·al·ly adv. 

ex·tinct (Vk-stVngktù) adj.  Abbr. ext. 1. No longer existing or living:  an extinct 

species.  2. No longer burning or active:  an extinct volcano.  3. No longer in use:  

an extinct custom.  See Synonyms at dead.  4. Law. Lacking a claimant; void:  an 

extinct title.  [Middle English, from Latin exstXnctus, past participle of exstinguere, 

to extinguish. See EXTINGUISH.]

ex·tinc·tion (Vk-stVngkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of extinguishing.  b. The condi-

tion of being extinguished.   2. The fact of being extinct or the process of becom-

ing extinct: “The most effective agent in the extinction of species is the pressure of 

other species” (Alfred R. Wallace).  3. Psychology. A reduction or a loss in the 

strength or rate of a conditioned response when the unconditioned stimulus or 

reinforcement is withheld.  4. Physiology. A gradual decrease in the excitability of 

a nerve to a previously adequate stimulus, usually resulting in total loss of excit-

ability. 

ex·tinc·tive (Vk-stVngkùtVv) adj.  Tending to extinguish or make extinct. 

ex·tin·guish (Vk-stVngùgwVsh) v.  tr. ex·tin·guished, ex·tin·guish·ing, 
ex·tin·guish·es. 1. To put out (a fire, for example); quench.  2. To put an end to 

(hopes, for example); destroy.  See Synonyms at abolish.  3. To obscure; eclipse.  



4. Law. a. To settle or discharge (a debt).  b. To nullify:  extinguished their title to 

the property.   5. Psychology. To bring about the extinction of (a conditioned 

response).  [Latin exstinguere : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + stinguere, to quench; 

see steig- in Appendix.] —ex·tinùguish·a·ble adj.  —ex·tinùguish·ment n. 

ex·tin·guish·er (Vk-stVngùgwV-shNr) n.  One that extinguishes, especially: 

a. Any of various portable mechanical devices for spraying and extinguishing a 

fire with chemicals.  b. A small metal cone or cup on a long handle, used for 

snuffing out candles; a snuffer.  

ex·tir·pate (HkùstNr-p7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·tir·pat·ed, ex·tir·pat·ing, ex·tir·pates. 
1. To pull up by the roots.  2. To destroy totally; exterminate.  See Synonyms at 

abolish.  3. To remove by surgery.  [Latin exstirp7re, exstirp7t-  : ex-, ex- + stirps, 

root.] —exÙtir·paùtion n.  —exùtir·paÙtive adj.  —exùtir·paÙtor n. 

ex·tol also ex·toll (Vk-stolù) v.  tr. ex·tolled also ex·tolled, ex·tol·ling also 

ex·toll·ing, ex·tols also ex·tolls. To praise highly; exalt.  See Synonyms at 

praise.  [Middle English extollen, from Latin extollere, to lift up, praise  : ex-, up 

from; see EX- + tollere, to lift; see telN- in Appendix.] —ex·tolùler n.  —ex·tolù-
ment n. 

ex·tort (Vk-stôrtù) v.  tr. ex·tort·ed, ex·tort·ing, ex·torts. To obtain from 

another by coercion or intimidation.  [Latin extorquKre, extort-, to wrench out, 

extort  : ex-, ex- + torquKre, to twist; see terkw- in Appendix.] —ex·tortùer n.  

—ex·torùtive adj. 

ex·tor·tion (Vk-stôrùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of extorting.  2. Illegal 

use of one’s official position or powers to obtain property, funds, or patronage.  

3. An excessive or exorbitant charge.  4. Something extorted.   —ex·torù-
tion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj.  —ex·torùtion·ist, ex·torùtion·er n. 

ex·tor·tion·ate (Vk-stôrùshN-nVt) adj.  1. Characterized by extortion.  

2. Exorbitant; immoderate:  extortionate interest rates.   —ex·torùtion·ate·ly 
adv. 

ex·tra (HkùstrN) adj.  Abbr. ext., ex., X 1. More than or beyond what is usual, 

normal, expected, or necessary.  See Synonyms at superfluous.  2. Better than 

ordinary; superior:  extra fineness.  3. Subject to an additional charge:  a pizza 

with extra cheese.   —  n.  1. Something more than is usual or necessary.  

2. Something, such as an accessory on a motor vehicle, for which an additional 

charge is made.  3. A special edition of a newspaper.  4. a. An additional or alter-

nate worker.  b. A performer hired to play a minor part, as in a crowd scene.   

5. Something of exceptional quality.   —  adv.  To an exceptional extent or degree; 

unusually:  extra dry.  [Probably short for EXTRAORDINARY.]

extra-  or extro- pref.  Outside; beyond:  extraterritorial.  [Late Latin, from Latin 

extr7. See eghs in Appendix.]

ex·tra-base hit (HkùstrN-b7sù hVt) n.  Baseball. A double, a triple, or a home 

run. 



ex·tra·cel·lu·lar (HkÙstrN-sHlùyN-lNr) adj.  Located or occurring outside a cell or 

cells:  extracellular fluid.   —exÙtra·celùlu·lar·ly adv. 

ex·tra·chro·mo·so·mal (HkÙstrN-kroÙmN-soùmNl) adj.  Genetics. Occurring or 

operating outside the chromosomes. 

ex·tra·code (HkùstrN-kodÙ) n.  Computer Science. A sequence of machine code 

instructions used to simulate hardware functions. 

ex·tra·con·sti·tu·tion·al (HkÙstrN-kmnÙstV-tuùshN-nNl, -tyuù-) adj.  Beyond 

what is provided for in a constitution. 

ex·tra·cor·po·re·al (HkÙstrN-kôr-pôrùK-Nl, -porù-) adj.  Situated or occurring 

outside the body.   —exÙtra·cor·poùre·al·ly adv. 

ex·tra·cra·ni·al (HkÙstrN-kr7ùnK-Nl) adj.  Located or occurring outside the cra-

nium. 

ex·tract (Vk-str4ktù) v.  tr. ex·tract·ed, ex·tract·ing, ex·tracts. 1. To draw or 

pull out, using great force or effort:  extract a wisdom tooth.  2. To obtain despite 

resistance:  extract a promise.  3. To obtain from a substance by chemical or 

mechanical action, as by pressure, distillation, or evaporation.  4. To remove for 

separate consideration or publication; excerpt.  5. a. To derive or obtain (infor-

mation, for example) from a source.  b. To deduce (a principle or doctrine); con-

strue (a meaning).  c. To derive (pleasure or comfort) from an experience.   

6. Mathematics. To determine or calculate (the root of a number).   —  n.  

(Hkùstr4ktÙ) Abbr. ext. 1. A passage from a literary work; an excerpt.  2. A con-

centrated preparation of the essential constituents of a food, a flavoring, or 

another substance; a concentrate:  maple extract.  [Middle English extracten, from 

Latin extrahere, extract-  : ex-, ex- + trahere, to draw.] —ex·tractùa·ble, 
ex·tractùi·ble adj.  —ex·tracùtor n. 

ex·trac·tion (Vk-str4kùshNn) n.  1. The act of extracting or the condition of 

being extracted.  2. Something obtained by extracting; an extract.  3. Origin; lin-

eage:  of Spanish extraction. 

ex·trac·tive (Vk-str4kùtVv) adj.  1. Used in or obtained by extraction.  

2. Possible to extract.   —  n.  1. Something that may be extracted.  2. The insol-

uble portion of an extract.   —ex·tracùtive·ly adv. 

ex·tra·cur·ric·u·lar (HkÙstrN-kN-rVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Being outside the regular 

curriculum of a school or college:  Sports and drama are the school’s most popular 

extracurricular activities.  2. Being outside the usual duties of a job or profession:  

The attorney’s work for the legal aid society was extracurricular.  3. Informal. Extra-

marital. 

ex·tra·dit·a·ble (HkùstrN-dXÙtN-bNl) adj.  1. Subject to extradition:  extraditable 

fugitives.  2. Making liable to extradition:  an extraditable crime. 

ex·tra·dite (HkùstrN-dXtÙ) Law. v.  ex·tra·dit·ed, ex·tra·dit·ing, ex·tra·dites.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To give up or deliver (a fugitive, for example) to the legal jurisdiction 

of another government or authority.  2. To obtain the extradition of.  See Syn-



onyms at banish.   —  v.  intr. To perform the act of extradition or engage in the 

process of extradition: “Rio or Uruguay or wherever it is that they do not extradite 

for murder” (Scott Turow).  [Back-formation from EXTRADITION.]

ex·tra·di·tion (HkÙstrN-dVshùNn) n.  Law. Legal surrender of a fugitive to the 

jurisdiction of another state, country, or government for trial.  [French  : Latin ex-

, ex- + Latin tr7ditio, tr7dition-, a handing over; see TRADITION.]

ex·tra·dos (HkùstrN-dmsÙ, -doÙ, -dosÙ) n.  pl. ex·tra·dos (-dozÙ)  or 

ex·tra·dos·es. The upper or exterior curve of an arch.  [French  : Latin extr7, 

outside; see EXTRA- + French dos, back (from Latin dorsum).]

ex·tra·ga·lac·tic (HkÙstrN-gN-l4kùtVk) adj.  Located or originating beyond the 

Milky Way. 

ex·tra·he·pat·ic (HkÙstrN-hV-p4tùVk) adj.  Originating or occurring outside the 

liver. 

ex·tra-high voltage (HkùstrN-hXÙ volùtVj) n.  Abbr. EHV A voltage higher than 

345 kilovolts. 

ex·tra·ju·di·cial (HkÙstrN-ju-dVshùNl) adj.  Law. 1. Outside of the authority of a 

court.  2. Outside of the usual judicial proceedings.   —exÙtra·ju·diùcial·ly adv. 

ex·tra·le·gal (HkÙstrN-lKùgNl) adj.  Law. Not permitted or governed by law.   
—exÙtra·leùgal·ly adv. 

ex·tra·mar·i·tal (HkÙstrN-m4rùV-tl) adj.  Being in violation of marriage vows; 

adulterous:  an extramarital affair. 

ex·tra·mun·dane (HkÙstrN-mƒn-d7nù, -mƒnùd7nÙ) adj.  Occurring or existing 

outside of the physical world or universe. 

ex·tra·mu·ral (HkÙstrN-mytrùNl) adj.  Occurring or situated outside of the 

walls or boundaries, as of a community:  the university’s extramural courses. 

ex·tra·mu·si·cal (HkÙstrN-myuùzV-kNl) adj.  Not relating to music:  the extra-

musical importance of this opera, which led to a revolution. 

ex·tra·ne·ous (Vk-str7ùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Not constituting a vital element or part.  

2. Inessential or unrelated to the topic or matter at hand; irrelevant.  See Syn-

onyms at irrelevant.  3. Coming from the outside:  extraneous interference.  See 

Synonyms at extrinsic.  [From Latin extr7neus, from extr7, outside. See EXTRA-.] 
—ex·traùne·ous·ly adv.  —ex·traùne·ous·ness n. 

ex·tra·nu·cle·ar (HkÙstrN-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  1. Located or occurring 

outside the nucleus of a cell.  2. Existing or acting outside the nucleus of an atom. 

ex·tra·oc·u·lar muscle (HkÙstrN-mkùyN-lNr mƒsùNl) n.  Any of the six small 

muscles that control movement of the eyeball within the socket. 

ex·tra·or·di·naire (HkÙstrN-ôrÙdn-ârù, -dK-nârù) adj.  Extraordinary:  a jazz 

singer extraordinaire.  [French, from Old French, from Latin extr7ordin7rius. See 

EXTRAORDINARY.]

ex·traor·di·nar·y (Vk-strôrùdn-HrÙK, HkÙstrN-ôrù-) adj.  1. Beyond what is ordi-

nary or usual:  extraordinary authority.  2. Highly exceptional; remarkable:  an 



extraordinary achievement.  3. Employed or used for a special service, function, 

or occasion:  a minister extraordinary; an extraordinary professor.  [Middle English 

extraordinarie, from Latin extraordin7rius : extr7, outside; see EXTRA- + ordo, 

ordin-, order; see ORDER.] —ex·traorÙdi·narùi·ly (-dn-ârùN-lK) adv. 

ex·trap·o·late (Vk-str4pùN-l7tÙ) v.  ex·trap·o·lat·ed, ex·trap·o·lat·ing, 
ex·trap·o·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To infer or estimate by extending or projecting 

known information.  2. Mathematics. To estimate (a value of a variable outside a 

known range) from values within a known range by assuming that the estimated 

value follows logically from the known values.   —  v.  intr. To engage in the pro-

cess of extrapolating.  [EXTRA- + (INTER)POLATE.] —ex·trapÙo·laùtion n.  

—ex·trapùo·laÙtive adj.  —ex·trapùo·laÙ·tor n. 

ex·tra·py·ram·i·dal (HkÙstrN-pV-r4mùV-dl) adj.  Relating to or involving neural 

pathways situated outside or independent of the pyramidal tracts. 

ex·tra·sen·so·ry (HkÙstrN-sHnùsN-rK) adj.  Being outside the normal range or 

bounds of the senses. 

extrasensory perception (HkÙstrN-sHnùsN-rK pNr-sHpùshNn) n.  ESP. 

ex·tra·sys·to·le (HkÙstrN-sVsùtN-lK) n.  Medicine. A premature contraction of the 

heart, resulting in momentary cardiac arrhythmia. 

ex·tra·ter·res·tri·al (HkÙstrN-tN-rHsùtrK-Nl) adj.  Originating, located, or occur-

ring outside Earth or its atmosphere:  intelligent extraterrestrial life.   
—exÙtra·ter·resùtri·al n. 

ex·tra·ter·ri·to·ri·al (HkÙstrN-tHrÙV-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Located outside ter-

ritorial boundaries:  fishing in extraterritorial waters.  2. Of or relating to persons 

exempt from the legal jurisdiction of the country in which they reside.   
—exÙtra·terÙri·toùri·al·ly adv. 

ex·tra·ter·ri·to·ri·al·i·ty (HkÙstrN-tHrÙV-tôrÙK-4lùV-tK, -torÙ-) n.  Exemption 

from local legal jurisdiction, such as that granted to foreign diplomats. 

ex·tra·u·ter·ine (HkÙstrN-yuùtNr-Vn, -tN-rXnÙ) adj.  Located or occurring out-

side the uterus:  an extrauterine pregnancy. 

ex·trav·a·gance (Vk-str4vùN-gNns) n.  1. The quality of being extravagant.  

2. Immoderate expense or display.  3. Something extravagant.  See Synonyms at 

luxury. 
ex·trav·a·gan·cy (Vk-str4vùN-gNn-sK) n.  pl. ex·trav·a·gan·cies. 
1. Extravagance.  2. Something extravagant. 

ex·trav·a·gant (Vk-str4vùN-gNnt) adj.  1. Given to lavish or imprudent expendi-

ture:  extravagant members of the imperial court.  2. Exceeding reasonable bounds:  

extravagant demands.  See Synonyms at excessive.  3. Extremely abundant; pro-

fuse:  extravagant vegetation.  4. Unreasonably high; exorbitant:  extravagant fees.  

5. Archaic. Straying beyond limits or bounds; wandering.  [Middle English, 

unusual, rambling, from Old French, from Medieval Latin extr7vag7ns, 

extr7vagant- present participle of extr7vag7rX, to wander  : Latin extr7, outside; see 



EXTRA- + Latin vag7rX, to wander.] —ex·travùa·gant·ly adv.  

—ex·travùa·gant·ness n. 

ex·trav·a·gan·za (Vk-str4vÙN-g4nùzN) n.  1. An elaborate, spectacular enter-

tainment or display: “Washington is an extravaganza of great buildings, greenery, 

and monuments” (Larry Griffin).  2. Music. A light orchestral composition 

marked by freedom and diversity of form, often with burlesque elements.  [Ital-

ian estravaganza, extravagance, from estravagante, extravagant, from Medieval 

Latin extr7vag7ns, extr7vagant- present participle of extr7vag7rX, to wander. See 

EXTRAVAGANT.]

ex·trav·a·gate (Vk-str4vùN-g7tÙ) v.  intr. ex·trav·a·gat·ed, 
ex·trav·a·gat·ing, ex·trav·a·gates. Archaic. To exceed reasonable limits or 

bounds.  [Medieval Latin extr7vag7rX, extr7vag7t-, to wander. See EXTRAVAGANT.]

ex·trav·a·sate (Vk-str4vùN-s7tÙ) v.  ex·trav·a·sat·ed, ex·trav·a·sat·ing, 
ex·trav·a·sates.  —  v.  tr. 1. Pathology. To force the flow of (blood or lymph) 

from a vessel out into surrounding tissue.  2. Geology. To cause (molten lava) to 

pour forth from a volcanic vent.   —  v.  intr. 1. Pathology. To exude from a vessel 

into surrounding tissue.  2. Geology. To erupt.  [EXTRA- + VAS(O)- + -ATE
1.] 

—ex·travÙa·saùtion n. 

ex·tra·vas·cu·lar (HkÙstrN-v4sùkyN-lNr) adj.  1. Located or occurring outside a 

blood or lymph vessel.  2. Lacking vessels; nonvascular. 

ex·tra·ve·hic·u·lar activity (HkÙstrN-vK-hVkùyN-lNr 4k-tVvùV-tK) n.  Abbr. EVA 

Activity or maneuvers performed by an astronaut outside a spacecraft in space. 

ex·tra·ver·sion (HkùstrN-vûrÙzhNn) n.  Variant of extroversion. 
ex·tra·vert (HkùstrN-vûrtÙ) n.  Variant of extrovert. 
ex·tra·vert·ed (HkùstrN-vûrÙtVd) adj.  Variant of extroverted. 
ex·treme (Vk-strKmù) adj.  1. Most remote in any direction; outermost or far-

thest:  the extreme edge of the field.  2. Being in or attaining the greatest or highest 

degree; very intense:  extreme pleasure; extreme pain.  3. Extending far beyond the 

norm:  an extreme conservative.  See Synonyms at excessive.  4. Of the greatest 

severity; drastic:  took extreme measures to conserve fuel.  5. Archaic. Final; last.   
—  n.  1. The greatest or utmost degree or point.  2. Either of the two things situ-

ated at opposite ends of a range:  the extremes of boiling and freezing.  3. An 

extreme condition.  4. An immoderate, drastic expedient:  resorted to extremes in 

the emergency.  5. Mathematics. a. The first or last term of a ratio or a series.  b. A 

maximum or minimum value of a function.   6. Logic. The major or minor term 

of a syllogism.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin extrKmus. See 

eghs in Appendix.] —ex·tremeùly adv.  —ex·tremeùness n. 

extremely high frequency (Vk-strKmùlK hX frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. EHF A 

radio-frequency band with a range of 30,000 to 300,000 megahertz. 

extremely low frequency (Vk-strKmùlK lo frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. ELF A 

radio frequency below 300 hertz. 



extreme unction (Vk-strKmù ƒngkùshNn) n.  Roman Catholic Church. The rite 

formerly in practice in which a priest anointed and prayed for a sick or an injured 

person, especially one in danger of death. In 1972 the name and rite were changed 

to Anointing of the Sick. 

ex·trem·ist (Vk-strKùmVst) n.  One who advocates or resorts to measures beyond 

the norm, especially in politics.   —ex·tremùism n.  —ex·tremùist adj. 

ex·trem·i·ty (Vk-strHmùV-tK) n.  pl. ex·trem·i·ties. 1. The outermost or farthest 

point or portion.  2. The greatest or utmost degree:  the extremity of despair.  

3. a. Grave danger, necessity, or distress.  b. A moment at which death or ruin is 

imminent.   4. An extreme or severe measure.  5. a. A bodily limb or appendage.  

b. A hand or foot.  

ex·tri·cate (HkùstrV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ex·tri·cat·ed, ex·tri·cat·ing, ex·tri·cates. 
1. To release from an entanglement or difficulty; disengage.  2. Archaic. To dis-

tinguish from something related.  [Latin extrXc7re, extric7t-  : ex-, ex- + trXcae, 

hindrances, perplexities.] —exùtri·ca·ble (-kN-bNl) adj.  —exÙtri·caùtion n.  

SYNONYMS: extricate, disengage, disentangle, untangle. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to free from something that entangles”: extricated himself

from an embarrassing situation; trying to disengage her attention from the subject

that obsesses her; disentangled the oar from the water lilies; the efforts of a trapped

animal to untangle itself from a net.

ex·trin·sic (Vk-strVnùsVk, -zVk) adj.  1. Not forming an essential or inherent part 

of a thing; extraneous.  2. Originating from the outside; external.  [Latin extrXnse-

cus, from outside  : exter, outside; see EXTERIOR + -im, adv. suff. + secus, alongside; 

see sekw-1 in Appendix.] —ex·trinùsi·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: extrinsic, extraneous, foreign, alien. These adjectives mean not

part of the essential nature of a thing. Extrinsic applies to what is either outside

of a thing or derived from something external to it: “How is it possible to write

about Frank Sinatra in a manner that suggests his music is in some way extrinsic to

him?” (Barbara Grizzuti Harrison). What is extraneous comes from without and

is inessential or irrelevant: an issue extraneous to the debate. Something foreign is

markedly different from and incompatible with the thing in question: Jealousy is

foreign to his nature. What is alien is irreconcilably different: an economic theory

alien to the spirit of capitalism.

extrinsic factor (Vk-strVnùsVk f4kùtNr) n.  See vitamin B 12. 
extro- pref.  Variant of extra-. 
ex·trorse (HkùstrôrsÙ) adj.  Botany. Facing outward; turned away from the axis:  

extrorse anthers.  [Late Latin extrorsus, turned outward, blend of Latin extr7, out-



side; see EXTRA-, and Latin versus, past participle of vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in 

Appendix.]

ex·tro·ver·sion also ex·tra·ver·sion (HkùstrN-vûrÙzhNn) n.  1. Interest in one’s 

environment or in others as opposed to or to the exclusion of oneself.  2. A turn-

ing inside out, as of an organ or a part.   —exùtro·verÙsive adj.  —exùtro·verÙ-
sive·ly adv. 

ex·tro·vert also ex·tra·vert (HkùstrN-vûrtÙ) n.  An individual interested in oth-

ers or in the environment as opposed to or to the exclusion of self.  [Alteration 

(influenced by INTROVERT), of extravert : EXTRA- + Latin vertere, vers-, to turn; see 

wer-2 in Appendix.]

ex·tro·vert·ed also ex·tra·vert·ed (HkùstrN-vûrÙtVd) adj.  Marked by interest 

in others or in the environment as opposed to or to the exclusion of self; gregari-

ous or outgoing: “the hearty and extroverted types who dominated public life in 

Boston” (Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.). 

ex·trude (Vk-strudù) v.  ex·trud·ed, ex·trud·ing, ex·trudes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

push or thrust out.  2. To shape (a plastic, for instance) by forcing it through a 

die.   —  v.  intr. To protrude or project.  [Latin extr7dere : ex-, ex- + tr7dere, to 

thrust; see treud- in Appendix.]

ex·tru·sion (Vk-struùzhNn) n.  1. The act or process of pushing or thrusting 

out.  2. The act or process of shaping by forcing through a die.  3. An object or 

material produced by extruding.  [Medieval Latin extr7sio, extr7sion-, from Latin 

extr7sus, past participle of extr7dere, to thrust out. See EXTRUDE.]

ex·tru·sive (Vk-struùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Tending to push or thrust out.  

2. Tending to protrude or project.  3. Derived from magma poured out or ejected 

at the earth’s surface. Used of igneous rocks. 

ex·u·ber·ance (Vg-zuùbNr-Nns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being exu-

berant.  2. An exuberant act or expression. 

ex·u·ber·ant (Vg-zuùbNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Full of unrestrained enthusiasm or joy.  

2. Lavish; extravagant.  3. Extreme in degree, size, or extent.  4. Growing, pro-

ducing, or produced abundantly; plentiful: “Threads of her exuberant hair showed 

up at the bottom of the sink” (Anne Tyler).  See Synonyms at profuse.  [Middle 

English, overabundant, from Old French, from Latin ex7ber7ns, ex7berant- 

present participle of ex7ber7re, to exuberate. See EXUBERATE.] —ex·uùber·ant·ly 
adv. 

ex·u·ber·ate (Vg-zuùbN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. ex·u·ber·at·ed, ex·u·ber·at·ing, 
ex·u·ber·ates. 1. Usage Problem. To be exuberant.  2. Archaic. To abound; over-

flow.  [Middle English exuberaten, to make fruitful, from Latin ex7ber7re, 

ex7ber7t-  : ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + 7ber7re, to be fruitful (from 7ber, fer-

tile); see euN-dh-y in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Exuberate is not well established in its use to mean “to be exu-



berant.” In an earlier survey it was unacceptable to a majority of the Usage Panel.

ex·u·date (Hksùyt-d7tÙ) n.  A substance that has oozed forth.  [Latin 

exs7d7tum, neuter past participle of exs7d7re, to exude. See EXUDE.]

ex·u·da·tion (HksÙyt-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of oozing forth.  

2. An exudate.   —exùu·daÙtive adj. 

ex·ude (Vg-zudù, Vk-sudù) v.  ex·ud·ed, ex·ud·ing, ex·udes.  —  v.  intr. To 

ooze forth.   —  v.  tr. 1. To discharge or emit (a liquid or gas, for example) grad-

ually.  2. To exhibit in abundance:  a face that exuded self-satisfaction.  [Latin 

exs7d7re : ex-, ex- + s7d7re, to sweat; see sweid- in Appendix.]

ex·ult (Vg-zƒltù) v.  intr. ex·ult·ed, ex·ult·ing, ex·ults. 1. To rejoice greatly; be 

jubilant or triumphant.  2. Obsolete. To leap upward, especially for joy.  [Latin 

exsult7re : ex-, ex- + salt7re, to dance, frequentative of salXre, to leap; see sel- in 

Appendix.] —ex·ulùtance, ex·ulùtan·cy n.  —ex·ultùing·ly adv. 

ex·ul·tant (Vg-zƒlùtNnt) adj.  Marked by great joy or jubilation; triumphant.   
—ex·ulùtant·ly adv. 

ex·ul·ta·tion (HkÙsNl-t7ùshNn, HgÙzNl-) n.  The act or condition of rejoicing 

greatly. 

ex·urb (HkùsûrbÙ) n.  A region lying beyond the suburbs of a city, especially one 

inhabited principally by wealthy people.  [EX- + (SUB)URB.] —ex·urùban adj. 

ex·ur·ban·ite (Hk-sûrùbN-nXtÙ, Hg-zûrù-) n.  A resident of an exurb. 

ex·ur·bi·a (Hk-sûrùbK-N, Hg-zûrù-) n.  A typically exurban area. 

ex·u·vi·ae (Vg-zuùvK-KÙ) pl.n.  The cast-off skins or coverings of various organ-

isms, such as the shells of crabs or the external coverings of the larvae and 

nymphs of insects.  [Latin, from exuere, to take off. See eu-1 in Appendix.] 
—ex·uùvi·al (-vK-Nl) adj. 

ex·u·vi·ate (Vg-zuùvK-7tÙ) v.  ex·u·vi·at·ed, ex·u·vi·at·ing, ex·u·vi·ates.  
—  v.  tr. To shed or cast off (a covering).   —  v.  intr. To shed or cast off exuviae; 

molt.  [EXUVI(AE) + -ATE
1.] —ex·uÙvi·aùtion n. 

-ey suff.  Variant of -y1. 
ey·as (XùNs) n.  A nestling hawk or falcon, especially one to be trained for fal-

conry.  [Middle English eias, from an eias, alteration of *a nias, an eyas, from Old 

French niais, from Latin nXdus, nest.]

Eyck (Xk), Jan van. 1390?-1441.  Flemish painter who with his brother Hubert 

(died 1426) founded the Flemish school of painting. Jan’s works, characterized by 

brilliant coloring and minute realistic detail, include Arnolfini and His Wife 

(1434). No existing works can be positively attributed to Hubert. 

eye (X) n.  1. An organ of vision or of light sensitivity.  2. a. The vertebrate organ 

of vision; either of a pair of hollow structures located in bony sockets of the skull, 

functioning together or independently, each having a lens capable of focusing 

incident light on an internal photosensitive retina from which nerve impulses are 



sent to the brain.  b. The external, visible portion of this organ together with its 

associated structures, especially the eyelids, eyelashes, and eyebrows.  c. The pig-

mented iris of this organ.   3. The faculty of seeing; vision.  4. The ability to make 

intellectual or aesthetic judgments:  has a good eye for understated fashion.  5. a. A 

way of regarding something; a point of view:  To my eye, the decorations are excel-

lent.  b. Attention:  The lavish window display immediately got my eye.   

6. Something suggestive of the vertebrate organ of vision, especially: a. An open-

ing in a needle.  b. The aperture of a camera.  c. A loop, as of metal, rope, or 

thread.  d. A circular marking on a peacock’s feather.  e. Chiefly Southern U.S. 

The round flat cover over the hole on a wood-burning stove.   7. A photosensitive 

device, such as a photoelectric cell.  8. Botany. a. A bud on a twig or tuber:  the 

eye of a potato.  b. The often differently colored center of the corolla of some 

flowers.   9. a. Meteorology. The circular area of relative calm at the center of a 

hurricane.  b. The center or focal point of attention or action:  right in the eye of 

the controversy.   10. Informal. A detective, especially a private detective.  11. A 

choice center cut of meat, as of beef:  eye of the round.   —  v.  tr. eyed, eye·ing 

or ey·ing (XùVng), eyes. 1. To look at:  eyed the passing crowd with indifference.  

2. To watch closely:  eyed the shark’s movements.  3. To supply with an eye.   
—idioms. all eyes. Fully attentive.  an eye for an eye. Punishment in which 

an offender suffers what the victim has suffered.  clap (one’s) eyes on (or lay 
(one’s) eyes on) (or set (one’s) eyes on). To look at.  eye to eye. In agree-

ment:  We’re eye to eye on all the vital issues.  have eyes for. To be interested in.  

have (one’s) eye on. 6. To look at, especially attentively or continuously.  7. To 

have as one’s objective.  in a pig’s eye. Slang. Under no condition; never:  In a 

pig’s eye will I ever do that.  in the eye of the wind. Nautical. In a direction 

opposite that of the wind; close to the wind.  in the public eye. 10. Frequently 

seen in public or in the media.  11. Widely publicized; well-known.  my eye. 
Slang. In no way; not at all. Used interjectionally.  with an eye to. With a view 

to:  redecorated the room with an eye to its future use as a nursery.  with (one’s) 
eyes closed. Unaware of the risks involved.  with (one’s) eyes open. Aware 

of the risks involved.  [Middle English, from Old English Kge, Kage. See okw- in 

Appendix.]

eye·ball (XùbôlÙ) n.  1. The globe-shaped portion of the eye surrounded by the 

socket and covered externally by the eyelids.  2. The eye itself.   —  v.  tr. 

eye·balled, eye·ball·ing, eye·balls. Informal. 1. To look over carefully; scru-

tinize.  2. To measure or estimate roughly by sight:  eyeballed the area of the wall 

that needed paint. 

eye·ball-to-eye·ball (XùbôlÙtN-XùbôlÙ) adv.  & adj.  Informal. Face to face. 

eye bank (X b4ngk) n.  A place at which corneas obtained from human bodies 

immediately after death are stored and preserved for subsequent transplantation 

to patients with corneal defects. 



eye bath (X b4th) n.  See eyecup (n., sense 1). 

eye·bolt (XùboltÙ) n.  A bolt having a looped head designed to receive a hook or 

rope. 

eye·bright (XùbrXtÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Euphrasia, having 

small, opposite, toothed leaves and white and purplish flowers grouped in spikes. 

eye·brow (XùbrouÙ) n.  1. The bony ridge extending over the eye.  2. The arch 

of short hairs covering this ridge. 

eyebrow pencil (XùbrouÙ pHnùsNl) n.  A cosmetic pencil used for extending or 

darkening the eyebrows. 

eye-catch·ing (Xùk4chÙVng) adj.  Visually attractive:  an eye-catching dress.   
—eyeù-catchÙer n. 

eye chart (X chärt) n.  A chart of letters and figures of various sizes, used to test 

visual acuity. 

eye contact (X kmnùt4ktÙ) n.  Direct visual contact with another’s eyes: “He 

managed to say hello to 12 people in five seconds without making eye contact with a 

single one” (Village Voice). 

eye·cup (XùkƒpÙ) n.  1. A small cup with a rim contoured to fit the socket of the 

eye, used for applying a liquid medicine or wash to the eye.  Also called eye bath, 

eyeglass.  2. Embryology. See optic cup. 
eyed (Xd) adj.  Having eyes of a specified number or kind. Often used in combi-

nation:  one-eyed; blue-eyed. 

eye dialect (X dXùN-lHktÙ) n.  The use of misspellings, such as enuf for enough, or 

luv for love, to represent dialectal or nonstandard speech. 

eyed·ness (XdùnVs) n.  A preference for use of one eye rather than the other. 

eye·drop·per (XùdrmpÙNr) n.  A dropper for administering liquid medicines, 

especially one for dispensing medications into the eye. 

eye·ful (XùftlÙ) n.  1. A complete view.  2. One that is pleasing to the sight, 

especially an attractive person.  3. Sufficient observation to discover more than 

one had expected or enough to be satisfied:  After an eyeful of his art collection, she 

decided to leave.  4. An amount of material blown or directed into the eye:  got an 

eyeful of water from the squirt gun. 

eye·glass (Xùgl4sÙ) n.  1. a. eyeglasses. Glasses for the eyes.  b. A single lens in 

a pair of glasses; a monocle.   2.  See eyepiece.  3.  See eyecup (n., sense 1). 

eye·hole (XùholÙ) n.  1. The socket of an eye.  2.  See peephole. 
eye·hook (XùhtkÙ) n.  A hook attached to a ring at the end of a rope or chain. 

eye·lash (Xùl4shÙ) n.  1. Any of the short hairs fringing the edge of the eyelid.  

2. A row of the hairs fringing the eyelid. 

eye·let (XùlVt) n.  1. a. A small hole or perforation, usually rimmed with metal, 

cord, fabric, or leather, used for fastening with a cord or hook.  b. A metal ring 

designed to reinforce such a hole; a grommet.   2. A small hole edged with 

embroidered stitches as part of a design.  3. A peephole.  4. A small eye.  [Alter-



ation (influenced by EYE), of Middle English oilet, from Old French oillet, dimin-

utive of oil, eye, from Latin oculus. See okw- in Appendix.]

eye·lid also eye-lid (XùlVdÙ) n.  Either of two folds of skin and muscle that can be 

closed over the exposed portion of the eyeball. 

eye·lift (XùlVftÙ) n.  Cosmetic plastic surgery of the tissue surrounding the eye to 

reduce or eliminate folds, wrinkles, and sags. 

eye·lin·er (XùlXÙnNr) n.  Makeup used to outline the eyes. 

eye opener (X oùpN-nNr) n.  Informal. 1. A startling or shocking revelation.  

2. A drink of liquor, taken to stimulate, especially upon awakening. 

eye·piece (XùpKsÙ) n.  The lens or lens group closest to the eye in an optical 

instrument; an ocular.  Also called eyeglass 

eye-pop·ping (XùpmpÙVng) adj.  Informal. Eliciting wonder or astonishment:  

an eye-popping display of fireworks.   —eyeù-popÙper n. 

eye rhyme (X rXm) n.  A rhyme consisting of words, such as lint and pint, with 

similar spellings but different sounds.  Also called sight rhyme 

eye·shade (Xùsh7dÙ) n.  A visor fastened about the head and used for protection 

against glare. 

eye shadow (X sh4dùo) n.  A cosmetic available in various colors or tints and 

applied especially to the eyelids to enhance the eyes. 

eye·shot (XùshmtÙ) n.  The range of vision; sight. 

eye·sight (XùsXtÙ) n.  1. The faculty of sight; vision.  2. Range of vision; view. 

eyes-on·ly (XzùonùlK) adj.  Of or relating to privileged information: “Never 

before... had he been ordered to write a secret eyes-only memo” (Jeff Kamen). 

eye·sore (XùsôrÙ, XùsorÙ) n.  Something, such as a distressed building, that is 

unpleasant or offensive to view. 

eye·spot (XùspmtÙ) n.  1. A small, light-sensitive patch of pigment in certain 

algae and unicellular organisms.  2. A simple visual organ of certain invertebrates 

consisting of a sensory ending covered by light-sensitive, pigmented cells.  3. A 

rounded eyelike marking, as on the tail of a peacock.  4. Botany. Either of two 

fungal diseases that affect grasses and are characterized by oval lesions. 

eye·stalk (XùstôkÙ) n.  A movable stalklike structure in certain crustaceans, such 

as crabs and shrimp, that bears an eye at the tip. 

eye·strain (Xùstr7nÙ) n.  Pain and fatigue of the eyes, often accompanied by 

headache, resulting from prolonged use of the eyes, uncorrected defects of vision, 

or an imbalance of the eye muscles. 

eye·tooth (XùtuthÙ) n.  A canine tooth of the upper jaw.  [Perhaps so called 

from its location immediately below the eye.]

eye·wash (XùwmshÙ, XùwôshÙ) n.  1. A solution, medicated or nonmedicated, 

applied as a cleanser for the eyes.  2. Informal. Actions or remarks intended to 

conceal the facts of a situation. 



eye·wear (XùwârÙ) n.  1. Eyeglasses, goggles, or other objects worn over the eyes.  

2. Fashionable eyeglasses. 

eye·wink (XùwVngkÙ) n.  1. A wink of the eye.  2. An instant.  3. Obsolete. A 

glance. 

eye·wit·ness (XùwVtùnVs) n.  A person who has seen someone or something and 

can bear witness to the fact. 

ey·ra (ârùN) n.  The reddish-brown color phase of the jaguarundi.  [American 

Spanish eirá, a kind of fox, from Guarani eirara.]

eyre (âr) n.  A circuit court held by itinerant royal justices in medieval England.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman eire, from Latin iter, journey. See ei- in 

Appendix.]

Eyre (âr), Lake. A shallow salt lake of south-central Australia. It is the largest 

lake in the country and the lowest point on the continent. 

Eyre Peninsula (âr pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of southern Australia between 

Spencer Gulf and the Great Australian Bight. 

ey·rie (ârùK, îrùK) n.  Variant of aerie. 
ey·rir (7ùrîrÙ) n.  pl. au·rar (ouùrärÙ, œùrärÙ). A unit of currency in Iceland.  See 

Table at currency.  [Icelandic, from Old Norse, money, probably from Latin 

aurum, gold.]

eyr·y (ârùK, îrùK) n.  Variant of aerie. 
Ezek. abbr.  Bible. Ezekiel. 

Ez·e·ki·as (HzÙV-kXùNs)  See Hezekiah. 
E·ze·ki·el (V-zKùkK-Nl) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the sixth century B.C. 

who called for the Jews exiled in Babylon to return to godliness and faith.  2.  
Abbr. Ezek., Ezk A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 

Ez·ra (HzùrN) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew high priest of the fifth century B.C. who led 

many Jews back to Jerusalem after their Babylonian exile.  2.  Abbr. Ezr A book of 

the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 



                                                                                                                                                                                     
f1  or F (Hf) n.  pl. f’s or F’s. 1. The sixth letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter f.  3. The sixth in a series.  

4. F. A failing grade in schoolwork.  5. Something shaped like the letter F.  6.  Or 

F. Music. a. The fourth tone in the scale of C major or the sixth tone in the rela-

tive minor scale.  b. A key or scale in which F is the tonic.  c. A written or printed 

note representing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to the pitch of this 

tone.  

f2 abbr.  1. Focal length.  2.  Or F. Music. Forte.  3. Mathematics. Function. 

F1  The symbol for the element fluorine. 
F2 abbr.  1. Fahrenheit.  2. Farad.  3.  Or F.. Fellow (of a university or another 

institution).  4. Filial generation. 

f. abbr.  1. Farthing.  2.  Or F. Female.  3.  Or F.. Grammar. Feminine.  4.  Or F.. 
Metallurgy. Fine.  5.  Or F.. Folio.  6. Following.  7. Sports. Foul.  8. Franc. 

F. abbr.  1. French.  2. Friday. 

f/ abbr.  Relative aperture of a lens. 

fa (fä) n.  Music. The fourth tone of the diatonic scale in solfeggio.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin. See GAMUT.]

FA abbr.  1.  Or F.A.. Fine art.  2. Sports. Football Association. 

f.a. abbr.  Fire alarm. 

FAA abbr.  Federal Aviation Administration. 

f.a.a.  or F.A.A. abbr.  Free of all average. 

fab1 (f4b) n.  Informal. Fabrication:  building a shed of metal fab. 

fab2 (f4b) adj.  Slang. Fabulous; wonderful. 

Fa·ber·gé (f4bÙNr-zh7ù), Peter Carl. 1846-1920.  Russian goldsmith and jew-

eler who created ornate gifts, notably a series of jeweled and enameled Easter eggs 

for European royalty. 

Fa·bi·an (f7ùbK-Nn) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the caution and avoidance of 

direct confrontation typical of the Roman general Quintus Fabius Maximus.  

b. Cautious or dilatory, as in taking action.   2. Of, relating to, or being a member 

of the Fabian Society, which was committed to gradual rather than revolutionary 

means for spreading socialist principles.  [Latin Fabi7nus, after Quintus FABIUS 

MAXIMUS VERRUCOSUS.] —Faùbi·an n.  —Faùbi·an·ism n.  —Faùbi·an·ist n. 

Fa·bi·us Max·i·mus Ver·ru·co·sus (f7ùbK-Ns m4kùsN-mNs vHr-yu-koùsNs, -

u-), Quintus. Known as “the Cunctator.” Died 203 B.C.  Roman general who 

ultimately defeated (209) the superior forces of Hannibal through delay tactics, 

thereby avoiding direct conflict and giving Rome sufficient time to muster a great 

army. 

fa·ble (f7ùbNl) n.  1. A usually short narrative making an edifying or cautionary 

point and often employing as characters animals that speak and act like human 

beings.  2. A story about legendary persons and exploits.  3. A falsehood; a lie.   
—  v.  fa·bled, fa·bling, fa·bles.  —  v.  tr. To recount as if true.   —  v.  intr. 



Archaic. To compose fables.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

f7bula, from f7rX, to speak. See bh7-2 in Appendix.] —faùbler n. 

fa·bled (f7ùbNld) adj.  1. Made known or famous by fables; legendary.  

2. Existing only in fables; fictitious. 

fab·li·au (f4bùlK-oÙ) n.  pl. fab·li·aux (-lK-oÙ, -ozÙ). A medieval verse tale char-

acterized by comic, ribald treatment of themes drawn from life.  [French, from 

Old North French, from Old French fablel, diminutive of fable, fable. See FABLE.]

Fa·bre (fäùbrN), Jean Henri. 1823-1915.  French entomologist noted for his 

descriptive and behavioral studies of bees and wasps, grasshoppers and crickets, 

and beetles. 

fab·ric (f4bùrVk) n.  1. a. A cloth produced especially by knitting, weaving, or 

felting fibers.  b. The texture or quality of such cloth.   2. A complex underlying 

structure:  destroyed the very fabric of the ancient abbey during wartime bombing; 

needs to protect the fabric of civilized society.  3. a. A method or style of construc-

tion.  b. A structural material, such as masonry or timber.  c. A physical struc-

ture; a building.   [Middle English fabryke, something constructed, from Old 

French fabrique, from Latin fabrica, craft, workshop, from faber, fabr-, work-

man, artificer.]

fab·ric·a·ble (f4bùrV-kN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being shaped or formed:  a fabri-

cable alloy; fabricable materials.   —fabÙric·a·bilùi·ty n. 

fab·ri·cant (f4bùrV-kNnt) n.  A manufacturer. 

fab·ri·cate (f4bùrV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. fab·ri·cat·ed, fab·ri·cat·ing, fab·ri·cates. 
1. To make; create.  2. To construct by combining or assembling diverse, typically 

standardized parts:  fabricate small boats.  3. To concoct in order to deceive:  fab-

ricated an excuse.  [Middle English fabricaten, from Latin fabric7rX, fabric7t-, to 

make, from fabrica, craft. See FABRIC.] —fabÙri·caùtion n.  —fabùri·caÙtor n. 

fab·u·late (f4bùyN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. fab·u·lat·ed, fab·u·lat·ing, fab·u·lates. To 

engage in the composition of fables or stories, especially those in which the ele-

ment of fantasy comes into heavy play: “a land which... had given itself up to 

dreaming, to fabulating, to tale-telling” (Lawrence Durrell). “The [writer’s] voice... 

has matured, [has] been brought to a level where it can at once be... able to praise 

and curse, laugh and cry, fabulate and sing and when called upon, take off and soar” 

(Thomas Pynchon).  [Latin f7bul7rX, f7bul7t-, to talk, from f7bula, tale, talk. See 

FABLE.] —fabÙu·laùtion n.  —fabùu·laÙtor n. 

fab·u·list (f4bùyN-lVst) n.  1. A composer of fables.  2. An inventor or teller of 

falsehoods; a liar.  [French fabuliste, from Latin f7bula, fable. See FABLE.]

fab·u·lous (f4bùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Barely credible; astonishing:  the fabulous endur-

ance of a marathon runner.  2. Extremely pleasing or successful:  a fabulous vaca-

tion.  3. a. Of the nature of a fable or myth; legendary.  b. Told of or celebrated 

in fables or legends.   [Middle English, mythical, from Old French fabuleux, from 



Latin f7bulosus, from f7bula, fable. See FABLE.] —fabùu·lous·ly adv.  

—fabùu·lous·ness n. 

fac. abbr.  1. Facsimile.  2. Faculty. 

fa·çade also fa·cade (fN-sädù) n.  1. Architecture. The face of a building, espe-

cially the principal face.  2. An artificial or deceptive front:  ideological slogans 

that were a façade for geopolitical power struggles.  [French, from Italian facciata, 

from faccia, face, from Vulgar Latin *facia, from Latin faciKs. See dhK- in Appen-

dix.]

fa·çad·ism also fa·cad·ism (fN-säù-dVzÙNm) n.  Architecture. The technique of 

preserving the fronts of notable old buildings while demolishing the backs and 

interiors, often constructing modern interiors behind the old façades. 

face (f7s) n.  1. a. The surface of the front of the head from the top of the fore-

head to the base of the chin and from ear to ear.  b. A person:  We saw many new 

faces on the first day of classes.   2. A person’s countenance.  3. A contorted facial 

expression; a grimace:  made a face at the prospect of eating lemons.  4. Outward 

appearance:  the modern face of the city.  5. a. Value or standing in the eyes of oth-

ers; prestige:  lose face.  b. Self-assurance; confidence:  The team managed to 

maintain a firm face even in times of great adversity.   6. Effrontery; impudence:  

had the face to question my judgment.  7. The most significant or prominent sur-

face of an object, especially: a. The surface presented to view; the front.  b. A 

façade.  c. Outer surface:  the face of the earth.  d. A marked side:  the face of a 

clock; the face of a playing card.  e. The right side, as of fabric.   8. Geometry. A 

planar surface of a geometric solid.  9. Any of the surfaces of a rock or crystal.  

10. The end, as of a mine or tunnel, at which work is advancing.  11. The appear-

ance and geologic surface features of an area of land; topography.  12. Printing. A 

typeface or range of typefaces.   —  v.  faced, fac·ing, fac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

occupy a position with the face toward:  stood and faced the audience.  2. To front 

on:  a window that faces the south.  3. a. To confront with complete awareness:  

had to face the facts.  b. To overcome by confronting boldly or bravely: “What this 

generation must do is face its problems” (John F. Kennedy).  c. To confront with 

impudence.   4. a. To be certain to encounter; have in store:  An unskilled youth 

faces a difficult life.  b. To bring or to be brought face to face with: “The prospect 

of military conflict... faced us with nightmarish choices” (Henry A. Kissinger).   

5. To cause (troops) to change direction by giving a command.  6. Games. To 

turn (a playing card) so that the face is up.  7. To furnish with a surface or cover 

of a different material:  bronze that is faced with gold foil.  8. To line or trim the 

edge of, especially with contrasting material:  face a hem with lace.  9. To treat the 

surface of so as to smooth.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be turned or placed with the front 

toward a specified direction.  2. To turn the face in a specified direction.   
—phrasal verbs. face down. To attain mastery over or overcome by con-

fronting in a resolute, determined manner:  face down an opponent in a debate; 



faced the enemy down.  face off. Sports. To start play in ice hockey, lacrosse, and 

other games by releasing the puck or ball between two opposing players.  face 
up. To confront, an unpleasant situation, for example, with resolution and assur-

ance:  had to face up or get out; finally faced up to the problem.   —idioms. face 
the music. To accept the unpleasant consequences, especially of one’s own 

actions.  face to face. 2. In each other’s presence; in direct communication:  

The two world leaders at last spoke face to face.  3. Directly confronting:  We were 

face to face with death during the avalanche.  in (the) face of. Despite the oppo-

sition of; notwithstanding: “This statement flies in the face of accepted wisdom” (S. 

Fred Singer).  on the face of it. From appearances alone; apparently:  On the 

face of it, the problem seems minor.  show (one’s) face. To make an appearance:  

Don’t show your face on my property again.  to (one’s) face. In the view or hear-

ing of:  criticized the supervisor to her face.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Vulgar Latin *facia, from Latin faciKs. See dhK- in Appendix.] 
—faceùa·ble adj.  —faceùless adj.  —faceùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: face, countenance, kisser, mug, pan, physiognomy, puss, visage. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “the front surface of the head”: turned

her face away; a happy countenance; punched him in the kisser; caught a glimpse of

his ugly mug; tripped and fell on her pan; caught him staring at my physiognomy; a

menacing look on his puss; a noble-looking visage. See also Synonyms at defy

face angle (f7s 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. The angle formed between two edges 

of a polyhedral angle. 

face card (f7s kärd) n.  Games. A king, queen, or jack of a deck of playing cards.  

Also called picture card 

face·cloth also face cloth (f7sùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  See washcloth. 
face·down (f7sùdounÙ) n.  A determined, resolute, often hostile confrontation 

with an opponent or enemy:  tried to avert a facedown between the two nations; a 

political facedown during the primaries.   —  adv.  (f7sùdounù) In a position so that 

the face is down:  a victim floating facedown in the water. 

face-hard·en (f7sùhärÙdn) v.  tr. face-·hard·ened, face-·hard·en·ing, face-
·hard·ens. To harden the surface of (a metal). 

face-lift (f7sùlVftÙ) also face·lift·ing (-lVfÙtVng) n.  1. Plastic surgery to remove 

facial wrinkles, sagging skin, fat deposits, or other visible signs of aging for cos-

metic purposes.  Also called rhytidectomy 2. A restyling or modernization, as of a 

building. 

face·mask (f7sùm4skÙ) n.  A protective or disguising cover for the face, often 

enveloping the entire head:  wore a facemask while diving; a skier’s facemask; 

armed robbers who wore facemasks. 



face-off (f7sùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Sports. A method of starting play in ice hockey, 

lacrosse, and other games in which an official drops the puck or ball between two 

opposing players who contend for its control.  2. A confrontation: “Marshall’s 

face-off with Jefferson in Marbury v. Madison in 1803” (Newsweek). 

face·plate (f7sùpl7tÙ) n.  1. A disk attached to the mandrel of a lathe to hold the 

work to be turned.  2. The glass front of a cathode-ray tube upon which the 

image is displayed.  3. A protective plate covering the human face, as of a welder 

or diver. 

fac·er (f7ùsNr) n.  1. One that faces, especially a device used in smoothing or 

dressing a surface.  2. An unexpected, stunning blow or defeat. 

face-sav·er (f7sùs7ÙvNr) n.  Something that prevents loss of dignity or self-

esteem:  The compromise was a face-saver for all concerned.   —faceù-savÙing n. 

fac·et (f4sùVt) n.  1. One of the flat polished surfaces cut on a gemstone or occur-

ring naturally on a crystal.  2. Anatomy. A small, smooth, flat surface, as on a 

bone or tooth.  3. Biology. One of the lenslike visual units of a compound eye, as 

of an insect.  4. One of numerous aspects, as of a subject; a phase.  See Synonyms 

at phase.  [French facette, from Old French, diminutive of face, face. See FACE.] 
—facùet·ed, facùet·ted adj. 

fa·cete (fN-sKtù) adj.  Archaic. Witty; facetious.  [Latin facKtus.]

fa·ce·ti·ae (fN-sKùshK-KÙ) pl.n.  Witty or humorous writings and sayings.  [Latin, 

pl. of facKtia, jest. See FACETIOUS.]

fa·ce·tious (fN-sKùshNs) adj.  Playfully jocular; humorous:  facetious remarks.  

[French facétieux, from facétie, jest, from Latin facKtia, from facKtus, witty.] 
—fa·ceùtious·ly adv.  —fa·ceùtious·ness n. 

face·up (f7sùƒpù) adv.  In a position so that the face is up:  a patient lying faceup 

on the stretcher. 

face value (f7s v4lùyu) n.  1. The value printed or written on the face, as of a 

bill or bond.  2. Apparent significance or value:  took their compliments at face 

value. 

fa·cial (f7ùshNl) adj.  Of or concerning the face:  facial cosmetics; facial hair.   —  
n.  A treatment for the face, usually consisting of a massage and the application of 

cosmetic creams.   —faùcial·ly adv. 

facial index (f7ùshNl VnùdHksÙ) n.  The ratio of facial length to facial width mul-

tiplied by 100. 

facial nerve (f7ùshNl nûrv) n.  Either of the seventh pair of cranial nerves that 

control facial muscles and relay sensation from the taste buds of the front part of 

the tongue. 

-facient suff.  1. Causing; bringing about:  somnifacient.  2. Something that 

causes or brings about:  abortifacient.  [From Latin faciKns, facient- present parti-

ciple of facere, to do. See dhK- in Appendix.]



fa·ci·es (f7ùshK-KzÙ, -shKz) n.  pl. facies. 1. Biology. The general aspect or out-

ward appearance, as of a given growth of flora.  2. Medicine. The appearance or 

expression of the face, especially when typical of a certain disorder or disease.  

3. Geology. A rock or stratified body distinguished from others by its appearance 

or composition.  [Latin faciKs. See dhK- in Appendix.]

fac·ile (f4sùNl) adj.  1. Done or achieved with little effort or difficulty; easy.  See 

Synonyms at easy.  2. Working, acting, or speaking with effortless ease and flu-

ency.  See Synonyms at nimble.  3. Arrived at without due care, effort, or exami-

nation; superficial:  proposed a facile solution to a complex problem.  4. Readily 

manifested, together with an aura of insincerity and lack of depth:  a facile slogan 

devised by politicians.  5. Archaic. Pleasingly mild, as in disposition or manner.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin facilis. See dhK- in Appendix.] 
—facùile·ly adv.  —facùile·ness n. 

fa·cil·i·tate (fN-sVlùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. fa·cil·i·tat·ed, fa·cil·i·tat·ing, fa·cil·i·tates. 
To make easy or easier:  political agreements that facilitated troop withdrawals.  

[From French faciliter, from Old French, from Italian facilitare, from facile, fac-

ile, from Latin facilis. See FACILE.] —fa·cilùi·taÙtive (-t7ÙtVv) adj.  —fa·cilùi·taÙ-
tor n. 

fa·cil·i·ta·tion (fN-sVlÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of making easy or easier.  

b. The state of being made easy or easier.   2. Physiology. The process of lowering 

the threshold for propagation of the action potential of a neuron, especially by 

repeated use of a neural pathway or the summation of two or more subthreshold 

impulses. 

fa·cil·i·ty (fN-sVlùV-tK) n.  pl. fa·cil·i·ties. 1. Ease in moving, acting, or doing; 

aptitude: “an extreme facility in acquiring new dialects” (W.H. Hudson).  

2. Readiness to be persuaded; pliability.  3.  Often facilities. Something that 

facilitates an action or process.  See Synonyms at amenity.  4. Something cre-

ated to serve a particular function:  hospitals and other health care facilities. 

fac·ing (f7ùsVng) n.  1. a. A piece of material sewn to the edge of a garment, such 

as a dress or coat, as lining or decoration.  b. Material used for such a lining or 

decoration.   2. An outer layer or coating applied to a surface for protection or 

decoration. 

FACP  or F.A.C.P. abbr.  Fellow of the American College of Physicians. 

FACS  or F.A.C.S. abbr.  Fellow of the American College of Surgeons. 

fac·sim·i·le (f4k-sVmùN-lK) n.  Abbr. fac. 1. An exact copy or reproduction, as of 

a document.  2. a. A method of transmitting images or printed matter by elec-

tronic means.  b. An image so transmitted. In this sense, also calledfax   —  adj.  

Abbr. fac. 1. Of or used to produce exact reproductions, as of documents.  

2. Exactly reproduced; duplicate.  [Latin fac simile, make similar  : fac, imperative 

of facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix + simile, neuter of similis, similar; see 

SIMILAR.]



fact (f4kt) n.  1. Information presented as objectively real.  2. A real occurrence; 

an event:  had to prove the facts of the accident.  3. a. Something having real, 

demonstrable existence:  Genetic engineering is now a fact.  b. The quality of being 

real or actual:  a blur of fact and fancy.   4. A thing that has been done, especially a 

crime:  an accessory before the fact.  5. Law. The aspect of a case at law comprising 

events determined by evidence:  The jury made a finding of fact.   —idiom. in 
(point of) fact. In reality or in truth; actually.  [Latin factum, deed, from neuter 

past participle of facere, to do. See dhK- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Fact has a long history of usage in the sense “allegation of fact,”

as in “This tract was distributed to thousands of American teachers, but the facts and

the reasoning are wrong” (Albert Shanker). This practice has led inevitably to the

introduction of the phrases true facts and real facts, as in The true facts of the case

may never be known. These usages may occasion qualms among critics who hold

that facts cannot be other than true, but they often serve a useful purpose.

fact-find·ing (f4ktùfXnÙdVng) n.  Discovery or determination of facts or accu-

rate information.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or used in the discovery or determina-

tion of facts:  a fact-finding committee; a fact-finding tour.   —factù-findÙer n. 

fac·tic·i·ty (f4k-tVsùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being a fact:  historical 

facticity. 

fac·tion1 (f4kùshNn) n.  1. A group of persons forming a cohesive, usually con-

tentious minority within a larger group.  2. Conflict within an organization or 

nation; internal dissension: “Our own beloved country... is now afflicted with fac-

tion and civil war” (Abraham Lincoln).  [French, from Latin factio, faction-, from 

factus, past participle of facere, to do. See dhK- in Appendix.] —facùtion·al adj.  

—facùtion·al·ism n.  —facùtion·al·ly adv. 

fac·tion2 (f4kùshNn) n.  1. A form of literature or filmmaking that treats real 

people or events as if they were fictional or uses real people or events as essential 

elements in an otherwise fictional rendition.  2. A literary work or film that is a 

mix of fact and fiction.  [Blend of FACT, and FICTION.]

-faction suff.  Production; making:  petrifaction.  [Middle English -faccioun, 

from Old French -faction, from Latin -factio, -faction-, from factus, past partici-

ple of facere, to make. See dhK- in Appendix.]

fac·tion·al·ize (f4kùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. fac·tion·al·ized, fac·tion·al·iz·ing, 
fac·tion·al·iz·es. To split (a group, for example) into disputatious factions: 

“Once a faculty is factionalized, of course, the process of appointments becomes 

partly a competition for allies” (Calvin Trillin). 

fac·tious (f4kùshNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, produced by, or characterized by 

internal dissension.  2. Given to or promoting internal dissension.  See Synonyms 

at insubordinate.  —facùtious·ly adv.  —facùtious·ness n. 



fac·ti·tious (f4k-tVshùNs) adj.  1. Produced artificially rather than by a natural 

process.  2. Lacking authenticity or genuineness; sham:  speculators responsible for 

the factitious value of some stocks.  [Latin factXcius, from factus, past participle of 

facere, to make. See dhK- in Appendix.] —fac·tiùtious·ly adv.  —fac·tiù-
tious·ness n. 

fac·ti·tive (f4kùtV-tVv) adj.  Of or constituting a transitive verb, such as elect, that 

in some constructions takes an objective complement to modify its direct object.  

[New Latin factitXvus, from Latin factit7re, to do, practice, frequentative of facere, 

to do. See dhK- in Appendix.] —facùti·tive·ly adv. 

fact of life (f4kt ƒv lXf) n.  pl. facts of life. 1. Something unavoidable that 

must be faced or dealt with.  2. facts of life. The basic physiological functions 

involved in sex and reproduction. Often used with the. 

fac·toid (f4kùtoid) n.  Unverified or inaccurate information that is presented in 

the press as factual, often as part of a publicity effort, and that is then accepted as 

true because of constant repetition: “What one misses finally is what might have 

emerged beyond both facts and factoids—a profound definition of the Marilyn 

Monroe phenomenon” (Christopher Lehmann-Haupt).   —fac·toidùal adj. 

fac·tor (f4kùtNr) n.  1. One that actively contributes to an accomplishment, a 

result, or a process: “Surprise is the greatest factor in war” (Tom Clancy).  See Syn-

onyms at element.  2. a. One who acts for someone else; an agent.  b. A person 

or firm that accepts accounts receivable as security for short-term loans.   

3. Mathematics. One of two or more quantities that divides a given quantity with-

out a remainder:  2 and 3 are factors of 6; a and b are factors of ab.  4. A quantity 

by which a stated quantity is multiplied or divided, so as to indicate an increase or 

decrease in a measurement:  The rate increased by a factor of ten.  5. A gene. No 

longer in technical usage.  6. Physiology. A substance that functions in a specific 

biochemical reaction or bodily process, such as blood coagulation.   —  v.  tr. 

fac·tored, fac·tor·ing, fac·tors. To determine or indicate explicitly the factors 

of.   —phrasal verb. factor in. To figure in:  We factored sick days and vacations 

in when we prepared the work schedule.  [Middle English factour, perpetrator, 

agent, from Old French facteur, from Latin factor, maker, from facere, to make. 

See dhK- in Appendix.] —facùtor·a·ble adj.  —facùtor·shipÙ n. 

factor VIII (f4kùtNr) n.  See antihemophilic factor. 
factor IX (f4kùtNr) n.  A protein substance in blood plasma that participates in 

and is essential for the blood-clotting process. A deficiency of this factor is the 

cause of Christmas disease. 

fac·tor·age (f4kùtNr-Vj) n.  1. The business of a factor.  2. The commission or 

fee paid to a factor. 

fac·to·ri·al (f4k-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) n.  The product of all the positive integers from 

1 to a given number:  4 factorial, usually written 4!, is equal to 24 (1 ∞ 2 ∞ 3 ∞ 4 = 

24).   —  adj.  Of or relating to a factor or factorial. 



fac·tor·ize (f4kùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. fac·tor·ized, fac·tor·iz·ing, fac·tor·iz·es. 
Mathematics. To factor.   —facÙtor·i·zaùtion (-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

fac·to·ry (f4kùtN-rK) n.  pl. fac·to·ries. 1. a. A building or group of buildings in 

which goods are manufactured; a plant.  b. A vessel in which newly caught sea-

food is prepared for shipment and sale:  a floating fish factory.   2. A business 

establishment for commercial agents or factors in a foreign country.  3. The 

source of prolific production:  a group of singers who really were a hit-tune factory; 

an old house that served as an illegal drug factory.  [Late Latin factoria, oil press, 

mill, and Medieval Latin factoria, establishment for factors  both from Latin fac-

tor, factor. See FACTOR.]

fac·to·tum (f4k-toùtNm) n.  An employee or assistant who serves in a wide 

range of capacities.  [Medieval Latin factotum : Latin fac, imperative of facere, to 

do; see dhK- in Appendix + Latin totum, everything, from neuter of totus, all; see 

teut7- in Appendix.]

fac·tu·al (f4kùchu-Nl) adj.  1. Of the nature of fact; real.  2. Of or containing 

facts.   —facÙtu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  —facùtu·al·ly adv.  —facùtu·al·ness n. 

fac·tu·al·ism (f4kùchu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  Devotion or adherence to fact.   
—facùtu·al·ist n. 

fac·u·la (f4kùyN-lN) n.  pl. fac·u·lae (-lKÙ). Any of various large, bright spots or 

veined patches on the sun’s photosphere, usually near sunspots.  [Latin, small 

torch, diminutive of fax, fac-, torch.]

fac·ul·ta·tive (f4kùNl-t7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to a mental faculty.  

2. a. Capable of occurring or not occurring; contingent.  b. Not required or 

compulsory; optional.   3. Granting permission or authority.  4. Biology. Capable 

of functioning under varying environmental conditions. Used of certain organ-

isms, such as bacteria that can live with or without oxygen.   —facùul·taùtive·ly 
adv. 

facultative apomict (f4kùNl-t7ÙtVv 4pùN-mVktÙ) n.  A plant capable of repro-

ducing either sexually or asexually. 

fac·ul·ty (f4kùNl-tK) n.  pl. fac·ul·ties. Abbr. fac. 1. An inherent power or abil-

ity.  2. Any of the powers or capacities possessed by the human mind.  See Syn-

onyms at ability.  3. The ability to perform or act.  4. a. Any of the divisions or 

comprehensive branches of learning at a college or university:  the faculty of law.  

b. The teachers and instructors within such a division.  c. A body of teachers.   

5. All of the members of a learned profession:  the medical faculty.  

6. Authorization granted by authority; conferred power.  7. Archaic. An occupa-

tion; a trade.  [Middle English faculte, from Old French, from Latin facult7s, 

power, ability, from facilis, easy. See dhK- in Appendix.]

fad (f4d) n.  A fashion that is taken up with great enthusiasm for a brief period of 

time; a craze.  [Possibly from fidfad, fussy person, fussy, from FIDDLE-FADDLE.] 
—fadùdism n.  —fadùdist n.  —fadùdy adj.  



WORD HISTORY: Although we do not know for certain the origin of fad, first

recorded in 1834 with the sense “whim, crotchet,” we can suggest one possibility.

In 1754, 80 years before this occurrence of fad, we find an instance of the word

fidfad, meaning “a fussy person”: “The youngest... is, in everything she does, an

absolute fidfad.” Fidfad is found in the latter part of the 19th century with the

sense “small detail, frill,” and the adjective fidfad, meaning “frivolous, fussy, pet-

ty,” is recorded in 1830. Fad could thus be a shortened form of fidfad, itself short-

ened from fiddle-faddle.

FAD abbr.  Flavin adenine dinucleotide. 

fad·dish (f4dùVsh) adj.  1. Having the nature of a fad.  2. Given to fads.   
—fadùdish·ly adv.  —fadùdish·ness n. 

fade (f7d) v.  fad·ed, fad·ing, fades.  —  v.  intr. 1. To lose brightness, loud-

ness, or brilliance gradually; dim:  The lights and music faded as we set sail from 

the harbor.  2. To lose freshness; wither:  summer flowers that had faded.  3. To 

lose strength or vitality; wane:  youthful energy that had faded over the years.  4. To 

disappear gradually; vanish:  a hope that faded.  See Synonyms at disappear.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause to lose brightness, freshness, or strength:  Time has faded her 

beauty.  2. Football. To move back from the scrimmage line. Used of a quarter-

back.  3. Games. To meet the bet of (an opposing player) in dice.   —  n.  1. A 

gradual diminution in the brightness or visibility of an image in cinema or televi-

sion.  2. A periodic reduction in the received strength of a radio transmission.   
—phrasal verbs. fade in. 1. To appear gradually.  2. To cause to appear or be 

heard gradually. Used of a cinematic or television image or of a sound.  fade 
out. 3. To disappear gradually.  4. To cause to disappear gradually. Used of a cin-

ematic or television image or of a sound.  [Middle English faden, from Old 

French fader, from fade, faded, probably from Vulgar Latin *fatidus, alteration of 

Latin fatuus, insipid.]

fade·a·way (f7dùN-w7Ù) n.  1. The act or an instance of gradually diminishing 

in brightness, loudness, or strength until actual disappearance occurs.  

2. Baseball. a. A screwball.  b. An act of sliding by a base runner during which 

the runner veers sideways to avoid being tagged.  

fade-in  or fade·in (f7dùVnÙ) n.  A gradual increase in the visibility of an image 

or the audibility of a sound, as in cinema, television, or radio. 

fade·less (f7dùlVs) adj.  Not fading or not subject to fading:  fadeless fabric.   
—fadeùless·ly adv. 

fade-out  or fade·out (f7dùoutÙ) n.  1. A gradual disappearance of an image or 

a sound, as in cinema, television, or radio.  2. A gradual and temporary loss in 

reception of a radio or television signal, often generated by interference in trans-

mission. 



Fad·i·man (f4dùN-mNn), Clifton Paul. Born 1904.  American writer and editor. 

A book reviewer for the New Yorker (1933-1943), he hosted the Information 

Please! radio program (1938-1948) and has edited numerous anthologies. 

fad·ing (f7ùdVng) n.  1. A waning; a decline: “The final factor in the fading of the 

Renaissance was the Counter Reformation” (Will Durant).  2. Fluctuation in the 

strength of radio signals because of variations in the transmission medium. 

fa·do (fäùthu, f4thùo) n.  pl. fa·dos. Music. A sad Portuguese folksong.  [Portu-

guese, from Latin f7tum, fate. See FATE.]

fa·e·na (fä-7ùnä) n.  The series of final passes performed by a matador prepara-

tory to killing a bull in a bullfight.  [Spanish, manual labor, from Catalan feyna, 

from Latin facienda, things to be done, neuter pl. gerundive of facere, to do. See 

FACT.]

Fa·en·za (fä-HnùzN)  A city of north-central Italy southwest of Ravenna. It is 

noted for its richly colored pottery, produced here since the 12th century. Popula-

tion, 39,700. 

fa·er·ie also fa·er·y (f7ùN-rK, fârùK) n.  pl. fa·er·ies. 1. A tiny, mischievous, 

imaginary form; a fairy.  2. The land or realm of the fairies.  [Middle English 

faierie, fairie. See FAIRY.] —faùer·ie, faùer·y adj. 

Faer·oe Islands  or Far·oe Islands (fârùo XùlNndz)  A group of volcanic 

islands in the northern Atlantic Ocean between Iceland and the Shetland Islands. 

Originally settled by Celtic peoples, the islands passed to Denmark in 1380. 

Faer·o·ese  or Far·o·ese (fârÙo-Kzù, -Ksù) n.  pl. Faeroese or Faroese. 1. A 

member of the Scandinavian people inhabiting the Faeroe Islands.  2. The North 

Germanic language spoken by the inhabitants of the Faeroe Islands.   
—FaeÙro·eseù adj. 

FAF abbr.  Financial Aid Form. 

Faf·nir (fävùnNr, -nîrÙ) n.  Mythology. The Norse dragon that guarded the trea-

sure of the Nibelungs and was slain by Sigurd. 

fag1 (f4g) n.  1. a. A student at a British public school who is required to per-

form menial tasks for a student in a higher class.  b. A drudge.   2. Chiefly British. 

Fatiguing or tedious work; drudgery.   —  v.  fagged, fag·ging, fags.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To work to exhaustion; toil.  2. To function as the servant of another stu-

dent in a British public school.   —  v.  tr. To exhaust; weary:  Four hours on the 

tennis court fagged me out.  [From fag, to droop (obsolete), perhaps from Middle 

English fagge. See FAG END.]

fag2 (f4g) n.  Slang. A cigarette.  [Short for FAG END.]

fag3 (f4g) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a gay or homosexual 

man.  [Short for FAGGOT
2.]

fag end (f4g Hnd) n.  1. The frayed end of a length of cloth or rope.  2. a. An 

inferior or worn-out remnant.  b. The last part: “the fag end of this crisis-ridden 



century” (Wallace Irwin, Jr.).   [Middle English fagge, fag, broken thread in cloth, 

something that hangs loose.]

fag·got1 (f4gùNt) n.  & v.   Variant of fagot. 
fag·got2 (f4gùNt) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a gay or 

homosexual man.  [Perhaps from faggot, variant of FAGOT, bundle, lump, old 

woman.]

fag·got·ing (f4gùN-tVng) n.  Variant of fagoting. 
fag·ot also fag·got (f4gùNt) n.  1. A bundle of twigs, sticks, or branches bound 

together.  2. A bundle of pieces of iron or steel to be welded or hammered into 

bars.   —  v.  tr. fag·ot·ed also fag·got·ed, fag·ot·ing also fag·got·ing, 
fag·ots also fag·gots. 1. To collect or bind into a fagot; bundle.  2. To decorate 

with fagoting.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Old Provençal, possibly 

from Vulgar Latin *facus, from Greek phakelos, bundle.]

fag·ot·ing also fag·got·ing (f4gùN-tVng) n.  1. A method of decorating cloth by 

pulling out horizontal threads and tying the remaining vertical threads into hour-

glass-shaped bunches.  2. A method of joining hemmed edges by crisscrossing 

thread over an open seam. 

Fahd (fäd), Full name Fahd ibn Abdel Aziz al-Saud. Born 1922.  King of Saudi 

Arabia (since 1982) who earlier served as interior minister (1962-1975) and 

helped shape Saudi domestic and foreign policy. 

Fahr·en·heit (f4rùNn-hXtÙ) adj.  Abbr. F, Fahr. Of or relating to a temperature 

scale that registers the freezing point of water as 32˚F and the boiling point as 

212˚F at one atmosphere of pressure.  See Table at measurement.  [After Gab-
riel Daniel FAHRENHEIT.]

Fahr·en·heit (f4ùNn-hXtÙ, fäù-), Gabriel Daniel. 1686-1736.  German-born 

physicist who invented the mercury thermometer (1714) and devised the Fahren-

heit temperature scale. 

FAIA  or F.A.I.A. abbr.  Fellow of the American Institute of Architects. 

Fa·ial also Fa·yal (fN-yälù, fä-)  An island of the central Azores in the northern 

Atlantic Ocean. Faial is noted for its abundant plant life. 

fa·ience also fa·ïence (fX-änsù, -äNsù, f7-) n.  1. Earthenware decorated with 

colorful, opaque glazes.  2. Color. A moderate to strong greenish blue.  [French 

faïence, after Faïence, Faenza, Italy.]

fail (f7l) v.  failed, fail·ing, fails.  —  v.  intr. 1. To prove deficient or lacking; 

perform ineffectively or inadequately.  2. To be unsuccessful:  a valiant attempt 

that failed.  3. To receive an academic grade below the acceptable minimum.  

4. a. To prove insufficient in quantity or duration; give out:  The water supply 

failed during the drought.  b. To fall short, as in what is expected of one:  failed in 

her obligations to the family.   5. To decline, as in strength or effectiveness:  The 

patient’s heart failed.  6. To cease functioning properly:  The engine failed.  7. To 

become bankrupt or insolvent:  Our family business failed in 1929.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 



disappoint or prove undependable to:  Our sentries failed us.  2. To abandon; for-

sake:  His strength failed him.  3. To omit to perform (an expected duty, for exam-

ple): “We must... hold... those horrors up to the light of justice. Otherwise we would 

fail our inescapable obligation to the victims of Nazism: to remember” (Anthony 

Lewis).  4. To leave (something) undone; neglect:  failed to wash the dishes.  

5. a. To receive an academic grade below the acceptable minimum in (a course, 

for example):  failed algebra twice.  b. To give such a grade of failure to (a stu-

dent):  failed me in algebra.    —  n.  a. Failure to deliver securities to a purchaser 

within a specified time.  b. Failure to receive the proceeds of a transaction, as in 

the sale of stock or securities, by a specified date.    —idiom. without fail. With 

no chance of failure:  Be here at noon without fail.  [Middle English failen, from 

Old French faillir, from Vulgar Latin *fallXre, variant of Latin fallere, to deceive.]

failed (f7ld) adj.  Having undergone failure:  new economic policies intended to 

replace the failed ones of a past administration. 

fail·ing (f7ùlVng) n.  1. The act of a person or thing that fails; a failure.  2. A 

minor fault.  See Synonyms at fault.   —  adj.  Undergoing failure:  failing health; 

failing kidneys; a failing business.   —  prep.  In the absence of; without:  Failing a 

rainstorm, the game will be played this afternoon. 

faille (fXl) n.  A slightly ribbed, woven fabric of silk, cotton, or rayon.  [French, 

from Old North French, cloth head-covering worn by women in Flanders, possi-

bly from Middle Dutch falie, scarf.]

fail-safe (f7lùs7fÙ) adj.  1. Capable of compensating automatically and safely for 

a failure, as of a mechanism or power source.  2. Acting to discontinue a military 

attack on the occurrence of any of a variety of predetermined conditions.  

3. Guaranteed not to fail: “There is no fail-safe mechanism guaranteed either to 

contain or to restore presidential authority” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).   —  n.  A 

fail-safe mechanism.   —  v.  intr. fail-·safed, fail-·saf·ing, fail-·safes. To 

compensate automatically for failure. 

fail-soft (f7lùsôftÙ, -smftÙ) adj.  Capable of operating at a reduced level of effi-

ciency after the failure of a component or power source. Used of electronic 

equipment. 

fail·ure (f7lùyNr) n.  1. The condition or fact of not achieving the desired end or 

ends:  the failure of an experiment.  2. One that fails:  a failure at one’s career.  

3. The condition or fact of being insufficient or falling short:  a crop failure.  4. A 

cessation of proper functioning or performance:  a power failure.  

5. Nonperformance of what is requested or expected; omission:  failure to report 

a change of address.  6. The act or fact of failing to pass a course, a test, or an 

assignment.  7. A decline in strength or effectiveness.  8. The act or fact of 

becoming bankrupt or insolvent.  [Alteration of failer, default, from Anglo-Nor-

man, from Old French faillir, to fail. See FAIL.]



fain (f7n) adv.  1. Happily; gladly: “I would fain improve every opportunity to 

wonder and worship, as a sunflower welcomes the light” (Henry David Thoreau).  

2. Archaic. Preferably; rather.   —  adj.  Archaic. 1. Ready; willing.  2. Pleased; 

happy.  3. Obliged or required.  [Middle English, from Old English fægen, joyful, 

glad.]

fai·né·ant (f7Ùn7-äNù) adj.  Given to doing nothing; idle.  See Synonyms at lazy.   
—  n.  An irresponsible idler; a sluggard.  [French, alteration (influenced by fait 

néant, does nothing), of Old French faignant, idler, from present participle of 

faindre, feindre, to feign. See FEIGN.]

faint (f7nt) adj.  faint·er, faint·est. 1. Lacking strength or vigor; feeble.  

2. Lacking conviction, boldness, or courage; timid.  3. a. Lacking brightness:  a 

faint light in the gloom.  b. Lacking clarity or distinctness:  a faint recollection.   

4. Likely to fall into a faint; dizzy and weak:  felt faint for a moment.   —  n.  An 

abrupt, usually brief loss of consciousness, generally associated with failure of 

normal blood circulation.  See Synonyms at blackout.   —  v.  intr. faint·ed, 
faint·ing, faints. 1. To fall into a usually brief state of unconsciousness.  

2. Archaic. To weaken in purpose or spirit.  [Middle English, deceitful, cowardly, 

from Old French, past participle of feindre, to feign. See FEIGN.] —faintùer n.  

—faintùly adv.  —faintùness n. 

faint-heart·ed (f7ntùhärùtVd) adj.  Deficient in conviction or courage; timid.   
—faintù-heartùed·ly adv.  —faintù-heartùed·ness n. 

fair1 (fâr) adj.  fair·er, fair·est. 1. Of pleasing appearance, especially because of 

a pure or fresh quality; comely.  2. a. Light in color, especially blond:  fair hair.  

b. Of light complexion:  fair skin.   3. Free of clouds or storms; clear and sunny:  

fair skies.  4. Free of blemishes or stains; clean and pure:  one’s fair name.  

5. Promising; likely:  We’re in a fair way to succeed.  6. a. Having or exhibiting a 

disposition that is free of favoritism or bias; impartial:  a fair mediator.  b. Just to 

all parties; equitable:  a compromise that is fair to both factions.   7. Being in accor-

dance with relative merit or significance:  She wanted to receive her fair share of the 

proceeds.  8. Consistent with rules, logic, or ethics:  a fair tactic.  9. Moderately 

good; mildly satisfying:  gave only a fair performance of the sonata.  

10. Superficially true or appealing; specious:  Don’t trust his fair promises.  

11. Lawful to hunt or attack:  fair game.  12. Archaic. Free of all obstacles.   —  
adv.  1. In a proper or legal manner:  playing fair.  2. Directly; straight:  a blow 

caught fair in the stomach.   —  v.  tr. faired, fair·ing, fairs. To join (pieces) so 

as to be smooth, even, or regular:  faired the aircraft’s wing into the fuselage.   —  
n.  1. Archaic. A beautiful or beloved woman.  2. Obsolete. Loveliness; beauty.   
—phrasal verb. fair off (or fair up). Chiefly Southern U.S. To become clear. 

Used of weather.   —idioms. fair and square. Just and honest.  for fair. To the 

greatest or fullest extent possible:  Our team was beaten for fair in that tourna-



ment.  no fair. Something contrary to the rules:  That was no fair.  [Middle 

English, from Old English fæger, lovely, pleasant.] —fairùness n.  

SYNONYMS: fair, just, equitable, impartial, unprejudiced, unbiased, objective,

dispassionate. These adjectives mean free from favoritism, self-interest, or bias in

judgment. Fair is the most general: a fair referee; a fair deal; a fair fight; on a fair

footing. Just stresses conformity with what is legally or ethically right or proper: a

kind and just man; “a just and lasting peace” (Abraham Lincoln). Equitable also

implies justice, but justice dictated by reason, conscience, and a natural sense of

what is fair to all concerned: an equitable distribution of gifts among the children.

Impartial emphasizes lack of favoritism: “the cold neutrality of an impartial judge”

(Edmund Burke). Unprejudiced means without favorable or unfavorable precon-

ceived opinions or judgments: an unprejudiced evaluation of the arguments for and

against the proposal. Unbiased implies absence of the preference or inclination in-

hibiting impartiality: gave an unbiased account of her family problems. Objective

implies detachment that permits observation and judgment without undue ref-

erence to one’s personal feelings or thoughts: Try to be objective as you listen to the

testimony. Dispassionate means free from or unaffected by strong personal emo-

tions: A journalist should be a dispassionate reporter of fact. See also Synonyms at

average beautiful 
REGIONAL NOTE: American folk speech puts Standard English to shame in

its wealth of words for describing weather conditions. When the weather goes

from fair to cloudy, New Englanders say that it’s “breedin’ up a storm” (Maine

informant in the Linguistic Atlas of New England). If the weather is clear, however,

a New Englander might call it open. Southern fair off and fair up, meaning “to

become clear,” were originally Northeastern terms and were brought to the South

as settlement expanded southward and westward. They are now “regionalized to

the South,” according to Craig M. Carver, author of American Regional Dialects.

These phrases may be the origin of modern and less regional coinings, such as

mild up, used on a television weather forecast: “The Southwest is beginning to

mild up just a tad.” 

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word fair illustrates how words can weak-

en in meaning over time. In Old English the ancestor of fair, fæger, had senses

such as “lovely, beautiful, pleasant, agreeable,” a far cry from our modern sense

“mildly good or satisfying.” The Old English senses passed into Middle English,

where the word fair started to take a slight turn in the direction already alluded

to. Fair could mean “highly to be approved of, splendid, good,” but it could also

be used ironically, as in Chaucer’s observation after a horse threw the Cook on

the pilgrimage to Canterbury: “that was a fair feat of horsemanship by the Cook.”

This ironic use was probably not responsible for the semantic weakening of fair,

but it shows how a positive word can have its meaning reversed. The weakening



of fair was most likely caused by “the determined optimism which led to the use

of fair... rather than direct expression of discontent,” in the words of George H.

McKnight. One might add as another cause the desire to avoid hurting other peo-

ple’s feelings.

fair2 (fâr) n.  1. A gathering held at a specified time and place for the buying and 

selling of goods; a market.  2. An exhibition, as of farm products or manufac-

tured goods, usually accompanied by various competitions and entertainments:  a 

state fair.  3. An exhibition intended to inform people about a product or busi-

ness opportunity:  a computer fair; a job fair.  4. An event, usually for the benefit 

of a charity or public institution, including entertainment and the sale of goods; a 

bazaar:  a church fair.  [Middle English faire, from Old French feire, from Late 

Latin fKria, sing. of Latin fKriae, holidays. See dhKs- in Appendix.]

fair ball (fâr bôl) n.  Baseball. A batted ball that first strikes the ground or leaves 

the playing field beyond first or third base within the foul lines or that is within 

the foul lines as it bounces past first or third base or that comes to rest or is 

touched by a fielder in front of first or third base within the foul lines. 

Fair·banks (fârùb4ngksÙ)  A city of central Alaska north-northeast of Anchor-

age. It was founded in 1902 as a gold-mining camp. Population, 30,843. 

Fair·banks (fârùb4ngksÙ), Charles Warren. 1852-1918.  Vice President of the 

United States (1905-1909) under Theodore Roosevelt. 

Fair·banks (fârùb4ngksÙ), Douglas. 1883-1939.  American actor known for his 

swashbuckling roles in silent films such as Robin Hood (1922). His son Douglas, 
Jr. (born 1909), played similar roles in motion pictures such as Gunga Din (1939). 

Fair·born (fârùbôrnÙ)  A city of southwest Ohio northeast of Dayton. It was 

formed in 1950 by the consolidation of two former villages. Population, 31,300. 

fair catch (fâr k4ch) n.  Football. A catch of a punt on the fly by a defensive 

player who has signaled that he or she will not run with the ball and who there-

fore may not be tackled. 

Fair·fax (fârùf4ksÙ)  An independent city of northeast Virginia, a residential sub-

urb of Washington, D.C. Population, 19,622. 

Fair·fax1 (fârùf4ksÙ), Thomas Third Baron Fairfax of Cameron. 1612-1671.  

English general who commanded (1642-1650) Parliamentary forces during the 

English Civil War. 

Fair·fax2 (fârùf4ksÙ), Thomas Sixth Baron Fairfax. 1692-1782.  British colonist 

in America who remained a steadfast Loyalist throughout the Revolutionary War. 

Fair·field (fârùfKldÙ)  1. A city of southeast Australia, a suburb of Sydney. Popu-

lation, 143,500.  2. A city of western California north-northeast of Oakland. It 

was founded in 1859. Population, 77,211.  3. A town of southwest Connecticut 

on Long Island Sound southwest of Bridgeport. Settled in 1639, it is mainly resi-



dential and has varied light industries. Population, 53,418.  4. A city of southwest 

Ohio north of Cincinnati. It is an industrial center. Population, 39,729. 

fair·ground (fârùgroundÙ) n.  Open land where fairs or exhibitions are held. 

fair-haired (fârùhârdù) adj.  1. Having blond hair:  a fair-haired toddler.  

2. Favorite: “master linguist, Yale dropout and fair-haired boy of the OSS” (Edward 

Klein). 

Fair·ha·ven (fârùh7ÙvNn)  A town of southeast Massachusetts on Buzzards Bay 

opposite New Bedford. It was formerly a whaling port. Population, 16,132. 

fair·ing1 (fârùVng) n.  An auxiliary structure or the external surface of a vehicle, 

such as an aircraft, that serves to reduce drag. 

fair·ing2 (fârùVng) n.  Chiefly British. A gift, especially one bought or given at a 

fair. 

fair·ish (fârùVsh) adj.  Of moderately large size or good quality.   —fairùish·ly 
adv. 

Fair Isle (fâr Xl)  A small island between the Orkney Islands and the Shetland 

Islands of northern Scotland. Fair Isle is famous for its knitted woolen garments 

with distinctive colored patterns. 

Fair Lawn (fâr lôn)  A borough of northeast New Jersey across the Passaic River 

from Paterson. Population, 30,548. 

fair·lead (fârùlKdÙ) also fair·lead·er (-lKÙdNr) n.  Nautical. A device such as a 

ring or block of wood with a hole in it through which rigging is passed to hold it 

in place or prevent it from snagging or chafing. 

fair·ly (fârùlK) adv.  1. a. In a fair or just manner; equitably.  b. Legitimately; 

suitably.   2. Clearly; distinctly.  3. Actually; fully:  The walls fairly shook with their 

bellowing.  4. a. Moderately; rather:  a fairly good dinner.  b. To a reasonable 

degree:  I was fairly sure that I would go to the party.   5. Obsolete. a. Gently.  

b. Courteously.  

fair-mar·ket value (fârùmärùkVt v4lùyu) n.  The price, as of a commodity or 

service, at which both buyers and sellers agree to do business. 

fair-mind·ed (fârùmXnùdVd) adj.  Just and impartial; not prejudiced.   —fairù-
mindùed·ly adv.  —fairù-mindùed·ness n. 

Fair·mont (fârùmmntÙ)  A city of northern West Virginia near the Pennsylvania 

border northeast of Clarksburg. It was settled in 1793 around Prickett’s Fort 

(built 1774). Population, 20,210. 

fairness doctrine (fârùnVs dmkùtrVn) n.  A basic tenet of the licensed broad-

casting industry in the United States that ensures reasonable opportunity for the 

airing of opposing viewpoints on controversial issues. 

Fair Oaks (fâr oks)  1. An unincorporated community of central California 

east-northeast of Sacramento. It is in a citrus-growing region. Population, 26,867.  

2. A locality just east of Richmond, Virginia, where Union troops defeated the 

Confederates at the Battle of Seven Pines (May 31-June 1, 1862). 



fair play (fâr pl7) n.  Conformity to established rules. 

fair shake (fâr sh7k) n.  Informal. A fair chance, as at achieving success. 

fair-spo·ken (fârùspoùkNn) adj.  Civil, courteous, and gentle in speech. 

fair trade (fâr tr7d) n.  Trade that conforms to a fair-trade agreement. 

fair-trade (fârùtr7dù) v.  tr. fair-·trad·ed, fair-·trad·ing, fair-·trades. To sell 

(a commodity) at a price consistent with a fair-trade agreement. 

fair-trade agreement (fârùtr7dù N-grKùmNnt) n.  A commercial agreement 

under which distributors sell products of a given class at no less than a minimum 

price set by the manufacturer. 

Fair·view Park (fârùvyuÙ pärk)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb 

of Cleveland. Population, 18,028. 

fair·wa·ter (fârùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Nautical. 1. A device used to fair the lines 

of an underwater fitting.  2. The bridge and conning tower on a submarine. 

fair·way (fârùw7Ù) n.  1. A stretch of ground free of obstacles to movement.  

2. Sports. The part of a golf course covered with short grass and extending from 

the tee to the putting green.  3. Nautical. a. A navigable deep-water channel in a 

river or harbor or along a coastline.  b. The usual course taken by vessels through 

a harbor or coastal waters.  

fair-weath·er (fârùwHthùNr) adj.  1. Suitable or used only during fair weather:  

fair-weather hiking gear.  2. Present and dependable only in good times:  fair-

weather friends. 

Fair·weath·er (fârùwHthÙNr), Mount. A peak, 4,666.5 m (15,300 ft) high, on 

the border between southeast Alaska and western British Columbia, Canada. 

fair·y (fârùK) n.  pl. fair·ies. 1. A tiny imaginary being in human form, depicted 

as clever, mischievous, and possessing magical powers.  2. Offensive Slang. Used 

as a disparaging term for a gay or homosexual man.  [Middle English fairie, fairy-

land, enchanted being, from Old French faerie, from fae, fairy, from Vulgar Latin 

F7ta, goddess of fate, from Latin f7tum, fate. See FATE.]

fairy godmother (fârùK gmdùmƒthÙNr) n.  A generous benefactor. 

fair·y·land (fârùK-l4ndÙ) n.  1. The imaginary land of fairies.  2. A charming, 

enchanting place. 

fairy lily (fârùK lVlùK) n.  See zephyr lily. 
fairy primrose (fârùK prVmùrozÙ) n.  A Chinese ornamental (Primula mal-

coides) grown for its large, rose to pink flowers that are grouped in many-flow-

ered umbels. 

fairy ring (fârùK rVng) n.  A circle of mushrooms in a grassy area, marking the 

periphery of perennial underground mycelial growth.  [From the belief that it is a 

dancing place for fairies.]

fairy shrimp (fârùK shrVmp) n.  Any of various transparent freshwater crusta-

ceans of the order Anostraca that lack a carapace and characteristically swim 

upside-down. 



fairy tale (fârùK t7l) n.  1. A fanciful tale of legendary deeds and creatures, usu-

ally intended for children.  2. A fictitious, highly fanciful story or explanation. 

fair·y-tale (fârùK-t7lÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to a fairy tale.  2. Likened to a fairy 

tale:  a fairy-tale romance that preceded the royal wedding. 

Fai·sal also Fei·sal  or Fei·sul (fXùsNl), Full name Faisal ibn Abdel Aziz al-Saud. 

1906?-1975.  King of Saudi Arabia (1964-1975) who used oil revenue to increase 

industrialization and improve educational and medical facilities. He was assassi-

nated by his nephew. 

Fai·sal I also Feisal I  or Feisul I (fXùsNl), 1885-1933.  King of Iraq (1921-1933) 

who negotiated with Great Britain for the complete independence of Iraq (1930). 

Fai·sal II also Feisal II  or Feisul II (fXùsNl), 1935-1958.  King of Iraq (1939-

1958) who sided with Egypt during the Suez Canal crisis (1956) and was assassi-

nated in a coup d’état. 

Fai·sa·la·bad (fXÙsä-lN-bädù) Formerly Ly·all·pur (lXùNl-ptrÙ).  A city of 

northeast Pakistan west of Lahore. Founded in 1892, it is a cloth and grain mar-

ket. Population, 1,092,000. 

fait ac·com·pli (f7Ùtä-kôN-plKù, fHtÙä-) n.  pl. faits ac·com·plis (f7Ùtä-kôN-

plKù, -plKzù, fHtÙä-). An accomplished, presumably irreversible deed or fact.  

[French  : fait, fact + accompli, accomplished.]

faith (f7th) n.  1. Confident belief in the truth, value, or trustworthiness of a 

person, an idea, or a thing.  2. Belief that does not rest on logical proof or mate-

rial evidence.  See Synonyms at belief. See Synonyms at trust.  3. Loyalty to a 

person or thing; allegiance:  keeping faith with one’s supporters.  4.  Often Faith. 

Theology. The theological virtue defined as secure belief in God and a trusting 

acceptance of God’s will.  5. The body of dogma of a religion:  the Muslim faith.  

6. A set of principles or beliefs.   —idiom. in faith. Indeed; truly.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman fed, from Latin fidKs. See bheidh- in Appendix.]

faith·ful (f7thùfNl) adj.  1. Adhering firmly and devotedly, as to a person, a 

cause, or an idea; loyal.  2. Having or full of faith.  3. Worthy of trust or belief; 

reliable.  4. Consistent with truth or actuality:  a faithful reproduction of the por-

trait.   —  n.  pl. faithful or faith·fuls. 1. The practicing members of a religious 

faith, especially of Christianity or Islam:  a pilgrimage to Mecca made by the faith-

ful.  2. A steadfast adherent of a faith or cause:  a meeting of the party faithful.   
—faithùful·ly adv.  —faithùful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: faithful, loyal, true, constant, fast, steadfast, staunch. These adjec-

tives mean adhering firmly and devotedly to someone or something, such as a

person, cause, or duty, that elicits or demands one’s fidelity. Faithful and loyal

both suggest undeviating attachment; the words are often interchangeable,

though loyal is the term more often applied to political allegiance: a faithful em-

ployee; gave faithful service; a loyal companion; a loyal citizen. True implies steadi-



ness, sincerity, and reliability: “I would be true, for there are those who trust me”

(Howard Arnold Walter). Constant stresses uniformity and invariability: “But I

am constant as the northern star” (Shakespeare). Fast suggests loyalty that is not

easily deflected: fast friends. Steadfast strongly implies fixed, unswerving loyalty:

a steadfast ally. Staunch even more strongly suggests unshakable attachment or

allegiance: “He lived and died a staunch loyalist” (Harriet Beecher Stowe).

faith healer (f7th hKùlNr) n.  One who treats disease with prayer.   —faith 
healing n. 

faith·less (f7thùlVs) adj.  1. Not true to duty or obligation; disloyal.  2. Having 

no religious faith.  3. Unworthy of faith or trust; unreliable.   —faithùless·ly 
adv.  —faithùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: faithless, unfaithful, false, disloyal, traitorous, treacherous, perfid-

ious, recreant. These adjectives mean not true to duty or obligation. Faithless and

unfaithful are approximately interchangeable and imply failure to adhere to

promises, obligations, or allegiances: has never been faithless to her ideals; an un-

faithful spouse. False emphasizes a tendency to be faithless or deceitful: a false

friend. “To thine own self be true,/And it must follow, as the night the day,/Thou

canst not then be false to any man” (Shakespeare). One who is disloyal is false to

persons or things that are due allegiance: Disloyal staff members exposed the sen-

ator’s indiscretions to the press. Traitorous most commonly refers to disloyalty to a

government or nation: a lying, traitorous insurrectionist. Treacherous suggests a

propensity for betraying trust or faith: “She gave the treacherous impulse time to

subside” (Henry James). Perfidious applies to what is abominably treacherous; it

suggests vileness of behavior and often deceitfulness: the victim of a perfidious

murder. Recreant implies a reprehensible, often cowardly disloyalty: “while [Hol-

land’s] sister provinces had proved recreant to [William of Orange]” (John Lothrop

Motley).

fai·tour (f7ùtNr) n.  Archaic. An impostor; a deceiver.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Latin factor, maker. See FACTOR.]

fa·ji·ta (fN-hKùtN, fä-hKùtä) n.  pl. fa·ji·tas. An appetizer consisting of marinated 

skirt steak or other meat, such as chicken, fish, or duck, that is grilled over an 

open fire and then placed in a tortilla.  [American Spanish, diminutive of faja, 

band, strip, from Latin fascia, band, bandage.]

fake1 (f7k) adj.  Having a false or misleading appearance; fraudulent.   —  n.  

1. One that is not authentic or genuine; a sham.  2. Sports. A brief feint or 

aborted change of direction intended to mislead one’s opponent or the opposing 

team.   —  v.  faked, fak·ing, fakes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To contrive and present as 

genuine; counterfeit.  2. To simulate; feign.  See Synonyms at pretend.  



3. Music. To improvise (a passage).  4. Sports. To deceive (an opponent) with a 

fake.   —  v.  intr. 1. To engage in feigning, simulation, or other deceptive activity.  

2. Sports. To perform a fake.  [Origin unknown.]

fake2 (f7k) n.  One loop or winding of a coiled rope or cable.   —  v.  tr. faked, 
fak·ing, fakes. To coil (a rope or cable).  [Middle English faken, to coil a rope.]

fak·er (f7ùkNr) n.  One who fakes or produces fakes.  See Synonyms at impos-
tor.  —fakùer·y (-kN-rK) n. 

fa·kir (fN-kîrù, fä-, f4-) n.  1. A Muslim religious mendicant.  2. A Hindu ascetic 

or religious mendicant, especially one who performs feats of magic or endurance.  

[Arabic faqXr, from faqura, to be poor.]

fa·la·fel  or fe·la·fel (fN-läùfNl) n.  1. Ground spiced chickpeas and fava beans 

shaped into balls and fried.  2. A sandwich filled with such a mixture.  [Arabic 

fal7fil, pl. of filfil, pepper, probably from Sanskrit pippalX, from pippalam, pep-

percorn.]

Fa·lan·gist (fN-l4nùgVst, f7ùl4nÙ-) n.  A member of a fascist organization consti-

tuting the official ruling party of Spain after 1939.  [Spanish Falangista, from 

Falange (Española), (Spanish) Phalanx, from Latin phalanx, phalang-. See PHA-

LANX.]

Fa·la·sha (fN-läùshN, fä-) n.  pl. Falasha or Fa·la·shas. Offensive. Used as a dis-

paraging term for an Ethiopian Jew.  [Amharic fälasha, from fälasi, stranger.]

fal·cate (f4lùk7tÙ) also fal·cat·ed (-k7ÙtVd) adj.  Curved and tapering to a point; 

sickle-shaped.  [Latin falc7tus, from falx, falc-, sickle.]

fal·ces (f4lùsKzÙ, fôlù-) n.  Plural of falx. 
fal·chion (fôlùchNn) n.  1. A short, broad sword with a convex cutting edge and 

a sharp point, used in medieval times.  2. Archaic. A sword.  [Middle English fau-

choun, from Old French fauchon, from Vulgar Latin *falcio, falcion-, from Latin 

falx, falc-, sickle.]

fal·ci·form (f4lùsN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Curved or sickle-shaped; falcate.  [Latin falx, 

falc-, sickle + -FORM.]

fal·con (f4lùkNn, fôlù-, fôùkNn) n.  1. a. Any of various birds of prey of the fam-

ily Falconidae and especially of the genus Falco, having a short, curved beak and 

long, pointed, powerful wings adapted for swift flight.  b. Any of several species 

of these birds or related birds such as hawks, trained to hunt small game.  c. A 

female bird of this type used in falconry.   2. A small cannon in use from the 15th 

to the 17th century.  [Middle English, from Old French faucon, falcun, from Late 

Latin falco, falcon-. See pel-1 in Appendix.]

fal·con·er (f4lùkN-nNr, fôlù-, fôùkN-) n.  1. One that breeds and trains falcons.  

2. One that hunts with falcons. 

fal·con·et (f4lÙkN-nHtù, fôlÙ-, fôÙkN-) n.  1. A small or young falcon.  2. Any of 

several small falcons, especially of the genus Microhierax native to tropical Asia. 



fal·con-gen·tle (f4lÙkNn-jHnùtl, fôlÙ-, fôÙkNn-) n.  A female falcon, especially a 

peregrine falcon.  [Middle English faucon gentil, from Old French faucon gentil, 

noble falcon.]

fal·con·ry (f4lùkNn-rK, fôlù-, fôùkNn-) n.  Sports. 1. Hunting of game with fal-

cons.  2. The art of training falcons for hunting.  [Alteration of French fauconne-

rie, from Old French, from faucon, falcon. See FALCON.]

fal·de·ral (f4lùdN-r4lÙ) n.  Variant of folderol. 
fald·stool (fôldùstulÙ) n.  1. A folding or small desk stool at which worshipers 

kneel to pray, especially one on which the British sovereign kneels at the time of 

coronation.  2. A folding chair or stool, especially one used by a bishop when not 

occupying the throne or when presiding away from the cathedral.  3. A desk at 

which the litany is recited.  [Partial translation of Medieval Latin faldistolium, 

folding stool, of Germanic origin. See pel-2 in Appendix.]

Fa·lis·can (fN-lVsùkNn) n.  1. A member of an ancient Italic people of southern 

Etruria.  2. The language of this people, closely related to Latin and known from 

place and personal names and from inscriptions.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the 

Faliscans or their language or culture.  [From Latin Faliscus, from Falerii, a city of 

ancient Etruria.]

Fal·kirk (fôlùkûrkÙ)  A burgh of central Scotland west of Edinburgh. At the Bat-

tle of Falkirk (1298), said to be the first battle in which the longbow proved deci-

sive, the troops of Edward I defeated the Scots. Population, 37,800. 

Falk·land Islands (fôkùlNnd XùlNndz, fôlkù-)  A group of islands in the south-

ern Atlantic Ocean east of the Strait of Magellan. Controlled by Great Britain 

since the 1830’s, the islands are also claimed by Argentina and were occupied 

briefly by Argentinian troops in 1982. 

Falk·ner (fôkùnNr), William.  See William Faulkner. 
fall (fôl) v.  fell (fHl), fall·en (fôùlNn), fall·ing, falls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To drop or 

come down freely under the influence of gravity.  2. To drop oneself to a lower or 

less erect position:  I fell back in my chair. The pilgrims fell to their knees.  3. a. To 

lose an upright or erect position suddenly.  b. To drop wounded or dead, espe-

cially in battle.   4. To go or come as if by falling:  All grief fell from our hearts. 

Night fell quickly.  5. To come to rest; settle:  The light fell on my book.  6. To hang 

down:  The child’s hair fell in ringlets.  7. To be cast down:  Her eyes fell.  8. To 

assume an expression of consternation or disappointment:  His face fell when he 

heard the report.  9. To undergo conquest or capture, especially as the result of an 

armed attack:  The city fell after a long siege.  10. a. To experience defeat or ruin:  

After 300 years the dynasty fell.  b. To lose office:  The disgraced prime minister fell 

from power.   11. To slope downward:  The rolling hills fall gently toward the coast.  

12. a. To lessen in amount or degree:  The air pressure is falling.  b. To decline in 

financial value:  Last year, stock prices fell sharply.  c. To lose weight.   13. To 

diminish in pitch or volume:  My friend’s voice fell to a whisper.  14. a. To give in 



to temptation; sin.  b. To lose one’s chastity.   15. To pass into a particular state, 

condition, or situation:  fell silent; fall in love.  16. To occur at a specified time:  

New Year’s Day falls on a Tuesday this year.  17. To occur at a specified place:  The 

stress falls on the last syllable.  18. To come, as by chance.  19. a. To be given by 

assignment or distribution:  The greatest task fell to me.  b. To be given by right or 

inheritance.   20. To be included within the range or scope of something:  The 

specimens fall into three categories.  21. To come into contact; strike:  My gaze fell 

on a small book in the corner.  22. To come out; issue:  Insincere compliments fell 

from their lips.  23. To begin vigorously:  fell to work immediately.  24. To be born. 

Used chiefly of lambs.   —  v.  tr. To cut down (a tree); fell.   —  n.  1. The act or 

an instance of falling.  2. A sudden drop from a relatively erect to a less erect 

position.  3. Something that has fallen:  a fall of hail.  4. a. An amount that has 

fallen:  a fall of two inches of rain.  b. The distance that something falls:  The vic-

tim suffered a fall of three stories to the ground.   5. Autumn.  6. falls. (used with a 

sing. or pl. verb). A waterfall.  7. A downward movement or slope.  8. Any of sev-

eral pendent articles of dress, especially: a. A veil hung from a woman’s hat and 

down her back.  b. An ornamental cascade of lace or trimming attached to a 

dress, usually at the collar.  c. A woman’s hairpiece with long, free-hanging hair.   

9. a. An overthrow; a collapse:  the fall of a government.  b. Armed capture of a 

place under siege:  the fall of Dien Bien Phu.   10. A reduction in value, amount, 

or degree.  11. A marked, often sudden, decline in status, rank, or importance: 

“turned them in, set them up for prosecution; positioned them, as it were, for the 

fall” (Joan Didion).  12. a. A moral lapse.  b. A loss of chastity.   13.  Often Fall. 
Theology. The loss of innocence and grace resulting from Adam’s eating the for-

bidden fruit in the Garden of Eden.  14. Sports. a. The act of throwing or forcing 

a wrestling opponent down on his or her back.  Also called pin b. Any of various 

wrestling maneuvers so used.   15. Nautical. a. A break or rise in the level of a 

deck.  b. falls. The apparatus used to hoist and transfer cargo or lifeboats.   

16. The end of a cable, rope, or chain that is pulled by the power source in hoist-

ing.  17. a. The birth of an animal, especially a lamb.  b. All the animals born at 

one birth; a litter.   18. A family of woodcock in flight.  See Synonyms at flock1.  
19. Botany. The outer series of perianth in the irises and related plants.   
—phrasal verbs. fall apart. To break down; collapse:  The rickety chair fell 

apart. He fell apart after years as a POW.  fall away. 2. To withdraw one’s friend-

ship and support.  3. To become gradually diminished in size.  4. To drift off an 

established course.  fall back. 5. To give ground; retreat.  6. To recede:  The 

waves fell back.  fall behind. 7. To fail to keep up a pace; lag behind.  8. To be 

financially in arrears.  fall down. To fail to meet expectations; lag in perfor-

mance:  fell down on the job.  fall for. 10. To feel love for.  11. To be deceived or 

swindled by:  fell for the con artist’s scheme and lost $200,000.  fall in. 12. To take 

one’s place in a military formation.  13. To sink inward; cave in:  The roof of the 



old barn fell in.  fall off. 14. To become less; decrease:  Stock prices have fallen off. 

The number of staff meetings fell off after a few months.  15. Nautical. To change 

course to leeward.  fall on (or fall upon). 16. To attack suddenly and viciously:  

Snipers and irregulars fell on the hapless patrol.  17. To meet with; encounter:  a 

stockbroker who fell on hard times.  fall out. 18. a. To leave a barracks, for exam-

ple, in order to take one’s place in a military formation.  b. To leave a military for-

mation.   19. To quarrel:  The siblings fell out over their inheritance.  20. To 

happen; occur.  21. a. To leave a barracks, for example, in order to take one’s 

place in a military formation.  b. To leave a military formation.   fall through. 
To fail; miscarry:  Our plans fell through at the last minute.  fall to. To begin an 

activity energetically: “The press fell to with a will” (Russell Baker).   —idioms. 
fall back on (or fall back upon). 1. To rely on:  fall back on old friends in time 

of need.  2. To resort to:  I had to fall back on my savings when I was unemployed.  

fall between (the) two stools. To fail because of an inability to reconcile or 

choose between two courses of action.  fall flat. 4. To fail miserably when 

attempting to achieve a result.  5. To have no effect:  The jokes fell flat.  fall foul 
(or fall afoul). 6. Nautical. To collide. Used of vessels.  7. To clash:  fell foul of 

the law.  fall from grace. To experience a major reduction in status or prestige.  

fall into line. To adhere to established rules or predetermined courses of action.  

fall in with. 10. To agree with or be in harmony with:  Their views fall in with 

ours.  11. To associate or begin to associate with:  fell in with the wrong crowd.  

fall on deaf ears. To go unheeded; be ignored completely: “Moscow’s own 

familiar charges... will also fall on deaf ears” (Foreign Affairs).  fall over back-
ward (or fall over backwards). To overexert oneself to do or accomplish 

something:  We fell over backward to complete the project on time.  fall over (one-
self). To display inordinate, typically effusive, enthusiasm:  fell over themselves to 

impress the general’s wife.  fall prey to. To be put into such a vulnerable position 

as to be at risk of harm, destruction, or invasion:  a person who fell prey to swin-

dlers; did not want the country to fall prey to terrorists.  fall short. 16. To fail to 

attain a specified amount, level, or degree:  an athlete whose skill fell far short of 

expectations.  17. To prove inadequate:  Our supplies of sugar and rice fell short.  

fall through the cracks. To pass unnoticed, neglected, or unchecked: “Much of 

the wisdom... seems to have fallen through the cracks, and only in the last third of the 

book do the central characters find their way out of its swampy narrative” (Boston 

Globe).  [Middle English fallen, from Old English feallan.]

Fall (fôl), Albert Bacon. 1861-1944.  American politician who as U.S. secretary 

of the interior (1921-1923) unlawfully transferred ownership of government land 

to private businessmen in the Teapot Dome scandal. 

fal·la·cious (fN-l7ùshNs) adj.  1. Containing or based on a fallacy:  a fallacious 

assumption.  2. Tending to mislead; deceptive:  fallacious testimony.   —fal·laù-
cious·ly adv. 



fal·la·cy (f4lùN-sK) n.  pl. fal·la·cies. 1. A false notion.  2. A statement or an 

argument based on a false or an invalid inference.  3. Incorrectness of reasoning 

or belief; erroneousness.  4. The quality of being deceptive.  [Alteration of Mid-

dle English fallace, from Old French, from Latin fall7cia, deceit, from fall7x, 

fall7c-, deceitful, from fallere, to deceive.]

fal·lal (f4-l4lù, f4lù4lÙ) n.  A showy article of dress.  [Origin unknown.] 
—fal·lalùer·y n. 

fall·back (fôlùb4kÙ) n.  1. a. Something to which one can resort or retreat.  b. A 

retreat.   2. Computer Science. A mechanism for carrying forth programmed 

instructions despite malfunction or failure of the primary device.  3. Something 

that falls back:  the fallback of a huge explosion.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or consti-

tuting a resort or place of retreat:  a fallback proposal; a fallback position behind 

our own lines. 

fall·board (fôlùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Music. The hinged cover protecting the key-

board of a piano. 

fall·en (fôùlNn) v.  Past participle of fall. 
fall·fish (fôlùfVshÙ) n.  pl. fallfish or fall·fish·es. A small, silvery freshwater fish 

(Semotilus corporalis) of streams and rivers in eastern North America. 

fall guy (fôl gX) n.  Slang. 1. A scapegoat.  2. A gullible victim; a dupe. 

fal·li·ble (f4lùN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of making an error:  Human beings are only 

fallible.  2. Tending or likely to be erroneous:  fallible hypotheses.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin fallibilis, from Latin fallere, to deceive.] 
—falÙli·bilùi·ty, falùli·ble·ness n.  —falùli·bly adv. 

Fal·lières (fäl-yHrù), (Clément) Armand. 1841-1931.  French politician and 

president (1906-1913) of the Third Republic. 

fall·ing action (fôùlVng 4kùshNn) n.  The events of a dramatic or narrative plot 

following the climax. 

fall·ing-out (fôÙlVng-outù) n.  pl. fall·ings-out or fall·ing-outs. A disagree-

ment; a quarrel:  a falling-out among family members. 

falling rhythm (fôùlVng rVthùNm) n.  A rhythmic pattern in which the stress 

regularly occurs on the first syllable of each foot, as in Jack and Jill went up the 

hill. 

falling star (fôùlVng stär) n.  See meteor. 
fall line (fôl lXn) n.  1. A line connecting the waterfalls of nearly parallel rivers 

that marks a drop in land level.  2. The natural line of descent, as for skiing, 

between two points on a slope. 

fall·off (fôlùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  A reduction or decrease:  a falloff in car sales. 

fal·lo·pi·an tube also Fal·lo·pi·an tube (fN-loùpK-Nn tub) n.  Either of a 

pair of slender ducts through which ova pass from the ovaries to the uterus in the 

female reproductive system of human beings and higher mammals.  [After Gab-

riele Fallopio (1523-1562), Italian anatomist.]



Fal·lot’s tetralogy (f4-lozù tH-tr4lùN-jK) n.  Tetralogy of Fallot. 

fall·out (fôlùoutÙ) n.  1. a. The slow descent of minute particles of debris in the 

atmosphere following an explosion, especially the descent of radioactive debris 

after a nuclear explosion.  b. The particles that descend in this fashion.   2. An 

incidental result or side effect: “Other social trends also have psychiatric fallout, 

and the people who suffer can’t afford treatment” (Martha Farnsworth Riche). 

fal·low (f4lùo) adj.  1. Plowed but left unseeded during a growing season:  fallow 

farmland.  2. Characterized by inactivity:  a fallow gold market.   —  n.  1. Land 

left unseeded during a growing season.  2. The act of plowing land and leaving it 

unseeded.  3. The condition or period of being unseeded.   —  v.  tr. fal·lowed, 
fal·low·ing, fal·lows. 1. To plow (land) without seeding it afterward.  2. To 

plow and till (land), especially to eradicate or reduce weeds.  [Middle English 

falow, from Old English fealh, fallow land.] —falùlow·ness n. 

fallow deer (f4lùo dîr) n.  A small Eurasian deer (Dama dama) having a yel-

lowish-red coat spotted with white in summer and broad, flattened antlers in the 

male.  [Obsolete fallow, reddish-yellow, from Middle English falow, falwe, from 

Old English fealu. See pel-1 in Appendix.]

Fall River (fôl rVvùNr)  A city of southeast Massachusetts on the Rhode Island 

border west-northwest of New Bedford. Formerly a thriving textile center, it now 

has various diversified industries. Lizzie Borden lived here. Population, 92,703. 

Fal·mouth (f4lùmNth)  A town of southeast Massachusetts on southwest Cape 

Cod. Once a whaling and shipbuilding center, it is now a popular summer resort 

and the site of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Population, 27,960. 

false (fôls) adj.  fals·er, fals·est. 1. Contrary to fact or truth:  false tales of brav-

ery.  2. Deliberately untrue:  delivered false testimony under oath.  3. Arising from 

mistaken ideas:  false hopes of writing a successful novel.  4. Intentionally decep-

tive:  a suitcase with a false bottom; false promises.  5. Not keeping faith; treacher-

ous:  a false friend.  See Synonyms at faithless.  6. Not genuine or real:  false 

teeth; false documents.  7. Erected temporarily, as for support during construc-

tion.  8. Resembling but not accurately or properly designated as such:  a false 

thaw in January; the false dawn peculiar to the tropics.  9. Music. Of incorrect 

pitch.  10. Unwise; imprudent:  Don’t make a false move or I’ll shoot.   —  adv.  In 

a treacherous or faithless manner:  play a person false.  [Middle English fals, from 

Old French, from Latin falsus, from past participle of fallere, to deceive.] 
—falseùly adv.  —falseùness n. 

false alarm (fôls N-lärmù) n.  1. An emergency alarm, such as a fire alarm, that 

is set off unnecessarily.  2. A signal or warning that is groundless. 

false arrest (fôls N-rHstù) n.  Law. Unlawful or unjustifiable arrest. 

False Bay (fôls b7)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean southwest of Cape Town, 

South Africa. 

false fruit (fôls frut) n.  1.  See accessory fruit.  2.  See pome. 



false-heart·ed (fôlsùhärùtVd) adj.  Of a deceitful nature; treacherous.   
—falseù-heartùed·ness n. 

false·hood (fôlsùhtdÙ) n.  1. An untrue statement; a lie.  2. The practice of 

lying.  3. Lack of conformity to truth or fact; inaccuracy. 

false imprisonment (fôls Vm-prVzùNn-mNnt) n.  Law. Detention or imprison-

ment of a person contrary to the provisions of law. 

false indigo (fôls VnùdV-goÙ) n.  1. A shrub (Amorpha fruticosa) of eastern 

North America, having compound leaves with numerous leaflets and long clus-

ters of purplish flowers.  2. A plant (Baptisia australis) of the southeast United 

States, having compound leaves with three leaflets and deep blue or purplish 

flowers. 

false ipecac (fôls VpùV-k4kÙ) n.  A shrubby plant (Psychotria emetica) native to 

Central and South America, having small white flowers and strong-smelling roots 

that are the source of an inferior quality of ipecac. 

false miterwort (fôls mXùtNr-wûrtÙ) n.  See foamflower. 
false pretense (fôls prKùtHnsÙ) n.  Law. False representation of fact or circum-

stance, calculated to mislead. 

false rib (fôls rVb) n.  Any of the lower ribs that do not unite directly with the 

sternum. The five lower pairs of ribs in human beings are false ribs. 

false Sol·o·mon’s seal (fôls smlùN-mNnz sKl) n.  Any of several plants of the 

genus Smilacina, native to North America and Asia and having a plumelike cluster 

of small greenish-white flowers with a persistent perianth.  Also called Solomon’s 

feather, Solomon’s plume. 

false spikenard (fôls spXkùnärdÙ) n.  A perennial herb (Smilacina racemosa) 

native to eastern North America, having fleshy rhizomes, white flowers, and usu-

ally red fruits.  Also called Solomon’s zigzag 

fal·set·to (fôl-sHtùo) n.  pl. fal·set·tos. Music. 1. A male singing voice marked 

by artificially produced tones in an upper register beyond the normal range espe-

cially of a tenor.  2. One that sings in this way.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a falsetto voice; falsetto singers.  [Italian, diminutive of 

falso, false, from Latin falsus. See FALSE.] —fal·setùto adv. 

fals·ie (fôlùsK) n.  Informal. Padding or a pad worn inside a brassiere to make the 

breasts appear larger. Often used in the plural. 

fal·si·fy (fôlùsN-fXÙ) v.  fal·si·fied, fal·si·fy·ing, fal·si·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To state 

untruthfully; misrepresent.  2. a. To make false by altering or adding to:  falsify 

testimony.  b. To counterfeit; forge:  falsify a visa.   3. To declare or prove to be 

false.   —  v.  intr. To make untrue statements; lie.  [Middle English falsifien, from 

Old French falsifier, from Late Latin falsific7re : Latin falsus, false; see FALSE + 

Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —falÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —falùsi·fiÙer n. 

fal·si·ty (fôlùsV-tK) n.  pl. fal·si·ties. 1. The quality or condition of being false.  

2. Something false; a lie. 



Fal·staff·i·an (fôl-st4fùK-Nn) adj.  Characterized by joviality and conviviality.  

[After Sir John Falstaff, a character in Henry IV, Parts I and II, and The Merry 

Wives of Windsor by William Shakespeare.]

Fal·ster (fälùstNr, fôlù-)  An island of southeast Denmark in the Baltic Sea off the 

southern tip of Sjaelland, with which it is connected by bridge. 

falt·boat (fältùbotÙ, fôltù-) n.  Nautical. See foldboat.  [Partial translation of 

German Faltboot, folding boat  : falten, to fold (from Middle High German 

valten, from Old High German faldan); see pel-2 in Appendix + Boot, boat.]

fal·ter (fôlùtNr) v.  intr. fal·tered, fal·ter·ing, fal·ters. 1. To be unsteady in 

purpose or action, as from loss of courage or confidence; waver.  See Synonyms at 

hesitate.  2. To speak hesitatingly; stammer.  3. a. To move ineptly or haltingly; 

stumble.  b. To operate or perform unsteadily or with a loss of effectiveness:  The 

automobile engine faltered.    —  n.  1. Unsteadiness in speech or action.  2. A fal-

tering sound.  [Middle English falteren, to stagger, possibly from Old Norse fal-

trask, to be puzzled, hesitate.] —falùter·er n.  —falùter·ing·ly adv. 

falx (f4lks, fôlks) n.  pl. fal·ces (f4lùsKzÙ, fôlù-). A sickle-shaped anatomical 

structure.  [Latin, sickle.]

FAM abbr.  Free and Accepted Masons. 

fam. abbr.  1. Familiar.  2. Family. 

Fa·ma·gu·sta (fäÙmN-guùstN, f4mÙN-)  A city of eastern Cyprus on the Bay of 
Famagusta, an inlet of the Mediterranean Sea. Famagusta was a refugee center 

for Christians after Acre fell to the Saracens (1291). Population, 50,000. 

fame (f7m) n.  1. a. Great renown:  a concert violinist of international fame.  

b. Public estimation; reputation:  a politician of ill fame.   2. Archaic. Rumor.   —  
v.  tr. famed, fam·ing, fames. 1. To make renowned or famous.  2. Archaic. To 

report to be.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin f7ma. See bh7-2 in 

Appendix.]

famed (f7md) adj.  Having great fame; famous.  See Synonyms at noted. 
fa·mil·ial (fN-mVlùyNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a family.  2. Occurring or tend-

ing to occur among members of a family, usuallly by heredity:  familial traits; 

familial disease. 

fa·mil·iar (fN-mVlùyNr) adj.  Abbr. fam. 1. Often encountered or seen; common.  

2. Having fair knowledge; acquainted:  was familiar with those roads.  3. Of 

established friendship; intimate:  on familiar terms.  4. Natural and unstudied; 

informal:  lectured in a familiar style.  5. Taking undue liberties; presumptuous:  

Students should not try to be familiar in their behavior toward an instructor.  

6. Familial.  7. Domesticated; tame. Used of animals.   —  n.  Abbr. fam. 1. A 

close friend or associate.  2. An attendant spirit, often taking animal form.  

3. One who performs domestic service in the household of a high official.  4. A 

person who frequents a place.  [Middle English, from Old French familier, from 

Latin famili7ris, domestic, from familia, family. See FAMILY.] —fa·milùiar·ly adv.  



SYNONYMS: familiar, close, intimate, confidential, chummy. These adjectives

describe relationships marked by intimacy. Familiar implies an easy, often infor-

mal association based on frequent contact or shared interests: a familiar song; a

familiar guest. Close implies strong emotional attachment: close friendship; close to

my brothers and sisters. Intimate suggests bonds of affection or understanding re-

sulting from the sharing of interests, problems, and experiences: intimate friends;

on an intimate footing. Confidential suggests closeness founded on trust: the prime

minister’s confidential secretary. Chummy implies the comfortable, casual sociabil-

ity shared by close friends: The bartender was chummy with the regular customers.

See also Synonyms at common

fa·mil·iar·i·ty (fN-mVlÙy4rùV-tK, -mVlÙK-4rù-) n.  pl. fa·mil·iar·i·ties. 
1. Considerable acquaintance with.  2. Established friendship; intimacy.  

3. a. An excessively familiar or informal act; an impropriety.  b. A sexual 

advance.   4. The quality or condition of being familiar. 

fa·mil·iar·ize (fN-mVlùyN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. fa·mil·iar·ized, fa·mil·iar·iz·ing, 
fa·mil·iar·iz·es. 1. To make known, recognized, or familiar.  2. To make 

acquainted with.   —fa·milÙiar·i·zaùtion (-yNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —fa·milùiar·izÙer 
n. 

fam·i·ly (f4mùN-lK, f4mùlK) n.  pl. fam·i·lies. Abbr. fam. 1. a. A fundamental 

social group in society typically consisting of a man and woman and their off-

spring.  b. Two or more people who share goals and values, have long-term com-

mitments to one another, and reside usually in the same dwelling place.   2. All 

the members of a household under one roof.  3. A group of persons sharing com-

mon ancestry.  See Usage Note at collective noun.  4. Lineage, especially distin-

guished lineage.  5. A locally independent organized crime unit, as of the Cosa 

Nostra.  6. a. A group of like things; a class.  b. A group of individuals derived 

from a common stock:  the family of human beings.   7. Biology. A taxonomic cat-

egory of related organisms ranking below an order and above a genus. A family 

usually consists of several genera.  See Table at taxonomy.  8. Linguistics. A 

group of languages descended from the same parent language, such as the Indo-

European language family.  9. Mathematics. A set of functions or surfaces that 

can be generated by varying the parameters of a general equation.  10. Chemistry. 

A group of elements with similar chemical properties.  11. Chemistry. A vertical 

column in the periodic table of elements.   —  adj.  1. Of or having to do with a 

family:  family problems.  2. Being suitable for a family:  family movies.  [Middle 

English familie, from Latin familia, household, servants of a household, from 

famulus, servant.]

family Bible (f4mùN-lK bXùbNl) n.  A Bible with special pages to record births, 

deaths, and marriages. 



family circle (f4mùN-lK sûrùkNl) n.  A section of theater seats that are less expen-

sive than some others. 

family doctor (f4mùN-lK dmkùtNr) n.  1. A physician who practices the specialty 

of family medicine.  Also called family physician, family practitioner.  2.  See gen-
eral practitioner. 

family hour (f4mùN-lK our) n.  A period of time during the evening, typically 

between 6 and 8 P.M., during which television and radio programs suitable for 

family viewing and listening are broadcast.  Also called family time 

family jewels (f4mùN-lK juùNlz) pl.n.  1. Jealously guarded assets or secrets.  

2. Slang. The male genitals. 

family man (f4mùN-lK m4n) n.  1. A man having a wife and children.  2. A man 

devoted to his family. 

family medicine (f4mùN-lK mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine that deals 

with provision of comprehensive health care to people regardless of age or sex 

while placing particular emphasis on the family unit.  Also called family practice 

family name (f4mùN-lK n7m) n.  See surname (n., sense 1). 

family physician (f4mùN-lK fV-zVshùNn) n.  See family doctor (n., sense 1). 

family plan·ning (f4mùN-lK pl4nùVng) n.  A program to regulate the number 

and spacing of children in a family through the practice of contraception or other 

methods of birth control. 

family practice (f4mùN-lK pr4kùtVs) n.  See family medicine. 
family practitioner (f4mùN-lK pr4k-tVshùN-nNr) n.  See family doctor (n., 

sense 1). 

family room (f4mùN-lK rum) n.  A recreation room especially for the use of 

family members. 

family style (f4mùN-lK stXl) adv.  & adj.  Having serving dishes of food placed 

on the table at a sit-down meal so that each participant in the meal can select his 

or her own portions:  students eating family style in the dorm; a family style restau-

rant. 

family therapy (f4mùN-lK thHrùN-pK) n.  A form of psychotherapy in which the 

interrelationships of family members are examined in group sessions in order to 

identify and alleviate the problems of one or more members of the family. 

family time (f4mùN-lK tXm) n.  See family hour. 
family tree (f4mùN-lK trK) n.  1. A genealogical diagram of a family’s ancestry.  

2. The ancestors and descendants of a family considered as a group. 

family way (f4mùN-lK w7) n.  Informal. The state of being pregnant:  My neigh-

bor is in a family way. 

fam·ine (f4mùVn) n.  1. A drastic, wide-reaching food shortage.  2. A drastic 

shortage; a dearth.  3. Severe hunger; starvation.  4. Archaic. Extreme appetite.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from faim, hunger, from Latin famKs.]



fam·ish (f4mùVsh) v.  fam·ished, fam·ish·ing, fam·ish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to endure severe hunger.  2. To cause to starve to death.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

endure severe deprivation, especially of food.  2. To undergo starvation and die.  

[Middle English famishen, alteration of Middle English famen, from Old French 

afamer, from Vulgar Latin *affam7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin famKs, hunger.] 
—famùish·ment n. 

fa·mous (f7ùmNs) adj.  1. Well or widely known.  See Synonyms at noted.  
2. Informal. First-rate; excellent:  had a famous old time at the party.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin f7mosus, from f7ma, fame. See bh7-2 

in Appendix.] —faùmous·ly adv.  —faùmous·ness n. 

fam·u·lus (f4mùyN-lNs) n.  pl. fam·u·li (-lXÙ). A private secretary or other close 

attendant.  [German, from Latin.]

fan1 (f4n) n.  1. A device for creating a current of air or a breeze, especially: a. A 

machine using an electric motor to rotate thin, rigid vanes in order to move air, as 

for cooling.  b. A collapsible, usually wedge-shaped device made of a light mate-

rial such as silk, paper, or plastic.   2. A machine for winnowing.  3. Something 

resembling an open fan in shape:  a peacock’s fan.   —  v.  fanned, fan·ning, 
fans.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move or cause a current of (air) with or as if with a fan.  

2. To direct a current of air or a breeze upon, especially in order to cool:  fan one’s 

face.  3. To stir (something) up by or as if by fanning:  fanned the flames in the 

fireplace; an otherwise quiet employee who fanned resentment among her colleagues.  

4. To open (something) out into the shape of a fan:  The bird fanned its colorful 

tail.  5. a. To fire (an automatic gun) in a continuous sweep by keeping one’s fin-

ger on the trigger.  b. To fire (a nonautomatic gun) rapidly by chopping the ham-

mer with the palm.   6. To winnow.  7. Baseball. To strike out (a batter).   —  v.  

intr. 1. To spread out like a fan:  The troops fanned out in a northerly direction.  

2. Baseball. To strike out.  [Middle English, winnowing fan, from Old English 

fann, from Latin vannus. See wet-1 in Appendix.]

fan2 (f4n) n.  Informal. An ardent devotee; an enthusiast.  [Short for FANATIC.]

fan·ac  or FAN·AC (f4nù4kÙ) n.  Slang. The activities of fans, especially fans of 

science fiction or skateboarding, usually involving the organization of conven-

tions or writing of articles.  [Perhaps FAN
2 + AC(TIVITY).]

fa·nat·ic (fN-n4tùVk) n.  A person marked or motivated by an extreme, unreason-

ing enthusiasm, as for a cause.   —  adj.  Fanatical.  [Latin f7n7ticus, inspired by 

orgiastic rites, pertaining to a temple, from f7num, temple. See dhKs- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: fanatic, zealot, enthusiast. These nouns denote persons who are

ardently and usually excessively devoted to a particular cause, subject, or activity.

Fanatic implies the pursuit of a given interest to inordinate and even irrational

lengths, often to the exclusion of all other interests: “A fanatic is one who can’t



change his mind and won’t change the subject” (Winston S. Churchill). A zealot is

immoderately devoted to a cause or goal and seeks to advance it with passionate

fervor: “those furious zealots who blow the bellows of faction until the whole furnace

of politics is red-hot” (Washington Irving). Enthusiast can denote a religious zealot

holding visionary opinions: “It is unfortunate, considering that enthusiasm moves

the world, that so few enthusiasts can be trusted to speak the truth” (A.J. Balfour).

More commonly, however, it merely implies strong interest in something, such as

a hobby, and lacks the unfavorable connotations of the other terms: a hockey en-

thusiast.

fa·nat·i·cal (fN-n4tùV-kNl) adj.  Possessed with or motivated by excessive, irratio-

nal zeal.   —fa·natùi·cal·ly adv.  —fa·natùi·cal·ness n. 

fa·nat·i·cism (fN-n4tùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Excessive, irrational zeal. 

fa·nat·i·cize (fN-n4tùV-sXzÙ) v.  fa·nat·i·cized, fa·nat·i·ciz·ing, 
fa·nat·i·ciz·es.  —  v.  tr. To make fanatical.   —  v.  intr. To behave as a fanatic. 

fan belt (f4n bHlt) n.  A taut rubber belt that transfers torque from the crank-

shaft to the shaft of the cooling fan on an engine. 

fan·ci·er (f4nùsK-Nr) n.  1. One who has a special enthusiasm for or interest in 

something:  a fancier of antiques.  2. One who breeds a plant or an animal for 

those features held to be desirable. 

fan·ci·ful (f4nùsV-fNl) adj.  1. Created in the fancy; unreal:  a fanciful story.  

2. Tending to indulge in fancy:  a fanciful mind.  3. Showing invention or whimsy 

in design; imaginative.  See Synonyms at fantastic.  —fanùci·ful·ly adv.  

—fanùci·ful·ness n. 

fan·cy (f4nùsK) n.  pl. fan·cies. 1. The mental faculty through which whims, 

visions, and fantasies are summoned up; imagination, especially of a whimsical 

or fantastic nature.  See Synonyms at imagination.  2. An image or a fantastic 

invention created by the mind.  3. A capricious notion; a whim.  4. A capricious 

liking or inclination.  5. Critical sensibility; taste.  6. Amorous or romantic 

attachment; love.  7. a. The enthusiasts or fans of a sport or pursuit considered as 

a group.  b. The sport or pursuit, such as boxing, engaging the interest of such a 

group.    —  adj.  fan·ci·er, fan·ci·est. 1. Highly decorated:  a fancy hat.  

2. Arising in the fancy; capricious.  3. Executed with skill; complex or intricate:  

the fancy footwork of a figure skater.  4.  Abbr. fcy. Of superior grade; fine:  fancy 

preserves.  5. Excessive or exorbitant:  paid a fancy price for the car.  6. Bred for 

unusual qualities or special points.   —  v.  tr. fan·cied, fan·cy·ing, fan·cies. 
1. To visualize; imagine: “She tried to fancy what the flame of a candle looks like 

after the candle is blown out” (Lewis Carroll).  2. To take a fancy to; like.  See Syn-

onyms at like1.  3. To suppose; guess.  [From Middle English fantsy, imagination, 

fantasy, from fantasie. See FANTASY.] —fanùci·ly adv.  —fanùci·ness n. 

fancy dress (f4nùsK drHs) n.  A masquerade costume. 



fan·cy-free (f4nùsK-frKù) adj.  1. Having no commitments or restrictions; care-

free.  2. Not in love or married; unattached. 

fan·cy·work (f4nùsK-wûrkÙ) n.  Decorative needlework, such as embroidery. 

fan·dan·go (f4n-d4ngùgo) n.  pl. fan·dan·gos. 1. a. An animated Spanish or 

Spanish-American dance in triple time.  b. A piece of music for this dance.   

2. Informal. Nonsense; tomfoolery.  [Spanish, possibly alteration of *fadango, 

from fado, from Portuguese, sad song. See FADO.]

fan·dom (f4nùdNm) n.  All the fans of a sport, an activity, or a famous person. 

Fan·euil (f4nùl, f4nùyNl), Peter. 1700-1743.  American merchant who built 

Faneuil Hall in Boston (1742) and donated it to the city. The building was a meet-

ing place for patriots during the Revolutionary period. 

fan·fare (f4nùfârÙ) n.  1. Music. A loud flourish of brass instruments, especially 

trumpets.  2. Informal. A spectacular public display.  [French, possibly of imita-

tive origin.]

fan·far·o·nade (f4nÙf4r-N-n7dù, -nädù) n.  1. Bragging or blustering manner 

or behavior.  2. A fanfare.  [French fanfaronnade, from Spanish fanfarronada, 

bluster, from fanfarrón, a braggart, perhaps from Arabic farf7r.]

fang (f4ng) n.  1. A long, pointed tooth, especially: a. Any of the hollow or 

grooved teeth of a venomous snake with which it injects its poison.  b. Any of the 

canine teeth of a carnivorous animal with which it seizes and tears its prey.   2. A 

fanglike structure, especially a chelicera of a venomous spider.  3. The root of a 

tooth.  [Middle English, booty, spoils, something seized, from Old English. See 

pag- in Appendix.] —fanged adj. 

Fang (f4ng, fäng, fäN) n.  pl. Fang or Fangs. 1. A member of a people inhabit-

ing Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, and Cameroon.  2. The Bantu language of the 

Fang. 

fan-in (f4nùVnÙ) n.  Computer Science. The number of inputs available to a given 

logic circuit. 

fan·ion (f4nùyNn) n.  A small flag for marking a position, used especially by sur-

veyors or soldiers.  [French, alteration of *fanillon, diminutive of fanon, maniple, 

from Old French, from Frankish *fano.]

fan·jet also fan-jet (f4nùjHtÙ) n.  1. A jet engine that provides extra thrust by 

means of a ducted fan in its forward end that draws in extra air.  2. An airplane 

with such an engine. 

fan letter (f4n lHtùNr) n.  A piece of fan mail. 

fan·light (f4nùlXtÙ) n.  1. Architecture. A half-circle window, often with sash bars 

arranged like the ribs of a fan.  2. Chiefly British. A transom. 

fan mail (f4n m7l) n.  Mail sent to a public figure by admirers. 

fan·ny (f4nùK) n.  pl. fan·nies. Slang. The buttocks.  [Perhaps from Fanny, a 

nickname for Frances.]



fan-out (f4nùoutÙ) n.  Computer Science. The number of circuits that can be fed 

input signals from an output device. 

fan palm (f4n päm) n.  A palm tree having palmately divided, fanlike leaves. 

fan·tab·u·lous (f4n-t4bùyN-lNs) adj.  Slang. Marvelously excellent: “a really 

fantabulous find, just magnificent” (Mel Fisher).  [Blend of FANTASTIC, and FABU-

LOUS.]

fan·tail (f4nùt7lÙ) n.  1. Any of a breed of domestic pigeons having a rounded, 

fan-shaped tail.  2. Any of several birds of the genus Rhipidura of eastern Asia 

and Australia, having a long, fan-shaped tail.  3. Any of a breed of goldfish hav-

ing a wide, fanlike double tail fin.  4. A fanlike tail or end.  5. Nautical. The stern 

overhang of a ship.   —fanùtailedÙ adj. 

fan-tan (f4nùt4nÙ) n.  Games. 1. A Chinese betting game in which the players lay 

wagers on the number of counters that will remain when a hidden pile of them 

has been divided by four.  2. A card game in which sevens and their equivalent are 

played in sequence and the first player out of cards is the winner.  [Chinese f7n 

t7n : f7n, turn, chance + t7n, to spread out.]

fan·ta·sia (f4n-t7ùzhN, -zhK-N, f4nÙtN-zKùN) n.  Music. 1. A free composition 

structured according to the composer’s fancy.  Also called fantasy 2. A medley of 

familiar themes, with variations and interludes.  [Italian, from Latin phantasia, 

fantasy. See FANTASY.]

fan·ta·sist (f4nùtN-sVst) n.  One that creates a fantasy. 

fan·ta·size (f4nùtN-sXzÙ) v.  fan·ta·sized, fan·ta·siz·ing, fan·ta·siz·es.  —  v.  

tr. To portray in the mind; imagine.   —  v.  intr. To indulge in fantasies. 

fan·tast (f4nùt4stÙ) n.  A visionary; a dreamer.  [German, from Medieval Latin 

phantasta, from Greek phantastKs, boaster, from phantasia, imagination. See FAN-

TASY.]

fan·tas·tic (f4n-t4sùtVk) also fan·tas·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Quaint or strange in 

form, conception, or appearance.  2. a. Unrestrainedly fanciful; extravagant:  

fantastic hopes.  b. Bizarre, as in form or appearance; strange:  fantastic attire; 

fantastic behavior.  c. Based on or existing only in fantasy; unreal:  fantastic ideas 

about her own superiority.   3. Wonderful or superb; remarkable:  a fantastic trip 

to Europe.   —  n.  An eccentric person.  [Middle English fantastik, imagined, 

from Old French fantastique, from Late Latin phantasticus, imaginary, from 

Greek phantastikos, able to create mental images, from phantazesthai, to appear. 

See FANTASY.] —fan·tasÙti·calùi·ty (-tV-k4lùV-tK) n.  —fan·tasùti·cal·ly adv.  

—fan·tasùti·cal·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: fantastic, bizarre, grotesque, fanciful, exotic. These adjectives ap-

ply to what is very strange or strikingly unusual. Fantastic in this comparison de-

scribes what seems to have slight relation to the real world because of its strange-

ness or extravagance: fantastic imaginary beasts such as the unicorn. Bizarre stresses



oddness of character or appearance that is heightened by striking contrasts and

incongruities and that shocks or fascinates: a bizarre art nouveau façade. Grotesque

refers principally to appearance or aspect in which deformity and distortion ap-

proach the point of caricature or even absurdity: rainspouts terminating in gar-

goyles and other grotesque creatures. Fanciful applies to a character, nature, or de-

sign strongly influenced by imagination, caprice, or whimsy: a fanciful pattern

with intertwined vines and flowers. Something exotic is unusual and intriguing in

appearance or effect: exotic birds.

fan·tas·ti·cate (f4n-t4sùtV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. fan·tas·ti·cat·ed, fan·tas·ti·cat·ing, 
fan·tas·ti·cates. To make fantastic: “[his] splendidly baroque style adorns and 

fantasticates his thought” (New York Times).   —fan·tasÙti·caùtion n. 

fan·tas·ti·co (f4n-t4sùtV-ko) n.  pl. fan·tas·ti·coes. Informal. An extremely 

bizarre person.  [Italian, imaginary, from Late Latin phantasticus. See FANTASTIC.]

fan·ta·sy (f4nùtN-sK, -zK) n.  pl. fan·ta·sies. 1. The creative imagination; unre-

strained fancy.  See Synonyms at imagination.  2. Something, such as an inven-

tion, that is a creation of the fancy.  3. A capricious or fantastic idea; a conceit.  

4. a. Fiction characterized by highly fanciful or supernatural elements.  b. An 

example of such fiction.   5. An imagined event or sequence of mental images, 

such as a daydream, usually fulfilling a wish or psychological need.  6. Music. See 

fantasia (n., sense 1).  7. A coin issued especially by a questionable authority 

and not intended for use as currency.  8. Obsolete. A hallucination.   —  v.  tr. 

fan·ta·sied, fan·ta·sy·ing, fan·ta·sies. To imagine; visualize.  [Middle English 

fantasie, fantsy, from Old French fantasie, from Latin phantasia, from Greek, 

appearance, imagination, from phantazesthai, to appear, from phantos, visible, 

from phainesthai, to appear. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

fan·ta·sy·land (f4nùtN-sK-l4ndÙ, -zK-) n.  A place conjured up by the imagina-

tion, often populated by bizarre inhabitants:  the fantasyland of an operetta; televi-

sion’s latest excursion into fantasyland; a fantasyland on the order of Versailles.   —  
n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  fantasyland sales projections; 

a fantasyland park near a castle. 

Fan·te  or Fan·ti (f4nùtK, fänù-) n.  pl. Fante or Fanti also Fan··tes  or Fan··tis. 
1. A member of a people inhabiting Ghana.  2. The variety of Akan spoken by 

this people. 

fan·toc·ci·ni (fänÙtN-chKùnK) pl.n.  1. Puppets animated by moving wires or 

mechanical means.  2. A play or show employing such puppets.  [Italian, pl. of 

fantoccino diminutive of fantoccio, puppet augmentative of fante, child, short for 

infante, from Latin inf7ns, infant-, infant. See INFANT.]

fan·tod (f4nùtmdÙ) n.  1. fantods. a. A state of nervous irritability.  b. Nervous 

movements caused by tension.   2. An outburst of emotion; a fit.  [Origin 

unknown.]



fan·tom (f4nùtNm) n.  & adj.   Variant of phantom. 
fan vaulting (f4n vôlùtVng) n.  Architecture. An intricate style of traceried 

vaulting, common in late English Gothic, in which ribs arch out like a fan. 

fan·wort (f4nùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several aquatic plants of the genus 

Cabomba, having opposite, finely divided, fanlike submersed leaves and alternate, 

entire, peltate floating leaves.  Also called cabomba 

fan·zine (f4nùzKn) n.  An amateur-produced fan magazine distributed by mail 

to a subculture readership and devoted to the coverage of interests such as science 

fiction, rock music, or skateboarding.  [FAN
2 + (MAGA)ZINE.]

FAQ abbr.  Fair average quality. 

far (fär) adv.  far·ther (färùthNr)  or fur·ther (fûrùthNr), far·thest (färùthVst)  or 

fur·thest (fûrùthVst). 1. To, from, or at considerable distance:  a cat that had 

strayed far from home.  2. To or at a specific distance, degree, or position:  Just 

how far are you taking this argument?  3. To a considerable degree; much:  felt far 

better yesterday; eyes that seemed far too close together.  4. Not at all; anything but:  

seems far from content; a test of strength that was far from a failure.  5. To an 

advanced point or stage:  a brilliant student who will go far.   —  adj.  farther or 

further, farthest or furthest. 1. a. Being at considerable distance; remote:  a 

far country.  b. Going back a considerable extent in time:  the far past.  See Syn-

onyms at distant.   2. More distant than another:  the far corner.  3. Extensive or 

lengthy:  a far trek.  4. Far-seeing and comprehensive in thought or outlook:  a 

commander of far vision.  5. Marked by political views of the most advanced or 

extreme nature:  the far right; the far left.  6. Being on the right side of an animal 

or a vehicle.  7. Being the animal or vehicle on the right.   —idioms. as far as. 
To or at a specific point, degree, or extent:  They will arrive at nine, as far as we 

know.  by far. To the most extreme or evident degree:  She is by far the best execu-

tive in the company.  far and away. By a great margin: “That made him, far and 

away, the best known of the Democrats who started the presidential race this year” 

(Tom Wicker).  far cry. A long way:  The climate in Alaska is a far cry from that of 

Florida.  how far. To what degree, distance, or extent:  didn’t know how far to 

believe them; tried to decide how far she could ski in such cold.  so far. 6. Up to the 

present moment:  So far there’s been no word from them.  7. To a limited extent:  

You can go only so far on five dollars.  thus far. Up to this point; so far:  Our suc-

cess has been limited thus far.  [Middle English, from Old English feor. See per1 in 

Appendix.]

Far. abbr.  Faraday. 

far·ad (f4rùNd, -4dÙ) n.  Abbr. F The unit of capacitance in the meter-kilogram-

second system equal to the capacitance of a capacitor having an equal and oppo-

site charge of 1 coulomb on each plate and a potential difference of 1 volt 

between the plates.  See Table at measurement.  [After Michael FARADAY.]

far·a·da·ic (f4rÙN-d7ùVk) adj.  Variant of faradic. 



far·a·day (f4rùN-d7Ù) n.  Abbr. Far. The quantity of electricity that is capable of 

depositing or liberating 1 gram equivalent weight of a substance in electrolysis, 

approximately 9.6494 ∞ 104 coulombs.  [After Michael FARADAY.]

Far·a·day (f4rùN-d7Ù, -dK), Michael. 1791-1867.  British physicist and chemist 

who discovered electromagnetic induction (1831) and proposed the field theory 

later developed by Maxwell and Einstein. 

Faraday effect (f4rùN-d7Ù V-fHktù) n.  The rotation of the plane of polarization 

of either a plane-polarized light beam passed through a transparent isotropic 

medium or a plane-polarized microwave passing through a magnetic field along 

the lines of that field.  Also called Faraday rotation [After Michael FARADAY.]

fa·rad·ic (fN-r4dùVk) also far·a·da·ic (f4rÙN-d7ùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or using 

an intermittent asymmetrical alternating electric current produced by an induc-

tion coil.  [After Michael FARADAY.]

far·a·dism (f4rùN-dVzÙNm) n.  Faradization. 

far·a·di·za·tion (f4rÙN-dV-z7ùshNn) n.  The application of faradic current to 

stimulate muscles and nerves. 

far·a·dize (f4rùN-dXzÙ) v.  tr. far·a·dized, far·a·diz·ing, far·a·diz·es. To treat 

or stimulate (a muscle or nerve) with faradic current. 

far·an·dole (f4rùNn-dolÙ) n.  1. A spirited circle dance of Provençal derivation.  

2. The music for this circle dance.  [French, from Provençal farandoulo.]

far and wide (fär Nnd wXd) adv.  Everywhere:  looked far and wide for the lost 

puppy. 

far·a·way (färùN-w7ù) adj.  1. Very distant; remote.  See Synonyms at distant.  
2. Abstracted; dreamy:  a faraway look. 

farce (färs) n.  1. a. A light dramatic work in which highly improbable plot situ-

ations, exaggerated characters, and often slapstick elements are used for humor-

ous effect.  b. The broad or spirited humor characteristic of such works.   2. A 

ludicrous, empty show; a mockery:  The election was a farce, for it was fixed.  3. A 

seasoned stuffing, as for roasted turkey.   —  v.  tr. farced, farc·ing, farc·es. 
1. To pad or fill out (a speech, for example) with jokes or witticisms.  2. To stuff, 

as for roasting.  [Middle English farse, stuffing, from Old French farce, stuffing, 

interpolation, interlude, from Vulgar Latin *farsa, from Latin farsa, feminine 

past participle of farcXre, to stuff.]

far·ceur (fär-sœrù) n.  1. One who acts in or writes a farce.  2. A comic; a wag.  

[French, from Old French, from farcer, to joke, from farce, farce. See FARCE.]

far·ci  or far·cie (fär-sKù) adj.  Stuffed, especially with finely ground meat:  

mushrooms farci.  [French, past participle of farcir, to stuff, from Old French, 

from Latin farcXre.]

far·ci·cal (färùsV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to farce.  2. a. Resembling a farce; 

ludicrous.  b. Ridiculously clumsy; absurd.    —farÙci·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) n.  

—farùci·cal·ly adv.  —farùci·cal·ness n. 



far·cie (fär-sKù) adj.  Variant of farci. 
far·cy (färùsK) n.  Veterinary Medicine. A chronic form of glanders that affects 

chiefly the skin and superficial lymph vessels.  [Middle English farsi, farsin, from 

Old French farcin, from Latin farcXmen, sausage, from farcXre, to stuff.]

farcy bud (färùsK bƒd) n.  Veterinary Medicine. A craterlike ulcer characteristic 

of farcy. 

far·del (färùdl) n.  1. A pack; a bundle.  2. A burden.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, diminutive of farde, package, from Arabic fardah.]

fare (fâr) v.  intr. fared, far·ing, fares. 1. To get along:  How are you faring 

with your project?  2. To travel; go.  3. To dine; eat.   —  n.  1. A transportation 

charge, as for a bus.  2. A passenger transported for a fee.  3. Food and drink; 

diet:  simple home-cooked fare.  [Middle English faren, from Old English faran. 

See per-2 in Appendix.] —farùer n. 

Far East (fär Kst)  The countries and regions of eastern and southeast Asia, espe-

cially China, Japan, North Korea, South Korea, and Mongolia.   —Farù Eastùern 
adj. 

Far Eastern U.S.S.R. (fär KùstNrn;)  A historical region of the U.S.S.R. border-

ing on the Pacific Ocean. 

fare·beat (fârùbKtÙ) v.  intr. fare·beat, fare·beat·en (-bKtùn)  or fare·beat, 
fare·beat·ing, fare·beats. Slang. To avoid paying the fare for public transpor-

tation, especially subway transportation.   —fareùbeat·er n. 

Fare·ham (fârùNm)  An urban district of southern England on Portsmouth har-

bor north-northwest of Portsmouth. It is a shipbuilding center. Population, 

88,100. 

fare-thee-well (fârùthK-wHlÙ) n.  1. A condition of utmost perfection:  played 

the part of the martyr to a fare-thee-well.  2. The most extreme degree:  beat his 

opponent in the match to a veritable fare-thee-well. 

fare·well (fâr-wHlù) interj.  Used to express good-bye.   —  n.  1. An acknowl-

edgment at parting; a good-bye.  2. The act of departing.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  a farewell party; a farewell glance.  [Middle 

English fare wel : imperative of faren, to fare; see FARE + wel, well; see WELL
2.]

Fare·well (fâr-wHlù, fârùwHlÙ), Cape. The southernmost point of Greenland. 

far·fel  or far·fal (färùfNl) n.  Noodles shaped like small grains or pellets.  [Yid-

dish farfl, from Middle High German varveln.]

far-fetched (färùfHchtù) adj.  Not readily believable because of improbable ele-

ments therein:  a far-fetched analogy; a far-fetched excuse. 

far-flung (färùflƒngù) adj.  1. Remote; distant.  2. Widely distributed; wide-

ranging. 

Far·go (färùgo)  A city of eastern North Dakota on the Red River east of Bis-

marck. Founded with the coming of the railroad in 1871, it is the largest city in 

the state. Population, 74,111. 



Far·go (färùgo), William George. 1818-1881.  American transportation pio-

neer who organized the American Express Company (1850) and Wells, Fargo and 

Company (1852) to provide safe, swift transcontinental express service. 

far-gone (färùgônù, -gmnù) adj.  Very close to or nearing the end:  a drug addict 

too far-gone for rehabilitation. 

Far·i·bault (f4rùN-boÙ)  A city of southeast Minnesota south of Minneapolis. It 

was built on the site of a trading post established in 1826. Population, 17,085. 

Fa·ri·da·bad (fN-rKùdN-bädÙ)  A city of north-central India south-southeast of 

New Delhi. It is a grain and cotton market. Population, 330,864. 

fa·ri·na (fN-rKùnN) n.  Fine meal prepared from cereal grain and various other 

plant products and often used as a cooked cereal or in puddings.  [Middle 

English, from Latin farXna, from far, a kind of grain. See bhares- in Appendix.]

far·i·na·ceous (f4rÙN-n7ùshNs) adj.  1. Made from, rich in, or consisting of 

starch.  2. Having a mealy or powdery texture.  [Latin farXn7ceus, mealy, from 

farXna, farina. See FARINA.]

far·i·nose (f4rùN-nosÙ) adj.  1. Similar to or yielding farina.  2. Biology. Covered 

with mealy dust or powder.  [Late Latin farXnosus, mealy, from Latin farXna, 

farina. See FARINA.]

far·kle·ber·ry (färùkNl-bHrÙK) n.  A shrub or small tree (Vaccinium arboreum) 

of the southeast United States, having leathery leaves and hard black berries.  Also 

called sparkleberry [farkle (of unknown origin) + BERRY.]

Far·ley (färùlK), James Aloysius. 1888-1976.  American politician who man-

aged Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 1932 and 1936 presidential campaigns and served as 

U.S. postmaster general (1933-1940). 

farm (färm) n.  1. A tract of land cultivated for the purpose of agricultural pro-

duction.  2. a. A tract of land devoted to the raising and breeding of domestic 

animals.  b. An area of water devoted to the raising, breeding, or production of a 

specific aquatic animal:  a trout farm; an oyster farm.   3. An area of land devoted 

to the storage of a commodity or the emplacement of a group of devices:  a tank 

farm; an antenna farm.  4. Baseball. A minor-league club affiliated with a major-

league club for the training of recruits and the maintenance of temporarily 

unneeded players.  5. Obsolete. a. The system of leasing out the rights of collect-

ing and retaining taxes in a certain district.  b. A district so leased.    —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  farm machinery; farm buildings; farm 

policy.   —  v.  farmed, farm·ing, farms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cultivate or produce a 

crop on.  2. To pay a fixed sum in order to have the right to collect and retain 

profits from (a business, for example).  3. To turn over (a business, for example) 

to another in return for the payment of a fixed sum.   —  v.  intr. To engage in 

farming.   —phrasal verb. farm out. 1. To send (work, for example) from a 

central point to be done elsewhere.  2. Baseball. To assign (a player) to a minor-

league team.  [Middle English, lease, leased property, from Old French ferme, 



from Medieval Latin firma, fixed payment, from Latin firm7re, to establish, from 

firmus, firm. See dher- in Appendix.]

Far·man (färùmNn, fär-mäNù), Henri. 1874-1958.  French aviation pioneer who 

with his brother Maurice (1877-1964) produced the first long-distance passen-

ger plane, which began regular flights between Paris and London in 1919. 

farm·er (färùmNr) n.  1. One who works on or operates a farm.  2. One who has 

paid for the right to collect and retain certain revenues or profits. 

Far·mer (färùmNr), Fannie Merritt. 1857-1915.  American cookery expert who 

edited the Boston Cooking School Cook Book (1896), which has undergone many 

revisions as the Fannie Farmer Cookbook. 

Far·mer (färùmNr), James Leonard. Born 1920.  American civil rights leader 

who founded the Congress of Racial Equality (1942), served as its national direc-

tor (1961-1966), and advocated nonviolent forms of protest. 

Far·mer (färùmNr), Moses Gerrish. 1820-1893.  American electrical pioneer 

who invented an incandescent lamp (1859) and a dynamo (1866) and with them 

electrically lit a house (1868). 

farmer cheese (färùmNr chKz) n.  An unripened cheese similar to cottage 

cheese but drier and firmer in texture. 

Far·mers Branch (färùmNrz br4nch)  A town of northeast Texas, a residential 

and industrial suburb of Dallas. Population, 24,250. 

farm·er’s lung (färùmNrz lƒng) n.  An occupational disease affecting the lungs 

and characterized by chronic shortness of breath caused by an allergic reaction to 

fungal spores present in moldy hay dust that has been inhaled. 

farm·ers’ market (färùmNrz märùkVt) n.  A public market at which farmers 

and often other vendors sell produce directly to consumers.  Also called green-

market 

farm hand (färm h4nd) n.  A hired farm laborer. 

farm·house (färmùhousÙ) n.  A dwelling on a farm. 

Far·ming·ton (färùmVng-tNn)  1. A town of central Connecticut southwest of 

Hartford. Settled in 1640, it is chiefly residential. Population, 20,608.  2. A city of 

northwest New Mexico south-southwest of Durango, Colorado. It is the trade 

center of an irrigated farming area. Population, 33,997. 

Farmington Hills (färùmVng-tNn hVlz)  A city of southeast Michigan, an indus-

trial suburb of Detroit. Population, 74,652. 

farm·land (färmùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  An expanse of land suitable or used for farm-

ing. 

farm·stead (färmùstHdÙ) n.  A farm, including its land and buildings. 

farm·wom·an (färmùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who works on or operates a 

farm. 

farm·yard (färmùyärdÙ) n.  An area surrounded by or adjacent to farm build-

ings. 



Far·ne·se (fär-n7ùzK, -nHùzH), Alessandro Duke of Parma. 1545-1592.  Italian 

general and diplomat in service to Philip II of Spain. He engaged the Turks in the 

Battle of Lepanto (1571), in which the Ottoman fleet was destroyed. 

Farns·worth (färnzùwûrthÙ), Philo Taylor. 1906-1971.  American electrical 

engineer who as early as 1927 demonstrated a working television system. 

far·o (fârùo) n.  Games. A card game in which the players lay wagers on the top 

card of the dealer’s pack.  [Alteration of PHARAOH.]

Far·oe Islands (fârùo XùlNndz)  See Faeroe Islands. 
Far·o·ese (fârÙo-Kzù, -Ksù) n.  Variant of Faeroese. 
far-off (färùôfù, -mfù) adj.  Remote in space or time.  See Synonyms at distant. 
fa·ro·li·to (f4rÙN-lKùto, färÙ-) n.  pl. fa·ro·li·tos. Southwestern U.S. See lumi-
naria (n., sense 1).  [Spanish, paper lantern, diminutive of farol, lantern, from 

faro, lighthouse, lantern, from Latin pharus, from Pharus, Pharos.]

fa·rouche (fä-rushù) adj.  1. Fierce; wild:  an artist who was farouche even in 

everyday life.  2. Exhibiting withdrawn temperament and shyness coupled with 

an air of cranky, often sullen fey charm: “small, farouche poems illustrated with 

doodles, a cross between Ogden Nash and Blake” (Rosemary Dinnage).  [French, 

from Old French faroche, alteration of forasche, from Late Latin for7sticus, 

belonging outside, from Latin for7s, out of doors. See FOREIGN.]

Fa·rouk I also Fa·ruk I (fN-rukù), 1920-1965.  King of Egypt (1936-1952) who 

lost support of his army after Egypt’s military loss to Israel (1948) and was over-

thrown (1952) by a coup d’état led by Gamal Nasser. 

far-out (färùoutù) adj.  Slang. Extremely unconventional: “all kinds of far-out 

and unique inventions” (Peter Nissenson). 

far point (fär point) n.  The farthest point at which an object can be seen dis-

tinctly by the eye. 

Far·quhar (färùkwNr), George. 1678-1707.  Irish playwright of the Restoration 

whose comedic works include The Recruiting Officer (1706) and The Beaux’ Strat-

agem (1707). 

far·rag·i·nous (fN-r4jùN-nNs) adj.  Composed of a variety of substances.  [From 

Latin farr7go, farr7gin-, medley, hodgepodge. See FARRAGO.]

far·ra·go (fN-räùgo, -r7ù-) n.  pl. far·ra·goes. An assortment or a medley; a 

conglomeration: “their special farrago of resentments” (William Safire).  [Latin 

farr7go, mixed fodder, hodgepodge, from far, farr-, a kind of grain. See bhares- 
in Appendix.]

Far·ra·gut (f4rùN-gNt), David Glasgow. 1801-1870.  American admiral who 

commanded Union ships on daring Civil War missions, including the capture of 

New Orleans (1862) and the taking of Mobile Bay (1864), during which he 

uttered his famous rallying cry, “Damn the torpedoes—full speed ahead!” 



Far·rar (fN-rärù), Geraldine. 1882-1967.  American operatic soprano. A mem-

ber of the Metropolitan Opera of New York (1906-1922), she was noted for her 

roles in Carmen and Madame Butterfly. 

far-reach·ing (färùrKùchVng) adj.  Having a wide range, influence, or effect:  the 

far-reaching implications of a major new epidemic; far-reaching plans for curricu-

lum development; the far-reaching questions of a nuclear physicist. 

far-red (färùrHdù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being electromagnetic radiation in 

the infrared spectrum farthest from visible red light, having wavelengths between 

50,000 nanometers and 1 millimeter.  2. Of, relating to, or being electromagnetic 

radiation in the infrared spectrum closest to visible red light, having a wavelength 

of about 0.8 micron. 

Far·rell (f4rùNl), Eileen. Born 1920.  American soprano noted for her voice of 

exceptional power and clarity. She began her career in radio and debuted in New 

York City at Carnegie Hall (1950). 

Far·rell (f4rùNl), James Thomas. 1904-1979.  American writer best known for 

his Studs Lonigan trilogy of novels (1932-1935), which concerns the hardships 

that faced Irish-American Catholics in the early 20th century. 

Far·rell (f4rùNl), Suzanne. Born 1945.  American ballerina noted for her perfor-

mances with the New York City Ballet. 

far·ri·er (f4rùK-Nr) n.  One that shoes horses.  [Obsolete French ferrier, from 

Latin ferr7rius, of iron, blacksmith, from ferrum, iron.] —farùri·er·y n. 

far·row1 (f4rùo) n.  A litter of pigs.   —  v.  far·rowed, far·row·ing, 
far·rows.  —  v.  tr. To give birth to (a litter of pigs).   —  v.  intr. To produce a 

litter of pigs.  [Ultimately from Old English fearh. See porko- in Appendix.]

far·row2 (f4rùo) adj.  Not pregnant. Used of a cow.  [Middle English ferow.]

Fars (färz, färs)  or Far·si·stan (färÙsV-st4nù, -stänù)  A historical region of south-

ern Iran along the Persian Gulf. It was more or less identical with the ancient 

province of Pars, which formed the nucleus of the Persian Empire. The Arabs 

changed the name after they conquered the region in the seventh century. 

far·see·ing (färùsKùVng) adj.  1. Prudent; foresighted.  2. Able to see far; keen-

sighted. 

Far·si (färùsK) n.  1. The modern Iranian language, dating from about the ninth 

century A.D., that is the national language of Iran and is written in an Arabic 

alphabet; Persian.  2. a. A speaker of Farsi.  b. A member of the predominant 

ethnic group of Iran.   [Persian f7rsX, from Arabic F7rs, Persia.]

far·sight·ed  or far-sight·ed (färùsXùtVd) adj.  1. Able to see distant objects 

better than objects at close range; hyperopic.  2. Capable of seeing to a great dis-

tance.  3. Planning prudently for the future; foresighted:  large goals that required 

farsighted policies.   —farùsightùed·ly adv. 

far·sight·ed·ness (färùsXùtVd-nVs) n.  See hyperopia. 
Far·si·stan (färÙsV-st4nù, -stänù)  See Fars. 



fart (färt) Vulgar Slang. v.  intr. fart·ed, fart·ing, farts. 1. To expel intestinal 

gas through the anus; break wind.  2. To fool around; fritter time away.   —  n.  

1. A usually audible discharge of intestinal gas.  2. A person regarded as annoying 

or foolish.  [Middle English farten, from Old English *feortan. See perd- in 

Appendix.]

far·ther (färùthNr) Usage Problem. adv.  A comparative of far. 1. To or at a more 

distant or remote point:  ran farther than the others.  2. To or at a more advanced 

point or stage:  I went no farther that day.  3. To a greater extent or degree:  carried 

the idea farther.   —  adj.  A comparative of far. More distant; remoter:  the far-

ther shore.  [Middle English, variant (influenced by far, far); see FAR, of further. 

See FURTHER.]

USAGE NOTE: Farther and further have been used interchangeably by many

writers since the Middle English period. According to a rule of relatively recent

origin, however, farther should be reserved for physical distance and further for

advancement along a nonphysical dimension. Thus 74 percent of the Usage Panel

prefers farther in the sentence If you are planning to drive any farther than Ukiah,

you’d better carry chains; whereas 64 percent prefers further in the sentence We

won’t be able to answer these questions until we are further along in our research. In

many cases, however, the distinction is not easy to draw. If we may speak meta-

phorically of a statement that is far from the truth, for example, the analogous use

of farther should be allowed in a sentence such as Nothing could be farther from

the truth, though Nothing could be further from the truth is also justifiable.

far·ther·most (färùthNr-mostÙ) adj.  Most distant; farthest. 

far·thest (färùthVst) adj.  A superlative of far. Most remote or distant.   —  adv.  

A superlative of far. 1. To or at the most distant or remote point.  2. To or at the 

most advanced point or stage.  3. By the greatest extent or degree.  [Middle 

English ferthest, superlative of farther. See FARTHER.]

far·thing (färùthVng) n.  Abbr. f. 1. A coin formerly used in Great Britain worth 

one fourth of a penny.  2. Something of very little value.  [Middle English fer-

thing, from Old English fKorthung. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

far·thin·gale (färùthVn-g7lÙ, -thVng-) n.  A support, such as a hoop, worn 

beneath a skirt to extend it horizontally from the waist, used by European women 

in the 16th and 17th centuries.  [Alteration of obsolete verdynggale, from Old 

French verdugale, from Old Spanish verdugado, from verdugo, stick, shoot of a 

tree, from verde, green, from Latin viridis, from virKre, to be green.]

Fa·ruk I (fN-rukù)  See Farouk I. 
Far West (fär wHst)  A region of the United States originally comprising all ter-

ritories west of the Mississippi River. It is now generally restricted to the area west 

of the Great Plains.   —Farù Westùern adj. 



f.a.s. also F.A.S. abbr.  Free alongside ship. 

fasc. abbr.  Fascicle. 

fas·ces (f4sùKzÙ) pl.n.  A bundle of rods bound together around an ax with the 

blade projecting, carried before ancient Roman magistrates as an emblem of 

authority.  [Latin, pl. of fascis, bundle.]

fas·ci·a (f4shùK-N) n.  pl. fas·ci·ae (f4shù-K-KÙ, f7ùshK-K). 1. Anatomy. A sheet or 

band of fibrous connective tissue enveloping, separating, or binding together 

muscles, organs, and other soft structures of the body.  2. A broad and distinct 

band of color.  3.  (also f7ùshK-N) Architecture. A flat horizontal band or member 

between moldings, especially in a classical entablature.  4.  (f7ùshN) Chiefly Brit-

ish. The dashboard of a motor vehicle.  [Latin, band.] —fasùci·al adj. 

fas·ci·ate (f4shùK-7tÙ) also fas·ci·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Botany. Abnormally 

flattened or coalesced, as certain stems.  2. Zoology. Marked by broad bands of 

color, as certain insects.  [Latin fasci7tus, from fascia, band.]

fas·ci·a·tion (f4sÙK-7ùshNn, f4shÙK-) n.  1. The act of binding up or fastening, as 

with bandages.  2. The manner in which something is bound up or fastened.  

3. Botany. An abnormal flattening or coalescence of stems, as in broccoli. 

fas·ci·cle (f4sùV-kNl) n.  Abbr. fasc. 1. A small bundle.  2. One of the parts of a 

book published in separate sections.  Also called fascicule 3. Botany. A bundle or 

cluster of stems, flowers, or leaves.  4.  See fasciculus.  [Latin fasciculus, diminu-

tive of fascis, bundle.] —fasùci·cled adj. 

fas·cic·u·lar (fN-sVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or composed of fascicles.   
—fas·cicùu·lar·ly adv. 

fascicular cambium (fN-sVkùyN-lNr k4mùbK-Nm) n.  Botany. Cambium that 

develops within the vascular bundle. 

fas·cic·u·late (fN-sVkùyN-lVt) also fas·cic·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Arranged in or 

formed of fascicles; fascicular.   —fas·cicùu·late·ly adv.  —fas·cicÙu·laùtion n. 

fas·ci·cule (f4sùV-kyulÙ) n.  See fascicle (n., sense 2). 

fas·cic·u·lus (fN-sVkùyN-lNs) n.  pl. fas·cic·u·li (-lXÙ). A bundle of anatomical 

fibers, as of muscle or nerve.  Also called fascicle [Latin, fascicle. See FASCICLE.]

fas·ci·nate (f4sùN-n7tÙ) v.  fas·ci·nat·ed, fas·ci·nat·ing, fas·ci·nates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To hold an intense interest or attraction for.  See Synonyms at charm.  2. To 

hold motionless; spellbind.  3. Obsolete. To bewitch.   —  v.  intr. To be irresistibly 

charming or attractive.  [Latin fascin7re, fascin7t-, to cast a spell on, from fasci-

num, an evil spell, a phallic-shaped amulet.]

fas·ci·nat·ing (f4sùN-n7ÙtVng) adj.  Possessing the power to charm or allure; 

captivating.   —fasùci·natÙing·ly adv. 

fas·ci·na·tion (f4sÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The capability of eliciting intense interest 

or of being very attractive.  2. The state of being intensely interested or attracted:  

listened in fascination.  3. An intensely interesting, attractive quality or trait. 

fas·ci·na·tor (f4sùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that fascinates.  2. A woman’s head scarf. 



fas·cine (f4-sKnù, fN-) n.  A cylindrical bundle of sticks bound together for use in 

construction, as of fortresses, earthworks, sea walls, or dams.  [French, from Latin 

fascXna, from fascis, bundle.]

fas·ci·o·li·a·sis (fN-sKÙN-lXùN-sVs, -sXÙ-) n.  pl. fas·ci·o·li·a·ses (-sKzÙ). Infesta-

tion with parasitic flukes of the family Fasciolidae, especially infestation of the 

liver and bile ducts with the liver fluke.  [New Latin Fasciola, genus name (from 

Latin, diminutive of fascia, band) + -IASIS.]

fas·cism (f4shùVzÙNm) n.  1.  Often Fascism. a. A system of government 

marked by centralization of authority under a dictator, stringent socioeconomic 

controls, suppression of the opposition through terror and censorship, and typi-

cally a policy of belligerent nationalism and racism.  b. A political philosophy or 

movement based on or advocating such a system of government.   2. Oppressive, 

dictatorial control.  [Italian fascismo, from fascio, group, from Late Latin fascium, 

neuter of Latin fascis, bundle.] —fas·cisùtic (fN-shVsùtVk) adj. 

fas·cist (f4shùVst) n.  1.  Often Fascist. An advocate or adherent of fascism.  2. A 

reactionary or dictatorial person.   —  adj.  1.  Often Fascist. Of, advocating, or 

practicing fascism.  2. Fascist. Of or relating to the regime of the Fascisti.  [Ital-

ian fascista, from fascio, group. See FASCISM.]

Fa·scis·ti (fä-shKùstK) pl.n.  The members of an Italian political organization that 

controlled Italy under the fascist dictatorship of Benito Mussolini from 1922 to 

1943.  [Italian, pl. of fascista, fascist. See FASCIST.]

fash·ion (f4shùNn) n.  1. The prevailing style or custom, as in dress or behavior:  

out of fashion.  2. Something, such as a garment, that is in the current mode:  Her 

dress is the latest fashion.  3. The style characteristic of the social elite:  a man of 

fashion.  4. a. Manner or mode; way:  Set the table in this fashion.  b. A personal, 

often idiosyncratic manner:  played the violin in his own curious fashion.   5. Kind 

or variety; sort:  people of all fashions.  6. Shape or form; configuration.   —  v.  tr. 

fash·ioned, fash·ion·ing, fash·ions. 1. To give shape or form to; make:  fash-

ioned a table from a redwood burl.  2. To train or influence into a particular state 

or character.  3. To adapt, as to a purpose or an occasion; accommodate.  

4. Obsolete. To contrive.   —idiom. after a fashion (or in a fashion). In some 

way or other, especially to a limited extent:  She sings after a fashion.  [Middle 

English facioun, from Old French façon, appearance, manner, from Latin factio, 

faction-, a making, from factus, past participle of facere, to make, do. See dhK- in 

Appendix.] —fashùion·er n.  

SYNONYMS: fashion, style, mode, vogue. These nouns refer to a prevailing or

preferred manner of dress, adornment, behavior, or way of life at a given time.

Fashion, the broadest term, usually refers to what accords with conventions adopt-

ed by polite society or set by those in the forefront of the artistic or intellectual

sphere: wears clothes in the height of fashion; a time when pop art was very much



in fashion. Style is sometimes used interchangeably with fashion (a gown that is

out of style), but style, like mode, often stresses adherence to standards of elegance:

The couple travels in style. Miniskirts were the mode in the late sixties. Vogue is ap-

plied to fashion that prevails widely (the voluptuous figure in vogue at the time of

Rubens); the term often suggests enthusiastic but short-lived acceptance (a game

that enjoyed a vogue in its day). See also Synonyms at method

fash·ion·a·ble (f4shùN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Conforming to the current style; stylish.  

2. Associated with or frequented by persons of fashion.   —  n.  A stylish person.   
—fashùion·a·bil·i·ty, fashùion·a·ble·ness n.  —fashùion·a·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: fashionable, chic, dashing, in, modish, posh, sharp, smart, stylish,

swank, trendy. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “being or in ac-

cordance with the current fashion”: a fashionable restaurant; a chic dress; a dashing

hat; the in place to go; modish jewelry; a posh address; a sharp jacket; a smart hotel;

stylish clothes; a swank apartment; a trendy neighborhood. 

ANTONYM: unfashionable

fash·ion·mon·ger (f4shùNn-mƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  One concerned with fol-

lowing, spreading, or setting the fashion. 

fashion plate (f4shùNn pl7t) n.  1. A person who consistently wears the latest 

fashions.  2. An illustration of current styles in dress. 

Fass·bind·er (fäsùbVnÙdNr), Rainer Werner. 1946-1982.  German filmmaker 

whose works, such as The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant (1972), concern the social 

and psychological problems of post-World War II Germany. 

fast1 (f4st) adj.  fast·er, fast·est. 1. Acting, moving, or capable of acting or 

moving quickly; swift.  2. Accomplished in relatively little time:  a fast visit.  

3. Indicating a time somewhat ahead of the actual time:  The clock is fast.  

4. Adapted to or suitable for rapid movement:  a fast running track.  5. Designed 

for or compatible with a short exposure time:  fast film.  6. a. Disposed to dissi-

pation; wild:  ran with a fast crowd.  b. Flouting conventional moral standards; 

sexually promiscuous.   7. Resistant, as to destruction or fading:  fast colors.  

8. Firmly fixed or fastened:  a fast grip.  9. Fixed firmly in place; secure:  shutters 

that are fast against the rain.  10. Firm in loyalty:  fast friends.  11. Lasting; per-

manent:  fast rules and regulations.  12. Deep; sound:  in a fast sleep.   —  adv.  

1. In a secure manner; tightly:  hold fast.  2. To a sound degree; deeply:  fast 

asleep.  3. In a rapid manner; quickly.  4. In quick succession:  New ideas followed 

fast.  5. Ahead of the correct or expected time:  a watch that runs fast.  6. In a dis-

sipated, immoderate way:  living fast.  7. Archaic. Close by; near.  [Middle English, 

from Old English fæst, firm, fixed. See past- in Appendix.]



SYNONYMS: fast, rapid, swift, fleet, speedy, quick, hasty, expeditious. These ad-

jectives refer to something, such as activity or movement, marked by great speed.

Fast and rapid are often used interchangeably, though fast is more often applied

to the person or thing in motion, and rapid, to the activity or movement involved:

a fast car; a fast plane; a rapid mountain stream; rapid development; a fast runner;

rapid strides. Swift suggests smoothness and sureness of movement (a swift cur-

rent; swift but unclear handwriting), and fleet, lightness of movement (The cheetah

is the fleetest of animals). Speedy refers to velocity (a speedy worker) or to prompt-

ness or hurry (hoped for a speedy resolution to the problem). Quick most often ap-

plies to what takes little time or to promptness of response or action: Let’s eat a

quick snack. Only her quick reaction prevented an accident. Hasty implies hurried

action (a hasty visit) and often a lack of care or thought (regretted the hasty deci-

sion). Expeditious suggests rapid efficiency: sent the package by the most expeditious

means. See also Synonyms at faithful

fast2 (f4st) v.  intr. fast·ed, fast·ing, fasts. 1. To abstain from food.  2. To eat 

very little or abstain from certain foods, especially as a religious discipline.   —  n.  

1. The act or practice of abstaining from or eating very little food.  2. A period of 

such abstention or self-denial.  [Middle English fasten, from Old English fæstan. 

See past- in Appendix.]

fast·back (f4stùb4kÙ) n.  An automobile designed with a curving downward 

slope from roof to rear. 

fast·ball (f4stùbôlÙ) n.  Baseball. A pitch thrown at the pitcher’s maximum 

speed. 

fast break (f4st br7k) n.  Sports. A rush by the offense, as in basketball, toward 

the goal in an attempt to score before the opposing team readies a defense. 

fast-breed·er reactor (f4stùbrKùdNr rK-4kùtNr) n.  A breeder reactor that 

requires high-speed neutrons to produce fissionable material. 

fast buck (f4st bƒk) n.  Slang. Money acquired quickly with little effort and 

sometimes unscrupulously:  made a fast buck in the stock market. 

fas·ten (f4sùNn) v.  fas·tened, fas·ten·ing, fas·tens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To attach 

firmly to something else, as by pinning or nailing.  2. a. To make fast or secure.  

b. To close, as by fixing firmly in place.   3. To fix or direct steadily:  fastened her 

gaze on the stranger.  4. To place; attribute:  fastened the blame on the weather.  

5. To impose (oneself) without welcome.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become attached, 

fixed, or joined.  2. To take firm hold; cling fast:  fasten on a notion.  3. To focus 

steadily; concentrate:  All eyes fastened on the speaker.  [Middle English fastnen, 

from Old English fæstnian. See past- in Appendix.] —fasùten·er n.  

SYNONYMS: fasten, anchor, fix, moor, secure. The central meaning shared by



these verbs is “to cause to remain firmly or fast in position or place”: fastened our

seat belts; anchored the television antenna to the roof; fixed the flagpole in concrete;

mooring the rowboat at the dock; secures her chignon with hairpins. 

ANTONYM: unfasten

fas·ten·ing (f4sùN-nVng) n.  Something, such as a hook, used to attach one thing 

to another firmly. 

fast food (f4st fud) n.  Inexpensive food, such as hamburgers and fried 

chicken, prepared and served quickly for consumption on the premises or else-

where.   —fastù-foodù (f4stùfudù) adj. 

fast-for·ward (f4st-fôrùwNrd) n.  or fast forward 1. a. A function on an 

electronic recording device, such as a videocassette or tape player, that permits 

rapid advancement of the tape.  b. The mechanism, such as a button, used to 

activate this function.   2. Informal. A rapidly changing situation or series of 

events: “The trial was on fast forward” (Nelson DeMille).   —  v.  fast-
for·ward·ed, fast-for·ward·ing, fast-for·wards.  —  v.  intr. To advance a 

tape rapidly on an electronic recording device.   —  v.  tr. To advance (a tape) rap-

idly on such a device. 

fas·tid·i·ous (f4-stVdùK-Ns, fN-) adj.  1. Possessing or displaying careful, meticu-

lous attention to detail.  2. Difficult to please; exacting.  3. Excessively scrupulous 

or sensitive, especially in matters of taste or propriety.  See Synonyms at meticu-
lous.  4. Microbiology. Having complicated nutritional requirements.  [Middle 

English, squeamish, particular, haughty, from Old French fastidieux, from Latin 

fastXdiosus, from fastXdium, squeamishness, haughtiness, probably from fastus, 

disdain.] —fas·tidùi·ous·ly adv.  —fas·tidùi·ous·ness n. 

fas·tig·i·ate (f4-stVjùK-Vt) also fas·tig·i·at·ed (-K-7ÙtVd) adj.  Botany. Having 

erect and almost parallel branches tapering toward the top, as in the Lombardy 

poplar.  [Medieval Latin fastXgi7tus, high, from Latin fastXgium, apex, height.] 
—fas·tigùi·ate·ly adv. 

fas·tig·i·um (f4-stVjùK-Nm) n.  The period of maximum severity or intensity of a 

disease or fever.  [Latin, apex, height.]

fast lane (f4st l7n) n.  Informal. A reckless, self-indulgent, and free-spending 

sphere of activity, often involving dissipation: “the culinary fast lane... where sea 

urchins and arugula salads flourish” (Boston Globe).   —fastù-laneù (f4stùl7nù) 

adj. 

fast·ness (f4stùnVs) n.  1. The condition or quality of being fast, especially: 

a. Firmness; security.  b. Rapidity; swiftness.   2. The quality or condition of 

color retention; colorfastness.  3. a. A secure or fortified place; a stronghold.  

b. A remote, secret place.  



fast one (f4st wƒn) n.  Informal. A shrewd trick or swindle; a deceitful or 

treacherous act. 

fast-talk (f4stùtôkÙ) v.  tr. fast-·talked, fast-·talk·ing, fast-·talks. Informal. 

To persuade, mislead, or obtain with a smooth line of talk:  fast-talked him out of 

his money; fast-talked her way into the show.   —fastù-talkùer n. 

fast track (f4st tr4k) n.  Informal. The quickest and most direct route to 

achievement of a goal, as in competing for professional advancement: “Making 

complaints against the public is hardly the fast track to elective office” (New Yorker).   
—fastù-trackù (f4stùtr4kù) adj.  —fast trackùer n. 

fat (f4t) n.  1. a. The ester of glycerol and one, two, or three fatty acids.  b. Any 

of various soft, solid, or semisolid organic compounds constituting the esters of 

glycerol and fatty acids and their associated organic groups.  c. A mixture of such 

compounds occurring widely in organic tissue, especially in the adipose tissue of 

animals and in the seeds, nuts, and fruits of plants.  d. Animal tissue containing 

such substances.  e. A solidified animal or vegetable oil.   2. Obesity; corpulence.  

3. The best or richest part:  living off the fat of the land.  4. Unnecessary excess: 

“would drain the appropriation’s fat without cutting into education’s muscle” (New 

York Times).   —  adj.  fat·ter, fat·test. 1. Having much or too much fat or 

flesh; plump or obese.  2. Full of fat or oil; greasy.  3. Abounding in desirable ele-

ments.  4. Fertile or productive; rich: “It was a fine, green, fat landscape” (Robert 

Louis Stevenson).  5. Having an abundance or amplitude; well-stocked:  a fat lar-

der.  6. a. Yielding profit or plenty; lucrative or rewarding:  a fat promotion.  

b. Prosperous; wealthy:  grew fat on illegal profits.   7. a. Thick; large:  a fat book.  

b. Puffed up; swollen:  a fat lip.    —  v.  tr. intr. fat·ted, fat·ting, fats. To make 

or become fat; fatten.   —idioms. a fat lot. Slang. Very little or none at all:  a fat 

lot of good it will do him.  fat chance. Slang. Very little or no chance.  [Middle 

English, from Old English f<tt. See peiN- in Appendix.] —fatùly adv.  —fatù-
ness n.  

SYNONYMS: fat, obese, corpulent, fleshy, portly, stout, pudgy, rotund, plump,

chubby. These adjectives mean having an abundance and often an excess of flesh.

Fat implies excessive weight and is generally unfavorable in its connotations: not

merely overweight but downright fat. Obese and corpulent imply gross overweight:

“a woman of robust frame... though stout, not obese” (Charlotte Brontë). Her father

is too corpulent to play handball. Fleshy implies a not necessarily excessive abun-

dance of flesh: firm, fleshy arms. Portly and stout are sometimes used as polite

terms to describe fatness. In stricter application portly refers to a person whose

bulk is combined with a stately or imposing bearing, and stout, to a person with

a thickset, bulky figure: “a portly, rubicund man of middle age” (Winston

Churchill). Even slim girls can become stout matrons. Pudgy means short and fat:

pudgy fingers. Rotund suggests roundness of figure, often in a squat person: “this



pink-faced rotund specimen of prosperity” (George Eliot). Plump applies to a pleas-

ing fullness of figure: a plump, rosy little girl. A chubby person is round and plump:

a chubby toddler; chubby cheeks.

fa·tal (f7tùl) adj.  1. Causing or capable of causing death.  2. Causing ruin or 

destruction; disastrous: “Such doctrines, if true, would be absolutely fatal to my the-

ory” (Charles Darwin).  3. Of decisive importance; fateful.  4. Determining des-

tiny; controlled by fate.  5. Obsolete. Having been destined; fated.  [Middle 

English, fateful, from Old French, from Latin f7t7lis, from f7tum, prophecy, 

doom. See FATE.]

SYNONYMS: fatal, deadly, mortal, lethal. These adjectives apply to what causes

or is likely to cause death. Fatal describes conditions, circumstances, or events that

have caused or are destined inevitably to cause death or dire consequences: a fatal

accident; a fatal illness. “It is fatal to enter any war without the will to win it” (Dou-

glas MacArthur). Deadly means capable of killing: a deadly weapon; a deadly poi-

son. Mortal describes a condition or action that has produced or is about to pro-

duce death: a mortal wound. Lethal refers to a sure agent of death that may have

been created solely for the purpose of killing: execution by lethal injection; a lethal

dose of barbiturates.

fa·tal·ism (f7tùl-VzÙNm) n.  1. The doctrine that all events are predetermined by 

fate and are therefore unalterable.  2. Acceptance of the belief that all events are 

predetermined and inevitable.   —faùtal·ist n.  —faÙtal·isùtic adj.  

—faÙtal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

fa·tal·i·ty (f7-t4lùV-tK, fN-) n.  pl. fa·tal·i·ties. 1. a. A death resulting from an 

accident or a disaster:  highway fatalities.  b. One that is killed as a result of such 

an occurrence:  The driver was one of the fatalities.   2. The ability to cause death 

or disaster.  3. The quality of being determined by fate.  4. A decree made by fate; 

destiny.  5. The quality of being doomed to disaster. 

fatality rate (f7-t4lùV-tK r7t) n.  See death rate. 
fa·tal·ly (f7tùl-K) adv.  1. So as to cause death; mortally:  fatally injured.  2. So as 

to result in disaster or ruin.  3. According to the decree of fate; inevitably. 

fa·ta mor·ga·na (fäÙtN môr-gäùnN) n.  See mirage (n., sense 1).  [Italian, 

mirage, Morgan le Fay (from the belief that the mirage was caused by her witch-

craft)  : fata, fairy (from Vulgar Latin f7ta, goddess of fate); see FAIRY + Morgana, 

Morgan (probably from Old Irish Morrigain).]

fat·back (f4tùb4kÙ) n.  The strip of fat from the upper part of a side of pork, 

usually dried and salt-cured. 



fat body (f4t bmdùK) n.  1. A food reserve of fatty tissue in the larval stages of 

certain insects.  2. A mass of fatty tissue located near the genital glands in some 

amphibians, including the frogs and toads. 

fat cat (f4t k4t) n.  Slang. 1. A wealthy and highly privileged person.  2. A 

wealthy person who is a heavy contributor to a political campaign. 

fat cell (f4t sHl) n.  Any of various cells found in adipose tissue that are special-

ized for the storage of fat.  Also called adipocyte 

Fat City  or fat city (f4t sVtùK) n.  Slang. A condition or set of circumstances 

characterized by great prosperity. 

fate (f7t) n.  1. a. The supposed force, principle, or power that predetermines 

events.  b. The inevitable events predestined by this force.   2. A final result or 

consequence; an outcome.  3. Unfavorable destiny; doom.  4. Fates. Greek 

Mythology & Roman Mythology. The three goddesses, Clotho, Lachesis, and Atro-

pos, who control human destiny. Used with the.  [Middle English, from Old 

French fat, from Latin f7tum, prophecy, doom, neuter past participle of f7rX, to 

speak. See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: fate, destiny, kismet, lot, portion. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “something that is inevitably destined to happen to a person”: de-

served a worse fate; complained about their miserable destiny; a meeting foreor-

dained by kismet; has a happy lot; success that was her portion.

fat·ed (f7ùtVd) adj.  1. Governed by fate; predetermined.  2. Condemned to 

death or destruction; doomed:  the fated city of Troy. 

fate·ful (f7tùfNl) adj.  1. Vitally affecting subsequent events; being of great con-

sequence; momentous:  a fateful decision to counterattack.  2. Controlled by or as 

if by fate; predetermined.  3. Bringing death or disaster; fatal.  4. Ominously pro-

phetic; portentous:  a fateful sign.   —fateùful·ly adv.  —fateùful·ness n. 

fath  or fath. abbr.  Fathom. 

fat·head (f4tùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as stupid.   —fatùheadÙed 
adj.  —fatùheadÙed·ly adv.  —fatùheadÙed·ness n. 

fa·ther (fäùthNr) n.  1. A man who begets or raises or nurtures a child.  2. A male 

parent of an animal.  3. A male ancestor.  4. A man who creates, originates, or 

founds something:  Chaucer is considered the father of English poetry.  5. An early 

form; a prototype.  6. Father. a. God.  b. The first person of the Christian Trin-

ity.   7. An elderly or venerable man. Used as a title of respect.  8. A member of 

the senate in ancient Rome.  9. One of the leading men, as of a city:  the town 

fathers.  10.  Or Father. A church father.  11.  Abbr. Fr. a. A priest or clergyman 

in the Roman Catholic or Anglican churches.  b. Used as a title and form of 

address with or without the clergyman’s name.    —  v.  fa·thered, fa·ther·ing, 
fa·thers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To procreate (offspring) as the male parent.  2. Usage 



Problem. To act or serve as a father to (a child).  3. To create, found, or originate.  

4. To acknowledge responsibility for.  5. a. To attribute the paternity, creation, or 

origin of.  b. To assign falsely or unjustly; foist.    —  v.  intr. Usage Problem. To 

act or serve as a father.  [Middle English fader, from Old English fæder. See pNter- 
in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The verb father has come to be used widely to mean specifically

to “perform the child-rearing functions of a father,” particularly in the gerund

fathering, as in Fathering a step-child takes considerable tact and understanding.

This usage reflects the same social changes that have led to the analogous use of

the verb parent and has met with the same kinds of critical resistance. In the most

recent survey the example cited was rejected by 64 percent of the Usage Panel. A

problem particular to this use of father is that it may occasion opportunities for

humorous misconstruction, since it is in direct competition with the older sense

of “beget.” • It is notable that the analogous use of mother as a verb meaning spe-

cifically “to perform the child-rearing functions of a mother” is encountered only

rarely. It is likely that the discrepancy in the frequency of these new uses of mother

and father reflects the fact that recent writers on family life have tended to place

more emphasis on a reconceptualization of the traditional paternal role in child-

rearing. See Usage Note at parent.

Father Christmas (fäùthNr krVsùmNs) n.  Chiefly British. Santa Claus. 

father confessor (fäùthNr kNn-fHsùNr) n.  1. A priest who hears confessions.  

2. A person in whom one confides. 

father figure (fäùthNr fVgùyNr) n.  An older man, often one in a position of 

power or influence, who elicits the emotions usually reserved for a father. 

fa·ther·hood (fäùthNr-htdÙ) n.  1. The state of being a father.  2. The quali-

ties of a father.  3. Fathers considered as a group. 

fa·ther-in-law (fäùthNr-Vn-lôÙ) n.  pl. fa·thers-in-law (fäùthNrz-). 1. The 

father of one’s husband or wife.  2. Archaic. A stepfather. 

fa·ther·land (fäùthNr-l4ndÙ) n.  1. One’s native land.  2. The land of one’s 

ancestors. 

fa·ther·less (fäùthNr-lVs) adj.  1. Having no living father.  2. Having no known 

father.   —faùther·less·ness n. 

fa·ther·ly (fäùthNr-lK) adj.  1. Of, like, or appropriate to a father:  fatherly love.  

2. Showing the affection of a father.   —  adv.  In a manner befitting a father.   
—faùther·li·ness n. 

Fa·ther’s Day (fäùthNrz d7) n.  The third Sunday in June, observed in the 

United States in honor of fathers. 

fath·om (f4thùNm) n.  pl. fathom or fath·oms. Abbr. fath, fath., fm., fth. A 

unit of length equal to 6 feet (1.83 meters), used principally in the measurement 



and specification of marine depths.   —  v.  tr. fath·omed, fath·om·ing, 
fath·oms. 1. To determine the depth of; sound.  2. To penetrate to the meaning 

or nature of; comprehend.  [Middle English fathme, from Old English fæthm, 

outstretched arms. See petN- in Appendix.] —fathùom·a·ble adj. 

Fa·thom·e·ter (f4-thmmùV-tNr)  A trademark used for a sonic depth finder. 

fath·om·less (f4thùNm-lVs) adj.  1. Too deep to be fathomed or measured.  

2. Too obscure or complicated to be understood.   —fathùom·less·ly adv.  

—fathùom·less·ness n. 

fa·tid·ic (fN-tVdùVk) also fa·tid·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Relating to or characterized by 

prophecy; prophetic.  [Latin f7tidicus : f7tum, prophecy, doom; see FATE + dXcere, 

to say; see deik- in Appendix.]

fat·i·ga·ble (f4tùV-gN-bNl) adj.  Subject to fatigue.  [French, from Old French, 

from Late Latin fatXg7bilis, from Latin fatXg7re, to fatigue.] —fatÙi·ga·bilùi·ty n. 

fa·tigue (fN-tKgù) n.  1. Physical or mental weariness resulting from exertion.  

2. Something, such as tiring effort or activity, that causes weariness:  the fatigue of 

a long hike.  3. Physiology. The decreased capacity or complete inability of an 

organism, an organ, or a part to function normally because of excessive stimula-

tion or prolonged exertion.  4. The weakening or failure of a material, such as 

metal or wood, resulting from prolonged stress.  5. a. Manual or menial labor, 

such as barracks cleaning, assigned to soldiers.  b. fatigues. Clothing worn by 

military personnel for labor or for field duty.    —  v.  fa·tigued, fa·tigu·ing, 
fa·tigues.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tire with physical or mental exertion; weary.  2. To cre-

ate fatigue in (a metal or other material).   —  v.  intr. To be or become fatigued.  

See Synonyms at tire1.  [French, from Old French, from fatiguer, to fatigue, from 

Latin fatXg7re.]

Fat·i·ma also Fat·i·mah (f4tùN-mN), 616?-633.  Daughter of the Islamic prophet 

Mohammed. She married Ali, among the first to embrace Islam, and is consid-

ered by Muslims to be one of the Four Perfect Women. 

Fá·ti·ma (f4tùN-mN)  A village of west-central Portugal north-northeast of Lis-

bon. It became a pilgrimage site after the reported appearance of the Virgin Mary 

to three children in 1917. 

Fat·i·mah (f4tùN-mN)  See Fatima. 
Fat·i·mid (f4tùN-mVdÙ) also Fat·i·mite (-mXtÙ)  A Muslim dynasty that ruled 

North Africa and parts of Egypt (909-1171). 

fat·ling (f4tùlVng) n.  A young animal, such as a lamb or calf, fattened for slaugh-

ter. 

fat pine (f4t pXn) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Easily ignited, resin-rich kindling. 

Regional. Also called fatwood See Regional note at lightwood. 
fat·so (f4tùso) n.  pl. fat·soes. Slang. A fat person. 

fat-sol·u·ble (f4tùsmlÙyN-bNl) adj.  Soluble in fats or fat solvents. 



fat·ten (f4tùn) v.  fat·tened, fat·ten·ing, fat·tens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

plump or fat.  2. To fertilize (land).  3. To increase the amount or substance of; 

swell:  fatten one’s bank account.   —  v.  intr. To grow fat or fatter.   —fatùten·er 
n. 

fat·tish (f4tùVsh) adj.  Somewhat fat.   —fatùtish·ness n. 

fat·ty (f4tùK) adj.  fat·ti·er, fat·ti·est. 1. Containing or composed of fat:  fatty 

food; fatty deposits.  2. Characteristic of fat; greasy.  3. Derived from or chemi-

cally related to fat.   —  n.  pl. fat·ties. Informal. A fat person.   —fatùti·ly adv.  

—fatùti·ness n. 

fatty acid (f4tùK 4sùVd) n.  Any of a large group of monobasic acids, especially 

those found in animal and vegetable fats and oils, having the general formula 

CnH2n+1COOH. Characteristically made up of saturated or unsaturated aliphatic 

compounds with an even number of carbon atoms, this group of acids includes 

palmitic, stearic, and oleic acids. 

fatty alcohol (f4tùK 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  Any of various alcohols derived from plant 

or animal oils and fats and used in plastics and pharmaceuticals. 

fatty degeneration (f4tùK dV-jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Pathology. The accumulation 

of fat globules within the cells of a bodily organ, such as the liver or heart, result-

ing in deterioration of tissue and diminished functioning of the affected organ. 

fa·tu·i·ty (fN-tuùV-tK, -tyuù-, f4-) n.  pl. fa·tu·i·ties. 1. Smug stupidity; utter 

foolishness.  2. Something that is utterly stupid or silly.  [Latin fatuit7s, from fat-

uus, silly, foolish.]

fat·u·ous (f4chùu-Ns) adj.  1. Vacuously, smugly, and unconsciously foolish.  

See Synonyms at foolish.  2. Delusive; unreal:  fatuous hopes.  [From Latin fat-

uus.] —fatùu·ous·ly adv.  —fatùu·ous·ness n. 

fat·wood (f4tùwtdÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See fat pine. See Regional note 

at lightwood. 
fau·bourg (foùbtrÙ, -btrgÙ) n.  New Orleans. A district of metropolitan New 

Orleans lying outside the original city limits.  See Regional note at beignet.  
[Middle English faubourgh, from Old French faubourg, alteration (influenced by 

faux, false, from Latin falsus); see FALSE, of forsborc : fors, outside (from Latin 

forXs); see dhwer- in Appendix + borc, town (from Late Latin burgus, fort, of 

Germanic origin); see bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The close political ties between Scotland and France during

the 15th through 17th centuries were reflected in linguistic borrowing from

French to Scots, as in the case of faubourg, a synonym for suburb. In England fau-

bourg seems to have lost the competition with the more popular suburb. However,

in contemporary American English the word still exists, although it is virtually

confined to the city of New Orleans, where, in fact, faubourg remains in use be-

cause of the city’s French background. Even there it is used not as a common noun



like suburb but in combination in the names of various quarters of the city, for

example, Faubourg Sainte Marie. These city districts, like their counterparts in

Paris, such as Faubourg Saint-Germain and Faubourg Saint-Antoine, originally lay

outside the city limits, hence the designation faubourg, originally from Old

French fors, “outside,” and borc, “town.” As the population grew outward, these

former suburbs became part of the city proper.

fau·cal (fôùkNl) adj.  Botany. Relating to the throat of a corolla with fused petals.  

[From Latin faux, fauc-, throat.]

fau·ces (fôùsKzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The passage from the back 

of the mouth to the pharynx, bounded by the soft palate, the base of the tongue, 

and the palatine arches.  [Middle English, from Latin faucKs.] —fauùcal (-kNl), 
fauùcial (-shNl)  adj. 

fau·cet (fôùsVt) n.  A device for regulating the flow of a liquid from a reservoir 

such as a pipe or drum.  [Middle English, from Old French fausset, cask stopper, 

from fausser, to break in, from Late Latin fals7re, to falsify, from Latin falsus, 

false. See FALSE.]

Faulk·ner also Falk·ner (fôkùnNr), William. 1897-1962.  American writer who 

set many of his works, such as the novels The Sound and the Fury (1929) and The 

Unvanquished (1938), in the imaginary Yoknapatawpha County, a microcosm of 

the postbellum South, in which he explored the decay of traditional Southern val-

ues. He won the 1949 Nobel Prize for literature.   —Faulk·nerùi·an (fôk-nîrùK-

Nn) adj. 

fault (fôlt) n.  1. a. A character weakness, especially a minor one.  b. Something 

that impairs or detracts from physical perfection; a defect.  c. A mistake; an error.  

d. A minor offense or misdeed.   2. Responsibility for a mistake or an offense; 

culpability.  3. Geology. A fracture in the continuity of a rock formation caused by 

a shifting or dislodging of the earth’s crust, in which adjacent surfaces are differ-

entially displaced parallel to the plane of fracture.  Also called shift 4. Electronics. 

A defect in a circuit or wiring caused by imperfect connections, poor insulation, 

grounding, or shorting.  5. Sports. A bad service, as in tennis.  6. Obsolete. A lack 

or deficiency.   —  v.  fault·ed, fault·ing, faults.  —  v.  tr. 1. To find error or 

defect in; criticize or blame.  2. Geology. To produce a fault in; fracture.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To commit a mistake or an error.  2. Geology. To shift so as to produce a 

fault.   —idioms. at fault. 1. Deserving of blame; guilty:  admitted to being at 

fault.  2. Confused and puzzled.  find fault. To seek, find, and complain about 

faults; criticize:  found fault with his speech.  to a fault. To an excessive degree:  

generous to a fault.  [Middle English faulte, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*fallita, feminine past participle of Latin fallere, to deceive, fail.]

SYNONYMS: fault, failing, weakness, frailty, foible, vice. These nouns denote an



imperfection or deficiency of character. A fault is a quality or trait that detracts

from moral excellence: “If we had no faults of our own, we would not take so much

pleasure in noticing those of others” (La Rochefoucauld). A failing is a minor fault

or shortcoming: “An inability to stay quiet... is one of the most conspicuous failings

of mankind” (Walter Bagehot). Weakness suggests deficiency of moral strength or

force of character: “We must touch his weaknesses with a delicate hand. There are

some faults so nearly allied to excellence, that we can scarce weed out the fault with-

out eradicating the virtue” (Oliver Goldsmith). The term is related to but stronger

than frailty, which implies the likelihood of yielding to temptation: “Our frailties

are invincible, our virtues barren” (Robert Louis Stevenson). Even weaker in im-

puting censure is foible, which refers to a minor defect that is easily overlooked

and may even be endearing: “Science is his forte, and omniscience his foible” (Syd-

ney Smith). Vice in this comparison refers to a moral flaw or in a weaker sense to

a defect of character: “Lord, Lord, how subject we old men are to this vice of lying!”

(Shakespeare). “Obstinacy, Sir, is certainly a great vice” (Edmund Burke). See also

Synonyms at blame blemish

fault·find·er (fôltùfXnÙdNr) n.  One who is given to petty criticism and constant 

complaint. 

fault·find·ing (fôltùfXnÙdVng) n.  Petty or nagging criticism; carping.   —  adj.  

Disposed to find fault.  See Synonyms at critical. 
fault·less (fôltùlVs) adj.  Being without fault.  See Synonyms at perfect.  
—faultùless·ly adv.  —faultùless·ness n. 

fault plane (fôlt pl7n) n.  Geology. The plane along which the break or shear of 

a fault occurs. 

fault·y (fôlùtK) adj.  fault·i·er, fault·i·est. 1. Containing a fault or defect; 

imperfect or defective.  2. Obsolete. Deserving of blame; guilty.   —faultùi·ly adv.  

—faultùi·ness n. 

faun (fôn) n.  Roman Mythology. Any of a group of rural deities represented as 

having the body of a man and the horns, ears, tail, and sometimes legs of a goat.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin Faunus, Faunus.]

fau·na (fôùnN) n.  pl. fau·nas or fau·nae (-nKÙ). 1. Animals, especially the ani-

mals of a particular region or period, considered as a group.  2. A catalog of the 

animals of a specific region or period.  [Late Latin Fauna, sister of Faunus.] 
—fauùnal adj.  —fauùnal·ly adv. 

fau·nis·tic (fô-nVsùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to the geographic distribution of ani-

mals.   —fau·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

Fau·nus (fôùnNs) n.  Roman Mythology. A god of nature and fertility.  [Latin.]

Faure (fôr, for), François Félix. 1841-1899.  French politician who served as 

president (1895-1899) of the Third Republic. 



Fau·ré (fo-r7ù), Gabriel Urbain. 1845-1924.  French composer chiefly noted 

for his songs, including the cycle La Bonne Chanson (1891-1892), and for his 

Requiem (1887). 

Faust (foust) also Faus·tus (fouùstNs, fôù-) n.  A magician and alchemist in Ger-

man legend who sells his soul to the devil in exchange for power and knowledge.  

[German, after Johann Faust (1480?-1540?), German magician and alchemist.] 
—Faustùi·an (fouùstK-Nn) adj. 

faute de mieux (fot dN myœù) adv.  For lack of something better.  [French  : 

faute, lack + de, of + mieux, better.]

fau·teuil (foùtVl, fo-tœùyN) n.  An upholstered armchair usually having open 

sides.  [French, from Old French faldestoel, of Germanic origin. See pel-2 in 

Appendix.]

fau·vism (foùvVzÙNm) n.  An early 20th-century movement in painting begun by 

a group of French artists and marked by the use of bold, often distorted forms 

and vivid colors.  [French fauvisme, from fauve, wild animal, from fauve, wild, 

reddish-yellow, from Old French falve, reddish-yellow, from Frankish falw-. See 

pel-1 in Appendix.] —fauùvist adj. 

faux (fo) adj.  Artificial; fake:  faux pearls.  [French, from Old French fals. See 

FALSE.]

faux-na·ïf also faux-naif (fo-nä-Kfù) adj.  Marked by a false show of innocent 

simplicity: “Their gee-whiz, faux-naif comportment is not always convincing” 

(Madison Bell).  [French  : faux, false + naïf, naive.]

faux pas (fo päù) n.  pl. faux pas (fo päzù). A social blunder.  [French  : faux, 

false + pas, step.]

fa·va bean (fäùvN bKn) n.  See broad bean.  [Italian fava, from Latin faba, 

broad bean. See bha-bh7- in Appendix.]

fa·ve·la (fN-vHlùN) n.  A shantytown or slum, especially in Brazil.  [Portuguese, 

possibly from diminutive of favo, honeycomb (from Latin favus), or from fave-

las, probably from pl. of favela, spurge (from fava, bean, from Latin faba); see 

FAVA BEAN.]

fa·ve·o·late (fN-vKùN-l7tÙ) adj.  Pitted with cavities or cells; honeycombed.  

[From New Latin faveolus : Latin favus, honeycomb + (ALV)EOLUS.]

fa·vo·ni·an (fN-voùnK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the west wind.  2. Mild; 

benign.  [Latin Favoni7nus, from Favonius, the west wind.]

fa·vor (f7ùvNr) n.  1. A gracious, friendly, or obliging act that is freely granted:  

do someone a favor.  2. a. Friendly or favorable regard; approval or support:  won 

the favor of the monarch; looked with favor on the plan.  b. A state of being held in 

such regard:  a style currently in favor.   3. Unfair partiality; favoritism.  4. a. A 

privilege or concession.  b. favors. Sexual privileges, especially as granted by a 

woman.   5. a. Something given as a token of love, affection, or remembrance.  

b. A small decorative gift given to each guest at a party.   6. Advantage; benefit:  



sailed under favor of cloudless skies.  7. Behalf; interest:  an error in our favor.  

8. Obsolete. A communication, especially a letter.  9. Archaic. a. Aspect or 

appearance.  b. Countenance; face.   10. Obsolete. A facial feature.   —  v.  

fa·vored, fa·vor·ing, fa·vors.  —  v.  tr. 1. To perform a kindness or service 

for; oblige.  See Synonyms at oblige.  2. To treat or regard with friendship, 

approval, or support.  3. To be partial to; indulge a liking for:  favors bright colors.  

4. To be or tend to be in support of.  5. To make easier or more possible; facili-

tate:  Darkness favored their escape.  6. To treat with care; be gentle with:  favored 

my wounded leg.  7. Chiefly Southern U.S. To resemble in appearance:  She favors 

her father.   —  v.  intr. Chiefly Southern U.S. To resemble another in appearance:  

She and her father favor.   —idiom. in favor of. 1. In support of; approving:  

We are in favor of her promotion to president.  2. To the advantage of:  The court 

decided in favor of the plaintiff.  3. Inscribed or made out to the benefit of:  a 

check in favor of a charity.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin, from 

favKre, to be favorable.] —faùvor·er n.  —faùvor·ing·ly adv.  

REGIONAL NOTE: When a Southerner favors a relative, he or she is not giving

that person special privileges; rather, the Southerner looks like that relative. Favor

can be either transitive—She favors her father—or intransitive with a compound

subject: She and her father favor. This sense of favor goes back to early modern

English: “This young lord Chamont/Favors my mother” (Ben Jonson). The verb de-

rives from the noun favor, which was used from the 15th to the 19th century to

mean “appearance, aspect; the countenance, face”: “What makes thy favor like the

bloodless head/Fall’n on the block?” (Tennyson). This sense of the noun is now ar-

chaic, but the verb thrives in the English of the Southern United States.

fa·vor·a·ble (f7ùvNr-N-bNl, f7vùrN-) adj.  1. Advantageous; helpful:  favorable 

winds.  2. Encouraging; propitious:  a favorable diagnosis.  3. Manifesting 

approval; commendatory:  a favorable report.  4. Winning approval; pleasing:  a 

favorable impression.  5. Granting what has been desired or requested:  a favorable 

reply.  6. Indulgent or partial:  listened with a favorable ear.   —faùvor·a·ble·ness 
n.  —faùvor·a·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: favorable, propitious, auspicious, benign, conducive. These adjec-

tives describe what is indicative of a successful outcome. Favorable can refer to

people, conditions, or circumstances that contribute in a positive way to the at-

tainment of a goal: I hope you will give favorable consideration to my suggestion.

The performance received a favorable review. Propitious implies a favorable tenden-

cy or inclination: “Miracles are propitious accidents, the natural causes of which are

too complicated to be readily understood” (George Santayana). Auspicious refers to

what by its favorable nature presages good fortune: The project had an auspicious



beginning. Benign applies to people or things that exert a beneficial influence: “I

lingered round them, under that benign sky... and wondered how anyone could ever

imagine unquiet slumbers, for the sleepers in that quiet earth” (Emily Brontë).

Something conducive leads or contributes to a result, often a desirable one: “Noth-

ing is more conducive to happiness than the free exercise of the mind in pursuits con-

genial to it” (Macaulay).

fa·vored (f7ùvNrd) adj.  1. Treated or thought of with great kindness or partial-

ity:  the favored child.  2. Endowed with special gifts, talents, or advantages.  

3. Having an appearance of a specified kind. Often used in combination:  ill-

favored; well-favored. 

fa·vor·ite (f7ùvNr-Vt, f7vùrVt) n.  1. a. One that enjoys special favor or regard.  

b. One that is trusted, indulged, or preferred above all others, especially by a 

superior:  a favorite of the monarch.   2. A contestant or competitor regarded as 

most likely to win.   —  adj.  Liked or preferred above all others; regarded with 

special favor.  [Obsolete French favorit, from Old Italian favorito, past participle 

of favorire, to favor, from favore, favor, from Latin favor. See FAVOR.]

favorite son (f7ùvNr-Vt sƒn) n.  1. A man favored for nomination as a presi-

dential candidate by his own state delegates at a national political convention.  

2. A famous man viewed with much favor by his hometown for his achieve-

ments. 

fa·vor·it·ism (f7ùvNr-V-tVzÙNm, f7vùrV-) n.  1. A display of partiality toward a 

favored person or group.  2. The state of being held in special favor. 

fa·vour (f7ùvNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of favor. 
fa·vus (f7ùvNs) n.  A chronic skin infection, usually of the scalp, caused by fungi 

of the genus Trichophyton and characterized by the development of thick, yellow 

crusts over the hair follicles.  [Latin, honeycomb.]

Fawkes (fôks), Guy. 1570-1606.  English conspirator executed for his role in 

the Gunpowder Plot, an attempt to kill James I and blow up Parliament on 

November 5, 1605, to avenge the persecution of Roman Catholics in England. 

fawn1 (fôn) v.  intr. fawned, fawn·ing, fawns. 1. To exhibit affection or 

attempt to please, as a dog does by wagging its tail, whining, or cringing.  2. To 

seek favor or attention by flattery and obsequious behavior.  [Middle English 

faunen, from Old English fagnian, to rejoice, from fagen, fægen, glad.] 
—fawnùer n.  —fawnùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: fawn, apple-polish, bootlick, kowtow, slaver, toady, truckle. The

central meaning shared by these verbs is “to curry favor by behaving obsequiously

and submissively”: fawned on her superior; students apple-polishing the teacher;

bootlicked to get a promotion; lawyers kowtowing to a judge; slavered over his rich



uncle; toadying to members of the occupation force; nobles truckling to the king.

fawn2 (fôn) n.  1. A young deer, especially one less than a year old.  2. Color. A 

grayish yellow brown to light grayish or moderate reddish brown.  [Middle 

English, from Old French foun, faon, feon, young animal, from Vulgar Latin 

*fKto, ·fKton-, from Latin fKtus, offspring. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

fawn lily (fôn lVlùK) n.  Any of several North American lilies of the genus Eryth-

ronium, especially E. californicum of western North America, having nodding, 

usually yellow flowers and often mottled leaves. 

fax (f4ks) n.  See facsimile (n., sense 2).   —  v.  tr. faxed, fax·ing, fax·es. To 

transmit (printed matter or an image) by electronic means.  [Shortening and 

alteration of FACSIMILE.]

fay1 (f7) v.  tr. intr. fayed, fay·ing, fays. To join or fit closely or tightly.  [Mid-

dle English feien, from Old English fKgan. See pag- in Appendix.]

fay2 (f7) n.  A fairy or an elf.  [Middle English faie, enchanted person or place, 

from Old French fae. See FAIRY.]

fay3 (f7) n.  Archaic. Faith: “Sirrah, by my fay, it waxes late” (Shakespeare).  [Mid-

dle English fai, from Anglo-Norman fei, fed. See FAITH.]

Fa·yal (fN-yälù, fä-)  See Faial. 
fay·a·lite (f7ùN-lXtÙ) n.  A yellowish to black mineral, Fe2SiO4, of the olivine 

group.  [German Fayalit, from Fayal, Faial.]

Fay·ette·ville (f7ùVt-vVlÙ, -vNl)  1. A city of northwest Arkansas in the Ozark 

Plateau north-northeast of Fort Smith. The University of Arkansas (established 

1871) is here. Population, 42,099.  2. A city of south-central North Carolina 

south-southwest of Raleigh. Founded by Scottish colonists in 1739, it was a Tory 

center during the American Revolution. Population, 75,695. 

faze (f7z) v.  tr. fazed, faz·ing, faz·es. To disrupt the composure of; discon-

cert.  See Synonyms at embarrass.  [Middle English fesen, to drive away, 

frighten, from Old English fKsian.]

fb also f.b. abbr.  Sports. Fullback. 

F.B. abbr.  1. Foreign body.  2. Freight bill. 

FBI also F.B.I. abbr.  Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

fc abbr.  Foot-candle. 

f.c. abbr.  Printing. Follow copy. 

FCA abbr.  Farm Credit Administration. 

fcap. abbr.  Foolscap. 

FCC abbr.  Federal Communications Commission. 

F clef (Hfù klHf) n.  Music. See bass clef. 
fcp. abbr.  Foolscap. 

FCS  or F.C.S. abbr.  Fellow of the Chemical Society. 

fcy. abbr.  Fancy. 



FD abbr.  1. Fatal dose.  2. Fire department.  3. Focal distance. 

F.D. abbr.  Latin. Fidei Defensor (Defender of the Faith). 

FDA abbr.  Food and Drug Administration. 

FDIC abbr.  Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

Fe  The symbol for the element iron (n., sense 1). [Latin ferrum, iron.]

fe·al·ty (fKùNl-tK) n.  pl. fe·al·ties. 1. a. The fidelity owed by a vassal to his feu-

dal lord.  b. The oath of such fidelity.   2. Faithfulness; allegiance.  See Synonyms 

at fidelity.  [Middle English fealtye, from Old French fealte, from Latin fidKlit7s, 

faithfulness, from fidKlis, faithful, from fidKs, faith. See bheidh- in Appendix.]

fear (fîr) n.  1. a. A feeling of agitation and anxiety caused by the presence or 

imminence of danger.  b. A state or condition marked by this feeling:  living in 

fear.   2. A feeling of disquiet or apprehension:  a fear of looking foolish.  

3. Extreme reverence or awe, as toward a supreme power.  4. A reason for dread 

or apprehension:  Being alone is my greatest fear.   —  v.  feared, fear·ing, 
fears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be afraid or frightened of.  2. To be uneasy or apprehen-

sive about:  feared the test results.  3. To be in awe of; revere.  4. To consider prob-

able; expect:  I fear you are wrong. I fear I have bad news for you.  5. Archaic. To 

feel fear within (oneself).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be afraid.  2. To be uneasy or appre-

hensive.  [Middle English fer, from Old English f<r, danger, sudden calamity. See 

per-3 in Appendix.] —fearùer n.  

SYNONYMS: fear, fright, dread, terror, horror, panic, alarm, dismay, consterna-

tion, trepidation. These nouns all denote the agitation and anxiety caused by the

presence or imminence of danger. Fear is the most general term: fear of change;

fear of flying; fear of death. “Fear is the parent of cruelty” (J.A. Froude). Fright is

sudden, usually momentary fear characterized by great agitation: In her fright she

forgot to lock the door. Dread is strong fear of something impending, especially of

what one is powerless to avoid: He looked forward with dread to the scheduled sur-

gery. Terror is intense, overpowering fear: “the weapon which most readily conquers

reason: terror and violence” (Adolf Hitler). Horror is a combination of fear and

aversion or repugnance: Murder arouses widespread horror. Panic is sudden frantic

fear, often groundless: The fire caused a panic among the horses. Rumors of the

President’s illness resulted in panic on the world stock markets. Alarm is fright

aroused by the first realization of danger: I watched with alarm as the current car-

ried the raft and its passengers toward the dam. Dismay is apprehension that robs

one of courage or the power to act effectively: The appearance of a comet caused

universal dismay in the ancient world. Consternation is a state of often paralyzing

dismay characterized by confusion and helplessness: Consternation spread

throughout the city as the invading army approached. Trepidation is dread charac-

teristically marked by trembling or hesitancy: “They were... full of trepidation

about things that were never likely to happen” (John Morley). 



WORD HISTORY: Old English f<r, the ancestor of our word fear, meant “ca-

lamity, disaster,” but not the emotion engendered by such an event. This is in line

with the meaning of the prehistoric Common Germanic word ·fKraz, “danger,”

which is the source of words with similar senses in other Germanic languages,

such as Old Saxon and Old High German f7r, “ambush, danger,” and Old Icelan-

dic f7r, “treachery, damage.” Scholars, in fact, have determined the form and

meaning of Germanic ·fKraz by working backward from the forms and the mean-

ings of its descendants. The most important cause of the change of meaning in

the word fear was probably the existence in Old English of the related verb f<ran,

which meant “to terrify, take by surprise.” Fear is first recorded in Middle English

with the sense “emotion of fear” in a work composed around 1290.

Fear (fîr), Cape. A promontory on Smith Island off the coast of southeast North 

Carolina at the mouth of the Cape Fear River. 

fear·ful (fîrùfNl) adj.  1. Causing or capable of causing fear; frightening:  a fear-

ful howling.  2. Experiencing fear; frightened.  See Synonyms at afraid.  
3. Feeling or inclined to feel anxiety or apprehension; timid; nervous.  

4. Indicating anxiety, fear, or terror:  a fearful, nervous glance.  5. Feeling rever-

ence, dread, or awe.  6. Extreme, as in degree or extent; dreadful:  a fearful blun-

der; fearful poverty.   —fearùful·ly adv.  —fearùful·ness n. 

fear·less (fîrùlVs) adj.  Without fear; brave.  See Synonyms at brave.  —fearù-
less·ly adv.  —fearùless·ness n. 

fear·some (fîrùsNm) adj.  1. Causing or capable of causing fear: “The Devil is a 

fearsome enemy” (Jimmy Breslin).  2. Fearful; timid.   —fearùsome·ly adv.  

—fearùsome·ness n. 

fea·si·ble (fKùzN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being accomplished or brought about; 

possible:  a feasible plan.  See Synonyms at possible.  2. Used or dealt with suc-

cessfully; suitable:  feasible new sources of energy.  3. Logical; likely:  a feasible 

explanation.  [Middle English fesable, from Old French faisable, from faire, fais-, 

to do, from Latin facere. See dhK- in Appendix.] —feaÙsi·bilùi·ty, 
feaùsi·ble·ness n.  —feaùsi·bly adv. 

feast (fKst) n.  1. a. A large, elaborately prepared meal, usually for many persons 

and often accompanied by entertainment; a banquet.  b. A meal that is well pre-

pared and abundantly enjoyed.   2. A periodic religious festival commemorating 

an event or honoring a god or saint.  3. Something giving great pleasure or satis-

faction:  a book that is a veritable feast for the mind.   —  v.  feast·ed, feast·ing, 
feasts.  —  v.  tr. To give a feast for; entertain or feed sumptuously:  feasted the 

guests on venison.   —  v.  intr. 1. To partake of a feast; eat heartily.  2. To experi-

ence something with gratification or delight:  feasted on the view.   —idiom. 
feast (one’s) eyes on. To be delighted or gratified by the sight of:  We feasted 

our eyes on the paintings.  [Middle English feste, from Old French, from Vulgar 



Latin *fKsta, from Latin, pl. of fKstum, from fKstus, festive. See dhKs- in Appen-

dix.] —feastùer n. 

Feast of Dedication (fKst ƒv dHdÙV-k7ùshNn) n.  Judaism. See Hanukkah. 
Feast of Lights (fKst ƒv lXts) n.  Judaism. See Hanukkah. 
feat1 (fKt) n.  1. A notable act or deed, especially an act of courage; an exploit.  

2. An act of skill, endurance, imagination, or strength; an achievement.  

3. Obsolete. A specialized skill; a knack.  [Middle English fet, from Anglo-Nor-

man, from Latin factum, from neuter past participle of facere, to make, do. See 

dhK- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: feat, achievement, exploit, masterstroke. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “an extraordinary deed or action”: feats of bravery;

achievements of diplomacy; military exploits; a masterstroke of entrepreneurship.

feat2 (fKt) adj.  feat·er, feat·est. Archaic. 1. Adroit; dexterous.  2. Neat; trim.  

[Middle English fet, suitable, from Old French fait, from Latin factus, done, 

made. See FEATURE.] —featùly adv. 

feath·er (fHthùNr) n.  1. One of the light, flat growths forming the plumage of 

birds, consisting of numerous slender, closely arranged parallel barbs forming a 

vane on either side of a horny, tapering, partly hollow shaft.  2. feathers. Plum-

age.  3. feathers. Clothing; attire.  4. A feathery tuft or fringe of hair, as on the 

legs or tail of some dogs.  5. Character, kind, or nature:  Birds of a feather flock 

together.  6. Something small, trivial, or inconsequential.  7. a. A strip, wedge, or 

flange used as a strengthening part.  b. A wedge or key that fits into a groove to 

make a joint.   8. The vane of an arrow.  9. A feather-shaped flaw, as in a precious 

stone.  10. The wake made by a submarine’s periscope.  11. The act of feathering 

the blade of an oar in rowing.   —  v.  feath·ered, feath·er·ing, feath·ers.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cover, dress, or decorate with or as if with feathers.  2. To fit (an 

arrow) with a feather.  3. a. To thin, reduce, or fringe the edge of by cutting, 

shaving, or wearing away.  b. To shorten and taper (hair) by cutting and thinning.   

4. To connect with a tongue-and-groove joint.  5. To turn (an oar blade) almost 

horizontal as it is carried back after each stroke.  6. a. To alter the pitch of (a pro-

peller) so that the chords of the blades are parallel with the line of flight.  b. To 

alter the pitch of (the rotor of a helicoptor) while in forward flight.   7. To turn 

off (an aircraft engine) while in flight.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grow feathers or become 

feathered.  2. To move, spread, or grow in a manner suggestive of feathers.  3. To 

feather an oar.  4. To feather a propeller.   —idioms. feather in (one’s) cap. 
An act or deed to one’s credit; a distinctive achievement.  feather (one’s) nest. 
To grow wealthy by taking advantage of one’s position or by making use of prop-

erty or funds left in one’s trust.  in fine feather (or in good feather) (or in 



high feather). In excellent form, health, or humor.  [Middle English fether, 

from Old English. See pet- in Appendix.]

feath·er·bed (fHthùNr-bHdÙ) v.  intr. feath·er·bed·ded, feath·er·bed·ding, 
feath·er·beds. To engage in or promote featherbedding.   —  adj.  Relating to or 

promoting featherbedding:  featherbed rules. 

feather bed (fHthùNr bHd) n.  1. A mattress stuffed with feathers.  2. A bed 

having a feather mattress. 

feath·er·bed·ding (fHthùNr-bHdÙVng) n.  The practice of requiring an 

employer to hire more workers than are needed or to limit their production in 

keeping with a safety regulation or union rule. 

feath·er·bone (fHthùNr-bonÙ) n.  A lightweight corset bone originally made 

from the quills of domestic fowl as a substitute for whalebone. 

feath·er·brain (fHthùNr-br7nÙ) n.  A silly, flighty, or empty-headed person.   
—feathùer·brainedÙ adj. 

feather duster (fHthùNr dƒsùtNr) n.  A brush made of a bundle of long feathers 

fastened to the end of a stick, used for dusting delicate objects. 

feath·ered (fHthùNrd) adj.  1. Covered, provided, or adorned with feathers.  

2. Moving swiftly:  feathered feet.  3. Having the chords of propeller blades paral-

lel to the line of flight. 

feath·er·edge (fHthùNr-HjÙ) n.  1. A thin fragile edge, especially a tapering edge 

of a board.  2.  See deckle edge. 
feather grass (fHthùNr gr4s) n.  Any of various grasses of the genus Stipa, hav-

ing clusters of featherlike spikelets.  Also called needle grass, spear grass. 

feath·er·head (fHthùNr-hHdÙ) n.  A featherbrain.   —feathùer·headÙed adj. 

feath·er·ing (fHthùNr-Vng) n.  1. Plumage.  2. The feathers fitted to an arrow.  

3. A fringe of hair on an animal’s coat, especially on the leg of a dog. 

feather palm (fHthùNr päm) n.  A palm having pinnately compound, feather-

like leaves. 

Feath·er River (fHthùNr rVvùNr)  A river of central California flowing about 161 

km (100 mi) southwest to the Sacramento River near the city of Sacramento. 

feather rot (fHthùNr rmt) n.  A disease of tree trunks caused by the fungus Poria 

subacida that causes the trunk to become spongy or stringy. 

feather star (fHthùNr stär) n.  Any of numerous crinoids of the genus Antedon 

and related genera, having a free-swimming, stalkless adult stage with branched, 

feathery arms. 

feath·er·stitch (fHthùNr-stVchÙ) n.  An embroidery stitch that produces a deco-

rative zigzag line.   —feathùer·stitchÙ v. 

feath·er·weight (fHthùNr-w7tÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A professional boxer weighing 

more than 118 and not more than 126 pounds (approximately 53.5-57 kilo-

grams), heavier than a bantamweight and lighter than a lightweight.  b. A contes-

tant in various other sports in a similar weight class.   2. A person or thing of little 



weight or size.  3. An insignificant person:  a political featherweight.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to featherweights.  2. Unimportant; trivial:  featherweight politi-

cal issues. 

feath·er·y (fHthùN-rK) adj.  1. Covered with or consisting of feathers.  

2. Resembling or suggestive of a feather, as in form or lightness.   
—feathùer·i·ness n. 

fea·ture (fKùchNr) n.  1. a. Any of the distinct parts of the face, as the eyes, nose, 

or mouth.  b.  Often features. The overall appearance of the face or its parts.   

2. A prominent or distinctive aspect, quality, or characteristic:  a feature of one’s 

personality; a feature of the landscape.  3. a. The main film presentation at a the-

ater.  b. A special attraction at an entertainment.   4. A prominent or special arti-

cle, story, or department in a newspaper or periodical.  5. An item advertised or 

offered as particularly attractive or as an inducement:  a washing machine with 

many features.  6. Archaic. a. Outward appearance; form or shape.  b. Physical 

beauty.    —  v.  tr. fea·tured, fea·tur·ing, fea·tures. 1. To give special atten-

tion to; display, publicize, or make prominent.  2. To have or include as a promi-

nent part or characteristic:  The play featured two well-known actors.  3. To depict 

or outline the features of.  4. Informal. To picture mentally; imagine:  Can you 

feature her in that hat?  [Middle English feture, from Old French faiture, from 

Latin fact7ra, a working or making, from factus, past participle of facere, to make, 

do. See dhK- in Appendix.]

fea·tured (fKùchNrd) adj.  1. Given special prominence, attention, or publicity:  

a featured item at a sale; a featured actor.  2. Having a specified kind of facial fea-

tures. Often used in combination:  sharp-featured; plain-featured. 

fea·ture·less (fKùchNr-lVs) adj.  Lacking distinguishing characteristics or fea-

tures:  the featureless landscape of the steppe. 

Feb. also Feb abbr.  February. 

fe·bric·i·ty (fV-brVsùV-tK) n.  The condition of having a fever.  [Medieval Latin 

febrXcit7s, from Latin febrXcit7re, to have a fever, from febris, fever.]

feb·ri·fa·cient (fHbÙrN-f7ùshNnt) n.  A substance that produces fever.   —  adj.  

Causing or producing fever.  [Latin febris, fever + -FACIENT.]

fe·brif·ic (fV-brVfùVk) adj.  1. Producing fever.  2. Having a fever; feverish.  [Latin 

febris, fever + -FIC.]

feb·ri·fuge (fHbùrN-fyujÙ) n.  An agent or a medication that reduces a fever; an 

antipyretic.   —  adj.  Acting to reduce fever.  [Latin febris, fever + -FUGE.]

feb·rile (fHbùrNl, fKùbrNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by fever; feverish.  

[Late Latin febrXlis, from Latin febris, fever.]

Feb·ru·ar·y (fHbùru-HrÙK, fHbùyu-) n.  pl. Feb·ru·ar·ies. Abbr. Feb., Feb The 

second month of the year in the Gregorian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  
[Middle English Februarie, from Febru7rius (mKnsis), (month) of purification, 

from februa, expiatory offerings, possibly of Sabine origin.]



fec. abbr.  Latin. Fecit (he or she made or did it). 

fe·cal (fKùkNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or composed of feces. 

fe·ces (fKùsKz) pl.n.  Waste matter eliminated from the bowels; excrement.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin faecKs, pl. of faex, dregs.]

Fech·ner (fHkùnNr, fHKHù-), Gustav Theodor. 1801-1887.  German psycholo-

gist and physicist who studied the relationship between strength of stimulus and 

intensity of sensation, thereby founding psychophysics. 

feck·less (fHkùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking purpose or vitality; feeble or ineffective.  

2. Careless and irresponsible.  [Scots feck, effect (alteration of EFFECT) + -LESS.] 
—feckùless·ly adv.  —feckùless·ness n. 

fec·u·lent (fHkùyN-lNnt) adj.  Full of foul or impure matter; fecal.  [Middle 

English, from Latin faeculentus, heavy with sediment, from faex, faec-, dregs.] 
—fecùu·lence n. 

fe·cund (fKùkNnd, fHkùNnd) adj.  1. Capable of producing offspring or vegeta-

tion; fruitful.  2. Marked by intellectual productivity.  See Synonyms at fertile.  
[Middle English, from Old French fecond, from Latin fKcundus. See dhK(i)- in 

Appendix.]

fe·cun·date (fKùkNn-d7tÙ, fHkùNn-) v.  tr. fe·cun·dat·ed, fe·cun·dat·ing, 
fe·cun·dates. 1. To make fecund or fruitful.  2. To impregnate; fertilize.  [Latin 

fKcund7re, fKcund7t-, from fKcundus, fruitful. See FECUND.] —feÙcun·daùtion n. 

fe·cun·di·ty (fV-kƒnùdV-tK) n.  1. The quality or power of producing abun-

dantly; fertility.  2. The capacity for producing offspring, especially in abun-

dance; productiveness.  3. Productive or creative power:  fecundity of the mind. 

fed (fHd) v.  Past tense and past participle of feed. 
Fed (fHd) n.  Informal. 1. a. The Federal Reserve System.  b. The Federal Reserve 

Board.   2.  Often fed. A federal agent or official. 

fed. abbr.  1. Federal.  2. Federated.  3. Federation. 

fe·da·yee (fH-däÙyKù, -däÙKù, -d4Ù-) n.  pl. fe·da·yeen (-yKnù, -Knù). A com-

mando or guerrilla, especially an Arab commando operating in the Middle East.  

[Arabic fed7’y7n, commandos, from fid7’iy, one who sacrifices himself for his 

country, from fid7’, sacrifice, ransom.]

fed·er·a·cy (fHdùNr-N-sK) n.  pl. fed·er·a·cies. Archaic. An alliance; a confeder-

acy.  [Short for CONFEDERACY.]

fed·er·al (fHdùNr-Nl, fHdùrNl) adj.  Abbr. fed. 1. Of, relating to, or being a form of 

government in which a union of states recognizes the sovereignty of a central 

authority while retaining certain residual powers of government.  2. Of or consti-

tuting a form of government in which sovereign power is divided between a cen-

tral authority and a number of constituent political units.  3. Of or relating to the 

central government of a federation as distinct from the governments of its mem-

ber units.  4. Favorable to or advocating federation:  The senator’s federal leanings 

were well known.  5. Relating to or formed by a treaty or compact between con-



stituent political units.  6. Federal. a. Of, relating to, or supporting Federalism 

or the Federalist Party.  b. Of, relating to, or loyal to the Union cause during the 

American Civil War.   7.  Often Federal. Of, relating to, or being the central gov-

ernment of the United States.  8. Federal. Relating to or characteristic of a style 

of architecture, furniture, and decoration produced in the United States espe-

cially in the late 18th and early 19th centuries and characterized by adaptations of 

classical forms combined with typically American motifs.   —  n.  1. Federal. 
a. A supporter of the Union during the American Civil War, especially a Union 

soldier.  b. A Federalist.   2.  Often Federal. A federal agent or official.  [From 

Latin foedus, foeder-, league, treaty. See bheidh- in Appendix.] —fedùer·al·ly 
adv. 

federal case (fHdùNr-Nl k7s) n.  1. Law. An action or a cause that falls under the 

jurisdiction of a federal court.  2. Informal. A major issue that has evolved from a 

minor problem or complaint:  made a federal case out of our tardiness. 

federal district also Federal District (fHdùNr-Nl dVsùtrVkt) n.  An area, such as 

the District of Columbia, that is reserved as the site of the national capital of a 

federation. 

fed·er·al·ism (fHdùNr-N-lVzÙNm, fHdùrN-) n.  1. a. A system of government in 

which power is divided between a central authority and constituent political 

units.  b. Advocacy of such a system of government.   2. Federalism. The doc-

trine of the Federalist Party. 

fed·er·al·ist (fHdùNr-N-lVst, fHdùrN-) n.  1. An advocate of federalism.  

2. Federalist. A member or supporter of the Federalist Party.   —  adj.  1. Of or 

relating to federalism or its advocates.  2. Federalist. Of or relating to Federal-

ism or Federalists. 

Federalist Party (fHdùNr-N-lVst pärùtK) n.  A U.S. political party founded in 

1787 to advocate the establishment of a strong federal government and the adop-

tion by the states of the Constitution. The party gained prominence in the 1790’s 

under the leadership of Alexander Hamilton. 

fed·er·al·ize (fHdùNr-N-lXzÙ, fHdùrN-) v.  tr. fed·er·al·ized, fed·er·al·iz·ing, 
fed·er·al·iz·es. 1. To unite in a federal union.  2. To subject to the authority of a 

federal government; put under federal control.   —fedÙer·al·i·zaùtion (-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

Federal Reserve System (fHdùNr-Nl rV-zûrvù sVsùtNm) n.  A U.S. banking sys-

tem that consists of 12 federal reserve banks, with each one serving member 

banks in its own district. This system, supervised by the Federal Reserve Board, 

has broad regulatory powers over the money supply and the credit structure. 

fed·er·ate (fHdùN-r7tÙ) v.  fed·er·at·ed, fed·er·at·ing, fed·er·ates.  —  v.  tr. 

To cause to join into a league, federal union, or similar association.   —  v.  intr. 

To become united into a federal union.   —  adj.  (fHdùNr-Vt, fHdùrVt) United in a 



federation.  [Latin foeder7re, foeder7t-, to ratify an agreement, from foedus, foe-

der-, league, treaty. See bheidh- in Appendix.]

Fed·er·at·ed Ma·lay States (fHdùN-r7ÙtVd mN-l7ù st7ts, m7ùl7)  A former 

federation of British-protected Malayan states, part of present-day Malaysia. 

fed·er·a·tion (fHdÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. fed. 1. The act of federating, especially 

a joining together of states into a league or federal union.  2. A league or associa-

tion formed by federating, especially a government or political body established 

through federal union. 

fed·er·a·tive (fHdùN-r7ÙtVv, fHdùNr-N-, fHdùrN-) adj.  Forming, belonging to, or of 

the nature of a federation; federal.   —fedùer·aÙtive·ly adv. 

fe·do·ra (fV-dôrùN, -dorùN) n.  A soft felt hat with a fairly low crown creased 

lengthwise and a brim that can be turned up or down.  [After Fédora, a play by 

Victorien Sardou.]

fed up (fHd ƒp) adj.  Unable or unwilling to put up with something any longer:  

She was fed up with their complaints. I resigned from the company because I was fed 

up. 

fee (fK) n.  1. A fixed sum charged, as by an institution or by law, for a privilege:  

a license fee; tuition fees.  2. A charge for professional services:  a surgeon’s fee.  

3. A tip; a gratuity.  4. Law. An inherited or heritable estate in land.  5. a. In feu-

dal law, an estate in land granted by a lord to his vassal on condition of homage 

and service.  Also called feud2, fief.  b. The land so held.    —  v.  tr. feed, 
fee·ing, fees. 1. To give a tip to.  2. Scots. To hire.   —idiom. in fee. Law. In 

absolute and legal possession.  [Middle English fe, from Anglo-Norman fee, fief, 

from Old French fie, fief, of Germanic origin. See peku- in Appendix.]

fee·ble (fKùbNl) adj.  fee·bler, fee·blest. 1. a. Lacking strength; weak.  

b. Indicating weakness.   2. Lacking vigor, force, or effectiveness; inadequate.  See 

Synonyms at weak.  [Middle English feble, from Old French, from Latin flKbilis, 

lamentable, from flKre, to weep.] —feeùble·ness n.  —feeùbly adv. 

fee·ble-mind·ed (fKùbNl-mXnùdVd) adj.  1. Offensive. Deficient in intelligence.  

2. Exhibiting a marked lack of intelligent consideration and forethought:  feeble-

minded excuses; a feeble-minded plan doomed to failure.  3. Obsolete. Irresolute 

and weak-willed.   —feeùble-mindùed·ly adv.  —feeùble-mindùed·ness n. 

feed (fKd) v.  fed (fHd), feed·ing, feeds.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To give food to; supply 

with nourishment:  feed the children.  b. To provide as food or nourishment:  fed 

fish to the cat.   2. a. To serve as food for:  The turkey is large enough to feed a 

dozen.  b. To produce food for:  The valley feeds an entire county.   3. a. To pro-

vide for consumption, utilization, or operation:  feed logs to a fire; feed data into a 

computer.  b. To supply with something essential for growth, maintenance, or 

operation:  Melting snow feeds the reservoirs.  c. To distribute (a local radio or tele-

vision broadcast) to a larger audience or group of receivers by way of a network or 

satellite.   4. a. To minister to; gratify:  fed their appetite for the morbid.  b. To 



support or promote; encourage:  His unexplained absences fed our suspicions.   

5. To supply as a cue:  feed lines to an actor.  6. Sports. To pass a ball or puck to (a 

teammate), especially in order to score.   —  v.  intr. 1. To eat:  pigs feeding at a 

trough.  2. To be nourished or supported:  an ego that feeds on flattery.  3. a. To 

move steadily, as into a machine for processing.  b. To be channeled; flow:  This 

road feeds into the freeway.    —  n.  1. a. Food for animals or birds.  b. The 

amount of such food given at one time.   2. Informal. A meal, especially a large 

one.  3. The act of eating.  4. a. Material or an amount of material supplied, as to 

a machine or furnace.  b. The act of supplying such material.   5. a. An apparatus 

that supplies material to a machine.  b. The aperture through which such mate-

rial enters a machine.   6. Distribution of a locally broadcast radio or television 

program by way of a network or satellite to a larger audience or group of receiv-

ers.   —idiom. off (one’s) feed. Suffering a lack of appetite; sick:  The dog is off 

its feed this week.  [Middle English feden, from Old English fKdan. See p7- in 

Appendix.]

feed·back (fKdùb4kÙ) n.  1. a. The return of a portion of the output of a pro-

cess or system to the input, especially when used to maintain performance or to 

control a system or process.  b. The portion of the output so returned.   2. The 

return of information about the result of a process or activity; an evaluative 

response:  asked the students for feedback on the new curriculum. 

feedback inhibition (fKdùb4kÙ VnÙhN-bVshùNn) n.  A cellular control mecha-

nism in which an enzyme that catalyzes the production of a particular substance 

in the cell is inhibited when that substance has accumulated to a certain level, 

thereby balancing the amount provided with the amount needed. 

feed·bag (fKdùb4gÙ) n.  A bag that fits over a horse’s muzzle and holds feed.  

Also called nosebag 

feed·er (fKùdNr) n.  1. One that supplies food:  a nation that is the feeder of mil-

lions in developing countries.  2. One that is fed, especially an animal that is being 

fattened for market.  3. A worker or device that feeds materials into a machine 

for further processing.  4. Something that contributes to the operation, mainte-

nance, or supply of something else, especially: a. A tributary stream.  b. A branch 

line of a transport system, as of an airline or a railroad.   5. Any of the medium-

voltage lines used to distribute electric power from a substation to consumers or 

to smaller substations.  6. A transmission line between an antenna and a trans-

mitter. 

feed·hole (fKdùholÙ) n.  Computer Science. One of a noninformational series of 

holes in a paper tape that engages a driving sprocket to carry the tape through a 

reading or punching device. 

feed·lot (fKdùlmtÙ) n.  A plot of ground on which livestock are fattened for mar-

ket. 

feed·stock (fKdùstmkÙ) n.  Raw material required for an industrial process. 



feed·stuff (fKdùstƒfÙ) n.  Food for livestock; fodder. 

feed·through (fKdùthruÙ) n.  A conductor connecting two circuits on oppo-

site sides of a printed circuit board. 

feel (fKl) v.  felt (fHlt), feel·ing, feels.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To perceive through the 

sense of touch:  feel the velvety smoothness of a peach.  b. To perceive as a physical 

sensation:  feel a sharp pain; feel the cold.   2. a. To touch.  b. To examine by 

touching.  See Synonyms at touch.   3. To test or explore with caution:  feel one’s 

way in a new job.  4. a. To undergo the experience of:  felt my interest rising; felt 

great joy.  b. To be aware of; sense:  felt the anger of the crowd.  c. To be emotion-

ally affected by:  She still feels the loss of her dog.   5. a. To be persuaded of (some-

thing) on the basis of intuition, emotion, or other indefinite grounds:  I feel that 

what the informant says may well be true.  b. To believe; think:  She felt his answer 

to be evasive.    —  v.  intr. 1. To experience sensations of touch.  2. a. To produce 

a particular sensation, especially through the sense of touch:  The sheets felt 

smooth.  b. To produce a particular impression; appear to be; seem:  It feels good 

to be home.  See Usage Note at well2.   3. To be conscious of a specified kind or 

quality of physical, mental, or emotional state:  felt warm and content; feels 

strongly about the election.  4. To seek or explore something by the sense of touch:  

felt for the light switch in the dark.  5. To have compassion or sympathy:  I feel for 

him in his troubles.   —  n.  1. Perception by or as if by touch; sensation:  a feel of 

autumn in the air.  2. The sense of touch:  a surface that is rough to the feel.  3. The 

nature or quality of something as perceived by or as if by the sense of touch: 

“power steering that seems overassisted, eliminating road feel” (Mark Ginsburg).  

4. Overall impression or effect; atmosphere: “gives such disparate pictures... a cra-

zily convincing documentary feel” (Stephen King).  5. Intuitive awareness or natu-

ral ability:  has a feel for decorating.   —phrasal verbs. feel out. To try 

cautiously or indirectly to ascertain the viewpoint or nature of.  feel up. Vulgar 

Slang. To touch or fondle (someone) sexually.   —idioms. feel in (one’s) 
bones. To have an intuition of.  feel like. Informal. To have an inclination or 

desire for:  felt like going for a walk.  feel like (oneself). To sense oneself as 

being in one’s normal state of health or spirits:  I just don’t feel like myself today.  

[Middle English felen, from Old English fKlan. See pol- in Appendix.]

feel·er (fKùlNr) n.  1. Something, such as a hint or question, designed to elicit the 

attitudes or intentions of others.  2. Zoology. A sensory or tactile organ, such as an 

antenna, a tentacle, or a barbel. 

feel·ing (fKùlVng) n.  1. a. The sensation involving perception by touch.  b. A 

sensation experienced through touch.  c. A physical sensation:  a feeling of 

warmth.   2. An affective state of consciousness, such as that resulting from emo-

tions, sentiments, or desires:  experienced a feeling of excitement.  3. An awareness 

or impression:  He had the feeling that he was being followed.  4. a. An emotional 

state or disposition; an emotion:  expressed deep feeling.  b. A tender emotion; a 



fondness.   5. a. Capacity to experience the higher emotions; sensitivity; sensibil-

ity:  a man of feeling.  b. feelings. Susceptibility to emotional response; sensibil-

ities:  The child’s feelings are easily hurt.   6. Opinion based more on emotion than 

on reason; sentiment.  7. A general impression conveyed by a person, place, or 

thing:  The stuffy air gave one the feeling of being in a tomb.  8. a. Appreciative 

regard or understanding:  a feeling for propriety.  b. Intuitive awareness or apti-

tude; a feel:  has a feeling for language.    —  adj.  1. Having the ability to react or 

feel emotionally; sentient; sensitive.  2. Easily moved emotionally; sympathetic:  a 

feeling heart.  3. Expressive of sensibility or emotion:  a feeling glance.   
—feelùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: feeling, emotion, passion, sentiment. These nouns refer to com-

plex and usually strong subjective human response, such as love or hate. Although

feeling and emotion are sometimes interchangeable, feeling is the more general and

neutral: feelings of hope and joy; a feeling of inferiority; religious feelings. “I have

said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its origin

from emotion recollected in tranquillity” (William Wordsworth). Emotion is often

considered to be the stronger of the two terms and to imply the presence of ex-

citement or agitation: He has difficulty controlling his emotions. “Poetry is not a

turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion” (T.S. Eliot). Passion is in-

tense, compelling emotion: “They seemed like ungoverned children inflamed with

the fiercest passions of men” (Francis Parkman). Sentiment often applies to a

thought or opinion arising from or influenced by emotion: What are your senti-

ments about the government’s policies? The word can also refer to the delicate, sen-

sitive, or higher or more refined feelings: “The mystic reverence, the religious alle-

giance, which are essential to a true monarchy, are imaginative sentiments that no

legislature can manufacture in any people” (Walter Bagehot). See also Synonyms

at opinion

fee simple (fK sVmùpNl) n.  pl. fees simple. Law. 1. An estate in land of which 

the inheritor has unqualified ownership and power of disposition.  2. Private 

ownership of real estate in which the owner has the right to control, use, and 

transfer the property at will. 

fee splitting (fK splVtùVng) n.  The practice of sharing fees with professional 

colleagues, such as physicians, for patient or client referrals. 

feet (fKt) n.  Plural of foot. 
fee tail (fK t7l) n.  pl. fees tail. Law. An estate in land limited in inheritance to a 

particular class of heirs. 

Feh·ling’s solution (f7ùlVngz sN-luùshNn) n.  An aqueous solution of copper 

sulfate, sodium hydroxide, and potassium sodium tartrate used to test for the 



presence of sugars and aldehydes in a substance, such as urine.  [After Hermann 

von Fehling (1812-1885), German chemist.]

Feif·fer (fXùfNr), Jules. Born 1929.  American cartoonist who won a 1986 

Pulitzer Prize for his sarcastic comic strip, which features a middle-class intellec-

tual struggling with contemporary social issues. 

feign (f7n) v.  feigned, feign·ing, feigns.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To give a false 

appearance of:  feign sleep.  b. To represent falsely; pretend to:  feign authorship of 

a novel.  See Synonyms at pretend.   2. To imitate so as to deceive:  feign 

another’s voice.  3. To fabricate:  feigned an excuse.  4. Archaic. To invent or imag-

ine.   —  v.  intr. To pretend; dissemble.  [Middle English feinen, from Old French 

feindre, from Latin fingere, to shape, form. See dheigh- in Appendix.]

feigned (f7nd) adj.  1. Not real; pretended:  a feigned modesty.  2. Made-up; fic-

titious. 

fei·jo·a·da (f7Ùzht-äùdä, -jwäùdN) n.  A dish of black beans cooked with meat 

such as sausage, served with rice and traditionally garnished with cassava meal, 

collard greens or kale, onions, oranges, and a hot pepper sauce.  [Portuguese, 

from feijão, bean, from Latin phaseolus. See FRIJOL.]

Fei·ning·er (fXùnVng-Nr), Lyonel Charles Adrian. 1871-1956.  American-born 

artist who was influenced by cubism and the Bauhaus movement and developed a 

delicate geometric style with intersecting planes of translucent colors. 

feint (f7nt) n.  1. A feigned attack designed to draw defensive action away from 

an intended target.  2. A deceptive action calculated to divert attention from one’s 

real purpose.  See Synonyms at artifice.   —  v.  feint·ed, feint·ing, feints.  
—  v.  intr. To make a feint.   —  v.  tr. 1. To deceive with a feint.  2. To make a 

deceptive show of.  [French feinte, from Old French, from past participle of fein-

dre, to feign. See FEIGN.]

Fei·ra de San·ta·na (f7ùrN dN s4n-t4nùN, f7ùrä dV säN-täNùnä)  A city of eastern 

Brazil west-northwest of Salvador. It is a distribution center for a large agricul-

tural region. Population, 227,004. 

Fei·sal (fXùsNl)  See Faisal. 
feist (fXst) also fice (fXs) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. A small mongrel dog.  [Variant 

of obsolete fist, short for fisting dog, from Middle English fisten, to break wind. 

See pezd- in Appendix.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Feist, also fice, is one of several regional terms for a small

mixed-breed dog or mongrel. Used throughout the Midland and Southern states,

feist connotes a snappy, nervous, belligerent little dog—hence the derived adjec-

tive feisty, meaning “touchy, quarrelsome, or spirited,” applicable to animals and

to people.



feist·y (fXùstK) adj.  feist·i·er, feist·i·est. 1. Touchy; quarrelsome.  2. Full of 

spirit or pluck; frisky or spunky.  See Regional note at feist.  [From FEIST.] 
—feistùi·ness n. 

Fei·sul (fXùsNl)  See Faisal. 
Feke (fKk), Robert. 1705?-1750?.  American painter known for his portraits of 

colonists, such as The Bowdoin Family (c. 1749). 

fe·la·fel (fN-läùfNl) n.  Variant of falafel. 
feld·spar (fHldùspärÙ, fHlù-) also fel·spar (fHlù-) n.  Any of a group of abundant 

rock-forming minerals occurring principally in igneous, plutonic, and some 

metamorphic rocks, and consisting of silicates of aluminum with potassium, 

sodium, calcium, and, rarely, barium. About 60 percent of the earth’s outer crust 

is composed of feldspar.  [Partial translation of obsolete German Feldspath : Feld, 

field (from Middle High German veld, from Old High German feld); see pelN-2 

in Appendix + Spath, spar.]

feld·spath·ic (fHld-sp4thùVk, fHl-) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing feldspar.  

[From obsolete German Feldspath, feldspar. See FELDSPAR.]

fe·li·cif·ic (fKÙlV-sVfùVk) adj.  Producing or intended to produce happiness.  [Latin 

fKlix, fKlXc-, fortunate; see dhK(i)- in Appendix + -FIC.]

fe·lic·i·tate (fV-lVsùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. fe·lic·i·tat·ed, fe·lic·i·tat·ing, fe·lic·i·tates. 
1. To offer congratulations to: “I felicitate you on your memory, sir” (John 

Fowles).  2. Archaic. To make happy.   —  adj.  Obsolete. Made happy.  [Late Latin 

fKlXcit7re, fKlXcit7t-, to make happy, from fKlXx, fKlXc-, fortunate. See dhK(i)- in 

Appendix.] —fe·licùi·taÙtor n. 

fe·lic·i·ta·tion (fV-lVsÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  Congratulations. Often used in the plural. 

fe·lic·i·tous (fV-lVsùV-tNs) adj.  1. Admirably suited; apt:  a felicitous comparison.  

See Synonyms at fit1.  2. Exhibiting an agreeably appropriate manner or style:  a 

felicitous writer.  3. Marked by happiness or good fortune:  a felicitous life.   
—fe·licùi·tous·ly adv.  —fe·licùi·tous·ness n. 

fe·lic·i·ty (fV-lVsùV-tK) n.  pl. fe·lic·i·ties. 1. a. Great happiness; bliss.  b. An 

instance of great happiness.   2. A cause or source of happiness.  3. a. An appro-

priate and pleasing manner or style:  felicity of expression.  b. An instance of 

appropriate and pleasing manner or style.   4. Archaic. Good fortune.  [Middle 

English felicite, from Old French felicite, from Latin fKlXcit7s, from fKlXx, fKlXc-, 

fortunate. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

fe·lid (fKùlVd) adj.  Feline.  [From New Latin FKlidae, family name, from FKlis, 

type genus, from Latin fKlKs, cat.] —feùlid n. 

fe·line (fKùlXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or belonging to the family Felidae, which includes the 

lions, tigers, jaguars, and wild and domestic cats; felid.  2. Suggestive of a cat, as 

in suppleness or stealthiness.   —  n.  An animal of the family Felidae.  [Latin fKlX-
nus, or Late Latin fKlXneus both from Latin fKlKs, cat.] —feùlineÙly adv.  

—feùlineÙness, fe·linùi·ty (fV-lVnùV-tK)  n. 



feline distemper (fKùlXnÙ dVs-tHmùpNr) n.  See distemper1 (n., sense 1b). 

fell1 (fHl) v.  tr. felled, fell·ing, fells. 1. a. To cause to fall by striking; cut or 

knock down:  fell a tree; fell an opponent in boxing.  b. To kill:  was felled by an 

assassin’s bullet.   2. To sew or finish (a seam) with the raw edges flattened, turned 

under, and stitched down.   —  n.  1. The timber cut down in one season.  2. A 

felled seam.  [Middle English fellen, from Old English fellan, fyllan.] 
—fellùa·ble adj. 

fell2 (fHl) adj.  1. Of an inhumanly cruel nature; fierce:  fell hordes.  2. Capable of 

destroying; lethal:  a fell blow.  3. Dire; sinister:  by some fell chance.  4. Scots. 

Sharp and biting.   —idiom. at one fell swoop (or in one fell swoop). All 

at once.  [Middle English fel, from Old French, nominative of felon. See FELON
1.] 

—fellùness n. 

fell3 (fHl) n.  1. The hide of an animal; a pelt.  2. A thin membrane directly 

beneath the hide.  [Middle English fel, from Old English fell. See pel-3 in Appen-

dix.]

fell4 (fHl) n.  Chiefly British. 1. An upland stretch of open country; a moor.  2. A 

barren or stony hill.  [Middle English fel, from Old Norse fell, fjall, mountain, 

hill.]

fell5 (fHl) v.  Past tense of fall. 
fel·la (fHlùN) n.  Informal. A man or boy; a fellow. 

fel·lah (fHlùN, fN-läù) n.  pl. fel·la·hin or fel·la·heen (fHlÙN-hKnù, fN-lä-hKnù). A 

peasant or agricultural laborer in an Arab country, such as Syria or Egypt.  [Ara-

bic fell7U, dialectal variant of fall7U, from falaUa, to cultivate, till.]

fel·late (fN-l7tù) v.  fel·lat·ed, fel·lat·ing, fel·lates.  —  v.  tr. To perform fell-

atio on.   —  v.  intr. To engage in fellatio.  [Latin fell7re, fell7t-, to suck. See FELL-

ATIO.] —fel·laùtion (-l7ùshNn) n.  —fel·laùtor n. 

fel·la·ti·o (fN-l7ùshK-oÙ, -läùtK-oÙ, fH-) n.  Oral stimulation of the penis.  [New 

Latin, from Latin fell7tus, past participle of fell7re, to suck. See dhK(i)- in Appen-

dix.]

fell·er1 (fHlùNr) n.  1. A lumberjack.  2. One that fells seams. 

fel·ler2 (fHlùNr) n.  Informal. A man or boy; a fellow. 

Fel·li·ni (fN-lKùnK, fHl-), Federico. 1920-1994.  Italian filmmaker whose works, 

including La Dolce Vita (1960) and Amarcord (1973), combine social satire with 

elements of fantasy. 

fel·loe (fHlùo) n.  Variant of felly. 
fel·low (fHlùo) n.  1. a. A man or boy.  b. Informal. A boyfriend.   2. A comrade 

or an associate.  3. a. A person of equal rank, position, or background; a peer.  

b. One of a pair; a mate:  found the lost shoe and its fellow.   4.  Abbr. F, F. A mem-

ber of a learned society.  5.  Abbr. F, F. A graduate student appointed to a position 

granting financial aid and providing for further study.  6.  Abbr. F, F. Chiefly Brit-

ish. a. An incorporated senior member of certain colleges and universities.  b. A 



member of the governing body of certain colleges and universities.   7. Obsolete. 

A person of a lower social class.   —  adj.  Being of the same kind, group, occupa-

tion, society, or locality; having in common certain characteristics or interests:  

fellow workers.  [Middle English felau, from Old English fKolaga, from Old Norse 

fKlagi, business partner, fellow, from fKlag, partnership  : fK, property, money; see 

peku- in Appendix + lag, a laying down; see legh- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A jolly good fellow might or might not be the ideal business

associate, but the ancestor of our word fellow definitely referred to a business

partner. Fellow, borrowed into English from Old Norse, is related to the Old Ice-

landic word fKlagi, meaning “a partner or shareholder of any kind.” Old Icelandic

fKlagi is derived from fKlag, “partnership,” a compound made up of fK, “livestock,

property, money,” and lag, “a laying in order” and “fellowship.” The notion of

putting one’s property together lies behind the senses of fKlagi meaning “partner”

and “consort.” In Old Icelandic fKlagi also had the general sense “fellow, mate,

comrade,” which fellow has as well, indicating perhaps that most partnerships

turned out all right for speakers of Old Icelandic.

fellow feeling (fHlùo fKùlVng) n.  1. Sympathetic awareness of others; rapport.  

2. Community of interest. 

fellow man also fel·low·man (fHlÙo-m4nù) n.  A kindred human being. 

fellow servant (fHlùo sûrùvNnt) n.  Law. One of a group of employees working 

together under such circumstances that the employer, under common law, is not 

considered liable for injury to one worker resulting from the negligence of 

another. 

fel·low·ship (fHlùo-shVpÙ) n.  1. a. The condition of sharing similar interests, 

ideals, or experiences, as by reason of profession, religion, or nationality.  b. The 

companionship of individuals in a congenial atmosphere and on equal terms.   

2. A close association of friends or equals sharing similar interests.  

3. Friendship; comradeship.  4. a. The financial grant made to a fellow in a col-

lege or university.  b. The status of having been awarded such a grant.  c. A foun-

dation established for the awarding of such a grant.  

fellow traveler (fHlùo tr4vùNl-Nr) n.  One who sympathizes with or supports 

the tenets and program of an organized group, such as the Communist Party, 

without being a member. 

Fell·tham also Fel·tham (fHlùthNm), Owen. 1602?-1668.  English writer noted 

for his moral essays. 

fel·ly (fHlùK) also fel·loe (fHlùo) n.  pl. fel·lies also fel·loes. The rim or a section 

of the rim of a wheel supported by spokes.  [Middle English felie, felwe, from Old 

English felg.]



fel·on1 (fHlùNn) n.  1. Law. One who has committed a felony.  2. Archaic. An evil 

person.   —  adj.  Archaic. Evil; cruel.  [Middle English feloun, from Old French 

felon, wicked, a wicked person, from Medieval Latin fello, fellon-, possibly of Ger-

manic origin.]

fel·on2 (fHlùNn) n.  A painful, purulent infection at the end of a finger or toe in 

the area surrounding the nail.  Also called whitlow [Middle English feloun, proba-

bly from Latin fel, gall, bile. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

fe·lo·ni·ous (fN-loùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Law. Having the nature of, relating to, or con-

cerning a felony:  felonious intent.  2. Archaic. Evil; wicked.   —fe·loùni·ous·ly 
adv.  —fe·loùni·ous·ness n. 

fel·o·ny (fHlùN-nK) n.  pl. fel·o·nies. Law. 1. One of several grave crimes, such as 

murder, rape, or burglary, punishable by a more stringent sentence than that 

given for a misdemeanor.  2. Any of several crimes in early English law that were 

punishable by forfeiture of land or goods and by possible loss of life or a bodily 

part. 

fel·sic (fHlùsVk) adj.  Relating to or containing a group of light-colored silicate 

minerals that occur in igneous rocks.  [FEL(DSPAR) + S(ILICA) + -IC.]

fel·site (fHlùsXtÙ) n.  A fine-grained, light-colored igneous rock, composed 

chiefly of feldspar and quartz.  [FELS(PAR) + -ITE
1.] —fel·sitùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

fel·spar (fHlùspärÙ) n.  Variant of feldspar. 
felt1 (fHlt) n.  1. a. A fabric of matted, compressed animal fibers, such as wool or 

fur, sometimes mixed with vegetable or synthetic fibers.  b. A material resem-

bling this fabric.   2. Something made of this fabric.   —  adj.  Made of, relating 

to, or resembling felt.   —  v.  felt·ed, felt·ing, felts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make into 

felt.  2. To cover with felt.  3. To press or mat (something) together.   —  v.  intr. 

To become like felt; mat together.  [Middle English, from Old English. See pel-5 

in Appendix.] —feltùy adj. 

felt2 (fHlt) v.  Past tense and past participle of feel. 
Fel·tham (fHlùthNm), Owen.  See Owen Felltham. 
felt·ing (fHlùtVng) n.  1. The practice or process of making felt.  2. The materials 

from which felt is made.  3. Felted fabric. 

Fel·ton (fHlùtNn), Rebecca Ann Latimer. 1835-1930.  American writer, 

reformer, and politician who in 1922 served out the term of a deceased senator 

from Georgia, thereby becoming the first woman to sit in the U.S. Senate. 

fe·luc·ca (fN-luùkN, -lƒkùN) n.  Nautical. A narrow, swift, lateen-rigged sailing 

vessel, such as that used on the Nile or in the Mediterranean Sea.  [Italian feluca, 

from Arabic fulk, ship.]

fel·wort (fHlùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  An annual gentian (Gentianella amarella) having 

small, lilac to creamy white flowers with fringed corollas.  [Middle English *feld-

wort, from Old English feldwyrt : feld, field; see FIELD + wyrt, wort; see WORT
1.]

fem. abbr.  Female; feminine. 



fe·male (fKùm7lÙ) adj.  Abbr. fem., f., F 1. a. Of, relating to, or denoting the sex 

that produces ova or bears young.  b. Characteristic of or appropriate to this sex; 

feminine.  See Synonyms at feminine.  c. Consisting of members of this sex.   

2. Botany. a. Relating to or designating an organ, such as a pistil or an ovary, that 

functions in producing seeds after fertilization.  b. Bearing pistils but not sta-

mens; pistillate:  female flowers.   3. Having a recessed part, such as a slot or recep-

tacle, designed to receive a complementary male part:  the female section of an 

electrical outlet.   —  n.  Abbr. fem., f., F 1. A member of the sex that produces 

ova or bears young.  2. A woman or girl.  3. Botany. A plant having only pistillate 

flowers.  [Middle English, alteration (influenced by male, male); see MALE, of 

femelle, from Old French, from Latin fKmella, diminutive of fKmina, woman. See 

dhK(i)- in Appendix.] —feùmaleÙness n. 

feme (fHm) n.  1. Law. A wife.  2. Obsolete. A woman.  [Anglo-Norman, from 

Latin fKmina. See FEMALE.]

feme cov·ert (fHm kƒvùNrt) n.  Law. A married woman.  [Anglo-Norman  : 

feme, woman + Old French covert, covered.]

feme sole (fHm sol) n.  Law. A single woman, whether divorced, widowed, or 

never married.  [Anglo-Norman feme soule : feme, woman + soule, single.]

fem·i·nine (fHmùN-nVn) adj.  1. Of or relating to women or girls; female.  

2. Characterized by or possessing qualities generally attributed to a woman.  

3. Effeminate; womanish.  4.  Abbr. fem., f., F. Grammar. Designating or 

belonging to the gender of words or grammatical forms that refer chiefly to 

females or to things classified as female.   —  n.  Abbr. fem., f., F. Grammar. 

1. The feminine gender.  2. A word or form belonging to the feminine gender.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fKminXnus, from fKmina, woman. 

See dhK(i)- in Appendix.] —femùi·nine·ly adv.  —femùi·nine·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: feminine, female, womanly, womanish, effeminate, ladylike. These

adjectives mean “of, relating to, characteristic of, or appropriate to women.” Fem-

inine as the opposite of masculine often refers to what is considered characteristic

of women: feminine intuition. Female, like male, categorizes by gender or sex; the

term is not limited in application to human beings: the female population; a female

kitten; a female plant. Womanly describes qualities regarded as becoming to a

woman: womanly virtue; womanly sympathy. Womanish applies to qualities asso-

ciated with women and traditionally considered undesirable in men: womanish

tears. Effeminate is largely restricted in reference to men and implies lack of man-

liness or strength: an effeminate walk. Ladylike is applicable to what befits women

of good breeding: ladylike manners.



feminine ending (fHmùN-nVn HnùdVng) n.  1. An extra unstressed syllable at 

the end of a line of verse.  2. Grammar. A final syllable or termination that marks 

or forms words in the feminine gender. 

feminine rhyme (fHmùN-nVn rXm) n.  A rhyme in which the final syllable is 

unstressed, as in feather/heather. 

fem·i·nin·i·ty (fHmÙN-nVnùV-tK) n.  pl. fem·i·nin·i·ties. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being feminine.  2. A characteristic or trait traditionally held to be female.  

3. Women considered as a group.  4. Effeminacy. 

fem·i·nism (fHmùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Belief in the social, political, and economic 

equality of the sexes.  2. The movement organized around this belief. 

fem·i·nist (fHmùN-nVst) n.  A person whose beliefs and behavior are based on 

feminism.   —  adj.  Of or relating to feminism.   —femÙi·nisùtic adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The term feminist may be applied to a person of either sex, ac-

cording to 86 percent of the Usage Panel.

fem·i·nize (fHmùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. fem·i·nized, fem·i·niz·ing, fem·i·niz·es. 1. To 

give a feminine appearance or character to.  2. To cause (a male) to assume femi-

nine characteristics.   —femÙi·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

femme (fHm) n.  Informal. A woman or girl.  [French, from Old French, from 

Latin fKmina. See FEMININE.]

femme fa·tale (fHmÙ fN-t4lù, -tälù, f4mÙ) n.  pl. femmes fa·tales (fHmÙ fN-

t4lù, -t4lzù, -tälù, -tälzù, f4mÙ). 1. A woman of great seductive charm who leads 

men into compromising or dangerous situations.  2. An alluring and mysterious 

woman.  [French  : femme, woman + fatale, deadly.]

fem·o·ra (fHmùNr-N) n.  A plural of femur. 
fem·o·ral (fHmùNr-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or located in the thigh or femur.  

[From Latin femur, femor-, thigh.]

femoral artery (fHmùNr-Nl ärùtN-rK) n.  The main artery of the thigh, supply-

ing blood to the groin and lower extremity. 

femto- pref.  One quadrillionth (10–15):  femtovolt.  [From Danish, and Norwe-

gian femten, fifteen  from Old Norse fimmt7n. See penkwe in Appendix.]

fe·mur (fKùmNr) n.  pl. fe·murs or fem·o·ra (fHmùNr-N). 1. A bone of the leg 

situated between the pelvis and knee in human beings. It is the largest and stron-

gest bone in the body.  Also called thighbone 2. A functionally similar bone in the 

leg or hind limb of a vertebrate animal.  3. The thick, most muscular segment of 

the insect leg, situated between the trochanter and the tibia.  [Latin, thigh.]

fen (fHn) n.  Low, flat, swampy land; a bog or marsh.  [Middle English, from Old 

English fenn.]

fence (fHns) n.  1. A structure serving as an enclosure, a barrier, or a boundary, 

usually made of posts or stakes joined together by boards, wire, or rails.  2. The 



art or sport of fencing.  3. a. One who receives and sells stolen goods.  b. A place 

where stolen goods are received and sold.   4. Archaic. A means of defense; a pro-

tection.   —  v.  fenced, fenc·ing, fenc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To enclose with or as if 

with a fence.  See Synonyms at enclose.  2. To separate or close off by or as if by 

means of a fence.  3. a. To ward off; keep away.  b. To defend.   4. To sell (stolen 

goods) to a fence.   —  v.  intr. 1. To practice the art or sport of fencing.  2. To use 

tactics similar to the parry and thrust of fencing.  3. To avoid giving direct 

answers; hedge.  4. To act as a conduit for stolen goods.   —idiom. on the 
fence. Informal. Undecided as to which of two sides to support; uncommitted or 

neutral.  [Middle English fens, short for defens, defense. See DEFENSE.] —fencùer 
n. 

fence·row (fHnsùroÙ) n.  The uncultivated land on each side of a fence. 

fence sitter (fHns sVtùNr) n.  Informal. One who takes a position of neutrality or 

indecision, as in a controversial matter.   —fenceù-sitÙting (fHnsùsVtÙVng) n. 

fenc·ing (fHnùsVng) n.  1. The art or sport of using a foil, an épée, or a saber in 

attack and defense.  2. Skillful repartee, especially as a defense against having to 

give direct answers.  3. Material, such as wire, stakes, and rails, used in the con-

struction of fences.  4. A barrier or an enclosure of fences. 

fend (fHnd) v.  fend·ed, fend·ing, fends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To ward off. Often used 

with off:  fend off an attack.  2. Archaic. To defend.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make an 

effort to resist:  fend against the cold.  2. To attempt to manage without assistance:  

The children had to fend for themselves while their parents worked.  [Middle 

English fenden, short for defenden, to defend. See DEFEND.]

fend·er (fHnùdNr) n.  1. a. A guard over each wheel of a motor vehicle, for exam-

ple, that is shaped and positioned so as to block the splashing of water or mud.  

b. A device at the front end of a locomotive or streetcar designed to push aside 

obstructions.   2. A cushioning device, such as a bundle of rope or a piece of tim-

ber, used on the side of a vessel or dock to absorb impact or friction.  3. A screen 

or metal framework placed in front of a fireplace to keep hot coals and debris 

from falling out. 

fend·er-bend·er  or fender bender (fHnùdNr-bHnÙdNr) n.  Informal. A colli-

sion involving motor vehicles that results in minor damage. 

Fé·ne·lon (f7-nN-lôNù), François de Salignac de la Mothe. 1651-1715.  

French prelate and writer who tutored the grandson of Louis XIV and created 

controversy with his quietistic views and his epic Télémaque (1699), which the 

king considered to be a satire of his court. 

fe·nes·tra (fN-nHsùtrN) n.  pl. fe·nes·trae (-trKÙ). 1. Anatomy. A small opening, 

especially either of two windowlike apertures in the medial wall of the middle ear.  

2. The opening in a bone made by surgical fenestration.  3. Zoology. A transpar-

ent spot or marking, as on the wing of a moth or butterfly.  4. Architecture. A 

windowlike opening.  [Latin, window.] —fe·nesùtral adj. 



fen·es·trat·ed (fHnùV-str7ÙtVd) also fen·es·trate (fHnùV-str7tÙ, fV-nHsùtr7tÙ) adj.  

1. Architecture. Having windows or windowlike openings.  2. Biology. Having 

fenestrae.  [From Latin fenestr7tus, past participle of fenestr7re, to furnish with 

windows, from fenestra, window.]

fen·es·tra·tion (fHnÙV-str7ùshNn) n.  1. Architecture. The design and placement 

of windows in a building.  2. An opening in the surface of a structure, as in a 

membrane.  3. The surgical creation of an artificial opening in the bony part of 

the inner ear so as to improve or restore hearing. 

Feng Yu·xiang also Feng Yu-hsiang (fƒngù yüùshyängù), 1880-1948.  Chi-

nese Nationalist military leader who twice seized Peking (1924 and 1928) but later 

criticized the government of Chiang Kai-shek. 

Fe·ni·an (fKùnK-Nn) n.  1. One of a legendary group of heroic Irish warriors of 

the second and third centuries A.D.  2. A member of a secret revolutionary orga-

nization in the United States and Ireland in the mid-19th century, dedicated to 

the overthrow of British rule in Ireland.  [From alteration (influenced by féne, 

body of freemen under early Irish law), of Irish Gaelic fianna, bands of young 

warriors, from Old Irish fíanna, pl. of fían.] —Feùni·an adj.  —Feùni·an·ism n. 

fen·nec (fHnùVk) n.  A small nocturnal fox (Vulpes zerda, formerly Fennecus 

zerda) of desert regions of northern Africa, having fawn-colored fur and large, 

pointed ears.  [Arabic dialectal fenek, fox, small furry animal.]

fen·nel (fHnùNl) n.  1. A Eurasian plant (Foeniculum vulgare) having pinnate 

leaves, clusters of small yellow flowers grouped in umbels, and aromatic seeds 

used as flavoring.  2. The edible seeds or stalks of this plant.  [Middle English 

fenel, from Old English fenol, from Latin fKnuculum, variant of faeniculum, 

diminutive of faenum, fKnum, hay. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

fen·ny (fHnùK) adj.  1. Having the nature of a fen; marshy.  2. Relating to or 

found in fens. 

Fens (fHnz)  A lowland district of eastern England west and south of the Wash. 

Early attempts by the Romans to drain the area were abandoned by Anglo-Saxon 

times. Modern-day reclamation of the Fens began in the 17th century. 

fen·ta·nyl (fHnùtN-nil) n.  A narcotic analgesic used in combination with other 

drugs before, during, or following surgery.  [Alteration of phentanyl, alteration of 

the chemical name.]

fen·u·greek (fHnùyN-grKkÙ, fHnùN-) n.  1. A cloverlike Eurasian plant (Trigonella 

foenum-graecum) having white flowers and pungent, aromatic seeds used as fla-

voring.  2. The seeds of this plant.  [Middle English fenigrek, from Old French 

fenegrec, from Latin fKnugraecum, from fKnum graecum : fKnum, hay; see FENNEL 

+ Graecus, Greek; see GREEK.]

fen·u·ron (fHnùyN-rmnÙ) n.  A white compound, C9H12N2O, used as a herbicide.  

[fen- (alteration of PHEN-) + UR(EA) + -ON
3.]

feoff·ee (fHf-Kù, fK-fKù) n.  Law. One to whom a feoffment is granted. 



feoff·er also feof·for (fHfùNr, fKùfNr) n.  Law. One who grants a feoffment. 

feoff·ment (fHfùmNnt, fKfù-) n.  Law. A grant of lands as a fee. 

feof·for (fHfùNr, fKùfNr) n.  Law. Variant of feoffer. 
FEP abbr.  Computer Science. Front-end processor. 

FEPC abbr.  Fair Employment Practices Commission. 

-fer suff.  One that bears:  aquifer.  [Latin, bearer, bearing, from ferre, to carry. See 

bher-1 in Appendix.]

FERA abbr.  Federal Emergency Relief Administration. 

fe·ral (fîrùNl, fHrù-) adj.  1. a. Existing in a wild or untamed state.  b. Having 

returned to an untamed state from domestication.   2. Of or suggestive of a wild 

animal; savage:  a feral grin.  [From Latin fera, wild animal, from ferus, wild. See 

ghwer- in Appendix.]

fer·bam (fûrùb4mÙ) n.  A black powder, C9H18FeN3S6, used as an agricultural 

fungicide.  [fer(ric dimethyl-dithiocar)bam(ate).]

Fer·ber (fûrùbNr), Edna. 1887-1968.  American writer who wrote several popu-

lar novels, including So Big (1924), which won a Pulitzer Prize. 

fer-de-lance (fHrÙdl-4nsù, -änsù) n.  pl. fer-de-lance. A venomous tropical 

American pit viper (Bothrops atrox) having brown and grayish markings.  

[French, from fer de lance, spearhead  : fer, iron + de, of + lance, spear.]

Fer·di·nand I1 (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), Known as “Ferdinand the Great.” Died 1065.  

King of Castile (1035-1065) and León (1037-1065) who reconquered much of 

present-day Portugal from the Moors. 

Fer·di·nand I2 (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), 1503-1564.  Holy Roman emperor (1558-1564) 

and king of Bohemia and Hungary (1526-1564). In 1555 he ended the religious 

wars in Germany by concluding the Peace of Augsburg. 

Fer·di·nand II (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), 1578-1637.  Holy Roman emperor (1619-1637) 

and king of Bohemia (1617-1619 and 1620-1627) and Hungary (1618-1625). A 

leader of the Counter Reformation, he waged constant war against Protestant 

forces. 

Fer·di·nand III (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), 1608-1657.  Holy Roman emperor (1637-1657) 

and king of Hungary (1625-1647) and Bohemia (1627-1656). He signed the Peace 

of Westphalia (1648), thus ending the Thirty Years’ War. 

Fer·di·nand V (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), Known as “Ferdinand the Catholic.” 1452-1516.  

King of Castile and León (1474-1504) who ruled jointly with his wife, Isabella I. 

He was also king of Sicily (1468-1516) and Aragon (1479-1516) as Ferdinand II 

and of Naples (1504-1516) as Ferdinand III. His marriage to Isabella (1469) 

marked the beginning of the modern Spanish state. 

Fer·di·nand VI (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), Known as “Ferdinand the Wise.” 1713-1759.  

Bourbon king of Spain (1746-1759) who kept his country out of the Seven Years’ 

War. 



Fer·di·nand VII (fûrùdn-4ndÙ), 1784-1833.  Bourbon king of Spain (1808 and 

1814-1833) who was imprisoned by Napoleon in France (1808-1814) but 

returned to the throne after Napoleon’s downfall. 

fere (fîr) n.  Archaic. 1. A companion.  2. A spouse.  [Middle English, from Old 

English gefKra. See per-2 in Appendix.]

fer·e·to·ry (fHrùV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. fer·e·to·ries. 1. A receptacle to hold the 

relics of saints; a reliquary.  2. An area of a church in which reliquaries are kept.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman fertre, from Latin feretrum, from Greek 

pheretron, from pherein, to carry. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

Fer·ga·na also Fer·gha·na (fNr-gäùnN, fyVr-gN-näù)  A city of eastern Uzbekistan 

southwest of Andizhan. It is the center of the fertile Fergana Valley, a densely 

populated agricultural and industrial region. Population, 195,000. 

Fer·gu·son (fûrùgN-sNn)  A city of eastern Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. Pop-

ulation, 22,286. 

fe·ri·a (fîrùK-N, fHrù-) n.  pl. fe·ri·as or fe·ri·ae (-K-KÙ). A weekday on a church 

calendar on which no feast is observed.  [Medieval Latin, ordinary day, weekday, 

from Late Latin, feast day (used with ordinals to name the days of the week), 

from Latin fKriae, religious festival, holidays. See dhKs- in Appendix.] —feùri·al 
adj. 

fe·rine (fîrùXnÙ) adj.  Untamed; feral.  [Latin ferXnus, from fera, wild animal. See 

FERAL.]

fer·i·ty (fHrùV-tK) n.  1. The state of being wild or untamed.  2. The state of being 

savage; ferocity.  [Latin ferit7s, from ferus, wild. See FERAL.]

Fer·mat (fHr-mäù), Pierre de. 1601-1665.  French mathematician who formu-

lated modern number theory and probability theory. 

fer·ma·ta (fHr-mäùtN) n.  Music. 1. The prolongation of a tone, chord, or rest 

beyond its indicated time value.  2. The sign indicating this prolongation.  [Ital-

ian, from feminine past participle of fermare, to stop, from Latin firm7re, to 

make firm, from firmus, firm. See dher- in Appendix.]

fer·ment (fûrùmHntÙ) n.  1. Something, such as a yeast, a bacterium, a mold, or 

an enzyme, that causes fermentation.  2. Fermentation.  3. a. A state of agitation 

or of turbulent change or development.  b. An agent that precipitates or is capa-

ble of precipitating such a state.  See Synonyms at catalyst.    —  v.  

fer·ment·ed, fer·ment·ing, fer·ments (fNr-mHntù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To produce 

by or as if by fermentation.  2. To cause to undergo fermentation.  3. To make 

turbulent; excite or agitate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo fermentation.  2. To be in 

an excited or agitated state; seethe.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin fermentum. See bhreu- in Appendix.] —fer·mentÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—fer·mentùa·ble adj. 

fer·men·ta·tion (fûrÙmNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  1. Any of a group of chemical 

reactions induced by living or nonliving ferments that split complex organic 



compounds into relatively simple substances, especially the anaerobic conversion 

of sugar to carbon dioxide and alcohol by yeast.  2. Unrest; agitation. 

fer·men·ta·tive (fNr-mHnùtN-tVv) adj.  1. a. Causing fermentation.  b. Capable 

of causing or undergoing fermentation.   2. Relating to or of the nature of fer-

mentation. 

fer·ment·er (fNr-mHnùtNr) n.  1. An organism that causes fermentation.  2.  
Also fer·men·tor. An apparatus that maintains optimal conditions for the 

growth of microorganisms, used in large-scale fermentation and in the commer-

cial production of antibiotics and hormones. 

fer·mi (fûrùmK, fHrù-) n.  A unit of length equal to one femtometer (10–15 meter).  

[After Enrico FERMI.]

Fer·mi (fHrùmK), Enrico. 1901-1954.  Italian-born American physicist. He won a 

1938 Nobel Prize for his work on artificial radioactivity caused by neutron bom-

bardment. In 1942 he produced the first controlled nuclear chain reaction, in a 

squash court at the University of Chicago. 

fer·mi·on (fûrùmK-mnÙ, fHrù-) n.  A particle, such as an electron, a proton, or a 

neutron, having half-integral spin and obeying statistical rules requiring that not 

more than one in a set of identical particles may occupy a particular quantum 

state.  [After Enrico FERMI.]

fer·mi·um (fûrùmK-Nm, fHrù-) n.  Symbol Fm A synthetic transuranic metallic 

element (atomic number 100) having 10 isotopes with mass numbers ranging 

from 248 to 257 and corresponding half-lives ranging from 0.6 minute to 

approximately 100 days.  [After Enrico FERMI.]

fern (fûrn) n.  Any of numerous flowerless, seedless vascular plants having roots, 

stems, and fronds and reproducing by spores.  [Middle English, from Old English 

fearn. See per-2 in Appendix.] —fernùy adj. 

Fer·nán·dez (fNr-n4nùdHz, fHr-nänùdHth, -dHs), Juan. 1536?-1602?.  Spanish 

navigator who discovered the Juan Fernández Islands off the coast of Chile 

(1563). 

Fernández de Cór·do·ba (fNr-n4nùdHz dN kôrùdN-bN, thH kôrùthô-vä), 

Gonzalo. Known as “El Gran Capitán.” 1453-1515.  Spanish general who was 

instrumental in driving the Moors from Granada (1492) and brought all of 

Naples under Spanish rule (1503). 

Fer·nan·do de No·ro·nha (fNr-n4nùdo dN nN-ronùyN, fHr-näNùdt dN nô-

rôùnyN)  An island group in the Atlantic Ocean off the northeast coast of Brazil. 

The islands were once used as a penal colony. 

Fer·nan·do Po (fNr-n4nùdo poù)  See Bioko. 
Fern·dale (fûrnùd7lÙ)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 25,084. 

fern·er·y (fûrùnN-rK) n.  pl. fern·er·ies. 1. A place or container in which ferns 

are grown.  2. A bed or collection of ferns. 



fer·ninst (fNr-nVnstù) also for·nent (fNr-nHntù) prep.  Upper Southern U.S. 

Opposite, near to, or against:  Their barn is ferninst the house.  [Dialectal fornent, 

fornenst : FORE + anent, anenst (from Middle English); see ANENT.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Ferninst, meaning “opposite, next to, against,” has been at-

tributed to Irish English, brought over during the peak years of Irish immigration

to the United States in the mid-19th century. However, other, earlier citations with

various spellings date further back: “I walked with them to a room nearly fornent

the old state-house” (Davy Crockett). These variant forms are traceable to the

American colonial period, when the source of ferninst was probably Scotland or

other parts of the British Isles. The term is now dying out; Craig M. Carver, in his

book American Regional Dialects, reports that “only nine [DARE] informants, all

well over sixty-five years of age, used this term.” A derived noun ferninster, mean-

ing “someone who is deliberately contrary,” is also used: “The trouble with the Re-

publican leaders in Congress... is that they are just ferninsters” (William Allen

White).

fern seed (fûrn sKd) n.  The dustlike spores of ferns, formerly believed to be 

seeds and once thought to have the power of making their possessor invisible. 

fe·ro·cious (fN-roùshNs) adj.  1. Extremely savage; fierce.  See Synonyms at 

cruel.  2. Marked by unrelenting intensity; extreme:  ferocious heat.  [From Latin 

ferox, feroc-, fierce. See ghwer- in Appendix.] —fe·roùcious·ly adv.  —fe·roù-
cious·ness n. 

fe·roc·i·ty (fN-rmsùV-tK) n.  The state or quality of being ferocious; fierceness. 

-ferous suff.  Bearing; producing; containing:  carboniferous.  [-FER + -OUS.]

ferr- pref.  Variant of ferro-. 
Fer·ra·ra (fN-rärùN, fH-räùrä)  A city of northern Italy southwest of Venice. In the 

early 13th century the Este family established a powerful principality here and 

made it a flourishing center of Renaissance learning and the arts. Population, 

123,200. 

fer·rate (fHrù7tÙ) n.  See ferrite (n., sense 1). 

fer·re·dox·in (fHrÙV-dmkùsVn) n.  An iron-containing protein present in green 

plants and certain anaerobic bacteria that functions in electron transport reac-

tions in biochemical processes, such as photosynthesis.  [FER(RO)- + REDOX + -IN.]

fer·ret1 (fHrùVt) n.  1. A weasellike, usually albino mammal (Mustela putorius 

furo) related to the polecat and often trained to hunt rats or rabbits.  2. A black-

footed ferret.   —  v.  fer·ret·ed, fer·ret·ing, fer·rets.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To hunt 

(rabbits, for example) with ferrets.  b. To drive out, as from a hiding place; expel.   

2. To uncover and bring to light by searching. Often used with out:  ferret out the 

solution to a mystery.  3. To hound or harry persistently; worry.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

engage in hunting with ferrets.  2. To search intensively.  [Middle English furet, 



ferret, from Old French furet, from Vulgar Latin *f7rittus, diminutive of Latin 

f7r, thief. See bher-1 in Appendix.] —ferùret·er n.  —ferùret·y adj. 

fer·ret2 (fHrùVt) also fer·ret·ing (-V-tVng) n.  A narrow piece of tape used to bind 

or edge fabric.  [Probably alteration of Italian fioretti, floss silk, pl. of fioretto 

diminutive of fiore, flower, from Latin flos, flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

ferri- pref.  Iron, especially ferric iron:  ferricyanide.  [From Latin ferrum, iron.]

fer·ri·age (fHrùK-Vj) n.  1. The act or business of carrying by ferry.  2. The toll 

charged for a ferry passage. 

fer·ric (fHrùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing iron, especially with a valence of 

3 or a valence higher than in a corresponding ferrous compound. 

ferric ammonium citrate (fHrùVk N-moùnK-Nm sVtùr7tÙ) n.  An iron-contain-

ing salt, Fe(NH4)3(C6H5O7)2, used in the treatment of some forms of anemia. 

ferric chloride (fHrùVk klôrùXdÙ) n.  A salt, FeCl3, used medicinally as an astrin-

gent and a hematinic and industrially as a coagulent. 

ferric oxide (fHrùVk mkùsXdÙ) n.  A dark red compound, Fe2O3, occurring natu-

rally as hematite ore and rust and used in pigments and metal polishes and on 

magnetic tapes. 

fer·ri·cy·a·nide (fHrÙX-sXùN-nXdÙ, fHrÙV-) n.  Any of various salts containing the 

negative trivalent radical Fe(CN)6 and used in making blue pigments. 

fer·rif·er·ous (fN-rVfùNr-Ns, fH-) adj.  Containing or yielding iron. 

Fer·ris wheel also fer·ris wheel (fHrùVs hwKl) n.  An amusement ride consist-

ing of a large upright, rotating wheel having suspended seats that remain in a hor-

izontal position as the wheel revolves.  [After George Washington Gale Ferris 

(1859-1896), American engineer.]

fer·rite (fHrùXtÙ) n.  1. Any of a group of nonmetallic, ceramiclike, usually ferro-

magnetic compounds of ferric oxide with other oxides, especially such a com-

pound characterized by extremely high electrical resistivity and used in computer 

memory elements, permanent magnets, and various solid-state devices.  Also 

called ferrate 2. Iron that has not combined with carbon, occurring commonly in 

steel, cast iron, and pig iron below 910˚C. 

ferrite core (fHrùXtÙ kôr) n.  A magnetic core used in a computer core memory. 

fer·ri·tin (fHrùV-tVn) n.  An iron-containing protein complex, found principally 

in the intestinal mucosa, spleen, and liver, that functions as the primary form of 

iron storage in the body. 

ferro-  or ferr- pref.  1. Iron:  ferromagnetic.  2. Ferrous iron:  ferrocyanide.  

[From Latin ferrum, iron.]

fer·ro·al·loy (fHrÙo-4lùoiÙ, -N-loiù) n.  Any of various alloys of iron and one or 

more other elements, such as manganese or silicon, used as a raw material in the 

production of steel. 

fer·ro·con·crete (fHrÙo-kmnùkrKtÙ, -kmngù-, -kmn-krKtù, -kmng-) n.  See rein-
forced concrete. 



fer·ro·cy·a·nide (fHrÙo-sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  A salt containing the negative tetravalent 

radical Fe(CN)6, used in making blue pigments, blueprint paper, and ferricya-

nide. 

fer·ro·e·lec·tric (fHrÙo-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  Of or relating to a crystalline dielectric 

that can be given a permanent electric polarization by application of an electric 

field.   —  n.  A ferroelectric substance.   —ferÙro·e·lec·tricùi·ty (-V-lHk-trVsùV-tK, 

-KÙlHk-) n. 

fer·ro·mag·ne·sian (fHrÙo-m4g-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Containing iron and 

magnesium. 

fer·ro·mag·net (fHrÙo-m4gùnVt) n.  1. a. A ferromagnetic substance.  b. A 

substance with magnetic properties resembling those of iron.   2. A ferromag-

netic magnet. 

fer·ro·mag·net·ic (fHrÙo-m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  Relating to or characteristic of sub-

stances such as iron, nickel, or cobalt and various alloys that exhibit extremely 

high magnetic permeability, the ability to acquire high magnetization in relatively 

weak magnetic fields, a characteristic saturation point, and magnetic hysteresis.   
—ferÙro·magùne·tism (-m4gùnV-tVzÙNm) n. 

fer·ro·man·ga·nese (fHrÙo-m4ngùgN-nKzÙ, -nKsÙ) n.  An alloy of iron and 

manganese used in the production of steel. 

fer·ro·sil·i·con (fHrÙo-sVlùV-kNn, -kmnÙ) n.  An alloy of iron and silicon used in 

the production of carbon steel. 

fer·ro·type (fHrùN-tXpÙ) n.  1. A positive photograph made directly on an iron 

plate varnished with a thin sensitized film.  Also called tintype 2. The process by 

which such photographs are made. 

fer·rous (fHrùNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing iron, especially with a 

valence of 2 or a valence lower than in a corresponding ferric compound. 

ferrous oxide (fHrùNs mkùsXdÙ) n.  A black powder, FeO, used in the manufac-

ture of steel, green heat-absorbing glass, and enamels. 

ferrous sulfate (fHrùNs sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A greenish crystalline compound, 

FeSO4·7H2O, used as a pigment, fertilizer, and feed additive, in sewage and water 

treatment, and as a medicine in the treatment of iron deficiency.  Also called cop-

peras 

ferrous sulfide (fHrùNs sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A black to brown sulfide of iron, FeS, used 

in making hydrogen sulfide. 

fer·ru·gi·nous (fN-ruùjN-nNs, fH-) adj.  1. Of, containing, or similar to iron.  

2. Having the color of iron rust; reddish-brown.  [From Latin ferr7ginus, from 

ferr7go, ferr7gin-, iron rust, from ferrum, iron.]

fer·rule (fHrùNl) n.  1. A metal ring or cap placed around a pole or shaft for rein-

forcement or to prevent splitting.  2. A bushing used to secure a pipe joint.  

[Alteration (influenced by Latin ferrum, iron), of Middle English verrele, from 



Old French virole, from Latin viriola, little bracelet, diminutive of viriae, brace-

lets. See wei- in Appendix.] —ferùrule v. 

fer·ry (fHrùK) v.  fer·ried, fer·ry·ing, fer·ries.  —  v.  tr. 1. Nautical. a. To 

transport (people, vehicles, or goods) by boat across a body of water.  b. To cross 

(a body of water) by a ferry.   2. a. To deliver (a vehicle, especially an aircraft) 

under its own power to its eventual user.  b. To transport (people or goods) espe-

cially by aircraft.    —  v.  intr. To cross a body of water on or as if on a ferry.   —  
n.  pl. fer·ries. 1. Nautical. a. A ferryboat.  b. A place where passengers or goods 

are transported across a body of water, such as a river or bay, by a ferryboat.   2. A 

franchise or legal right to operate a ferrying service for a fee.  3. A service and 

route for delivering an aircraft under its own power to its eventual user.  [Middle 

English ferien, from Old English ferian. See per-2 in Appendix.]

fer·ry·boat (fHrùK-botÙ) n.  Nautical. A boat used to ferry passengers, vehicles, 

or goods. 

fer·tile (fûrùtl) adj.  1. Biology. a. Capable of initiating, sustaining, or support-

ing reproduction.  b. Capable of growing and developing; able to mature:  a fer-

tile egg.   2. Botany. Bearing functional reproductive structures such as seeds or 

fruit or material such as spores or pollen.  3. Bearing or producing crops or vege-

tation abundantly; fruitful.  4. Rich in material needed to sustain plant growth:  

fertile soil.  5. Highly or continuously productive; prolific:  a fertile imagination; a 

fertile source of new ideas.  6. Physics. Capable of producing fissionable material:  

fertile thorium 232.  [Middle English fertil, from Old French fertile, from Latin 

fertilis, from ferre, to bear. See bher-1 in Appendix.] —ferùtile·ly adv.  —fer-
ùtile·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: fertile, fecund, fruitful, productive, prolific. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “marked by great productivity”: fertile farmland; a

fecund imagination; fruitful efforts; a productive meeting; a prolific writer. 

ANTONYM: infertile

Fer·tile Cres·cent (fƒrùtl krHsùNnt)  A region of the Middle East arching across 

the northern part of the Syrian Desert and extending from the Nile Valley to the 

Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Historically, it was the site of massive migrations and 

bloody invasions. 

fer·til·i·ty (fNr-tVlùV-tK) n.  1. The condition, quality, or degree of being fertile.  

2. The birthrate of a population. 

fertility factor (fNr-tVlùV-tK f4kùtNr) n.  See sex factor (n., sense 1). 

fer·til·i·za·tion (fûrÙtl-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of initiating biologi-

cal reproduction by insemination or pollination.  2. The union of male and 

female gametes to form a zygote.  3. The act or process of applying a fertilizer.   
—ferÙtil·i·zaùtion·al adj. 



fer·til·ize (fûrùtl-XzÙ) v.  fer·til·ized, fer·til·iz·ing, fer·til·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause the fertilization of (an ovum, for example).  2. To make (soil, for 

example) fertile:  Compost fertilizes the soil.  3. To spread fertilizer on:  used a 

mechanical spreader to fertilize the lawn.   —  v.  intr. To spread fertilizer.   —fer-
ùtil·izÙa·ble adj. 

fer·til·iz·er (fûrùtl-XÙzNr) n.  Any of a large number of natural and synthetic 

materials, including manure and nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium com-

pounds, spread on or worked into soil to increase its capacity to support plant 

growth. 

fer·ule (fHrùNl) n.  An instrument, such as a cane, stick, or flat piece of wood, 

used in punishing children.   —  v.  tr. fer·uled, fer·ul·ing, fer·ules. To punish 

with a ferule.  [Middle English ferul, fennel stalk, from Latin ferula, fennel stalk, 

rod.]

fe·ru·lic acid (fN-ruùlVk 4sùVd) n.  A compound, C10H10O4, related to vanillin 

and obtained from certain plants.  [From New Latin Ferula, plant genus, from 

Latin ferula, giant fennel.]

fer·ven·cy (fûrùvNn-sK) n.  pl. fer·ven·cies. The condition or quality of being 

fervent. 

fer·vent (fûrùvNnt) adj.  1. Having or showing great emotion or zeal; ardent:  

fervent protests; a fervent admirer.  2. Extremely hot; glowing.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin fervKns, fervent- present participle of fervKre, to boil. 

See bhreu- in Appendix.] —ferùvent·ly adv.  —ferùvent·ness n. 

fer·vid (fûrùvVd) adj.  1. Marked by great passion or zeal:  a fervid patriot.  

2. Extremely hot; burning.  [Latin fervidus, from fervKre, to boil. See bhreu- in 

Appendix.] —ferùvid·ly adv.  —ferùvid·ness n. 

fer·vor (fûrùvNr) n.  1. Great warmth and intensity of emotion.  See Synonyms 

at passion.  2. Intense heat.  [Middle English fervour, from Old French, from 

Latin fervor, from fervKre, to boil. See FERVID.]

fer·vour (fûrùvNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of fervor. 
Fès (fHs)  See Fez. 
fes·cen·nine (fHsùN-nXnÙ, -nKnÙ) adj.  Licentious; obscene.  [Latin FescinnXnus, 

of Fescennia, a town of ancient Etruria known for its licentious poetry.]

fes·cue (fHsùkyu) n.  Any of various grasses of the genus Festuca, often culti-

vated as pasturage.  [Alteration of Middle English festu, straw, from Old French, 

from Late Latin fest7cum, from Latin fest7ca.]

fess1 also fesse (fHs) n.  Heraldry. A wide horizontal band forming the middle 

section of an escutcheon.  [Middle English fesse, from Old French, from Latin 

fascia, band.]

fess2 (fHs) v.  intr. fessed, fess·ing, fess·es. Informal. To admit to something; 

confess: “won’t fess up to being even vaguely liberal” (Jonathan Alter).  [Short for 

CONFESS.]



fesse (fHs) n.  Heraldry. Variant of fess1. 
Fes·sen·den (fHsùNn-dNn), Reginald Aubrey. 1866-1932.  Canadian-born 

engineer and inventor who made the first radio broadcast combining voice and 

music (1906). 

Fes·sen·den (fHsùNn-dNn), William Pitt. 1806-1869.  American politician and 

financier who played a major part in the Union’s financial administration during 

the Civil War. 

fess point (fHs point) n.  Heraldry. The center point of an escutcheon. 

fest (fHst) n.  A gathering or an occasion characterized by a specified activity. 

Often used in combination:  a music fest; a food fest.  [From German Fest, festival, 

from Middle High German vëst, from Latin fKstum. See FEAST.]

fes·tal (fHsùtNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or of the nature of a feast or festival; festive.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin fKst7lis, from Latin fKstum, 

feast. See FEAST.] —fesùtal·ly adv. 

fes·ter (fHsùtNr) v.  fes·tered, fes·ter·ing, fes·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To generate 

pus; suppurate.  2. To form an ulcer.  3. To undergo decay; rot.  4. a. To be or 

become an increasing source of irritation or poisoning; rankle:  bitterness that fes-

tered and grew.  b. To be subject to or exist in a condition of decline:  allowed the 

once beautiful park to fester.    —  v.  tr. To infect, inflame, or corrupt.   —  n.  A 

small festering sore or ulcer; a pustule.  [Middle English festren, from festre, fis-

tula, from Old French, from Latin fistula.]

fes·ti·nate (fHsùtN-nVt) adj.  Hasty.   —  v.  intr. fes·ti·nat·ed, fes·ti·nat·ing, 
fes·ti·nates (-n7tÙ). To hasten.  [Latin festin7tus, past participle of festin7re, to 

hasten.] —fesùti·nate·ly adv. 

fes·ti·val (fHsùtN-vNl) n.  1. An occasion for feasting or celebration, especially a 

day or time of religious significance that recurs at regular intervals.  2. An often 

regularly recurring program of cultural performances, exhibitions, or competi-

tions:  a film festival; a high-school music festival.  3. Revelry; conviviality.   —  
adj.  Of, relating to, or suitable for a feast or festival; festive.  [From Middle 

English, festive, from Old French, from Medieval Latin fKstiv7lis, from Latin fKstX-
vus, from fKstus. See dhKs- in Appendix.]

fes·ti·val·go·er (fHsùtN-vNl-goÙNr) n.  One who attends a festival. 

fes·tive (fHsùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or appropriate for a feast or festival.  

2. Merry; joyous:  The birthday party was a festive occasion.  [Latin fKstXvus, from 

fKstus. See dhKs- in Appendix.] —fesùtive·ly adv.  —fesùtive·ness n. 

fes·tiv·i·ty (fH-stVvùV-tK) n.  pl. fes·tiv·i·ties. 1. A joyous feast, holiday, or cele-

bration; a festival.  2. The pleasure, joy, and gaiety of a festival or celebration.  

3. festivities. The proceedings or events of a festival. 

fes·toon (fH-stunù) n.  1. A string or garland, as of leaves or flowers, sus-

pended in a loop or curve between two points.  2. A representation of such a 

string or garland, as in painting or sculpture.   —  v.  tr. fes·tooned, 



fes·toon·ing, fes·toons. 1. To decorate with or as if with festoons; hang fes-

toons on.  2. To form or make into festoons.  [French feston, from Italian festone, 

from festa, feast, from Vulgar Latin *fKsta. See FEAST.]

fes·toon·er·y (fH-stuùnN-rK) n.  pl. fes·toon·er·ies. 1. An arrangement of 

festoons.  2. Festoons considered as a group. 

fest·schrift (fHstùshrVftÙ) n.  pl. fest·schrif·ten (-shrVfÙtNn)  or fest·schrifts. 
A volume of learned articles or essays by colleagues and admirers, serving as a 

tribute or memorial especially to a scholar.  [German  : Fest, festival; see FEST + 

Schrift, writing from Middle High German schrift, from Old High German scrift, 

from scrXban, to write, from Latin scrXbere. See skrXbh- in Appendix.]

FET abbr.  1. Federal estate tax.  2.  Also F.E.T.. Federal Excise Tax.  3. Field-effect 

transistor. 

fet- pref.  Variant of feto-. 
fet·a (fHtùN, fKùtN) n.  A white semisoft Greek cheese made usually of goat’s or 

ewe’s milk and preserved in brine.  [Modern Greek (turi) pheta, (cheese) slice, 

from Italian fetta, slice, from *offetta, diminutive of ·offa, from Latin offa, morsel 

of food.]

fe·tal also foe·tal (fKtùl) adj.  Of, relating to, characteristic of, or being a fetus. 

fetal alcohol syndrome (fKtùl 4lùkN-hôlÙ sVnùdromÙ) n.  A complex of birth 

defects including cardiac, cranial, facial, or neural abnormalities and physical and 

mental growth retardation, occurring in an infant as a result of excess alcohol 

consumption by the mother during pregnancy. 

fetal distress syndrome (fKtùl dV-strHsù sVnùdromÙ) n.  An abnormal condi-

tion of a fetus during gestation or at the time of delivery, marked by altered heart 

rate or rhythm and leading to compromised blood flow or changes in blood 

chemistry. 

fetal hemoglobin (fKtùl hKùmN-gloÙbVn) n.  The predominant form of hemo-

globin in a fetus and a newborn. Normally present in small amounts in an adult, 

it may be abnormally elevated in certain forms of anemia. 

fetal position (fKtùl pN-zVshùNn) n.  A position of the body at rest in which the 

spine is curved, the head is bowed forward, and the arms and legs are drawn in 

toward the chest.  [From its resemblance to the position of a fetus in the womb.]

fetch1 (fHch) v.  fetched, fetch·ing, fetch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come or go after 

and take or bring back:  The puppy fetched the stick that we had tossed.  2. a. To 

cause to come.  b. To bring in as a price:  fetched a thousand dollars at auction.  

c. To interest or attract.   3. a. To draw in (breath); inhale.  b. To bring forth (a 

sigh, for example) with obvious effort.   4. Informal. To deliver (a blow) by strik-

ing; deal.  5. Nautical. To arrive at; reach:  fetched port after a month at sea.   —  v.  

intr. 1. a. To go after something and return with it.  b. To retrieve killed game. 

Used of a hunting dog.   2. To take an indirect route.  3. Nautical. a. To hold a 

course.  b. To turn about; veer.    —  n.  1. The act or an instance of fetching.  



2. Computer Science. A program routine that brings a module of a program from 

storage into main memory for immediate use.  3. A stratagem or trick.  4. a. The 

distance over which a wind blows.  b. The distance traveled by waves with no 

obstruction.    —phrasal verb. fetch up. 1. To reach a stopping place or goal; 

end up.  2. To make up (lost time, for example).  3. To bring forth; produce.  

4. To bring to a halt; stop.  [Middle English fecchen, from Old English feccean. See 

ped- in Appendix.] —fetchùer n. 

fetch2 (fHch) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A ghost; an apparition.  2. A doppelgänger.  

[Origin unknown.]

fetch·ing (fHchùVng) adj.  Very attractive; charming:  a fetching new hairstyle.   
—fetchùing·ly adv. 

fete also fête (f7t, fHt) n.  1. A festival or feast.  2. a. An elaborate, often out-

door entertainment.  b. An elaborate party.    —  v.  tr. fet·ed also fêt·ed, 
fet·ing also fêt·ing, fetes also fêtes. 1. To celebrate or honor with a festival, a 

feast, or an elaborate entertainment.  2. To pay honor to.  [French fête, from Old 

French feste. See FEAST.]

fet·er·i·ta (fHtÙN-rKùtN) n.  A grass (Sorghum vulgare var. caudatum) native to 

Sudan, grown in warm regions for its grain and as forage.  [Arabic dialectal.]

feti- pref.  Variant of feto-. 
fet·ich (fHtùVsh, fKùtVsh) n.  Variant of fetish. 
fet·ich·ism (fHtùV-shVzÙNm, fKùtV-) n.  Variant of fetishism. 
fe·ti·cide (fKùtV-sXdÙ) n.  Intentional destruction of a human fetus.   
—feÙti·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

fet·id (fHtùVd, fKùtVd) also foe·tid (fKùtVd) adj.  Having an offensive odor.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin fKtidus, from fKtKre, to stink.] —fetùid·ly adv.  

—fetùid·ness n. 

fet·ish also fet·ich (fHtùVsh, fKùtVsh) n.  1. An object that is believed to have mag-

ical or spiritual powers, especially such an object associated with animistic or sha-

manistic religious practices.  2. An object of unreasonably excessive attention or 

reverence:  made a fetish of punctuality.  3. Something, such as a material object 

or a nonsexual part of the body, that arouses sexual desire and may become neces-

sary for sexual gratification.  4. An abnormally obsessive preoccupation or 

attachment; a fixation.  [French fétiche, from Portuguese feitiço, artificial, charm, 

from Latin factXcius, artificial. See FACTITIOUS.]

fet·ish·ism also fet·ich·ism (fHtùV-shVzÙNm, fKùtV-) n.  1. Worship of or belief in 

magical fetishes.  2. Excessive attachment or regard.  3. The displacement of sex-

ual arousal or gratification to a fetish.   —fetùish·ist n.  —fetÙish·isùtic adj.  

—fetÙish·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

fet·ish·ize (fHtùV-shXzÙ) v.  tr. fet·ish·ized, fet·ish·iz·ing, fet·ish·iz·es. To 

make a fetish of: “The American public schools... have in the space of a few years 

gone from neglecting computers to fetishizing them” (James Traub). 



fet·lock (fHtùlmkÙ) n.  1. a. A projection on the lower part of the leg of a horse or 

related animal, above and behind the hoof.  b. A tuft of hair on such a projection.   

2. The joint marked by such a projection.  [Middle English fitlok. See ped- in 

Appendix.]

feto-  or feti-  or fet- pref.  Fetus; fetal:  fetology.  [From FETUS.]

fe·tol·o·gy (fK-tmlùN-jK) n.  The medical study and treatment of the fetus, espe-

cially within the uterus.   —fe·tolùo·gist n. 

fe·to·pro·tein (fKÙtN-proùtKn, -tK-Vn) n.  Any of several antigens normally 

present in a fetus and occurring abnormally in adults as a result of certain neo-

plastic conditions or diseases of the liver. 

fe·tor (fKùtNr, -tôrÙ) also foe·tor (fKùtNr) n.  An offensive odor; a stench.  See 

Synonyms at stench.  [Middle English fetoure, from Latin fKtor, from fKtKre, to 

stink.]

fe·to·scope (fKùtN-skopÙ) n.  A flexible fiberoptic device used to view a fetus in 

utero.   —fe·tosùco·py (fK-tmsùkN-pK) n. 

fet·ter (fHtùNr) n.  1. A chain or shackle for the ankles or feet.  2. Something that 

serves to restrict; a restraint.   —  v.  tr. fet·tered, fet·ter·ing, fet·ters. 1. To 

put fetters on; shackle.  2. To restrict the freedom of.  See Synonyms at 

hamper1.  [Middle English feter, from Old English. See ped- in Appendix.]

fet·ter·bush (fHtùNr-btshÙ) n.  Any of several deciduous or evergreen shrubs 

of the genus Leucothoe, having clusters of white to pink flowers and many-seeded 

capsules with five valves. 

fet·tle (fHtùl) n.  1. a. Proper or sound condition.  b. Mental or emotional state; 

spirits:  was in fine fettle.   2. Metallurgy. Loose sand or ore used to line the hearth 

of a reverberatory furnace in preparation for pouring molten metal.   —  v.  tr. 

fet·tled, fet·tling, fet·tles. Metallurgy. To line the hearth of (a reverberatory 

furnace) with loose sand or ore in preparation for pouring molten metal.  [From 

Middle English fetlen, to make ready, possibly from Old English fetel, girdle.]

fet·tling (fHtùlVng) n.  Metallurgy. Fettle. 

fet·tuc·ci·ne (fHtÙN-chKùnK) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. Narrow, flat 

strips of pasta.  2. A dish made with such strips of pasta.  [Italian, pl. diminutive 

of fettucia, ribbon possibly diminutive of fetta, slice. See FETA.]

fettuccine Al·fre·do (fHtÙN-chKùnK 4l-fr7ùdo, äl-) n.  A dish consisting of fet-

tuccine in a rich cream sauce with Parmesan cheese.  [After Alfredo all’Augusteo, 

a restaurant in Rome.]

fe·tus also foe·tus (fKùtNs) n.  pl. fe·tus·es. 1. The unborn young of a vivipa-

rous vertebrate having a basic structural resemblance to the adult animal.  2. In 

human beings, the unborn young from the end of the eighth week after concep-

tion to the moment of birth, as distinguished from the earlier embryo.  [Middle 

English, from Latin. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.]



Feucht·wang·er (foiktùvängÙNr, foiKHtù-), Lion. 1884-1958.  German-born 

writer known for his historical novel The Ugly Duchess (1923). 

feud1 (fyud) n.  A bitter, often prolonged quarrel or state of enmity, especially 

such a state of hostilities between two families or clans.   —  v.  intr. feud·ed, 
feud·ing, feuds. To carry on or perpetuate a bitter quarrel or state of enmity.  

[Alteration (probably influenced by FEUD
2), of Middle English fede, from Old 

French faide, of Germanic origin.]

feud2 (fyud) n.  See fee (n., sense 5a).  [Medieval Latin feudum, of Germanic 

origin. See peku- in Appendix.]

feud. abbr.  Feudal; feudalism. 

feu·dal (fyudùl) adj.  Abbr. feud. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of feudal-

ism.  2. Of or relating to lands held in fee or to the holding of such lands.   
—feuùdal·ly adv. 

feu·dal·ism (fyudùl-VzÙNm) n.  Abbr. feud. 1. A political and economic system 

of Europe from the 9th to about the 15th century, based on the holding of all land 

in fief or fee and the resulting relation of lord to vassal and characterized by 

homage, legal and military service of tenants, and forfeiture.  2. A political, eco-

nomic, or social order resembling this medieval system.   —feuùdal·ist n.  

—feuÙdal·isùtic adj. 

feu·dal·i·ty (fyu-d4lùV-tK) n.  pl. feu·dal·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of 

being feudal.  2. A feudal holding, system, or regime. 

feu·dal·ize (fyudùl-XzÙ) v.  tr. feu·dal·ized, feu·dal·iz·ing, feu·dal·iz·es. To 

make feudal.   —feuÙdal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

feu·da·to·ry (fyuùdN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. feu·da·to·ries. 1. A person holding 

land by feudal fee; a vassal.  2. A feudal fee.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or char-

acteristic of the feudal relationship between vassal and lord.  2. Owing feudal 

homage or allegiance.  [Medieval Latin feudatorius, from feud7tus, past participle 

of feud7re, to enfeoff, from feudum, fee, fief. See FEUD
2.]

feud·ist1 (fyuùdVst) n.  A participant in a feud. 

feud·ist2 (fyuùdVst) n.  A specialist in feudal law. 

Feu·er·bach (foiùNr-bäKHÙ), Ludwig Andreas von. 1804-1872.  German phi-

losopher whose major work, The Essence of Christianity (1841), maintains that 

religion and divinity are projections of human nature. 

Feuil·let (fœ-y7ù), Octave. 1821-1890.  French writer who published several 

novels, including La Petite Comtesse (1857) and Monsieur de Camors (1867). 

feuil·le·ton (fœÙyN-tôNù) n.  1. a. The part of a European newspaper devoted 

to light fiction, reviews, and articles of general entertainment.  b. An article 

appearing in such a section.   2. a. A novel published in installments.  b. A light, 

popular work of fiction.   3. A short literary essay or sketch.  [French, from feuil-

let, sheet of paper, little leaf, diminutive of feuille, leaf, from Old French foille, 



from Latin folium. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —feuilÙle·tonùism (-tônùVzÙNm, -

tôNùnVzÙ-) n.  —feuilÙle·tonùist n.  —feuilÙle·ton·isùtic adj. 

fe·ver (fKùvNr) n.  1. a. Abnormally high body temperature.  b. Any of various 

diseases characterized by abnormally high body temperature.   2. a. A condition 

of heightened activity or excitement:  a fever of anticipation.  b. A contagious, 

usually short-lived enthusiasm or craze:  disco fever.    —  v.  fe·vered, 
fe·ver·ing, fe·vers.  —  v.  tr. To effect fever in.   —  v.  intr. To be or become 

feverish.  [Middle English, from Old English fefor, and from Old French fievre 

both from Latin febris.]

fever blister (fKùvNr blVsùtNr) n.  See cold sore. 
fe·ver·few (fKùvNr-fyuÙ) n.  An aromatic plant (Chrysanthemum parthenium) 

native to Eurasia, having clusters of buttonlike, white-rayed flower heads.  [Mid-

dle English feverfu, from Old English feferfuge, and from Anglo-Norman *fevre-

fue both from Late Latin febrifugia : febris, fever + fuga, flight.]

fe·ver·ish (fKùvNr-Vsh) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or resembling a fever.  

b. Having a fever or symptoms characteristic of a fever.  c. Causing or tending to 

cause fever.   2. Marked by intense agitation, emotion, or activity:  worked at a 

feverish pace.   —feùver·ish·ly adv.  —feùver·ish·ness n. 

fever pitch (fKùvNr pVch) n.  A state of extreme agitation or excitement. 

fever tree (fKùvNr trK) n.  Any of several trees, such as certain species of euca-

lyptus or Pinckneya pubens, of the southeast United States, having leaves or bark 

used to allay fever. 

fe·ver·weed (fKùvNr-wKdÙ) n.  Any of various plants considered to have medic-

inal properties. 

fe·ver·wort (fKùvNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  See horse gentian. 
few (fyu) adj.  few·er, few·est. 1. Amounting to or consisting of a small 

number:  one of my few bad habits.  2. Being more than one but indefinitely small 

in number:  bowled a few strings.   —  n.  (used with a pl. verb). 1. An indefinitely 

small number of persons or things:  A few of the books have torn jackets.  2. An 

exclusive or limited number:  the discerning few; the fortunate few.   —  pron.  

(used with a pl. verb). A small number of persons or things: “For many are called, 

but few are chosen” (Matthew 22:14).  [Middle English fewe, from Old English 

fKawe. See pau- in Appendix.] —fewùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: The traditional rule holds that fewer is used with expressions

denoting things that can be counted (fewer than four players), while less is used

with mass terms denoting things of measurable extent (less paper; less than a gal-

lon of paint). However, less is idiomatic in certain constructions where fewer

would occur according to the traditional rule. Less than is used before a plural

noun that denotes a measure of time, amount, or distance: less than three weeks;

less than $400; less than 50 miles. Less is sometimes used with plural nouns in the



expressions no less than (as in No less than 30 of his colleagues signed the letter) and

or less (as in Give your reasons in 25 words or less).

fey (f7) adj.  1. a. Having or displaying an otherworldly, magical, or fairylike 

aspect or quality: “She’s got that fey look as though she’s had breakfast with a lepre-

chaun” (Dorothy Burnham).  b. Having visionary power; clairvoyant.  

c. Appearing touched or crazy, as if under a spell.   2. Scots. a. Fated to die soon.  

b. Full of the sense of approaching death.   [Middle English feie, fated to die, 

from Old English f<ge.] —feyùly adv.  —feyùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The history of the words fey and fay illustrates a rather fey

coincidence. Our word fay, “fairy, elf,” the descendant of Middle English faie, “a

person or place possessed of magical properties,” and first recorded around 1390,

goes back to Old French fae, “fairy,” the same word that has given us fairy. Fae in

turn comes from Vulgar Latin F7ta, “the goddess of fate,” from Latin f7tum,

“fate.” If fay goes back to fate, so does fey in a manner of speaking, for its Old

English ancestor f<ge meant “fated to die.” The sense we are more familiar with,

“magical or fairylike in quality,” seems to have arisen partly because of the resem-

blance in sound between fay and fey.

Feyn·man (fXnùmNn), Richard Phillips. 1918-1988.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1965 Nobel Prize for research in quantum electrodynamics. 

fez (fHz) n.  pl. fez·zes. A man’s felt cap in the shape of a flat-topped cone, usu-

ally red with a black tassel hanging from the crown, worn chiefly in the eastern 

Mediterranean region.  [French, from Turkish fes, from Fez.]

Fez (fHz) also Fès (fHs)  A city of north-central Morocco northeast of Casablanca. 

The oldest part of the city was founded in the 9th century and reached the height 

of its influence in the mid-14th century. Population, 448,823. 

Fez·zan (fN-z4nù)  A region of southwest Libya. It was under Turkish control 

from the 16th century until 1912. 

ff abbr.  Music. Fortissimo. 

ff. abbr.  1. Folios.  2. Following. 

FFA abbr.  Future Farmers of America. 

F.F.A.  or f.f.a. abbr.  Business. Free from alongside. 

f factor (Hf f4kùtNr) n.  See sex factor (n., sense 1).  [F(ERTILITY) FACTOR.]

fff abbr.  Music. Fortississimo. 

FFV abbr.  First Family of Virginia. 

FG abbr.  1. Football & Basketball. Field goal.  2. Fine grain. 

FHA abbr.  1. Federal Housing Administration.  2. Future Homemakers of Amer-

ica. 

FHLBB abbr.  Federal Home Loan Bank Board. 



fhp  or f.hp. abbr.  Friction horsepower. 

fi·a·cre (fK-äùkrN) n.  A small hackney carriage.  [French, after the Hôtel de Saint 

Fiacre in Paris.]

fi·an·cé (fKÙän-s7ù, fK-änùs7Ù) n.  A man engaged to be married.  [French, from 

past participle of fiancer, to betroth, from Old French fiancier, from fiance, trust, 

from fier, to trust, from Vulgar Latin *fXd7re, from Latin fXdere. See bheidh- in 

Appendix.]

fi·an·cée (fKÙän-s7ù, fK-änùs7Ù) n.  A woman engaged to be married.  [French, 

feminine of fiancé, fiancé. See FIANCÉ.]

fi·an·chet·to (fKÙNn-kHtùo, -chHtùo) Games. n.  pl. fi·an·chet·ti (-kHtùK, -

chHtùK). The development in chess of a bishop from its original position to the 

second square of the adjacent knight’s file.   —  v.  tr. intr. fi·an·chet·toed, 
fi·an·chet·to·ing, fi·an·chet·tos. To develop as or set up a fianchetto.  [Italian, 

diminutive of fianco, flank, from Old Italian, from Old French flanc. See FLANK.]

fi·as·co (fK-4sùko, -äùsko) n.  pl. fi·as·coes or fi·as·cos. A complete failure.  

[French, from Italian fare fiasco, to make a bottle, fail, from fiasco, bottle (trans-

lation of French bouteille, bottle, error, used by the French for linguistic errors 

committed by Italian actors on the 18th-century French stage), from Late Latin 

flasco. See FLASK.]

fi·at (fKùNt, -4tÙ, -ätÙ, fXù4tÙ, -Nt) n.  1. An arbitrary order or decree.  

2. Authorization or sanction:  government fiat.  [Medieval Latin, from Latin, let it 

be done, third person sing. present subjunctive of fierX, to become, to be done. See 

bheuN- in Appendix.]

fiat money (fKùNt mƒnùK) n.  Legal tender, especially paper currency, autho-

rized by a government but not based on or convertible into gold or silver. 

fib (fVb) n.  An insignificant or childish lie.   —  v.  intr. fibbed, fib·bing, fibs. 
To tell a fib.  See Synonyms at lie2.  [Perhaps from obsolete and dialectal fible-

fable, nonsense, reduplication of FABLE.] —fibùber n. 

fi·ber (fXùbNr) n.  1. A slender, elongated, threadlike object or structure.  

2. Botany. One of the elongated, thick-walled cells that give strength and support 

to plant tissue.  3. Anatomy. a. Any of the filaments constituting the extracellular 

matrix of connective tissue.  b. Any of various elongated cells or threadlike struc-

tures, especially a muscle fiber or a nerve fiber.   4. a. A natural or synthetic fila-

ment, as of cotton or nylon, capable of being spun into yarn.  b. Material made of 

such filaments.   5. a. Something that provides substance or texture.  b. Essential 

character or structure: “stirred the deeper fibers of my nature” (Oscar Wilde).  

c. Basic strength or toughness; fortitude:  lacking in moral fiber.   6. Coarse, indi-

gestible plant matter, consisting primarily of polysaccharides such as cellulose, 

that when eaten stimulates intestinal peristalsis. In this sense, also calledbulk, 

roughage.  [French fibre, from Old French, from Latin fibra.] —fiùbered adj. 



fi·ber·board (fXùbNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A building material composed of wood 

chips or plant fibers bonded together and compressed into rigid sheets. 

fi·ber·fill (fXùbNr-fVlÙ) n.  Lightweight synthetic fiber used as filling or insulation, 

as in comforters, pillows, and outerwear. 

Fi·ber·glas (fXùbNr-gl4sÙ)  A trademark used for a type of fiberglass and for 

goods made of fiberglass. 

fi·ber·glass (fXùbNr-gl4sÙ) n.  A material consisting of extremely fine glass 

fibers, used in making various products, such as yarns, fabrics, insulators, and 

structural objects or parts.  Also called spun glass 

fi·ber·ize (fXùbN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. fi·ber·ized, fi·ber·iz·ing, fi·ber·iz·es. To break 

into fibers.   —fiÙber·i·zaùtion (-bNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

fiber optics (fXùbNr mpùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The science or tech-

nology of light transmission through very fine, flexible glass or plastic fibers.  

2. A bundle of optical fibers.   —fiÙber-opùtic (fXÙbNr-mpùtVk) adj. 

fi·ber·scope (fXùbNr-skopÙ) n.  A flexible fiber-optic instrument used to view an 

object or area, such as a body cavity, that would otherwise be inaccessible. 

Fi·bi·ger (fKùbK-gNr), Johannes Andreas Grib. 1867-1928.  Danish patholo-

gist. He won a 1926 Nobel Prize for his research on cancer. 

Fi·bo·nac·ci number (fKÙbN-näùchK nƒmùbNr) n.  A number in the Fibonacci 

sequence. 

Fibonacci sequence (fKÙbN-näùchK sKùkwNns) n.  The sequence of numbers, 

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13,..., in which each successive number is equal to the sum of the 

two preceding numbers.  [After Leonardo Fibonacci (died c. 1250), Italian math-

ematician.]

fibr- pref.  Variant of fibro-. 
fi·branne (fXùbr4nÙ) n.  A linenlike fabric made of spun-rayon yarn.  [French, 

from fibre, fiber. See FIBER.]

fi·bre (fXùbNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of fiber. 
fi·bril (fXùbrNl, fVbùrNl) n.  1. A small, slender fiber or filament.  2. Anatomy. Any 

threadlike fiber or filament, such as a myofibril or neurofibril, that is a constitu-

ent of a cell or larger structure.  [New Latin fibrilla, diminutive of Latin fibra, 

fiber.] —fiùbril·lar (-lNr), fiùbril·larÙy (-lHrÙK)  adj.  —fiùbril·loseÙ (-losÙ) adj. 

fib·ril·late (fVbùrN-l7tÙ, fXùbrN-) v.  intr. tr. fib·ril·lat·ed, fib·ril·lat·ing, 
fib·ril·lates. To undergo or cause to undergo fibrillation.  [New Latin fibrilla, 

fibril; see FIBRIL + -ATE
1.]

fib·ril·la·tion (fVbÙrN-l7ùshNn, fXÙbrN-) n.  1. The forming of fibers.  2. a. Fine, 

rapid twitching of individual muscle fibers with little or no movement of the 

muscle as a whole.  b. Rapid, uncoordinated twitching movements that replace 

the normal rhythmic contraction of the heart and may cause a lack of circulation 

and pulse.  



fi·brin (fXùbrVn) n.  An elastic, insoluble, whitish protein produced by the action 

of thrombin on fibrinogen and forming an interlacing fibrous network in the 

coagulation of blood.   —fiùbrin·ous adj. 

fi·brin·o·gen (fX-brVnùN-jNn) n.  A protein in the blood plasma that is essential 

for the coagulation of blood and is converted to fibrin by the action of thrombin 

in the presence of ionized calcium.   —fiÙbri·nogùe·nous (fXÙbrN-nmjùN-nNs) adj. 

fi·brin·o·gen·ic (fXÙbrN-no-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to fibrinogen.  

2. Producing fibrin.   —fiÙbrin·o·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

fi·bri·noid (fXùbrN-noidÙ, fVbùrN-) adj.  Of or resembling fibrin.   —  n.  A 

homogenous, acellular material similar to fibrin, found normally in the placenta 

and formed in connective tissue and in the walls of blood vessels in certain disease 

states. 

fi·bri·nol·y·sin (fXÙbrN-nmlùV-sVn) n.  See plasmin. 
fi·bri·nol·y·sis (fXÙbrN-nmlùV-sVs) n.  pl. fi·bri·nol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). The breakdown 

of fibrin, usually by the enzymatic action of plasmin.   —fiÙbri·no·lytùic (-nN-

lVtùVk) adj. 

fibro-  or fibr- pref.  Fiber, especially fibrous tissue:  fibroma.  [From Latin fibra, 

fiber.]

fi·bro·blast (fXùbrN-bl4stÙ) n.  A cell that gives rise to connective tissue.   
—fiÙbro·blastùic adj. 

fi·bro·car·ti·lage (fXùbro-kärùtl-Vj) n.  Cartilage that contains numerous thick 

bundles of collagen fibers. 

fi·bro·cys·tic (fXÙbro-sVsùtVk) adj.  Medicine. Characterized by increased fibrosis 

and cystic spaces, especially in glandular tissue:  fibrocystic disease of the breast. 

fi·broid (fXùbroidÙ) adj.  Composed of or resembling fibrous tissue.   —  n.  A 

fibroma or myoma occurring especially in the uterine wall. 

fi·bro·in (fXùbro-Vn) n.  An insoluble white protein that is the essential compo-

nent of raw silk and spider-web filaments. 

fi·bro·ma (fX-broùmN) n.  pl. fi·bro·mas or fi·bro·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A benign, 

usually enclosed neoplasm composed primarily of fibrous tissue.   —fi·bro-
mùa·tous (-brmmùN-tNs, -broùmN-) adj. 

fi·bro·pla·sia (fXÙbrN-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  The formation of fibrous tissue, as 

normally occurs in the healing of wounds.   —fiÙbro·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

fi·bro·sis (fX-broùsVs) n.  Pathology. The formation of excessive fibrous tissue, as 

in a reparative or reactive process.   —fi·brotùic (-brmtùVk) adj. 

fi·bro·si·tis (fXÙbrN-sXùtVs) n.  Pathology. Inflammatory hyperplasia of white 

fibrous connective tissue, especially surrounding the muscles and causing pain 

and stiffness.  [New Latin fibrosus, fibrous (from Latin fibra, fiber) + -ITIS.]

fi·brous (fXùbrNs) adj.  1. Having, consisting of, or resembling fibers.  2. Full of 

sinews; tough.   —fiùbrous·ly adv.  —fiùbrous·ness n. 



fibrous root (fXùbrNs rut) n.  A root system made up of many threadlike mem-

bers of more or less equal length, as in most grasses. 

fi·bro·vas·cu·lar (fXÙbro-v4sùkyN-lNr) adj.  Botany. Having fibrous tissue and 

vascular tissue, as in the woody tissue of plants. 

fibrovascular bundle (fXÙbro-v4sùkyN-lNr bƒnùdl) n.  Botany. See vascular 
bundle. 

fib·u·la (fVbùyN-lN) n.  pl. fib·u·lae (-lKÙ)  or fib·u·las. 1. a. The outer and nar-

rower of two bones of the human lower leg, extending from the knee to the ankle.  

b. The corresponding bone in the hind leg of an animal.   2. An often orna-

mented clasp or brooch used in ancient Greece and Rome to fasten clothing.  

[Latin fXbula, clasp, from fXgere, to fasten. See dhXgw- in Appendix.]

-fic suff.  Causing; making:  soporific.  [Latin -ficus, from facere, to do. See dhK- in 

Appendix.]

FICA abbr.  Federal Insurance Contributions Act. 

-fication suff.  Production; making:  jollification.  [Latin -fic7tio, -fic7tion-, from 

-fic7tus, past participle of -fic7re, to make, from -ficus, -fic.]

fice (fXs) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Variant of feist. 
fiche (fKsh) n.  A microfiche. 

Fich·te (fVkùtN, fVKHù-), Johann Gottlieb. 1762-1814.  German philosopher 

whose concept of the moral order of the universe and the moral nature of societ-

ies was an important influence on Hegel. 

Fich·tel·ge·bir·ge (fVkùtNl-gN-bîrÙgN, fVKHù-)  A mountain range of east-central 

Germany near the Czechoslovakian border. The region is a popular resort area. 

fich·u (fVshùu, fK-shuù) n.  A woman’s triangular scarf of lightweight fabric, 

worn over the shoulders and crossed or tied in a loose knot at the breast.  [French, 

from past participle of ficher, to fix, from Vulgar Latin *figic7re, from Latin 

fXgere. See dhXgw- in Appendix.]

fick·le (fVkùNl) adj.  Characterized by erratic changeableness or instability, espe-

cially with regard to affections or attachments; capricious.  [Middle English fikel, 

from Old English ficol, deceitful.] —fickùle·ness n.  —fickùly adv. 

fict. abbr.  1. Fiction.  2. Fictitious. 

fic·tile (fVkùtNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  1. a. Capable of being molded; plastic.  b. Formed of a 

moldable substance, such as clay or earth.   2. Of or relating to earthenware or 

pottery.  [Latin fictilis, made of clay, from fictus, past participle of fingere, to 

mold. See dheigh- in Appendix.]

fic·tion (fVkùshNn) n.  Abbr. fict. 1. a. An imaginative creation or a pretense that 

does not represent actuality but has been invented.  b. The act of inventing such a 

creation or pretense.   2. A lie.  3. a. A literary work whose content is produced 

by the imagination and is not necessarily based on fact.  b. The category of litera-

ture comprising works of this kind, including novels and short stories.   4. Law. 

Something untrue that is intentionally represented as true by the narrator.  [Mid-



dle English ficcioun, from Old French fiction, from Latin fictio, fiction-, from fic-

tus, past participle of fingere, to form. See dheigh- in Appendix.] —ficùtion·al 
adj.  —ficÙtion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —ficùtion·al·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: “The latest fiction” to most people means the latest novels

or stories rather than the most recently invented pretense or latest lie. All three

senses of the word fiction point back to its source, Latin fictio, “the action of shap-

ing, a feigning, that which is feigned.” Fictio in turn was derived from fingere, “to

make by shaping, feign, make up or invent a story or excuse.” Our first instance

of fiction, recorded in a work composed around 1412, was used in the sense “in-

vention of the mind, that which is imaginatively invented.” It is not a far step from

this meaning to the sense “imaginative literature,” first recorded in 1599.

fic·tion·al·ize (fVkùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. fic·tion·al·ized, fic·tion·al·iz·ing, 
fic·tion·al·iz·es. To treat as or make into fiction: “has fictionalized his people and 

their town, but we know they are real” (Harper’s).   —ficÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-

nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

fic·tion·eer (fVkÙshN-nîrù) n.  One who writes fiction, especially a prolific cre-

ator of commercial or pulp fiction.   —ficÙtion·eerùing n. 

fic·tion·ist (fVkùshN-nVst) n.  A writer of fiction, especially a novelist. 

fic·tion·ize (fVkùshN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. fic·tion·ized, fic·tion·iz·ing, fic·tion·iz·es. 
To fictionalize.   —ficÙtion·i·zaùtion (-shN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

fic·ti·tious (fVk-tVshùNs) adj.  Abbr. fict. 1. Of, relating to, or characterized by 

fiction; imaginary.  2. a. Accepted or assumed for the sake of convention:  a ficti-

tious belief.  b. Adopted or assumed in order to deceive:  a fictitious name.   3. Not 

genuinely believed or felt; sham:  greeted me with a fictitious enthusiasm.  [From 

Latin fictXcius, from fictus, past participle of fingere, to form. See FICTION.] 
—fic·tiùtious·ly adv.  —fic·tiùtious·ness n. 

fic·tive (fVkùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or able to engage in imaginative inven-

tion.  2. Of, relating to, or being fiction; fictional.  3. Not genuine; sham.   
—ficùtive·ly adv.  —ficùtive·ness n. 

fi·cus (fXùkNs) n.  pl. ficus or fi·cus·es. Any of numerous tropical trees, shrubs, 

or climbers of the genus Ficus, having pearlike multiple fruits.  [Latin fXcus, fig.]

fid (fVd) n.  1. Nautical. A square bar used as a support for a topmast.  2. A large, 

tapering pin used to open the strands of a rope before splicing.  [Origin 

unknown.]

fid. abbr.  Fidelity. 

-fid suff.  Divided into parts or lobes:  pinnatifid.  [Latin -fidus, from findere, fid-

, to split. See bheid- in Appendix.]

fid·dle (fVdùl) n.  1. Music. a. A violin.  b. A member of the violin family.   

2. Nautical. A guardrail used on a table during rough weather to prevent things 



from slipping off.  3. Informal. Nonsensical, trifling matters: “There are things 

that are important/beyond all this fiddle” (Marianne Moore).  4. The act or an 

instance of cheating or swindling; fraud.   —  v.  fid·dled, fid·dling, fid·dles.  
—  v.  intr. 1. Music. To play a violin.  2. a. To move one’s fingers or hands in a 

nervous fashion.  b. To occupy oneself in an aimless or desultory way:  liked to 

fiddle with all the knobs and dials.  c. To meddle or tamper:  a reporter who fiddled 

with the facts.   3. To commit a fraud, especially to steal from one’s employer.   —  
v.  tr. 1. Music. To play (a tune) on a violin.  2. To cheat or swindle.  3. To alter or 

falsify (accounts, for example) for dishonest gain.   —phrasal verb. fiddle 
away. To waste or squander:  fiddled away the morning with unnecessary tasks.  

[Middle English fidle, from Old English fithele.] —fidùdler n. 

fid·dle-de-dee (fVdÙl-dK-dKù) interj.  Used to express mild annoyance or impa-

tience.  [From FIDDLE.]

fid·dle-fad·dle (fVdùl-f4dÙl) n.  Nonsense.   —  v.  intr. fid·dle-fad·dled, 
fid·dle-fad·dling, fid·dle-fad·dles. To fritter away one’s time; dally.  [Redupli-

cation of FIDDLE.] —fidùdle-fadÙdler n. 

fid·dle-foot·ed (fVdùl-fttÙVd) adj.  1. Excitable or nervous:  fiddle-footed 

ponies.  2. Inclined to roam or wander. 

fid·dle·head (fVdùl-hHdÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A curved, scroll-like ornamentation at 

the top of a ship’s bow that resembles the neck of a violin.  2. Botany. The coiled 

young frond of any of various ferns, some of which are considered a delicacy 

when cooked. In this sense, also calledcrosier 

fiddler crab (fVdùlNr kr4b) n.  Any of various burrowing crabs of the genus Uca 

of coastal areas, the male of which has a greatly enlarged anterior claw. 

fid·dle·sticks (fVdùl-stVksÙ) interj.  Used to express mild annoyance or impa-

tience. 

fid·dling (fVdùlVng) adj.  Trivial; petty. 

fi·de·ism (fKùd7-Vz-Nm, fXùdK-) n.  Reliance on faith alone rather than scientific 

reasoning or philosophy in questions of religion.  [Probably from French 

fidéïsme, from Latin fidKs, faith. See FIDELITY.] —fiùde·ist n.  —fiÙde·isùtic adj. 

fi·del·i·ty (fV-dHlùV-tK, fX-) n.  pl. fi·del·i·ties. Abbr. fid. 1. Faithfulness to obli-

gations, duties, or observances.  2. Exact correspondence with fact or with a given 

quality, condition, or event; accuracy.  3. The degree to which an electronic sys-

tem accurately reproduces the sound or image of its input signal.  [Middle 

English fidelite, from Old French, from Latin fidKlit7s, from fidKlis, faithful, from 

fidKs, faith. See bheidh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: fidelity, allegiance, fealty, loyalty. These nouns denote faithful-

ness, as to a person or a cause. Fidelity implies the unfailing fulfillment of one’s

duties and obligations and strict adherence to vows or promises: fidelity to one’s

spouse; fidelity to one’s word of honor. Allegiance is faithfulness, as to a government



or state to which one is subject, considered as a duty: “I know no South, no North,

no East, no West, to which I owe any allegiance.... The Union, Sir, is my country”

(Henry Clay). Fealty, once applied to the obligation of a tenant or vassal to a feu-

dal lord, now suggests faithfulness that one has pledged to uphold: swore fealty to

the laws and Constitution of the United States. Loyalty implies a steadfast and de-

voted attachment that is not easily turned aside: loyalty to an oath; loyalty to one’s

family; party loyalty; loyalty to an ideal.

fidg·et (fVjùVt) v.  fidg·et·ed, fidg·et·ing, fidg·ets.  —  v.  intr. 1. To behave or 

move nervously or restlessly.  2. To play or fuss; fiddle:  He fidgeted with his notes 

while lecturing.   —  v.  tr. To cause to behave or move nervously or restlessly.   —  
n.  1.  Often fidgets. A condition of restlessness as manifested by nervous move-

ments. Often used with the.  2. One that fidgets.  [From obsolete and dialectal 

fidge, to move restlessly, perhaps from Middle English fiken, of Scandinavian ori-

gin.]

fidg·et·y (fVjùV-tK) adj.  1. Tending to fidget.  2. Creating unnecessary fuss.   
—fidgùet·i·ness n. 

fi·do (fXùdo) n.  pl. fi·dos. A coin containing a minting error.  [f(reaks), i(rregu-

lars), d(efects), o(ddities).]

fi·du·cial (fV-duùshNl, -dyuù-, fX-) adj.  1. Based on or relating to faith or trust.  

2. Relating to or characteristic of a legal trust; fiduciary.  3. Regarded or 

employed as a standard of reference, as in surveying.  [Late Latin fXd7ci7lis, from 

Latin fXd7cia, trust, from fXdere, to trust. See bheidh- in Appendix.] —fi·duù-
cial·ly adv. 

fi·du·ci·ar·y (fV-duùshK-HrÙK, -shN-rK, -dyuù-, fX-) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to a 

holding of something in trust for another:  a fiduciary heir; a fiduciary contract.  

b. Of, relating to, or being a trustee or trusteeship.  c. Held in trust.   2. Of, relat-

ing to, or consisting of fiat money.  3. Of, relating to, or being a system of mark-

ing in the field of view of an optical instrument that is used as a reference point 

or measuring scale.   —  n.  pl. fi·du·ci·ar·ies. One, such as an agent of a princi-

pal or a company director, that stands in a special relation of trust, confidence, or 

responsibility in certain obligations to others.  [Latin fXd7ci7rius, from fXd7cia, 

trust. See FIDUCIAL.]

fie (fX) interj.  Used to express distaste or disapproval. 

Fied·ler (fKdùlNr), Arthur. 1894-1979.  American conductor who as director of 

the Boston Pops Orchestra (1930-1979) blended works of classical and popular 

music in his concerts. 

fief (fKf) n.  1.  See fee (n., sense 5a).  2. A fiefdom.  [French, from Old French 

feu, fief, probably from Vulgar Latin *feudum. See FEUD
2.]



fief·dom (fKfùdNm) n.  1. The estate or domain of a feudal lord.  2. Something 

over which one dominant person or group exercises control: “long the indepen-

dent head of a powerful fiefdom within the Police Department” (David Burnham). 

field (fKld) n.  Abbr. fld. 1. a. A broad, level, open expanse of land.  b. A 

meadow:  a field of buttercups.  c. A cultivated expanse of land, especially one 

devoted to a particular crop:  a field of corn.  d. A portion of land or a geologic 

formation containing a specified natural resource.  e. A wide, unbroken expanse, 

as of ice.   2. a. A battleground.  b. A battle.  c. The scene or an area of military 

operations or maneuvers.  d. A military area away from headquarters.   3. a. A 

background area, as on a flag, painting, or coin:  a blue insignia on a field of red.  

b. Heraldry. The background of a shield or one of the divisions of the back-

ground.   4. Sports. a. An area in which an athletic event takes place.  b. The por-

tion of a playing field having specific dimensions on which the action of a game 

takes place.  c. All the contestants or participants in an event, especially all the 

contestants except the favorite or the winner in a contest of more than two.  

d. The members of a team engaged in active play.  e. The body of riders follow-

ing a pack of hounds in hunting.   5. a. An area of human activity or interest:  

several fields of endeavor.  b. A topic, a subject, or an area of academic interest or 

specialization.  c. Profession, employment, or business.  d. An area or a setting of 

practical activity or application outside an office, a school, a factory, or a labora-

tory:  biologists working in the field; a product tested in the field.  e. An area or a 

region where business activities are conducted:  sales representatives in the field.   

6. Mathematics. A set of elements having two operations, designated addition 

and multiplication, satisfying the conditions that multiplication is distributive 

over addition and that both operations are associative and commutative for all 

elements of the set, with the exception of the additive identity element, which is 

not commutative in respect to multiplication.  7. Physics. A region of space char-

acterized by a physical property, such as gravitational or electromagnetic force or 

fluid pressure, having a determinable value at every point in the region.  8. The 

usually circular area in which the image is rendered by the lens system of an opti-

cal instrument.  Also called field of view 9. Computer Science. a. A defined area of 

a storage medium, such as a set of bit locations or a set of adjacent columns on a 

punch card, used to record a type of information consistently.  b. An element of a 

database record in which one piece of information is stored.    —  adj.  

1. Growing, cultivated, or living in fields or open land.  2. Made, used, or carried 

on in the field:  field operations.  3. Working, operating, or active in the field:  

field representatives of a firm.   —  v.  field·ed, field·ing, fields.  —  v.  tr. 

1. Sports. a. To retrieve (a ball) and perform the required maneuver, especially in 

baseball.  b. To place in the field to play:  field a team.   2. To give an unrehearsed 

response to:  fielded tough questions from the press.  3. a. To place in competition.  

b. To put into action:  field an army of campaign workers.    —  v.  intr. Sports. To 



play as a fielder.   —idiom. take the field. To begin or resume activity, as in 

military operations or in a sport.  [Middle English, from Old English feld. See 

pelN-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: field, bailiwick, domain, province, realm, sphere, territory. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “an area of activity, thought, study, or

interest”: the field of comparative literature; considers psychology her bailiwick; the

domain of physics; the province of politics; the realm of constitutional law; the na-

tion’s sphere of influence; the territory of historical research.

Field (fKld), Cyrus West. 1819-1892.  American merchant and financier who 

planned and oversaw the laying of the transatlantic telegraph cable (completed 

1866). 

Field (fKld), David Dudley. 1805-1894.  American jurist known for his efforts 

to codify New York State law and regularize court procedures. 

Field (fKld), Eugene. 1850-1895.  American writer best known for his children’s 

verse, especially the lullabies “Wynken, Blynken, and Nod” and “Little Boy Blue.” 

Field (fKld), Marshall. 1834-1906.  American merchant who organized Marshall 

Field and Company, the largest wholesale and retail dry goods establishment of 

the late 1800’s. 

Field (fKld), Stephen Johnson. 1816-1899.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1863-1897). 

field artillery (fKld är-tVlùN-rK) n.  Artillery other than antiaircraft artillery that 

is light enough to be mounted for use in the field. 

field capacity (fKld kN-p4sùV-tK) n.  The maximum amount of water that a par-

ticular soil can hold. 

field coil (fKld koil) n.  An electric coil around a field magnet used to generate a 

magnetic field, as in an electric motor or generator.  Also called field winding 

field corn (fKld kôrn) n.  Any of several varieties of corn used primarily as feed 

for livestock. 

field day (fKld d7) n.  1. a. Sports. A day set aside for sports or athletic compe-

tition.  b. An outdoor meeting, social event, or festivity.  c. A day for military 

exercises, maneuvers, or display.   2. Informal. A time of great pleasure, activity, 

or opportunity:  The media had a field day with the sensational story. 

field-ef·fect transistor (fKldùV-fHktÙ tr4n-zVsùtNr) n.  Abbr. FET A transistor 

in which the output current is controlled by a variable electric field. 

field emission (fKld V-mVshùNn) n.  The emission of electrons from the surface 

of a conductor, caused by a strong electric field. 

field·er (fKlùdNr) n.  Sports. One who plays a position in the field, especially an 

outfielder in baseball. 



field·er’s choice (fKlùdNrz chois) n.  Baseball. A play made on a ground ball in 

which the fielder chooses to put out an advancing base runner, thus allowing the 

batter to reach first base safely. 

field event (fKld V-vHntù) n.  Sports. A throwing or jumping event of a track-

and-field meet. 

field·fare (fKldùfârÙ) n.  An Old World thrush (Turdus pilaris) having gray and 

reddish-brown plumage.  [Middle English feldfare, from Old English feldeware, 

error for *feldefare : felde, field; see FIELD + *-fare, goer (from faran, to go); see 

per-2 in Appendix.]

field glass (fKld gl4s) n.  A portable binocular telescope without prisms used 

especially outdoors for viewing distant objects. Often used in the plural. 

field goal (fKld gol) n.  Abbr. FG 1. Football. A score worth three points made 

on an ordinary down by place-kicking or drop-kicking the ball over the crossbar 

and between the goal posts.  2. Basketball. A score made by throwing the ball 

through the basket in regulation play, worth two points or, if attempted from 

beyond a specified distance, three points. 

field-grade officer (fKldùgr7dÙ ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. FO, F.O. A military officer, 

such as a major, lieutenant colonel, or colonel, ranking above a captain and below 

a brigadier general.  Also called field officer 

field hand (fKld h4nd) n.  An outdoor worker on a farm. 

field hockey (fKld hmkùK) n.  Sports. A game played on turf in which two 

opposing teams of players, using curved sticks, try to drive a ball into the oppo-

nents’ goal. 

field hospital (fKld hmsùpV-tl) n.  A hospital established on a temporary basis 

to serve troops in a combat zone. 

field house (fKld hous) n.  Sports. 1. A building having locker rooms and stor-

age and training facilities, located at an athletic field.  2. A building having one or 

more areas for different athletic events and usually grandstands for spectators. 

Field·ing (fKlùdVng), Henry. 1707-1754.  British writer whose works include the 

novels Joseph Andrews (1742) and Tom Jones (1749). He also wrote comedies for 

the stage and edited a number of periodicals. 

field-i·on microscope (fKldùXÙNn mXùkrN-skopÙ, -XÙmn) n.  A microscope that 

produces an image of the atoms on a metal surface by means of ions formed in a 

high-voltage electric field. 

field lens (fKld lHnz) n.  The lens positioned farthest from the eye in a com-

pound eyepiece. 

field magnet (fKld m4gùnVt) n.  A magnet used to produce a magnetic field in 

an electrical device such as a generator or motor. 

field marshal (fKld märùshNl) n.  Abbr. FM, F.M. An officer in some European 

armies, usually ranking just below the commander in chief. 



field mouse (fKld mous) n.  Any of various small mice or voles, especially of 

the genus Microtus, inhabiting meadows and fields and often causing damage to 

crops.  Also called meadow mouse 

field officer (fKld ôùfV-sNr) n.  See field-grade officer. 
field of force (fKld ƒv fôrs) n.  pl. fields of force. A region of space through-

out which the force produced by a single agent, such as an electric current, is 

operative.  Also called force field 

field of honor (fKld ƒv mnùNr) n.  pl. fields of honor. 1. The scene of a duel.  

2. A battlefield. 

field of view (fKld ƒv vyu) n.  pl. fields of view. See field (n., sense 8). 

field of vision (fKld ƒv vVzhùNn) n.  pl. fields of vision. See visual field. 
Fields (fKldz), W.C. 1880-1946.  American entertainer known for his raspy voice, 

bulbous nose, and sardonic disposition. His films include My Little Chickadee 

(1940) and Never Give a Sucker an Even Break (1941). 

fields·man (fKldzùmNn) n.  Sports. A fielder in cricket. 

field·stone (fKldùstonÙ) n.  A stone occurring naturally in fields, often used as a 

building material.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  field-

stone walls; a fieldstone fireplace. 

field·strip (fKldùstrVpÙ) v.  tr. field·stripped, field·strip·ping, field·strips. 
1. To disassemble (a weapon) for cleaning, repair, or inspection.  2. To leave no 

trace of (a cigarette butt) by rolling up the paper and scattering the tobacco. 

field-test (fKldùtHstÙ) v.  tr. field-·test·ed, field-·test·ing, field-·tests. To 

test (a technique or product, for example) under conditions of actual operation 

or use. 

field theory (fKld thKùN-rK) n.  Physics. An explicit mathematical description of 

physical phenomena that takes into account the effects of one or more fields. 

field trial (fKld trXùNl) n.  1. A test for young, untried hunting dogs to determine 

their competence in pointing and retrieving. Often used in the plural.  2. A trial 

of a new product in actual situations of use. 

field trip (fKld trVp) n.  A group excursion for the purpose of firsthand observa-

tion, as to a museum, the woods, or a historic place. 

field wind·ing (fKld wXnùdVng) n.  See field coil. 
field·work (fKldùwûrkÙ) n.  1. A temporary military fortification erected in the 

field.  2. Work done or firsthand observations made in the field as opposed to 

that done or observed in a controlled environment.  3. The collecting of sociolog-

ical or anthropological data in the field.   —fieldùworkÙer n. 

fiend (fKnd) n.  1. a. An evil spirit; a demon.  b. The Devil; Satan.  c. A diaboli-

cally evil or wicked person.   2. Informal. One who is addicted to something:  a 

dope fiend.  3. Informal. One who is completely absorbed in or obsessed with a 

given job or pastime:  a crossword-puzzle fiend.  4. Informal. One who is particu-



larly adept at something:  a fiend with computers.  [Middle English, from Old 

English fKond. See pK(i)- in Appendix.]

fiend·ish (fKnùdVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or suggestive of a fiend; diabolical.  

2. Extremely wicked or cruel.  3. Extremely bad, disagreeable, or difficult:  a 

fiendish blizzard; a fiendish problem.   —fiendùish·ly adv.  —fiendùish·ness n. 

fierce (fîrs) adj.  fierc·er, fierc·est. 1. Having a savage and violent nature; fero-

cious.  See Synonyms at cruel.  2. Extremely severe or violent; terrible: “the fierce 

thunders roar me their music” (Ezra Pound).  3. Extremely intense or ardent:  

fierce loyalty.  See Synonyms at intense.  4. Strenuously active or resolute:  a 

fierce attempt to escape.  5. Informal. Very difficult or unpleasant:  a fierce exam.  

6. Savage or threatening in appearance.  [Middle English fiers, from Old French, 

from Latin ferus. See ghwer- in Appendix.] —fierceùly adv.  —fierceùness n. 

fi·er·i fa·ci·as (fXÙN-rK f7ùshK-Ns, f7ùshNs) n.  Law. A writ of execution authoriz-

ing a sheriff to lay a claim to and seize the goods and chattels of a debtor to fulfill 

a judgment against the debtor.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin  : Latin 

fierX, to be done + Latin facias, second person sing. present subjunctive of facere, 

to do, cause (words used in the writ).]

fier·y (fXrùK, fXùN-rK) adj.  fier·i·er, fier·i·est. 1. a. Consisting of or containing 

fire.  b. Burning or glowing.  c. Using or effected with fire.  d. Easily ignited; 

flammable.   2. Having the color of fire; brightly red:  fiery hair; a fiery sunset.  

3. a. Torridly hot.  b. Feverishly hot and flushed:  fiery cheeks.  c. Being in an 

inflamed, usually painful condition:  a fiery boil.   4. a. Easily excited or emotion-

ally volatile; tempestuous:  a fiery temper.  b. Charged with emotion; spirited:  a 

fiery denunciation.   [Middle English, from fier, fire. See FIRE.] —fierùi·ly adv.  

—fierùi·ness n.  —fierùy adv. 

Fie·so·le (fK-7ùzN-lK, fyHùzô-lH)  A town of central Italy. It is primarily a tourist 

center, with villas and gardens on a hill overlooking the Arno River and the city of 

Florence. Population, 14,774. 

Fie·so·le (fyHùzo-l7, -zô-lH), Giovanni Angelica da.  See Fra. Angelico. 
fi·es·ta (fK-HsùtN) n.  A festival or religious holiday, especially a saint’s day cele-

brated in Spanish-speaking countries.  [Spanish, from Vulgar Latin *fKsta. See 

FEAST.]

fife (fXf) n.  Music. A small, high-pitched, transverse flute used primarily to 

accompany drums in a military or marching band.  [Probably German Pfeife, 

from Middle High German pfXfe, from Old High German pfXffa, from Vulgar 

Latin *pXpa, from Latin pXp7re, to chirp.] —fifùer n. 

Fife (fXf)  A region of eastern Scotland between the Firths of Forth and Tay. It was 

once a Pict kingdom. 

fife rail (fXf r7l) n.  Nautical. A rail around the lower part of a ship’s mast to 

which the belaying pins for the rigging are secured.  [Possibly from its use by the 

ship’s fifer.]



FIFO (fXùfo) n.  Accounting. See first-in, first-out. 
fif·teen (fVf-tKnù) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 14 + 1.  2. The 15th in a 

set or sequence.  [Middle English fiftene, from Old English fXftKne. See penkwe 

in Appendix.] —fif·teenù adj.  & pron. 

fif·teenth (fVf-tKnthù) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 15 in a 

series.  2. One of 15 equal parts.   —fif·teenthù adv.  & adj. 

fifth (fVfth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number five in a series.  

2. One of five equal parts.  3. One fifth of a gallon or four fifths of a quart of 

liquor.  4. Music. a. An interval encompassing five diatonic tones, such as C, D, E, 

F, and G.  b. The harmonic combination of the two tones constituting the 

extremities of such an interval.  c. The dominant in a given key or tonality.   

5. Fifth. The Fifth Amendment. Used with the.  [Middle English, from Old 

English fXfta. See penkwe in Appendix.] —fifth adv. , adj.  —fifthùly adv. 

Fifth Amendment (fVfth N-mHndùmNnt) n.  An amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States, ratified in 1791, that deals with the rights of accused 

criminals by providing for due process of law, forbidding double jeopardy, and 

stating that no person may be forced to testify as a witness against himself or her-

self. 

fifth column (fVfth kmlùNm) n.  A clandestine subversive organization working 

within a country to further an invading enemy’s military and political aims.  

[First applied in 1936 to rebel sympathizers inside Madrid when four columns of 

rebel troops were attacking that city.] —fifth colùum·nism (kmlùNm-nVzÙNm) n.  

—fifth columnist n. 

fifth estate (fVfth V-st7tù) n.  A class or group in society other than the nobility, 

the clergy, the middle class, and the press. 

fifth wheel (fVfth hwKl) n.  1. a. A wheel or portion of a wheel placed horizon-

tally over the forward axle of a carriage to provide support and stability during 

turns.  b. A similar device over the rear axle or axles of a tractor or pickup truck, 

serving as a coupling for a semitrailer.   2. An additional wheel carried on a four-

wheeled vehicle as a spare.  3. An extra and unnecessary person or thing. 

fif·ti·eth (fVfùtK-Vth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 50 in a 

series.  2. One of 50 equal parts.   —fifùti·eth adv.  & adj. 

fif·ty (fVfùtK) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 5 ∞ 10.  2. fifties. a.  Often 

Fifties. The decade from 50 to 59 in a century.  b. A decade or the numbers from 

50 to 59:  They began playing golf in their fifties. With the sunshine, the temperature 

reached the fifties.   [Middle English fifti, from Old English fXftig. See penkwe in 

Appendix.] —fifùty adj.  & pron. 

fif·ty-fif·ty (fVfÙtK-fVfùtK) adj.  1. Divided or shared in two equal portions:  a 

fifty-fifty split.  2. Being equally likely and unlikely or favorable and unfavorable:  

had a fifty-fifty chance of surviving.   —fifÙty-fifùty adv. 



fig1 (fVg) n.  1. a. Any of several trees or shrubs of the genus Ficus, especially F. 

carica, native to the Mediterranean region and widely cultivated for its edible 

multiple fruit.  b. The sweet, hollow, pear-shaped, multiple fruit of this plant, 

having numerous tiny seedlike fruits.   2. a. Any of several plants bearing similar 

fruit.  b. The fruit of such a plant.   3. A trivial or contemptible amount:  not 

worth a fig; didn’t care a fig.  [Middle English, from Old French figue, from Old 

Provençal figa, from Vulgar Latin *fXca, from Latin fXcus.]

fig2 (fVg) n.  1. Dress; array:  in full fig.  2. Physical condition; shape:  in fine fig.  

[Perhaps from fig, to trot out a horse in lively condition, dress up, variant of 

feague, to make a horse lively, probably from Dutch vegen, to brush, from Middle 

Dutch vKghen.]

fig. abbr.  1. Figurative.  2. Figure. 

fight (fXt) v.  fought (fôt), fight·ing, fights.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To attempt to 

harm or gain power over an adversary by blows or with weapons.  b. Sports. To 

engage in boxing or wrestling.   2. To engage in a quarrel; argue:  They are always 

fighting about money.  3. To strive vigorously and resolutely:  fought against graft; 

fighting for her rights.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To contend with physically or in battle.  

b. To wage or carry on (a battle).  c. To contend for, by or as if by combat: “I now 

resolved that Calais should be fought to the death” (Winston S. Churchill).   

2. a. Sports. To box or wrestle against in a ring.  b. To participate in (a boxing 

match, for example).   3. To set (a boxer, for example) in combat with another.  

See Synonyms at oppose.  4. To contend with or struggle against:  fight cancer; 

fight temptation.  5. To try to prevent the development or success of.  6. To gain 

by struggle or striving:  fought my way to the top.   —  n.  1. A confrontation 

between opposing groups in which each attempts to harm or gain power over the 

other, as with bodily force or weapons.  2. A quarrel or conflict.  3. a. A physical 

conflict between two or more individuals.  b. Sports. A boxing or wrestling 

match.   4. A struggle to achieve an objective.  See Synonyms at conflict.  5. The 

power or inclination to fight; pugnacity:  I just didn’t have any fight left in me.   
—phrasal verb. fight off. To defend against or drive back (a hostile force, for 

example).   —idioms. fight fire with fire. To combat one evil or one set of 

negative circumstances by reacting in kind.  fight shy of. To avoid meeting or 

confronting.  [Middle English fighten, from Old English feohtan, fihtan.] 
—fightÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —fightùa·ble adj.  —fightùing·ly adv. 

fight·er (fXùtNr) n.  1. One that fights, as: a. A soldier; a warrior.  b. Sports. A 

boxer; a pugilist.  c. A fast, maneuverable combat aircraft used to engage enemy 

aircraft.   2. A pugnacious, unyielding, or determined person. 

fight·er-bomb·er (fXùtNr-bmmÙNr) n.  A versatile aircraft capable of function-

ing as a fighter and a bomber chiefly in tactical and defensive operations. 



fight·ing chair (fXùtVng châr) n.  A chair, often padded and equipped with a 

harness, used on a boat by a saltwater angler for support while landing a large 

fish. 

fighting chance (fXùtVng ch4ns) n.  A chance to win but only with a struggle:  

had a fighting chance to recover. 

fight-or-flight reaction (fXtùôr-flXtù rK-4kùshNn) n.  A set of physiological 

changes, such as increases in heart rate, arterial blood pressure, and blood glu-

cose, initiated by the sympathetic nervous system to mobilize body systems in 

response to stress. 

fig leaf (fVg lKf) n.  1. A stylized representation of the leaf of a fig, used espe-

cially to conceal the genitalia depicted on statues of men and boys.  2. Something 

that serves as a usually insufficient concealment or camouflage: “Many fallen 

executives are still allowed the fig leaf of ‘resignation’” (David Pauly). 

fig marigold (fVg m4rùV-goldÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Mesem-

bryanthemum, native to southern Africa and having thick, fleshy leaves and vari-

ously colored flowers.  Also called icicle plant, pebble plant. 

fig·ment (fVgùmNnt) n.  Something invented, made up, or fabricated:  just a fig-

ment of the imagination.  [Middle English, from Latin figmentum, from fingere, to 

form. See dheigh- in Appendix.]

fig·ur·al (fVgùyNr-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, consisting of, or forming a pictorial 

composition or design of human or animal figures. 

fig·u·rant (fVgÙyN-räntù, -r4ntù, -räNù) n.  1. A member of a corps de ballet who 

does not perform solos.  2. A stage performer having no speaking part.  [French, 

from present participle of figurer, to represent, from Old French, from Latin 

fig7r7re, to form, from fig7ra, figure. See FIGURE.]

fig·u·ra·tion (fVgÙyN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of forming something into a partic-

ular shape.  2. A shape, a form, or an outline.  3. The act of representing with fig-

ures.  4. A figurative representation.  5. Music. Ornamentation of a passage by 

the use of embellishing and often repeating figures. 

fig·u·ra·tive (fVgùyNr-N-tVv) adj.  Abbr. fig. 1. a. Based on or making use of fig-

ures of speech; metaphorical:  figurative language.  b. Containing many figures of 

speech; ornate.   2. Represented by a figure or resemblance; symbolic or emblem-

atic.  3. Of or relating to artistic representation by means of animal or human fig-

ures.   —figùu·ra·tive·ly adv.  —figùu·ra·tive·ness n. 

fig·ure (fVgùyNr) n.  Abbr. fig. 1. a. A written or printed symbol representing 

something other than a letter, especially a number.  b. figures. Mathematical 

calculations:  good at figures.  c. An amount represented in numbers:  sold for a 

large figure.   2. a. Mathematics. A geometric form consisting of any combination 

of points, lines, or planes:  A triangle is a plane figure.  b. The outline, form, or sil-

houette of a thing.  c. The shape or form of a human body.  d. An indistinct 

object or shape:  saw figures dashing down the street.   3. a. A person, especially a 



well-known one:  a famous historical figure.  b. A person’s public image or pres-

ence:  became a tragic figure overnight.   4. Impression or appearance made:  cuts a 

dashing figure.  5. A person, an animal, or an object that symbolizes something.  

6. A pictorial or sculptural representation, especially of the human body.  7. a. A 

diagram.  b. A design or pattern, as in a textile:  silk with a paisley figure.   8. An 

illustration printed from an engraved plate or block.  9. a. A configuration or 

distinct group of steps in a dance.  b. A pattern traced by a series of movements, 

as in ice skating.   10. Music. A brief melodic or harmonic unit often constituting 

the base for a larger phrase or structure.  11. Logic. Any one of the forms that a 

syllogism can take, depending on the position of the middle term.   —  v.  

fig·ured, fig·ur·ing, fig·ures.  —  v.  tr. 1. Mathematics. To calculate with 

numbers.  2. To make a likeness of; depict.  3. To adorn with a design or figures.  

4. Music. To indicate the chordal structure of (a bass line of single notes) with a 

sequence of conventionalized numbers.  5. Informal. a. To conclude, believe, or 

predict:  I never figured that this would happen.  b. To consider or regard:  figured 

them as con artists.    —  v.  intr. 1. Mathematics. To calculate; compute.  2. a. To 

be or seem important or prominent.  b. To be pertinent or involved:  politicians 

who figured in the scandal.   3. Informal. To seem reasonable or expected:  It fig-

ures.   —phrasal verbs. figure in. To include, as in making an account:  figured 

in travel expenses.  figure on. Informal. 2. To depend on:  We figured on your 

support.  3. To take into consideration; expect:  I figured on an hour’s delay.  4. To 

plan:  We figure on leaving at noon.  figure out. Informal. 5. To discover or 

decide:  Let’s figure out a way to help.  6. To solve or decipher:  Can you figure out 

this puzzle?  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fig7ra. See dheigh- in 

Appendix.] —figùur·er n.  

SYNONYMS: figure, design, device, motif, pattern. The central meaning shared

by these nouns is “an element or a component in a decorative composition”: a

tapestry with a floral figure; a rug with a geometric design; a brooch with a fanciful

and intricate device; a scarf with a heart motif; fabric with a plaid pattern. See also

Synonyms at calculate form

fig·ured (fVgùyNrd) adj.  1. Shaped or fashioned in a particular way.  

2. Decorated with a design; patterned: “My dress is richly figured” (Amy Lowell).  

3. Represented, as in graphic art or sculpture; depicted. 

figured bass (fVgùyNrd b7s) n.  Music. See continuo. 
figure eight (fVgùyNr 7t) n.  A form or representation, such as a knot or an ice-

skating maneuver, that has the shape of the numeral 8. 

fig·ure·head (fVgùyNr-hHdÙ) n.  1. A person given a position of nominal leader-

ship but having no actual authority.  2. Nautical. A carved figure on the prow of a 

ship. 



figure of speech (fVgùyNr ƒv spKch) n.  pl. figures of speech. An expression 

such as a metaphor or simile or a device such as personification or hyperbole in 

which words are used in a nonliteral way to achieve an effect beyond the range of 

ordinary language. 

figure skat·ing (fVgùyNr sk7ùtVng) n.  Sports. Ice skating in which the skater 

traces prescribed, usually elaborate figures.   —figure skater n. 

fig·ures shift (fVgùyNrz shVft) n.  1. A shift in a typewriter to uppercase.  

2. Computer Science. A data control character after which characters are inter-

preted as having been typed in the uppercase mode. 

fig·u·rine (fVgÙyN-rKnù) n.  A small molded or sculptured figure; a statuette.  

[French, from Italian figurina, diminutive of figura, figure, from Latin fig7ra. See 

FIGURE.]

fig wasp (fVg wmsp) n.  A small wasp belonging to the family Agonidae, espe-

cially Blastophaga psenes, that breeds in caprifig and is active in the pollination of 

fig trees and shrubs. 

fig·wort (fVgùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Scrophularia 

having loose, branching clusters of small greenish or purple flowers.  [FIG
1, piles 

(obsolete) + WORT
1 (from its use as a folk medicine).]

Fi·ji (fKùjK)  An island country of the southwest Pacific Ocean comprising about 

320 islands. The islands were discovered by the Dutch navigator Abel Tasman in 

1643 and visited by Capt. James Cook in 1774. Annexed by Great Britain in 1874, 

they became independent in 1970. Suva, on the island of Viti Levu, is the capital. 

Population, 686,000. 

Fi·ji·an (fKùjK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Fiji.  2. The Austronesian lan-

guage of Fiji.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Fiji or its people, language, or culture. 

fi·la (fXùlN) n.  Plural of filum. 
fil·a·ment (fVlùN-mNnt) n.  1. A fine or thinly spun thread, fiber, or wire.  

2. Botany. a. The stalk that bears the anther in a stamen.  b. A chainlike series of 

cells, as in many algae.   3. a. A fine wire heated electrically to incandescence in 

an electric lamp.  b. Electronics. A high-resistance wire or ribbon forming the 

cathode in some thermionic tubes.   [New Latin fXl7mentum, from Late Latin 

fXl7re, to spin, from Latin fXlum, thread. See gwhX- in Appendix.] —filÙa·menù-
tous (-mHnùtNs), filÙa·menùta·ry (-mHnùtN-rK, -mHnùtrK)  adj. 

fi·lar (fXùlNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to a thread.  2. Having fine threads across the 

field of view for measuring small distances, as in the eyepiece of a telescope.  

[From Latin fXlum, thread. See gwhX- in Appendix.]

fil·a·ree (fVlÙN-rKù) n.  See alfilaria.  [Alteration of ALFILARIA.]

fi·lar·i·a (fN-lârùK-N) n.  pl. fi·lar·i·ae (-K-KÙ). Any of various slender, threadlike 

nematode worms of the superfamily Filarioidea that are parasitic in vertebrates 

and are often transmitted as larvae by mosquitos and other biting insects. The 

adult form lives in the blood and lymphatic tissues, causing inflammation and 



obstruction that can lead to elephantiasis.  [New Latin FXl7ria, former genus 

name, from Latin fXlum, thread. See gwhX- in Appendix.] —fi·larùi·al (-K-Nl), 
fi·larùi·an (-K-Nn)  adj. 

fil·a·ri·a·sis (fVlÙN-rXùN-sVs) n.  pl. fil·a·ri·a·ses (-sKzÙ). Disease caused by infesta-

tion of tissue with filariae.  [FILAR(IA) + -IASIS.]

fil·a·ture (fVlùN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The act or process of spinning, drawing, or 

twisting into threads.  2. The act or process of reeling raw silk from cocoons.  

3. A reel used in drawing silk from cocoons.  4. An establishment where silk is 

reeled.  [French, from Late Latin fXl7tus, past participle of fXl7re, to spin. See FILA-

MENT.]

fil·bert (fVlùbNrt) n.  1.  See hazel (n., sense 1).  2.  See hazelnut.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman philber, after Saint Philibert (died 684), whose feast 

day in late August coincides with the ripening of the nut.]

filch (fVlch) v.  tr. filched, filch·ing, filch·es. To take (something, especially 

something of little value) in a furtive manner; snitch.  See Synonyms at steal.  
[Middle English filchen.] —filchùer n. 

Filch·ner Ice Shelf (fVlkùnNr Xs shHlf)  An area of Antarctica bordering on 

Coats Land at the head of Weddell Sea. It was discovered in 1912. 

file1 (fXl) n.  1. A container, such as a cabinet or folder, for keeping papers in 

order.  2. a. A collection of papers or published materials kept or arranged in 

convenient order.  b. Computer Science. A collection of related data or program 

records.   3. a. A line of persons, animals, or things positioned one behind the 

other.  b. A line of troops or military vehicles so positioned.   4. Games. Any of 

the rows of squares that run vertically or between players on a playing board in 

chess or checkers.  5. Archaic. A list or roll.   —  v.  filed, fil·ing, files.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To put or keep (papers, for example) in useful order for storage or reference.  

2. To enter (a legal document) on public official record.  3. To send or submit 

(copy) to a newspaper.  4. To carry out the first stage of (a lawsuit, for example):  

filed charges against my associate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To march or walk in a line.  2. To 

put items in a file.  3. To make application; apply:  filed for a job with the state; file 

for a divorce.  4. To enter one’s name in a political contest:  filed for Congress.   
—idiom. on file. In or as if in a file for easy reference:  We will keep your résumé 

on file.  [From Middle English filen, to put documents on file, from Old French 

filer, to spin thread, to put documents on a thread, from Late Latin fXl7re, to spin, 

draw out in a long line, from Latin fXlum, thread. See gwhX- in Appendix.]

file2 (fXl) n.  1. Any of several hardened steel tools with cutting ridges for form-

ing, smoothing, or reducing especially metallic surfaces.  2. A nail file.  3. Chiefly 

British. A crafty or artful person.   —  v.  tr. filed, fil·ing, files. To smooth, 

reduce, or remove with or as if with a file.  [Middle English, from Old English fXl. 
See peig- in Appendix.]



file3 (fXl) v.  tr. filed, fil·ing, files. Archaic. To make sullied or corrupt; defile.  

[Middle English filien, from Old English f«lan. See p'- in Appendix.]

fi·lé (fKùl7, fV-l7ù) n.  Powdered sassafras leaves used to thicken and season soups, 

stews, and gumbos.  [Louisiana French, from French, past participle of filer, to 

spin thread (from its effect when added to hot liquids), from Old French. See 

FILE
1.]

file clerk (fXl klûrk) n.  One who is employed to maintain the files and records 

of an office. 

file·fish (fXlùfVshÙ) n.  pl. filefish or file·fish·es. Any of various chiefly tropical 

marine fishes of the family Balistidae, related to and resembling the triggerfishes, 

with a flat body and rough, spiny scales. 

Fi·lene (fV-lKnù, fX-), Edward Albert. 1860-1937.  American merchant who 

built William Filene and Sons, a successful dry goods store, and promoted the 

American credit union movement. 

fi·let1 (fV-l7ù, fVlù7Ù) n.  A net or lace with a simple pattern of squares.  [French, 

from Old French, diminutive of fil, thread, from Latin fXlum. See FILE
1.]

fi·let2 (fV-l7ù, fVlù7Ù) n.  Variant of fillet (n., sense 2).  —  v.  Variant of fillet (v. 

tr., sense 2). 

fi·let mi·gnon (fV-l7Ù mKn-yôNù, fVlÙ7) n.  pl. fi·lets mi·gnons (fV-l7Ù mKn-

yôNù, fVlÙ7). A small, round, very choice cut of beef from the loin.  [French  : filet, 

fillet + mignon, dainty.]

fil·i·al (fVlùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or befitting a son or daughter:  filial 

respect.  2. Having or assuming the relationship of child or offspring to parent.  

3. Genetics. Of or relating to a generation or the sequence of generations follow-

ing the parental generation.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

fXli7lis, from Latin fXlius, son. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.] —filùi·al·ly adv. 

fil·i·ate (fVlùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. fil·i·at·ed, fil·i·at·ing, fil·i·ates. Law. To determine 

judicially the paternity of (a child born out of wedlock, for example).  [Medieval 

Latin fXli7re, fXli7t-, to acknowledge as a son, from Latin fXlius, son. See dhK(i)- in 

Appendix.]

fil·i·a·tion (fVlÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The condition or fact of being the child of a 

certain parent.  b. Law. Judicial determination of paternity.   2. A line of descent; 

derivation.  3. a. The act or fact of forming a new branch, as of a society or lan-

guage group.  b. The branch thus formed.  

fil·i·bus·ter (fVlùN-bƒsÙtNr) n.  1. a. The use of obstructionist tactics, especially 

prolonged speechmaking, for the purpose of delaying legislative action.  b. An 

instance of the use of this delaying tactic.   2. An adventurer who engages in a pri-

vate military action in a foreign country.   —  v.  fil·i·bus·tered, 
fil·i·bus·ter·ing, fil·i·bus·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To use obstructionist tactics in a 

legislative body.  2. To take part in a private military action in a foreign country.   
—  v.  tr. To use obstructionist tactics against (a legislative measure, for example).  



[Spanish filibustero, freebooter, from French flibustier, from Dutch vrijbuiter, 

pirate. See FREEBOOTER.] —filùi·busÙter·er n. 

fil·i·form (fVlùN-fôrmÙ, fXùlN-) adj.  Having the form of or resembling a thread or 

filament.  [Latin fXlum, thread; see gwhX- in Appendix + -FORM.]

fil·i·gree (fVlùV-grKÙ) n.  1. Delicate and intricate ornamental work made from 

gold, silver, or other fine twisted wire.  2. a. An intricate, delicate, or fanciful 

ornamentation.  b. A design resembling such ornamentation:  filigrees of frosting 

on a cake.    —  v.  tr. fil·i·greed, fil·i·gree·ing, fil·i·grees. To decorate with or 

as if with filigree.  [Alteration of French filigrane, from Italian filigrana : Latin 

fXlum, thread; see gwhX- in Appendix + Latin gr7num, grain; see gyN-no- in 

Appendix.]

fil·ing (fXùlVng) n.  1. The act or an instance of using a file.  2. A particle or shav-

ing removed by a file:  metal filings. 

fil·i·o·pi·e·tis·tic (fVlÙK-o-pXÙV-tVsùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to an often immoder-

ate reverence for forebears or tradition.  [Latin fXlius, son; see FILIAL + PIETISTIC.]

Fil·i·pi·no (fVlÙN-pKùno) n.  pl. Fil·i·pi·nos. 1. A native or inhabitant of the Phil-

ippines.  2. Used as the name for the Austronesian language that is based on Taga-

log, draws its lexicon from other Philippine languages, and is the official language 

of the Philippines.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Philippines or its peoples, lan-

guages, or cultures.  [Spanish, from (Islas) Filipinas, Philippine (Islands).]

fill (fVl) v.  filled, fill·ing, fills.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To put into as much as can be 

held:  fill a glass with milk.  b. To supply to the fullest extent:  fill a concert hall.  

c. To build up the level of (low-lying land) with material such as earth or gravel.  

d. To stop or plug up (an opening, for example).  e. To repair a cavity of (a 

tooth).  f. To add a foreign substance to (cloth or wood, for example).   2. a. To 

satiate, as with food and drink.  b. To satisfy or meet; fulfill:  fill the requirements.  

See Synonyms at satisfy.  c. To complete (something) by insertion or addition:  

fill in the blanks.  d. To supply with material, such as writing, an inscription, or an 

illustration:  filled the blank spaces on the page with notes.   3. To supply as 

required:  fill a prescription; fill an order.  4. a. To place a person in:  fill a job 

vacancy.  b. To possess and discharge the duties of; hold:  fill a post.   5. a. To 

occupy the whole of; pervade:  Music filled the room.  b. To spread throughout:  

Fear filled the city.  c. To engage or occupy completely; make full:  filled the child’s 

mind with strange ideas; a story that filled our hearts with joy.   6. To cover the sur-

face of (an inexpensive metal) with a layer of precious metal, such as gold.  

7. Nautical. a. To cause (a sail) to swell.  b. To adjust (a yard) so that wind will 

cause a sail to swell.    —  v.  intr. To become full.   —  n.  1. An amount needed to 

make full, complete, or satisfied:  eat one’s fill.  2. Material for filling a container, 

cavity, or passage.  3. a. A built-up piece of land; an embankment.  b. The mate-

rial, such as earth or gravel, used for fill.    —phrasal verbs. fill in. 1. Informal. 

To provide with information that is essential or newly acquired:  I wasn’t 



there—would you fill me in?  2. To act as a substitute; stand in:  an understudy who 

filled in at the last minute.  fill out. 3. To complete (a form, for example) by pro-

viding required information:  carefully filled out the job application.  4. To become 

or make more fleshy:  He filled out after age 35.   —idioms. fill (someone’s) 
shoes. To assume someone’s position or duties.  fill the bill. Informal. To serve 

a particular purpose.  [Middle English fillen, from Old English fyllan. See pelN-1 

in Appendix.]

filled gold (fVld gold) n.  A relatively inexpensive metal such as brass with a sur-

face layer of bonded gold. 

filled milk (fVld mVlk) n.  Skim milk with vegetable oils added to substitute for 

butterfat. 

fill·er (fVlùNr) n.  One that fills, as: a. Something added in order to augment 

weight or size or fill space.  b. A composition, especially a semisolid that hardens 

on drying, used to fill pores, cracks, or holes in wood, plaster, or other construc-

tion surfaces before finishing.  c. Tobacco used to form the body of a cigar.  d. A 

short item used to fill space in a publication.  e. Something, such as a news item, 

public-service message, or music, used to fill time in a radio or television presen-

tation.  f. A sheaf of loose papers used to fill a notebook or binder.  

g. Architecture. An element, such as a plate, used to fill the space between two 

supporting members.  

fil·lér (fVlùârÙ) n.  pl. fillér or fil·lérs. A basic unit of currency in Hungary.  See 

Table at currency.  [Hungarian.]

fil·let (fVlùVt) n.  1. A narrow strip of ribbon or similar material, often worn as a 

headband.  2.  Also fi·let (fV-l7ù, fVlù7Ù). a. A strip or compact piece of boneless 

meat or fish, especially the beef tenderloin.  b. A boneless strip of meat rolled and 

tied, as for roasting.   3. Architecture. a. A thin, flat molding used as separation 

between or ornamentation for larger moldings.  b. A ridge between the indenta-

tions of a fluted column.   4. A narrow decorative line impressed onto the cover 

of a book.  5. Heraldry. A narrow horizontal band placed in the lower fourth area 

of the chief.  6. Anatomy. A loop-shaped band of fibers, such as the lemniscus.   
—  v.  tr. fil·let·ed, fil·let·ing, fil·lets. 1. To bind or decorate with or as if with 

a fillet.  2.  Also fi·let (fV-l7ù, fVlù7Ù). To slice, bone, or make into fillets.  [Middle 

English filet, from Old French, diminutive of fil, thread, from Latin fXlum. See 

gwhX- in Appendix.]

fill-in (fVlùVnÙ) n.  Informal. 1. One that serves as a substitute for another.  2. A 

short, informative summary. 

fill·ing (fVlùVng) n.  1. An act or instance of filling.  2. Something used to fill a 

space, cavity, or container:  a gold filling in a tooth.  3. An edible mixture used to 

fill pastries, sandwiches, or cakes:  a pie filling.  4. The horizontal threads that 

cross the warp in weaving; weft. 

filling station (fVlùVng st7ùshNn) n.  See service station (n., sense 1). 



fil·lip (fVlùNp) n.  1. A snap or light blow made by pressing a fingertip against the 

thumb and suddenly releasing it.  2. A slight goad or incentive; a small stimulus.   
—  v.  tr. fil·liped, fil·lip·ing, fil·lips. To strike, propel, arouse, or stimulate.  

[Imitative.]

Fill·more (fVlùmôrÙ, -morÙ), Millard. 1800-1874.  The 13th President of the 

United States (1850-1853), who succeeded to office after the death of Zachary 

Taylor. He struggled to keep the nation unified but lost the support of his Whig 

Party by attempting to enforce the Fugitive Slave Act in the North. 

fil·ly (fVlùK) n.  pl. fil·lies. 1. A young female horse.  2. Informal. A lively, high-

spirited girl.  [Middle English filli, from Old Norse fylja. See pau- in Appendix.]

film (fVlm) n.  1. A thin skin or membrane.  2. A thin, opaque, abnormal coating 

on the cornea of the eye.  3. A thin covering or coating:  a film of dust on the 

piano.  4. A thin, flexible, transparent sheet, as of plastic, used in wrapping or 

packaging.  5. a. A thin sheet or strip of flexible material, such as a cellulose 

derivative or a thermoplastic resin, coated with a photosensitive emulsion and 

used to make photographic negatives or transparencies.  b. A thin sheet or strip 

of developed photographic negatives or transparencies.   6. a. A movie.  

b. Movies considered as a group.   7. A coating of magnetic alloys on glass used in 

manufacturing computer storage devices.   —  v.  filmed, film·ing, films.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cover with or as if with a film.  2. To make a movie of or based on:  

film a rocket launch; film a scene from a ballet.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become coated or 

obscured with or as if with a film:  The window filmed over with moisture.  2. To 

make or shoot scenes for a movie.  [Middle English, from Old English filmen. See 

pel-3 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: One indication of the gulf between us and our Victorian

predecessors is that the Oxford English Dictionary fascicle containing the word

film, published in 1896, does not have the sense “a motion picture.” The one hint

of the future to be found among still familiar older senses of the word, such as

“a thin skin or membranous coating” or “an abnormal thin coating on the cor-

nea,” is the sense of film used in photography, a sense referring to a coating of

material, such as gelatin, that could substitute for a photographic plate or be used

on a plate or on photographic paper. Thus a word that has been with us since Old

English times took on this new use, first recorded in 1845, which has since devel-

oped and now refers to an art form, a sense first recorded in 1920.

film·card (fVlmùkärdÙ) n.  A microfiche. 

film·dom (fVlmùdNm) n.  1. The movie industry.  2. The people employed in the 

movie industry.  Also called moviedom 

film·go·er (fVlmùgoÙNr) n.  One who frequently goes to see movies.   
—filmùgoÙing adj. 



film·ic (fVlùmVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of movies; cinematic.   
—filmùi·cal·ly adv. 

film·mak·er (fVlmùm7ÙkNr) n.  One who directs or produces movies. 

film·mak·ing (fVlmùm7ÙkVng) n.  The making of movies. 

film·og·ra·phy (fVl-mmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. film·og·ra·phies. 1. Writings about 

movies.  2. A list of movies, as of a given director or actor.   —film·ogùra·pher 
n. 

film pack (fVlm p4k) n.  A pack of photographic sheet films that can be exposed 

in succession and withdrawn from the exposure position for storage at the rear of 

the pack. 

film·set·ting (fVlmùsHtÙVng) n.  Photocomposition. 

film·strip (fVlmùstrVpÙ) n.  A length of film containing photographs, diagrams, 

or other graphic matter prepared for still projection.  Also called stripfilm 

film·y (fVlùmK) adj.  film·i·er, film·i·est. 1. Of, resembling, or consisting of 

film; gauzy:  filmy lingerie.  See Synonyms at airy.  2. Covered by or as if by a 

film; hazy.   —filmùi·ly adv.  —filmùi·ness n. 

fil·o·plume (fVlùN-plumÙ, fXùlN-) n.  A hairlike feather having few or no barbs, 

usually located between contour feathers.  [Latin fXlum, thread; see gwhX- in 

Appendix + PLUME.]

fi·lose (fXùlosÙ) adj.  1. Threadlike.  2. Having or ending in a threadlike part or 

process.  [Latin fXlum, thread; see gwhX- in Appendix + -OSE
1.]

fils1 (fKs) n.  Used to distinguish a son from his father when they have the same 

given name.  [French, from Latin fXlius, son. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

fils2 (fVls) n.  pl. fils. A unit of currency in Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, United 

Arab Emirates, and Yemen.  See Table at currency.  [Arabic fals, fils, from Latin 

follis, bellows, windbag, purse, piece of money. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

fil·ter (fVlùtNr) n.  1. a. A porous material through which a liquid or gas is passed 

in order to separate the fluid from suspended particulate matter.  b. A device 

containing such a substance.   2. Any of various electric, electronic, acoustic, or 

optical devices used to reject signals, vibrations, or radiations of certain frequen-

cies while passing others.   —  v.  fil·tered, fil·ter·ing, fil·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

pass (a liquid or gas) through a filter.  2. To remove by passing through a filter:  

filter out impurities.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pass through or as if through a filter:  Light 

filtered through the blinds.  2. To come or go gradually and in small groups:  The 

audience filtered back into the hall.  [Middle English filtre, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin filtrum, of Germanic origin. See pel-5 in Appendix.] —filùter·er 
n.  —filùter·less adj. 

fil·ter·a·ble (fVlùtNr-N-bNl, fVlùtrN-) also fil·tra·ble (-trN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be 

filtered or separated by filtering:  filterable solutions of granular matter.  2. That 

can pass through a given pore size.   —filÙter·a·bilùi·ty n. 



filterable virus (fVlùtNr-N-bNl vXùrNs) n.  A virus that is small enough to pass 

through a fine-pored filter, as of diatomite or porcelain.  Also called ultravirus 

filter bed (fVlùtNr bHd) n.  A layer of sand or gravel on the bottom of a reservoir 

or tank, used to filter water or sewage. 

filter feeder (fVlùtNr fKùdNr) n.  An aquatic animal, such as a clam, barnacle, or 

sponge, that feeds by filtering particulate organic material from water. 

filter paper (fVlùtNr p7ùpNr) n.  Porous paper suitable for use as a filter. 

filth (fVlth) n.  1. a. Foul or dirty matter.  b. Disgusting garbage or refuse.   2. A 

dirty or corrupt condition; foulness.  3. Something, such as language or printed 

matter, considered obscene, prurient, or immoral.  [Middle English, from Old 

English f«lth. See p'- in Appendix.]

filth·y (fVlùthK) adj.  filth·i·er, filth·i·est. 1. Covered or smeared with filth; dis-

gustingly dirty.  See Synonyms at dirty.  2. Obscene; scatological.  3. Vile; nasty:  

a filthy traitor.   —filthùi·ly adv.  —filthùi·ness n. 

fil·tra·ble (fVlùtrN-bNl) adj.  Variant of filterable. 
fil·trate (fVlùtr7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. fil·trat·ed, fil·trat·ing, fil·trates. To put or go 

through a filter.   —  n.  Material, especially liquid, that has passed through a fil-

ter.  [New Latin filtr7re, filtr7t-, to filter, from Medieval Latin filtrum, filter. See 

FILTER.]

fil·tra·tion (fVl-tr7ùshNn) n.  The act or process of filtering. 

fi·lum (fXùlNm) n.  pl. fi·la (-lN). A threadlike anatomical structure; a filament.  

[Latin fXlum, thread. See gwhX- in Appendix.]

fim·bri·a (fVmùbrK-N) n.  pl. fim·bri·ae (-brK-KÙ). A fringelike part or structure, 

as at the opening of the fallopian tubes.  [Late Latin fimbria, fringe, feminine 

sing. of Latin fimbriae, threads, fringe.] —fimùbri·al adj. 

fim·bri·ate (fVmùbrK-Vt, -7tÙ) also fim·bri·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  Having fimbriae; 

fringed, as the edge of a petal or the opening of a duct.  [Latin fimbri7tus, from 

fimbriae, fringe.] —fimÙbri·aùtion n. 

fin1 (fVn) n.  1. A membranous appendage extending from the body of a fish or 

other aquatic animal, used for propelling, steering, or balancing the body in the 

water.  2. Something resembling a fin in shape or function, as: a. A fixed or mov-

able airfoil used to stabilize an aircraft, a missile, or a projectile in flight.  b. A 

projecting vane used for cooling, as on a radiator or an engine cylinder.  c.  See 

tail fin (n., sense 2).   3.  See flipper (n., sense 2).   —  v.  finned, fin·ning, 
fins.  —  v.  tr. To equip with fins.   —  v.  intr. 1. To emerge with the fins above 

water.  2. To swim, as a fish.  3. To lash the water with the fins. Used of a dying 

whale.  [Middle English, from Old English finn.]

fin2 (fVn) n.  Slang. A five-dollar bill.  [Yiddish finf, five, from Old High German 

funf, finf. See penkwe in Appendix.]

fin. abbr.  1. Finance; financial.  2. Finish. 

Fin. abbr.  Finland; Finnish. 



fi·na·gle (fN-n7ùgNl) v.  fi·na·gled, fi·na·gling, fi·na·gles. Informal.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To obtain or achieve by indirect, usually deceitful methods:  finagle a day off 

from work.  2. To cheat; swindle:  shady stockbrokers who finagle their clients out of 

fortunes.   —  v.  intr. To use crafty, deceitful methods.  [Probably from dialectal 

fainaigue, to cheat.] —fi·naùgler n. 

fi·nal (fXùnNl) adj.  1. Forming or occurring at the end; last:  the final scene of a 

film.  2. Of or constituting the end result of a succession or process; ultimate:  an 

act with an immediate purpose and a final purpose.  3. Not to be changed or 

reconsidered; unalterable:  The judge’s decision is final.  See Synonyms at last1.   
—  n.  Something that comes at or forms the end, especially: a. The last or one of 

the last of a series of contests:  the finals of a state spelling bee.  b. The last exami-

nation of an academic course.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

fXn7lis, from fXnis, end.] —fiùnal·ly adv. 

fi·nal·e (fN-n4lùK, -näùlK) n.  The concluding part, especially of a musical compo-

sition.  [Italian, from Latin fXn7lis, final. See FINAL.]

fi·nal·ist (fXùnN-lVst) n.  A contestant in the final session of a competition. 

fi·nal·i·ty (fX-n4lùV-tK, fN-) n.  pl. fi·nal·i·ties. 1. The condition or fact of being 

final.  2. A final, conclusive, or decisive act or utterance. 

fi·nal·ize (fXùnN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. fi·nal·ized, fi·nal·iz·ing, fi·nal·iz·es. Usage Prob-

lem. To put into final form; complete or conclude: “They have jointly agreed... to 

drop all litigation when the merger is finalized” (Springfield MA Union-News).   
—fiÙnal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —fiùnal·izÙer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Finalize is frequently associated with the language of bureau-

cracy and so is objected to by many writers. The sentence We will finalize plans

for a class reunion was unacceptable to 71 percent of the Usage Panel. Although

finalize has no single exact synonym, a substitute can always be found from

among complete, conclude, make final, and put into final form. See Usage Note at

-ize.

Final Solution also final solution (fXùnNl sN-luùshNn) n.  The Nazi program 

of exterminating Jews during the German Third Reich: “The SS Jewish section kept 

the account books of the Final Solution” (Emanuel Litvinoff).  [Translation of Ger-

man Endlösung : end-, final + Lösung, solution.]

fi·nance (fN-n4nsù, fX-, fXùn4nsÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. fin. The science of the manage-

ment of money and other assets.  2. The management of money, banking, invest-

ments, and credit.  3. finances. Monetary resources; funds, especially those of a 

government or corporate body.  4. The supplying of funds or capital.   —  v.  tr. 

fi·nanced, fi·nanc·ing, fi·nanc·es. 1. To provide or raise the funds or capital 

for:  financed a new car.  2. To supply funds to:  financing a daughter through law 

school.  3. To furnish credit to.  [Middle English finaunce, settlement, money sup-



ply, from Old French finance, payment, from finer, to pay ransom, from fin, end, 

from Latin fXnis.] —fi·nanceùa·ble adj. 

finance bill (fN-n4nsù bVl) n.  A legislative act intended to raise public revenues. 

finance company (fN-n4nsù kƒmùpN-nK) n.  A company that makes loans to 

clients. 

fi·nan·cial (fN-n4nùshNl, fX-) adj.  Abbr. fin. Of, relating to, or involving finance, 

finances, or financiers.   —fi·nanùcial·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: financial, pecuniary, fiscal, monetary. These adjectives mean of or

relating to money (a financial adviser; pecuniary motives; a fiscal year; monetary

considerations), but they often differ in application. Financial frequently refers to

transactions involving money on a large scale: Many computer software corpora-

tions are experiencing financial reverses. Pecuniary is more appropriate to the pri-

vate, small-scale dealings of individuals: He received thanks but no pecuniary com-

pensation for his services. Fiscal applies especially to a nation’s financial practices

and policies: The Secretary of the Treasury is the chief fiscal officer of our govern-

ment. Monetary has special reference to the coinage, printing, or circulation of

currency: The basic monetary unit of the United States is the dollar.

fin·an·cier (fVnÙNn-sîrù, fN-n4nÙ-, fXÙnNn-) n.  One who is occupied with or 

expert in large-scale financial affairs.  [French, from Old French, from finance, 

payment. See FINANCE.]

fin·back (fVnùb4kÙ) n.  A rorqual, especially Balaenoptera physalus of the Atlantic 

and Pacific coasts, that attains a length of about 21 meters (70 feet).  Also called 

fin whale 

fin·ca (fVngùkN, fKngùkä) n.  A rural property, especially a large farm or ranch, in 

Spanish America.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, real estate, from Old Span-

ish fincar, to pitch tents, reside, from Vulgar Latin *fingic7re, from Latin fXgere, to 

fasten. See dhXgw- in Appendix.]

finch (fVnch) n.  Any of various relatively small birds of the family Fringillidae, 

including the goldfinches, sparrows, cardinals, grosbeaks, and canaries, having a 

short, stout bill adapted for cracking seeds.  [Middle English, from Old English 

finc.]

find (fXnd) v.  found (found), find·ing, finds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come upon, 

often by accident; meet with.  2. To come upon after a search:  found the hidden 

leak in the pipe.  3. To discover or ascertain through observation, experience, or 

study:  found a solution; find the product of two numbers; found that it didn’t really 

matter.  4. a. To perceive to be, after experience or consideration:  found the gad-

get surprisingly useful; found the book entertaining.  b. To experience or feel:  

found comfort in her smile.   5. To recover (something lost):  found her keys.  6. To 

recover the use of; regain:  found my voice and replied.  7. To succeed in reaching; 



arrive at:  The dart found its mark.  8. To obtain or acquire by effort:  found the 

money by economizing.  9. To decide on and make a declaration about:  The jury 

deliberated and found a verdict of guilty. All but one of the jurors found him guilty.  

10. To furnish; supply.  11. a. To bring (oneself) to an awareness of what one 

truly wishes to be and do in life.  b. To perceive (oneself) to be in a specific place 

or condition:  found herself at home that night; found himself drawn to the stranger.    
—  v.  intr. To come to a legal decision or verdict:  The jury found for the defen-

dant.   —  n.  1. The act of finding.  2. Something that is found, especially an 

unexpectedly valuable discovery:  the Rosetta stone, that providential archaeologi-

cal find.   —phrasal verb. find out. 1. To ascertain (something), as through 

examination or inquiry:  I found out the phone number by looking it up. If you’re 

not sure, find out.  2. To detect the true nature or character of; expose:  Liars risk 

being found out.  3. To detect and apprehend; catch:  Most embezzlers are found 

out in the end.  [Middle English finden, from Old English findan. See pent- in 

Appendix.] —findùa·ble adj. 

find·er (fXnùdNr) n.  1. One that finds:  a finder of great hidden treasure.  2. A 

viewfinder.  3. A low-power, wide-angle telescope fixed to the body of a more 

powerful telescope and pointed in the same direction for initially locating an 

object to be observed. 

find·er’s fee (fXnùdNrz fK) n.  pl. finders’ fees. A fee paid to the finder of 

financial backing for a venture or to a party that brings the principals in a venture 

together. 

fin-de-siè·cle (f4NÙdN-sK-HkùlN) adj.  Of or characteristic of the last part of the 

19th century, especially with reference to its artistic climate of effete sophistica-

tion.  [French  : fin, end + de, of + siècle, century.]

find·ing (fXnùdVng) n.  1. Something that has been found.  2. a. A conclusion 

reached after examination or investigation:  the finding of a grand jury; a coroner’s 

findings.  b. A statement or document containing an authoritative decision or 

conclusion:  a presidential finding that authorized the covert operation.   

3. findings. Small tools and materials used by an artisan:  a jeweler’s findings. 

Find·lay (fVndùlK)  A city of northwest Ohio south of Toledo. It is a manufactur-

ing center in an agricultural region. Population, 35,703. 

fine1 (fXn) adj.  fin·er, fin·est. 1. Of superior quality, skill, or appearance:  a fine 

day; a fine writer.  2. Very small in size, weight, or thickness:  fine type; fine paper.  

3. a. Free from impurities.  b.  Abbr. f., F. Metallurgy. Containing pure metal in a 

specified proportion or amount:  gold 21 carats fine.   4. Very sharp; keen:  a blade 

with a fine edge.  5. Thin; slender:  fine hairs.  6. Exhibiting careful and delicate 

artistry:  fine china.  See Synonyms at delicate.  7. Consisting of very small par-

ticles; not coarse:  fine dust.  8. a. Subtle or precise:  a fine difference.  b. Able to 

make or detect effects of great subtlety or precision; sensitive:  has a fine eye for 

color.   9. Trained to the highest degree of physical efficiency:  a fine racehorse.  



10. Characterized by refinement or elegance.  11. Being in a state of satisfactory 

health; quite well:  I’m fine. And you?  12. Used as an intensive:  a fine mess.   —  
adv.  1. Finely.  2. Informal. Very well:  doing fine.   —  v.  tr. intr. fined, fin·ing, 
fines. To make or become finer, purer, or cleaner.  [Middle English fin, from Old 

French, from Latin fXnis, end.] —fineùness n. 

fine2 (fXn) n.  1. A sum of money required to be paid as a penalty for an offense.  

2. Law. a. A forfeiture or penalty to be paid to the offended party in a civil 

action.  b. An amicable settlement of a suit over land ownership.   3. Obsolete. An 

end; a termination.   —  v.  tr. fined, fin·ing, fines. To require the payment of a 

fine from; impose a fine on.   —idiom. in fine. 1. In conclusion; finally.  2. In 

summation; in brief.  [Middle English fin, from Old French, settlement, compen-

sation, from Medieval Latin fXnis, from Latin fXnis, end.] —finùa·ble, fineùa·ble 

adj. 

fi·ne3 (fKùn7) n.  Music. The end.  [Italian, from Latin fXnis, end.]

fine art (fXn ärt) n.  1.  Abbr. FA, F.A. a. Art produced or intended primarily for 

beauty rather than utility.  b.  Often fine arts. Any of the art forms, such as 

sculpture, painting, and music, that are used to create this art.   2. Something 

requiring highly developed techniques and skills:  the fine art of teaching. 

fine-drawn (fXnùdrônù) adj.  1. Drawn out to a slender, threadlike state:  fine-

drawn wire.  2. Subtly or precisely fashioned:  a fine-drawn theory.  3. Delicately 

formed:  fine-drawn features. 

fine-grained (fXnùgr7ndù) adj.  Having a fine, smooth, even grain:  fine-

grained wood. 

fine·ly (fXnùlK) adv.  1. In a fine manner; splendidly.  2. To a fine point; discrim-

inatingly.  3. In small pieces or parts; minutely:  finely chopped nuts. 

fine print (fXn prVnt) n.  1. The portion of a document, especially a contract, 

that contains qualifications or restrictions in small type or obscure language.  

2. Something presented in a deliberately ambiguous or obscure manner.  Also 

called small print 

fin·er·y (fXùnN-rK) n.  pl. fin·er·ies. Elaborate adornment, especially fine cloth-

ing and accessories. 

fines herbes (fKn zHrbù, fKn Hrbù) pl.n.  Finely chopped herbs, specifically 

parsley, chives, tarragon, and thyme, mixed together and used as a seasoning.  

[French  : fines, feminine pl. of fin, fine + herbes, pl. of herbe, herb.]

fine-spun (fXnùspƒnù) adj.  1. Developed to extreme fineness or subtlety; elabo-

rate.  2. Developed to excessive fineness or subtlety; overwrought. 

fi·nesse (fN-nHsù) n.  1. Refinement and delicacy of performance, execution, or 

artisanship.  2. Skillful, subtle handling of a situation; tactful, diplomatic maneu-

vering.  3. Games. The playing of a card in a suit in which one holds a nonsequen-

tial higher card, either to induce an opponent to play an intermediate card that 

one’s partner can then top or to win the trick economically.  4. A stratagem in 



which one appears to decline an advantage.   —  v.  fi·nessed, fi·ness·ing, 
fi·ness·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To accomplish by the use of finesse.  2. To handle with a 

deceptive or evasive strategy.  3. Games. To play (a card) as a finesse.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To use finesse.  2. Games. To make a finesse in cards.  [French, fineness, sub-

tlety, from fin, fine. See FINE
1.]

fine structure (fXn strƒkùchNr) n.  1. Physics. The splitting of spectral lines 

caused by the magnetic moments of orbiting electrons in the atomic nucleus.  

2. Biology. See ultrastructure. 
fine-toothed comb (fXnùtuthtù kom, -tuthdù) n.  1. A comb with teeth set 

close together.  2. A method of searching or investigating in minute detail:  exam-

ined the figures with a fine-toothed comb but found no errors. 

fine-tune (fXnùtunù, -tyunù) v.  tr. fine-·tuned, fine-·tun·ing, fine-
·tunes. To make small adjustments in for optimal performance or effectiveness: 

“Advertising agencies kept fine-tuning the coolly calculated machinery of merchan-

dising and hype” (New Yorker). 

fin·fish (fVnùfVshÙ) n.  An aquatic vertebrate of the superclass Pisces. 

Fin·gal’s Cave (fVngùgNlz k7v)  A cavern of western Scotland on Staffa Island in 

the Inner Hebrides. The cave is noted for its unusual beauty. 

fin·ger (fVngùgNr) n.  1. One of the five digits of the hand, especially one other 

than the thumb.  2. The part of a glove designed to cover a finger.  3. Something, 

such as an oblong peninsula, that resembles one of the digits of the hand.  4. The 

length or width of a finger.  5. A degree of participation; a share: “seems almost 

sure to have a finger or two in crafting the final blueprint” (George B. Merry).  

6. An obscene gesture of defiance or derision made by pointing or jabbing the 

middle finger upward. Often used with the.   —  v.  fin·gered, fin·ger·ing, 
fin·gers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To touch with the fingers; handle.  See Synonyms at 

touch.  2. Music. a. To mark (a score) with indications of which fingers are to 

play the notes.  b. To play (an instrument) by using the fingers in a particular 

order or way.   3. Slang. a. To inform on.  b. To designate, especially as an 

intended victim.    —  v.  intr. 1. To handle something with the fingers.  2. Music. 

To use the fingers in playing an instrument.   —idioms. have (one’s) fingers 
crossed (or keep (one’s) fingers crossed). To hope for a successful or advan-

tageous outcome.  twist around (one’s) little finger (or wrap around 
(one’s) little finger). To dominate utterly and effortlessly.  [Middle English, 

from Old English. See penkwe in Appendix.] —finùger·er n.  —finùger·less 
adj. 

fin·ger·board (fVngùgNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Music. A strip of wood on the neck 

of a stringed instrument against which the strings are pressed in playing. 

finger bowl (fVngùgNr bol) n.  A small bowl that holds water for rinsing the fin-

gers at the table. 

fin·ger·breadth (fVngùgNr-brHdthÙ) n.  The breadth of one finger. 



fin·gered (fVngùgNrd) adj.  Having a finger or fingers, especially of a specific 

number, kind, or appearance. Often used in combination:  four-fingered; rosy-fin-

gered. 

finger hole (fVngùgNr hol) n.  1. Music. Any of the holes on a wind instrument 

that cause a change in pitch when covered by a finger.  2. A hole or an opening for 

a finger, as in a bowling ball or on the dial of a telephone. 

fin·ger·ing (fVngùgNr-Vng) n.  Music. 1. The technique used in playing an instru-

ment with the fingers.  2. The indication on a score of which fingers are to be 

used in playing. 

Fin·ger Lakes (fVngùgNr l7ks)  A group of 11 elongated glacial lakes in west-

central New York, including Cayuga and Seneca, the largest and deepest of the 

lakes. The region is a major grape-growing area with many resorts and recre-

ational facilities. 

fin·ger·ling (fVngùgNr-lVng) n.  A young or small fish, especially a young salmon 

or trout. 

finger millet (fVngùgNr mVlùVt) n.  An annual plant (Eleusine coracana) in the 

grass family, native to the Old World tropics and an important cereal in India and 

Africa.  Also called ragi 

fin·ger·nail (fVngùgNr-n7lÙ) n.  The nail on a finger. 

fin·ger-paint (fVngùgNr-p7ntÙ) v.  tr. intr. fin·ger-·paint·ed, fin·ger-
·paint·ing, fin·ger-·paints. To make by or engage in finger painting. 

finger painting (fVngùgNr p7nùtVng) n.  1. The technique of painting by apply-

ing color to moistened paper with the fingers.  2. A picture made with this tech-

nique. 

fin·ger·pick (fVngùgNr-pVkÙ) v.  fin·ger·picked, fin·ger·pick·ing, 
fin·ger·picks. Music.  —  v.  intr. To play a stringed instrument, such as the gui-

tar or banjo, by plucking individual strings with the fingers.   —  v.  tr. To play (a 

stringed instrument) by plucking individual strings with the fingers.   
—finùger·pickÙer n. 

finger pick (fVngùgNr pVk) n.  A pointed, slightly curved plectrum worn on the 

fingertip, used in playing a stringed instrument such as the guitar or banjo. 

finger post (fVngùgNr post) n.  A guidepost in the shape of a pointing hand. 

fin·ger·print (fVngùgNr-prVntÙ) n.  1. An impression on a surface of the curves 

formed by the ridges on a fingertip, especially such an impression made in ink 

and used as a means of identification.  2. A distinctive or identifying mark or 

characteristic: “the invisible fingerprint that’s used on labels and packaging to sort 

out genuine products from counterfeits” (Gene G. Marcial).   —  v.  tr. 

fin·ger·print·ed, fin·ger·print·ing, fin·ger·prints. 1. To take the fingerprints 

of.  2. To identify by means of a distinctive mark or characteristic. 

fin·ger·spell·ing (fVngùgNr-spHlÙVng) n.  Communication by means of a man-

ual alphabet.   —finùger·spellÙ v. 



fin·ger·tip (fVngùgNr-tVpÙ) n.  The extreme end or tip of a finger.   —idiom. at 
(one’s) fingertips. Readily or instantly available. 

finger wave (fVngùgNr w7v) n.  A wave set into dampened hair using only the 

fingers and a comb. 

fin·i·al (fVnùK-Nl) n.  1. Architecture. An ornament fixed to the peak of an arch or 

arched structure.  2. An ornamental terminating part, such as the screw on top of 

a lampshade.  [Middle English, last, finial, variant of final. See FINAL.]

fin·i·cal (fVnùV-kNl) adj.  Finicky.  [Probably from FINE
1.] —finùi·cal·ly adv.  

—finùi·cal·ness n. 

fin·ick·y (fVnùV-kK) adj.  fin·ick·i·er, fin·ick·i·est. Insisting capriciously on get-

ting just what one wants; difficult to please; fastidious:  a finicky eater.  [From fin-

ick, a finical person, from FINICAL.] —finùick·i·ness n. 

fin·is (fVnùVs, fXùnVs, fK-nKù) n.  The end; the conclusion:  setbacks that wrote finis 

to our venture.  [Middle English, from Latin fXnis.]

fin·ish (fVnùVsh) v.  fin·ished, fin·ish·ing, fin·ish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arrive at 

or attain the end of:  finish a race.  2. To bring to an end; terminate:  finished 

cleaning the room.  3. To consume all of; use up:  finish a pie.  4. To bring to a 

desired or required state:  finish a painting.  See Synonyms at complete.  5. To 

give (wood, for example) a desired or particular surface texture.  6. To destroy; 

kill:  finished the injured horse with a bullet.  7. To bring about the ruin of:  The 

stock market crash finished many speculators.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come to an end; 

stop.  2. To reach the end of a task, course, or relationship.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. fin. 
The final part; the conclusion:  racers neck-and-neck at the finish.  2. The reason 

for one’s ruin; downfall.  3. Something that completes, concludes, or perfects, 

especially: a. The last treatment or coating of a surface:  applied a shellac finish to 

the cabinet.  b. The surface texture produced by such a treatment or coating.  c. A 

material used in surfacing or finishing.   4. Completeness, thoroughness, refine-

ment, or smoothness of execution; polish.  [Middle English finishen, from Old 

French finir, finiss-, to complete, from Latin fXnXre, from fXnis, end.] —finùish·er 
n. 

fin·ished (fVnùVsht) adj.  1. Highly accomplished or skilled; polished:  a finished 

artist.  2. Exhibiting a high degree of skill or polish:  an essay that was a finished 

piece of work. 

fin·ish·ing school (fVnùV-shVng skul) n.  A private girls’ school that stresses 

training in cultural subjects and social activities. 

finishing touch (fVnùV-shVng tƒch) n.  A small change or addition that serves 

to complete something. 

finish line (fVnùVsh lXn) n.  Sports. A line that marks the end of a course for rac-

ing. 



Fin·is·terre (fVnÙV-stârù, fKÙnK-stHrùrH), Cape. A rocky promontory of extreme 

northwest Spain on the Atlantic Ocean. Off the cape the British won two naval 

victories over the French (1747 and 1805). 

fi·nite (fXùnXtÙ) adj.  1. a. Having bounds; limited:  a finite list of choices; our 

finite fossil fuel reserves.  b. Existing, persisting, or enduring for a limited time 

only; impermanent.   2. Mathematics. a. Being neither infinite nor infinitesimal.  

b. Having a positive or negative numerical value; not zero.  c. Possible to reach or 

exceed by counting. Used of a number.  d. Having a limited number of elements. 

Used of a set.   3. Grammar. Limited by person, number, tense, and mood. Used 

of a verb that can serve as a predicate or the initial element of one.   —  n.  A finite 

thing.  [Middle English finit, from Latin fXnXtus, past participle of fXnXre, to limit, 

from fXnis, end.] —fiùniteÙly adv.  —fiùniteÙness n. 

fin·i·tude (fVnùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ, fXùnV-) n.  The quality or condition of being 

finite. 

fink (fVngk) Slang. n.  1. A contemptible person.  2. An informer.  3. A hired 

strikebreaker.   —  v.  intr. finked, fink·ing, finks. 1. To inform against another 

person.  2. To withhold promised support or participation; back down:  They said 

they would help us, but then finked out.  [Origin unknown.]

Fink (fVngk), Mike. 1770?-1822.  American frontiersman and folk hero known 

for his marksmanship, fighting skills, and braggadocio. 

Fin·land (fVnùlNnd) Abbr. Fin.  A country of northern Europe bordering on the 

Gulf of Bothnia and the Gulf of Finland. Controlled from the 13th century by 

Sweden and from the 19th century by Russia, it became independent in 1919. 

Helsinki is the capital and the largest city. Population, 4,893,748.   —Finùland·er 
n. 

Finland, Gulf of.  An arm of the Baltic Sea bordered by Finland, Russia, and 

Estonia. An important shipping lane, the shallow gulf is usually frozen from 

December to March. 

Fin·land·ize (fVnùlNn-dXzÙ) v.  tr. Fin·land·ized, Fin·land·iz·ing, 
Fin·land·iz·es. To cause (a country or other political unit) to adopt a neutral or 

conciliatory posture and policy in its relations with a great power.   —FinÙ-
land·i·zaùtion n. 

Fin·lay (fVnùl7, fKn-lXù), Carlos Juan. 1833-1915.  Cuban-born American physi-

cian who identified the mosquito as the carrier of yellow fever. 

Fin·lay River (fVnùlK rVvùNr)  A river of northern British Columbia, Canada, 

flowing about 402 km (250 mi) to the Peace River. 

Finn (fVn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Finland.  2. One who speaks Finnish or 

a Finnic language.  [From Swedish Finne.]

fin·nan had·die (fVnÙNn h4dùK) n.  Smoked haddock.  Also called finnan had-

dock [From alteration of Findon, or Findhorn, villages of northeast Scotland.]



Finn·bog·a·dót·tir (fVnÙbo-gN-dôùtNr, -gä-doùtVr), Vigdís. Born 1930.  Presi-

dent of Iceland (since 1980) and the first democratically elected woman head of 

state. 

finned (fVnd) adj.  Having a fin, fins, or finlike parts. Often used in combina-

tion:  single-finned; multifinned. 

Fin·ney (fVnùK), Charles Grandison. 1792-1875.  American religious leader 

and educator who was president of Oberlin College in Ohio (1851-1866). 

Fin·nic (fVnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to Finland or the Finns.   —  n.  A branch of 

Finno-Ugric that includes Finnish, Estonian, and Lapp. 

Finn·ish (fVnùVsh) adj.  Abbr. Fin. Of or relating to Finland or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  The Finno-Ugric language of the Finns. 

Fin·no-U·gric (fVnÙo-uùgrVk, -yuù-) also Fin·no-U·gri·an (-uùgrK-Nn, -

yuù-) n.  A subfamily of the Uralic language family that includes Finnish, Hun-

garian, and other languages of eastern Europe and the northwest Soviet Union.   
—  adj.  1. Of or relating to the Finns and the Ugrians.  2. Of or relating to 

Finno-Ugric. 

fin·ny (fVnùK) adj.  fin·ni·er, fin·ni·est. 1. Having a fin or fins.  2. Resembling a 

fin; finlike.  3. Of, relating to, or full of fish. 

fi·noc·chi·o also fi·no·chi·o (fN-noùkK-oÙ) n.  A variety of fennel (Foeniculum 

vulgare var. dulce) whose blanched aromatic, celerylike stalks are eaten as a vege-

table.  Also called Florence fennel, sweet fennel.  [Italian, from Latin fKniculum, 

fennel, diminutive of fKnum, hay. See dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

Fin·sen (fVnùsNn), Niels Ryberg. 1860-1904.  Danish physician. He won a 1903 

Nobel Prize for developing a method of treating skin diseases with ultraviolet 

light. 

Fin·ster·aar·horn (fVnÙstNr-ärùhôrnÙ)  A peak, 4,276.7 m (14,022 ft) high, of 

the Bernese Alps in south-central Switzerland. It is the highest elevation in the 

range. 

fin whale (fVn hw7l) n.  See finback. 
fiord (fyôrd, fyord) n.  Variant of fjord. 
fip·ple (fVpùNl) n.  Music. 1. A whistlelike mouthpiece for certain wind instru-

ments, such as a recorder or flageolet, that channels the breath toward the sound-

ing edge of a side opening.  2. An object similar to a fipple in an organ pipe.  

[Origin unknown.]

fipple flute (fVpùNl flut) n.  Music. A flute, such as a recorder, with a fipple. 

fir (fûr) n.  1. a. Any of various evergreen trees of the genus Abies, having single, 

flattened needles and erect cones with deciduous scales.  b. Any of several similar 

or related trees, such as the Douglas fir.   2. The wood of these trees.  [Middle 

English firre, probably of Scandinavian origin. See perkwu- in Appendix.] 
—firùry adj. 



Fir·bank (fûrùb4ngkÙ), (Arthur Annesley) Ronald. 1886-1926.  British writer 

known for his satiric novels, including Vainglory (1915) and Valmouth (1919). 

Fir·dau·si (fîr-douùsK) also Fir·du·si (fNr-duù-), Pen name of Abul Kasim 

Mansur. 940?-1020?.  Persian epic poet whose Book of Kings (1010) recounts the 

history of Persia from the arrival of the Persians to the Arab conquest. 

fire (fXr) n.  1. a. A rapid, persistent chemical change that releases heat and light 

and is accompanied by flame, especially the exothermic oxidation of a combusti-

ble substance.  b. Burning fuel or other material:  a cooking fire; a forest fire.   

2. a. Burning intensity of feeling; ardor.  See Synonyms at passion.  
b. Enthusiasm.   3. Luminosity or brilliance, as of a cut and polished gemstone.  

4. Liveliness and vivacity of imagination; brilliance.  5. A severe test; a trial or 

torment.  6. A fever or bodily inflammation.  7. a. The discharge of firearms or 

artillery:  heard the fire of cannon.  b. The launching of a missile, rocket, or simi-

lar ballistic body.  c. Discharged bullets or other projectiles:  subjected enemy posi-

tions to heavy mortar fire; struck by rifle fire.   8. Intense, repeated attack or 

criticism:  answered the fire from her political critics.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a fire chief; fire prevention.   —  v.  fired, fir·ing, 
fires.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cause to burn; ignite.  b. To light (something) up as if by 

fire:  The morning sun fired the tops of the trees.   2. a. To add fuel to (something 

burning).  b. To maintain or fuel a fire in.   3. a. To bake in a kiln:  fire pottery.  

b. To dry by heating.   4. To arouse the emotions of; make enthusiastic or ardent:  

warriors who were fired by patriotism.  5. a. To discharge (a firearm, for example).  

b. To detonate (an explosive).   6. a. To propel (a projectile); launch (a missile).  

b. Informal. To throw with force and speed; hurl:  fire a ball at a batter.  c. To utter 

or direct with insistence:  fired questions at the senator.   7. Games. To score (a 

number) in a game or contest.  8. Informal. To discharge from a position; dismiss.  

See Synonyms at dismiss.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become ignited; flame up.  2. a. To 

become excited or ardent.  b. To become angry or annoyed.   3. To tend a fire.  

4. a. To shoot a weapon:  aimed and fired at the target.  b. To detonate an explo-

sive.  c. To ignite fuel, as in an engine.   5. Informal. To project or hurl a missile:  

The pitcher wound up and fired.  6. Physiology. To generate an electrical impulse. 

Used of a neuron.  7. To become yellowed or brown before reaching maturity, as 

grain.   —phrasal verbs. fire away. Informal. To start to talk or ask questions.  

fire off. 2. To utter or ask rapidly.  3. To write and send (a letter, for example) in 

haste.   —idioms. between two fires. Being attacked from two sources or 

sides simultaneously.  on fire. 2. Ignited; ablaze.  3. Filled with enthusiasm or 

excitement.  start a fire under (or light a fire under) (or build a fire 
under). Slang. To urge or goad to action.  under fire. 5. Exposed or subjected 

to enemy attack.  6. Exposed or subjected to critical attack or censure:  an official 

who was under fire for mismanagement.  [Middle English fir, from Old English f«r. 

See p7777r- in Appendix.] —fireùa·ble adj.  —firùer n. 



fire alarm (fXr N-lärmù) n.  Abbr. f.a. 1. A device, such as a siren, used in 

announcing the outbreak of a fire.  2. The signal, especially the noise, produced 

by such a device. 

fire ant (fXr 4nt) n.  Any of several ants of the genus Solenopsis, especially S. gem-

inata or S. saevissima of the southern United States and tropical America, that 

build large mounds and are capable of inflicting a painful sting. 

fire·arm (fXrùärmÙ) n.  A weapon, especially a pistol or rifle, capable of firing a 

projectile and using an explosive charge as a propellant. 

fire·ball (fXrùbôlÙ) n.  1. A brilliantly burning sphere.  2. A highly luminous, 

intensely hot spherical cloud of dust, gas, and vapor generated by a nuclear explo-

sion.  3. A meteor that is as bright or brighter than the brightest planets.  4.  See 

ball of fire. 
fire·base (fXrùb7sÙ) n.  A military base or site from which heavy fire is directed 

against the enemy. 

fire beetle (fXr bKtùl) n.  Any of various tropical American click beetles of the 

genus Pyrophorus, especially P. noctilucus, having bright, luminous spots. 

fire·bird (fXrùbûrdÙ) n.  Any of various birds, such as the Baltimore oriole, hav-

ing bright scarlet or orange plumage. 

fire blight (fXr blXt) n.  A destructive disease of apple and pear trees, caused by a 

bacterium (Erwinia amylovora) that blackens the leaves and kills the branches. 

fire·board (fXrùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Upper Southern U.S. See mantel (n., sense 2). 

fire·boat (fXrùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A boat equipped to fight fires along waterfronts 

and on ships. 

fire·bomb (fXrùbmmÙ) n.  A bomb used to start a fire; an incendiary bomb.   —  
v.  tr. fire·bombed, fire·bomb·ing, fire·bombs. To attack (a target) with a 

firebomb.   —  v.  intr. To launch an attack against a target, using a firebomb.   
—fireùbombÙer n. 

fire·box (fXrùbmksÙ) n.  1. A chamber, such as the furnace of a steam locomotive, 

in which fuel is burned.  2. A box containing a fire alarm. 

fire·brand (fXrùbr4ndÙ) n.  1. A person who stirs up trouble or kindles a revolt.  

2. A piece of burning wood. 

fire·brat (fXrùbr4tÙ) n.  A small, wingless insect (Thermobia domestica) related to 

the silverfish and inhabiting warm areas of buildings, as around furnaces or boil-

ers. 

fire·break (fXrùbr7kÙ) n.  A strip of cleared or plowed land used to stop the 

spread of a fire.  Also called fireguard 

fire·brick (fXrùbrVkÙ) n.  A refractory brick, usually made of fire clay, used for 

lining furnaces, fireboxes, chimneys, or fireplaces. 

fire brigade (fXr brV-g7dù) n.  An organized body of firefighters. 

fire·bug (fXrùbƒgÙ) n.  Informal. An arsonist; a pyromaniac. 



fire clay also fire·clay (fXrùkl7Ù) n.  A type of clay that is able to withstand 

intense heat, used to make firebricks, crucibles, and other objects that are exposed 

to high temperatures. 

fire control (fXr kNn-trolù) n.  The control of the delivery of gunfire on military 

targets. 

fire·crack·er (fXrùkr4kÙNr) n.  A small explosive charge and a fuse in a heavy 

paper casing, exploded to make noise, as at celebrations. 

fire·damp (fXrùd4mpÙ) n.  1. A combustible gas, chiefly methane, occurring 

naturally in mines from the decomposition of coal.  2. The explosive mixture of 

firedamp and air. 

fire department (fXr dV-pärtùmNnt) n.  Abbr. FD A department, especially of a 

municipal government, whose purpose is preventing and putting out fires. 

fire·dog (fXrùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  Chiefly South Atlantic U.S. See andiron. 
fire door (fXr dôr) n.  A door made of fire-resistant material that can be closed 

to prevent the spread of fire. 

fire·drake (fXrùdr7kÙ) n.  A fiery dragon of Germanic mythology.  [Middle 

English firdrake, from Old English f«rdraca : f«r, fire; see FIRE + draca, dragon; see 

DRAKE
2.]

fire drill (fXr drVl) n.  An exercise in the use of firefighting equipment or the 

evacuation of a building in case of a fire. 

fire-eat·er (fXrùKÙtNr) n.  1. A performer who pretends to swallow fire.  2. A bel-

ligerent person or a militant partisan.   —fireù-eatÙing adj. 

fire engine (fXr HnùjVn) n.  Any of various large motor vehicles that carry fire-

fighters and equipment to a fire and support extinguishing operations, as by 

pumping water. 

fire escape (fXr V-sk7pù) n.  A structure or device, such as an outside stairway 

attached to a building, erected for emergency exit in the event of fire. 

fire extinguisher (fXr Vk-stVngùgwV-shNr) n.  A portable apparatus containing 

chemicals that can be discharged in a jet to extinguish a small fire. 

fire·fight (fXrùfXtÙ) n.  An exchange of gunfire, as between infantry units. 

fire·fight·er also fire fighter (fXrùfXÙtNr) n.  A member of a fire department 

who fights fires.   —fireùfightÙing adj.  & n. 

fire·flood (fXrùflƒdÙ)  or fire·flood·ing (-flƒdÙVng) n.  A procedure for extract-

ing additional oil from a well by injecting compressed air into the petroleum res-

ervoir and burning some of the oil to increase the flow. 

fire·fly (fXrùflXÙ) n.  Any of various nocturnal beetles of the family Lampyridae, 

characteristically having luminescent chemicals in the posterior tip of the abdo-

men that produce a flashing light.  Also called lightning bug 

fire·guard (fXrùgärdÙ) n.  1. A metal screen placed in front of an open fireplace 

to catch sparks.  Also called fire screen 2.  See firebreak. 
fire·house (fXrùhousÙ) n.  See fire station. 



fire hydrant (fXr hXùdrNnt) n.  An upright pipe with a nozzle or spout for draw-

ing water from a water main.  Also called fireplug 

fire irons (fXr XùNrnz) pl.n.  Implements, such as tongs, a shovel, and a poker, 

used to tend a fireplace. 

Fire Island (fXr XùlNnd)  A narrow barrier island off the southern shore of Long 

Island in southeast New York. It has many resort communities, a state park, and a 

nationally protected seashore area that includes the Sunken Forest, with unusual 

plant and animal life. 

fire·light (fXrùlXtÙ) n.  The light from a fire, as in a fireplace. 

fire·lock (fXrùlmkÙ) n.  See flintlock (n., sense 2). 

fire·man (fXrùmNn) n.  1. A firefighter.  2. A man who tends fires; a stoker.  

3. An enlisted man in the U.S. Navy engaged in the operation of engineering 

machinery.  4. Baseball. A relief pitcher. 

fire marshal (fXr märùshNl) n.  1. The head of a department or an office that is 

charged with the prevention and investigation of fires.  2. A person in charge of 

firefighting personnel and equipment at an industrial plant. 

Fi·ren·ze (fK-rHnùdzH)  See Florence (sense 1). 

fire opal (fXr oùpNl) n.  An opal with brilliant flamelike yellow, orange, and red 

colors.  Also called girasol 

fire pink (fXr pVngk) n.  A perennial herb (Silene virginica) of eastern North 

America, having red flowers with narrow, deeply notched petals. 

fire·place (fXrùpl7sÙ) n.  Abbr. fpl 1. An open recess for holding a fire at the base 

of a chimney; a hearth.  2. A structure, usually of stone or brick, for holding an 

outdoor fire. 

fire·plug (fXrùplƒgÙ) n.  See fire hydrant. 
fire·pow·er (fXrùpouÙNr) n.  1. The capacity, as of a weapon, weapons system, 

military unit, or position, for delivering fire.  2. The ability to deliver fire against 

an enemy in combat. 

fire·proof (fXrùprufÙ) adj.  Impervious or resistant to damage by fire.   —  v.  

tr. fire·proofed, fire·proof·ing, fire·proofs. To make fireproof. 

fire sale (fXr s7l) n.  A sale of merchandise damaged by fire. 

fire screen (fXr skrKn) n.  See fireguard (n., sense 1). 

fire ship (fXr shVp) n.  A military vessel loaded with explosives and combustible 

material and set adrift among enemy ships or fortifications to destroy them. 

fire·side (fXrùsXdÙ) n.  1. The area immediately surrounding a fireplace or 

hearth.  2. A home.   —  adj.  At or as if at a fireside:  a fireside chat. 

fire station (fXr st7ùshNn) n.  A building for fire equipment and firefighters.  

Also called firehouse 

fire·stone (fXrùstonÙ) n.  1. A flint or pyrite used to strike a fire.  2. A fire-resis-

tant stone, such as certain sandstones. 



Fire·stone (fXrùstonÙ), Harvey Samuel. 1868-1938.  American industrialist 

who organized the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company (1900) and first manu-

factured the balloon tire. 

fire·storm (fXrùstôrmÙ) n.  1. A fire of great size and intensity that generates and 

is fed by strong inrushing winds from all sides:  the firestorm that leveled 

Hiroshima after the atomic blast.  2. An intense, violent outburst from many 

sources:  a firestorm of criticism. 

fire thorn (fXr thôrn) n.  Any of various thorny shrubs of the genus Pyracantha, 

native to Asia and often cultivated for their evergreen foliage and showy reddish 

or orange berries. 

fire tower (fXr touùNr) n.  A tower in which a lookout for fires is posted. 

fire·trap (fXrùtr4pÙ) n.  A building that can catch fire easily or is difficult to 

escape from in the event of fire. 

fire·wall (fXrùwôl) n.  A fireproof wall used as a barrier to prevent the spread of 

fire.   —  v.  intr. fire·walled, fire·wall·ing, fire·walls. Slang. To apply maxi-

mum acceleration or thrust. Used of motor vehicles or aircraft. 

fire·wa·ter (fXrùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Slang. Strong liquor, especially whiskey.  

[Translation of Ojibwa ishkodewaaboo, whiskey.]

fire·weed (fXrùwKdÙ) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Epilobium, espe-

cially E. angustifolium, having long, terminal, spikelike clusters of pinkish-purple 

flowers.  Also called willow herb 2. Any of several weedy North American plants 

of the genus Erechtites, having small white or greenish flowers grouped in discoid 

heads. 

fire·wood (fXrùwtdÙ) n.  Wood used as fuel. 

fire·work (fXrùwûrkÙ) n.  1. a. A device consisting of a combination of explo-

sives and combustibles, set off to generate colored lights, smoke, and noise for 

amusement.  b. fireworks. A display of such devices.   2. fireworks. a. An 

exciting or spectacular display, as of musical virtuosity.  b. A display of rage or 

fierce contention.  

fir·ing (fXrùVng) n.  1. The process of applying fire or heat, as in the hardening or 

glazing of ceramics.  2. Fuel for fires. 

firing line (fXrùVng lXn) n.  1. The line of positions from which fire is directed at 

a target.  2. The forefront of an activity or pursuit; the vanguard. 

firing pin (fXrùVng pVn) n.  The part of the bolt or breech of a firearm that strikes 

the primer and detonates the charge of a projectile. 

firing squad (fXrùVng skwmd) n.  1. A detachment assigned to shoot persons 

condemned to death.  2. A detachment of soldiers chosen to fire a salute at a mil-

itary funeral. 

fir·kin (fûrùkVn) n.  1. A small wooden barrel or covered vessel.  2. Any of several 

British units of capacity, usually equal to about 4 of a barrel or 9 gallons (34 

liters).  [Middle English ferken, ferdekin, probably from Middle Dutch *verdel-



kijn, diminutive of veerdel, one-fourth  : veerde, fourth; see kwetwer- in Appen-

dix + deel, part; see dail- in Appendix.]

firm1 (fûrm) adj.  firm·er, firm·est. 1. Resistant to externally applied pressure.  

2. Marked by or indicating the tone and resiliency of healthy tissue:  firm muscles.  

3. Securely fixed in place:  Despite being hit by the car, the post was still firm.  

4. Indicating or possessed of determination or resolution:  a firm voice.  

5. Constant; steadfast:  a firm ally.  6. a. Not subject to change; fixed and defi-

nite:  a firm bargain; a firm offer.  b. Unfluctuating; steady:  Stock prices are still 

firm.   7. Strong and sure:  a firm grasp.   —  v.  tr. intr. firmed, firm·ing, firms. 
To make or become firm.   —  adv.  firmer, firmest. Without wavering; reso-

lutely:  stand firm.  [Middle English ferm, from Old French, from Latin firmus. 

See dher- in Appendix.] —firmùly adv.  —firmùness n.  

SYNONYMS: firm, hard, solid. The central meaning shared by these adjectives

is “tending not to yield to external pressure, touch, or force”: a firm mattress; hard

as granite; solid ice. 

ANTONYM: soft

firm2 (fûrm) n.  1. A commercial partnership of two or more persons, especially 

when unincorporated.  2. The name or designation under which a company 

transacts business.  [Italian firma, from firmare, to ratify by signature, from 

Medieval Latin firm7re, from Latin, to confirm, from firmus, firm. See dher- in 

Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: In these days of agribusiness, a farm and a firm are probably

closer than they have been since the time before the words farm and firm devel-

oped from the same Latin word, firm7re, “to strengthen, make fast, confirm, at-

test,” which is derived from Latin firmus, the source of firm, meaning “secure.” In

Medieval Latin firm7re came to mean “to ratify by signature,” from which sense

eventually came our word firm, first recorded in 1574 with the meaning “signa-

ture.” This word firm later added the senses “designation under which a firm

transacts business” and “commercial house.” Latin firm7re by way of Old French

also gave us Middle English ferme, the ancestor of our word farm.

fir·ma·ment (fûrùmN-mNnt) n.  The vault or expanse of the heavens; the sky.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin firm7mentum, from Latin, 

support, from firm7re, to strengthen. See FIRM
2.] —firÙma·mentùal (-mHnùtl) 

adj. 

fir·mer chisel (fûrùmNr chVzùNl) n.  A chisel or gouge with a thin blade, used to 

shape and finish wood by hand.  [French fermoir, from Old French, alteration 



(influenced by fermer, to make firm, from Latin firm7re); see FIRM
2, of formoir, 

from former, to form, from Latin form7re, from forma, form.]

firm·ware (fûrmùwârÙ) n.  Computer Science. Programming instructions that 

are stored in a read-only memory unit rather than being implemented through 

software. 

firn (fîrn) n.  Granular, partially consolidated snow that has passed through one 

summer melt season but is not yet glacial ice.  Also called old snow [German, from 

German dialectal, of last year, from Old High German firni, old.]

Fi·ro·za·bad (fV-roùzä-bädÙ)  A city of north-central India southeast of Delhi. It 

is a manufacturing center in a cotton and grain area. Population, 202,338. 

first (fûrst) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number one in a series.  

2. The one coming, occurring, or ranking before or above all others.  3. The 

beginning; the outset:  from the first; at first.  4. Music. The voice or instrument 

highest in pitch or carrying the principal part.  5. The transmission gear or corre-

sponding gear ratio used to produce the range of lowest drive speeds in a motor 

vehicle.  6. The winning position in a contest:  finished the season in first.  

7. Baseball. a. First base.  b. A first baseman.    —  adj.  1. Corresponding in 

order to the number one.  2. Coming before all others in order or location:  the 

first house on your left.  3. Occurring or acting before all others in time; earliest:  

the first day of spring.  4. Ranking above all others, as in importance or quality; 

foremost:  was first in the class.  5. Music. Being highest in pitch or carrying the 

principal part:  first trumpet.  6. Of, relating to, or being the transmission gear or 

corresponding gear ratio used to produce the range of lowest drive speeds in a 

motor vehicle.   —  adv.  1. Before or above all others in time, order, rank, or 

importance:  arrived first; forgot to light the oven first.  2. For the first time.  

3. Rather; preferably:  would die first.  4. In the first place; to begin with.  See 

Usage Note at firstly.  [Middle English, from Old English fyrst. See per1 in 

Appendix.]

first aid (fûrst 7d) n.  Emergency treatment administered to an injured or sick 

person before professional medical care is available.   —firstù-aidù (fûrstù7dù) 

adj. 

first base (fûrst b7s) n.  1. Baseball. a. The first of the bases in the infield, 

counterclockwise from home plate.  b. The fielding position occupied by the first 

baseman.   2. Slang. The first stage or step toward completion or success: “He 

never got to first base with any of his big wheels and deals” (Ross Macdonald). 

first baseman (fûrst b7sùmNn) n.  Baseball. The infielder stationed near first 

base. 

first-born (fûrstùbôrnù) adj.  First in order of birth; born first.   —  n.  The 

child in a family who is born first. 

first class (fûrst kl4s) n.  1. The first, highest, or best group in a system of clas-

sification:  a restaurant of the first class.  2. The most luxurious and most expen-



sive class of accommodations on a train, passenger ship, airplane, or other 

conveyance.  3. A class of mail including letters, post cards, and packages sealed 

against inspection. 

first-class (fûrstùkl4sù) adj.  1. Constituting or belonging to the first, highest, or 

best group in a system of classification:  a first-class hotel; first-class mail.  2. Of 

the foremost excellence or highest quality; first-rate:  a first-class mind.   —firstù 
classù adv. 

first cousin (fûrst kƒzùVn) n.  See cousin (n., sense 1). 

first-de·gree burn (fûrstùdV-grKù bûrn) n.  A mild burn that produces red-

ness of the skin but no blistering. 

first down (fûrst doun) n.  Football. 1. The first in the series of four downs in 

which an offensive team must advance ten yards to retain possession of the ball.  

2. A gain of ten or more yards entitling the offensive team to a new series of 

downs. 

first edition (fûrst V-dVshùNn) n.  1. a. The first published copies of a literary 

work printed from the same type and distributed at the same time.  b. A single 

copy from a group published first.   2. The day’s first press run of a newspaper. 

first family also First Family (fûrst f4mùN-lK) n.  1. A family having high 

social status, often because of descent from the first settlers of a place.  2. The 

family of the chief executive of a city, state, or country. 

first finger (fûrst fVngùgNr) n.  See index finger. 
first floor (fûrst flôr) n.  1. The ground floor of a building.  2. Chiefly British. 

The floor immediately above the ground floor. 

first fruits also first·fruits (fûrstùfrutsù) pl.n.  1. The first gathered fruits of a 

harvest, offered to God in gratitude.  2. The first results of an undertaking. 

first generation (fûrst jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. Persons who have left one coun-

try and settled in another.  2. Persons whose parents are immigrants.  

3. Computer Science. The period of computer technology during the late 1940’s 

and early 1950’s, when computers were built with vacuum tubes. 

first-gen·er·a·tion (fûrstùjHnÙN-r7ùshNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to a person 

who has left one country and settled in another.  2. Of or relating to a person or 

persons whose parents are immigrants.  3. Computer Science. Of, relating to, or 

being the period of computer technology distinguished by the use of vacuum 

tubes. 

first·hand (fûrstùh4ndù) adj.  Received from the original source:  firsthand 

information.   —firstùhandù adv. 

first-in, first-out (fûrstùVnù fûrstùoutù) n.  Accounting. A method of inventory 

accounting in which the oldest remaining items are assumed to have been the first 

sold. In a period of rising prices, this method yields a higher ending inventory, a 

lower cost of goods sold, a higher gross profit (assuming constant price), and a 

higher taxable income.  Also called FIFO 



first lady (fûrst l7ùdK) n.  1.  Often First Lady. The wife or hostess of the chief 

executive of a country, state, or city.  2. The foremost woman of a specified pro-

fession or art:  the first lady of the American theater. 

first lieutenant (fûrst lu-tHnùNnt) n.  1. A commissioned rank in the U.S. 

Army, Air Force, and Marines that is above second lieutenant and below captain.  

2. One who holds this rank. 

first·ling (fûrstùlVng) n.  1. The first of a kind or category.  2. A first-born off-

spring. 

first·ly (fûrstùlK) adv.  In the first place; to begin with.  

USAGE NOTE: There is ample reputable precedent for using both first and first-

ly to begin an enumeration: Our objectives are, first (or firstly), to recover from last

year’s slump. Whichever is chosen, however, consistency is best served if any suc-

ceeding items are introduced by a parallel form, as in first... second... third or first-

ly... secondly... thirdly.

first mate (fûrst m7t) n.  An officer on a merchant ship ranking immediately 

below the captain. 

first name (fûrst n7m) n.  The name that occurs first in a person’s full name. 

first night (fûrst nXt) n.  1. The opening performance of a theatrical produc-

tion.  2. The performance presented on such a night. 

first night·er (fûrst nXùtNr) n.  A member of the audience at a first night. 

first offender (fûrst N-fHnùdNr) n.  One convicted of a legal offense for the 

first time. 

first papers (fûrst p7ùpNrz) pl.n.  The documents first filed by one applying for 

U.S. citizenship. 

first person (fûrst pûrùsNn) n.  1. a. A category of linguistic forms, such as 

verbs and pronouns, designating the speaker or writer of the sentence in which 

they appear.  b. One of the forms of this category.   2. A style of writing in which 

forms in the first person are used:  a novel written in the first person. 

first-rate (fûrstùr7tù) adj.  Foremost in quality, rank, or importance.   —  adv.  

Informal. Very well; excellently. 

first sergeant (fûrst särùjNnt) n.  The senior noncommissioned officer of a 

U.S. Army or Marine Corps unit, who is equivalent in rank to a master sergeant 

and performs administrative duties. 

first strike (fûrst strXk) n.  The initial use of strategic nuclear weapons against a 

nuclear-armed adversary, theorized as feasible only if the attacker can destroy the 

adversary’s retaliatory capacity.   —firstù-strikeù (fûrstùstrXkù) adj. 

first-string (fûrstùstrVngù) adj.  1. Sports. Of, relating to, or being a regular 

member, as of a football team, rather than a substitute.  2. First-rate.   —firstù-
stringùer n. 



first water (fûrst wôùtNr) n.  1. The highest degree of quality or purity in dia-

monds or pearls.  2. The foremost rank or quality:  a pianist of the first water.  

[Probably translation of Arabic m7’, water, water luster.]

First World also first world (fûrst wûrld) n.  The industrialized non-Com-

munist countries of the world.   —firstù-worldù (fûrstùwûrldù) adj. 

First World War (fûrst wûrld wôr) n.  World War I. 

firth (fûrth) n.  Scots. A long, narrow inlet of the sea.  [Middle English furth, 

from Old Norse fjördhr. See per-2 in Appendix.]

fisc (fVsk) n.  The treasury of a kingdom or state.  [French, from Latin fiscus, 

money basket, treasury.]

fis·cal (fVsùkNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to government expenditures, revenues, and 

debt:  a fiscal policy of incurring budget deficits to stimulate a weak economy.  2. Of 

or relating to finance or finances.  See Synonyms at financial.  [French, from 

Latin fisc7lis, from fiscus, money basket, treasury.] —fisùcal·ly adv. 

fiscal year (fVsùkNl yîr) n.  Abbr. FY A 12-month period for which an organiza-

tion plans the use of its funds. 

Fi·scher (fVshùNr), Emil Hermann. 1852-1919.  German chemist. He won a 

1902 Nobel Prize for his work on the structure and synthesis of sugars and 

purines. 

Fi·scher (fVshùNr), Ernst Otto. Born 1918.  German chemist. He shared a 1973 

Nobel Prize for research on pollutants in automobile exhaust. 

Fi·scher (fVshùNr), Hans. 1881-1945.  German chemist. He won a 1930 Nobel 

Prize for his work on the synthesis of hemin. 

Fi·scher (fVshùNr), Robert James. Known as “Bobby.” Born 1943.  American 

chess player who was world champion from 1972 to 1974. 

fish (fVsh) n.  pl. fish or fish·es. 1. Any of numerous cold-blooded aquatic verte-

brates of the superclass Pisces, characteristically having fins, gills, and a stream-

lined body and including specifically: a. Any of the class Osteichthyes, having a 

bony skeleton.  b. Any of the class Chondrichthyes, having a cartilaginous skele-

ton and including the sharks, rays, and skates.   2. The flesh of such animals used 

as food.  3. Any of various primitive aquatic vertebrates of the class Cyclosto-

mata, lacking jaws and including the lampreys and hagfishes.  4. Any of various 

unrelated aquatic animals, such as a jellyfish, cuttlefish, or crayfish.  5. Informal. 

A person who is deficient in something:  a cold fish; a poor fish.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  fish parts; fish gaffs.   —  v.  fished, 
fish·ing, fish·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To catch or try to catch fish.  2. To look for 

something by feeling one’s way; grope:  fished in both pockets for a coin.  3. To seek 

something in a sly or indirect way:  fish for compliments.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To catch 

or try to catch (fish).  b. To catch or try to catch fish in:  fish mountain streams.   

2. To catch or pull as if fishing:  deftly fished the corn out of the boiling water.   
—phrasal verb. fish out. To deplete (a lake, for example) of fish by fishing.   



—idioms. fish in troubled waters. To try to take advantage of a confused sit-

uation.  fish or cut bait. Informal. To proceed with an activity or abandon it 

altogether.  like a fish out of water. Completely unfamiliar with one’s sur-

roundings or activity.  neither fish nor fowl. Having no specific characteris-

tics; indefinite.  other fish to fry. Informal. Other matters to attend to:  He 

declined to come along to the movie, saying he had other fish to fry.  [Middle 

English, from Old English fisc.]

Fish (fVsh), Hamilton. 1808-1893.  American politician who served as U.S. secre-

tary of state (1869-1877) and negotiated the settlement of the Civil War Alabama 

Claims with Great Britain (1871). 

fish and chips (fVsh Nnd chVps) pl.n.  Fried fillets of fish and French-fried 

potatoes. 

fish·bowl also fish bowl (fVshùbolÙ) n.  1. A transparent bowl in which live 

fish are kept.  2. Informal. A place that is lacking in privacy. 

fish cake (fVsh k7k) n.  A fried cake or patty of chopped fish, often mixed with 

potato, bread crumbs, or rice. 

fish crow (fVsh kro) n.  A crow (Corvus ossifragus) native to the coastal regions 

and rivers of the eastern United States. 

fish·er (fVshùNr) n.  1. One that fishes, as a person or ship engaged in fishing.  

2. a. A carnivorous mammal (Martes pennanti) of northern North America, hav-

ing thick, dark-brown fur.  Also called pekan, wejack.  b. The fur of this animal.  

Fish·er (fVshùNr), Andrew. 1862-1928.  Australian politician who served three 

terms as prime minister between 1908 and 1915 and was Australian high commis-

sioner in London (1916-1921). 

Fish·er (fVshùNr), Dorothy Canfield. 1879-1958.  American writer whose nov-

els include Gunchild (1907) and The Bent Twig (1915). 

Fish·er (fVshùNr), Irving. 1867-1947.  American economist who devised the price 

index for the study of economic trends. 

Fish·er (fVshùNr), John Arbuthnot First Baron Fisher of Kilverstone. 1841-

1920.  British admiral who revamped and revitalized the British navy in prepara-

tion for World War I. 

fish·er·man (fVshùNr-mNn) n.  1. One who fishes as an occupation or for sport.  

2. A commercial fishing vessel. 

fish·er·man’s bend (fVshùNr-mNnz bHnd) n.  A knot used to secure the end of 

a line to a ring or spar, made by two turns with the end passed back under both. 

fisherman’s knot (fVshùNr-mNnz nmt) n.  A knot used to join two lines, made 

by securing either end to the opposite standing part by an overhand knot. 

Fish·ers Island (fVshùNrz XùlNnd)  A small island off the northeast tip of Long 

Island in southeast New York. It was developed as a resort in 1925. 

fish·er·y (fVshùN-rK) n.  pl. fish·er·ies. 1. The industry or occupation devoted to 

the catching, processing, or selling of fish, shellfish, or other aquatic animals.  



2. A place where fish or other aquatic animals are caught.  3. A fishing business.  

4. A hatchery for fish.  5. The legal right to fish in specified waters or areas. 

Fish·es (fVshùVz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). See Pisces. 
fish·eye (fVshùXÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a wide-angle photographic 

lens that covers an angle of about 180˚, producing a circular image with exagger-

ated foreshortening in the center and increasing distortion toward the periphery.  

2. Slang. A suspicious, unfriendly glance or look. 

fish farm (fVsh färm) n.  A commercial facility consisting of tanks or ponds in 

which fish are raised for food. 

fish flour (fVsh flour) n.  A flour made of dried and powdered fish. 

fish fry (fVsh frX) n.  1. A cookout or other meal at which fried fish is the main 

course.  2. A piece of fried fish. 

fish·gig (fVshùgVgÙ) n.  A pronged instrument for spearing fish.  [Alteration 

(influenced by FISH), of obsolete fisgig, from Spanish fisga, ultimately from Latin 

fXxus, fixed. See FIX.]

fish hawk (fVsh hôk) n.  See osprey (n., sense 1). 

fish·hook (fVshùhtkÙ) n.  A barbed metal hook used for catching fish. 

fish·ing (fVshùVng) n.  1. The act, occupation, or sport of catching fish.  2. A 

place for catching fish. 

fishing rod (fVshùVng rmd) n.  A rod of wood, steel, or fiberglass used with a line 

for catching fish. 

fish joint (fVsh joint) n.  A joint formed by bolting a fishplate to each side of two 

abutting rails, timbers, or beams.  [From FISH(PLATE).]

fish ladder (fVsh l4dùNr) n.  A series of pools arranged like ascending steps at the 

side of a stream, enabling migrating fish to swim upstream around a dam or 

other obstruction. 

fish·meal (fVshùmKlÙ) n.  A nutritive mealy substance produced from fish or fish 

parts and used as animal feed and fertilizer. 

fish·mon·ger (fVshùmƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  Chiefly British. One that sells fish. 

fish·net (fVshùnHtÙ) n.  1. Netting used to catch fish.  2. A mesh fabric resem-

bling such netting. 

fish·plate (fVshùpl7tÙ) n.  A metal or wooden plate bolted to the sides of two 

abutting rails or beams, used especially in the laying of railroad track.  [Probably 

from French fiche, peg (from Old French); see MICROFICHE + PLATE.]

fish·pond (fVshùpmndÙ) n.  A pond containing or stocked with edible fish. 

fish protein concentrate (fVsh proùtKnÙ kmnùsNn-tr7tÙ) n.  Abbr. FPC A 

flour or paste rich in protein that is prepared from ground fish and used as a 

nutritional additive to foods. 

fish·skin disease (fVshùskVnÙ dV-zKzù) n.  See ichthyosis. 
fish stick (fVsh stVk) n.  An oblong piece of breaded fish fillet. 



fish story (fVsh stôrùK) n.  Informal. An implausible, boastful story.  [From the 

fact that fishermen traditionally exaggerate the size of their catch.]

fish·tail (fVshùt7lÙ) adj.  Resembling or suggestive of the tail of a fish in shape or 

movement.   —  v.  intr. fish·tailed, fish·tail·ing, fish·tails. 1. To have the rear 

end of a forward-moving vehicle swerve from side to side out of control:  I 

stepped hard on the gas, and the truck fishtailed on the icy road.  2. To swing the tail 

of an airplane from side to side in order to reduce speed. 

fishtail palm (fVshùt7lÙ päm) n.  Any of several tropical Asiatic palms of the 

genus Caryota, particularly C. mitis, having bipinnate leaves with toothed, 

oblique leaflet apices. 

fish·wife (fVshùwXfÙ) n.  1. A woman who sells fish.  2. A woman regarded as 

coarse and shrewishly abusive. 

fish·y (fVshùK) adj.  fish·i·er, fish·i·est. 1. Resembling or suggestive of fish, as in 

taste or odor.  2. Cold or expressionless:  a fishy stare.  3. Informal. Inspiring 

doubt or suspicion:  Something is fishy about the accident.   —fishùi·ly adv.  

—fishùi·ness n. 

Fisk (fVsk), James. 1834-1872.  American railroad financier and speculator who 

attempted in 1869 to corner the gold market with Jay Gould, leading to Black Fri-

day, a day of nationwide financial panic. 

Fiske (fVsk), John. 1842-1901.  American historian and philosopher known for 

his writings on religion and science, especially Excursions of an Evolutionist 

(1884). 

Fiske (fVsk), Minnie Maddern. 1865-1932.  American actress noted for her 

interpretations of Ibsen and Shakespeare. 

fissi- pref.  1. Fission:  fissiparous.  2. Split; cleft:  fissipalmate.  [From Latin fissus, 

past participle of findere, to split. See bheid- in Appendix.]

fis·sile (fVsùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  1. Possible to split.  2. Physics. Fissionable, especially by 

neutrons of all energies.  3. Geology. Easily split along close parallel planes.  [Latin 

fissilis, from fissus, split. See FISSI-.] —fis·silùi·ty (fV-sVlùV-tK) n. 

fis·sion (fVshùNn) n.  1. The act or process of splitting into parts.  2. A nuclear 

reaction in which an atomic nucleus, especially a heavy nucleus such as an isotope 

of uranium, splits into fragments, usually two fragments of comparable mass, 

with the evolution of from 100 million to several hundred million electron volts 

of energy.  3. Biology. An asexual reproductive process in which a unicellular 

organism divides into two or more independently maturing daughter cells.  

[Latin fissio, fission-, a cleaving, from fissus, split. See FISSI-.]

fis·sion·a·ble (fVshùN-nN-bNl) adj.  Capable of undergoing fission:  fissionable 

nuclear material.   —fisÙsion·a·bilùi·ty n. 

fission bomb (fVshùNn bmm) n.  See atom bomb (n., sense 1). 

fis·si·pal·mate (fVsÙN-p4lùm7tÙ) adj.  Having lobed or partially webbed sepa-

rated toes, as in the feet of certain birds. 



fis·sip·a·rous (fV-sVpùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Reproducing by biological fission.  

2. Tending to break up into parts or break away from a main body; factious.   
—fis·sipùa·rous·ly adv.  —fis·sipùa·rous·ness n. 

fis·si·ped (fVsùN-pHdÙ) adj.  Having the toes separated from one another, as in 

the feet of certain carnivorous mammals.   —  n.  A carnivorous mammal, such as 

a bear, dog, or cat, that has such toes. 

fis·sure (fVshùNr) n.  1. A long, narrow opening; a crack or cleft.  2. The process 

of splitting or separating; division.  3. A separation into subgroups or factions; a 

schism.  4. Anatomy. A normal groove or furrow, as in the liver or brain, that 

divides an organ into lobes or separates it into parts.  5. Medicine. A break in the 

skin, usually where it joins a mucous membrane, producing a cracklike sore or 

ulcer.   —  v.  intr. tr. fis·sured, fis·sur·ing, fis·sures. To form a crack or cleft 

or cause a crack or cleft in.  [Middle English, cut, from Old French, from Latin 

fiss7ra, from fissus, split. See FISSI-.]

fist (fVst) n.  1. The hand closed tightly with the fingers bent against the palm.  

2. Informal. A grasp; a clutch:  had a fortune in their fists and let it go.  3. Printing. 

See index (n., sense 3).   —  v.  tr. fist·ed, fist·ing, fists. 1. To clench into a fist.  

2. To grasp with the fist.  [Middle English, from Old English f«st. See penkwe in 

Appendix.]

fist·fight (fVstùfXtÙ) n.  A fight with the bare fists. 

fist·ful (fVstùftlÙ) n.  pl. fist·fuls. The amount that a fist can hold. 

fist·ic (fVsùtVk) adj.  Sports. Of or relating to boxing; pugilistic. 

fist·i·cuffs (fVsùtV-kƒfsÙ) pl.n.  1. A fistfight.  2. Sports. Boxing.  [From fisty 

cuffs : fisty, with the fists (from FIST) + CUFF
2.] —fistùi·cuffÙer n. 

fis·tu·la (fVsùchN-lN) n.  pl. fis·tu·las or fis·tu·lae (-lKÙ). An abnormal duct or 

passage resulting from injury, disease, or a congenital disorder that connects an 

abscess, a cavity, or a hollow organ to the body surface or to another hollow 

organ.  [Middle English, from Latin.]

fis·tu·lous (fVsùchN-lNs)  or fis·tu·lar (-lNr) adj.  1. Of or resembling a fistula.  

2. Tubular and hollow, as the leaves of a scallion.  3. Made of or containing tubu-

lar parts. 

fit1 (fVt) v.  fit·ted or fit, fit·ted, fit·ting, fits.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To be the proper 

size and shape for:  These shoes fit me.  b. To cause to be the proper size and 

shape:  The tailor fitted the trousers by shortening them.  c. To measure for proper 

size:  She fitted me for a new jacket.   2. To be appropriate to; suit:  music that fits 

your mood.  3. To be in conformity or agreement with:  observations that fit the 

theory nicely.  4. To make suitable; adapt:  fitted the shelves for large books.  5. To 

make ready; prepare:  Specialized training fitted her for the job.  6. To equip; outfit:  

fit out a ship.  7. To provide a place or time for:  You can’t fit any more toys in the 

box. The doctor can fit you in today.  8. To insert or adjust so as to be properly in 

place:  fit a handle on a door.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be the proper size and shape.  



2. To be suited; belong:  doesn’t fit in with these people.  3. To be in harmony; 

agree:  His good mood fit in with the joyful occasion.   —  adj.  fit·ter, fit·test. 
1. Suited, adapted, or acceptable for a given circumstance or purpose:  not a fit 

time for flippancy.  2. Appropriate; proper:  Do as you see fit.  3. Physically sound; 

healthy:  keeps fit with diet and exercise.   —  n.  1. The state, quality, or way of 

being fitted:  the proper fit of means to ends.  2. The manner in which clothing fits:  

a jacket with a tight fit.  3. The degree of precision with which surfaces are 

adjusted or adapted to each other in a machine or collection of parts.   —idioms. 
fit to be tied. Roused to great anger or indignation; outraged.  fit to kill. 
Slang. To an extreme or elaborate degree:  dressed up fit to kill.  [Middle English 

fitten, to be suitable, marshal troops.] —fitùly adv.  —fitùter n.  

SYNONYMS: fit, suitable, meet, proper, appropriate, apt, fitting, happy, felici-

tous. These adjectives mean right or correct in view of existing circumstances.

They are often interchangeable. Fit refers to what is adapted for or suited to a

purpose, occasion, or use: a meal fit for a gourmet; a tractor fit for heavy duty; not

a fit time or place for an argument. Suitable implies ability to meet a requirement,

fill a need, or answer a purpose: an overcoat suitable for everyday wear; a book not

suitable for children. Meet applies to what is precisely suitable and often suggests

the sense of being right or just: a meet reward. Proper describes what is harmoni-

ous, either by nature or because it accords with reason, custom, or propriety: the

proper time to plant a crop; the proper form of address for a cleric. What is appro-

priate to a thing or for an occasion especially befits it: a funeral conducted with

appropriate solemnity. What is apt is notably to the point: an apt reply. Fitting sug-

gests close agreement, as with a prevailing mood or spirit: “We have come to ded-

icate a portion of that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their

lives... It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this” (Abraham Lincoln).

Happy and felicitous are applicable to what seems especially suitable, as by its na-

ture: a happy turn of phrase; a felicitous comment. See also Synonyms at adapt

fit2 (fVt) n.  1. Medicine. a. A seizure or a convulsion, especially one caused by 

epilepsy.  b. The sudden appearance of a symptom such as coughing or sneezing.   

2. A sudden outburst of emotion:  a fit of jealousy.  3. A sudden period of vigor-

ous activity.   —idiom. by fits and starts (or in fits and starts). With irreg-

ular intervals of action and inaction; intermittently.  [Middle English, hardship, 

probably from Old English fitt, struggle.]

fit3 (fVt) n.  Archaic. A section of a poem or ballad.  [Middle English, from Old 

English.]

fitch (fVch) n.  1.  See polecat (n., sense 1a).  2. The fur of this animal.  [Middle 

English fiche, from Middle Dutch vitsche, visse.]



Fitch (fVch), John. 1743-1798.  American steamboat pioneer whose early designs 

(1787-1790) were successful but received insufficient financial backing for large-

scale production. 

Fitch (fVch), Val L. Born 1923.  American physicist. He shared a 1980 Nobel Prize 

for work concerning the assymetry of subatomic particles. 

Fitch (fVch), (William) Clyde. 1865-1909.  American playwright whose works 

include Beau Brummel (1890) and The Climbers (1901). 

Fitch·burg (fVchùbûrgÙ)  A city of north-central Massachusetts north of 

Worcester. It was settled in 1740. Population, 41,194. 

fitch·ew (fVchùu) also fitch·et (-Vt) n.  Archaic. The Old World polecat or its 

fur.  [Middle English ficheux, possibly from Walloon ficheau, diminutive of Mid-

dle Dutch vitsche, visse.]

fit·ful (fVtùfNl) adj.  Occurring in or characterized by intermittent bursts, as of 

activity; irregular.  See Synonyms at periodic.  —fitùful·ly adv.  —fitùful·ness 
n. 

fit·ness (fVtùnVs) n.  The state or condition of being physically fit, especially as 

the result of exercise and proper nutrition.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  fitness equipment; fitness centers. 

fitness walking (fVtùnVs wôùkVng) n.  Sports. The aerobic sport of brisk, rhyth-

mic, vigorous walking, intended to improve cardiovascular efficiency, strengthen 

the heart, control weight gain, and reduce stress. 

fit·ting (fVtùVng) adj.  Being in keeping with a situation; appropriate.  See Syn-

onyms at fit1.   —  n.  1. The act of trying on clothes whose fit is being adjusted.  

2. A small detachable part for a machine or an apparatus.  3. fittings. Chiefly 

British. Furnishings or fixtures.   —fitùting·ly adv.  —fitùting·ness n. 

Fitz (fVts), Reginald Heber. 1843-1913.  American pioneer in pathology who 

identified appendicitis and proposed surgery for its cure. 

Fitz·ger·ald (fVts-jHrùNld), Ella. 1918-1996.  American jazz singer known for 

her scat singing and her interpretation of ballads. 

Fitz·ger·ald (fVts-jHrùNld), F(rancis) Scott (Key). 1896-1940.  American writer 

who epitomized the Jazz Age. His best-known novels are The Great Gatsby (1925) 

and Tender Is the Night (1934). 

Fitz·Ger·ald (fVts-jHrùNld), Edward. 1809-1883.  British poet and noted trans-

lator of The Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám (1859). 

Fitz·Ger·ald (fVts-jHrùNld), George Francis. 1851-1901.  Irish physicist who 

made significant discoveries in the field of electromagnetic radiation. 

Fitz·sim·mons (fVt-sVmùNnz), Robert Prometheus. 1862-1917.  British-born 

American prizefighter who won middleweight (1891), heavyweight (1897), and 

light-heavyweight (1903) titles. 

Fiu·me (fyuùm7, -mH)  See Rijeka. 



five (fXv) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 4 + 1.  2. The fifth in a set or 

sequence.  3. Something, such as a quintet or a basketball team, that has five 

parts, units, or members.  4. A five-dollar bill.  5. fives. (used with a sing. verb). 

Sports. One of several forms of handball originating in England and played 

mainly at British schools and universities, in which only the receiving side can 

score points.  [Middle English, from Old English fXf. See penkwe in Appendix.] 
—five adj.  & pron. 

five-and-dime (fXvÙNn-dXmù) n.  See five-and-ten. 
five-and-ten (fXvÙNn-tHnù) n.  A retail store selling a wide variety of inexpen-

sive articles.  Also called dime store, five-and-dime, ten-cent store.  [Short for five-

and-ten-cent store.]

Five Civilized Nations (fXv sVvùN-lXzdÙ n7ùshNnz) pl.n.  The Cherokee, Chick-

asaw, Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole peoples.  Also called Five Civilized Tribes 

five-fin·ger (fXvùfVngÙgNr) n.  Any of several plants having palmately com-

pound leaves with five leaflets, such as the cinquefoil. 

Five Forks (fXv fôrks)  A crossroads in southeast Virginia southwest of Peters-

burg where the last important Civil War battle was fought on April 1, 1865. The 

Union victory led to the fall of Petersburg, the capture of Richmond, and the sur-

render of Robert E. Lee to Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox Courthouse on April 

9. 

Five Nations (fXv n7ùshNnz) pl.n.  The Iroquois confederacy as originally 

formed by the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca peoples. 

fiv·er (fXùvNr) n.  1. Informal. A five-dollar bill.  2. Chiefly British. A five-pound 

note. 

five-way chili (fXvùw7Ù chVlùK) n.  Cincinnati. A main dish consisting of layers 

of noodles, chili con carne, kidney beans, chopped onions, and grated cheese. 

fix (fVks) v.  fixed, fix·ing, fix·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To place securely; make stable 

or firm:  fixed the tent poles in the ground.  See Synonyms at fasten.  b. To secure 

to another; attach:  fixing the notice to the board with tacks.   2. a. To put into a 

stable or unalterable form:  tried to fix the conversation in her memory.  b. To 

make (a chemical substance) nonvolatile or solid.  c. Biology. To convert (nitro-

gen) into stable, biologically assimilable compounds.  d. To kill and preserve (a 

specimen) intact for microscopic study.  e. To prevent discoloration of (a photo-

graphic image) by washing or coating with a chemical preservative.   3. To direct 

steadily:  fixed her eyes on the road ahead.  4. To capture or hold:  The man with 

the long beard fixed our attention.  5. a. To set or place definitely; establish:  fixed 

her residence in a coastal village.  b. To determine with accuracy; ascertain:  fixed 

the date of the ancient artifacts.  c. To agree on; arrange:  fix a time to meet.   6. To 

assign; attribute:  fixing the blame.  7. a. To correct or set right; adjust:  fix a mis-

spelling; fix the out-of-date accounts.  b. To restore to proper condition or working 

order; repair:  fix a broken machine.  c. Computer Science. To convert (data) from 



floating-point notation to fixed-point notation.   8. To make ready; prepare:  

fixed the room for the guests; fix lunch for the kids; fixed himself a milkshake.  9. To 

spay or castrate (an animal).  10. Informal. To take revenge upon; get even with.  

11. To influence the outcome or actions of by improper or unlawful means:  fix a 

prizefight; fix a jury.   —  v.  intr. 1. To direct one’s efforts or attention; concen-

trate:  We fixed on the immediate goal.  2. To become stable or firm; harden:  Fresh 

plaster will fix in a few hours.  3. Chiefly Southern U.S. To be on the verge of; to be 

making preparations for. Used in progressive tenses with the infinitive:  We were 

fixing to leave without you.   —  n.  1. a. The act of adjusting, correcting, or 

repairing.  b. Informal. Something that repairs or restores; a solution:  no easy fix 

for an intractable problem.   2. The position, as of a ship or aircraft, determined by 

visual observations with the aid of equipment.  3. A clear determination or 

understanding:  a briefing that gave us a fix on the current situation.  4. An 

instance of arranging a special consideration, such as an exemption from a 

requirement, or an improper or illegal outcome, especially by means of bribery.  

5. A difficult or embarrassing situation; a predicament.  See Synonyms at predic-
ament.  6. Slang. An intravenous injection of a narcotic.   —phrasal verb. fix 
up. 1. To improve the appearance or condition of; refurbish.  2. To provide; 

equip.  3. Informal. To provide a companion on a date for:  fixed me up with an 

escort at the last minute.  [Middle English fixen, from fix, fixed in position, from 

Latin fXxus, past participle of fXgere, to fasten. See dhXgw- in Appendix.] 
—fixùa·ble adj.  —fixùer n.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Fixing to ranks with y’all as one of the best known markers

of Southern dialects, although it seems to be making its way into the informal

speech and writing of non-Southerners. Fixing to means “to be on the verge of or

in preparation for (doing a given thing),” but like the modal auxiliaries, it has only

a single invariant form and is not fully inflected like other verbs. Its form is always

the present participle followed by the infinitive marker to: They were fixing to leave

without me. Semantically, fixing to can refer only to events that immediately fol-

low the speaker’s point of reference. One cannot say, “We’re fixing to have a baby

in a couple of years.”

fix·ate (fVkùs7tÙ) v.  fix·at·ed, fix·at·ing, fix·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make fixed, 

stable, or stationary.  2. To focus one’s eyes or attention on:  fixate a faint object.  

3. To command the attention of exclusively or repeatedly; preoccupy obsessively: 

“Movies and television seem especially fixated on the troubled Vietnam veteran” 

(James Hall-Sheehy).  4. Psychology. a. To attach (oneself) to a person or thing in 

an immature or neurotic fashion.  b. To cause (the libido) to be arrested at an 

early stage of psychosexual development.    —  v.  intr. 1. To focus the eyes or 

attention.  2. Psychology. a. To form a fixation; become attached to in an imma-



ture or neurotic way.  b. To be arrested at an early stage of psychosexual develop-

ment.  

fix·a·tion (fVk-s7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of fixing or fixating.  2. An 

obsessive preoccupation.  3. Psychology. A strong attachment to a person or thing, 

especially such an attachment formed in childhood or infancy and manifested in 

immature or neurotic behavior that persists throughout life. 

fix·a·tive (fVkùsN-tVv) n.  Something that fixes, protects, or preserves, especially: 

a. A liquid preservative applied to artwork, such as watercolor paintings or char-

coal drawings.  b. A solution used to preserve and harden fresh tissue for micro-

scopic examination.  c. A liquid mixed with perfume to prevent rapid 

evaporation.    —fixùa·tive adj. 

fixed (fVkst) adj.  1. Firmly in position; stationary.  2. Determined; established; 

set:  at a fixed time; a fixed price.  3. Not subject to change or variation; constant:  

pensioners on a fixed income.  4. Chemistry. a. Not readily evaporating; nonvola-

tile.  b. Being in a stable, combined form:  fixed nitrogen.   5. Firmly, often dog-

matically held:  fixed notions.  6. Supplied, especially with funds or needs. Often 

used in combination:  a well-fixed bachelor.  7. Illegally prearranged as to out-

come:  a fixed election.   —fixùed·ly (fVkùsVd-lK) adv.  —fixùed·ness n. 

fixed head (fVkst hHd) n.  A stationary device, such as a tape-recording head, 

that reads and imprints information on a single track of magnetic tape. 

fixed macrophage (fVkst m4kùrN-f7jÙ) n.  See histiocyte. 
fixed oil (fVkst oil) n.  A nonvolatile oil, especially a fatty oil of vegetable origin. 

fixed-point (fVkstùpointÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a method of writing 

numerical quantities with a predetermined number of digits and with the deci-

mal located at a single, unchanging position. 

fixed star (fVkst stär) n.  A star so distant from Earth that its position in relation 

to other stars appears not to change. Its movements can be measured only by pre-

cise observations over long periods of time. 

fix·ings (fVkùsVngz) pl.n.  Informal. Accessories; trimmings:  a Mexican dinner 

with all the fixings. 

fix·i·ty (fVkùsV-tK) n.  pl. fix·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition of being fixed.  

2. Something fixed or immovable. 

fix·ture (fVksùchNr) n.  1. Something securely fixed in place.  2. Something 

attached as a permanent appendage, apparatus, or appliance:  plumbing fixtures.  

3. Law. A chattel bound to realty.  4. One that is invariably present in and long 

associated with a place:  a journalist who became a Washington fixture.  5. a. The 

act or process of fixing.  b. The condition of being fixed.   [Variant of obsolete 

fixure, from Late Latin fXx7ra, from Latin fXxus, fixed. See FIX.]

fizz (fVz) v.  intr. fizzed, fizz·ing, fizz·es. To make a hissing or bubbling sound.   
—  n.  1. A hissing or bubbling sound.  2. Effervescence.  3. An effervescent bev-

erage.  [Imitative.] —fizzùy adj. 



fiz·zle (fVzùNl) v.  intr. fiz·zled, fiz·zling, fiz·zles. 1. To make a hissing or sput-

tering sound.  2. Informal. To fail or end weakly, especially after a hopeful begin-

ning.   —  n.  Informal. A failure; a fiasco.  [Probably from obsolete fist, to break 

wind, from Middle English fisten. See pezd- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: In Philemon Holland’s 1601 translation of Pliny’s Natural

History, we are surprised by the use of the word fizzle in the statement that if asses

eat a certain plant, “they will fall a fizling and farting.” Fizzle was first used in

English to mean, in the decorous parlance of the Oxford English Dictionary, “to

break wind without noise.” During the 19th century fizzle took on a related but

more respectable sense, “to hiss, as does a piece of fireworks,” illustrated by a quo-

tation from the November 7, 1881, issue of the London Daily News: “unambitious

rockets which fizzle doggedly downwards.” In the same century fizzle also took on

figurative senses, one of which seems to have been popular at Yale. The Yale Lit-

erary Magazine for 1849 helpfully defines the word as follows: “Fizzle, to rise with

modest reluctance, to hesitate often, to decline finally; generally, to misunder-

stand the question.” The figurative sense of fizzle that has caught on is the one

with which we are most familiar today, “to fail or die out.”

fjeld (fyHld) n.  A high, barren plateau in the Scandinavian countries.  [Danish, 

from Old Norse fjall.]

fjord  or fiord (fyôrd, fyord) n.  A long, narrow, deep inlet of the sea between 

steep slopes.  [Norwegian, from Old Norse fjördhr. See per-2 in Appendix.]

fl  or fl. abbr.  Fluid. 

fL abbr.  Foot-lambert. 

FL abbr.  1. Florida.  2. Focal length.  3. Foreign languages. 

fl. abbr.  1. Football. Flankerback.  2. Floor.  3. Florin.  4. Floruit.  5. Flute. 

Fla. abbr.  Florida. 

flab (fl4b) n.  Soft, fatty body tissue.  [Back-formation from FLABBY.]

flab·ber·gast (fl4bùNr-g4stÙ) v.  tr. flab·ber·gast·ed, flab·ber·gast·ing, 
flab·ber·gasts. To cause to be overcome with astonishment; astound.  See Syn-

onyms at surprise.  [Origin unknown.]

flab·by (fl4bùK) adj.  flab·bi·er, flab·bi·est. 1. Lacking firmness; flaccid:  get-

ting flabby around the waist.  See Synonyms at limp.  2. Lacking force or vitality; 

ineffectual:  flabby self-pity.  [Alteration of flappy, tending to flap, from FLAP.] 
—flabùbi·ly adv.  —flabùbi·ness n. 

fla·bel·la (flN-bHlùN) n.  Plural of flabellum. 
fla·bel·late (flN-bHlùVt, fl4bùN-l7tÙ) also fla·bel·li·form (flN-bHlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  

Fan-shaped.  [Latin fl7bellum, fan; see FLABELLUM + -ATE
1.]



fla·bel·lum (flN-bHlùNm) n.  pl. fla·bel·la (-bHlùN). A fan-shaped anatomical 

structure.  [Latin fl7bellum, fan, diminutive of fl7bra, breeze, from fl7re, to blow. 

See bhlK- in Appendix.]

flac·cid (fl4kùsVd, fl4sùVd) adj.  1. Lacking firmness, resilience, or muscle tone.  

See Synonyms at limp.  2. Lacking vigor or energy:  flaccid management.  [Latin 

flaccidus, from flaccus, flabby.] —flac·cidùi·ty (-sVdùV-tK), flacùcid·ness n.  

—flacùcid·ly adv. 

flack1 (fl4k) Informal. n.  A press agent; a publicist.   —  v.  flacked, flack·ing, 
flacks.  —  v.  intr. To act as a press agent:  flacking for a movie studio.   —  v.  tr. 

To act as a press agent for; promote:  authors who tour the country flacking their 

books.  [Origin unknown.] —flackùer·y n. 

flack2 (fl4k) n.  Variant of flak. 
flac·on (fl4kùNn, -mnÙ) n.  A small, often decorative bottle with a tight-fitting 

stopper or cap.  [French, from Old French. See FLAGON.]

flag1 (fl4g) n.  1. A piece of cloth, usually rectangular, of distinctive color and 

design, used as a symbol, a standard, a signal, or an emblem.  2. National or other 

allegiance, as symbolized by a flag:  ships of the same flag.  3. A ship carrying the 

flag of an admiral; a flagship.  4. A marking device, such as a gummed strip of 

paper, attached to an object to attract attention or ease identification; a tab.  

5. The masthead of a newspaper.  6. Music. A cross stroke added to a note that is 

less than a quarter note in value.  7. A distinctively shaped or marked tail, as of a 

dog or deer.  8. Computer Science. A bit or series of bits with two stable states, 

used in software to indicate a single piece of information.   —  v.  tr. flagged, 
flag·ging, flags. 1. To mark with a flag or flags for identification or ornamen-

tation:  flag a parade route; flagging parts of a manuscript for later review.  2. a. To 

signal with or as if with a flag.  b. To signal to stop:  flag down a passing car.   [Ori-

gin unknown.] —flagùger n. 

flag2 (fl4g) n.  A plant, such as an iris or a cattail, that has long, sword-shaped 

leaves.  [Middle English flagge, reed, of Scandinavian origin.]

flag3 (fl4g) v.  intr. flagged, flag·ging, flags. 1. To hang limply; droop.  2. To 

decline in vigor or strength:  My appetite flags in the hot weather.  3. To decline in 

interest:  The conversation flagged.  [Possibly of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old 

Norse flögra, to flap about.]

flag4 (fl4g) n.  A flagstone.   —  v.  tr. flagged, flag·ging, flags. To pave with 

slabs of flagstone.  [Middle English flagge, piece of turf, from Old Norse flaga, 

slab of stone. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

Flag Day (fl4g d7) n.  June 14, observed in the United States in commemoration 

of the adoption in 1777 of the official U.S. flag. 

fla·gel·la (flN-jHlùN) n.  Plural of flagellum. 
flag·el·lant (fl4jùN-lNnt, flN-jHlùNnt) n.  1. One who whips, especially one who 

scourges oneself for religious discipline or public penance.  2. One who seeks sex-



ual gratification in beating or being beaten by another person.  [Latin flagell7ns, 

flagellant- from present participle of flagell7re, to whip. See FLAGELLATE.] 
—flagùel·lant adj.  —flagùel·lant·ism n. 

fla·gel·lar (flN-jHlùNr) adj.  Of or relating to a flagellum. 

flag·el·late (fl4jùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. flag·el·lat·ed, flag·el·lat·ing, flag·el·lates. 
1. To whip or flog; scourge.  2. To punish or impel as if by whipping.   —  adj.  (-

lVt, -l7tÙ, flN-jHlùVt) 1. Biology. Flagellated.  2. Resembling or having the form of a 

flagellum; whiplike.  3. Relating to or caused by a flagellate organism.   —  n.  (-

lVt, -l7tÙ, flN-jHlùVt) An organism, such as a euglena, that is equipped with a flagel-

lum.  [Latin flagell7re, flagell7t-, to whip, from flagellum, diminutive of flagrum, 

whip.]

flag·el·lat·ed (fl4jùN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Biology. Having a flagellum or flagella. 

flag·el·la·tion (fl4jÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or practice of flagellating.  

2. Biology. The flagellar arrangement on an organism. 

fla·gel·li·form (flN-jHlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Long, thin, and tapering; whip-shaped:  

flagelliform appendages.  [Latin flagellum, little whip; see FLAGELLUM + -FORM.]

fla·gel·lin (flN-jHlùVn) n.  The chief protein component of bacterial flagella. 

fla·gel·lum (flN-jHlùNm) n.  pl. fla·gel·la (-jHlùN). 1. Biology. A long, threadlike 

appendage, especially a whiplike extension of certain cells or unicellular organ-

isms that functions as an organ of locomotion.  2. A whip.  [Latin, diminutive of 

flagrum, whip.]

flag·eo·let (fl4jÙN-lHtù, -l7ù) n.  Music. A small flutelike instrument with a cylin-

drical mouthpiece, four finger holes, and two thumbholes.  [French, diminutive 

of Old French flajol, flute, from Vulgar Latin *fl7beolum, possibly alteration of 

Latin fl7bellum, diminutive of fl7brum, gust of wind, from fl7re, to blow. See 

INFLATE.]

Flagg (fl4g), James Montgomery. 1877-1960.  American artist and writer best 

known for his World War I recruiting poster of Uncle Sam saying “I Want You.” 

flag·ging1 (fl4gùVng) adj.  1. Declining; weakening:  flagging strength.  

2. Languid; drooping.   —flagùging·ly adv. 

flag·ging2 (fl4gùVng) n.  A pavement laid with flagstones. 

fla·gi·tious (flN-jVshùNs) adj.  1. Characterized by extremely brutal or cruel 

crimes; vicious.  2. Infamous; scandalous: “That remorseless government persisted 

in its flagitious project” (Robert Southey).  [Middle English flagicious, wicked, 

from Latin fl7gitiosus, from fl7gitium, shameful act, protest, from fl7git7re, to 

importune, to demand vehemently.] —fla·giùtious·ly adv.  —fla·giùtious·ness 
n. 

Flag·ler (fl4gùlNr), Henry Morrison. 1830-1913.  American capitalist who built 

resorts and railroad lines in Florida to promote it as a recreational area. 

flag·man (fl4gùmNn) n.  One who signals with or carries a flag. 



flag of convenience (fl4g ƒv kNn-vKnùyNns) n.  pl. flags of convenience. 
A foreign flag under which a merchant vessel is registered for purposes of reduc-

ing operating costs or avoiding government regulations. 

flag officer (fl4g ôùfV-sNr) n.  An officer in the navy or coast guard holding a 

rank higher than captain, such as rear admiral, vice admiral, or admiral. 

flag of truce (fl4g ƒv trus) n.  pl. flags of truce. A white flag brought or 

displayed to an enemy as a request for a conference or as a signal of surrender. 

flag·on (fl4gùNn) n.  1. A large vessel, usually of metal or pottery, with a handle 

and spout and often a lid, used for holding wine or other liquors.  2. The quantity 

of liquid that such a vessel can hold.  [Middle English, from Old French flacon, 

from Late Latin flasco, flascon-, bottle. See FLASK.]

flag·pole (fl4gùpolÙ) n.  A pole on which a flag is raised.  Also called flagstaff  
—idiom. run (something) up the flagpole. Slang. To test (a plan, a sugges-

tion, a draft, or an idea) and then measure the response to it. 

fla·grant (fl7ùgrNnt) adj.  1. Conspicuously bad, offensive, or reprehensible:  a 

flagrant miscarriage of justice; flagrant cases of wrongdoing at the highest levels of 

government.  See Usage Note at blatant.  2. Obsolete. Flaming; blazing.  [Latin 

flagr7ns, flagrant- present participle of flagr7re, to burn. See bhel-1 in Appen-

dix.] —flaùgran·cy, flaùgrance n.  —flaùgrant·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: flagrant, glaring, gross, egregious, rank. These adjectives refer to

what is conspicuously bad or offensive. Flagrant applies to what is so offensive

that it cannot escape notice: in flagrant disregard of the law. What is glaring is bla-

tantly and painfully manifest: a glaring error; glaring contradictions. Gross suggests

a magnitude of offense or failing that cannot be condoned or forgiven: gross in-

eptitude; gross injustice. What is egregious is outrageously bad: an egregious lie.

Rank implies that the term it qualifies is as indicated to an extreme, violent, or

gross degree: rank stupidity; rank treachery. See also Synonyms at outrageous

fla·gran·te de·lic·to (flN-gr4nÙtK dV-lVkùto) adv.  In the very act; red-handed.  

[Medieval Latin flagrante dKlicto, while the crime is blazing  : flagrante, ablative of 

flagr7ns, blazing + dKlicto, ablative of dKlictum, offense.]

flag·ship (fl4gùshVpÙ) n.  1. A ship that carries a fleet or squadron commander 

and bears the commander’s flag.  2. The chief one of a related group:  the flagship 

of a newspaper chain; the flagship of a line of reference books. 

Flag·stad (fl4gùst4dÙ, flägùstäÙ), Kirsten Marie. 1895-1962.  Norwegian oper-

atic soprano known for her performances as Wagnerian heroines. 

flag·staff (fl4gùst4fÙ) n.  See flagpole. 
Flag·staff (fl4gùst4fÙ)  A city of north-central Arizona northeast of Prescott. It 

is a health resort in a lumbering and ranching area and the site of Lowell Obser-

vatory (founded 1894). Population, 45,857. 



flag·stick (fl4gùstVkÙ) n.  Sports. A removable pole with a numbered flag mark-

ing the placement of each hole on the putting greens of a golf course. 

flag·stone (fl4gùstonÙ) n.  1. A flat slab of stone used as a paving material.  

2. An evenly layered sedimentary rock that can be split into paving stones. 

flag-wav·ing (fl4gùw7ÙvVng) n.  Excessive or fanatical patriotism; chauvin-

ism.   —flagù-wavÙer n. 

Fla·her·ty (fl4ùNr-tK, fläù-), Robert Joseph. 1884-1951.  American explorer 

and filmmaker whose works, including Nanook of the North (1922) and Moana 

(1926), were the first major documentaries. 

flail (fl7l) n.  A manual threshing device consisting of a long wooden handle or 

staff and a shorter, free-swinging stick attached to its end.   —  v.  flailed, 
flail·ing, flails.  —  v.  tr. 1. To beat or strike with or as if with a flail:  flailed our 

horses with the reins.  2. To wave or swing vigorously; thrash:  flailed my arms to 

get their attention.  3. To thresh using a flail.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move vigorously or 

erratically; thrash about:  arms flailing helplessly in the water.  2. To strike or lash 

out violently:  boxers flailing at each other in the ring.  3. To thresh grain.  [Middle 

English, from Old English flegil, and from Old French flaiel both from Late Latin 

flagellum, threshing tool, from Latin flagrum, whip.]

flair (flâr) n.  1. A natural talent or aptitude; a knack:  a flair for interior decorat-

ing.  2. Instinctive discernment; keenness:  a flair for the exotica.  3. Distinctive 

elegance or style:  served us with flair.  [Middle English, fragrance, from Old 

French, from flairer, to scent, from Late Latin fl7gr7re, alteration of Latin 

fr7gr7re, to emit an odor.]

flak also flack (fl4k) n.  1. a. Antiaircraft artillery.  b. The bursting shells fired 

from such artillery.   2. Informal. a. Excessive or abusive criticism.  b. Dissension; 

opposition.   [German, from Fl(ieger)a(bwehr)k(anone), aircraft-defense gun.]

flake1 (fl7k) n.  1. A flat, thin piece or layer; a chip.  2. A small piece; a bit.  3. A 

small crystalline bit of snow.  4. Slang. A somewhat eccentric person; an oddball.  

5. Slang. Cocaine.   —  v.  flaked, flak·ing, flakes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break flat, 

thin pieces or layers from; chip.  2. To cover, mark, or overlay with or as if with 

flakes.   —  v.  intr. To come off in flat, thin pieces or layers; chip off.   —phrasal 
verb. flake out. Slang. 1. To fall asleep or collapse from fatigue or exhaustion.  

2. To act in an odd or eccentric manner.  [Middle English. See pl7k-1 in Appen-

dix.] —flakùer n. 

flake2 (fl7k) n.  1. A frame or platform for drying fish or produce.  2. A scaffold 

lowered over the side of a ship to support workers or caulkers.  [Middle English 

fleke, from Old Norse fleki, hurdle, shield used for defense in battle. See pl7k-1 in 

Appendix.]

flake white (fl7k hwXt) n.  A pigment made of flakes of white lead. 

flak·ey (fl7ùkK) adj.  Variant of flaky. 
flak jacket (fl4k j4kùVt) n.  A bulletproof jacket or vest. 



flak·y also flak·ey (fl7ùkK) adj.  flak·i·er, flak·i·est. 1. Made of or resembling 

flakes.  2. Forming or tending to form flakes or thin, crisp fragments:  flaky 

pastry.  3. Slang. Somewhat eccentric; odd: “that slightly flakey quality, in joy as 

well as in grief, that prepares us subtly for the mad scenes to come” (Village Voice).   
—flakùi·ly adv.  —flakùi·ness n. 

flam1 (fl4m) n.  Informal. 1. A lie or hoax; a deception.  2. Nonsense; drivel.  

[Short for FLIMFLAM.]

flam2 (fl4m) n.  Music. A drumbeat consisting of two almost simultaneous 

strokes of which the first is a very rapid grace note.  [Probably of imitative ori-

gin.]

flam·bé (fläm-b7ù, fläN-) v.  tr. flam·béed, flam·bé·ing, flam·bés. To drench 

with a liquor, such as brandy, and ignite:  flambéed the steak at the table.   —  adj.  

Served flaming in ignited liquor:  steak flambé.  [From French, past participle of 

flamber, to flame, from Old French, from flambe, flame. See FLAME.]

flam·beau (fl4mùboÙ) n.  pl. flam·beaux (-bozÙ)  or flam·beaus. 1. A 

lighted torch.  2. A large ornamental candlestick.  [French, from Old French, 

from flambe, flame. See FLAME.]

flam·boy·ant (fl4m-boiùNnt) adj.  1. Highly elaborate; ornate.  See Synonyms 

at ornate.  2. Richly colored; resplendent.  3. Architecture. Of, relating to, or 

having wavy lines and flamelike forms characteristic of 15th- and 16th-century 

French Gothic architecture.  4. Marked by striking audacity or verve.  5. Given to 

ostentatious display; showy.  See Synonyms at showy.   —  n.  See royal poinci-
ana.  [French, from Old French, present participle of flamboyer, to blaze, from 

flambe, flame. See FLAME.] —flam·boyùance, flam·boyùan·cy n.  

—flam·boyùant·ly adv. 

flame (fl7m) n.  1. The zone of burning gases and fine suspended matter associ-

ated with rapid combustion; a hot, glowing mass of burning gas or vapor.  2. The 

condition of active, blazing combustion:  burst into flame.  See Synonyms at 

blaze1.  3. Something resembling a flame in motion, brilliance, intensity, or 

shape.  4. A violent or intense passion.  5. Informal. A sweetheart.   —  v.  

flamed, flam·ing, flames.  —  v.  intr. 1. To burn brightly; blaze.  2. To color 

or flash suddenly:  cheeks that flamed with embarrassment.   —  v.  tr. 1. To burn, 

ignite, or scorch (something) with a flame.  2. Obsolete. To foment; incite.  [Mid-

dle English, from Anglo-Norman flaumbe, variant of Old French flambe, from 

flamble, from Latin flammula, diminutive of flamma. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] 
—flamùer n. 

flame cell (fl7m sHl) n.  A hollow cell in the excretory system of certain inverte-

brates, including flatworms and rotifers, containing a tuft of rapidly beating cilia 

that serve to propel waste products into excretory tubules. 

fla·men (fl7ùmNn) n.  pl. fla·mens or flam·i·nes (fl4mùN-nKzÙ). A priest, espe-

cially of an ancient Roman deity.  [Middle English flamin, from Latin fl7men.]



fla·men·co (flN-mHngùko) n.  pl. fla·men·cos. 1. a. A dance style of the 

Andalusian Gypsies characterized by forceful, often improvised rhythms.  b. A 

dance in this style.   2. The guitar music that usually accompanies a dance in this 

style.  [Spanish, Flemish, from Middle Dutch Vl7ming, Fleming.]

WORD HISTORY: The origin of the word flamenco is to be sought variously

in the realms of ornithology and northern Europe. Spanish contains two homo-

graphs spelled flamenco, one of which means “Flemish, Andalusian Gypsy,” and

the other, “flamingo.” Flamenco in the former sense comes from the Middle

Dutch word Vl7ming, meaning “Fleming.” Flamenco, “flamingo,” comes ultimate-

ly from Latin flamma, “flame,” referring to the fiery red plumage of the bird. Is

the dance named for its flamingolike fieriness or its Flemishness? It would seem

that some kind of association between Gypsies and people of Flemish extraction

explains the use of flamenco, “Fleming, Andalusian Gypsy,” as the name of a dance

originally associated with the Andalusian Gypsies. The English word flamenco,

borrowed from Spanish, is first recorded in 1896.

flame nettle (fl7m nHtùl) n.  See coleus. 
flame·out (fl7mùoutÙ) n.  Failure of a jet aircraft engine, especially in flight, 

caused by the extinction of the flame in the combustion chamber. 

flame·proof (fl7mùprufÙ) adj.  Resistant to catching fire; flame-retardant.   
—  v.  tr. flame·proofed, flame·proof·ing, flame·proofs. To make resistant 

to catching fire.   —flameùproofÙer n. 

flame-re·tard·ant (fl7mùrV-tärÙdnt) adj.  Resistant to catching fire.   
—flameù-re·tardÙant n. 

flame·throw·er (fl7mùthroÙNr) n.  A weapon that projects ignited incendiary 

fuel, such as napalm, in a steady stream. 

flam·i·nes (fl4mùN-nKzÙ) n.  A plural of flamen. 
flam·ing (fl7ùmVng) adj.  1. On fire; ablaze.  2. Resembling a flame in brilliance, 

color, or form:  flaming autumn leaves.  3. Intense; ardent:  flaming passions.  

4. Informal. Used as an intensive:  a flaming liberal.   —flamùing·ly adv. 

fla·min·go (flN-mVngùgo) n.  pl. fla·min·gos or fla·min·goes. 1. Any of sev-

eral large, gregarious wading birds of the family Phoenicopteridae of tropical 

regions, having reddish or pinkish plumage, long legs, a long flexible neck, and a 

bill turned downward at the tip.  2. Color. A moderate reddish orange.  [Portu-

guese flamengo, or Spanish flamenco both probably from Old Provençal flamenc, 

from flama, flame, from Latin flamma. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

flamingo flower (flN-mVngùgo flouùNr) n.  A short-stemmed perennial 

(Anthurium scherzeranum) native to Costa Rica and Guatemala, having a reflex, 

shiny, scarlet spathe and a spirally contorted, vermilion spadix.  Also called pigtail 



flaming sword (fl7ùmVng sôrd) n.  A widely cultivated bromeliad (Vriesea 

splendens) native to French Guiana, having long, unbranched inflorescences with 

red imbricated bracts and yellow flowers. 

Fla·min·i·an Way (flN-mVnùK-Nn w7)  An ancient Roman road that was the 

principal artery between Rome and Cisalpine Gaul. It was begun in 220 B.C. by the 

Roman general Gaius Flaminius (died 217). 

Fla·min·i·us (flN-mVnùK-Ns), Titus Quinctius. 227?-174 B.C.  Roman politician 

and general who defeated the Macedonian forces at Cynoscephalae (197). 

flam·ma·ble (fl4mùN-bNl) adj.  Easily ignited and capable of burning rapidly; 

inflammable.  [From Latin flamm7re, to set fire to, from flamma, flame. See 

bhel-1 in Appendix.] —flamÙma·bilùi·ty n.  —flamùma·ble n.  

USAGE NOTE: Historically, flammable and inflammable mean the same thing.

However, the presence of the prefix in- has misled many people into assuming

that inflammable means “not flammable” or “noncombustible.” In the circum-

stances, it is therefore advisable to use only flammable in contexts imparting

warnings or on product labels, where a misinterpretation might have more serious

consequences for the reader than an etymological mistake would deserve.

Flam·ma·rion (flN-mârÙK-oNù), Camille. 1842-1925.  French astronomer who 

founded the French Astronomical Society (1887). 

flam·y (fl7ùmK) adj.  flam·i·er, flam·i·est. Resembling a flame; flaming. 

flan (fl4n, flän, fläN) n.  1. A tart with a filling of custard, fruit, or cheese.  2. A 

dessert of firm, smooth custard with a topping of caramel syrup.  3. A metal disk 

to be stamped as a coin; a blank.  [French, from Old French flaon, from Late Latin 

flado, fladon-, flat cake, of Germanic origin. See plat- in Appendix.]

Flan·a·gan (fl4nùN-gNn), Edward Joseph. 1886-1948.  American priest who 

founded Boys Town (1917), a community for underprivileged boys. 

Flan·ders (fl4nùdNrz)  A historical region of northwest Europe including parts 

of northern France, western Belgium, and southwest Netherlands along the 

North Sea. For many centuries it enjoyed virtual independence and great prosper-

ity as a center of the cloth industry. The Hapsburg wars in the Low Countries 

caused the eventual division of the region, which suffered heavy damage during 

both World Wars. 

flâ·ne·rie (flän-rKù, fläÙnN-rKù) n.  Aimless idling; dawdling.  [French, from 

flâner, to idle about, stroll. See FLÂNEUR.]

flâ·neur (flä-nûrù) n.  An aimless idler; a loafer.  [French, from flâner, to idle 

about, stroll, of Germanic origin. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

flange (fl4nj) n.  A protruding rim, edge, rib, or collar, as on a wheel or a pipe 

shaft, used to strengthen an object, hold it in place, or attach it to another object.  



[Possibly variant of flanch, device at the side of an escutcheon, perhaps from 

French flanche, feminine of flanc, side. See FLANK.] —flange v. 

flank (fl4ngk) n.  1. The section of flesh on the body of a person or an animal 

between the last rib and the hip; the side.  2. A cut of meat from the flank of an 

animal.  3. A lateral part or side:  the flank of a mountain.  4. a. The right or left 

side of a military formation:  an attack on both flanks.  b. The right or left side of 

a bastion.    —  v.  tr. flanked, flank·ing, flanks. 1. To protect or guard the 

flank of.  2. To menace or attack the flank of.  3. To be placed or situated at the 

flank or side of:  Two stone lions flanked the entrance.  4. To put (something) on 

each side of:  flanked the driveway with tall shrubs.  [Middle English, from Old 

English flanc, from Old French flanc, of Germanic origin.]

flan·ken (fl4ngùkNn) n.  1. A cut of meat taken from the short ribs of beef.  2. A 

dish prepared from this cut of beef by boiling or stewing, often served with 

horseradish.  [Yiddish, from German, pl. of Flanke, flank, side, from French 

flanc. See FLANK.]

flank·er (fl4ngùkNr) n.  1. One that flanks, especially a soldier so positioned as to 

protect the flank of a column of troops on the march.  2. Business. An extension 

product, such as a diet version of a soft drink or a liquid version of a detergent, 

added to a line to support the sales of the main product.  3. Football. A flanker-

back. 

flank·er·back (fl4ngùkNr-b4kÙ) n.  Abbr. fl. Football. An offensive halfback sta-

tioned just behind the line of scrimmage and slightly wide of the formation, used 

chiefly as a pass receiver. 

flan·nel (fl4nùNl) n.  1. A soft woven cloth of wool or a blend of wool and cotton 

or synthetics.  2. flannels. a. Outer clothing, especially trousers, made of this 

cloth.  b. Underclothing made of this cloth.   [Middle English, a kind of woolen 

cloth or garment, perhaps variant of flanyn, sackcloth, probably from Old French 

flaine, a kind of coarse wool.]

flannel bush (fl4nùNl btsh) n.  Any of various shrubs or small trees of the 

genus Fremontodendron of California and northern Mexico, having downy, lobed 

leaves and showy yellow flowers. 

flannel cake (fl4nùNl k7k) n.  See pancake. 
flan·nel·ette (fl4nÙN-lHtù) n.  A soft cotton cloth with a nap, used chiefly for 

baby clothes and underclothing. 

flannel leaf (fl4nùNl lKf) n.  See mullein. 
Flan·ner (fl4nùNr), Janet. Pen name Genêt. 1892-1978.  American journalist 

who was the Paris correspondent for the New Yorker (1925-1975) and published 

several volumes of her collected essays. 

flap (fl4p) n.  1. A flat, usually thin piece attached at only one side.  2. A project-

ing or hanging piece usually intended to double over and protect or cover:  the 

flap of an envelope.  3. a. The act of waving or fluttering:  the flap of the flag in the 



wind.  b. The sound produced by this motion.   4. A blow given with something 

flat; a slap.  5. A variable control surface on the trailing edge of an aircraft wing, 

used primarily to increase lift or drag.  6. Either of the folded ends of a book 

jacket that fit inside the front and back covers.  7. Medicine. Tissue that has been 

partially detached and used in surgical grafting to fill an adjacent defect or cover 

the cut end of a bone after amputation.  8. Informal. A commotion or distur-

bance:  a flap in Congress over the defense budget.   —  v.  flapped, flap·ping, 
flaps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wave (the arms, for example) up and down.  2. To cause to 

move or sway with a fluttering or waving motion.  3. To hit with something 

broad and flat; slap.  4. Informal. To fling down; toss.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move or 

sway while fixed at one edge or corner; flutter:  banners flapping in the breeze.  

2. To wave arms or wings up and down.  3. To fly by beating the air with the 

wings.  4. Informal. To become upset or flustered.  [Middle English flappe, slap.]

flap·doo·dle also flap-doo·dle (fl4pùdudÙl) n.  Slang. Foolish talk; nonsense: 

“Behind the tourist flap-doodle, authentic [Key West] cooking is produced by the 

descendants of Bahamian English and Cubans, who migrated to this coral reef over a 

century ago” (Betty Fussell).  [Origin unknown.]

flap·jack (fl4pùj4kÙ) n.  See pancake. 
flap·pa·ble (fl4pùN-bNl) adj.  Informal. Easily excited or upset. 

flap·per (fl4pùNr) n.  1. A broad, flexible part, such as a flipper.  2. A young 

woman, especially one in the 1920’s who showed disdain for conventional dress 

and behavior.  [Sense 2 British Slang, very young female prostitute, flapper, possi-

bly from flapper, fledgling partridge or duck (from FLAP), or from dialectal flap, 

loose or flighty girl.]

flare (flâr) v.  flared, flar·ing, flares.  —  v.  intr. 1. To flame up with a bright, 

wavering light.  2. To burst into intense, sudden flame.  3. a. To erupt or inten-

sify suddenly:  Tempers flared at the meeting.  b. To become suddenly angry:  The 

candidate flared at the reporter’s question.   4. To expand or open outward in 

shape:  a skirt that flares from the waist; nostrils that flared with anger.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause to flame up.  2. To signal with a blaze of light.   —  n.  1. A brief, 

wavering blaze of light.  See Synonyms at blaze1.  2. A device that produces a 

bright light for signaling, illumination, or identification.  3. An outbreak, as of 

emotion or activity.  4. An expanding or opening outward.  5. An unwanted 

reflection within an optical system or the resultant fogging of the image.  6. A 

solar flare.  7. Football. A quick pass to a back running toward the sideline.  

8. Medicine. An area of redness on the skin surrounding the primary site of infec-

tion or irritation.  [Origin unknown.]

flare·back (flârùb4kÙ) n.  1. A flame produced in the breech of a gun by igni-

tion of residual gases.  2. A burst of something aimed back at its origin; a back-

fire:  a flareback of bad publicity. 



flare-up (flârùƒpÙ) n.  1. A sudden outbreak of flame or light:  a flare-up of the 

embers.  2. An outburst or eruption:  a flare-up of anger.  3. A recurrence or an 

intensification:  a flare-up of rheumatism. 

flash (fl4sh) v.  flashed, flash·ing, flash·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To burst forth into 

or as if into flame.  2. To give off light or be lighted in sudden or intermittent 

bursts.  3. To appear or occur suddenly:  The image flashed onto the screen.  4. To 

move or proceed rapidly:  The cars flashed by.  5. Slang. To think of or remember 

something suddenly:  flashed on that time we got caught in the storm.  6. Slang. To 

expose oneself in an indecent manner.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cause (light) to appear 

suddenly or in intermittent bursts.  b. To cause to burst into flame.  c. To reflect 

(light).  d. To cause to reflect light from (a surface).   2. To make known or signal 

by flashing lights.  3. To communicate or display at great speed:  flashed the news 

to the world capitals.  4. To exhibit briefly.  5. To display ostentatiously; flaunt.  

6. To fill suddenly with water.  7. To cover with a thin protective layer.   —  n.  

1. A sudden, brief, intense display of light.  2. A sudden perception:  a flash of 

insight.  3. A split second; an instant:  I’ll be on my way in a flash.  4. A brief news 

dispatch or transmission.  5. Slang. Gaudy or ostentatious display: “The antique 

flash and trash of an older southern California have given way to a sleeker age of cul-

tural hip” (Newsweek).  6. A flashlight.  7. a. Instantaneous illumination for 

photography:  photograph by flash.  b. A device, such as a flashbulb, flashgun, or 

flash lamp, used to produce such illumination.   8. Slang. The pleasurable sensa-

tion that accompanies the use of a drug; a rush.  9. Obsolete. The language or cant 

of thieves, tramps, or underworld figures.   —  adj.  1. Happening suddenly or 

very quickly:  flash freezing.  2. Slang. Ostentatious; showy:  a flash car.  3. Of or 

relating to figures of quarterly economic growth released by the government and 

subject to later revision.  4. Of or relating to photography using instantaneous 

illumination.  5. Of or relating to thieves, swindlers, and underworld figures.   
—idiom. flash in the pan. One that promises great success but fails.  [Middle 

English flashen, to splash, variant of flasken, of imitative origin.]

SYNONYMS: flash, gleam, glance, glint, sparkle, glitter, glisten, shimmer, glim-

mer, twinkle, scintillate. These verbs mean to send forth light. Flash refers to a

sudden and brilliant but short-lived outburst of light: A bolt of lightning flashed

across the horizon. Gleam implies transient or constant light that often appears

against a dark background: “The light gleams an instant, then it’s night once more”

(Samuel Beckett). Glance refers most often to light reflected obliquely: Moonlight

glanced off the windows of the darkened building. Glint applies to briefly gleaming

or flashing light: Rays of sun glinted among the autumn leaves. Sparkle suggests a

rapid succession of little flashes of high brilliance (crystal that sparkled in the can-

dlelight; frost sparkling on the pavement), and glitter, a similar succession of even

greater intensity (glittering mirrors). To glisten is to shine with a sparkling luster:



The snow glistened in the dawn light. Shimmer means to shine with a soft, tremu-

lous light: “Everything about her shimmered and glimmered softly, as if her dress

had been woven out of candle-beams” (Edith Wharton). Glimmer refers to faint,

fleeting light: “On the French coast, the light/Gleams, and is gone; the cliffs of En-

gland stand,/ Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay” (Matthew Arnold). To

twinkle is to shine with quick, intermittent flashes or gleams: “a few stars, twin-

kling faintly in the deep blue of the night sky” (Hugh Walpole). Scintillate is applied

to what flashes as if emitting sparks in a continuous stream: “ammonium chlo-

ride... depositing minute scintillating crystals on the windowpanes” (Primo Levi).

See also Synonyms at blaze1 moment

flash·back (fl4shùb4kÙ) n.  1. a. A literary or cinematic device in which an ear-

lier event is inserted into the normal chronological order of a narrative.  b. The 

episode or scene depicted by means of this device.   2. An unexpected recurrence 

of the effects of a hallucinogenic drug long after its original use.  3. Psychology. A 

recurring, intensely vivid mental image of a past traumatic experience: “Another 

study shows that women who served in Vietnam still struggle with depression, anxi-

ety, and painful flashbacks from the war” (New York Times). 

flash·board (fl4shùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A board or structure of boards extending 

above a dam to increase its capacity. 

flash·bulb  or flash bulb (fl4shùbƒlbÙ) n.  A glass bulb filled with finely shred-

ded aluminum or magnesium foil that is ignited by electricity to produce a short-

duration high-intensity light flash for taking photographs.  Also called photoflash 

flash burn (fl4sh bûrn) n.  A burn resulting from brief exposure to intense 

radiation. 

flash butt weld·ing (fl4sh bƒt wHlùdVng) n.  A technique for joining seg-

ments of metal rail or pipe in which segments aligned end to end are electroni-

cally charged, producing an electric arc that melts and welds the ends of the 

segments, yielding an exceptionally strong and smooth joint.  Also called flash 

welding 

flash card also flash·card (fl4shùkârdÙ) n.  A card printed with words or num-

bers and briefly displayed as part of a learning drill. 

flash·cube (fl4shùkyubÙ) n.  A small cube that contains four flashbulbs and 

that rotates automatically to the next unused bulb when a picture is taken with 

the camera to which it is attached. 

flash·er (fl4shùNr) n.  1. A device that automatically switches an electric lamp off 

and on, as in a commercial display sign.  2. Slang. One who engages in indecent 

exposure; an exhibitionist. 

flash flood also flash·flood (fl4shùflƒdù) n.  A sudden flood of great volume, 

usually caused by a heavy rain. 



flash-for·ward (fl4shùfôrùwNrd) n.  1. A literary or cinematic device in which 

the chronological sequence of events is interrupted by the interjection of a future 

event.  2. The episode or scene depicted by means of this device. 

flash·gun (fl4shùgƒnÙ) n.  A dry-cell powered photographic apparatus that 

holds and electrically triggers a flashbulb.  Also called flash unit 

flash·ing (fl4shùVng) n.  Sheet metal used to reinforce and weatherproof the 

joints and angles of a roof. 

flash lamp (fl4sh l4mp) n.  An electric lamp for producing a high-intensity 

light of very short duration for use in photography. 

flash·light (fl4shùlXtÙ) n.  1. A small, portable lamp usually powered by batter-

ies.  2. A brief, brilliant flood of light from a photographic lamp.  3. A bright 

light, as of a beacon or signal lamp, that flashes at regular intervals. 

flash·o·ver (fl4shùoÙvNr) n.  1. An unintended electric arc, as between two 

pieces of apparatus.  2. The temperature point at which the heat in an area or a 

region is high enough to ignite all flammable material simultaneously. 

flash photolysis (fl4sh fo-tmlùV-sVs) n.  A method of investigating fast photo-

chemical reactions in gases in which a gas is exposed to very brief, intense flashes 

of light and the resulting products are analyzed spectroscopically. 

flash point also flash·point (fl4shùpointÙ) n.  1. The lowest temperature at 

which the vapor of a combustible liquid can be made to ignite momentarily in air.  

2. The point at which eruption into significant action, creation, or violence 

occurs: “The shootdown did not increase international tensions to the flash point” 

(Seymour M. Hersh). 

flash·tube also flash tube (fl4shùtubÙ) n.  A gas discharge tube used in an 

electronic flash to produce a brief, intense flash of light. 

flash unit (fl4sh yuùnVt) n.  1. An electronic flash system containing both a 

power supply and a flashtube in a single compact unit.  2. a.  See flashgun.  
b. A flashgun and reflector.  

flash weld·ing (fl4sh wHlùdVng) n.  See flash butt welding. 
flash·y (fl4shùK) adj.  flash·i·er, flash·i·est. 1. Cheap and showy; gaudy.  See 

Synonyms at gaudy1.  2. Giving a momentary or superficial impression of bril-

liance.   —flashùi·ly adv.  —flashùi·ness n. 

flask (fl4sk) n.  1. A small container, such as a bottle, having a narrow neck and 

usually a cap, especially: a. A flat, relatively thin container for liquor.  b. A con-

tainer or case for carrying gunpowder or shot.  c. A vial or round long-necked 

vessel for laboratory use.   2. A frame for holding a sand mold in a foundry.  

[Middle English, cask, keg, from Old French flasque, from Late Latin flasco, of 

Germanic origin.]

flat1 (fl4t) adj.  flat·ter, flat·test. 1. Having a horizontal surface without a 

slope, tilt, or curvature.  2. Having a smooth, even, level surface:  a skirt sewed 

with fine flat seams.  3. Having a relatively broad surface in relation to thickness 



or depth:  a flat board.  See Synonyms at level.  4. Stretched out or lying at full 

length along the ground; prone.  5. Free of qualification; absolute:  a flat refusal.  

6. Fixed; unvarying:  a flat rate.  7. Lacking interest or excitement; dull:  a flat sce-

nario.  8. a. Lacking in flavor:  a flat stew that needs salt.  b. Having lost efferves-

cence or sparkle:  flat beer.   9. a. Deflated. Used of a tire.  b. Electrically 

discharged. Used of a storage battery.   10. Of or relating to a horizontal line that 

displays no ups or downs and signifies the absence of physiological activity:  A 

flat electroencephalogram indicates a loss of brain function.  11. Commercially 

inactive; sluggish:  flat sales for the month.  12. Unmodulated; monotonous:  a flat 

voice.  13. Lacking variety in tint or shading; uniform: “The sky was bright but 

flat, the color of oyster shells” (Anne Tyler).  14. Not glossy; mat:  flat paint.  

15. Music. a. Being below the correct pitch.  b. Being one half step lower than the 

corresponding natural key:  the key of B flat.   16. Designating the vowel a as pro-

nounced in bad or cat.  17. Nautical. Taut. Used of a sail.   —  adv.  1. a. Level 

with the ground; horizontally.  b. On or up against a flat surface; at full length.   

2. So as to be flat.  3. a. Directly; completely:  went flat against the rules; flat 

broke.  b. Exactly; precisely:  arrived in six minutes flat.   4. Music. Below the 

intended pitch.  5. Business. Without interest charge.   —  n.  1. A flat surface or 

part.  2.  Often flats. A stretch of level ground:  salt flats.  3. A shallow frame or 

box for seeds or seedlings.  4. Stage scenery on a movable wooden frame.  5. A 

flatcar.  6. A deflated tire.  7. A shoe with a flat heel.  8. A large flat piece of mail.  

9. A horse that competes in a flat race.  Also called runner 10. Music. a. A sign (’) 

affixed to a note to indicate that it is to be lowered by a half step.  b. A note that is 

lowered a half step.   11. Football. The area of the field to either side of an offen-

sive formation.   —  v.  flat·ted, flat·ting, flats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make flat; flat-

ten.  2. Music. To lower (a note) a semitone.   —  v.  intr. Music. To sing or play 

below the proper pitch.  [Middle English, from Old Norse flatr. See plat- in 

Appendix.] —flatùly adv.  —flatùness n. 

flat2 (fl4t) n.  1. An apartment on one floor of a building.  2. Archaic. A story in 

a house.  [Alteration of Scots flet, inner part of a house, from Middle English, 

from Old English, floor, dwelling. See plat- in Appendix.]

flat·bed (fl4tùbHdÙ) n.  1. An open truck bed or trailer with no sides, used to 

carry large objects such as heavy machinery, cars, or houses.  2. A railroad flatcar. 

flat-bed press (fl4tùbHdÙ prHs) n.  Printing. A press in which the type, locked 

into a chase, is supported by a flat surface or bed and the paper is applied to the 

type either by a flat platen or by a cylinder against which the bed moves. 

flat·boat (fl4tùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A boat with a flat bottom and square ends 

used for transporting freight on inland waterways. 

flat·bot·tom (fl4tùbmtÙNm)  or flat·bot·tomed (-bmtÙNmd) adj.  Having a flat 

bottom:  a flatbottom boat; a flatbottomed skillet. 



flat·bread (fl4tùbrHdÙ) n.  Any of various breads made from usually unleavened 

dough and baked in flat, often round loaves. 

flat·car (fl4tùkärÙ) n.  A railroad freight car without sides or a roof. 

flat-coat·ed retriever (fl4tùkoÙtVd rV-trKùvNr) n.  A medium-sized sporting 

dog of a breed originally developed in England, having a thick, smooth coat that 

is black or deep reddish brown. 

flat·fish (fl4tùfVshÙ) n.  pl. flatfish or flat·fish·es. Any of numerous chiefly 

marine fishes of the order Pleuronectiformes, including the flounders, soles, and 

halibuts, having a laterally compressed body with both eyes on the upper side. 

flat·foot (fl4tùfttÙ) n.  1. pl. flat·feet (-fKtÙ). A condition in which the arch of 

the foot is abnormally flattened down so that the entire sole makes contact with 

the ground.  2. pl. flat·foots. a. Informal. A person with flat feet.  b. Slang. A 

police officer.    —  v.  intr. flat·foot·ed, flat·foot·ing, flat·foots. To walk in a 

flat-footed manner: “He flatfooted along, twirling his club” (James T. Farrell). 

flat-foot·ed (fl4tùfttùVd) adj.  1. Of or afflicted with flatfoot.  2. a. Steady on 

the feet.  b. Informal. Without reservation; forthright:  a flat-footed refusal.   

3. Unable to react quickly; unprepared:  The new product caught their competitors 

flat-footed.   —flatù-footùed·ly adv.  —flatù-footùed·ness n. 

Flat·head (fl4tùhHdÙ) n.  pl. Flathead or Flat·heads. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting western Montana and northern Idaho, now located principally 

on Flathead Lake.  b. A member of this people.  c. The Salishan language of the 

Flathead.   2.  See Interior Salish. 
flat·head catfish (fl4tùhHdÙ k4tùfVshÙ) n.  A large American catfish (Pylodictis 

olivaris) having a yellowish body with brown markings and common in streams 

of the Mississippi Valley and southeast United States. 

Flathead River (fl4tùhHdÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast British Columbia, 

Canada, and flowing about 386 km (240 mi) generally southward across the 

Montana border to Flathead Lake then south and west to the Clark Fork River. 

The lake is surrounded by mountains and is a popular recreation region. 

flat·i·ron (fl4tùXÙNrn) n.  An iron for pressing clothes, especially one that is 

heated externally, as on a hearth or stove. 

flat·land (fl4tùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  1. Land that varies little in elevation.  

2. flatlands. A geographic area composed chiefly of land that varies little in ele-

vation.   —flatùlandÙer n. 

flat·let (fl4tùlVt) n.  Chiefly British. An efficiency apartment. 

flat·ling (fl4tùlVng) also flat·lings (-lVngs) adv.  Chiefly British. With the flat side 

or edge of a sword. 

flat out (fl4t out) adv.  Informal. 1. In a direct manner; bluntly:  told me the 

truth flat out.  2. At top speed:  running flat out. 

flat-out (fl4tùoutÙ) adj.  Informal. Thoroughgoing; out-and-out:  a flat-out pro-

motional campaign; a flat-out deception. 



flat pick (fl4t pVk) n.  Music. A flat, often triangular plectrum held between the 

finger and thumb, used in picking and strumming a guitar or similar stringed 

instrument.   —flatù-pickÙ (fl4tùpVkÙ) v.  —flatù-pickÙer n.  —flatù-pickÙing 
n. 

flat race (fl4t r7s) n.  A horserace run over level ground with no obstacles such 

as fences or hazards. 

flat silver (fl4t sVlùvNr) n.  Utensils, such as knives, forks, or spoons, made of sil-

ver or silver plate. 

flat·ten (fl4tùn) v.  flat·tened, flat·ten·ing, flat·tens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

flat or flatter.  2. To knock down; lay low:  The boxer was flattened with one punch.   
—  v.  intr. To become flat or flatter.   —flatùten·er n. 

flat·ter1 (fl4tùNr) v.  flat·tered, flat·ter·ing, flat·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To compli-

ment excessively and often insincerely, especially in order to win favor.  2. To 

please or gratify the vanity of: “What really flatters a man is that you think him 

worth flattering” (George Bernard Shaw).  3. a. To portray favorably:  a photo-

graph that flatters its subject.  b. To show off becomingly or advantageously.    —  
v.  intr. To practice flattery.  [Middle English flateren, from Old French flater, of 

Germanic origin. See plat- in Appendix.] —flatùter·er n.  —flatùter·ing·ly 
adv. 

flat·ter2 (fl4tùNr) n.  1. A flat-faced swage or hammer used by blacksmiths.  2. A 

die plate for flattening metal into strips, as in the manufacture of watch springs. 

flat·ter·y (fl4tùN-rK) n.  pl. flat·ter·ies. 1. The act or practice of flattering.  

2. Excessive or insincere praise. 

Flat·ter·y (fl4tùN-rK), Cape. A headland of northwest Washington at the 

entrance to the Strait of Juan de Fuca. It was discovered by Capt. James Cook in 

1778. 

flat·tish (fl4tùVsh) adj.  Somewhat flat. 

flat·top (fl4tùtmpÙ) n.  Informal. 1. An aircraft carrier.  2. A short haircut in 

which the hair is brushed straight up and cropped flat across the top. 

flat·u·lence (fl4chùN-lNns) n.  1. The presence of excessive gas in the digestive 

tract.  2. Self-importance; pomposity. 

flat·u·len·cy (fl4chùN-lNn-sK) n.  Flatulence. 

flat·u·lent (fl4chùN-lNnt) adj.  1. Of, afflicted with, or caused by flatulence.  

2. Inducing or generating flatulence.  3. Pompous; bloated.  [French, from Latin 

fl7tus, fart. See FLATUS.] —flatùu·lent·ly adv. 

fla·tus (fl7ùtNs) n.  Gas generated in or expelled from the digestive tract, espe-

cially the stomach or intestines.  [Latin fl7tus, wind, fart, from fl7re, to blow. See 

bhlK- in Appendix.]

flat·ware (fl4tùwârÙ) n.  1. Tableware that is fairly flat and fashioned usually of 

a single piece, as plates.  2. Table utensils such as knives, forks, and spoons. 



flat-wa·ter (fl4tùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) adj.  Of or on a level or slow-moving water-

course:  flat-water canoeing; a flat-water race. 

flat·wise (fl4tùwXzÙ) also flat·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  With the flat side down or in 

contact with a surface. 

flat·work (fl4tùwûrkÙ) n.  Laundry, such as sheets and linens, that can be ironed 

by a mangle rather than by hand. 

flat·worm (fl4tùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various parasitic and nonparasitic worms of 

the phylum Platyhelminthes, such as a tapeworm or a planarian, characteristically 

having a soft, flat, bilaterally symmetrical body and no body cavity.  Also called 

platyhelminth 

Flau·bert (flo-bârù), Gustave. 1821-1880.  French writer considered a forerun-

ner of naturalism and known for his precise literary style. His works include the 

novel Madame Bovary (1857) and the short story “A Simple Heart” (1877).   
—Flau·berùtian (-shNn, -tK-Nn) adj. 

flaunt (flônt) v.  flaunt·ed, flaunt·ing, flaunts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To exhibit osten-

tatiously or shamelessly:  flaunts his knowledge.  See Synonyms at show.  2. Usage 

Problem. To show contempt for; scorn.   —  v.  intr. 1. To parade oneself ostenta-

tiously; show oneself off.  2. To wave grandly:  pennants flaunting in the wind.  

[Origin unknown.] —flauntùer n.  —flauntùing·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Flaunt as a transitive verb means “to exhibit ostentatiously”: She

flaunted her diamonds. To flout is “to show contempt for”: She flouted the propri-

eties. For some time now flaunt has been used in the sense “to show contempt

for,” even by educated users of English. This usage is still widely seen as erroneous

and is best avoided.

flaunt·y (flônùtK) adj.  flaunt·i·er, flaunt·i·est. Inclined to flaunt; ostenta-

tious.   —flauntùi·ly adv.  —flauntùi·ness n. 

flau·ta (flouùtä) n.  A tortilla rolled around a filling such as beef, chicken, or 

cheese into a flutelike shape and sometimes deep-fried.  [Spanish, flute, probably 

from Old Provençal flaüt. See FLUTE.]

flau·tist (flôùtVst, flouù-) n.  Music. A flutist.  [Italian flautista, from flauto, flute, 

from Old Provençal flaüt.]

flav- pref.  Variant of flavo-. 
fla·va·none (fl7ùvN-nonÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, C15H12O2, 

derived from flavone.  [FLAV(O)- + -AN(E) + -ONE.]

fla·ves·cent (flN-vHsùNnt) adj.  Turning yellow; yellowish.  [Latin fl7vKscKns, 

fl7vKscent- present participle of fl7vKscere, to turn yellow inchoative of fl7vKre, to 

be yellow, from fl7vus, yellow. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

fla·vin (fl7ùvVn) also fla·vine (-vKnÙ) n.  1. Any of various water-soluble yellow 

pigments, including riboflavin, found in plant and animal tissue as coenzymes of 



flavoprotein.  2. A ketone, C10H6N4O2, that gives color to various natural yellow 

pigments. 

flavin adenine dinucleotide (fl7ùvVn 4dùn-KnÙ dX-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ) n.  Abbr. 

FAD A coenzyme, C27H33N9O15P2, that is a derivative of riboflavin and functions 

in certain oxidation-reduction reactions in the body. 

fla·vine (fl7ùvKnÙ) n.  1. A brownish-red crystalline powder, C14H15N3Cl2, used 

as an antiseptic.  2.  Variant of flavin. 
flavin mononucleotide (fl7ùvVn mmnÙo-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ) n.  Abbr. FMN A 

derivative of riboflavin, C17H21N4O9P, that functions as a coenzyme of various 

flavoproteins in certain oxidation-reduction reactions in the body. 

flavo-  or flav- pref.  1. Yellow:  flavin.  2. Flavin:  flavoprotein.  [Latin fl7vus, 

yellow. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

fla·vone (fl7ùvonÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, C15H10O2, the parent substance 

of a number of important yellow pigments, occurring on the leaves or in the 

stems and seed capsules of many primroses. 

fla·vo·noid (fl7ùvN-noidÙ) n.  Any of a large group of plant substances that 

includes the anthocyanins. 

fla·vo·pro·tein (fl7Ùvo-proùtKnÙ, -tK-Vn) n.  Any of a group of enzymes con-

taining flavin bound to protein and acting as dehydrogenation catalysts in biolog-

ical reactions. 

fla·vor (fl7ùvNr) n.  1. Distinctive taste; savor:  a flavor of smoke in bacon.  See 

Synonyms at taste.  2. A distinctive yet intangible quality felt to be characteristic 

of a given thing: “What matters in literature... is surely the idiosyncratic, the indi-

vidual, the flavor or color of a particular human suffering” (Harold Bloom).  3. A 

flavoring:  contains no artificial flavors.  4. Archaic. Aroma; fragrance.   —  v.  tr. 

fla·vored, fla·vor·ing, fla·vors. To give flavor to.  [Middle English flavour, 

aroma, from Old French flaor, from Vulgar Latin *fl7tor, from Latin fl7re, to 

blow. See bhlK- in Appendix.] —flaùvor·er n.  —flaùvor·less adj.  

—flaùvor·ous (-Ns), flaùvor·some (-sNm)  adj.  —flaùvor·y adj. 

fla·vor·ful (fl7ùvNr-fNl) adj.  Full of flavor; savory.   —flaùvor·ful·ly adv. 

fla·vor·ing (fl7ùvNr-Vng) n.  A substance, such as an extract or a spice, that 

imparts flavor. 

fla·vor·ist (fl7ùvNr-Vst) n.  One whose profession is blending artificially isolated 

chemicals to create the taste and smell of a particular food. 

fla·vour (fl7ùvNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of flavor. 
flaw1 (flô) n.  1. An imperfection, often concealed, that impairs soundness:  a 

flaw in the crystal that caused it to shatter.  See Synonyms at blemish.  2. A defect 

or shortcoming in something intangible:  They share the character flaw of arro-

gance.  3. A defect in a legal document that can render it invalid.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

flawed, flaw·ing, flaws. To make or become defective.  [Middle English flaue, 

splinter, perhaps from Old Norse flaga, slab of stone. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]



flaw2 (flô) n.  1. a. A brief gust or blast of wind.  b. A passing storm; a squall.   

2. Obsolete. A burst of passion.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swed-

ish flaga, gust of wind.] —flawùy adj. 

flaw·less (flôùlVs) adj.  Being entirely without flaw or imperfection; perfect.  See 

Synonyms at perfect.  —flawùless·ly adv.  —flawùless·ness n. 

flax (fl4ks) n.  1. a. Any of several plants of the genus Linum, especially the 

widely cultivated L. usitatissimum, having blue flowers, seeds that yield linseed 

oil, and slender stems from which a textile fiber is obtained.  b. The fine, light-

colored textile fiber obtained from this plant.  c. Any of several similar plants.   

2. Color. A pale grayish yellow.  [Middle English, from Old English fleax. See 

plek- in Appendix.]

flax·en (fl4kùsNn) adj.  1. Made of or resembling flax.  2. Having the pale gray-

ish-yellow color of flax fiber:  flaxen braids. 

Flax·man (fl4ksùmNn), John. 1755-1826.  British sculptor and illustrator who 

designed friezes and portrait medallions for Wedgwood pottery and illustrated 

editions of the Iliad and the Odyssey (published 1793). 

flax·seed (fl4ksùsKdÙ) n.  The seed of flax, the source of linseed oil and emol-

lient medicinal preparations. 

flax·y (fl4kùsK) adj.  flax·i·er, flax·i·est. Resembling flax, as in texture. 

flay (fl7) v.  tr. flayed, flay·ing, flays. 1. To strip off the skin or outer covering 

of.  2. To strip of money or goods; fleece.  3. To whip or lash.  4. To assail with 

stinging criticism; excoriate.  [Middle English flen, from Old English flKan.] 
—flayùer n. 

F layer (Hfù l7ùNr) n.  1. The highest zone of the ionosphere, extending at night 

from about 190 to 400 kilometers (120 to 250 miles) and during the day from 

about 145 to 400 kilometers (90 to 250 miles) above the earth’s surface.  Also 

called F region 2. Either of two layers, designated F1 and F2, into which the F layer 

is divided during the day, extending respectively from about 145 to 240 kilome-

ters (90 to 150 miles) and from about 190 to 400 kilometers (120 to 250 miles) 

above the earth’s surface. 

fld. abbr.  Field. 

fl dr abbr.  Fluid dram. 

flea (flK) n.  1. Any of various small, wingless, bloodsucking insects of the order 

Siphonaptera that have legs adapted for jumping and are parasitic on warm-

blooded animals.  2. Any of various small crustaceans that resemble or move like 

fleas, such as the water flea.   —idiom. a flea in (one’s) ear. An annoying hint 

or a stinging rebuke.  [Middle English fle, from Old English flKah.]

flea·bag (flKùb4gÙ) n.  Informal. A seedy, run-down hotel or other lodging place. 

flea·bane (flKùb7nÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Erigeron, having var-

iously colored, many-rayed, daisylike flower heads. 



flea beetle (flK bKtùl) n.  Any of various small beetles of the subfamily Alticinae 

that have hind legs adapted for jumping and feed on the foliage of certain plants. 

flea·bite (flKùbXtÙ) n.  1. a. The bite of a flea.  b. The small red mark caused by a 

flea’s bite.   2. A trifling loss, inconvenience, or annoyance. 

flea-bit·ten (flKùbVtÙn) adj.  1. Covered with fleas or fleabites.  2. Informal. 

Seedy; delapidated:  A flea-bitten couch.  3. Having a pale coat with reddish-

brown flecks. Used of horses. 

flea collar (flK kmlùNr) n.  A collar, as for a cat or dog, containing a substance 

that repels or kills fleas. 

flea market (flK märùkVt) n.  A market, usually held outdoors, where antiques, 

used household goods, and curios are sold.  [Translation of French marché aux 

puces.]

flea·pit (flKùpVtÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A cheap or squalid theater. 

flèche (flHsh, fl7sh) n.  A slender spire, especially one on a church above the 

intersection of the nave and transepts.  [French, arrow, flèche, from Old French, 

arrow, of Germanic origin. See pleu- in Appendix.]

flé·chette (fl7-shHtù, flH-) n.  A steel missile or dart dropped from an aircraft.  

[French, diminutive of flèche, arrow. See FLÈCHE.]

fleck (flHk) n.  1. A tiny mark or spot:  flecks of mica in the rock.  2. A small bit or 

flake:  flecks of foam; a fleck of dandruff.   —  v.  tr. flecked, fleck·ing, flecks. 
To spot or streak:  the path was flecked with sunlight.  [Probably from Middle 

English flekked, spotted; akin to Old Norse flekkr, spot.]

flec·tion (flHkùshNn) n.  Anatomy. Variant of flexion (n., sense 1).  —flecù-
tion·al adj. 

fled (flHd) v.  Past tense and past participle of flee. 
fledge (flHj) v.  fledged, fledg·ing, fledg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take care of (a 

young bird) until it is ready to fly.  2. To cover with or as if with feathers.  3. To 

provide (an arrow) with feathers.   —  v.  intr. To grow the plumage necessary for 

flight.  [Probably from obsolete fledge, feathered, from Middle English flegge, 

from Old English *flycge. See pleu- in Appendix.]

fledg·ling also fledge·ling (flHjùlVng) n.  1. A young bird that has recently 

acquired its flight feathers.  2. A young or inexperienced person.   —  adj.  New 

and untried or inexperienced:  a fledgling enterprise; a fledgling skier. 

flee (flK) v.  fled (flHd), flee·ing, flees.  —  v.  intr. 1. To run away, as from 

trouble or danger:  fled from the house into the night.  2. To pass swiftly away; van-

ish: “of time fleeing beneath him” (William Faulkner).   —  v.  tr. To run away 

from:  flee the scene of an accident.  [Middle English flen, from Old English flKon. 

See pleu- in Appendix.] —fleùer n. 

fleece (flKs) n.  1. a. The coat of wool of a sheep or similar animal.  b. The yield 

of wool shorn from a sheep at one time.   2. A soft, woolly covering or mass.  

3. Fabric with a soft, deep pile.   —  v.  tr. fleeced, fleec·ing, fleec·es. 1. To 



defraud of money or property; swindle.  2. To shear the fleece from.  3. To cover 

with or as if with fleece.  [Middle English fles, from Old English flKos.] 
—fleecùer n. 

fleec·y (flKùsK) adj.  fleec·i·er, fleec·i·est. Of, resembling, or covered with 

fleece:  fleecy clouds.   —fleecùi·ly adv.  —fleecùi·ness n. 

fleer (flîr) v.  intr. fleered, fleer·ing, fleers. To smirk or laugh in contempt or 

derision.   —  n.  A taunting, scoffing, or derisive look or gibe.  [Middle English 

flerien, of Scandinavian origin.] —fleerùing·ly adv. 

fleet1 (flKt) n.  1. A number of warships operating together under one com-

mand.  2. A group of vessels or vehicles, such as taxicabs or fishing boats, owned 

or operated as a unit.  [Middle English flete, from Old English flKot, from flKotan, 

to float. See pleu- in Appendix.]

fleet2 (flKt) adj.  fleet·er, fleet·est. 1. Moving swiftly; rapid or nimble.  See 

Synonyms at fast1.  2. Fleeting; evanescent.   —  v.  fleet·ed, fleet·ing, fleets.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To move or pass swiftly.  2. To fade out; vanish.  3. Archaic. To flow.  

4. Obsolete. To drift.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause (time) to pass quickly.  2. Nautical. To 

alter the position of (tackle or rope, for example).  [Probably from Old Norse 

fljotr. V., from Middle English fleten, to drift, float  from Old English flKotan. See 

pleu- in Appendix.] —fleetùly adv.  —fleetùness n. 

Fleet Admiral (flKt 4dùmNr-Nl) n.  See Admiral of the Fleet. 
fleet·ing (flKùtVng) adj.  Passing quickly; ephemeral: “fleeting passions of fan-

tasy” (Gloria Vanderbilt).  See Synonyms at transient.  —fleetùing·ly adv.  

—fleetùing·ness n. 

Fleet Street (flKt strKt) n.  British journalism.  [After Fleet Street in central 

London, long the headquarters for many British newspaper publishers.]

flei·shig (fl7ùshVk) adj.  Consisting of, prepared with, or relating to meat or meat 

products.  [Yiddish fleyshik, from fleysh, meat, from Middle High German 

vleisch, meat, from Old High German fleisk, flesh.]

Flem. abbr.  Flemish. 

Flem·ing (flHmùVng) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Flanders.  2. A Belgian who 

speaks Flemish.  [Middle English, from Middle Dutch Vl7ming.]

Flem·ing (flHmùVng), Sir Alexander. 1881-1955.  British bacteriologist who 

discovered penicillin in 1928. He shared a 1945 Nobel Prize for this achievement. 

Flem·ing (flHmùVng), Ian Lancaster. 1908-1964.  British writer noted for his 

spy novels featuring the fictional secret agent James Bond. 

Flem·ing (flHmùVng), Sir John Ambrose. 1849-1945.  British electrical engi-

neer and inventor known for his work on electric lighting, wireless telegraphy, 

and the telephone. 

Flem·ing (flHmùVng), Peggy Gale. Born 1948.  American figure skater who 

won the women’s title at the U.S. championship (1964-1968), the world champi-

onship (1966-1968), and the 1968 Olympics. 



Flem·ish (flHmùVsh) adj.  Abbr. Flem. Of or relating to Flanders, the Flemings, or 

their language or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Flem. 1. The West Germanic language of 

the Flemings.  2. The Flemings. 

Flens·burg (flHnzùbûrg, flHnsùbtrkÙ)  A city of northern Germany on Flens-
burg Fjord, an arm of the Baltic Sea at the Danish border. Founded c. 1200, the 

city is a port and shipbuilding center. Population, 86,873. 

flense (flHns) v.  tr. flensed, flens·ing, flens·es. To strip the blubber or skin 

from (a whale, for example).  [Danish.] —flensùer n. 

flesh (flHsh) n.  1. a. The soft tissue of the body of a vertebrate, covering the 

bones and consisting mainly of skeletal muscle and fat.  b. The surface or skin of 

the human body.   2. The meat of animals as distinguished from the edible tissue 

of fish or fowl.  3. Botany. The pulpy, usually edible part of a fruit or vegetable.  

4. Excess fatty tissue; plumpness.  5. a. The body as opposed to the mind or soul.  

b. The physical or carnal nature of humankind.  c. Sensual appetites.   

6. Humankind in general; humanity.  7. One’s family; kin.  8. Substance; reality: 

“The maritime strategy has an all but unstoppable institutional momentum behind 

it... that has given force and flesh to the theory” (Jack Beatty).   —  v.  fleshed, 
flesh·ing, flesh·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give substance or detail to; fill out:  fleshed 

out the novel with a subplot.  2. To clean (a hide) of adhering flesh.  3. To encour-

age (a falcon, for example) to participate in the chase by feeding it flesh from a 

kill.  4. To inure to battle or bloodshed.  5. To plunge or thrust (a weapon) into 

flesh.   —  v.  intr. To become plump or fleshy; gain weight.   —idiom. in the 
flesh. 1. Alive.  2. In person; present.  [Middle English, from Old English fl<sc.] 
—fleshùless adj. 

flesh and blood (flHsh Nnd blƒd) n.  1. Human nature or physical existence, 

together with its weaknesses.  2. A person’s blood relatives; kin.  3. Substance and 

depth in artistic portrayal; lifelikeness:  characters lacking in flesh and blood. 

flesh fly (flHsh flX) n.  Any of various flies of the family Sarcophagidae whose 

larvae are parasitic in animal tissue or feed on carrion. 

flesh·ly (flHshùlK) adj.  flesh·li·er, flesh·li·est. 1. Of or relating to the body; 

corporeal.  See Synonyms at bodily.  2. Of, relating to, or inclined to carnality; 

sensual.  3. Not spiritual; worldly:  fleshly pleasures.  4. Tending to plumpness; 

fleshy.   —fleshùli·ness n. 

flesh·pot (flHshùpmtÙ) n.  1.  Often fleshpots. A district or an establishment 

offering sensual pleasures or entertainment.  2. Physical or sensual gratification. 

flesh wound (flHsh wund) n.  A wound that penetrates the flesh but does not 

damage underlying bones or vital organs. 

flesh·y (flHshùK) adj.  flesh·i·er, flesh·i·est. 1. a. Relating to, consisting of, or 

resembling flesh.  b. Having abundant flesh; plump.  See Synonyms at fat.   
2. Having a juicy or pulpy texture:  ripe, fleshy peaches.  3. Fleshly; carnal: “the 

fleshy fringes of show business” (Newsweek).   —fleshùi·ness n. 



fleshy fruit (flHshùK frut) n.  A fruit, such as the grape, cucumber, or cherry, 

that has a soft and pulpy wall. 

fletch (flHch) v.  tr. fletched, fletch·ing, fletch·es. To feather (an arrow).  

[Probably back-formation from FLETCHER.]

fletch·er (flHchùNr) n.  One who makes arrows.  [Middle English fleccher, from 

Old French flechier, from fleche, arrow, of Germanic origin. See pleu- in Appen-

dix.]

Fletch·er (flHchùNr), Alice Cunningham. 1838-1923.  Cuban-born American 

ethnologist noted for her studies of Native American culture. 

Fletch·er (flHchùNr), John. 1579-1625.  English playwright who collaborated 

with Francis Beaumont on romantic tragicomedies, including Philaster (1610) 

and The Maid’s Tragedy (1611). 

Fletsch·horn (flHchùhôrnÙ)  A peak, about 3,999 m (13,110 ft) high, in the Pen-

nine Alps of southern Switzerland near the Italian border. 

fleur-de-lis  or fleur-de-lys (flûrÙdN-lKù, fltrÙ-) n.  pl. fleurs-de-lis or 

fleurs-de-lys (flûrÙdN-lKz, fltrÙ-). 1. An iris, especially a white-flowered form 

of Iris germanica.  2. Heraldry. A device consisting of a stylized three-petaled iris 

flower, used as the armorial emblem of the kings of France.  [Middle English 

flour de lice, from Old French flor de lis : flor, flower + de, of + lis, lily.]

Fleu·ry (flœ-rKù), André Hercule de. 1653-1743.  French prelate and politician 

who became a cardinal in 1726 and served as prime minister (1726-1743) under 

Louis XV. 

flew (flu) v.  Past tense of fly1. 
flews (fluz) pl.n.  The pendulous corners of the upper lip of certain dogs, such 

as the bloodhound.  [Origin unknown.]

flex (flHks) v.  flexed, flex·ing, flex·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bend (something pliant 

or elastic).  2. a. To bend (a joint).  b. To bend (a joint) repeatedly.   3. a. To con-

tract (a muscle, for example).  b. To move by muscular control: “Sandy flexes his 

brow characteristically, one of those Latin gestures reflecting something too delicate 

or imprecise to say” (Scott Turow).   4. To exhibit or show off the strength of: 

“They had spent six years since the lightning Six Day War flexing their invincibility” 

(Howard Kaplan).   —  v.  intr. To bend: “His hands flexed nervously as he spoke” 

(Mary McCarthy).   —  n.  1. Chiefly British. Flexible insulated electric cord.  

2. The act or an instance of flexing; a bending.  3. Pliancy; flexibility: “‘Resolu-

tion’ has none of that modern flex we favor, with generous, built-in amounts of 

‘maybe’” (Melvin Maddocks).   —idiom. flex (one’s) muscles. Informal. To 

exhibit or show off one’s strength.  [Latin flectere, flex-, to bend.]

flex- pref.  Variant of flexi-. 
flex·a·gon (flHkùsN-gmnÙ) n.  A folded paper construction that can be flexed 

along its folds to reveal and conceal its faces alternately. 

flexi-  or flex- pref.  Flexible:  flexitime.  [From FLEXIBLE.]



flex·i·ble (flHkùsN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Capable of being bent or flexed; pliable.  

b. Capable of being bent repeatedly without injury or damage.   2. Susceptible to 

influence or persuasion; tractable.  3. Responsive to change; adaptable:  a flexible 

schedule.  [From Latin flexibilis, from flexus, past participle of flectere, to bend.] 
—flexÙi·bilùi·ty, flexùi·ble·ness n.  —flexùi·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: flexible, elastic, resilient, springy, supple. These adjectives refer lit-

erally to what is capable of withstanding stress without injury and figuratively to

what can undergo change or modification. Something that is flexible can be bent,

twisted, or turned (flexible wire); the word can also refer to adaptability to change

or the need for change (a flexible administrator; flexible plans). What is elastic re-

turns to an original shape, form, or position, as after being stretched (an elastic

band), can adapt or be adapted to differing circumstances (an elastic clause in a

contract), is quick to recover, as from illness or misfortune (an elastic spirit), or is

stretched beyond strict or proper bounds (an elastic interpretation of a law). Re-

silient, like elastic, implies a springing back to an original shape, especially after

compression (thin, resilient copper); it also suggests a buoyant capacity to revive,

as from depression (a resilient temperament). Springy describes what is marked by

resilience and elasticity: springy curls; a springy stride. Supple applies to what is

easily bent or twisted (a supple birch rod; supple suede), bends or twists with agility

(a supple body; supple limbs), or is marked by easy adaptability (a supple mind).

flexible time (flHkùsN-bNl tXm) n.  See flextime. 
flex·ile (flHkùsNl, -sXlÙ) adj.  Flexible. 

flex·ion (flHkùshNn) n.  1.  Also flec·tion. Anatomy. a. The act of bending a 

joint or limb in the body by the action of flexors.  b. The resulting condition of 

being bent.   2. A part that is bent.  [Latin flexio, flexion-, a bending, from flexus, 

past participle of flectere, to bend.]

flex·i·time (flHkùsV-tXmÙ) n.  See flextime. 
flex·og·ra·phy (flHk-smgùrN-fK) n.  A system of printing on a rotary press 

employing water-based ink, used especially for printing on plastic, paper, or card-

board.   —flex·ogùra·pher n.  —flexÙo·graphùic (-sN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—flexÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

flex·or (flHkùsNr) n.  A muscle that when contracted acts to bend a joint or limb 

in the body.  [New Latin, from Latin flexus, past participle of flectere, to bend.]

flex·time (flHksùtXmÙ) n.  An arrangement by which employees may set their 

own work schedules, especially their starting and finishing hours.  Also called 

flexible time, flexitime. 

flex·u·ous (flHkùshu-Ns) adj.  Bending or winding alternately from side to side; 

sinuous.  [From Latin flexuosus, from flexus, a bending, a turning, from flectere, 

to bend.] —flexÙu·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK) n.  —flexùu·ous·ly adv. 



flex·ure (flHkùshNr) n.  1. A curve, turn, or fold, such as a bend in a tubular 

organ:  a flexure of the colon.  2. The act or an instance of bending or flexing; flex-

ion.   —flexùur·al adj. 

fley (fl7) v.  tr. fleyed, fley·ing, fleys. Scots. To frighten.  [Middle English 

fleien, from Old English fl«gan, flKgan. See pleu- in Appendix.]

flib·ber·ti·gib·bet (flVbùNr-tK-jVbÙVt) n.  A silly, scatterbrained, or garrulous 

person.  [Middle English flipergebet.]

flic (flVk) n.  Slang. A police officer, especially in France.  [French.]

flick1 (flVk) n.  1. a. A light, quick blow, jerk, or touch:  a flick of the wrist; gave 

my horse a flick with the reins.  b. The sound accompanying this motion.   2. A 

light splash, dash, or daub.   —  v.  flicked, flick·ing, flicks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

touch or hit with a light, quick blow:  flicked him with his hand.  See Synonyms at 

brush1.  2. To cause to move with a light blow; snap:  flicked the light switch on.  

3. To remove with a light, quick blow:  flicked the lint off the coat.   —  v.  intr. To 

twitch or flutter.  [Imitative.] —flickùa·ble adj. 

flick2 (flVk) n.  Slang. A movie.  [Short for FLICKER
1.]

flick·er1 (flVkùNr) v.  flick·ered, flick·er·ing, flick·ers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move 

waveringly; flutter:  shadows flickering on the wall.  See Synonyms at flutter.  
2. To burn unsteadily or fitfully.   —  v.  tr. To cause to move waveringly.   —  n.  

1. A brief movement; a tremor.  2. An inconstant or wavering light.  3. A brief or 

slight sensation:  a flicker of doubt.  4. Slang. A movie.  [Middle English flikeren, 

to flutter, from Old English flicerian.]

flick·er2 (flVkùNr) n.  Any of various large North American woodpeckers of the 

genus Colaptes, especially C. auratus, the common flicker, having a brown back, 

spotted breast, and white rump.  [Perhaps from FLICK
1.]

flick·er·tail (flVkùNr-t7lÙ) n.  See Richardson’s ground squirrel. 
flied (flXd) v.  intr. Past tense and past participle of fly1 (v. intr., sense 7). 

fli·er also fly·er (flXùNr) n.  1. One, such as an insect or a bird, that flies with 

wings.  2. The pilot of an aircraft.  3. A passenger in an aircraft:  business fliers 

who travel 100,000 miles or more per year.  4. A pamphlet or circular for mass dis-

tribution.  5. A step in a straight stairway.  6. Informal. A daring venture.  7.  
Often flyer. Australian. An exceptionally swift kangaroo. 

flies (flXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of fly1. 
flight1 (flXt) n.  1. a. The motion of an object in or through a medium, espe-

cially through the earth’s atmosphere or through space.  b. An instance of such 

motion.  c. The distance covered in such motion.   2. a. The act or process of fly-

ing through the air by means of wings.  b. The ability to fly.   3. A swift passage or 

movement.  4. A scheduled airline run or trip.  5. A group, especially of birds or 

aircraft, flying together.  See Synonyms at flock1.  6. A number of aircraft in the 

U.S. Air Force forming a subdivision of a squadron.  7. An exuberant or transcen-

dent effort or display:  a flight of the imagination; flights of oratory.  8. A series of 



stairs rising from one landing to another.   —  v.  intr. flight·ed, flight·ing, 
flights. To migrate or fly in flocks.  [Middle English, from Old English flyht. See 

pleu- in Appendix.]

flight2 (flXt) n.  The act or an instance of running away; an escape.  [Middle 

English, from Old English *flyht. See pleu- in Appendix.]

flight attendant (flXt N-tHnùdNnt) n.  A person who assists passengers in an 

aircraft. 

flight bag (flXt b4g) n.  A lightweight, flexible piece of luggage with zippered 

outside pockets. 

flight deck (flXt dHk) n.  1. The upper deck of an aircraft carrier, used as a run-

way.  2. An elevated compartment in certain aircraft, used by the pilot, copilot, 

and flight engineer. 

flight engineer (flXt HnÙjN-nîrù) n.  The crew member responsible for the 

mechanical performance of an aircraft in flight. 

flight feather (flXt fHthùNr) n.  Any of the comparatively large, stiff feathers of 

a bird’s wing or tail that are necessary for flight. 

flight·less (flXtùlVs) adj.  Incapable of flying. Used of certain birds, such as the 

penguin. 

flight line (flXt lXn) n.  The area of an airfield, specifically the parking area and 

the maintenance hangars, where aircraft are onloaded, offloaded, and serviced. 

flight surgeon (flXt sûrùjNn) n.  An air force physician who specializes in aero-

medicine. 

flight-test (flXtùtHstÙ) v.  tr. flight-·test·ed, flight-·test·ing, flight-·tests. 
To test (an aircraft, for example) during flight. 

flight·wor·thy (flXtùwûrÙthK) adj.  Denoting an aircraft that is mechanically or 

structurally fit to fly.   —flightùworÙthi·ness n. 

flight·y (flXùtK) adj.  flight·i·er, flight·i·est. 1. a. Given to capricious or unsta-

ble behavior.  b. Characterized by irresponsible or silly behavior.   2. Easily 

excited; skittish.   —flightùi·ly adv.  —flightùi·ness n. 

flim·flam (flVmùfl4mÙ) Informal. n.  1. Nonsense; humbug.  2. A deception; a 

swindle.   —  v.  tr. flim·flammed, flim·flam·ming, flim·flams. To swindle; 

cheat.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.] —flimùflamÙmer n.  —flimù-
flamÙmer·y n. 

flim·sy (flVmùzK) adj.  flim·si·er, flim·si·est. 1. Light, thin, and insubstantial:  a 

flimsy fabric.  2. Lacking solidity or strength:  a flimsy table.  3. Lacking plausibil-

ity; unconvincing:  a flimsy excuse.   —  n.  pl. flim·sies. 1. Thin paper usually 

used to make multiple copies.  2. Something written on this thin paper.  [Origin 

unknown.] —flimùsi·ly adv.  —flimùsi·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The origin of flimsy, although uncertain, is not completely

obscure. The word is first recorded in English in the 17th century in a dictionary



of cant, the jargon of people such as thieves and beggars. Its early senses “frail”

and “trivial” as well as its form may link it with flim-flam, recorded first around

1538. The noun flim-flam could mean “a piece of nonsense or idle talk,” and the

adjective could mean “frivolous.” Flim-flam itself is a reduplication in which the

pattern fl—m occurs twice, the first time with the sound (V); the second, with the

sound (4). Flim may be related to the Old Norse word flim, meaning “a lampoon,

libel.”

flinch (flVnch) v.  intr. flinched, flinch·ing, flinch·es. 1. To start or wince 

involuntarily, as from surprise or pain.  2. To recoil, as from something unpleas-

ant or difficult; shrink.  See Synonyms at recoil.   —  n.  An act or instance of 

starting, wincing, or recoiling.  [Obsolete French flenchir, of Germanic origin.] 
—flinchùer n.  —flinchùing·ly adv. 

flin·ders (flVnùdNrz) pl.n.  Bits, fragments, or splinters.  [Middle English flendris, 

possibly of Scandinavian origin; akin to Norwegian flindra, splinter.]

Flin·ders (flVnùdNrz), Sir Matthew. 1774-1814.  British explorer who sailed to 

New South Wales (1795) and subsequently made a thorough study of the Austra-

lian coast. 

Flinders Range (flVnùdNrz r7nj)  A mountain range of south-central Australia 

east of Lake Torrens. The highest peak is 1,189.5 m (3,900 ft). 

Flinders River (flVnùdNrz rVvùNr)  An intermittent river of northeast Australia 

flowing about 837 km (520 mi) northwest to the Gulf of Carpentaria. 

fling (flVng) v.  flung (flƒng), fling·ing, flings.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw with vio-

lence:  flung the dish against the wall.  See Synonyms at throw.  2. To put or send 

suddenly or unexpectedly:  troops that were flung into battle.  3. To throw (one-

self) into an activity with abandon and energy.  4. To cast aside; discard:  fling 

propriety away.   —  v.  intr. To move quickly, violently, or impulsively.   —  n.  

1. The act of flinging.  2. A brief period of indulging one’s impulses.  See Syn-

onyms at binge.  3. Informal. A usually brief attempt or effort:  You take a fling 

at it.  [Middle English flingen, of Scandinavian origin. See pl7k-2 in Appendix.]

flint (flVnt) n.  1. A very hard, fine-grained quartz that sparks when struck with 

steel.  2. a. A piece of flint used to produce a spark.  b. A small solid cylinder of a 

spark-producing alloy, used in lighters to ignite the fuel.   3. A piece of flint used 

as a tool by primitive human beings.  4. Something resembling flint in hardness:  

a jaw of flint.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

Flint (flVnt)  A city of southeast-central Michigan north-northwest of Detroit. 

Founded on the site of a fur-trading post established in 1819, it became an auto-

mobile-manufacturing center in the early 1900’s. Population, 140,761. 

Flint (flVnt), Austin. 1812-1886.  American physician who discovered the irregu-

lar heart sound that came to be called the Austin Flint murmur. 



flint corn (flVnt kôrn) n.  A variety of corn (Zea mays var. indurata) having 

small, hard grains.  See Regional note at johnnycake. 
flint glass (flVnt gl4s) n.  A soft, fusible, lustrous, brilliant lead-oxide optical 

glass with high refraction and low dispersion.  Also called lead glass 

flint·head (flVntùhHdÙ) n.  See wood ibis. 
flint·lock (flVntùlmkÙ) n.  1. An obsolete gunlock in which a flint embedded in 

the hammer produces a spark that ignites the charge.  2. A firearm having this 

type of gunlock. In this sense, also calledfirelock 

Flint River (flVnt rVvùNr)  A river of western Georgia flowing about 531 km (330 

mi) generally southward to join the Chattahoochee River and form the Apalachi-

cola River at the Florida border. 

flint·y (flVnùtK) adj.  flint·i·er, flint·i·est. 1. Containing or composed of flint.  

2. Unyielding; stern:  a flinty manner.   —flintùi·ly adv.  —flintùi·ness n. 

flip (flVp) v.  flipped, flip·ping, flips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw or toss with a light, 

brisk motion:  flipped me the ball; flipped his hair out of his eyes.  2. To toss in the 

air, imparting a spin:  flip a coin.  3. a. To turn over or around, especially with a 

light, quick motion:  flip over a card; flipped the record to play the other side.  b. To 

turn through; leaf:  flipped the pages of the report.   4. To strike quickly or lightly; 

flick.  5. To move or act on with a quick motion:  flip a switch; flipped open her 

briefcase.   —  v.  intr. 1. To turn over:  The canoe flipped over in the rapids.  2. To 

turn a somersault in the air.  3. To move in twists and turns:  fish flipping about in 

the net.  4. To move quickly and lightly; snap:  The lid flipped open.  5. To leaf; 

browse:  flipped through the catalogue.  6. Slang. a. To go crazy. Often used with 

out.  b. To react strongly and especially enthusiastically:  She flipped over the new 

car.    —  n.  1. The act of flipping, especially: a. A flick or tap.  b. A short, quick 

movement:  a flip of the wrist.  c. A somersault.   2. Informal. A reversal; a flip-

flop.  3. A mixed drink made with any of various alcoholic beverages and often 

including beaten eggs.   —  adj.  flip·per, flip·pest. Informal. Marked by casual 

disrespect; impertinent:  a flip answer to a serious question.   —idiom. flip 
(one’s) lid. Slang. 1. To react strongly, as with anger or enthusiasm.  2. To go 

crazy.  [Perhaps imitative.]

flip·book (flVpùbtkÙ) n.  A small book consisting of a series of images that give 

the illusion of continuous movement when the edges of the pages are flipped 

quickly. 

flip chart (flVp chärt) n.  A chart consisting of sheets hinged at the top that can 

be flipped over to present information sequentially. 

flip-flop (flVpùflmpÙ) n.  1. The movement or sound of repeated flapping.  2. A 

backward somersault or handspring.  3. Informal. A reversal, as of a stand or 

position:  a foreign policy flip-flop.  4. A backless, often foam rubber sandal held 

to the foot at the big toe by means of a thong.  5. Electronics. An electronic circuit 



or mechanical device capable of assuming either of two stable states, especially a 

computer circuit used to store a single bit of information.   —flipù-flopÙ v. 

flip·pant (flVpùNnt) adj.  1. Marked by disrespectful levity or casualness; pert.  

2. Archaic. Talkative; voluble.  [Probably from FLIP.] —flipùpan·cy n.  —flipù-
pant·ly adv. 

flip·per (flVpùNr) n.  1. A wide, flat limb, as of a seal, whale, or other aquatic 

mammal, adapted for swimming.  2. A rubber covering for the foot having a flat, 

flexible portion that widens as it extends forward from the toes, used in swim-

ming and diving. In this sense, also calledfin1 

flip side (flVp sXd) n.  Informal. 1. The reverse side, as of a phonograph record.  

2. The opposite side: “The flip side of retrospectively savaging the loser is beatify-

ing... the winner” (Charles Krauthammer). 

flirt (flûrt) v.  flirt·ed, flirt·ing, flirts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make playfully roman-

tic or sexual overtures.  2. To deal playfully, triflingly, or superficially with:  flirt 

with danger.  3. To move abruptly or jerkily.   —  v.  tr. 1. To toss or flip suddenly.  

2. To move quickly.   —  n.  1. One given to flirting.  2. An abrupt, jerking move-

ment.  [Origin unknown.]

SYNONYMS: flirt, dally, play, toy, trifle. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to deal lightly, casually, or flippantly with someone or something”: flirted

with the idea of getting a job; dallying with music; can’t play with life; toyed with

the problem; a person not to be trifled with.

flir·ta·tion (flûr-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The practice of flirting.  2. A superficial and 

usually temporary romance.  3. A brief involvement. 

flir·ta·tious (flûr-t7ùshNs) adj.  1. Given to flirting.  2. Full of playful allure:  a 

flirtatious glance.   —flir·taùtious·ly adv.  —flir·taùtious·ness n. 

flit (flVt) v.  intr. flit·ted, flit·ting, flits. 1. To move about rapidly and nimbly.  

2. To move quickly from one condition or location to another.  See Synonyms at 

flutter.   —  n.  1. A fluttering or darting movement.  2. Informal. An empty-

headed, silly, often erratic person.  [Middle English flitten, from Old Norse flytja, 

to carry about, convey. See pleu- in Appendix.] —flitùter n. 

flitch (flVch) n.  1. A salted and cured side of bacon.  2. A longitudinal cut from 

the trunk of a tree.  3. One of several planks secured together to form a single 

beam.  [Middle English flicche, from Old English flicce.]

flit·ter (flVtùNr) v.  intr. flit·tered, flit·ter·ing, flit·ters. To flutter.  See Syn-

onyms at flutter.  [Frequentative of FLIT.]

float (flot) v.  float·ed, float·ing, floats.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To remain sus-

pended within or on the surface of a fluid without sinking.  b. To be suspended 

in or move through space as if supported by a liquid.   2. To move from place to 

place, especially at random.  3. To move easily or lightly: “Miss Golightly... floated 



round in their arms light as a scarf” (Truman Capote).  4. Economics. To find a 

level in relationship to other currencies solely in response to the law of supply and 

demand:  allowed the dollar to float.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to remain suspended 

without sinking or falling.  2. a. To put into the water; launch:  float a ship; float a 

navy.  b. To start or establish (a business enterprise, for example).   3. To flood 

(land), as for irrigation.  4. Economics. To allow (the exchange value of a cur-

rency) to find freely its real level in relationship to other currencies.  5. To release 

(a security) for sale.  6. To arrange for (a loan).  7. To make the surface of (plas-

ter, for example) level or smooth.  8. Computer Science. To convert (data) from 

fixed-point notation to floating-point notation.   —  n.  1. Something that floats, 

as: a. A raft.  b. A buoy.  c. A life preserver.  d. A buoyant object, such as a cork, 

used to hold a net or fishing line afloat.  e. A landing platform attached to a 

wharf and floating on the water.  f. A floating ball attached to a lever to regulate 

the water level in a tank.   2. Biology. An air-filled sac or structure that aids in the 

flotation of an aquatic organism.  Also called air bladder, air vesicle.  3. A deco-

rated exhibit or scene mounted on a mobile platform and pulled or driven in a 

parade.  4. A sum of money representing checks that are outstanding.  5. A tool 

for smoothing the surface of plaster or cement.  6. A soft drink with ice cream 

floating in it.  See Regional note at milk shake.  [Middle English floten, from 

Old English flotian. See pleu- in Appendix.] —floatùa·ble adj. 

float·age (floùtVj) n.  Variant of flotage. 
float·a·tion (flo-t7ùshNn) n.  Variant of flotation. 
float·er (floùtNr) n.  1. One, such as a person or an object, that floats or is capa-

ble of floating.  2. One who wanders; a drifter.  3. An employee who is reassigned 

from job to job or shift to shift within an operation.  4. One who votes illegally in 

different polling places.  5. An insurance policy that protects movable property in 

transit or regularly subject to use in varying places.  6. Slang. A corpse that is 

recovered from a body of water, especially when it has been there for some time.  

7. floaters. Specks or small threads in the visual field, usually perceived to be 

moving, that are caused by minute aggregations of cells or proteins in the vitreous 

humor of the eye. 

float·ing (floùtVng) adj.  1. Buoyed on or suspended in or as if in a fluid.  2. Not 

secured in place; unattached.  3. Inclined to move or be moved about:  a floating 

meeting; floating crap games.  4. Economics. a. Available for use; in circulation. 

Used of capital.  b. Short-term and usually unfunded. Used of a debt.   

5. Designed or constructed to operate smoothly and without vibration.  6. Of or 

relating to an organ of the body that is movable or out of normal position:  a 

floating kidney. 

floating dock (floùtVng dmk) n.  1. A structure that can be submerged to per-

mit the entry and docking of a ship and then raised to lift the ship from the water 



for repairs.  Also called floating drydock 2. A dock that is supported by metal 

pipes on which it can move up and down with the rise and fall of the water level. 

floating island (floùtVng XùlNnd) n.  A dessert of soft custard with mounds of 

beaten egg whites or whipped cream floating on its surface. 

float·ing-point (floùtVng-pointÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a method of 

writing numeric quantities with a mantissa representing the value of the digits 

and a characteristic indicating the power of the number base, such as 3 ∞ 10–5. 

floating rib (floùtVng rVb) n.  A false rib whose anterior end is unattached. The 

lowest two pairs of human ribs are floating ribs. 

float·plane (flotùpl7nÙ) n.  An aircraft equipped with one or more floats for 

landing on or taking off from a body of water. 

floc (flmk) n.  A flocculent mass formed in a fluid through precipitation or aggre-

gation of suspended particles.  [Short for FLOCCULUS.]

floc·cose (flmkùos) adj.  Botany. Covered with tufts of soft hair, as the fruits of 

quince.  [Late Latin floccosus, from Latin floccus, tuft of wool.]

floc·cu·late (flmkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  floc·cu·lat·ed, floc·cu·lat·ing, floc·cu·lates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause (soil) to form lumps or masses.  2. To cause (clouds) to form 

fluffy masses.   —  v.  intr. To form lumpy or fluffy masses.   —  n.  Something 

that has formed lumpy or fluffy masses.   —flocÙcu·laùtion n. 

floc·cule (flmkùyul) n.  A small, loosely held mass or aggregate of fine particles, 

resembling a tuft of wool and suspended in or precipitated from a solution.  Also 

called flock2 [New Latin flocculus, flocculus. See FLOCCULUS.]

floc·cu·lent (flmkùyN-lNnt) adj.  1. Having a fluffy or woolly appearance.  

2. Chemistry. Made up of or containing woolly masses.  3. Zoology. Having a soft, 

waxy, and woollike covering, as certain insects.   —flocùcu·lence n.  

—flocùcu·lent·ly adv. 

floc·cu·lus (flmkùyN-lNs) n.  pl. floc·cu·li (-lXÙ). 1. A small fluffy mass or tuft.  

2. Anatomy. Either of two small lobes on the lower posterior border of the cere-

bellum.  3. Astronomy. Any of various cloudlike masses of gases appearing as 

bright or dark patches on the surface of the sun.  [New Latin, diminutive of Latin 

floccus, tuft of wool.]

flock1 (flmk) n.  1. A group of animals that live, travel, or feed together.  2. A 

group of people under the leadership of one person, especially the members of a 

church.  3. A large crowd or number:  had a flock of questions.  See Usage Note at 

collective noun.   —  v.  intr. flocked, flock·ing, flocks. To congregate or 

travel in a flock or crowd.  [Middle English flok, from Old English floc.]

SYNONYMS: flock, flight, herd, drove, pack, gang, gaggle, bevy, brood. These

nouns denote a number of animals, birds, or fish considered collectively, and

some have human connotations. Flock is applied to a congregation of animals of

one kind, especially sheep or goats herded by human beings, and to any congre-



gation of wild or domesticated birds, especially when on the ground. It is also

applicable to people who form the membership of a church or to people under

someone’s care or supervision. Flight refers to a flock of birds in flight. Herd is

used of a number of animals, especially cattle, herded by human beings; or of wild

animals such as antelope, elephants, and zebras; or of whales and seals. Applied

to people, it is used disparagingly of a crowd or of the masses and suggests the

gregarious aspect of crowd psychology. Drove is used of a herd or flock of cattle,

sheep, geese, or the like, that are being moved or driven from one place to another;

less often it refers to a crowd of people in movement. Pack is applicable to any

body of animals, especially wolves, or of birds, especially grouse, and to a body of

hounds trained to hunt as a unit. It also refers disparagingly to a band or group

of persons. Gang refers to a herd, especially of buffalo or elk; to a pack of wolves

or wild dogs; or to various associations of persons, especially when engaged in

violent or criminal pursuits. Gaggle denotes a flock of geese. Bevy is used of a

company of roe deer, larks, or quail. Brood is applicable to offspring that are still

under the care of a mother, especially the offspring of domestic and game birds

or, less formally, of human beings. • The following related terms are used as in-

dicated: cast, the number of hawks or falcons cast off at one time, usually a pair;

cete, a company of badgers; covert, a flock of coots; covey, a family of grouse, par-

tridges, or other game birds; drift, a drove or herd, especially of hogs; exaltation,

a flight of larks; fall, a family of woodcock in flight; gam, a school of whales, or

a social congregation of whalers, especially at sea; kennel, a number of hounds or

dogs housed in one place or under the same ownership; kindle, a brood or litter,

especially of kittens; litter, the total number of offspring produced at a single birth

by a multiparous mammal; muster, a flock of peacocks; nide, a brood of pheasants;

pod, a small herd of seals or whales; pride, a company of lions; rout, a company

of people or animals in movement, especially knights or wolves; school, a congre-

gation of fish, or aquatic mammals such as dolphins or porpoises; shrewdness, a

company of apes; skein, a flight of wildfowl, especially geese; skulk, a congregation

of vermin, especially foxes, or of thieves; sloth, a company of bears; sord, a flight

of mallards; sounder, a herd of wild boar; stable, a number of horses housed in

one place or under the same ownership; swarm, a colony of insects, such as ants,

bees, or wasps, especially when migrating to a new nest or hive; troop, a number

of animals, birds, or people, especially when on the move; warren, the inhabitants,

such as rabbits, of a warren; watch, a flock of nightingales; and wisp, a flock of

birds, especially of snipe. See also Synonyms at crowd

flock2 (flmk) n.  1. A tuft, as of fiber or hair.  2. Waste wool or cotton used for 

stuffing furniture and mattresses.  3. An inferior grade of wool added to cloth for 

extra weight.  4. Pulverized wool or felt that is applied to paper, cloth, or metal to 

produce a texture or pattern.  5.  See floccule.   —  v.  tr. flocked, flock·ing, 



flocks. 1. To stuff with waste wool or cotton.  2. To texture or pattern with pul-

verized wool or felt.  [Middle English flok, from Old French floc, from Latin floc-

cus, tuft of wool.]

Flod·den (flmdùn)  A hill of northern England near the Scottish border. It was 

the site of the Battle of Flodden Field (September 9, 1513) in which the English 

defeated the Scots under James IV, who was killed in the massive slaughter. 

floe (flo) n.  1. An ice floe.  2. A segment that has separated from such an ice 

mass.  [Probably from Norwegian flo, layer, from Old Norse flo. See pl7k-1 in 

Appendix.]

flog (flmg, flôg) v.  tr. flogged, flog·ging, flogs. 1. To beat severely with a 

whip or rod.  2. Informal. To publicize aggressively:  flogging a new book.  [Per-

haps from alteration of Latin flagell7re. See FLAGELLATE.] —flogùger n. 

flood (flƒd) n.  1. An overflowing of water onto land that is normally dry.  2. A 

flood tide.  3. An abundant flow or outpouring:  received a flood of applications.  

See Synonyms at flow.  4. A floodlight, specifically a unit that produces a beam 

of intense light.  5. Flood. The universal deluge recorded in the Old Testament as 

having occurred during the life of Noah. Often used with the.   —  v.  flood·ed, 
flood·ing, floods.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover or submerge with or as if with a flood; 

inundate:  My desk is flooded with paper.  2. To fill with an abundance or an 

excess:  flood the market with cheap foreign goods.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become inun-

dated or submerged.  2. To pour forth; overflow.  [Middle English flod, from Old 

English flod. See pleu- in Appendix.]

flood·gate (flƒdùg7tÙ) n.  1. A gate used to control the flow of a body of water.  

Also called water gate 2. Something that restrains a flood or an outpouring:  a 

ruling that opened the floodgates to refugees seeking asylum. 

flood·light (flƒdùlXtÙ) n.  1. Artificial light in an intensely bright and broad 

beam.  2. A unit that produces a beam of intense light; a flood.   —  v.  tr. 

flood·light·ed or flood·lit (-lVtÙ), flood·light·ing, flood·lights. To illumi-

nate with a floodlight. 

flood·plain also flood plain (flƒdùpl7nÙ) n.  A plain bordering a river and 

subject to flooding. 

flood tide also flood·tide (flƒdùtXdÙ) n.  1. The incoming or rising tide; the 

period between low water and the succeeding high water.  2. A climax or high 

point:  a flood tide of fears. 

flood·wall (flƒdùwôlÙ) n.  A wall built along a shore or bank to protect an area 

from floods. 

flood·wat·er (flƒdùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  The water of a flood. Often used in the 

plural. 

floor (flôr, flor) n.  Abbr. fl. 1. a. The surface of a room on which one stands.  

b. The lower or supporting surface of a structure.   2. a. A story or level of a 

building.  b. The occupants of such a story:  The entire floor complained about the 



noise.   3. A level surface or area used for a specified purpose:  a dance floor; a 

threshing floor.  4. The surface of a structure on which vehicles travel.  5. a. The 

part of a legislative chamber or meeting hall where members are seated and from 

which they speak.  b. The right to address an assembly, as granted under parlia-

mentary procedure.  c. The body of assembly members:  a motion from the floor.   

6. The part of a room or building where the principal business or work takes 

place, especially: a. The area of an exchange where securities are traded.  b. The 

part of a retail store in which merchandise is displayed and sales are made.  c. The 

area of a factory where the product is manufactured or assembled.   7. The 

ground or lowermost surface, as of a forest or an ocean.  8. A lower limit or base:  

a pricing floor; a bidding floor.   —  v.  tr. floored, floor·ing, floors. 1. To pro-

vide with a floor.  2. Informal. To press (the accelerator of a motor vehicle) to the 

floor.  3. a. To knock down.  b. To stun; overwhelm:  The very idea floored me.   

[Middle English flor, from Old English flor. See pelN-2 in Appendix.] —floorùer 
n. 

floor·age (flôrùVj, florù-) n.  Floor space. 

floor·board (flôrùbôrdÙ, florùbordÙ) n.  1. A board in a floor.  2. The floor of a 

motor vehicle. 

floor exercise (flôr HkùsNr-sXzÙ) n.  Sports. An event in competitive gymnastics 

that consists of various tumbling maneuvers performed on a mat. 

floor·ing (flôrùVng, florù-) n.  1. A floor.  2. Material, such as lumber or tile, 

used in making floors. 

floor lamp (flôr l4mp) n.  A tall lamp with a base that stands on the floor. 

floor leader (flôr lKùdNr) n.  The member of a legislature chosen by fellow 

party members to be in charge of the party’s activities on the floor. 

floor manager (flôr m4nùV-jNr) n.  1.  See floorwalker.  2. A person who is 

in charge of directing something, such as activities at a political convention, from 

the floor. 

floor plan (flôr pl4n) n.  A scale diagram of a room or building drawn as if seen 

from above. 

floor sample (flôr s4mùpNl) n.  Merchandise sold at a reduced price because it 

has been a display or demonstration model. 

floor·show (flôrùshoÙ, florù-) n.  A series of entertainments presented in a 

nightclub. 

floor·walk·er (flôrùwôÙkNr, florù-) n.  An employee of a department store who 

supervises sales personnel and assists customers.  Also called floor manager 

floo·zy also floo·zie (fluùzK) n.  pl. floo·zies. Slang. A woman regarded as 

gaudy or tawdry.  [Origin unknown.]

flop (flmp) v.  flopped, flop·ping, flops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fall or lie down 

heavily and noisily.  2. To move about loosely or limply:  The dog’s ears flopped 

when it ran.  3. Informal. To fail utterly:  The play flopped.  4. Slang. a. To rest 



idly; lounge.  b. To go to bed.    —  v.  tr. To drop or lay (something) down heavily 

and noisily:  flopped the steak onto a platter.   —  n.  1. The act of flopping.  

2. The sound made when flopping.  3. Informal. An utter failure.  [Alteration of 

FLAP.] —flopùper n. 

flop·house (flmpùhousÙ) n.  A cheap, run-down hotel or boarding house. 

flop·py (flmpùK) adj.  flop·pi·er, flop·pi·est. Tending to flop; loose and flexi-

ble.  See Synonyms at limp.   —  n.  pl. flop·pies. Computer Science. A floppy 

disk.   —flopùpi·ly adv.  —flopùpi·ness n. 

floppy disk (flmpùK dVsk) n.  Computer Science. A flexible plastic disk coated 

with magnetic material and covered by a protective jacket, used primarily in 

microcomputers and minicomputers to store data magnetically.  Also called dis-

kette 

flo·ra (flôrùN, florùN) n.  pl. flo·ras or flo·rae (flôrùKÙ, florùKÙ). 1. Plants consid-

ered as a group, especially the plants of a particular country, region, or time.  2. A 

treatise describing the plants of a region or time.  3. The bacteria and other 

microorganisms that normally inhabit a bodily organ or part:  intestinal flora.  

[From FLORA.]

Flo·ra (flôrùN, florùN) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess of flowers.  [Latin Flora, 

from flos, flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

flo·rae (flôrùKÙ, florùKÙ) n.  A plural of flora. 
flo·ral (flôrùNl, florù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or suggestive of a flower:  a fabric with 

a floral pattern.   —floùral·ly adv. 

floral cup (flôrùNl kƒp) n.  A tubular or cup-shaped structure of a flower, bear-

ing on its rim the sepals, petals, and stamens. 

floral envelope (flôrùNl HnùvN-lopÙ) n.  The perianth of a flower. 

Flo·ral Park (flôrùNl pärk, florù-)  A village of southeast New York on western 

Long Island, a residential suburb of New York City. Population, 15,947. 

floral tube (flôrùNl tub) n.  A tube usually formed by the basal fusion of the 

perianth and stamens, as in the flowers of the daffodil. 

flo·re·at·ed (flôrùK-7ÙtVd, florù-) adj.  Variant of floriated. 
Flor·ence (flôrùNns, flmrù-)  1.  or Also Fi·ren·ze (fK-rHnùdzH) A city of central 

Italy on the Arno River east of Pisa. Originally an Etruscan settlement, then a 

Roman town, Florence was a powerful city-state under the Medici family during 

the Italian Renaissance, with a brilliant artistic flowering led by Giotto, Michelan-

gelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Dante, and Raphael. Population, 453,293.  2. A city of 

northwest Alabama on the Tennessee River west-northwest of Decatur. Founded 

in 1818, it is highly industrialized. Population, 36,426.  3. An unincorporated 

community of southern California, a residential and manufacturing suburb of 

Los Angeles. Population, 38,000.  4. A city of north-central Kentucky southwest 

of Cincinnati, Ohio, in a farming region. Population, 18,624.  5. A city of north-



east South Carolina east-northeast of Columbia. It has been a transportation cen-

ter since the Civil War. Population, 29,813. 

Florence fennel (flôrùNns fHnùNl) n.  See finocchio. 
Flo·ren·ci·o Va·re·la (flN-rHnùsK-o vN-rHlùN, flô-rHnùsyô vä-rHùlä)  A city of 

eastern Argentina, an industrial suburb of Buenos Aires. Population, 165,842. 

Flor·en·tine (flôrùNn-tKnÙ, -tXnÙ, flmrù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to Florence, Italy.  

2. Of or relating to the style of art and architecture that flourished in Florence, 

Italy, during the Renaissance.  3.  Often florentine. Having or characterizing a 

dull chased or rubbed finish. Used of gold.  4. Prepared, cooked, or served with 

spinach.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of Florence, Italy.  [Latin FlorentXnus, 

from Florentia, Florence, Italy.]

Flo·res (flôrùVs, -Kz, florù-)  An island of eastern Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas 

on the Flores Sea, between the eastern end of the Java Sea and the western end 

of the Banda Sea south of Sulawesi. The island came under Dutch influence in the 

17th century, although the Portuguese held the eastern end until 1851. 

Flo·res (flôùrHs), Juan José. 1800-1864.  Ecuadorian general and politician who 

was active in his country’s struggle for independence. He was appointed Ecua-

dor’s first president in 1830 and served two terms (1830-1835 and 1839-1845). 

flo·res·cence (flô-rHsùNns, flN-) n.  A condition, time, or period of flowering.  

See Synonyms at bloom1.  [New Latin florKscentia, from Latin florKscKns, florKs-

cent- present participle of florKscere inchoative of florKre, to flower, bloom. See 

FLOURISH.] —flo·resùcent adj. 

flo·ret (flôrùVt, florù-) n.  A small or reduced flower, especially one of the grasses 

and composite plants, such as a daisy.  [Middle English flouret, from Old French 

florete, diminutive of flor, flower. See FLOWER.]

Flo·rey (flôrùK, florùK), Sir Howard Walter Baron Florey of Adelaide. 1898-

1968.  Australian-born British pathologist. He shared a 1945 Nobel Prize for iso-

lating and purifying penicillin, discovered in 1928 by Sir Alexander Fleming. 

Flo·ri·a·nó·po·lis (flôrÙK-N-nmpùN-lVs, flor-, flôÙryN-nôùpt-lKsÙ)  A city of 

southeast Brazil on an island just off the coast. It is a port linked to the mainland 

by a suspension bridge. Population, 153,652. 

flo·ri·at·ed also flo·re·at·ed (flôrùK-7ÙtVd, florù-) adj.  Decorated with floral 

designs.  [From Latin flos, flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

flo·ri·bun·da (flôrÙN-bƒnùdN, florÙ-) n.  Any of several hybrid roses bearing 

numerous single or double flowers.  [New Latin, feminine of floribundus, blos-

soming freely, from Latin flos, flor-, flower. See FLOWER.]

flo·ri·cane (flôrùV-k7nÙ, florù-) n.  The flowering and fruiting stem of a biennial 

plant, especially of a bramble.  [Latin flos, flor-, flower; see FLOWER + CANE.]

flo·ri·cul·ture (flôrùV-kƒlÙchNr, florù-) n.  The cultivation of flowering and 

ornamental plants.  [Latin flos, flor-, flower; see FLOWER + CULTURE.] 
—floÙri·culùtur·al adj.  —floÙri·culùtur·al·ly adv.  —floÙri·culùtur·ist n. 



flor·id (flôrùVd, flmrù-) adj.  1. Flushed with rosy color; ruddy.  2. Very ornate; 

flowery:  a florid prose style.  See Synonyms at ornate.  3. Archaic. Healthy.  

4. Obsolete. Abounding in or covered with flowers.  [French floride, from Latin 

floridus, from flos, flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —flo·ridùi·ty (flN-

rVdùV-tK, flô-), florùid·ness n.  —florùid·ly adv. 

Flor·i·da (flôrùV-dN, flmrù-) Abbr. FL, Fla.  A state of the southeast United States 

bordering on the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. It was admitted as the 

27th state in 1845. The peninsula was first discovered by Juan Ponce de León in 

1513 and became the center of a Spanish settlement that included the southeast 

part of the present-day United States. Spain finally ceded the area in 1819. Talla-

hassee is the capital and Jacksonville the largest city. Population, 13,003,362.   
—Flo·ridùi·an (flN-rVdùK-Nn), Florùi·dan (-Vd-n)  adj.  & n. 

Florida, Straits of. Also Florida Strait..  A sea passage between Cuba and the 

Florida Keys, linking the Gulf of Mexico with the Atlantic Ocean. 

Florida arrowroot (flôrùV-dN 4rùo-rutÙ) n.  Coontie. 

Florida Keys (flôrùV-dN kKz)  A chain of small coral and limestone islands and 

reefs extending about 241 km (150 mi) in a southwestward arc from south of 

Miami to Key West. The Keys are popular tourist resorts noted for their fishing 

and tropical vegetation. 

Florida Strait (flôrùV-dN str7t)  See Straits of Florida. 
flo·rid·e·an starch (flN-rVdùK-Nn stärch) n.  Botany. The storage carbohydrate 

of the red algae.  [From New Latin Florideae, subclass of red algae, from Latin 

floridus, flowery. See FLORID.]

flo·rif·er·ous (flô-rVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing flowers.  [From Latin florifer, bearing 

flowers  : flos, flor-, flower; see FLOWER + -fer, -fer.] —flo·rifùer·ous·ly adv.  

—flo·rifùer·ous·ness n. 

flor·i·gen (flôrùN-jNn, florù-) n.  A plant hormone that promotes flowering.  

[Latin flos, flor-, flower; see bhel-3 in Appendix + -GEN.] —florÙi·genùic (-

jHnùVk) adj. 

flor·in (flôrùVn, flmrù-) n.  Abbr. fl. 1. A guilder.  2. A British coin worth two shil-

lings.  3. a. A gold coin first issued at Florence, Italy, in 1252.  b. Any of several 

gold coins similar to the Florentine florin, formerly used in Europe.   [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Old Italian fiorino, from fiore, flower (from the 

lily on the coins), from Latin flos, flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

Flor·in (flôrùVn, flmrù-)  A community of central California, a suburb of Sacra-

mento. Population, 24,330. 

Flo·ri·o (flôrùK-oÙ, florù-), John. 1553?-1625.  English lexicographer noted for 

his Italian-English dictionary (1598) and his translations of Montaigne’s essays 

(1603). 



Flor·is·sant (flôrùV-sNnt, florù-)  A city of eastern Missouri, a residential suburb 

of St. Louis. It was settled by French farmers and fur trappers in the 1760’s. Popu-

lation, 51,206. 

flo·rist (flôrùVst, florù-, flmrù-) n.  One in the business of raising or selling flowers 

and ornamental plants.  [Latin flos, flor-, flower; see bhel-3 in Appendix + -IST.] 
—floùrist·ry n. 

flo·rist·ics (flô-rVsùtVks, flo-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the num-

ber, distribution, and relationships of plant species in one or more areas. 

-florous suff.  Having a specified kind or number of flowers:  tubuliflorous.  

[From Late Latin -florus, from Latin flos, flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

flo·ru·it (flôrùyu-Vt, -u-, florù-, flmrù-) n.  Abbr. fl. The period during which a 

person, school, or movement was most active or flourishing.  [Latin floruit, third 

person sing. perfect tense of florKre, to flourish. See FLOURISH.]

Flo·ry (flôrùK, florùK), Paul John. 1910-1985.  American chemist. He won a 1974 

Nobel Prize for developing methods of studying long-chain molecules. 

floss (flôs, flms) n.  1. Dental floss.  2. Short or waste silk fibers, especially from 

the outer surface of the cocoon of a silkworm.  3. Soft, loosely twisted thread, as 

of silk or cotton, used in embroidery.  4. A downy or silky fibrous substance, such 

as corn silk or silk cotton.   —  v.  flossed, floss·ing, floss·es.  —  v.  tr. To 

clean between (teeth) with dental floss.   —  v.  intr. To use dental floss.  [Perhaps 

alteration of French floche, tuft of wool, from Old French floc, floche, from Latin 

floccus.] —flossùer n. 

floss·y (flôùsK, flmsùK) adj.  floss·i·er, floss·i·est. 1. Superficially stylish; slick:  

wrote flossy articles about the lifestyles of the rich.  2. Of, relating to, or resembling 

floss.   —flossùi·ly adv.  —flossùi·ness n. 

flo·tage also float·age (floùtVj) n.  1.  See flotation (n., sense 1).  2. Floating 

objects or material; flotsam. 

flo·ta·tion also float·a·tion (flo-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or condition 

of floating.  Also called flotage 2. The act or an instance of launching or initiat-

ing, especially the floating of stocks or bonds or the financing of a business ven-

ture by floating stocks or bonds.  3. The process of separating different materials, 

especially minerals, by agitating a pulverized mixture of the materials with water, 

oil, and chemicals. Differential wetting of the suspended particles causes unwet-

ted particles to be carried by air bubbles to the surface for collection.  4. The 

capability, especially of a vehicle tread or tire, to remain on top of a soft surface, 

such as sand, wet ground, or snow. 

flotation device (flo-t7ùshNn dV-vXsù) n.  A life preserver. 

flo·til·la (flo-tVlùN) n.  1. a. A small fleet.  b. A fleet of small craft.   2. A U.S. 

Navy organizational unit of two or more squadrons of small warships.  

3. Informal. A group of vehicles owned or operated as a unit: “Now [the limou-

sine service] has a flotilla of about 150 cars, more than 200 uniformed chauffeurs” 



(People).  [Spanish, diminutive of flota, fleet, from Old French flote, from Old 

Norse floti. See pleu- in Appendix.]

flot·sam (flmtùsNm) n.  1. a. Wreckage or cargo that remains afloat after a ship 

has sunk.  b. Floating refuse or debris.   2. Discarded odds and ends.  3. Vagrant, 

usually destitute people.  [Anglo-Norman floteson, from Old French floter, to 

float, of Germanic origin. See pleu- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Flotsam, in maritime law, applies to wreckage or cargo left float-

ing on the sea after a shipwreck. Jetsam applies to cargo or equipment thrown

overboard (jettisoned) from a ship in distress and either sunk or washed ashore.

The common phrase flotsam and jetsam is now used loosely to describe any ob-

jects found floating or washed ashore.

flounce1 (flouns) n.  A strip of decorative, usually gathered or pleated material 

attached by one edge, as on a garment or curtain.   —  v.  tr. flounced, 
flounc·ing, flounc·es. To trim with a strip or strips of gathered or pleated 

material.  [Alteration of frounce, from Middle English, pleat, from Old French 

fronce, of Germanic origin. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

flounce2 (flouns) v.  intr. flounced, flounc·ing, flounc·es. 1. a. To move in 

a lively or bouncy manner:  The children flounced around the room in their cos-

tumes.  b. To move with exaggerated or affected motions:  flounced petulantly out 

of the house.   2. To move clumsily; flounder.   —  n.  The act or motion of 

flouncing.  [Possibly of Scandinavian origin.]

flounc·ing (flounùsVng) n.  1. Material used to make flounces.  2. A flounce or 

an arrangement of flounces, as on a curtain. 

floun·der1 (flounùdNr) v.  intr. floun·dered, floun·der·ing, floun·ders. 
1. To make clumsy attempts to move or regain one’s balance.  2. To move or act 

clumsily and in confusion.  See Synonyms at blunder. See Usage Note at 

founder1.   —  n.  The act of floundering.  [Probably alteration of FOUNDER
1.]

floun·der2 (flounùdNr) n.  pl. flounder or floun·ders. Any of various marine 

flatfishes of the families Bothidae and Pleuronectidae, which include important 

food fishes.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman floundre, of Scandinavian 

origin. See plat- in Appendix.]

flour (flour) n.  1. A fine, powdery foodstuff obtained by grinding and sifting 

the meal of a grain, especially wheat, used chiefly in baking.  2. Any of various 

similar finely ground or powdered foodstuffs, as of cassava, fish, or bananas.  

3. A soft, fine powder.   —  v.  tr. floured, flour·ing, flours. 1. To cover or coat 

with flour.  2. To make into flour.  [Middle English. See FLOWER.] —flourùy adj. 

flour·ish (flûrùVsh, flƒrù-) v.  flour·ished, flour·ish·ing, flour·ish·es.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To grow well or luxuriantly; thrive:  The crops flourished in the rich bottom-

land.  2. To do or fare well; prosper: “No village on the railroad failed to flourish” 



(John Kenneth Galbraith).  3. To be in a period of highest productivity, excel-

lence, or influence:  an anonymous poet who flourished in the tenth century; 

painted when Impressionism was flourishing.  4. To make bold, sweeping move-

ments:  The banner flourished in the wind.   —  v.  tr. To wield, wave, or exhibit 

dramatically.   —  n.  1. A dramatic or stylish movement, as of waving or bran-

dishing: “A few... musicians embellish their performance with a flourish of the fin-

gers” (Frederick D. Bennett).  2. An embellishment or ornamentation:  signed her 

name with a distinctive flourish; a long speech with many rhetorical flourishes.  

3. An ostentatious act or gesture:  a flourish of generosity.  4. Music. A showy or 

ceremonious passage, such as a fanfare.  [Middle English florishen, from Old 

French florir, floriss-, from Vulgar Latin *florXre, from Latin florKre, from flos, 

flor-, flower. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —flourùish·er n.  

SYNONYMS: flourish, brandish, wave. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to swing back and forth boldly and dramatically”: flourished her newly

signed contract; brandish a sword; waving a baton.

flout (flout) v.  flout·ed, flout·ing, flouts.  —  v.  tr. To show contempt for; 

scorn:  flout a law; behavior that flouted convention.  See Usage Note at flaunt.   
—  v.  intr. To be scornful.   —  n.  A contemptuous action or remark; an insult.  

[Perhaps from Middle English flouten, to play the flute, from Old French flauter, 

from flaute, flute. See FLUTE.] —floutùer n.  —floutùing·ly adv. 

flow (flo) v.  flowed, flow·ing, flows.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To move or run 

smoothly with unbroken continuity, as in the manner characteristic of a fluid.  

b. To issue in a stream; pour forth:  Sap flowed from the gash in the tree.   2. To 

circulate, as the blood in the body.  3. To move with a continual shifting of the 

component particles:  wheat flowing into the bin; traffic flowing through the tun-

nel.  4. To proceed steadily and easily:  The preparations flowed smoothly.  5. To 

exhibit a smooth or graceful continuity:  The cadence of the poem flowed grace-

fully.  6. To hang loosely and gracefully:  The cape flowed from his shoulders.  7. To 

rise. Used of the tide.  8. To arise; derive:  Several conclusions flow from this 

hypothesis.  9. a. To abound or teem:  coffers flowing with treasure.  b. To stream 

copiously; flood:  Contributions flowed in from all parts of the country.   10. To 

menstruate.  11. To undergo plastic deformation without cracking or breaking. 

Used of rocks, metals, or minerals.   —  v.  tr. 1. To release as a flow:  trees flowing 

thin sap.  2. To cause to flow: “One of the real keys to success is developing a system 

where you can flow traffic to yourselves” (Marc Klee).   —  n.  1. a. The act of 

flowing.  b. The smooth motion characteristic of fluids.   2. a. A stream or cur-

rent.  b. A flood or an overflow.  c. A residual mass that has stopped flowing:  a 

hardened lava flow.   3. a. A continuous output or outpouring:  a flow of ideas; 

produced a steady flow of articles and stories.  b. A continuous movement or circu-



lation:  the flow of traffic; a flow of paperwork across his desk.   4. The amount that 

flows in a given period of time.  5. The rising of the tide.  6. Continuity and 

smoothness of appearance.  7. A general movement or tendency:  As the lone dis-

senter in the group, she was going against the flow of opinion.  8. The sequence in 

which operations are performed.  9. An apparent ease or effortlessness of perfor-

mance: “An athlete must learn to forget the details of his or her training to achieve 

the instinctive sense of flow that characterizes a champion” (Frederick Turner).  

10. Menstrual discharge.  [Middle English flouen, from Old English flowan. See 

pleu- in Appendix.] —flowùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: flow, current, flood, flux, rush, stream, tide. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “something suggestive of running water”: a flow of

thought; the current of history; a flood of ideas; a flux of words; a rush of sympathy;

a stream of complaints; a tide of immigration. See also Synonyms at stem1

flow·age (floùVj) n.  1. The act of flowing or overflowing.  2. a. The state of 

being flooded.  b. A body of water, such as a lake or reservoir, formed by usually 

deliberate flooding.   3. An outflow or overflow.  4. The gradual plastic deforma-

tion of a solid body, as by heat. 

flow chart also flow·chart (floùchärtÙ) n.  A schematic representation of a 

sequence of operations, as in a manufacturing process or computer program.  

Also called flow diagram, flow sheet. 

flow-chart (floùchärtÙ) v.  tr. flow-·chart·ed, flow-·chart·ing, flow-
·charts. To design a flow chart for: “Carson put away the papers on which he had 

been flow-charting a system... for a prospering little manufacturer of electric reduc-

ing aids” (John Updike).   —flowù-chartÙing n. 

flow diagram (flo dXùN-gr4mÙ) n.  See flow chart. 
flow·er (flouùNr) n.  1. a. The reproductive structure of some seed-bearing 

plants, characteristically having either specialized male or female organs or both 

male and female organs, such as stamens and a pistil, enclosed in an outer enve-

lope of petals and sepals.  b. Such a structure having showy or colorful parts; a 

blossom.   2. A plant that is cultivated or appreciated for its blossoms.  3. The 

condition or a time of having developed flowers:  The azaleas were in full flower.  

4. Something, such as an ornament or a figure of speech, that resembles a flower 

in shape, fineness, or attractiveness.  5. The period of highest development; the 

peak.  See Synonyms at bloom1.  6. The highest example or best representative:  

the flower of our generation.  7. A natural development or outgrowth: “His atti-

tude was simply a flower of his general good nature” (Henry James).  8. flowers. 

Chemistry. A fine powder produced by condensation or sublimation of a com-

pound.   —  v.  flow·ered, flow·er·ing, flow·ers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To produce a 

flower or flowers; blossom.  2. To develop naturally or fully; mature:  His artistic 



talents flowered early.   —  v.  tr. To decorate with flowers or with a floral pattern.  

[Middle English flour, flower, best of anything, flour, from Old French flor, from 

Latin flos, flor-. See bhel-3 in Appendix.] —flowùer·er n.  —flowùer·less adj. 

flow·er·age (flouùNr-Vj) n.  1. Flowers considered as a group.  2. The process or 

state of flowering. 

flower bud (flouùNr bƒd) n.  A bud that will develop into a flower. 

flower bug (flouùNr bƒg) n.  Any of a group of bugs in the family Anthoc-

oridae, which feed on insects that infest flowers. 

flower child (flouùNr chXld) n.  Informal. A hippie, especially one advocating 

universal peace and love as antidotes to social or political ills.  [From the custom 

of carrying or wearing flowers to symbolize peace and love.] —flowùer-childÙ 
(flouùNr-chXldÙ) adj. 

flow·er·et (flouùNr-Vt) n.  A small flower; a floret. 

flower girl (flouùNr gûrl) n.  A young girl who carries flowers in a procession, 

especially at a wedding. 

flower head (flouùNr hHd) n.  1. Botany. A dense, short, compact cluster of 

sessile flowers, as of composite plants or clover.  Also called capitulum 2. A very 

dense grouping of flower buds, as in broccoli and cauliflower. 

flow·er·ing dogwood (flouùNr-Vng dôgùwtdÙ) n.  See dogwood. 
flowering maple (flouùNr-Vng m7ùpNl) n.  Any of various tropical plants of 

the genus Abutilon, having lobed leaves resembling those of the maple and vari-

ously colored flowers.  Also called abutilon, Indian mallow. 

flowering plant (flouùNr-Vng pl4nt) n.  A plant that produces flowers and 

fruit; an angiosperm. 

flowering quince (flouùNr-Vng kwVns) n.  Any of several shrubs of the genus 

Chaenomeles, native to Asia and having spiny branches and red or pink flowers. 

flowering wintergreen (flouùNr-Vng wVnùtNr-grKnÙ) n.  See fringed 
polygala. 

flower people (flouùNr pKùpNl) pl.n.  Informal. Hippies, especially ones advo-

cating universal peace and love. 

flow·er·pot (flouùNr-pmtÙ) n.  A pot in which plants are grown. 

flower power (flouùNr pouùNr) n.  Informal. A movement among hippies and 

especially flower people in the 1960’s and 1970’s, expressing countercultural or 

antiestablishment beliefs and ideals. 

flow·er·y (flouùN-rK) adj.  flow·er·i·er, flow·er·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, or 

suggestive of flowers:  a flowery perfume.  2. Abounding in or covered with flow-

ers.  3. Full of ornate or grandiloquent expressions; highly embellished:  a flowery 

speech.   —flowùer·i·ness n. 

flow meter (flo mKùtNr) n.  An instrument for monitoring, measuring, or 

recording the rate of flow, pressure, or discharge of a fluid, as of a gaseous fuel. 

flown1 (flon) v.  Past participle of fly1. 



flown2 (flon) adj.  Archaic. Filled to excess.  [Obsolete, past participle of FLOW.]

flow sheet (flo shKt) n.  See flow chart. 
flow·stone (floùstonÙ) n.  A layered deposit of calcium carbonate on rock 

where water has flowed or dripped, as on the walls of a cave. 

fl oz  or fl. oz. abbr.  Fluid ounce. 

flu (flu) n.  Informal. Influenza.  [Short for INFLUENZA.]

flub (flƒb) Informal. v.  tr. flubbed, flub·bing, flubs. To botch; bungle.   —  n.  

The act or an instance of botching or bungling: “Their literature leans toward a 

comedy of small social flubs and withered chastity” (James Wolcott).  [Origin 

unknown.] —flubùber n. 

flub·dub (flƒbùdƒbÙ) n.  Informal. Pretentious nonsense; bunkum.  [Origin 

unknown.]

fluc·tu·ate (flƒkùchu-7tÙ) v.  fluc·tu·at·ed, fluc·tu·at·ing, fluc·tu·ates.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To vary irregularly.  See Synonyms at swing.  2. To rise and fall in 

or as if in waves; undulate.   —  v.  tr. To cause to rise and fall or vary irregularly.  

[Latin fluctu7re, fluctu7t-, from fluctus, a flowing, from past participle of fluere, 

fluc-, to flow. See bhleu- in Appendix.] —flucùtu·ant (-Nnt) adj.  

—flucÙtu·aùtion n. 

flue1 (flu) n.  1. A pipe, tube, or channel for conveying hot air, gas, steam, or 

smoke, as from a furnace or fireplace to a chimney.  2. Music. a. An organ pipe 

sounded by means of a current of air striking a lip in the side of the pipe and 

causing the air within to vibrate.  Also called labial b. The lipped opening in such 

a pipe.   [Origin unknown.]

flue2 (flu) n.  A fishing net.  [Middle English, from Middle Dutch vl7we. See 

pleu- in Appendix.]

flue·gel·horn (fluùgNl-hôrnÙ, flüù-) n.  Music. Variant of flügelhorn. 
flu·ent (fluùNnt) adj.  1. a. Able to express oneself readily and effortlessly:  a 

fluent speaker; fluent in three languages.  b. Flowing effortlessly; polished:  speaks 

fluent Russian; gave a fluent performance of the sonata.   2. Flowing or moving 

smoothly; graceful:  a yacht with long, fluent curves.  3. Flowing or capable of 

flowing; fluid.  [Latin fluKns, fluent- present participle of fluere, to flow. See 

bhleu- in Appendix.] —fluùen·cy n.  —fluùent·ly adv. 

flue pipe (flu pXp) n.  Music. An organ pipe with a lipped opening; a flue. 

flu·er·ic (flu-HrùVk) adj.  Fluidic.  [Latin fluere, to flow; see bhleu- in Appendix 

+ -IC.]

flu·er·ics (flu-HrùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Fluidics. 

flue stop (flu stmp) n.  Music. An organ stop controlling a set of flue pipes. 

fluff (flƒf) n.  1. Light down or fuzz, as on a young bird or on a dandelion or 

milkweed seed.  2. Something having a very light, soft, or frothy consistency or 

appearance:  a fluff of meringue; a fluff of cloud.  3. Something of little substance 

or consequence, especially: a. Light or superficial entertainment:  The movie was 



just another bit of fluff from Hollywood.  b. Inflated or padded material:  The 

report was mostly fluff, with little new information.   4. Informal. An error, espe-

cially in the delivery of lines, as by an actor or announcer.   —  v.  fluffed, 
fluff·ing, fluffs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make fluffy:  fluff a pillow; a squirrel fluffing 

out its tail.  2. Informal. a. To ruin or mar by a mistake or blunder:  They fluffed 

their chance to participate in the playoffs by losing their last three games.  b. To for-

get or botch (one’s lines).    —  v.  intr. 1. To become fluffy.  2. Informal. To make 

an error, especially to forget or botch one’s lines.  [Origin unknown.]

fluff·y (flƒfùK) adj.  fluff·i·er, fluff·i·est. 1. a. Of, relating to, or resembling 

fluff.  b. Covered with fluff.   2. Light and airy; soft:  fluffy curls; a fluffy soufflé.  

3. a. Light or frivolous:  a fluffy musical comedy.  b. Lacking depth or precision; 

fuzzy:  hazy, fluffy thinking that only confused the matter.    —fluffùi·ly adv.  

—fluffùi·ness n. 

flü·gel·horn  or flue·gel·horn (fluùgNl-hôrnÙ, flüù-) n.  Music. A bugle with 

valves, similar to the cornet but having a wider bore.  [German  : Flügel, flank 

(from its use to summon flanks during a battle) (from Middle High German vlü-

gel, wing, flank); see pleu- in Appendix + Horn, horn (from Middle High Ger-

man, from Old High German); see ker-1 in Appendix.] —flüùgel·hornÙist n. 

flu·id (fluùVd) n.  Abbr. fl, fl. A continuous, amorphous substance whose mole-

cules move freely past one another and that has the tendency to assume the shape 

of its container; a liquid or gas.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

fluid.  2. Readily reshaped; pliable.  3. Smooth and flowing; graceful:  the fluid 

motion of a cat.  4. a. Changing or tending to change; variable:  a fluid situation 

fraught with uncertainty.  b. Characterized by or allowing social mobility: “Every-

one seems to... share in an intricate set of lore from the past and present whose deli-

ciousness somehow would be ruined if Britain were a truly fluid society” (Nicholas 

Lemann).   5. Convertible into cash:  fluid assets.  [From Middle English, flowing, 

from Old French fluide, from Latin fluidus, from fluere, to flow. See bhleu- in 

Appendix.] —flu·idùi·ty (-VdùV-tK), fluùid·ness n.  —fluùid·ly adv. 

fluid clutch (fluùVd klƒch) n.  See fluid drive. 
fluid dram (fluùVd dr4m) n.  Abbr. fl dr A unit of volume or capacity in the 

apothecary system, equal to 8 of a fluid ounce (3.70 milliliters). 

fluid drive (fluùVd drXv) n.  An automotive transmission coupling that pro-

vides a smooth start, consisting of two separate turbines that rotate on the same 

axis in a surrounding liquid, such that the turbine connected to the engine drives 

the turbine connected to the transmission.  Also called fluid clutch 

fluid dynamics (fluùVd dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

applied science that is concerned with the movement of gases and liquids. 

flu·id·ex·tract (fluÙVd-Hkùstr4ktÙ) n.  A concentrated alcohol solution of a 

vegetable drug of such strength that each milliliter contains the equivalent of one 

gram of the dry form of the drug. 



flu·id·ic (flu-VdùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a fluid.  

2. Relating to or controlled by fluidics. 

flu·id·ics (flu-VdùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The technology of using the 

flows and pressures of fluids in sensing, control, and information-processing sys-

tems with no moving parts. 

flu·id·ize (fluùV-dXzÙ) v.  tr. flu·id·ized, flu·id·iz·ing, flu·id·iz·es. 1. To make 

fluid.  2. To pulverize (a solid) so finely that it takes on most of the properties of 

a fluid.   —fluÙid·i·zaùtion (-V-dV-z7ùshNn) n. 

fluid mechanics (fluùVd mV-k4nùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch 

of mechanics that is concerned with the properties of gases and liquids. 

fluid ounce (fluùVd ouns) n.  Abbr. fl oz, fl. oz. 1. A unit of volume or capac-

ity in the U.S. Customary System, used in liquid measure, equal to 29.57 millili-

ters (1.804 cubic inches).  2. A unit of volume or capacity in the British Imperial 

System, used in liquid and dry measure, equal to 28.41 milliliters (1.734 cubic 

inches). 

fluke1 (fluk) n.  1. Any of various flatfishes, especially a flounder of the genus 

Paralichthys.  2.  See trematode.  [Middle English, from Old English floc. See 

pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

fluke2 (fluk) n.  1. Nautical. The triangular blade at the end of an arm of an 

anchor, designed to catch in the ground.  2. A barb or barbed head, as on an 

arrow or a harpoon.  3. Either of the two horizontally flattened divisions of the 

tail of a whale.  [Possibly from FLUKE
1.]

fluke3 (fluk) n.  1. A stroke of good luck.  2. A chance occurrence; an accident.  

3. Games. An accidentally good or successful stroke in billiards or pool.  [Origin 

unknown.]

fluk·y also fluk·ey (fluùkK) adj.  fluk·i·er, fluk·i·est. 1. Resulting from or 

depending on mere chance.  2. Constantly shifting; uncertain:  a fluky wind.  

[From FLUKE
3.] —flukùi·ly adv.  —flukùi·ness n. 

flume (flum) n.  1. A narrow gorge, usually with a stream flowing through it.  

2. An open artificial channel or chute carrying a stream of water, as for furnish-

ing power or conveying logs.  [Middle English flum, river, from Old French, from 

Latin fl7men, from fluere, to flow. See bhleu- in Appendix.]

flum·mer·y (flƒmùN-rK) n.  pl. flum·mer·ies. 1. Meaningless or deceptive lan-

guage; humbug.  2. a. Any of several soft, sweet, bland foods, such as custard.  

b. A sweet, gelatinous pudding made by straining boiled oatmeal or flour.   

[Welsh llymru, soft jelly from sour oatmeal.]

flum·mox (flƒmùNks) v.  tr. flum·moxed, flum·mox·ing, flum·mox·es. 
Informal. To confuse; perplex.  [Probably of English dialectal origin.]

flung (flƒng) v.  Past tense and past participle of fling. 
flunk (flƒngk) Informal. v.  flunked, flunk·ing, flunks.  —  v.  intr. To fail, 

especially in a course or an examination.   —  v.  tr. 1. To fail (an examination or 



course).  2. To give a failing grade to.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of flunk-

ing.  2. A failing grade.   —phrasal verb. flunk out. To expel or be expelled 

from a school or course because of work that does not meet required standards.  

[Origin unknown.] —flunkùer n. 

flun·key (flƒngùkK) n.  Variant of flunky. 
flunk·out (flƒngkùoutÙ) n.  Informal. One expelled from a school for failure to 

meet the required standards. 

flun·ky also flun·key (flƒngùkK) n.  pl. flun·kies also flun·keys. 1. A person 

of slavish or unquestioning obedience; a lackey.  2. One who does menial or triv-

ial work; a drudge.  3. A liveried manservant.  [Scots, perhaps from FLANKER, an 

attendant at one’s flank.] —flunùky·ism n.  

WORD HISTORY: The word flunky has come into Standard English from

Scots, in which the word meant “liveried manservant, footman,” coming at least

by the 19th century to be a term of contempt. The word is first recorded and

defined in a work about Scots published in 1782. The definition states that a flun-

ky is “literally a sidesman or attendant at your flank,” which gives support to the

suggestion that flunky is a derivative and alteration of flanker, “one who stands at

a person’s flank.”

flu·or (fluùôrÙ, -Nr) n.  See fluorite.  [New Latin, mineral belonging to a group 

used as fluxes, from Latin, a flowing, from fluere, to flow. See bhleu- in Appen-

dix.]

fluor- pref.  Variant of fluoro-. 
fluo·resce (flt-rHsù, flô-, flo-) v.  intr. fluo·resced, fluo·resc·ing, 
fluo·resc·es. To undergo, produce, or show fluorescence.  [Back-formation 

from FLUORESCENCE.] —fluo·rescùer n. 

fluo·res·ce·in (flt-rHsùK-Vn, flô-, flo-) n.  An orange-red compound, 

C20H12O5, that exhibits intense fluorescence in alkaline solution and is used in 

medicine, in oceanography, and as a textile dye. 

fluo·res·cence (flt-rHsùNns, flô-, flo-) n.  1. The emission of electromagnetic 

radiation, especially of visible light, stimulated in a substance by the absorption 

of incident radiation and persisting only as long as the stimulating radiation is 

continued.  2. The property of emitting such radiation.  3. The radiation so emit-

ted.  [FLUOR(SPAR) + -ESCENCE.]

fluo·res·cent (flt-rHsùNnt, flô-, flo-) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to fluorescence.  

b. Exhibiting or produced by fluorescence:  fluorescent plankton; fluorescent light.   

2. Glowing as if with fluorescence; vivid:  bright fluorescent colors.   —  n.  A fluo-

rescent lamp. 

fluorescent lamp (flt-rHsùNnt l4mp) n.  A lamp that produces visible light 

by fluorescence, especially a glass tube whose inner wall is coated with a material 



that fluoresces when an electrical current causes a vapor within the tube to dis-

charge electrons. 

fluor·i·date (fltrùV-d7tÙ, flôrù-, florù-) v.  tr. fluor·i·dat·ed, fluor·i·dat·ing, 
fluor·i·dates. To add a fluorine compound to (a drinking water supply, for 

example) for the purpose of reducing tooth decay. 

fluor·i·da·tion (fltrÙV-d7ùshNn, flôrÙ-, florÙ-) n.  The addition of a fluorine 

compound to a drinking water supply for the purpose of reducing tooth decay. 

fluor·ide (fltrùXdÙ, flôrù-, florù-) n.  A binary compound of fluorine with 

another element.  [FLUOR(INE) + -IDE.]

fluor·i·na·tion (fltrÙV-n7ùshNn, flôrÙ-, florÙ-) n.  A chemical reaction that 

introduces fluorine into a compound. 

fluor·ine (fltrùKnÙ, -Vn, flôrù-, florù-) n.  Symbol F A pale-yellow, highly corro-

sive, poisonous, gaseous halogen element, the most electronegative and most 

reactive of all the elements, used in a wide variety of industrially important com-

pounds. Atomic number 9; atomic weight 18.9984; freezing point –219.62˚C; 

melting point –223˚C; boiling point –188.14˚C; specific gravity of liquid 1.108 (at 

boiling point); valence 1. 

fluor·ite (fltrùXtÙ, flôrù-, florù-) n.  A mineral, essentially CaF2, that is often 

fluorescent in ultraviolet light and occurs in light green, blue, yellow, brown, and 

colorless forms.  Also called fluor, fluorspar. 

fluoro-  or fluor- pref.  1. Fluorine:  fluorosis.  2. Fluorescence:  fluoroscope.  

[From FLUORINE, and from FLUOR.]

fluor·o·car·bon (fltrÙo-kärùbNn, flôrÙ-, florÙ-) n.  An inert liquid or gaseous 

halocarbon compound in which fluorine replaces some or all hydrogen mole-

cules, used as aerosol propellants, refrigerants, solvents, and lubricants and in 

making plastics and resins. 

fluor·o·chem·i·cal (fltrùo-kHmÙV-kNl, flôrù-, florù-) n.  A chemical com-

pound containing fluorine, especially a fluorocarbon. 

fluor·o·chrome (fltrùN-kromÙ, flôrù-, florù-) n.  Any of a group of fluores-

cent dyes used to stain biological specimens. 

fluo·rog·ra·phy (flt-rmgùrN-fK, flô-, flo-) n.  See photofluorography. 
fluo·rom·e·ter (flt-rmmùV-tNr, flô-, flo-) n.  An instrument for detecting and 

measuring fluorescence.   —fluo·romùe·try n. 

fluor·o·scope (fltrùN-skopÙ, flôrù-, florù-) n.  A device equipped with a fluo-

rescent screen on which the internal structures of an optically opaque object, such 

as the human body, may be continuously viewed as shadowy images formed by 

the differential transmission of x-rays through the object.  Also called roentgenos-

cope  —  v.  tr. fluor·o·scoped, fluor·o·scop·ing, fluor·o·scopes. To examine 

the interior of (an object) with a fluoroscope.   —fluorÙo·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  

—fluorÙo·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 



fluo·ros·co·py (flt-rmsùkN-pK, flô-, flo-) n.  pl. fluo·ros·co·pies. Examina-

tion by means of a fluoroscope.   —fluo·rosùco·pist n. 

fluo·ro·sis (flt-roùsVs, flô-, flo-) n.  An abnormal condition caused by exces-

sive intake of fluorine, as from fluoridated drinking water, characterized chiefly 

by mottling of the teeth.   —fluo·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

fluor·o·u·ra·cil (fltrÙo-ytrùN-sVl, flôrÙ-, florÙ-) n.  An antineoplastic agent, 

C4H3FN2O2, used especially in the treatment of cancers of the skin, breast, and 

digestive system. 

flu·or·spar (fluùNr-spärÙ, fltrùspärÙ) n.  See fluorite. 
flu·phen·a·zine (flu-fHnùN-zKnÙ) n.  A tranquilizing drug, C22H26F3N3OS, 

used especially in the form of its hydrochloride in psychotherapy.  [FLU(ORO)- + 

PHENAZINE.]

flu·raz·e·pam (flt-r4zùN-p4mÙ) n.  A mild hypnotic drug, C21H23ClFN3O, 

used especially in the form of its hydrochloride in the treatment of insomnia.  

[FLU(O)R(O)- + (DI)AZEPAM.]

flur·ry (flûrùK, flƒrùK) n.  pl. flur·ries. 1. A brief, light snowfall.  2. a. A sudden 

gust of wind.  b. A stirring mass, as of leaves or dust; a shower.   3. A sudden 

burst or commotion; a stir:  a flurry of interest in the new product; a flurry of activ-

ity when the plane landed.  4. A short period of active trading, as on a stock 

exchange.   —  v.  flur·ried, flur·ry·ing, flur·ries.  —  v.  tr. To agitate, stir, or 

confuse.   —  v.  intr. To move or come down in a flurry.  [Perhaps from flurr, to 

scatter.]

flush1 (flƒsh) v.  flushed, flush·ing, flush·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To turn red, as 

from fever, embarrassment, or strong emotion; blush.  2. To glow, especially with 

a reddish color:  The sky flushed pink at dawn.  3. To flow suddenly and abun-

dantly, as from containment; flood.  4. To be emptied or cleaned by a rapid flow 

of water, as a toilet.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to redden or glow.  2. To excite or elate:  

The negotiators were flushed with the success of their final meeting.  3. a. To clean, 

rinse, or empty with a rapid flow of a liquid, especially water:  flush a toilet; flush 

a wound with iodine.  b. To remove or eliminate by or as if by flushing: “The 

weakness in demand and productivity will at least... flush out some of the inflation 

premium that has been built into interest rates” (Fortune).    —  n.  1. a. A flood-

ing flow or rush, as of water.  b. The act of cleaning or rinsing by or as if by flush-

ing.   2. A blush or glow: “here and there a flush of red on the lip of a little cloud” 

(Willa Cather).  3. a. A reddening of the skin, as with fever, emotion, or exertion.  

b. A brief sensation of heat over all or part of the body.   4. A rush of strong feel-

ing:  He felt a flush of pride as he watched his children.  5. A state of freshness or 

vigor.  See Synonyms at bloom1.   —  adj.  flush·er, flush·est. 1. Having a 

healthy reddish color; flushed.  2. Having an abundant supply of money; afflu-

ent.  See Synonyms at rich.  3. Marked by abundance; plentiful:  flush times 

resulting from the oil boom.  4. Swelling; overflowing:  rivers flush with the spring 



rains.  5. a. Having surfaces in the same plane; even.  b. Arranged with adjacent 

sides, surfaces, or edges close together:  a sofa flush against the wall.  See Syn-

onyms at level.  c. Printing. Aligned evenly with a margin, as along the left or 

right edge of a typeset page; not indented.   6. Direct, straightforward, or solid:  

knocked out by a flush blow to the jaw.  7. Designed to be emptied or cleaned by 

flushing:  a flush toilet.   —  adv.  1. So as to be even, in one plane, or aligned with 

a margin.  2. Squarely or solidly:  The ball hit him flush on the face.  [Probably 

from FLUSH
3, to dart out.] —flushùer n.  —flushùness n. 

flush2 (flƒsh) n.  Games. A hand in which all the cards are of the same suit but 

not in numerical sequence, ranked above a straight and below a full house in 

poker.  [French flux, flus, from Old French flux, from Latin fl7xus, flux. See 

FLUX.]

flush3 (flƒsh) v.  flushed, flush·ing, flush·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To frighten (a 

game bird, for example) from cover.  2. To drive or force into the open:  The 

police fired tear gas to flush out the terrorists.   —  v.  intr. To dart out or fly from 

cover.   —  n.  A bird or flock of birds that has been frightened from cover.  [Mid-

dle English flusshen.]

Flush·ing (flƒshùVng)  1. A section of New York City in northern Queens on 

western Long Island. Flushing Meadow was the site of two world’s fairs (1939-

1940 and 1964-1965) and the temporary headquarters of the United Nations 

(1946-1949).  2.  See Vlissingen. 
flush·less toilet (flƒshùlVs toiùlVt) n.  A toilet that disposes of waste without 

using water, especially one that utilizes bacteria to break down waste matter. 

flush·om·e·ter (flƒsh-mmùV-tNr) n.  A device for flushing toilets and urinals 

that utilizes pressure from the water supply system rather than the force of gravity 

to discharge water into the bowl, designed to use less water than conventional 

flush toilets. 

flus·ter (flƒsùtNr) v.  tr. intr. flus·tered, flus·ter·ing, flus·ters. To make or 

become nervous or upset.   —  n.  A state of agitation, confusion, or excitement.  

[From Middle English flostring, agitation, probably of Scandinavian origin. See 

pleu- in Appendix.]

flute (flut) n.  Abbr. fl. 1. Music. a. A high-pitched woodwind instrument con-

sisting of a slender tube closed at one end with keys and finger holes on the side 

and an opening near the closed end across which the breath is blown.  Also called 

transverse flute b. Any of various similar reedless woodwind instruments, such as 

the recorder.  c. An organ stop whose flue pipe produces a flutelike tone.   

2. a. Architecture. A long, usually rounded groove incised as a decorative motif 

on the shaft of a column, for example.  b. A similar groove or furrow, as in a 

pleated ruffle of cloth or on a piece of furniture.   3. A tall, narrow wineglass, 

often used for champagne.   —  v.  flut·ed, flut·ing, flutes.  —  v.  tr. 1. Music. 

To play (a tune) on a flute.  2. To produce in a flutelike tone.  3. To make flutes in 



(a column, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. Music. To play a flute.  2. To sing, whis-

tle, or speak with a flutelike tone.  [Middle English floute, from Old French flaute, 

and from Middle Dutch flute (Middle Dutch, from Old French) from Old 

Provençal, perhaps a blend of flaujol, flageolet (from Vulgar Latin *fl7beolum); 

see FLAGEOLET, and laut, lute; see LUTE
1.] —flutùer n.  —flutùey, flutùy adj. 

flut·ing (fluùtVng) n.  1. a. Architecture. A decorative motif consisting of a 

series of uniform, usually vertical flutes, as those incised in the surface of a col-

umn.  b. The act of incising or making grooves.   2. The grooves formed by nar-

row pleats in cloth, as in a ruffle. 

flut·ist (fluùtVst) n.  Music. One who plays the flute. 

flut·ter (flƒtùNr) v.  flut·tered, flut·ter·ing, flut·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To wave 

or flap rapidly in an irregular manner:  curtains that fluttered in the breeze.  

2. a. To fly by a quick, light flapping of the wings.  b. To flap the wings without 

flying.   3. To move or fall in a manner suggestive of tremulous flight: “Her arms 

rose, fell, and fluttered with the rhythm of the song” (Evelyn Waugh).  4. To vibrate 

or beat rapidly or erratically:  My heart fluttered wildly.  5. To move quickly in a 

nervous, restless, or excited fashion; flit.   —  v.  tr. To cause to flutter: “fluttering 

her bristly black lashes as swiftly as butterflies’ wings” (Margaret Mitchell).   —  n.  

1. The act of fluttering.  2. A condition of nervous excitement or agitation:  

Everyone was in a flutter over the news that the director was resigning.  3. A com-

motion; a stir.  4. Pathology. Abnormally rapid pulsation, especially of the atria or 

ventricles of the heart.  5. Rapid fluctuation in the pitch of a sound reproduction 

resulting from variations in the speed of the recording or reproducing equip-

ment.  6. Chiefly British. A small bet; a gamble: “If they like a flutter, Rick will get 

them better odds than the bookies” (John le Carré).  [Middle English floteren, from 

Old English floterian. See pleu- in Appendix.] —flutùter·er n.  —flutùter·y 
adj.  

SYNONYMS: flutter, flicker, flit, flitter, hover. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to move quickly, lightly, and irregularly like a bird in flight”: chil-

dren fluttering around a birthday cake; flames that flickered in the night; guests flit-

ting from table to table; sunlight flittering over the ocean; admirers hovering around

a celebrity.

flutter kick (flƒtùNr kVk) n.  Sports. A swimming kick in which the legs are held 

horizontally and alternately moved up and down in rapid strokes without bend-

ing the knees. 

flu·vi·al (fluùvK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or inhabiting a river or stream.  

2. Produced by the action of a river or stream.  [Middle English, from Latin 

fluvi7lis, from fluvius, river, from fluere, to flow. See bhleu- in Appendix.]



flu·vi·a·tile (fluùvK-N-tXlÙ) adj.  Fluvial.  [French, from Latin fluvi7tilis, from 

fluvius, river. See FLUVIAL.]

flu·vi·o·ma·rine (fluÙvK-o-mN-rKnù) adj.  Relating to or being deposits, espe-

cially near the mouth of a river, formed by the combined action of river and sea.  

[Latin fluvius, river (from fluere, to flow); see bhleu- in Appendix + MARINE.]

flux (flƒks) n.  1. a. A flow or flowing.  b. A continued flow; a flood.  See Syn-

onyms at flow.   2. The flowing in of the tide.  3. Medicine. The discharge of 

large quantities of fluid material from the body, especially the discharge of watery 

feces from the intestines.  4. a. The rate of flow of fluid, particles, or energy 

through a given surface.  b.  See flux density.  c. The lines of force of a mag-

netic field.   5. Constant or frequent change; fluctuation: “The newness and flux 

of the computer industry has meant many opportunities for women and minorities” 

(Connie Winkler).  6. Chemistry & Metallurgy. A substance that aids, induces, or 

otherwise actively participates in fusing or flowing, as: a. A substance applied to 

a surface to be joined by welding, soldering, or brazing to facilitate the flowing of 

solder and prevent formation of oxides.  b. A mineral added to the metals in a 

furnace to promote fusing or to prevent the formation of oxides.  c. An additive 

that improves the flow of plastics during fabrication.  d. A readily fusible glass or 

enamel used as a base in ceramic work.    —  v.  fluxed, flux·ing, flux·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To melt; fuse.  2. To apply a flux to.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become fluid.  2. To 

flow; stream.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fl7xus, from past 

participle of fluere, to flow. See bhleu- in Appendix.]

flux density (flƒks dHnùsV-tK) n.  Physics. The rate of flux per unit area.  Also 

called flux 

flux gate (flƒks g7t) n.  Physics. A detector used to indicate the direction of the 

earth’s magnetic field. 

flux·ion (flƒkùshNn) n.  1. a. A flow or flowing.  b. Continual change.   

2. Archaic. a.  See derivative (n., sense 3).  b. fluxions. Differential calculus.   

[French, from Late Latin fl7xio, fl7xion-, from Latin fl7xus, flux. See FLUX.] 
—fluxùion·al, fluxùion·arÙy (flƒkùshN-nHrÙK)  adj.  —fluxùion·al·ly adv. 

fly1 (flX) v.  flew (flu), flown (flon), fly·ing, flies (flXz).  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

engage in flight, especially: a. To move through the air by means of wings or 

winglike parts.  b. To travel by air:  We flew to Dallas.  c. To operate an aircraft or 

spacecraft.   2. a. To rise in or be carried through the air by the wind:  a kite flying 

above the playground.  b. To float or flap in the air:  pennants flying from the mast-

head.   3. To move or be sent through the air with great speed:  bullets flying in 

every direction; a plate that flew from my hands when I stumbled.  4. a. To move 

with great speed; rush or dart:  The children flew down the hall. Rumors were flying 

during their absence.  b. To flee; escape.  c. To hasten; spring:  flew to her students’ 

defense.   5. To pass by swiftly:  a vacation flying by; youth that is soon flown.  6. To 

be dissipated; vanish:  Their small inheritance was quickly flown.  7. past tense and 



past participle. flied (flXd). Baseball. To hit a fly ball.  8. To undergo an explosive 

reaction; burst:  The dropped plate flew into pieces. The motorist flew into a rage.  

9. Informal. To gain acceptance or approval; go over: “However sophisticated the 

reasoning, this particular notion may not fly” (New York Times).   —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To cause to fly or float in the air:  fly a kite; fly a flag.  b. Nautical. To oper-

ate under (a particular flag):  a tanker that flies the Liberian flag.   2. a. To pilot 

(an aircraft or a spacecraft).  b. To carry or transport in an aircraft or a space-

craft:  fly emergency supplies to a stricken area.  c. To pass over or through in 

flight:  flew the coastal route in record time.  d. To perform in a spacecraft or an 

aircraft:  flew six missions into space.   3. a. To flee or run from:  fly a place in 

panic.  b. To avoid; shun:  fly temptation.    —  n.  pl. flies. 1. The act of flying; 

flight.  2. a. A fold of cloth that covers a fastening of a garment, especially one on 

the front of trousers.  b. The fastening or opening covered by such a fold.   3. A 

flap that covers an entrance or forms a rooflike extension for a tent or the canopy 

of a vehicle.  4. A flyleaf.  5. Baseball. A fly ball.  6. a. The span of a flag from the 

staff to the outer edge.  b. The outer edge of a flag.   7. A flywheel.  8. flies. The 

area directly over the stage of a theater, containing overhead lights, drop curtains, 

and equipment for raising and lowering sets.  9. Chiefly British. A one-horse car-

riage, especially one for hire.   —phrasal verb. fly at. To attack fiercely; assault:  

The dogs flew at each other’s throats.   —idioms. fly high. To be elated:  They 

were flying high after their first child was born.  fly off the handle. Informal. To 

become suddenly enraged:  flew off the handle when the train was finally canceled.  

let fly. 3. To shoot, hurl, or release:  The troops let fly a volley of gunfire.  4. To 

lash out; assault:  The mayor let fly with an angry attack on her critics.  on the fly. 
5. On the run; in a hurry:  took lunch on the fly.  6. While in the air; in flight:  

caught the ball on the fly.  [Middle English flien, from Old English flKogan. See 

pleu- in Appendix.] —flyùa·ble adj. 

fly2 (flX) n.  pl. flies. 1. a. Any of numerous two-winged insects of the order 

Diptera, especially any of the family Muscidae, which includes the housefly.  

b. Any of various other flying insects, such as the caddis fly.   2. A fishing lure 

simulating a fly, made by attaching materials such as feathers, tinsel, and colored 

thread to a fishhook.   —idiom. fly in the ointment. A detrimental circum-

stance or detail; a drawback.  [Middle English flie, from Old English flKoge. See 

pleu- in Appendix.]

fly3 (flX) adj.  Chiefly British. Mentally alert; sharp.  [Probably from FLY
1.]

fly agaric (flX 4gù-Nr-Vk) n.  A poisonous mushroom (Amanita muscaria) usually 

having a red or orange cap with white gills and patches. 

fly ash (flX 4sh) n.  Fine particulate ash sent up by the combustion of a solid fuel, 

such as coal, and discharged as an airborne emission or recovered as a byproduct 

for various commercial uses. 



fly·a·way (flXùN-w7Ù) adj.  1. Made or worn loose or draped, as to allow or sug-

gest fluttering in the wind:  a flyaway coat; long, flyaway hair.  2. a. Prepared for 

immediate flight:  a plane in flyaway condition.  b. Designed for air travel:  flya-

way bags.   3. Given to frivolity; flighty.   —  n.  Sports. An aerial gymnastic move 

performed on the parallel bars, rings, or other apparatus, especially a flying dis-

mount with a somersault. 

fly ball (flX bôl) n.  Baseball. A ball that is batted in a high arc, usually to the out-

field. 

fly·blow (flXùbloÙ) n.  The egg or larva of a blowfly, usually deposited on meat.   
—  v.  tr. fly·blew (-bluÙ), fly·blown (-blonÙ), fly·blow·ing, fly·blows. 
1. To deposit flyblows on.  2. To contaminate; taint. 

fly·blown (flXùblonÙ) adj.  1. Contaminated with flyblows.  2. a. Tainted; cor-

rupt:  a flyblown reputation.  b. Dirty or run-down; squalid:  a flyblown bar on the 

edge of town.  

fly·boat (flXùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. Any of various small, swift boats.  [Alteration 

and partial translation of Dutch vlieboot : Vlie, a channel off the island of 

Vlieland in the northern Netherlands + boot, boat.]

fly book (flX btk) n.  A case, usually in the form of a book, in which artificial 

flies for fishing are carried. 

fly·boy  or fly-boy (flXùboiÙ) n.  Slang. A member of an air force, especially a 

pilot. 

fly bridge (flX brVj) n.  Nautical. See flying bridge. 
fly·by also fly-by (flXùbXÙ) n.  pl. fly·bys. A flight passing close to a specified tar-

get or position, especially a maneuver in which a spacecraft or satellite passes suf-

ficiently close to a body to make detailed observations without orbiting or 

landing. 

fly-by-night (flXùbX-nXtÙ) Informal. adj.  1. Unreliable or unscrupulous, espe-

cially with regard to business dealings: “fly-by-night telephone companies that open 

up shop, sell some systems, then disappear when service is needed” (Mary Ellen Jor-

dan).  2. Of an impermanent or insubstantial nature:  fly-by-night fashions in 

clothing.   —  n.  also fly-by-night·er (-nXùtNr) 1. An unscrupulous or unde-

pendable person, especially one who leaves secretly without paying creditors.  

2. Something of a shaky or impermanent nature. 

fly-cast (flXùk4stÙ) v.  intr. fly-·cast, fly-·cast·ing, fly-·casts. To cast artificial 

flies with a fly rod, as in fishing.   —flyù-castÙer n. 

fly-cast·ing (flXùk4sÙtVng) n.  The art or sport of casting artificial flies with a fly 

rod. 

fly·catch·er (flXùk4chÙNr, -kHchÙ-) n.  1. Any of various Eurasian birds of the 

family Muscicapidae that feed on insects, usually catching the insects in flight.  

2. Any of various similar American birds of the family Tyrannidae. In this sense, 

also calledtyrant flycatcher 



fly·er (flXùNr) n.  Variant of flier. 
fly-fish (flXùfVshÙ) v.  intr. fly-·fished, fly-·fish·ing, fly-·fish·es. To angle 

using artificial flies for bait and usually a fly rod for casting.   —flyù-
fishÙer·man, flyù-fishÙer n. 

fly-fish·ing (flXùfVshÙVng) n.  The art or sport of angling with artificial flies for 

bait. 

fly front (flX frƒnt) n.  A garment front that has a fly concealing the fastenings. 

fly gallery (flX g4lùN-rK) n.  A narrow elevated platform at the side of the stage in 

a theater, from which a stagehand works the ropes controlling equipment in the 

flies. 

fly·ing (flXùVng) adj.  1. Of or relating to aviation:  a flying time of three hours 

between cities.  2. Capable of or engaged in flight:  The bat is a flying mammal.  

3. Situated, extending, or functioning in the air:  a flying deck.  4. a. Swiftly mov-

ing; fleet:  played the difficult passage with flying fingers.  b. Done or performed 

swiftly in or as if in the air:  crossed the goal line with a flying leap.   5. Brief; hur-

ried:  made a flying visit to the neighbors’ house; took a flying glance at the report.  

6. Capable of swift deployment or response; extremely mobile.  7. Nautical. Not 

secured by spars or stays. Used of a sail.   —  n.  1. Flight in an aircraft or a space-

craft.  2. The piloting or navigation of an aircraft or a spacecraft.   —idiom. 
with flying colors. With complete or outstanding success:  passed the Latin 

examination with flying colors. 

flying boat (flXùVng bot) n.  A large seaplane that floats on its hull rather than 

on pontoons. 

flying bomb (flXùVng bmm) n.  See robot bomb. 
flying bridge (flXùVng brVj) n.  Nautical. A small, usually open platform located 

above the main bridge, as on a powerboat, equipped with a secondary set of navi-

gational controls.  Also called fly bridge 

flying buttress (flXùVng bƒtùrVs) n.  Architecture. A masonry support consisting 

usually of a pier or buttress standing apart from the main structure and con-

nected to it by an arch along which the thrust, as from the vaulting, is borne.  Also 

called arc-boutant 

flying dragon (flXùVng dr4gùNn) n.  See flying lizard. 
Fly·ing Dutchman (flXùVng dƒchùmNn) n.  1. A spectral ship said to appear in 

storms near the Cape of Good Hope.  2. The captain of this ship, a legendary 

Dutch mariner condemned to sail the seas against the wind until Judgment Day. 

flying field (flXùVng fKld) n.  A graded field on which airplanes may land and 

take off. 

flying fish (flXùVng fVsh) n.  Any of various marine fishes of the family Exoco-

etidae, having enlarged, winglike pectoral fins capable of sustaining them in brief, 

gliding flight over the water. 



flying fox (flXùVng fmks) n.  Any of various fruit-eating bats of the suborder 

Megachiroptera, chiefly inhabiting tropical Africa, Asia, and Australia and having 

a foxlike muzzle and small, pointed ears. 

flying frog (flXùVng frôg) n.  Either of two arboreal frogs (Rhacophorus rein-

wardtii or R. nigropalmatus) of southeast Asia, having toes connected by broad 

webbing and capable of making long, gliding leaps. 

flying gecko (flXùVng gHkùo) n.  Any of various small lizards of the genus Pty-

chozoon of southeast Asia, having extensions of skin along each side of the body 

that enable it to glide short distances. 

flying gurnard (flXùVng gûrùnNrd) n.  Any of various chiefly tropical marine 

fishes of the family Dactylopteridae, having greatly enlarged, winglike pectoral 

fins that facilitate gliding through the water. 

flying head (flXùVng hHd) n.  A device that is designed to read and write infor-

mation on a moving magnetic surface, as on a disk or drum, while being sup-

ported above the surface by a thin cushion of air. 

flying jib (flXùVng jVb) n.  Nautical. A light sail that extends beyond the jib and is 

attached to an extension of the jib boom. 

flying lemur (flXùVng lKùmNr) n.  Either of two arboreal mammals, Cynoceph-

alus volans of the Philippines or C. variegatus of southeast Asia, that are sustained 

in gliding leaps by a wide, fur-covered membrane extending from each side of the 

body.  Also called colugo 

flying lizard (flXùVng lVzùNrd) n.  Any of various small tropical Asian lizards of 

the genus Draco, having winglike membranes on each side of the body that may 

be spread to enable it to glide through the air.  Also called flying dragon 

flying machine (flXùVng mN-shKnù) n.  A machine designed for flight, espe-

cially an early experimental type of aircraft. 

flying mare (flXùVng mâr) n.  Sports. A wrestling throw in which one grabs one’s 

opponent’s wrist, turns one’s back to the opponent, and flips the opponent over 

one’s shoulder onto the ground. 

flying phalanger (flXùVng fN-l4nùjNr) n.  Any of several small marsupials of 

the family Petauridae, especially one of the genus Petaurus, native to Australia, 

New Guinea, and Tasmania and having large folds of skin between the forelegs 

and hind legs that enable it to glide through the air. 

flying saucer (flXùVng sôùsNr) n.  Any of various unidentified flying objects of 

presumed extraterrestrial origin, typically described as luminous moving disks. 

flying squad (flXùVng skwmd) n.  Chiefly British. A small mobile unit, especially 

of motorized police, capable of moving quickly into action, as during an emer-

gency. 

flying squirrel (flXùVng skwûrùNl) n.  Any of various nocturnal squirrels of the 

genera Pteromys, Petaurista, Glaucomys, and related genera, having membranes 



along each side of the body between the forelegs and hind legs that enable it to 

glide between trees. 

flying start (flXùVng stärt) n.  1. Sports. A racing start in which the contestants 

are already in full motion when they cross the starting line.  2. A quick or auspi-

cious beginning.  Also called running start 

flying wedge (flXùVng wHj) n.  A compact, wedge-shaped formation, as of 

police or guards, moving as a body and used especially for penetrating crowds. 

fly·leaf (flXùlKfÙ) n.  A blank or specially printed leaf at the beginning or end of a 

book. 

fly net (flX nHt) n.  A net covering used for protection from flying insects. 

Flynn (flVn), Elizabeth Gurley. 1890-1964.  American political radical. A 

founder of the American Civil Liberties Union, she joined the Communist Party 

of the United States (1937) and served as its national chairperson (1961-1964). 

Flynn (flVn), Errol. 1909-1959.  Tasmanian-born American actor known for his 

swashbuckling roles in motion pictures such as Captain Blood (1935). 

fly-o·ver (flXùoÙvNr) n.  1. A flight over a specific location, usually at low alti-

tude, as by a formation of military aircraft.  2. Chiefly British. An overpass, as on 

a highway. 

fly·pa·per (flXùp7ÙpNr) n.  Paper coated with a sticky, sometimes poisonous sub-

stance, used to catch flies. 

fly-past (flXùp4stÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A fly-over, as by military aircraft. 

fly-poi·son (flXùpoiÙzNn) n.  A poisonous lily (Amianthium muscitoxicum) of 

the eastern United States, having narrow basal leaves and a terminal raceme of 

small white or greenish flowers. 

Fly River (flX rVvùNr)  A river, about 1,046 km (650 mi) long, rising in western 

Papua New Guinea and flowing generally southeastward to the Gulf of Papua. 

fly rod (flX rmd) n.  A long, flexible fishing rod used in fly-fishing. 

fly·sheet (flXùshKtÙ) n.  A printed sheet or pamphlet; a handbill. 

fly·speck (flXùspHkÙ) n.  1. A small dark speck or stain made by the excrement of 

a fly.  2. A minute or insignificant spot.   —  v.  tr. fly·specked, fly·speck·ing, 
fly·specks. 1. To mark or foul with flyspecks.  2. Slang. To examine closely or in 

minute detail; scrutinize: “[The company’s] performance will be flyspecked for 

clues as to how well it will do over the calendar year” (Harry A. Stark). 

fly swat (flX swmt) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See fly swatter. 
fly swatter (flX swmtùNr) n.  An implement used to kill flies or other insects, 

usually consisting of a piece of plastic or wire mesh attached to a long handle. 

Regional. Also called fly swat 

fly·trap (flXùtr4pÙ) n.  1. A trap for catching flies.  2. An insectivorous plant, 

such as the Venus’s-flytrap. 

fly-ty·ing (flXùtXÙVng) n.  The art or hobby of making artificial fishing flies.   
—flyù-tiÙer (-tXÙNr) n. 



fly·way (flXùw7Ù) n.  A seasonal route followed by birds migrating to and from 

their breeding areas. 

fly·weight (flXùw7tÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A professional boxer weighing 112 

pounds (approximately 51 kilograms) or less, lighter than a bantamweight.  b. A 

contestant in various other sports in the lightest weight class.   2. Something that 

is particularly small, light, or inconsequential. 

fly·wheel (flXùhwKlÙ, -wKlÙ) n.  1. A heavy-rimmed rotating wheel used to mini-

mize variations in angular velocity and revolutions per minute, as in a machine 

subject to fluctuation in drive and load.  2. An analogous device, especially one 

used to regulate the speed of clockwork. 

fly·whisk (flXùhwVskÙ, -wVskÙ) n.  A whisk, as of hair, used for brushing away 

flies. 

Fm  The symbol for the element fermium. 
FM abbr.  1. Field manual.  2.  Also F.M.. Field marshal.  3.  Also fm. Frequency 

modulation. 

fm. abbr.  1. Fathom.  2. From. 

FMB abbr.  Federal Maritime Board. 

FMCS abbr.  Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. 

FMN abbr.  Flavin mononucleotide. 

FN abbr.  Foreign national. 

fn. abbr.  Footnote. 

FNMA abbr.  Federal National Mortgage Association. 

f-num·ber (HfùnƒmÙbNr) n.  The ratio of the focal length of a lens or lens system 

to the effective diameter of its aperture.  Also called f-stop [F(OCAL LENGTH) + 

NUMBER.]

FO abbr.  1.  Also F.O.. Field-grade officer.  2. Field order.  3. Finance officer.  4.  
Also F/O. Flight officer.  5.  Also F.O.. Foreign office. 

foal (fol) n.  The young offspring of a horse or other equine animal, especially 

one under a year old.   —  v.  intr. foaled, foal·ing, foals. To give birth to a 

foal.  [Middle English fole, from Old English fola. See pau- in Appendix.]

foam (fom) n.  1. a. A mass of bubbles of air or gas in a matrix of liquid film, 

especially an accumulation of fine, frothy bubbles formed in or on the surface of 

a liquid, as from agitation or fermentation.  b. A thick chemical froth, such as 

shaving cream or a substance used to fight fires.   2. a. Frothy saliva produced 

especially as a result of physical exertion or a pathological condition.  b. The 

frothy sweat of a horse or other equine animal.   3. The sea.  4. Any of various 

light, porous, semirigid or spongy materials used for thermal insulation or shock 

absorption, as in packaging.   —  v.  foamed, foam·ing, foams.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To produce or issue as foam; froth.  2. a. To produce foam from the mouth, as 

from exertion or a pathological condition.  b. To be extremely angry; rage:  was 

foaming over the disastrous budget cuts.   3. To teem; seethe:  a playground foaming 



with third graders.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to produce foam.  2. To cause to become 

foam.  [Middle English fom, from Old English f7m.]

foam·flow·er (fomùflouÙNr) n.  A woodland plant (Tiarella cordifolia) of east-

ern North America, having a narrow cluster of small white flowers.  Also called 

false miterwort 

foam rubber (fom rƒbùNr) n.  A light, firm, spongy rubber made by beating air 

into latex and then curing it. Foam rubber has a wide range of uses including 

upholstery and insulation. 

foam·y (foùmK) adj.  foam·i·er, foam·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, or resembling 

foam.  2. Consisting of or covered with foam.   —foamùi·ly adv.  

—foamùi·ness n. 

fob1 (fmb) n.  1. A small pocket at the front waistline of a man’s trousers or in the 

front of a vest, used especially to hold a watch.  2. a. A short chain or ribbon 

attached to a pocket watch and worn hanging in front of the vest or waist.  b. An 

ornament or seal attached to such a chain or ribbon.   [Probably of Germanic ori-

gin.]

fob2 (fmb) v.  tr. fobbed, fob·bing, fobs. Archaic. To cheat or deceive 

(another).   —phrasal verb. fob off. 1. To dispose of (goods) by fraud or 

deception; palm off:  fobbed off the zircon as a diamond.  2. To put off or appease 

by deceitful or evasive means:  needed help but was fobbed off with promises.  

[Middle English fobben, probably from fob, trickster.]

f.o.b. also F.O.B. abbr.  Free on board. 

fo·cal (foùkNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a focus.  2. Placed at or measured from a 

focus.   —foùcal·ly adv. 

focal distance (foùkNl dVsùtNns) n.  Abbr. FD See focal length. 
focal infection (foùkNl Vn-fHkùshNn) n.  A bacterial infection localized in a spe-

cific part of the body, such as the tonsils, that may spread to another part of the 

body. 

fo·cal·ize (foùkN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. fo·cal·ized, fo·cal·iz·ing, fo·cal·iz·es. 1. To 

adjust or come to a focus.  2. To bring or be brought to a focus; sharpen.  3. To 

concentrate or be concentrated; localize.   —foÙcal·i·zaùtion (-kN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

focal length (foùkNl lHngkth) n.  Abbr. f, FL The distance from the surface of a 

lens or mirror to its focal point.  Also called focal distance, focus. 

focal point (foùkNl point) n.  See focus (n., sense 1a). 

Foch (fôsh, fmsh), Ferdinand. 1851-1929.  French marshal and commander in 

chief of Allied forces on the western front during World War I. 

fo·ci (foùsXÙ, -kXÙ) n.  A plural of focus. 
Foc·za·ni (fôk-shänù, -shäùnK)  A town of east-central Romania northwest of 

Br5ila. Situated at the foot of the Transylvanian Alps, it is a market and industrial 

center. Population, 77,391. 

fo’c’s’le (fokùsNl) n.  Nautical. Variant of forecastle. 



fo·cus (foùkNs) n.  pl. fo·cus·es or fo·ci (-sXÙ, -kXÙ). 1. a. A point at which rays 

of light or other radiation converge or from which they appear to diverge, as after 

refraction or reflection in an optical system:  the focus of a lens.  Also called focal 

point b.  See focal length.   2. a. The distinctness or clarity of an image ren-

dered by an optical system.  b. The state of maximum distinctness or clarity of 

such an image:  in focus; out of focus.  c. An apparatus used to adjust the focal 

length of an optical system in order to make an image distinct or clear:  a camera 

with automatic focus.   3. A center of interest or activity.  See Synonyms at center.  
4. Close or narrow attention; concentration: “He was forever taken aback by [New 

York’s] pervasive atmosphere of purposefulness—the tight focus of its drivers, the 

brisk intensity of its pedestrians” (Anne Tyler).  5. A condition in which something 

can be clearly apprehended or perceived:  couldn’t get the problem into focus.  

6. Pathology. The region of a localized bodily infection or disease.  7. Geology. 

The point of origin of an earthquake.  8. Mathematics. A fixed point whose rela-

tionship with a directrix determines a conic section.   —  v.  fo·cused or 

fo·cussed, fo·cus·ing or fo·cus·sing, fo·cus·es or fo·cus·ses.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause (light rays, for example) to converge on or toward a central point; concen-

trate.  2. a. To render (an object or image) in clear outline or sharp detail by 

adjustment of one’s vision or an optical device; bring into focus.  b. To adjust (a 

lens, for example) to produce a clear image.   3. To direct toward a particular 

point or purpose:  focused all their attention on finding a solution to the problem.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To converge on or toward a central point of focus; be focused.  

2. To adjust one’s vision or an optical device so as to render a clear, distinct image.  

3. To concentrate attention or energy:  a campaign that focused on economic issues.  

[Latin, hearth.] —foùcus·er n. 

focus group (foùkNs grup) n.  A small group selected from a wider popula-

tion and sampled, as by open discussion, for its members’ opinions about or 

emotional response to a particular subject or area, used especially in market 

research or political analysis. 

fod·der (fmdùNr) n.  1. Feed for livestock, especially coarsely chopped hay or 

straw.  2. Raw material, as for artistic creation.  3. A consumable, often inferior 

item or resource that is in demand and usually abundant supply:  romantic novels 

intended as fodder for the pulp fiction market.   —  v.  tr. fod·dered, 
fod·der·ing, fod·ders. To feed with fodder.  [Middle English, from Old English 

fodor. See p7- in Appendix.]

foe (fo) n.  1. A personal enemy.  2. An enemy in war.  3. An adversary; an oppo-

nent:  a foe of tax reform.  See Synonyms at enemy.  4. Something that serves to 

oppose, injure, or impede:  endemic diseases that were the foe of economic develop-

ment.  [Middle English fo, from Old English gef7, from f7h, hostile.]

foehn also föhn (fœn, f7n) n.  A warm, dry wind coming off the lee slopes of a 

mountain range, especially off the northern slopes of the Alps.  [German Föhn, 



from Middle High German fœnne, from Old High German phono, from Vulgar 

Latin *faonius, from Latin favonius, the west wind, from favKre, to be favorable.]

foe·man (foùmNn) n.  A foe in battle; an enemy. 

foe·tal (fKtùl) adj.  Variant of fetal. 
foe·tid (fKùtVd) adj.  Variant of fetid. 
foe·tor (fKùtNr) n.  Variant of fetor. 
foe·tus (fKùtNs) n.  Variant of fetus. 
fog1 (fôg, fmg) n.  1. Condensed water vapor in cloudlike masses lying close to 

the ground and limiting visibility.  2. a. An obscuring haze, as of atmospheric 

dust or smoke.  b. A mist or film clouding a surface, as of a window, lens, or mir-

ror.   3. A cloud of vaporized liquid, especially a chemical spray used in fighting 

fires.  4. a. A state of mental vagueness or bewilderment.  b. Something that 

obscures or conceals; a haze:  shrouded their actions in a fog of disinformation.   

5. A blur on a developed photographic image.   —  v.  fogged, fog·ging, fogs.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To cover or envelop with or as if with fog.  2. To cause to be obscured; 

cloud.  3. To make vague, hazy, or confused:  a memory that had been fogged by 

time.  4. To obscure or dim (a photographic image).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be covered 

with or as if with fog.  2. To be blurred, clouded, or obscured:  My glasses fogged 

in the warm air.  3. To be dimmed or obscured. Used of a photographic image.  

[Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —fogùger n. 

fog2 (fôg, fmg) n.  1. A new growth of grass appearing on a field that has been 

mowed or grazed.  2. Tall, decaying grass left standing after the cutting or grazing 

season.  [Middle English fogge, tall grass. See p'- in Appendix.]

Fo·gar·ty (foùgNr-tK), Anne. 1919-1980.  American fashion designer whose 

dresses, popular in the 1950’s, featured narrow waists and wide, frilly skirts. 

fog bank (fôg b4ngk) n.  A dense mass of fog defined against clearer surround-

ing air, often as viewed from a distance at sea. 

fog·bound (fôgùboundÙ, fmgù-) adj.  1. Immobilized by heavy fog:  a fogbound 

fleet.  2. Enveloped or obscured by fog:  fogbound cliffs. 

fog·bow (fôgùboÙ, fmgù-) n.  A faint white or yellowish arc-shaped light, similar 

to a rainbow, that sometimes appears in fog opposite the sun.  Also called seadog 

fog·dog (fôgùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ, fmgù-) n.  A bright or clear spot that appears in break-

ing fog.  [From the fact that it accompanies fog as a dog accompanies its owner.]

fo·gey (foùgK) n.  Variant of fogy. 
Fog·gia (fôùjN)  A city of southern Italy northeast of Naples. It is a transporta-

tion and industrial center and a major wheat market. Population, 157,126. 

fog·gy (fôùgK, fmgùK) adj.  fog·gi·er, fog·gi·est. 1. a. Full of or surrounded by 

fog.  b. Resembling or suggestive of fog.   2. Clouded or blurred by or as if by fog; 

vague:  had only a foggy memory of what had taken place; hasn’t the foggiest idea 

how to get home.   —fogùgi·ly adv.  —fogùgi·ness n. 



Fog·gy Bottom (fmgùK bmtùNm) n.  The U.S. Department of State.  [From the 

location of the Department of State in a low-lying area of Washington, D.C., near 

the Potomac River.]

fog·horn (fôgùhôrnÙ, fmgù-) n.  1. Nautical. A horn for sounding warning sig-

nals in fog or darkness, used especially on ships, buoys, and coastal installations.  

2. A booming, insistent voice. 

fo·gy also fo·gey (foùgK) n.  pl. fo·gies also fo·geys. A person of stodgy or 

old-fashioned habits and attitudes.  [Scots fogey.] —foùgy·ish adj.  —foùgy·ism 
n. 

föhn (fœn, f7n) n.  Variant of foehn. 
foi·ble (foiùbNl) n.  1. A minor weakness or failing of character.  See Synonyms 

at fault.  2. The weaker section of a sword blade, from the middle to the tip.  

[Obsolete French foible, weak point of a sword, weak, from Old French feble, 

weak. See FEEBLE.]

foil1 (foil) v.  tr. foiled, foil·ing, foils. 1. To prevent from being successful; 

thwart.  See Synonyms at frustrate.  2. To obscure or confuse (a trail or scent) 

so as to evade pursuers.   —  n.  Archaic. 1. A repulse; a setback.  2. The trail or 

scent of an animal.  [Middle English foilen, to trample, defile, variant of filen, to 

defile. See FILE
3.]

foil2 (foil) n.  1. A thin, flexible leaf or sheet of metal:  aluminum foil.  2. A thin 

layer of polished metal placed under a displayed gem to lend it brilliance.  3. One 

that by contrast underscores or enhances the distinctive characteristics of 

another: “I am resolved my husband shall not be a rival, but a foil to me” (Charlotte 

Brontë).  4. The reflective metal coating on the back of a glass mirror.  

5. Architecture. A curvilinear, often lobelike figure or space formed between the 

cusps of intersecting arcs, found especially in Gothic tracery and Moorish orna-

ment.  6. a. An airfoil.  b. Nautical. A hydrofoil.    —  v.  tr. foiled, foil·ing, 
foils. 1. To cover or back with foil.  2. To set off by contrast.  [Middle English, 

from Old French foille, from Latin folia, pl. of folium, leaf. See bhel-3 in Appen-

dix.]

foil3 (foil) n.  1. A fencing sword having a usually circular guard and a thin, flex-

ible four-sided blade with a button on the tip to prevent injury.  2.  Often foils. 

The art or sport of fencing with such a sword:  a contest at foils.  [Origin 

unknown.]

foin (foin) Archaic. v.  intr. foined, foin·ing, foins. To thrust with a pointed 

weapon.   —  n.  A thrust with a pointed weapon.  [Middle English foinen, from 

foin, a thrust, from Old French foine, pitchfork, from Latin fuscina, three-

pronged fish spear.]

foi·son (foiùzNn) n.  1. Scots. Physical strength or power.  2. Archaic. A plentiful 

harvest; abundance.  3. foisons. Obsolete. Reserves of power; resources.  [Middle 



English foisoun, from Old French foison, from Latin f7sio, f7sion-, a pouring, 

from f7sus, past participle of fundere, to pour. See gheu- in Appendix.]

foist (foist) v.  tr. foist·ed, foist·ing, foists. 1. To pass off as genuine, valuable, 

or worthy: “I can usually tell whether a poet... is foisting off on us what he’d like to 

think is pure invention” (J.D. Salinger).  2. To impose (something or someone 

unwanted) upon another by coercion or trickery:  They had extra work foisted on 

them because they couldn’t say no to the boss.  3. To insert fraudulently or deceit-

fully:  foisted unfair provisions into the contract.  [Probably Dutch dialectal vuisten, 

to take in hand, from Middle Dutch, from vuist, fist. See penkwe in Appendix.]

Fo·kine (fô-kKnù, fo-), Michel. 1880-1942.  Russian-born American choreogra-

pher often considered the founder of modern ballet. His works, such as 

Petrouchka (1916), emphasize drama and expression instead of the rigid and tra-

ditional elements of ballet. 

Fok·ker (fmkùNr, fôùkNr), Anthony Herman Gerard. 1890-1939.  Dutch-born 

American aircraft designer and manufacturer who revolutionized aerial warfare 

by synchronizing a front-mounted machine gun to fire through the propeller of a 

plane (1915). 

fol. abbr.  1. Folio.  2. Following. 

fol·a·cin (fmlùN-sVn) n.  See folic acid.  [FOL(IC) AC(ID) + -IN.]

fo·late (foùl7tÙ) n.  1. A salt or ester of folic acid.  2.  See folic acid.  [FOL(IC 

ACID) + -ATE
2.]

fold1 (fold) v.  fold·ed, fold·ing, folds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bend over or double up 

so that one part lies on another part:  fold a sheet of paper.  2. To make compact by 

doubling or bending over parts:  folded the laundry; folded the chairs for stacking.  

3. To bring from an extended to a closed position:  The hawk folded its wings.  

4. To bring from a compact to an extended position; unfold:  a suitcase that folds 

out to become a display table; folded the ironing board down from the wall.  5. To 

place together and intertwine:  fold one’s arms.  6. To envelop or clasp; enfold:  

folded his children to his breast; folded the check into the letter.  7. To blend in (a 

cooking ingredient) by gently turning a mixture on top of it:  folded the beaten egg 

whites into the batter.  8. a. Informal. To discontinue operating; close:  They had to 

fold the company a year after they started it.  b. Games. To withdraw (one’s hand) 

in defeat, as by laying cards face down on a table.   9. Geology. To form bends in 

(a stratum of rock).   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To become folded.  b. To be capable of 

being folded:  a bed that folds for easy storage.   2. Informal. To close, especially for 

lack of financial success; fail.  3. Games. To withdraw from a game in defeat.  

4. Informal. a. To give in; buckle:  a team that never folded under pressure.  b. To 

weaken or collapse from exertion.    —  n.  1. The act or an instance of folding.  

2. A part that has been folded over or against another:  the loose folds of the drap-

ery; clothes stacked in neat folds.  3. A line or mark made by folding; a crease:  tore 

the paper carefully along the fold.  4. A coil or bend, as of rope.  5. Chiefly British. 



A hill or dale in undulating country.  6. Geology. A bend in a stratum of rock.  

7. Anatomy. A crease or ridge apparently formed by folding, as of a membrane; a 

plica.  [Middle English folden, from Old English fealdan, faldan. See pel-2 in 

Appendix.] —foldùa·ble adj. 

fold2 (fold) n.  1. A fenced enclosure for domestic animals, especially sheep.  

2. A flock of sheep.  3. a. A group of people or institutions bound together by 

common beliefs and aims: “He is a living testament to the wisdom of admitting lay 

psychoanalysts into the official fold” (Jerome Bruner).  b. A religious congrega-

tion:  The priest welcomed new parishioners into the fold.    —  v.  tr. fold·ed, 
fold·ing, folds. To place or keep (sheep, for example) in a fenced enclosure.  

[Middle English, from Old English fald.]

-fold suff.  1. Divided into a specified number of parts:  fivefold.  2. Multiplied 

by a specified number:  fiftyfold.  [Middle English, from Old English -feald, -fald. 

See pel-2 in Appendix.]

fold·a·way (foldùN-w7Ù) adj.  Designed to be folded up for easy storage:  a fold-

away bed.   —foldùa·wayÙ n. 

fold·boat (foldùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A small boat resembling a kayak, consisting 

of rubberized canvas stretched over a collapsible frame.  Also called faltboat 

[Translation of German Faltboot.]

fold·er (folùdNr) n.  1. One that folds or is folded, such as a booklet or pamphlet 

made of one or more folded sheets of paper.  2. A flexible cover folded in the cen-

ter and used as a holder for loose paper:  a file folder; a hanging folder. 

fol·de·rol (fmlùdN-rmlÙ) also fal·de·ral (f4lùdN-r4lÙ) n.  1. Foolishness; nonsense.  

2. A trifle; a gewgaw.  [From a nonsense refrain in some old songs.]

fold·ing door (folùdVng dôr) n.  A door with hinged or pleated sections that 

fold together when the door is opened. 

folding money (folùdVng mƒnùK) n.  Paper money. 

fold·out (foldùoutÙ) n.  1. Printing. A folded insert or section, as of a cover, 

whose full size exceeds that of the regular page.  2. A piece or part, as of furni-

ture, that folds out or down from a closed position.   —foldùoutÙ adj. 

fold·up (foldùƒpÙ) adj.  Designed to fold up, as for storage or carrying; collaps-

ible:  a foldup umbrella; a foldup crib.   —  n.  1. An object that folds up.  

2. Informal. A complete failure or breakdown; a collapse: “The Giants are hoping 

that [he] can avoid his foldup of last season and help them remain in the race” (Los 

Angeles Times). 

fo·li·a (foùlK-N) n.  Geology & Mathematics. Plural of folium. 
fo·li·a·ceous (foÙlK-7ùshNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling the leaf of a 

plant.  2. Having leaves or leaflike structures.  3. Geology. Consisting of thin, leaf-

like layers, as of minerals.  [From Latin foli7ceus, from folium, leaf. See FOLIUM.]

fo·li·age (foùlK-Vj, foùlVj) n.  1. a. Plant leaves, especially tree leaves, considered 

as a group.  b. A cluster of leaves.   2. An ornamental representation of leaves, 



stems, and flowers, especially in architecture.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin 

folium, leaf), of Middle English foilage, from Old French foillage, from foille, leaf. 

See FOIL
2.] —foùli·aged adj. 

foliage plant (foùlK-Vj pl4nt) n.  A plant cultivated chiefly for its ornamental 

leaves. 

fo·li·ar (foùlK-Nr) adj.  Of or relating to a leaf or leaves.  [New Latin foli7ris, from 

Latin folium, leaf. See FOLIUM.]

fo·li·ate (foùlK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to leaves.  2. Shaped like a leaf.  

3. Geology. Foliated.   —  v.  fo·li·at·ed, fo·li·at·ing, fo·li·ates (-7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 

1. To hammer or cut (metal) into thin leaf or foil.  2. a. To coat (glass, for exam-

ple) with metal foil.  b. To furnish or adorn with metal foil.   3. To separate into 

thin layers or laminae.  4. To decorate with foliage or foils:  an arch that is foliated 

in the Gothic style.  5. To number the leaves of (a manuscript, for example).   —  
v.  intr. 1. To produce foliage.  2. To split into thin leaflike layers or folia.  [Latin 

foli7tus, bearing foliage, from folium, leaf. See FOLIUM.]

-foliate suff.  Having a specified kind or number of leaves:  trifoliate.  [From 

FOLIATE.]

fo·li·at·ed (foùlK-7ÙtVd) adj.  Geology. Of or relating to rock that exhibits a lay-

ered structure. 

fo·li·a·tion (foÙlK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The state of being in leaf.  2. Decoration with 

sculpted or painted foliage.  3. Architecture. Decoration of an opening with cusps 

and foils, as in Gothic tracery.  4. a. The act, process, or product of forming 

metal into thin leaf or foil.  b. The act or process of coating glass with metal foil.   

5. a. The process of numbering consecutively the leaves of a book or manuscript.  

b. The leaves so numbered.   6. Geology. The layered structure common to meta-

morphic rocks. 

fo·lic acid (foùlVk 4sùVd, fmlùVk) n.  A yellowish-orange compound, C19H19N7O6, 

of the vitamin B complex group, occurring in green plants, fresh fruit, liver, and 

yeast.  Also called folacin, folate, vitamin Bc.  [Latin folium, leaf; see FOLIUM + -IC.]

fo·lie à deux (fô-lKÙ ä dœù, fmlÙK) n.  A condition in which symptoms of a 

mental disorder, such as delusive beliefs or ideas, occur simultaneously in two 

individuals who share a close relationship or association.  [French  : folie, mad-

ness + à, between + deux, two.]

fo·li·ic·o·lous (foÙlK-VkùN-lNs) adj.  Thriving on or parasitic to leaves.  [Latin 

folium, leaf; see bhel-3 in Appendix + -COLOUS.]

fo·li·o (foùlK-oÙ) n.  pl. fo·li·os. Abbr. f., F., fol. 1. a. A large sheet of paper 

folded once in the middle, making two leaves or four pages of a book or manu-

script.  b. A book or manuscript of the largest common size, usually about 38 

centimeters (15 inches) in height, consisting of such folded sheets.   2. a. A leaf 

of a book numbered only on the front side.  b. A number on such a leaf.  c. A 

page number.   3. Accounting. A page in a ledger or two facing pages that are 



assigned a single number.  4. Law. A specific number of words used as a unit for 

measuring the length of the text of a document.   —  v.  tr. fo·li·oed, fo·li·o·ing, 
fo·li·os. To number consecutively the pages or leaves of (a book, for example).  

[Middle English, from Late Latin folio, ablative of folium, leaf of paper, from 

Latin, leaf. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

-foliolate suff.  Having a specified kind or number of leaflets:  bifoliolate.  [New 

Latin foliol7tus, from French foliole, leaflet, from Late Latin foliolum, diminutive 

of Latin folium, leaf. See FOLIUM.]

fo·li·ose (foùlK-osÙ) adj.  1. Bearing numerous leaves; leafy.  2. Of, relating to, or 

resembling a leaf.  3. Of or relating to a lichen whose thallus is flat and leafy.  

[Latin foliosus, from folium, leaf. See FOLIUM.]

fo·li·um (foùlK-Nm) n.  pl. fo·li·a (-lK-N). 1. Geology. A thin, leaflike layer or stra-

tum occurring especially in metamorphic rock.  2. Mathematics. A plane cubic 

curve having a single loop, a node, and two ends asymptotic to the same line.  

[Latin, leaf. See bhel-3 in Appendix.]

folk (fok) n.  pl. folk or folks. 1. a. The common people of a society or region 

considered as the representatives of a traditional way of life and especially as the 

originators or carriers of the customs, beliefs, and arts that make up a distinctive 

culture:  a leader who came from the folk.  b. Archaic. A nation; a people.   

2. folks. Informal. People in general:  Folks around here will always lend a hand if 

you need it.  3.  Often folks. People of a specified group or kind:  city folks; rich 

folk.  4. folks. Informal. a. The members of one’s family or childhood house-

hold; one’s relatives.  b. One’s parents:  My folks are always forgetting my allow-

ance.    —  adj.  Of, occurring in, or originating among the common people:  folk 

culture; a folk hero.   —idiom. just folks. Informal. Down-to-earth, open-

hearted.  [Middle English, from Old English folc. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

folk art also folk-art (fokùärtÙ) n.  Art originating among the common people 

of a nation or region and usually reflecting their traditional culture, especially 

everyday or festive items produced or decorated by unschooled artists.   —folkù-
artÙ adj.  —folk artist n. 

folk dance  or folk-dance also folk·dance (fok d4ns) n.  1. a. A traditional 

dance originating among the common people of a nation or region.  b. The 

music accompanying such a dance.   2. A social gathering at which folk dances are 

performed.   —folkù-danceÙ adj.  —folk dancer n.  —folk dancùing 
(d4nùsVng) n. 

folk etymology also folk-et·y·mol·o·gy (fokÙHt-N-mmlùN-jK) n.  A change in 

the form of a word or phrase resulting from a mistaken assumption about its 

composition or meaning, as in shamefaced for earlier shamfast, “bound by 

shame,” or cutlet from French côtelette, “little rib.” 

folk·ie also folk·y (foùkK) Music. n.  pl. folk·ies. A folk singer or musician.   —  
adj.  folk·i·er, folk·i·est. Of, relating to, or in the style of folk music. 



folk·ish (foùkVsh) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of folk music, art, or literature.  

2. Simple or natural; folksy:  charmed us with his folkish wit and humor.   
—folkùish·ly adv.  —folkùish·ness n. 

folk linguistics (fok lVng-gwVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Popular belief 

or speculation about how language is used, especially by a group or an element of 

a population. 

folk·lore (fokùlôrÙ, -lorÙ) n.  1. The traditional beliefs, myths, tales, and prac-

tices of a people, transmitted orally.  2. The comparative study of folk knowledge 

and culture.  Also called folkloristics 3. a. A body of widely accepted but usually 

specious notions about a place, a group, or an institution:  Rumors of their antics 

became part of the folklore of Hollywood.  b. A popular but unfounded belief.    
—folkùlorÙic adj.  —folkùlorÙish adj.  —folkùlorÙist n.  —folkÙlor·isùtic adj. 

folk·lor·is·tics (fokÙlô-rVsùtVks, -lo-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). See folklore 
(n., sense 2). 

folk Mass also folk mass (fok m4s) n.  A Mass in which folk music is used as 

part of the service instead of liturgical music. 

folk medicine (fok mHdùV-sVn) n.  Traditional medicine as practiced by non-

professional healers or embodied in local custom or lore, generally involving the 

use of natural and especially herbal remedies. 

folk·moot (fokùmutÙ)  or folk·mote (-motÙ) n.  A general assembly of the 

people of a town, district, or shire in medieval England.  [Middle English, from 

Old English folcmot : folc, folk; see FOLK + mot, meeting.]

folk music (fok myuùzVk) n.  Music. 1. Music originating among the common 

people of a nation or region and spread about or passed down orally, often with 

considerable variation.  2. Contemporary music in the style of traditional folk 

music.   —folkù-muÙsic (fokùmyuÙzVk) adj. 

folk-rock  or folk rock (fokùrmkÙ) n.  Music. A variety of popular music com-

bining elements of rock ’n’ roll and folk music.   —folkù-rockù adj. 

folk·sing·er  or folk-sing·er also folk sing·er (fokùsVngÙNr) n.  Music. A 

singer of folksongs.   —folk singùing (sVngùVng) n. 

folk·song  or folk-song also folk song (fokùsôngÙ, -smngÙ) n.  Music. 1. A 

song belonging to the folk music of a people or area, often existing in several ver-

sions or with regional variations.  2. A song composed in the style of traditional 

folk music. 

folk·sy (fokùsK) adj.  folk·si·er, folk·si·est. Informal. 1. Simple and unpreten-

tious in behavior.  2. Characterized by informality and affability:  a friendly, 

folksy town.  3. Modest; low-key:  folksy humor; a folksy style that masked a keen 

business mind.   —folkùsi·ly adv.  —folkùsi·ness n. 

folk·tale  or folk-tale also folk tale (fokùt7lÙ) n.  A story or legend forming 

part of an oral tradition. 



folk·way (fokùw7Ù) n.  A practice, custom, or belief shared by the members of a 

group as part of their common culture. Often used in the plural. 

folk·y (foùkK) n.  & adj.  Music. Variant of folkie. 
fol·li·cle (fmlùV-kNl) n.  1. Anatomy. a. A small bodily cavity or sac:  a hair follicle.  

b. A cavity in the ovary containing a maturing ovum surrounded by its encasing 

cells.   2. Botany. A dry, single-chambered fruit that splits along only one seam to 

release its seeds, as in larkspur and milkweed.  [Latin folliculus, little bag, diminu-

tive of follis, bellows. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

follicle mite (fmlùV-kNl mXt) n.  Any of various tiny mites of the genus Demodex 

that infest the hair follicles of mammals. 

fol·li·cle-stim·u·lat·ing hormone (fmlùV-kNl-stVmÙyN-l7ÙtVng hôrùmonÙ) n.  

Abbr. FSH A gonadotropic hormone of the anterior pituitary gland that stimu-

lates the growth of follicles in the ovary and induces the formation of sperm in 

the testis. 

fol·lic·u·lar (fN-lVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Relating to, having, or resembling a follicle or 

follicles.  2. Affecting or growing out of a follicle or follicles. 

fol·lic·u·late (fN-lVkùyN-lVt) also fol·lic·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Having or con-

sisting of a follicle or follicles. 

fol·lic·u·li·tis (fN-lVkÙyN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a follicle, especially of a hair 

follicle.  [Latin folliculus, follicle; see FOLLICLE + -ITIS.]

fol·low (fmlùo) v.  fol·lowed, fol·low·ing, fol·lows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come or 

go after; proceed behind:  Follow the usher to your seat.  2. a. To go after in or as if 

in pursuit: “The wrong she had done followed her and haunted her dream” 

(Katherine Anne Porter).  b. To keep under surveillance:  followed the suspect for a 

week before making the arrest.   3. a. To move along the course of; take:  We fol-

lowed a path to the shore.  b. To go in the direction of; be guided by:  followed the 

sun westward across the plains; followed the signs to the monkey house.   4. To 

accept the guidance, command, or leadership of:  follow a spiritual master; rebels 

who refused to follow their commander.  5. To adhere to; practice:  followed the 

ancient customs of their people.  6. To take as a model or precedent; imitate:  fol-

lowed her new friends in everything they did; followed my example and resigned.  

7. a. To act in agreement or compliance with; obey:  follow the rules; follow one’s 

instincts.  b. To keep to or stick to:  followed the recipe; follow a diet.   8. To engage 

in (a trade or occupation); work at.  9. To come after in order, time, or position:  

Night follows day.  10. To bring something about at a later time than or as a con-

sequence of:  She followed her lecture with a question-and-answer period. The band 

followed its hit record with a national tour.  11. To occur or be evident as a conse-

quence of:  Your conclusion does not follow your premise.  12. a. To watch or 

observe closely:  followed the bird through binoculars.  b. To be attentive to; pay 

close heed to:  too sleepy to follow the sermon.  c. To keep oneself informed of the 

course, progress, or fortunes of:  follow the stock market; followed the local teams.   



13. To grasp the meaning or logic of; understand:  Do you follow my argument?   
—  v.  intr. 1. To come, move, or take place after another person or thing in order 

or time.  2. To occur or be evident as a consequence; result:  If you ignore your 

diet, trouble will follow.  3. To grasp the meaning or reasoning of something; 

understand.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of following.  2. Games. A billiards 

shot in which the cue ball is struck above center so that it follows the path of the 

object ball after impact.   —phrasal verbs. follow along. To move or proceed 

in unison or in accord with an example:  followed along with the song.  follow 
through. 2. Sports. To carry a stroke to natural completion after hitting or 

releasing a ball or other object.  3. To carry an act, a project, or an intention to 

completion; pursue fully:  followed through on her promise to reorganize the 

department.  follow up. 4. To carry to completion; follow through on:  followed 

up their recommendations with concrete proposals.  5. To increase the effectiveness 

or enhance the success of by further action:  followed up her interview with a tele-

phone call.   —idioms. as follows. As will be stated next. Used to introduce a 

specified enumeration, explanation, or command.  follow (one’s) nose. 2. To 

move straight ahead or in a direct path.  3. Informal. To be guided by instinct:  

had no formal training but became a success by following his nose.  follow suit. 
4. Games. To play a card of the same suit as the one led.  5. To do as another has 

done; follow an example.  [Middle English folowen, from Old English folgian.]

SYNONYMS: follow, succeed, ensue, result, supervene. These verbs mean to come

after something or someone. Follow, which has the widest application, can refer

to coming after in time or order, as a consequence or result, or by the operation

of logic: Night follows day. If you disregard the doctor’s orders, a relapse will follow.

Though he disapproves of violence, it doesn’t follow that he won’t defend himself. To

succeed is to come next after another in time or order, especially in planned order

determined by considerations such as rank, inheritance, or election: “The son of

a mandarin has no prescriptive right to succeed his father” (H.G. Wells). The heir

apparent succeeded to the throne. Ensue applies to what follows something, usually

as a consequence or by way of logical development: If a forest fire cannot be ex-

tinguished, devastation is sure to ensue. Result implies that what follows is caused

by what has preceded: Failure to file an income tax return can result in a fine. Su-

pervene, in contrast, refers to the coming after of a thing that has little relation to

what has preceded and that is often unexpected: “A bad harvest supervened. Dis-

tress reached its climax” (Charlotte Brontë). 

USAGE NOTE: As follows (not as follow) is the established form of the idiom,

no matter whether the noun that precedes it is singular or plural: The regulations

are as follows.



fol·low·er (fmlùo-Nr) n.  1. One who subscribes to the teachings or methods of 

another; an adherent:  a follower of Gandhi.  2. A servant; a subordinate.  3. A 

fan; an enthusiast.  4. One that imitates or copies another:  A successful marketing 

campaign will have many followers.  5. A machine element moved by another 

machine element. 

fol·low·er·ship (fmlùo-Nr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The act or condition of following a 

leader; adherence: “It was not a crisis of leadership. It was a crisis of followership” 

(Christian Science Monitor).  2. A group of followers; a following: “It is hard to 

have leadership when you have a divided followership” (Joseph Badaracco). 

fol·low·ing (fmlùo-Vng) adj.  Abbr. fol., ff., f. 1. Coming next in time or order:  

in the following chapter.  2. Now to be enumerated:  The following people will 

report for duty.  3. Blowing in the same direction as the course of a ship or an air-

craft. Used of wind.   —  n.  A group or gathering of admirers, adherents, or dis-

ciples:  a lecturer with a large following.   —  prep.  Subsequent to; after:  Following 

dinner, brandy was served in the study. 

fol·low-on (fmlùo-mnÙ, -ônÙ) adj.  Following as a related or consequent aspect 

or development: “Such contracts involve follow-on sales of maintenance services” 

(Christian Science Monitor).   —folùlow-onÙ n. 

follow shot (fmlùo shmt) n.  1. A shot in a movie in which the camera follows 

behind or along with a moving subject.  2. Games. A follow in billiards. 

fol·low-through  or fol·low·through (fmlùo-thruÙ) n.  1. The act or an 

instance of following through:  a book promotion campaign with no follow-

through.  2. Sports. The concluding part of a stroke, after a ball or other object has 

been hit or released. 

fol·low-up  or fol·low·up (fmlùo-ƒpÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of follow-

ing up, as to further an end or review new developments:  The follow-up is often as 

important as the initial contact in gaining new clients. The social worker’s emphasis 

on followup reassured her clients.  2. One that follows so as to further an end or 

increase effectiveness:  The software was a successful follow-up to the original prod-

uct.  3. An article or a report giving further information on a previously reported 

item of news.   —  adj.  Intended to follow up, as to reinforce or evaluate previous 

action:  follow-up services that are provided by the sales department; a followup 

examination after the surgery. 

fol·ly (fmlùK) n.  pl. fol·lies. 1. A lack of good sense, understanding, or foresight.  

2. a. An act or instance of foolishness:  regretted the follies of his youth.  b. A 

costly undertaking having an absurd or ruinous outcome.   3. follies. (used with 

a sing. or pl. verb). An elaborate theatrical revue consisting of music, dance, and 

skits.  4. Obsolete. a. Perilously or criminally foolish action.  b. Evil; wickedness.  

c. Lewdness; lasciviousness.   [Middle English folie, from Old French, from fol, 

foolish, from Late Latin follis, windbag, fool. See FOOL.]



Fol·som (folùsNm) adj.  Of or relating to a culture that flourished in western 

North America east of the Rocky Mountains during the late Pleistocene period, 

notable chiefly for the use of grooved, leaf-shaped flint projectile points.  [After 

Folsom, a town of northeast New Mexico.]

Fo·mal·haut (foùmNl-hôtÙ) n.  The brightest star in the constellation Piscis Aus-

trinus, 24 light-years from Earth.  [Arabic fum al-U7t, mouth of the fish, Fomal-

haut.]

fo·ment (fo-mHntù) v.  tr. fo·ment·ed, fo·ment·ing, fo·ments. 1. To pro-

mote the growth of; incite.  See Synonyms at incite.  2. To treat (the skin, for 

example) by fomentation.  [Middle English fomenten, to apply warm liquids to 

the skin, from Old French fomenter, from Late Latin foment7re, from Latin 

fomentum, from *fovementum, from fovKre, to warm.] —fo·mentùer n. 

fo·men·ta·tion (foÙmNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  1. The act of fomenting; incite-

ment.  2. a. A substance or material used as a warm, moist medicinal compress; a 

poultice.  b. The therapeutic application of warmth and moisture, as to relieve 

pain.  

fo·mite (foùmXtÙ) n.  An inanimate object or substance that is capable of trans-

mitting infectious organisms from one individual to another.  [Back-formation 

from New Latin fomitKs, pl. of Latin fomes, tinder, from *fovemKs, from fovKre, to 

warm.]

Fon (fmn) n.  pl. Fon or Fons. 1. A people of Benin and neighboring parts of 

Nigeria.  2. The Gbe language of the Fon. 

fond1 (fmnd) adj.  fond·er, fond·est. 1. Having a strong liking, inclination, or 

affection:  fond of ballet; fond of my nieces and nephews.  2. Affectionate; tender:  

a fond embrace.  3. Immoderately affectionate or indulgent; doting:  fond grand-

parents who tended to spoil the child.  4. Cherished; dear:  my fondest hopes.  

5. Archaic. Naively credulous or foolish.  [Middle English fonned, foolish, proba-

bly from past participle of fonnen, to be foolish, probably from fonne, fool.] 
—fondùly adv. 

fond2 (fmnd) n.  The background of a design in lace.  [French, from Old French 

fonds, fond, from Latin fundus, bottom.]

Fon·da (fmnùdN), Henry. 1905-1982.  American actor noted for his portrayal of 

decent, down-to-earth individuals in films such as The Grapes of Wrath (1940) 

and On Golden Pond (1981), for which he won an Academy Award. His daughter 

Jane (born 1937) won an Academy Award for Klute (1971) and Coming Home 

(1978). 

fon·dant (fmnùdNnt) n.  1. A sweet, creamy sugar paste used in candies and 

icings.  2. A candy containing this paste.  [French, from present participle of fon-

dre, to melt, from Latin fundere. See gheu- in Appendix.]



Fond du Lac (fmnù dN l4kÙ, dyN)  A city of eastern Wisconsin at the southern 

end of Lake Winnebago south-southeast of Oshkosh. It is an industrial center in a 

resort region. Population, 37,757. 

fon·dle (fmnùdl) v.  fon·dled, fon·dling, fon·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To handle, 

stroke, or caress lovingly.  See Synonyms at caress.  2. Obsolete. To treat with 

indulgence and solicitude; pamper.   —  v.  intr. To show fondness or affection by 

caressing.  [Frequentative of FOND
1, to show fondness for (obsolete).] —fonùdler 

n. 

fond·ness (fmndùnVs) n.  1. Warm affection or liking.  See Synonyms at love.  
2. A strong inclination or preference; a taste:  a fondness for sweets; a fondness for 

travel.  3. Archaic. Naive trustfulness; credulity. 

fon·due also fon·du (fmn-duù, -dyuù) n.  1. a. A hot dish made of melted 

cheese and wine and eaten with bread.  b. A similar dish, especially one consisting 

of a melted sauce in which pieces of food, such as bread, meat, or fruit, are 

dipped or cooked:  chocolate fondue.   2. A soufflé usually made with cheese and 

bread crumbs.  [French, from feminine past participle of fondre, to melt. See FON-

DANT.] —fon·dueù v. 

Fon·ga·fa·le (fmnÙgN-fäùlK)  The capital of Tuvalu, on Funafuti Island in the 

southern Pacific Ocean. Population, 2,191. 

Fon·se·ca (fôn-s7ùkN, -sHùkä), Gulf of. An inlet of the Pacific Ocean in western 

Central America bordered by El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua. 

font1 (fmnt) n.  1. A basin for holding baptismal water in a church.  2. A recepta-

cle for holy water; a stoup.  3. The oil reservoir in an oil-burning lamp.  4. An 

abundant source; a fount:  She was a font of wisdom and good sense.  [Middle 

English, from Old English, from Late Latin fons, font-, from Latin, fountain.] 
—fontùal (fmnùtl) adj. 

font2 (fmnt) n.  Printing. A complete set of type of one size and face.  [French 

fonte, casting, from Old French (from Vulgar Latin *fundita, from Late Latin, 

feminine of ·funditus, past participle of Latin fundere, to pour forth); see FON-

DANT, or from Old French fondre, to melt (from Latin fundere, to pour forth).]

Fon·taine·bleau (fmnùtVn-bloÙ, fôN-tHn-bloù)  A town of northern France 

southeast of Paris. Its chateau (built by Francis I) was long a royal palace and is 

now the summer residence of the president of France. The revocation of the Edict 

of Nantes was signed here in 1685. Population, 15,679. 

Fon·tan·a (fmn-t4nùN)  A city of southern California west of San Bernardino. It 

is an industrial center in a citrus-growing area. Population, 87,535. 

fon·ta·nel also fon·ta·nelle (fmnÙtN-nHlù) n.  Any of the soft membranous gaps 

between the incompletely formed cranial bones of a fetus or an infant.  Also 

called soft spot [Middle English fontinel, from Old French fontanele, diminutive 

of fontaine, fountain. See FOUNTAIN.]



Fon·tanne (fmn-t4nù), Lynn. 1887?-1983.  British-born American actress who 

in 1922 married Alfred Lunt, with whom she performed in many stage produc-

tions, including Pygmalion (1926). 

Fonte·nay-sous-Bois (fôNt-n7Ùsu-bwäù)  A city of north-central France, a 

manufacturing suburb of Paris. Population, 52,627. 

Fon·teyn (fmn-t7nù), Dame Margot. 1919-1991.  British ballerina who joined 

the Royal Ballet in 1934 and began her acclaimed partnership with Rudolf 

Nureyev in 1962. 

fon·ti·na (fmn-tKùnN) n.  A ripened cheese of variable texture and flavor, origi-

nally produced in Italy.  [Italian.]

Foo·chow (fuùjoù, -chouù)  See Fuzhou. 
food (fud) n.  1. Material, usually of plant or animal origin, that contains or 

consists of essential body nutrients, such as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vita-

mins, or minerals, and is ingested and assimilated by an organism to produce 

energy, stimulate growth, and maintain life.  2. A specified kind of nourishment:  

breakfast food; plant food.  3. Nourishment eaten in solid form:  food and drink.  

4. Something that nourishes or sustains in a way suggestive of physical nourish-

ment:  food for thought; food for the soul.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  food allergies; food additives.  [Middle English fode, from Old 

English foda. See p7- in Appendix.]

food chain (fud ch7n) n.  A succession of organisms in an ecological commu-

nity that constitutes a continuation of food energy from one organism to another 

as each consumes a lower member and in turn is preyed upon by a higher mem-

ber. 

food cycle (fud sXùkNl) n.  See food web. 
food fish (fud fVsh) n.  A fish that may be used as food for human beings. 

food·ie (fuùdK) n.  Slang. A person who has an ardent or refined interest in 

food; a gourmet: “in the culinary fast lane, where surprises are expected and foodies 

beg to be thrilled” (Boston Globe). 

food poi·son·ing (fud poiùzN-nVng) n.  1. An acute, often severe gastrointes-

tinal disorder characterized by vomiting and diarrhea and caused by eating food 

contaminated with bacteria, especially bacteria of the genus Salmonella, or the 

toxins they produce.  2. Poisoning caused by ingesting substances, such as certain 

mushrooms, that contain natural toxins. 

food processor (fud prmsùHsÙNr) n.  An appliance consisting of a container 

housing interchangeable rotating blades and used for preparing foods, as by 

shredding, slicing, chopping, or blending. 

food pyramid (fud pVrùN-mVd) n.  Ecology. A graphic representation of the 

structure of a food chain, depicted as a pyramid having a broad base formed by 

producers and tapering to a point formed by end consumers. Between successive 

levels, total biomass decreases as energy is lost from the system. 



food service  or food·serv·ice (fudùsûrÙvVs) n.  The practice or business of 

making, transporting, and serving or dispensing prepared foods, as in a restau-

rant or commissary.   —foodùservÙice adj. 

food stamp (fud st4mp) n.  A stamp or coupon, issued by the government to 

persons with low incomes, that can be redeemed for food at stores. 

food·stuff (fudùstƒfÙ) n.  A substance that can be used or prepared for use as 

food. 

food vacuole (fud v4kùyu-olÙ) n.  Biology. A vacuole in which phagocytized 

food is digested. 

food web (fud wHb) n.  A complex of interrelated food chains in an ecological 

community.  Also called food cycle 

foo·fa·raw (fuùfN-rôÙ) n.  1. Excessive or flashy ornamentation.  2. A fuss 

over a trifling matter.  [Probably from Spanish fanfarrón, boaster, and from 

French frou-frou, rustling both of imitative origin.]

fool (ful) n.  1. One who is regarded as deficient in judgment, sense, or under-

standing.  2. One who acts unwisely on a given occasion:  I was a fool to have 

refused the job.  3. One who has been tricked or made to appear ridiculous; a 

dupe:  They made a fool of me by pretending I won the award.  4. Informal. A per-

son with a talent or an enthusiasm for a certain activity:  a dancing fool; a fool for 

skiing.  5. A member of a royal or noble household who provided entertainment, 

as with jokes or antics; a jester.  6. A dessert made of stewed or puréed fruit mixed 

with cream or custard and served cold.  7. Archaic. A mentally deficient person; 

an idiot.   —  v.  fooled, fool·ing, fools.  —  v.  tr. 1. To deceive or trick; dupe: 

“trying to learn how to fool a trout with a little bit of floating fur and feather” 

(Charles Kuralt).  2. To confound or prove wrong; surprise, especially pleasantly:  

We were sure they would fail, but they fooled us.   —  v.  intr. 1. Informal. a. To 

speak or act facetiously or in jest; joke:  I was just fooling when I said you couldn’t 

have any of my candy.  b. To behave comically; clown.  c. To feign; pretend:  He 

said he had a toothache but it turned out he was only fooling.   2. To engage in idle 

or frivolous activity.  3. To toy, tinker, or mess:  shouldn’t fool with matches.   —  
adj.  Informal. Foolish; stupid:  off on some fool errand or other.   —phrasal 
verbs. fool around. Informal. 1. To engage in idle or casual activity; putter:  

was fooling around with some figures in hopes of balancing the budget.  2. To 

engage in frivolous activity; make fun.  3. To engage in casual, often promiscuous 

sexual acts.  fool away. To waste (time or money) foolishly; squander:  fooled 

away the week’s pay on Friday night.   —idiom. play the fool (or act the fool). 

1. To act in an irresponsible or foolish manner.  2. To behave in a playful or com-

ical manner.  [Middle English fol, from Old French, from Late Latin follis, wind-

bag, fool, from Latin follis, bellows. See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The pejorative nature of the term fool is only strengthened



by a knowledge of its etymology. Its source, the Latin word follis, meant “a bag or

sack, a large inflated ball, a pair of bellows.” Users of the word in Late Latin, how-

ever, saw a resemblance between the bellows or the inflated ball and a person who

was what we would call “a windbag” or “an airhead.” The word, which passed into

English by way of French, is first recorded in English in a work written around

the beginning of the 13th century with the sense “a foolish, stupid, or ignorant

person.”

fool·er·y (fuùlN-rK) n.  pl. fool·er·ies. 1. Foolish behavior or speech.  2. An 

instance of foolish behavior or speech; a jest. 

fool·har·dy (fulùhärÙdK) adj.  fool·har·di·er, fool·har·di·est. Unwisely bold 

or venturesome; rash.  See Synonyms at reckless.  [Middle English folhardi, 

from Old French fol hardi : fol, fool; see FOOL + hardi, bold; see HARDY
1.] 

—foolùharÙdi·ly adv.  —foolùharÙdi·ness n. 

fool·ish (fuùlVsh) adj.  1. Lacking or exhibiting a lack of good sense or judg-

ment; silly:  foolish remarks.  2. Resulting from stupidity or misinformation; 

unwise:  a foolish decision.  3. Arousing laughter; absurd or ridiculous:  a foolish 

grin.  4. Immoderate or stubborn; unreasonable:  foolish pride; foolish love.  

5. Embarrassed; abashed:  I feel foolish telling you this.  6. Insignificant; trivial:  

spent all their money on foolish little knickknacks.   —foolùish·ly adv.  

—foolùish·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: foolish, silly, fatuous, absurd, preposterous, ridiculous, ludicrous.

These adjectives are applied to what is so devoid of wisdom or good sense as to

be laughable. Foolish, the least emphatic and derogatory, usually implies poor

judgment or lack of wisdom or soundness: a foolish young fellow; a foolish expen-

diture of time and energy. Silly suggests lack of point or purpose: a silly argument;

silly mistakes; suggestions that aren’t brilliant but aren’t silly either. Fatuous applies

especially to what is foolish in a vacuous, smug, and unconscious way: seems to

take pride in making fatuous remarks. Absurd, preposterous, ridiculous, and ludi-

crous apply to what is risible because of a departure from reason, logic, or com-

mon sense: It would be absurd for us both to drive, since we’re headed for the same

destination. Preposterous describes what is contrary to reason or sense: “It would

be preposterous to take so grave a step on the advice of an enemy” (J.A. Froude).

Ridiculous refers to what inspires ridicule: “Clara’s conceited assumption of a uni-

versal interest in her dull children was ridiculous” (Arnold Bennett). Ludicrous ap-

plies to what causes scornful laughter: It is ludicrous to call a simple split-level house

a mansion.



fool·proof (fulùprufÙ) adj.  1. Designed so as to be impervious to human 

incompetence, error, or misuse:  a foolproof detonator; a foolproof safety lock.  

2. Effective; infallible:  a foolproof scheme. 

fools·cap (fulzùk4pÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. fcp., fcap., fp. Chiefly British. A sheet of 

writing or printing paper measuring approximately 13 by 16 inches.  2. A fool’s 

cap.  [From the watermark of a fool’s cap with bells originally used for this 

paper.]

fool’s cap (fulz k4p) n.  1. A gaily decorated cap, usually with a number of 

loose peaks tipped with bells, formerly worn by court jesters and clowns.  2.  See 

dunce cap. 
fool’s errand (fulz HrùNnd) n.  pl. fools’ errands. A fruitless mission or 

undertaking. 

fool’s gold (fulz gold) n.  See pyrite. 
fool’s paradise (fulz p4rùN-dXsÙ) n.  A state of delusive contentment or false 

hope. 

fool’s-pars·ley (fulzùpärÙslK) n.  A poisonous European weed (Aethusa cyn-

apium) having finely divided leaves, umbels of small white flowers, and an 

unpleasant odor. 

foon (fun) n.  A spoon with broad tines at the end of its bowl, adapted for 

spearing and scooping food.  [Blend of FORK, and SPOON.]

foot (ftt) n.  pl. feet (fKt). 1. The lower extremity of the vertebrate leg that is 

in direct contact with the ground in standing or walking.  2. A structure used for 

locomotion or attachment in an invertebrate animal, such as the muscular organ 

extending from the ventral side of a mollusk.  3. Something suggestive of a foot 

in position or function, especially: a. The lowest part; the bottom:  the foot of a 

mountain; the foot of a page.  b. The end opposite the head, top, or front:  the foot 

of a bed; the foot of a parade.  c. The termination of the leg of a piece of furniture, 

especially when shaped or modeled.  d. The part of a sewing machine that holds 

down and guides the cloth.  e. Nautical. The lower edge of a sail.  f. Botany. The 

base of the sporophyte in mosses and liverworts.   4. The inferior part or rank:  at 

the foot of the class.  5. The part of a stocking or high-topped boot that encloses 

the foot.  6. a. A manner of moving; a step:  walks with a light foot.  b. Speed or 

momentum, as in a race: “the only other Democrats who’ve demonstrated any foot 

till now” (Michael Kramer).   7. (used with a pl. verb). Foot soldiers; infantry:  A 

regiment of foot are descending the hill.  8. A unit of poetic meter consisting of 

stressed and unstressed syllables in any of various set combinations. For example, 

an iambic foot has an unstressed followed by a stressed syllable.  9.  Abbr. ft., ft A 

unit of length in the U.S. Customary and British Imperial systems equal to 12 

inches (0.3048 meter).  See Table at measurement.  10. foots. Sediment that 

forms during the refining of oil and other liquids; dregs.   —  v.  foot·ed, 
foot·ing, foots.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go on foot; walk. Often used with it:  When 



their car broke down, they had to foot it the rest of the way.  2. To dance. Often used 

with it: “We foot it all the night/weaving olden dances” (William Butler Yeats).  

3. Nautical. To make headway; sail.   —  v.  tr. 1. To go by foot over, on, or 

through; tread.  2. To execute the steps of (a dance).  3. To add up (a column of 

numbers) and write the sum at the bottom; total:  footed up the bill.  4. To pay; 

defray:  footed the expense of their children’s education.  5. To provide (a stocking, 

for example) with a foot.   —idioms. at (someone’s) feet. Enchanted or fasci-

nated by.  best foot forward. A favorable initial impression:  He always has his 

best foot forward when speaking to his constituents. Put your best foot forward dur-

ing an employment interview.  feet of clay. An underlying weakness or fault: 

“They discovered to their vast discomfiture that their idol had feet of clay, after plac-

ing him upon a pedestal” (James Joyce).  foot in the door. Slang. 4. An initial 

point of or opportunity for entry.  5. A first step in working toward a goal.  have 
one foot in the grave. Informal. To be on the verge of death, as from illness or 

severe trauma.  on (one’s) feet. 7. Standing up:  The crowd was on its feet for the 

last ten seconds.  8. Fully recovered, as after an illness or convalescence:  The 

patient is on her feet again.  9. In a sound or stable operating condition:  put the 

business back on its feet after years of mismanagement.  10. In an impromptu situ-

ation; extemporaneously: “Politicians provide easy targets for grammatical nitpick-

ers because they have to think on their feet” (Springfield MA Morning Union).  on 
the right foot. In an auspicious manner:  The project started off on the right foot 

but soon ran into difficulties.  on the wrong foot. In an inauspicious manner:  

The project started off on the wrong foot.  [Middle English fot, from Old English 

fot. See ped- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Used in combination with numbers to form expressions denot-

ing units of measure, foot and feet are used typically in the following: a four-foot

plank; a plank four feet (less frequently, four foot) long; a plank four feet six inches

long (or four foot six inches long). When foot is combined with greater numbers

than one to refer to simple distance, however, only the plural feet is used: a ledge

20 feet (not foot) away. At that speed, a car moves 88 feet (not foot) in a second.

foot·age (fttùVj) n.  1. Length, extent, or amount based on measurement in 

feet:  estimated the square footage of new office space.  2. a. An amount or length 

of film or videotape.  b. A shot or series of shots of a specified nature or subject:  

news footage; some good footage of the royal wedding.  

foot-and-mouth disease (fttÙn-mouthù dV-zKzù) n.  An acute, highly 

contagious degenerative viral disease of cattle and other cloven-hoofed animals, 

characterized by fever and the eruption of vesicles around the mouth and hoofs. 

It is usually not fatal.  Also called hoof-and-mouth disease 



foot·ball (fttùbôlÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A game played by two teams of 11 players 

each on a rectangular, 100-yard-long field with goal lines and goal posts at either 

end, the object being to gain possession of the ball and advance it in running or 

passing plays across the opponent’s goal line or kick it through the air between the 

opponent’s goal posts.  b. The inflated oval ball used in this game.   2. Chiefly 

British. a. Rugby.  b. Soccer.  c. The ball used in Rugby or soccer.   3. Informal. A 

problem or issue that is discussed among groups or persons without being settled:  

The issue of tax reform became a political football.   —footùballÙer n. 

foot·bath (fttùb4thÙ, -bäthÙ) n.  A small bath, such as a basin or shallow pool, 

for washing or disinfecting the feet. 

foot·board (fttùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. An upright board across the foot of a 

bedstead.  2. A board or small raised platform on which to support or rest the 

feet, as in a carriage. 

foot·boy (fttùboiÙ) n.  A youth employed as a servant or page. 

foot brake (ftt br7k) n.  A brake operated by pressure of the foot on a pedal, 

as in an automobile. 

foot·bridge (fttùbrVjÙ) n.  A bridge designed for pedestrians. 

foot-can·dle (fttùk4nÙdl) n.  Abbr. fc, ft-c A unit of measure of the intensity 

of light falling on a surface, equal to one lumen per square foot and originally 

defined with reference to a standardized candle burning at one foot from a given 

surface. 

foot·cloth (fttùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  Archaic. A richly ornamented cloth draped 

over the back of a horse and touching the ground on both sides. 

foot-drag·ging (fttùdr4gÙVng) n.  Failure to take prompt or required action: 

“The inquiry should be thorough and objective, while working fast enough to avoid 

any suspicion of foot-dragging” (Economist).   —footù-dragÙger n. 

Foote (ftt), Andrew Hull. 1806-1863.  American naval officer who abolished 

(1862) liquor rations in the navy and commanded Union vessels on the upper 

Mississippi River during the Civil War. 

foot·ed (fttùVd) adj.  Having feet or a foot:  a footed sofa. Often used in combi-

nation: web-footed; four-footed. 

foot·er (fttùNr) n.  1. One that is an indicated number of feet in height or 

length. Often used in combination:  a six-footer.  2. Printed matter positioned in 

the bottom margin of a page, especially a title, page number, or date that is 

repeated throughout a document created on a word-processing system.  3.  See 

footing (n., sense 4). 

foot·fall (fttùfôlÙ) n.  See footstep (n., sense 1). 

foot fault (ftt fôlt) n.  Sports. A fault against the server, as in tennis, called for 

failure to keep both feet behind the base line. 

foot·gear (fttùgîrÙ) n.  Sturdy footwear, such as shoes or boots. 

foot·hill (fttùhVlÙ) n.  A hill near the base of a mountain or mountain range. 



foot·hold (fttùholdÙ) n.  1. A place providing support for the foot in climbing 

or standing.  2. A firm or secure position that provides a base for further 

advancement. 

foot·ing (fttùVng) n.  1. Secure placement of the feet in standing or moving.  

2. a. A surface or its condition with respect to its suitability for walking or run-

ning, especially the condition of a racetrack.  b. A secure place for the feet; a foot-

hold.   3. The act of moving on foot.  4. Architecture. The supporting base or 

groundwork of a structure, as for a monument or wall.  Also called footer 5. A 

basis or foundation:  a business begun on a good footing.  6. a. Position or rank in 

relation to others; standing:  Everyone began on an equal footing.  b. Terms of 

social interaction:  neighbors on a friendly footing.   7. The act of making a foot for 

something, such as a stocking.  8. The sum of a column of figures. 

foot-lam·bert (fttùl4mÙbNrt) n.  Abbr. fL A unit of luminance equal to 1/π 

candela per square foot. 

foo·tle (futùl) Informal. v.  intr. foo·tled, foo·tling, foo·tles. 1. To waste 

time; trifle.  2. To talk nonsense.   —  n.  Nonsense; foolishness.  [Probably vari-

ant of footer, to screw around, from obsolete fouter, a fuck, from French foutre, to 

fuck, from Latin futuere. See bhau- in Appendix.] —fooùtler n. 

foot·less (fttùlVs) adj.  1. Having no feet.  2. Lacking a firm support or basis; 

unsubstantial.  3. Informal. Not competent or skillful; inept.   —footùless·ly 
adv.  —footùless·ness n. 

foot·lights (fttùlXtsÙ) pl.n.  1. Lights placed in a row along the front of a stage 

floor.  2. The theater as a profession. 

foo·tling (futùlVng) adj.  Informal. 1. Lacking importance or significance; tri-

fling:  a footling gesture.  2. Stupid; inept.  [Present participle of FOOTLE.]

foot·lock·er (fttùlmkÙNr) n.  A trunk for storing personal belongings, espe-

cially one kept at the foot of a bed, as in a barracks. 

foot·long (fttùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) adj.  Being about one foot in length:  a footlong 

hot dog. 

foot·loose (fttùlusÙ) adj.  Having no attachments or ties; free to do as one 

pleases. 

foot·man (fttùmNn) n.  1. A man employed as a servant to wait at table, attend 

the door, and run various errands, as in a palace.  2. Archaic. a. A foot soldier; an 

infantryman.  b. One who travels on foot; a pedestrian.  

foot·mark (fttùmärkÙ) n.  See footprint (n., sense 1). 

foot·note (fttùnotÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. fn. A note placed at the bottom of a page of 

a book or manuscript that comments on or cites a reference for a designated part 

of the text.  2. Something related to but of lesser importance than a larger work 

or occurrence:  a political scandal that was but a footnote to modern history.   —  v.  

tr. foot·not·ed, foot·not·ing, foot·notes. To furnish with or comment on in 

footnotes. 



foot·pace (fttùp7sÙ) n.  1. A walking pace.  2. A raised platform in a room, as 

for a lecturer; a dais. 

foot·pad1 (fttùp4dÙ) n.  A thief who preys on pedestrians.  [FOOT + obsolete 

pad, highwayman (probably from Middle Dutch pad, path); see pent- in Appen-

dix.]

foot·pad2 (fttùp4dÙ) n.  A plate or similar structure on the leg of a spacecraft 

that distributes weight and helps prevent sinking after landing. 

foot·path (fttùp4thÙ, -päthÙ) n.  A narrow path for persons on foot. 

foot-pound (fttùpoundù) n.  Abbr. ft-lb A unit of work equal to the work 

done by a force of one pound acting through a distance of one foot in the direc-

tion of the force. 

foot-pound·al (fttùpounùdl) n.  A unit of work equal to the work done by a 

force of one poundal acting through a distance of one foot in the direction of the 

force. 

foot-pound-sec·ond (fttùpoundùsHkùNnd) adj.  Abbr. fps, f.p.s. Of, relat-

ing to, or characteristic of the British, Canadian, or U.S. system of units based on 

the foot, the pound, and the second as the fundamental units of length, mass, and 

time. 

foot·print (fttùprVntÙ) n.  1. An outline or indentation left by a foot on a sur-

face.  Also called footmark, footstep.  2. An area within which a spacecraft is sup-

posed to land.  3. A designated area affected or covered by a device or 

phenomenon:  the footprint of a microcomputer; the footprint of a communications 

satellite. 

foot·race  or foot race (fttùr7sÙ) n.  Sports. A race run by contestants on foot.   
—footùracÙing n. 

foot·rest (fttùrHstÙ) n.  A support on which to rest the feet. 

foot·rope (fttùropÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. A rope attached to the lower border of a 

sail.  2. A rope, rigged beneath a yard, for sailors to stand on during the reefing or 

furling of sail. 

foot rot (ftt rmt) n.  1. A degenerative bacterial infection of the feet in certain 

hoofed animals, especially cattle or sheep, often resulting in loss of the hoof.  2. A 

disease of plants in which the stem or trunk rots at its base. 

foot·sie also foot·sy (fttùsK) n.  Informal. The act of flirting in which one 

secretly touches the feet or legs of another with one’s own, as under a table.   
—idiom. play footsie with. 1. To flirt with, especially in secret.  2. To cooper-

ate or curry favor with in a sly or devious way.  [From diminutive of FOOT.]

foot·slog (fttùslmgÙ) v.  intr. foot·slogged, foot·slog·ging, foot·slogs. To 

march or trudge through or as if through mud.   —footùslogÙger n. 

foot soldier (ftt solùjNr) n.  A soldier who fights on foot; an infantry trooper. 

foot·sore (fttùsôrÙ, -sorÙ) adj.  Having sore or tired feet, as from too much 

walking.   —footùsoreÙness n. 



foot·stalk (fttùstôkÙ) n.  A supporting stalk, such as a peduncle or pedicel. 

foot·stall (fttùstôlÙ) n.  The pedestal, plinth, or base of a pillar, column, or 

statue. 

foot·step (fttùstHpÙ) n.  1. a. A step with the foot.  b. The sound of a foot 

stepping.  Also called footfall  2. The distance covered by a step:  a footstep away.  

3.  See footprint (n., sense 1).  4. A step on which to go up or down.   —idiom. 
follow in (someone’s) footsteps. To carry on the behavior, work, or tradi-

tion of. 

foot·stone (fttùstonÙ) n.  A marking stone placed at the foot of a grave. 

foot·stool (fttùstulÙ) n.  A low stool for supporting the feet. 

foot·sy (fttùsK) n.  Informal. Variant of footsie. 
foot·wall (fttùwôlÙ) n.  The mass of rock underlying a mineral deposit in a 

mine. 

foot·way (fttùw7Ù) n.  A walk or path for pedestrians. 

foot·wear (fttùwârÙ) n.  Attire, such as shoes or slippers, for the feet. 

foot·work (fttùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Sports. The manner in which the feet are used or 

maneuvered, as in boxing or in figure skating.  2. Work that involves moving 

around on foot; legwork.  3. Informal. Skillful dealing or maneuvering; tactics: 

“They’ve built a corporate empire on dazzling financial footwork” (Christopher 

Farrell). 

foo·zle (fuùzNl) v.  tr. foo·zled, foo·zling, foo·zles. To manage clumsily; 

bungle.   —  n.  The act of bungling, especially a poor stroke in golf.  [Perhaps 

from German dialectal fuseln, to work poorly or slowly.] —fooùzler n. 

fop (fmp) n.  A man who is preoccupied with and often vain about his clothes and 

manners; a dandy.  [Middle English, fool probably akin to Middle English fob, 

trickster, cheat. See FOB
2.]

fop·per·y (fmpùN-rK) n.  pl. fop·per·ies. 1. Foolish quality or action.  2. The 

dress or manner of a fop. 

fop·pish (fmpùVsh) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a fop; dandified.   
—fopùpish·ly adv.  —fopùpish·ness n. 

for (fôr; fNr when unstressed) prep.  1. a. Used to indicate the object, aim, or pur-

pose of an action or activity:  trained for the ministry; put the house up for sale; 

plans to run for senator.  b. Used to indicate a destination:  headed off for town.   

2. Used to indicate the object of a desire, an intention, or a perception:  had a nose 

for news; eager for fame and fortune.  3. a. Used to indicate the recipient or bene-

ficiary of an action:  prepared lunch for us.  b. On behalf of:  spoke for all the mem-

bers.  c. In favor of:  Were they for or against the proposal?  d. In place of:  a 

substitute for eggs.   4. a. Used to indicate equivalence or equality:  paid ten dollars 

for a ticket; repeated the conversation word for word.  b. Used to indicate correla-

tion or correspondence:  took two steps back for every step forward.   5. a. Used to 

indicate amount, extent, or duration:  a bill for five dollars; walked for miles; stood 



in line for several minutes.  b. Used to indicate a specific time:  had an appoint-

ment for two o’clock.   6. a. As being:  take for granted; mistook me for the librarian.  

b. Used to indicate an actual or implied listing or choosing:  For one thing, we 

can’t afford it.   7. As a result of; because of:  jumped for joy.  8. Used to indicate 

appropriateness or suitability:  It will be for the judge to decide.  

9. Notwithstanding; despite:  For all the problems, it was a valuable experience.  

10. a. As regards; concerning:  a stickler for neatness.  b. Considering the nature 

or usual character of:  was spry for his advanced age.  c. In honor of:  named for her 

grandmother.    —  conj.  Because; since.  [Middle English, from Old English. See 

per1 in Appendix.]

FOR abbr.  Free on rail. 

for. abbr.  1. Foreign.  2. Forest; forestry. 

for- pref.  Completely; excessively, especially with destructive or detrimental 

effect:  forworn.  [Middle English, from Old English. See per1 in Appendix.]

fo·ra (fôrùN, forùN) n.  A plural of forum. 
for·age (fôrùVj, fmrù-) n.  1. Food for domestic animals; fodder.  2. The act of 

looking or searching for food or provisions.   —  v.  for·aged, for·ag·ing, 
for·ag·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To wander in search of food or provisions.  2. To make 

a raid, as for food:  soldiers foraging near an abandoned farm.  3. To conduct a 

search; rummage.   —  v.  tr. 1. To collect forage from; strip of food or supplies:  

troops who were foraging the countryside.  2. Informal. To obtain by foraging:  for-

aged a snack from the refrigerator.  [Middle English, from Old French fourrage, 

from forrer, to forage, from feurre, fodder, of Germanic origin. See p7- in Appen-

dix.] —forùag·er n. 

For·a·ker (fôrùN-kNr, fmrù-), Mount. A peak, 5,307 m (17,400 ft) high, in the 

Alaska Range of south-central Alaska. 

for·am (fôrùNm, fmrù-) n.  A foraminifer.  [Short for FORAMINIFER.]

fo·ra·men (fN-r7ùmNn) n.  pl. fo·ram·i·na (-r4mùN-nN)  or fo·ra·mens. An 

opening or orifice, as in a bone or in the covering of the ovule of a plant.  [Latin 

for7men, an opening, from for7re, to bore.] —fo·ramùi·nal (-r4mùN-nNl), 
fo·ramùi·nous (-nNs)  adj. 

foramen magnum (fN-r7ùmNn m4gùnNm) n.  The large orifice in the base of 

the skull through which the spinal cord passes to the cranial cavity and becomes 

continuous with the medulla oblongata.  [New Latin for7men magnum : Latin 

for7men, opening + Latin magnus, large.]

foramen o·val·e (fN-r7ùmNn o-v4lùK, -v7ùlK, -väù-) n.  An opening in the sep-

tum between the right and left atria of the heart, present in the fetus but usually 

closed soon after birth.  [New Latin for7men ov7le : Latin for7men, opening + 

Medieval Latin ov7lis, oval.]

fo·ram·i·na (fN-r4mùN-nN) n.  A plural of foramen. 



for·a·min·i·fer (fôrÙN-mVnùN-fNr, fmrÙ-) also for·a·min·i·fer·an (-mVnùN-fNr-

Nn) n.  pl. fo·ram·i·nif·er·a (fN-r4mÙN-nVfùNr-N)  or for·a·min·i·fers. Any of the 

chiefly marine protozoans of the order Foraminifera, characteristically having a 

calcareous shell with perforations through which numerous pseudopods pro-

trude.  [From New Latin For7minifera, order name  : Latin for7men, for7min-, an 

opening + Latin -fer, -fer.] —fo·ramÙi·nifùer·ous (fN-r4mÙN-nVfùNr-Ns), 
fo·ramÙi·nifùer·al adj. 

for·as·much as (fôrÙNz-mƒchù Nz) conj.  Inasmuch as; since. 

for·ay (fôrù7Ù, forù7Ù, fmrù7Ù) n.  1. A sudden raid or military advance.  2. A ven-

ture or an initial attempt, especially outside one’s usual area:  an actor’s foray into 

politics.   —  v.  for·ayed, for·ay·ing, for·ays.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a raid.  

2. To make inroads, as for profit or adventure.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To pillage in 

search of spoils.  [Middle English forrai, from forraien, to plunder, probably back-

formation from forreour, raider, plunderer, from Old French forrier, from forrer, 

to forage. See FORAGE.]

forb (fôrb) n.  A broad-leaved herb other than a grass, especially one growing in 

a field, prairie, or meadow.  [From Greek phorbK, fodder, from pherbein, to 

graze.]

for·bad (fNr-b4dù, fôr-) v.  A past tense of forbid. 
for·bade (fNr-b4dù, -b7dù, fôr-) v.  A past tense of forbid. 
for·bear1 (fôr-bârù) v.  for·bore (-bôrù, -borù), for·borne (-bôrnù, -bornù), 
for·bear·ing, for·bears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To refrain from; resist:  forbear replying.  

See Synonyms at refrain1.  2. To desist from; cease.  3. Obsolete. To avoid or 

shun.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hold back; refrain.  2. To be tolerant or patient in the face 

of provocation.  [Middle English forberen, from Old English forberan, to endure. 

See bher-1 in Appendix.] —for·bearùer n. 

for·bear2 (fôrùbârÙ, forù-) n.  Variant of forebear. 
for·bear·ance (fôr-bârùNns) n.  1. The act of forbearing.  2. Tolerance and 

restraint in the face of provocation; patience.  See Synonyms at patience.  
3. The quality of being forbearing.  4. Law. The act of a creditor who refrains 

from enforcing a debt when it falls due. 

Forbes (fôrbz), B(ertie) C(harles). 1880-1954.  American publisher and busi-

nessman who founded and edited (1916-1954) Forbes magazine. His son Mal-
colm Stevenson Forbes (1919-1990), who assumed the editorship in 1957, 

was an avid collector and set six world records in hot-air ballooning in 1973. 

Forbes-Rob·ert·son (fôrbz-rmbùNrt-sNn), Sir Johnston. 1853-1937.  British 

actor known particularly for his portrayal of Hamlet. 

for·bid (fNr-bVdù, fôr-) v.  tr. for·bade (-b4dù, -b7dù)  or for·bad (-b4dù), 
for·bid·den (-bVdùn)  or for·bid, for·bid·ding, for·bids. 1. To command 

(someone) not to do something:  I forbid you to go.  2. To command against the 

doing or use of (something); prohibit:  forbid smoking on trains.  3. To have the 



effect of preventing; preclude:  Discretion forbids a reply.  [Middle English forbid-

den, forbeden, from Old English forbKodan. See bheudh- in Appendix.] 
—for·bidùdance n.  —for·bidùder n.  

SYNONYMS: forbid, ban, enjoin, interdict, prohibit, proscribe. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to refuse to allow”: laws that forbid speeding;

banned smoking; was enjoined from broadcasting the news item; interdict trafficking

in drugs; rules that prohibit swimming in the reservoir; proscribed the importation

of raw fruits and vegetables. 

ANTONYM: permit

for·bid·den (fNr-bVdùn, fôr-) v.  A past participle of forbid.  —  adj.  Physics. 

Having a low probability of occurrence. Used of quantum phenomena:  a forbid-

den transition. 

For·bid·den City (fNr-bVdùn sVtùK, fôr-)  A walled enclosure of central Beijing, 

China, containing the palaces of former Chinese rulers. Formerly closed to the 

public (hence its name), it was opened as a vast museum area but reclosed after 

student demonstrations in Tiananmen Square in 1989. 

forbidden fruit (fNr-bVdùn frut) n.  An indulgence or a pleasure that is illegal 

or is believed to be immoral.  [From the story of the fruit of the tree of knowledge 

of good and evil, forbidden to Adam and Eve in Genesis 2:16-3:19.]

for·bid·ding (fNr-bVdùVng, fôr-) adj.  1. Tending or threatening to impede 

progress:  forbidding rapids.  2. Unpleasant; disagreeable:  a forbidding scowl.  

3. Having a menacing aspect:  forbidding thunderclouds.   —for·bidùding·ly adv. 

for·bore (fôr-bôrù, -borù) v.  Past tense of forbear1. 
for·borne (fôr-bôrnù, -bornù) v.  Past participle of forbear1. 
force (fôrs, fors) n.  1. The capacity to do work or cause physical change; energy, 

strength, or active power:  the force of an explosion.  2. a. Power made operative 

against resistance; exertion:  use force in driving a nail.  b. The use of physical 

power or violence to compel or restrain:  a confession obtained by force.   

3. a. Intellectual power or vigor, especially as conveyed in writing or speech.  

b. Moral strength.  c. A capacity for affecting the mind or behavior; efficacy:  the 

force of logical argumentation.  d. One that possesses such capacity:  the forces of 

evil.   4. a. A body of persons or other resources organized or available for a cer-

tain purpose:  a large labor force.  b. A person or group capable of influential 

action:  a retired senator who is still a force in national politics.   5. a. Military 

strength.  b. The entire military strength, as of a nation.  c. Units of a nation’s 

military personnel, especially those deployed into combat:  Our forces have at last 

engaged the enemy.   6. Law. Legal validity.  7. Physics. A vector quantity that tends 

to produce an acceleration of a body in the direction of its application.   —  v.  tr. 

forced, forc·ing, forc·es. 1. To compel through pressure or necessity:  I forced 



myself to practice daily. He was forced to take a second job.  2. a. To gain by the use 

of force or coercion:  force a confession.  b. To move or effect against resistance or 

inertia:  forced my foot into the shoe.  c. To inflict or impose relentlessly:  He forced 

his ideas upon the group.   3. a. To put undue strain on:  She forced her voice despite 

being hoarse.  b. To increase or accelerate (a pace, for example) to the maximum.  

c. To produce with effort and against one’s will:  force a laugh in spite of pain.  

d. To use (language) with obvious lack of ease and naturalness.   4. a. To move, 

open, or clear by force:  forced our way through the crowd.  b. To break down or 

open by force:  force a lock.   5. To rape.  6. Botany. To cause to grow or mature by 

artificially accelerating normal processes.  7. Baseball. a. To put (a runner) out 

on a force play.  b. To allow (a run) to be scored by walking a batter when the 

bases are loaded.   8. Games. To cause an opponent to play (a particular card).   
—idioms. force (someone’s) hand. To force to act or speak prematurely or 

unwillingly.  in force. 2. In full strength; in large numbers:  Demonstrators were 

out in force.  3. In effect; operative:  a rule that is no longer in force.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin fortia, from neuter pl. of Latin 

fortis, strong. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.] —forceùa·ble adj.  —forcùer n.  

SYNONYMS: force, compel, coerce, constrain, oblige, obligate. These verbs mean

to cause a person or thing to follow a prescribed or dictated course. Force, the

most general, usually implies the exertion of strength, especially physical power,

or the operation of circumstances that permit no alternative to compliance: Tear

gas forced the fugitives out of their hiding place. Lack of funds will eventually force

him to look for work. Compel is often interchangeable with force, but it applies

especially to an act dictated by one in authority: Say nothing unless you’re com-

pelled to. His playing compels respect, if not enthusiasm. Coerce invariably implies

the use of strength or harsh measures in securing compliance: “The way in which

the man of genius rules is by persuading an efficient minority to coerce an indifferent

and self-indulgent majority” (James Fitzjames Stephen). Constrain suggests that

one is bound to a course of action by physical or moral means or by the operation

of compelling circumstances: “I am your anointed Queen. I will never be by violence

constrained to do anything” (Elizabeth I). Oblige is applicable when compliance is

brought about by the operation of authority, necessity, or moral or ethical con-

siderations: “Work consists of whatever a body is obliged to do” (Mark Twain). Ob-

ligate applies when force is exerted by the terms of a legal contract or promise or

by the dictates of one’s conscience or sense of propriety: I am obligated to repay

the loan. See also Synonyms at strength

forced (fôrst, forst) adj.  1. Imposed by force; involuntary:  was condemned to a 

life of forced labor; a plane that made a forced landing.  2. Produced under strain; 

not spontaneous:  forced laughter.  See Usage Note at forceful. 



forced march (fôrst märch) n.  A march that is longer or faster than usual, as 

for a critical destination. 

force-feed (fôrsùfKdÙ, forsù-) v.  tr. force-·fed (-fHdÙ), force-·feed·ing, 
force-·feeds. 1. To compel to ingest food; feed forcibly, especially by mechani-

cal means.  2. To force to assimilate:  prisoners of war being force-fed the party line. 

force field (fôrs fKld) n.  See field of force. 
force·ful (fôrsùfNl, forsù-) adj.  Characterized by or full of force; effective.   
—forceùful·ly adv.  —forceùful·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Forceful, forcible, and forced have distinct, though related mean-

ings. Forceful is used to describe someone or something that possesses or is filled

with strength or force: a forceful speaker; a forceful personality. Forceful measures

may or may not involve the use of actual physical force. Forcible, by contrast, is

most often used of actions accomplished by the application of physical force:

There had been a forcible entry. The police had to use forcible restraint in order to

arrest the suspect. Forced is used to describe an act or a condition brought about

by control or an outside influence: a forced smile; a forced landing; forced labor.

force ma·jeure (fôrsÙ mä-zhûrù, forsÙ) n.  1. Superior or overpowering force.  

2. An unexpected or uncontrollable event.  [French  : force, force + majeure, 

greater.]

force-march (fôrsùmärchÙ, forsù-) v.  intr. tr. force-·marched, force-
·march·ing, force-·march·es. To undertake or subject to a forced march.  

[Back-formation from forced march.]

force·meat (fôrsùmKtÙ, forsù-) n.  Finely ground and highly spiced meat, fish, 

or poultry that is served alone or used in stuffing.  [Force (alteration of FARCE) + 

MEAT.]

force of habit (fôrs ƒv h4bùVt) n.  Behavior that has become automatic 

through long practice or frequent repetition. 

force-out (fôrsùoutÙ, forsù-) n.  Baseball. The act or fact of putting out a base 

runner on a force play. 

force play (fôrs pl7) n.  Baseball. A play in which a runner is put out when 

forced by the batter to move to the next base and a fielder holding the ball touches 

that base first. 

for·ceps (fôrùsNps, -sHps) n.  pl. forceps. 1. An instrument resembling a pair of 

pincers or tongs, used for grasping, manipulating, or extracting, especially such 

an instrument used by a surgeon.  2. A pincerlike pair of movable appendages at 

the posterior end of the abdomen in certain insects, such as earwigs.  [Latin, fire 

tongs, pincers. See gwher- in Appendix.]

force pump (fôrs pƒmp) n.  A pump with a solid piston and valves used to 

raise a liquid or expel it under pressure. 



forc·i·ble (fôrùsN-bNl, forù-) adj.  1. Effected against resistance through the use 

of force:  a forcible entry.  2. Characterized by force; powerful.  See Usage Note at 

forceful.  —forcùi·ble·ness n.  —forcùi·bly adv. 

for·ci·pate (fôrùsN-p7tÙ) adj.  Shaped like or resembling forceps.  [Latin forceps, 

forcip-, pincers; see gwher- in Appendix + -ATE
1.]

ford (fôrd, ford) n.  A shallow place in a body of water, such as a river, where one 

can cross by walking or riding on an animal or in a vehicle.   —  v.  tr. ford·ed, 
ford·ing, fords. To cross (a body of water) at a ford.  [Middle English, from Old 

English. See per-2 in Appendix.] —fordùa·ble adj. 

Ford (fôrd, ford), Edward. Known as “Whitey.” Born 1928.  American baseball 

player who won a record ten World Series games as a pitcher for the New York 

Yankees (1950-1967). 

Ford (fôrd, ford), Elizabeth Bloomer. Known as “Betty.” Born 1918.  First 

Lady of the United States (1974-1977) as the wife of President Gerald R. Ford. 

She supported the Equal Rights Amendment, the arts, and programs for disabled 

children. 

Ford (fôrd, ford), Ford Madox. Originally Ford Hermann Hueffer. 1873-1939.  

British writer and editor whose most important novels, The Good Soldier (1915) 

and the tetralogy Parade’s End (1924-1928), examine the bonds of conjugal and 

adulterous relationships. 

Ford (fôrd, ford), Gerald Rudolph. Born 1913.  The 38th President of the 

United States (1974-1977), who was appointed Vice President on the resignation 

of Spiro Agnew (1973) and became President after Richard Nixon’s resignation 

over the Watergate scandal. As President, Ford granted a full pardon to Nixon 

(1974). 

Ford (fôrd, ford), Henry. 1863-1947.  American automobile manufacturer who 

developed a gasoline-powered automobile (1893), founded the Ford Motor Com-

pany (1903), and mass-produced the Model T (1908-1927), the first generally 

affordable and widely available automobile. His son Edsel Bryant Ford (1893-

1943) ran the company from 1919 to 1943, as did his grandson Henry Ford II 
(1917-1987) from 1945 to 1980. 

Ford1 (fôrd, ford), John. 1586-1639.  English playwright whose works include 

’Tis Pity She’s a Whore (1633) and collaborative efforts, notably with Thomas 

Dekker and John Webster. 

Ford2 (fôrd, ford), John. 1895-1973.  American filmmaker who won an Acad-

emy Award for his direction of The Informer (1935), The Grapes of Wrath (1940), 

How Green Was My Valley (1941), and The Quiet Man (1952). 

for·do also fore·do (fôr-duù, for-) v.  tr. for·did (-dVdù), for·done (-dƒnù), 
for·do·ing, for·does (-dƒzù). Archaic. 1. To bring to ruin; destroy.  2. To 

exhaust utterly.  [Middle English fordon, from Old English fordon : for-, for- + 

don, to do; see dhK- in Appendix.]



fore (fôr, for) adj.  1. Located at or toward the front; forward.  2. Earlier in order 

of occurrence; former.   —  n.  1. Something that is located at or toward the 

front.  2. The front part.   —  adv.  1. At, toward, or near the front; forward.  

2. At an earlier time.   —  prep.  also ’fore Before.   —  interj.  Sports. Used by a 

golfer to warn those ahead that a ball is headed in their direction.   —idiom. to 
the fore. In, into, or toward a position of prominence:  A new virtuoso has come 

to the fore.  [Middle English, beforehand, before, in front of, from Old English. 

See per1 in Appendix.]

fore- pref.  1. Before; earlier:  foredoom.  2. In front of; front:  foredeck.  [Middle 

English for-, fore-, from Old English, from fore, in front. See per1 in Appendix.]

fore and aft (fôr Nnd 4ft) adv.  1. Nautical. a. From the bow of a ship to the 

stern; lengthwise.  b. In, at, or toward both ends of a ship.   2. In or at the front 

and back. 

fore-and-aft (fôrÙNn-4ftù, forÙ-) adj.  Parallel with the length of a structure, 

such as a ship or house; running lengthwise. 

fore-and-aft·er (fôrÙNn-4fùtNr, forÙ-) n.  Nautical. A sailing ship, such as a 

schooner, with a fore-and-aft rig. 

fore-and-aft rig (fôrÙNn-4ftù rVg) n.  Nautical. A rig on a sailing ship that has 

quadrilateral and triangular sails set to the fore-and-aft line and that can be 

trimmed to leeward. 

fore-and-aft sail (fôrÙNn-4ftù s7l) n.  Nautical. A sail set parallel with the keel 

of a vessel, having the foremost edge or luff attached to the mast with travelers 

and the upper edge set on a gaff or stay. 

fore·arm1 (fôr-ärmù, for-) v.  tr. fore·armed, fore·arm·ing, fore·arms. To 

arm or prepare in advance of a conflict. 

fore·arm2 (fôrùärmÙ, forù-) n.  1. The part of the arm between the wrist and the 

elbow.  2. The corresponding part of the foreleg in certain quadrupeds, such as a 

horse. 

fore·bear also for·bear (fôrùbârÙ, forù-) n.  A person from whom one is 

descended; an ancestor.  See Synonyms at ancestor.  [Middle English  : fore-, 

fore- + beer, one who is (from been, to be); see BE.]

fore·bode (fôr-bodù, for-) v.  fore·bod·ed, fore·bod·ing, fore·bodes.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To indicate the likelihood of; portend:  harsh words that foreboded 

estrangement.  2. To have a premonition of (a future misfortune).   —  v.  intr. To 

prophesy or predict.   —fore·bodùer n. 

fore·bod·ing (fôr-boùdVng, for-) n.  1. A sense of impending evil.  See Syn-

onyms at apprehension.  2. An evil omen; a portent.   —  adj.  Marked by or 

indicative of foreboding; ominous.   —fore·bodùing·ly adv.  

—fore·bodùing·ness n. 

fore·brain (fôrùbr7nÙ, forù-) n.  1. The most anterior of the three primary 

regions of the embryonic brain from which the telencephalon and diencephalon 



develop.  2. The segment of the adult brain that develops from the embryonic 

forebrain and includes the cerebrum, thalamus, and hypothalamus. 

fore·cad·die (fôrùk4dÙK, forù-) n.  Sports. A golf caddie who is positioned in the 

fairway and points out the location of balls on the course. 

fore·cast (fôrùk4stÙ, forù-) v.  fore·cast or fore·cast·ed, fore·cast·ing, 
fore·casts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To estimate or calculate in advance, especially to predict 

(weather conditions) by analysis of meteorological data.  See Synonyms at pre-
dict.  2. To serve as an advance indication of; foreshadow:  price increases that 

forecast inflation.   —  v.  intr. To calculate or estimate something in advance; pre-

dict the future.   —  n.  A prediction, as of coming events or conditions.  [Middle 

English forecasten, to plan beforehand  : fore-, fore- + casten, to throw, calculate, 

prepare; see CAST.] —fore·castùa·ble adj.  —foreùcastÙer n. 

fore·cas·tle (fokùsNl, fôrùk4sÙNl, forù-) also fo’c’s’le (fokùsNl) n.  Nautical. 

1. The section of the upper deck of a ship located at the bow forward of the fore-

mast.  2. A superstructure at the bow of a merchant ship where the crew is 

housed.  [Middle English forecastel : fore-, fore- + castel, fortification; see CASTLE.]

fore-check (fôrùchHkÙ, forù-) v.  intr. fore-·checked, fore-·check·ing, fore-
·checks. Sports. To check an ice-hockey opponent in the opponent’s own defen-

sive zone.   —foreù-checkÙer n. 

fore·close (fôr-klozù, for-) v.  fore·closed, fore·clos·ing, fore·clos·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To deprive (a mortgagor) of the right to redeem mortgaged property, 

as when payments have not been made.  b. To bar an equity or a right to redeem 

(a mortgage).   2. To exclude or rule out; bar.  3. To settle or resolve beforehand.   
—  v.  intr. To bar an equity or a right to redeem a mortgage.  [Middle English 

forclosen, to exclude from an inheritance, from Old French forclos, shut out, past 

participle of forclore, to exclude  : fors-, outside (from Latin forXs); see dhwer- in 

Appendix + clore, to close (from Latin claudere).] —fore·closùa·ble adj. 

fore·clo·sure (fôr-kloùzhNr, for-) n.  The act of foreclosing, especially a legal 

proceeding by which a mortgage is foreclosed. 

fore·court (fôrùkôrtÙ, forùkortÙ) n.  1. A courtyard in front of a building.  

2. Sports. The part of a court nearest the net or wall, as in tennis or handball. 

fore·deck (fôrùdHkÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. The forward part of the deck of a ship, 

usually the main deck. 

fore·do (fôr-duù, for-) v.  Variant of fordo. 
fore·doom (fôr-dumù, for-) v.  tr. fore·doomed, fore·doom·ing, 
fore·dooms. To doom or condemn beforehand. 

fore-edge painting (fôrùHjÙ p7nùtVng, forù-) n.  A technique of painting a 

picture on the front outer edges of the leaves of a book, so that the picture is visi-

ble only when the leaves are fanned open. 

fore·face (fôrùf7sÙ, forù-) n.  The part of the head of a four-legged mammal 

that is in front of the eyes. 



fore·fa·ther (fôrùfäÙthNr, forù-) n.  1. An ancestor.  See Synonyms at ancestor.  
2. A person who is from an earlier time and has originated or contributed to a 

common tradition shared by a particular group. 

fore·feel (fôr-fKlù, for-) v.  tr. fore·felt (-fHltù), fore·feel·ing, fore·feels. To 

feel beforehand; have a premonition of. 

fore·fend (fôr-fHndù, for-) v.  Variant of forfend. 
fore·fin·ger (fôrùfVngÙgNr, forù-) n.  See index finger. 
fore·foot (fôrùfttÙ, forù-) n.  1. Either of the front feet of a quadruped.  

2. Nautical. The part of a ship at which the prow joins the keel. 

fore·front (fôrùfrƒntÙ, forù-) n.  1. The foremost part or area.  2. The position 

of most importance, prominence, or responsibility; the vanguard:  in the forefront 

of the liberation movement. In this sense, also calledforeground 

fore·gath·er (fôr-g4thùNr, for-) v.  Variant of forgather. 
fore·go1 (fôr-goù, for-) v.  tr. fore·went (-wHntù), fore·gone (-gônù, -gmnù), 
fore·go·ing, fore·goes (-gozù). To precede, as in time or place.  [Middle 

English foregon, from Old English foreg7n : fore-, fore- + g7n, go; see ghK- in 

Appendix.] —fore·goùer n. 

fore·go2 (fôr-goù, for-) v.  Variant of forgo. 
fore·go·ing (fôr-goùVng, for-, fôrùgoÙVng, forù-) adj.  Said, written, or encoun-

tered just before; previous:  Refer to the foregoing figures. 

fore·gone v.  (fôr-gônù, -gmnù, for-) Past participle of forego1.  —  adj.  

(fôrùgônÙ, -gmnÙ, forù-) Having gone before; previous.  [Past participle of 

FOREGO
1.]

foregone conclusion (for-gônù kNn-kluùzhNn) n.  1. An end or a result 

regarded as inevitable:  The victory was a foregone conclusion.  2. A conclusion 

formed in advance of argument or consideration. 

fore·ground (fôrùgroundÙ, forù-) n.  1. The part of a scene or picture that is 

nearest to and in front of the viewer.  2.  See forefront (n., sense 2). 

fore·gut (fôrùgƒtÙ, forù-) n.  1. The anterior part of the embryonic alimentary 

canal of a vertebrate from which the pharynx, lungs, esophagus, stomach, liver, 

pancreas, and duodenum develop.  2. The first part of the alimentary canal of an 

arthropod or annelid, which includes the buccal cavity, esophagus, crop, and giz-

zard. 

fore·hand (fôrùh4ndÙ, forù-) adj.  1. Made or done with the hand moving palm 

forward:  a forehand tennis stroke.  2. Obsolete. Taking place, done, or given 

beforehand; prior.   —  n.  1. A forehand stroke, as in tennis.  2. The part of a 

horse in front of the rider.   —  adv.  With a forehand stroke or motion. 

fore·hand·ed (fôrùh4nùdVd, forù-) adj.  1. Forehand, as in tennis.  

2. a. Looking or planning ahead; circumspect.  b. Having ample financial 

resources; well-off.    —foreùhandùed·ly adv.  —foreùhandùed·ness n. 



fore·head (fôrùVd, -hHdÙ, fmrù-) n.  1. The part of the face between the eye-

brows, the normal hairline, and the temples.  2. The front part of something.  

[Middle English forhed, from Old English forhKafod : for-, fore- + hKafod, head; 

see HEAD.]

for·eign (fôrùVn, fmrù-) adj.  Abbr. for. 1. Located away from one’s native coun-

try:  on business in a foreign city.  2. Of, characteristic of, or from a place or coun-

try other than the one being considered:  a foreign custom.  3. Conducted or 

involved with other nations or governments; not domestic:  foreign trade.  

4. Situated in an abnormal or improper place in the body and typically intro-

duced from outside:  a foreign object in the eye.  5. Not natural; alien:  Jealousy is 

foreign to her nature.  6. Not germane; irrelevant.  7. Subject to the jurisdiction of 

another political unit.  [Middle English forein, from Old French forain, from Late 

Latin for7nus, on the outside, from Latin for7s, outside. See dhwer- in Appen-

dix.] —forùeign·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: foreign, alien, exotic, strange. The central meaning shared by these

adjectives is “of, from, or characteristic of another place or part of the world”: a

foreign accent; alien customs; exotic birds; moved to a strange city. See also Syn-

onyms at extrinsic

foreign affairs (fôrùVn N-fârzù) pl.n.  Affairs concerning international rela-

tions and national interests in foreign countries. 

foreign aid (fôrùVn 7d) n.  Aid, such as economic or military assistance, offered 

by one nation to another. 

foreign bill (fôrùVn bVl) n.  A draft for a sum of money to be paid in another 

country. 

for·eign-born (fôrùVn-bôrnÙ, fmrù-) adj.  Foreign by birth; not native to the 

country in which one resides. 

foreign correspondent (fôrùVn kôrÙV-spmnùdNnt) n.  A correspondent who 

sends news reports or commentary from a foreign country for broadcast or pub-

lication. 

for·eign·er (fôrùN-nNr, fmrù-) n.  1. One who is from a foreign country or place.  

2. One who is from outside a particular group or community; an outsider. 

foreign exchange (fôrùVn Vks-ch7njù) n.  Abbr. FX 1. Transaction of interna-

tional monetary business, as between governments or businesses of different 

countries.  2. Negotiable bills drawn in one country to be paid in another coun-

try. 

for·eign·ism (fôrùV-nVzÙNm, fmrù-) n.  A foreign idiom or custom. 

foreign minister (fôrùVn mVnùV-stNr) n.  A cabinet minister in charge of a 

nation’s foreign affairs. 



foreign mission (fôrùVn mVshùNn) n.  1. A permanent diplomatic legation 

established in a foreign country.  2. A religious group especially of Christians sent 

to a foreign country for missionary service. 

foreign office (fôrùVn ôùfVs) n.  Abbr. FO, F.O. The governmental department 

in charge of foreign affairs in certain countries. 

foreign policy (fôrùVn pmlùV-sK) n.  The diplomatic policy of a nation in its 

interactions with other nations. 

For·eign Service (fôrùVn sûrùvVs, fmrù-) n.  Abbr. FS 1. The diplomatic and 

consular staff of the United States.  2. foreign service. The diplomatic and con-

sular personnel of a nation’s foreign office. 

fore·judge also for·judge (fôr-jƒjù, for-) v.  tr. fore·judged, fore·judg·ing, 
fore·judg·es. To judge beforehand without adequate examination or evidence; 

prejudge.   —fore·judgùment n. 

fore·know (fôr-noù, for-) v.  tr. fore·knew (-nuù, -nyuù), fore·known (-

nonù), fore·know·ing, fore·knows. To have foreknowledge of, especially by 

supernatural means or through revelation. 

fore·knowl·edge (fôr-nmlùVj, for-, fôrùnmlÙ-, forù-) n.  Knowledge or aware-

ness of something before its existence or occurrence; prescience. 

fore·known (fôr-nonù, for-) v.  Past participle of foreknow. 
fore·la·dy (fôrùl7ÙdK, forù-) n.  See forewoman. 
fore·land (fôrùlNnd, forù-) n.  A projecting land mass; a promontory. 

fore·leg (fôrùlHgÙ, forù-) n.  Either of the front legs of a quadruped. 

fore·limb (fôrùlVmÙ, forù-) n.  An anterior appendage, such as a leg, wing, or 

flipper. 

fore·lock1 (fôrùlmkÙ, forù-) n.  A lock of hair that grows from or falls on the 

forehead, especially the part of a horse’s mane that falls forward between the ears. 

fore·lock2 (fôrùlmkÙ, forù-) n.  A cotter pin; a linchpin. 

fore·man (fôrùmNn, forù-) n.  1. A man who serves as the leader of a work crew, 

as in a factory.  2. A man who chairs and speaks for a jury.   —foreùman·shipÙ 
n. 

fore·mast (fôrùmNst, -m4stÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. The forward mast on a sailing 

vessel. 

fore·milk (fôrùmVlkÙ, forù-) n.  See colostrum. 
fore·most (fôrùmostÙ, forù-) adj.  1. First in time or place.  2. Ahead of all oth-

ers, especially in position or rank; paramount.  See Synonyms at chief.   —  adv.  

1. In the front or first position.  2. So as to be most important.  [Alteration of 

Middle English formest, superlative of forme, first, from Old English forma. See 

per1 in Appendix.]

fore·moth·er (fôrùmƒthÙNr, forù-) n.  A woman ancestor. 

fore·name (fôrùn7mÙ, forù-) n.  A name before one’s surname; a first name. 

fore·named (fôrùn7mdÙ, forù-) adj.  Named previously; aforementioned. 



fore·noon (fôrùnunÙ, forù-, fôr-nunù, for-) n.  The period of time between 

sunrise and noon; morning. 

fo·ren·sic (fN-rHnùsVk, -zVk) adj.  1. Relating to, used in, or appropriate for 

courts of law or for public discussion or argumentation.  2. Of, relating to, or 

used in debate or argument; rhetorical.  [From Latin forKnsis, public, of a forum, 

from forum, forum. See dhwer- in Appendix.] —fo·renùsi·cal·ly adv. 

forensic medicine (fN-rHnùsVk mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine that 

interprets or establishes the facts in civil or criminal law cases.  Also called medical 

jurisprudence 

fo·ren·sics (fN-rHnùsVks, -zVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The art or study of 

formal debate; argumentation. 

fore·or·dain (fôrÙôr-d7nù, forÙ-) v.  tr. fore·or·dained, fore·or·dain·ing, 
fore·or·dains. To determine or appoint beforehand; predestine.   
—foreÙor·dainùment, fore·orÙdi·naùtion (-ôrÙdn-7ùshNn)  n. 

fore·part (fôrùpärtÙ, forù-) n.  1. The first or early part of a period of time.  

2. The anterior part, as of an object or organism. 

fore·paw (fôrùpôÙ, forù-) n.  The paw of an animal’s foreleg. 

fore·peak (fôrùpKkÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. The section of the hold of a ship that is 

within the angle made by the bow and is used for trimming or for storage of 

cargo. 

fore·per·son (fôrùpûrÙsNn, forù-) n.  1. The chair and spokesperson for a jury: 

“A jury gives no reasons for its decision; it reaches a collective result, announced by 

the foreperson” (Hiller B. Zobel).  2. The leader of a work crew, as in a factory. 

fore·play (fôrùpl7Ù, forù-) n.  Sexual stimulation preceding intercourse. 

fore·quar·ter (fôrùkwôrÙtNr, forù-) n.  1. The front section of a side of meat.  

2. The foreleg, shoulder, and adjacent lateral parts of an animal, especially a 

horse. 

fore·ran (fôr-r4nù, for-) v.  Past tense of forerun. 
fore·reach (fôr-rKchù, for-) v.  fore·reached, fore·reach·ing, 
fore·reach·es. Nautical.  —  v.  tr. To gain on or get ahead of (a sailing vessel).   
—  v.  intr. 1. To gain on or go ahead of a sailing vessel.  2. To continue moving 

forward after taking in sail, as when coming about. 

fore·run (fôr-rƒnù, for-) v.  tr. fore·ran (-r4nù), fore·run, fore·run·ning, 
fore·runs. 1. To run before.  2. To precede as an indication of what is to follow; 

foreshadow.  3. To prevent from arriving or occurring; forestall. 

fore·run·ner (fôrùrƒnÙNr, forù-) n.  1. a. One that precedes, as in time; a prede-

cessor.  b. An ancestor; a forebear.   2. a. One that comes before and indicates the 

approach of another; a harbinger.  b. A warning sign or symptom.   3. Sports. 

One who skis the course before the beginning of a race. 

fore·said (fôrùsHdÙ, forù-) adj.  Archaic. Aforesaid. 



fore·sail (fôrùsNl, -s7lÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. 1. The principal square sail hung to 

the foremast of a square-rigged vessel.  2. The principal triangular sail hung to 

the mast of a fore-and-aft-rigged vessel.  3. The triangular sail hung to the 

forestay of a cutter or sloop. 

fore·see (fôr-sKù, for-) v.  tr. fore·saw (-sôù), fore·seen (-sKnù), 
fore·see·ing, fore·sees. To see or know beforehand:  foresaw the rapid increase 

in unemployment.   —fore·seeùa·ble adj.  —fore·seùer n. 

fore·shad·ow (fôr-sh4dùo, for-) v.  tr. fore·shad·owed, fore·shad·ow·ing, 
fore·shad·ows. To present an indication or a suggestion of beforehand; presage.   
—fore·shadùow·er n. 

fore·sheet (fôrùshKtÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. 1. A rope used in trimming a foresail.  

2. foresheets. The space near the bow of an open boat. 

fore·shock (fôrùshmkÙ, forù-) n.  A minor tremor of the earth that precedes a 

larger earthquake originating at approximately the same location. 

fore·shore (fôrùshôrÙ, forùshorÙ) n.  1. The part of a shore that lies between 

high and low watermarks.  2. The part of a shore between the water and occupied 

or cultivated land. 

fore·short·en (fôr-shôrùtn, for-) v.  tr. fore·short·ened, fore·short·en·ing, 
fore·short·ens. 1. To shorten the lines of (an object) in a drawing or other rep-

resentation so as to produce an illusion of projection or extension in space.  2. To 

reduce the length of; curtail or abridge. 

fore·show (fôr-shoù, for-) v.  tr. fore·showed, fore·shown (-shonù)  or 

fore·showed, fore·show·ing, fore·shows. To show in advance; prefigure. 

fore·side (fôrùsXdÙ, forù-) n.  The front or upper side or part. 

fore·sight (fôrùsXtÙ, forù-) n.  1. Perception of the significance and nature of 

events before they have occurred.  2. Care in providing for the future; prudence.  

See Synonyms at prudence.  3. The act of looking forward.   —foreùsightÙed 
adj.  —foreùsightÙed·ly adv.  —foreùsightÙed·ness n.  —foreùsightÙful adj. 

fore·skin (fôrùskVnÙ, forù-) n.  The loose fold of skin that covers the glans of the 

penis.  Also called prepuce 

fore·speak (fôr-spKkù, for-) v.  tr. fore·spoke (-spokù), fore·spo·ken (-

spoùkNn), fore·speak·ing, fore·speaks. 1. To predict.  2. To arrange for in 

advance. 

for·est (fôrùVst, fmrù-) n.  Abbr. for. 1. A dense growth of trees, plants, and 

underbrush covering a large area.  2. Something that resembles a large, dense 

growth of trees, as in density, quantity, or profusion:  a forest of skyscrapers.  3. A 

defined area of land formerly set aside in England as a royal hunting ground.   —  
n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  forest management; forest 

fires.   —  v.  tr. for·est·ed, for·est·ing, for·ests. To plant trees on.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin forestis (silva), outside (forest), 



from Latin forXs, outside. See dhwer- in Appendix.] —forùest·al, fo·resùtial 
(fN-rHsùchNl)  adj.  —forÙes·taùtion n. 

Fo·rest (fô-rHù)  See Vorst. 
fore·stage (fôrùst7jÙ, forù-) n.  The part of a stage in front of the closed curtain. 

fore·stall (fôr-stôlù, for-) v.  tr. fore·stalled, fore·stall·ing, fore·stalls. 
1. To delay, hinder, or prevent by taking precautionary measures beforehand.  See 

Synonyms at prevent.  2. To deal with or think of beforehand; anticipate.  3. To 

prevent or hinder normal sales in (a market) by buying up merchandise, discour-

aging persons from bringing their goods to market, or encouraging an increase in 

prices in goods already on sale.  [Middle English forestallen, to waylay and rob, 

from forestal, highway robbery, ambush, from Old English foresteall : fore, fore- + 

steall, position; see stel- in Appendix.] —fore·stallùer n.  —fore·stallùment n. 

fore·stay (fôrùst7Ù, forù-) n.  Nautical. A stay extending from the head of the 

foremast to the bowsprit of a ship. 

fore·stay·sail (fôrùst7ÙsNl, -s7lÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. A triangular sail set on the 

forestay. 

for·est·er (fôrùV-stNr, fmrù-) n.  1. One who is trained in forestry.  2. One that 

inhabits a forest.  3. Any of various chiefly black moths of the family Agaristidae. 

For·est·er (fôrùV-stNr, fmrù-), C(ecil) S(cott). 1899-1966.  British writer known 

for his adventure novels set during the Napoleonic Wars and featuring Horatio 

Hornblower. 

For·est Hills (fôrùVst hVlz, fmrù-)  A residential section of New York City in cen-

tral Queens on western Long Island. Until 1978 the U.S. Open Championship 

matches were held at the West Side Tennis Club here. 

for·est·land (fôrùVst-l4ndÙ, fmrù-) n.  A section of land covered with forest or set 

aside for the cultivation of forests. 

Forest Park (fôrùVst pärk)  1. A city of northwest Georgia, an industrial suburb 

of Atlanta. Population, 16,925.  2. A village of northeast Illinois west of Chicago. 

It is mainly residential. Population, 15,177.  3. A city of southwest Ohio, a resi-

dential suburb of Cincinnati. Population, 18,609. 

forest ranger (fôrùVst r7nùjNr) n.  An officer in charge of protecting or manag-

ing a section of a public forest. 

for·est·ry (fôrùV-strK, fmrù-) n.  Abbr. for. 1. a. The science and art of cultivat-

ing, maintaining, and developing forests.  b. The management of a forestland.   

2. A forestland. 

For·est·ville (fôrùVst-vVlÙ, fmrù-)  A community of central Maryland, a suburb 

of Washington, D.C. Population, 16,731. 

fore·swear (fôr-swârù, for-) v.  Variant of forswear. 
fore·taste (fôrùt7stÙ, forù-) n.  1. An advance token or warning.  2. A slight 

taste or sample in anticipation of something to come.   —  v.  tr. fore·tast·ed, 



fore·tast·ing, fore·tastes (fôr-t7stù, for-, fôrùt7stÙ, forù-). To have an anticipa-

tory taste of. 

fore·tell (fôr-tHlù, for-) v.  tr. fore·told (-toldù), fore·tell·ing, fore·tells. To 

tell of or indicate beforehand; predict.   —fore·tellùer n.  

SYNONYMS: foretell, augur, divine, prophesy, vaticinate. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to tell about something beforehand by or as if by super-

natural means”: foretelling the future; augured scandal from a distance; divined the

enemy’s victory; prophesying a stock-market boom; atrocities vaticinated by the an-

tifascists. See also Synonyms at predict

fore·thought (fôrùthôtÙ, forù-) n.  1. Deliberation, consideration, or planning 

beforehand.  2. Preparation or thought for the future.  See Synonyms at pru-
dence.  —foreùthoughtÙful adj.  —foreùthoughtÙful·ly adv.  

—foreùthoughtÙful·ness n. 

fore·to·ken (fôr-toùkNn, for-) v.  tr. fore·to·kened, fore·to·ken·ing, 
fore·to·kens. To indicate or give warning of beforehand; presage.   —  n.  (fôrù-

toÙkNn, forù-) An advance sign; a warning. 

fore·told (fôr-toldù, for-) v.  Past tense and past participle of foretell. 
fore·top (fôrùtmpÙ, forù-) n.  1.  (also -tNp) Nautical. A platform at the top of a 

ship’s foremast.  2. A forelock, especially of a horse. 

fore·top·gal·lant (fôrùtmp-g4lÙNnt, forù-, fôrùtNp-, forù-) adj.  Nautical. Of, 

relating to, or being the mast directly above the foremast. 

fore·top·mast (fôrùtmpÙmNst, forù-, fôrùtNp-m4stÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. The 

mast that is above the foretop. 

fore·top·sail (fôrùtmpÙsNl, forù-, fôrùtNp-, forù-) n.  Nautical. The sail hung 

from the foretopmast. 

for·ev·er (fôr-HvùNr, fNr-) adv.  1. For everlasting time; eternally:  No one can live 

forever.  2. At all times; incessantly:  was forever complaining about the job.   —  n.  

A seemingly very long time:  It has taken forever to resolve these problems. 

for·ev·er·more (fôr-HvÙNr-môrù, -morù, fNr-) adv.  Forever. 

fore·warn (fôr-wôrnù, for-) v.  tr. fore·warned, fore·warn·ing, 
fore·warns. To warn in advance.  See Synonyms at warn. 

fore·went (fôr-wHntù, for-) v.  Past tense of forego1. 
fore·wing (fôrùwVngÙ, forù-) n.  Either of a pair of anterior wings of a four-

winged insect. 

fore·wom·an (fôrùwtmÙNn, forù-) n.  1. A woman who serves as the leader of 

a work crew, as in a factory.  2. A woman who chairs and speaks for a jury.  Also 

called forelady 

fore·word (fôrùwNrd, forù-) n.  A preface or an introductory note, as for a 

book, especially by a person other than the author. 



fore·worn (fôr-wôrnù, for-wornù) adj.  Variant of forworn. 
fore·yard (fôrùyärdÙ, forù-) n.  Nautical. The lowest yard on a foremast. 

for·feit (fôrùfVt) n.  1. Something surrendered or subject to surrender as punish-

ment for a crime, an offense, an error, or a breach of contract.  2. Games. 

a. Something placed in escrow and then redeemed after payment of a fine.  

b. forfeits. A game in which forfeits are demanded.   3. A forfeiture.   —  adj.  

Lost or subject to loss through forfeiture.   —  v.  tr. for·feit·ed, for·feit·ing, 
for·feits. 1. To surrender, be deprived of, or give up the right to on account of a 

crime, an offense, an error, or a breach of contract.  2. To subject to seizure as a 

forfeit.  [Middle English forfet, crime, penalty, from Old French forfait, past par-

ticiple of forfaire, to commit a crime, act outside the law  : fors, beyond (from 

Latin forXs, outside); see dhwer- in Appendix + faire, to do (from Latin facere); 

see dhK- in Appendix.] —forùfeit·a·ble adj.  —forùfeit·er n. 

for·fei·ture (fôrùfV-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The act of surrendering something as a 

forfeit.  2. Something that is forfeited; a penalty. 

for·fend also fore·fend (fôr-fHndù, for-) v.  tr. for·fend·ed, for·fend·ing, 
for·fends. 1. a. To keep or ward off; avert.  b. Archaic. To forbid.   2. To defend 

or protect.  [Middle English forfenden : for-, for- + fenden, to ward off; see FEND.]

for·fi·cate (fôrùfV-kVt, -k7tÙ) adj.  Deeply forked or notched, as the tails of cer-

tain birds.  [Latin forfex, forfic-, scissors + -ATE
1.]

for·gath·er also fore·gath·er (fôr-g4thùNr, for-) v.  intr. for·gath·ered, 
for·gath·er·ing, for·gath·ers. 1. To gather together; assemble.  2. To meet 

another usually by accident. 

for·gave (fNr-g7vù, fôr-) v.  Past tense of forgive. 
forge1 (fôrj, forj) n.  1. A furnace or hearth where metals are heated or wrought; 

a smithy.  2. A workshop where pig iron is transformed into wrought iron.   —  v.  

forged, forg·ing, forg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To form (metal, for example) by 

heating in a forge and beating or hammering into shape.  b. To form (metal) by a 

mechanical or hydraulic press.   2. To give form or shape to, especially by means 

of careful effort:  forge a treaty; forge a close relationship.  3. To fashion or repro-

duce for fraudulent purposes; counterfeit:  forge a signature.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

work at a forge or smithy.  2. To make a forgery or counterfeit.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin fabrica, from faber, worker.] —forgeÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—forgeùa·ble adj.  —forgùer n. 

forge2 (fôrj, forj) v.  intr. forged, forg·ing, forg·es. 1. To advance gradually 

but steadily:  forged ahead through throngs of shoppers.  2. To advance with an 

abrupt increase of speed:  forged into first place with seconds to go.  [Probably from 

FORGE
1.]

for·ger·y (fôrùjN-rK, forù-) n.  pl. for·ger·ies. 1. The act of forging, especially 

the illegal production of something counterfeit.  2. Something counterfeit, 

forged, or fraudulent. 



for·get (fNr-gHtù, fôr-) v.  for·got (-gmtù), for·got·ten (-gmtùn)  or for·got, 
for·get·ting, for·gets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be unable to remember (something).  

2. To treat with thoughtless inattention; neglect:  forget one’s family.  3. To leave 

behind unintentionally.  4. To fail to mention.  5. a. To banish from one’s 

thoughts:  forget a disgrace.  b. Informal. To disregard on purpose. Usually used in 

the imperative:  Oh, forget it. I refuse to go!    —  v.  intr. 1. To cease remembering:  

Let’s forgive and forget.  2. To fail or neglect to become aware at the proper or 

specified moment:  forgot about my dental appointment.   —idiom. forget one-
self. To lose one’s reserve, temper, or self-restraint.  [Middle English forgeten, 

from Old English forgietan. See ghend- in Appendix.] —for·getùter n. 

for·get·ful (fNr-gHtùfNl, fôr-) adj.  1. Tending or likely to forget.  2. Marked by 

neglectful or heedless failure to remember:  forgetful of one’s responsibilities.  

3. Causing one to be unable to remember.   —for·getùful·ly adv.  —for·getù-
ful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: forgetful, unmindful, oblivious. These adjectives refer to inability

or failure to remember. Forgetful usually implies a faulty memory or a tendency

not to remember: As I grow older I become increasingly forgetful. Less often the

word is used as the equivalent of unmindful, which applies principally to failure

to keep in mind what should be remembered, as through deliberate oversight,

heedlessness, or inattentiveness: She ought not to be forgetful of her duties. Each

passenger rushed toward the exit, unmindful of the others. Oblivious refers to failure

rather than inability to remember, as because one is preoccupied or because one

has chosen to disregard something: Fortunately for the author, he was soon oblivi-

ous of the vitriolic criticism. Sometimes the term implies lack of awareness: For a

person who has known them so long you are strangely oblivious to their faults.

for·ge·tive (fôrùjV-tVv, forù-) adj.  Archaic. Capable of imagining or inventing.  

[Possibly from FORGE
1 + -tive (as in inventive, or creative).]

for·get-me-not (fNr-gHtùmK-nmtÙ, fôr-) n.  1. Any of various herbaceous 

plants of the genus Myosotis, having clusters of small blue flowers.  Also called 

scorpion grass 2. Any of several similar or related plants.  [Translation of Old 

French ne m’oubliez mie.]

for·get·ta·ble (fNr-gHtùN-bNl, fôr-) adj.  Fit or apt to be forgotten:  a movie with 

very forgettable characters. 

for·give (fNr-gVvù, fôr-) v.  for·gave (-g7vù), for·giv·en (-gVvùNn), 
for·giv·ing, for·gives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To excuse for a fault or an offense; pardon.  

2. To renounce anger or resentment against.  3. To absolve from payment of (a 

debt, for example).   —  v.  intr. To accord forgiveness.  [Middle English forgiven, 

from Old English forgiefan. See ghabh- in Appendix.] —for·givùa·ble adj.  

—for·givùa·bly adv.  —for·givùer n.  



SYNONYMS: forgive, pardon, excuse, condone. These verbs mean to refrain

from imposing punishment on an offender or demanding satisfaction for an of-

fense. The first three can be used as conventional ways of offering apology, as for

minor infractions of social proprieties: Please forgive me for being late. I hope you’ll

pardon the length of this letter. Excuse me, but I disagree with you. More strictly, to

forgive is to grant pardon without harboring resentment: “Children begin by loving

their parents; as they grow older they judge them; sometimes they forgive them” (Os-

car Wilde). Pardon more strongly implies release from the liability for or penalty

entailed by an offense: After the revolution all political prisoners were pardoned.

“God may pardon you, but I never can” (Elizabeth I). To excuse is to pass over a

mistake or fault without demanding punishment or redress: “There are some acts

of injustice which no national interest can excuse” (J.A. Froude). To condone is to

overlook an offense, usually a serious one; the word often suggests tacit forgive-

ness: Failure to protest police brutality may indicate a willingness to condone it.

for·give·ness (fNr-gVvùnVs, fôr-) n.  The act of forgiving; pardon. 

for·giv·ing (fNr-gVvùVng, fôr-) adj.  1. Inclined or able to forgive.  2. Providing a 

margin for error or shortcomings.   —for·givùing·ly adv.  —for·givùing·ness 
n. 

for·go also fore·go (fôr-goù, for-) v.  tr. for·went (-wHntù), for·gone (-gônù, -

gmnù), for·go·ing, for·goes. To abstain from; relinquish:  unwilling to forgo des-

sert.  [Middle English forgon, from Old English forg7n, go away, forgo  : for-, for- 

+ g7n, to go; see ghK- in Appendix.] —for·goùer n. 

for·got (fNr-gmtù, fôr-) v.  Past tense and a past participle of forget. 
for·got·ten (fNr-gmtùn, fôr-) v.  A past participle of forget. 
forgotten man (fNr-gmtùn m4n) n.  A person or class of persons that is treated 

with undeserved neglect or disregard. 

fo·rint (fôrùVntÙ) n.  A basic unit of currency in Hungary.  See Table at currency.  
[Hungarian, from Italian fiorino, florin. See FLORIN.]

for·judge (fôr-jƒjù, for-) v.  Variant of forejudge. 
fork (fôrk) n.  1. A utensil with two or more prongs, used for eating or serving 

food.  2. An implement with two or more prongs used for raising, carrying, 

piercing, or digging.  3. a. A bifurcation or separation into two or more branches 

or parts.  b. The point at which such a bifurcation or separation occurs:  a fork in 

a road.  c. One of the branches of such a bifurcation or separation:  the right fork.  

See Synonyms at branch.   4. Games. An attack by one chess piece on two pieces 

at the same time.   —  v.  forked, fork·ing, forks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To raise, carry, 

pitch, or pierce with a fork.  2. To give the shape of a fork to (one’s fingers, for 

example).  3. Games. To launch an attack on (two chess pieces).  4. Informal. To 

pay:  forked over $50 for front-row seats; forked up the money owed.   —  v.  intr. 



1. To divide into two or more branches:  The river forks here.  2. a. To use a fork, 

as in working.  b. To turn at or travel along a fork.   [Middle English forke, dig-

ging fork, from Old English forca, and from Old North French forque both from 

Latin furca.] —forkùer n.  —forkùfulÙ n. 

fork·ball (fôrkùbôlÙ) n.  Baseball. A pitch with the ball placed between the index 

and middle fingers so that the ball takes a sharp dip near home plate.   
—forkùballÙer n. 

forked (fôrkt, fôrùkVd) adj.  1. Containing or characterized by a fork:  a forked 

river.  2. Shaped like or similar to a fork:  forked lightning; a forked tail. 

fork·lift (fôrkùlVftÙ) n.  A small industrial vehicle with a power-operated 

pronged platform that can be raised and lowered for insertion under a load to be 

lifted and moved.   —  v.  tr. fork·lift·ed, fork·lift·ing, fork·lifts. To move or 

stack by use of a vehicle with a power-operated pronged platform. 

fork·y (fôrùkK) adj.  fork·i·er, fork·i·est. Forked. 

For·lì (fôr-lKù)  A city of northern Italy southeast of Bologna. A Roman trade cen-

ter, it became a free commune in the 11th century. Population, 91,900. 

for·lorn (fNr-lôrnù, fôr-) adj.  1. a. Appearing sad or lonely because deserted or 

abandoned.  b. Forsaken or deprived:  forlorn of all hope.   2. Wretched or pitiful 

in appearance or condition:  forlorn roadside shacks.  3. Nearly hopeless; desper-

ate.  See Synonyms at despondent.  [Middle English forloren, past participle of 

forlesen, to abandon, from Old English forlKosan. See leu- in Appendix.] 
—for·lornùly adv.  —for·lornùness n. 

forlorn hope (fNr-lôrnù hop) n.  1. An arduous or nearly hopeless undertak-

ing.  2. An advance guard of troops sent on a hazardous mission.  [By folk ety-

mology from Dutch verloren hoop, advance guard  : verloren, past participle of 

verliezen, to lose; see leu- in Appendix + hoop, troop.]

form (fôrm) n.  1. a. The shape and structure of an object.  b. The body or out-

ward appearance of a person or an animal considered separately from the face or 

head; figure.   2. a. The essence of something.  b. The mode in which a thing 

exists, acts, or manifests itself; kind:  a form of animal life; a form of blackmail.   

3. a. Procedure as determined or governed by regulation or custom.  b. A fixed 

order of words or procedures, as for use in a ceremony; a formula.   4. A docu-

ment with blanks for the insertion of details or information:  insurance forms.  

5. a. Manners or conduct as governed by etiquette, decorum, or custom.  

b. Behavior according to a fixed or accepted standard:  Tardiness is considered bad 

form.  c. Performance considered with regard to acknowledged criteria:  a good 

jump shooter having an unusual form.   6. a. Proven ability to perform:  a musi-

cian at the top of her form.  b. Fitness, as of an athlete or animal, with regard to 

health or training.  c. The past performance of a racehorse.  d. A racing form.   

7. a. Method of arrangement or manner of coordinating elements in literary or 

musical composition or in organized discourse:  presented my ideas in outline 



form; a treatise in the form of a dialogue.  b. A particular type or example of such 

arrangement:  The essay is a literary form.  c. The design, structure, or pattern of a 

work of art:  symphonic form.   8. a. A mold for the setting of concrete.  b. A 

model of the human figure or part of it used for displaying clothes.  c. A propor-

tioned model that may be adjusted for fitting clothes.   9. A grade in a British sec-

ondary school or in some American private schools:  the sixth form.  10. a. A 

linguistic form.  b. The external aspect of words with regard to their inflections, 

pronunciation, or spelling:  verb forms.   11. a. Chiefly British. A long seat; a 

bench.  b. The resting place of a hare.   12. Botany. A subdivision of a variety usu-

ally differing in one trivial characteristic, such as flower color.   —  v.  formed, 
form·ing, forms.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To give form to; shape:  form clay into figures.  

b. To develop in the mind; conceive:  form an opinion.   2. a. To shape or mold 

(dough, for example) into a particular form.  b. To arrange oneself in:  Holding 

out his arms, the cheerleader formed a T. The acrobats formed a pyramid.  c. To 

organize or arrange:  The environmentalists formed their own party.  d. To fashion, 

train, or develop by instruction or precept:  form a child’s mind.   3. To come to 

have; develop or acquire:  form a habit.  4. To constitute or compose a usually 

basic element, part, or characteristic of.  5. a. To produce (a tense, for example) 

by assuming an inflection:  form the pluperfect.  b. To make (a word) by deriva-

tion or composition.   6. To put in order; arrange.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

formed or shaped.  2. To come into being by taking form; arise.  3. To assume a 

specified form, shape, or pattern.  [Middle English forme, from Latin forma.] 
—formÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —formùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: form, figure, shape, configuration, contour, profile. These nouns

refer to the external outline of a thing. Form is the outline and structure of a thing

as opposed to its substance: stalactites of curious forms; a garden in the form of a

lovers’ knot. Figure refers usually to form as established by bounding or enclosing

lines: The cube is a solid geometric figure. “Europe is disclosed as a prone and ema-

ciated figure, the Alps shaping like a backbone, and the branching mountain chains

like ribs, the peninsular plateau of Spain forming a head” (Thomas Hardy). Shape

implies three-dimensional definition that indicates both outline and bulk or

mass: “Rowing [at night], he faced her, a hooded and cloaked shape” (Joseph Con-

rad). Configuration stresses the pattern formed by the arrangement of parts with-

in an outline: The map shows the configuration of the North American continent,

with its mountains, rivers, and plains. Contour refers especially to the outline of a

three-dimensional figure: I ran my finger along the soft, curving contour of the

child’s cheek. Profile denotes the outline of something viewed against a back-

ground and especially the outline of the human face in side view: We glimpsed the

profile of the church steeple against the last glow of the sunset. The profile of the old



warrior was characterized by a strong jaw and an aquiline nose.

-form suff.  Having the form of:  plexiform.  [New Latin -formis, from Latin 

forma, form.]

for·mal (fôrùmNl) adj.  1. a. Relating to or involving outward form or structure.  

b. Being or relating to essential form or constitution:  a formal principle.   

2. a. Following or being in accord with accepted forms, conventions, or regula-

tions:  had little formal education; went to a formal party.  b. Executed, carried out, 

or done in proper or regular form:  a formal reprimand; a formal document.   

3. a. Characterized by strict or meticulous observation of forms; methodical:  

very formal in their business transactions.  b. Stiffly ceremonious:  a formal man-

ner; a formal greeting; a formal bow to the monarch.   4. Having the outward 

appearance but lacking in substance:  a formal requirement that is usually ignored.   
—  n.  Something, such as a gown or social affair, that is formal in nature.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin form7lis, from forma, shape.] —forùmal·ly adv.  —forù-
mal·ness n. 

for·mal·de·hyde (fôr-m4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A colorless, gaseous compound, 

HCHO, the simplest aldehyde, used for manufacturing melamine and phenolic 

resins, fertilizers, dyes, and embalming fluids and in aqueous solution as a preser-

vative and disinfectant.  [FORM(IC ACID) + ALDEHYDE.]

for·ma·lin (fôrùmN-lVn) n.  An aqueous solution of formaldehyde that is 37 per-

cent by weight.  [Originally a trademark.]

for·mal·ism (fôrùmN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Rigorous or excessive adherence to recog-

nized forms, as in religion or art.  2. An instance of rigorous or excessive adher-

ence to recognized forms.   —forùmal·ist adj. , n.  —forÙmal·isùtic adj.  

—forÙmal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

for·mal·i·ty (fôr-m4lùV-tK) n.  pl. for·mal·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being formal.  2. Rigorous or ceremonious adherence to established forms, rules, 

or customs.  3. An established form, rule, or custom, especially one followed 

merely for the sake of procedure or decorum. 

for·mal·ize (fôrùmN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. for·mal·ized, for·mal·iz·ing, for·mal·iz·es. 
1. To give a definite form or shape to.  2. a. To make formal.  b. To give formal 

standing or endorsement to; make official or legitimate by the observance of 

proper procedure.    —forùmal·izÙa·ble adj.  —forÙmal·i·zaùtion (-mN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n.  —forùmal·izÙer n. 

formal logic (fôrùmNl lmjùVk) n.  The study of the properties of propositions 

and deductive reasoning by abstraction and analysis of the form rather than the 

content of propositions under consideration. 

for·mal·wear (fôrùmNl-wârÙ) n.  Attire, such as evening gowns and tuxedos, 

for wear on formal occasions. 



for·mant (fôrùmNnt) n.  Any of several frequency regions of relatively great 

intensity in a sound spectrum, which together determine the characteristic qual-

ity of a vowel sound.  [German, from Latin form7ns, formant- present participle 

of form7re, to form, from forma, form.]

for·mat (fôrùm4tÙ) n.  1. A plan for the organization and arrangement of a 

specified production.  2. The material form or layout of a publication.  

3. Computer Science. a. The arrangement of data for storage or display.  b. A 

method for achieving such an arrangement.    —  v.  tr. for·mat·ted, 
for·mat·ting, for·mats. 1. To plan or arrange in a specified form:  They for-

matted the conference so that each speaker had less than 15 minutes to deliver a 

paper.  2. Computer Science. a. To divide (a disk) into marked sectors so that it 

may store data.  b. To determine the arrangement of (data) for storage or display.   

[French, ultimately from Latin form7tus, past participle of form7re, to form, 

from forma, form.]

for·mate (fôrùm7tÙ) n.  A compound, such as a salt or an ester of formic acid, 

that contains the HCOO–radical.  [FORM(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

for·ma·tion (fôr-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of forming something or 

of taking form.  2. Something formed:  beautiful cloud formations.  3. The man-

ner or style in which something is formed; structure:  the distinctive formation of 

the human eye.  4. A specified arrangement or deployment, as of troops.  

5. Geology. The primary unit of lithostratigraphy, consisting of a succession of 

strata useful for mapping or description.   —for·maùtion·al adj. 

form·a·tive (fôrùmN-tVv) adj.  1. Forming or capable of forming.  

2. a. Susceptible to transformation by growth and development.  b. Biology. 

Capable of producing new cells or tissue.   3. Of or relating to formation, growth, 

or development:  the formative stages of a plot.  4. Linguistics. Relating to the for-

mation or inflection of words.   —  n.  Grammar. A derivational or inflectional 

affix.   —formùa·tive·ly adv. 

form class (fôrm kl4s) n.  Linguistics. A set of words that have one or more 

grammatical or syntactic characteristics in common, such as the class of transitive 

verbs in English. 

form criticism (fôrm krVtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  A method of textual criticism, applied 

especially to the Bible, for tracing the origin and history of certain passages 

through systematic study of the writings in terms of conventional literary forms, 

such as parables, proverbs, and love poems.   —form critic n.  —form critical 
adj. 

form·er1 (fôrùmNr) n.  1. One that forms; a maker or creator:  a former of ideas.  

2. Chiefly British. A member of a school form:  a fifth former. 

for·mer2 (fôrùmNr) adj.  1. a. Occurring earlier in time.  b. Of, relating to, or 

taking place in the past.   2. Coming before in place or order; foregoing.  3. Being 

the first of two mentioned.  4. Having been in the past:  a former ambassador.  



[Middle English, comparative of forme, first, from Old English forma. See per1 

in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Grammarians have often insisted that the phrases the former

and the latter should be used only to refer to the first of two things and the second

of two things, respectively: “But Flynn preceded Casey, as did also Jimmy Blake, and

the former was a lulu and the latter was a fake.” It is not difficult to find examples

of violations of this rule in the works of reputable writers. But the fact that former

and latter are plainly comparatives will make many readers uneasy when the words

are used in enumerations of more than two things, much as would the analogous

incorrect use of a comparative in a sentence such as Her boys are 7, 9, and 13; only

the younger was born in California.

for·mer·ly (fôrùmNr-lK) adv.  At an earlier time; once. 

form·fit·ting (fôrmùfVtÙVng) adj.  Snugly fitting the contours of the body:  

formfitting jeans. 

form genus (fôrm jKùnNs) n.  Botany. A genus of fossil plants or imperfect 

fungi classified according to their asexual organs. 

for·mic (fôrùmVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to ants.  2. Of, derived from, or con-

taining formic acid.  [From Latin formXca, ant.]

For·mi·ca (fôr-mXùkN)  A trademark used for a variety of high-pressure lami-

nated plastic sheets of synthetic resin employed especially as a heat-resistant and 

chemical-resistant surface on tables and counters. This trademark sometimes 

occurs in print in attributive uses: “The restaurant was dimly lit, with plain For-

mica tables and cushioned booths” (Chicago Tribune). 

formic acid (fôrùmVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless caustic fuming liquid, HCOOH, 

used in dyeing and finishing textiles and paper and in the manufacture of fumi-

gants, insecticides, and refrigerants.  [From its natural occurrence in ants.]

for·mi·car·y (fôrùmV-kHrÙK) n.  pl. for·mi·car·ies. A nest of ants; an anthill.  

[Medieval Latin formXc7rium, from Latin formXca, ant.]

for·mi·civ·o·rous (fôrÙmV-sVvùNr-Ns) adj.  Feeding on ants.  [Latin formXca, ant 

+ -VOROUS.]

for·mi·da·ble (fôrùmV-dN-bNl) adj.  1. Arousing fear, dread, or alarm:  the for-

midable prospect of major surgery.  2. Inspiring awe, admiration, or wonder: 

“Though a true hero, he was also a thoroughgoing bureaucrat and politician, a for-

midable combination” (Mario Puzo).  3. Difficult to undertake, surmount, or 

defeat:  a formidable challenge; a formidable opponent.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin formXd7bilis, from formXd7re, to fear, from formXdo, fear.] 
—forÙmi·da·bilùi·ty, forùmi·da·ble·ness n.  —forùmi·da·bly adv. 



form·less (fôrmùlVs) adj.  1. Having no definite form; shapeless.  See Synonyms 

at shapeless.  2. Lacking order.  3. Having no material existence.   —formù-
less·ly adv.  —formùless·ness n. 

form letter (fôrm lHtùNr) n.  A usually impersonal letter in a standardized for-

mat that may be sent to different people or to large numbers of recipients. 

For·mo·sa (fôr-moùsN)  See Taiwan. 
Formosa Strait (fôr-moùsN str7t) also Tai·wan Strait (tXùwänù str7t)  An arm 

of the Pacific Ocean between Taiwan and China. It links the East China Sea with 

the South China Sea. 

for·mu·la (fôrùmyN-lN) n.  pl. for·mu·las or for·mu·lae (-lKÙ). 1. a. An estab-

lished form of words or symbols for use in a ceremony or procedure.  b. An utter-

ance of conventional notions or beliefs; a hackneyed expression.   2. A method of 

doing or treating something that relies on an established, uncontroversial model 

or approach:  a new situation comedy that simply uses an old formula.  

3. Chemistry. a. A symbolic representation of the composition or of the compo-

sition and structure of a compound.  b. The compound so represented.   4. a. A 

prescription of ingredients in fixed proportion; a recipe.  b. A liquid food for 

infants, containing most of the nutrients in human milk.   5. Mathematics. A 

statement, especially an equation, of a fact, rule, principle, or other logical rela-

tion.  6. Formula. Sports. A set of specifications, including engine displacement, 

fuel capacity, and weight, that determine a class of racing car.  [Latin formula, 

diminutive of forma, form.] —forÙmu·laùic (-l7ùVk) adj.  —forÙmu·laùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

for·mu·la·rize (fôrùmyN-lN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. for·mu·la·rized, for·mu·la·riz·ing, 
for·mu·la·riz·es. To express as or reduce to a formula; formulate.   
—forÙmu·la·ri·zaùtion (-lNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —forùmu·la·rizÙer n. 

for·mu·lar·y (fôrùmyN-lHrÙK) n.  pl. for·mu·lar·ies. 1. A book or other collec-

tion of stated and fixed forms, such as prayers.  2. A statement expressed in for-

mulas.  3. A fixed form or pattern; a formula.  4. A book containing a list of 

pharmaceutical substances along with their formulas, uses, and methods of prep-

aration. 

for·mu·late (fôrùmyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. for·mu·lat·ed, for·mu·lat·ing, 
for·mu·lates. 1. a. To state as or reduce to a formula.  b. To express in system-

atic terms or concepts.  c. To devise or invent:  formulate strategy.   2. To prepare 

according to a specified formula.   —forÙmu·laùtion n.  —forùmu·laÙtor n. 

formula weight (fôrùmyN-lN w7t) n.  See molecular weight. 
for·mu·lize (fôrùmyN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. for·mu·lized, for·mu·liz·ing, for·mu·liz·es. 

To formulate.   —forÙmu·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —forùmu·lizÙer n. 

form word (fôrm wûrd) n.  Grammar. See function word. 
form·work (fôrmùwûrkÙ) n.  The structure of boards that make up a form for 

pouring concrete in construction. 



for·myl (fôrùmVlÙ) n.  The negative univalent radical HCO, characteristic of 

aldehydes.  [FORM(IC ACID) + -YL.]

For·nax (fôrùn4ksÙ) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Sculp-

tor and Eridanus.  [Latin forn7x, furnace, oven. See gwher- in Appendix.]

for·nent (fNr-nHntù) prep.  Upper Southern U.S. Variant of ferninst. 
for·ni·cate (fôrùnV-k7tÙ) v.  intr. for·ni·cat·ed, for·ni·cat·ing, for·ni·cates. 

To commit fornication.  [Late Latin fornic7rX, fornic7t-, from fornix, fornic-, vault, 

vaulted cellar, brothel. See gwher- in Appendix.] —forùni·caÙtor n. 

for·ni·ca·tion (fôrÙnV-k7ùshNn) n.  Sexual intercourse between partners who are 

not married to each other.  

WORD HISTORY: The word fornication had a lowly beginning suitable to what

has long been the low moral status of the word. The Latin word fornix, from

which fornic7tio, the ancestor of fornication, is derived, meant “a vault, an arch.”

The term also referred to a vaulted cellar or similar place where prostitutes plied

their trade. This sense of fornix in Late Latin yielded the verb fornic7rX, “to com-

mit fornication,” from which is derived fornic7tio, “whoredom, fornication.” Our

word is first recorded in Middle English about 1303.

for·nix (fôrùnVks) n.  pl. for·ni·ces (-nV-sKzÙ). An archlike anatomical structure 

or fold, such as the arched band of white matter located beneath the corpus callo-

sum of the brain.  [Latin, arch, vault. See gwher- in Appendix.]

for-prof·it (fNr-prmfùVt, fôr-) adj.  Established or operated with the intention of 

making a profit:  a for-profit organization; a for-profit hospital. 

For·rest (fôrùVst, fmrù-), Edwin. 1806-1872.  American actor noted for his por-

trayal of Othello. His rivalry with a fellow actor resulted in a riot at a theater in 

New York City that left 22 theatergoers dead. 

For·rest (fôrùVst, fmrù-), Nathan Bedford. 1821-1877.  American Confederate 

general who was active at the battles of Shiloh (1862) and Chickamauga (1863). 

He was a founder and the first leader (1866-1869) of the Ku Klux Klan. 

For·res·tal (fôrùV-stNl, -stôlÙ, fmrù-), James Vincent. 1892-1949.  American 

public official who served as undersecretary (1940-1944) and secretary (1944-

1947) of the navy and secretary of defense (1947-1949). 

for·sake (fôr-s7kù, fNr-) v.  tr. for·sook (-stkù), for·sak·en (-s7ùkNn), 
for·sak·ing, for·sakes. 1. To give up (something formerly held dear); 

renounce:  forsook liquor.  2. To leave altogether; abandon:  forsook Hollywood and 

returned to the legitimate stage.  [Middle English forsaken, from Old English forsa-

can. See s7g- in Appendix.]

for·sooth (fôr-suthù, fNr-) adv.  In truth; indeed.  [Middle English forsoth, 

from Old English forsoth : for, for; see FOR + soth, truth; see SOOTH.]



for·spent (fôr-spHntù, fNr-) adj.  Archaic. Worn out, as from exertion; 

exhausted. 

Forss·mann (fôrsùmänÙ, -mNn, forsù-), Werner Theodor Otto. 1904-1979.  

German physician. He shared a 1956 Nobel Prize for developing new techniques 

for treating heart disease. 

For·ster (fôrùstNr), E(dward) M(organ). 1879-1970.  British writer whose 

novels, such as A Room with a View (1908) and Howards End (1910), explore the 

emotional and moral shortcomings of England’s upper classes. 

for·swear also fore·swear (fôr-swârù, for-) v.  for·swore (fôr-swôrù, for-

sworù), for·sworn (fôr-swôrnù, for-swornù), for·swear·ing, for·swears.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To renounce or repudiate under oath.  b. To renounce seriously.   2. To 

disavow under oath; deny.  3. To make (oneself) guilty of perjury.   —  v.  intr. To 

swear falsely; commit perjury.  [Middle English forsweren, from Old English 

forswerian : for-, wrongly; see FOR- + swerian, to swear; see SWEAR.]

for·syth·i·a (fôr-sVthùK-N, -sXùthK-N, fNr-) n.  Any of several shrubs of the genus 

Forsythia, native to Asia and widely cultivated for their early-blooming yellow 

flowers.  [New Latin, genus name, after William Forsyth (1737-1804), Scottish 

horticulturist.]

fort (fôrt, fort) n.  Abbr. ft., Ft. 1. A fortified place or position stationed with 

troops.  2. A permanent army post.  [Middle English, strength, stronghold, from 

Old French, strong, strength, from Latin fortis. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

fort. abbr.  Fortification. 

For·ta·le·za (fôrÙtl-7ùzN, -tN-lHù-)  A city of northeast Brazil northwest of Natal 

on the Atlantic Ocean. Founded in 1609, it is a thriving port and industrial center. 

Population, 1,307,611. 

for·ta·lice (fôrùtN-lVs) n.  Archaic. 1. A defensive structure or position; a for-

tress.  2. A small fort.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin fortalitia. See FOR-

TRESS.]

For·tas (fôrùtNs), Abraham. Known as “Abe.” 1910-1982.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1965-1969) but resigned 

over a public controversy about his private finances. 

Fort Col·lins (fôrt kmlùVnz, fort)  A city of northern Colorado north-northeast 

of Boulder. It is a trade, shipping, and processing center. Population, 87,758. 

Fort-de-France (fôr-dN-fräNsù)  The capital and largest city of Martinique, on 

the western coast of the island on Fort-de-France Bay, an inlet of the Caribbean 

Sea. Settled by the French in 1762, Fort-de-France is a popular resort. Population, 

99,844. 

Fort Dodge (fôrt dmj)  A city of central Iowa on the Des Moines River north-

northwest of Des Moines. It was settled in the 1840’s. Population, 25,894. 



forte1 (fôrt, fort, fôrùt7Ù) n.  1. Something in which a person excels.  2. The 

strong part of a sword blade, between the middle and the hilt.  [French fort, from 

Old French, strong, from Latin fortis. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: forte, métier, specialty, thing. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “something at which a person is particularly skilled”: Writing fiction is

her forte. The theater is his métier. The professor made the description of the Semitic

languages her specialty. Mountain climbing is really her thing.

for·te2 (fôrùt7Ù) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. f, F. In a loud, forceful manner. Used 

chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  A note, passage, or chord played forte.  [Italian, 

strong, forte, from Latin fortis. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

for·te-pi·an·o (fôrÙt7-pK-4nùo, -äùno) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a loud, then sud-

denly soft, manner. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : forte, loud; see FORTE
2 + 

piano, soft; see PIANO
2.]

Fort E·rie (fôrt îrùK)  A town of southern Ontario, Canada, on the Niagara River 

opposite Buffalo, New York. It is on the site of a fort established in 1764, captured 

in 1813 by the Americans in the War of 1812, and destroyed by them in 1814 after 

a siege by British troops. Population, 24,096. 

forth (fôrth, forth) adv.  1. Forward in time, place, or order; onward:  from this 

time forth.  2. Out into view:  A stranger came forth from the crowd; put my ideas 

forth.  3. Obsolete. Away from a specified place; abroad.   —  prep.  Archaic. Out 

of; forth from.  [Middle English, from Old English. See per1 in Appendix.]

Forth (fôrth, forth)  A river of south-central Scotland flowing about 187 km 

(116 mi) eastward to the Firth of Forth, a wide inlet of the North Sea. 

forth·com·ing (fôrth-kƒmùVng, forth-) adj.  1. About to appear or take place; 

approaching:  the forthcoming elections.  2. a. Available when required or as 

promised:  Federal funds were not forthcoming.  b. Affable and outgoing:  a con-

siderate, forthcoming person.  c. Candid and willing to cooperate.    —  n.  

(fôrthùkƒmÙVng, forthù-) The act or an instance of coming forth. 

forth·right (fôrthùrXtÙ, forthù-) adj.  1. Direct and without evasion; straightfor-

ward:  a forthright appraisal; forthright criticism.  2. Archaic. Proceeding straight 

ahead.   —  adv.  1. a. Directly ahead.  b. Directly and frankly.   2. Archaic. At 

once.   —forthùrightÙly adv.  —forthùrightÙness n. 

forth·with (fôrth-wVthù, -wVthù, forth-) adv.  At once; immediately. 

for·ti·eth (fôrùtK-Vth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 40 in a 

series.  2. One of 40 equal parts.   —forùti·eth adv.  & adj. 

for·ti·fi·ca·tion (fôrÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. fort., ft. 1. a. The science of for-

tifying.  b. The act or process of fortifying.   2. Something that serves to fortify, 

especially military works erected to fortify a position or place. 



for·ti·fied wine (fôrùtN-fXdÙ wXn) n.  Wine, such as sherry, to which alcohol, 

usually in the form of grape brandy, has been added. 

for·ti·fy (fôrùtN-fXÙ) v.  for·ti·fied, for·ti·fy·ing, for·ti·fies.  —  v.  tr. To make 

strong, as: a. To strengthen and secure (a position) with fortifications.  b. To 

reinforce by adding material.  c. To impart physical strength or endurance to; 

invigorate.  d. To give emotional, moral or mental strength to; encourage:  Prayer 

fortified us during our crisis.  e. To strengthen or enrich (food, for example), as by 

adding vitamins.    —  v.  intr. To build fortifications.  [Middle English fortifien, 

from Old French fortifier, from Late Latin fortific7re, from Latin fortis, strong. 

See bhergh-2 in Appendix.] —forùti·fiÙa·ble adj.  —forùti·fiÙer n.  

—forùti·fyÙing·ly adv. 

for·tis (fôrùtVs) Linguistics. adj.  Articulated with relatively strong pressure or ten-

sion of the respiratory muscles, as in English p and t compared with b and d.   —  
n.  A fortis consonant.  [Latin, strong. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.]

for·tis·si·mo (fôr-tVsùN-moÙ) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. ff In a very loud man-

ner. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. for·tis·si·mos. A note, chord, or pas-

sage played fortissimo.  [Italian, superlative of forte, strong. See FORTE
2.]

for·tis·sis·si·mo (fôrÙtV-sVsùN-mo) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. fff Music. In the loudest 

manner. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, superlative of fortissimo. See FORTIS-

SIMO.]

for·ti·tude (fôrùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Strength of mind that allows one to 

endure pain or adversity with courage.  [Middle English, from Latin fortit7do, 

from fortis, strong. See bhergh-2 in Appendix.] —forÙti·tuùdi·nous (-tudùn-

Ns, -tyudù-) adj. 

Fort-La·my (fôr-lä-mKù)  See Ndjamena. 
Fort Lau·der·dale (fôrt lôùdNr-d7lÙ)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlan-

tic coast north of Miami Beach. It is a yachting and fishing resort and has long 

been a favorite vacation spot for college students during spring break. Popula-

tion, 149,377. 

Fort Lee (fôrt lK)  A borough of northeast New Jersey on the Hudson River 

opposite Manhattan. Settled around 1700, it was an early center of the motion-

picture industry. Population, 31,997. 

Fort Mc·Mur·ray (fôrt mVk-mûrùK, -mƒrùK)  A city of northeast Alberta, Can-

ada, at the conjunction of the Athabasca and Clearwater rivers. Population, 

31,000. 

Fort My·ers (fôrt mXùNrz)  A city of southwest Florida on an estuary of the 

Caloosahatchee River north-northeast of Cape Coral. It is a shipping and tourist 

center. Population, 45,206. 

Fort Nel·son (fôrt nHlùsNn)  A river, about 418 km (260 mi) long, of northeast 

British Columbia, Canada. 



fort·night (fôrtùnXtÙ) n.  A period of 14 days; two weeks.  [Middle English 

fourtenight, alteration of fourtene night, fourteen nights  : Old English fKowertKne, 

fourteen; see FOURTEEN + Old English niht, night; see NIGHT.]

fort·night·ly (fôrtùnXtÙlK) adj.  Happening or appearing once in or every two 

weeks.   —  adv.  Once in a fortnight.   —  n.  pl. fort·night·lies. A publication 

issued once every two weeks. 

Fort Pierce (fôrt pîrs)  A city of east-central Florida on the Indian River lagoon 

north-northwest of Palm Beach. It is a distribution center in a cattle and farming 

region. Population, 36,830. 

FOR·TRAN (fôrùtr4nÙ) n.  Computer Science. A high-level programming lan-

guage for problems that can be expressed algebraically, used mainly in mathemat-

ics, science, and engineering.  [FOR(MULA) + TRAN(SLATION).]

for·tress (fôrùtrVs) n.  A fortified place, especially a large, permanent military 

stronghold that often includes a town.  [Middle English forteress, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin fortalitia, from Latin fortis, strong. See bhergh-2 in 

Appendix.]

Fort Smith (fôrt smVth)  1. A region of southwest Northwest Territories, Can-

ada, including Great Slave Lake and most of Great Bear Lake.  2. A city of western 

Arkansas on the Oklahoma border west-northwest of Little Rock. It was founded 

as a military post in 1817. Population, 72,798. 

Fort Thom·as (fôrt tmmùNs)  A city of northern Kentucky, a residential suburb 

of Covington. Population, 16,032. 

for·tu·i·tous (fôr-tuùV-tNs, -tyuù-) adj.  1. Happening by accident or chance.  

See Synonyms at accidental.  2. Usage Problem. a. Happening by a fortunate 

accident or chance.  b. Lucky or fortunate.   [Latin fortuXtus, from forte, by 

chance, ablative of fors, chance.] —for·tuùi·tous·ly adv.  —for·tuùi·tous·ness 
n.  

USAGE NOTE: In its best-established sense, fortuitous means “happening by

accident or chance,” with no implication as to the desirability of the outcome: a

fortuitous meeting may have either fortunate or unfortunate consequences. In this

century, however, the word is often used with particular reference to happy acci-

dents, as in The company’s third-quarter profits were enhanced as the result of a

fortuitous drop in the cost of RAM chips. This use may have arisen because fortu-

itous resembles both fortunate and felicitous; it is well established in the writing

of reputable authors. More controversial is the use of fortuitous to mean simply

“lucky or fortunate,” as in He came to the Giants in June as the result of a fortuitous

trade that sent two minor-league players to the Reds’ organization. This use dates

back at least to the 1920’s, when H.W. Fowler labeled it a malaproprism. It is still

widely regarded as incorrect, and writers who are unwilling to risk censure are



advised to avoid it.

for·tu·i·ty (fôr-tuùV-tK, -tyuù-) n.  pl. for·tu·i·ties. 1. A chance occurrence or 

event.  2. The quality or condition of being fortuitous. 

For·tu·na (fôr-tuùnN, -tyuù-) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess of fortune. 

for·tu·nate (fôrùchN-nVt) adj.  1. Bringing something good and unforeseen; 

auspicious.  2. Having unexpected good fortune; lucky.  See Synonyms at happy.   
—  n.  One who has good fortune, especially a wealthy person.  [Latin fort7n7tus, 

from fort7na, chance. See FORTUNE.] —forùtu·nate·ly adv.  

—forùtu·nate·ness n. 

for·tune (fôrùchNn) n.  1. a. The chance happening of fortunate or adverse 

events; luck:  He decided to go home for the holidays, and his fortune turned for the 

worse.  b. fortunes. The turns of luck in the course of one’s life.  c. Success, 

especially when at least partially resulting from luck:  No matter what they tried, it 

ended in fortune.   2. a. A person’s condition or standing in life determined by 

material possessions or financial wealth:  She pursued her fortune in another coun-

try.  b. Extensive amounts of material possessions or money; wealth.  c. A large 

sum of money:  spent a fortune on the new car.   3.  Often Fortune. A hypotheti-

cal, often personified force or power that favorably or unfavorably governs the 

events of one’s life:  We believe that Fortune is on our side.  4. a. Fate; destiny:  told 

my fortune with tarot cards.  b. A foretelling of one’s destiny.    —  v.  for·tuned, 
for·tun·ing, for·tunes.  —  v.  tr. 1. Archaic. To endow with wealth.  

2. Obsolete. To ascribe or give good or bad fortune to.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To 

occur by chance; happen.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fort7na, 

from fors, fort-, chance.]

fortune cookie (fôrùchNn ktkùK) n.  A cookie made from a thin layer of 

dough folded and baked around a slip of paper bearing a prediction of fortune or 

a maxim. 

fortune hunter (fôrùchNn hƒnùtNr) n.  A person who seeks wealth, especially 

through marriage. 

for·tune·tell·er (fôrùchNn-tHlÙNr) n.  One who professes to predict future 

events.   —forùtune·tellÙing adj.  & n. 

Fort Wal·ton Beach (fôrt wôlùtNn bKch)  A city of northwest Florida in the 

Panhandle east of Pensacola. It is a year-round resort on the Gulf of Mexico. Pop-

ulation, 21,471. 

Fort Wayne (fôrt w7n)  A city of northeast Indiana northeast of Indianapolis. 

A French trading post and fort were built on the site in the late 17th century, and 

an American fort was established by Anthony Wayne in 1794. Population, 

173,072. 



Fort Worth (fôrt wûrth)  A city of northeast Texas west of Dallas. Built on the 

site of a military post established in the 1840’s, it is a major industrial center and 

distribution point. Population, 447,619. 

for·ty (fôrùtK) n.  pl. for·ties. 1. The cardinal number equal to 4 ∞ 10.  

2. forties. a.  Often Forties. The decade from 40 to 49 in a century.  b. A 

decade or the numbers from 40 to 49:  They stopped smoking in their forties. At 

night the temperature fell into the forties.   [Middle English, from Old English 

fKowertig. See kwetwer- in Appendix.] —forùty adj.  & pron. 

for·ty-five (fôrÙtK-fXvù) n.  1. A.45-caliber pistol.  2. A phonograph record 

designed to be played at 45 revolutions per minute.   —forÙty-fiveù adj. 

for·ty-nin·er (fôrÙtK-nXùnNr) n.  One who took part in the 1849 California gold 

rush. 

forty winks (fôrùtK wVngks) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Informal. A 

short nap. 

fo·rum (fôrùNm, forù-) n.  pl. fo·rums also fo·ra (fôrùN, forùN). 1. a. The public 

square or marketplace of an ancient Roman city that was the assembly place for 

judicial activity and public business.  b. A public meeting place for open discus-

sion.  c. A medium of open discussion or voicing of ideas, such as a newspaper or 

a radio or television program.   2. A public meeting or presentation involving a 

discussion usually among experts and often including audience participation.  

3. A court of law; a tribunal.  [Middle English, from Latin. See dhwer- in 

Appendix.]

for·ward (fôrùwNrd) adj.  1. a. At, near, or belonging to the front or forepart; 

fore:  the forward section of the aircraft.  b. Located ahead or in advance:  kept her 

eye on the forward horizon.   2. a. Going, tending, or moving toward a position in 

front:  a forward plunge down a flight of stairs.  b. Sports. Advancing toward an 

opponent’s goal.  c. Moving in a prescribed direction or order for normal use:  

forward rolling of the cassette tape.   3. a. Ardently inclined; eager.  b. Lacking 

restraint or modesty; presumptuous or bold:  a forward child.   4. a. Being ahead 

of current economic, political, or technological trends; progressive:  a forward 

concept.  b. Deviating radically from convention or tradition; extreme.   

5. Exceptionally advanced; precocious.  6. Of, relating to, or done in preparation 

for the future:  bidding on forward contracts for corn.   —  adv.  1. Toward or tend-

ing to the front; frontward:  step forward.  2. Into consideration:  put forward a 

new proposal.  3. In or toward the future:  looking forward to seeing you.  4. a. In 

the prescribed direction or sequence for normal use:  rolled the tape forward.  

b. In an advanced position or a configuration registering a future time:  set the 

clock forward.  c. At or to a different time; earlier or later:  moved the appointment 

forward, from Friday to Thursday.    —  n.  Abbr. fwd Sports. 1. A player in certain 

games, such as basketball, soccer, or hockey, who is part of the forward line of the 

offense.  2. The position played by such a person.   —  v.  tr. for·ward·ed, 



for·ward·ing, for·wards. 1. To send on to a subsequent destination or address.  

See Synonyms at send1.  2. To help advance; promote.  See Synonyms at 

advance.  [Middle English, from Old English foreweard : fore-, fore- + -weard, -

ward.] —forùward·ly adv.  —forùward·ness n. 

for·ward·er (fôrùwNr-dNr) n.  One that forwards, especially an agent that facili-

tates and assures the passage of received goods to their destination. 

for·ward-look·ing (fôrùwNrd-ltkÙVng) adj.  Concerned with or making pro-

vision for the future:  forward-looking educators; a forward-looking corporate plan. 

forward pass (fôrùwNrd p4s) n.  Football. A pass thrown from behind the line 

of scrimmage to a receiver who is closer to the opponent’s end line than the 

passer. 

for·wards (fôrùwNrdz, forù-) adv.  To or tending to the front; forward. 

for·went (fôr-wHntù, for-) v.  Past tense of forgo. 
for·worn also fore·worn (fôr-wôrnù, for-wornù) adj.  Archaic. Worn-out. 

for·zan·do (fôrt-sänùdo) adv. , adj.  & n.   Abbr. forz Music. Variant of sfor-
zando. 

FOS abbr.  Free on steamer. 

Fos·dick (fmzùdVk), Harry Emerson. 1878-1969.  American religious leader 

who maintained that scientific and psychiatric advances should not be considered 

threatening to religion. 

foss (fms) n.  Variant of fosse. 
fos·sa (fmsùN) n.  pl. fos·sae (fmsùKÙ). Anatomy. A small cavity or depression, as 

in a bone.  [Latin, ditch, from feminine past participle of fodere, to dig.] —fosù-
sateÙ (fmsù7tÙ) adj. 

fosse also foss (fms) n.  A ditch or moat.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin fossa. See FOSSA.]

Fos·se (fmsùK), Robert Louis. Known as “Bob.” 1927-1987.  American choreog-

rapher and director of Broadway and motion-picture productions, including 

Cabaret (1972), for which he won an Academy Award. 

fos·sick (fmsùVk) v.  fos·sicked, fos·sick·ing, fos·sicks. Australian.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To search for gold, especially by reworking washings or waste piles.  2. To rum-

mage or search around, especially for a possible profit.   —  v.  tr. To search for by 

or as if by rummaging.  [English dialectal, to find out, dig up.] —fosùsick·er n. 

fos·sil (fmsùNl) n.  1. A remnant or trace of an organism of a past geologic age, 

such as a skeleton or leaf imprint, embedded and preserved in the earth’s crust.  

2. One, such as a rigid theory, that is outdated or antiquated.  3. Linguistics. a. A 

word or morpheme that is used only in certain restricted contexts, as kempt in 

unkempt, but is otherwise obsolete.  b. An archaic syntactic rule or pattern used 

only in idioms, as so be it.    —  adj.  1. Characteristic of or having the nature of a 

fossil.  2. Being or similar to a fossil.  3. Belonging to the past; antiquated.  [From 

Latin fossilis, dug up, from fossus, past participle of fodere, to dig.]



fossil fuel (fmsùNl fyuùNl) n.  A hydrocarbon deposit, such as petroleum, coal, 

or natural gas, derived from living matter of a previous geologic time and used 

for fuel. 

fos·sil·if·er·ous (fmsÙN-lVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing fossils. 

fos·sil·ize (fmsùN-lXzÙ) v.  fos·sil·ized, fos·sil·iz·ing, fos·sil·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To convert into a fossil.  2. To make outmoded or inflexible with time; anti-

quate.   —  v.  intr. To become a fossil.   —fosÙsil·i·zaùtion (-sN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

fos·so·ri·al (fm-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj.  Zoology. Adapted for or used in burrowing 

or digging:  the fossorial forefeet of a mole.  [From Late Latin fossorius, from Latin 

fossus, past participle of fodere, to dig.]

fos·ter (fôùstNr, fmsùtNr) v.  tr. fos·tered, fos·ter·ing, fos·ters. 1. To bring up; 

nurture:  bear and foster offspring.  See Synonyms at nurture.  2. To promote the 

growth and development of; cultivate:  detect and foster artistic talent.  See Syn-

onyms at advance.  3. To nurse; cherish:  foster a secret hope.   —  adj.  

1. Providing parental care and nurture to children not related through legal or 

blood ties:  foster parents; foster grandparents; a foster home.  2. Receiving parental 

care and nurture from those not related to one through legal or blood ties:  foster 

children.  [Middle English fostren, from Old English *fostrian, to nourish, from 

fostor, food, nourishing. See p7- in Appendix.]

Fos·ter (fôùstNr, fmsùtNr), Abigail Kelley. Known as “Abby.” 1810-1887.  Ameri-

can abolitionist and suffragist who refused to pay taxes on her family’s farm 

because she, not having the right to vote, was not represented politically. 

Fos·ter (fôùstNr, fmsùtNr), Stephen Collins. 1826-1864.  American songwriter 

whose popular works, such as “Oh! Susannah” (1848) and “Old Folks at Home” 

(1851), reflect the sentiment of pre-Civil War America. 

Fos·ter (fôùstNr, fmsùtNr), William Zebulon. 1881-1961.  American labor leader 

and radical politician who was a presidential candidate (1924, 1928, and 1932) 

and national chairman (1945-1956) of the Communist Party of the United States. 

Foster City (fôùstNr sVtùK)  A city of western California, a suburb of San Mateo. 

Population, 28,176. 

Fos·tor·i·a (fô-stôrùK-N, -storù-, fms-tôrù-, -torù-)  A city of northwest Ohio 

south-southeast of Toledo. It is a trade and shipping center in an agricultural 

region. Population, 15,743. 

Fou·cault (fu-koù), Jean Bernard Léon. 1819-1868.  French physicist who 

estimated the speed of light and determined that it travels more slowly in water 

than in air (1850). He also employed a pendulum to prove the rotation of the 

earth (1851) and invented the gyroscope (1852). 

Foucault pendulum (fu-koù pHnùjN-lNm) n.  A simple pendulum sus-

pended from a long wire and set into motion along a meridian. The plane of 

motion appears to turn clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and counterclock-



wise in the Southern Hemisphere, demonstrating the axial rotation of the earth.  

[After Jean Bernard L FOUCAULTÉON.]

Fouc·quet (fu-k7ù)  See Fouquet. 
fou·droy·ant (fu-droiùNnt, fuÙdrwä-yäNù) adj.  1. Dazzling or stunning in 

effect.  2. Medicine. Occurring suddenly and severely. Used of a disease.  [French, 

from present participle of foudroyer, to strike with lightning, from foudre, light-

ning, from Old French fouldre, from Latin fulgur, from fulgKre, to flash. See 

bhel-1 in Appendix.]

fought (fôt) v.  Past tense and past participle of fight. 
foul (foul) adj.  foul·er, foul·est. 1. Offensive to the senses; revolting.  

2. Having an offensive odor; smelly.  3. Rotten or putrid:  foul meat.  4. a. Full of 

dirt or mud; dirty.  See Synonyms at dirty.  b. Full of impurities; polluted:  foul 

air.   5. Morally detestable; wicked:  foul deeds.  6. Of a vulgar or obscene nature:  

foul language.  7. Very disagreeable or displeasing; horrid:  a foul movie.  8. Bad or 

unfavorable:  in fair weather or foul.  9. Violating accepted standards or rules; dis-

honorable:  used foul means to gain power.  10. a. Sports. Contrary to the rules of 

a game or sport:  a foul boxing punch.  b. Baseball. Outside the foul lines:  a foul 

fly ball.   11. Entangled or twisted:  a foul anchor.  12. Clogged or obstructed; 

blocked:  a foul ventilator shaft.  13. Archaic. Ugly; unattractive.   —  n.  1. a.  
Abbr. f. Sports. An infraction or a violation of the rules of play.  b. Baseball. A 

foul ball.   2. An entanglement or a collision.  3. An instance of clogging or 

obstructing.   —  adv.  In a foul manner.   —  v.  fouled, foul·ing, fouls.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make dirty or foul; pollute.  See Synonyms at contaminate.  2. To 

bring into dishonor; besmirch.  3. To clog or obstruct.  4. To entangle or catch (a 

rope, for example).  5. Nautical. To encrust (a ship’s hull) with foreign matter, 

such as barnacles.  6. a. Sports. To commit a foul against.  b. Baseball. To hit (a 

ball) outside the foul lines.    —  v.  intr. 1. To become foul.  2. a. Sports. To com-

mit a foul.  b. Baseball. To hit a ball outside the foul lines:  fouled twice and then 

struck out; fouled out to the catcher.   3. To become entangled or twisted:  The 

anchor line fouled on a rock.  4. To become clogged or obstructed.   —phrasal 
verbs. foul out. Sports. To be put out of a game for exceeding the number of 

permissible fouls.  foul up. To blunder or cause to blunder because of mistakes 

or poor judgment.  [Middle English, from Old English f7l. See p'- in Appendix.] 
—foulùly adv.  —foulùness n. 

fou·lard (fu-lärdù) n.  1. A lightweight twill or plain-woven fabric of silk or 

silk and cotton, usually having a small printed design.  2. An article of clothing, 

especially a necktie or scarf, made of this fabric.  [French.]

foul ball (foul bôl) n.  Baseball. A batted ball that touches the ground outside of 

fair territory. 

foul·brood (foulùbrudÙ) n.  A fatal disease of honeybee larvae caused by one 

of several types of bacteria, including Bacillus alvei. 



foul line (foul lXn) n.  1. Baseball. Either of two straight lines extending from 

the rear of home plate to the outer edge of the playing field and indicating the 

area in which a fair ball can be hit.  2. Basketball. A line 15 feet in front of each 

backboard from which players shoot foul shots.  Also called free-throw line 

3. Sports. A boundary limiting the permissible movements of a player, as on a 

bowling alley or in a field event. 

foul-mouthed (foulùmouthdù, -mouthtù) adj.  Using abusive or obscene lan-

guage. 

foul play (foul pl7) n.  Unfair or treacherous action, especially when involving 

violence. 

foul shot (foul shmt) n.  Basketball. An unobstructed shot from the foul line 

awarded to a fouled player and scored as one point if successful.  Also called free 

throw 

foul tip (foul tVp) n.  Baseball. A pitched ball that is deflected slightly off the bat 

toward the catcher. 

foul-up (foulùƒpÙ) n.  1. A condition of confusion caused by mistakes or poor 

judgment.  2. A mechanical failure. 

found1 (found) v.  tr. found·ed, found·ing, founds. 1. To establish or set up, 

especially with provision for continuing existence:  The college was founded in 

1872.  2. To establish the foundation or basis of; base:  found a theory on firm evi-

dence.  [Middle English founden, from Old French fonder, from Latin fund7re, 

from fundus, bottom.]

SYNONYMS: found, create, establish, institute, organize. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to bring something into existence and set it in operation”:

founded a colony; created a trust fund; establishing an advertising agency; instituted

an annual ball to benefit the homeless; organizing the metal-trading division of a

bank.

found2 (found) v.  tr. found·ed, found·ing, founds. 1. To melt (metal) and 

pour into a mold.  2. To make (objects) by pouring molten material into a mold.  

[Middle English founden, from Old French fondre, from Latin fundere. See 

gheu- in Appendix.]

found3 (found) v.  Past tense and past participle of find. 
foun·da·tion (foun-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of founding, especially the estab-

lishment of an institution with provisions for future maintenance.  2. The basis 

on which a thing stands, is founded, or is supported.  See Synonyms at base1.  
3. a. Funds for the perpetual support of an institution; an endowment.  b. An 

institution founded and supported by an endowment.   4. A foundation garment.  

5. A cosmetic used as a base for facial makeup.   —foun·daùtion·al adj. 



foundation garment (foun-d7ùshNn gärùmNnt) n.  A woman’s supporting 

undergarment, such as a corset or girdle. 

foun·der1 (founùdNr) v.  foun·dered, foun·der·ing, foun·ders.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To sink below the water:  The ship struck a reef and foundered.  2. To cave in; 

sink:  The platform swayed and then foundered.  3. To fail utterly; collapse:  a mar-

riage that soon foundered.  4. To stumble, especially to stumble and go lame. Used 

of horses.  5. To become ill from overeating. Used of livestock.  6. To be afflicted 

wtih laminitis. Used of horses.   —  v.  tr. To cause to founder.   —  n.  See lamini-
tis.  [Middle English foundren, to sink to the ground, from Old French fondrer, 

from Vulgar Latin *funder7re, from *fundus, ·funder-, bottom, from Latin fun-

dus, fund-.]

USAGE NOTE: The verbs founder and flounder are often confused. Founder

comes from a Latin word meaning “bottom” (as in foundation) and originally re-

ferred to knocking enemies down; it is now used as well to mean “to fail utterly,

collapse.” Flounder means “to move clumsily, thrash about,” and hence “to pro-

ceed in confusion.” If John is foundering in Chemistry 1, he had better drop the

course; if he is floundering, he may yet pull through.

found·er2 (foundùNr) n.  One who establishes something or formulates the basis 

for something:  the founder of a university; the founders of a new nation. 

Found·ing Father (founùdVng fäùthNr) n.  1. A member of the convention 

that drafted the U.S. Constitution in 1787.  2. founding father. A man who 

founds or establishes something. 

found·ling (foundùlVng) n.  A deserted or abandoned child of unknown parent-

age.  [Middle English, from found, past participle of finden, to find. See FIND.]

found object (found mbùjVkt) n.  A natural object or an artifact not originally 

intended as art, found and considered to have aesthetic value.  Also called objet 

trouvé [Translation of French objet trouvé : objet, object + trouvé, past participle of 

trouver, to find.]

foun·dry (founùdrK) n.  pl. foun·dries. 1. An establishment in which metal is 

melted and poured into molds.  2. a. The skill or operation of founding.  b. The 

castings made by founding.  

fount1 (fount) n.  1. A fountain.  2. One that initiates or dispenses; a source:  

Damascus—the fount of modern Arab nationalism.  [Middle English, from Old 

English, and Old French font both from Latin fons, font-.]

fount2 (fount) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of font2. 
foun·tain (founùtNn) n.  1. a. An artificially created jet or stream of water.  b. A 

structure, often decorative, from which a jet or stream of water issues.   2. A 

spring, especially the source of a stream.  3. A reservoir or chamber containing a 

supply of liquid that can be siphoned off as needed.  4. A soda fountain.  5. A 



point of origin or dissemination; a source:  the library, a fountain of information.   
—  v.  intr. tr. foun·tained, foun·tain·ing, foun·tains. To flow or cause to 

flow like a fountain.  [Middle English, from Old French fontaine, from Late Latin 

font7na, from Latin, feminine of font7nus, of a spring, from fons, font-, spring.]

foun·tain·head (founùtNn-hHdÙ) n.  1. A spring that is the source or head of a 

stream.  2. A chief and copious source; an originator: “the intellectual fountain-

head of the black conservatives” (Jerrold K. Footlick). 

fountain pen (founùtNn pHn) n.  A pen filled from an external source and con-

taining an ink reservoir that automatically feeds the writing point. 

Foun·tain Valley (founùtNn v4lùK)  A city of southern California southeast of 

Los Angeles. It is mainly residential. Population, 53,691. 

Fou·quet also Fouc·quet (fu-k7ù), Jean. 1420?-1480?.  French artist who 

produced religious paintings, unidealized portraits, and book illuminations. 

Fou·quet also Fouc·quet (fu-k7ù) also Foucquet, Nicolas. 1615-1680.  

French superintendent of finance (1653-1661) who was convicted of embezzle-

ment (1664) and imprisoned for life. 

four (fôr, for) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 3 + 1.  2. The fourth in a set or 

sequence.  3. Something having four parts, units, or members, such as a musical 

quartet or a four-cylinder engine.   —idiom. all fours. All four limbs of an ani-

mal or person:  a baby crawling on all fours.  [Middle English, from Old English 

fKower. See kwetwer- in Appendix.] —four adj.  & pron. 

four-bag·ger (fôrùb4gÙNr, forù-) n.  Baseball. A home run. 

four-by-four  or 4 ∞ 4 (fôrùbX-fôrÙ, forùbX-forÙ) n.  A four-wheel drive motor 

vehicle. 

four·chette (ftr-shHtù) n.  1. A narrow, forked strip of material joining the 

front and back sections of the fingers of gloves.  2. Anatomy. A small band or fold 

of mucous membrane forming the posterior margin of the vulva and connecting 

the posterior ends of the labia majora.  3. Zoology. See furcula.  [French, from 

Old French forchete, fork, diminutive of forche, pitchfork, from Latin furca.]

four-col·or (fôrùkƒlùNr, forù-) adj.  Of or being an overprinting or photographic 

process in which three primary colors and black are transferred by four different 

plates or filters to a surface, reproducing the colors of the subject matter. 

Four Cor·ners (fôr kôrùnNrz)  A location in the southwest United States where 

the boundaries of four states—Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and 

Utah—meet. 

four-cy·cle (fôrùsXùkNl, forù-) adj.  Requiring four strokes of the piston for a 

cycle:  a four-cycle internal-combustion engine. 

four-di·men·sion·al (fôrÙdV-mHnùshN-nNl, forÙ-) adj.  Specified by or exhibit-

ing four dimensions, especially the three spatial dimensions and single temporal 

dimension of the relativity theory. 



four-eyed fish (fôrùXdÙ fVsh, forù-) n.  Either of two freshwater fishes (Anab-

leps anableps or A. microlepis) of tropical America, having bulging eyes divided 

horizontally, with the upper part adapted for vision above the water and the lower 

part for vision below the water. 

four flush (fôr flƒsh) n.  Games. A five-card poker hand containing four cards 

in the same suit. 

four-flush (fôrùflƒshÙ, forù-) v.  intr. four-·flushed, four-·flush·ing, four-
·flush·es. 1. Games. To bluff in poker with a four flush.  2. Slang. To make 

empty claims; bluff.   —fourù-flushÙer n. 

four-foot·ed (fôrùfttùVd, forù-) adj.  Having four feet. 

four·gon (ftr-gôNù) n.  pl. four·gons (-gôNù, -gôNzù). A wagon for carrying 

baggage.  [French.]

four·hand·ed (fôrùh4nùdVd, forù-) adj.  1. Games. Involving or requiring four 

players:  fourhanded bridge.  2. Designed for four hands, as a piano duet. 

Four-H Club (fôrù7chù klƒb, forù-) n.  A youth organization sponsored by the 

Department of Agriculture and offering instruction in agriculture and home eco-

nomics.  [From its four goals: to improve head, heart, hands, and health.]

Four Hundred also four hundred (fôr hƒnùdrVd) n.  The wealthiest and 

most exclusive social set of a community. 

Fou·rier (ftrùK-7Ù, fu-ry7ù), (François Marie) Charles. 1772-1837.  French 

social theorist who believed that universal harmony could be achieved by reorga-

nizing society into self-sustaining units called “phalanxes,” groups of 1,500 peo-

ple who would share labor, wealth, and housing. 

Fou·rier (ftrùK-7Ù, fu-ry7ù), Baron Jean Baptiste Joseph. 1768-1830.  

French mathematician and physicist who formulated a method for analyzing 

periodic functions and studied the conduction of heat. 

Fourier analysis (ftrùK-7Ù N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  Mathematics. The approximation 

of a function through the application of a Fourier series to periodic data. 

Fou·ri·er·ism (ftrùK-N-rVzÙNm) n.  A system for social reform advocated by 

Charles Fourier in the early 19th century, proposing that society be organized into 

small self-sustaining communal groups.   —Fouùri·er·ist, Fouùri·er·iteÙ (-N-

rXtÙ)  n. 

Fourier series (ftrùK-7Ù sîrùKz) n.  Mathematics. An infinite series whose 

terms are constants multiplied by sine and cosine functions and that can, if uni-

formly convergent, approximate a wide variety of functions.  [After Baron Jean 
Baptiste Joseph FOURIER.]

four-in-hand (fôrùVn-h4ndÙ, forù-) n.  1. A team of four horses controlled by 

one driver.  2. A vehicle drawn by four horses.  3. A necktie tied in a slipknot with 

long ends left hanging one in front of the other. 

four-leaf clover (fôrùlKfÙ kloùvNr, forù-) n.  A clover leaf having four leaflets 

instead of the normal three, considered to be an omen of good luck. 



four-let·ter word (fôrùlHtÙNr wûrd, forù-) n.  Any of several short English 

words generally regarded as vulgar or obscene. 

four-o’clock (fôrùN-klmkÙ, forù-) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Mirabi-

lis, especially M. jalapa, native to tropical America and widely cultivated for its 

funnel-shaped or tubular, variously colored flowers that open late in the after-

noon. 

401(k) (fôrÙo-wNn-k7ù, forÙ-) n.  A retirement plan authorized in section 401(k) 

of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code that permits an employee to have part of his or 

her income regularly withheld and invested with taxes deferred until the money is 

withdrawn. 

four·pen·ny nail (fôrùpHnÙK n7l, -pN-nK, forù-) n.  A nail 12 inches (3.8 centi-

meters) long. 

four-post·er (fôrùpoùstNr, forù-) n.  A bed having tall corner posts originally 

intended to support curtains or a canopy. 

four·ra·gère (ftrÙN-zhârù) n.  An ornamental braided cord usually looped 

around the left shoulder of a uniform, sometimes awarded to an entire military 

unit.  [French, from fourrage, forage, from Old French forrage. See FORAGE.]

four·score (fôrùskôrù, forùskorù) adj.  Four times twenty; eighty. 

four·some (fôrùsNm, forù-) n.  1. A group of four persons or things, especially 

two couples.  2. Sports & Games. a. A game, especially a golf match, played by 

four persons, two on each side.  b. The players in such a game.   [Middle English 

four-som, from Old English fKowra sum, one of four  : fKowra, genitive pl. of 

fKower, four; see FOUR + sum, one; see -SOME
2.]

four·square (fôrùskwârù, forù-) adj.  1. Having four equal sides and four right 

angles; square.  2. Marked by firm, unwavering conviction or expression; forth-

right:  a foursquare refusal to yield.   —  adv.  In a forthright manner; squarely.   
—fourÙsquareùly adv. 

four-star (fôrùstärù, forù-) adj.  Of superlative quality:  a four-star restaurant. 

four·teen (fôr-tKnù, for-) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 13 + 1.  2. The 

14th in a set or sequence.  3. Something having 14 parts, units, or members.  

[Middle English fourtene, from Old English fKowertKne. See kwetwer- in Appen-

dix.] —four·teenù adj.  & pron. 

four·teenth (fôr-tKnthù, for-) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 

14 in a series.  2. One of 14 equal parts.   —four·teenthù adv.  & adj. 

fourth (fôrth, forth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number four in a 

series.  2. One of four equal parts.  3. Music. a. A tone four degrees above or 

below a given tone in a diatonic scale.  b. The interval between two such tones.  

c. The harmonic combination of these tones.  d. The subdominant in a scale.   

4. The transmission gear or gear ratio used to produce forward speeds next 

higher to those of third in a motor vehicle.  5. Fourth. The Fourth of July; Inde-



pendence Day.  [Middle English fourthe, from Old English fKortha. See kwetwer- 
in Appendix.] —fourth adv.  & adj. 

fourth-class (fôrthùkl4sù, forthù-) adj.  Of or being a class of mail consisting of 

merchandise and some printed matter weighing over eight ounces and not sealed 

against inspection.   —  adv.  As or by fourth-class mail. 

fourth dimension (fôrth dV-mHnùshNn) n.  Time regarded as a coordinate 

dimension and required by relativity theory, along with three spatial dimensions, 

to specify completely the location of any event. 

fourth estate (fôrth V-st7tù) n.  Journalists considered as a group; the public 

press. 

Fourth of July (fôrth ƒv jt-lXù) n.  See Independence Day. 
Fourth World also fourth world (fôrth wûrld) n.  The least-developed 

countries of the Third World. 

4WD abbr.  Four-wheel drive. 

four-wheel (fôrùhwKlù, -wKlù, forù-) adj.  1. Having or running on four wheels.  

2. Of or relating to four-wheel drive. 

four-wheel drive (fôrùhwKlù drXv) n.  Abbr. FWD, 4WD An automotive drive 

system in which mechanical power is transmitted from the drive shaft to all four 

wheels. 

four-wheel·er (fôrùhwKÙlNr, -wKÙ-, forù-) n.  A small, all-terrain motor vehicle 

seating one person and having four wheels with large tires. 

Fou·ta Djal·lon also Fu·ta Jal·lon (fuÙtN jN-lonù, fuÙtä jä-lôNù)  A moun-

tainous region of northwest Guinea. It is the source of the headwaters of the 

Gambia, Niger, and Senegal rivers. 

fo·ve·a (foùvK-N) n.  pl. fo·ve·ae (-vK-KÙ). 1. A small cuplike depression or pit in 

a bone or an organ.  2. The fovea centralis.  [Latin, small pit.] —foùve·al (-Nl), 
foùve·ateÙ (-7tÙ)  adj.  —foùve·i·formÙ (-N-fôrmÙ) adj. 

fovea cen·tra·lis (foùvK-N sHn-tr7ùlVs) n.  A small depression near the center of 

the retina, constituting the area of most acute vision.  [New Latin  : Latin fovea, 

small pit + Latin centr7lis, central.]

fo·ve·ae (foùvK-KÙ) n.  Plural of fovea. 
fo·ve·o·la (fo-vKùN-lN) n.  pl. fo·ve·o·lae (-lKÙ)  or fo·ve·o·las. A small fovea.  

[New Latin, diminutive of Latin fovea, small pit.]

fowl (foul) n.  pl. fowl or fowls. 1. Any of various birds of the order Galli-

formes, especially the common, widely domesticated chicken (Gallus gallus).  

2. a. A bird, such as the duck, goose, turkey, or pheasant, that is used as food or 

hunted as game.  b. The flesh of such birds used as food.   3. A bird of any kind.   
—  v.  intr. fowled, fowl·ing, fowls. To hunt, trap, or shoot wildfowl.  [Middle 

English foul, from Old English fugol. See pleu- in Appendix.] —fowlùer n. 

Fow·ler (fouùlNr), Henry Watson. 1858-1933.  British lexicographer who col-

laborated with his brother Francis (1870-1918) on The King’s English (1906) and 



the Concise Oxford Dictionary (1911). He also wrote A Dictionary of Modern 

English Usage (1926). 

Fow·ler (fouùlNr), William Alfred. Born 1911.  American nuclear physicist. He 

shared a 1983 Nobel Prize for research on the evolution of stars. 

fowl·ing piece (fouùlVng pKs) n.  A light shotgun for shooting birds and small 

animals. 

fox (fmks) n.  pl. fox·es also fox. 1. a. Any of various carnivorous mammals of 

the genus Vulpes and related genera, related to the dogs and wolves and character-

istically having upright ears, a pointed snout, and a long, bushy tail.  b. The fur of 

one of these mammals.   2. A crafty, sly, or clever person.  3. Slang. An attractive 

young person.  4. Nautical. Small cordage made by twisting together two or more 

strands of tarred yarn.  5. Archaic. A sword.   —  v.  foxed, fox·ing, fox·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To trick or fool by ingenuity or cunning; outwit.  2. To baffle or confuse.  

3. To make (beer) sour by fermenting.  4. To repair (a shoe) by attaching a new 

upper.  5. Obsolete. To intoxicate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To act slyly or craftily.  2. To 

turn sour in fermenting. Used of beer.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

Fox (fmks) n.  pl. Fox or Fox·es. 1. a. A Native American people formerly inhab-

iting various parts of southern Michigan, southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois, 

and eastern Iowa, with present-day populations in central Iowa and with the Sauk 

in Oklahoma.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the 

Fox. 

Fox (fmks), Charles James. 1749-1806.  British politician who supported Amer-

ican independence and the French Revolution. 

Fox (fmks), George. 1624-1691.  English religious leader who founded the Soci-

ety of Friends, or Quakers (1647-1648). 

Fox (fmks), John William, Jr. 1863-1919.  American writer of sentimental nov-

els about Southern life, including Crittenden (1900). 

Fox (fmks), Margaret. 1833-1893.  American spiritualist who with her sister 

Katherine (1839?-1892), known as “Kate,” purported to communicate with 

spirits through mysterious rappings and seances. Their activities were largely 

responsible for the widespread American fascination with spiritualism. 

Fox (fmks), Richard.  See Richard Foxe. 
Foxe (fmks), John. 1516-1587.  English martyrologist who wrote The Book of 

Martyrs (1563), an account of Protestant martyrs during the reign of Mary I. 

Foxe  or Fox (fmks), Richard. 1448?-1528.  English prelate and exponent of 

Renaissance learning in England. He founded Corpus Christi College at Oxford 

University (1515-1516). 

Foxe Basin (fmks b7ùsVn)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean between the Melville 

Peninsula and Baffin Island in Northwest Territories, Canada. 



foxed (fmkst) adj.  Discolored with yellowish-brown stains: “Their set of George 

Eliot was foxed and buckled by the rain” (John Cheever).  [Perhaps from the color 

of foxes.]

fox·fire (fmksùfXrÙ) n.  A phosphorescent glow, especially that produced by cer-

tain fungi found on rotting wood. 

fox·glove (fmksùglƒvÙ) n.  1. Any of several herbs of the genus Digitalis, espe-

cially D. purpurea of Europe, having a long cluster of large, tubular, pinkish-pur-

ple flowers and leaves that are the source of the drug digitalis.  2. Any of several 

related plants. 

fox grape (fmks gr7p) n.  A wild grape (Vitis labrusca) of the eastern United 

States that bears purplish-black berries and is the source of many cultivated grape 

varieties.  Also called skunk grape 

fox·hole (fmksùholÙ) n.  A shallow pit dug by a soldier in combat for immediate 

refuge against enemy fire. 

fox·hound (fmksùhoundÙ) n.  Any of various medium-sized short-haired 

hounds developed for fox hunting, especially either of two breeds, the English 

foxhound and the American foxhound. 

Fox Islands (fmks XùlNndz)  A group of islands of southwest Alaska in the east-

ern Aleutian Islands off the southwest tip of the Alaska Peninsula. 

Fox River (fmks rVvùNr)  1. A river rising in southeast Wisconsin and flowing 

about 354 km (220 mi) south-southwest to the Illinois River in northeast Illinois.  

2. A river of central and eastern Wisconsin flowing about 282 km (175 mi) gener-

ally northeastward through Lake Winnebago and into Green Bay. 

fox snake (fmks sn7k) n.  A rat snake (Elaphe vulpina) common to the north-

central United States, having dark brown or black blotches on the back and a red-

dish head. 

fox sparrow (fmks sp4rùo) n.  A large sparrow (Passerella iliaca) of the western 

United States, Canada, and Alaska, having a rufous tail and streaked underparts. 

fox squirrel (fmks skwûrùNl) n.  A large North American squirrel (Sciurus niger) 

having rusty or grayish fur. 

fox·tail (fmksùt7lÙ) n.  Any of several grasses of the genus Alopecurus, having 

dense, silky or bristly flowering spikes. 

foxtail lily (fmksùt7lÙ lVlùK) n.  Eremurus. 

fox terrier (fmks tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of various small terriers of a breed originat-

ing in England, having a white coat with dark markings and developed in both 

wire-haired and smooth-coated varieties. They were formerly used to drive foxes 

out of hiding. 

fox·trot (fmksùtrmtÙ) v.  intr. fox·trot·ted, fox·trot·ting, fox·trots. To dance 

the fox trot. 



fox trot (fmks trmt) n.  1. a. A ballroom dance in 2/4 or 4/4 time, encompassing 

a variety of slow and fast steps.  b. The music for this dance.   2. A slow broken 

gait of a horse, between a trot and a walk. 

fox·y (fmkùsK) adj.  fox·i·er, fox·i·est. 1. a. Of or resembling a fox.  b. Slyly 

clever; crafty:  a foxy scheme.  See Synonyms at sly.   2. Having a reddish-brown 

color.  3. Discolored, as by age or decay; foxed.  4. Slang. Sensually attractive; 

sexy.  5. Having a distinctive sharp flavor or aroma:  foxy American grapes.   
—foxùi·ly adv.  —foxùi·ness n. 

foy (foi) n.  Scots. A farewell feast, drink, or gift, as at a wedding.  [Dutch dialectal 

fooi, from Middle Dutch foye, journey, from Old French voie, from Latin via, 

road. See wegh- in Appendix.]

foy·er (foiùNr, foiù7Ù, fwäùy7Ù) n.  1. A lobby or an anteroom, as of a theater or 

hotel.  2. An entrance hall; a vestibule.  [French, social center, from Old French 

foier, fireplace, from Vulgar Latin *foc7rium, from Late Latin, neuter of foc7rius, 

of the hearth (unattested sense), from Latin focus, fire.]

fp  or f.p. abbr.  Freezing point. 

fp. abbr.  Foolscap. 

FPC abbr.  1. Federal Power Commission.  2. Fish protein concentrate.  3. Friends 

Peace Committee. 

fpl abbr.  Fireplace. 

fpm  or f.p.m. abbr.  Feet per minute. 

FPO abbr.  Fleet post office. 

fps  or f.p.s. abbr.  1. Feet per second.  2. Foot-pound-second.  3. Frames per 

second. 

Fr  The symbol for the element francium. 
fr. abbr.  1. Frame.  2. Franc.  3. From. 

Fr. abbr.  1. Father (cleric).  2. France; French.  3. Frau.  4. Friar.  5. Friday. 

f.r. abbr.  Latin. Folio recto (right-hand page). 

Fra (frä) n.  Roman Catholic Church. Used as a title for an Italian monk or friar; 

brother.  [Italian, short for frate, brother, from Latin fr7ter. See bhr7ter- in 

Appendix.]

fra·cas (fr7ùkNs, fr4kùNs) n.  Informal. A noisy, disorderly fight or quarrel; a 

brawl.  See Synonyms at brawl.  [French, from Italian fracasso, from fracassare, 

to make an uproar.]

frac·tal (fr4kùtNl) n.  A geometric pattern that is repeated at ever smaller scales to 

produce irregular shapes and surfaces that cannot be represented by classical 

geometry. Fractals are used especially in computer modeling of irregular patterns 

and structures in nature.  [French, from Latin fr7ctus, past participle of frangere, 

to break. See FRACTION.]

fract·ed (fr4kùtVd) adj.  Obsolete. Broken.  [From Latin fr7ctus, past participle of 

frangere, to break. See FRACTION.]



frac·tion (fr4kùshNn) n.  1. Mathematics. An expression that indicates the quo-

tient of two quantities.  2. A disconnected piece; a fragment.  3. A small part; a 

bit:  moved a fraction of a step.  4. A chemical component separated by fraction-

ation.  [Middle English fraccioun, a breaking, from Anglo-Norman, from Late 

Latin fr7ctio, fr7ction-, from Latin fr7ctus, past participle of frangere, to break. 

See bhreg- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: One might think that a word like fraction as well as its an-

cestors might have always referred to the mathematical fraction. Certainly the

mathematical notion of a fraction was known to the Babylonians, perhaps as early

as 2000 B.C. But our word fraction goes back only to the Latin word frangere, “to

break.” From the stem of the past participle fr7ctus is derived Late Latin fr7ctio,

“a breaking” or “a breaking in pieces,” as in the breaking of the Eucharistic Host.

In Medieval Latin the word fr7ctio developed its mathematical sense, which was

taken into Middle English along with the word. The earliest recorded sense of our

word is “an aliquot part of a unit, a fraction or subdivision,” found in a work by

Chaucer written about 1400. One of the next recorded instances of the word re-

calls its origins, referring to the “brekying or fraccioun” of a bone.

frac·tion·al (fr4kùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or constituting a fraction.  

2. Very small; insignificant:  a minor candidate’s fractional share of the vote.  

3. Being in fractions or pieces.   —fracùtion·al·ly adv. 

fractional currency (fr4kùshN-nNl kûrùNn-sK) n.  Coin or paper currency in a 

denomination less than a standard monetary unit. 

fractional distillation (fr4kùshN-nNl dVsÙtN-l7ùshNn) n.  Distillation to sepa-

rate volatile chemical substances in which the products are collected in a series of 

separate fractions, each with a higher boiling point than the previous fraction. 

frac·tion·al·ize (fr4kùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. frac·tion·al·ized, 
frac·tion·al·iz·ing, frac·tion·al·iz·es. To divide into separate parts or sections:  

conflicting interests that tend to fractionalize a society.   —fracÙtion·al·i·zaùtion 
(-shN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

frac·tion·ate (fr4kùshN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. frac·tion·at·ed, frac·tion·at·ing, 
frac·tion·ates. 1. To divide or separate into parts; break up: “In the post-Water-

gate era, power has been fractionated on Capitol Hill” (Evan Thomas).  2. To sepa-

rate (a chemical compound) into components, as by distillation or crystallization.   
—fracÙtion·aùtion n.  —fracùtion·aÙtor n. 

frac·tion·ize (fr4kùshN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. frac·tion·ized, frac·tion·iz·ing, 
frac·tion·iz·es. To divide into parts or fractions; fractionalize.   —fracÙ-
tion·i·zaùtion (-shN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 



frac·tious (fr4kùshNs) adj.  1. Inclined to make trouble; unruly.  2. Having a 

peevish nature; cranky.  [From FRACTION, discord (obsolete).] —fracùtious·ly 
adv.  —fracùtious·ness n. 

frac·ture (fr4kùchNr) n.  1. a. The act or process of breaking.  b. The condition 

of having been broken or ruptured: “a sudden and irreparable fracture of the estab-

lished order” (W. Bruce Lincoln).   2. A break, rupture, or crack, especially in 

bone or cartilage.  3. Mineralogy. a. The characteristic manner in which a mineral 

breaks.  b. The characteristic appearance of the surface of a broken mineral.   

4. Geology. A crack or fault in a rock.   —  v.  frac·tured, frac·tur·ing, 
frac·tures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to break:  fracture a bone.  2. To disrupt or 

destroy as if by breaking:  fractured the delicate balance of power.  3. To abuse or 

misuse flagrantly, as by violating rules:  ignorant writers who fracture the language.  

4. Slang. To cause to laugh heartily: “Jack Benny fractured audiences... for more 

than 50 years” (Newsweek).   —  v.  intr. To undergo a fracture.  See Synonyms at 

break.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fr7ct7ra, from fr7ctus, 

past participle of frangere, to break. See bhreg- in Appendix.]

frae (fr7) prep.  Scots. From.  [Middle English fra, from Old Norse fr7. See FRO.]

frag (fr4g) Slang. n.  A fragmentation grenade.   —  v.  tr. fragged, frag·ging, 
frags. To wound or kill (a fellow soldier) by throwing a grenade or similar explo-

sive at the victim: “He got fragged. Blown away” (Bobbie Ann Mason).   
—fragùger n. 

frag·ile (fr4jùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  1. Easily broken, damaged, or destroyed; frail.  

2. Lacking physical or emotional strength; delicate.  3. Lacking substance; tenu-

ous or flimsy:  a fragile claim to fame.  [French, from Old French, from Latin fra-

gilis, from frangere, frag-, to break. See bhreg- in Appendix.] —fragùile·ly adv.  

—fra·gilùi·ty (frN-jVlùV-tK), fragùile·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: fragile, breakable, frangible, delicate, brittle. These adjectives

mean easily broken or damaged. Fragile applies to objects whose lightness or del-

icacy of material requires that they be handled with great care: a collection of frag-

ile porcelain plates. Breakable and frangible, which are identical in meaning, mean

capable of being broken but do not necessarily imply inherent weakness: Even

earthenware pottery is breakable. The museum stored all frangible articles in a locked

showcase. Delicate refers to what is so soft, tender, or fine as to be susceptible to

injury: The peach is a delicate fruit. Brittle refers to hardness and inelasticity of

material that makes something especially likely to fracture or snap when it is sub-

jected to pressure: brittle bones. See also Synonyms at weak

frag·ment (fr4gùmNnt) n.  1. A small part broken off or detached.  2. An 

incomplete or isolated portion; a bit:  overheard fragments of their conversation; 

extant fragments of an old manuscript.   —  v.  frag·ment·ed, frag·ment·ing, 



frag·ments (-mHntÙ).  —  v.  tr. To break or separate (something) into frag-

ments.   —  v.  intr. To become broken into fragments:  After the election, the coa-

lition fragmented.  [Middle English, from Latin fragmentum, from frangere, frag-, 

to break. See bhreg- in Appendix.]

frag·men·tal (fr4g-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Fragmentary.  2. Geology. Consisting of 

broken rock, coal, or ore moved from its place of origin.   —frag·menùtal·ly 
adv. 

frag·men·tar·y (fr4gùmNn-tHrÙK) adj.  Consisting of small, disconnected parts:  

a picture that emerges from fragmentary information.   —fragÙmen·tarùi·ly (-

târùN-lK) adv.  —fragùmen·tarÙi·ness n. 

frag·men·ta·tion (fr4gÙmNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  1. The act or process of 

breaking into fragments.  2. The scattering of the fragments of an exploding 

bomb or other projectile. 

fragmentation bomb (fr4gÙmNn-t7ùshNn bmm) n.  An aerial antipersonnel 

bomb that scatters shrapnel over a wide area upon explosion. 

fragmentation grenade (fr4gÙmNn-t7ùshNn grN-n7dù) n.  A grenade that 

scatters shrapnel over a wide area upon explosion. 

frag·men·tize (fr4gùmNn-tXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. frag·men·tized, 
frag·men·tiz·ing, frag·men·tiz·es. To break or become broken into frag-

ments.   —fragùmen·tizÙer n. 

Fra·go·nard (fr4gÙN-närù, frä-gô-), Jean Honoré. 1732-1806.  French artist 

best known for his rococo paintings of exotic landscapes and love scenes. 

fra·grance (fr7ùgrNns) n.  1. The state or quality of having a pleasant odor.  

2. A sweet or pleasant odor; a scent.  

SYNONYMS: fragrance, aroma, bouquet, perfume, redolence, scent. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “a pleasant or sweet odor”: the fragrance of li-

lacs; the aroma of sizzling bacon; the bouquet of a fine Burgundy wine; the perfume

of roses; the redolence of freshly brewed coffee; the scent of newly mown hay.

fragrance strip (fr7ùgrNns strVp) n.  A sealed or folded strip, as on an envelope 

or a magazine page, designed to release an aroma when broken or torn open. 

fra·grant (fr7ùgrNnt) adj.  Having a pleasant odor.  [Middle English, from Latin 

fr7gr7ns, fr7grant- past participle of fr7gr7re, to emit an odor.] —fraùgrant·ly 
adv. 

fraid·y cat (fr7ùdK k4t) n.  Slang. A timid or fearful person. 

frail1 (fr7l) adj.  frail·er, frail·est. 1. Physically weak; delicate:  an invalid’s frail 

body.  2. Not strong or substantial; slight:  evidence too frail to stand up in court.  

3. Easily broken or destroyed; fragile.  4. Easily led astray; morally weak.  See 

Synonyms at weak.  [Middle English frele, from Old French, from Latin fragilis, 



from frangere, frag-, to break. See bhreg- in Appendix.] —frailùly adv.  

—frailùness n. 

frail2 (fr7l) n.  1. A rush basket for holding fruit, especially dried fruit.  2. The 

quantity of fruit, such as raisins or figs, that such a basket can hold.  [Middle 

English fraiel, from Old French.]

frail·ty (fr7lùtK) n.  pl. frail·ties. 1. The condition or quality of being frail.  2. A 

fault, especially weakness of resolution, arising from the imperfections of human 

nature.  See Synonyms at fault. 
fraise (fr7z) n.  1. A defensive barrier of pointed, inclined stakes or barbed wire.  

2. A ruff for the neck worn in the 16th century.  [French, from Old French, 

mesentery (from its pleated shape), from (feves) frasees, shelled (beans), from the 

resemblance between the mesentery and the peel surrounding individual broad 

beans, from Latin (faba) frKsa, ground (bean), feminine past participle of fren-

dere, to crush. See FRENUM.]

frak·tur (fräk-ttrù) n.  A style of black letter formerly used in German manu-

scripts and printing.  [German, from Latin fract7ra, a breaking (from the curli-

cues that appear to break up the word). See FRACTURE.]

fram·be·sia (fr4m-bKùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  See yaws.  [New Latin, from French 

framboise, raspberry (from the appearance of the excrescence), from Old French, 

of Germanic origin. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

frame (fr7m) v.  framed, fram·ing, frames.  —  v.  tr. 1. To build by putting 

together the structural parts of; construct:  frame a house.  2. To conceive or 

design:  framed an alternate proposal.  3. To arrange or adjust for a purpose:  The 

question was framed to draw only one answer.  4. a. To put into words; formulate:  

frame a reply.  b. To form (words) silently with the lips.   5. To enclose in or as if 

in a frame:  frame a painting.  6. Informal. a. To make up evidence or contrive 

events so as to incriminate (a person) falsely.  b. To prearrange (a contest) so as to 

ensure a desired fraudulent outcome; fix:  frame a prizefight.    —  v.  intr. 

1. Archaic. To go; proceed.  2. Obsolete. To manage; contrive.   —  n.  Abbr. fr. 
1. Something composed of parts fitted and joined together.  2. A structure that 

gives shape or support:  the frame of a house.  3. a. An open structure or rim for 

encasing, holding, or bordering:  a window frame; the frame of a mirror.  b. A 

closed, often rectangular border of drawn or printed lines.   4.  Often frames. A 

pair of eyeglasses, excluding the lenses.  5. The structure of a human or animal 

body; physique:  a worker’s sturdy frame.  6. A cold frame.  7. A general structure 

or system:  the frame of government.  8. A general state or condition:  The news put 

me into a better frame of mind.  9. Sports & Games. a. A round or period of play in 

some games, such as bowling and billiards.  b. Baseball. An inning.   10. A single 

picture on a roll of movie film.  11. The total area of a complete picture in televi-

sion broadcasting.  12. Informal. A frame-up.  13. A single step in a sequence of 



programmed instruction.  14. Obsolete. Shape; form.  [Middle English framen, 

from Old English framian, to further, from fram, forward. See FROM.]

frame of reference (fr7m ƒv rHfùNr-Nns) n.  pl. frames of reference. 1. A 

set of coordinate axes in terms of which position or movement may be specified 

or with reference to which physical laws may be mathematically stated.  2. A set 

of ideas, as of philosophical or religious doctrine, in terms of which other ideas 

are interpreted or assigned meaning. 

fram·er (fr7ùmNr) n.  1. One that frames:  a picture framer; a framer of new laws.  

2.  Often Framer. One of the people who wrote the U.S. Constitution. 

frame·shift mutation (fr7mùshVftÙ myu-t7ùshNn) n.  Genetics. A mutation 

in a DNA chain caused by the insertion or deletion of one or more nucleotides, 

except in a number that is a multiple of three, which alters every codon beyond 

the point of insertion or deletion. 

frame story (fr7m stôrùK) n.  A narrative structure containing or connecting a 

series of otherwise unrelated tales. 

frame-up (fr7mùƒpÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A scheme to incriminate an innocent per-

son.  2. A contest or deliberation the outcome of which is fraudulently prear-

ranged. 

frame·work (fr7mùwûrkÙ) n.  1. A structure for supporting or enclosing 

something else, especially a skeletal support used as the basis for something being 

constructed.  2. An external work platform; a scaffold.  3. A fundamental struc-

ture, as for a written work or a system of ideas. 

fram·ing (fr7ùmVng) n.  A frame, framework, or system of frames. 

Fra·ming·ham (fr7ùmVng-h4mÙ)  A town of east-central Massachusetts west-

southwest of Boston. Settled in 1650, it is a commercial and industrial center. 

Population, 64,994. 

franc (fr4ngk) n.  Abbr. f., fr. A basic unit of currency in Belgium, Benin, 

Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, 

Congo, Djibouti, France, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Mada-

gascar, Mali, Monaco, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Switzerland, and Togo.  See Table 

at currency.  [French, from Old French, from Medieval Latin Francorum rKx, 

king of the Franks (from the legend on the first of these coins). See FRANK.]

Fran·ca (fräNùkä)  A city of southeast Brazil north of São Paulo. It is a shipping 

and manufacturing center in a farming region. Population, 144,117. 

France (fr4ns) Abbr. Fr.  A country of western Europe on the Atlantic Ocean and 

the English Channel. It was settled by the Franks after the retreat of the Romans, 

who had conquered Celtic Gaul in 58-51 B.C. Charlemagne made it the center of 

his Empire of the West after A.D. 800. In the Middle Ages France was split into 

numerous fiefdoms and kingdoms, most of which were incorporated into the 

royal domain by the time of Louis XI (reigned 1461-1483). Widespread poverty 

and discontent led to the French Revolution (1789), the excesses of which con-



tributed to the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte (1799). Much of France was occupied 

by the Germans in World War II. Paris is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 54,334,871. 

France (fr4ns, fräNs), Anatole. Pen name of Jacques Anatole François Thibault. 

1844-1924.  French critic and writer of sophisticated, often satirical short stories 

and novels, including Penguin Island (1908). He won the 1921 Nobel Prize for lit-

erature. 

Fran·ce·sca (fr4n-chHsùkN, frän-), Piero della.  See Piero della Francesca. 
Fran·ce·sca da Ri·mi·ni (fr4n-chHsùkN dN rVmùV-nK, dä rKùmK-nK, frän-), Died 

c. 1285.  Italian noblewoman. Unhappily married, she fell in love with her 

brother-in-law. When her husband learned of the affair, he murdered his wife 

and brother, a tragedy recounted in Dante’s Inferno. 

Franche-Com·té (fräNsh-koN-t7ù)  A historical region and former province of 

eastern France. The region was first occupied by a Celtic tribe in the fourth cen-

tury B.C. and became part of France after 1676. Until that time its control was 

continually disputed by France, Germany, Burgundy, Switzerland, and Spain. 

fran·chise (fr4nùchXzÙ) n.  1. A privilege or right officially granted a person or a 

group by a government, especially: a. The constitutional or statutory right to 

vote.  b. The establishment of a corporation’s existence.  c. The granting of cer-

tain rights and powers to a corporation.  d. Legal immunity from servitude, cer-

tain burdens, or other restrictions.   2. a. Authorization granted to someone to 

sell or distribute a company’s goods or services in a certain area.  b. A business or 

group of businesses established or operated under such authorization.   3. The 

territory or limits within which immunity, a privilege, or a right may be exercised.  

4. Informal. A professional sports team.   —  v.  tr. fran·chised, fran·chis·ing, 
fran·chis·es. To grant a franchise to.  [Middle English fraunchise, from Old 

French franchise, from franche, feminine of franc, free, exempt. See FRANK
1.]

fran·chis·ee (fr4nÙchX-zKù) n.  One that is granted a franchise, as to market a 

company’s goods or services in a certain local area. 

fran·chis·er  or fran·chi·sor (fr4nùchXÙzNr) n.  One that grants a franchise. 

Fran·cis I (fr4nùsVs), 1494-1547.  King of France (1515-1547) who waged four 

wars against Holy Roman Emperor Charles V from 1521 to 1544. A patron of the 

arts, he reigned during the Renaissance in France. 

Fran·cis II (fr4nùsVs), 1768-1835.  Last Holy Roman emperor (1792-1806) and 

emperor of Austria (1804-1835) as Francis I. When Napoleon forced the dissolu-

tion of the Holy Roman Empire (1806), Francis renounced his title, ruled over the 

Austrian Empire, and helped defeat Napoleon (1813-1815). 

Fran·cis·can (fr4n-sVsùkNn) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A member of a religious 

mendicant order founded by Saint Francis of Assisi in 1209 and now divided into 

three independent branches.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Saint Francis of Assisi or 



to the order founded by him.  [New Latin Francisc7nus, from Medieval Latin 

Franciscus, from Saint. FRANCIS OF ASSISI.]

Fran·cis Fer·di·nand (fr4nùsVs fûrùdn-4ndÙ), 1863-1914.  Austrian archduke 

whose assassination by a Serbian nationalist precipitated World War I. 

Fran·cis Jo·seph I (fr4nùsVs joùzNf, -sNf, yoùzHf) also Franz Jo·sef I (fr4nz 

joùzNf, -sNf, fr4nts, fränts yoùzHf), 1830-1916.  Emperor of Austria (1848-1916) 

and king of Hungary (1867-1916) who divided (1867) his empire into a dual 

monarchy, Austria-Hungary. His ultimatum to Serbia after the 1914 assassination 

of his nephew Francis Ferdinand led to World War I. 

Fran·cis of As·si·si (fr4nùsVs ƒf N-sKùzK, -sK, N-sVsùK), Saint. 1182?-1226.  Italian 

Roman Catholic monk who founded the Franciscan order (1209) and inspired 

followers with his devotion, simple living, and love of nature. He was canonized 

in 1228. 

Fran·cis of Sales (fr4nùsVs ƒf s7lz, säl), Saint. 1567-1622.  French ecclesiastic 

who maintained in his many writings, such as Introduction to a Devout Life 

(1609), that spiritual perfection is possible not just for religious contemplatives 

but also for people involved in secular pursuits. 

Fran·cis·town (fr4nùsVs-tounÙ)  A city of eastern Botswana near the Zimbabwe 

border. A commercial and administrative center, it is the largest city in the coun-

try. Population, 32,000. 

Fran·cis Xa·vi·er (fr4nùsVs z7ùvK-Nr, z4vùK-), Saint.  See Saint Francis Xavier. 
fran·ci·um (fr4nùsK-Nm) n.  Symbol Fr An extremely unstable radioactive ele-

ment of the alkali metals, produced artificially from actinum or thorium, having 

approximately 19 isotopes, the most stable of which is Fr 223 with a half-life of 21 

minutes. Atomic number 87; valence 1.  [After France.]

Franck (frängk, fräNk), César Auguste. 1822-1890.  French organist and com-

poser who exerted great influence as a teacher. His most acclaimed work is his 

Symphony in D minor (1889). 

Franck (frängk), James. 1882-1964.  German-born American physicist. He 

shared a 1925 Nobel Prize for discovering the laws that describe the impact of 

electrons upon atoms. 

Fran·co (fr4ngùko, frängù-), Francisco. Known as “El Caudillo.” 1892-1975.  

Spanish soldier and political leader who directed the Nationalist government and 

rebel armed forces that defeated the Republicans in the Spanish Civil War (1936-

1939). He ruled as dictator (1939-1975) until his death, upon which the Bourbon 

monarchy was restored. 

Franco- pref.  French:  Francophone.  [From Late Latin Francus, a Frank. See 

FRANK.]

Fran·co-A·mer·i·can (fr4ngÙko-N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  An American of French or 

French-Canadian descent.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the Franco-Americans.  

2. Of or relating to France and America:  Franco-American relations. 



fran·co·lin (fr4ngùkN-lVn) n.  Any of various Eurasian or African birds of the 

genus Francolinus, related to and resembling the quails and partridges.  [French, 

from Italian francolino.]

Fran·co·ni·a (fr4ng-koùnK-N, -konùyN, fr4n-)  A region and former duchy of 

southern Germany. It was one of the five primary duchies of medieval Ger-

many.   —Fran·coùni·an adj.  & n. 

Fran·co·phile (fr4ngùkN-fXlÙ) also Fran·co·phil (-fVlÙ) n.  A person who 

admires France, its people, or its culture.   —Franùco·phileÙ adj.  

—FranÙco·philùi·a (-fVlùK-N, -fKlùyN) n. 

Fran·co·phobe (fr4ngùkN-fobÙ) n.  A person who dislikes or fears France, its 

people, or its culture.   —Franùco·phobeÙ, FranÙco·phoùbic adj.  

—FranÙco·phoùbi·a n. 

Fran·co·phone  or fran·co·phone (fr4ngùkN-fonÙ) n.  A French-speaking 

person, especially in a region where two or more languages are spoken.   —  adj.  

French-speaking.   —FranÙco·phonùic (-fmnùVk) adj. 

fran·gi·ble (fr4nùjN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being broken; breakable.  See Syn-

onyms at fragile.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin fran-

gibilis, from Latin frangere, to break. See bhreg- in Appendix.] 
—franÙgi·bilùi·ty, franùgi·ble·ness n. 

fran·gi·pan·i (fr4nÙjN-p4nùK, -päùnK) n.  pl. fran·gi·pan·is. 1. Any of various 

tropical American deciduous shrubs or trees of the genus Plumeria, having milky 

sap and showy, fragrant, funnel-shaped, variously colored flowers.  Also called 

temple tree 2. A perfume derived from or similar in scent to the flowers of one of 

these shrubs or trees.  3.  Also fran·gi·pane (fr4nùjN-p7nÙ). A creamy pastry fill-

ing flavored with almonds.  [French frangipane, after Muzio Frangipani, 16th-

century Italian marquis.]

Fran·glais (fräN-gl7ù) n.  French characterized by numerous borrowings from 

English.  [Blend of French français, French (from Old French franceis, from 

France, France), and anglais, English (from Old French englois, from Old English 

Angel, from Latin AnglX, the Angles); see ANGLE.]

frank1 (fr4ngk) adj.  frank·er, frank·est. 1. Open and sincere in expression; 

straightforward.  2. Clearly manifest; evident:  frank enjoyment.   —  v.  tr. 

franked, frank·ing, franks. 1. a. To put an official mark on (a piece of mail) 

so that it can be sent free of charge.  b. To send (mail) free of charge.   2. To place 

a stamp or mark on (a piece of mail) to show the payment of postage.  3. To 

enable (a person) to come and go freely.   —  n.  1. a. A mark or signature placed 

on a piece of mail to indicate the right to send it free of charge.  b. The right to 

send mail free.   2. A franked piece of mail.  [Middle English, free, from Old 

French franc, from Late Latin Francus, Frank. See FRANK.] —frankùness n.  

SYNONYMS: frank, candid, outspoken, straightforward, open. These adjectives



mean revealing or disposed to reveal one’s thoughts freely and honestly. Frank

implies forthrightness of expression, sometimes to the point of bluntness: You can

tell me what you think, and you may just as well be frank. Candid stresses openness

and sincerity and often suggests refusal to evade difficult or unpleasant issues:

“Save, save, oh save me from the candid friend!” (George Canning). Outspoken usu-

ally implies bold lack of reserve: It is possible to be outspoken without being rude.

Straightforward denotes directness of manner and expression: “George was a

straightforward soul... ‘See here!’ he said. ‘Are you engaged to anybody?’” (Booth

Tarkington). Open suggests freedom from all trace of reserve or secretiveness: “I

will be open and sincere with you” (Joseph Addison).

frank2 (fr4ngk) n.  Informal. A frankfurter. 

Frank (fr4ngk) n.  A member of one of the Germanic tribes of the Rhine region 

in the early Christian era, especially one of the Salian Franks who conquered Gaul 

about A.D. 500 and established an extensive empire that reached its greatest power 

in the ninth century.  [Middle English, from Old English Franca, and Old French 

Franc both from Late Latin Francus, of Germanic origin.]

Frank (fr4ngk, frängk), Anne. 1929-1945.  German Jewish diarist who fled 

from Nazi Germany to Amsterdam with her family (1933) and kept a diary dur-

ing her years in hiding (1942-1944). She and her family were captured (August 

1944) and sent to concentration camps. Anne died of typhus in the camp at 

Belsen. Her diary was published in 1947. 

Frank (fr4ngk, frängk), Ilya Mikhailovich. Born 1908.  Russian physicist. He 

shared a 1958 Nobel Prize for work leading to the development of a cosmic-ray 

counter. 

Frank·en·stein (fr4ngùkNn-stXnÙ) n.  1. An agency or a creation that slips from 

the control of and ultimately destroys its creator.  2. A monster having the 

appearance of a man.  [From Frankenstein, the creator of the artificial monster in 

Frankenstein by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.]

WORD HISTORY: The word Frankenstein has taken on a life of its own, some-

what like the monster created from parts of corpses by the Swiss student Fran-

kenstein, whose name serves as the title of Mary Shelley’s novel, published in

1818. People have persisted in calling the monster Frankenstein; in fact, the first

recorded use of the name as a common noun in 1838 refers to mules as “Fran-

kensteins.” The word has gone on to refer to “a monster having the appearance

of a man” and “an agency that slips from the control of and ultimately destroys

its creator.” Since most people have given the name of the novel’s protagonist to

his creation, Frankenstein’s monster has, in a sense, destroyed its creator.



Frank·en·thal·er (fr4ngùkNn-thôÙlNr, -thmlÙNr), Helen. Born 1928.  American 

abstract expressionist painter noted for her innovative techniques and brilliant 

use of color. Her works include The Human Edge (1967). 

Frank·fort (fr4ngkùfNrt)  1. A city of central Indiana north-northwest of India-

napolis. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 15,168.  2. The capital of 

Kentucky, in the north-central part of the state northwest of Lexington. First vis-

ited by Daniel Boone in 1770, it was chosen as capital in 1792. Population, 25,968. 

frank·for·ter (fr4ngkùfNr-tNr) n.  Variant of frankfurter. 
Frank·furt (fr4nkùfNrt, frängkùftrtÙ)  1.  Also Frankfurt an der O·der (än 

dNr oùdNr). A city of eastern Germany on the Oder River and the Polish border. It 

was chartered in 1253 and became a prosperous member of the Hanseatic League 

in the 14th century. Population, 84,072.  2.  Also Frankfurt am Main (äm 

mXnù). A city of west-central Germany on the Main River. Founded in the first 

century B.C. by the Romans, it was the virtual capital of Germany from 1816 to 

1866. It is now an industrial, commercial, and financial center. Population, 

599,634. 

frank·furt·er also frank·fort·er (fr4ngkùfNr-tNr) n.  A smoked sausage of beef 

or beef and pork made in long, reddish links.  [After Frankfurt, West Germany.]

Frank·furt·er (fr4ngkùfNr-tNr), Felix. 1882-1965.  Austrian-born American 

jurist. A founder of the American Civil Liberties Union, he served as an associate 

justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1939-1962). 

frank·in·cense (fr4ngùkVn-sHnsÙ) n.  An aromatic gum resin obtained from 

African and Asian trees of the genus Boswellia and used chiefly as incense and in 

perfumes.  [Middle English frank encens, from Old French franc encens : franc, 

free, pure; see FRANK
1 + encens, incense; see INCENSE

2.]

Frank·ish (fr4ngùkVsh) adj.  Of or relating to the Franks or their language.   —  
n.  The West Germanic language of the Franks. 

frank·lin (fr4ngùklVn) n.  A medieval English freeholder of nonnoble birth hold-

ing extensive property.  [Middle English frankelein, from Anglo-Norman fraun-

clein, from Anglo-Norman franc. See FRANK
1.]

Frank·lin (fr4ngkùlVn)  1. A former district of northeast Northwest Territories, 

Canada. Created in 1895, it is now in the Baffin Region.  2. A town of southeast 

Massachusetts near the Rhode Island border southwest of Boston. It was settled in 

1660. Population, 22,095.  3. A city of southeast Wisconsin, a residential suburb 

of Milwaukee. Population, 21,855. 

Frank·lin (fr4ngkùlVn), Aretha. Born 1942.  American singer whose popular 

songs of the mid-1960’s include “Respect.” 

Frank·lin (fr4ngkùlVn), Benjamin. 1706-1790.  American public official, writer, 

scientist, and printer. After the success of his Poor Richard’s Almanac (1732-1757), 

he entered politics and played a major part in the American Revolution. Franklin 

negotiated French support for the colonists, signed the Treaty of Paris (1783), and 



helped draft the Constitution (1787-1789). His numerous scientific and practical 

innovations include the lightning rod, bifocal spectacles, and a stove. 

Frank·lin (fr4ngkùlVn), Sir John. 1786-1847.  British explorer who led a search 

for the Northwest Passage (1845-1847) on which he and his 129-man crew per-

ished. A record of the expedition’s discovery of the passage was found in 1857. 

Frank·lin (fr4ngkùlVn), John Hope. Born 1915.  American historian noted for 

his studies of Black American history, such as From Slavery to Freedom (1947). 

Franklin D. Roo·se·velt Lake (fr4ngùklVn dK roùzN-vHltÙ l7k, ruù-)  A res-

ervoir of northeast Washington formed in the Columbia River by Grand Coulee 

Dam. 

frank·lin·ite (fr4ngùklV-nXtÙ) n.  A black, slightly magnetic mineral of zinc, iron, 

and manganese, ZnFe2O4, that is a valuable source of zinc.  [After Franklin, a bor-

ough of northern New Jersey.]

Franklin Park (fr4ngùklVn pärk)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential 

suburb of Chicago. Population, 18,485. 

Franklin Square (fr4ngùklVn skwâr)  A community of southeast New York on 

southeast Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 28,205. 

Franklin stove (fr4ngùklVn stov) n.  A cast-iron heating stove shaped like a 

fireplace but employing metal baffles to increase its heating efficiency.  [After 

Benjamin FRANKLIN.]

Franklin tree (fr4ngùklVn trK) n.  A deciduous tree or shrub (Franklinia alata-

maha) originally native to Georgia but now known only in cultivation, having 

large, white, fragrant flowers and woody capsules.  [After Benjamin FRANKLIN.]

frank·ly (fr4ngkùlK) adv.  1. In a frank manner; candidly.  2. In truth; honestly:  

Frankly, I don’t care. 

frank·pledge (fr4ngkùplHjÙ) n.  1. An Anglo-Saxon legal system in which units 

or tithings composed of ten households were formed, in each of which members 

were held responsible for one another’s conduct.  2. A member of a unit in frank-

pledge.  [Middle English frankplegge, from Anglo-Norman frauncpledge : Old 

French franc, free, frank; see FRANK
1 + Old French plege, pledge; see PLEDGE.]

Franks Peak (fr4ngks pKk)  A mountain, 4,007.7 m (13,140 ft) high, in the 

Absaroka Range of the Rocky Mountains in northwest Wyoming. It is the highest 

elevation in the range. 

fran·se·ri·a (fr4n-sîrùK-N) n.  Any of various herbs or shrubs of the genus 

Franseria, native to western North America.  [New Latin Franseria, genus name, 

after Antonio Franseri, 18th-century Spanish botanist.]

fran·tic (fr4nùtVk) adj.  1. Highly excited with strong emotion or frustration; 

frenzied:  frantic with worry.  2. Characterized by rapid and disordered or ner-

vous activity:  made a frantic last-minute search for the lost key.  3. Archaic. Mad; 

insane.  [Middle English frantik, from Old French frenetique, from Latin phrenK-

ticus. See FRENETIC.] —franùti·cal·ly, franùtic·ly adv.  —franùtic·ness n. 



Franz Jo·sef I (fr4nz joùzNf, -sNf, fr4nts, fränts yoùzHf)  See Francis Joseph I. 
Franz Josef Land (fr4nz joùzNf l4nd, länt)  An archipelago in the Arctic Ocean 

north of Novaya Zemlya. First explored by an Austrian expedition in 1873, the 

islands were claimed by the U.S.S.R. in 1926. 

frap (fr4p) v.  tr. frapped, frap·ping, fraps. Nautical. 1. To make secure by 

lashing:  frap a sail.  2. To take up the slack of; tighten.  [Middle English frapen, to 

strike, from Old French fraper. See FRAPPÉ.]

frap·pé (fr4-p7ù, fr4p) n.  1. A frozen, fruit-flavored mixture that is similar to 

sherbet and served as a dessert or appetizer.  2. A beverage, usually a liqueur, 

poured over shaved ice.  3.  Often frappe (fr4p). New England. See milk shake 
(n., sense 1). See Regional note at milk shake.  [French, from past participle of 

frapper, to strike, chill, from Old French fraper, to strike, probably of imitative 

origin.]

Fra·ser (fr7ùzNr), James Earle. 1876-1953.  American sculptor whose works 

include figures for the U.S. Supreme Court Building and the design for the buf-

falo nickel (1913). 

Fra·ser (fr7ùzNr), (John) Malcolm. Born 1930.  Australian politician who was 

appointed prime minister during the constitutional crisis of 1975 and served until 

1983. 

Fra·ser (fr7ùzNr), Peter. 1884-1950.  Scottish-born New Zealand politician who 

helped found New Zealand’s Labor Party (1916), served as prime minister (1940-

1949), and was a planner of the United Nations (1945). 

Fra·ser (fr7ùzNr), Simon. 1776?-1862.  American-born Canadian fur trader and 

explorer who navigated the Fraser River to its mouth (1806-1808) and established 

trading routes west of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. 

Fraser River (fr7ùzNr rVvùNr)  A river of British Columbia, Canada, flowing 

about 1,368 km (850 mi) from the Rocky Mountains near the Alberta boundary 

to the Strait of Georgia at Vancouver. It was discovered by Sir Alexander Macken-

zie in 1793 and named later for the navigator Simon Fraser. 

frat (fr4t) n.  Informal. A college fraternity. 

fra·ter·nal (frN-tûrùnNl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to brothers:  a close fraternal 

tie.  b. Showing comradeship; brotherly.   2. Of or constituting a fraternity:  a 

fraternal association.  3. Biology. Of, relating to, or being a twin developed from 

two separately fertilized ova; dizygotic.  [Middle English, from Old French frater-

nel, from Medieval Latin fr7tern7lis, from Latin fr7ternus, from fr7ter, brother. 

See bhr7ter- in Appendix.] —fra·terùnal·ism n.  —fra·terùnal·ly adv. 

fra·ter·ni·ty (frN-tûrùnV-tK) n.  pl. fra·ter·ni·ties. 1. A body of people associ-

ated for a common purpose or interest, such as a guild.  2. A group of people 

joined by similar backgrounds, occupations, interests, or tastes:  the fraternity of 

bird watchers.  3. A chiefly social organization of men students at a college or uni-

versity, usually designated by Greek letters.  4. The quality or condition of being 



brothers; brotherliness.  [Middle English fraternite, from Old French fraternite, 

from Latin fr7ternit7s, from fr7ternus, fraternal. See FRATERNAL.]

frat·er·nize (fr4tùNr-nXzÙ) v.  intr. frat·er·nized, frat·er·niz·ing, 
frat·er·niz·es. 1. To associate with others in a brotherly or congenial way.  2. To 

associate on friendly terms with an enemy or opposing group, often in violation 

of discipline or orders.  [French fraterniser, from Medieval Latin fr7terniz7re, 

from Latin fr7ternus, fraternal. See FRATERNAL.] —fratÙer·ni·zaùtion (-nV-
z7ùshNn) n.  —fratùer·nizÙer n. 

frat·ri·cide (fr4tùrV-sXdÙ) n.  1. The killing of one’s brother or sister.  2. One who 

has killed one’s brother or sister.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

fr7tricXdium, and fr7tricXda fr7ter, fr7tr-, brother; see bhr7ter- in Appendix + -

cXdiumand -cXda, -cide.] —fratÙri·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

Frau (frou) n.  pl. Frau·en (frouùNn). Abbr. Fr. Used as a courtesy title in a Ger-

man-speaking area before the surname or professional title of a married woman.  

[German, from Middle High German vrowe, from Old High German frouwa. See 

per1 in Appendix.]

fraud (frôd) n.  1. A deception deliberately practiced in order to secure unfair or 

unlawful gain.  2. A piece of trickery; a trick.  3. a. One that defrauds; a cheat.  

b. One who assumes a false pose; an impostor.   [Middle English fraude, from 

Old French, from Latin fraus, fraud-.]

fraud·u·lent (frôùjN-lNnt) adj.  1. Engaging in fraud; deceitful.  

2. Characterized by, constituting, or gained by fraud:  fraudulent business prac-

tices.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fraudulentus, from fraus, 

fraud-, deceit.] —fraudùu·lence n.  —fraudùu·lent·ly adv. 

fraught (frôt) adj.  1. Filled with a specified element or elements; charged:  an 

incident fraught with danger; an evening fraught with high drama.  2. Fully pro-

vided: “a work so full with various learning fraught” (John Dryden).  3. Marked by 

distress; upsetting: “an account of a fraught mother-daughter relationship” 

(Francesca Simon).   —  n.  Scots. Freight; cargo.  [Middle English, past participle 

of fraughten, to load, from fraght, cargo; see FREIGHT, and from Middle Dutch 

vrachten, to load (from vracht, freight); see Kik- in Appendix.]

Fräu·lein (froiùlXnÙ, frouù-) n.  pl. Fräulein. 1.  Abbr. Frl. Used as a courtesy 

title in a German-speaking area before the name of an unmarried woman or girl.  

2. fräulein. Used as a form of polite address for a girl or young woman in a Ger-

man-speaking area.  3. Chiefly British. A German governess.  [German, diminu-

tive of Frau, wife. See FRAU.]

Fraun·ho·fer lines (frounùhoÙfNr lXnz) pl.n.  A set of several hundred dark 

lines appearing against the bright background of the continuous solar spectrum 

and produced by absorption of light by the cooler gases in the sun’s outer atmo-

sphere at frequencies corresponding to the atomic transition frequencies of these 

gases.  [After Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787-1826), German physicist.]



frax·i·nel·la (fr4kÙsN-nHlùN) n.  See gas plant.  [New Latin, diminutive of Latin 

fraxinus, ash tree. See bherNg- in Appendix.]

fray1 (fr7) n.  1. A scuffle; a brawl.  See Synonyms at brawl.  2. A heated dispute 

or contest.   —  v.  tr. frayed, fray·ing, frays. Archaic. 1. To alarm; frighten.  

2. To drive away.  [Middle English frai, alteration of affrai. See AFFRAY.]

fray2 (fr7) v.  frayed, fray·ing, frays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strain; chafe:  repeated 

noises that fray the nerves.  2. To wear away (the edges of fabric, for example) by 

rubbing.   —  v.  intr. To become worn away or tattered along the edges.   —  n.  A 

frayed or threadbare spot, as on fabric.  [Middle English fraien, to wear, bruise, 

from Old French fraier, to rub, from Latin fric7re.]

Fra·zer (fr7ùzNr), Sir James George. 1854-1941.  British anthropologist who 

examined the importance of magic, religion, and science to the development of 

human thought in his most famous work, The Golden Bough (1890). 

Fra·zier (fr7ùzhNr), Edward Franklin. 1894-1962.  American sociologist noted 

for his studies of racial issues. 

Fra·zier (fr7ùzhNr), Joe. Born 1944.  American prizefighter who won the Olym-

pic heavyweight title (1964) and held the world professional heavyweight title 

from 1970 to 1973. 

fraz·zle (fr4zùNl) Informal. v.  fraz·zled, fraz·zling, fraz·zles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

wear away along the edges; fray.  2. To exhaust physically or emotionally.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To become worn away along the edges.  2. To become exhausted physically 

or emotionally.   —  n.  1. A frayed or tattered condition.  2. A condition of 

exhaustion:  worked themselves to a frazzle.  [Perhaps a blend of FRAY
2, and dialec-

tal fazzle, to unravel (from Middle English facelyn, to fray, from fasel, frayed 

edge, probably diminutive of fas, rootlets, from Old English fæs).]

FRB abbr.  Federal Reserve Board. 

FRCP  or F.R.C.P. abbr.  Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 

FRCS  or F.R.C.S. abbr.  Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

freak1 (frKk) n.  1. A thing or an occurrence that is markedly unusual or irregu-

lar:  A freak of nature produced the midsummer snow.  2. An abnormally formed 

organism, especially a person or animal regarded as a curiosity or monstrosity.  

3. A sudden capricious turn of mind; a whim: “The freaks of the psyche can no 

more be explained than the Devil” (Maurice Collis).  See Synonyms at caprice.  
4. Slang. a. A drug user or addict:  a speed freak.  b. An eccentric or nonconform-

ist person, especially a member of a counterculture.  c. An enthusiast:  rock music 

freaks.    —  v.  intr. tr. freaked, freak·ing, freaks. Slang. 1. To experience or 

cause to experience frightening hallucinations or feelings of paranoia, especially 

as a result of taking a drug. Often used with out.  2. To behave or cause to behave 

irrationally and uncontrollably. Often used with out.  3. To become or cause to 

become greatly excited or upset. Often used with out.  [Origin unknown.]



freak2 (frKk) n.  A fleck or streak of color.   —  v.  tr. freaked, freak·ing, 
freaks. To speckle or streak with color: “the white Pink, and the Pansy freaked 

with jet” (John Milton).  [From FREAK
1.]

freak·ing (frKùkVng) adj.  Slang. Used as an intensive: “It brought back the whole 

freaking Nam to me” (Jimmy Breslin).  [Alteration of frigging, present participle 

of FRIG.]

freak·ish (frKùkVsh) adj.  1. Markedly unusual or abnormal; strange:  freakish 

weather; a freakish combination of styles.  2. Relating to or being a freak:  a freak-

ish extra toe.  3. Capricious or whimsical.   —freakùish·ly adv.  

—freakùish·ness n. 

freak-out  or freak·out (frKkùoutÙ) n.  Slang. 1. An experience of frightening 

feelings or hallucinations, especially as a result of taking a drug.  2. An experience 

or scene of unrestrained excitement or irrational behavior.  3. One having such 

an experience or participating in such a scene. 

freak·y (frKùkK) adj.  freak·i·er, freak·i·est. 1. Strange or unusual; freakish.  

2. Slang. Frightening.   —freakùi·ly adv. 

freck·le (frHkùNl) n.  A small brownish spot on the skin, often turning darker or 

increasing in number upon exposure to the sun.   —  v.  tr. intr. freck·led, 
freck·ling, freck·les. To dot or become dotted with freckles or spots of color.  

[From Middle English frakles, freckles, alteration of fraknes, probably of Scandi-

navian origin; akin to Old Icelandic freknottr, freckly.] —freckùly adj. 

Fred·er·ick (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk)  A city of northern Maryland west of Baltimore. It 

is a processing center in a farming region. Population, 40,148. 

Fred·er·ick I (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), Known as “Frederick Barbarossa.” 1123?-1190.  

Holy Roman emperor (1152-1190) and king of Germany and Italy. After quelling 

the rebellious German nobility, he failed to subdue papal authority in Italy and 

conceded supremacy to Pope Alexander III (1177). He drowned while leading the 

Third Crusade. 

Fred·er·ick II1 (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), 1194-1250.  Holy Roman emperor (1212-

1250) and king of Sicily (1198-1250) as Frederick I. He led the Sixth Crusade 

(1228-1229), capturing Jerusalem, and was in continual conflict with the papacy. 

Fred·er·ick II2 (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), Known as “Frederick the Great.” 1712-1786.  

King of Prussia (1740-1786). Successful in the War of the Austrian Succession 

(1740-1748) and the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763), he brought Prussia great mil-

itary prestige in Europe. 

Fred·er·ick III1 (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), 1415-1493.  Holy Roman emperor (1440-

1493) and king of Germany as Frederick IV. His efforts to expand the empire were 

generally unsuccessful. 

Fred·er·ick III2 (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), 1609-1670.  King of Denmark and Norway 

(1648-1670) whose reign was marked by war with Sweden and an increase in 

imperial power. 



Fred·er·ick VI (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), 1768-1839.  King of Denmark (1808-1839) 

and Norway (1808-1814) who allied himself with Napoleon I, upon whose defeat 

Norway was awarded to Sweden (1814). 

Fred·er·ick IX (frHdùrVk, -Nr-Vk), 1899-1972.  King of Denmark (1947-1972) 

who signed a constitutional amendment allowing the succession of a woman to 

the throne. 

Fred·er·icks·burg (frHdùrVks-bûrgÙ, -Nr-Vks-)  An independent city of north-

east Virginia north of Richmond. In the Battle of Fredericksburg (December 

1862) Ambrose Burnside’s Union forces were defeated by Robert E. Lee’s smaller 

Confederate army in one of the bloodiest battles of the Civil War. Population, 

19,027. 

Fred·er·ick the Great (frHdùrVk thK gr7t, -Nr-Vk)  See Frederick II2. 
Fred·er·ick Wil·liam (frHdùrVk wVlùyNm, -Nr-Vk), Known as “the Great Elector.” 

1620-1688.  Elector of Brandenburg (1640-1688) who reorganized and rebuilt his 

domain after its devastation in the Thirty Years’ War. 

Fred·er·ick Wil·liam I (frHdùrVk wVlùyNm, -Nr-Vk), 1688-1740.  King of Prussia 

(1713-1740) who strengthened the army and diversified the economy of his 

dominion. 

Fred·er·ick Wil·liam II (frHdùrVk wVlùyNm, -Nr-Vk), 1744-1797.  King of Prus-

sia (1786-1797) whose mismanaged reign was marked by a costly war with Revo-

lutionary France (1792-1795). 

Fred·er·ick Wil·liam III (frHdùrVk wVlùyNm, -Nr-Vk), 1770-1840.  King of Prus-

sia (1797-1840) whose long, turbulent reign included participation in the Napo-

leonic Wars and the suppression of democratic movements. 

Fred·er·ick Wil·liam IV (frHdùrVk wVlùyNm, -Nr-Vk), 1795-1861.  King of Prus-

sia (1840-1861) who crushed the Revolution of 1848 and refused the crown of a 

united Germany offered to him by the Frankfurt Parliament (1849). 

Fred·er·ic·ton (frHdùrVk-tNn, -Nr-Vk-)  The capital of New Brunswick, Canada, 

in the south-central part of the province northwest of St. John. It was founded by 

United Empire Loyalists in 1783 and became provincial capital in 1785. Popula-

tion, 43,723. 

Fred·er·iks·berg (frHdùrVks-bûrgÙ, -Nr-Vks-, frHÙthN-rKks-b4rKHù)  A city of 

eastern Denmark, a suburb of Copenhagen on Sjaelland Island. Population, 

88,114. 

free (frK) adj.  fre·er, fre·est. 1. Not imprisoned or enslaved; being at liberty.  

2. Not controlled by obligation or the will of another:  felt free to go.  3. a. Having 

political independence: “America... is the freest and wealthiest nation in the world” 

(Rudolph W. Giuliani).  b. Governed by consent and possessing or granting civil 

liberties:  a free citizenry.  c. Not subject to arbitrary interference by a govern-

ment:  a free press.   4. a. Not affected or restricted by a given condition or cir-

cumstance:  a healthy animal, free of disease; free from need.  b. Not subject to a 



given condition; exempt:  income that is free of all taxes.   5. Not subject to exter-

nal restraint: “Comment is free but facts are sacred” (Charles Prestwich Scott).  

6. Not literal or exact:  a free translation.  7. a. Costing nothing; gratuitous:  a free 

meal.  b. Publicly supported:  free education.   8. a. Not occupied or used:  a free 

locker.  b. Not taken up by scheduled activities:  free time between classes.   

9. Unobstructed; clear:  a free lane.  10. Unguarded in expression or manner; 

open; frank.  11. Taking undue liberties; forward or overfamiliar.  12. Liberal or 

lavish:  tourists who are free with their money.  13. Given, made, or done of one’s 

own accord; voluntary or spontaneous:  a free act of the will; free choices.  

14. Chemistry & Physics. a. Unconstrained; unconfined:  free expansion.  b. Not 

fixed in position; capable of relatively unrestricted motion:  a free electron.  c. Not 

chemically bound in a molecule:  free oxygen.  d. Involving no collisions or inter-

actions:  a free path.  e. Empty:  a free space.  f. Unoccupied:  a free energy level.   

15. Nautical. Favorable:  a free wind.  16. Not bound, fastened, or attached:  the 

free end of a chain.  17. Linguistics. Being a vowel in an open syllable unchecked 

by a consonant, as the o in go.   —  adv.  1. In a free manner; without restraint.  

2. Without charge.   —  v.  tr. freed, free·ing, frees. 1. To set at liberty; make 

free:  freed the slaves; free the imagination.  2. To relieve of a burden, an obliga-

tion, or a restraint:  a people who were at last freed from fear.  3. To remove 

obstructions or entanglements from; clean:  free a path through the jungle.   
—idiom. for free. Informal. Without charge.  [Middle English fre, from Old 

English frKo. V., from Middle English freen from Old English frKon, to love, set 

free. See prX- in Appendix.] —freeùly adv.  —freeùness n. 

free agent (frK 7ùjNnt) n.  Sports. A professional player who is free to sign a 

contract with any team.   —free agency n. 

free alongside ship (frK N-lôngùsXdù shVp) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. f.a.s., F.A.S. 
Without charge to the purchaser for delivery to the point of loading aboard ship. 

free-as·so·ci·ate (frKÙN-soùshK-7tÙ, -sK-) v.  intr. free-as·so·ci·at·ed, free-
as·so·ci·at·ing, free-as·so·ci·ates. To engage in free association. 

free association (frK N-soÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  1. A spontaneous, logically uncon-

strained and undirected association of ideas, emotions, and feelings.  2. A psy-

choanalytic technique in which a patient’s articulation of free associations is 

encouraged in order to reveal unconscious thoughts and emotions, such as trau-

matic experiences that have been repressed. 

free·base  or free-base (frKùb7sÙ) v.  free·based, free·bas·ing, 
free·bas·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To purify (cocaine) by dissolving it in a heated solvent 

and separating and drying the precipitate.  2. To use (cocaine purified in this 

way) by burning it and inhaling the fumes.   —  v.  intr. To prepare or use cocaine 

purified in this way.   —  n.  Cocaine purified by this method.   —freeùbasÙer n. 

free·bie also free·bee (frKùbK) n.  Slang. An article or service given free: “such 

freebies as subway and bus maps” (New York).  [From FREE.]



free·board (frKùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. Nautical. The distance between the water 

line and the uppermost full deck of a ship.  2. The distance between the ground 

and the undercarriage of an automobile.  [Probably ultimately partial translation 

of Anglo-Norman franc bord, land claimed outside the fence of a park or forest  : 

franc, free + bord, border.]

freeboard deck (frKùbôrdÙ dHk) n.  Nautical. The uppermost deck that is offi-

cially considered completely watertight. 

free·boot (frKùbutÙ) v.  intr. free·boot·ed, free·boot·ing, free·boots. To 

act as a freebooter; plunder.  [Back-formation from FREEBOOTER.]

free·boot·er (frKùbuÙtNr) n.  A person who pillages and plunders, especially a 

pirate.  [Dutch vrijbuiter, from vrijbuit, plunder  : vrij, free; see prX- in Appendix 

+ buit, booty (from Middle Dutch b7te, of Middle Low German origin).]

free·born (frKùbôrnÙ) adj.  1. Born as a free person, not as a slave or serf.  

2. Relating to or befitting a person born free. 

free central placentation (frK sHnùtrNl pl4sÙNn-t7ùshNn) n.  Botany. The 

arrangement of ovules on a central column that is not connected to the ovary wall 

by partitions, as in the ovaries of the carnation and primrose. 

free city (frK sVtùK) n.  A city governed as an autonomous political unit under 

international auspices. 

freed·man (frKdùmNn) n.  A man who has been freed from slavery. 

free·dom (frKùdNm) n.  1. The condition of being free of restraints.  2. Liberty 

of the person from slavery, detention, or oppression.  3. a. Political indepen-

dence.  b. Possession of civil rights; immunity from the arbitrary exercise of 

authority.   4. Exemption from an unpleasant or onerous condition:  freedom 

from want.  5. The capacity to exercise choice; free will:  We have the freedom to do 

as we please all afternoon.  6. Ease or facility of movement:  loose sports clothing, 

giving the wearer freedom.  7. Frankness or boldness; lack of modesty or reserve:  

the new freedom in movies and novels.  8. a. The right to unrestricted use; full 

access:  was given the freedom of their research facilities.  b. The right of enjoying 

all of the privileges of membership or citizenship:  the freedom of the city.   [Mid-

dle English fredom, from Old English frKodom : frKo, free; see FREE + -dom, -dom.]

SYNONYMS: freedom, liberty, license. These nouns refer to the power to act,

speak, or think without externally imposed restraints. Freedom is the most general

term: “In giving freedom to the slave, we assure freedom to the free” (Abraham Lin-

coln). “The freedom of the press is one of the great bulwarks of liberty” (George

Mason). Liberty is often used interchangeably with freedom; often, however, it es-

pecially stresses the power of free choice: liberty of opinion; liberty of worship; at

liberty to choose whatever occupation she wishes; “liberty, perfect liberty, to think,

feel, do just as one pleases” (William Hazlitt). License sometimes denotes deliberate

deviation from normally applicable rules or practices to achieve a desired effect,



as in literature or art: poetic license. Frequently, though, it denotes undue freedom:

“the intolerable license with which the newspapers break... the rules of decorum” (Ed-

mund Burke).

freedom fighter (frKùdNm fXùtNr) n.  One engaged in armed rebellion or resis-

tance against an oppressive government. 

freedom march (frKùdNm märch) n.  An organized protest march in support 

of civil rights, especially one aimed at ending racial segregation.   —freedom 
marcher n. 

freedom of the seas (frKùdNm ƒv thK sKz) n.  1. The doctrine that ships of 

any nation may travel through international waters unhampered.  2. The right of 

neutral shipping in wartime to trade at will except where blockades are estab-

lished. 

freedom rider (frKùdNm rXùdNr) n.  One of an interracial group of civil rights 

activists in the early 1960’s who rode buses through parts of the southern United 

States for the purpose of challenging racial segregation.   —freedom ride n. 

freed·wom·an (frKdùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who has been freed from sla-

very. 

free energy (frK HnùNr-jK) n.  1. A thermodynamic quantity that is the differ-

ence between the internal energy of a system and the product of its absolute tem-

perature and entropy.  2. A thermodynamic quantity that is the difference 

between the enthalpy and the product of the absolute temperature and entropy of 

a system. In this sense, also calledGibbs free energy 

free enterprise (frK HnùtNr-prXzÙ) n.  The freedom of private businesses to 

operate competitively for profit with minimal government regulation.   —freeù-
enùter·priseÙ (frKùHnùtNr-prXzÙ) adj. 

free fall  or free-fall (frKùfôlÙ) n.  1. The fall of a body within the atmosphere 

without a drag-producing device such as a parachute.  2. The ideal falling motion 

of a body that is subject only to the earth’s gravitational field.  3. Rapid, uncon-

trolled decline: “The markets threatened to go into free fall and we came within an 

eyelash of... an uncontrollable panic” (Felix Rohatyn). 

free-fire zone (frKùfXrù zon) n.  A battle area or combat zone in which no 

restrictions are placed on the use of arms or explosives. 

free flight (frK flXt) n.  Flight, as of an aircraft or a spacecraft, after termination 

of powered flight. 

free-float·ing (frKùfloùtVng) adj.  1. Not committed or decided.  

2. Experienced without an obvious basis or cause:  free-floating anxiety. 

free-for-all (frKùfNr-ôlÙ) n.  A disorderly fight, argument, or competition in 

which everyone present takes part.  See Synonyms at brawl. 
free·form (frKùfôrmÙ) adj.  1. Having or characterized by a usually flowing 

asymmetrical shape or outline:  freeform sculpture.  2. Characterized by an 



unconventional or variable form:  their own freeform teaching methods.   —freeù-
formÙ adv. 

free form (frK fôrm) n.  Linguistics. A morpheme, such as cat or write, that is 

capable of standing alone and retaining meaning. 

free·hand (frKùh4ndÙ) adj.  Drawn by hand without the aid of tracing or draft-

ing devices:  a freehand sketch.   —freeùhandù adv. 

free hand (frK h4nd) n.  Freedom to do or decide as one sees fit. 

free·hand·ed (frKùh4nùdVd) adj.  Openhanded; generous.  See Synonyms at 

liberal.  —freeùhandùed·ly adv.  —freeùhandùed·ness n. 

free·heart·ed (frKùhärùtVd) adj.  1. Unreserved; open.  2. Generous; liberal.   
—freeùheartùed·ly adv.  —freeùheartùed·ness n. 

free·hold (frKùholdÙ) n.  1. Law. a. An estate held in fee or for life.  b. The ten-

ure by which such an estate is held.   2. A tenure of an office or a dignity for life.  

[Middle English frehold, translation of Anglo-Norman fraunc tenement : fraunc, 

free + tenement, possession.] —freeùholdÙer n. 

free·lance (frKùl4nsÙ) n.  also free lance 1. A person, especially a writer or an 

artist, who sells his or her services to employers without a long-term commitment 

to any one of them.  2. An uncommitted independent, as in politics or social life.  

3. A medieval mercenary.   —  v.  free·lanced, free·lanc·ing, free·lanc·es.  
—  v.  intr. To work as a freelance:  a journalist who freelances.   —  v.  tr. To pro-

duce and sell as a freelance:  freelanced the article to a magazine publisher.   —  adj.  

Of, relating to, or working as a freelance.   —freeùlancÙer n. 

free-liv·ing (frKùlVvùVng) adj.  1. Given to self-indulgence.  2. Biology. a. Living 

independently of another organism; not part of a parasitic or symbiotic relation-

ship.  b. Moving independently; not sessile.  

free·load (frKùlodÙ) v.  intr. free·load·ed, free·load·ing, free·loads. Slang. 

To take advantage of the charity, generosity, or hospitality of others.   —freeù-
loadÙer n. 

free love (frK lƒv) n.  The belief in or practice of sexual relations without mar-

riage and without formal obligations. 

free lunch (frK lƒnch) n.  Slang. Something acquired without due effort or 

without cost. 

free·man (frKùmNn) n.  1. A person not in slavery or serfdom.  2. One who pos-

sesses the rights or privileges of a citizen. 

Free·man (frKùmNn), Douglas Southall. 1886-1953.  American historian 

noted for his works on the Civil War and his biography George Washington (1948-

1957), which won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Free·man (frKùmNn), Mary Eleanor Wilkins. 1852-1930.  American writer 

best known for her short stories about rural life in New England. 

free·mar·tin (frKùmärÙtn) n.  A sterile or otherwise sexually imperfect female 

calf born as the twin of a bull calf.  [Origin unknown.]



free·ma·son (frKùm7ÙsNn) n.  1. Freemason. A member of the Free and 

Accepted Masons, an international fraternal and charitable organization with 

secret rites and signs.  2. A member of a guild of skilled itinerant masons during 

the Middle Ages. 

free·ma·son·ry (frKùm7ÙsNn-rK) n.  1. Freemasonry. The institutions, pre-

cepts, and rites of the Freemasons.  2. Spontaneous fellowship and sympathy 

among a number of people. 

free on board (frK mn bôrd) adj.  & adv.   Abbr. f.o.b., F.O.B. Without charge 

to the purchaser for delivery on board or into a carrier at a specified point or 

location. 

free port (frK pôrt) n.  A port or an area of a port in which imported goods can 

be held or processed free of customs duties before reexport. 

Free·port (frKùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  1. A city of northwest Bahamas on Grand Bahama 

Island. It is a tourist center. Population, 25,000.  2. A city of northwest Illinois 

west of Rockford. The second Lincoln-Douglas debate occurred here in 1858. 

Population, 25,840.  3. A village of southeast New York on the southern shore of 

Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 38,272. 

free radical (frK r4dùV-kNl) n.  1. An atom or group of atoms having at least one 

unpaired electron, which makes it highly reactive.  2. An organic compound in 

which some of the valence electrons are unpaired, occurring as a normal byprod-

uct of oxidation reactions in metabolism. 

free rein (frK r7n) n.  Unlimited freedom to act or make decisions:  gave me free 

rein to reorganize the department. 

free ride (frK rXd) n.  Slang. Something acquired without the ordinary effort or 

cost.   —free rider n. 

free·sia (frKùzhN, -zhK-N, -zK-N) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Freesia, 

native to southern Africa, having one-sided clusters of fragrant, variously colored 

flowers.  [New Latin, after Friedrich Heinrich Theodor Freese (1795-1876), Ger-

man physician.]

free silver (frK sVlùvNr) n.  The free coinage of silver, especially at a fixed ratio to 

gold. 

free skat·ing (frK sk7ùtVng) n.  Sports. Freestyle ice skating.   —free skater n. 

free soil (frK soil) n.  U.S. territory in which slavery was prohibited before the 

Civil War. 

free-soil (frKùsoilÙ) adj.  1. Prohibiting slavery:  free-soil states.  2. a. Opposing 

the extension of slavery before the U.S. Civil War.  b. Free-Soil. Of or being a 

U.S. political party founded in 1848 to oppose the extension of slavery into U.S. 

territories and the admission of slave states into the Union.  

free speech (frK spKch) n.  The right to express any opinion in public without 

censorship or restraint by the government. 



free spirit (frK spVrùVt) n.  One who is not restrained, as by convention or obli-

gation. 

free-spo·ken (frKùspoùkNn) adj.  Candid in expression; outspoken.   —freeù-
spoùken·ness n. 

free·stand·ing (frKùst4nùdVng) adj.  Standing or operating independently of 

anything else:  a freestanding bell tower; a freestanding maternity clinic. 

free·stone (frKùstonÙ) n.  1. A stone, such as limestone, that is soft enough to 

be cut easily without shattering or splitting.  2. A fruit, especially a peach, that has 

a stone not adhering to the pulp.  [Middle English freston, translation of Old 

French franche pere, high-grade stone  : franche, high-grade, feminine of franc, 

noble, freeborn + pere, stone.]

free·style (frKùstXlÙ) n.  Sports. 1. a. A swimming event in which the contestants 

may choose any stroke.  b. The crawl.   2. A competition, as in figure skating, ski-

ing, or surfing, in which any maneuver or movement is allowed and competitors 

are judged on their artistic expression, acrobatic skill, and athletic expertise.  3. A 

style of wrestling in which all noninjurious holds or tactics are permitted.   
—freeùstyleÙ adv.  & adj. 

free-swim·ming (frKùswVmùVng) adj.  Able to swim freely; not sessile or 

attached:  the free-swimming larva of the oyster.   —freeù-swimùmer n. 

free-swing·ing (frKùswVngÙVng) adj.  Bold and uninhibited:  a lawyer with a 

free-swinging, controversial courtroom style; gave a free-swinging press conference. 

free·think·er (frKùthVngùkNr) n.  One who has rejected authority and dogma, 

especially in religious thinking, in favor of rational inquiry and speculation.   
—freeùthinkùing adj.  & n. 

free thought (frK thôt) n.  Thought that rejects authority and dogma, espe-

cially in religion; freethinking. 

free throw (frK thro) n.  Basketball. See foul shot. 
free-throw line (frKùthroù lXn) n.  Basketball. See foul line (n., sense 2). 

Free·town (frKùtounÙ)  The capital and largest city of Sierra Leone, in the west-

ern part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. It was settled in 1787 by freed 

slaves sent from England by British abolitionists. Population, 300,000. 

free trade (frK tr7d) n.  Trade between nations without protective customs tar-

iffs.   —free trader n. 

free university (frK yuÙnN-vûrùsV-tK) n.  An independent unaccredited orga-

nization established by students within a university for the study of nontradi-

tional subjects. 

free verse (frK vûrs) n.  Verse composed of variable, usually unrhymed lines 

having no fixed metrical pattern.  [Translation of French vers libre : vers, verse + 

libre, free.]

free·way (frKùw7Ù) n.  1.  See expressway.  2. A highway without tolls. 



free-weight  or free weight (frKùw7tÙ) n.  Sports. A weight, such as a barbell 

or dumbbell, that is unattached to another structural device and can be raised 

and lowered by use of the hands and arms. 

free·wheel (frKùhwKlù, -wKlù) v.  intr. free·wheeled, free·wheel·ing, 
free·wheels. 1. To continue turning or spinning after disengagement from the 

drive mechanism.  2. To live or move freely and sometimes aimlessly or irrespon-

sibly.  3. To operate independently or free of restraints. 

free wheel (frK hwKl) n.  1. A power-transmission device that allows the drive 

shaft of a motor vehicle to continue turning when its speed is greater than that of 

the engine shaft.  2. A clutch in the rear-wheel hub of a bicycle that permits the 

wheel to turn without pedal action, as in coasting. 

free·wheel·ing (frKùhwKùlVng, -wKù-) adj.  1. a. Free of restraints or rules in 

organization, methods, or procedure.  b. Heedless of consequences; carefree.   

2. Relating to or equipped with a free wheel. 

free·will (frKùwVlù) adj.  Done of one’s own accord; voluntary. 

free will (frK wVl) n.  1. The ability or discretion to choose; free choice:  chose to 

remain behind of my own free will.  2. The power, attributed especially to human 

beings, of making free choices that are unconstrained by external circumstances 

or by an agency such as fate or divine will.  [Middle English fre wil, translation of 

Late Latin liberum arbitrium : Latin liberum, free + Latin arbitrium, will.]

free world (frK wûrld) n.  The countries of the world that have democratic and 

capitalistic or moderately socialistic systems rather than communist or totalitar-

ian systems. 

freeze (frKz) v.  froze (froz), fro·zen (froùzNn), freez·ing, freez·es.  —  v.  

intr. 1. a. To pass from the liquid to the solid state by loss of heat.  b. To acquire a 

surface or coat of ice from cold:  The lake froze over in January. Bridges freeze 

before the adjacent roads.   2. To become clogged or jammed because of the for-

mation of ice:  The pipes froze in the basement.  3. To be at that degree of temper-

ature at which ice forms:  It may freeze tonight.  4. To be killed or harmed by cold 

or frost:  They almost froze to death. Mulch keeps garden plants from freezing.  

5. To be or feel uncomfortably cold:  Aren’t you freezing without a coat?  6. To 

become fixed, stuck, or attached by or as if by frost:  The lock froze up with rust.  

7. a. To become motionless or immobile, as from surprise or attentiveness:  I 

heard a sound and froze in my tracks.  b. To become unable to act or react, as from 

fear:  froze in front of the audience.   8. To become icily silent in manner:  froze at 

the rebuke.  9. To become rigid and inflexible; solidify:  an opinion that froze into 

dogma.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To convert into ice.  b. To cause ice to form upon.  c. To 

cause to congeal or stiffen from extreme cold:  winter cold that froze the ground.   

2. To preserve (foods, for example) by subjecting to freezing temperatures.  3. To 

damage, kill, or make inoperative by cold or by the formation of ice.  4. To make 

very cold; chill.  5. To immobilize, as with fear or shock.  6. To chill with an icy or 



formal manner:  froze me with one look.  7. To stop the motion or progress of:  

The negotiations were frozen by the refusal of either side to compromise.  8. a. To fix 

(prices or wages, for example) at a given or current level.  b. To prohibit further 

manufacture or use of.  c. To prevent or restrict the exchange, withdrawal, liqui-

dation, or granting of by governmental action:  freeze investment loans during a 

depression; froze foreign assets held by U.S. banks.   9. To capture or preserve a like-

ness of, as on film.  10. a. To photograph (a subject) in mid-action so as to pro-

duce a still image.  b. To stop (a moving film) at a particular image.   11. To 

anesthetize by chilling.  12. Sports. To keep possession of (a ball or puck) so as to 

deny an opponent the opportunity to score.   —  n.  1. a. The act of freezing.  

b. The state of being frozen.   2. A spell of cold weather; a frost.  3. A restriction 

that forbids a quantity from rising above a given or current level:  a freeze on city 

jobs; a proposed freeze on the production of nuclear weapons.   —phrasal verb. 
freeze out. To shut out or exclude, as by cold or unfriendly treatment:  The oth-

ers tried to freeze me out of the conversation.   —idiom. freeze (someone’s) 
blood. To affect with terror or dread; horrify:  a scream that froze my blood.  

[Middle English fresen, from Old English frKosan. See preus- in Appendix.] 
—freezùa·ble adj. 

freeze-dry (frKzùdrXÙ) v.  tr. freeze-·dried, freeze-·dry·ing, freeze-·dries. 
To preserve (food, for example) by rapid freezing and drying in a high vacuum. 

freeze-etch·ing (frKzùHchÙVng) n.  A method of specimen preparation for elec-

tron microscopy in which a replica is made from a sample that has been rapidly 

frozen and then fractured along natural planes of weakness to reveal its internal 

structure.   —freezeù-etchedÙ (-HchtÙ) adj. 

freeze-frame  or freeze frame (frKzùfr7mÙ) n.  1. A still picture in the 

course of a movie or television film, made by running a series of identical frames 

or by stopping a reel or videotape at one desired frame.  2. A vivid, motionless 

scene or image.   —freezeù-frameÙ v. 

freez·er (frKùzNr) n.  A thermally insulated compartment, cabinet, or room in 

which a subfreezing temperature is maintained for the rapid freezing and storing 

of perishable food. 

freez·ing point (frKùzVng point) n.  Abbr. fp, f.p. 1. The temperature at 

which a liquid of specified composition solidifies under a specified pressure.  

2. The temperature at which the liquid and solid phases of a substance of speci-

fied composition are in equilibrium at atmospheric pressure. 

free zone (frK zon) n.  An area at a port or city where goods may be received 

and held without the payment of duty. 

F region (Hfù rKùjNn) n.  See F layer (n., sense 1). 

Frei·berg (frXùbûrgÙ, -bHrkÙ)  A city of east-central Germany east-northeast of 

Karl-Marx-Stadt. It was founded in the 12th century as a silver-mining camp. 

Population, 51,290. 



Frei·burg (frXùbûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  Also Freiburg im Breis·gau (Vm brXsùgouÙ). A 

city of southwest Germany near the Rhine River at the edge of the Black Forest. 

Founded in 1120, it is a manufacturing, cultural, and tourist center. Population, 

181,304. 

freight (fr7t) n.  Abbr. frt. 1. Goods carried by a vessel or vehicle, especially by a 

commercial carrier; cargo.  2. A burden; a load.  3. a. Commercial transportation 

of goods.  b. The charge for transporting goods.  Also called freightage  4. A rail-

way train carrying goods only.   —  v.  tr. freight·ed, freight·ing, freights. 
1. To convey commercially as cargo.  2. To load with goods to be transported.  

3. To load; charge.  See Synonyms at charge.  [Middle English fraught, freight, 

from Middle Dutch, or Middle Low German vracht, vrecht; see Kik- in Appendix.]

freight·age (fr7ùtVj) n.  1.  See freight (n., sense 3).  2. Cargo. 

freight car (fr7t kär) n.  A railroad car designed for carrying freight. 

freight·er (fr7ùtNr) n.  1. A vehicle, especially a ship, used for carrying freight.  

2. A shipper of cargo. 

freight train (fr7t tr7n) n.  A railroad train made up of freight cars. 

Fre·ling·huy·sen (frKùlVng-hXÙzNn), Frederick Theodore. 1817-1885.  Amer-

ican politician who served as U.S. senator from New Jersey (1866-1869 and 1871-

1877) and negotiated for a naval base at Pearl Harbor as secretary of state (1881-

1885). 

frem·i·tus (frHmùV-tNs) n.  pl. fremitus. A palpable vibration, as felt by the 

hand placed on the chest during coughing or speaking.  [Latin, a murmuring, 

from past participle of fremere, to murmur.]

Fre·mont (frKùmmntÙ)  1. A city of western California on San Francisco Bay 

southeast of Oakland. It is a manufacturing and shipping center. Population, 

173,339.  2. A city of east-central Nebraska on the Platte River west-northwest of 

Omaha. It is a processing center in an agricultural region. Population, 23,680.  

3. A city of northern Ohio southeast of Toledo. A government trading post was 

established on the site in 1795. Population, 17,648. 

Fré·mont (frKùmmntÙ), John Charles. 1813-1890.  American explorer, soldier, 

and politician who explored and mapped much of the American West and North-

west, served as U.S. senator from California (1850-1851), and ran for President 

(1856). 

fre·mont·i·a (frK-mmnùtK-N, -cheN, frV-) n.  The flannel bush.  [New Latin, after 

John Charles FRÉMONT.]

fre·na (frKùnN) n.  Anatomy. A plural of frenum. 
french (frHnch) v.  tr. frenched, french·ing, french·es. 1. To cut (green 

beans, for example) into thin strips before cooking.  2. To trim fat or bone from 

(a chop, for example).  [From FRENCH.]

French (frHnch) adj.  Abbr. Fr., F. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of France or 

its people or culture.  2. Of or relating to the French language.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. 



Fr., F. The Romance language of France, parts of Switzerland and Belgium, and 

other countries formerly under French influence or control.  2. The people of 

France.  [Middle English, from Old English frencisc, Frankish, from Franca, 

Frank. See FRANK.]

French (frHnch), Daniel Chester. 1850-1931.  American sculptor whose many 

public statues include the seated marble figure of Abraham Lincoln at the Lincoln 

Memorial in Washington, D.C. 

French Broad (frHnch brôd)  A river rising in the Blue Ridge of western North 

Carolina and flowing about 338 km (210 mi) north and northwest to eastern Ten-

nessee, where it joins the Holston River to form the Tennessee River. 

French bulldog (frHnch btlùdôgÙ) n.  Any of a breed of small, muscular dogs 

developed in France from toy English bulldogs and native breeds. 

French Cam·e·roons (frHnch k4mÙN-runzù)  A region and former French 

protectorate of west-central Africa. It was ceded to France by Germany in 1919 

and joined with the southern portion of British Cameroons to form the indepen-

dent country of Cameroon in 1960. 

French-Ca·na·di·an also French Ca·na·di·an (frHnchÙkN-n7ùdK-Nn) n.  A 

Canadian of French descent.   —FrenchÙ-Ca·naùdi·an adj. 

French chalk (frHnch chôk) n.  Chalk made of a soft, white variety of talc, used 

by tailors for marking fabrics and by dry cleaners for removing grease spots. 

French chop (frHnch chmp) n.  A rib chop with the meat and fat trimmed from 

the end of the rib. 

French Con·go (frHnch kmngùgo)  See French Equatorial Africa. 
French cuff (frHnch kƒf) n.  A wide cuff for a shirt sleeve that is folded back 

and fastened with a cuff link. 

French curve (frHnch kûrv) n.  A flat drafting instrument with curved edges 

and several scroll-shaped cutouts, used as a guide in drawing curves when con-

structing graphs or making engineering drawings. 

French door (frHnch dôr) n.  A door, usually one of a pair, of light construction 

with glass panes extending for most of its length. 

French dressing (frHnch drHsùVng) n.  1. A salad dressing of oil, vinegar, and 

seasonings.  2. A commercially prepared creamy salad dressing that is usually 

pinkish in color and often sweet. 

French E·qua·to·ri·al Af·ri·ca (frHnch KÙkwN-tôrùK-Nl 4fùrV-kN, -torù-, 

HkùwN-) Formerly French Con·go (kmngùgo).  A former federation of west-cen-

tral Africa (1910-1958) comprising the present-day countries of Chad, Gabon, 

Congo, and Central African Republic. 

French fry (frHnch frX) n.  A thin strip of potato fried in deep fat. Often used in 

the plural. 

French-fry (frHnchùfrXÙ) v.  tr. French-·fried, French-·fry·ing, French-
·fries. To fry (potato strips, for example) in deep fat. 



French Gui·a·na (frHnch gK-4nùN, -äùnN, gX-)  A French overseas department of 

northeast South America on the Atlantic Ocean. Settlement by the French began 

in 1604, but the area was largely ignored until penal colonies (now closed) were 

established in the 19th century. Cayenne is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 72,012. 

French heel (frHnch hKl) n.  A curved, moderately high heel used on women’s 

shoes. 

French horn (frHnch hôrn) n.  Music. A valved brass wind instrument that pro-

duces a mellow tone from a long, narrow tube that is coiled in a circle before end-

ing in a flaring bell. 

French·i·fy (frHnùchN-fXÙ) v.  tr. French·i·fied, French·i·fy·ing, French·i·fies. 
To make French in character or quality.   —FrenchÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

French kiss (frHnch kVs) n.  Slang. A kiss in which the tongue enters the part-

ner’s mouth. 

French knot (frHnch nmt) n.  A decorative embroidery stitch made by looping 

the thread two or more times around the needle, which is then inserted into the 

fabric. 

French leave (frHnch lKv) n.  An informal, unannounced, or abrupt departure.  

[From the 18th-century French custom of leaving without saying good-bye to the 

host or hostess.]

French·man (frHnchùmNn) n.  A man who is a native or inhabitant of France. 

French marigold (frHnch m4rùV-goldÙ) n.  A widely cultivated plant (Tagetes 

patula) native to Mexico and Guatemala, having divided leaves, yellow rays usu-

ally with reddish markings, and large solitary flower heads. 

French pastry (frHnch p7ùstrK) n.  Any of a wide variety of rich and elaborate 

pastries prepared in individual portions. 

French Pol·y·ne·sia (frHnch pmlÙN-nKùzhN, -shN)  A French overseas territory 

in the south-central Pacific Ocean comprising some 120 islands, including the 

Society and Marquesas islands and the Tuamotu archipelago. It was organized as a 

territory in 1903. Papeete, on the island of Tahiti, is the capital. Population, 

166,753. 

French provincial (frHnch prN-vVnùshNl) n.  A style of architecture or furni-

ture characteristic of the provinces in 17th- and 18th-century France. 

French seam (frHnch sKm) n.  A seam stitched first on the right side and then 

turned in and stitched on the wrong side so that the raw edges are enclosed in the 

seam. 

French telephone (frHnch tHlùN-fonÙ) n.  A telephone with the receiver and 

transmitter contained in a single unit. 

French toast (frHnch tost) n.  Sliced bread soaked in a batter of milk and egg 

and lightly fried. 



French West Af·ri·ca (frHnch wHst 4fùrV-kN)  A former federation of western 

Africa (1895-1959) comprising the present-day countries of Benin, Guinea, Ivory 

Coast, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, and Burkina Faso. 

French West In·dies (frHnch wHst VnùdKz)  The French overseas departments 

of Guadeloupe and Martinique in the Lesser Antilles. 

French window (frHnch wVnùdo) n.  1. A pair or one of a pair of windows 

extending to the floor and opening in the middle.  2. A casement window. 

French·wom·an (frHnchùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a native or inhabitant 

of France. 

Fre·neau (frV-noù), Philip Morin. Known as “the poet of the American Revo-

lution.” 1752-1832.  American poet noted for his satirical attacks on the British 

and for The British Prison-Ship (1781), an account of his wartime capture and 

imprisonment. 

fre·net·ic  or phre·net·ic (frN-nHtùVk) also fre·net·i·cal  or phre·net·i·cal (-V-
kNl) adj.  Wildly excited or active; frantic; frenzied.  [Middle English frenetik, 

from Old French frenetique, from Latin phrenKticus, from Greek phrenitikos, 

from phrenitis, brain disease, from phrKn, mind. See gwhren- in Appendix.] 
—fre·netùi·cal·ly adv.  —fre·netùi·cism (-V-sVzÙNm) n. 

fren·u·lum (frHnùyN-lNm) n.  pl. fren·u·la (-lN). 1. Anatomy. A small frenum.  

2. Entomology. A bristly structure on the hind wings of certain moths and butter-

flies that holds the forewings and hind wings together during flight.  [New Latin, 

diminutive of Latin frKnum, bridle, from frendere, to grind. See ghrendh- in 

Appendix.]

fre·num (frKùnNm) n.  pl. fre·nums or fre·na (-nN). Anatomy. A membranous 

fold of skin or mucous membrane that supports or restricts the movement of a 

part or organ, such as the small band of tissue that connects the underside of the 

tongue to the floor of the mouth.  [Latin frKnum, bridle, from frendere, to grind. 

See ghrendh- in Appendix.]

fren·zied (frHnùzKd) adj.  Affected with or marked by frenzy; frantic:  a frenzied 

rush for the exits.   —frenùzied·ly adv. 

fren·zy (frHnùzK) n.  pl. fren·zies. 1. A state of violent mental agitation or wild 

excitement.  2. Temporary madness or delirium.  3. A mania; a craze.   —  v.  tr. 

fren·zied, fren·zy·ing, fren·zies. To drive into a frenzy.  [Middle English fren-

esie, from Old French, from Medieval Latin phrenKsia, from Latin phrenKsis, back-

formation from phrenKticus, delirious. See FRENETIC.]

Fre·on (frKùmnÙ)  A trademark used for a variety of nonflammable gaseous or 

liquid fluorinated hydrocarbons employed primarily as working fluids in refrig-

eration and air conditioning and as aerosol propellants. 

freq. abbr.  1. Frequency.  2. Grammar. Frequentative.  3. Frequently. 

fre·quence (frKùkwNns) n.  Frequency.  [Middle English, multitude, from Old 

French, from Latin frequentia. See FREQUENCY.]



fre·quen·cy (frKùkwNn-sK) n.  pl. fre·quen·cies. Abbr. freq. 1. The property 

or condition of occurring at frequent intervals.  2. Mathematics & Physics. The 

number of times a specified phenomenon occurs within a specified interval, as: 

a. The number of repetitions of a complete sequence of values of a periodic 

function per unit variation of an independent variable.  b. The number of com-

plete cycles of a periodic process occurring per unit time.  c. The number of repe-

titions per unit time of a complete waveform, as of an electric current.   

3. Statistics. a. The number of measurements in an interval of a frequency distri-

bution.  b. The ratio of the number of times an event occurs in a series of trials of 

a chance experiment to the number of trials of the experiment performed.   

[Latin frequentia, multitude, from frequKns, frequent-, crowded, numerous, fre-

quent.]

frequency distribution (frKùkwNn-sK dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  Statistics. A set 

of intervals, usually adjacent and of equal width, into which the range of a statis-

tical distribution is divided, each associated with a frequency indicating the num-

ber of measurements in that interval. 

frequency modulation (frKùkwNn-sK mmjÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. FM, fm The 

encoding of a carrier wave by variation of its frequency in accordance with an 

input signal. 

fre·quent (frKùkwNnt) adj.  Occurring or appearing quite often or at close inter-

vals:  frequent errors of judgment.   —  v.  tr. fre·quent·ed, fre·quent·ing, 
fre·quents (also frK-kwHntù). To pay frequent visits to; be in or at often:  fre-

quent a restaurant.  [Middle English, ample, profuse, from Old French, from 

Latin frequKns, frequent-, crowded, numerous, frequent.] —freÙquen·taùtion n.  

—fre·quentùer (-kwHnùtNr) n.  —freùquent·ness n. 

fre·quen·ta·tive (frK-kwHnùtN-tVv) Grammar. adj.  Abbr. freq. Expressing or 

designating repeated action.   —  n.  Abbr. freq. A frequentative verb or verb 

form. 

frequent flier (frKùkwNnt flXùNr) n.  One who travels often by air, especially on 

one airline. 

fre·quent·ly (frKùkwNnt-lK) adv.  Abbr. freq. At frequent intervals; often. 

fres·co (frHsùko) n.  pl. fres·coes or fres·cos. 1. The art of painting on fresh, 

moist plaster with pigments dissolved in water.  2. A painting executed in this 

way.   —  v.  tr. fres·coed, fres·co·ing, fres·coes. To paint in fresco.  [Italian, 

fresh (plaster), of Germanic origin.] —fresùco·er, fresùco·ist n. 

Fres·co·bal·di (frHsÙko-bälùdK), Girolamo. 1583-1643.  Italian composer 

whose innovative organ works influenced the German baroque composers. 

fresh (frHsh) adj.  fresh·er, fresh·est. 1. New to one’s experience; not encoun-

tered before.  2. Novel; different:  a fresh slant on the problem.  See Synonyms at 

new.  3. Recently made, produced, or harvested; not stale or spoiled:  fresh bread.  

4. Not preserved, as by canning, smoking, or freezing:  fresh vegetables.  5. Not 



saline or salty:  fresh water.  6. Not yet used or soiled; clean:  a fresh sheet of paper.  

7. Free from impurity or pollution; pure:  fresh air.  8. Additional; new:  fresh evi-

dence.  9. Bright and clear; not dull or faded:  a fresh memory.  10. Having the 

glowing, unspoiled appearance of youth:  a fresh complexion.  11. Untried; inex-

perienced:  fresh recruits.  12. Having just arrived; straight:  fashions fresh from 

Paris.  13. Revived or reinvigorated; refreshed:  I was fresh as a daisy after the nap.  

14. Fairly strong; brisk:  a fresh wind.  15. Informal. Bold and saucy; impudent.  

16. Having recently calved and therefore with milk. Used of a cow.   —  adv.  

Recently; newly:  fresh out of milk; muffins baked fresh daily.   —  n.  1. The early 

part:  the fresh of the day.  2. A freshet.  [Middle English, from Old English fersc, 

pure, not salty, and from Old French freis (feminine fresche) new, recent, of Ger-

manic origin.] —freshùly adv.  —freshùness n. 

fresh breeze (frHsh brKz) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed of from 19 to 24 

miles (30 to 38 kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale. 

fresh·en (frHshùNn) v.  fresh·ened, fresh·en·ing, fresh·ens.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To become fresh, as in vigor or appearance:  freshened up after the day’s work.  

2. To become brisk; increase in strength. Used of the wind.  3. To lose saltiness.  

4. To calve and therefore begin to produce milk. Used of a cow.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make fresh.  2. To add to or strengthen (a drink).   —freshùen·er n. 

fresh·et (frHshùVt) n.  1. A sudden overflow of a stream resulting from a heavy 

rain or a thaw.  2. A stream of fresh water that empties into a body of salt water. 

fresh gale (frHsh g7l) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed of from 39 to 46 

miles (62 to 74 kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale. 

fresh·man (frHshùmNn) n.  1. A student in the first-year class of a high school, 

college, or university.  2. A beginner; a novice.  See Usage Note at man.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  in my freshman year; a freshman 

senator. 

fresh·wa·ter (frHshùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) adj.  1. Of, relating to, living in, or con-

sisting of water that is not salty:  freshwater fish; freshwater lakes.  2. Situated away 

from the sea; inland.  3. Nautical. Accustomed to sailing on inland waters only:  a 

freshwater sailor. 

Fres·nel (fr7-nHlù), Augustin Jean. 1788-1827.  French physicist who sup-

ported the wave theory of light, investigated polarized light, and developed a 

compound lens for use in lighthouses. 

Fres·nel lens (frN-nHlù lHnz) n.  A thin optical lens consisting of concentric 

rings of segmental lenses and having a short focal length, used primarily in spot-

lights, beacons, and the headlights of motor vehicles.  [After Augustin Jean 
FRESNEL.]

Fres·no (frHzùno)  A city of central California south-southeast of Sacramento. It 

is a major processing and distribution center in the fertile San Joaquin Valley. 

Population, 354,202. 



fret1 (frHt) v.  fret·ted, fret·ting, frets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to be uneasy; vex: 

“fret thy soul with crosses and with cares” (Edmund Spenser).  2. a. To gnaw or 

wear away; erode.  b. To produce a hole or worn spot in; corrode.  See Synonyms 

at chafe.   3. To form (a passage or channel) by erosion.  4. To disturb the sur-

face of (water or a stream); agitate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be vexed or troubled; worry.  

See Synonyms at brood.  2. To be worn or eaten away; become corroded.  3. To 

move agitatedly.  4. To gnaw with the teeth in the manner of a rodent.   —  n.  

1. The act or an instance of fretting.  2. A hole or worn spot made by abrasion or 

erosion.  3. Irritation of mind; agitation.  [Middle English freten, from Old 

English fretan, to devour. See ed- in Appendix.]

fret2 (frHt) Music. n.  One of several ridges set across the fingerboard of a 

stringed instrument, such as a guitar.   —  v.  tr. fret·ted, fret·ting, frets. 1. To 

provide with frets.  2. To press (the strings of an instrument) against the frets.  

[Origin unknown.]

fret3 (frHt) n.  1. An ornamental design consisting of repeated and symmetrical 

figures, often in relief, contained within a band or border.  2. A headdress, worn 

by women of the Middle Ages, consisting of interlaced wire.   —  v.  tr. fret·ted, 
fret·ting, frets. To provide with such a design or headdress.  [Middle English, 

interlaced work, from Old French frete.]

fret·ful (frHtùfNl) adj.  1. Inclined to be vexed or troubled; peevish.  2. Marked 

by worry and distress; troublesome: “Of all the fretful stages of human develop-

ment, adolescence is the most infamous” (David Gelman).   —fretùful·ly adv.  

—fretùful·ness n. 

fret saw (frHt sô) n.  A long, narrow-bladed saw with fine teeth, used in making 

curved cuts in thin wood or metal. 

fret·work (frHtùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Ornamental work consisting of three-dimensional 

frets; geometric openwork.  2. Such ornamental work represented two dimen-

sionally by chiaroscuro. 

Freud (froid), Anna. 1895-1982.  Austrian-born British psychoanalyst noted for 

her application of psychoanalysis to child therapy. 

Freud (froid), Sigmund. 1856-1939.  Austrian physician and founder of psy-

choanalysis who theorized that the symptoms of hysterical patients represent for-

gotten and unresolved infantile psychosexual conflicts. His psychoanalytic 

theories, which initially met with hostility, profoundly influenced 20th-century 

thought. 

Freu·di·an (froiùdK-Nn) adj.  Relating to or being in accordance with the psycho-

analytic theories of Sigmund Freud.   —  n.  A person who accepts the basic tenets 

of the psychoanalytic theories of Sigmund Freud, especially a psychiatrist who 

applies Freudian theory and method in conducting psychotherapy.   
—Freuùdi·an·ism n. 



Freudian slip (froiùdK-Nn slVp) n.  A verbal mistake that is thought to reveal an 

unconscious belief, thought, or emotion. 

Freund’s adjuvant (froindz 4jùN-vNnt) n.  A substance consisting of killed 

microorganisms, such as mycobacteria, in an oil and water emulsion that is 

administered to induce and enhance the formation of antibodies.  [After Jules T. 

Freund (1890-1960), Hungarian-born American immunologist.]

Frey (fr7) also Freyr (frâr) n.  Mythology. The Norse god who dispenses peace, 

good weather, prosperity, and bountiful crops; the brother of Freya. 

Frey·a also Frey·ja (fr7ùN) n.  Mythology. The Norse goddess of love and beauty; 

the sister of Frey. 

Frey·berg (frXùbûrgÙ), Bernard Cyril First Baron Freyberg. 1889-1963.  Brit-

ish-born general and politician who led New Zealand forces in World War II and 

was governor-general of New Zealand (1946-1952). 

Frey·ja (fr7ùN) n.  Mythology. Variant of Freya. 
Freyr (frâr) n.  Mythology. Variant of Frey. 
Frey·tag (frXùtäkÙ, -tägÙ), Gustav. 1816-1895.  German writer noted for his 

realistic plays, such as The Journalists (1853), and novels, including Should and 

Have (1855). 

F.R.G.  or FRG abbr.  Federal Republic of Germany. 

FRGS  or F.R.G.S. abbr.  Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. 

Fri. abbr.  Friday. 

fri·a·ble (frXùN-bNl) adj.  Readily crumbled; brittle.  [Latin fri7bilis, from fri7re, 

to crumble.] —friÙa·bilùi·ty, friùa·ble·ness n. 

fri·ar (frXùNr) n.  Abbr. Fr. A member of a usually mendicant Roman Catholic 

order.  [Middle English frere, from Old French, from Latin fr7ter, brother. See 

bhr7ter- in Appendix.] —friùar·ly adj. 

fri·ar·bird (frXùNr-bûrdÙ) n.  Any of various honeyeaters of the genus Philemon 

of Australia and adjacent regions, having a partly naked, featherless head.  Also 

called leatherhead 

fri·ar’s lantern (frXùNrz l4nùtNrn) n.  See ignis fatuus (n., sense 1). 

fri·ar·y (frXùN-rK) n.  pl. fri·ar·ies. A monastery of friars. 

frib·ble (frVbùNl) v.  frib·bled, frib·bling, frib·bles.  —  v.  tr. To waste (time, 

for example); fritter (something) away.   —  v.  intr. To waste time; trifle.   —  n.  

1. A frivolity; a trifle.  2. A frivolous person.  [Origin unknown.] —fribùbler n. 

fric·an·deau (frVkùNn-doÙ) n.  A cut of veal that has been larded and braised.  

[French, from fricasser, to fricassee. See FRICASSEE.]

fric·as·see (frVkÙN-sKù, frVkùN-sKÙ) n.  Poultry or meat cut into pieces and stewed 

in gravy.   —  v.  tr. fric·as·seed, fric·as·see·ing, fric·as·sees. To prepare 

(poultry or meat) by cutting into pieces and stewing in gravy.  [French fricassée, 

from Old French, from feminine past participle of fricasser, to fricassee  : proba-

bly frire, to fry (from Latin frXgere, to roast, fry) + casser, to break, crack (from 



Latin quass7re, to shake, shatter); see SQUASH
2  or Vulgar Latin *co7cti7re, to press 

together (from Latin co7ctus, past participle of cogere, to drive or bring together); 

see COGENT.]

fric·a·tive (frVkùN-tVv) Linguistics. n.  A consonant, such as f or s in English, pro-

duced by the forcing of breath through a constricted passage.  Also called spirant  
—  adj.  Of, relating to, or being a fricative consonant.  [New Latin fric7tXvus, 

from Latin fric7tus, past participle of fric7re, to rub.]

Frick (frVk), Henry Clay. 1849-1919.  American industrialist who amassed a for-

tune in the steel industry and bequeathed to the public a New York City mansion 

housing his art collection. 

fric·tion (frVkùshNn) n.  1. The rubbing of one object or surface against another.  

2. Conflict, as between persons having dissimilar ideas or interests; clash.  

3. Physics. A force that resists the relative motion or tendency to such motion of 

two bodies in contact.  [Latin frictio, friction-, from frictus, past participle of 

fric7re, to rub.] —fricùtion·al adj.  —fricùtion·al·ly adv. 

friction clutch (frVkùshNn klƒch) n.  A mechanical clutch that transmits torque 

through surface friction between the faces of the clutch. 

friction drive (frVkùshNn drXv) n.  An automotive transmission system in which 

motion is transmitted from one part to another by the surface friction of rolling 

contact. 

friction match (frVkùshNn m4ch) n.  A match that ignites when struck on an 

abrasive surface. 

friction tape (frVkùshNn t7p) n.  A sturdy, moisture-resistant adhesive tape, 

usually made of cloth, used chiefly to insulate electrical conductors. 

Fri·day (frXùdK, -d7Ù) n.  Abbr. Fri., Fr., F. The sixth day of the week.  [Middle 

English Fridai, from Old English FrXgedæg. See prX- in Appendix.]

fridge (frVj) n.  Informal. A refrigerator. 

Frid·ley (frVdùlK)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis on the 

Mississippi River. Population, 28,335. 

fried (frXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of fry1. 
Fried (frKd, frKt), Alfred Hermann. 1864-1921.  Austrian pacifist. He shared 

the 1911 Nobel Peace Prize for his work toward world peace. 

Frie·dan (frV-d4nù), Betty Naomi. Born 1921.  American feminist who wrote 

The Feminine Mystique (1963) and founded the National Organization for 

Women (1966). 

Fried·land·er’s bacillus (frKdùlHnÙdNrz bN-sVlùNs) n.  A pathogenic bacterium 

(Klebsiella pneumoniae) that often causes pneumonia.  [After Karl Friedländer 

(1847-1887), German pathologist.]

Fried·man (frKdùmNn), Jerome Isaac. Born 1930.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1990 Nobel Prize for research that confirmed the existence of quarks. 



Fried·man (frKdùmNn), Milton. Born 1912.  American economist. He won a 

1976 Nobel Prize for his theories of monetary control and governmental nonin-

tervention in the economy. 

Frie·drichs·ha·fen (frKùdrVks-häÙfNn, -drVKHs-)  A city of southern Germany 

on the Lake of Constance. The Zeppelin aircraft works were located here during 

World War I. Population, 51,094. 

friend (frHnd) n.  1. A person whom one knows, likes, and trusts.  2. A person 

whom one knows; an acquaintance.  3. A person with whom one is allied in a 

struggle or cause; a comrade.  4. One who supports, sympathizes with, or patron-

izes a group, cause, or movement:  friends of the clean air movement.  5. Friend. A 

member of the Society of Friends; a Quaker.   —  v.  tr. friend·ed, friend·ing, 
friends. Archaic. To befriend.  [Middle English, from Old English frKond. See 

prX- in Appendix.] —friendùless adj.  —friendùless·ness n.  —friendùshipÙ 
n. 

friend·ly (frHndùlK) adj.  friend·li·er, friend·li·est. 1. Of, relating to, or befit-

ting a friend:  friendly advice.  2. Favorably disposed; not antagonistic:  a govern-

ment friendly to our interests.  3. Warm; comforting.  4. a. Computer Science. 

User-friendly.  b. Informal. Easy to understand or use for a specified agent. Often 

used in combination:  a reader-friendly novel; a consumer-friendly policy.    —  
adv.  In the manner of a friend; amicably.   —  n.  pl. friend·lies. Informal. One 

fighting on or favorable to one’s own side: “If I read this right, you’re the only 

friendly we have there right now” (Tom Clancy).   —friendùli·ly adv.  

—friendùli·ness n. 

Friend·ly Islands (frHndùlK XùlNndz)  See Tonga. 
fri·er (frXùNr) n.  Variant of fryer. 
fries (frXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of fry1.  —  n.  Plural of fry1. 
Frie·sian (frKùzhNn) n.  Variant of Frisian. 
Fries·land (frKzùlNnd, -l4ndÙ, frKsù-)  A region of northern Europe on the North 

Sea between the Scheldt and Weser rivers. The Frisians, a Germanic people, were 

conquered by the Franks in the eighth century. A portion of the area is now a 

province of the northern Netherlands. 

frieze1 (frKz) n.  Architecture. 1. A plain or decorated horizontal part of an enta-

blature between the architrave and cornice.  2. A decorative horizontal band, as 

along the upper part of a wall in a room.  [French frise, from Medieval Latin fri-

sium, frigium, embroidery, from Latin Phrygium (opus), Phrygian (work), from 

Phrygia.]

frieze2 (frKz) n.  1. A coarse, shaggy woolen cloth with an uncut nap.  2. A 

dense, low-pile surface, as in carpeting, resembling such cloth.  Also called frisé 

[Middle English frise, from Old French, from Medieval Latin (pannX) frXsiX, 
woolen garments. See FRISIAN.]



frig (frVg) v.  frigged, frig·ging, frigs. Vulgar Slang.  —  v.  tr. To have sexual 

intercourse with.   —  v.  intr. To have sexual intercourse.  [Middle English, to 

quiver, possibly from Old French friquer, to rub, from Latin fric7re.]

frig·ate (frVgùVt) n.  1. A U.S. warship of 4,000 to 9,000 displacement tons, larger 

than a destroyer and smaller than a cruiser, used primarily for escort duty.  2. A 

high-speed, medium-sized sailing war vessel of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.  

3. Archaic. A fast, light vessel, such as a sailboat.  [French frégate, from Italian fre-

gata.]

frigate bird (frVgùVt bûrd) n.  Any of various tropical sea birds of the family 

Fregatidae that have long, powerful wings, dark plumage, and a hooked beak and 

characteristically snatch food from other birds in flight.  Also called man-o’-war 

bird 

Frigg (frVg) also Frig·ga (frVgùN) n.  Mythology. The Norse goddess of the heavens 

and wife of Odin.  [Old Norse. See prX- in Appendix.]

fright (frXt) n.  1. Sudden, intense fear, as of something immediately threaten-

ing; alarm.  See Synonyms at fear.  2. Informal. Something extremely unsightly, 

alarming, or strange:  Brush your hair; you look a fright.   —  v.  tr. fright·ed, 
fright·ing, frights. Archaic. To frighten.  [Middle English, from Old English 

fyrhto, fryhto. V., from Middle English frighten, to frighten, be afraid  from Old 

English fyrhtan.]

fright·en (frXtùn) v.  fright·ened, fright·en·ing, fright·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

fill with fear; alarm.  2. To drive or force by arousing fear:  The suspect was fright-

ened into confessing.   —  v.  intr. To become afraid.   —frightùen·er n.  

—frightùen·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: frighten, scare, alarm, terrify, terrorize, startle, panic. These verbs

mean to cause a person to experience fear. Frighten and the less formal scare are

the most widely applicable terms: “Better be killed than frightened to death” (Rob-

ert Smith Surtees). Don’t let the size of the task scare you. Alarm implies the often

sudden onset of fear or apprehension: Her sudden and inexplicable loss of weight

alarmed her doctor. Terrify implies overwhelming, often paralyzing fear: “The reg-

ulars, terrified by the yells of the Indians... gathered themselves into a body” (George

Bancroft). Terrorize implies fear that intimidates; the word sometimes suggests

deliberate coercion: “premeditated and systematized terrorizing of the civil popula-

tions” (Edith Wharton). Startle suggests fear that shocks momentarily and may

cause a sudden, involuntary movement of the body: The clap of thunder startled

us. Panic implies sudden frantic fear that often impairs self-control and rational-

ity: The radio drama was so realistic that it panicked listeners who tuned in after it

had begun.



fright·ful (frXtùfNl) adj.  1. Causing disgust or shock; horrifying.  2. Causing 

fright; terrifying.  3. Informal. a. Excessive; extreme:  a frightful liar.  

b. Disagreeable; distressing:  frightful weather.    —frightùful·ly adv.  —frightù-
ful·ness n. 

fright wig (frXt wVg) n.  A wig with hair, especially long or frizzy hair, standing 

up from the surface. 

frig·id (frVjùVd) adj.  1. Extremely cold.  See Synonyms at cold.  2. Lacking 

warmth of feeling.  3. Stiff and formal in manner:  a frigid refusal to a request.  

4. Persistently averse to sexual intercourse.  [Latin frXgidus, cold, from frXgus, the 

cold.] —fri·gidùi·ty (frV-jVdùV-tK), frigùid·ness n.  —frigùid·ly adv. 

Frig·i·daire (frVjÙV-dârù)  A trademark used for electric refrigerators and other 

household appliances. 

Frig·id Zone (frVjùVd zon)  Either of two extreme latitude zones of the earth, the 

North Frigid Zone, between the North Pole and the Arctic Circle, or the South 
Frigid Zone, between the South Pole and the Antarctic Circle. 

frig·o·rif·ic (frVgÙN-rVfùVk) also frig·o·rif·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Causing coldness; 

chilling.  [Latin frXgorificus : frXgus, frXgor-, the cold + -ficus, -fic.]

fri·jol (frK-holù, frKùholÙ) also fri·jo·le (frK-hoùlK) n.  pl. fri·jo·les (frK-hoùlKz, 

frKùhoÙ-). Southwestern U.S. A bean cultivated and used for food.  [Spanish, vari-

ant of fréjol, from Old Spanish frisol, from Catalan fesol, from Latin phaseolus, 

diminutive of phasKlus, a type of legume, from Greek phasKlos.]

frill (frVl) n.  1. A ruffled, gathered, or pleated border or projection, such as a fab-

ric edge used to trim clothing or a curled paper strip for decorating the end of the 

bone of a piece of meat.  2. A ruff of hair or feathers about the neck of an animal 

or a bird.  3. A wrinkling of the edge of a photographic film.  4. Informal. Some-

thing that is desirable but not a necessity; a luxury.  See Synonyms at luxury.   —  
v.  frilled, frill·ing, frills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make into a ruffle or frill.  2. To add a 

ruffle or frill to.   —  v.  intr. To become wrinkled along the edge.  [Origin 

unknown.] —frilùli·ness n.  —frillùy adj. 

frilled lizard (frVld lVzùNrd) n.  An Australian lizard (Chlamydosaurus kingi) 

having a broad, contractile membrane extending from the neck and throat that 

can be extended like a ruff when the mouth is opened. 

Friml (frVmùNl), (Charles) Rudolf. 1879-1972.  Czechoslovakian-born Ameri-

can pianist and composer of 33 light operas, including The Firefly (1912) and The 

Vagabond King (1925). 

Frim·ley and Cam·ber·ley (frVmùlK Nnd k4mùbNr-lK)  An urban district of 

southern England southwest of London. The village of Sandhurst, site of the 

Royal Military College, is in the district. Population, 52,600. 

fringe (frVnj) n.  1. A decorative border or edging of hanging threads, cords, or 

strips, often attached to a separate band.  2. Something that resembles such a bor-

der or edging.  3. A marginal, peripheral, or secondary part: “They like to hang 



out on the geographical fringes, the seedy outposts” (James Atlas).  4. Those mem-

bers of a group or political party holding extreme views:  the lunatic fringe.  

5. Any of the light or dark bands produced by the diffraction or interference of 

light.  6. A fringe benefit.   —  v.  tr. fringed, fring·ing, fring·es. 1. To deco-

rate with or as if with a fringe:  The weaver fringed the edge of the scarf.  2. To 

serve as a fringe to:  Ferns fringed the pool.  [Middle English frenge, from Old 

French, from Vulgar Latin *frimbia, alteration of Late Latin fimbria. See FIMBRIA.] 
—fringùy adj. 

fringe area (frVnj ârùK-N) n.  A zone just outside of the range of a broadcasting 

station in which signals are weakened and distorted. 

fringe benefit (frVnj bHnùN-fVt) n.  An employment benefit given in addition 

to one’s wages or salary. 

fringed gentian (frVnjd jHnùshNn) n.  A biennial or annual plant (Gentianopsis 

crinita) of eastern North America, having blue, bell-shaped flowers with fringed 

petals. 

fringed orchis (frVnjd ôrùkVs) n.  Any of various orchids of the genus Habe-

naria, having variously colored flowers with a fringed lip and a spurred base. 

fringed polygala (frVnjd pN-lVgùN-lN) n.  A perennial plant (Polygala paucifo-

lia) of eastern North America, having fringed, reddish-purple flowers.  Also 

called flowering wintergreen 

fringe tree (frVnj trK) n.  A shrub or small tree (Chionanthus virginicus) of the 

southeast United States, having drooping clusters of white flowers and dark blue 

fruit.  Also called old-man’s-beard 

fring·ing reef (frVnùjVng rKf) n.  A coral reef formed close to a shoreline. 

Fri·o (frKùo)  A river of southern Texas flowing about 354 km (220 mi) south and 

southeast to the Nueces River. 

frip·per·y (frVpùN-rK) n.  pl. frip·per·ies. 1. Pretentious, showy finery.  

2. Pretentious elegance; ostentation.  3. Something trivial or nonessential.  

[French friperie, from Old French freperie, old clothes, from felpe, frepe, from 

Medieval Latin faluppa, worthless material.]

Fris. abbr.  Frisian. 

Fris·bee (frVzùbK)  A trademark used for a plastic disk-shaped toy that players 

throw and catch. This trademark sometimes occurs in print meaning “a throw-

and-catch game played with this toy”: “The Mall is a better place to play Frisbee 

with a dog” (Los Angeles Times). 

Frisch (frVsh), Karl von. 1886-1982.  Austrian-born German zoologist. He 

shared a 1973 Nobel Prize for his study of the social behavior patterns of bees. 

Frisch (frVsh), Ragnar. 1895-1973.  Norwegian economist. He shared a 1969 

Nobel Prize for the application of mathematics and statistical methods to eco-

nomics. 



fri·sé (frK-z7ù) n.  See frieze2.  [French, from past participle of friser, to curl. See 

FRIZZ
1.]

fri·sée (frV-z7ù) n.  See endive (n., sense 1).  [French, from feminine past parti-

ciple of friser, to curl. See FRIZZ
1.]

fri·sette also fri·zette (frV-zHtù) n.  A fringe of curled, often artificial hair, usu-

ally worn on the forehead by a woman.  [French frisette, from friser, to curl. See 

FRIZZ
1.]

fri·seur (frK-zûrù, -zœrù) n.  A hairdresser; a coiffeur.  [French, from friser, to 

curl. See FRIZZ
1.]

Fri·sian (frVzhùNn, frKùzhNn) also Frie·sian (frKùzhNn) n.  Abbr. Fris., Frs. 1. A 

native or inhabitant of the Frisian Islands or Friesland.  2. The West Germanic 

language of the Frisians. It is the language most closely related to English.  [From 

Latin FrXsiX, the Frisians, of Germanic origin.] —Friùsian adj. 

Frisian Islands (frVzhùNn XùlNndz)  A chain of islands in the North Sea off the 

coast of the Netherlands, Germany, and Denmark. The West Frisian Islands 

belong to the Netherlands. The East Frisian Islands and most of the North Fri-
sian Islands are part of Germany; the other North Frisians are Danish. 

frisk (frVsk) v.  frisked, frisk·ing, frisks.  —  v.  intr. To move about briskly and 

playfully; frolic.   —  v.  tr. To search (a person) for something concealed, espe-

cially a weapon, by passing the hands quickly over clothes or through pockets.   
—  n.  1. An energetic, playful movement; a gambol.  2. The act of frisking.  

[From Middle English frisk, lively, from Old French frisque, of Germanic origin.] 
—friskùer n. 

frisk·y (frVsùkK) adj.  frisk·i·er, frisk·i·est. Energetic, lively, and playful:  a frisky 

kitten.   —friskùi·ly adv.  —friskùi·ness n. 

fris·son (frK-soNù) n.  pl. fris·sons (-soNzù, -soNù). A moment of intense excite-

ment; a shudder:  The story’s ending arouses a frisson of terror.  [French, from Old 

French friçons, pl. of friçon,, a trembling, from Vulgar Latin *frXctio, ·frXction-, 

from Latin frXgKre, to be cold.]

frit (frVt) n.  1. The fused or partially fused materials used in making glass.  2. A 

vitreous substance used in making porcelain, glazes, or enamels.   —  v.  tr. 

frit·ted, frit·ting, frits. To make into frit.  [Italian fritta, from feminine past 

participle of friggere, to fry, from Latin frXgere, to roast, fry.]

frit fly (frVt flX) n.  Any of several small flies of the family Chloropidae, especially 

Oscinella frit, having larvae that are destructive to cereal plants such as oats and 

wheat.  [Origin unknown.]

frith (frVth) n.  Scots. A firth.  [Alteration of FIRTH.]

frit·il·lar·y (frVtùl-HrÙK) n.  pl. frit·il·lar·ies. 1. Any of various bulbous plants of 

the genus Fritillaria, having nodding, variously colored, often spotted or check-

ered flowers.  2. Any of various butterflies of the family Nymphalidae, especially 

of the genera Speyeria and Boloria, having brownish wings marked with black or 



silvery spots on the underside.  [New Latin Fritill7ria, genus name, from Latin 

fritillus, dice-box.]

frit·ta·ta (frV-täùtN, frKt-täùtN) n.  An open-faced omelet, often cooked with 

meat, cheese, or vegetables.  [Italian, from fritto, past participle of friggere, to fry. 

See FRIT.]

frit·ter1 (frVtùNr) v.  tr. frit·tered, frit·ter·ing, frit·ters. 1. To reduce or squan-

der little by little:  frittered his inheritance away.  See Synonyms at waste.  2. To 

break, tear, or cut into bits; shred.  [Probably from fritter, fragment, probably 

alteration of fitters, from fitter, to break into small pieces.]

frit·ter2 (frVtùNr) n.  A small cake made of batter, often containing fruit, vegeta-

bles, or fish, sautéed or deep-fried.  [Middle English friture, from Old French, 

from Late Latin frXct7ra, from Latin frXctus, past participle of frXgere, to roast, fry.]

fritz (frVts) n.  Informal. A condition in which something does not work properly:  

Our television is on the fritz.  [Origin unknown.]

Fri·u·li (frKùN-lKÙ, frK-uùlK)  A historical region and former duchy of Italy in 

present-day northeast Italy and western Slovenia. Occupied by the Romans in the 

second century B.C., it became a Lombard duchy in the sixth century A.D. and was 

conquered by various peoples and states before being ceded to Italy in 1866 (the 

western part) and 1919 (the eastern part). Eastern Friuli was awarded to Yugosla-

via by treaty in 1947. 

Fri·u·li-Ve·ne·zia Giu·lia (frKùN-lKÙvN-nKtÙsK-N julùyN, frK-uùlK-vH-nHtùsyä)  

A region of northeast Italy bounded by Austria in the north and Slovenia in the 

east. It was formed in 1947. 

friv·ol (frVvùNl) v.  intr. friv·oled or friv·olled, friv·ol·ing or friv·ol·ling, 
friv·ols or friv·ols. To behave frivolously.  [Back-formation from FRIVOLOUS.] 
—frivùol·er n. 

fri·vol·i·ty (frV-vmlùV-tK) n.  pl. fri·vol·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being frivolous.  2. A frivolous act or thing. 

friv·o·lous (frVvùN-lNs) adj.  1. Unworthy of serious attention; trivial:  a frivolous 

novel.  2. Inappropriately silly:  a frivolous purchase.  [Middle English, probably 

from Latin frXvolus, of little value, probably from fri7re, to crumble.] 
—frivùo·lous·ly adv.  —frivùo·lous·ness n. 

fri·zette (frV-zHtù) n.  Variant of frisette. 
frizz1 (frVz) v.  tr. intr. frizzed, frizz·ing, frizz·es. To form or be formed into 

small, tight curls or tufts.   —  n.  1. The condition of being frizzed.  2. A small, 

tight curl or tuft.  [Alteration (influenced by FRIZZLE
2), of French friser, from Old 

French, possibly from frire, fris-, to fry, from Latin frXgere, to roast, fry.] 
—frizzùer n. 

frizz2 (frVz) v.  frizzed, frizz·ing, frizz·es.  —  v.  tr. To fry or burn with a siz-

zling noise.   —  v.  intr. To make a sizzling noise while frying or searing.  [Possi-

bly back-formation from FRIZZLE
1.]



friz·zle1 (frVzùNl) v.  friz·zled, friz·zling, friz·zles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fry (some-

thing) until crisp and curled:  frizzled the bacon.  2. To scorch or sear with heat.   
—  v.  intr. To fry or sear with a sizzling noise.  [Possibly blend of FRY

1, and SIZ-

ZLE.]

friz·zle2 (frVzùNl) v.  tr. intr. friz·zled, friz·zling, friz·zles. To form or cause to 

be formed into small, tight curls; frizz.   —  n.  A small, tight curl.  [Origin 

unknown.]

friz·zly (frVzùlK) adj.  friz·zli·er, friz·zli·est. Tightly curled. 

friz·zy (frVzùK) adj.  friz·zi·er, friz·zi·est. Tightly curled; frizzly.   —frizùzi·ly 
adv.  —frizùzi·ness n. 

Frl. abbr.  Fräulein. 

fro (fro) adv.  Away; back:  moving to and fro.   —  prep.  Scots. From.  [Middle 

English, probably from Old Norse fr7. See per1 in Appendix.]

Frö·bel (frœùbNl), Friedrich Wilhelm August.  See Friedrich Wilhelm 
August Froebel. 

Fro·bish·er (froùbV-shNr, frmbùV-), Sir Martin. 1535?-1594.  English explorer 

who made three voyages to the Canadian Arctic (1576, 1577, and 1578) in search 

of the Northwest Passage. 

Frobisher Bay (froùbV-shNr b7)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean extending into 

southeast Baffin Island in Northwest Territories, Canada. It was discovered by 

Martin Frobisher in 1576 and until 1860 was thought to be a strait separating Baf-

fin Island from another island. 

frock (frmk) n.  1. A woman’s dress.  2. A long, loose outer garment, as that worn 

by artists and craftspeople; a smock.  3. A woolen garment formerly worn by sail-

ors; a jersey.  4. A robe worn by monks, friars, and other clerics; a habit.   —  v.  tr. 

frocked, frock·ing, frocks. 1. To clothe in a frock.  2. To invest with clerical 

office.  [Middle English frok, a monk’s habit, from Old French froc, from Medi-

eval Latin froccus, of Germanic origin.]

frock coat (frmk kot) n.  A man’s dress coat or suit coat with knee-length skirts. 

froe also frow (fro) n.  A cleaving tool having a heavy blade set at right angles to 

the handle.  [From frower, possibly from FROWARD.]

Froe·bel also Frö·bel (frœùbNl), Friedrich Wilhelm August. 1782-1852.  

German educator who established the first kindergarten (1837), where he hoped 

to make learning a spontaneous, enjoyable experience for children. 

frog (frôg, frmg) n.  1. Any of numerous tailless, aquatic, semiaquatic, or terres-

trial amphibians of the order Anura and especially of the family Ranidae, charac-

teristically having a smooth, moist skin, webbed feet, and long hind legs adapted 

for leaping.  2. A wedge-shaped, horny prominence in the sole of a horse’s hoof.  

3. A loop fastened to a belt to hold a tool or weapon.  4. An ornamental looped 

braid or cord with a button or knot for fastening the front of a garment.  5. A 

device on intersecting railroad tracks that permits wheels to cross the junction.  



6. A spiked or perforated device used to support stems in a flower arrangement.  

7. Informal. Hoarseness or phlegm in the throat.  8. Offensive Slang. Used as a 

disparaging term for a French person.  [Middle English frogge, from Old English 

frogga.]

frog·eye (frôgùXÙ, frmgùXÙ) n.  A plant disease caused by fungi and characterized 

by rounded spots on the leaves. 

frog·fish (frôgùfVshÙ, frmgù-) n.  pl. frogfish or frog·fish·es. Any of various 

bottom-dwelling fishes of the family Antennariidae of tropical and temperate 

seas, characteristically having a prickly or warty globose body and pectoral fins 

adapted for grasping. 

frog·hop·per (frôgùhmpÙNr, frmgù-) n.  See spittlebug. 
frog kick (frôg kVk) n.  Sports. A swimming kick used in the breaststroke in 

which the knees are drawn up close to the hips and the feet are thrust outward 

and backward so that the legs come together when fully extended. 

frog·man (frôgùm4nÙ, -mNn, frmgù-) n.  A swimmer provided with breathing 

apparatus and other equipment to execute underwater maneuvers, especially mil-

itary maneuvers. 

frog·mouth (frôgùmouthÙ, frmgù-) n.  Any of various brown or gray nocturnal 

birds of the family Podargidae of southeast Asia and Australia, having a wide 

mouth and a hooked bill. 

frog spit (frôg spVt) n.  1. A foamlike aggregation of small aquatic plants, such 

as green algae, on the surface of a pond.  Also called frog spittle 2.  See cuckoo 
spit. 

Froh·man (froùmNn), Charles. 1860-1915.  American theatrical manager who 

influenced the American theater with his successful booking agency, theaters, and 

promotion of actors such as John Drew and Maude Adams. 

Frois·sart (froiùsärtÙ, frwä-särù), Jean. 1333?-1405?.  French historian noted 

for his vivid accounts of Europe during the Hundred Years’ War. 

frol·ic (frmlùVk) n.  1. Gaiety; merriment:  fun and frolic.  2. A gay, carefree time.  

3. A playful antic.   —  v.  intr. frol·icked, frol·ick·ing, frol·ics. 1. To behave 

playfully and uninhibitedly; romp.  2. To engage in merrymaking, joking, or teas-

ing.   —  adj.  Archaic. Merry.  [From Dutch vrolijk, merry, from Middle Dutch 

vrolijc : vro, happy + -lijc, -like; see lXk- in Appendix.] —frolùick·er n. 

frol·ic·some (frmlùVk-sNm) adj.  Full of high-spirited fun; frisky and playful.  

See Synonyms at playful. 
from (frƒm, frmm; frNm when unstressed) prep.  Abbr. fm., fr. 1. a. Used to indi-

cate a specified place or time as a starting point:  walked home from the station; 

from six o’clock on.  See Usage Note at escape. See Usage Note at whence.  
b. Used to indicate a specified point as the first of two limits:  from grades four to 

six.   2. Used to indicate a source, a cause, an agent, or an instrument:  a note from 

the teacher; taking a book from the shelf.  3. Used to indicate separation, removal, 



or exclusion:  keep someone from making a mistake; liberation from bondage.  

4. Used to indicate differentiation:  know right from wrong.  5. Because of:  faint 

from hunger.   —idiom. from away. Maine. Not native to Maine.  [Middle 

English, from Old English. See per1 in Appendix.]

Fromm (from, frmm), Erich. 1900-1980.  German-born American psychoana-

lyst who emphasized the role of social conditioning in human behavior. His 

books include Escape from Freedom (1941) and The Art of Loving (1956). 

frond (frmnd) n.  1. The leaf of a fern.  2. A large compound leaf of a palm.  3. A 

leaflike thallus, as of a seaweed or lichen.  [Latin frons, frond-, foliage.] 
—frondùed adj. 

fron·des·cent (frmn-dHsùNnt) adj.  Bearing, resembling, or having a profusion 

of leaves or fronds; leafy.  [Latin frondKscKns, frondKscent- present participle of 

frondKscere, to become leafy inchoative of frondKre, to put forth leaves, from 

frons, frond-, foliage.] —fron·desùcence n. 

fron·dose (frmnùdosÙ) adj.  1. Bearing fronds.  2. Resembling a frond.  [Latin 

frondosus, abounding in foliage, from frons, frond-, foliage.] —fronùdoseÙly 
adv. 

frons (frmnz) n.  pl. fron·tes (frmnùtKz). The anterior, uppermost part of the 

head of an insect.  [Latin frons, front-, forehead, front.]

front (frƒnt) n.  1. The forward part or surface, as of a building.  2. The area, 

location, or position directly before or ahead.  3. A position of leadership or 

superiority.  4. The forehead or face, especially of a bird or other animal.  

5. a. Demeanor or bearing, especially in the presence of danger or difficulty.  

b. An outward, often feigned, appearance or manner:  They put up a good front.   

6. a. Land bordering a lake, river, or street.  b. A promenade along the water at a 

resort.   7. A detachable part of a man’s dress shirt covering the chest; a dickey.  

8. a. The most forward line of a combat force.  b. The area of contact between 

opposing combat forces; a battlefront.   9. Meteorology. The interface between air 

masses of different temperatures or densities.  10. A field of activity:  the eco-

nomic front.  11. a. A group or movement uniting various individuals or organi-

zations for the achievement of a common purpose; a coalition.  b. A nominal 

leader lacking in real authority; a figurehead.  c. An apparently respectable per-

son, group, or business used as a cover for secret or illegal activities.   12. Archaic. 

a. The first part; the beginning.  b. The face; the countenance.    —  adj.  1. Of, 

relating to, aimed at, or located in the front:  the front lines; the front row; front 

property on Lake Tahoe.  2. Linguistics. Designating vowels produced at or toward 

the front of the oral cavity, such as the vowels of green and get.   —  v.  front·ed, 
front·ing, fronts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To look out on; face:  a house that fronts the 

ocean.  2. To meet in opposition; confront.  See Synonyms at defy.  3. To provide 

a front for.  4. To serve as a front for.  5. Music. To lead (a group of musicians): 

“Goodman... became the first major white bandleader to front an integrated group” 



(Bill Barol).  6. Informal. To provide before payment: “In... personal liability suits, 

a lawyer is fronting both time and money” (Richard Faille).   —  v.  intr. 1. To have 

a front; face onto something else:  Her property fronts on the highway.  2. To pro-

vide an apparently respectable cover for secret or illegal activities:  fronting for 

organized crime.   —  interj.  Used by a desk clerk in a hotel to summon a bellhop.   
—idiom. front and center. In the most prominent position.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin frons, front-.]

front. abbr.  Frontispiece. 

front·age (frƒnùtVj) n.  1. a. The front part of a piece of property.  b. The land 

between a building and the street.  c. Land adjacent to something, such as a build-

ing, street, or body of water.   2. The direction in which something faces. 

frontage road (frƒnùtVj rod) n.  See service road. 
fron·tal1 (frƒnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, directed toward, or situated at the 

front:  a frontal attack.  2. Anatomy. a. Of or relating to the forehead or frontal 

bone.  b. Of or relating to the frontal plane.   3. Of or relating to a meteorological 

front.   —fronùtal·ly adv. 

fron·tal2 (frƒnùtl) n.  1. A drapery covering the front of an altar.  2. The façade 

of a building.  [Middle English frontel, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

front7le, from Latin frons, front-, forehead, front.]

frontal bone (frƒnùtl bon) n.  Anatomy. A cranial bone consisting of a vertical 

portion corresponding to the forehead and a horizontal portion that forms the 

roofs of the orbital and nasal cavities. 

frontal lobe (frƒnùtl lob) n.  Anatomy. The largest and most anterior part of 

each cerebral hemisphere. 

frontal lobotomy (frƒnùtl lN-bmtùN-mK) n.  A prefrontal lobotomy. 

frontal plane (frƒnùtl pl7n) n.  Anatomy. A plane parallel to the long axis of 

the body and perpendicular to the sagittal plane that separates the body into front 

and back portions. 

front bench (frƒnt bHnch) n.  The first bench on either side of the aisle in a 

parliament, reserved for ministers and leaders of the principal political parties. 

front burner (frƒnt bûrùnNr) n.  Informal. A position of relatively great impor-

tance:  The committee has put consideration of that question on the front burner. 

front·court (frƒntùkôrtÙ, -kortÙ) n.  Basketball. 1. The half of the court having 

the basket at which the offensive team shoots.  2. The forwards and center on a 

team. In this sense, also calledfrontline 

Fron·te·nac (frmnùtN-n4kÙ, frôNt-näkù), Comte de Title of Louis de Buade. 

1620?-1698.  French colonial administrator who governed New France (1672-

1682 and 1689-1698) and held Quebec against the British in the King William’s 

War (1690). 



front-end (frƒntùHndÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to the initial phase of a project:  a 

front-end investment.  2. Of or relating to the forward parts of a vehicle:  a front-

end alignment. 

front-end load (frƒntùHndÙ lod) n.  The amount deducted from early pay-

ments made to a mutual fund purchase plan that covers expenses such as sales 

commissions. 

front-end loader (frƒntùHndÙ loùdNr) n.  An earthmoving machine with a 

hydraulic scoop in front for lifting and loading earth or rubble. 

front-end processor (frƒntùHndÙ prmsùHsÙNr) n.  Abbr. FEP Computer Sci-

ence. A computer used to process data before it is sent to a mainframe computer 

for analysis or further processing. 

fron·ten·is (frƒn-tHnùVs, frmnùtHnÙVs) n.  Sports. A Latin-American tennis game 

played on a three-walled court.  [American Spanish, blend of Spanish frontón, jai 

alai court; see FRONTON, Spanish tenis, tennis (from English TENNIS).]

fron·tes (frmnùtKz) n.  Plural of frons. 
fron·tier (frƒn-tîrù, frmn-, frƒnùtîrÙ, frmnù-) n.  1. a. An international border.  

b. The area along an international border.  See Synonyms at boundary.   2. A 

region just beyond or at the edge of a settled area.  3. An undeveloped area or 

field for discovery or research:  theories on the frontier of astrophysics.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  frontier towns; frontier law.  

[Middle English frountier, from Old French frontier, from front, forehead, front. 

See FRONT.]

fron·tiers·man (frƒn-tîrzùmNn, frmn-) n.  A man who lives on the frontier. 

fron·tiers·wom·an (frƒn-tîrzùwtmNn, frmn-) n.  A woman who lives on the 

frontier. 

fron·tis·piece (frƒnùtV-spKsÙ) n.  Abbr. front. 1. An illustration that faces or 

immediately precedes the title page of a book, book section, or magazine.  

2. Architecture. a. A façade, especially an ornamental façade.  b. A small orna-

mental pediment, as on top of a door or window.   3. Archaic. A title page.  [Alter-

ation (influenced by PIECE), of French frontispice, from Late Latin frontispicium, 

façade of a building  : Latin frontis, genitive of frons, forehead, front + Latin 

specere, to look at; see spek- in Appendix.]

front·let (frƒntùlVt) n.  1. An ornament or a band worn on the forehead as a 

phylactery.  2. The forehead of an animal.  3. The forehead of a bird when of a 

different color or texture of plumage.  4. An ornamental border for a frontal.  

[Middle English, from Old French frontelet, diminutive of frontel, ornament 

worn on the forehead. See FRONTAL
2.]

front·line also front line (frƒntùlXnù) n.  1. A front or boundary, especially one 

between military, political, or ideological positions.  2. Basketball. See front-
court (n., sense 2).  3. Football. The linemen of a team.   —  adj.  or front-line 
1. Located or used at a military front.  2. Of or relating to the most advanced or 



important position or activity in a field or undertaking: “leaders of the six black 

‘front-line states’ bordering South Africa” (Boston Globe).  3. Sports. a. Of or 

relating to the frontline.  b. Being a member of the regular team; first-string:  a 

team in need of a frontline catcher.  

front-load (frƒntù-lodù) v.  front-·load·ed, front-·load·ing, front-·loads.  
—  v.  tr. To concentrate costs or benefits of (a financial obligation or deal) in an 

early period:  They front-loaded their tax deductions.   —  v.  intr. To concentrate 

costs or benefits in an early period. 

front man (frƒnt m4n) n.  1. A man who serves as a nominal leader but who 

lacks real authority.  2. Music. A leading singer with a group. 

front matter (frƒnt m4tùNr) n.  The material, such as the preface, frontispiece, 

and title page, preceding the text in a book. 

front money (frƒnt mƒnùK) n.  Money paid in advance, as for contracted 

goods or services. 

front office (frƒnt ôùfVs) n.  The executive or policymaking officers of an orga-

nization. 

fron·to·gen·e·sis (frƒnÙto-jHnùV-sVs) n.  pl. fron·to·gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). For-

mation or intensification of a meteorological front. 

fron·tol·y·sis (frƒn-tmlùV-sVs) n.  pl. fron·tol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Dissipation of a 

meteorological front. 

fron·ton (frmnùtmnÙ, frôn-tônù) n.  Sports. An arena for jai alai.  [Spanish 

frontón, wall, fronton, augmentative of frente, forehead, face, from Old Spanish 

fruente, from Latin frons, front-.]

front-page (frƒntùp7jù) adj.  Worthy of coverage on the front page of a news-

paper:  front-page news.   —  v.  tr. front-·paged, front-·pag·ing, front-
·pag·es. To place or report on the front page of a newspaper. 

Front Range (frƒnt r7nj)  A range of the Rocky Mountains in north-central 

Colorado. It rises to 4,352.4 m (14,270 ft) at Grays Peak. 

front room (frƒnt rum) n.  See living room. 
front-run·ner also front·run·ner (frƒntùrƒnÙNr) n.  1. One that is in a leading 

position in a race or other competition:  the front-runner for the presidential nom-

ination.  2. A competitor who performs best when in the lead.   —frontù-runÙn-
ing adj. 

front·ward (frƒntùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or at the front.   
—frontùwards adv. 

front-wheel drive (frƒntùhwKlÙ drXv, -wKlÙ) n.  Abbr. FWD An automotive 

drive system in which only the front pair of wheels receives power from the 

engine. 

frore (frôr, fror) adj.  Archaic. Extremely cold; frosty.  [Middle English, past par-

ticiple of fresen, to freeze, from Old English frKosan. See FREEZE.]



frosh (frmsh) n.  pl. frosh. Informal. A freshman, as in college.  [Shortening and 

alteration of FRESHMAN.]

frost (frôst, frmst) n.  1. A deposit of minute ice crystals formed when water 

vapor condenses at a temperature below freezing.  2. A temperature low enough 

to cause freezing.  3. The process of freezing.  4. A cold or icy manner.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  the frost season; frost damage to 

crops.   —  v.  frost·ed, frost·ing, frosts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with frost.  2. To 

damage or kill by frost.  3. To cover (glass, for example) with a roughened or 

speckled decorative surface.  4. To cover or decorate with icing:  frost a cake.  

5. Slang. To anger or upset:  What really frosted me about the incident was the fact 

that you lied.   —  v.  intr. To become covered with or as if with frost.  [Middle 

English, from Old English. See preus- in Appendix.]

Frost (frôst, frmst), Robert Lee. 1874-1963.  American poet whose deceptively 

simple works, often set in rural New England, explore the relationships between 

individuals and between people and nature. His collections include A Boy’s Will 

(1913) and In the Clearing (1962). 

Frost·belt also Frost Belt (frôstùbHltÙ, frmstù-)  The north-central and north-

east United States. 

frost·bite (frôstùbXtÙ, frmstù-) n.  Injury or destruction of skin and underlying 

tissue, most often that of the nose, ears, fingers, or toes, resulting from prolonged 

exposure to freezing or subfreezing temperatures.   —  v.  tr. frost·bit (-bVtÙ), 
frost·bit·ten (-bVtÙn), frost·bit·ing, frost·bites. To injure or damage by freez-

ing. 

frost·fish (frôstùfVshÙ, frmstù-) n.  pl. frostfish or frost·fish·es. Any of several 

North American fishes, especially the tamcod, that appear during the fall frost 

season. 

frost-free (frôstùfrKù, frmstù-) adj.  Requiring little or no defrosting:  a frost-free 

refrigerator. 

frost heave (frôst hKv) n.  New England. Ruptured pavement caused by the 

expansion of freezing water immediately under the road: “We’ve got the worst 

frost heaves in 20 years” (Wallace E. Stickney). 

frost·ing (frôùstVng, frmsùtVng) n.  1. Icing, as on a cake.  2. A roughened or 

speckled surface imparted to glass or metal. 

frost line (frôst lXn) n.  The depth to which frost penetrates the earth. 

frost·work (frôstùwûrkÙ, frmstù-) n.  1. The intricate patterns produced by 

frost, as on a windowpane.  2. Artificially made ornamental patterns similar to 

those produced by frost, applied to the surface of metal or glass. 

frost·y (frôùstK, frmsùtK) adj.  frost·i·er, frost·i·est. 1. Producing or character-

ized by frost; freezing.  See Synonyms at cold.  2. Covered with or as if with 

frost.  3. Silvery white; hoary.  4. Cold in manner:  a frosty look; a frosty farewell.   
—frostùi·ly adv.  —frostùi·ness n. 



froth (frôth, frmth) n.  1. A mass of bubbles in or on a liquid; foam.  2. Salivary 

foam released as a result of disease or exhaustion.  3. Something unsubstantial or 

trivial.  4. A fit of resentment or vexation:  was in a froth over the long delay.   —  
v.  frothed, froth·ing, froths (also frôth, frmth).  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with 

foam.  2. To cause to foam.   —  v.  intr. To exude or expel foam.  [Middle 

English, from Old Norse frodha.]

froth·y (frôùthK, frmthùK) adj.  froth·i·er, froth·i·est. 1. Made of, covered with, 

or resembling froth; foamy.  2. Playfully frivolous in character or content:  a 

frothy French farce.   —frothùi·ly adv.  —frothùi·ness n. 

frot·tage (frô-täzhù) n.  1. The act of rubbing against the body of another per-

son, as in a crowd, to attain sexual gratification.  2. a. A method of making a 

design by placing a piece of paper on top of an object and then rubbing over it, as 

with a pencil or charcoal.  b. A design so made.   [French, from frotter, to rub, 

from Old French froter.]

Froude (frud), James Anthony. 1818-1894.  British historian and biographer 

noted for his study of 16th-century England and his works on Thomas Carlyle. 

frou·frou also frou-frou (fruùfru) n.  1. Fussy or showy dress or ornamenta-

tion.  2. A rustling sound, as of silk.  [French, of imitative origin.]

frow (fro) n.  Variant of froe. 
fro·ward (froùwNrd, -Nrd) adj.  Stubbornly contrary and disobedient; obstinate.   
—froùward·ly adv.  —froùward·ness n. 

Fro·ward (froùwNrd, -Nrd), Cape. The southernmost point of mainland South 

America, in southern Chile on the Strait of Magellan. 

frown (froun) v.  frowned, frown·ing, frowns.  —  v.  intr. 1. To wrinkle 

the brow, as in thought or displeasure.  2. To regard something with disapproval 

or distaste:  frowned on the use of so much salt in the food.   —  v.  tr. To express 

(disapproval, for example) by wrinkling the brow.   —  n.  A wrinkling of the 

brow in thought or displeasure; a scowl.  [Middle English frounen, from Old 

French froigner, to turn up one’s nose, from frogne, grimace, of Celtic origin.] 
—frownùer n.  —frownùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: frown, glower, lower, scowl. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to contract the brows in displeasure”: frowns when he is annoyed; glow-

ered sullenly at being interrupted; lowering at the rambunctious child; scowled at me

when I came home late. 

WORD HISTORY: Caesar’s division of Gaul into three parts used to be known

by every child who learned Latin, but perhaps even classically trained schoolchil-

dren did not always realize that in spite of the conquest of Gaul by the Romans,

some Gaulish elements lived on, such as our word frown. This word is descended

from Gaulish, a Celtic language that is related to Welsh and Irish. Frown, first

recorded in Middle English in a work composed around 1395, came from Old



French froigner, which meant “to turn up one’s nose.” The Old French word was

derived from frogne, “grimace,” which in turn came from the hypothetical Gaul-

ish word ·frogna, “nose,” which is related to Welsh ffroen, “nose,” and Old Irish

sron, “nose.”

frows·ty (frouùstK) adj.  frows·ti·er, frows·ti·est. Chiefly British. Having a 

stale smell; musty.  [Origin unknown.]

frow·zy also frow·sy (frouùzK) adj.  frow·zi·er also frow·si·er, frow·zi·est 

also frow·si·est. 1. Unkempt; slovenly:  frowzy clothes; a frowzy professor.  

2. Having an unpleasant smell; musty:  a frowzy pantry.  [Origin unknown.] 
—frowùzi·ness n. 

froze (froz) v.  Past tense of freeze. 
fro·zen (froùzNn) v.  Past participle of freeze.  —  adj.  1. Made into, covered 

with, or surrounded by ice.  2. Very cold:  the frozen North.  3. Preserved by freez-

ing:  frozen meat.  4. Rendered immobile:  frozen in their tracks with fear.  

5. Expressive of cold unfriendliness or disdain:  a frozen look on their faces.  

6. a. Kept at a fixed level:  frozen rents.  b. Impossible to withdraw, sell, or liqui-

date:  frozen assets.  

frozen food (froùzNn fud) n.  Food that has undergone freezing and is 

intended to remain frozen until used. 

FRS abbr.  1. Federal Reserve System.  2. Fellow of the Royal Society. 

Frs. abbr.  Frisian. 

frt. abbr.  Freight. 

fruc·tif·er·ous (frƒk-tVfùNr-Ns, frtk-) adj.  Bearing fruit.  [Latin fr7ctifer 

(fr7ctus, fruit; see fruit + -fer, -fer) + -OUS.]

fruc·ti·fi·ca·tion (frƒkÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn, frtkÙ-) n.  1. The producing of fruit.  

2. A seed-bearing or spore-bearing structure. 

fruc·ti·fy (frƒkùtN-fXÙ, frtkù-) v.  fruc·ti·fied, fruc·ti·fy·ing, fruc·ti·fies.  —  
v.  tr. To make fruitful or productive.   —  v.  intr. To bear fruit.  [Middle English 

fructifien, to bear fruit, from Old French fructifier, from Latin fr7ctific7re : 

fr7ctus, fruit; see FRUIT + -fic7re, -fy.]

fruc·tose (frƒkùtosÙ, frtkù-) n.  A very sweet sugar, C6H12O6, occurring in 

many fruits and honey and used as a preservative for foodstuffs and as an intrave-

nous nutrient.  Also called fruit sugar, levulose.  [Latin fr7ctus, fruit; see FRUIT + -

OSE
2.]

fruc·tu·ous (frƒkùchu-Ns, frtkù-) adj.  Fruitful; productive.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin fr7ctuosus, from fr7ctus, fruit. See FRUIT.]

fru·gal (fruùgNl) adj.  1. Practicing or marked by economy, as in the expendi-

ture of money or the use of material resources.  See Synonyms at sparing.  
2. Costing little; inexpensive:  a frugal lunch.  [Latin fr7g7lis, virtuous, thrifty, 



from fr7x, fr7g-, fruit, virtue.] —fru·galùi·ty (fru-g4lùV-tK), fruùgal·ness n.  

—fruùgal·ly adv. 

fru·gi·vore (fruùjN-vôrÙ, -vorÙ) n.  An animal, such as a chimpanzee or fruit 

bat, that feeds primarily on fruit.  [From FRUGIVOROUS.]

fru·giv·o·rous (fru-jVvùNr-Ns) adj.  Feeding on fruit; fruit-eating.  [Latin fr7x, 

fr7g-, fruit + -VOROUS.]

fruit (frut) n.  pl. fruit or fruits. 1. a. The ripened ovary or ovaries of a seed-

bearing plant, together with accessory parts, containing the seeds and occurring 

in a wide variety of forms.  b. An edible, usually sweet and fleshy form of such a 

structure.  c. A part or an amount of such a plant product, served as food:  fruit 

for dessert.   2. The fertile, often spore-bearing structure of a plant that does not 

bear seeds.  3. A plant crop or product:  the fruits of the earth.  4. Result; outcome:  

the fruit of their labor.  5. Offspring; progeny.  6. A fruity aroma or flavor in a 

wine.  7. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a gay or homosexual 

man.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  fruit trees; fruit 

growers.   —  v.  intr. tr. fruit·ed, fruit·ing, fruits. To produce or cause to pro-

duce fruit.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin fr7ctus, enjoyment, 

fruit, from past participle of fruX, to enjoy.]

fruit·age (fruùtVj) n.  1. a. The process, time, or condition of bearing fruit.  

b. A yield of fruit.   2. A result or an effect. 

fruit·ar·i·an (fru-târùK-Nn) n.  One whose diet includes fruits, seeds, and nuts 

but no vegetables, grains, or animal products.  [Blend of FRUIT, and 

(VEGET)ARIAN.]

fruit bat (frut b4t) n.  Any of various fruit-eating bats of the suborder Mega-

chiroptera, inhabiting chiefly tropical and subtropical regions of Africa, Asia, and 

Australia. 

fruit·cake (frutùk7kÙ) n.  1. A heavy, spiced cake containing nuts and candied 

or dried fruits.  2. Slang. A crazy or an eccentric person: “a fruitcake under the 

delusion that he was Saint Nicholas” (John Strahinich). 

fruit cocktail (frut kmkùt7lÙ) n.  A mixture of fresh or preserved fruits cut into 

pieces and served as an appetizer or dessert.  Also called fruit cup 

fruit fly (frut flX) n.  1. Any of various small flies of the family Drosophilidae, 

having larvae that feed on ripening or fermenting fruits and vegetables, especially 

the common species Drosophila melanogaster, often used in genetic research.  Also 

called pomace fly, vinegar fly.  2. Any of various flies of the family Tephritidae, 

having larvae that hatch in and damage plant tissue. 

fruit·ful (frutùfNl) adj.  1. a. Producing fruit.  b. Conducive to productivity; 

causing to bear in abundance:  fruitful soil.   2. Producing something in abun-

dance; prolific:  a fruitful author of fiction.  3. Producing results; profitable.  See 

Synonyms at fertile.  —fruitùful·ly adv.  —fruitùful·ness n. 



fruit·ing body (fruùtVng bmdùK) n.  A specialized spore-producing structure, 

especially of a fungus. 

fru·i·tion (fru-VshùNn) n.  1. Realization of something desired or worked for; 

accomplishment:  labor finally coming to fruition.  2. Enjoyment derived from use 

or possession.  3. The condition of bearing fruit.  [Middle English fruicioun, 

from Old French fruicion, from Late Latin fruitio, fruition-, enjoyment, from 

Latin fruitus, past participle of fruX, to enjoy.]

fruit·less (frutùlVs) adj.  1. Producing no fruit.  2. Unproductive of success:  a 

fruitless search.  See Synonyms at futile.  —fruitùless·ly adv.  —fruitùless·ness 
n. 

fruit·let (frutùlVt) n.  1. A small fruit.  2. Botany. A single member of a multiple 

fruit. 

fruit sugar (frut shtgùNr) n.  See fructose. 
fruit·wood (frutùwtdÙ) n.  The wood of any of several fruit-bearing trees, 

such as the apple, cherry, or pear, used especially in cabinetmaking. 

fruit·y (fruùtK) adj.  fruit·i·er, fruit·i·est. 1. Of, containing, or relating to 

fruit.  2. Tasting or smelling richly of or as if of fruit: “My nose filled with the 

smells of leather, polish, wax—the fat, fruity smell of rich car” (Anthony Hyde).  

3. Excessively sentimental or sweet.  4. Slang. Crazy; eccentric.  5. Offensive 

Slang. Gay or homosexual.   —fruitùi·ness n. 

fru·men·ta·ceous (fruÙmNn-t7ùshNs, -mHn-) adj.  Resembling or consisting 

of grain, especially wheat.  [From Late Latin fr7ment7ceus, from Latin 

fr7mentum, grain.]

fru·men·ty (fruùmNn-tK) also fur·mi·ty (fûrùmV-tK) n.  pl. fru·men·ties. 
Hulled wheat boiled in milk and flavored with sugar and spices.  [Middle English 

frumente, from Old French froumentee, from froument, grain, from Latin 

fr7mentum.]

frump (frƒmp) n.  1. A girl or woman regarded as dull, plain, or unfashionable.  

2. A person regarded as colorless and primly sedate.  [Possibly short for Middle 

English frumple, wrinkle, from Middle Dutch verrompelen, to wrinkle  : ver-, 

completely; see per1 in Appendix + rompelen, to wrinkle.] —frumpùi·ly adv.  

—frumpùi·ness n.  —frumpùy adj. 

frump·ish (frƒmùpVsh) adj.  1. Dull or plain.  2. Prim and sedate.   
—frumpùish·ly adv.  —frumpùish·ness n. 

Frun·ze (frunùzN)  See Bishkek. 
frus·ta (frƒsùtN) n.  Mathematics. A plural of frustum. 
frus·trate (frƒsùtr7tÙ) v.  tr. frus·trat·ed, frus·trat·ing, frus·trates. 1. a. To 

prevent from accomplishing a purpose or fulfilling a desire; thwart:  A persistent 

wind frustrated my attempt to rake the lawn.  b. To cause feelings of discourage-

ment or bafflement in.   2. To make ineffectual or invalid; nullify.  [Middle 



English frustraten, from Latin fr7str7rX, fr7str7t-, from fr7str7, in vain.] 
—frusùtratÙer n.  —frusùtratÙing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: frustrate, thwart, foil, balk. These verbs mean to prevent the at-

tainment or fulfillment of a goal or purpose. To frustrate is to cause to be com-

pletely unavailing: A poor memory frustrated her efforts to become an actress.

Thwart suggests defeat by direct opposition: “He was thwarted at every step by po-

litical obstacles” (William E.H. Lecky). To foil is to defeat by or as if by outwitting,

confounding, or disconcerting: The conspirators will be foiled in their intrigue. Balk

implies the placing of barriers or hindrances in another’s way: “Time after time

our hopes are balked” (Herbert Spencer).

frus·tra·tion (frƒ-str7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of frustrating or an instance of 

being frustrated.  b. The state of being frustrated.   2. Something that serves to 

frustrate. 

frus·tule (frƒsùchul, -tyul) n.  The hard, siliceous bivalve shell of a diatom.  

[French, from Latin frustulum, diminutive of frustum, piece broken off.]

frus·tum (frƒsùtNm) n.  pl. frus·tums or frus·ta (-tN). Mathematics. The part 

of a solid, such as a cone or pyramid, between two parallel planes cutting the 

solid, especially the section between the base and a plane parallel to the base.  

[Latin, piece broken off.]

fru·tes·cent (fru-tHsùNnt) adj.  Relating to, resembling, or assuming the form 

of a shrub; shrubby.  [Latin frutex, shrub, bush + -ESCENT.] —fru·tesùcence n. 

fru·ti·cose (fruùtV-kosÙ) adj.  Resembling a shrub, especially in having woody 

stems and branches.  [Latin fruticosus, from frutex, frutic-, shrub, bush.]

fry1 (frX) v.  fried, fry·ing, fries (frXz).  —  v.  tr. 1. To cook over direct heat in 

hot oil or fat.  2. Slang. To destroy (electronic circuitry) with excessive heat or 

current: “a power surge to the computer that fried a number of sensitive electronic 

components” (Erik Sandberg-Diment).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be cooked in a pan over 

direct heat in hot oil or fat.  2. Slang. To undergo execution in an electric chair.   
—  n.  pl. fries (frXz). 1. A French fry. Often used in the plural.  2. A dish of a 

fried food.  3. A social gathering at which food is fried and eaten:  a fish fry.  

[Middle English frien, from Old French frire, from Latin frXgere.]

fry2 (frX) pl.n.  1. a. Small fish, especially young, recently hatched fish.  b. The 

young of certain other animals.   2. Individuals, especially young or insignificant 

persons: “These pampered public school boys... had managed to evade the long 

prison sentences that lesser fry were serving” (Noel Annan).  [Middle English fri, 

probably from Anglo-Norman frie, from frier, to rub, from Latin fric7re.]

Fry (frX), Christopher. Born 1907.  British playwright who revitalized modern 

verse drama with his comic and religious works, such as A Phoenix Too Frequent 

(1946) and Curtmantle (1962). 



Fry (frX), Elizabeth Gurney. 1780-1845.  British philanthropist who promoted 

prison reforms, particularly for women inmates. 

Fry (frX), Roger Eliot. 1866-1934.  British art critic and painter who advocated 

the artistic principles of the postimpressionists. 

fry·er also fri·er (frXùNr) n.  1. One that fries, as a deep utensil usually equipped 

with a basket and used for frying foods.  2. A small young chicken suitable for 

frying. 

fry·ing pan (frXùVng p4n) n.  A shallow, long-handled pan used for frying food. 

Regional. Also called fry pan, skilletRegional., spider.  

REGIONAL NOTE: The terms frying pan and skillet are now virtually inter-

changeable, but there was a time when they were so regional as to be distinct di-

alect markers. Frying pan and the shortened version fry pan were once New En-

gland terms; frying pan is now in general use. Skillet seems to have been confined

to the Midland section of the country, including the Upper South. Its use is still

concentrated there, but it is no longer used in that area alone, probably because

of the national marketing of skillet dinner mixes. The term spider, originally de-

noting a type of frying pan that had long legs to hold it up over the coals, spread

from New England westward to the Upper Northern states and down the coast to

the South Atlantic states. It is still well known in both these regions, although it

is now considered old-fashioned.

fry pan (frX p4n) n.  Chiefly New England. See frying pan. See Regional note at 

frying pan. 
FS abbr.  1. Foreign Service.  2. Forest Service. 

FSH abbr.  Follicle-stimulating hormone. 

FSLIC abbr.  Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. 

f-stop (HfùstmpÙ) n.  1. A camera lens aperture setting that corresponds to an f-

number.  2.  See f-number.  [F(OCAL LENGTH) + STOP.]

f-sys·tem (HfùsVsÙtNm) n.  A method of indicating the relative aperture of a cam-

era lens based on the f-number. 

ft. abbr.  1.  Or ft. Foot.  2.  Also Ft.. Fort.  3. Fortification. 

FTA abbr.  Future Teachers of America. 

FTC abbr.  Federal Trade Commission. 

ft-c abbr.  Foot-candle. 

fth. abbr.  Fathom. 

ft-lb abbr.  Foot-pound. 

Fu·ad I (fu-ädù), 1868-1936.  King of Egypt (1922-1936) who ruled during the 

political turmoil following the termination of the British protectorate over Egypt 

(1922). 



fub·sy (fƒbùzK) adj.  fub·si·er, fub·si·est. Chiefly British. Somewhat fat and 

squat.  [From obsolete fubs, chubby person.]

Fu·chou (fuùjoù, -chouù)  See Fuzhou. 
Fuchs (fyuks), Klaus Emil Julius. 1911-1988.  German-born physicist who 

worked on the development of the atomic bomb in Britain and the United States 

and was imprisoned (1950-1959) for passing scientific secrets to the Soviet 

Union. 

fuch·sia (fyuùshN) n.  1. Any of various tropical shrubs or trees of the genus 

Fuchsia, widely cultivated for their showy, drooping purplish, reddish, or white 

flowers.  2. Color. A strong, vivid purplish red.  [New Latin Fuchsia, genus name, 

after Leonhard Fuchs (1501-1566), German botanist.] —fuchùsia adj. 

fuch·sin (fyukùsVn) also fuch·sine (-sVn, -sKnÙ) n.  A dark green synthetic dye-

stuff, C20H19N3HCl, used to make a purple-red dye employed in coloring textiles 

and leather and as a bacterial stain.  Also called magenta [FUCHS(IA) + -IN.]

Fu·chu (fuùchuù)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, a mainly residential 

suburb of Tokyo. Population, 201,972. 

fuck (fƒk) Obscene. v.  fucked, fuck·ing, fucks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have sexual 

intercourse with.  2. To victimize.  3. Used in the imperative as a signal of angry 

dismissal.   —  v.  intr. 1. To engage in sexual intercourse.  2. To act wastefully or 

foolishly.   —  n.  1. An act of sexual intercourse.  2. A partner in sexual inter-

course.  3. A despised person.   —  interj.  Used to express extreme displeasure.   
—phrasal verbs. fuck off. 1. Used in the imperative as a signal of angry dis-

missal.  2. To spend time idly.  3. To masturbate.  fuck over. To treat unfairly; 

take advantage of.  fuck up. 5. To bungle.  6. To act carelessly, foolishly, or 

incorrectly.  [Middle English, attested in pseudo-Latin fuccant, (they) fuck, deci-

phered from gxddbov.]

WORD HISTORY: The obscenity fuck is a very old word, first recorded in En-

glish in the 15th century. Age has not dimmed its shock value, even though it is

seen in print much more often now than in the past. Its first known occurrence,

in a poem entitled “Flen flyys” written sometime before 1500, is in code, illustrat-

ing the unacceptability of the word even then. The poem, composed in a mixture

of Latin and English, satirizes the Carmelite friars of Cambridge, England, with

the title taken from the first words of the poem, “Flen, flyys, and freris,” that is,

“fleas, flies, and friars.” The line that contains fuck reads “Non sunt in coeli, quia

gxddbov xxkxzt pg ifmk.” The Latin words “Non sunt in coeli, quia” mean “they

[the friars] are not in heaven, since.” The code “gxddbov xxkxzt pg ifmk” is easily

broken by simply writing the preceding letter in the alphabet. As we decode, we

must watch for differences in the alphabet and in spelling between then and now.

For g write f; for x, v (used for u and v); d, c; b, a; o, n; v, t; xx, vv (which equals

w); k, i; x, v; z, y; t, s; p, o; g, f; i, h; f, e; m, l; and for k, i. This yields “fvccant [a



fake Latin form] vvivys of heli.” The whole thus reads in translation: “They are

not in heaven because they fuck wives of Ely [a town near Cambridge].”

fuck·er (fƒkùNr) n.  Obscene. 1. A despised person.  2. One that engages in sexual 

intercourse. 

fuck·ing (fƒkùVng) Obscene. adv.  & adj.  Used as an intensive. 

fuck·up (fƒkùƒpÙ) n.  Obscene. 1. One who acts carelessly or foolishly; a bungler.  

2. A blunder; a bungle. 

fu·coid (fyuùkoidÙ) adj.  Of or belonging to the order Fucales, which includes 

brown algae such as gulfweed and rockweed.   —  n.  1. A member of the order 

Fucales.  2. A fossilized cast or impression of such an organism.  [FUC(US) + -OID.]

fu·cose (fyuùkosÙ) n.  An aldose, C6H12O5, present in certain brown algae and 

in the polysaccharides associated with some blood groups.  [FUC(US) + -OSE
2.]

fu·co·xan·thin (fyuÙko-z4nùthVn) n.  A brown carotenoid pigment, C40H60O6, 

found in brown algae.  [FUC(US) + XANTH(O)- + -IN.]

fu·cus (fyuùkNs) n.  Any of various brown algae of the genus Fucus, which 

includes many of the rockweeds.  [Latin f7cus, seaweed, orchil, from Greek phu-

kos.]

fud·dle (fƒdùl) v.  fud·dled, fud·dling, fud·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put into a 

state of confusion; befuddle.  See Synonyms at confuse.  2. To make drunk; 

intoxicate.   —  v.  intr. To drink; tipple.   —  n.  A state of confusion or intoxica-

tion.  [Origin unknown.]

fud·dy-dud·dy (fƒdùK-dƒdÙK) n.  pl. fud·dy-dud·dies. An old-fashioned, 

fussy person.  [Origin unknown.]

fudge (fƒj) n.  1. A soft, rich candy made of sugar, milk, butter, and flavoring.  

2. Nonsense; humbug.   —  v.  fudged, fudg·ing, fudg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

fake or falsify:  fudge casualty figures.  2. To evade (an issue, for example); dodge.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To act in an indecisive manner:  always fudged on the important 

questions.  2. a. To go beyond the proper limits of something:  fudged on the 

building code requirements.  b. To act dishonestly; cheat.   [Possibly alteration of 

fadge, to fit.]

fueh·rer (fytrùNr) n.  Variant of führer. 
fu·el (fyuùNl) n.  1. Something consumed to produce energy, especially: a. A 

material such as wood, coal, gas, or oil burned to produce heat or power.  

b. Fissionable material used in a nuclear reactor.  c. Nutritive material metabo-

lized by a living organism; food.   2. Something that maintains or stimulates an 

activity or emotion: “Money is the fuel of a volunteer organization” (Natalie de 

Combray).   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a fuel pump; 

fuel tanks.   —  v.  fu·eled also fu·elled, fu·el·ing also fu·el·ling, fu·els also 

fu·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide with fuel.  2. To support or stimulate the activity 

or existence of:  rhetoric that fueled the dissenters.   —  v.  intr. To take in fuel.  



[Middle English feuel, from Old French fouaille, feuaile, from Vulgar Latin 

*foc7lia, neuter pl. of ·foc7lis, of the hearth or fireplace, from Latin focus, hearth, 

fireplace.] —fuùel·er n. 

fuel cell (fyuùNl sHl) n.  An electrochemical cell in which the energy of a reac-

tion between a fuel, such as liquid hydrogen, and an oxidant, such as liquid oxy-

gen, is converted directly and continuously into electrical energy. 

fu·el-ef·fi·cient (fyuùNl-V-fVshÙNnt) adj.  Operable using comparatively little 

fuel:  fuel-efficient cars.   —fuùel-ef·fiÙcien·cy n. 

fuel injection (fyuùNl Vn-jHkùshNn) n.  Any of several methods or mechanical 

systems by which a fuel is reduced to a fine spray and injected directly into the 

cylinders of an internal-combustion engine. 

fuel oil (fyuùNl oil) n.  A liquid or liquefiable petroleum product that is used to 

generate heat or power. 

fuel rod (fyuùNl rmd) n.  A protective metal tube containing pellets of fuel for a 

nuclear reactor. 

Fu·en·tes (fu-Hnùt7sÙ, fwHnùtHs), Carlos. Born 1928.  Mexican writer known 

for his metaphysical short stories and novels about his homeland, notably The 

Death of Artemio Cruz (1962). 

Fuer·tes (fytrùtKz, fyuùNr-), Louis Agassiz. 1874-1927.  American naturalist 

noted for his illustrations of American avifauna, published in Song Birds and 

Water Fowl (1897) and other books. 

Fuer·te·ven·tu·ra (fu-HrÙtK-vHn-ttrùN, fwHrÙtH-vHn-tuùrä)  An island in the 

Canary Islands off the northwest coast of Africa. It has many extinct volcanoes. 

fug (fƒg) n.  A heavy, stale atmosphere, especially the musty air of an over-

crowded or poorly ventilated room: “In spite of the open windows the stench had 

become a reeking fug” (Colleen McCullough).  [Perhaps alteration of fogo, stench.]

fu·ga·cious (fyu-g7ùshNs) adj.  1. Passing away quickly; evanescent.  2. Botany. 

Withering or dropping off early.  [From Latin fug7x, fug7c-, from fugere, to flee.] 
—fu·gaùcious·ly adv.  —fu·gaùcious·ness, fu·gacùi·ty (-g4sùV-tK)  n. 

-fuge suff.  One that expels or drives away:  vermifuge.  [French, from New Latin 

-fugus, driving away, fleeing, from Latin, fleeing (from fugere, to flee), and from 

Latin fug7re, to drive away (from fuga, flight).]

Fug·ger (ftgùNr)  Family of German financiers who exerted great economic 

and political influence in the 15th and 16th centuries. Founded by Johannes 

(1348-1409), the family business was greatly expanded by his son Jakob (died 

1469). 

fu·gi·tive (fyuùjV-tVv) adj.  1. Running away or fleeing, as from the law.  

2. a. Lasting only a short time; fleeting:  fugitive hours.  See Synonyms at tran-
sient.  b. Difficult to comprehend or retain; elusive:  fugitive solutions to the 

problem.  c. Given to change or disappearance; perishable:  fugitive beauty.   

3. Tending to wander; vagabond.  4. Having to do with topics of temporary inter-



est; ephemeral.   —  n.  1. One who flees; a refugee.  2. Something fleeting or 

ephemeral.  [Middle English fugitif, from Old French, from Latin fugitXvus, from 

fugitus, past participle of fugere, to flee.] —fuùgi·tive·ly adv.  —fuùgi·tive·ness 
n. 

fu·gle (fyuùgNl) v.  intr. fu·gled, fu·gling, fu·gles. Archaic. 1. To act as a 

fugleman.  2. To make signals.  [Back-formation from FUGLEMAN.]

fu·gle·man (fyuùgNl-mNn) n.  1. A leader, especially a political leader.  

2. Archaic. A soldier who once served as a guide and model for his company.  

[Alteration of German Flügelmann, file leader  : Flügel, wing (from Middle High 

German vlügel); see pleu- in Appendix + Mann, man (from Middle High Ger-

man man, from Old High German); see man-1 in Appendix.]

fu·gu (fuùgu) n.  Any of various poisonous fish related to the puffers that are 

used as food, especially in Japan, after the poisonous skin and organs have been 

removed.  [Japanese.]

fugue (fyug) n.  1. Music. A polyphonic composition in which themes or a 

theme stated successively by a number of voices in imitation are developed con-

trapuntally.  2. Psychiatry. A pathological amnesiac condition during which one is 

apparently conscious of one’s actions but has no recollection of them after 

returning to a normal state. This condition, usually resulting from severe mental 

stress, may persist for as long as several months.  [Italian fuga (influenced by 

French fugue, from Italian fuga), from Latin, flight.] —fuùgal (fyuùgNl) adj.  

—fuùgal·ly adv. 

füh·rer also fueh·rer (fytrùNr) n.  A leader, especially one exercising the pow-

ers of a tyrant.  [German, from Middle High German vüerer, from vüeren, to lead, 

from Old High German fuoren. See per-2 in Appendix.]

Fu·jai·rah (fN-jXùrN, fu-jXùrä)  A sheikdom of the United Arab Emirates on the 

Gulf of Oman. It joined the federation in 1971. Population, 32,191. 

Fu·ji (fuùjK)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, at the foot of Mount Fuji. It is an 

important communications and industrial center. Population, 214,451. 

Fuji, Mount. Also Fu·ji·ya·ma (fuÙjK-yäùmN, -mä)  or Fu·ji·no·ya·ma (-no-)  

or Fu·ji·san (-sänù).  The highest peak, 3,778.6 m (12,389 ft), in Japan, in central 

Honshu west-southwest of Tokyo. An almost perfectly symmetrical snow-capped 

cone, it is a sacred mountain and dormant volcano. Its last major eruption was in 

1707. 

Fu·jian1 (fuùjyänù, füù-) also Fu·kien (kyHnù)  A province of southeast China 

on the East China Sea and the Formosa Strait. Agriculture and fishing are impor-

tant to its economy. Fuzhou is the capital. Population, 27,130,000. 

Fu·jian2 (fuùjyänù, füù-) also Fu·kien (-kyHnù) n.  A dialect of Chinese spoken 

in Fujian province, eastern Guangdong province, and Taiwan. 

Fu·ji·no·ya·ma (fuÙjK-no-yäùmN, -mä)  See Mount Fuji. 
Fu·ji·san (fuÙjK-sänù)  See Mount Fuji. 



Fu·ji·sa·wa (fuÙjK-säùwN, -wä)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an indus-

trial and residential suburb of Tokyo. Population, 328,387. 

Fu·ji·ya·ma (fuÙjK-yäùmN, -mä)  See Mount Fuji. 
Fu·kien (fuùkyHnù)  See Fujian1. 
Fu·ku·i (fu-kuùK)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, north-northwest of 

Nagoyo. A major textile center since the tenth century, it was rebuilt after a disas-

trous earthquake in June 1948. Population, 250,261. 

Fu·ku·i (fu-kuùK), Kenichi. Born 1918.  Japanese chemist. He shared a 1981 

Nobel Price for applying quantum-mechanics theories to the analysis of chemical 

reactions. 

Fu·ku·o·ka (fuÙku-oùkN, -kä)  A city of northwest Kyushu, Japan, on an inlet 

of the Sea of Japan. It is an industrial and educational center. Population, 

1,160,402. 

Fu·ku·shi·ma (fuÙkN-shKùmN, -ku-shKùmä)  A city of north-central Honshu, 

Japan, north-northeast of Tokyo. It is a trade and transportation center. Popula-

tion, 270,752. 

Fu·ku·ya·ma (fuÙkN-yäùmN, -ku-yäùmä)  A city of southwest Honshu, Japan, 

on the Inland Sea east of Kure. It is a commercial, industrial, and communica-

tions center. Population, 360,264. 

-ful suff.  1. Full of:  playful. a. Characterized by; resembling:  masterful.  

b. Tending, given, or able to:  useful.   2. A quantity that fills:  armful.  [Middle 

English, from Old English, from full, full. See FULL
1.]

USAGE NOTE: The plurals of nouns ending in -ful are usually formed by add-

ing the letter s to the end of the suffix: cupfuls; glassfuls; spoonfuls.

Fu·la·ni (fuùläÙnK, fu-läù-) also Fu·la (fuùlN) n.  pl. Fulani or Fu·la·nis also 

Fula  or Fu·las. 1. A member of a pastoral, largely Muslim people inhabiting 

parts of West Africa from northern Nigeria to Mali and the Atlantic coast.  2. The 

West Atlantic language of this people. 

Ful·bright (ftlùbrXtÙ), J(ames) William. 1905-1995.  American politician 

who as U.S. senator from Arkansas (1945-1975) proposed the Fulbright Act 

(1946), which established an exchange program for American and foreign educa-

tors and students. 

ful·crum (ftlùkrNm, fƒlù-) n.  pl. ful·crums or ful·cra (-krN). 1. The point or 

support on which a lever pivots.  2. Zoology. An anatomical structure that acts as 

a hinge or a point of support.  3. An agent through which vital powers are exer-

cised.  [Latin, bedpost, from fulcXre, to support.]

Ful·da (ftlùdN)  A city of central Germany south-southeast of Kassel on the 

Fulda River, about 217 km (135 mi) long. The city grew around a Benedictine 

abbey founded in 744. Population, 55,441. 



ful·fill also ful·fil (ftl-fVlù) v.  tr. ful·filled, ful·fill·ing, ful·fills also ful·fils. 
1. To bring into actuality; effect:  fulfilled their promises.  2. To carry out (an 

order, for example).  3. To measure up to; satisfy.  See Synonyms at perform. See 

Synonyms at satisfy.  4. To bring to an end; complete.  [Middle English fulfillen, 

from Old English fullfyllan : full, full; see FULL
1 + fyllan, to fill; see FILL.] 

—ful·fillùer n.  —ful·fillùment, ful·filùment n. 

ful·gent (ftlùjNnt, fƒlù-) adj.  Shining brilliantly; radiant: “tower searchlights... 

as fulgent as half a billion candles” (Nicholas Proffitt).  [Middle English, from 

Latin fulgKns, fulgent- present participle of fulgKre, to flash, shine. See bhel-1 in 

Appendix.] —fulùgent·ly adv. 

ful·gu·rant (ftlùgyNr-Nnt, -gNr-, fƒlù-) adj.  Flashing like lightning; dazzlingly 

bright.  [Latin fulgur7ns, fulgurant- present participle of fulgur7re, to lighten. See 

FULGURATE.]

ful·gu·rate (ftlùgyN-r7tÙ, -gN-, fƒlù-) v.  ful·gu·rat·ed, ful·gu·rat·ing, 
ful·gu·rates.  —  v.  intr. To emit flashes of lightning.   —  v.  tr. 1. To emit 

(light) in flashes.  2. Medicine. To destroy (abnormal tissue, for example) by elec-

tric current.  [Latin fulgur7re, fulgur7t-, from fulgur, lightning. See bhel-1 in 

Appendix.] —fulÙgu·raùtion n. 

ful·gu·rite (ftlùgyN-rXtÙ, -gN-, fƒlù-) n.  A slender, usually tubular body of 

glassy rock produced by lightning striking and then fusing dry sandy soil.  [Latin 

fulgur, lightning; see FULGURATE + -ITE
1.]

ful·gu·rous (ftlùgyNr-Ns, -gNr-, fƒlù-) adj.  1. Emitting flashes of lightning.  

2. Emitting in flashes similar to lightning.  [Latin fulgur, lightning; see FULGURATE 

+ -OUS.]

fu·lig·i·nous (fyt-lVjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Sooty.  2. Colored by or as if by soot.  

[Late Latin f7lXginosus, from Latin f7lXgo, f7lXgin-, soot.] —fu·ligùi·nous·ly adv. 

full1 (ftl) adj.  full·er, full·est. 1. Containing all that is normal or possible:  a 

full pail.  2. Complete in every particular:  a full account.  3. Baseball. 

a. Amounting to three balls and two strikes. Used of a count.  b. Having a base 

runner at first, second, and third base:  The bases were full when the slugger 

stepped up to bat.   4. a. Of maximum or highest degree:  at full speed.  b. Being at 

the peak of development or maturity:  in full bloom.   5. Having a great deal or 

many:  a book full of errors.  6. Totally qualified, accepted, or empowered:  a full 

member of the club.  7. a. Rounded in shape; plump:  a full figure.  b. Having or 

made with a generous amount of fabric:  full draperies.   8. a. Having an appetite 

completely satisfied, especially for food or drink:  was full after the Thanksgiving 

dinner.  b. Providing an abundance, especially of food.   9. Having depth and 

body; rich:  a full aroma; full tones.  10. Completely absorbed or preoccupied: 

“He was already pretty full of himself” (Ron Rosenbaum).  11. Possessing both 

parents in common:  full brothers; full sisters.   —  adv.  1. To a complete extent; 

entirely:  knowing full well.  2. Exactly; directly:  full in the path of the moon.   —  



v.  fulled, full·ing, fulls.  —  v.  tr. To make (a garment) full, as by pleating or 

gathering.   —  v.  intr. To become full. Used of the moon.   —  n.  1. The maxi-

mum or complete size or amount:  repaid in full.  2. The highest degree or state:  

living life to the full.  [Middle English ful, from Old English full. See pelN-1 in 

Appendix.] —fullùness, fulùness n. 

full2 (ftl) v.  tr. fulled, full·ing, fulls. To increase the weight and bulk of 

(cloth) by shrinking and beating or pressing.  [Middle English fullen, from Old 

French fouler, from Vulgar Latin *full7re, from Latin fullo, fuller. See bhel-2 in 

Appendix.]

full·back (ftlùb4kÙ) n.  Abbr. fb, f.b. 1. Football. a. An offensive backfield 

player whose position is behind the quarterback and halfbacks and who primarily 

performs offensive blocking and line plunges.  b. The position of this player.   

2. Sports. a. A primarily defensive backfield player in field hockey, soccer, or 

rugby whose position is near the defensive goal or goal line.  b. The position of 

this player.  

full blood (ftl blƒd) n.  1. Relationship established through having the same 

set of parents.  2. A person or an animal of unmixed race or breed. 

full-blood·ed (ftlùblƒdùVd) adj.  1. a. Of unmixed ancestry; purebred.  

b. Related by way of having the same parents.   2. a. Not pale or anemic; florid or 

ruddy.  b. Vigorous and vital.   3. Complete in all respects.   —fullù-blood-
ùed·ness n. 

full-blown (ftlùblonù) adj.  1. Having blossomed or opened completely:  full-

blown roses.  2. Fully developed or matured.  3. Having or displaying all the char-

acteristics necessary for completeness:  a full-blown financial crisis. 

full-bod·ied (ftlùbmdùKd) adj.  1. Having richness and intensity of flavor or 

aroma:  a full-bodied wine.  2. Rich and intense:  a full-bodied performance of the 

aria. 

full-bore (fƒlùbôrù, -borù) adj.  Complete; thoroughgoing: “a full-bore investiga-

tion into the damaging leak” (Tom Morganthau). 

full circle (ftl sûrùkNl) adv.  Back to one’s starting point:  We’ve come full circle 

from wealth to poverty to wealth again. 

full-court press (ftlùkôrtÙ prHs, -kortÙ) n.  1. Basketball. An aggressive 

defensive strategy in which one or two players harass the ball handler in the back-

court while the rest of the team maintains a close man-to-man or zone defense.  

2. A strong, diversified effort: “The Administration undertook a full-court press to 

secure congressional approval” (Abraham F. Lowenthal). 

full dress (ftl drHs) n.  Attire appropriate for formal or ceremonial events. 

full-dress (ftlùdrHsù) adj.  1. Of, appropriate for, or requiring full dress; for-

mal:  a full-dress uniform; a full-dress ceremony.  2. Complete in every respect:  a 

full-dress debate.  3. Characterized by exhaustive thoroughness:  a full-dress inves-

tigation of the scandal. 



full·er1 (ftlùNr) n.  One that fulls cloth. 

full·er2 (ftlùNr) n.  1. A hammer used by a blacksmith for grooving or spread-

ing iron.  2. A groove made by such a hammer.  [Possibly from FULL
1, to pleat.]

Ful·ler (ftlùNr), George. 1822-1884.  American painter whose dreamlike works 

include The Romany Girl (1879). 

Ful·ler (ftlùNr), Melville Weston. 1833-1910.  American jurist who served as 

the chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1888-1910) and maintained that gov-

ernmental powers must derive from a strict interpretation of the Constitution. 

Ful·ler (ftlùNr), R(ichard) Buckminster. 1895-1983.  American architect and 

inventor who sought to solve practical problems with simple designs that require 

a minimum of materials and energy. The geodesic dome is his best-known inven-

tion. 

Ful·ler (ftlùNr), (Sarah) Margaret. 1810-1850.  American writer and critic 

who edited the transcendentalist periodical Dial (1840-1842), was a pioneering 

literary critic for the New York Tribune (1844-1846), and wrote Woman in the 

Nineteenth Century (1845), a major feminist tract. 

Ful·ler (ftlùNr), Thomas. 1608-1661.  English clergyman and writer of several 

important historical works, including The Church History of Britain (1655). 

full·er·ene (ftlùN-rKnÙ) n.  Any of various ball-shaped molecules configured 

like geodesic domes that constitute the third form of carbon after graphite and 

diamond, including the extraordinarily stable fullerene C60, the roundest mole-

cule known.  [After Richard Buckminster FULLER (from their resemblance to 

his geodesic domes) + -ENE.]

full·er’s earth (ftlùNrz ûrth) n.  A highly adsorbent claylike substance consist-

ing of hydrated aluminum silicates, used predominantly in fulling woolen cloth, 

in talcum powders, as a filter, and as a catalyst. 

fuller’s teasel (ftlùNrz tKùzNl) n.  A prickly Eurasian plant (Dipsacus 

fullonum) having bristly flower heads used by fullers to raise the nap on cloth. 

Ful·ler·ton (ftlùNr-tNn)  A city of southern California southeast of Los Ange-

les. Founded in 1887, it has varied industries. Population, 114,144. 

full-fash·ioned (ftlùf4shùNnd) adj.  Knitted in a shape that conforms closely 

to body lines. 

full-fledged (ftlùflHjdù) adj.  1. Having reached full development; mature.  

2. Having full status or rank:  a full-fledged lawyer.  3. Having fully developed 

adult plumage. 

full gainer (ftl g7ùnNr) n.  Sports. A forward dive in which the diver executes a 

full back somersault before entering the water. 

full house (ftl hous) n.  Games. A poker hand containing three of a kind and 

a pair, ranked above a flush and below four of a kind. 



full-length (ftlùlHngkthù, -lHngthù) adj.  1. Showing or fitted to the entire 

length, especially of the human body:  a full-length mirror; a full-length robe.  

2. Of a normal or standard length:  a full-length novel. 

full moon (ftl mun) n.  1. The moon when it is visible as a fully illuminated 

disk.  2. The period of the month when such a moon occurs. 

full-mouthed (ftlùmouthdù, -mouthtù) adj.  1. Having a complete set of 

teeth. Used of cattle and other livestock.  2. Uttered loudly or noisily. 

full nelson (ftl nHlùsNn) n.  Sports. A wrestling hold in which both hands are 

thrust under the opponent’s arms from behind and then pressed against the back 

of the opponent’s neck. 

full rhyme (ftl rXm) n.  See perfect rhyme (n., sense 1). 

full-scale (ftlùsk7lù) adj.  1. Of actual or full size; not reduced:  a full-scale 

model.  2. Employing all resources; not limited or partial:  a full-scale campaign 

against the use of nuclear power plants. 

full-serv·ice (ftlùsûrùvVs) adj.  Associated with or offering complete service:  

full-service gasoline pumps; full-service banks. 

full-size (ftlùsXzù) adj.  1. Of the standard or normal size:  a full-size car.  

2. a. Measuring 54 by 75 inches. Used of a bed:  a full-size bed.  b. Being of a size 

that will fit such a bed:  full-size fitted sheets.  

full stop (ftl stmp) n.  1. A period indicating the end of a sentence.  2. A com-

plete halt, as one made by a motor vehicle. 

full-time (ftlùtXmù) adj.  Employed for or involving a standard number of 

hours of working time:  a full-time administrative assistant.   —fullù-timeù adv. 

ful·ly (ftlùK) adv.  1. Totally or completely:  fully grown.  2. At least:  Fully half 

of the volunteers did not appear. 

ful·mar (ftlùmNr, -märÙ) n.  1. A gull-like bird (Fulmarus glacialis) of Arctic 

regions, having smoky gray plumage.  2. Any of several similar or related birds.  

[Dialectal  : probably from Old Norse f7ll, foul; see p'- in Appendix + m7r, mew; 

akin to Old English m<w.]

ful·mi·nant (ftlùmN-nNnt, fƒlù-) adj.  1. Exploding or detonating.  

2. Pathology. Occurring suddenly, rapidly, and with great severity or intensity.  

[Latin fulmin7ns, fulminant- present participle of fulmin7re, to strike with light-

ning. See FULMINATE.]

ful·mi·nate (ftlùmN-n7tÙ, fƒlù-) v.  ful·mi·nat·ed, ful·mi·nat·ing, 
ful·mi·nates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To issue a thunderous verbal attack or denuncia-

tion:  fulminated against political chicanery.  2. To explode or detonate.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To issue (a denunciation, for example) thunderously.  2. To cause to explode.   
—  n.  An explosive salt of fulminic acid, especially fulminate of mercury.  [Mid-

dle English fulminaten, from Latin fulmin7re, fulmin7t-, to strike with lightning, 

from fulmen, fulmin-, lightning that strikes. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] 



—fulÙmi·naùtion n.  —fulùmi·naÙtor n.  —fulùmi·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

fulminate of mercury (ftlùmN-n7tÙ ƒv mûrùkyN-rK) n.  A gray crystalline 

powder, HgC2N2O2, that when dry explodes under percussion or heat and is used 

in detonators and as a high explosive. 

ful·mine (ftlùmVn, fƒlù-) v.  tr. intr. ful·mined, ful·min·ing, ful·mines. 
Archaic. To fulminate.  [From Latin fulmin7re, to strike with lightning. See FULMI-

NATE.]

ful·min·ic acid (ftl-mVnùVk 4sùVd, fƒl-) n.  An unstable acid, HONC, that 

forms highly explosive salts.  [Latin fulmen, fulmin-, lightning that strikes; see 

FULMINATE + -IC.]

ful·some (ftlùsNm) adj.  1. Offensively flattering or insincere.  See Synonyms 

at unctuous.  2. Offensive to the taste or sensibilities.  3. Usage Problem. Copi-

ous or abundant.  [Middle English fulsom, abundant, well-fed, arousing disgust  : 

ful, full; see FULL
1 + -som, adj. suff.; see -SOME

1.] —fulùsome·ly adv.  —fulù-
some·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: The word fulsome is often used, particularly in the expression

fulsome praise, to mean simply “abundant,” without any implication of excess or

insincerity. This usage is etymologically justified but may invite misunderstand-

ings in contexts in which a deprecatory interpretation might also be available. The

sentence I offer you my most fulsome apologies may unintentionally raise an eye-

brow, where the use of an adjective like full or abundant would leave no room for

doubt as to the sincerity of the speaker’s intentions.

Ful·ton (ftlùtNn)  A city of central Missouri east-southeast of Columbia. On 

March 5, 1946, Winston Churchill delivered his Iron Curtain speech here at West-

minster College (established 1851). Population, 11,046. 

Ful·ton (ftlùtNn), Robert. 1765-1815.  American engineer and inventor who 

developed the first useful submarine and torpedo (1800) and produced the first 

practical steamboat, the Clermont (1807). 

Fu Man·chu mustache (fuÙ m4nùchu m4n-chuù) n.  A mustache with 

ends that hang downward toward or below the chin.  [After Fu Manchu, character 

in novels by Sax Rohmer, pen name of Arthur Sarsfield Ward (1886-1959), Brit-

ish mystery writer.]

fu·ma·rate (fyuùmN-r7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of fumaric acid.  [FUMAR(IC ACID) + 

-ATE
2.]

fu·mar·ic acid (fyu-m4rùVk 4sùVd) n.  An organic acid, C4H4O4, found in vari-

ous plants and produced synthetically and used mainly in resins, paints, var-

nishes, and inks.  [From New Latin F7m7ria, genus of herbaceous plants (from 

Late Latin f7m7ria, fumitory, from Latin f7mus, smoke) + -IC.]



fu·ma·role (fyuùmN-rolÙ) n.  A hole in a volcanic area from which hot smoke 

and gases escape.  [Italian fumarola, from Late Latin f7m7riolum, smoke hole, 

diminutive of Latin f7m7rium, smoke chamber, from f7mus, smoke.] 
—fuÙma·rolùic (-rmlùVk) adj. 

fu·ma·to·ri·um (fyuÙmN-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-) n.  pl. fu·ma·to·ri·ums or 

fu·ma·to·ri·a (-tôrùK-N, -torù-). An airtight fumigation chamber in which chem-

ical vapors are used to destroy insects and fungi on plants.  Also called fumatory 

[New Latin, from Latin f7m7re, to smoke, from f7mus, smoke.]

fu·ma·to·ry (fyuùmN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of or relating to smoke or fumiga-

tion.   —  n.  pl. fu·ma·to·ries. See fumatorium.  [From Latin f7m7re, to 

smoke, from f7mus, smoke.]

fum·ble (fƒmùbNl) v.  fum·bled, fum·bling, fum·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

touch or handle nervously or idly:  fumble with a necktie.  2. To grope awkwardly 

to find or to accomplish something:  fumble for a key.  3. To proceed awkwardly 

and uncertainly; blunder:  fumble through a speech.  4. a. Football. To drop a ball 

that is in play.  b. Baseball. To mishandle a ground ball.    —  v.  tr. 1. To touch or 

handle clumsily or idly: “fumbled the receiver into its cradle” (Howard Kaplan).  

2. To make a mess of; bungle.  See Synonyms at botch.  3. To feel or make (one’s 

way) awkwardly.  4. a. Football. To drop (a ball) while in play.  b. Baseball. To 

mishandle (a ground ball).    —  n.  1. The act or an instance of fumbling.  

2. Sports. A ball that has been fumbled.  [Middle English fomelen, to grope.] 
—fumùbler n. 

fume (fyum) n.  1. Vapor, gas, or smoke, especially if irritating, harmful, or 

strong.  2. A strong or acrid odor.  3. A state of resentment or vexation.   —  v.  

fumed, fum·ing, fumes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To subject to or treat with fumes.  2. To 

give off in or as if in fumes.   —  v.  intr. 1. To emit fumes.  2. To rise in fumes.  

3. To feel or show resentment or vexation.  [Middle English, from Old French 

fum, from Latin f7mus.]

fu·mi·gant (fyuùmV-gNnt) n.  A chemical compound used in its gaseous state 

as a pesticide or disinfectant.  [Latin f7mig7ns, f7migant- present participle of 

f7mig7re, to smoke. See FUMIGATE.]

fu·mi·gate (fyuùmV-g7tÙ) v.  fu·mi·gat·ed, fu·mi·gat·ing, fu·mi·gates.  
—  v.  tr. To subject to smoke or fumes, usually in order to exterminate pests or 

disinfect.   —  v.  intr. To employ smoke or fumes in order to exterminate or dis-

infect.  [Latin f7mig7re, f7mig7t-, to smoke  : f7mus, smoke + agere, to drive, 

make; see ag- in Appendix.] —fuÙmi·gaùtion n.  —fuùmi·gaÙtor n. 

fu·mi·to·ry (fyuùmV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. fu·mi·to·ries. An herb (Fumaria offi-

cinalis) native to Eurasia, having finely divided leaves and small, spurred, purplish 

flowers.  Also called earth smoke [Middle English fumetere, from Old French 

fumeterre, from Medieval Latin f7mus terrae : Latin f7mus, smoke + Latin terrae, 

genitive of terra, dry land, earth; see ters- in Appendix.]



fun (fƒn) n.  1. A source of enjoyment, amusement, or pleasure.  2. Enjoyment; 

amusement:  have fun at the beach.  3. Playful, often noisy, activity.   —  v.  intr. 

funned, fun·ning, funs. Informal. To behave playfully; joke.   —  adj.  Infor-

mal. Enjoyable; amusing: “You’re a real fun guy” (Margaret Truman).   —idiom. 
for fun (or in fun). As a joke; playfully.  [Possibly from fon, to make a fool of, 

from Middle English fonnen, to fool, possibly from fonne, fool.]

USAGE NOTE: The use of fun as an attributive adjective, as in a fun time, a fun

place, most likely originated in a playful reanalysis of the use of the word in sen-

tences such as It is fun to ski, where fun behaves syntactically like an adjective such

as amusing or swell. The usage became popular in the 1950’s and 1960’s, though

there is some evidence to suggest that it has 19th-century antecedents. Certainly

the sense of this word makes it particularly susceptible to jocular treatment. But

as with other such reanalyses (for example, in the expression a whole ’nother), the

usage appears to have persisted after the original flavor had been lost. Thus there

is no intimation of humorous intent in a press release that announces: The cor-

poration believes that a spelling bee is a fun way to emphasize the critical importance

of good basic communication skills in America’s workplace. The day may come when

this usage is entirely unremarkable, just as the word talkative has lost all taint of

its originally jocular formation from the attachment of a Latinate suffix to a na-

tive Anglo-Saxon root. At present, however, the attributive use of fun may still

raise eyebrows, and writers who want to stay on the safe side are advised to avoid

it in contexts in which a light tone would not be appropriate.

Fu·na·ba·shi (fuÙnN-bäùshK, -nä-)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, a 

suburb of Tokyo on Tokyo Bay. Population, 506,967. 

Fu·na·fu·ti (fuÙnN-fuùtK)  An atoll of Tuvalu in the southern Pacific Ocean. 

Discovered in 1819, it is the site of Fongafale, the capital of the island state. 

fu·nam·bu·list (fyt-n4mùbyN-lVst) n.  One who performs on a tightrope or a 

slack rope.  [From Latin f7nambulus : f7nis, rope + ambul7re, to walk; see ambhi 
in Appendix.] —fu·namùbu·lism n. 

func·tion (fƒngkùshNn) n.  1. The action for which one is particularly fitted or 

employed.  2. a. Assigned duty or activity.  b. A specific occupation or role:  in 

my function as chief editor.   3. An official ceremony or a formal social occasion.  

4. Something closely related to another thing and dependent on it for its exist-

ence, value, or significance:  Growth is a function of nutrition.  5.  Abbr. f Mathe-

matics. a. A variable so related to another that for each value assumed by one 

there is a value determined for the other.  b. A rule of correspondence between 

two sets such that there is a unique element in the second set assigned to each ele-

ment in the first set.    —  v.  intr. func·tioned, func·tion·ing, func·tions. To 

have or perform a function; serve:  functioned as ambassador.  [Latin f7nctio, 



f7nction-, performance, execution, from f7nctus, past participle of fungX, to per-

form, execute.] —funcùtion·less adj.  

SYNONYMS: function, duty, office, role. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “the actions and activities assigned to, required of, or expected of a per-

son”: the function of a teacher; a bank clerk’s duty; assumed the office of financial

adviser; the role of a parent.

func·tion·al (fƒngkùshN-nNl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to a function.  b. Of, 

relating to, or indicating a mathematical function or functions.   2. Designed for 

or adapted to a particular function or use:  functional architecture.  3. Capable of 

performing; operative:  a functional set of brakes.  4. Pathology. Involving func-

tions rather than a physiological or structural cause.   —funcÙtion·alùi·ty (-shN-

n4lùV-tK) n.  —funcùtion·al·ly adv. 

functional group (fƒngkùshN-nNl grup) n.  An atom or group of atoms, 

such as a carboxyl group, that replaces hydrogen in an organic compound and 

that defines the structure of a family of compounds and determines the proper-

ties of the family. 

functional illiterate (fƒngkùshN-nNl V-lVtùNr-Vt) n.  A person whose skills in 

reading and writing are insufficient for ordinary practical needs. 

func·tion·al·ism (fƒngkùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The doctrine that the function 

of an object should determine its design and materials.  2. A doctrine stressing 

purpose, practicality, and utility.   —funcùtion·al·istÙ adj.  & n. 

functional shift (fƒngkùshN-nNl shVft) n.  Linguistics. A shift in the syntactic 

function of a word, as when a noun serves as a verb. 

func·tion·ar·y (fƒngkùshN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. func·tion·ar·ies. One who holds an 

office or a trust or performs a particular function; an official. 

function word (fƒngkùshNn wûrd) n.  Grammar. A word, such as a preposi-

tion, a conjunction, or an article, that has little semantic content of its own and 

chiefly indicates a grammatical relationship.  Also called form word, functor. 

func·tor (fƒngkùtNr) n.  1. One that performs an operation or a function.  

2. Grammar. See function word.  [New Latin, from Latin f7nctio, performance, 

function. See FUNCTION.]

fund (fƒnd) n.  1. A source of supply; a stock:  a fund of goodwill.  2. a. A sum of 

money or other resources set aside for a specific purpose:  a pension fund.  

b. funds. Available money; ready cash:  short on funds.   3. funds. The stock of 

the British permanent national debt, considered as public securities. Used with 

the.  4. An organization established to administer and manage a sum of money.   
—  v.  tr. fund·ed, fund·ing, funds. 1. To provide money for paying off the 

interest or principal of (a debt).  2. To convert into a long-term or floating debt 



with fixed interest payments.  3. To place in a fund for accumulation.  4. To fur-

nish a fund for:  funded the space program.  [Latin fundus, bottom, piece of land.]

fun·da·ment (fƒnùdN-mNnt) n.  1. a. The buttocks.  b. The anus.   2. The nat-

ural features of a land surface unaltered by human beings.  3. A foundation, as of 

a building.  4. An underlying theoretical basis or principle: “All neighbor states... 

must revise... their policy fundaments” (C.L. Sulzberger).  [Middle English founde-

ment, from Old French fondement, from Latin fund7mentum, from fund7re, to 

lay the foundation, from fundus, bottom.]

fun·da·men·tal (fƒnÙdN-mHnùtl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the foundation or 

base; elementary:  the fundamental laws of the universe.  b. Forming or serving as 

an essential component of a system or structure; central:  an example that was 

fundamental to the argument.  c. Of great significance or entailing major change:  

a book that underwent fundamental revision.   2. Physics. a. Of or relating to the 

component of lowest frequency of a periodic wave or quantity.  b. Of or relating 

to the lowest possible frequency of a vibrating element or system.   3. Music. Hav-

ing the root in the bass:  a fundamental chord.   —  n.  1. Something that is an 

essential or necessary part of a system or object.  2. Physics. The lowest frequency 

of a periodically varying quantity or of a vibrating system.   
—funÙda·menùtal·ly adv. 

fun·da·men·tal·ism (fƒnÙdN-mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  1. a.  Often Fundamental-
ism. An organized, militant Evangelical movement originating in the United 

States in 1920 in opposition to Liberalism and secularism.  b. Adherence to the 

theology of this movement.   2. A movement or point of view characterized by 

rigid adherence to fundamental or basic principles.   —funÙda·menùtal·ist adj. 

, n.  —funÙda·menÙtal·istùic adj. 

fundamental particle (fƒnÙdN-mHnùtl pärùtV-kNl) n.  Physics. See elemen-
tary particle. 

fun·di (fƒnùdXÙ) n.  Anatomy. Plural of fundus. 
fund·raise  or fund-raise also fund raise (fƒndùr7zÙ) v.  intr. fund·raised, 
fund·rais·ing, fund·rais·es. To engage in fundraising. 

fund·rais·er also fund-rais·er (fƒndùr7ÙzNr) n.  1. One, such as a person or an 

organization, that raises funds.  2. A social function, such as a dinner, held for 

raising funds. 

fund·rais·ing  or fund-rais·ing (fƒndùr7ÙzVng) n.  The organized activity or 

an instance of soliciting money or pledges, as for charitable organizations or 

political campaigns.   —fundùraisÙing adj. 

fun·dus (fƒnùdNs) n.  pl. fun·di (-dXÙ). Anatomy. The portion of a hollow organ 

opposite or farthest from its opening.  [Latin, bottom.] —funùdic adj. 

Fun·dy (fƒnùdK), Bay of. An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean in southeast Canada 

between New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 



fu·ner·al (fyuùnNr-Nl) n.  1. a. The ceremonies held in connection with the 

burial or cremation of a dead person.  b. Archaic. The eulogy delivered or the ser-

mon preached at such a ceremony.   2. The burial procession accompanying a 

body to the grave.  3. An end or a cessation of existence.  4. Slang. A source of 

concern or care:  If he doesn’t meet the deadline, it’s his funeral.   —  adj.  Of, relat-

ing to, or resembling a funeral.  [Middle English funerelles, funeral rites, from 

Old French funerailles, from Medieval Latin f7ner7lia, neuter pl. of f7ner7lis, 

funereal, from Late Latin, from Latin f7nus, f7ner-, death rites.]

funeral director (fyuùnNr-Nl dV-rHkùtNr) n.  One whose business is to arrange 

for the burial or cremation of the dead and assist at the funeral rites and who is 

usually an embalmer.  Also called mortician, undertaker. 

funeral home (fyuùnNr-Nl hom) n.  An establishment in which the dead are 

prepared for burial or cremation and in which wakes and funerals may be held. 

fu·ner·ar·y (fyuùnN-rHrÙK) adj.  Of or suitable for a funeral or burial.  [Latin 

f7ner7rius, from f7nus, f7ner-, funeral.]

fu·ne·re·al (fyt-nîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a funeral.  2. Appropriate 

for or suggestive of a funeral; mournful:  funereal gloom.  [From Latin f7nereus, 

from f7nus, f7ner-, funeral.] —fu·neùre·al·ly adv. 

fun fair (fƒn fâr) n.  Chiefly British. An amusement park. 

fun·fest (fƒnùfHstÙ) n.  Slang. A party or gathering for amusement. 

fun·gal (fƒngùgNl) also fun·gous (-gNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, resembling, or 

characteristic of a fungus.  2. Caused by a fungus. 

fun·gi (fƒnùjX, fƒngùgX) n.  A plural of fungus. 
fun·gi·ble (fƒnùjN-bNl) adj.  1. Law. Returnable or negotiable in kind or by sub-

stitution, as a quantity of grain for an equal amount of the same kind of grain.  

2. Interchangeable.   —  n.  Something that is exchangeable or substitutable. 

Often used in the plural.  [Medieval Latin fungibilis, from Latin fungX (vice), to 

perform (in place of).] —funÙgi·bilùi·ty n. 

fun·gi·cide (fƒnùjV-sXdÙ, fƒngùgV-) n.  A chemical substance that destroys or 

inhibits the growth of fungi.   —funÙgi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj.  —funÙgi·cidùal·ly 
adv. 

fun·gi·form (fƒnùjN-fôrmÙ, fƒngùgN-) adj.  Shaped like a mushroom.  

[FUNG(US) + -FORM.]

fun·gi·stat (fƒnùjV-st4tÙ, fƒngùgV-) n.  A substance that inhibits the growth of 

fungi. 

fun·giv·or·ous (fƒn-jVvùNr-Ns, fƒng-gVvù-) adj.  Feeding on fungi. 

fun·go (fƒngùgo) n.  pl. fun·goes. Baseball. A fly ball hit for fielding practice by 

a player who tosses the ball up and hits it on its way down with a long, thin, light 

bat.  [Origin unknown.]

fun·goid (fƒngùgoidÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, resembling, or being a fungus.   —  
n.  A fungus. 



fun·gous (fƒngùgNs) adj.  Variant of fungal. [Middle English, tender (as mush-

rooms), from Latin fungosus, spongy, from fungus, fungus. See FUNGUS.]

fun·gus (fƒngùgNs) n.  pl. fun·gi (fƒnùjX, fƒngùgX)  or fun·gus·es. Any of 

numerous eukaryotic organisms of the kingdom Fungi, which lack chlorophyll 

and vascular tissue and range in form from a single cell to a body mass of 

branched filamentous hyphae that often produce specialized fruiting bodies. The 

kingdom includes the yeasts, molds, smuts, and mushrooms.  [Latin perhaps akin 

to Greek spongos, sphongos, sponge.]

fun house also fun·house (fƒnùhousÙ) n.  A building or an attraction in an 

amusement park or a carnival that features various devices intended to surprise, 

frighten, bewilder, or amuse. 

fu·ni·cle (fyuùnV-kNl) n.  Variant of funiculus. 
fu·nic·u·lar (fyt-nVkùyN-lNr, fN-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a rope or 

cord.  2. Operated or moved by a cable.  3. Of, relating to, or constituting a 

funiculus.   —  n.  A cable railway on a steep incline, especially such a railway with 

simultaneously ascending and descending cars counterbalancing one another. 

fu·nic·u·lus (fyt-nVkùyN-lNs, fN-) also fu·ni·cle (fyuùnV-kNl) n.  pl. fu·nic·u·li 
(-lXÙ) also fu·ni·cles. 1. Anatomy. A slender cordlike strand or band, especially: 

a. A bundle of nerve fibers in a nerve trunk.  b. One of three major divisions of 

white matter in the spinal cord, consisting of fasciculi.  c. The umbilical cord.   

2. Botany. A stalk connecting an ovule or a seed with the placenta.  [Latin 

f7niculus, slender rope, diminutive of f7nis, rope.]

funk1 (fƒngk) n.  1. a. A state of cowardly fright; a panic.  b. A state of severe 

depression.   2. A cowardly, fearful person.   —  v.  funked, funk·ing, funks.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To shrink from in fright or dread.  2. To be afraid of.   —  v.  intr. To 

shrink in fright.  [Probably from obsolete Flemish fonck, disturbance, agitation.]

funk2 (fƒngk) n.  1. Music. a. An earthy quality appreciated in music such as jazz 

or soul.  b. A type of popular music combining elements of jazz, blues, and soul 

and characterized by syncopated rhythm and a heavy, repetitive bass line.   

2. Slang. An unsophisticated quality or atmosphere of a region or locality: “The 

setting is country funk” (Nina Martin).  [Back-formation from FUNKY
2.]

Funk (fƒngk, fungk), Casimir. 1884-1967.  Polish-born American biochemist 

whose research of deficiency diseases led to his discovery of vitamins, which he 

named in 1912. 

Funk (fƒngk), Isaac Kauffman. 1839-1912.  American publisher and editor 

who cofounded Funk & Wagnalls Company (1877) and edited A Standard Dictio-

nary of the English Language (1890-1893). 

funk hole (fƒngk hol) n.  A dugout or similar place of shelter or refuge.  [From 

FUNK
1.]

funk·y1 (fƒngùkK) adj.  funk·i·er, funk·i·est. Frightened; panicky. 



funk·y2 (fƒngùkK) adj.  funk·i·er, funk·i·est. 1. a. Having a moldy or musty 

smell:  funky cheese; funky cellars.  b. Having a strong, offensive, unwashed odor.   

2. Slang. a. Of or relating to music that has an earthy quality reminiscent of the 

blues:  funky jazz.  b. Earthy and uncomplicated; natural: “At the opposite end of 

Dallas’s culinary spectrum is funky regional fare” (Jacqueline Friedrich).   3. Slang. 

a. Characterized by self-expression, originality, and modishness; unconventional:  

funky clothes.  b. Outlandishly vulgar or eccentric in a humorous or tongue-in-

cheek manner; campy: “funky caricatures of sexpot glamour” (Pauline Kael).   

[From funk, strong smell, tobacco smoke, perhaps from French dialectal funquer, 

to give off smoke, from Old French fungier, from Latin f7mig7re. See FUMIGATE.] 
—funkùi·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: When asked which words in the English language are the

most difficult to define precisely, a lexicographer would surely mention funky.

The meaning of funky seems well captured by Geneva Smitherman in Talkin and

Testifyin: The Language of Black America, where she states that funky means “[re-

lated to] the blue notes or blue mood created in jazz, blues, and soul music gen-

erally, down-to-earth soulfully expressed sounds; by extension [related to] the real

nitty-gritty or fundamental essence of life, soul to the max.” Be that as it may,

funky is first recorded in 1784 in a reference to musty, old, moldy cheese. Funky

then developed the sense “smelling strong or bad,” which could be used to de-

scribe body odor. But funky was applied to jazz, too—a usage explained in 1959

by one F. Newton in Jazz Scene: “Critics are on the search for something a little

more like the old, original, passion-laden blues: the trade-name which has been

suggested for it is ‘funky’ (literally: ‘smelly,’ i.e. symbolizing the return from the

upper atmosphere to the physical, down-to-earth reality).” Funky comes from the

earlier noun funk, which meant “a strong smell or stink.” This noun can probably

be traced back to the Latin word f7mus, “smoke.”

fun·nel (fƒnùNl) n.  1. a. A conical utensil having a small hole or narrow tube at 

the apex and used to channel the flow of a substance, as into a small-mouthed 

container.  b. Something resembling this utensil in shape.   2. A shaft, flue, or 

stack for ventilation or the passage of smoke, especially the smokestack of a ship 

or locomotive.   —  v.  fun·neled or fun·nelled, fun·nel·ing or fun·nel·ling, 
fun·nels or fun·nels.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take the shape of a funnel.  2. To move 

through or as if through a funnel:  tourists funneling slowly through customs.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To cause to take the shape of a funnel.  2. To cause to move through or as 

if through a funnel.  [Middle English fonel, from Provençal fonilh, from Late 

Latin fundibulum, from Latin Xnfundibulum, from Xnfundere, to pour in. See 

INFUSE.]



fun·nel·form (fƒnùNl-fôrmÙ) adj.  Botany. Shaped like a funnel, as the corolla 

of a petunia or a morning glory. 

fun·ny (fƒnùK) adj.  fun·ni·er, fun·ni·est. 1. a. Causing laughter or amuse-

ment.  b. Intended or designed to amuse.   2. Strangely or suspiciously odd; curi-

ous.  3. Tricky or deceitful.   —  n.  pl. fun·nies. Informal. 1. A joke; a witticism.  

2. funnies. a. Comic strips.  b. The section of a newspaper containing comic 

strips.   [From FUN.] —funùni·ly adv.  —funùni·ness n. 

funny bone (fƒnùK bon) n.  Informal. 1. A point on the elbow where the ulnar 

nerve runs close to the surface and produces a sharp tingling sensation if knocked 

against the bone.  2. A sense of humor. 

funny book (fƒnùK btk) n.  See comic book. 
funny farm (fƒnùK färm) n.  Slang. A mental health facility or hospital. 

fun·ny·man (fƒnùK-m4nÙ) n.  A humorous person, especially a professional 

comedian. 

funny money (fƒnùK mƒnùK) n.  Informal. 1. Counterfeit currency.  2. Money 

from an obscure or questionable source. 

funny paper (fƒnùK p7ùpNr) n.  A section or supplement of a newspaper con-

taining comic strips. 

Fun·ston (fƒnùstNn), Frederick. 1865-1917.  American soldier who volun-

teered to serve in Cuba’s insurrection against Spain (1896-1898) and commanded 

in the Philippines (1898-1901), where he captured the rebel leader Emilio Agu-

inaldo. 

fur (fûr) n.  1. The thick coat of soft hair covering the skin of a mammal, such as 

a fox or beaver.  2. The hair-covered, dressed pelt of such a mammal, used in the 

making of garments and as trimming or decoration.  3. A garment made of or 

lined with the dressed pelt of a mammal.  4. A coating similar to the pelt of a 

mammal.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a fur coat; fur 

hats.   —  v.  tr. furred, fur·ring, furs. 1. To cover, line, or trim with fur.  2. To 

provide fur garments for.  3. To cover or coat as if with fur.  4. To line (a wall or 

floor) with furring.  [Middle English furre, probably from furren, to line with fur, 

from Old French forrer, from forre, fuerre, sheath, lining, of Germanic origin. See 

p7- in Appendix.]

fur. abbr.  Furlong. 

fu·ran (fytrù4nÙ, fyt-r4nù) n.  1. One of a group of colorless, volatile, hetero-

cyclic organic compounds containing a ring of four carbon atoms and one oxy-

gen atom, obtained from wood oils and used in the synthesis of furfural and 

other organic compounds.  2. The simplest such compound, C4H4O. In this 

sense, also calledfurfuran [FUR(FURAL) + -AN
2.]

fu·ra·nose (fytrùN-nosÙ) n.  A sugar having a cyclic structure resembling that 

of furan. 



fur·bear·er also fur-bear·er (fûrùbârÙNr) n.  An animal whose skin is covered 

with fur, especially fur that is commercially valuable.   —furùbearÙing adj. 

fur·be·low (fûrùbN-loÙ) n.  1. A ruffle or flounce on a garment.  2. A piece of 

showy ornamentation.   —  v.  tr. fur·be·lowed, fur·be·low·ing, fur·be·lows. 
To decorate with a ruffle or flounce.  [Probably alteration of Provençal farbello, 

farbella, fringe, perhaps alteration of Italian faldella, pleat, diminutive of falda, 

flap, loose end, of Germanic origin. See pel-2 in Appendix.]

fur·bish (fûrùbVsh) v.  tr. fur·bished, fur·bish·ing, fur·bish·es. 1. To 

brighten by cleaning or rubbing; polish.  2. To restore to attractive or serviceable 

condition; renovate.  [Middle English furbishen, from Old French fourbir, four-

biss-, from Frankish *furbjan.] —furùbish·er n. 

fur·cate (fûrùk7tÙ) v.  intr. fur·cat·ed, fur·cat·ing, fur·cates. To divide into 

branches; fork.   —  adj.  Divided into branches; forked.  [Late Latin furc7tus, 

forked, from Latin furca, fork.] —furùcateÙly adv.  —fur·caùtion n. 

fur·cu·la (fûrùkyN-lN) n.  pl. fur·cu·lae (-lKÙ). Zoology. A forked part or bone, 

such as the wishbone of a bird.  Also called fourchette [Latin, diminutive of furca, 

fork.] —furùcu·lar adv. 

fur·fur (fûrùfNr) n.  pl. fur·fu·res (-fyN-rKzÙ). An epidermal scale, as that associ-

ated with dandruff.  [Latin, bran, scales.]

fur·fu·ra·ceous (fûrÙfN-r7ùshNs, -fyN-) adj.  1. Made of or covered with scaly 

particles, such as dandruff.  2. Relating to or resembling bran.  [Late Latin 

furfur7ceus, branlike, scaly  : Latin furfur, bran + Latin -7ceus, -aceous.]

fur·fu·ral (fûrùfN-r4lÙ, -fyN-) n.  A colorless, sweet-smelling, mobile liquid, 

C4H3OCHO, made from corncobs and used in the synthesis of furan, as a solvent 

for nitrocellulose, and as a fungicide and weed killer.  [FURFUR + -AL
3.]

fur·fu·ran (fûrùfN-r4nÙ, -fyN-) n.  See furan (n., sense 2).  [FURFUR(AL) + -AN
2.]

fur·fu·res (fûrùfyN-rKzÙ) n.  Plural of furfur. 
fu·ri·o·so (fytrÙK-oùso, -zo) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a tempestuous and vigorous 

manner. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from Latin furiosus, furious. See 

FURIOUS.]

fu·ri·ous (fytrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Full of or characterized by extreme anger; raging.  

2. Suggestive of extreme anger in action or appearance; fierce.  See Synonyms at 

angry.  [Middle English, from Old French furieus, from Latin furiosus, from 

furia, fury. See FURY.] —fuùri·ous·ly adv. 

furl (fûrl) v.  furled, furl·ing, furls.  —  v.  tr. To roll up and secure (a flag or 

sail, for example) to something else.   —  v.  intr. To be or become rolled up.   —  
n.  1. The act or an instance of rolling up.  2. A single roll or a rolled section.  

[Perhaps from French ferler, from Old French ferlier, to fasten  : ferm, firm; see 

FIRM
1 + lier, to bind (from Latin lig7re); see leig- in Appendix.]



fur·long (fûrùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) n.  Abbr. fur. A unit for measuring distance, equal 

to 8 mile (201 meters).  See Table at measurement.  [Middle English, from Old 

English furlang : furh, furrow + lang, long; see LONG
1.]

fur·lough (fûrùlo) n.  1. a. A leave of absence or vacation, especially one 

granted to a member of the armed forces.  b. A usually temporary layoff from 

work.  c. A leave of absence from prison granted to a prisoner.   2. The papers or 

documents authorizing a leave:  The soldiers had their furloughs in their breast 

pockets.   —  v.  tr. fur·loughed, fur·lough·ing, fur·loughs. 1. To grant a 

leave to.  2. To lay off (workers).  [Alteration of vorloffe, furlogh, from Dutch ver-

lof, from Middle Dutch. See leubh- in Appendix.]

fur·mi·ty (fûrùmV-tK) n.  Variant of frumenty. 
furn. abbr.  Furnished. 

fur·nace (fûrùnVs) n.  1. An enclosure in which energy in a nonthermal form is 

converted to heat, especially such an enclosure in which heat is generated by the 

combustion of a suitable fuel.  2. An intensely hot place:  the furnace of the sun; 

an attic room that is a furnace in the summer.  3. A severe test or trial:  endured the 

furnace of his friends’ blame after the accident.  [Middle English, from Old French 

fornais, from Latin forn7x, forn7c-, oven. See gwher- in Appendix.]

Fur·ness (fûrùnVs), Horace Howard. 1833-1912.  American Shakespearean 

scholar who with his son Horace Howard, Jr. (1865-1930), edited acclaimed 

variorum editions of Shakespeare’s plays. 

fur·nish (fûrùnVsh) v.  tr. fur·nished, fur·nish·ing, fur·nish·es. 1. To equip 

with what is needed, especially to provide furniture for.  2. To supply; give: “The 

story of Orpheus has furnished Pope with an illustration” (Thomas Bulfinch).  

[Middle English furnisshen, from Old French fournir, fourniss-, of Germanic ori-

gin. See per1 in Appendix.] —furùnish·er n.  

SYNONYMS: furnish, equip, outfit, appoint, accouter. These verbs mean to pro-

vide with what is necessary for an activity or a purpose. Furnish refers primarily

to the provision of basic necessities: furnished the new apartment; furnish a boat

with care. Equip usually implies the provision of more specialized items for a par-

ticular need or a particular service: equip a car with snow tires. Outfit suggests

comprehensive provision of necessary items for a larger purpose, as for an expe-

dition: outfitting the children for summer camp. To appoint is to provide with fur-

nishings and often accessories, usually of a tasteful kind: a library that was ap-

pointed in leather. Accouter refers most often to providing with articles of

equipment, especially for military service: knights who were accoutered for battle.

fur·nish·ing (fûrùnV-shVng) n.  1. A piece of equipment necessary or useful for 

comfort or convenience.  2. furnishings. The furniture, appliances, and other 



movable articles in a home or other building.  3. furnishings. Wearing apparel 

and accessories. 

fur·ni·ture (fûrùnV-chNr) n.  1. The movable articles in a room or an establish-

ment that make it fit for living or working.  2. Archaic. The necessary equipment 

for a saddle horse.  [Old French fourniture, from fournir, to furnish. See FURNISH.]

Fur·ni·vall (fûrùnN-vNl), Frederick James. 1825-1910.  British philologist who 

founded numerous literary societies and as a member of the Philological Society 

proposed the Oxford English Dictionary in 1857. 

fu·ror (fytrùôrÙ, -Nr) n.  1. A general commotion; public disorder or uproar.  

2. Violent anger; frenzy.  3. A fashion adopted enthusiastically by the public; a 

fad.  4. A state of intense excitement or ecstasy.  [Middle English furour, wrath, 

fury, from Old French fureur, from Latin furor, from furere, to rage.]

fu·rore (fytrùôrÙ, -orÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of furor. [Italian, from Latin 

furor, frenzy. See FUROR.]

fu·ro·se·mide (fyt-roùsN-mXdÙ) n.  A white to yellow crystalline powder, 

C12H11ClN2O5S, used as a diuretic.  [FUR(FURAL) + S(ULF)- + -emide (alteration of 

AMIDE).]

furred (fûrd) adj.  1. Bearing fur.  2. Made, covered, or trimmed with fur.  

3. Wearing fur garments.  4. Covered or coated as if with fur.  5. Provided with 

furring, as a wall, ceiling, or floor. 

fur·ri·er (fûrùK-Nr) n.  1. One that deals in furs.  2. One whose occupation is the 

dressing, designing, cleaning, or repairing of furs.  [Alteration (influenced by 

CLOTHIER), of Middle English furrer, from Anglo-Norman furrere, from Old 

French forrer, to line with fur. See FUR.]

fur·ri·er·y (fûrùK-N-rK) n.  pl. fur·ri·er·ies. 1. Fur garments and trimmings con-

sidered as a group.  2. The business of a furrier. 

fur·ring (fûrùVng) n.  1. Trimming or lining made of fur.  2. A furlike coating, as 

on the tongue.  3. a. The preparation of a wall, ceiling, or floor with strips of 

wood or metal to provide a level substratum for plaster, flooring, or another sur-

face or to create an air space.  b. Strips of material used in this process.  

fur·row (fûrùo, fƒrùo) n.  1. A long, narrow, shallow trench made in the ground 

by a plow.  2. A rut, groove, or narrow depression:  snow drifting in furrows.  3. A 

deep wrinkle in the skin, as on the forehead.   —  v.  fur·rowed, fur·row·ing, 
fur·rows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make long, narrow, shallow trenches in; plow.  2. To 

form grooves or deep wrinkles in.   —  v.  intr. To become furrowed or wrinkled.  

[Middle English forwe, from Old English furh.]

fur·ry (fûrùK, fƒrùK) adj.  fur·ri·er, fur·ri·est. 1. Consisting of or similar to fur.  

2. a. Covered with, wearing, or trimmed with fur.  b. Covered with a furlike sub-

stance.   3. Having a furlike quality, as in tone; fuzzy:  a furry voice.   
—furùri·ness n. 



fur seal (fûr sKl) n.  Any of several eared seals of the genera Callorhinus or Arcto-

cephalus, having thick, soft underfur that is valued commercially for use in mak-

ing garments. 

Fürth (ftrt, fürt)  A city of south-central Germany, an industrial suburb of 

Nuremberg. It was supposedly founded by Charlemagne in the late eighth cen-

tury. Population, 97,623. 

fur·ther (fûrùthNr) adj.  A comparative of far. 1. More distant in degree, time, 

or space:  a result that was further from our expectations than last time; the further 

lamppost.  2. Additional:  a further example; a further delay.   —  adv.  A compar-

ative of far. 1. To a greater extent; more:  considered further the consequences of 

her actions.  2. In addition; furthermore:  He stated further that he would not coop-

erate with the committee.  3. At or to a more distant or advanced point:  went only 

three miles further; reading five pages further tonight.  See Usage Note at farther.   
—  v.  tr. fur·thered, fur·ther·ing, fur·thers. To help the progress of; advance.  

See Synonyms at advance.  [Middle English, from Old English furthra, from 

furthor, farther. Adv., from Middle English  from Old English furthor. See per1 in 

Appendix.] —furùther·er n. 

fur·ther·ance (fûrùthNr-Nns) n.  The act of furthering, advancing, or helping 

forward: “Pakistan does not aspire to any... role in furtherance of the strategies of 

other powers” (Ismail Patel). 

fur·ther·more (fûrùthNr-môrÙ, -morÙ) adv.  In addition; moreover.  See Syn-

onyms at also. 
fur·ther·most (fûrùthNr-mostÙ) adj.  Most distant or remote. 

fur·thest (fûrùthVst) adj.  A superlative of far. Most distant in degree, time, or 

space:  That’s the furthest thing from my mind. They explored the furthest reaches of 

space.   —  adv.  A superlative of far. 1. To the greatest extent or degree:  went the 

furthest of all the children in her education.  2. At or to the most distant point in 

space or time:  He swam the furthest.  [Middle English, from further, more distant. 

See FURTHER.]

fur·tive (fûrùtVv) adj.  1. Characterized by stealth; surreptitious.  2. Expressive 

of hidden motives or purposes; shifty.  See Synonyms at secret.  [French furtif, 

from Old French, from Latin furtXvus, from furtum, theft, from f7r, thief. See 

bher-1 in Appendix.] —furùtive·ly adv.  —furùtive·ness n. 

Furt·wäng·ler (ftrtùvHngÙlNr), Wilhelm. 1886-1954.  German composer and 

conductor known for his passionate interpretation of romantic music, notably 

that of Wagner. 

fu·run·cle (fytrùƒngÙkNl) n.  See boil2.  [Latin f7runculus, knob on a vine that 

“steals” the sap, diminutive of f7r, thief. See bher-1 in Appendix.] 
—fu·runùcu·lar (fyt-rƒngùkyN-lNr), fu·runùcu·lous (-lNs)  adj. 



fu·run·cu·lo·sis (fyt-rƒngÙkyN-loùsVs) n.  A skin condition characterized by 

the development of recurring boils.  [Latin f7runculus, furuncle; see FURUNCLE + -

OSIS.]

fu·ry (fytrùK) n.  pl. fu·ries. 1. Violent anger; rage.  See Synonyms at anger.  
2. Violent, uncontrolled action; turbulence.  3. Furies. Greek Mythology & 

Roman Mythology. The three terrible, winged goddesses with serpentine hair, 

Alecto, Megaera, and Tisiphone, who pursue and punish doers of unavenged 

crimes.  4. A woman regarded as angry or spiteful.  [Middle English furie, from 

Old French, from Latin furia, from furere, to rage.]

furze (fûrz) n.  See gorse.  [Middle English furse, from Old English fyrs.]

fu·sain (fyu-z7nù, fyuùz7n) n.  1. a. Fine charcoal in stick form, made from 

the wood of the spindle tree.  b. A sketch or drawing made with this charcoal.   

2. A dull dark-gray, brittle, porous type of bituminous coal resembling charcoal.  

[French, spindle tree, charcoal made from its wood, from Vulgar Latin *f7s7go, 

·f7s7gin-, spindle (formerly made from the wood of a spindle tree), from Latin 

f7sus.]

Fu·san (fuùsänù)  See Pusan. 
fu·sar·i·um (fyu-zârùK-Nm) n.  pl. fu·sar·i·a (-K-N). Any of various pathogenic 

fungi of the genus Fusarium, chiefly inhabiting temperate climates and infecting 

both plants and animals. In human beings, infection may cause inflammation of 

the cornea and external ear.  [New Latin, genus name, possibly from Latin f7sus, 

spindle (from its shape).]

fus·cous (fƒsùkNs) adj.  Dark brownish-gray in color.  [From Latin fuscus.]

fuse1 also fuze (fyuz) n.  1. A cord of readily combustible material that is 

lighted at one end to carry a flame along its length to detonate an explosive at the 

other end.  2.  Often fuze. A mechanical or electrical mechanism used to deto-

nate an explosive charge or device such as a bomb or grenade: “A mechanical... 

switch is used to initiate the fuzes” (International Defense Review).   —  v.  tr. 

fused also fuzed, fus·ing also fuz·ing, fus·es also fuz·es. To equip with a 

mechanical or electrical fuse: “The bomb... was fuzed and timed to explode after 

the aircraft had taken off” (Aviation Week & Space Technology).  [From Italian 

fuso, spindle (originally from its shape), from Latin f7sus.]

fuse2 (fyuz) v.  fused, fus·ing, fus·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To liquefy or reduce to a 

plastic state by heating; melt.  2. To mix (constituent elements) together by or as 

if by melting; blend.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become liquefied from heat.  2. To 

become mixed or united by or as if by melting together: “There was no separation 

between joy and sorrow: they fused into one” (Henry Miller).  See Synonyms at 

melt. See Synonyms at mix.   —  n.  A safety device that protects an electric cir-

cuit from excessive current, consisting of or containing a metal element that 

melts when current exceeds a specific amperage, thereby opening the circuit.  

[Latin fundere, f7s-, to melt. See gheu- in Appendix.]



fused quartz (fyuzd kwôrts) n.  See quartz glass. 
fused silica (fyuzd sVlùV-kN) n.  See quartz glass. 
fu·see also fu·zee (fyu-zKù) n.  1. A friction match with a large head capable of 

burning in a wind.  2. A colored flare used as a warning signal for trucks and rail-

road trains.  3. A cone-shaped pulley with a spiral groove, used in a cord- or 

chain-winding clock to maintain even travel in the timekeeping mechanism as the 

force of the mainspring lessens in unwinding.  4. A combustible fuse for detonat-

ing explosives.  [From French fusée, spindle, rocket, flare, fuse, from Old French, 

spindleful of thread, from fus, spindle, from Latin f7sus.]

fu·se·lage (fyuùsN-läzhÙ, -zN-) n.  The central body of an aircraft, to which the 

wings and tail assembly are attached and which accommodates the crew, passen-

gers, and cargo.  [French, from fuselé, spindle-shaped, from Old French fusel, 

spindle, from Vulgar Latin *f7sellus, diminutive of Latin f7sus.]

Fu·sel·i (fyuùzN-lKÙ), Henry. 1741-1825.  Swiss-born British painter whose 

works, including The Nightmare (1781), display a fantastic, macabre quality that 

influenced the surrealists of the 1920’s and 1930’s. 

fu·sel oil (fyuùzNl oil) n.  An acrid, oily, poisonous liquid mixture of amyl alco-

hols, occurring in incompletely distilled alcoholic liquids and used as a solvent 

and in the manufacture of explosives and pure amyl alcohols.  [German Fusel, 

bad liquor, from Low German.]

Fu·shun (fuùshtnù, füùshünù)  A city of northeast China east of Shenyang. It 

was formerly controlled by Russia and Japan. Population, 1,240,000. 

fu·si·ble (fyuùzN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being fused or melted by heating.   
—fuÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  —fuùsi·ble·ness n. 

fusible metal (fyuùzN-bNl mHtùl) n.  A metal alloy having a low melting point, 

used as solder and for safety plugs and fuses. 

fu·si·form (fyuùzN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Tapering at each end; spindle-shaped.  [Latin 

f7sus, spindle + -FORM.]

fu·sil (fyuùzNl) n.  A light flintlock musket.  [French, steel in a flintlock, firearm, 

from Old French fuisil, steel for a tinderbox, from Vulgar Latin *focXlis (petra), 

fire-(stone), from Late Latin focus, fire, from Latin, hearth.]

fu·sile (fyuùzNl, -zXlÙ) adj.  Archaic. 1. Formed by melting or casting.  2. Capable 

of being fused; fusible.  [Middle English, from Latin f7silis, from f7sus, past par-

ticiple of fundere, to melt. See gheu- in Appendix.]

fu·sil·ier also fu·sil·eer (fyuÙzN-lîrù) n.  1. A soldier in any of certain British 

army regiments formerly armed with fusils.  2. A soldier armed with a fusil.  

[French, musketeer, from fusil, musket. See FUSIL.]

fu·sil·lade (fyuùsN-lädÙ, -l7dÙ, -zN-, fyuÙsN-lädù, -l7dù, -zN-) n.  1. A discharge 

from a number of firearms, fired simultaneously or in rapid succession.  2. A 

rapid outburst or barrage:  a fusillade of insults.   —  v.  tr. fu·sil·lad·ed, 



fu·sil·lad·ing, fu·sil·lades. To attack with a fusillade.  [French, from fusiller, to 

shoot, from fusil, firearm. See FUSIL.]

Fu·sin (fuùshVnù, füù-)  See Fuxin. 
fu·sion (fyuùzhNn) n.  1. The act or procedure of liquefying or melting by the 

application of heat.  2. The liquid or melted state induced by heat.  3. a. The 

merging of different elements into a union:  fusion of metals in an alloy; the diffi-

cult fusion of conflicting factions.  b. A union resulting from fusing:  A fusion of 

religion and politics emerged.   4. Physics. A nuclear reaction in which nuclei com-

bine to form more massive nuclei with the simultaneous release of energy.  

5. Music. Jazz-rock.  [Latin f7sio, f7sion-, from f7sus, past participle of fundere, to 

melt. See gheu- in Appendix.]

fusion bomb (fyuùzhNn bmm) n.  A nuclear bomb, especially a hydrogen 

bomb, that derives its released energy principally from fusion reactions among 

light nuclei. 

fu·sion·ism (fyuùzhN-nVzÙNm) n.  The theory or practice of forming coalitions, 

especially of political groups or factions.   —fuùsion·ist n. 

fuss (fƒs) n.  1. Needlessly nervous or useless activity; commotion:  There was a 

lot of fuss on moving day.  2. a. A state of excessive and unwarranted concern over 

an unimportant matter:  made a big fuss over one low test grade.  b. An objection; 

a protest:  The longer working hours caused a big fuss.   3. A quarrel.  4. A display 

of affectionate excitement and attention:  Everyone made a fuss over the new baby.   
—  v.  fussed, fuss·ing, fuss·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To trouble or worry over trifles.  

2. To be excessively careful or solicitous:  fussed over their children.  3. To get into 

or be in a state of nervous or useless activity:  fussed with the collar of his coat.  

4. To object; complain.   —  v.  tr. To disturb or vex with unimportant matters.  

[Origin unknown.] —fussùer n. 

fuss·budg·et also fuss-bud·get (fƒsùbƒjÙVt) n.  A person who fusses over tri-

fles.  Also called fusspot 

fuss·pot (fƒsùpmtÙ) n.  See fussbudget. 
fuss·y (fƒsùK) adj.  fuss·i·er, fuss·i·est. 1. Easily upset; given to bouts of ill tem-

per:  a fussy baby.  2. Paying great or excessive attention to personal tastes and 

appearance; fastidious:  He was always fussy about clothes.  3. Calling for or 

requiring great attention to sometimes trivial details:  a fussy actuarial problem.  

4. Full of superfluous details: “It can indeed be fussy, filling with ornament what 

should be empty space” (H.D.F. Kitto).   —fussùi·ly adv.  —fussùi·ness n. 

Fust (fust), Johann. 1400?-1466.  German printer who was the financial part-

ner (1450?-1455) and successor (1455) of Gutenberg. He printed Gutenberg’s 

Psalter (1457) and was the first to print in color. 

fus·tian (fƒsùchNn) n.  1. a. A coarse, sturdy cloth made of cotton and flax.  

b. Any of several thick, twilled cotton fabrics, such as corduroy, having a short 

nap.   2. Pretentious speech or writing; pompous language.  See Synonyms at 



bombast.   —  adj.  1. Made of or as if of fustian: “[He] disliked the heavy, fus-

tian... and brocaded decor of Soviet officialdom” (Frederick Forsyth).  2. Pompous, 

bombastic, and ranting: “Yossarian was unmoved by the fustian charade of the 

burial ceremony” (Joseph Heller).  [Middle English, from Old French fustaigne, 

from Medieval Latin fust7neum, possibly from Latin f7stis, wooden stick, club 

(loan translation of Greek xulina (lina), wood-linen, cotton), and or from El Fos-

tat (El Fustat), a section of Cairo, Egypt.]

fus·tic (fƒsùtVk) n.  1. A small dioecious tropical American tree (Chlorophora 

tinctoria) having wood that yields a yellow dyestuff.  2. The wood of this plant.  

3. A dyestuff obtained from the wood of this plant.  [Middle English fustik, from 

Old French fustoc, from Arabic fustuq, from Greek pistakK, pistachio. See PISTA-

CHIO.]

fus·ti·gate (fƒsùtV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. fus·ti·gat·ed, fus·ti·gat·ing, fus·ti·gates. 
1. To beat with a club; cudgel.  2. To criticize harshly: “We followed [Ibsen] as he 

fustigates himself and us” (Patrice Chereau).  [Late Latin f7stig7re, f7stig7t-  : from 

Latin f7stis, club + agere, to do; see ag- in Appendix.] —fusÙti·gaùtion n. 

fus·ty (fƒsùtK) adj.  fus·ti·er, fus·ti·est. 1. Smelling of mildew or decay; musty.  

2. Old-fashioned; antique.  [Middle English, from Old French fust, piece of 

wood, wine cask, from Latin f7stis, stick, club.] —fusùti·ly adv.  —fusùti·ness 
n. 

fu·su·ma (fu-suùmä) n.  pl. fusuma. Light, sliding partitions of thick paper 

mounted in grooves on the floor and the ceiling of a Japanese house and moved 

into various positions to form rooms.  [Japanese.]

fut. abbr.  1. Grammar. Future.  2. Business. Futures. 

Fu·ta Jal·lon (fuÙtN jN-lonù, fuÙtä jä-lôNù)  See Fouta Djallon. 
fu·thark (fuùthärkÙ) n.  1. The common Germanic runic alphabet.  2.  Also 

fu·thorc  or fu·thork (-thôrkÙ). The Old English runic alphabet.  [From the first 

six letters of the alphabet: f, u, th, a, r, k (or c).]

fu·tile (fyutùl, fyuùtXlÙ) adj.  1. Having no useful result.  2. Trifling and frivo-

lous; idle:  the futile years after her artistic peak.  [Latin f7tilis. See gheu- in 

Appendix.] —fuùtile·ly adv.  —fuùtile·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: futile, barren, bootless, fruitless, unavailing, useless, vain. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these adjectives is “producing no result or effect”: a futile

effort; a barren search; bootless entreaties; fruitless labors; an unavailing attempt; a

useless discussion; vain regrets. 

ANTONYM: useful

fu·til·i·tar·i·an (fyu-tVlÙV-târùK-Nn) adj.  Holding or based on the view that 

human endeavor is futile.   —  n.  One who holds the view that human endeavor 

is futile.  [FUTILIT(Y) + -ARIAN.] —fu·tilÙi·tarùi·an·ism n. 



fu·til·i·ty (fyu-tVlùV-tK) n.  pl. fu·til·i·ties. 1. The quality of having no useful 

result; uselessness.  2. Lack of importance or purpose; frivolousness.  3. A futile 

act. 

fu·ton (fuùtmn) n.  pl. futon or fu·tons. An article of bedding consisting of a 

pad of tufted cotton batting or similar material, used on a floor or on a raised 

frame as a mattress or comforter.  [Japanese, bedclothes, bedding.]

fut·tock (fƒtùNk) n.  Nautical. One of the curved timbers that forms a rib in the 

frame of a ship.  [Middle English fottek, perhaps alteration of fothok : fot, foot; see 

FOOT + hok, hook; see HOOK.]

futtock plate (fƒtùNk pl7t) n.  Nautical. An iron plate attached horizontally to 

the top of the lower mast to secure the topmast rigging and the upper ends of the 

futtock shrouds. 

futtock shroud (fƒtùNk shroud) n.  Nautical. One of the iron rods extending 

from a band on the lower mast to the futtock plate, used to brace the base of the 

topmast. 

Fu·tu·na Islands (fN-tuùnN XùlNndz, fu-) also Hoorn Islands (hôrn, horn)  

An island group of the southwest Pacific Ocean northeast of Fiji. Part of the 

French overseas territory of Wallis and Futuna, the islands were annexed by 

France in 1887. 

fu·ture (fyuùchNr) n.  1. The indefinite time yet to come:  will try to do better in 

the future.  2. Something that will happen in time to come: “The future comes 

apace” (Shakespeare).  3. A prospective or expected condition, especially one 

considered with regard to growth, advancement, or development:  a business with 

no future.  4. futures. Abbr. fut. Business. Commodities or stocks bought or sold 

upon agreement of delivery in time to come.  5.  Abbr. fut. Grammar. a. The 

form of a verb used in speaking of action that has not yet occurred or of states not 

yet in existence.  b. A verb form in the future tense.    —  adj.  That is to be or to 

come; of or existing in later time.  [Middle English, from Old French futur, from 

Latin fut7rus, about to be. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

fu·ture·less (fyuùchNr-lVs) adj.  Having no prospect or hope of success in one’s 

future.   —fuùture·less·ness n. 

future perfect (fyuùchNr pûrùfVkt) n.  Grammar. A verb tense that expresses 

action completed by a specified time in the future and that is formed in English 

by combining will have or shall have with a past participle. 

future shock (fyuùchNr shmk) n.  A condition of distress and disorientation 

brought on by the inability to cope with rapid societal and technological change.  

[After the book Future Shock by Alvin Toffler (born 1928).]

future tense (fyuùchNr tHns) n.  Grammar. A verb tense expressing future 

time. 

fu·tur·ism (fyuùchN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. A belief that the meaning of life and one’s 

personal fulfillment lie in the future and not in the present or past.  2. An artistic 



movement originating in Italy around 1910 whose aim was to express the ener-

getic, dynamic, and violent quality of contemporary life, especially as embodied 

in the motion and force of modern machinery.   —fuùtur·ist n. 

fu·tur·is·tic (fyuÙchN-rVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the future.  2. a. Of, 

characterized by, or expressing a vision of the future:  futuristic decor.  b. Being 

ahead of the times; innovative or revolutionary:  futuristic computer software.   

3. Of or relating to futurism.   —fuÙtur·isùti·cal·ly adj. 

fu·tur·ist·ics (fyuÙchN-rVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Futurology. 

fu·tu·ri·ty (fyu-ttrùV-tK, -tytrù-, -chtrù-) n.  pl. fu·tu·ri·ties. 1. The 

future.  2. The quality or condition of being in or of the future.  3. A future event 

or possibility.  4. Sports. A futurity race. 

futurity race (fyu-ttrùV-tK r7s) n.  Sports. 1. A race that competitors enter 

well in advance.  2. A race for horses in which the competitors are entered at or 

before their birth. 

futurity stakes (fyu-ttrùV-tK st7ksÙs) pl.n.  Sports. 1. The stakes awarded to 

the winner or winners in a futurity race.  2. A futurity race. 

fu·tur·ol·o·gy (fyuÙchN-rmlùN-jK) n.  The study or forecasting of potential 

developments, as in science, technology, and society, using current conditions 

and trends as a point of departure.   —fuÙtur·o·logùi·cal (fyuÙchNr-N-lmjùV-kNl) 

adj.  —fuÙtu·rolùo·gist n. 

futz (fƒts) v.  intr. futzed, futz·ing, futz·es. Slang. To waste time or effort on 

frivolities; fool. Often used with around: “would like to return to the days when 

Americans believed: ‘By golly, you don’t futz around with Uncle Sam’” (Wall Street 

Journal).  [Possibly blend of FUCK, and PUTZ.]

Fu·xin also Fu·sin (fuùshVnù, füù-)  A city of northeast China west-northwest of 

Shenyang. It is a mining center in an agricultural region. Population, 551,300. 

fuze (fyuz) n.  & v.   Variant of fuse1. 
fu·zee (fyu-zKù) n.  Variant of fusee. 
Fu·zhou (fuùjoù) also Foo·chow  or Fu·chou (fuùjoù, -chouù)  A city of 

southeast China on the Min River delta. An ancient walled city, it was a treaty 

port following the Opium War (1839-1842). Fuzhou has been the capital of 

Fujian province since the tenth century. Population, 754,500. 

fuzz1 (fƒz) n.  A mass or coating of fine, light fibers, hairs, or particles; down:  

the fuzz on a peach.   —  v.  fuzzed, fuzz·ing, fuzz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover 

with fine light fibers, hairs, or particles.  2. To make blurred or indistinct:  fuzzing 

the difference between the two candidates; worked quickly to fuzz up the details of 

the scandal.   —  v.  intr. To become blurred or obscure.  [Perhaps back-formation 

from FUZZY.]

fuzz2 (fƒz) n.  Slang. The police.  [Origin unknown.]

fuzz·y (fƒzùK) adj.  fuzz·i·er, fuzz·i·est. 1. Covered with fuzz.  2. Of or resem-

bling fuzz.  3. Not clear; indistinct:  a fuzzy recollection of past events.  4. Not 



coherent; confused:  a fuzzy plan of action.  [Perhaps from Low German fussig, 

spongy. See p'- in Appendix.] —fuzzùi·ly adv.  —fuzzùi·ness n. 

fuzz·y·head·ed (fƒzùK-hHdÙVd) adj.  1. a. Marked by unclear, confused think-

ing.  b. Giddy; silly.   2. Having a head covered with fuzz.   —fuzzÙy·head-
ùed·ness n. 

f.v. abbr.  Latin. Folio verso (on the back of the page). 

FWB abbr.  Four-wheel brake. 

fwd abbr.  Sports. Forward. 

FWD abbr.  1. Four-wheel drive.  2. Front-wheel drive. 

FX abbr.  Foreign exchange. 

FY abbr.  Fiscal year. 

-fy  or -ify suff.  Cause to become; make:  basify.  [Middle English -fien, from Old 

French -fier, from Latin -fic7re, -fic7rX, from -ficus, -fic.]

FYI abbr.  For your information. 

fyke (fXk) n.  A long, bag-shaped fishing net held open by hoops.  [Dutch fuik, 

from Middle Dutch f7ke.]

fyl·fot (fVlùfmtÙ) n.  A swastika.  [Originally perhaps a device for the foot of a 

painted window : FILL + FOOT.]

Fyn (fVn, fün)  An island of south-central Denmark west of Sjaelland. Its chief 

products are dairy goods and cereals. 

FZS  or F.Z.S. abbr.  Fellow of the Zoological Society. 



                                                                                                                                                                                       
g1  or G (jK) n.  pl. g’s or G’s. 1. The seventh letter of the modern English alpha-

bet.  2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter g.  3. Music. a. The 

fifth tone in the scale of C major or the seventh tone in the relative minor scale.  

b. A key or scale in which G is the tonic.  c. A written or printed note represent-

ing this tone.  d. A string, key, or pipe tuned to the pitch of this tone.   4. A unit 

of acceleration equal to the acceleration caused by gravity at the earth’s surface, 

about 9.8 meters (32 feet) per second per second. 

g2 abbr.  1. Acceleration of gravity.  2. Gram. 

G1 (jK) n.  A movie rating that allows admission to persons of all ages.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a G movie.  [Short for GENERAL.]

G2 (jK) n.  pl. G’s. Slang. One thousand dollars.  [G(RAND), one thousand dollars.]

G3  The symbol for conductance. 
G4 abbr.  1. Physics. Gauss.  2.  Also G.. Good.  3. Gravitational constant.  

4. Guanine. 

g. abbr.  1. Grammar. Gender.  2. Grammar. Genitive.  3.  Also G.. Gourde.  4.  
Also G.. Guilder.  5.  Also G.. Guinea.  6.  Also G.. Gulf. 

Ga1  The symbol for the element gallium. 
Ga2 abbr.  Bible. Galatians. 

GA abbr.  1. General agent.  2.  Also G.A.. General Assembly.  3.  Also Ga.. Geor-

gia. 

ga. abbr.  Gauge. 

G.A. abbr.  General average. 

gab (g4b) Slang. v.  intr. gabbed, gab·bing, gabs. To talk idly or incessantly, as 

about trivial matters.   —  n.  Idle talk; chatter.  [Middle English gabben, to scoff, 

speak foolishly, from Old Norse gabba, to scoff.] —gabùber n. 

GABA abbr.  Gamma-aminobutyric acid. 

gab·ar·dine (g4bùNr-dKnÙ, g4bÙNr-dKnù) n.  1. A sturdy, tightly woven fabric of 

cotton, wool, or rayon twill.  Also called gaberdine 2.  See gaberdine (n., sense 

1).  3. Chiefly British. A laborer’s long, loose smock; a gaberdine.  [Alteration of 

GABERDINE.]

gab·ble (g4bùNl) v.  gab·bled, gab·bling, gab·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speak 

rapidly or incoherently; jabber.  2. To make rapid, low muttering or quacking 

sounds, as a goose or duck.   —  v.  tr. To utter rapidly or incoherently.   —  n.  

1. Rapid, incoherent, or meaningless speech.  2. The low muttering sound of a 

goose or duck.  [Probably frequentative of GAB.] —gabùbler n. 

gab·bro (g4bùro) n.  pl. gab·bros. A usually coarse-grained igneous rock com-

posed chiefly of calcic plagioclase and pyroxene.  Also called norite [Italian, per-

haps from Latin glaber, bald, beardless.] —gab·broùic (g4-broùVk) adj. 

gab·broid (g4bùroidÙ) adj.  Resembling gabbro. 

gab·by (g4bùK) adj.  gab·bi·er, gab·bi·est. Slang. Tending to talk excessively; 

garrulous.   —gabùbi·ness n. 



ga·belle (gN-bHlù) n.  A tax, especially the salt tax imposed in France before 

1790.  [Middle English gabel, from Old French, from Old Italian gabella, from 

Arabic qab7la, tribute, from qabila, to receive.]

gab·er·dine (g4bùNr-dKnÙ, g4bÙNr-dKnù) n.  1. A long, coarse cloak or frock 

worn especially by Jews during the Middle Ages.  Also called gabardine 2. Chiefly 

British. A loose smock worn by laborers.  3.  See gabardine (n., sense 1).  

[Obsolete French gauvardine, from Old French galvardine, perhaps from Middle 

High German wallevart, pilgrimage  : wallen, to roam + vart, journey (from Mid-

dle High German, from Old High German, from faran, to go); see per-2 in 

Appendix.]

gab·fest (g4bùfHstÙ) n.  Slang. 1. An informal gathering or session for the 

exchange of news, opinions, and gossip.  2. A long, animated conversation or dis-

cussion. 

ga·bi·on (g7ùbK-Nn) n.  1. A cylindrical wicker basket filled with earth and 

stones, formerly used in building fortifications.  2. A hollow metal cylinder used 

especially in constructing dams and foundations.  [French, from Italian gabbione, 

augmentative of gabbia, cage, from Latin cavea.]

ga·ble (g7ùbNl) n.  1. a. The generally triangular section of wall at the end of a 

pitched roof, occupying the space between the two slopes of the roof.  b. The 

whole end wall of a building or wing having a gable roof.   2. A triangular, usually 

ornamental architectural section, as one above an arched door or window.  [Mid-

dle English gable, gavel, from Norman French gable (perhaps of Celtic origin), 

and from Old Norse gafl; see ghebh-el- in Appendix.] —gaùbled adj. 

Ga·ble (g7ùbNl), (William) Clark. 1901-1960.  American actor who received an 

Academy Award for his performance in It Happened One Night (1934). 

gable roof (g7ùbNl ruf) n.  A pitched roof having a gable at each end. 

Ga·bo (gäùbo, -bN), Naum. 1890-1977.  Russian-born American sculptor and 

designer known for his sculptural experiments with constructivism. 

Ga·bon (g4-boNù)  A country of west-central Africa on the Atlantic Ocean. Set-

tled by the French in 1841, it became part of French Equatorial Africa in 1910 and 

achieved independence in 1960. Libreville is the capital and the largest city. Popu-

lation, 1,312,000. 

Ga·bor (gäùbôr, gN-bôrù), Dennis. 1900-1979.  Hungarian-born British physi-

cist. He won a 1971 Nobel Prize for his work on holography. 

Ga·bo·riau (gä-bô-ryoù), Émile. 1832?-1873.  French writer who is considered 

a founder of the detective novel. His works include Monsieur Lecoq (1868) and 

L’Argent des Autres (1874). 

Ga·bo·rone (gäÙbN-ronù, -roùnK)  The capital of Botswana, in the southeast part 

of the country near the South African border. It was founded c. 1890. Population, 

72,000. 

Ga·bri·el (g7ùbrK-Nl) n.  Bible. An archangel acting as the messenger of God. 



ga·by (g7ùbK) n.  pl. ga·bies. Chiefly British. A person of deficient intelligence.  

[Origin unknown.]

gad1 (g4d) v.  intr. gad·ded, gad·ding, gads. To move about restlessly and 

with little purpose.  See Synonyms at wander.  [Middle English gadden, to 

hurry.] —gadùder n. 

gad2 (g4d) n.  1. A pointed tool, such as a spike or chisel, used for breaking rock 

or ore.  2. A goad, as for prodding cattle.   —  v.  tr. gad·ded, gad·ding, gads. 
To break up (ore, for example) with a gad.  [Middle English, from Old Norse 

gaddr.]

Gad1 (g4d)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and the forebear of one of the 

tribes of Israel. 

Gad2 (g4d) interj.  Used to express surprise or dismay.  [Alteration of GOD.]

gad·a·bout (g4dùN-boutÙ) n.  One who roams or roves about, as in search of 

amusement or social activity. 

Gad·a·ra (g4dùNr-N)  An ancient city of Palestine southeast of the Sea of Galilee. 

It was one of the Greek cities of the Decapolis.   —Gadùa·reneÙ (g4dùN-rKnÙ, 

g4dÙN-rKnù) adj.  & n. 

Gad·da·fi (gN-däùfK), Muammar al-.  See Muammar al- Qaddafi. 
gad·fly (g4dùflXÙ) n.  pl. gad·flies. 1. A persistent, irritating critic; a nuisance.  

2. One that acts as a provocative stimulus; a goad.  3. Any of various flies, espe-

cially of the family Tabanidae, that bite or annoy livestock and other animals. 

gadg·et (g4jùVt) n.  A small specialized mechanical or electronic device; a con-

trivance.  [Origin unknown.] —gadgùet·y adv. 

gadg·e·teer (g4jÙV-tîrù) n.  A person who designs, builds, or delights in the use 

of gadgets. 

gadg·et·ry (g4jùV-trK) n.  1. Gadgets considered as a group.  2. The design or 

construction of gadgets. 

ga·doid (g7ùdoidÙ, g4dùoidÙ) also ga·did (g7ùdVd) adj.  Of or belonging to the 

fish family Gadidae, which includes the cods and the hakes.   —  n.  A fish of the 

family Gadidae.  [New Latin Gadus, fish genus (from Greek gados, a kind of fish) 

+ -OID.]

gad·o·lin·ite (g4dùl-N-nXtÙ) n.  A dark green or greenish-black silicate mineral, 

Be2FeY2Si2O10, containing several of the rare earths in combination with iron.  

[After Johan Gadolin (1760-1852), Finnish chemist.]

gad·o·lin·i·um (g4dÙl-VnùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Gd A silvery-white, malleable, duc-

tile, metallic rare-earth element obtained from monazite and bastnaesite and 

used in improving high-temperature characteristics of iron, chromium, and 

related alloys. Atomic number 64; atomic weight 157.25; melting point 1,312˚C; 

boiling point approximately 3,000˚C; specific gravity from 7.8 to 7.896; valence 3.  

[After Johan Gadolin (1760-1852), Finnish chemist.]



ga·droon (gN-drunù) n.  1. Architecture. A band of convex molding carved 

with ornamental beading or reeding.  2. An ornamental band, used especially in 

silverwork, embellished with fluting, reeding, or another continuous pattern.  

[French godron, from Old French goderon, perhaps from godet, cup without base 

or handle, from Middle Dutch kodde, log, from Old Provençal got, cup, from 

Latin guttus, flask, from gutta, drop.] —ga·droonedù adj.  —ga·droonùing n. 

Gads·den (g4dzùdNn)  A city of northeast Alabama northeast of Birmingham. It 

is an industrial center. Population, 42,523. 

Gads·den (g4dzùdNn), James. 1788-1858.  American diplomat, politician, and 

railroad promoter who negotiated the Gadsden Purchase. 

Gadsden Purchase (g4dzùdNn pûrùchVs)  An area in extreme southern New 

Mexico and Arizona south of the Gila River. It was purchased by the United States 

from Mexico in 1853 to ensure territorial rights for a practicable southern rail-

road route to the Pacific Coast. 

gad·wall (g4dùwôlÙ) n.  A widely distributed North American duck (Anas strep-

era) having gray or brown plumage.  [Origin unknown.]

gad·zooks (g4dÙzuksù) interj.  Used as a mild or ironic oath: “Gadzooks! Is 

there a panic detector, akin to a smoke detector, that sniffs anxiety in the air?” 

(George F. Will).  [Perhaps alteration for God’s hooks, the nails of the crucifixion 

of Christ.]

Gae·a (jKùN) also Gai·a (g7ùN) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of the earth, who 

bore and married Uranus and became the mother of the Titans and the Cyclopes. 

Gael (g7l) n.  1. A Gaelic-speaking Celt of Scotland, Ireland, or the Isle of Man.  

2. A Scottish Highlander.  [Scottish Gaelic Gaidheal, and Irish Gaelic Gaedheal 

both from Old Irish Goídil. See GOIDELIC.]

Gael·ic (g7ùlVk) adj.  Of or relating to the Gaels or their culture or languages.   —  
n.  1. Goidelic.  2. Any of the Goidelic languages. 

Ga·e·ta (gä-7ùtN, -Hùtä)  A city of west-central Italy northwest of Naples on the 

Gulf of Gaeta, an inlet of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Gaeta was a favorite resort of the 

ancient Romans and a prosperous duchy from the 9th to the 12th century, when 

it was conquered by the Normans. Population, 22,605. 

gaff1 (g4f) n.  1. A large iron hook attached to a pole or handle and used to land 

large fish.  2. Nautical. A spar attached to the mast and used to extend the upper 

edge of a fore-and-aft sail.  3. a. A sharp metal spur fastened to the leg of a 

gamecock.  b. A climbing hook used by telephone and electric line workers.   

4. Slang. A trick or gimmick, especially one used in a swindle or to rig a game.  

5. Slang. Harshness of treatment; abuse.   —  v.  tr. gaffed, gaf·fing, gaffs. 
1. To hook or land (a fish) using a gaff.  2. To equip (a gamecock) with a gaff.  

3. Slang. a. To take in or defraud; swindle.  b. To rig or fix in order to cheat:  

knew that the carnival games had been gaffed.   [Middle English gaffe, from Old 



French, from Old Provençal gaf, from gafar, to seize, of Germanic origin. See 

kap- in Appendix.]

gaff2 (g4f) n.  Chiefly British. A public place of entertainment, especially a cheap 

or disreputable music hall or theater.  [Origin unknown.]

gaff3 (g4f) n.  Variant of gaffe. 
gaffe also gaff (g4f) n.  1. A clumsy social error; a faux pas: “The excursion had 

in his eyes been a monstrous gaffe, a breach of sensibility and good taste” (Mary 

McCarthy).  2. A blatant mistake or misjudgment.  [French, from Old French, 

hook. See GAFF
1.]

gaf·fer (g4fùNr) n.  1. An electrician in charge of lighting on a movie or televi-

sion set.  2. Chiefly British. An old man or a rustic.  3. Chiefly British. A boss or 

foreman.  [Probably alteration (influenced by GRANDFATHER), of GODFATHER.]

gaff rig (g4f rVg) n.  Nautical. A rig with a fore-and-aft sail that has its upper 

edge supported by a gaff. 

gaff-top·sail (g4fùtmpùsNl, -s7lÙ) n.  Nautical. A light triangular or quadrilateral 

sail set over a gaff. 

gag (g4g) n.  1. Something forced into or put over the mouth to prevent speaking 

or crying out.  2. An obstacle to or a censoring of free speech.  3. A device placed 

in the mouth to keep it open, as in dentistry.  4. a. A practical joke.  b. A comic 

effect or remark.  See Synonyms at joke.   5. The act or an instance of gagging or 

choking.   —  v.  gagged, gag·ging, gags.  —  v.  tr. 1. To prevent from speak-

ing or crying out by using a gag.  2. To stop or restrain from exercising free 

speech:  censorship laws aimed at gagging the press.  3. To cause to choke, retch, or 

undergo a regurgitative spasm.  4. To keep (the mouth) open by using a gag.  

5. To block off or obstruct (a pipe or valve, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

experience a regurgitative spasm in the throat, as from revulsion to a food or 

smell or in reflexive response to an introduced object.  b. To retch or choke.   

2. To make jokes or quips.  [From Middle English gaggen, to suffocate, perhaps of 

imitative origin.]

ga·ga (gäùgäÙ) adj.  Informal. 1. Silly; crazy.  2. Completely absorbed, infatuated, 

or excited:  They were gaga over the rock group’s new album.  3. Senile; doddering.  

[French, old fool, gaga, of imitative origin.]

Ga·ga·rin (gN-gärùVn), Yuri Alekseyevich. 1934-1968.  Soviet cosmonaut. In 

1961 he became the first person to travel in space. He was killed while flying a 

routine aircraft training mission. 

gage1 (g7j) n.  1. Something deposited or given as security against an obligation; 

a pledge.  2. Something, such as a glove, that is offered or thrown down as a 

pledge or challenge to fight.  3. A challenge.   —  v.  tr. gaged, gag·ing, 
gag·es. Archaic. 1. To pledge as security.  2. To offer as a stake in a bet; wager.  

[Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]



gage2 (g7j) n.  Any of several varieties of plum, such as the greengage.  [After Sir 

William Gage, 18th-century British botanist.]

gage3 (g7j) n.  & v.   Variant of gauge. 
Gage (g7j), Thomas. 1721-1787.  British general and colonial administrator. As 

governor of Massachusetts (1774-1775) his attempts to suppress colonial resis-

tance led to the start of the American Revolution. 

gag·er (g7ùjNr) n.  Variant of gauger. 
gag·ger (g4gùNr) n.  One that gags, as a piece of metal used to keep the core in 

position in a foundry mold. 

gag·gle (g4gùNl) n.  1. A flock of geese.  See Synonyms at flock1.  2. A cluster or 

group: “A gaggle of photographers huddled on the sidewalk beside a swelling crowd 

of onlookers” (Gioia Diliberto).  [Middle English gagel, from gagelen, to cackle, 

probably of imitative origin.]

gag law (g4g lô) n.  1. Law. A law intended to limit freedom of the press, as by 

instituting censorship or restricting access to information.  2.  See gag rule. 
gag line (g4g lXn) n.  A line, as in a comedy routine or speech, intended to pro-

voke laughter. 

gag·man (g4gùm4nÙ) n.  1. A man employed to write jokes or comedy routines, 

as for a professional entertainer or show.  2. A comedian who uses gags, especially 

a standup comedian. 

gag order (g4g ôrùdNr) n.  Law. A court order forbidding public reporting or 

commentary, as by the news media, on a case currently before the court. 

gag rule (g4g rul) n.  A rule, as in a legislative body, limiting discussion or 

debate on an issue.  Also called gag law 

gag·ster (g4gùstNr) n.  1. A gagman, especially a standup comedian.  2. One 

who tells or plays jokes; a joker. 

Ga·han·na (gN-h4nùN)  A city of central Ohio, a suburb of Columbus. Popula-

tion, 27,791. 

gahn·ite (gäùnXtÙ) n.  A dark green to brown or black mineral, ZnAl2O4.  Also 

called zinc spinel [After Johan Gottlieb Gahn (1745-1818), Swedish mineralogist.]

Gai·a (g7ùN) n.  Greek Mythology. Variant of Gaea. 
gai·e·ty also gay·e·ty (g7ùV-tK) n.  pl. gai·e·ties. 1. A state of joyful exuberance 

or merriment; vivacity.  2. Merry or joyful activity; festivity:  making preparations 

for the holiday gaieties.  3. Bright color or showiness, as of dress; finery.  [French 

gaieté, from Old French, from gai, cheerful. See GAY.]

Gail·lard (gVl-yärdù), David Du Bose. 1859-1913.  American army engineer 

noted for his excavations in the southeast part of the Panama Canal. 

Gail·lard Cut (gVl-yärdù kƒt, g7ùlärdÙ) Formerly Cu·le·bra Cut (ku-l7ùbrN).  

An excavation, about 13 km (8 mi) long and 14 m (45 ft) deep, through Culebra 

Mountain, a hill in the Canal Zone, Panama. The cut forms the southeast section 

of the Panama Canal. 



gail·lar·di·a (gN-lärùdK-N) n.  Any of several New World plants of the genus 

Gaillardia in the composite family, having red or yellow florets grouped into large 

solitary flower heads.  Also called blanket flower [New Latin Gaillardia, genus 

name, after Gaillard de Marentonneau, 18th-century French botanist.]

gai·ly also gay·ly (g7ùlK) adv.  1. In a joyful, cheerful, or happy manner; merrily.  

2. With bright colors or trimmings; showily:  gaily dressed in ribbons and flounces. 

gain1 (g7n) v.  gained, gain·ing, gains.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come into possession 

or use of; acquire:  gained a small fortune in real estate; gained important informa-

tion about the enemy’s plans.  2. To attain in competition or struggle; win:  gained 

a decisive victory; gained control of the company.  3. To obtain through effort or 

merit; achieve:  gain recognition; gain a hearing for the proposal.  4. To secure as 

profit or reward; earn:  gain a living; gain extra credits in school.  5. a. To manage 

to achieve an increase of:  a movement that gained strength; gained wisdom with 

age.  b. To increase by (a specific amount):  gained 15 pounds; the market gained 

30 points.   6. To come to; reach:  gained the top of the mountain.  See Synonyms at 

reach.  7. To become fast by (a specified amount of time). Used of a timepiece:  

My watch gains four minutes a day.   —  v.  intr. 1. To increase; grow:  gained in 

experience and maturity; a painting that gained in value.  2. To become better; 

improve:  gaining in health.  3. To obtain a profit or advantage; benefit:  stood to 

gain politically by his opponent’s blunder.  4. a. To close a gap; get closer:  The run-

ners in the back were steadily gaining on the leader.  b. To increase a lead.   5. To 

put on weight:  I began to gain when I went off my diet.  6. To operate or run fast. 

Used of a timepiece.   —  n.  1. a. Something gained or acquired:  territorial gains.  

b. Progress; advancement:  The country made social and political gains under the 

new government.   2. The act of acquiring; attainment.  3. An increase in amount 

or degree:  a gain in operating income.  4. Electronics. An increase in signal power, 

voltage, or current by an amplifier, expressed as the ratio of output to input.  Also 

called amplification  —idiom. gain time. 1. To run too fast. Used of a time-

piece.  2. To delay or prolong something until a desired event occurs.  [From 

Middle English gayne, booty (from Old French gaigne, gain, gain, from gaaignier, 

to gain, of Germanic origin), Middle English gein, advantage (from Old Norse 

gegn, ready,, and from Old French gain, gain ).]

gain2 (g7n) n.  A notch or mortise cut into a board to receive another part.   —  v.  

tr. gained, gain·ing, gains. 1. To cut out a gain in.  2. To join by or fit into a 

gain.  [Origin unknown.]

gain·er (g7ùnNr) n.  1. One that gains:  a gainer of weight.  2. Sports. A dive in 

which the diver leaves the board facing forward, does a back somersault, and 

enters the water feet first. 

Gaines (g7nz), Edmund Pendleton. 1777-1849.  American general who 

defended Fort Erie in the War of 1812. 



Gaines·ville (g7nzùvVlÙ, -vNl)  1. A city of north-central Florida southwest of 

Jacksonville. The University of Florida (founded 1853) is important to its econ-

omy. Population, 84,770.  2. A city of north-central Georgia northeast of Atlanta 

in the foothills of the Blue Ridge. It is a trade and industrial center. Population, 

17,885. 

gain·ful (g7nùfNl) adj.  Providing a gain; profitable:  gainful employment.   
—gainùful·ly adv.  —gainùful·ness n. 

gain·say (g7n-s7ù, g7nùs7Ù) v.  tr. gain·said (-s7dù, -sHdù), gain·say·ing, 
gain·says (-s7zù, -sHzù). 1. To declare false; deny.  See Synonyms at deny.  2. To 

oppose, especially by contradiction.  [Middle English gainsayen : gain-, against 

(from Old English gegn-) + sayen, to say (from Old English secgan); see SAY.] 
—gain·sayùer n. 

Gains·bor·ough (g7nzùbûrÙo, -bNr-N), Thomas. 1727-1788.  British portrait 

and landscape painter. His masterpieces include The Blue Boy and The Harvest 

Wagon (both c. 1770). 

’gainst also gainst (gHnst, g7nst) prep.  Against. 

Gai·ser·ic (gXùzN-rVkÙ)  See Genseric. 
gait (g7t) n.  1. A particular way or manner of moving on foot:  a person who ran 

with a clumsy, hobbling gait.  2. Any of the ways, such as a canter, trot, or walk, by 

which a horse can move by lifting the feet in different order or rhythm.  3. Rate 

or manner of proceeding:  The project went forward at a steady gait.   —  v.  tr. 

gait·ed, gait·ing, gaits. To train (a horse) in a particular gait or gaits.  [Middle 

English gate, path, gait, from Old Norse gata, path. See ghK- in Appendix.]

gait·ed (g7ùtVd) adj.  Having a specified gait. Often used in combination:  

smooth-gaited; slow-gaited. 

gai·ter (g7ùtNr) n.  1. a. A heavy cloth or leather covering for the legs extending 

from the instep to the ankle or knee.  b. A similar covering of lightweight, mois-

ture-resistant fabric, used by skiers in conditions of deep snow.   2. An ankle-high 

shoe with elastic sides.  3. An overshoe with a cloth top.  [French guêtre, from Old 

French guietre, of Germanic origin. See wer-2 in Appendix.]

Gai·thers·burg (g7ùthNrz-bûrgÙ)  A city of west-central Maryland north-

northwest of Washington, D.C. It is a residential city with light industries. Popu-

lation, 39,542. 

Gait·skell (g7tùskNl), Hugh Todd Naylor. 1906-1963.  British politician who 

served as Chancellor of the Exchequer (1950-1951) and leader of the Labor Party 

(1955-1963). 

Ga·ius (g7ùNs, gXù-) also Ca·ius (k7ù-, kXù-), fl. A.D. 130-180.  Roman jurist whose 

chief work, the Institutes, is a major source of information on Roman law. 

Gaj·du·sek (gXùdN-shHkÙ), D(aniel) Carleton. Born 1923.  American virolo-

gist. He shared a 1976 Nobel Prize for research on the origin and spread of infec-

tious diseases. 



gal (g4l) n.  Informal. A girl.  [Alteration of GIRL.]

gal. abbr.  Gallon. 

Gal. abbr.  Bible. Galatians. 

ga·la (g7ùlN, g4lùN, gäùlN) n.  1. A festive occasion, especially a lavish social event 

or entertainment.  2. Chiefly British. An athletic competition, especially a swim-

ming contest.   —  adj.  1. Marked by lavish or festive celebration:  a gala ball 

after the inaugural ceremony.  2. Characterized by sumptuous social pleasure:  the 

gala life of the very rich.  [Italian, and French  both ultimately from Old French 

gale, rejoicing, from galer, to make merry. See GALLANT.]

ga·la·bi·a (jN-läùbK-N) n.  Variant of djellaba. 
galact- pref.  Variant of galacto-. 
ga·lac·tic (gN-l4kùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to a galaxy, especially the Milky Way.  

2. Of enormous size; immense. 

galactic equator (gN-l4kùtVk V-kw7ùtNr) n.  The great circle of the celestial 

sphere that lies in the plane bisecting the band of the Milky Way, inclined at an 

angle of approximately 62˚ to the celestial equator.  Also called galactic circle 

galactic noise (gN-l4kùtVk noiz) n.  Radio-frequency radiation originating out-

side the solar system. 

galacto-  or galact- pref.  Milk:  galactose.  [From Greek galakto-, from gala, 

galakt-, milk. See melg- in Appendix.]

ga·lac·to·poi·e·sis (gN-l4kÙtN-poi-KùsVs) n.  Secretion and continued produc-

tion of milk by the mammary glands.   —ga·lacÙto·poi·etùic (-HtÙVk) adj. 

ga·lac·tor·rhe·a (gN-l4kÙtN-rKùN) n.  1. Excessive flow of milk from the breasts 

during lactation.  2. Spontaneous milk flow not associated with childbirth or the 

nursing of an infant. 

gal·ac·tos·am·ine (g4lÙNk-toùsN-mKnÙ, gN-l4k-) n.  An amino-acid derivative 

of galactose. 

ga·lac·tose (gN-l4kùtosÙ) n.  A monosaccharide, CH2OH(CHOH)4CHO, com-

monly occurring in lactose and in certain pectins, gums, and mucilages. 

ga·lac·to·se·mi·a (gN-l4kÙtN-sKùmK-N) n.  An inherited metabolic disorder 

characterized by the deficiency of an enzyme that is necessary for the metabolism 

of galactose. The disorder results in elevated levels of galactose in the blood and, 

if untreated, can lead to mental retardation and eye and liver abnormalities.   
—ga·lacÙto·seùmic adj. 

ga·lac·to·si·dase (gN-l4kùto-sV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ, -l4k-toù-) n.  An enzyme that cata-

lyzes the hydrolysis of a galactoside. 

ga·lac·to·side (gN-l4kùtN-sXdÙ) n.  Any of a group of glycosides that yield galac-

tose on hydrolysis. 

ga·la·go (gN-l7ùgo, -läù-) n.  pl. ga·la·gos. See bush baby.  [New Latin Galago, 

genus name, perhaps from Wolof golo, monkey.]



ga·lah (gN-läù) n.  1. An Australian cockatoo (Cacatua roseicapilla) having pale 

blue-gray plumage and a pink breast.  2. Australian. A fool; an idiot.  

[Yuwaalaraay (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) gilaa.]

Gal·a·had (g4lùN-h4dÙ) n.  1. In Arthurian legend, the purest of the Knights of 

the Round Table who alone succeeded in the quest for the Holy Grail.  2. One 

considered to be noble, pure, or chivalrous. 

ga·lan·gal (gN-l4ngùgNl) n.  1. A plant (Alpinia officinarum) of eastern Asia, 

having pungent, aromatic roots used medicinally and as seasoning.  2. The dried 

roots of this plant.  [Variant of GALINGALE.]

gal·an·tine (g4lùNn-tKnÙ) n.  A dish of boned, stuffed meat or fish that is 

poached and served cold coated with aspic.  [Middle English galauntine, a kind of 

sauce, from Old French galatine, galentine, aspic, fish sauce, diminutive of Medi-

eval Latin gel7ta, jelly, from feminine past participle of Latin gel7re, to freeze, 

coagulate. See GELATIN.]

ga·lan·ty show (gN-l4nùtK sho) n.  A shadow play performed by casting the 

shadows of miniature figures on a screen or wall.  [Perhaps from Italian galanti, 

pl. of galante, a gallant, from Old French galant. See GALLANT.]

Ga·lá·pa·gos Islands (gN-läùpN-gNs XùlNndz, -l4pùN-)  A group of volcanic 

islands in the Pacific Ocean west of the mainland of Ecuador. The islands are 

famous for their rare species of fauna, including the giant tortoises for which they 

are named. Charles Darwin visited the islands in 1835 and collected a wealth of 

scientific data that contributed to his theory of natural selection. Tourism is now 

strictly regulated to protect the endangered species unknown outside the archi-

pelago. 

gal·a·te·a (g4lÙN-tKùN) n.  A durable, often striped cotton fabric used in making 

clothing.  [After the Galatea, a 19th-century English warship (from the fabric’s 

use for children’s sailor suits).]

Gal·a·te·a (g4lÙN-tKùN) n.  Greek Mythology. A maiden who was originally a 

statue carved by Pygmalion and who was brought to life by Aphrodite in answer 

to the sculptor’s pleas. 

Ga·la·¡i (gä-lätsù, -lätùsK)  or Ga·latz (gäùlätsÙ)  A city of eastern Romania on the 

lower Danube River northeast of Bucharest. Founded in the Middle Ages, it is a 

major inland port. Population, 285,077. 

Ga·la·tia (gN-l7ùshN, -shK-N)  An ancient country of central Asia Minor in the 

region surrounding modern Ankara, Turkey. Settled by Gauls in the third century 

B.C., it became a Roman province in 25 B.C.   —Ga·laùtian adj.  & n. 

Ga·la·tians (gN-l7ùshNnz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Gal., Ga Bible. A 

book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Ga·latz (gäùlätsÙ)  See Gala¡i. 
gal·a·vant (g4lùN-v4ntÙ) v.  Variant of gallivant. 



ga·lax (g7ùl4ksÙ) n.  A stemless, evergreen, perennial plant (Galax urceolata) of 

the eastern United States, having a rosette of glossy, heart-shaped leaves and 

small, white flowers in spikelike clusters.  Also called beetleweed, coltsfoot, wand-

flower.  [New Latin Galax, genus name, from Greek gala, milk. See GALAXY.]

gal·ax·y (g4lùNk-sK) n.  pl. gal·ax·ies. 1. a. Any of numerous large-scale aggre-

gates of stars, gas, and dust that constitute the universe, containing an average of 

100 billion (1011) solar masses and ranging in diameter from 1,500 to 300,000 

light-years.  Also called nebula b.  Often Galaxy. The Milky Way.   2. An assem-

bly of brilliant, glamorous, or distinguished persons or things:  a galaxy of theatri-

cal performers.  [Middle English galaxie, the Milky Way, from Late Latin galaxias, 

from Greek, milky, from gala, galakt-, milk. See melg- in Appendix.]

Gal·ba (g4lùbN, gôlù-), Servius Sulpicius. 3 B.C.-A.D. 69.  Emperor of Rome 

(68-69) who was assassinated after naming an unpopular successor. 

gal·ba·num (g4lùbN-nNm, gôlù-) n.  A bitter, aromatic gum resin extracted from 

an Asiatic plant (Ferula galbaniflua) or any of several related plants and used in 

incense and medicinally as a counterirritant.  [Middle English, from Latin, from 

Greek khalbanK, from Hebrew UelbHnâ.]

Gal·braith (g4lùbr7thÙ), John Kenneth. Born 1908.  Canadian-born Ameri-

can economist, writer, and diplomat who served as U.S. ambassador to India 

(1961-1963). His works include The Great Crash (1955) and The Affluent Society 

(1958). 

gale1 (g7l) n.  1. A very strong wind.  2. Meteorology. a. Any of four winds with 

speeds of from 32 to 63 miles (51 to 102 kilometers) per hour, according to the 

Beaufort scale.  b. A fresh gale.   3. A forceful outburst:  gales of laughter.  

4. Archaic. A breeze.  [Origin unknown.]

gale2 (g7l) n.  The sweet gale.  [Middle English gail, from Old English gagel.]

Gale (g7l), Zona. 1874-1938.  American writer known for her novels dealing 

with life in the rural Midwest, such as Birth (1918) and Miss Lulu Bett (1920). 

ga·le·a (g7ùlK-N) n.  pl. ga·le·ae (-lK-KÙ). A helmet-shaped part, such as the 

upper petal of certain plants or part of the maxilla of an insect.  [Latin, helmet.]

ga·le·ate (g7ùlK-7tÙ) also ga·le·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Biology. Having a galea.  

2. Helmet-shaped.  [Latin gale7tus, past participle of gale7re, to cover with a hel-

met, from galea, helmet.]

Ga·len (g7ùlNn), A.D. 130?-200?.  Greek anatomist, physician, and writer. His the-

ories formed the basis of European medicine until the Renaissance. 

ga·le·na (gN-lKùnN) n.  A gray mineral, essentially PbS, the principal ore of lead.  

[Latin galKna, lead ore.]

Ga·le·na (gN-lKùnN)  A city of extreme northwest Illinois west-northwest of 

Rockford. A prosperous river port until the 1860’s, it was the home of Ulysses S. 

Grant, whose residence is now a museum. Population, 3,876. 



ga·len·i·cal (g7-lHnùV-kNl, gN-) n.  A medicinal preparation composed mainly of 

herbal or vegetable matter.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or being a drug or agent 

made up chiefly of herbal or vegetable matter.  [After GALEN.]

Ga·len·ism (g7ùlN-nVzÙNm) n.  The medical system based on the theories or 

practices of Galen.   —Gaùlen·ist adj.  & n. 

Ga·le·ri·us (gN-lîrùK-Ns), Died A.D. 311.  Emperor of Rome (305-311). Despite a 

ruthless reign characterized by the persecution of Christians, he issued an edict of 

religious toleration shortly before his death. 

Gales·burg (g7lzùbûrgÙ)  A city of northwest-central Illinois west-northwest of 

Peoria. The poet Carl Sandburg was born here in 1878. Population, 33,530. 

gal Friday (g4l frXùdK) n.  Informal. A girl Friday. 

Ga·li·bi (gN-lKùbK) n.  pl. Galibi or Ga·li·bis. 1. A member of the Carib people 

of French Guiana.  2. The language of the Galibi.  [Carib, strong man, Galibi. See 

CANNIBAL.]

Ga·li·cia (gN-lVshùN, -K-N)  1. A historical region of central Europe in southeast 

Poland and western Ukraine. An independent principality after 1087, it was con-

quered by the Russians in the 12th century and later passed to Poland and Austria. 

The territory was returned to Poland after World War I, and the eastern portion 

was ceded to the U.S.S.R. after World War II.  2. A region and ancient kingdom of 

northwest Spain on the Atlantic Ocean south of the Bay of Biscay. Exploited by 

the Romans for its mineral resources, it later became a Goth kingdom and a 

stronghold of the Moors. 

Ga·li·cian1 (gN-lVshùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Polish Galicia or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of Polish Galicia. 

Ga·li·cian2 (gN-lVshùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Spanish Galicia or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Spanish Galicia.  2. The 

Portuguese dialect spoken in Spanish Galicia. 

Gal·i·le·an also Gal·i·lae·an (g4lÙN-lKùNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Gali-

lee.  2. A Christian.  3. Jesus.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Galilee or its people. 

gal·i·lee (g4lùN-lKÙ) n.  A small chapel or porch at the western end of a medieval 

English church.  [Middle English galile, from Old North French galilee, from 

Medieval Latin galilaea, from Latin Galilea, Galilee.]

Gal·i·lee (g4lùN-lKÙ)  A region of northern Israel. The northernmost part of Pal-

estine and the ancient kingdom of Israel, Galilee was the center of Jesus’s minis-

try. 

Galilee, Sea of. Formerly, Lake. Ti·be·ri·as (tX-bîrùK-Ns).  A freshwater lake of 

northeast Israel. About 214 m (700 ft) below sea level, it is fed and drained by the 

Jordan River. 

Ga·li·le·o Ga·li·lei (g4lÙN-lKùo g4lÙN-l7ù, -l7ùo), 1564-1642.  Italian astronomer 

and physicist. The first to use a telescope to study the stars (1610), he was an out-

spoken advocate of Copernicus’s theory that the sun forms the center of the uni-



verse, which led to his persecution and imprisonment by the Inquisition (1633).   
—GalÙi·leùan adj. 

gal·i·ma·ti·as (g4lÙN-m7ùshK-Ns, -m4tùK-Ns) n.  Nonsense; gibberish.  [French.]

gal·in·gale (g4lùVn-g7lÙ) n.  Any of various sedges of the genus Cyperus, espe-

cially C. longus of Europe, having rough-edged leaves, reddish spikelets, and aro-

matic roots.  [Middle English, a kind of root, from Old French galingal, from 

Arabic Tulunj7n, from Chinese (Mandarin) G7o liáng ji7ng, a kind of ginger  : 

G7o liáng, an area in Guangdong province + ji7ng, ginger.]

gal·i·ot also gal·li·ot (g4lùK-Nt) n.  Nautical. 1. A light, swift galley formerly 

used in the Mediterranean.  2. A light, single-masted, flat-bottomed Dutch mer-

chant ship.  [Middle English, from Old French, from galee, galie. See GALLEY.]

gal·i·pot (g4lùN-pmtÙ, -poÙ) n.  Crude turpentine obtained from the cluster pine 

tree (Pinus pinaster) of southern Europe.  [French.]

gall1 (gôl) n.  1.  See bile (n., sense 1).  2. a. Bitterness of feeling; rancor.  

b. Something bitter to endure:  the gall of defeat.   3. Outrageous insolence; 

effrontery.  See Synonyms at temerity.  [Middle English, from Old English 

gealla, galla. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

gall2 (gôl) n.  1. A skin sore caused by friction and abrasion:  a saddle gall.  

2. a. Exasperation; vexation.  b. The cause of such vexation.    —  v.  galled, 
gall·ing, galls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make (the skin) sore by abrasion; chafe.  2. To 

damage or break the surface of by or as if by friction; abrade:  the bark of saplings 

galled by improper staking.  See Synonyms at chafe.  3. To irk or exasperate; vex:  

It galled me to have to wait outside.   —  v.  intr. To become irritated, chafed, or 

sore.  [Middle English galle, from Old English gealla, possibly from Latin galla, 

gallnut.]

gall3 (gôl) n.  An abnormal swelling of plant tissue caused by insects, microor-

ganisms, or external injury.  [Middle English galle, from Old French, from Latin 

galla, gallnut.]

Gal·la (g4lùN) n.  pl. Galla or Gal·las. See Oromo.  [Perhaps from Arabic SalXÆ, 

rough.] —Galùla adj. 

gal·lant (g4lùNnt) adj.  1. Smartly or boldly stylish; dashing:  a gallant feathered 

hat; cut a gallant figure at the coronation.  2. a. Unflinching in battle or action; 

valiant:  put up a gallant resistance to the attackers.  b. Nobly or selflessly resolute:  

made a gallant attempt to save his friend’s reputation.   3. Stately; majestic.  4.  (gN-

l4ntù, -läntù) a. Courteously attentive especially to women; chivalrous.  

b. Flirtatious; amorous.    —  n.  (gN-l4ntù, -läntù, g4lùNnt) 1. A fashionable young 

man.  2. a. A man courteously attentive to women.  b. A woman’s lover; a par-

amour.    —  v.  gal·lant·ed, gal·lant·ing, gal·lants (gN-l4ntù, -läntù).  —  v.  

tr. To woo or pay court to (a lady).   —  v.  intr. To play the gallant.  [Middle 

English galaunt, from Old French galant, present participle of galer, to rejoice, of 

Germanic origin. See wel-1 in Appendix.] —galùlant·ly adv. 



Gal·lant (gN-l4ntù), Mavis. Born 1922.  Canadian writer whose works include 

the short-story collection The Other Paris (1956) and the novel A Fairly Good 

Time (1970). 

gal·lant·ry (g4lùNn-trK) n.  pl. gal·lant·ries. 1. Nobility of spirit or action; 

courage.  2. Chivalrous attention toward women; courtliness: “the air of faintly 

mocking gallantry with which he habitually treated mother” (Louis Auchincloss).  

3. The act or an instance of gallant speech or behavior.  4. Archaic. A bold or styl-

ish appearance. 

Gal·la·tin (g4lùV-tn)  A city of northern Tennessee northeast of Nashville. It is a 

trade and market center in a tobacco-growing region. Population, 18,794. 

Gal·la·tin (g4lùN-tVn), (Abraham Alfonse) Albert. 1761-1849.  Swiss-born 

American financier and politician who served as U.S. representative from New 

York (1795-1801), secretary of the treasury (1801-1814), and minister to France 

(1816-1823) and Great Britain (1826-1827). 

Gallatin Range (g4lùV-tn r7nj)  A section of the Rocky Mountains in north-

west Wyoming and southwest Montana rising to 3,402.3 m (11,155 ft) at Electric 

Peak. 

Gallatin River (g4lùV-tn rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Gallatin Range of north-

west Wyoming and flowing about 201 km (125 mi) generally northwest to join 

the Jefferson and Madison rivers and form the Missouri River in southwest Mon-

tana. 

Gal·lau·det (g4lÙN-dHtù), Thomas Hopkins. 1787-1851.  American educator 

who established the first free American school for the hearing-impaired (1817). 

gall·blad·der also gall bladder (gôlùbl4dÙNr) n.  A small, pear-shaped muscu-

lar sac, located under the right lobe of the liver, in which bile secreted by the liver 

is stored until needed by the body for digestion. 

Galle (gäl, g4l)  A city of southern Sri Lanka on the Indian Ocean. It was a trade 

center for the Chinese and Arabs by 100 B.C. and later flourished as a Portuguese 

and Dutch port. Population, 77,183. 

gal·le·ass (g4lùK-4sÙ, -Ns) n.  Nautical. A large, fast, heavily armed three-masted 

Mediterranean galley of the 16th and 17th centuries.  [French galeasse, from Old 

French, from Old Italian galeaza, augmentative of galea, galley, from Old 

Provençal, or Catalan; see GALLEY.]

Gal·le·gos Fre·ire (gä-y7ùgos fr7ùr7, gä-yHùgôs frHùrH), Rómulo. 1884-1969.  

Venezuelan writer and politician who became president of Venezuela in 1948 but 

was overthrown by a military junta in the same year. 

gal·lein (g4lùK-Vn, g4lùKnÙ) n.  A brown or metallic green dye, C20H12O7, used as a 

pH indicator and in dyeing textiles.  [GALL(IC ACID) + (PHTHAL)EIN.]

gal·le·on (g4lùK-Nn, g4lùyNn) n.  Nautical. A large three-masted sailing ship with 

a square rig and usually two or more decks, used from the 15th to 17th century 



especially by Spain as a merchant ship or warship.  [Spanish galeon, from Old 

Spanish, augmentative of galea, galley, from Old French galie. See GALLEY.]

gal·le·ri·a (g4lÙN-rKùN) n.  A roofed passageway or indoor court usually contain-

ing a variety of shops or businesses.  [Italian, from Old Italian. See GALLERY.]

gal·ler·y (g4lùN-rK) n.  pl. gal·ler·ies. 1. A roofed promenade, especially one 

extending along the wall of a building and supported by arches or columns on the 

outer side.  2. A long enclosed passage, such as a hallway or corridor.  3. a. A nar-

row balcony, usually having a railing or balustrade, along the outside of a build-

ing.  b. A projecting or recessed passageway along an upper story on the interior 

or exterior of a large building, especially a church, generally marked by a colon-

nade or an arcade.   4. Lower Southern U.S. See veranda.  5. a. An upper sec-

tion, often with a sloping floor, projecting from the rear or side walls of a theater 

or an auditorium to provide additional seating.  b. The seats in such a section, 

usually cheaper than those on the main floor.  c. The cheapest seats in a theater, 

generally those of the uppermost gallery.  d. The audience occupying a gallery or 

cheap section of a theater.   6. A large audience or group of spectators, as at a ten-

nis or golf match.  7. The general public, usually considered as exemplifying a 

lack of discrimination or sophistication:  accused the administration of playing to 

the gallery on the defense issue.  8. a. A building, an institution, or a room for the 

exhibition of artistic work.  b. An establishment that displays and sells works of 

art.  c. A photographer’s studio.   9. A collection; an assortment:  The trial fea-

tured a gallery of famous and flamboyant witnesses.  10. a. An underground tun-

nel or passageway, as in a cave or one dug for military or mining purposes.  b. A 

passage made by a tunneling insect or animal.   11. Nautical. A platform or bal-

cony at the stern or quarters of some early sailing ships.  12. A decorative upright 

trimming or molding along the edge of a table top, tray, or shelf.  [Middle English 

galerie, from Old French, from Old North French galilee, galilee. See GALILEE.] 
—galùler·ied adj.  

REGIONAL NOTE: In Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and southern

Alabama, an open roofed porch that runs along at least one side of a house is

called a gallery: “Out on the small front gallery she had hung Bobinôt’s Sunday

clothes to air” (Kate Chopin). Craig M. Carver, the author of American Regional

Dialects, points out that the word gallery, from Old French galerie, was borrowed

into British English in the 15th century and was brought over to the American

colonies by English-speaking settlers. Although the word in the sense “porch” did

not survive in the American English of the East Coast, it was borrowed separately,

probably from Acadian French, into the English of 18th-century Louisiana and

there survived as part of the Gulf Southern dialect.



gal·ley (g4lùK) n.  pl. gal·leys. 1. Nautical. a. A large, usually single-decked 

medieval ship of shallow draft, propelled by sails and oars and used as a merchant 

ship or warship in the Mediterranean.  b. An ancient Mediterranean seagoing 

vessel propelled by oars.  c. A large rowboat formerly used by British customs 

officers.   2. The kitchen of an airliner or a ship.  3. Printing. a. A long tray, usu-

ally of metal, used for holding composed type.  b. Galley proof.   [Middle English 

galei, from Old French galie, from Old Provençal, or Catalan galea from Medieval 

Greek, probably variant of Greek galeos, shark, perhaps from galeK, weasel.]

galley proof (g4lùK pruf) n.  Printing. A proof taken from composed type 

before page composition to allow for the detection and correction of errors. 

galley slave (g4lùK sl7v) n.  1. A slave or convict forced to ply an oar of a galley.  

2. A person assigned to perform tedious or menial tasks; a drudge. 

gall·fly (gôlùflXÙ) n.  Any of various small insects, such as the gall midge or gall 

wasp, that deposit their eggs on plant stems or in the bark of trees, causing the 

formation of galls in which their larvae grow. 

Gal·li·a (g4lùK-ä)  See Gaul2. 
gal·liard (g4lùyNrd) n.  1. A spirited dance popular in France in the 16th and 

17th centuries.  2. The triple-time music for this dance.   —  adj.  Archaic. Spir-

ited; lively; gay.  [Middle English gaillard, from Old French gaillart, probably of 

Celtic origin.]

Gal·lic (g4lùVk) adj.  Of or relating to Gaul or France; French.  [Latin Gallicus, 

from Gallus, a Gaul.]

gal·lic acid (g4lùVk 4sùVd, gôùlVk) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, C7H6O5, 

derived from tannin and used as a tanning agent, as an ink dye, and in photogra-

phy and the manufacture of paper.  [French acide gallique, from galle, plant gall. 

See GALL
3.]

Gal·li·can (g4lùV-kNn) adj.  1. Relating to or characteristic of Gallicanism.  

2. Gallic.   —  n.  A supporter of Gallicanism. 

Gal·li·can·ism (g4lùV-kN-nVzÙNm) n.  A movement originating among the French 

Roman Catholic clergy that favored the restriction of papal control and the 

achievement by each nation of individual administrative autonomy. 

Gal·li·cism (g4lùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. A French phrase or idiom appearing in another 

language.  2. A characteristic French trait. 

Gal·li·cize (g4lùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. Gal·li·cized, Gal·li·ciz·ing, Gal·li·ciz·es. To 

make or become French, as in form, character, or custom.   —GalÙli·ci·zaùtion 
(-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Gal·li-Cur·ci (g4lùV-ktrùchK, gäùlK-), Amelita. 1899-1963.  Italian operatic 

soprano known as the greatest coloratura of her time. 

gal·li·gas·kins (g4lÙV-g4sùkVnz) pl.n.  1. Loosely fitting hose or breeches worn 

in the 16th and 17th centuries.  2. Loose trousers.  3. Chiefly British. Leggings.  

[Perhaps alteration (influenced by GALLEY, and GASCON ), of French garguesques, 



variant of greguesques, from Spanish gregüescos, from griego, Greek, from Latin 

Graecus. See GREEK.]

gal·li·mau·fry (g4lÙN-môùfrK) n.  pl. gal·li·mau·fries. A jumble; a hodge-

podge.  [French galimafrée, from Old French galimafree, sauce, ragout  : probably 

galer, to make merry; see GALLANT + mafrer, to gorge oneself (from Middle Dutch 

moffelen, to open one’s mouth wide, of imitative origin).]

gal·li·na·ceous (g4lÙN-n7ùshNs) adj.  1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of 

the order Galliformes, which includes the common domestic fowl as well as the 

pheasants, turkeys, and grouse.  2. Relating to or resembling the domestic fowl.  

[From Latin gallXn7ceus, of poultry, from gallXna, hen, feminine of gallus, cock. 

See gal- in Appendix.] —galÙli·naùcean n. 

Gal·li·nas (gä-yKùnäs), Point. A cape of northern Colombia, the northernmost 

point of South America. 

gall·ing (gôùlVng) adj.  Causing extreme irritation or chagrin; vexing:  a galling 

delay; a galling setback to their plans.   —gallùing·ly adv. 

gal·li·nip·per (g4lùN-nVpÙNr) n.  A large mosquito or other insect capable of 

inflicting a painful bite.  [Origin unknown.]

gal·li·nule (g4lùN-nulÙ, -nyulÙ) n.  Any of various wading and swimming 

birds of the family Rallidae, frequenting swampy regions and characteristically 

having dark, iridescent plumage and a red bill tipped with yellow.  [Latin gallX-
nula, pullet, diminutive of gallXna, hen. See GALLINACEOUS.]

gal·li·ot (g4lùK-Nt) n.  Nautical. Variant of galiot. 
gal·li·pot (g4lùN-pmtÙ) n.  A small glazed earthenware jar formerly used by drug-

gists for medicaments.  [Middle English galy pott : probably galei, galley; see GAL-

LEY + pott, pot; see POT
1.]

gal·li·um (g4lùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ga A rare metallic element that is liquid near 

room temperature, expands on solidifying, and is found as a trace element in 

coal, bauxite, and other minerals. It is used in semiconductor technology and as a 

component of various low-melting alloys. Atomic number 31; atomic weight 

69.72; melting point 29.78˚C; boiling point 2,403˚C; specific gravity 5.907; 

valence 2, 3.  [From Latin gallus, cock, translation of surname of Paul Émile 

Lecoq de Boisbaudran (1838-1912), French chemist : le, the + coq, rooster.]

gallium arsenide (g4lùK-Nm ärùsN-nXdÙ) n.  A dark-gray crystalline com-

pound, GaAs, used in transistors, solar cells, and semiconducting lasers. 

gal·li·vant also gal·a·vant (g4lùN-v4ntÙ) v.  intr. gal·li·vant·ed, 
gal·li·vant·ing, gal·li·vants. 1. To roam about in search of pleasure or amuse-

ment.  See Synonyms at wander.  2. To play around amorously; flirt.  [Perhaps 

alteration of GALLANT.]

WORD HISTORY: Ladies’ men and gambling are no strangers, as the history

of the word gallivant may attest. Gallivant, which is first recorded in English in



1819, is thought possibly to be an alteration of the word gallant, “to play the gal-

lant or dandy, flirt,” under the influence of the word levant, “to leave quickly and

secretly, especially as a gambler might do to avoid payment of debts.” The word

levant may hark back to the notion of the Levant, the countries of the Near East,

as a far-off place where someone might go to hide. In French the phrase faire voile

en Levant, which means literally “to sail into the Levant,” actually means “to be

stolen.” When a person gallivanted, the person was at one time playing the gallant,

perhaps with the intention of stealing away with a heart or two. One can still gal-

livant with others or simply gallivant on one’s own.

gal·li·wasp (g4lùN-wmspÙ, -wôspÙ) n.  Any of several long-bodied lizards of the 

genus Diploglossus, native to marshy regions of Central America and the West 

Indies.  [Origin unknown.]

gall midge (gôl mVj) n.  Any of various small, mosquitolike flies of the family 

Cecidomyiidae, having larvae that cause the formation of galls in plants. 

gall mite (gôl mXt) n.  Any of various mites of the family Eriophyidae that pro-

duce galls on plants. 

gall·nut (gôlùnƒtÙ) n.  See nutgall. 
gal·lo·glass  or gal·low·glass (g4lùo-gl4sÙ) n.  An armed retainer or merce-

nary in the service of an Irish chieftain.  [Irish Gaelic galloglach : gall, foreigner + 

oglach, soldier (from og, from Old Irish oac); see yeu- in Appendix.]

Gal·lo·ma·ni·a (g4lÙo-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  A strong predilection for any-

thing French.  [French gallomanie : gallo-, France (from Latin Gallus, a Gaul) + -

manie, mania (from Late Latin mania); see MANIA.]

gal·lon (g4lùNn) n.  Abbr. gal. 1. a. A unit of volume in the U.S. Customary Sys-

tem, used in liquid measure, equal to 4 quarts (3.785 liters).  b. A unit of volume 

in the British Imperial System, used in liquid and dry measure, equal to 4 quarts 

(4.546 liters).  See Table at measurement.   2. A container with a capacity of 

one gallon.  [Middle English, a liquid measure, from Old North French galon.]

gal·lon·age (g4lùN-nVj) n.  An amount measured in gallons. 

gal·loon (gN-lunù) n.  A narrow band or braid used as trimming and com-

monly made of lace, metallic thread, or embroidery.  [French galon, from Old 

French galonner, to decorate the hair with ribbons.] —gal·loonedù adj. 

gal·loot (gN-lutù) n.  Slang. Variant of galoot. 
gal·lop (g4lùNp) n.  1. a. A natural three-beat gait of a horse, faster than a canter, 

in which all four feet are off the ground at the same time during each stride.  b. A 

fast running motion of other quadrupeds.   2. A ride taken at a gallop.  3. A rapid 

pace:  Events were proceeding at a gallop.   —  v.  gal·loped, gal·lop·ing, 
gal·lops.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to gallop.  2. To transport at or as if at a gallop:  

gallop the mail to the next station.   —  v.  intr. 1. To ride a horse at a gallop.  2. To 

move or progress swiftly:  Summer was galloping by.  [From Middle English 



galopen, to go at a gallop, from Old French galoper, of Germanic origin. See wel-
1 in Appendix.] —galùlop·er n. 

gal·lo·pade (g4lÙN-p7dù, -pädù) n.  Variant of galop. 
gal·lop·ing (g4lùN-pVng) adj.  1. Of or resembling a gallop, especially in rhythm 

or rapidity.  2. Developing at an accelerated rate and leading to death. Used of 

certain diseases. 

Gal·lo·way (g4lùN-w7Ù)  A region of southwest Scotland. The Mull of Gallo-
way, a promontory on a peninsula on its southwest coast, is the southernmost 

point in Scotland. 

Gal·lo·way (g4lùN-w7Ù), Joseph. 1731?-1803.  British Loyalist in America. His 

“Plan of a Proposed Union between Great Britain and the Colonies” was defeated 

in the First Continental Congress by one vote. Galloway fled to England in 1778. 

gal·low·glass (g4lùo-gl4sÙ) n.  Variant of galloglass. 
gal·lows (g4lùoz) n.  pl. gallows or gal·lows·es. 1. a. A device usually con-

sisting of two upright posts supporting a crossbeam from which a noose is sus-

pended and used for execution by hanging; a gallows tree.  b. A similar structure 

used for supporting or suspending.   2. Execution by hanging:  a crime punishable 

by the gallows.  [Middle English galwes, pl. of galwe, gallows, from Old English 

gealga, galga.]

gallows bird (g4lùoz bûrd) n.  Informal. One who is destined or deserves to be 

hanged. 

gallows humor (g4lùoz hyuùmNr) n.  Humorous treatment of a grave or dire 

situation: “conveying with gallows humor the utter insanity of the nuclear-arms 

race” (New York). 

gallows tree (g4lùoz trK) n.  A device used for hanging a person until dead; a 

gallows. 

gall·stone (gôlùstonÙ) n.  A small, hard, pathological concretion, composed 

chiefly of cholesterol, calcium salts, and bile pigments, formed in the gallbladder 

or in a bile duct. 

Gal·lup (g4lùNp)  A city of northwest New Mexico near the Arizona border west-

northwest of Albuquerque. It is a trade center in a ranching and mining area. 

Population, 19,154. 

Gal·lup (g4lùNp), George Horace. 1901-1984.  American public-opinion ana-

lyst. Through his techniques of polling the public, he accurately predicted the 

outcome of the 1936 presidential election. Gallup polls have been used regularly 

ever since. 

gal·lus·es (g4lùN-sVz) pl.n.  Suspenders for trousers.  [Variant of gallowses, pl. of 

GALLOWS.]

gall wasp (gôl wmsp) n.  Any of various wasps of the family Cynipidae whose 

larvae produce distinctively shaped galls on oaks and other plants. 



Ga·lois (gäl-wäù), Évariste. 1811-1832.  French mathematician who made valu-

able contributions to number theory algebra before being killed in a duel at the 

age of 21. 

Ga·lois theory (g4l-wäù thKùN-rK) n.  The part of mathematical group theory 

concerned with the conditions under which a polynomial equation of power n 

with coefficients in a given mathematical field can be solved by repeating given 

operations and extracting the nth roots.  [After Évariste GALOIS.]

ga·loot also gal·loot (gN-lutù) n.  Slang. A person, especially a clumsy or 

uncouth one.  [Origin unknown.]

gal·op (g4lùNp) also gal·o·pade  or gal·lo·pade (g4lÙN-p7dù, -pädù) n.  1. A 

lively round dance in duple time, popular in the 19th century.  2. The music for 

this dance.  [French, from Old French, gallop, from galoper, to gallop. See GAL-

LOP.]

ga·lore (gN-lôrù, -lorù) adj.  In great numbers; in abundance: “with balloons and 

hot dogs... and fireworks galore” (Anne Armstrong).  [Irish Gaelic go leór, enough  : 

go, adv. particle + leór, enough (from Old Irish lour, alteration of roar); see wKro- 
in Appendix.]

ga·losh (gN-lmshù) n.  1. A waterproof overshoe.  2. Obsolete. A sturdy heavy-

soled boot or shoe.  [Middle English galoche, wooden soled shoe, from Old 

French.]

Gals·wor·thy (gälzùwûrÙthK), John. 1867-1933.  British writer. Author of The 

Forsyte Saga (1906-1921) and many other Forsyte stories, he won the 1932 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

Gal·ton (gôlùtNn), Sir Francis. 1822-1911.  British scientist whose book Heredi-

tary Genius (1869) laid the foundations for the science of eugenics. 

ga·lumph (gN-lƒmfù) v.  intr. ga·lumphed, ga·lumph·ing, ga·lumphs. To 

move or run clumsily or heavily.  [Perhaps blend of GALLOP, and TRIUMPH.]

galv. abbr.  Galvanized. 

Gal·va·ni (g4l-väùnK, gäl-), Luigi. 1737-1798.  Italian physiologist and physician 

who asserted that animal tissues generate electricity. Although he was proved 

wrong, his experiments stimulated research on electricity. 

gal·van·ic (g4l-v4nùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to direct-current electricity, espe-

cially when produced chemically.  2. a. Having the effect of an electric shock:  a 

galvanic revelation.  b. Produced as if by an electric shock:  The new leader had a 

galvanic effect on our morale.   [GALVAN(ISM) + -IC.] —gal·vanùi·cal·ly adv. 

galvanic cell (g4l-v4nùVk sHl) n.  See primary cell. 
galvanic couple (g4l-v4nùVk kƒpùNl) n.  See voltaic couple. 
galvanic skin response (g4l-v4nùVk skVn rV-spmnsù) n.  Abbr. GSR A change 

in the ability of the skin to conduct electricity, caused by an emotional stimulus, 

such as fright. 



gal·va·nism (g4lùvN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Direct-current electricity, especially when 

produced chemically.  Also called voltaism 2. Therapeutic application of direct-

current electricity, especially the electric stimulation of nerves and muscle.  

[AfterLuigi GALVANI.]

gal·va·nize (g4lùvN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. gal·va·nized, gal·va·niz·ing, gal·va·niz·es. 
1. To stimulate or shock with an electric current.  2. To arouse to awareness or 

action; spur: “Issues that once galvanized the electorate fade into irrelevance” 

(Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  3. To coat (iron or steel) with rust-resistant zinc.   
—galÙva·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —galùva·nizÙer n. 

galvano- pref.  Galvanism; galvanic:  galvanometer.  [From GALVANIC, or GALVA-

NISM.]

gal·va·no·mag·net·ic (g4lÙvN-no-m4g-nHtùVk, g4l-v4nÙo-) adj.  Of or relating 

to the generation of an electric field by a magnetic field in semiconductors and 

metals. 

gal·va·nom·e·ter (g4lÙvN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to detect, mea-

sure, and determine the direction of small electric currents by means of mechani-

cal effects produced by a coil in a magnetic field.   —galÙva·no·metùric (-no-

mHtùrVk), galÙva·no·metùri·cal adj.  —galÙva·nomùe·try n. 

gal·va·no·scope (g4lùvN-nN-skopÙ, g4l-v4nùN-) n.  An instrument used to 

detect the presence and determine the direction of electric currents by the deflec-

tion of a magnetic needle.   —galÙ·va·no·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  

—galÙva·nosùco·py (g4lÙvN-nmsùkN-pK) n. 

Gal·ves·ton (g4lùvV-stNn)  A city of southeast Texas south-southeast of Houston 

on Galveston Island at the entrance to Galveston Bay, an arm of the Gulf of 

Mexico. The Spanish explorer Cabeza de Vaca may have been shipwrecked on the 

island in 1528. Population, 59,070. 

Gál·vez (gälùvHsÙ), José de. 1729-1787.  Spanish jurist and colonial administra-

tor who was responsible for the expedition (1769) that led to the first Spanish set-

tlements in California. 

Gal·way (gôlùw7Ù)  A region of west-central Ireland bordering on Galway Bay, 
an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. The city of Galway (population, 37,835) was 

incorporated in the late 14th century and is today an important industrial and 

tourist center. 

gal·yak (g4lùy4kÙ) n.  A flat, glossy fur made from the pelt of a stillborn lamb or 

kid.  [Russian dialectal golyak, sheepskin coat of smooth fur, from Russian golyV, 
smooth, bald, naked.]

gam1 (g4m) n.  1. A social visit or friendly interchange, especially between whal-

ers or seafarers.  2. A herd of whales or a social congregation of whalers, espe-

cially at sea.  See Synonyms at flock1.   —  v.  gammed, gam·ming, gams.  
—  v.  intr. To hold a visit, especially while at sea.   —  v.  tr. 1. To visit with.  2. To 



spend (time) talking or visiting.  [Perhaps short for GAMMON
2, or variant of 

GAME
1.]

gam2 (g4m) n.  Slang. A person’s leg.  [Probably from Polari (theatrical argot), 

from Italian gamba, from Late Latin gamba, hoof. See GAMBOL.]

gam- pref.  Variant of gamo-. 
Ga·ma (g4mùN, gäùmN), Vasco da. 1460?-1524.  Portuguese explorer and colo-

nial administrator. The first European to sail to India (1497-1498), he opened the 

rich lands of the East to Portuguese trade and colonization. 

ga·may (g4-m7ù, g4mù7) n.  A variety of red grape used for making red wines, 

especially Beaujolais.  [French, after Gamay, a village of east-central France.]

gam·ba (gämùbN, g4mù-) n.  Music. See viola da gamba (n., sense 1). 

gam·ba·do1 (g4m-b7ùdo) n.  pl. gam·ba·does or gam·ba·dos. 1. A low leap 

of a horse in which all four feet are off the ground.  2. A leaping or gamboling 

movement.  [Alteration (influenced by GAMBADO
2), of French gambade, from Ital-

ian gambata, from Old Italian gambata. See GAMBOL.]

gam·ba·do2 (g4m-b7ùdo) n.  pl. gam·ba·does or gam·ba·dos. 1. Either of a 

pair of protective leather gaiters attached to a saddle.  2. A rider’s legging.  [From 

Italian gamba, leg, from Old Italian. See GAMBOL.]

Gam·bet·ta (g4m-bHtùN, gäN-bH-täù), Léon Michel. 1838-1882.  French politi-

cal leader. After the defeat of Napoleon III (1870), Gambetta helped create the 

Third Republic. 

Gam·bi·a (g4mùbK-N)  A country of western Africa on the Atlantic Ocean. It was 

a British protectorate after 1894 and became independent in 1965. Banjul is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 696,000.   —Gamùbi·an adj.  & n. 

Gambia River (g4mùbK-N rVvùNr)  A river of western Africa flowing about 1,126 

km (700 mi) from northern Guinea through southeast Senegal and Gambia to 

the Atlantic Ocean at Banjul. 

gam·bier also gam·bir (g4mùbîr) n.  A resinous, astringent extract obtained 

from the leaves of a woody vine (Uncaria gambir) of Malaysia and Indonesia, 

used medicinally and in tanning and dyeing.  [Malay gambir.]

Gam·bier Islands (g4mùbîrÙ XùlNndz)  An island group of the south-central 

Pacific Ocean, part of French Polynesia. 

gam·bit (g4mùbVt) n.  1. Games. An opening in chess in which a minor piece, or 

pieces, usually a pawn, is offered in exchange for a favorable position.  2. A 

maneuver, stratagem, or ploy, especially one used at an initial stage.  3. A remark 

intended to open a conversation.  [Ultimately from Spanish gambito, from Italian 

gambetto, act of tripping someone up in wrestling, from gamba, leg, from Old 

Italian. See GAMBOL.]

USAGE NOTE: Critics familiar with the nature of chess gambits have some-

times maintained that the word should not be used in an extended sense except



to refer to maneuvers that involve the tactical sacrifice of some advantage. But

gambit is well established in the general sense of “maneuver” and in the related

sense of “a remark intended to open a conversation,” which usually carries no im-

plication of sacrifice.

gam·ble (g4mùbNl) v.  gam·bled, gam·bling, gam·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

bet on an uncertain outcome, as of a contest.  b. Games. To play a game of chance 

for stakes.   2. To take a risk in the hope of gaining an advantage or a benefit.  

3. To engage in reckless or hazardous behavior:  You are gambling with your health 

by continuing to smoke.   —  v.  tr. 1. Games. To put up as a stake in gambling; 

wager.  2. To expose to hazard; risk:  gambled their lives in a dangerous rescue mis-

sion.   —  n.  1. Games. A bet, wager, or other gambling venture.  2. An act or 

undertaking of uncertain outcome; a risk:  I took a gamble that stock prices would 

rise.  [Perhaps from obsolete gamel, to play games, from Middle English gamen, 

gamenen, to play, from Old English gamenian, from gamen, fun.] —gamùbler n. 

gam·boge (g4m-bojù, -buzhù) n.  1. A brownish or orange resin obtained 

from several trees of the genus Garcinia of south-central Asia and yielding a 

golden-yellow pigment.  2. Color. A strong yellow.  [New Latin cambugium, gam-

bogium, after Cambodia.] —gam·bogeù adj. 

gam·bol (g4mùbNl) v.  intr. gam·boled or gam·bolled, gam·bol·ing or 

gam·bol·ling, gam·bols or gam·bols. To leap about playfully; frolic.   —  n.  

A playful skipping or frolicking about.  [Alteration of French gambade, horse’s 

jump, from Old French, perhaps from Old Italian gambata, from gamba, leg, 

from Late Latin, hoof, perhaps from Greek kampK, bend.]

gam·brel (g4mùbrNl) n.  1. The hock of a horse or other animal.  2. A frame 

used by butchers for hanging carcasses by the legs.  [French dialectal gamberel, 

from Old North French, from gambe, leg, from Late Latin gamba, hoof. See GAM-

BOL.]

gambrel roof (g4mùbrNl ruf) n.  A ridged roof with two slopes on each side, 

the lower slope having the steeper pitch. 

gam·bu·sia (g4m-byuùzhN) n.  Any of various small livebearers of the genus 

Gambusia that feed on mosquito larvae and are often used in mosquito control.  

[New Latin Gambusia, genus name, from American Spanish gambusino, idle fish-

erman.]

game1 (g7m) n.  1. An activity providing entertainment or amusement; a pas-

time:  party games; word games.  2. a. A competitive activity or sport in which 

players contend with each other according to a set of rules:  the game of basketball; 

the game of gin rummy.  b. A single instance of such an activity:  We lost the first 

game.  c. games. An organized athletic program or contest:  track-and-field 

games; took part in the winter games.  d. A period of competition or challenge:  It 

was too late in the game to change the schedule of the project.   3. a. The total num-



ber of points required to win a game:  One hundred points is game in bridge.  

b. The score accumulated at any given time in a game:  The game is now 14 to 12.   

4. The equipment needed for playing certain games:  packed the children’s games 

in the car.  5. A particular style or manner of playing a game:  improved my tennis 

game with practice.  6. Informal. a. An active interest or pursuit, especially one 

involving competitive engagement or adherence to rules: “the way the system oper-

ates, the access game, the turf game, the image game” (Hedrick Smith).  b. A busi-

ness or occupation; a line:  the insurance game.  c. An illegal activity; a racket.   

7. Informal. a. Evasive, trifling, or manipulative behavior:  wanted a straight 

answer, not more of their tiresome games.  b. A calculated strategy or approach; a 

scheme:  I saw through their game from the very beginning.   8. Mathematics. A 

model of a competitive situation that identifies interested parties and stipulates 

rules governing all aspects of the competition, used in game theory to determine 

the optimal course of action for an interested party.  9. a. Wild animals, birds, or 

fish hunted for food or sport.  b. The flesh of these animals, eaten as food.   

10. a. An object of attack, ridicule, or pursuit:  The press considered the candi-

date’s indiscretions to be game.  b. Mockery; sport:  The older children teased and 

made game of the newcomer.    —  v.  gamed, gam·ing, games.  —  v.  tr. 

Archaic. To waste or lose by gambling.   —  v.  intr. To play for stakes; gamble.   —  
adj.  gam·er, gam·est. 1. Plucky and unyielding in spirit; resolute:  She put up a 

game fight against her detractors.  2. Ready and willing:  Are you game for a swim?   
—idiom. the only game in town. Informal. The only alternative: “The Anglo-

Irish Agreement is the only game in town available to political leaders seeking a 

graceful way out of the Ulster morass” (Boston Globe). “He’s the only game in town 

for the press to write about” (Leonard Garment).  [Middle English, from Old 

English gamen.] —gameùly adv.  —gameùness n. 

game2 (g7m) adj.  gam·er, gam·est. Crippled; lame:  a game leg.  [Origin 

unknown.]

game bird (g7m bûrd) n.  A bird, such as a pheasant or grouse, that is widely 

hunted for sport. 

game·cock (g7mùkmkÙ) n.  A rooster trained for cockfighting. 

game fish (g7m fVsh) n.  A fish prized for the sport involved in catching it. 

game fowl (g7m foul) n.  Any of several breeds of domestic fowl raised espe-

cially for cockfighting. 

game·keep·er (g7mùkKÙpNr) n.  One who is employed to protect and maintain 

game birds and animals, especially on an estate or a game preserve. 

gam·e·lan (g4mùN-l4nÙ) n.  Music. An Indonesian orchestra composed mainly 

of tuned percussion instruments such as bamboo xylophones, wooden or metal 

chimes, and gongs.  [Javanese  : gamêl, to make music + -an, suff. indicating 

means.]



game law (g7m lô) n.  A regulation intended for the management or conserva-

tion of game animals, as one determining the season in which a species may be 

hunted or fished or one placing restrictions on the method of capture or the 

number of animals that may be taken. 

game of chance (g7m ƒv ch4ns) n.  Games. A game, usually played for money 

or stakes, in which the winner is determined by a chance event, as by drawing 

numbers or throwing dice. 

game plan (g7m pl4n) n.  1. Sports. The strategy devised before or used during 

an event.  2. A strategy for reaching an objective: “Harvey decided the best game 

plan was to stay loose” (Cyra McFadden). 

game point (g7m point) n.  Sports & Games. 1. A situation in a game, espe-

cially tennis, in which one side or player needs only one point to win.  2. The win-

ning point. 

game room (g7m rum) n.  A recreation room, especially a room used for 

table games, such as pool or table tennis. 

game show (g7m sho) n.  Games. A television show in which contestants com-

pete for prizes by playing games of knowledge or chance. 

games·man (g7mzùmNn) n.  Sports & Games. 1. One who plays a sport or 

game, especially skillfully or avidly.  2. One who practices gamesmanship. 

games·man·ship (g7mzùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  1. The art or practice of using tactical 

maneuvers to further one’s aims or better one’s position: “a sometimes wry, some-

times savage look at the players, political gamesmanship, turf battles and outright 

chaos that permeated Washington” (David M. Alpern).  2. Sports & Games. The 

use in a sport or game of aggressive, often dubious tactics, such as psychological 

intimidation or disruption of concentration, to gain an advantage over one’s 

opponent. 

game·some (g7mùsNm) adj.  Frolicsome; playful.   —gameùsome·ly adv.  

—gameùsome·ness n. 

game·ster (g7mùstNr) n.  Games. One who plays games, especially a gambler. 

gamet- pref.  Variant of gameto-. 
gam·e·tan·gi·um (g4mÙV-t4nùjK-Nm) n.  pl. gam·e·tan·gi·a (-jK-N). An organ 

or a cell in which gametes are produced.  [GAMET(O)- + Greek angeion, vessel, 

diminutive of angos, vessel + -IUM.] —gamÙe·tanùgi·al (-Nl) adj. 

gam·ete (g4mùKtÙ, gN-mKtù) n.  A reproductive cell having the haploid number 

of chromosomes, especially a mature sperm or egg capable of fusing with a 

gamete of the opposite sex to produce the fertilized egg.  [New Latin gameta, 

from Greek gametK, wife, and gametKs, husband  from gamein, to marry, from 

gamos, marriage. See gemN- in Appendix.] —ga·metùic (-mHtùVk) adj.  

—ga·metùi·cal·ly adv. 

game theory (g7m thKùN-rK) n.  A mathematical method of decision-making 

in which a competitive situation is analyzed to determine the optimal course of 



action for an interested party, often used in political, economic, and military 

planning.  Also called theory of games 

gameto-  or gamet- pref.  Gamete:  gametogenesis.  [From New Latin gameta, 

gamete. See GAMETE.]

ga·me·to·cyte (gN-mKùtN-sXtÙ) n.  A cell from which gametes develop by mei-

otic division, especially a spermatocyte or an oocyte. 

ga·me·to·gen·e·sis (gN-mKÙtN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation or production of 

gametes.   —ga·meÙto·genùic, gamÙe·togùe·nous (g4mÙV-tmjùN-nNs)  adj. 

ga·me·to·phore (gN-mKùtN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A structure, as in liverworts and 

mosses, on which gametangia are borne.   —ga·meÙto·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) 

adj. 

ga·me·to·phyte (gN-mKùtN-fXtÙ) n.  Botany. The gamete-producing phase in a 

plant characterized by alternation of generations.   —ga·meÙto·phytùic (-fVtùVk) 

adj. 

game warden (g7m wôrdùn) n.  An official in charge of managing game ani-

mals or wildlife, especially by the enforcement of game laws. 

gam·ey (g7ùmK) adj.  Variant of gamy. 
gam·ic (g4mùVk) adj.  Of or requiring fertilization to reproduce; sexual. 

gam·in (g4mùVn) n.  An often homeless boy who roams about the streets; an 

urchin.  [French.]

ga·mine (g4-mKnù, g4mùKn) n.  1. An often homeless girl who roams about the 

streets; an urchin.  2. A girl or woman of impish appeal.  [French, feminine of 

gamin, gamin.]

gam·ing (g7ùmVng) n.  Games. The playing of games of chance; gambling. 

gam·ma (g4mùN) n.  1. The third letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. The third item 

in a series or system of classification.  3. A unit of magnetic field strength equal 

to one hundred thousandth (10–5) of an oersted.  4. A unit of mass equal to one 

millionth (10–6) of a gram.  5. Chemistry. The third position from a designated 

carbon atom in an organic molecule at which an atom or a radical may be substi-

tuted.  [Middle English, from Greek, of Phoenician origin; akin to Hebrew gXmel, 

gimel.]

gam·ma-a·mi·no·bu·tyr·ic acid (g4mÙN-N-mKÙno-byu-tîrùVk 4sùVd, -

4mÙN-no-) n.  Abbr. GABA An amino acid, C4H9NO2, that occurs in the central 

nervous system and is associated with the transmission of nerve impulses. 

gamma camera (g4mùN k4mùNr-N) n.  An electronic instrument used in medi-

cal diagnostics to visualize the distribution of radioactive compounds in animal 

tissue. 

gamma decay (g4mùN dV-k7ù) n.  1. A radioactive process in which an atomic 

nucleus loses energy by emitting a gamma ray without a change in its atomic or 

mass numbers.  2. The decay of an unstable elementary particle by photon emis-

sion. 



gamma globulin (g4mùN glmbùyN-lVn) n.  A protein fraction of blood serum 

containing numerous antibodies, used in the prevention and treatment of certain 

diseases, such as measles, poliomyelitis, and hepatitis. 

gamma ray (g4mùN r7) n.  Electromagnetic radiation emitted by radioactive 

decay and having energies in a range from ten thousand (104) to ten million (107) 

electron volts. 

gam·ma-ray astronomy (g4mùN-r7Ù N-strmnùN-mK) n.  Astronomy that 

deals with the origin and nature of periodic gamma-ray emissions from extrater-

restrial sources. 

gam·mer (g4mùNr) n.  Chiefly British. An elderly woman.  [Probably alteration 

(influenced by GRANDMOTHER), of GODMOTHER.]

gam·mon1 (g4mùNn) Games. n.  A victory in backgammon reached before the 

loser has succeeded in removing a single piece.   —  v.  tr. gam·moned, 
gam·mon·ing, gam·mons. To defeat in backgammon by scoring a gammon.  

[Probably from Middle English gamen, gammen, game, from Old English 

gamen.]

gam·mon2 (g4mùNn) Chiefly British. n.  Misleading or nonsensical talk; hum-

bug.   —  v.  gam·moned, gam·mon·ing, gam·mons.  —  v.  tr. To mislead by 

deceptive talk.   —  v.  intr. To talk misleadingly or deceptively.  [Origin 

unknown.] —gamùmon·er n. 

gam·mon3 (g4mùNn) n.  1. A cured or smoked ham.  2. The lower part of a side 

of bacon.  [Middle English gambon, from Old North French, from gambe, leg, 

from Late Latin gamba, hoof. See GAMBOL.]

gam·mon4 (g4mùNn) v.  tr. gam·moned, gam·mon·ing, gam·mons. Nauti-

cal. To fasten (a bowsprit) to the stem of a ship.  [Origin unknown.]

gamo-  or gam- pref.  1. United; joined:  gamopetalous.  2. Sexual:  gamogenesis.  

[Greek, marriage, from gamos. See gemN- in Appendix.]

gam·o·gen·e·sis (g4mÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Sexual reproduction.   
—gamÙo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —gamÙo·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

gam·o·pet·al·ous (g4mÙN-pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Botany. Having or characterizing a 

corolla with partially or wholly fused petals. 

gam·o·phyl·lous (g4mÙN-fVlùNs) adj.  Botany. Having or designating united 

leaves or leaflike parts. 

gam·o·sep·al·ous (g4mÙN-sHpùN-lNs) adj.  Botany. Having the sepals united or 

partly united. 

-gamous suff.  1. a. Having a specified number of marriages:  monogamous.  

b. Practicing a specified kind of marriage:  exogamous.   2. Having a specified 

kind of reproduction or reproductive organs:  heterogamous.  [From Greek -

gamos, from gamos, marriage. See gemN- in Appendix.]



Ga·mow (g7ùmou, g4mùôf, -mf), George. 1904-1968.  Russian-born American 

nuclear physicist known for his work on radioactivity and genetic information as 

well as his books popularizing theories of physics. 

gamp (g4mp) n.  Chiefly British. A large, baggy umbrella.  [After the umbrella of 

Mrs. Sarah Gamp, a character in the novel Martin Chuzzlewit by Charles Dick-

ens.]

gam·ut (g4mùNt) n.  1. A complete range or extent:  a face that expressed a gamut 

of emotions, from rage to peaceful contentment.  2. Music. The entire series of rec-

ognized notes.  [Middle English, the musical scale, from Medieval Latin gamma 

ut, low G  : gamma, lowest note of the medieval scale (from Greek gamma, 

gamma); see GAMMA + ut, first note of the lowest hexachord (after ut, first word 

in a Latin hymn to Saint John the Baptist, the initial syllables of successive lines of 

which were sung to the notes of an ascending scale CDEFGA: Ut queant laxis res-

onare fibris Mira gestorum famuli tuorum, Solve polluti labii reatum, Sancte 

Iohannes).]

gam·y also gam·ey (g7ùmK) adj.  gam·i·er, gam·i·est. 1. a. Having the flavor 

or odor of game, especially game that is slightly spoiled.  b. Ill-smelling; rank.   

2. Showing an unyielding spirit; plucky:  a gamy little mare that loved to run.  

3. a. Corrupt; tainted: “those considerable forces in America that appear to be tired 

of the old politics (particularly the gamy municipal variety)” (Tom Wicker).  

b. Sordid; seamy.    —gamùi·ly adv.  —gamùi·ness n. 

-gamy suff.  1. Marriage:  exogamy.  2. Procreative or propagative union:  allog-

amy.  3. The possession of a specified manner of fertilization or specified repro-

ductive organs:  apogamy.  [Greek -gamia, from gamos, marriage. See gemN- in 

Appendix.]

gan·der (g4nùdNr) n.  1. A male goose.  2. Informal. A look or glance: “Everyone 

turns and takes a gander at the yokels” (Garrison Keillor).  3. Informal. A simple-

ton; a ninny.  [Middle English, from Old English gandra. See ghans- in Appen-

dix.]

Gan·der (g4nùdNr)  A town of northeast Newfoundland, Canada. Its airport was 

strategically important during World War II and was long used as a refueling stop 

for transatlantic flights. Population, 10,404. 

Gan·dhi (gänùdK, g4nù-), Indira Nehru. 1917-1984.  Indian political leader 

who served as prime minister (1966-1977) and (1980-1984). She was assassinated 

by Sikh extremists. 

Gan·dhi (gänùdK, g4nù-), Mohandas Karamchand. Known as “Mahatma.” 

1869-1948.  Indian nationalist and spiritual leader who developed the practice of 

nonviolent disobedience that forced Great Britain to grant independence to India 

(1947). He was assassinated by a Hindu fanatic. 

gan·dy dancer (g4nùdK d4nùsNr) n.  Slang. 1. A railroad worker.  2. An itiner-

ant laborer.  [Origin unknown.]



ga·nef  or ga·nof also gon·if (gäùnNf) n.  A thief, scoundrel, or rascal.  [Yid-

dish; akin to Hebrew gann7b.]

gang1 (g4ng) n.  1. A group of criminals or hoodlums who band together for 

mutual protection and profit.  2. A group of adolescents who band together, 

especially a group of delinquents.  3. Informal. A group of people who associate 

regularly on a social basis:  The whole gang from the office went to a clambake.  

4. A group of laborers organized together on one job or under one foreperson:  a 

railroad gang.  5. A matched or coordinated set, as of tools:  a gang of chisels.  

6. a. A pack of wolves or wild dogs.  b. A herd, especially of buffalo or elk.  See 

Synonyms at flock1.    —  v.  ganged, gang·ing, gangs.  —  v.  intr. To band 

together as a group or gang.   —  v.  tr. 1. To arrange or assemble into a group, as 

for simultaneous operation or production:  gang several pages onto one printing 

plate.  2. To attack as an organized group.   —phrasal verb. gang up. 1. To 

join together in opposition or attack:  The older children were always ganging up 

on the little ones.  2. To act together as a group:  various agencies ganging up to 

combat the use of illicit drugs.  [Middle English, band of men, from Old English, 

journey, and Old Norse gangr, journey, group  as in thjofagangr, gang of thieves.]

gang2 (g4ng) n.  Variant of gangue. 
Gan·ga (gƒngùgN)  See Ganges. 
gang·bang  or gang-bang (g4ngùb4ngÙ) n.  Vulgar Slang. 1. Sexual inter-

course, often rape, involving one person or victim and several others who have 

relations with that person in rapid succession.  2. Sexual intercourse involving 

several people who select and change partners in an indiscriminate manner.   
—gangùbangÙ v. 

gang·bus·ter (g4ngùbƒsÙtNr) n.  Slang. A law enforcement officer who works to 

break up organized criminal groups.   —idiom. like gangbusters. Slang. With 

great impact, vigor, or zeal:  came on like gangbusters at the start of his campaign; a 

career that took off like gangbusters. 

Gan·ges (g4nùjKzÙ) also Gan·ga (gƒngùgN)  A river of northern India and Bang-

ladesh rising in the Himalaya Mountains and flowing about 2,510 km (1,560 mi) 

generally eastward through a vast plain to the Bay of Bengal. The river is sacred to 

Hindus. 

gang·land (g4ngùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  The underworld of organized criminal gangs.   
—  adj.  Of, relating to, or carried out by organized criminals:  gangland turf; a 

gangland slaying. 

gan·gli·a (g4ngùglK-N) n.  A plural of ganglion. 
gan·gli·at·ed (g4ngùglK-7ÙtVd) also gan·gli·ate (-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Having ganglia. 

gan·gling (g4ngùglVng) adj.  Awkwardly tall or long-limbed; rangy:  gangling 

adolescents.  [Perhaps from dialectal gang, to go, from Middle English gangen, 

from Old English gangan.]



gan·gli·on (g4ngùglK-Nn) n.  pl. gan·gli·a (-glK-N)  or gan·gli·ons. 1. Anatomy. 

A group of nerve cells forming a nerve center, especially one located outside the 

brain or spinal cord.  2. A center of power, activity, or energy.  3. Pathology. A 

benign cystic lesion resembling a tumor, occurring in a tendon sheath or joint 

capsule.  [From Greek, cystlike tumor, nerve bundle.] —ganÙgli·onùic (-mnùVk) 

adj. 

gan·gli·on·at·ed (g4ngù-glK-N-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Gangliated. 

gan·gli·o·side (g4ngùglK-N-sXdÙ) n.  Any of a group of galactose-containing 

cerebrosides found in the surface membranes of nerve cells.  [GANGLI(ON) + -

OS(E)2 + -IDE.]

gan·gly (g4ngùglK) adj.  gan·gli·er, gan·gli·est. Gangling.  [Alteration of GAN-

GLING.]

gang·plank (g4ngùpl4ngkÙ) n.  Nautical. A board or ramp used as a removable 

footway between a ship and a pier.  Also called gangway [From GANG
1, way (obso-

lete and dialectal).]

gang·plow (g4ngùplouÙ) n.  A plow equipped with several blades that make 

parallel furrows. 

gang·punch (g4ngùpƒnchÙ) v.  tr. gang·punched, gang·punch·ing, 
gang·punch·es. Computer Science. To duplicate (information) from a punched 

card onto succeeding cards. 

gang rape (g4ng r7p) n.  Rape of a victim by several attackers in rapid succes-

sion.   —gangù-rapeÙ (g4ngùr7pÙ) v. 

gan·grel (g4ngùrNl) n.  Scots. A vagabond; a drifter.  [Middle English, probably 

from gangen, to go. See GANGLING.]

gan·grene (g4ngùgrKnÙ, g4ng-grKnù) n.  Death and decay of body tissue, often 

occurring in a limb, caused by insufficient blood supply and usually following 

injury or disease.   —  v.  tr. intr. gan·grened, gan·gren·ing, gan·grenes. To 

affect or become affected with gangrene.  [Medieval Latin cancrKna, from Latin 

gangraena, gangrKna, from Greek gangraina.] —ganùgre·nous (g4ngùgrN-nNs) 

adj. 

gang saw (g4ng sô) n.  A saw fitted with several blades for making simulta-

neous parallel cuts. 

gang·ster (g4ngùstNr) n.  A member of an organized group of criminals; a rack-

eteer.   —gangùster·dom n.  —gangùster·ism n. 

gangue also gang (g4ng) n.  Worthless rock or other material in which valuable 

minerals are found.  [French, from German Gang, lode, from Middle High Ger-

man ganc, from Old High German gang, a going.]

gang·way (g4ngùw7Ù) n.  1. Nautical. a. A passage along either side of a ship’s 

upper deck.  b.  See gangplank.  c. An opening in the bulwark of a ship through 

which passengers may board.   2. A narrow passageway, as of boards laid on the 

ground.  3. The main level of a mine.  4. Chiefly British. a. The aisle that divides 



the front and rear seating sections of the House of Commons.  b. An aisle 

between seating sections, as in a theater.    —  interj.  Used to clear a passage 

through a crowded area.  [From GANG
1, way, passage (obsolete and dialectal).]

gan·is·ter also gan·nis·ter (g4nùV-stNr) n.  1. A fine-grained quartzite used to 

line refractory furnaces.  2. A mixture of fire clay and ground quartz, used to line 

metallurgical furnaces.  [Origin unknown.]

gan·ja (gänùjN) n.  Marijuana, especially a highly resinous form of marijuana 

prepared from the flowering tops and leaves of selected plants and usually 

ingested by smoking.  [Hindustani g7ajh7, hemp resin, from Sanskrit g7ñjy7-, of 

hemp, from gañjaU, hemp, alteration of gyñjaU.]

Gan Jiang (gänù jyängù) also Kan River (k4n)  A river of southeast China 

flowing about 885 km (550 mi) generally north into the Yangtze River (Chang 

Jiang) north of Nanchang. 

gan·net (g4nùVt) n.  Any of several large sea birds of the genus Morus, especially 

M. bassanus of northern Atlantic coastal regions, having white plumage with 

black wingtips.  Also called solan [Middle English ganet, from Old English ganot. 

See ghans- in Appendix.]

Gan·nett (g4nùVt), Henry. 1846-1914.  American cartographer who was chief 

geographer of the U.S. Geological Survey (from 1882) and helped found the 

National Geographic Society (1888). 

Gannett Peak (g4nùVt pKk)  A mountain, 4,210.2 m (13,804 ft) high, in the 

Wind River Range of the Rocky Mountains in west-central Wyoming. It is the 

highest point in the state. 

gan·nis·ter (g4nùV-stNr) n.  Variant of ganister. 
ga·nof (gäùnNf) n.  Variant of ganef. 
gan·oid (g4nùoidÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of certain bony fishes, 

such as the sturgeon and the gar, that have armorlike scales consisting of bony 

plates covered with layers of dentine and enamel.   —  n.  A ganoid fish.  [From 

New Latin Ganoidei, subclass name, from Greek ganos, brightness, gladness, from 

ganusthai, to rejoice. See g7u- in Appendix.]

Gan·su (gänùsuù) also Kan·su (känùsuù, gänù-)  A province of north-central 

China. It was long a corridor for the Silk Road to Turkistan, India, and Persia. 

Lanzhou is the capital. Population, 20,410,000. 

gant·let1 (gôntùlVt, gäntù-) n.  A section of double railroad tracks formed by the 

temporary convergence of two parallel tracks in such a way that each set remains 

independent while traversing the same ground, affording passage at a narrow 

place without need of switching.   —  v.  tr. gant·let·ed, gant·let·ing, 
gant·lets. To converge (railroad tracks) to form a gantlet.  [Variant of 

GAUNTLET
2.]

gant·let2 (gôntùlXt, gäntù-) n.  Variant of gauntlet1. 
gant·let3 (gôntùlVt, gäntù-) n.  Variant of gauntlet2. 



gant·line (g4ntùlXnÙ, -lVn) n.  Nautical. A rope passed through an overhead pul-

ley, as at the top of a mast, that is used for hoisting.  [Perhaps alteration of girtline, 

gantline  : girt (variant of GIRTH) + LINE
1.]

gan·try (g4nùtrK) n.  pl. gan·tries. 1. A mount for a traveling crane consisting 

of a large archlike or bridgelike frame designed to move along a set of tracks.  

2. A similar spanning frame supporting a group of railway signals over several 

tracks.  3. Aerospace. A massive vertical frame structure used in assembling or 

servicing a rocket, especially at a launch site.  4. A support for a barrel lying on its 

side.  [Middle English ganter, gauntre, wooden stand for barrels, from Old North 

French gantier, wooden frame, from Latin canthKrius, from Greek kanthKlios, 

pack ass, from kanthKlia, panniers at the side of a pack-saddle.]

Gantt chart (g4nt chärt) n.  A chart that depicts progress in relation to time, 

often used in planning and tracking a project.  [After Henry Laurence Gantt 

(1861-1919), American engineer.]

Gan·y·mede (g4nùN-mKdÙ) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A Trojan boy of great beauty 

whom Zeus carried away to be cupbearer to the gods.  2. One of the four bright-

est satellites of Jupiter and the eighth in distance from the planet. Originally 

sighted by Galileo, it is one of the largest satellites in the solar system.  [Latin 

GanymKdKs, from Greek GanumKdKs.]

GAO abbr.  General Accounting Office. 

gaol (j7l) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of jail. 
gap (g4p) n.  1. a. An opening in a solid structure or surface; a cleft or breach:  

wriggled through a gap in the fence; a large gap in the wall where the artillery shell 

had exploded.  b. A break in a line of defense.   2. An opening through moun-

tains; a pass.  3. A space between objects or points; an aperture:  a gap between his 

front teeth.  4. An interruption of continuity:  a nine-minute gap in the recorded 

conversation; needed to fill in the gaps in her knowledge.  5. a. A conspicuous dif-

ference or imbalance; a disparity:  a gap between revenue and spending; the widen-

ing gap between rich and poor.  b. A problematic situation resulting from such a 

disparity:  the budget gap; the technology gap.   6. A spark gap.  7. Computer Sci-

ence. An absence of information on a recording medium, often used to signal the 

end of a segment of information.  8. Electronics. The distance between the head 

of a recording device and the surface of the recording medium.   —  v.  gapped, 
gap·ping, gaps.  —  v.  tr. To make an opening in.   —  v.  intr. To be or become 

open.  [Middle English, from Old Norse, chasm.]

GAPA abbr.  Ground-to-air pilotless aircraft. 

gape (g7p, g4p) v.  intr. gaped, gap·ing, gapes. 1. To open the mouth wide; 

yawn.  2. To stare wonderingly or stupidly, often with the mouth open.  See Syn-

onyms at gaze.  3. To open wide:  The curtains gaped when the wind blew.   —  n.  

1. The act or an instance of gaping.  2. A large opening.  3. Zoology. The width of 

the space between the open jaws or mandibles of a vertebrate.  4. gapes. (used 



with a sing. verb). Veterinary Medicine. A disease of birds, especially young 

domesticated chickens and turkeys, caused by gapeworms and resulting in 

obstructed breathing.  5. gapes. A fit of yawning.  [Middle English gapen, from 

Old Norse gapa.]

gape·worm (g7pùwûrmÙ, g4pù-) n.  A nematode worm (Syngamus trachea) 

that infects the tracheas of certain birds and causes gapes. 

gap·ing (g7ùpVng) adj.  Deep and wide open:  a gaping wound; a gaping hole.   
—gapùing·ly adv. 

gar1 (gär) n.  1. Any of several ganoid fishes of the family Lepisosteidae of fresh 

and brackish waters of North and Central America, having long narrow jaws, an 

elongated body, and a long snout.  2. A similar or related fish, such as the needle-

fish. In this sense, also calledgarfish, garpike.  [Short for GARFISH.]

gar2 (gär) v.  tr. garred, gar·ring, gars. Scots. To cause or compel.  [Middle 

English geren, from Old Norse gera, to make.]

GAR  or G.A.R. abbr.  Grand Army of the Republic. 

ga·rage (gN-räzhù, -räjù) n.  1. A building or indoor space in which to park or 

keep a motor vehicle.  2. A commercial establishment where cars are repaired, 

serviced, or parked.   —  v.  tr. ga·raged, ga·rag·ing, ga·rag·es. To put or 

store in a garage.  [French, from garer, to shelter, from Old French garer, guerrer, 

of Germanic origin. See wer-4 in Appendix.] —ga·rageùa·ble adj.  

WORD HISTORY: It is difficult for a 20th-century imagination to envision a

world without garages or a language without the word garage. However, probably

before the 19th and certainly before the 18th century the word did not exist, and

possibly before the end of the 19th century the thing itself did not exist. Our word

is a direct borrowing of French garage, which is first recorded in 1802 in the sense

“place where one docks.” The verb garer, from which garage was derived, origi-

nally meant “to put merchandise under shelter,” then “to moor a boat,” and then

“to put a vehicle into a place for safekeeping,” that is, a garage, a sense first re-

corded in French in 1901. English almost immediately borrowed this French

word, the first instance being found in 1902.

garage sale (gN-räzhù s7l) n.  A sale of used household items or clothing held at 

the home of the seller.  Also called tag sale 

Gar·a·mond (g4rùN-mmndÙ, gä-rä-môNù), Claude. 1480?-1561.  French type 

designer known for establishing the roman-style letter as the standard in printing. 

Ga·rand (gN-r4ndù, g4rùNnd), John Cantius. 1888-1974.  Canadian-born 

American firearms designer who invented the rifle designated M-1 by the U.S. 

Army (adopted 1936). 

garb (gärb) n.  1. A distinctive style or form of clothing; dress:  clerical garb.  

2. An outward appearance; a guise:  presented their radical ideas in the garb of 



moderation.   —  v.  tr. garbed, garb·ing, garbs. To cover with or as if with 

clothing; dress.  [Obsolete French garbe, grace, from Italian garbo, from garbare, 

to please, of Germanic origin.]

gar·bage (gärùbVj) n.  1. a. Food wastes, as from a kitchen.  b. Refuse; trash.   

2. a. Worthless or nonsensical matter; rubbish:  Their advice turned out to be 

nothing but garbage.  b. Inferior or offensive literary or artistic material.   

3. Computer Science. Incorrect, meaningless, or unwanted information in input, 

output, or memory.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  gar-

bage collection; a garbage disposal.  [Middle English, offal from fowls.]

gar·ban·zo (gär-bänùzo) n.  pl. gar·ban·zos. See chickpea.  [Spanish, alter-

ation of Old Spanish arvanço, perhaps from Greek erebinthos.]

gar·ble (gärùbNl) v.  tr. gar·bled, gar·bling, gar·bles. 1. To mix up or distort 

to such an extent as to make misleading or incomprehensible:  She garbled all the 

historical facts.  2. To scramble (a signal or message), as by erroneous encoding or 

faulty transmission.  3. Archaic. To sort out; cull.   —  n.  The act or an instance 

of garbling.  [Middle English garbelen, to inspect and remove refuse from spices, 

from Anglo-Norman garbeler, to sift,, and from Medieval Latin garbell7re both 

from Arabic Sarbala, to select, from Sirb7l, sieve, from Late Latin crXbellum, 

diminutive of Latin crXbrum. See krei- in Appendix.] —garùbler (-blNr) n. 

Gar·bo (gärùbo), Greta. 1905-1990.  Swedish-born American actress known for 

her reclusiveness and her performances in such films as Queen Christina (1933) 

and Camille (1937). 

gar·board (gärùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Nautical. The first range or strake of planks 

laid next to a ship’s keel.  [Obsolete Dutch gaarboord : possibly Dutch gaar, 

cooked, done (from Middle Dutch gaer) + boord, board (from Middle Dutch 

boort).]

gar·boil (gärùboilÙ) n.  Archaic. Confusion; uproar.  [Obsolete French garbouil, 

from Old French, from Old Italian garbuglio, perhaps from Latin bullXre, to boil.]

gar·bol·o·gy (gär-bmlùN-jK) n.  The study of a society or culture by examining 

or analyzing its refuse.  [GARB(AGE) + -LOGY.] —gar·bolùo·gist n. 

Garb·sen (gärbùsNn)  A city of north-central Germany, a suburb of Hanover. 

Population, 57,292. 

Gar·cí·a Lor·ca (gär-sKùN lôrùkä, gär-thKùä), Federico. 1898-1936.  Spanish 

writer considered Spain’s leading modern poet for works such as Lament for the 

Death of a Bullfighter (1935). He was shot by Fascist soldiers at the start of the 

Spanish Civil War. 

Gar·cí·a Már·quez (gär-sKùN märùkNs, -kHs), Gabriel. Born 1928.  Colom-

bian-born writer known especially for his novel One Hundred Years of Solitude 

(1967). He won the 1982 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Gar·cí·a Mo·re·no (gär-sKùN mN-r7ùno, gär-sKùä mô-rHùnô), Gabriel. 1821-

1875.  Ecuadorian politician who as president (1861-1865 and 1869-1875) estab-



lished the Catholic Church as the state church. He was assassinated shortly after 

his reelection in 1875. 

Gar·cí·a Ro·bles (gär-sKùN roùblNs, -blHs), Alfonso. Born 1911.  Mexican dip-

lomat. He shared the 1982 Nobel Peace Prize for his role in United Nations 

nuclear disarmament negotiations. 

Gar·cí·a y Íñi·guez (gär-sKùN K KùnyK-gHsÙ), Calixto. 1836?-1898.  Cuban mil-

itary and political leader. A commander in the Ten Years’ War (1868-1878), he 

was also active in the Spanish-American War (1898). 

Gar·ci·la·so de la Ve·ga (gärÙsN-läùso dN lN v7ùgN, gär-thK-läùsô thH lä vHùgä), 

Known as “El Inca.” 1539?-1616.  Peruvian-born Spanish soldier, historian, and 

translator. The son of an Inca princess, he vividly retold Peruvian history and 

folklore in his Comentarios Reales (1609). 

gar·çon (gär-sôNù) n.  pl. gar·çons (-sôNù). A waiter.  [French, from Old French 

garçun, servant, accusative of gars, boy, soldier, probably of Germanic origin.]

Gar·da (gärùdN), Lake. A lake of northern Italy east of Milan. Its shoreline is 

dotted with resorts and vineyards. 

gar·dant (gärùdnt) adj.  Heraldry. Variant of guardant. 
gar·den (gärùdn) n.  1. A plot of land used for the cultivation of flowers, vegeta-

bles, herbs, or fruit.  2.  Often gardens. Grounds laid out with flowers, trees, 

and ornamental shrubs and used for recreation or display:  public gardens; a 

botanical garden.  3. A yard or lawn.  4. A fertile, well-cultivated region.  5. a. An 

open-air establishment where refreshments are served:  a beer garden.  b. A large 

public auditorium or arena.    —  v.  gar·dened, gar·den·ing, gar·dens.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cultivate (a plot of ground) as a garden.  2. To furnish with a garden.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To plant or tend a garden.  2. To work as a gardener.   —  adj.  

1. Of, suitable to, or used in a garden:  garden tools; garden vegetables.  

2. Provided with open areas and greenery:  a garden community.  3. Garden-vari-

ety.   —idiom. lead down the garden path (or take down the garden 
path). To mislead or deceive (another).  [Middle English gardin, from Old North 

French, from gart, of Germanic origin. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

Gar·den (gärùdn), Alexander. 1730?-1791.  Scottish-born American naturalist 

and physician who contributed to the classification of New World plants. The 

gardenia is named after him. 

Gar·den (gärùdn), Mary. 1874?-1967.  Scottish-born American operatic 

soprano. She performed with the Chicago Civic Opera from 1910 to 1931. 

Gar·de·na (gär-dKùnN)  A city of southern California, an industrial suburb of 

Los Angeles. Population, 49,847. 

garden apartment (gärùdn N-pärtùmNnt) n.  A unit in a low-rise apartment 

complex that includes a substantial amount of open, usually landscaped ground. 



garden city (gärùdn sVtùK) n.  A residential suburb or community planned so as 

to provide a pleasant environment with low-density housing and open public 

land. 

Garden City (gärùdn sVtùK)  1. A city of southwest Kansas west-northwest of 

Dodge City. It is a trade and industrial center in an irrigated farming area. Popu-

lation, 24,097.  2. A city of southeast Michigan, a chiefly residential suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 31,846.  3. A village of southeast New York on western Long 

Island. Roosevelt Field, the starting point for Charles A. Lindbergh’s 1927 transat-

lantic flight, is in the village. Population, 21,686. 

garden cress (gärùdn krHs) n.  An annual herb (Lepidium sativum) of the mus-

tard family, having pungent leaves and usually grown as a salad plant. 

gar·den·er (gärdùnNr, gärùdn-Nr) n.  One who works in or tends a garden for 

pleasure or hire. 

Gar·den·er (gärùdn-Nr, gärdùnNr), Helen Hamilton. 1853-1925.  American 

reformer known for her efforts to secure passage of a federal suffrage amend-

ment. 

Garden Grove (gärùdn grov)  A city of southern California, a residential sub-

urb of Long Beach and Los Angeles. Population, 143,050. 

garden heliotrope (gärùdn hKlùyN-tropÙ) n.  A widely cultivated valerian 

(Valeriana officinalis) having clusters of small, fragrant, purplish, pink, or white 

flowers and strong-smelling rhizomes formerly used in medicine. 

gar·de·nia (gär-dKnùyN) n.  1. Any of various shrubs and trees of the Old World 

tropics that belong to the genus Gardenia, especially G. jasminoides native to 

China, having glossy evergreen leaves and large, fragrant, usually white flowers.  

2. The flower of this plant.  Also called Cape jasmine [New Latin, genus name, 

after Alexander GARDEN.]

Garden of Eden (gärùdn ƒv Kdùn) n.  See Eden1 (n., sense 1). 

gar·den-va·ri·e·ty (gärùdn-vN-rXÙV-tK) adj.  Common; unremarkable:  situa-

tion comedies, game shows, and other garden-variety television fare. 

garde·robe (gärdùrobÙ) n.  Archaic. 1. a. A chamber for storing clothes; a 

wardrobe.  b. The contents of a wardrobe.   2. A private chamber.  [Middle 

English, from Old French  : garder, to keep (of Germanic origin); see GUARD + 

robe, robe (of Germanic origin); see ROBE.]

Gar·di·ner (gärdùnNr, gärùdn-Nr), Samuel Rawson. 1829-1902.  British histo-

rian, educator, and editor known for his History of England from the Accession of 

James I to the Restoration (10 volumes, 1863-1882). 

Gar·di·ner (gärdùnNr, gärùdn-Nr), Stephen. 1483?-1555.  English bishop who 

defended royal supremacy over the church during the Reformation. 

Gar·di·ners Island (gärdùnNrz XùlNnd, gärùdn-Nrz)  An island of southeast New 

York in Gardiners Bay between two peninsulas of eastern Long Island. Settled 

in 1639, it is a reputed burial place of Captain Kidd’s pirate treasure. 



Gard·ner (gärdùnNr)  A city of north-central Massachusetts west of Fitchburg. 

Its furniture industry dates from c. 1805. Population, 20,125. 

Gard·ner (gärdùnNr), Erle Stanley. 1889-1970.  American lawyer and detective 

novelist known for creating the character of Perry Mason, a clever attorney. 

Gard·ner (gärdùnNr), Isabella Stewart. 1840-1924.  American collector and 

patron of the arts. She built a magnificent villa and gallery in Boston to house her 

exceptional collection of art objects and opened it to the public in 1903. 

Gar·eth (g4rùVth) n.  In Arthurian legend, a nephew of King Arthur and one of 

the Knights of the Round Table. 

Gar·field (gärùfKldÙ)  A city of northeast New Jersey on the Passaic River south-

east of Paterson. It was settled by the Dutch in 1679. Population, 26,727. 

Gar·field (gärùfKldÙ), James Abram. 1831-1881.  The 20th President of the 

United States (1881). He was assassinated by Charles Guiteau (1841-1882), a frus-

trated office-seeker. 

Garfield Heights (gärùfKldÙ hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, an industrial sub-

urb of Cleveland. Population, 31,739. 

Garfield Mountain (gärùfKldÙ mounùtNn)  A peak, 3,343.1 m (10,961 ft) 

high, in the Bitterroot Range of the Rocky Mountains in southwest Montana. It is 

the highest elevation of the range. 

gar·fish (gärùfVshÙ) n.  pl. garfish or gar·fish·es. See gar1 (n., sense 2).  [Mid-

dle English  : gare, spear (from Old English g7r) + fish, fish; see FISH.]

gar·ga·ney (gärùgN-nK) n.  pl. gar·ga·neys. A small European duck (Anas 

querquedula) having a conspicuous white stripe over each eye and down the back 

of the head in the male.  [Italian dialectal gargenei, variant of garganello, ulti-

mately from Late Latin gargala, tracheal artery.]

gar·gan·tu·a (gär-g4nùchu-N) n.  A person of great size or stature and of vora-

cious physical or intellectual appetites.  [After the giant hero of Gargantua and 

Pantagruel by François Rabelais.]

gar·gan·tu·an (gär-g4nùchu-Nn) adj.  Of immense size, volume, or capacity; 

gigantic.  See Synonyms at enormous. 
gar·get (gärùgVt) n.  Mastitis of domestic animals, especially cattle.  [Perhaps 

from Middle English, throat, from Old French gargate.]

gar·gle (gärùgNl) v.  gar·gled, gar·gling, gar·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To force 

exhaled air through a liquid held in the back of the mouth, with the head tilted 

back, in order to cleanse or medicate the mouth or throat.  2. To produce the 

sound of gargling when speaking or singing.   —  v.  tr. 1. To rinse or medicate 

(the mouth or throat) by gargling.  2. To circulate or apply (a medicine or solu-

tion) by gargling.  3. To utter with a gargling sound.   —  n.  1. A medicated solu-

tion for gargling.  2. A gargling sound.  [French gargouiller, from Old French.]

gar·goyle (gärùgoilÙ) n.  1. A roof spout in the form of a grotesque or fantastic 

creature projecting from a gutter to carry rainwater clear of the wall.  2. A gro-



tesque ornamental figure or projection.  3. A person of bizarre or grotesque 

appearance.  [Middle English gargoile, from Old French gargole, gargouille, throat, 

waterspout.]

gar·i·bal·di (g4rÙN-bôlùdK) n.  1. A loose, high-necked blouse styled after the 

red shirts worn by Garibaldi and his soldiers.  2. A bright orange or yellow-

orange damselfish (Hypsypops rubicundus) native to coastal marine waters of 

southern California.  [After Giuseppe GARIBALDI.]

Gar·i·bal·di (g4rÙN-bôlùdK, gäÙrK-bälùdK), Giuseppe. 1807-1882.  Italian gen-

eral and nationalist who led 1,000 volunteers in the capture of Sicily and Naples 

(1860). His conquest led to the formation of the kingdom of Italy (1861). 

gar·ish (gârùVsh, g4rù-) adj.  1. a. Marred by strident color or excessive orna-

mentation; gaudy.  b. Loud and flashy:  garish makeup.  See Synonyms at 

gaudy1.   2. Glaring; dazzling: “Hide me from Day’s garish eye” (John Milton).  

[Origin unknown.] —garùish·ly adv.  —garùish·ness n. 

gar·land (gärùlNnd) n.  1. a. A wreath or festoon, especially one of plaited flow-

ers or leaves, worn on the body or draped as a decoration.  b. A representation of 

such a wreath or festoon, used as an architectural ornament or a heraldic device.   

2. A mark of honor or tribute; an accolade:  received garlands of praise from the 

critics.  3. Nautical. A ring or collar of rope used to hoist spars or prevent fraying.  

4. An anthology, as of ballads or poems.   —  v.  tr. gar·land·ed, gar·land·ing, 
gar·lands. 1. To ornament or deck with a garland.  2. To form into a garland.  

[Middle English, from Old French garlande, perhaps of Germanic origin. See 

wei- in Appendix.]

Gar·land (gärùlNnd)  A city of northeast Texas, an industrial suburb of Dallas. 

Population, 180,650. 

Gar·land (gärùlNnd), (Hannibal) Hamlin. 1860-1940.  American writer whose 

stories and novels, including the autobiographical A Son of the Middle Border 

(1917), depict the hardships endured by Midwestern farmers. 

Gar·land (gärùlNnd), Judy. 1922-1969.  American actress and singer best 

remembered for her performance as Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz (1939). 

garland chrysanthemum (gärùlNnd krV-s4nùthN-mNm) n.  An annual Med-

iterranean herb (Chrysanthemum coronarium) of the composite family, having 

yellow florets grouped in small rayed flower heads and aromatic, bipinnately 

lobed leaves.  Also called crown daisy 

garland flower (gärùlNnd flouùNr) n.  A European evergreen shrub (Daphne 

cneorum) having fragrant rose, pink, or white flowers grouped in dense terminal 

heads. 

gar·lic (gärùlVk) n.  1. An onionlike plant (Allium sativum) of southern Europe 

having a bulb that breaks up into separable cloves with a strong, distinctive odor 

and flavor.  2. The bulb of this plant.   —  v.  tr. gar·licked, gar·lick·ing, 



gar·licks. To season or flavor (a food) with garlic.  [Middle English, from Old 

English g7rlKac : g7r, spear + lKac, leek.]

garlic chive (gärùlVk chXv) n.  See Chinese chive. 
gar·lick·y (gärùlV-kK) adj.  Containing, tasting of, or smelling of garlic. 

garlic mustard (gärùlVk mƒsùtNrd) n.  A Eurasian weed (Alliaria petiolata) hav-

ing small white flowers and an odor of garlic. 

gar·ment (gärùmNnt) n.  An article of clothing.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  garment factories; the garment district.   —  v.  tr. 

gar·ment·ed, gar·ment·ing, gar·ments. To clothe; dress.  [Middle English, 

from Old French garnement, from garnir, to equip, of Germanic origin. See wer-
4 in Appendix.]

garment bag (gärùmNnt b4g) n.  A long, zippered bag used to carry and pro-

tect suits, dresses, and coats when traveling. 

Gar·misch-Par·ten·kir·chen (gärùmVsh-pärùtn-kîrÙkNn, -KHNn)  A city of 

south-central Germany in the foothills of the Bavarian Alps near Oberammergau. 

Noted as a resort, it was the site of the 1936 Winter Olympics. Population, 28,049. 

gar·ner (gärùnNr) v.  tr. gar·nered, gar·ner·ing, gar·ners. 1. To gather and 

store in or as if in a granary.  2. To amass; acquire.  See Synonyms at reap.   —  n.  

A granary.  [Middle English, from garner, gerner, granary, from Old French gern-

ier, grenier, from Latin gr7n7rium. See GRANARY.]

Gar·ner (gärùnNr), John Nance. 1868-1967.  Vice President of the United States 

(1933-1941) during Franklin D. Roosevelt’s first two terms. 

gar·net1 (gärùnVt) n.  1. Any of several common, widespread aluminum or cal-

cium silicate minerals occurring in two internally isomorphic series, (Mg, Mn, 

Fe)3Al2Si3O12 and Ca3(Cr, Al, Fe)2Si3O12, generally crystallized, often embedded 

in igneous and metamorphic rocks, and colored red, brown, black, green, yellow, 

or white and used both as gemstones and as abrasives.  2. Color. A dark to very 

dark red.  [Middle English, from Old French grenate, from grenat, pomegranate-

red, probably from Latin gr7n7tum, pomegranate, from neuter of gr7n7tus, seedy. 

See POMEGRANATE.]

gar·net2 (gärùnVt) n.  Nautical. A tackle for hoisting light cargo.  [Middle English 

garnett, probably from Middle Dutch garnaat.]

gar·net·if·er·ous (gärÙnV-tVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing garnets. 

Gar·nett (gärùnVt), Constance Black. 1861-1946.  British translator of Russian 

literature who introduced the works of Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, and Chekhov to the 

English-speaking world. 

gar·ni·er·ite (gärùnK-N-rXtÙ) n.  A pale green or apple-green mineral, (Ni, 

Mg)3Si2O5(OH)4, used as a gemstone and as an important nickel ore.  [After Jules 

Garnier, 19th-century French geologist.]

gar·nish (gärùnVsh) v.  tr. gar·nished, gar·nish·ing, gar·nish·es. 1. a. To 

enhance in appearance by adding decorative touches; embellish.  b. To decorate 



(prepared food or drink) with small colorful or savory items, such as parsley or 

lemon slices.   2. Law. To garnishee.   —  n.  1. a. Ornamentation; embellish-

ment.  b. An embellishment added to a prepared food or drink for decoration or 

added flavor.   2. Slang. An unwarranted fee, such as one extorted from a new 

prisoner by a jailer.  [Middle English garnishen, from Old French garnir, garniss-, 

of Germanic origin. See wer-4 in Appendix.]

gar·nish·ee (gärÙnV-shKù) Law. n.  A third party who has been notified that 

money or property in his or her hands but belonging to a defendant has been 

attached.   —  v.  tr. gar·nish·eed, gar·nish·ee·ing, gar·nish·ees. 1. To attach 

by garnishment:  garnishee a debtor’s wages.  2. To serve with a garnishment:  gar-

nishee an employer. 

gar·nish·ment (gärùnVsh-mNnt) n.  1. Law. a. A legal proceeding whereby 

money or property due a debtor but in the possession of another is applied to the 

payment of the debt owed to the plaintiff.  b. A court order directing a third 

party who holds money or property belonging to a defendant to withhold it and 

appear in court to answer inquiries.   2. Ornamentation; embellishment. 

gar·ni·ture (gärùnV-chNr) n.  Something that garnishes; an embellishment.  

[French, from Old French, from garnir, to garnish. See GARNISH.]

Ga·ronne (gä-rônù)  A river of southwest France flowing about 563 km (350 

mi) generally northwest from the Spanish Pyrenees to join the Dordogne River 

north of Bordeaux and form the Gironde estuary. 

gar·pike (gärùpXkÙ) n.  See gar1 (n., sense 2). 

gar·ret (g4rùVt) n.  A room on the top floor of a house, typically under a pitched 

roof; an attic.  [Middle English, from Old French garite, watchtower, from garir, 

to defend, of Germanic origin. See wer-4 in Appendix.]

Gar·rick (g4rùVk), David. 1717-1779.  British actor and theater manager who 

was considered the foremost Shakespearean player of his time. 

gar·ri·son (g4rùV-sNn) n.  1. A military post, especially one that is permanently 

established.  2. The troops stationed at a military post.   —  v.  tr. gar·ri·soned, 
gar·ri·son·ing, gar·ri·sons. 1. To assign (troops) to a military post.  2. To sup-

ply (a post) with troops.  3. To occupy as or convert into a military post.  [Middle 

English garison, fortified place, from Old French, from garir, to defend, of Ger-

manic origin. See wer-4 in Appendix.]

Gar·ri·son (g4rùV-sNn), William Lloyd. 1805-1879.  American abolitionist 

leader who founded and published The Liberator (1831-1865), an antislavery 

journal. 

garrison cap (g4rùV-sNn k4p) n.  A soft cloth cap without a visor, worn as part 

of a military uniform.  Also called overseas cap 

Garrison finish (g4rùV-sNn fVnùVsh) n.  Sports. A finish in a contest or race in 

which the winner comes from behind at the last moment.  [After Edward (“Snap-

per”) Garrison, 19th-century American jockey.]



gar·rote  or gar·rotte (gN-rmtù, -rotù) n.  1. a. A method of execution formerly 

practiced in Spain, in which a tightened iron collar is used to strangle or break the 

neck of a condemned person.  b. The iron collar used for such an execution.   

2. a. Strangulation, especially in order to rob.  b. A cord or wire used for stran-

gling.    —  v.  tr. gar·rot·ed or gar·rot·ted, gar·rot·ing or gar·rot·ting, 
gar·rotes or gar·rottes. 1. To execute by garrote.  2. To strangle in order to 

rob.  [Spanish, cudgel, instrument of torture, possibly from Old French garrot, 

perhaps from garoquier, to struggle.] —gar·rotùer n. 

gar·ru·li·ty (gN-ruùlV-tK) n.  Excessive talkativeness; loquaciousness. 

gar·ru·lous (g4rùN-lNs, g4rùyN-) adj.  1. Given to excessive and often trivial or 

rambling talk; tiresomely talkative.  See Synonyms at talkative.  2. Wordy and 

rambling:  a garrulous speech.  [From Latin garrulus, from garrXre, to chatter.] 
—garùru·lous·ly adv.  —garùru·lous·ness n. 

gar·ter (gärùtNr) n.  1. a. An elasticized band worn around the leg to hold up a 

stocking or sock.  b. A suspender strap with a fastener attached to a girdle or belt 

to hold up a woman’s stocking.  c. An elasticized band worn around the arm to 

keep the sleeve pushed up.   2. Garter. a. The badge of the Order of the Garter.  

b. The order itself.  c. Membership in the order.    —  v.  tr. gar·tered, 
gar·ter·ing, gar·ters. 1. To fasten and hold with a garter.  2. To put a garter on.  

[Middle English, band to support socks, from Old North French gartier, from 

garet, bend of the knee, probably of Celtic origin.]

garter snake (gärùtNr sn7k) n.  Any of various nonvenomous North and Cen-

tral American snakes of the genus Thamnophis, having longitudinal stripes. 

garth (gärth) n.  1. A grassy quadrangle surrounded by cloisters.  2. Archaic. A 

yard, garden, or paddock.  [Middle English, enclosed yard, from Old Norse 

gardhr. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

Gar·vey (gärùvK), Marcus (Moziah) Aurelius. 1887-1940.  Jamaican Black 

nationalist active in America in the 1920’s. He founded the Universal Negro 

Improvement Association (1914) and later urged American Black people to estab-

lish an independent country in Africa. 

Gar·y (gârùK, g4rùK)  A city of northwest Indiana on Lake Michigan near the Illi-

nois border. Founded on land purchased by the U.S. Steel Corporation in 1905, it 

is a highly industrialized port of entry. Population, 151,953. 

Gar·y (gârùK, g4rùK), Elbert Henry. 1846-1927.  American lawyer and financier 

who played a leading role in the organization of the Federal Steel Company 

(1898) and the U.S. Steel Corporation (1901). 

gas (g4s) n.  pl. gas·es or gas·ses. 1. a. The state of matter distinguished from 

the solid and liquid states by relatively low density and viscosity, relatively great 

expansion and contraction with changes in pressure and temperature, the ability 

to diffuse readily, and the spontaneous tendency to become distributed uniformly 

throughout any container.  b. A substance in the gaseous state.   2. A gaseous 



fuel, such as natural gas.  3. Gasoline.  4. The speed control of a gasoline engine:  

Step on the gas.  5. A gaseous asphyxiant, irritant, or poison.  6. A gaseous anes-

thetic, such as nitrous oxide.  7. a. Flatulence.  b. Flatus.   8. Slang. Idle or boast-

ful talk.  9. Slang. Someone or something exceptionally exciting or entertaining:  

The party was a gas.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  gas 

tanks; gas stoves.   —  v.  gassed, gas·sing, gas·es or gas·ses.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

treat chemically with gas.  2. To overcome, disable, or kill with poisonous fumes.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To give off gas.  2. Slang. To talk excessively.   —phrasal verb. gas 
up. To supply a vehicle with gas or gasoline:  gas up a car; gassed up before the trip.  

[Dutch, an occult physical principle supposed to be present in all bodies, alter-

ation of Greek khaos, chaos, empty space, coined by Jan Baptista van Helmont 

(1577-1644), Flemish chemist.]

gas·bag (g4sùb4gÙ) n.  1. An expansible bag for holding gas.  2. Slang. One given 

to empty or boastful talk. 

gas burner (g4s bûrùnNr) n.  A nozzle or jet on a fitting through which com-

bustible gas is released to burn.  Also called gas jet 

gas chamber (g4s ch7mùbNr) n.  A sealed enclosure in which condemned pris-

oners are executed by poison gas. 

gas chromatograph (g4s kro-m4tùN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument used in gas 

chromatography to separate a sample of a volatile substance into its components. 

gas chromatography (g4s kroÙmN-tmgùrN-fK) n.  Chromatography in which 

the substance to be separated into its components is diffused along with a carrier 

gas through a liquid or solid adsorbent for differential adsorption.   —gasù-
chro·matÙo·graphùic (g4sùkro-m4tÙN-gr4fùVk) adj. 

Gas·coigne (g4sùkoinÙ), George. 1525?-1577.  English writer known for The 

Supposes (1566), the first English prose comedy. 

gas·con (g4sùkNn) n.  A boastful person; a braggart.  [From GASCON (from the 

traditional stereotype of Gascons as braggarts).]

Gas·con (g4sùkNn) n.  A native or inhabitant of Gascony.   —  adj.  Of or relating 

to Gascony, the Gascons, or their language or culture. 

gas·con·ade (g4sÙkN-n7dù) n.  Boastfulness; bravado.  [French gasconnade, 

from Gascon, Gascon, from Latin Vasco, Vascon-.] —gasÙcon·adeù v.  —gasÙ-
con·adùer n. 

Gas·con·ade (g4sÙkN-n7dù)  A river rising in the Ozark Plateau of south-central 

Missouri and flowing about 426 km (265 mi) generally northeast to the Missouri 

River east of Jefferson City. 

gas constant (g4s kmnùstNnt) n.  Symbol R Physics. A constant, equal to 8.314 

joules per Kelvin or 1.985 calories per degree Celsius, that is the constant of pro-

portionality (R) in the equation Pressure ∞ Volume = (R) ∞ Temperature, relating 

the pressure and volume of a quantity of gas to the absolute temperature. 



Gas·co·ny (g4sùkN-nK)  A historical region and former province of southwest 

France. Settled originally by Basque peoples, it was conquered by the Romans and 

later by the Visigoths and Franks. A new wave of Basque invaders from south of 

the Pyrenees established the duchy of Vasconia in the sixth century A.D. In 1052 

Gascony passed to the duchy of Aquitaine, and after serving as a major battlefield 

during the Hundred Years’ War, it finally became part of the French royal domain 

in 1607. 

gas·dy·nam·ics (g4sÙdX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

dynamics that deals with the motion of gases and the thermal effects of this 

motion.   —gasÙdy·namùic adj.  —gasÙdy·namùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

gas·e·ous (g4sùK-Ns, g4shùNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or existing as a gas.  

2. Lacking substance or concreteness; tenuous or indefinite.  3. Full of or con-

taining gas; gassy.   —gasùe·ous·ness n. 

gas fitter (g4s fVtùNr) n.  One who installs or repairs gas pipes, fixtures, or appli-

ances. 

gas gangrene (g4s g4ngùgrKnÙ) n.  Gangrene occurring in a wound infected 

with bacteria of the genus Clostridium, especially C. perfringens, and character-

ized by the presence of gas in the affected tissue. 

gas-guz·zler (g4sùgƒzÙlNr) n.  Informal. An automotive vehicle that gets rela-

tively low gas mileage.   —gasù-guzÙzling adj. 

gash (g4sh) v.  tr. gashed, gash·ing, gash·es. To make a long, deep cut in; 

slash deeply.   —  n.  1. A long, deep cut.  2. A deep flesh wound.  [Alteration of 

Middle English garsen, to scarify, from Old North French garser, from Late Latin 

charax7re, to scratch, engrave, from Greek kharassein.]

Gash·er·brum (gƒshùNr-brumÙ, -brtmÙ)  A series of four peaks in the Kara-

koram Range of the Himalaya Mountains in northern Kashmir. Gasherbrum I 
is the highest, at 8,073.4 m (26,470 ft), although Gasherbrum IV, 7,930 m 

(26,000 ft), has been called more difficult than Everest for mountain climbers. 

The other two peaks are 8,039.8 m (26,360 ft) and 7,957.5 m (26,090 ft) high. 

gas·hold·er (g4sùholÙdNr) n.  A storage container for fuel gas, especially a large, 

telescoping, cylindrical tank.  Also called gasometer 

gas·house (g4sùhousÙ) n.  See gasworks. 
gas·i·form (g4sùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the form of gas; gaseous. 

gas·i·fy (g4sùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. intr. gas·i·fied, gas·i·fy·ing, gas·i·fies. To convert 

into or become gas.   —gasÙi·fiùa·ble adj.  —gasÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—gasùi·fiÙer n. 

gas jet (g4s jHt) n.  1.  See gas burner.  2. The flame of burning gas from a gas 

burner. 

Gas·kell (g4sùkNl), Elizabeth Cleghorn Stevenson. 1810-1865.  British 

writer noted for her Life of Charlotte Brontë (1857) and her novels depicting the 

oppression of workers in 19th-century England. 



gas·ket (g4sùkVt) n.  1. Any of a wide variety of seals or packings used between 

matched machine parts or around pipe joints to prevent the escape of a gas or 

fluid.  2. Nautical. A cord or canvas strap used to secure a furled sail to a yard 

boom or gaff.  [Perhaps alteration of French garcette, small cord, diminutive of 

garce, girl, from Old French, feminine of gars, boy, soldier. See GARÇON.]

gas·kin (g4sùkVn) n.  1. The part of the hind leg of a horse or related animal 

between the stifle and the hock.  2. gaskins. Obsolete. Galligaskins.  [Probably 

short for GALLIGASKINS.]

gas·light (g4sùlXtÙ) n.  1. Light produced by burning illuminating gas.  2. A gas 

burner or lamp. 

gas log (g4s lôg) n.  A gas burner designed to look like a log for use in a fire-

place. 

gas main (g4s m7n) n.  A major pipeline conveying gas to smaller pipes for dis-

tribution to consumers. 

gas mask (g4s m4sk) n.  A respirator that contains a chemical air filter and is 

worn over the face as protection against toxic gases and aerosols. 

gas·o·hol (g4sùN-hôlÙ) n.  A fuel consisting of a blend of ethyl alcohol and 

unleaded gasoline, especially a blend of 10 percent ethanol and 90 percent gaso-

line.  [GAS(OLINE) + (ALC)OHOL.]

gas·o·line (g4sùN-lKnÙ, g4sÙN-lKnù) n.  A volatile mixture of flammable liquid 

hydrocarbons derived chiefly from crude petroleum and used principally as a fuel 

for internal-combustion engines and as a solvent, an illuminant, and a thinner.  

[GAS + -OL(E) + -INE
2.]

gas·om·e·ter (g4-smmùV-tNr) n.  1. An apparatus for measuring gases.  2.  See 

gasholder.  [French gazomètre : gaz, gas (from Dutch gas); see GAS + -mètre, -

meter.]

gasp (g4sp) v.  gasped, gasp·ing, gasps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To draw in the breath 

sharply, as from shock.  2. To breathe convulsively or laboriously.   —  v.  tr. To 

utter in a breathless manner.   —  n.  A short convulsive intake or catching of the 

breath.  [Middle English gaspen, gaispen, to gape, yawn, from Old Norse geispa, to 

yawn.]

Gas·par (g4sùpär, -pNr)  See Caspar. 
Gas·pé (g4s-p7ù)  A city of eastern Quebec, Canada, on Gaspé Bay, an inlet of 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence near the eastern tip of the Gaspé Peninsula. Population, 

17,261. 

Gaspé Peninsula (g4s-p7ù pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of eastern Quebec, 

Canada, between Chaleur Bay and the mouth of the St. Lawrence River. Moun-

tainous and heavily wooded, the peninsula is known for its picturesque coastal 

villages as well as its hunting and fishing. Jacques Cartier landed here in 1534. 

gasp·er (g4sùpNr) n.  Chiefly British. A cigarette. 



gas plant (g4s pl4nt) n.  A Eurasian plant (Dictamnus albus) having aromatic 

foliage and white flowers and emitting a flammable vapor.  Also called burning 

bush, dittany, fraxinella. 

gas·ser (g4sùNr) n.  1. A well or drilling that yields natural gas.  2. Slang. Some-

thing highly entertaining or remarkable.  3. Slang. A talkative or boastful person. 

Gas·ser (g4sùNr), Herbert Spencer. 1888-1963.  American physiologist. He 

shared a 1944 Nobel Prize for research on nerve fibers. 

gas station (g4s st7ùshNn) n.  See service station (n., sense 1). 

gas·sy (g4sùK) adj.  gas·si·er, gas·si·est. 1. Containing or full of gas.  

2. Resembling gas.  3. Slang. Bombastic; boastful.   —gasùsi·ness n. 

gast (g4st) v.  tr. gast·ed, gast·ing, gasts. Obsolete. To frighten; scare.  [Mid-

dle English gasten, from Old English g<stan, from g7st, ghost.]

gas·tight (g4sùtXtÙ) adj.  Impermeable by gas.   —gasùtightÙness n. 

Gas·to·ni·a (g4-stoùnK-N)  A city of southern North Carolina near the South 

Carolina border west of Charlotte. It is a textile center. Population, 54,732. 

gastr- pref.  Variant of gastro-. 
gas·trec·to·my (g4-strHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. gas·trec·to·mies. Surgical excision of 

part or all of the stomach. 

gas·tric (g4sùtrVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or associated with the stomach. 

gastric juice (g4sùtrVk jus) n.  The colorless, watery, acidic digestive fluid that 

is secreted by various glands in the mucous membrane of the stomach and con-

sists chiefly of hydrochloric acid, pepsin, rennin, and mucin. 

gastric ulcer (g4sùtrVk ƒlùsNr) n.  An ulcer occurring in the mucous membrane 

of the stomach. 

gas·trin (g4sùtrVn) n.  A hormone secreted by glands in the mucous membrane 

of the stomach that stimulates the production of gastric juice. 

gas·tri·tis (g4-strXùtVs) n.  Chronic or acute inflammation of the stomach, espe-

cially of the mucous membrane of the stomach. 

gastro-  or gastr- pref.  1. a. Belly:  gastropod.  b. Stomach:  gastritis.   

2. Gastric:  gastrin.  [Greek, from gastKr, gastr-, belly.]

gas·troc·ne·mi·us (g4sÙtrmk-nKùmK-Ns, g4sÙtrN-) n.  pl. gas·troc·ne·mi·i (-

mK-XÙ). The largest, most prominent muscle of the calf of the leg, the action of 

which extends the foot and bends the knee.  [New Latin, from Greek gastroknK-

mia, calf of the leg  : gastro-, gastro- + knKmK, leg.]

gas·tro·en·ter·ic (g4sÙtro-Hn-tHrùVk) adj.  Gastrointestinal. 

gas·tro·en·ter·i·tis (g4sÙtro-HnÙtN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the mucous 

membrane of the stomach and intestines. 

gas·tro·en·ter·ol·o·gy (g4sÙtro-HnÙtN-rmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of medicine 

that deals with the study of disorders affecting the stomach, intestines, and asso-

ciated organs.   —gasÙtro·enÙter·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), 
gasÙtro·enÙter·o·logùi·cal adj.  —gasÙtro·enÙter·olùo·gist n. 



gas·tro·in·tes·ti·nal (g4sÙtro-Vn-tHsùtN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. GI Of or relating to the 

stomach and intestines:  the gastrointestinal tract. 

gas·tro·lith (g4sùtrN-lVthÙ) n.  1. A pathological stony mass formed in the stom-

ach; gastric calculus.  2. A small stone found in the stomach of some reptiles, fish, 

and birds that aids in digestion by helping grind ingested food material. 

gas·trol·o·gy (g4-strmlùN-jK) n.  The medical study of the stomach and its dis-

eases.   —gasÙtro·logùi·cal, gasÙtro·logùic adj.  —gasÙtro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—gas·trolùo·gist n. 

gas·tro·nome (g4sùtrN-nomÙ) also gas·tron·o·mer (g4-strmnùN-mNr) n.  A 

connoisseur of good food and drink; a gourmet.  Also called gastronomist 

[French, back-formation from gastronomie, gastronomy. See GASTRONOMY.]

gas·tro·nom·ic (g4sÙtrN-nmmùVk) also gas·tro·nom·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or 

relating to gastronomy.   —gasÙtro·nomùi·cal·ly adv. 

gas·tron·o·mist (g4-strmnùN-mVst) n.  See gastronome. 
gas·tron·o·my (g4-strmnùN-mK) n.  pl. gas·tron·o·mies. 1. The art or science 

of good eating.  2. A style of cooking, as of a particular region.  [French gastron-

omie, from Greek gastronomia : gastro-, gastro- + -nomia, -nomy.]

gas·tro·pod (g4sùtrN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various mollusks of the class Gastropoda, 

such as the snail, slug, cowrie, or limpet, characteristically having a single, usually 

coiled shell or no shell at all, a ventral muscular foot for locomotion, and eyes and 

feelers located on a distinct head.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the class Gas-

tropoda.  [From New Latin Gastropoda, class name  : GASTRO- + -poda, -pod.] 
—gas·tropùo·dan (g4-strmpùN-dn), gas·tropùo·dous (-dNs)  adj. 

gas·tro·scope (g4sùtrN-skopÙ) n.  An endoscope that is inserted through the 

mouth and used for examining the interior of the stomach.   —gasÙtro·scopùic 
(-skmpùVk) adj.  —gas·trosùco·pist (g4-strmsùkN-pVst) n.  —gas·trosùco·py (-

kN-pK) n. 

gas·tros·to·my (g4-strmsùtN-mK) n.  pl. gas·tros·to·mies. Surgical construc-

tion of a permanent opening from the external surface of the abdominal wall into 

the stomach, usually for inserting a feeding tube. 

gas·trot·o·my (g4-strmtùN-mK) n.  pl. gas·trot·o·mies. A surgical incision into 

the stomach. 

gas·tro·trich (g4sùtrN-trVk) n.  Any of various minute aquatic animals of the 

phylum Gastrotricha, having a wormlike, ciliated body.  [From New Latin Gas-

trotricha, phylum name  : GASTRO- + Greek -trikha, neuter pl. of -trikhos, -tric-

hous.]

gas·tro·vas·cu·lar (g4sÙtro-v4sùkyN-lNr) adj.  Having both a digestive and a 

circulatory function. Used especially to describe the body cavity of a coelenterate. 

gas·tru·la (g4sùtrN-lN) n.  pl. gas·tru·las or gas·tru·lae (-lKÙ). An embryo at 

the stage following the blastula, consisting of a hollow, two-layered sac of ecto-

derm and endoderm surrounding an archenteron that communicates with the 



exterior through the blastopore.  [New Latin  : Greek gastKr, gastr-, belly + Latin -

ula, feminine diminutive suff..] —gasùtru·lar (-lNr) adj. 

gas·tru·late (g4sùtrN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. gas·tru·lat·ed, gas·tru·lat·ing, 
gas·tru·lates. To form or become a gastrula. 

gas·tru·la·tion (g4sÙtrN-l7ùshNn) n.  The process of forming a gastrula. 

gas turbine (g4s tûrùbVn) n.  An internal-combustion engine consisting essen-

tially of an air compressor, a combustion chamber, and a turbine wheel that is 

turned by the expanding products of combustion. 

gas·works (g4sùwûrksÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). A factory where gas for 

heating and lighting is produced.  Also called gashouse 

gat1 (g4t) n.  A narrow passage extending inland from a shore; a channel.  [Prob-

ably Dutch, from Middle Dutch.]

gat2 (g4t) n.  Slang. A pistol.  [Short for GAT(LING GUN).]

gat3 (g4t) v.  Archaic. A past tense of get. 
gate1 (g7t) n.  1. A structure that can be swung, drawn, or lowered to block an 

entrance or a passageway.  2. a. An opening in a wall or fence for entrance or exit.  

b. The structure surrounding such an opening, such as the monumental or forti-

fied entrance to a palace or walled city.   3. a. A means of access:  the gate to 

riches.  b. A passageway, as in an airport terminal, through which passengers pro-

ceed for embarkation.   4. A mountain pass.  5. The total paid attendance or 

admission receipts at a public event:  a good gate at the football game.  6. A device 

for controlling the passage of water or gas through a dam or conduit.  7. The 

channel through which molten metal flows into a shaped cavity of a mold.  

8. Sports. A passage between two upright poles through which a skier must go in a 

slalom race.  9. Electronics. A circuit with multiple inputs and one output that is 

energized only when a designated set of input pulses is received.   —  v.  tr. 

gat·ed, gat·ing, gates. 1. Chiefly British. To confine (a student) to the 

grounds of a college as punishment.  2. Electronics. To select part of (a wave) for 

transmission, reception, or processing by magnitude or time interval.   —idi-
oms. get the gate. Slang. To be dismissed or rejected.  give (someone) the 
gate. Slang. 2. To discharge from a job.  3. To reject or jilt.  [Middle English, 

from Old English geat.]

gate2 (g7t) n.  1. Chiefly British. A particular way of acting or doing; manner.  

2. Archaic. A path or way.  [Middle English, from Old Norse gata. See ghK- in 

Appendix.]

gâ·teau  or ga·teau (g4-toù, gä-) n.  pl. gâ·teaux or ga·teaux (g4-toù, gä-). A 

cake or pastry, especially a light one filled with custard, fruit, or nuts.  [French, 

from Old French gastel, cake, from Frankish *wastil, food.]

gate·crash·er (g7tùkr4shÙNr) n.  Slang. One who gains admittance, as to a party 

or concert, without being invited or without paying.   —gateùcrashÙ v. 



gate·fold (g7tùfoldÙ) n.  Printing. A foldout, especially one that opens to double 

the page size. 

gate·house (g7tùhousÙ) n.  1. A lodge at the entrance to the driveway of an 

estate.  2. A fortified structure built over the gateway to a city or castle.  3. A 

building that houses the controls of a dam or canal lock. 

gate·keep·er (g7tùkKÙpNr) n.  1. One that is in charge of passage through a 

gate.  2. One who monitors or oversees the actions of others. 

gate-leg table (g7tùlHgÙ t7ùbNl) n.  A drop-leaf table with paired legs that 

swing out to support the leaves. 

gate·post (g7tùpostÙ) n.  An upright post on which a gate is hung or against 

which it closes. 

ga·ter also ’ga·ter (g7ùtNr) n.  Informal. Variants of gator. 
Gates (g7ts)  A community of western New York, a suburb of Rochester. Popula-

tion, 29,756. 

Gates (g7ts), Horatio. 1728?-1806.  American Revolutionary general who 

became a hero after winning the Battle of Saratoga (1777) but suffered a humili-

ating defeat at Camden, South Carolina (1780). 

Gates (g7ts), John Warne. Known as “Bet-a-million.” 1855-1911.  American 

financier who made a fortune manufacturing barbed wire and was notorious for 

his speculations in the stock market. 

Gates·head (g7tsùhHdÙ)  A borough of northeast England on the Tyne River 

opposite Newcastle. Dating probably to Saxon times, it has an iron and steel 

industry that developed in the 19th century. Population, 214,100. 

gate·way (g7tùw7Ù) n.  1. An opening or a structure framing an opening, such 

as an arch, that may be closed by a gate.  2. Something that serves as an entrance 

or a means of access:  a gateway to success; the gateway to the West. 

gateway drug (g7tùw7Ù drƒg) n.  A habit-forming substance whose use may 

lead to the abuse of drugs that are more addictive or more dangerous:  Marijuana 

is considered a gateway drug for cocaine. 

Gath (g4th)  An ancient city of Palestine east-northeast of Gaza. It was one of the 

five Philistine city-kingdoms and the home of Goliath. 

gath·er (g4thùNr) v.  gath·ered, gath·er·ing, gath·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to come together; convene.  2. a. To accumulate (something) gradually; amass.  

b. To harvest or pick:  gather flowers; gather wild foods.   3. To gain by a process of 

gradual increase:  gather speed.  4. To collect into one place; assemble.  5. To pick 

up and enfold:  gathered the kittens into her arms.  6. Printing. To arrange (signa-

tures) in sequence for bookbinding.  7. a. To draw into small folds or puckers, as 

by pulling a thread through cloth.  b. To contract and wrinkle (the brow).   8. To 

draw about or bring (one thing) closer to something else:  gathered the shawl 

about my shoulders.  9. To conclude; infer:  I gather that a decision has not been 

reached.  10. To summon up; muster:  gathered up his courage.  11. To attract or 



be a center of attraction for:  The parade gathered a large crowd.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

come together in a group; assemble.  2. To accumulate:  Dark clouds are gathering.  

3. To grow or increase by degrees.  4. To come to a head, as a boil; fester.  5. To 

forage for wild foodstuffs.   —  n.  1. a. The act or an instance of gathering.  b. A 

quantity gathered.   2. A small fold or pucker made by gathering cloth.  [Middle 

English getheren, gaderen, from Old English gadrian. See ghedh- in Appendix.] 
—gathùer·er n.  

SYNONYMS: gather, collect, assemble, congregate, accumulate, amass. These

verbs mean to bring or come together in a group or mass. Gather is the most gen-

eral term and therefore the most widely applicable: The tour guide gathered the

visitors in the hotel lobby. A group of students gathered in front of the administration

building to demand divestiture. I gathered sticks as kindling for the fire. Clouds gath-

er before a thunderstorm. Collect is often interchangeable with gather: A proctor

will collect (or gather) the examination papers at the end of the hour. Tears collected

(or gathered) in her eyes. Frequently, however, collect refers to the careful selection

of like or related things that become part of an organized whole: collects antiques;

collected stamps. Assemble in all of its senses implies that the persons or things

involved have a definite and usually close relationship. With respect to persons

the term suggests convening out of common interest or purpose: Assembling an

able staff was more difficult than raising the funds to finance the venture. The new

legislature will assemble in January. With respect to things assemble implies gath-

ering and fitting together components, as of a structure or machine: The curator

is devoting time and energy to assembling an interesting exhibit of Stone Age arti-

facts. Congregate refers chiefly to the coming together of a large number of per-

sons or animals: After the lecture the physicians congregated in the library to com-

pare notes. Accumulate applies to the increase of like or related things over an

extended period: They gradually accumulated enough capital to be financially se-

cure after retirement. Old newspapers and magazines are accumulating in the base-

ment. Amass refers to the collection or accumulation of things, especially valuable

things, to form an imposing quantity: families who amassed great fortunes in the

days before income tax. See also Synonyms at reap

gath·er·ing (g4thùNr-Vng) n.  1. a. The action of one that gathers.  b. That 

which is gathered or amassed; a collection or an accumulation.   2. An assembly 

of persons; a meeting.  3. The collecting of food that grows wild, such as berries, 

roots, and grains.  4. A gather in cloth.  5. A suppurated swelling; a boil or an 

abscess. 

Gat·i·neau (g4tùn-oÙ, gä-tK-noù)  A town of southwest Quebec, Canada, north-

east of Hull near the mouth of the Gatineau River, about 386 km (240 mi) long. 



The river rises in the Laurentian Plateau and flows generally southwest to the 

Ottawa River. The city is an industrial center. Population, 74,988. 

Gat·ling (g4tùlVng), Richard Jordan. 1818-1903.  American firearms inventor 

remembered for inventing the first rapid-firing gun (patented 1862). 

Gatling gun (g4tùlVng gƒn) n.  A machine gun having a cluster of barrels that 

are fired in sequence as the cluster is rotated.  [After Richard Jordan GATLING.]

ga·tor  or ga·ter  also ’ga·tor  also ’ga·ter (g7ùtNr) n.  Informal. An alligator. 

Gat·or·ade (g7ùtN-r7dÙ)  A trademark used for a thirst-quenching beverage 

drunk especially by athletes. 

GATT abbr.  General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 

Ga·tún Lake (gN-tunù l7k, gä-)  An artificial lake of central Panama formed by 

the impounding of the Chagres River. It is a major link in the Panama Canal sys-

tem. 

gauche (gosh) adj.  Lacking social polish; tactless.  See Synonyms at awkward.  
[French, awkward, lefthanded, from Old French, from gauchir, to turn aside, 

walk clumsily, of Germanic origin.] —gaucheùly adv.  —gaucheùness n. 

gau·che·rie (goÙshN-rKù) n.  1. An awkward or tactless act, manner, or expres-

sion.  2. A lack of tact; awkwardness.  [French, from gauche, gauche. See GAUCHE.]

gau·cho (gouùcho) n.  pl. gau·chos. 1. A cowboy of the South American pam-

pas.  2. gauchos. Calf-length pants with flared legs.  [American Spanish, proba-

bly from Quechua wáhcha, poor person, orphan, vagabond.]

gaud (gôd) n.  A gaudy or showy ornament or trinket.  [Middle English gaud, 

gaudi, sing. of gaudies, large, ornamental beads on a rosary, trinkets, from Medi-

eval Latin gaudia, from Latin, pl. of gaudium, joy (referring to the Joyful Myster-

ies of the Virgin Mary), from gaudKre, to rejoice. See g7u- in Appendix.]

gaud·er·y (gôùdN-rK) n.  pl. gaud·er·ies. Showy or gaudy decoration; ostenta-

tious or pretentious show. 

Gau·dí (gouùdK, gou-dKù), Antonio. 1852-1926.  Spanish architect who worked 

mainly in Barcelona, developing a startling new style that paralleled develop-

ments in art nouveau and incorporated color as well as odd bits of material. His 

most celebrated work is the façade of the Expiatory Church of the Holy Family. 

gaud·y1 (gôùdK) adj.  gaud·i·er, gaud·i·est. Showy in a tasteless or vulgar way.  

[Possibly from GAUDY
2 (influenced by GAUD).] —gaudùi·ly adv.  —gaudùi·ness 

n.  

SYNONYMS: gaudy, flashy, garish, loud, meretricious, tawdry. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “tastelessly showy”: a gaudy costume; a flashy

ring; garish colors; a loud sport shirt; a meretricious yet stylish book; tawdry orna-

ments.



gaud·y2 (gôùdK) n.  pl. gaud·ies. Chiefly British. A feast, especially an annual 

university dinner.  [Middle English gaudi, gaud, prank, trick, possibly from Old 

French gaudie, merriment (from gaudir, to enjoy, make merry, from Latin gaud-

Kre, to rejoice), and from Latin gaudium, enjoyment, merry-making (from gaud-

Kre, to rejoice); see g7u- in Appendix.]

gauf·fer (gmfùNr, gôùfNr) v.  & n.   Variant of goffer. 
Gau·ga·me·la (gôÙgN-mKùlN)  An ancient village of Assyria northeast of Nin-

eveh. Alexander the Great defeated the Persians under Darius III here in 331 B.C. 

gauge also gage (g7j) n.  Abbr. ga. 1. a. A standard or scale of measurement.  

b. A standard dimension, quantity, or capacity.   2. An instrument for measuring 

or testing.  3. A means of estimating or evaluating; a test:  a gauge of character.  

See Synonyms at standard.  4. Nautical. The position of a vessel in relation to 

another vessel and the wind.  5. a. The distance between the two rails of a rail-

road.  b. The distance between two wheels on an axle.   6. The interior diameter 

of a shotgun barrel as determined by the number of lead balls of a size exactly fit-

ting the barrel that are required to make one pound. Often used in combination:  

a 12-gauge shotgun.  7. The amount of plaster of Paris combined with common 

plaster to speed setting of the mixture.  8. Thickness or diameter, as of sheet 

metal or wire.  9. The fineness of knitted cloth as determined by the number of 

loops per 12 inches.   —  v.  tr. gauged also gaged, gaug·ing also gag·ing, 
gaug·es also gag·es. 1. To measure precisely.  2. To determine the capacity, vol-

ume, or contents of.  3. To evaluate or judge:  gauge a person’s ability.  4. To adapt 

to a specified measurement.  5. To mix (plaster) in specific proportions.  6. To 

chip or rub (bricks or stones) to size.  [Middle English, from Old North French, 

gauging rod, of Germanic origin.] —gaugeùa·ble adj. 

gaug·er also gag·er (g7ùjNr) n.  Chiefly British. A revenue officer who inspects 

bulk goods subject to duty. 

Gau·guin (go-g4Nù), (Eugène Henri) Paul. 1848-1903.  French artist whose 

paintings are characterized by simplified forms and brilliant colors and are par-

tially responsible for the significance of primitivism in modern art. 

Gaul1 (gôl) n.  1. A Celt of ancient Gaul.  2. A French person. 

Gaul2 (gôl) Formerly Gal·li·a (g4lùK-ä).  An ancient region of western Europe 

south and west of the Rhine River, west of the Alps, and north of the Pyrenees, 

corresponding roughly to modern-day France and Belgium. The Romans 

extended the designation to include northern Italy, particularly after Julius Cae-

sar’s conquest of the area in the Gallic Wars (58-51 B.C.). 

Gaul·ish (gôùlVsh) n.  The Celtic language of ancient Gaul. 

Gaull·ism (goùlVzÙNm, gôù-) n.  1. The political movement supporting Gen. 

Charles de Gaulle as leader of the French government in exile during World War 

II.  2. a. The political movement headed by Charles de Gaulle after World War II.  



b. The political principles and goals of Charles de Gaulle and his followers.    
—Gaullùist n. 

gaum (gôm) v.  tr. gaumed, gaum·ing, gaums. Upper Southern U.S. To 

smudge or smear.  [Perhaps alteration of obsolete gome, grease, variant of coom, 

soot, mixture of dirt and axle grease, variant of CULM
2.]

gaunt (gônt) adj.  gaunt·er, gaunt·est. 1. Thin and bony; angular.  See Syn-

onyms at lean2.  2. Emaciated and haggard; drawn.  3. Bleak and desolate; bar-

ren.  [Middle English, perhaps from Old French gant, possibly of Scandinavian 

origin.] —gauntùly adv.  —gauntùness n. 

gaunt·let1 also gant·let (gôntùlVt, gäntù-) n.  1. A protective glove worn with 

medieval armor.  2. A protective glove with a flared cuff, used in manual labor, in 

certain sports, and for driving.  3. A challenge:  throw down the gauntlet; take up 

the gauntlet.  4. A dress glove cuffed above the wrist.  [Middle English, from Old 

French gantelet, diminutive of gant, glove, from Frankish *want.]

WORD HISTORY: In the first and second editions of The American Heritage

Dictionary Usage Notes explained why the spelling gauntlet is acceptable for both

gauntlet1 and gauntlet2. Such has not always been the case. The story of gauntlet1,

as in to throw down the gauntlet, is unexciting: it comes from the Old French word

gantelet, a diminutive of gant, “glove.” From the time of its appearance in Middle

English (in a work composed in 1449), the word has been spelled with an au as

well as an a, still a possible spelling. But the other gauntlet, as in to run the gauntlet,

is an alteration of the earlier English form gantlope, which came from the Swedish

word gatlopp, a compound of gata, “lane,” and lopp, “course.” The earliest record-

ed form of the English word, found in 1646, is gantelope, showing that alteration

of the Swedish word had already occurred. The English word was then influenced

by the spelling of the word gauntlet, “glove,” and in 1676 we find the first recorded

instance of the spelling gauntlet for this word, although gantelope is found as late

as 1836. From then on spellings with au and a are both found. The au seems to

have won out, although one could say that the a is preferable because it reflects

the Swedish source. In regard to a word that has been so altered in form, this seems

a rather fine point.

gaunt·let2 also gant·let (gôntùlVt, gäntù-) n.  1. a. A form of punishment in 

which men armed with sticks or other weapons arrange themselves in two lines 

facing each other and beat the person forced to run between them.  b. The lines 

of men so arranged.   2. An onslaught or attack from all sides: “The hostages... ran 

the gauntlet of insult on their way to the airport” (Harper’s).  3. A severe trial; an 

ordeal.  [Alteration (influenced by GAUNTLET
1), of gantlope, from Swedish 

gatlopp : gata, lane (from Old Swedish); see ghK- in Appendix + lopp, course, run-

ning (from Middle Low German lop).]



gaur (gour) n.  A large, dark-coated wild ox (Bos gaurus) of hilly areas of south-

east Asia.  Also called seladang [Hindi, from Sanskrit gauraU. See gwou- in 

Appendix.]

gauss (gous) n.  pl. gauss or gauss·es. Abbr. G Physics. The centimeter-gram-

second unit of magnetic induction, equal to one maxwell per square centimeter.  

[After Karl Friedrich GAUSS.]

Gauss (gous), Karl Friedrich. 1777-1855.  German mathematician and astron-

omer known for his contributions to algebra, differential geometry, probability 

theory, and number theory. 

Gauss·i·an distribution (gouùsK-Nn dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  See normal dis-
tribution.  [After Karl Friedrich GAUSS.]

Gau·ta·ma (gôùtN-mN, gouù-), Siddhartha.  See Buddha. 
Gau·tier (go-ty7ù), Théophile. 1811-1872.  French writer who influenced 

French literature during its shift from romanticism to aestheticism and natural-

ism. His works include Young France (1833) and Enamels and Cameos (1852). 

gauze (gôz) n.  1. a. A thin, transparent fabric with a loose open weave, used for 

curtains and clothing.  b. A thin, loosely woven surgical dressing, usually made of 

cotton.  c. A thin plastic or metal woven mesh.   2. A mist or haze.  [French gaze, 

possibly from Spanish gasa (from Arabic qazz, raw silk, possibly from Persian 

kazh).] —gauzùi·ly adv.  —gauzùi·ness n. 

gauz·y (gôùzK) adj.  gauz·i·er, gauz·i·est. Resembling gauze in thinness or 

transparency.  See Synonyms at airy.  —gauzùi·ly adv.  —gauzùi·ness n. 

ga·vage (gN-väzhù) n.  Introduction of nutritive material into the stomach by 

means of a tube.  [French, from gaver, to force down the throat, ultimately from 

Old French gave, throat, from Old Latin *gaba.]

Ga·var·nie (g4vÙNr-nKù, gä-vär-)  A waterfall, about 422 m (1,384 ft) high, of 

southwest France in the Pyrenees south of Lourdes. Nearby is the Cirque de 
Gavarnie, a vast natural amphitheater with steep walls up to 1,708 m (5,600 ft) 

high. 

gave (g7v) v.  Past tense of give. 
gav·el1 (g4vùNl) n.  1. A small mallet used by a presiding officer or an auctioneer 

to signal for attention or order or to mark the conclusion of a transaction.  2. A 

maul used by masons in fitting stones.   —  v.  tr. gav·eled also gav·elled, 
gav·el·ing also gav·el·ling, gav·els also gav·els. To bring about or compel by 

using a gavel: “The chairman... tries to gavel the demonstration to an end” (New 

Yorker).  [Origin unknown.]

gav·el2 (g4vùNl) n.  Tribute or rent in ancient and medieval England.  [Middle 

English, from Old English gafol. See ghabh- in Appendix.]

gav·el·kind (g4vùNl-kXndÙ) n.  An English system of land tenure from Anglo-

Saxon times to 1926 that provided for the equal division of land among all quali-



fied heirs.  [Middle English gavelkinde : Old English gafol, gavel; see GAVEL
2 + Old 

English gecynd, kind; see KIND
2.]

gav·el-to-gav·el (g4vùNl-tN-g4vùNl) adj.  Informal. Extending from the open-

ing to the close, as of a political convention:  gavel-to-gavel television coverage. 

ga·vi·al (g7ùvK-Nl) n.  A large reptile (Gavialis gangeticus) of southern Asia, 

related to and resembling the crocodiles and having a long, slender snout.  Also 

called gharial [French, from Hindi ghaxiy7l.]

Gäv·le (yHvùlH)  A city of eastern Sweden on the Gulf of Bothnia north-north-

west of Stockholm. Chartered in 1446, it has a thriving export trade. Population, 

67,300. 

ga·votte (gN-vmtù) n.  1. A French peasant dance resembling the minuet.  

2. Music for this dance in moderately quick 4/4 time.  [French, from Provençal 

gavoto, from gavot, native of the Alps, possibly from gava, crop of a bird, from 

Old Latin *gaba, gullet, throat.] —ga·votteù v. 

GAW abbr.  Guaranteed annual wage. 

Ga·wain (gN-w7nù, gäùw7nÙ, gouùNn, gäùwNn) n.  In Arthurian legend, a nephew 

of King Arthur and a Knight of the Round Table. 

gawk (gôk) n.  An awkward, loutish person; an oaf.   —  v.  intr. gawked, 
gawk·ing, gawks. To stare or gape stupidly.  [Perhaps alteration (influenced by 

gawk hand, left hand, from dialectal gaulic, left-handed, clumsy), of obsolete gaw, 

to gape, from Middle English gawen, from Old Norse g7, to heed.] —gawkùer n. 

gawk·y (gôùkK) adj.  gawk·i·er, gawk·i·est. Awkward; ungainly.   
—gawkùi·ly adv. 

gay (g7) adj.  gay·er, gay·est. 1. Showing or characterized by cheerfulness and 

lighthearted excitement; merry.  2. Bright or lively, especially in color:  a gay, 

sunny room.  3. Of, relating to, or sharing the lifestyle and concerns of the homo-

sexual community.  4. Homosexual.  5. Given to social pleasures.  6. Dissolute; 

licentious.   —  n.  A gay person, especially an openly gay person in contemporary 

society.  [Middle English gai, from Old French, possibly of Germanic origin.] 
—gayùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: The word gay is now standard in its use to refer to the American

homosexual community and its members; in this use it is generally lowercased.

Gay is distinguished from homosexual in emphasizing the cultural and social as-

pects of homosexuality. Many writers reserve gay for male homosexuals, but the

word is also used to refer to homosexuals of both sexes; when the intended mean-

ing is not clear in the context, the phrase gay and lesbian should be used. Like the

other names of social groups that are derived from adjectives (e.g., Black), gay

may be regarded as offensive when used as a noun to refer to particular individ-

uals, as in There were two gays on the panel; here a phrase such as gay people should

be used instead. But there is no objection to the use of the noun in the plural to



refer to the general gay community, as in Gays have united in opposition to the

policy. See Usage Note at homosexual.

Gay (g7), John. 1685-1732.  English writer known especially for his play The 

Beggar’s Opera (1728). 

Ga·ya (gN-yäù, gXùN)  A city of northeast India south of Patna. The surrounding 

area is sacred to Buddhist and Hindu pilgrims. Population, 247,075. 

ga·yal (gN-yälù) n.  A domesticated bovine mammal (Bos frontalis) of India and 

Burma, having thick, pointed horns, a dark coat, and a tufted tail.  [Bengali gay7l, 

probably from Sanskrit gauU, ox. See gwou- in Appendix.]

gay·e·ty (g7ùV-tK) n.  Variant of gaiety. 
gay feather (g7 fHthùNr) n.  See blazing star (n., sense 2). 

Gay-Lus·sac (g7ÙlN-s4kù, -lü-säkù), Joseph Louis. 1778-1850.  French chemist 

and physicist who isolated the element boron (1809) and formulated a law that 

explains the behavior of a gas under constant pressure. 

gay·ly (g7ùlK) adv.  Variant of gaily. 
Gay·nor (g7ùnNr), Janet. 1906-1984.  American actress who won the first Acad-

emy Award for best actress (1928). 

gaz. abbr.  Gazette; gazetteer. 

Ga·za (gäùzN, g4zùN, g7ùzN)  A city of southwest Asia in the Gaza Strip, a narrow 

coastal area along the Mediterranean Sea adjoining Israel and Egypt. The territory 

was part of the British mandate for Palestine (1917-1948), passed to Egypt in 

1949, and was occupied by Israel in 1967. Palestinian autonomy was promised in 

the 1979 Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty but has not yet been achieved. The city of 

Gaza was one of the five major Philistine city-kingdoms. Population, 118,272. 

ga·zar (gN-zärù) n.  A loosely woven silk with a crisp finish.  [Probably ultimately 

from Arabic qazz, raw silk. See GAUZE.]

gaze (g7z) v.  intr. gazed, gaz·ing, gaz·es. To look steadily, intently, and with 

fixed attention.   —  n.  A steady, fixed look.  [Middle English gasen, probably of 

Scandinavian origin.] —gazùer n.  

SYNONYMS: gaze, stare, gape, glare, peer, ogle. These verbs mean to look long

and intently. Gaze refers to prolonged looking that is often indicative of wonder,

fascination, awe, or admiration: gazing at the stars; gazed into her eyes. To stare is

to gaze fixedly; the word can indicate curiosity, boldness, insolence, or stupidity:

stared at them in disbelief; staring into the distance. Gape suggests a prolonged

open-mouthed look reflecting amazement, awe, or lack of intelligence: tourists

gaping at the sights. To glare is to fix another with a hard, piercing stare: He glared

furiously at me when I contradicted him. To peer is to look narrowly, searchingly,

and seemingly with difficulty: peered through her spectacles at the contract. To ogle

is to stare in an amorous, usually impertinent manner: construction workers on



their lunch hour ogling passing women.

ga·ze·bo (gN-z7ùbo, -zKù-) n.  pl. ga·ze·bos or ga·ze·boes. 1. A freestanding, 

roofed, usually open-sided structure providing a shady resting place.  2.  See 

belvedere.  [Origin unknown.]

gaze·hound (g7zùhoundÙ) n.  A dog, such as the Afghan hound or the grey-

hound, that hunts its prey by sight rather than by scent. 

ga·zelle (gN-zHlù) n.  Any of various small, swift antelopes of the genus Gazella 

and related genera of Africa and Asia, characteristically having a slender neck and 

annulate horns.  [French, from Old French, from Arabic Saz7l.]

ga·zette (gN-zHtù) n.  Abbr. gaz. 1. A newspaper.  2. An official journal.  

3. Chiefly British. An announcement in an official journal.   —  v.  tr. ga·zet·ted, 
ga·zet·ting, ga·zettes. Chiefly British. To announce or publish in an official 

journal or in a newspaper.  [French, from Italian gazzetta, probably from Italian 

dialectal gazeta, a small coin (possibly from the price).]

gaz·et·teer (g4zÙV-tîrù) n.  Abbr. gaz. 1. A geographic dictionary or index.  

2. Archaic. A writer for a gazette; a journalist. 

Ga·zi·an·tep (gäÙzK-än-tHpù) Formerly Ain·tab (Xn-t4bù).  A city of southern 

Turkey north of Aleppo, Syria. An ancient Hittite center, it was strategically 

important during the Crusades. The surrounding area is known for its textiles 

and pistachio nuts. Population, 374,290. 

gaz·pa·cho (gN-späùcho, gNz-päù-) n.  pl. gaz·pa·chos. A chilled soup made 

with chopped tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, peppers, and herbs.  [Spanish.]

G.B. abbr.  Great Britain. 

Gbe (bH, gbH) n.  A closely related group of languages, including Ewe and Fon, 

that are spoken in coastal Ghana, Togo, Benin, and Nigeria.  [Gbe, language, 

voice.]

GC abbr.  Gigacycle. 

GCA abbr.  Ground-controlled approach. 

G.C.B. abbr.  Knight of the Grand Cross, Order of the Bath. 

gcd  or g.c.d. abbr.  Mathematics. Greatest common divisor. 

gcf  or g.c.f. abbr.  Mathematics. Greatest common factor. 

G clef (jKù klHf) n.  Music. See treble clef. 
GCT abbr.  Greenwich civil time. 

Gd  The symbol for the element gadolinium. 
gd. abbr.  Good. 

G.D. abbr.  Grand duchy. 

Gdadsk (gN-dänskù, -d4nskù, -dXNskù) also Dan·zig (d4nùsVg, dänùtsVk)  A city of 

northern Poland near the mouth of the Vistula River on the Gulf of Gdadsk, an 

inlet of the Baltic Sea. An old Slavic settlement, Gdadsk was a part of the 

Hanseatic League after the 13th century and was later ruled by Poland and Prus-



sia. The Treaty of Versailles (1919) declared it a free city, although it came under 

Nazi control in 1935. Hitler’s demand that Gdadsk be returned to Germany led to 

his invasion of Poland and the beginning of World War II (September 1939). The 

city was liberated by the Russians in 1945 and subsequently restored to Poland. 

Population, 467,200. 

G.D.R.  or GDR abbr.  German Democratic Republic. 

gds. abbr.  Goods. 

Gdy·ni·a (gN-dVnùK-N, -dVnùyN)  A city of northern Poland on the Gulf of Gdadsk 

northwest of Gdadsk. It has been a major Baltic port since the 1930’s. Population, 

243,100. 

Ge  The symbol for the element germanium. 
ge- pref.  Variant of geo-. 
ge·an·ti·cline (jK-4nùtV-klXnÙ) n.  A large upward fold of the earth’s crust.   
—ge·anÙti·cliùnal adj. 

gear (gîr) n.  1. a. A toothed machine part, such as a wheel or cylinder, that 

meshes with another toothed part to transmit motion or to change speed or 

direction.  b. A complete assembly that performs a specific function in a larger 

machine.  c. A transmission configuration for a specific ratio of engine to axle 

torque in a motor vehicle.   2. Equipment, such as tools or clothing, used for a 

particular activity; paraphernalia:  fishing gear.  See Synonyms at equipment.  
3. a. Clothing and accessories:  the latest gear for teenagers.  b. Personal belong-

ings, including clothing:  keeps her gear in a trunk.   4. The harness for a horse.  

5. Nautical. a. A ship’s rigging.  b. A sailor’s personal effects.    —  v.  geared, 
gear·ing, gears.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To equip with gears.  b. To connect by gears.  

c. To put into gear.   2. To adjust or adapt so as to make suitable:  geared the speech 

to a conservative audience.  3. To provide with gear; equip.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come 

into or be in gear.  2. To become adjusted so as to fit or blend.   —phrasal verb. 
gear up. To get ready for a coming action or event:  a group of investors who had 

geared up for the takeover fight.  [Middle English gere, equipment, from Old Norse 

gervi;; akin to gera, to do, make, make ready.]

gear·box (gîrùbmksÙ) n.  1.  See transmission (n., sense 3).  2. A protective 

casing for a system of gears. 

gear·ing (gîrùVng) n.  1. A system of gears and associated elements by which 

motion is transferred within a machine.  2. The act or technique of providing 

with gears. 

gear ratio (gîr r7ùsho) n.  The ratio of the speed of rotation of the powered gear 

of a gear train to that of the final or driven gear. 

gear·shift (gîrùshVftÙ) n.  A mechanism for changing from one gear to another 

in a transmission. 

gear train (gîr tr7n) n.  A system of interconnected gears. 



gear·wheel also gear wheel (gîrùhwKlÙ, -wKlÙ) n.  A wheel with a toothed 

rim. 

Geat (gKt, y4t) n.  A member of an ancient Germanic people of southern Sweden 

conquered by the Swedes in the sixth century A.D.  [Old English GKat.]

Ge·bel Mu·sa (jHbùNl muùsN, -sä)  See Jebel Musa. 
Ge·ber (jKùbNr, g7ù-) also Ja·bir (j7ùbNr, jäùbîr), fl. eighth century?.  Arab scholar 

and alchemist who wrote a number of influential books of alchemical theory, 

including Summa Perfectionis. 

geck·o (gHkùo) n.  pl. geck·os or geck·oes. Any of various usually small tropi-

cal and subtropical lizards of the family Gekkonidae, having toes padded with 

setae containing numerous suction cups that enable them to climb on vertical 

surfaces.  [Malay (Javanese) ge’kok.]

GED abbr.  1. General equivalency diploma.  2. General educational develop-

ment. 

Ged·des (gHdùKz), Norman Bel. 1893-1958.  American architect and theatrical 

and industrial designer who popularized the concept of streamlining. 

gee1 (jK) n.  The letter g. 

gee2 (jK) interj.  Used to command a horse or an ox to turn to the right.   —  v.  

intr. geed, gee·ing, gees. To turn to the right. 

gee3 also jee (jK) interj.  Used as a mild expletive or exclamation, as of surprise, 

enthusiasm, or sympathy.  [Alteration of JESUS.]

gee4 (jK) n.  Slang. A thousand dollars.  [From GEE
1, from the first letter of 

GRAND.]

Gee·chee (gKùchK) n.  1. Southeastern U.S. Gullah.  2. The local dialect of 

English spoken in Charleston, South Carolina.  [After the Ogeechee River.]

geek (gKk) n.  Slang. 1. An odd or ridiculous person.  2. A carnival performer 

whose show consists of bizarre acts, such as biting the head off a live chicken.  

[Perhaps alteration of dialectal geck, fool, from Low German gek, from Middle 

Low German.] —geekùy adj. 

Gee·long (jN-lôngù)  A city of southeast Australia southwest of Melbourne. It is 

a manufacturing center with a thriving tourist industry. Metropolitan area popu-

lation, 137,173. 

geese (gKs) n.  Plural of goose. 
gee whiz (jK hwVz) interj.  Used to express mild surprise, amazement, or enthu-

siasm. 

gee-whiz (jKùhwVzù, -wVzù) adj.  Informal. Marked by or inducing a sense of 

wide-eyed wonder or excitement, as in response to an amazing achievement: “The 

book seems a little too gee-whiz even for describing what everyone does admit is a 

revolution” (Savvy). 



gee·zer (gKùzNr) n.  An eccentric old man.  See Usage Note at adage.  [Probably 

alteration of dialectal guiser, masquerader, from Middle English gysar, from 

gysen, to dress, from gyse, guise, fashion. See GUISE.]

WORD HISTORY: A relationship with a word we know well is disguised in the

word geezer. A clue to this relationship is found in British dialect. The English Di-

alect Dictionary defines geezer as “a queer character, a strangely-acting person,”

and refers the reader to guiser, “a mummer, masquerader.” The citations for guiser

refer to practices such as the following: “People, usually children... go about on

Christmas Eve, singing, wearing masks, or otherwise disguised,” the last word of

this passage being the one to which geezer is related.

ge·fil·te fish (gN-fVlùtN fVsh) n.  Finely chopped fish, usually whitefish, pike, or 

carp, mixed with crumbs, eggs, and seasonings, cooked in a broth in the form of 

balls or oval-shaped cakes and usually served chilled.  [Yiddish  : gefilt, past parti-

ciple of filn, to fill, stuff + fish, fish.]

ge·gen·schein (g7ùgNn-shXnÙ) n.  A faint, glowing spot in the sky, exactly 

opposite the position of the sun.  Also called counterglow [German  : gegen, 

against (from Middle High German, from Old High German gegin) + Schein, 

light (from Middle High German schXn, from Old High German schXn, from scX-
nan, to shine).]

Ge·hen·na (gV-hHnùN) n.  1. A place or state of torment or suffering.  2. The 

abode of condemned souls; hell.  [Late Latin, from Greek Geenna, from Hebrew 

Gê’ Hinnom, possibly short for GK ben Hinnom, valley of the son of Hinnom, a 

valley south of Jerusalem.]

Geh·rig (gHrùVg), Henry Louis. Known as “Lou.” 1903-1941.  American baseball 

player. In 14 seasons with the New York Yankees (1925-1939), Gehrig was the 

American League’s most valuable player 4 times. He earned a career batting aver-

age of.340. 

Gei·ger counter (gXùgNr kounùtNr) n.  An instrument that detects and mea-

sures the intensity of radiation, such as particles from radioactive material, con-

sisting of a Geiger tube and associated electronic equipment.  [After Hans 

Wilhelm Geiger (1882-1945), German physicist.]

gei·ger tree (gXùgNr trK) n.  A small evergreen tree (Cordia sebestena) native to 

the Florida Keys, the West Indies, and northern South America, having large 

orange and scarlet flowers in terminal clusters. It is widely cultivated in the trop-

ics.  [After John Geiger (fl. c. 1832), American friend of John James Audubon.]

Geiger tube (gXùgNr tub) n.  A metal or glass tube filled with gas that is ion-

ized by passing charged particles, producing within the tube an electric charge 

indicative of a particular particle.  [After Hans Wilhelm Geiger (1882-1945), Ger-

man physicist.]



Gei·kie (gKùkK), Sir Archibald. 1835-1924.  Scottish geologist who directed the 

Geological Survey of the United Kingdom and the Museum of Practical Geology 

(1882-1901). 

Gei·sel (gXùzNl), Theodor Seuss. Pen name Dr. Seuss. 1904-1991.  American 

writer and illustrator of children’s books. His works, known for their humorous 

verse and playful illustrations, include The Cat in the Hat (1957) and Green Eggs 

and Ham (1960). 

gei·sha (g7ùshN, gKù-) n.  pl. geisha or gei·shas. One of a class of professional 

women in Japan trained from girlhood in conversation, dancing, and singing in 

order to lend an atmosphere of chic and gaiety to professional or social gatherings 

of men.  [Japanese  : gei, art + sha, person.]

gel (jHl) n.  1. A colloid in which the disperse phase has combined with the dis-

persion medium to produce a semisolid material, such as a jelly.  2. A gelatin used 

in theatrical lighting.  3. A jellylike substance used in styling hair.   —  v.  intr. 

gelled, gel·ling, gels. To become a gel.  [Short for GELATIN.] —gelùa·ble adj. 

Ge·la (jHùlä)  A city of southern Sicily, Italy, on the Mediterranean Sea. Founded 

c. 688 B.C. by Greek colonists from Crete and Rhodes, it reached the height of its 

prosperity in the fifth century B.C. The dramatist Aeschylus lived here. Popula-

tion, 74,789. 

ge·län·de·sprung (gN-lHnùdN-shprtngÙ) n.  Sports. A jump in skiing made 

from a crouching position with the use of both poles.  [German  : Gelände, open 

field (from Middle High German gelende, from Old High German gilanti, from 

lant, land); see lendh- in Appendix + Sprung, jump (from Middle High German 

sprunc, from Old High German, from springan, to jump).]

gel·ate (jHlù7tÙ) v.  intr. gel·at·ed, gel·at·ing, gel·ates. To gel. 

gel·a·tin also gel·a·tine (jHlùN-tn) n.  1. a. A colorless or slightly yellow, trans-

parent, brittle protein formed by boiling the specially prepared skin, bones, and 

connective tissue of animals and used in foods, drugs, and photographic film.  

b. Any of various similar substances.   2. A jelly made with gelatin, used as a des-

sert or salad base.  3. A thin, transparent membrane used over a theatrical light to 

color it.  [French gélatine, from Italian gelatina, diminutive of gelata, jelly from 

feminine past participle of gelare, to freeze, from Latin gel7re. See gel- in Appen-

dix.]

ge·lat·i·nize (jN-l4tùn-XzÙ, jHlùN-tn-XzÙ) v.  ge·lat·i·nized, ge·lat·i·niz·ing, 
ge·lat·i·niz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To convert to gelatin or jelly.  2. To coat with gelatin.   
—  v.  intr. To become gelatinous.   —ge·latÙi·ni·zaùtion (-l4tÙn-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

ge·lat·i·nous (jN-l4tùn-Ns) adj.  1. Resembling gelatin; viscous.  2. Of, relating 

to, or containing gelatin.   —ge·latùi·nous·ly adv.  —ge·latùi·nous·ness n. 

ge·la·tion (jH-l7ùshNn) n.  1. Solidification by cooling or freezing.  2. The pro-

cess of forming a gel.  [Latin gel7tio, gel7tion-, from gel7tus, past participle of 

gel7re, to freeze. See gel- in Appendix.]



ge·la·to (jN-läùto, jH-) n.  pl. ge·la·ti (-tK). An Italian ice cream or ice.  [Italian, 

from past participle of gelare, to freeze. See GELATIN.]

geld1 (gHld) v.  tr. geld·ed or gelt (gHlt), geld·ing, gelds. 1. To castrate (a 

horse, for example).  2. To deprive of strength or vigor; weaken.  [Middle English 

gelden, from Old Norse gelda.]

geld2 (gHld) n.  A tax paid to the crown by English landholders under Anglo-

Saxon and Norman kings.  [Middle English geld, and Medieval Latin geldum both 

from Old English geld, gield, payment.]

Gel·der·land (gHlùdNr-l4ndÙ, KHHlùdNr-läntÙ)  A region and former duchy of 

east-central Netherlands. The duchy was formed in 1339 and passed to the Haps-

burgs in 1543. It became part of the Netherlands in 1579, although a portion of 

the territory was ceded to Prussia in the 18th century. 

geld·ing (gHlùdVng) n.  A castrated animal, especially a male horse.  [Middle 

English, from Old Norse geldingr, from gelda, to geld.]

gel·id (jHlùVd) adj.  Very cold; icy:  gelid ocean waters.  See Synonyms at cold.  
[Latin gelidus, from gel7, frost. See gel- in Appendix.] —ge·lidùi·ty (jN-lVdùV-tK), 
gelùid·ness n.  —gelùid·ly adv. 

gel·ig·nite (jHlùVg-nXtÙ) n.  An explosive mixture composed of nitroglycerine, 

guncotton, wood pulp, and potassium nitrate.  [GEL(ATIN) + Latin ignis, fire + -

ITE
1.]

Gell-Mann (gHlùmänÙ), Murray. Born 1929.  American physicist. He won a 

1969 Nobel Prize for his study of subatomic particles. 

Gel·sen·kir·chen (gHlÙzNn-kîrùkNn, -KHNn)  A city of west-central Germany in 

the Ruhr Valley northeast of Essen. It is a major industrial and coal-mining cen-

ter. Population, 287,956. 

gelt1 (gHlt) n.  Slang. Money.  [Yiddish, from Middle High German geld, from 

Old High German gelt, recompense.]

gelt2 (gHlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of geld1. 
gem (jHm) n.  1. A pearl or mineral that has been cut and polished for use as an 

ornament.  2. a. Something that is valued for its beauty or perfection:  a little gem 

of a book.  b. A beloved or highly prized person.   3. A type of muffin.   —  v.  tr. 

gemmed, gem·ming, gems. To adorn with or as if with precious or semipre-

cious stones.  [Middle English gemme, from Old French, from Latin gemma. See 

gembh- in Appendix.]

GEM abbr.  Ground-effect machine. 

Ge·ma·ra (gN-märùN, -môrùN) n.  The second part of the Talmud, consisting pri-

marily of commentary on the Mishnah.  [Aramaic gHm7r7, completion, from 

gHmar, to complete.] —Ge·maùric adj.  —Ge·maùrist n. 

gem clip (jHm klVp) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See paper clip.  [Origin 

unknown.]



gem·i·nate (jHmùN-n7tÙ) v.  gem·i·nat·ed, gem·i·nat·ing, gem·i·nates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To double.  2. To arrange in pairs.   —  v.  intr. To occur in pairs.   —  adj.  

(-nVt, -n7tÙ) Forming a pair; doubled.   —  n.  (-nVt, -n7tÙ) Linguistics. A double or 

long consonant.  [Latin gemin7re, gemin7t-, from geminus, twin.] —gemÙi·naù-
tion n. 

Gem·i·ni (jHmùN-nXÙ, -nKÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. A constellation in the 

Northern Hemisphere containing the stars Castor and Pollux.  Also called Twins 

2. a. The third sign of the zodiac in astrology.  Also called Twins b. One who is 

born under this sign.   [Middle English, from Latin GeminX, pl. of geminus, twin.]

Gem·i·ni·an (jHmÙN-nXùNn, -nKù-) n.  One who is born under the sign of Gemini. 

gem·ma (jHmùN) n.  pl. gem·mae (jHmùKÙ). An asexual budlike propagule as in 

liverworts, capable of developing into a new individual; a bud.  [Latin, bud. See 

gembh- in Appendix.]

gem·mate (jHmù7tÙ) adj.  Having or reproducing by gemmae.   —  v.  intr. 

gem·mat·ed, gem·mat·ing, gem·mates. To produce gemmae or reproduce 

by means of gemmae.  [From Latin gemm7tus, past participle of gemm7re, to bud, 

from gemma, bud. See gembh- in Appendix.] —gem·maùtion (jH-m7ùshNn) n. 

gem·mip·a·rous (jH-mVpùNr-Ns) adj.  Botany. Reproducing by buds or gemmae.  

[Latin gemma, bud; see GEMMA + -PAROUS.] —gem·mipùa·rous·ly adv. 

gem·mol·o·gy (jH-mmlùN-jK) n.  Variant of gemology. 
gem·mu·la·tion (jHmÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Production of or reproduction by gem-

mules. 

gem·mule (jHmùyul) n.  1. A small gemma or similar structure, especially a 

reproductive structure in some sponges that remains dormant through the winter 

and later develops into a new individual.  2. A hypothetical particle of heredity 

postulated to be the mediating factor in the production of new cells in the theory 

of pangenesis.  [French, from Latin gemmula, diminutive of gemma, bud. See 

gembh- in Appendix.] —gemÙmu·lifùer·ous (jHmÙyu-lVfùNr-Ns) adj. 

gem·my (jHmùK) adj.  1. Full of or set with gems.  2. Glittering like a gem. 

gem·ol·o·gy  or gem·mol·o·gy (jH-mmlùN-jK) n.  The study of gems.   
—gemÙo·logùi·cal (jHmÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —gem·olùo·gist n. 

ge·mot also ge·mote (gN-motù) n.  A public meeting or local judicial assembly 

in Anglo-Saxon England.  [Old English gemot : ge-, collective pref.; see kom in 

Appendix + mot, assembly.]

gems·bok (gHmzùbmkÙ) n.  A large antelope (Oryx gazella) of arid regions of 

southern Africa, having long, sharp, straight horns, a tufted tail, and distinctive 

black and white markings on the head.  [Afrikaans, from Dutch, from German 

Gemsbock : Gemse, chamois (from Middle High German gemeze, from Old High 

German *gamiza, from Late Latin camox) + Bock, buck (from Middle High Ger-

man boc, from Old High German).]



gem·stone (jHmùstonÙ) n.  A precious or semiprecious stone that may be used 

as a jewel when cut and polished. 

ge·müt·lich (gN-mutùlVk, -mütùlVKH) adj.  Warm and congenial; pleasant or 

friendly.  [German, from Middle High German gemüetlich, from gemüete, spirit, 

feelings, from Old High German gimuoti, from muot, mind, spirit, joy. See mK-1 

in Appendix.]

ge·müt·lich·keit (gN-mütùlVKH-kXtÙ, -mutù-) n.  Warm friendliness; amicabil-

ity.  [German, from gemütlich, congenial. See GEMÜTLICH.]

gen. abbr.  1. Gender.  2. General; generally.  3. Generator.  4. Generic.  

5. Grammar. Genitive.  6. Genus. 

Gen. abbr.  1. General.  2. Bible. Genesis. 

-gen  or -gene suff.  1. Producer:  androgen.  2. One that is produced:  phosgene.  

[French -gène, from Greek -genKs, born. See genN- in Appendix.]

gen·darme (zhänùdärmÙ) n.  1. A member of the French national police orga-

nization constituting a branch of the armed forces with responsibility for general 

law enforcement.  2. Slang. A police officer.  [French, from Old French gent 

d’armes, sing. of gens d’armes, mounted soldiers, men-at-arms  : gens, people, 

men (from Latin gentes, pl. of gKns, clan); see genN- in Appendix + de, of (from 

Latin dK); see DE- + armes, pl. of arme, weapon; see ARM
2.]

gen·dar·me·rie (zhän-därùmN-rK) n.  1. A body of French gendarmes.  

2. Slang. A group of police officers.  [French, from Old French, calvary, from gent 

d’armes, gendarme, mounted soldier. See GENDARME.]

gen·der (jHnùdNr) n.  Abbr. g., gen. 1. Grammar. a. A grammatical category 

used in the analysis of nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and, in some languages, verbs 

that may be arbitrary or based on characteristics such as sex or animacy and that 

determines agreement with or selection of modifiers, referents, or grammatical 

forms.  b. One category of such a set.  c. The classification of a word or gram-

matical form in such a category.  d. The distinguishing form or forms used.   

2. Sexual identity, especially in relation to society or culture.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun: “Women entered graduate schools... and 

encountered gender discrimination when they applied for the few academic posi-

tions” (New York Times).   —  v.  tr. gen·dered, gen·der·ing, gen·ders. To 

engender.  [Middle English gendre, from Old French, kind, gender, from Latin 

genus, gener-. See genN- in Appendix.] —genùder·less adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Traditionally, gender has been used primarily to refer to the

grammatical categories of “masculine,” “feminine,” and “neuter”; but in recent

years the word has become well established in its use to refer to sex-based catego-

ries, as in phrases such as gender gap and the politics of gender. This usage is sup-

ported by the practice of many anthropologists, who reserve sex for reference to

biological categories, while using gender to refer to social or cultural categories.



According to this rule, one would say The effectiveness of the medication appears

to depend on the sex (not gender) of the patient, but In peasant societies, gender (not

sex) roles are likely to be more clearly defined. This distinction is useful in principle,

but it is by no means widely observed, and considerable variation in usage occurs

at all levels.

gender bender  or gen·der-ben·der (jHnùdNr-bHnùdNr) n.  Slang. 1. One 

who dresses or acts in an androgynous manner.  2. Something, such as a theatri-

cal performance or a book, whose portrayal of gender roles is unexpectedly non-

traditional or androgynous. 

gender gap  or gen·der-gap (jHnùdNr-g4pÙ) n.  A disproportionate differ-

ence, as in attitudes and voting preferences, between the sexes.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun: “His gender-gap troubles multiplied after an 

impromptu speech about ‘women’s place’” (Newsweek). 

gen·der-neu·tral (jHnùdNr-nuÙtrNl, -nyuÙ-) adj.  Free of explicit or implicit 

reference to gender or sex, as is the term police officer (instead of policewoman or 

policeman) or the term crewed (instead of manned). 

gene (jKn) n.  A hereditary unit that occupies a specific location on a chromo-

some and determines a particular characteristic in an organism. Genes exist in a 

number of different forms and can undergo mutation.  [From Greek genos, race, 

offspring. See genN- in Appendix.]

-gene suff.  Variant of -gen. 
ge·ne·al·o·gy (jKÙnK-mlùN-jK, -4lù-, jHnÙK-) n.  pl. ge·ne·al·o·gies. 1. A record 

or table of the descent of a person, family, or group from an ancestor or ances-

tors; a family tree.  2. Direct descent from an ancestor; lineage or pedigree.  

3. The study or investigation of ancestry and family histories.  [Middle English 

genealogie, from Old French, from Late Latin gene7logia, from Greek  : genea, 

family; see genN- in Appendix + -logia, -logy.] —geÙne·a·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —geÙne·a·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —geÙne·alùo·gist n. 

gene amplification (jKn 4mÙplN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  A cellular process character-

ized by the production of multiple copies of a particular gene or genes to amplify 

the phenotype that the gene confers on the cell. Drug resistance in cancer cells is 

linked to amplification of the gene that prevents absorption of the chemothera-

peutic agent by the cell. 

gene flow (jKn flo) n.  Transfer of genes from one population to another of the 

same species, as by migration or the dispersal of seeds and pollen. 

gene frequency (jKn frKùkwNn-sK) n.  The frequency of occurrence of an 

allele in relation to that of other alleles of the same gene in a population. 

gene pool (jKn pul) n.  The collective genetic information contained within a 

population of sexually reproducing organisms. 

gen·er·a (jHnùNr-N) n.  Plural of genus. 



gen·er·a·ble (jHnùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Capable of being generated:  generable ideas.  

[Latin gener7bilis, from gener7re, to produce. See GENERATE.]

gen·er·al (jHnùNr-Nl) adj.  Abbr. gen., genl. 1. Concerned with, applicable to, 

or affecting the whole or every member of a class or category: “subduing all her 

impressions as a woman, to something more general” (Virginia Woolf).  

2. Affecting or characteristic of the majority of those involved; prevalent:  general 

discontent.  3. Being usually the case; true or applicable in most instances but not 

all:  the general correctness of her decisions.  4. a. Not limited in scope, area, or 

application:  as a general rule.  b. Not limited to or dealing with one class of 

things; diversified:  general studies.   5. Involving only the main features rather 

than precise details:  a general grasp of the subject.  6. Highest or superior in rank:  

the general manager.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. Gen. a. A commissioned rank in the U.S. 

Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps that is above lieutenant general.  b. One who 

holds this rank or a similar rank in another military organization.   2. A general 

officer.  3. A statement, principle, or fact that embraces or is applicable to the 

whole.  4. Archaic. The public.   —idiom. in general. Generally.  [Middle 

English, from Latin gener7lis, from genus, gener-, kind. See genN- in Appendix.] 
—genùer·al·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: general, common, generic, universal. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “belonging to, relating to, or affecting the whole”: the general

welfare; a common enemy; generic differences between birds and reptiles; universal

military conscription. 

ANTONYM: particular

Gen·er·al American (jHnùNr-Nl N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  The speech of native English 

speakers of the upper Midwestern United States, considered by some to be repre-

sentative of that of the majority of the country, excluding the Southeast, New 

York City, and eastern New England. 

general anesthetic (jHnùNr-Nl 4nÙVs-thHtùVk) n.  An anesthetic that causes loss 

of sensation in the entire body and induces unconsciousness. 

general assembly (jHnùNr-Nl N-sHmùblK) n.  1. A legislative body, especially a 

U.S. state legislature.  2. General Assembly. Abbr. GA, G.A. The principal 

deliberative body of the United Nations, in which each member nation is repre-

sented and has one vote.  3. The supreme governing body of some religious 

denominations. 

General Court (jHnùNr-Nl kôrt) n.  1. A legislative body having judicial powers 

in colonial New England.  2. The state legislature of Massachusetts and New 

Hampshire. 

general court-martial (jHnùNr-Nl kôrtùmärÙshNl) n.  A court-martial consist-

ing of at least five officers for trying major offenses. 



gen·er·al·cy (jHnùNr-Nl-sK) n.  pl. gen·er·al·cies. The rank, appointment, 

authority, or tenure of a general. 

general delivery (jHnùNr-Nl dV-lVvùN-rK) n.  1. A department of a post office 

that holds mail for addressees until it is called for.  2. Mail directed to this depart-

ment. 

general election (jHnùNr-Nl V-lHkùshNn) n.  An election involving all or most 

constituencies of a state or nation in the choice of candidates. 

gen·er·al·is·si·mo (jHnÙNr-N-lVsùN-moÙ) n.  pl. gen·er·al·is·si·mos. The com-

mander in chief of all the armed forces in certain countries.  [Italian, superlative 

of generale, a general, from Latin gener7lis, general. See GENERAL.]

gen·er·al·ist (jHnùNr-N-lVst) n.  One who has broad general knowledge and skills 

in several areas. 

gen·er·al·i·ty (jHnÙN-r4lùV-tK) n.  pl. gen·er·al·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of 

being general.  2. An observation or a principle having general application; a gen-

eralization.  3. An imprecise or vague statement or idea.  4. The greater portion 

or number; the majority. 

gen·er·al·i·za·tion (jHnÙNr-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of gener-

alizing.  2. A principle, a statement, or an idea having general application. 

gen·er·al·ize (jHnùNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  gen·er·al·ized, gen·er·al·iz·ing, 
gen·er·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To reduce to a general form, class, or law.  b. To 

render indefinite or unspecific.   2. a. To infer from many particulars.  b. To 

draw inferences or a general conclusion from.   3. a. To make generally or univer-

sally applicable.  b. To popularize.    —  v.  intr. 1. a. To form a concept induc-

tively.  b. To form general notions or conclusions.   2. To deal in generalities; 

speak or write vaguely.  3. Medicine. To spread through the body. Used of a usu-

ally localized disease. 

gen·er·al·ized (jHnùNr-N-lXzdÙ) adj.  1. Biology. Not specifically adapted to a 

particular environment or function; not specialized.  2. Generally prevalent:  

observed a state of generalized discontent. 

gen·er·al·ly (jHnùNr-N-lK) adv.  Abbr. gen. 1. Popularly; widely:  generally 

known.  2. a. As a rule; usually:  The child generally has little to say.  b. For the 

most part:  a generally boring speech.   3. Without reference to particular instances 

or details; not specifically:  generally speaking. 

general officer (jHnùNr-Nl ôùfV-sNr) n.  An officer in the U.S. Army, Air Force, 

or Marine Corps ranking above colonel. 

General of the Air Force (jHnùNr-Nl ƒv thK âr fôrs) n.  1. The highest com-

missioned rank in the U.S. Air Force.  2. One who holds this rank. 

General of the Army (jHnùNr-Nl ƒv thK ärùmK) n.  1. The highest commis-

sioned rank in the U.S. Army.  2. One who holds this rank. 



general paresis (jHnùNr-Nl pN-rKùsVs) n.  A brain disease occurring as a late 

consequence of syphilis, characterized by dementia, progressive muscular weak-

ness, and paralysis. 

general practitioner (jHnùNr-Nl pr4k-tVshùN-nNr) n.  Abbr. G.P., GP A physi-

cian whose practice is not oriented to a specific medical specialty but instead cov-

ers a variety of medical problems in patients of all ages.  Also called family doctor 

gen·er·al-pur·pose (jHnùNr-Nl-pûrùpNs) adj.  Designed for or suitable to more 

than one use; broadly useful:  a general-purpose loan. 

general relativity (jHnùNr-Nl rHlÙN-tVvùV-tK) n.  The geometric theory of gravi-

tation developed by Albert Einstein, incorporating and extending the theory of 

special relativity to accelerated frames of reference and introducing the principle 

that gravitational and inertial forces are equivalent. 

Gen·er·al San Mar·tín (jHnÙNr-Nl s4n mär-tKnù, hHnÙH-rälù sän)  A city of 

eastern Argentina, a manufacturing suburb of Buenos Aires. Population, 384,306. 

General Sar·mien·to (jHnÙNr-Nl sär-myHnùto, hHnÙH-rälù)  A city of eastern 

Argentina, a suburb of Buenos Aires. Population, 499,648. 

general semantics (jHnùNr-Nl sV-m4nùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). A disci-

pline developed by Alfred Korzybski that proposes to improve human behavioral 

responses through a more critical use of words and symbols. 

gen·er·al·ship (jHnùNr-Nl-shVpÙ) n.  1. The rank, office, or tenure of a general.  

2. Leadership or skill in the conduct of a war.  3. Skillful management or leader-

ship. 

general staff (jHnùNr-Nl st4f) n.  A group of military officers charged with 

assisting the commander of a division or higher unit in planning, coordinating, 

and supervising operations. 

general store (jHnùNr-Nl stôr) n.  A retail store, usually located in a rural com-

munity, that sells a wide variety of merchandise but is not divided into depart-

ments. 

general strike (jHnùNr-Nl strXk) n.  A strike by all or most of the workers in an 

industry or throughout a country or an area. 

gen·er·ate (jHnùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. gen·er·at·ed, gen·er·at·ing, gen·er·ates. 
1. a. To bring into being; give rise to:  generate a discussion.  b. To produce as a 

result of a chemical or physical process:  generate heat.   2. To engender (off-

spring); procreate.  3. Mathematics. To form (a geometric figure) by describing a 

curve or surface.  4. Computer Science. To produce (a program) by instructing a 

computer to follow given parameters with a skeleton program.  [Latin gener7re, 

gener7t-, to produce, from genus, gener-, birth. See genN- in Appendix.]

gen·er·a·tion (jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. All of the offspring that are at the same 

stage of descent from a common ancestor:  Mother and daughters represent two 

generations.  2. Biology. A form or stage in the life cycle of an organism:  asexual 

generation of a fern.  3. The average interval of time between the birth of parents 



and the birth of their offspring.  4. a. A group of individuals born and living 

about the same time.  b. A group of generally contemporaneous individuals 

regarded as having common cultural or social characteristics and attitudes: 

“They’re the television generation” (Roger Enrico).   5. a. A period of sequential 

technological development and innovation.  b. A class of objects derived from a 

preceding class:  a new generation of computers.   6. The act or process of generat-

ing; origination, production, or procreation.   —gen·er·aùtion·al adj. 

generation gap (jHnÙN-r7ùshNn g4p) n.  A broad difference in values and atti-

tudes between one generation and another, especially between young people and 

their parents. 

Gen·er·a·tion X (jHnÙN-r7ùshNn Hksù) n.  A group of people born between 1961 

and 1972 typified by a college education, dissatisfaction with career opportuni-

ties, and pessimism.  [After the novel Generation X by Douglas Coupland.]

gen·er·a·tive (jHnùNr-N-tVv, -N-r7Ù-) adj.  1. Having the ability to originate, pro-

duce, or procreate.  2. Of or relating to the production of offspring.   
—genùer·a·tive·ly adv.  —genùer·a·tive·ness n. 

generative cell (jHnùNr-N-tVv sHl) n.  Botany. A cell of the male gametophyte or 

pollen grain in seed plants that divides to give rise directly or indirectly to sperm. 

generative grammar (jHnùNr-N-tVv gr4mùNr) n.  A linguistic theory that 

attempts to describe a native speaker’s tacit grammatical knowledge by a system 

of rules that in an explicit and well-defined way can generate all of the well-

formed, or grammatical, sentences of a language while excluding all ungrammat-

ical, or impossible, sentences. 

gen·er·a·tor (jHnùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  Abbr. gen. 1. a. One that generates, especially a 

machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.  b. An apparatus 

that generates vapor or gas.   2. A circuit that generates a specified waveform.  

3. Mathematics. See generatrix.  4. Computer Science. A program that produces 

specific programs from the definition of an operation. 

gen·er·a·trix (jHnÙN-r7ùtrVks) n.  pl. gen·er·a·tri·ces (-N-r7ùtrV-sKzÙ, -Nr-N-

trXùsKz). Mathematics. A geometric element that generates a geometric figure, 

especially a straight line that generates a surface by moving in a specified fashion.  

Also called generator 

ge·ner·ic (jN-nHrùVk) adj.  Abbr. gen. 1. Relating to or descriptive of an entire 

group or class; general.  See Synonyms at general.  2. Biology. Of or relating to a 

genus.  3. Not having a trademark or brand name.   —  n.  1. A product, such as a 

drug or detergent, that is sold without a brand name or trademark.  2. A wine 

that is a blend of several grape varieties and does not carry the name of any spe-

cific grape.  [From Latin genus, gener-, kind. See genN- in Appendix.] 
—ge·nerùi·cal·ly adv. 

gen·er·os·i·ty (jHnÙN-rmsùV-tK) n.  pl. gen·er·os·i·ties. 1. Liberality in giving or 

willingness to give: “Uncommon generosity causes neglect rather than ingratitude” 



(Héloise).  2. Nobility of thought or behavior; magnanimity.  3. Amplitude; 

abundance.  4. A generous act.  [Middle English generosite, from Old French, 

from Latin generosit7s, from generosus, magnanimous. See GENEROUS.]

gen·er·ous (jHnùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Liberal in giving or sharing.  See Synonyms at 

liberal.  2. Characterized by nobility and forbearance in thought or behavior; 

magnanimous.  3. Marked by abundance; ample:  a generous slice of cake.  

4. Having a rich bouquet and flavor:  a generous wine.  5. Obsolete. Of noble lin-

eage.  [French genereux, of noble birth, magnanimous, from Latin generosus, 

from genus, gener-, birth. See genN- in Appendix.] —genùer·ous·ly adv.  

—genùer·ous·ness n. 

Gen·e·see (jHnÙV-sKù, jHnùV-sKÙ)  A river rising in northern Pennsylvania and 

flowing about 241 km (150 mi) generally northward across western New York to 

Lake Ontario. 

gen·e·sis (jHnùV-sVs) n.  pl. gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The coming into being of 

something; the origin.  See Synonyms at beginning.  2. Genesis. Abbr. Gen., 
Gn. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Latin, from Greek. See genN- in 

Appendix.]

-genesis suff.  Origin; production:  abiogenesis.  [Latin, from Greek, birth, ori-

gin. See genN- in Appendix.]

gene-splic·ing (jKnùsplXÙsVng) n.  The process in which fragments of DNA 

from one or more different organisms are combined to form recombinant DNA 

and are made to function within the cells of a host organism. 

gen·et1 (jHnùVt, jN-nHtù) n.  Any of several Old World carnivorous mammals of 

the genus Genetta, having grayish or yellowish fur with dark spots and a long, 

ringed tail.  [Middle English, from Old French genete.]

gen·et2 (jHnùVt) n.  Variant of jennet. 
Ge·net (zhN-n7ù), Jean. 1910-1986.  French writer who is best known for his 

absurdist plays, including The Balcony (1956) and The Screens (1961). 

Ge·nêt (zhN-n7ù)  See Janet Flanner. 
Ge·nêt (zhN-n7ù)  or Genet, Edmond Charles Edouard. Known as “Citizen 

Genêt.” 1763-1834.  French diplomat who attempted (1793) to draw the United 

States into France’s war against Great Britain and Spain. 

gene therapy (jKn thHrùN-pK) n.  The treatment of certain disorders, especially 

those caused by genetic anomalies or deficiencies, by introducing specific engi-

neered genes into a patient’s cells. 

ge·net·ic (jN-nHtùVk) also ge·net·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to genet-

ics or genes.  b. Affecting or affected by genes:  a genetic disorder.   2. Of, relating 

to, or influenced by the origin or development of something.  3. Linguistics. Of or 

relating to the relationship between or among languages that are descendants of a 

protolanguage.  [From Greek genetikos, genitive, from genesis, origin. See GENE-

SIS.] —ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 



genetic code (jN-nHtùVk kod) n.  The sequence of nucleotides in the DNA mol-

ecule of a chromosome that specifies the amino acid sequence in the synthesis of 

proteins. It is the basis of heredity.   —genetic coding n. 

genetic coun·sel·ing (jN-nHtùVk kounùsN-lVng, kounùslVng) n.  The counseling 

of prospective parents on the probabilities and dangers of inherited diseases 

occurring in their offspring and on the diagnosis and treatment of such dis-

eases.   —genetic counselor n. 

genetic drift (jN-nHtùVk drVft) n.  Random fluctuations in the frequency of the 

appearance of a gene in a small, isolated population, presumably owing to chance 

rather than natural selection. 

genetic engineering (jN-nHtùVk HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  Scientific alteration of the 

structure of genetic material in a living organism. It involves the production and 

use of recombinant DNA and has been employed to create bacteria that synthe-

size insulin and other human proteins.   —genetic engineer n. 

ge·net·i·cist (jN-nHtùV-sVst) n.  One who specializes in genetics. 

genetic load (jN-nHtùVk lod) n.  The difference in fitness between the theoreti-

cally most fit genotype within a population and the average genotype. 

genetic map (jN-nHtùVk m4p) n.  A graphic representation of the arrangement 

of genes or mutable sites on a chromosome. 

genetic marker (jN-nHtùVk märùkNr) n.  A known DNA sequence associated 

with a particular gene or trait that is used to indicate the presence of that gene or 

trait. Genetic markers associated with certain diseases can often be detected in the 

blood serum, where their presence is used to determine whether an individual is 

at high risk for developing a disease. 

ge·net·ics (jN-nHtùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The branch of biology that 

deals with heredity, especially the mechanisms of hereditary transmission and the 

variation of inherited characteristics among similar or related organisms.  

2. (used with a pl. verb). The genetic constitution of an individual, a group, or a 

class. 

Ge·ne·va (jN-nKùvN)  1. A city of southwest Switzerland located on Lake Geneva 

and bisected by the Rhone River. Originally an ancient Celtic settlement, it was a 

focal point of the Reformation after the arrival of John Calvin in 1536. Geneva 

was the headquarters of the League of Nations (1920-1946) and is still the home 

of many international organizations. Population, 159,500.  2. A city of west-cen-

tral New York at the northern end of Seneca Lake west-southwest of Syracuse. It is 

a manufacturing center in an agricultural region. Population, 15,133. 

Geneva, Lake. Also, Lake. Le·man (lKùmNn, lN-m4Nù).  A lake on the Swiss-

French border between the Alps and the Jura Mountains. It is traversed east to 

west by the Rhone River. 



Geneva bands (jN-nKùvN b4ndz) pl.n.  Two strips of white cloth that hang 

from the front of the collar of some clerical and academic robes.  [After Geneva, 

Switzerland.]

Geneva Convention (jN-nKùvN kNn-vHnùshNn) n.  One of a series of agree-

ments first formulated at an international convention held in Geneva, Switzer-

land, in 1864, establishing rules for the treatment of prisoners of war, the sick, 

and the wounded. 

Geneva cross (jN-nKùvN krôs) n.  A red Greek or St. George’s cross on a white 

ground, used as a symbol by the Red Cross and as a sign of neutrality.  [After 

Geneva, Switzerland.]

Geneva gown (jN-nKùvN goun) n.  A loose black academic or clerical gown 

with wide sleeves.  [After Geneva, Switzerland.]

Ge·ne·van (jN-nKùvNn) also Gen·e·vese (jHnÙN-vKzù, -vKsù) adj.  1. Of or relat-

ing to Geneva, Switzerland, or its inhabitants.  2. Of or relating to the teachings 

of John Calvin in Geneva; Calvinistic.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of 

Geneva, Switzerland.  2. A Calvinist. 

Gen·ghis Khan (jHngùgVs känù, gHngù-) also Jen·ghis Khan  or Jen·ghiz 
Khan (jHnùgVz känù, -gVs, jHngù-), Originally Temujin. 1162?-1227.  Mongol con-

queror who united the Mongol tribes and in 1206 took the name Genghis Khan 

(“supreme conqueror”). He annexed northern China, central Asia, Iran, and 

southern Russia. 

gen·ial1 (jKnùyNl) adj.  1. Having a pleasant or friendly disposition or manner; 

cordial and kindly.  See Synonyms at gracious.  2. Conducive to life, growth, or 

comfort; mild: “the genial sunshine... saturating his miserable body with its 

warmth” (Jack London).  3. Obsolete. Relating to or marked by genius.  

4. Obsolete. Of or relating to marriage; nuptial.  [Latin geni7lis, festive, from 

genius, spirit of festivity. See genN- in Appendix.] —geÙni·alùi·ty (jKÙnK-4lùV-tK), 
genùial·ness n.  —genùial·ly adv. 

ge·ni·al2 (jV-nXùNl) n.  Of or relating to the chin.  [From Greek geneion, chin, 

from genus, jaw. See genu-2 in Appendix.]

gen·ic (jKùnVk, jHnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, produced by, or being genes or a gene.   
—genùi·cal·ly adv. 

-genic suff.  1. Producing; generating:  dysgenic.  2. Produced or generated by:  

cryptogenic.  3. Suitable for production or reproduction by a specified medium:  

photogenic.  [-GEN + -IC.]

ge·nic·u·late (jN-nVkùyN-lVt) also ge·nic·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Bent 

abruptly, as a knee.  2. Having kneelike joints; able to bend at an abrupt angle.  

[Latin genicul7tus, with bended knee, from geniculum, diminutive of gen7, knee. 

See genu-1 in Appendix.] —ge·nicùu·late·ly adv.  —ge·nicÙu·laùtion n. 



ge·nie (jKùnK) n.  1. A supernatural creature who does one’s bidding when sum-

moned.  2. A jinni.  [French génie, spirit, from Latin genius, guardian spirit. See 

GENIUS.]

ge·ni·i (jKùnK-XÙ) n.  Roman Mythology. Plural of genius (n., sense 4). 

gen·ip (jHnùNp) n.  1. A tropical American tree (Melicoccus bijugatus) having 

small, fragrant, greenish-white flowers and small fruits with a green, leathery 

rind and a juicy, yellowish, translucent pulp.  2. The sweet, edible fruit of this 

plant.  Also called honeyberry, Spanish lime.  3.  See genipap (n., sense 2).  [Pos-

sibly alteration of GENIPAP.]

gen·i·pap (jHnùN-p4pÙ) n.  1. A tropical American evergreen tree (Genipa amer-

icana) having yellowish-white flowers and edible fruits used in preserves or 

drinks. The fruits yield dark blue dye that is used extensively as a body paint by 

Indians of tropical America.  2. The reddish-brown fruit of this plant.  Also 

called genip, marmalade box.  [Portuguese genipapo, from Tupi jenipapo, from 

yandi-ipab, genipap fruit.]

genit. abbr.  Grammar. Genitive. 

gen·i·tal (jHnùV-tl) adj.  1. Of or relating to biological reproduction.  2. Of or 

relating to the genitalia.  3. Psychology. Of or relating to the stage of psychosexual 

development in psychoanalytic theory beginning in puberty and during which 

the genitals become the focus of sexual gratification.   —  n.  A reproductive 

organ, especially one of the external sex organs. Often used in the plural.  [Middle 

English, from Latin genit7lis, from genitus, past participle of gignere, to beget. See 

genN- in Appendix.] —genùi·tal·ly adv. 

genital herpes (jHnùV-tl hûrùpKz) n.  A highly contagious, sexually transmitted 

viral infection of the genital and anal regions caused by herpes simplex and char-

acterized by small clusters of painful lesions. 

gen·i·ta·li·a (jHnÙV-t7ùlK-N, -t7lùyN) pl.n.  The reproductive organs, especially the 

external sex organs; the genitals.  [Latin genit7lia, from neuter pl. of genit7lis, gen-

ital. See GENITAL.]

genital wart (jHnùV-tl wôrt) n.  A pointed papilloma typically found on the 

skin or mucous membranes of the anus and external genitalia. It is caused by a 

virus that is transmitted through sexual contact.  Also called condyloma acumina-

tum, venereal wart. 

gen·i·ti·val (jHnÙV-tXùvNl) adj.  Grammar. Of, relating to, or in the genitive case.   
—genÙi·tiùval·ly adv. 

gen·i·tive (jHnùV-tVv) Grammar. adj.  Abbr. gen., genit., g., G. 1. Of, relating 

to, or designating a case that expresses possession, measurement, or source.  2. Of 

or relating to an affix or a construction, such as a prepositional phrase, character-

istic of the genitive case.   —  n.  1. The genitive case.  2. A form or construction 

in this case.  [Middle English genetif, from Latin genetXvus, from genitus, past par-

ticiple of gignere, to beget. See genN- in Appendix.]



gen·i·tor (jHnùV-tNr) n.  1. One who produces or creates.  2. Anthropology. A nat-

ural father or mother.  [Middle English genitour, from Old French genitor, from 

Latin, from genitus, past participle of gignere, to beget. See genN- in Appendix.]

gen·i·to·u·ri·nar·y (jHnÙV-to-ytrùN-nHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. GU Of or relating to the 

genital and urinary organs or their functions.  [GENIT(AL) + URINARY.]

gen·ius (jKnùyNs) n.  pl. gen·ius·es. 1. a. Extraordinary intellectual and creative 

power.  b. A person of extraordinary intellect and talent: “One is not born a 

genius, one becomes a genius” (Simone de Beauvoir).  c. A person who has an 

exceptionally high intelligence quotient, typically above 140.   2. a. A strong nat-

ural talent, aptitude, or inclination:  has a genius for choosing the right words.  

b. One who has such a talent or inclination:  a genius at diplomacy.   3. The pre-

vailing spirit or distinctive character, as of a place, a person, or an era:  the genius 

of Elizabethan England.  4. pl. ge·ni·i (jKùnK-XÙ). Roman Mythology. A tutelary 

deity or guardian spirit of a person or place.  5. A person who has great influence 

over another.  6. A jinni in Muslim mythology.  [Middle English, guardian spirit, 

from Latin. See genN- in Appendix.]

ge·ni·us lo·ci (jKùnK-Ns loùsXÙ, -kK, -kX) n.  1. The distinctive atmosphere or per-

vading spirit of a place.  2. The guardian deity of a place.  [Latin genius locX : 
genius, spirit + locX, genitive sing. of locus, place.]

Genk (gHngk)  A city of northeast Belgium north of Liège. It is a commercial and 

industrial center. Population, 61,808. 

genl. abbr.  General. 

gen·o·a (jHnùo-N) n.  Nautical. A large jib used on a racing yacht.  Also called 

genoa jib [After Genoa.]

Gen·o·a (jHnùo-N)  A city of northwest Italy on the Gulf of Genoa, an arm of 

the Ligurian Sea. An ancient settlement, Genoa flourished under the Romans and 

also enjoyed great prosperity during the Crusades. Today, it is Italy’s chief port 

and a major commercial and industrial center. Population, 760,300.   
—GenÙo·eseù (-Kzù, -Ksù), GenÙo·veseù (-vKzù, -vKsù)  adj.  & n. 

genoa jib (jHnùo-N jVb) n.  Nautical. See genoa. 
gen·o·cide (jHnùN-sXdÙ) n.  The systematic and planned extermination of an 

entire national, racial, political, or ethnic group.  [Greek genos, race; see genN- in 

Appendix + -CIDE.] —genÙo·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj.  —genÙo·cidùal·ly adv. 

ge·noise (zhN-nwmzù) n.  A delicate, buttery sponge cake.  [French, from femi-

nine of genois, Genoese, after Genoa.]

ge·nome (jKùnomÙ) also ge·nom (-nmm) n.  A complete haploid set of chro-

mosomes with its associated genes.  [GEN(E) + -OME.] —ge·nomùic (-nmmùVk) 

adj. 

gen·o·type (jHnùN-tXpÙ, jKùnN-) n.  1. The genetic constitution of an organism 

or a group of organisms.  2. A group or class of organisms having the same 

genetic constitution.  [Greek genos, race; see genN- in Appendix + Latin typus, 



type; see TYPE.] —genÙo·typùic (-tVpùVk), genÙo·typùi·cal adj.  

—genÙo·typùi·cal·ly adv.  —genÙo·ty·picùi·ty (-tX-pVsùV-tK) n. 

-genous suff.  1. Producing; generating:  hematogenous.  2. Produced by or in a 

specified manner:  hypogenous.  [-GEN + -OUS.]

gen·re (zhänùrN) n.  1. A type or class: “Emaciated famine victims... on television 

focused a new genre of attention on the continent” (Helen Kitchen).  2. a. A cate-

gory of artistic composition, as in music or literature, marked by a distinctive 

style, form, or content: “his six String Quartets... the most important works in the 

genre since Beethoven’s” (Time).  b. A realistic style of painting that depicts scenes 

from everyday life.   [French, from Old French, kind, from Latin genus, gener-. 

See genN- in Appendix.]

gen·ro (gHnùroù) n.  pl. gen·ros. Any of a group of elder male politicians of 

Japan who were formerly advisers to the emperor.  [Japanese genro : Chinese 

yuán, first + Chinese l5o, elder.]

gens (jHnz) n.  pl. gen·tes (jHnùtKzÙ). 1. A patrilineal clan of ancient Rome com-

posed of several families of the same name claiming a common ancestor and 

belonging to a common religious cult.  2. Anthropology. An exogamous patrilineal 

clan.  [Latin gKns. See genN- in Appendix.]

Gen·ser·ic (jHnùsN-rVkÙ, gHnù-) also Gai·ser·ic (gXùzN-), Died A.D. 477.  King of 

the Vandals (428-477) who invaded Africa from Spain (429), captured Carthage 

and made it his capital (439), and sacked Rome (455). 

gent1 (jHnt) adj.  Archaic. Graceful; elegant.  [Middle English, noble, excellent, 

from Old French, well-born, from Latin genitus, past participle of gignere, to 

beget. See genN- in Appendix.]

gent2 (jHnt) n.  Informal. A gentleman.  [Short for GENTLEMAN.]

Gent (gHnt, KHHnt)  See Ghent. 
gen·ta·mi·cin (jHnÙtN-mXùsVn) n.  A broad-spectrum antibiotic derived from an 

actinomycete of the genus Micromonospora, used in its sulfate form to treat vari-

ous infections.  [Alteration of gentamycin : GENT(I)A(N VIOLET) + -MYCIN.]

gen·teel (jHn-tKlù) adj.  1. Refined in manner; well-bred and polite.  2. Free 

from vulgarity or rudeness.  3. Elegantly stylish:  genteel manners and appearance.  

4. a. Striving to convey a manner or an appearance of refinement and respect-

ability.  See Synonyms at polite.  b. Marked by affected and somewhat prudish 

refinement.   [French gentil, from Old French. See GENTLE.] —gen·teelùly adv.  

—gen·teelùness n. 

gen·teel·ism (jHn-tKlùVzÙNm) n.  A word or an expression thought by its user to 

be more refined than another, as in expectorate for spit. 

gen·tes (jHnùtKzÙ) n.  Plural of gens. 
gen·tian (jHnùshNn) n.  1. Any of numerous plants of the genus Gentiana, char-

acteristically having showy, variously colored flowers.  2. The dried rhizome and 

roots of a yellow-flowered European gentian, G. lutea, sometimes used as a tonic.  



[Middle English gencian, from Old French genciane, from Latin genti7na, perhaps 

after Gentius, second-century B.C. king of Illyria.]

gentian violet (jHnùshNn vXùN-lVt) n.  A dye used in microscopy as a biological 

stain and in medicine as a bactericide, a fungicide, and an anthelmintic. 

gen·tile (jHnùtXlÙ) n.  1.  Often Gentile. One who is not of the Jewish faith or is 

of a non-Jewish nation.  2.  Often Gentile. A Christian.  3. A pagan or heathen.  

4.  Often Gentile. Mormon Church. A non-Mormon.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating 

to a Gentile.  2. Of or relating to a gens, tribe, or people.  3. Grammar. Expressing 

national or local origins.  [Middle English gentil, from Late Latin gentXlis, pagan, 

from Latin, of the same clan. See GENTLE.]

Gen·ti·le da Fa·bri·a·no (jHn-tKùl7 dä fäÙbrK-äùno), 1370?-1427.  Italian 

painter of religious subjects best known for The Adoration of the Magi (1423). 

Gen·ti·le·schi (jHnÙtK-lHsùkK), Artemisia. 1593?-1652?.  Italian Renaissance 

painter whose works include self-portraits and paintings of courageous women 

of the Old Testament. 

gen·ti·lesse (jHnùtN-lHsÙ) n.  Archaic. Refinement and courtesy resulting from 

good breeding.  [Middle English, from Old French, from gentil, noble. See GEN-

TLE.]

gen·til·i·ty (jHn-tVlùV-tK) n.  1. The quality of being well-mannered; refinement.  

2. The condition of being born to the gentry.  3. Persons of high social standing 

considered as a group.  4. An attempt to convey or maintain the appearance of 

refinement and elegance.  [Middle English gentilete, nobility of birth, from Old 

French, from Latin gentXlit7s, from gentXlis, of the same clan. See GENTLE.]

gen·tle (jHnùtl) adj.  gen·tler, gen·tlest. 1. Considerate or kindly in disposi-

tion; amiable and tender.  2. Not harsh or severe; mild and soft:  a gentle scolding; 

a gentle tapping at the window.  3. Easily managed or handled; docile:  a gentle 

horse.  4. Not steep or sudden; gradual:  a gentle incline.  5. a. Of good family; 

wellborn.  b. Suited to one of good breeding; refined and polite.   6. Archaic. 

Noble; chivalrous:  a gentle knight.   —  n.  Archaic. One of good birth or relatively 

high station.   —  v.  tr. gen·tled, gen·tling, gen·tles. 1. To make less severe or 

intense:  The peaceful sunset gentled her dreadful mood.  2. To soothe, as by strok-

ing; pacify.  3. To tame or break (a domestic animal, for instance):  gentle a horse.  

4. To raise to the status of a noble.  [Middle English gentil, courteous, noble, from 

Old French, from Latin gentXlis, of the same clan, from gKns, gent-, clan. See 

genN- in Appendix.] —genùtle·ness n.  —genùtly adv. 

gentle breeze (jHnùtl brKz) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed from 8 to 12 

miles (13 to 19 kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale. 

gen·tle·folk (jHnùtl-fokÙ) also gen·tle·folks (-foksÙ) pl.n.  Persons of good 

family and relatively high station. 

gen·tle·man (jHnùtl-mNn) n.  1. A man of gentle or noble birth or superior 

social position: “He’s too much a gentleman to be a scholar” (Aphra Behn).  2. A 



well-mannered and considerate man with high standards of proper behavior.  See 

Usage Note at lady.  3. A man of independent means who does not need to have 

a wage-paying job.  4. A man:  Do you know this gentleman?  5. gentlemen. 

Used as a form of address for a group of men.  6. A manservant; a valet.   
—genùtle·man·ly adj. 

gen·tle·man-at-arms (jHnùtl-mNn-Nt-ärmzÙ) n.  pl. gen·tle·men-at-arms 

(-mVn-Nt-ärmzÙ). One of a military corps of 40 gentlemen who attend the British 

sovereign as a ceremonial guard on state occasions. 

gentleman farmer (jHnùtl-mNn färùmNr) n.  pl. gentlemen farmers. A 

man of independent means who farms chiefly for pleasure rather than income. 

gen·tle·man’s agreement  or gen·tle·men’s agreement (jHnùtl-mNnz N-

grKùmNnt) n.  pl. gentleman’s agreements or gentlemen’s agreements. 
An unwritten agreement guaranteed only by the pledged word or secret under-

standing of the participants. 

gentleman’s gentleman (jHnùtl-mNnz jHnùtl-mNn) n.  A manservant; a 

valet. 

gen·tle·men’s agreement (jHnùtl-mNnz N-grKùmNnt) n.  Variant of gentle-
man’s agreement. 

gen·tle·peo·ple (jHnùtl-pKÙpNl) n.  Used as a form of address for a group of 

people. 

gen·tle·per·son (jHnùtl-pûrÙsNn) n.  A person of good breeding; a lady or a 

gentleman. 

gen·tle·wom·an (jHnùtl-wtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman of gentle or noble birth or 

superior social position.  2. A well-mannered and considerate woman with high 

standards of proper behavior.  3. A woman acting as a personal attendant to a 

lady of rank. 

Gen·tof·te (gHnùtƒfÙtN)  A city of eastern Denmark, a mainly residential suburb 

of Copenhagen on Sjaelland Island. Population, 67,112. 

gen·tri·fi·ca·tion (jHnÙtrN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The restoration and upgrading of 

deteriorated urban property by the middle classes, often resulting in displace-

ment of lower-income people. 

gen·tri·fy (jHnùtrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. gen·tri·fied, gen·tri·fy·ing, gen·tri·fies. To 

subject to gentrification:  gentrify a row of Victorian houses.  [GENTR(Y) + -FY.] 
—genùtri·fiÙer n. 

gen·try (jHnùtrK) n.  pl. gen·tries. 1. People of gentle birth, good breeding, or 

high social position.  2. a. An upper or ruling class.  b. The class of English land-

owners ranking just below the nobility.   3. People of a particular class or group:  

another commuter from the suburban gentry.  [Middle English gentri, nobility of 

birth, from Old French genterie, variant of genterise, gentilise, from gentil, noble. 

See GENTLE.]



gen·u·flect (jHnùyN-flHktÙ) v.  intr. gen·u·flect·ed, gen·u·flect·ing, 
gen·u·flects. 1. To bend the knee or touch one knee to the floor or ground, as in 

worship.  2. To be servilely respectful or deferential; grovel.  [Late Latin 

gen7flectere : Latin gen7, knee; see genu-1 in Appendix + Latin flectere, to bend.] 
—genÙu·flecùtion (-flHkùshNn) n. 

gen·u·ine (jHnùyu-Vn) adj.  1. Actually possessing the alleged or apparent 

attribute or character:  genuine leather.  2. Not spurious or counterfeit; authentic.  

See Synonyms at authentic.  3. a. Honestly felt or experienced:  genuine devo-

tion.  b. Actual; real:  a genuine dilemma.   4. Free from hypocrisy or dishonesty; 

sincere.  5. Being of pure or original stock:  a genuine Hawaiian.  [Latin genuXnus, 

natural, possibly from alteration of ingenuus, native, freeborn. See INGENUOUS.] 
—genùu·ine·ly adv.  —genùu·ine·ness n. 

ge·nus (jKùnNs) n.  pl. gen·er·a (jHnùNr-N). Abbr. gen. 1. Biology. A taxonomic 

category ranking below a family and above a species and generally consisting of a 

group of species exhibiting similar characteristics. In taxonomic nomenclature 

the genus name is used, either alone or followed by a Latin adjective or epithet, to 

form the name of a species.  See Table at taxonomy.  2. Logic. A class of objects 

divided into subordinate species having certain common attributes.  3. A class, 

group, or kind with common attributes.  [Latin, kind. See genN- in Appendix.]

-geny suff.  Production; generation; origin:  ontogeny.  [Greek -geneia, from -

genKs, born. See genN- in Appendix.]

geo-  or ge- pref.  1. Earth:  geocentric.  2. Geography:  geopolitical.  [Greek geo-, 

from gK, earth.]

ge·o·bot·a·ny (jKÙo-bmtùn-K) n.  See phytogeography.  —geÙo·bo·tanùic 
(-bN-t4nùVk), geÙo·bo·tanùi·cal adj.  —geÙo·bo·tanùic·al·ly adv.  

—geÙo·botùa·nist (-bmtùn-Vst) n. 

ge·o·cen·tric (jKÙo-sHnùtrVk) adj.  1. Relating to, measured from, or with 

respect to the center of the earth.  2. Having the earth as a center.   —geÙo·cen-
ùtri·cal·ly adv. 

ge·o·chem·is·try (jKÙo-kHmùV-strK) n.  The chemistry of the composition and 

alterations of the solid matter of the earth or a celestial body.   
—geÙo·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  —geÙo·chemùi·cal·ly adv.  —geÙo·chemùist 
n. 

ge·o·chro·nol·o·gy (jKÙo-krN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The chronology of the earth’s his-

tory as determined by geologic events.   —geÙo·chronÙo·logùic (-krmnÙN-lmjùVk), 
geÙo·chronÙo·logùi·cal adj.  —geÙo·chronÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—geÙo·chro·nolùo·gist n. 

ge·o·chro·nom·e·try (jKÙo-krN-nmmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of geologic time, 

as through isotopic radioactive decay.   —geÙo·chronÙo·metùric (-krmnÙN-

mHtùrVk) adj. 



ge·o·code (jKùN-kodÙ) n.  The demographic characterization of a neighborhood 

or locality, especially as used in marketing. 

ge·o·co·ro·na (jKÙo-kN-roùnN) n.  The outermost region of the earth’s atmo-

sphere, consisting chiefly of ionized hydrogen. 

ge·ode (jKùodÙ) n.  A hollow, usually spheroidal rock with crystals lining the 

inside wall.  [French géode, from Latin geodKs, a precious stone, from Greek, 

earthlike  : gK, earth + -odKs, -oeidKs, -oid.]

ge·o·des·ic (jKÙN-dHsùVk, -dKùsVk) adj.  1. Mathematics. Of or relating to the 

geometry of geodesics.  2. Of or relating to geodesy.   —  n.  Mathematics. The 

shortest line between two points on any mathematically defined surface.  [From 

GEODESY.]

geodesic dome (jKÙN-dHsùVk dom) n.  A domed or vaulted structure of light-

weight straight elements that form interlocking polygons. 

ge·od·e·sy (jK-mdùV-sK) n.  The geologic science of the size and shape of the 

earth.  [New Latin geodaesia, from Greek geodaisia : geo-, geo- + daiesthai, to 

divide; see d7- in Appendix.] —ge·odùe·sist n. 

ge·o·det·ic (jKÙN-dHtùVk) also ge·o·det·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Geodesic.   
—geÙo·detùi·cal·ly adv. 

geodetic survey (jKÙN-dHtùVk sNr-v7ù) n.  A survey of a large area of land in 

which corrections are made to account for the curvature of the earth. 

geo·duck also gwe·duc (guùK-dƒkÙ) n.  A very large, edible clam (Panope gen-

erosa) of the Pacific coast of northwest North America.  [From Puget Salish 

gwídNq.]

ge·o·ec·o·nom·ics also ge·o-ec·o·nom·ics (jKÙo-HkÙN-nmmùVks, -KÙkN-) n.  

(used with a sing. verb). 1. The study of the relationship between politics and eco-

nomics, especially on an international scale.  2. A governmental policy employing 

geoeconomics.  3. A combination of international economic and political factors 

relating to or influencing a nation or region.   —geùo·ecÙo·nomùic adj.  

—geùo·ecÙo·nomùi·cal·ly adv.  —geùo·e·conùo·mist (-V-kmnùN-mVst) n. 

Geof·frey of Mon·mouth (jHfùrK ƒf mmnùmNth), 1100?-1154.  English prel-

ate and chronicler whose Historia Regum Britanniae (c. 1139) is a source of 

Arthurian legend. 

geog. abbr.  1. a. Geographer.  b. Geography.   2. Geographic. 

ge·o·graph·ic (jKÙN-gr4fùVk) also ge·o·graph·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Abbr. geog. 
1. Of or relating to geography.  2. Concerning the topography of a specific 

region.   —geÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

geographic mile (jKÙN-gr4fùVk mXl) n.  A nautical mile. 

ge·og·ra·phy (jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  pl. ge·og·ra·phies. Abbr. geog. 1. The study 

of the earth and its features and of the distribution of life on the earth, including 

human life and the effects of human activity.  2. The physical characteristics, 

especially the surface features, of an area.  3. A book on geography.  4. An 



ordered arrangement of constituent elements:  charting a geography of the mind.  

[Latin geographia, from Greek  : geo-, geo- + -graphia, -graphy.] 
—ge·ogùra·pher n. 

ge·oid (jKùoidÙ) n.  The hypothetical surface of the earth that coincides every-

where with mean sea level.  [German, from Greek geoeidKs, earthlike  : gK, earth + 

-oeidKs, -oid.] —ge·oidùal (-oidùl) adj. 

geol. abbr.  1. Geologic; geological.  2. a. Geologist.  b. Geology.  

geologic time (jKÙN-lmjùVk tXm) n.  The period of time covering the physical 

formation and development of the earth, especially the period prior to human 

history. 

ge·ol·o·gize (jK-mlùN-jXzÙ) v.  intr. ge·ol·o·gized, ge·ol·o·giz·ing, 
ge·ol·o·giz·es. To study geology or make geologic investigations. 

ge·ol·o·gy (jK-mlùN-jK) n.  pl. ge·ol·o·gies. Abbr. geol. 1. The scientific study 

of the origin, history, and structure of the earth.  2. The structure of a specific 

region of the earth’s crust.  3. A book on geology.  4. The scientific study of the 

origin, history, and structure of the solid matter of a celestial body.  [Medieval 

Latin geologia, study of earthly things  : Greek geo-, geo- + Greek -logia, -logy.] 
—geÙo·logùic (jKÙN-lmjùVk), geÙo·logùi·cal adj.  —geÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—ge·olùo·gist n. 

geom. abbr.  1. Geometric.  2. Geometry. 

geomagnetic equator (jKÙo-m4g-nHtùVk V-kw7ùtNr) n.  The imaginary great 

circle on the earth’s surface formed by the intersection of a plane passing through 

the earth’s center perpendicular to the axis connecting the north and south mag-

netic poles. 

geomagnetic storm (jKÙo-m4g-nHtùVk stôrm) n.  See magnetic storm. 
ge·o·mag·ne·tism (jKÙo-m4gùnV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. The magnetism of the earth.  

2. The study of the earth’s magnetism.   —geÙo·mag·netùic (-nHtùVk) adj.  

—geÙo·mag·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

ge·o·man·cy (jKùN-m4nÙsK) n.  Divination by means of lines and figures or by 

geographic features.  [Middle English geomancie, from Medieval Latin geomantia, 

from Late Greek geomanteia, divination by signs from the earth  : Greek geo-, 

geo- + Greek manteia, divination; see -MANCY.] —geùo·manÙcer n.  

—geÙo·manùtic (-tVk) adj. 

ge·o·met·ric (jKÙN-mHtùrVk) also ge·o·met·ri·cal (-rV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. geom. 
1. Mathematics. a. Of or relating to geometry and its methods and principles.  

b. Increasing or decreasing in a geometric progression.   2. Using simple geomet-

ric forms such as circles and squares in design and decoration.   
—geÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

geometric isomer (jKÙN-mHtùrVk XùsN-mNr) n.  Any of a set of isomers that dif-

fer because of a structural asymmetry about a double bond in the molecule. 



ge·o·met·ri·cize (jKÙN-mHtùrV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. ge·o·met·ri·cized, 
ge·o·met·ri·ciz·ing, ge·o·met·ri·ciz·es. To design or form in geometric pat-

terns or figures. 

geometric mean (jKÙN-mHtùrVk mKn) n.  Mathematics. The nth root, usually 

the positive nth root, of a product of n factors. 

geometric pace (jKÙN-mHtùrVk p7s) n.  See pace1 (n., sense 3a). 

geometric progression (jKÙN-mHtùrVk prN-grHshùNn) n.  Mathematics. A 

sequence, such as the numbers 1, 3, 9, 27, 81, in which each term is multiplied by 

the same factor in order to obtain the following term. 

ge·o·met·rics (jKÙN-mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a pl. verb). 1. Mathematics. Geo-

metric qualities or properties.  2. A pattern or design characterized by the use of 

geometric figures:  Bright geometrics enhance the appearance of the cloth. 

geometric series (jKÙN-mHtùrVk sîrùKz) n.  Mathematics. An infinite series of 

the form a + ax + ax2 + ax3 +... 

ge·om·e·trid (jK-mmùV-trVd) n.  Any of various moths of the family 

Geometridae, having caterpillars commonly known as measuring worms that 

move by looping the body in alternate contractions and expansions.   —  adj.  Of 

or belonging to the Geometridae.  [From New Latin Geometridae, family name, 

from Latin geometrKs, geometrician, land-measurer, from Greek, from geome-

trein, to measure land. See GEOMETRY.]

ge·om·e·trize (jK-mmùV-trXzÙ) v.  ge·om·e·trized, ge·om·e·triz·ing, 
ge·om·e·triz·es. Mathematics.  —  v.  intr. 1. To study geometry.  2. To apply 

the methods of geometry.   —  v.  tr. 1. To present in geometric form.  2. To bring 

into conformance with the laws and principles of geometry. 

ge·om·e·try (jK-mmùV-trK) n.  pl. ge·om·e·tries. Abbr. geom. 1. Mathematics. 

a. The mathematics of the properties, measurement, and relationships of points, 

lines, angles, surfaces, and solids.  b. A system of geometry:  Euclidean geometry.  

c. A geometry restricted to a class of problems or objects:  solid geometry.  d. A 

book on geometry.   2. a. Configuration; arrangement.  b. A surface shape.   3. A 

physical arrangement suggesting geometric forms or lines.  [Middle English 

geometrie, from Old French, from Latin geometria, from Greek, from geometrein, 

to measure land  : gK, earth + metron, measure; see mK-2 in Appendix.] 
—ge·omÙe·triùcian (jK-mmÙV-trVshùNn, jKÙN-mV-), ge·omùe·ter n. 

ge·o·mor·phic (jKÙN-môrùfVk) adj.  Of or resembling the earth, its shape, or 

surface configuration. 

ge·o·mor·phol·o·gy (jKÙo-môr-fmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the evolution and 

configuration of landforms.   —geÙo·morÙpho·logùic (-môrÙfN-lmjùVk), 
geÙo·morÙpho·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —geÙo·morÙpho·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—geÙo·mor·pholùo·gist n. 



ge·oph·a·gy (jK-mfùN-jK) n.  The eating of earthy substances, such as clay or 

chalk, practiced among various peoples as a custom or for dietary or subsistence 

reasons.   —ge·ophùa·gism n.  —ge·ophùa·gist n. 

ge·o·phone (jKùN-fonÙ) n.  An electronic receiver designed to pick up seismic 

vibrations. 

ge·o·phys·ics (jKÙo-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The physics of the earth 

and its environment, including the physics of fields such as meteorology, ocean-

ography, and seismology.   —geÙo·physùi·cal adj.  —geÙo·physùi·cal·ly adv.  

—geÙo·physùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

ge·o·phyte (jKùN-fXtÙ) n.  A perennial plant, such as a crocus or tulip, propa-

gated by buds on underground bulbs, tubers, or corms. 

ge·o·pol·i·tics (jKÙo-pmlùV-tVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The study of the 

relationship among politics and geography, demography, and economics, espe-

cially with respect to the foreign policy of a nation.  2. a. A governmental policy 

employing geopolitics.  b. A Nazi doctrine holding that the geographic, eco-

nomic, and political needs of Germany justified its invasion and seizure of other 

lands.   3. A combination of geographic and political factors relating to or influ-

encing a nation or region.   —geÙo·po·litùi·cal (-pN-lVtùV-kNl) adj.  

—geÙo·po·litùi·cal·ly adv.  —geÙo·polÙi·tiùcian (-tVshùNn) n. 

ge·o·pon·ic (jKÙN-pmnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to agriculture or farming.  [Greek 

geoponikos, from geoponein, to till  : gK, earth + ponein, to toil; see (s)pen- in 

Appendix.]

ge·o·pon·ics (jKÙN-pmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study or science of 

agriculture. 

ge·o·pres·sured (jKùo-prHshÙNrd) also ge·o·pres·sur·ized (jKÙo-prHshùN-

rXzdÙ) adj.  Being under high pressure within the earth. 

Geor·die1 (jôrùdK) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A native or inhabitant of Newcastle 

upon Tyne, England, or its environs.  2. The dialect of English spoken by Geor-

dies.  [Scots, diminutive of George.]

Geor·die2 (jôrùdK) n.  Scots. A formerly used British gold coin worth one pound 

and five pence; a guinea.  [Scots, diminutive of George, after Saint. GEORGE, whose 

image was once stamped on it.]

George (jôrj) n.  1. A jeweled figure of Saint George killing the dragon, used as 

an insignia of the Knights of the Garter.  2. An English coin during the reign of 

Henry VIII, imprinted with a figure of Saint George. 

George (jôrj), Saint. Died c. A.D. 303.  Christian martyr and patron of England 

who, according to legend, slew a fearsome dragon. 

George I1 (jôrj), 1660-1727.  Elector of Hanover (1698-1727) and king of Great 

Britain and Ireland (1714-1727) who left the affairs of his country in the hands of 

Sir Robert Walpole. 



George I2 (jôrj), 1845-1913.  King of Greece (1863-1913) who was elected by 

the Greek Assembly and introduced a democratic constitution (1864). 

George II1 (jôrj), 1683-1760.  King of Great Britain and Ireland and elector of 

Hanover (1727-1760). His 1743 victory at the Battle of Dettingen (a village of 

present-day south-central Germany) was the last time that a British monarch led 

his troops in the field. 

George II2 (jôrj), 1890-1947.  King of Greece (1922-1923 and 1935-1947). He 

was deposed by a military junta in 1923 but returned to the throne in 1935 after a 

plebiscite. 

George III (jôrj), 1738-1820.  King of Great Britain and Ireland (1760-1820) 

and of Hanover (1815-1820). His government’s policies fed American colonial 

discontent, leading to revolution in 1776. 

George IV (jôrj), 1762-1830.  King of Great Britain and Ireland and of Hanover 

(1820-1830) who caused controversy when he attempted to divorce his estranged 

wife, Caroline of Brunswick. 

George V (jôrj), 1865-1936.  King of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and 

emperor of India (1910-1936) who gave up his German titles during World War I. 

George V Coast also George V Land (jôrj; kost)  A section of the coastal 

area of Antarctica between Wilkes Land and Victoria Land. It is claimed by Aus-

tralia. 

George VI (jôrj), 1895-1952.  King of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

(1936-1952) and emperor of India (1936-1947). He acceded to the throne on the 

abdication of his brother Edward VIII and won enormous popularity by his dedi-

cation to his duties, especially during World War II. 

George (jôrj), Henry. 1839-1897.  American journalist and reformer known for 

his theories on taxation, contained in Progress and Poverty (1879). 

George (jôrj), Lake. 1. A lake of northeast Florida formed by a widening of the 

St. Johns River.  2. A glacial lake of northeast New York in the foothills of the 

Adirondack Mountains south of Lake Champlain. Discovered in 1646, it was the 

site of numerous battles during the French and Indian War and the American 

Revolution. Today the lake is the center of a large recreational area. 

George (jôrj), Stefan. 1868-1933.  German poet who was influenced by 

Nietzsche and the French symbolists. He wrote stylistically innovative poems, 

published in The Year of the Soul (1897) and other collections. 

George River (jôrj rVvùNr)  A river of northeast Quebec, Canada, rising on the 

Quebec-Labrador border and flowing about 563 km (350 mi) northward to 

Ungava Bay. 

Geor·ges Bank (jôrùjVz b4ngk)  A submerged sandbank in the Atlantic Ocean 

east of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. It is a highly productive fishing ground. 

George·town (jôrjùtounÙ)  1.  Also George Town. The capital of the Cay-

man Islands, on Grand Cayman in the West Indies west of Jamaica. It is an inter-



national banking center. Population, 7,617.  2. The capital and largest city of 

Guyana, in the northern part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. Founded by 

the British in 1781, it was called Stabroek while it was controlled by the Dutch 

and was renamed Georgetown in 1812. Population, 78,500.  3. A section of west-

ern Washington, D.C. Settled c. 1665, it was incorporated as a town in 1789 but 

lost its charter in 1871 and was annexed by Washington, D.C., in 1878. It is known 

for its fashionable old houses and private gardens. 

George Town (jôrj toun)  1.  Also Pi·nang  or Pe·nang (pN-nängù, 

pKùnängÙ). A city of western Malaysia on Pinang Island in the Strait of Malacca. It 

is a leading seaport. Population, 250,578.  2.  See Georgetown (sense 1). 

geor·gette (jôr-jHtù) n.  A sheer, strong silk or silklike clothing fabric with a 

dull, creped surface.  [Originally a trademark.]

Geor·gia (jôrùjN)  1. A region and republic of Asia Minor in the Caucasus on the 

Black Sea south of Russia. It developed as a kingdom c. 4th century B.C. and 

reached the height of its prosperity and cultural flowering in the 12th and 13th 

centuries. Acquired by Russia between 1801 and 1829, the region was briefly 

independent (1918-1921). Invaded by the Red Army in 1921, it was proclaimed a 

soviet republic and officially joined the U.S.S.R. in 1922. Georgia was a constitu-

ent republic of the U.S.S.R. from 1936 to 1991. The capital is Tbilisi. Population, 

5,201,000.  2.  Abbr. GA, Ga. A state of the southeast United States. It was admit-

ted as one of the original Thirteen Colonies in 1788. Georgia was founded in 1732 

by a group led by the British philanthropist James Oglethorpe and named for 

King George II. Atlanta is the capital and the largest city. Population, 6,508,419. 

Geor·gia (jôrùjN), Strait of. A channel between Vancouver Island, Canada, and 

mainland British Columbia and northern Washington State. Part of the Inland 

Passage to Alaska, the strait links Puget Sound with Queen Charlotte Sound. 

Geor·gian (jôrùjNn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the reigns of the 

four Georges who ruled Great Britain from 1714 to 1830.  2. Of or relating to the 

U.S. state of Georgia or its inhabitants.  3. Of or relating to the country of Geor-

gia or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of the U.S. 

state of Georgia.  2. a. A native or inhabitant of the the country of Georgia.  

b. The non-Indo-European language of the Georgians.   3. A person of, or whose 

style is imitative of, the period of the first four Georges of Great Britain. 

Geor·gian Bay (jôrùjNn b7)  An extension of Lake Huron in southeast Ontario, 

Canada. Many of its small, wooded islands are summer resorts. 

geor·gic (jôrùjVk) adj.  also geor·gi·cal (-jV-kNl) Of or relating to agriculture or 

rural life.   —  n.  A poem concerning farming or rural life.  [Latin georgicus, 

from Greek georgikos, from georgos, farmer  : geo-, geo- + ergon, work; see werg- 
in Appendix.]

Geor·gi·na (jôr-jKùnN)  An intermittent river, about 1,126 km (700 mi) long, of 

the Simpson Desert in north-central Australia. 



ge·o·sci·ence (jKÙo-sXùNns) n.  Any one of the sciences, such as geology or 

geochemistry, that deals with the earth.   —geÙo·sciùen·tist n. 

ge·o·sta·tion·ar·y (jKÙo-st7ùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a satel-

lite that travels above Earth’s equator from west to east at an altitude of approxi-

mately 35,900 kilometers (22,300 miles) and at a speed matching that of Earth’s 

rotation, thus remaining stationary in relation to Earth.  2. Of, relating to, or 

being the orbit of such a satellite. 

ge·o·strat·e·gy (jKÙo-str4tùN-jK) n.  pl. ge·o·strat·e·gies. 1. The branch of 

geopolitics that deals with strategy.  2. The geopolitical and strategic factors that 

together characterize a certain geographic area.  3. Governmental strategy based 

on geopolitics.   —geÙo·stra·teùgic (-strN-tKùjVk) adj.  —geÙo·stratùe·gist n. 

ge·o·stroph·ic (jKÙN-strmfùVk) adj.  Of or relating to force caused by the earth’s 

rotation.  [GEO- + Greek strophK, a turning; see STROPHE + -IC.] —geÙo·stro-
phùi·cal·ly adv. 

ge·o·syn·chro·nous (jKÙo-sVngùkrN-nNs, -sVnù-) adj.  Geostationary.   
—geÙo·synùchro·nous·ly adv. 

ge·o·syn·cline (jKÙo-sVnùklXnÙ) n.  An extensive, usually linear depression in the 

earth’s crust.   —geÙo·syn·cliùnal (-sVn-klVùnNl) adj. 

ge·o·tax·is (jKÙo-t4kùsVs) n.  Biology. Movement of a motile organism using the 

earth’s gravity for orientation.   —geÙo·tacùtic (-tVk) adj.  —geÙo·tacùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

ge·o·tec·ton·ic (jKÙo-tHk-tmnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the shape, structure, 

and arrangement of the rock masses resulting from structural deformation of the 

earth’s crust. 

ge·o·ther·mal (jKÙo-thûrùmNl) also ge·o·ther·mic (-mVk) adj.  Of or relating 

to the internal heat of the earth.   —geÙo·therùmal·ly adv. 

ge·ot·ro·pism (jK-mtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Biology. The growth of a living organism in 

response to gravity, as the downward growth of plant roots.   —geÙo·troùpic 
(jKÙN-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  —geÙo·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

ger. abbr.  Grammar. Gerund. 

Ger. abbr.  German; Germany. 

Ge·ra (gHrùN)  A city of east-central Germany south-southwest of Leipzig. Char-

tered in the early 13th century, it is an industrial and transportation center. Popu-

lation, 129,891. 

ge·rah (gîrùN) n.  An ancient Hebrew coin and unit of weight.  [Hebrew gKrâ, 

grain, bean.]

Ge·raint (jN-r7ntù) n.  In Arthurian legend, a Knight of the Round Table and the 

husband of Enid. 

ge·ra·ni·al (jN-r7ùnK-Nl) n.  A structural isomer of citral that is obtained from 

the oxidation of geraniol.  [GERANI(OL) + -AL
3.]



ge·ra·ni·ol (jN-r7ùnK-ôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ) n.  A fragrant, pale yellow liquid alcohol, 

C9H17COH, derived chiefly from the oils of geranium and citronella and used in 

cosmetics and flavorings.  [GERANI(UM) + -OL
1.]

ge·ra·ni·um (jN-r7ùnK-Nm) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Geranium, 

having palmately divided leaves and pink or purplish flowers.  Also called cranes-

bill 2. Any of various plants of the genus Pelargonium, native chiefly to southern 

Africa and widely cultivated for their rounded, often variegated leaves and showy 

clusters of red, pink, or white flowers.  Also called storksbill 3. Color. A strong to 

vivid red.  [New Latin Geranium, genus name, from Latin geranium, crane’sbill, 

from Greek geranion, diminutive of geranos, crane. See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

ger·bil (jûrùbNl) n.  1. Any of various small, mouselike rodents of the genus Ger-

billus and related genera of arid regions of Africa and Asia Minor, having long 

hind legs and a long tail.  2. The Mongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus), hav-

ing large dark eyes and a long furry tail and often kept as a pet.  [French gerbille, 

from New Latin Gerbillus, genus name, diminutive of gerbo, jerboa. See JERBOA.]

ge·rent (jVrùNnt) n.  One that rules or manages.  [From Latin gerKns, gerent- 

present participle of gerere, to manage.]

ger·e·nuk (gHrùN-ntkÙ) n.  An African gazelle (Litocranius walleri) having long 

legs, a long slender neck, and backward-curving horns in the male.  [Somali 

garan7g, Waller’s gazelle.]

ger·fal·con (jûrùf4lÙkNn, -fôlÙ-, -fôÙ-) n.  Variant of gyrfalcon. 
ger·i·at·ric (jHrÙK-4tùrVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to geriatrics.  2. Of or relating to 

the aged or to characteristics of the aging process.   —  n.  An aged person.  [Back-

formation from GERIATRICS.]

ger·i·a·tri·cian (jHrÙK-N-trVshùNn) also ger·i·at·rist (-4tùrVst) n.  A physician 

who specializes in geriatrics. 

ger·i·at·rics (jHrÙK-4tùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of medicine 

that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and problems specific to 

the aged.  [Greek gKras, old age; see gerN-1 in Appendix + -IATRICS.]

Gé·ri·cault (zh7-rK-koù), (Jean Louis André) Théodore. 1791-1824.  French 

painter whose boldly colored, unorthodox works, such as The Raft of the Medusa 

(1819), introduced romanticism to French painting. 

germ (jûrm) n.  1. Biology. A small mass of protoplasm or cells from which a 

new organism or one of its parts may develop.  2. The earliest form of an organ-

ism; a seed, bud, or spore.  3. A microorganism, especially a pathogen.  

4. Something that may serve as the basis of further growth or development:  the 

germ of a project.  [Middle English, bud, from Old French germe, from Latin ger-

men. See genN- in Appendix.]

ger·man1 (jûrùmNn) n.  1. An intricate dance for many couples.  2. A party for 

dancing at which this dance is featured.  [Short for German cotillion.]



ger·man2 (jûrùmNn) adj.  Having the same parents or the same grandparents on 

either the mother’s or the father’s side. Often used in combination:  a cousin-ger-

man; a brother-german.  [Middle English germain, from Old French, from Latin 

germ7nus, from germen, offshoot. See genN- in Appendix.]

Ger·man (jûrùmNn) adj.  Abbr. Ger. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Ger-

many or its people.  2. Of or relating to the German language.   —  n.  Abbr. Ger. 
1. a. A native or inhabitant of Germany.  b. A person of German ancestry.   

2. The West Germanic language of Germany, Austria, and part of Switzerland. In 

this sense, also calledHigh German [Middle English, from Latin Germ7nus.]

German cockroach (jûrùmNn kmkùrochÙ) n.  A small, light brown cockroach 

(Blatella germanica) that is a common household pest.  Also called Croton bug 

ger·man·der (jNr-m4nùdNr) n.  Any of various usually aromatic plants of the 

genus Teucrium, with purplish or reddish flowers.  [Middle English germandre, 

from Old French germandree, alteration of Medieval Latin germandrea, from Late 

Greek khamandrua, from Greek khamaidrus : khamai, on the ground; see 

dhghem- in Appendix + drus, oak; see deru- in Appendix.]

ger·mane (jNr-m7nù) adj.  Being both pertinent and fitting.  See Synonyms at 

relevant.  [Middle English germain, having the same parents, closely connected. 

See GERMAN
2.] —ger·maneùly adv.  —ger·maneùness n. 

German East Af·ri·ca (jûrùmNn Kst 4fùrV-kN)  A former German protectorate 

of eastern Africa comprising much of what is now Tanzania, Rwanda, and 

Burundi. The protectorate was declared in 1885 and lasted until the Allies cap-

tured the territory in World War I. 

Ger·ma·ni·a (jNr-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN)  1. An ancient region of central Europe 

north of the Danube and east of the Rhine. It was never under Roman control.  

2. A part of the Roman Empire west of the Rhine River corresponding to present-

day northeast France and sections of Belgium and the Netherlands. 

Ger·man·ic (jNr-m4nùVk) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Germany 

or its people, language, or culture.  b. Of or relating to the Teutons.  c. Of or 

relating to speakers of a Germanic language.   2. Of, relating to, or constituting 

the Germanic languages.   —  n.  A branch of the Indo-European language family 

that comprises North Germanic, West Germanic, and the extinct East Germanic. 

Ger·man·i·cus Cae·sar (jNr-m4nùV-kNs sKùzNr), 15 B.C.-A.D. 19.  Roman gen-

eral. Highly popular after his military triumphs in the Rhineland (A.D. 11-16), he 

was recalled to Rome by his jealous uncle Emperor Tiberius and died there, possi-

bly from poison. He was the father of Caligula and the grandfather of Nero. 

Ger·man·ism (jûrùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. An attitude, a custom, or a feature that 

seems characteristically German.  2. A German idiom or phrasing that appears in 

another language.  3. Esteem for Germany and emulation of German ways. 

Ger·man·ist (jûrùmN-nVst) n.  A specialist in the study of German or Germanic 

culture, literature, or language. 



ger·ma·ni·um (jNr-m7ùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ge A brittle, crystalline, gray-white 

metalloid element, widely used as a semiconductor, as an alloying agent and cata-

lyst, and in certain optical glasses. Atomic number 32; atomic weight 72.59; melt-

ing point 937.4˚C; boiling point 2,830˚C; specific gravity 5.323 (at 25˚C); valence 

2, 4.  [After Germania.]

Ger·man·ize (jûrùmN-nXzÙ) v.  Ger·man·ized, Ger·man·iz·ing, 
Ger·man·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give a German quality to.  2. Archaic. To translate 

into German.   —  v.  intr. To have or adopt German customs or attitudes.   
—GerÙman·i·zaùtion (-mN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —Gerùman·izÙer n. 

German measles (jûrùmNn mKùzNlz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See 

rubella. 
Ger·man·o·phile (jNr-m4nùN-fXlÙ) n.  One who admires Germany, its people, 

and its culture.   —Ger·manùo·phileÙ adj. 

Ger·man·o·phobe (jNr-m4nùN-fobÙ) n.  One who dislikes or fears Germany, 

its people, and its culture.   —Ger·manùo·phobeÙ adj.  

—Ger·manÙo·phoùbi·a n. 

German shepherd (jûrùmNn shHpùNrd) n.  Any of a breed of large dog devel-

oped in Germany, having a dense grayish to brownish or black coat and often 

trained to assist the police and guide the blind.  Also called police dog 

German shorthaired pointer (jûrùmNn shôrtùhârdÙ poinùtNr) n.  Any of a 

breed of medium to large sporting and hunting dog, developed in Germany and 

having a short, smooth coat with white and reddish to tan markings. 

German silver (jûrùmNn sVlùvNr) n.  See nickel silver. 
German Southwest Af·ri·ca (jûrùmNn south-wHstù 4fùrV-kN)  A former 

German colony of southwest Africa. It was annexed by Germany in 1885 and 

awarded to South Africa as the mandate of South-West Africa (now Namibia) by 

the League of Nations in 1919. 

Ger·man·town (jûrùmNn-tounÙ)  1. A residential section of Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. Settled in 1683, it was the site of a Revolutionary War battle (Octo-

ber 4, 1777) in which George Washington’s troops unsuccessfully attacked the 

British encampment. The original township was annexed by Philadelphia in 1854.  

2. A town of extreme southwest Tennessee, a suburb of Memphis. Population, 

32,893. 

German wirehaired pointer (jûrùmNn wXrùhârdÙ poinùtNr) n.  Any of a 

breed of medium to large sporting and hunting dog, developed in Germany and 

having a flattened, wiry coat with white and reddish to tan markings. 

Ger·ma·ny (jûrùmN-nK) Abbr. Ger.  A country of north-central Europe bor-

dered on the north by the Baltic and North seas. Occupied since c. 500 B.C. by 

Germanic tribes, it was part of the kingdom of the Franks by the time of Charle-

magne and later became a loose federation of principalities and the nucleus of the 

Holy Roman Empire after the coronation of Otto I in 962. Religious strife and 



dynastic feuds weakened the imperial state, which was broken up by Napoleon in 

1806. After 1815 Germany became a confederation, then an empire centered 

around Prussia (1871-1918). The Weimar Republic, proclaimed after Germany’s 

defeat in World War I, collapsed under the rise of Adolf Hitler and the Nazis. Hit-

ler’s megalomaniac dream of a Third Reich led to World War II and to yet another 

defeat by Allied forces. From 1949 to 1990 the territory was divided between 

West Germany and East Germany. Berlin is the capital and largest city and 

Bonn the seat of government. Population, 77,750,743. 

germ cell (jûrm sHl) n.  An ovum or a sperm cell or one of its developmental 

precursors. 

germ·free (jûrmùfrKù) adj.  Free of microorganisms. 

ger·mi·cide (jûrùmV-sXdÙ) n.  An agent that kills germs, especially pathogenic 

microorganisms; a disinfectant.   —gerÙmi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

ger·mi·nal (jûrùmN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the nature of a germ 

cell.  2. Of, relating to, or occurring in the earliest stage of development:  was 

active in the germinal stages of the space program.  [French, from Latin germen, ger-

min-, seed. See genN- in Appendix.] —gerùmi·nal·ly adv. 

germinal disk (jûrùmN-nNl dVsk) n.  Embryology. A flattened, disklike region of 

cells from which the embryo begins to develop in the fertilized ovum of many 

vertebrate species.  Also called blastodisk, embryonic disk. 

germinal vesicle (jûrùmN-nNl vHsùV-kNl) n.  The enlarged nucleus of an oocyte 

before meiotic division is completed. 

ger·mi·nate (jûrùmN-n7tÙ) v.  ger·mi·nat·ed, ger·mi·nat·ing, 
ger·mi·nates.  —  v.  tr. To cause to sprout or grow.   —  v.  intr. 1. To begin to 

sprout or grow.  2. To come into existence:  An idea began to germinate in his 

mind.  [Latin germin7re, germin7t-, to sprout, from germen, germin-, seed. See 

genN- in Appendix.] —gerÙmi·naùtion n.  —gerùmi·naÙtive adj.  

—gerùmi·naÙtor n. 

germ layer (jûrm l7ùNr) n.  Any of three cellular layers, the ectoderm, endo-

derm, or mesoderm, into which most animal embryos differentiate and from 

which the organs and tissues of the body develop through further differentiation. 

germ plasm (jûrm pl4zùNm) n.  1. The cytoplasm of a germ cell, especially that 

part containing the chromosomes.  2. Germ cells as distinguished from other 

body cells.  3. Hereditary material; genes. In this sense, also calledplasm 

germ theory (jûrm thKùN-rK) n.  The doctrine holding that infectious diseases 

are caused by the activity of microorganisms within the body. 

germ warfare (jûrm wôrùfârÙ) n.  The use of injurious microorganisms, such 

as bacteria or viruses, as weapons in warfare. 

germ·y (jûrùmK) adj.  germ·i·er, germ·i·est. Full of germs.   —germùi·ness n. 

ger·o·don·tics (jHrÙN-dmnùtVks) n.  The branch of dentistry that deals with the 

diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of diseases and problems specific to the 



aged.  [Greek gKras, old age; see GERIATRICS + ODONT(O)- + -ICS.] 
—gerÙo·donùtic adj. 

Gé·rôme (zh7-romù, -rômù), Jean Léon. 1824-1904.  French painter of histor-

ical genre works, such as Cockfight (1847). 

Ge·ro·na (jN-roùnN, hH-rôùnä)  A city of northeast Spain northeast of Barcelona. 

Dating from pre-Roman times, it was ruled by the Moors from c. 713 to 785 and 

from 795 to 1015. Population, 67,259. 

Ge·ron·i·mo (jN-rmnùN-moÙ), 1829-1909.  Apache leader who resisted the U.S. 

government policy to consolidate his people on reservations by leading a series of 

raids against Mexican and American settlements in the Southwest (1876-1886). 

geront- pref.  Variant of geronto-. 
ge·ron·tic (jN-rmnùtik) adj.  Of or relating to the last phase of life. 

geronto-  or geront- pref.  Old age; aged one:  gerontology.  [French géronto-, 

from Greek geronta-, from geron, geront-, old man. See gerN-1 in Appendix.]

ger·on·toc·ra·cy (jHrÙNn-tmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. ger·on·toc·ra·cies. 1. Government 

based on rule by elders.  2. A governing group of elders.   —ge·ronùto·cratÙ (jN-

rmnùtN-kr4tÙ) n.  —ge·ronÙto·cratùic adj. 

ger·on·tol·o·gy (jHrÙNn-tmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of the biological, psy-

chological, and sociological phenomena associated with old age and aging.   
—ge·ronÙto·logùi·cal (jN-rmnÙtN-lmjùV-kNl), ge·ronÙto·logùic (-lmjùVk)  adj.  

—gerÙon·tolùo·gist n. 

Ger·ould (jHrùNld), Katherine Elizabeth Fullerton. 1879-1944.  American 

writer particularly known for her Jamesian short stories, collected in volumes 

such as Vain Oblations (1914). 

Ger·ry (gHrùK), Elbridge. 1744-1814.  American politician. A signer of the Dec-

laration of Independence (1776) and a delegate to the Continental Congress 

(1787), he served as governor of Massachusetts (1810-1811) and as Vice President 

of the United States (1813-1814) under James Madison. 

ger·ry·man·der (jHrùK-m4nÙdNr, gHrù-) v.  tr. ger·ry·man·dered, 
ger·ry·man·der·ing, ger·ry·man·ders. To divide (a geographic area) into vot-

ing districts so as to give unfair advantage to one party in elections.   —  n.  

1. The act, process, or an instance of gerrymandering.  2. A district or configura-

tion of districts differing widely in size or population because of gerrymandering.  

[After Elbridge GERRY + (SALA)MANDER (from the shape of an election district 

created while Gerry was governor of Massachusetts).]

WORD HISTORY: “An official statement of the returns of voters for senators

give[s] twenty nine friends of peace, and eleven gerrymanders.” So reported the

May 12, 1813, edition of the Massachusetts Spy. A gerrymander sounds like a

strange political beast, which in fact it is, considered from a historical perspective.

This beast was named by combining the word salamander, “a small lizardlike am-



phibian,” with the last name of Elbridge Gerry, a former governor of Massachu-

setts—a state noted for its varied, often colorful political fauna. Gerry (whose

name, incidentally, was pronounced with a hard g, though gerrymander is now

commonly pronounced with a soft g) was immortalized in this way because an

election district created by members of his party in 1812 looked like a salamander.

According to one version of how gerrymander was coined, the shape of the district

attracted the eye of the painter Gilbert Stuart, who noticed it on a map hanging

in a newspaper editor’s office. Stuart decorated the map with a head, wings, and

claws and then said to the editor, “That will do for a salamander!” “Gerryman-

der!” came the reply. A new political beast was created then and there. The word

is first recorded in April 1812 with respect to the creature or its caricature, but it

soon came to mean not only “the action of shaping a district to gain political ad-

vantage” but also “any representative elected from such a district by that method.”

Within the same year gerrymander was also recorded as a verb.

Gersh·win (gûrshùwVn), George. 1898-1937.  American composer who 

brought jazz idiom to classical music forms in his orchestral works, such as Rhap-

sody in Blue (1924), and composed the scores for many musical comedies. His 

collaborations with his brother, lyricist Ira Gershwin (1896-1983), include the 

popular song “Fascinatin’ Rhythm” (1924) and the opera Porgy and Bess (1935). 

ger·und (jHrùNnd) n.  Abbr. ger. Grammar. 1. In Latin, a noun derived from a 

verb and having all case forms except the nominative.  2. In other languages, a 

verbal noun analogous to the Latin gerund, such as the English form ending in -

ing when used as a noun, as in singing in We admired the choir’s singing.  [Late 

Latin gerundium, from Latin gerundum, variant of gerendum, gerundive of gerere, 

to carry on.] —ge·runùdi·al (jN-rƒnùdK-Nl) adj. 

ge·run·dive (jN-rƒnùdVv) n.  A verbal adjective in Latin that in the nominative 

case expresses the notion of fitness or obligation and in other cases functions as a 

future passive participle.  [Middle English gerundif, from Late Latin gerundXvus, 

from gerundium, gerund. See GERUND.]

Ge·ry·on (jîrùK-Nn, gHrù-) n.  Greek Mythology. A monster with three bodies that 

was slain by Hercules. 

Ge·sell (gV-zHlù), Arnold Lucius. 1880-1961.  American psychologist and pedia-

trician noted for his research on child development. 

Ges·ner (gHsùnNr), Konrad von. 1516-1565.  Swiss encyclopedist and naturalist 

who published an annotated bibliography of all known books in Latin, Greek, 

and Hebrew (1545-1549). His Historia Animalium (1551-1558) is considered the 

basis of modern zoology. 

ges·ne·ri·ad (gHs-nîrùK-4dÙ, jHs-) n.  Any of numerous, mostly tropical herbs or 

shrubs of the family Gesneriaceae, including African violets, the Cape primrose, 



and gloxinia.  [From New Latin Gesneria, type genus, after Konrad von 
GESNER.]

ges·so (jHsùo) n.  pl. ges·soes. 1. A preparation of plaster of Paris and glue used 

as a base for low relief or as a surface for painting.  2. A surface of gesso.  [Italian, 

from Latin gypsum, gypsum. See GYPSUM.] —gesùsoed adj. 

gest  or geste (jHst) n.  1. A notable adventure or exploit.  2. a. A verse romance 

or tale.  b. A prose romance.   [Middle English geste. See JEST.]

ge·stalt  or Ge·stalt (gN-shtältù, -shtôltù, -stältù, -stôltù) n.  pl. ge·stalts or 

ge·stalt·en (-shtältùn, -shtôltùn, -stältùn, -stôltùn). A physical, biological, psy-

chological, or symbolic configuration or pattern of elements so unified as a 

whole that its properties cannot be derived from a simple summation of its parts.  

[German, shape, from Middle High German, from past participle of stellen, to 

place, from Old High German. See stel- in Appendix.]

Ge·stalt·ist (gN-shtälùtVst, -shtôlù-, -stälù-, -stôlù-) n.  An adherent or a practitio-

ner of the principles of Gestalt psychology. 

Gestalt psychology (gN-shtältù sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The school or theory in psy-

chology holding that psychological, physiological, and behavioral phenomena are 

irreducible experiential configurations not derivable from a simple summation 

of perceptual elements such as sensation and response. 

Ge·sta·po (gN-stäùpo, -shtäù-) n.  1. The German internal security police as 

organized under the Nazi regime, known for its terrorist methods directed against 

those suspected of treason or questionable loyalty.  2. gestapo. pl. ge·sta·pos. 
A police organization that employs terroristic methods to control a populace.   
—  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the German security police orga-

nized under the Nazi regime.  2. gestapo. Of, relating to, or characteristic of ter-

roristic police methods or operations:  gestapo tactics.  [German Ge(heime) 

Sta(ats)po(lizei), secret state police  : geheim, secret + Staat, state + Polizei, police.]

ges·tate (jHsùt7tÙ) v.  ges·tat·ed, ges·tat·ing, ges·tates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

carry within the uterus from conception to delivery.  2. To conceive and develop 

in the mind.   —  v.  intr. 1. To gestate offspring.  2. To develop gradually.  [Back-

formation from GESTATION.]

ges·ta·tion (jH-st7ùshNn) n.  1. The period of development in the uterus from 

conception until birth; pregnancy.  2. The conception and development of a plan 

or an idea in the mind.  [Late Latin gest7tio, gest7tion-, from Latin, a carrying, 

from gest7tus, past participle of gest7re freqentative of gerere, to carry.] 
—gesùta·toÙry (jHsùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK), ges·taùtion·al adj. 

geste (jHst) n.  Variant of gest. 
ges·tic (jHsùtVk) adj.  Relating to bodily movements or gestures, especially in 

dancing.  [From obsolete gest, bearing, from French geste, from Old French, from 

Latin gestus. See GESTURE.]



ges·tic·u·late (jH-stVkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  ges·tic·u·lat·ed, ges·tic·u·lat·ing, 
ges·tic·u·lates.  —  v.  intr. To make gestures especially while speaking, as for 

emphasis.   —  v.  tr. To say or express by gestures.  [Latin gesticul7rX, gesticul7t-, 

from gesticulus, gesticulation, diminutive of gestus, gesture, bearing. See GESTURE.] 
—ges·ticùu·laÙtive adj.  —ges·ticùu·laÙtor n.  —ges·ticùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, 

-torÙK) adj. 

ges·tic·u·la·tion (jH-stVkÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of gesticulating.  2. A delib-

erate, vigorous motion or gesture.  See Synonyms at gesture. 
ges·ture (jHsùchNr) n.  1. A motion of the limbs or body made to express or help 

express thought or to emphasize speech.  2. The act of moving the limbs or body 

as an expression of thought or emphasis.  3. An act or a remark made as a formal-

ity or as a sign of intention or attitude:  sent flowers as a gesture of sympathy.   —  
v.  ges·tured, ges·tur·ing, ges·tures.  —  v.  intr. To make gestures.   —  v.  tr. 

To show, express, or direct by gestures.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

gest7ra, bearing, from Latin gestus, from past participle of gerere, to behave.] 
—gesùtur·al adj.  —gesùtur·al·ly adv.  —gesùtur·er n.  

SYNONYMS: gesture, gesticulation, sign, signal. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “an expressive, meaningful bodily motion”: an emphatic gesture of

disapproval; frantic gesticulations in an attempt to get help; made a sign for silence;

giving the signal to advance.

ge·sund·heit (gN-ztntùhXtÙ) interj.  Used to wish good health to a person who 

has just sneezed.  [German, health, from Middle High German gesuntheit, from 

gesunt, healthy, from Old High German gisunt.]

get (gHt) v.  got (gmt), got·ten (gmtùn)  or got, get·ting, gets.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To come into possession or use of; receive:  got a poodle for her birthday.  

b. To meet with or incur:  got nothing but trouble for her efforts.   2. a. To go after 

and obtain:  got a book at the library; got breakfast in town.  b. To go after and 

bring:  Get me a pillow.  c. To purchase; buy:  get groceries.   3. a. To acquire as a 

result of action or effort:  He got his information out of an encyclopedia. You can’t 

get water out of a stone.  b. To earn:  got high marks in math and science.  c. To 

accomplish or attain as a result of military action.   4. To obtain by concession or 

request:  couldn’t get the time off; got permission to leave.  5. a. To arrive at; reach:  

When did you get home?  b. To reach and board; catch:  She got her plane two min-

utes before takeoff.   6. To succeed in communicating with, as by telephone:  

couldn’t get me at the office until nine.  7. To become affected with (an illness, for 

example) by infection or exposure; catch:  get the flu; got the mumps.  8. a. To be 

subjected to; undergo:  got a severe concussion.  b. To receive as retribution or 

punishment:  got six years in prison for embezzling funds.  c. To sustain a stated 

injury to:  got my arm broken.   9. a. To gain or have understanding of:  Do you get 



this question?  b. To learn (a poem, for example) by heart; memorize.  c. To find 

or reach by calculating:  get a total; can’t get the answer.  d. To perceive by hearing:  

I didn’t get your name when we were introduced.   10. To procreate; beget.  

11. a. To cause to become or be in a specified state or condition:  got the children 

tired and cross; got the shirt clean.  b. To make ready; prepare:  get lunch for a 

crowd.  c. To cause to come or go:  somehow got the car through traffic.  d. To cause 

to move or leave:  Get me out of here!   12. To cause to undertake or perform; pre-

vail on:  got the guide to give us the complete tour.  13. a. To take, especially by 

force; seize:  The detective got the suspect as he came out of the restaurant.  

b. Informal. To overcome or destroy:  The ice storm got the rose bushes.  c. To 

evoke an emotional response or reaction in:  Romantic music really gets me.  d. To 

annoy or irritate:  What got me was his utter lack of self-discipline.  e. To present a 

difficult problem to; puzzle.  f. To take revenge on, especially to kill in revenge for 

a wrong.  g. Informal. To hit or strike:  She got him on the chin. The bullet got him 

in the shoulder.   14. Baseball. To put out.  15. To begin or start. Used with the 

present participle:  I have to get working on this or I’ll miss my deadline.  16. a. To 

have current possession of. Used in the present perfect form with the meaning of 

the present:  We’ve got plenty of cash.  b. To have as an obligation. Used in the 

present perfect form with the meaning of the present:  I have got to leave early. 

You’ve got to do the dishes.    —  v.  intr. 1. a. To become or grow to be:  eventually 

got well.  b. To be successful in coming or going:  When will we get to New York?   

2. To be able or permitted:  never got to see Europe; finally got to work at home.  

3. a. To be successful in becoming:  get free of a drug problem.  b. Used with the 

past participle of transitive verbs as a passive voice auxiliary:  got stuck in the ele-

vator.  c. To become drawn in, entangled, or involved:  got into debt; get into a has-

sle.   4. Informal. To depart immediately:  yelled at the dog to get.  5. To work for 

gain or profit; make money:  puts all his energy into getting and spending.   —  n.  

1. a. The act of begetting.  b. Progeny; offspring.   2. Sports. A return in tennis 

on a shot that seems impossible to reach.   —phrasal verbs. get about. To be 

out of bed and beginning to walk again, as after an illness.  get across. 2. To 

make understandable or clear:  I have tried to get my point across.  3. To be con-

vincing or understandable:  How can I get across to the students?  get after. To 

urge or scold:  You should get after them to mow the lawn.  get along. 5. To be or 

continue to be on harmonious terms:  gets along with the in-laws.  6. To manage 

or fare with reasonable success:  can’t get along on those wages.  7. a. To make 

progress.  b. To advance, especially in years.   8. To go away; leave.  9. a. To make 

progress.  b. To advance, especially in years.   get around. 10. To circumvent or 

evade:  managed to get around the real issues.  11. Informal. To convince or win 

over by flattering or cajoling.  12. To travel from place to place:  It is hard to get 

around without a car.  13. To become known; circulate:  Word got around.  get at. 
14. To touch or reach successfully:  The cat hid where we couldn’t get at it.  15. To 



try to make understandable; hint at or suggest:  I don’t know what you’re getting at.  

16. To discover or understand:  If we could only get at the cause of the problem!  

get away. 17. To break free; escape.  18. To leave or go away:  wanted to come 

along, but couldn’t get away.  get back. To return to a person, place, or condition:  

getting back to the subject.  get by. 20. To pass or outstrip.  21. To succeed at a 

level of minimal acceptibility or with the minimal amount of effort:  just got by in 

high school.  22. To succeed in managing; survive:  We’ll get by if we economize.  

23. To be unnoticed or ignored by:  His mistake got by the editor but was caught by 

the proofreader.  get down. 24. To descend.  25. To give one’s attention. Often 

used with to:  Let’s get down to work.  26. To exhaust, discourage, or depress:  The 

heat was getting me down.  27. To swallow:  got the pill down on the first try.  

28. To describe in writing.  29. Informal. To lose one’s inhibitions; enjoy oneself 

wholeheartedly.  get in. 30. a. To enter.  b. To arrive:  We got in late last night.   

31. To become or cause to become involved:  She got in with the wrong crowd. 

Repeated loans from the finance company got me in deeper and deeper.  32. To 

become accepted, as in a club.  33. To succeed in making or doing:  got in six 

deliveries before noon.  34. a. To enter.  b. To arrive:  We got in late last night.   get 
into. 35. To become involved in:  got into trouble by stealing cars.  36. Informal. 

To be interested in:  got into gourmet cooking.  get off. 37. To start, as on a trip; 

leave.  38. a. To fire (a round of ammunition, for example):  got off two shots 

before the deer disappeared.  b. To write and send, as a letter.   39. To escape, as 

from punishment or danger:  got off scot-free.  40. To obtain a release or lesser 

penalty for:  The attorney got her client off with a slap on the wrist.  41. Slang. To 

act or speak with effrontery. Used in the imperative to express contempt or dis-

dainful disbelief.  42. Slang. To have an orgasm.  43. Slang. a. To feel great plea-

sure or gratification.  b. To experience euphoria, for example, as a result of taking 

a drug.   44. To get permission to leave one’s workplace:  got off early and went 

fishing.  45. a. To fire (a round of ammunition, for example):  got off two shots 

before the deer disappeared.  b. To write and send, as a letter.   46. Slang. a. To feel 

great pleasure or gratification.  b. To experience euphoria, for example, as a result 

of taking a drug.   get on. 47. To be or continue on harmonious terms:  She gets 

on well with the neighbors.  48. To manage or fare with reasonable success.  

49. a. To make progress; continue:  get on with a performance.  b. To advance in 

years.   50. To acquire understanding or knowledge:  got on to the con game.  

51. a. To make progress; continue:  get on with a performance.  b. To advance in 

years.   get out. 52. a. To leave or escape.  b. To cause to leave or escape.   53. To 

become known:  Somehow the secret got out.  54. To publish, as a newspaper.  

55. a. To leave or escape.  b. To cause to leave or escape.   get over. 56. To pre-

vail against; overcome.  57. To recover from:  finally got over the divorce.  58. To 

get across.  get through. 59. To arrive at the end of; finish or complete.  

60. a. To succeed in making contact; reach.  b. To make oneself understood.   



61. a. To succeed in making contact; reach.  b. To make oneself understood.   

get to. 62. a. To begin. Used with the present participle:  got to reminiscing.  

b. To start to deal with:  didn’t get to the housework until Sunday.   63. To influ-

ence or affect, especially adversely:  The noise really gets to me.  64. a. To begin. 

Used with the present participle:  got to reminiscing.  b. To start to deal with:  

didn’t get to the housework until Sunday.   get together. 65. To bring together; 

gather.  66. To come together.  67. To arrive at an agreement.  get up. 68. a. To 

arise from bed or rise to one’s feet.  b. To climb.   69. To act as the creator or 

organizer of:  got up a petition against rezoning.  70. To dress or adorn:  She got 

herself up in a bizarre outfit.  71. To find within oneself:  trying to get up the nerve 

to quit.  72. a. To arise from bed or rise to one’s feet.  b. To climb.    —idioms. 
get around to. To find the time or occasion for.  get away with. To escape 

the consequences of (a blameworthy act, for example):  got away with cheating but 

was later caught.  get back at. To take revenge on.  get cracking. To begin to 

work; get started.  get even. To obtain revenge.  get even with. To repay with 

an equivalent act, as for revenge.  get going. To make a beginning; get started.  

get it. Informal. To be punished or scolded.  get it on. Slang. 9. To become 

filled with energy or excitement.  10. To engage in sexual intercourse.  get 
nowhere. To make no progress.  get on the stick. To begin to work.  get 
(someone’s) goat. To make angry or vexed.  get somewhere. Informal. To 

make progress.  get there. Informal. To make progress or achieve success.  get 
wind of. To learn of:  got wind of the scheme.  [Middle English geten, from Old 

Norse geta. See ghend- in Appendix.] —getùa·ble, getùta·ble adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The use of get in the passive, as in We got sunburned at the beach,

is generally avoided in formal writing. In less formal contexts, however, the con-

struction does provide a useful distinction in attributing a more active role to its

subject than would the corresponding passive with be. Thus if Jones has commit-

ted a flagrant breach of law in order to test a particular statute, the situation might

best be described by the sentence Jones got arrested by the police; whereas if Jones

did nothing to provoke the police action, the sentence Jones was arrested by the

police would be preferred.

ge·ta (gHtùN, gHùtä) n.  pl. geta or ge·tas. A wooden-soled shoe worn by the Jap-

anese.  [Japanese.]

Ge·ta·fe (hH-täùfH)  A town of central Spain south of Madrid. It is an industrial 

and agricultural center. Population, 128,522. 

get·a·way (gHtùN-w7Ù) n.  1. The act or an instance of escaping:  made a quick 

getaway.  2. The start, as of a race.  3. A place appropriate for a vacation. 

geth·sem·a·ne (gHth-sHmùN-nK) n.  An instance or a place of great suffering. 



Geth·sem·a·ne (gHth-sHmùN-nK)  In the New Testament, a garden east of Jerus-

alem near the foot of the Mount of Olives. It was the scene of Jesus’s agony and 

betrayal. 

get·ter (gHtùNr) n.  A material added in small amounts during a chemical or met-

allurgical process to absorb impurities. 

get-to·geth·er (gHtùtN-gHthÙNr) n.  Informal. 1. A meeting.  2. A casual social 

gathering. 

get-tough (gHtùtƒfù) adj.  Informal. Marked by resoluteness, aggressiveness, or 

austerity:  the government’s new get-tough policy on organized crime. 

Get·ty (gHtùK), J(ean) Paul. 1892-1976.  American business executive who 

amassed a multibillion-dollar fortune and established a museum in Malibu, Cali-

fornia (1953), to publicly display his vast art collection. 

Get·tys·burg (gHtùKz-bûrgÙ)  A town of southern Pennsylvania east-southeast 

of Chambersburg. It was the site of a major Union victory in the Civil War (July 

1-3, 1863), which checked Robert E. Lee’s invasion of the North. The battle and 

Abraham Lincoln’s famous Gettysburg Address (delivered at the dedication of a 

cemetery here on November 19, 1863) are commemorated by a national park. 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s farm, a national historic site, is also in Gettys-

burg. Population, 7,194. 

get·up (gHtùƒpÙ) n.  1. Informal. An outfit or a costume.  2. Printing. Arrange-

ment and production style, as of a magazine or book. 

get-up-and-go (gHtùƒpÙNn-goù) n.  Informal. Initiation of action motivated by 

energy and ambition. 

get-well (gHtùwHlù) adj.  Expressing wishes for one’s recovery:  a get-well card. 

GeV abbr.  Physics. Giga-electron volts. 

gew·gaw (gyuùgôÙ, guù-) n.  A decorative trinket; a bauble.  [Middle English 

giuegaue.]

Ge·würz·tra·mi·ner (gN-vtrtsùtrN-mKÙnNr, -wûrtsù-) n.  1. A dry white table 

wine with a spicy bouquet, produced in the Alsace region of France.  2. A similar 

wine produced elsewhere.  [German  : Gewürz, spice (from würze, from Middle 

High German wirze, from Old High German wurz, plant); see wr7d- in Appen-

dix + Traminer, grape variety (from Tramin, wine-growing district of the south-

ern Tyrol).]

gey·ser (gXùzNr) n.  1. A natural hot spring that intermittently ejects a column of 

water and steam into the air.  2.  (gKùzNr) Chiefly British. A gas-operated hot-

water heater.  [After Icelandic Geysir, name of a hot spring of southwest Iceland, 

from geysa, to gush, from Old Norse. See gheu- in Appendix.]

gey·ser·ite (gXùzN-rXtÙ) n.  A white or grayish opaline siliceous deposit formed 

around natural hot springs. 



Ge·zer (gKùzNr)  An ancient city of Canaan on the coastal Plain of Sharon north-

west of Jerusalem. Excavations here have revealed many levels of prehistoric cul-

tures. 

Ge·zi·ra (jN-zîrùN), El. A region of east-central Sudan between the Blue Nile and 

the White Nile. 

GFE abbr.  Government-furnished equipment. 

GFWC abbr.  General Federation of Women’s Clubs. 

GGPA abbr.  Graduate grade-point average. 

GH abbr.  Growth hormone. 

Gha·gha·ra (gäùgN-räÙ)  or Gha·ghra (gäùgrN, -grä) also Gog·ra (gmgùrN, -rä)  

A river rising in southwest Tibet and flowing about 965 km (600 mi) south 

through the Himalaya Mountains in Nepal then southeast into northern India, 

where it joins the Ganges River. 

Gha·na (gäùnN, g4nùN)  1. A medieval African kingdom in what is now eastern 

Senegal, southwest Mali, and southern Mauritania. It was founded probably in 

the 6th century A.D. and prospered because of its location astride the trans-

Saharan caravan routes. The kingdom declined after the 11th century.  2. A coun-

try of western Africa on the Gulf of Guinea. Inhabited in precolonial times by a 

number of ancient kingdoms, including that of the Ashanti, Ghana was a British 

colony after the 1870’s and became independent in 1957. Accra is the capital and 

the largest city. Population, 12,205,574.   —Ghaùna·ian, Ghaùni·an adj.  & n. 

gha·ri·al (gƒrùK-Nl) n.  See gavial. 
ghast·ly (g4stùlK) adj.  ghast·li·er, ghast·li·est. 1. Inspiring shock, revulsion, 

or horror by or as if by suggesting death; terrifying:  a ghastly murder.  

2. Suggestive of or resembling ghosts.  3. Extremely unpleasant or bad: “in the 

most abominable passage of his ghastly little book” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  

4. Very serious or great:  a ghastly error.  [Alteration (influenced by GHOST), of 

Middle English gastli, from gasten, to terrify. See AGHAST.] —ghastùli·ness n.  

—ghastùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: ghastly, grim, gruesome, grisly, macabre, lurid. These adjectives de-

scribe what is shockingly repellent in aspect or appearance. Ghastly applies to

what inspires shock or horror because it suggests death: ghastly wounds; a ghastly

pallor; a ghastly shriek. Grim refers to what repels because of its stern or fierce

aspect or its harsh, relentless nature: the grim task of burying the victims of the

earthquake. Gruesome and grisly describe what horrifies or revolts because of its

appalling crudity or utter inhumanity: a gruesome murder; gruesome evidence of

human sacrifice; grisly jokes about cadavers and worms; “the grisly gang who work

[Hitler’s] wicked will” (Winston S. Churchill). Macabre suggests the gruesome, of-

ten grotesque horror of death and decay: macabre stories about tortures conceived

by a madman. Lurid sometimes refers to what is of a ghastly or unnatural hue



suggestive of death: As her illness worsened her skin took on a pallid, greenish, lurid

appearance. More often the term describes what shocks because of its terrible and

ghastly nature: lurid crimes. At other times it merely refers to glaring and usually

unsavory sensationalism: a lurid, melodramatic, but accurate account of the acci-

dent.

ghat also ghaut (gôt, gät) n.  A broad flight of steps leading down to the bank of 

a river in India, used especially by bathers.  [Hindi gh7t, from Sanskrit gha££aU, 

from gha££, he shakes, rubs.]

Ghats (gôts)  Two mountain ranges of southern India. The Eastern Ghats 

extend about 1,448 km (900 mi) along the coast of the Bay of Bengal. The West-
ern Ghats extend about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) along the coast of the Arabian Sea. 

The ranges are separated by the Deccan Plateau. 

ghaut (gôt, gät) n.  Variant of ghat. 
gha·zi (gäùzK) n.  pl. gha·zies. Islam. 1. A man who has fought successfully 

against infidels.  2. Often used as a title for such a warrior.  [Arabic S7zX, partici-

ple of Saz7, to raid.]

Gha·zi·a·bad (gäùzK-N-bädÙ)  A city of north-central India northeast of New 

Delhi. An agricultural market, the city was the scene of fighting during the Indian 

Mutiny (1857). Population, 271,730. 

ghee (gK) n.  A clarified, semifluid butter used especially in Indian cooking.  

[Hindi ghX, from Sanskrit ghxtam, possibly from gharati, he sprinkles.]

Ghent (gHnt) also Gent (gHnt, KHHnt)  A city of western Belgium west-northwest 

of Brussels. Founded in the seventh century, it was a medieval wool-producing 

center and remained virtually independent until its capture by the Hapsburgs in 

1584. Population, 236,540. 

gher·kin (gûrùkVn) n.  1. a. A West Indian vine (Cucumis anguria) having 

prickly, mature fruits that are sold as curiosities. The immature fruits are widely 

used for pickling.  b. The fruit of this plant.  Also called gooseberry gourd  2. A 

small cucumber, especially one used for pickling.  [Dutch gurken, pl. of gurk, 

cucumber, short for agurk, possibly from Polish ogorek, perhaps from Late Greek 

angourion.]

ghet·to (gHtùo) n.  pl. ghet·tos or ghet·toes. 1. A section of a city occupied by 

a minority group who live there especially because of social, economic, or legal 

pressure.  2. A section or quarter in a European city to which Jews were formerly 

restricted.  3. Something that resembles the restriction or isolation of a city 

ghetto: “trapped in ethnic or pink-collar managerial job ghettoes” (Diane Weath-

ers).  [Italian.]

ghetto blaster (gHtùo bl4sùtNr) n.  Slang. A portable stereo. 

ghet·to·ize (gHtùo-XzÙ) v.  tr. ghet·to·ized, ghet·to·iz·ing, ghet·to·iz·es. 
1. To set apart in or as if in a ghetto; isolate.  2. To make into or similar to a 



ghetto: “He left a city ghettoized and strangled by highways and the auto” (New 

York).   —ghetÙto·i·zaùtion (-Vz7ùshNn) n. 

Ghib·el·line (gVbùN-lKnÙ, -lXnÙ, -lVn) n.  A member of the aristocratic political 

faction who fought during the Middle Ages for German imperial control of Italy, 

in opposition to the Guelphs and the papacy.  [Italian Ghibellino, from Middle 

High German *wXbeling, name of a Hohenstaufen estate.]

Ghi·ber·ti (gK-bHrùtK), Lorenzo. 1378?-1455.  Florentine sculptor whose series 

of bronze panels Gates of Paradise (1425-1452) for the doors of the baptistery of 

Florence Cathedral are among the greatest works of early Renaissance art. 

ghil·lie (gVlùK) n.  Variant of gillie. 
Ghir·lan·da·io also Ghir·lan·da·jo (gîr-län-däùyo), Domenico. Originally 

Domenico Bigordi. 1449-1494.  Florentine painter known especially for his narra-

tive frescoes, such as Scenes from the Life of Saint Francis (1483-1485). 

ghost (gost) n.  1. The spirit of a dead person, especially one believed to appear 

in bodily likeness to living persons or to haunt former habitats.  2. The center of 

spiritual life; the soul.  3. A demon or spirit.  4. A returning or haunting memory 

or image.  5. a. A slight or faint trace:  just a ghost of a smile.  b. The tiniest bit:  

not a ghost of a chance.   6. A faint, false image, as: a. A secondary image on a 

television or radar screen caused by reflected waves.  b. A displaced image in a 

photograph caused by the optical system of the camera.  c. A false spectral line 

caused by imperfections in the diffraction grating.  d. A displaced image in a 

mirror caused by reflection from the front of the glass.   7. Informal. A ghost-

writer.  8. a. A nonexistent publication listed in bibliographies.  b. A fictitious 

employee or business.   9. Physiology. A red blood cell having no hemoglobin.   
—  v.  ghost·ed, ghost·ing, ghosts.  —  v.  intr. 1. Informal. To engage in 

ghostwriting.  2. To move noiselessly like a ghost: “Two young deer ghosted out of 

the woods” (Nancy M. Debevoise).   —  v.  tr. 1. To haunt.  2. Informal. To ghost-

write:  was hired to ghost the memoirs of a famous executive.  [Middle English gost, 

from Old English g7st, breath, spirit.] —ghostùy adj. 

ghost crab (gost kr4b) n.  Any of several light-colored burrowing crabs of the 

genus Ocypoda frequenting the tide line along sandy shores from the northeast 

United States to Brazil.  Also called white crab 

ghost dance (gost d4ns) n.  Either of two group dances associated with a mes-

sianic religious movement among Native American peoples of the Southwest and 

Great Plains in the late 19th century. Ghost dance prophets foretold the imminent 

disappearance of whites, the restoration of traditional lands and ways of life, and 

the resurrection of dead ancestors. 

ghost·ing (goùstVng) n.  The appearance of one or more false images on a televi-

sion screen. 



ghost·ly (gostùlK) adj.  ghost·li·er, ghost·li·est. 1. Of, relating to, or resem-

bling a ghost, a wraith, or an apparition; spectral.  2. Of or relating to the soul or 

spirit; spiritual.   —ghostùli·ness n.  —ghostùly adv. 

ghost net (gost nHt) n.  A plastic drift net that has been abandoned by a fishing 

boat and that entangles and kills fish, porpoises, seabirds, and other marine life. 

ghost story (gost stôrùK) n.  A story having supernatural or frightening ele-

ments, especially a story featuring ghosts or spirits of the dead. 

ghost town (gost toun) n.  A once thriving town, especially a boomtown of the 

American West, that has been completely abandoned. 

ghost·weed (gostùwKdÙ) n.  See snow-on-the-mountain. 
ghost word (gost wûrd) n.  A word that has come into a language through the 

perpetuation of a misreading of a manuscript, a typographical error, or a misun-

derstanding. 

ghost·write (gostùrXtÙ) v.  ghost·wrote (-rotÙ), ghost·writ·ten (-rVtÙn), 
ghost·writ·ing, ghost·writes.  —  v.  intr. To work as a ghostwriter.   —  v.  tr. 

To write (a speech, for example) as a ghostwriter.  See Usage Note at author. 
ghost·writ·er (gostùrXÙtNr) n.  One who writes for and gives credit of author-

ship to another. 

ghost·writ·ten (gostùrVtÙn) v.  Past participle of ghostwrite. 
ghost·wrote (gostùrotÙ) v.  Past tense of ghostwrite. 
ghoul (gul) n.  1. One who delights in the revolting, morbid, or loathsome.  

2. A grave robber.  3. An evil spirit or demon in Muslim folklore believed to 

plunder graves and feed on corpses.  [Arabic S7l, from S7la, to seize suddenly.] 
—ghoulùish adj.  —ghoulùish·ly adv.  —ghoulùish·ness n. 

GHQ abbr.  General headquarters. 

GHz abbr.  Gigahertz. 

gi abbr.  Gill (liquid measure). 

GI1 (jKùXù) n.  pl. GIs or GI’s. An enlisted person in or a veteran of any of the U.S. 

armed forces, especially a person enlisted in the army.   —  adj.  1. Relating to or 

characteristic of an enlisted person.  2. Conforming to or in accordance with U.S. 

military regulations or procedures.  3. Issued by an official U.S. military supply 

department.   —  adv.  In strict accordance with military regulations or practices.   
—  v.  tr. GI’d, GI’ing, GI’s. Slang. To clean (barracks, for example) thoroughly 

for or as if for an inspection.  [From abbreviation of galvanized iron (applied to 

trash cans, etc.), later reinterpreted as government issue.]

GI2 abbr.  1. Galvanized iron.  2. Gastrointestinal.  3. General issue.  4.  Also G.I.. 
Government Issue. 

Gia·co·met·ti (jä-kN-mHtùK, -kô-mHtùtK), Alberto. 1901-1966.  Swiss sculptor, 

painter, and exponent of surrealism who is best known for his elongated sculp-

tures of human figures, such as Walking Man (1960). 



Giae·ver (y7ùvNr), Ivar. Born 1929.  Norwegian-born American physicist. He 

shared a 1973 Nobel Prize for theoretical advances in the field of solid-state elec-

tronics. 

gi·ant (jXùNnt) n.  1. a. A person or thing of great size.  b. A person of extraordi-

nary power, significance, or importance:  a giant in the field of physics; an intellec-

tual giant.   2. a. Greek Mythology. One of a race of humanlike beings of 

enormous strength and stature who were destroyed in battle with the Olympians.  

b. A being in folklore or myth similar to one of these beings.    —  adj.  Marked 

by exceptionally great size, magnitude, or power:  a giant wave; a giant impact.  

[Middle English, from Old French geant, jaiant, from Vulgar Latin *gag7s, 

gagant-, from Latin gig7s, from Greek gigas.]

giant chinquapin (jXùNnt chVngùkN-pVnÙ) n.  See chinquapin (n., sense 2). 

gi·ant·ess (jXùNn-tVs) n.  A female giant. 

gi·ant·ism (jXùNn-tVzÙNm) n.  1. The quality or condition of being a giant.  2.  
See gigantism (n., sense 2). 

giant panda (jXùNnt p4nùdN) n.  See panda (n., sense 1). 

giant redwood (jXùNnt rHdùwtdÙ) n.  See giant sequoia. 
Gi·ant’s Causeway (jXùNnts kôzùw7Ù)  A basaltic formation on the northern 

coast of Northern Ireland. It consists of thousands of columns of volcanic origin 

forming three natural platforms. According to legend, it was once a bridge for 

giants crossing between Ireland and Scotland. 

giant schnauzer (jXùNnt shnouùzNr) n.  Any of a breed of dog developed in 

Germany, similar in appearance to but larger than the standard schnauzer and 

used chiefly in police work. 

giant sequoia (jXùNnt sV-kwoiùN) n.  A very tall, coniferous evergreen tree 

(Sequoiadendron giganteum) native to the high western slopes of the Sierra 

Nevada in southern California and having a massive trunk and light-colored, red-

dish wood.  Also called big tree, giant redwood. 

giant slalom (jXùNnt släùlNm) n.  Sports. A downhill skiing race in which partic-

ipants must pass between pairs of gates set along a course that is larger and often 

steeper than a slalom course. 

giant star (jXùNnt stär) n.  Any of a class of highly luminous, exceptionally mas-

sive stars. 

giaour (jour) n.  Islam. A nonbeliever; an infidel.  [Alteration of obsolete gower, 

gour, from Turkish gâvur, from Persian gabr, infidel, Zoroastrian, from Arabic 

k7fir, infidel, from kafara, not to believe.]

gi·ar·di·a (jK-ärùdK-N, järù-) n.  Any of various flagellated, usually nonpathogenic 

protozoa of the genus Giardia that may be parasitic in the intestines of vertebrates 

including human beings and most domestic animals.  [New Latin, after Alfred 

Mathieu Giard (1846-1908), French zoologist.]



gi·ar·di·a·sis (jKùär-dXùN-sVs) n.  Intestinal infection with the protozoan Giardia 

lamblia. It is usually asymptomatic in human beings but may produce abdominal 

cramps, diarrhea, and nausea. 

Gi·auque (jK-okù), William Francis. 1895-1982.  Canadian-born American 

chemist. He won a 1949 Nobel Prize for his research in low-temperature thermo-

dynamic chemistry. 

gib1 (gVb) n.  A plain or notched, often wedge-shaped piece of wood or metal 

designed to hold parts of a machine or structure in place or provide a bearing sur-

face, usually adjusted by a screw or key.   —  v.  tr. gibbed, gib·bing, gibs. To 

fasten with a gib.  [Origin unknown.]

gib2 (gVb) n.  A male cat, especially a castrated one.  [Middle English, probably 

short for the personal name Gilbert.]

Gib. abbr.  Gibraltar. 

gib·ber (jVbùNr) v.  intr. gib·bered, gib·ber·ing, gib·bers. To prattle and chat-

ter unintelligibly.   —  n.  Unintelligible or foolish talk.  [Probably back-forma-

tion from GIBBERISH.]

gib·ber·el·lic acid (jVbÙN-rHlùVk 4sùVd) n.  A hormone, C19H22O6, obtained 

from the fungus Gibberella fujikuroi and used to promote the growth of plants, 

especially seedlings.  [From GIBBERELLIN.]

gib·ber·el·lin (jVbÙN-rHlùVn) n.  Any of several plant hormones, such as gibberel-

lic acid, used to promote stem elongation.  [From New Latin Gibberella 

(fujikoroi), the fungus from which gibberellin was first isolated, from Latin gib-

berella, feminine diminutive of gibber, hump.]

gib·ber·ish (jVbùNr-Vsh) n.  1. Unintelligible or nonsensical talk or writing.  

2. a. Highly technical or esoteric language.  b. Unnecessarily pretentious or 

vague language.   [Probably gibber-, of imitative origin + -ISH.]

gib·bet (jVbùVt) n.  1. A device used for hanging a person until dead; a gallows.  

2. An upright post with a crosspiece, forming a T-shaped structure from which 

executed criminals were formerly hung for public viewing.   —  v.  tr. gib·bet·ed 

or gib·bet·ted, gib·bet·ing or gib·bet·ting, gib·bets or gib·bets. 1. To exe-

cute by hanging on a gibbet.  2. a. To hang on a gibbet for public viewing.  b. To 

expose to infamy or public ridicule.   [Middle English gibet, from Old French, 

diminutive of gibe, staff, probably from Frankish *gibb, forked stick.]

gib·bon (gVbùNn) n.  Any of several small, arboreal apes of the genus Hylobates of 

southeast Asia and the East Indies, having a slender body, long arms, and no tail.  

[French.]

Gib·bon (gVbùNn), Edward. 1737-1794.  British historian who wrote the classic 

text The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-1788). 

gib·bos·i·ty (gV-bmsùV-tK) n.  pl. gib·bos·i·ties. 1. The condition of being gib-

bous.  2. A rounded hump or protuberance. 



gib·bous (gVbùNs) adj.  1. a. Characterized by convexity; protuberant.  b. More 

than half but less than fully illuminated. Used of the moon or a planet: “the gib-

bous moon, its light reflecting whitely” (John Barth).   2. Having a hump; hump-

backed.  [Middle English, bulging, from Late Latin gibbosus, hunch-backed, from 

Latin gibbus, hump.] —gibùbous·ly adv.  —gibùbous·ness n. 

Gibbs (gVbz), Josiah Willard. 1839-1903.  American mathematician and physi-

cist who formulated the theoretical foundation of physical chemistry, developed 

vector analysis, and conducted optical and thermodynamic research. 

Gibbs free energy (gVbz frK HnùNr-jK) n.  See free energy (n., sense 2).  

[After Josiah Willard GIBBS.]

gibe also jibe (jXb) v.  gibed also jibed, gib·ing also jib·ing, gibes also jibes.  
—  v.  intr. To make taunting, heckling, or jeering remarks.  See Synonyms at rid-
icule.   —  v.  tr. To deride with taunting remarks.   —  n.  A derisive remark.  

[Possibly from obsolete French giber, to handle roughly, play, from Old French.] 
—gibùer n.  —gibùing·ly adv. 

Gib·e·on (gVbùK-Nn)  An ancient village of Palestine near Jerusalem. In the Old 

Testament, its inhabitants were condemned by Joshua to serve as manual laborers 

for the Israelites.   —Gibùe·o·niteÙ n. 

gib·lets (jVbùlVts) pl.n.  The edible heart, liver, or gizzard of a fowl.  [From Middle 

English gibelet, from Old French, game stew, perhaps alteration of *giberet, from 

gibier, game.]

Gi·bral·tar1 (jN-brôlùtNr) Abbr. Gib.  A British colony at the northwest end of 

the Rock of Gibraltar, a peninsula on the south-central coast of Spain in the 

Strait of Gibraltar, connecting the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean 

between Spain and northern Africa. Gibraltar was captured by Arabs in 711 and 

passed to the Spanish in 1462. Great Britain took control in 1704 during the War 

of the Spanish Succession, although Spain has made repeated claims to regain the 

territory. The population of the colony is 29,648. 

Gi·bral·tar2 (jV-brôlùtNr) n.  An invincible fortress or stronghold. 

Gibraltar fever (jN-brôlùtNr fKùvNr) n.  See brucellosis (n., sense 1). 

Gib·ran (jN-bränù), (Gibran) Kahlil. 1883-1931.  Lebanese-born American 

mystic poet and painter best known for The Prophet (1923), a vivid description of 

his philosophy of redemption through love. 

Gib·son (gVbùsNn) n.  A dry martini garnished with a small pickled onion.  [From 

the name Gibson.]

Gib·son (gVbùsNn), Althea. Born 1927.  American tennis player. The first Black 

American to play at Wimbledon (1951), she won the U.S. women’s singles title 

and the singles and doubles titles at Wimbledon in 1957 and 1958. 

Gibson Desert (gVbùsNn dHzùNrt)  A desert of west-central Australia bounded 

by the Great Sandy Desert on the north and Great Victoria Desert on the south. 

The area includes a number of salt lakes. 



Gibson girl (gVbùsNn gûrl) n.  The American young woman of the 1890’s as ide-

alized in sketches by the American illustrator Charles Dana Gibson (1867-1944).   
—  adj.  Of or relating to a clothing style marked by a high neck, puffed sleeves, 

and a tightly fitted waistline. 

gid (gVd) n.  A disease of herbivores, especially sheep, caused by the presence of 

the larvae of the tapeworm Multiceps multiceps in the brain and resulting in a 

staggering gait.  Also called sturdy [Back-formation from GIDDY.]

gid·dap (gV-d4pù, -dƒpù) also gid·dy·ap (gVdÙK-4pù, -ƒpù)  or gid·dy·up (-ƒpù) 

interj.  Used to command a horse to go ahead or go at a faster pace.  [Alteration of 

get up.]

gid·dy (gVdùK) adj.  gid·di·er, gid·di·est. 1. a. Having a reeling, lightheaded 

sensation; dizzy.  b. Causing or capable of causing dizziness:  a giddy climb to the 

topmast.   2. Frivolous and lighthearted; flighty.   —  v.  intr. tr. gid·died, 
gid·dy·ing, gid·dies. To become or make giddy.  [Middle English gidi, crazy, 

from Old English gidig. See gheu(N)- in Appendix.] —gidùdi·ly adv.  

—gidùdi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: giddy, dizzy, vertiginous. The central meaning shared by these ad-

jectives is “producing a sensation of whirling and a tendency to fall”: a giddy prec-

ipice; a dizzy pinnacle; a vertiginous height. 

WORD HISTORY: The word giddy refers to fairly lightweight experiences or

situations, but at one time it had to do with profundities. Giddy can be traced

back to the same Germanic root ·gud- that has given us the word God. The Ger-

manic word ·gudigaz formed on this root meant “possessed by a god.” Such pos-

session can be a rather unbalancing experience, and so it is not surprising that the

Old English representative of ·gudigaz, gidig, meant “mad, possessed by an evil

spirit,” or that the Middle English development of gidig, gidi, meant the same

thing, as well as “foolish; mad (used of an animal); dizzy; uncertain, unstable.”

Our sense “lighthearted, frivolous,” represents the ultimate secularization of gid-

dy.

gid·dy·ap (gVdÙK-4pù, -ƒpù)  or gid·dy·up (-ƒpù) interj.  Variants of giddap. 
Gide (zhKd), André. 1869-1951.  French writer noted for his diaries and novels, 

such as The Immoralist (1902) and Lafcadio’s Adventures (1914), which examine 

alienation and the drive for individuality in an often disapproving society. He 

won the 1947 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Gid·e·on1 (gVdùK-Nn)  In the Old Testament, a Hebrew judge who vehemently 

opposed the Baal cult and defeated the Midianites. 

Gid·e·on2 (gVdùK-Nn) n.  A member of an interdenominational and international 

society known for placing Bibles in hotel rooms.  [From Gideons International, 

formerly the Gideon Society, after GIDEON
1.]



gie (gK) v.  Scots. Variant of give. 
Giel·gud (gVlùgtdÙ, gKlù-), Sir (Arthur) John. Born 1904.  British actor and 

director particularly noted for his performances in and productions of Shakes-

pearean plays. 

Gies·sen (gKùsNn)  A city of west-central Germany north of Frankfurt. Char-

tered in 1248, it is a manufacturing center in a mining area. Population, 70,743. 

gift (gVft) n.  1. Something that is bestowed voluntarily and without compensa-

tion.  2. The act, right, or power of giving.  3. A talent, an endowment, an apti-

tude, or a bent.   —  v.  tr. gift·ed, gift·ing, gifts. 1. Usage Problem. To present 

with a gift.  2. To endow with.  [Middle English, from Old Norse. See ghabh- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Gift has a long history of use as a verb meaning “to present as

a gift; endow.” The practice appears to provide a useful distinction, inasmuch as

the verb give can sometimes be ambiguous between “to transfer physical posses-

sion” and “to transfer ownership”; and in fact a verb analogous to gift is found

in a number of other languages (for example, Italian regalare, “to give as a gift,”

from regalo, “gift, present”). Unfortunately the verbal use of gift in Modern En-

glish is irredeemably tainted (as is its derivative giftable) by its association with

the language of advertising and publicity (as in Gift her with this copper warming

plate). In an earlier survey the usage was rejected by a large majority of the Usage

Panel. Where clarity is required, substitutes such as give as a gift, bestow, or donate

are recommended. • The phrase free gift should, of course, be considered redun-

dant. But the increasing currency of its use is indicative mainly of the degree to

which the word gift itself has been expropriated by advertisers to refer to mer-

chandise offerings to which an obligation is attached—if not a direct price, then

taking a test drive, sitting through a sales pitch, or enrolling in a book club. It is

perhaps to this use of gift, rather than to the redundancy free gift, that critics

ought most strenuously to object.

gift·a·ble (gVfùtN-bNl) Usage Problem. adj.  Appropriate for a gift.   —  n.  Some-

thing suitable for giving as a gift. 

gift certificate (gVft sNr-tVfùV-kVt) n.  A certificate usually presented as a gift 

that entitles the recipient to select merchandise of an indicated cash value at a 

commercial establishment. 

gift·ed (gVfùtVd) adj.  1. Endowed with great natural ability, intelligence, or tal-

ent:  a gifted child; a gifted pianist.  2. Revealing special talent:  a gifted rendition of 

the aria.   —giftùed·ly adv.  —giftùed·ness n. 

gift of gab (gVft ƒv g4b) n.  The ability to talk readily, glibly, and convincingly. 

gift of tongues (gVft ƒv tƒngz) n.  An ecstatic utterance that is partly or 

wholly unintelligible to hearers, especially such an utterance considered as a char-



ismatic gift in certain Christian congregations.  Also called glossolalia, speaking in 

tongues.  [From the Apostles’ speaking in tongues in Acts 2:4.]

gift·ware (gVftùwârÙ) n.  Wares or merchandise appropriate for gifts. 

gift-wrap (gVftùr4pÙ) v.  tr. gift-·wrapped, gift-·wrap·ping, gift-·wraps. 
To wrap (something intended as a gift) in a decorative manner.   —  n.  Gift-

wrapping. 

gift-wrap·ping (gVftùr4pÙVng) n.  Decorative wrapping paper. 

Gi·fu (gKùfuÙ)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, north-northwest of Nagoya. A 

manufacturing center, the city was rebuilt after a devastating earthquake and fire 

in 1891. Population, 411,740. 

gig1 (gVg) n.  1. A light, two-wheeled carriage drawn by one horse.  2. Nautical. 

a. A long, light ship’s boat, usually reserved for use by the ship’s captain.  b. A 

fast, light rowboat.   3. a. An object that whirls.  b. Games. A three-digit selection 

in a numbers game.    —  v.  intr. gigged, gig·ging, gigs. To ride in a gig.  [Per-

haps from obsolete gig, spinning top, from Middle English gyg-, possibly of Scan-

dinavian origin.]

gig2 (gVg) n.  1. An arrangement of barbless hooks that is dragged through a 

school of fish to hook them in their bodies.  2. A pronged spear for fishing or 

catching frogs.   —  v.  gigged, gig·ging, gigs.  —  v.  tr. To fish for or catch 

with a gig.   —  v.  intr. To catch a fish or frog with a gig.  [Short for FISHGIG.]

gig3 (gVg) Slang. n.  A demerit given in the military.   —  v.  tr. gigged, 
gig·ging, gigs. To give a military demerit to.  [Origin unknown.]

gig4 (gVg) Slang. n.  A job, especially a booking for musicians.   —  v.  intr. 

gigged, gig·ging, gigs. To work as a musician: “gigging weekends as a piano 

player in the ski joints” (Joel Oppenheimer).  [Origin unknown.]

giga- pref.  One billion (109):  gigahertz.  [From Greek gigas, giant.]

gig·a·bit (jVgùN-bVtÙ, gVgù-) n.  Computer Science. A unit of information equal to 

one billion (109) bits. 

gig·a·byte (jVgùN-bXtÙ, gVgù-) n.  Computer Science. A unit of information equal 

to one billion (109) bytes. 

gig·a·cy·cle (jVgùN-sXÙkNl, gVgù-) n.  Abbr. GC See gigahertz. 
gig·a·hertz (jVgùN-hûrtzÙ, gVgù-) n.  Abbr. GHz A unit of frequency equal to one 

billion (109) hertz.  Also called gigacycle, kilomegacycle. 

gi·gan·tesque (jXÙg4n-tHskù) adj.  Of enormous size or magnitude; huge.  

[French, from Italian gigantesco, from gigante, giant, from Latin gig7s, gigant-. See 

GIANT.]

gi·gan·tic (jX-g4nùtVk) adj.  1. Relating to or suggestive of a giant.  

2. a. Exceedingly large of its kind:  a gigantic toadstool.  b. Very large or extensive:  

a gigantic corporation.  See Synonyms at enormous.   [From Latin gig7s, gigant-, 

giant; see GIANT, or from Greek gigantikos (from gigas, gigant-, giant).] 
—gi·ganùti·cal·ly adv. 



gi·gan·tism (jX-g4nùtVzÙNm) n.  1. The quality or state of being gigantic; abnor-

mally large size.  2. Excessive growth of the body or any of its parts, especially as a 

result of oversecretion of the growth hormone by the pituitary gland. In this 

sense, also calledgiantism 

gig·a·ton (jVgùN-tƒnÙ, gVgù-) n.  A unit of explosive force equal to that of one bil-

lion (109) tons of TNT. 

gig·a·watt (jVgùN-wmtÙ, gVgù-) n.  Abbr. GW One billion (109) watts. 

gig·gle (gVgùNl) v.  gig·gled, gig·gling, gig·gles.  —  v.  intr. To laugh with 

repeated short, spasmodic sounds.   —  v.  tr. To utter while giggling.   —  n.  A 

short, spasmodic laugh.  [Of imitative origin.] —gigùgler n.  —gigùgling·ly 
adv.  —gigùgly adj. 

GIGO (gXùgo, gKù-) n.  Computer Science. An informal rule holding that the integ-

rity of output is dependent on the integrity of input.  [g(arbage) i(n) g(arbage) 

o(ut).]

gig·o·lo (jVgùN-loÙ, zhVgù-) n.  pl. gig·o·los. 1. A man who has a continuing sex-

ual relationship with and receives financial support from a woman.  2. A man 

who is hired as an escort or a dancing partner for a woman.  [French, perhaps 

from gigolette, dancing girl, prostitute, from giguer, to dance, from gigue, fiddle, 

from Old French. See GIGOT.]

gig·ot (jVgùNt, zhK-goù) n.  1. A leg of mutton, lamb, or veal for cooking.  2. A 

leg-of-mutton sleeve.  [French, from Old French, diminutive of gigue, fiddle, 

from Middle High German gXge, from Old High German gXga.]

gigue (zhKg) n.  See jig (n., sense 1).  [French, probably from JIG.]

Gi·jón (hK-honù)  A city of northwest Spain on the Bay of Biscay west of 

Santander. Of pre-Roman origin, it is a major port and industrial center. Popula-

tion, 262,395. 

Gi·ku·yu (gV-kuùyu) n.  Variant of Kikuyu. 
Gi·la monster (hKùlN mmnùstNr) n.  A venomous lizard (Heloderma suspectum) 

of arid regions of the southwest United States and western Mexico, having black 

and orange or yellow scales.  [After the Gila River.]
Gila River (hKùlN rVvùNr)  A river rising in the mountains of western New Mexico 

and flowing about 1,014 km (630 mi) generally westward across southern Ari-

zona to the Colorado River at Yuma in the southwest corner of the state. 

gil·bert (gVlùbNrt) n.  The centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic unit of mag-

netomotive force, equal to 4π ampere-turn.  [After William GILBERT.]

Gil·bert (gVlùbNrt), Cass. 1859-1934.  American architect whose design of the 

60-story Woolworth Building in New York City (1913) greatly influenced the 

development of the skyscraper. 

Gil·bert (gVlùbNrt), Henry Franklin Belknap. 1868-1928.  American composer 

who was the first to base his works, such as Nocturne, after Whitman (1925), 

wholly on American folk music themes. 



Gil·bert (gVlùbNrt), Sir Humphrey. 1539?-1583.  English navigator who urged 

exploration for the Northwest Passage, established in Newfoundland (1583) the 

first English colony in North America, and was lost at sea during a homeward 

voyage. 

Gil·bert (gVlùbNrt), Walter. Born 1932.  American biologist. He shared a 1980 

Nobel Prize for developing methods of mapping the structure and function of 

DNA. 

Gil·bert (gVlùbNrt), William. 1544-1603.  English court physician noted for his 

studies of electricity and magnetism. 

Gil·bert (gVlùbNrt), Sir William Schwenck. 1836-1911.  British playwright and 

lyricist known for a series of comic operas, including H.M.S. Pinafore (1878) and 

The Pirates of Penzance (1879), written with composer Sir Arthur Sullivan. 

Gilbert Islands (gVlùbNrt XùlNndz)  A group of islands of western Kiribati in the 

central Pacific Ocean. First visited by the British in 1765, the islands were made a 

protectorate in 1892 and later became part of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands 
Colony (1915-1976). Full independence as the principal islands of Kiribati was 

achieved in 1979. 

gild1 (gVld) v.  tr. gild·ed or gilt (gVlt), gild·ing, gilds. 1. To cover with or as if 

with a thin layer of gold.  2. To give an often deceptively attractive or improved 

appearance to.  3. Archaic. To smear with blood.   —idiom. gild the lily. 1. To 

adorn unnecessarily something already beautiful.  2. To make superfluous addi-

tions to what is already complete.  [Middle English gilden, from Old English 

gyldan. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] —gildùer n. 

gild2 (gVld) n.  Variant of guild. 
gild·ing (gVlùdVng) n.  1. The art or process of applying gilt to a surface.  2. Gold 

leaf or a paint containing or simulating gold; gilt.  3. Something used to give a 

superficially attractive appearance. 

Gil·e·ad (gVlùK-Nd)  A mountainous region of ancient Palestine east of the Jordan 

River in what is now northwest Jordan. 

Gil·ga·mesh (gVlùgN-mHshÙ) n.  Mythology. The semidivine king of Erech, a city 

of southern Babylonia, and hero of an epic collection of mythic tales, one of 

which tells of a flood that covered the earth. 

gill1 (gVl) n.  1. Zoology. The respiratory organ of most aquatic animals that 

breathe water to obtain oxygen, consisting of a filamentous structure of vascular 

membranes across which dissolved gases are exchanged.  2. a.  Often gills. The 

wattle of a bird.  b. gills. Informal. The area around the chin and neck.   

3. Botany. One of the thin, platelike structures on the underside of the cap of a 

mushroom or similar fungus.   —  v.  gilled, gill·ing, gills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

catch (fish) in a gill net.  2. To gut or clean (fish).   —  v.  intr. To become entan-

gled in a gill net. Used of fish.   —idiom. to the gills. Informal. As full as possi-

ble; completely.  [Middle English gile, of Scandinavian origin.] —gilled adj. 



gill2 (jVl) n.  Abbr. gi 1. A unit of volume or capacity in the U.S. Customary Sys-

tem, used in liquid measure, equal to 4 of a pint or four ounces (118 milliliters).  

2. A unit of volume or capacity, used in dry and liquid measure, equal to 4 of a 

British Imperial pint (142 milliliters).  See Table at measurement.  [Middle 

English gille, from Old French, wine measure, from Late Latin gillo, vessel for 

cooling liquids.]

gill3 (gVl) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A ravine.  2. A narrow stream.  [Middle English 

gille, from Old Norse gil.]

gill4 also jill  or Gill (jVl) n.  A girl, often one’s sweetheart.  [Middle English gille, 

from Gille, a woman’s name.]

gill arch (gVl ärch) n.  1. One of several bony or cartilaginous arches located on 

either side of the pharynx and supporting the gills in fish and amphibians.  

2. Embryology. One of several corresponding arches in the embryo of a higher 

vertebrate that develop into structures of the ear and neck.  Also called branchial 

arch 

gill cleft (gVl klHft) n.  See gill slit (n., sense 1). 

Gilles de la Tour·ette syndrome (zhKl dN lä tt-rHtù sVnùdromÙ) n.  See 

Tourette’s syndrome. 
Gil·lette (jN-lHtù), King Camp. 1855-1932.  American inventor and manufac-

turer who developed the safety razor (c. 1895) and founded the Gillette Safety 

Razor Company (1901). 

Gil·lette (jN-lHtù), William Hooker. 1855?-1937.  American actor and play-

wright noted for his dramatizations of the works of Arthur Conan Doyle. 

gill fungus (gVl fƒngùgNs) n.  A fleshy fungus having a cap with gills on the 

underside. 

gil·lie also ghil·lie (gVlùK) n.  pl. gil·lies. 1. Scots. A professional fishing and 

hunting guide.  See Regional note at mozo.  2. A low-cut sports shoe with 

fringed laces.  [Scottish Gaelic gille, boy, servant, from Old Irish gilla, from 

gildae.]

Gil·ling·ham (jVlùVng-Nm)  A municipal borough of southeast England north of 

Maidstone. The Royal School of Military Engineering is here. Population, 95,900. 

gill·net (gVlùnHtÙ) v.  tr. gill·net·ted, gill·net·ting, gill·nets. To catch (fish) by 

means of a gill net. 

gill net (gVl nHt) n.  A fishing net set vertically in the water so that fish swimming 

into it are entangled by the gills in its mesh. 

gill-net·ter (gVlùnHtÙNr) n.  1. One who uses a gill net to catch fish.  2. Nautical. 

A boat used in fishing with gill nets. 

gill slit (gVl slVt) n.  1. One of several narrow external openings connecting with 

the pharynx, characteristic of sharks and related fishes, through which water 

passes to the exterior, thereby bathing the gills.  Also called branchial cleft, gill 

cleft.  2. Embryology. One of several rudimentary invaginations in the surface of 



the embryo, present during development of all air-breathing vertebrates and cor-

responding to the functional gill slits of aquatic species.  Also called branchial 

groove 

gil·ly·flow·er (gVlùK-flouÙNr) n.  1. The carnation or a similar plant of the genus 

Dianthus.  2. Any of several plants, such as the wallflower, that have fragrant 

flowers.  [Alteration (influenced by FLOWER), of Middle English gilofre, from Old 

French gilofre, girofle, clove, from Late Latin gariofilum, from Greek 

karuophullon : karuon, nut; see kar- in Appendix + phullon, leaf; see bhel-3 in 

Appendix.]

Gil·man (gVlùmNn), Charlotte Anna Perkins. 1860-1935.  American feminist, 

writer, and editor best known for Women and Economics (1898), an influential 

manifesto calling for the economic independence of women. 

Gil·man (gVlùmNn), Daniel Coit. 1831-1908.  American educator who as the 

first president of Johns Hopkins University (1875-1901) oversaw the develop-

ment of that institution’s graduate program and medical school. 

Gil·mer (gVlùmNr), Elizabeth Meriwether. Pen name Dorothy Dix. 1870-

1951.  American journalist noted for her syndicated advice column for the love-

lorn (1896-1949). 

Gil·roy (gVlùroiÙ)  A city of western California southeast of San Jose. Located in 

the fertile Santa Clara Valley, the city is a trade center with varied industries. Pop-

ulation, 31,487. 

Gil·son·ite (gVlùsN-nXtÙ)  A trademark used for a natural black bitumen 

employed in the manufacture of acid, alkali, and waterproof coatings. 

gilt1 (gVlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of gild1.  —  adj.  1. Covered with 

gold or gilt.  2. Resembling gold, as in color or luster.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. gt. A thin 

layer of gold or something simulating gold that is applied in gilding.  

2. Superficial brilliance or gloss.  3. Slang. Money. 

gilt2 (gVlt) n.  A young sow that has not farrowed.  [Middle English, young sow, 

from Old Norse gyltr.]

gilt-edged (gVltùHjdÙ) also gilt-edge (-HjÙ) adj.  1. Having gilded edges, as the 

pages of a book.  2. Of the highest quality or value:  gilt-edged securities; gilt-edged 

credentials.  3. Very wealthy: “Barricades prevented the curious from coming any 

closer to the gathering of gilt-edged mourners” (Edward Rothstein). 

gim·bal (gVmùbNl, jVmù-) n.  A device consisting of two rings mounted on axes at 

right angles to each other so that an object, such as a ship’s compass, will remain 

suspended in a horizontal plane between them regardless of any motion of its 

support. Often used in the plural.  Also called gimbal ring  —  v.  tr. gim·baled 

or gim·balled, gim·bal·ing or gim·bal·ling, gim·bals or gim·bals. To sup-

ply with or support on gimbals.  [Alteration of obsolete gemel, double ring. See 

GIMMAL.]



gim·crack (jVmùkr4kÙ) n.  A cheap and showy object of little or no use; a gew-

gaw.   —  adj.  Cheap and tasteless; gaudy: “The shelves groan with an array of gim-

crack gifts from fans: a stuffed piranha fish... a ceramic... bull, a papier-mâché 

replica of an Apollo moonwalker” (Harry F. Waters).  [Possibly alteration of Mid-

dle English gibecrake, small ornament.] —gimùcrackÙer·y n. 

gim·el (gVmùNl) n.  The third letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew gXmel.]

gim·let (gVmùlVt) n.  1. A small hand tool having a spiraled shank, a screw tip, 

and a cross handle and used for boring holes.  2. A cocktail made with vodka or 

gin, sweetened lime juice, and sometimes effervescent water and garnished with a 

slice of lime.   —  v.  tr. gim·let·ed, gim·let·ing, gim·lets. To penetrate with or 

as if with a gimlet.   —  adj.  Having a penetrating or piercing quality:  gimlet eyes.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman guimbelet, perhaps from Middle Dutch 

wimmelkijn, diminutive of wimmel, auger.]

gim·let-eyed (gVmùlVt-XdÙ) adj.  Having keen vision. 

gim·mal (gVmùNl, jVmù-) n.  1. A ring made of two or more interlocked rings.  

2. Any of various linkages allowing one part to rotate within another rotating 

part, used especially in clockworks.  [Alteration of gemel, from Middle English, 

sing. of gemeles, twins, from Old French, from Latin gemellus, diminutive of gem-

inus, twin.]

gim·me (gVmùK) adj.  Slang. Demanding material things or especially money; 

acquisitive:  today’s gimme society; tired of gimme letters.   —  n.  Sports. A putt 

that is considered made in an informal game of golf.  [Alteration of give me.]

gimme cap (gVmùK k4p) n.  Slang. A cloth cap with a bill, adorned with the 

name of an organization or a product logo: “one-size-fits-all gimme caps” (Charles 

Leerhsen). 

gim·mick (gVmùVk) n.  1. a. A device employed to cheat, deceive, or trick, espe-

cially a mechanism for the secret and dishonest control of gambling apparatus.  

b. An innovative or unusual mechanical contrivance; a gadget.   2. a. An innova-

tive stratagem or scheme employed especially to promote a project:  an advertising 

gimmick.  b. A significant feature that is obscured, misrepresented, or not readily 

evident; a catch.   3. A small object whose name does not come readily to mind.   
—  v.  tr. gim·micked, gim·mick·ing, gim·micks. 1. To add gimmicks to; clut-

ter with gadgets or attention-getting details. Often used with up.  2. To change or 

affect by means of a gimmick.  [Origin unknown.] —gimùmick·y adj. 

gim·mick·ry (gVmùVk-rK) n.  pl. gim·mick·ries. 1. An array or abundance of 

gimmicks.  2. The use of gimmicks. 

gimp1 (gVmp) n.  A narrow flat braid or rounded cord of fabric used for trim-

ming.  Also called guimpe, guipure.  [Perhaps from French guimpe. See GUIMPE.]

gimp2 (gVmp) Slang. n.  1. A limp or a limping gait.  2. A person who limps.   —  
v.  intr. gimped, gimp·ing, gimps. To walk with a limp.  [Origin unknown.] 
—gimpùy adj. 



gimp3 (gVmp) n.  Spirit; pep.  [Origin unknown.]

gin1 (jVn) n.  A strong, colorless alcoholic beverage made by distilling or redistill-

ing rye or other grain spirits and adding juniper berries or aromatics such as 

anise, caraway seeds, or angelica root as flavoring.  [Alteration of geneva, from 

Dutch jenever, from Middle Dutch geniver, juniper, from Old French geneivre, 

from Vulgar Latin *iiniperus, from Latin i7niperus.] —ginùny adj. 

gin2 (jVn) n.  1. Any of several machines or devices, especially: a. A machine for 

hoisting or moving heavy objects.  b. A pile driver.  c. A snare or trap for game.  

d. A pump operated by a windmill.   2. A cotton gin.   —  v.  tr. ginned, 
gin·ning, gins. 1. To remove the seeds from (cotton) with a cotton gin.  2. To 

trap in a gin.  [Middle English, from Old French, short for engin, skill. See 

ENGINE.]

gin3 (jVn) n.  Games. Gin rummy. 

gin and tonic (jVn Nnd tmnùVk) n.  A drink made of gin and quinine water and 

usually garnished with a slice of lemon or lime. 

gin·ger (jVnùjNr) n.  1. A plant (Zingiber officinale) of tropical southeast Asia 

having yellowish-green flowers and a pungent, aromatic rhizome.  2. The rhi-

zome of this plant, often dried and powdered and used as a spice.  Also called gin-

gerroot 3. a. Any of several related plants having variously colored, often fragrant 

flowers.  b. Wild ginger.   4. Color. A strong brown.  5. Informal. Spirit and liveli-

ness; vigor.   —  v.  tr. gin·gered, gin·ger·ing, gin·gers. 1. To spice with gin-

ger.  2. Informal. To make lively:  A steel drum band gingered up the party.  [Middle 

English gingivere, from Old English gingifer, and from Old French gingivre both 

from Medieval Latin gingiber, from Latin zingiberi, from Greek zingiberis, of 

Middle Indic origin (; akin to Pali singiveram), from Dravidian  : akin to Tamil 

iñci, ginger (of southeast Asian origin) + Tamil vKr, root.] —ginùger·y adj. 

ginger ale (jVnùjNr 7l) n.  An effervescent, sweetened soft drink flavored with 

ginger. 

ginger beer (jVnùjNr bîr) n.  A nonalcoholic drink similar to ginger ale but fla-

vored with fermented ginger. 

gin·ger·bread (jVnùjNr-brHdÙ) n.  1. a. A dark molasses cake flavored with gin-

ger.  b. A soft molasses and ginger cookie cut in various shapes, sometimes elabo-

rately decorated.   2. a. Elaborate ornamentation.  b. Superfluous or tasteless 

embellishment, especially in architecture.   [Middle English gingebred, a stiff pud-

ding, preserved ginger, alteration (influenced by bred, bread, bread); see BREAD, of 

Old French gingembrat, from Medieval Latin *gingibr7tum, from gingiber, ginger. 

See GINGER.] —ginùger·breadÙ adj.  —ginùger·breadÙy adj. 

gingerbread palm (jVnùjNr-brHdÙ päm) n.  See doom palm. 
ginger group (jVnùjNr grup) n.  Chiefly British. A highly active or galvanizing 

group within a larger organization or body. 



gin·ger·ly (jVnùjNr-lK) adv.  With great care or delicacy; cautiously.   —  adj.  

Cautious; careful.  [Possibly alteration of obsolete French gensor, delicate, from 

Old French, comparative of gent, gentle. See GENT
1.] —ginùger·li·ness n. 

gin·ger·root (jVnùjNr-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  See ginger (n., sense 2). 

gin·ger·snap (jVnùjNr-sn4pÙ) n.  A flat, brittle cookie spiced with ginger and 

sweetened with molasses. 

ging·ham (gVngùNm) n.  A yarn-dyed cotton fabric woven in stripes, checks, 

plaids, or solid colors.  [Dutch ginggang, from Malay, from genggang, at inter-

vals.]

gin·gi·va (jVnùjN-vN, jVn-jXù-) n.  pl. gin·gi·vae (-vKÙ). See gum2.  [Latin 

gingXva.]

gin·gi·val (jVnùjN-vNl, jVn-jXù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the gums.  2. Linguistics. 

Alveolar. 

gin·gi·vec·to·my (jVnÙjN-vHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. gin·gi·vec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of gum tissue. 

gin·gi·vi·tis (jVnÙjN-vXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the gums, characterized by red-

ness and swelling. 

ging·ko (gVngùko) n.  Variant of ginkgo. 
gink (gVnk) n.  Slang. A man, especially one regarded as foolish or contemptible.  

[Origin unknown.]

gink·go also ging·ko (gVngùko) n.  pl. gink·goes also ging·koes. A decidu-

ous, dioecious tree (Ginkgo biloba) native to China and having fan-shaped leaves 

and fleshy yellowish seeds with a disagreeable odor. The male plants are often 

grown as ornamental street trees.  Also called maidenhair tree [Japanese ginkyo.]

gin mill (jVn mVl) n.  Slang. A bar or saloon. 

gin rummy (jVn rƒmùK) n.  Games. A variety of rummy for two or more persons 

in which a player may win by matching all his or her cards or may end the game 

by melding with unmatched cards that add up to ten points or fewer. 

Gins·berg (gVnzùbNrg), Allen. Born 1926.  American poet of the beat genera-

tion. His works include Howl (1956) and Kaddish (1961), poetic expressions of 

the countercultural movement of the 1950’s and 1960’s. 

Gins·burg (gVnzùbNrg), Ruth Bader. Born 1933.  American jurist who was 

appointed an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1993. 

gin·seng (jVnùsHngÙ) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Panax, especially P. 

pseudoginseng of eastern Asia or P. quinquefolius of North America, having small 

greenish flowers grouped in umbels, palmately compound leaves, and forked 

roots believed to have medicinal properties.  2. The roots of these plants.  [Chi-

nese (Mandarin) rén shKn : rén, man + shKn, ginseng (perhaps from the forked 

shape of the root).]

Gin·za (gVnùzN)  A major shopping and entertainment district of Tokyo, Japan. 



gin·zo (gVnùzo) n.  pl. gin·zoes. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for 

a person of Italian ancestry.  [Origin unknown.]

Gior·gio·ne (jôr-joùnK, -nH), Originally Giorgio Barbarelli. Also known as Gior-

gio da Castelfranco. 1478?-1510.  Italian painter and early master of the Venetian 

school. Among the works ascribed to him are The Tempest (c. 1505) and Sleeping 

Venus (c. 1510). 

Giot·to (jôùto, jmtùo), Full name Giotto di Bondone. 1267?-1337.  Florentine 

painter, architect, and sculptor. Considered the greatest painter of pre-Renais-

sance Italy, he turned from the formulaic Byzantine style to a more natural repre-

sentation of human expression and movement. 

gip (jVp) v.  & n.  Slang. Variant of gyp. 
Gip·sy (jVpùsK) n.  Variant of Gypsy. 
gi·raffe (jN-r4fù) n.  pl. gi·raffes or giraffe. An African ruminant mammal 

(Giraffa camelopardalis) having a very long neck and legs, a tan coat with orange-

brown to black blotches, and short horns. It is the tallest land animal, often reach-

ing a height of 5 meters (162 feet), and feeds principally by browsing in the tree 

canopy of wooded grasslands.  [French girafe, from Italian giraffa, from Arabic 

dialectal zir7fah, probably of African origin.] —gi·raffùish adj. 

gir·an·dole (jVrùNn-dolÙ) n.  1. A composition or structure in radiating form or 

arrangement, such as a rotating display of fireworks.  2. An ornamental branched 

candleholder, sometimes backed by a mirror.  [French, from Italian girandola, 

from girare, to turn, from Late Latin g«r7re. See GYRATE.]

Gi·rard (jN-rärdù), Stephen. 1750-1831.  French-born American financier and 

philanthropist who bought out the Bank of the United States (1812) and helped 

finance the War of 1812. 

gir·a·sol (jVrùN-sôlÙ, -solÙ, -smlÙ) n.  1.  Also gir·o·sol. See fire opal.  2.  Also 

gir·a·sole. See Jerusalem artichoke.  [Italian girasole, sunflower, opal  : girare, 

to turn (from Latin g«r7re); see GYRATE + sole, sun (from Latin sol); see s7wel- in 

Appendix.]

Gi·raud (zhK-roù), Henri Honoré. 1879-1949.  French military officer and pol-

itician who shared with Charles de Gaulle the presidency of the French Commit-

tee of National Liberation (1943). 

Gi·rau·doux (zhK-ro-duù), (Hippolyte) Jean. 1882-1944.  French writer pri-

marily known for his dramas, such as Electra (1937), that are based on Greek 

mythology or biblical stories. He also wrote several novels. 

gird1 (gûrd) v.  gird·ed or girt (gûrt), gird·ing, girds.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To encir-

cle with a belt or band.  b. To fasten or secure (clothing, for example) with a belt 

or band.  c. To surround.  See Synonyms at surround.   2. To equip or endow.  

3. To prepare (oneself) for action.   —  v.  intr. To prepare for action: “Men still 

spoke of peace but girded more sternly for war” (W. Bruce Lincoln).   —idiom. 
gird (up) (one’s) loins. To summon up one’s inner resources in preparation for 



action.  [Middle English girden, from Old English gyrdan. See gher-1 in Appen-

dix.]

gird2 (gûrd) v.  intr. tr. gird·ed, gird·ing, girds. To jeer or jeer at.   —  n.  A sar-

castic remark.  [Middle English girden, to strike.]

gird·er (gûrùdNr) n.  A horizontal beam, as of steel or wood, used as a main sup-

port for a building or bridge. 

gir·dle (gûrùdl) n.  1. a. A belt or sash worn around the waist.  b. Something 

that encircles like a belt.  c. A woman’s elasticized, flexible undergarment worn 

over the waist and hips.   2. A band made around the trunk of a tree by the 

removal of a strip of bark.  3. The edge of a cut gem held by the setting.  

4. Anatomy. The pelvic or pectoral girdle.   —  v.  tr. gir·dled, gir·dling, 
gir·dles. 1. To encircle with or as if with a belt.  See Synonyms at surround.  
2. To circle around:  a ring of hills that girdled the city.  3. To remove a band of 

bark and cambium from the circumference of (a tree), usually in order to kill it.  

[Middle English girdel, from Old English gyrdel. See gher-1 in Appendix.]

gird·ler (gûrdùlNr) n.  1. One that makes girdles.  2. Any of several insects that 

chew circular bands around twigs or stems in preparing a nesting site. 

girl (gûrl) n.  1. A female child.  2. An immature or inexperienced woman, espe-

cially a young woman.  3. A daughter:  our youngest girl.  4. Informal. A grown 

woman:  a night out with the girls.  5. A female who comes from or belongs to a 

particular place:  a city girl.  6. Offensive. A female servant, such as a maid.  7. A 

female sweetheart:  cadets escorting their girls to the ball.  [Middle English girle, 

child, girl.] —girlùhoodÙ n. 

girl Friday (gûrl frXùdK) n.  Informal. An efficient and faithful woman aide or 

employee.  [GIRL + (MAN) FRIDAY.]

girl·friend also girl friend (gûrlùfrHndÙ) n.  1. A favored female companion or 

sweetheart.  2. A female friend. 

Girl Guide (gûrl gXd) n.  A member of the Girl Guides, a British organization of 

young women and girls founded in 1910. 

girl·ie also girl·y (gûrùlK) adj.  Informal. Featuring minimally clothed or naked 

women typically in pornographic contexts:  girlie magazines. 

girl·ish (gûrùlVsh) adj.  Characteristic of or befitting a girl:  girlish charm.   
—girlùish·ly adv.  —girlùish·ness n. 

Girl Scout (gûrl skout) n.  A member of the Girl Scouts, an organization of 

young women and girls, founded in the United States in 1912 on the plan of the 

Girl Guides, for character development and citizenship training. 

girl wonder (gûrl wƒnùdNr) n.  An extremely talented and accomplished young 

woman. 

girl·y (gûrùlK) adj.  Variant of girlie. 



girn (gûrn) v.  intr. girned, girn·ing, girns. Scots. 1. To complain in a whining 

voice.  2. To contort one’s face; grimace.  [Middle English girnen, variant of grin-

nen, grennan. See GRIN.] —girn n. 

Gi·ronde1 (jN-rmndù, zhK-roNdù)  An estuary of southwest France formed by the 

Garonne and Dordogne rivers and opening into the Bay of Biscay. 

Gi·ronde2 (jN-rmndù, zhV-) n.  A moderate republican political party of Revolu-

tionary France (1791-93).  [After Gironde, a department of southwest France.] 
—Gi·rondùist n. 

gir·o·sol (jVrùN-sôlÙ, -solÙ, -smlÙ) n.  Variant of girasol (n., sense 1). 

girt1 (gûrt) v.  girt·ed, girt·ing, girts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To gird.  2. To secure with a 

girth.  3. To measure the girth of.   —  v.  intr. To measure in girth.  [Variant of 

GIRD
1.]

girt2 (gûrt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of gird1. 
girth (gûrth) n.  1. The distance around something; the circumference.  2. Size; 

bulk:  a person of large girth.  3. A strap encircling an animal’s body in order to 

secure a load or saddle on its back; a cinch.   —  v.  tr. girthed, girth·ing, 
girths. 1. To measure the circumference of.  2. To encircle.  3. To secure with a 

girth.  [Middle English gerth, girth strap, from Old Norse gjördh, girdle. See 

gher-1 in Appendix.]

Gir·tin (gûrùtn), Thomas. 1775-1802.  British landscape painter considered the 

founder of modern watercolor painting. 

gi·sarme (gV-zärmù) n.  A halberd with a long shaft and two-sided blade, carried 

by medieval foot soldiers.  [Middle English, from Old French guisarme, possibly 

from Old High German getXsarn : getan, to weed + Xsarn, iron; see eis- in Appen-

dix.]

Gis·card d’Es·taing (zhV-skärù dHs-t4ngù, -t4Nù), Valéry. Born 1926.  French 

political leader who as president of France (1974-1981) struggled against rising 

inflation and unemployment. 

Gish (gVsh), Lillian Diana. 1893-1993.  American actress best known for her 

roles in silent films, such as The Birth of a Nation (1915). Her sister Dorothy 

(1898-1968) was also a film actress. 

gis·mo (gVzùmo) n.  Variant of gizmo. 
Gis·sing (gVsùVng), George Robert. 1857-1903.  British writer best known for 

his novels about poverty and hardship, such as New Grub Street (1891). 

gist (jVst) n.  1. The central idea; the essence.  See Synonyms at substance.  
2. Law. The grounds for action in a suit.  [From Anglo-Norman (cest action) gist, 

(this action) lies, third person sing. of gesir, to lie, from Latin iacKre. See yK- in 

Appendix.]

gite (zhKt) n.  A simple, usually inexpensive rural vacation retreat especially in 

France.  [French gîte, lodging, lair, from Old French giste, from feminine past 

participle of gesir, to lie. See GIST.]



git·tern (gVtùNrn) n.  Music. A medieval guitar.  [Middle English giterne, from 

Old French guiterne, from Latin cithara. See CITHARA.]

Giu·lio Ro·ma·no (julùyo ro-mäùno), 1492?-1546.  Italian architect and 

painter. A student of Raphael, he developed a Mannerist style that is evident in his 

later frescoes. 

Giur·giu (jtrùjuÙ)  A city of southern Romania on the Danube River south of 

Bucharest. Founded in the tenth century by Genoese merchants on the site of a 

Roman settlement, it was ruled by the Turks after 1417. Population, 62,710. 

give (gVv) v.  gave (g7v), giv·en (gVvùNn), giv·ing, gives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

a present of:  We gave her flowers for her birthday.  2. To place in the hands of; 

pass:  Give me the scissors.  3. a. To deliver in exchange or recompense; pay:  will 

give five dollars for the book.  b. To let go for a price; sell.   4. a. To administer:  

give him some cough medicine.  b. To convey by a physical action:  gave me a punch 

in the nose.  c. To inflict as punishment:  gave the child a spanking; was given life 

imprisonment for the crime.  d. Law. To accord by verdict:  A decision was given for 

the plaintiff.   5. a. To bestow, especially officially; confer:  The Bill of Rights gives 

us freedom of speech.  b. To accord or tender to another:  Give him your confi-

dence.  c. To put temporarily at the disposal of:  gave them the cottage for a week.  

d. To entrust to another, usually for a specified reason:  gave me the keys for safe-

keeping.  e. To convey or offer for conveyance:  Give him my best wishes.  f. Law. 

To execute and deliver. Used especially in the phrase give bond.   6. a. To endure 

the loss of; sacrifice:  gave her son to the war; gave her life for her country.  b. To 

devote or apply completely:  gives herself to her work.  c. To furnish or contribute:  

gave their time to help others.  d. To offer in good faith; pledge:  Give me your 

word.   7. a. To allot as a portion or share.  b. To bestow as a name.  c. To 

attribute (blame, for example) to someone; assign.  d. To award as due:  gave us 

first prize.   8. To emit or utter:  gave a groan; gave a muted response.  9. To submit 

for consideration, acceptance, or use:  give an opinion; give an excuse.  10. a. To 

proffer to another:  gave the toddler my hand.  b. To consent to engage (oneself) in 

sexual intercourse with a man.   11. a. To perform for an audience:  give a recital.  

b. To present to view:  gave the sign to begin.   12. a. To offer as entertainment:  

give a dinner party.  b. To propose as a toast.   13. a. To be a source of; afford:  His 

remark gave offense. Music gives her pleasure.  b. To cause to catch or be subject to 

(a disease or bodily condition):  The draft gave me a cold.  c. To guide or direct, as 

by persuasion or behavior. Used with an infinitive phrase:  You gave me to imagine 

you approved of my report.   14. a. To yield or produce:  Cows give milk.  b. To 

bring forth or bear:  trees that give fruit.  c. To produce as a result of calculation:  5 

∞ 12 gives 60.   15. a. To manifest or show:  gives promise of brilliance; gave evi-

dence of tampering.  b. To carry out (a physical movement):  give a wink; give a 

start.   16. To permit one to have or take:  gave us an hour to finish.  17. To take an 

interest to the extent of: “My dear, I don’t give a damn” (Margaret Mitchell).   —  



v.  intr. 1. To make gifts or donations:  gives generously to charity.  2. a. To yield to 

physical force.  b. To collapse from force or pressure:  The roof gave under the 

weight of the snow.  c. To yield to change:  Both sides will have to give on some 

issues.   3. To afford access to or a view of; open:  The doors give onto a terrace.  

4. Slang. To be in progress; happen:  What gives?   —  n.  1. Capacity or inclina-

tion to yield under pressure.  2. The quality or condition of resilience; springi-

ness: “Fruits that have some give... will have more juice than hard ones” (Elizabeth 

Schneider).   —phrasal verbs. give away. 1. To make a gift of.  2. To present 

(a bride) to the bridegroom at a wedding ceremony.  3. a. To reveal or make 

known, often accidentally.  b. To betray.   give back. To return:  gave me back my 

book.  give in. 5. To hand in; submit:  She gave in her report.  6. To cease opposi-

tion; yield.  give of. To devote or contribute:  She really gave of her time to help. 

They give of themselves to improve the quality of education.  give off. To send 

forth; emit:  chemical changes that give off energy.  give out. 9. To allow to be 

known; declare publicly:  gave out the bad news.  10. To send forth; emit:  gave out 

a steady buzzing.  11. To distribute:  gave out the surplus food.  12. To stop func-

tioning; fail.  13. To become used up or exhausted; run out:  Their determination 

finally gave out.  give over. 14. To hand over; entrust.  15. a. To devote to a par-

ticular purpose or use:  gave the day over to merrymaking.  b. To surrender (one-

self) completely; abandon:  finally gave myself over to grief.   give up. 16. a. To 

surrender:  The suspects gave themselves up.  b. To devote (oneself) completely:  

gave herself up to her work.   17. a. To cease to do or perform:  gave up their search.  

b. To desist from; stop:  gave up smoking.   18. To part with; relinquish:  gave up 

the apartment; gave up all hope.  19. a. To lose hope for:  We had given the dog up 

as lost.  b. To lose hope of seeing:  We’d given you up an hour ago.   20. To admit 

defeat.  21. To abandon what one is doing or planning to do. Often used with on:  

gave up on writing the novel.   —idioms. give a good account of (oneself). 
To behave or perform creditably.  give birth to. 2. To bear as offspring.  3. To 

be the origin of:  a hobby that gave birth to a successful business.  give ground. To 

yield to a more powerful force; retreat.  give it to. Informal. To punish or repri-

mand severely:  My parents really gave it to me for coming in late.  give or take. 
Plus or minus a small specified amount:  The chalet is close to the road, give or take 

a few hundred yards.  give rise to. To be the cause or origin of; bring about.  

give (someone) the eye. To look at admiringly or invitingly.  give the lie to. 
9. To show to be inaccurate or untrue.  10. To accuse of lying.  give up the 
ghost. To cease living or functioning; die.  give way. 12. a. To retreat or with-

draw.  b. To yield the right of way:  gave way to an oncoming car.  c. To relinquish 

ascendancy or position:  as day gives way slowly to night.   13. a. To collapse from 

or as if from physical pressure:  The ladder gave way.  b. To yield to urging or 

demand; give in.   14. To abandon oneself:  give way to hysteria.  [Middle English 

given, from Old English giefan, and Old Norse gefa; see ghabh- in Appendix.]



give-and-take also give and take (gVvùNn-t7kù) n.  1. The practice of com-

promise.  2. Lively exchange of ideas or conversation: “the raucous give and take of 

American democracy” (Charles Kuralt). 

give·a·way (gVvùN-w7Ù) n.  Informal. 1. The act or an instance of giving some-

thing away, especially the appropriation of natural resources or public lands for 

private gain.  2. Something given away at no charge, especially a premium.  

3. Something that accidentally exposes or betrays.  4. A radio or television pro-

gram on which prizes are given away to contestants.  5. Legislation, such as a tax 

law, that benefits only one segment of the population. 

give·back (gVvùb4kÙ) n.  1. A cutback in employee wages or benefits conceded 

by a labor union in acknowledgment of unfavorable economic conditions or in 

exchange for other benefits.  2. Something that is rebated or returned. 

giv·en (gVvùNn) v.  Past participle of give.  —  adj.  1. a. Specified; fixed:  We 

will meet at a given time and location.  b. Granted as a supposition; acknowledged 

or assumed:  Given the condition of the engine, it is a wonder that it even starts.   

2. Having a tendency; inclined:  My neighbor is given to lavish spending.  

3. Bestowed as a gift; presented.  4. Law. Issued on a specified date. Used of legal 

documents.   —  n.  Something assumed or taken for granted. Often used in the 

plural. 

Gi·ven·chy (gN-vVnùchK, zhK-väN-shKù), Hubert de. Born 1927.  French fash-

ion designer noted for his separates and elegant evening gowns. 

given name (gVvùNn n7m) n.  A name given to a person at birth or at baptism. 

giv·er (gVvùNr) n.  1. One that gives:  a giver of gifts.  2. A donor or contributor. 

Often used in combination:  almsgivers. 

give-up (givùƒpÙ) n.  1. A commission shared among two or more stockbrokers 

on a trade from one firm to another.  2. Something relinquished or conceded; a 

giveback. 

Gi·za (gKùzN)  A city of northern Egypt, an industrial suburb of Cairo on the Nile 

River. The Great Pyramids and the Sphinx are nearby. Population, 1,608,400. 

giz·mo also gis·mo (gVzùmo) n.  pl. giz·mos. A mechanical device or part 

whose name is forgotten or unknown; a gadget.  [Origin unknown.]

giz·zard (gVzùNrd) n.  1. A modified muscular pouch immediately behind the 

stomach in the alimentary canal of birds, having a thick lining and often contain-

ing ingested grit, which aids in the mechanical breakdown of seeds before diges-

tion.  2. A similar digestive organ found in certain invertebrates, such as the 

earthworm.  [Alteration of Middle English giser, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *gicKrium, from Latin gigKria, cooked entrails of poultry, probably from 

Persian jigar, liver. See yLkwy in Appendix.]

Gjel·le·rup (gHlùN-rtpÙ), Karl. 1857-1919.  Danish writer whose novels 

include An Idealist (1878) and The Pilgrim Kamanoto (1906). He shared the 1917 

Nobel Prize for literature. 



Gk. abbr.  Greek. 

gl. abbr.  Gloss (explanatory note). 

gla·bel·la (glN-bHlùN) n.  pl. gla·bel·lae (-bHlùK). The smooth area between the 

eyebrows just above the nose.  [New Latin, from Latin glabellus, hairless, diminu-

tive of glaber.] —gla·belùlar adj. 

gla·brate (gl7ùbr7tÙ, -brVt)  or gla·bres·cent (gl7-brHsùNnt) adj.  Botany. 

Almost glabrous or becoming glabrous with age or maturity:  glabrate stems.  

[GLABR(OUS) + -ATE
1.]

gla·brous (gl7ùbrNs) adj.  Having no hairs, projections, or pubescence; smooth:  

a glabrous scalp; glabrous leaves.  [From Latin glaber, glabr-, bald.] 
—glaùbrous·ness n. 

gla·cé (gl4-s7ù) adj.  1. Having a smooth, glazed or glossy surface, such as certain 

silks or leathers.  2. Coated with a sugar glaze; candied.   —  v.  tr. gla·céed, 
gla·cé·ing, gla·cés. 1. To glaze.  2. To candy.  [French, from past participle of 

glacer, to glaze, freeze, from Old French, to freeze, from Latin glaci7re. See GLACI-

ATE.]

Glace Bay (gl7s b7)  A town of northeast Nova Scotia, Canada, on the Atlantic 

coast of Cape Breton Island. It is a mining center and fishing port. The first trans-

atlantic wireless message was transmitted from nearby Table Head in 1902. Popu-

lation, 21,466. 

gla·cial (gl7ùshNl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or derived from a glacier.  

b. Suggesting the extreme slowness of a glacier:  Work proceeded at a glacial pace.   

2. a.  Often Glacial. Characterized or dominated by the existence of glaciers. 

Used of a geologic epoch.  b. Pleistocene.   3. Extremely cold; icy:  glacial waters.  

See Synonyms at cold.  4. Having the appearance of ice.  5. a. Lacking warmth 

and friendliness:  a glacial stare.  b. Coldly detached:  a glacial composure.   

[French, from Old French, icy, from Latin glaci7lis, from glaciKs, ice. See gel- in 

Appendix.] —glaùcial·ly adv. 

glacial acetic acid (gl7ùshNl N-sKùtVk 4sùVd) n.  Acetic acid that is at least 99.8 

percent pure. 

gla·ci·ate (gl7ùshK-7tÙ, -sK-) v.  tr. gla·ci·at·ed, gla·ci·at·ing, gla·ci·ates. 
1. a. To cover with ice or a glacier.  b. To subject to or affect by glacial action.   

2. To freeze.  [Latin glaci7re, glaci7t-, to freeze, from glaciKs, ice. See gel- in 

Appendix.] —glaÙci·aùtion n. 

gla·cier (gl7ùshNr) n.  A huge mass of ice slowly flowing over a land mass, 

formed from compacted snow in an area where snow accumulation exceeds melt-

ing and sublimation.  [French, from Old French, cold place, from glace, ice, from 

Vulgar Latin *glacia, from Latin glaciKs. See gel- in Appendix.] —glaùciered adj. 

Gla·cier Bay (gl7ùshNr b7)  A narrow inlet of the Pacific Ocean in southeast 

Alaska northwest of Juneau. It is surrounded by towering mountain peaks with 

spectacular glaciers tumbling into the bay. 



glacier meal (gl7ùshNr mKl) n.  See rock flour. 
Glacier Peak (gl7ùshNr pKk)  A mountain, 3,215 m (10,541 ft) high, of north-

west-central Washington in the Cascade Mountains east-northeast of Everett. 

gla·ci·ol·o·gy (gl7ÙshK-mlùN-jK, -sK-) n.  The scientific study of glaciers and their 

effects on the landscape.  [GLACI(ER) + -LOGY.] —glaÙci·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), 
glaÙci·o·logùi·cal adj.  —glaÙci·olùo·gist n. 

gla·cis (gl4-sKù, gl4sùK, gl7ùsVs) n.  pl. glacis. 1. a. A gentle slope; an incline.  

b. A slope extending down from a fortification.   2. A neutral area separating 

conflicting forces.  [French, from Old French, from glacer, to slide, from glace, 

ice, from Latin glaciKs. See gel- in Appendix.]

Glack·ens (gl4kùNnz), William James. 1870-1938.  American painter noted 

for his realistic depictions of street life, such as Chez Mouquin (1905), and his 

later, brighter, impressionistic works. 

glad1 (gl4d) adj.  glad·der, glad·dest. 1. a. Experiencing or exhibiting joy and 

pleasure.  b. Appreciative:  was glad of the fire’s warmth.   2. Providing joy and 

pleasure:  a glad occasion.  3. Very willing; pleased:  glad to help.  4. Bright and 

cheerful:  a glad May morning.  5. Archaic. Having a naturally cheerful disposi-

tion.   —  v.  tr. intr. glad·ded, glad·ding, glads. Archaic. To gladden.  [Middle 

English, from Old English glæd. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] —gladùly adv.  

—gladùness n.  

SYNONYMS: glad, happy, cheerful, lighthearted, joyful, joyous. These adjectives

mean being in or showing good spirits. Glad often refers to the feeling that results

from the gratification of a wish or from satisfaction with immediate circumstanc-

es: is glad of her success; was glad he had seen her. “Some folks rail against other

folks, because other folks have what some folks would be glad of” (Henry Fielding).

Happy applies to a pleasurable feeling of contentment, as from a sense of fulfill-

ment: “Ask yourself whether you are happy, and you cease to be so” (John Stuart

Mill). Cheerful suggests the good spirits characteristic of a person who is pleased

with something or who has a naturally outgoing nature: She was as cheerful as

anyone confined to a hospital bed could be. Lighthearted stresses the absence of care:

“He whistles as he goes, lighthearted wretch,/Cold and yet cheerful” (William Cow-

per). Joyful and joyous suggest lively, often exultant happiness: a joyful heart; a

joyful state of affairs; joyous laughter; joyous news.

glad2 (gl4d) n.  Botany. A gladiolus. 

Glad·beck (gl4dùbHkÙ, glätù-)  A city of west-central Germany in the Ruhr Val-

ley west-northwest of Dortmund. It is an industrial center. Population, 76,812. 

glad·den (gl4dùn) v.  glad·dened, glad·den·ing, glad·dens.  —  v.  tr. To 

make glad.  See Synonyms at please.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To be glad. 



Glad·den (gl4dùn), Washington. 1836-1918.  American cleric and proponent 

of the “social gospel,” the application of fundamental Christian ideals to contem-

porary social problems. 

glade (gl7d) n.  1. An open space in a forest.  2. An everglade.  [Middle English, 

perhaps from glad, bright and shining. See GLAD
1.]

glad hand (gl4d h4nd) n.  Informal. A warm and hearty, but often insincere 

welcome or greeting. 

glad-hand (gl4dùh4ndÙ) v.  glad-·hand·ed, glad-·hand·ing, glad-·hands. 
Informal.  —  v.  tr. To extend a glad hand to:  presidential hopefuls glad-handing 

the factory workers.   —  v.  intr. To extend a glad hand:  was whistle-stopping and 

glad-handing for the last five months.   —gladù-handÙer n. 

glad·i·ate (gl4dùK-7tÙ, -Vt, gl7ùdK-) adj.  Sword-shaped, as a leaf of an iris.  [New 

Latin gladi7tus, from Latin gladius, sword. See GLADIATOR.]

glad·i·a·tor (gl4dùK-7ÙtNr) n.  1. A person, usually a professional combatant, a 

captive, or a slave, trained to entertain the public by engaging in mortal combat 

with another person or a wild animal in the ancient Roman arena.  2. A person 

engaged in a controversy or debate, especially in public; a disputant.  3. Sports. A 

professional boxer.  [Middle English, from Latin gladi7tor, from gladius, sword, of 

Celtic origin.] —gladÙi·a·toùri·al (-N-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj. 

glad·i·o·lus (gl4dÙK-oùlNs) n.  pl. glad·i·o·li (-lX, -lK)  or glad·i·o·lus·es. 1.  
Also glad·i·o·la (-lN). Botany. Any of numerous plants of the genus Gladiolus, 

native chiefly to tropical and southern Africa and having sword-shaped leaves 

and showy, variously colored, irregular flowers arranged in one-sided spikes.  

Also called sword lily 2. Anatomy. The large middle section of the sternum.  [Mid-

dle English gladiol, from Latin gladiolus, wild iris, diminutive of gladius, sword. 

See GLADIATOR.]

glad rags (gl4d r4gz) pl.n.  Slang. Stylish clothes. 

glad·some (gl4dùsNm) adj.  Causing or showing gladness or joy:  a gladsome 

occasion; a gladsome smile.   —gladùsome·ly adv.  —gladùsome·ness n. 

Glad·stone1 (gl4dùstonÙ, -stNn)  A city of western Missouri, an industrial sub-

urb surrounded by Kansas City. Population, 24,990. 

Glad·stone2 (gl4dùstonÙ, -stNn) n.  1. A light four-wheeled convertible carriage 

with two interior seats and places outside for a driver and footman.  2. A Glad-

stone bag.  [After William Ewart GLADSTONE.]

Glad·stone (gl4dùstonÙ, -stNn), William Ewart. 1809-1898.  British political 

leader who served as Liberal prime minister four times (1868-1874, 1880-1885, 

1886, and 1892-1894). He enacted educational and parliamentary reforms and 

supported Irish home rule. 

Gladstone bag (gl4dùstonÙ b4g) n.  A piece of light hand luggage consisting of 

two hinged compartments.  [After William Ewart GLADSTONE.]



Glag·o·lit·ic (gl4gùN-lVtùVk) also Glag·o·lith·ic (-lVthùVk) adj.  Belonging to or 

written in an uncial cursive alphabet attributed to Saint Cyril, formerly used in 

the writing of various Slavic languages but now limited to the Catholic liturgical 

books used by some communities along the Dalmation coast.  [From Serbo-

Croatian glagoljica, from glagol, word; akin to Old Church Slavonic glagolƒ, 

speech, word. See gal- in Appendix.]

glair also glaire (glâr) n.  1. A sizing or glaze made of egg white.  2. A viscous 

substance resembling egg white.  [Middle English glaire, from Old French, from 

Vulgar Latin *cl7ria, from Latin cl7rus, clear. See kelN-2 in Appendix.]

glaive (gl7v) n.  Archaic. A sword, especially a broadsword.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin gladius.]

Glå·ma (glôùmN) also Glom·ma (-mN, -mä)  A river of eastern Norway flowing 

about 587 km (365 mi) generally southward to the Skagerrak. 

glam·or (gl4mùNr) n.  Variant of glamour. 
glam·or·ize also glam·our·ize (gl4mùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. glam·or·ized, 
glam·or·iz·ing, glam·or·iz·es. 1. To make glamorous:  tried to glamorize the 

bathroom with expensive fixtures.  2. To treat or portray in a romantic manner; 

idealize or glorify:  a show that glamorizes police work.   —glamÙor·i·zaùtion (-

Nr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —glamùor·izÙer n. 

glam·or·ous also glam·our·ous (gl4mùNr-Ns) adj.  Full of or characterized by 

glamour.   —glamùor·ous·ly adv.  —glamùor·ous·ness n. 

glam·our also glam·or (gl4mùNr) n.  1. An air of compelling charm, romance, 

and excitement, especially when delusively alluring.  2. Archaic. A magic spell; 

enchantment.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a glamour 

job; a glamour stock.  [Scots, magic spell, alteration of GRAMMAR (from the associ-

ation of learning with magic).]

USAGE NOTE: Many words, such as honor, vapor, and labor, are usually spelled

with an -or ending in American English but with an -our ending in British English.

The preferred spelling of glamour, however, is -our, making it an exception to the

usual American practice. The adjective is more often spelled glamorous in both

American and British usage.

glam·our·ize (gl4mùN-rXzÙ) v.  Variant of glamorize. 
glam·our·ous (gl4mùNr-Ns) adj.  Variant of glamorous. 
glance1 (gl4ns) v.  glanced, glanc·ing, glanc·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To direct 

the gaze briefly:  glance at the menu; glanced in the rearview mirror.  b. To move 

rapidly from one thing to another. Used of the eyes.   2. To shine briefly; glint.  

See Synonyms at flash.  3. To strike a surface at such an angle as to be deflected:  

A pebble glanced off the windshield.  See Synonyms at brush1.  4. To make a pass-

ing reference; touch briefly:  a history course that only glanced at the Korean con-



flict.   —  v.  tr. 1. To strike (a surface) at an angle; graze:  The arrow glanced the 

target but didn’t stick.  2. To cause to strike a surface at an angle:  glanced a stone 

off the wall.   —  n.  1. A brief or cursory look:  gave the paper a glance before 

breakfast.  2. A quick flash of light; a gleam.  3. An oblique movement following 

impact; a deflection:  The car struck the barrier and went off at a glance.   
—idiom. at first glance. On initial consideration:  At first glance the plan 

seemed unworkable.  [Middle English glauncen, alteration (influenced by glenten, 

to shine); see ghel-2 in Appendix, of glacen, from Old French glacer, to slide. See 

GLACIS.]

glance2 (gl4ns) n.  Any of various minerals that have a brilliant luster:  silver 

glance.  [German Glanz, from Middle High German glanz, from Old High Ger-

man, bright. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glanc·ing (gl4nùsVng) adj.  1. Oblique in direction; slanting or deflected:  struck 

him a glancing blow.  2. Not straightforward; indirect:  made glancing allusions to 

the scandal.   —glancùing·ly adv. 

gland1 (gl4nd) n.  1. a. A cell, a group of cells, or an organ that produces a 

secretion for use elsewhere in the body or in a body cavity or for elimination from 

the body.  b. Any of various organs, such as lymph nodes, that resemble true 

glands but perform a nonsecretory function.   2. Botany. An organ or a structure 

that secretes a substance.  [French glande, from Old French glandre, alteration of 

Latin glandula, diminutive of gl7ns, gland-, acorn.]

gland2 (gl4nd) n.  A device, such as the outer sleeve of a stuffing box, designed to 

prevent a fluid from leaking past a moving machine part.  [Origin unknown.]

glan·dered (gl4nùdNrd) adj.  Affected with glanders. 

glan·ders (gl4nùdNrz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A contagious, usually 

fatal disease of horses and other equine species, caused by the bacterium 

Pseudomonas mallei and symptomized by swollen lymph nodes, nasal discharge, 

and ulcers of the respiratory tract and skin. The disease is communicable to other 

mammals, including human beings.  [Middle English glaundres, from Old French 

glandres, glandular swelling, pl. of glandre, gland. See GLAND
1.] —glanùder·ous 

adj. 

glan·des (gl4nùdKz) n.  Plural of glans. 
glan·du·lar (gl4nùjN-lNr) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, affecting, or resembling a 

gland or its secretion.  b. Functioning as a gland.   2. Having glands.  3. Resulting 

from the abnormal function of glands or a gland.  4. a. Innate; visceral:  has a 

glandular aversion to materialistic values.  b. Carnal; sensual.   [French glandu-

laire, from glandule, small gland, from Latin glandula. See GLAND
1.] 

—glanùdu·lar·ly adv. 

glandular fever (gl4nùjN-lNr fKùvNr) n.  See infectious mononucleosis. 
glans (gl4nz) n.  pl. glan·des (gl4nùdKz). 1. The glans penis.  2. The glans clito-

ridis.  [Latin gl7ns, gland-, acorn, glans (from its shape).]



glans cli·tor·i·dis (gl4nz klV-tôrùV-dVs, klX-) n.  The small mass of erectile tissue 

at the tip of the clitoris.  [New Latin gl7ns clXtoridis : Latin gl7ns, glans + Greek kle-

itoridos, genitive of kleitoris, clitoris.]

glans penis (gl4nz pKùnVs) n.  The bulbous head or tip of the penis.  [New Latin 

gl7ns pKnis : Latin gl7ns, glans + Latin pKnis, genitive of pKnis, penis.]

glare1 (glâr) v.  glared, glar·ing, glares.  —  v.  intr. 1. To stare fixedly and 

angrily.  See Synonyms at gaze.  2. To shine intensely and blindingly:  A hot sun 

glared down on the desert.  3. To be conspicuous; stand out obtrusively:  The head-

line glared from the page.   —  v.  tr. To express by staring angrily:  He glared his 

disapproval.   —  n.  1. A fierce or angry stare.  2. a. An intense, blinding light.  

See Synonyms at blaze1.  b. Garish or showy brilliance; gaudiness.   [Middle 

English glaren, to glitter; akin to Middle Low German glaren, to glisten. See ghel-
2 in Appendix.]

glare2 (glâr) n.  A sheet or surface of glassy and very slippery ice.  [Probably 

from GLARE
1.]

glar·ing (glârùVng) adj.  1. Shining intensely and blindingly:  the glaring noonday 

sun.  2. Tastelessly showy or bright; garish.  3. Conspicuous; obvious:  a glaring 

error.  See Synonyms at flagrant.  4. Staring with anger, fierceness, or hostility:  

glaring eyes.   —glarùing·ly adv.  —glarùing·ness n. 

glar·y (glârùK) adj.  glar·i·er, glar·i·est. Dazzlingly bright; glaring. 

Gla·ser (gl7ùzNr), Donald Arthur. Born 1926.  American physicist. He won a 

1960 Nobel Prize for his invention of the bubble chamber, an apparatus used to 

study subatomic particles. 

Glas·gow (gl4sùko, -go, gl4zù-)  A city of southwest Scotland on the Clyde River. 

Founded in the late sixth century, Glasgow is a major port, an industrial center, 

and the largest city in Scotland. Population, 767,456. 

Glas·gow (gl4sùko, -go, gl4zù-), Ellen Anderson Gholson. 1873?-1945.  

American writer known for her realistic, historical novels of Virginia, such as In 

This Our Life (1941), for which she won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Glash·ow (gl4shùo), Sheldon Lee. Born 1932.  American physicist. He shared 

a 1979 Nobel Prize for theorizing that electromagnetism and weak interaction are 

facets of the same phenomenon. 

glas·nost (gläsùnNst, -nôst) n.  An official policy of the Soviet government 

emphasizing candor with regard to discussion of social problems and shortcom-

ings.  [Russian glasnost’, public information, publicity, from glas, voice; akin to 

Old Church Slavonic glasƒ. See gal- in Appendix.]

Glas·pell (gl4sùpHlÙ), Susan Keating. 1882-1948.  American writer who 

cofounded an alternative theater group, the Provincetown Players (1915), and 

wrote novels, short stories, and plays, such as Alison’s House (1930). 

glass (gl4s) n.  1. Any of a large class of materials with highly variable mechani-

cal and optical properties that solidify from the molten state without crystalliza-



tion, are typically made by silicates fusing with boric oxide, aluminum oxide, or 

phosphorus pentoxide, are generally hard, brittle, and transparent or translucent, 

and are considered to be supercooled liquids rather than true solids.  

2. Something usually made of glass, especially: a. A drinking vessel.  b. A mirror.  

c. A barometer.  d. A window or windowpane.   3. a. glasses. A pair of lenses 

mounted in a light frame, used to correct faulty vision or protect the eyes.  b.  
Often glasses. A binocular or field glass.  c. A device, such as a monocle or spy-

glass, containing a lens or lenses and used as an aid to vision.   4. The quantity 

contained by a drinking vessel; a glassful.  5. Objects made of glass; glassware.   
—  v.  glassed, glass·ing, glass·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To enclose or encase with 

glass.  b. To put into a glass container.  c. To provide with glass or glass parts.   

2. To make glassy; glaze.  3. a. To see reflected, as in a mirror.  b. To reflect.   

4. To scan (a tract of land or forest, for example) with an optical instrument.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To become glassy.  2. To use an optical instrument, as in looking for 

game.  [Middle English glas, from Old English glæs. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

Glass (gl4s), Carter. 1858-1946.  American politician who as U.S. representative 

from Virginia (1902-1919), secretary of the treasury (1918-1920), and U.S. sena-

tor (1920-1946) was instrumental in the founding and administration of the Fed-

eral Reserve System. 

glass blow·ing (gl4s bloùVng) n.  The art or process of shaping an object from 

molten glass by blowing air into it through a tube.   —glass blower n. 

glassed-in (gl4stùVnÙ) adj.  Enclosed by glass or panels of glass:  a glassed-in 

porch; a glassed-in bookcase. 

glass eel (gl4s Kl) n.  An eel in its transparent, postlarval stage.  Also called elver 

glass eye (gl4s X) n.  1. An artificial eye fashioned of glass.  2. An eye whose iris 

is whitish, pale, or colorless. 

glass·fish (gl4sùfVshÙ) n.  pl. glassfish or glass·fish·es. Any of various small, 

semitransparent Old World fishes of the genera Ambassis or Chanda, used to 

stock aquariums. 

glass·ful (gl4sùftlÙ) n.  The quantity that a glass can hold. 

glass harmonica (gl4s här-mmnùV-kN) n.  Music. An instrument consisting of 

a set of graduated glass bowls on a rotating spindle that produce tones when a 

finger is pressed to their moistened rims. 

glass·house (gl4sùhousÙ) n.  1.  See glasswork (n., sense 3).  2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A greenhouse.  3. A place, position, or situation involving intense public scru-

tiny. 

glass·ine (gl4-sKnù) n.  A nearly transparent, resilient glazed paper resistant to 

the passage of air and grease. 

glass jaw (gl4s jô) n.  1. Sports. Vulnerability of a boxer to a knockout punch.  

2. Vulnerability, especially of a public figure, to destructive criticism. 

glass·mak·er (gl4sùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes glass.   —glassùmakÙing n. 



glass snake (gl4s sn7k) n.  Any of several slender, limbless, snakelike lizards of 

the genus Ophisaurus, having a tail that breaks or snaps off readily and later 

regenerates.  [From the brittleness of its tail.]

glass·ware (gl4sùwârÙ) n.  Objects, especially containers, made of glass.  Also 

called glasswork 

glass wool (gl4s wtl) n.  Fine-spun fibers of glass used especially for insula-

tion and in air filters. 

glass·work (gl4sùwûrkÙ) n.  1. a. The manufacture of glassware or glass.  

b. The cutting and fitting of glass panes; glaziery.   2.  See glassware.  
3. glassworks. (used with a sing. verb). An establishment where glass is manu-

factured. In this sense, also calledglasshouse 

glass·wort (gl4sùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Salicor-

nia, growing in salt marshes and having fleshy stems and rudimentary, scalelike 

leaves.  Also called samphire [From its former use in making glass.]

glass·y (gl4sùK) adj.  glass·i·er, glass·i·est. 1. Characteristic of or resembling 

glass.  2. Lifeless; expressionless: “the face changing to a demon’s face with a fixed 

glassy grin” (Katherine Anne Porter).   —glassùi·ly adv.  —glassùi·ness n. 

Glas·ton·bur·y (gl4sùtNn-bHrÙK)  1. A municipal borough of southwest 

England south-southwest of Bristol. There are extensive remains of an Iron Age 

village nearby. Glastonbury is the traditional site of King Arthur’s Isle of Avalon. 

Population, 6,773.  2. A city of central Connecticut southeast of Hartford. Settled 

in 1650, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 27,901. 

Glas·we·gian (gl4s-wKùjNn, gl4z-) adj.  Of or relating to Glasgow, Scotland.   
—  n.  A native or resident of Glasgow, Scotland.  [Glas(gow) + Galwegian, per-

son from Galloway (Medieval Latin Galwidia, Galloway, a region of southern 

Scotland + -IAN).]

Glau·ber’s salt (glouùbNrz sôlt) n.  A colorless hydrated sodium sulfate, 

Na2SO4·10H2O, used in paper and glass manufacturing and as a cathartic and 

diuretic.  [After Johann Rudolf Glauber (1604-1668), German chemist.]

glau·co·ma (glou-koùmN, glô-) n.  Any of a group of eye diseases characterized 

by abnormally high intraocular fluid pressure, damaged optic disk, hardening of 

the eyeball, and partial to complete loss of vision.  [Latin glaucoma, cataract, from 

Greek glaukoma, from glaukos, gray.] —glau·coùma·tous (-koùmN-tNs) adj. 

glau·co·nite (glôùkN-nXtÙ) n.  A greenish clay mineral, a hydrous silicate of 

potassium, iron, aluminum, or magnesium, (K,Na)(Al,Fe,Mg)2(Al,Si)4O10(OH)2, 

found in greensand and used as a fertilizer and water softener.  [Greek glaukon, 

neuter of glaukos, gray + -ITE
1.] —glauÙco·nitùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

glau·cous (glôùkNs) adj.  1. Of a pale grayish or bluish green.  2. Botany. Cov-

ered with a grayish, bluish, or whitish waxy coating or bloom that is easily rubbed 

off:  glaucous leaves.  [Latin glaucus, from Greek glaukos.] —glauùcous·ness n. 



glaze (gl7z) n.  1. A thin, smooth, shiny coating.  2. A thin, glassy coating of ice.  

3. a. A coating of colored, opaque, or transparent material applied to ceramics 

before firing.  b. A coating, as of syrup, applied to food.  c. A transparent coating 

applied to the surface of a painting to modify the color tones.   4. A glassy film, as 

one over the eyes.   —  v.  glazed, glaz·ing, glaz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fit, fur-

nish, or secure with glass:  glaze a window.  2. To apply a glaze to:  glaze a dough-

nut; glaze pottery.  3. To coat or cover thinly with ice.  4. To give a smooth, 

lustrous surface to.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become glazed or glassy:  His eyes 

glazed over from boredom.  2. To form a glaze.  [From Middle English glasen, from 

glas, glass, from Old English glæs. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] —glazùer n. 

gla·zier (gl7ùzhNr) n.  One that cuts and fits glass, as for doors and windows.  

[Middle English glasier, from glas, glass. See GLAZE.] —glaùzier·y (-zhN-rK) n. 

glaz·ing (gl7ùzVng) n.  1. a. Glasswork.  b. Glass set or made to be set in frames.   

2. a. A glaze.  b. The act or process of applying a glaze.  

Gla·zu·nov (gl4zùN-nôfÙ, -nôvÙ, glN-zu-nôfù), Aleksandr Konstantinovich. 
1865-1936.  Russian composer who studied under Rimski-Korsakov, with whom 

he completed Borodin’s opera Prince Igor (1890). He also wrote eight symphonies 

and many chamber works. 

gld. abbr.  Guilder. 

gleam (glKm) n.  1. A brief beam or flash of light:  saw gleams of daylight through 

the cracks.  2. A steady but subdued shining; a glow:  the gleam of burnished gold.  

3. A brief or dim indication; a trace:  a gleam of intelligence.   —  v.  gleamed, 
gleam·ing, gleams.  —  v.  intr. 1. To emit a gleam; flash or glow: “It shone 

with gold and gleamed with ivory” (Edith Hamilton).  See Synonyms at flash.  
2. To be manifested or indicated briefly or faintly.   —  v.  tr. To cause to emit a 

flash of light.  [Middle English glem, from Old English gl<m. See ghel-2 in 

Appendix.] —gleamùer n. 

glean (glKn) v.  gleaned, glean·ing, gleans.  —  v.  intr. To gather grain left 

behind by reapers.   —  v.  tr. 1. To gather (grain) left behind by reapers.  2. To 

collect bit by bit: “records from which historians glean their knowledge” (Kemp 

Malone).  See Synonyms at reap.  [Middle English glenen, from Old French gle-

ner, from Late Latin glenn7re, probably of Celtic origin.] —gleanùer n. 

glean·ings (glKùnVngz) pl.n.  Things that have been collected bit by bit:  the 

gleanings of patient scholars. 

Glea·son (glKùsNn), Herbert John. Known as “Jackie.” 1916-1987.  American 

entertainer best remembered for his portrayal of bus driver Ralph Kramden on 

the television comedy The Honeymooners (1952-1957). 

gle·ba (glKùbN) n.  pl. gle·bae (-bKÙ). The fleshy, spore-bearing inner mass of a 

puffball.  [Latin glKba, clod.]



glebe (glKb) n.  1. A plot of land belonging or yielding profit to an English par-

ish church or an ecclesiastical office.  2. Archaic. The soil or earth; land.  [Latin 

glKba, clod.]

glede (glKd) n.  Any of several birds of prey, especially a European kite (Milvus 

milvus).  [Middle English, from Old English glida. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glee (glK) n.  1. Jubilant delight; joy.  See Synonyms at mirth.  2. Music. An 

unaccompanied part song scored for three or more male voices that was popular 

in the 18th century.  [Middle English gle, entertainment, from Old English glKo. 

See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glee club (glK klƒb) n.  Music. A group of singers who perform usually short 

pieces of choral music. 

gleed (glKd) n.  Archaic. A glowing coal; an ember.  [Middle English glede, from 

Old English glKd. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glee·ful (glKùfNl) adj.  Full of jubilant delight; joyful.   —gleeùful·ly adv.  

—gleeùful·ness n. 

glee·man (glKùmNn) n.  Music. A medieval itinerant singer; a minstrel.  [Middle 

English gleman, from Old English glKoman : glKo, minstrelsy; see GLEE + man, 

man; see MAN.]

glee·some (glKùsNm) adj.  Archaic. Gleeful. 

gleet (glKt) n.  1. Inflammation of the urethra resulting from chronic gonorrhea 

and characterized by a mucopurulent discharge.  2. The discharge that is charac-

teristic of this inflammation.  [Middle English glet, slime, from Old French glette, 

from Latin glittus, sticky.] —gleetùy adj. 

gleg (glHg) adj.  Scots. Alert and quick to respond.  [Middle English, clear-

sighted, from Old Norse glöggr. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glen (glHn) n.  A valley.  [Middle English, from Scottish Gaelic gleann, from Old 

Irish glenn.]

Glen Bur·nie (glHn bûrùnK)  A community of north-central Maryland south of 

Baltimore. It is mainly residential. Population, 37,305. 

Glen Cove (glHn kov)  A city of southeast New York on northwest Long Island 

north of Mineola. Chiefly residential, it also has light industries. Population, 

24,149. 

Glen·dale (glHnùd7lÙ)  1. A city of south-central Arizona, an industrial suburb 

of Phoenix in an irrigated agricultural area. Population, 148,134.  2. A city of 

southern California, an industrial suburb of Los Angeles. It is located on part of 

the first Spanish land grant in the area (1784). Population, 180,038. 

Glendale Heights (glHnùd7lÙ hXts)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 27,973. 

Glen·do·ra (glHn-dôrùN, -dorùN)  A city of southern California at the foot of the 

San Gabriel Mountains east-northeast of Los Angeles. The city grew as a fruit-

shipping center but is now mainly residential. Population, 38,500. 



Glen·dow·er (glHnùdouÙNr, glHn-douù-), Owen. 1359?-1416?.  Welsh rebel 

who led a revolt against Henry IV (1400), controlled most of Wales, and sum-

moned his own parliament (1405) before being effectively crushed by English 

forces (1409). 

Glen El·lyn (glHn HlùVn)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 24,944. 

Glen·gar·ry (glHn-g4rùK) n.  pl. Glen·gar·ries. A woolen cap that is creased 

lengthwise and often has short ribbons at the back.  [After Glengarry, a valley of 

central Scotland.]

Glenn (glHn), John Herschel, Jr. Born 1921.  American astronaut and politi-

cian. On February 20, 1962, aboard Friendship 7, he became the first American to 

orbit the earth. He was elected U.S. senator from Ohio in 1974, 1980, and 1986. 

Glens Falls (glHnz fôlz)  A city of eastern New York on the Hudson River north-

northeast of Saratoga Springs. Settled c. 1762, it is a manufacturing center. Popu-

lation, 15,023. 

Glen·side (glHnùsXdÙ)  A community of southeast Pennsylvania, a manufactur-

ing suburb of Philadelphia. Population, 17,400. 

Glen·view (glHnùvyuÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a chiefly residential sub-

urb of Chicago. Population, 37,093. 

gley (gl7) n.  A sticky, bluish-gray subsurface layer of clay found in some water-

logged soils.  [Russian dialectal gleV, clay.]

gli·a (glKùN, glXùN) n.  See neuroglia.  —gliùal (glKùNl, glXùNl) adj. 

gli·a·din (glXùN-dVn) n.  Any of several simple proteins derived from rye or wheat 

gluten.  [Italian gliadina, from Medieval Greek glia, glue. See ZOOGLEA.]

glib (glVb) adj.  glib·ber, glib·best. 1. a. Performed with a natural, offhand 

ease:  glib conversation.  b. Showing little thought, preparation, or concern:  a glib 

response to a complex question.   2. Marked by ease and fluency of speech or writ-

ing that often suggests or stems from insincerity, superficiality, or deceitfulness.  

[Possibly of Low German origin. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] —glibùly adv.  

—glibùness n.  

SYNONYMS: glib, slick, smooth-tongued. The central meaning shared by these

adjectives is “being, marked by, or engaging in ready but often insincere or super-

ficial discourse”: a glib denial; a slick commercial; a smooth-tongued hypocrite. See

also Synonyms at talkative

Glid·den (glVdùn), Charles Jasper. 1857-1927.  American telephone-industry 

pioneer who organized the first telephone exchange, in Lowell, Massachusetts 

(1877). 

glide (glXd) v.  glid·ed, glid·ing, glides.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move in a smooth, 

effortless manner:  a submarine gliding through the water.  See Synonyms at slide.  



2. To move silently and furtively.  3. To occur or pass imperceptibly.  4. To fly 

without propulsion. Used of an aircraft.  5. Music. To blend one tone into the 

next; slur.  6. Linguistics. To articulate a glide in speech.   —  v.  tr. To cause to 

move or pass smoothly, silently, or imperceptibly.   —  n.  1. The act of gliding.  

2. Music. A slur.  3. Linguistics. a. The transitional sound produced by passing 

from the articulatory position of one speech sound to that of another.  b.  See 

semivowel.   [Middle English gliden, from Old English glXdan. See ghel-2 in 

Appendix.]

glide path (glXd p4th) n.  The path of descent of an aircraft, delineated by a 

radio beam that directs the pilot in landing the craft. 

glid·er (glXùdNr) n.  1. A light, engineless aircraft designed to glide after being 

towed aloft or launched from a catapult.  2. A swinging couch suspended from a 

vertical frame.  3. A device that aids gliding. 

glim (glVm) n.  1. A source of light, as a candle.  2. The illumination given off by 

such a source.  [Perhaps short for GLIMMER.]

glim·mer (glVmùNr) n.  1. A dim or intermittent flicker or flash of light.  2. A 

faint manifestation or indication; a trace:  a glimmer of understanding.   —  v.  

intr. glim·mered, glim·mer·ing, glim·mers. 1. To emit a dim or intermittent 

light.  See Synonyms at flash.  2. To appear faintly or indistinctly:  Hope still 

glimmered in our minds.  [Middle English glimeren. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glimpse (glVmps) n.  1. A brief, incomplete view or look.  2. Archaic. A brief 

flash of light.   —  v.  glimpsed, glimps·ing, glimps·es.  —  v.  tr. To obtain a 

brief, incomplete view of.   —  v.  intr. To look briefly; glance:  glimpsed at the 

headlines.  [Middle English glimsen. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] —glimpsùer n. 

Glin·ka (glVngùkN, glyKnùkN), Mikhail Ivanovich. 1804-1857.  Russian com-

poser considered the founder of Russian nationalistic music. His best-known 

works are the operas A Life for the Czar (1836) and Russlan and Ludmilla (1842). 

glint (glVnt) n.  1. A momentary flash of light; a sparkle.  2. A faint or fleeting 

indication; a trace.   —  v.  glint·ed, glint·ing, glints.  —  v.  intr. To gleam or 

flash briefly.  See Synonyms at flash.   —  v.  tr. To cause to gleam or flash.  [Mid-

dle English glent, of Scandinavian origin. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glint·y (glVnùtK) adj.  glint·i·er, glint·i·est. 1. Sparkling; glittery.  2. Cheap and 

flashy. 

gli·o·ma (glK-oùmN, glX-) n.  pl. gli·o·mas or gli·o·ma·ta (-mäùtN). A tumor 

originating in the neuroglia of the brain or spinal cord. 

glis·sade (glV-sädù, -s7dù) n.  1. A gliding step in ballet.  2. A controlled slide, in 

either a standing or sitting position, used in descending a steep icy or snowy 

incline.   —  v.  intr. glis·sad·ed, glis·sad·ing, glis·sades. To perform a glis-

sade.  [French, from glisser, to slide, from Old French, possibly alteration (influ-

enced by glacer, to slide); see GLACIS, of glier, to glide, of Germanic origin. See 

ghel-2 in Appendix.] —glis·sadùer n. 



glis·san·do (glV-sänùdo) n.  pl. glis·san·di (-dK)  or glis·san·dos. Music. A 

rapid slide through a series of consecutive tones in a scalelike passage.  [French 

glissade; see GLISSADE + -ando as in ACCELERANDO, or DIMINUENDO.]

glis·ten (glVsùNn) v.  intr. glis·tened, glis·ten·ing, glis·tens. To shine by 

reflection with a sparkling luster.  See Synonyms at flash.   —  n.  A sparkling, 

lustrous shine.  [Middle English glisnen, from Old English glisnian. See ghel-2 in 

Appendix.]

glis·ter (glVsùtNr) v.  intr. glis·tered, glis·ter·ing, glis·ters. To glisten.   —  n.  

Glitter; brilliance.  [Middle English glisteren, probably from Middle Dutch glin-

steren, or Middle Low German glisteren; see ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glitch (glVch) n.  1. A minor malfunction, mishap, or technical problem; a snag:  

a computer glitch; a navigational glitch; a glitch in the negotiations.  2. A false or 

spurious electronic signal caused by a brief, unwanted surge of electric power.  

3. Astronomy. A sudden change in the period of rotation of a neutron star.  [Prob-

ably from Yiddish glitsh, a slip, lapse, from glitshn, to slip, from Middle High Ger-

man glitschen, alteration of glXten, to glide, from Old High German glXtan. See 

ghel-2 in Appendix.] —glitchùy adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Although in retrospect glitch seems to be a word that people

would always have found useful, it is first recorded in English in 1962 in the writ-

ing of John Glenn: “Another term we adopted to describe some of our problems

was ‘glitch.’” Glenn then gives the technical sense of the word the astronauts had

adopted: “Literally, a glitch is a spike or change in voltage in an electrical current.”

In this very passage we see how the word moved from its narrow, technical elec-

tronic sense to a more general sense, even if the astronauts were not necessarily

the first to extend the meaning of glitch. Since then the word has passed beyond

technical use and now covers a wide variety of malfunctions and mishaps.

glit·ter (glVtùNr) n.  1. A sparkling or glistening light.  2. Brilliant or showy, often 

superficial attractiveness.  3. Small pieces of light-reflecting decorative material.   
—  v.  intr. glit·tered, glit·ter·ing, glit·ters. 1. a. To sparkle brilliantly; glis-

ten.  See Synonyms at flash.  b. To sparkle coldly or malevolently:  eyes that glit-

tered at the prospect of revenge.   2. To be brilliantly, often deceptively, attractive.  

[From Middle English gliteren, to sparkle, from Old Norse glitra. See ghel-2 in 

Appendix.] —glitùter·ing·ly adv.  —glitùter·y adj. 

glit·te·ra·ti (glVtùN-räÙtK) pl.n.  Informal. Highly fashionable celebrities; the 

smart set: “private parties on Park Avenue and Central Park West, where the literati 

mingled with glitterati” (Skylines).  [GLITTER + (LITER)ATI.]

Glit·ter·tind·en (glVtùNr-tVnÙNn)  A peak, 2,473.6 m (8,110 ft) high, of south-

central Norway. It is the highest elevation in Scandinavia. 



glitz (glVts) Informal. n.  Ostentatious showiness; flashiness: “a garish barrage of 

show-biz glitz” (Peter G. Davis).   —  v.  tr. glitz·ed, glitz·ing, glitz·es. To 

invest with an ostentatiously showy quality: “have started to glitz up their shows 

with filmed backdrops” (Bill Barol).  [Back-formation from glitzy, flashy, showy, 

probably from German glitzern, to glitter, from Middle High German glitzen, to 

shine, from Old High German glXzan. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] —glitzùi·ness n.  

—glitzùy adj. 

Gli·wi·ce (glV-vKtùsN, glK-vKùtsH)  A city of south-central Poland west-northwest 

of Katowice. Chartered in 1276, it was ceded by Austria to Prussia in 1742 and 

assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference in 1945. Population, 212,500. 

gloam (glom) n.  Archaic. Twilight; gloaming.  [Back-formation from GLOAM-

ING.]

gloam·ing (gloùmVng) n.  Twilight; dusk.  [Middle English gloming, from Old 

English glomung, from glom, dusk. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

gloat (glot) v.  intr. gloat·ed, gloat·ing, gloats. To feel or express great, often 

malicious, pleasure or self-satisfaction:  Don’t gloat over your rival’s misfortune.   
—  n.  1. The act of gloating.  2. A feeling of great, often malicious, pleasure or 

self-satisfaction.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin. See ghel-2 in Appendix.] 
—gloatùer n. 

glob (glmb) n.  1. A small drop; a globule.  2. A soft, thick lump or mass:  a glob 

of mashed potatoes; globs of red mud.  [Middle English globbe, large mass, from 

Latin globus, globular mass.]

glob·al (gloùbNl) adj.  1. Having the shape of a globe; spherical.  2. Of, relating 

to, or involving the entire earth; worldwide:  global war; global monetary policies.  

3. Comprehensive; total: “a... global, generalized sense of loss” (Maggie Scarf).  

4. Computer Science. Of or relating to an entire program, document, or file.   
—globùal·ly adv. 

glob·al·ism (gloùbN-lVzÙNm) n.  A national geopolitical policy in which the 

entire world is regarded as the appropriate sphere for a state’s influence.   
—globùal·ist n. 

glob·al·ize (gloùbN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. glob·al·ized, glob·al·iz·ing, glob·al·iz·es. To 

make global or worldwide in scope or application.   —globÙal·i·zaùtion n.  

—globùal·izÙer n. 

global village (gloùbNl vVlùVj) n.  The entire world and its inhabitants: “The glo-

bal village has come to understand that no society that seeks respect can support or 

tolerate... savagery” (Hugh Sidey). 

global warming (gloùbNl wôrùmVng) n.  A conjectural greenhouse effect on 

Earth that is attributed to deforestation and an increase in industrial air emis-

sions. 

globe (glob) n.  1. A body with the shape of a sphere, especially a representation 

of the earth in the form of a hollow ball.  2. a. The earth.  b. A planet.   3. A 



spherical or bowllike container, especially a glass cover for a light bulb.  4. A 

sphere emblematic of sovereignty; an orb.   —  v.  intr. tr. globed, glob·ing, 
globes. To assume the shape of or form into a sphere.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin globus.]

globe amaranth (glob 4mùN-r4nthÙ) n.  A widely cultivated ornamental plant 

(Gomphrena globosa) native to the Old World tropics, having colorful scalelike 

perianths and numerous flowers grouped in heads. 

globe artichoke (glob ärùtV-chokÙ) n.  See artichoke (n., sense 1). 

globe·fish (globùfVshÙ) n.  pl. globefish or globe·fish·es. Any of various 

fishes, especially the ocean sunfish or puffer, having or capable of assuming a 

globular shape. 

globe·flow·er (globùflouÙNr) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Trollius 

having palmately lobed leaves, solitary, usually yellow flowers, and many follicles. 

globe mallow (glob m4lùo) n.  Any of several herbs or shrubs of the genus 

Sphaeralcea, native to the arid regions of North and South America and having 

colorful cuplike corollas and numerous stamens fused into tubes. 

globe thistle (glob thVsùNl) n.  Any of several Eurasian plants of the genus Echi-

nops having bipinnately dissected leaves with prickly margins and dense, bluish, 

globose flower heads. 

globe·trot (globùtrmtÙ) v.  intr. globe·trot·ted, globe·trot·ting, 
globe·trots. To travel often and widely, especially for sightseeing.  [Back-forma-

tion from globetrotter.] —globeùtrotÙer n.  —globeùtrotÙting n. 

glo·bin (gloùbVn) n.  The protein that is a constituent of hemoglobin.  [Back-for-

mation from HEMOGLOBIN.]

glo·boid (gloùboidÙ) adj.  Having a globelike shape; spheroid.   —  n.  A globe-

shaped object. 

glo·bose (gloùbosÙ) also glo·bous (-bNs) adj.  Spherical; globular.   —gloù-
boseÙly adv.  —gloùboseÙness, glo·bosùi·ty (-bmsùV-tK)  n. 

glob·u·lar (glmbùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Having the shape of a globe or globule; spheri-

cal.  2. Consisting of globules.  3. Worldwide; global.   —globùu·lar·ly adv.  

—globùu·lar·ness n. 

globular cluster (glmbùyN-lNr klƒsùtNr) n.  Astronomy. A system of stars, gener-

ally smaller in size than a galaxy, that is more or less globular in conformation. 

glob·ule (glmbùyul) n.  A small spherical mass, especially a small drop of liquid.  

[French, from Latin globulus, diminutive of globus, sphere.]

glob·u·lif·er·ous (glmbÙyN-lVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Composed of or producing globules. 

glob·u·lin (glmbùyN-lVn) n.  Any of a class of proteins found extensively in blood 

plasma, milk, muscle, and plant seeds that are insoluble in pure water, soluble in 

dilute salt solution, and coagulable by heat.  [GLOBUL(E) + -IN.]

glo·chid·i·um (glo-kVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. glo·chid·i·a (-K-N). 1. Zoology. The para-

sitic larva of certain freshwater mussels of the family Unionidae, having hooks 



for attaching to the gills or other external parts of a host fish.  2.  Also glo·chid 
(gloùkVd). Botany. One of the minute barbed hairs or bristles on certain plants, 

such as the prickly pear.  [New Latin glochidium, from Greek glokhis, glokhid-, 

barb of an arrow.] —glo·chidùi·ate (-Vt, -7tÙ) adj. 

glock·en·spiel (glmkùNn-spKlÙ, -shpKlÙ) n.  Music. A percussion instrument 

with a series of metal bars tuned to the chromatic scale and played with two light 

hammers.  [German  : Glocken, pl. of Glocke, bell (from Middle High German, 

from Old High German glocka, of imitative origin) + Spiel, play; see SPIEL.]

glogg (glmg) also glögg (glœg) n.  A hot punch made of red wine, brandy, and 

sherry flavored with almonds, raisins, and orange peel.  [Swedish glögg, alteration 

of glödgat (vin), mulled (wine), from past participle of glödga, to mull, from glöd, 

ember. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glom (glmm) Slang. v.  glommed, glom·ming, gloms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To steal.  

2. To seize; grab.  3. To look or stare at.   —  v.  intr. To seize upon or latch on to 

something: “The country has glommed onto the spectacle of a wizard showman 

turning the tables on his inquisitors” (Mary McGrory).   —  n.  A glimpse; a look.  

[Probably from Scots glam, to snatch at, from Scottish Gaelic.]

glom·er·a (glmmùNr-N) n.  Plural of glomus. 
glom·er·ate (glmmùNr-Vt) adj.  Formed into a compact, rounded mass; tightly 

clustered; conglomerate.  [Latin glomer7tus, past participle of glomer7re, to wind 

into a ball, from glomus, glomer-, ball.]

glom·er·ule (glmmùN-rulÙ, glmmùyN-) n.  1. Botany. A compact, cymose cluster 

of flowers.  2. Anatomy. A glomerulus.  [New Latin glomerulus. See GLOMERULUS.] 
—glo·merùu·late (glo-mHrùyN-lVt) adj. 

glo·mer·u·lus (glo-mHrùyN-lNs) n.  pl. glo·mer·u·li (-lXÙ). Anatomy. 1. A small 

cluster or mass of blood vessels or nerve fibers.  2. A tuft of capillaries situated 

within a Bowman’s capsule at the end of a renal tubule in the vertebrate kidney 

that filters waste products from the blood and thus initiates urine formation.  

[New Latin, diminutive of Latin glomus, glomer-, ball.]

Glom·ma (glôùmN, -mä)  See Glåma. 
glo·mus (gloùmNs) n.  pl. glom·er·a (glmmùNr-N). A small body surrounded by 

many nerve fibers, consisting of an anastomosis between fine arterioles and veins.  

[Latin.]

gloom (glum) n.  1. a. Partial or total darkness; dimness:  switched on a table 

lamp to banish the gloom of a winter afternoon.  b. A partially or totally dark place, 

area, or location.   2. a. An atmosphere of melancholy or depression:  Gloom per-

vaded the office.  b. A state of melancholy or depression; despondency.    —  v.  

gloomed, gloom·ing, glooms.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become dark, shaded, 

or obscure.  2. To feel, appear, or act despondent, sad, or mournful.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To make dark, shaded, or obscure.  2. Archaic. To make despondent; sadden.  

[Probably from Middle English gloumen, to become dark, look glum.]



gloom·y (gluùmK) adj.  gloom·i·er, gloom·i·est. 1. Partially or totally dark, 

especially dismal and dreary:  a damp, gloomy day.  2. Showing or filled with 

gloom:  gloomy faces.  3. a. Causing or producing gloom; depressing:  gloomy 

news.  b. Marked by hopelessness; very pessimistic:  gloomy predictions.  See Syn-

onyms at glum.   —gloomùi·ly adv.  —gloomùi·ness n. 

glop (glmp) n.  Slang. 1. A soft, soggy mixture, as of food:  cafeterias serving non-

descript glop.  2. Something, such as a piece of writing, that is judged to be worth-

less.  [Probably imitative of the sound of food being mixed.] —glop v.  

—glopùpy adj. 

Glo·ri·a (glôrùK-N, glorù-) n.  1. a. A Latin doxology beginning with the words 

Gloria Patri.  b. A Latin doxology forming part of the Ordinary of the Mass and 

beginning with the words Gloria in excelsis Deo.  c. A musical setting for either of 

these doxologies.   2. gloria. A halo or nimbus.  [Middle English, from Late Latin 

Gloria, from Latin gloria, glory.]

glo·ri·fy (glôrùN-fXÙ, glorù-) v.  tr. glo·ri·fied, glo·ri·fy·ing, glo·ri·fies. 1. To 

give glory, honor, or high praise to; exalt.  2. To cause to be or seem more glorious 

or excellent than is actually the case:  Your descriptions have glorified an average 

house into a mansion.  3. To give glory to, especially through worship.  [Middle 

English glorifien, from Old French glorefier, from Latin glorific7re : gloria, glory + 

-fic7re, -fy.] —gloÙri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —gloùri·fiÙer n. 

glo·ri·ole (glôrùK-olÙ, glorù-) n.  See glory (n., sense 8).  [French, from Latin 

gloriola, diminutive of gloria, glory.]

glo·ri·ous (glôrùK-Ns, glorù-) adj.  1. Having or deserving glory; famous.  

2. Conferring or advancing glory:  a glorious achievement.  3. Characterized by 

great beauty and splendor; magnificent:  a glorious sunset.  4. Delightful; wonder-

ful:  had a glorious visit with old friends.   —gloùri·ous·ly adv.  

—gloùri·ous·ness n. 

glo·ry (glôrùK, glorùK) n.  pl. glo·ries. 1. Great honor, praise, or distinction 

accorded by common consent; renown.  2. Something conferring honor or 

renown.  3. A highly praiseworthy asset:  Your hair is your crowning glory.  

4. Adoration, praise, and thanksgiving offered in worship.  5. Majestic beauty 

and splendor; resplendence:  The sun set in a blaze of glory.  6. The splendor and 

bliss of heaven; perfect happiness.  7. A height of achievement, enjoyment, or 

prosperity:  Paris in its greatest glory.  8. A halo, nimbus, or aureole. In this sense, 

also calledgloriole  —  v.  intr. glo·ried, glo·ry·ing, glo·ries. To rejoice trium-

phantly; exult:  a sports team that gloried in its hard-won victory.  [Middle English 

glorie, from Old French, from Latin gloria.]

glo·ry-of-the-snow (glôrÙK-Nv-thN-snoù, glorÙ-) n.  A small bulbous plant 

(Chionodoxa luciliae) native to southwest Asia, Crete, and Cyprus, cultivated for 

its early-blooming blue flowers. 



gloss1 (glôs, glms) n.  1. A surface shininess or luster.  2. A superficially or 

deceptively attractive appearance.   —  v.  glossed, gloss·ing, gloss·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To give a bright sheen or luster to.  2. To make attractive or acceptable by 

deception or superficial treatment:  a résumé that glossed over the applicant’s lack 

of experience.  See Synonyms at palliate.   —  v.  intr. To become shiny or lus-

trous.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin; akin to Icelandic glossi, a spark. See ghel-
2 in Appendix.]

gloss2 (glôs, glms) n.  Abbr. gl. 1. a. A brief explanatory note or translation of a 

difficult or technical expression usually inserted in the margin or between lines of 

a text or manuscript.  b. A collection of such notes; a glossary.   2. An extensive 

commentary, often accompanying a text or publication.  3. A purposefully mis-

leading interpretation or explanation.   —  v.  tr. glossed, gloss·ing, gloss·es. 
1. To provide (an expression or a text) with a gloss or glosses.  2. To give a false 

interpretation to.  [Middle English glose, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

glosa, from Late Latin glossa, foreign word requiring explanation, from Greek, 

tongue, language.] —glossùer n. 

gloss. abbr.  Glossary. 

glos·sa (glôùsN, glmsùN) n.  pl. glos·sae (glôùsK, glmsùK)  or glos·sas. 1. Anatomy. 

The tongue.  2. Zoology. A tonguelike structure in the labium of an insect.  [Greek 

glossa, tongue.]

glos·sal (glôùsNl, glmsùNl) adj.  Of or relating to the tongue. 

glos·sa·ry (glôùsN-rK, glmsùN-) n.  pl. glos·sa·ries. Abbr. gloss. A list of difficult 

or specialized words with their definitions, often placed at the back of a book.  

[Middle English glosarie, from Latin gloss7rium, from glossa, foreign word. See 

GLOSS
2.] —glos·sarùi·al (glô-sârùK-Nl, glm-) adj.  —glosùsa·rist n. 

glos·si·tis (glô-sXùtVs, glm-) n.  Inflammation of the tongue.   —glos·sitùic (-

sVtùVk) adj. 

glos·sog·ra·phy (glô-smgùrN-fK, glm-) n.  The compilation of glosses or glossa-

ries.   —glos·sogùra·pher n. 

glos·so·la·li·a (glôÙsN-l7ùlK-N, glmsÙN-) n.  1. Fabricated and nonmeaningful 

speech, especially such speech associated with a trance state or certain schizo-

phrenic syndromes.  2.  See gift of tongues.  [New Latin  : Greek glossa, tongue 

+ Greek lalein, to babble.]

glos·so·pha·ryn·ge·al nerve (glôÙso-fN-rVnùjK-Nl nûrv, -jNl, -f4rÙNn-jKùNl, 

glmsÙo-) n.  Either of the ninth pair of cranial nerves that contain both sensory 

and motor fibers and supply the tongue, soft palate, pharynx, and parotid gland. 

gloss·y (glôùsK, glmsùK) adj.  gloss·i·er, gloss·i·est. 1. Having a smooth, shiny, 

lustrous surface:  glossy satin.  See Synonyms at sleek.  2. Superficially and often 

speciously attractive; showy:  glossy trendsetters.   —  n.  pl. gloss·ies. 1. A photo-

graphic print on smooth, shiny paper.  2. Chiefly British. A popular magazine 

printed on smooth-coated stock.   —glossùi·ly adv.  —glossùi·ness n. 



glot·tal (glmtùl) adj.  Linguistics. Relating to or articulated in the glottis. 

glottal stop (glmtùl stmp) n.  Linguistics. A speech sound produced by a 

momentary complete closure of the glottis, followed by an explosive release. 

glot·tis (glmtùVs) n.  pl. glot·tis·es or glot·ti·des (-tV-dKzÙ). 1. The opening 

between the vocal cords at the upper part of the larynx.  2. The vocal apparatus of 

the larynx.  [Greek glottis, from glotta, glossa, tongue.]

Glouces·ter (glmsùtNr, glôùstNr)  1. A borough of southwest-central England on 

the Severn River west-northwest of London. On the site of the Roman city Gle-

vum, it was the Saxon capital of Mercia and is today a market town and industrial 

center. Population, 91,600.  2. A city of northeast Massachusetts on Cape Ann 

and the Atlantic Ocean northeast of Boston. Its sheltered harbor has been used by 

fishing fleets for three centuries. Population, 28,716. 

glove (glƒv) n.  1. a. A fitted covering for the hand with a separate sheath for 

each finger and the thumb.  b. A gauntlet.   2. a. Baseball. An oversized padded 

leather covering for the hand, used in catching balls, especially one with more fin-

ger sheaths than the catcher’s or first baseman’s mitt.  b. Sports. A boxing glove.    
—  v.  gloved, glov·ing, gloves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To furnish with gloves.  2. To 

cover with or as if with a glove.   —  v.  intr. To don gloves, as before performing 

an operation on a patient.  [Middle English, from Old English glof.]

glove compartment (glƒv kNm-pärtùmNnt) n.  A small storage container in 

the dashboard of an automobile.  Also called glove box 

Glov·er (glƒvùNr), Sarah Ann. 1785-1867.  British music teacher who invented 

the tonic sol-fa system of music notation (c. 1812). 

Glov·ers·ville (glƒvùNrz-vVlÙ)  A city of east-central New York northwest of 

Schenectady. Its glove-making industry dates to the late 18th century. Population, 

16,656. 

glow (glo) v.  intr. glowed, glow·ing, glows. 1. To shine brightly and 

steadily, especially without a flame:  Embers glowed in the furnace.  2. a. To have a 

bright, warm, usually reddish color:  The children’s cheeks glowed from the cold.  

b. To flush; blush.   3. To be exuberant or radiant:  parents glowing with pride.   
—  n.  1. A light produced by a body heated to luminosity; incandescence.  See 

Synonyms at blaze1.  2. Brilliance or warmth of color, especially redness: “the 

evening glow of the city streets when the sun has gone behind the tallest houses” 

(Seán O’Faoláin).  3. A sensation of physical warmth.  4. A warm feeling, as of 

pleasure or well-being.  [Middle English glouen, from Old English glowan. See 

ghel-2 in Appendix.]

glow·er (glouùNr) v.  intr. glow·ered, glow·er·ing, glow·ers. To look or 

stare angrily or sullenly.  See Synonyms at frown.   —  n.  An angry or sullen 

look or stare.  [Middle English gloren, probably of Scandinavian origin. See ghel-
2 in Appendix.] —glowùer·ing·ly adv. 



glow plug (glo plƒg) n.  A small electric heating element in an internal-com-

bustion engine that facilitates starting by preheating the air in a cylinder and is 

used especially in diesel engines. 

glow·worm (gloùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various luminous female beetles or beetle 

larvae of the families Phengodidae and Lampyridae, especially the larva or wing-

less grublike female of a firefly. 

glox·in·i·a (glmk-sVnùK-N) n.  Any of several tropical South American plants of 

the genus Sinningia, especially S. speciosa, cultivated as a houseplant for its showy, 

variously colored flowers.  [New Latin, after Benjamin Peter Gloxin, 18th-century 

German botanist.]

gloze (gloz) v.  glozed, gloz·ing, gloz·es.  —  v.  tr. To minimize or under-

play; gloss:  glozed over the embarrassing part.  See Synonyms at palliate.   —  v.  

intr. Archaic. To use flattery or cajolery.  [Middle English glosen, to interpret, 

explain away, from Old French gloser, from glose, gloss. See GLOSS
2.]

gluc- pref.  Variant of gluco-. 
glu·ca·gon (gluùkN-gmnÙ) n.  A hormone produced by the pancreas that stimu-

lates an increase in blood sugar levels, thus opposing the action of insulin.  [prob-

ably GLUC(O)- + Greek agon, present participle of agein, to lead, drive; see ag- in 

Appendix.]

Gluck (gltk), Alma. 1884-1938.  Romanian-born American soprano who 

appeared in 20 roles with New York’s Metropolitan Opera (1909-1912) and 

became one of the first successful recording artists. 

Gluck (gltk), Christoph Willibald. 1714-1787.  German operatic composer 

noted for his emphasis on dramatic impact and musical simplicity. His works 

include Orfeo ed Euridice (1762) and Alceste (1767). 

gluco-  or gluc- pref.  Glucose:  glucagon.  [From GLUCOSE.]

glu·co·cor·ti·coid (gluÙko-kôrùtV-koidÙ) n.  Any of a group of steroid hor-

mones, such as cortisone, that are produced by the adrenal cortex, are involved in 

carbohydrate, protein, and fat metabolism, and have anti-inflammatory proper-

ties. 

glu·co·ne·o·gen·e·sis (gluÙkN-nKÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation of glucose, 

especially by the liver, from noncarbohydrate sources, such as amino acids and 

the glycerol portion of fats.   —gluÙco·neÙo·ge·netùic (-o-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 

glu·cose (gluùkosÙ) n.  1. A monosaccharide sugar, C6H12O6, occurring widely 

in most plant and animal tissue. It is the principal circulating sugar in the blood 

and the major energy source of the body.  2. A colorless to yellowish syrupy mix-

ture of dextrose, maltose, and dextrins containing about 20 percent water, used in 

confectionery, alcoholic fermentation, tanning, and treating tobacco. In this 

sense, also calledstarch syrup [French, from Greek gleukos, sweet wine.]

glu·co·side (gluùkN-sXdÙ) n.  A glycoside, the sugar component of which is glu-

cose.   —gluÙco·sidùic (-sVdùVk) adj.  —gluÙco·sidùi·cal·ly adv. 



glue (glu) n.  1. a. A strong liquid adhesive obtained by boiling collagenous 

animal parts such as bones, hides, and hooves into hard gelatin and then adding 

water.  b. Any of various similar adhesives, such as paste, mucilage, or epoxy.   

2. An adhesive force or factor:  Idealism was the glue that held our group together.   
—  v.  tr. glued, glu·ing, glues. 1. To stick or fasten with or as if with glue.  

2. To fasten on something attentively:  Our eyes were glued to the stage.  [Middle 

English glu, from Old French, from Late Latin gl7s, gl7t-, from Latin gl7ten.] 
—gluùey adj.  —gluùi·ness n. 

glum (glƒm) adj.  glum·mer, glum·mest. 1. Moody and melancholy; dejected.  

2. Gloomy; dismal.   —  n.  1. The quality or state of being moody, melancholy, 

and gloomy or an instance of it: “He was a charming mixture of glum and glee” 

(Lillian Hellman).  2. glums. Chiefly British. The blues. Often used with the: 

“Most other publications have got the glums” (Tina Brown).  [Probably akin to 

Middle English gloumen, to become dark. See GLOOM.] —glumùly adv.  

—glumùness n.  

SYNONYMS: glum, gloomy, morose, dour, saturnine. These adjectives mean hav-

ing a broodingly cheerless aspect or disposition. Glum implies silent dejection:

Why so glum? The votes haven’t been counted yet. Gloomy suggests somber melan-

choly: She takes a gloomy view of the future. Morose implies sourness of temper

and a tendency to be uncommunicative: He stared down at his dinner plate in a

morose and unsociable manner. Dour especially suggests grimness or humorless-

ness and sometimes an obstinate nature: “To a Western eye, [they] seem poorly

dressed, ill-groomed, dour and preoccupied” (Peter Lewis). Saturnine suggests

gloominess or melancholy of temperament and often a tendency to be bitter or

sardonic: the saturnine faces of the judges.

glu·ma·ceous (glu-m7ùshNs) adj.  Having or resembling glumes. 

glume (glum) n.  One of the two chaffy basal bracts of a grass spikelet.  [Latin 

gl7ma, husk. See gleubh- in Appendix.]

glu·on (gluùmn) n.  A hypothetical massless, neutral elementary particle 

believed to mediate the strong interaction that binds quarks together.  [GLU(E) + -

ON
1.]

glut (glƒt) v.  glut·ted, glut·ting, gluts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fill beyond capacity, 

especially with food; satiate.  See Synonyms at satiate.  2. To flood (a market) 

with an excess of goods so that supply exceeds demand.   —  v.  intr. To eat or 

indulge in something excessively.   —  n.  An oversupply.  [Middle English glotten, 

probably from Old French glotoiier, to eat greedily, from Latin gluttXre.]

glu·tam·ic acid (glu-t4mùVk 4sùVd) n.  A nonessential amino acid, C5H9NO4, 

occurring widely in plant and animal tissue and having a salt, sodium glutamate, 

that is used as a flavor-intensifying seasoning.  [GLUT(EN) + AM(IDE) + -IC.]



glu·ta·mine (gluùtN-mKnÙ) n.  A nonessential amino acid, C5H10N2O3, occur-

ring widely in plant and animal tissue and produced commercially for use in 

medicine and biochemical research.  [GLUT(EN) + AMINE.]

glu·tar·al·de·hyde (gluÙtN-r4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A water-soluble oily liquid, 

OHC(CH2)3CHO, containing two aldehyde groups, used in tanning leather and 

as a fixative for biological tissues.  [Blend of glutaric acid (from GLUTEN), and 

ALDEHYDE.]

glu·te·i (gluùtK-XÙ, glu-tKùXÙ) n.  Plural of gluteus. 
glutei max·i·mi (gluùtK-XÙ m4kùsN-mXÙ) n.  Plural of gluteus maximus. 
glu·ten (glutùn) n.  A mixture of plant proteins occurring in cereal grains, 

chiefly corn and wheat, used as an adhesive and as a flour substitute.  [French, 

from Latin gl7ten, glue.] —gluùten·ous adj. 

glu·teth·i·mide (glu-tHthùN-mXdÙ) n.  A nonbarbiturate sedative and hyp-

notic drug, C13H15NO2.  [GLUTE(N) + THI(O)- + (A)MIDE.]

glu·te·us (gluùtK-Ns, glu-tKù-) n.  pl. glu·te·i (gluùtK-XÙ, glu-tKùXÙ). Any of 

the three large muscles of each buttock, especially the gluteus maximus, that 

extend, abduct, and rotate the thigh.  [New Latin, from Greek gloutos, buttock.] 
—gluùte·al adj. 

gluteus max·i·mus (gluùtK-Ns m4kùsN-mNs) n.  pl. glutei max·i·mi 
(m4kùsN-mXÙ). The largest and outermost gluteus.  [New Latin  : gluteus, gluteus + 

maximus, largest.]

glu·ti·nous (glutùn-Ns) adj.  Of the nature of or resembling glue; sticky.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin gl7tinosus, from gl7ten, gl7tin-, glue.] —gluùti·nous·ly 
adv.  —gluùti·nous·ness, gluÙti·nosùi·ty (-msùV-tK)  n. 

glut·ton (glƒtùn) n.  1. A person who eats or consumes immoderate amounts of 

food and drink.  2. A person with an inordinate capacity to receive or withstand 

something:  a glutton for punishment.  3.  See wolverine (n., sense 1).  [Middle 

English glotoun, from Old French gloton, from Latin glutto, glutton-.]

glut·ton·ous (glƒtùn-Ns) adj.  1. Given to or marked by gluttony.  2. Indulging 

in something, such as an activity, to excess; voracious.  See Synonyms at vora-
cious.  —glutùton·ous·ly adv. 

glut·ton·y (glƒtùn-K) n.  pl. glut·ton·ies. Excess in eating or drinking. 

glyc- pref.  Variant of glyco-. 
glyc·er·al·de·hyde (glVsÙN-r4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A sweet, colorless, crystalline solid, 

C3H6O3, that is an intermediate compound in carbohydrate metabolism.  

[GLYCER(IN) + ALDEHYDE.]

gly·cer·ic acid (glV-sHrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless, syrupy acid, C3H6O4, obtained 

from oxidation of glycerol.  [From GLYCERIN.]

glyc·er·ide (glVsùN-rXdÙ) n.  A natural or synthetic ester of glycerol and fatty 

acids.  [GLYCER(IN) + -IDE.]



glyc·er·in also glyc·er·ine (glVsùNr-Vn) n.  Glycerol or a preparation of glycerol.  

[French glycérine, from Greek glukeros, sweet.]

glyc·er·ol (glVsùN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ, -rmlÙ) n.  A syrupy, sweet, colorless or yellowish liq-

uid, C3H8O3, obtained from fats and oils as a byproduct of saponification and 

used as a solvent, an antifreeze, a plasticizer, and a sweetener and in the manufac-

ture of dynamite, cosmetics, liquid soaps, inks, and lubricants.  [GLYCER(IN) + -

OL
1.]

glyc·er·yl (glVsùNr-Nl) n.  A trivalent radical, CH2CHCH2, obtained from glycerol 

by the removal of hydroxyl groups.  [GLYCER(IN) + -YL.]

gly·cin (glXùsVn) also gly·cine (-sKnÙ, -sVn) n.  A poisonous crystalline com-

pound, C8H9NO3, used as a photographic developer.  [Probably from GLYCINE.]

gly·cine (glXùsKnÙ, -sVn) n.  1. A sweet-tasting crystalline nonessential amino 

acid, C2H5NO2, that is the principal amino acid occurring in sugar cane. It is 

derived from the alkaline hydrolysis of gelatin and used in biochemical research 

and medicine.  2.  Variant of glycin. [GLYC(O)- + -INE
2.]

glyco-  or glyc- pref.  1. Sugar:  glycoprotein.  2. Glycogen:  glycogenesis.  [From 

Greek glukus, sweet.]

gly·co·gen (glXùkN-jNn) n.  A polysaccharide, (C6H10O5)n, that is the main form 

of carbohydrate storage in animals and occurs primarily in the liver and muscle 

tissue. It is readily converted to glucose as needed by the body to satisfy its energy 

needs.  Also called animal starch  —glyÙco·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

gly·co·gen·e·sis (glXÙkN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation or synthesis of glycogen.  

[GLYCO- + -GENESIS.] —glyÙco·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 

gly·co·gen·ol·y·sis (glXÙkN-jN-nmlùV-sVs) n.  pl. gly·co·gen·ol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 
The biomedical breakdown of glycogen to glucose.   —glyÙco·genÙo·lytùic (-

jHnÙN-lVtùVk) adj. 

gly·col (glXùkôlÙ, -kolÙ, -kmlÙ) n.  1. Ethylene glycol.  2. Any of various alcohols 

containing two hydroxyl groups. 

gly·col·ic acid (glX-kmlùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, C2H4O3, 

found in sugar beets, cane sugar, and unripe grapes that is used in leather dyeing 

and tanning and in pharmaceuticals, pesticides, adhesives, and plasticizers. 

gly·co·lip·id (glXÙkN-lVpùVd) n.  A lipid that contains carbohydrate groups. 

gly·col·y·sis (glX-kmlùN-sVs) n.  The ATP-generating metabolic process that 

occurs in nearly all living cells by which carbohydrates and sugars, typically glu-

cose, are converted in a series of steps to pyruvic acid.   —glyÙco·lytùic adj. 

gly·co·pro·tein (glXÙko-proùtKnÙ, -tK-Vn) n.  Any of a group of conjugated pro-

teins that contain a carbohydrate as the nonprotein component. 

gly·cos·a·mi·no·gly·can (glXÙkos-N-mKÙno-glXùk4n) n.  Any of a group of 

polysaccharides with high molecular weight that contain amino sugars and often 

form complexes with proteins.  Also called mucopolysaccharide [GLYC(O)- + 

(HEX)OS(E) + AMIN(E) + glycan, polysaccharide (GLYC(O)- + -AN
2).]



gly·co·side (glXùkN-sXdÙ) n.  Any of a group of organic compounds, occurring 

abundantly in plants, that yield a sugar and one or more nonsugar substances on 

hydrolysis.  [Glycose (variant of GLUCOSE) + -IDE.] —glyÙco·sidùic (-sVdùVk) adj. 

gly·co·su·ri·a (glXÙkN-strùK-N, -shtrù-) n.  Excess sugar in the urine, often 

associated with diabetes mellitus.  [Glycose (variant of GLUCOSE) + -URIA.] 
—glyÙco·suùric adj. 

Glyn (glVn), Elinor (Sutherland). 1864-1943.  British writer noted for her sen-

sational romance novels, including Three Weeks (1907) and It (1927). 

glyph (glVf) n.  1. Architecture. A vertical groove, especially in a Doric column or 

frieze.  2. A symbolic figure that is usually engraved or incised.  3. A symbol, 

such as a stylized human figure on a public sign, that imparts information non-

verbally.  [Greek gluphK, carving, from gluphein, to carve. See gleubh- in Appen-

dix.] —glyphùic adj. 

glyp·tic (glVpùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to engraving or carving, especially on pre-

cious stones.  [Greek gluptikos, from gluptos, carved, from gluphein, to carve. See 

gleubh- in Appendix.]

glyp·tics (glVpùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The art of engraving or carving, 

especially on precious stones; glyptography. 

glyp·to·graph (glVpùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  An engraved inscription on a precious stone.  

[Greek gluptos, carved; see GLYPTIC + -GRAPH.]

glyp·tog·ra·phy (glVp-tmgùrN-fK) n.  The art or process of carving or engraving 

on precious stones.   —glyp·togùra·pher n.  —glypÙto·graphùic (-tN-gr4fùVk), 
glypÙto·graphùi·cal adj. 

GM  or G.M. abbr.  1. General manager.  2. Games. Grand master. 

gm. abbr.  Gram. 

G-man (jKùm4nÙ) n.  An agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.  [G(OVERN-

MENT) + MAN.]

GMAT abbr.  1. Graduate Management Admissions Test.  2.  Or G.m.a.t.. 
Greenwich mean astronomical time. 

gmel·i·na (gmHlùV-nN, gm7ùlV-) n.  A deciduous tree (Gmelina arborea) native to 

southeast Asia, having large opposite leaves, brownish-yellow flowers grouped in 

cymose panicles, and yellow drupes.  [New Latin, genus name, after Johann 

Georg Gmelin (1709-1755), German botanist.]

GMP (jKÙHm-pKù) n.  A nucleotide composed of guanine, ribose, and one phos-

phate group that is formed during protein synthesis.  Also called guanylic acid 

[G(UANOSINE) M(ONO)P(HOSPHATE).]

GMT  or G.m.t. abbr.  Greenwich mean time. 

GMW abbr.  Gram molecular weight. 

Gn abbr.  Bible. Genesis. 

gnar also gnarr (när) v.  intr. gnarred, gnar·ring, gnars. To snarl; growl.  

[Imitative.]



gnarl1 (närl) v.  intr. gnarled, gnarl·ing, gnarls. To snarl; growl.  [Frequenta-

tive of GNAR.]

gnarl2 (närl) n.  A protruding knot on a tree.   —  v.  tr. gnarled, gnarl·ing, 
gnarls. To make knotted; twist.  [Back-formation from GNARLED.]

gnarled (närld) adj.  1. Having gnarls; knotty or misshapen:  gnarled branches.  

2. Morose or peevish; crabbed.  3. Rugged and roughened, as from old age or 

work:  the gnarled hands of a carpenter.  [Probably variant of knarled, from knarl, 

tangle, knot, alteration of Middle English knarre, knot in wood. See KNAR.]

gnarr (när) v.  Variant of gnar. 
gnash (n4sh) v.  tr. gnashed, gnash·ing, gnash·es. 1. To grind or strike (the 

teeth, for example) together.  2. To bite (something) by grinding the teeth.  

[Alteration of Middle English gnasten, gnaisten, possibly of Scandinavian origin; 

akin to Old Norse gnastan, a gnashing.] —gnash n. 

gnat (n4t) n.  Any of various small, biting, two-winged flies, such as a punkie or 

black fly.  [Middle English, from Old English gnæt.]

gnat·catch·er (n4tùk4chÙNr, -kHchÙ-) n.  Any of several tiny North American 

birds of the genus Polioptila, having bluish-gray and white plumage, a long tail, 

and a small, slender bill. 

gna·thal (n7ùthNl, n4thùNl) adj.  Gnathic.  [Greek gnathos, jaw; see genu-2 in 

Appendix + -AL
1.]

gnath·ic (n4thùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the jaw.  [Greek gnathos, jaw; see genu-
2 in Appendix + -IC.]

gna·thite (n7ùthXtÙ, n4thùXtÙ) n.  A jawlike appendage of an arthropod.  [Greek 

gnathos, jaw; see GNATHIC + -ITE
1.]

-gnathous suff.  Having a specified kind of jaw:  metagnathous.  [New Latin -

gnathus, from Greek -gnathos, from gnathos, jaw. See genu-2 in Appendix.]

gnaw (nô) v.  gnawed, gnaw·ing, gnaws.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To bite, chew on, 

or erode with the teeth.  b. To produce by gnawing:  gnaw a hole.  See Synonyms 

at bite.  c. To erode or diminish gradually as if by gnawing:  waves gnawing the 

rocky shore.   2. To afflict or worry persistently:  fear that constantly gnawed me.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To bite or chew persistently:  The dog gnawed at the bone.  2. To 

cause erosion or gradual diminishment.  3. To cause persistent worry or pain:  

Hunger gnawed at the prisoners.  [Middle English gnauen, from Old English gna-

gan.] —gnawùer n. 

gnd. abbr.  Ground (electricity). 

gneiss (nXs) n.  A banded or foliated metamorphic rock, usually of the same 

composition as granite.  [German Gneis, probably alteration of Middle High Ger-

man gneist, spark (from its appearance), from Old High German gneisto.] 
—gneissùic (nXùsVk), gneissùoidÙ (nXùsoidÙ) , gneissùoseÙ (nXùsosÙ)  adj. 



Gniez·no (gnyHzùno, -nô)  A city of central Poland east-northeast of Poznad. 

Polish kings were crowned here from 1025 to 1320. The city passed to Prussia in 

1793 and was restored to Poland in 1919. Population, 67,400. 

gnoc·chi (nyôùkK) pl.n.  Dumplings made of flour, semolina, or potatoes, boiled 

or baked and served with grated cheese or a sauce.  [Italian, pl. of gnocco, probably 

alteration of nocchio, knot in wood.]

gnome1 (nom) n.  One of a fabled race of dwarflike creatures who live under-

ground and guard treasure hoards.  [French, from New Latin gnomus.] 
—gnomùish adj. 

gnome2 (nom) n.  A pithy saying that expresses a general truth or fundamental 

principle; an aphorism.  [Greek gnomK, from gignoskein, to know. See gno- in 

Appendix.]

gno·mic (noùmVk) adj.  Marked by aphorisms; aphoristic:  gnomic verse; a gno-

mic style. 

gno·mon (noùmmnÙ, -mNn) n.  1. An object, such as the style of a sundial, that 

projects a shadow used as an indicator.  2. The geometric figure that remains 

after a parallelogram has been removed from a similar but larger parallelogram 

with which it shares a corner.  [Latin gnomon, from Greek, from gignoskein, to 

know. See gno- in Appendix.] —gno·monùic, gno·monùi·cal adj. 

gno·sis (noùsVs) n.  Intuitive apprehension of spiritual truths, an esoteric form of 

knowledge sought by the Gnostics.  [Greek gnosis, knowledge, from gignoskein, to 

know. See gno- in Appendix.]

Gnos·tic (nmsùtVk) adj.  1. gnostic. Of, relating to, or possessing intellectual or 

spiritual knowledge.  2. Of or relating to Gnosticism.   —  n.  A believer in Gnos-

ticism.  [Late Latin Gnosticus, a Gnostic, from Late Greek Gnostikos, from Greek 

gnostikos, concerning knowledge, from gnosis, knowledge. See GNOSIS.]

Gnos·ti·cism (nmsùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  The doctrines of certain pre-Christian pagan, 

Jewish, and early Christian sects that valued the revealed knowledge of God and 

of the origin and end of the human race as a means to attain redemption for the 

spiritual element in human beings and that distinguished the Demiurge from the 

unknowable Divine Being. 

GNP abbr.  Gross national product. 

GnRH abbr.  Gonadotropin-releasing hormone. 

gnu (nu, nyu) n.  Either of two large African antelopes (Connochaetes gnou or 

C. taurinus) having a drooping mane and beard, a long tufted tail, and curved 

horns in both sexes.  Also called wildebeest [Probably from Dutch gnoe, from 

Nguni (Xhosa) i-ngu, white-tailed gnu, from San !nu, black wildebeest.]

go1 (go) v.  went (wHnt), gone (gôn, gmn), go·ing, goes (goz).  —  v.  intr. 

1. To move or travel; proceed:  We will go by bus. Solicitors went from door to door 

seeking donations. How fast can the boat go?  2. To move away from a place; 

depart:  Go before I cry.  3. a. To pursue a certain course:  messages that go through 



diplomatic channels to the ambassador.  b. To resort to another, as for aid:  went 

directly to the voters of her district.  See Synonyms at resort.   4. a. To extend 

between two points or in a certain direction; run:  curtains that go from the ceiling 

to the floor.  b. To give entry; lead:  a stairway that goes to the basement.   5. To 

function properly:  The car won’t go.  6. a. To have currency.  b. To pass from one 

person to another; circulate:  Wild rumors were going around the office.   7. To pass 

as the result of a sale:  The gold watch went to the highest bidder.  8. Informal. Used 

as an intensifier when joined by and to a coordinate verb:  She went and com-

plained to Personnel.  9. Used in the progressive tense with an infinitive to indicate 

future intent or expectation:  I am going to learn how to dance.  10. a. To be in a 

certain condition.  b. To come to be in a certain condition:  go mad; hair that had 

gone gray.  c. To continue to be in a certain condition or continue an activity:  go 

barefoot all summer.  d. To carry out an action to a certain point or extent:  Your 

parents went to great expense to put you through college.   11. a. To be customarily 

located; belong:  The fork goes to the left of the plate. Where do the plates go?  b. To 

be capable of entering or fitting:  Will the suitcase go into the trunk of your car?   

12. a. To pass into someone’s possession:  All the jewelry went to her heirs.  b. To 

be allotted:  How much of your salary goes for rent?   13. To be a contributing fac-

tor:  It all goes to show us that the project can be completed on time.  14. a. To have 

a particular form:  as the saying goes.  b. To be such, by and large:  well behaved, as 

big dogs go.   15. a. To pass by; elapse:  The day went pleasantly enough until I 

received your call.  b. To be used up.  c. To be discarded or abolished:  All luxuries 

will have to go.   16. a. To become weak; fail:  His hearing has started to go.  b. To 

come apart; break up.   17. To cease living; die.  18. a. To get along; fare:  How 

are things going?  b. To have a successful outcome:  creativity that made the adver-

tising campaign really go.   19. To be suitable or appropriate as an accessory or 

accompaniment:  a color that goes beautifully with your complexion.  20. a. To 

have authority:  Whatever I say goes.  b. To be valid, acceptable, or adequate.   

21. Informal. To excrete waste from the bladder or bowels.  22. Informal. To 

begin an act:  Here goes!  23. Obsolete. To walk.   —  v.  tr. 1. To proceed or move 

according to:  I was free to go my own way.  2. To traverse:  Only two of the runners 

went the entire distance.  3. Informal. a. To bet:  go $20 on the black horse.  b. To 

bid:  I’ll go $500 on the vase.   4. Informal. a. To take on the responsibility or obli-

gation for:  go bail for a client.  b. To participate to (a given extent):  Will you go 

halves with me if we win the lottery?   5. To amount to; weigh:  a shark that went 

400 pounds.  6. Informal. To enjoy:  I could go a cold beer right now.  7. Usage Prob-

lem. To say. Used chiefly in verbal narration:  First I go, “Thank you,” then he goes, 

“What for?”   —  n.  pl. goes. 1. The act or an instance of going.  2. An attempt; 

an effort:  had a go at acting.  3. The time or period of an activity.  4. Informal. 

Energy; vitality:  had lots of go.  5. Informal. a. The go-ahead.  b.  Often Go. The 

starting point: “And from Go there was something deliciously illicit about the whole 



affair” (Erica Abeel).  c. Informal. A situation in which planned operations can be 

effectuated:  The space mission is a go.    —  adj.  Informal. Functioning correctly 

and ready for action:  All systems are go.   —phrasal verbs. go about. To set 

about to do; undertake:  Go about your chores in a responsible way.  go along. To 

cooperate:  They get along by going along.  go around. 3. To satisfy a demand or 

requirement:  just enough food to go around.  4. To go here and there; move from 

place to place.  5. To have currency:  rumors going around.  go at. 6. To attack, 

especially with energy.  7. To approach; undertake:  He went at the job with a lot of 

energy.  go by. 8. To elapse; pass:  as time goes by.  9. To pay a short visit:  My par-

ents were away when we went by last week.  go down. 10. a. To drop below the 

horizon; set:  The sun went down.  b. To fall to the ground:  The helicopter went 

down in a ball of fire.  c. To sink:  The torpedoed battleship went down.  d. To expe-

rience defeat or ruin.   11. To admit of easy swallowing:  a cough syrup that goes 

down readily.  12. Chiefly British. To leave a university.  13. Slang. To occur; hap-

pen: “a collection of memorable pieces about the general craziness that was going 

down in those days” (James Atlas).  14. a. To be accepted or tolerated:  How will 

your ideas go down as far as corporate marketing is concerned?  b. To come to be 

remembered in posterity:  a debate that will go down as a turning point in the cam-

paign.   go for. 15. Informal. To have a special liking for:  I really go for progressive 

jazz.  16. To attack:  an opponent who is known to go for the jugular in arguments.  

17. To pass for or serve as:  a couch that also goes for a bed.  go in. 18. To take 

part in a cooperative venture:  went in with the others to buy a present.  19. To 

make an approach, as before an attack:  Troops went in at dawn.  go off. 20. To 

undergo detonation; explode.  21. To make a noise; sound:  The siren went off at 

noon.  22. To leave:  Don’t go off mad.  23. Informal. To adhere to the expected 

course of events or the expected plan:  The project went off smoothly.  go on. 
24. To take place; happen:  didn’t know what was going on.  25. a. To continue:  

Life must go on.  b. To keep on doing (something):  Don’t go on talking.  c. To pro-

ceed:  She went on to become a senator.   26. Informal. To talk volubly:  My, you do 

go on.  go out. 27. To become extinguished.  28. a. To go outdoors; leave one’s 

residence:  He went out at seven.  b. To take part in social life outside the home:  

goes out a lot.   29. To become unfashionable:  High boots went out last year.  

30. To undergo structural collapse:  The bridge went out.  go over. 31. To gain 

acceptance or approval:  a new style that didn’t go over.  32. To examine:  go over 

the test scores.  go through. 33. To examine carefully:  went through the students’ 

papers.  34. To experience:  We went through hell while working on this project.  

35. To perform:  I went through the sonata in 30 minutes.  go under. 36. To suf-

fer defeat or destruction; fail.  37. To lose consciousness.  go up. Chiefly British. 

To go to a university.  go with. To date regularly.   —idioms. go all the way. 
To engage in sex.  go back on. To fail to honor or keep:  go back on a promise.  

go begging. To be in little or no demand: “Prestige or no prestige, directors’ jobs 



at some companies have actually gone begging” (Bill Powell).  go belly up. Infor-

mal. To undergo total financial failure: “A record number of... banks went belly up” 

(New Republic).  go bust. Informal. To undergo financial collapse: “Railroads 

were in the news mainly when they were going bust” (Christian Science Monitor).  

go by the board. To be discarded or ignored:  old dress codes that have now gone 

by the board.  go down on. Vulgar Slang. To perform oral sex on.  go down 
the line. To provide strong support.  go fly a kite. Informal. To cease being an 

annoyance. Often used in the imperative.  go for broke. Informal. To commit 

or expend all of one’s available resources toward achievement of a goal: “Why not 

go for broke and take on somebody who is quite young and see what he does?” (Roger 

L. Stevens).  go for it. Informal. To expend all one’s strength and resources 

toward achievement of an end or purpose.  go in for. 12. To have interest in:  

goes in for classical music.  13. To take part in:  goes in for water skiing.  go it 
alone. To undertake a project, trip, or responsibility without the presence or help 

of others.  go off the deep end. To behave hysterically or very recklessly.  go 
one better. To surpass or outdo by one degree:  He’s gone me one better.  go out 
for. To seek to become a participant in:  go out for varsity soccer.  go out of 
(one’s) way. To inconvenience oneself in doing something beyond what is 

required.  go out the window. Informal. To become insignificant or inopera-

tive: “As soon as a third body is introduced to the Newtonian system, all lawful 

ordering of processes goes out the window” (Fusion).  go places. Informal. To be 

on the way to success:  a young executive who is clearly going places.  go steady. 
To date someone exclusively.  go the distance. To carry a course of action 

through to completion.  go the vole. To risk all of one’s resources in the pros-

pect of achieving great gains.  go to pieces. 24. To lose one’s self-control.  

25. To suffer the loss of one’s health.  go to the mat. Informal. To fight or dis-

pute until one side or another is victorious:  The governor will go to the mat with 

the legislature over the controversial spending bill.  go to town. Informal. 27. To 

work or perform efficiently and rapidly.  28. To be highly successful.  go up in 
flames (or go up in smoke). To be utterly destroyed.  go without saying. 
To be self-evident:  It goes without saying that success is the product of hard work.  

on the go. Constantly busy or active.  to go. To be taken out, as restaurant food 

or drink:  coffee and doughnuts to go.  [Middle English gon, from Old English g7n. 

See ghK- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Go has long been used to describe the production of nonlin-

guistic noises, as in The train went “toot.” The cow goes “moo.” In recent years,

however, younger speakers have extended this use of go to the report of speech,

as in Then he goes, “You think you’re real smart, don’t you.” For speakers young

enough to get away with it, this usage serves a useful purpose in informal spoken

narrative as an explicit indicator of a direct quotation, particularly when the



speaker wishes to mimic the accent or intonation of the original spoken source.

Largely restricted to the “narrative present” used in vivid description, it is highly

inappropriate in formal speech or writing.

go2 (go) n.  Games. A Japanese game for two, played with counters on a board 

that is ruled with 19 vertical and 19 horizontal lines.  [Japanese.]

go·a (goùN) n.  A gazelle (Procapra picticaudata) native to Tibet and having back-

ward-curving horns in the male.  [Tibetan dgoba.]

Go·a (goùN)  A former Portuguese colony (1510-1961) of southwest India on the 

Malabar Coast. 

goad (god) n.  1. A long stick with a pointed end used for prodding animals.  

2. An agent or means of prodding or urging; a stimulus.   —  v.  tr. goad·ed, 
goad·ing, goads. To prod or urge with or as if with a long pointed stick.  [Mid-

dle English gode, from Old English g7d.]

Goa, Da·man, and Di·u (dN-mänù dN-mänù Nnd dKùu)  A union territory of 

southwest India on the Malabar Coast of the Arabian Sea. Formerly three non-

contiguous Portuguese colonies, the territory was formally annexed by India in 

1962. 

go-a·head (goùN-hHdÙ) Informal. n.  1. Permission to proceed:  waiting for the 

go-ahead from the control tower.  2. Energetic assertiveness.   —  adj.  Character-

ized by energy and assertiveness:  a go-ahead marketing strategy. 

goal (gol) n.  1. The purpose toward which an endeavor is directed; an objective.  

See Synonyms at intention.  2. Sports. a. The finish line of a race.  b. A speci-

fied structure or zone into or over which players endeavor to advance a ball or 

puck.  c. The score awarded for such an act.   [Middle English gol, boundary, pos-

sibly from Old English *g7l, barrier.]

goal·ie (goùlK) n.  Sports. See goalkeeper. 
goal·keep·er (golùkKÙpNr) n.  Sports. A player assigned to protect the goal in 

various sports.  Also called goalie, goaltender, netkeeper. 

goal kick (gol kVk) n.  Sports. A free kick that is awarded to a defensive soccer 

player when the ball has been driven out of bounds over the end line by an oppo-

nent. 

goal line (gol lXn) n.  Sports. 1. A line located at either end and typically running 

the width of a playing area, on which a goal post or goal is positioned.  

2. Football. A line at either end of the playing field over which the ball must be 

carried or passed to score a touchdown. 

goal post (gol post) n.  Sports. One of a pair of posts often joined with a cross-

bar and set at each end of a playing field to form a goal. 

goal·tend·er (golùtHnÙdNr) n.  Sports. See goalkeeper. 
goal·tend·ing (golùtHnÙdVng) n.  1. Sports. The act of protecting a goal, as in 

hockey and other such sports.  2. Basketball. An illegal play in which a player 



deflects a ball that is on the downward path to the basket or that is already on the 

rim of the basket, carrying the penalty of an automatic score when committed by 

the defense or nullifying the field goal when committed by the offense. 

go-a·round (goùN-roundÙ) n.  1. An argument; a go-round.  2. An evasive 

excuse; a runaround. 

goat (got) n.  1. Any of various hollow-horned, bearded ruminant mammals of 

the genus Capra, originally of mountainous regions of the Old World, especially 

any of the domesticated forms of C. hircus, raised for wool, milk, and meat.  2. A 

lecherous man.  3. A scapegoat.  [Middle English got, from Old English g7t.] 
—goatùish adj. 

Goat (got) n.  See Capricorn. 
goat antelope (got 4nùtl-opÙ) n.  Any of various wild ruminant mammals, 

such as the mountain goat or the chamois, having characteristics of both goats 

and antelopes. 

goat·ee (go-tKù) n.  A small chin beard trimmed into a point.  [Alteration of 

goaty (from GOAT, from its resemblance to a goat’s beard).]

WORD HISTORY: When assessing American contributions to the English lan-

guage and to fashion, let us not forget the goatee. Early comments on this style of

beard appear first in American writings, making this word an Americanism. Al-

though the style raises few eyebrows now, the early comments were not favorable:

“One chap’s... rigged out like a show monkey, with a little tag of hair hangin down

under his chin jest like our old billy goat, that’s a leetle too smart for this latitude,

I think.” This 1842 description, found in William Tappan Thompson’s Major

Jones’s Courtship, also reveals the etymology of the word. The first actual recorded

occurrence of the word, found in Daniel Lee and Joseph H. Frost’s Ten Years in

Oregon, published in 1844, also sounds disapproving: “A few individuals... leave

what is called, by some of their politer neighbors, a ‘goaty’ under the chin.”

goat·fish (gotùfVshÙ) n.  pl. goatfish or goat·fish·es. Any of various brightly 

colored fishes of the family Mullidae of warm seas, having two sensory barbels on 

the chin.  Also called red mullet, surmullet. 

Goat Island (got XùlNnd)  An island of western New York in the Niagara River 

dividing Niagara Falls into the American and Canadian falls. 

goats·beard also goat’s-beard (gotsùbîrdÙ) n.  1. A European weed (Tragop-

ogon pratensis) widely naturalized in eastern North America, having grasslike 

leaves and yellow, dandelionlike flower heads.  2. A tall dioecious plant (Aruncus 

dioicus) native to the eastern United States, having bipinnately compound leaves 

and a large panicle of small white flowers. 

goat·skin (gotùskVnÙ) n.  1. The skin of a goat.  2. Leather made from a goat-

skin.  3. A container, as for wine, made from a goatskin. 



goat’s rue (gotsù ru) n.  1. A North American plant (Tephrosia virginiana) 

having large yellow flowers marked with purple and grouped in a terminal 

raceme or panicle.  2. A Eurasian plant (Galega officinalis) cultivated for its 

showy, variously colored flowers or as food for livestock. 

goat·suck·er (gotùsƒkÙNr) n.  Any of various chiefly nocturnal, insectivorous 

birds of the family Caprimulgidae, which includes the nighthawk and the whip-

poorwill.  [Translation of Greek aigothKlas : aigos, goat + -thKlas, sucker (from 

thKlK, teat, from the belief that the bird sucked milk from goats).]

gob1 (gmb) n.  1. A small mass or lump.  2.  Often gobs. Informal. A large quan-

tity:  a gob of money; gobs of time.  [Middle English gobbe, probably from Old 

French gobe, mouthful, from gober, to gulp, of Celtic origin.]

gob2 (gmb) n.  Slang. The mouth.  [Perhaps from Scottish and Irish Gaelic.]

gob3 (gmb) n.  Slang. A sailor.  [Origin unknown.]

Go·bat (go-bäù), Charles Albert. 1834-1914.  Swiss politician and noted advo-

cate of world peace. He shared the 1902 Nobel Peace Prize. 

gob·bet (gmbùVt) n.  1. A piece or chunk, especially of raw meat.  2. A bit or 

morsel:  a diary containing gobbets of useful information.  3. A small amount of 

liquid; a drop.  [Middle English gobet, from Old French, diminutive of gobe, 

mouthful. See GOB
1.]

gob·ble1 (gmbùNl) v.  gob·bled, gob·bling, gob·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To devour 

in large, greedy gulps.  2. To take greedily; grab:  gobbled up the few remaining 

tickets.   —  v.  intr. To eat greedily or rapidly.  [Frequentative of Middle English 

gobben, to drink greedily, probably from gobbe, lump, mouthful. See GOB
1.]

gob·ble2 (gmbùNl) n.  The guttural, chortling sound of a male turkey.   —  v.  intr. 

gob·bled, gob·bling, gob·bles. To make this sound.  [Imitative.]

gob·ble·dy·gook also gob·ble·de·gook (gmbùNl-dK-gtkÙ) n.  Unclear, 

wordy jargon.  [Imitative of the gobbling of a turkey.]

gob·bler (gmbùlNr) n.  A male turkey. 

Go·be·lin (goùbN-lVn, gmbùN-) n.  A tapestry of a kind woven at the Gobelin 

works in Paris, France, noted for rich pictorial design. 

go-be·tween (goùbV-twKnÙ) n.  One who acts as an intermediary or messenger 

between two sides. 

Go·bi (goùbK)  A desert of southeast Mongolia and northern China. It consists 

mainly of a series of shallow alkaline basins. 

gob·let (gmbùlVt) n.  1. A drinking vessel, such as a glass, that has a stem and 

base.  2. Archaic. A drinking bowl without handles.  [Middle English gobelet, 

from Old French, diminutive of gobel, cup, probably of Celtic origin.]

goblet cell (gmbùlVt sHl) n.  Any of the specialized epithelial cells found in the 

mucous membrane of the stomach, intestines, and respiratory passages that 

secrete mucus.  [From its shape.]



gob·lin (gmbùlVn) n.  A grotesque, elfin creature of folklore, thought to work mis-

chief or evil.  [Middle English gobelin, from Norman French *gobelin, name of a 

ghost that supposedly haunted the town of Évreux in the 12th century.]

go·by (goùbK) n.  pl. goby or go·bies. Any of numerous usually small spiny-

finned fishes of the family Gobiidae, having the pelvic fins united to form a suc-

tion disk.  [Latin gobius, gudgeon, from Greek kobios.]

go-by (goùbXÙ) n.  Informal. An intentional slight; a snub. 

go-cart (goùkärtÙ) n.  1. A small wagon for children to ride in, drive, or pull.  

2. A small frame on casters designed to help support a child learning to walk.  

3. A handcart.  4. A stroller. 

go cup (go kƒp) n.  New Orleans. An alcoholic beverage provided in a plastic cup 

for a patron who wishes to take the drink out. 

god (gmd) n.  1. God. a. A being conceived as the perfect, omnipotent, omni-

scient originator and ruler of the universe, the principal object of faith and wor-

ship in monotheistic religions.  b. The force, effect, or a manifestation or aspect 

of this being.  c. Christian Science. “Infinite Mind; Spirit; Soul; Principle; Life; 

Truth; Love” (Mary Baker Eddy).   2. A being of supernatural powers or 

attributes, believed in and worshiped by a people, especially a male deity thought 

to control some part of nature or reality.  3. An image of a supernatural being; an 

idol.  4. One that is worshiped, idealized, or followed:  money was their god.  5. A 

very handsome man.  6. A powerful ruler or despot.  [Middle English, from Old 

English. See gheu(N)- in Appendix.]

God·al·might·y (gmdùôl-mXùtK) interj.  Used to express extreme surprise or dis-

may. 

Go·dard (go-därù), Jean Luc. Born 1930.  French filmmaker known for his 

innovative cinematic and narrative technique. His films, such as Breathless (1959) 

and Every Man for Himself (1980), chronicle the evolution of his political radical-

ism. 

Go·da·va·ri (go-däùvN-rK)  A river of central India flowing about 1,448 km (900 

mi) from the Western Ghats southeast across the Deccan Plateau to the Bay of 

Bengal. 

God-aw·ful (gmdùôùfNl) adj.  Slang. Extremely trying; atrocious. 

god·child (gmdùchXldÙ) n.  A person for whom another serves as sponsor at bap-

tism. 

god·damn also God·damn (gmdùd4mù) interj.  Used to express extreme dis-

pleasure, anger, or surprise.   —  n.  Damn.   —  v.  tr. intr. god·damned, 
god·damn·ing, god·damns. To damn.   —  adj.  Variant of goddamned. 

god·damned (gmdùd4mdù)  or god·damn (-d4mù) adj.  Damned.   
—godùdamnedù, godùdamù adv. 



God·dard (gmdùNrd), Robert Hutchings. 1882-1945.  American physicist who 

developed and launched the first successful liquid-fueled rocket (1926) and 

invented numerous rocketry devices. 

god·daugh·ter (gmdùdôÙtNr) n.  A female godchild. 

god·dess (gmdùVs) n.  1. A female being of supernatural powers or attributes, 

believed in and worshiped by a people.  2. An image of a female supernatural 

being; an idol.  3. Something, such as fame or wealth, that is worshiped or ideal-

ized.  4. A woman of great beauty or grace. 

go-dev·il (goùdHvÙNl) n.  1. A logging sled.  2. A railway handcar.  3. A jointed 

tool for cleaning an oil pipeline and disengaging obstructions.  4. An iron dart 

dropped into an oil well to explode a charge of dynamite. 

Go·dey (goùdK), Louis Antoine. 1804-1878.  American publisher who 

cofounded (1830) Godey’s Lady’s Book, the first American women’s magazine. 

god·fa·ther (gmdùfäÙthNr) n.  1. A man who sponsors a person at baptism.  

2. One that has a relationship to another person or to something that is the 

equivalent of being a baptismal sponsor:  the godfather of a new generation of 

nuclear physicists.  3. Slang. The leader of an organized crime family.   —  v.  tr. 

god·fa·thered, god·fa·ther·ing, god·fa·thers. To serve as or as if a godfa-

ther to. 

god·for·sak·en also God·for·sak·en (gmdùfNr-s7ÙkNn) adj.  1. Located in a 

dismal or remote area.  2. Desolate; forlorn. 

God·frey of Bouil·lon (gmdùfrK ƒf bu-yôNù), 1061?-1100.  French leader of 

the First Crusade (1096-1099) who was proclaimed “Protector of the Holy Sepul-

chre” after the capture of Jerusalem. 

god·head (gmdùhHdÙ) n.  1. Divinity; godhood.  2. Godhead. a. The Christian 

God, especially the Trinity.  b. The essential and divine nature of God, regarded 

abstractly.   [Middle English godhode, godhede, from Old English godh7d : god, 

god; see GOD + -h7d, -hood.]

god·hood (gmdùhtdÙ) n.  The quality or state of being a god; divinity. 

god·less (gmdùlVs) adj.  1. Recognizing or worshiping no god.  2. Wicked, impi-

ous, or immoral.   —godùless·ly adv.  —godùless·ness n. 

god·like (gmdùlXkÙ) adj.  Resembling or of the nature of a god or God; divine.   
—godùlikeÙness n. 

god·ling (gmdùlVng) n.  A minor god. 

god·ly (gmdùlK) adj.  god·li·er, god·li·est. 1. Having great reverence for God; 

pious.  2. Divine.   —godùli·ness n. 

god·moth·er (gmdùmƒthÙNr) n.  1. A woman who sponsors a person at bap-

tism.  2. One that has a relationship to another person or to something that is the 

equivalent of being a baptismal sponsor:  the godmother to a new generation of 

physicians.   —  v.  tr. god·moth·ered, god·moth·er·ing, god·moth·ers. To 

serve as or as if a godmother to. 



Go·dol·phin (gN-dmlùfVn), Sidney First Earl of Godolphin. 1645-1712.  English 

politician and financier who served as treasurer for Charles II, James II, William 

III, and Anne. 

god·ox·ious (gmd-mkùshNs) adj.  Informal. Extremely distasteful and repellent: 

“sixteen godoxious syrups in a thimble of soda” (Padgett Powell).  [Probably GOD(-

AWFUL) + (OBN)OXIOUS.]

Go·doy (go-doiù, gô-thoiù), Manuel de. 1767-1851.  Spanish politician whose 

alliance with Napoleon I against Great Britain led to the defeat of French and 

Spanish naval forces at Trafalgar (1805). 

Godoy Cruz (go-doiù kruzù, krusù)  A city of western Argentina, a manufac-

turing suburb of Mendoza. Population, 141,553. 

god·par·ent (gmdùpârÙNnt, -p4rÙ-) n.  A godfather or a godmother. 

God’s acre (gmdz 7ùkNr) n.  A churchyard or burial ground.  [Translation of 

German Gottesacker : Gottes, genitive of Gott, god + Acker, field.]

god·send (gmdùsHndÙ) n.  Something wanted or needed that comes or happens 

unexpectedly.  [Alteration of Middle English goddes sand, God’s message  : goddes, 

genitive of God, God; see GOD + sand, message (from Old English); see sent- in 

Appendix.]

god·son (gmdùsƒnÙ) n.  A male godchild. 

God·speed (gmdùspKdù) n.  Success or good fortune.  [Middle English God 

spede (you), may God prosper (you)  : God, god; see GOD + spede, third person 

sing. present subjunctive of speden, to prosper (from Old English spKdan, from 

spKd, success); see SPEED.]

Godt·håb (gôtùhôpÙ)  The capital of Greenland, on the southwest coast of the 

island on Godthåb Fjord. The town was founded in 1721. Population, 10,559. 

Go·du·nov (gtdùn-ôfÙ, gmdù-, gN-du-nôfù), Boris Fydorovich. 1551?-1605.  

Czar of Russia (1598-1605) who became regent for Fyodor I (1557-1598) on the 

death of Ivan IV (1584) and was chosen czar on Fyodor’s death. His reign was 

marked by the colonization of Siberia and the reclamation of land in Sweden. 

God·win (gmdùwVn), William. 1756-1836.  British writer and political theorist 

who believed in the perfectibility of human nature and maintained that people 

could live harmoniously without laws and institutions. His most important work 

is Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793). 

Godwin Aus·ten (gmdùwVn ôùstNn), Mount. See K2. 
god·wit (gmdùwVtÙ) n.  Any of various large shore birds of the genus Limosa, 

having a long, slender, slightly upturned bill.  [Origin unknown.]

Goeb·bels (gœùbNls), (Paul) Joseph. 1897-1945.  German Nazi propaganda 

minister (1933-1945) who exploited the German radio, press, cinema, and theater 

to launch propaganda against the Jews and other groups. Intensely loyal to Hitler, 

he killed his family and himself after Germany’s defeat. 



Goe·ring (gHrùVng, gûrù-, gœùrVng), Hermann Wilhelm.  See Hermann Wil-
helm Göring. 

goes (goz) v.  Third person singular present tense of go1. 
Goes (gus), Hugo van der. 1440?-1482.  Flemish painter whose emotive, spir-

itual works include The Adoration of the Shepherds (c. 1476). 

Goe·thals (goùthNlz), George Washington. 1858-1928.  American army 

officer and engineer who directed the construction of the Panama Canal (1907-

1914). 

Goe·the (gœùtN), Johann Wolfgang von. 1749-1832.  German writer and 

scientist. A master of poetry, drama, and the novel, he spent 50 years on his two-

part dramatic poem Faust (published 1808 and 1832). He also conducted scien-

tific research in various fields, notably botany, and held several governmental 

positions.   —Goeùthe·an (-tKNn) adj. 

goe·thite (goùthXtÙ, gœùtXtÙ) n.  A red, yellow, or brown mineral, essentially 

HFeO2, one of the common constituents of rust.  [After Johann Wolfgang 
von GOETHE.]

go-fast (goùf4stÙ) n.  Nautical. A sleek, high-performance motorboat, often 

used in smuggling operations. 

go·fer also go-fer (goùfNr) n.  Slang. An employee who runs errands in addition 

to performing regular duties.  [Alteration of go for, from that person’s having to 

go for or after things.]

gof·fer also gauf·fer (gmfùNr, gôùfNr) v.  tr. gof·fered, gof·fer·ing, gof·fers. 
To press ridges or narrow pleats into (a frill, for example).   —  n.  1. An iron 

used for pressing ridges or narrow pleats.  2. Ridges or pleats produced in this 

manner.  [French gaufrer, to emboss, from Old French, from gaufre, honeycomb, 

waffle; akin to Middle Low German w7fel. See webh- in Appendix.]

go-get·ter (goùgHtÙNr, -gHtù-) n.  Informal. An enterprising person. 

gog·gle (gmgùNl) v.  gog·gled, gog·gling, gog·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To stare 

with wide and bulging eyes.  2. To roll or bulge. Used of the eyes.   —  v.  tr. To 

roll or bulge (the eyes).   —  n.  1. A stare or leer.  2. goggles. A pair of tight-fit-

ting eyeglasses, often tinted or having side shields, worn to protect the eyes from 

hazards such as dust, glare, or flying debris.  [Middle English gogelen, to squint.] 
—gogùgly adj. 

gog·gle-eyed (gmgùNl-XdÙ) adj.  Having prominent or rolling eyes. 

Gogh (go, gôKH, KHôKH), Vincent van.  See Vincent van Gogh. 
go-go1 also go·go (goùgoÙ) adj.  Informal. Of or relating to discotheques or to 

the energetic music and dancing performed at discotheques.  [From À GOGO.]

go-go2 also go·go (goùgoÙ) adj.  Informal. 1. Marked by assertive action:  a go-

go sales executive.  2. a. Of, relating to, or engaging in a type of speculative, short-

term stock-market operation:  a go-go fund.  b. Characterized by the fast growth 

and development that invites speculative investment:  go-go industries such as 



microprocessing and laser technology.   [Intensive reduplication of GO
1 (influenced 

by GO-GO
1).]

Go·gol (gôùgNl, goùgôl), Nikolai Vasilievich. 1809-1852.  Russian writer con-

sidered the founder of realism in Russian literature. His works include the short 

stories “Diary of a Madman” (1835) and “The Overcoat” (1842) and the novel 

Dead Souls (1842). 

Gog·ra (gmgùrN, -rä)  See Ghaghara. 
Goi·â·ni·a (goi-4nùK-N, -äùnK-N)  A city of south-central Brazil southwest of 

Brasília. It is a shipping and processing center in an agricultural and cattle-raising 

region. Population, 702,858. 

Goi·del·ic (goi-dHlùVk) n.  A branch of the Celtic languages that includes Irish 

Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, and Manx.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the Gaels.  2. Of, 

relating to, or characteristic of Goidelic.  [From Old Irish Goídil, Gael, possibly 

from Old Welsh -guoidel, Gwyddel.]

go·ing (goùVng) n.  1. Departure:  comings and goings.  2. The condition under-

foot as it affects one’s headway in walking or riding:  Once we left the trail the 

going was rough.  3. Informal. Progress toward a goal; headway:  It was easy going 

during my senior year.   —  adj.  1. Working; running:  a machine in going order.  

2. In full operation; flourishing:  a going business.  3. Current; prevailing:  The 

going rates are high.  4. To be found; available:  the best products going.   —idiom. 
going on. Approaching:  The child is six, going on seven years of age. 

go·ing-o·ver (goÙVng-oùvNr) n.  pl. go·ings-o·ver (goÙVngz-). Informal. 1. An 

examination; an inspection.  2. a. A severe beating.  b. A severe reprimand.  

go·ings-on (goÙVngz-mnù, -ônù) pl.n.  Informal. Actions or behavior, especially 

when regarded with disapproval: “cool observers of nutty goings-on” (Variety). 

goi·ter (goiùtNr) n.  A noncancerous enlargement of the thyroid gland, visible as 

a swelling at the front of the neck, that is often associated with iodine deficiency.  

Also called struma [French goitre, from Provençal goitron, from Vulgar Latin 

*gutt7rio, gutt7rion-, throat, from Latin guttur.] —goiùtrous (-trNs) adj. 

Go·lan Heights (goùlänÙ hXts)  An upland region between northeast Israel and 

southwest Syria northeast of the Sea of Galilee. Fortified by Syria after 1948, the 

area was captured by Israel in the 1967 Arab-Israeli War and formally annexed by 

that country in 1981. 

Gol·con·da1 (gml-kmnùdN)  A ruined city of south-central India west of Hydera-

bad. Capital of an ancient kingdom (c. 1364-1512), it was later one of the five 

Muslim kingdoms of the Deccan until its capture by Aurangzeb’s forces in 1687. 

Golconda was once known for the diamonds found nearby and cut in the city. 

Gol·con·da2 (gml-kmnùdN) n.  A source of great riches, such as a mine.  [After 

Golconda1.]

gold (gold) n.  1. a.  Symbol Au A soft, yellow, corrosion-resistant element, the 

most malleable and ductile metal, occurring in veins and alluvial deposits and 



recovered by mining or by panning or sluicing. A good thermal and electrical 

conductor, gold is generally alloyed to increase its strength, and it is used as an 

international monetary standard, in jewelry, for decoration, and as a plated coat-

ing on a wide variety of electrical and mechanical components. Atomic number 

79; atomic weight 196.967; melting point 1,063.0˚C; boiling point 2,966.0˚C; spe-

cific gravity 19.32; valence 1, 3.  b. Coinage made of this element.  c. A gold stan-

dard.   2. Money; riches.  3. Color. A light olive-brown to dark yellow, or a 

moderate, strong to vivid yellow.  4. Something regarded as having great value or 

goodness:  a heart of gold.  5. a. A medal, as in the Olympics, made of gold:  won 

9 golds in 13 events.  b. A gold record.    —  adj.  Having the color of gold.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

gold·beat·ing (goldùbKÙtVng) n.  The act, process, or art of beating sheets of 

gold into gold leaf.   —goldùbeatÙer n. 

gold beetle (gold bKtùl) n.  See gold bug (n., sense 1). 

Gold·berg (goldùbNrg), Arthur Joseph. 1908-1990.  American jurist and dip-

lomat who served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1962-1965) 

and a U.S. representative to the United Nations (1965-1968). 

Gold·berg (goldùbNrg), Reuben Lucius. Known as “Rube.” 1883-1970.  Amer-

ican cartoonist noted for his intricate diagrams of complicated, impractical con-

traptions designed to effect comparatively simple results. 

Gold·berg·er (goldùbûr-gNr), Joseph. 1874-1929.  Austrian-born American 

physician who determined that pellagra is a deficiency disease treatable with a 

diet supplemented with yeast or other niacin-rich foods. 

gold·brick (goldùbrVkÙ) Slang. n.  A person, especially a soldier, who avoids 

assigned duties or work; a shirker.   —  v.  gold·bricked, gold·brick·ing, 
gold·bricks.  —  v.  intr. To shirk one’s assigned duties or responsibilities.   —  v.  

tr. To cheat; swindle.   —goldùbrickÙer n. 

gold brick (gold brVk) n.  1. A bar of gilded cheap metal that appears to be gen-

uine gold.  2. A fraudulent, worthless substitute. 

gold bug (gold bƒg) n.  1. Any of several North American beetles, especially 

Metriona bicolor, having a golden metallic luster.  Also called gold beetle 2. A sup-

porter of the gold standard.  3. A speculator in or a purchaser of gold. 

gold coast (gold kost) n.  Informal. 1. A rich neighborhood.  2. The executive 

suite or suites in a company’s headquarters.  [After Gold Coast.]

Gold Coast (gold kost)  1. A section of coastal western Africa along the Gulf of 

Guinea on the southern shore of Ghana. It was named for the large quantities of 

gold formerly found in the area and brought to the coast for sale.  2. A former 

British colony in the southern part of the Gold Coast, now part of Ghana. 

gold digger (gold dVgùNr) n.  Informal. A woman who seeks money and expen-

sive gifts from men. 

gold dust (gold dƒst) n.  Gold in powdered form. 



gold·en (golùdNn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, made of, or containing gold.  

2. a. Color. Having the color of gold or a yellow color suggestive of gold.  

b. Lustrous; radiant:  the golden sun.  c. Suggestive of gold, as in richness or splen-

dor:  a golden voice.   3. Of the greatest value or importance; precious.  4. Marked 

by peace, prosperity, and often creativeness:  a golden era.  5. Very favorable or 

advantageous; excellent:  a golden opportunity.  6. Having a promising future; 

seemingly assured of success:  a golden generation.  7. Of or relating to a 50th 

anniversary.   —goldùen·ly adv.  —goldùen·ness n. 

golden age (golùdNn 7j) n.  1. A period of great peace, prosperity, and happi-

ness.  2. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The first age of the world, an 

untroubled and prosperous era during which people lived in ideal happiness. 

golden ager (golùdNn 7ùjNr) n.  A senior citizen. 

golden Al·ex·an·ders (golùdNn 4lÙVg-z4nùdNrz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). An herb (Zizia aurea) of eastern North America, having compound umbels 

of small yellow flowers and ternately compound leaves.  [Middle English alisaun-

dre, probably from Medieval Latin (petroselXnum) AlexandrXnum, horse-parsley, 

after ALEXANDER III1.]

golden aster (golùdNn 4sùtNr) n.  Any of various North American plants of the 

genus Chrysopsis having yellow, rayed flower heads. 

golden bantam (golùdNn b4nùtNm) n.  A variety of corn having large, bright-

yellow kernels on a relatively small ear. 

golden calf (golùdNn k4f) n.  1. A golden image of a sacrificial calf fashioned 

by Aaron and worshiped by the Israelites.  2. a. Money as an object of worship; 

mammon.  b. The subject of intense veneration: “Arms control... has evolved 

[into] the golden calf of liberalism” (Patrick J. Buchanan).  

golden chinquapin (golùdNn chVngùkN-pVnÙ) n.  See chinquapin (n., sense 

2). 

golden club (golùdNn klƒb) n.  An aquatic plant (Orontium aquaticum) of the 

eastern United States, having a clublike, golden-yellow spadix, small blue-green 

berries, and floating leaves. 

golden eagle (golùdNn KùgNl) n.  A large eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) of moun-

tainous areas of the Northern Hemisphere, having dark plumage with brownish-

yellow feathers on the back of the head and neck. 

gol·den·eye (golùdNn-XÙ) n.  1. Either of two diving ducks (Bucephala clangula 

or B. islandica) of northern regions, having a short black bill, a rounded head, and 

yellow eyes.  2. Any of various lacewings of the family Chrysopidae having yellow 

or copper-colored eyes.  [From their golden-yellow eyes.]

Gold·en Fleece (golùdNn flKs) n.  Greek Mythology. The fleece of the golden 

ram, stolen by Jason and the Argonauts from the king of Colchis. 

Golden Gate (golùdNn g7t)  A strait in western California connecting the 

Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay. Discovered in 1579 by Sir Francis Drake, it 



was known as the Golden Gate long before the name gained new popularity dur-

ing the gold rush of 1849. 

golden glow (golùdNn glo) n.  A tall plant (Rudbeckia laciniata) cultivated for 

its large, yellow, many-rayed double flower heads. 

golden handcuffs (golùdNn h4ndùkƒfsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Slang. 

A lucrative incentive to an executive intended to discourage resignation or ensure 

long-term cooperation after departure. 

golden handshake (golùdNn h4ndùsh7kÙ) n.  Slang. A lucrative severance 

agreement offered to an employee typically as an inducement to retire. 

Golden Horde (golùdNn hôrd) n.  The Mongol army that swept over eastern 

Europe in the 13th century and established a suzerain in Russia. 

Golden Horn (golùdNn hôrn)  An inlet of the Bosporus in northwest Turkey 

forming the harbor of Istanbul. 

golden mean (golùdNn mKn) n.  The course between extremes. 

golden needles (golùdNn nKdùlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See 

enokidake. 
golden oak mushroom (golùdNn ok mƒshùrumÙ) n.  See shiitake. 
golden oldie (golùdNn olùdK) n.  A recording, movie, or other form of enter-

tainment that was very popular in the past. 

golden parachute (golùdNn p4rùN-shutÙ) n.  Slang. An employment agree-

ment that guarantees a key executive lucrative severance benefits if control of the 

company changes hands followed by management shifts. 

golden pheasant (golùdNn fHzùNnt) n.  A pheasant (Chrysolophus pictus) of 

China and Tibet that has a long tail and brilliantly colored plumage. 

gold·en·rod (golùdNn-rmdÙ) n.  Any of numerous chiefly North American 

plants of the genus Solidago, having clusters of small yellow flower heads that 

bloom in late summer or fall. 

golden rule (golùdNn rul) n.  The biblical teaching that one should behave 

toward others as one would have others behave toward oneself. 

gold·en·seal (golùdNn-sKlÙ) n.  A woodland plant (Hydrastis canadensis) of 

eastern North America, having small greenish-white flowers and a yellow root 

formerly used medicinally.  Also called orangeroot 

golden section (golùdNn sHkùshNn) n.  A ratio, observed especially in the fine 

arts, between the two dimensions of a plane figure or the two divisions of a line 

such that the smaller is to the larger as the larger is to the sum of the two, a ratio 

of roughly three to five. 

golden umbrella (golùdNn ƒm-brHlùN) n.  Slang. A golden parachute. 

Golden Valley (golùdNn v4lùK)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a suburb of 

Minneapolis. Population, 20,971. 

gold·field (goldùfKldÙ) n.  An area containing abundant deposits of gold or gold 

ore. 



gold-filled (goldùfVldù) adj.  Made of a hard base metal with an outer layer of 

gold. 

gold·finch (goldùfVnchÙ) n.  1. Any of several small American finches of the 

genus Carduelis, especially C. tristis, of which the male has yellow plumage with a 

black forehead, wings, and tail.  2. A small Eurasian finch (Carduelis carduelis) 

having brownish plumage with black wings boldly marked with yellow and a red 

patch across the face. 

gold·fish (goldùfVshÙ) n.  pl. goldfish or gold·fish·es. A freshwater fish (Car-

assius auratus) native to eastern Asia, characteristically having brassy or reddish 

coloring and bred in many ornamental forms as an aquarium fish. 

gold foil (gold foil) n.  Gold rolled or beaten into sheets somewhat thicker than 

gold leaf. 

gold·i·locks (golùdK-lmksÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A European plant 

(Aster linosyris) having narrow, sessile leaves and dense corymbs of small, bright 

yellow, discoid flower heads.  [Middle English goldi, golden (from gold, gold); see 

GOLD + locks, pl. of LOCK
2.]

Gold·ing (golùdVng), William Gerald. 1911-1993.  British writer noted for his 

dark novels, such as The Lord of the Flies (1954) and Pincher Martin (1956). He 

won the 1983 Nobel Prize for literature. 

gold leaf (gold lKf) n.  Gold beaten into extremely thin sheets used especially 

for gilding. 

Gold·man (goldùmNn), Emma. 1869-1940.  Russian-born American anarchist. 

Jailed repeatedly for her advocacy of birth control and opposition to military con-

scription, she was deported to the Soviet Union in 1919. Her writings include My 

Disillusionment in Russia (1923) and Living My Life (1931). 

gold mine (gold mXn) n.  Informal. A rich or plentiful source of something 

desired. 

gold-of-pleas·ure (goldùNv-plHzhùNr) n.  A Eurasian plant (Camelina sativa) 

having small yellow flowers and seeds rich in oil. 

Gol·do·ni (gml-doùnK), Carlo. 1707-1793.  Italian dramatist who wrote more 

than 250 plays, including 150 comedies, such as The Mistress of the Inn (1753). 

gold rush (gold rƒsh) n.  1. A rush of migrants to an area where gold has been 

discovered.  2. Headlong pursuit of wealth and success:  a gold rush on Wall Street. 

Golds·bor·o (goldzùbûrÙo)  A city of east-central North Carolina southeast of 

Raleigh. It is a manufacturing center and marketplace for a tobacco-growing 

region. Population, 40,709. 

gold·smith (goldùsmVthÙ) n.  1. An artisan who fashions objects of gold.  2. A 

trader or dealer in gold articles. 

Gold·smith (goldùsmVthÙ), Oliver. 1730?-1774.  British writer whose literary 

reputation rests on his novel The Vicar of Wakefield (1766), the pastoral poem 



The Deserted Village (1770), and the dramatic comedy She Stoops to Conquer 

(1773). 

goldsmith beetle (goldùsmVthÙ bKtùl) n.  Either of two scarabaeid beetles 

(Cotalpa lanigera or Cetonia aurata) having metallic greenish-yellow coloring. 

gold standard (gold st4nùdNrd) n.  A monetary standard under which the 

basic unit of currency is equal in value to and exchangeable for a specified 

amount of gold. 

Gold·stein (goldùstKn), Joseph Leonard. Born 1940.  American biochemist. 

He shared a 1985 Nobel Prize for discoveries related to cholesterol metabolism. 

gold·stone (goldùstonÙ) n.  An aventurine with gold-colored inclusions. 

gold·thread (goldùthrHdÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Coptis, having 

white flowers, slender yellow roots, ternately divided evergreen leaves, and clus-

ters of follicles. 

Gold·wa·ter (goldùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr), Barry Morris. Born 1909.  American 

politician. A conservative Republican, he served as U.S. senator from Arizona 

(1953-1965 and 1969-1987) and ran unsuccesfully for President in 1964. 

Gold·wyn (goldùwVn), Samuel. 1882-1974.  Polish-born American film pro-

ducer who founded his own film company (1917) and merged with Louis B. 

Mayer to form Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (1925). His many productions include The 

Best Years of Our Lives (1946), for which he won an Academy Award. 

go·lem (goùlNm) n.  In Jewish folklore, an artificially created human being 

supernaturally endowed with life.  [Hebrew golem, lump, clod, fool, from g7lam, 

to wrap up.]

Go·le·ta (go-lKùtN)  A city of southern California on the Pacific Ocean west of 

Santa Barbara. It is a trade center for an agricultural region. Population, 28,100. 

golf (gmlf, gôlf) n.  Sports. A game played on a large outdoor course with a series 

of 9 or 18 holes spaced far apart, the object being to propel a small, hard ball with 

the use of various clubs into each hole with as few strokes as possible.   —  v.  intr. 

golfed, golf·ing, golfs. To play this game.  [Middle English.] —golfùer n. 

golf club (gmlf klƒb) n.  Sports. 1. One of a set of clubs having a slender shaft 

and a head of wood or iron, used in golf.  2. An organization of golfers. 

golf course (gmlf kôrs) n.  Sports. A large tract of land laid out for golf.  Also 

called golflinks 

golf·links (gmlfùlVngksÙ, gôlfù-) pl.n.  Sports. See golf course. 
Gol·gi (gôlùjK), Camillo. 1844?-1926.  Italian histologist. He shared a 1906 Nobel 

Prize for research on the structure of the nervous system. 

Golgi apparatus (gôlùjK 4pÙN-r7ùtNs) n.  A network of stacked membranous 

vesicles present in most living cells that functions in the formation of secretions 

within the cell.  Also called Golgi body, Golgi complex.  [After Camillo GOLGI.]

gol·go·tha (gmlùgN-thN) n.  A place or occasion of great suffering.  [After 

Golgotha (Calvary).]



Gol·go·tha (gmlùgN-thN, gml-gmthùN)  See Calvary1. 
gol·iard (golùyNrd, -yärÙ) n.  A wandering student in medieval Europe disposed 

to conviviality, license, and the making of ribald and satirical Latin songs.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, glutton, goliard, from gole, throat, from Latin 

gula.] —gol·iarùdic (gol-yärùdVk) adj. 

Go·li·ath1 (gN-lXùNth)  In the Old Testament, a giant Philistine warrior who was 

slain by David with a stone and sling. 

Go·li·ath2 (gN-lXùNth) n.  A person or thing of colossal power or achievement. 

gol·li·wog  or gol·li·wogg (gmlùK-wmgÙ) n.  A doll fashioned in grotesque cari-

cature of a Black male.  [After Golliwog, a character in books by Florence Upton 

(died 1922), American illustrator.]

gol·ly (gmlùK) interj.  Used to express mild surprise or wonder.  [Alteration of 

GOD.]

gom·been (gmm-bKnù) n.  Irish. Usury.  [Irish Gaelic gaimbín, diminutive of 

gamba, leg, lump (perhaps influenced by glamba, heap).]

Go·mel (goùmNl, gôù-, gôùmyVl)  A city of eastern Belarus southeast of Minsk. 

First mentioned in 1142, it was controlled alternately by Russia and Poland, pass-

ing finally to Russia in 1772. Population, 465,000. 

Gó·mez (goùmHz, -mHs), Juan Vicente. 1857?-1935.  Venezuelan guerrilla 

leader who seized the presidency in 1908 and ruled tyranically until his death. His 

reign was marked by increased economic stability and industrialization. 

Gómez Pa·la·ci·o (goùmHz pN-läùsK-o, pä-läùsyô)  A city of north-central Mex-

ico west of Monterrey. It is a processing and transportation center in an agricul-

tural region. Population, 116,967. 

Go·mor·rah1 (gN-môrùN, -mmrùN)  An ancient city of Palestine near Sodom, 

possibly covered by the waters of the Dead Sea. According to the Old Testament, 

the city was destroyed by fire because of its wickedness. 

Go·mor·rah2 (gN-môrùN, -mmrùN) n.  A wicked or depraved place: “confirmed 

my fantasy of Hollywood as both Oz and Gomorrah” (Julie Salamon). 

Gom·pers (gmmùpNrz), Samuel. 1850-1924.  British-born American labor 

leader who as president of the American Federation of Labor (1886-1924, except 

1895) won higher wages, shorter hours, and greater freedom for union members. 

gom·pho·sis (gmm-foùsVs) n.  pl. gom·pho·ses (-sKz). Anatomy. A type of 

immovable articulation, as of a tooth inserted into its bony socket.  [Greek gom-

phosis, from gomphoun, to fasten with bolts, from gomphos, bolt. See gembh- in 

Appendix.]

Go·mul·ka (go-mtlùkN, gN-), Wladyslaw. 1905-1982.  Polish politician who 

as secretary of the Communist Party in Poland (1956-1970) advocated a liberal 

type of socialism. 

gon- pref.  Variant of gono-. 



-gon suff.  A figure having a specified kind or number of angles:  isogon.  [Greek 

-gonon, from neuter of gonos, angled, from gonia, angle. See genu-1 in Appen-

dix.]

go·nad (goùn4dÙ) n.  An organ in animals that produces gametes, especially a 

testis or an ovary.  [New Latin gonas, gonad-, from Greek gonos, procreation, gen-

itals. See genN- in Appendix.] —go·nadùal (go-n4dùl), go·nadùic adj. 

go·nad·o·trop·ic (go-n4dÙN-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) also go·nad·o·troph·ic (-trm-

fùVk, -troùfVk) adj.  Acting on or stimulating the gonads:  a gonadotropic hormone. 

go·nad·o·tro·pin (go-n4dÙN-troùpVn, -trmpùVn) also go·nad·o·tro·phin (-

troùfVn, -troùpVn) n.  A hormone that stimulates the growth and activity of the 

gonads, especially any of several pituitary hormones that stimulate the function 

of the ovaries and testes. 

go·nad·o·tro·pin-re·leas·ing hormone (go-n4dÙN-troùpVn-rV-lKsùVng 

hôrùmonÙ, -trmpùVn-) n.  Abbr. GnRH A hormone produced by the hypothalamus 

that signals the anterior pituitary gland to begin secreting luteinizing hormone 

and follicle-stimulating hormone.  Also called luteinizing hormone-releasing hor-

mone 

Go·na·ïves (goÙnN-Kvù, gô-nä-)  A city of western Haiti on an arm of the Carib-

bean Sea north-northwest of Port-au-Prince. Haitian independence was pro-

claimed here in 1804. Population, 34,209. 

Gon·çal·ves Di·as (gNn-sälùvNs dKùNs, gtN-sôlùvVs dKùäs), Antônio. 1823-

1864.  Brazilian poet known for his patriotic works, including “Song of Exile” 

(1843). 

Gon·court (gôN-ktrù), Edmond Louis Antoine Huot de. 1822-1896.  

French writer who collaborated with his brother Jules Alfred Huot de Gon-
court (1830-1870) on numerous works, most notably naturalistic novels such as 

Madame Gervaisais (1869). 

Gond (gmnd) n.  A member of a Dravidian people inhabiting central India. 

Gon·dar (gmnùdNr, -därÙ) also Gon·der (-dNr)  A town of northwest Ethiopia on 

Lake Tana. An early capital of Ethiopia, it flourished c. 1630 to c. 1860. Popula-

tion, 85,941. 

Gon·di (gmnùdK) n.  The Dravidian language of the Gonds. 

gon·do·la (gmnùdl-N, gmn-doùlN) n.  1. Nautical. a. A lightweight narrow barge 

with ends that curve up into a point and often a small cabin in the middle, pro-

pelled with a single oar from the stern and used on the canals of Venice.  b. A 

flat-bottomed riverboat.   2. A gondola car.  3. A basket, an enclosure, or an 

instrument sling suspended from and carried aloft by a balloon.  4. An enclosed 

structure suspended from a cable, used for conveying passengers, as to and from 

a ski slope.  [Italian, from Old Italian gondula.]

gondola car (gmnùdl-N kär) n.  An open railroad freight car with low sides. 



gon·do·lier (gmnÙdl-îrù) n.  Nautical. The person who propels a gondola.  

[French, from Italian gondoliere, from gondola, gondola. See GONDOLA.]

Gon·do·mar (gmnÙdN-märù, gônÙdô-), Count of Title of Diego Sarmiento de 

Acuña. 1567-1626.  Spanish ambassador to England (1613-1618 and 1619-1622) 

who persuaded James I to abandon his ties to the French and Protestants. 

Gond·wa·na·land (gmnd-wäùnN-l4ndÙ) n.  The protocontinent of the South-

ern Hemisphere, a hypothetical landmass that according to the theory of plate 

tectonics broke up into India, Australia, Antarctica, Africa, and South America.  

[After Gondwana, a region of central India, from GOND.]

gone (gôn, gmn) v.  Past participle of go1.  —  adj.  1. Past; bygone.  2. Advanced 

beyond hope or recall.  3. Dying or dead.  4. Ruined; lost:  a gone cause.  

5. Carried away; absorbed.  6. Used up; exhausted.  7. Slang. Infatuated:  gone on 

the girl.  8. Slang. Pregnant:  is five months gone. 

gon·er (gôùnNr, gmnùNr) n.  Slang. One that is ruined or doomed.  [From GONE.]

gon·fa·lon (gmnùfN-lmnÙ, -lNn) n.  A banner suspended from a crosspiece, espe-

cially as a standard in an ecclesiastical procession or as the ensign of a medieval 

Italian republic.  [Italian gonfalone, of Germanic origin. See gwhen- in Appen-

dix.]

gon·fa·lon·ier (gmnÙfN-lN-nîrù) n.  The bearer of a gonfalon.  [French, from 

Italian gonfaloniere, from gonfalone, gonfalon. See GONFALON.]

gong (gông, gmng) n.  1. A rimmed metal disk that produces a loud, sonorous 

tone when struck with a padded mallet.  2. A usually saucer-shaped bell that is 

struck with a mechanically operated hammer.   —  v.  intr. gonged, gong·ing, 
gongs. To make the sound of a gong.  [Malay gong.]

Gon·gor·ism (gmngùgN-rVzÙNm) n.  A florid, ornate literary style, often employ-

ing elaborate puns and conceits.  [After Luis de Góngora y Argote (1561-1627), 

Spanish poet.] —GonÙgor·isùtic (-rVsùtVk) adj. 

go·nid·i·um (go-nVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. go·nid·i·a (-K-N). 1. An asexually produced 

reproductive cell, such as a zeospore, found in certain algae.  2. An algal cell filled 

with chlorophyll, formed in the thallus of a lichen.  [New Latin, from Greek 

gonos, seed, offspring. See GONO-.] —go·nidùi·al adj. 

gon·if (gäùnNf) n.  Variant of ganef. 
go·ni·om·e·ter (goÙnK-mmùV-tNr) n.  1. An optical instrument for measuring 

crystal angles, as between crystal faces.  2. A radio receiver and directional 

antenna used as a system to determine the angular direction of incoming radio 

signals.  [Greek gonia, angle; see genu-1 in Appendix + -METER.] 
—goÙni·o·metùric (-nK-N-mHtùrVk), goÙni·o·metùri·cal adj.  

—goÙni·omùe·try n. 

go·ni·on (goùnK-mnÙ) n.  The outer point on either side of the lower jaw at which 

the jawbone angles upward.  [French, from Greek gonia, angle. See genu-1 in 

Appendix.]



Gonne (gmn, gƒn), Maud. 1865-1953.  Irish patriot and actress. A leader of the 

Irish independence movement, she was a founder (1906) of Sinn Fein. William 

Butler Yeats’s play Cathleen ni Houlihan (1892) is based on Gonne’s life. 

gono-  or gon- pref.  Sexual; reproductive:  gonophore.  [Greek, from gonos, seed, 

procreation. See genN- in Appendix.]

gon·o·coc·cus (gmnÙN-kmkùNs) n.  pl. gon·o·coc·ci (-kmkùsXÙ, -kmkùXÙ). The 

bacterium Neisseria gonorrhoeae, which is the causative agent of gonorrhea.   
—gonÙo·cocùcal (-kmkùNl), gonÙo·cocùcic (-kmkùVk, -kmkùsVk)  adj. 

go-no-go (go-noùgo) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving a mandatory decision to 

continue or abort a course of action:  a go-no-go launch of the space shuttle. 

gon·o·phore (gmnùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A structure bearing or consisting of a 

reproductive organ or part, such as a reproductive polyp or bud in a hydroid col-

ony.   —gonÙo·phoùric (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-), go·nophùo·rous (gN-nmfùNr-Ns)  adj. 

gon·o·pore (gmnùN-pôrÙ, -porÙ) n.  A reproductive aperture or pore, especially 

of certain insects and worms. 

gon·or·rhe·a (gmnÙN-rKùN) n.  A sexually transmitted disease caused by gono-

coccal bacteria that affects the mucous membrane chiefly of the genital and uri-

nary tracts and is characterized by an acute purulent discharge and painful or 

difficult urination, though women often have no symptoms.  [Late Latin, sper-

matorrhea, from Greek gonorrhoia : gono-, gono- + -rhoia, -rrhea.] 
—gonÙor·rheùal, gonÙor·rheùic adj. 

-gony suff.  Generation; reproduction; manner of origin:  heterogony.  [Latin -

gonia, from Greek -goneia, from gonos, offspring. See genN- in Appendix.]

Gon·za·les (gNn-zäùlVs), Richard Alonzo. Known as “Pancho.” Born 1928.  

American tennis player who won the U.S. men’s singles championship eight times 

(1953-1959 and 1961). 

Gon·za·lo de Cór·do·ba (gNn-zäùlo dN kôrùdN-bN, gôn-thäùlô thK kôrùthô-

vä), Fernández.  See Gonzalo Fernández de Córdoba. 
gon·zo (gmnùzo) adj.  Slang. 1. Using exaggerated, often highly subjective or 

self-indulgent style and tending toward bizarre or unconventional subjects, 

chiefly in journalism: “a hyperkinetic, gonzo version of Graham Greene” (New 

Yorker).  2. Bizarre; unconventional.  [Perhaps Italian, simpleton (perhaps short 

for Borgonzone, Burgundian), or Spanish ganso, dullard, goose (of Germanic ori-

gin); see ghans- in Appendix.]

goo (gu) n.  Informal. 1. A sticky, wet, viscous substance.  2. Sentimental drivel.  

[Perhaps short for BURGOO.]

goo·ber (guùbNr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See peanut (n., sense 2).  [Of 

Bantu origin; akin to Kongo or Kimbundu n-guba.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Most Southerners recognize the terms goober and goober

pea as other names for the peanut. Goober is related to Kongo or Kimbundu n-



guba, “peanut.” The word is especially interesting as one of a small stock of Afri-

can language borrowings brought over by slaves. Most of these words have to do

with the food items imported from Africa for the slaves to eat. In this category

are gumbo, “okra,” which is of Bantu origin, and yam, which is of West African

origin. The noun cooter is related to the Mandingo word kuta and the Tshiluba

word nkudu, both meaning “turtle.” Cooter is still used in South Carolina, Geor-

gia, and the Gulf States to denote the edible freshwater turtle of the genus Chry-

semys and, by extension, other turtles and tortoises.

goober pea (guùbNr pK) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See peanut (n., sense 2). 

See Regional note at goober. 
good (gtd) Abbr. gd., G, G. adj.  bet·ter (bHtùNr), best (bHst). 1. Being posi-

tive or desirable in nature; not bad or poor:  a good experience; good news from the 

hospital.  2. a. Having the qualities that are desirable or distinguishing in a partic-

ular thing:  a good exterior paint; a good joke.  b. Serving the desired purpose or 

end; suitable:  Is this a good dress for the party?   3. a. Not spoiled or ruined:  The 

milk is still good.  b. In excellent condition; sound:  a good tooth.   4. a. Superior 

to the average; satisfactory:  a good student.  b. Used formerly to refer to the U.S. 

Government grade of meat higher than standard and lower than choice.   5. a. Of 

high quality:  good books.  b. Discriminating:  good taste.   6. Worthy of respect; 

honorable:  ruined the family’s good name.  7. Attractive; handsome:  good looks.  

8. Beneficial to health; salutary:  a good night’s rest.  9. Competent; skilled:  a good 

machinist.  10. Complete; thorough:  a good workout.  11. a. Reliable; sure:  a 

good investment.  b. Valid or true:  a good reason.  c. Genuine; real:  a good dollar 

bill.   12. a. In effect; operative:  a warranty good for two years; a driver’s license 

that is still good.  b. Able to continue in a specified activity:  I’m good for another 

round of golf.   13. a. Able to pay or contribute:  Is she good for the money that you 

lent her?  b. Able to elicit a specified reaction:  He is always good for a laugh.   

14. a. Ample; substantial:  a good income.  b. Bountiful:  a good table.   15. Full:  

It is a good mile from here.  16. a. Pleasant; enjoyable:  had a good time at the 

party.  b. Propitious; favorable:  good weather; a good omen.   17. a. Of moral 

excellence; upright:  a good person.  b. Benevolent; kind:  a good soul; a good heart.  

c. Loyal; staunch:  a good Republican.   18. a. Well-behaved; obedient:  a good 

child.  b. Socially correct; proper:  good manners.   19. Sports. Having landed 

within bounds or within a particular area of a court:  The first serve was wide, but 

the second was good.  20. Used to form exclamatory phrases expressing surprise or 

dismay:  Good heavens! Good grief!   —  n.  1. a. Something that is good.  b. A 

good, valuable, or useful part or aspect.   2. Welfare; benefit:  for the common 

good.  3. Goodness; virtue:  There is much good to be found in people.  4. goods. 

a. Commodities; wares:  frozen goods.  b. Portable personal property.  c. (used 

with a sing. or pl. verb). Fabric; material.   5. goods. Slang. Incriminating infor-



mation or evidence:  tried to get the goods on the crook.   —  adv.  Informal. Well.   
—idioms. as good as. Practically; nearly:  as good as new.  for good. Perma-

nently; forever:  I’m moving to Europe for good.  good and. Informal. Very; thor-

oughly:  I’ll do it when I’m good and ready.  no good. Informal. 4. Worthless.  

5. Futile; useless:  It’s no good arguing with them.  to the good. 6. For the best; 

advantageous.  7. In an advantageous financial position:  ended up to the good.  

[Middle English, from Old English god. See ghedh- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Good is properly used as an adjective with linking verbs such as

be, seem, or appear: The future looks good. The soup tastes good. It should not be

used as an adverb with other verbs: The car runs well (not good). Thus, The dress

fits well and looks good. See Usage Note at well2.

Good Book (gtd btk) n.  The Bible. 

good-bye  or good·bye also good-by (gtd-bXù) interj.  Used to express fare-

well.   —  n.  pl. good-·byes also good-·bys. An expression of farewell.  [Alter-

ation (influenced by good day), of God be with you.]

WORD HISTORY: More than one reader has no doubt wondered exactly how

good-bye is derived from the phrase “God be with you.” To understand this, it is

helpful to see earlier forms of the expression, such as God be wy you, b’w’y, godb-

wye, god buy’ ye, and good-b’wy. It is no mistake to think that the first word of the

expression is now good and not God, for good replaced God by analogy with such

expressions as good day, perhaps after people no longer had a clear idea of the

original sense of the expression. A letter of 1573 written by Gabriel Harvey con-

tains the first recorded use of good-bye: “To requite your gallonde [gallon] of god-

bwyes, I regive you a pottle of howdyes,” recalling another contraction that is still

used.

good faith (gtd f7th) n.  Compliance with standards of decency and honesty:  

bargained in good faith. 

good-fel·low·ship (gtdÙfHlùo-shVpÙ) n.  Pleasant sociability; comradeship. 

good-for-noth·ing (gtdùfNr-nƒthùVng) n.  A person of little worth or use-

fulness.   —  adj.  Having little worth; useless. 

Good Friday (gtd frXùdK) n.  The Friday before Easter, observed by Christians 

in commemoration of the crucifixion of Jesus. 

good·heart·ed (gtdùhärùtVd) adj.  Kind and generous.   —goodù-
heartùed·ly adv.  —goodùheartùed·ness n. 

Good Hope (gtdÙ hopù), Cape of. A promontory on the southwest coast of 

South Africa south of Cape Town. It was first circumnavigated in 1488 by Barto-

lomeu Dias, who named it Cape of Storms. 



Good·hue (gtdùhyuÙ), Bertram Grosvenor. 1869-1924.  American archi-

tect whose works include the chapel of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point 

(1908) and the Nebraska State Capitol (completed 1934). 

good-hu·mored (gtdùhyuùmNrd) adj.  Cheerful; amiable.   —goodù-huù-
mored·ly adv.  —goodù-huùmored·ness n. 

good·ie (gtdùK) n.  Variant of goody1. 
good·ish (gtdùVsh) adj.  1. Somewhat good.  2. Somewhat large or big; goodly. 

good-look·ing (gtdùltkùVng) adj.  Of a pleasing or attractive appearance; 

handsome. 

good·ly (gtdùlK) adj.  good·li·er, good·li·est. 1. Of pleasing appearance; 

comely.  2. Somewhat large; considerable:  a goodly sum.   —goodùli·ness n. 

good·man (gtdùmNn) n.  Archaic. 1. a. The male head of a household.  b. A 

husband.   2. Goodman. Used formerly as a courtesy title before the surname of 

a man not of noble birth. 

Good·man (gtdùmNn), Benjamin David. Called “Benny.” Known as “the 

King of Swing.” 1909-1986.  American clarinetist whose band, formed in 1934, 

introduced swing, a style of jazz that was greatly popular in the 1930’s and 1940’s. 

good nature (gtd n7ùchNr) n.  A cheerful, obliging disposition. 

good-na·tured (gtdùn7ùchNrd) adj.  Having an easygoing, cheerful disposi-

tion.  See Synonyms at amiable.  —goodù-naùtured·ly adv.  —goodù-naù-
tured·ness n. 

good·ness (gtdùnVs) n.  1. The state or quality of being good.  2. The benefi-

cial or nutritious part.   —  interj.  Used to express mild surprise. 

good offices (gtd mfùV-sVz) pl.n.  Beneficial acts performed for another, espe-

cially acts performed by a mediator in a dispute. 

good old boy also good ol’ boy  or good ole boy (gtd ol boi) n.  Slang. 

A man who follows the stereotypical behavior of his peers, especially one who 

embodies the revelry, camaraderie, or bigotry regarded as typical of some white 

men of the rural southern United States. 

Good·rich (gtdùrVchÙ), Samuel Griswold. Pen name Peter Parley. 1793-

1860.  American publisher and writer of more than 100 moralistic books for chil-

dren. 

Good Samaritan (gtd sN-m4rùV-tn) n.  A compassionate person who unself-

ishly helps others.  [After the passerby in the New Testament parable who was the 

only person to aid a man who had been beaten and robbed (Luke 10:30-37).]

good-sized (gtdùsXzdù) adj.  Of a fairly large size. 

good-tem·pered (gtdùtHmùpNrd) adj.  Having an even temper; not easily 

irritated.   —goodù-temùpered·ly adv.  —goodù-temùpered·ness n. 

good·wife (gtdùwXfÙ) n.  Archaic. 1. The female head of a household.  

2. Goodwife. Used formerly as a courtesy title before the surname of a married 

woman not of noble birth. 



good·will also good will (gtdùwVlù) n.  1. An attitude of kindness or friend-

liness; benevolence.  2. Cheerful acquiescence or willingness.  3. A good relation-

ship, as of a business enterprise with its customers or a nation with other nations. 

Good·win Sands (gtdùwVn s4ndz)  A stretch of dangerous shoals in the 

Strait of Dover off the southeast coast of England. 

good·y1 (gtdùK) Informal. interj.  Used to express delight.   —  n.  also good·ie 
pl. good·ies. Something attractive or delectable, especially something sweet to 

eat. 

good·y2 (gtdùK) n.  pl. good·ies. Archaic. A goodwife.  [Short for GOODWIFE.]

Good·year (gtdùyîrÙ), Charles. 1800-1860.  American inventor and manu-

facturer who developed vulcanized rubber (1839). 

good·y-good·y (gtdùK-gtdùK) adj.  Affectedly sweet, good, or virtuous.   
—  n.  pl. good·y-good·ies. One who is affectedly sweet, good, or virtuous. 

goody two-shoes (gtdùK tuùshuzÙ) n.  pl. goody two-shoes. Informal. 

A goody-goody.  [After the title character in The History of Little Goody Two-

Shoes, a nursery tale perhaps by Oliver Goldsmith.]

goo·ey (guùK) adj.  goo·i·er, goo·i·est. Sticky and viscous. 

goof (guf) Slang. n.  1. An incompetent, foolish, or stupid person.  2. A careless 

mistake; a slip.   —  v.  goofed, goof·ing, goofs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a silly 

mistake; blunder.  2. To waste or kill time.   —  v.  tr. To spoil, as through clumsi-

ness; bungle:  goof up a job.  [Possibly alteration of dialectal goff, fool, from obso-

lete French goffe, stupid.]

goof·ball  or goof ball (gufùbôlÙ) Slang. n.  1. A foolish, incompetent, or stu-

pid person.  2. A barbiturate or tranquilizer in the form of a pill, especially when 

taken for nonmedical purposes.   —  adj.  Silly or outlandish: “Underneath his 

goofball braggadocio lies a kind of purity” (David Ansen). 

goof-off (gufùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Slang. One who shirks work or responsibility. 

goof·proof (gufùprufÙ) adj.  Slang. Protected against mistakes:  a goofproof 

recipe. 

goof·y (guùfK) adj.  goof·i·er, goof·i·est. Slang. Silly; ridiculous:  a goofy hat.   
—goofùi·ly adv.  —goofùi·ness n. 

goo·gol (guùgôlÙ) n.  The number 10 raised to the power 100 (10100), written 

out as the numeral 1 followed by 100 zeros.  [Coined at the age of nine by Milton 

Sirotta, nephew of Edward Kasner (1878-1955), American mathematician.]

goo·gol·plex (guùgôl-plHksÙ) n.  The number 10 raised to the power googol, 

written out as the numeral 1 followed by 10100 zeros.  [GOOGOL + -plex as in 

DUPLEX.]

goo-goo (guùguù) adj.  Slang. Amorous, often humorously so:  made goo-goo 

eyes at her.  [Perhaps alteration of GOGGLE.]

gook1 (gtk, guk) n.  Variant of guck. 



gook2 (guk) n.  Offensive Slang. 1. Used as a disparaging term for an Asian per-

son.  2. Used as a disparaging term for a North Vietnamese soldier or guerrilla in 

the Vietnam War.  [Origin unknown.]

Goo·la·gong Caw·ley (guùlN-gông kôùlK), Evonne. Born 1951.  Australian 

tennis player who won women’s singles championships at Wimbledon (1971 and 

1980), the French Open (1971), and the Australian Open (1974, 1976, and 1978). 

goom·bah (gtmùbä, gumù-) n.  Slang. A companion or an associate, espe-

cially an older friend who acts as a patron, a protector, or an adviser.  [Origin 

unknown.]

goon (gun) n.  Slang. 1. A thug hired to intimidate or harm opponents.  2. A 

stupid or oafish person.  [Probably ultimately short for GOONEY, simpleton.]

goo·ney also goo·ny (guùnK) n.  pl. goo·neys also goo·nies. An albatross, 

especially the black-footed albatross.  Also called gooney bird [Origin unknown.]

goop (gup) n.  Slang. A sticky, wet, viscous substance.  [Perhaps alteration of 

GOO.] —goopùy adj. 

goos·an·der (gu-s4nùdNr) n.  Chiefly British. A fish-eating duck (Mergus mer-

ganser), the male of which has a glossy greenish-black head and a white body.  

[Origin unknown.]

goose (gus) n.  pl. geese (gKs). 1. a. Any of various wild or domesticated 

water birds of the family Anatidae, and especially of the genera Anser and Branta, 

characteristically having a shorter neck than that of a swan and a shorter, more 

pointed bill than that of a duck.  b. The female of such a bird.  c. The flesh of 

such a bird used as food.   2. Informal. A silly person.  3. pl. goos·es. A tailor’s 

pressing iron with a long curved handle.  4. Slang. A poke, prod, or pinch 

between or on the buttocks.   —  v.  tr. goosed, goos·ing, goos·es. Slang. 

1. To poke, prod, or pinch (a person) between or on the buttocks.  2. To move to 

action, spur: “The pilot goosed his craft, powering away” (Nicholas Proffitt).  

[Middle English gos, from Old English gos. See ghans- in Appendix.]

goose barnacle (gus bärùnN-kNl) n.  Any of various barnacles of the genus 

Lapas, having a fleshy stalk that attaches to rocks or floating objects such as ship 

hulls.  Also called gooseneck barnacle 

goose·ber·ry (gusùbHrÙK, -bN-rK, guzù-) n.  1. a. A spiny European shrub 

(Ribes uva-crispa), having lobed leaves, greenish flowers, and edible greenish to 

yellow or red berries.  b. The fruit of this plant.   2. Any of several plants bearing 

similar fruit. 

gooseberry gourd (gusùbHrÙK gôrd) n.  See gherkin (n., sense 1b). 

goose bumps (gus bƒmps) pl.n.  Momentary roughness of the skin caused 

by erection of the papillae in response to cold or fear.  Also called goose flesh, goose 

pimples. 

Goose Creek (gus krKk)  A city of southeast South Carolina, a suburb of 

Charleston. Population, 24,692. 



goose egg (gus Hg) n.  Slang. Zero, especially when written as a numeral to 

indicate that no points have been scored. 

goose·fish (gusùfVshÙ) n.  pl. goosefish or goose·fish·es. Any of several 

anglerfishes of the genus Lophius, such as L. americanus of North American 

Atlantic waters.  Also called monkfish 

goose flesh (gus flHsh) n.  See goose bumps. 
goose·foot (gusùfttÙ) n.  pl. goose·foots. Any of various weeds of the 

genus Chenopodium, having small greenish flowers.  [From the shape of its 

leaves.]

goose grass (gus gr4s) n.  1.  See silverweed.  2.  See yard grass. 
goose·neck (gusùnHkÙ) n.  A slender, curved object or part, such as the flexible 

shaft of a type of desk lamp.   —gooseùneckedÙ adj. 

gooseneck barnacle (gusùnHkÙ bärùnN-kNl) n.  See goose barnacle. 
goose pimples (gus pVmùpNlz) pl.n.  See goose bumps. 
goose step (gus stHp) n.  A military parade step executed by swinging the legs 

sharply from the hips and keeping the knees locked. 

goose-step (gusùstHpÙ) v.  intr. goose-·stepped, goose-·step·ping, 
goose-·steps. To march in such a way that the legs swing sharply from the hips 

and the knees are locked. 

goos·y also goos·ey (guùsK) adj.  goos·i·er, goos·i·est. 1. Relating to or 

resembling a goose.  2. Foolish or scatterbrained. 

GOP  or G.O.P. abbr.  Grand Old Party. 

go·pher (goùfNr) n.  1. Any of various short-tailed, burrowing rodents of the 

family Geomyidae of North America, having fur-lined external cheek pouches.  

Also called pocket gopher 2. Any of various ground squirrels of the genus Citellus 

of North American prairies.  3. Any of several burrowing tortoises of the genus 

Gopherus, especially G. polyphemus of the southeast United States.  [Probably 

short for earlier megopher, gopher tortoise, of unknown origin.]

gopher ball (goùfNr bôl) n.  Baseball. A pitched ball that is hit for a home run.  

[Origin unknown.]

gopher snake (goùfNr sn7k) n.  See bull snake. 
Göp·ping·en (gœpùVng-Nn)  A city of southwest Germany east-southeast of 

Stuttgart. Chartered in the mid-12th century, the city was twice devastated by fire 

(1425 and 1782). Population, 51,713. 

Go·rakh·pur (gôrùNk-ptrÙ, gorù-)  A city of northern India east of Lucknow. It 

was founded c. 1400. Population, 290,814. 

Gor·ba·chev (gôrùbN-chôfÙ, -chmfÙ, gNr-bN-chôfù), Mikhail Sergeyevich. 
Born 1931.  Soviet politician who served as general secretary of the Communist 

Party (1985-1991) and president of the U.S.S.R. (1989-1991). He won the 1990 

Nobel Peace Prize. 



Gor·cha·kov (gôrÙchN-kôfù), Prince Aleksandr Mikhailovich. 1798-1883.  

Russian diplomat who as foreign minister (1856-1882) sought to reaffirm Russia 

as a European power after its loss in the Crimean War (1853-1856). 

Gor·di·an knot (gôrùdK-Nn nmt) n.  1. An exceedingly complicated problem or 

deadlock.  2. An intricate knot tied by King Gordius of Phrygia and cut by Alex-

ander the Great with his sword after hearing an oracle promise that whoever 

could undo it would be the next ruler of Asia. 

Gor·don (gôrùdn), Charles George. Known as “Chinese Gordon.” 1833-1885.  

British army officer who took part in the capture of Peking (Beijing) in 1860 and 

commanded the Chinese force that quashed the Taiping Rebellion (1863-1864). 

While governor-general of Sudan, he was killed in battle. 

Gor·don (gôrùdn), Charles William. Pen name Ralph Connor. 1860-1937.  

Canadian writer and Presbyterian missionary to lumber and mining camps. His 

novels include The Man from Glengary (1901). 

Gor·don (gôrùdn), Lord George. 1751-1793.  British rebel who instigated anti-

Catholic riots in London (1780) to demand the repeal of the Catholic Relief Act 

of 1778. 

Gor·don (gôrùdn), Ruth. 1896-1985.  American actress and screenwriter who 

debuted on Broadway in Peter Pan (1915). Her many films included Rosemary’s 

Baby, for which she won an Academy Award (1968). 

Gordon setter (gôrùdn sHtùNr) n.  A medium-sized hunting dog of a breed 

originating in Scotland, and having a silky black-and-tan coat.  [After Alexander, 

Fourth Duke of Gordon (1745?-1827), Scottish hunter.]

Gore (gôr), Albert, Jr. Born 1948.  Vice President of the United States (since 

1993) under Bill Clinton. 

gore1 (gôr) v.  tr. gored, gor·ing, gores. To pierce or stab with a horn or tusk.  

[Middle English goren, probably from gore, spear, from Old English g7r.]

gore2 (gôr) n.  1. A triangular or tapering piece of cloth forming a part of some-

thing, as in a skirt or sail.  2. A small triangular piece of land.   —  v.  tr. gored, 
gor·ing, gores. 1. To provide with a gore.  2. To cut into a gore.  [Middle 

English, from Old English g7ra, triangular piece of land.]

gore3 (gôr) n.  Blood, especially coagulated blood from a wound.  [Middle 

English, filth, from Old English gor.]

Go·ren (gôrùNn), Charles Henry. 1901-1991.  American contract bridge expert 

who developed a point-count system of bidding and wrote more than 50 books 

about the game. 

Gore-Tex (gôrùtHks)  A trademark used for a water-repellant, breathable lami-

nated fabric used primarily in outerwear and shoes. 

Gor·gas (gôrùgNs), William Crawford. 1854-1920.  American army surgeon 

who suppressed yellow fever in Havana (1898) and in the Panama Canal Zone 

(1904-1913), thereby making construction of the canal possible. 



gorge (gôrj) n.  1. A deep, narrow passage with steep rocky sides; a ravine.  2. A 

narrow entrance into the outwork of a fortification.  3. The throat; the gullet.  

4. The crop of a hawk.  5. An instance of gluttonous eating.  6. The contents of 

the stomach; something swallowed.  7. A mass obstructing a narrow passage:  a 

shipping lane blocked by an ice gorge.   —  v.  gorged, gorg·ing, gorg·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To stuff with food; glut:  gorged themselves with candy.  See Synonyms at 

satiate.  2. To devour greedily.   —  v.  intr. To eat gluttonously.  [Middle 

English, throat, from Old French, from Late Latin gurga, perhaps from Latin 

gurges, whirlpool, abyss.] —gorgùer n. 

gor·geous (gôrùjNs) adj.  1. a. Dazzlingly beautiful or magnificent:  wore a gor-

geous Victorian gown.  b. Characterized by magnificence or virtuosic brilliance:  

the pianist’s gorgeous technique.   2. Informal. Wonderful; delightful.  [Middle 

English gorgeouse, probably from Old French gorgias, jewelry-loving, elegant, 

from gorge, throat. See GORGE.] —gorùgeous·ly adv.  —gorùgeous·ness n. 

gor·ger·in (gôrùjNr-Vn) n.  Architecture. The necking of a column.  [French, from 

Old French, from gorge, throat. See GORGE.]

gor·get (gôrùjVt) n.  1. A piece of armor protecting the throat.  2. An ornamen-

tal collar.  3. The scarflike part of a wimple covering the neck and shoulders.  4. A 

band or patch of distinctive color on the throat of an animal, especially an area of 

brightly colored feathers on the throat of a bird.  [Middle English, from Old 

French gorgete, diminutive of gorge, throat. See GORGE.]

Gor·gon (gôrùgNn) n.  1. Greek Mythology. Any of the three sisters Stheno, Eury-

ale, and the mortal Medusa who had snakes for hair and eyes that if looked into 

turned the beholder into stone.  2. gorgon. A woman regarded as ugly or terri-

fying.  [Middle English, from Latin Gorgo, Gorgon-, from Greek, from gorgos, ter-

rible.] —Gor·goùni·an (-goùnK-Nn) adj. 

gor·go·ni·an (gôr-goùnK-Nn) n.  Any of various corals of the order Gorgonacea, 

having a flexible, often branching skeleton of horny material.   —  adj.  Of or 

belonging to the order Gorgonacea.  [From Latin gorgonia, coral, from Gorgo, 

Gorgon-, Gorgon. See GORGON.]

gor·gon·ize (gôrùgN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. gor·gon·ized, gor·gon·iz·ing, 
gor·gon·iz·es. To have a paralyzing or stupefying effect on. 

Gor·gon·zo·la (gôrÙgNn-zoùlN) n.  A pungent, blue-veined, pressed Italian 

cheese made of cow’s milk.  [After Gorgonzola, a town of northern Italy.]

go·ril·la (gN-rVlùN) n.  1. The largest of the anthropoid apes (Gorilla gorilla) 

native to the forests of equatorial Africa, having a stocky body and coarse, dark 

brown or black hair.  2. Slang. a. A brutish man.  b. A thug.   [New Latin, from 

Greek Gorillai, a tribe of hairy women, perhaps of African origin.]

WORD HISTORY: Two traditions of exploration come together in the history

of the word gorilla, which also illustrates how knowledge of the classics has influ-



enced scientific terminology. Dr. Thomas S. Savage, an American missionary to

western Africa, first described the gorilla in 1847, giving it the New Latin name

Troglodytes gorilla. In doing so he was using his knowledge of Greek literature, in

which there exists a fourth-century B.C. translation of a report written by Hanno,

another visitor to western Africa. This Carthaginian navigator, who voyaged be-

fore 480 B.C., went as far as Sierra Leone in his explorations. In the Greek trans-

lation of his report he tells of seeing Gorillai, the name of which he allegedly

learned from local informants and which he thought were members of a tribe of

hairy women. In fact they were probably the same creatures that Thomas Savage

described about 24 centuries later.

Gö·ring also Goe·ring (gHrùVng, gûrù-, gœùrVng), Hermann Wilhelm. 1893-

1946.  German Nazi politician and military leader who was responsible for the 

buildup of German air forces, directed the German wartime economy, and was 

named Hitler’s successor (1939). Severely criticized for Germany’s military 

decline, he lost favor with Hitler and was stripped of his command (1943). After 

he was convicted and sentenced to death at the Nuremberg trials (1946), he com-

mitted suicide. 

Gor·ki (gôrùkK), Maksim.  See Maksim Gorky. 
Gor·ky  or Gor·ki (gôrùkK) Formerly Nizh·ny Nov·go·rod (nVzhÙnK nmvùgN-

rmdÙ, nyKùzhnK nôvùgN-rNt).  A city of western Russia on the Volga River west of 

Kazan. Founded as a frontier post in 1221, it was formerly famous for its trade 

fairs. Maksim Gorky was born here, and the city was renamed in his honor in 

1932. Population, 1,399,000. 

Gor·ky (gôrùkK), Arshile. 1904-1948.  Armenian-born American painter con-

sidered a transitional figure between surrealism and abstract expressionism. His 

works include The Liver Is the Cock’s Comb (1944). 

Gorky also Gor·ki (gôrùkK), Maksim also Maxim  Pen name of Aleksei Maksi-

movich Peshkov. 1868-1936.  Russian writer who supported the Bolshevik Revo-

lution of 1917 and helped develop socialist realism as the officially accepted 

literary aesthetic. His works include The Life of Klim Samgin (1925-1936), an 

unfinished cycle of novels. 

Gör·litz (gûrùlVtsÙ, gœrù-)  A city of east-central Germany east of Dresden on the 

Polish border. It was founded c. 1200 and grew as a cloth-weaving center. A small 

part of the city on the eastern bank of the Neisse River was awarded to Poland 

after World War II. Population, 80,216. 

Gor·lov·ka (gôr-lôfùkN, gôrùlNf-kN)  A city of southeast Ukraine in the Donets 

Basin north of Donetsk. It is a major coal-mining and industrial center. Popula-

tion, 342,000. 

gorm (gôrm) n.  Upper Southern U.S. Variant of gaum. 



gor·mand·ize (gôrùmNn-dXzÙ) v.  gor·mand·ized, gor·mand·iz·ing, 
gor·mand·iz·es.  —  v.  intr. To eat gluttonously; gorge.   —  v.  tr. To devour 

(food) gluttonously.  [From GOURMANDISE, gluttony (obsolete).] —gorù-
mand·izÙer n. 

gorm·less (gôrmùlVs) adj.  Chiefly British. Lacking intelligence and vitality; dull.  

[From dialectal gawm, sense, from Middle English gome, notice, from Old Norse 

gaumr.]

go-round (goùroundÙ) n.  An argument; a go-around. 

gorp (gôrp) n.  A mixture of high-energy foods, such as dried fruit, nuts, and 

seeds, eaten especially as a snack.  [Origin unknown.]

gorse (gôrs) n.  Any of several spiny shrubs of the genus Ulex, especially U. euro-

paeus, native to Europe and having fragrant yellow flowers and black pods.  Also 

called furze, whin1.  [Middle English gorst, gors, from Old English.]

Gor·ton (gôrùtn), John Grey. Born 1911.  Australian politician who as prime 

minister (1968-1971) pursued liberal reforms. 

go·ry (gôrùK, gorùK) adj.  go·ri·er, go·ri·est. 1. Covered or stained with gore; 

bloody.  2. Full of or characterized by bloodshed and violence.  See Synonyms at 

bloody.  —gorùi·ly adv.  —gorùi·ness n. 

Gor·zów Wiel·ko·pol·ski (gôùzhtf vyHlÙkN-pôlùskK)  A city of western 

Poland on the Warta River west-northwest of Poznad. Founded as a German city 

in 1257, it was assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference of 1945. Popula-

tion, 115,100. 

gosh (gmsh) interj.  Used to express mild surprise or delight.  [Alteration of GOD.]

gos·hawk (gmsùhôkÙ) n.  1. A large, powerful hawk (Accipiter gentilis) having 

broad, rounded wings, a long tail, and gray or brownish plumage.  2. Any of sev-

eral similar or related hawks.  [Middle English goshauk, from Old English 

goshafoc : gos, goose; see GOOSE + hafoc, hawk; see HAWK
1.]

Go·shen (goùshNn)  1. A region of ancient Egypt on the eastern delta of the Nile 

River. According to the Old Testament, it was inhabited by the Israelites from the 

time of Jacob until the Exodus.  2. A city of northern Indiana east-southeast of 

South Bend. It is a manufacturing center in a farming region. Population, 23,797. 

Go·siute (goùshut) n.  pl. Gosiute or Go·siutes. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting an area southwest of Great Salt Lake.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.   2. The Uto-Aztecan language of this people, a dialect of Shoshone. 

Gos·lar (gôsùlärÙ)  A city of central Germany southeast of Hanover at the foot of 

the Harz Mountains. It was founded in the tenth century as a mining settlement 

and was a free imperial city until 1802, when it passed to Prussia. Population, 

50,516. 

gos·ling (gmzùlVng) n.  1. A young goose.  2. A naive or inexperienced young 

person.  [Middle English, variant (influenced by gos, goose); see GOOSE, of gesling, 

from Old Norse gæslingr, diminutive of g7s. See ghans- in Appendix.]



go-slow (goùsloÙ) adj.  Informal. Deliberate and careful, as in behavior or view-

point: “a go-slow effort to maintain a sense of continuity and order” (Christian Sci-

ence Monitor). 

gos·pel (gmsùpNl) n.  1.  Often Gospel. The proclamation of the redemption 

preached by Jesus and the Apostles, which is the central content of Christian reve-

lation.  2. a. Gospel. Bible. One of the first four books of the New Testament, 

describing the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus and recording his teaching.  

b. A similar narrative.   3.  Often Gospel. A lection from any of the first four 

books of the New Testament included as part of a religious service.  4. A teaching 

or doctrine of a religious teacher.  5. Music. Gospel music.  6. Something, such as 

an idea or a principle, accepted as unquestionably true:  The teacher said it, and 

that made it gospel.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

gospel meeting; a gospel singer.  [Middle English, from Old English godspel (ulti-

mately translation of Greek euangelion); see EVANGEL  : god, good; see GOOD + spel, 

news.]

gos·pel·er also gos·pel·ler (gmsùpN-lNr) n.  1. One who teaches or professes 

faith in a gospel.  2. One who reads or sings the Gospel as part of a church ser-

vice. 

gospel music (gmsùpNl myuùzVk) n.  Music. A kind of distinctively American 

religious music that is associated with evangelism and is based on the simple mel-

odies of folk music blended with melodic and rhythmic elements of spirituals and 

jazz. 

gospel side also Gospel side (gmsùpNl sXd) n.  The left side of an altar or a 

chancel as the congregation faces it.  [So called from the practice in some 

churches of reading the Gospel and the Epistle from different sides.]

gos·port (gmsùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  A flexible speaking tube used for one-way com-

munication between individual compartments or cockpits of an airplane.  [After 

Gosport.]

Gos·port (gmsùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A municipal borough of southern England west of 

Portsmouth. Formerly a victualing station for the Royal Navy, it was an embarka-

tion point for the invasion of France in 1944. Population, 77,400. 

gos·sa·mer (gmsùN-mNr) n.  1. A soft, sheer, gauzy fabric.  2. Something deli-

cate, light, or flimsy.  3. A fine film of cobwebs often seen floating in the air or 

caught on bushes or grass.   —  adj.  Sheer, light, delicate, or tenuous.  See Syn-

onyms at airy.  [Middle English gossomer : gos, goose; see GOOSE + somer, summer 

(probably from the abundance of gossamer during early autumn when geese are 

in season); see SUMMER
1.] —gosùsa·mer·y adj. 

Gosse (gms), Sir Edmund William. 1849-1928.  British writer noted for his 

influential literary criticism. 

gos·sip (gmsùNp) n.  1. Rumor or talk of a personal, sensational, or intimate 

nature.  2. A person who habitually spreads intimate or private rumors or facts.  



3. Trivial, chatty talk or writing.  4. A close friend or companion.  5. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A godparent.   —  v.  intr. gos·siped, gos·sip·ing, gos·sips. To engage in 

or spread gossip.  [Middle English godsib, gossip, godparent, from Old English 

godsibb : god, god; see GOD + sibb, kinsman; see s(w)e- in Appendix.] —gosù-
sip·er n.  —gosùsip·ry n.  —gosùsip·y adj.  

SYNONYMS: gossip, blab, tattle. The central meaning shared by these verbs is

“to engage in or communicate idle, indiscreet talk”: gossiping about the neighbors’

domestic problems; can’t be trusted with a secret—he always blabs; is disliked by her

classmates for tattling on mischief makers.

gos·sip·mon·ger (gmsùNp-mƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  One who relates gossip. 

gos·sy·pol (gmsùN-pôlÙ, -polÙ, -pmlÙ) n.  A toxic pigment, C30H30O8, obtained 

from cottonseed oil and detoxified by heating, that has been experimentally 

shown to inhibit sperm production.  [New Latin Gossypium, genus name (from 

Latin gossypion, cotton plant) + -OL
1.]

got (gmt) v.  Past tense and a past participle of get. 
Gö·ta Canal (yœùtN kN-n4lù)  A system of rivers, lakes, and canals of southern 

Sweden extending from the Kattegat at the mouth of the Göta River, about 93 

km (58 mi) long, to the Baltic Sea. 

Gö·te·borg (yœÙtN-bôrùK)  A city of southwest Sweden on the Kattegat at the 

starting point of the Göta Canal system. Founded in 1604, it is a major port and 

industrial center. Population, 424,085. 

Goth (gmth) n.  A member of a Germanic people who invaded the Roman 

Empire in the early centuries of the Christian era.  [From Middle English Gothes, 

Goths, from Late Latin GothX (of Germanic origin), and from Old English 

Gotan.]

Goth. abbr.  Gothic. 

Go·tha (goùthN, -tä)  A city of central Germany west of Erfurt. First mentioned 

in the tenth century, it is an industrial and cultural center. The Almanach de 

Gotha, a record of Europe’s aristocratic and royal houses, was first published here 

in 1763. Population, 57,662. 

Goth·am (gmthùNm)  New York City. The nickname was popularized by Wash-

ington Irving and others in Salmagundi, a series of satirical sketches (1807-1808).   
—Gothùam·iteÙ (-N-mXtÙ) n. 

Goth·ic (gmthùVk) adj.  Abbr. Goth. 1. a. Of or relating to the Goths or their lan-

guage.  b. Germanic; Teutonic.   2. Of or relating to the Middle Ages; medieval.  

3. a. Of or relating to an architectural style prevalent in western Europe from the 

12th through the 15th century and characterized by pointed arches, rib vaulting, 

and flying buttresses.  b. Of or relating to an architectural style derived from 

medieval Gothic.   4. Of or relating to painting, sculpture, or other art forms 



prevalent in northern Europe from the 12th through the 15th century.  5.  Often 

gothic. Of or relating to a style of fiction that emphasizes the grotesque, mysteri-

ous, and desolate.  6. gothic. Barbarous; crude.   —  n.  1. The extinct East Ger-

manic language of the Goths.  2. Gothic art or architecture.  3.  Often gothic. 

Printing. a.  See black letter.  b.  See sans serif.   4. A novel in a style empha-

sizing the grotesque, mysterious, and desolate.   —Gothùi·cal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: The combination Gothic romance represents a union of two

of the major influences in the development of European culture, the Roman Em-

pire and the Germanic tribes that invaded it. The Roman origins of romance must

be sought in the etymology of that word, but we can see clearly that Gothic is

related to the name Goth used for one of the Germanic tribes that invaded the

Roman Empire. The word Gothic, which is first recorded in 1611 in a reference

to the language of the Goths, was extended in sense in several ways, meaning

“Germanic,” “medieval, not classical,” “barbarous,” and also an architectural style

that was not Greek or Roman. Gothic, originally in the sense “medieval, not clas-

sical,” was applied by Horace Walpole to his novel The Castle of Otranto, a Gothic

Story, published in 1765. From this novel, filled with scenes of terror and gloom

in a medieval setting, have descended the Gothic romances of today.

Gothic arch (gmthùVk ärch) n.  A pointed arch, especially one with a jointed 

apex. 

Goth·i·cism (gmthùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. The use or imitation of Gothic style, as in 

architecture.  2. A barbarous or crude manner or style. 

Goth·i·cize also goth·i·cize (gmthùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. Goth·i·cized, Goth·i·ciz·ing, 
Goth·i·ciz·es. To make Gothic. 

Got·land (gmtùlNnd, gôtùlƒnd)  A region of southeast Sweden comprising several 

islands in the Baltic Sea, including Gotland Island. Inhabited since the Stone 

Age, Gotland is the traditional homeland of the Goths. 

got·ten (gmtùn) v.  A past participle of get. 
göt·ter·däm·mer·ung  or Göt·ter·däm·mer·ung (gmtÙNr-d4mùN-rƒngÙ, 

gœtÙNr-dHmùN-rtngÙ) n.  A turbulent ending of a regime or an institution: “The 

nation had been flirting with forms of götterdämmerung, with extremes of vocabu-

lary and behavior and an appetite for violent resolution” (Lance Morrow).  [After 

Götterdämmerung, an opera by Richard Wagner : German Götter-, genitive pl. of 

Gott, god (from Middle High German got, from Old High German); see 

gheu(N)- in Appendix + German Dämmerung, twilight (from Middle High Ger-

man dëmerunge, from Old High German demerunga, from demar, twilight).]

Göt·tin·gen (gœtùVng-Nn)  A city of central Germany northeast of Kassel. Char-

tered in 1210, the city is noted for its university, founded in the 1730’s. Popula-

tion, 132,454. 



Gott·schalk (gmchùôkÙ, gmtùshôkÙ), Louis Moreau. 1829-1869.  American 

composer and pianist whose compositions, such as The Dying Poet (1864), often 

incorporate Black and Creole rhythms. 

Gott·wald·ov (gôtùväl-dôfÙ)  A city of eastern Czech Republic east of Brno. It 

has an important shoemaking industry. Population, 85,383. 

gouache (gwäsh, gu-äshù) n.  1. a. A method of painting with opaque water-

colors mixed with a preparation of gum.  b. An opaque pigment used when 

painting in this way.   2. A painting executed in this manner.  [French, from Ital-

ian guazzo, from Latin aqu7tio, watering, from aqu7tus, past participle of aqu7rX, 
to fetch water, from aqua, water. See akw-7- in Appendix.]

Gou·da1 (gouùdN, guù-, KHouùdä)  A city of western Netherlands northeast of 

Rotterdam. Chartered in 1272, it is noted for its cheese market. Population, 

60,026. 

Gou·da2 (guùdN, gouù-) n.  A mild, close-textured, pale yellow cheese made 

from whole or partially skimmed milk.  [After Gouda1.]

Gou·dy (gouùdK), Frederic William. 1865-1947.  American printer and 

designer of more than 90 typefaces. 

gouge (gouj) n.  1. A chisel with a rounded, troughlike blade.  2. a. A scooping 

or digging action, as with such a chisel.  b. A groove or hole scooped with or as if 

with such a chisel.   3. Informal. A large amount, as of money, exacted or 

extorted.   —  v.  tr. gouged, goug·ing, goug·es. 1. To cut or scoop out with 

or as if with a gouge: “He began to gouge a small pattern in the sand with his cane” 

(Vladimir Nabokov).  2. a. To force out the eye of (a person) with one’s thumb.  

b. To thrust one’s thumb into the eye of.   3. Informal. To extort from.  4. Slang. 

To swindle.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin gubia, variant of 

gulbia, of Celtic origin.] —gougùer n. 

gou·lash (guùläshÙ, -l4shÙ) n.  A stew of beef or veal and vegetables, seasoned 

mainly with paprika.  [Hungarian gulyás (hús), herdsman’s (meat), goulash, from 

gulya, herdsman.]

Gould (guld), Chester. 1900-1985.  American cartoonist who created the Dick 

Tracy comic strip (1931). 

Gould (guld), Glenn. 1932-1982.  Canadian pianist noted for his perfor-

mances and recordings of the works of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms. 

Gould (guld), Jay. 1836-1892.  American financier and speculator who with 

James Fisk and Daniel Drew wrested control of the Erie Railroad from Cornelius 

Vanderbilt (1867-1868). With Fisk, he caused the financial panic of September 

24, 1869, with an attempt to corner the gold market. 

Gou·nod (guùno, gu-noù), Charles François. 1818-1893.  French composer 

particularly noted for his ecclesiastical music and the operas Faust (1859) and 

Romeo and Juliet (1867). 



gou·ra·mi (gt-räùmK, gtrùN-) n.  pl. gou·ra·mis. Any of various freshwater 

fishes of the family Anabantidae of southeast Asia, capable of breathing air and 

popular in home aquariums.  [Malay gurami, carp, of Javanese origin.]

gourd (gôrd, gord, gtrd) n.  1. Any of several trailing or climbing plants related 

to the pumpkin, squash, and cucumber and bearing fruits with a hard rind.  

2. a. The fruit of such a plant, often of irregular and unusual shape.  b. The 

dried and hollowed-out shell of one of these fruits, often used as a drinking uten-

sil.   [Middle English gourde, from Anglo-Norman, ultimately from Latin cucurb-

ita.]

gourde (gtrd) n.  Abbr. g., G. A basic unit of currency in Haiti.  See Table at 

currency.  [Haitian, from feminine of French gourd, dull, from Late Latin gur-

dus, blunt, from Latin, dullard.]

gour·mand (gtr-mändù, gtrùmNnd) n.  1. A lover of good food.  2. A glut-

tonous eater.  See Usage Note at gourmet.  [Middle English gourmant, glutton, 

from Old French gormant.]

gour·man·dise (gtrÙmNn-dKzù) n.  A taste and relish for good food: “You 

could see the gourmandise shining on his rosy lips” (Glenway Wescott).  [Middle 

English gromandise, gluttony, from Old French gormandise, from gormant, glut-

ton.]

gour·met (gtr-m7ù, gtrùm7Ù) n.  A connoisseur of fine food and drink.   —  
n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  gourmet cooking; gourmet res-

taurants.  [French, from Old French, alteration (influenced by gourmand, glut-

ton); see GOURMAND, of groumet, servant, valet in charge of wines, from Middle 

English grom, boy, valet.]

USAGE NOTE: A gourmet is a person with discriminating taste in food and

wine, as is a gourmand. Gourmand can also mean one who enjoys food in great

quantities. An epicure is much the same as a gourmet, but the word may sometimes

carry overtones of excessive refinement.

Gour·mont (gtr-môNù), Rémy de. 1858-1915.  French writer known for his 

symbolic novels, such as A Virgin Heart (1907), and works of criticism and phi-

losophy. 

gout (gout) n.  1. Pathology. A disturbance of uric-acid metabolism occurring 

predominantly in males, characterized by painful inflammation of the joints, 

especially of the feet and hands, and arthritic attacks resulting from elevated lev-

els of uric acid in the blood and the deposition of urate crystals around the joints. 

The condition can become chronic and result in deformity.  2. A large blob or 

clot: “and makes it bleed great gouts of blood” (Oscar Wilde).  [Middle English 

goute, from Old French, drop, gout, from Medieval Latin gutta, from Latin, drop 



(from the belief that gout was caused by drops of morbid humors).] 
—goutùi·ness n.  —goutùy adj. 

gout·weed (goutùwKdÙ) n.  A European plant (Aegopodium podagraria) widely 

naturalized in eastern North America, having small white flowers grouped in 

compound umbels. A variegated form is commonly grown as an edging or a 

ground cover.  Also called bishop’s weed 

gov. abbr.  1. Government.  2.  Or Gov.. Governor. 

gov·ern (gƒvùNrn) v.  gov·erned, gov·ern·ing, gov·erns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make and administer the public policy and affairs of; exercise sovereign authority 

in.  2. To control the speed or magnitude of; regulate:  a valve governing fuel 

intake.  3. To control the actions or behavior of:  Govern yourselves like civilized 

human beings.  4. To keep under control; restrain:  a child who could not be gov-

erned.  5. To exercise a deciding or determining influence on:  Chance usually gov-

erns the outcome of the game.  6. Grammar. To require (a specific morphological 

form) of accompanying words.   —  v.  intr. 1. To exercise political authority.  

2. To have or exercise a determining influence.  [Middle English governen, from 

Old French governer, from Latin gubern7re, from Greek kubernan.] 
—govùern·a·ble adj. 

Go·ver·na·dor Va·la·da·res (gƒvÙNr-nN-dôrù v4lÙN-därùVs, gôÙvVr-nä-dôrù 

väÙlä-därùVs)  A city of eastern Brazil northeast of Belo Horizonte. It is a process-

ing center in a lumbering and agricultural region. Population, 173,624. 

gov·er·nance (gƒvùNr-nNns) n.  1. The act, process, or power of governing; 

government: “Regaining a sense of the state is thus an absolute priority, not only for 

an effective policy against... terrorism, but also for governance itself” (Moorhead 

Kennedy).  2. The state of being governed. 

gov·er·ness (gƒvùNr-nVs) n.  A woman employed to educate and train the chil-

dren of a private household.  [Middle English governesse, short for governouresse, 

from Old French governeresse, feminine of governeor, governor, from Latin 

gubern7tor. See GUBERNATORIAL.]

gov·er·nes·sy (gƒvùNr-nVsÙK, -nV-sK) adj.  Fastidious, especially about matters 

of learning; prim. 

gov·ern·ment (gƒvùNrn-mNnt) n.  Abbr. gov., govt. 1. The act or process of 

governing, especially the control and administration of public policy in a political 

unit.  2. The office, function, or authority of one who governs or of a governing 

body.  3. Exercise of authority in a political unit; rule.  4. The agency or appara-

tus through which an individual or a body that governs exercises authority and 

performs its functions.  5. A governing body or organization, as: a. The ruling 

political party or coalition of political parties in a parliamentary system.  b. The 

cabinet in a parliamentary system.  c. The persons who make up a governing 

body.   6. A system or policy by which a political unit is governed.  

7. Management or administration of an organization, a business, or an institu-



tion.  8. Political science.   —govÙern·mentùal (-mHnùtl) adj.  

—govÙern·mentùal·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: In American usage government always takes a singular verb. In

British usage government, in the sense of a governing group of officials, is usually

construed as a plural collective and therefore takes a plural verb: The government

are determined to follow this course. See Usage Note at collective noun.

Gov·ern·ment Issue (gƒvùNrn-mNnt Vshùu) n.  Abbr. GI, G.I. Something, 

such as military equipment, that is issued by a government. 

gov·er·nor (gƒvùNr-nNr) n.  Abbr. gov., Gov. 1. A person who governs, espe-

cially: a. The chief executive of a state in the United States.  b. An official 

appointed to govern a colony or territory.  c. A member of a governing body.   

2. The manager or administrative head of an organization, a business, or an insti-

tution.  3. A military commandant.  4. Chiefly British. Used as a form of polite 

address for a man.  5. A feedback device on a machine or an engine that is used to 

provide automatic control, as of speed, pressure, or temperature.  

WORD HISTORY: The American Revolution did away with much that was

British, but it neglected to discard an important British political term. The word

governor certainly seems to denote a very American office, and England has no

corresponding official with that title for its counties. Nonetheless, governor has

had a long history in English with reference to political rulers. In Middle English

governour, the ancestor of governor, meant both “a sovereign ruler” and “a subor-

dinate or substitute ruler.” In the later sense it was a natural term to use for heads

of the British colonies in North America as well as elsewhere. During our colonial

period royal governors were often unpopular, yet the word was not dropped after

the Revolutionary War and in fact was chosen to designate the executive head of

a state when the United States of America was created.

gov·er·nor-gen·er·al (gƒvÙNr-nNr-jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. gov·er·nors-gen·er·al 
(gƒvÙNr-nNrz-)  or gov·er·nor-gen·er·als (-jHnùNr-Nlz). A governor of a large 

territory who has other subordinate governors under his or her jurisdiction.   
—govÙer·nor-genùer·al·shipÙ n. 

gov·er·nor·ship (gƒvùNr-nNr-shVpÙ) n.  The office, term, or jurisdiction of a 

governor. 

Gov·er·nors Island (gƒvùNr-nNrz XùlNnd)  An island of southeast New York in 

Upper New York Bay south of Manhattan. Now a U.S. military base, the island 

was used by the British as a residence for the colonial governor of New York in the 

17th and 18th centuries. 

govt. abbr.  Government. 



gow·an (gouùNn) n.  Scots. A yellow or white wildflower, especially the Old 

World daisy.  [Probably alteration of Middle English gollan, a plant with yellow 

flowers,; akin to Old Norse gullinn, golden, from gull, gold. See ghel-2 in Appen-

dix.]

Gow·er (gouùNr, gôrù, gorù), John. 1325?-1408.  English poet who wrote alle-

gorical, didactic works, such as Vox Clamantis (1382?-1384), in Latin, French, and 

English. 

gown (goun) n.  1. A long, loose, flowing garment, such as a robe or nightgown.  

2. A long, usually formal dress for a woman.  3. A robe or smock worn in operat-

ing rooms and other parts of hospitals as a guard against contamination.  4. A 

distinctive outer robe worn on ceremonial occasions, as by scholars or clerics.  

5. The faculty and student body of a university:  perfect accord between town and 

gown.   —  v.  intr. tr. gowned, gown·ing, gowns. To dress oneself in or 

invest (another) with a gown.  [Middle English goune, from Old French, from 

Late Latin gunna, leather garment.]

gowns·man (gounzùmNn) n.  One who wears a distinctive gown as a mark of 

profession or office. 

goy (goi) n.  pl. goy·im (goiùVm)  or goys. Offensive. Used as a disparaging term 

for one who is not a Jew.  [Yiddish, from Hebrew gôy, nation, one who is not Jew-

ish, non-Jew, Jew ignorant of the Jewish religion.] —goyùish adj. 

Go·ya y Lu·ci·en·tes (goiùN K lu-syHnùtKs, gôùyä K lu-thyHnùtHs), Francisco 
José de. 1746-1828.  Spanish painter and etcher whose art reflected the political 

and social turmoil of his times. His highly influential works include portraits of 

Spanish nobility and The Third of May 1808 (1814). 

G.P.  or GP abbr.  General practitioner. 

GPA abbr.  Grade point average. 

g.p.d. abbr.  Gallons per day. 

g.p.m. abbr.  Gallons per minute. 

GPO abbr.  1. General post office.  2. Government Printing Office. 

g.p.s. abbr.  Gallons per second. 

GQ abbr.  General quarters. 

gr. abbr.  1. Grade.  2. Grain.  3. Gram.  4. Gravity.  5. Great.  6. Gross.  

7. Group. 

Gr. abbr.  Greece; Greek 

Graaf·i·an follicle (gräùfK-Nn fmlùV-kNl, gr4fùK-) n.  Any of the fluid-filled ves-

icles in the mammalian ovary containing a maturing ovum.  [After Regnier de 

Graaf (1641-1673), Dutch physician and anatomist.]

grab1 (gr4b) v.  grabbed, grab·bing, grabs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take or grasp 

suddenly:  grabbed the letter from me.  2. To capture or restrain; arrest.  3. To 

obtain or appropriate unscrupulously or forcibly:  grab public funds; grab power.  

4. To take hurriedly:  grabbed my coat and hat and left.  5. Slang. To capture the 



attention of:  a plot that grabs the reader.   —  v.  intr. To make a grasping or 

snatching motion:  We grabbed for the life raft.   —  n.  1. Sudden seizure of some-

thing or someone; a snatch: “The imminence of death is reflected in every last 

power-stroke and grab of the great money bosses” (Dylan Thomas).  2. One that is 

grabbed.  3. A mechanical device for gripping an object.   —idiom. up for 
grabs. Slang. Available for anyone to take or win: “The reputation of the... king is 

still up for grabs” (William Zinsser).  [Obsolete Dutch, or Low German grabben 

from Middle Dutch, or Middle Low German; see ghrebh-1 in Appendix.] 
—grabùber n. 

grab2 (gr4b) n.  Nautical. An Oriental coastal vessel with two or three masts.  

[Arabic Sur7b, raven, swift galley.]

grab bag (gr4b b4g) n.  1. A container filled with articles, such as party gifts, to 

be drawn unseen.  2. Slang. A miscellaneous collection:  The meeting evolved into 

a grab bag of petty complaints. 

grab·ble (gr4bùNl) v.  intr. grab·bled, grab·bling, grab·bles. 1. To feel 

around with the hands; grope.  2. To fall down; sprawl.  [Probably from Dutch 

grabbelen, from Middle Dutch, frequentative of grabben, to grab. See GRAB
1.] 

—grabùbler n. 

grab·by (gr4bùK) adj.  grab·bi·er, grab·bi·est. Informal. Inclined to grab; 

greedy.   —grabùbi·ness n. 

gra·ben (gräùbNn) n.  A usually elongated depression between geologic faults.  

[German Graben, from Middle High German grabe, trench, from Old High Ger-

man grabo, from graban, to dig. See ghrebh-2 in Appendix.]

Grac·chi (gr4kùX)  See Gracchus. 
Grac·chus (gr4kùNs), Tiberius Sempronius. 163-133 B.C.  Roman social 

reformer. Known with his brother Gaius Sempronius Gracchus (153-121 B.C.) 

as “the Gracchi,” he sought to aid poor farmers through greater subdivision of 

land but was killed in a riot. Gaius assumed his brother’s work, initiating several 

reforms, and met a similar fate. 

grace (gr7s) n.  1. Seemingly effortless beauty or charm of movement, form, or 

proportion.  See Synonyms at elegance.  2. A characteristic or quality pleasing 

for its charm or refinement.  3. A sense of fitness or propriety.  4. a. A disposi-

tion to be generous or helpful; goodwill.  b. Mercy; clemency.   5. A favor ren-

dered by one who need not do so; indulgence.  6. A temporary immunity or 

exemption; a reprieve.  7. Graces. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. Three 

sister goddesses, known in Greek mythology as Aglaia, Euphrosyne, and Thalia, 

who dispense charm and beauty.  8. Theology. a. Divine love and protection 

bestowed freely on people.  b. The state of being protected or sanctified by the 

favor of God.  c. An excellence or a power granted by God.   9. A short prayer of 

blessing or thanksgiving said before or after a meal.  10. Grace. Used with His, 

Her, or Your as a title and form of address for a duke, a duchess, or an archbishop.  



11. Music. An embellishment such as an appoggiatura or a trill.   —  v.  tr. 

graced, grac·ing, grac·es. 1. To honor or favor:  You grace our table with your 

presence.  2. To give beauty, elegance, or charm to.  3. Music. To embellish with 

grace notes.   —idioms. in the bad graces of. Out of favor with.  in the 
good graces of. In favor with.  with bad grace. In a grudging manner.  with 
good grace. In a willing manner.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin gr7tia, from gr7tus, pleasing. See gwerN-2 in Appendix.]

Grace (gr7s), William Russell. 1832-1904.  Irish-born American shipping mag-

nate active in the exploitation of Peruvian resources. He also served as mayor of 

New York City (1880-1882 and 1884-1886). 

grace cup (gr7s kƒp) n.  1. A cup used at the end of a meal, usually after grace, 

for the final toast.  2. The final toast of a meal. 

grace·ful (gr7sùfNl) adj.  Showing grace of movement, form, or proportion: 

“England’s slow, graceful economic collapse” (J.C. Winters).   —graceùful·ly adv.  

—graceùful·ness n. 

grace·less (gr7sùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking grace; clumsy.  2. Having or exhibiting no 

sense of propriety or decency.  3. Inferior or clumsy in treatment or performance:  

a graceless production of the play.   —graceùless·ly adv.  —graceùless·ness n. 

grace note (gr7s not) n.  Music. A note, especially an appoggiatura, added as an 

embellishment. 

grace period (gr7s pVrùK-Nd) n.  1. A period in which a debt may be paid with-

out accruing further interest or penalty.  2. A period in which an insurance policy 

is effective even though the premium is past due. 

grac·ile (gr4sùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  1. Gracefully slender.  2. Graceful.  [Latin gracilis.] 
—gra·cilùi·ty (grN-sVlùV-tK) n. 

gra·ci·o·so (gräÙsK-oùso, -zo) n.  pl. gra·ci·o·sos. A clown or buffoon in Span-

ish comedies.  [Spanish, amiable, clown, from Latin gr7tiosus. See GRACIOUS.]

gra·cious (gr7ùshNs) adj.  1. Characterized by kindness and warm courtesy.  

2. Characterized by tact and propriety:  responded to the insult with gracious 

humor.  3. Of a merciful or compassionate nature.  4. Condescendingly courte-

ous; indulgent.  5. Characterized by charm or beauty; graceful.  6. Characterized 

by elegance and good taste:  gracious living.  7. Archaic. Enjoying favor or grace; 

acceptable or pleasing.   —  interj.  Used to express surprise or mild emotion.  

[Middle English, from Old French gracieus, from Latin gr7tiosus, from gr7tia, 

good will. See GRACE.] —graùcious·ly adv.  —graùcious·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: gracious, cordial, genial, sociable. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “marked by kindness, sympathy, and unaffected politeness”:

gracious even to unexpected visitors; a cordial welcome; a genial guest; enjoyed a so-

ciable chat. 



ANTONYM: ungracious

grack·le (gr4kùNl) n.  1. Any of several American blackbirds of the family Ict-

eridae, especially of the genus Quiscalus, having iridescent blackish plumage.  

Also called crow blackbird 2. Any of several Asian mynas of the genus Gracula.  

[New Latin Gr7cula, genus name, from Latin gr7culus, jackdaw. See gerN-2 in 

Appendix.]

grad (gr4d) n.  Informal. A graduate of a school or college. 

grad. abbr.  1. Gradient.  2. Graduated. 

gra·date (gr7ùd7tÙ) v.  gra·dat·ed, gra·dat·ing, gra·dates.  —  v.  intr. To 

pass imperceptibly from one degree, shade, or tone to another.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to pass imperceptibly from one degree, shade, or tone to another.  2. To 

arrange in or according to grades.  [Back-formation from GRADATION.]

gra·da·tion (gr7-d7ùshNn) n.  1. a. A series of gradual, successive stages; a sys-

tematic progression.  b. A degree or stage in such a progression.   2. A passing by 

barely perceptible degrees from one tone or shade, as of color, to another.  See 

Synonyms at nuance.  3. The act of gradating or arranging in grades.  

4. Linguistics. See ablaut.  [Latin grad7tio, grad7tion-, from gradus, step. See 

GRADE.] —gra·daùtion·al adj.  —gra·daùtion·al·ly adv. 

grade (gr7d) n.  Abbr. gr. 1. A stage or degree in a process.  2. A position in a 

scale of size, quality, or intensity.  3. An accepted level or standard.  4. A set of 

persons or things all falling in the same specified limits; a class.  5. a. A class at an 

elementary school or the pupils in it.  b. grades. Elementary school.   6. A mark 

indicating a student’s level of accomplishment.  7. A military, naval, or civil ser-

vice rank.  8. The degree of inclination of a slope, road, or other surface.  9. A 

slope or gradual inclination, especially of a road or railroad track.  10. The level 

at which the ground surface meets the foundation of a building.  11. A domestic 

animal produced by crossbreeding one of purebred stock with one of ordinary 

stock.  12. Linguistics. A degree of ablaut.   —  v.  grad·ed, grad·ing, grades.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To arrange in steps or degrees.  2. To arrange in a series or according 

to a scale.  3. a. To determine the quality of (academic work, for example); evalu-

ate.  b. To give a grade to (a student, for example).   4. To level or smooth to a 

desired or horizontal gradient.  5. To gradate.  6. To improve the quality of (live-

stock) by crossbreeding with purebred stock.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hold a certain 

rank or position.  2. To change or progress gradually.  [French, from Latin gradus. 

See ghredh- in Appendix.]

grade crossing (gr7d krôùsVng) n.  An intersection of railroad tracks, roads, 

walkways, or a combination of these at the same level. 

grade point (gr7d point) n.  A point assigned to a course credit, as in a univer-

sity, that corresponds to the letter grade made in a course.  Also called grade index 



grade point average (gr7d point 4vùNr-Vj) n.  Abbr. GPA The average grade 

earned by a student, figured by dividing the grade points earned by the number 

of credits attempted.  Also called grade point index 

grad·er (gr7ùdNr) n.  1. One that grades, especially: a. One who grades students’ 

work.  b. A piece of heavy equipment used to level or smooth road or other sur-

faces to the desired gradient.   2. A student in a specified class in an elementary or 

high school. Often used in combination:  tenth graders. 

grade school (gr7d skul) n.  See elementary school.  —gradeù-
schoolÙer (gr7dùskuÙlNr) n. 

gra·di·ent (gr7ùdK-Nnt) n.  Abbr. grad. 1. A rate of inclination; a slope.  2. An 

ascending or descending part; an incline.  3. Physics. The rate at which a physical 

quantity, such as temperature or pressure, changes relative to change in a given 

variable, especially distance.  4. Mathematics. A vector having coordinate compo-

nents that are the partial derivatives of a function with respect to its variables.  

5. Biology. A series of progressively increasing or decreasing differences in the 

growth rate, metabolism, or physiological activity of a cell, an organ, or an organ-

ism.  [Perhaps GRADE + -ient as in QUOTIENT.]

gra·din (gr7dùn) also gra·dine (gr7ùdKnÙ, grN-dKnù) n.  One of a series of steps 

or tiered seats, as in an amphitheater.  [French, from Italian gradino, diminutive 

of grado, step, from Latin gradus. See GRADE.]

grad·u·al (gr4jùu-Nl) adj.  Advancing or progressing by regular or continuous 

degrees:  gradual erosion; a gradual slope.   —  n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. A 

book containing the choral portions of the Mass.  2. A biblical text sung between 

the Epistle and the Gospel of the Mass.  [Middle English, having steps, from 

Medieval Latin gradu7lis, from Latin gradus, step; see GRADE. N., Middle English  

from Medieval Latin gradu7le, the part of the service sung by the choir from the 

altar steps, gradual, from neuter sing. of gradu7lis, having steps.] —gradùu·al·ly 
adv.  —gradùu·al·ness n. 

grad·u·al·ism (gr4jùu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  The belief in or the policy of advancing 

toward a goal by gradual, often slow stages.   —gradùu·al·ist n.  

—gradÙu·al·isùtic adj. 

grad·u·ate (gr4jùu-7tÙ) v.  grad·u·at·ed, grad·u·at·ing, grad·u·ates.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To be granted an academic degree or diploma:  Two thirds of the enter-

ing freshmen stayed to graduate.  2. a. To change gradually or by degrees.  b. To 

advance to a new level of skill, achievement, or activity:  After a summer of diving 

instruction, they had all graduated to back flips.    —  v.  tr. 1. a. To grant an aca-

demic degree or diploma to:  The teachers hope to graduate her this spring.  

b. Usage Problem. To receive an academic degree from.   2. To arrange or divide 

into categories, steps, or grades.  3. To divide into marked intervals, especially for 

use in measurement.   —  n.  (-Vt) 1. One who has received an academic degree or 

diploma.  2. A graduated container, such as a cylinder or beaker.   —  adj.  (-Vt) 



1. Possessing an academic degree or diploma.  2. Of, intended for, or relating to 

studies beyond a bachelor’s degree:  graduate courses.  [Middle English graduaten, 

to confer a degree, from Medieval Latin gradu7rX, gradu7t-, to take a degree, from 

Latin gradus, step. See GRADE.] —gradùu·aÙtor n.  

USAGE NOTE: The verb graduate has denoted the action of conferring an ac-

ademic degree or diploma since at least 1421, as in She was graduated from Yale

in 1980. This earlier pattern of use is still defensible, if slightly old-fashioned, and

is acceptable to 78 percent of the Usage Panel. In general usage, however, it has

largely yielded to the much more recent active pattern (first attested in 1807): She

graduated from Yale in 1980. This pattern, which no longer bears any taint of in-

correctness, is acceptable to 89 percent of the Panel. It has the advantage of as-

cribing the accomplishment to the student, rather than to the institution, as is

usually appropriate in discussions of individual cases. When the institution’s re-

sponsibility is emphasized, however, the older pattern may still be recommended.

A sentence such as The university graduated more computer science majors in 1987

than in the entire previous decade stresses the university’s accomplishment, say, of

its computer science program. On the other hand, the sentence More computer

science majors graduated in 1987 than in the entire previous decade implies that the

class of 1987 was in some way a remarkable group. • The transitive use of grad-

uate, as in She graduated Yale in 1980, was unacceptable to 77 percent of the Usage

Panel.

grad·u·a·tion (gr4jùu-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Conferral or receipt of an academic 

degree or diploma marking completion of studies.  b. A ceremony at which 

degrees or diplomas are conferred; a commencement.   2. a. A division or an 

interval on a graduated scale.  b. A mark indicating the boundary of such an 

interval.   3. An arrangement in or a division into stages or degrees. 

Graeco- pref.  Variant of Greco-. 
graf·fi·ti (grN-fKùtK) n.  Plural of graffito. 
graf·fi·tist (grN-fKùtVst) n.  One who produces graffiti. 

graf·fi·to (grN-fKùto) n.  pl. graf·fi·ti (-tK). Usage Problem. A drawing or an 

inscription made on a wall or other surface, usually so as to be seen by the public. 

Often used in the plural.  [Italian, diminutive of graffio, a scratching, scribble, 

probably from graffiare, to scratch, scribble, probably from Vulgar Latin 

*graphi7re, to write with a stylus, from Latin graphium, stylus, from Greek 

grapheion, graphion, from graphein, to write. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The form graffiti, based on the Italian plural, is far more com-

mon than the singular form graffito. Graffiti is often used as a singular noun.

When the reference is to a particular inscription (as in There was a bold graffiti



on the wall), the form graffito would be etymologically correct but might strike

some readers as pedantic outside an archaeological context. There is no substitute

for the singular use of graffiti when the word is used as a mass noun to refer to

inscriptions in general or to the related social phenomenon. The sentence Graffiti

is a major problem for the Transit Authority Police cannot be reworded Graffito is...

(since graffito can refer only to a particular inscription) or Graffiti are..., which

suggests that the police problem involves only the physical marks and not the larg-

er issue of vandalism. In such contexts, the use of graffiti as a singular is justified

by both utility and widespread precedent.

graft1 (gr4ft) v.  graft·ed, graft·ing, grafts.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To unite (a shoot 

or bud) with a growing plant by insertion or by placing in close contact.  b. To 

join (a plant or plants) by such union.   2. To transplant or implant (living tissue, 

for example) surgically into a bodily part to replace a damaged part or compen-

sate for a defect.  3. To join or unite closely:  graft new customs onto old.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To make a graft.  2. To be or become joined.   —  n.  1. a. A detached 

shoot or bud united or to be united with a growing plant.  b. The union or point 

of union of a detached shoot or bud with a growing plant by insertion or attach-

ment.  c. A plant produced by such union.   2. a. Material, especially living tissue 

or an organ, surgically attached to or inserted into a bodily part to replace a dam-

aged part or compensate for a defect.  b. The procedure of implanting or trans-

planting such material.  c. The configuration or condition resulting from such a 

procedure.   [Middle English graften, alteration of graffen, probably from Old 

French grafier, from graffe, stylus, graft (from its shape), from Latin graphium, 

stylus; see GRAFFITO. N., Middle English grafte alteration of graffe, from Old 

French graffe.]

graft2 (gr4ft) n.  1. Unscrupulous use of one’s position to derive profit or advan-

tages; extortion.  2. Money or an advantage gained or yielded by unscrupulous 

means.   —  v.  tr. intr. graft·ed, graft·ing, grafts. To gain by or practice 

unscrupulous use of one’s position.  [Origin unknown.]

graft·age (gr4fùtVj) n.  The process of making a graft in horticulture. 

graft·er1 (gr4fùtNr) n.  One that grafts:  a grafter of roses. 

graft·er2 (gr4fùtNr) n.  One who gains profit or advantage by unscrupulous use 

of position: “the cheats and grafters in Wall Street and Washington” (Alex Brum-

mer). 

graft-ver·sus-host disease  or graft versus host disease 
(gr4ftùvûrÙsNs-hostù dV-zKzù, -sNz-) n.  A pathological condition in which cells 

from the transplanted tissue of a donor initiate an immunologic attack on the 

cells and tissue of the recipient. 

gra·ham (gr7ùNm) n.  Whole-wheat flour.  [After Sylvester Graham (1794-

1851), American cleric and social reformer.]



Gra·ham (gr7ùNm), John First Viscount Dundee. Known as “Bloody Claverse” 

and “Bonnie Dundee.” 1649?-1689.  Scottish Jacobite leader and long-time perse-

cutor of the Covenanters, whom he defeated in a bloody battle in which he was 

mortally wounded (1689). 

Gra·ham (gr7ùNm), Katharine Meyer. Born 1917.  American newspaper exec-

utive who as publisher of the Washington Post (1969-1979) oversaw the contro-

versial publication of the Pentagon Papers (1971) and the exposure of the 

Watergate scandal (1972-1974). 

Gra·ham (gr7ùNm), Martha. 1894-1991.  American dancer and choreographer. 

A central figure in modern dance, she founded the Dance Repertory Theatre in 

New York City in 1930. Her works include Appalachian Spring (1944) and 

Clytemnestra (1958). 

Gra·ham (gr7ùNm), Thomas. 1805-1869.  Scottish chemist noted for his study 

of the diffusion of gases and his discovery of dialysis. 

Gra·ham (gr7ùNm), William Franklin. Known as “Billy.” Born 1918.  American 

religious leader who has conducted evangelical tours throughout the world. 

graham cracker (gr7ùNm kr4kùNr) n.  A slightly sweet, usually rectangular 

cracker made with whole-wheat flour. 

Gra·hame (gr7ùNm), Kenneth. 1859-1932.  British writer known for his essays 

and children’s books, notably The Wind in the Willows (1908). 

Graham Island (gr7ùNm XùlNnd)  An island off western British Columbia, Can-

ada, in the Pacific Ocean. It is the largest and northernmost of the Queen Char-

lotte Islands. 

Graham Land (gr7ùNm l4nd)  A region of Antarctica near the tip of the Ant-

arctic Peninsula. Part of the British Antarctic Territory, it is also claimed by 

Argentina and Chile. 

Gra·ian Alps (gr7ùNn grXùNn)  A section of the western Alps on the border 

between southeast France and northwest Italy. The highest elevation is Gran 

Paradiso, 4,063.5 m (13,323 ft), in the Italian section of the range. 

grail (gr7l) n.  1. Grail. A cup or plate that, according to medieval legend, was 

used by Jesus at the Last Supper and that later became the object of many chival-

rous quests.  Also called Holy Grail 2.  Often Grail. The object of a prolonged 

endeavor.  [Middle English greal, from Old French graal, from Medieval Latin 

grad7lis, flat dish.]

grain (gr7n) n.  Abbr. gr. 1. a. A small, dry, one-seeded fruit of a cereal grass, 

having the fruit and the seed walls united.  Also called caryopsis b. The fruits of 

cereal grasses especially after having been harvested, considered as a group.   

2. Cereal grasses considered as a group:  a field of grain.  3. a. A relatively small 

discrete particulate or crystalline mass:  a grain of sand.  b. A small amount or the 

smallest amount possible:  hasn’t a grain of sense.   4. Aerospace. A mass of solid 

propellant.  5. A unit of weight in the U.S. Customary System, an avoirdupois 



unit equal to 0.002285 ounce (0.065 gram).  See Table at measurement.  6. The 

arrangement, direction, or pattern of the fibrous tissue in wood.  7. a. The side 

of a hide or piece of leather from which the hair or fur has been removed.  b. The 

pattern or markings on this side of leather.   8. The pattern produced, as in stone, 

by the arrangement of particulate constituents.  9. The relative size of the parti-

cles composing a substance or pattern:  a coarse grain.  10. A painted, stamped, or 

printed design that imitates the pattern found in wood, leather, or stone.  11. The 

direction or texture of fibers in a woven fabric.  12. A state of fine crystallization.  

13. a. Basic temperament or nature; disposition.  b. An essential quality or char-

acteristic.   14. Archaic. Color; tint.   —  v.  grained, grain·ing, grains.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to form into grains; granulate.  2. To paint, stamp, or print with a 

design imitating the grain of wood, leather, or stone.  3. To give a granular or 

rough texture to.  4. To remove the hair or fur from (hides) in preparation for 

tanning.   —  v.  intr. To form grains.   —idiom. with a grain of salt. With 

reservations; skeptically:  Take that advice with a grain of salt.  [Middle English, 

from Old French graine, from Latin gr7num. See gyN-no- in Appendix.] 
—grainùer n. 

grain alcohol (gr7n 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  See alcohol (n., sense 1). 

Grain Coast (gr7n kost)  A historical region of western Africa along the coast 

of the Atlantic Ocean, roughly identical with present-day Liberia. It was named 

for its once-thriving trade in grains of paradise. 

grain elevator (gr7n HlùN-v7ÙtNr) n.  A building equipped with mechanical 

lifting devices and used for storing grain. 

grains of paradise (gr7nz ƒv p4rùN-dXsÙ) pl.n.  1. The pungent, aromatic 

seeds of a tropical African plant (Aframomum melegueta) used medicinally and 

for flavoring beverages.  2. The seeds of cardamom. 

grain·y (gr7ùnK) adj.  grain·i·er, grain·i·est. 1. Made of or resembling grain; 

granular.  2. Resembling the grain of wood.  3. Having sharp divisions between 

light and dark patches; not smooth. Used of photographs and film.   
—grainùi·ness n. 

gram1 (gr4m) n.  Abbr. g, gm., gr. A metric unit of mass equal to one thou-

sandth (10–3) of a kilogram.  See Table at measurement.  [French gramme, 

from Late Latin gramma, a small weight, from Greek, something written, small 

weight. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

gram2 (gr4m) n.  1. Any of several plants, such as the chickpea, bearing seeds 

widely used as food in tropical Asia.  2. The seeds of such a plant.  [Obsolete Por-

tuguese, from Latin gr7num, seed. See gyN-no- in Appendix.]

-gram suff.  Something written or drawn; a record:  cardiogram.  [Greek -

gramma, from gramma, letter. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

gra·ma also gram·ma (gräùmN, gr4mùN) n.  Any of various grasses of the genus 

Bouteloua of western North America and South America, forming dense tufts or 



mats and often used as pasturage.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, Bermuda 

grass, quitch grass, from Latin gr7men, gr7min-, grass.]

gram·a·rye (gr4mùN-rK) n.  Occult learning; magic.  [Middle English gramarie, 

probably from Old French gramaire, grammar, book of magic. See GRAMMAR.]

gram atom (gr4m 4tùNm) n.  One mole of atoms of an element. 

gram-a·tom·ic mass (gr4mùN-tmmùVk m4s) n.  The mass of one mole of 

atoms of an element.  Also called gram-atomic weight 

gram calorie (gr4m k4lùN-rK) n.  See calorie (n., sense 1). 

gram equivalent (gr4m V-kwVvùN-lNnt) n.  The amount of a substance whose 

weight in grams is numerically equal to its equivalent weight. 

gra·mer·cy (grN-mûrùsK, gr4mùNr-) interj.  Archaic. Used to express surprise or 

gratitude.  [Middle English gramerci, from Old French grand merci : grand, great; 

see GRAND + merci, thanks; see MERCY.]

gram·i·ci·din (gr4mÙV-sXdùn) n.  An antibiotic produced by the soil bacterium 

Bacillus brevis and used to treat infections caused by certain gram-positive bacte-

ria.  [GRAM(-POSITIVE) + -CID(E) + -IN.]

gra·min·e·ous (grN-mVnùK-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

grasses.  2. Of or belonging to the grass family.  [From Latin gr7mineus, grassy, 

from gr7men, gr7min-, grass.] —gra·minùe·ous·ness n. 

gram·i·niv·o·rous (gr4mÙN-nVvùNr-Ns) adj.  Feeding on grasses.  [Latin gr7men, 

gr7min-, grass + -VOROUS.]

gram·ma (gräùmN, gr4mùN) n.  Variant of grama. 
gram·mar (gr4mùNr) n.  Abbr. gram. 1. a. The study of how words and their 

component parts combine to form sentences.  b. The study of structural relation-

ships in language or in a language, sometimes including pronunciation, meaning, 

and linguistic history.   2. a. The system of inflections, syntax, and word forma-

tion of a language.  b. The system of rules implicit in a language, viewed as a 

mechanism for generating all sentences possible in that language.   3. a. A nor-

mative or prescriptive set of rules setting forth the current standard of usage for 

pedagogical or reference purposes.  b. Writing or speech judged with regard to 

such a set of rules.   4. A book containing the morphologic, syntactic, and seman-

tic rules for a specific language.  5. a. The basic principles of an area of knowl-

edge:  the grammar of music.  b. A book dealing with such principles.   [Middle 

English gramere, from Old French gramaire, alteration of Latin grammatica, from 

Greek grammatikK, from feminine of grammatikos, of letters, from gramma, 

grammat-, letter. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

gram·mar·ian (grN-mârùK-Nn) n.  A specialist in grammar. 

grammar school (gr4mùNr skul) n.  1.  See elementary school.  2. Chiefly 

British. A secondary or preparatory school.  3. A school stressing the study of 

classical languages. 



gram·mat·i·cal (grN-m4tùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to grammar.  

2. Conforming to the rules of grammar:  a grammatical sentence.  [Late Latin 

grammatic7lis, from Latin grammaticus, from Greek grammatikos, of letters. See 

GRAMMAR.] —gram·matÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) n.  —gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

grammatical gender (grN-m4tùV-kNl jHnùdNr) n.  Gender assigned to a word 

arbitrarily or on the basis of its grammatical form. 

Gram·mat·i·cus (grN-m4tùV-kNs)  See Aelfric. 
gram·ma·tol·o·gy (gr4mÙN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study and science of systems of 

graphic script.  [Greek gramma, grammat-, letter; see GRAMMAR + -LOGY.] 
—gramÙma·to·logùic (-tN-lmjùVk), gramÙma·to·logùi·cal adj.  

—gramÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

gramme (gr4m) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of gram1. 
gram-mo·lec·u·lar weight (gr4mÙmN-lHkùyN-lNr w7t) n.  Abbr. GMW See 

mole5 (n., sense 2). 

gram molecule (gr4m mmlùV-kyulÙ) n.  See mole5 (n., sense 1). 

Gram·my (gr4mùK)  A service mark used for any of the statuettes awarded by the 

National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences for excellence in the recording 

industry. 

gram-neg·a·tive  or Gram-neg·a·tive (gr4mùnHgùN-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, 

or being a bacterium that does not retain the violet stain used in Gram’s method. 

gram·o·phone (gr4mùN-fonÙ) n.  A record player; a phonograph.  [Originally a 

trademark.]

gramp (gr4mp)  or gramps (gr4mps) n.  Informal. A grandfather.  [Alteration 

of GRANDP(A).]

Gram·pi·an Mountains (gr4mùpK-Nn mounùtNnz)  A mountain range of 

central Scotland extending northeast to southwest and forming a natural barrier 

between the Highlands and the Lowlands. Ben Nevis, 1,343.8 m (4,406 ft), is the 

highest point. 

gram-pos·i·tive  or Gram-pos·i·tive (gr4mùpmzùV-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

being a bacterium that retains the violet stain used in Gram’s method. 

gram·pus (gr4mùpNs) n.  1. A cetacean (Grampus griseus) related to and resem-

bling the dolphins but lacking a beaklike snout.  2. Any of various similar ceta-

ceans, such as the killer whale.  [Alteration (perhaps influenced by GRAND), of 

Middle English graspeis, from Old French craspois, graspeis, from Medieval Latin 

crassus piscis, craspiscis : Latin crassus, fat + Latin piscis, fish.]

Gram’s method (gr4mz mHthùNd) n.  A staining technique used to classify 

bacteria in which a bacterial specimen is first stained with crystal violet, then 

treated with an iodine solution, decolorized with alcohol, and counterstained 

with safranine. Gram-positive bacteria retain the violet stain; gram-negative bac-

teria do not.  [After Hans Christian Joachim Gram (1853-1938), Danish physi-

cian.]



gra·na (gr7ùnN) n.  Botany. Plural of granum. 
Gra·na·da (grN-näùdN, grä-näùthä)  A city of southern Spain southeast of Cór-

doba. Founded by the Moors in the eighth century, it became the center of an 

independent kingdom in 1238. The city was captured by Castilian troops in 1492, 

ending Moorish control in Spain. Population, 256,191. 

gran·a·dil·la (gr4nÙN-dVlùN, -dKùyN) n.  1. Any of various tropical American pas-

sionflowers, especially Passiflora quadrangularis, bearing edible fruit.  2. The egg-

shaped, fleshy fruit of such a plant.  [Spanish, diminutive of granada, pomegran-

ate, from Latin gr7n7tum, from neuter of gr7n7tus, seedy, from gr7num, seed. See 

gyN-no- in Appendix.]

Gra·na·dos (grN-näùdos, grä-näùthôs), Enrique. 1867-1916.  Spanish pianist 

and composer noted for his nationalistic music, such as Goyescas (1912-1914), 

piano works inspired by the paintings of Goya. 

gran·a·ry (gr4nùN-rK, gr7ùnN-) n.  pl. gran·a·ries. 1. A building for storing 

threshed grain.  2. A region yielding much grain.  [Latin gr7n7rium, from 

gr7num, grain. See gyN-no- in Appendix.]

Gran·by (gr4nùbK)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, east of Montreal. It is a 

manufacturing center. Population, 38,069. 

Gran Cha·co (gränÙ chäùko)  A lowland plain of central South America divided 

among Paraguay, Bolivia, and Argentina. The arid plain is largely uninhabited. 

grand (gr4nd) adj.  grand·er, grand·est. 1. Large and impressive in size, 

scope, or extent; magnificent.  2. a. Rich and sumptuous:  A grand meal was laid 

before them.  b. Of a solemn, stately, or splendid nature.   3. a. Dignified or noble 

in appearance or effect:  a grand old face that bespeaks suffering but not defeat.  

b. Noble or admirable in conception or intent:  a grand purpose.  c. Lofty or sub-

lime in character:  a speech delivered in the grand style of the great orators.   

4. Wonderful or very pleasing:  had a grand time.  5. Having higher rank than 

others of the same category:  a grand admiral.  6. Having more importance than 

others; principal:  the grand ballroom of a hotel.  7. Of a haughty or pretentious 

nature.  8. Including or covering all units or aspects:  the grand total.   —  n.  

1. Music. A grand piano.  2. Slang. A thousand dollars.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin grandis.] —grandùly adv.  —grandùness n.  

SYNONYMS: grand, magnificent, imposing, stately, majestic, august, grandiose.

These adjectives mean strikingly large in size, scope, or extent. Both grand and

magnificent apply to what is physically or aesthetically impressive. Grand implies

dignity, sweep, or eminence: buildings on a grand scale; a grand coronation cere-

mony; a performance in the grand manner. Magnificent suggests splendor, sump-

tuousness, and grandeur: a magnificent cathedral; magnificent jewels; a magnifi-

cent poem. Imposing describes what impresses by virtue of its size, bearing, or

power: an imposing residence; mountain peaks of imposing height. Stately refers



principally to what is dignified and handsome, as in size or proportions: stately

homes; stately columns; a stately oak. Majestic suggests lofty dignity or nobility: the

majestic Alps; a majestic wave of the hand. August describes what inspires solemn

reverence or awe, as because of exalted rank or character: was ushered into the

archbishop’s august presence. Grandiose refers to what is marked by imposing large-

ness (simple but grandiose architecture); it often suggests pretentiousness, affecta-

tion, or pompousness (grandiose ideas; a grandiose writing style).

gran·dad·dy (gr4nùd4dÙK) n.  Variant of granddaddy. 
gran·dam (gr4nùd4mÙ, -dNm) also gran·dame (-d7mÙ, -däm, -dNm) n.  1.  See 

grandmother (n., sense 1).  2. An old woman.  [Middle English grandame, 

from Old French dame-grant : dame, lady; see DAME + grant, great; see GRAND.]

grand·aunt (gr4ndù4ntù, -äntù) n.  See great-aunt. 
grand·ba·by (gr4ndùb7ÙbK, gr4nù-) n.  Informal. A grandchild. 

Grand Ba·ha·ma (gr4nd bN-häùmN, -h7ù-)  An island of the Bahamas in the 

Atlantic Ocean east of West Palm Beach, Florida. 

Grand Banks (gr4nd b4ngks)  An extensive area of shoals in the western Atlan-

tic Ocean off southeast Newfoundland, Canada. The mingling of the cold Labra-

dor Current and the warmer Gulf Stream and the shallowness of the water make 

the area a major source of food fish. 

Grand Canal (gr4nd kN-n4lù)  1. Begun in the 6th to 5th century B.C., it was an 

inland waterway, about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) long, of eastern China extending 

from Tianjin in the north to Hangzhou in the south. Begun in the 5th to 6th cen-

tury B.C., it was extended in the 7th century A.D. and completed in the 13th cen-

tury.  2. The principal waterway of Venice, Italy. Crossed by the Rialto and other 

bridges, the canal is lined with impressive buildings. 

Grand Ca·na·ry (gr4nd kN-nârùK)  One of the Canary Islands in the Atlantic 

Ocean east-southeast of Tenerife Island. It is the principal island of the group. 

Grand Canyon (gr4nd k4nùyNn)  A gorge of the Colorado River in northwest 

Arizona. It is up to 1.6 km (1 mi) deep, from 6.4 to 29 km (4 to 18 mi) wide, and 

more than 321.8 km (200 mi) long. The eroded walls of the canyon record many 

centuries of geologic time. 

Grand Cay·man (gr4nd k7-m4nù, k7ùmNn)  See Cayman Islands. 
grand·child (gr4ndùchXldÙ, gr4nù-) n.  A child of one’s son or daughter. 

Grand Cou·lee (gr4nd kuùlK)  A gorge, about 48 km (30 mi) long, of north-

central Washington, carved by the Columbia River. It is fed by water from the 

Grand Coulee Dam. 

grand·dad (gr4nùd4dÙ) n.  Informal. A grandfather. 

grand·dad·dy also gran·dad·dy (gr4nùd4dÙK) n.  Informal. 1. A grandfa-

ther.  2. One that is the first, oldest, or most respected of its kind:  the granddaddy 

of modern computers. 



grand·daugh·ter (gr4nùdôÙtNr) n.  A daughter of one’s son or daughter. 

grand duchess (gr4nd dƒchùVs) n.  1. The wife or widow of a grand duke.  

2. A woman who is the sovereign of a grand duchy.  3. The daughter or grand-

daughter of a czar in the male line.  4. Used as the title for such a noblewoman. 

grand duchy (gr4nd dƒchùK) n.  Abbr. G.D. A territory ruled by a grand duke 

or a grand duchess. 

grand duke (gr4nd duk) n.  1. A nobleman who is the sovereign of a grand 

duchy.  2. A son or grandson of a czar in the male line.  3. Used as the title for 

such a nobleman. 

Gran·de (gr4nùdN, gräNùdV), Rio. A river, about 1,046 km (650 mi) long, flowing 

from southeast Brazil generally northwest to the Paranaíba River, with which it 

forms the Paraná River. 

grande dame (gr4ndù d4mù, grändù dämù) n.  pl. grandes dames also 

grand dames (gr4ndù d4mù, grändù dämù). 1. A highly respected elderly or 

middle-aged woman.  2. A respected woman having extensive experience in her 

field:  the grande dame of women’s professional tennis.  [French  : grande, great + 

dame, lady.]

gran·dee (gr4n-dKù) n.  1. a. A nobleman of the highest rank in Spain or Portu-

gal.  b. Used as the title for such a nobleman.   2. A person of eminence or high 

rank.  [Spanish grande, from Latin grandis, great.]

grande luxe (gr4nùdN ltks) n.  Great luxury.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  a grande luxe hotel; a grande luxe lifestyle.  [French  : 

grande, great + luxe, luxury.]

Grande Prairie (gr4nd prârùK)  A city of western Alberta, Canada, northwest 

of Edmonton. It is a trade center in a farming region. Population, 24,263. 

Grande-Terre (gr4nùtârù, gräNd-)  An island of eastern Guadeloupe in the Lee-

ward Islands of the West Indies. 

gran·deur (gr4nùjNr, -jtrÙ) n.  1. The quality or condition of being grand; 

magnificence: “The world is charged with the grandeur of God” (Gerard Manley 

Hopkins).  2. Nobility or greatness of character.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from grand, great, from Latin grandis.]

Grand Falls (gr4nd fôlz)  See Churchill Falls. 
grand·fa·ther (gr4ndùfäÙthNr, gr4nù-) n.  1. The father of one’s mother or 

father.  2. A forefather; an ancestor.  3. Computer Science. A stored file of data 

from which two successive files have been derived, used for comparison with or 

as a backup copy for the newer files.   —  v.  tr. grand·fa·thered, 
grand·fa·ther·ing, grand·fa·thers. To exempt (one already involved in an 

activity or a business) from new regulations concerning that activity or business:  

The city passed an ordinance restricting the size of advertising signs, but grandfa-

thered all those signs erected before 1982.  [V., from GRANDFATHER CLAUSE.]



grandfather clause (gr4ndùfäÙthNr klôz) n.  1. A provision in a statute that 

exempts those already involved in a regulated activity or business from the new 

regulations established by the statute.  2. A clause in the constitutions of several 

southern states before the year 1915, intended to disfranchise Black people by 

exempting from stringent voting requirements all lineal descendants of persons 

who were registered voters before 1867. 

grandfather clock (gr4ndùfäÙthNr klmk) n.  A pendulum clock enclosed in a 

tall, narrow cabinet.  [From the song My Grandfather’s Clock by Henry C. Work.]

grand·fa·ther·ly (gr4ndùfäÙthNr-lK, gr4nù-) adj.  1. Characteristic of or befit-

ting a grandfather.  2. Having the qualities of a grandfather. 

Grand Forks (gr4nd fôrks)  A city of eastern North Dakota on the Red River 

north of Fargo. Established as a fur-trading post in 1801, it is the seat of the Uni-

versity of North Dakota (founded 1883). Population, 49,425. 

Grand Gui·gnol (gräN gK-nyôlù) n.  Drama that emphasizes the horrifying or 

the macabre.  [After Le Grand Guignol, a theater in Paris.]

gran·dil·o·quence (gr4n-dVlùN-kwNns) n.  Pompous or bombastic speech or 

expression.  [From grandiloquent, from Latin grandiloquus : grandis, great + loquX, 
to speak; see tolkw- in Appendix.] —gran·dilùo·quent adj.  

—gran·dilùo·quent·ly adv. 

gran·di·ose (gr4nùdK-osÙ, gr4nÙdK-osù) adj.  1. Characterized by greatness of 

scope or intent; grand.  See Synonyms at grand.  2. Characterized by feigned or 

affected grandeur; pompous.  [French, from Italian grandioso, from grande, great, 

from Latin grandis.] —granùdi·oseÙly adv.  —granÙdi·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK), 
granùdi·oseÙness n. 

gran·di·o·so (gränÙdK-oùso, -zo, gr4nÙ) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a grand and 

noble style. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian. See GRANDIOSE.]

Grand Island (gr4nd XùlNnd)  A city of southeast-central Nebraska west of Lin-

coln. It was settled on the Platte River in 1857 and moved to its present location 

on the railroad line in 1866. Population, 39,386. 

Grand Junc·tion (gr4nd jƒngkùshNn)  A city of western Colorado at the junc-

tion of the Gunnison and Colorado rivers near the Utah border. It is a trade and 

manufacturing center in an irrigated farming region. Population, 29,034. 

grand jury (gr4nd jtrùK) n.  Law. A jury of 12 to 23 persons convened in pri-

vate session to evaluate accusations against persons charged with crime and to 

determine whether the evidence warrants a bill of indictment. 

grand·kid (gr4ndùkVdÙ, gr4nù-) n.  Informal. A grandchild. 

Grand Lama (gr4nd läùmN) n.  Either of two traditionally reincarnating high 

lamas of Tibetan Buddhism, the Dalai Lama or the Panchen Lama. 

grand larceny (gr4nd lärùsN-nK) n.  Law. The theft of property of a value 

exceeding the amount constituting petit larceny. 



grand·ma (gr4ndùmäÙ, gr4nù-, gr4mùmäÙ, gr4mùN) n.  Informal. A grand-

mother. 

grand mal (gräN mälù, grän, gr4ndù m4lÙ) n.  A severe form of epilepsy charac-

terized by seizures involving spasms and loss of consciousness.  [French  : grand, 

great + mal, illness.]

Grand·ma Mo·ses (gr4ndùmä moùzVz, -zVs)  See Anna Mary Robertson 
Moses. 

Grand Ma·nan Island (gr4nd mN-n4nù XùlNnd)  An island of southern New 

Brunswick, Canada, in the Bay of Fundy. Settled by Loyalists after the American 

Revolution, it is a popular summer resort. Grand Manan Channel separates 

the island from the coast of Maine. 

grand march (gr4nd märch) n.  A ceremonial march at a ball in which all cou-

ples take part. 

grand master  or grand·mas·ter (gr4ndùm4sùtNr) n.  1.  Abbr. GM, G.M. 
Games. A chess player regarded as having the highest level of ability.  2. A person 

of the highest competence or achievement in a field:  a grand master of foreign 

diplomacy. 

Grand’·Mère (gräN-mHrù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, north of Trois 

Rivières. It is a manufacturing center with pulp and paper mills. Population, 

15,442. 

grand·moth·er (gr4ndùmƒthÙNr, gr4nù-) n.  1. The mother of one’s father or 

mother.  Also called grandam 2. A female ancestor. 

grand·moth·er·ly (gr4ndùmƒthÙNr-lK, gr4nù-) adj.  1. Characteristic of or 

befitting a grandmother.  2. Having the qualities of a grandmother. 

grand·neph·ew (gr4ndùnHfùyu, gr4nù-) n.  A son of one’s nephew or niece. 

grand·niece (gr4ndùnKsù, gr4nù-) n.  A daughter of one’s nephew or niece. 

grand opera (gr4nd mpùNr-N) n.  Music. A serious or melodramatic drama hav-

ing the entire text set to music. 

grand·pa (gr4ndùpäÙ, gr4nù-, gr4mùpäÙ, gr4mùpN) n.  Informal. A grandfather. 

grand·par·ent (gr4ndùpârÙNnt, -p4rÙ-, gr4nù-) n.  A parent of one’s mother or 

father; a grandmother or grandfather.   —grandÙpa·renùtal (-pN-rHnùtl) adj.  

—grandùparÙent·hoodÙ n. 

grand piano (gr4nd pK-4nùo) n.  Music. A piano having the strings strung in a 

horizontal harp-shaped frame supported usually on three legs. 

Grand Prairie (gr4nd prârùK)  A city of northeast Texas halfway between Dallas 

and Fort Worth. Located in a highly urbanized area, the city has an aerospace 

industry and is the site of an enormous amusement park. Population, 99,616. 

Grand Pré (gr4nù pr7ù, gräNù)  A village of western Nova Scotia, Canada, on an 

arm of the Bay of Fundy. Settled by Acadians, it is the setting for Longfellow’s 

poem Evangeline (1847). 



Grand Prix (gräNù prKù) n.  pl. Grand Prix (prKzù, prKù). Sports. Any of several 

competitive international road races for sports cars of specific engine size over an 

exacting, usually risky course.  [French, short for Grand Prix de Paris, originally 

an international horserace established in 1863 at Longchamp in Paris.]

Grand Rapids (gr4nd r4pùVdz)  A city of west-central Michigan on the Grand 

River west-northwest of Lansing. Built on the site of an Ottawa village, it has been 

a furniture-manufacturing center since the mid-1800’s. Population, 189,126. 

Grand River (gr4nd rVvùNr)  1. A river of southeast Ontario, Canada, flowing 

about 265 km (165 mi) south and southeast to Lake Erie.  2. A river rising in 

southeast Iowa and flowing about 483 km (300 mi) southeast across northwest 

Missouri to the Missouri River.  3. A river, about 418 km (260 mi) long, of south-

ern Michigan flowing north and northwest to Lake Michigan.  4. A river of 

northern South Dakota formed by the confluence of its northern and southern 

forks and flowing about 322 km (200 mi) eastward to the Missouri River. The 

North Fork rises in southwest North Dakota. 

grand·sire (gr4ndùsXrÙ, gr4nù-) also grand·sir (-sNr) n.  Archaic. 1. A grandfa-

ther.  2. A male ancestor; a forefather.  3. An old man. 

grand slam (gr4nd sl4m) n.  1. Games. The winning of all the tricks during the 

play of one hand in bridge and other whist-derived card games.  2. Sports. The 

winning of all the major or specified events, especially on a professional circuit.  

3. Baseball. A home run hit when three runners are on base. 

grand·son (gr4ndùsƒnÙ, gr4nù-) n.  A son of one’s son or daughter. 

grand·stand (gr4ndùst4ndÙ, gr4nù-) n.  1. A roofed stand for spectators at a 

stadium or racetrack.  2. The spectators or audience at an event.   —  v.  intr. 

grand·stand·ed, grand·stand·ing, grand·stands. To perform ostentatiously 

so as to impress an audience.   —grandùstandÙer n. 

Grand Te·ton (gr4nd tKùtmnÙ, tKtùn)  A mountain, 4,198.6 m (13,766 ft) high, 

of the Teton Range in northwest Wyoming. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

grand tour (gr4nd ttr) n.  1. A comprehensive tour or survey.  2. An 

extended tour of continental Europe formerly considered a finishing course in 

the education of young men of the English upper class. 

Grand Trav·erse Bay (gr4nd tr4vùNrs b7)  An arm of Lake Michigan in 

northwest Michigan. It is noted for its boating and fishing. 

Grand Turk (gr4nd tûrk)  The chief island of the Turks and Caicos Islands in 

the Atlantic Ocean southeast of the Bahamas. The town of Grand Turk (popula-

tion, 3,146) is the capital of the island group. 

grand·un·cle (gr4ndùƒngùkNl) n.  See great-uncle. 
grand unified theory  or grand unification theory (gr4nd yuùnN-fXdÙ 

thKùN-rK) n.  Physics. A theory of elementary particles that unites the weak, strong, 

electromagnetic, and gravitational interactions into one field theory, viewing the 

known interactions as low-energy manifestations of a single unified interaction. 



Grand·view (gr4ndùvyuÙ)  A city of western Missouri surrounded on three 

sides by southern Kansas City. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 24,502. 

grange (gr7nj) n.  1. Grange. a. An association of farmers founded in the 

United States in 1867.  b. One of the branch lodges of this association.   2. Chiefly 

British. A farm, especially the residence and outbuildings of a gentleman farmer.  

3. Archaic. A granary.  [Middle English, granary, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *gr7nica, from Latin gr7num, seed. See gyN-no- in Appendix.]

Grange (gr7nj), Harold Edward. Known as “Red.” 1903-1991.  American 

football player. A three-time All-American running back for the University of Illi-

nois (1923-1925), he played professionally for the Chicago Bears (1925-1935). 

grani- pref.  Grain; seed:  granivorous.  [Latin gr7ni-, from gr7num, seed. See 

GRAM
2.]

Gra·nit (grä-nKtù), Ragnar Arthur. Born 1900.  Finnish-born Swedish physiol-

ogist. He shared a 1967 Nobel Prize for research on the human eye. 

gran·ite (gr4nùVt) n.  1. A common, coarse-grained, light-colored, hard igneous 

rock consisting chiefly of quartz, orthoclase or microcline, and mica, used in 

monuments and for building.  2. Unyielding endurance; steadfastness:  a will of 

granite.  [Italian granito, from past participle of granire, to make grainy, from 

grano, grain, from Latin gr7num. See gyN-no- in Appendix.] —gra·nitùic (gr4-

nVtùVk, grN-), granùit·oidÙ (gr4nùV-toidÙ)  adj. 

Gran·ite City (gr4nùVt sVtùK)  A city of southwest Illinois, an industrial suburb 

of East St. Louis on the Mississippi River. Population, 32,862. 

Granite Peak (gr4nùVt pKk)  A mountain, 3,903.7 m (12,799 ft) high, of south-

ern Montana northeast of Yellowstone National Park. It is the highest elevation in 

the state. 

gran·ite·ware (gr4nùVt-wârÙ) n.  1. Iron utensils with a mottled enamel resem-

bling granite.  2. Earthenware with a speckled glaze resembling granite. 

gra·niv·o·rous (grN-nVvùNr-Ns) adj.  Feeding on grain and seeds. 

gran·ny  or gran·nie (gr4nùK) n.  pl. gran·nies. 1. Informal. A grandmother.  

2. Informal. A fussy person.  3. Chiefly Southern U.S. See midwife (n., sense 1).  

[Short for GRANDMOTHER, or GRANDAM.]

granny flat (gr4nùK fl4t) n.  See accessory apartment. 
granny knot (gr4nùK nmt) n.  A knot resembling a square knot but with the 

second tie crossed incorrectly.  [So called in contempt.]

grano- pref.  Granite:  granolith.  [German, from Granit, granite, from Italian 

granito. See GRANITE.]

gra·no·la (grN-noùlN) n.  Rolled oats mixed with various ingredients, such as 

dried fruit, brown sugar, and nuts, and used especially as a breakfast cereal.  

[Originally a trademark.]

gran·o·lith (gr4nùN-lVthÙ) n.  A paving stone of crushed granite and cement.   
—granÙo·lithùic adj. 



gran·o·phyre (gr4nùN-fXrÙ) n.  A fine-grained granite porphyry having a 

groundmass with irregular intergrowths of quartz and feldspar.  [German 

Granophyr : grano-, grano- + Porphyr, porphyry (from Medieval Latin porphy-

rium); see PORPHYRY.] —granÙo·phyrùic (-fîrùVk) adj. 

Gran Pa·ra·di·so (gränÙ pä-rä-dKùzo)  A peak, 4,063.5 m (13,323 ft) high, of 

the Graian Alps in northwest Italy. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

grant (gr4nt) v.  tr. grant·ed, grant·ing, grants. 1. To consent to the fulfill-

ment of:  grant a request.  2. To accord as a favor, prerogative, or privilege:  

granted the franchise to all citizens.  3. a. To bestow; confer:  grant aid.  b. To 

transfer (property) by a deed.   4. To concede; acknowledge:  I grant the genius of 

your plan, but you still will not find backers.   —  n.  1. The act of granting.  

2. a. Something granted.  b. A giving of funds for a specific purpose:  federal 

grants for medical research.   3. Law. a. A transfer of property by deed.  b. The 

property so transferred.  c. The deed by which the property is so transferred.   

4. One of several tracts of land in New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont origi-

nally granted to an individual or a group.  [Middle English granten, from Old 

French granter, variant of creanter, from Vulgar Latin *crKdent7re, to assure, from 

Latin crKdKns, crKdent- present participle of crKdere, to believe. See kerd- in 

Appendix.] —grantùa·ble adj.  —grantùer n.  

SYNONYMS: grant, vouchsafe, concede, accord, award. These verbs mean to give

as a favor, prerogative, or privilege. Grant usually implies that the giver is in a

higher position, as one of authority, than the receiver and that he or she acts out

of justice, mercy, or generosity: granted the petitioner’s request; granting permis-

sion. Vouchsafe emphasizes more strongly the giver’s superior position and con-

notes condescension: won’t vouchsafe an answer to your question. Concede usually

implies giving reluctantly in response to a strong claim: had to concede the mayor’s

incorruptible honesty. Accord and award suggest that what is granted is proper,

merited, or appropriate: must accord the senator the respect she is due; hopes to be

awarded a stipend for further research.

Grant (gr4nt), Cary. 1904-1986.  British-born American actor who was the epit-

ome of the elegant leading man in films such as The Philadelphia Story (1940) 

and North by Northwest (1959). 

Grant (gr4nt), Heber Jedediah. 1856-1945.  American Mormon leader who 

served as president of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (1918-

1945). 

Grant (gr4nt), Ulysses Simpson. Originally Hiram Ulysses Grant. 1822-1885.  

The 18th President of the United States (1869-1877) and a Civil War general. 

After his victorious Vicksburg campaign (1862-1863), he was made commander 

in chief of the Union Army (1864) and accepted the surrender of Gen. Robert E. 



Lee at Appomattox (1865). Grant’s two-term presidency was marred by wide-

spread graft and corruption. 

grant·ee (gr4n-tKù) n.  Law. One to whom a grant is made. 

grant-in-aid (gr4ntÙVn-7dù) n.  pl. grants-in-aid (gr4ntsÙ-). 1. A giving of 

federal funds to a state or local government to subsidize a public project.  2. A 

giving of funds to an institution or a person in order to subsidize a project or pro-

gram. 

gran·tor (gr4nùtNr, -tôrÙ) n.  Law. One that makes a grant. 

Grant’s gazelle (gr4nts gN-zHlù) n.  A large gazelle (Gazella granti) of East 

Africa that has long, curved horns.  [After James Augustus Grant (1827-1892), 

Scottish explorer.]

grants·man·ship (gr4ntsùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  The art of obtaining grants-in-aid.  

[GRANT + (GAME)SMANSHIP.]

Grants Pass (gr4nts p4s)  A city of southwest Oregon on the Rogue River west-

northwest of Medford. It is an important lumbering center with varied industries. 

Population, 15,302. 

gran·u·lar (gr4nùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Composed or appearing to be composed of 

granules or grains.  2. Having a grainy texture.  3. Biology. Containing granules:  

granular cells.   —granÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —granùu·lar·ly adv. 

gran·u·late (gr4nùyN-l7tÙ) v.  gran·u·lat·ed, gran·u·lat·ing, gran·u·lates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To form into grains or granules.  2. To make rough and grainy.   —  v.  

intr. To become granular or grainy.   —granùu·laÙtive adj.  —granùu·laÙtor n. 

gran·u·la·tion (gr4nÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of granulating.  

b. The condition or appearance of being granulated.   2. Physiology. a. Small, 

fleshy, beadlike protuberances, consisting of outgrowths of new capillaries, on the 

surface of a wound that is healing.  Also called granulation tissue b. The forma-

tion of these protuberances.   3. Astronomy. The small, transient, brilliant granu-

lar markings on the photosphere of the sun. 

gran·ule (gr4nùyul) n.  1. A small grain or pellet; a particle.  2. Geology. A rock 

or mineral fragment larger than a sand grain and smaller than a pebble, between 

2 and 4 millimeters in diameter.  3. Astronomy. One of the small, transient, bril-

liant markings in the photosphere of the sun.  4. Biology. A cellular or cytoplas-

mic particle, especially one that stains readily.  [Late Latin gr7nulum diminutive 

of Latin gr7num, grain. See gyN-no- in Appendix.]

gran·u·lite (gr4nùyN-lXtÙ) n.  A fine-grained metamorphic rock often banded in 

appearance and composed chiefly of feldspar, quartz, and garnet.   
—granÙu·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

gran·u·lo·cyte (gr4nùyN-lo-sXtÙ) n.  Any of a group of white blood cells having 

granules in the cytoplasm.   —granÙu·lo·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 



gran·u·lo·ma (gr4nÙyN-loùmN) n.  pl. gran·u·lo·mas or gran·u·lo·ma·ta (-

mN-tN). A mass of inflamed granulation tissue, usually associated with ulcerated 

infections.   —granÙu·loùma·tous (-mN-tNs) adj. 

gran·u·lose (gr4nùyN-losÙ) adj.  Having a surface covered with granules. 

gra·num (gr7ùnNm) Botany. n.  pl. gra·na (-nN). A stacked membranous struc-

ture within a chloroplast that contains the chlorophyll and is the site of the light 

reactions of photosynthesis.  [Latin gr7num, seed. See GRAIN.]

Gran·ville-Bar·ker (gr4nÙvVl-bärùkNr), Harley Granville. 1877-1946.  Brit-

ish actor, playwright, theater manager, and critic particularly noted for his pro-

ductions and criticism of the works of Shakespeare. 

grape (gr7p) n.  1. Any of numerous woody vines of the genus Vitis, bearing 

clusters of edible berries and widely cultivated in many species and varieties.  

2. The fleshy, smooth-skinned, purple, red, or green berry of a grape, eaten raw 

or dried as a raisin and widely used in winemaking.  3. Color. A dark violet to 

dark grayish purple.  4. Grapeshot.  [Middle English, from Old French, bunch of 

grapes, hook, of Germanic origin.]

grape fern (gr7p fûrn) n.  Any of various ferns of the genus Botrychium, hav-

ing a fertile frond bearing small, grapelike clusters of spore cases.  Also called 

moonwort 

grape·fruit (gr7pùfrutÙ) n.  1. A tropical or semitropical evergreen (Citrus 

paradisi) cultivated for its edible fruit.  2. The large, round fruit of this tree, hav-

ing a yellow rind and juicy, somewhat acid pulp.  [Probably so called because the 

fruit grows in clusters.]

grape hyacinth (gr7p hXùN-sVnth) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Mus-

cari, native to Eurasia and having narrow leaves and dense terminal racemes of 

rounded, usually blue flowers. 

grape·shot (gr7pùshmtÙ) n.  A cluster of small iron balls formerly used as a can-

non charge.  [From its resemblance to a cluster of grapes.]

grape sugar (gr7p shtgùNr) n.  Dextrose obtained from grapes. 

grape·vine (gr7pùvXnÙ) n.  1. A vine on which grapes grow.  2. a. The informal 

transmission of information, gossip, or rumor from person to person.  b. A usu-

ally unrevealed source of confidential information.  

grap·ey  or grap·y (gr7ùpK) adj.  grap·i·er, grap·i·est. Of or resembling 

grapes:  a wine with a grapey taste.   —grapùi·ness n. 

graph1 (gr4f) n.  1. A diagram that exhibits a relationship, often functional, 

between two sets of numbers as a set of points having coordinates determined by 

the relationship.  Also called plot 2. A pictorial device, such as a pie chart or bar 

graph, used to illustrate quantitative relationships.  Also called chart  —  v.  tr. 

graphed, graph·ing, graphs. 1. To represent by a graph.  2. To plot (a func-

tion) on a graph.  [Short for graphic formula.]



graph2 (gr4f) n.  1. The spelling of a word.  2. Any of the possible forms of a 

grapheme.  3. A written character that represents a vowel, consonant, syllable, 

word, or other expression and that cannot be further analyzed.  [Greek graphK, 

writing. See GRAPHIC.]

-graph suff.  1. Something written or drawn:  monograph.  2. An instrument for 

writing, drawing, or recording:  seismograph.  [French -graphe, from Late Latin -

graphus, from Greek -graphos, from graphein, to write. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

graph·eme (gr4fùKmÙ) n.  1. A letter of an alphabet.  2. All of the letters and 

letter combinations that represent a phoneme, as f, ph, and gh for the phoneme /

f/.  [GRAPH
2 + -EME.] —gra·pheùmic (gr4-fKùmVk) adj.  —gra·pheùmi·cal·ly 

adv. 

-grapher suff.  One who writes about a specified subject or in a specified man-

ner:  stenographer.  [From Late Latin -graphus, from Greek -graphos, from 

graphein, to write. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

graph·ic (gr4fùVk) adj.  also graph·i·cal (-V-kNl) 1. a. Of or relating to written 

representation.  b. Of or relating to pictorial representation.   2. Of, relating to, 

or represented by or as if by a graph.  3. a. Described in vivid detail.  b. Clearly 

outlined or set forth.   4. Of or relating to the graphic arts.  5. Of or relating to 

graphics.  6. Geology. Having crystals resembling printed characters.   —  n.  1. A 

work of graphic art.  2. A pictorial device used for illustration, as in a lecture.  

3. A graphic display generated by a computer or an imaging device.  [Latin 

graphicus, from Greek graphikos, from graphK, writing, from graphein, to write. 

See gerbh- in Appendix.] —graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —graphùic·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: graphic, lifelike, realistic, vivid. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “strikingly sharp and accurate”: a graphic account of the battle;

a lifelike portrait; a realistic description; a vivid recollection of the accident.

graphical user interface (gr4fùV-kNl yuùzNr VnùtNr-f7sÙ) n.  Computer Sci-

ence. GUI. 

graphic arts (gr4fùVk ärts) pl.n.  1. The fine or applied visual arts and associ-

ated techniques involving the application of lines and strokes to a two-dimen-

sional surface.  2. The fine or applied visual arts and associated techniques in 

which images are produced from blocks, plates, or type, as in engraving and 

lithography. 

graph·ics (gr4fùVks) n.  1. a. (used with a sing. verb). The making of drawings in 

accordance with the rules of mathematics, as in engineering or architecture.  

b. (used with a pl. verb). Calculations, as of structural stress, from such drawings.   

2. Computer Science. a. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The pictorial representation 

and manipulation of data, as used in computer-aided design and computer-aided 

manufacture, in typesetting and the graphic arts, and in educational and recre-



ational programs.  b. (used with a sing. verb). The process by which a computer 

displays data pictorially.  

graph·ite (gr4fùXtÙ) n.  A soft, steel-gray to black, hexagonally crystallized allot-

rope of carbon with a metallic luster and a greasy feel, used in lead pencils, lubri-

cants, paints, and coatings, that is fabricated into a variety of forms such as 

molds, bricks, electrodes, crucibles, and rocket nozzles.  Also called black lead, 

plumbago.  [Greek graphein, to write; see gerbh- in Appendix + -ITE
1.] 

—gra·phitùic (gr4-fVtùVk) adj. 

graph·i·tize (gr4fùV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. graph·i·tized, graph·i·tiz·ing, 
graph·i·tiz·es. 1. To convert into graphite, as by a heating process.  2. To coat or 

impregnate with graphite.   —graphÙi·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

gra·phol·o·gy (gr4-fmlùN-jK) n.  The study of handwriting, especially when 

employed as a means of analyzing character.  [Greek graphK, writing; see GRAPHIC 

+ -LOGY.] —graphÙo·logùi·cal (gr4fÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —gra·pholùo·gist n. 

graph paper (gr4f p7ùpNr) n.  Paper ruled usually into small squares of equal 

size for use in drawing charts, graphs, or diagrams. 

-graphy suff.  1. A writing or representation produced in a specified manner or 

by a specified process:  photography.  2. a. A writing about a specified subject:  

oceanography.  b. A representation of a specified object:  phonography.   [Latin -

graphia, from Greek, from graphein, to write. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

grap·nel (gr4pùnNl) n.  1. Nautical. A small anchor with three or more flukes, 

especially one used for anchoring a small vessel.  Also called grapple, grappling.  

2.  See grapple (n., sense 1a).  [Middle English grapenel, probably ultimately 

from Old French grapin, hook, diminutive of grape. See GRAPE.]

grap·pa (gräùpN) n.  An Italian brandy distilled from the pomace of grapes used 

in winemaking.  [Italian, from Italian dialectal, grape stalk, brandy, of Germanic 

origin.]

grap·ple (gr4pùNl) n.  1. a. An iron shaft with claws at one end, usually thrown 

by a rope and used for grasping and holding, especially one for drawing and hold-

ing an enemy ship alongside.  Also called grapnel, grappling, grappling hook, grap-

pling iron.  b. Nautical. See grapnel (n., sense 1).   2. The act of grappling.  

3. Sports. a. A contest in which the participants attempt to clutch or grip each 

other.  b. A grasp or grip in such a contest.    —  v.  grap·pled, grap·pling, 
grap·ples.  —  v.  tr. 1. To seize and hold, as with a grapple.  2. To seize firmly, 

as with the hands.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hold onto something with or as if with a 

grapple.  2. To use a grapple or similar device, as for dragging.  3. To struggle, in 

or as if in wrestling:  grappled with their consciences; grapple with the political real-

ities of our time.  [Middle English grapel, from Old French grapil, diminutive of 

grape, hook. See GRAPE.] —grapùpler n. 

grap·pling (gr4pùlVng) n.  1.  See grapple (n., sense 1a).  2. Nautical. See 

grapnel (n., sense 1). 



grappling hook (gr4pùlVng htk) n.  See grapple (n., sense 1a). 

grappling iron (gr4pùlVng XùNrn) n.  See grapple (n., sense 1a). 

grap·to·lite (gr4pùtN-lXtÙ) n.  Any of numerous extinct colonial marine animals 

chiefly of the orders Dendroidea and Graptoloidea of the late Cambrian to the 

early Mississippian periods, whose fossil remains are often used to date the rocks 

of the Silurian and Ordovician ages.  [Greek graptos, written (from graphein, to 

write); see GRAPHIC + -LITE (from the resemblance of the fossils’ impressions on 

shale to markings on a slate).]

grap·y (gr7ùpK) adj.  grap·i·er, grap·i·est. Variant of grapey. 
GRAS abbr.  Generally recognized as safe. Used by the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration as a label designating food ingredients or additives not known to 

be harmful to human beings when used as intended. 

Gras·mere (gr4sùmîrÙ)  A lake of northwest England in the Lake District. Dove 

Cottage, in the former village of Grasmere, was the home of William Word-

sworth from 1799 to 1808. The cottage is now a museum. 

grasp (gr4sp) v.  grasped, grasp·ing, grasps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take hold of or 

seize firmly with or as if with the hand.  2. To clasp firmly with or as if with the 

hand.  3. To take hold of intellectually; comprehend.  See Synonyms at appre-
hend.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a motion of seizing, snatching, or clutching.  2. To 

show eager and prompt willingness or acceptance:  grasps at any opportunity.   —  
n.  1. The act of grasping.  2. a. A firm hold or grip.  b. An embrace.   3. The 

ability or power to seize or attain; reach:  Victory in the election was within her 

grasp.  4. Understanding; comprehension: “only a vague intuitive grasp of the 

meaning of greatness in literature” (Gilbert Highet).  [Middle English graspen. See 

ghrebh-1 in Appendix.]

grasp·ing (gr4sùpVng) adj.  Exceedingly eager for material gain; avaricious.   
—graspùing·ly adv.  —graspùing·ness n. 

grass (gr4s) n.  1. a. The grass family.  b. The members of the grass family con-

sidered as a group.   2. Any of various plants having slender leaves characteristic 

of the grass family.  3. An expanse of ground, such as a lawn, covered with grass 

or similar plants.  4. Grazing land; pasture.  5. Slang. Marijuana.  6. Electronics. 

Small variations in amplitude of an oscilloscope display caused by electrical noise.   
—  v.  grassed, grass·ing, grass·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cover with grass.  b. To 

grow grass on.   2. To feed (livestock) with grass.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become cov-

ered with grass.  2. To graze.  [Middle English gras, from Old English græs. See 

ghrK- in Appendix.]

Grass (gräs), Günter Wilhelm. Born 1927.  German writer whose novels, nota-

bly The Tin Drum (1959) and Dog Years (1963), concern the political and social 

climate of Germany during and after World War II. 



Grasse (gr4s, gräs)  A town of southeast France west of Nice. Probably founded 

in Roman times, it was an independent republic in the 12th century. The city has 

long been noted for its perfume industry. Population, 24,553. 

Grasse (gr4s, gräs), Comte François Joseph Paul de Marquis de Grasse-Tilly. 

1722?-1788.  French naval officer who during the American Revolution com-

manded the French fleet in Chesapeake Bay, thereby preventing British naval 

forces from aiding Cornwallis at Yorktown (1781). 

grass family (gr4s f4mùN-lK) n.  A large and widespread family of plants, the 

Gramineae (or Poaceae), characterized by usually hollow stems, sheath-forming 

leaves in two longitudinal rows, and minute flowers arranged in spikelets. The 

grasses include important food plants such as wheat, rice, corn, barley, oats, and 

sorghum and also plants for turf and fodder. 

grass green (gr4s grKn) n.  Color. A moderate yellow-green to strong or dark 

yellowish-green.   —grassù-greenù (gr4sùgrKnù) adj. 

grass·hop·per (gr4sùhmpÙNr) n.  1. Any of numerous orthopteran insects of 

the families Locustidae (or Acrididae) and Tettigoniidae, often destructive to 

plants and characteristically having long, powerful hind legs adapted for jump-

ing. Regional. Also called hoppergrass 2. A light, usually unarmed airplane used 

for liaison and scouting.  3. A cocktail consisting of crème de menthe, crème de 

cacao, and cream. 

grass·land (gr4sùl4ndÙ) n.  An area, such as a prairie or meadow, of grass or 

grasslike vegetation. 

Gras·so (gr4sùo, gräùso), Ella Tambussi. 1919-1981.  American public official. 

As governor of Connecticut (1975-1981), she was the first woman to achieve an 

American state governorship in her own right. 

grass·roots (gr4sùrutsÙ, -rttsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. People 

or society at a local level rather than at the center of major political activity. Often 

used with the.  2. The groundwork or source of something.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  a grassroots movement; a grassroots constitu-

ency. 

grass snake (gr4s sn7k) n.  Any of several greenish, nonvenomous snakes, 

especially Opheodrys vernalis of eastern North America or Natrix natrix of 

Europe. 

grass tree (gr4s trK) n.  Any of several woody-stemmed Australian plants of the 

genus Xanthorrhoea, having stiff grasslike leaves, palmlike stems, and a spike of 

small white flowers. 

grass widow (gr4s wVdùo) n.  1. A woman who is divorced or separated from 

her husband.  2. A woman whose husband is temporarily absent.  3. An aban-

doned mistress.  4. The mother of an illegitimate child.  [Perhaps in allusion to a 

bed of grass or hay.]



WORD HISTORY: The term grass widow cries out for explanation as to what

grass means and how grass widow came to have its varied though related senses.

Grass probably refers to a bed of grass or hay as opposed to a real bed. This asso-

ciation would help explain the earliest recorded sense of the word (1528), “an un-

married woman who has lived with one or more men,” as well as the related senses

“an abandoned mistress” and “the mother of an illegitimate child.” Later on, after

the sense of grass had been obscured, people may have interpreted grass as equiv-

alent to the figurative use of pasture, as in out to pasture. Hence grass widow could

have developed the senses “a divorced or separated wife” or “a wife whose hus-

band is temporarily absent.”

grass widower (gr4s wVdùo-Nr) n.  1. A man who is divorced or separated 

from his wife.  2. A man whose wife is temporarily absent. 

grass·y (gr4sùK) adj.  grass·i·er, grass·i·est. 1. Covered with or abounding in 

grass.  2. Resembling or suggestive of grass, as in color or odor. 

grate1 (gr7t) v.  grat·ed, grat·ing, grates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reduce to frag-

ments, shreds, or powder by rubbing against an abrasive surface.  2. To cause to 

make a harsh grinding or rasping sound through friction:  grated her teeth in 

anger.  3. To irritate or annoy persistently.  4. Archaic. To rub or wear away.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To make a harsh rasping sound by or as if by scraping or grinding.  2. To 

cause irritation or annoyance:  a noise that grates on one’s nerves.   —  n.  A harsh 

rasping sound made by scraping or rubbing:  the grate of a key in a lock.  [Middle 

English graten, from Old French grater, to scrape, of Germanic origin.]

grate2 (gr7t) n.  1. A framework of parallel or latticed bars for blocking an 

opening.  2. A framework of metal bars used to hold fuel or food in a stove, fur-

nace, or fireplace.  3. A fireplace.  4. A perforated iron plate or screen for sieving 

and grading crushed ore.   —  v.  tr. grat·ed, grat·ing, grates. To equip with a 

grate.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin gr7ta, alteration of Latin cr7tis, 

wickerwork.]

grate·ful (gr7tùfNl) adj.  1. Appreciative of benefits received; thankful.  

2. Expressing gratitude.  3. Affording pleasure or comfort; agreeable.  [From 

obsolete grate, pleasing, from Latin gr7tus. See gwerN-2 in Appendix.] —grateù-
ful·ly adv.  —grateùful·ness n. 

grat·er (gr7ùtNr) n.  One that grates, as an implement with sharp-edged slits and 

perforations on which to grate foods. 

Gra·tian (gr7ùshNn, -shK-Nn), A.D. 359-383.  Emperor of Rome (367-383) who 

ruled jointly (from 379) with Theodosius I. Unpopular for his persecution of 

pagans and heretics and his weakness for frivolity, he was murdered by followers 

of the usurper Maximus (died 383). 



grat·i·fi·ca·tion (gr4tÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of gratifying.  b. The 

condition of being gratified.   2. An instance or a cause of being gratified.  

3. Archaic. a. A reward.  b. A gratuity.  

grat·i·fy (gr4tùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. grat·i·fied, grat·i·fy·ing, grat·i·fies. 1. To please 

or satisfy:  His achievement gratified his father.  See Synonyms at please.  2. To 

give what is desired to; indulge:  gratified her curiosity.  3. Archaic. To reward.  

[Middle English gratifien, to favor, from Latin gr7tific7rX : gr7tus, pleasing; see 

gwerN-2 in Appendix + -fic7rX, -fy.] —gratùi·fiÙer n.  —gratùi·fyÙing adj.  

—gratùi·fyÙing·ly adv. 

gra·tin (grätùn, gr4tùn, gr4-t4Nù) n.  A crust consisting of browned crumbs and 

butter, often with grated cheese.  [French, from obsolete grater, to scratch, scrape, 

from Old French. See GRATE
1.]

grat·ing (gr7ùtVng) n.  1. A grill or network of bars set in a window or door or 

used as a partition; a grate.  2. A diffraction grating. 

grat·is (gr4tùVs, gräùtVs, gr7ù-) adv.  & adj.  Without charge.  [Middle English, 

from Latin gr7tXs, alteration of gr7tiXs, out of kindness, free, ablative pl. of gr7tia, 

kindness. See gwerN-2 in Appendix.]

grat·i·tude (gr4tùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  The state of being grateful; thankfulness.  

[Middle English, from Old French, probably from Late Latin gr7tit7do, 

gr7tit7din-, from Latin gr7tus, pleasing. See gwerN-2 in Appendix.]

Grat·tan (gr4tùn), Henry. 1746-1820.  Irish politician and orator who sup-

ported suffrage for Catholics and opposed the union of Ireland with England 

(1800). 

gra·tu·i·tous (grN-tuùV-tNs, -tyuù-) adj.  1. Given or granted without return 

or recompense; unearned.  2. Given or received without cost or obligation; free.  

3. Unnecessary or unwarranted; unjustified:  gratuitous criticism.  [From Latin 

gr7tuXtus. See gwerN-2 in Appendix.] —gra·tuùi·tous·ly adv.  

—gra·tuùi·tous·ness n. 

gra·tu·i·ty (grN-tuùV-tK, -tyuù-) n.  pl. gra·tu·i·ties. A favor or gift, usually in 

the form of money, given in return for service.  See Synonyms at bonus.  [French 

gratuité, from Old French gratuite, from Medieval Latin gr7tuXt7s, probably from 

Latin gr7tuXtus, voluntary. See GRATUITOUS.]

grat·u·late (gr4chùN-l7tÙ) Archaic. v.  tr. grat·u·lat·ed, grat·u·lat·ing, 
grat·u·lates. To congratulate.  [Latin gr7tul7arX, gr7tul7t-, ultimately from 

gr7t7rX, to rejoice with. See GRATEFUL.] —gratÙu·laùtion n.  —gratùu·la·toÙry 
(-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

grau·pel (grouùpNl) n.  See snow pellet.  [German Graupel, diminutive of 

Graupe, hulled grain, probably of Slavic origin; akin to Russian krupa, groats.]

gra·va·men (grN-v7ùmNn) n.  pl. gra·va·mens or gra·vam·i·na (-v4mùN-nN). 
Law. The part of a charge or an accusation that weighs most substantially against 

the accused.  [Medieval Latin grav7men, injury, accusation, from Late Latin, 



encumbrance, obligation, from Latin grav7re, to burden, from gravis, heavy. See 

GRAVE
2.]

grave1 (gr7v) n.  1. a. An excavation for the interment of a corpse.  b. A place of 

burial.   2. Death or extinction:  faced the grave with calm resignation.  [Middle 

English, from Old English græf. See ghrebh-2 in Appendix.]

grave2 (gr7v) adj.  grav·er, grav·est. 1. Requiring serious thought; momen-

tous:  a grave decision in a time of crisis.  2. Fraught with danger or harm:  a grave 

wound.  3. Dignified and somber in conduct or character:  a grave procession.  See 

Synonyms at serious.  4. Somber or dark in hue.  5.  (also gräv) Linguistics. 

a. Written with or modified by the mark (`), as the è in Sèvres.  b. Of or referring 

to a phonetic feature that distinguishes sounds produced at the periphery of the 

vocal tract, as in labial and velar consonants and back vowels.    —  n.  (also gräv) 

Linguistics. A mark (`) indicating a pronounced e for the sake of meter in the usu-

ally nonsyllabic ending -ed in English poetry.  [French, from Old French, from 

Latin gravis. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.] —graveùly adv.  —graveùness n. 

grave3 (gr7v) v.  tr. graved, grav·en (gr7ùvNn)  or graved, grav·ing, 
graves. 1. To sculpt or carve; engrave.  2. To stamp or impress deeply; fix per-

manently.  [Middle English graven, from Old English grafan. See ghrebh-2 in 

Appendix.]

grave4 (gr7v) v.  tr. graved, grav·ing, graves. To clean and coat (the bottom 

of a wooden ship) with pitch.  [Middle English graven.]

gra·ve5 (gräùv7) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a slow and solemn manner. Used chiefly 

as a direction.  [Italian, from Latin gravis, heavy. See GRAVE
2.]

grave·dig·ger (gr7vùdVgÙNr) n.  One that digs graves. 

grav·el (gr4vùNl) n.  1. An unconsolidated mixture of rock fragments or pebbles.  

2. Pathology. The sandlike granular material of urinary calculi.   —  v.  tr. 

grav·eled or grav·elled, grav·el·ing or grav·el·ling, grav·els or grav·els. 
1. To apply a surface of rock fragments or pebbles to.  2. To confuse; perplex.  

3. Informal. To irritate.  [Middle English, from Old French gravele, diminutive of 

grave, pebbly shore, of Celtic origin.]

grav·el-blind (gr4vùNl-blXndÙ) adj.  Having minimal vision.  [On the model of 

SAND-BLIND.]

grav·el·ly (gr4vùN-lK) adj.  1. Of, full of, or covered with rock fragments or peb-

bles:  a gravelly beach.  2. Having a harsh rasping sound:  a gravelly voice. 

grav·en (gr7ùvNn) v.  A past participle of grave3. 
graven image (gr7ùvNn VmùVj) n.  An idol or a fetish carved in wood or stone. 

grav·er (gr7ùvNr) n.  1. One who carves or engraves.  2. An engraver’s cutting 

tool. 

grave robber (gr7v rmbùNr) n.  One who plunders valuables from tombs or 

graves or who steals corpses after burial, as for illicit dissection. 



Graves (grävù)  A region of southwest France in the Garonne River valley. The 

area is known for its fine table wines. 

Graves (gr7vz), Robert Ranke. 1895-1985.  British writer and critic whose 

works include poetic delineations of his tour of service in World War I, love 

poems, and the critical work The White Goddess (1948). 

Graves’ disease (gr7vz dV-zKzù) n.  A condition usually caused by excessive 

production of thyroid hormone and characterized by an enlarged thyroid gland, 

protrusion of the eyeballs, a rapid heartbeat, and nervous excitability.  Also called 

exophthalmic goiter [After Robert J. Graves (1797-1853), Irish physician.]

Graves·end (gr7vzùHndÙ)  A municipal borough of southeast England on the 

Thames River east of London. Known as “the Gateway to the Port of London,” it 

is an industrial and shipping center. Pocahontas is buried here. Population, 

96,300. 

grave·side (gr7vùsXdÙ) n.  The area beside a grave.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a graveside ceremony; a graveside oration. 

grave·site (gr7vùsXtÙ) n.  A place used for graves or a grave. 

grave·stone (gr7vùstonÙ) n.  A stone placed over a grave as a marker; a tomb-

stone. 

grave·yard (gr7vùyärdÙ) n.  A burial ground; a cemetery. 

graveyard shift (gr7vùyärdÙ shVft) n.  1. A work shift that runs during the 

early morning hours, as from midnight to 8 A.M.  2. The workers on an early-

morning shift. 

grav·id (gr4vùVd) adj.  Carrying developing young or eggs:  a gravid uterus; a 

gravid female.  [Latin gravidus, from gravis, heavy. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.] 
—gra·vidùi·ty (grN-vVdùV-tK), gravùid·ness n.  —gravùid·ly adv. 

gra·vim·e·ter (gr4-vVmùV-tNr, gr7ùvN-mKÙ-) n.  1. An instrument used to mea-

sure specific gravity.  2. An instrument used to measure variations in a gravita-

tional field.  [French gravimètre : Latin gravis, heavy; see GRAVITY + -mètre, -

meter.] —gra·vimùe·try (gr4-vVmùV-trK, grN-) n. 

grav·i·met·ric (gr4vÙN-mHtùrVk) also grav·i·met·ri·cal (-rV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to measurement by weight.  2. Of or relating to measurement of varia-

tions in a gravitational field.  [From gravimetry, measurement of specific gravity, 

from GRAVIMETER.] —gravÙi·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

grav·ing dock (gr7ùvVng dmk) n.  A dry dock where the hulls of ships are 

repaired and maintained. 

grav·i·sphere (gr4vùV-sfîrÙ) n.  The spherical region of space dominated by the 

gravitational field of a celestial body.  [GRAVI(TY) + SPHERE.]

grav·i·tate (gr4vùV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. grav·i·tat·ed, grav·i·tat·ing, grav·i·tates. 
1. To move in response to the force of gravity.  2. To move downward.  3. To be 

attracted by or as if by an irresistible force: “My excuse must be that all Celts gravi-



tate towards each other” (Oscar Wilde).  [New Latin gravit7re, gravit7t-, from 

Latin gravit7s, heaviness. See GRAVITY.] —gravùi·tatÙer n. 

grav·i·ta·tion (gr4vÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Physics. a. The natural phenomenon of 

attraction between massive bodies.  b. The act or process of moving under the 

influence of this attraction.   2. A movement toward a source of attraction:  the 

gravitation of the middle classes to the suburbs.   —gravÙi·taùtion·al adj.  

—gravÙi·taùtion·al·ly adv.  —gravùi·taÙtive adj. 

gravitational collapse (gr4vÙV-t7ùshNnNl kN-l4psù) n.  Astronomy. 1. The 

implosion of a star or other celestial body under the influence of its own gravity, 

resulting in a body that is many times smaller and denser than the original body.  

2. The process by which stars, star clusters, and galaxies form from interstellar 

gas under the influence of gravity. 

gravitational constant (gr4vÙV-t7ùshNnNl kmnùstNnt) n.  Abbr. G Physics. The 

constant in Newton’s law of gravitation that yields the rate of acceleration of a less 

massive body toward a more massive body when multiplied by the product of the 

masses of the two bodies and divided by the square of the distance between them. 

gravitational interaction (gr4vÙV-t7ùshNnNl VnÙtNr-4kùshNn) n.  Physics. A 

hypothetical weak, fundamental interaction between elementary particles. 

gravitational wave (gr4vÙV-t7ùshNnNl w7v) n.  Physics. A hypothetical wave 

that is held to propagate the force of gravity and to travel at the speed of light.  

Also called gravity wave 

grav·i·ton (gr4vùV-tmnÙ) n.  Physics. A hypothetical particle postulated to be the 

quantum of gravitational interaction and presumed to have an indefinitely long 

lifetime, zero electric charge, and zero rest mass.  [GRAVIT(ATION) + -ON
1.]

grav·i·ty (gr4vùV-tK) n.  1.  Abbr. gr. Physics. a. The natural force of attraction 

exerted by a celestial body, such as Earth, upon objects at or near its surface, tend-

ing to draw them toward the center of the body.  b. The natural force of attrac-

tion between any two massive bodies, which is directly proportional to the 

product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance 

between them.  c. Gravitation.   2. Grave consequence; seriousness or impor-

tance:  They are still quite unaware of the gravity of their problems.  3. Solemnity or 

dignity of manner.  [French gravité, heaviness, from Old French, from Latin 

gravit7s, from gravis, heavy. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

gravity wave (gr4vùV-tK w7v) n.  Physics. See gravitational wave. 
grav·lax (grävùläks) n.  Raw, thinly sliced salmon marinated in spices, especially 

dill, and served usually as an appetizer.  [Swedish  : grava, to bury (from the orig-

inal process of curing it in the ground); see ghrebh-2 in Appendix + lax, salmon; 

see laks- in Appendix.]

gra·vure (grN-vytrù) n.  1. a. A method of printing with etched plates or cylin-

ders; intaglio printing.  b. Photogravure.   2. a. A plate used in the process of gra-



vure.  b. A reproduction produced by gravure.   [French, from graver, to engrave, 

from Old French, of Germanic origin. See ghrebh-2 in Appendix.]

gra·vy (gr7ùvK) n.  pl. gra·vies. 1. a. The juices that drip from cooking meat.  

b. A sauce made by thickening and seasoning these juices.   2. Slang. a. Money, 

profit, or benefit easily or illicitly gained.  b. Payment or benefit in excess of what 

is expected or required.   [Middle English grave, from Old French, possibly a mis-

reading of grane, stew, sauce, from Latin gr7n7tus, having many seeds. See POME-

GRANATE.]

gravy boat (gr7ùvK bot) n.  An elongated dish or pitcher for serving gravy. 

gravy train (gr7ùvK tr7n) n.  Slang. An occupation or other source of income 

that requires little effort while yielding considerable profit. 

gray also grey (gr7) adj.  gray·er also grey·er, gray·est also grey·est. 
1. Color. Of or relating to an achromatic color of any lightness between the 

extremes of black and white.  2. a. Dull or dark:  a gray, rainy afternoon.  

b. Lacking in cheer; gloomy:  a gray mood.   3. a. Having gray hair; hoary.  b. Old 

or venerable.   4. Intermediate in character or position, as with regard to a subjec-

tive matter:  the gray area between their differing opinions on the film’s morality.   
—  n.  1. Color. An achromatic color of any lightness between the extremes of 

black and white.  2. An object or animal of the color gray.  3.  Often Gray. a. A 

member of the Confederate Army in the Civil War.  b. The Confederate Army.    
—  v.  tr. intr. grayed also greyed, gray·ing also grey·ing, grays also greys. 
To make or become gray.  [Middle English grei, from Old English gr<g.] 
—grayùly adj.  —grayùness n. 

Gray (gr7), Asa. 1810-1888.  American botanist who greatly enlarged and 

improved the description of North American flora and was the chief American 

advocate of Charles Darwin’s theories. 

Gray (gr7), Hanna Holborn. Born 1930.  German-born American educator 

who was appointed president of the University of Chicago (1978), thus becoming 

the first woman to preside over a major American university. 

Gray (gr7), Horace. 1828-1902.  American jurist who served as an associate jus-

tice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1882-1902). 

Gray (gr7), Robert. 1755-1806.  American explorer who twice circumnavigated 

the globe (1787-1790 and 1790-1793) and discovered Grays Harbor and the 

Columbia River (1792). 

Gray (gr7), Thomas. 1716-1771.  British poet considered a forerunner of 

English romanticism. His most famous work is Elegy Written in a Country 

Churchyard (1751). 

gray·beard (gr7ùbîrdÙ) n.  An old man. 

gray eminence (gr7 HmùN-nNns) n.  See éminence grise. 
gray·fish (gr7ùfVshÙ) n.  pl. grayfish or gray·fish·es. See dogfish (n., sense 

1). 



gray·ish (gr7ùVsh) adj.  Somewhat gray. 

gray jay (gr7 j7) n.  A bird (Perisoreus canadensis) of North American conifer 

forests, having gray plumage and a black-capped head.  Also called camp robber, 

Canada jay, moosebird, whiskey jack. 

gray·lag also grey·lag (gr7ùl4gÙ) n.  A wild gray goose (Anser anser) of Europe.  

[Possibly GRAY + LAG
1, lingering behind (obsolete), from its being the last of the 

geese to leave England on its annual migration.]

gray·ling (gr7ùlVng) n.  pl. grayling or gray·lings. Any of several freshwater 

food and game fishes of the genus Thymallus of the Northern Hemisphere, hav-

ing a small mouth and large dorsal fin. 

gray·mail (gr7ùm7lÙ) n.  A defensive tactic in an espionage trial whereby the 

accused threatens to reveal secret information unless the charges are dropped.  

[GRAY + (BLACK)MAIL.]

gray market (gr7 märùkVt) n.  The business of buying or selling goods, such as 

imports, at prices below those set by an official regulatory agency.  [GRAY + 

(BLACK) MARKET.]

gray matter (gr7 m4tùNr) n.  1. Brownish-gray nerve tissue, especially of the 

brain and spinal cord, composed of nerve cell bodies and their dendrites and 

some supportive tissue.  2. Informal. Brains; intellect. 

gray mullet (gr7 mƒlùVt) n.  See mullet (n., sense 1). 

grays·by (gr7zùbK) n.  A tropical grouper (Epinephelus cruentatus), abundant 

among the coral reefs of the Florida Keys and the West Indies.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Grays Harbor (gr7z härùbNr)  An inlet of the Pacific Ocean in western Wash-

ington. It is the shipping point for a lumbering area. 

Grays Peak (gr7z pKk)  A mountain, 4,352.4 m (14,270 ft) high, in the Front 

Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. It is the highest elevation in 

the range. 

gray squirrel (gr7 skwûrùNl) n.  A common squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) of 

eastern North America, having grayish or blackish fur. 

gray·wacke (gr7ùw4kÙ, -w4kÙN) n.  Any of various dark gray sandstones that 

contain shale.  [Partial translation of German Grauwacke : grau, gray + Wacke, 

rock (from Middle High German, from Old High German waggo, boulder); see 

wegh- in Appendix.]

gray whale (gr7 hw7l) n.  A whalebone whale (Eschrichtius robustus) of north-

ern Pacific waters, having grayish-black coloring with white blotches.  Also called 

devilfish 

gray wolf (gr7 wtlf) n.  A large, tawny gray wolf (Canis lupus) that formerly 

occupied diverse habitats throughout northern North America and Eurasia but 

now lives in fewer, more limited areas because of human encroachment.  Also 

called timber wolf 



Graz (gräts)  A city of southeast Austria on the Mur River south-southwest of 

Vienna. It was probably founded in the 12th century. Population, 243,166. 

graze1 (gr7z) v.  grazed, graz·ing, graz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To feed on growing 

grasses and herbage.  2. Informal. a. To eat a variety of appetizers as a full meal.  

b. To eat snacks throughout the day in place of full meals.    —  v.  tr. 1. To feed 

on (herbage) in a field or on pastureland.  2. To feed on the herbage of (a piece of 

land).  3. To afford herbage for the feeding of:  This field will graze 30 head of cat-

tle.  4. To put (livestock) out to feed.  5. To tend (feeding livestock) in a pasture.  

[Middle English grasen, from Old English grasian, from græs, grass. See ghrK- in 

Appendix.] —grazeùa·ble, grazùa·ble adj.  —grazùer n. 

graze2 (gr7z) v.  grazed, graz·ing, graz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To touch lightly in 

passing; brush.  See Synonyms at brush1.  2. To scrape or scratch slightly; 

abrade.   —  v.  intr. To scrape or touch something lightly in passing.   —  n.  

1. The act of brushing or scraping along a surface.  2. A minor scratch or abra-

sion.  [Perhaps from GRAZE
1.]

gra·zier (gr7ùzhNr) n.  A person who grazes cattle.  [Middle English grasier, from 

grasen, to graze. See GRAZE
1.]

gra·zi·o·so (grätÙsK-oùso, -zo) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a graceful, smooth manner. 

Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from Latin gr7tiosus, gracious, agreeable. See 

GRACIOUS.]

Gr. Brit. abbr.  Great Britain. 

grease (grKs) n.  1. Soft or melted animal fat, especially after rendering.  2. A 

thick oil or viscous substance, especially when used as a lubricant.  3. a. The oily 

substance present in raw wool; suint.  b. Raw wool that has not been cleansed of 

this oily substance.   4. Slang. Something, such as money or influence, that facili-

tates the attainment of an object or a desire:  accepted some grease to fix the out-

come of the race.   —  v.  tr. greased, greas·ing, greas·es (grKs, grKz). 1. To 

coat, smear, or soil with grease:  greased the pie pan.  2. To lubricate with grease.  

3. To facilitate the progress of.  4. Slang. To kill.  See Regional note at greasy.  
—idiom. grease (someone’s) palm (or grease (someone’s) hand). Slang. 

To bribe.  [Middle English grese, from Anglo-Norman grece, from Vulgar Latin 

*crassia, from Latin crassus, fat, thick.] —greaseùless adj.  —greaseùproofÙ 
adj. 

grease gun (grKs gƒn) n.  1. A hand-powered pump used to force grease under 

pressure into bearings.  2. A submachine gun. 

grease monkey (grKs mƒngùkK) n.  Slang. A mechanic, especially one who 

works on motor vehicles or aircraft. 

grease·paint also grease paint (grKsùp7ntÙ) n.  Theatrical makeup, especially 

a preparation of grease mixed with colorings. 

grease pencil (grKs pHnùsNl) n.  A pencil of hard grease mixed with colorings, 

used especially for marking on glossy or glazed surfaces. 



greas·er (grKùsNr, -zNr) n.  1. One who greases, such as a worker who greases 

working parts in a machine.  2. Slang. A tough young man, especially one from a 

white working-class background who is much involved with motorcycles or cars.  

3. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Latin American, especially a 

Mexican. 

grease·wood (grKsùwtdÙ) n.  A spiny shrub (Sarcobatus vermiculatus) of 

western North America, having small alternate leaves, white stems, and small 

greenish flowers. 

greas·y (grKùsK, -zK) adj.  greas·i·er, greas·i·est. 1. Coated or soiled with 

grease.  2. Containing grease, especially too much grease:  a greasy hamburger.  

3. Suggestive of grease in slickness or slipperiness:  a greasy character.   
—greasùi·ly adv.  —greasùi·ness n.  

REGIONAL NOTE: In the Southern states the adjective greasy and the verb

grease are pronounced with a (z) rather than with an (s) sound. This pronuncia-

tion is so stable and so characteristic of Southern dialects that dialect scholars use

it to trace the migration of Southern speakers into other dialect areas, such as

southern Indiana.

greasy spoon (grKùsK spun) n.  Slang. A small, inexpensive, often unsanitary 

restaurant. 

great (gr7t) adj.  great·er, great·est. Abbr. gr., gt. 1. Very large in size.  

2. Larger in size than others of the same kind.  3. Large in quantity or number:  A 

great throng awaited us.  See Synonyms at large.  4. Extensive in time or distance:  

a great delay.  5. Remarkable or outstanding in magnitude, degree, or extent:  a 

great crisis.  6. Of outstanding significance or importance:  a great work of art.  

7. Chief or principal:  the great house on the estate.  8. Superior in quality or char-

acter; noble: “For he was great, ere fortune made him so” (John Dryden).  

9. Powerful; influential:  one of the great nations of the West.  10. Eminent; distin-

guished:  a great leader.  11. Grand; aristocratic.  12. Informal. Enthusiastic:  a 

great lover of music.  13. Informal. Very skillful:  great at algebra.  14. Informal. 

Very good; first-rate:  We had a great time at the dance.  15. Being one generation 

removed from the relative specified. Often used in combination:  a great-grand-

daughter.  16. Archaic. Pregnant.   —  n.  1. pl. greats or great. One that is 

great:  a composer considered among the greats.  2. Music. a. A division of most 

pipe organs, usually containing the most powerful ranks of pipes.  b. A similar 

division of other organs.    —  adv.  Informal. Very well:  got along great with the 

teacher.  [Middle English grete, from Old English grKat, thick, coarse.] —greatùly 
adv.  —greatùness n. 

Great A·ba·co (gr7tÙ 4bùN-koÙ)  The largest island of the Abaco and Cays 

group in the northern Bahamas. 



Great Al·föld (gr7t ôlùfNld)  See Alföld. 
great ape (gr7t 7p) n.  Any of various anthropoid apes of the family Pongidae, 

which includes the chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans. 

great auk (gr7t ôk) n.  A large, flightless sea bird (Pinguinus impennis) formerly 

common on northern Atlantic coasts but extinct since the middle of the 19th cen-

tury. 

great-aunt  or great aunt (gr7tù4ntù, -äntù) n.  A sister of one’s grandparent.  

Also called grandaunt 

Great Aus·tra·lian Bight (gr7t ô-str7lùyNn bXt)  A wide bay of the Indian 

Ocean on the southern coast of Australia. Much of the coastline consists of high 

cliffs extending inland to form the Nullarbor Plain. 

Great Barrier Reef (gr7t b4rùK-Nr rKf)  The largest coral reef in the world, 

about 2,011 km (1,250 mi) long, off the northeast coast of Australia. Its vividly 

colored banks are known for their exotic fish and crustaceans. 

Great Basin (gr7t b7ùsVn)  A desert region of the western United States com-

prising most of Nevada and parts of Utah, California, Idaho, Wyoming, and Ore-

gon. John C. Frémont explored and named the area (1843-1845). 

Great Bear (gr7t bâr) n.  See Ursa Major. 
Great Bear Lake (gr7t bâr l7k)  A lake of northwest mainland Northwest Ter-

ritories, Canada. The Great Bear River, about 113 km (70 mi) long, flows west-

ward from the lake to the Mackenzie River. 

Great Bend (gr7t bHnd)  A city of central Kansas on the Arkansas River north-

west of Wichita. It is located on the old Santa Fe Trail. Population, 15,427. 

great blue heron (gr7t blu hHrùNn) n.  A large American heron (Ardea 

herodias) having blue-gray plumage and a predominantly white head with a dark 

crest. 

Great Brit·ain (gr7t brVtùn) Abbr. G.B., Gr. Brit., Gt. Brit.  1. An island off 

the western coast of Europe comprising England, Scotland, and Wales. It is sepa-

rated from the mainland by the English Channel and from Ireland by the Irish 

Sea.  2.  See United Kingdom. 
great circle (gr7t sûrùkNl) n.  1. A circle described by the intersection of the 

surface of a sphere with a plane passing through the center of the sphere.  2. A 

segment of such a circle representing the shortest distance between two terrestrial 

points. 

great·coat (gr7tùkotÙ) n.  A heavy overcoat. 

Great Com·o·ro (gr7t kmmùN-roÙ)  The largest of the Comoro Islands, in the 

northern Mozambique Channel of the Indian Ocean. 

Great Cros·by (gr7t krôzùbK)  See Crosby. 
Great Dane (gr7t d7n) n.  Any of various large, powerful dogs of a breed devel-

oped in Germany, having a muscular body, a short smooth coat, and a narrow 

head. 



great divide (gr7t dV-vXdù) n.  1. A large or major watershed of a landmass.  

2. A major point of division, especially death. 

Great Di·vide (gr7t dV-vXdù)  See Continental Divide. 
Great Di·vid·ing Range (gr7t dV-vXùdVng r7nj) also Eastern High·lands 

(hXùlNndz)  A chain of mountains curving along the eastern coast of Australia. 

great·en (gr7tùn) v.  tr. intr. great·ened, great·en·ing, great·ens. Archaic. 

To make or become great or greater. 

great·er also Great·er (gr7ùtNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a city considered 

together with its populous suburbs:  the greater metropolitan area of Dallas; 

Greater Los Angeles. 

Greater An·til·les (gr7ùtNr 4n-tVlùKz)  An island group of the northern West 

Indies including Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, and Puerto Rico. 

greater omentum (gr7ùtNr o-mHnùtNm) n.  A fold of the peritoneum, passing 

from the stomach to the transverse colon.  Also called caul 

Greater Sun·da Islands (gr7ùtNr sƒnùdN XùlNndz, sunù-)  See Sunda 
Islands. 

great·est common divisor (gr7ùtVst kmmùNn dV-vXùzNr) n.  Abbr. gcd, 
g.c.d. Mathematics. The largest number that divides evenly into each of a given 

set of numbers.  Also called greatest common factor, highest common factor. 

Great Falls (gr7t fôlz)  A city of central Montana on the Missouri River north-

northeast of Helena. At the center of extensive hydroelectric power installations, 

Great Falls is popularly known as “Electric City.” Population, 55,097. 

Great Grims·by (gr7t grVmzùbK)  See Grimsby (sense 2). 

great·heart·ed (gr7tùhärùtVd) adj.  1. Noble or courageous in spirit:  a great-

hearted general.  2. Generous; magnanimous:  a greathearted landowner.   
—greatùheartùed·ly adv.  —greatùheartùed·ness n. 

great horned owl (gr7t hôrnd oul) n.  A large North American owl (Bubo 

virginianus) having prominent ear tufts and brownish plumage with a white 

throat. 

Great In·di·an Desert (gr7t VnùdK-Nn dHzùNrt)  See Thar Desert. 
Great Kar·roo (gr7t kN-ruù)  See Karroo. 
Great Lakes (gr7t l7ks)  A group of five freshwater lakes of central North 

America between the United States and Canada, including Lakes Superior, 

Huron, Erie, Ontario, and Michigan. French traders first sighted the lakes in the 

early 17th century. Today the Great Lakes connect Midwestern ports with the 

Atlantic Ocean via the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

great laurel (gr7t lôrùNl) n.  See rosebay (n., sense 1). 

Great Mi·am·i River (gr7t mX-4mùK rVvùNr, -4mùN)  See Miami River. 
Great Na·ma·qua·land (gr7t nN-mäùkwN-l4ndÙ)  See Namaqualand. 
Great Ouse River (gr7t uz rVvùNr)  See Ouse River (sense 1). 

Great Pee Dee (gr7t pKù dKÙ)  See Pee Dee. 



Great Plains (gr7t pl7nz)  A vast grassland region of central North America 

extending from the Canadian provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba 

southward to Texas. Much of the area is used for cattle and wheat ranching. 

Great Power (gr7t pouùNr) n.  One of the nations having great political, social, 

and economic influence in international affairs. 

Great Pyrenees (gr7t pîrùN-nKzÙ) n.  Any of a breed of large, heavy-boned 

dogs having a thick white coat and originally developed to guard sheep. 

Great Rift Valley (gr7t rVft v4lùK)  A geologic depression of southwest Asia 

and eastern Africa extending from the Jordan River valley to Mozambique. The 

region is marked by a series of faults caused by volcanic action. 

Great Russian (gr7t rƒshùNn) n.  A member of the Russian-speaking people 

inhabiting Russia. 

Great Saint Ber·nard Pass (gr7t s7ntÙ bNr-närdù p4s)  An Alpine pass, 

2,473.6 m (8,110 ft) high, on the Italian-Swiss border. It has been used since 

ancient times. 

Great Salt Lake (gr7t sôlt l7k)  A shallow body of salt water of northwest Utah 

between the Wasatch Range on the east and the Great Salt Lake Desert on the 

west. The lake is a remnant of prehistoric Lake Bonneville, which covered an 

extensive area of the Great Basin. Great Salt Lake Desert is barren and unculti-

vated. 

Great Sand·y Desert (gr7t s4nùdK dHzùNrt)  A vast arid area of northwest 

Australia north of the Gibson Desert. 

Great Sark (gr7t särk)  See Sark. 
great seal (gr7t sKl) n.  The principal seal of a government or state, with which 

official documents are stamped. 

great skua (gr7t skyuùN) n.  A predatory gull-like sea bird (Catharacta skua) of 

northern regions, having brownish plumage. 

Great Slave Lake (gr7t sl7v l7k)  A lake of southern Northwest Territories, 

Canada. The British fur trader Samuel Hearne (1745-1792) discovered the lake in 

1771 while exploring for the Hudson’s Bay Company. 

Great Smok·y Mountains (gr7t smoùkK mounùtNnz)  A range of the Appa-

lachian Mountains on the North Carolina-Tennessee border rising to 2,026.1 m 

(6,643 ft) at Clingmans Dome. The mountains, named for the smokelike haze 

that often envelops them, are noted for their luxuriant vegetation. 

Great South Bay (gr7t south b7)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean between the 

southern shore of Long Island and offshore barrier islands. 

Great Spirit (gr7t spVrùVt) n.  The principal deity in the religion of many Native 

American peoples. 

great-un·cle  or great uncle (gr7tùƒngùkNl) n.  A brother of one’s grandpar-

ent.  Also called granduncle 



Great Vic·to·ri·a Desert (gr7t vVk-tôrùK-N dHzùNrt, -torù-)  An arid region of 

south-central Australia sloping to the Nullarbor Plain on the south. 

Great Vowel Shift (gr7t vouùNl shVft) n.  A series of phonetic changes occur-

ring in Early Modern English in which the Middle English low and mid long vow-

els were raised, (ä) and (o) becoming (7) and (u), for example, while the high 

long vowels (K) and (u) became the diphthongs (X) and (ou). 

Great Wall of Chi·na (gr7t wôl ƒv chXùnN)  A line of fortifications extending 

about 2,414 km (1,500 mi) across northern China. Built in the third century B.C. 

by some 300,000 laborers (mainly criminals, conscript soldiers, and slaves), the 

wall is today a major tourist attraction. 

Great War (gr7t wôr) n.  World War I. 

great white shark (gr7t hwXt shärk) n.  A large shark (Carcharodon carchar-

ias) of temperate and tropical waters that grows to about 7 meters (23 feet). It is 

the only shark known to feed regularly on marine mammals. 

greave (grKv) n.  Leg armor worn below the knee. Often used in the plural.  

[Sing. of Middle English greves, from Old French, shins.]

greaves (grKvz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The unmelted residue left 

after animal fat has been rendered.  [From Low German greven.]

grebe (grKb) n.  Any of various swimming and diving birds of the family Podici-

pedidae, having a pointed bill and lobed, fleshy membranes along each toe.  

[French grèbe.]

Gre·cian (grKùshNn) adj.  Greek.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of Greece.  [From 

Latin Graecia, Greece, from Graecus, Greek. See GREEK.]

Gre·cism (grKùsVzÙNm) n.  1. The style or spirit of Greek culture, art, or thought.  

2. Something done in imitation of Greek style or spirit.  3. An idiom of the Greek 

language. 

Gre·cize (grKùsXzÙ) v.  tr. Gre·cized, Gre·ciz·ing, Gre·ciz·es. To make Greek or 

Hellenic in form or style.  [French gréciser, from Late Latin graeciz7re, from Greek 

graikizein, to speak Greek, from Graikos, Greek.]

Gre·co (grHkùo), El. Born Doménikos Theotokópoulos. 1541-1614.  Greek-born 

Spanish painter of religious works, such as Christ Stripped of His Garments (1579) 

and Assumption (1577), characterized by elongated human figures, contrasting 

colors, and deep shadows. 

Greco-  or Graeco- pref.  Greece; Greek:  Greco-Roman.  [From Latin Graecus, 

Greek. See GREEK.]

Grec·o-Ro·man (grHkÙo-roùmNn, grKÙko-) adj.  Of or relating to both Greece 

and Rome:  Greco-Roman mythology. 

gree (grK) n.  Scots. Superiority; mastery.  [Middle English gre, from Old French, 

step, from Latin gradus. See GRADE.]

Greece (grKs) Formerly Hel·las (hHlùNs) Abbr. Gr.  1. A country of southeast 

Europe on the southern Balkan Peninsula and including numerous islands in the 



Mediterranean, Aegean, and Ionian seas. One of the most important centers of 

early civilization, Greece grew and flourished as an amalgam of independent city-

states, although intercity strife led to conquest by Philip II of Macedon in 338 B.C. 

Greece was ruled by the Ottoman Turks from the 15th century A.D. until its inde-

pendence in 1829. Athens is the capital and the largest city. Population, 9,740,417.  

2. A community of western New York, a suburb of Rochester. Population, 15,632. 

greed (grKd) n.  An excessive desire to acquire or possess more than what one 

needs or deserves, especially with respect to material wealth: “Many... attach to 

competition the stigma of selfish greed” (Henry Fawcett).  [Back-formation from 

GREEDY.]

greed·y (grKùdK) adj.  greed·i·er, greed·i·est. 1. Excessively desirous of 

acquiring or possessing, especially wishing to possess more than what one needs 

or deserves.  2. Wanting to eat or drink more than one can reasonably consume; 

gluttonous.  3. Extremely eager or desirous:  greedy for the opportunity to prove 

their ability.  [Middle English gredi, from Old English gr<dig. See gher-2 in 

Appendix.] —greedùi·ly adv.  —greedùi·ness n. 

Greek (grKk) n.  Abbr. Gr., Gk. 1. a. The Indo-European language of the Greeks. 

Greek, the sole member of the Hellenic branch, consists of several groups of 

ancient and modern regional, social, and literary dialects and is divided into sev-

eral historical periods.  b. Greek language and literature from the middle of the 

eighth century B.C. to the end of the third century A.D., especially the Attic Greek 

of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.   2. a. A native or inhabitant of Greece.  b. A 

person of Greek ancestry.   3. Informal. A member of a fraternity or sorority that 

has its name composed of Greek letters.  4. Informal. Something that is unintelli-

gible:  Quantum mechanics is Greek to me.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Greece or its 

people, language, or culture.  [Middle English Grek, from Old English GrKcas, the 

Greeks, from Latin Graecus, Greek, from Greek Graikos, tribal name.]

Greek Catholic (grKk k4thùN-lVk) n.  1. A member of the Eastern Orthodox 

Church.  2. A member of a Uniat church. 

Greek Church (grKk chûrch) n.  The Eastern Orthodox Church. 

Greek cross (grKk krôs) n.  A cross formed by two bars of equal length crossing 

in the middle at right angles to each other. 

Greek fire (grKk fXr) n.  An incendiary preparation first used by the Byzantine 

Greeks to set fire to enemy ships. 

Greek Orthodox Church (grKk ôrùthN-dmksÙ chûrch) n.  The state church 

of Greece, an autonomous part of the Eastern Orthodox Church. 

Greek revival (grKk rV-vXùvNl) n.  An architectural style imitating elements of 

ancient Greek temple design, popular in the United States and Europe in the first 

half of the 19th century. 



Gree·ley (grKùlK)  A city of north-central Colorado north-northeast of Denver. 

It was founded in 1870 as a cooperative farm and temperance center and named 

for its patron, Horace Greeley. Population, 60,536. 

Gree·ley (grKùlK), Horace. 1811-1872.  American journalist and politician who 

founded and edited the New York Tribune (1841-1872). In 1872 he ran unsuccess-

fully for President. 

Gree·ly (grKùlK), Adolphus Washington. 1844-1935.  American army officer 

and explorer who led an Arctic expedition (1881-1884) that reached the north-

ernmost point achieved up until that time, 83˚24'. 

green (grKn) n.  1. Color. The hue of that portion of the visible spectrum lying 

between yellow and blue, evoked in the human observer by radiant energy with 

wavelengths of approximately 490 to 570 nanometers; any of a group of colors 

that may vary in lightness and saturation and whose hue is that of the emerald or 

somewhat less yellow than that of growing grass; one of the additive or light pri-

maries; one of the psychological primary hues.  2. Something green in color.  

3. greens. Green growth or foliage, especially: a. The branches and leaves of 

plants used for decoration.  b. Leafy plants or plant parts eaten as vegetables.   

4. A grassy lawn or plot, especially: a. A grassy area located usually at the center 

of a city or town and set aside for common use; a common.  b. Sports. A putting 

green.   5. greens. A green uniform: “a young... sergeant in dress greens” (Nelson 

DeMille).  6. Slang. Money.  7. Green. A supporter of a social and political 

movement that espouses global environmental protection, bioregionalism, social 

responsibility, and nonviolence.   —  adj.  green·er, green·est. 1. Color. Of the 

color green.  2. Abounding in or covered with green growth or foliage:  the green 

woods.  3. Made with green or leafy vegetables:  a green salad.  4. Characterized by 

mild or temperate weather:  a green climate.  5. Youthful; vigorous:  at the green 

age of 18.  6. Not mature or ripe; young:  green tomatoes.  7. Brand-new; fresh.  

8. Not yet fully processed, especially: a. Not aged:  green wood.  b. Not cured or 

tanned:  green pelts.   9. Lacking training or experience.  See Synonyms at young.  
10. a. Lacking sophistication or worldly experience; naive.  b. Easily duped or 

deceived; gullible.   11. Having a sickly or unhealthy pallor indicative of nausea or 

jealousy, for example.   —  v.  tr. intr. greened, green·ing, greens. To make or 

become green.   —idiom. green around the gills (or green about the 
gills). Pale or sickly in appearance.  [Middle English grene, from Old English 

grKne; see ghrK- in Appendix. N., sense 7  translation of German Grünen, Greens, 

from grün, green.] —greenùly adv.  —greenùness n. 

Green (grKn), Anna Katherine. 1846-1935.  American writer of detective fic-

tion whose novels include The Leavenworth Case (1878). 

Green (grKn), Henrietta Howland. Known as “Hetty.” 1834-1916.  American 

financier who became America’s richest woman through her shrewd investment 

of a large inheritance. Her miserly lifestyle was the subject of many anecdotes. 



Green (grKn), Paul Eliot. 1894-1981.  American playwright noted for his dra-

mas portraying Southern life, such as In Abraham’s Bosom (1926), for which he 

won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Green (grKn), William. 1873-1952.  American labor leader who as president of 

the American Federation of Labor (1924-1952) led the struggle with the Congress 

of Industrial Organizations after the two unions split (1936). 

green alga (grKn 4lùgN) n.  Any of the numerous algae of the division Chloro-

phyta, such as spirogyra and sea lettuce, that have chlorophyll unmasked by other 

pigments. 

Gree·na·way (grKùnN-w7Ù), Catherine. Known as “Kate.” 1846-1901.  British 

artist and writer noted for her illustrations of her own children’s books, such as 

Under the Window (1879). 

green·back (grKnùb4kÙ) n.  A note of U.S. currency. 

Green Bay (grKn b7)  A city of eastern Wisconsin on Green Bay, an arm of 

Lake Michigan. Founded as a trading post in 1634, the city is a port of entry with 

varied industries. Population, 96,466. 

green bean (grKn bKn) n.  See string bean (n., sense 1). 

green·belt (grKnùbHltÙ) n.  A belt of recreational parks, farmland, or unculti-

vated land surrounding a community. 

Green·belt (grKnùbHltÙ)  A city of central Maryland, a residential suburb of 

Washington, D.C. It was planned and built by the federal government as an 

experimental model community. Population, 21,096. 

Green Beret (grKn bN-r7) n.  A member of the U.S. Army Special Forces.  

[From the green beret that is part of the uniform.]

green·bri·er (grKnùbrXÙNr) n.  See catbrier. 
green card (grKn kärd) n.  An official document issued by the U.S. government 

to aliens, allowing them to work legally in the United States.  [Formerly a green-

colored card.]

green corn (grKn kôrn) n.  Young, tender ears of sweet corn. 

Green·dale (grKnùd7lÙ)  A village of southeast Wisconsin, a suburb of Milwau-

kee. It was founded in the 1930’s as a planned community built by the federal 

government. Population, 15,128. 

green dragon (grKn dr4gùNn) n.  A tuberous plant (Arisaema dracontium) of 

eastern North America, having divided leaves and minute flowers at the base of a 

long, slender spadix projecting from a narrow green spathe.  Also called dragon-

root 

Greene (grKn), (Henry) Graham. 1904-1991.  British writer particularly 

known for his novels, such as The Power and the Glory (1940), which reflect his 

ardent Catholic beliefs. 



Greene (grKn), Nathanael. 1742-1786.  American Revolutionary general 

whose strategies in the South significantly weakened British strength in the 

region. 

Greene (grKn), Robert. 1558?-1592.  English writer noted for his plays, such as 

Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay (c. 1589). 

green·er·y (grKùnN-rK) n.  pl. green·er·ies. 1. a. Green foliage; verdure.  

b. Such foliage used for decoration.   2. A place where plants are grown. 

green-eyed (grKnùXdÙ) adj.  Jealous. 

Green·field (grKnùfKldÙ)  1. A town of northwest Massachusetts north of 

Northampton. The first cutlery factory in America was established here in the 

early 1800’s. Population, 18,666.  2. A city of southeast Wisconsin, a residential 

suburb of Milwaukee. Population, 33,403. 

Greenfield Park (grKnùfKldÙ pärk)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a 

residential suburb of Montreal on the opposite bank of the St. Lawrence River. 

Population, 18,527. 

green·finch (grKnùfVnchÙ) n.  A common Eurasian finch (Carduelis chloris) 

having green and yellow plumage. 

green·fly (grKnùflXÙ) n.  A green aphid commonly occurring as a destructive pest 

of various cultivated plants. 

green·gage (grKnùg7jÙ) n.  A variety of plum (Prunus domestica) having yel-

lowish-green skin and sweet flesh.  [GREEN + gageafter Sir William Gage, 18th-

century English botanist.]

green·gro·cer (grKnùgroÙsNr) n.  Chiefly British. A retail seller of fresh fruits 

and vegetables.   —greenùgroÙcer·y n. 

green·head (grKnùhHdÙ) n.  A male mallard duck. 

green·heart (grKnùhärtÙ) n.  1. a. A tropical American tree (Ocotea rodioei) 

having dark, greenish, durable wood.  b. Any of various similar trees.   2. The 

wood of any of these trees. 

green·horn (grKnùhôrnÙ) n.  1. An inexperienced or immature person, espe-

cially one who is easily deceived.  2. A newcomer, especially one who is unfamil-

iar with the ways of a place or group.  [Middle English greene horn, horn of a 

newly slaughtered animal  : grene, green; see GREEN + horn, horn; see HORN.]

green·house (grKnùhousÙ) n.  1. A structure, primarily of glass, in which tem-

perature and humidity can be controlled for the cultivation or protection of 

plants.  2. Slang. A clear plastic bubble or shell covering part of an aircraft. 

greenhouse effect (grKnùhousÙ V-fHktù) n.  1. The phenomenon whereby the 

earth’s atmosphere traps solar radiation, caused by the presence in the atmo-

sphere of gases such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, and methane that allow 

incoming sunlight to pass through but absorb heat radiated back from the earth’s 

surface.  2. A similar retention of solar radiation, as by another planet or in a 

solar panel. 



Green·how (grKùnou), Rose O’Neal. 1815?-1864.  American Confederate spy. 

A prominent Washington, D.C., socialite, she obtained and disseminated infor-

mation on Union troop movements (1861-1862). Exiled to the South, she contin-

ued her activities and ultimately drowned while attempting to evade the Union 

blockade of Wilmington, North Carolina. 

green·ie (grKùnK) n.  Slang. An amphetamine pill that is green in color. 

green·ing1 (grKùnVng) n.  1. Restoration of vitality or freshness; rejuvenation.  

2. An adoption or alignment with the ideals or practices of the Green movement:  

the greening of the mayor’s platform; the greening of the cities. 

green·ing2 (grKùnVng) n.  Any of several varieties of green-skinned apples. 

green·ish (grKùnVsh) adj.  Somewhat green. 

Green·land (grKnùlNnd, -l4ndÙ)  An island of Denmark in the northern Atlantic 

Ocean off northeast Canada. Most of the island lies within the Arctic Circle. Dis-

covered by Eric the Red in the tenth century, it is the largest island in the world.   
—Green·landùic (-l4nùdVk) adj. 

Greenland Sea (grKnùlNnd sK)  A section of the southern Arctic Ocean off the 

eastern coast of Greenland. 

Greenland spar (grKnùlNnd spär) n.  See cryolite. 
green·let (grKnùlVt) n.  Any of various small greenish birds of the genus Hylo-

philus of Central and South America, related to the vireos. 

green light (grKn lXt) n.  1. The green-colored light that signals traffic to pro-

ceed.  2. Informal. Permission to proceed. 

green·ling (grKnùlVng) n.  Any of various marine food fishes of the family 

Hexagrammidae, which frequent rocky coastal areas of the northern Pacific. 

green·mail (grKnùm7lÙ) n.  An antitakeover maneuver in which the target firm 

purchases the raider’s stock at a price above that available to other stockholders.  

[GREEN, money + (BLACK)MAIL.] —greenùmailÙer n. 

green manure (grKn mN-ntrù) n.  A growing crop, such as clover or grass, 

that is plowed under the soil to improve fertility. 

green·mar·ket (grKnùmärÙkVt) n.  See farmers’ market. 
green monkey (grKn mƒngùkK) n.  A long-tailed African monkey (Cercopithe-

cus aethiops subsp. sabaeus) having yellowish-gray fur with a greenish tinge. 

Green Mountains (grKn mounùtNnz)  A range of the Appalachian Mountains 

extending from southern Quebec, Canada, through Vermont to western Massa-

chusetts. The range rises to 1,339.9 m (4,393 ft) at Mount Mansfield in north-

central Vermont. 

Green·ock (grKùnNk, grHnùNk)  A burgh of southwest Scotland on the Firth of 

Clyde. It is a port and manufacturing center. Population, 56,194. 

green·ock·ite (grKùnN-kXtÙ) n.  A yellow to brown or red mineral, CdS, the only 

ore of cadmium.  [After Charles Murray Cathcart, Second Earl Greenock (1783-

1859), British soldier.]



Gree·nough (grKùnoÙ), Horatio. 1805-1852.  American sculptor whose prin-

cipal work is the neoclassical statue of George Washington at the Smithsonian 

Institution in Washington, D.C. 

green pepper (grKn pHpùNr) n.  The unripened green fruit of pepper plants of 

the genus Capsicum. 

green plover (grKn plƒvùNr) n.  See lapwing. 
green revolution (grKn rHvÙN-luùshNn) n.  A significant increase in agricul-

tural productivity resulting from the introduction of high-yield varieties of 

grains, the use of pesticides, and improved management techniques. 

Green River (grKn rVvùNr)  1. A river rising in central Kentucky and flowing 

about 595 km (370 mi) generally northwest to the Ohio River near Evansville, 

Indiana.  2. A river, about 1,175 km (730 mi) long, rising in western Wyoming 

and flowing through northwest Colorado and eastern Utah to the Colorado River. 

green·room (grKnùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A waiting room or lounge in a theater or 

concert hall for the use of performers when they are off-stage.  [So called because 

such rooms were originally painted green.]

green·sand (grKnùs4ndÙ) n.  A sand or sediment having a dark greenish color 

caused by the presence of glauconite. 

Greens·bor·o (grKnzùbûrÙN, -bûrÙo)  A city of north-central North Carolina 

east of Winston-Salem. Settled in 1749, it is a textile center. Population, 183,521. 

Greens·burg (grKnzùbûrgÙ)  A city of southwest Pennsylvania east-southeast of 

Pittsburgh. It was settled in the late 1700’s and incorporated as a city in 1928. 

Population, 16,318. 

green·shank (grKnùsh4ngkÙ) n.  A European wading bird (Tringa nebularia) 

having greenish legs and a long bill. 

green·sick·ness (grKnùsVkÙnVs) n.  See chlorosis (n., sense 2).  —greenùsickÙ 
adj. 

green·side (grKnùsXdÙ) adj.  Sports. Situated beside a putting green:  a greenside 

bunker. 

greens·keep·er (grKnzùkKÙpNr) n.  Sports. One who is responsible for the 

maintenance of a golf course. 

green snake (grKn sn7k) n.  Any of several slender, yellow-green nonvenom-

ous North American snakes of the genus Opheodrys, such as the grass snake. 

green soap (grKn sop) n.  A translucent, yellowish-green soft or liquid soap 

made chiefly from vegetable oils and used in the treatment of skin disorders. 

green·stick fracture (grKnùstVkÙ fr4kùchNr) n.  A partial bone fracture, usu-

ally occurring in children, in which the bone is bent but only broken on one side. 

green·stone (grKnùstonÙ) n.  Any of various altered basic igneous rocks colored 

green by chlorite, hornblende, or epidote. 

green·sward (grKnùswôrdÙ) n.  Ground that is green with grass; turf. 



green tea (grKn tK) n.  Tea made from leaves that are not fermented before 

being dried. 

green thumb (grKn thƒm) n.  An extraordinary ability to make plants grow 

well. 

green turtle (grKn tûrùtl) n.  A large marine turtle (Chelonia mydas) having 

greenish flesh that is prized as food, especially in turtle soup. 

Green·ville (grKnùvVlÙ)  1. A city of western Mississippi on the Mississippi River 

north of Vicksburg. It is a trade, processing, and industrial center in a fertile agri-

cultural region. Population, 45,226.  2. A city of eastern North Carolina southeast 

of Rocky Mount. Founded in 1786, the city grew as a tobacco market. Population, 

44,972.  3. A city of northwest South Carolina northwest of Columbia. Located in 

the Piedmont near the Blue Ridge, it was laid out in 1797 and is today a resort and 

manufacturing center. Population, 58,282.  4. A city of northeast Texas northeast 

of Dallas. It is a manufacturing center in a cotton-producing area. Population, 

23,071. 

green·way (grKnùw7Ù) n.  A corridor of undeveloped land, as along a river or 

between urban centers, that is reserved for recreational use or environmental 

preservation. 

Green·wich  1.  (grHnùVch, grVnùVj) A borough of Greater London in southeast 

England on the Thames River. It is the site of the original Royal Observatory, 

through which passes the prime meridian, or longitude 0˚.  2.  (grHnùVch, grVnù-, 

grKnùwVchÙ) A town of southwest Connecticut on Long Island Sound near the 

New York border. Settled in 1640, it is mainly residential. Population, 58,441. 

Green·wich time (grHnùVch tXm, grVnùVj) n.  See universal time. 
Green·wich Village (grHnùVch vVlùVj, -Vj, grVnù-)  A mainly residential section 

of lower Manhattan in New York City. Settled during colonial times, the area 

began to attract notice as an artists’ and writers’ community after 1910. 

green-winged teal (grKnùwVngdÙ tKl) n.  A small freshwater duck (Anas 

crecca), the male of which has gray plumage, a brown head, and an iridescent 

green speculum. 

green·wood (grKnùwtdÙ) n.  A wood or forest with green foliage. 

Green·wood (grKnùwtdÙ)  1. A city of central Indiana, a residential suburb 

of Indianapolis. Population, 26,265.  2. A city of west-central Mississippi east of 

Greenville. It is a trade center for a cotton-growing region. Population, 18,906.  

3. A city of western South Carolina west-northwest of Columbia. The city was 

settled in 1824 on the site of a trading post established in 1751. Population, 

20,807. 

greet (grKt) v.  tr. greet·ed, greet·ing, greets. 1. To salute or welcome in a 

friendly and respectful way with speech or writing, as upon meeting or in open-

ing a letter.  2. To receive with a specified reaction:  greet a joke with laughter.  



3. To be perceived by:  A din greeted our ears.  [Middle English greten, from Old 

English grKtan.] —greetùer n. 

greet·ing (grKùtVng) n.  A word or gesture of welcome or salutation. 

greeting card (grKùtVng kärd) n.  A folded card bearing a message of greeting, 

congratulation, or other sentiment, usually sent or given on a special occasion or 

holiday. 

greg·a·rine (grHgùN-rXnÙ) n.  Any of various sporozoan protozoans of the order 

Gregarinida that are parasitic within the digestive tracts of various invertebrates 

including arthropods and annelids.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the order Gre-

garinida.  [From New Latin GregarXna, type genus, from Latin greg7rius, belong-

ing to a flock. See GREGARIOUS.] —gregÙa·rinùi·an (-rVnùK-Nn) adj. 

gre·gar·i·ous (grV-gârùK-Ns) adj.  1. Seeking and enjoying the company of oth-

ers; sociable.  See Synonyms at social.  2. Tending to move in or form a group 

with others of the same kind:  gregarious bird species.  3. Botany. Growing in 

groups that are close together but not densely clustered or matted.  [Latin 

greg7rius, belonging to a flock, from grex, greg-, flock. See ger- in Appendix.] 
—gre·garùi·ous·ly adv.  —gre·garùi·ous·ness n. 

Gre·go·ri·an calendar (grV-gôrùK-Nn k4lùNn-dNr, -gorù-) n.  The solar calen-

dar in use throughout most of the world, sponsored by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582 

as a corrected version of the Julian calendar.  See Table at calendar. 
Gregorian chant (grV-gôrùK-Nn ch4nt) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A liturgical 

chant that is monodic, rhythmically unstructured, and sung without accompani-

ment.  [After Saint. GREGORY I.]

Greg·o·ry I (grHgùN-rK), Saint Known as “Gregory the Great.” 540?-604.  Pope 

(590-604) who increased papal authority, enforced rules of life for the clergy, and 

sponsored many important missionary expeditions, notably that of Saint August-

ine to Britain (596). 

Greg·o·ry VII (grHgùN-rK), Original name Hildebrand. 1020?-1085.  Pope 

(1073-1085) who sought to establish the supremacy of the pope within the 

Church and the authority of the Church over the state. 

Greg·o·ry XIII (grHgùN-rK), Originally Ugo Buoncompagni. 1502-1585.  Pope 

(1572-1585) who established many Catholic universities and seminaries and 

sponsored the adoption of the Gregorian calendar (1582). 

Greg·o·ry (grHgùN-rK), Lady Isabella Augusta Persse. 1852-1932.  Irish play-

wright. She was a founder (1899) and director (1904-1932) of the Abbey Theatre, 

for which she wrote a number of short plays, including Spreading the News 

(1904). 

Greg·o·ry of Nys·sa (grHgùN-rK ƒf nVsùN), Saint. A.D. 335?-394?.  Eastern theo-

logian and church father who led the conservative faction during the Trinitarian 

controversy of the fourth century. 



Greg·o·ry of Tours (grHgùN-rK ƒf ttr, tur), Saint. 538-594.  Frankish prelate 

and historian who produced a valuable history of the sixth-century Franks. 

Greifs·wald (grXfsùvältÙ)  A city of northeast Germany near the Baltic Sea 

southeast of Stralsund. Chartered in 1250, it is an industrial and commercial cen-

ter. Population, 62,991. 

greige (gr7, gr7zh) adj.  Not bleached or dyed; unfinished. Used of textiles.  

[French grège, from Italian (seta) greggia, raw (silk), from greggio, gray, of Ger-

manic origin.]

grei·sen (grXùzNn) n.  A granitic rock composed chiefly of quartz and mica.  

[German, from greissen, to split.]

grem·lin (grHmùlVn) n.  1. An imaginary gnomelike creature to whom mechani-

cal problems, especially in aircraft, are attributed.  2. A maker of mischief.  [Per-

haps blend of Irish gruaimín, bad-tempered little fellow (from Middle Irish 

gruaim, gloom, surliness), and GOBLIN.]

WORD HISTORY: Elves, goblins, and trolls seem to be the timeless creations

of the distant past, but gremlins were born in the 20th century. In fact, gremlin is

first recorded only in the 1920’s, as a Royal Air Force term for a low-ranking of-

ficer or enlisted man saddled with oppressive assignments. Said to have been in-

vented by members of the Royal Naval Air Service in World War I, gremlin is used

in works written in the 1940’s for “an imaginary gnomelike creature who causes

difficulties in aircraft.” The word seems likely to have been influenced by goblin,

but accounts of its origin are various and none are certain. One source calls in

Fremlin beer bottles to explain the word; another, the Irish Gaelic word gruaimín,

“ill-humored little fellow.” Whatever the word’s origin, it is certain that gremlins

have taken on a life of their own.

Gre·na·da (grN-n7ùdN)  A country in the Windward Islands of the West Indies 

comprising the island of Grenada and the southern Grenadines. The island of 

Grenada was settled first by the French (after 1650) and became a British colony 

in 1783. The country achieved independence in 1974. Because of Cuban interven-

tion in Grenada’s government, President Ronald Reagan ordered an invasion 

(October 25, 1983) of some 1,900 U.S. troops to protect the approximately 1,000 

American citizens on the island. St. George’s, on Grenada, is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 110,100. 

gre·nade (grN-n7dù) n.  1. A missile containing priming and bursting charges, 

designed to be thrown by hand or deployed by a specially equipped launcher.  

2. A glass container filled with a chemical that is dispersed when the container is 

thrown and smashed.  [French, from Old French (pome) grenate, pomegranate 

(from its shape). See POMEGRANATE.]



gren·a·dier (grHnÙN-dîrù) n.  1. a. A member of the British Grenadier Guards, 

the first regiment of the royal household infantry.  b. A soldier who is a member 

of a special corps or regiment.  c. A soldier equipped with grenades.   2. Any of 

various deep-sea fishes of the family Macrouridae, having a long tapering tail and 

lacking a tail fin. In this sense, also calledrat-tail [French, from grenade, grenade. 

See GRENADE.]

gren·a·dine (grHnÙN-dKnù, grHnùN-dKnÙ) n.  1. A thick, sweet syrup made from 

pomegranates and used as a flavoring, especially in beverages.  2. A thin, loosely 

woven fabric of silk, cotton, or synthetic fiber.  [French, from grenade, pome-

granate, from Old French grenate. See POMEGRANATE.]

Gren·a·dines (grHnÙN-dKnzù)  An archipelago in the Windward Islands of the 

eastern Caribbean Sea. The southern islands are part of Grenada; the other 

islands are part of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. 

Gren·del (grHnùdl) n.  The male monster, descended from Cain, slain by 

Beowulf in the Old English epic Beowulf. 

Gren·fell (grHnùfHlÙ, -fNl), Sir Wilfred Thomason. 1865-1940.  British mis-

sionary and physician who ministered to fishing crews in the North Sea and later 

established medical and social facilities in Labrador and Newfoundland. 

Gre·no·ble (grN-noùbNl, -nôblù)  A city of southeast France on the Isère River 

south-southwest of Chambéry. An ancient Roman city, Grenoble is a noted tour-

ist and skiing center and was the site of the 1968 Winter Olympics. Population, 

156,637. 

Gren·ville (grHnùvVlÙ, -vNl), George. 1712-1770.  British political leader who as 

prime minister (1763-1765) instigated the Stamp Act (1765), which provoked 

rebellious activities in the American colonies. 

Gren·ville (grHnùvVlÙ), Sir Richard. 1542?-1591.  English naval officer who 

commanded the fleet carrying the first colonists to Virginia (1585) and organized 

the English defense against the Spanish Armada (1588). He was killed in a battle 

that pitted his ship against 15 Spanish ships. 

Gresh·am (grHshùNm)  A city of northwest Oregon, a mainly residential suburb 

of Portland. Population, 33,005. 

Gresh·am (grHshùNm), Sir Thomas. 1519-1579.  English financier. A founder 

of the Royal Exchange, he is traditionally credited with Gresham’s law. 

Gresh·am’s law (grHshùNmz lô) n.  The theory holding that if two kinds of 

money in circulation have the same denominational value but different intrinsic 

values, the money with higher intrinsic value will be hoarded and eventually 

driven out of circulation by the money with lesser intrinsic value.  [After Sir Tho-
mas GRESHAM.]

gres·so·ri·al (grH-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj.  Adapted for walking or having limbs 

adapted for walking. Used of flightless birds.  [From New Latin gressorius, from 



Latin gressus, step, from past participle of gradX, to walk. See ghredh- in Appen-

dix.]

Gret·na (grHtùnN)  A city of southeast Louisiana on the Mississippi River oppo-

site New Orleans. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 17,208. 

Gretna Green (grHtùnN grKn)  A village of southern Scotland on the English 

border. It was famous as a place for runaway marriages from 1754 until 1856, 

when the Scottish law was changed to require a 21-day residence period for one of 

the parties before issuance of a license. 

Greuze (grœz), Jean Baptiste. 1725-1805.  French painter of moralistic genre 

works, such as The Paralytic Tended by His Children (1763). 

Gre·ven·broich (gr7ùvNn-broikÙ, -broiKHÙ)  A city of west-central Germany 

northwest of Cologne. It is a railroad junction and manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 56,580. 

grew (gru) v.  Past tense of grow. 
grex (grHks) n.  Botany. A classification for cultivars derived from the same 

hybrid.  [Latin, herd, flock. See GREGARIOUS.]

grey (gr7) adj. , n.  & v.   Variant of gray. 
Grey (gr7), Charles Second Earl Grey. 1764-1845.  British politician who as 

prime minister (1830-1834) implemented parliamentary and social reforms, 

notably the abolition of slavery throughout the British Empire. 

Grey (gr7), Sir Edward Third Viscount Grey of Fallodon. 1862-1933.  British 

public official who as secretary of state (1905-1916) advocated the 1914 declara-

tion of war on Germany. 

Grey (gr7), Lady Jane. 1537-1554.  Queen of England for nine days (1553). Pro-

claimed queen on the death of Edward VI (July 10, 1553), she was imprisoned 

after her short reign, replaced by the popular Mary Tudor, later Mary I, and sub-

sequently beheaded for treason. 

Grey (gr7), Zane. 1875-1939.  American writer of Western adventure novels, 

including Riders of the Purple Sage (1912). 

grey·hen (gr7ùhHnÙ) n.  The female of the black grouse. 

grey·hound (gr7ùhoundÙ) n.  Any of a breed of tall, slender dogs, having a 

smooth coat, a narrow head, and long legs and capable of running swiftly.  [Mid-

dle English grehound, from Old English grXghund : grXg, gray + hund, hound; see 

HOUND.]

grey·lag (gr7ùl4gÙ) n.  Variant of graylag. 
grib·ble (grVbùNl) n.  Any of several small, wood-boring marine isopod crusta-

ceans of the genus Limnoria, especially L. lignorum, which often damage under-

water wooden structures.  [Possibly diminutive of GRUB.]

grid (grVd) n.  1. a. A framework of crisscrossed or parallel bars; a grating or 

mesh.  b. A cooking surface of parallel metal bars; a gridiron.   2. Something 

resembling a framework of crisscrossed parallel bars, as in rigidity or organiza-



tion:  The city’s streets form a grid.  3. A pattern of regularly spaced horizontal and 

vertical lines forming squares on a map, a chart, an aerial photograph, or an opti-

cal device, used as a reference for locating points.  4. Electricity. a. An intercon-

nected system for the distribution of electricity or electromagnetic signals over a 

wide area, especially a network of high-tension cables and power stations.  b. A 

corrugated or perforated conducting plate in a storage battery.  c. A network or 

coil of fine wires located between the plate and the filament in an electron tube.   

5. Football. The gridiron.  6. Sports. The starting positions of cars on a race-

course.  7. Printing. A device in a photocomposition machine on which the char-

acters used in composition are etched.  [Short for GRIDIRON.] —gridùded adj. 

grid·der (grVdùNr) n.  Football. A player. 

grid·dle (grVdùl) n.  A flat metal surface, such as a pan, that is used for cooking 

by dry heat.   —  v.  tr. grid·dled, grid·dling, grid·dles. To cook on a flat metal 

surface.  [Middle English gridel, gridiron, from Old North French gredil, from 

Latin cr7tXcula, diminutive of cr7tis, wickerwork hurdle, lattice.]

grid·dle·cake (grVdùl-k7kÙ) n.  See pancake. 
grid·i·ron (grVdùXÙNrn) n.  1. Football. a. The field of play.  b. The game itself.   

2. A metal structure high above the stage of a theater, from which ropes or cables 

are strung to scenery and lights.  3. a. A flat framework of parallel metal bars 

used for broiling meat or fish.  b. An object resembling such a framework.   

[Middle English gridirne, alteration (influenced by iren, irne, iron); see IRON, of 

gridere, alteration of gridel. See GRIDDLE.]

grid·lock (grVdùlmkÙ) n.  1. A traffic jam in which no vehicular movement is 

possible, especially one caused by the blockage of key intersections within a grid 

of streets.  2. A complete lack of movement or progress resulting in a backup or 

stagnation: “the political gridlock that prevented... the President and Congress from 

moving expeditiously to cut the budget” (Robert D. Hormats).   —gridùlockÙ v.  

—gridùlockedÙ adj. 

grief (grKf) n.  1. Deep mental anguish, as that arising from bereavement.  See 

Synonyms at regret.  2. A source of deep mental anguish.  3. Annoyance or 

frustration:  Trying to follow their directions was nothing but grief.  4. Trouble or 

difficulty:  the griefs of trying to meet a deadline.  5. Archaic. A grievance.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from grever, to harm, aggrieve. See GRIEVE.]

Grieg (grKg, grVg), Edvard Hagerup. 1843-1907.  Norwegian composer whose 

works, such as the incidental music for Peer Gynt (1876), incorporate Norwegian 

folk music idioms. 

Grier (grîr), Robert Cooper. 1794-1870.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1846-1870). 

griev·ance (grKùvNns) n.  1. a. An actual or supposed circumstance regarded as 

just cause for protest.  b. A complaint or protestation based on such a circum-

stance.  See Synonyms at injustice.   2. Indignation or resentment stemming 



from a feeling of having been wronged.  3. Obsolete. a. The act of inflicting hard-

ship or harm.  b. The cause of hardship or harm.   [Middle English grevaunce, 

from Old French grevance, from grever, to harm. See GRIEVE.]

grieve (grKv) v.  grieved, griev·ing, grieves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to be sor-

rowful; distress.  2. Archaic. To hurt or harm.   —  v.  intr. To experience or 

express grief.  [Middle English greven, from Old French grever, to harm, from 

Latin grav7re, to burden, from gravis, heavy. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.] 
—grievùer n.  —grievùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: grieve, lament, mourn, sorrow. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to feel, show, or express grief, sadness, or regret”: grieved over her

father’s sudden death; lamenting over the decline in academic standards; mourning

for lost hopes; sorrowed over the innocent victims of the dictatorship. 

ANTONYM: rejoice

Grieve (grKv), Christopher Murray.  See Hugh MacDiarmid. 
griev·ous (grKùvNs) adj.  1. Causing grief, pain, or anguish:  a grievous loss.  

2. Serious or dire; grave:  a grievous crime.  [Anglo-Norman grevous, from grever, 

to harm, aggrieve, from Latin grav7re, to burden. See GRIEVE.] —grievùous·ly 
adv.  —grievùous·ness n. 

grif·fin also grif·fon  or gryph·on (grVfùNn) n.  A fabulous beast with the head 

and wings of an eagle and the body of a lion.  [Middle English griffoun, from Old 

French griffon, from grif, from Latin gr«phus, variant of gr«ps, gr«ph-, from 

Greek grups.]

Grif·fin (grVfùVn)  A city of west-central Georgia south-southeast of Atlanta. It is 

a textile and food-processing center in a farming region. Population, 20,728. 

Grif·fith (grVfùVth)  A town of extreme northwest Indiana south of Hammond. It 

is mainly residential. Population, 17,916. 

Grif·fith (grVfùVth), Arthur. 1872-1922.  Irish nationalist leader who was a 

founder of the Sinn Fein movement for Irish independence (1905). He led the 

Irish delegation that negotiated the 1921 treaty with England that established the 

Irish Free State. 

Grif·fith (grVfùVth), D(avid Lewelyn) W(ark). 1875-1948.  American film-

maker who developed several cinematic techniques, such as fade-ins, fade-outs, 

close-ups, moving-camera shots, and flashbacks. The Birth of a Nation (1915) is 

among his many films. 

grif·fon (grVfùNn) n.  1. Any of a breed of dog originating in Belgium and having 

a short, bearded muzzle.  Also called Brussels griffon 2. Any of various wirehaired 

hunting dogs of a breed originating in the Netherlands in the late 19th century.  

3.  Variant of griffin. [French, from Old French. See GRIFFIN.]



grift (grVft) Slang. n.  1. Money made dishonestly, as in a swindle.  2. A swindle 

or confidence game.   —  v.  grift·ed, grift·ing, grifts.  —  v.  intr. To engage in 

swindling or cheating.   —  v.  tr. To obtain by swindling or cheating.  [Perhaps 

alteration of GRAFT
2.] —griftùer n. 

grig (grVg) n.  A lively, bright person.  [Middle English, dwarf.]

Gri·gnard (grKn-yärù), François Auguste Victor. 1871-1935.  French chem-

ist. He shared a 1912 Nobel Prize for his discovery of a group of reagents used in 

the synthesis of organic compounds. 

gri·gri also gris-gris (grKùgrK) n.  pl. gri·gris also gris-gris (grKùgrK). An Afri-

can charm, fetish, or amulet.  [French, of West African origin; akin to Bulanda 

grigri, amulet.]

grill (grVl) v.  tr. grilled, grill·ing, grills. 1. To broil on a gridiron.  2. To torture 

or afflict as if by broiling.  3. Informal. To question relentlessly; cross-examine.  

4. To mark or emboss with a gridiron.   —  n.  1. A cooking surface of parallel 

metal bars; a gridiron.  2. Food cooked by broiling or grilling.  3. An informal 

restaurant or a room in a restaurant where grilled foods are served; a grillroom.  

4. A series of marks grilled or embossed on a surface.  5.  Variant of grille. 
[French griller, from gril, gridiron, from Old French greille, from Latin cr7tXcula, 

diminutive of cr7tis, wickerwork, lattice.] —grillùer n. 

gril·lage (grVlùVj) n.  A network or frame of timber or steel serving as a founda-

tion, usually on ground that is wet or soft.  [French, from Old French, trellis, 

from greille, gridiron. See GRILL.]

grille also grill (grVl) n.  1. A grating of metal, wood, or another material used as 

a screen, divider, barrier, or decorative element, as in a window or on the front 

end of an automotive vehicle.  2. An opening covered with a grating.  [French, 

from Old French greille. See GRILL.]

grill·er·y (grVlùN-rK) n.  pl. grill·er·ies. A grill; a grillroom. 

Grill·par·zer (grVlùpärtÙsNr), Franz. 1791-1872.  Austrian dramatist whose 

works, such as The Ancestress (1817), were initially condemned by censors and 

rejected by the public but were accepted posthumously as among Austria’s great-

est literature. 

grill·room (grVlùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A place where grilled foods are served to 

customers; a grill. 

grill·work (grVlùwûrkÙ) n.  Material formed into grilles or a grille. 

grilse (grVls) n.  pl. grilse. A young Atlantic salmon on its first return from the 

sea to fresh or brackish waters.  [From Middle English grills, young salmon (pl.).]

grim (grVm) adj.  grim·mer, grim·mest. 1. Unrelenting; rigid.  2. Uninviting or 

unnerving in aspect; forbidding: “undoubtedly the grimmest part of him was his 

iron claw” (J.M. Barrie).  3. Ghastly; sinister: “He made a grim jest at the horrify-

ing nature of his wound” (Reginald Pound).  See Synonyms at ghastly.  
4. Dismal; gloomy:  a grim, rainy day.  5. Ferocious; savage:  the grim advance of 



the pillaging army.  [Middle English, from Old English, fierce, severe.] —grimùly 
adv.  —grimùness n. 

grim·ace (grVmùVs, grV-m7sù) n.  A sharp contortion of the face expressive of 

pain, contempt, or disgust.   —  v.  intr. grim·aced, grim·ac·ing, grim·ac·es. 
To make a sharp contortion of the face.  [French, from Old French grimache, 

alteration of grimuche, probably from Frankish *grXma, mask.] —grimùac·er n. 

gri·mal·kin (grV-môlùkVn, -m4lù-) n.  1. A cat, especially an old female cat.  

2. An old woman considered to be ill-tempered.  [Variant of graymalkin : GRAY + 

obsolete Malkin, diminutive of the personal name Matilda.]

grime (grXm) n.  Black dirt or soot, especially such dirt clinging to or ingrained 

in a surface.   —  v.  tr. grimed, grim·ing, grimes. To cover with black dirt or 

soot; begrime.  [Middle English grim;; akin to Middle Dutch grXme. See ghrKi- in 

Appendix.]

Grim·ké (grVmùkK), Sarah Moore. 1792-1873.  American feminist and aboli-

tionist. She and her sister Angelina Emily Grimké (1805-1879) were among 

the first American women to speak publicly against slavery and the repression of 

women. 

Grimm (grVm), Jakob Ludwig Karl. 1785-1863.  German philologist and folk-

lorist who formulated Grimm’s Law (1819), the basis for much of modern com-

parative linguistics. With his brother Wilhelm Karl (1786-1859) he collected 

Germanic folk tales and published them as Grimm’s Fairy Tales (1812-1815). 

Grimm’s Law (grVmz lô) n.  A formula describing the regular changes under-

gone by Indo-European stop consonants represented in Germanic, essentially 

stating that Indo-European p, t, and k became Germanic f, th, and h; Indo-Euro-

pean b, d, and g became Germanic p, t, and k; and Indo-European bh, dh, and gh 

became Germanic b, d, and g.  [After Jakob Ludwig Karl GRIMM.]

Grims·by (grVmzùbK)  1. A town of southern Ontario, Canada, on Lake Ontario 

east-southeast of Hamilton. Grimsby is a manufacturing center. Population, 

15,797.  2.  or Officially Great Grimsby A borough of eastern England near the 

mouth of the Humber River southeast of Hull. It is a major fishing port and has 

varied industries. Population, 91,800. 

Grim·sel Pass (grVmùzNl p4s)  An Alpine pass, 2,183.5 m (7,159 ft) high, of 

southern Switzerland between the Rhone and Aare river valleys. 

grim·y (grXùmK) adj.  grim·i·er, grim·i·est. Covered or smudged with grime.  

See Synonyms at dirty.  —grimùi·ly adv.  —grimùi·ness n. 

grin (grVn) v.  grinned, grin·ning, grins.  —  v.  intr. To draw back the lips and 

bare the teeth, as in mirth or good humor.   —  v.  tr. To express with a grin:  I 

grinned my approval.   —  n.  1. The act of grinning.  2. The facial expression 

produced by grinning.  See Synonyms at smile.  [Middle English grennen, to gri-

mace, from Old English grennian.] —grinùner n.  —grinùning·ly adv. 



grind (grXnd) v.  ground (ground), grind·ing, grinds.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

crush, pulverize, or reduce to powder by friction, especially by rubbing between 

two hard surfaces:  grind wheat into flour.  b. To shape, sharpen, or refine with 

friction:  grind a lens.   2. To rub (two surfaces) together harshly; gnash:  grind the 

teeth.  3. To bear down on harshly; crush.  4. To oppress or weaken gradually: 

“Laws grind the poor, and rich men rule the law” (Oliver Goldsmith).  5. a. To 

operate by turning a crank:  ground a hurdy-gurdy.  b. To produce or process by 

turning a crank:  grinding a pound of beef.   6. To produce mechanically or with-

out inspiration:  The factory grinds out a uniform product.  7. To instill or teach by 

persistent repetition:  ground the truth into their heads.   —  v.  intr. 1. To perform 

the operation of grinding something.  2. To become crushed, pulverized, or pow-

dered by friction.  3. To move with noisy friction; grate:  a train grinding along 

rusty rails.  4. Informal. To devote oneself to study or work:  grinding for a test; 

grinding away at housework.  5. Slang. To rotate the pelvis erotically, as in the 

manner of a stripteaser.   —  n.  1. The act of grinding.  2. A crunching or grind-

ing noise.  3. A specific grade or degree of pulverization, as of coffee beans:  drip 

grind.  4. Informal. A laborious task, routine, or study:  the daily grind.  

5. Informal. A student who works or studies excessively.  6. Slang. An erotic rota-

tion of the pelvis.  [Middle English grinden, from Old English grindan. See 

ghrendh- in Appendix.] —grindùing·ly adv. 

grind·er (grXnùdNr) n.  1. One that grinds, especially: a. One who sharpens cut-

ting edges.  b. A mechanical device that grinds:  a meat grinder.   2. A molar.  

3. grinders. Informal. The teeth.  4. New England. See submarine (n., sense 2). 

See Regional note at submarine. 
grind·stone (grXndùstonÙ) n.  1. A revolving stone disk used for grinding, pol-

ishing, or sharpening tools.  2. A millstone.   —idiom. put (one’s) nose to 
the grindstone. Informal. To work in earnest. 

grin·go (grVngùgo) n.  pl. grin·gos. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for a foreigner in Latin America, especially an American or English person.  

[Spanish, foreign, foreign language, gibberish, probably alteration of griego, 

Greek, from Latin Graecus. See GREEK.]

WORD HISTORY: The word gringo is an offensive term in Latin America for

a foreigner, particularly an American or English person. But the word existed in

Spanish before this particular sense came into being. In fact, gringo may be an

alteration of the word griego, the Spanish development of Latin Graecus, “Greek.”

Griego first meant “Greek, Grecian,” as an adjective and “Greek, Greek language,”

as a noun. The saying “It’s Greek to me” exists in Spanish, as it does in English,

and helps us understand why griego came to mean “unintelligible language” and

perhaps, by further extension of this idea, “stranger, that is, one who speaks a

foreign language.” The altered form gringo lost touch with Greek but has the sens-



es “unintelligible language,” “foreigner, especially an English person,” and in Latin

America, “North American or Britisher.” Its first recorded English use (1849) is

in John Woodhouse Audubon’s Western Journal: “We were hooted and shouted at

as we passed through, and called ‘Gringoes.’”

gri·ot (grK-où, grKùo, grKùmt) n.  A storyteller in western Africa who perpetuates 

the oral tradition and history of a village or family.  [French, alteration of guiriot, 

perhaps ultimately from Portuguese criado, domestic servant, from Latin cre7tus, 

one brought up or trained, from past participle of cre7re, to produce, bring up. 

See CREATE.]

grip1 (grVp) n.  1. a. A tight hold; a firm grasp:  a drowning swimmer now safely 

in the grip of a lifeguard.  b. The pressure or strength of such a grasp:  a wrestler 

with an unmatched grip.  c. A manner of grasping and holding:  The crate afforded 

no comfortable grip.   2. a. Intellectual hold; understanding:  a good grip on French 

history.  b. Ability to function properly or well; competence:  getting a grip on the 

new technique.   3. a. A mechanical device that grasps and holds.  b. A part, such 

as a handle, that is designed to be grasped and held.   4. A suitcase or valise.  

5. a. A stagehand who helps in shifting scenery.  b. A member of a film produc-

tion crew who adjusts sets and props and sometimes assists the camera opera-

tor.    —  v.  gripped, grip·ping, grips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To secure and maintain a 

tight hold on; seize firmly.  2. To hold the interest or attention of:  a scene that 

gripped the entire audience.   —  v.  intr. To maintain a secure grasp.  [Middle 

English, from Old English gripe, grasp, and gripa, handful.] —gripùper n.  

—gripùping·ly adv. 

grip2 (grVp) n.  Variant of grippe. 
gripe (grXp) v.  griped, grip·ing, gripes.  —  v.  intr. 1. Informal. To complain 

naggingly or petulantly; grumble.  2. To have sharp pains in the bowels.   —  v.  tr. 

1. Informal. To irritate; annoy:  Her petty complaints really gripe me.  2. To cause 

sharp pain in the bowels of.  3. To grasp; seize.  4. To oppress or afflict.   —  n.  

1. Informal. A complaint.  2. gripes. Sharp, spasmodic pains in the bowels.  3. A 

firm hold; a grasp.  4. A grip; a handle.  [Middle English gripen, to seize, from 

Old English grXpan.] —gripùer n. 

grippe also grip (grVp) n.  See influenza (n., sense 1).  [French, from Old 

French, claw, quarrel, from gripper, to seize, grasp, from Frankish *grXpan.] 
—gripùpy adj. 

grip·sack (grVpùs4kÙ) n.  A small suitcase. 

Gris (grKs), Juan. Originally José Victoriano Gonzáles. 1887-1927.  Spanish 

painter who adopted and further developed cubism. His works include Homage 

to Picasso (1912). 

gri·saille (grV-zXù, -z7lù) n.  1. A style of monochromatic painting in shades of 

gray, used especially for the representation of relief sculpture.  2. A painting or 



design in this style.  3. a. Vitrifiable glass paint.  b. A lacy pattern painted on 

light glass with vitrifiable paint and fired.   [French, from gris, gray, from Old 

French, from Frankish *grXs.]
gris·e·o·ful·vin (grVzùK-N-fƒlÙvVn) n.  An antibiotic, C17H17ClO6, administered 

orally for the treatment of ringworm and other fungal infections of the skin, hair, 

and nails.  [From New Latin griseofulvum, species of penicillium  : Medieval Latin 

grXseus, griseous; see GRISEOUS + Latin fulvum, neuter of fulvus, tawny; see ghel-2 

in Appendix.]

gris·e·ous (grVzùK-Ns, grVsù-) adj.  Mottled with gray, especially bluish gray; griz-

zled.  [Medieval Latin grXseus, of Germanic origin.]

gri·sette (grV-zHtù) n.  A French working-class girl or young woman.  [French, a 

cheap gray dress fabric, grisette, from gris, gray. See GRISAILLE.]

gris-gris (grKùgrK) n.  Variant of grigri. 
gris·ly (grVzùlK) adj.  gris·li·er, gris·li·est. Inspiring repugnance; gruesome.  See 

Synonyms at ghastly.  [Middle English grisli, from Old English grislXc. See 

ghrKi- in Appendix.] —grisùli·ness n. 

Gris-Nez (grK-n7ù), Cape. A promontory of northern France extending into 

the Strait of Dover near Calais. It is the nearest point to the island of Great Brit-

ain. 

gri·son (grXùsNn, grVzùNn) n.  Either of two small carnivorous mammals (Galictis 

vittata or G. cuja) of Central and South America, having grizzled fur, a slender 

body, and short legs.  [French, from Old French, gray fur, from gris, gray. See GRI-

SAILLE.]

grist (grVst) n.  1. Grain or a quantity of grain for grinding.  2. Ground grain.   
—idiom. grist for (one’s) mill (or grist for the mill). Something that can be 

used to advantage.  [Middle English, Old English grXst. See ghrendh- in Appen-

dix.]

gris·tle (grVsùNl) n.  Cartilage, especially when present in meat.  [Middle English, 

from Old English.]

gris·tly (grVsùlK) adj.  gris·tli·er, gris·tli·est. 1. Composed of or containing 

gristle.  2. Resembling gristle.   —grisùtli·ness n. 

grist·mill (grVstùmVlÙ) n.  A mill for grinding grain. 

grit (grVt) n.  1. Minute rough granules, as of sand or stone.  2. The texture or 

fineness of sand or stone used in grinding.  3. A coarse hard sandstone used for 

making grindstones and millstones.  4. Informal. Indomitable spirit; pluck.   —  
v.  grit·ted, grit·ting, grits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To clamp (the teeth) together.  2. To 

cover or treat with grit.   —  v.  intr. To make a grinding noise.  [Middle English 

gret, sand, from Old English grKot.]

grith (grVth) n.  Protection or sanctuary provided by Old English law to persons 

in certain circumstances, as when in a church or traveling on the king’s highway.  

[Middle English, from Old English, from Old Norse gridh, domicile, asylum.]



grits (grVts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. A ground, usually white meal 

of dried and hulled corn kernels that is boiled and served as a breakfast food or 

side dish.  2. Coarsely ground grain, especially corn.  [Alteration of Middle 

English grutta, coarse meal, from Old English grytta, pl. of grytt.]

grit·ty (grVtùK) adj.  grit·ti·er, grit·ti·est. 1. Containing, covered with, or 

resembling grit.  2. Showing resolution and fortitude; plucky:  a gritty decision.   
—gritùti·ly adv.  —gritùti·ness n. 

griv·et (grVvùVt) n.  A long-tailed African monkey (Cercopithecus aethiops) having 

a greenish-gray coat and tufts of white hair on the face.  [French.]

griz·zle (grVzùNl) v.  tr. intr. griz·zled, griz·zling, griz·zles. To make or 

become gray.   —  n.  1. a. The color of a grizzled animal.  b. A grizzled animal.   

2. Archaic. Gray hair.   —  adj.  1. Gray.  2. Grizzled.  [From Middle English 

grisel, gray, from Old French, diminutive of gris, gray. See GRISAILLE.]

griz·zled (grVzùNld) adj.  1. Streaked with or partly gray.  2. Having brownish 

fur or hair tipped with gray. 

griz·zly (grVzùlK) adj.  griz·zli·er, griz·zli·est. Grayish or flecked with gray.   —  
n.  pl. griz·zlies. A grizzly bear. 

grizzly bear (grVzùlK bâr) n.  The brown bear of northwest North America, now 

considered a subspecies (Ursus arctos subsp. horribilis).  Also called silvertip 

gro. abbr.  Gross. 

groan (gron) v.  groaned, groan·ing, groans.  —  v.  intr. 1. To voice a deep, 

inarticulate sound, as of pain, grief, or displeasure.  2. To make a sound expres-

sive of stress or strain:  floorboards groaning.   —  v.  tr. To utter or express with 

groans or a groan.   —  n.  The sound made in groaning.  [Middle English gronen, 

from Old English gr7nian.] —groanùer n.  —groanùing·ly adv. 

groat (grot) n.  An English silver coin worth four pence, used from the 14th to 

the 17th century.  [Middle English grot, from Middle Dutch groot, a thick, large 

coin, translation of Medieval Latin (dKn7rius) grossus.]

groats (grots) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Hulled, usually crushed grain, 

especially oats.  [Middle English grotes, from Old English grotan.]

gro·cer (groùsNr) n.  One that sells foodstuffs and various household supplies.  

[Middle English, wholesaler, from Anglo-Norman grosser, from Medieval Latin 

gross7rius, grocerius, from Late Latin grossus, thick.]

gro·cer·y (groùsN-rK) n.  pl. gro·cer·ies. 1. A store selling foodstuffs and vari-

ous household supplies.  2. groceries. Commodities sold by a grocer. 

Grod·no (grôdùno, -nN, grmdù-)  A city of western Belarus the Neman River near 

the Polish border. Capital of an independent principality until 1398, Grodno was 

ruled at various times by Lithuania, Poland, and Russia. Population, 247,000. 

grog (grmg) n.  An alcoholic liquor, especially rum diluted with water.  [After Old 

Grog, nickname of Edward Vernon (1684-1757), British admiral who ordered 



that diluted rum be served to his sailors, from GROGRAM (from his habit of wear-

ing a grogram cloak).]

grog·gy (grmgùK) adj.  grog·gi·er, grog·gi·est. Unsteady and dazed; shaky.  

[From GROG.] —grogùgi·ly adv.  —grogùgi·ness n. 

grog·ram (grmgùrNm, groùgrNm) n.  A coarse, often stiffened fabric made of silk, 

mohair, wool, or a blend of them.  [Alteration of French gros grain, coarse texture. 

See GROSGRAIN.]

groin (groin) n.  1. Anatomy. The crease or hollow at the junction of the inner 

part of each thigh with the trunk, together with the adjacent region and often 

including the external genitals.  2. Architecture. The curved edge at the junction 

of two intersecting vaults.  3. A small jetty extending from a shore to protect a 

beach against erosion or to trap shifting sands.   —  v.  tr. groined, groin·ing, 
groins. To provide or build with groins.  [Alteration (influenced by LOIN), of 

Middle English grinde, perhaps from Old English grynde, abyss, hollow.]

grok (grmk) v.  tr. grok·ked, grok·king, groks. Slang. To understand pro-

foundly through intuition or empathy.  [Coined by Robert A. Heinlein in his 

Stranger in a Strange Land.]

Gro·lier de Ser·vières (groly7ù dN sHr-vyârù), Jean Viscomte d’Aguisy. 1479-

1565.  French bibliophile known for his collection of 3,000 fine books, among the 

great personal libraries of his day. 

grom·met (grmmùVt) also grum·met (grƒmù-) n.  1. a. A reinforced eyelet, as 

in cloth or leather, through which a fastener may be passed.  b. A small metal or 

plastic ring used to reinforce such an eyelet.   2. Nautical. A loop of rope or metal 

used for securing the edge of a sail to its stay.  [Probably from obsolete French 

gromette, gormette, chain joining the ends of a bit, from Old French, from gour-

mer, to bridle.]

grom·well (grmmùwNl, -wHlÙ) n.  See puccoon (n., sense 1).  [Alteration of 

Middle English gromil, from Old French  : gro-; perhaps akin to graine, grain  + 

mil, millet (from Latin milium); see MILLET.]

Gro·my·ko (grN-mKùko, gro-), Andrei Andreyevich. 1909-1989.  Soviet 

political leader who joined the Communist Party in 1931 and served as ambassa-

dor to the United States (1943-1946) and the United Nations (1946-1948). He 

later held the posts of foreign minister (1957-1983) and chairman of the Presid-

ium of the Supreme Soviet (1983-1988). 

Gro·ning·en (groùnVng-Nn, KHroù-)  A city of northeast Netherlands north-

northeast of Apeldoorn. An important trade and transportation center, it was 

captured by the Dutch in 1594. Population, 167,866. 

groom (grum, grtm) n.  1. A man or boy employed to take care of horses.  

2. A bridegroom.  3. One of several officers in an English royal household.  

4. Archaic. a. A man.  b. A male servant.    —  v.  tr. groomed, groom·ing, 
grooms. 1. To care for the appearance of; to make neat and trim:  groomed him-



self carefully in front of the mirror.  2. To clean and brush (an animal).  3. To pre-

pare, as for a specific position or purpose:  groom an employee for advancement.  

4. Sports. To prepare (a trail) for skiers, as by packing down new snow or leveling 

moguls.   —  v.  intr. To care for one’s appearance.  [Middle English grom. N., 

sense 2, short for BRIDEGROOM.] —groomùer n. 

grooms·man (grumzùmNn, grtmzù-) n.  A man who attends the bridegroom 

at a wedding. 

Groo·te (groùtN) also Groot (grot), Gerhard. 1340-1384.  Dutch religious 

reformer who criticized the worldliness of the clergy and espoused a life of prayer 

and learning. 

Groote Ey·landt (grutù XùlNnd)  An island of northern Australia in the west-

ern part of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Manganese is mined on the island. 

groove (gruv) n.  1. A long, narrow furrow or channel.  2. Slang. A settled rou-

tine:  got into the groove of a nine-to-five job.  3. Slang. A situation or an activity 

that one enjoys or to which one is especially well suited:  found his groove playing 

bass in a trio.  4. Slang. A very pleasurable experience.   —  v.  grooved, 
groov·ing, grooves.  —  v.  tr. To cut a groove or grooves.   —  v.  intr. Slang. 

1. a. To take great pleasure or satisfaction; enjoy oneself:  just sitting around, 

grooving on the music.  b. To be affected with pleasurable excitement.   2. To react 

or interact harmoniously.  [Middle English groof, mining shaft, probably from 

Middle Dutch groeve, ditch. See ghrebh-2 in Appendix.]

groov·y (gruùvK) adj.  groov·i·er, groov·i·est. Slang. Very pleasing; wonder-

ful.   —groovùi·ness n. 

grope (grop) v.  groped, grop·ing, gropes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To reach about 

uncertainly; feel one’s way:  groped for the telephone.  2. To search blindly or 

uncertainly:  grope for an answer.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make (one’s way) by reaching 

about uncertainly.  2. Slang. To handle or fondle for sexual pleasure.   —  n.  The 

act or an instance of groping.  [Middle English gropen, from Old English 

gr7pian.] —gropùer n.  —gropùing·ly adv. 

Gro·pi·us (groùpK-Ns), Walter Adolph. 1883-1969.  German-born American 

architect. Founder of the Bauhaus school of design, he exerted tremendous influ-

ence on modern architecture. 

Grop·per (grmpùNr), William. 1897-1977.  American cartoonist and painter 

known for his satiric works of social criticism, including The Senate (1935). 

gros·beak (grosùbKkÙ) n.  Any of various finches of the family Fringillidae of 

Europe and America, having a thick, conical bill.  [Partial translation of French 

grosbec : gros, thick, large (from Old French); see GROSS + bec, beak.]

gro·schen (groùshNn) n.  pl. groschen. A unit of currency in Austria.  See Table 

at currency.  [German, from Middle High German grosse, from Medieval Latin 

(dKn7rius) grossus, thick (denarius), from Late Latin grossus, thick.]



gros·grain (groùgr7nÙ) n.  1. A closely woven silk or rayon fabric with narrow 

horizontal ribs.  2. A ribbon made of this fabric.  [French gros grain, coarse tex-

ture  : gros, coarse, thick (from Old French); see GROSS + grain, texture, grain 

(from Old French graine, grain, seed); see GRAIN.]

gross (gros) adj.  gross·er, gross·est. 1. a. Exclusive of deductions; total:  gross 

profits.  See Synonyms at whole.  b. Unmitigated in any way; utter:  gross imcom-

petence.   2. Glaringly obvious; flagrant:  gross injustice.  See Synonyms at fla-
grant.  3. a. Brutishly coarse, as in behavior; crude.  b. Offensive; disgusting.  

See Synonyms at coarse.  c. Lacking sensitivity or discernment; unrefined.  

d. Carnal; sensual.   4. a. Overweight; corpulent.  b. Dense; profuse.   5. Broad; 

general:  the gross outlines of a plan.   —  n.  1. pl. gross·es. The entire body or 

amount, as of income, before necessary deductions have been made.  2. pl. 

gross. Abbr. gr., gro. A group of 144 items; 12 dozen.   —  v.  tr. grossed, 
gross·ing, gross·es. To earn as a total income or profit before deductions.   
—phrasal verb. gross out. Slang. To fill with disgust; nauseate: “The trick in 

making a family film... is finding ways to interest grown-ups without boring, confus-

ing, or grossing out the younger set” (Christian Science Monitor).  [Middle English, 

large, from Old French gros, from Late Latin grossus, thick. N., sense 2  from Mid-

dle English grosse, from Old French grosse (douzain), large (dozen), feminine of 

gros.] —grossùer n.  —grossùly adv.  —grossùness n. 

Gross (gros), Samuel David. 1805-1884.  American surgeon and educator who 

wrote widely influential medical treatises, such as A System of Surgery (1859). 

gross anatomy (gros N-n4tùN-mK) n.  The study of the organs, parts, and 

structures of a body that are visible to the naked eye.  Also called macroscopic 

anatomy 

Grosse Pointe Farms (grosù pointù färmz)  A city of southeast Michigan, a 

residential suburb of Detroit. Population, 10,551. 

Grosse Pointe Woods (grosù pwäNt wtdz)  A city of southeast Michigan, a 

residential suburb of Detroit. Population, 17,715. 

Gros·se·to (gro-s7ùto, grôs-sHùtô)  A city of central Italy northwest of Rome. It 

is a market town near the site of Rusellae, an Etruscan town abandoned in the 

12th century. Population, 61,500. 

Gross·glock·ner (grosùglmkùnNr)  A peak, 3,799.4 m (12,457 ft) high, of south-

ern Austria in the Hohe Tauern range of the Alps. It is the highest elevation in the 

range and the highest point of the country. 

gross index (gros VnùdHksÙ) n.  Computer Science. The general index that is 

consulted first in locating a specific record. 

gross national product (gros n4shùN-nNl prmdùNkt) n.  Abbr. GNP The total 

market value of all the goods and services produced by a nation during a specified 

period. 

gross-out (grosùoutÙ) n.  Slang. Something that elicits disgust. 



gros·su·la·rite (grmsùyN-lN-rXtÙ) also gros·su·lar (-lNr) n.  A pale green, pink, 

brown, or black garnet, Ca3Al2(SiO4)3, occurring alone or as a constituent of the 

common garnet.  [German Grossularit, from New Latin Grossul7ria, former 

genus of gooseberry (from the color of some garnets), from French groseille, 

gooseberry, from Old French grosele, of Germanic origin; akin to Middle Dutch 

kroes, curled.]

Gros·ve·nor (grovùnNr), Gilbert Hovey. 1875-1966.  American geographer 

who directed the National Geographic Society (1899-1966) and edited its maga-

zine (1899-1954). 

Gros Ventre (groù väntÙ) n.  pl. Gros Ventre or Gros Ventres (väntÙ). 1.  
See Atsina.  2.  See Hidatsa.  [French  : gros, big + ventre, belly.]

Gros Ventre River (groù väntÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Wind River Range 

of western Wyoming and flowing about 161 km (100 mi) westward to the Snake 

River. 

grosz (grôsh) n.  pl. gro·szy (grôùshK). A unit of currency in Poland.  See Table 

at currency.  [Polish, from Czech gro≥, from Medieval Latin (dKn7rius) grossus, 

thick (denarius). See GROSCHEN.]

Grosz (gros), George. 1893-1959.  German-born American artist. Associated 

with the Berlin Dada movement, he is best known for his biting antimilitaristic 

caricatures of the 1920’s. 

grot (grmt) n.  A grotto.  [French grotte, from Italian grotta. See GROTTO.]

Grote (grot), George. 1794-1871.  British historian noted for his History of 

Greece (1846-1856). 

gro·tesque (gro-tHskù) adj.  1. Characterized by ludicrous or incongruous dis-

tortion, as of appearance or manner.  2. Outlandish or bizarre, as in character or 

appearance.  See Synonyms at fantastic.  3. Of, relating to, or being the gro-

tesque style in art or a work executed in this style.   —  n.  1. One that is gro-

tesque.  2. a. A style of painting, sculpture, and ornamentation in which natural 

forms and monstrous figures are intertwined in bizarre or fanciful combinations.  

b. A work of art executed in this style.   [From French, a fanciful style of decora-

tive art, from Italian grottesca, from feminine of grottesco, of a grotto, from grotta, 

grotto. See GROTTO.] —gro·tesqueùly adv.  —gro·tesqueùness n. 

gro·tes·que·ry also gro·tes·que·rie (gro-tHsùkN-rK) n.  pl. gro·tes·que·ries. 
1. The state of being grotesque; grotesqueness.  2. Something grotesque. 

Gro·ti·us (groùshK-Ns, -shNs), Hugo. Originally Huig de Groot. 1583-1645.  

Dutch jurist, politician, and theologian whose major work, Of the Law of War and 

Peace (1625), is considered the first comprehensive treatise on international law. 

Grot·on (grmtùn)  A town of southeast Connecticut on the Thames River oppo-

site New London. Settled c. 1650, it is a port and the site of a U.S. submarine base. 

Population, 45,144. 



grot·to (grmtùo) n.  pl. grot·toes or grot·tos. 1. A small cave or cavern.  2. An 

artificial structure or excavation made to resemble a cave or cavern.  [Alteration 

of Italian grotta, from Vulgar Latin *grupta, from Latin crypta, vault. See CRYPT.]

grot·ty (grmtùK) adj.  grot·ti·er, grot·ti·est. Chiefly British. Wretched; misera-

ble.  [Alteration of GROTESQUE.] —grotùti·ness n. 

grouch (grouch) n.  1. A habitually complaining or irritable person.  2. A grum-

bling or sulky mood:  in a grouch about the long line for tickets.  3. A complaint; a 

grudge:  had only one grouch against the landlord.   —  v.  intr. grouched, 
grouch·ing, grouch·es. To grumble or sulk.  [From Middle English grucchen, 

to grumble, complain. See GRUDGE.]

grouch·y (grouùchK) adj.  grouch·i·er, grouch·i·est. Tending to complain or 

grumble; peevish or grumpy.   —grouchùi·ly adv.  —grouchùi·ness n. 

Grou·chy (gru-shKù), Marquis Emmanuel de. 1766-1847.  French marshal 

who distinguished himself in the Napoleonic Wars but failed to stop reinforce-

ments from reaching Wellington at the Battle of Waterloo (1815) and was thus 

partially blamed for the final defeat of Napoleon I. 

ground1 (ground) n.  1. a. The solid surface of the earth.  b. The floor of a 

body of water, especially the sea.   2. Soil; earth:  level the ground for a lawn.  3.  
Often grounds. An area of land designated for a particular purpose:  a burial 

ground; parade grounds.  4.  Often grounds. The land surrounding or forming 

part of a house or another building:  a guesthouse on the grounds of the mansion.  

5. An area or a position that is contested in or as if in battle:  The soldiers held 

their ground against the enemy. Character witnesses helped the defendant stand her 

ground in the trial.  6. Something that serves as a foundation or means of attach-

ment for something else:  a ground of white paint under the mural.  7. A sur-

rounding area; a background.  8.  Often grounds. The foundation for an 

argument, a belief, or an action; a basis.  9.  Often grounds. The underlying 

condition prompting an action; a cause:  grounds for suspicion; a ground for 

divorce.  See Synonyms at base1.  10. An area of reference or discussion; a sub-

ject:  The professor covered new ground in every lecture.  11. grounds. The sedi-

ment at or from the bottom of a liquid:  coffee grounds.  12.  Abbr. gnd. 
Electricity. a. A large conducting body, such as the earth or an electric circuit con-

nected to the earth, used as an arbitrary zero of potential.  b. A conducting 

object, such as a wire, that is connected to such a position of zero potential.    —  
v.  ground·ed, ground·ing, grounds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place on or cause to 

touch the ground.  2. To provide a basis for (a theory, for example); justify.  3. To 

supply with basic information; instruct in fundamentals.  4. a. To prevent (an 

aircraft or a pilot) from flying.  b. Informal. To restrict (someone) especially to a 

certain place as a punishment.   5. Electricity. To connect (an electric circuit) to a 

ground.  6. Nautical. To run (a vessel) aground.  7. a. Baseball. To hit (a ball) 

onto the ground.  b. Football. To throw a ball to the ground in order to stop play 



and avoid being tackled behind the line of scrimmage.    —  v.  intr. 1. To touch or 

reach the ground.  2. Baseball. To hit a ground ball:  grounded to the second base-

man.  3. Nautical. To run aground.   —phrasal verb. ground out. Baseball. To 

be put out by hitting a ground ball that is fielded and thrown to first base.   —idi-
oms. drive into the ground (or run into the ground). To belabor (an issue 

or a subject).  from the ground up. From the most basic level to the highest 

level; completely:  designed the house from the ground up; learned the family busi-

ness from the ground up.  off the ground. Under way, as if in flight:  Because of 

legal difficulties, the construction project never got off the ground.  on (one’s) own 
ground. In a situation where one has knowledge or competence:  a sculptor back 

on her own ground after experiments with painting.  [Middle English, from Old 

English grund.]

ground2 (ground) v.  Past tense and past participle of grind. 
ground ball also ground·ball (groundùbôlÙ) n.  Baseball. A batted ball that 

rolls or bounces along the ground. 

ground bass (ground b7s) n.  Music. A short musical passage that is continu-

ally repeated in the bass under the changing harmonies and melodies of the upper 

range. 

ground beetle (ground bKtùl) n.  See carabid. 
ground·break·er (groundùbr7ÙkNr) n.  One that is original or innovative. 

ground·break·ing (groundùbr7ÙkVng) n.  The act or ceremony of breaking 

ground to begin a construction project.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a 

ceremony of breaking ground.  2. Characterized by originality and innovation:  a 

groundbreaking technology. 

ground cedar (ground sKùdNr) n.  See ground pine. 
ground cherry (ground chHrùK) n.  Any of various chiefly New World plants 

of the genus Physalis, having small, globose, fleshy fruit enclosed in a papery, 

bladderlike, persistent calyx.  Also called husk tomato 

ground cloth (ground klôth) n.  1. A waterproof cover used to protect an area 

of ground, such as a baseball field.  2. A waterproof sheet placed under camp 

bedding as a protection against moisture.  Also called ground sheet 

ground-con·trolled approach (groundùkNn-troldù N-prochù) n.  Abbr. 

GCA A control mode in which an aircraft is talked down for landing through the 

use of surveillance and precision approach radar. 

ground cover also ground·cov·er (groundùkƒvÙNr) n.  1. Small plants other 

than saplings, such as mosses, ferns, grasses, and undershrubs, growing on a for-

est floor; undergrowth.  2. a. A low-growing, dense growth of plants, such as a 

pachysandra or crown vetch, planted to prevent soil erosion in areas where turf is 

difficult or impossible to grow, as in deep shade or on a steep slope.  b. A plant 

used for such a growth.  



ground crew (ground kru) n.  A team of mechanics and technicians that 

maintain and service aircraft on the ground. 

ground-ef·fect machine (groundùV-fHktÙ mN-shKnù) n.  Abbr. GEM See air-
cushion vehicle.  [From ground effect, a peculiarity of certain aircraft when 

landing, in which a cushion of air directed off the wings prevents touchdown.]

ground·er (grounùdNr) n.  Baseball. A ground ball. 

ground fish (ground fVsh) n.  A fish, such as a flounder or cod, that lives at the 

bottom of a body of water.  Also called groundling 

ground floor (ground flôr) n.  1. The floor of a building at or nearest ground 

level.  2. Informal. The beginning of a venture, especially regarded as a position of 

advantage:  investors vying to get in on the ground floor of a development project. 

ground glass (ground gl4s) n.  1. Glass that has been ground or etched to cre-

ate a roughened, nontransparent surface.  2. Glass that has been ground into fine 

particles, as for use as an abrasive. 

ground hemlock (ground hHmùlmkÙ) n.  A low-growing yew (Taxus canaden-

sis) of northeast North America. 

ground·hog also ground hog (groundùhôgÙ, -hmgÙ) n.  See woodchuck. 
See Regional note at woodchuck. 

Ground·hog Day (groundùhôgÙ d7, -hmgÙ) n.  February 2, on which accord-

ing to popular legend is predicted an early spring if the groundhog does not see 

its shadow upon emerging from its burrow or six more weeks of winter if the 

groundhog does see its shadow. The day is observed each year with a celebration 

in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania. 

ground ivy (ground XùvK) n.  A creeping or trailing European aromatic plant 

(Glechoma hederacea), widely naturalized in North America and having rounded, 

scalloped leaves and small purplish flowers. 

ground·keep·er (groundùkKÙpNr) n.  Variant of groundskeeper. 
ground·less (groundùlVs) adj.  Having no ground or foundation; unsubstanti-

ated:  groundless optimism.  See Synonyms at baseless.  —groundùless·ly adv.  

—groundùless·ness n. 

ground level (ground lHvùNl) n.  Physics. See ground state. 
ground·ling (groundùlVng) n.  1. a. A plant or an animal that lives on or close 

to the ground.  b.  See ground fish.   2. A person with uncultivated tastes.  3. A 

spectator in the cheap standing-room section of an Elizabethan theater. 

ground loop (ground lup) n.  A sharp horizontal turn made by an aircraft on 

the ground when taxiing, landing, or taking off. 

ground·mass (groundùm4sÙ) n.  The fine-grained crystalline base of porphy-

ritic rock in which larger crystals are embedded. 

ground meristem (ground mHrùV-stHmÙ) n.  Botany. The primary meristem 

that differentiates into the pith and cortex. 



ground·nut (groundùnƒtÙ) n.  1. a. A climbing vine (Apios americana) of east-

ern North America, having compound leaves, clusters of fragrant brownish flow-

ers, and small edible tubers.  b. Any of several plants having underground tubers 

or nutlike parts.  c. The tuber or nutlike part of such a plant.   2. Chiefly British. A 

peanut. 

ground·out (groundùoutÙ) n.  Baseball. A play in which a batter is put out at 

first base after hitting a ground ball to an infielder. 

ground pine (ground pXn) n.  A club moss, especially Lycopodium obscurum or 

L. complanatum or a similar species.  Also called ground cedar 

ground plan (ground pl4n) n.  1. A plan of a floor of a building drawn as if 

seen from overhead.  2. A preliminary plan or strategy:  the ground plan for an 

invasion. 

ground plum (ground plƒm) n.  1. A perennial plant (Astragalus crassicarpus) 

of the central and western United States, having compound leaves, purple or 

white flowers, and green, plumlike, edible fruit.  2. The fruit of this plant. 

ground rent (ground rHnt) n.  Chiefly British. Rent paid for land to be used 

chiefly for building. 

ground robin (ground rmbùVn) n.  See towhee (n., sense 1). 

ground rule (ground rul) n.  1. Sports. A rule governing the playing of a game 

on a particular field, course, or court.  2. A basic rule of procedure or behavior. 

Often used in the plural. 

ground·sel1 (groundùsNl, grounù-) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Sene-

cio, having rayed, usually yellow flower heads.  [Middle English groundeswille, 

from Old English grundeswylige, alteration (influenced by grund, ground), of 

gundeswilge : gund, pus + swelgan, to swallow (from its use in reducing abscesses); 

see swel- in Appendix.]

ground·sel2 (groundùsNl, grounù-) n.  Variant of groundsill. 
ground sheet (ground shKt) n.  See ground cloth. 
ground·side (groundùsXdÙ) n.  The part of an airport used for operations unre-

lated to the departure and arrival of aircraft.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  groundside facilities; groundside personnel. 

ground·sill (groundùsVlÙ) also ground·sel (groundùsNl, grounù-) n.  The hori-

zontal timber nearest the ground in the frame of a building. 

grounds·keep·er (groundzùkKÙpNr) also ground·keep·er (groundù-) n.  

One who maintains grounds, as of an estate, a park, or an athletic field.   
—groundsùkeepÙing n. 

ground speed also ground·speed (groundùspKdÙ) n.  Abbr. GS The speed of 

an airborne aircraft relative to the ground it traverses in a given period of time. 

ground squirrel (ground skwûrùNl) n.  Any of several burrowing or terrestrial 

squirrels of the genus Citellus or Spermophilus, including many species that hiber-

nate during the winter. 



ground state (ground st7t) n.  Physics. The state of least possible energy in a 

physical system, as of elementary particles.  Also called ground level 

ground·stroke (groundùstrokÙ) n.  Sports. A swing of a tennis racquet at a ball 

that has bounced from the ground. 

ground substance (ground sƒbùstNns) n.  1. The intercellular material in 

which the cells and fibers of connective tissue are embedded.  Also called matrix 

2.  See hyaloplasm. 
ground·swell (groundùswHlÙ) n.  1. A sudden gathering of force, as of public 

opinion:  a groundswell of antiwar sentiment.  2. A broad, deep undulation of the 

ocean, often caused by a distant storm or an earthquake. 

ground water also ground·wa·ter (groundùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Water 

beneath the earth’s surface, often between saturated soil and rock, that supplies 

wells and springs. 

ground wave (ground w7v) n.  A radio wave that travels along the surface of 

the earth. 

ground·work (groundùwûrkÙ) n.  A foundation; a basis.  See Synonyms at 

base1. 
ground zero (ground zîrùo) n.  1. The target of a projectile, such as a missile or 

bomb.  2. The site directly below, directly above, or at the point of detonation of a 

nuclear weapon. 

group (grup) n.  Abbr. gr. 1. An assemblage of persons or objects gathered or 

located together; an aggregation:  a group of dinner guests; a group of buildings 

near the road.  2. Two or more figures that make up a unit or design, as in sculp-

ture.  3. A number of individuals or things considered together because of simi-

larities:  a small group of supporters across the country.  4. Linguistics. A category of 

related languages that is less inclusive than a family.  5. a. A military unit consist-

ing of two or more battalions and a headquarters.  b. A unit of two or more 

squadrons in the U.S. Air Force, smaller than a wing.   6. A class or collection of 

related objects or entities, as: a. Two or more atoms behaving or regarded as 

behaving as a single chemical unit.  b. A column in the periodic table of the ele-

ments.  c. A stratigraphic unit, especially a unit consisting of two or more forma-

tions deposited during a single geologic era.   7. Mathematics. A set with an 

associative binary operation under which the set is closed, which contains an 

identity element and an inverse for every element in the set.   —  adj.  Of, relating 

to, constituting, or being a member of a group:  a group discussion; a group effort.   
—  v.  grouped, group·ing, groups.  —  v.  tr. To place or arrange in a group:  

grouped the children according to height.   —  v.  intr. To belong to or form a group:  

The soldiers began to group on the hillside.  [French groupe, from Italian gruppo, 

probably of Germanic origin.]

USAGE NOTE: Group as a collective noun can be followed by a singular or plu-



ral verb. It takes a singular verb when the persons or things that make up the

group are considered collectively: The dance group is ready for rehearsal. Group

takes a plural verb when the persons or things that constitute it are considered

individually: The group were divided in their sympathies. See Usage Note at col-
lective noun.

grou·per (gruùpNr) n.  pl. grouper or grou·pers. Any of various often large 

food and game fishes of the genera Epinephelus, Mycteroperca, and related genera, 

which inhabit warm seas.  [Portuguese garupa.]

group·ie (gruùpK) n.  Slang. 1. A fan, especially a young woman, who follows a 

rock group around on tours.  2. An enthusiastic supporter or follower:  a ballet 

groupie; a fashion groupie. 

group·ing (gruùpVng) n.  1. The act or process of uniting into groups.  2. A 

collection of people or things united into a group. 

group insurance (grup Vn-shtrùNns) n.  Insurance purchased by a group of 

persons, such as the employees of a company, often at a reduced individual rate. 

group practice (grup pr4kùtVs) n.  1. The practice of health care by an associ-

ation of medical, dental, or veterinary professionals who share premises and 

other resources.  2. An association of health care professionals who share pre-

mises and other resources. 

group theory (grup thKùN-rK) n.  The branch of mathematics concerned with 

the discovery of groups and the description of their properties. 

group therapy (grup thHrùN-pK) n.  A form of psychotherapy that involves 

sessions guided by a therapist and attended by several clients who confront their 

personal problems together. The interaction among clients is considered to be an 

integral part of the therapeutic process.   —group therapist n. 

group·think (grupùthVngkÙ) n.  1. The act or practice of reasoning or deci-

sion-making by a group, as by a board of directors or a research team.  

2. Conformity to the values or ethical standards of a group. 

grouse1 (grous) n.  pl. grouse or grous·es. Any of various plump, chickenlike 

game birds of the family Tetraonidae, chiefly of the Northern Hemisphere and 

having mottled brown or grayish plumage.  [Origin unknown.]

grouse2 (grous) Informal. v.  intr. groused, grous·ing, grous·es. To com-

plain; grumble.   —  n.  A cause for complaint; a grievance.  [Perhaps from 

French dialectal groucer, from Old French grouchier. See GRUDGE.] —grousùer n. 

grout (grout) n.  1. a. A thin mortar used to fill cracks and crevices in masonry.  

b. A thin plaster for finishing walls and ceilings.   2.  Often grouts. Chiefly Brit-

ish. Sediment; lees.   —  v.  tr. grout·ed, grout·ing, grouts. To fill or finish 

with a thin mortar or plaster.  [Middle English, grain used for making malt, mud, 

from Old English gr7t, coarse meal.] —groutùer n. 



grove (grov) n.  1. A small wood or stand of trees that lacks dense undergrowth.  

2. A group of trees planted and cultivated for the production of fruit or nuts:  an 

orange grove.  [Middle English, from Old English gr7f.]

Grove (grov), Sir George. 1820-1900.  British musicologist whose Dictionary of 

Music and Musicians (first published 1878-1889) has become a standard reference 

work. 

Grove City (grov sVtùK)  A city of central Ohio south-southwest of Columbus. It 

is in a diversified farming area. Population, 19,661. 

grov·el (grmvùNl, grƒvù-) v.  intr. grov·eled also grov·elled, grov·el·ing also 

grov·el·ling, grov·els also grov·els. 1. To behave in a servile or demeaning 

manner; cringe.  2. To lie or creep in a prostrate position, as in subservience or 

humility.  3. To give oneself over to base pleasures: “Have we not groveled here 

long enough, eating and drinking like mere brutes?” (Walt Whitman).  [Back-for-

mation from obsolete groveling, prone, face downward, from Middle English  : 

(on) grufe, face downwards (from Old Norse 7 gr7fu, from gr7fa, to grovel) + -

ling, adv. suff.; see -LING
2.] —grovùel·er n.  —grovùel·ing·ly adv. 

Groves (grovz)  A city of southeast Texas east of Port Arthur near the Louisiana 

border. It is mainly residential. Population, 16,513. 

Groves (grovz), Leslie Richard. 1896-1970.  American army officer and mili-

tary director of the atomic bomb project (1942-1947). 

grow (gro) v.  grew (gru), grown (gron), grow·ing, grows.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To increase in size by a natural process.  2. a. To expand; gain:  The business 

grew under new management.  b. To increase in amount or degree; intensify:  The 

suspense grew.   3. To develop and reach maturity.  4. To be capable of growth; 

thrive:  Some plants grow in deep shade.  5. To become attached by or as if by the 

process of growth:  tree trunks that had grown together.  6. To come into existence 

from a source; spring up:  love that grew from friendship.  7. To come to be by a 

gradual process or by degrees; become:  grow angry; grow closer.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to grow; raise:  grow tulips.  2. To allow (something) to develop or increase 

by a natural process:  grow a beard.   —phrasal verbs. grow into. 1. To 

develop so as to become:  A boy grows into a man.  2. To develop or change so as 

to fit:  She grew into her job. He grew into the relationship slowly.  grow on (or 

grow upon). 3. To become gradually more evident to:  A feeling of distrust grew 

on me.  4. To become gradually more pleasurable or acceptable to:  a taste that 

grows on a person.  grow up. To become an adult.   —idiom. grow out of. To 

develop or come into existence from:  an article that grew out of a few scribbled 

notes; trust that grew out of long acquaintance.  [Middle English growen, from Old 

English growan. See ghrK- in Appendix.] —growùer n.  —growùing·ly adv. 

grow·ing pains (groùVng p7nz) pl.n.  1. Pains in the limbs and joints of chil-

dren or adolescents, often attributed to rapid growth but arising from various 



unrelated causes.  2. Emotional difficulties that occur during adolescence.  

3. Problems that arise in the initiation or enlargement of an enterprise. 

growl (groul) n.  1. The low, guttural, menacing sound made by an animal:  the 

growl of a dog.  2. A gruff, surly utterance:  The desk officer answered my greeting 

with a growl.   —  v.  growled, growl·ing, growls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To emit a 

low, guttural sound or utterance.  2. To speak in an angry or surly manner.   —  v.  

tr. To utter by growling:  growled the orders.  [Middle English groule, grollen, to 

rumble, growl, probably from Old French grouler, of Germanic origin.] 
—growlùy adj. 

grow lamp (gro l4mp) n.  See grow light. 
growl·er (grouùlNr) n.  1. One, such as a dog, that growls.  2. A small iceberg.  

3. Informal. A container, such as a pail or pitcher, that is used for carrying beer.  

4. Electricity. An electromagnetic device with two poles, used for magnetizing, 

demagnetizing, and finding short-circuited coils. 

grow light (gro lXt) n.  A fluorescent lamp that emits a spectrum of light simi-

lar to that of the sun, used to grow plants indoors.  Also called grow lamp 

grown (gron) v.  Past participle of grow.  —  adj.  1. Having full growth; 

mature:  a grown woman.  2. Produced or cultivated in a certain way or place:  

locally grown produce. 

grown·up also grown-up (gronùƒpÙ) n.  An adult. 

grown-up (gronùƒpÙ) adj.  Of, characteristic of, or intended for adults; mature:  

a grown-up attitude toward work; grown-up movies. 

growth (groth) n.  1. a. The process of growing.  b. Full development; matu-

rity.   2. Development from a lower or simpler to a higher or more complex form; 

evolution.  3. An increase, as in size, number, value, or strength; extension or 

expansion:  population growth.  4. Something that grows or has grown:  a new 

growth of grass.  5. Pathology. An abnormal mass of tissue, such as a tumor, grow-

ing in or on a living organism.  6. A result of growth; a product:  concerns that are 

a growth of the new responsibilities. 

growth company (groth kƒmùpN-nK) n.  A company whose rate of growth 

significantly exceeds that of the average in its field or the overall rate of economic 

growth. 

growth factor (groth f4kùtNr) n.  A substance that affects the growth of an 

organism. 

growth fund (groth fƒnd) n.  A mutual fund that offers long-term capital 

appreciation. 

growth hormone (groth hôrùmonÙ) n.  Abbr. GH See somatotropin. 
growth ring (groth rVng) n.  Botany. A growth layer in secondary xylem seen in 

a cross section. 



Groz·ny  or Groz·nyy (grôzùnK)  A city of southwest Russia southwest of Astra-

khan. It is the center of extensive oil fields discovered in 1893. Population, 

393,000. 

grub (grƒb) v.  grubbed, grub·bing, grubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dig up by or as if 

by the roots:  grubbed carrots with a stick.  2. To clear of roots and stumps by dig-

ging:  grubbed a small plot.  3. Slang. To obtain by importunity:  grub a cigarette.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To dig in the earth:  grub for potatoes.  2. a. To search laboriously by 

or as if by digging; rummage.  b. To toil arduously; drudge:  grub for a living.    
—  n.  1. The thick, wormlike larva of certain beetles and other insects.  2. A 

drudge.  3. Slang. Food.  [Middle English grubben, from Old English *grybban. 

See ghrebh-2 in Appendix.] —grubùber n. 

grub·by (grƒbùK) adj.  grub·bi·er, grub·bi·est. 1. Dirty; grimy:  grubby old 

work clothes.  2. Infested with grubs.  3. Contemptible; despicable:  has a grubby 

way of treating others.   —grubùbi·ly adv.  —grubùbi·ness n. 

grub·stake (grƒbùst7kÙ) n.  Supplies or funds advanced to a mining prospector 

or a person starting a business in return for a promised share of the profits.   —  
v.  tr. grub·staked, grub·stak·ing, grub·stakes. To supply with funds in 

return for a promised share of profits.   —grubùstakÙer n. 

Grub Street (grƒb strKt) n.  The world of impoverished writers and literary 

hacks.  [After Grub Street, London, former name of Milton Street, where such 

writers lived.]

grudge (grƒj) v.  tr. grudged, grudg·ing, grudg·es. 1. To be reluctant to 

give or admit:  even grudged the tuition money.  2. To resent for having; begrudge:  

grudged him his good ways with the children.   —  n.  A deep-seated feeling of 

resentment or rancor:  bears a grudge about the accident.  [Middle English gruggen, 

grucchen, to grumble, complain, from Old French grouchier, probably of Ger-

manic origin.] —grudgùer n.  —grudgùing·ly adv. 

Gru·dziadz (gruùjôNtsÙ)  A city of north-central Poland on the Vistula River 

northeast of Bydgoszcz. Founded by the Teutonic Knights, it passed to Poland in 

1466 and was ruled by Prussia from 1772 to 1919. Population, 93,900. 

gru·el (gruùNl) n.  1. A thin, watery porridge.  2. Chiefly British. Severe punish-

ment.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

gru·el·ing also gru·el·ling (gruùN-lVng, gruùlVng) adj.  Physically or mentally 

demanding to the point of exhaustion:  a grueling campaign.   —gruùel·ing·ly 
adv. 

grue·some (gruùsNm) adj.  Causing horror and repugnance; frightful and 

shocking:  a gruesome murder.  See Synonyms at ghastly.  [Obsolete grue, to 

shudder (from Middle English gruen, from Middle Dutch gr7wen, or Middle Low 

German gruwen) + -SOME
1.] —grueùsome·ly adv.  —grueùsome·ness n. 



gruff (grƒf) adj.  gruff·er, gruff·est. 1. Brusque or stern in manner or appear-

ance:  a gruff reply.  2. Hoarse; harsh:  a gruff voice.  [Dutch grof, from Middle 

Dutch, or Middle Low German.] —gruffùly adv.  —gruffùness n.  

SYNONYMS: gruff, brusque, blunt, bluff, curt, crusty. These adjectives mean

abrupt and sometimes discourteous in manner or speech. Gruff implies rough-

ness or surliness of manner and often harsh speech but does not necessarily sug-

gest rudeness: Her answer was gruff, but her eyes twinkled. Brusque emphasizes

rude abruptness: Try to cultivate a less brusque manner. Blunt stresses utter frank-

ness and usually a disconcerting directness: I have to be blunt: you’re not welcome

here. Bluff refers to unpolished, unceremonious manner but usually implies

hearty good nature: He has a bluff but rather pleasant manner. Curt denotes usu-

ally rude briefness and abruptness of speech: I received a curt letter telling me I was

in arrears on my mortgage payments. Crusty suggests a rough and forbidding man-

ner that sometimes conceals benevolence of spirit: He’s a crusty old gentleman who

feeds stray dogs and cats.

grum·ble (grƒmùbNl) v.  grum·bled, grum·bling, grum·bles.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To complain in a surly manner; mutter discontentedly: “The governed will 

always find something to grumble about” (Crane Brinton).  2. To rumble or growl.   
—  v.  tr. To express in a grumbling, discontented manner:  grumbled a rude 

response.   —  n.  1. A muttered complaint.  2. A rumble; a growl.  [Probably 

Dutch grommelen, to mutter, from Middle Dutch, frequentative of grommen.] 
—grumùbler n.  —grumùbling·ly adv.  —grumùbly adj. 

grum·met (grƒmùVt) n.  Variant of grommet. 
grump (grƒmp) n.  1. A cranky, complaining person.  2.  Often grumps. A fit 

of ill temper. Often used with the.   —  v.  intr. grumped, grump·ing, grumps. 
1. To mutter complaints.  2. To behave in a grumpy manner.  [Origin unknown.]

grump·y (grƒmùpK) adj.  grump·i·er, grump·i·est. Surly and peevish; cranky.   
—grumpùi·ly adv.  —grumpùi·ness n. 

Grü·ne·wald (gruùnN-wôldÙ, grüùnN-vältÙ), Matthias. Originally Mathis 

Gothardt Nithart. Died 1528.  German painter noted for his paintings of religious 

scenes, particularly the Crucifixion, in which he employed vivid colors and exag-

gerated figures to portray suffering. 

grunge (grƒnj) n.  Slang. 1. Filth; dirt.  2. One that is dirty, inferior, obnoxious, 

or boring.  [Back-formation from GRUNGY.]

grun·gy (grƒnùjK) adj.  grun·gi·er, grun·gi·est. Slang. In a dirty, rundown, or 

inferior condition:  grungy old jeans.  [Origin unknown.]

grun·ion (grƒnùyNn) n.  A small fish (Leuresthes tenuis) of coastal waters of Cal-

ifornia and Mexico that spawns at night along beaches during the high tides of 



spring and summer.  [Perhaps from Spanish gruñón, grumbler, from gruñir, to 

grumble, grunt, from Latin grunnXre, grundXre, to grunt.]

grunt (grƒnt) v.  grunt·ed, grunt·ing, grunts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter a deep, 

guttural sound, as a hog does.  2. To utter a sound similar to a grunt, as in disgust.   
—  v.  tr. To utter or express with a deep, guttural sound:  He merely grunted his 

approval.   —  n.  1. A deep, guttural sound.  2. Any of various chiefly tropical 

marine fishes of the family Haemulidae that, upon removal from the water, pro-

duce grunting sounds by rubbing together tooth plates in the throat.  3. Slang. An 

infantryman in the U.S. military, especially in the Vietnam War: “They were called 

grunts... They were the infantrymen, the foot soldiers of the war” (Bernard Edel-

man).  4. Slang. One who performs routine or mundane tasks.  5. New England & 

Upstate New York. A dessert made by dropping pieces of biscuit dough onto blue-

berries as they boil and then covering and steaming the mixture.  [Middle English 

grunten, from Old English grunnettan; probably akin to grunnian.] —gruntùer 
n.  —gruntùing·ly adv. 

Grus (grƒs, grus) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Indus 

and Phoenix.  [Latin gr7s, crane. See gerN-2 in Appendix.]

Gru·yère (gru-yârù, grK-) n.  A pale yellow cheese, with or without holes, that 

has a firm texture and a golden-brown rind and is often used in cooking.  

[French, after Gruyère, a district of west-central Switzerland.]

gr. wt. abbr.  Gross weight. 

gryph·on (grVfùNn) n.  Variant of griffin. 
GS abbr.  1. General staff.  2. Ground speed. 

GSA abbr.  1. General Services Administration.  2. Girl Scouts of America. 

GSC abbr.  General staff corps. 

GSO abbr.  General staff officer. 

GSR abbr.  Galvanic skin response. 

GST also G.s.t. abbr.  Greenwich sidereal time. 

G-string (jKùstrVngÙ) n.  1. A narrow loincloth supported by a waistband; a 

breechcloth.  2. A similar garment, usually decorated, that is worn especially by 

stripteasers.  [Origin unknown.]

G-suit (jKùsutÙ) n.  A flight garment worn by astronauts and jet pilots that 

presses on the lower body to maintain the blood supply to the brain during rapid 

vertical acceleration.  [G
2 + SUIT.]

gt. abbr.  1. Gilt.  2. Great.  3. Pharmacology. Gutta. 

Gt. Brit. abbr.  Great Britain. 

G.T.C. abbr.  Good ’til canceled. 

gtd. abbr.  Guaranteed. 

GTP (jKÙtK-pKù) n.  A nucleotide composed of guanine, ribose, and three phos-

phate groups and necessary for the synthesis of RNA and proteins.  [G(UANOSINE) 

T(RI)P(HOSPHATE).]



GTS abbr.  Nautical. Gas turbine ship. 

gtt. abbr.  Pharmacology. Guttae. 

GU abbr.  1. Genitourinary.  2. Guam. 

gua·ca·mo·le (gwäÙkN-moùlK) n.  A thick paste of mashed avocado, often sea-

soned with tomato, peppers, or other condiments and usually served as a dip or in 

salads.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl ahuacamolli : ahuacatl, avocado + 

molli, sauce, paste.]

gua·cha·ro (gwäùchN-roÙ) n.  pl. gua·cha·ros. A fruit-eating nocturnal bird 

(Steatornis caripensis) of South America, whose young have a layer of fat that 

yields an oil used in cooking and for lighting.  Also called oilbird [American Span-

ish guácharo, from guacho, vagabond, from Quechua wáhcha, poor person, 

orphan.]

Gua·da·la·ja·ra (gwmdÙl-N-härùN, gwäÙthä-lä-häùrä)  1. A city of west-central 

Mexico west-northwest of Mexico City. At an altitude of more than 1,525 m 

(5,000 ft), it is noted for its glassware and pottery. Population, 1,626,152.  2. A 

city of central Spain northeast of Madrid. Built on the site of a flourishing Roman 

colony, it was held by the Moors from 714 to 1081. Population, 58,436. 

Gua·dal·ca·nal (gwmdÙl-kN-n4lù)  A volcanic island of the western Pacific 

Ocean, the largest of the Solomon Islands. Discovered in 1788, the island became 

a British protectorate in 1893 and was occupied by the Japanese in World War II, 

leading to an invasion by U.S. troops in August 1942. After fierce jungle fighting, 

the island was captured by the Allies in February 1943. 

Gua·dal·qui·vir (gwmdÙl-kwVvùNr, gwäÙthäl-kK-vîrù)  A river of southern Spain 

flowing about 644 km (400 mi) west and southwest to the Gulf of Cádiz. 

Gua·da·lupe Hi·dal·go (gwädùl-upÙ hV-dälùgo, gwäÙthä-luùpH K-thälùgô) 

Officially Gus·ta·vo A. Ma·de·ro (gt-stäùvo äÙ mN-gârùo, gu-stäùvô äÙ mä-

thHùrô).  A city of south-central Mexico, a suburb of Mexico City. On February 2, 

1848, a treaty ending the Mexican War was signed here. Population, 88,537. 

Gua·da·lupe Mountains (gwmdùl-upÙ mounùtNnz, gwmdÙl-uùpK)  A 

mountain range of southern New Mexico and western Texas rising to Guada-
lupe Peak, 2,668.4 m (8,749 ft) high, in Texas. The peak is the highest point in 

Texas. 

Guadalupe River (gwädùl-upÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, 

of southeast Texas flowing southeast to the San Antonio River near its mouth on 

San Antonio Bay. 

Gua·de·loupe (gwmdùl-upÙ, gwmdÙl-upù)  An overseas department of France 

comprising the islands of Grande-Terre and Basse-Terre and smaller islands in the 

Leeward Islands of the West Indies. Discovered by Columbus in 1493, the islands 

were first colonized by the French in 1635. Basse-Terre is the capital. Population, 

328,400. 



Gua·dia·na (gwä-dyäùnN, -thyäùnä)  A river rising in south-central Spain and 

flowing about 821 km (510 mi) west and south partly along the Spanish-Portu-

guese border to the Gulf of Cádiz. 

guai·ac (gwXù4kÙ) n.  Variant of guaiacum (n., sense 2). 

guai·a·col (gwXùN-kôlÙ, -kolÙ) n.  A yellowish, oily, aromatic substance, C7H8O2, 

derived from guaiacum or wood creosote and used chiefly as an expectorant, a 

local anesthetic, and an antiseptic.  [GUAIAC(UM) + -OL
2.]

guai·a·cum (gwXùN-kNm) n.  1. A tree of the genus Guaiacum; a lignum vitae.  

2.  Also guai·ac (gwXù4kÙ). a. The wood of a guaiacum.  b. A greenish-brown 

resin obtained from this tree, used medicinally and in varnishes.   [New Latin, 

from Spanish guayacán, from Taino.]

Guam (gwäm) Abbr. GU  An unincorporated territory of the United States, the 

largest and most southerly of the Mariana Islands in the western Pacific Ocean. 

Discovered by Magellan in 1521, the island was ceded by Spain to the United 

States in 1898. Agana is the capital. Population, 105,979.   —Gua·maùni·an 
(gwä-m7ùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

guan (gwän) n.  Any of several large game birds of the family Cracidae, native to 

the jungles of tropical America and related to and resembling the curassows.  

[American Spanish, of South American Indian origin.]

Gua·na·ba·ra Bay (gwäÙnN-bärùN b7)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean on the 

southeast coast of Brazil. The city of Rio de Janeiro is on its southwest shore. 

gua·na·co (gwN-näùko) n.  pl. gua·na·cos or guanaco. A reddish-brown 

South American ruminant mammal (Lama guanicoe) related to and resembling 

the domesticated llama.  [Spanish, from Quechua huanaco.]

gua·neth·i·dine (gwä-nHthùV-dKnÙ) n.  A drug, C10H22N4, used in the form of 

its sulfate salt in the treatment of hypertension.  [Blend of GUANIDINE, and 

ETH(YL).]

Guang·dong (gwängùdôngù) also Kwang·tung (kwängùttngù, gwängùdt-

ngù)  A province of southeast China on the South China Sea. It has been part of 

China since c. 200 B.C. Guangzhou is the capital. Population, 62,530,000. 

Guang·xi Zhuang·zu (gwängùshKù jwängùdzuù) also Kwang·si Chuang 
(kwängùsKù chwängù)  An autonomous region of southern China on the Vietnam-

ese border. Nanning is the capital. Population, 38,730,000. 

Guang·zhou (gwängùjoù) also Kwang·chow (kwängùchoù) Formerly 

Can·ton (k4nùtmnÙ, k4nÙtmnù).  A city of southern China on a delta near the 

South China Sea. The capital of Guangdong province, it became a treaty port 

open to foreign trade after the Opium War (1839-1842). Population, 2,570,000. 

gua·ni·dine (gwäùnV-dKnÙ) n.  A strongly alkaline crystalline compound, 

NHC(NH2)2, formed by the oxidation of guanine and found in the urine as a 

normal product of protein metabolism. It is commonly used in the organic syn-

thesis of plastics, resins, and explosives.  [GUAN(INE) + -ID(E) + -INE
2.]



gua·nine (gwäùnKnÙ) n.  Abbr. G A purine base, C5H5ON5, that is an essential 

constituent of both RNA and DNA.  [From GUANO, in which it is found.]

gua·no (gwäùno) n.  pl. gua·nos. 1. A substance composed chiefly of the dung 

of sea birds or bats, accumulated along certain coastal areas or in caves and used 

as fertilizer.  2. Any of various similar substances, such as a fertilizer prepared 

from ground fish parts.  [Spanish, from Quechua huanu, dung.]

gua·no·sine (gwäùnN-sKnÙ, -sVn) n.  A nucleoside, C10H13N5O5, consisting of 

guanine and ribose.  [GUAN(INE) + (RIB)OS(E) + -INE
2.]

guanosine mon·o·phos·phate (gwäùnN-sKnÙ mmnÙo-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  GMP. 

guanosine triphosphate (gwäùnN-sKnÙ trX-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  GTP. 

Guan·tá·na·mo (gwän-täùnN-moÙ)  A city of southeast Cuba north of 

Guantánamo Bay, an inlet of the Caribbean Sea. A U.S. naval station was estab-

lished on the bay in 1903. The city was founded by French settlers from Haiti in 

the 19th century. Population, 166,558. 

gua·nyl·ic acid (gwä-nVlùVk 4sùVd) n.  See GMP.  [GUAN(INE) + -YL + -IC.]

Gua·po·ré (gwäÙpN-r7ù, -pt-rHù, -pô-)  A river of South America rising in 

western Brazil and flowing about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) northwest and partly along 

the Brazil-Bolivia border to the Mamoré River. 

guar (gwär) n.  An annual plant (Cyamopsis tetragonolobus) probably native to 

India, adapted to semiarid regions and grown as a forage crop and for its seeds, 

from which guar gum is obtained.  Also called cluster bean [Hindi gu7r.]

guar. abbr.  Guaranteed. 

gua·ra·ni (gwäÙrN-nKù) n.  pl. guarani or gua·ra·nis. A basic unit of currency 

in Paraguay.  See Table at currency.  [Spanish guaraní, Guarani. See GUARANI.]

Gua·ra·ni (gwäÙrN-nKù) n.  pl. Guarani or Gua·ra·nis. 1. A member of a South 

American Indian people of Paraguay, northern Argentina, and southern Brazil.  

2. The Tupi-Guaranian language of this people.  [Spanish guaraní, of South 

American Indian origin.]

guar·an·tee (g4rÙNn-tKù) n.  1. Something that assures a particular outcome or 

condition:  Lack of interest is a guarantee of failure.  2. a. A promise or an assur-

ance, especially one given in writing, that attests to the quality or durability of a 

product or service.  b. A pledge that something will be performed in a specified 

manner.   3. a. A guaranty by which one person assumes responsibility for paying 

another’s debts or fulfilling another’s responsibilities.  b. A guaranty for the exe-

cution, completion, or existence of something.   4. A guarantor.   —  v.  tr. 

guar·an·teed, guar·an·tee·ing, guar·an·tees. 1. To assume responsibility 

for the debt, default, or miscarriage of.  2. To assume responsibility for the qual-

ity or performance of:  guarantee a product.  3. To undertake to do, accomplish, or 

ensure (something) for another:  guaranteed to free the captives; guarantees free-

dom of speech.  4. To make certain:  The rain guarantees a good crop this year.  

5. To furnish security for.  6. To express or declare with conviction:  I guarantee 



that you’ll like this book.  [Alteration of Middle English garant, warranty, from 

Old French. See GUARANTY.]

guar·an·tor (g4rÙNn-tôrù, g4rùNn-tNr) n.  One, such as a person or corporation, 

that makes or gives a promise, assurance, or pledge typically relating to quality, 

durability, or performance. 

guar·an·ty (g4rùNn-tK) n.  pl. guar·an·ties. 1. An agreement by which one per-

son assumes the responsibility of assuring payment or fulfillment of another’s 

debts or obligations.  2. a. Something given as security for the execution, com-

pletion, or existence of something else.  b. The act of providing such security.   

3. a. A guarantee, as for a product or service:  a new refrigerator still under guar-

anty.  b. A guarantee to perform something in a specified way.   4. A guarantee 

serving to assure a particular outcome or condition.  5. A guarantor.   —  v.  tr. 

guar·an·tied, guar·an·ty·ing, guar·an·ties. To guarantee.  [Anglo-Norman 

guarantie, from Old French, from garant, guarant, warrant, of Germanic origin. 

See wer-4 in Appendix.]

guard (gärd) v.  guard·ed, guard·ing, guards.  —  v.  tr. 1. To protect from 

harm by or as if by watching over:  guard a bank; guarding the President.  See Syn-

onyms at defend.  2. To watch over so as to prevent escape or violence:  guarded 

the prisoner.  3. Sports. To keep (an opposing player) from scoring or playing effi-

ciently.  4. To maintain control over, as to prevent indiscretion:  Guard what you 

say.  5. To supervise entry or exit through; keep watch at:  guarded the door.  6. To 

furnish (a device or object) with a protective piece.  7. Archaic. To escort.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To take precautions:  guard against infection.  2. To serve as a guard.   —  
n.  1. One who protects, keeps watch, or acts as a sentinel.  2. One who supervises 

prisoners.  3. A group of people serving as an escort or performing drill exhibi-

tions on ceremonial occasions:  an honor guard.  4. Chiefly British. A railway 

employee in charge of a train.  5. Football. One of the two offensive linemen on 

either side of the center.  6. Basketball. Either of the two players normally posi-

tioned in the backcourt who are responsible for bringing the ball to and initiating 

offensive plays from the frontcourt.  7. Sports. A defensive position or stance, as 

in boxing or fencing.  8. a. The act or duty of guarding.  b. Protection; watch:  a 

prisoner under close guard.   9. Something that gives protection; a safeguard:  a 

guard against tooth decay.  10. A device or an attachment that prevents injury, 

damage, or loss, especially: a. An attachment or a covering put on a machine to 

protect the operator or a part of the machine.  b. A device on a foil, sword, or 

knife that protects the hand.  c. A padded covering worn to protect a body part 

from injury:  a shin guard.  d. A small chain or band attached to a watch or brace-

let to prevent loss.  e. A ring worn to prevent a more valuable ring from sliding 

off the finger.   11. Electronics. A signal that prevents accidental activation of a 

device or ambiguous interpretation of data.   —idioms. off (one’s) guard. Not 

alert; unprepared.  on (one’s) guard. Alert and watchful; cautious.  stand 



guard. 3. To keep watch.  4. To act as a sentinel.  [Middle English garden, from 

Old French garder, guarder, of Germanic origin. See wer-3 in Appendix.] 
—guardùer n. 

guar·dant also gar·dant (gärùdnt) adj.  Heraldry. Positioned so that the head is 

turned toward the viewer. Used of an animal depicted so that its body is viewed 

from the side.  [Obsolete French, from Old French guardant, gardant, present 

participle of garder, to guard. See GUARD.]

guard cell (gärd sHl) n.  Botany. One of the paired epidermal cells that control 

the opening and closing of a stoma in plant tissue. 

guard·ed (gärùdVd) adj.  1. Protected; defended.  2. Watched over; supervised.  

3. Cautious; restrained:  We view these changes with guarded optimism.   
—guardùed·ly adv.  —guardùed·ness n. 

guard hair (gärd hâr) n.  Any of the long coarse hairs forming a layer that cov-

ers and protects the soft underfur of certain mammals. 

guard·house (gärdùhousÙ) n.  1. A building that accommodates a military 

guard.  2. A jail for the detention of military personnel guilty of minor offenses 

or awaiting court-martial. 

guard·i·an (gärùdK-Nn) n.  1. One that guards, watches over, or protects.  

2. Law. One who is legally responsible for the care and management of the person 

or property of an incompetent or a minor.  3. A superior in a Franciscan monas-

tery.  [Middle English gardein, from Anglo-Norman, from Old French gardien, 

from alteration of gardenc, from garder, to guard. See GUARD.] 
—guardùi·an·shipÙ n. 

Guard·mem·ber (gärdùmHmÙbNr) n.  A National Guardmember. 

guard·rail (gärdùr7lÙ) n.  A protective railing, as on a staircase or along a high-

way. 

guard·room (gärdùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  1. A room used by guards on duty.  2. A 

room in which military prisoners are confined. 

guards·man (gärdzùmNn) n.  1. A person who acts as a guard.  2. A National 

Guardmember.  3. Chiefly British. A soldier in a regiment of household guards. 

guar gum (gwär gƒm) n.  A water-soluble paste made from the seeds of the 

guar plant and used as a thickener and stabilizer in foods and pharmaceuticals. 

Guar·ne·ri (gwär-nHrùK, -nyHrùK)  Family of Italian violin makers, including 

Andrea (1626?-1698), who founded the family business, and his grandson 

Guiseppe (1687?-1745). They are considered second only to the Stradivari fam-

ily for the quality of their instruments. 

Guar·ne·ri·us (gwär-nârùK-Ns, -nîrù-) n.  A violin made by a member of the 

Guarneri family. 

Gua·rul·hos (gwä-ruùlyts)  A city of southeast Brazil, an industrial suburb of 

São Paulo. Population, 426,693. 



Gua·te·ma·la (gwäÙtN-mäùlN)  1.  Abbr. Guat. A country of northern Central 

America. Inhabited by a Mayan civilization for more than a thousand years before 

the Spanish conquest in 1524, Guatemala achieved independence in 1839. Guate-

mala is the capital and the largest city. Population, 6,054,227.  2.  Also Guate-
mala City. The capital and largest city of Guatemala, in the south-central part of 

the country. Founded on its present site in 1776, it was rebuilt after major earth-

quakes in 1917 and 1918. Population, 754,243.   —GuaÙte·maùlan adj.  & n. 

gua·va (gwäùvN) n.  1. Any of various tropical American shrubs and trees of the 

genus Psidium, especially P. guajava, having white flowers and edible fruit.  

2. The fruit of this plant.  [Spanish guayaba, of Caribbean Indian origin.]

Gua·via·re (gwäv-yärùK, -yäùrH)  A river of central and eastern Colombia flow-

ing about 1,046 km (650 mi) east from the Andes to the Orinoco River on the 

Colombia-Venezuela boundary. 

Gua·ya·quil (gwXÙN-kKlù)  The largest city of Ecuador, in the western part of the 

country near the Gulf of Guayaquil, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. Founded in 

1535, the city was frequently subject to pirate attacks in the 17th century. Popula-

tion, 1,204,532. 

Guay·na·bo (gwX-näùbo)  A city of northeast Puerto Rico, a manufacturing 

suburb of San Juan. Population, 65,075. 

gua·yu·le (gwX-uùlK) n.  A shrub (Parthenium argentatum) of the southwest 

United States and Mexico whose sap was considered a potential source of natural 

rubber during World War II.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl cuauhuli : 

cuahu(itl), tree + uli, latex gum.]

gu·ber·na·to·ri·al (guÙbNr-nN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-, gyuÙ-) adj.  Of or relating to a 

governor.  [From Latin gubern7tor, governor, from gubern7re, to govern. See GOV-

ERN.]

guck (gƒk, gtk) also gook (gtk, guk) n.  Slang. A thick, messy substance, 

such as sludge.  [Possibly G(OO) + (M)UCK.]

gudg·eon1 (gƒjùNn) n.  1. a. A small Eurasian freshwater fish (Gobio gobio) 

related to the carp and used for bait.  b. Any of various similar or related fishes.   

2. Slang. One who is easily duped.  [Middle English gojoun, from Old French gou-

jon, from Latin gobio, gobion-, variant of gobius. See GOBY.]

gudg·eon2 (gƒjùNn) n.  1. A metal pivot or journal at the end of a shaft or an 

axle, around which a wheel or other device turns.  2. The socket of a hinge into 

which a pin fits.  3. A metal pin that joins two pieces of stone.  4. Nautical. The 

socket for the pintle of a rudder.  [Middle English gudyon, from Old French gojon, 

peg, diminutive of goi, gouge. See GOUGE.]

gudgeon pin (gƒjùNn pVn) n.  See wrist pin. 
Gud·run (gtdùrunÙ) also Guth·run (gtthù-) n.  Mythology. The daughter of 

the king of the Nibelungs and wife of Sigurd, later of Atli, in the Volsunga Saga. 



guel·der rose (gHlùdNr roz) n.  A Eurasian shrub (Viburnum opulus) having 

clusters of white flowers and small red fruit.  [After Guelderland (Gelderland).]

Guelph1 (gwHlf)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, west of Toronto. It is an 

industrial center in a farming area. Population, 71,207. 

Guelph2 also Guelf (gwHlf) n.  A member of a strong faction in medieval Italy 

that supported the power of the pope and the city-states in a struggle against the 

German emperors and the Ghibellines.  [Italian Guelfo, from Middle High Ger-

man Welf, name of the founder of a German princely family.]

Guen·e·vere (gwHnùN-vîr) n.  Variant of Guinevere. 
gue·non (gN-nonù) n.  Any of various chiefly arboreal African monkeys, prima-

rily of the genus Cercopithecus, having long hind legs and a long tail.  [French.]

guer·don (gûrùdn) n.  A reward; recompense.   —  v.  tr. guer·doned, 
guer·don·ing, guer·dons. To reward.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin widerdonum, alteration (influenced by Latin donum, gift); 

see DONATION, of Old High German widarlon : widar, back, against; see wi- in 

Appendix + lon, reward; see lau- in Appendix.]

Gue·rick·e (g7ùrV-kN, gârùV-kK), Otto von. 1602-1686.  German physicist noted 

for his study of pneumatics and the invention of the air pump (1650). 

gue·ri·don (gHrùV-dmnÙ, g7-rK-dôNù) n.  A small round table.  [French guéridon, 

from the proper name Guéridon.]

gue·ril·la (gN-rVlùN) n.  Variant of guerrilla. 
Guer·ni·ca (gwârùnV-kN, gHr-nKùkä) also Guernica y Lu·no (K luùno)  A town 

of north-central Spain northeast of Bilbao. Its April 1937 bombing by German 

planes during the Spanish Civil War inspired one of Picasso’s most famous paint-

ings. Population, 12,100. 

Guern·sey1 (gûrnùzK)  An island of southern Great Britain, one of the Channel 

Islands in the English Channel off the coast of northwest France. 

Guern·sey2 (gûrnùzK) n.  pl. Guern·seys. Any of a breed of brown and white 

dairy cattle originally developed on the island of Guernsey and noted for produc-

ing a rich, golden milk. 

guer·ril·la  or gue·ril·la (gN-rVlùN) n.  A member of an irregular, usually indige-

nous military or paramilitary unit operating in small bands in occupied territory 

to harass and undermine the enemy, as by surprise raids.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  guerrilla warfare; guerrilla tactics.  [Spanish, 

raiding party, guerrilla force, diminutive of guerra, war, of Germanic origin. See 

wers- in Appendix.]

guerrilla theater (gN-rVlùN thKùN-tNr) n.  See street theater. 
Gues·clin (g7-kl4Nù), Bertrand du. 1320?-1380.  French military commander 

active in numerous battles against the English. 

Guesde (gHd), Jules. 1845-1922.  French journalist and socialist who organized 

the Marxist branch of the French labor movement (1879). 



guess (gHs) v.  guessed, guess·ing, guess·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To predict (a 

result or an event) without sufficient information.  b. To assume, presume, or 

assert (a fact) without sufficient information.   2. To form a correct estimate or 

conjecture of:  guessed the answer.  3. To suppose; think:  I guess he was wrong.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To make an estimate or conjecture:  We could only guess at her 

motives.  2. To estimate or conjecture correctly.  See Synonyms at conjecture.   
—  n.  1. An act or instance of guessing.  2. A conjecture arrived at by guessing.  

[Middle English gessen, probably of Scandinavian origin. See ghend- in Appen-

dix.] —guessùer n. 

guess·ti·mate (gHsùtN-mVt) n.  Informal. An estimate based on conjecture.  

[Blend of GUESS, and ESTIMATE.] —guessùti·mateÙ (-m7tÙ) v. 

guess·work (gHsùwûrkÙ) n.  1. The process of making guesses.  2. An estimate 

or judgment made by guessing. 

guest (gHst) n.  1. One who is a recipient of hospitality at the home or table of 

another.  2. One to whom entertainment or hospitality has been extended by 

another in the role of host or hostess, as at a party.  3. One who pays for meals or 

accommodations at a restaurant, hotel, or other establishment; a patron.  4. A 

distinguished visitor to whom the hospitality of an institution, a city, or a govern-

ment is extended.  5. A visiting performer, speaker, or contestant, as on a radio or 

television program.  6. Zoology. A commensal organism, especially an insect that 

lives in the nest or burrow of another species.   —  v.  guest·ed, guest·ing, 
guests.  —  v.  tr. To entertain as a guest.   —  v.  intr. To appear as a guest:  

guested on a television series.   —  adj.  1. Provided for guests:  guest rooms.  

2. Participating as a guest:  a guest conductor.  [Middle English gest, from Old 

Norse gestr. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.]

Guest (gHst), Edgar Albert. 1881-1959.  British-born American journalist 

known for his widely syndicated, homey rhymes, collected in books such as A 

Heap o’ Livin’ (1916). 

guest·house (gHstùhousÙ) n.  A small house or cottage adjacent to a main 

house, used for lodging guests. 

guest worker (gHst wûrùkNr) n.  A foreigner who is permitted to work in a 

country on a temporary basis, as for farm labor.  [Translation of German Gastar-

beiter.]

Gue·va·ra (gN-värùN, gH-väùrä), Ernesto. Known as “Che.” 1928-1967.  Argen-

tine-born Cuban revolutionary leader who was Fidel Castro’s chief lieutenant in 

the Cuban revolution (1956-1959) and later served as minister of industry (1961-

1965). Active in other Latin American revolutions, he was captured and executed 

by the Bolivian army. 

guff (gƒf) n.  Slang. 1. Nonsense; baloney.  2. Insolent talk; back talk.  [Perhaps 

imitative.]



guf·faw (gN-fôù) n.  A hearty, boisterous burst of laughter.   —  v.  intr. 

guf·fawed, guf·faw·ing, guf·faws. To laugh heartily and boisterously.  

[Probably imitative.]

Gug·gen·heim (gtgùNn-hXmÙ)  Family of American industrialists and philan-

thropists, including Meyer (1828-1905), who amassed the family fortune in the 

copper industry. His sons Daniel (1856-1930) and Simon (1867-1941) and his 

granddaughter Marguerite (1898-1979), known as “Peggy,” were patrons of the 

arts. The family endowed the Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art in New York 

City (1959). 

GUI (guùK) n.  An interface for issuing commands to a computer utilizing a 

pointing device, as a mouse, that manipulates and activates graphical images on a 

monitor.  [G(RAPHICAL) U(SER) I(NTERFACE).]

Gui·an·a (gK-4nùN, -äùnN, gX-)  A region of northeast South America including 

southeast Venezuela, part of northern Brazil, and French Guiana, Suriname, and 

Guyana. 

Guiana High·lands (gK-4nùN hXùlNndz)  A mountainous tableland region of 

northern South America extending from southeast Venezuela into Guyana and 

northern Brazil. 

guid·ance (gXdùns) n.  1. The act or process of guiding.  2. Counseling, such as 

that provided for students seeking advice about vocational and educational mat-

ters.  3. Any of various processes for guiding the path of a vehicle, especially a 

missile, by means of built-in equipment. 

guide (gXd) n.  1. a. One who shows the way by leading, directing, or advising.  

b. One who serves as a model for others, as in a course of conduct.   2. A person 

employed to conduct others, as through a museum, and give information about 

points of interest encountered.  3. a. Something, such as a pamphlet, that offers 

basic information or instruction:  a shopper’s guide.  b. A guidebook.   

4. a. Something that serves to direct or indicate.  b. A device, such as a ruler, tab, 

or bar, that serves as an indicator or acts to regulate a motion or operation.   5. A 

soldier stationed at the right or left of a column of marchers to control alignment, 

show direction, or mark the point of pivot.   —  v.  guid·ed, guid·ing, guides.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To serve as a guide for; conduct.  2. To direct the course of; steer:  

guide a ship through a channel.  3. To exert control or influence over.  4. To super-

vise the training or education of.   —  v.  intr. To serve as a guide.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Old Provençal guida, from guidar, to guide, of 

Germanic origin. See weid- in Appendix.] —guidùa·ble adj.  —guidùer n.  

SYNONYMS: guide, lead, pilot, shepherd, steer, usher. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to conduct on or direct to the way”: guided me to my seat;

led the troops into battle; a teacher piloting his pupils through the museum; shep-

herding tourists to the chartered bus; steered the applicant to the proper department;



ushering a visitor out.

guide·book (gXdùbtkÙ) n.  A handbook of directions and other information, 

especially for travelers or tourists. 

guid·ed missile (gXùdVd mVsùNl) n.  A self-propelled missile that can be guided 

while it is in flight. 

guide dog (gXd dôg) n.  A dog that has been specially trained to guide a visually 

impaired or sightless person. 

guided wave (gXùdVd w7v) n.  An electromagnetic or acoustic wave transmit-

ted by a process that limits its physical dispersion along the length of its transmis-

sion. 

guide fossil (gXd fmsùNl) n.  See index fossil. 
guide·line (gXdùlXnÙ) n.  A statement or other indication of policy or procedure 

by which to determine a course of action:  guidelines for the completion of tax 

returns. 

guide·post (gXdùpostÙ) n.  1. A post with a sign giving directions for travelers, 

usually placed at a crossroad.  2. Something that serves as a guide or an example; 

a guideline. 

guide rope (gXd rop) n.  A rope fastened to another rope that is lifting a load, 

used to guide the rope and steady the load. 

guide·word (gXdùwûrdÙ) n.  A word or term that appears at the top of each 

page or column in a reference book, such as a dictionary, to indicate the first or 

last entry on the page. 

Gui·do d’A·rez·zo (gwKùdo dä-rHtùso)  or Guido A·re·ti·no (ärÙH-tKùno), 

990?-1050.  Benedictine monk and music theorist who devised the four-line staff, 

thereby allowing precise musical notation. 

gui·don (gXùdmnÙ, gXdùn) n.  1. A small flag or pennant carried as a standard by a 

military unit.  2. A soldier bearing such a flag or pennant.  [French, from Old 

French, from Old Italian guidone, from guidare, to guide, from Old Provençal 

guidar. See GUIDE.]

Gui·do·ni·a (gwK-doùnK-N, -dôùnyä)  A city of west-central Italy northeast of 

Rome. It was heavily damaged in World War II. Population, 50,990. 

Gui·enne  or Guy·enne (gK-Hnù)  A historical region and former province of 

southwest France. Part of England after the marriage of Eleanor of Aquitaine to 

Henry II in 1152, it was reconquered by France in 1453. 

guild also gild (gVld) n.  1. a. An association of persons of the same trade or 

pursuits, formed to protect mutual interests and maintain standards.  b. A similar 

association, as of merchants or artisans, in medieval times.   2. Ecology. One of 

four groups of plants, the lianas, epiphytes, saprophytes, and parasites, having a 

characteristic mode of existence that involves some dependence on other plant 

life.  [Middle English gild, from Old Norse gildi, payment, guild.]



guil·der (gVlùdNr) n.  Abbr. g., G., gld. A basic unit of currency in Netherlands, 

Netherlands Antilles, and Suriname.  See Table at currency.  [Middle English 

gilder, alteration of Middle Dutch gulden, golden. See ghel-2 in Appendix.]

Guild·ford (gVlùfNrd)  A municipal borough of southeast England southwest of 

London. It is a market town with varied industries. Population, 58,600. 

guild·hall (gVldùhôlÙ) n.  1. The meeting hall of a guild.  2. A town hall. 

guilds·man (gVldzùmNn) n.  1. A member of a guild.  2. An advocate of guild 

socialism. 

guild socialism (gVld soùshN-lVzÙNm) n.  An English socialist doctrine of the 

early 20th century according to which industry would be owned by the state but 

managed by guilds of workers. 

guile (gXl) n.  1. Treacherous cunning; skillful deceit.  2. Obsolete. A trick or 

stratagem.   —  v.  tr. guiled, guil·ing, guiles. Archaic. To beguile; deceive.  

[Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin; akin to Old English wigle, 

divination, sorcery.]

guile·ful (gXlùfNl) adj.  Full of guile; deceitfully or treacherously cunning.  See 

Synonyms at sly.  —guileùful·ly adv.  —guileùful·ness n. 

guile·less (gXlùlVs) adj.  Free of guile; artless.  See Synonyms at naive.  
—guileùless·ly adv.  —guileùless·ness n. 

Guil·ford (gVlùfNrd)  A town of southern Connecticut east of New Haven. It was 

settled in 1639. Population, 17,375. 

Gui·lin (gwKùlVnù) also Kwei·lin (kw7ù-)  A city of southeast China northwest of 

Guangzhou. The original city dates back to the sixth century A.D. Population, 

325,000. 

Guil·lain Bar·ré Syndrome (gK-y4nù bN-r7ù sVnùdromÙ) n.  A temporary 

inflammation of the nerves, causing pain, weakness, and paralysis in the extremi-

ties and often progressing to the chest and face. It typically occurs after recovery 

from a viral infection or, in rare cases, following immunization for influenza.  

[After Georges Guillain (1876-1961) and Jean Alexandre Barré (1880-1967), 

French neurologists.]

Guil·laume (gK-omù), Charles Édouard. 1861-1938.  Swiss physicist. He won 

a 1920 Nobel Prize for his discovery of a steel-nickel alloy. 

Guille·min (gK-Nm4Nù), Roger Charles Louis. Born 1924.  French-born 

American physicist. He shared a 1977 Nobel Prize for research on hormones. 

guil·le·mot (gVlùN-mmtÙ) n.  Any of several auks of the genus Cepphus, having 

black plumage with white markings.  [French, diminutive of the personal name 

Guillaume.]

guil·loche (gV-loshù, gK-yoshù) n.  Architecture. An ornamental border formed 

of two or more curved bands that interlace to repeat a circular design.  [French 

guilloch.]



guil·lo·tine (gVlùN-tKnÙ, gKùN-) n.  1. A device consisting of a heavy blade held 

aloft between upright guides and dropped to behead the victim below.  2. An 

instrument, such as a paper cutter, similar in action to a guillotine.   —  v.  tr. 

guil·lo·tined, guil·lo·tin·ing, guil·lo·tines. 1. To behead with a guillotine.  

2. To cut with or as if with a guillotine.  [French, after Joseph Ignace Guillotin 

(1738-1814), French physician.]

WORD HISTORY: “At half past 12 the guillotine severed her head from her

body.” So reads the statement containing the first recorded use of guillotine in En-

glish, found in the Annual Register of 1793. The word occurs in a context clearly

illustrating the function of the guillotine, “a machine with a heavy blade that falls

freely between upright guides to behead a condemned person.” Ironically, the

guillotine, which became the most notable symbol of the excesses of the French

Revolution, was named for a humanitarian physician, Joseph Ignace Guillotin.

Guillotin, a member of the French Constituent Assembly, recommended in a

speech to that body on October 10, 1789, that executions be performed by a be-

heading device rather than by hanging, the method used for commoners, or by

the sword, reserved for the nobility. He argued that beheading by machine was

quicker and less painful than the work of the rope and the sword. In 1791 the

Assembly did indeed adopt beheading by machine as the state’s preferred method

of execution. A beheading device designed by Dr. Antoine Louis, secretary of the

College of Surgeons, was first used on April 25, 1792, to execute a highwayman

named Pelletier or Peletier. The device was called a louisette or louison after its

inventor’s name, but because of Guillotin’s famous speech, his name became ir-

revocably associated with the machine. After Guillotin’s death in 1814, his chil-

dren tried unsuccessfully to get the device’s name changed. When their efforts

failed, they were allowed to change their name instead.

guilt (gVlt) n.  1. The fact of being responsible for the commission of an offense.  

See Synonyms at blame.  2. Law. Culpability for a crime or lesser breach of regu-

lations that carries a legal penalty.  3. a. Remorseful awareness of having done 

something wrong.  b. Self-reproach for supposed inadequacy or wrongdoing.   

4. Guilty conduct; sin.  [Middle English gilt, from Old English gylt, crime.]

guilt·less (gVltùlVs) adj.  Free of guilt; innocent.   —guiltùless·ly adv.  —guiltù-
less·ness n. 

guilt·y (gVlùtK) adj.  guilt·i·er, guilt·i·est. 1. Responsible for or chargeable with 

a reprehensible act; deserving of blame; culpable:  guilty of cheating; the guilty 

party.  2. Law. Adjudged to have committed a crime.  3. Suffering from or 

prompted by a sense of guilt:  a guilty conscience.  4. Hinting at or entailing guilt:  

a guilty smirk; a guilty secret.  See Synonyms at blameworthy.  —guiltùi·ly adv.  

—guiltùi·ness n. 



guimpe (g4mp, gVmp) n.  1. A blouse worn under a jumper.  2. A yoke insert for 

a low-necked dress.  3. A starched cloth covering the neck and shoulders as part 

of a nun’s habit.  4.  See gimp1.  [French, from Old French guimple, from Old 

High German wimpal. See weip- in Appendix.]

Guin. abbr.  Guinea. 

guin·ea (gVnùK) n.  1.  Abbr. g., G. a. A gold coin issued in England from 1663 

to 1813 and worth one pound and one shilling.  b. The sum of one pound and 

one shilling.   2. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for an Italian or a 

person of Italian descent.  [After the Guinea coast of Africa, the source of the 

gold from which it was first made.]

Guin·ea (gVnùK) Abbr. Guin.  A country of western Africa on the Atlantic Ocean. 

It was a French colony from 1898 until 1958, when it gained its independence. 

Conakry is the capital and the largest city. Population, 4,830,000.   —Guinùe·an 
adj.  & n. 

Guinea, Gulf of.  A broad inlet of the Atlantic Ocean formed by the great bend 

in the west-central coast of Africa. It includes the Bights of Benin and Biafra. 

Guin·ea-Bis·sau (gVnÙK-bV-souù)  A country of western Africa on the Atlantic 

Ocean. A Portuguese colony after 1879, it achieved independence in 1974. Bissau 

is the capital and the largest city. Population, 777,214. 

guinea fowl (gVnùK foul) n.  Any of several pheasantlike birds of the family 

Numididae native to Africa, especially a widely domesticated species (Numida 

meleagris) having blackish plumage marked with many small white spots.  Also 

called guinea hen [After the Guinea coast of Africa.]

guinea pig (gVnùK pVg) n.  1. Any of various small, short-eared domesticated 

rodents of the genus Cavia, having variously colored hair and no visible tail. They 

are widely kept as pets and often used as experimental animals.  2. Informal. A 

person who is used as a subject for experimentation or research.  [Perhaps alter-

ation (influenced by Guinea, used as a name for any faraway unknown country), 

of Guiana.]

guinea worm (gVnùK wûrm) n.  A long, threadlike nematode worm (Dracun-

culus medinensis) of tropical Asia and Africa that is a subcutaneous parasite of 

human beings and other mammals and causes ulcerative lesions on the legs and 

feet.  [After the Guinea coast of Africa.]

Guin·e·vere (gwVnùN-vîrÙ) also Guen·e·vere (gwHnù-) n.  The wife of King 

Arthur and lover of Lancelot according to Arthurian legend. 

Gui·ney (gXùnK, gwXù-), Louise Imogen. 1861-1920.  American writer whose 

poems and essays were influenced by the works of Tennyson and Hazlitt. 

Guin·ness (gVnùVs), Sir Alec. Born 1914.  British actor known for his extraordi-

nary range of roles. His films include Kind Hearts and Coronets (1949) and The 

Bridge on the River Kwai (1957), for which he won an Academy Award. 



gui·pure (gV-ptrù, -pytrù) n.  1. A coarse, large-patterned lace without a net 

ground.  2.  See gimp1.  [French, from Old French, from guiper, to cover with 

silk, of Germanic origin. See weip- in Appendix.]

Guis·card (gK-skärù), Robert.  See Robert Guiscard. 
guise (gXz) n.  1. Outward appearance or aspect; semblance.  2. False appear-

ance; pretense:  spoke to me under the guise of friendship.  3. Mode of dress; garb:  

huddled on the street in the guise of beggars.  4. Obsolete. Custom; habit.  [Middle 

English, manner, fashion, from Old French, of Germanic origin. See weid- in 

Appendix.]

Guise (gKz), Second Duke Title of François de Lorraine. 1519-1563.  French gen-

eral and politician who suppressed the Huguenots. 

Guise (gKz), Third Duke Title of Henri de Lorraine. 1550-1588.  French military 

leader who helped plan the massacre of Huguenots on Saint Bartholomew’s Day, 

1572. His designs on the throne led to his assassination by order of Henry III. 

gui·tar (gV-tärù) n.  Music. An instrument having a large, flat-backed sound box 

similar in shape to a violin, a long fretted neck, and usually six strings, played by 

strumming or plucking.  [French guitare, from Spanish guitarra, from alteration 

of Greek kithara, cithara.] —gui·tarùist n. 

gui·tar·fish (gV-tärùfVshÙ) n.  pl. guitarfish or gui·tar·fish·es. Any of several 

marine fishes of the family Rhinobatidae, having a guitar-shaped body and 

related to the skates and rays. 

Gui·yang (gwKùyängù) also Kwei·yang (kw7ù-)  A city of southwest China 

east-northeast of Kunming. The capital of Guizhou province, it is a major trans-

portation and industrial center. Population, 871,000. 

Gui·zhou (gwKùjoù) also Kwei·chow (kw7ùchoù)  A province of southeast 

China. It passed under Chinese suzerainty in the 10th century and became a 

province in the 17th century. Guiyang is the capital. Population, 29,680,000. 

Gui·zot (gK-zoù), François Pierre Guillaume. 1787-1874.  French historian 

and politician who advocated a constitutional monarchy, served as premier 

(1847-1848), and published several historical works. 

Gu·ja·rat (guÙjN-rätù, gtjÙN-)  A region of western India bordering on the Ara-

bian Sea. An independent kingdom after 1401, it was annexed by the Mogul 

Empire in 1572. 

Gu·ja·ra·ti (guÙjN-räùtK, gtjÙN-) n.  pl. Gujarati or Gu·ja·ra·tis. 1. The Indic 

language of Gujarat.  2. A native or inhabitant of Gujarat. 

Guj·ran·wa·la (gujÙrNn-wäùlN, gtjÙ-)  A city of northeast Pakistan north of 

Lahore. It was an early center of Sikh influence. Population, 597,000. 

gul (gul) n.  A stylized octagonal motif in oriental rugs.  [Persian, rose. See 

JULEP.]

gu·lag also Gu·lag (guùläg) n.  1. A network of forced labor camps in the 

Soviet Union.  2. A forced labor camp or prison, especially for political dissi-



dents.  3. A place or situation of great suffering and hardship, likened to the 

atmosphere in a prison system or a forced labor camp.  [Russian Gulag, from 

G(lavnoe) u(pravlenie) (ispravitel’no-trudovykh) lag(ereV), Chief Administration 

of (Correctional Labor) Camps.]

gu·lar (guùlNr, gyuù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or located on the throat.  [Latin gula, 

throat + -AR.]

Gul·bar·ga (gƒlùbNr-gäÙ)  A city of south-central India west of Hyderabad. It is 

a manufacturing center in an agricultural area. Population, 221,325. 

gulch (gƒlch) n.  A small ravine, especially one cut by a torrent.  [Perhaps from 

dialectal gulch, to gush, (of land) to sink in, from Middle English gulchen, to 

drink greedily, to spew.]

gul·den (gulùdNn, gtlù-) n.  pl. gul·dens or gulden. A guilder.  [Middle 

English, from Dutch gulden (florijn), golden (florin), from Middle Dutch. See 

ghel-2 in Appendix.]

gules (gyulz) n.  Heraldry. The color red, indicated on a blazon by vertical lines.  

[Middle English goules, from Old French, red fur neckpiece, pl. of gole, throat, 

from Latin gula.]

gulf (gƒlf) n.  1.  Abbr. g., G. A large area of a sea or ocean partially enclosed by 

land, especially a long landlocked portion of sea opening through a strait.  2. A 

deep, wide chasm; an abyss.  3. A wide gap, as in understanding: “the gulf between 

the Victorian sensibility and our own” (Babette Deutsch).  4. Something, such as a 

whirlpool, that draws down or engulfs.   —  v.  tr. gulfed, gulf·ing, gulfs. To 

engulf.  [Middle English goulf, from Old French golfe, from Old Italian golfo, 

from Late Latin colpus, colfus, from Greek kolpos, bosom, gulf.]

Gulf In·tra·coas·tal Waterway (gƒlf VnÙtrN-koùstNl wôùtNr-w7Ù)  An 

inland waterway of bays, canals, and rivers from northwest Florida to Browns-

ville, Texas. It is approximately 1,770 km (1,100 mi) long. 

Gulf of (gƒlf ƒv)  For names of actual gulfs, see the specific element of the 

name; for example, Mexico, Gulf of; Lions, Gulf of. 
Gulf·port (gƒlfùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of southeast Mississippi on an arm of the 

Gulf of Mexico west of Biloxi. Settled in 1891 as a railroad terminus, it developed 

as a port after 1902. Population, 40,775. 

Gulf States (gƒlf st7ts)  1. The countries bordering the Persian Gulf in south-

west Asia, including Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, United Arab 

Emirates, and Oman.  2. The states of the southern United States with coastlines 

on the Gulf of Mexico. They are Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and 

Texas. 

Gulf Stream (gƒlf strKm)  A warm ocean current of the northern Atlantic 

Ocean off eastern North America. It flows from the Gulf of Mexico through the 

Straits of Florida and then north and northeast to merge with the North Atlantic 

Drift. 



gulf·weed also gulf weed (gƒlfùwKdÙ) n.  Any of several brownish seaweeds 

of the genus Sargassum of tropical Atlantic waters, having rounded air bladders 

and often forming dense, floating masses.  Also called sargasso, sargassum.  [After 

the Gulf of Mexico.]

gull1 (gƒl) n.  Any of various chiefly coastal aquatic birds of the family Laridae, 

having long wings, webbed feet, a thick, slightly hooked beak, and usually gray 

and white plumage.  [Middle English gulle, possibly of Brythonic origin.]

gull2 (gƒl) n.  A person who is easily tricked or cheated; a dupe.   —  v.  tr. 

gulled, gull·ing, gulls. To deceive or cheat.  [Probably from gull, to swallow 

(obsolete), from Middle English golen, to pretend to swallow, from gole, throat, 

perhaps from Old French goule. See GULLET.]

Gul·lah (gƒlùN) n.  1. One of a group of people of African ancestry inhabiting 

the Sea Islands and coastal areas of South Carolina, Georgia, and northern Flor-

ida.  2. The creolized language of the Gullahs, based on English but including 

vocabulary elements and grammatical features from several African languages 

and spoken in isolated communities from Georgetown in eastern South Carolina 

to northern Florida.  [Perhaps alteration of Angola, or from Gola, a people of 

Sierra Leone and Liberia.]

gul·let (gƒlùVt) n.  1. The esophagus.  2. The throat.  3. Zoology. An invagination 

into the cytoplasm of certain ciliates, used for food intake.  [Middle English golet, 

from Old French goulet, from goule, throat, from Latin gula.]

gul·li·ble (gƒlùN-bNl) adj.  Easily deceived or duped.  [From GULL
2.] 

—gulÙli·bilùi·ty n.  —gulùli·bly adv. 

Gul·li·ver (gƒlùN-vNr) n.  An Englishman who travels to the imaginary lands of 

Lilliput, Brobdingnag, and Laputa, and the country of the Houyhnhnms in 

Jonathan Swift’s satire Gulliver’s Travels (1726). 

Gull·strand (gƒlùstr4ndÙ), Allvar. 1862-1930.  Swedish ophthalmologist. He 

won a 1911 Nobel Prize for his study of the dioptrics of the human eye. 

gull·wing (gƒlùwVngÙ) adj.  Hinged at the top so as to swing upward. Used of a 

type of automobile door. 

gul·ly1 (gƒlùK) n.  pl. gul·lies. A deep ditch or channel cut in the earth by run-

ning water after a prolonged downpour.   —  v.  gul·lied, gul·ly·ing, gul·lies.  
—  v.  tr. To wear a deep ditch or channel in.   —  v.  intr. To form a deep ditch or 

channel.  [Perhaps alteration of Middle English golet, throat, channel. See GUL-

LET.]

gul·ly2 (gƒlùK) n.  pl. gul·lies. Chiefly British. A large knife.  [Short for dialectal 

gully knife : gully (probably alteration of Middle English golet, throat); see GULLET 

+ KNIFE.]

gulp (gƒlp) v.  gulped, gulp·ing, gulps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To swallow greedily or 

rapidly in large amounts:  gulp down coffee.  2. To choke back by or as if by swal-

lowing.   —  v.  intr. 1. To choke or gasp, as in swallowing large amounts of liquid.  



2. To swallow air audibly, as in nervousness.   —  n.  1. The act of gulping.  2. A 

large amount swallowed at one time.  3. Computer Science. A small group of bytes 

that may be either data or instruction.  [From Middle English gulpen, or from 

Flemish  or Dutch gulpen.] —gulpùer n.  —gulpùing·ly adv. 

gum1 (gƒm) n.  1. a. Any of various viscous substances that are exuded by cer-

tain plants and trees and dry into water-soluble, noncrystalline, brittle solids.  

b. A similar plant exudate, such as a resin.  c. Any of various adhesives made 

from such exudates or other sticky substance.   2. A substance resembling the vis-

cous substance exuded by certain plants, as in stickiness.  3. a. Any of various 

trees of the genera Eucalyptus, Liquidambar, or Nyssa that are sources of gum.  

b. The wood of such a tree; gumwood.   4. Chewing gum.   —  v.  gummed, 
gum·ming, gums.  —  v.  tr. To cover, smear, seal, fill, or fix in place with or as 

if with gum.   —  v.  intr. 1. To exude or form gum.  2. To become sticky or 

clogged.   —phrasal verb. gum up. To ruin or bungle:  gum up the works.  

[Middle English gomme, from Old French, from Late Latin gumma, variant of 

Latin gummi, cummi, from Greek kommi, perhaps from Egyptian \mj-t.]

gum2 (gƒm) n.  The firm connective tissue covered by mucous membrane that 

envelops the alveolar arches of the jaw and surrounds the bases of the teeth.  Also 

called gingiva  —  v.  tr. gummed, gum·ming, gums. To chew (food) with 

toothless gums.  [Middle English gome, from Old English goma, palate, jaw.]

gum ac·croi·des (gƒm N-kroiùdKz, 4k-roiù-) n.  See acaroid resin.  [Alter-

ation of New Latin acaroides. See ACAROID RESIN.]

gum ammoniac (gƒm N-moùnK-4kÙ) n.  See ammoniac2. 
gum arabic (gƒm 4rùN-bVk) n.  A gum exuded by various African trees of the 

genus Acacia, especially A. senegal, used in the preparation of pills and emulsions 

and the manufacture of mucilage and candies and in general as a thickener and 

colloidal stabilizer.  Also called acacia 

gum·ball (gƒmùbôlÙ) n.  A small ball of chewing gum with a colored sugar coat-

ing. 

gum band (gƒm b4nd) n.  Pennsylvania. See rubber band.  [Translation of 

German Gummiring.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Many Pennsylvanians are only a generation or two re-

moved from German-speaking homes. It is natural that the English spoken in

Pennsylvania would feature words borrowed directly from German. Gum band,

the local equivalent for rubber band, is derived from German Gummiring, “rubber

band.” Smearcase, a Pennsylvania term for cottage cheese, is from Schmierkäse,

“soft cheese that can be ‘smeared,’ or spread.” Other Pennsylvania expressions are

calques, or direct translations, of German idioms. For example, in the expression

The smearcase is all, a Pennsylvania word all comes from German alle, meaning



“finished.”

gum benjamin (gƒm bHnùjN-mNn) n.  See benzoin (n., sense 1). 

gum benzoin (gƒm bHnùzo-Vn) n.  See benzoin (n., sense 1). 

gum·bo (gƒmùbo) n.  pl. gum·bos. 1. a.  See okra (n., sense 1).  b. Chiefly 

Southern U.S. See okra (n., sense 2). See Regional note at goober.   2. A soup or 

stew thickened with okra pods.  Also called okra 3. A fine silty soil, common in 

the southern and western United States, that forms an unusually sticky mud when 

wet.  4. Gumbo. A patois spoken by some Black people and Creoles in Louisiana 

and the French West Indies.  [Louisiana French gombo, of Bantu origin; akin to 

Tshiluba ki-ngumbo, okra.]

gum·boil (gƒmùboilÙ) n.  A small boil or abscess on the gum, often resulting 

from tooth decay. 

gum·bo-lim·bo (gƒmÙbo-lVmùbo) n.  pl. gum·bo-lim·bos. An aromatic, res-

inous tree (Bursera simaruba) of Florida, Central America, and the West Indies, 

having compound leaves and small white flowers.  [Perhaps GUMBO + limbo (pos-

sibly of Bantu origin; akin to Kongo -dimbo, birdlime ).]

gum·drop (gƒmùdrmpÙ) n.  A small candy made of sweetened, colored, and fla-

vored gum arabic or gelatin and coated with coarse granulated sugar. 

gum·ma (gƒmùN) n.  pl. gum·mas or gum·ma·ta (gƒmùN-tN). A small, rub-

bery granuloma that has a necrotic center and is enclosed by an inflamed, fibrous 

capsule. It is characteristic of an advanced stage of syphilis.  [New Latin, from 

Late Latin, gum. See GUM
1.] —gumùma·tous adj. 

gum·mite (gƒmùXt) n.  An orange-red to grayish yellow mixture of several ura-

nium oxides, silicates, and salts occurring naturally in the oxidation and hydra-

tion of uraninite.  [German Gummit, from Gummi, gum, from Middle High 

German, from Medieval Latin, from Latin. See GUM
1.]

gum·mose (gƒmùosÙ) adj.  Variant of gummous. 
gum·mo·sis (gƒ-moùsVs) n.  The pathological formation of patches of gum on 

certain plants, such as sugar cane and some fruit trees, resulting from attack by 

insects, microorganisms, or adverse weather conditions.  [Latin gummi, gum; see 

GUM
1 + -OSIS.]

gum·mous (gƒmùNs) also gum·mose (-osÙ) adj.  Made of or resembling gum. 

gum·my (gƒmùK) adj.  gum·mi·er, gum·mi·est. 1. Consisting of or contain-

ing gum.  2. Covered or clogged with or as if with gum.  3. Having the texture or 

properties of gum; sticky and viscid.   —gumùmi·ness n. 

gum plant (gƒm pl4nt) n.  Any of several North American plants of the genus 

Grindelia, especially G. squarrosa, having sticky leaves and bracts and yellow, 

rayed flower heads. 

gump·tion (gƒmpùshNn) n.  Informal. 1. Boldness of enterprise; initiative or 

aggressiveness.  2. Guts; spunk.  3. Common sense.  [Scots.]



gum resin (gƒm rHzùVn) n.  A mixture of gum and resin that exudes from some 

plants or trees. 

gum·shoe (gƒmùshuÙ) n.  1. A sneaker or rubber overshoe.  2. Slang. An 

investigator, especially a detective.   —  v.  intr. gum·shoed, gum·shoe·ing, 
gum·shoes. Slang. 1. To work as a detective.  2. To move about stealthily; sneak. 

gum·wood (gƒmùwtdÙ) n.  The wood of a gum tree. 

gun (gƒn) n.  1. A weapon consisting of a metal tube from which a projectile is 

fired at high velocity into a relatively flat trajectory.  2. A cannon with a long bar-

rel and a relatively low angle of fire.  3. A portable firearm, such as a rifle or 

revolver.  4. A device resembling a firearm or cannon, as in its ability to project 

something, such as grease, under pressure or at great speed.  5. A discharge of a 

firearm or cannon as a signal or salute.  6. One, such as a hunter, who carries or 

uses a gun.  7. a. A person skilled in the use of a gun.  b. A professional killer:  a 

hired gun.   8. The throttle of an engine, as of an automobile.   —  v.  gunned, 
gun·ning, guns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To shoot (a person):  a bank robber who was 

gunned down by the police.  2. To open the throttle of (an engine) so as to acceler-

ate:  gunned the engine and sped off.  3. Maine. To hunt (game).   —  v.  intr. To 

hunt with a gun.   —phrasal verb. gun for. 1. To pursue relentlessly so as to 

overcome or destroy.  2. To go after in earnest; set out to obtain:  gunning for a 

promotion.   —idioms. go great guns. To proceed or perform with great 

speed, skill, or success.  under the gun. Under great pressure or under threat.  

[Middle English gonne, cannon, short for Gunilda, woman’s name applied to a 

siege engine, from Old Norse Gunnhildr, woman’s name  : gunnr, war; see 

gwhen- in Appendix + hildr, war.]

gun·boat (gƒnùbotÙ) n.  A small armed vessel. 

gunboat diplomacy (gƒnùbotÙ dV-ploùmN-sK) n.  Diplomacy involving 

intimidation by threat or use of military force: “in the days when gunboat diplo-

macy was a more accepted tool of world powers” (Christian Science Monitor). 

gun carriage (gƒn k4rùVj) n.  A frame or structure upon which a gun is 

mounted for firing or maneuvering. 

gun control (gƒn kNn-trolù) n.  Regulation of the sale and use of rifles and 

handguns. 

gun·cot·ton (gƒnùkmtÙn) n.  See nitrocellulose. 
gun dog (gƒn dôg) n.  A dog trained or bred to assist hunters, as in flushing or 

retrieving game. 

gun·fight (gƒnùfXtÙ) n.  A duel or battle with firearms.   —gunùfightÙer n. 

gun·fire (gƒnùfXrÙ) n.  The firing of guns. 

gun·flint (gƒnùflVntÙ) n.  The piece of flint used to strike the igniting spark in a 

flintlock. 

gung ho (gƒngù hoù) adj.  Slang. Extremely enthusiastic and dedicated.  [Earlier 

Gung Ho, motto of certain U.S. marine forces in Asia during World War II, from 



Chinese (Mandarin) gonghé, to work together (short for gongyèhézuòshè, Chinese 

Industrial Cooperative Society) : gong, work + hé, together.]

gun·ite (gƒnùXt) n.  A concrete mixture that is sprayed from a special gun over 

steel reinforcements in light construction.  [Originally a trademark.]

gunk (gƒngk) n.  Informal. A thick, greasy substance.  [After Gunk, a trademark 

for a degreasing solvent.]

gun·lock (gƒnùlmkÙ) n.  A device for igniting the charge of a firearm. 

gun·man (gƒnùmNn) n.  1. A man armed with a gun, especially an armed crim-

inal or a professional killer.  Also called gunslinger 2. A man skilled in the use of a 

gun. 

gun·met·al (gƒnùmHtÙl) n.  1. An alloy of copper with 10 percent tin.  2. Metal 

used for guns.  3. Color. A dark gray.   —gunùmetÙal adj. 

gun moll (gƒn mml) n.  Slang. The girlfriend of a gangster.  [Obsolete British 

slang gun, thief (short for ganef); see GANEF + MOLL.]

Gun·nar (gtnùärÙ, -Nr) n.  Mythology. The husband of Brynhild, the brother-in-

law of Sigurd, and the brother of Gudrun in the Volsunga Saga. 

Gunn·bjørn (gtnùbyôrnÙ), Mount. The highest peak, 3,702.4 m (12,139 ft), 

of Greenland, near the southeast coast. 

Gunn effect (gƒn V-fHktù) n.  Electronics. The production of microwave oscilla-

tions when a constant voltage in excess of a critical level is applied to opposite 

faces of a semiconductor.  [After John Battiscombe Gunn (born 1928), Egyptian-

born British physicist.]

gun·nel1 (gƒnùNl) n.  Any of various small, elongated fishes of the family Phol-

idae, common in the tidal pools and coastal waters of northern seas.  [Origin 

unknown.]

gun·nel2 (gƒnùNl) n.  Nautical. Variant of gunwale. 
gun·ner (gƒnùNr) n.  1. A member of the armed forces who operates a gun.  2. A 

warrant officer in the U.S. Marine Corps having charge of ordnance.  3. Chiefly 

British. An artillery soldier, especially a private.  4. One who hunts with a gun. 

gun·ner·a (gƒnùNr-N, gN-nVrùN) n.  Any of several plants of the tropical genus 

Gennera, having gigantic leaves and small, red to purple drupes.  [New Latin Gun-

nera, genus name, after Johann Ernst Gunnerus (1718-1773), Norwegian bota-

nist.]

gun·ner·y (gƒnùN-rK) n.  1. The science dealing with the techniques and proce-

dures of operating guns.  2. The use of guns. 

gunnery sergeant (gƒnùN-rK särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. GySgt 1. A noncommis-

sioned rank in the U.S. Marine Corps that is above staff sergeant and below mas-

ter sergeant and first sergeant.  2. One who holds this rank. 

gun·ning (gƒnùVng) n.  Maine. The sport of hunting: “Usually any kind of a tight 

camp will be kept available through our gunning... season” (John Gould). 



Gun·ni·son (gƒnùV-sNn)  A river, about 290 km (180 mi) long, of west-central 

Colorado flowing southwest, west, and northwest into the Colorado River at 

Grand Junction. 

gun·ny (gƒnùK) n.  A coarse, heavy fabric made of jute or hemp, used especially 

for bags or sacks.  See Regional note at gunnysack.  [Hindi gonX, from Sanskrit 

gohX, sack.]

gun·ny·sack (gƒnùK-s4kÙ) n.  Chiefly Western U.S. A bag or sack made of 

gunny. Regional. Also called crocus sackRegional., croker sackRegional., tow bagRe-

gional., tow sack.  

REGIONAL NOTE: A large sack made from loosely woven, coarse material

such as burlap goes by a variety of names in regional American English. In the

greater West the usual term is gunnysack, which ultimately comes from the San-

skrit word gonX, meaning “jute or hemp fiber.” In the Upper South such a sack is

called a tow sack, and in Eastern North Carolina, a tow bag. (The word tow is an-

other synonym for fabric made from jute or hemp and probably derives from an

Old English word for “spinning.”) In the Lower South the same type of bag is

called a crocus sack or a croker sack, both terms deriving from the word crocus.

According to Craig M. Carver, who draws on the research of Walter S. Avis, “Cro-

cus is a coarse, loosely woven material once worn by slaves and laborers and com-

mon in colonial New England. It probably took its name from the sacks in which

crocus or saffron was shipped.” Though the term crocus sack had virtually disap-

peared from New England by the end of the 19th century, it survives in the South.

gun·play (gƒnùpl7Ù) n.  A shooting of guns with intent to inflict harm. 

gun·point (gƒnùpointÙ) n.  The point of a gun.   —idiom. at gunpoint. 
Under the threat of being shot. 

gun·pow·der (gƒnùpouÙdNr) n.  Any of various explosive powders used to pro-

pel projectiles from guns, especially a black mixture of potassium nitrate, char-

coal, and sulfur. 

gunpowder tea (gƒnùpouÙdNr tK) n.  A Chinese green tea, each leaf of which 

is rolled into a pellet. 

gun·room (gƒnùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  The quarters of midshipmen and junior 

officers on a British warship. 

gun·run·ner (gƒnùrƒnÙNr) n.  One that smuggles firearms and ammunition.   
—gunùrunÙning n. 

gun·sel (gƒnùsNl) n.  Slang. A hoodlum or other criminal, especially one who 

carries a gun.  [Perhaps alteration (influenced by GUN), of Yiddish gendzl, gosling, 

diminutive of gandz, goose, from Middle High German gans, from Old High 

German. See ghans- in Appendix.]



gun·ship (gƒnùshVpÙ) n.  An armed aircraft, such as a helicopter, that is used to 

support troops and provide fire cover. 

gun·shot (gƒnùshmtÙ) n.  1. The shooting of a gun.  2. The range of a gun:  

within gunshot.  3. Shot fired from a gun.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  a gunshot wound; gunshot victims. 

gun-shy (gƒnùshXÙ) adj.  1. Afraid of loud noise, such as that of gunfire.  

2. Extremely distrustful or wary. 

gun·sling·er (gƒnùslVngÙNr) n.  See gunman (n., sense 1).  —gunùslingÙing 
n. 

gun·smith (gƒnùsmVthÙ) n.  One that makes or repairs firearms. 

gun·stock (gƒnùstmkÙ) n.  The handle of a gun. 

Gun·ter (gƒnùtNr), Edmund. 1581-1626.  English astronomer and mathemati-

cian who invented a surveying chain, quadrant, and scale and introduced the trig-

onometric terms cosine and cotangent. 

Gun·ter’s chain (gƒnùtNrz ch7n) n.  See chain (n., sense 8a).  [After Edmund 
GUNTER.]

Gun·ther (gtnùtNr) n.  Mythology. A king of Burgundy and the husband of 

Brunhild in the Nibelungenlied. 

Gun·ther (gƒnùthNr), John. 1901-1970.  American writer who combined jour-

nalistic observations and personal experience in a series of books, including 

Inside Europe (1936). He also wrote novels and autobiographical works. 

Gun·tur (gtn-ttrù)  A city of southeast India east-southeast of Hyderabad. 

Founded by the French in the 18th century, it was officially ceded to the British in 

1823. Population, 367,699. 

gun·wale also gun·nel (gƒnùNl) n.  Nautical. The upper edge of the side of a 

vessel.  [So called because guns were mounted on it.]

Guo·yu (gwôùyuù) also Kuo·yu (kwôù-) n.  See Mandarin (n., sense 4).  [Chi-

nese (Mandarin)  : guó, nation, country + y§, language.]

gup·py (gƒpùK) n.  pl. gup·pies. A small, brightly colored live-bearing freshwa-

ter fish (Poecilia reticulata or Lebistes reticulatus), native to northern South Amer-

ica and adjacent islands of the West Indies and popular in home aquariums.  

[After R.J. Lechmere Guppy (1836-1916), clergyman of Trinidad who first sup-

plied specimens to the British Museum.]

gur·gi·ta·tion (gûrÙjV-t7ùshNn) n.  A whirling or surging motion, as of water.  

[Late Latin gurgit7re, to engulf (from Latin gurges, gurgit-, whirlpool) + -ATION.]

gur·gle (gûrùgNl) v.  gur·gled, gur·gling, gur·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To flow in a 

broken, irregular current with a bubbling sound:  water gurgling from a bottle.  

2. To make a sound similar to this:  The baby gurgled with pleasure.   —  v.  tr. To 

express or pronounce with a broken, irregular, bubbling sound.  [From Middle 

English gurguling, a gurgling sound in the abdomen, from Medieval Latin 



*gurgul7re, to gurgle, from Latin gurgulio, gullet.] —gurùgle n.  —gurùgling·ly 
adv. 

Gur·kha (gtrùkN) n.  1. A member of a Rajput ethnic group predominant in 

Nepal.  2. A member of this people serving in the British or Indian armies.  

[Nepalese  : Sanskrit g7us, cow + Sanskrit rak}ati, he guards, protects.]

gur·nard (gûrùnNrd) n.  pl. gur·nards or gurnard. 1. Any of various widely 

distributed marine fishes of the family Triglidae, having large fanlike pectoral 

fins and a large armored head.  2. The flying gurnard.  [Middle English, from 

Old French gornart, from gronir, to grunt (from its grunting when caught), from 

Latin grunnXre.]

gur·ney (gûrùnK) n.  pl. gur·neys. A metal stretcher with wheeled legs, used for 

transporting patients.  [Possibly from the name Gurney.]

gu·ru (gtrùu, gt-ruù) n.  pl. gu·rus. 1. Hinduism. A personal spiritual 

teacher.  2. a. A teacher and guide in spiritual and philosophical matters.  b. A 

trusted counselor and adviser; a mentor.   3. a. A recognized leader in a field:  the 

guru of high finance.  b. An acknowledged and influential advocate, as of a move-

ment or idea: “In a culture that worships slimness, he was the Guru of Lean” (Erica 

Abeel).   [Hindi gur7, from Sanskrit guruU, from guru-, heavy, venerable. See 

gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

Gu·ryev (gtrùyNf)  A city of northwest Kazakhstan at the mouth of the Ural 

River on the Caspian Sea. Founded in 1645 as a military outpost, it was a fishing 

port until the development of the region’s petroleum resources in the 1930’s. Pop-

ulation, 145,000. 

gush (gƒsh) v.  gushed, gush·ing, gush·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To flow forth sud-

denly in great volume:  water gushing from a hydrant.  2. To emit a sudden and 

abundant flow, as of tears.  3. To make an excessive display of sentiment or 

enthusiasm:  gushed over the baby.   —  v.  tr. To emit abundantly; pour forth.   —  
n.  1. A sudden, copious outflow:  a gush of tears.  2. Excessively demonstrative 

language or behavior.  [Middle English gushen, perhaps of Scandanavian origin. 

See gheu- in Appendix.]

gush·er (gƒshùNr) n.  One that gushes, especially an abundantly flowing gas or 

oil well. 

gush·y (gƒshùK) adj.  gush·i·er, gush·i·est. Marked by excessive displays of 

sentiment or enthusiasm.   —gushùi·ly adv.  —gushùi·ness n. 

gus·set (gƒsùVt) n.  1. A triangular insert, as in the seam of a garment, for added 

strength or expansion.  2. A triangular metal bracket used to strengthen a joist.  

3. A piece of mail or plate armor protecting the joints in a suit of armor.  [Middle 

English, from Old French gousset, perhaps diminutive of gousse, pod, husk.]

gus·sy (gƒsùK) v.  tr. gus·sied, gus·sy·ing, gus·sies. Slang. To dress or deco-

rate elaborately; adorn or embellish:  gussied herself up in sequins and feathers.  



[Perhaps from Australian slang gussie, an effeminate man, diminutive of the per-

sonal name Augustus.]

gust1 (gƒst) n.  1. A strong, abrupt rush of wind.  2. A sudden burst, as of rain or 

smoke.  3. An outburst of emotion.   —  v.  intr. gust·ed, gust·ing, gusts. To 

blow in gusts.  [Probably from Old Norse gustr. See gheu- in Appendix.]

gust2 (gƒst) n.  1. Archaic. Relish; gusto.  2. Obsolete. a. The sense of taste.  

b. Personal taste or inclination; liking.   [Middle English guste, taste, from Latin 

gustus. See GUSTO.]

gus·ta·tion (gƒ-st7ùshNn) n.  The act or faculty of tasting.  [Latin gust7tio, 

gust7tion-, an appetizer, from gust7tus, past participle of gust7re, to taste, from 

gustus, taste. See GUSTO.]

gus·ta·to·ry (gƒsùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also gus·ta·tive (-tN-tVv) adj.  Of or relating 

to the sense of taste.   —gusÙta·toùri·ly adv. 

Gus·ta·vo A. Ma·de·ro (gt-stäùvo äÙ mN-dârùo, gu-stäùvô äÙ mä-thHùrô)  

See Guadalupe Hidalgo. 
Gus·ta·vus I (gƒs-t7ùvNs, -täù-), 1496-1560.  King of Sweden (1523-1560) who 

established Lutheranism as the state religion, proposed the hereditary succession 

of the throne, and established a standing army and navy. 

Gus·ta·vus II (gƒs-t7ùvNs, -täù-), Known as “Gustavus Adolphus.” 1594-1632.  

King of Sweden (1611-1632) who was drawn into the Thirty Years’ War by his 

desire to assure Swedish control of the Baltic States and was killed at the Battle of 

Lützen. 

Gus·ta·vus III (gƒs-t7ùvNs, -täù-), 1746-1792.  King of Sweden (1771-1792) 

who increased royal power, introduced reforms, and waged an unpopular war 

against Russia (1788-1790). 

Gus·ta·vus IV (gƒs-t7ùvNs, -täù-), 1778-1837.  King of Sweden (1792-1809) 

whose reign was marked by his hatred for Napoleon I. His tactless diplomacy and 

the loss of Swedish possessions to France and Russia led to his dethronement. 

Gus·ta·vus V (gƒs-t7ùvNs, -täù-), 1858-1950.  King of Sweden (1907-1950). A 

constitutional monarch, he kept Sweden neutral through both World Wars. 

Gus·ta·vus VI (gƒs-t7ùvNs, -täù-), 1882-1973.  King of Sweden (1950-1973). 

The last Swedish monarch with real political power, he was also an authority on 

Chinese art and archaeology. 

gus·to (gƒsùto) n.  pl. gus·toes. 1. Vigorous enjoyment; zest.  See Synonyms at 

zest.  2. Individual taste.  3. Archaic. Artistic style.  [Italian, from Latin gustus, 

taste. See geus- in Appendix.]

gust·y (gƒsùtK) adj.  gust·i·er, gust·i·est. 1. Blowing in or marked by gusts:  a 

gusty storm.  2. Characterized by sudden outbursts.   —gustùi·ly adv.  

—gustùi·ness n. 

gut (gƒt) n.  1. a. The alimentary canal or a portion thereof, especially the intes-

tine or stomach.  b. The embryonic digestive tube, consisting of the foregut, the 



midgut, and the hindgut.   2. guts. The bowels; entrails; viscera.  3. Slang. 

a. Innermost emotional or visceral response:  She felt in her gut that he was guilty.  

b. guts. The essential components or inner working parts: “The best part of a 

good car... is its guts” (Leigh Allison Wilson).   4. guts. Slang. a. Courage; forti-

tude.  b. Nerve; audacity.   5. Slang. A gut course.  6. A thin, tough cord made 

from the intestines of animals, usually sheep, used as strings for musical instru-

ments or as surgical sutures.  7. A narrow passage or channel.  8. Fibrous material 

taken from the silk gland of a silkworm before it spins a cocoon, used for fishing 

tackle.   —  v.  tr. gut·ted, gut·ting, guts. 1. To remove the intestines or 

entrails of; eviscerate.  2. To extract essential or major parts of:  gut a manuscript.  

3. To destroy the interior of:  Fire gutted the house.  4. To reduce or destroy the 

effectiveness of:  A stipulation added at the last minute gutted the ordinance.   —  
adj.  Slang. Arousing or involving basic emotions; visceral: “Conservationism is a 

gut issue in the West” (Saturday Review).   —idiom. gut it out. Slang. To show 

pluck and perseverance in the face of opposition or adversity.  [From Middle 

English guttes, entrails, from Old English guttas. See gheu- in Appendix.] 
—gutùty adj. 

GUT (gƒt) n.  Physics. Grand unified theory. 

gut·buck·et (gƒtùbƒkÙVt) n.  Music. 1. An early type of jazz characterized by a 

strong beat and rollicking delivery, similar to barrelhouse.  2. A homemade bass 

instrument.  [From gutbucket bass, a type of homemade bass instrument made 

from a bucket.]

gut course (gƒt kôrs) n.  Slang. An undemanding academic course of study.  

[Possibly from GUT, to extract, excerpt.]

Gu·ten·berg (gutùn-bûrgÙ), Johann or Johannes. 1400?-1468?.  German 

printer who is traditionally considered the inventor of movable type. His Mazarin 

Bible (c. 1455) is believed to be the first book printed with such type. 

Gü·ters·loh (guùtNrz-loÙ, güùtNrs-)  A city of northwest Germany south-south-

west of Bielefeld. It was chartered in 1825. Population, 78,414. 

Guth·rie (gƒthùrK), Woodrow Wilson. Known as “Woody.” 1912-1967.  

American folk singer and composer of numerous songs about hardship and social 

injustice. His best-known composition is “This Land Is Your Land” (1940). 

Guth·run (gtthùrunÙ) n.  Variant of Gudrun. 
gut·less (gƒtùlVs) adj.  Slang. 1. Lacking courage or drive.  2. Lacking substance; 

weak or insignificant.   —gutùless·ness n. 

guts·y (gƒtùsK) adj.  guts·i·er, guts·i·est. Slang. 1. Marked by courage or dar-

ing; plucky.  2. Robust and uninhibited; lusty: “the gutsy... intensity of her musical 

involvement” (Judith Crist).   —gutsùi·ly adv.  —gutsùi·ness n. 

gut·ta (gƒtùN) n.  pl. gut·tae (gƒtùKÙ). 1. Architecture. One of a series of small, 

droplike ornaments on a Doric entablature.  2.  Abbr. gt. Pharmacology. A drop, 

as of liquid medicine.  [Middle English, from Latin, drop.]



gut·ta-per·cha (gƒtÙN-pûrùchN) n.  A rubbery substance derived from the latex 

of any of several tropical trees of the genera Palaquium and Payena, used as an 

electrical insulator, as a waterproofing compound, and in golf balls.  [Malay gItah 

pIrca : gItah, sap + pIrca, strip of cloth.]

gut·tate (gƒtù7tÙ) also gut·tat·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having or resembling drops.  

2. Spotted as if by drops.  [Latin gutt7tus, speckled, from gutta, drop.]

gut·ta·tion (gƒ-t7ùshNn) n.  The exudation of water from leaves as a result of 

root pressure. 

gut·ter (gƒtùNr) n.  1. A channel at the edge of a street or road for carrying off 

surface water.  2. A trough fixed under or along the eaves for draining rainwater 

from a roof. Regional. Also called eaves spoutRegional., eaves troughRegional., 

rainspoutRegional., spouting.  3. A furrow or groove formed by running water.  

4. A trough or channel for carrying something off, such as that on either side of a 

bowling alley.  5. Printing. The white space formed by the inner margins of two 

facing pages, as of a book.  6. A degraded and squalid class or state of human 

existence.   —  v.  gut·tered, gut·ter·ing, gut·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To form gut-

ters or furrows in.  2. To provide with gutters.   —  v.  intr. 1. To flow in channels 

or rivulets.  2. To melt away through the side of the hollow formed by a burning 

wick. Used of a candle.  3. To burn low and unsteadily; flicker.   —  adj.  Befitting 

the lowest class of human life; vulgar, sordid, or unprincipled:  gutter language; 

the gutter press.  [Middle English goter, guter, from Old French gotier, from gote, 

drop, from Latin gutta.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Certain household words have proved important as mark-

ers for major U.S. dialect boundaries. The channels along the edge of a roof for

carrying away rainwater (normally referred to in the plural) are variously known

as eaves spouts or eaves troughs in New England and the Great Lakes states, spout-

ing or rainspouts in New Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania, and the Delmarva Peninsu-

la, and gutters from Virginia southward. The transition points mark unusually

clear boundaries for the three major dialect areas—Northern, Midland, and

Southern—traditionally acknowledged by scholars of American dialects. Atypi-

cally, Southern gutters seems to have become the standard U.S. term.

gut·ter·snipe (gƒtùNr-snXpÙ) n.  1. A street urchin.  2. A person of the lowest 

class. 

gut·tur·al (gƒtùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the throat.  2. Having a harsh, 

grating quality, as certain sounds produced in the back of the mouth.  

3. Linguistics. Velar.  [French, from New Latin guttur7lis, from Latin guttur, 

throat.] —gutùtur·al·ism, gutÙtur·alùi·ty (-N-r4lùV-tK) , gutùtur·al·ness n.  

—gutùtur·al·ly adv. 



gut·tur·al·ize (gƒtùNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. gut·tur·al·ized, gut·tur·al·iz·ing, 
gut·tur·al·iz·es. 1. To pronounce in a guttural manner.  2. Linguistics. To velar-

ize.   —gutÙtur·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

guy1 (gX) n.  A rope, cord, or cable used to steady, guide, or secure something.   
—  v.  tr. guyed, guy·ing, guys. To steady, guide, or secure with a rope, cord, 

or cable.  [Partly from Middle English gie, guide, guy (from Old French guie, 

from guier, to guide); see weid- in Appendix, and partly from Low German; akin 

to Dutch gei, brail .]

guy2 (gX) n.  1. Informal. A man; a fellow.  2. guys. Informal. Persons of either 

sex.  3. Chiefly British. A person of odd or grotesque appearance or dress.  4.  
Often Guy. An effigy of Guy Fawkes paraded through the streets of English 

towns and burned on Guy Fawkes Day.   —  v.  tr. guyed, guy·ing, guys. To 

hold up to ridicule; mock.  [After Guy FAWKES.]

Guy·a·na (gX-4nùN, -äùnN) Formerly Brit·ish Gui·a·na (brVtùVsh gK-4nùN, -äùnN, 

gX-). Abbr. Guy.  A country of northeast South America on the Atlantic Ocean. 

Settled originally by the Dutch in the 17th century, it was a British colony from 

1814 until 1966, when it gained its independence. Georgetown is the capital and 

the largest city. Population, 918,000.   —GuyÙa·neseù (-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n. 

Guy·enne (gK-Hnù)  See Guienne. 
Guy Fawkes Day (gXù fôksù d7) n.  November 5, observed in Great Britain to 

commemorate the foiling of the attempt led by Guy Fawkes in 1605 to blow up 

the king and members of Parliament in retaliation for increasing repression of 

Roman Catholics in England. 

guy·ot (gKùo) n.  A flat-topped submarine mountain.  [After Arnold Henri 

Guyot (1807-1884), Swiss-born American geologist and geographer.]

Guz·mán Blan·co (gus-mänù blängùko), Antonio. 1829-1899.  Venezuelan 

political leader. Ousted from the vice-presidency (1868), he led a revolution, 

ruled as dictator (1870-1889), and was overthrown in a coup d’état. 

guz·zle (gƒzùNl) v.  guz·zled, guz·zling, guz·zles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drink 

greedily or habitually:  guzzle beer.  2. To consume to excess:  a car that guzzles gas.   
—  v.  intr. To drink, especially alcoholic beverages, greedily or habitually.  [Origin 

unknown.] —guzùzler n. 

GVW abbr.  Gross vehicular weight. 

GW abbr.  Gigawatt. 

Gwa·li·or (gwäùlK-ôrÙ)  A city of north-central India south of Agra. The city has 

many fine architectural remains from the Mogul era. Population, 539,015. 

gwe·duc (guùK-dƒkÙ) n.  Variant of geoduck. 
Gwin·net (gwN-nHtù), Button. 1735?-1777.  American Revolutionary patriot 

primarily known for the value of his few existing autographs. 

Gwyn  or Gwynne (gwVn), Eleanor. Known as “Nell.” 1650?-1687.  English 

actress. She was the lover of Charles II after c. 1668. 



gybe (jXb) v.  & n.  Nautical. Variant of jibe1. 
gym (jVm) n.  Sports. 1. A gymnasium.  2. A school course in physical education.  

3. A metal frame supporting equipment used in outdoor play. 

gym. abbr.  Sports. Gymnastics. 

gym·kha·na (jVm-käùnN) n.  Sports. 1. Any of various meets at which contests 

are held to test the skill of the competitors, as in equestrianship, gymnastics, or 

sports car racing.  2. The place where such an event is held.  [Probably alteration 

(influenced by GYMNASTICS), of Hindi gend-kh7n7, racket court  : gend, ball + 

kh7na, house (from Persian).]

gym·na·si·um (jVm-n7ùzK-Nm) n.  pl. gym·na·si·ums or gym·na·si·a (-zK-N). 
1. Sports. A room or building equipped for indoor sports.  2.  (gVm-näùzKtmÙ) 

An academic high school in some central European countries, especially Ger-

many, that prepares students for the university.  [Latin, school, from Greek gum-

nasion, from gumnazein, to exercise naked, from gumnos, naked. See nogw- in 

Appendix.]

gym·nast (jVmùn4stÙ, -nNst) n.  Sports. A person who is trained and skilled in 

gymnastics, especially one who engages in competition.  [French gymnaste, from 

Greek gumnastKs, trainer of professional athletes, from gumnazein, to exercise. 

See GYMNASIUM.]

gym·nas·tic (jVm-n4sùtVk) adj.  Sports. Of or relating to gymnastics.   
—gym·nasùti·cal·ly adv. 

gym·nas·tics (jVm-n4sùtVks) n.  1.  Abbr. gym. Sports. a. (used with a pl. verb). 

Physical exercises designed to develop and display strength, balance, and agility, 

especially those performed on or with specialized apparatus.  b. (used with a sing. 

verb). The art or practice of such exercises.   2. (used with a pl. verb). a. Complex 

intellectual or artistic exercises:  mental gymnastics.  b. Informal. Feats of physical 

agility:  had to go through gymnastics to cross the slippery walk.  

gym·nos·o·phist (jVm-nmsùN-fVst) n.  One of an ancient sect of Hindu ascetics 

who wore little or no clothing and were devoted to mystical contemplation.  

[Middle English gumnosophist, from sing. of Latin gymnosophistae, from Greek 

gumnosophistai : gumnos, naked; see nogw- in Appendix + sophistKs, expert; see 

SOPHIST.]

gym·no·sperm (jVmùnN-spûrmÙ) n.  A plant, such as a cycad or conifer, whose 

seeds are not enclosed within an ovary.  [From New Latin Gymnospermae, class 

name, from Greek gumnospermos : gumnos, naked; see nogw- in Appendix + 

sperma, seed; see SPERM
1.] —gymÙno·sperùmous adj.  —gymùno·sperÙmy n. 

gyn. abbr.  1. Gynecological.  2. Gynecologist.  3. Gynecology. 

gyn- pref.  Variant of gyno-. 
gy·nan·dro·morph (jV-n4nùdrN-môrfÙ, gX-, jX-) n.  An organism having both 

male and female characteristics, especially an insect exhibiting a mixture of male 

and female tissues or sex organs.   —gy·nanÙdro·morùphic, 



gy·nanÙdro·morùphous adj.  —gy·nanÙdro·morùphism, 
gy·nanùdro·morÙphy n. 

gy·nan·drous (jV-n4nùdrNs, gX-, jX-) adj.  Having the stamens and pistil united 

to form a column, as in orchids. 

gyn·ar·chy (jVnùärÙkK, jXùnärÙ-, gXù-) n.  pl. gyn·ar·chies. Government by 

women.   —gyn·arùchic adj. 

-gyne suff.  Female reproductive organ:  trichogyne.  [From Greek gunK, woman. 

See gwen- in Appendix.]

gyneco-  or gynec- pref.  Woman:  gynecology.  [Greek gunaiko-, from gunK, 

gunaik-, woman. See GYNO-.]

gyn·e·coc·ra·cy (jVnÙV-kmkùrN-sK, gXÙ-nV-, jXÙ-)  or gy·noc·ra·cy (jV-nmkùrN-sK, 

gX-, jX-) n.  pl. gyn·e·coc·ra·cies. 1. Government by women.  2. A society ruled 

by women.  [Greek gunaikokratia : gunK, gunaik-, woman; see gwen- in Appendix 

+ -kratia, -cracy.] —gynÙe·co·cratùic (-kN-kr4tùVk) adj. 

gyn·e·coid (jVnùV-koidÙ, gXùnV-, jXù-) adj.  Characteristic of a woman. 

gynecol. abbr.  1. Gynecological.  2. Gynecologist.  3. Gynecology. 

gy·ne·col·o·gy (gXÙnV-kmlùN-jK, jVnÙV-, jXÙnV-) n.  Abbr. gyn., gynecol. The 

branch of medicine dealing with the administration of health care to women, 

especially the diagnosis and treatment of disorders affecting the female reproduc-

tive organs.   —gyÙne·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl), gyÙne·co·logùic adj.  

—gyÙne·colùo·gist n. 

gyn·e·co·mas·ti·a (jVnÙV-ko-m4sùtK-N, gXÙnV-, jXÙ-) n.  Abnormal enlargement 

of the breasts in a male. 

gyn·e·cop·a·thy (jVnÙV-kmpùN-thK, gXÙnV-, jXÙ-) n.  pl. gyn·e·cop·a·thies. Any 

of various diseases specific to women. 

gyno-  or gyn- pref.  1. Woman:  gynarchy.  2. Female reproductive organ; pistil:  

gynophore.  [From Greek gunK, woman. See gwen- in Appendix.]

gy·noc·ra·cy (jV-nmkùrN-sK, gX-, jX-) n.  Variant of gynecocracy. 
gyn·o·di·oe·cious (jVnÙo-dX-KùshNs, gXÙno-, jXÙ-) adj.  Having bisexual flowers 

on some plants and only female flowers on other plants of the same species.   
—gyÙno·di·oeùcism (jXÙno-dX-KùsVzÙNm, gXÙ-) n. 

gy·noe·ci·um (jV-nKùsK-Nm, gX-, jX-) n.  pl. gy·noe·ci·a (-sK-N). The female 

reproductive organs of a flower; the pistil or pistils considered as a group.  [New 

Latin, alteration (influenced by Greek oikos, house); see ECOLOGY, of Latin gynaec-

Kum, women’s apartments, from Greek gunaikeion, from neuter of gunaikeios, of 

women, from gunK, gunaik-, woman. See gwen- in Appendix.]

gyn·o·gen·e·sis (jVnÙN-jHnùV-sVs, gXÙnN-, jXÙ-) n.  Parthenogenesis in which the 

egg is activated by sperm, but without fusion of the egg and sperm nuclei. 

gyn·o·phore (jVnùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ, gXùnN-, jXù-) n.  The stalk of a pistil.   
—gynÙo·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj. 



-gynous suff.  1. Of, relating to, or having a specified number or kind of 

females:  heterogynous.  2. a. Of, relating to, or situated in a specified place with 

respect to female plant organs:  epigynous.  b. Having a specified number or kind 

of female plant organs:  protogynous.   [From New Latin -gynus, from Greek gunK, 

woman. See gwen- in Appendix.]

-gyny suff.  1. The state or condition of having a specified number of women or 

females:  monogyny.  2. a. The condition of being situated in a specified place 

with respect to female plant organs:  epigyny.  b. The condition of having a speci-

fied number or kind of female plant organs:  protogyny.   [From Greek gunK, 

woman. See gwen- in Appendix.]

Gyoár (dyûr, dyœr)  A city of northwest Hungary near the Czechoslovakian bor-

der. On the site of a Roman military outpost evacuated in the fourth century A.D., 

it was later a Magyar stronghold and a royal free town (after 1743). Population, 

128,252. 

gyo·za (gyoùzN, gyôùzäù) n.  A Japanese dish consisting of pockets of dough that 

are stuffed, as with minced pork or shrimp, and fried.  [Japanese.]

gyp also gip (jVp) Slang. v.  tr. gypped also gipped, gyp·ping also gip·ping, 
gyps also gips. To deprive (another) of something by fraud; cheat or swindle.   
—  n.  1. A fraud or swindle.  2. One who defrauds; a swindler.  [Probably short 

for GYPSY.] —gypùper n. 

gyp joint (jVp joint) n.  Slang. A business establishment that makes a practice of 

overcharging or cheating its customers. 

gyp·sif·er·ous (jVp-sVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing gypsum.  [GYPS(UM) + -FEROUS.]

gyp·soph·i·la (jVp-smfùN-lN) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Gypsophila, 

having small white or pink flowers and including baby’s breath.  [New Latin Gyp-

sophila, genus name  : Greek gupsos, chalk; see GYPSUM + Greek philos, loving; see -

PHILE.]

gyp·so·phile (jVpùsN-fXlÙ) n.  A plant living in gypsiferous soil.  [GYPS(UM) + -

PHILE.]

gyp·sum (jVpùsNm) n.  A widespread colorless, white, or yellowish mineral, 

CaSO4·2H2O, used in the manufacture of plaster of Paris, various plaster prod-

ucts, and fertilizers.  [Middle English gipsum, from Latin gypsum, from Greek 

gupsos, probably of Semitic origin.]

gypsum board (jVpùsNm bôrd) n.  See plasterboard. 
Gyp·sy also Gip·sy (jVpùsK) n.  pl. Gyp·sies. 1. A member of a nomadic people 

that arrived in Europe in migrations from northern India around the 14th cen-

tury, now also living in North America and Australia. Many Gypsy groups have 

preserved elements of their traditional culture, including an itinerant existence, 

tribal organization, and the Romany language.  2.  See Romany (n., sense 2).  

3. gypsy. One inclined to a nomadic, unconventional way of life.  4. A person 

who moves from place to place as required for employment, especially: a. A part-



time or temporary member of a college faculty.  b. A member of the chorus line 

in a theater production.   [Alteration of Middle English gypcian, short for 

Egipcien, Egyptian (so called because they were thought to have come from 

Egypt).]

gypsy cab (jVpùsK k4b) n.  A taxicab that is licensed only to respond to calls but 

often cruises the streets for passengers. 

gypsy moth (jVpùsK môth) n.  1. A European moth (Lymantria dispar) having 

hairy caterpillars that feed on foliage and are destructive to trees and shrubs. It 

was introduced into the United States in the late 1800’s.  2. Informal. A moderate 

Republican representing a northeast or midwestern urban area in the U.S. House 

of Representatives. 

gy·ral (jXùrNl) adj.  1. Moving in a circle or spiral; gyratory.  2. Of or relating to a 

gyrus.   —gyùral·ly adv. 

gy·rate (jXùr7tÙ) v.  intr. gy·rat·ed, gy·rat·ing, gy·rates. 1. To revolve around 

a fixed point or axis.  2. To revolve in or as if in a circle or spiral.  See Synonyms at 

turn.   —  adj.  Biology. In rings; coiled or convoluted.  [Late Latin g«r7re, g«r7t-, 

from Latin g«rus, circle. See GYRE.] —gyùraÙtor n. 

gy·ra·tion (jX-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of gyrating.  2. a. Circular or spiral 

motion.  b. Circular or spiral movement resembling that of a gyrating object: 

“increased volatility and unprecedented gyrations in interest rates” (Jack Egan).  

gy·ra·to·ry (jXùrN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Having a circular or spiral motion. 

gyre (jXr) n.  1. A circular or spiral form; a vortex: “rain swirling the night into 

tunnels and gyres” (Anthony Hyde).  2. A circular or spiral motion, especially a 

circular ocean current.   —  v.  intr. gyred, gyr·ing, gyres. To whirl.  [Latin 

g«rus, from Greek guros.]

gy·rene (jX-rKnù) n.  Slang. A member of the U.S. Marine Corps.  [Perhaps alter-

ation of GI1 + (MA)RINE.]

gyr·fal·con also ger·fal·con (jûrùf4lÙkNn, -fôlÙ-, -fôÙ-) n.  A large falcon (Falco 

rusticolus) of Arctic regions, having color phases that range from black to gray to 

white.  [Middle English girfaucoun, from Old French girfaut, gerfaucon : Old 

High German gXr, vulture + Old French faucon, falcon; see FALCON.]

gy·ri (jXùrXÙ) n.  Plural of gyrus. 
gy·ro1 (jXùro) n.  pl. gy·ros. 1. A gyroscope.  2. A gyrocompass. 

gy·ro2 (jXùro, jKù-) n.  pl. gy·ros. A sandwich made usually of sliced roasted lamb, 

onion, and tomato stuffed in pita bread.  [From Modern Greek guros, a turning, 

from Greek, circle (from the turning of the meat on a spit).]

gyro- pref.  1. Spinning:  gyromagnetic.  2. Circle; spiral:  gyroplane.  

3. Gyroscopic:  gyrostabilizer.  [Greek guro-, circular, from guros, circle.]

gy·ro·com·pass (jXùro-kƒmÙpNs, -kmmÙ-) n.  A compass with a motorized 

gyroscope whose angular momentum interacts with the force produced by the 



earth’s rotation to maintain a north-south orientation of the gyroscopic spin axis, 

thereby providing a stable directional reference. 

gy·ro·mag·net·ic (jXÙro-m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or resulting from the 

magnetic properties of a spinning, electrically charged particle. 

gyromagnetic ratio (jXÙro-m4g-nHtùVk r7ùsho) n.  The ratio of the magnetic 

moment to the intrinsic angular momentum of a spinning particle. 

gy·ro pilot (jXùro pXùlNt) n.  An automatic pilot incorporating a gyroscope that 

initiates corrections to control surfaces on aircraft and thus maintains a preset 

course and altitude. 

gy·ro·plane (jXùrN-pl7nÙ) n.  An aircraft, such as a helicopter or autogyro, 

equipped with wings that rotate about an approximately vertical axis. 

gy·ro·scope (jXùrN-skopÙ) n.  A device consisting of a spinning mass, typically a 

disk or wheel, mounted on a base so that its axis can turn freely in one or more 

directions and thereby maintain its orientation regardless of any movement of the 

base.   —gyÙro·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —gyÙro·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 

gy·ro·sta·bi·liz·er (jXÙro-st7ùbN-lXÙzNr) n.  An instrument having a heavy gyro-

scope whose axis spins in a vertical plane to reduce the side-to-side rolling of a 

ship or aircraft. 

gy·ro·stat (jXùrN-st4tÙ) n.  A gyroscope consisting of a rotating wheel in a rigid 

case.   —gyÙro·statùic adj.  —gyÙro·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

gy·rus (jXùrNs) n.  pl. gy·ri (-rXÙ). Any of the prominent, rounded, elevated con-

volutions on the surfaces of the cerebral hemispheres.  [Latin g«rus, circle. See 

GYRE.]

GySgt abbr.  Gunnery sergeant. 

gyve (jXv) Archaic. n.  A shackle or fetter, especially for the leg.   —  v.  tr. gyved, 
gyv·ing, gyves. To shackle or fetter.  [From Middle English gives, gyves.]



                                                                                                                                                                                       
h1  or H (7ch) n.  pl. h’s or H’s. 1. The eighth letter of the modern English alpha-

bet.  2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter h.  3. The eighth in a 

series.  4. Something shaped like the letter H. 

h2  The symbol for Planck’s constant. 
h3 abbr.  1.  Also h.. Hit.  2. Hour. 

H1  1.  The symbol for the element hydrogen. 2.  The symbol for enthalpy. 
H2 abbr.  1. Physics. Hamiltonian.  2. Henry.  3. Humidity. 

h. also H. abbr.  1. Harbor.  2. Hard; hardness.  3. Height.  4. High.  5. Music. 

Horn.  6. Hundred.  7. Husband. 

ha1 also hah (hä) interj.  Used to express surprise, wonder, triumph, puzzlement, 

or pique. 

ha2 abbr.  1. Hectare.  2. Latin. Hoc anno (this year).  3. Hour angle. 

Haa·kon VII (hôùkNn, -ktnÙ), 1872-1957.  King of Norway (1905-1957) who 

headed the exiled Norwegian government in London during the Nazi occupation 

of his country (1940-1945). 

Haar·lem (härùlNm)  A city of western Netherlands near the North Sea west of 

Amsterdam. Chartered in 1245, it is an industrial city best known as a flower-

growing center and distribution point for bulbs, especially tulips. Population, 

152,511. 

Haar·lem·mer·meer (härÙlN-mNr-mârù)  A city of western Netherlands west-

northwest of Amsterdam in an agricultural area. Population, 83,428. 

Ha·bak·kuk (h4bùN-kƒkÙ, -ktkÙ, hN-b4kùNk) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of 

the late seventh century B.C.  2.  Abbr. Hab. A book of the Bible.  See Table at 

Bible.  [Hebrew ¶4baqqûq.]

ha·ba·ne·ra (häÙbN-nârùN, äÙbN-) n.  1. A slow Cuban dance.  2. The music for 

this dance, in duple time.  [Spanish (danza) habanera, (dance) of Havana, from 

La Habana, Havana, Cuba.]

hab. corp. abbr.  Law. Habeas corpus. 

hab·da·lah also Hab·da·lah (hävÙdä-läù, häv-dôùlN) n.  Judaism. A religious 

ceremony observed at the close of the Sabbath or a holy day.  [Hebrew habd7lâ, 

separation.]

ha·be·as corpus (h7ùbK-Ns kôrùpNs) n.  Abbr. hab. corp. Law. One of a vari-

ety of writs that may be issued to bring a party before a court or judge, having as 

its function the release of the party from unlawful restraint.  [Middle English, 

from Medieval Latin habe7s corpus : Latin habe7s, second person sing. present 

subjunctive of habKre, to have + Latin corpus, body (from the first words of the 

writ).]

Ha·ber (häùbNr), Fritz. 1868-1934.  German chemist. He won a 1918 Nobel Prize 

for the synthetic production of ammonia. 

Haber-Bosch process (häùbNr-bôshù prmsùHsÙ) n.  See Haber process.  
[After Fritz HABER, and Karl BOSCH.]



hab·er·dash·er (h4bùNr-d4shÙNr) n.  1. A dealer in men’s furnishings.  

2. Chiefly British. A dealer in sewing notions and small wares.  [Middle English, 

probably from Anglo-Norman hapertas, petty wares.]

hab·er·dash·er·y (h4bùNr-d4shÙN-rK) n.  pl. hab·er·dash·er·ies. 1. A haber-

dasher’s shop.  2. The goods and wares sold by a haberdasher. 

hab·er·geon (h4bùNr-jNn) also hau·ber·geon (hôù-) n.  1. A short, sleeveless 

coat of mail.  2. A hauberk.  [Middle English, from Old French hauberjon, from 

hauberc, hauberk. See HAUBERK.]

Haber process (häùbNr prmsùHsÙ) n.  The principal commercial method of pro-

ducing ammonia, by direct combination of nitrogen and hydrogen under high 

pressure in the presence of a catalyst, often iron.  Also called Haber-Bosch process 

[After Fritz HABER.]

hab·ile (h4bùVl) adj.  Generally able or adroit; handy.  [Middle English habil, 

from Old French habile, from Latin habilis, from habKre, to handle. See ghabh- 
in Appendix.]

ha·bil·i·ment (hN-bVlùN-mNnt) n.  1.  Often habiliments. a. The special dress 

or garb associated with an occasion or office: “shrouded from head to foot in the 

habiliments of the grave” (Edgar Allan Poe).  b. Clothes.   2. habiliments. Char-

acteristic furnishings or equipment; trappings:  surrounded by the habiliments of 

the television news industry.  [Middle English habilement, from Old French 

habillement, from habiller, to clothe, alteration (influenced by habit, clothing); see 

HABIT, of abiller, to prepare, strip a tree of its branches  : a-, toward (from Latin 

ad-); see AD- + bille, log; see BILLET
2.]

ha·bil·i·tate (hN-bVlùV-t7tÙ) v.  ha·bil·i·tat·ed, ha·bil·i·tat·ing, ha·bil·i·tates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To clothe.  2. To fit out or equip (a mine) for operation.  3. Obsolete. 

To impart an ability or capacity to.   —  v.  intr. To qualify oneself for a post or 

office.  [Late Latin habilit7re, habilit7t-, to enable, from Latin habilit7s, habilit7t-, 

ability, from habilis, able. See HABILE.] —ha·bilÙi·taùtion n. 

hab·it (h4bùVt) n.  1. a. A recurrent, often unconscious pattern of behavior that 

is acquired through frequent repetition.  b. An established disposition of the 

mind or character.   2. Customary manner or practice:  a person of ascetic habits.  

3. An addiction, especially to a narcotic drug.  4. Physical constitution.  

5. Characteristic appearance, form, or manner of growth, especially of a plant or 

crystal.  6. a. A distinctive dress or costume, especially of a religious order.  b. A 

riding habit.    —  v.  tr. hab·it·ed, hab·it·ing, hab·its. To clothe; dress.  [Mid-

dle English, clothing, from Old French, clothing, behavior, custom, from Latin 

habitus, from past participle of habKre, to have. See ghabh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: habit, practice, custom, usage, use, wont, habitude. These nouns

denote patterns of behavior established by continual repetition. Habit applies to

a way of acting so ingrained in an individual that it is done without conscious



thought: trying to break the smoking habit; has a habit of closing his eyes when he

tells a story. “Habit rules the unreflecting herd” (William Wordsworth). Practice de-

notes a customary, often chosen pattern of individual or group behavior: It is our

practice to eat an early dinner. “You will find it a very good practice always to verify

your references, sir” (Martin Joseph Routh). Custom is either individual or group

behavior as established by long practice and especially by accepted conventions:

“No written law has ever been more binding than unwritten custom supported by

popular opinion” (Carrie Chapman Catt). Usage refers to customary practice that

has become an accepted standard for a group and thus regulates individual be-

havior: “laws.... corrected, altered, and amended by acts of parliament and common

usage” (William Blackstone). Use and wont are terms for the customary and dis-

tinctive practice of an individual or a group: “situations where the use and wont of

their fathers no longer meet their necessities” (J.A. Froude). Habitude refers to an

individual’s habitual disposition to behave in a certain way rather than to a spe-

cific act: “His real habitude gave life and grace/To appertainings and to ornament”

(Shakespeare).

hab·it·a·ble (h4bùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Suitable to live in or on; inhabitable:  habitable 

land.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin habit7bilis, from habit7re, to 

dwell, frequentative of habKre, to have. See ghabh- in Appendix.] 
—habÙit·a·bilùi·ty, habùit·a·ble·ness n.  —habùit·a·bly adv. 

hab·i·tant (h4bùV-tNnt) n.  1. An inhabitant.  2.  Also ha·bi·tan (4ÙbK-täNù). An 

inhabitant of French descent living in Canada, especially Quebec, or in Louisiana.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from present participle of habiter, to dwell, 

from Latin habit7re. See HABITABLE.]

hab·i·tat (h4bùV-t4tÙ) n.  1. The area or type of environment in which an organ-

ism or ecological community normally lives or occurs:  a marine habitat.  2. The 

place in which a person or thing is most likely to be found.  [Latin, it dwells, third 

person sing. present of habit7re, to dwell. See HABITABLE.]

hab·i·ta·tion (h4bÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of inhabiting or the state of being 

inhabited.  2. a. A natural environment or locality.  b. A place of abode; a resi-

dence.   [Middle English habitacioun, from Latin habit7tio, habit7tion-, from 

habit7tus, past participle of habit7re, to dwell. See HABITABLE.]

hab·it-form·ing (h4bùVt-fôrÙmVng) adj.  1. Capable of leading to physiological 

or psychological dependence:  a habit-forming drug.  2. Tending to become habit-

ual:  The taste of success may become habit-forming. 

ha·bit·u·al (hN-bVchùu-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of the nature of a habit:  habitual lying.  

b. Being such by force of habit:  a habitual liar.  See Synonyms at chronic.   
2. Established by long use; usual:  my habitual place.  See Synonyms at usual.  
—ha·bitùu·al·ly adv.  —ha·bitùu·al·ness n. 



ha·bit·u·ate (hN-bVchùu-7tÙ) v.  ha·bit·u·at·ed, ha·bit·u·at·ing, 
ha·bit·u·ates.  —  v.  tr. To accustom by frequent repetition or prolonged expo-

sure.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cause physiological or psychological habituation, as to a 

drug.  2. Psychology. To experience habituation.  [From Middle English, accus-

tomed, from Late Latin habitu7tus, past participle of habitu7rX, to be in a condi-

tion, from Latin habitus, condition, habit. See HABIT.]

ha·bit·u·a·tion (hN-bVchÙu-7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of habituating or the 

state of being habituated.  2. a. Physiological tolerance to a drug resulting from 

repeated use.  b. Psychological dependence on a drug.   3. Psychology. The decline 

of a conditioned response following repeated exposure to the conditioned stimu-

lus. 

hab·i·tude (h4bùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  A habitual tendency or way of behaving.  

See Synonyms at habit.  [Middle English, from Latin habit7do, condition, from 

habitus. See HABIT.]

ha·bit·u·é (hN-bVchùu-7Ù, hN-bVchÙu-7ù) n.  A person who frequents a particu-

lar place, especially a place offering a specific pleasurable activity.  See Synonyms 

at votary.  [French, from past participle of habituer, to accustom, frequent, from 

Old French, from Late Latin habitu7rX, to be in a condition. See HABITUATE.]

hab·i·tus (h4bùV-tNs) n.  pl. habitus. The physical and constitutional character-

istics of an individual, especially as related to the tendency to develop a certain 

disease.  [Latin, condition. See HABIT.]

ha·boob (hN-bubù) n.  A penetrating sandstorm or dust storm with violent 

winds, occurring chiefly in Arabia, North Africa, and India.  [Arabic hab7b, 

strong wind, from habba, to blow.]

Habs·burg (h4psùbûrgÙ, häpsùbtrkÙ)  See Hapsburg. 
ha·?ek (häùchHkÙ) n.  A diacritical mark (Ç) that resembles an inverted circumflex 

and is used over certain letters, such as ?, to indicate quality of pronunciation.  

[Czech há?ek, diminutive of hák, hook, from Middle High German h7ken, from 

Old High German h7ko. See keg- in Appendix.]

Ha·chi·no·he (häÙchK-noùhH)  A city of northern Honshu, Japan, on the Pacific 

Ocean. It is a major fishing and commercial port. Population, 241,428. 

Ha·chi·o·ji (häùchK-oùjK)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, west of Tokyo. It 

has been noted for its weaving industry since the early 18th century. Population, 

426,650. 

ha·chure (h4-shtrù, h4shùtr) n.  One of the short lines used on maps to shade 

or to indicate slopes and their degree and direction.   —  v.  tr. ha·chured, 
ha·chur·ing, ha·chures (h4-shtrù). To make hatching on (a map).  [French, 

from Old French, from hacher, to cross-hatch. See HATCH
3.]

ha·ci·en·da (häÙsK-HnùdN) n.  1. A large estate or plantation in Spanish-speak-

ing countries.  2. The house of the owner of such an estate.  [Spanish, from Latin 



facienda, things to be done, neuter pl. gerundive of facere, to do. See dhK- in 

Appendix.]

Ha·ci·en·da Heights (häÙsK-HnùdN hXts)  A community of southern Califor-

nia, a suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 49,422. 

hack1 (h4k) v.  hacked, hack·ing, hacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut or chop with 

repeated and irregular blows:  hacked down the saplings.  2. To break up the sur-

face of (soil).  3. Slang. To cut or mutilate as if by hacking:  hacked millions off the 

budget.  4. Slang. To cope with successfully; manage:  couldn’t hack a second job.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To chop or cut something by hacking.  2. Computer Science. To 

work or perform as a hacker.  3. To cough roughly or harshly.   —  n.  1. A rough, 

irregular cut made by hacking.  2. A tool, such as a hoe, used for hacking.  3. A 

blow made by hacking.  4. A rough, dry cough.  [Middle English hakken, from 

Old English -haccian; see keg- in Appendix. V., intr., sense 2, back-formation 

from HACKER
1.] —hackùa·ble adj. 

hack2 (h4k) n.  1. A horse used for riding or driving; a hackney.  2. A worn-out 

horse for hire; a jade.  3. a. One who undertakes unpleasant or distasteful tasks 

for money or reward; a hireling.  b. A writer hired to produce routine or com-

mercial writing.   4. A carriage or hackney for hire.  5. Informal. a. A taxicab.  b.  
See hackie.    —  v.  hacked, hack·ing, hacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To let out (a horse) 

for hire.  2. To make banal or hackneyed with indiscriminate use.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To drive a taxicab for a living.  2. To work for hire as a writer.  3. To ride on 

horseback at an ordinary pace.   —  adj.  1. By, characteristic of, or designating 

routine or commercial writing:  hack prose.  2. Hackneyed; banal.  [Short for 

HACKNEY.]

hack·a·more (h4kùN-môrÙ, -morÙ) n.  A rope or rawhide halter with a wide 

band that can be lowered over a horse’s eyes, used in breaking horses to a bridle.  

[Alteration of Spanish jáquima, halter, from Old Spanish xaquima, from Arabic 

≥akXma, bit of a bridle.]

hack·ber·ry (h4kùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of various trees or shrubs of the genus 

Celtis, having inconspicuous flowers and small, usually ovoid drupes.  2. The 

fruit of such a plant.  3. The soft, yellowish wood of these trees or shrubs.  Also 

called sugarberry [Alteration of obsolete hagberry : hag- (of Scandinavian origin) 

+ BERRY.]

hack·but (h4kùbƒtÙ) n.  See harquebus.  [French haquebute, from Old French 

hacquebute, alteration (influenced by buter, to aim at), of Middle Dutch hakebus. 

See HARQUEBUS.] —hackÙbut·eerù (-bN-tîrù), hackùbutÙter n. 

Hack·en·sack (h4kùNn-s4kÙ)  A city of northeast New Jersey east-southeast of 

Paterson on the Hackensack River, about 64 km (40 mi) long. The city is an 

industrial and residential suburb of New York City. Population, 37,049. 

hack·er1 (h4kùNr) n.  1. Computer Science. a. One who is proficient at using or 

programming a computer; a computer buff.  b. One who illegally gains access to 



or enters another’s electronic system to obtain secret information or steal money.   

2. Sports. One who enthusiastically pursues a game or sport:  a weekend tennis 

hacker.  [Perhaps from hacker, amateurish or inept golfer or tennis player (possi-

bly from HACK
1), or perhaps from hack, practical joke, clever scheme (from dia-

lectal hack, to embarrass, confuse, play a trick on).]

hack·er2 (h4kùNr) n.  See hackie. 
hack·ie (h4kùK) n.  A taxicab driver.  Also called hack2, hacker2. 

hack·le1 (h4kùNl) n.  1. Any of the long, slender, often glossy feathers on the 

neck of a bird, especially a male domestic fowl.  2. hackles. The erectile hairs 

along the back of the neck of an animal, especially of a dog.  3. a. A tuft of cock 

feathers trimming an artificial fishing fly.  b. A hackle fly.    —  v.  tr. hack·led, 
hack·ling, hack·les. To trim (an artificial fishing fly) with a hackle.   —idiom. 
get (one’s) hackles up. To be extremely insulted or irritated.  [Middle English 

hakell, cloak, skin, plumage, possibly from Old English hacele, cloak, mantle.]

hack·le2 (h4kùNl) v.  hack·led, hack·ling, hack·les.  —  v.  tr. To chop roughly; 

mangle by hacking.   —  v.  intr. To hack.  [Frequentative of HACK
1.]

hack·le·back (h4kùNl-b4kÙ) n.  See shovelnose. 
hackle fly (h4kùNl flX) n.  An artificial, usually wingless fishing fly trimmed with 

hackles. 

hack·ly (h4kùlK) adj.  Nicked or notched; jagged.  [From HACKLE
2.]

hack·ma·tack (h4kùmN-t4kÙ) n.  See balsam poplar.  [Perhaps from Western 

Abenaki.]

hack·ney (h4kùnK) n.  pl. hack·neys. 1.  Often Hackney. A horse of a breed 

developed in England, having a gait characterized by pronounced flexion of the 

knee.  2. A trotting horse suited for routine riding or driving; a hack.  3. A coach 

or carriage for hire.   —  v.  tr. hack·neyed, hack·ney·ing, hack·neys. 1. To 

cause to become banal and trite through overuse.  2. To hire out; let.   —  adj.  

1. Banal; trite.  2. Having been hired.  [Middle English hakenei, probably after 

Hakenei, Hackney, a borough of London, England, where such horses were 

raised.]

hack·neyed (h4kùnKd) adj.  Overfamiliar through overuse; trite.  See Synonyms 

at trite. 
hack·saw (h4kùsôÙ) n.  A saw consisting of a tough, fine-toothed blade 

stretched taut in a frame, used for cutting metal.  [Alteration of Middle English 

hagge-saue, a kind of saw  : haggen, to cut, chop; see HAGGLE + sawe, saw; see 

SAW
1.] —hackùsawÙ v. 

hack·work (h4kùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Commissioned work, such as writing or acting, 

done usually by formula and in conformance with commercial standards.  

2. Tedious, monotonous, or uninteresting work of any kind. 

had (h4d) v.  Past tense and past participle of have. 



ha·dal (h7dùl) adj.  Of or relating to the deepest regions of the ocean, below 

about 6,000 meters (20,000 feet).  [French, from Hadès, Hades, from Greek 

HaidKs. See weid- in Appendix.]

had·dock (h4dùNk) n.  pl. haddock or had·docks. A food fish (Melanogram-

mus aeglefinus) of northern Atlantic waters, related to and resembling the cod.  

[Middle English haddok.]

hade (h7d) n.  Geology. The angle of inclination from the vertical of a vein, fault, 

or lode.  [Origin unknown.]

Ha·des (h7ùdKz) n.  1. Greek Mythology. a. The god of the netherworld and dis-

penser of earthly riches.  b. This netherworld kingdom, the abode of the shades 

of the dead.   2.  Also hades. Hell.  [Greek HaidKs. See weid- in Appendix.]

hadj (h4j) n.  Islam. Variant of haj. 
hadj·i (h4jùK) n.  Islam. Variant of haji. 
Had·ley (h4dùlK), Henry Kimball. 1871-1937.  American composer and con-

ductor whose romantic works include operas, such as Bianca (1918), symphonies, 

and chamber music. 

had·n’t (h4dùnt)  Had not. 

Ha·dri·an (h7ùdrK-Nn), A.D. 76-138.  Emperor of Rome (117-138) who sought to 

end distinctions between Rome and the Roman provinces. During his visit to 

Britain (122), he ordered the construction of Hadrian’s Wall. 

Ha·dri·an’s Wall (h7ùdrK-Nnz wôl)  An ancient Roman wall, 118.3 km (73.5 

mi) long, across northern England. Built by the emperor Hadrian c. A.D. 122-126 

and extended by Severus a century later, the wall marked the northern defensive 

boundary of Roman Britain. Fragmentary ruins of the wall remain. 

had·ron (h4dùrmnÙ) n.  Any of a class of subatomic particles that are composed 

of quarks and take part in the strong interaction.  [Greek hadros, thick; see s7- in 

Appendix + -ON
1.] —had·ronùic adj. 

had·ro·saur (h4dùrN-sôrÙ) n.  Any of various amphibious dinosaurs of the 

genus Anatosaurus and related genera that had webbed feet and a ducklike bill.  

[New Latin Hadrosaurus, genus name  : Greek hadros, thick; see HADRON + sauros, 

lizard.]

hadst (h4dst) v.  Archaic. A second person singular past tense of have. 
hae (h7, h4) v.  tr. haed, haen (h7n, h4n), hae·ing, haes. Scots. To have. 

Haeck·el (hHkùNl), Ernst Heinrich. 1834-1919.  German philosopher and natu-

ralist who supported Darwin’s theory, mapped a genealogical tree relating all ani-

mal life, and developed the maxim “Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.” 

Haeck·el’s law (hHkùNlz lô) n.  See biogenetic law.  [After Ernst Heinrich 
HAECKEL.]

haem- also haema-  or haemo- pref.  Variants of hemo-. 
haemat-  or haemato- pref.  Variants of hemato-. 
-haemia suff.  Variant of -emia. 



haen (h7n, h4n) v.  Scots. Past participle of hae. 
haet (h7t) n.  Scots. A minute amount; a jot.  [Scots, short for hae it, take it.]

ha·fiz (häùfVz) n.  Islam. 1. One who has memorized the Koran.  2. Used as a title 

of respect for such a person.  [Persian, from Arabic U7fiÆ, from UafiÆa, to memo-

rize, guard.]

Ha·fiz (hä-fVzù, -fKzù), fl. 14th century.  Persian poet whose sensuous rhyming 

couplets, many of which concern love, wine, and nature, are traditionally inter-

preted allegorically by Sufic Muslims. 

haf·ni·um (h4fùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Hf A brilliant, silvery, metallic element sepa-

rated from ores of zirconium and used in nuclear reactor control rods, as a getter 

for oxygen and nitrogen, and in the manufacture of tungsten filaments. Atomic 

number 72; atomic weight 178.49; melting point 2,220˚C; boiling point 5,400˚C; 

specific gravity 13.3; valence 4.  [After Hafnia, Medieval Latin name for Copen-

hagen, Denmark.]

haft (h4ft) n.  A handle or hilt, especially the handle of a tool or weapon.   —  v.  

tr. haft·ed, haft·ing, hafts. To fit into or equip with a hilt or handle.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hæft. See kap- in Appendix.]

haf·ta·rah  or haf·to·rah (häfÙtä-räù, häf-tôrùN, -torùN) n.  Variants of hapht-
arah. 

Ha·fun (h4-funù), Cape. A promontory of northeast Somalia on the Indian 

Ocean. It is the easternmost point of Africa. 

hag1 (h4g) n.  1. An old woman considered ugly or frightful.  2. a. A witch; a 

sorceress.  b. Obsolete. A female demon.   3. A hagfish.  [Middle English hagge, 

perhaps short for Old English hægtesse, witch.] —hagùgish adj.  —hagùgish·ly 
adv.  —hagùgish·ness n. 

hag2 (h4g) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A boggy area; a quagmire.  2. A spot in boggy 

land that is softer or more solid than the surrounding area.  3. A cutting in a peat 

bog.  [Middle English, gap, chasm, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse 

högg. See kau- in Appendix.]

Hag. abbr.  Bible. Haggai. 

Ha·gar (h7ùgNr, -gär)  In the Old Testament, the Egyptian servant of Abraham’s 

wife, Sarah. With Abraham she had a son, Ishmael. 

Ha·gen (häùgNn)  A city of west-central Germany northeast of Cologne. Char-

tered in 1746 and famous for its textiles in the late 18th century, it became an 

industrial and manufacturing center after 1870. Population, 207,636. 

Ha·gen (h7ùgNn), Walter Charles. 1892-1969.  American golfer who won the 

U.S. Open twice (1914 and 1919) and during the 1920’s won the British Open 

four times and the U.S. Professional Golfers’ Association tournament five times. 

Hag·ers·town (h7ùgNrz-tounÙ)  A city of northern Maryland northwest of Fre-

derick. It is a manufacturing center in an agricultural region. Population, 35,445. 



hag·fish (h4gùfVshÙ) n.  pl. hagfish or hag·fish·es. Any of various primitive, 

eel-shaped marine fishes of the family Myxinidae, having a jawless sucking 

mouth equipped with rasping teeth with which they bore into and feed on other 

fishes.  [HAG
1 + FISH.]

Hag·ga·dah also Hag·ga·da (häÙgä-däù, hN-gäùdN, -gôùdN) n.  pl. 

Hag·ga·doth (-dôtù, -dotÙ, -dos, -dNz). Judaism. 1. Traditional Jewish literature, 

especially the nonlegal part of the Talmud.  2. The book containing the story of 

the Exodus and the ritual of the Seder, read at the Passover Seder.  [Hebrew 

hagg7dâ, narration, telling, from higgîd, to narrate, tell.]

hag·gad·ic also Hag·gad·ic (hN-g4dùVk, -gäùdVk, -gôdVk) adj.  Judaism. Of or 

relating to the Haggadah. 

hag·ga·dist (hN-gäùdVst, -gôù-) n.  Judaism. 1. A haggadic writer.  2. A student 

of haggadic literature.   —hagÙga·disùtic (h4gÙN-dVsùtVk) adj. 

Hag·ga·i (h4gùK-XÙ, h4gùXÙ) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the sixth century 

B.C.  2.  Abbr. Hag. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Hebrew ¶aggay.]

hag·gard (h4gùNrd) adj.  1. a. Appearing worn and exhausted; gaunt.  b. Wild 

or distraught in appearance.   2. Wild and intractable. Used of a hawk in falconry.   
—  n.  An adult hawk captured for training.  [French hagard, wild, from Old 

French, wild hawk, raptor, perhaps of Germanic origin.] —hagùgard·ly adv.  

—hagùgard·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: haggard, wasted, worn, careworn. These adjectives mean showing

the physical effects of anxiety, disease, hunger, or fatigue. Haggard implies thin-

ness, tiredness, and often the expression of one seemingly distraught or harried:

Don’t lose so much weight that you look haggard. Her eyes were haggard and cav-

ernous. Wasted stresses frailness or enfeeblement such as results from prolonged

illness or extreme hardship: “a tall, bent old man, wasted almost to a skeleton”

(W.H. Hudson). Worn means showing the wearing effects of overwork, care, or

suffering: “I was shocked to see the worn look of his handsome young face” (Charles

Dickens). Careworn applies to one whose physical appearance reveals the effects

of worry or burdensome responsibility: Her countenance looked careworn as she

bent over her pile of mending.

Hag·gard (h4gùNrd), Sir (Henry) Rider. 1856-1925.  British writer whose 

romantic adventure novels include King Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She (1887). 

hag·gis (h4gùVs) n.  A Scottish dish consisting of a mixture of the minced heart, 

lungs, and liver of a sheep or calf mixed with suet, onions, oatmeal, and season-

ings and boiled in the stomach of the slaughtered animal.  [Middle English hag-

ese; perhaps akin to haggen, to chop. See HAGGLE.]

hag·gle (h4gùNl) v.  hag·gled, hag·gling, hag·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To bar-

gain, as over the price of something; dicker: “He preferred to be overcharged than 



to haggle” (W. Somerset Maugham).  2. To argue in an attempt to come to terms.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To cut (something) in a crude, unskillful manner; hack.  2. Archaic. 

To harass or worry by wrangling.   —  n.  An instance of bargaining or arguing.  

[Frequentative of dialectal hag, to chop, hack, from Middle English haggen, from 

Old Norse höggva. See kau- in Appendix.] —hagùgler n. 

hagi- pref.  Variant of hagio-. 
hag·i·ar·chy (h4gùK-ärÙkK, h7ùjK-) n.  pl. hag·i·ar·chies. Government by holy 

men, such as priests or saints.  Also called hagiocracy 

hagio-  or hagi- pref.  1. Saint:  hagiography.  2. Holy:  hagioscope.  [Greek 

hagios, holy.]

hag·i·oc·ra·cy (h4gÙK-mkùrN-sK, h7ÙjK-) n.  pl. hag·i·oc·ra·cies. See hagiarchy. 
Hag·i·og·ra·pha (h4gÙK-mgùrN-fN, h7ÙjK-) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

Bible. The Writings.  [Late Latin, from Late Greek, from neuter pl. of hagiogra-

phos, written by inspiration, scriptural  : Greek hagio-, hagio- + Greek -graphos, 

written (from graphein, to write); see -GRAPH.]

hag·i·og·ra·phy (h4gÙK-mgùrN-fK, h7ÙjK-) n.  pl. hag·i·og·ra·phies. 
1. Biography of saints.  2. A worshipful or idealizing biography.   
—hagÙi·ogùraph·er n.  —hagÙi·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk), hagÙi·o·graphùi·cal 
adj. 

hag·i·ol·a·try (h4gÙK-mlùN-trK, h7ÙjK-) n.  Worship of the saints. 

hag·i·ol·o·gy (h4gÙK-mlùN-jK, h7ÙjK-) n.  pl. hag·i·ol·o·gies. 1. Literature deal-

ing with the lives of saints.  2. A collection of sacred writings.  3. An authoritative 

list of saints.   —hagÙi·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), hagÙi·o·logùi·cal adj.  

—hagÙi·olùo·gist n. 

hag·i·o·scope (h4gùK-N-skopÙ, h7ùjK-) n.  A small opening in an interior wall of 

a church, enabling those in the transept to view the main altar.   
—hagÙi·o·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj. 

hag·rid·den (h4gùrVdÙn) adj.  1. Harassed by or as if by a witch.  2. Tormented 

or harassed, as by unreasoning fears: “a man hagridden by the future—haunted by 

visions of an imminent heaven or hell upon earth” (C.S. Lewis). 

Hague (h7g), The. Also ’s Gra·ven·ha·ge (skräÙvNn-häùgN, sKHräÙvNn-

häùKHN).  The de facto capital of the Netherlands, in the western part of the coun-

try near the North Sea. The Hague grew around a palace built c. 1250 by William 

of Holland (1228-1256) and is today the seat of the country’s legislature and 

supreme court and of the International Court of Justice. Population, 445,213. 

hah (hä) interj.  Variant of ha1. 
ha-ha1 (häùhäù) also haw-haw (hôùhôù) n.  1. A sound made in imitation of 

laughter.  2. ha-ha. Slang. An instance of amusement. Often used in the plural:  

drove around the baseball field at midnight just for ha-has; a party that was a real 

ha-ha.   —  interj.  Used to express amusement or scorn. 



ha-ha2 (häùhäÙ) also haw-haw (hôùhôÙ) n.  A moat, walled ditch, or hedge 

sunk in the ground to serve as a fence without impairing the view or scenic 

appeal.  [French (perhaps as an exclamation of surprise).]

Hahn (hän), Otto. 1879-1968.  German chemist. He won a 1944 Nobel Prize for 

his work on atomic fission. 

Hah·ne·mann (häùnN-mNn, -mänÙ), (Christian Friedrich) Samuel. 1755-

1843.  German physician and founder of homeopathy. He postulated that medi-

cine produces symptoms in healthy people that are similar to those that it relieves 

in sick people. 

hah·ni·um (häùnK-Nm) n.  Element 105.  [After Otto HAHN.]

haick (hXk, h7k) n.  Variant of haik. 
Hai·da (hXùdN) n.  pl. Haida or Hai·das. 1. A Native American people inhabit-

ing the Queen Charlotte Islands of British Columbia, Canada, and Prince of 

Wales Island in Alaska.  2. A member of this people.  3. Any or all of the language 

varieties spoken by the Haida.   —Haiùdan adj. 

Hai·fa (hXùfN)  A city of northwest Israel on the Bay of Haifa, an inlet of the 

Mediterranean Sea. Located at the foot of Mount Carmel, the city probably dates 

from the third century A.D. and is now a major port and industrial center. Popula-

tion, 224,700. 

Haig (h7g), Alexander Meigs, Jr. Born 1924.  American general and public 

official who served as U.S. secretary of state (1981-1982). 

Haig (h7g), Douglas First Earl Haig. 1861-1928.  British field marshal who was 

commander in chief of the British forces on the western front (1915-1918). 

Haight-Ash·bu·ry (h7tù4shùbHr-K, -bN-rK)  A section of central San Francisco. 

In the 1960’s it was a famous gathering place for hippies and followers of the drug 

culture. 

haik also haick (hXk, h7k) n.  A large piece of cotton, silk, or wool cloth worn as 

an outer garment in Morocco.  [Arabic U7’ik, from U7ka, to weave.]

Hai·kou (hXùkouù, -koù)  A city of southern China on Hainan Island in the South 

China Sea. It is a seaport and an industrial center. Population, 266,302. 

hai·ku (hXùku) n.  pl. haiku also hai·kus. 1. A Japanese lyric verse form having 

three unrhymed lines of five, seven, and five syllables, traditionally invoking an 

aspect of nature or the seasons.  2. A poem written in this form.  [Japanese  : hai, 

amusement (from Chinese pá, farce) + ku, sentence (from Chinese jù).]

hail1 (h7l) n.  1. Precipitation in the form of pellets of ice and hard snow.  

2. Something that falls with the force and quantity of a shower of ice and hard 

snow:  a hail of pebbles; a hail of criticism.   —  v.  hailed, hail·ing, hails.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To precipitate in pellets of ice and hard snow.  2. To fall like hailstones:  

Condemnations hailed down on them.   —  v.  tr. To pour (something) down or 

forth:  They hailed insults at me.  [Middle English, from Old English hægel, hagol.]



hail2 (h7l) v.  hailed, hail·ing, hails.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To salute or greet.  b. To 

greet or acclaim enthusiastically:  The crowds hailed the boxing champion.   2. To 

call out to in order to catch the attention of:  hail a cabdriver.   —  v.  intr. Nauti-

cal. To signal or call to a passing ship as a greeting or as an identification.   —  n.  

1. The act of greeting or acclaiming.  2. A shout made to catch someone’s atten-

tion or to greet.  3. Hailing distance:  told me to stay within hail.   —  interj.  Used 

to express a greeting or tribute.   —phrasal verb. hail from. To come or origi-

nate from:  She hails from Oklahoma.  [Middle English heilen, from (wæs) hæil, 

(be) healthy. See WASSAIL.]

hail·er (h7ùlNr) n.  1. One that greets, acclaims, or catches someone’s attention.  

2. A bullhorn. 

Hai·le Se·las·sie (hXÙlK sN-l4sùK, -läùsK), Title of Ras Taffari Makonnen. 1892-

1975.  Emperor of Ethiopia (1930-1974). After the Italian invasion of his country 

(1936), he fled to England, returned to Ethiopia with Allied troops (1941), and 

was restored to the throne. He was deposed in a military coup (1974). 

hail-fel·low (h7lùfHlÙo) also hail-fel·low-well-met (-wHlùmHtù) adj.  Heartily 

friendly and congenial.  [From the obsolete greeting hail, fellow!.] —hailù-
felÙlow n. 

Hail Mar·y (h7lù mârùK) n.  pl. Hail Mar·ys. Roman Catholic Church. A prayer 

based on the greetings of Gabriel and Saint Elizabeth to the Virgin Mary. 

hail·stone (h7lùstonÙ) n.  A hard pellet of snow and ice. 

hail·storm (h7lùstôrmÙ) n.  A storm with hail. 

haim·ish also heim·ish (h7ùmVsh) adj.  Slang. Warm and comfortable; homey; 

folksy: “It is very gentle and sweet up here. It’s... sort of haimish” (Janet Malcolm).  

[Yiddish heymish, from Middle High German heimisch, from Old High German 

heimisc, from heim, home. See tkei- in Appendix.]

Hai·nan (hXùnänù)  An island of southern China in the South China Sea, sepa-

rated from Leizhou Peninsula by a narrow strait. 

Hai·naut (h7-noù, H-noù)  A historical region of southwest Belgium and north-

ern France. It originated in the ninth century and was later joined, through royal 

marriages, with Flanders and Holland. Parts of Hainaut were annexed by France 

in the 1600’s. 

haint (h7nt) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Variant of haunt (n., sense 2). 

Hai·phong (hXùfmngù)  A city of northeast Vietnam on the Red River delta near 

the Gulf of Tonkin. Established in 1874, it was shelled by the French in 1946 and 

heavily bombed by U.S. forces from 1965 to 1968 and again in 1972 during the 

Vietnam War. Population, 330,755. 

hair (hâr) n.  1. a. Any of the cylindrical, keratinized, often pigmented filaments 

characteristically growing from the epidermis of a mammal.  b. A growth of such 

filaments, as that forming the coat of an animal or covering the scalp of a human 

being.   2. A filamentous projection or bristle similar to a hair, such as a seta of an 



arthropod or an epidermal process of a plant.  3. Fabric made from the hair of 

certain animals:  a coat of alpaca hair.  4. a. A minute distance or narrow margin:  

won by a hair.  b. A precise or exact degree:  calibrated to a hair.   [Middle English 

her, from Old English h<r.]

hair·ball (hârùbôlÙ) n.  A small mass of hair located in the stomach or intestine 

of an animal, such as a cat, resulting from an accumulation of small amounts of 

hair that are swallowed each time the animal licks its coat. 

hair·breadth (hârùbrHdthÙ) adj.  Extremely close:  a hairbreadth escape.   —  n.  

Variant of hairsbreadth. 
hair·brush (hârùbrƒshÙ) n.  A brush for the hair. 

hair cell (hâr sHl) n.  A cell in the organ of Corti having fine hairlike processes. 

hair·cloth (hârùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  A wiry fabric woven especially from horse-

hair or camel’s hair, used for upholstering and for stiffening garments. 

hair·cut (hârùkƒtÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of cutting the hair.  2. A style in 

which hair is cut.   —hairùcutÙter n.  —hairùcutÙting adj.  & n. 

hair·do (hârùduÙ) n.  pl. hair·dos. A style in which hair is arranged. 

hair·dress·er (hârùdrHsÙNr) n.  One who cuts or arranges hair. 

hair·dress·ing (hârùdrHsÙVng) n.  1. The occupation of a hairdresser.  2. The 

act of dressing or arranging the hair.  3. A cosmetic or medicinal preparation for 

dressing the hair. 

haired (hârd) adj.  Having a specified kind of hair. Often used in combination:  

a longhaired cat; a shorthaired dog. 

hair follicle (hâr fmlùV-kNl) n.  A tubular infolding of the epidermis containing 

the root of a hair. 

hair·less (hârùlVs) adj.  Having little or no hair.   —hairùless·ness n. 

hair·line (hârùlXnÙ) n.  1. The outline of the growth of hair on the head, espe-

cially across the front.  2. A very slender line.  3. Printing. a. A very fine line on a 

typeface.  b. A style of type using such lines.   4. a. A textile design having thin, 

threadlike stripes.  b. A fabric, usually a worsted, with such stripes.  

hair·piece (hârùpKsÙ) n.  A covering or bunch of human or artificial hair used to 

conceal baldness or give shape to a coiffure. 

hair·pin (hârùpVnÙ) n.  1. A thin, cylindrical strip of metal or other material bent 

in the shape of a long U, used by women to secure a hairdo or headdress.  

2. Something shaped like a hairpin, especially a sharp turn in a road. 

hair-rais·er (hârùr7ÙzNr) n.  Informal. One that causes wild excitement, terror, 

or thrills. 

hair-rais·ing (hârùr7ÙzVng) adj.  Causing excitement, terror, or thrills. 

hairs·breadth  or hair’s-breadth (hârzùbrHdthÙ) also hair·breadth (hârù-) 

n.  A small space, distance, or margin:  won by a hairsbreadth. 

hair seal (hâr sKl) n.  Any of various seals of the family Phocidae, having a stiff, 

hairlike coat in the adult and ears visible only as small indentations. 



hair shirt (hâr shûrt) n.  A coarse haircloth garment worn next to the skin by 

religious ascetics as penance. 

hair space (hâr sp7s) n.  Printing. The narrowest of the metal spaces used for 

separating words or letters. 

hair·split·ting (hârùsplVtÙVng) n.  The making of unreasonably fine distinc-

tions.   —hairùsplitÙter n.  —hairùsplitÙting adj. 

hair spray also hair·spray (hârùspr7Ù) n.  A commercial product sprayed on 

the hair to keep it in place. 

hair·spring (hârùsprVngÙ) n.  A fine coiled spring that regulates the movement 

of the balance wheel in a watch or clock. 

hair·streak (hârùstrKkÙ) n.  Any of numerous butterflies of the subfamily 

Theclinae, having transverse streaks on the undersurface of the wings and fine, 

hairlike projections on the hind wings. 

hair stroke (hâr strok) n.  A very fine line in writing or printing. 

hair·style (hârùstXlÙ) n.  The design of a coiffure.   —hairùstylÙing n.  —hairù-
stylÙist n. 

hair trigger (hâr trVgùNr) n.  A gun trigger adjusted to respond to a very slight 

pressure. 

hair-trig·ger (hârùtrVgÙNr) adj.  Responding to the slightest provocation or 

stimulation:  a hair-trigger temper; a hair-trigger reaction. 

hair·weav·ing (hârùwKÙvVng) n.  The process of interweaving a hairpiece of 

human hair with the wearer’s own hair.   —hairùweaveÙ v.  —hairùweavÙer n. 

hair·worm (hârùwûrmÙ) n.  1. Any of various slender, parasitic nematode 

worms of the genus Trichostrongylus, which infest the stomach and small intes-

tine of cattle, sheep, and related animals.  2.  See horsehair worm. 
hair·y (hârùK) adj.  hair·i·er, hair·i·est. 1. Covered with hair or hairlike projec-

tions:  a hairy caterpillar.  2. Consisting of or resembling hair:  a hairy overcoat.  

3. Slang. Fraught with difficulties; hazardous:  a hairy escape; hairy problems.   
—hairùi·ness n. 

Hai·ti (h7ùtK)  1. A country of the West Indies comprising the western part of the 

island of Hispaniola and two offshore islands. A French colony after 1697, the 

country became independent in 1804 following a slave revolt led by Toussaint 

L’Ouverture. In the 20th century the country’s history has been marked by the 

regimes of François (“Papa Doc”) Duvalier, who ruled from 1957 to 1971, and his 

son Jean-Claude (“Baby Doc”), who was ousted in 1986. Port-au-Prince is the 

capital and largest city. Population, 5,053,791.  2.  See Hispaniola. 
Hai·tian (h7ùshNn, -tK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Haiti or its people or culture.   
—  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Haiti.  2. Haitian Creole. 

Haitian Creole (h7ùshNn krKùolÙ) n.  A language spoken by the majority of 

Haitians, based on French and various African languages. 



haj  or hajj also hadj (h4j) n.  pl. haj·es or hajj·es also hadj·es. Islam. A pil-

grimage to Mecca during Dhu’l Hijja, made as an objective of the religious life of 

a Muslim.  [Arabic Uajj, from Uajja, to go on a pilgrimage.]

haj·i  or haj·ji also hadj·i (h4jùK) n.  pl. haj·is or haj·jis also hadj·is. Islam. 

1. One who has made a pilgrimage to Mecca.  2. Often used as a form of address 

for one who has made such a pilgrimage.  [Arabic U7jjX, from Uajj, pilgrimage. See 

HAJ.]

ha·ka (häùkä) n.  A Maori war dance accompanied by chanting.  [Maori.]

hake (h7k) n.  pl. hake or hakes. Any of various marine food fishes of the gen-

era Merluccius and Urophycis, related to and resembling the cod.  [Middle English, 

possibly from Old English haca, hook (from the shape of its lower jaw). See keg- 
in Appendix.]

ha·keem (häùkKm) n.  Variant of hakim1. 
Ha·ken·kreuz (häùkNn-kroitsÙ) n.  A swastika.  [German  : Haken, hook (from 

Middle High German h7ken); see HA?EK + Kreuz, cross (from Middle High Ger-

man kriuze); see KREUZER.]

ha·kim1 also ha·keem (häùkKm) n.  pl. ha·kims also ha·keems. A Muslim 

physician.  [Arabic UakXm, wise, wise man, from Uakama, to be judicious, exercise 

authority.]

ha·kim2 (häùkVm) n.  pl. ha·kims. A Muslim ruler, provincial governor, or 

judge.  [Arabic U7kim, from Uakama, to exercise authority.]

Hak·luyt (h4kùlutÙ), Richard. 1552?-1616.  English geographer who collected 

accounts of English exploratory voyages and published them in Principal Naviga-

tions, Voyages, and Discoveries of the English Nation (1589). 

Ha·ko·da·te (häÙkô-däùtH)  A city of southwest Hokkaido, Japan, on Tsugaru 

Strait. Its excellent harbor was first opened to foreign traders in 1854. Population, 

319,190. 

ha·ku (häùku) n.  Hawaii. A crown made of fresh flowers.  [Hawaiian, from 

haku, to put in order, make a wreath.]

hal- pref.  Variant of halo-. 
Ha·la·kah also Ha·la·cha (häÙlä-KHäù, hä-läùKHN, -lôù-) n.  Judaism. The legal 

part of Talmudic literature, an interpretation of the laws of the Scriptures.  

[Mishnaic Hebrew hal7kâ, rule, tradition, from h7lak, to go.] —Ha·lakùic (hN-

l4kùVk, -läùKHVk) adj. 

ha·lal (hN-lälù) Islam. n.  Meat that has been slaughtered in the manner pre-

scribed by the shari’a.   —  adj.  1. Of or being meat slaughtered in the prescribed 

way:  a halal butcher; a halal label.  2. In accordance with or permitted under the 

shari’a.  [Arabic Ual7l, that which is lawful.]

ha·la·la (hN-läùlN) n.  pl. halala or ha·la·las. A coin of Saudi Arabia worth 100 

of a riyal.  [Arabic halalah.]



Hal·as (h4lùNs), George Stanley. 1895-1983.  American professional football 

player (1922-1929) and coach (intermittently between 1922 and 1967) who revo-

lutionized the sport with his innovative backfield formations. 

ha·la·tion (h7-l7ùshNn) n.  1. A blurring or spreading of light around bright 

areas on a photographic image.  2. An area of glow around a bright object on a 

television screen.  [HAL(O) + -ATION.]

ha·la·vah (häÙlN-väù) n.  Variant of halvah. 
hal·berd (h4lùbNrd, hôlù-) also hal·bert (-bNrt) n.  A weapon of the 15th and 

16th centuries having an axlike blade and a steel spike mounted on the end of a 

long shaft.  [French hallebarde, from Old French alabarde, from Old Italian alab-

arda, from Middle High German helmbarde, halmbarte : helm, handle + barte, ax 

(from Old High German barta); see bhardh-7- in Appendix.] —halÙber·dierù 
(-bNr-dîrù) n. 

hal·cy·on (h4lùsK-Nn) n.  1. A kingfisher, especially one of the genus Halcyon.  

2. A fabled bird, identified with the kingfisher, that was supposed to have had the 

power to calm the wind and the waves while it nested on the sea during the winter 

solstice.   —  adj.  1. Calm and peaceful; tranquil.  See Synonyms at calm.  
2. Prosperous; golden:  halcyon years.  [Middle English alcioun, from Latin 

alcyon, halcyon, from Greek halkuon, a mythical bird, kingfisher, alteration 

(influenced by hals, salt, sea, and kuon, conceiving ), of alkuon.]

Hal·dane (hôlùd7Ù, -dNn)  Family of Scottish intellectuals, including Richard 
Burdon Haldane (1856-1928), a philosopher and politician; his sister Eliza-
beth Sanderson Haldane (1862-1937), a writer and Scotland’s first woman 

justice of the peace (1920); their brother John Scott Haldane (1860-1936), a 

physiologist; and his son John Burdon Sanderson Haldane (1892-1964), a 

geneticist. 

hale1 (h7l) adj.  hal·er, hal·est. Free from infirmity or illness; sound.  See Syn-

onyms at healthy.  [Middle English, from Old English h7l. See kailo- in Appen-

dix.] —haleùness n. 

hale2 (h7l) v.  tr. haled, hal·ing, hales. 1. To compel to go: “In short order the 

human rights campaign was haled before a high court of indignation” (Arthur M. 

Schlesinger, Jr.).  2. Archaic. To pull, draw, drag, or hoist.  [Middle English halen, 

to pull, drag, from Old French haler, of Germanic origin. See kelN-2 in Appen-

dix.]

Hale (h7l), Edward Everett. 1822-1909.  American Unitarian cleric and writer 

whose more than 150 literary works include the story “The Man Without a Coun-

try” (1863). His sister Lucretia Peabody Hale (1820-1900) wrote two noted 

children’s books, The Peterkin Papers (1880) and The Last of the Peterkins (1886). 

Hale (h7l), George Ellery. 1868-1938.  American astrophysicist who invented 

the spectroheliograph (1891) and directed the Mount Wilson Observatory (1904-

1923). 



Hale (h7l), Sir Matthew. 1609-1676.  English jurist who promoted the Restora-

tion, served as chief baron of the Exchequer (1660) and chief justice of the King’s 

Bench (1671-1676), and was a noted scholar of English common law. 

Hale (h7l), Nathan. 1755-1776.  American Revolutionary soldier hanged by the 

British as a spy. According to tradition, his last words were “I only regret that I 

have but one life to lose for my country.” 

Hale (h7l), Sarah Josepha Buell. 1788-1879.  American writer and editor of 

Godey’s Lady’s Book (1837-1877), the most popular American women’s magazine 

of its time. Her own works include the poem “Mary Had a Little Lamb” (1830). 

Ha·le·a·ka·la Crater (häÙlK-äÙkN-läù kr7ùtNr)  An enormous volcanic crater, 

829.6 m (2,720 ft) deep, of eastern Maui, Hawaii. The mountain itself is 3,057 m 

(10,023 ft) high. 

ha·ler (häùlNr, -lHrÙ) n.  pl. ha·lers or ha·le·ru (-lN-ruÙ). A unit of currency in 

Czech Republic and Slovakia.  See Table at currency.  [Czech halév, from Middle 

High German haller, an early German silver coin, after Schwäbisch Hall, a town of 

southwest Germany.]

Hale·thorpe (h4lùthôrp)  A community of northern Maryland, a suburb of 

Baltimore. Population, 20,163. 

Ha·lé·vy (ä-l7-vKù), (Jacques François) Fromental (Élie). 1799-1862.  

French composer of operatic works, including La Juive and L’Eclair (both 1835). 

Ha·lé·vy (ä-l7-vKù), Ludovic. 1834-1908.  French writer whose works include 

novels, such as L’Abbé Constantin (1882), and lyrics for numerous operettas. 

Ha·ley (h7ùlK), Alex. 1921-1992.  American writer best known for Roots (1976), 

a fictionalized chronicle tracing his family history back to its African origins. 

Ha·ley (h7ùlK), William John Clifton, Jr. Known as “Bill.” 1925-1981.  Ameri-

can singer who with his band, the Comets, recorded “Rock Around the Clock,” 

“Shake, Rattle, and Roll” (both 1954), and other early and influential rock ’n’ roll 

songs. 

half (h4f, häf) n.  pl. halves (h4vz, hävz). 1.  Abbr. hf. a. One of two equal parts 

that together constitute a whole.  b. One part approximately equal to the remain-

ing part.   2. Informal. A 50-cent piece.  3. Sports. a. One of the two playing peri-

ods into which certain games are divided.  b. A halfback.   4. Chiefly British. A 

school term; a semester.  5. Half an hour:  a half past one.   —  adj.  1.  Abbr. hf. 
a. Being one of two equal parts.  b. Being approximately a half.   2. Partial or 

incomplete:  gave me a half smile.   —  adv.  1. To the extent of exactly or nearly 50 

percent:  The tank is half empty.  2. Not completely or sufficiently; partly:  only 

half right.   —idioms. by half. 1. By a considerable extent.  2. By an excessive 

amount:  too clever by half.  by halves. In a reluctant manner; unenthusiastically.  

in half. Into halves.  not half. Not at all: “Fancy housing? Not half likely, ma’am” 

(Russell Baker).  not the half of. Only a fraction or a small part of.  [Middle 

English, from Old English healf. See skel-1 in Appendix.]



USAGE NOTE: The phrases a half, half of, and half a or half an are all correct,

though they may differ slightly in meaning. For example, a half day is used when

day has the special sense “a working day,” and the phrase then means “4 hours.”

Half of a day and half a day are not restricted in this way and can mean either 4

or 12 hours.

half-and-half (h4fùNnd-h4fù, häfùNnd-häfù) adj.  Being half one thing and half 

another:  a half-and-half mixture of linseed oil and turpentine.   —  adv.  In equal 

portions.   —  n.  1. A mixture of two things in equal portions, especially a mix-

ture of equal parts of milk and cream.  2. Chiefly British. A blend of malt liquors, 

especially porter and ale. 

half-assed (h4fù4stÙ, häfùästÙ) adj.  Vulgar Slang. 1. Not well planned or exe-

cuted.  2. Incompetent.   —halfù-assedÙ adv. 

half·back (h4fùb4kÙ, häfù-) n.  Abbr. hb, hb. 1. Football. a. One of the two 

players positioned near the flanks behind the line of scrimmage.  b. The position 

held by this player.   2. Sports. a. One of several players in various sports sta-

tioned behind the forward line.  b. The position held by this player.  

half-baked (h4fùb7ktù, häfù-) adj.  1. Only partly baked.  2. Informal. Insuffi-

ciently thought out; ill-conceived:  a half-baked scheme.  3. Informal. Exhibiting a 

lack of good judgment or common sense:  a half-baked visionary. 

half binding (h4f bXnùdVng) n.  Printing. A bookbinding in which the back and 

often the corners of the volume are bound in a material differing from the rest of 

the cover. 

half blood also half-blood (h4fùblƒdÙ, häfù-) n.  1. a. The relationship exist-

ing between persons having only one parent in common.  b. A person existing in 

such a relationship.   2. Offensive. A half-breed.  3. A half-blooded domestic ani-

mal. 

half-blood·ed (h4fùblƒdùVd, häfù-) adj.  1. Having only one parent in com-

mon.  2. Having one parent of pedigreed stock and the other of unknown or 

mixed ancestry. Used of animals. 

half boot (h4f but) n.  A low boot extending just above the ankle. 

half-bound (h4fùboundù, häfù-) adj.  Printing. Having a half binding. 

half-bred (h4fùbrHdÙ, häfù-) adj.  Having only one parent that is purebred; half-

blooded. Used of animals. 

half-breed (h4fùbrKdÙ, häfù-) n.  Offensive. A person having parents of differ-

ent ethnic types.   —  adj.  Half-blooded; hybrid. Used of animals. 

half brother (h4f brƒthùNr) n.  A brother related through one parent only. 

half-caste (h4fùk4stÙ, häfùkästÙ) Offensive. n.  A person of mixed racial descent.   
—  adj.  Of mixed racial descent. 



half-cell (h4fùsHlÙ, häfù-) n.  Either of the two connected parts of an electro-

chemical cell, consisting of one electrode in a conductive fluid. 

half cock (h4f kmk) n.  The position of the hammer of a firearm when it is 

raised halfway and locked by a catch so that the trigger cannot be pulled. 

half·cocked (h4fùkmktù, häfù-) adj.  1. Informal. Inadequately or poorly pre-

pared:  a halfcocked plan to buy out the company.  2. Being at the position of half 

cock. Used of a firearm.   —  adv.  Informal. In an inadequate or poorly prepared 

manner:  went off halfcocked and bought all the wrong items. 

half-crown (h4fùkrounù, häfù-) n.  A coin formerly used in Great Britain, 

worth two shillings and sixpence. 

half-dol·lar (h4fùdmlÙNr, häfù-) n.  A U.S. silver coin worth 50 cents. 

half gainer (h4f g7ùnNr) n.  Sports. A dive in which the diver springs from the 

board facing forward, rotates backward in the air in a half backward somersault, 

and enters the water headfirst, facing the board. 

half·heart·ed (h4fùhärùtVd, häfù-) adj.  Exhibiting or feeling little interest, 

enthusiasm, or heart; uninspired:  a halfhearted attempt at writing a novel.   
—halfùheartùed·ly adv.  —halfùheartùed·ness n. 

half hitch (h4f hVch) n.  A knot or hitch made by looping a rope or strap around 

an object and then back around itself, bringing the end of the rope through the 

loop. 

half-hour (h4fùourù, häfù-) n.  1. A period of 30 minutes.  2. The middle point 

of an hour:  The clock chimes on the half-hour.   —halfù-hourùly adv.  & adj. 

half-in·te·gral (h4fùVnùtV-grNl, häfù-) adj.  Mathematics. Having an integer as a 

numerator and 2 as a denominator. Used of a fraction. 

half-length (h4fùlHngkthÙ, -lHngthÙ, häfù-) n.  A portrait that shows only the 

upper half and hands of a person.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a half-length por-

trait.  2. Of half the full length. 

half-life (h4fùlXfÙ, häfù-) n.  1. Physics. The time required for half the nuclei in a 

sample of a specific isotopic species to undergo radioactive decay.  2. Biology. 

a. The time required for half the quantity of a drug or other substance deposited 

in a living organism to be metabolized or eliminated by normal biological pro-

cesses.  Also called biological half-life b. The time required for the radioactivity of 

material taken in by a living organism to be reduced to half its initial value by a 

combination of biological elimination processes and radioactive decay.  

half-light (h4fùlXtÙ, häfù-) n.  The soft, subdued light seen at dusk or dawn or in 

dimly lit interiors. 

half-line  or half line (h4fùlXnÙ, häfù-) n.  Mathematics. See ray1 (n., sense 4). 

half-mast (h4fùm4stù, häfùmästù) n.  The position about halfway up a mast or 

pole at which a flag is flown as a symbol of mourning for the dead or as a signal 

of distress.  Also called half-staff  —  v.  tr. half-·mast·ed, half-·mast·ing, 
half-·masts. To place (a flag) halfway up a mast or pole. 



half-moon (h4fùmunù, häfù-) n.  1. The moon when only half its disk is illu-

minated.  2. Something, such as the lunula of a fingernail, that is shaped like a 

crescent. 

half nelson (h4f nHlùsNn) n.  Sports. A wrestling hold in which one arm is 

passed under the opponent’s arm from behind to the back of the neck. 

half note (h4f not) n.  Music. A note having one half the value of a whole note. 

half·pen·ny (h7ùpN-nK, h7pùnK) n.  pl. half·pence (h7ùpNns)  or 

half·pen·nies. 1. a. A British coin worth one half of a new penny.  b. A British 

coin worth one half of an old penny, no longer in circulation.   2. The sum of one 

half of a penny. 

half-pint (h4fùpXntÙ, häfù-) n.  Slang. A small person or animal. 

half relief (h4f rV-lKfù) n.  Sculptural relief composed of modeled forms that 

project approximately halfway from the background.  Also called demirelief, 

mezzo-relievo. 

half rhyme (h4f rXm) n.  See off rhyme. 
half sister (h4f sVsùtNr) n.  A sister related through one parent only. 

half-slip (h4fùslVpÙ, häfù-) n.  A woman’s slip that hangs from the waist. 

half sole (h4f sol) n.  A shoe sole that extends from the shank to the toe. 

half-sole (h4fùsolÙ, häfù-) v.  tr. half-·soled, half-·sol·ing, half-·soles. To fit 

or repair with a half sole. 

half-staff (h4fùst4fù, häfùstäfÙ) n.  See half-mast. 
half step (h4f stHp) n.  1. Music. See semitone.  2. A marching step of 15 

inches (38 centimeters) at quick time and 18 inches (46 centimeters) at double 

time. 

half-tim·bered (h4fùtVmùbNrd, häfù-) also half-tim·ber (-bNr) adj.  Having a 

wooden framework with plaster, brick, stone, or other masonry filling the spaces. 

half·time (h4fùtXmÙ, häfù-) n.  Abbr. HT Sports. The intermission between halves 

in certain games, such as basketball or football. 

half title (h4f tXtùl) n.  Printing. The title of a book printed at the top of the first 

page of the text or on a full page preceding the main title page. 

half·tone (h4fùtonÙ, häfù-) n.  Abbr. HT 1. A tone or value halfway between a 

highlight and a dark shadow.  2. a. A picture in which the gradations of light are 

obtained by the relative darkness and density of tiny dots produced by photo-

graphing the subject through a fine screen.  b. A picture made by such a process.  

half tone (h4f ton) n.  Music. See semitone. 
half-track (h4fùtr4kÙ, häfù-) n.  A lightly armored military motor vehicle, with 

caterpillar treads in place of wheels. 

half-truth (h4fùtruthÙ, häfù-) n.  A statement, especially one intended to 

deceive, that omits some of the facts necessary for a full description or account. 

half volley (h4f vmlùK) n.  Sports. A stroke in certain games, such as tennis, in 

which the ball is hit immediately after it bounces off the ground. 



half·way (h4fùw7ù, häfù-) adj.  1. Midway between two points or conditions:  a 

halfway sign on the trail.  2. Reaching or including only half or a portion; partial:  

halfway measures.   —halfùwayù adv. 

halfway house (h4fùw7ù hous) n.  1. A rehabilitation center where people 

who have left an institution, such as a hospital or prison, are helped to readjust to 

the outside world.  2. A stopping place, such as an inn, that marks the midpoint 

of a journey. 

half-wit (h4fùwVtÙ, häfù-) n.  Offensive. A person regarded as foolish or stupid.   
—halfù-witÙted adj.  —halfù-witÙted·ly adv.  —halfù-witÙted·ness n. 

hal·i·but (h4lùN-bNt, hmlù-) n.  pl. halibut or hal·i·buts. Any of several large, 

edible flatfishes of the genus Hippoglossus and related genera, of northern Atlan-

tic or Pacific waters.  [Middle English  : hali, holi, holy (from its being eaten on 

holy days); see HOLY + butte, flatfish (from Middle Dutch); see bhau- in Appen-

dix.]

Hal·i·car·nas·sus (h4lÙV-kär-n4sùNs)  An ancient Greek city of southwest Asia 

Minor on the Aegean Sea in present-day Turkey. In the fourth century B.C. Queen 

Artemisia built a magnificent tomb here for her husband, King Mausolus. His 

mausoleum was considered one of the Seven Wonders of the World. 

hal·ide (h4lùXdÙ, h7ùlXdÙ) n.  A chemical compound of a halogen with a more 

electropositive element or group. 

hal·i·dom (h4lùV-dNm) n.  Obsolete. 1. Something considered holy.  2. A sanctu-

ary.  [Middle English, from Old English h7ligdom : h7lig, holy; see HOLY + -dom, -

dom.]

ha·li·er (häùlK-yNr, hälù-yNr, hälù-yHr) n.  pl. halier. A unit of currency in Slova-

kia.  See Table at currency. 
Hal·i·fax (h4lùN-f4ksÙ)  1. The capital and largest city of Nova Scotia, Canada, in 

the south-central part of the province on the Atlantic Ocean. Founded in 1749, it 

served as an important naval base in the American Revolution, the War of 1812, 

and both World Wars. Population, 114,594.  2. A borough of northeast England 

northeast of Manchester. It is an industrial center. Population, 192,500. 

Hal·i·fax (h4lùN-f4ksÙ), First Earl of Title of Edward Frederick Lindley Wood. 

1881-1959.  British public official who was viceroy of India (1926-1931) and for-

eign secretary (1938-1940), implemented Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain’s 

policy of appeasement toward Nazi Germany, and served as ambassador to the 

United States (1941-1946). 

hal·ite (h4lùXtÙ, h7ùlXtÙ) n.  1. A colorless or white mineral, NaCl, occurring as 

cubic crystals and found in dried lakebeds in acrid climates, mined or gathered 

for use as table salt.  2. Rock salt. 

hal·i·to·sis (h4lÙV-toùsVs) n.  The condition of having stale or foul-smelling 

breath.  [Latin h7litus, breath (; akin to h7l7re, to breathe ) + -OSIS.]



hall (hôl) n.  1. A corridor or passageway in a building.  2. A large entrance room 

or vestibule in a building; a lobby.  3. a. A building for public gatherings or enter-

tainments.  b. The large room in which such events are held.   4. A building used 

for the meetings, entertainments, or living quarters of a fraternity, sorority, 

church, or other social or religious organization.  5. a. A building belonging to a 

school, college, or university that provides classroom, dormitory, or dining facili-

ties.  b. A large room in such a building.  c. The group of students using such a 

building:  The entire hall stayed up late studying.  d. Chiefly British. A meal served 

in such a building.   6. The main house on a landed estate.  7. a. The castle or 

house of a medieval monarch or noble.  b. The principal room in such a castle or 

house, used for dining, entertaining, and sleeping.   [Middle English halle, large 

residence, from Old English heall. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The halls of academe and city hall remind us that what we

commonly mean by the word hall, “a passageway, an entrance room,” represents

a shrunken version of what hall once commonly designated. Going back to the

Indo-European root kel-1, “to cover,” the Old English word heall, ancestor of our

hall, referred to “a large place covered by a roof, whether a royal residence, an

official building, or a large private residence, or a large room in a residence where

the public life of the household is carried on.” These senses and related ones are

still in use, as is attested by town hall and halls of academe. Our common use of

the term hall for a vestibule or a corridor harks back to medieval times when the

hall was the main public room of a residence and people lived much less privately

than now. As private rooms in houses took on the importance they have today,

the hall lost its function. Hall also had come to mean any large room, and the

vestibule was at one time one of the main sitting rooms in a house, but this sort

of room has largely disappeared also, and hall has become the designation for the

small vestibule of today as well as for an entrance passage or any passageway.

Hall (hôl), Asaph. 1829-1907.  American astronomer who discovered and 

named the two satellites of Mars, Deimos and Phobos (1877). 

Hall (hôl), Charles Francis. 1821-1871.  American explorer who led three expe-

ditions to the Arctic (1860-1862, 1864-1869, and 1871). 

Hall (hôl), Charles Martin. 1863-1914.  American chemist who developed an 

electrolytic method of economically producing aluminum from bauxite (1886) 

and was a founder of the Aluminum Company of America (1888). 

Hall (hôl), Granville Stanley. 1844-1924.  American psychologist who estab-

lished an experimental psychology laboratory at Johns Hopkins University 

(1882), founded child psychology, and profoundly influenced educational psy-

chology. 



Hall (hôl), (Marguerite) Radclyffe. 1886-1943.  British writer whose novel 

The Well of Loneliness (1928) was originally banned as obscene in London and the 

United States. 

hal·lah (KHäùlN, häù-) n.  Variant of challah. 
Hal·lam (h4lùNm), Henry. 1777-1859.  British historian whose accurate but 

uncolorful works include Europe During the Middle Ages (1818). The death of his 

son Arthur Henry Hallam (1811-1833) inspired Tennyson’s poem In Memo-

riam. 

Hal·lan·dale (h4lùNn-d7lÙ)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic Ocean 

south of Fort Lauderdale. It is a processing center for fruits and vegetables. Popu-

lation, 30,996. 

Hal·le (häùlN)  A city of central Germany on the Saale River west-northwest of 

Leipzig. First mentioned in the ninth century, it was an important member of the 

Hanseatic League in the Middle Ages. Population, 236,139. 

Hal·leck (h4lùVk, -Nk), Fitz-Greene. 1790-1867.  American poet whose Byronic 

works include Fanny (1819) and “Marcos Bozzaris” (1825). 

Hal·leck (h4lùVk, -Nk), Henry Wager. 1815-1872.  American Union general 

who served as general in chief (1862-1864) but was replaced by Gen. Ulysses S. 

Grant. 

Hall effect (hôl V-fHktù) n.  Generation of an electric potential perpendicular to 

both an electric current flowing along a conducting material and an external 

magnetic field applied at right angles to the current upon application of the mag-

netic field.  [After Edwin Herbert Hall (1855-1938), American physicist.]

hal·lel (hä-l7lù, häùl7l) n.  Judaism. A chant of praise consisting of Psalms 113 

through 118, used during Passover and on certain other holidays.  [Hebrew hallKl, 

song of praise, from hillKl, to praise.]

hal·le·lu·jah (h4lÙN-luùyN) interj.  Used to express praise or joy.   —  n.  1. An 

exclamation of “hallelujah.”  2. Music. A composition expressing praise and based 

on the word “hallelujah.”  [Hebrew hallHlûy7h, praise the Lord  : hallHlu, pl. 

imperative of hillKl, to praise + Y7h, God (short for Yahweh).]

Hal·le-Neu·stadt (häÙlN-noiùshtät)  A city of central Germany, a suburb of 

Halle. Population, 91,510. 

Hal·ley (h4lùK), Edmund or Edmond. 1656-1742.  English astronomer who 

applied Newton’s laws of motion to predict correctly the period of a comet 

(1705). 

Hal·ley’s comet (h4lùKz kmmùVt, h7ùlKz) n.  A comet with a period of approxi-

mately 76 years, the first one for which a return was successfully predicted. It last 

appeared in 1986.  [After Edmund HALLEY.]

hal·liard (h4lùyNrd) n.  Nautical. Variant of halyard. 
hall·mark (hôlùmärkÙ) n.  1. A mark indicating quality or excellence.  2. A 

mark used in England to stamp gold and silver articles that meet established stan-



dards of purity.  3. A conspicuous feature or characteristic: “The sense of guilt is 

the hallmark of civilized humanity” (Theodor Reik).   —  v.  tr. hall·marked, 
hall·mark·ing, hall·marks. To stamp (gold and silver articles) with a mark 

indicating purity.  [After Goldsmith’s Hall in London, England, where gold and 

silver articles were appraised and stamped.]

hal·loa (hN-loù) interj. , n.  & v.   Variant of halloo. 
hall of fame (hôl ƒv f7m) n.  pl. halls of fame. 1. A group of persons judged 

outstanding, as in a sport or profession.  2. A building housing memorial items 

honoring illustrious persons. 

hal·loo (hN-luù) also hal·loa (-loù) interj.  1. Used to catch someone’s atten-

tion.  2. Used to urge on hounds in a hunt.   —  n.  pl. hal·loos also hal·loas. A 

shout or call of “halloo.”   —  v.  hal·looed also hal·loaed, hal·loo·ing also 

hal·loa·ing, hal·loos also hal·loas.  —  v.  intr. To shout “halloo.”   —  v.  tr. 

1. To urge on or pursue by calling “halloo” or shouting.  2. To call out to.  3. To 

shout or yell (something).  [Alteration of obsolete holla, stop!. See HELLO.]

hal·low (h4lùo) v.  tr. hal·lowed, hal·low·ing, hal·lows. 1. To make or set 

apart as holy.  2. To respect or honor greatly; revere.  [Middle English halwen, 

from Old English h7lgian. See kailo- in Appendix.]

hal·lowed (h4lùod) adj.  1. Sanctified; consecrated:  a hallowed cemetery.  

2. Highly venerated; sacrosanct:  our hallowed war heroes. 

Hal·low·een also Hal·low·e’en (h4lÙN-wKnù, hmlÙ-) n.  October 31, celebrated 

in the United States, Canada, and the British Isles by children going door to door 

while wearing costumes and begging treats and playing pranks.  [Short for All 

Hallow Even : ALLHALLOW(MAS) + EVEN
2.]

Hal·low·mas also Hal·low·mass (h4lùo-mNs, -m4sÙ) n.  Archaic. All Saints’ 

Day.  [Short for ALLHALLOWMAS.]

Hall·statt (hôlùst4tÙ, hälùshtätÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a dominant Iron Age cul-

ture of central and western Europe, probably chiefly Celtic, that flourished from 

the ninth to the fifth century B.C.  [After the type-site at Hallstatt, a village of 

northern Austria.]

hal·lu·ces (h4lùyN-sKzÙ, h4lùN-) n.  Plural of hallux. 
hal·lu·ci·nate (hN-luùsN-n7tÙ) v.  hal·lu·ci·nat·ed, hal·lu·ci·nat·ing, 
hal·lu·ci·nates.  —  v.  intr. To undergo hallucination.   —  v.  tr. To cause to 

have hallucinations.  [Latin hall7cin7rX, hall7cin7t-, to dream, be deceived, variant 

of 7l7cin7rX.] —hal·luùci·naÙtor n. 

hal·lu·ci·na·tion (hN-luÙsN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. False or distorted perception of 

objects or events with a compelling sense of their reality, usually resulting from a 

mental disorder or as a response to a drug.  b. The objects or events so perceived.   

2. A false or mistaken idea; a delusion.   —hal·luÙci·naùtion·al, hal·luùci·naÙ-
tive adj. 



hal·lu·ci·na·to·ry (hN-luùsN-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of or characterized by 

hallucination.  2. Inducing hallucination. 

hal·lu·cin·o·gen (hN-luùsN-nN-jNn) n.  A substance that induces hallucination.  

[HALLUCIN(ATION) + -GEN.] —hal·luÙcin·o·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

hal·lu·ci·no·sis (hN-luÙsN-noùsVs) n.  An abnormal condition or mental state 

characterized by hallucination.  [HALLUCIN(ATION) + -OSIS.]

hal·lux (h4lùNks) n.  pl. hal·lu·ces (h4lùyN-sKzÙ, h4lùN-). 1. The innermost or 

first digit on the hind foot of certain mammals. In human beings, it is commonly 

called the big toe.  2. A homologous digit of a bird, a reptile, or an amphibian. In 

birds, it is often directed backward.  [Latin hallux, hallus.]

hall·way (hôlùw7Ù) n.  1. A corridor in a building.  2. An entrance hall. 

halm (hôm) n.  Variant of haulm. 
Hal·ma·he·ra (h4lÙmN-hHrùN, hälÙmä-hHùrä)  An island of eastern Indonesia 

between New Guinea and Sulawesi. Irregular in shape, it is the largest of the 

Moluccas. Japanese installations on the island were a frequent target for Allied 

bombing raids in 1944. 

ha·lo (h7ùlo) n.  pl. ha·los or ha·loes. 1. a. A circular band of colored light 

around a light source, as around the sun or moon, caused by the refraction and 

reflection of light by ice particles suspended in the intervening atmosphere.  

b. Something resembling this band.   2. A luminous ring or disk of light sur-

rounding the heads or bodies of sacred figures, such as saints, in religious paint-

ings; a nimbus.  3. The aura of majesty or glory surrounding a person, a thing, or 

an event that is regarded with reverence, awe, or sentiment.   —  v.  tr. ha·loed, 
ha·lo·ing, ha·loes. To encircle with or as if with a halo.  [Medieval Latin halo, 

from accusative of Latin halos, from Greek, threshing floor, disk of or around the 

sun or moon.]

halo-  or hal- pref.  1. Salt:  halophyte.  2. Halogen:  halocarbon.  [French, from 

Greek, from hals, hal-, salt, sea. See sal- in Appendix.]

hal·o·bi·ont (h4lÙo-bXùmnt) n.  An organism that lives or grows in a salty envi-

ronment. 

hal·o·car·bon (h4lùN-kärÙbNn) n.  A compound, such as a fluorocarbon, that 

consists of carbon and one or more halogens. 

hal·o·cline (h4lùN-klXnÙ) n.  A vertical gradient in ocean salinity. 

hal·o·gen (h4lùN-jNn) n.  Any of a group of five chemically related nonmetallic 

elements including fluorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine, and astatine.  [Swedish  : 

halo-, halo- + -gen, -gen.] —ha·logùe·nous (h4-lmjùN-nNs) adj. 

hal·o·ge·nate (h4lùN-jN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. hal·o·ge·nat·ed, hal·o·ge·nat·ing, 
hal·o·ge·nates. To treat or combine with a halogen.   —halÙo·ge·naùtion n. 

ha·lon (h7ùlmn) n.  Any of several halocarbons used as fire-extinguishing agents. 



hal·o·per·i·dol (h4lÙo-pHrùV-dôlÙ, -dmlÙ, -dolÙ) n.  A tranquilizer, 

C21H23ClFNO2, used especially in the treatment of psychotic disorders, including 

schizophrenia.  [HALO- + (PI)PERID(INE) + -OL
1.]

hal·o·phile (h4lùN-fXlÙ) n.  An organism that requires a salty environment.   
—halÙo·philùic (-fVlùVk), ha·lophùi·lous (h4-lmfùN-lNs)  adj. 

hal·o·phyte (h4lùN-fXtÙ) n.  A plant that grows in saline soil.   —halÙo·phytùic 
(-fVtùVk) adj. 

hal·o·thane (h4lùN-th7nÙ) n.  A colorless, nonflammable liquid, C2HBrClF3, 

used as an inhalational anesthetic.  [HALO- + (E)THANE.]

Hals (hälz, häls), Frans. 1580?-1666.  Dutch painter of genre scenes and por-

traits, such as The Laughing Cavalier (1624). 

Hal·sey (hôlùzK), William Frederick. Known as “Bull.” 1882-1959.  American 

naval officer who during World War II led American naval forces to several 

important victories, including the Battle of Leyte Gulf (1944). On September 2, 

1945, the Japanese formally surrendered aboard his flagship, the U.S.S. Missouri. 

Häl·sing·borg  or Hel·sing·borg (hHlùsVng-bôrgÙ, hHlÙsVng-bôrùK)  A city of 

southwest Sweden on the Oresund opposite Sjaelland. It belonged to Denmark 

until the mid-1600’s. Population, 104,689. 

Hal·sted (hôlùstNd, -stHdÙ), William Stewart. 1852-1922.  American surgeon 

who developed the use of cocaine in anesthesiology and proposed the use of rub-

ber gloves during surgery. 

halt1 (hôlt) n.  A suspension of movement or progress, especially a temporary 

one.   —  v.  halt·ed, halt·ing, halts.  —  v.  tr. To cause to stop; arrest.   —  v.  

intr. To stop; pause.  See Synonyms at stop.  [German, from Middle High Ger-

man, from imperative of halten, to stop, hold back, from Old High German hal-

tan.]

halt2 (hôlt) v.  intr. halt·ed, halt·ing, halts. 1. To proceed or act with uncer-

tainty or indecision; waver.  2. To be defective or proceed poorly, as in the devel-

opment of an argument in logic or in the rhythmic structure of verse.  3. To limp 

or hobble.   —  adj.  Archaic. Lame; crippled.  [Middle English halten, to limp, 

from Old English healtian.]

Hal·tem·price (hôlùtNm-prXsÙ)  An urban district of east-central England near 

Hull. It was named for an Augustinian canonry founded in the district in 1322. 

Population, 53,633. 

hal·ter1 (hôlùtNr) n.  1. A device made of rope or leather straps that fits around 

the head or neck of an animal and is used to lead or secure the animal.  2. a. A 

rope with a noose used for execution by hanging.  b. Death or execution by hang-

ing.   3. A bodice for women that ties behind the neck and across the back, leaving 

the arms, shoulders, and back bare.   —  v.  tr. hal·tered, hal·ter·ing, hal·ters. 
1. To put a halter on.  2. To control with or as if with a halter.  3. To hang (some-

one).  [Middle English, from Old English hælftre.]



hal·ter2 (hôlùtNr, h4lù-) n.  pl. hal·ter·es (-tîrùKz). Either of the small, clublike 

balancing organs that are the rudimentary hind wings of flies and other dipterous 

insects.  Also called balancer [Latin haltKr, lead weights used in leaping exercises, 

from sing. of Greek haltKres, from hallesthai, to jump. See sel- in Appendix.]

hal·ter-top (hôlùtNr-tmpÙ) n.  A woman’s halter.   —  adj.  Designed so as to 

include such a halter:  halter-top dresses. 

halt·ing (hôlùtVng) adj.  1. Hesitant or wavering:  a halting voice.  2. Imperfect; 

defective:  halting verse.  3. Limping; lame.   —haltùing·ly adv. 

Hal·tom City (hôlùtNm sVtùK)  A city of northeast Texas, a suburb of Fort 

Worth. Population, 32,856. 

Hal·ton Hills (hôlùtNn hVlz)  A town of southeast Ontario, Canada, a suburb of 

Toronto. Population, 35,190. 

hal·vah  or hal·va (häl-väù, hälùvä) also ha·la·vah (häÙlN-väù) n.  A confection 

consisting of crushed sesame seeds in a binder of honey.  [From Turkish helva, 

from Arabic Ualw7.]

halve (h4v, häv) v.  tr. halved, halv·ing, halves. 1. To divide (something) into 

two equal portions or parts.  2. To lessen or reduce by half:  halved the recipe to 

serve two.  3. Informal. To share (something) equally:  The twins halve everything.  

4. Sports. To play (a golf game or hole) using the same number of strokes as one’s 

opponent.  [Middle English halven, from half, half. See HALF.]

halves (h4vz, hävz) n.  Plural of half. 
hal·yard also hal·liard (h4lùyNrd) n.  Nautical. A rope used to raise or lower a 

sail, flag, or yard.  [Alteration (influenced by YARD
1), of Middle English halier, 

from halen, to pull. See HALE
2.]

ham (h4m) n.  1. The thigh of the hind leg of certain animals, especially a hog.  

2. A cut of meat from the thigh of a hog.  3. The back of the knee.  4. The back of 

the thigh.  5. hams. The buttocks.  6. An actor who overacts or a performer who 

exaggerates.  7. A licensed amateur radio operator.   —  v.  hammed, 
ham·ming, hams.  —  v.  intr. To overact.   —  v.  tr. To exaggerate or overdo (a 

dramatic role, for example).  [Middle English hamme, from Old English hamm. 

N., senses 6 and 7, possibly from ham-fatter, a poor or amateurish actor.]

Ham (h4m)  In the Old Testament, a son of Noah and the brother of Japheth and 

Shem. 

Ha·ma  or Ha·mah (häùmä)  A city of western Syria south-southwest of Aleppo. 

Settled probably in the Bronze Age, it was a Hittite center in the second millen-

nium B.C. and is frequently mentioned in the Bible as Hamath. Population, 

177,208. 

Ham·a·dan (h4mÙN-d4nù, -dänù)  A city of western Iran west-southwest of 

Tehran. An ancient city, it was captured by Alexander the Great in 330 B.C. and 

later ruled by Seleucid kings, Romans, Byzantines, and Arabs (after A.D. 645). 

Population, 234,000. 



ham·a·dry·ad (h4mÙN-drXùNd) n.  pl. ham·a·dry·ads or ham·a·dry·a·des (-

N-dKzÙ). 1. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. A wood nymph who lives only 

as long as the tree of which she is the spirit lives.  2.  See king cobra.  [Middle 

English amadriad, from Latin Hamadryas, Hamadryad-, from Greek 

Hamadruas : hama, together with; see sem-1 in Appendix + Druas, dryad (from 

drus, oak); see deru- in Appendix.]

ham·a·dry·as (h4mÙN-drXùNs) n.  A baboon (Papio hamadryas) of northern 

Africa and Arabia, the adult male of which has a heavy mane.  Also called sacred 

baboon [Latin, hamadryad. See HAMADRYAD.]

Ha·mah (häùmä)  See Hama. 
ha·mal also ham·mal (hN-mälù) n.  A porter or bearer in certain Muslim coun-

tries.  [Arabic Uamm7l, from Uamala, to carry.]

Ha·ma·ma·tsu (häÙmN-mätùsu)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, east-

southeast of Nagoya. It is an industrial center. Population, 514,118. 

Ha·man (h7ùmNn)  In the Old Testament, a Persian minister who was hanged for 

plotting the destruction of the Jews. 

ha·mar·ti·a (häÙmär-tKùN) n.  Tragic flaw.  [Greek, from hamartanein, to miss 

the mark, err.]

ha·mate (h7ùm7tÙ) Anatomy. adj.  Hooked at the tip.   —  n.  A small, hook-

shaped carpal bone of the wrist.  Also called unciform [Latin h7m7tus, from 

h7mus, hook.]

Ham·burg (h4mùbûrgÙ, hämùbtrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A city of northern Germany on 

the Elbe River northeast of Bremen. Founded by Charlemagne as a defensive cita-

del in the early ninth century, the city quickly grew in commercial importance 

and in 1241 formed an alliance with Lübeck that became the basis for the 

Hanseatic League. Today Hamburg is a major port and financial, industrial, and 

cultural center. Population, 1,592,447. 

ham·burg·er (h4mùbûrÙgNr) also ham·burg (-bûrgÙ) n.  1. a. Ground meat, 

usually beef.  b. A patty of such meat.   2. A sandwich made with a patty of 

ground meat usually in a roll or bun.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  hamburger patties; hamburger restaurants.  [Short for Hamburger 

steak, after Hamburg.]

WORD HISTORY: After having eaten countless hamburgers, one may perhaps

be interested in knowing more about the origins of the name. By the middle of

the 19th century people in Hamburg, Germany, the busiest port in West Germany

today, enjoyed pounded beefsteak in some form. Perhaps brought to America by

the large numbers of Germans who migrated around that time, this sort of dish

with the name Hamburg steak may have appeared on a menu as early as 1836. The

first recorded use of Hamburg steak is found in 1884 in the Boston Journal, with

hamburger steak being first recorded in a Walla Walla, Washington, newspaper in



1889. A 1902 cookbook contains a recipe for Hamburg steak that is closer to our

conception, a recipe using ground beef mixed with onion and pepper. The ham-

burger was on its way, as was the Americanism hamburger.

Ham·den (h4mùdNn)  A town of southern Connecticut, a residential and manu-

facturing suburb of New Haven. Population, 52,434. 

hame (h7m) n.  One of the two curved wooden or metal pieces of a harness that 

fits around the neck of a draft animal and to which the traces are attached.  [Mid-

dle English, from Middle Dutch. See tkei- in Appendix.]

Ha·meln (häùmNln) also Ham·e·lin (h4mùN-lVn, h4mùlVn)  A city of northern 

Germany on the Weser River southwest of Hanover. An ancient Saxon settlement, 

it is a manufacturing and tourist center famous as the setting for the legend of the 

Pied Piper of Hamelin. Population, 55,992. 

ham-fist·ed (h4mùfVsÙtVd) adj.  Ham-handed. 

ham-hand·ed (h4mù h4nÙdVd) adj.  1. Clumsy; maladroit; heavy-handed.  

2. Having unusually large hands. 

Ha·mil·car Bar·ca (hN-mVlùkärÙ bärùkN, h4mùNl-), 270?-228? B.C.  Carthaginian 

general and father of Hannibal. He led Carthaginian forces during the final years 

of the First Punic War (264-241). After making peace with the Romans, he 

returned to Carthage and quelled a rebellion of mercenary troops. 

Ham·il·ton (h4mùNl-tNn)  1. The capital of Bermuda, on Bermuda Island. 

Founded in 1790, it is an important tourist resort. Population, 1,676.  2. A city of 

southeast Ontario, Canada, at the western end of Lake Ontario southwest of Tor-

onto. It is an industrial center and a thriving port. Population, 306,434.  3. A 

burgh of south-central Scotland southeast of Glasgow in a coal and iron region. 

Population, 51,900.  4. A city of southwest Ohio north of Cincinnati. It was set-

tled on the site of Fort Hamilton, built in 1791. Population, 61,368. 

Ham·il·ton (h4mùNl-tNn), Alexander. 1755?-1804.  American politician. The 

first U.S. secretary of the treasury (1789-1795), he established the national bank 

and public credit system. Hamilton was mortally wounded in a duel with his 

political rival Aaron Burr.   —HamÙil·toùni·an (-toùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Ham·il·ton (h4mùNl-tNn), Alice. 1869-1970.  American toxicologist and physi-

cian known for her research on occupational poisons and her book Industrial Poi-

sons in the United States (1925). 

Ham·il·ton (h4mùNl-tNn), Edith. 1867-1963.  German-born American classicist 

noted for her engaging studies of ancient life, particularly The Greek Way (1930). 

Ham·il·ton (h4mùNl-tNn), Lady Emma Lyon. 1765?-1815.  British socialite. She 

became Horatio Nelson’s lover in 1798 and had a daughter with him in 1801. 

Ham·il·ton (h4mùNl-tNn), Mount. A peak, 1,285 m (4,213 ft) high, of western 

California east of San Jose. It is the site of Lick Observatory, built in 1876 to 1888 

and directed by the University of California. 



Ham·il·to·ni·an (h4mÙNl-toùnK-Nn) n.  Abbr. H Physics. A mathematical func-

tion that can be used systematically and with great generality to generate the 

equations of motion of a dynamic system, equal for many such systems to the 

sum of the kinetic and potential energies of the system expressed in terms of the 

system’s coordinates and momenta treated as independent variables.  [After Sir 

William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865), Irish mathematician.]

Ham·il·ton Inlet (h4mùNl-tNn VnùlHtÙ)  A deep inlet of the northern Atlantic 

Ocean in southeast Labrador connecting with Lake Melville. It was first explored 

in 1586. 

Ham·ite (h4mùXtÙ) n.  A member of a group of peoples of northern and north-

east Africa, including the Berbers, Tuareg, and the ancient Egyptians and their 

descendants.  [After HAM.]

Ha·mit·ic (h4-mVtùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the Hamites or their languages or 

cultures.   —  n.  A presumed language family formerly thought to include Egyp-

tian and the Berber, Cushitic, and Chadic languages. 

Ham·i·to-Se·mit·ic (h4mÙV-to-sN-mVtùVk) n.  Afro-Asiatic. No longer in tech-

nical use.  [HAMIT(IC) + SEMITIC.]

ham·let (h4mùlVt) n.  A small village.  [Middle English hamelet, from Old 

French, diminutive of hamel diminutive of ham, village, of Germanic origin. See 

tkei- in Appendix.]

Ham·lin (h4mùlNn), Hannibal. 1809-1891.  Vice President of the United States 

(1861-1865) under Abraham Lincoln. 

Hamm (h4m, häm)  A city of west-central Germany in the Ruhr district south-

southeast of Münster. Founded c. 1226, it was an active member of the Hanseatic 

League after 1417. Population, 166,641. 

ham·mal (hN-mälù) n.  Variant of hamal. 
Ham·mar·skjöld (häùmNr-sholdÙ, -shNld, h4mùNr-, häùmär-shœldÙ), Dag 
Hjalmar Agné Carl. 1905-1961.  Swedish political leader and secretary-general 

of the United Nations (1953-1961) who greatly increased the influence of the 

organization through his peacekeeping efforts in Suez, Lebanon, and the Congo. 

He won the 1961 Nobel Peace Prize posthumously. 

ham·mer (h4mùNr) n.  1. A hand tool used to exert an impulsive force by strik-

ing, consisting of a handle with a perpendicularly attached head made of a rela-

tively heavy, rigid material.  2. A tool or device similar in function or action to 

this striking tool, as: a. The part of a gunlock that hits the primer or firing pin or 

explodes the percussion cap and causes the gun to fire.  b. Music. One of the pad-

ded wooden pieces of a piano that strikes the strings.  c. A part of an apparatus 

that strikes a gong or bell, as in a clock.   3. Anatomy. See malleus.  4. Sports. A 

metal ball weighing 16 pounds (7.2 kilograms) and having a long wire or wooden 

handle by which it is thrown for distance in track-and-field competition.  5. A 

small mallet used by auctioneers.   —  v.  ham·mered, ham·mer·ing, 



ham·mers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit, especially repeatedly, with or as if with a ham-

mer; pound.  See Synonyms at beat.  2. To beat into a shape with or as if with a 

hammer:  hammered out the dents in the fender; hammered out a contract accept-

able to both sides.  3. To put together, fasten, or seal, particularly with nails, by 

hammering.  4. To force upon by constant repetition:  hammered the information 

into the students’ heads.   —  v.  intr. 1. To deal repeated blows with or as if with a 

hammer; pummel: “Wind hammered at us violently in gusts” (Thor Heyerdahl).  

2. To undergo beating in the manner of a hammer:  My pulse hammered.  

3. Informal. To keep at something continuously:  hammered away at the prob-

lem.   —idiom. go under the hammer (or come under the hammer). To 

be put up for auction.  [Middle English hamer, from Old English hamor. See ak- 
in Appendix.] —hamùmer·er n. 

hammer and sickle (h4mùNr Nnd sVkùNl) n.  An emblem of the Communist 

movement signifying the alliance of workers and peasants. 

hammer and tongs (h4mùNr Nnd tôngz) adv.  With tremendous energy or 

effort; vigorously:  worked hammer and tongs to meet the deadline. 

ham·mered (h4mùNrd) adj.  Shaped or worked with a metalworker’s hammer 

and often showing the marks of these tools:  a bowl of hammered brass. 

Ham·mer·fest (h4mùNr-fHstÙ, häùmNr-)  A town of northern Norway on an 

island in the Arctic Ocean. It is the northernmost town of Europe, with uninter-

rupted daylight from May 17 to July 29. Population, 7,208. 

ham·mer·head (h4mùNr-hHdÙ) n.  1. The head of a hammer.  2. Any of several 

large predatory sharks of the genus Sphyrna, having the sides of the head elon-

gated into large, fleshy extensions with the eyes at the ends.  3. A wading bird 

(Scopus umbretta) of Africa and southwest Asia, having brown plumage, a large 

bladelike bill, and a long, backward-pointing crest.  Also called hammerkop, 

umbrette.  4. An African fruit bat (Hypsignathus monstrosus), the male of which 

has a distinctive, enlarged head. 

ham·mer·kop (h4mùNr-kmpÙ) n.  See hammerhead (n., sense 3).  [Partial 

translation of Afrikaans hamerkop : hamer, hammer + kop, head (from Middle 

Dutch, probably from Late Latin cuppa, drinking vessel, cup).]

ham·mer·lock (h4mùNr-lmkÙ) n.  1. Sports. A wrestling hold in which the oppo-

nent’s arm is pulled behind the back and twisted upward.  2. Overwhelming 

dominance that is difficult if not impossible to overcome: “has preserved its ham-

merlock on the business largely because of its reputation for quality” (Fortune). 

Ham·mer·stein (h4mùNr-stXnÙ, -stKnÙ), Oscar. 1846?-1919.  German-born 

American operatic manager who founded opera houses in Harlem (1888) and 

Manhattan (1906). His grandson Oscar Hammerstein II (1895-1960), a lyri-

cist, collaborated on many musicals and is best known for his efforts with Richard 

Rodgers, such as Oklahoma! (1943) and The Sound of Music (1959). 



ham·mer·toe (h4mùNr-toÙ) n.  A toe, usually the second, that is permanently 

flexed downward, resulting in a clawlike shape. 

Ham·mett (h4mùVt), Dashiell. 1894-1961.  American writer of highly 

acclaimed detective fiction, including The Maltese Falcon (1930) and The Thin 

Man (1932). 

ham·mock1 (h4mùNk) n.  A hanging, easily swung cot or lounge of canvas or 

heavy netting suspended between two trees or other supports.  [Spanish hamaca, 

from Taino.]

ham·mock2 (h4mùNk) n.  Variant of hummock (n., sense 2). 

Ham·mond1 (h4mùNnd)  Family of American engineers and inventors, includ-

ing John Hays Hammond (1855-1936), a mining engineer who helped develop 

mining interests in California and South Africa, and his son John Hays Ham-
mond, Jr. (1888-1965), who invented remote-control, telephonic, and tele-

graphic devices. 

Ham·mond2 (h4mùNnd)  1. A city of northwest Indiana on the Illinois border 

west of Gary. It is highly industrialized. Population, 84,236.  2. A city of southeast 

Louisiana east of Baton Rouge. It is the seat of Southeastern Louisiana University 

(founded 1925). Population, 15,871. 

Ham·mu·ra·bi (h4mÙN-räùbK, häÙmt-), Died 1750 B.C.  Babylonian king 

(1792-1750) who made Babylon the chief Mesopotamian kingdom and codified 

the laws of Mesopotamia and Sumeria. 

ham·my (h4mùK) adj.  ham·mi·er, ham·mi·est. Marked or characterized by 

overacting; affectedly humorous or dramatic.   —hamùmi·ly adv.  

—hamùmi·ness n. 

Hamp·den (h4mpùdNn, h4mù-), John. 1594-1643.  English politician and 

leader of Parliament against Charles I. He raised a troop for Parliament and was 

killed in the English Civil War. 

ham·per1 (h4mùpNr) v.  tr. ham·pered, ham·per·ing, ham·pers. To prevent 

the free movement, action, or progress of.   —  n.  Nautical. Necessary but 

encumbering equipment on a ship.  [Middle English hamperen.]

SYNONYMS: hamper, fetter, handcuff, hobble, hog-tie, manacle, shackle, tram-

mel. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to restrict the activity or free

movement of”: a swimmer hampered by clothing; prisoners fettered by chains; hand-

cuffed by rigid regulations; hobbled by responsibilities; an aspiring leadership that

refused to be hog-tied; imagination manacled by fear; shackled by custom; tram-

meled by debts. See also Synonyms at hinder1

ham·per2 (h4mùpNr) n.  A large basket, usually with a cover.  [Middle English, 

alteration of Anglo-Norman hanaper, from Old French hanepier, a case for hold-

ing goblets, from hanap, goblet, of Germanic origin.]



Hamp·shire (h4mpùshîr, -shNr) n.  1. A large sheep of a breed originating in 

England.  2. A pig of a breed developed in the United States, having a black body 

with a white, beltlike band.  [After Hampshire, a county of southern England.]

Hamp·ton (h4mpùtNn)  1. A historic section of London, England. It includes 

Hampton Court Palace, built by Cardinal Wolsey in 1515 and appropriated by 

Henry VIII in 1526. George II was the last to use it as a royal residence, and much 

of the palace is now open to the public.  2. An independent city of southeast Vir-

ginia opposite Norfolk on Hampton Roads, the outlet of three rivers into Ches-

apeake Bay. Settled by colonists from Jamestown in 1610, the city was sacked by 

the British in the War of 1812 and was almost burned to the ground by Confeder-

ates in 1861 to prevent its occupation by Union troops. Population, 133,793. 

Hamp·ton (h4mpùtNn), Lionel. Born 1913.  American musician who was the 

first to use the vibraphone as a jazz instrument. 

Hamp·ton (h4mpùtNn), Wade. 1818-1902.  American Confederate general in 

the Civil War who later served as governor (1876-1879) and U.S. senator (1879-

1891) for South Carolina. 

ham·ster (h4mùstNr) n.  A small Eurasian rodent of the subfamily Cricetinae, 

especially Mesocricetus auratus, having large cheek pouches and a short tail and 

often kept as a pet or used in laboratory research.  [German, from Middle High 

German hamastra, perhaps from Old High German hamustro, of Slavic origin.]

ham·string (h4mùstrVngÙ) n.  1. Any of the tendons at the rear hollow of the 

human knee.  2.  Or hamstrings. The hamstring muscle.  3. The large tendon in 

the back of the hock of a quadruped.   —  v.  tr. ham·strung (-strƒngÙ), 
ham·string·ing, ham·strings. 1. To cut the hamstring of (an animal or a per-

son) and thereby cripple.  2. To destroy or hinder the efficiency of; frustrate. 

hamstring muscle (h4mùstrVngÙ mƒsùNl) n.  Any of the three muscles consti-

tuting the back of the upper leg that serve to flex the knee joint, adduct the leg, 

and extend the thigh. 

ham·strung (h4mùstrƒngÙ) v.  Past tense and past participle of hamstring. 
Ham·sun (hämùsNn, -stnÙ), Knut. Pen name of Knut Pedersen. 1859-1952.  

Norwegian writer whose novels include Hunger (1890) and The Growth of the Soil 

(1917). He won the 1920 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Ham·tramck (h4m-tr4mùVk)  A city of southeast Michigan surrounded by 

Detroit. The city is known primarily for automobile manufacturing. Population, 

18,372. 

ham·u·lus (h4mùyN-lNs) n.  pl. ham·u·li (-lXÙ). A small hooklike projection or 

process, as at the end of a bone.  [Latin, diminutive of h7mus, hook.]

ham·za also ham·zah (h4mùzN, hämùzä) n.  A sign in Arabic orthography used 

to represent the sound of a glottal stop, transliterated in English as an apostrophe.  

[Arabic, from hamaza, to urge on, goad.]



Han1 (hän) n.  pl. Han or Hans. A member of the principal ethnic group of 

China, constituting about 93 percent of the population, especially as distin-

guished from Manchus, Mongols, Huis, and other minority nationalities.  Also 

called Chinese, Han Chinese. 

Han2 (hän)  A Chinese dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) noted for unifying and 

expanding its national territory and for promoting literature and the arts. 

Ha·nau (häùnouÙ)  A city of central Germany on the Main River east of Frank-

furt. Chartered in 1303, it is a center of the country’s jewelry industry. Popula-

tion, 84,373. 

Han Chinese (hän chX-nKzù) n.  See Han1. 
Han·cock (h4nùkmkÙ), John. 1737-1793.  American politician and Revolution-

ary leader. He was president of the Continental Congress (1775-1777) and the 

first to sign the Declaration of Independence. Hancock later served nine terms as 

governor of Massachusetts (1780-1785 and 1787-1793). 

Han·cock (h4nùkmkÙ), Winfield Scott. 1824-1886.  American Civil War gen-

eral who defeated Robert E. Lee and George Pickett in the Gettysburg Campaign 

(1863). 

hand (h4nd) n.  1. a. The terminal part of the human arm located below the 

forearm, used for grasping and holding and consisting of the wrist, palm, four 

fingers, and an opposable thumb.  b. A homologous or similar part in other ani-

mals, as the terminal part of the forelimb in certain vertebrates.   2. A unit of 

length equal to 4 inches (10.2 centimeters), used especially to specify the height of 

a horse.  3. Something suggesting the shape or function of the human hand, 

especially: a. Any of the rotating pointers used as indexes on the face of a 

mechanical clock.  b. A pointer, as on a gauge or dial.   4. Printing. See index (n., 

sense 3).  5. Lateral direction indicated according to the way in which one is fac-

ing:  at my right hand.  6. A style or individual sample of writing.  7. A round of 

applause to signify approval.  8. Physical assistance; help:  gave me a hand with the 

bags.  9. Games. a. The cards held in a card game by a given player at any time.  

b. The number of cards dealt each player; the deal.  c. A player or participant in a 

card game:  We need a fourth hand for bridge.  d. A portion or section of a game 

during which all the cards dealt out are played:  a hand of poker.   10. a. One who 

performs manual labor:  a factory hand.  b. One who is part of a group or crew:  

the ship’s hands.   11. A participant in an activity, often one who specializes in a 

particular activity or pursuit:  called for more hands to decorate the Christmas tree; 

an old hand at labor negotiations.  12. a. The degree of immediacy of a source of 

information; degree of reliability:  probably heard the scandalous tale at third hand.  

b. The strength or force of one’s position:  negotiated from a strong hand.   13.  
Often hands. a. Possession, ownership, or keeping:  The books should be in your 

hands by noon.  b. Power; jurisdiction; care:  The defendant’s fate is in the hands of 

the jury. Dinner is in the hands of the chef.   14. a. Involvement or participation: 



“In all this was evident the hand of the counterrevolutionaries” (John Reed).  b. An 

influence or effect:  The general manager had a hand in all the major decisions.  

c. Evidence of craft or artistic skill:  can see the hand of a genius even in the lighter 

poems.   15. An aptitude or ability:  I tried my hand at decorating.  16. The aes-

thetic feel or tactile quality of something, such as a fabric, textile, or carpeting, 

that indicates its fineness, texture, and durability.  17. A manner or way of per-

forming something:  a light hand with makeup.  18. a. Permission or a promise, 

especially a pledge to wed.  b. A commitment or an agreement, especially when 

sealed by a handshake; one’s word:  You have my hand on that.    —  v.  tr. 

hand·ed, hand·ing, hands. 1. To give or pass with or as if with the hands; 

transmit:  Hand me your keys.  2. To aid, direct, or conduct with the hands:  The 

usher handed the patron to a reserved seat.  3. Nautical. To roll up and secure (a 

sail); furl.   —phrasal verbs. hand down. 1. To bequeath as an inheritance to 

one’s heirs.  2. To make and pronounce an official decision, especially a court ver-

dict.  hand on. To turn over to another.  hand out. 4. To distribute freely; dis-

seminate.  5. To administer or deal out.  hand over. To release or relinquish to 

another.   —idioms. at hand. 1. Close by; near.  2. Soon in time; imminent:  

Retribution is at hand.  at the hand (or at the hands of). Performed by some-

one or through the agency of someone.  by hand. Performed manually.  hand it 
to. Informal. To give credit to:  You’ve got to hand it to her; she knows what she’s 

doing.  in hand. 6. Under control:  The project is well in hand.  7. Accessible at 

the present time.  8. In preparation.  off (one’s) hands. No longer under one’s 

jurisdiction, within one’s responsibility, or in one’s care:  We finally got that project 

off our hands.  on hand. Available.  on (one’s) hands (or upon (one’s) 
hands). In one’s possession, often as an imposed responsibility or burden:  Now 

they have the grandchildren on their hands.  on the one hand. As one point of 

view; from one standpoint.  on the other hand. As another point of view; 

from another standpoint.  out of hand. 14. Out of control:  Employee absentee-

ism has gotten out of hand.  15. At once; immediately.  16. Over and done with; 

finished.  17. Uncalled for or improper; indiscreet.  to hand. 18. Nearby.  

19. In one’s possession.  [Middle English, from Old English.] —handùer n.  

—handùless adj. 

Hand (h4nd), (Billings) Learned. 1872-1961.  American jurist. As a federal 

judge (1924-1951) his influence was so great that he was sometimes called the 

“tenth man” of the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Han·dan also Han·tan (hänùdänù)  A city of east-central China south-south-

west of Beijing. It is a flourishing industrial center. Population, 727,500. 

hand and foot (h4nd Nnd ftt) adv.  With concerted, never-ending effort:  

had to wait on them hand and foot. 

hand and glove (h4nd Nnd glƒv) adv.  Variant of hand in glove. 



hand·bag (h4ndùb4gÙ) n.  1. A woman’s purse.  2. A piece of small hand lug-

gage. 

hand·ball (h4ndùbôlÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A game similar in scoring to volleyball that 

is played by two or more players who hit a ball against a wall with their hands usu-

ally while wearing a special glove.  2. The small rubber ball used in this game. 

hand·bar·row (h4ndùb4rÙo) n.  A flat framework or litter with carrying poles 

at each end. 

hand·bill (h4ndùbVlÙ) n.  A printed sheet or pamphlet distributed by hand. 

hand·blown also hand-blown (h4ndùblonÙ) adj.  Formed or shaped with a 

hand-held blowpipe:  handblown goblets. 

hand·book (h4ndùbtkÙ) n.  Abbr. hdbk. 1. A concise manual or reference 

book providing specific information or instruction about a subject or place.  

2. Games. a. A book in which off-track bets are recorded.  b. A place where off-

track bets are taken.  

hand brake (h4nd br7k) n.  See emergency brake. 
hand·breadth (h4ndùbrHdthÙ) also hand’s-breadth  or hand’s breadth 

(h4ndzù-) n.  A linear measurement approximating the width of the palm of the 

hand, from 22 to 4 inches (6.25 to 10 centimeters). 

hand·car (h4ndùkärÙ) n.  A small open railroad car propelled by a hand pump or 

a small motor. 

hand·cart (h4ndùkärtÙ) n.  A small, usually two-wheeled cart pulled or pushed 

by hand. 

hand·clap (h4ndùkl4pÙ) n.  A beating together of the palms of the hands to 

indicate applause, attract attention, or provide a rhythmic accompaniment to 

music. 

hand·clasp (h4ndùkl4spÙ) n.  The act of clasping the hand of another, especially 

in friendship. 

hand·craft (h4ndùkr4ftÙ) n.  Variant of handicraft.  —  v.  tr. hand·craft·ed, 
hand·craft·ing, hand·crafts (h4nd-kr4ftù). To fashion or make by hand.   
—hand·craftùer n.  —handùcraftsÙman·shipÙ, handùcraftÙman·shipÙ n. 

hand·cuff (h4ndùkƒfÙ) n.  A restraining device consisting of a pair of strong, 

connected hoops that can be tightened and locked about the wrists and used on 

one or both arms of a prisoner in custody; a manacle. Often used in the plural.   
—  v.  tr. hand·cuffed, hand·cuff·ing, hand·cuffs. 1. To restrain with or as if 

with handcuffs.  2. To render ineffective or impotent.  See Synonyms at 

hamper1. 
hand·ed (h4nùdVd) adj.  1. Of or relating to dexterity, preference, or size with 

respect to a hand or hands. Often used in combination:  one-handed; left-handed; 

large-handed.  2. Relating to a specified number of people. Often used in combi-

nation:  a four-handed card game. 



hand·ed·ness (h4nùdVd-nVs) n.  1. A preference for using one hand as opposed 

to the other.  2. Chemistry & Physics. The property that distinguishes an asym-

metric from its mirror image but not from a rotated object. 

Han·del (h4nùdl), George Frederick. 1685-1759.  German-born composer 

whose works include the English oratorio Messiah (1742) and the orchestral 

Water Music (1717).   —Han·delùi·an (h4n-dKùlK-Nn, -dKlùyNn, -dHlù-K-Nn, -

dHlùyNn) adj. 

hand·fast (h4ndùf4stÙ) n.  Archaic. A handclasp used to signify a pledge, such as 

a contract or marriage.  [From Middle English hondfast, past participle of hond-

festen, to betroth, from Old Norse handfesta, to strike a bargain, pledge  : hönd, 

hand + festa, to fasten, fix, affirm; see past- in Appendix.]

hand·ful (h4ndùftlÙ) n.  pl. hand·fuls. 1. The amount that a hand can hold.  

2. A small, undefined number or quantity:  only a handful of people on the street.  

3. Informal. One that is too difficult to control or handle easily:  The hyperactive 

toddler is a real handful. 

hand glass (h4nd gl4s) n.  1. A small magnifying glass held in the hand.  2. A 

mirror with a handle. 

hand·grip (h4ndùgrVpÙ) n.  1. A grip of or by the hand.  2. Something, such as a 

handle, that is suited to a grip by the hand.  3. handgrips. Hand-to-hand com-

bat. 

hand·gun (h4ndùgƒnÙ) n.  A firearm that can be used with one hand. 

hand-held also hand·held (h4ndùhHldÙ) adj.  Compact enough to be used or 

operated while being held in the hand or hands:  a hand-held calculator; a hand-

held video camera. 

hand·hold (h4ndùholdÙ) n.  1. A grip of or by the hand.  2. Something that one 

can hold onto for support. 

hand·hold·ing (h4ndùholÙdVng) n.  Strong personal support and reassurance, 

especially that given to alleviate tension and anxiety. 

hand·i·cap (h4nùdK-k4pÙ) n.  1. Sports & Games. a. A race or contest in which 

advantages or compensations are given different contestants to equalize the 

chances of winning.  b. Such an advantage or penalty.  See Synonyms at advan-
tage.   2. A physical or mental disability.  See Synonyms at disadvantage.  3. A 

hindrance.   —  v.  tr. hand·i·capped, hand·i·cap·ping, hand·i·caps. 
1. Sports & Games. To assign handicaps or a handicap to (a contestant).  2. To 

cause to be at a disadvantage; impede.  [From obsolete hand in cap, a game in 

which forfeits were held in a cap.]

hand·i·capped (h4nùdK-k4ptÙ) adj.  Physically or mentally disabled:  a pool 

equipped for handicapped swimmers.  

USAGE NOTE: Although handicapped is widely used in both law and everyday

speech to refer to people having physical or mental disabilities, those described



by the word tend to prefer the expressions disabled or people with disabilities. To

say that people are handicapped may imply that they cannot function on a par

with others, while to say that they have a disability allows more readily for the

possibility that they can so function, in spite of having to do some things in dif-

ferent ways. It is also felt that some stigma may attach to the word handicapped

on account of its origin in the phrase hand in cap, actually derived from a game

of chance but sometimes mistakenly believed to involve the image of a beggar.

The word handicapped is best reserved to describe a disabled person who is unable

to function owing to some property of the environment. Thus people with a phys-

ical disability requiring a wheelchair may or may not be handicapped, depending

on whether wheelchair ramps are made available to them.

hand·i·cap·per (h4nùdK-k4pÙNr) n.  1. Sports & Games. One who assigns hand-

icaps.  2. Games. One who predicts the winners in a horserace, especially one who 

publishes such predictions as a guide for bettors. 

hand·i·craft (h4nùdK-kr4ftÙ) also hand·craft (h4ndùkr4ftÙ) n.  1. Skill and 

facility with the hands.  2. A craft or an occupation requiring skilled use of the 

hands.  3. Work produced by skilled hands.  [Middle English handecraft, from 

Old English handcræft : hand, hand + cræft, craft.]

Han·dies Peak (h4nùdKz pKk)  A mountain, 4,284.6 m (14,048 ft) high, in the 

San Juan Mountains of southwest Colorado. 

hand·i·ly (h4nùdV-lK, -dl-K) adv.  1. In an easy manner.  2. In a convenient man-

ner. 

hand in glove  or hand and glove (h4nd Vn glƒv) adv.  On intimate terms or 

in close association. 

hand in hand (h4nd Vn h4nd) adv.  In cooperation; jointly. 

hand·i·work (h4nùdK-wûrkÙ) n.  1. Work performed by hand.  2. The product 

of a person’s efforts and actions.  [Middle English handiwerk, from Old English 

handgeweorc : hand, hand + geweorc, work (ge-, collective pref.; see kom in 

Appendix + weorc, work); see WORK.]

hand·ker·chief (h4ngùkNr-chVf, -chKfÙ) n.  pl. hand·ker·chiefs also 

hand·ker·chieves (-chVvz, -chKvzÙ). Abbr. hdkf. 1. A small square of cloth used 

especially for wiping the nose or mouth.  2. A large piece of cloth worn as a deco-

rative article; a scarf. 

han·dle (h4nùdl) v.  han·dled, han·dling, han·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To touch, 

lift, or hold with the hands.  2. To operate with the hands; manipulate.  3. To deal 

with or have responsibility for; conduct:  handles matters of corporate law.  4. To 

cope with or dispose of:  handles problems efficiently.  5. a. To direct, execute, or 

dispose of:  handle an investment.  b. To manage, administer to, or represent:  

handle a boxer.   6. To deal or trade in the purchase or sale of:  a branch office that 

handles grain exports.   —  v.  intr. To act or function in a given way while in oper-



ation:  a car that handles well in the snow; a boat that handles poorly in rough water.   
—  n.  1. A part that is designed to be held or operated with the hand.  2. An 

opportunity or a means for achieving a purpose.  3. Slang. A person’s name.  

4. Games. The total amount of money bet on an event or over a set period of 

time.   —idiom. get a handle on (or have a handle on). Informal. To 

achieve an understanding of:  I was finally able to get a handle on the true nature of 

the problem.  [Middle English handelen, from Old English handlian.] —hanù-
dle·less adj.  

SYNONYMS: handle, manipulate, wield, ply. These verbs mean to use or operate

with or as if with the hands. Handle applies widely and suggests competence: He

handles an ax like a born woodsman. She handled the employee’s problem with sen-

sitivity and direction. Manipulate connotes skillful or artful management, as of a

tool or an instrument: The radio operator manipulated the dials and changed the

frequency. When manipulate refers to people or personal affairs, it often implies

deviousness or the use of improper influence or fraud in gaining an end: I put

forth his suggestion as my own without realizing I had been manipulated. Wield im-

plies freedom, skill, and ease in handling physical or figurative tools and imple-

ments: wield a hatchet; wields a persuasive pen. It also connotes effectiveness in

the exercise of intangibles such as authority or influence: wielded enormous power.

Ply suggests industry and persistence, as in the use of tools (plying a knife and fork

with gusto); the term also applies to the regular and diligent engagement in a task

or pursuit (plies the baker’s trade). See also Synonyms at touch treat

han·dle·bar (h4nùdl-bärÙ) n.  A curved metal steering bar, as on a bicycle. 

Often used in the plural. 

handlebar mustache (h4nùdl-bärÙ mƒsùt4shÙ) n.  A long, curved mustache 

resembling a handlebar. 

han·dler (h4ndùlNr) n.  1. One that handles or directs something or someone:  

the candidate’s campaign handlers; the defector’s handlers.  2. Sports. a. One who 

trains or exhibits an animal, such as a dog.  b. One who acts as the trainer or sec-

ond of a boxer.  

Hand·lin (h4ndùlVn), Oscar. Born 1915.  American historian and educator 

noted for his studies of the influence of immigration on American culture, espe-

cially The Uprooted (1951), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize. 

han·dling (h4ndùlVng) n.  1. The act or an instance of one that handles some-

thing.  2. The way in which a matter, especially a delicate one, is taken care of.  

3. The way in which a presentation, especially an artistic or theatrical work, is 

treated. 

hand·made (h4ndùm7dù) adj.  Made or prepared by hand rather than by 

machine. 



hand·maid (h4ndùm7dÙ) also hand·maid·en (-m7dÙn) n.  1. A woman atten-

dant or servant.  2.  Often handmaiden. Something that serves a useful but 

subordinate purpose:  piety as the handmaiden of religious faith. 

hand-me-down (h4ndùmK-dounÙ) adj.  1. Handed down to one person after 

being used and discarded by another.  2. Of inferior quality; shabby.   —  n.  

Something, such as an article of clothing, that is passed on from one person to 

another. 

hand·off (h4ndùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Football. A play in which one player hands the 

ball to another.  2. The act or an instance of passing something or the control of it 

from one person or agency to another:  a handoff of the aircraft from one control 

tower to another. 

hand organ (h4nd ôrùgNn) n.  Music. A barrel organ operated by turning a 

crank by hand. 

hand·out (h4ndùoutÙ) n.  1. Food, clothing, or money given to the needy.  2. A 

folder or leaflet circulated free of charge.  3. A prepared news or publicity release. 

hand over fist (h4nd oùvNr fVst) adv.  At a tremendous rate:  made money hand 

over fist.  [From the way sailors haul in or climb up a rope.]

hand·pick (h4ndùpVkù) v.  tr. hand·picked, hand·pick·ing, hand·picks. 
1. To gather or pick by hand.  2. To select personally.   —handùpickedù adj. 

hand press (h4nd prHs) n.  A printing press operated by hand. 

hand·print (h4ndùprVntÙ) n.  An outline or indentation left by a hand. 

hand puppet (h4nd pƒpùVt) n.  A puppet operated by hand. 

hand·rail (h4ndùr7lÙ) n.  A narrow railing to be grasped with the hand for sup-

port. 

hand·saw (h4ndùsôÙ) n.  A small saw operated by one hand. 

hand’s-breadth  or hand’s breadth (h4ndzùbrHdthÙ) n.  Variant of hand-
breadth. 

hands down (h4ndz doun) adv.  1. With no trouble; easily.  

2. Unquestionably.   —handsù-downù (h4ndzùdounù) adj. 

hand·sel (h4ndùsNl) also han·sel (h4nù-) Chiefly British. n.  1. A gift to express 

good wishes at the beginning of a new year or enterprise.  2. The first money or 

barter taken in, as by a new business or on the opening day of business, especially 

when considered a token of good luck.  3. a. A first payment.  b. A specimen or 

foretaste of what is to come.    —  v.  tr. hand·seled or hand·selled, 
hand·sel·ing or hand·sel·ling, hand·sels or hand·sels. 1. To give a handsel 

to.  2. To launch with a ceremonial gesture or gift.  3. To do or use for the first 

time.  [Middle English hanselle, from Old English handselen, a handing over 

(hand, hand + selen, gift), and from Old Norse handsal, legal transfer (hand, 

hand + sal, a giving).]

hand·set (h4ndùsHtÙ) n.  The handle-shaped part of a telephone, containing the 

receiver and transmitter and often a dial or push buttons. 



hand·shake (h4ndùsh7kÙ) n.  The grasping of hands by two people, as in greet-

ing or leave-taking. 

hands-off (h4ndzùôfù, -mfù) adj.  Characterized by nonintervention:  a hands-

off foreign policy. 

hand·some (h4nùsNm) adj.  hand·som·er, hand·som·est. 1. Pleasing and 

dignified in form or appearance.  See Synonyms at beautiful.  2. Generous or 

copious:  a handsome reward.  See Synonyms at liberal.  3. Marked by or requir-

ing skill or dexterity:  did some handsome maneuvers on the skating rink.  

4. Appropriate or fitting:  a handsome location for the new school.  5. Large:  a 

handsome price; won by a handsome margin.  [Middle English handsom, handy  : 

hand, hand (from Old English) + -som, n. suff.; see -SOME
1.] —handùsome·ly 

adv.  —handùsome·ness n. 

hands-on (h4ndzùmnù, -ônù) adj.  Involving active participation; applied, as 

opposed to theoretical: “We’re involved in hands-on operations, pulling levers, 

pushing buttons” (Arthur R. Taylor). 

hand·spike (h4ndùspXkÙ) n.  A bar used as a lever.  [Alteration of Dutch 

handspaak : hand, hand (from Middle Dutch hant) + spaak, spoke (from Middle 

Dutch sp7ke, stick).]

hand·spring (h4ndùsprVngÙ) n.  Sports. A gymnastic feat in which the body is 

flipped completely forward or backward from an upright position, landing first 

on the hands and then on the feet. 

hand·stand (h4ndùst4ndÙ) n.  Sports. The act of balancing on the hands with 

one’s feet in the air. 

hand-to-hand (h4ndùtN-h4ndù) adj.  Being at close quarters:  hand-to-hand 

combat.   —hand to hand adv. 

hand-to-mouth (h4ndùtN-mouthù) adj.  Having or providing only the bare 

essentials:  a hand-to-mouth way of life. 

hand wav·ing (h4nd w7ùvVng) n.  Usually insubstantial words or actions 

intended to convince or impress:  resorted to hand waving in place of rational argu-

ments.   —handù-wavÙing (h4ndùw7ÙvVng) adj. 

hand·work (h4ndùwûrkÙ) n.  Work done by hand rather than by machine. 

hand·wo·ven (h4ndùwoùvNn) adj.  1. Woven on a hand-operated loom:  hand-

woven rugs.  2. Woven by hand:  handwoven baskets. 

hand·wring·ing  or hand wringing (h4ndùrVngÙVng) n.  1. Clasping and 

squeezing of the hands, often in distress.  2. An excessive expression of distress:  

handwringing by some experts over the state of the economy.   —handùwringÙer, 
hand wringer n. 

hand·writ·ing (h4ndùrXÙtVng) n.  1. Writing done with the hand.  2. The writ-

ing characteristic of a particular person. 

hand·y (h4nùdK) adj.  hand·i·er, hand·i·est. 1. Skillful in using one’s hands; 

manually adroit.  See Synonyms at dexterous.  2. Readily accessible:  found a 



handy spot for the can opener.  3. Useful; convenient:  a handy gadget.  4. Easy to 

use or handle:  a handy reference book.  [From HAND.] —handùi·ness n. 

Han·dy (h4nùdK), William Christopher. Known as “W.C. Handy.” 1873-1958.  

American musician and composer. He was the first person to recognize the 

importance of blues as a legitimate musical form and the first to publish a blues 

composition, “The Memphis Blues” (1911). 

hand·y·man also handy man (h4nùdK-m4nÙ) n.  A man who does odd jobs or 

various small tasks. 

Han·ford (h4nùfNrd)  A city of central California south-southeast of Fresno. It is 

a trade and processing center for the San Joaquin Valley. Population, 30,897. 

hang (h4ng) v.  hung (hƒng), hang·ing, hangs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fasten from 

above with no support from below; suspend.  2. To suspend or fasten so as to 

allow free movement at or about the point of suspension:  hang a door.  3. past 

tense and past participle. hanged (h4ngd). a. To execute by suspending by the 

neck:  They hanged the prisoner at dawn.  b. Used to express exasperation or dis-

gust:  I’ll be hanged! Hang it all!   4. To fix or attach at an appropriate angle:  hang 

a scythe to its handle.  5. To alter the hem of (a garment) so as to fall evenly at a 

specified height.  6. To furnish, decorate, or appoint by suspending objects 

around or about:  hang a room with curtains.  7. To hold or incline downward; let 

droop:  hang one’s head in sorrow.  8. a. To attach to a wall:  hang wallpaper.  b. To 

display, as in a gallery or an office:  hung four new paintings in the foyer.   

9. Informal. To give (a nickname or label) to someone.  10. To deadlock (a jury) 

by failing to render a unanimous verdict.  11. Baseball. To throw (a pitch) in such 

a manner as to fail to break.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be attached from above with no 

support from below.  2. To die as a result of hanging.  3. To remain suspended or 

poised over a place or an object; hover:  rain clouds hanging low over the corn 

fields.  4. To attach oneself as a dependent or an impediment; cling.  5. To incline 

downward; droop.  6. To depend:  Everything hangs on the committee’s decision.  

7. To pay strict attention:  a student who hangs on the professor’s every word.  8. To 

remain unresolved or uncertain:  His future hung in the balance.  9. To fit the 

body in loose lines:  a dress that hangs well.  10. To be on display, as in a gallery.  

11. Baseball. To fail to break or move in the intended way, as a curve ball.  12. To 

be imminent; loom:  the threat hanging over us.  13. To be or become burden-

some:  Time hung heavy on my hands.   —  n.  1. The way in which something 

hangs.  2. A downward inclination or slope.  3. Particular meaning or signifi-

cance.  4. Informal. The proper method for doing, using, or handling something:  

finally got the hang of it.  5. A suspension of motion; a slackening.   —phrasal 
verbs. hang around. 1. To spend time idly; loiter.  2. To keep company; con-

sort.  hang back. To be averse; hold back.  hang in. Informal. To persevere:  

decided to hang in despite his illness.  hang off. To hold back; be averse.  hang 
on. 6. To cling tightly to something.  7. To continue persistently; persevere.  



8. To keep a telephone connection open.  9. To wait for a short period of time.  

hang out. Slang. 10. To spend one’s free time in a certain place: “a group of boys 

who hung out together around what they called ‘Barry’s Corner’” (Linda Ellerbee).  

11. To pass time idly; loiter:  spent the evening just hanging out.  12. To keep com-

pany; date:  hanging out with a former boyfriend.  hang together. 13. To stand 

united; stick together: “We must all hang together, or assuredly we shall all hang 

separately” (Benjamin Franklin).  14. To constitute a coherent totality:  diverse 

plot lines that did not hang together.  hang up. 15. To suspend on a hook or 

hanger.  16. a. To replace (a telephone receiver) on its base or cradle.  b. To end a 

telephone conversation.   17. a. To delay or impede; hinder:  Budget problems 

hung up the project for months.  b. To become halted or snagged:  The fishing line 

hung up on a rock.  c. Informal. To have or cause to have emotional difficulties or 

inhibitions.   18. a. To replace (a telephone receiver) on its base or cradle.  b. To 

end a telephone conversation.   19. a. To delay or impede; hinder:  Budget prob-

lems hung up the project for months.  b. To become halted or snagged:  The fishing 

line hung up on a rock.  c. Informal. To have or cause to have emotional difficulties 

or inhibitions.    —idioms. give a hang (or care a hang). To be concerned or 

anxious:  I don’t give a hang what you do.  hang a left. Informal. To make a left 

turn, as in an automobile.  hang a right. Informal. To make a right turn, as in an 

automobile.  hang fire. 4. To delay: “They are people who hung fire even through 

the bloody days of the Hungarian Revolution” (Mark Muro).  5. To be slow in fir-

ing, as a gun.  hang in there. Informal. To persevere despite difficulties; persist:  

She hung in there despite pressure to resign.  hang it up. Informal. To give up; 

quit.  hang loose. Slang. To stay calm or relaxed.  hang on to. To hold firmly; 

keep fast:  Hang on to your money.  hang tough. Informal. To remain firmly 

resolved: “We are going to hang tough on this” (Donald T. Regan).  let it all hang 
out. Slang. 11. To be completely relaxed.  12. To be completely candid.  [Middle 

English hongen, from Old English hangian, to be suspended, and from Old 

English hon, to hang; see konk- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Hanged, as a past tense and a past participle of hang, is used in

the sense of “to put to death by hanging.” In the following example hung would

be unacceptable to a majority of the Usage Panel: Frontier courts hanged many a

prisoner after a summary trial. In all other senses of the word, hung is the preferred

form as past tense and past participle.

han·gar (h4ngùNr, h4ngùgNr) n.  A shelter especially for housing or repairing air-

craft.  [French, from Old French hangard, of Germanic origin. See tkei- in 

Appendix.]

Hang·chow  or Hang·chou (h4ngùchouù, hängùjoù)  See Hangzhou. 



hang·dog (h4ngùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) adj.  1. Shamefaced or guilty.  2. Downcast; 

intimidated.   —  n.  A sneaky or despicable person. 

hanged (h4ngd) v.  Past tense and past participle of hang (v. tr., sense 3). See 

Usage Note at hang. 
hang·er (h4ngùNr) n.  1. One who hangs something:  a house painter who also 

works as a paperhanger.  2. A contrivance to which something hangs or by which 

something is hung, as: a. A device around which a garment is draped for hanging 

from a hook or rod.  b. A loop or strap by which something is hung.   3. A 

bracket on the spring shackle of a motor vehicle, designed to hold it to the chassis.  

4. A decorative strip of cloth hung on a garment or wall.  5. A short sword that 

may be hung from a belt. 

hang·er-on (h4ngùNr-mnù, -ônù) n.  pl. hang·ers-on (h4ngùNrz-). A sycophant; 

a parasite. 

hang-glide (h4ngùglXdÙ) v.  intr. hang-·glid·ed, hang-·glid·ing, hang-
·glides. To fly by means of a hang glider. 

hang glider (h4ng glXùdNr) n.  1. A device resembling a kite from which a har-

nessed rider hangs while gliding from a height.  2. The rider of such a device. 

hang·ing (h4ngùVng) n.  1. Execution on a gallows.  2. Something, such as a tap-

estry, that is hung.  3. A descending slope or an inclination.   —  adj.  1. Situated 

on a sharp declivity.  2. Projecting downward; overhanging.  3. Suited for holding 

something that hangs.  4. a. Deserving death by hanging:  a hanging crime.  

b. Disposed to inflict severe sentences, such as death by hanging:  a hanging judge.  

hanging indention (h4ngùVng Vn-dHnùshNn) n.  Indention of every line in a 

paragraph except the first. 

hang·man (h4ngùmNn) n.  1. A man employed to execute condemned prisoners 

by hanging.  2.  (also -m4n) Games. A game in which one player chooses a word 

whose letters are guessed at by another player. For each wrong guess, a new part 

of the stick figure of a hanging man is drawn. 

hang·nail (h4ngùn7lÙ) n.  A small piece of dead skin at the side or the base of a 

fingernail that is partly detached from the rest of the skin.  [Alteration of AGNAIL.]

hang·out (h4ngùoutÙ) n.  Slang. A frequently visited place. 

hang·o·ver (h4ngùoÙvNr) n.  1. Unpleasant physical effects following the heavy 

use of alcohol.  2. A letdown, as after a period of excitement.  3. A vestige; a hold-

over:  hangovers from prewar legislation. 

hang·tag (h4ngùt4gÙ) n.  A tag attached to a piece of merchandise giving infor-

mation about its composition and proper care and use. 

hang-up (h4ngùƒpÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A psychological or emotional difficulty or 

inhibition.  2. An obstacle to smooth progress or development. 

Hang·zhou (hängùjoù) also Hang·chow  or Hang·chou (h4ngùchouù, hängù-

joù)  A city of eastern China at the head of Hangzhou Bay, an inlet of the East 

China Sea. Founded in 606, the city was the capital of a powerful kingdom from 



907 to 960. It was later described by Marco Polo as one of the finest and noblest 

cities in the world. Today it is a modern industrial center and the capital of Zhe-

jiang province. Population, 1,250,000. 

hank (h4ngk) n.  1. A coil or loop.  2. Nautical. A ring on a stay attached to the 

head of a jib or staysail.  3. A looped bundle, as of yarn.  [Middle English, from 

Old Norse hönk.]

han·ker (h4ngùkNr) v.  intr. han·kered, han·ker·ing, han·kers. To have a 

strong, often restless desire.  See Synonyms at yearn.  [Perhaps from Dutch dia-

lectal hankeren. See konk- in Appendix.] —hankùer·er n. 

han·kie also han·ky (h4ngùkK) n.  pl. han·kies. Informal. A handkerchief. 

han·ky-pan·ky (h4ngùkK-p4ngùkK) n.  Slang. 1. Devious or mischievous activ-

ity.  2. Illicit sexual activity.  [Alteration of hokey-pokey, alteration of HOCUS-

POCUS.]

Han·na (h4nùN), Marcus Alonzo. Known as “Mark.” 1837-1904.  American 

financier and politician who managed the 1896 and 1900 presidential campaigns 

of William McKinley and served as a U.S. senator from Ohio (1897-1904). 

Han·ni·bal1 (h4nùN-bNl), 247-183? B.C.  Carthaginian general who crossed the 

Alps in 218 with about 35,000 men and routed Roman armies at Lake Trasimeno 

(217) and Cannae (216). He was later defeated at the Battle of Zama (202). 

Han·ni·bal2 (h4nùN-bNl)  A city of northeast Missouri on the Mississippi River 

northwest of St. Louis. It is famous as the boyhood home of Mark Twain. Popula-

tion, 18,004. 

Han·no (h4nùo), Known as “the Great.” fl. third century B.C.  Carthaginian polit-

ical leader who opposed the policy of conquest during the Second Punic War 

(218-201). After Hannibal’s defeat (202) Hanno negotiated a treaty with the 

Romans. 

Han·no·ver (h4nùoÙvNr, hä-noù-)  See Hanover2. 
Ha·noi (h4-noiù, hN-)  The capital of Vietnam, in the northern part of the coun-

try on the Red River. Founded before the seventh century, it became the capital of 

French Indochina after 1887 and the capital of North Vietnam after 1954. The 

city was bombed heavily during the Vietnam War. Population, 819,913. 

Ha·no·taux (4nÙN-toù, äÙnô-), (Albert Auguste) Gabriel. 1853-1944.  

French historian and politician who as minister of foreign affairs (1894-1898) 

directed France’s colonial expansion in Africa. 

Han·o·ver1 (h4nùoÙvNr)  British ruling family (1714-1901). When Victoria 

ascended the throne in 1837, the crowns of Hanover and Great Britain were sepa-

rated. 

Han·o·ver2  or Han·no·ver (h4nùoÙvNr, hä-noù-)  1. A former kingdom and 

province of northwest Germany. It was an electorate of the Holy Roman Empire 

from 1692 to 1805. The kingdom lasted from 1815 to 1866, when Hanover 

became a province of Prussia (later Germany).  2. A city of northwest Germany 



southeast of Bremen. Chartered in 1241, it became part of the Hanseatic League 

in 1386. Hanover was badly damaged during World War II but has been exten-

sively rebuilt. Population, 514,010. 

Han·o·ve·ri·an (h4nÙo-vîrùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the 

royal family of Hanover.  2. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the kingdom or 

province of Hanover. 

Hanover Park (h4nùoÙvNr pärk)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 32,895. 

Han River (hän rVvùNr)  A river, about 1,126 km (700 mi) long, of east-central 

China flowing generally southeast to the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang). 

Han·sard (h4nùsNrd) n.  The official report of the proceedings and debates of a 

legislature in the Commonwealth of Nations, especially of the British or Cana-

dian parliament.  [After Luke Hansard (1752-1828), British printer.]

Hans·ber·ry (h4nzùbHr-K), Lorraine. 1930-1965.  American playwright known 

for her play A Raisin in the Sun (1959). 

hanse (h4ns) n.  A medieval merchant guild or trade association.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Middle Low German, from Old High German 

hansa, military troop.] —hanÙse·atùic (h4nÙsK-4tùVk) adj. 

Han·se·at·ic League (h4nÙsK-4tùVk lKg)  A former economic and defensive 

confederation of free towns in northern Germany and neighboring areas. Tradi-

tionally dated to a protective alliance formed by Lübeck and Hamburg in 1241, it 

reached the height of its power in the 14th century and held its last official assem-

bly in 1669. 

han·sel (h4nùsNl) n.  & v.   Variant of handsel. 
Han·sen’s disease (h4nùsNnz dV-zKzù) n.  Leprosy. No longer in scientific use.  

[After Gerhard H.A. Hansen (1841-1912), Norwegian physician.]

han·som (h4nùsNm) n.  A two-wheeled covered carriage with the driver’s seat 

above and behind.  Also called hansom cab [After Joseph Aloysius Hansom (1803-

1882), British architect.]

Hans·son (h4nùsNn, hänù-, hänùsôn), Per Albin. 1885-1946.  Swedish politi-

cian. As prime minister (1932-1946) he maintained Swedish neutrality during 

World War II. 

Han·tan (hänùdänù)  See Handan. 
Ha·nuk·kah  or Ha·nu·kah also Cha·nu·kah (KHäùnN-kN, häù-) n.  Judaism. 

An eight-day festival beginning on the 25th day of Kislev, commemorating the 

victory in 165 B.C. of the Maccabees over Antiochus Epiphanes (c. 215-164 B.C.) 

and the rededication of the Temple at Jerusalem.  Also called Feast of Dedication, 

Feast of Lights.  [Hebrew U4nukkâ, dedication, from U7nak, to dedicate.]

han·u·man (hƒnùt-mänÙ) n.  pl. han·u·mans. A small monkey (Presbytis 

entellus) of southern Asia, having bristly hairs on the crown and the sides of the 



face.  [Hindi hanum7n, from Sanskrit Hanuman, name of a monkey-god in 

Hindu mythology, from hanu, jaw. See genu-2 in Appendix.]

hao (hou) n.  A unit of currency in Vietnam.  See Table at currency. 
hao·le (houùlK, -l7) n.  Hawaii. A person, especially a white person, who is not a 

native Hawaiian.  See Regional note at ukulele.  [Hawaiian.]

hap (h4p) n.  1. Fortune; chance.  2. A happening; an occurrence.   —  v.  intr. 

happed, hap·ping, haps. To happen.  [Middle English, from Old Norse happ. 

See kob- in Appendix.]

ha·pax le·go·me·non (h7ùp4ksÙ lV-gmmùN-nmnÙ) n.  pl. ha·pax le·go·me·na 

(-nN). A word or form that occurs only once in the recorded corpus of a given 

language.  [Greek  : hapax, once + legomenon, neuter sing. passive participle of 

legein, to count, say.]

hap·haz·ard (h4p-h4zùNrd) adj.  Dependent upon or characterized by mere 

chance.  See Synonyms at chance.   —  n.  Mere chance; fortuity.   —  adv.  By 

chance; casually.   —hap·hazùard·ly adv.  —hap·hazùard·ness n. 

haph·ta·rah also haf·ta·rah  or haf·to·rah (häfÙtä-räù, häf-tôrùN, -torùN) n.  

pl. haph·ta·roth or haph·to·roth  or haph·to·rot  or haph·to·ros (-tä-rotù, -

rosù, -tôrùotÙ, -osÙ, -torÙ-). Judaism. A selection from the Prophets, read in syna-

gogue services on the Sabbath following each lesson from the Torah.  [Mishnaic 

Hebrew hap£7râ, conclusion, from hip£îr, to conclude, dismiss, from Hebrew 

’p7£ar, to separate, discharge.]

hap·less (h4pùlVs) adj.  Luckless; unfortunate.  See Synonyms at unfortunate.  
—hapùless·ly adv.  —hapùless·ness n. 

hap·lite (h4pùlXtÙ) n.  Variant of aplite. 
hap·loid (h4pùloidÙ) Genetics. adj.  1. Having the same number of sets of chro-

mosomes as a germ cell or half as many as a somatic cell.  2. Having a single set of 

chromosomes.   —  n.  An organism having haploid cells.  [From Greek haplous, 

single; see sem-1 in Appendix + -OID.]

hap·loi·dy (h4pùloiÙdK) n.  Genetics. The state or condition of being haploid. 

hap·lol·o·gy (h4p-lmlùN-jK) n.  The loss of one of two identical or similar adja-

cent syllables in a word, as in Latin n7trXx, “nurse,” from earlier ·n7trXtrXx.  [Greek 

haplos, haplous, single, simple; see HAPLOID + -LOGY.]

hap·lont (h4pùlmnt) n.  Genetics. An organism that is haploid throughout its life 

cycle except as a zygote, when it is diploid, as in many algae and fungi.  [Greek 

haplous, single, simple; see HAPLOID + -ONT.]

hap·lo·sis (h4p-loùsVs) n.  Genetics. Reduction of the diploid number of chro-

mosomes by one half during meiosis, resulting in the haploid number.  [Greek 

haplos, haplous, single; see HAPLOID + -OSIS.]

hap·ly (h4pùlK) adv.  By chance or accident. 

hap·pen (h4pùNn) v.  intr. hap·pened, hap·pen·ing, hap·pens. 1. a. To 

come to pass.  b. To come into being.   2. To take place or occur by chance.  3. To 



come upon something by chance.  4. To come or go casually; make an appear-

ance.  [Middle English happenen, from hap, chance. See HAP.]

SYNONYMS: happen, befall, betide, chance, occur. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to come about”: What would happen if you said no? Who can

predict the misery that may befall humankind? Woe betide the poor soldier. It

chanced that we succeeded. The accident occurred recently.

hap·pen·chance (h4pùNn-ch4nsÙ) n.  A happenstance. 

hap·pen·ing (h4pùN-nVng) n.  1. Something that takes place; an occurrence.  

See Synonyms at occurrence.  2. An improvised, often spontaneous spectacle or 

performance, especially one involving audience participation. 

hap·pen·stance (h4pùNn-st4nsÙ) n.  A chance circumstance: “Marriage loomed 

only as an outgrowth of happenstance; you met a person” (Bruce Weber).  [HAPPEN 

+ (CIRCUM)STANCE.]

hap·pi coat (h4pùK kot) n.  A Japanese jacket made of cotton or similar material 

and having an open front, often fastened with ties.  [Japanese happi : Chinese 

bàn, half + Chinese bèi, to wear.]

hap·py (h4pùK) adj.  hap·pi·er, hap·pi·est. 1. Characterized by good luck; for-

tunate.  2. Enjoying, showing, or marked by pleasure, satisfaction, or joy.  

3. Being especially well-adapted; felicitous:  a happy turn of phrase.  4. Cheerful; 

willing:  happy to help.  5. a. Characterized by a spontaneous or obsessive inclina-

tion to use something. Often used in combination:  trigger-happy.  b. Enthusiastic 

about or involved with to a disproportionate degree. Often used in combination:  

money-happy; clothes-happy.   [Middle English, from hap, luck. See HAP.] 
—hapùpi·ly adv.  —hapùpi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: happy, fortunate, lucky, providential. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “attended by luck or good fortune”: a happy outcome; a for-

tunate omen; a lucky guess; a providential recovery. See also Synonyms at fit1 glad1 
ANTONYM: unhappy

hap·py-go-luck·y (h4pÙK-go-lƒkùK) adj.  Taking things easily; carefree. 

happy hour (h4pùK our) n.  A period of time, usually in late afternoon and 

early evening, during which a bar or lounge features drinks at reduced prices. 

Haps·burg also Habs·burg (h4psùbûrgÙ, häpsùbtrkÙ)  A royal German family 

that supplied rulers to a number of European states from the late Middle Ages 

until the 20th century. The Hapsburgs reached the height of their power under 

Charles V of Spain. When Charles abdicated (1558), the empire was divided 

between the Spanish and Austrian lines. The Spanish branch ceased to rule after 

1700 and the Austrian branch after 1918. 



hap·ten (h4pùtHnÙ) also hap·tene (-tKnÙ) n.  A substance that reacts with a spe-

cific antibody but cannot induce the formation of antibodies unless bound to a 

carrier protein or other molecule.  [German  : Greek haptein, to fasten + German 

-en, n. suff. (from Greek -KnK, -ene).] —hap·tenùic adj. 

hap·tic (h4pùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to the sense of touch; tactile.  [Greek hapti-

kos, from haptesthai, to grasp, touch.]

hap·to·glo·bin (h4pùtN-gloÙbVn) n.  A plasma protein that is a normal constitu-

ent of blood serum and functions in the binding of free hemoglobin in the 

bloodstream.  [Greek haptein, to bind, fasten + (HEMO)GLOBIN.]

ha·ra-ki·ri (h4rùV-kîrùK, häùrK-) also ha·ri-ka·ri (härùK-kärùK, h4rùK-k4rùK) n.  pl. 

ha·ra-ki·ris. Ritual suicide by disembowelment formerly practiced by Japanese 

samurai.  [Japanese  : hara, abdomen, bowels + kiri, to cut.]

Ha·ran  or Har·ran (hä-ränù)  An ancient city of Mesopotamia in present-day 

southeast Turkey. It was an important trading post and a religious center devoted 

to the Assyrian moon god. 

ha·rangue (hN-r4ngù) n.  1. A long, pompous speech, especially one delivered 

before a gathering.  2. A speech or piece of writing characterized by strong feeling 

or expression; a tirade.   —  v.  ha·rangued, ha·rangu·ing, ha·rangues.  —  
v.  tr. To deliver a harangue to.   —  v.  intr. To deliver a harangue.  [Middle 

English arang, a speech to an assembly, from Old French harangue, from Old Ital-

ian aringa, from aringare, to speak in public, probably from aringo, arringa, pub-

lic square, meeting place, of Germanic origin. See koro- in Appendix.] 
—ha·ranguùer n. 

Ha·rap·pa (hN-r4pùN)  A locality in the Indus River valley of the Punjab in Paki-

stan. Archaeological finds dating back to the third millennium B.C. include the 

remains of a well-laid-out city and indicate a possible link between Indian and 

Sumerian cultures. 

Ha·ra·re (hN-rärù7) Formerly Salis·bur·y (sôlzùbHrÙK, -brK).  The capital and 

largest city of Zimbabwe, in the northeast part of the country. Founded by the 

British in 1890, it is a manufacturing and tobacco-processing center. The name 

was changed in 1982 to honor a 19th-century leader. Population, 656,011. 

ha·rass (h4rùNs, hN-r4sù) v.  tr. ha·rassed, ha·rass·ing, ha·rass·es. 1. To irri-

tate or torment persistently.  2. To wear out; exhaust.  3. To impede and exhaust 

(an enemy) by repeated attacks or raids.  [French harasser, possibly from Old 

French harer, to set a dog on, from hare, interjection used to set a dog on, of Ger-

manic origin.] —ha·rassùer n.  —ha·rassùment n.  

SYNONYMS: harass, harry, hound, badger, pester, plague, bait. These verbs are

compared as they mean to trouble persistently or incessantly. Harass and harry

imply systematic persecution by besieging with repeated annoyances, threats, de-

mands, or misfortunes: The landlord harassed tenants who were behind in their



rent. “Of all the griefs that harass the distress’d” (Samuel Johnson). A gang of de-

linquents harried the storekeeper. Hound suggests unrelenting pursuit to gain a de-

sired end: Reporters hounded the celebrity for an interview. To badger is to nag or

tease persistently: The child badgered his parents to buy him a new bicycle. To pester

is to inflict a succession of petty annoyances: “How she would have pursued and

pestered me with questions and surmises” (Charlotte Brontë). Plague refers to the

infliction of tribulations, such as worry or vexation, likened to an epidemic dis-

ease: “As I have no estate, I am plagued with no tenants or stewards” (Henry Field-

ing). To bait is to torment by or as if by taunting, insulting, or ridiculing: Hecklers

baited the speaker mercilessly. 

USAGE NOTE: Educated usage appears to be evenly divided on the pronunci-

ation of harass. In a recent survey 50 percent of the Usage Panel preferred a pro-

nunciation with stress on the first syllable, while 50 percent preferred stress on

the second syllable. Curiously, the Panelists’ comments appear to indicate that

each side regards itself as an embattled minority.

Har·bin (härùbVnù)  A city of northeast China north of Jilin. It grew after Russia 

was granted a trade concession in 1896 and the completion of the railroad to Port 

Arthur (now Lüshun) in 1898. The city is the capital of Heilongjiang province. 

Population, 2,630,000. 

har·bin·ger (härùbVn-jNr) n.  One that indicates or foreshadows what is to 

come; a forerunner.   —  v.  tr. har·bin·gered, har·bin·ger·ing, har·bin·gers. 
To signal the approach of; presage.  [Middle English herbengar, person sent ahead 

to arrange lodgings, from Old French herbergeor, from herbergier, to provide 

lodging for, from herberge, lodging, of Germanic origin. See koro- in Appendix.]

har·bor (härùbNr) n.  Abbr. h., H. 1. A sheltered part of a body of water deep 

enough to provide anchorage for ships.  2. A place of shelter; a refuge.   —  v.  tr. 

har·bored, har·bor·ing, har·bors. 1. To give shelter to:  harbor refugees; har-

bor a fugitive.  2. To provide a place, home, or habitat for:  a basement that har-

bors a maze of pipes; streams that harbor trout and bass.  3. To entertain or nourish 

(a specified thought or feeling):  harbor a grudge.  [Middle English herberwe, 

probably from Old English herebeorg, lodging. See koro- in Appendix.] —harù-
bor·er n. 

har·bor·age (härùbNr-Vj) n.  1. Shelter and anchorage for ships.  2. Shelter; ref-

uge. 

har·bor·mas·ter (härùbNr-m4sÙtNr) n.  An officer who oversees and enforces 

the regulations of a harbor. 

harbor seal (härùbNr sKl) n.  A hair seal (Phoca vitulina) of coastal waters of the 

Northern Hemisphere, having a spotted coat.  Also called sea calf 

har·bour (härùbNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of harbor. 



hard (härd) adj.  hard·er, hard·est. Abbr. h., H. 1. Resistant to pressure; not 

readily penetrated.  2. a. Physically toughened; rugged.  b. Mentally toughened; 

strong-minded.   3. a. Requiring great effort or endurance:  a hard assignment.  

b. Performed with or marked by great diligence or energy:  a project that required 

years of hard work.  c. Difficult to resolve, accomplish, or finish:  That was a hard 

question.  d. Difficult to understand or impart:  Physics was the hardest of my 

courses. Thermodynamics is a hard course to teach.   4. a. Intense in force or 

degree:  a hard blow.  b. Inclement:  a long, hard winter.   5. a. Stern or strict in 

nature or comportment:  a hard taskmaster.  b. Resistant to persuasion or appeal; 

obdurate.  c. Making few concessions:  drives a hard bargain.   6. a. Difficult to 

endure:  a hard life.  b. Oppressive or unjust in nature or effect:  restrictions that 

were hard on welfare applicants.  c. Lacking compassion or sympathy; callous.   

7. a. Harsh or severe in effect or intention:  said some hard things that I won’t for-

get.  b. Bitter; resentful:  No hard feelings, I hope.   8. a. Causing damage or pre-

mature wear:  Snow and ice are hard on a car’s finish.  b. Bad; adverse:  hard luck.   

9. Proceeding or performing with force, vigor, or persistence; assiduous:  a hard 

worker.  10. a. Real and unassailable:  hard evidence.  b. Definite; firm:  a hard 

commitment.  c. Close; penetrating:  We need to take a hard look at the situation.  

d. Free from illusion or bias; practical:  brought some hard common sense to the 

discussion.  e. Using or based on data that are readily quantified or verified:  the 

hard sciences.   11. a. Marked by sharp outline or definition; stark.  b. Lacking in 

delicacy, shading, or nuance.   12. a. Metallic, as opposed to paper. Used of cur-

rency.  b. Backed by bullion rather than by credit. Used of currency.  c. High and 

stable. Used of prices.   13. a. Durable; lasting:  hard merchandise.  b. Written or 

printed rather than stored in electronic media:  sent the information by hard mail.   

14. Erect; tumid. Used of a penis.  15. a. Having high alcoholic content; intoxi-

cating:  hard liquor.  b. Rendered alcoholic by fermentation; fermented:  hard 

cider.   16. Containing dissolved salts that interfere with the lathering action of 

soap. Used of water.  17. Linguistics. Velar, as in c in cake or g in log, as opposed to 

palatal or soft.  18. Physics. Of relatively high energy; penetrating:  hard x-rays.  

19. High in gluten content:  hard wheat.  20. Chemistry. Resistant to biodegrada-

tion:  a hard detergent.  21. Physically addictive. Used of certain illegal drugs, such 

as heroin.  22. Resistant to blast, heat, or radiation. Used especially of nuclear 

weapons.   —  adv.  1. With strenuous effort; intently:  worked hard all day; stared 

hard at the accused criminal.  2. With great force, vigor, or energy:  pressed hard on 

the lever.  3. In such a way as to cause great damage or hardship:  industrial cities 

hit hard by unemployment.  4. With great distress, grief, or bitterness:  took the 

divorce hard.  5. Firmly; securely:  held hard to the railing.  6. Toward or into a 

solid condition:  concrete that sets hard within a day.  7. Near in space or time; 

close:  The factory stands hard by the railroad tracks.  8. Nautical. Completely; 

fully:  hard alee.   —idioms. hard and fast. Defined, fixed, and invariable:  



hard and fast rules.  hard of hearing. 2. Having a partial loss of hearing.  

3. One who has a partial loss of hearing.  hard put. Undergoing great difficulty:  

Under the circumstances, he was hard put to explain himself.  hard up. Informal. 

In need; poor.  [Middle English, from Old English heard. See kar- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: hard, difficult, arduous. These adjectives are compared as they

mean requiring great physical or mental effort to do, achieve, or master. Hard is

the most general term: Why is it so hard for you to keep a secret? “You write with

ease to show your breeding,/But easy writing’s curst hard reading” (Richard Brinsley

Sheridan). Difficult and hard are interchangeable in many instances: a difficult (or

hard) subject; a book that is difficult (or hard) to find. Difficult, however, is often

preferable where the need for skill or ingenuity is implied: “All poetry is difficult

to read,/—The sense of it is, anyhow” (Robert Browning). Arduous refers to what

involves burdensome labor or sustained physical or spiritual effort: “knowledge at

which [Isaac] Newton arrived through arduous and circuitous paths” (Macaulay).

Negotiating a reduction in nuclear arms is a long and arduous undertaking. See also

Synonyms at firm1

hard·back (härdùb4kÙ) Printing. adj.  Bound in cloth, cardboard, or leather 

rather than paper. Used of books.   —  n.  A book bound in cloth, cardboard, or 

leather. 

hard·ball (härdùbôlÙ) n.  1. Sports. Baseball.  2. Informal. The use of any means, 

however ruthless, to attain an objective. 

hard-bit·ten (härdùbVtùn) adj.  Toughened by experience. 

hard·board (härdùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A construction board made by compress-

ing fibers of wood chips usually with a binder at a high temperature. 

hard-boil (härdùboilù) v.  tr. hard-·boiled, hard-·boil·ing, hard-·boils. To 

boil (an egg) in the shell to a solid consistency.  [Back-formation from HARD-

BOILED.]

hard-boiled (härdùboildù) adj.  1. Cooked by boiling in the shell to a solid con-

sistency. Used of eggs.  2. Callous; unfeeling.  3. Unsentimental and practical; 

tough. 

hard·bound (härdùboundÙ) adj.  & n.  Printing. Hardback. 

hard coal (härd kol) n.  See anthracite. 
hard copy (härd kmpùK) n.  A printed copy of the output of a computer or word 

processor. 

hard core (härd kôr) n.  1. The most dedicated, unfailingly loyal faction of a 

group or an organization:  the hard core of the separatist movement.  2. An intrac-

table core or nucleus of a society, especially one that is stubbornly resistant to 

improvement or change. 



hard-core also hard·core (härdùkôrÙ, -korÙ) adj.  1. Intensely loyal; die-hard:  

a hard-core secessionist; a hard-core golfer.  2. Stubbornly resistant to improve-

ment or change:  hard-core poverty.  3. Extremely graphic or explicit:  hard-core 

pornography. 

hard·cov·er (härdùkƒvÙNr) adj.  & n.  Printing. Hardback. 

hard disk (härd dVsk) n.  Computer Science. A rigid magnetic disk fixed perma-

nently within a drive unit and used for storing computer data. Hard disks gener-

ally offer more storage and quicker access to data than floppy disks do. 

Har·de·ca·nute  or Har·di·ca·nute (härÙdV-kN-nutù, -nyutù), 1019?-1042.  

King of England (1040-1042) and of Denmark (1035-1042). The legitimate son 

of King Canute, he claimed the English throne after the death of Harold I, 

Canute’s illegitimate son. 

hard·edge (härdùHjÙ) n.  A form of abstract painting characterized by clearly 

defined geometric shapes and often bright colors. 

hard-edged (härdùHjdÙ) adj.  Inclined to hold a position; severe: “In those mag-

azine pieces the children were splendidly self-willed, hard-edged, perverse, indomita-

ble” (Alice Munro). 

hard·en (härùdn) v.  hard·ened, hard·en·ing, hard·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make hard or harder.  2. To enable to withstand physical or mental hardship.  

3. To make unfeeling, unsympathetic, or callous: “To love love and not its meaning 

hardens the heart in monstrous ways” (Archibald MacLeish).  4. To make sharp, as 

in outline.  5. To protect (nuclear weapons) by surrounding with earth or con-

crete.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become hard or harder.  2. To rise and become stable. 

Used of prices.  3. To become inured.  

SYNONYMS: harden, acclimate, acclimatize, season, toughen. The central mean-

ing shared by these verbs is “to make resistant to hardship, especially through con-

tinued exposure”: was hardened to life on the frontier; is becoming acclimated to the

tropical heat; was acclimatized by long hours to overwork; became seasoned to life in

prison; toughened by experience and criticism. 

ANTONYM: soften

Har·den (härùdn), Sir Arthur. 1865-1940.  British biochemist. He shared a 1929 

Nobel Prize for research on the fermentation of sugars. 

Har·den·berg (härùdn-bûrgÙ, -bHrkÙ), Prince Karl August von. 1750-1822.  

Prussian politician who served as minister of foreign affairs (1804-1806) and 

chancellor (1810-1822). 

hard·en·er (härùdn-Nr) n.  One that hardens, especially a substance added to 

varnish or paint to give it a harder surface or finish. 



hard·en·ing (härùdn-Vng) n.  1. The act or process of becoming hard or harder.  

2. Something that hardens, as a substance added to iron to yield steel.  3. Gradual 

exposure of plants to cold weather. 

hardening of the arteries (härùdn-Vng ƒv thK ärùtN-rKz) n.  Arteriosclero-

sis. 

hard-fist·ed (härdùfVsùtVd) adj.  Tightfisted; stingy. 

hard·hack (härdùh4kÙ) n.  A woody plant (Spiraea tomentosa) of eastern North 

America, having leaves with rusty down on the undersides and spikelike clusters 

of small, rose-purple flowers.  Also called steeplebush 

hard-hand·ed (härdùh4nùdVd) adj.  1. Having hands calloused or hardened by 

work.  2. Oppressive; tyrannical.   —hardù-handùed·ness n. 

hard·hat  or hard-hat (härdùh4tÙ) n.  1. a. A lightweight protective helmet, 

usually of metal or reinforced plastic, worn by workers in industrial settings.  

b. Informal. A construction worker.   2. Slang. a. An ultraconservative.  b. An 

extremely patriotic person with a conventional, usually unquestioning sense of 

morality.    —  adj.  1. Relating to heavy industry, construction, or demolition.  

2. Informal. Of, relating to, or characterized by extreme conservatism.  3. Slang. 

Extremely patriotic. 

hard·head (härdùhHdÙ) n.  1. A shrewd, tough person.  2. A stubborn, unmov-

able person.  3. pl. hardhead or hard·heads. Any of several fishes having a 

bony head, especially the Atlantic croaker. 

hard·head·ed (härdùhHdùVd) adj.  1. Stubborn; willful.  2. Realistic; pragmatic.   
—hardùheadùed·ly adv.  —hardùheadùed·ness n. 

hard·heart·ed (härdùhärùtVd) adj.  Lacking in feeling or compassion; pitiless 

and cold.   —hardùheartùed·ly adv.  —hardùheartùed·ness n. 

hard-hit·ting (h7rdùhVtùVng) adj.  Effective; forceful. 

Har·di·ca·nute (härÙdV-kN-nutù, -nyutù)  See Hardecanute. 
har·di·hood (härùdK-htdÙ) n.  1. Boldness and daring.  2. Impudence or 

insolence. 

Har·ding (härùdVng), Chester. 1792-1866.  American portrait painter whose 

subjects included Daniel Webster, Daniel Boone, and John C. Calhoun. 

Har·ding (härùdVng), Florence Mabel King. 1860-1924.  First Lady of the 

United States (1921-1923) as the wife of President Warren G. Harding. She 

worked tirelessly for her husband’s election to the presidency. 

Har·ding (härùdVng), Warren Gamaliel. 1865-1923.  The 29th President of the 

United States (1921-1923), who made several misguided appointments that led to 

a corrupt administration. He died in office. 

hard labor (härd l7ùbNr) n.  Compulsory physical labor coincident with a 

prison term imposed as punishment for a crime. 

hard landing (härd l4nùdVng) n.  The landing by impact of a spacecraft 

unequipped with or not using devices such as retrorockets to slow it down. 



hard line (härd lXn) n.  A firm, uncompromising policy, position, or stance. 

hard-line also hard·line (härdùlXnù) adj.  Firm and uncompromising, as in pol-

icy, position, or stance:  a hard-line foreign policy.   —hardù-linùer n. 

hard·ly (härdùlK) adv.  1. Barely; just.  2. To almost no degree; almost not:  I 

could hardly hear the speaker.  3. Probably or almost surely not: “Easily was a man 

made an infidel, but hardly might he be converted to another faith” (T.E. Lawrence).  

4. With severity; harshly.  5. With great difficulty; painfully.  [Middle English 

hardli, from Old English heardlXce, harshly, bravely, from heard, hard. See HARD.]

USAGE NOTE: The use of hardly with a negative is avoided in Standard English.

Some critics have been puzzled that adverbs such as hardly, rarely, and scarcely

should be treated as negatives in the traditional strictures against double negation,

which tars sentences like I couldn’t hardly see him with the same brush as I didn’t

get none. After all, they argue, the sentence Mary hardly laughed entails that Mary

did laugh, not that she didn’t, and therefore does not express a negative proposi-

tion. But hardly and scarcely occur with other negative expressions in a number

of ways. For one thing, they combine with items such as any and at all, which are

characteristically associated with negative contexts: we say I hardly saw him at all

or I never saw him at all but not I occasionally saw him at all; we say I hardly had

any time or I didn’t have any time but not I had any time, and so on. Like other

negative adverbs, hardly triggers inversion of the subject and auxiliary when it

begins a sentence. Thus we say Hardly had I arrived when she left, on the pattern

of Never have I read such a book or At no time has he condemned the movement.

Such inversion is not used with other adverbs: we would not say Occasionally has

he addressed this question or To a slight degree have they changed their position. The

fact is that adverbs such as hardly are semantically negative in that they qualify a

state or an event relative to the limiting case of nonoccurrence. Thus the meaning

of hardly is, roughly, “almost not at all”; the meaning of rarely is “practically nev-

er”; and so forth. These adverbs are felt to have a negative component in their

meaning, and it should not be surprising that grammarians have reacted to com-

binations of hardly with negatives in the same way that they have reacted to com-

binations of pairs of negatives such as not and none. See Usage Note at double
negative. See Usage Note at rarely. See Usage Note at scarcely.

hard maple (härd m7ùpNl) n.  See sugar maple. 
hard·ness (härdùnVs) n.  Abbr. h., H. 1. The quality or condition of being hard.  

2. Mineralogy. The relative resistance of a mineral to scratching, as measured by 

the Mohs scale.  3. The relative resistance of a metal or other material to denting, 

scratching, or bending. 



hard news (härd nuz) n.  News, as in a newspaper or television report, that 

deals with formal or serious topics and events.   —hardù-newsÙ (härdùnuzÙ, -

nyuzÙ), hardùnewsÙ adj. 

hard-nosed (härdùnozdù) adj.  Hardheaded. 

hard-on (härdùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  Vulgar Slang. An erection of the penis. 

hard palate (härd p4lùVt) n.  The relatively hard, bony anterior portion of the 

palate. 

hard·pan (härdùp4nÙ) n.  1. A layer of hard subsoil or clay.  Also called caliche 

2. Hard, unbroken ground.  3. A foundation; bedrock. 

hard-pressed (härdùprHstù) adj.  Experiencing great difficulty or distress:  

financially hard-pressed. 

hard rock (härd rmk) n.  Music. A style of rock ’n’ roll characterized by a harsh, 

amplified sound and frequently employing distortion, feedback, and other elec-

tronic modulations. 

hard rubber (härd rƒbùNr) n.  Ebonite. 

hard sauce (härd sôs) n.  A creamy sauce of butter and sugar with rum, brandy, 

or vanilla flavoring, served chilled with puddings, gingerbread, or fruitcakes. 

hard·scrab·ble (härdùskr4bÙNl) adj.  Earning a bare subsistence, as on the land; 

marginal:  the sharecropper’s hardscrabble life.   —  n.  Barren or marginal farm-

land. 

hard sell (härd sHl) n.  Informal. 1. Aggressive, high-pressure selling or promo-

tion.  2. A person or an organization that resists pressure from salespeople; a dif-

ficult sales prospect. 

hard-set (härdùsHtù) adj.  Fixed; rigid. 

hard-shell (härdùshHlÙ) n.  A hard-shell clam or crab.   —  adj.  also hard-
shelled (-shHldÙ) 1. Having a thick, heavy, or hardened shell.  

2. Uncompromising; confirmed. 

hard-shell clam (härdùshHlÙ kl4m) n.  See quahog. 
hard-shell crab (härdùshHlÙ kr4b) n.  A marine crab with a fully hardened 

shell, especially an edible crab in this stage. 

hard-shelled (härdùshHldÙ) adj.  Variant of hard-shell. 
hard·ship (härdùshVpÙ) n.  1. Extreme privation; suffering.  2. A cause of priva-

tion or suffering.  See Synonyms at difficulty. 
hard-spun (härdùspƒnù) adj.  Twisted tightly in spinning, often to the point of 

curling and looping. Used of yarn. 

hard·stand (härdùst4ndÙ) n.  A hard-surfaced area for parking aircraft or 

ground vehicles. 

hard·tack (härdùt4kÙ) n.  A hard biscuit or bread made with only flour and 

water.  Also called sea biscuit, sea bread, ship biscuit. 

hard·top (härdùtmpÙ) n.  An automobile designed to look like a convertible but 

having a rigidly fixed, hard top. 



Har·dwar (härùdwärÙ, hûrù-)  A city of northern India on the Ganges River 

north-northeast of Delhi. It is a Hindu pilgrimage center. Population, 114,180. 

hard·ware (härdùwârÙ) n.  Abbr. hdwe. 1. Metal goods and utensils such as 

locks, tools, and cutlery.  2. a. Computer Science. A computer and the associated 

physical equipment directly involved in the performance of data-processing or 

communications functions.  b. Machines and other physical equipment directly 

involved in performing an industrial, technological, or military function.   

3. Informal. Weapons, especially military weapons.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  hardware manufacturers; hardware add-ons. 

Hard·wicke (härdùwVkÙ), Sir Cedric Webster. 1893-1964.  British actor who 

appeared in a number of plays, including Back to Methuselah (1924) and Promise 

(1936), and in numerous motion pictures. 

hard-wired (härdùwXrdÙ) adj.  1. Computer Science. Of, relating to, or imple-

mented through logic circuitry permanently connected within a computer or cal-

culator and therefore not subject to change by programming.  2. Directly 

connected by electrical wires or cables.   —hardùwireÙ v. 

hard·wood (härdùwtdÙ) n.  1. The wood of a dicotyledonous tree.  2. A 

dicotyledonous tree. 

har·dy1 (härùdK) adj.  har·di·er, har·di·est. 1. Being in robust and sturdy good 

health.  See Synonyms at healthy.  2. Courageous; intrepid.  3. Brazenly daring; 

audacious.  4. Capable of surviving unfavorable conditions, such as cold weather 

or lack of moisture. Used especially of cultivated plants.  [Middle English, from 

Old French hardi, past participle of hardir, make hard, embolden, of Germanic 

origin. See kar- in Appendix.] —harùdi·ly adv.  —harùdi·ness n. 

har·dy2 (härùdK) n.  pl. har·dies. A square-shanked chisel that fits into a square 

hole in an anvil.  [Probably from HARD.]

Har·dy (härùdK), Oliver. 1892-1957.  American comedian famous for the slap-

stick abuse he inflicted upon his partner in the comedy team of Laurel and Hardy. 

Har·dy (härùdK), Thomas. 1840-1928.  British writer noted for his Wessex nov-

els, including Far from the Madding Crowd (1874), The Mayor of Casterbridge 

(1886), and Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891). 

Har·dy-Wein·berg law (härùdK-wXnùbûrg lô) n.  A fundamental principle in 

population genetics stating that the genotype frequencies and gene frequencies of 

a large, randomly mating population remain constant provided immigration, 

mutation, and selection do not take place.  [After Godfrey Harold Hardy (1877-

1947), British mathematician, and Wilhelm Weinberg (1862-1937), German phy-

sician.]

hare (hâr) n.  Any of various mammals of the family Leporidae, especially of the 

genus Lepus, similar to rabbits but having longer ears and legs and giving birth to 

active, furred young.   —  v.  intr. hared, har·ing, hares. To move hurriedly, as 



if hunting a swift quarry:  went haring off after a lower-priced car.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hara. See kas- in Appendix.]

hare and hounds (hâr Nnd houndz) n.  Games. A game in which one group 

of players leaves a trail of paper scraps for a pursuing group to follow. 

hare·bell (hârùbHlÙ) n.  A perennial plant (Campanula rotundifolia) having slen-

der stems, dense clusters of basal leaves, and bell-shaped blue or white flowers.  

Also called bluebell 

hare·brained (hârùbr7ndù) adj.  Foolish; flighty:  a harebrained scheme.  

USAGE NOTE: The first part of the compound harebrained is often misspelled

hair in the belief that the meaning of the word is “with a hair-sized brain” rather

than “with no more sense than a hare.” Though hairbrained has a long history,

this spelling is not established usage.

Ha·re Krish·na (häÙrK krVshùnN) n.  pl. Hare Krish·nas. 1. A chant to the 

Hindu god Krishna.  2. Informal. a. A member of the International Society for 

Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), founded in the United States in 1966.  b. The 

society itself.   [From the chant Hare Krishna : Sanskrit hare, vocative of HariU, a 

name of Vishnu (from hari-, yellow-green, tawny yellow); see ghel-2 in Appen-

dix + Sanskrit Kx}h7, Krishna.]

hare·lip (hârùlVpÙ) n.  A congenital deformity characterized by a vertical cleft or 

pair of clefts in the upper lip.   —hareùlippedÙ adj. 

har·em (hârùNm, h4rù-) n.  1. A house or a section of a house reserved for 

women members of a Muslim household.  2. The wives, concubines, female rela-

tives, and servants occupying such a place.  3. A group of women sexual partners 

for one man.  [Turkish, from Persian Uaram, from Arabic UarXm, sacred, forbid-

den place, from Uarama, to be prohibited.]

Har·greaves (härùgrKvzÙ), James. Died 1778.  British inventor of the spinning 

jenny (c. 1764). He patented his device in 1770. 

har·i·cot1 (h4rùV-koÙ) n.  The edible pod or seed of any of several beans, espe-

cially the kidney bean.  [French, possibly alteration (influenced by French haricot, 

stew); see HARICOT
2, of Nahuatl ayacotli.]

har·i·cot2 (h4rùV-koÙ) n.  A highly seasoned mutton or lamb stew with vegeta-

bles.  [French, from Old French hericot, hericoq, possibly from harigoter, to cut 

into pieces, probably of Germanic origin.]

ha·ri-ka·ri (härùK-kärùK, h4rùK-k4rùK) n.  Variant of hara-kiri. 
Har·ing·ton  or Har·ring·ton (h4rùVng-tNn), Sir John. 1561-1612.  English 

writer known for his translation (1591) of Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso. He was ban-

ished from Elizabeth’s court because of his satires. 

Ha·ri·ri (hN-rKùrK, KHä-), al-. 1054-1122.  Arabian poet and scholar remembered 

for his Maqamat, a collection of discourses. 



Ha·ri Rud (härÙK rudù)  A river, about 1,126 km (700 mi) long, of northwest 

Afghanistan, northeast Iran, and southern Turkmenistan. Its lower course forms 

part of the Afghanistan-Turkmenistan border. 

hark (härk) v.  intr. harked, hark·ing, harks. To listen attentively.   —idiom. 
hark back. To return to a previous point, as in a narrative.  [Middle English 

harken, herken, from Old English *heorcian.]

har·ken (härùkNn) v.  Variant of hearken. 
Har·lan (härùlNn), John Marshall. 1833-1911.  American jurist. As an associate 

justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1877-1911) he was known for his outspoken 

dissenting opinions. His grandson John Marshall Harlan (1899-1971) also 

served as an associate justice of the Court (1955-1971). 

Har·lem (härùlNm)  A section of New York City in northern Manhattan border-

ing on the Harlem and East rivers. Peter Stuyvesant established the Dutch settle-

ment of Nieuw Haarlem here in 1658. A rapid influx of Black people beginning c. 

1910 made it one of the largest Black communities in the United States. In the 

1920’s a flowering of Black art and literature was known as the Harlem Renais-

sance. After World War II many Hispanics settled in East (or Spanish) Harlem.   
—Harùlem·iteÙ n. 

Harlem River (härùlNm rVvùNr)  A channel in New York City separating the 

northern end of Manhattan Island from the Bronx. With Spuyten Duyvil Creek it 

connects the Hudson and East rivers. 

har·le·quin (härùlV-kwVn, -kVn) n.  1. Harlequin. A conventional buffoon of 

the commedia dell’arte, traditionally presented in a mask and parti-colored 

tights.  2. A clown; a buffoon.   —  adj.  Abbr. hlqn Having a pattern of brightly 

colored diamond shapes.  [Obsolete French, from Old French Herlequin, Helle-

quin, a demon, perhaps from Middle English *Herleking, from Old English Herla 

cyning, King Herla, a mythical figure identified with Woden.]

har·le·quin·ade (härÙlV-kwN-n7dù) n.  1. A comedy or pantomime in which 

Harlequin is the main attraction.  2. Farcical clowning or buffoonery.  [Obsolete 

French, from harlequin, harlequin. See HARLEQUIN.]

harlequin bug (härùlV-kwVn bƒg) n.  A flat-bodied, brightly colored stinkbug 

(Murgantia histrionica) that is destructive to cabbage and other cruciferous 

plants.  Also called calicoback 

Har·ley (härùlK), Robert First Earl of Oxford. 1661-1724.  British politician. As 

chief minister (1710-1714) to Anne he helped negotiate an end to the War of the 

Spanish Succession (1701-1713). 

Har·lin·gen (härùlVn-jNn)  A city of extreme southern Texas northwest of 

Brownsville. It is a processing and shipping center for the lower Rio Grande val-

ley. Population, 43,543. 

har·lot (härùlNt) n.  A prostitute.  [Middle English, vagabond, rogue, lecher, har-

lot, from Old French arlot, herlot, vagabond.] —harùlot·ry (-lN-trK) n.  



WORD HISTORY: Harlot is first recorded in English in a work written around

the beginning of the 13th century, meaning “a man of no fixed occupation, vag-

abond, beggar,” also the first main sense of the word herlot, which we borrowed

from Old French. The recorded history of a word is sometimes all we need to

scotch conjectures as to its ultimate origins. William Lambarde, in a 1570-1576

work, suggested that the word harlot came from the name of Arletta, or “Har-

lothe,” William the Conqueror’s mother. As we have seen, Lambarde was unnec-

essarily besmirching her, for the history of harlot makes clear that “prostitute” was

not its first sense. In fact, the word came to mean “male lecher” before it meant

“prostitute,” but by the time Lambarde wrote, “prostitute” must have been

thought to have been the main sense of the word, hence his etymology.

Har·low (härùlo)  An urban district of southeast England northeast of London. 

It was designated as a new town in 1946 to alleviate overpopulation in London. 

Population, 79,400. 

Har·low (härùlo), Jean. 1911-1937.  American actress known for her beauty 

and sardonic wit. Her films include Hell’s Angels (1930) and Red Dust (1932). 

harm (härm) n.  1. Physical or psychological injury or damage.  2. Wrong; evil.   
—  v.  tr. harmed, harm·ing, harms. To do harm to.  See Synonyms at injure.  
[Middle English, from Old English hearm.]

har·mat·tan (härÙmN-t4nù, här-m4tùn) n.  A dry, dusty wind that blows along 

the northwest coast of Africa.  [Akan (Twi) haramata, possibly from Arabic 

Uar7m, evil thing.]

harm·ful (härmùfNl) adj.  Causing or capable of causing harm; injurious.   
—harmùful·ly adv.  —harmùful·ness n. 

harm·less (härmùlVs) adj.  1. Incapable of causing harm.  2. Free from loss or 

legal liability:  Under the agreement, I would be held harmless if the other parties 

defaulted.   —harmùless·ly adv.  —harmùless·ness n. 

har·mo·lod·ic (härÙmN-lmdùVk) adj.  Music. Relating to a style of modern 

improvisational music in which different, contrasting instruments are played in 

different keys or tempos.  [Possibly from HAR(MONY) + MO(VEMENT) + 

(ME)LODIC.]

har·mon·ic (här-mmnùVk) adj.  1. Music. a. Of or relating to harmony.  

b. Pleasing to the ear:  harmonic orchestral effects.  c. Characterized by harmony:  

a harmonic liturgical chant.   2. Of or relating to harmonics.  3. Integrated in 

nature.   —  n.  Music. 1. a. A tone in the harmonic series of overtones produced 

by a fundamental tone.  b. A tone produced on a stringed instrument by lightly 

touching an open or stopped vibrating string at a given fraction of its length so 

that both segments vibrate.  Also called overtone, partial, partial tone.   2. A wave 

whose frequency is a whole-number multiple of that of another.  3. harmonics. 



(used with a sing. verb). The theory or study of the physical properties and charac-

teristics of musical sound.  [Latin harmonicus, from Greek harmonikos, from har-

monia, harmony. See HARMONY.] —har·monùi·cal·ly adv. 

har·mon·i·ca (här-mmnùV-kN) n.  Music. 1. A small, rectangular instrument 

consisting of a row of free reeds set back in air holes, played by exhaling or inhal-

ing.  Also called mouth organ 2. A glass harmonica.  3. An instrument consisting 

of tuned strips of metal or glass fixed to a frame and struck with a hammer.  

[Alteration of obsolete armonica, glass harmonica, from Italian, feminine of 

armonico, harmonious, from Latin harmonicus, harmonic. See HARMONIC.]

harmonic analysis (här-mmnùVk N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  Mathematics. The representa-

tion of functions by means of linear operations such as summation or integration 

on characteristic sets of functions, especially such representation by Fourier 

series. 

harmonic mean (här-mmnùVk mKn) n.  Mathematics. The reciprocal of the 

arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of a specified set of numbers. 

harmonic motion (här-mmnùVk moùshNn) n.  A periodic vibration, as of a 

violin string, in which the motions are symmetrical about a region of equilib-

rium. Such a vibration may have only one frequency and amplitude or may be a 

combination of two or more components.  Also called simple harmonic motion 

harmonic progression (här-mmnùVk prN-grHshùNn) n.  Mathematics. A 

sequence of quantities whose reciprocals form an arithmetic progression, such as 

1, 3, 5, 7,.... 

harmonic series (här-mmnùVk sîrùKz) n.  1. Mathematics. A series whose terms 

are in harmonic progression, as 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 +...  2. Music. A series of tones con-

sisting of a fundamental tone and the overtones produced by it, and whose fre-

quencies are consecutive integral multiples of the frequency of the fundamental. 

har·mo·ni·ous (här-moùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Exhibiting accord in feeling or action.  

2. Having component elements pleasingly or appropriately combined:  a harmo-

nious blend of architectural styles.  3. Characterized by harmony of sound; melo-

dious.   —har·moùni·ous·ly adv.  —har·moùni·ous·ness n. 

har·mo·nist (härùmN-nVst) n.  Music. One skilled in harmony.   
—harÙmo·nisùtic adj.  —harÙmo·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

har·mo·ni·um (här-moùnK-Nm) n.  Music. An organlike keyboard instrument 

that produces tones with free metal reeds actuated by air forced from a bellows.  

[French, from harmonie, harmony, from Old French armonie, harmonie. See HAR-

MONY.]

har·mo·nize (härùmN-nXzÙ) v.  har·mo·nized, har·mo·niz·ing, 
har·mo·niz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring or come into agreement or harmony.  See 

Synonyms at agree.  2. Music. To provide harmony for (a melody).   —  v.  intr. 

1. To be in agreement; be harmonious.  2. Music. To sing or play in harmony.   
—harùmo·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —harùmo·nizÙer n. 



har·mo·ny (härùmN-nK) n.  pl. har·mo·nies. 1. Agreement in feeling or opin-

ion; accord:  live in harmony.  2. A pleasing combination of elements in a whole:  

color harmony; the order and harmony of the universe.  See Synonyms at propor-
tion.  3. Music. a. The study of the structure, progression, and relation of 

chords.  b. Simultaneous combination of notes in a chord.  c. The structure of a 

work or passage as considered from the point of view of its chordal characteristics 

and relationships.  d. A combination of sounds considered pleasing to the ear.   

4. A collation of parallel passages, especially from the Gospels, with a commen-

tary demonstrating their consonance and explaining their discrepancies.  [Middle 

English armonie, from Old French, from Latin harmonia, from Greek, articula-

tion, agreement, harmony, from harmos, joint. See ar- in Appendix.]

harm’s way (härmz w7) n.  A risky position; danger:  a place for the children 

that is out of harm’s way; ships that sail into harm’s way. 

Harms·worth (härmzùwûrthÙ), Alfred Charles William Viscount Northc-

liffe. 1865-1922.  British newspaper publisher who founded the Daily Mail (1896) 

and the Daily Mirror (1903). 

har·ness (härùnVs) n.  1. The gear or tackle, other than a yoke, with which a 

draft animal pulls a vehicle or an implement.  2. Something resembling such gear 

or tackle, as the arrangement of straps used to hold a parachute to the body.  3. A 

device that raises and lowers the warp threads on a loom.  4. Archaic. Armor for a 

man or horse.   —  v.  tr. har·nessed, har·ness·ing, har·ness·es. 1. a. To put 

a harness on (a draft animal).  b. To fasten by the use of a harness.   2. To bring 

under control and direct the force of:  If you can harness your energy, you will 

accomplish a great deal.   —idiom. in harness. On duty or at work.  [Middle 

English harnes, from Old French harneis, of Germanic origin. See nes-1 in 

Appendix.] —harùness·er n. 

har·nessed antelope (härùnVst 4nùtl-opÙ) n.  See bushbuck. 
harness race (härùnVs r7s) n.  Sports. A horserace between pacers or trotters 

harnessed to sulkies.   —harness racing n. 

Har·ney Peak (härùnK pKk)  A mountain, 2,208.8 m (7,242 ft) high, of south-

west South Dakota. It is the highest elevation of the Black Hills and the highest 

point in the state. 

Har·old I (h4rùNld), Known as “Harold Harefoot.” Died 1040.  King of England 

(1035-1040). The illegitimate son of Canute, Harold claimed the English throne 

after his father’s death. 

Har·old II (h4rùNld), 1022?-1066.  King of England (1066) and the last of the 

Anglo-Saxon monarchs. He succeeded Edward the Confessor and was killed 

fighting the invasion of William the Conqueror. 

Har·old III (h4rùNld), 1015-1066.  King of Norway (1045-1066) who invaded 

England in 1066 and was killed in a battle against Harold II. 

Ha·roun al-Ra·schid (hä-runù äl-rä-shKdù)  See Harun al-Rashid. 



harp (härp) n.  1. Music. An instrument consisting of an upright, open triangular 

frame with usually 46 strings of graded lengths played by plucking with the fin-

gers.  2. Something, such as a pair of vertical supports for a lampshade, that 

resembles this musical instrument.   —  v.  intr. harped, harp·ing, harps. To 

play a harp.   —phrasal verb. harp on. To talk or write about to an excessive 

and tedious degree; dwell on.  [Middle English, from Old English hearpe, and 

from Old French harpe of Germanic origin.] —harpùer n.  —harpùist n. 

Har·per (härùpNr)  Family of American printers and publishers, including 

James (1795-1869), John (1797-1875), Joseph Wesley (1801-1870), and 

Fletcher (1806-1877). They established Harper and Brothers publishing com-

pany (1833) and founded Harper’s magazine (1850). 

Har·pers Ferry (härùpNrz fHrùK)  A locality of extreme northeast West Virginia. 

It was the scene of John Brown’s rebellion (1859), in which he briefly seized the 

U.S. arsenal here. The town changed hands a number of times during the Civil 

War. 

Harper Woods (härùpNr wtdz)  A city of southeast Michigan, a suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 16,361. 

har·poon (här-punù) n.  A spearlike weapon with a barbed head used in hunt-

ing whales and large fish.   —  v.  tr. har·pooned, har·poon·ing, har·poons. 
To strike, kill, or capture with or as if with a spearlike weapon.  [Probably from 

Dutch harpoen, from Middle Dutch, from Old French harpon, possibly from 

harpe, clamp, claw, from Latin harpa, sickle, from Greek harpK.] —har·poonùer 
n. 

harpoon gun (här-punù gƒn) n.  A small cannonlike apparatus used to fire 

harpoons. 

harp seal (härp sKl) n.  An earless seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus) of the North 

Atlantic and Arctic oceans whose pups are hunted for their fine, white fur.  [From 

the shape of the markings on its shoulders and sides.]

harp·si·chord (härpùsV-kôrdÙ, -kordÙ) n.  Music. A keyboard instrument whose 

strings are plucked by means of quills or plectrums.  [Alteration of obsolete 

French harpechorde, from Italian arpicordo : arpa, harp (from Late Latin harpa, of 

Germanic origin) + corda, string (from Latin chorda, from Greek khordK); see 

gherN- in Appendix.] —harpùsi·chordÙist n. 

Har·py (härùpK) n.  pl. Har·pies. 1. Greek Mythology. One of several loathsome, 

voracious monsters with the head and trunk of a woman and the tail, wings, and 

talons of a bird.  2. harpy. A predatory person.  3. harpy. A shrewish woman. 

har·que·bus (härùkN-bNs, -kwN-) also ar·que·bus (ärù-) n.  A heavy, portable 

matchlock gun invented during the 15th century.  Also called hackbut [Obsolete 

French harquebuse, from Old French, alteration of Middle Dutch hakebus : hake, 

hook; see keg- in Appendix + busse, gun (from Late Latin buxis, box); see BOX
1.]

Har·ran (hä-ränù)  See Haran. 



har·ri·dan (h4rùV-dn) n.  A woman regarded as scolding and vicious.  [Possibly 

from French haridelle, gaunt woman, old horse, nag.]

har·ri·er1 (h4rùK-Nr) n.  1. One that harries.  2. Any of various slender, narrow-

winged hawks of the genus Circus, such as the marsh hawk, that prey on small 

animals.  [Sense 2, alteration (influenced by HARRY), of obsolete harrower, from 

HARROW
2.]

har·ri·er2 (h4rùK-Nr) n.  1. Any of a breed of small hounds originally used in 

hunting hares and rabbits.  2. Sports. A cross-country runner.  [Middle English 

hairer, eirer, possibly alteration (influenced by hair, hare, hare); see HARE, of Old 

French errier, wanderer, from errer, to wander. See ERR.]

Har·ri·man (h4rùN-mNn), Edward Henry. 1848-1909.  American railway mag-

nate. He joined J.P. Morgan and James J. Hill to form the Northern Securities 

Company, a railroad trust that was ordered dissolved by the U.S. Supreme Court 

(1904). 

Har·ri·man (h4rùN-mNn), Florence Jaffray. 1870-1967.  American diplomat 

who served as ambassador to Norway from 1937 to 1940. 

Har·ri·man (h4rùN-mNn), (William) Averell. 1891-1986.  American financier 

and diplomat who held a number of public offices, including ambassador to the 

U.S.S.R. (1943-1946) and U.S. secretary of commerce (1946-1948). 

Har·ring·ton (h4rùVng-tNn), Sir John.  See Sir John Harington. 
Har·ris (h4rùVs), Benjamin. fl. 1673-1713.  English publisher and journalist in 

Massachusetts. His Publick Occurrences was the first newspaper printed in Amer-

ica (1690). 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Frank. 1856-1931.  Irish-born American writer known for his 

autobiography My Life and Loves (three volumes, 1923-1927). 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Joel Chandler. 1848-1908.  American writer and journalist 

who wrote Uncle Remus: His Songs and His Sayings (1880) and its many sequels. 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Julie. Born 1925.  American actress noted for her performances 

in a number of plays and films, including The Member of the Wedding (play, 1950; 

film, 1952). 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Louis. Known as “Lou.” Born 1921.  American public-opinion 

analyst. He established Louis Harris and Associates, Inc. (1956), a firm known for 

its election polling. 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Patricia Roberts. 1924-1985.  American public official who 

served as secretary of health, education, and welfare (1979-1981). 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Roy Ellsworth. 1898-1979.  American composer known espe-

cially for his folk-inspired symphonies. 

Har·ris (h4rùVs), Townsend. 1804-1878.  American diplomat who as the first 

U.S. consul general to Japan (1855-1860) was instrumental in opening that coun-

try to Western trade. 



Har·ris (h4rùVs), William Torrey. 1835-1909.  American philosopher, editor, 

and educator who established the first public-school kindergarten in the United 

States (1873). 

Har·ris·burg (h4rùVs-bûrgÙ)  The capital of Pennsylvania, in the southeast-cen-

tral part of the state west-northwest of Philadelphia. Settled in the early 1700’s as 

Harris’ Ferry, it was renamed in 1785 and became the capital in 1812. Population, 

52,376. 

Har·ri·son (h4rùV-sNn)  A village of southeast New York, a residential suburb of 

New York City. Population, 23,308. 

Har·ri·son1 (h4rùV-sNn), Benjamin. 1726-1791.  American Revolutionary 

leader who served as a member of the Continental Congress (1774-1778) and was 

also governor of Virginia (1782-1784). 

Har·ri·son2 (h4rùV-sNn), Benjamin. 1833-1901.  The 23rd President of the 

United States (1889-1893). The first Pan-American Conference took place (1889) 

during his administration. 

Har·ri·son (h4rùV-sNn), George. Born 1943.  British musician and composer 

who was a member of the Beatles. His best-known compositions include “Here 

Comes the Sun” and “Tax Man.” 

Har·ri·son (h4rùV-sNn), Peter. 1716-1775.  British-born American architect 

noted as the designer of King’s Chapel in Boston and Christ Church in Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts. 

Har·ri·son (h4rùV-sNn), Sir Reginald Carey. Known as “Rex.” 1908-1990.  Brit-

ish actor best remembered for his portrayal of Professor Henry Higgins in the 

Broadway musical and film versions of My Fair Lady, for which he was awarded a 

Tony (1956) and an Academy Award (1964). 

Har·ri·son (h4rùV-sNn), William Henry. 1773-1841.  The ninth President of the 

United States (1841). He died of pneumonia after one month in office. 

Har·ri·son·burg (h4rùV-sNn-bûrgÙ)  An independent city of north-central Vir-

ginia northwest of Charlottesville. It is a processing center in an agricultural 

region. Population, 30,707. 

Har·ro·gate (h4rùN-gNt, -g7tÙ)  A municipal borough of north-central England 

north of Leeds. It is a popular health resort with mineral springs used for thera-

peutic treatment since 1596. Population, 67,000. 

har·row1 (h4rùo) n.  A farm implement consisting of a heavy frame with sharp 

teeth or upright disks, used to break up and even off plowed ground.   —  v.  tr. 

har·rowed, har·row·ing, har·rows. 1. To break up and level (soil or land) 

with a harrow.  2. To inflict great distress or torment on.  [Middle English harwe.] 
—harùrow·er n. 

har·row2 (h4rùo) v.  tr. har·rowed, har·row·ing, har·rows. Archaic. To 

plunder; sack.  [Middle English herwen, variant of harien. See HARRY.]



Har·row (h4rùo)  A mainly residential district of northeast Greater London. It is 

the site of the public school Harrow, founded in 1571. 

har·row·ing (h4rùo-Vng) adj.  Extremely distressing; agonizing:  a harrowing 

experience. 

har·rumph (hN-rƒmfù) v.  intr. har·rumphed, har·rumph·ing, 
har·rumphs. 1. To make a show of clearing one’s throat.  2. To offer usually 

brief critical comments:  harrumphed for a while over the proposal.  [Imitative.] 
—har·rumphù n. 

har·ry (h4rùK) v.  tr. har·ried, har·ry·ing, har·ries. 1. To disturb or distress by 

or as if by repeated attacks; harass.  See Synonyms at harass.  2. To raid, as in 

war; sack or pillage.  [Middle English harien, from Old English hergian. See koro- 
in Appendix.]

harsh (härsh) adj.  harsh·er, harsh·est. 1. Unpleasantly coarse and rough to 

the touch.  See Synonyms at rough.  2. Disagreeable to the senses, especially to 

the sense of hearing.  3. Extremely severe or exacting; stern.  [Middle English 

harsk, of Scandinavian origin.] —harshùly adv.  —harshùness n. 

harsh·en (härùshNn) v.  tr. intr. harsh·ened, harsh·en·ing, harsh·ens. To 

make or become harsh. 

hars·let (härùslVt) n.  Variant of haslet. 
hart (härt) n.  pl. harts or hart. A male deer, especially a male red deer over five 

years old.  [Middle English, from Old English heorot. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

Hart (härt), Albert Bushnell. 1854-1943.  American historian who edited or 

produced more than 100 works on American history, most notably Epochs of 

American History (1891-1926). 

Hart (härt), Lorenz Milton. 1895-1943.  American lyricist whose song credits 

include “The Lady Is a Tramp,” “My Funny Valentine,” and “Blue Moon.” 

Hart (härt), Moss. 1904-1961.  American playwright, librettist, and director. He 

wrote a number of Broadway comedies with George S. Kaufman, including Once 

in a Lifetime (1930) and The Man Who Came to Dinner (1939). 

Hart (härt), William Surrey. 1872?-1946.  American actor known for his roles 

in Two-Gun Hicks (1914), Desert Dust (1927), and a number of other Westerns. 

Harte (härt), (Francis) Bret. 1836-1902.  American writer noted for his stories 

about California mining towns. The Luck of Roaring Camp and Other Sketches 

(1870) is his best-known collection. 

har·te·beest (härùtN-bKstÙ, härtùbKstÙ) n.  pl. har·te·beests or hartebeest. 
Any of various large African antelopes of the genus Alcelaphus, characterized by a 

reddish-brown coat and ringed, outward-curving horns.  [Obsolete Afrikaans, 

from Middle Dutch, variant of hertebeest : hert, deer; see ker-1 in Appendix + 

beest, beast (from Old French beste); see BEAST.]

Hart·ford (härtùfNrd)  The capital of Connecticut, in the north-central part of 

the state on the Connecticut River. Settled 1635-1636 by Massachusetts colonists 



on the site of a Dutch trading post, it became the nucleus of the Connecticut Col-

ony in 1639. From 1701 to 1875 it was joint capital with New Haven. Population, 

139,739. 

Har·tle·pool (härtùlK-pulÙ, härùtl-)  A borough of northeast England on the 

North Sea south-southeast of Newcastle. It is a seaport with iron and steel indus-

tries. Population, 94,600. 

Hart·line (härtùlXnÙ), Haldan Keffer. 1903-1983.  American biophysicist. He 

shared a 1967 Nobel Prize for research on the human eye. 

hart’s-tongue (härtsùtƒngÙ) n.  A European evergreen fern (Phyllitis scolopen-

drium) with narrow, undivided fronds.  [So called from the shape of its fronds.]

har·um-scar·um (hârÙNm-skârùNm, h4rÙNm-sk4rùNm) adj.  Lacking a sense of 

responsibility; reckless.   —  adv.  With abandon; recklessly.  [From hare, to 

frighten + SCARE.]

Ha·run al-Ra·shid  or Ha·roun al-Ra·schid (hä-runù äl-rä-shKdù) also 

Harun ar-Ra·shid (ärÙ-), 763?-809.  Caliph of Baghdad (786-809) noted for his 

participation in the Muslim holy war against the Byzantines and for the splendor 

of his court. 

ha·rus·pex (hN-rƒsùpHksÙ, h4rùN-spHksÙ) also a·rus·pex (N-rƒsùpHksÙ) n.  pl. 

ha·rus·pi·ces (hN-rƒsùpV-sKzÙ) also a·rus·pi·ces (N-rƒsùpV-sKzÙ). A priest in 

ancient Rome who practiced divination by the inspection of the entrails of ani-

mals.  [Latin. See gherN- in Appendix.]

Har·vard (härùvNrd), John. 1607-1638.  American cleric and philanthropist 

who left his library and half his estate to the college in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

that now bears his name. 

Harvard, Mount.  A peak, 4,398.1 m (14,420 ft) high, in the Sawatch Range of 

the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

har·vest (härùvVst) n.  1. The act or process of gathering a crop.  2. a. The crop 

that ripens or is gathered in a season.  b. The amount or measure of the crop 

gathered in a season.  c. The time or season of such gathering.   3. The result or 

consequence of an activity.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a harvest festival; harvest gleanings.   —  v.  har·vest·ed, har·vest·ing, 
har·vests.  —  v.  tr. 1. To gather (a crop).  2. To gather a crop from.  3. To 

receive (the benefits or consequences of an action).  See Synonyms at reap.   —  
v.  intr. To gather a crop.  [Middle English, from Old English hærfest. See kerp- in 

Appendix.] —harùvest·a·ble adj.  —harÙvest·a·bilùi·ty n. 

harvest bug (härùvVst bƒg) n.  See chigger (n., sense 1). 

har·vest·er (härùvV-stNr) n.  1. One who gathers a crop.  2. A machine for har-

vesting crops; a reaper. 

harvest fly (härùvVst flX) n.  Any of several cicadas of the genus Tibicen that pro-

duce a shrill sound heard late in summer. 



harvest home (härùvVst hom) n.  1. The completion of a harvest.  2. a. The 

time of completing a harvest.  b. A festival held at this time.  c. A song sung at 

this time.  

har·vest·man (härùvVst-mNn) n.  1. A man who harvests.  2.  See daddy lon-
glegs (n., sense 1). 

harvest mite (härùvVst mXt) n.  See chigger (n., sense 1). 

harvest moon (härùvVst mun) n.  The full moon that occurs nearest the 

autumnal equinox. 

Har·vey (härùvK)  A city of northeast Illinois, an industrial suburb of Chicago. 

Population, 29,771. 

Har·vey (härùvK), William. 1578-1657.  English physician, anatomist, and phys-

iologist who discovered the circulation of blood in the human body (1628). 

Har·vey (härùvK), William Hope. Known as “Coin.” 1851-1936.  American 

economist and publicist who advocated the coinage of silver to ease the monetary 

crisis of the 1890’s. 

Harz Mountains (härts mounùtNnz)  A mountain range of central Germany 

extending about 97 km (60 mi) between the Weser and the Elbe. The range rises 

to 1,142.8 m (3,747 ft) and has many mineral springs and resort areas. 

has (h4z) v.  Third person singular present tense of have. 
has-been (h4zùbVnÙ) n.  pl. has-beens. Informal. One that is no longer 

famous, popular, successful, or useful. 

Has·dru·bal (h4zùdruÙbNl, h4z-druù-), Died 207 B.C.  Carthaginian general 

who attempted to establish military dominance on the Iberian Peninsula during 

the Second Punic War but was defeated by Roman forces (207). 

ha·sen·pfef·fer (häùzNn-fHfÙNr, -sNn-) n.  A highly seasoned stew of marinated 

rabbit meat.  [German  : Hase, rabbit (from Middle High German, from Old 

High German haso); see kas- in Appendix + Pfeffer, pepper (from Old High Ger-

man pfeffar, from Latin piper); see PEPPER.]

hash1 (h4sh) n.  1. A dish of chopped meat, potatoes, and sometimes vegetables, 

usually browned.  2. a. A jumble; a hodgepodge.  b. Informal. A mess:  made a 

hash of the project.   3. A reworking or restatement of already familiar material.   
—  v.  tr. hashed, hash·ing, hash·es. 1. To chop into pieces; mince.  

2. Informal. To make a mess of; mangle.  3. Informal. To discuss carefully; review:  

hash over future plans.   —idiom. settle (someone’s) hash. Slang. To silence 

or subdue.  [Variant of Middle English hache, from Old French, past participle of 

hacher, hachier, to chop up, from hache, ax, of Germanic origin. See HATCHET.]

hash2 (h4sh) n.  Slang. Hashish. 

hash browns (h4sh brounz) pl.n.  Chopped cooked potatoes, fried until 

brown.  Also called hash brown potatoes 

hash·eesh (h4shùKshÙ, h4-shKshù, hä-) n.  Variant of hashish. 
hash house (h4sh hous) n.  Slang. A cheap restaurant. 



hash·ish (h4shùKshÙ, -Vsh, h4-shKshù, hä-) also hash·eesh (h4shùKshÙ, h4-shK-

shù, hä-) n.  A purified resin prepared from the flowering tops of the female can-

nabis plant and smoked or chewed as a narcotic or an intoxicant.  [Arabic Ua≥X≥, 
hemp, dried grass.]

hash mark (h4sh märk) n.  1. A service stripe on the sleeve of an enlisted per-

son’s uniform.  2. Football. A mark in either of two series placed on the field per-

pendicular to the yard lines and used for spotting the ball.  [Alteration of 

HATCH
3.]

hash slinger (h4sh slVngùNr) n.  Slang. One who provides food in a cheap res-

taurant. 

Ha·sid  or Has·sid also Chas·sid (KHäùsVd, KHôù-, häù-) n.  pl. Ha·si·dim or 

Has·si·dim also Chas·si·dim (KHä-sKùdVm, KHôù-, häù-). Judaism. A member of 

a movement of popular mysticism founded in eastern Europe in the 18th century.  

[From Hebrew U7sîd, pious.] —Ha·siùdic adj.  —Ha·siùdism n. 

has·let (h4sùlVt, h7zù-) also hars·let (härùslVt) n.  The heart, liver, and other edi-

ble viscera of an animal, especially hog viscera.  [Middle English hastelet, from 

Old French, diminutive of haste, roast meat, spit, perhaps from Latin hasta, spear, 

or of Germanic origin.]

has·n’t (h4zùNnt)  Has not. 

hasp (h4sp) n.  A metal fastener with a hinged, slotted part that fits over a staple 

and is secured by a pin, bolt, or padlock.   —  v.  tr. hasped, hasp·ing, hasps. 
To close or lock with such a fastener.  [Middle English, from Old English hæsp, 

hæpse.]

Has·sam (h4sùNm), (Frederick) Childe. 1859-1935.  American painter who 

used brilliant colors and bold brushwork to depict city street scenes and natural 

landscapes in works such as Rainy Day in Boston (1885). 

Has·sel (häùsNl), Odd. 1897-1981.  Norwegian chemist. He shared a 1969 Nobel 

Prize for the study of organic molecules. 

Has·selt (häsùNlt)  A city of northeast Belgium east of Brussels. Chartered in 

1232, it was the site of a Dutch defeat of Belgian nationalists in 1831. Population, 

65,437. 

Has·sid (KHäùsVd, KHôù-, häù-) n.  Variant of Hasid. 
has·sle (h4sùNl) Informal. n.  1. An argument or a fight.  2. Trouble; bother.   —  

v.  has·sled, has·sling, has·sles.  —  v.  intr. To argue or fight:  customers has-

sling with merchants over high prices.   —  v.  tr. To bother or harass:  street gangs 

hassling passersby.  [Origin unknown.]

WORD HISTORY: It is difficult to believe that there were no hassles before

1945, but that is the year in which the noun hassle is first recorded in English. The

origins of this word might be considered a hassle for the etymologist. An English

dialect word, hassle, meaning “to hack at, cut with a blunt knife and with a sawing



motion,” is recorded at the end of the 19th century. A Southern dialect word, has-

sle, “to pant, breathe heavily,” is also a possible source. A more popular notion has

been that hassle is a blend, but here again we have a hassle. Three separate possi-

bilities have been proposed, a combination of harass and hustle, haggle and tussle,

and haggle and wrestle. Given all these possibilities, it is clear why words such as

hassle end up with the etymology “origin unknown.”

has·sock (h4sùNk) n.  1. A thick cushion used as a footstool or for kneeling.  

2. A dense clump of grass.  [Middle English hassok, clump of grass, from Old 

English hassuc.]

hast (h4st) v.  Archaic. Second person singular present tense of have. 
has·tate (h4sùt7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having the shape of an arrowhead but with the 

basal lobes pointing outward at right angles:  hastate leaves.  [From Latin hasta, 

spear.] —hasùtateÙly adv. 

haste (h7st) n.  1. Rapidity of action or motion.  2. Overeagerness to act.  

3. Rash or headlong action; precipitateness.   —  v.  intr. tr. hast·ed, hast·ing, 
hastes. To hasten or cause to hasten.   —idiom. make haste. To move or act 

swiftly; hurry.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

SYNONYMS: haste, celerity, dispatch, expedition, hurry, speed. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “rapidity or promptness of movement or activ-

ity”: left the room in haste; a legal system not known for celerity; advanced with all

possible dispatch; cleaned up the room with remarkable expedition; worked system-

atically but without hurry; driving with excessive speed. 

ANTONYM: deliberation

has·ten (h7ùsNn) v.  has·tened, has·ten·ing, has·tens.  —  v.  intr. To move 

or act swiftly.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to hurry.  2. To speed up; accelerate:  fanned 

the wet paint to hasten drying.  See Synonyms at speed. 
Has·tie (h7ùstK), William Henry. 1904-1976.  American jurist who served on 

the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals (1949-1971), the first Black American to do so. 

Has·tings (h7ùstVngz)  1. A borough of southeast England on the English Chan-

nel at the entrance to the Strait of Dover. Hastings is near the site of William the 

Conqueror’s victory over the Saxons (October 14, 1066). Population, 75,900.  

2. A city of southern Nebraska south of Grand Island. It is a manufacturing cen-

ter. Population, 23,045. 

Has·tings (h7ùstVngz), Thomas. 1860-1929.  American architect who with John 

Merven Carrère formed an important architectural firm whose designs include 

that of the New York Public Library (1897-1911) and numerous mansions. 



Has·tings (h7ùstVngz), Warren. 1732-1818.  British colonial administrator who 

as governor-general of India (1773-1785) carried out land and legal reforms and 

instituted British control of the Indian government. 

hast·y (h7ùstK) adj.  hast·i·er, hast·i·est. 1. Characterized by speed; rapid.  See 

Synonyms at fast1.  2. Done or made too quickly to be accurate or wise; rash:  a 

hasty decision.  See Synonyms at impetuous.  3. Easily angered; irritable.   
—hastùi·ly adv.  —hastùi·ness n. 

hasty pudding (h7ùstK ptdùVng) n.  1. Cornmeal mush served with maple 

syrup, brown sugar, or other sweetening.  2. Chiefly British. A mush made with 

flour or oatmeal. 

hat (h4t) n.  1. A covering for the head, especially one with a shaped crown and 

brim.  2. a. A head covering of distinctive color and shape worn as a symbol of 

office.  b. The office symbolized by the wearing of such a head covering.   3. A 

role or an office symbolized by or as if by the wearing of different head coverings:  

wears two hats—one as parent and one as corporate executive.   —  v.  tr. hat·ted, 
hat·ting, hats. To supply or cover with a hat.   —idioms. at the drop of a 
hat. At the slightest pretext or provocation.  hat in hand. In a humble manner; 

humbly.  pass the hat. To take up a collection of money.  take (one’s) hat off 
to. To respect, admire, or congratulate.  talk through (one’s) hat. 5. To talk 

nonsense.  6. To bluff.  throw (one’s) hat into the ring (or toss (one’s) hat 
into the ring). To enter a political race as a candidate for office.  under (one’s) 
hat. As a secret or in confidence:  Keep this information under your hat.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hæt, hætt.]

hat·band (h4tùb4ndÙ) n.  A band of ribbon or cloth worn on a hat just above the 

brim. 

hat·box (h4tùbmksÙ) n.  A box or case for a hat. 

hatch1 (h4ch) n.  1. a. An opening, as in the deck of a ship, in the roof or floor 

of a building, or in an aircraft.  b. The cover for such an opening.  c. A hatchway.  

d. Nautical. A ship’s compartment.   2. The hinged rear door of a hatchback.  

3. A floodgate.   —idiom. down the hatch. Slang. Drink up. Often used as a 

toast.  [Middle English, small door, from Old English hæc, hæcc.]

hatch2 (h4ch) v.  hatched, hatch·ing, hatch·es.  —  v.  intr. To emerge from 

or break out of an egg.   —  v.  tr. 1. To produce (young) from an egg.  2. To cause 

(an egg or eggs) to produce young.  3. To devise or originate, especially in secret:  

hatch an assassination plot.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of hatching.  2. The 

young hatched at one time; a brood.  [Middle English hacchen, from Old English 

*hæccan.] —hatchùer n. 

hatch3 (h4ch) v.  tr. hatched, hatch·ing, hatch·es. To shade by drawing or 

etching fine parallel or crossed lines on.   —  n.  A fine line used in hatching.  

[Middle English hachen, to engrave, carve, from Old French hacher, hachier, to 

cross-hatch, cut up. See HASH
1.]



hatch·back (h4chùb4kÙ) n.  An automobile having a sloping back with a hatch 

that opens upward. 

hat·check (h4tùchHkÙ) n.  A room for checking hats and other outer garments.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a hatcheck concession; a 

hatcheck attendant. 

hatch·el (h4chùNl) n.  A comb for separating flax fibers.   —  v.  tr. hatch·eled 

also hatch·elled, hatch·el·ing also hatch·el·ling, hatch·els also hatch·els. 
To separate (flax fibers) with a hatchel.  [Middle English hechel, possibly from 

Old English *hecel;; akin to Middle Dutch hekel. See HECKLE.]

hatch·er·y (h4chùN-rK) n.  pl. hatch·er·ies. A place where eggs, especially those 

of fish or poultry, are hatched. 

hatch·et (h4chùVt) n.  1. A small, short-handled ax for use in one hand.  2. A 

tomahawk.  [Middle English hachet, from Old French hachete, diminutive of 

hache, ax, of Germanic origin; akin to Old High German happa, sickle.]

hatchet face (h4chùVt f7s) n.  A long, gaunt face with sharp features.   
—hatchùet-facedÙ (h4chùVt-f7stÙ) adj. 

hatchet job (h4chùVt jmb) n.  Slang. A crude or ruthless effort usually ending in 

destruction:  did a hatchet job on the mayor’s reputation. 

hatchet man (h4chùVt m4n) n.  Slang. 1. A man hired to commit murder.  2. A 

man hired or assigned to carry out a disagreeable task or an unscrupulous order. 

Hatch·ie (h4chùK)  A river rising in northern Mississippi and flowing about 290 

km (180 mi) generally northwest to the Mississippi River north of Memphis, Ten-

nessee. 

hatch·ing (h4chùVng) n.  1. Fine lines used in graphic arts to show shading.  

2. The process of decorating with such lines. 

hatch·ling (h4chùlVng) n.  A newly hatched bird, amphibian, fish, or reptile. 

hatch·ment (h4chùmNnt) n.  Heraldry. A panel bearing the coat of arms of a 

deceased person.  [Alteration of hachement, achiment, from ACHIEVEMENT, 

escutcheon.]

hatch·way (h4chùw7Ù) n.  1. A passage or an opening leading to a hold, com-

partment, or cellar.  2. A ladder or stairway within a hatchway. 

hate (h7t) v.  hat·ed, hat·ing, hates.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To feel hostility or ani-

mosity toward.  b. To detest.   2. To feel dislike or distaste for:  hates washing 

dishes.   —  v.  intr. To feel hatred.   —  n.  1. Intense animosity or dislike; hatred.  

2. An object of detestation or hatred:  My pet hate is tardiness.  [Middle English 

haten, from Old English hatian. N., Middle English  from Old English hete.] 
—hatùer n. 

hate·ful (h7tùfNl) adj.  1. Eliciting or deserving hatred.  2. Feeling or showing 

hatred; malevolent.   —hateùful·ly adv.  —hateùful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: hateful, detestable, odious, obnoxious, offensive, repellent. These



adjectives, which are often interchangeable, describe what elicits or deserves

strong dislike, distaste, or revulsion: Hateful refers to what evokes hatred or deep

animosity: “No vice is universally as hateful as ingratitude” (Joseph Priestley). De-

testable applies to what arouses abhorrence or scorn: detestable crimes; a detestable

occupation. Something odious is the object of disgust, aversion, or intense displea-

sure: “a kind of slimy stuff... of a most nauseous, odious smell” (Daniel Defoe); “con-

sequences odious to those you govern” (Edmund Burke). Obnoxious is applied to

something that is very objectionable: “I know no method to secure the repeal of bad

or obnoxious laws so effective as their stringent execution” (Ulysses S. Grant). Of-

fensive applies to what offends or excites displeasure: offensive behavior; an offen-

sive suggestion. Something repellent arouses repugnance or disgust: I find his ob-

sequiousness repellent.

hate mail (h7t m7l) n.  Correspondence that expresses the sender’s animosity, 

disapproval, or prejudice, often in offensive language. 

hath (h4th) v.  Archaic. Third person singular present tense of have. 
Hath·a·way (h4thùN-w7Ù), Anne. 1556?-1623.  The wife of William Shakes-

peare. She married the playwright in 1582. 

hat·pin (h4tùpVnÙ) n.  A long straight pin usually with an ornamental head, used 

to secure a hat to the wearer’s hair. 

ha·tred (h7ùtrVd) n.  Intense animosity or hostility.  [Middle English  : hate, hate; 

see HATE + Old English r<den, condition; see ar- in Appendix.]

Hat·shep·sut (h4t-shHpùsutÙ) also Hat·shep·set (-sHtÙ), Died c. 1482 B.C.  

Queen of Egypt (1503-1482) who on the death of her husband, Thutmose II (c. 

1504), became regent for her son Thutmose III. She bestowed the title of pharaoh 

on herself and adopted all the pharaonic customs, including the wearing of a false 

beard. 

hat·ter (h4tùNr) n.  One whose occupation is the manufacture, selling, or repair 

of hats. 

Hat·ter·as Island (h4tùNr-Ns XùlNnd)  A long barrier island off the eastern coast 

of North Carolina between Pamlico Sound and the Atlantic Ocean, with Cape 
Hatteras projecting from the southeast part. The cape experiences frequent 

storms that drive ships landward and has been called “the Graveyard of the Atlan-

tic.” 

Hat·ties·burg (h4tùKz-bûrgÙ)  A city of southeast Mississippi southeast of Jack-

son. Once a lumbering center, it now has varied industries. Population, 41,882. 

Hat·ting·en (häùtVng-Nn)  A city of west-central Germany, an industrial suburb 

of Essen on the Ruhr River. Population, 54,887. 

hat trick (h4t trVk) n.  Sports. 1. Three consecutive wins, hits, or goals made by 

one player in one game, as in ice hockey.  2. Three wickets taken in cricket by a 



bowler in three consecutive balls.  [From the hat with which the feat was tradi-

tionally rewarded in cricket.]

hau·ber·geon (hôùbNr-jNn) n.  Variant of habergeon. 
hau·berk (hôùbNrk) n.  A long tunic made of chain mail.  [Middle English, from 

Old French hauberc, of Germanic origin. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

haugh (hôKH) n.  Scots. A low-lying meadow in a river valley.  [Middle English 

hawch, from Old English healh, secret place, small hollow. See kel-1 in Appen-

dix.]

haugh·ty (hôùtK) adj.  haugh·ti·er, haugh·ti·est. Scornfully and condescend-

ingly proud.  See Synonyms at proud.  [From Middle English haut, from Old 

French haut, halt, alteration (influenced by Frankish hoh, high), of Latin altus, 

high. See al-2 in Appendix.] —haughùti·ly adv.  —haughùti·ness n. 

Hauk (houk), Minnie. 1851?-1929.  American soprano. Greatly successful in 

Europe, she sang the title role in the American and British premieres of Carmen 

(1878). 

haul (hôl) v.  hauled, haul·ing, hauls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pull or drag forcibly; 

tug.  See Synonyms at pull.  2. To transport, as with a truck or cart.  3. Informal. 

To compel to go, especially for trial: “hauled the huge companies into court” (Peter 

Matthiessen).  4. Nautical. To change the course of (a ship), especially in order to 

sail closer into the wind.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pull; tug.  2. To provide transporta-

tion; cart.  3. a. To shift direction:  The wind hauled to the east.  b. To change 

one’s mind.   4. Nautical. To change the course of a ship.   —  n.  1. The act of 

pulling or dragging.  2. The act of transporting or carting.  3. A distance, espe-

cially the distance over which something is pulled or transported.  4. Something 

that is pulled or transported; a load.  5. Everything collected or acquired by a sin-

gle effort; the take:  a big haul of fish.   —phrasal verbs. haul off. Informal. 

1. To draw back slightly, as in preparation for initiating an action: “hauled off and 

smacked the hapless aide across the face” (Bill Barol).  2. To shift operations to a 

new place; to move away.  haul up. To come to a halt.  [Middle English haulen, 

from Old French haler, of Germanic origin. See kelN-2 in Appendix.] —haulùer 
n. 

haul·age (hôùlVj) n.  1. The act or process of hauling.  2. A charge made for 

hauling. 

haulm (hôm) n.  Chiefly British. The stems of peas, beans, potatoes, or grasses.  

[Middle English halm, straw, from Old English healm.]

haunch (hônch, hmnch) n.  1. The hip, buttock, and upper thigh in human 

beings and animals.  2. The loin and leg of a four-footed animal, especially as 

used for food:  a haunch of venison.  3. Architecture. Either of the sides of an arch, 

curving down from the apex to an impost.  [Middle English haunche, from Old 

French hanche, from Frankish *hanka.]



haunt (hônt, hmnt) v.  haunt·ed, haunt·ing, haunts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To inhabit, 

visit, or appear to in the form of a ghost or other supernatural being.  2. To visit 

often; frequent:  haunted the movie theaters.  3. To come to mind continually; 

obsess:  a riddle that haunted me all morning.  4. To be continually present in; per-

vade:  the melancholy that haunts the composer’s music.   —  v.  intr. To recur or 

visit often, especially as a ghost.   —  n.  1. A place much frequented.  2.  (h4nt) 

Chiefly Southern U.S. A ghost or other supernatural being.  [Middle English 

haunten, to frequent, from Old French hanter. See tkei- in Appendix.] —haunt-
ùer n. 

haunt·ing (hônùtVng, hmnù-) adj.  Continually recurring to the mind; unforget-

table:  a haunting melody.   —hauntùing·ly adv. 

Haupt·man (houptùmänÙ), Herbert Aaron. Born 1917.  American chemist. 

He shared a 1985 Nobel Prize for developing methods for determining the molec-

ular structure of crystals. 

Haupt·mann (houptùmänÙ, houpù-), Gerhart. 1862-1946.  German writer. 

Known primarily for his naturalistic plays, such as The Weavers (1892), he also 

wrote novels and poetry. He won the 1912 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Hau·ra·ki Gulf (hou-räùkK gƒlf, -r4kùK)  An inlet of the southern Pacific Ocean 

on the northern coast of North Island, New Zealand. 

Hau·sa (houùsN, -zN) n.  pl. Hausa or Hau·sas. 1. A member of a predomi-

nantly Muslim people inhabiting northern Nigeria and southern Niger.  2. A 

Chadic language spoken by the Hausa, widely used as a trade language in West 

Africa. 

haus·frau (housùfrouÙ) n.  A housewife.  [German  : Haus, house (from Middle 

High German h7s, from Old High German) + Frau, wife; see FRAU.]

Haus·ho·fer (housùhoÙfNr), Karl. 1869-1946.  German army officer and geolo-

gist who founded the study of geopolitics. 

Hauss·mann (housùmNn, os-mänù), Baron Georges Eugène. 1809-1891.  

French public official who planned and oversaw numerous municipal improve-

ments to Paris during the tenure of Napoleon III. 

haus·tel·lum (hô-stHlùNm) n.  pl. haus·tel·la (hô-stHlùN). A portion of the pro-

boscis that is adapted as a sucking organ in many insects.  [New Latin, diminutive 

of Latin haustrum, scoop on a water wheel, from haurXre, to draw up.] 
—haus·telùlate (hô-stHlùVt, hôùstN-l7tÙ) adj. 

haus·to·ri·um (hô-stôrùK-Nm, -storù-) n.  pl. haus·to·ri·a (hô-stôrùK-N, -storù-

). Botany. A specialized absorbing structure of a parasitic plant, such as the root-

like outgrowth of the dodder, that obtains food from a host plant.  [New Latin 

haustorium, from Latin haustus, a drawing in, absorption, from past participle of 

haurXre, to draw up.] —haus·toùri·al adj. 



haut·boy also haut·bois (hoùboiÙ, oùboiÙ) n.  pl. haut·boys also haut·bois (-

boizÙ). An oboe.  [French hautbois, from Old French  : haut, high; see HAUGHTY + 

bois, wood (of Germanic origin).]

haute (ot) adj.  Fashionably elegant: “In Washington, haute gastronomy is at least 

as important as the national economy” (Ann L. Trebbe).  [French, feminine of 

haut, high. See HAUTBOY.]

haute couture (ot ku-ttrù) n.  1. The leading establishments or designers 

for the creation of exclusive fashions for women.  2. a. The creation of exclusive 

fashions for women.  b. The fashions created.   [French  : haute, high, elegant + 

couture, sewing.]

haute cuisine (ot kwV-zKnù) n.  1. Elaborate or skillfully prepared food, espe-

cially that of France.  2. The characteristic manner or style of preparing such 

food.  [French  : haute, high, elegant + cuisine, cooking.]

haute é·cole (ot 7-kôlù) n.  The art, techniques, or practice of expert equestri-

anship.  [French  : haute, high, advanced + école, school.]

hau·teur (ho-tûrù, o-tœrù) n.  Haughtiness in bearing and attitude; arrogance.  

[French, from Old French, from haut, high. See HAUGHTY.]

Ha·van·a (hN-v4nùN)  The capital and largest city of Cuba, in the northwest part 

of the island country on the Gulf of Mexico. Founded on its present site in 1519, 

it became the capital of Spanish Cuba in 1552. The demolition of the U.S. battle-

ship Maine in Havana’s harbor in February 1898 was the immediate cause of the 

Spanish-American War. Population, 1,961,674.   —Ha·vanùan adj.  & n. 

Hav·ant and Wa·ter·loo (h4vùNnt Nnd wôùtNr-luÙ, wmtùNr-)  An urban dis-

trict of southern England near the English Channel east of Southhampton. It is a 

manufacturing center. Population, 114,800. 

Ha·va·su·pai (häÙvN-suùpX) n.  pl. Havasupai or Havasu·pais. 1. a. A 

Native American people inhabiting an area southeast of the Grand Canyon.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The Yuman language of the Havasupai, closely related 

to Hualapai. 

have (h4v) v.  had (h4d), hav·ing, has (h4z).  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To be in posses-

sion of:  already had a car.  b. To possess as a characteristic, quality, or function:  

has a beard; had a great deal of energy.  c. To possess or contain as a constituent 

part:  a car that has an automatic transmission.   2. To occupy a particular relation 

to:  had a great many disciples.  3. To possess knowledge of or facility in:  has very 

little Spanish.  4. To hold in the mind; entertain:  had doubts about their loyalty.  

5. To use or exhibit in action:  have compassion.  6. a. To come into possession of; 

acquire:  Not one copy of the book was to be had in the entire town.  b. To receive; 

get:  I had a letter from my cousin.  c. To accept; take:  I’ll have the green peas 

instead of the spinach.   7. a. To suffer from:  have defective vision.  b. To be sub-

ject to the experience of:  had a difficult time last winter.   8. a. To cause to, as by 

persuasion or compulsion:  had my assistant run the errand.  b. To cause to be:  



had everyone fascinated.   9. To permit; allow:  I won’t have that kind of behavior in 

my house.  10. To carry on, perform, or execute:  have an argument.  11. a. To 

place at a disadvantage:  Your opponent in the debate had you on every issue.  

b. Informal. To get the better of, especially by trickery or deception:  They realized 

too late that they’d been had by a swindler.  c. Informal. To influence by dishonest 

means; bribe:  an incorruptible official who could not be had.   12. a. To procreate 

(offspring):  wanted to have a child.  b. To give birth to; bear:  She’s going to have a 

baby.   13. To partake of:  have lunch.  14. To be obliged to; must:  We simply have 

to get there on time.  15. To engage in sexual intercourse with.   —  v.  aux. Used 

with a past participle to form the present perfect, past perfect, and future perfect 

tenses indicating completed action:  The troublemaker has gone for good. I regret-

ted that I had lost my temper. They will have finished by the time we arrive.   —  n.  

One enjoying especially material wealth: “Almost overnight, there was a new and 

widespread hostility on the part of the haves toward the have-nots” (Thomas P. 

O’Neill, Jr.).   —phrasal verbs. have at. To attack.  have on. 2. To wear:  had 

on red shoes.  3. To be scheduled:  We have a dinner party on for tomorrow evening.   
—idioms. have done with. To stop; cease:  Have done with your foolish quib-

bling  have had it. Informal. 2. To have endured all that one can:  I’ve had it with 

their delays.  3. To be in a state beyond remedy, repair, or salvage:  That coat has 

had it.  4. To have done everything that is possible or that will be permitted.  

have it in for (someone). To intend to harm, especially because of a grudge.  

have it out. To settle decisively, especially by means of an argument or a discus-

sion.  have (something) coming. To deserve what one receives:  You had that 

reprimand coming for a very long time.  have to do with. To be concerned or 

associated with.  [Middle English haven, from Old English habban. See kap- in 

Appendix.]

Ha·vel (häùfNl)  A river, about 346 km (215 mi) long, of eastern Germany flow-

ing through Berlin to the Elbe River. 

Ha·vel (häùvNl), Václav. Born 1936.  Czech writer and politician. A widely 

known playwright whose works include The Increased Difficulty of Concentration 

(1967) and The Garden Party (1969), Havel became a civil rights leader after the 

Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia (1968). He served as president of Czechoslova-

kia (1989-1992) and was elected president of Czech Republic in 1993. 

have·lock (h4vùlmkÙ, -lNk) n.  A cloth covering for a cap, having a flap to cover 

and protect the back of the neck.  [After Sir Henry Havelock (1795-1857), British 

soldier.]

Have·lock (h4vùlmkÙ)  A city of southeast North Carolina east of Fayettesville. It 

processes cotton and tobacco. Population, 20,268. 

haven (h7ùvNn) n.  1. A harbor or an anchorage; a port.  2. A place of refuge or 

rest; a sanctuary.   —  v.  tr. ha·vened, ha·ven·ing, ha·vens. To put into or 



provide with a haven.  [Middle English, from Old English hæfen. See kap- in 

Appendix.]

Ha·ven (h7ùvNn), Emily Bradley Neal. Known as “Cousin Alice.” 1827-1863.  

American writer and editor noted for her moralistic stories and books, including 

No Such Word as Fail (1852) and The Good Report (1867). 

have-not (h4vùnmtÙ) n.  One enjoying little or no material wealth: “The gap 

between the haves and the have-nots still shows up clearly at the polls” (Brad 

Edmondson). 

have·n’t (h4vùNnt)  Have not. 

Hav·er·hill (h7vùrNl, h7ùvNr-Nl)  A city of northeast Massachusetts on the Merri-

mack River northeast of Lowell. It grew as a shoe-producing center but now has 

varied light industries. Population, 51,418. 

hav·er·sack (h4vùNr-s4kÙ) n.  A bag carried over one shoulder to transport sup-

plies, as on a hike.  [French havresac, from obsolete German Habersack : Haber, 

oats (from Middle High German habere, from Old High German habaro) + Ger-

man Sack, bag (from Middle High German sac, from Old High German, from 

Latin saccus); see SACK
1.]

Ha·ver·sian canal (hN-vûrùzhNn kN-n4lù) n.  Any of the tiny, interconnecting, 

longitudinal channels in bone tissue through which blood vessels, nerve fibers, 

and lymphatics pass.  [After Clopton Havers (1650?-1702), English physician and 

anatomist.]

Haversian system (hN-vûrùzhNn sVsùtNm) n.  A structural unit of bone con-

sisting of a Haversian canal and corresponding lamellae of compact bone. 

Ha·ví·vov (häùvN-rôfÙ, -vîr-zhôfÙ)  A town of northeast Czech Republic east of 

Ostrava. It was founded in the 1950’s. Population, 90,013. 

hav·oc (h4vùNk) n.  1. Widespread destruction; devastation.  2. Disorder or 

chaos:  a wild party that created havoc in the house.   —  v.  tr. hav·ocked, 
hav·ock·ing, hav·ocs. To destroy or pillage.  [Middle English havok, from 

Anglo-Norman (crier) havok, (to cry) havoc, variant of Old French havot, plun-

dering, of Germanic origin.]

haw1 (hô) n.  An utterance used by a speaker who is fumbling for words.   —  v.  

intr. hawed, haw·ing, haws. To fumble in speaking.  [Imitative.]

haw2 (hô) n.  1. The fruit of a hawthorn.  2. A hawthorn or similar tree or 

shrub.  [Middle English, from Old English haga.]

haw3 (hô) n.  1. A nictitating membrane, especially of a domesticated animal.  

2. An inflamed condition of this membrane.  [Origin unknown.]

haw4 (hô) interj.  Used to command an animal to turn left.   —  v.  intr. hawed, 
haw·ing, haws. To turn left. 

Ha·wai·i (hN-wäùK, -wXùK, -wäùyN) Abbr. HI  A state of the United States in the 

central Pacific Ocean comprising the Hawaiian Islands. The islands became a U.S. 



territory in 1900, which was admitted as the 50th state in 1959. Honolulu, on 

Ohau, is the capital and the largest city. Population, 1,115,274. 

Ha·wai·ian (hN-wäùyNn) n.  1. a. A member or descendent of the indigenous 

Polynesian people of the Hawaiian Islands.  b. A native or inhabitant of the 

Hawaiian Islands, the state of Hawaii, or Hawaii Island.   2. The Polynesian lan-

guage of Hawaii.   —Ha·waiùian adj. 

Hawaiian guitar (hN-wäùyNn gV-tärù) n.  Music. An electric guitar consisting 

of a long fretted neck and six to eight steel strings that are plucked while being 

pressed with a movable steel bar.  Also called steel guitar 

Hawaiian Islands (hN-wäùyNn XùlNndz) Formerly Sand·wich Islands 
(s4ndùwVch, s4nù-). Abbr. H.I.  A group of volcanic and coral islands in the central 

Pacific Ocean coextensive with the state of Hawaii. There are eight major islands 

and more than a hundred minor ones. The islands were settled by Polynesians in 

the sixth century A.D. and visited by Capt. James Cook in 1778. They were ruled 

by native monarchs from 1795 until 1893, when Queen Liliuokalani was deposed. 

A republic was proclaimed the following year, but petitions for annexation by the 

United States were finally approved in 1898. 

Hawaii Island (hN-wäùK XùlNnd)  The largest and southernmost of the Hawai-

ian Islands. It is the top of an enormous submarine mountain and has several vol-

canic peaks. 

Hawaii Standard Time (hN-wäùK st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Standard time in the 

tenth time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 150˚ west and used, for 

example, in Hawaii and the western Aleutian Islands.  Also called Hawaii Time 

Ha·wash River (häùwäshÙ rVvùNr)  See Awash River. 
Hawes (hôz), Harriet Ann Boyd. 1871-1945.  American archaeologist who 

discovered and directed the excavation (1901-1904) of a complete Minoan 

Bronze Age settlement. 

haw·finch (hôùfVnchÙ) n.  1. A Eurasian bird (Coccothraustes coccothraustes) 

having a thick bill, a short, white-tipped tail, and brown, white, and black plum-

age.  2. Any of various birds similar or related to this bird.  [HAW
2 + FINCH.]

haw-haw1 (hôùhôù) n.  & interj.   Variant of ha-ha1. 
haw-haw2 (hôùhôÙ) n.  Variant of ha-ha2. 
hawk1 (hôk) n.  1. Any of various birds of prey of the order Falconiformes and 

especially of the genera Accipiter and Buteo, characteristically having a short, 

hooked bill and strong claws adapted for seizing.  2. Any of various similar birds 

of prey.  3. A person who preys on others; a shark.  4. a. One who demonstrates 

an actively aggressive or combative attitude, as in an argument.  b. A person who 

favors military force or action in order to carry out foreign policy.    —  v.  intr. 

hawked, hawk·ing, hawks. 1. To hunt with trained hawks.  2. To swoop and 

strike in the manner of a hawk: “It was fun to watch the scattered snail kites... lift-

ing and falling in the wind as they hawked across the shining grass and water” (Peter 



Matthiessen).  [Middle English hauk, from Old English hafoc. See kap- in 

Appendix.] —hawkùish adj.  —hawkùish·ly adv.  —hawkùish·ness n. 

hawk2 (hôk) v.  hawked, hawk·ing, hawks.  —  v.  intr. To peddle goods 

aggressively, especially by calling out.   —  v.  tr. To peddle (goods) aggressively, 

especially by calling out.  [Middle English hauken, back-formation from hauker. 

See HAWKER.]

hawk3 (hôk) v.  hawked, hawk·ing, hawks.  —  v.  intr. To clear or attempt 

to clear the throat by or as if by coughing up phlegm.   —  v.  tr. To clear the 

throat of (phlegm).   —  n.  An audible effort to clear the throat by expelling 

phlegm.  [Imitative.]

Hawke Bay (hôk b7)  A large inlet of the southern Pacific Ocean on the east-

central coast of North Island, New Zealand. 

hawk·er (hôùkNr) n.  One who sells goods aggressively, especially by calling out.  

[Middle English hauker, probably from Middle Low German höker, from hoken, 

to peddle, bend, bear on the back.]

hawk-eyed (hôkùXdÙ) adj.  Having very keen eyesight. 

Haw·kins (hôùkVnz), Sir Anthony Hope. Pen name Anthony Hope. 1863-

1933.  British writer particularly known for his romantic novels, such as The Pris-

oner of Zenda (1894). 

Haw·kins  or Haw·kyns (hôùkVnz), Sir John. 1532-1595.  English naval hero 

who commanded the rear squadron in the defeat of the Spanish Armada (1588). 

hawk moth (hôk môth) n.  Any of various thick-bodied moths of the family 

Sphingidae, having long narrow forewings and characteristically feeding by hov-

ering over flowers and sucking nectar through an extended proboscis.  Also called 

sphinx moth 

Hawks (hôks), Howard Winchester. 1896-1977.  American filmmaker who 

brought his unique directorial style to a variety of motion-picture genres. His 

works include His Girl Friday (1940) and The Big Sleep (1946). 

hawk’s beard (hôks bîrd) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Crepis, resem-

bling the dandelion and having rayed, usually yellow flower heads. 

hawks·bill (hôksùbVlÙ) n.  A tropical sea turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) valued 

as a source of tortoiseshell.  Also called tortoiseshell 

hawk·weed (hôkùwKdÙ) n.  Any of numerous often hairy plants of the genus 

Hieracium, having yellow or orange dandelionlike flower heads. 

Haw·kyns (hôùkVnz), Sir John.  See Sir John Hawkins. 
Haw·orth (houùNrth, härth)  A village of northern England west-northwest of 

Bradford. The Brontë sisters—Charlotte, Emily, and Anne—lived with their 

father and brother in the parsonage, which now houses a library and museum 

devoted to family memorabilia. 



Haw·orth (houùNrth, härth), Sir Walter Norman. 1883-1950.  British bio-

chemist. He shared a 1937 Nobel Prize for his research on carbohydrates and vita-

min C. 

ha·wor·thi·a (hô-wûrùthK-N, -thK-) n.  Any of numerous succulent South Afri-

can herbs of the genus Haworthia, having densely imbricate, often warty leaves 

that are clustered in rosettes.  Also called star cactus, wart plant.  [After Adrian 

Hardy Haworth (1767-1833), British botanist.]

Haw River (hô rVvùNr)  A river, about 209 km (130 mi) long, rising in north-

central North Carolina and flowing generally southeast to join the Deep River 

and form the Cape Fear River. 

hawse (hôz) n.  Nautical. 1. The part of a ship where the hawseholes are located.  

2. A hawsehole.  3. The space between the bows and anchors of an anchored ship.  

4. The arrangement of a ship’s anchor cables when both starboard and port 

anchors are secured.  [Middle English hals, forward curve of a strake, probably 

from Old Norse h7ls, neck, ship’s bow. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

hawse·hole (hôzùholÙ) n.  Nautical. An opening in the bow of a ship through 

which a cable or hawser is passed. 

haw·ser (hôùzNr) n.  Nautical. A cable or rope used in mooring or towing a ship.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman haucer, from Old French haucier, to hoist, 

from Vulgar Latin *alti7re, alteration of Late Latin alt7re, from Latin altus, high. 

See al-2 in Appendix.]

haw·thorn (hôùthôrnÙ) n.  Any of various usually thorny trees or shrubs of the 

genus Crataegus having clusters of white or pinkish flowers and reddish fruits 

containing a few one-seeded nutlets.  [Middle English, from Old English 

hagathorn : haga, haw + thorn, thorn.]

Haw·thorne (hôùthôrnÙ)  1. A city of southern California, an industrial and 

residential suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 71,349.  2. A borough of northeast 

New Jersey north-northeast of Paterson. It is primarily residential with varied 

light industries. Population, 17,084. 

Haw·thorne (hôùthôrnÙ), Nathaniel. 1804-1864.  American writer whose 

novels, such as The Scarlet Letter (1850) and The House of the Seven Gables (1851), 

and short stories, including “Young Goodman Brown” (1835), are marked by ele-

gant prose and moralistic and spiritual themes. 

hay (h7) n.  1. Grass or other plants, such as clover or alfalfa, cut and dried for 

fodder.  2. Slang. A trifling amount of money:  gets $100 an hour, which isn’t hay.   
—  v.  hayed, hay·ing, hays.  —  v.  intr. To mow and cure grass and herbage 

for hay.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make (grass) into hay.  2. To feed with hay.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hXeg. See kau- in Appendix.] —hayùer n. 

Hay (h7), John Milton. 1838-1905.  American public official and writer who 

served as ambassador to Great Britain (1897-1898) and U.S. secretary of state 



(1898-1905). His literary works include poetry and a life of Abraham Lincoln 

(1890). 

Ha·ya·ka·wa (hXÙN-kouùN), S(amuel) I(chiye). 1906-1992.  Canadian-born 

American philologist, educator, and legislator. Noted for his writings on general 

semantics, such as Language in Action (1941), he was also president of San Fran-

cisco State College (1968-1973) and a U.S. senator from California (1977-1983). 

hay·cock (h7ùkmkÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A conical mound of hay. 

Hay·den (h7dùn), Carl Trumbull. 1877-1972.  American politician who served 

as a U.S. representative (1912-1927) and senator (1927-1969) from Arizona. 

Hay·den (h7dùn), Ferdinand Vandeveer. 1829-1887.  American geologist 

who explored the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains and helped establish Yel-

lowstone National Park (1872). 

Hay·den (h7dùn), Melissa. Born 1923.  Canadian-born American ballerina 

noted for her roles in numerous George Balanchine productions, such as Caracole 

(1952) and A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1962). 

Haydn (hXdùn), Franz Joseph. 1732-1809.  Austrian composer who exerted 

great influence on the development of the classical symphony. A contemporary of 

Mozart, he wrote numerous symphonies and string quartets as well as operas and 

concertos. 

Hay·ek (hXùNk, -Hk), Friedrich August von. Born 1899.  Austrian-born British 

economist. He shared a 1974 Nobel Prize for work on the theory of optimum 

allocation of resources. 

Hayes (h7z), Helen. 1900-1993.  American actress whose 50-year career 

included acclaimed performances on stage, as in Dear Brutus (1918) and Victoria 

Regina (1935-1939), and in motion pictures, such as The Sin of Madelon Claudet, 

for which she won an Academy Award (1932). 

Hayes (h7z), Roland. 1887-1977.  American tenor known for his renditions of 

classical songs and spirituals. 

Hayes (h7z), Rutherford Birchard. 1822-1893.  The 19th President of the 

United States (1877-1881). Winning the controversial election of 1876 by one 

electoral vote, he pacified the South by removing federal troops (1877), vetoed a 

bill restricting Chinese immigration (1879), and stemmed a congressional 

attempt to weaken the presidency. 

Hayes River (h7z rVvùNr)  A river, about 483 km (300 mi) long, of eastern Man-

itoba, Canada, flowing northeast to Hudson Bay. 

hay fever (h7 fKùvNr) n.  An allergic condition affecting the mucous mem-

branes of the upper respiratory tract and the eyes, most often characterized by 

nasal discharge, sneezing, and itchy, watery eyes and usually caused by an abnor-

mal sensitivity to airborne pollen.  Also called pollinosis 

hay·fork (h7ùfôrkÙ) n.  1. A hand tool for pitching hay.  2. A machine-operated 

fork for moving hay. 



hay·loft (h7ùlôftÙ, -lmftÙ) n.  A loft for storing hay.  Also called haymow 

hay·mak·er (h7ùm7ÙkNr) n.  Slang. A powerful blow with the fist. 

hay·mow (h7ùmouÙ) n.  1.  See hayloft.  2. The hay stored in a hayloft.  

3. Archaic. A haystack. 

Hayne (h7n), Robert Young. 1791-1839.  American politician. A U.S. senator 

from South Carolina (1823-1832), he engaged Daniel Webster in a famous debate 

on the conflict between federal power and states’ rights (1830). 

Haynes (h7nz), Elwood. 1857-1925.  American inventor who built one of the 

earliest American automobiles (1893-1894) and developed numerous alloys, 

including stainless steel (1911). 

hay·rack (h7ùr4kÙ) n.  1. A rack from which livestock feed.  2. a. A rack fitted 

to a wagon for carrying hay.  b. A wagon fitted with such a rack.  

hay·rick (h7ùrVkÙ) n.  See haystack. 
hay·ride (h7ùrXdÙ) n.  A ride taken for amusement, usually by a group of people 

in the evening in a wagon or other vehicle piled with hay or straw. 

Hay River (h7 rVvùNr)  A river of northwest Canada rising in northeast British 

Columbia and flowing about 853 km (530 mi) generally northeast across north-

west Alberta to Great Slave Lake in southern Northwest Territories. 

Hays (h7z)  A city of central Kansas west of Salina. Founded near the site of Fort 

Hays, established in 1865, the city has a large agricultural experiment station. 

Population, 17,767. 

Hays (h7z), Arthur Garfield. 1881-1954.  American lawyer. As counsel for the 

American Civil Liberties Union (1912-1954) he was involved in several famous 

legal battles, including the Scopes trial (1925) and the Sacco-Vanzetti case (1927). 

Hays (h7z), William Harrison. Known as “Will.” 1879-1954.  American politi-

cian and motion-picture executive who as president of the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and Distributors of America (1922-1945) established the Production Code 

(1930), which prescribed the moral content of American films from 1930 to 

1966. 

hay·seed (h7ùsKdÙ) n.  1. Grass seed shaken out of hay.  2. Pieces of chaff or 

straw that fall from hay.  3. Slang. A bumpkin; a yokel. 

hay·stack (h7ùst4kÙ) n.  A large stack of hay for winter storage in the open.  Also 

called hayrick 

Hay·ward (h7ùwNrd)  A city of western California southeast of Oakland. Food 

processing is among its important industries. Population, 111,498. 

hay·wire (h7ùwXrÙ) n.  Wire used in baling hay.   —  adj.  Informal. 1. Mentally 

confused or erratic; crazy:  went haywire over the interminable delays.  2. Not 

functioning properly; broken.  [From the use of baling wire for makeshift 

repairs.]

WORD HISTORY: It may seem odd that the word haywire should have come



to describe something or someone that is not functioning properly. Haywire orig-

inally was in fact simply a compound of the words hay and wire, denoting wire

used to bale things such as hay or straw. The term is first recorded as a noun in a

debate that occurred in the Canadian House of Commons (1917); hence it is a

Canadianism, or since it soon thereafter appeared in a United States publication,

a North Americanism. We find an earlier (1905) attributive use, however, in the

phrase hay wire outfit, a term used contemptuously for poorly equipped loggers.

What lies behind this term is the practice of making repairs with haywire. Haywire

is found in other contexts with the general sense “makeshift, inefficient,” from

which comes the extended senses “not functioning properly” and “crazy.”

Hay·wood (h7ùwtdÙ), William Dudley. Known as “Big Bill.” 1869-1928.  

American labor leader. A socialist who helped found the Industrial Workers of 

the World (1905), he was ejected from the Socialist Party for his militant views 

(1912) and was convicted of sedition during World War I. He fled to the Soviet 

Union in 1921. 

haz·ard (h4zùNrd) n.  1. A chance; an accident.  2. A chance of being injured or 

harmed; danger:  Space travel is full of hazards.  3. A possible source of danger:  a 

fire hazard.  4. Games. A dice game similar to craps.  5. Sports. An obstacle, such 

as a sand trap, found on a golf course.   —  v.  tr. haz·ard·ed, haz·ard·ing, 
haz·ards. 1. To expose to danger or harm.  See Synonyms at endanger.  2. To 

venture (something); dare:  hazard a guess.  [Middle English hasard, dice game, 

from Old French, possibly from Old Spanish azar, possibly from Arabic az-zahr, 

gaming die.]

hazard light (h4zùNrd lXt) n.  A light on a vehicle that blinks to indicate that the 

vehicle poses danger to others. 

haz·ard·ous (h4zùNr-dNs) adj.  1. Marked by danger; perilous.  2. Depending 

on chance; risky.   —hazùard·ous·ly adv.  —hazùard·ous·ness n. 

hazardous waste (h4zùNr-dNs w7st) n.  A substance, such as nuclear waste or 

an industrial byproduct, that is potentially damaging to the environment and 

harmful to the health and well-being of human beings and other living organ-

isms. 

haze1 (h7z) n.  1. a. Atmospheric moisture, dust, smoke, and vapor that dimin-

ishes visibility.  b. A partially opaque covering:  Let the polish dry to a haze before 

buffing it.   2. A vague or confused state of mind.   —  v.  intr. hazed, haz·ing, 
haz·es. To become misty or hazy; blur.  [Probably back-formation from HAZY.]

haze2 (h7z) v.  tr. hazed, haz·ing, haz·es. 1. To persecute or harass with 

meaningless, difficult, or humiliating tasks.  2. To initiate, as into a college frater-

nity, by exacting humiliating performances from or playing rough practical jokes 

upon.  [Perhaps from obsolete haze, to frighten, from obsolete French haser, to 

annoy, from Old French.] —hazùer n. 



ha·zel (h7ùzNl) n.  1. Any of various shrubs or small trees of the genus Corylus, 

especially the European species C. avellana or the American species C. americana, 

bearing edible nuts enclosed in a leafy husk.  Also called filbert 2. A hazelnut.  

3. Color. A light brown or yellowish brown.  [Middle English hasel, from Old 

English hæsel.] —haùzel adj. 

ha·zel·nut (h7ùzNl-nƒtÙ) n.  The edible nut of a hazel, having a hard, smooth 

brown shell.  Also called filbert 

Ha·zel Park (h7ùzNl pärk)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 20,051. 

Haz·let (h7zùlVt)  A community of east-central New Jersey east-southeast of New 

Brunswick. Population, 23,013. 

Ha·zle·ton (h7ùzNl-tNn)  A city of east-central Pennsylvania south of Wilkes-

Barre. It is an industrial center. Population, 24,730. 

Haz·litt (h4zùlVt, h7zù-), William. 1778-1830.  British essayist noted for his tren-

chant literary criticism. His works include The Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays 

(1817). 

HAZMAT abbr.  Hazardous material. 

haz·y (h7ùzK) adj.  haz·i·er, haz·i·est. 1. Marked by the presence of haze; misty:  

hazy sunshine.  2. Not clearly defined; unclear or vague:  I’m a bit hazy on the new 

budget.  [Origin unknown.] —hazùi·ly adv.  —hazùi·ness n. 

haz·zan (KHäùzNn) n.  Variant of chazan. 
hb  or hb. abbr.  Sports. Halfback. 

Hb abbr.  Hemoglobin. 

H-bomb (7chùbmmÙ) n.  A hydrogen bomb. 

h.c. abbr.  Honoris causa (by reason of honor). 

H.C. abbr.  1. Holy Communion.  2. House of Commons. 

H.C.F. also h.c.f.  or hcf abbr.  Mathematics. Highest common factor. 

HCG abbr.  Human chorionic gonadotropin. 

HD abbr.  Heavy-duty. 

hd. abbr.  Head. 

hdbk. abbr.  Handbook. 

hdkf. abbr.  Handkerchief. 

HDL abbr.  High-density lipoprotein. 

hdqrs. abbr.  Headquarters. 

HDTV abbr.  High-definition television. 

hdwe. abbr.  Hardware. 

he1 (hK) pron.  1. a. Used to refer to the man or boy previously mentioned or 

implied.  b. Used to refer to a male animal.   2. Usage Problem. Used to refer to a 

person whose gender is unspecified or unknown: “He who desires but acts not, 

breeds pestilence” (William Blake).   —  n.  A male person or animal:  Is the cat a 

he?  [Middle English, from Old English hK. See ko- in Appendix.]



USAGE NOTE: Traditionally, English speakers have used the pronouns he, him,

and his generically in contexts in which the grammatical form of the antecedent

requires a singular pronoun, as in Every member of Congress is answerable to his

constituents; A novelist should write about what he knows best; No one seems to take

any pride in his work anymore, and so on. Beginning early in the 20th century,

however, the traditional usage has come under increasing criticism for reflecting

and perpetuating gender discrimination. • Defenders of the traditional usage

have argued that the masculine pronouns he, his, and him can be used generically

to refer to men and women. This analysis of the generic use of he is linguistically

doubtful. If he were truly a gender-neutral form, we would expect that it could

be used to refer to the members of any group containing both men and women.

But in fact the English masculine form is an odd choice when it refers to a female

member of such a group. There is something plainly disconcerting about sentenc-

es such as Each of the stars of It Happened One Night [i.e., Clark Gable and Clau-

dette Colbert] won an Academy Award for his performance. In this case, the use of

his forces the reader to envision a single male who stands as the representative

member of the group, a picture that is at odds with the image that comes to mind

when we picture the stars of It Happened One Night. Thus he is not really a gender-

neutral pronoun; rather, it refers to a male who is to be taken as the representative

member of the group referred to by its antecedent. The traditional usage, then, is

not simply a grammatical convention; it also suggests a particular pattern of

thought. • Many writers sidestep the problem by avoiding the relevant construc-

tions. In place of Every student handed in his assignment, they write All the students

handed in their assignments; in place of A taxpayer must appear for his hearing in

person, they write Taxpayers must appear for their hearings in person, and so on.

Even when using the relevant constructions, however, many writers never use

masculine pronouns as generics. In a series of sample sentences such as A patient

who doesn’t accurately report _ sexual history to the doctor runs the risk of misdiag-

nosis, an average of 46 percent of the Usage Panel chose a coordinate form (her/

his, his or her, and so on), 3 percent chose the plural pronoun (although the actual

frequency of the plural in writing is far higher than this number would suggest),

2 percent chose the feminine pronoun, another 2 percent chose an indefinite or

a definite article, and 7 percent gave no response or felt that no pronoun was

needed to complete the sentence. • As a substitute for coordinate forms such as

his/her or her and his, third person plural forms, such as their, have a good deal

to recommend them: they are admirably brief and entirely colloquial and may be

the only sensible choice in informal style; for example, in the radio commercial

that says “Make someone happy—give them a goosedown Christmas,” where him

would be misleading and her or him would be fussy. At least one major British

publisher has recently adopted this usage for its learners’ dictionaries, where one



may read such sentences as If someone says they are “winging it,” they mean that

they are improvising their way. But in formal style, this option is perhaps less risky

for a publisher of reference books than for an individual writer, who may be mis-

construed as being careless or ignorant rather than attuned to the various gram-

matical and political nuances of the use of the masculine pronoun as generic pro-

noun. What is more, this solution ignores a persistent intuition that expressions

such as everyone and each student should in fact be treated as grammatically sin-

gular. Writers who are concerned about avoiding both grammatical and social

problems are best advised to use coordinate forms such as his or her. • Some writ-

ers see no need to use a personal pronoun implying gender unless absolutely nec-

essary; in the sample sentence A child who develops this sort of rash on _ hands

should probably be kept at home for a couple of days, 6 percent of the Usage Panel

completed the sentence with the. In addition, some writers have proposed other

solutions to the use of he as a generic pronoun, such as the introduction of wholly

new gender-neutral pronouns like s/he or hiser, or the switching between feminine

and masculine forms in alternating sentences, paragraphs, or chapters. • In con-

trast to these innovations, many writers use the masculine pronoun as generic in

all cases. For the same series of sample sentences, the average percentage of Usage

Panel members who consistently completed the sentences with his was 37. This

course is grammatically unexceptionable, but the writer who follows it must be

prepared to incur the displeasure of readers who regard this pattern as a mark of

insensitivity or gender discrimination. When a majority of writers are taking care

to avoid the masculine as generic, the writer who uses it in this way may invite

the inference that there is some pointed reason for referring to the representative

instance as male. The entire question is unlikely to be resolved in the near future.

See Usage Note at any. See Usage Note at anyone. See Usage Note at each. See

Usage Note at every. See Usage Note at neither. See Usage Note at one.

he2 (h7) n.  The fifth letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew hK.]

He  The symbol for the element helium. 
HE abbr.  High explosive. 

H.E. abbr.  1. His Eminence.  2. Her, or His, Excellency. 

head (hHd) n.  Abbr. hd. 1. a. The uppermost or forwardmost part of the body 

of a vertebrate, containing the brain and the eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and jaws.  

b. The analogous part of an invertebrate organism.  c. The length or height of 

such a part:  The horse lost by a head. She is two heads taller than he is.   2. The seat 

of the faculty of reason; intelligence, intellect, or mind:  I did the figuring in my 

head.  3. Mental ability or aptitude:  She has a good head for mathematics.  

4. Freedom of choice or action:  Give the child his head and see how well he solves 

the problems.  5. Slang. a. A habitual drug user.  b. An enthusiast.   6. A portrait 

or representation of a person’s head.  7.  Often heads. (used with a sing. verb). 



The side of a coin having the principal design and the date.  8. Informal. A head-

ache:  had a bad head early this morning.  9. a. An individual; a person:  charged 

five dollars a head.  b. head. A single animal:  20 head of cattle.   10. a. A person 

who leads, rules, or is in charge; a leader, chief, or director:  the head of the corpo-

ration.  b. A headmaster or headmistress.   11. The foremost or leading position:  

marched at the head of the parade.  12. A headwaiter.  13. a. The difference in 

depth of a liquid at two given points.  b. The measure of pressure at the lower 

point expressed in terms of this difference.  c. The pressure exerted by a liquid or 

gas:  a head of steam.  d. The liquid or gas exerting the pressure.   14. The froth or 

foam that rises to the top in pouring an effervescent liquid, such as beer.  15. The 

tip of an abscess, a boil, or a pimple, in which pus forms.  16. A turning point; a 

crisis:  bring matters to a head.  See Synonyms at crisis.  17. a. A projection, 

weight, or fixture at the end of an elongated object:  the head of a pin; a head of 

land overlooking the harbor.  b. Anatomy. The proximal end of a long bone:  the 

head of the femur.  c. The working end of a tool or an implement:  the head of a 

hammer.  d. The part of an explosive device that carries the explosive; a warhead.   

18. a. An attachment to or part of a machine that holds or contains the operative 

device.  b. The magnetic head of a tape recorder.   19. A rounded, compact mass, 

as of leaves or buds:  a head of cabbage.  20. Botany. A flower head.  21. The 

uppermost part; the top:  Place the appropriate name at the head of each column.  

22. The end considered the most important:  sat at the head of the table.  

23. Either end of an object, such as a drum, whose two ends are interchangeable.  

24. Nautical. a. The forward part of a vessel.  b. The top part or upper edge of a 

sail.   25. A toilet, especially on a ship.  26. A passage or gallery in a coal mine.  

27. Printing. a. The top of a book or of a page.  b. A headline or heading.  c. A 

distinct topic or category:  under the head of recent Spanish history.   28. Headway; 

progress.  29. Linguistics. The word in a construction that has the same grammat-

ical function as the construction as a whole and that determines relationships of 

concord to other parts of the construction or sentence in which the construction 

occurs.  30. Vulgar Slang. Oral sex.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or intended for 

the head. Often used in combination:  headshaking; headwrap.  2. Foremost in 

rank or importance:  the head librarian.  3. Placed at the top or the front:  the head 

name on the list.  4. Slang. Of, relating to, or for drugs or drug users.   —  v.  

head·ed, head·ing, heads.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be in charge of; lead:  The minister 

headed the committee.  2. To be in the first or foremost position of:  Collins heads 

the list of job candidates.  3. To aim, point, or turn in a certain direction:  headed 

the team of horses up the hill.  4. To remove the head or top of.  5. Sports. To hit (a 

soccer ball) in the air with one’s head.  6. To provide with a head:  head each col-

umn with a number; headed the flagpole with a golden ball.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pro-

ceed or go in a certain direction:  head for town.  2. To form a head, as lettuce or 

cabbage.  3. To originate, as a stream or river; rise.   —phrasal verb. head off. 



To block the progress or completion of; intercept:  Try to head him off before he 

gets home.   —idioms. head and shoulders above. Far superior to:  head and 

shoulders above her colleagues in analytical capability.  head over heels. 
2. Rolling, as in a somersault:  tripped and fell head over heels.  3. Completely; 

hopelessly:  head over heels in love.  keep (one’s) head. To remain calm; remain 

in control of oneself.  lose (one’s) head. To lose one’s poise or self-control.  off 
(one’s) head (or out of (one’s) head). Insane; crazy.  put heads together. 
To consult and plan together:  Let’s put our heads together and solve this problem.  

[Middle English, from Old English hKafod. See kaput- in Appendix.]

Head (hHd), Edith. 1898?-1981.  American costume designer for more than 

1,000 motion pictures, including All About Eve (1950) and A Place in the Sun 

(1951). 

head·ache (hHdù7kÙ) n.  1. A pain in the head.  2. Informal. Something, such as 

a problem, that causes annoyance or trouble.   —headùachÙy (-7ÙkK) adj. 

head·band (hHdùb4ndÙ) n.  1. A band worn around the head.  2. Printing. An 

ornamental strip at the top of a page or beginning of a chapter or paragraph.  

3. Printing. A cloth band attached to the top of the spine of a book. 

head·board (hHdùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A board or panel that forms the head, as of 

a bed. 

head·cheese (hHdùchKzÙ) n.  A jellied loaf or sausage made from chopped and 

boiled parts of the feet, head, and sometimes the tongue and heart of an animal, 

usually a hog. 

head cold (hHd kold) n.  A common cold mainly affecting the mucous mem-

branes of the nasal passages, characterized by congestion, headache, and sneezing. 

head·count·er (hHdùkounÙtNr) n.  Informal. A pollster. 

head·dress (hHdùdrHsÙ) n.  1. A covering or an ornament for the head.  2. A 

hairdo; a coiffure. 

head·ed (hHdùVd) adj.  1. Growing or grown into a head.  2. Having a head or 

heading.  3. Having a specified kind or number of heads. Often used in combina-

tion:  a two-headed eagle; three-headed Cerberus.  4. Having a mentality of a cer-

tain type. Often used in combination:  soft-headed liberalism; a cool-headed 

fighter pilot. 

head·er (hHdùNr) n.  1. One that fits a head on an object.  2. One that removes a 

head from an object, especially a machine that reaps the heads of grain and passes 

them into a wagon or receptacle.  3. A pipe that serves as a central connection for 

two or more smaller pipes.  4. A floor or roof beam placed between two long 

beams that supports the ends of the tailpieces.  5. A brick laid across rather than 

parallel with a wall.  6. Informal. A headlong dive or fall.  7. Sports. A pass or shot 

made in soccer by heading the ball.  8. Computer Science. Printed matter or infor-

mation, such as a title, date, or page number, positioned in the top margin of a 

page and usually repeated throughout a document, especially a document com-



posed on a word-processing system.  9. A raised tank or hopper that maintains a 

constant pressure or supply to a system, especially the small tank that supplies 

water to a central heating system. 

head·fast (hHdùf4stÙ) n.  Nautical. A mooring rope or chain that secures the 

bow of a ship to a wharf. 

head·first (hHdùfûrstù) also head·fore·most (-fôrùmostÙ, -mNst, -forù-) adv.  

1. With the head leading; headlong:  went headfirst down the stairs.  

2. Impetuously; brashly.   —headùfirstù adj. 

head·ful (hHdùftlÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A relatively great amount of knowledge:  a 

headful of baseball trivia; a headful of good stories.  2. Something that covers the 

surface of one’s head:  a headful of auburn curls; a headful of shampoo. 

head gate (hHd g7t) n.  1. A control gate upstream of a lock or canal.  2. A 

floodgate that controls the flow of water in a ditch, sluice, race, or channel. 

head·gear (hHdùgîrÙ) n.  1. A covering, such as a hat or helmet, for the head.  

2. The part of a harness that fits about a horse’s head.  3. The rigging for hauling 

or lifting located at the head of a mine shaft.  4. Nautical. The rigging on the for-

ward sails of a craft. 

head·hunt (hHdùhƒntÙ) v.  intr. head·hunt·ed, head·hunt·ing, 
head·hunts. To engage in headhunting.   —headùhuntÙ n.  —headùhuntÙer 
n. 

head·hunt·ing (hHdùhƒnÙtVng) n.  1. The custom of cutting off and preserving 

the heads of enemies as trophies.  2. Slang. The process of attempting to remove 

influence and power from enemies, especially political enemies.  3. Slang. a. The 

business of recruiting personnel, especially executive personnel, as for a corpora-

tion.  b. The act or an instance of such recruiting.  

head·ing (hHdùVng) n.  1. The title, subtitle, or topic that stands at the top or 

beginning, as of a paragraph, letter, or chapter.  2. The course or direction in 

which a ship or an aircraft is moving.  3. a. A gallery or drift in a mine.  b. The 

end of a gallery or drift.  

head·lamp (hHdùl4mpÙ) n.  See headlight (n., sense 1). 

head·land (hHdùlNnd, -l4ndÙ) n.  1. A point of land, usually high and with a 

sheer drop, extending out into a body of water; a promontory.  2. The unplowed 

land at the end of a plowed furrow. 

head·less (hHdùlVs) adj.  1. a. Formed without a head.  b. Decapitated.   

2. Lacking a leader or director.  3. Lacking intelligence and prudence; stupid or 

foolish.   —headùless·ness n. 

head·light (hHdùlXtÙ) n.  1. A light with a reflector and lens mounted on the 

front of a locomotive, an automobile, or another vehicle.  Also called headlamp 

2. A lamp mounted on a miner’s or spelunker’s hard hat. 

head·line (hHdùlXnÙ) n.  1. The title or caption of a newspaper article, usually set 

in large type.  2.  Often headlines. An important or sensational piece of news.  



3. A line at the head of a page or passage giving information such as the title, 

author, and page number.   —  v.  tr. head·lined, head·lin·ing, head·lines. 
1. To supply (a page or passage) with a headline.  2. a. To present or promote as a 

headliner:  The Palace Theater headlines a magician.  b. To serve as the headliner 

of:  He headlines the bill.  

head·lin·er (hHdùlXÙnNr) n.  A performer who receives prominent billing; a star. 

head·lock (hHdùlmkÙ) n.  Sports. A wrestling hold in which the head of one wres-

tler is encircled and locked by the arm and body of the other. 

head·long (hHdùlôngù, -lmngù) adv.  1. With the head leading; headfirst:  The 

runner slid headlong into third base.  2. In an impetuous manner; rashly.  3. At 

breakneck speed or with uncontrolled force.   —  adj.  (hHdùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) 

1. Done with the head leading; headfirst:  a headlong dive.  2. Impetuous; rash.  

See Synonyms at impetuous.  3. Uncontrollably forceful or fast.  4. Archaic. 

Steep; sheer.  [From Middle English (bi) hedlong, from hed, head, head. See HEAD.]

head·man (hHdùmNn, -m4nÙ) n.  1. The leader or the chief man of a small, 

primitive village or community.  2. A headsman. 

head·mas·ter also head master (hHdùm4sÙtNr) n.  A man who is the principal 

of a school, usually a private school. 

head·mis·tress also head mistress (hHdùmVsÙtrVs) n.  A woman who is the 

principal of a school, usually a private school. 

head money (hHd mƒnùK) n.  1. A reward paid for the capture and delivery of 

a fugitive; a bounty.  2. A poll tax. 

head·most (hHdùmostÙ, -mNst) adj.  Leading; foremost. 

head-on (hHdùmnÙ, -ônÙ) adv.  1. With the head or front first:  The cars crashed 

head-on.  2. In open conflict; in direct opposition: “I have wondered since whether 

it would have been wiser to meet the issue head-on” (Henry A. Kissinger).   —  adj.  

1. Facing forward; frontal.  2. With the front end foremost:  a head-on collision. 

head·phone (hHdùfonÙ) n.  A receiver, as for a telephone, radio, or stereo, held 

to the ear by a headband. 

head·piece (hHdùpKsÙ) n.  1. A protective covering for the head.  2. A set of 

headphones; a headset.  3.  See headstall.  4. An ornamental design, especially 

at the top of a page.  5. The seat of intelligence; brains. 

head pin (hHd pVn) n.  Sports. See kingpin (n., sense 1). 

head·quar·ter (hHdùkwôrÙtNr) v.  head·quar·tered, head·quar·ter·ing, 
head·quar·ters. Usage Problem.  —  v.  tr. To provide with headquarters: 

“Despite the derivation of its name, the former Texas Oil Company is headquartered 

in White Plains, New York” (New Republic).   —  v.  intr. To establish headquar-

ters.  

USAGE NOTE: The verb headquarter occurs in both transitive and intransitive

senses: The magazine has headquartered him in a building that houses many foreign



journalists. The European correspondent will headquarter in Paris. In an earlier sur-

vey a majority of the Usage Panel found both these examples to be unacceptable

in formal writing. Although ample citational evidence exists for these usages,

writers who wish to avoid criticism should consider the use of alternative expres-

sions, for example: The magazine has just assigned him to (or has stationed him in)

a building that houses many foreign journalists. The European correspondent will

make her headquarters in Paris (or will make Paris her headquarters).

head·quar·ters (hHdùkwôrÙtNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Abbr. 

hdqrs., h.q., HQ, H.Q. 1. The offices of a commander, as of a military unit, 

from which orders are issued.  2. A center of operations or administration:  The 

company has its headquarters in the suburbs.  See Synonyms at center.  

USAGE NOTE: The noun headquarters is used with either a singular or a plural

verb. The plural is more common: The headquarters are in Boston. But the singular

is sometimes preferred when reference is to authority rather than to physical lo-

cation: Battalion headquarters has approved the retreat.

head·race (hHdùr7sÙ) n.  A watercourse that feeds water into a mill, water wheel, 

or turbine. 

head register (hHd rHjùV-stNr) n.  One of the higher ranges of the voice in sing-

ing or speaking, including the falsetto. 

head·rest (hHdùrHstÙ) n.  1. A support for the head, as at the back of a chair.  

2. A cushion attached to the top of the back of an automotive vehicle’s seat, espe-

cially to prevent whiplash. In this sense, also calledhead restraint 

head rhyme (hHd rXm) n.  Consonantal alliteration at the beginning of words.  

Also called beginning rhyme 

head·room (hHdùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  1. Space above one’s head, as in a motor 

vehicle, above a doorway, or in a tunnel; clearance.  2. Electronics. Dynamic head-

room. 

head·sail (hHdùsNl, -s7lÙ) n.  Nautical. A sail, such as a jib, set forward of a fore-

mast. 

head·scarf (hHdùskärfÙ) n.  pl. head·scarfs or head·scarves (-skärvz). A 

scarf, usually folded into a triangle, worn over the head and tied under the chin. 

head sea (hHd sK) n.  Nautical. Waves or current running directly against the 

course of a ship. 

head·set (hHdùsHtÙ) n.  1. A pair of headphones.  2. A pair of headphones with a 

voice transmitter attached. 

head·shake (hHdùsh7kÙ) n.  A turning of one’s head to the right and left, signi-

fying denial, disapproval, disbelief, doubt, or bemusement.   —headùshakÙing 
adj.  & n. 



head·ship (hHdùshVpÙ) n.  1. The position or office of a head or leader; primacy 

or command.  2. Chiefly British. The position of a headmaster or headmistress. 

head shop (hHd shmp) n.  Slang. A specialty shop that sells paraphernalia for 

use with illegal drugs. 

head·shot (hHdùshmtÙ) n.  1. A photograph of the head.  2. A bullet or shot 

aimed at and hitting the head. 

head shrinker (hHd shrVngkùNr) n.  1. A headhunter who dries and shrinks the 

heads of victims.  2. Slang. A psychiatrist, especially a psychoanalyst. 

heads·man (hHdzùmNn) n.  A public executioner who beheads condemned 

prisoners. 

head·space (hHdùsp7sÙ) n.  The volume left at the top of a filled jar, tin, or 

other container before sealing. 

head·spring (hHdùsprVngÙ) n.  A fountainhead; a source. 

head·stall (hHdùstôlÙ) n.  The section of a bridle that fits over a horse’s head.  

Also called headpiece 

head·stand (hHdùst4ndÙ) n.  A position, as in gymnastics or yoga, in which one 

supports oneself vertically on one’s head with the hands braced for support on 

the floor or on a mat. 

head start (hHd stärt) n.  1. Sports. A start before other contestants in a race.  

2. An early start that confers an advantage. 

head·stock (hHdùstmkÙ) n.  A nonmoving part of a machine or power tool that 

supports a revolving part, such as the spindle of a lathe. 

head·stone (hHdùstonÙ) n.  1. A memorial stone set at the head of a grave.  2.  
Also head stone. Architecture. See keystone (n., sense 1). 

head·strong (hHdùstrôngÙ, -strmngÙ) adj.  1. Determined to have one’s own 

way; stubbornly and often recklessly willful.  See Synonyms at obstinate. See 

Synonyms at unruly.  2. Resulting from willfulness and obstinacy. 

heads up (hHdz ƒp) interj.  Used as a warning to watch out for a potential 

source of danger, as at a construction site. 

heads-up (hHdzùƒpù) adj.  Showing an alert, competent style:  play heads-up 

basketball. 

heads-up display (hHdzùƒpù dV-spl7ù) n.  An electronically generated display 

of flight, navigational, attack, or other data superimposed upon a pilot’s forward 

field of view. 

head-to-head (hHdùtN-hHdù) adv.  & adj.  1. In direct confrontation or conflict 

at close quarters:  The two brothers went at it head-to-head. It was a head-to-head 

contest all the way.  2. Arranged in lines running in opposite directions:  The 

bunks were set up head-to-head.  3. Running close together in the same direction; 

neck and neck:  The horses ran mostly head-to-head. 

head-trip (hHdùtrVpÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A mentally stimulating experience.  2. An act 

or a pattern of behavior undertaken primarily for self-gratification. 



head·wait·er (hHdùw7ùtNr) n.  A waiter who is in charge of the waiters and 

waitresses in a restaurant and is often responsible for taking reservations and 

seating guests. 

head wall (hHd wôl) n.  A steep slope or precipice rising at the head of a valley 

or glacial cirque. 

head·wa·ter (hHdùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Often headwaters. The water from 

which a river rises; a source. 

head·way (hHdùw7Ù) n.  1. Forward movement or the rate of forward move-

ment, especially of a ship.  2. Progress toward a goal.  3. The clear vertical space 

beneath a ceiling or archway; clearance.  4. The distance in time or space that sep-

arates two vehicles traveling the same route. 

head·wear (hHdùwârÙ) n.  A hat or other covering for the head. 

head·wind  or head wind (hHdùwVndÙ) n.  A wind blowing directly against 

the course of an aircraft or a ship. 

head·word (hHdùwûrdÙ) n.  1. A word, phrase, or name, usually set in boldface 

or other distinctive type, that serves as the heading for an entry in a dictionary, an 

encyclopedia, or a similar reference work.  Also called entry word 2. Linguistics. A 

word that may be modified by an adjunct. 

head·work (hHdùwûrkÙ) n.  Mental activity or work; thought.   —headù-
workÙer n. 

head·y (hHdùK) adj.  head·i·er, head·i·est. 1. a. Intoxicating or stupefying:  

heady liqueur.  b. Tending to upset the mind or the balance of senses:  standing on 

a heady outcrop of rock.  c. Serving to exhilarate:  the heady news of triumph.   

2. a. Impetuous and rash:  a heady outburst of anger.  b. Domineering; overbear-

ing:  too heady to reason with.   3. Swift and violent; headlong:  a heady current.  

4. Showing intelligence and good judgment; prudent:  heady tactics.  5. Suffering 

from a headache:  a heady, throbbing feeling.   —headùi·ly adv.  —headùi·ness 
n. 

heal (hKl) v.  healed, heal·ing, heals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To restore to health or 

soundness; cure.  See Synonyms at cure.  2. To set right; repair:  healed the rift 

between us.  3. To restore (a person) to spiritual wholeness.   —  v.  intr. To 

become whole and sound; return to health.  [Middle English healen, from Old 

English h<lan. See kailo- in Appendix.] —healùa·ble adj. 

heal-all (hKlùôlÙ) n.  Botany. The self-heal. 

heal·er (hKùlNr) n.  One that heals or attempts to heal, especially a faith healer. 

heal·ing herb (hKùlVng ûrb) n.  See comfrey. 
health (hHlth) n.  1. The overall condition of an organism at a given time.  

2. Soundness, especially of body or mind; freedom from disease or abnormality.  

3. A condition of optimal well-being:  concerned about the ecological health of the 

area.  4. A wish for someone’s good health, often expressed as a toast.  [Middle 

English helthe, from Old English h<lth. See kailo- in Appendix.]



health care (hHlth kâr) n.  also health·care (hHlthùkârÙ) The prevention, 

treatment, and management of illness and the preservation of mental and physi-

cal well-being through the services offered by the medical and allied health pro-

fessions.   —  adj.  also health-care Of or relating to health care:  the health care 

industry. 

health food (hHlth fud) n.  A food believed to be highly beneficial to health, 

especially a food grown organically and free of chemical additives. 

health·ful (hHlthùfNl) adj.  1. Conducive to good health; salutary.  2. Healthy.  

See Usage Note at healthy.  —healthùful·ly adv.  —healthùful·ness n. 

health insurance (hHlth Vn-shtrùNns) n.  Insurance against expenses 

incurred through illness of the insured. 

health maintenance organization (hHlth m7nùtN-nNns ôrÙgN-nV-
z7ùshNn) n.  An HMO. 

health spa (hHlth spä) n.  A business establishment with equipment and facili-

ties for exercising and improving physical fitness. 

health walking (hHlth wôùkVng) n.  Sports. See race walking. 
health·y (hHlùthK) adj.  health·i·er, health·i·est. 1. Possessing good health.  

2. Conducive to good health; healthful:  healthy air.  3. Indicative of sound, ratio-

nal thinking or frame of mind:  a healthy attitude.  4. Sizable; considerable:  a 

healthy portion of potatoes; a healthy raise in salary.   —healthùi·ly adv.  

—healthùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: healthy, sound, wholesome, hale, robust, well, hardy, vigorous.

These adjectives are compared as they mean being in or indicative of good phys-

ical or mental health. Healthy stresses the absence of disease and often implies

energy and strength: a rosy, healthy infant. If you exercise regularly and eat properly,

you’ll stay fit and healthy. Sound emphasizes freedom from injury, imperfection,

or impairment: “You should pray for a sound mind in a sound body” (Juvenal).

Wholesome suggests appealing healthiness and well-being: “a broad grin on his ugly

wholesome face” (Archibald Marshall). “Exercise develops wholesome appetites”

(Louisa May Alcott). Hale stresses freedom from infirmity, especially in elderly

persons, while robust emphasizes healthy strength and ruggedness: “He is pretty

well advanced in years, but hale, robust, and florid” (Tobias Smollett). Well indi-

cates absence of or recovery from sickness: Her mother is not a well woman. Hardy

implies robust and sturdy good health: hardy mountaineers of Alpine regions. Vig-

orous suggests healthy, active energy and strength: “a vigorous old man, who spent

half of his day on horseback” (W.H. Hudson). 

USAGE NOTE: The distinction in meaning between healthy (“possessing good

health”) and healthful (“conducive to good health”) was ascribed to the two terms

only as late as the 1880’s. This distinction, though tenaciously supported by some

critics, is belied by citational evidence—evidence clearly indicating that healthy



and healthful have shared the meaning “conducive to good health” since at least

the mid-16th century, or for more than 400 years. Use of healthy in this sense is

to be found in the works of a broad group of distinguished speakers and writers

of English, with this example being typical: “Gardening... and working in wood,

are fit and healthy recreations for a man of study or business” (John Locke). There-

fore, both healthy and healthful are correct in these contexts: a healthy climate, a

healthful climate; a healthful diet, a healthy diet.

Hea·ly (hKùlK), Timothy Michael. 1855-1931.  Irish nationalist politician who 

led an 1890 revolt against Charles Parnell and served as the first governor-general 

of the Irish Free State (1922-1928). 

Hea·ney (hKùnK), Seamus Justin. Born 1939.  Irish poet whose work is typi-

fied by dense, earthy imagery and concern for the political crises of his homeland. 

His books include Death of a Naturalist (1966) and Field Work (1979). 

heap (hKp) n.  1. A group of things placed or thrown, one on top of the other:  a 

heap of dirty rags lying in the corner.  2.  Often heaps. Informal. A great deal; a 

lot:  We have heaps of homework tonight.  3. Slang. An old or run-down car.   —  v.  

tr. heaped, heap·ing, heaps. 1. To put or throw in a pile.  2. To fill completely 

or to overflowing:  heap a plate with vegetables.  3. To bestow in abundance or lav-

ishly:  heaped praise on the rescuers.  [Middle English, from Old English hKap.]

SYNONYMS: heap, bank, mound, pile, stack. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a group or collection of things lying one on top of the other”: a

heap of old newspapers; a bank of thunderclouds; a mound of boulders; a pile of

boxes; a stack of firewood.

hear (hîr) v.  heard (hûrd), hear·ing, hears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To perceive (sound) 

by the ear:  Can you hear the signal?  2. To learn by hearing; be told by others:  I 

heard she got married.  3. a. To listen to attentively:  Hear what I have to tell you.  

b. To listen to in an official, professional, or formal capacity:  heard the last wit-

ness in the afternoon.  c. To listen to and consider favorably:  Lord, hear my prayer!  

d. To attend or participate in:  hear Mass.    —  v.  intr. 1. To be capable of per-

ceiving sound.  2. To receive news or information; learn:  I heard about your acci-

dent.  3. To consider, permit, or consent to something. Used only in the negative:  

I won’t hear of your going!   —phrasal verb. hear from. 1. To get a letter, tele-

phone call, or transmitted communication from.  2. To be reprimanded by:  If 

you don’t do your homework, you’re going to hear from me.   —idiom. hear, hear. 
Used to express approval.  [Middle English hearen, Old English hXeran. See keu- 
in Appendix.] —hearùer n. 



Heard Island (hûrd XùlNnd)  An island of the southern Indian Ocean near the 

coast of Antarctica. First discovered by an American navigator in 1853, it was 

placed under Australian administration in 1947. 

hear·ing (hîrùVng) n.  1. The sense by which sound is perceived; the capacity to 

hear.  2. Range of audibility; earshot.  3. An opportunity to be heard.  4. Law. 

a. A preliminary examination of an accused person.  b. The trial of an equity 

case.   5. A session, as of an investigatory committee or a grand jury, at which tes-

timony is taken from witnesses. 

hearing aid (hîrùVng 7d) n.  A small electronic apparatus that amplifies sound 

and is worn in or behind the ear to compensate for impaired hearing. 

hearing dog (hîrùVng dôg) n.  A dog trained to assist a deaf or hearing-

impaired person by signaling the occurrence of certain sounds, such as a ringing 

telephone or doorbell. 

hear·ing-im·paired (hîrùVng-Vm-pârdÙ) adj.  1. Having a diminished or 

defective sense of hearing, but not deaf; hard of hearing.  2. Completely incapa-

ble of hearing; deaf.   —  n.  (used with a pl. verb). Persons who are deficient in 

hearing or are deaf:  The speech was interpreted in sign language for the hearing-

impaired. 

hear·ken also har·ken (härùkNn) v.  hear·kened, hear·ken·ing, hear·kens.  
—  v.  intr. To listen attentively; give heed.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To listen to; hear.  

[Middle English herknen, from Old English hercnian. See keu- in Appendix.]

Hearn (hûrn), Lafcadio. 1850-1904.  Greek-born American writer noted for his 

exotic stories and novels, such as Chita (1887). 

hear·say (hîrùs7Ù) n.  1. Information heard from another.  2. Law. Evidence 

based on the reports of others rather than the personal knowledge of a witness 

and therefore generally not admissible as testimony. 

hearse (hûrs) n.  1. A vehicle for conveying a coffin to a church or cemetery.  

2. Roman Catholic Church. A triangular candelabrum used at Tenebrae during 

Holy Week.  3. A framelike structure over a coffin or tomb on which to hang epi-

taphs.  [Middle English herse, a harrow-shaped structure for holding candles over 

a coffin, from Old French herce, from Medieval Latin hercia, from Latin hirpex, 

hirpic-, harrow, probably from Oscan hirpus, wolf (alluding to its teeth).]

Hearst (hûrst), William Randolph. 1863-1951.  American newspaper and 

magazine publisher. Beginning with the San Francisco Examiner in 1887, he built 

the world’s largest publishing empire, comprising 28 major newspapers. A pas-

sionate collector, he displayed many of his acquisitions in San Simeon, his ornate 

California estate. 

heart (härt) n.  1. Anatomy. a. The chambered, muscular organ in vertebrates 

that pumps blood received from the veins into the arteries, thereby maintaining 

the flow of blood through the entire circulatory system.  b. A similarly function-

ing structure in invertebrates.   2. The area that is the approximate location of the 



heart in the body; the breast.  3. a. The vital center and source of one’s being, 

emotions, and sensibilities.  b. The repository of one’s deepest and sincerest feel-

ings and beliefs:  an appeal from the heart; a subject dear to her heart.  c. The seat 

of the intellect or imagination:  the worst atrocities the human heart could devise.   

4. a. Emotional constitution, basic disposition, or character:  a man after my own 

heart.  b. One’s prevailing mood or current inclination:  We were light of heart. 

My heart is not in it.   5. a. Capacity for sympathy or generosity; compassion:  a 

leader who seems to have no heart.  b. Love; affection:  The child won my heart.   

6. a. Courage; resolution; fortitude:  The soldiers lost heart and retreated.  b. The 

firmness of will or the callousness required to carry out an unpleasant task or 

responsibility:  hadn’t the heart to send them away without food.   7. A person 

esteemed or admired as lovable, loyal, or courageous:  a dear heart.  8. a. The 

central or innermost physical part of a place or region:  the heart of the financial 

district.  See Synonyms at center.  b. The core of a plant, fruit, or vegetable:  

hearts of palm.   9. The most important or essential part:  get to the heart of the 

matter.  10. A conventionalized two-lobed representation of the heart, usually 

colored red or pink.  11. Games. a. A red, heart-shaped figure on certain playing 

cards.  b. A playing card with this figure.  c. hearts. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

The suit of cards represented by this figure.  d. A card game in which the object is 

either to avoid hearts when taking tricks or to take all the hearts.    —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  heart surgery; heart patients.   —  v.  tr. 

heart·ed, heart·ing, hearts. Archaic. To encourage; hearten.   —idioms. at 
heart. In one’s deepest feelings; fundamentally.  by heart. Learned by rote; 

memorized word for word.  do (one’s) heart good. To lift one’s spirits; make 

one happy.  from the bottom of (one’s) heart (or from the depths of 
(one’s) heart). With the deepest appreciation; most sincerely.  have (one’s) 
heart in (one’s) mouth. To be extremely frightened or anxious.  have (one’s) 
heart in the right place. To be well-intentioned.  heart and soul. Com-

pletely; entirely.  in (one’s) heart of hearts. In the seat of one’s truest feelings.  

lose (one’s) heart to. To fall in love with.  near (one’s) heart (or close to 
(one’s) heart). Loved by or important to one.  steal (someone’s) heart. To 

win one’s affection or love.  take to heart. To take seriously and be affected or 

troubled by:  Don’t take my criticism to heart.  to (one’s) heart’s content. To 

one’s entire satisfaction, without limitation.  wear (one’s) heart on (one’s) 
sleeve. To show one’s feelings clearly and openly by one’s behavior.  with all 
(one’s) heart. 15. With great willingness or pleasure.  16. With the deepest 

feeling or devotion.  with half a heart. In a half-hearted manner.  [Middle 

English hert, from Old English heorte. See kerd- in Appendix.]

heart·ache (härtù7kÙ) n.  Emotional anguish; sorrow.  See Synonyms at regret. 



heart attack (härt N-t4kù) n.  Acute myocardial infarction typically resulting 

from an occlusion or obstruction of a coronary artery and characterized by sud-

den, severe pain in the chest that often radiates to the shoulder, arm, or jaw. 

heart·beat (härtùbKtÙ) n.  1. A single complete pulsation of the heart.  2. A 

vital force or driving impulse:  Broadway is the heartbeat of the New York City the-

ater world. 

heart block (härt blmk) n.  A condition in which faulty transmission of the 

impulses that control the heartbeat results in a lack of coordination in the con-

traction of the atria and ventricles of the heart. 

heart·break (härtùbr7kÙ) n.  Overwhelming sorrow, grief, or disappointment.  

See Synonyms at regret.  —heartùbreakÙer n. 

heart·break·ing (härtùbr7ÙkVng) adj.  Causing overwhelming grief or distress.   
—heartùbreakÙing·ly adv. 

heart·bro·ken (härtùbroÙkNn) adj.  Suffering from or exhibiting overwhelm-

ing sorrow, grief, or disappointment.   —heartùbroÙken·ly adv.  

—heartùbroÙken·ness n. 

heart·burn (härtùbûrnÙ) n.  A burning sensation, usually centered in the mid-

dle of the chest near the sternum, caused by the reflux of acidic stomach fluids 

that enter the lower end of the esophagus.  Also called cardialgia, pyrosis. 

heart disease (härt dV-zKzù) n.  A structural or functional abnormality of the 

heart, or of the blood vessels supplying the heart, that impairs its normal func-

tioning. 

heart·en (härùtn) v.  tr. heart·ened, heart·en·ing, heart·ens. To give 

strength, courage, or hope to; encourage.  See Synonyms at encourage. 
heart failure (härt f7lùyNr) n.  1. Cessation of normal heart function.  2. The 

inability of the heart to pump blood at an adequate rate, resulting in congestion 

in the lungs, shortness of breath, edema in the lower extremities, and enlarge-

ment of the liver. 

heart·felt (härtùfHltÙ) adj.  Deeply or sincerely felt; earnest.  See Synonyms at 

sincere. 
hearth (härth) n.  1. The floor of a fireplace, usually extending into a room and 

paved with brick, flagstone, or cement.  2. Family life; the home.  3. Metallurgy. 

a. The lowest part of a blast furnace or cupola, from which the molten metal 

flows.  b. The bottom of a reverberatory furnace, where ore is exposed to the 

flame.   4. The fireplace or brazier of a blacksmith’s forge.  [Middle English herth, 

from Old English heorth. See ker-3 in Appendix.]

hearth money (härth mƒnùK) n.  Roman Catholic Church. See Peter’s pence 
(n., sense 2). 

hearth·rug (härthùrƒgÙ) n.  A rug laid on a floor in front of a fireplace. 

hearth·side (härthùsXdÙ) n.  A place next to a hearth. 



hearth·stone (härthùstonÙ) n.  1. Stone used in the construction of a hearth.  

2. Family life; the home.  3. A soft stone or composition of pipe clay and pulver-

ized stone used for scouring and whitening hearths or doorsteps. 

heart·i·ly (härùtl-K) adv.  1. In a cordial manner; with warmth and sincerity:  

She greeted us heartily.  2. Thoroughly; completely:  wished heartily that they 

would leave.  3. With zest or enthusiasm.  4. With great appetite or enjoyment:  

eat heartily. 

heart·land (härtùl4ndÙ) n.  A central region, especially one that is politically, 

economically, or militarily vital to a nation. 

heart·leaf (härtùlKfÙ) n.  See wild ginger. 
heart·less (härtùlVs) adj.  1. Devoid of compassion or feeling; pitiless.  

2. Archaic. Devoid of courage or enthusiasm; spiritless.   —heartùless·ly adv.  

—heartùless·ness n. 

heart-lung machine (härtùlƒngù mN-shKnù) n.  An apparatus through which 

blood is temporarily diverted, especially during heart surgery, to oxygenate it and 

pump it throughout the body, thus maintaining circulation until the heart and 

lungs are able to return to normal functioning. 

heart massage (härt mN-säzhù) n.  See cardiac massage. 
heart rate (härt r7t) n.  Abbr. HR The number of heartbeats per unit of time, 

usually expressed as beats per minute. 

heart-rend·ing  or heart·rend·ing (härtùrHnÙdVng) adj.  Causing anguish or 

deep distress; arousing deep sympathy. 

Heart River (härt rVvùNr)  A river, about 290 km (180 mi) long, of southwest 

North Dakota flowing eastward to the Missouri River near Bismarck. 

heart-search·ing (härtùsûrÙchVng) n.  An examination of one’s conscience, 

innermost feelings, and motives.   —heartù-searchÙing adj. 

hearts·ease also heart’s-ease (härtsùKzÙ) n.  1. Peace of mind.  2. A hybrid 

plant derived from crossing certain species of the genus Viola and having small, 

spurred, variously colored flowers. 

heart·sick (härtùsVkÙ) adj.  Profoundly disappointed; despondent.   
—heartùsickÙness n. 

heart-strick·en (härtùstrVkÙNn) also heart-struck (-strƒkÙ) adj.  Over-

whelmed with grief, dismay, or remorse. 

heart·string (härtùstrVngÙ) n.  1. heartstrings. The deepest feelings or affec-

tions:  a tug at the heartstrings.  2. One of the nerves or tendons formerly believed 

to brace and sustain the heart. 

heart-struck (härtùstrƒkÙ) adj.  Variant of heart-stricken. 
heart·throb (härtùthrmbÙ) n.  1. A pulsation of the heart; a heartbeat.  

2. a. Sentimental or tender emotion.  b. Infatuation.   3. a. A sweetheart.  

b. The object of one’s infatuation.  



heart-to-heart (härtùtN-härtù) adj.  Candid; frank.   —  n.  An intimate con-

versation in private. 

heart·warm·ing  or heart-warm·ing (härtùwôrÙmVng) adj.  Causing glad-

ness and pleasure. 

heart·wood (härtùwtdÙ) n.  The older, inactive central wood of a tree or 

woody plant, usually darker and harder than the younger sapwood.  Also called 

duramen 

heart·worm (härtùwûrmÙ) n.  1. A filarial worm (Dirofilaria immitis) trans-

mitted by mosquitoes and parasitic in the heart and associated blood vessels of 

dogs and other canids.  2. The condition resulting from infestation with the 

heartworm. 

heart·y (härùtK) adj.  heart·i·er, heart·i·est. 1. Expressed warmly, exuberantly, 

and unrestrainedly:  a hearty welcome.  See Synonyms at sincere.  2. Complete or 

thorough; unequivocal:  hearty support.  3. Vigorous; robust:  a hearty glow of 

health.  4. Enjoying or requiring much food:  a person with a hearty appetite. 

a. Providing abundant nourishment:  a hearty chowder.  b. Satisfying; substan-

tial:  a hearty meal.    —  n.  pl. heart·ies. 1. A good fellow; a comrade.  2. A 

sailor.   —heartùi·ness n. 

heat (hKt) n.  1. Physics. A form of energy associated with the motion of atoms 

or molecules and capable of being transmitted through solid and fluid media by 

conduction, through fluid media by convection, and through empty space by 

radiation.  2. The sensation or perception of such energy as warmth or hotness.  

3. An abnormally high bodily temperature, as from a fever.  4. a. The condition 

of being hot.  b. A degree of warmth or hotness:  The burner was on low heat.   

5. a. The warming of a room or building by a furnace or another source of 

energy:  The house was cheap to rent, but the heat was expensive.  b. A furnace or 

other source of warmth in a room or building:  The heat was on when we returned 

from work.   6. A hot season; a spell of hot weather.  7. a. Intensity, as of passion, 

emotion, color, appearance, or effect.  b. The most intense or active stage:  the 

heat of battle.  c. A burning sensation in the mouth produced by spicy flavoring in 

food.   8. Estrus.  9. One of a series of efforts or attempts.  10. a. Sports & Games. 

One round of several in a competition, such as a race.  b. A preliminary contest 

held to determine finalists.   11. Informal. Pressure; stress.  12. Slang. a. An 

intensification of police activity in pursuing criminals.  b. The police. Used with 

the.   13. Slang. Adverse comments or hostile criticism:  Heat from the press forced 

the senator to resign.  14. Slang. A firearm, especially a pistol.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  heat barriers; heat resistance.   —  v.  

heat·ed, heat·ing, heats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make warm or hot.  2. To excite the 

feelings of; inflame.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become warm or hot.  2. To become 

excited emotionally or intellectually.   —phrasal verb. heat up. Informal. To 

become acute or intense: “If inflation heats up, interest rates could increase” 



(Christian Science Monitor).  [Middle English hete, from Old English h<tu. See 

kai- in Appendix.]

heat capacity (hKt kN-p4sùV-tK) n.  The amount of heat required to raise the 

temperature of one mole or one gram of a substance by one degree Celsius with-

out change of phase. 

heat·ed (hKùtVd) adj.  Angry; vehement; impassioned:  a heated argument.   
—heatùed·ly adv. 

heat·er (hKùtNr) n.  1. An apparatus that heats or provides heat.  2. One who 

heats something or tends a heating apparatus.  3. Slang. A pistol.  4. Baseball. A 

fastball. 

heat exchanger (hKt Vks-ch7nùjNr) n.  A device, such as an automobile radia-

tor, used to transfer heat from a fluid on one side of a barrier to a fluid on the 

other side without bringing the fluids into direct contact. 

heat exhaustion (hKt Vg-zôsùchNn) n.  A condition caused by exposure to 

heat, resulting in the depletion of body fluids and causing weakness, dizziness, 

nausea, and often collapse. The condition can be alleviated by rest and the admin-

istration of fluids and electrolytes to compensate for those lost through excessive 

sweating.  Also called heat prostration 

heath (hKth) n.  1. Any of various usually low-growing shrubs of the genus Erica 

and related genera, native to Europe and South Africa and having small evergreen 

leaves and small, colorful, urn-shaped flowers.  Also called heather 2. An exten-

sive tract of uncultivated open land covered with herbage and low shrubs; a moor.  

[Middle English, uncultivated land, from Old English h<th. See kaito- in Appen-

dix.]

Heath (hKth), Edward Richard George. Born 1916.  British politician who as 

prime minister (1970-1974) secured his country’s entry into the Common Mar-

ket (1972) and sought to offset high inflation by controlling wages, which led to a 

crippling miner’s strike (1973-1974). 

hea·then (hKùthNn) n.  pl. hea·thens or heathen. 1. a. One who adheres to 

the religion of a people or nation that does not acknowledge the God of Judaism, 

Christianity, or Islam.  b. Such persons considered as a group; the unconverted.   

2. a. One who is regarded as irreligious, uncivilized, or unenlightened.  b. Such 

persons considered as a group.   [Middle English hethen, from Old English 

h<then. See kaito- in Appendix.] —heaùthen adj.  —heaùthen·dom, 
heaùthen·ism, heaùthen·ry n. 

hea·then·ish (hKùthN-nVsh) adj.  1. Of or having to do with heathens.  

2. Uncouth; barbarous.   —heaùthen·ish·ly adv.  —heaùthen·ish·ness n. 

heath·er (hHthùNr) n.  1. A low-growing Eurasian shrub (Calluna vulgaris) 

growing in dense masses and having small evergreen leaves and clusters of small, 

bell-shaped pinkish-purple flowers.  Also called ling2 2.  See heath (n., sense 1).  



3. Color. A grayish purple to purplish red.  [Alteration (influenced by HEATH), of 

Middle English hather, probably from Old English *h<ddre.] —heathùer adj. 

heath·er·y (hHthùN-rK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling heather.  2. Flecked 

with various colors. 

heath hen (hKth hHn) n.  A subspecies of the prairie chicken (Tympanuchus 

cupido subsp. cupido) that became extinct in eastern North America during the 

first part of the 20th century. 

heat island (hKt XùlNnd) n.  An area, such as a city or an industrial site, having 

consistently higher temperatures than surrounding areas because of a greater 

retention of heat, as by buildings, concrete, and asphalt. 

heat lightning (hKt lXtùnVng) n.  Intermittent flashes of light near the horizon, 

usually seen on a hot summer evening, unaccompanied by thunder and thought 

to be cloud reflections of distant lightning. 

heat of combustion (hKt ƒv kNm-bƒsùchNn) n.  The amount of heat released 

per unit mass or unit volume of a substance when the substance is completely 

burned. 

heat of fusion (hKt ƒv fyuùzhNn) n.  The amount of heat required to convert 

a unit mass of a solid at its melting point into a liquid without an increase in tem-

perature. 

heat of transformation (hKt ƒv tr4nsÙfNr-m7ùshNn) n.  See latent heat. 
heat of vaporization (hKt ƒv v7ÙpNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  The amount of heat 

required to convert a unit mass of a liquid at its boiling point into vapor without 

an increase in temperature. 

heat·proof (hKtùprufÙ) adj.  Unaffected by heat. Used especially of plastic, 

glass, or ceramic utensils that may be used directly over a flame or in an oven. 

heat prostration (hKt prm-str7ùshNn) n.  See heat exhaustion. 
heat pump (hKt pƒmp) n.  A device that warms or cools a building by transfer-

ring heat from a relatively low-temperature reservoir to one at a higher tempera-

ture. 

heat rash (hKt r4sh) n.  An inflammatory skin condition caused by obstruction 

of the ducts of the sweat glands, resulting from exposure to high heat and humid-

ity and characterized by the eruption of small, red papules accompanied by an 

itching or prickling sensation.  Also called miliaria, prickly heat. 

heat-seal (hKtùsKlÙ) v.  tr. heat-·sealed, heat-·seal·ing, heat-·seals. To 

enclose an object in a thin, clear thermoplastic sheet that is bonded by heat and 

pressure to form a closure against air or tampering. 

heat shield (hKt shKld) n.  A barrier that prevents the heating of a space or an 

object by absorbing, reflecting, or dissipating external heat, especially a protective 

structure on a spacecraft or missile that dissipates heat on atmospheric reentry by 

melting and vaporizing. 



heat sink (hKt sVngk) n.  1. An environment capable of absorbing heat from an 

object with which it is in thermal contact.  2. A protective device that absorbs and 

dissipates the excess heat generated by a system. 

heat stroke (hKt strok) n.  A severe condition caused by impairment of the 

body’s temperature-regulating abilities, resulting from prolonged exposure to 

excessive heat and characterized by cessation of sweating, severe headache, high 

fever, hot dry skin, and in serious cases, collapse and coma. 

heat-treat (hKtùtrKtÙ) v.  tr. heat-·treat·ed, heat-·treat·ing, heat-·treats. 
To treat (metal, for example) by alternate heating and cooling in order to produce 

desired characteristics, such as increased hardness; temper.   —heat treater n.  

—heat treatment n. 

heat wave (hKt w7v) n.  A period of unusually hot weather. 

heave (hKv) v.  heaved, heav·ing, heaves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To raise or lift, espe-

cially with great effort or force:  heaved the box of books onto the table.  See Syn-

onyms at lift.  2. a. To throw (a heavy object) with great effort; hurl:  heave the 

shot; heaved a brick through the window.  b. To throw or toss:  heaved his backpack 

into the corner.   3. To utter with effort or pain:  heaved a groan of despair.  4. To 

vomit (something).  5. past tense and past participle. hove (hov). Nautical. a. To 

raise or haul up by means of a rope, line, or cable:  hove the anchor up and set sail.  

b. To move a ship in a certain direction or into a certain position by hauling:  

hove the ship astern.   6. To make rise or swell:  the wind heaving huge waves; an 

exhausted dog heaving its chest.  7. Geology. To displace or move (a vein, lode, or 

stratum, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. To rise up or swell, as if pushed up; bulge:  

The sidewalk froze and heaved.  2. To rise and fall in turn, as waves.  3. To gag or 

vomit.  4. past tense and past participle. hove. Nautical. a. To move in a certain 

direction or to a specified position:  The frigate hove alongside.  b. To pull at or 

haul a rope or cable:  The brig is heaving around on the anchor.  c. To push at a 

capstan bar or lever.    —  n.  1. The effort of heaving.  2. An act of hurling; a 

throw, especially when considered in terms of distance:  a heave of 63 feet.  

3. Geology. A horizontal dislocation, as of a rock stratum, at a fault.  4. An 

upward movement.  5. The act or an instance of gagging or vomiting.  

6. heaves. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A pulmonary disease of horses that is 

characterized by respiratory irregularities, such as coughing, and is noticeable 

especially after exercise or in cold weather.   —phrasal verb. heave to. 
1. Nautical. a. To turn a sailing ship so that its bow heads into the wind and the 

ship lies motionless except for drifting, in order to meet a storm:  The brig hove to.  

b. To turn an engine-powered vessel in a similar situation so that its bow heads 

into the seas while proceeding at low speed.   2. Nautical. a. To turn a sailing ship 

so that its bow heads into the wind and the ship lies motionless except for drift-

ing, in order to meet a storm:  The brig hove to.  b. To turn an engine-powered 

vessel in a similar situation so that its bow heads into the seas while proceeding at 



low speed.    —idiom. heave into sight (or heave into view). To rise or 

seem to rise over the horizon into view, as a ship.  [Middle English heven, from 

Old English hebban. See kap- in Appendix.] —heavùer n. 

heave ho (hKv ho) interj.  Nautical. Used as a command to sailors to pull hard 

on a rope or cable. 

heave-ho (hKvùhoù) n.  Slang. Dismissal from one’s job or from one’s position:  

got the heave-ho in a very unceremonious manner; gave the employee the old heave-

ho. 

heav·en (hHvùNn) n.  1.  Often heavens. The sky or universe as seen from 

Earth; the firmament.  2. a.  Often Heaven. The abode of God, the angels, and 

the souls of those who are granted salvation.  b. An eternal state of communion 

with God; everlasting bliss.   3. a. Heaven. God:  Heaven help you!  b. heavens. 

Used in various phrases to express surprise:  Good heavens!   4.  Often heavens. 

The celestial powers; the gods:  The heavens favored the young prince.  5. A condi-

tion or place of great happiness, delight, or pleasure:  The lake was heaven.   
—idiom. move heaven and earth. To do everything possible to bring about 

something desired.  [Middle English heven, from Old English heofon. See ak- in 

Appendix.]

heav·en·ly (hHvùNn-lK) adj.  1. Sublime; delightful; enchanting.  2. Of or relat-

ing to the firmament; celestial.  3. Of or relating to the abode of God; divine.   
—heavùen·li·ness n. 

heav·en-sent (hHvùNn-sHntÙ) adj.  Occurring at an opportune time; providen-

tial. 

heav·en·ward (hHvùNn-wNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in heaven.   
—heavùen·wards (-wNrdz) adv. 

heav·i·er-than-air (hHvùK-Nr-thNn-ârù) adj.  Being an aircraft that is heavier 

than the air it displaces. 

heav·i·ly (hHv-N-lK) adv.  1. In a burdened manner:  heavily laden.  2. Very 

slowly and with difficulty; laboriously:  walking heavily through the snow.  

3. Greatly or severely:  heavily in debt. 

Heav·i·side (hHvùK-sXdÙ), Oliver. 1850-1925.  British physicist who predicted 

the existence of the ionized atmospheric layer now known as the ionosphere. 

Heaviside layer (hHvùK-sXdÙ l7ùNr) n.  See E layer.  [After Oliver HEAVISIDE.]

heav·y (hHvùK) adj.  heav·i·er, heav·i·est. Abbr. hvy. 1. Having relatively great 

weight:  a heavy load.  2. Having relatively high density; having a high specific 

gravity.  3. a. Large, as in number or quantity:  a heavy turnout; heavy casualties.  

b. Large in yield or output:  heavy rainfall.   4. Of great intensity:  heavy activity; 

heavy fighting.  5. a. Having great power or force:  a heavy punch.  b. Violent; 

rough:  heavy seas.   6. a. Equipped with massive armaments and weapons:  a 

heavy cruiser; heavy infantry.  b. Large enough to fire powerful shells:  heavy guns.   

7. a. Indulging to a great degree:  a heavy drinker.  b. Involved or participating on 



a large scale:  a heavy investor.   8. Of great import or seriousness; grave:  heavy 

matters of state.  9. a. Having considerable thickness:  a heavy coat.  b. Broad or 

coarse:  drew the face with heavy lines.   10. a. Dense; thick:  a heavy fog.  b. Slow 

to dissipate; strong: “There was a heavy fragrance of flowers and lemon trees” 

(Mario Puzo).  c. Too dense or rich to digest easily:  a heavy dessert.  

d. Insufficiently leavened:  heavy bread.  e. Full of clay and readily saturated:  

heavy soil.   11. a. Weighed down; burdened:  trees heavy with plums.  

b. Emotionally weighed down; despondent:  a heavy heart.  c. Marked by or 

exhibiting weariness:  heavy lids.  d. Sad or painful:  heavy news.   12. a. Hard to 

do or accomplish; arduous:  heavy going; heavy reading.  b. Not easily borne; 

oppressive:  heavy taxes.   13. Lacking vitality; deficient in vivacity or grace:  a 

heavy gait; heavy humor.  14. Sharply inclined; steep:  a heavy grade.  15. Having a 

large capacity or designed for rough work:  a heavy truck.  16. Of, relating to, or 

involving the large-scale production of basic products, such as steel:  heavy indus-

try.  17. Of or relating to a serious dramatic role.  18. Physics. Of or relating to an 

isotope with an atomic mass greater than the average mass of that element.  

19. Loud; sonorous:  a heavy sound; heavy breathing.  20. Linguistics. Of, relating 

to, or being a syllable ending in a long vowel or in a vowel plus two consonants.  

21. Slang. a. Of great significance or profundity.  b. Very popular or important:  

a rock star who is really heavy.    —  adv.  heav·i·er, heav·i·est. Heavily:  The 

snow is falling heavier tonight than last night.   —  n.  pl. heav·ies. 1. a. A serious 

or tragic role in a play.  b. An actor playing such a role.   2. Slang. A villain in a 

story or play.  3. Slang. A mobster.  4. Slang. One that is very important or influ-

ential:  a media heavy.  [Middle English hevi, from Old English hefig. See kap- in 

Appendix.] —heavùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: heavy, weighty, hefty, massive, ponderous, cumbersome. These ad-

jectives mean having a relatively great weight. Heavy refers to what has great

weight (a heavy boulder; a heavy load); figuratively it applies to what is burden-

some or oppressive to the spirit (heavy responsibilities; heavy losses). Weighty liter-

ally denotes having considerable weight (a weighty package); figuratively it de-

scribes what is onerous, serious, or important (the weighty cares of a head of state;

a weighty problem; a weighty decision). Hefty refers principally to physical heavi-

ness or brawniness: a hefty dictionary; a tall, hefty wrestler. Massive describes what

is bulky, heavy, solid, and strong: a massive head; massive marble columns; a mas-

sive gold chain. Ponderous refers to what has great mass and weight and usually

implies unwieldiness: ponderous prehistoric beasts. Figuratively it describes what is

complicated, involved, or lacking in grace: a book with a ponderous plot; a ponder-

ous compliment. Something cumbersome is difficult to move, handle, or deal with

because it is heavy, bulky, or clumsy: cumbersome luggage; a cumbersome writing



style.

heav·y-dut·y (hHvÙK-duùtK, -dyuù-) adj.  Abbr. HD Made to withstand hard 

use or wear. 

heav·y-foot·ed (hHvùK-fttùVd) adj.  Having a ponderous, lumbering gait. 

heav·y-hand·ed (hHvùK-h4nùdVd) adj.  1. Clumsy; awkward.  2. Tactless; 

indiscreet.  3. Oppressive; harsh.   —heavùy-handùed·ness n. 

heav·y-heart·ed (hHvùK-härùtVd) adj.  Melancholy; depressed; sad.   
—heavùy-heartùed·ly adv.  —heavùy-heartùed·ness n. 

heavy hydrogen (hHvùK hXùdrN-jNn) n.  An isotope of hydrogen with mass 

number greater than 1; deuterium or tritium. 

heav·y-lad·en (hHvùK-l7dÙn) adj.  1. Loaded with great weight.  2. Burdened 

with grievous cares. 

heavy lifting (hHvùK lVfùtVng) n.  Slang. Serious or difficult activities or work: 

“Attention is shifting to the fall Presidential race, and with only seven months left in 

office, Reagan won’t be doing any heavy lifting” (Business Week). 

heavy metal (hHvùK mHtùl) n.  1. A metal with a specific gravity greater than 

about 5.0, especially one that is poisonous, such as lead or mercury.  2. Music. 

Very loud, greatly amplified, brash rock music often with shouted, violent lyrics. 

heavy particle (hHvùK pärùtV-kNl) n.  See baryon. 
heav·y·set (hHvùK-sHtù) adj.  Having a stout or compact build. 

heavy spar (hHvùK spär) n.  See barite. 
heavy water (hHvùK wôùtNr) n.  Any of several isotopic forms of water, espe-

cially deuterium oxide, that consists chiefly of molecules containing heavy hydro-

gen and is used as a moderator in certain nuclear reactors. 

heav·y·weight (hHvùK-w7tÙ) n.  1. One of above average weight.  2. Sports. 

a. A professional boxer weighing more than 175 pounds (approximately 79.5 

kilograms), heavier than a light heavyweight.  b. A contestant in other sports in 

the heaviest weight class.   3. Informal. A person of great importance or influence.   
—heavùy·weightÙ adj. 

Heb. abbr.  1. Hebrew.  2. Bible. Hebrews. 

Heb·bel (hHbùNl), (Christian) Friedrich. 1813-1863.  German dramatist whose 

works, such as Judith (1840) and Maria Magdalena (1844), are infused with his 

philosophical and historical theories. 

heb·do·mad (hHbùdN-m4dÙ) n.  1. A group of seven.  2. A period of seven days; 

a week.  [Latin hebdomas, hebdomad-, the number seven, from Greek, from heb-

domos, seventh, from hepta, seven. See septc in Appendix.]

heb·dom·a·dal (hHb-dmmùN-dNl) adj.  Weekly.   —heb·domùa·dal·ly adv. 

He·be (hKùbK) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of youth and spring, cupbearer 

to the Olympian gods. 



He·bei (hœùb7ù) also Ho·pei  or Ho·peh (hoùp7ù, hƒùb7ù)  A province of 

northeast China bordering on the Gulf of Bo Hai. One of the earliest regions of 

Chinese settlement, Hebei has many prehistoric sites. Shijiazhuang is the capital. 

Population, 55,480,000. 

he·be·phre·ni·a (hKÙbN-frKùnK-N, -frHnùK-) n.  A type of schizophrenia, usually 

starting at puberty, characterized by foolish mannerisms, senseless laughter, delu-

sions, hallucinations, and regressive behavior.  [Greek hKbK, youth + -PHRENIA.] 
—heÙbe·phrenùic (-frHnùVk, -frKùnVk) adj. 

Hé·bert (7-bHrù), Jacques René. Known as “Père Duchesne.” 1755?-1794.  

French revolutionary and journalist who published virulent Republican newspa-

pers, helped plan the overthrow of the monarchy (1792), and exerted such influ-

ence during the Reign of Terror that Robespierre had him guillotined. 

heb·e·tate (hHbùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. heb·e·tat·ed, heb·e·tat·ing, heb·e·tates. To 

make obtuse or dull.  [Latin hebet7re, hebet7t-, from hebes, hebet-, blunt.] 
—hebÙe·taùtion n.  —hebùe·taÙtive adj. 

heb·e·tude (hHbùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Dullness of mind; mental lethargy.  [Late 

Latin hebet7do, from Latin hebes, hebet-, dull.] —hebÙe·tuùdi·nous (-tudùn-

Ns, -tyudù-) adj. 

Hebr. abbr.  Hebrew. 

He·bra·ic (hV-br7ùVk) also He·bra·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or character-

istic of the Hebrews or their language or culture.  [Middle English Ebraik, from 

Late Latin Hebr7icus, from Greek Hebraikos, from Hebraios. See HEBREW.] 
—He·braùi·cal·ly adv. 

He·bra·ism (hKùbr7-VzÙNm) n.  1. A manner or custom characteristic of the 

Hebrews.  2. A linguistic feature typical of Hebrew occurring especially in 

another language.  3. The culture, spirit, or character of the Hebrew people.  

4. Judaism. 

He·bra·ist (hKùbr7ÙVst) n.  A scholar who specializes in the study of Hebrew.   
—HeÙbra·isùtic, HeÙbra·isùti·cal adj.  —HeÙbra·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

He·bra·ize (hKùbr7-XzÙ) v.  He·bra·ized, He·bra·iz·ing, He·bra·iz·es.  —  v.  

tr. To make Hebraic in form or idiom.   —  v.  intr. To use or adopt Hebraisms.   
—HeÙbra·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

He·brew (hKùbru) n.  Abbr. Heb., Hebr. 1. A member or descendant of a 

northern Semitic people, claiming descent from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; an 

Israelite; a Jew.  2. a. The Semitic language of the ancient Hebrews.  b. Any of the 

various later forms of this language, especially the language of the Israelis.   

3. Hebrews. (used with a sing. verb). A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  
[Middle English Ebreu, from Old French, from Latin Hebraeus, Hebraic, from 

Greek Hebraios, from Aramaic 1ibray, from Hebrew 1ibrî.] —Heùbrew adj. 

Hebrew Scriptures (hKùbru skrVpùchNrz) pl.n.  Bible. The Pentateuch, the 

Prophets, and the Hagiographa, forming the covenant between God and the Jew-



ish people that is the foundation and Bible of Judaism while constituting for 

Christians the Old Testament. 

Heb·ri·des (hHbùrV-dKzÙ) also West·ern Islands (wHsùtNrn)  An island group 

of western and northwest Scotland in the Atlantic Ocean, divided into the Inner 
Hebrides, closer to the Scottish mainland, and the Outer Hebrides, to the 

northwest. The original Celtic inhabitants were conquered by Scandinavians, par-

ticularly Norwegians, who ruled the islands until 1266. Native Scottish chieftains 

controlled the Hebrides until the 16th century, when the islands passed to the 

kingdom of Scotland.   —HebÙri·deùan adj.  & n. 

He·bron (hKùbrNn)  A city of the West Bank south-southwest of Jerusalem. 

Believed to be one of the oldest cities in the world, it was Abraham’s home and 

King David’s capital for a short time. According to the Old Testament, it is also 

the burial place of Abraham and Sarah. Hebron was occupied by Israel in 1967. 

Population, 43,000. 

Hec·a·te  or Hek·a·te (hHkùN-tK, hHkùVt) n.  Greek Mythology. An ancient fertility 

goddess who later became associated with Persephone as queen of Hades and 

protector of witches. 

Hec·ate Strait (hHkùNt str7t, -N-tK)  A channel of western British Columbia, 

Canada, separating the Queen Charlotte Islands from coastal islands off the 

mainland of the province. 

hec·a·tomb (hHkùN-tomÙ) n.  1. A large-scale sacrifice or slaughter.  2. A sacri-

fice to the ancient Greek and Roman gods consisting originally of 100 oxen or 

cattle.  [Latin hecatombK, from Greek hekatombK : hekaton, hundred; see dekc in 

Appendix + -bK, oxen; see gwou- in Appendix.]

Hecht (hHkt), Ben. 1894-1964.  American writer of short stories, novels, such as 

Erik Dorn (1921), dramas, including The Front Page (1928), written with Charles 

MacArthur, and screenplays, such as Gunga Din (1938). 

heck (hHk) interj.  Used as a mild oath.   —  n.  Slang. Used as an intensive:  had a 

heck of a lot of money; was crowded as heck.  [Alteration ofHELL.]

heck·el·phone (hHkùNl-fonÙ) n.  Music. A woodwind instrument of the oboe 

family, with a pitch between that of an English horn and a bassoon.  [German 

Heckelphon, after Wilhelm Heckel (1879-1952), German musical instrument 

maker.]

heck·le (hHkùNl) v.  tr. heck·led, heck·ling, heck·les. 1. To try to embarrass 

and annoy (another) by questions, gibes, or objections; badger.  2. To comb (flax 

or hemp) with a hatchel.  [Middle English hekelen, to comb with a hatchel, from 

hekel, hatchel, from Middle Dutch. See keg- in Appendix.] —heckùler n. 

heck·uv·a (hHkùN-vN) adj.  Slang. Used as an intensive:  You’ve done a heckuva 

good job.  [Alteration of heck of a.]

hect- pref.  Variant of hecto-. 



hec·tare (hHkùtârÙ) n.  Abbr. ha A metric unit of area equal to 100 ares (2.471 

acres).  See Table at measurement. 
hec·tic (hHkùtVk) adj.  1. Characterized by intense activity, confusion, or haste: 

“There was nothing feverish or hectic about his vigor” (Erik Erikson).  2. Medicine. 

Of, relating to, or being a fever that fluctuates during the day, as in tuberculosis 

or septicemia.  3. Consumptive; feverish.  4. Flushed.  [Middle English etik, 

recurring, consumptive, from Old French etique, from Late Latin hecticus, from 

Greek hektikos, from hexis, habit, from ekhein, to be in a certain condition. See 

segh- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: In the Usage Panel survey done for the first edition of the

American Heritage Dictionary (1969), 92 percent of the Panel approved of the use

of hectic in its most familiar sense, “characterized by feverish activity, confusion,

or haste.” The question was put to the Panel because in earlier usage that sense

was sometimes deprecated as a loose extension of the term’s meaning in medicine.

Unless one has some medical knowledge one probably does not know the older

medical uses of the term, for example, “relating to an undulating fever, such as

those accompanying tuberculosis,” and unless one has some acquaintance with

Middle English one would not recognize the first recorded instance of the word,

etik, in a text written before 1398. The Middle English term comes from the Old

French development of the Late Latin word hecticus, whose form helped reshape

our word in the 16th century. Late Latin hecticus in turn comes from Greek hek-

tikos, “formed by habit or forming habit” and “consumptive,” developing the last

sense because of the chronic nature of tuberculous fevers. Thus a word that once

simply meant “habitual” eventually had an English descendant used to refer to

circumstances that would be undesirable if they were habitual.

hecto-  or hect- pref.  One hundred (102):  hectare.  [French, alteration of Greek 

hekaton, hundred. See dekc in Appendix.]

hec·to·cot·y·lus (hHkÙto-kmtùl-Ns) n.  pl. hec·to·cot·y·li (-kmtùl-XÙ). A modi-

fied arm of the male of certain cephalopods, such as the octopus, functioning as a 

reproductive organ in the transference of sperm to the mantle cavity of the 

female.  [New Latin  : HECTO- + Greek kotulK, small cup.]

hec·to·gram (hHkùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. hg A metric unit of mass equal to 100 

grams. 

hec·to·graph (hHkùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  A machine employing a glycerin-coated layer 

of gelatin in order to make copies of typed or written material.   —  v.  tr. 

hec·to·graphed, hec·to·graph·ing, hec·to·graphs. To copy by means of a 

hectograph.   —hecÙto·graphùic adj.  —hecÙto·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 



hec·to·li·ter (hHkùtN-lKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. hl 1. A metric unit of liquid capacity or 

volume equal to 100 liters.  2. A metric unit of dry capacity or volume equal to 

100 liters. 

hec·to·me·ter (hHkùtN-mKÙtNr, hHk-tmmùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. hm A metric unit of 

length equal to 100 meters.  See Table at measurement. 
hec·tor (hHkùtNr) n.  A bully.   —  v.  hec·tored, hec·tor·ing, hec·tors.  —  v.  

tr. To intimidate or dominate in a blustering way.   —  v.  intr. To behave like a 

bully; swagger.  [Latin Hector, Hector, from Greek Hektor.]

Hec·tor (hHkùtNr) n.  Greek Mythology. A Trojan prince, the eldest son of Priam 

and Hecuba, killed by Achilles in Homer’s Iliad. 

Hec·u·ba (hHkùyN-bN) n.  Greek Mythology. The wife of Priam and mother of 

Hector, Paris, and Cassandra in Homer’s Iliad. 

he’d (hKd)  1. He had.  2. He would. 

hed·dle (hHdùl) n.  One of a set of parallel cords or wires in a loom used to sepa-

rate and guide the warp threads and make a path for the shuttle.  [Probably alter-

ation of Middle English helde, from Old English hefeld. See kap- in Appendix.]

hedge (hHj) n.  1. A row of closely planted shrubs or low-growing trees forming 

a fence or boundary.  2. A line of people or objects forming a barrier:  a hedge of 

spectators along the sidewalk.  3. a. A means of protection or defense, especially 

against financial loss:  a hedge against inflation.  b. A securities transaction that 

reduces the risk on an existing investment position.   4. An intentionally non-

committal or ambiguous statement.   —  v.  hedged, hedg·ing, hedg·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To enclose or bound with or as if with hedges.  2. To hem in, hinder, or 

restrict with or as if with a hedge.  3. To minimize or protect against the loss of by 

counterbalancing one transaction, such as a bet, against another.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To plant or cultivate hedges.  2. To take compensatory measures so as to coun-

terbalance possible loss.  3. To avoid making a clear, direct response or statement.  

[Middle English, from Old English hecg.] —hedgùer n.  —hedgùy adj. 

hedge fund (hHj fƒnd) n.  An investment company that uses high-risk tech-

niques, such as borrowing money and selling short, in an effort to make extraor-

dinary capital gains. 

hedge·hog (hHjùhôgÙ, -hmgÙ) n.  1. Any of several small insectivorous mam-

mals of the family Erinaceidae of Europe, Africa, and Asia, having the back cov-

ered with dense, erectile spines and characteristically rolling into a ball for 

protection.  2. Any of several spiny animals, such as the porcupine, that are simi-

lar to the hedgehog. 

hedge·hop (hHjùhmpÙ) v.  intr. hedge·hopped, hedge·hop·ping, 
hedge·hops. To fly an airplane close to the ground, rising above objects as they 

appear, as in spraying crops.   —hedgeùhopÙper n. 

hedge hyssop (hHj hVsùNp) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Gratiola, 

growing in damp places and having small yellow or whitish flowers. 



hedge·row (hHjùroÙ) n.  A row of bushes, shrubs, or trees forming a hedge. 

He·din (hH-dKnù), Sven Anders von. 1865-1952.  Swedish explorer and geog-

rapher who made several expeditions to central Asia and was the first to map 

Tibet accurately (1908). 

Hed·jaz (hK-j4zù)  See Hejaz. 
he·don·ic (hV-dmnùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or marked by pleasure.  2. Of or 

relating to hedonism or hedonists.  [Greek hKdonikos, from hKdonK, pleasure. See 

sw7d- in Appendix.] —he·donùi·cal·ly adv. 

he·don·ics (hV-dmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The branch of psychology 

that studies pleasant and unpleasant sensations and states of mind.  2. Philosophy. 

The branch of ethics that deals with the relation of pleasure to duty. 

he·don·ism (hKdùn-VzÙNm) n.  1. Pursuit of or devotion to pleasure, especially 

to the pleasures of the senses.  2. Philosophy. The ethical doctrine holding that 

only what is pleasant or has pleasant consequences is intrinsically good.  

3. Psychology. The doctrine holding that behavior is motivated by the desire for 

pleasure and the avoidance of pain.  [Greek hKdonK, pleasure; see sw7d- in 

Appendix + -ISM.] —heùdon·ist n.  —heÙdon·isùtic adj.  —heÙ-
don·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

-hedral suff.  Having a specified kind or number of surfaces:  dihedral.  [From -

HEDRON.]

-hedron suff.  A crystal or geometric figure having a specified kind or number 

of surfaces:  heptahedron.  [New Latin, from Greek -edron, neuter of -edros, -

sided, from hedra, face. See sed- in Appendix.]

hee·bie-jee·bies (hKÙbK-jKùbKz) pl.n.  Slang. A feeling of uneasiness or ner-

vousness; the jitters.  [Coined by William De Beck (1890-1942), American car-

toonist, in his comic strip Barney Google.]

heed (hKd) v.  heed·ed, heed·ing, heeds.  —  v.  tr. To pay attention to; listen 

to and consider: “He did not heed my gibes, and chattered on” (Sean O’Faolain).   
—  v.  intr. To pay attention.   —  n.  Close attention; notice.  [Middle English 

heden, from Old English hKdan.]

heed·ful (hKdùfNl) adj.  Paying close attention; mindful.  See Synonyms at care-
ful.  —heedùful·ly adv.  —heedùful·ness n. 

heed·less (hKdùlVs) adj.  Marked by or paying little heed; unmindful or thought-

less.  See Synonyms at careless. See Synonyms at impetuous.  —heedùless·ly 
adv.  —heedùless·ness n. 

hee·haw (hKùhôÙ) n.  1. The braying sound made by a donkey.  2. Informal. A 

noisy laugh; a guffaw.   —  v.  intr. hee·hawed, hee·haw·ing, hee·haws. 
1. To bray.  2. Informal. To guffaw.  [Imitative.]

heel1 (hKl) n.  1. a. The rounded posterior portion of the human foot under and 

behind the ankle.  b. The corresponding part of the hind foot of other verte-

brates.  c. A similar anatomical part, such as the fleshy rounded base of the 



human palm or the hind toe of a bird.   2. a. The part, as of a sock, shoe, or 

stocking, that covers the rounded posterior portion of the human foot.  b. The 

built-up portion of a shoe or boot, supporting the heel.   3. One of the crusty 

ends of a loaf of bread.  4. Nautical. a. The lower end of a mast.  b. The after end 

of a ship’s keel.   5. a. A lower, rearward surface, as of the head of a golf club 

where it joins the shaft.  b. Music. The end of a violin bow where the handle is 

located.   6. Botany. The basal end of a plant cutting or tuber used in propagation.  

7. Oppression; tyranny:  under the heel of Stalinism; the heel of an autocrat.  

8. Informal. A dishonorable man; a cad.   —  v.  heeled, heel·ing, heels.  —  v.  

tr. 1. a. To furnish with a heel or heels.  b. To repair or replace the heels, as for 

shoes.   2. Slang. To furnish, especially with money.  3. To arm (a gamecock) with 

gaffs.  4. To press or strike with the heel:  heel a horse.   —  v.  intr. To follow at 

one’s heels:  The dog won’t heel.   —idioms. down at the heels. 1. Having 

one’s shoe heels worn down.  2. Shabby; rundown; poor.  lay by the heels. To 

put in fetters or shackles; imprison.  on the heels of (or upon the heels of). 

4. Directly behind.  5. Immediately following.  out at the heel (or out at the 
heels). 6. Having holes in one’s socks or shoes.  7. Run-down; shabby; seedy.  

take to (one’s) heels. To run away; flee.  to heel. 9. Close behind.  10. Under 

discipline or control.  [Middle English, from Old English hKla.]

heel2 (hKl) v.  intr. tr. heeled, heel·ing, heels. To tilt or cause to tilt to one 

side.   —  n.  A tilt, as of a boat, to one side.  [Alteration of Middle English helden, 

from Old English hieldan.]

heel-and-toe (hKlÙNn-toù) adj.  Characterized by a stride in which the heel of 

one foot touches ground before the toe of the other foot is lifted, as in walking 

races. 

heel-and-toe·ing (hKlùNn-toùVng) n.  Sports. See race walking. 
heel·ball (hKlùbôlÙ) n.  A wax colored with lampblack that is used to stain and 

polish the edges of the soles and heels of shoes or take rubbings of brass or 

inscriptions. 

heel bone (hKl bon) n.  See calcaneus. 
heel·er (hKùlNr) n.  1. One who heels shoes.  2. Informal. A ward heeler. 

heel·piece (hKlùpKsÙ) n.  A piece made for or serving as the heel of a shoe or 

stocking. 

heel·post (hKlùpostÙ) n.  The post to which a door or gate is hinged. 

heel·tap (hKlùt4pÙ) n.  1. A layer of leather or wood added to raise the heel of a 

shoe; a lift.  2. A small amount of liquor remaining in a container or drinking 

vessel. 

heel·work (hKlùwûrkÙ) n.  In flamenco dancing, a stylized tapping of the heels 

in time with the music. 



Heer·len (hârùlNn)  A city of southeast Netherlands east-northeast of Maastricht 

near the German border. It is a manufacturing center in a coal-mining area. Pop-

ulation, 93,283. 

He·fei (hœùf7ù) also Ho·fei (hƒù-)  A city of east-central China west of Nanjing. 

A rapidly growing industrial center, it is the capital of Anhui province. Popula-

tion, 594,200. 

heft (hHft) n.  Weight; heaviness; bulk.   —  v.  heft·ed, heft·ing, hefts.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To lift (something) in order to judge or estimate its weight.  2. To hoist 

(something); heave.   —  v.  intr. To have a given weight.  [Middle English, from 

heven, to lift. See HEAVE.]

heft·y (hHfùtK) adj.  heft·i·er, heft·i·est. 1. Of considerable weight; heavy.  

2. Rugged and powerful.  See Synonyms at heavy.  3. Informal. Of considerable 

size or amount:  a hefty serving of mashed potatoes; received a hefty bonus.   
—heftùi·ly adv.  —heftùi·ness n. 

He·gang (hœùgängù) also Ho·kang (hƒùkängù, -gängù)  A city of extreme 

northeast China northeast of Harbin near the Russian border. It is a manufactur-

ing center. Population, 325,000. 

He·gel (h7ùgNl), Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. 1770-1831.  German philosopher 

who proposed that truth is reached by a continuing dialectic. His major works 

include Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences (1817) and The Philosophy of 

Right (1821). 

He·ge·li·an·ism (h7-g7ùlK-N-nVzÙNm, hV-jKù-) n.  The monist, idealist philoso-

phy of Hegel in which the dialectic of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis is used as an 

analytic tool in order to approach a higher unity or a new thesis.   —He·geùli·an 
adj.  & n. 

he·gem·o·ny (hV-jHmùN-nK, hHjùN-moÙnK) n.  pl. he·gem·o·nies. The predom-

inant influence of one state over others.  [Greek hKgemonia, from hKgemon, 

leader, from hKgeisthai, to lead. See s7g- in Appendix.] —hegÙe·monùic (hHjÙN-

mmnùVk) adj.  —he·gemùo·nism n.  —he·gemùo·nist adj.  & n.  

USAGE NOTE: Hegemony may be stressed on either the second or first syllable,

though 72 percent of the Usage Panel prefers the first pronunciation.

he·gi·ra also he·ji·ra (hV-jXùrN, hHjùNr-N) n.  1. A flight to escape danger.  2.  Also 

Hegira. The flight of Mohammed from Mecca to Medina in 622, marking the 

beginning of the Muslim era.  [Medieval Latin, from Arabic hijrah, emigration, 

flight, from hajara, to depart.]

Hei·deg·ger (hXùdHgÙNr, -dV-gNr), Martin. 1889-1976.  German philosopher 

who maintained that authentic human existence belongs only to those who react 

with angst to the inherent emptiness of life. His works, including Being and Time 

(1927), greatly influenced Sartre and other existentialists. 



Hei·del·berg (hXdùl-bûrgÙ, -bHrkÙ)  A city of southwest Germany on the Neckar 

River north-northwest of Stuttgart. First mentioned in the 12th century, it was 

the capital of the Palatinate until the early 18th century. Its university was estab-

lished in 1386. Population, 133,693. 

Heidelberg man (hXdùl-bûrgÙ m4n) n.  An early member of an extinct human 

species, considered closely related to Homo erectus, known primarily from a fossil 

jawbone found near Heidelberg, West Germany, in 1907. 

Hei·den·stam (h7dùn-st4mÙ, -stämÙ), (Carl Gustaf) Verner von. 1859-

1940.  Swedish writer whose subjective works of poetry and fiction led the literary 

reaction to Swedish naturalism. He won the 1916 Nobel Prize for literature. 

heif·er (hHfùNr) n.  A young cow, especially one that has not yet given birth to a 

calf.  [Middle English, from Old English hKahfore : hKah-, of unknown meaning + 

fearr, calf.]

Hei·fetz (hXùfVts), Jascha. 1901-1987.  Russian-born American violinist. Con-

sidered among the world’s best violinists at the age of 13, he matured into a great 

artist, tempering his virtuoso technique with thoughtful interpretation. 

heigh-ho (hXùhoù, h7ù-) interj.  Used to express fatigue, mild surprise, boredom, 

disappointment, or sometimes exultation. 

height (hXt) n.  Abbr. h., H., hgt., ht 1. a. The distance from the base of some-

thing to the top.  b. Elevation above a given level, as of the sun or a star above the 

horizon; altitude.  See Synonyms at elevation.   2. a. The condition or attribute 

of being relatively or sufficiently high or tall.  b. Stature, especially of the human 

body.   3. The highest or uppermost point; the summit or apex.  4. a. The highest 

or most advanced degree; the zenith:  at the height of her career.  b. The point of 

highest intensity; the climax:  the height of a storm.   5. An eminence, such as a hill 

or mountain.  6. a. A high point or position.  b. Obsolete. High rank, estate, or 

degree.   7. a. Archaic. Loftiness of mind.  b. Obsolete. Arrogance; hauteur: “He 

returned me a very resolute answer, and full of height” (Oliver Cromwell).   [Mid-

dle English, from Old English hKhthu, hKahthu.]

height·en (hXtùn) v.  height·ened, height·en·ing, height·ens.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To raise or increase the quantity or degree of; intensify.  2. To make high or 

higher; raise.   —  v.  intr. 1. To rise or increase in quantity or degree; intensify.  

2. To become high or higher; rise.   —heightùen·er n. 

height-to-pa·per (hXtÙtN-p7ùpNr) n.  Printing. The height of type from foot to 

face, standardized at 0.9186 inch (2.333 centimeters). 

Heil·bronn (hXlùbrmnÙ, -brônÙ)  A city of southwest Germany on the Neckar 

River north of Stuttgart. On the site of a 9th-century Carolingian palace, it 

became a free imperial city in the 14th century. Population, 110,666. 

Hei·long·jiang (h7ùlôngùjyängù) also Hei·lung·kiang (h7ùltngùkyängù)  A 

province of extreme northeast China bordering on Russia. It was under Japanese 

control from 1932 to 1945. Harbin is the capital. Population, 33,110,000. 



Hei·long Jiang (h7ùlôngù jyängù)  See Amur River. 
Hei·lung·kiang (h7ùltngùkyängù)  See Heilongjiang. 
hei·mish (h7ùmVsh) adj.  Slang. Variant of haimish. 
Heim·lich maneuver (hXmùlVkÙ mN-nuùvNr, -lVKHÙ) n.  An emergency tech-

nique used to eject an object, such as food, from the trachea of a choking person. 

The technique employs a firm upward thrust just below the rib cage to force air 

from the lungs.  [After Henry J. Heimlich (born 1920), American surgeon.]

Hei·ne (hXùnN), Heinrich. 1797-1856.  German writer who lived in Paris after 

1831. His romantic poems and social essays are marked by his love for the Ger-

man land and people and derision for many modern German institutions. 

hei·nie (hXùnK) n.  Slang. The buttocks.  [Alteration of HINDER
2.]

Hein·lein (hXnùlXn, -lVn), Robert Anson. 1907-1988.  American writer of sci-

ence fiction whose works include Stranger in a Strange Land (1961) and The 

Moon Is a Harsh Mistress (1967). 

hei·nous (h7ùnNs) adj.  Grossly wicked or reprehensible; abominable:  a heinous 

crime.  [Middle English, from Old French haineus, from haine, hatred, from hair, 

to hate, from Frankish *hatjan.] —heiùnous·ly adv.  —heiùnous·ness n. 

Heinz (hXnz), Henry John. 1844-1919.  American food manufacturer who 

organized the H.J. Heinz Company (1888). 

heir (âr) n.  1. Law. A person who inherits or is entitled by law or by the terms of 

a will to inherit the estate of another.  2. A person who succeeds or is in line to 

succeed to a hereditary rank, title, or office.  3. One who receives or is expected to 

receive a heritage, as of ideas, from a predecessor.  [Middle English, from Anglo-

Norman, from Latin hKrKs. See ghK- in Appendix.]

heir apparent (âr N-p4rùNnt) n.  pl. heirs apparent. Law. An heir whose 

right to inheritance is indefeasible by law provided he or she survives an ancestor. 

heir·dom (ârùdNm) n.  1. Succession by right of blood; heirship.  2. An inherit-

ance. 

heir·ess (ârùVs) n.  A woman who is an heir, especially to great wealth.  See Usage 

Note at -ess. 
heir·loom (ârùlumÙ) n.  1. A valued possession passed down in a family 

through succeeding generations.  2. Law. An article of personal property included 

in an inherited estate.  [Middle English heirlome : heir, heir; see HEIR + lome, 

implement; see LOOM
2.]

heir presumptive (âr prV-zƒmpùtVv) n.  pl. heirs presumptive. Law. An 

heir whose claim can be defeated by the birth of a closer relative before the death 

of the ancestor. 

heir·ship (ârùshVpÙ) n.  1. The condition of being an heir.  2. Right to inherit-

ance; heirdom. 



Hei·sen·berg (hXùzNn-bûrgÙ, -bHrkÙ), Werner Karl. 1901-1976.  German 

physicist and a founder of quantum mechanics. He won a 1932 Nobel Prize for 

his uncertainty principle. 

heist (hXst) Slang. v.  tr. heist·ed, heist·ing, heists. 1. To steal:  heisted the col-

lection of jewels from the museum.  2. To hold up; rob.   —  n.  A robbery; a bur-

glary.  [Alteration of HOIST.]

He·jaz also Hed·jaz (hK-j4zù)  A region of northwest Saudi Arabia on the Gulf of 

Aqaba and the Red Sea. It includes the holy cities of Mecca and Medina. 

he·ji·ra (hV-jXùrN, hHjùNr-N) n.  Variant of hegira. 
Hek·a·te (hHkùN-tK, hHkùVt) n.  Greek Mythology. Variant of Hecate. 
Hek·la (hHkùlN)  An active volcano, 1,492.1 m (4,892 ft) high, of southwest Ice-

land. In medieval Icelandic folklore, Hekla was believed to be one of the gateways 

to purgatory. 

Hel (hHl) n.  Mythology. 1. The Norse goddess of death and the underworld; the 

daughter of Loki.  2. The Norse underworld of the dead not killed in battle.  [Old 

Norse. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

He·La cell (hHlùN sHl) n.  Any of the cells of the first continuously cultured 

human carcinoma strain, originally obtained from cancerous cervical tissue and 

maintained for use in studying cellular processes.  [After He(nrietta) La(cks) who 

donated such cells in 1951.]

held (hHld) v.  Past tense and past participle of hold1. 
Held (hHld), Anna. 1865?-1918.  French-born American entertainer noted for 

her lavish costumes and her appearances in numerous vaudeville shows and 

musical comedies produced by Florenz Ziegfeld. 

Held (hHld), John, Jr. 1889-1958.  American illustrator and writer known for his 

interpretations of Jazz Age subject matter. 

hel·den·te·nor also Hel·den·te·nor (hHlùdNn-tN-nôrÙ, -norÙ) n.  Music. 1. A 

tenor voice with a striking dramatic or brilliant quality that is well suited for 

heroic roles, such as those in Wagnerian opera.  2. A person with such a voice.  

[German  : Held, hero (from Middle High German helt, from Old High German 

helid) + Tenor, tenor (from Italian tenore); see TENOR.]

Hel·e·na (hHlùN-nN)  The capital of Montana, in the west-central part of the state 

north-northeast of Butte. It was founded in 1864 after the discovery of gold at 

Last Chance Gulch. Helena became the territorial capital after 1874 and the state 

capital in 1889. Population, 24,569. 

Hel·en of Troy (hHlùNn ƒf troi) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Zeus and 

Leda and wife of Menelaus. Her abduction by Paris caused the Trojan War. 

Hel·go·land (hHlùgo-l4ndÙ, -läntÙ)  An island of northwest Germany, one of the 

North Frisian Islands in Helgoland Bay, an inlet of the North Sea southwest of 

Jutland. The island belonged to Denmark and Great Britain before being ceded to 

Germany in 1890. It is a popular tourist resort. 



heli-1 pref.  Helicopter:  heliport.  [From HELICOPTER.]

heli-2 pref.  Variant of helio-. 
he·li·a·cal (hV-lXùN-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to the sun, especially rising and set-

ting with the sun.  [From Late Latin hKliacus, from Greek hKliakos, from hKlios, 

sun. See s7wel- in Appendix.] —he·liùa·cal·ly adv. 

hel·i·borne (hHlùN-bôrnÙ, -bornÙ) adj.  Carried or transported by helicopter:  

heliborne troops. 

helic- pref.  Variant of helico-. 
hel·i·cal (hHlùV-kNl, hKùlV-) adj.  1. Of or having the shape of a helix; spiral.  

2. Having a shape approximating that of a helix.   —helùi·cal·ly adv. 

hel·i·ces (hHlùV-sKzÙ, hKùlV-) n.  A plural of helix. 
helico-  or helic- pref.  Helix; spiral:  helicoid.  [Greek heliko-, from helix, helik-, 

spiral. See HELIX.]

hel·i·coid (hHlùV-koidÙ, hKùlV-) adj.  Arranged in or having the approximate shape 

of a flattened coil or spiral.   —  n.  Mathematics. A surface in the form of a coil or 

screw.  [Greek helikoeidKs : helix, helik-, spiral; see HELIX + -oeidKs, -oid.]

helicoid cyme (hHlùV-koidÙ sXm) n.  An inflorescence coiled in a bud like a snail 

shell and expanded superficially, as on a raceme with the flowers on one side. 

hel·i·con (hHlùV-kmnÙ, -kNn) n.  Music. A large spiral brass tuba that fits around 

the player’s shoulder.  [Probably from Greek helix, helik-, spiral.]

Hel·i·con (hHlùV-kmnÙ, -kNn)  A mountain, 1,749.2 (5,735 ft) high, of central 

Greece. It was the legendary abode of the Muses and was sacred to Apollo. 

hel·i·cop·ter (hHlùV-kmpÙtNr) n.  An aircraft that derives its lift from blades that 

rotate about an approximately vertical central axis.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

hel·i·cop·tered, hel·i·cop·ter·ing, hel·i·cop·ters. To go or transport by heli-

copter.  [French hélicoptère : Greek helix, helik-, spiral; see HELIX + Greek pteron, 

wing; see -PTER.]

WORD HISTORY: The origin of the word helicopter is apparent only upon due

recognition of its Greek ancestors. Helicopter was borrowed from the French word

hélicoptère, a word constructed from Greek heliko- and pteron, “wing.” Heliko- is

a form of helix, “spiral,” that combines with other words and word forms to create

new words. The consonant cluster pt in pteron begins many Greek words but rel-

atively few English words, so English speakers who are unfamiliar with Greek do

not think of the word’s elements as helico-pter. At least some English speakers have

analyzed the word into the elements heli-copter, as is shown by the clipped form

copter.

hel·i·cul·ture (hHlùV-kƒlÙchNr, hKlV-) n.  The science and occupation of growing 

snails for food.  [Blend of New Latin Helix, genus of spiral-shelled mollusks 



(from Greek helix, helic-, spiral); see HELIX, and CULTURE.] —helùi·culùtur·al adj.  

—helùi·culùtur·al·ist n. 

helio-  or heli- pref.  Sun:  heliocentric.  [Greek hKlio-, from hKlios, sun. See 

s7wel- in Appendix.]

he·li·o·cen·tric (hKÙlK-o-sHnùtrVk) also he·li·o·cen·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  

1. Referred or with respect to the sun.  2. Having the sun as a center.   
—heÙli·o·cen·tricùi·ty (-sHn-trVsùV-tK) n. 

He·li·o·gab·a·lus (hKÙlK-N-g4bùN-lNs, -lK-o-) also El·a·gab·a·lus (HlÙN-), A.D. 

204-222.  Emperor of Rome (218-222). A priest of Baal, he became emperor after 

the murder of his cousin Caracalla (217). His eccentricity and debauchery and the 

imposition of his religion on the Romans led to an insurrection in which he was 

killed. 

he·li·om·e·ter (hKÙlK-mmùV-tNr) n.  A telescope equipped to measure small 

angular distances between celestial bodies.   —heÙli·o·metùric (-N-mHtùrVk), 
heÙli·o·metùri·cal adj.  —heÙli·o·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —heÙli·omùe·try n. 

He·li·op·o·lis (hKÙlK-mpùN-lVs)  1. An ancient city of northern Egypt in the Nile 

River delta north of modern Cairo. It was the center of worship of the sun god Ra 

until the rise of Thebes (c. 2100 B.C.). Its importance as a historical repository 

with famed schools of philosophy and astronomy declined after the founding of 

Alexandria in the fourth century B.C. Two of its obelisks, both known as Cleo-

patra’s Needle, are now in London and in New York City’s Central Park.  2.  See 

Baalbek. 
He·li·os (hKùlK-msÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The sun god, son of Hyperion, depicted 

as driving his chariot across the sky from east to west daily. 

he·li·o·sphere (hKùlK-N-sfîrÙ) n.  The region in space through which the sun’s 

gases and magnetic field extend. 

he·li·o·stat (hKùlK-N-st4tÙ) n.  An instrument in which a mirror is automatically 

moved so that it reflects sunlight in a constant direction. It is used with a pyrheli-

ometer to make continuous measurements of solar radiation. 

he·li·o·tax·is (hKÙlK-o-t4kùsVs) n.  Biology. The movement of an organism in 

response to the light of the sun.   —heÙli·o·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk) adj. 

he·li·o·ther·a·py (hKÙlK-o-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. he·li·o·ther·a·pies. Medical ther-

apy involving exposure to sunlight. 

he·lio·trope (hKlùyN-tropÙ, hKùlK-N-) n.  1. a. Any of several plants of the genus 

Heliotropium, especially H. arborescens, native to Peru and having small, highly 

fragrant purplish flowers.  Also called turnsole b. The garden heliotrope.  c. Any 

of various plants that turn toward the sun.   2.  See bloodstone.  3. Color. A 

moderate, light, or brilliant violet to moderate or deep reddish purple.  [Middle 

English elitrope (from Old English eliotropus), and French héliotrope both from 

Latin hKliotropium, from Greek hKliotropion : hKlio-, helio- + tropos, turn; see 

TROPE.] —heùlio·tropeÙ adj. 



he·lio·tro·pin (hKlÙyN-troùpVn, hKÙlK-mtùrN-pVn) n.  Piperonal. 

he·li·ot·ro·pism (hKÙlK-mtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Biology. Growth or orientation of a 

sessile organism, especially a plant, toward or away from the light of the sun.   
—heÙli·o·tropùic (-N-trmpùVk) adj.  —heÙli·o·tropùi·cal·ly adv. 

he·li·o·type (hKùlK-N-tXpÙ) n.  Printing. 1. A photomechanically produced plate 

for pictures or type made by exposing a gelatin film under a negative, hardening 

it with chrome alum, and printing directly from it.  2.  Also he·li·o·typ·y (-

tXÙpK). The process of producing a heliotype.   —heùli·o·typeÙ v.  

—heÙli·o·typùic (-tVpùVk) adj. 

he·li·o·zo·an (hKÙlK-N-zoùNn) n.  Any of various aquatic protozoans of the order 

Heliozoa, having numerous spindlelike pseudopods that radiate from a central 

cell mass.  [From New Latin Heliozoa, class name  : HELIO- (from their shape) + -

zoa, pl. of -zoon, -zoon.] —heÙli·o·zoùic (-zoùVk) adj. 

hel·i·pad (hHlùN-p4dÙ) n.  See heliport. 
hel·i·port (hHlùN-pôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  A place for helicopters to land and take off.  

Also called helipad, helistop.  [HELI(COPTER) + (AIR)PORT.]

hel·i·stop (hHlùV-stmpÙ) n.  See heliport. 
he·li·um (hKùlK-Nm) n.  Symbol He A colorless, odorless inert gaseous element 

occurring in natural gas and with radioactive ores. It is used as a component of 

artificial atmospheres and laser media, as a refrigerant, as a lifting gas for bal-

loons, and as a superfluid in cryogenic research. Atomic number 2; atomic weight 

4.0026; boiling point –268.9˚C; density at 0˚C 0.1785 gram per liter.  [From Greek 

hKlios, sun (so called because its existence was deduced from the solar spectrum). 

See s7wel- in Appendix.]

helium I (hKùlK-Nm) n.  Liquid helium existing as a normal fluid between the 

superfluid transition point of approximately 2.2˚K at 1 atmosphere pressure and 

its boiling point of 4.2˚K. 

helium II (hKùlK-Nm) n.  Liquid helium existing as a superfluid below the transi-

tion point of approximately 2.2˚K at 1 atmosphere and having extremely low vis-

cosity and extremely high thermal conductivity. 

he·lix (hKùlVks) n.  pl. he·lix·es or hel·i·ces (hHlùV-sKzÙ, hKùlV-). 1. Mathematics. 

A three-dimensional curve that lies on a cylinder or cone, so that its angle to a 

plane perpendicular to the axis is constant.  2. A spiral form or structure.  

3. Anatomy. The folded rim of skin and cartilage around most of the outer ear.  

4. Architecture. A volute on a Corinthian or Ionic capital.  [Latin, from Greek. See 

wel-2 in Appendix.]

hell (hHl) n.  1. a.  Often Hell. The abode of condemned souls and devils in some 

religions; the place of eternal punishment for the wicked after death, presided 

over by Satan.  b. A state of separation from God.   2. The abode of the dead, 

identified with the Hebrew Sheol and the Greek Hades; the underworld.  3. Hell. 
Christian Science. Mortal belief; sin or error.  4. a. A situation or place of evil, 



misery, discord, or destruction: “War is hell” (William Tecumseh Sherman).  

b. Torment; anguish:  went through hell on the job.   5. a. The powers of darkness 

and evil.  b. Informal. One that causes trouble, agony, or annoyance:  The boss is 

hell when a job is poorly done.   6. A sharp scolding:  gave the student hell for cheat-

ing.  7. Informal. Excitement, mischievousness, or high spirits:  We did it for the 

sheer hell of it.  8. a. A tailor’s receptacle for discarded material.  b. Printing. A 

hellbox.   9. Informal. Used as an intensive:  How the hell can I go? You did one hell 

of a job. He ran like hell to catch the bus.  10. Archaic. A gambling house.   —  v.  

intr. helled, hell·ing, hells. Informal. To behave riotously; carouse:  out all 

night helling around.   —  interj.  Used to express anger, disgust, or impatience.   
—idioms. for the hell of it. For no particular reason; on a whim:  walked 

home by the old school for the hell of it.  hell on. Informal. 2. Damaging or 

destructive to:  Driving in a hilly town is hell on the brakes.  3. Unpleasant to or 

painful for.  hell or high water (or hell and high water). Troubles or diffi-

culties of whatever magnitude:  We’re staying, come hell or high water.  hell to 
pay. Great trouble:  If we’re wrong, there’ll be hell to pay.  [Middle English helle, 

from Old English. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

he’ll (hKl)  1. He will.  2. He shall. 

hel·la·cious (hH-l7ùshNs) adj.  1. Distasteful and repellant:  hellacious smog.  

2. Slang. Extraordinary, remarkable:  a hellacious catch of fish.  [HELL + -acious (as 

in AUDACIOUS).]

Hel·las (hHlùNs)  See Greece. 
hell·bend·er (hHlùbHnÙdNr) n.  A large aquatic salamander (Cryptobranchus 

alleganiensis) of the eastern and central United States. 

hell-bent  or hell·bent (hHlùbHntÙ) adj.  Impetuously or recklessly determined 

to do or achieve something:  was hell-bent on winning. 

hell·box (hHlùbmksÙ) n.  Printing. A receptacle for broken or discarded type. 

hell·cat (hHlùk4tÙ) n.  Informal. 1. a. A woman regarded as bad-tempered and 

evil.  b. A woman who practices sorcery; a witch.   2. A person who torments oth-

ers. 

hell·div·er (hHlùdXÙvNr) n.  A common American grebe (Podilymbus podiceps). 

Hel·le (hHlùK) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of a Greek king who, while flee-

ing with her brother from their stepmother, drowned in the Hellespont, thereaf-

ter named for her. 

hel·le·bore (hHlùN-bôrÙ, -borÙ) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Helle-

borus, native to Eurasia, most species of which are poisonous.  2. Any of various 

plants of the genus Veratrum, especially V. viride of North America, having large 

leaves and greenish flowers and yielding a toxic alkaloid used medicinally.  [Mid-

dle English ellebre, from Old French, from Latin elleborus, from Greek helleboros : 

perhaps hellos, fawn + -boros, eaten (from bibroskein, to eat).]

Hel·lene (hHlùKnÙ) also Hel·le·ni·an (hH-lKùnK-Nn) n.  A Greek.  [Greek HellKn.]



Hel·len·ic (hH-lHnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the ancient Hellenes, their language, 

or their history; Greek.   —  n.  The branch of the Indo-European language family 

that consists only of Greek. 

Hel·le·nism (hHlùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. An idiom or custom peculiar to the Greeks.  

2. The civilization and culture of ancient Greece.  3. Admiration for and adop-

tion of Greek ideas, style, or culture. 

Hel·le·nist (hHlùN-nVst) n.  1. One in Hellenistic times who adopted the Greek 

language and culture, especially a Jew of the Diaspora.  2. A devotee or student of 

Greek civilization, language, or literature. 

Hel·le·nis·tic (hHlÙN-nVsùtVk) also Hel·le·nis·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relat-

ing to the Hellenists.  2. Of or relating to postclassical Greek history and culture 

from the death of Alexander the Great to the accession of Augustus. a. Relating to 

or in the style of the Greek art or architecture of this period.  

Hel·le·nize (hHlùN-nXzÙ) v.  Hel·le·nized, Hel·le·niz·ing, Hel·le·niz·es.  —  v.  

intr. To adopt Greek ways and speech; become Greek.   —  v.  tr. To make Greek in 

character, culture, or civilization.   —HelÙle·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—Helùle·nizÙer n. 

hell·er (hHlùNr) n.  A person who behaves recklessly or wildly.  [From HELL.]

Hel·les·pont (hHlùV-spmntÙ)  See Dardanelles. 
hell-for-leath·er (hHlÙfNr-lHthùNr) adv.  & adj.  Informal. At breakneck speed: 

“The journey back he made along the coast road, traveling hell-for-leather” (Idival 

Jones). 

Hell Gate (hHl g7t)  A narrow channel of the East River in New York City 

between Manhattan and Long Island. It was named by the Dutch navigator Adri-

aen Block (fl. 1610-1624), who passed through it into Long Island Sound in 1614. 

hell·gram·mite (hHlùgrN-mXtÙ) n.  The large, brownish aquatic larva of the 

dobsonfly, often used as fishing bait.  Also called dobson, snake doctor.  [Origin 

unknown.]

hell·hole (hHlùholÙ) n.  1. A place of extreme wretchedness or squalor.  

2. Obsolete. The pit of hell. 

hell·hound (hHlùhoundÙ) n.  1. A devilish person; a fiend.  2. Greek Mythology. 

Cerberus, the watchdog of Hades. 

hel·lion (hHlùyNn) n.  Informal. A mischievous, troublesome person, especially a 

child.  [Probably alteration (influenced by HELL), of dialectal hallion, worthless 

person.]

hell·ish (hHlùVsh) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or worthy of hell; fiendish.  2. Highly 

unpleasant:  hellish weather.   —hellùish·ly adv.  —hellùish·ness n. 

Hell·man (hHlùmNn), Lillian. 1905-1984.  American playwright whose works 

concern sensitive political and social issues, such as lesbianism in The Children’s 

Hour (1934) and interracial relations in Toys in the Attic (1960). 



hel·lo (hH-loù, hN-) also hul·lo (hN-) interj.  Used to greet someone, answer the 

telephone, or express surprise.   —  n.  pl. hel·los. A calling or greeting of “hello.”   
—  v.  intr. hel·loed, hel·lo·ing, hel·loes. To call “hello.”  [Alteration of hallo, 

alteration of obsolete holla, stop!, perhaps from Old French hola : ho, ho! + la, 

there (from Latin ill7c, that way).]

Hells Canyon (hHlz k4nùyNn)  A gorge of the Snake River on the Idaho-Oregon 

border. It is about 201 km (125 mi) long and has a maximum depth of approxi-

mately 2,410 m (7,900 ft). 

hell·uv·a (hHlùN-vN) adj.  Slang. Used as an intensive:  He’s a helluva great guy.  

[Alteration of hell of a.]

helm1 (hHlm) n.  1. Nautical. The steering gear of a ship, especially the tiller or 

wheel.  2. A position of leadership or control:  at the helm of the government.   —  
v.  tr. helmed, helm·ing, helms. To take the helm of; steer or direct.  [Middle 

English, from Old English helma.]

helm2 (hHlm) Archaic. n.  A helmet.   —  v.  tr. helmed, helm·ing, helms. To 

cover or furnish with a helmet.  [Middle English, from Old English. See kel-1 in 

Appendix.]

Hel·mand (hHlùmNnd)  A river, about 1,287 km (800 mi) long, rising in the 

Hindu Kush and flowing southwest across Afghanistan to a marshy lake on the 

Iranian border. 

hel·met (hHlùmVt) n.  1. a. A head covering of hard material, such as leather, 

metal, or plastic, worn by football players, firefighters, construction workers, 

motorcyclists, and others to protect the head.  b. The headgear with a glass mask 

worn by deep-sea divers.  c. A pith helmet; a topi.  d. A head covering, such as a 

balaclava, that is shaped like a helmet.   2. A piece of armor, usually made of 

metal, designed to protect the head.  3. Botany. The hood-shaped sepal or corolla 

of some flowers.   —  v.  tr. intr. hel·met·ed, hel·met·ing, hel·mets. To pro-

vide with or put on a helmet.  [Middle English, from Old French, diminutive of 

helme, of Germanic origin. See kel-1 in Appendix.] —helùmet·ed adj. 

Helm·holtz (hHlmùholtsÙ), Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von. 1821-1894.  

German physicist and physiologist who formulated the mathematical law of the 

conservation of energy (1847) and invented an ophthalmoscope (1851). 

hel·minth (hHlùmVnthÙ) n.  A worm, especially a parasitic roundworm or tape-

worm.  [French helminthe, from Greek helmins, helminth-. See wel-2 in Appen-

dix.]

hel·min·thi·a·sis (hHlÙmVn-thXùN-sVs) n.  pl. hel·min·thi·a·ses (-sKzÙ). A dis-

ease caused by infestation with parasitic worms. 

hel·min·thic (hHl-mVnùthVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to worms, especially para-

sitic worms.  2. Tending to expel worms; anthelmintic.   —  n.  An agent that 

expels or destroys parasitic worms; an anthelmintic. 



hel·min·thol·o·gy (hHlÙmVn-thmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of worms, espe-

cially parasitic worms.   —helÙmin·tholùo·gist n. 

Hel·mond (hHlùmôntÙ)  A city of southeast Netherlands east-northeast of Eind-

hoven. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 60,582. 

helms·man (hHlmzùmNn) n.  Nautical. A person who steers a ship.   —helmsù-
man·shipÙ n. 

hel·o (hHlùo) n.  pl. hel·os. Informal. A helicopter. 

Hé·lo·ise (HlùN-wKzÙ, 7-lô-Kzù), 1098?-1164.  French religious figure who secretly 

married Peter Abelard (c. 1118). 

hel·ot (hHlùNt) n.  1. Helot. One of a class of serfs in ancient Sparta, neither a 

slave nor a free citizen.  2. A person in servitude; a serf.  [From Greek Heilotes, pl. 

of Heilos, Heilot-.] —helùot·ry (-N-trK) n. 

hel·ot·ism (hHlùN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. A system under which a nominally free social 

class or a religious, national, or racial minority is permanently oppressed and 

degraded.  2. A type of symbiosis, as among certain ants, in which one species is 

dominant and makes the members of another species perform the tasks required 

for their mutual survival. 

hel·ot·ry (hHlùN-trK) n.  1. The condition of serfdom.  2. Helots considered as a 

group. 

help (hHlp) v.  helped, help·ing, helps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give assistance to; aid:  

I helped her find the book. He helped me into my coat.  2. To contribute to the fur-

therance of; promote.  3. To give relief to:  help the needy.  4. To ease; relieve:  

medication to help your cold.  5. To change for the better; improve:  A fresh coat of 

paint will help a scarred old table.  6. To refrain from; avoid or resist. Used with 

can or cannot:  couldn’t help laughing.  7. To wait on, as in a store or restaurant.   
—  v.  intr. To be of service; give assistance.   —  n.  1. a. The act or an instance of 

helping.  b. Aid or assistance.   2. Relief; remedy.  3. One that helps:  You’ve been 

a great help. A food processor is a help to the serious cook.  4. A person employed to 

help, especially a farm worker or domestic servant. a. Such employees considered 

as a group. Often used with the.    —idiom. help (oneself) to. 1. To serve or 

provide oneself with:  Help yourself to the cookies.  2. Informal. To take (some-

thing) without asking permission:  The thief helped himself to our family silver.  

[Middle English helpen, from Old English helpan.]

SYNONYMS: help, aid, assist, succor. These verbs mean to contribute to the ful-

fillment of a need, the furtherance of an effort, or the achievement of a purpose

or end. Help and aid, the most general, are frequently interchangeable: a medica-

tion that helps (or aids) the digestion; a fine sense of rhythm that helped (or aided)

the student in learning music. Help, however, sometimes conveys a stronger sug-

gestion of effectual action: Nothing will help. I’ll help you move the piano. He

helped her out of the car. Assist usually implies making a secondary contribution



or acting as a subordinate: A team of kitchen apprentices assisted the chef in pre-

paring the banquet. Succor refers to going to the relief of one in want, difficulty,

or distress: “Mr. Harding thought... of the worn-out, aged men he had succored”

(Anthony Trollope). See also Synonyms at improve 
USAGE NOTE: A common use of help is exemplified by the sentence Don’t

change it any more than you can help (that is, “any more than you have to”). Some

grammarians condemn this usage on the ground that help in this sense means

“avoid” and logically requires a negative. But the expression is a well-established

idiom. See Usage Note at cannot.

help·er (hHlùpNr) n.  One that helps; an assistant.  See Synonyms at assistant. 
helper T cell also helper cell (hHlùpNr tK sHl) n.  Immunology. A T cell that 

activates B cells to release antibodies and killer T cells to destroy cells having a 

specific antigenic makeup. 

help·ful (hHlpùfNl) adj.  Providing assistance; useful.   —helpùful·ly adv.  

—helpùful·ness n. 

help·ing (hHlùpVng) n.  A single portion of food. 

help·less (hHlpùlVs) adj.  1. Unable to manage by oneself; incompetent.  

2. Lacking power or strength; impotent.  3. Impossible to remedy; hopeless.  

4. Impossible to control; involuntary:  helpless laughter.   —helpùless·ly adv.  

—helpùless·ness n. 

help·mate (hHlpùm7tÙ) n.  A helper and companion, especially a spouse.  

WORD HISTORY: The existence of the two words helpmeet and helpmate

meaning exactly the same thing is a comedy of errors. God’s promise to Adam, in

Genesis 2:18 as rendered in the King James version of the Bible (1611), was to give

him “an help [helper] meet [fit or suitable] for him.” In 1673 the poet John Dry-

den used the phrase “help-meet for man,” with a hyphen between help and meet.

This was one step on the way toward the establishment of the phrase “help meet”

as an independent word. Another was the use of “help meet” without “for man”

to mean a suitable helper, usually a spouse, as Eve had been to Adam. Despite such

usages, however, for the most part helpmeet was not thought of as a word in its

own right until the 19th century. Nonetheless the phrase “help meet” probably

played a role in the creation of the synonymous compound helpmate, from (help

and mate), first recorded in 1715.

help·meet (hHlpùmKtÙ) n.  A helpmate.  [HELP + MEET
2.]

Hel·sing·borg (hHlùsVng-bôrgÙ, hHlÙsVng-bôrùK)  See Hälsingborg. 
Hel·sing·ør (hHlÙsVng-ûrù, -œrù) also El·si·nore (HlùsN-nôrÙ, -norÙ)  A city of 

eastern Denmark north of Copenhagen on northern Sjaelland Island and the 

Oresund. Known since the 13th century, it is famous as the setting for Shakes-



peare’s Hamlet, and performances of the play are often presented at the restored 

castle. Population, 56,161. 

Hel·sin·ki (hHlùsVngÙkK, hHl-sVngù-)  The capital and largest city of Finland, in the 

southern part of the country on the Gulf of Finland. Founded in 1550 by Gusta-

vus I of Sweden, it was moved to its present site in 1640. Helsinki passed to Russia 

along with Finland in 1809 and became capital of Finland in 1812, retaining that 

status when the country proclaimed its independence in 1917. Population, 

484,263. 

hel·ter-skel·ter (hHlÙtNr-skHlùtNr) adv.  1. In disorderly haste; confusedly; pell-

mell.  2. Haphazardly.   —  adj.  1. Carelessly hurried and confused.  

2. Haphazard.   —  n.  Turmoil; confusion.  [Origin unknown.]

helve (hHlv) n.  A handle of a tool, such as an ax, a chisel, or a hammer.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hielfe.]

Hel·ve·tia (hHl-vKùshN, -shK-N)  An ancient region of central Europe occupying a 

plateau between the Alps and the Jura Mountains. It was named by the Romans 

for its predominantly Celtic inhabitants. Helvetia corresponded roughly to the 

western part of modern Switzerland, and the name is still used in poetic refer-

ences and on the country’s postage stamps. 

Hel·ve·tian (hHl-vKùshNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Helvetia or the Helvetii.  

2. Swiss.   —  n.  1. One of the Helvetii.  2. A Swiss.  [From Latin HelvKtius, from 

HelvKtiX, Helvetii.]

Hel·ve·ti·i (hHl-vKùshK-XÙ) pl.n.  A Celtic people inhabiting western Switzerland 

during the time of Julius Caesar.  [Latin HelvKtiX.]
Hel·vé·tius (hHl-vKùshNs, -v7ù-, Hl-v7-syüsù), Claude Adrien. 1715-1771.  

French philosopher and Encyclopedist who proposed his sensationalist philoso-

phy in De l’Esprit (1758), a book that was condemned by the Paris parliament to 

be burned publicly. 

hem1 (hHm) n.  1. An edge or a border on a piece of cloth, especially a finished 

edge, as for a garment or curtain, made by folding the selvage edge under and 

stitching it down.  2. The height or level of the bottom edge of a skirt, dress, or 

coat; a hemline.   —  v.  tr. hemmed, hem·ming, hems. 1. To fold back and 

stitch down the edge of.  2. To surround and shut in; enclose:  a valley hemmed in 

by mountains.  See Synonyms at enclose.  [Middle English, from Old English 

hem, hemm.] —hemùmer n. 

hem2 (hHm) n.  A short cough or clearing of the throat made especially to gain 

attention, warn another, hide embarrassment, or fill a pause in speech.   —  v.  

intr. hemmed, hem·ming, hems. 1. To utter a hem.  2. To hesitate in speech.   
—idiom. hem and haw. To be hesitant and indecisive; equivocate: “a leader 

who cannot make up his or her mind, never knows what to do, hems and haws” 

(Margaret Thatcher).  [From Middle English heminge, coughing, of imitative ori-

gin.]



hem-  or hema- pref.  Variants of hemo-. 
he·ma·cy·tom·e·ter (hKÙmN-sX-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for counting the 

number of blood cells in a measured volume of blood. 

he·mag·glu·ti·nate (hKÙmN-glutùn-7tÙ) v.  tr. he·mag·glu·ti·nat·ed, 
he·mag·glu·ti·nat·ing, he·mag·glu·ti·nates. To cause agglutination of red 

blood cells.   —heÙmag·gluÙtin·aùtion n. 

he·mag·glu·ti·nin (hKÙmN-glutùn-Vn) n.  A substance, such as an antibody, 

that causes agglutination of red blood cells. 

he·mal (hKùmNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the blood or blood vessels.  2. Relating 

to or located on the side of the body that contains the heart and principal blood 

vessels. 

he-man (hKùm4nù) n.  Informal. A strong, virile man. 

he·man·gi·o·ma (hV-m4nÙjK-oùmN) n.  pl. he·man·gi·o·mas also 

he·man·gi·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A benign skin lesion consisting of dense, usually 

elevated masses of dilated blood vessels. 

He·mans (hHmùNnz, hKùmNnz), Felicia Dorothea. 1793-1835.  British poet 

whose romantic lyrics include “Casabianca” (1829). 

he·ma·pher·e·sis (hKÙmN-fHrùN-sVs, hHmÙN-) n.  Medicine. See apheresis (n., 

sense 2). 

hemat- pref.  Variant of hemato-. 
he·ma·te·in (hKÙmN-tKùVn, hKùmN-tKnÙ) n.  A reddish-brown crystalline com-

pound, C16H12O6, used as an indicator and a biological stain. 

he·mat·ic (hV-m4tùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, resembling, containing, or acting on 

blood.   —  n.  Medicine. A hematinic.  [Greek haimatikos, from haima, blood.]

he·ma·tin (hKùmN-tVn) n.  A blue to blackish-brown compound, 

C34H32N4O4·FeOH, formed in the decomposition of hemoglobin. 

he·ma·tin·ic (hKÙmN-tVnùVk) adj.  1. Acting to increase the amount of hemoglo-

bin in the blood.  2. Of, relating to, or derived from hematin.   —  n.  A drug that 

increases the amount of hemoglobin in the blood. 

he·ma·tite (hKùmN-tXtÙ) n.  A black or blackish-red to brick-red mineral, essen-

tially Fe2O3, the chief ore of iron.  [Middle English emathite, ematites, from Latin 

haematXtKs, from Greek (lithos) haimatitKs, bloodlike (stone), from haima, 

haimat-, blood.] —heÙma·titùic (-tVtùVk) adj. 

hemato-  or hemat- also haemat-  or haemato- pref.  Blood:  hematology.  

[Greek haimato-, from haima, haimat-, blood.]

he·ma·to·blast (hKùmN-tN-bl4stÙ, hV-m4tùN-) n.  An immature blood cell.   
—heÙma·to·blasùtic adj. 

he·mat·o·crit (hV-m4tùN-krVtÙ) n.  1. The percentage by volume of packed red 

blood cells in a given sample of blood after centrifugation.  2. A centrifuge used 

to determine the volume of blood cells and plasma in a given sample of blood.  

[HEMATO- + Greek kritKs, judge (from krinein, to judge); see krei- in Appendix.]



he·ma·to·gen·e·sis (hKÙmN-tN-jHnùV-sVs, hV-m4tÙN-) n.  Hematopoiesis.   
—heÙma·to·genùic (-jHnùVk), heÙma·to·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk)  adj. 

he·ma·tog·e·nous (hKÙmN-tmjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Producing blood.  

2. Originating in or spread by the blood. 

he·ma·tol·o·gy (hKÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The science encompassing the medical 

study of the blood and blood-producing organs.   —heÙma·to·logùic (-tN-

lmjùVk), heÙma·to·logùi·cal adj.  —heÙma·to·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—heÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

he·ma·tol·y·sis (hKÙmN-tmlùV-sVs) n.  Hemolysis. 

he·ma·to·ma (hKÙmN-toùmN) n.  pl. he·ma·to·mas or he·ma·to·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). A localized swelling filled with blood resulting from a break in a blood vessel. 

he·ma·to·poi·e·sis (hKÙmN-to-poi-KùsVs, hV-m4tÙN-) also he·mo·poi·e·sis 
(hKÙmN-poi-Kù-sVs) n.  The formation of blood or blood cells in the body.   
—heÙma·to·poi·etùic (-HtùVk) adj. 

he·ma·tox·y·lin (hKÙmN-tmkùsN-lVn) n.  A yellow or red crystalline compound, 

C16H14O6·3H2O, the coloring material of logwood, that is used in dyes, inks, and 

stains.  [New Latin Haematoxylon, a genus of plants (Greek haimato-, hemato- + 

XYL-) + -IN.]

he·ma·to·zo·on (hKÙmN-to-zoùmnÙ, hV-m4tÙN-) n.  pl. he·ma·to·zo·a (-zoùN). 
A parasitic protozoan or similar organism that lives in the blood.   
—heÙma·to·zoùal, heÙma·to·zoùic adj. 

he·ma·tu·ri·a (hHÙmN-ttrùK-N, -tytrù-) n.  The presence of blood in the 

urine.   —heÙma·tuùric adj. 

heme (hKm) n.  The deep red, nonprotein, ferrous component of hemoglobin, 

C34H32FeN4O4.  [Short for HEMATIN.]

Hem·el Hemp·stead (hHmÙNl hHmpùstVd)  A municipal borough of southeast 

England northwest of London. It is a market town and residential suburb with 

varied light industries. Population, 80,900. 

he·mel·y·tron (hH-mHlùV-trmnÙ) n.  pl. he·mel·y·tra (-trN). One of the forew-

ings of a hemipterous insect, having a thick membranous apex.  [HEM(I)- + 

ELYTRON.]

hem·er·a·lo·pi·a (hHmÙNr-N-loùpK-N) n.  A visual defect characterized by the 

inability to see as clearly in bright light as in dim light.  [New Latin, from Greek 

hKmeralops, suffering from hemeralopia  : hKmera, day + alaos, blind + ops, eye; 

see NYCTALOPIA.] —hemÙer·a·lopùic (-lmpùik) adj. 

hem·er·o·cal·lis (hHmÙNr-N-k4lùVs) n.  See day lily.  [New Latin, from Greek 

hKmerokalles, a kind of lily  : hKmera, day + kallos, beauty.]

Hem·et (hHmùVt)  A city of southern California east of Santa Ana. Ancient rock 

paintings and carvings have been found here. Population, 36,094. 

hemi- pref.  1. Half:  hemihedral.  2. Partial; partially:  hemiparasite.  [Greek 

hKmi-. See sKmi- in Appendix.]



-hemia suff.  Variant of -emia. 
hem·i·al·gi·a (hHmÙK-4lùjK-N, -jN) n.  Pain affecting one half of the body. 

he·mic (hKùmVk) adj.  Of or relating to the blood. 

hem·i·cel·lu·lose (hHmÙV-sHlùyN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  Any of several polysaccharides 

that are more complex than a sugar and less complex than cellulose, found in 

plant cell walls and produced commercially from corn grain hulls. 

hem·i·chor·date (hHmÙV-kôrùd7tÙ, -dVt) n.  Any of various wormlike marine 

animals of the phylum Hemichordata, having a primitive notochord and gill slits.   
—  adj.  Of or belonging to the phylum Hemichordata. 

hem·i·cy·cle (hHmùV-sXÙkNl) n.  1. A semicircle.  2. A semicircular structure or 

arrangement.  [French hémicycle, from Latin hKmicyclium, from Greek 

hKmikuklion : hKmi-, hemi- + kuklion, neuter of kuklios, circular (from kuklos, cir-

cle); see CYCLE.]

hem·i·dem·i·sem·i·qua·ver (hHmÙK-dHmÙK-sHmùK-kw7ÙvNr) n.  Chiefly Brit-

ish. A sixty-fourth note. 

hem·i·he·dral (hHmÙV-hKùdrNl) adj.  Exhibiting only half the faces required for 

complete symmetry. Used of a crystal. 

hem·i·hy·drate (hHmÙV-hXùdr7tÙ) n.  A hydrate in which the molecular ratio of 

water molecules to anhydrous compound is 1:2.   —hemÙi·hyùdratÙed adj. 

hem·i·me·tab·o·lous (hHmÙK-mN-t4bùN-lNs) also hem·i·met·a·bol·ic (-

mHtÙNbôlùVk) adj.  Undergoing a metamorphosis that lacks a pupal stage. Used of 

certain insects.  [HEMI- + METABOL(IC) + -OUS.] —hemÙi·me·tabùo·lism (-N-

lVzÙNm) n. 

hem·i·mor·phic (hHmÙV-môrùfVk) adj.  Asymmetrical at the axial ends. Used of 

a crystal. 

hem·i·mor·phite (hHmÙV-môrùfXtÙ) n.  A usually white or colorless mineral, 

essentially Zn4Si2O7(OH)2·H2O, an important ore of zinc.  Also called calamine 

[HEMIMORPH(IC) + -ITE
1.]

he·min (hKùmVn) n.  The reddish-brown crystalline chloride of heme, 

C34H32N4O4FeCl, produced when hemoglobin reacts with glacial acetic acid and 

sodium chloride in a laboratory test for the presence of blood. 

Hem·ing  or Hem·minge (hHmùVng), John. 1556?-1630.  English actor and an 

editor of the First Folio of Shakespeare’s plays (1623). 

Hem·ing·way (hHmùVng-w7Ù), Ernest Miller. 1899-1961.  American writer. A 

World War I ambulance driver, journalist, adventurer, and expatriate in Paris dur-

ing the 1920’s, he wrote short stories and novels, such as The Sun Also Rises 

(1926), For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940), and The Old Man and the Sea (1952), that 

concern courageous, lonely characters and are marked by his terse literary style. 

He won the 1954 Nobel Prize for literature. 

hem·i·par·a·site (hHmÙV-p4rùN-sXtÙ) n.  1. A plant, such as mistletoe, that 

obtains some nourishment from its host but also photosynthesizes.  Also called 



semiparasite 2. An organism that can live either independently or as a parasite.   
—hemÙi·parÙa·sitùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

hem·i·ple·gia (hHmÙV-plKùjN, -jK-N) n.  Paralysis affecting only one side of the 

body.  [Late Greek hKmiplKgia : Greek hKmi-, hemi- + Greek -plKgia, -plegia.] 
—hemÙi·pleùgic (-plKùjVk) adj.  & n. 

he·mip·ter·an (hV-mVpùtNr-Nn) adj.  Hemipterous.   —  n.  also he·mip·ter·on 
(-tN-rmnÙ) A hemipterous insect; a true bug. 

he·mip·ter·ous (hV-mVpùtNr-Ns) adj.  Of or belonging to the insect order Hemi-

ptera, which includes the true bugs of the suborder Heteroptera and their allies of 

the suborder Homoptera, characterized by piercing or sucking mouthparts and 

two pairs of wings. 

hem·i·sphere (hHmùV-sfîrÙ) n.  1. a. A half of a sphere bounded by a great cir-

cle.  b. A half of a symmetrical, approximately spherical object as divided by a 

plane of symmetry.   2. Either half of the celestial sphere as divided by the eclip-

tic, the celestial equator, or the horizon.  3. Either the northern or southern half 

of the earth as divided by the equator or the eastern or western half as divided by 

a meridian.  4. Anatomy. Either of the lateral halves of the cerebrum; a cerebral 

hemisphere.   —hemÙi·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-), hemÙi·spherùi·cal adj.  

—hemÙi·spherùi·cal·ly adv. 

hem·i·stich (hHmùV-stVkÙ) n.  1. A half line of verse, especially when separated 

rhythmically from the rest of the line by a caesura.  2. An incomplete or imper-

fect line of verse.  [Latin hemistichium, from Greek hKmistikhion : hKmi-, hemi- + 

stikhos, line; see steigh- in Appendix.]

hem·line (hHmùlXnÙ) n.  1. The bottom edge of a skirt, dress, or coat.  2. The 

height of the edge of such a garment, measured from the floor. 

hem·lock (hHmùlmkÙ) n.  1. a. Any of various coniferous evergreen trees of the 

genus Tsuga of North America and eastern Asia, having small cones and short, 

flat leaves with two white bands underneath.  b. The wood of such trees, used as a 

source of lumber, wood pulp, and tannic acid.   2. a. Any of several poisonous 

plants of the genera Conium and Cicuta, such as the poison hemlock.  b. A poison 

obtained from the poison hemlock.   [Middle English hemlok, poisonous hem-

lock, from Old English hymlice, hemlic.]

Hem·minge (hHmùVng)  See John Heming. 
hemo-  or hema-  or hem- also haemo-  or haema-  or haem- pref.  Blood:  

hemacyte.  [Greek haimo-, from haima.]

he·mo·chro·ma·to·sis (hKÙmN-kroÙmN-toùsVs) n.  A hereditary disorder 

affecting iron metabolism in which excessive amounts of iron accumulate in the 

body tissues. The disorder is characterized by diabetes mellitus, liver dysfunction, 

and a bronze pigmentation of the skin. 

he·mo·coel (hKùmN-sKlÙ) n.  A cavity or series of spaces between the organs of 

most arthropods and mollusks through which the blood circulates. 



he·mo·cy·a·nin (hKÙmo-sXùN-nVn) n.  A bluish, copper-containing respiratory 

pigment similar to hemoglobin, present in the blood of certain mollusks and 

arthropods. 

he·mo·cyte (hKùmN-sXtÙ) n.  A cellular component of the blood, especially of an 

invertebrate. 

he·mo·di·al·y·sis (hKÙmo-dX-4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. he·mo·di·al·y·ses (-sKzÙ). A pro-

cedure for removing metabolic waste products or toxic substances from the 

bloodstream by dialysis. 

he·mo·dy·nam·ics (hKÙmN-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study 

of the forces involved in the circulation of blood.   —heÙ·mo·dy·namù·ic adj.  

—heÙ·mo·dy·namù·i·cal·ly adv. 

he·mo·flag·el·late (hKÙmo-fl4jùN-l7tÙ, -lVt, -flN-jHlùVt) n.  A flagellate proto-

zoan, such as a trypanosome, that is parasitic in the blood. 

he·mo·glo·bin (hKùmN-gloÙbVn) n.  Abbr. hg, hgb., Hb The iron-containing 

respiratory pigment in red blood cells of vertebrates, consisting of about 6 per-

cent heme and 94 percent globin.  [Ultimately short for hematinoglobulin : HEMA-

TIN + GLOBULIN.]

he·mo·glo·bi·nu·ri·a (hKÙmN-gloÙbN-ntùK-N, -nytrù-) n.  The presence of 

hemoglobin in the urine.   —heÙmo·gloÙbi·nuùric adj. 

he·mo·lymph (hKùmN-lVmfÙ) n.  The circulatory fluid of certain invertebrates, 

analogous to blood in arthropods and to lymph in other invertebrates.   
—heÙmo·lym·phatùic (-lVm-f4tùVk) adj. 

he·mo·ly·sin (hKÙmN-lXùsVn, hV-mmlùV-) n.  An agent or a substance, such as an 

antibody or a bacterial toxin, that causes the destruction of red blood cells, 

thereby liberating hemoglobin. 

he·mol·y·sis (hV-mmlùV-sVs, hKÙmN-lXùsVs) n.  The destruction or dissolution of 

red blood cells, with subsequent release of hemoglobin.   —heÙmo·lytùic 
(hKÙmN-lVtùVk) adj. 

hemolytic anemia (hKÙmN-lVtùVk N-nKùmK-N) n.  Anemia resulting from the 

lysis of red blood cells, as in response to certain toxic or infectious agents and in 

certain inherited blood disorders. 

he·mo·lyze (hKùmN-lXzÙ) v.  intr. tr. he·mo·lyzed, he·mo·lyz·ing, 
he·mo·lyz·es. To undergo or cause to undergo hemolysis. 

he·mo·phil·i·a (hKÙmN-fVlùK-N, -fKlùyN) n.  Any of several hereditary blood-

coagulation disorders in which the blood fails to clot normally because of a defi-

ciency or an abnormality of one of the clotting factors. Hemophilia, a recessive 

trait associated with the X-chromosome, is manifested almost exclusively in 

males. 

he·mo·phil·i·ac (hKÙmN-fVlùK-4kÙ, -fKùlK-) n.  A person who is affected with 

hemophilia. 



he·mo·phil·ic (hKÙmN-fVlùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or affected by hemophilia.  

2. Growing well in blood or in a culture containing blood. Used of certain bacte-

ria. 

he·mo·pho·bi·a (hKÙmN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of blood.   
—heÙmo·phoùbic adj. 

he·mo·poi·e·sis (hKÙmN-poi-KùsVs) n.  Variant of hematopoiesis.  
—heÙmo·poi·etùic (-HtùVk) adj. 

he·mop·ty·sis (hV-mmpùtV-sVs) n.  The coughing or spitting up of blood from 

the respiratory tract.  [HEMO- + Greek ptusis, a spitting (from ptuein, to spit).]

hem·or·rhage (hHmùNr-Vj) n.  1. Excessive discharge of blood from the blood 

vessels; profuse bleeding.  2. A copious loss of something valuable:  a hemorrhage 

of corporate earnings.   —  v.  hem·or·rhaged, hem·or·rhag·ing, 
hem·or·rhag·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To bleed copiously.  2. To undergo a rapid and 

sudden loss:  a gubernatorial candidate whose popularity hemorrhaged after a 

disastrous debate.   —  v.  tr. To lose (something valuable) rapidly and in quantity:  

The company was hemorrhaging capital when it was bought by another firm.  [From 

obsolete hemoragie, emorogie, from Middle English emorogie, from Old French 

emoragie, from Latin haemorrhagia, from Greek haimorrhagia : haimo-, hemo- + 

-rrhagia, -rrhagia.] —hemÙor·rhagùic (hHmÙN-r4jùVk) adj. 

hemorrhagic measles (hHmÙN-r4jùVk mKùzNlz) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

See black measles. 
hem·or·rhoid (hHmùN-roidÙ) n.  1. An itching or painful mass of dilated veins 

in swollen anal tissue.  2. hemorrhoids. The pathological condition in which 

such painful masses occur. In this sense, also calledpiles [From Middle English 

emoroides, hemorrhoids, from Old French emoroides, from Latin haemorrhoidae, 

from Greek haimorrhoïdes, pl. of haimorrhoïs, from haimorrhoos, flowing with 

blood  : haimo-, hemo- + rhein, to flow; see sreu- in Appendix.]

hem·or·rhoi·dal (hHmÙN-roidùl) adj.  1. Of or relating to hemorrhoids.  

2. Anatomy. Supplying the region of the rectum and anus. Used of certain arter-

ies. 

hem·or·rhoid·ec·to·my (hHmÙN-roi-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. 

hem·or·rhoid·ec·to·mies. Surgical removal of hemorrhoids. 

he·mo·sid·er·in (hKÙmo-sVdùNr-Vn) n.  A protein that stores iron in the body, 

derived chiefly from the hemoglobin released during hemolysis. 

he·mo·sta·sis (hKÙmN-st7ùsVs, hK-mmsùstN-) also he·mo·sta·sia (hKÙmN-

st7ùzhN, -zhK-N, -zK-N) n.  1. The stoppage of bleeding or hemorrhage.  2. The 

stoppage of blood flow through a blood vessel or body part. 

he·mo·stat (hKùmN-st4tÙ) n.  1. An agent, such as a chemical, that stops bleed-

ing.  2. A clamplike instrument used to compress a blood vessel in order to reduce 

or arrest the flow of blood during surgery. 



he·mo·stat·ic (hKÙmN-st4tùVk) adj.  Acting to arrest bleeding or hemorrhage.   
—  n.  A hemostatic device or agent.  [HEMO- + Greek statikos, causing to stop; see 

STATIC.]

hemp (hHmp) n.  1. Cannabis.  2. The tough, coarse fiber of the cannabis plant, 

used to make cordage.  3. a. Any of various plants similar to cannabis, especially 

one yielding a similar fiber.  b. The fiber of such a plant.   [Middle English, from 

Old English hænep.]

hemp agrimony (hHmp 4gùrN-moÙnK) n.  A Eurasian and North African plant 

(Eupatorium cannabinum) having palmately divided leaves and clusters of small 

reddish-purple flower heads. 

hemp·en (hHmùpNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling hemp. 

hemp nettle (hHmp nHtùl) n.  Any of various Eurasian plants of the genus 

Galeopsis, having bristly stems and white or reddish flowers with two lips. 

Hemp·stead (hHmpùstHdÙ, -stVd)  A village of southeast New York on western 

Long Island southeast of Mineola. Settled c. 1643, it is the seat of Hofstra Univer-

sity (founded 1935). Population, 49,453. 

hem·stitch (hHmùstVchÙ) n.  1. A decorative stitch usually bordering a hem, as 

on a handkerchief, made by drawing out several parallel threads and catching 

together the cross threads in uniform groups.  2. Needlework in which this stitch 

is used.   —  v.  tr. hem·stitched, hem·stitch·ing, hem·stitch·es. To orna-

ment or embroider with hemstitches.   —hemùstitchÙer n. 

hen (hHn) n.  1. A female bird, especially the adult female of the domestic fowl.  

2. The female of certain aquatic animals, such as an octopus or a lobster.  

3. Offensive. A woman, especially a fussy old woman.  [Middle English, from Old 

English. See kan- in Appendix.] —henùnish adj.  —henùnish·ly adv.  

—henùnish·ness n. 

He·nan (hœùnänù) also Ho·nan (hoù-)  A province of east-central China. It is 

one of the oldest inhabited regions in China and the site of many Stone Age 

remains. Zhengzhou is the capital. Population, 77,130,000. 

hen-and-chick·ens (hHnÙNn-chVkùNnz) n.  pl. hens-and-chick·ens (hHnzÙ-). 
Any of several plants having many runners or offshoots, especially the houseleek. 

hen·bane (hHnùb7nÙ) n.  A poisonous Eurasian plant (Hyoscyamus niger) hav-

ing an unpleasant odor, sticky leaves, and funnel-shaped greenish-yellow flowers. 

It is a source of the drug hyoscamine. 

hen·bit (hHnùbVtÙ) n.  A Eurasian plant (Lamium amplexicaule) having toothed, 

opposite leaves and small white or purplish-red flowers with two lips.  [HEN + 

BIT
1.]

hence (hHns) adv.  1. a. For this reason; therefore:  handmade and hence expen-

sive.  b. From this source:  They grew up in the Sudan; hence their interest in 

Nubian art.   2. From this time; from now:  A year hence it will be forgotten.  

3. a. From this place; away from here:  Get you hence!  b. From this life.   [Middle 



English hennes, from here  : henne (from Old English heonan); see ko- in Appen-

dix + -es, adverbial suff.; see -S
3.]

hence·forth (hHnsùfôrthÙ) adv.  From this time forth; from now on. 

hence·for·ward (hHns-fôrùwNrd) adv.  Henceforth. 

Hench (hHnch), Philip Showalter. 1896-1965.  American physician. He shared 

a 1950 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the hormones of the adrenal cortex. 

hench·man (hHnchùmNn) n.  1. A loyal and trusted follower or subordinate.  

2. A person who supports a political figure chiefly out of selfish interests.  3. A 

member of a criminal gang.  4. Obsolete. A page to a prince or other person of 

high rank.  [Middle English hengsman, henshman, servant to a person of rank  : 

hengest, horse (from Old English) + man, man; see MAN.]

hen·coop (hHnùkupÙ) n.  A coop or cage for poultry.  Also called hennery 

hen·dec·a·syl·lab·ic (hHn-dHkÙN-sV-l4bùVk) adj.  Containing 11 syllables.   —  
n.  A verse of 11 syllables.  [From Latin hendecasyllabus, a line of eleven syllables, 

from Greek hendekasullabos : hendeka, eleven (hen, neuter of heis, one; see sem-1 

in Appendix + deka, ten); see DECADE + sullabK, syllable; see SYLLABLE.] 
—hen·decÙa·sylùla·ble (-sVlùN-bNl) n. 

Hen·der·son (hHnùdNr-sNn)  1. A city of northwest Kentucky on the Ohio River 

south of Evansville, Indiana. Settled in the late 1700’s, it was the home of John J. 

Audubon from 1810 to 1819. Population, 25,945.  2. A city of southeast Nevada 

southeast of Las Vegas. Founded in 1942, it is in a desert area surrounded by 

mountains. Population, 64,942. 

Hen·der·son (hHnùdNr-sNn), Arthur. 1863-1935.  British politician who was 

president of the World Disarmament Conference (1932-1935). He won the 1934 

Nobel Peace Prize. 

Hen·der·son·ville (hHnùdNr-sNn-vVlÙ)  A city of northern Tennessee northeast 

of Nashville. It is a popular resort. Population, 32,188. 

hen·di·a·dys (hHn-dXùN-dVs) n.  A figure of speech in which two words con-

nected by a conjunction are used to express a single notion that would normally 

be expressed by an adjective and a substantive, such as grace and favor instead of 

gracious favor.  [Late Latin, from Greek hen dia duoin, one by means of two  : hen, 

neuter of heis, one; see sem-1 in Appendix + dia, through + duoin, genitive of 

duo, two; see dwo- in Appendix.]

Hen·dricks (hHnùdrVks), Thomas Andrews. 1819-1885.  Vice President of the 

United States (1885) under Grover Cleveland. He died in office. 

Hen·drix (hHnùdrVks), Jimi. Originally James Marshall Hendrix. 1942-1970.  

American musician whose innovative electric guitar playing greatly influenced 

the development of rock music. 

hen·e·quen also hen·e·quin (hHnùV-kwVn) n.  1. A tropical American plant 

(Agave fourcroydes) having large, thick, sword-shaped leaves that yield a coarse 



reddish fiber used in making rope and twine.  2. The fiber obtained from this 

plant.  [Spanish henequén, perhaps of Arawakan origin.]

Heng·e·lo (hHngùN-loÙ)  A city of eastern Netherlands near the German border 

northwest of Enschede. It is an industrial center. Population, 76,855. 

Heng·yang (hƒngùyängù, hœngù-)  A city of southeast China south-southwest 

of Wuhan. It is an important transportation hub and industrial center. Popula-

tion, 350,000. 

hen harrier (hHn h4rùK-Nr) n.  See northern harrier. 
Hen·ie (hHnùK), Sonja. 1912-1969.  Norwegian-born figure skater who was 

largely responsible for making ice skating a popular competitive sport. She won 

Olympic gold medals in 1928, 1932, and 1936 and ten consecutive world champi-

onships (1927-1936). 

Hen·ley (hHnùlK)  or Hen·ley-on-Thames (-mn-tHmzù, -ôn-)  A municipal bor-

ough of south-central England west of London. It is the site of a famed annual 

rowing regatta that was established in 1839. Population, 10,976. 

Hen·ley (hHnùlK)  or Hen·ley-on-Thames (-mn-tHmzù, -ôn-), William 
Ernest. 1849-1903.  British writer and editor of the National Observer (1889-

1903), in which he published the early works of George Bernard Shaw, Thomas 

Hardy, Rudyard Kipling, and other aspiring writers. 

Hen·ley-on-Thames (hHnùlK-mn-tHmzù, -ôn-)  See Henley. 
hen·na (hHnùN) n.  1. a. A tree or shrub (Lawsonia inermis) of the Middle East, 

having fragrant white or reddish flowers.  b. A reddish-orange dyestuff prepared 

from the dried and ground leaves of this plant, used as a cosmetic dye and for col-

oring leather and fabrics.   2. Color. A moderate or strong reddish brown to 

strong brown.   —  v.  tr. hen·naed, hen·na·ing, hen·nas. To dye (hair, for 

example) with henna.  [Arabic Uinn7’.] —henùna adj. 

Hen·ne·pin (hHnùN-pVn, Hn-N-p4Nù), Louis. fl. 17th century.  Flemish-born 

Roman Catholic missionary who explored the Great Lakes region and the upper 

Mississippi Valley and published spurious accounts of his journeys. 

hen·ner·y (hHnùN-rK) n.  pl. hen·ner·ies. 1. A poultry farm.  2.  See hencoop. 
hen·o·the·ism (hHnùN-thK-VzÙNm) n.  Belief in one god without denying the 

existence of others.  [Greek heno- (from hen, neuter of heis, one); see sem-1 in 

Appendix + THE(O)- + -ISM.] —henùo·theÙist n.  —henÙo·the·isùtic adj. 

hen·peck (hHnùpHkÙ) v.  tr. hen·pecked, hen·peck·ing, hen·pecks. Infor-

mal. To dominate or harass (one’s husband) with persistent nagging. 

Hen·ri (hHnùrK), Robert. 1865-1929.  American painter whose realistic works 

aligned him with a group of painters, known as the Eight, or the Ashcan School, 

who decried the artificiality and sentimentality of American painting at the turn 

of the century. 

hen·ry (hHnùrK) n.  pl. hen·ries or hen·rys. Abbr. H The unit of inductance in 

which an induced electromotive force of one volt is produced when the current is 



varied at the rate of one ampere per second.  See Table at measurement.  [After 

Joseph HENRY.]

Hen·ry I (hHnùrK), Known as “Henry Beauclerc.” 1068-1135.  King of England 

(1100-1135). The youngest son of William the Conqueror, he succeeded his 

brother William II to the throne, restored the laws of Edward the Confessor, and 

conquered Normandy (1106). 

Hen·ry II1 (hHnùrK), 1133-1189.  King of England (1154-1189). The son of Prin-

cess Matilda, he founded the Plantagenet royal line and appointed Thomas à 

Becket as archbishop of Canterbury. His quarrels with Becket concerning the 

authority of the Crown over the Church led to the murder of the archbishop 

(1170). 

Hen·ry II2 (hHnùrK), 1519-1559.  King of France (1547-1559). The son of Francis 

I, he regained Calais from the English (1558). 

Hen·ry III1 (hHnùrK), 1207-1272.  King of England (1216-1272) who succeeded 

his father, King John. His reign was marred by baronial opposition led by Simon 

de Montfort, whose representative parliament, called in 1265, is considered 

England’s first full parliament. 

Hen·ry III2 (hHnùrK), 1551-1589.  King of France (1574-1589) who helped his 

mother, Catherine de Médicis, plot the Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre 

(1572). His reign was marked by bitter conflict between Catholics and Hugue-

nots. 

Hen·ry IV1 (hHnùrK), 1050-1106.  Holy Roman emperor and king of Germany 

(1056-1106) who continually struggled for power with Pope Gregory VII. Twice 

excommunicated, Henry appointed an antipope (1084), had himself again 

crowned emperor, invaded Italy, and was ultimately dethroned by his rebellious 

sons. 

Hen·ry IV2 (hHnùrK), Known as “Henry Bolingbroke.” 1366?-1413.  King of 

England (1399-1413). Son of John of Gaunt and grandson of Edward III, he was 

banished from England by Richard II, who confiscated his estate. Henry 

returned, raised an army, and compelled Richard to abdicate. Parliament con-

firmed Henry’s claim to the throne, thus establishing the Lancastrian line. 

Hen·ry IV3 (hHnùrK), Known as “Henry of Navarre.” 1553-1610.  King of France 

(1589-1610) who founded the Bourbon royal line, successfully waged war against 

Spain (1595-1598), and gave political rights to French Protestants in the Edict of 

Nantes (1598). 

Hen·ry V1 (hHnùrK), 1081-1125.  Holy Roman emperor and king of Germany 

(1106-1125) who fought against Flanders, Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland. 

Hen·ry V2 (hHnùrK), 1387-1422.  King of England (1413-1422) who succeeded 

his father, Henry IV, and suppressed the Lollards, executing their leader, Sir John 

Oldcastle (1417). He also reopened the Hundred Years’ War, defeating the French 

at Agincourt (1415) and capturing all of Normandy by 1419. 



Hen·ry VI (hHnùrK), 1421-1471.  King of England (1422-1461 and 1470-1471) 

who as an infant succeeded his father, Henry V, and for most of his reign exer-

cised little power. He was taken prisoner in the Yorkist victory at Northampton 

(1460), and Edward IV was proclaimed king (1461). Rescued from captivity, 

Henry regained the throne (1470) but was recaptured at the Battle of Barnet and 

murdered in the Tower of London. 

Hen·ry VII (hHnùrK), Known as “Henry Tudor.” 1457-1509.  King of England 

(1485-1509) and founder of the Tudor line. Head of the house of Lancaster, he 

led the opposition to Richard III, defeated Richard at Bosworth Field (August 22, 

1485), and was proclaimed king. In 1486 Henry married Elizabeth, daughter of 

Edward IV, thereby uniting the houses of York and Lancaster. 

Hen·ry VIII (hHnùrK), 1491-1547.  King of England (1509-1547) who succeeded 

his father, Henry VII. His divorce from Catherine of Aragon, his first wife, com-

pelled him to break from the Catholic Church by the Act of Supremacy (1534). 

Hen·ry (hHnùrK), Andrew. 1755?-1833.  American fur trader who explored the 

Snake and Yellowstone rivers and founded the first American outpost in the 

Rocky Mountains (1810). 

Hen·ry (hHnùrK), Cape. A promontory of southeast Virginia at the entrance to 

Chesapeake Bay east of Norfolk. 

Hen·ry (hHnùrK), Joseph. 1797-1878.  American physicist who performed 

extensive studies of electromagnetic phenomena. 

Hen·ry (hHnùrK), O.  See William Sydney Porter. 
Hen·ry (hHnùrK), Patrick. 1736-1799.  American Revolutionary leader and ora-

tor. A member of the House of Burgesses (1765) and the Continental Congress 

(1774-1776), he spurred the creation of the Virginia militia with his words “Give 

me liberty, or give me death” (1775). He also served as governor of Virginia 

(1776-1790). 

Hen·ry the Navigator (hHnùrK thK n4vùV-g7ÙtNr), 1394-1460.  Prince of Por-

tugal who established an observatory and school of navigation and directed voy-

ages that spurred the growth of Portugal’s colonial empire. 

hens-and-chick·ens (hHnzÙNn-chVkùNnz) n.  Plural of hen-and-chickens. 
Hens·lowe (hHnzùlo), Philip. Died 1616.  English theatrical manager who 

founded the Rose Theatre in London (1587). His business journal provides 

insight into the world of Elizabethan drama. 

Hen·son (hHnùsNn), Jim. 1936-1990.  American puppeteer and creator of the 

Muppets, a troupe of puppets including Kermit the Frog, Ernie and Bert, and Big 

Bird. 

hent (hHnt) v.  tr. hent·ed, hent·ing, hents. Obsolete. To take hold of; seize.  

[Middle English henten, from Old English hentan.]

hep (hHp) adj.  Slang. Variant of hip2. 



hep·a·rin (hHpùNr-Vn) n.  A complex organic acid found especially in lung and 

liver tissue and having the ability to prevent the clotting of blood, used in the 

treatment of thrombosis.  [Late Latin hKpar, liver (from Greek); see yLkwy in 

Appendix + -IN.]

hepat- pref.  Variant of hepato-. 
he·pat·ic (hV-p4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling the liver.  2. Acting on 

or occurring in the liver.   —  n.  A drug that acts on the liver.  [Middle English 

epatic, from Old French hepatique, from Latin hKpaticus, from Greek hKpatikos, 

from hKpar, hKpat-, liver. See yLkwy in Appendix.]

he·pat·i·ca (hV-p4tùV-kN) n.  Any of several woodland plants of the genus Hepat-

ica, especially H. americana of eastern North America, having three-lobed leaves 

and white or lavender flowers.  Also called liverleaf [Middle English epatica, liver-

wort, from Medieval Latin hKpatica, from feminine of Latin hKpaticus, of the 

liver. See HEPATIC.]

hepatic duct (hV-p4tùVk dƒkt) n.  The main excretory duct of the liver, which 

joins the cystic duct to form the common bile duct. 

hep·a·ti·tis (hHpÙN-tXùtVs) n.  pl. hep·a·tit·i·des (-tVtùV-dKzÙ). Inflammation of 

the liver, caused by infectious or toxic agents and characterized by jaundice, fever, 

liver enlargement, and abdominal pain. 

hepatitis A (hHpÙN-tXùtVs 7) n.  A form of hepatitis caused by an RNA virus that 

does not persist in the blood serum and is transmitted by ingestion of infected 

food and water. The disease has a shorter incubation and generally milder symp-

toms than hepatitis B.  Also called infectious hepatitis 

hepatitis B (hHpÙN-tXùtVs bK) n.  A form of hepatitis caused by a DNA virus that 

persists in the blood serum and is transmitted by infected blood, as through the 

use of a contaminated syringe. The disease has a long incubation and symptoms 

that may become severe or chronic, causing serious damage to the liver.  Also 

called serum hepatitis 

hepato-  or hepat- pref.  Liver:  hepatitis.  [Greek hKpato-, from hKpar, hKpat-, 

liver. See yLkwy in Appendix.]

he·pa·to·cyte (hHpùN-tN-sXtÙ, hV-p4tùN-) n.  A parenchymal cell of the liver. 

hep·a·to·ma (hHpÙN-toùmN) n.  pl. hep·a·to·mas or hep·a·to·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). A usually cancerous tumor occurring in the liver. 

hep·a·to·meg·a·ly (hHpÙN-tN-mHgùN-lK, hVp4tÙN-) n.  Abnormal enlargement 

of the liver. 

hep·a·to·tox·ic·i·ty (hHpÙN-to-tmk-sVsùV-tK, hV-p4tÙo-) n.  1. The quality or 

condition of being toxic or destructive to the liver.  2. The capacity of a substance 

to have damaging effects on the liver.   —hepÙa·to·toxùic (-tmkùsVk) adj. 

hep·a·to·tox·in (hHpÙN-to-tmkùsVn, hV-p4tÙo-) n.  A substance capable of caus-

ing damage to the liver. 



Hep·burn (hHpùbûrnÙ), Katharine Houghton. Born 1909.  American actress 

whose unique comedic and dramatic presence marks many fine motion pictures, 

including The Philadelphia Story (1940), Adam’s Rib (1949), and The African 

Queen (1951). 

hep·cat (hHpùk4tÙ) n.  Slang. A performer or devotee of swing and jazz, espe-

cially during the 1940’s. 

He·phaes·tus (hV-fHsùtNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of fire and metalwork-

ing. 

Hep·ple·white (hHpùNl-hwXtÙ, -wXtÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being an English 

style of furniture of the late 18th century, characterized by its light, graceful lines, 

the use of concave curves, and the shield or heart backs of its chairs.  [After 

George HEPPLEWHITE.]

Hep·ple·white (hHpùNl-hwXtÙ, -wXtÙ), George. Died 1786.  British cabinet-

maker whose elegant designs, now greatly admired, were considered unfashion-

able in his day. 

hepta-  or hept- pref.  Seven:  heptarchy.  [Greek, from hepta, seven. See septc 

in Appendix.]

hep·tad (hHpùt4dÙ) n.  A group or series of seven.  [Greek heptas, heptad-, the 

number seven, from hepta, seven. See septc in Appendix.]

hep·ta·gon (hHpùtN-gmnÙ) n.  A polygon having seven sides.  [From Greek hep-

tagonon, neuter of heptagonos, having seven angles  : hepta-, hepta- + -gonos, 

angled; see -GON.] —hep·tagùo·nal (-t4gùN-nNl) adj. 

hep·ta·he·dron (hHpÙtN-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. hep·ta·he·drons or hep·ta·he·dra 
(-drN). A polyhedron with seven faces.   —hepÙta·heùdral (-drNl) adj. 

hep·tam·e·ter (hHp-t4mùV-tNr) n.  1. A metrical unit consisting of seven feet.  

2. A line of verse consisting of seven metrical feet. 

hep·tane (hHpùt7nÙ) n.  A volatile, colorless, highly flammable liquid hydrocar-

bon, C7H16, obtained in the fractional distillation of petroleum and used as a 

standard in determining octane ratings, as an anesthetic, and as a solvent. 

hep·tar·chy (hHpùtärÙkK) n.  pl. hep·tar·chies. 1. a. Government by seven 

persons.  b. A state governed by seven persons.   2.  Often Heptarchy. The infor-

mal confederation of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms from the fifth to the ninth cen-

tury, consisting of Kent, Sussex, Wessex, Essex, Northumbria, East Anglia, and 

Mercia. 

hep·ta·stich (hHpùtN-stVkÙ) n.  A stanza or strophe consisting of seven lines. 

Hep·ta·teuch (hHpùtN-tukÙ, -tyukÙ) n.  Bible. The first seven books of the 

Old Testament.  [Greek heptateukhos, volume containing seven books  : hepta-, 

hepta- + teukhos, case for papyrus rolls, book; see dheugh- in Appendix.]

hep·tath·lon (hHp-t4thùlNn, -lmnÙ) n.  Sports. An athletic contest in which each 

contestant participates in seven different track and field events.  [HEPT(A)- + 

(DEC)ATHLON.]



Hep·worth (hHpùwûrthÙ), Dame Barbara. 1903-1975.  British sculptor best 

known for her Single Form (Memorial to Dag Hammarskjöld) at the United 

Nations Plaza in New York City. 

her (hNr, Nr; hûr when stressed) adj.  The possessive form of she. Used as a modi-

fier before a noun:  her boots; her accomplishments.   —  pron.  The objective case 

of she. 1. a. Used as the direct object of a verb:  They saw her at the conference.  

b. Used as the indirect object of a verb:  They gave her a round of applause.   

2. Used as the object of a preposition:  This letter is addressed to her.  3. Informal. 

Used as a predicate nominative:  It’s her.   —  n.  A female:  The dog is a her.  See 

Usage Note at be. See Usage Note at I1.  [Middle English, from Old English hire. 

See ko- in Appendix.]

her. abbr.  Heraldry. 

He·ra (hîrùN) also He·re (hîrùK) n.  Greek Mythology. The sister and wife of Zeus. 

Her·a·cle·a (hHrÙN-klKùN)  An ancient Greek city of southern Italy near the Gulf 

of Taranto. In 280 B.C. it was the site of one of Pyrrhus’s victories over the 

Romans. 

Her·a·cles  or Her·a·kles (hHrùN-klKzÙ) n.  Greek Mythology & Roman Mythol-

ogy. Variants of Hercules (n., sense 1). 

Her·a·cli·tus (hHrÙN-klXùtNs), fl. 500 B.C.  Greek philosopher who maintained 

that strife and change are natural conditions of the universe.   —HerÙa·cliùte·an 
(-tK-Nn) adj. 

Her·a·cli·us (hHrÙN-klXùNs, hV-r4kùlK-), 575?-641.  Emperor of the Byzantine 

Empire (610-641) who captured Syria, Palestine, and Egypt from Persia (613-

628) but lost them all to Muslim invaders (635-641). 

her·ald (hHrùNld) n.  1. A person who carries or proclaims important news; a 

messenger.  2. One that gives a sign or indication of something to come; a harbin-

ger:  The crocus is a herald of spring.  3. An official whose specialty is heraldry.  

4. a. An official formerly charged with making royal proclamations and bearing 

messages of state between sovereigns.  b. An official who formerly made procla-

mations and conveyed challenges at a tournament.    —  v.  tr. her·ald·ed, 
her·ald·ing, her·alds. To proclaim; announce:  cheers that heralded the team’s 

arrival.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, of Germanic origin. See koro- in 

Appendix.]

he·ral·dic (hN-r4lùdVk) adj.  Of or relating to heralds or heraldry.   
—he·ralùdi·cal·ly adv. 

her·ald·ry (hHrùNl-drK) n.  pl. her·ald·ries. 1.  Abbr. her. a. The profession, 

study, or art of devising, granting, and blazoning arms, tracing genealogies, and 

determining and ruling on questions of rank or protocol, as exercised by an 

officer of arms.  b. A branch of knowledge dealing with the history and descrip-

tion in proper terms of armorial bearings and their accessories.   2. Armorial 



ensigns or similar insignia.  3. Pomp and ceremony, especially attended with 

armorial trappings; pageantry.   —herùald·ist n. 

He·rat (hH-rätù)  A city of northwest Afghanistan on the Hari Rud east of Kabul. 

Located at a strategic position on an ancient trade route, it was ruled by numer-

ous conquerors, primarily the Persians. Herat became part of Afghanistan in 

1881. Population, 140,323. 

herb (ûrb, hûrb) n.  1. A plant whose stem does not produce woody, persistent 

tissue and generally dies back at the end of each growing season.  2. Any of vari-

ous often aromatic plants used especially in medicine or as seasoning.  3. Slang. 

Marijuana.  [Middle English herbe, from Old French erbe, from Latin herba.] 
—herbùy adj. 

her·ba·ceous (hûr-b7ùshNs, ûr-) adj.  1. Relating to or characteristic of an herb 

as distinguished from a woody plant.  2. Green and leaflike in appearance or tex-

ture.  [From Latin herb7ceus, from herba, herb.]

herb·age (ûrùbVj, hûrù-) n.  1. Herbaceous plant growth, especially grass or sim-

ilar vegetation used for pasturage.  2. The fleshy, often edible parts of plants.  

[Middle English, from Old French erbage, from erbe, from Latin herba.]

herb·al (ûrùbNl, hûrù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing herbs.   —  n.  A book 

about plants and herbs, especially those that are useful to human beings. 

herb·al·ist (ûrùbN-lVst, hûrù-) n.  1. One who grows, collects, or specializes in 

the use of herbs, especially medicinal herbs.  2.  See herb doctor. 
her·bar·i·um (hûr-bârùK-Nm, ûr-) n.  pl. her·bar·i·ums or her·bar·i·a (-K-N). 
1. A collection of dried plants mounted, labeled, and systematically arranged for 

use in scientific study.  2. A place or an institution where such a collection is kept.  

[Late Latin herb7rium, from Latin herb7rius, one skilled in herbs, from Latin 

herba, herb, vegetation.]

Her·bart (hHrùbärtÙ), Johann Friedrich. 1776-1841.  German philosopher and 

educator. A founder of modern scientific pedagogy, he argued that a teacher 

instills knowledge in a student by relating the knowledge to the student’s existing 

ideas and interests. 

herb bennet (ûrb bHnùVt) n.  A hairy Eurasian plant (Geum urbanum) having 

small yellow flowers and an astringent root formerly used medicinally.  [Middle 

English herbe benet, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin herba benedicta : 

Latin herba, herb + Latin benedicta, feminine past participle of benedXcere, to 

bless; see BENEDICTION.]

herb doctor (ûrb dmkùtNr) n.  One who practices healing with herbs.  Also 

called herbalist 

herbed (ûrbd, hûrbd) adj.  Flavored with herbs:  herbed vinaigrette. 

Her·bert (hûrùbNrt), George. 1593-1633.  English metaphysical poet whose 

works, including “The Collar” (1633), are religious in theme and marked by rich 

symbolism and inventive meter. 



Her·bert (hûrùbNrt), Victor. 1859-1924.  American musician, composer, and 

conductor particularly known for his comic operas, including Babes in Toyland 

(1903). 

her·bi·cide (hûrùbV-sXdÙ, ûrù-) n.  A chemical substance used to destroy or 

inhibit the growth of plants, especially weeds.   —herÙbi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

her·bi·vore (hûrùbN-vôrÙ, -vorÙ, ûrù-) n.  An animal that feeds chiefly on 

plants.  [From New Latin Herbivora, former mammalian group, from neuter pl. 

of herbivorus, plant-eating. See HERBIVOROUS.]

her·biv·o·rous (hûr-bVvùNr-Ns, ûr-) adj.  Feeding on plants; plant-eating.  

[From New Latin herbivorus : Latin herba, vegetation + Latin -vorus, -vorous.] 
—her·bivùo·rous·ly adv. 

Her·block (hûrùblmk)  See Herbert Lawrence Block. 
herb Par·is (ûrb p4rùVs) n.  A European plant (Paris quadrifolia) having a whorl 

of four leaves and a solitary yellow or greenish flower.  [Probably Medieval Latin 

herba paris, herb of a pair (perhaps a reference to the two pairs of leaves on the 

whorl)  : Latin herba, herb + Latin paris, genitive of p7r, equal; see PAR.]

herb Rob·ert (ûrb rmbùNrt) n.  A low-growing Eurasian plant (Geranium rober-

tianum) having divided leaves and small reddish-purple flowers.  [Middle English 

herbe Robert, from Old French erbe Robert, from Medieval Latin herba RobertX : 
Latin herba, herb + RobertX, genitive of Robertus, Robert.]

Her·cu·la·ne·um (hûrÙkyN-l7ùnK-Nm)  An ancient city of south-central Italy on 

the Bay of Naples. A popular resort during Roman times, it was completely 

destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius (A.D. 79). Important ruins have 

been unearthed since the early 1700’s. 

Her·cu·le·an (hûrÙkyN-lKùNn, hûr-kyuùlK-) adj.  1.  Often herculean. Of 

unusual size, power, or difficulty.  2. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. a. Of 

or relating to Hercules.  b. Resembling Hercules.  

Her·cu·les (hûrùkyN-lKzÙ) n.  1.  Also Her·a·cles  or Her·a·kles (hHrùN-klKzÙ). 

Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The son of Zeus and Alcmene, a hero of 

extraordinary strength who won immortality by performing 12 labors demanded 

by Hera.  2. A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Lyra and Corona 

Borealis.  [Latin, from Greek HKraklKs : HKra, Hera + kleos, fame; see kleu- in 

Appendix.]

Her·cu·les’ club (hûrùkyN-lKz klƒb) n.  1. A tree or shrub (Aralia spinosa) of 

the southeast United States, having prickly, bipinnately compound leaves and 

large clusters of small white flowers.  Also called angelica tree, devil’s walking stick, 

prickly ash.  2. A spiny shrub or tree (Zanthoxylum clava-herculis) of the central 

and southeast United States, having terminal panicles of small greenish-yellow 

flowers and pinnately compound leaves.  Also called pepperwood, Southern prickly 

ash.  [After the spiny club of Hercules.]



herd (hûrd) n.  1. a. A group of cattle or other domestic animals of a single kind 

kept together for a specific purpose.  b. A number of wild animals of one species 

that remain together as a group:  a herd of elephants.  See Synonyms at flock1.   
2. a. A large number of people; a crowd:  a herd of stranded passengers.  b. The 

multitude of common people regarded as a mass: “It is the luxurious and dissi-

pated who set the fashions which the herd so diligently follow” (Henry David Tho-

reau).    —  v.  herd·ed, herd·ing, herds.  —  v.  intr. To come together in a 

herd:  The sheep herded for warmth.   —  v.  tr. 1. To gather, keep, or drive (ani-

mals) in a herd.  2. To tend (sheep or cattle).  3. To gather and place into a group 

or mass:  herded the children into the auditorium.  [Middle English, from Old 

English heord.]

herd·er (hûrùdNr) n.  1. One who tends or drives a herd.  2. A herdsman. 

Her·der (hHrùdNr), Johann Gottfried von. 1744-1803.  German philosopher 

and writer whose advocacy of intuition over rationality greatly influenced Goethe 

and formed the basis of German romanticism. 

her·dic (hûrùdVk) n.  A small horse-drawn cab with two wheels, side seats, and an 

entrance at the back, used in the 19th century.  [After Peter Herdic (1824-1888), 

American inventor.]

herds·man (hûrdzùmNn) n.  An owner or a breeder of livestock. 

here (hîr) adv.  1. At or in this place:  Stop here for a rest.  2. At this time; now:  

We’ll adjourn the meeting here and discuss remaining issues after lunch.  3. At or on 

this point, detail, or item:  Here I must disagree.  4. In the present life or condi-

tion.  5. To this place; hither:  Come here, please.   —  adj.  1. Used for emphasis 

after a demonstrative pronoun:  Which word? This one here.  2. Used for emphasis 

after a noun modified by a demonstrative pronoun:  this word here.  3. Non-Stan-

dard. Used for emphasis between a demonstrative pronoun and a noun:  this here 

word.   —  interj.  Used to respond to a roll call, attract attention, command an 

animal, or rebuke, admonish, or concur.   —  n.  1. This place: “It would be diffi-

cult from here, with the certainty of armed gunmen inside, to bring him out alive” 

(Howard Kaplan).  2. The present time or state:  We are living in the here and can 

only speculate about the hereafter.   —idiom. neither here nor there. Unim-

portant and irrelevant.  [Middle English, from Old English hKr. See ko- in Appen-

dix.]

He·re (hîrùK) n.  Greek Mythology. Variant of Hera. 
here·a·bout (hîrùN-boutÙ) also here·a·bouts (-boutsÙ) adv.  In this general 

vicinity; around here. 

here·af·ter (hîr-4fùtNr) adv.  1. Immediately following this in time, order, or 

place; after this.  2. In a future time or state:  hope to win salvation hereafter.   —  
n.  The afterlife:  belief in a hereafter. 

here·by (hîr-bXù) adv.  By virtue of this act, decree, bulletin, or document; by 

this means. 



He·re·dia (7-r7-dyäù, H-rHùthyä), José Maria de. 1842-1905.  Cuban-born 

French poet and translator. A leading Parnassian, he is known for his sonnets, 

published in Les Trophées (1893). 

her·e·dit·a·ment (hHrÙV-dVtùN-mNnt) n.  Law. Property that can be inherited.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin hKrKdit7mentum, from Late Latin 

hKrKdit7re, to inherit, from Latin hKrKs, hKrKd-, heir. See ghK- in Appendix.]

he·red·i·tar·i·an (hN-rHdÙV-târùK-Nn) n.  One who supports hereditarianism.   
—  adj.  Relating to or based on hereditarianism. 

he·red·i·tar·i·an·ism (hN-rHdÙV-târùK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  The doctrine or school 

that regards heredity as the primary factor in determining intelligence and behav-

ior independent of environmental influences. 

he·red·i·tar·y (hN-rHdùV-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Law. a. Descending from an ancestor to 

a legal heir; passing down by inheritance.  b. Having title or possession through 

inheritance.   2. Transmitted or capable of being transmitted genetically from 

parent to offspring:  a hereditary disease.  3. a. Appearing in or characteristic of 

successive generations.  b. Derived from or fostered by one’s ancestors:  a heredi-

tary prejudice.   4. Ancestral; traditional:  their hereditary home.  See Synonyms at 

innate.  5. Of or relating to heredity or inheritance.  [Middle English, from 

Latin hKrKdit7rius, from hKrKdit7s, inheritance. See HEREDITY.] —he·redÙi·tarùi·ly 
(-târùN-lK) adv.  —he·redùi·tarÙi·ness n. 

he·red·i·tist (hN-rHdùV-tVst) n.  A hereditarian. 

he·red·i·ty (hN-rHdùV-tK) n.  pl. he·red·i·ties. 1. The genetic transmission of 

characteristics from parent to offspring.  2. The sum of characteristics and asso-

ciated potentialities transmitted genetically to an individual organism.  [French 

hérédité, from Old French heredite, inheritance, from Latin hKrKdit7s, from hKrKs, 

hKrKd-, heir. See ghK- in Appendix.]

Here·ford1 (hûrùfNrd)  A city of northwest Texas in the Panhandle southwest of 

Amarillo. It is a processing center in a farming and cattle-raising area. Population, 

15,853. 

Here·ford2 (hûrùfNrd, hHrùN-fNrd) n.  Any of a breed of beef cattle developed in 

England and having a reddish coat with white markings.  [After Hereford, a 

former county of western England.]

here·in (hîr-Vnù) adv.  In or into this. 

here·in·af·ter (hîrÙVn-4fùtNr) adv.  In a following part of this document, state-

ment, or book. 

here·in·be·fore (hîrÙVn-bV-fôrù, -forù) adv.  In a preceding part of this docu-

ment, statement, or book. 

here·in·to (hîr-Vnùtu) adv.  Into this matter, circumstance, situation, or place. 

here·of (hîr-ƒvù, -mvù) adv.  Of this. 

here·on (hîr-mnù, -ônù) adv.  On this; hereupon. 



He·re·ro (hN-rârùo, hHrùN-roÙ) n.  pl. Herero or He·re·ros. 1. A member of a 

pastoral people inhabiting Namibia and Botswana.  2. The Bantu language of this 

people. 

he·re·si·arch (hN-rKùzK-ärkÙ, hHrùV-sK-) n.  One who originates or is the chief 

proponent of a heresy or heretical movement.  [Late Latin haeresiarcha, from Late 

Greek hairesiarkhKs : Greek hairesis, sect; see HERESY + Greek -arkhKs, -arch.]

her·e·sy (hHrùV-sK) n.  pl. her·e·sies. 1. a. An opinion or a doctrine at variance 

with established religious beliefs, especially dissension from or denial of Roman 

Catholic dogma by a professed believer or baptized church member.  

b. Adherence to such dissenting opinion or doctrine.   2. a. A controversial or 

unorthodox opinion or doctrine, as in politics, philosophy, or science.  

b. Adherence to such controversial or unorthodox opinion.   [Middle English 

heresie, from Old French, from Late Latin haeresis, from Late Greek hairesis, from 

Greek, a choosing, faction, from hairKisthai, to choose, middle voice of hairein, to 

take.]

her·e·tic (hHrùV-tVk) n.  A person who holds controversial opinions, especially 

one who publicly dissents from the officially accepted dogma of the Roman Cath-

olic Church.   —  adj.  Heretical.  [Middle English heretik, from Old French heret-

ique, from Late Latin haereticus, from Greek hairetikos, able to choose, factious, 

from hairetos, chosen, from hairKisthai, to choose. See HERESY.]

he·ret·i·cal (hN-rHtùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to heresy or heretics.  

2. Characterized by, revealing, or approaching departure from established beliefs 

or standards.   —he·retùi·cal·ly adv.  —he·retùi·cal·ness n. 

here·to (hîr-tuù) adv.  To this document, matter, or proposition. 

here·to·fore (hîrùtN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) adv.  Up to the present time; before this; previ-

ously.  [Middle English  : here, here; see HERE + tofore, previously (from Old 

English toforan : to, to; see to + foran, before from fore); see FORE.]

here·un·to (hîr-ƒnùtu) adv.  Hereto. 

here·up·on (hîrùN-pmnÙ, -pônÙ) adv.  1. Immediately after this.  2. At or on 

this. 

here·with (hîr-wVthù, -wVthù) adv.  1. Along with this.  2. By this means; hereby. 

Her·ford (hHrùfôrtÙ)  A city of northeast Germany east-northeast of Münster. It 

is a manufacturing center. Population, 59,941. 

Her·ges·hei·mer (hûrùgNs-hXÙmNr), Joseph. 1880-1954.  American writer 

whose popular novels of manners include The Three Black Pennys (1917) and Java 

Head (1919). 

her·i·ot (hHrùK-Nt) n.  A tribute or service rendered to a feudal lord on the death 

of a tenant.  [Middle English, from Old English heregeatu : here, army; see koro- 
in Appendix + geatwe, equipment, arms.]

her·i·ta·ble (hHrùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being passed from one generation 

to the next; hereditary.  2. Capable of inheriting or taking by inheritance.  [Mid-



dle English, from Old French, from heriter, to inherit. See HERITAGE.] 
—herÙi·ta·bilùi·ty n.  —herùi·ta·bly adv. 

her·i·tage (hHrùV-tVj) n.  1. Property that is or can be inherited; an inheritance.  

2. Something that is passed down from preceding generations; a tradition.  

3. The status acquired by a person through birth; a birthright:  a heritage of afflu-

ence and social position.  [Middle English, from Old French, from eritier, heir, 

from Medieval Latin hKrKdit7rius, from Latin, inherited. See HEREDITARY.]

SYNONYMS: heritage, inheritance, legacy, tradition. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “something immaterial, such as a custom, that is passed

from one generation to another”: a heritage of moral uprightness; an inheritance

of knowledge from the past; a legacy of philosophical thought; the tradition of no-

blesse oblige.

her·i·tor (hHrùV-tNr) n.  An inheritor.  [Alteration of Middle English heriter, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin hKrKdit7rius. See HEREDITARY.]

He·riz (hîrùKz, -Ks) n.  A strong, finely woven Persian rug that has patterns of 

flowers, garlands, and trees.  [Alteration of Heris, a town of Iran.]

Her·ki·mer (hûrùkN-mNr), Nicholas. 1728-1777.  American Revolutionary gen-

eral who led reinforcements toward the beseiged Fort Stanwix, New York (1777), 

but was ambushed and mortally wounded in the ensuing fight. 

herk·y-jerk·y (hûrùkK-jûrùkK) adj.  Spasmodic, irregular, and unpredictable, as 

in movement or manner.  [Reduplication of JERKY
1.]

herl (hûrl) n.  1. The barb of a feather used in trimming an artificial fly for 

angling.  2. A fishing fly made with this type of barb.  [Middle English herle, a 

strand or twist of hair.]

her·ma (hûrùmN) also herm (hûrm) n.  A bust, usually one of Hermes mounted 

on a square stone post.  [Latin hermKs, herma, from Greek hermKs, from HermKs, 

Hermes.]

Her·man (hûrùmNn), Woodrow Charles. Known as “Woody.” 1913-1987.  

American jazz musician and bandleader who for 50 years directed a series of 

young, energetic bands called the “Thundering Herds.” 

her·maph·ro·dism (hNr-m4fùrN-dVzÙNm) n.  Variant of hermaphroditism. 
her·maph·ro·dite (hNr-m4fùrN-dXtÙ) n.  1. One having the reproductive 

organs and many of the secondary sex characteristics of both sexes.  2. Biology. 

An organism, such as an earthworm or a monoclinous plant, having both male 

and female reproductive organs.  3. Something that is a combination of disparate 

or contradictory elements.  [Middle English hermofrodite, from Medieval Latin 

hermofrodXtus, from Latin hermaphrodXtus, from Greek hermaphroditos, Her-

maphroditus, hermaphrodite. See HERMAPHRODITUS.] —her·maphÙro·ditùic (-

dVtùVk) adj.  —her·maphÙro·ditùi·cal·ly adv. 



hermaphrodite brig (hNr-m4fùrN-dXtÙ brVg) n.  Nautical. A two-masted ves-

sel with a square-rigged foremast and a schooner-rigged mainmast. 

hermaphrodite rig (hNr-m4fùrN-dXtÙ rVg) n.  Nautical. See jackass rig. 
her·maph·ro·dit·ism (hNr-m4fùrN-dX-tVzÙNm) also her·maph·ro·dism (-rN-

dVzÙNm) n.  The condition of being a hermaphrodite. 

Her·maph·ro·di·tus (hNr-m4fÙrN-dXùtNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The son of Her-

mes and Aphrodite, who became united in one body with the nymph Salmacis.  

[Greek Hermaphroditos : HermKs, Hermes + AphroditK, Aphrodite.]

her·me·neu·tic (hûrÙmN-nuùtVk, -nyuù-) also her·me·neu·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) 

adj.  Interpretive; explanatory.  [Greek hermKneutikos, from hermKneutKs, inter-

preter, from hermKneuein, to interpret, from hermKneus, interpreter.] 
—herÙme·neuùti·cal·ly adv. 

her·me·neu·tics (hûrÙmN-nuùtVks, -nyuù-) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

The science and methodology of interpretation, especially of scriptural text.   
—herÙme·neuùtist n. 

Her·mes (hûrùmKz) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of commerce, invention, cun-

ning, and theft, who also served as messenger, scribe, and herald for the other 

gods. 

Hermes Tris·me·gis·tus (hûrùmKz trVsÙmN-jVsùtNs, trVzÙ-) n.  Mythology. The 

Egyptian god Thoth, the legendary author of works on alchemy, astrology, and 

magic.  [Medieval Latin HermKs Trismegistus, from Greek HermKs trismegistos : 

HermKs, Hermes + trismegistos (tris, thrice; see trisoctahedron + megistos, 

greatest); see ALMAGEST.]

her·met·ic (hNr-mHtùVk) also her·met·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Completely sealed, 

especially against the escape or entry of air.  2. Impervious to outside interference 

or influence:  the hermetic confines of an isolated life.  3.  Often Hermetic. 

Mythology. a. Of or relating to Hermes Trismegistus or the works ascribed to 

him.  b. Having to do with the occult sciences, especially alchemy; magical.   

[New Latin hermKticus, alchemical, from Medieval Latin HermKs Trismegistus. See 

HERMES TRISMEGISTUS.] —her·metùi·cal·ly adv. 

her·mit (hûrùmVt) n.  1. A person who has withdrawn from society and lives a 

solitary existence; a recluse.  2. A spiced cookie made with molasses, raisins, and 

nuts.  [Middle English heremite, from Old French, from Medieval Latin heremXta, 

from Late Latin erKmXta, from Greek erKmitKs, from erKmia, desert, from erKmos, 

solitary.] —her·mitùic, her·mitùi·cal adj.  —her·mitùi·cal·ly adv. 

her·mit·age (hûrùmV-tVj) n.  1. a. The habitation of a hermit or group of her-

mits.  b. A monastery or an abbey.   2. A place where one can live in seclusion; a 

retreat.  3. The condition or way of life of a hermit.  [Middle English, from Old 

French hermitage, from heremite, hermit. See HERMIT.]

Her·mi·tage (HrÙmV-täzhù) n.  A rich, full-bodied, usually red wine produced in 

southeast France.  [After Tain L’Hermitage, a village of southeast France.]



hermit crab (hûrùmVt kr4b) n.  Any of various crabs belonging to a group 

within the order Decapoda that protect their soft, unarmored abdomens by occu-

pying and carrying about the empty shells of snails or other univalve mollusks. 

hermit thrush (hûrùmVt thrƒsh) n.  A North American bird (Catharus gutta-

tus) having brownish plumage, a spotted breast, a reddish tail, and a distinctive 

melodious song. 

Her·mon (hûrùmNn), Mount. The highest peak, 2,815.8 m (9,232 ft), of the 

Anti-Lebanon Range on the Syria-Lebanon border. It was sacred to the worship-

ers of Baal and is considered the traditional site of Jesus’s transfiguration. 

Her·mo·sa Beach (hNr-moùsN bKch)  A city of southern California on the 

Pacific Ocean south-southwest of Los Angeles. It is a resort and residential sub-

urb. Population, 18,219. 

Her·mo·sil·lo (HrÙ-mô-sKùô)  A city of northwest Mexico near the Gulf of Cali-

fornia west of Chihuahua. Established c. 1700, it is a trade center in an agricul-

tural and mining area. Population, 297,175. 

hern (hûrn) n.  A heron.  [Variant of HERON.]

Hern·don (hûrnùdNn), William Henry. 1818-1891.  American lawyer who 

published a popular but unreliable biography of his onetime law partner Abra-

ham Lincoln. 

Her·ne (hHrùnN)  A city of west-central Germany in the Ruhr district east-north-

east of Essen. It is an industrial center in a mining area. Population, 173,226. 

Herne (hûrn), James A. 1839-1901.  American playwright noted for his realis-

tic works, especially Margaret Fleming (1890). 

her·ni·a (hûrùnK-N) n.  pl. her·ni·as or her·ni·ae (-nK-KÙ). The protrusion of an 

organ or other bodily structure through the wall that normally contains it; a rup-

ture.  [Middle English, from Latin. See gherN- in Appendix.] —herùni·al adj. 

her·ni·ate (hûrùnK-7tÙ) v.  intr. her·ni·at·ed, her·ni·at·ing, her·ni·ates. To 

protrude through an abnormal bodily opening.   —herÙni·aùtion n. 

he·ro (hîrùo) n.  pl. he·roes. 1. In mythology and legend, a man, often of divine 

ancestry, who is endowed with great courage and strength, celebrated for his bold 

exploits, and favored by the gods.  2. A person noted for feats of courage or 

nobility of purpose, especially one who has risked or sacrificed his or her life:  sol-

diers and nurses who were heroes in an unpopular war.  3. A person noted for spe-

cial achievement in a particular field:  the heroes of medicine.  See Synonyms at 

celebrity.  4. The principal male character in a novel, poem, or dramatic presen-

tation.  See Usage Note at heroine.  5.  See submarine (n., sense 2). See 

Regional note at submarine.  [Probably alteration of Latin hKros, from Greek. 

See ser-1 in Appendix.]

He·ro1 (hîrùo) n.  Greek Mythology. A priestess of Aphrodite beloved by Leander. 



He·ro2 (hKùro, hîrùo)  or He·ron (hKùrmnÙ), First century A.D.  Alexandrian scien-

tist who invented many water-driven and steam-driven machines and devised a 

formula for determining the area of a triangle. 

Her·od (hHrùNd), Known as “the Great.” 73?-4 B.C.  King of Judea (40-4) who, 

according to the New Testament, attempted to kill the infant Jesus by ordering the 

death of all children under the age of two in Bethlehem. 

Herod An·ti·pas (hHrùNd 4nùtV-p4sÙ, -pNs), Died c. A.D. 40.  Ruler of Judea and 

tetrarch in Galilee (4 B.C.-A.D. 40). His marriage to his niece Herodias was 

denounced by John the Baptist, who was beheaded at the urging of Salome, the 

daughter of Herod and Herodias. It was to Herod Antipas that Pontius Pilate sent 

Jesus for judgment. 

He·ro·di·as (hV-roùdK-Ns), Died c. A.D. 39.  The niece and second wife of Herod 

Antipas and the mother of Salome. 

He·rod·o·tus (hV-rmdùN-tNs), Known as “the Father of History.” Fifth century 

B.C.  Greek historian whose writings, chiefly concerning the Persian Wars, are the 

earliest known examples of narrative history. 

he·ro·ic (hV-roùVk) adj.  also he·ro·i·cal (-V-kNl) 1. Of, relating to, or resembling 

the heroes of literature, legend, or myth.  2. Having, displaying, or characteristic 

of the qualities appropriate to a hero; courageous:  heroic deeds.  3. a. Impressive 

in size or scope; grand:  heroic undertakings.  b. Of a size or scale that is larger 

than life:  heroic sculpture.    —  n.  1. A line of heroic verse.  2. heroics. Melo-

dramatic behavior or language: “We trust the House... will come up with answers 

without all the political heroics” (Atlanta Constitution).   —he·roùi·cal·ly adv.  

—he·roùi·cal·ness n. 

heroic couplet (hV-roùVk kƒpùlVt) n.  A verse unit consisting of two rhymed 

lines in iambic pentameter. 

heroic drama (hV-roùVk dräùmN) n.  Restoration tragedy or tragicomedy com-

posed in heroic couplets and generally characterized by exotic settings, bombastic 

rhetoric, and exaggerated characterization. 

heroic meter (hV-roùVk mKùtNr) n.  See heroic verse. 
heroic quatrain (hV-roùVk kwmtùr7nÙ) n.  See elegiac stanza. 
heroic stanza (hV-roùVk st4nùzN) n.  A four-line stanza consisting of two heroic 

couplets. 

heroic verse (hV-roùVk vûrs) n.  One of several verse forms traditionally used in 

epic and dramatic poetry, especially: a. The dactylic hexameter in Greek and 

Latin.  b. The iambic pentameter in English.  c. The alexandrine in French.  Also 

called heroic meter  

her·o·in (hHrùo-Vn) n.  A white, odorless, bitter crystalline compound, 

C17H17NO(C2H3O2)2, that is derived from morphine and is a highly addictive 

narcotic.  Also called diacetylmorphine [German, originally a trademark.]



her·o·ine (hHrùo-Vn) n.  1. A woman noted for courage and daring action.  2. A 

woman noted for special achievement in a particular field.  3. The principal 

female character in a novel, poem, or dramatic presentation.  [Latin hKroXnK, 

hKroXna, from Greek hKroinK, feminine of hKros, hero. See HERO.]

USAGE NOTE: The word hero should no longer be regarded as restricted to

men in the sense “a person noted for courageous action,” though heroine is always

restricted to women. The distinction between heroine and hero is still useful, how-

ever, in referring to the principal character of a fictional work, inasmuch as the

virtues and qualities that become a traditional literary heroine like Elizabeth Ben-

net or Isabel Archer are generally quite different from those that become a tradi-

tional literary hero like Tom Jones or Huckleberry Finn.

her·o·in·ism (hHrùo-V-nVzÙNm) n.  Addiction to heroin. 

her·o·ism (hHrùo-VzÙNm) n.  1. Heroic conduct or behavior.  2. Heroic charac-

teristics or qualities; courage. 

her·on (hHrùNn) n.  Any of various wading birds of the family Ardeidae, having a 

long neck, long legs, a long pointed bill, and usually white, gray, or bluish-gray 

plumage.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

He·ron (hKùrmnÙ)  See Hero2. 
her·on·ry (hHrùNn-rK) n.  pl. her·on·ries. A place where herons nest and breed. 

hero worship (hîrùo wûrùshVp) n.  Intense or excessive admiration for a hero 

or a person regarded as a hero. 

he·ro-wor·ship (hîrùo-wûrÙshVp) v.  tr. he·ro-wor·shiped or he·ro-
wor·shipped, he·ro-wor·ship·ing or he·ro-wor·ship·ping, he·ro-
wor·ships or he·ro-wor·ships. 1. To revere as an ideal.  2. To adulate.   
—heùro-worÙship·er n. 

her·pes (hûrùpKz) n.  Any of several viral diseases causing the eruption of small 

blisterlike vesicles on the skin or mucous membranes, especially herpes simplex 

or herpes zoster.  [Middle English, from Latin herpKs, from Greek, from herpein, 

to creep.] —her·petùic (hNr-pHtùVk) adj. 

herpes la·bi·a·lis (hûrùpKz l7ÙbK-7ùlVs) n.  See cold sore.  [New Latin herpKs 

labi7lis : Latin herpKs, herpes + Medieval Latin labi7lis, of the lip.]

herpes sim·plex (hûrùpKz sVmùplHksÙ) n.  1. A recurrent viral disease caused 

by the herpes simplex virus, type one, and marked by the eruption of fluid-con-

taining vesicles on the mouth, lips, or face.  2. A recurrent viral disease caused by 

the herpes simplex virus, type two, and marked by the eruption of fluid-contain-

ing vesicles on the genitals.  [New Latin herpKs simplex : Latin herpKs, herpes + 

Latin simplex, simple.]

her·pes·vi·rus (hûrùpKz-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. her·pes·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of 

DNA-containing animal viruses that form characteristic inclusion bodies within 



the nuclei of host cells and cause diseases such as chickenpox, infectious mono-

nucleosis, herpes simplex, and shingles. 

herpes zos·ter (hûrùpKz zmsùtNr, zoùstNr) n.  See shingles.  [New Latin herpKs 

zostKr : Latin herpKs, herpes + Greek zostKr, girdle.]

her·pe·tol·o·gy (hûrÙpV-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of zoology that deals with 

reptiles and amphibians.  [Greek herpeton, reptile (from herpein, to creep) + -

LOGY.] —herÙpe·to·logùic (-tN-lmjùVk), herÙpe·to·logùi·cal adj.  

—herÙpe·to·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —herÙpe·tolùo·gist n. 

Herr (hHr) n.  pl. Her·ren (hHrùNn). Abbr. Hr. Used as a courtesy title in a Ger-

man-speaking area, prefixed to the surname or professional title of a man.  [Ger-

man, from Middle High German hKrre, from Old High German hKrro, lord, 

master, alteration of hKriro, older, more venerable, comparative of hKr, proud, 

holy, splendid, noble.]

Her·ren·volk (hHrùNn-fokÙ, -fôlkÙ) n.  A master race.  [German  : Herren, geni-

tive pl. of Herr, master; see HERR + Volk, people, nation; see VOLKSLIED.]

Her·rick (hHrùVk), Robert. 1591-1674.  English lyric poet whose sensuous, sim-

ple works, such as “Delight in Disorder” (1648), are marked by his affinity for 

Latin verse and the influence of Ben Jonson. He is considered the greatest Cava-

lier poet. 

her·ring (hHrùVng) n.  pl. herring or her·rings. Any of various fishes of the 

family Clupeidae, especially a commercially important food fish (Clupea haren-

gus) of Atlantic and Pacific waters.  [Middle English hering, from Old English 

h<ring.]

her·ring·bone (hHrùVng-bonÙ) n.  1. a. A pattern consisting of rows of short, 

slanted parallel lines with the direction of the slant alternating row by row and 

used in masonry, parquetry, embroidery, and weaving.  b. A twilled fabric woven 

in this pattern.   2. Sports. A method of climbing a ski slope with the tips of the 

skis pointed outward.   —  v.  her·ring·boned, her·ring·bon·ing, 
her·ring·bones.  —  v.  tr. To arrange or decorate with a herringbone pattern.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To produce a herringbone pattern.  2. Sports. To ascend a ski slope 

with the ski tips pointed outward. 

herring gull (hHrùVng gƒl) n.  A common seagull (Larus argentatus) of the 

Northern Hemisphere having gray and white plumage with black wing tips. 

Her·ri·ot (H-rK-où), Édouard. 1872-1957.  French politician. A leader of the 

Radical Socialist Party, he served as premier (1924-1925, 1926, and 1932) and was 

president of the national assembly (1947-1954). 

hers (hûrz) pron.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Used to indicate the one or ones 

belonging to her:  If you can’t find your hat, take hers.  [Middle English hires, hirs : 

hire, her; see HER + -es, possessive suff.; see -’S1.]

Her·schel (hûrùshNl)  Family of British astronomers, including Sir William 
Herschel (1738-1822), who discovered Uranus (1781), was astronomer to 



George III, and cataloged more than 800 double stars and 2,500 nebulae. His sis-

ter Caroline Herschel (1750-1848) assisted in his work and published a star cat-

alog. His son Sir John Frederick William Herschel (1792-1871) augmented 

William’s work with the discovery of 525 nebulae and conducted notable research 

on light, photography, and astrophysics. 

her·self (hûr-sHlfù) pron.  1. That one identical with her: a. Used reflexively as 

the direct or indirect object of a verb or as the object of a preposition:  She bought 

herself a new car. She sculpted a likeness of herself.  b. Used for emphasis:  She her-

self was certain of the facts.  c. Used in an absolute construction:  In office herself, 

she helped him get a job.   2. Her normal or healthy condition or state:  She’s feeling 

herself again.  [Middle English hire self, from Old English hire selfre, dative of hKo 

self : hKo, she; see SHE + self, self; see SELF.]

Her·shey (hûrùshK), Alfred Day. Born 1908.  American biologist. He shared a 

1969 Nobel Prize for investigating the mechanism of viral infection in living cells. 

Her·shey (hûrùshK), Lewis Blaine. 1893-1977.  American general who 

directed the Selective Service System (1941-1970). 

Her·shey (hûrùshK), Milton Snavely. 1857-1945.  American industrialist and 

philanthropist who founded the Hershey Chocolate Company (1903) and estab-

lished the town of Hershey (1909) near Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

Her·sko·vits (hûrùskN-vVtsÙ), Melville Jean. 1895-1963.  American anthropol-

ogist who organized at Northwestern University the first American program in 

African studies (1951). 

her·sto·ry (hûrùstN-rK) n.  pl. her·sto·ries. 1. The experiences and accomplish-

ments of women, especially as seen in a historical context: “the rest is the stuff of 

an unlikely... herstory” (Washington Post).  2. The composite of experiences mak-

ing up a woman’s life: “the truncated herstory of three black female students” (Los 

Angeles Times). 

Her·ten (hHrùtn)  A city of west-central Germany north of Essen. It is an indus-

trial center in a mining area. Population, 68,423. 

Her·ter (hûrùtNr), Christian Archibald. 1895-1966.  American politician who 

was governor of Massachusetts (1953-1957) and U.S. secretary of state (1959-

1961). 

hertz (hûrts) n.  pl. hertz. Abbr. Hz A unit of frequency equal to one cycle per 

second.  See Table at measurement.  [After Heinrich Rudolf HERTZ.]

Hertz (hûrts, hHrts), Gustav Ludwig. 1887-1975.  German physicist. He shared 

a 1925 Nobel Prize for discovering the laws that describe the impact of electrons 

upon atoms. 

Hertz (hûrts, hHrts), Heinrich Rudolf. 1857-1894.  German physicist who was 

the first to produce radio waves artificially. 



Hertz·i·an wave (hûrtùsK-Nn w7v, hHrtù-) n.  An electromagnetic wave, usually 

of radio frequency, produced by the oscillation of electricity in a conductor.  

[After Heinrich Rudolf HERTZ.]

Hert·zog (hûrtùsmgÙ, -sôgÙ, hHrùtsôKH), James Barry Munnik. 1866-1942.  

South African general and politician. A leader in the Boer War (1899-1902), he 

formed the Afrikaner Nationalist Party (1914) to oppose the country’s coopera-

tion with Great Britain. As prime minister (1924-1939) he sought greater national 

independence and instituted apartheid policies. 

Hertz·sprung-Rus·sell diagram (hHrtsÙsprƒng-rƒsùNl dXùN-gr4mÙ, -

sprtng-) n.  A graph of the absolute magnitude of stars plotted against their sur-

face temperature or color, used in the study of stellar evolution.  [After Ejnar 

Hertzsprung (1873-1967), Danish astronomer, and Henry Norris RUSSELL.]

Herz·berg (hûrtsùbûrgÙ), Gerhard. Born 1904.  German-born Canadian phys-

icist. He won a 1971 Nobel Prize for chemistry for his contributions to the under-

standing of the electronic structure and geometry of molecules. 

Her·ze·go·vi·na (hHrtÙsN-go-vKùnN, hûrtÙ-)  A region comprising the southern 

part of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Largely independent after the 10th century, it was 

conquered by Bosnia in the 14th century and by Turkey in the 15th century, since 

which time it has frequently been joined administratively with Bosnia. Bosnia 

and Herzegovina were united to form a constituent republic of Yugoslavia from 

1946 to 1991.   —HerÙze·go·viùni·an adj.  & n. 

Her·zl (hHrtùsNl), Theodor. 1860-1904.  Hungarian-born Austrian founder of 

Zionism. As a correspondent during the Alfred Dreyfus affair, he determined that 

the solution to anti-Semitism was the establishment of a Jewish national state. He 

founded the Zionist World Congress in 1897. 

he’s (hKz)  1. He is:  He’s going to school today.  2. He has:  He’s already been to the 

museum. 

Hesh·van also Hesh·wan (KHHshùvNn, -vän) n.  The second month of the year 

in the Jewish calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Hebrew Ue≥w7n, short for 

marUe≥w7n, October/November, from Akkadian araTsamnu.]

He·si·od (hKùsK-Nd, hHsùK-), fl. eighth century B.C.  Greek poet. The major epics 

ascribed to him are Works and Days, a valuable account of ancient rural life, and 

Theogony, a description of the gods and the beginning of the world. 

hes·i·tan·cy (hHzùV-tNn-sK) n.  pl. hes·i·tan·cies. 1. The state or quality of 

being hesitant.  2. An instance of hesitating. 

hes·i·tant (hHzùV-tNnt) adj.  Inclined or tending to hesitate.   —hesùi·tant·ly 
adv. 

hes·i·tate (hHzùV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. hes·i·tat·ed, hes·i·tat·ing, hes·i·tates. 
1. a. To be slow to act, speak, or decide.  b. To pause in uncertainty; waver.   2. To 

be reluctant.  3. To speak haltingly; falter.  [Latin haesit7re, haesit7t-, to hesitate, 

frequentative of haerKre, to hold fast.] —hesùi·tatÙer n.  —hesùi·tatÙing·ly adv.  



SYNONYMS: hesitate, vacillate, waver, falter. These verbs mean to be uncertain,

irresolute, or indecisive. To hesitate is to hold back or pause because of doubt or

uncertainty, as about what to do or say: “A President either is constantly on top of

events or, if he hesitates, events will soon be on top of him” (Harry S Truman). Vac-

illate implies going back and forth between alternative, usually conflicting courses

without making a final decision: She vacillated so long about attending the concert

that when she decided to go, the tickets were sold out. Waver suggests a delay in tak-

ing action once a choice has been made, as if the decision were being reconsidered:

After much wavering he finally gave his permission. To falter is to be unsteady in

resolution or action, as from fear or loss of courage: The performer faltered in the

middle of the show. The marine never faltered in his duty.

hes·i·ta·tion (hHzÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of hesitating.  2. The 

state of being hesitant.  3. A pause or faltering in speech. 

Hes·pe·ri·an (hH-spîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the west.  [From Latin Hespe-

rius, from Greek hesperios, from hesperos, evening. See wes-pero- in Appendix.]

Hes·per·i·des (hH-spHrùV-dKzÙ) pl.n.  Greek Mythology. 1. The nymphs who 

together with a dragon watch over a garden in which golden apples grow.  

2. (used with a sing. verb). A garden, situated at the western end of the earth, in 

which golden apples grow.  [Latin, from Greek, pl. of hesperis feminine of hespe-

rios, of the evening, western.] —HesÙper·idùi·an, HesÙper·idùe·an (hHsÙpN-

rVdùK-Nn)  adj. 

hes·per·id·i·a (hHsÙpN-rVdùK-N) n.  Plural of hesperidium. 
hes·per·i·din (hH-spHrùV-dVn) n.  A white or colorless crystalline compound, 

C28H34O15, occurring in citrus fruit.  [HESPERID(IUM) + -IN.]

hes·per·id·i·um (hHsÙpN-rVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. hes·per·id·i·a (-K-N). A berry having 

a thickened, leathery rind and juicy pulp divided into segments, as an orange or 

other citrus fruit.  [New Latin, from HESPERIDES, land where golden apples grow.]

Hes·per·us (hHsùpNr-Ns) n.  The planet Venus in its appearance as the evening 

star.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek hesperos. See HESPERIAN.]

Hess (hHs), Dame Myra. 1890-1965.  British pianist who organized daily lunch-

time concerts at the National Gallery in London during World War II. 

Hess (hHs), Victor Franz. 1883-1964.  Austrian-born American physicist. He 

shared a 1936 Nobel Prize for his discovery of cosmic radiation. 

Hess (hHs), (Walter Richard) Rudolf. 1894-1987.  German Nazi leader. When 

Hitler became chancellor (1933), he named Hess as deputy führer and later 

(1939) as second in succession to the Nazi leadership. In May 1941 Hess was cap-

tured in Scotland, where he had flown apparently in a bid to start peace talks with 

Britain. At the Nuremburg trials (1946) he was sentenced to life imprisonment in 

Spandau Prison, Berlin, for war crimes. 



Hess (hHs), Walter Rudolf. 1881-1973.  Swiss physiologist. He shared a 1949 

Nobel Prize for his research on the brain’s control of the body. 

Hesse (hHs)  A region and former grand duchy of west-central Germany. In 

medieval times the territory was expanded west to the Rhine River and south to 

the Main River, but after 1567 it was divided into four separate regions ruled by 

various branches of the Hesse family. 

Hes·se (hHsùN), Hermann. 1877-1962.  German-born Swiss writer whose works, 

including Siddhartha (1922) and Steppenwolf (1927), concern the duality of 

human existence and the alienation of the artist. He won the 1946 Nobel Prize for 

literature. 

Hes·sian (hHshùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Hesse or its inhabitants.   —  n.  1. A 

native or inhabitant of Hesse.  2. A German mercenary in the British army in 

America during the Revolutionary War.  3. A mercenary soldier. 

Hessian boot (hHshùNn but) n.  A man’s high, tasseled boot introduced into 

England by Hessians in the 19th century. 

Hessian fly (hHshùNn flX) n.  A small fly (Mayetiola destructor) having larvae 

that infest and destroy wheat and other grain plants. 

hes·so·nite (hHsùN-nXtÙ) n.  Variant of essonite. 
hest (hHst) n.  Archaic. Command; behest.  [Middle English, alteration of hes, 

from Old English h<s. See kei-2 in Appendix.]

Hes·ti·a (hHsùtK-N) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of the hearth, daughter of 

Cronus and Rhea. 

he·tae·ra (hV-tîrùN) also he·tai·ra (-tXrùN) n.  pl. he·tae·rae (-tîrùK)  or 

he·tae·ras also he·tai·rai (-tXrùXÙ)  or he·tai·ras. An ancient Greek courtesan or 

concubine, especially one of a special class of cultivated female companions.  

[Greek hetaira, from hetairos, companion. See s(w)e- in Appendix.] 
—he·taeùric adj. 

heter- pref.  Variant of hetero-. 
het·er·o (hHtùN-roÙ) n.  pl. het·er·os. Informal. A heterosexual person.   
—hetùer·o adj. 

hetero-  or heter- pref.  1. Other; different:  heterochromatic.  2. Containing 

different kinds of atoms:  heterocyclic.  [Greek, from heteros, other. See sem-1 in 

Appendix.]

het·er·o·at·om (hHtùN-ro-4tÙNm) n.  An atom other than carbon in the struc-

ture of a heterocyclic compound. 

het·er·o·car·py (hHtùN-ro-kärÙpK) n.  Production of more than one kind of 

fruit.   —hetÙer·o·carùpous (-kärùpNs) adj. 

het·er·o·cer·cal (hHtÙN-ro-sûrùkNl) adj.  Relating to, having, or being a tail fin 

in which the upper lobe is larger than the lower and the vertebral column extends 

into the upper lobe, as in sharks.  [HETERO- + Greek kerkos, tail + -AL
1.]



het·er·o·chro·mat·ic (hHtÙN-ro-kro-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of or characterized by 

different colors; varicolored.  2. Consisting of different wavelengths or frequen-

cies.  3. Of or relating to heterochromatin.   —hetÙer·o·chroùma·tism (-

kroùmN-tVzÙNm) n. 

het·er·o·chro·ma·tin (hHtÙN-ro-kroùmN-tVn) n.  Tightly coiled chromosomal 

material that stains deeply during interphase and is believed to be genetically 

inactive. 

het·er·o·chro·mo·some (hHtÙN-ro-kroùmN-somÙ) n.  1. A chromosome 

composed primarily of heterochromatin.  2. A sex chromosome. 

het·er·o·cy·clic (hHtÙN-ro-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj.  Containing more than one kind 

of atom joined in a ring.   —hetùer·o·cyÙcle (-sXÙkNl) n.  —hetÙer·o·cyùclic n. 

het·er·o·cyst (hHtùNr-N-sVstÙ) n.  A large, thick-walled, transparent cell that 

occurs at intervals along the filaments of certain cyanobacteria. 

het·er·o·dox (hHtùNr-N-dmksÙ) adj.  1. Not in agreement with accepted beliefs, 

especially in church doctrine or dogma.  2. Holding unorthodox opinions.  

[Greek heterodoxos : hetero-, hetero- + doxa, opinion (from dokein, to think); see 

dek- in Appendix.]

het·er·o·dox·y (hHtùNr-N-dmkÙsK) n.  pl. het·er·o·dox·ies. 1. The condition or 

quality of being heterodox.  2. A heterodox opinion or doctrine. 

het·er·o·dyne (hHtùNr-N-dXnÙ) adj.  Having alternating currents of two differ-

ent frequencies that are combined to produce two new frequencies, the sum and 

difference of the original frequencies, either of which may be used in radio or 

television receivers by proper tuning or filtering.   —  v.  tr. het·er·o·dyned, 
het·er·o·dyn·ing, het·er·o·dynes. To combine (a radio-frequency wave) with 

a locally generated wave of different frequency in order to produce a new fre-

quency equal to the sum or difference of the two.  [HETERO- + -dyne, power, fre-

quency (from Greek dunamis, power); see DYNE.]

het·er·oe·cious (hHtÙN-rKùshNs) adj.  Spending different stages of a life cycle on 

different, usually unrelated hosts. Used of parasites such as rust fungi and tape-

worms.  [HETERO- + Greek oikia, house; see weik-1 in Appendix + -OUS.] 
—hetÙer·oeùcism (-sVzÙNm) n. 

het·er·o·gam·ete (hHtÙN-ro-g4mùKtÙ, -gN-mKtù) n.  Either of two conjugating 

gametes that differ in structure or behavior, such as the small, motile male sper-

matozoon and the larger, nonmotile female ovum.  Also called anisogamete 

het·er·o·ga·met·ic (hHtÙN-ro-gN-mHtùVk) adj.  1. Producing dissimilar 

gametes, such as those of human males, who produce two types of spermatozoa, 

one bearing the X-chromosome and the other bearing the Y-chromosome.  2. Of 

or relating to heterogametes. 

het·er·og·a·mous (hHtÙN-rmgùN-mNs) adj.  1. Biology. a. Characterized by the 

fusion of unlike gametes in the reproductive process.  b. Characterized by repro-



duction involving the alternation of sexual and parthenogenetic generations.   

2. Botany. Bearing male and female flowers. 

het·er·og·a·my (hHtÙN-rmgùN-mK) n.  1. Alternation of sexual and partheno-

genic generations, as in some aphids.  2. The state or condition in which conju-

gating gametes are dissimilar in structure and size as well as in function.   
—hetÙer·o·gamùic (-ro-g4mùVk) adj. 

het·er·o·ge·ne·i·ty (hHtÙN-roÙjN-nKùV-tK) n.  The quality or state of being het-

erogeneous. 

het·er·o·ge·ne·ous (hHtÙNr-N-jKùnK-Ns, -jKnùyNs) adj.  1.  Also 

het·er·og·e·nous (hHtÙN-rmjùN-nNs). Consisting of dissimilar elements or parts; 

not homogeneous.  See Synonyms at miscellaneous.  2. Completely different; 

incongruous.  [From Medieval Latin heterogeneus, from Greek heterogenKs : het-

ero-, hetero- + genos, kind, race; see genN- in Appendix.] 
—hetÙer·o·geùne·ous·ly adv.  —hetÙer·o·geùne·ous·ness n. 

het·er·og·e·nous1 (hHtÙN-rmjùN-nNs) also het·er·o·gen·ic (-ro-jHnùVk) adj.  

Not arising within the body; derived from another individual or species:  a heter-

ogenous bone transplant.   —hetÙer·ogùe·ny n. 

het·er·og·e·nous2 (hHtÙN-rmjùN-nNs) adj.  Variant of heterogeneous (adj., 

sense 1). 

het·er·og·o·nous (hHtÙN-rmgùN-nNs) adj.  Characterized by the alternation of 

sexual and parthenogenic generations.  [HETERO- + -GON(Y) + -OUS.] 
—hetÙer·ogùo·ny n. 

het·er·o·graft (hHtùN-ro-gr4ftÙ) n.  A type of tissue graft in which the donor 

and recipient are of different species.  Also called xenograft 

het·er·og·y·nous (hHtÙN-rmjùN-nNs) adj.  Having two types of females, one able 

to reproduce sexually, the other infertile, as in ants. 

het·er·o·kar·y·on (hHtÙNr-N-k4rùK-mnÙ, -Nn) n.  A cell having two or more 

genetically different nuclei.  [HETERO- + KARY(O)-.] —hetÙer·o·karÙy·otùic (-

mtùVk) adj. 

het·er·o·lec·i·thal (hHtÙN-ro-lHsùN-thNl) adj.  Embryology. Having the yolk 

unevenly distributed throughout the egg.  [HETERO- + Greek lekithos, egg yolk + -

AL
1.]

het·er·ol·o·gous (hHtÙN-rmlùN-gNs) adj.  1. Derived from a different species:  a 

heterologous graft.  2. Of or relating to cytologic or histological elements not nor-

mally occurring in a designated part of the body.  3. Immunologically related but 

not identical. Used of certain cells and antiserums.  [HETERO- + Greek logos, word, 

relation; see -LOGY + -OUS.] —hetÙer·olùo·gous·ly adv. 

het·er·ol·o·gy (hHtÙN-rmlùN-jK) n.  Lack of correspondence between bodily 

parts, as in structure, arrangement, or development, arising from differences in 

origin. 



het·er·ol·y·sis (hHtÙN-rmlùV-sVs, -N-ro-lXùsVs) n.  pl. het·er·ol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 
1. Biology. Dissolution of cells or protein components in one species by the action 

of lysins or enzymes from another.  2. Chemistry. An organic reaction in which 

the breaking of bonds leads to the formation of ion pairs.   —hetÙer·o·lytùic (-N-

ro-lVtùVk) adj. 

het·er·om·er·ous (hHtÙN-rmmùNr-Ns) adj.  Having unequal or differing parts 

within the same structure or similar structures. 

het·er·o·mor·phic (hHtÙN-ro-môrùfVk) adj.  1. Having different forms at dif-

ferent periods of the life cycle, as in stages of insect metamorphosis.  2. Differing 

from the standard form in size or structure:  heteromorphic chromosome pairs.   
—hetÙer·o·morùphism n. 

het·er·on·o·mous (hHtÙN-rmnùN-mNs) adj.  1. Subject to external or foreign 

laws or domination; not autonomous.  2. Biology. Differing in development or 

manner of specialization, as the dissimilar segments of certain arthropods.  [HET-

ERO- + Greek nomos, law; see -NOMY + -OUS.] —hetÙer·onùo·mous·ly adv. 

het·er·o·nym (hHtùNr-N-nVmÙ) n.  One of two or more words that have identical 

spellings but different meanings and pronunciations, such as row (a series of 

objects arranged in a line), pronounced (ro), and row (a fight), pronounced 

(rou).  [Back-formation from HETERONYMOUS.]

het·er·on·y·mous (hHtÙN-rmnùN-mNs) adj.  1. Being, relating to, or of the 

nature of a heteronym.  2. Being different names or terms but having correspon-

dence or interrelationship, as mother and daughter.  [From Late Greek heteronu-

mos, from Greek, with a different denominator  : Greek hetero-, hetero- + Greek 

onoma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.]

Het·er·o·ou·si·an (hHtÙN-ro-uùsK-Nn, -ouùsK-Nn) also Het·er·ou·si·an 
(hHtÙN-ruù-, -rouù-) n.  A Christian who believes that the substance and nature of 

God the Father and God the Son are different; an Arian.  [From Greek heteroou-

sios, differing in substance  : hetero-, hetero- + ousia, substance, nature; see 

HOMOIOUSIAN.] —HetÙer·o·ouùsi·an, HetÙer·ouùsi·an adj. 

het·er·oph·o·ny (hHtÙN-rmfùN-nK) n.  Music. The simultaneous playing or sing-

ing of a single melody by two or more different instruments or singers.   
—hetÙer·o·phonùic (-Nr-N-fmnùVk) adj. 

het·er·o·phyl·lous (hHtÙN-ro-fVlùNs) adj.  Having dissimilar leaves on one 

plant.   —hetùer·o·phylÙly n. 

het·er·o·phyte (hHtùNr-N-fXtÙ) n.  A plant, such as a parasite or saprophyte, that 

obtains its nourishment from other living or dead organisms.   
—hetÙer·o·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

het·er·o·plas·ty (hHtùNr-N-pl4sÙtK) n.  pl. het·er·o·plas·ties. The surgical 

grafting of tissue obtained from one individual or species to another.   
—hetÙer·o·plasùtic adj. 



het·er·o·ploid (hHtùNr-N-ploidÙ) adj.  Having a chromosome number that is 

not a whole-number multiple of the haploid chromosome number for that spe-

cies.   —hetùer·o·ploidÙ n.  —hetùer·o·ploiÙdy n. 

het·er·op·ter·ous (hHtÙN-rmpùtNr-Ns) adj.  Of or belonging to the hemopterous 

insect suborder Heteroptera, which includes the true bugs, characterized by 

forewings and hind wings that differ from one another. 

het·er·o·sex·ism (hHtÙN-ro-sHkùsVzÙNm) n.  Discrimination or prejudice against 

gay or homosexual people by heterosexual people. 

het·er·o·sex·u·al (hHtÙN-ro-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Sexually oriented to persons 

of the opposite sex.  2. Of or relating to different sexes.   —  n.  A heterosexual 

person.   —hetÙer·o·sexùu·al·ly adv. 

het·er·o·sex·u·al·i·ty (hHtÙN-ro-sHkÙshu-4lùV-tK) n.  1. Sexual orientation to 

persons of the opposite sex.  2. Sexual activity with another of the opposite sex. 

het·er·o·sis (hHtÙN-roùsVs) n.  See hybrid vigor.  [Late Greek heterosis, alter-

ation, alteration of Greek heteroiosis, from heteroioun, to alter, from heteroios, dif-

ferent in kind, from heteros, other. See HETERO-.] —hetÙer·otùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

het·er·o·spo·rous (hHtÙNr-N-spôrùNs, -sporù-, hHtÙN-rmsùpNr-Ns) adj.  Produc-

ing two types of spores differing in size and sex.   —hetùer·o·spoÙry n. 

het·er·o·styled (hHtùNr-N-stXldÙ) adj.  Botany. Having flowers with styles of dif-

fering length, as the primrose.   —hetÙer·o·styùlous adj.  —hetùer·o·styÙly n. 

het·er·o·tax·is (hHtÙN-ro-t4kùsVs) also het·er·o·tax·y (hHtùNr-N-t4kÙsK)  or 

het·er·o·tax·i·a (hHtÙN-ro-t4kùsK-N) n.  pl. het·er·o·tax·es also 

het·er·o·tax·ies  or het·er·o·tax·i·as. Abnormal structural arrangement, as of 

body parts.   —hetÙer·o·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk), hetÙer·o·tacùtous (-t4kùtNs)  adj. 

het·er·o·thal·lic (hHtÙN-ro-th4lùVk) adj.  Producing male and female gametan-

gia in different structures or plants, as in some algae and fungi.   
—hetÙer·o·thalùlism n. 

het·er·o·to·pi·a (hHtÙNr-N-toùpK-N) also het·er·ot·o·py (hHtÙN-rmtùN-pK) n.  

Displacement of an organ or other body part to an abnormal location.   
—hetÙer·o·topùic (-tmpùVk) adj. 

het·er·o·troph (hHtùNr-N-trmfÙ, -trofÙ) n.  An organism that cannot synthesize 

its own food and is dependent on complex organic substances for nutrition.  

[HETERO- + Greek trophos, feeder; see -TROPHY.] —hetÙer·o·troùphic adj.  

—hetÙer·o·troùphi·cal·ly adv.  —hetÙer·otùro·phy (-N-rmtùrN-fK) n. 

het·er·o·typ·ic (hHtÙN-ro-tVpùVk) also het·er·o·typ·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Biology. Of, relating to, or being the reduction division of meiosis.  2. Of a dif-

ferent type or form. 

het·er·o·zy·go·sis (hHtÙN-ro-zX-goùsVs) n.  1. The formation of a zygote by the 

union of genetically different gametes.  2. The condition of being a heterozygote. 

het·er·o·zy·gote (hHtÙN-ro-zXùgotÙ) n.  An organism that has different alleles 

at a particular gene locus on homologous chromosomes. 



het·er·o·zy·gous (hHtÙNr-N-zXùgNs) adj.  1. Having different alleles at one or 

more corresponding chromosomal loci.  2. Of or relating to a heterozygote. 

heth (KHHt, KHHs) n.  The eighth letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew Uêt.]

het·man (hHtùmNn) n.  pl. het·mans. See ataman.  [Ukrainian het’man, from 

Polish hetman, from German dialectal hötmann, hetmann, captain; akin to Ger-

man Hauptmann, from Middle High German houbetman : Old High German 

houbit, head; see kaput- in Appendix + Old High German man, man; see FUGLE-

MAN.]

heu·land·ite (hyuùlNn-dXtÙ) n.  A white, red, or yellow zeolite mineral, 

CaO·Al2O3·6SiO2·5H2O.  [After Henry Heuland, 19th-century British mineralo-

gist.]

heu·ris·tic (hyt-rVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to a usually speculative formula-

tion serving as a guide in the investigation or solution of a problem: “The histo-

rian discovers the past by the judicious use of such a heuristic device as the ‘ideal 

type’” (Karl J. Weintraub).  2. Of, relating to, or constituting an educational 

method in which learning takes place through discoveries that result from investi-

gations made by the student.  3. Computer Science. Relating to or using a prob-

lem-solving technique in which the most appropriate solution of several found by 

alternative methods is selected at successive stages of a program for use in the 

next step of the program.   —  n.  1. A heuristic method or process.  

2. heuristics. (used with a sing. verb). The study and application of heuristic 

methods and processes.  [From Greek heuriskein, to find.] —heu·risùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

He·ve·sy (hHvùN-shK, hHùvH-), Georg von or George Charles de. 1885-1966.  

Hungarian chemist. He won a 1943 Nobel Prize for developing the use of isotopes 

as tracers to investigate chemical processes. 

hew (hyu) v.  hewed, hewn (hyun)  or hewed, hew·ing, hews.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make or shape with or as if with an ax:  hew a path through the underbrush.  

2. To cut down with an ax; fell:  hew an oak.  3. To strike or cut; cleave.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To cut something by repeated blows, as of an ax.  2. To adhere or conform 

strictly; hold:  hew to the line.  [Middle English hewen, from Old English hKawan. 

See kau- in Appendix.] —hewùer n. 

HEW abbr.  Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

Hew·ish (hyuùVsh), Antony. Born 1924.  British astronomer. He shared a 1974 

Nobel Prize in physics for his discovery of pulsars. 

hewn (hyun) v.  A past participle of hew. 
hex1 (hHks) n.  1. An evil spell; a curse.  2. One that brings bad luck.   —  v.  tr. 

hexed, hex·ing, hex·es. 1. To put a hex on.  2. To bring or wish bad luck to: 

“Chilly evening weather and a chain of minor snafus seemed to hex the $5,000-a-

seat gala on Governors Island” (Newsweek).  [Pennsylvania Dutch, from German 



hexen, to hex, from Hexe, witch, from Middle High German hecse, from Old 

High German hagzissa.] —hexùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: The word hex is a good example of the sort of borrowing

into English from other languages that occurred in the English-speaking former

colonies of Great Britain. German and Swiss immigrants who settled in Pennsyl-

vania in the late 17th and 18th centuries spoke a dialect of German known as

Pennsylvania Dutch. In this dialect hexe was the equivalent of the German verb

hexen, “to practice sorcery.” Our verb hex, first recorded in the sense “to practice

witchcraft” in an 1830 work called Annals of Philadelphia, is borrowed from

Pennsylvania Dutch, as is our noun.

hex2 (hHks) adj.  Hexagonal. Used of hardware. 

hex. abbr.  Hexagon; hexagonal. 

hexa-  or hex- pref.  1. Six:  hexagram.  2. Containing six atoms, molecules, or 

groups:  hexose.  [Greek, from hex, six. See s(w)eks in Appendix.]

hex·a·chlo·ro·eth·ane (hHkÙsN-klôrÙo-Hthù7nÙ, -klorÙ-) also 

hex·a·chlor·eth·ane (-klôr-Hthù7nÙ, -klor-) n.  A colorless crystalline com-

pound, Cl3CCCl3, that is used as a camphor substitute and in pyrotechnics, 

explosives, and veterinary medicine. 

hex·a·chlo·ro·phene (hHkÙsN-klôrùN-fKnÙ, -klorù-) n.  An almost odorless 

white powder, (C6HCl3OH)2CH2, used as a disinfectant and as an antibacterial 

agent in soaps.  [HEXA- + CHLORO- + PHEN(OL).]

hex·a·chord (hHkùsN-kôrdÙ) n.  Music. A sequence of six tones with a semitone 

in the middle, the others being whole tones, that was used in medieval music.  

[Medieval Latin hexachordum, from Latin hexachordos, having six strings or stops 

 : Greek hexa-, hexa- + Greek -khordos, string, note (from khordK); see CORD.]

hex·ad (hHkùs4dÙ) n.  A group or series of six.  [Late Latin hexas, hexad-, the 

number six, from Greek, from hex, six. See s(w)eks in Appendix.] —hex·adùic 
(hHk-s4dùVk) adj. 

hex·a·dec·i·mal (hHkÙsN-dHsùN-mNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or based on the 

number 16:  the hexadecimal number system.  2. Of or relating to sixteenths.   —  
n.  A sixteenth. 

hex·a·gon (hHkùsN-gmnÙ) n.  Abbr. hex. A polygon having six sides.  [Latin 

hexagonum, from Greek hexagonon, neuter of hexagonos, having six angles  : 

hexa-, hexa- + -gonos, angled; see -GON.]

hex·ag·o·nal (hHk-s4gùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. hex. 1. Having six sides.  

2. Containing a hexagon or shaped like one.  3. Mineralogy. Having three equal 

axes intersecting at angles of 60˚ in one plane and one axis of variable length that 

is perpendicular to the others.   —hex·agùo·nal·ly adv. 



hex·a·gram (hHkùsN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A six-pointed star formed by extending each 

of the sides of a regular hexagon into equilateral triangles.  2. A figure of six lines 

or sides. 

hex·a·he·dron (hHkÙsN-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. hex·a·he·drons or hex·a·he·dra (-

drN). A polyhedron, such as a cube, that has six faces.  [Greek hexaedron, from 

neuter of hexaedros, having six sides  : hexa-, hexa- + -edron, -hedron.] 
—hexÙa·heùdral (-drNl) adj. 

hex·am·er·ous (hHk-s4mùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having six similar parts or divisions.  

2. Botany. Having flower parts, such as petals, sepals, and stamens, in sets of six.   
—hex·amùer·ism n. 

hex·am·e·ter (hHk-s4mùV-tNr) n.  1. A line of verse consisting of six metrical 

feet.  2. In classical prosody, a line in which the first four feet are either dactylic 

or spondaic, the fifth dactylic, and the sixth spondaic.  [Latin, from Greek hex-

ametros, having six metrical feet  : hexa-, hexa- + metron, meter; see METER
1.] 

—hexÙa·metùric (hHk-sN-mHtùrVk), hexÙa·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj. 

hex·a·meth·yl·ene·tet·ra·mine (hHkÙsN-mHthÙN-lKn-tHtùrN-mKnÙ) n.  See 

methenamine. 
hex·ane (hHkùs7nÙ) n.  A colorless, flammable liquid, C6H14, derived from the 

fractional distillation of petroleum and used as a solvent and as a working fluid in 

low-temperature thermometers. 

hex·a·pod (hHkùsN-pmdÙ) n.  A six-legged arthropod of the class Insecta (for-

merly Hexapoda); an insect.   —  adj.  1. Of or belonging to the class Insecta.  

2. Having six legs or feet.  [From New Latin Hexapoda, class name  : Greek hexa-, 

hexa- + New Latin -poda, -pod.] —hex·apùo·dous (hHk-s4pùN-dNs) adj. 

Hex·a·teuch (hHkùsN-tukÙ, -tyukÙ) n.  Bible. The first six books of the Old 

Testament.  [HEXA- + (PENTA)TEUCH.]

hex·o·san (hHkùsN-s4nÙ) n.  Any of several polysaccharides that have the general 

formula (C6H10O5)n and form a hexose on hydrolysis. 

hex·ose (hHkùsosÙ) n.  Any of various simple sugars, such as glucose and fruc-

tose, that have six carbon atoms per molecule. 

hex sign (hHks sXn) n.  Any of various painted round signs incorporating 

designs, such as stylized stars, rosettes, or wheels, thought to be magical. These 

signs were painted on barns, especially by the Pennsylvania Dutch, to ward off 

misfortune or evil spells. 

hex·yl (hHkùsNl) n.  The hydrocarbon radical, C6H13, having valence 1. 

hex·yl·re·sor·ci·nol (hHkÙsNl-rV-zôrùsN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  A yellowish-white 

crystalline phenol, C6H13C6H3(OH)2, used as an antiseptic and anthelmintic. 

hey (h7) interj.  Used to attract attention or to express surprise, appreciation, 

wonder, or pleasure. 



hey·day (h7ùd7Ù) n.  The period of greatest popularity, success, or power; prime.  

[Perhaps alteration of heyda, exclamation of pleasure, probably alteration of Mid-

dle English hey, hey.]

Hey·er·dahl (h7ùNr-dälÙ, hXù-), Thor. Born 1914.  Norwegian ethnologist and 

explorer who led the Kon Tiki expedition (1947) on a raft across the Pacific 

Ocean from Peru to Tuamotu to demonstrate that Polynesians may be of South 

American origin. In 1970 he crossed the Atlantic Ocean from Morocco to Barba-

dos in a papyrus boat to show that ancient Egyptians might have sailed to Amer-

ica. 

Hey·mans (hXùmNnz, 7-mäNsù), Corneille. 1892-1968.  Belgian physiologist. 

He won a 1938 Nobel Prize for determining the role of the aortic sinus in the reg-

ulation of respiration. 

Hey·rov·sky (h7-rôfùskK), Jaroslav. 1890-1967.  Czechoslovakian chemist. He 

won a 1959 Nobel Prize for the development of polarography. 

Hey·se (hXùzN), Paul Johann Ludwig von. 1830-1914.  German writer noted 

for his novellas, including The Fury (1855), and novels, such as Children of the 

World (1873). He won the 1910 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Hey·ward (h7ùwNrd), (Edwin) DuBose. 1885-1940.  American writer whose 

novel Porgy (1925) and its dramatization (1927) became the basis of George Ger-

shwin’s folk opera Porgy and Bess. 

Hey·wood (h7ùwtdÙ), John. 1497?-1580?.  English writer known for his 

didactic and comic interludes, such as The Four P’s (c. 1520), and numerous epi-

grams and proverbs. 

Hey·wood (h7ùwtdÙ), Thomas. 1574?-1641.  English playwright noted for 

his works concerning domestic life, especially A Woman Killed with Kindness 

(1603). 

Hez·e·ki·ah (hHzÙV-kXùN) also Ez·e·ki·as (HzÙV-kXùNs), fl. 715?-686? B.C.  King of 

Judah who, according to the Old Testament, sought to abolish idolatry and restore 

worship of Jehovah. 

Hf  The symbol for the element hafnium. 
HF  or hf abbr.  High frequency. 

hf. abbr.  Half. 

hfs abbr.  Hyperfine structure. 

hg abbr.  1. Hectogram.  2. Hemoglobin. 

Hg  The symbol for the element mercury (n., sense 1). [New Latin hydrargyrum, 

mercury, from Latin hydrargyrus, from Greek hudrarguros : hydr-, hudro-, hydro- 

+ arguros, silver; see LITHARGE.]

HG  or H.G. abbr.  High German. 

hgb. abbr.  Hemoglobin. 

HGH abbr.  Human growth hormone. 

hgt. abbr.  Height. 



hgwy. abbr.  Highway. 

H.H. abbr.  1. Her Highness; His Highness.  2. His Holiness. 

hhd abbr.  Hogshead. 

HH.D. abbr.  Latin. Humanitatum Doctor (Doctor of Humanities). 

HHFA abbr.  Housing and Home Finance Agency. 

HHS abbr.  Department of Health and Human Services. 

hi (hX) interj.  Informal. Used to express greeting. 

HI abbr.  1. Hawaii.  2. High intensity.  3. Humidity index. 

H.I. abbr.  Hawaiian Islands. 

Hi·a·le·ah (hXÙN-lKùN)  A city of southeast Florida northwest of Miami. An indus-

trial center, it is noted especially for its racetrack that features flamingos roaming 

on its grounds. Population, 188,004. 

hiatal hernia (hX-7ùt4l hûrùnK-N) n.  A hernia in which part of the stomach 

protrudes through the esophageal opening of the diaphragm.  Also called hiatus 

hernia 

hi·a·tus (hX-7ùtNs) n.  pl. hi·a·tus·es or hiatus. 1. A gap or an interruption in 

space, time, or continuity; a break: “We are likely to be disconcerted by... hiatuses of 

thought” (Edmund Wilson).  2. Linguistics. A slight pause that occurs when two 

immediately adjacent vowels in consecutive syllables are pronounced, as in reality 

and naive.  3. Anatomy. A separation, an aperture, a fissure, or a short passage in 

an organ or a body part.  [Latin hi7tus, from past participle of hi7re, to gape.] 
—hi·aùtal (-7tùl) adj. 

hiatus hernia (hX-7ùtNs hûrùnK-N) n.  See hiatal hernia. 
Hi·a·wa·tha (hXÙN-wmthùN, -wôùthN, hKÙN-), fl. 1570.  Onondagan leader who is 

credited with the organization of the Iroquois confederacy. His name was given to 

the hero of Longfellow’s poem The Song of Hiawatha (1855). 

hi·ba·chi (hV-bäùchK) n.  pl. hi·ba·chis. A portable charcoal-burning brazier 

with a grill, used chiefly for cooking.  [Japanese  : hi, fire + bachi, bowl.]

Hib·bing (hVbùVng)  A city of northeast Minnesota in the Mesabi Range north-

west of Duluth. Its mining industry was at its peak in 1917, when the town was 

moved 3.2 km (2 mi) south to make room for a huge open-pit iron mine. Popula-

tion, 18,046. 

hi·ber·nac·u·lum (hXÙbNr-n4kùyN-lNm) n.  pl. hi·ber·nac·u·la (-lN). Biology. 

1. A protective case, covering, or structure, such as a plant bud, in which an 

organism remains dormant for the winter.  2. The shelter of a hibernating ani-

mal.  [Latin hXbern7culum, winter residence, from hXbern7re, to winter, from 

hXbernus, relating to winter. See ghei- in Appendix.]

hi·ber·nal (hX-bûrùnNl) adj.  Of or relating to winter.  [Latin hXbern7lis, from 

hXbernus, wintry. See HIBERNACULUM.]

hi·ber·nate (hXùbNr-n7tÙ) v.  intr. hi·ber·nat·ed, hi·ber·nat·ing, 
hi·ber·nates. 1. To pass the winter in a dormant or torpid state.  2. To be in an 



inactive or dormant state or period.  [Latin hXbern7re, hXbern7t-, to winter, from 

hXbernus, relating to winter. See ghei- in Appendix.] —hiÙber·naùtion n.  

—hiùber·naÙtor n. 

Hi·ber·ni·a (hX-bûrùnK-N)  The Latin and poetic name for the island of Ireland.   
—Hi·berùni·an adj.  & n. 

Hi·ber·no-Eng·lish (hX-bûrùno-VngùglVsh) n.  See Irish English. 
hi·bis·cus (hX-bVsùkNs) n.  Any of various chiefly tropical shrubs or trees of the 

genus Hibiscus, having large, showy, variously colored flowers with numerous sta-

mens united into a tube surrounding the style.  [Late Latin, variant of Latin hibis-

cum, marsh mallow, perhaps of Celtic origin.]

hic·cup also hic·cough (hVkùNp) n.  1. a. A spasm of the diaphragm resulting in 

a rapid, involuntary inhalation that is stopped by the sudden closure of the glottis 

and accompanied by a sharp, distinctive sound.  b. hiccups. also hiccoughs. An 

attack of these spasms. Often used with the.   2. The sound made by such a spasm 

or a sound resembling it: “the urgent hiccup of a police siren” (John Updike).   —  
v.  intr. hic·cupped also hic·coughed, hic·cup·ping also hic·cough·ing, 
hic·cups also hic·coughs. 1. To make a hiccup or a sound like a hiccup.  2. To 

have an attack of hiccups.  [Imitative.]

hick (hVk) Informal. n.  A person regarded as gullible or provincial: “New Yorkers 

had a horrid way of making people feel like hicks” (Louis Auchincloss).   —  adj.  

Provincial; unsophisticated:  a hick town.  [After Hick, a nickname for Richard, 

from Middle English Hikke.]

hick·ey (hVkùK) n.  pl. hick·eys. Informal. 1. A device or contrivance; a gadget.  

2. a. A reddish mark on the skin caused by kissing, biting, or sucking, as in love-

making.  b. A pimple.   3. A pipe-bending apparatus.  4. A threaded electrical fit-

ting to connect a fixture to an outlet box.  [Origin unknown.]

Hick·ok (hVkùmkÙ), James Butler. Known as “Wild Bill.” 1837-1876.  American 

frontier scout and marshal whose law enforcement exploits against Western out-

laws are the subject of folk legends. 

hick·o·ry (hVkùN-rK) n.  pl. hick·o·ries. 1. Any of several chiefly North Ameri-

can deciduous trees of the genus Carya, having smooth or shaggy bark, com-

pound leaves, and hard smooth stones or nuts, each containing an edible seed and 

surrounded by a husk that splits into four valves.  2. a. The hard, tough, heavy 

wood of such a tree.  b. A walking stick or switch made from such wood.   [Short 

for Virginia Algonquian pocohiquara, drink made of pressed hickory nuts.]

Hick·o·ry (hVkùN-rK, hVkùrK)  A city of west-central North Carolina northwest of 

Charlotte. Located at the foot of the Blue Ridge, it is a manufacturing center. Pop-

ulation, 28,301. 

Hicks (hVks), Edward. 1780-1849.  American painter of primitive works, nota-

bly The Peaceable Kingdom, of which nearly 100 versions exist. 



Hicks (hVks), Sir John Richard. 1904-1989.  British economist. He shared a 1972 

Nobel Prize for theories that help assess business risks and governmental eco-

nomic policies. 

Hicks·ville (hVksùvVl)  A community of southeast New York on western Long 

Island northeast of Mineola. Founded in 1648, it is mainly residential. Popula-

tion, 40,174. 

hid (hVd) v.  Past tense and a past participle of hide1. 
hi·dal·go (hV-d4lùgo, K-thälùgô) n.  pl. hi·dal·gos. A member of the minor 

nobility in Spain.  [Spanish, alteration of hijo dalgo, from Old Spanish fijo dalgo : 

fijo, son (from Latin fXlius); see dhK(i)- in Appendix + de, of (from Latin dK); see 

DE- + algo, something, possession (from Latin aliquo, ablative of aliquid : alius, 

some; see al-1 in Appendix + quid, something); see kwo- in Appendix.]

Hi·dat·sa (hK-dätùsä) n.  pl. Hidatsa or Hi·dat·sas. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting an area along the Missouri River in western North Dakota.  

b. A member of this people.   2. The Siouan language of this people.  Also called 

Gros Ventre 

hid·den (hVdùn) v.  A past participle of hide1. 
hid·den·ite (hVdùn-XtÙ) n.  Mineralogy. A transparent emerald-green variety of 

spodumene, used as a gemstone.  [After William E. Hidden (1832-1918), Ameri-

can mineralogist.]

hide1 (hXd) v.  hid (hVd), hid·den (hVdùn)  or hid, hid·ing, hides.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To put or keep out of sight; secrete.  2. To prevent the disclosure or recognition 

of; conceal:  tried to hide the facts.  3. To cut off from sight; cover up:  Clouds hid 

the stars.  4. To avert (one’s gaze), especially in shame or grief.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

keep oneself out of sight.  2. To seek refuge.   —phrasal verb. hide out. To be 

in hiding, as from a pursuer:  The gangsters hid out in a remote cabin until it was 

safe to return to the city.  [Middle English hiden, from Old English h«dan. See 

(s)keu- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: hide, conceal, secrete, cache, screen, bury, cloak. These verbs mean

to keep from the sight or knowledge of others. Hide and conceal are the most gen-

eral and are often used interchangeably: I used a throw rug to hide (or conceal) the

stain on the carpet. Don’t hide (or conceal) your money in the cookie jar—it’s the

first place a thief would look. Fog hid (or concealed) the mountain. She smiled to

hide (or conceal) her hurt feelings. “The other America, the America of poverty, is

hidden today” (Michael Harrington). “The true use of speech is not so much to ex-

press our wants as to conceal them” (Oliver Goldsmith). Secrete and cache involve

concealment in a place unknown to others; cache often implies storage for later

use: The lioness secreted her cubs in the tall grass. The mountain climbers cached

their provisions for the descent in a cave they could easily locate but that was inac-

cessible to animals. To screen is to shield or block from the view of others by in-



terposing something such as a screen: Tall shrubs screen the actor’s home from the

curious. Bury implies covering over so as to conceal: buried the treasure; buried his

hands in his pockets; buried the point of the article in a mass of details. To cloak is

to conceal something, such as a thought, a plan, or an intention, by masking or

disguising it: “On previously cloaked issues, the Soviets have suddenly become forth-

coming” (John McLaughlin). See also Synonyms at block

hide2 (hXd) n.  The skin of an animal, especially the thick, tough skin or pelt of a 

large animal.   —  v.  tr. hid·ed, hid·ing, hides. To beat severely; flog.   
—idiom. hide nor hair. A trace; a vestige:  haven’t seen hide nor hair of them 

since the argument.  [Middle English, from Old English h«d. See (s)keu- in 

Appendix.]

hide3 (hXd) n.  An old English measure of land, usually the amount held adequate 

for one free family and its dependents.  [Middle English, from Old English hXd. 

See kei-1 in Appendix.]

hide-and-go-seek (hXdùn-go-sKkù) n.  Games. See hide-and-seek. 
hide-and-seek (hXdÙn-sKkù) n.  Games. A children’s game in which one player 

tries to find and catch others who are hiding.  Also called hide-and-go-seek 

hide·a·way (hXdùN-w7Ù) n.  1. A place of concealment; a hideout.  2. A secluded 

or isolated place. 

hide·bound (hXdùboundÙ) adj.  1. Stubbornly prejudiced, narrow-minded, or 

inflexible.  2. Having abnormally dry, stiff skin that adheres closely to the under-

lying flesh. Used of domestic animals such as cattle.  3. Having the bark so con-

tracted and unyielding as to hinder growth. Used of trees. 

hid·e·ous (hVdùK-Ns) adj.  1. Repulsive, especially to the sight; revoltingly ugly.  

See Synonyms at ugly.  2. Offensive to moral sensibilities; despicable.  [Middle 

English, variant of hidous, from Anglo-Norman, from Old French hide, hisde, 

fear, possibly of Germanic origin.] —hidÙe·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK) n.  —hidùe·ous·ly 
adv.  —hidùe·ous·ness n. 

hide·out (hXdùoutÙ) n.  A place of shelter or concealment. 

hid·ey-hole (hXùdK-holÙ) n.  Informal. A secluded or isolated place; a hideaway. 

hi·dro·sis (hX-droùsVs) n.  pl. hi·dro·ses (-sKz). 1. The formation and excretion 

of sweat.  2. Sweat, especially in excessive or abnormal amounts.  [Greek hidrosis, 

sweating, from hidros, sweat. See sweid- in Appendix.] —hi·drotùic (-drmtùVk) 

adj. 

hie (hX) v.  intr. tr. hied, hie·ing or hy·ing (hXùVng), hies. To go quickly; hasten.  

[Middle English hien, from Old English hXgian, to strive, exert oneself.]

hi·e·mal (hXùN-mNl) adj.  Of or relating to winter.  [Latin hiem7lis, from hiems, 

winter. See ghei- in Appendix.]

hier- pref.  Variant of hiero-. 



Hi·er·ap·o·lis (hX-N-r4pùN-lVs)  An ancient city of northwest Asia Minor in 

present-day Turkey. The Roman city was known for its baths fed by hot springs. 

Hierapolis was also an early center of Christianity. 

hi·er·arch (hXùN-rärkÙ, hXùrärkÙ) n.  1. One who occupies a position of authority 

in a religious hierarchy.  2. One who occupies a high position in a hierarchy:  gov-

ernmental hierarchs.  [From Middle English jerarchis, hierarchs, from Medieval 

Latin hierarcha, dignitary, prelate, from Greek hierarkhKs, high priest  : hieros, 

holy; see eis- in Appendix + -arkhKs, -arch.]

hi·er·ar·chi·cal (hXÙN-rärùkV-kNl, hX-rärù-)  or hi·er·ar·chic (-kVk)  or 

hi·er·ar·chal (-rärùkNl) adj.  Of or relating to a hierarchy.   —hiÙer·arùchi·cal·ly 
adv. 

hi·er·ar·chize (hXùN-rär-kXzÙ, hXùrär-) v.  tr. hi·er·ar·chized, hi·er·ar·chiz·ing, 
hi·er·ar·chiz·es. To arrange in a hierarchy.   —hiÙer·ar·chi·zaùtion (-kV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

hi·er·ar·chy (hXùN-rärÙkK, hXùrärÙ-) n.  pl. hi·er·ar·chies. 1. A body of persons 

having authority.  2. a. Categorization of a group of people according to ability 

or status.  b. The group so categorized.   3. A series in which each element is 

graded or ranked:  put honesty first in her hierarchy of values.  4. a. A body of 

clergy organized into successive ranks or grades with each level subordinate to the 

one above.  b. Religious rule by a group of ranked clergy.   5. One of the divisions 

of angels.  [Middle English ierarchie, from Old French, from Medieval Latin hier-

archia, from Greek hierarkhia, rule of a high priest, from hierarkhKs, high priest. 

See HIERARCH.]

hi·er·at·ic (hXÙN-r4tùVk, hX-r4tù-) adj.  1. Of or associated with sacred persons or 

offices; sacerdotal.  2. Constituting or relating to a simplified cursive style of 

Egyptian hieroglyphics, used in both sacred and secular writings.  3. Extremely 

formal or stylized, as in a work of art.  [Latin hier7ticus, from Greek hieratikos, 

from hierateia, priesthood, from hierasthai, to be a priest, from hiereus, priest, 

from hieros, holy. See eis- in Appendix.] —hiÙer·atùi·cal·ly adv. 

hiero-  or hier- pref.  Sacred; holy:  hierology.  [Greek, from hieros, holy. See eis- 
in Appendix.]

hi·er·oc·ra·cy (hXÙN-rmkùrN-sK, hX-rmkù-) n.  pl. hi·er·oc·ra·cies. Government 

by the clergy; ecclesiastical rule.   —hiÙer·o·cratùic (hXÙNr-N-kr4tùVk, hXÙrN-kr4tù-

), hiÙer·o·cratùi·cal adj. 

hi·er·o·dule (hXùNr-N-dulÙ, -dyulÙ) n.  An ancient Greek temple slave in the 

service of a specific deity.  [Late Latin hierod7lus, from Greek hierodoulos : hieron, 

temple, from neuter of hieros, hiero- + doulos, slave.] —hiÙer·o·duùlic (-duùlVk, 

-dyuù-) adj. 

hi·er·o·glyph (hXùNr-N-glVfÙ, hXùrN-) n.  1. A picture or symbol used in hiero-

glyphic writing.  2. Something that suggests a hieroglyph. 



hi·er·o·glyph·ic (hXÙNr-N-glVfùVk, hXÙrN-) also hi·er·o·glyph·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. a. Of, relating to, or being a system of writing, such as that of ancient Egypt, in 

which pictorial symbols are used to represent meaning or sounds or a combina-

tion of meaning and sound.  b. Written with such symbols.   2. Difficult to read 

or decipher.   —  n.  1. a. A hieroglyph.  b.  Often hieroglyphics. (used with a 

sing. or pl. verb). Hieroglyphic writing, especially that of the ancient Egyptians.   

2. Something, such as illegible or undecipherable writing, that is felt to resemble 

a hieroglyph.  [French hiéroglyphique, from Late Latin hieroglyphicus, from Greek 

hierogluphikos : hieros, holy; see eis- in Appendix + gluphK, carving (from 

gluphein, to carve); see gleubh- in Appendix.] —hiÙer·o·glyphùi·cal·ly adv. 

Hi·er·o·glyph·ic Lu·vi·an (hXÙNr-N-glVfùVk luùvK-Nn, luùK- hXÙrN-)  or 

Hieroglyphic Luwian n.  A dialect of the Luvian branch of the extinct Anato-

lian branch of Indo-European, found in documents and inscriptions in an indig-

enous hieroglyphic script from the late second and early first millenniums B.C. in 

Anatolia and northern Syria. 

hi·er·ol·o·gy (hXÙN-rmlùN-jK, hX-rmlù-) n.  pl. hi·er·ol·o·gies. The sacred litera-

ture of a people. 

hi·er·o·phant (hXùNr-N-f4ntÙ, hXùrN-, hX-HrùN-fNnt) n.  1. An ancient Greek priest 

who interpreted sacred mysteries, especially the priest of the Eleusinian mysteries.  

2. An interpreter of sacred mysteries or arcane knowledge.  3. One who explains 

or makes a commentary.  [Late Latin hierophanta, from Greek hierophantKs : 

hieros, holy; see eis- in Appendix + -phantKs, one who shows (from phainein, 

phan-, to show); see bh7-1 in Appendix.] —hiÙer·o·phanùtic adj. 

hi·fa·lu·tin (hXÙfN-lutùn) adj.  Informal. Variant of highfalutin. 
hi-fi (hXùfXù) n.  pl. hi-·fis. Informal. 1. High fidelity.  2. An electronic system for 

reproducing high-fidelity sound from radio or recordings.  [HI(GH) + FI(DELITY).] 
—hiù-fiù adj. 

Hi·ga·shi·o·sa·ka (hK-gäÙshK-o-säùkä)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, a 

residential and industrial suburb of Osaka. Population, 522,798. 

Hig·gin·son (hVgùNn-sNn), Thomas Wentworth Storrow. 1823-1911.  

American writer and soldier who led the first Black regiment in the Union Army 

(1862-1864). He wrote many biographies, including volumes on Henry Wad-

sworth Longfellow and John Greenleaf Whittier (both 1902), and edited the 

poetry of Emily Dickinson. 

hig·gle (hVgùNl) v.  intr. hig·gled, hig·gling, hig·gles. To haggle.  [Probably 

alteration of HAGGLE.] —higùgler n. 

hig·gle·dy-pig·gle·dy (hVgÙNl-dK-pVgùNl-dK) adv.  In utter disorder or confu-

sion: “There is something delightfully and liberatingly ludicrous about parading hig-

gledy-piggledy in a line of walkers of all shapes and sizes” (Christa Worthington).   
—  adj.  Topsy-turvy; jumbled.  [Origin unknown.]



high (hX) adj.  high·er, high·est. Abbr. h., H. 1. a. Having a relatively great ele-

vation; extending far upward:  a high mountain; a high tower.  b. Extending a 

specified distance upward:  a cabinet ten feet high.   2. a. Being at or near the peak 

or culminating stage:  the high tourist season; high summer.  b. Advanced in devel-

opment or complexity:  high forms of animal life; higher mathematics.  c. Far 

removed in time; remote:  high antiquity.   3. a. Slightly spoiled or tainted; gamy. 

Used of meat.  b. Having a bad smell; malodorous.   4. a. Having a pitch corre-

sponding to a relatively large number of sound-wave cycles per second:  the high 

tones of a flute.  b. Raised in pitch; not soft or hushed:  a high voice.   5. Situated 

relatively far from the equator:  a high latitude.  6. a. Of great importance:  set a 

high priority on funding the housing program.  b. Eminent in rank or status:  a 

high official.  c. Serious; grave:  high crimes and misdemeanors.  d. Constituting a 

climax; crucial:  The chase scene is the high point of the film.  e. Characterized by 

lofty or stirring events or themes:  high adventure; high drama.   7. Lofty or 

exalted in quality or character:  a person of high morals.  8. a. Greater than usual 

or expected, as in quantity, magnitude, cost, or degree: “A high price has to be paid 

for the happy marriage with the four healthy children” (Doris Lessing).  

b. Favorable:  He has a high opinion of himself.   9. Of great force or violence:  

high winds.  10. a. Indicating excitement or euphoria:  high spirits.  b. Slang. 

Intoxicated by or as if by alcohol or a drug, such as cocaine or marijuana.   

11. Luxurious; extravagant:  high living.  12. Linguistics. Of or relating to vowels 

produced with part of the tongue close to the palate, as in the vowel of tree.  

13. Of, relating to, or being the gear configuration or setting, as in an automotive 

transmission, that produces the greatest vehicular speed with respect to engine 

speed.   —  adv.  higher, highest. 1. At, in, or to a lofty position, level, or 

degree:  saw a plane high in the sky; prices that had gone too high.  2. In an extrava-

gant or luxurious way:  made a fortune and lived high.   —  n.  1. A lofty place or 

region.  2. A lofty level or degree:  Summer temperatures reached an all-time high.  

3. The high gear configuration of a transmission.  4. A center of high atmo-

spheric pressure; an anticyclone.  5. Slang. An intoxicated or euphoric condition 

induced by or as if by a drug.   —idioms. high and dry. 1. In a position of 

helplessness; stranded:  went off and left me high and dry.  2. Nautical. Out of 

water. Used of a ship, for example.  high and low. Here and there; everywhere:  

searched high and low for the keys.  on high. 4. High in the sky.  5. In heaven.  

6. In a position of authority.  [Middle English, from Old English hKah.] 
—highùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: high, tall, lofty, towering, elevated. These adjectives mean extend-

ing to a greater than usual height. High, the most general term, refers to what rises

a considerable distance from a base or is situated at a level well above another level

considered as a base: a high building; a high ceiling; a high shelf; high standards.



Tall describes what has relatively great stature; it often refers to living things and

to what has great height in relation to breadth or in comparison with like things:

a tall man; tall trees; a tall hat. Lofty describes what is of imposing or inspiring

height: lofty mountains; lofty sentiments. Towering suggests awe-inspiring height:

a towering oak; towering icebergs; towering ambition. Elevated stresses height in re-

lation to immediate surroundings; it refers principally to being raised or situated

above a normal or average level: an elevated plain; elevated praise; elevated thought.

high altar (hX ôlùtNr) n.  The main altar in a church. 

high-and-might·y (hXùNn-mXùtK) adj.  Marked by arrogance; haughty and 

overbearing.   —high and mighty adv.  & n. 

high·ball (hXùbôlÙ) n.  1. A cocktail served in a tall glass and consisting of liquor, 

such as whiskey, mixed with water or a carbonated beverage.  2. a. A railroad sig-

nal indicating full speed ahead.  b. A high-speed train.    —  v.  intr. high·balled, 
high·ball·ing, high·balls. Slang. To move ahead at full speed. 

high beam (hX bKm) n.  The beam of a vehicle’s headlight that provides long-

range illumination. 

high·bind·er (hXùbXnÙdNr) n.  1. A corrupt politician.  2. A member of a Chi-

nese-American secret society of paid assassins and blackmailers.  [After the High-

binders, a group of ruffians in New York City c. 1806.]

high blood pressure (hX blƒd prHshùNr) n.  Hypertension. 

high·born (hXùbôrnÙ) adj.  Of noble birth. 

high·boy (hXùboiÙ) n.  A tall chest of drawers divided into two sections and sup-

ported on four legs. 

high·bred (hXùbrHdÙ) adj.  Of superior breed or stock:  highbred cattle. 

high·brow (hXùbrouÙ) adj.  also high·browed (-broudÙ) Of, relating to, or 

being highly cultured or intellectual:  They only attend highbrow events such as the 

ballet or the opera.   —  n.  One who possesses or affects a high degree of culture 

or learning.   —highùbrowÙism n. 

high·bush cranberry (hXùbtshÙ kr4nùbHrÙK) n.  See cranberry bush. 
high·chair (hXùchârÙ) n.  A very young child’s feeding chair that has long legs, a 

footrest, and a usually detachable tray. 

High-Church (hXùchûrchù) adj.  Of or relating to a group in the Anglican 

Church that stresses the historical continuity of Catholic Christianity and main-

tains traditional definitions of authority, the episcopacy, and the nature of the 

sacraments. 

high-class (hXùkl4sù) adj.  Of superior quality; first-class. 

high comedy (hX kmmùV-dK) n.  Comedy of a sophisticated and witty nature, 

often satirizing genteel society. 

high command (hX kN-m4ndù) n.  1. The supreme headquarters of a military 

force.  2. The most powerful leaders of an organization. 



high commissioner (hX kN-mVshùN-nNr) n.  1. A chief commissioner or one 

of high rank.  2. A chief representative of the government of one country who is 

assigned to an ambassadorial post in another country. 

high-count (hXùkountÙ) adj.  Having a large number of warp and filling threads 

per square inch. Used of a woven fabric. 

high-coun·try (hXùkƒnÙtrK) adj.  Of, relating to, or being country that is above 

the piedmont and below the timberline: “Alaska, where the quick wits, strong mus-

cles, and nimble feet... can still be used in high-country logging” (Kathryn Hobbie). 

high court (hX kôrt) n.  Law. See Supreme Court (n., sense 2). 

high-def·i·ni·tion television (hXùdHfÙN-nVshùNn tHlùN-vVzhÙNn) n.  Abbr. 

HDTV A television system that has twice the standard number of scanning lines 

per frame and therefore produces pictures with greater detail. 

high-den·si·ty (hXùdHnùsV-tK) adj.  Having a high concentration:  high-density 

urban areas. 

high-density lipoprotein (hXùdHnùsV-tK lVpÙo-proùtKnÙ) n.  Abbr. HDL A 

complex of lipids and proteins that functions as a transporter of cholesterol in the 

blood. High levels are associated with a decreased risk of atherosclerosis and cor-

onary heart disease. 

high-end (hXùHndù) adj.  Informal. 1. Appealing to sophisticated and discerning 

customers:  a high-end department store; high-end video equipment.  

2. Sophisticated and discerning:  books targeted to the high-end consumer. 

high-en·er·gy (hXùHnùNr-jK) adj.  1. Of or relating to elementary particles with 

energies exceeding hundreds of thousands of electron volts.  2. Yielding a large 

amount of energy upon undergoing chemical reaction.  3. Vigorous; dynamic. 

high·er criticism (hXùNr krVtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Critical study of biblical texts to 

ascertain their literary origins and history and the meaning and intention of the 

authors.   —higher critic n. 

higher education (hXùNr HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  Education beyond the secondary 

level, especially education at the college or university level. 

higher law (hXùNr lô) n.  A moral or religious principle that takes precedence 

over the constitutions or statutes of society. 

higher learning (hXùNr lûrùnVng) n.  Education or academic accomplishment 

at the college or university level. 

high·er-up (hXÙNr-ƒpù) n.  Informal. One who has a rank, position, or status 

superior to others. 

high·est common factor (hXùVst kmmùNn f4kùtNr) n.  Abbr. H.C.F., h.c.f., 
hcf Mathematics. See greatest common divisor. 

high explosive (hX Vk-sploùsVv) n.  Abbr. HE An explosive, such as TNT, that 

combusts nearly instantaneously, thereby producing a violent, shattering effect. 

high·fa·lu·tin  or hi·fa·lu·tin (hXÙfN-lutùn) also high·fa·lu·ting (-lutùn, -

luùtVng) adj.  Informal. Pompous or pretentious: “highfalutin reasons for denying 



direct federal assistance to the unemployed” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  [Origin 

unknown.]

REGIONAL NOTE: H.L. Mencken, in his famous book The American Lan-

guage, mentions highfalutin as an example of the many native U.S. words coined

during the 19th-century period of vigorous growth. Although highfalutin is char-

acteristic of American folk speech, it is not a true regionalism because it has al-

ways occurred in all regions of the country, with its use and popularity spurred

by its appearance in print. The origin of highfalutin, like that of many folk ex-

pressions, is obscure. It has been suggested that the second element, -falutin,

comes from the verb flute—hence high-fluting, a comical indictment of one who

thinks too highly of oneself.

high fashion (hX f4shùNn) n.  1.  See high style.  2. Haute couture. 

high fidelity (hX fV-dHlùV-tK) n.  The electronic reproduction of sound, espe-

cially from broadcast or recorded sources, with minimal distortion.   —highÙ-
fi·delùi·ty (hXÙfV-dHlùV-tK, -fX-) adj. 

high finance (hX fN-n4nsù) n.  Financial transactions or institutions that are 

extensive in size or scope. 

high-five (hXùfXvù) n.  Slang. A gesture of greeting, elation, or victory in which 

one person slaps an upraised palm against that of another person. 

high·fli·er also high-fli·er (hXùflXùNr) n.  1. One who is extravagant or extreme 

in manner or opinions.  2. A stock that sells well above its original value. 

high-flown (hXùflonù) adj.  1. Exceedingly lofty or exalted:  high-flown ideas 

about the history of Christianity.  2. Highly pretentious or inflated:  high-flown 

rhetoric. 

high·fly·ing (hXùflXùVng) adj.  1. Rising to a great height.  2. Unusually extrava-

gant, affected, or ambitious. 

high frequency (hX frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. HF, hf A radio frequency in the 

range between 3 and 30 megahertz. 

high gear (hX gîr) n.  1. The high gear configuration of a transmission.  

2. Informal. A state of maximum activity, energy, or force:  Her mind was in high 

gear while studying for the art history examination. 

High German (hX jûrùmNn) n.  Abbr. HG, H.G. 1. German as indigenously 

spoken and written in central and southern Germany.  2.  See German (n., sense 

2).  [Translation of German Hochdeutsch : hoch, high (from the area’s mountain-

ous terrain) + Deutsch, German.]

high-grade (hXùgr7dù) adj.  Of superior grade or quality. 

high ground (hX ground) n.  A position of superiority over others, especially 

competitors or opponents:  used negotiations as a way to gain the psychological and 

intellectual high ground. 



high·hand·ed (hXùh4nùdVd) adj.  Arrogant; overbearing.   —highùhandùed·ly 
adv.  —highùhandùed·ness n. 

high hat (hX h4t) n.  1.  See top hat.  2. Music. A set of high-hat cymbals. 

high-hat (hXùh4tù) Informal. v.  tr. high·-hat·ted, high·-hat·ting, high·-
hats. To treat in a condescending or supercilious manner.   —  adj.  Snobbish; 

haughty. 

high-hat cymbals (hXùh4tù sVmùbNlz) pl.n.  Music. A pair of cymbals posi-

tioned to be worked by a foot pedal. 

High Holy Day (hX hoùlK d7) n.  Judaism. Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kippur or 

any of the days in between.  Also called High Holiday 

high horse (hX hôrs) n.  Informal. A mood or an attitude of stubborn arrogance 

or contempt:  Get down off your high horse and apologize. 

high-in·come (hXùVnùkƒm) adj.  Of or relating to individuals or groups, such as 

families, that are supported by or earn income considered high in comparison 

with that of the larger population:  high-income taxpayers. 

high·jack (hXùj4kÙ) Informal. v.  & n.   Variant of hijack. 
high jinks  or hi·jinks (hXùjVnksÙ) pl.n.  Playful, often noisy and rowdy activity, 

usually involving mischievous pranks. 

high jump (hX jƒmp) n.  Sports. 1. A jump for height made over a horizontal 

bar in a track-and-field contest.  2. A contest in which high jumps are made.   
—high jumper n. 

high·land (hXùlNnd) n.  1. Elevated land.  2. highlands. A mountainous or 

hilly section of a country.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a highland. 

High·land (hXùlNnd)  A town of northwest Indiana, a residential and industrial 

suburb in the Chicago-Gary metropolitan area. Population, 23,696. 

high·land·er (hXùlNn-dNr) n.  One who lives in a highland. 

Highland fling (hXùlNnd flVng) n.  A lively folk dance originating in the High-

lands of Scotland. 

Highland Park (hXùlNnd pärk)  1. A city of northeast Illinois, a residential sub-

urb of Chicago on Lake Michigan. Population, 30,575.  2. A city of southeast 

Michigan surrounded by Detroit. It grew mainly after Henry Ford established an 

automobile factory here in 1909. Population, 20,121. 

High·lands (hXùlNndz)  A mountainous region of central and northern Scotland 

extending northwest and including the Grampian Mountains. Famous for its rug-

ged beauty, the area maintained a highly distinctive culture, based on the Scottish 

Gaelic language and the clan system, until well into the 19th century.   —Highù-
land adj.  —Highùland·er n. 

high-lev·el (hXùlHvùNl) adj.  1. Made up of or carried out by persons having high 

rank or status:  a high-level corporate briefing.  2. Being at an elevated level in rank 

or importance:  a high-level official.  3. Computer Science. Of, relating to, or being 

a language, such as BASIC or Pascal, in which each instruction or statement cor-



responds to several instructions in machine language. A high-level language is 

translated into machine language by a computer. 

high·life  or high life (hXùlXfÙ) n.  Informal. An extravagant or luxurious style of 

living.   —highù-lifÙer n. 

high·light (hXùlXtÙ) n.  1. An area or a spot in a drawing, painting, or photo-

graph that is strongly illuminated.  2. An especially significant or interesting 

detail or event.   —  v.  tr. high·light·ed, high·light·ing, high·lights. 1. To 

give a highlight to (the subject of a painting, for example).  2. a. To make promi-

nent; emphasize.  b. To be a highlight of.   3. To mark (important passages of 

text) with a usually fluorescent marker as a means of memory retention or for 

later reference. 

high·light·er (hXùlXÙtNr) n.  1. A usually fluorescent marker used to mark 

important passages of text.  2. A cosmetic for emphasizing areas of the face, such 

as the eyes or cheekbones. 

high-low (hXùloù) n.  Games. 1. A poker game in which both high and low 

hands are eligible to win.  2. A signal chiefly in bridge for one’s partner to lead a 

suit. 

high-low-jack (hXùloùj4kù) n.  Games. A card game in which points are scored 

for the high trump, low trump, jack of trumps, and either the ten of trumps or 

game. 

High Mass (hX m4s) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A mass in which the celebrant 

is assisted by a deacon and a subdeacon and accompanied by acolytes, a thurifer, 

and a choir. 

high-mind·ed (hXùmXnùdVd) adj.  Characterized by elevated ideals or conduct; 

noble.   —highù-mindùed·ly adv.  —highù-mindùed·ness n. 

high muckamuck (hX mƒkùN-mƒkÙ) n.  Slang. An important, often overbear-

ing person.  [From Chinook Jargon hayo makamak, plenty to eat.]

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps one would not immediately associate the word high

muckamuck with Chinook Jargon, but it seems that English has borrowed the

term. This pidgin language, which combines words from English, French, Nootka,

Chinook, and the Salishan languages, was formerly used by Native Americans and

fur traders in the Pacific Northwest. In this language hayo makamak meant “plen-

ty to eat” and is recorded in that sense in English contexts, the first one dated

1853, in which the phrase is spelled Hiou Muckamuck. In 1856 we find the first

recorded instance of the word meaning “pompous person, person of importance,”

in the Democratic State Journal published in Sacramento: “The professors—the

high ‘Muck-a-Mucks’—tried fusion, and produced confusion.” In this passage the

Chinook Jargon term has been Anglicized in accord with its new meaning.

high-necked (hXùnHktÙ) adj.  Having a high neckline:  a high-necked sweater. 



high·ness (hXùnVs) n.  1. The quality or condition of being high.  2. Highness. 

Used with His, Her, or Your as a title and form of address for a prince or princess:  

Her Royal Highness the Princess Margaret. 

high noon (hX nun) n.  1. Exactly noon.  2. The highest or most advanced 

stage or period:  the high noon of her creativity. 

high-oc·tane (hXùmkùt7n) adj.  1. Having a high octane number and thus good 

antiknock properties and high efficiency:  high-octane gas.  2. Slang. High-pow-

ered; dynamic:  a high-octane sales manager; a high-octane marketing plan. 

high-pitched (hXùpVchtù) adj.  1. High in pitch, as a voice or musical tone.  

2. Steeply sloped, as a roof.  3. Marked by or indicating intense emotion:  a high-

pitched debate. 

high place (hX pl7s) n.  In early Semitic religions, a place of worship built usu-

ally on top of a hill. 

High Point (hX point)  A city of north-central North Carolina southwest of 

Greensboro. Settled before 1750, it is a furniture-manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 69,496. 

high-pow·ered (hXùpouùNrd) also high-pow·er (-pouùNr) adj.  Having great 

power or energy; dynamic:  She’s on a high-power career track. 

high-pres·sure (hXùprHshùNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to pressures higher than 

normal, especially higher than atmospheric pressure.  2. Informal. a. Using 

aggressive, persistent persuasive tactics:  a high-pressure salesperson.  b. Full of or 

imposing great stress or tension:  a high-pressure job.    —  v.  tr. high-
pres·sured, high-pres·sur·ing, high-pres·sures. Informal. To attempt to sell 

(something) or persuade (someone) by using aggressive, persistent tactics. 

high priest (hX prKst) n.  1. Judaism. A chief male priest, especially of the 

ancient Levitical priesthood.  2. Mormon Church. A male priest of the 

Melchizedek order.  3. The head or chief proponent, as of a movement or doc-

trine.   —high priesthood n. 

high priestess (hX prKùstVs) n.  The female head or chief proponent, as of a 

movement or doctrine:  the high priestess of modern art. 

high profile (hX proùfXlÙ) n.  An intentionally conspicuous, well-publicized 

presence or stance: “needs to maintain a high profile in his profession” (Tracy 

Keenan Wynn).   —highù-proùfile (hXùproùfXl) adj. 

high relief (hX rV-lKfù) n.  Sculptural relief in which the modeled forms project 

from the background by at least half their depth.  Also called alto-relievo 

high-res·o·lu·tion (hXùrHzÙN-luùshNn) adj.  1. Relating to an image that has 

fine detail.  2. Computer Science. Relating to an output device, such as a printer, 

whose images contain a large number of pixels and are therefore sharp and 

detailed. 

high-rise (hXùrXzÙ) adj.  1. a. Indicating or being a multistoried building 

equipped with elevators:  a high-rise apartment building.  b. Of, relating to, or 



marked by multistoried buildings:  a high-rise fire; a high-rise district.   2. Of, 

relating to, or being a bicycle with small wheels, a banana-shaped seat, and high 

handlebars.   —  n.  or high rise 1. A multistoried building equipped with eleva-

tors.  2. A high-rise bicycle. 

high-risk (hXùrVskù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by risk:  a high-risk 

business.  2. Being particularly subject to potential danger or hazard:  a high-risk 

surgical procedure. 

high·road  or high road (hXùrodÙ) n.  1. a. The easiest or surest path or 

course:  the highroad to happiness.  b. The most positive, diplomatic, or optimistic 

course.   2. Chiefly British. A main road; a highway. 

high roller (hX roùlNr) n.  Slang. 1. One who spends freely and extravagantly, as 

for luxuries or entertainment.  2. One who gambles rashly or for high stakes.  

3. An organization, such as a large corporation, that spends or invests liberally or 

rashly.   —highù-rollùing (hXùroùlVng) adj. 

high school (hX skul) n.  Abbr. HS, H.S. A secondary school that usually 

includes grades 9 through 12 or 10 through 12.   —highù-schoolÙ (hXùskulÙ) 

adj.  —high schoolÙer n. 

high seas (hX sKz) pl.n.  The open waters of an ocean or a sea beyond the limits 

of the territorial jurisdiction of a country:  piracy on the high seas. 

high sign (hX sXn) n.  Informal. An often prearranged secret sign or signal 

intended especially to warn or inform:  gave me the high sign that it was time to 

leave. 

high-sound·ing (hXùsounùdVng) adj.  Pretentiously impressive; pompous:  

high-sounding oratory. 

high-speed (hXùspKdÙ) adj.  1. Operated or designed for operation at high 

speed:  a high-speed food processor.  2. Taking place at high speed:  a high-speed 

chase.  3. Having a speed of 50-500 frames per second, as movie film, to record 

events that occur too rapidly for usual photography. 

high-spir·it·ed (hXùspVrùV-tVd) adj.  1. Having a proud or unbroken spirit:  a 

high-spirited horse.  2. Vivacious; lively:  a high-spirited tune.   —highù-
spirùit·ed·ly adv.  —highù-spirùit·ed·ness n. 

high-stick·ing (hXùstVkùVng) n.  Sports. The act of carrying the blade of an ice 

hockey stick at a height ruled illegal. 

high street (hX strKt) n.  Chiefly British. A main street. 

high-strung (hXùstrƒngù) adj.  Tending to be very nervous and easily excited. 

high style (hX stXl) n.  The latest in trendsetting fashion or design, usually 

intended for or adopted by an exclusive clientele.  Also called high fashion  
—highù-styleù (hXùstXù) adj. 

hight (hXt) adj.  Archaic. Named or called.  [Middle English, past participle of 

highten, hihten, to call, be called, from hehte, hight, past tense of hoten, from Old 

English h7tan. See kei-2 in Appendix.]



high·tail (hXùt7lÙ) v.  intr. high·tailed, high·tail·ing, high·tails. Slang. To go 

as fast as possible, especially in retreating:  hightailed out of town.  [From those 

animals that raise their tails when fleeing.]

high tea (hX tK) n.  Chiefly British. A fairly substantial meal that includes tea and 

is served in the late afternoon or early evening. 

high tech (hX tHk) Informal. n.  1. High technology.  2. A style of interior deco-

ration marked by the use of industrial materials, equipment, or design.   —  adj.  

also hi-tech (hXùtHkù) Of, relating to, or resembling high technology. 

high technology (hX tHk-nmlùN-jK) n.  Technology that involves highly 

advanced or specialized systems or devices.   —highù-tech·nolùo·gy (hXùtHk-

nmlùN-jK) adj. 

high-ten·sion (hXùtHnùshNn) adj.  Abbr. HT Having a high voltage. 

high-test (hXùtHstù) adj.  1. Of or relating to highly volatile high-octane gaso-

line.  2. Meeting exacting requirements. 

high-tick·et (hXùtVkùVt) adj.  Informal. Very expensive: “developing a boundless 

appetite for high-ticket travel” (Eileen Keerdoja). 

high tide (hX tXd) n.  1.  Abbr. HT a. The tide at its fullest, when the water 

reaches its highest level.  b. The time at which this tide occurs.   2. A point of cul-

mination; a climax.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

high tide mark; a high tide departure. 

high-toned (hXùtondù) adj.  1. Intellectually, morally, or socially superior.  

2. Informal. Pretentiously elegant or fashionable:  a high-toned restaurant. 

high-tops (hXùtmpsÙ) pl.n.  Sneakers or athletic shoes that lace up to the ankle.  

Also called high-top shoes, high-top sneakers. 

high treason (hX trKùzNn) n.  Treason against one’s country or sovereign. 

high water (hX wôùtNr) n.  Abbr. HW 1. High tide.  2. The state of a body of 

water that has reached its highest level. 

high-wa·ter mark (hXùwôùtNr märk, -wmtùNr) n.  1.  Abbr. HWM A mark 

indicating the highest level reached by a body of water.  2. The highest point, as of 

achievement; the apex. 

high·way (hXùw7Ù) n.  Abbr. hwy, hgwy. A main public road, especially one 

connecting towns and cities. 

high·way·man (hXùw7ÙmNn) n.  A man who holds up and robs travelers on a 

road. 

highway patrol (hXùw7Ù pN-trolù) n.  A state law enforcement organization 

whose police officers patrol the public highways. 

highway robbery (hXùw7Ù rmbùN-rK) n.  1. Robbery usually of travelers on or 

near a public road.  2. Informal. The exaction of an exorbitantly high price or fee.   
—highway robber n. 



high wire (hX wXr) n.  A tightrope for aerialists that is stretched very high above 

the ground.   —idiom. high-wire act. Slang. A risky job or operation.   
—highù-wireÙ (hXùwXrÙ) adj. 

High Wyc·ombe (hX wVkùNm)  A municipal borough of southeast-central 

England west-northwest of London. It is an industrial center. Population, 68,900. 

H.I.H. abbr.  1. Her Imperial Highness.  2. His Imperial Highness. 

hi·jack also high·jack (hXùj4kÙ) Informal. v.  tr. hi·jacked, hi·jack·ing, 
hi·jacks. 1. a. To stop and rob (a vehicle in transit).  b. To steal (goods) from a 

vehicle in transit.  c. To seize control of (a moving vehicle) by use of force, espe-

cially in order to reach an alternate destination.   2. a. To steal from as if by 

hijacking.  b. To swindle or subject to extortion.    —  n.  The act or an instance of 

hijacking.  [Probably back-formation from highjacker, perhaps from jacker, 

holdup man, from JACK, to jacklight.] —hiùjackÙer n. 

hi·ji·ki (hK-jKùkK) n.  pl. hi·ji·kis. An edible seaweed with a strong flavor.  [Japa-

nese.]

hi·jinks (hXùjVngksÙ) pl.n.  Variant of high jinks. 
hike (hXk) v.  hiked, hik·ing, hikes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go on an extended walk 

for pleasure or exercise.  2. To rise, especially to rise upward out of place:  My coat 

had hiked up in the back.   —  v.  tr. 1. To increase or raise in amount, especially 

abruptly:  shopkeepers who hiked their prices for the tourist trade.  2. To pull or 

raise with a sudden motion; hitch:  hiked myself onto the stone wall; hiked up her 

knee socks.  3. Football. To snap (the ball).   —  n.  1. A long walk or march.  2. An 

often abrupt increase or rise:  a price hike.  3. Football. See snap (n., sense 13).  

—phrasal verb. hike out. Nautical. To sit facing the sail and lean far backward 

and over the side of a small boat in order to keep the craft flat in the water.   
—idiom. take a hike. Slang. To leave because one’s presence is unwanted. 

Often used in the imperative.  [Origin unknown.] —hikùer n. 

hi·la (hXùlN) n.  Plural of hilum. 
hi·lar·i·ous (hV-lârùK-Ns, -l4rù-, hX-) adj.  Characterized by or causing great mer-

riment.  [Latin hilarus, hilaris, cheerful; see HILARITY + -IOUS.] —hi·larùi·ous·ly 
adv.  —hi·larùi·ous·ness n. 

hi·lar·i·ty (hV-l4rùV-tK, -lârù-, hX-) n.  Great merriment.  See Synonyms at mirth.  
[Middle English hilarite, good spirits, from Old French, from Latin hilarit7s, 

from hilaris, cheerful, from Greek hilaros.]

Hil·de·brand (hVlùdN-br4ndÙ)  See Gregory VII. 
Hil·den (hVlùdNn)  A city of west-central Germany, an industrial suburb of Düs-

seldorf. Population, 53,297. 

Hil·des·heim (hVlùdNs-hXmÙ, -dHs-)  A city of central Germany south-southeast 

of Hanover. A member of the Hanseatic League, it passed to Hanover in 1813 and 

to Prussia in 1866. Population, 101,017. 



hill (hVl) n.  1. A well-defined natural elevation smaller than a mountain.  2. A 

small heap, pile, or mound.  3. a. A mound of earth piled around and over a 

plant.  b. A plant thus covered.   4. An incline, especially of a road; a slope.  

5. Hill. a. Capitol Hill. Often used with the.  b. The U.S. Congress. Often used 

with the.    —  v.  tr. hilled, hill·ing, hills. 1. To form into a hill, pile, or heap.  

2. To cover (a plant) with a mound of soil.   —idiom. over the hill. Informal. 

Past one’s prime.  [Middle English hil, from Old English hyll. See kel-2 in Appen-

dix.] —hillùer n. 

Hill (hVl), Ambrose Powell. 1825-1865.  American Confederate officer active in 

the Seven Days’ Battle, the Second Battle of Bull Run, and the Battle of Antietam 

(all 1862). His charge began the Battle of Gettysburg (1863). 

Hill (hVl), Archibald Vivian. 1886-1977.  British physiologist. He shared a 1922 

Nobel Prize for his investigation of heat production in muscles and nerves. 

Hill (hVl), James Jerome. Known as “J.J. Hill.” 1838-1916.  American railroad 

magnate who promoted the Great Northern Railway and with J.P. Morgan 

wrested control of the Northern Pacific Railroad from E.H. Harriman in a stock 

market struggle that provoked the Panic of 1901. 

Hil·la·ry (hVlùN-rK), Sir Edmund Percival. Born 1919.  New Zealand mountain-

eer and explorer who in 1953 with a Sherpa guide, Tenzing Norgay, first attained 

the summit of Mount Everest. 

hill·bil·ly (hVlùbVlÙK) n.  pl. hill·bil·lies. Informal. A person from the backwoods 

or a remote mountain area.  [HILL + Billy, a nickname for William.]

hillbilly music (hVlùbVlÙK myuùzVk) n.  Music. A type of country music origi-

nating in the Appalachian Mountains and based on the traditional folk music of 

the British Isles. 

hill·crest (hVlùkrHstÙ) n.  The summit line of a hill. 

Hill·crest Center (hVlùkrHstÙ sHnùtNr)  A community of south-central Califor-

nia, a suburb of Bakersfield. Population, 30,000. 

Hillcrest Heights (hVlùkrHstÙ hXts)  A community of west-central Maryland, a 

suburb of Washington, D.C. Population, 17,136. 

Hil·lel (hVlùHl, -7l, hK-lHlù), fl. first century B.C.-first century A.D.  Palestinian rabbi 

who greatly influenced the interpretation of Judaic law. 

Hil·liard (hVlùyNrd), Nicholas. 1547-1619.  English painter who founded a 

school of miniature painting under the patronage of Elizabeth I and James I. 

Hill·man (hVlùmNn), Sidney. 1887-1946.  Lithuanian-born American labor 

leader who was president of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America 

(1914-1946) and a founder of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (1935). 

hill myna (hVl mXùnN) n.  A starling (Gracula religiosa) native to Europe and 

North America, having the capacity to mimic human speech and often kept as a 

pet. 



hill·ock (hVlùNk) n.  1. A small hill.  2. Biology. A small protuberance or elevation, 

as from an organ, a tissue, or a structure.  [Middle English hillok, from hil, hill. 

See HILL.] —hillùock·y adj. 

Hills·bor·o (hVlzùbûrÙo, -bƒrÙo)  A city of northwest Oregon west of Portland. It 

was settled in the 1840’s. Population, 37,520. 

hill·side (hVlùsXdÙ) n.  The side or slope of a hill, situated between the foot and 

the summit.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  hillside vil-

las; a hillside village. 

Hill·side (hVlùsXdÙ)  A community of northeast New Jersey north of Elizabeth. It 

has varied light industries. Population, 21,044. 

hill·top (hVlùtmpÙ) n.  The crest or top of a hill.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  hilltop homes; a hilltop view. 

hill·y (hVlùK) adj.  hill·i·er, hill·i·est. 1. Having many hills.  2. Similar to a hill; 

steep.   —hillùi·ness n. 

Hi·lo (hKùlo)  A city of Hawaii on the eastern coast of Hawaii Island on Hilo Bay, 
an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. Settled in the 1820’s by American missionaries, the 

city is a trade and shipping center whose economy depends heavily on sugar 

exports and tourism. Population, 37,808. 

hilt (hVlt) n.  The handle of a weapon or tool.   —idiom. to the hilt. To the 

limit; completely:  played the role to the hilt.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

Hil·ton (hVlùtNn), Conrad Nicholson. 1887-1979.  American hotel-chain orga-

nizer who acquired hotels in many American cities and in 1946 founded the Hil-

ton Hotel Corporation. 

Hil·ton (hVlùtNn), James. 1900-1954.  British novelist whose best-known works 

are Lost Horizon (1933), set in the fictional land of Shangri-La, and Goodbye, Mr. 

Chips (1934). 

Hilton Head Island (hVlùtNn hHd XùlNnd)  An island off the southern coast of 

South Carolina in the Sea Islands of the Atlantic Ocean. It is a popular tourist 

resort. The town of Hilton Head Island, on the northeast coast, has a popula-

tion of 23,694. 

hi·lum (hXùlNm) n.  pl. hi·la (-lN). 1. Botany. a. The scar on a seed, such as a 

bean, indicating the point of attachment to the funiculus.  b. The nucleus of a 

starch grain.   2. Anatomy. The area through which ducts, nerves, or blood vessels 

enter and leave an organ or a gland.  [Latin, trifle.] —hiùlar (-lNr) adj. 

Hil·ver·sum (hVlùvNr-sNm)  A city of central Netherlands southeast of Amster-

dam. It is a manufacturing and broadcasting center. Population, 88,417. 

him (hVm) pron.  The objective case of he. 1. Used as the direct object of a verb:  

They saw him at the meeting.  2. Used as the indirect object of a verb:  They offered 

him a ride.  3. Used as the object of a preposition:  This telephone call is for him.  

4. Informal. Used as a predicate nominative:  It’s him.  See Usage Note at I1.   —  



n.  A male:  The dog is a him.  [Middle English, from Old English. See ko- in 

Appendix.]

H.I.M. abbr.  1. Her Imperial Majesty.  2. His Imperial Majesty. 

Him·a·la·ya Mountains (hVmÙN-l7ùN mounùtNnz, hV-mälùyN)  A mountain 

system of south-central Asia extending about 2,414 km (1,500 mi) through Kash-

mir, northern India, southern Tibet, Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan. The Himalayas 

include nine of the world’s ten highest peaks, including Mount Everest.   
—HimÙa·laùyan adj.  & n. 

Hi·ma·lia (hV-mälùyN) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is 11th in distance from the 

planet.  [Greek, name of a nymph who bore three sons of Zeus, probably from 

himalia, abundance of wheat-meal, from feminine of himalios, abundant.]

hi·mat·i·on (hV-m4tùK-mnÙ) n.  pl. hi·mat·i·a (-K-N). A rectangular, woolen or 

linen cloak worn by men and women in ancient Greece.  [Greek, diminutive of 

hima, himat-, garment, variant of heima, from hennunai, to clothe. See wes-2 in 

Appendix.]

Hi·me·ji (hKùmH-jKÙ, hK-mHùjK)  A city of southwest Honshu, Japan, west-north-

west of Kobe. An industrial center, it has a large Buddhist shrine. Population, 

452,916. 

Himm·ler (hVmùlNr), Heinrich. 1900-1945.  German Nazi leader. Second in 

power to Hitler, he directed the Nazi elite forces, the SS (1929-1945); commanded 

the Third Reich’s police and secret police, the Gestapo (1936-1945); and coordi-

nated the operation of the concentration and extermination camps (1941-1945). 

Captured by the British, he killed himself. 

him·self (hVm-sHlfù) pron.  1. That one identical with him: a. Used reflexively as 

the direct or indirect object of a verb or the object of a preposition:  He congratu-

lated himself.  b. Used for emphasis:  He himself found the courage.  c. Used in an 

absolute construction:  In the black himself, he could offer financial assistance to his 

cousin.   2. His normal or healthy condition or state:  He’s feeling himself again.  

See Usage Note at myself.  [Middle English, from Old English himselfum : him, 

him; see HIM + selfum, dative of self, self; see SELF.]

Him·yar·ite (hVmùyN-rXtÙ) adj.  Of or relating to the Himyarites, their language, 

or their culture.   —  n.  1. A member of an ancient tribe of southwest Arabia.  

2. The Semitic language of the ancient Himyarites.  [After Himyar, a legendary 

king of Yemen.] —HimÙyar·itùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

hin (hVn) n.  A unit of liquid measure used by the ancient Hebrews, equal to about 

five liters.  [Middle English, from Late Latin, from Greek, from Hebrew hXn, of 

Egyptian origin.]

Hi·na·ya·na (hKÙnN-yäùnN) n.  Buddhism. A small, conservative branch of Bud-

dhism following the Pali scriptures and the nontheistic ideal of self-purification 

to nirvana.  Also called Theravada [Sanskrit hXnay7nam, lesser vehicle  : hXna-, 



inferior; see ghK- in Appendix + y7nam, vehicle, way; see ei- in Appendix.] 
—HiÙna·yaùnist n.  —HiÙna·ya·nisùtic (-yä-nVsùtVk) adj. 

Hinck·ley (hVngkùlK)  An urban district of central England east-northeast of Bir-

mingham. Hosiery and shoes are among its manufactures. Population, 55,600. 

hind1 (hXnd) also hind·er (hXnùdNr) adj.  Located at or forming the back or rear; 

posterior:  an animal’s hind legs; the hinder part of a steer.  [Middle English hinde, 

short for bihinde, behind, from Old English bihindan. See ko- in Appendix.]

hind2 (hXnd) n.  1. A female red deer.  2. Any of several fishes of the genus Epi-

nephelus of Atlantic waters, related to and resembling the groupers.  [Middle 

English, from Old English.]

hind3 (hXnd) n.  1. Chiefly British. A farm laborer, especially a skilled worker.  

2. Archaic. A country bumpkin; a rustic.  [Alteration of Middle English hine, 

household servants, possibly from Old English hXne, genitive of hXgan, hXwan, 

members of a household. See kei-1 in Appendix.]

Hind. abbr.  1. Hindi.  2. Hindustani. 

hind·brain (hXndùbr7nÙ) n.  See rhombencephalon. 
Hin·de·mith (hVnùdN-mVth, -mVt), Paul. 1895-1963.  German violist and com-

poser of chamber music, instrumental works, and operas, such as Mathis der 

Maler (1938). 

Hin·den·burg (hVnùdNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ), Paul von. 1847-1934.  German gen-

eral and politician who as president of the Weimar Republic (1925-1934) 

appointed Adolf Hitler as chancellor (1933). 

hin·der1 (hVnùdNr) v.  hin·dered, hin·der·ing, hin·ders.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be or 

get in the way of.  2. To obstruct or delay the progress of.   —  v.  intr. To interfere 

with action or progress.  [Middle English hindren, from Old English hindrian. See 

ko- in Appendix.] —hinùder·er n.  

SYNONYMS: hinder, hamper, impede, obstruct, block, dam, bar. These verbs

mean to slow or prevent progress or movement. To hinder is to hold back, as by

delaying: The travelers were hindered by storms throughout their journey. Often the

word implies stopping or prevention: What is to hinder you from trying? To ham-

per is to hinder by or as if by fastening or entangling: A suit and an overcoat ham-

pered the efforts of the accident victim to swim to safety. She was hampered by ill

health in building up her business. To impede is to slow by making action or move-

ment difficult: “Sentiment and eloquence serve only to impede the pursuit of truth”

(Macaulay). Obstruct implies the presence of obstacles that interfere with

progress: A building under construction obstructs our view of the mountains. One

of the mugger’s accomplices tried to obstruct the police officer from upholding the

law. Block refers to complete obstruction that prevents progress, passage, or ac-

tion: A huge snowdrift is blocking the entrance to the driveway. “Do not block the

way of inquiry” (Charles S. Peirce). Dam suggests obstruction of the flow,



progress, or release of something, such as water or emotion: dammed the brook to

form a swimming pool; dammed up his emotions. To bar is to prevent entry or exit

or prohibit a course of action: mounted troops barring access to the presidential

palace; laws that bar price fixing.

hind·er2 (hXnùdNr) adj.  Variant of hind1. 
hind·er·most (hXnùdNr-mostÙ) adj.  Variant of hindmost. 
hind·gut (hXndùgƒtÙ) n.  The caudal portion of the embryonic alimentary canal 

in vertebrates. 

Hin·di (hVnùdK) n.  Abbr. Hind. 1. A group of vernacular Indic dialects spoken in 

northern India.  2. The literary and official language of northern India that is 

based on these dialects. It is written in Devanagari and uses Sanskrit as a resource 

language.  [Hindi HindX, from Hind, India, from Persian, from Old Persian 

Hindu, the Indus River, from Sanskrit sindhuU, river.] —Hinùdi adj. 

hind limb (hXnd lVm) n.  A posterior appendage, such as a leg, wing, or flipper. 

hind·most (hXndùmostÙ) also hind·er·most (hXnùdNr-) adj.  Farthest to the 

rear; last. 

Hin·doo (hVnùdu) n.  & adj.  Archaic. Variant of Hindu. 
Hin·doo·ism (hVnùdu-VzÙNm) n.  Archaic. Variant of Hinduism. 
hind·quar·ter (hXndùkwôrÙtNr) n.  1. The posterior portion of a side of beef, 

lamb, veal, or mutton, including a hind leg and one or two ribs.  

2. hindquarters. The posterior part of a quadruped, adjacent to the hind legs. 

hin·drance (hVnùdrNns) n.  1. a. The act of hindering.  b. The condition of 

being hindered.   2. One that hinders; an impediment.  See Synonyms at obsta-
cle.  [Middle English hindraunce, harm, from hindren, to hinder. See HINDER

1.]

hind·sight (hXndùsXtÙ) n.  1. Perception of the significance and nature of events 

after they have occurred.  2. The rear sight of a firearm. 

Hin·du (hVnùdu) adj.  1. Of or relating to Hinduism.  2. Of or relating to the 

Hindus and their culture.   —  n.  1. An adherent of Hinduism.  2. A native of 

India, especially northern India.  [Persian Hind7, from Hind, India. See HINDI.]

Hindu calendar (hVnùdu k4lùNn-dNr) n.  The lunisolar calendar governing 

Hindu religious life and almost all Indian festivals and dating in its classic form 

from the fourth century A.D. The solar year is divided into 12 lunar months in 

accordance with the successive entrances of the sun into the signs of the zodiac, 

the months varying in length from 29 to 32 days. 

Hin·du·ism (hVnùdu-VzÙNm) n.  A diverse body of religion, philosophy, and cul-

tural practice native to and predominant in India, characterized by a belief in 

reincarnation and a supreme being of many forms and natures, by the view that 

opposing theories are aspects of one eternal truth, and by a desire for liberation 

from earthly evils. 



Hindu Kush (hVnùdu ktsh, kƒsh)  A mountain range of southwest Asia 

extending more than 805 km (500 mi) westward from northern Pakistan to 

northeast Afghanistan. It is crossed by several high-altitude passes used as inva-

sion and trade routes since ancient times. The highest elevation is Tirich Mir, 

7,695.2 m (25,230 ft), in Pakistan. 

Hin·du·stan (hVnÙdt-stänù, -st4nù)  A historical region of India considered at 

various times to include only the upper Ganges River plateau or all of northern 

India from the Himalaya Mountains to the Deccan Plateau and from the Punjab 

to Assam. The term has also been applied to the entire Indian subcontinent. 

Hin·du·sta·ni (hVnÙdt-stäùnK, -st4nùK) n.  Abbr. Hind. A group of Indic dia-

lects that includes Urdu and Hindi.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Hindustan, its peo-

ple, or the Hindustani language. 

Hine (hXn), Lewis Wickes. 1874-1940.  American pioneer photographer noted 

for his studies of Ellis Island (1905), child-labor conditions (1907-1909), and the 

construction of the Empire State Building (1932). 

Hines (hXnz), Earl. Known as “Fatha.” 1905-1983.  American musician. A prom-

inent jazz pianist for 50 years, he first gained wide recognition for his recordings 

with Louis Armstrong in the 1920’s. 

hinge (hVnj) n.  1. a. A jointed or flexible device that allows the turning or pivot-

ing of a part, such as a door or lid, on a stationary frame.  b. A similar structure 

or part, such as one that enables the valves of a bivalve mollusk to open and close.   

2. A small folded paper rectangle gummed on one side, used especially to fasten 

stamps in an album.  3. A point or circumstance on which subsequent events 

depend.   —  v.  hinged, hing·ing, hing·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To attach by or equip 

with or as if with hinges or a hinge.  2. To consider or make (something) depen-

dent on something else; predicate: “convenient and misleading fictions for hinging 

an argument” (Stephen Jay Gould).   —  v.  intr. To be contingent on a single fac-

tor; depend:  This plan hinges on her approval.  [Middle English. See konk- in 

Appendix.]

hinge joint (hVnj joint) n.  A joint, such as the elbow, in which a convex part of 

one bone fits into a concave part of another, allowing motion in only one plane. 

Hing·ham (hVngùNm)  A town of eastern Massachusetts on Massachusetts Bay 

southeast of Boston. It is a residential suburb and summer resort. Population, 

19,821. 

Hin·kle (hVngùkNl), Beatrice Moses Van Geisen. 1874-1953.  American psy-

chiatrist who in New York City cofounded the first psychotherapy clinic in the 

United States (1908). 

hin·ny (hVnùK) n.  pl. hin·nies. The hybrid offspring of a male horse and a 

female donkey.  [Alteration of Latin hinnus, from Greek ginnos, innos.]

Hins·dale (hVnzùd7lÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 16,029. 



Hin·shel·wood (hVnùshNl-wtdÙ, -chNl-), Sir Cyril Norman. 1897-1967.  

British chemist. He shared a 1956 Nobel Prize for research on the kinetics of 

chemical reactions. 

hint (hVnt) n.  1. A slight indication or intimation:  wanted to avoid any hint of 

scandal.  2. a. A brief or indirect suggestion; a tip:  stock-trading hints.  b. A state-

ment conveying information in an indirect fashion; a clue:  Give me a hint about 

the big news.   3. A barely perceptible amount:  just a hint of color.  4. Archaic. An 

occasion; an opportunity.   —  v.  hint·ed, hint·ing, hints.  —  v.  tr. To indicate 

or make known in an indirect manner.   —  v.  intr. To give a hint:  wouldn’t hint at 

the true purpose of the meeting.  See Synonyms at suggest.  [Probably from Mid-

dle English hinten, henten, to catch, grasp, from Old English hentan.] —hintùer 
n. 

hin·ter·land (hVnùtNr-l4ndÙ) n.  1. The land directly adjacent to and inland 

from a coast.  2. a. A region remote from urban areas; backcountry.  b. A region 

situated beyond metropolitan centers of culture.   [German  : hinter-, behind 

(from Middle High German hinter, from Old High German); see ko- in Appen-

dix + Land, land (from Middle High German lant, from Old High German); see 

lendh- in Appendix.]

hip1 (hVp) n.  1. a. The laterally projecting prominence of the pelvis or pelvic 

region from the waist to the thigh.  b. A homologous posterior part in quadru-

peds.  c. The hip joint.   2. Architecture. The external angle formed by the meeting 

of two adjacent sloping sides of a roof.  [Middle English, from Old English hype.]

hip2 (hVp) also hep (hHp) adj.  hip·per also hep·per, hip·pest also hep·pest. 
Slang. 1. Keenly aware of, knowledgeable about, or interested in the latest trends 

or developments.  2. Cognizant; wise:  I am hip to what’s going on.  3. Very fash-

ionable or stylish.  [Perhaps from Wolof hipi, hepi, to open one’s eyes, be aware.] 
—hip n. , v.  —hipùly adv.  —hipùness n. 

hip3 (hVp) n.  A rose hip.  [Middle English hipe, from Old English hKope.]

hip4 (hVp) interj.  Usually used to begin a cheer:  Hip, hip, hooray! 

hip·bone (hVpùbonÙ) n.  Either of two large flat bones each forming one of the 

lateral halves of the pelvis and consisting of the fused ilium, ischium, and pubis.  

Also called innominate bone 

hip boot (hVp but) n.  A very high boot extending to the hips, worn especially 

by fishers. 

hip-hop (hVpùhmpÙ) Slang. n.  The popular street culture of big-city and espe-

cially inner-city youth, characterized by graffiti art, break dancing, and rap 

music.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of this culture.  [Probably HIP
2 + 

HOP
1.]

hip-hug·gers (hVpùhƒgÙNrz) pl.n.  Tight-fitting pants whose waistline rests at 

hip level. 



hip joint (hVp joint) n.  The ball-and-socket joint formed by the head of the 

femur and the cup-shaped cavity of the hipbone. 

Hip·par·chus1 (hV-pärùkNs), Died 514 B.C.  Athenian tyrant (527-514) who 

ruled with his brother Hippias and was assassinated. 

Hip·par·chus2 (hV-pärùkNs), fl. second century B.C.  Greek astronomer who 

mapped the position of 850 stars in the earliest known star chart. His observa-

tions of the heavens form the basis of Ptolemy’s geocentric cosmology. 

hipped1 (hVpt) adj.  Having hips, especially of a given kind. Often used in com-

bination:  slim-hipped; large-hipped. 

hipped2 (hVpt) adj.  Slang. Interested or preoccupied to a great degree:  He is 

hipped on photography.  [Probably from hip, to make aware, from HIP
2.]

hipped3 (hVpt) adj.  Chiefly British. Melancholy; depressed.  [Shortening and 

alteration of HYPOCHONDRIAC.]

Hip·pi·as (hVpùK-Ns), Died 490 B.C.  Athenian tyrant (527-510) who governed 

with his brother Hipparchus. After his brother’s assassination, he ruled brutally 

until he was exiled by the Spartans (510). 

hip·pie also hip·py (hVpùK) n.  pl. hip·pies. Slang. A person who opposes and 

rejects many of the conventional standards and customs of society, especially one 

who advocates extreme liberalism in sociopolitical attitudes and lifestyles.  [From 

HIP
2.] —hipùpie·dom n.  —hipùpie·hoodÙ n. 

hip·po (hVpùo) n.  pl. hip·pos. A hippopotamus. 

Hip·po (hVpùo) also Hippo Re·gi·us (rKùjK-Ns)  An ancient city of northwest 

Africa in present-day northeast Algeria south of Annaba. Saint Augustine was its 

bishop from A.D. 396 to 430. 

hip·po·cam·pus (hVpÙN-k4mùpNs) n.  pl. hip·po·cam·pi (-pXÙ). Anatomy. A 

ridge in the floor of each lateral ventricle of the brain that consists mainly of gray 

matter and has a central role in memory processes.  [Late Latin, a sea horse with a 

horse’s forelegs and a dolphin’s tail (from its shape in cross section), from Greek 

hippokampos : hippos, horse; see ekwo- in Appendix + kampos, sea monster.] 
—hipÙpo·camùpal (-pNl) adj. 

hip·po·cras (hVpùN-kr4sÙ) n.  A cordial made from wine and flavored with 

spices, formerly used as a medicine.  [Middle English ipocras, from Old French 

ypocras, hypocras, from alteration of Hippocras, Hippocrates.]

Hip·poc·ra·tes (hV-pmkùrN-tKzÙ), Called “the Father of Medicine.” 460?-377? 

B.C.  Greek physician who laid the foundations of scientific medicine by freeing 

medical study from the constraints of philosophical speculation and superstition. 

He is traditionally but inaccurately considered the author of the Hippocratic 

oath.   —HipÙpo·cratùic (hVpÙN-kr4tùVk) adj. 

Hippocratic oath (hVpÙN-kr4tùVk oth) n.  An oath of ethical professional 

behavior sworn by new physicians, attributed to Hippocrates. 



Hip·po·crene (hVpùN-krKnÙ, hVpÙN-krKùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. A fountain on 

Mount Helicon, Greece, sacred to the Muses and regarded as a source of poetic 

inspiration.  [Latin HippocrKnK, from Greek HippokrKnK : hippos, horse (from the 

myth that Pegasus’ hoof created it); see ekwo- in Appendix + krKnK, fountain.]

hip·po·drome (hVpùN-dromÙ) n.  1. Sports. An arena for equestrian shows.  

2. An open-air stadium with an oval course for horse and chariot races in ancient 

Greece and Rome.  [French, from Old French ypodrome, from Latin hippodromos, 

from Greek  : hippos, horse; see ekwo- in Appendix + dromos, racecourse.]

hip·po·griff also hip·po·gryph (hVpùN-grVfÙ) n.  Mythology. A monster having 

the wings, claws, and head of a griffin and the body and hindquarters of a horse.  

[French hippogriffe, from Italian ippogrifo : ippo-, horse (from Greek hippos); see 

ekwo- in Appendix + grifo, griffin (from Latin gr«phus); see GRIFFIN.]

Hip·pol·y·ta (hV-pmlùV-tN) n.  Greek Mythology. A queen of the Amazons killed 

by Hercules. 

Hip·pol·y·tus (hV-pmlùV-tNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Hippolyta and The-

seus who was killed by Poseidon. 

Hip·pom·e·nes (hV-pmmùN-nKz) n.  Greek Mythology. The suitor who tricked 

and thereby outran Atalanta. 

hip·po·pot·a·mus (hVpÙN-pmtùN-mNs) n.  pl. hip·po·pot·a·mus·es or 

hip·po·pot·a·mi (-mXÙ). 1. A large, chiefly aquatic African herbivorous mam-

mal (Hippopotamus amphibius) having thick, dark, almost hairless skin, short legs 

with four toes, and a broad, wide-mouthed muzzle.  Also called river horse 2. The 

pygmy hippopotamus.  [Latin, from Greek hippopotamos : hippos, horse; see 

ekwo- in Appendix + potamos, river; see pet- in Appendix.]

Hippo Re·gi·us (hVpùo rKùjK-Ns)  See Hippo. 
hip·py (hVpùK) n.  Slang. Variant of hippie. 
hip roof (hVp ruf) n.  A roof having sloping edges and sides. 

hip·ster (hVpùstNr) n.  Slang. One who is exceptionally aware of or interested in 

the latest trends and tastes, especially a devotee of modern jazz. 

hip·ster·ism (hVpùstN-rVzÙNm) n.  Slang. 1. The quality or condition of being 

hip.  2. The lifestyle characteristic of hipsters. 

hi·ra·ga·na (hîrÙN-gäùnN) n.  A cursive kana used for polite, informal, or casual 

writing.  [Japanese  : hira, ordinary, plain + kana, kana; see KANA.]

Hi·ra·ka·ta (hKùrä-käùtä, hK-räùkä-täÙ)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, a 

suburb north-northeast of Osaka in an agricultural and lumbering area. Popula-

tion, 382,257. 

Hi·ra·tsu·ka (hV-rätùsN-käÙ, hKÙrä-tsuùkä)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, on 

an inlet of the Pacific Ocean southwest of Yokohama. It is a commercial and 

industrial center. Population, 229,976. 

hir·cine (hûrùsXnÙ, -sVn) adj.  Of or characteristic of a goat, especially in strong 

odor.  [Middle English hircyne, from Latin hircXnus, from hircus, goat.]



hire (hXr) v.  hired, hir·ing, hires.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To engage the services of (a 

person) for a fee; employ:  hired a new clerk.  b. To engage the temporary use of 

for a fee; rent:  hire a car for the day.   2. To grant the services of or the temporary 

use of for a fee:  hired himself out as a cook; hired out the cottage for the summer.   
—  v.  intr. To obtain work:  She hired on as a deck hand. He hired out as a photog-

rapher.   —  n.  1. a. The act of hiring.  b. The condition or fact of being hired.   

2. a. Payment for services; wages.  b. Payment for the use of something.   

3. Informal. One who is hired:  two new hires in the sales department.  [Middle 

English hiren, from Old English h«rian.] —hirùa·ble, hireùa·ble adj.  —hirùer 
n. 

hired gun (hXrd gƒn) n.  Slang. 1. One, especially a professional killer, who is 

hired to kill another person.  2. One hired to fight for or protect another.  3. One 

who is proficient at obtaining power for others.  4. One with special knowledge 

or expertise, as in business, law, or government, who is hired to resolve particu-

larly difficult or complex problems. 

hired hand (hXrd h4nd) n.  1. A paid employee, especially on a farm or ranch.  

2. Informal. A paid employee. 

hire·ling (hXrùlVng) n.  One who works solely for compensation, especially a per-

son willing to perform for a fee tasks considered menial or offensive. 

hire purchase (hXr pûrùchVs) n.  Chiefly British. Purchase of a commodity on 

an installment plan. 

hi-res (hXùrHzÙ) adj.  Computer Science. High-resolution. 

hir·ing hall (hXrùVng hôl) n.  A union-operated placement center where jobs 

from various employers are allotted to registered applicants according to a set 

order based usually on rotation or seniority. 

Hi·ro·hi·to (hîrÙo-hKùto), 1901-1989.  Emperor of Japan (1926-1989) who advo-

cated the Japanese government’s unconditional surrender that ended World War 

II (1945). In 1946 he renounced his divine status. 

Hi·ro·shi·ge (hîrÙo-shKùg7, hKÙrô-shKùgH), Ando. 1797-1858.  Japanese artist 

who captured the serenity of his country’s landscape with his superbly composed 

color woodblock prints, including Fifty-three Stages of the Tokaido (1832). 

Hi·ro·shi·ma (hîrÙN-shKùmN, hV-roùshN-mN)  A city of southwest Honshu, Japan, 

on the Inland Sea west of Osaka. Founded in the 16th century, it was destroyed in 

World War II by the first atomic bomb used in warfare (August 6, 1945). The 

rebuilt city is an important commercial and industrial center. Population, 

1,044,129. 

hir·sute (hûrùsutÙ, hîrù-, hNr-sutù) adj.  1. Covered with hair; hairy.  

2. Botany. Covered with stiff or coarse hairs.  [Latin hirs7tus, hairy, bristly.] 
—hirùsuteÙness n. 

hir·sut·ism (hûrùsu-tVzÙNm, hîrù-, hNr-suù-) n.  Heavy growth of hair, often in 

abnormal distribution. 



hir·u·din (hîr-udùn, hîrùN-dNn, -yN-) n.  A substance extracted from the salivary 

glands of leeches and used as an anticoagulant.  [Originally a trademark, from 

Latin hir7do, leech.]

his (hVz) adj.  The possessive form of he. Used as a modifier before a noun:  his 

boots; his accomplishments.   —  pron.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Used to indi-

cate the one or ones belonging to him:  If you can’t find your hat, take his.  [Middle 

English, from Old English. See ko- in Appendix.]

His·pan·ic (hV-sp4nùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to Spain or Spanish-speaking 

Latin America.  2. Of or relating to a Spanish-speaking people or culture.   —  n.  

1. A Spanish-speaking person.  2. A U.S. citizen or resident of Latin-American or 

Spanish descent.  [Latin Hisp7nicus, from Hisp7nia, Spain.]

USAGE NOTE: There are a number of words denoting persons who trace their

origins to a Spanish-speaking country or culture. Hispanic is the broadest of these

terms, encompassing all Spanish-speaking peoples in both hemispheres and em-

phasizing the common denominator of language between communities that

sometimes have little else in common. It is widely used in both official and unof-

ficial contexts and is entirely acceptable, although like the term Spanish American,

it has occasionally been criticized as unduly emphasizing the role of European

influences in shaping ethnic identity to the neglect of indigenous cultures. Latino

is also in wide use, but it is somewhat less formal in most contexts and is generally

restricted to persons of Latin-American descent. See Usage Note at Chicano.

Hispanic American (hV-sp4nùVk N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  1. A U.S. citizen or resident 

of Hispanic descent.  2. A Spanish American.   —His·panùic-A·merùi·can (hV-
sp4nùVk-N-mHrùV-kNn) adj. 

His·pan·i·cize (hV-sp4nùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. Hi·span·i·cized, Hi·span·i·ciz·ing, 
Hi·span·i·ciz·es. 1. To make Spanish in form, style, or character.  2. To bring 

under Hispanic influence or control.   —His·panÙi·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

His·pan·io·la (hVsÙpNn-yoùlN) Formerly Hai·ti (h7ùtK).  An island of the West 

Indies east of Cuba, divided between Haiti and the Dominican Republic. It was 

discovered by Columbus in 1492 and was originally called Española. The western 

part (now Haiti) was ceded to France by Spain in 1697. 

His·pa·nism (hVsùpN-nVzÙNm)  or His·pan·i·cism (hV-sp4nùV-sVzÙNm) n.  A Span-

ish word, phrase, or linguistic feature occurring in another language. 

His·pa·nist (hVsùpN-nVst) n.  A specialist in Spanish language or literature or in 

the languages and literatures of Spain, Portugal, and Latin America. 

His·pa·no (hV-sp4nùo, -späùno) n.  pl. His·pa·nos. 1. A native or resident of 

Spanish descent living in the southwest United States.  2. A Hispanic.  [Short for 

Hispano-American, from Spanish hispano, Spanish, from Latin Hisp7nus, from 

Hisp7nX, the Spaniards.]



Hispano- pref.  Spanish; Hispanic:  Hispanophile.  [From Latin Hisp7nus. See 

HISPANO.]

Hispano American (hV-sp4nùo N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  A Hispanic American.   
—His·paùno-A·merùi·can (hV-sp4nùo-N-mHrùV-kNn) adj. 

His·pan·o·phile (hV-sp4nùN-fXlÙ) n.  An admirer of Spain or of Spanish-speak-

ing countries or peoples.   —His·panÙo·philùi·a (-fVlùK-N) n. 

His·pan·o·phobe (hV-sp4nùN-fobÙ) n.  One who has an aversion to Spain or to 

Spanish-speaking countries or peoples.   —His·panÙo·phoùbi·a n. 

his·pid (hVsùpVd) adj.  Covered with stiff or rough hairs; bristly:  hispid stems.  

[Latin hispidus.] —his·pidùi·ty (hV-spVdùV-tK) n. 

hiss (hVs) n.  1. A sharp, sibilant sound similar to a sustained s.  2. An expression 

of disapproval, contempt, or dissatisfaction conveyed by use of this sharp, sibilant 

sound.   —  v.  hissed, hiss·ing, hiss·es.  —  v.  intr. To make a sharp, sibilant 

sound:  The audience booed and hissed. The teakettle hissed on the stove.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To utter with a sharp, sibilant sound.  2. To express (a negative view or reac-

tion) by uttering a sharp, sibilant sound:  The audience hissed its displeasure.  

[Middle English hissen, to hiss, of imitative origin.] —hissùer n.  —hissùing·ly 
adv. 

Hiss (hVs), Alger. Born 1904.  American public official. Accused of espionage at 

the height of the Communist scare, he was convicted of perjury (1950) in a con-

troversial case. 

his·sy fit (hVsùK fVt) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See tantrum. 
hist. abbr.  1. Historian.  2. Historical.  3. History. 

hist- pref.  Variant of histo-. 
his·tam·i·nase (hV-st4mùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ, hVsùtN-mN-) n.  An enzyme that inacti-

vates histamine and is found in the digestive system. 

his·ta·mine (hVsùtN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  A physiologically active amine, C5H9N3, 

found in plant and animal tissue. It is released from cells of the immune system in 

human beings as part of an allergic reaction.  [HIST(IDINE) + AMINE.] 
—hisÙta·minùic (-mVnùVk) adj. 

his·ti·dine (hVsùtV-dKnÙ, -dVn) n.  An essential amino acid, C6H9N3O2, important 

for the growth and repair of tissues.  [HIST(O)- + -ID(E) + -INE
2.]

his·ti·o·cyte (hVsùtK-N-sXtÙ) n.  A relatively inactive, immobile macrophage 

found in normal connective tissue.  Also called fixed macrophage [Greek histion, 

web, diminutive of histos; see st7- in Appendix + -CYTE.] —hisÙti·o·cytùic (-

sVtùVk) adj. 

his·ti·o·cy·to·sis (hVsÙtK-oÙsX-toùsVs) n.  pl. his·ti·o·cy·to·ses (-sKz). Any of 

several abnormal conditions characterized by the appearance of histiocytes in the 

blood or tissues. 

histo-  or hist- pref.  Body tissue:  histogenesis.  [From Greek, from histos, web. 

See st7- in Appendix.]



his·to·chem·is·try (hVsÙto-kHmùV-strK) n.  The branch of science that deals 

with the chemical composition of the cells and tissues of the body.   
—hisÙto·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  —hisÙto·chemùi·cal·ly adv. 

his·to·com·pat·i·bil·i·ty (hVsÙto-kNm-p4tÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. 

his·to·com·pat·i·bil·i·ties. A state or condition in which the absence of immu-

nological interference permits the grafting of tissue or the transfusion of blood 

without rejection.   —hisÙto·com·patùi·ble adj. 

histocompatibility antigen (hVsÙto-kNm-p4tÙN-bVlùV-tK 4nùtV-jNn) n.  Any 

of various antigens on the surface of cell membranes that serve to identify a cell 

as self or nonself. These antigens determine whether a tissue graft or transfusion 

will be accepted by a recipient. 

his·to·di·al·y·sis (hVsÙto-dX-4lùV-sVs) n.  See histolysis. 
his·to·gen·e·sis (hVsÙto-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation and development of 

bodily tissues.   —hisÙto·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), hisÙto·genùic (-jHnùVk)  adj.  

—hisÙto·ge·netùi·cal·ly, hisÙto·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

his·to·gram (hVsùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  A bar graph of a frequency distribution in which 

the widths of the bars are proportional to the classes into which the variable has 

been divided and the heights of the bars are proportional to the class frequencies. 

his·tol·o·gy (hV-stmlùN-jK) n.  pl. his·tol·o·gies. 1. The anatomical study of the 

microscopic structure of animal and plant tissues.  2. The microscopic structure 

of tissue.   —hisÙto·logùi·cal (hVsÙtN-lmjùV-kNl), hisÙto·logùic adj.  

—hisÙto·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —his·tolùo·gist n. 

his·tol·y·sis (hV-stmlùV-sVs) n.  The breakdown and disintegration of organic tis-

sue.  Also called histodialysis  —hisÙto·lytùic (hVsÙtN-lVtùVk) adj.  

—hisÙto·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

his·to·mo·ni·a·sis (hVsÙtN-mN-nXùN-sVs) n.  See blackhead (n., sense 2).  [New 

Latin Histomonas, genus of zooflagellates (HISTO- + Greek monas, monad); see 

MONAD + -IASIS.]

his·tone (hVsùtonÙ) n.  Any of several small, basic proteins most commonly 

found in association with the DNA in chromatin. 

his·to·pa·thol·o·gy (hVsÙto-pN-thmlùN-jK, -p4-) n.  The study of the micro-

scopic anatomical changes in diseased tissue.   —hisÙto·pathÙo·logùic (-p4thÙN-

lmjùVk), hisÙto·pathÙo·logùi·cal adj.  —hisÙto·pathÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—hisÙto·pa·tholùo·gist n. 

his·to·phys·i·ol·o·gy (hVsÙto-fVzÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of physiology that 

deals with the structure and function of tissues.   —hisÙto·physÙi·o·logùic (-K-

N-lmjùVk), hisÙto·physÙi·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

his·to·plas·mo·sis (hVsÙto-pl4z-moùsVs) n.  pl. his·to·plas·mo·ses (-sKz). A 

disease caused by the inhalation of spores of the fungus Histoplasma capsulatum, 

most often asymptomatic but occasionally producing acute pneumonia or an 

influenzalike illness and spreading to other organs and systems in the body. 



his·to·ri·an (hV-stôrùK-Nn, -storù-, -stmrù-) n.  Abbr. hist. 1. A writer, student, or 

scholar of history.  2. One who writes or compiles a chronological record of 

events; a chronicler: “The historian, registering the facts beyond doubt, and in their 

context, cannot but also judge” (Robert Conquest). 

his·tor·ic (hV-stôrùVk, -stmrù-) adj.  1. Having importance in or influence on his-

tory.  2. Historical.  

USAGE NOTE: Historic and historical are differentiated in usage, though their

senses overlap. Historic refers to what is important in history: the historic first voy-

age to outer space. It is also used of what is famous or interesting because of its

association with persons or events in history: a historic house. Historical refers to

whatever existed in the past, whether regarded as important or not: a historical

character. Historical refers also to anything concerned with history or the study of

the past: a historical novel; historical discoveries. The differentiation between the

words is not complete. They are often used interchangeably: historic times or his-

torical times.

his·tor·i·cal (hV-stôrùV-kNl, -stmrù-) adj.  Abbr. hist. 1. a. Of or relating to the 

character of history.  b. Based on or concerned with events in history.  c. Used in 

the past:  historical costumes; historical weapons.   2. Important or famous in his-

tory.  See Usage Note at historic.  3. Diachronic.   —his·torùi·cal·ly adv.  

—his·torùi·cal·ness n. 

historical linguistics (hV-stôrùV-kNl lVng-gwVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The study of linguistic change over time in language or in a particular language or 

language family, sometimes including the reconstruction of unattested forms of 

earlier stages of a language.  Also called philology 

historical materialism (hV-stôrùV-kNl mN-tîrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  A major tenet in 

the Marxist theory of history that regards material economic forces as the base on 

which sociopolitical institutions and ideas are built. 

historical novel (hV-stôrùV-kNl nmvùNl) n.  A novel that re-creates a period or 

an event in history, using fictional or actual characters or often both. 

historical present (hV-stôrùV-kNl prHzùNnt) n.  The present tense used in the 

narration of events set in the past. 

historical school (hV-stôrùV-kNl skul) n.  A school of theorists, as in law or 

economics, stressing the influence of historical conditions. 

his·tor·i·cism (hV-stôrùV-sVzÙNm, -stmrù-) n.  1. A theory that events are deter-

mined or influenced by conditions and inherent processes beyond the control of 

human beings.  2. A theory that stresses the significant influence of history as a 

criterion of value.   —his·torùi·cist adj.  & n. 

his·to·ric·i·ty (hVsÙtN-rVsùV-tK) n.  Historical authenticity; fact. 



his·tor·i·cize (hV-stôrùV-sXzÙ, -stmrù-) v.  his·tor·i·cized, his·tor·i·ciz·ing, 
his·tor·i·ciz·es.  —  v.  tr. To make or make appear historical.   —  v.  intr. To use 

historical details or materials.   —his·torÙi·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

his·to·ried (hVsùtN-rKd) adj.  Having an interesting history; storied:  an ancient 

and historied land. 

his·to·ri·og·ra·pher (hV-stôrÙK-mgùrN-fNr, -storÙ-) n.  1. A specialist in histori-

ography.  2. A historian, especially one designated by a group or public institu-

tion. 

his·to·ri·og·ra·phy (hV-stôrÙK-mgùrN-fK, -storÙ-) n.  1. The principles, theories, 

or methodology of scholarly historical research and presentation.  2. The writing 

of history based on a critical analysis, evaluation, and selection of authentic 

source materials and composition of these materials into a narrative subject to 

scholarly methods of criticism.  3. A body of historical literature.  [French histori-

ographie, from Old French, from Greek historiographia : historia, history; see HIS-

TORY + -graphia, -graphy.] —his·toÙri·o·graphùic (-K-N-gr4fùVk), 
his·toÙri·o·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —his·toÙri·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

his·to·ry (hVsùtN-rK) n.  pl. his·to·ries. Abbr. hist. 1. A narrative of events; a 

story.  2. a. A chronological record of events, as of the life or development of a 

people or an institution, often including an explanation of or commentary on 

those events: “The queens in history compare favorably with the kings” (Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton).  b. A formal written account of related natural phenomena:  a 

history of volcanoes.  c. A record of a patient’s medical background.   3. The 

branch of knowledge that records and analyzes past events: “History has a long-

range perspective” (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn).  4. a. The events forming the subject 

matter of a historical account.  b. Something that belongs to the past:  Their trou-

bles are history now.  c. An interesting past:  a house with a history.   5. A drama 

based on historical events:  the histories of Shakespeare.  [Middle English histoire, 

from Old French, from Latin historia, from Greek, from historein, to inquire, 

from histor, learned man. See weid- in Appendix.]

his·tri·on·ic (hVsÙtrK-mnùVk) also his·tri·on·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating 

to actors or acting.  2. Excessively dramatic or emotional; affected.  See Synonyms 

at dramatic.  [Late Latin histrionicus, from Latin histrio, histrion-, actor, proba-

bly of Etruscan origin.] —hisÙtri·onùi·cal·ly adv. 

his·tri·on·ics (hVsÙtrK-mnùVks) n.  1. (used with a pl. verb). Theatrical arts or per-

formances.  2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Exaggerated emotional behavior cal-

culated for effect. 

hit (hVt) v.  hit, hit·ting, hits.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To come into contact with force-

fully; strike:  The car hit the guardrail.  b. To reach with or as if with a blow:  The 

bullet hit the police officer in the shoulder.   2. a. To cause to come into contact:  

She hit her hand against the wall.  b. To deal a blow to.  c. To strike with a missile:  

fired and hit the target.   3. To press or push (a key or button, for example):  hit the 



return key by mistake.  4. Sports. a. To reach with a propelled object:  hit the run-

ning back with a pass.  b. To score in this way:  She hit the winning goal.  c. To per-

form (a shot or maneuver) successfully:  couldn’t hit the jump shot.  d. To propel 

with a stroke or blow:  hit the ball onto the green.   5. Baseball. a. To execute (a 

base hit) successfully:  hit a single.  b. To bat against (a pitcher or kind of pitch) 

successfully:  can’t hit a slider.   6. To affect, especially adversely:  The company 

was hit hard by the recession.  7. Informal. To come upon or discover, especially by 

chance:  finally hit the right exit.  8. a. Informal. To attain or reach:  Monthly sales 

hit a new high. She hit 40 on her last birthday.  b. To accord with; suit:  The idea hit 

my fancy.  c. To produce or represent accurately:  trying to hit the right note.   

9. Games. To deal cards to.  10. Slang. To give a drink of liquor or a dose of a nar-

cotic to.   —  v.  intr. 1. To strike or deal a blow.  2. a. To come into contact with 

something; collide.  b. To attack:  The raiders hit at dawn.  c. To happen or occur:  

The storm hit without warning.   3. To achieve or find something desired or 

sought:  finally hit on the answer; hit upon a solution to the problem.  4. Baseball. 

To bat.  5. To ignite a mixture of air and fuel in the cylinders. Used of an internal-

combustion engine.   —  n.  Abbr. h, h. 1. a. A collision or an impact.  b. A suc-

cessfully executed shot, blow, thrust, or throw.   2. A successful or popular ven-

ture:  a Broadway hit.  3. An apt or effective remark.  4. Baseball. A base hit.  

5. Slang. a. A dose of a narcotic drug.  b. A puff of a cigarette or a marijuana cig-

arette or pipe.   6. Slang. A murder planned and carried out usually by a member 

of an underworld syndicate.   —phrasal verbs. hit on. Slang. To pay unsolic-

ited and usually unwanted sexual attention to:  can’t go into a bar lately without 

being hit on.  hit up. Slang. To approach and ask (someone) for something, espe-

cially for money:  tried to hit me up for a loan.   —idioms. hit it big. Slang. To be 

successful:  investors who hit it big on the stock market.  hit it off. Informal. To get 

along well together.  hit (someone) over the head. Informal. To be so repeti-

tive or obvious as to become redundant or insulting:  We were simply hit over the 

head by the poet’s misogynistic imagery.  hit the books. Informal. To study, espe-

cially with concentrated effort.  hit the bottle. Slang. To engage in drinking 

alcoholic beverages.  hit the fan. Slang. To have serious, usually adverse conse-

quences.  hit the ground running. Informal. To begin a venture with great 

energy, involvement, and competence.  hit the hay (or hit the sack). Slang. To 

go to bed:  hit the hay well before midnight.  hit the high points (or hit the 
high spots). To direct attention to the most important points or places.  hit the 
jackpot. To become highly and unexpectedly successful, especially to win a great 

deal of money.  hit the nail on the head. To be absolutely right.  hit the 
road. Slang. To set out, as on a trip; leave.  hit the roof (or hit the ceiling). 

Slang. To express anger, especially vehemently.  hit the spot. To give total or 

desired satisfaction, as food or drink.  [Middle English hitten, from Old English 

hyttan, from Old Norse hitta.] —hitùless adj.  —hitùta·ble adj. 



Hi·ta·chi (hV-täùchK)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, on the Pacific Ocean 

northeast of Tokyo. It is the center of an important industrial area. Population, 

206,075. 

hit-and-miss (hVtùn-mVsù) adj.  Sometimes succeeding and sometimes not. 

hit-and-run (hVtùn-rƒnù) adj.  1. Being or involving the driver of a motor vehi-

cle who leaves the scene of an accident, especially one in which a pedestrian or 

another vehicle has been struck.  2. Baseball. Relating to or being a play in which 

a base runner starts to run on the pitch and the batter attempts to hit the ball to 

protect the runner.  3. Involving or designed for swift specific action or effect: “a 

day of hit-and-run disturbances by bands of dissident students” (Alfonso Narvaez). 

hitch (hVch) v.  hitched, hitch·ing, hitch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fasten or catch 

temporarily with or as if with a loop, hook, or noose.  2. To connect or attach, as 

to a vehicle:  hitched the horses to the sleigh.  3. To move or raise by pulling or jerk-

ing:  hitch up one’s suspenders.  4. Informal. To hitchhike:  hitched a ride to the rally.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To move haltingly; hobble.  2. To become entangled, snarled, or 

fastened.  3. Slang. To get married:  We got hitched last weekend.  4. Informal. To 

hitchhike.   —  n.  1. Any of various knots used as a temporary fastening.  2. A 

device used to connect one thing to another.  3. A short jerking motion; a tug.  

4. A hobble or limp.  5. An impediment or a delay:  a hitch in our plans.  6. A 

term of service, especially of military service.  7. Informal. A free ride obtained 

along a road.  [Probably from Middle English hytchen, icchen, to move, jerk.] 
—hitchùer n. 

Hitch·cock (hVchùkmkÙ), Sir Alfred Joseph. 1899-1980.  British director 

known for his suspense films, especially The 39 Steps (1935), Strangers on a Train 

(1951), and Psycho (1960). 

hitch·hike (hVchùhXkÙ) v.  hitch·hiked, hitch·hik·ing, hitch·hikes.  —  v.  

intr. To travel by soliciting free rides along a road.   —  v.  tr. To solicit or get (a 

free ride) along a road.   —hitchùhikeÙ n.  —hitchùhikÙer n. 

hitch·ing post (hVchùVng post) n.  A post to which an animal, especially a 

horse, is hitched. 

Hitch·ings (hVchùVngz), George Herbert. Born 1905.  American biochemist. 

He shared a 1988 Nobel Prize for developing drugs to treat leukemia and gout. 

hi-tech (hXùtHkù) adj.  Variant of high tech. 
hith·er (hVthùNr) adv.  To or toward this place:  Come hither.   —  adj.  Located on 

the near side.   —idiom. hither and thither (or hither and yon). In or to 

many places; here and there:  looked hither and thither for the ring; ran hither and 

yon.  [Middle English, from Old English hider. See ko- in Appendix.]

hith·er·most (hVthùNr-mostÙ) adj.  Nearest to this place or side. 

hith·er·to (hVthùNr-tuÙ, hVthÙNr-tuù) adv.  Until this time:  The weather, which 

had hitherto been sunny and mild, suddenly turned cold. 

hith·er·ward (hVthùNr-wNrd) also hith·er·wards (-wNrdz) adv.  Hither. 



Hit·ler (hVtùlNr), Adolf. Known as “Der Führer.” 1889-1945.  Austrian-born 

founder of the German Nazi Party and chancellor of the Third Reich (1933-

1945). His fascist philosophy, embodied in Mein Kampf (1925-1927), attracted 

widespread support, and after 1934 he ruled as an absolute dictator. Hitler’s pur-

suit of aggressive nationalist policies resulted in the invasion of Poland (1939) 

and the subsequent outbreak of World War II. His regime was infamous for the 

extermination of millions of people, especially European Jews. He committed sui-

cide when the collapse of the Third Reich was imminent (1945).   —Hit·lerùi·an 
(hVt-lîrùK-Nn) adj. 

Hit·ler·ism (hVtùlN-rVzÙNm) n.  The fascistic and nationalistic theories and prac-

tices of Adolf Hitler and the Nazis.   —Hitùler·iteÙ (-lN-rXtÙ) adj.  & n. 

hit list (hVt lVst) n.  Slang. 1. A list of potential murder victims.  2. A list designat-

ing a target, as for attack, coercion, or elimination: “had a hit list of executives he 

wanted fired” (New York). 

hit man (hVt m4n) n.  Slang. 1. A man hired by a crime syndicate as a profes-

sional killer.  2. A hatchet man. 

hit-or-miss (hVtùNr-mVsù) adj.  Marked by a lack of care, accuracy, or organiza-

tion; random.   —hit or miss adv. 

hit parade (hVt pN-r7dù) n.  1. Music. A ranked group or listing of the currently 

most popular songs.  2. A collection or listing of the most popular or excellent 

items or people of a certain kind. 

hit squad (hVt skwmd) n.  Slang. 1. A squad or team of hired executioners, as 

one organized for carrying out a political assassination.  2. A group of political 

terrorists. 

Hitt. abbr.  Hittite. 

hit·ter (hVtùNr) n.  1. One who hits or strikes something.  2. Baseball. A batter. 

Hit·tite (hVtùXtÙ) n.  Abbr. Hitt 1. A member of an ancient people living in Ana-

tolia and northern Syria about 2000-1200 B.C.  2. The Indo-European language of 

the Hittites.   —  adj.  Abbr. Hitt Of or relating to the Hittites, their language, or 

their culture.  [From Hebrew Uittî, from Akkadian Tatti, from Hittite Hatti.]

HIV (7chÙX-vKù) n.  A retrovirus that causes AIDS. HIV was formerly known as 

HTLV-III.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  an HIV infec-

tion.  [H(UMAN) I(MMUNODEFICIENCY) V(IRUS).]

Hi·va O·a (hKùvN oùN)  A volcanic island of the southern Pacific Ocean in the 

southeast Marquesas Islands of French Polynesia. The painter Gauguin is buried 

here. 

hive (hXv) n.  1. a. A structure for housing bees, especially honeybees.  b. A col-

ony of bees living in such a structure.   2. A place swarming with activity.   —  v.  

hived, hiv·ing, hives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To collect into a hive.  2. To store (honey) in 

a hive.  3. To store up; accumulate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To enter and occupy a beehive.  

2. To live with many others in close association.   —phrasal verb. hive off. To 



set apart from a group:  hived off the department into another division.  [Middle 

English, from Old English h«f.]

hives (hXvz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A skin condition characterized by 

intensely itching welts and caused by an allergic reaction to internal or external 

agents, an infection, or a nervous condition.  Also called nettle rash, urticaria.  

[Origin unknown.]

Hi·was·see (hX-wmsùK)  A river rising in northeast Georgia and flowing about 

241 km (150 mi) northward across southwest North Carolina and into southeast 

Tennessee, where it joins the Tennessee River. 

Hka·ka·bo Ra·zi (käùkN-bo räùzK)  A mountain, 5,885.3 m (19,296 ft) high, of 

northern Burma near the Chinese border. It is the highest peak in the country. 

hl abbr.  Hectoliter. 

H.L. abbr.  House of Lords. 

hld. abbr.  Nautical. Hold. 

hlqn abbr.  Harlequin. 

hm abbr.  Hectometer. 

H.M. abbr.  1. Her Majesty.  2. His Majesty. 

HMAS  or H.M.A.S. abbr.  Her, or His, Majesty’s Australian Ship. 

HMBS  or H.M.B.S. abbr.  Her, or His, Majesty’s British Ship. 

HMCS  or H.M.C.S. abbr.  Her, or His, Majesty’s Canadian Ship. 

HMF  or H.M.F. abbr.  Her, or His, Majesty’s Forces. 

HMO (7chÙHm-où) n.  A corporation financed by insurance premiums whose 

member physicians and professional staff provide curative and preventive medi-

cine within certain financial, geographic, and professional limits to enrolled vol-

unteer members and their families.  [H(EALTH) M(AINTENANCE) O(RGANIZATION).]

Hmong (hmông) n.  pl. Hmong or Hmongs. 1. A member of a people inhab-

iting the mountainous regions of southern China and adjacent areas of Vietnam, 

Laos, and Thailand.  2. The Miao-Yao language of the Hmong.  Also called Miao 

HMS  or H.M.S. abbr.  Her, or His, Majesty’s Ship. 

HN abbr.  Head nurse. 

hny abbr.  Honey. 

ho (ho) interj.  Used to express surprise or joy, to attract attention to something 

sighted, or to urge onward:  Land ho! Westward ho! 

Ho1  The symbol for the element holmium. 
Ho2 abbr.  Bible. Hosea. 

ho. abbr.  House. 

hoa·gie also hoa·gy (hoùgK) n.  pl. hoa·gies. Chiefly Pennsylvania & Chiefly 

New Jersey. See submarine (n., sense 2). See Regional note at submarine.  
[Alteration of hoggy.]

hoar (hôr, hor) adj.  Hoary.   —  n.  Hoarfrost.  [Middle English hor, from Old 

English h7r.]



hoard (hôrd, hord) n.  A hidden fund or supply stored for future use; a cache.   
—  v.  hoard·ed, hoard·ing, hoards.  —  v.  intr. To gather or accumulate a 

hoard.   —  v.  tr. 1. To accumulate a hoard of.  2. To keep hidden or private.  

[Middle English hord, from Old English. See (s)keu- in Appendix.] —hoardùer 
n. 

hoard·ing (hôrùdVng, horù-) n.  1. A temporary wooden fence around a build-

ing or structure under construction or repair.  2. Chiefly British. A billboard.  

[Obsolete hoard, hourd, from French dialectal hourd, fence, scaffold, hurdle, from 

Old French, of Germanic origin.]

Hoare (hôr, hor), Sir Samuel John Gurney First Viscount Templewood. 1880-

1959.  British diplomat and public official. As secretary of state for foreign affairs 

(1935) he negotiated the agreement that gave Ethiopia to Italy as a protectorate 

and was subsequently forced to resign. 

hoar·frost (hôrùfrôstÙ, -frmstÙ, horù-) n.  Frozen dew that forms a white coating 

on a surface.  Also called white frost 

hoarse (hôrs, hors) adj.  hoars·er, hoars·est. 1. Rough or grating in sound:  a 

hoarse cry.  2. Having or characterized by a husky, grating voice:  yelled ourselves 

hoarse.  [Middle English hos, hors, from Old English h7s.] —hoarseùly adv.  

—hoarseùness n. 

hoars·en (hôrùsNn, horù-) v.  tr. intr. hoars·ened, hoars·en·ing, hoars·ens. 
To make or become hoarse. 

hoar·y (hôrùK, horùK) adj.  hoar·i·er, hoar·i·est. 1. Gray or white with or as if 

with age.  2. Covered with grayish hair or pubescence:  hoary leaves.  3. So old as 

to inspire veneration; ancient.   —hoarùi·ly adv.  —hoarùi·ness n. 

hoary alyssum (hôrùK N-lVsùNm) n.  An annual European herb (Berteroa 

incana) of the mustard family, having silvery foliage, oblong fruits, and white, 

deeply notched flowers. It is naturalized in eastern North America.  Also called 

alyssum 

hoat·zin (wät-sKnù) n.  A crested brownish bird (Opisthocomus hoazin) of tropi-

cal South America whose young have claws on the first and second digits of the 

wings.  [American Spanish hoazín, from Nahuatl uatzin, pheasant or small game 

bird.]

hoax (hoks) n.  1. An act intended to deceive or trick.  2. Something that has 

been established or accepted by fraudulent means.   —  v.  tr. hoaxed, 
hoax·ing, hoax·es. To deceive or cheat by using a hoax.  [Perhaps alteration of 

HOCUS.] —hoaxùer n. 

hob1 (hmb) n.  1. A shelf or projection at the back or side of a fireplace, used for 

keeping food or utensils warm.  2. A tool used for cutting the teeth of machine 

parts, as of a gearwheel.  [Origin unknown.]

hob2 (hmb) n.  1. Chiefly British. A hobgoblin, a sprite, or an elf.  2. Mischievous 

behavior.  [From Middle English Hob, a nickname for Robert.]



Ho·ban (hoùbNn), James. 1762?-1831.  Irish-born American architect who 

designed and supervised the construction (1793-1801) and renovation (1815-

1829) of the White House in Washington, D.C. 

Ho·bart  1.  (hoùbärtÙ) A city of southeast Tasmania, Australia, on an inlet of the 

Tasman Sea. It was founded in 1804 as a penal colony. Population, 47,920.  2.  
(hoùbNrt) A city of northwest Indiana southeast of Gary. Mainly residential, it 

also has varied light industries. Population, 21,822. 

Ho·bart (hoùbärtÙ, -bNrt), Garret Augustus. 1844-1899.  Vice President of the 

United States (1897-1899) under William McKinley. 

Hob·be·ma (hmbùN-mN, hôùbN-mä), Meindert. 1638-1709.  Dutch landscape 

painter known for a number of works, including The Hermitage, St. Petersburg 

(1663). 

Hobbes (hmbz), Thomas. 1588-1679.  English political philosopher who wrote 

Leviathan (1651), which outlined his philosophy that human beings are funda-

mentally selfish.   —Hobbesùi·an adj. 

Hobb·ism (hmbùVzÙNm) n.  A political theory promulgated by Thomas Hobbes, 

advocating absolute monarchy as the only means of adequately controlling the 

inevitable problems created by the inherently selfish, aggrandizing nature of 

human beings.   —Hobbùist adj.  & n. 

hob·bit (hmbùVt) n.  An imaginary creature resembling a diminutive human 

being, having some rabbitlike characteristics, and being naturally peace-loving, 

domestic, and sociable.  [From pseudo-Old English holb«tla, hole-builder (coined 

by J.R.R. Tolkien)  : Old English hol, hole; see HOLE + Old English b«tla, builder, 

hammerer (from b«tl, bXetel, mallet); see BEETLE
3.]

hob·ble (hmbùNl) v.  hob·bled, hob·bling, hob·bles.  —  v.  intr. To walk or 

move along haltingly or with difficulty; limp.   —  v.  tr. 1. To put a device around 

the legs of (a horse, for example) so as to hamper but not prevent movement.  

2. To cause to limp.  3. To hamper the action or progress of; impede.  See Syn-

onyms at hamper1.   —  n.  1. A hobbling walk or gait.  2. A device, such as a 

rope or strap, used to hobble an animal.  3. Archaic. An awkward situation.  

[Middle English hobblen, of Low German origin; akin to Middle Dutch hobbelen, 

to roll.] —hobùbler n. 

hob·ble·bush (hmbùNl-btshÙ) n.  A deciduous shrub (Viburnum alnifolium) 

of eastern North America, having flat clusters of white flowers with the marginal 

flowers larger than the others. 

hob·ble·de·hoy (hmbùNl-dK-hoiÙ) n.  pl. hob·ble·de·hoys. A gawky adoles-

cent boy.  [Origin unknown.]

hobble skirt (hmbùNl skûrt) n.  A long skirt, popular between 1910 and 1914, 

that was so narrow below the knees that it restricted normal stride. 



Hobbs (hmbz)  A city of southeast New Mexico near the Texas border southeast 

of Roswell. Oil and natural gas were discovered in the area in 1927. Population, 

29,115. 

hob·by1 (hmbùK) n.  pl. hob·bies. An activity or interest pursued outside one’s 

regular occupation and engaged in primarily for pleasure.  [Middle English hobi, 

hobyn, small horse, hobby horse, perhaps from Hobin, Hobby, nickname for Rob-

ert.] —hobùby·ist n. 

hob·by2 (hmbùK) n.  pl. hob·bies. Any of several small falcons of the genus 

Falco, formerly used for catching small birds or game.  [Middle English hobi, 

from Old French hobe, hobel.]

Hob·by (hmbùK), Oveta Culp. Born 1905.  American public official. She was the 

first director of the Women’s Army Corps (1943-1945) and the first secretary of 

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (1953-1955). 

hob·by·horse (hmbùK-hôrsÙ) n.  1. a. A child’s riding toy that consists of a long 

stick with an imitation horse’s head on one end.  b.  See rocking horse.   2. a. A 

figure of a horse worn attached to the waist of a mummer, as in a morris dance.  

b. A person wearing such a figure.   3. a. A favorite hobby.  b. A topic with 

which one is obsessed; a fixation.  

hob·gob·lin (hmbùgmbÙlVn) n.  1. An ugly, mischievous elf or goblin.  2. An 

object or a source of fear, dread, or harassment; a bugbear: “A foolish consistency is 

the hobgoblin of little minds” (Ralph Waldo Emerson). 

hob·nail (hmbùn7lÙ) n.  A short nail with a thick head used to protect the soles of 

shoes or boots.  [HOB
1, peg, projection (obsolete) + NAIL.] —hobùnailedÙ adj. 

hob·nob (hmbùnmbÙ) v.  intr. hob·nobbed, hob·nob·bing, hob·nobs. To 

associate familiarly:  hobnobs with the executives.  [From the phrase (drink) hob or 

nob, (toast) one another alternately, from obsolete and dialectal hab nab, have or 

have not  : probably Middle English habbe, have; see HAVE + Middle English nabbe 

(contraction of ne habbe, have not  : Old English ne, not; see not + habbe, have).]

WORD HISTORY: The fact that hobnobbing with our social betters may at

times be a hit-or-miss proposition has an etymological justification. The verb

hobnob originally meant “to drink together” and occurred as a varying phrase, hob

or nob, hob-a-nob, or hob and nob, the first of which is recorded in 1763. This

phrasal form reflects the origins of the verb in similar phrases that were used

when two people were toasting each other. The probable reason that the phrases

were so used is that hob is a variant of hab, as nob is of nab, and that these in turn

are probably forms of have and its negative. In Middle English, for example, one

finds the forms habbe, “to have,” and nabbe, “not to have.” Hab or nab, or simply

hab nab, thus meant “get or lose, hit or miss,” and the variant hob-nob also meant

“hit or miss.” Used in the drinking phrase, hob or nob would have probably meant

“give or take,” and from a drinking situation hob nob spread to other forms of



chumminess.

ho·bo (hoùbo) n.  pl. ho·boes or ho·bos. 1. A homeless person, especially an 

impoverished vagrant.  2. A migrant worker.   —  v.  intr. ho·boed, ho·bo·ing, 
ho·boes. To live or wander like a vagrant.  [Origin unknown.] —hoùbo·ism n. 

Ho·bo·ken (hoùboÙkNn)  A city of northeast New Jersey on the Hudson River 

opposite Manhattan. Now a railroad hub and busy seaport, it was a resort and 

amusement center for New Yorkers before the mid-19th century. Population, 

33,397. 

Hob·son’s choice (hmbùsNnz chois) n.  An apparently free choice that offers 

no real alternative.  [After Thomas Hobson (1544?-1630), English keeper of a liv-

ery stable, from his requirement that customers take either the horse nearest the 

stable door or none.]

Hoc·cleve (hmkùlKvÙ)  or Oc·cleve (mkù-), Thomas. 1369?-1450?.  English poet 

known for his detailed descriptions of life in medieval London. 

Höch (htk, hœKH), Hannah. 1889-1979.  German Dada artist who cofounded 

photomontage as a new medium for her works dealing with war and revolution. 

Ho Chi Minh (hoù chKù mVnù), 1890-1969.  Vietnamese leader and first presi-

dent of North Vietnam (1954-1969). His army was victorious in the French 

Indochina War (1946-1954), and he later led North Vietnam’s struggle to defeat 

the U.S.-supported government in South Vietnam. Ho Chi Minh died before the 

reunification of Vietnam (1976). 

Ho Chi Minh City (ho kX mVn sVtùK) Formerly Sai·gon (sX-gmnù).  The largest 

city of Vietnam, in the southern part of the country near the South China Sea. An 

ancient Khmer settlement, it became the capital of South Vietnam in 1954. The 

city was heavily damaged during the Vietnam War. Population, 2,441,185. 

hock1 (hmk) n.  1. a. The tarsal joint of the hind leg of a digitigrade quadruped, 

such as a horse, corresponding to the human ankle but bending in the opposite 

direction.  b. A joint in the leg of a domestic fowl similar to the hock of a quadru-

ped.   2. A small cut of meat, especially ham, from the front or hind leg directly 

above the foot.   —  v.  tr. hocked, hock·ing, hocks. To disable by cutting the 

tendons of the hock; hamstring.  [Middle English, from Old English hoh, heel.]

hock2 (hmk) n.  Chiefly British. Rhine wine.  [Short for obsolete Hockamore, 

alteration of German Hochheimer, from Hochheim, a town of west-central Ger-

many.]

hock3 (hmk) Slang. v.  tr. hocked, hock·ing, hocks. To pawn:  hock a diamond 

ring.   —  n.  1. The state of being pawned:  put the diamonds in hock.  2. The state 

of being in debt:  thought we’d never get out of hock.  [Probably from Dutch hok, 

prison.]

hock·ey (hmkùK) n.  Sports. 1. Ice hockey.  2. Field hockey.  [Origin unknown.]



hockey stick (hmkùK stVk) n.  Sports. A long-handled stick with one curved end 

that is used in hockey. 

hock·shop (hmkùshmpÙ) n.  Slang. A pawnshop. 

ho·cus (hoùkNs) v.  tr. ho·cused or ho·cussed, ho·cus·ing or ho·cus·sing, 
ho·cus·es or ho·cus·ses. 1. To fool or deceive; hoax.  2. To infuse (food or 

drink) with a drug.  [Short for HOCUS-POCUS.]

ho·cus-po·cus (hoÙkNs-poùkNs) n.  1. Nonsense words or phrases used as a for-

mula by quack conjurers.  2. A trick performed by a magician or juggler; sleight-

of-hand.  3. Foolishness or empty pretense used especially to disguise deception 

or chicanery.   —  v.  tr. ho·cus-po·cused or ho·cus-po·cussed, ho·cus-
po·cus·ing or ho·cus-po·cus·sing, ho·cus-po·cus·es or ho·cus-po·cus·ses. 
To play tricks on; deceive.  [Possibly from an alteration of Latin hoc est corpus 

(meum), this is (my) body (from its use in the Eucharist at the time of transub-

stantiation).]

hod (hmd) n.  1. A trough carried over the shoulder for transporting loads, as of 

bricks or mortar.  2. A coal scuttle.  [Perhaps alteration of dialectal hot, from 

Middle English, pannier, from Old French hotte, of Germanic origin.]

Ho·dei·da (ho-d7ùdN)  A city of western Yemen on the Red Sea. It is a major 

port and industrial center. Population, 126,400. 

hodge·podge (hmjùpmjÙ) n.  A mixture of dissimilar ingredients; a jumble.  

[Alteration of Middle English hochepot, from Old French, stew. See HOTCHPOT.]

Hodg·kin (hmjùkVn), Sir Alan Lloyd. 1914-1994.  British physiologist. He 

shared a 1963 Nobel Prize for research on nerve cells. 

Hodg·kin (hmjùkVn), Dorothy Mary Crowfoot. Born 1910.  Egyptian-born 

British chemist. She won a 1964 Nobel Prize for determining the structure of 

compounds needed to combat pernicious anemia. 

Hodg·kin’s disease (hmjùkVnz dV-zKzù) n.  A malignant, progressive, some-

times fatal disease of unknown etiology, marked by enlargement of the lymph 

nodes, spleen, and liver.  [After Thomas Hodgkin (1798-1866), British physician.]

hoe (ho) n.  A tool with a flat blade attached approximately at a right angle to a 

long handle, used for weeding, cultivating, and gardening.   —  v.  hoed, 
hoe·ing, hoes.  —  v.  tr. To weed, cultivate, or dig up with a hoe.   —  v.  intr. To 

work with a hoe.  [Middle English howe, from Old French houe, of Germanic ori-

gin. See kau- in Appendix.] —hoùer n. 

Hoe (ho), Richard March. 1812-1886.  American inventor and manufacturer 

who devised the first rotary press (1847) and the first web press (1871). 

hoe·cake (hoùk7kÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See johnnycake. See Regional 

note at johnnycake.  [Possibly because it was sometimes baked on the blade of a 

hoe.]

hoe·down (hoùdounÙ) n.  1. A square dance.  2. The music for a square dance.  

3. A party at which square dancing takes place. 



Hoek van Hol·land (hukÙ vän hôùlänt)  See Hook of Holland. 
Hof (hof, hôf)  A city of east-central Germany near the Czechoslovakian border 

north-northeast of Bayreuth. First mentioned in the early 13th century, it passed 

to Prussia in 1792 and Bavaria in 1810. Population, 51,183. 

Ho·fei (hƒùf7ù)  See Hefei. 
Ho·fer (hoùfNr), Andreas. 1767-1810.  Tyrolese patriot who led a rebellion 

against the Bavarian government of the Tyrol (1809) and was later defeated by a 

combined French and Bavarian army. 

Hof·fa (hmfùN), James Riddle. Known as “Jimmy.” 1913-1975?.  American 

labor leader who became president of the Teamsters Union (1957) and attempted 

to organize all transportation workers into one union. Hoffa was jailed for jury 

tampering and fraud (1967-1971) and was later abducted and presumably mur-

dered (1975). 

Hoff·man (hôfùmNn), Malvina. 1887-1966.  American sculptor who executed 

110 figures of ethnic types for the Field Museum in Chicago (1930-1933). 

Hoffman Estates (hôfùmNn V-st7tsù)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb 

of Chicago. Population, 46,561. 

Hoff·mann (hmfùmNn, hôfùmänÙ), August Heinrich. Known as “Hoffmann 

von Fallersleben.” 1798-1874.  German writer, philologist, and literary historian 

noted for his patriotic verse, including “Deutschland, Deutschland über Alles” 

(1841). 

Hoff·mann (hmfùmNn, hôfùmänÙ), Roald. Born 1937.  Polish-born American 

chemist. He shared a 1981 Nobel Prize for applying quantum-mechanics theories 

to the analysis of chemical reactions. 

Hof·mann (hmfùmNn, hôfùmänÙ), August Wilhelm von. 1818-1892.  Ger-

man chemist. Among his achievements are the discovery of formaldehyde and the 

discovery of a method for determining molecular weights of liquids by calculat-

ing their vapor densities. 

Hof·mann (hmfùmNn, hôfùmänÙ), Hans. 1880-1966.  German-born American 

artist who opened two art schools in New York City and Provincetown, Massa-

chusetts (1932-1958), that were important in the development of abstract expres-

sionism. 

Hof·mann (hmfùmNn, hôfùmänÙ), Josef Casimir. 1876-1957.  Polish-born 

American pianist and composer who helped found the Curtis Institute in Phila-

delphia (1924). 

Hof·manns·thal (hôfùmäns-tälÙ, hofù-), Hugo von. 1874-1929.  Austrian 

writer who established his reputation with lyric poems and a number of plays, 

including Yesterday (1891) and Death and the Fool (1893). 

Hof·stadt·er (hmfùst4tùNr), Richard. 1916-1970.  American historian who won 

a Pulitzer Prize for The Age of Reform (1955), a study of the Populist, Progressive, 

and New Deal eras. 



Hof·stadt·er (hmfùst4tùNr), Robert. Born 1915.  American physicist. He shared 

a 1961 Nobel Prize for determining the structure of protons and neutrons. 

hog (hôg, hmg) n.  1. a. Any of various mammals of the family Suidae, which 

includes the domesticated pig as well as wild species, such as the boar and the 

wart hog.  b. A domesticated pig, especially one weighing over 54 kilograms (120 

pounds).   2. a. A self-indulgent, gluttonous, or filthy person.  b. One that uses 

too much of something.   3.  Also hogg. a. Chiefly British. A young sheep before 

it has been shorn.  b. The wool from this type of sheep.   4. Slang. A big, heavy 

motorcycle.   —  v.  hogged, hog·ging, hogs.  —  v.  tr. 1. Informal. To take 

more than one’s share of:  Don’t hog the couch.  2. To cause (the back) to arch like 

that of a hog.  3. To cut (a horse’s mane) short and bristly.  4. To shred (waste 

wood, for example) by machine.   —  v.  intr. Nautical. To arch upward in the 

middle. Used of a ship’s keel.   —idiom. high on the hog (or high off the 
hog). Slang. In a lavish or extravagant manner:  lives high on the hog since getting 

his share of the inheritance.  [Middle English, from Old English hogg, possibly of 

Celtic origin. See s7777- in Appendix.]

ho·gan (hoùgänÙ, -gNn) n.  A usually earth-covered Navajo dwelling traditionally 

built with the entrance facing east.  [Navajo hooghan.]

Ho·gan (hoùgNn), William Benjamin. Known as “Ben.” Born 1912.  American 

golfer. He won the U.S. Open championship (1948, 1950, 1951, and 1953), the 

P.G.A. championship (1948), and the British Open (1953). 

Ho·garth (hoùgärthÙ), William. 1697-1764.  British artist whose satirical paint-

ings attacked the contradiction of luxury and squalor in society.   
—Ho·garthùi·an adj. 

hog·back (hôgùb4kÙ, hmgù-) n.  A sharp ridge with steeply sloping sides, pro-

duced by erosion of the broken edges of highly tilted strata. 

hog cholera (hôg kmlùNr-N) n.  A highly infectious, often fatal viral disease of 

swine, characterized by fever, loss of appetite, diarrhea, and exhaustion.  Also 

called African swine fever 

hog·fish (hôgùfVshÙ, hmgù-) n.  pl. hogfish or hog·fish·es. 1. A colorful fish 

(Lachnolaimus maximus) of warm Atlantic waters, having a long snout in the 

adult male.  2.  See pigfish. 
hogg (hôg, hmg) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of hog (n., sense 3). 

Hogg (hôg, hmg), James. 1770-1835.  British writer known for his rustic verse, 

including The Mountain Bard (1807) and The Queen’s Wake (1813). 

hog·gish (hôùgVsh, hmgùVsh) adj.  1. Coarsely self-indulgent or gluttonous.  

2. Filthy.   —hogùgish·ly adv.  —hogùgish·ness n. 

hog heaven (hôg hHvùNn) n.  Slang. A state of utter bliss or contentment:  She’s 

in hog heaven over her new sports car. 



Hog·ma·nay (hmgÙmN-n7ù, hmgùmN-n7Ù) n.  Scots. 1. The eve of New Year’s 

Day, on which children traditionally go from house to house asking for presents.  

2. A present requested or given on this day.  [Origin unknown.]

hog·nose snake (hôgùnozÙ sn7k, hmgù-) n.  Any of several thick-bodied, non-

venomous North American snakes of the genus Heterodon having an upturned 

snout.  Also called puff adder 

hog peanut (hôg pKùnƒtÙ) n.  A twining North American vine (Amphicarpaea 

bracteata) having clusters of pinkish or white flowers and bearing three-seeded 

pods as well as basal or underground fleshy one-seeded pods. 

hogs·head (hôgzùhHdÙ, hmgzù-) Abbr. hhd n.  1. Any of various units of vol-

ume or capacity ranging from 63 to 140 gallons (238 to 530 liters), especially a 

unit of capacity used in liquid measure in the United States, equal to 63 gallons 

(238 liters).  2. A large barrel or cask with this capacity. 

hog-tie also hog·tie (hôgùtXÙ, hmgù-) v.  tr. hog·tied, hog·tie·ing or 

hog·ty·ing, hog·ties. 1. To tie together the feet or legs of.  2. Informal. To 

impede or disrupt in movement or action.  See Synonyms at hamper1. 
hog·wash (hôgùwôshÙ, -wmsh, hmgù-) n.  1. Worthless, false, or ridiculous 

speech or writing; nonsense.  2. Garbage fed to hogs; swill. 

hog·weed (hôgùwKdÙ, hmgù-) n.  Any of certain coarse, weedy plants of the gen-

era Ambrosia, Erigeron, or Heracleum. 

hog-wild (hôgùwXldù, hmgù-) adj.  Informal. 1. So wildly excited as to be irratio-

nal or devoid of good judgment:  hog-wild spending.  2. Wildly enthusiastic:  is 

hog-wild over racing cars.   —hogù-wildù adv. 

Ho·hen·lo·he (hoÙNn-loùN)  German princely family in existence since the 12th 

century. Its members held a number of important military and political positions 

in the 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Ho·hen·stau·fen (hoÙNn-shtouùfNn)  Family of German rulers of the Holy 

Roman Empire (1138-1208 and 1215-1254). Hohenstaufens also reigned in Sicily 

(1194-1268). 

Ho·hen·zol·lern (hoùNn-zmlÙNrn, -tsôlÙ-)  German royal family who ruled 

Brandenburg from 1415 and later extended their control to Prussia (1525). Under 

Frederick I (ruled 1701-1713) the family’s possessions were unified as the king-

dom of Prussia. From 1871 to 1918 Hohenzollern monarchs ruled the German 

Empire. 

Ho·he Tau·ern (hoùN touùNrn)  A range of the eastern Alps in southern Austria 

near the Italian border. Grossglockner, 3,799.4 m (12,457 ft), is the highest peak. 

Hoh·hot (hoùhotù) also Hu·he·hot (huùh7-)  A city of northern China west-

northwest of Beijing. An industrial city, it is also the capital of Nei Monggol 

(Inner Mongolia) autonomous region. Population, 542,800. 

Ho·ho·kam (hN-hoùkNm) n.  A Native American culture flourishing from about 

the 3rd century B.C. to the mid-15th century A.D. in south-central Arizona, noted 



for the construction of an extensive system of irrigation canals.  [From Papago 

huhugam, those who are gone.]

ho hum (hoù hƒmù) interj.  Used to express boredom, weariness, or contempt. 

ho-hum (hoùhƒmù) adj.  Informal. Boring and dull; routine: “a ho-hum speaker 

who couldn’t capture the attention of the conventioneers” (Chicago Tribune). 

hoicks (hoiks) interj.  Variant of yoicks. 
hoi pol·loi (hoiÙ pN-loiù) n.  The common people; the masses.  [Greek, the many 

 : hoi, nominative pl. of ho, the; see so- in Appendix + polloi, nominative pl. of 

polus, many; see pelN-1 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: We hoi polloi may want to be careful in our use of the term

hoi polloi because a few pitfalls lie in wait for those without a knowledge of its

background. Hoi polloi is a borrowing of the Greek phrase hoi polloi, which is

made up of the form hoi, meaning “the” and used before a plural, and polloi, the

plural of polus, “many.” In Greek hoi polloi had a special sense, “the greater num-

ber, the people, the commonalty, the masses.” This is what the phrase has tended

to express in English since its first recorded instance, in an 1837 work by James

Fenimore Cooper. One pitfall in the use of hoi polloi lies in the fact that hoi already

expresses the sense “the,” so that technically one should not add another the to

the phrase, as in the hoi polloi. But this technicality has not stopped many users

of the phrase, including Cooper, from doing so. The other pitfall in the use of the

phrase is the misuse of it to mean “the elite,” possibly brought about because hoi

in the phrase the hoi polloi is reminiscent of high as in high and mighty and also

because hoi polloi may recall hoity-toity.

hoi·sin sauce (hoiùsVn sôs, hoi-sVnù) n.  A thick, sweet, pungent sauce used in 

Chinese cooking.  [Chinese (Cantonese) hoisin, seafood  : hoi, ocean + sin, deli-

cacy, seafood.]

hoist (hoist) v.  hoist·ed, hoist·ing, hoists.  —  v.  tr. To raise or haul up with 

or as if with the help of a mechanical apparatus.  See Synonyms at lift.   —  v.  

intr. To become raised or lifted.   —  n.  1. An apparatus for lifting heavy or cum-

bersome objects.  2. The act of hoisting; a lift.  3. Nautical. a. The height or verti-

cal dimension of a flag or of any square sail other than a course.  b. A group of 

flags raised together as a signal.   [Alteration of dialectal hoise, perhaps variant of 

Middle English hisse, heave!, possibly from Middle Dutch hissen, to haul.] 
—hoistùer n. 

hoi·ty-toi·ty (hoiÙtK-toiùtK) adj.  1. Pretentiously self-important; pompous.  

2. Given to frivolity or silliness.  [From reduplication of dialectal hoit, to romp; 

akin to perhaps akin to HOYDEN.]

Ho·kan (hoùkNn) n.  A proposed grouping of a number of Native American lan-

guage families of western North America. 



Ho·kang (hƒùkängù, -gängù)  See Hegang. 
hoke (hok) v.  tr. hoked, hok·ing, hokes. Slang. To give an impressive but 

artificial, false, or deceptive quality to:  hoked up some phony allegations.  [From 

HOKUM.]

hok·ey (hoùkK) adj.  hok·i·er, hok·i·est. Slang. 1. Mawkishly sentimental; 

corny.  2. Noticeably contrived; artificial.   —hokùi·ly adv.  —hokùi·ness, 
hokùey·ness n. 

Ho·kin·son (hoùkVn-sNn), Helen Elna. 1893-1949.  American cartoonist who 

depicted middle-aged women in garden club meetings, choir rehearsals, and 

other stereotypical settings. 

Hok·kai·do (hm-kXùdo, hôùkX-doù)  An island of Japan north of Honshu. It is the 

second largest of the Japanese islands but the least populated. Hokkaido became 

part of Japan in the medieval period (c. 1600) and was called Yezo or Ezo until 

1868. 

hok·ku (hoùku) n.  pl. hokku. A haiku.  [Japanese  : hok, opening, first + ku, 

stanza.]

ho·kum (hoùkNm) n.  1. Something apparently impressive or legitimate but 

actually untrue or insincere; nonsense.  2. A stock technique for eliciting a 

desired response from an audience.  [Perhaps HO(CUS-POCUS) + (BUN)KUM.]

Ho·ku·sai (hoùkt-sXÙ, hoÙkt-sXù), 1760-1849.  Japanese artist and printmaker 

who is remembered for his historical scenes and landscapes, including Thirty-Six 

Views of Mount Fuji (1826-1833). 

hol- pref.  Variant of holo-. 
ho·lan·dric (ho-l4nùdrVk, hm-) adj.  Relating to a trait encoded by a gene or 

genes located on the Y-chromosome and therefore occurring only in males.  

[HOL(O)- + ANDR(O)- + -IC.]

Hol·arc·tic (ho-lärkùtVk, -lärùtVk, hm-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the zoogeo-

graphic region that includes the northern areas of the earth and is divided into 

Nearctic and Palearctic regions. 

Hol·bein1 (holùbXn, hôlù-), Hans. Known as “the Elder.” 1465?-1524.  German 

painter. His religious works include altar pieces for the Augsburg Cathedral 

(1493) and for the churches of Saint Afra (c. 1495) and Saint Sebastian (1516), 

also in Augsburg. 

Hol·bein2 (holùbXn, hôlù-), Hans. Known as “the Younger.” 1497?-1543.  Ger-

man-born artist in Switzerland and England noted for his portraits and religious 

paintings. 

Hol·brook (holùbrtkÙ), Josiah. 1788-1854.  American educational reformer 

who organized (1826) the first lyceum for adult education in the United States. 

hold1 (hold) v.  held (hHld), hold·ing, holds.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To have and keep 

in one’s grasp:  held the reins tightly.  b. To aim or direct; point:  held a hose on the 

fire.  c. To keep from falling or moving; support:  a nail too small to hold the mir-



ror; hold the horse steady; papers that were held together with tape and glue.  d. To 

sustain the pressure of:  The bridge can’t hold that much weight.   2. a. To keep 

from departing or getting away:  Hold the bus! Hold the dog until I find the leash.  

b. To keep in custody:  held the suspect for questioning.  c. To retain the attention 

or interest of:  The storyteller held the crowd spellbound. Televised sports can’t hold 

my interest.  d. To avoid letting out or expelling:  The swimmer couldn’t hold her 

breath any longer.   3. a. To be filled by; contain.  b. To be capable of holding.  See 

Synonyms at contain.  c. To have as a chief characteristic or quality:  The film 

holds a number of surprises.  d. To have in store:  Let’s see what the future holds.   

4. a. To have and maintain in one’s possession:  holds a great deal of property.  

b. To have as a responsible position or a privilege:  held the governorship for six 

years.  c. To have in recognition of achievement or superiority:  holds the record 

for the one-mile race; holds the respect of her peers.   5. a. To maintain control over:  

The dam held the floodwaters. Thieves held the stolen painting for ransom.  b. To 

maintain occupation of by force or coercion:  Students held the administrative 

building for a week.  c. To withstand the efforts or advance of (an opposing team, 

for example).  d. To maintain in a given condition, situation, or action:  held him-

self as a gentleman at all times.   6. a. To impose control or restraint on; curb:  She 

held her temper.  b. To stop the movement or progress of:  Hold the presses!  c. To 

reserve or keep back from use:  Please hold two tickets for us. Please hold the relish 

on that hamburger.  d. To defer the immediate handling of:  asked the receptionist 

to hold all calls during the meeting.   7. a. To be the legal possessor of.  b. To bind 

by a contract.  c. To adjudge or decree:  The court held that the defendant was at 

fault.  d. To make accountable; obligate:  You certainly did hold me to my promise.   

8. a. To keep in the mind or convey as a judgment, conviction, or point of view:  

hold a grudge; hold it a point of honor not to reveal one’s sources; holds that this eco-

nomic program is the only answer to high prices.  b. To assert or affirm, especially 

formally:  This doctrine holds that people are inherently good.  c. To regard in a cer-

tain way:  I hold you in high esteem.   9. a. To cause to take place; carry on:  held 

the race in Florida; hold a yard sale.  b. To assemble for and conduct the activity 

of; convene:  held a meeting of the board.   10. a. To carry or support (the body or 

a bodily part) in a certain position:  Can the baby hold herself up yet? Hold up your 

leg.  b. To cover (the ears or the nose, for example) especially for protection:  held 

my nose against the stench.    —  v.  intr. 1. a. To maintain a grasp or grip on 

something.  b. To stay securely fastened:  The chain held.   2. a. To maintain a 

desired or accustomed position or condition:  hopes the weather will hold.  b. To 

withstand stress, pressure, or opposition:  The defense held. We held firm on the 

negotiations.   3. To continue in the same direction:  The ship held to a southwest-

erly course.  4. To be valid, applicable, or true:  The theory holds. This is an observa-

tion that still holds true.  5. To have legal right or title. Often used with of or from.  

6. To halt an intended action. Often used in the imperative.  7. To stop the count-



down during a missile or spacecraft launch.  8. Slang. To have in one’s possession 

illicit or illegally obtained material or goods, especially narcotics:  The suspect was 

holding.   —  n.  1. a. The act or a means of grasping.  b. A manner of grasping 

an opponent, as in wrestling or aikido:  a neck hold; an arm hold.   2. Something 

that may be grasped or gripped, as for support.  3. a. A bond or force that 

attaches or restrains, or by which something is affected or dominated:  a writer 

with a strong hold on the reading public.  b. Complete control:  has a firm hold on 

the complex issues.  c. Full understanding:  has a good hold on physics.   4. Music. 

a. The sustaining of a note longer than its indicated time value.  b. The symbol 

designating this pause; a fermata.   5. a. A direction or an indication that some-

thing is to be reserved or deferred.  b. A temporary halt, as in a countdown.   

6. a. A prison cell.  b. The state of being in confinement; custody.   7. Archaic. A 

fortified place; a stronghold.   —phrasal verbs. hold back. 1. To retain in 

one’s possession or control:  held back valuable information; held back my tears.  

2. To impede the progress of.  3. To restrain oneself.  hold down. 4. To limit:  

Please hold the noise down.  5. To have (a job):  holds down two jobs.  hold forth. 
To talk at great length.  hold off. 7. To keep at a distance; resist:  held the creditors 

off.  8. To stop or delay doing something:  Let’s hold off until we have more data.  

hold on. 9. To maintain one’s grip; cling.  10. To continue to do something; per-

sist.  11. To wait for something wanted or requested, especially to keep a tele-

phone connection open.  hold out. 12. To present or proffer as something 

attainable.  13. To continue to be in supply or service; last:  Our food is holding out 

nicely.  14. To continue to resist:  The defending garrison held out for a month.  

15. To refuse to reach or satisfy an agreement.  hold over. 16. a. To postpone 

or delay.  b. To keep in a position or state from an earlier period of time.   17. To 

continue a term of office past the usual length of time.  18. To prolong the 

engagement of:  The film was held over for weeks.  19. a. To postpone or delay.  

b. To keep in a position or state from an earlier period of time.   hold to. To 

remain loyal or faithful to:  She held to her resolutions.  hold up. 21. To obstruct 

or delay.  22. To rob while armed, often at gunpoint.  23. To offer or present as 

an example:  held the essay up as a model for the students.  24. To continue to 

function without losing force or effectiveness; cope:  managed to hold up under 

the daily stress.  hold with. To agree with; support:  I don’t hold with your theo-

ries.   —idioms. get hold of. 1. To come into possession of; find:  Where can I 

get hold of a copy?  2. To communicate with, as by telephone:  tried to get hold of 

you but the line was busy.  3. To gain control of. Often used reflexively:  You must 

get hold of yourself  hold a candle to. To compare favorably with:  This film 

doesn’t hold a candle to his previous ones.  hold (one’s) own. To do reasonably 

well despite difficulty or criticism.  hold out on (someone). To withhold 

something from:  Don’t hold out on me; start telling the truth.  hold (someone’s) 
feet to the fire. To pressure (someone) to consent to or undertake something.  



hold sway. To have a controlling influence; dominate.  hold the bag. Infor-

mal. 9. To be left with empty hands.  10. To be forced to assume total responsi-

bility when it ought to have been shared.  hold the fort. Informal. 11. To 

assume responsibility, especially in another’s absence.  12. To maintain a secure 

position.  hold the line. To maintain the existing position or state of affairs:  

had to hold the line on salary increases in the fourth quarter.  hold the phone. 
Slang. To stop doing what one is engaged in doing. Often used in the imperative:  

Hold the phone  hold water. To stand up to critical examination:  Your theory 

does not hold water. The witnesses’ conflicting stories held no water.  no holds 
barred. Without limits or restraints.  on hold. 17. Into a state of temporary 

interruption without total disconnection during a telephone call:  had to put me 

on hold for five minutes.  18. Informal. Into a state of delay or indeterminate sus-

pension:  had to put the romance on hold.  [Middle English holden, from Old 

English healdan.]

hold2 (hold) n.  Abbr. hld. The lower interior part of a ship or an airplane in 

which cargo is stored.  [Alteration (influenced by HOLD
1), of Middle English hole, 

husk, hull of a ship, from Old English hulu. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

hold·all (holdùôlÙ) n.  1. A container for holding items.  2. A case or bag for car-

rying miscellaneous items, as when traveling. 

hold·back (holdùb4kÙ) n.  1. a. The act of holding back.  b. Something held 

back.   2. A device that retains or restrains.  3. A strap or an iron between the 

shaft and the harness on a drawn wagon, allowing the horse to stop or back up. 

hold button (hold bƒtùn) n.  A button on a telephone that permits the user to 

answer another incoming call while temporarily interrupting the previous one. 

hold-down (holdùdounÙ) n.  1. a. The act of holding down.  b. A limit or 

restraint: “Voters want a hold-down on the Federal budget” (Newsweek).   

2. Something, such as a clamp, used to hold an object in place. 

hold·en (holùdNn) v.  Archaic. A past participle of hold1. 
hold·er (holùdNr) n.  1. One that holds, as: a. One that possesses something; an 

owner:  the holder of extensive farmland; the holder of oil fields.  b. One, especially 

a tenant, that occupies or controls something:  The current holder of the apart-

ment.  c. Law. One that legally possesses and is entitled to the payment of a check, 

bill, or promissory note.   2. A device for holding:  a towel holder. 

hold·fast (holdùf4stÙ) n.  1. Any of various devices used to fasten something 

securely.  2. Biology. An organ or a structure of attachment, especially the basal, 

rootlike formation by which certain seaweeds or other algae are attached to a sub-

strate. 

hold·ing (holùdVng) n.  1. a. Land rented or leased from another.  b.  Often 

holdings. Legally owned property, such as land, capital, or stocks.   2. Law. A 

court ruling, especially a ruling on a point of law raised in an official proceeding.  

3. Sports. Illegal use of the arms, hands, body, or playing stick to obstruct the 



movements of an opponent.   —  adj.  1. Tending to impede or delay progress:  a 

holding action.  2. Designed for usually short-term storage or retention:  a holding 

tank; a holding cell. 

holding company (holùdVng kƒmùpN-nK) n.  A company controlling partial 

or complete interest in another company or other companies. 

holding pattern (holùdVng p4tùNrn) n.  1. A usually circular pattern flown by 

aircraft awaiting clearance to land at an airport.  2. Informal. A state of waiting or 

delay; a static situation:  Environmental groups have succeeded in putting the 

nuclear industry into a holding pattern. 

hold·out (holdùoutÙ) n.  One that withholds agreement or consent upon which 

progress is contingent. 

hold·o·ver (holdùoÙvNr) n.  One that is held over, especially an officeholder who 

is retained after an expired term of office. 

hold·up (holdùƒpÙ) n.  1. An interruption or a delay:  What’s the holdup? We’re 

in a hurry.  2. An armed robbery. 

hole (hol) n.  1. A cavity in a solid.  2. a. An opening or a perforation:  a hole in 

the clouds.  b. Sports. An opening in a defensive formation, especially the area of a 

baseball infield between the third base player and the shortstop.  c. A fault or 

flaw:  There are holes in your argument.   3. A deep place in a body of water.  4. An 

animal’s hollowed-out habitation, such as a burrow.  5. An ugly, squalid, or 

depressing dwelling.  6. A deep or isolated place of confinement; a dungeon.  

7. An awkward situation; a predicament.  8. Sports. a. The small pit lined with a 

cup into which a golf ball must be hit.  b. One of the divisions of a golf course, 

from tee to cup.   9. Physics. A vacant position in a crystal left by the absence of 

an electron, especially a position in a semiconductor that acts as a carrier of posi-

tive electric charge. In this sense, also calledelectron hole  —  v.  holed, hol·ing, 
holes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a hole in.  2. To put or propel into a hole.   —  v.  intr. 

To make a hole in something.   —phrasal verbs. hole out. Sports. To hit a golf 

ball into the hole.  hole up. 2. To hibernate in or as if in a hole.  3. Informal. To 

take refuge in or as if in a hideout.   —idioms. hole in one. Sports. The driving 

of a golf ball from the tee into the hole in only one stroke.  in the hole. 
2. Having a score below zero.  3. In debt.  4. At a disadvantage.  [Middle English, 

from Old English hol. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: hole, hollow, cavity, pocket. These nouns refer to an unfilled or

empty space. Hole is applicable to an opening in or a perforation through a solid

body: dug a hole in the earth and planted the seed; a hole in the bow of the ship made

by a torpedo. Hollow denotes an unfilled area in a solid body or a dent or depres-

sion on a surface: a hollow in the ground where ivy grows; marble steps with hollows

worn by footsteps. A cavity is a hollow or hollow area within a solid body or object:

a cavity in a molar; the cranial cavity. Pocket is applied to a cavity in the earth, as



one containing a mineral deposit, or to an isolated cavity or area that contains

foreign or contrasting matter: pockets of manganese in the rock; a plane that

plunged into a pocket of turbulence; pockets of unemployment in an otherwise afflu-

ent society.

hole-and-cor·ner (holùNn-kôrùnNr) adj.  Being in a secret place; conducted 

secretly. 

hole card (hol kärd) n.  1. Games. A card in stud poker that is dealt facedown in 

the first round of a deal and that the holder is not obliged to reveal before the 

showdown.  2. Informal. Something held in reserve until it can be used advanta-

geously. 

hole-in-the-wall (holùVn-thN-wôlÙ) n.  pl. holes-in-the-wall (holzù-). A 

small, very modest, often out-of-the-way place. 

hol·ey (hoùlK) adj.  hol·i·er, hol·i·est. Having holes or full of holes. 

Hol·guín (ôl-gKnù)  A city of eastern Cuba north-northwest of Santiago de 

Cuba. It is a commercial and transportation center. Population, 186,236. 

hol·i·day (hmlùV-d7Ù) n.  1. A day on which custom or the law dictates a halting 

of general business activity to commemorate or celebrate a particular event.  2. A 

religious feast day; a holy day.  3. A day free from work that one may spend at lei-

sure; a day off.  4. Chiefly British. A vacation.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  holiday cheer; holiday travelers.   —  v.  intr. holi·dayed, 
holi·day·ing, holi·days. Chiefly British. To pass a holiday or vacation.  [Middle 

English holidai, holy day, from Old English h7lig dæg : h7lig, holy; see HOLY + dæg, 

day; see DAY.] —holùi·dayÙer n. 

Hol·i·day (hmlùV-d7Ù)  A community of west-central Florida on the Gulf of Mex-

ico northwest of Tampa. Population, 15,400. 

Hol·i·day (hmlùV-d7Ù), Eleanora. Known as “Billie.” 1915-1959.  American 

singer. The emotional intensity of her performances made Holiday the leading 

female jazz vocalist of her time. 

hol·i·day·mak·er (hmlùV-d7-m7ÙkNr) n.  Chiefly British. One who goes on vaca-

tion. 

ho·li·er-than-thou (hoÙlK-Nr-thNn-thouù) adj.  Exhibiting an attitude of supe-

rior virtue; self-righteously pious. 

ho·li·ness (hoùlK-nVs) n.  1. The state or quality of being holy; sanctity.  

2. Holiness. Roman Catholic Church. Used with His or Your as a title and form of 

address for a pope. 

Hol·in·shed (hmlùNn-shHdÙ, -Vnz-hHdÙ)  also Hol·lings·head (-Vngz-hHdÙ), 

Raphael. Died c. 1580.  English historian. His volume Chronicles of England, 

Scotland, and Ireland (1577) was used extensively by Shakespeare as well as other 

Elizabethan dramatists as a source of historical information. 



ho·lism (hoùlVzÙNm) n.  1. The theory that living matter or reality is made up of 

organic or unified wholes that are greater than the simple sum of their parts.  

2. A holistic investigation or system of treatment.   —hoùlist n. 

ho·lis·tic (ho-lVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to holism.  2. a. Emphasizing the 

importance of the whole and the interdependence of its parts.  b. Concerned 

with wholes rather than analysis or separation into parts:  holistic medicine; holis-

tic ecology.    —ho·lisùti·cal·ly adv. 

Hol·la·day (hmlùN-d7Ù)  A community of north-central Utah, a suburb of Salt 

Lake City. Population, 22,189. 

hol·land (hmlùNnd) n.  A cotton or linen fabric, usually sized or glazed, that is 

used especially for window shades, bookbinding, and upholstery.  [Middle 

English holand, after Holand (Holland), a former province of the Netherlands, 

from Middle Dutch.]

Hol·land (hmlùNnd)  1. A city of southwest Michigan southwest of Grand Rap-

ids. Founded in 1847 by Dutch settlers, it is a manufacturing center and summer 

resort. Population, 30,745.  2.  See Netherlands. 
Hol·land (hmlùNnd), John Philip. 1840-1914.  Irish-born American inventor 

and nautical pioneer. His submarine was the first purchased by the U.S. govern-

ment (1900). 

Hol·land (hmlùNnd), Sir Sidney George. 1893-1961.  New Zealand politician 

who served as prime minister (1949-1957). 

hol·lan·daise sauce (hmlùNn-d7zÙ sôs) n.  A rich, creamy sauce made of but-

ter, egg yolks, and lemon juice or vinegar.  [From French (sauce) Hollandaise, Hol-

land-style, from Hollande, Holland.]

hol·ler1 (hmlùNr) v.  hol·lered, hol·ler·ing, hol·lers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To yell or 

shout.  2. Informal. To complain.   —  v.  tr. To shout out (words or phrases).  See 

Synonyms at shout.   —  n.  1. A yell or shout; a call.  2. Informal. A complaint 

or gripe.  [From obsolete hollo, hail!, stop!. See HELLO.]

hol·ler2 (hmlùNr) adj.  & v.  Upper Southern U.S. a.  Variant of hollow.   —  n.  

1. Upper Southern U.S. Variant of hollow (n., senses 1, 2, and 3). 2. Appalachian 

Mountains. Variant of hollow (n., sense 4). 

REGIONAL NOTE: One feature of Upper Southern English and specifically of

Appalachian English is its pronunciation of the final unstressed syllable in words

such as hollow, window, and potato as (-er). Holler, winder, and tater (immortal-

ized as the name of the baby in Snuffy Smith) are merely variant pronunciations

reflected in spelling. A noun holler has the specific meaning in the Appalachians

of “a small valley between mountains”: They live up in the holler underneath Big

Bald Mountain.



Hol·ler·ith (hmlùN-rVthÙ), Herman. 1860-1929.  American inventor who created 

a system of recording and retrieving information on punched cards (1880) and 

founded the company that became IBM (1924). 

Hollerith card (hmlùN-rVthÙ kärd) n.  Computer Science. See punch card.  
[After Herman HOLLERITH.]

Hollerith code (hmlùN-rVthÙ kod) n.  Computer Science. A code used for record-

ing alphanumeric information on punch cards.  [After Herman HOLLERITH.]

Hol·ley (hmlùK), Marietta. 1836-1926.  American writer whose satires popular-

ized many feminist concerns. Her works include My Opinions and Betsy Bobbet’s 

(1873) and Josiah Allen on the Woman Question (1914). 

Hol·ley (hmlùK), Robert William. Born 1922.  American biochemist. He shared 

a 1968 Nobel Prize for the study of genetic codes. 

Hol·li·day (hmlùV-d7Ù), Judith Tuvim. Known as “Judy.” 1922-1965.  American 

comedian best remembered for her performance in the play (1946-1950) and 

film (1950) Born Yesterday. 

Hol·lings·head (hmlùVngz-hHdÙ), Raphael.  See Raphael Holinshed. 
hol·low (hmlùo) adj.  hol·low·er, hol·low·est. 1. Having a cavity, gap, or space 

within:  a hollow wall.  2. Deeply indented or concave; sunken: “His bearded face 

already has a set, hollow look” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  3. Without substance or 

character:  a hollow person.  See Synonyms at vain.  4. Devoid of truth or validity; 

specious: “Theirs is at best a hollow form of flattery” (Annalyn Swan).  5. Having a 

reverberating, sepulchral sound:  hollow footsteps.   —  n.  1. A cavity, gap, or 

space:  a hollow behind a wall.  2. An indented or concave surface or area.  See 

Synonyms at hole.  3. A void; an emptiness:  a hollow in one’s life.  4.  Also 

hol·ler (hmlùNr). Appalachian Mountains. A small valley between mountains.   
—  v.  hol·lowed, hol·low·ing, hol·lows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make hollow:  hol-

low out a pumpkin.  2. To scoop or form by making concave:  hollow out a nest in 

the sand.   —  v.  intr. To become hollow or empty.  [Middle English holwe, 

holowe, from holgh, hole, burrow (influenced by hole, hollow), from Old English 

holh. See kel-1 in Appendix.] —holùlow·ly adv.  —holùlow·ness n. 

hol·low·ware (hmlùo-wârÙ) n.  Pieces of tableware, such as bowls, pitchers, or 

serving dishes, that have depth or volume. 

hol·ly (hmlùK) n.  pl. hol·lies. 1. a. Any of numerous trees or shrubs of the genus 

Ilex, usually having bright red berries and glossy, evergreen leaves with spiny mar-

gins.  b. Branches of these plants, traditionally used for Christmas decoration.   

2. Any of various similar or related plants.  [Middle English holin, holi, from Old 

English holen.]

hol·ly·hock (hmlùK-hmkÙ) n.  A tall plant (Alcea rosea) native to the Middle East 

and widely cultivated for its showy clusters of very large, variously colored flow-

ers.  Also called althea [Middle English holihocke, marsh mallow  : holi, holy; see 

HOLY + hoc, mallow (from Old English).]



holly oak (hmlùK ok) n.  See holm oak. 
Hol·ly·wood1 (hmlùK-wtdÙ)  1. A district of Los Angeles, California. Consoli-

dated with Los Angeles in 1910, it has long been a film and entertainment center.  

2. A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic Ocean north of Miami Beach. It is a 

resort and retirement community with varied light industries. Population, 

121,697. 

Hol·ly·wood2 (hmlùK-wtdÙ) n.  1. The U.S. film industry.  2. A flashy, vulgar 

atmosphere or tone, held to be associated with the U.S. film industry.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to the U.S. film industry:  a Hollywood movie; a Hollywood pro-

ducer.  2. Flashy and vulgar:  their clothes were pure Hollywood.  [After 

Hollywood1, California.]

hol·ly·wood bed (hmlùK-wtdÙ bHd) n.  A mattress on a box spring supported 

by a metal frame or attached low legs, often with an upholstered headboard. 

holm (hom, holm) n.  Chiefly British. An island in a river.  [Middle English, from 

Old Norse holmr. See kel-2 in Appendix.]

Holmes (homz, holmz), Oliver Wendell. 1809-1894.  American physician and 

writer. A professor of anatomy and physiology at Harvard (1847-1882), he wrote 

humorous conversational pieces, including The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table 

(1858). 

Holmes (homz, holmz), Oliver Wendell, Jr. 1841-1935.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1902-1932). Many of his 

opinions greatly influenced the American concept of law. 

hol·mic (holùmVk) adj.  Relating to holmium in its trivalent state. 

hol·mi·um (holùmK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ho A relatively soft, malleable, stable rare-

earth element occurring in gadolinite, monazite, and other rare-earth minerals. 

Atomic number 67; atomic weight 164.930; melting point 1,461˚C; boiling point 

2,600˚C; specific gravity 8.803; valence 3.  [After Holmia (Stockholm), Sweden.]

holm oak (hom ok) n.  A Mediterranean evergreen tree (Quercus ilex) having 

entire or toothed leaves with a dark green upper surface and a yellowish or white 

lower surface.  Also called holly oak [Middle English holm, alteration of holin, 

holly. See HOLLY.]

holo-  or hol- pref.  Whole; entire; entirely:  holoblastic.  [Greek, from holos, 

whole. See sol- in Appendix.]

hol·o·blas·tic (hmlÙN-bl4sùtVk, hoÙlN-) adj.  Embryology. Exhibiting cleavage in 

which the entire egg separates into individual blastomeres.   
—holÙo·blasùti·cal·ly adv. 

hol·o·caust (hmlùN-kôstÙ, hoùlN-) n.  1. Great or total destruction, especially by 

fire.  2. a. Widespread destruction.  b. A great disaster.   3. a. Holocaust. The 

genocide of European Jews and others by the Nazis during World War II: “Israel 

emerged from the Holocaust and is defined in relation to that catastrophe” (Eman-

uel Litvinoff).  b. A massive slaughter: “an important document in the so-far 



sketchy annals of the Cambodian holocaust” (Rod Nordland).   4. A sacrificial 

offering that is consumed entirely by flames.  [Middle English, burnt offering, 

from Old French holocauste, from Latin holocaustum, from Greek holokauston, 

from neuter of holokaustos, burnt whole  : holo-, holo- + kaustos, burnt (from 

kaiein, to burn).] —holÙo·causùtal, holÙo·causùtic adj.  

USAGE NOTE: When referring to the massive destruction of human beings by

other human beings, holocaust has a secure place in the language. Fully 99 percent

of the Usage Panel accepts the use of holocaust in the phrase nuclear holocaust.

Sixty percent accepts the sentence As many as two million people may have died in

the holocaust that followed the Khmer Rouge takeover in Cambodia. But because of

its associations with genocide, extended applications of holocaust may not always

be received with equanimity. When the word is used to refer to death brought

about by natural causes, the percentage of the Panel’s acceptance drops sharply.

Only 31 percent of the Panel accepts the sentence In East Africa five years of

drought have brought about a holocaust in which millions have died. Just 11 percent

approved the use of holocaust to summarize the effects of the AIDS epidemic. This

suggests that other figurative usages such as the huge losses in the Savings and Loan

holocaust may be viewed as overblown or in poor taste. 

WORD HISTORY: Totality of destruction has been central to the meaning of

holocaust since it first appeared in Middle English in the 14th century and referred

to the biblical sacrifice in which a male animal was wholly burnt on the altar in

worship of God. Holocaust comes from Greek holokauston (“that which is com-

pletely burnt”), which was a translation of Hebrew ôlâ (literally “that which goes

up,” that is, in smoke). In this sense of “burnt sacrifice,” holocaust is still used in

some versions of the Bible. In the 17th century the meaning of holocaust broad-

ened to “something totally consumed by fire,” and the word eventually was ap-

plied to fires of extreme destructiveness. In the 20th century holocaust has taken

on a variety of figurative meanings, summarizing the effects of war, rioting,

storms, epidemic diseases, and even economic failures. Most of these usages arose

after World War II, but it is unclear whether they permitted or resulted from the

use of holocaust in reference to the mass murder of European Jews and others by

the Nazis. This application of the word occurred as early as 1942, but the phrase

the Holocaust did not become established until the late 1950’s. Here it parallels

and may have been influenced by another Hebrew word, sho’ah (“catastrophe”).

In the Bible sho’ah has a range of meanings including “personal ruin or devasta-

tion” and “a wasteland or desert.” Sho’ah was first used to refer to the Nazi slaugh-

ter of Jews in 1939, but its phrase ha-sho’ah (“the catastrophe”) only became es-

tablished after World War II. Holocaust has also been used to translate hurban

(“destruction”), another Hebrew word used to summarize the genocide of Jews

by the Nazis. This sense of holocaust has since broadened to include the mass



slaughter of other peoples, but when capitalized it refers specifically to the de-

struction of Jews and other Europeans by the Nazis and may also encompass the

Nazi persecution of Jews that preceded the outbreak of the war.

Hol·o·cene (hmlùN-sKnÙ, hoùlN-) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the geo-

logic time, rock series, or sedimentary deposits of the more recent of the two 

epochs of the Quaternary Period, extending from the end of the Pleistocene 

Epoch to the present.   —  n.  The Holocene Epoch or its system of deposits. 

hol·o·crine (hmlùN-krVn, -krXnÙ, -krKnÙ, hoùlN-) adj.  Of or relating to a gland 

whose output consists of disintegrated secretory cells along with the secretory 

product itself.  [HOLO- + Greek krinein, to separate; see ENDOCRINE.]

hol·o·en·zyme (hmlÙo-HnùzXmÙ, hoÙlo-) n.  An active, complex enzyme consist-

ing of an apoenzyme and a coenzyme. 

ho·log·a·mous (hN-lmgùN-mNs) adj.  Of or relating to an organism whose germ 

cells morphologically resemble its somatic cells. 

hol·o·gram (hmlùN-gr4mÙ, hoùlN-) n.  1. The pattern produced on a photosensi-

tive medium that has been exposed by holography and then photographically 

developed.  2. The photosensitive medium so exposed and so developed.  Also 

called holograph 

hol·o·graph (hmlùN-gr4fÙ, hoùlN-) n.  1. A document written wholly in the 

handwriting of the person whose signature it bears.  2.  See hologram.   —  adj.  

Variant of holographic (adj., sense 2). [From Late Latin holographus, entirely 

written by the signer, from Greek holographos : holo-, holo- + -graphos, -graph.]

hol·o·graph·ic (hmlÙN-gr4fùVk, hoÙlN-) also hol·o·graph·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Of or relating to holography or holograms.  2.  Also hol·o·graph (hmlùN-gr4f, 

hoùlN-). Of or being a document written wholly in the handwriting of the person 

whose signature it bears:  a holographic will.   —hoÙlo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

ho·log·raph·y (ho-lmgùrN-fK) n.  A method of producing a three-dimensional 

image of an object by recording on a photographic plate or film the pattern of 

interference formed by a split laser beam and then illuminating the pattern either 

with a laser or with ordinary light. 

hol·o·gyn·ic (hmlÙN-jVnùVk, -gXùnVk, hoÙlN-) adj.  Passing to successive genera-

tions only in females:  a hologynic hereditary trait. 

hol·o·he·dral (hmlÙN-hKùdrNl, hoÙlN-) adj.  Having as many planes as required 

for complete symmetry in a given crystal system. 

hol·o·me·tab·o·lism (hmlÙo-mN-t4bùN-lVzÙNm, hoÙlo-) n.  See complete 
metamorphosis.  —holÙo·me·tabùo·lous adj. 

Ho·lon (ho-lonù, KHô-lônù)  A city of west-central Israel near Tel Aviv-Jaffa. It 

was established in 1941. Population, 137,800. 



hol·o·phras·tic (hmlÙN-fr4sùtVk, hoÙlN-) adj.  Polysynthetic.  [HOLO- + Greek 

phrastikos, expressive (from -phrastos, speakable, thought of, from phrazein, to 

show); see gwhren- in Appendix.]

hol·o·plank·ton (hmlÙN-pl4ngkùtNn, hoÙlN-) n.  Plankton that remains free-

swimming through all stages of its life cycle. 

hol·o·thu·ri·an (hmlÙN-thtrùK-Nn, -thytrù-, hoÙlN-) n.  Any of various echin-

oderms of the class Holothuroidea, which includes the sea cucumbers.  [From 

Latin holoth7ria, water polyp, from Greek holothourion.] —holÙo·thuùri·an adj. 

hol·o·type (hmlùN-tXpÙ, hoùlN-) n.  The specimen used as the basis of the original 

published description of a taxonomic group and later designated as the type spec-

imen.   —holÙo·typùic (-tVpùVk) adj. 

hol·o·zo·ic (hmlÙN-zoùVk, hoÙlN-) adj.  Obtaining nourishment by the ingestion 

of organic material, as animals do. 

holp (holp) v.  Archaic. A past tense of help. 
hol·pen (holùpNn) v.  Archaic. A past participle of help. 
Hol·stein1 (holùstXnÙ, -stKnÙ)  A region and former duchy of northern Germany 

at the base of the Jutland Peninsula. It became a duchy under the suzerainty of the 

Holy Roman Empire in 1474 and was often controlled by Denmark in the years 

that followed. 

Hol·stein2 (holùstXnÙ, -stKnÙ) n.  Any of a breed of large black and white dairy 

cattle originally developed in Friesland.  [After Holstein1.]

Hol·stein-Frie·sian (holùstXn-frKzhNn, -stKn-) n.  A Holstein. 

hol·ster (holùstNr) n.  1. A leather case shaped to hold a pistol.  2. A belt with 

loops or slots for carrying small tools or other equipment.   —  v.  tr. hol·stered, 
hol·ster·ing, hol·sters. To put (a gun, for example) in a holster.  [Probably 

Dutch, alteration of holfter, hulfter, from Middle High German hulffter, case, 

sheath, quiver, covering, from hulft, from Old High German. See kel-1 in Appen-

dix.] —holùstered adj. 

Hol·ston (holùstNn)  A river, about 225 km (140 mi) long, rising in two forks in 

western Virginia and northeast Tennessee and flowing southwest to join the 

French Broad River and form the Tennessee River at Knoxville. 

holt (holt) n.  Archaic. A wood or grove; a copse.  [Middle English, from Old 

English.]

Holt (holt), Winifred. 1870-1945.  American sculptor and philanthropist who 

founded the first Lighthouse for the Blind in New York City (1913), which served 

as a model for other Lighthouses around the world. 

ho·ly (hoùlK) adj.  ho·li·er, ho·li·est. 1. Belonging to, derived from, or associ-

ated with a divine power; sacred.  2. Regarded with or worthy of worship or ven-

eration; revered:  a holy book.  3. Living according to a strict or highly moral 

religious or spiritual system; saintly:  a holy person.  4. Specified or set apart for a 

religious purpose:  a holy place.  5. Solemnly undertaken; sacrosanct:  a holy 



pledge.  6. Regarded or deserving special respect or reverence:  The pursuit of 

peace is our holiest quest.  7. Informal. Used as an intensive:  raised holy hell over 

the mischief their children did.  [Middle English holi, from Old English h7lig. See 

kailo- in Appendix.] —hoùli·ly adv.  —hoùli·ness n. 

Ho·ly Ark (hoùlK ärk) n.  Judaism. The cabinet in a synagogue in which the 

scrolls of the Torah are kept. 

Holy Communion (hoùlK kN-myunùyNn) n.  Abbr. H.C. The sacrament of the 

Eucharist received by a congregation. 

Holy Cross (hoùlK krôsù, krmsù), Mount of the. A peak, 4,271.5 m (14,005 ft) 

high, in the Sawatch Range of the Rocky Mountains in west-central Colorado. 

holy day also ho·ly·day (hoùlK-d7Ù) n.  A day specified for religious obser-

vance. 

holy day of obligation also holyday of obligation (hoùlK d7 ƒv mbÙlV-
g7ùshNn) n.  pl. holy days of obligation also holydays of obligation. 
Roman Catholic Church. A feast on which the faithful are obliged to hear Mass 

and abstain from servile work. 

Holy Father (hoùlK fäùthNr) n.  Roman Catholic Church. Used as a title and form 

of address for the pope. 

Holy Ghost (hoùlK gost) n.  The Holy Spirit.  [Middle English holi gost, holy 

spirit, from Old English h7lig g7st (translation of Latin spXritus sanctus) : h7lig, 

holy; see HOLY + g7st, spirit.]

Holy Grail (hoùlK gr7l) n.  See grail (n., sense 1). 

Holy In·no·cents’ Day (hoùlK VnùN-sNnts d7) n.  Ecclesiastical. December 28, 

observed in commemoration of the slaughter of male infants in Bethlehem dur-

ing Herod the Great’s attempt to kill the infant Jesus. 

Holy Island (hoùlK XùlNnd)  or Lin·dis·farne (lVnùdVs-färnÙ)  An island off the 

coast of northeast England near the Scottish border. At low tide the island is con-

nected with the mainland by a stretch of sand. Saint Aidan (died 651) established 

Celtic Christianity in England by founding a monastery here in 635. Danes 

destroyed the settlement in 793. 

Holy Land (hoùlK l4nd)  The biblical region of Palestine. 

Hol·yoake (holùyokÙ, hoùlK-okÙ), Keith Jacka. Born 1904.  New Zealand polit-

ical leader who served as prime minister (1957 and 1960-1972) and governor-

general (1977-1980). 

Holy Office (hoùlK ôùfVs) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A Roman congregation of 

the Curia that deals with protection of the faith and morals. 

holy of holies (hoùlK ƒv hoùlKz) n.  1. Judaism. The sanctuary inside the taber-

nacle in the Temple of Jerusalem, in which the Ark of the Covenant was kept.  

2. Eastern Orthodox Church. The bema or sanctuary in a church.  3. A place of 

awe.  [Translation of Late Latin sanctum sanctorum (ultimately translation of 



Hebrew qode≥ haqqod7≥îm) : sanctum, holy + sanctorum, neuter genitive pl. of 

sanctus, holy.]

holy oil (hoùlK oil) n.  Ecclesiastical. 1.  See chrism (n., sense 1).  2. Olive oil 

blessed by a bishop and used to anoint the sick and in sacramentals. 

Hol·yoke (holùyokÙ)  A city of southwest Massachusetts on the Connecticut 

River north of Springfield. Settled in 1745, it is a manufacturing center specializ-

ing in paper products. Population, 43,704. 

holy order also Holy Order (hoùlK ôrùdNr) n.  Ecclesiastical. 1. The sacrament 

or rite of ordination. Often used in the plural.  2. The rank of an ordained Chris-

tian minister or priest. Often used in the plural.  3. A principal order of the 

clergy, especially the rank of bishop, priest, and deacon, in the Roman Catholic, 

Eastern Orthodox, and Anglican churches. In this sense, also calledmajor order 

Holy Roller (hoùlK roùlNr) n.  Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a mem-

ber of any of various religious denominations in which spiritual fervor is 

expressed by shouts and violent body movements. 

Holy Ro·man Empire (hoùlK roùmNn HmùpXrÙ) Abbr. H.R.E.  A loosely feder-

ated European political entity that began with the papal coronation of the Ger-

man king Otto I as the first emperor in 962 and lasted until Francis II’s 

renunciation of the title at the instigation of Napoleon in 1806. The empire was 

troubled from the beginning by papal-secular squabbles over authority and after 

the 13th century by the rising ambitions of nationalistic states in Europe. By 1273 

the empire consisted primarily of the Hapsburg domains in Austria and Spain. 

Holy Saturday (hoùlK s4tùNr-dK) n.  The Saturday before Easter. 

Holy Scripture (hoùlK skrVpùchNr) n.  See scripture (n., sense 2). 

Holy See (hoùlK sK) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. The see of the bishop of 

Rome.  2. The authority, jurisdiction, and governmental functions associated 

with the papacy. 

Holy Spirit (hoùlK spVrùVt) n.  The third person of the Christian Trinity. 

ho·ly·stone (hoùlK-stonÙ) n.  A piece of soft sandstone used for scouring the 

wooden decks of a ship.   —  v.  tr. ho·ly·stoned, ho·ly·ston·ing, 
ho·ly·stones. To scrub or scour with a piece of soft sandstone.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Holy Synod (hoùlK sVnùNd) n.  The governing body of any of the Eastern Ortho-

dox churches. 

Holy Thursday (hoùlK thûrzùdK) n.  1.  See Maundy Thursday.  2.  See 

Ascension Day. 
holy war also Holy War (hoùlK wôr) n.  A war declared or fought for a reli-

gious or high moral purpose, as to extend or defend a religion. 

holy water (hoùlK wôùtNr) n.  Water blessed by a priest and used for religious 

purposes. 

Holy Week (hoùlK wKk) n.  The week before Easter. 



holy writ (hoùlK rVt) n.  1.  Often Holy Writ. The Bible.  2. Informal. A docu-

ment held to be the most authoritative of its kind. 

hom- pref.  Variant of homo-. 
hom·age (hmmùVj, mmù-) n.  1. Ceremonial acknowledgment by a vassal of alle-

giance to his lord under feudal law.  2. Special honor or respect shown or 

expressed publicly.  See Synonyms at honor.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

probably from omne, homme, man, from Latin homo, homin-. See dhghem- in 

Appendix.]

hom·bre1 (mmùbr7Ù, -brK) n.  Slang. A man; a fellow.  [Spanish, from Old Span-

ish omne, from Latin homo, homin-. See dhghem- in Appendix.]

hom·bre2 (hmmùbNr, mmù-) n.  Games. Variant of ombre. 
Hom·burg also hom·burg (hmmùbûrgÙ) n.  A man’s felt hat having a soft, 

dented crown and a shallow, slightly rolled brim.  [After (Bad) Homburg.]

home (hom) n.  1. A place where one lives; a residence.  2. The physical struc-

ture within which one lives, such as a house or an apartment.  3. A dwelling place 

together with the family or social unit that occupies it; a household.  4. a. An 

environment offering security and happiness.  b. A valued place regarded as a 

refuge or place of origin.   5. The place, such as a country or town, where one was 

born or has lived for a long period.  6. The native habitat, as of a plant or animal.  

7. The place where something is discovered, founded, developed, or promoted; a 

source.  8. A headquarters; a home base.  9. a. Baseball. Home plate.  b. Games. 

Home base.   10. An institution where people are cared for:  a home for the elderly.  

11. Computer Science. The starting position of the cursor on a computer screen, 

usually in the upper left corner of the screen.   —  adj.  1. a. Of or relating to a 

home, especially to one’s household or house:  home cooking; home furnishings.  

b. Taking place in the home:  home care for the elderly.   2. Of, relating to, or being 

a place of origin or headquarters:  the home office.  3. Sports. Relating to a team’s 

sponsoring institution or to the place where it is franchised:  a home game; the 

home field advantage.  4. Of, relating to, or being the keys used as base positions 

for the fingers in touch-typing:  The home row on a standard keyboard consists of 

the keys for A, S, D, F, J, K, L, and;.   —  adv.  1. At, to, or toward the direction of 

home:  going home for lunch.  2. On or into the point at which something is 

directed:  The arrow struck home.  3. To the center or heart of something; deeply:  

Your comments really hit home.   —  v.  homed, hom·ing, homes.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To go or return to one’s residence or base of operations.  2. To be guided to a 

target automatically, as by means of radio waves.  3. To move or lead toward a 

goal:  The investigators were homing in on the truth.   —  v.  tr. To guide (a missile 

or an aircraft) to a target automatically.   —idioms. at home. 1. Available to 

receive visitors:  at home on Thursdays.  2. Comfortable and relaxed; at ease:  at 

home in diplomatic circles.  3. Feeling an easy competence and familiarity:  at 

home in French.  home free. Free of tension or stress, usually after expending 



considerable effort:  met the schedule and was home free.  [Middle English, from 

Old English h7m. See tkei- in Appendix.]

home base (hom b7s) n.  1. a. Games. An objective toward which players of 

certain games, such as backgammon, progress.  b. Baseball. Home plate.   2. A 

base of operations; a headquarters. 

home·bod·y (homùbmdÙK) n.  pl. home·bod·ies. One whose interests center 

on the home. 

home·bound1 (homùboundÙ) adj.  Heading homeward.  [HOME + BOUND
4.]

home·bound2 (homùboundÙ) adj.  Restricted or confined to home:  home-

bound invalids.  [HOME + BOUND
3.]

home·boy (homùboiÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A male friend or acquaintance from one’s 

hometown or neighborhood.  2. A fellow gang member. 

home·bred (homùbrHdù) adj.  Raised, bred, or reared at home; domestic. 

home-brew (homùbruù) n.  An alcoholic beverage, especially beer, that is 

made at home.   —homeù-brewedù adj. 

home·build·er (homùbVlÙdNr) n.  1. One, such as a person or firm, whose busi-

ness is the construction of dwellings.  2. One who builds one’s own home.   
—homeùbuildÙing n. 

home·buy·er (homùbXÙNr) n.  One who purchases or expects to purchase a 

home. 

home·com·ing (homùkƒmÙVng) n.  1. A coming to or returning home.  2. An 

annual event at schools, colleges, and universities for visiting graduates. 

home computer (hom kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  Computer Science. A microcom-

puter intended for use in the home. 

home economics (hom HkÙN-nmmùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The 

science and art of home management.  Also called household arts  —home 
economist n. 

home front (hom frƒnt) n.  The civilian population or the civilian activities of 

a country at war. 

home fry (hom frX) n.  A potato that has been peeled, boiled, sliced, and then 

fried in butter, oil, or shortening. Often used in the plural. 

home ground (hom ground) n.  1. One’s familiar surroundings or habitat.  

2. An area of special strength or competence:  a company that never expected to be 

challenged on its home ground of software development. 

home·grown (homùgronù) adj.  1. Raised or grown at home.  2. Originating 

in or characteristic of a locality: “Rock is homegrown music in the United States, 

evolved from blues and country and Tin Pan Alley” (Jon Pareles). 

home guard (hom gärd) n.  A volunteer force formed to defend a homeland 

while the regular army is fighting elsewhere. 

home-help·er (homùhHlùpNr) n.  One who aids a patient requiring long-term 

care in the private residence rather than in a hospital or nursing home. 



home invasion (hom Vn-v7ùzhNn) n.  Burglary of a dwelling while the resi-

dents are at home. 

home·land (homùl4ndÙ) n.  1. One’s native land.  2. A state, region, or territory 

that is closely identified with a particular people or ethnic group.  3. Any of the 

ten regions designated by South Africa as semiautonomous territorial states for 

the Black population. 

home·less (homùlVs) adj.  Having no home or haven.   —  n.  (used with a pl. 

verb). People without homes considered as a group. Often used with the. 

home·ly (homùlK) adj.  home·li·er, home·li·est. 1. Not attractive or good-

looking:  a homely child.  2. Lacking elegance or refinement:  homely furniture.  

3. Of a simple or unpretentious nature; plain:  homely truths.  4. Characteristic of 

the home or of home life:  homely skills.   —homeùli·ness n. 

home·made (homùm7dù) adj.  1. Made or prepared in the home:  homemade 

pie.  2. Made by oneself.  3. Crudely or simply made. 

home·mak·er (homùm7ÙkNr) n.  One who manages a household.   —homeù-
makÙing n. 

homeo-  or homoio- pref.  Like; similar:  homeostasis.  [Greek homoio-, from 

homoios, from homos, same. See sem-1 in Appendix.]

ho·me·o·mor·phism (hoÙmK-N-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. Chemistry. A close simi-

larity in the crystal forms of unlike compounds.  2. Mathematics. A one-to-one 

correspondence between the points of two geometric figures that is continuous in 

both directions.   —hoÙme·o·morùphous adj. 

ho·me·op·a·thy (hoÙmK-mpùN-thK) n.  pl. ho·me·op·a·thies. A system for 

treating disease based on the administration of minute doses of a drug that in 

massive amounts produces symptoms in healthy individuals similar to those of 

the disease itself.   —hoùme·o·pathÙ (-N-p4thÙ), hoÙme·opùa·thist n.  

—hoÙme·o·pathùic adj.  —hoÙme·o·pathùi·cal·ly adv. 

ho·me·o·sta·sis (hoÙmK-o-st7ùsVs) n.  The ability or tendency of an organism 

or a cell to maintain internal equilibrium by adjusting its physiological processes.   
—hoÙme·o·statùic (-st4tùVk) adj. 

ho·me·o·therm (hoùmK-N-thûrmÙ) also ho·moi·o·therm (ho-moiùN-) n.  An 

organism, such as a mammal or bird, having a body temperature that is constant 

and largely independent of the temperature of its surroundings; an endotherm. 

ho·me·o·ther·mal (hoÙmK-N-thûrùmNl) also ho·moi·o·ther·mal (ho-moiÙN-

) adj.  Homeothermic. 

ho·me·o·ther·mic (hoÙmK-N-thûrùmVk) also ho·moi·o·ther·mic (ho-moiÙN-) 

adj.  Maintaining a relatively constant body temperature that is independent of 

the temperature of the surrounding environment. 

ho·me·o·ther·mous (hoÙmK-N-thûrùmNs) also ho·moi·o·ther·mous (ho-

moiÙN-) adj.  Homeothermic. 



home·own·er (homùoÙnNr) n.  One who owns a home.   
—homeùownÙer·shipÙ n. 

home page (hom p7j) n.  Computer Science. The file available for access at a 

World Wide Web site intended chiefly to greet visitors, provide information 

about the site, and direct them to other sites with more related information. 

home plate (hom pl7t) n.  Baseball. A base, usually consisting of a hard rubber 

slab, at one of the corners of a diamond at which a batter stands when hitting and 

which a base runner must finally touch in order to score. 

home port also home·port (homùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  1. The port in which a 

vessel is registered or permanently based.  2. The port from which a merchant 

vessel primarily operates, regardless of its registry.   —  v.  tr. home·port·ed, 
home·port·ing, home·ports. To base (a ship) permanently in a given port. 

hom·er1 (hoùmNr) n.  1. Baseball. A home run.  2. A homing pigeon.   —  v.  

intr. ho·mer·ed, ho·mer·ing, ho·mers. Baseball. To hit a home run:  homered 

in the fifth inning. 

ho·mer2 (hoùmNr) n.  A unit of capacity used by the ancient Hebrews, equal to 

10 ephahs (about 10 bushels) or 10 baths (about 100 gallons).  Also called kor 

[Hebrew Uomer.]

Ho·mer (hoùmNr), fl. 850 B.C.  Greek epic poet. Two of the greatest works in 

Western literature, the Iliad and the Odyssey, are attributed to him. 

Ho·mer (hoùmNr), Winslow. 1836-1910.  American painter known for his real-

istic seascapes, such as Eight Bells (1886). 

home range (hom r7nj) n.  The geographic area to which an organism nor-

mally confines its activity. 

Ho·mer·ic (ho-mHrùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Homer, his 

works, or the legends and age of which he wrote.  2. Heroic in proportion, degree, 

or character; epic.   —Ho·merùi·cal·ly adv. 

Homeric simile (ho-mHrùVk sVmùN-lK) n.  See epic simile. 
home·room (homùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A school classroom to which a group of 

pupils of the same grade are required to report each day. 

home rule (hom rul) n.  Abbr. H.R. The principle or practice of self-govern-

ment in the internal affairs of a dependent country or other political unit. 

home run (hom rƒn) n.  Abbr. h.r. Baseball. A hit that allows the batter to make 

a complete circuit of the diamond and score a run. 

home·sick (homùsVkÙ) adj.  Acutely longing for one’s family or home.   
—homeùsickÙness n. 

home·spun (homùspƒnÙ) adj.  1. Spun or woven in the home:  homespun linen.  

2. Made of a homespun fabric:  a homespun tablecloth.  3. Simple and homely; 

unpretentious: “Most small towns would have gladly forfeited some of their home-

spun values if it meant luring a firm there” (William Mueller).   —  n.  1. A plain, 



coarse, usually woolen cloth made of homespun yarn.  2. A similar sturdy fabric 

made on a power loom. 

home stand (hom st4nd) n.  Sports. A succession of games played especially by 

a baseball team at the team’s home field or court. 

home·stead (homùstHdÙ) n.  1. A house, especially a farmhouse, with adjoin-

ing buildings and land.  2. Law. Property designated by a householder as the 

householder’s home and protected by law from forced sale to meet debts.  

3. Land claimed by a settler or squatter, especially under the Homestead Act.  

4. The place where one’s home is.   —  v.  home·stead·ed, home·stead·ing, 
home·steads.  —  v.  intr. To settle and farm land, especially under the Home-

stead Act.   —  v.  tr. To claim and settle (land) as a homestead.   
—homeùsteadÙer n. 

Home·stead (homùstHdÙ)  A city of southeast Florida southwest of Miami. It is 

a trade center for a citrus-growing area. Population, 26,866. 

Homestead Act (homùstHdÙ 4kt) n.  An act passed by Congress in 1862 prom-

ising ownership of a 160-acre tract of public land to a citizen or head of a family 

who had resided on and cultivated the land for five years after the initial claim. 

homestead law (homùstHdÙ lô) n.  Any of several laws passed in most states 

exempting a householder’s homestead from attachment or forced sale to meet 

general debts. 

home·stretch (homùstrHchù) n.  1. Sports. The portion of a racetrack from the 

last turn to the finish line.  2. Informal. The final stages of an undertaking. 

home study (hom stƒdùK) n.  A course of study in which instruction is offered 

at home, usually by mail. 

home-style (homùstXlÙ) adj.  Prepared or served as if in the home:  a restaurant 

serving authentic home-style dishes.   —homeù-styleÙ adv. 

home·town (homùtounù) n.  The town or city of one’s birth, rearing, or main 

residence. 

home truth (hom truth) n.  A key or basic truth, especially one that is dis-

comforting to acknowledge. 

home video (hom vVdùK-oÙ) n.  Videotapes for viewing in the home. 

home·ward (homùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward or at home.   —homeùwards (-

wNrdz) adv. 

Home·wood (homùwtdÙ)  1. A city of central Alabama, a residential suburb 

of Birmingham. Population, 22,922.  2. A village of northeast Illinois, a manufac-

turing and residential suburb of Chicago. Population, 19,278. 

home·work (homùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Work, such as schoolwork or piecework, that 

is done at home.  2. Preparatory or preliminary work:  did their homework before 

coming to the meeting. 

hom·ey also hom·y (hoùmK) adj.  hom·i·er, hom·i·est. Informal. Having a 

feeling of home; comfortable; cozy.   —homùey·ness n. 



hom·i·cid·al (hmmÙV-sXdùl, hoÙmV-) adj.  1. Of or relating to homicide.  

2. Capable of or conducive to homicide:  a homicidal rage.   —homÙi·cidùal·ly 
adv. 

hom·i·cide (hmmùV-sXdÙ, hoùmV-) n.  1. The killing of one person by another.  

2. A person who kills another person.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin homicXdium, and homicXda homo, man; see dhghem- in Appendix + -cXdiu-

mand -cXda, -cide.]

hom·i·let·ic (hmmÙN-lHtùVk) also hom·i·let·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Relating to or 

of the nature of a homily.  2. Relating to homiletics.  [Late Latin homXlKticus, from 

Greek homilKtikos, of conversation, from homilKtos, conversation, from homilein, 

to converse with, from homilos, crowd. See HOMILY.] —homÙi·letùi·cal·ly adv. 

hom·i·let·ics (hmmÙN-lHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The art of preaching. 

hom·i·ly (hmmùN-lK) n.  pl. hom·i·lies. 1. A sermon, especially one intended to 

edify a congregation on a practical matter and not intended to be a theological 

discourse.  2. A tedious moralizing lecture or admonition.  [Middle English ome-

lie, from Old French, from Late Latin homXlia, from Greek, discourse, from hom-

ilos, crowd. See sem-1 in Appendix.] —homùi·list n. 

hom·ing pigeon (hoùmVng pVjùNn) n.  A pigeon trained to return to its home 

roost. 

hom·i·nid (hmmùN-nVd) n.  A primate of the family Hominidae, of which Homo 

sapiens is the only extant species.   —  adj.  Of the Hominidae.  [From New Latin 

Hominidae, family name, from Latin homo, homin-, man. See dhghem- in 

Appendix.]

hom·i·ni·za·tion (hmmÙN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  The evolutionary process leading to 

the development of human characteristics that distinguish hominids from other 

primates.  [Latin homo, homin-, man; see HOMO
1 + -IZATION.]

hom·i·noid (hmmùN-noidÙ) adj.  1. Of or belonging to the superfamily Homi-

noidea, which includes apes and human beings.  2. Resembling a human being.   
—  n.  A member of the Hominoidea.  [From New Latin Hominoidea, superfam-

ily name  : Homo, Homin-, type genus (from Latin homo, man); see HOMO
1 + -

oidea, resembling (from Greek -oeidKs, -oid).]

hom·i·ny (hmmùN-nK) n.  Hulled and dried kernels of corn, prepared as food by 

boiling.  [Short for Virginia Algonquian uskatahomen.]

hominy grits (hmmùN-nK grVts) pl.n.  Grits, especially eaten as a breakfast food.  

See Regional note at pone. 
hom·mos (htmùNs, hƒmù-) n.  Variant of hummus. 
ho·mo1 (hoùmo) n.  A member of the genus Homo, which includes the extinct 

and extant species of human beings.  [Latin homo, man. See dhghem- in Appen-

dix.]

ho·mo2 (hoùmo) n.  pl. ho·mos. Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a gay 

or homosexual person. 



homo-  or hom- pref.  Same; like:  homophone.  [Greek, from homos, same. See 

sem-1 in Appendix.]

ho·mo·cen·tric (hoÙmN-sHnùtrVk, hmmÙN-) adj.  Having the same center. 

ho·mo·cer·cal (hoÙmN-sûrùkNl, hmmÙN-) adj.  Relating to, designating, or char-

acterized by a tail fin having two symmetrical lobes extending from the end of the 

vertebral column, as in most bony fishes.  [HOMO- + Greek kerkos, tail + -AL
1.]

ho·mo·chro·mat·ic (hoÙmN-kro-m4tùVk, hmmÙN-) adj.  Of or characterized by 

one color; monochromatic.   —hoÙmo·chroùma·tism (-kroùmN-tVzÙNm) n. 

ho·moe·cious (ho-mKùshNs, hm-) adj.  Of or being a parasite that spends all 

stages of its life cycle on the same host.  [HOMO- + Greek oikia, house; see HETERO-

ECIOUS + -OUS.]

Ho·mo e·rec·tus (hoùmo V-rHkùtNs) n.  An extinct species of human beings, 

regarded as an ancestor of Homo sapiens.  [Latin homo, man + KrKctus, upright.]

ho·mo·e·rot·ic (hoÙmo-V-rmtùVk) adj.  1. Of or concerning homosexual love 

and desire; amatory.  2. Tending to arouse such sexual desire. 

ho·mo·e·rot·i·cism (hoÙmo-V-rmtùV-sVzÙNm) also ho·mo·er·o·tism (-HrùN-

tVzÙNm) n.  A homoerotic quality or theme. 

ho·mo·ga·met·ic (hoÙmo-gN-mKtùik) adj.  Producing gametes that contain 

only one type of sex chromosome. 

ho·mog·a·mous (ho-mmgùN-mNs) adj.  Botany. 1. Having one kind of flower 

on the same plant.  2. Having stamens and pistils that mature simultaneously. 

ho·mo·ge·ne·i·ty (hoÙmN-jN-nKùV-tK, -n7ù-, hmmÙN-) n.  pl. 

ho·mo·ge·ne·i·ties. The state or quality of being homogeneous. 

ho·mo·ge·ne·ous (hoÙmN-jKùnK-Ns, -jKnùyNs) adj.  1. Of the same or similar 

nature or kind: “a tight-knit, homogeneous society” (James Fallows).  2. Uniform 

in structure or composition throughout.  3. Mathematics. Consisting of terms of 

the same degree or elements of the same dimension.  [From Medieval Latin 

homogeneus, from Greek homogenKs : homo-, homo- + genos, kind; see HETEROGE-

NEOUS.] —hoÙmo·geùne·ous·ly adv.  —hoÙmo·geùne·ous·ness n. 

ho·mog·e·nize (hN-mmjùN-nXzÙ, ho-) v.  tr. ho·mog·e·nized, 
ho·mog·e·niz·ing, ho·mog·e·niz·es. 1. To make homogeneous.  2. a. To 

reduce to particles and disperse throughout a fluid.  b. To make uniform in con-

sistency, especially to render (milk) uniform in consistency by emulsifying the fat 

content.   [From HOMOGENEOUS.] —ho·mogÙe·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—ho·mogùe·nizÙer n. 

ho·mog·e·nous1 (hN-mmjùN-nNs, ho-) adj.  Biology. Of or exhibiting homog-

eny. 

ho·mog·e·nous2 (hN-mmjùN-nNs, ho-) adj.  Homogeneous.  [Alteration of 

HOMOGENEOUS.]

ho·mog·e·ny (hN-mmjùN-nK, ho-) n.  pl. ho·mog·e·nies. Similarity of struc-

ture between organs or parts, possibly of dissimilar function, that are related by 



common descent.  [Greek homogenia, community of origin, from homogenKs, of 

the same race, family, kind. See HOMOGENEOUS.]

ho·mo·graft (hoùmN-gr4ftÙ, hmmùN-) n.  See allograft. 
hom·o·graph (hmmùN-gr4fÙ, hoùmN-) n.  One of two or more words that have 

the same spelling but differ in origin, meaning, and sometimes pronunciation.   
—homÙo·graphùic adj. 

Ho·mo hab·i·lis (hoùmo h4bùN-lNs) n.  An extinct species of human beings 

considered to be an ancestor of modern human beings and the earliest hominid 

to make tools. This species existed between 1.5 and 2.0 million years ago.  [Latin 

homo, man + Latin habilis, skillful.]

homoio- pref.  Variant of homeo-. 
ho·moi·o·therm (ho-moiùN-thûrmÙ) n.  Variant of homeotherm. 
ho·moi·o·ther·mal (ho-moiÙN-thûrùmNl) adj.  Variant of homeothermal. 
ho·moi·o·ther·mic (ho-moiÙN-thûrùmVk) adj.  Variant of homeothermic. 
ho·moi·o·ther·mous (ho-moiÙN-thûrùmNs) adj.  Variant of homeother-
mous. 

Ho·moi·ou·si·an (hoÙmoi-uùsK-Nn, -zK-) n.  A member of the Semi-Arian 

party in the fourth century A.D. that held that Jesus the Son and God the Father 

were of similar but not of the same substance.  [From Greek homoiousios, of sim-

ilar substance  : homoio-, homeo- + ousia, substance (from neuter present partici-

ple of einai, to be); see es- in Appendix.]

ho·mo·lec·i·thal (hoÙmN-lHsùN-thNl) adj.  Having a yolk that is evenly distrib-

uted throughout:  a homolecithal egg.  [HOMO- + Greek lekithos, egg yolk + -AL
1.]

hom·o·log (hmmùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, hoùmN-) n.  Variant of homologue. 
ho·mol·o·gate (hN-mmlùN-g7tÙ, ho-) v.  tr. ho·mol·o·gat·ed, 
ho·mol·o·gat·ing, ho·mol·o·gates. Scots. To approve, especially to confirm 

officially.  [Medieval Latin homolog7re, homolog7t-, from Greek homologein, to 

agree, from homologos, agreeing. See HOMOLOGOUS.]

ho·mo·log·i·cal (hoÙmN-lmjùV-kNl, hmmÙN-) also ho·mo·log·ic (-lmjùVk) adj.  

Homologous.   —hoÙmo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

ho·mol·o·gize (hN-mmlùN-jXzÙ, ho-) v.  tr. ho·mol·o·gized, 
ho·mol·o·giz·ing, ho·mol·o·giz·es. 1. To make homologous.  2. To show to be 

homologous.   —ho·molùo·gizÙer n. 

ho·mol·o·gous (hN-mmlùN-gNs, ho-) adj.  1. Corresponding or similar in posi-

tion, value, structure, or function.  2. Biology. Similar in structure and evolution-

ary origin, though not necessarily in function, as the flippers of a seal and the 

hands of a human being.  3. Immunology. Relating to the correspondence 

between an antigen and the antibody produced in response to it.  4. Genetics. 

Having the same morphology and linear sequence of gene loci as another chro-

mosome.  5. Chemistry. Belonging to or being a series of organic compounds 

each successive member of which differs from the preceding member by a con-



stant increment, especially by an added CH2 group.  [From Greek homologos, 

agreeing  : homo-, homo- + logos, word, proportion; see leg- in Appendix.]

hom·o·lo·graph·ic (hmmÙN-lN-gr4fùVk) adj.  Maintaining the ratio of parts.  

[Greek homalos, even; see sem-1 in Appendix + GRAPHIC.]

homolographic projection (hmmÙN-lN-gr4fùVk prN-jHkùshNn) n.  A map 

projection reproducing the ratios of areas as they exist on the earth’s surface. 

hom·o·logue also hom·o·log (hmmùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, hoùmN-) n.  Something 

homologous; a homologous organ or part.  [French, from Greek homologon, neu-

ter of homologos, agreeing. See HOMOLOGOUS.]

ho·mol·o·gy (hN-mmlùN-jK, ho-) n.  pl. ho·mol·o·gies. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being homologous.  2. A homologous relationship or correspondence.  

3. Chemistry. a. The relation of the elements of a periodic family or group.  

b. The relation of the organic compounds forming a homologous series.   

4. Mathematics. A topologic classification of configurations into distinct types 

that imposes an algebraic structure or hierarchy on families of geometric figures.  

[Greek homologia, agreement, from homologos, agreeing. See HOMOLOGOUS.]

ho·mol·o·sine projection (ho-mmlùN-sXnÙ prN-jHkùshNn, -sVn, hN-) n.  A map 

of the earth’s surface laid out on the basis of sinusoidal curves, with the interrup-

tions over ocean areas distorted so that the continents appear with minimal dis-

tortion.  [HOMOLO(GRAPHIC) + SINE + PROJECTION.]

ho·mo·mor·phism (hoÙmN-môrùfVzÙNm, hmmÙN-) n.  1. Biology. Similarity of 

external form or appearance but not of structure or origin.  2. Zoology. A resem-

blance in form between the immature and adult stages of an animal.  

3. Mathematics. A transformation of one set into another that preserves in the 

second set the operations between the members of the first set.   
—hoÙmo·morùphic, hoÙmo·morùphous adj. 

hom·o·nym (hmmùN-nVmÙ, hoùmN-) n.  1. One of two or more words that have 

the same sound and often the same spelling but differ in meaning.  2. a. A word 

that is used to designate several different things.  b. A namesake.   3. Biology. A 

taxonomic name that is identical to one previously applied to a different species 

or genus and that therefore is unacceptable in its new use.  [Latin homonymum, 

from Greek homonumon, from neuter of homonumos, homonymous. See HOM-

ONYMOUS.] —homÙo·nymùic adj. 

ho·mon·y·mous (ho-mmnùN-mNs, hN-) adj.  1. Having the same name.  2. Of 

the nature of a homonym; homonymic.  [From Latin homonymus, from Greek 

homonumos : homo-, homo- + onuma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.] 
—ho·monùy·mous·ly adv. 

ho·mon·y·my (ho-mmnùN-mK, hN-) n.  pl. ho·mon·y·mies. The quality or 

condition of being homonymous. 

Ho·mo·ou·si·an (hoÙmo-uùsK-Nn, -zK-) n.  A Christian supporting the Coun-

cil of Nicaea’s Trinitarian definition of Jesus the Son of God as consubstantial 



with God the Father.  [Late Latin homo7si7nus, from homo7sius, of same sub-

stance, from Greek homoousios : homo-, homo- + ousia, substance; see HOMOIOU-

SIAN.]

ho·mo·phile (hoùmN-fXlÙ) adj.  1. Gay or homosexual.  2. Being actively con-

cerned with the rights and welfare of gay or homosexual people.   
—hoùmo·phileÙ n. 

ho·mo·pho·bi·a (hoÙmN-foùbK-N) n.  1. Aversion to gay or homosexual people 

or their lifestyle or culture.  2. Behavior or an act based on this aversion.  

[HOMO(SEXUAL) + -PHOBIA.] —hoùmo·phobeÙ n.  —hoÙmo·phoùbic (-foùbVk) 

adj. 

hom·o·phone (hmmùN-fonÙ, hoùmN-) n.  One of two or more words, such as 

night and knight, that are pronounced the same but differ in meaning, origin, and 

sometimes spelling.   —ho·mophùo·nous (ho-mmfùN-nNs) adj. 

hom·o·phon·ic (hmmÙN-fmnùVk, hoÙmN-) adj.  1. Having the same sound.  

2. Music. Having or characterized by a single melodic line with accompaniment.  

[From Greek homophonos : homo-, homo- + phonK, sound; see PHONE
2.]

ho·moph·o·ny (ho-mmfùN-nK) n.  pl. ho·moph·o·nies. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being homophonic.  2. Music. Homophonic music. 

ho·mo·phy·ly (hoùmN-fXÙlK, hmmùN-, ho-mmfùN-lK) n.  pl. ho·mo·phy·lies. 
Zoology. Resemblance arising from common ancestry.  [HOMO- + PHYL(UM) + -

Y
2.] —hoÙmo·phylùic (-fVlùVk) adj. 

ho·mo·plas·tic (hoÙmN-pl4sùtVk, hmmÙN-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or exhibiting 

homoplasy.  2. Of, relating to, or derived from a different individual of the same 

species:  a homoplastic graft.   —hoÙmo·plasùti·cal·ly adv. 

ho·mo·pla·sy (hoùmN-pl7ÙsK, -pl4sÙK, hmmùN-) n.  Correspondence between 

parts or organs arising from evolutionary convergence. 

ho·mop·ter·an (ho-mmpùtNr-Nn) n.  A homopterous insect.   —  adj.  Of or 

belonging to the order Homoptera; homopterous.  [From New Latin Homoptera, 

order name  : Greek homo-, homo- + Greek pteron, wing; see -PTER.]

ho·mop·ter·ous (ho-mmpùtNr-Ns) adj.  Of or belonging to the order 

Homoptera, which includes the cicadas, aphids, and scale insects, characterized 

by sucking mouthparts.  [From New Latin Homoptera, order name. See 

HOMOPTERAN.]

Ho·mo sa·pi·ens (hoùmo s7ùpK-Nnz, -HnzÙ) n.  The modern species of human 

beings, the only extant species of the primate family Hominidae.  [New Latin 

Homo sapiKns,  : Homo, genus name + Latin sapiKns, present participle of sapere, 

to be wise.]

ho·mo·sex·u·al (hoÙmN-sHkùshu-Nl, -mo-) adj.  Of, relating to, or having a 

sexual orientation to persons of the same sex.   —  n.  A homosexual person; a gay 

man or a lesbian. 



ho·mo·sex·u·al·i·ty (hoÙmN-sHkÙshu-4lùV-tK, -mo-) n.  1. Sexual orientation 

to persons of the same sex.  2. Sexual activity with another of the same sex. 

ho·mo·spo·rous (hoÙmN-spôrùNs, -sporù-, hmmÙN-, ho-mmsùpNr-Ns) adj.  Bot-

any. Producing spores of one kind only.   —hoùmo·spoÙry n. 

ho·mo·styled (hoùmo-stXldÙ) adj.  Botany. Having the same relation of length 

between stamens and styles of different species.   —hoÙmo·styùlous adj.  

—hoùmo·styÙly n. 

ho·mo·tax·is (hoÙmo-t4kùsVs, hmmÙo-) n.  Similarity of stratigraphic arrange-

ment and fossils in noncontemporaneous or widely separated geologic deposits.   
—hoÙmo·taxùic (-t4kùsVk), hoÙmo·taxùi·al (-t4kùsK-Nl)  adj. 

ho·mo·thal·lic (hoÙmo-th4lùVk, hmmÙo-) adj.  Botany. Having male and female 

reproductive structures on the same thallus, as in some fungi and algae. 

ho·mo·zy·go·sis (hoÙmo-zX-goùsVs, -mN-, hmmÙN-) n.  The union of genetically 

identical gametes, resulting in the formation of a homozygote.   
—hoÙmo·zy·gotùic (-gmtùVk) adj. 

ho·mo·zy·gote (hoÙmo-zXùgotÙ, -mN-, hmmÙN-) n.  Genetics. An organism that 

has the same alleles at a particular gene locus on homologous chromosomes. 

ho·mo·zy·gous (hoÙmo-zXùgNs, -mN-, hmmÙN-) adj.  Genetics. Having the same 

alleles at a particular gene locus on homologous chromosomes.   
—hoÙmo·zy·gosùi·ty (-gmsùV-tK) n.  —hoÙmo·zyùgous·ly adv. 

Homs (hômz, hôms)  A city of west-central Syria north of Damascus. Birthplace 

of the Roman emperor Heliogabalus, it was taken by the Arabs in 636. Egypt con-

trolled the city from 1831 to 1840. Population, 346,871. 

ho·mun·cu·lus (ho-mƒngùkyN-lNs, hN-) n.  pl. ho·mun·cu·li (-lXÙ). 1. A dimin-

utive human being.  2. A miniature, fully formed individual believed by adher-

ents of the early biological theory of preformation to be present in the sperm cell.  

[Latin, diminutive of homo, man. See dhghem- in Appendix.]

hom·y (hoùmK) adj.  Variant of homey. 
Hon. abbr.  1. Honorable.  2. hon.. Honorary. 

ho·nan also Ho·nan (hoùnänù) n.  A pongee fabric of even color made origi-

nally from silk produced by the silkworms of Henan (formerly Honan), China. 

Honan  See Henan. 
hon·cho (hmnùcho) Slang. n.  pl. hon·chos. One who is in charge; a manager or 

leader: “some of the big-name honchos... featured in the glossy... magazines” (New 

Yorker).   —  v.  tr. hon·choed, hon·cho·ing, hon·chos. To direct and manage 

(personnel and projects): “He... is honchoing preparations for the forthcoming... 

economic summit” (Newsweek).  [Japanese, squad leader  : han, squad + cho, 

chief.]

Hon·du·ras (hmn-dtrùNs, -dytrù-) Abbr. Hond.  A country of northern Cen-

tral America. Originally inhabited by a Mayan civilization, Honduras was colo-

nized by the Spanish in the early 1500’s and proclaimed its independence in 1821. 



Tegucigalpa is the capital and the largest city. Population, 4,092,000.   
—Hon·duùran adj.  & n. 

Honduras, Gulf of.  An inlet of the western Caribbean Sea bordering on Bel-

ize, Honduras, and Guatemala. 

hone1 (hon) n.  1. A fine-grained whetstone for giving a keen edge to a cutting 

tool.  2. A tool with a rotating abrasive tip for enlarging holes to precise dimen-

sions.   —  v.  tr. honed, hon·ing, hones. 1. To sharpen on a fine-grained 

whetstone.  2. To perfect or make more intense or effective:  a speaker who honed 

her delivery by long practice.  [Middle English, from Old English h7n, stone. See 

ko- in Appendix.]

hone2 (hon) v.  intr. honed, hon·ing, hones. Informal. 1. To whine or moan.  

2. To hanker; yearn.  [Obsolete French hoigner, from Old French, perhaps from 

hon, cry of discontent.]

Hone (hon), Philip. 1780-1851.  American diarist and public official. His Diary 

(first published in 1889) gives a valuable account of New York City life and poli-

tics between 1828 and 1851. 

Hon·eg·ger (hmnùV-gNr, hoùnHgÙNr, ô-nH-gHrù), Arthur. 1892-1955.  French-

born Swiss composer. A proponent of the modern movement in French music, he 

is remembered for a number of compositions, including Pacific 231 (1923). 

hon·est (mnùVst) adj.  1. Marked by or displaying integrity; upright:  an honest 

lawyer.  2. Not deceptive or fraudulent; genuine:  honest weight.  3. Equitable; 

fair:  honest wages for an honest day’s work.  4. a. Characterized by truth; not 

false:  honest reporting.  b. Sincere; frank:  an honest critique.   5. a. Of good 

repute; respectable.  b. Without affectation; plain:  honest folk.   6. Virtuous; 

chaste.  [Middle English, from Old French honeste, from Latin honestus, honor-

able, from honos, honor.]

honest broker (mnùVst broùkNr) n.  A neutral agent, as in mediation: “enhanced 

Canada’s position as honest broker in the Commonwealth” (Kenneth McNaught). 

hon·est·ly (mnùVst-lK) adv.  1. In an honest manner.  2. Used as an intensive:  I 

honestly don’t care.   —  interj.  Used to express mild disapproval or dismay:  Hon-

estly! Look at the mess you’ve made. 

hon·es·ty (mnùV-stK) n.  pl. hon·es·ties. 1. The quality or condition of being 

honest; integrity.  2. Truthfulness; sincerity:  in all honesty.  3. Archaic. Chastity.  

4. Botany. A European plant (Lunaria annua) cultivated for its fragrant purplish 

flowers and round, flat, papery, silver-white seedpods. In this sense, also called-

money plant, satin flower, silver dollar.  

SYNONYMS: honesty, honor, integrity, probity, rectitude. These nouns denote

the quality of being upright in principle and action. Honesty implies truthfulness,

fairness in dealing with others, and refusal to engage in fraud, deceit, or dissem-

bling: Honesty is the best policy. Honor implies principled uprightness of character



and a worthy adherence to a strict moral or ethical code: “Never give in except to

convictions of honor and good sense” (Winston S. Churchill). Integrity is moral

soundness, especially as it is revealed in dealings that test steadfastness of purpose,

responsibility, or trust: “Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless, and

knowledge without integrity is dangerous and dreadful” (Samuel Johnson). Probity

is proven integrity: A judge must be a person of unquestioned probity. Rectitude is

moral righteousness both in principle and in practice: “The name of Brutus would

be a guaranty to the people of rectitude of intention” (J.A. Froude).

hone·wort (honùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  An eastern North American perennial plant 

(Cryptotaenia canadensis) having umbels of small whitish flowers and compound 

leaves with larger, double serrate leaflets.  [hone-, of unknown meaning + WORT
1.]

hon·ey (hƒnùK) n.  pl. hon·eys. 1.  Abbr. hny a. A sweet yellowish or brownish 

viscid fluid produced by various bees from the nectar of flowers and used as 

food.  b. A similar substance made by certain other insects.   2. A sweet sub-

stance, such as nectar.  3. Sweetness; pleasantness.  4. Sugary or ingratiating 

words; flattery.  5. Informal. Sweetheart; dear. Used as a term of endearment.  

6. Informal. Something remarkably fine:  a honey of a car.   —  v.  tr. hon·eyed 

or hon·ied (hƒnùKd), hon·ey·ing, hon·eys. 1. To sweeten with or as if with 

honey.  2. To cajole with sweet talk.  [Middle English honi, from Old English 

hunig.]

honey badger (hƒnùK b4jùNr) n.  See ratel. 
honey bear (hƒnùK bâr) n.  See kinkajou. 
hon·ey·bee (hƒnùK-bKÙ) n.  Any of several social bees of the genus Apis that 

produce honey, especially A. mellifera, widely domesticated as a source of honey 

and beeswax. 

hon·ey·ber·ry (hƒnùK-bHrÙK) n.  See genip (n., sense 2). 

hon·ey·comb (hƒnùK-komÙ) n.  1. A structure of hexagonal, thin-walled cells 

constructed from beeswax by honeybees to hold honey and larvae.  2. Something 

resembling this structure in configuration or pattern.   —  v.  tr. 

hon·ey·combed, hon·ey·comb·ing, hon·ey·combs. 1. To fill with holes or 

compartments; riddle:  cliffs that were honeycombed with caves and grottoes.  2. To 

form in or cover with a pattern like that of a honeycomb. 

hon·ey·creep·er (hƒnùK-krKÙpNr) n.  1. Any of various small, often brightly 

colored tropical American birds of the family Coerebidae, having a curved bill 

adapted for sucking nectar from flowers.  2. Any of several birds of the family 

Drepanididae of Hawaii, similar to the mainland honeycreepers. 

hon·ey·dew (hƒnùK-duÙ, -dyuÙ) n.  1. A sweet, sticky substance excreted by 

various insects, especially aphids, on the leaves of plants.  2. A sweet exudate sim-

ilar to honeydew on the leaves of plants.  3. A honeydew melon. 



honeydew melon (hƒnùK-duÙ mHlùNn) n.  A kind of melon (Cucumis melo) 

having a smooth, whitish rind and green flesh.  Also called winter melon 

hon·ey·eat·er (hƒnùK-KÙtNr) n.  Any of various birds of the family Meliph-

agidae of Australia and adjacent regions, having a long extensible tongue adapted 

for sucking nectar from flowers. 

hon·eyed (hƒnùKd) v.  A past tense and a past participle of honey.  —  adj.  

also hon·ied 1. Containing, full of, or sweetened with honey.  2. Ingratiating; 

sugary:  honeyed words.  3. Sweet; dulcet:  a honeyed voice. 

honey guide (hƒnùK gXd) n.  Any of various tropical Old World birds of the 

family Indicatoridae, some species of which lead people or animals to the nests of 

wild honeybees. The birds eat the wax and larvae that remain after the nest has 

been destroyed for its honey. 

honey locust (hƒnùK loùkNst) n.  Any of several trees of the genus Gleditsia, 

especially G. triacanthos, having deciduous, pinnately compound leaves, small 

flowers in racemes, and large, often twisted, indehiscent pods. 

honey mesquite (hƒnùK mH-skKtù) n.  See mesquite (n., sense 1a).  [From 

the high sugar content of its pods.]

hon·ey·moon (hƒnùK-munÙ) n.  1. A holiday or trip taken by a newly mar-

ried couple.  2. An early harmonious period in a relationship:  The honeymoon 

between the new President and the press was soon over.   —  v.  intr. 

hon·ey·mooned, hon·ey·moon·ing, hon·ey·moons. To spend a honey-

moon.  [Perhaps from a comparison of the moon, which wanes as soon as it is 

full, to the affections of a newly married couple, which are most tender right after 

marriage.] —honùey·moonÙer n. 

hon·ey·suck·le (hƒnùK-sƒkÙNl) n.  1. Any of various shrubs or vines of the 

genus Lonicera, having opposite leaves, fragrant, usually paired tubular flowers, 

and small berries.  2. Any of various similar or related plants.  [Middle English 

honysoukel, alteration of honisouke, from Old English hunXs7ce : hunig, honey + 

s7can, to suck; see SUCK.]

Hong Ha (hôngù häù)  See Red River (sense 1). 

Hong Kong (hmngùkmngù, -kmngÙ, hôngùkôngù, -kôngÙ)  A British crown col-

ony on the southeast coast of China southeast of Guangzhou, including Hong 
Kong Island and adjacent areas. Hong Kong Island was occupied by the British 

during the Opium War (1839-1842) and ceded to them by the Treaty of Nanking 

(1842). Other portions of the colony were acquired in 1860 and in 1898 by a 99-

year lease. The colony will revert to Chinese sovereignty in 1997. Victoria is the 

capital. Population, 5,021,066. 

Hong·shui He also Hung·shui He (htngùshw7ù hNù)  A river, about 1,448 

km (900 mi) long, rising in southwest China and flowing generally southeast to 

join the Xiang Jiang. It is navigable for small craft. 



Ho·ni·a·ra (hoÙnK-ärùN)  The capital of the Solomon Islands, on the northwest 

coast of Guadalcanal. Population, 16,125. 

hon·ied (hƒnùKd) v.  A past tense and a past participle of honey.  —  adj.  Vari-

ant of honeyed. 
honk (hôngk, hmngk) n.  1. The raucous, resonant sound characteristic of a wild 

goose.  2. a. A sound similar to a goose’s honk:  blew a loud honk on the bass saxo-

phone.  b. The blaring sound of the horn on a motor vehicle.    —  v.  honked, 
honk·ing, honks.  —  v.  intr. To emit a honk.   —  v.  tr. To cause (a horn) to 

produce a honk.  [Imitative.] —honkùer n. 

hon·ky  or hon·kie also hon·key (hôngùkK, hmngù-) n.  pl. hon·kies also 

hon·keys. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a white person.  [Pos-

sibly blend of Wolof honq, red, pink, of light complexion, and HUNKY.]

hon·ky-tonk (hôngùkK-tôngkÙ, hmngùkK-tmngkÙ) n.  Slang. A cheap, noisy bar 

or dance hall.   —  adj.  1. Slang. Of or relating to such a bar or dance hall; taw-

dry:  a honky-tonk district; honky-tonk entertainers.  2. Music. Of, relating to, or 

being a type of ragtime characteristically played on a tinny-sounding piano.   —  
v.  intr. hon·ky-·tonked, hon·ky-·tonk·ing, hon·ky-·tonks. Slang. To visit 

cheap, noisy bars or dance halls.  [Perhaps from HONK.]

Hon·o·lu·lu (hmnÙN-luùlu)  The capital and largest city of Hawaii, on the 

southeast coast of Oahu. Honolulu’s harbor was first entered in 1794 by a British 

navigator. Settlement of the area began in 1816, and the city soon gained promi-

nence as a whaling and sandalwood port. Today it is a major tourist center. Popu-

lation, 365,272. 

hon·or (mnùNr) n.  1. High respect, as that shown for special merit; esteem:  the 

honor shown to a Nobel laureate.  2. a. Good name; reputation.  b. A source or 

cause of credit:  was an honor to the profession.   3. a. Glory or recognition; dis-

tinction.  b. A mark, token, or gesture of respect or distinction:  the place of honor 

at the table.  c. A military decoration.  d. A title conferred for achievement.   

4. Nobility of mind; probity.  5. High rank.  6. The dignity accorded to position:  

awed by the honor of his office.  7. Great privilege:  I have the honor to present the 

governor.  8. Honor. Used with His, Her, or Your as a title and form of address for 

certain officials, such as judges and mayors:  Her Honor the Mayor.  9. a. A code 

of integrity, dignity, and pride, chiefly among men, that was maintained in some 

societies, as in feudal Europe, by force of arms.  b. Principled uprightness of 

character; personal integrity.  c. A woman’s chastity or reputation for chastity.   

10. honors. Social courtesies offered to guests:  did the honors at tea.  

11. honors. a. Special recognition for unusual academic achievement:  gradu-

ated with honors.  b. A program of individual advanced study for exceptional stu-

dents:  planned to take honors in history.   12. Sports. The right of being first at the 

tee in golf.  13. Games. a. Any of the four or five highest cards, especially the ace, 

king, queen, jack, and ten of the trump suit, in card games such as bridge or 



whist.  b. The points allotted to these cards. Often used in the plural.    —  v.  tr. 

hon·ored, hon·or·ing, hon·ors. 1. a. To hold in respect; esteem.  b. To show 

respect for.  c. To bow to (another dancer) in square dancing:  Honor your partner.   

2. To confer distinction on:  He has honored us with his presence.  3. To accept or 

pay as valid:  honor a check; a store that honors all credit cards.   —idiom. honor 
bound. Under an obligation enforced by the personal integrity of the one 

obliged:  I was honor bound to admit that she had done the work.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin.] —honùor·er n.  

SYNONYMS: honor, homage, reverence, veneration, deference. These nouns de-

note admiration, respect, or esteem accorded to another as a right or as due. Hon-

or, the most general term, is applicable both to the feeling and to the expression

of such sentiments: He tried to be worthy of the honor in which he was held. Homage

is an expression of high regard and respect, often in the form of a ceremonial

tribute that conveys allegiance: “There is no country in which so absolute a homage

is paid to wealth” (Ralph Waldo Emerson). Reverence is a feeling of deep respect

and devotion: “Kill reverence and you’ve killed the hero in man” (Ayn Rand). Ven-

eration is both the feeling and the reverential expression of respect, love, and awe:

Her veneration for traditional learning never wavered. Deference is courteous, re-

spectful regard for another that often takes the form of yielding to his or her de-

cisions or wishes: Have confidence in your own judgment; don’t give undue defer-

ence to the opinions and feelings of others. See also Synonyms at honesty

hon·or·a·ble (mnùNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Deserving or winning honor and respect:  

led an honorable life.  2. Bringing distinction or recognition:  honorable service to 

one’s nation.  3. Possessing and characterized by honor:  an honorable person.  

4. Consistent with honor or good name:  followed the only honorable course of 

action.  5. Distinguished; illustrious:  this honorable gathering of scholars.  

6. Attended by marks of recognition and honor:  received an honorable burial.  

7. Honorable.. a. Used as a title of respect for certain high government officials:  

The Honorable Jane Doe, Associate Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massa-

chusetts.  b. Used as a courtesy title for the children of barons and viscounts and 

the younger sons of earls.  c. Used in the House of Commons as a title of respect 

when speaking of another member.    —honùor·a·ble·ness n.  —honùor·a·bly 
adv. 

honorable discharge (mnùNr-N-bNl dVs-chärjù) n.  Discharge from the armed 

forces with a commendable record. 

honorable mention (mnùNr-N-bNl mHnùshNn) n.  A citation to one who has 

performed well in a competition but has not been awarded a prize. 

hon·o·rar·i·um (mnÙN-rârùK-Nm) n.  pl. hon·o·rar·i·ums or hon·o·rar·i·a (-K-

N). A payment given to a professional person for services for which fees are not 



legally or traditionally required.  [Latin honor7rium, from neuter of honor7rius, 

honorary, from honor, honor-, honor.]

hon·or·ar·y (mnùN-rHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. hon. 1. Held or given as a mark of honor, 

especially conferred as an honor without the usual adjuncts:  an honorary degree.  

2. a. Holding an office or title given as an honor, without payment:  an honorary 

colonel.  b. Voluntary:  the honorary secretary of the association.   3. Relying on 

honor and not legally enforceable, as a duty or an obligation. 

hon·or·ee (mnÙN-rKù) n.  The recipient of an honor. 

hon·or·if·ic (mnÙN-rVfùVk) adj.  Conferring or showing respect or honor.   —  n.  

A title, phrase, or grammatical form conveying respect, used especially when 

addressing a social superior.  [Latin honorificus : honor, honor-, honor + -ficus, -

fic.] —honÙor·ifùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ho·no·ri·us (ho-nôrùK-Ns, -norù-), Flavius. A.D. 384-423.  Roman emperor of 

the West (395-423). During his reign the decline of the empire became irrevers-

ible. 

honor society (mnùNr sN-sXùV-tK) n.  An organization to which students are 

admitted in recognition of academic achievement. 

honor system (mnùNr sVsùtNm) n.  A set of procedures under which persons, 

especially students or prisoners, are trusted to act without direct supervision in 

situations that might allow for dishonest behavior. 

hon·our (mnùNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of honor. 
Hon·shu (hmnùshu)  The largest island of Japan, in the central part of the 

country between the Sea of Japan and the Pacific Ocean. 

hooch1 also hootch (huch) n.  Slang. 1. Alcoholic liquor, especially inferior or 

bootleg liquor: “bootleggers smashed on their own hooch” (Christopher Hitchens).  

2. Marijuana.  [Short for hoochinoo, from Hoochinoo, a Tlingit village where ille-

gal liquor was distilled, from Tlingit xutsnuuwú.]

hooch2 also hootch (huch) n.  Slang. A dwelling, especially a thatched hut.  

[Alteration (perhaps influenced by HUT), of Japanese uchi, inside, interior.]

hood1 (htd) n.  1. A loose pliable covering for the head and neck, either 

attached to a robe or jacket or separate.  2. An ornamental draping of cloth hung 

from the shoulders of an academic or ecclesiastical robe.  3. A sack placed over a 

falcon’s head to keep the bird quiet.  4. a. A metal cover or cowl for a hearth or 

stove.  b. A carriage top.  c. The hinged metal lid over the engine of a motor vehi-

cle.   5. Zoology. An expanded part, crest, or marking on or near the head of an 

animal.   —  v.  tr. hood·ed, hood·ing, hoods. To supply or cover with a hood.  

[Middle English hod, from Old English hod.]

hood2 (htd) n.  Slang. 1. A hoodlum; a thug.  2. A young tough.  [Short for 

HOODLUM.]



Hood (htd), John Bell. 1831-1879.  American Confederate soldier who com-

manded the Atlanta Campaign (1864) and was defeated at Nashville later that 

year. 

Hood, Mount.  A volcanic peak, 3,426.7 m (11,235 ft) high, in the Cascade 

Range of northwest Oregon. It is the highest elevation in the state. 

Hood (htd), Thomas. 1799-1845.  British poet and editor who wrote comic 

and topical verse, including “The Dream of Eugene Aram” (1829) and “The Song 

of the Shirt” (1843). 

-hood suff.  1. a. Condition; state; quality:  manhood.  b. An instance of a speci-

fied state or quality:  falsehood.   2. A group sharing a specified state or quality:  

sisterhood.  [Middle English -hed, -hode, from Old English *-h<de, -h7d.]

’hood (htd) n.  Slang. A neighborhood. 

hood·ed (htdùVd) adj.  1. Covered with or having a hood.  2. Shaped like a 

hood, cowl, or similar covering.  3. Zoology. a. Having coloration or a crest sug-

gesting a hood.  b. Having elastic skin at the neck that, when distended, resembles 

a hood, as that of the cobra.  

hooded seal (htdùVd sKl) n.  A seal (Cystophora cristata) of northern seas, 

having a grayish, spotted coat and an inflatable hoodlike or bladderlike pouch in 

the region of the nose.  Also called bladdernose 

hood·lum (hudùlNm, htdù-) n.  1. A gangster; a thug.  2. A tough, often 

aggressive or violent young man.  [Origin unknown.] —hoodùlum·ism n. 

hood·mold (htdùmoldÙ) n.  See dripstone (n., sense 1). 

hoo·doo (huùdu) n.  pl. hoo·doos. 1.  See voodoo (n., sense 3).  2. a. Bad 

luck.  b. One that brings bad luck.   3. Geology. A column of eccentrically shaped 

rock, produced by differential weathering.   —  v.  tr. hoo·dooed, 
hoo·doo·ing, hoo·doos. To bring bad luck to.  [Of West African origin, possi-

bly from VOODOO.] —hooùdoo·ism n. 

hood·wink (htdùwVngkÙ) v.  tr. hood·winked, hood·wink·ing, 
hood·winks. 1. To take in by deceptive means; deceive.  See Synonyms at 

deceive.  2. Archaic. To blindfold.  3. Obsolete. To conceal.   —hoodùwinkÙer 
n. 

hoo·ey (huùK) n.  Slang. Nonsense: “the romantic hooey that always sold women’s 

cosmetics” (Jerry Adler).  [Origin unknown.]

hoof (htf, huf) n.  pl. hoofs or hooves (htvz, huvz). 1. a. The horny 

sheath covering the toes or lower part of the foot of a mammal of the orders 

Perissodactyla and Artiodactyla, such as a horse, an ox, or a deer.  b. The foot of 

such an animal, especially a horse.   2. Slang. The human foot.   —  v.  hoofed, 
hoof·ing, hoofs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To trample with the hoofs.  2. Slang. To walk:  We 

hoofed it the whole ten blocks.   —  v.  intr. Slang. 1. To dance, especially as a pro-

fessional entertainer.  2. To go on foot; walk.   —idiom. on the hoof. Not yet 



butchered; alive. Used especially of cattle:  beef on the hoof.  [Middle English hof, 

from Old English hof.]

hoof-and-mouth disease (htfÙNn-mouthù dV-zKzù, hufÙ-) n.  See foot-
and-mouth disease. 

hoof·bound (htfùboundÙ, hufù-) adj.  Afflicted with drying and contraction 

of the hoof, resulting in lameness. Used of a horse. 

hoofed (htft, huft) adj.  Having hoofs; ungulate. 

hoof·er (htfùNr, huùfNr) n.  Slang. A professional dancer, especially a tap 

dancer. 

Hoogh·ly (huùglK)  A channel, about 257 km (160 mi) long, of the Ganges 

River in eastern India. The westernmost channel on the Ganges Delta, it connects 

Calcutta with the Bay of Bengal. 

hoo-hah (huùhäù) n.  Slang. 1. A fuss; a disturbance: “the subject of this last 

hoo-hah” (William Safire).  2. A chortle or laugh:  got a good hoo-hah out of that 

story.  [Perhaps from Yiddish hu-ha, to-do, uproar, exclamation.]

hook (htk) n.  1. a. A curved or sharply bent device, usually of metal, used to 

catch, drag, suspend, or fasten something else.  b. A fishhook.   2. Something 

shaped like a hook, especially: a. A curved or barbed plant or animal part.  b. A 

short angled or curved line on a letter.  c. A sickle.   3. a. A sharp bend or curve, 

as in a river.  b. A point or spit of land with a sharply curved end.   4. A means of 

catching or ensnaring; a trap.  5. Slang. a. A means of attracting interest or atten-

tion; an enticement:  a sales hook.  b. Music. A catchy motif or refrain: “sugary 

hard rock melodies [and] ear candy hooks” (Boston Globe).   6. Sports. a. A short 

swinging blow in boxing delivered with a crooked arm.  b. A golf stroke that 

sends the ball to the left of a right-handed player or to the right of a left-handed 

player.  c. In surfing, the lip of a breaking wave.   7. Baseball. A curve ball.  

8. Basketball. A hook shot.   —  v.  hooked, hook·ing, hooks.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To catch, suspend, or connect with a hook.  b. Informal. To snare.  c. Slang. 

To steal; snatch.  See Synonyms at steal.   2. To fasten by or as if by a hook.  3. To 

pierce or gore with or as if with a hook.  4. Slang. a. To take strong hold of; capti-

vate:  a novel that hooked me on the very first page.  b. To cause to become 

addicted.   5. To make (a rug) by looping yarn through canvas with a type of 

hook.  6. Sports. a. To hit with a hook in boxing.  b. To hit (a golf ball) in a hook.   

7. Baseball. To pitch (a ball) with a curve.  8. Basketball. To shoot (a ball) in a 

hook shot.   —  v.  intr. 1. To bend like a hook.  2. To fasten by means of a hook 

or a hook and eye.  3. Slang. To work as a prostitute.   —phrasal verb. hook 
up. 1. To assemble or wire (a mechanism).  2. To connect a mechanism and a 

source of power.  3. Slang. To form a tie or connection:  hooked up with the wrong 

crowd.   —idioms. by hook or by crook. By whatever means possible, fair or 

unfair.  get the hook. Slang. To be unceremoniously dismissed or terminated.  

hook, line, and sinker. Informal. Without reservation; completely:  swallowed 



the excuse hook, line, and sinker.  off the hook. Informal. Freed, as from blame 

or a vexatious obligation:  let me off the hook with a mild reprimand.  on (one’s) 
own hook. By one’s own efforts.  [Middle English hok, from Old English hoc. 

See keg- in Appendix.]

Hook (htk), Sidney. 1902-1989.  American philosopher known for his studies 

of Marxism, especially Towards an Understanding of Karl Marx: A Revolutionary 

Interpretation (1933). 

hook·ah (htkùN) n.  An Eastern smoking pipe designed with a long tube pass-

ing through an urn of water that cools the smoke as it is drawn through.  Also 

called hubble-bubble, narghile.  [Urdu, from Arabic Uuqqah, the hookah’s water 

urn.]

hook and eye (htk Nnd X) n.  1. A clothes fastener consisting of a small blunt 

metal hook that is inserted in a corresponding loop or eyelet.  2. A latch consist-

ing of a hook that is inserted in a screw eye. 

hook-and-lad·der truck (htkùNn-l4dùNr trƒk) n.  A fire engine equipped 

with extension ladders and hooked poles. 

Hooke (htk), Robert. 1635-1703.  English physicist, inventor, and mathemati-

cian who formulated the theory of planetary movement. 

hooked (htkt) adj.  1. Bent or angled like a hook.  2. Having a hook.  3. Made 

by hooking yarn:  a hooked rug.  4. Slang. a. Captivated by or devoted to a custom 

or thing:  She’s really hooked on gardening.  b. Addicted to a narcotic.    
—hookùed·ness (htkùVd-nVs) n. 

hook·er1 (htkùNr) n.  Nautical. 1. A single-masted fishing smack used off the 

coast of Ireland.  2. An old worn-out or clumsy ship.  [Dutch hoeker, from Mid-

dle Dutch hoeckboot : hoec, fishhook; see keg- in Appendix + boot, boat.]

hook·er2 (htkùNr) n.  1. One that hooks.  2. Slang. A prostitute.  

WORD HISTORY: In his Personal Memoirs Ulysses S. Grant described Maj.

Gen. Joseph Hooker as “a dangerous man... not subordinate to his superiors.”

Hooker had his faults, of course. He may indeed have been insubordinate; un-

doubtedly he was an erratic leader. But there is one thing of which he is often

accused that “Fighting Joe” Hooker certainly did not do: he did not give his name

to prostitutes. According to a popular story, the men under Hooker’s command

during the Civil War were a particularly wild bunch. When his troops were on

leave, we are told, they spent much of their time in brothels. For this reason, as

the story goes, prostitutes came to be known as hookers. It is not difficult to un-

derstand how such a theory might have originated. The major general’s name dif-

fers from the word hooker only in the capital letter that begins it. And it is true

that Hooker’s men were at times ill-disciplined (although it seems that liquor, not

women, was the main source of their difficulties with the provost marshal). How-

ever attractive this theory may be, it cannot be true. The word hooker, with the



sense “prostitute,” is in fact older than the Civil War. It appeared in the second

edition (although not in the first) of John Russell Bartlett’s Dictionary of Ameri-

canisms, published in 1859. Bartlett defined hooker as “a strumpet, a sailor’s trull.”

He also said that the word was derived from Corlear’s Hook, a district in New

York City, but this was only a guess. There is no evidence that the term originated

in New York. Norman Ellsworth Eliason has traced this use of hooker back to 1845

in North Carolina. He reported the usage in Tarheel Talk; an Historical Study of

the English Language in North Carolina to 1860, published in 1956. The fact that

we have no earlier written evidence does not mean that hooker was never used to

mean “prostitute” before 1845. The history of hooker is, quite simply, murky; we

do not know when or where it was first used, but we can be very certain that it

did not begin with Joseph Hooker. Also, we have no firm evidence that it came

from Corlear’s Hook. Scholarly evidence or lack thereof notwithstanding, the late

Bruce Catton, the Civil War historian, did not go so far as to exonerate completely

the Union general. Although “the term ‘hooker’ did not originate during the Civil

War,” wrote Catton, “it certainly became popular then. During these war years,

Washington developed a large [red-light district] somewhere south of Constitu-

tion Avenue. This became known as Hooker’s Division in tribute to the proclivi-

ties of General Joseph Hooker and the name has stuck ever since.” If the term

hooker was derived neither from Joseph Hooker nor from Corlear’s Hook, what

is its derivation? It is most likely that this hooker is, etymologically, simply “one

who hooks.” The term portrays a prostitute as a person who hooks, or snares,

clients.

Hook·er (htkùNr), Joseph. Known as “Fighting Joe.” 1814-1879.  American 

Union army officer who was defeated by Robert E. Lee at Chancellorsville (1863). 

Hook·er (htkùNr), Sir Joseph Dalton. 1817-1911.  British botanist and 

explorer who wrote Genera Plantarum (1862-1883), a global study of the distri-

bution of plants. 

Hook·er (htkùNr), Richard. 1554?-1600.  English writer and theologian. His 

Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity (1594) was central to the formation of Anglican theol-

ogy. 

Hook·er (htkùNr), Thomas. 1586?-1647.  English-born American colonizer 

and cleric who founded Hartford, Connecticut (1636). 

hook·nose (htkùnozÙ) n.  An aquiline nose.   —hookùnosedÙ adj. 

Hook of Hol·land (htk ƒf hmlùNnd) also Hoek van Hol·land (hukÙ vän 

hôùlänt)  A cape and harbor of southwest Netherlands on the North Sea west of 

Rotterdam, for which it serves as a port. 

hook shot (htk shmt) n.  Basketball. A shot made by arcing the far hand 

upward while being positioned or moving sideways to the basket. 



hook·up (htkùƒpÙ) n.  1. A system of electric circuits and electrically powered 

equipment designed to operate together:  a nationwide telecommunications 

hookup.  2. a. A configuration of mechanical parts or devices providing a link 

between a supply source and a user:  a gas hookup for a mobile home.  b. A plan or 

schematic drawing of such a system or such a configuration.   3. Informal. A link-

age or connection, often between unlikely associates or factors. 

hook·worm (htkùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of numerous small parasitic nematode 

worms of the family Ancylostomatidae, having hooked mouthparts with which 

they fasten themselves to the intestinal walls of various hosts, including human 

beings, causing ancylostomiasis.  Also called uncinaria 

hookworm disease (htkùwûrmÙ dV-zKzù) n.  See ancylostomiasis. 
hook·y (htkùK) n.  Informal. Absence without leave; truancy:  play hooky from 

school.  [Perhaps from hook it, to make off.]

hoo·li·gan (huùlV-gNn) n.  Informal. A young ruffian; a hoodlum.  [Origin 

unknown.] —hooùli·gan·ism n. 

hoop (hup, htp) n.  1. A circular band of metal or wood put around a cask or 

barrel to bind the staves together.  2. A large wooden, plastic, or metal ring, espe-

cially one used as a plaything or for trained animals to jump through.  3. One of 

the lightweight circular supports for a hoop skirt.  4. A circular, ringlike earring.  

5. One of a pair of circular wooden or metal frames used to hold material taut for 

embroidery or similar needlework.  6. Basketball. a. The basket.  b. The game of 

basketball.   7. Sports. A croquet wicket.   —  v.  tr. hooped, hoop·ing, hoops. 
1. To hold together or support with or as if with a hoop.  2. To encircle.   
—idiom. jump through the hoop (or go through the hoop). To undergo 

a rigorous trial or examination.  [Middle English hop.]

hoop·er (huùpNr, htpùNr) n.  A maker or repairer of barrels and tubs; a coo-

per. 

hoop·la (hupùläÙ, htpù-) n.  Slang. 1. a. Boisterous, jovial commotion or 

excitement.  b. Extravagant publicity:  The new sedan was introduced to the public 

with much hoopla.   2. Talk intended to mislead or confuse.  [Perhaps from 

French houp-là, upsy-daisy!  : houp (of imitative origin) + là, there; see VOILÀ.]

hoo·poe (huùpu, -po) n.  Any of several Old World birds of the family Upup-

idae, especially Upupa epops, having distinctively patterned plumage, a fanlike 

crest, and a slender, downward-curving bill.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin 

7pupa), of obsolete hoop, from French huppe, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *7ppa, alteration of Latin upupa, 7pupa, of imitative origin.]

hoop skirt (hup skûrt) n.  A long full skirt belled out with a series of con-

nected circular supports. 

hoop snake (hup sn7k) n.  Any of several snakes, such as the mud snake, said 

to grasp the tail in the mouth and move with a rolling, hooplike motion. 

hoo·ray (ht-r7ù, hN-) interj. , n.  & v.   Variant of hurrah. 



Hoorn (hôrn, horn)  A city of western Netherlands on an inlet of the Ijsselmeer 

north-northeast of Amsterdam. Founded in 1311, it is a commercial and process-

ing center for an agricultural region. Population, 50,473. 

Hoorn Islands (hôrn XùlNndz)  See Futuna Islands. 
hoose·gow (husùgouÙ) n.  Slang. A jail.  [Spanish juzgado, tribunal, court-

room, from past participle of juzgar, to judge, from Latin i7dic7re, from i7dex, 

i7dic-, judge. See JUDGE.]

Hoo·sier (huùzhNr) n.  Used as a nickname for a native or resident of Indiana.  

[Origin unknown.]

WORD HISTORY: As the fame of Indiana basketball grows ever greater, per-

haps a larger number of people have become curious about the origins of the

word Hoosier, the nickname for a native or resident of Indiana. As more than one

of the curious has discovered, the origins are rather opaque. The most likely pos-

sibility is that Hoosier is an alteration of hoozer, an English dialect word recorded

in Cumberland, a former county of northwest England, in the late 19th century

and used to refer to anything unusually large. The transition between hoozer and

Hoosier is not clear. The first recorded instance of Hoosier meaning “Indiana res-

ident” is dated 1826; however, it seems possible that senses of the word recorded

later in the Dictionary of Americanisms, including “a big, burly, uncouth specimen

or individual; a frontiersman, countryman, rustic,” reflect the kind of use this

word had before it settled down in Indiana.

hoot1 (hut) v.  hoot·ed, hoot·ing, hoots.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter the charac-

teristic cry of an owl.  2. To make a loud raucous cry, especially of derision or 

contempt.   —  v.  tr. 1. To shout down or drive off with jeering cries:  hooted the 

speaker off the platform.  2. To express or convey by hooting:  hooted their disgust.   
—  n.  1. a. The characteristic cry of an owl.  b. A sound suggesting the cry of an 

owl, especially the sound of a horn.   2. A cry of scorn or derision.  3. Informal. 

One that is hilariously funny: “Emmett, that skirt is a hoot!” (Bobbie Ann Mason).   
—idiom. give a hoot (or care a hoot). To be completely indifferent to:  I 

don’t give a hoot what you think.  [Middle English houten, perhaps of imitative ori-

gin.] —hootùer n. 

hoot2 (hut, ut) also hoots (huts, uts) interj.  Scots. Used to express annoy-

ance or objection. 

hootch1 (huch) n.  Variant of hooch1. 
hootch2 (huch) n.  Variant of hooch2. 
hootch·y-kootch·y (huùchK-kuùchK) n.  pl. hootch·y-·kootch·ies. A 

deliberately sensual form of belly dance, typically performed as part of a carnival.  

[Origin unknown.]



hoot·en·an·ny (hutùn-4nÙK) n.  pl. hoot·en·an·nies. 1. Music. An informal 

performance by folk singers, typically with participation by the audience.  

2. Informal. An unidentified or unidentifiable gadget.  [Origin unknown.]

Hoo·ton (hutùn), Earnest Albert. 1887-1954.  American anthropologist and 

educator whose numerous works include Apes, Men, and Morons (1937). 

hoot owl (hut oul) n.  Any of various owls having a hooting cry. 

hoots (huts, uts) interj.  Variant of hoot2. 
Hoo·ver (huùvNr)  A city of north-central Alabama, a suburb of Birmingham. 

Population, 39,788. 

Hoo·ver (huùvNr), Herbert Clark. 1874-1964.  The 31st President of the 

United States (1929-1933). After the stock market crash of 1929 he was unwilling 

to finance employment through federal intervention and lost the presidency to 

Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932. 

Hoo·ver (huùvNr), J(ohn) Edgar. 1895-1972.  American director of the FBI 

(1924-1972). He is remembered for fighting gangsterism during the Prohibition 

era (1919-1933) and for a vigorous anti-Communist campaign after World War 

II. 

Hoo·ver (huùvNr), Lou Henry. 1874-1944.  First Lady of the United States 

(1929-1933) as the wife of Herbert Hoover. She urged women to pursue careers 

and gave a series of radio talks for young people. 

Hoo·ver·ville (huùvNr-vVlÙ) n.  A crudely built camp put up usually on the 

edge of a town to house the dispossessed and destitute during the depression of 

the 1930’s.  [After Herbert Clark HOOVER.]

hooves (htvz, huvz) n.  A plural of hoof. 
hop1 (hmp) v.  hopped, hop·ping, hops.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To move with light 

bounding skips or leaps.  b. Informal. To move quickly or busily:  The shipping 

department is hopping this week.   2. To jump on one foot.  3. To make a quick 

trip, especially in an airplane.   —  v.  tr. 1. To move over by hopping:  hop a ditch 

two feet wide.  2. Informal. To jump aboard:  hop a freight train.   —  n.  1. a. A 

light springy jump or leap, especially on one foot.  b. A rebound:  The ball took a 

bad hop.   2. Informal. A dance; a ball.  3. a. A short distance.  b. A short trip, 

especially by air.   4. A free ride; a lift.   —idioms. hop, skip, and (a) jump. A 

short distance.  hop to it. To begin an activity or a task quickly and energetically.  

[Middle English hoppen, from Old English hoppian.]

hop2 (hmp) n.  1. A twining vine (Humulus lupulus) having lobed leaves and 

green female flowers arranged in conelike spikes.  2. hops. The dried, ripe flow-

ers of this plant, containing a bitter, aromatic oil. They are used in the brewing 

industry to prevent bacterial action and add the characteristic bitter taste to beer.  

3. Slang. Opium.   —  v.  tr. hopped, hop·ping, hops. To flavor with hops.   
—phrasal verb. hop up. Slang. 1. To increase the power or energy of:  hop up 



a car.  2. To stimulate with or as if with a narcotic.  [Middle English hoppe, from 

Middle Dutch.]

HOP abbr.  High oxygen pressure. 

Ho·pat·cong (hN-p4tùkmngÙ, -kôngÙ)  A borough of north central New Jersey 

on Lake Hopatcong northwest of Morristown. The city and lake are summer 

resorts. Population, 15,586. 

hop clover (hmp kloùvNr) n.  A Eurasian clover (Trifolium agrarium) or one of 

its relatives, having small yellow flower heads that resemble hops when withered. 

hope (hop) v.  hoped, hop·ing, hopes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To wish for something 

with expectation of its fulfillment.  2. Archaic. To have confidence; trust.   —  v.  

tr. 1. To look forward to with confidence or expectation:  We hope that our chil-

dren will carry on our family traditions.  2. To expect and desire.  See Synonyms at 

expect.   —  n.  1. A wish or desire accompanied by confident expectation of its 

fulfillment.  2. Something that is hoped for or desired:  Success is our hope.  

3. One that is a source of or reason for hope:  the team’s only hope for victory.  4.  
Often Hope. The theological virtue defined as the desire and search for a future 

good, difficult but not impossible to attain with God’s help.  5. Archaic. Trust; 

confidence.   —idiom. hope against hope. To hope with little reason or justi-

fication.  [Middle English hopen, from Old English hopian.] —hopùer n. 

Hope (hop), Anthony.  See Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins. 
Hope (hop), Bob. Born 1903.  British-born American entertainer. He costarred 

with Bing Crosby in the popular “Road” films, beginning with the Road to Sin-

gapore (1940). 

Hope (hop), John. 1868-1936.  American educator who opposed Booker T. 

Washington’s accommodationist methods in the struggle for civil rights. 

hope chest (hop chHst) n.  A chest used by a young woman for clothing and 

household goods, such as linens and silver, in anticipation of marriage. 

hope·ful (hopùfNl) adj.  1. Having or manifesting hope.  2. Inspiring hope; 

promising.   —  n.  A person who aspires to success or who shows promise of suc-

ceeding, especially as a political candidate:  a group of presidential hopefuls.   
—hopeùful·ness n. 

hope·ful·ly (hopùfN-lK) adv.  1. In a hopeful manner.  2. Usage Problem. It is to 

be hoped: “Marriage is a coming together for better or for worse, hopefully endur-

ing” (William O. Douglas).  

USAGE NOTE: Writers who use hopefully as a sentence adverb, as in Hopefully

the measures will be adopted, should be aware that the usage is unacceptable to

many critics, including a large majority of the Usage Panel. But it is not easy to

explain why critics dislike this use of hopefully. It is justified by analogy to the

unexceptionable uses of many other adverbs, as in Mercifully, the play was brief

or Frankly, I have no use for your friend. And though this use of hopefully may



have been a vogue word when it first gained currency 30 years ago, it has long

since lost any taint of jargon or pretentiousness for the general reader. The well-

attested acceptance of the usage reflects an implicit popular recognition of its use-

fulness; there is no precise substitute. Someone who says Hopefully, the treaty will

be ratified makes a hopeful prediction about the fate of the treaty, whereas some-

one who says I hope (or We hope or It is hoped) the treaty will be ratified expresses

a bald statement about what is desired. Only the latter could be continued with a

clause such as but it isn’t likely. • It might have been expected, then, that the initial

flurry of objections to hopefully would have subsided once the usage became well

established. Instead, increased currency of the usage appears only to have made

the critics more adamant. In the 1969 Usage Panel survey the usage was acceptable

to 44 percent of the Panel; in the most recent survey it was acceptable to only 27

percent. (By contrast, 60 percent accepted the analogous use of mercifully in the

sentence Mercifully, the game ended before the opponents could add another touch-

down to the lopsided score.) Yet the Panel has not shown any signs of becoming

generally more conservative: in the very same survey panelists were disposed to

accept once-vilified usages such as the employment of contact and host as verbs.

• It seems that this use of hopefully has been made a litmus test, which distin-

guishes writers who take an active interest in questions of grammar or usage from

the great mass of people who keep their own linguistic counsel. No one can be

blamed who uses hopefully in blithe ignorance of the critics’ disdain for it, since

the rule could not be derived from any general concern for clarity or precision.

But writers who are aware of the critical controversy face a more delicate decision.

Some will simply flout the rule, seeing no reason that they should be deprived of

a useful construction. Others may choose to avoid the usage, whether they are

motivated by discretion or civility. • Like other sentence adverbs such as bluntly

and happily, hopefully may occasionally be ambiguous. In the sentence Hopefully,

the company has launched a new venture, the word hopefully might be construed

as describing the point of view of either the speaker or the subject. Such ambigu-

ities can be resolved either by repositioning the adverb (as in The company has

launched the new venture hopefully) or by choosing a paraphrase (One may hope

that the company has launched the new venture).

Ho·pei  or Ho·peh (hoùp7ù, hƒùb7ù)  See Hebei. 
hope·less (hopùlVs) adj.  1. Having no hope; despairing.  See Synonyms at 

despondent.  2. Offering no hope; bleak.  3. Incurable.  4. Having no possibil-

ity of solution; impossible.   —hopeùless·ly adv. 

hope·less·ness (hopùlVs-nVs) n.  The condition or quality of being hopeless.  

See Synonyms at despair. 
Hope·well1 (hopùwHlÙ, -wNl) n.  An early Native American culture centered in 

the Ohio River valley from about the second century B.C. to the fourth century 



A.D., noted for the construction of extensive earthworks and large conical burial 

mounds and for its highly developed arts and crafts.  [After the owner of a farm 

in Ross County, Ohio.]

Hope·well2 (hopùwHlÙ)  An independent city of southeast Virginia south-

southeast of Richmond. It was founded in 1913 as a munitions center. Popula-

tion, 23,101. 

hop·head (hmpùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A drug addict.  [HOP
2 + HEAD.]

hop hornbeam (hmp hôrnùbKmÙ) n.  Any of several deciduous trees of the 

genus Ostrya, especially O. virginiana of eastern North America, having unisexual 

flowers grouped in catkins and fruit clusters resembling hops. 

Ho·pi (hoùpK) n.  pl. Hopi or Ho·pis. 1. a. A Pueblo people occupying a number 

of mesa-top pueblos on reservation land in northeast Arizona. The Hopi are 

noted for their sophisticated dry-farming techniques, a rich ceremonial life, and 

fine craftsmanship in basketry, pottery, silverwork, and weaving.  b. A member 

of this people.   2. The Uto-Aztecan language of the Hopi.  [Hopi hópi, peaceable, 

a Hopi.]

Hop·kins (hmpùkVnz)  A city of southeast Minnesota, an industrial suburb of 

Minneapolis. Population, 15,336. 

Hop·kins (hmpùkVnz), Sir Frederick Gowland. 1861-1947.  British biochemist. 

He shared a 1929 Nobel Prize for his discovery of growth-promoting vitamins. 

Hop·kins (hmpùkVnz), Gerard Manley. 1844-1889.  British poet known for a 

number of works published posthumously, including “The Wreck of the Deut-

schland” and “The Windhover.” 

Hop·kins (hmpùkVnz), Johns. 1795-1873.  American financier and philanthro-

pist who left $7 million to found the hospital and university in Baltimore that 

bear his name. 

Hop·kins (hmpùkVnz), Mark. 1802-1887.  American educator and theologian 

who was president of Williams College from 1836 to 1872. 

Hop·kins (hmpùkVnz), Sam. Known as “Lightnin’ Hopkins.” 1912-1982.  Ameri-

can musician considered one of the finest country blues guitarists. 

Hop·kin·son (hmpùkVn-sNn), Francis. 1737-1791.  American writer and Revo-

lutionary leader. A member of the Continental Congress and a signer of the Dec-

laration of Independence (1776), he is also known for his political satires against 

the British. 

Hop·kins·ville (hmpùkVnz-vVlÙ)  A city of southwest Kentucky west-southwest 

of Bowling Green. It is a tobacco and livestock market. Population, 29,809. 

hop·lite (hmpùlXtÙ) n.  A heavily armed foot soldier of ancient Greece.  [Greek 

hoplitKs, from hoplon, armor.] —hop·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

Hop·pe (hmpùK), William Frederick. Known as “Willie.” 1887-1959.  American 

billiards player who won 51 world titles between 1906 and 1952. 



hop·per (hmpùNr) n.  1. One that hops.  2. a. A funnel-shaped container in 

which materials, such as grain or fuel, are stored in readiness for dispensation.  

b. Informal. A place in which something is held in readiness before use or consid-

eration: “Several hundred protectionist bills are now piling up in the congressional 

hoppers” (Christian Science Moniter).  c. A freight car with a door in the floor 

through which materials are unloaded.  

Hop·per (hmpùNr), Edward. 1882-1967.  American painter famous for his 

stark, realist style. Among his best-known works are Early Sunday Morning (1930) 

and Nighthawks (1942). 

Hop·per (hmpùNr), Hedda. 1890-1966.  American actress and journalist noted 

for her syndicated Hollywood gossip column (1938-1966) and her large collec-

tion of exotic hats. 

Hop·per (hmpùNr), (William) DeWolf. 1858-1935.  American musical-comedy 

actor remembered for his performances of the poem “Casey at the Bat.” 

hop·per·grass (hmpùNr-gr4sÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See grasshopper (n., 

sense 1). See Regional note at everwhere. 
hop·sack·ing (hmpùs4kÙVng) also hop·sack (-s4kÙ) n.  A loosely woven, coarse 

fabric of cotton or wool used in clothing.  [From its being used for bags by hop 

growers.]

hop·scotch (hmpùskmchÙ) n.  Games. A children’s game in which players toss a 

small object into the numbered spaces of a pattern of rectangles outlined on the 

ground and then hop or jump through the spaces to retrieve the object.   —  v.  

intr. hop·scotched, hop·scotch·ing, hop·scotch·es. To move in or as if in a 

series of irregular jumps: “hopscotching across dozens of new cable channels” 

(Harry F. Waters).  [HOP
1 + SCOTCH

1, a score, line.]

hor. abbr.  Horizontal. 

ho·ra also ho·rah (hôrùN, horùN) n.  A traditional round dance of Romania and 

Israel.  [Modern Hebrew horâ, from Romanian hor4, from Turkish hora, perhaps 

from Modern Greek khoro, accusative of khoros, round dance, from Greek. See 

gher-1 in Appendix.]

Hor·ace (hôrùNs, hmrù-), 65-8 B.C.  Roman lyric poet. His Odes and Satires have 

exerted a major influence on English poetry.   —Ho·raùtian (hN-r7ùshNn) adj. 

ho·rah (hôrùN, horùN) n.  Variant of hora. 
ho·ra·ry (hôrùN-rK, horù-) adj.  1. Of an hour or hours.  2. Occurring once an 

hour; hourly.  [Medieval Latin hor7rius, from Latin hora, hour. See HOUR.]

Horatian ode (hô-r7ùshNn od) n.  An ode in which a fixed stanzaic pattern is 

followed. 

horde (hôrd, hord) n.  1. A large group or crowd; a swarm:  a horde of mosqui-

toes.  See Synonyms at crowd1.  2. a. A nomadic Mongol tribe.  b. A nomadic 

tribe or group.   [Ultimately (via Polish horda), from northwestern Turkic ordï, 

residence, court, from Old Turkic.]



hore·hound (hôrùhoundÙ, horù-) n.  1. a. An aromatic Eurasian plant (Marru-

bium vulgare) having square stems, opposite leaves with white pubescence, and 

numerous white flowers in axillary cymes. The leaves yield a bitter extract used in 

flavoring and as a cough remedy.  b. A candy or preparation flavored with this 

extract.   2. Any of similar or related plants, such as the black horehound.  [Mid-

dle English, alteration (influenced by hound, hound); see HOUND, of horhune, 

from Old English h7reh7ne : h7r, hoary + h7ne, a kind of plant.]

ho·ri·zon (hN-rXùzNn) n.  1. The apparent intersection of the earth and sky as 

seen by an observer.  Also called apparent horizon 2. Astronomy. a. The sensible 

horizon.  b. The celestial horizon.  c. The limit of the theoretically possible uni-

verse.   3. The range of one’s knowledge, experience, or interest.  4. Geology. a. A 

specific position in a stratigraphic column, such as the location of one or more 

fossils, that serves to identify the stratum with a particular period.  b. A specific 

layer of soil or subsoil in a vertical cross section of land.   [Middle English orizon, 

from Old French, from Latin, from Greek horizon (kuklos), limiting (circle), hori-

zon, from present participle of horizein, to limit, from horos, boundary.]

hor·i·zon·tal (hôrÙV-zmnùtl, hmrÙ-) adj.  Abbr. hor. 1. Of, relating to, or near the 

horizon.  2. a. Parallel to or in the plane of the horizon.  b. At right angles to a 

vertical line.   3. Occupying or restricted to the same level in a hierarchy:  a hori-

zontal study of verbal ability; a horizontal transfer for an employee.   —  n.  Some-

thing, such as a line, a plane, or an object, that is horizontal.  [French, from Latin 

horizon, horizont-, horizon. See HORIZON.] —horÙi·zonùtal·ly adv. 

horizontal union (hôrÙV-zmnùtl yunùyNn) n.  See craft union. 
hor·mo·go·ni·um (hôrÙmN-goùnK-Nm) n.  pl. hor·mo·go·ni·a (-nK-N). A por-

tion of a filament of a cyanobacterium that detaches and grows by cell division 

into a new filament.  [Greek hormos, chain, necklace; see ser-2 in Appendix + 

New Latin gonium, germ cell during mitotic phase (GON(O)- + Latin -ium, n. 

suff.); see -IUM.]

hor·mone (hôrùmonÙ) n.  1. A substance, usually a peptide or steroid, pro-

duced by one tissue and conveyed by the bloodstream to another to effect physio-

logical activity, such as growth or metabolism.  2. Any of various similar 

substances found in plants and insects that regulate development.  [From Greek 

hormon, present participle of horman, to urge on, from hormK, impulse. See er-1 

in Appendix.] —hor·monùal (-moùnNl), hor·monùic (-mmnùVk)  adj.  

—hor·monùal·ly adv. 

Hor·muz (hôrùmƒzÙ, hôr-muzù), Strait of. Also, Strait of. Or·muz 
(ôrùmƒzÙ, ôr-muzù).  A strategic waterway linking the Persian Gulf with the Gulf 

of Oman. The narrow strait controls oceangoing traffic to and from the oil-rich 

Gulf States. 

horn (hôrn) n.  1. One of the hard, usually permanent structures projecting 

from the head of certain mammals, such as cattle, sheep, goats, or antelopes, con-



sisting of a bony core covered with a sheath of keratinous material.  2. A hard 

protuberance, such as an antler or a projection on the head of a giraffe or rhinoc-

eros, that is similar to or suggestive of a horn.  3. a. The hard, smooth keratinous 

material forming the outer covering of the horns of cattle or related animals.  

b. A natural or synthetic substance resembling this material.   4. A container, 

such as a powder horn, made from a horn.  5. Something having the shape of a 

horn, especially: a. A horn of plenty; a cornucopia.  b. Either of the ends of a new 

moon.  c. The point of an anvil.  d. The pommel of a saddle.  e. An ear trumpet.  

f. A device for projecting sound waves, as in a loudspeaker.  g. A hollow, metallic 

electromagnetic transmission antenna with a circular or rectangular cross section.   

6.  Abbr. h., H. Music. a. A wind instrument made of an animal horn.  b. A brass 

wind instrument, such as a trombone or tuba.  c. A French horn.  d. A wind 

instrument, such as a trumpet or saxophone, used in a jazz band.   7. a. A usually 

electrical signaling device that produces a loud, resonant sound:  an automobile 

horn.  b. Any of various noisemakers operated by blowing or by squeezing a hol-

low rubber ball.   8. Slang. A telephone.   —  v.  intr. horned, horn·ing, horns. 
To join without being invited; intrude. Used with in.   —idioms. blow (one’s) 
own horn (or toot (one’s) own horn). Informal. To brag or boast about one-

self.  draw in (one’s) horns (or haul in (one’s) horns) (or pull in (one’s) 
horns). Informal. 2. To restrain oneself; draw back.  3. To retreat from a previ-

ously taken position, view, or stance.  4. To economize.  on the horns of a 
dilemma. Faced with two equally undesirable alternatives.  [Middle English, 

from Old English. See ker-1 in Appendix.] —horn adj.  —hornùist n. 

Horn (hôrn), Cape. A headland of extreme southern Chile in the Tierra del 

Fuego archipelago. The southernmost point of South America, it was first 

rounded in 1616 by the Dutch navigator Willem Schouten (died 1625), who 

named it after his birthplace, Hoorn. 

horn·beam (hôrnùbKmÙ) n.  1. Any of various trees of the genus Carpinus, hav-

ing smooth, grayish bark and hard, whitish wood.  2. The wood of one of these 

trees. 

horn·bill (hôrnùbVlÙ) n.  Any of various tropical Old World birds of the family 

Bucerotidae, having a very large bill often surmounted by an enlarged protuber-

ance at the base. 

horn·blende (hôrnùblHndÙ) n.  An amphibolic mineral, 

CaNa(Mg,Fe)4(Al,Fe,Ti)3Si6O22(OH,F)2, commonly green or bluish green to 

black in color, formed in the late stages of cooling in igneous rock.  [German  : 

Horn, horn (from Middle High German horn, from Old High German); see ker-
1 in Appendix + Blende, blende; see BLENDE.]

horn·book (hôrnùbtkÙ) n.  1. An early primer consisting of a single page pro-

tected by a transparent sheet of horn, formerly used in teaching children to read.  

2. A text that instructs in the basic skills or rudiments of a subject. 



Horne (hôrn), Lena. Born 1917.  American singer and actress. Noted for her 

versatile voice and classic beauty, she has performed in Broadway musicals, films, 

and television productions. 

Horne (hôrn), Marilyn. Born 1934.  American operatic soprano who became a 

principal performer at the Metropolitan Opera in New York City after her debut 

there as Adalgisa in Norma (1970). 

horned (hôrnd) adj.  Having a horn, horns, or a hornlike growth. 

horned cucumber (hôrnd kyuùkƒmÙbNr) n.  1. A tropical and southern 

African plant (Cucumis metuliferus) having heart-shaped to three-lobed leaves 

and oblong, spiny, orange to red fruits.  2. The fruit of this plant. 

horned lizard (hôrnd lVzùNrd) n.  See horned toad. 
horned owl (hôrnd oul) n.  Any of various owls with characteristic ear tufts 

that resemble horns. 

horned pout (hôrnd pout) n.  See hornpout. 
horned toad (hôrnd tod) n.  Any of several lizards of the genus Phrynosoma of 

western North America and Central America, having hornlike projections on the 

head, a spiny flattened body, and a short tail.  Also called horned lizard 

horned viper (hôrnd vXùpNr) n.  A venomous African snake (Cerastes cornutus) 

having a hornlike projection above each eye.  Also called sand viper 

hor·net (hôrùnVt) n.  Any of various large stinging wasps of the family Vespidae, 

chiefly of the genera Vespa and Vespula, that characteristically build large papery 

nests.  [Middle English hornet, alteration (probably influenced by horn, horn); see 

HORN, of hernet, from Old English hyrnet. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

hor·nets’ nest (hôrùnVts nHst) n.  A violent or highly contentious situation: 

“such diplomatic hornets’ nests as [the] expulsion of Asians from Uganda” (Chris-

tian Science Monitor). 

Hor·ney (hôrùnX), Karen Danielsen. 1885-1952.  German-born American 

psychoanalyst who emphasized the role of environmental and cultural factors in 

the development of neurosis. Her works include The Neurotic Personality of Our 

Time (1937) and Neurosis and Human Growth (1950). 

horn·fels (hôrnùfHlzÙ) n.  pl. hornfels. A fine-grained metamorphic rock com-

posed of quartz, feldspar, mica, and other minerals, formed by the action of 

intrusive rock upon sedimentary rock, especially shale.  [German  : Horn, horn; 

see HORNBLENDE + Fels, rock, cliff (from Middle High German vels, from Old 

High German felis).]

horn fly (hôrn flX) n.  A small black European fly (Haematobia irritans), intro-

duced into North America, that sucks blood from cattle, usually biting an animal 

at the base of the horn. 

horn·ing (hôrùnVng) n.  Upstate New York & Western New England. See shiva-
ree. See Regional note at shivaree.  [Probably because horns are blown at the 

shivaree.]



hor·ni·to (hôr-nKùto) n.  pl. hor·ni·tos. A low mound of volcanic origin, some-

times emitting smoke or vapor.  [Spanish, diminutive of horno, oven, from Latin 

furnus. See gwher- in Appendix.]

horn of plenty (hôrn ƒv plHnùtK) n.  pl. horns of plenty. See cornucopia 
(n., sense 1).  [Translation of Late Latin corn7copia. See CORNUCOPIA.]

horn·pipe (hôrnùpXpÙ) n.  1. Music. An instrument with a single reed, finger 

holes, and a bell and mouthpiece made of horn.  2. a. A spirited British folk 

dance originally accompanied by this instrument.  b. The music accompanying 

such a dance.  

horn·pout (hôrnùpoutÙ) n.  A freshwater catfish (Ictalurus nebulosus) native to 

eastern North America, having a large head with barbels.  Also called horned pout 

Horns·by (hôrnzùbK), Rogers. 1896-1963.  American baseball player and man-

ager. Known for his skill as a batter, he attained a batting average of.424 in 1924 

and a lifetime average of.358. 

horn·swog·gle (hôrnùswmgÙNl) v.  tr. horn·swog·gled, horn·swog·gling, 
horn·swog·gles. Chiefly Northern U.S. & Midland U.S. & Chiefly Western U.S. 

To bamboozle; deceive.  [Origin unknown.]

horn·tail (hôrnùt7lÙ) n.  Any of various sawflies of the family Siricidae, the 

female of which has a long, stout ovipositor. 

horn·worm (hôrnùwûrmÙ) n.  The larva of the hawk moth, having a hornlike 

posterior segment. 

horn·wort (hôrnùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several submerged plants of the 

genus Ceratophyllum, forming branched masses in quiet water and having finely 

dissected, whorled leaves and minute unisexual flowers. 

horn·y (hôrùnK) adj.  horn·i·er, horn·i·est. 1. Having horns or hornlike pro-

jections.  2. Made of horn or a similar substance.  3. Tough and calloused:  horny 

skin.  4. Vulgar Slang. a. Desirous of sexual activity.  b. Sexually aroused.   [Sense 

4 from HORN, an erection.] —hornùi·ness n. 

horol. abbr.  Horology. 

hor·o·loge (hôrùN-lojÙ, hmrù-) n.  A device, such as a clock or sundial, used in 

telling time.  [Middle English orloge, from Old French, from Latin horologium, 

from Greek horologion : hora, hour, season; see yKr- in Appendix + legein, to 

speak; see leg- in Appendix.]

ho·rol·o·ger (hô-rmlùN-jNr) n.  Variant of horologist. 
hor·o·log·ic (hôrÙN-lmjùVk, hmrÙ-) also hor·o·log·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or relat-

ing to horology or a horologe. 

ho·rol·o·gist (hô-rmlùN-jVst) also ho·rol·o·ger (-jNr) n.  One who practices or is 

skilled in horology. 

Hor·o·lo·gi·um (hôrÙN-loùjK-Nm, hmrÙ-) n.  A constellation in the Southern 

Hemisphere near Hydrus, Eridanus, and Reticulum.  [Latin horologium, horologe. 

See HOROLOGE.]



ho·rol·o·gy (hô-rmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. horol. 1. The science of measuring time.  

2. The art of making timepieces.  [Greek hora, hour, season; see yKr- in Appendix 

+ -LOGY.]

hor·o·scope (hôrùN-skopÙ, hmrù-) n.  1. a. The aspect of the planets and stars at 

a given moment, such as the moment of a person’s birth, used by astrologers.  

b. A diagram of the signs of the zodiac based on such an aspect.   2. An astrolog-

ical forecast, as of a person’s future, based on a diagram of the aspect of the plan-

ets and stars at a given moment.  [French, from Old French, from Latin 

horoscopus, from Greek horoskopos : hora, hour, season; see yKr- in Appendix + 

skopos, observer; see spek- in Appendix.]

Ho·ro·witz (hôrùN-wVts, hmrù-), Vladimir. 1904-1989.  Russian-born American 

pianist noted for his interpretations of Chopin and Liszt. 

hor·ren·dous (hô-rHnùdNs, hN-) adj.  Hideous; dreadful: “Horrendous explo-

sions shook the whole city” (Howard Kaplan).  [From Latin horrendus, from gerun-

dive of horrKre, to tremble.] —hor·renùdous·ly adv. 

hor·rent (hôrùNnt, hmrù-) adj.  Archaic. Covered with bristles; bristling.  [Latin 

horrKns, horrent- present participle of horrKre, to tremble, bristle.]

hor·ri·ble (hôrùN-bNl, hmrù-) adj.  1. Arousing or tending to arouse horror; 

dreadful: “War is beyond all words horrible” (Winston S. Churchill).  2. Very 

unpleasant; disagreeable.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin horribi-

lis, from horrKre, to tremble.] —horùri·ble·ness n.  —horùri·bly adv. 

hor·rid (hôrùVd, hmrù-) adj.  1. Causing horror; dreadful.  2. Extremely disagree-

able; offensive.  3. Archaic. Bristling; rough.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin hor-

ridus, bristling, from horrKre, to bristle), of Middle English horred, past participle 

of horren, to bristle, from Latin horrKre, to tremble, bristle.] —horùrid·ly adv.  

—horùrid·ness n. 

hor·rif·ic (hô-rVfùVk, hm-) adj.  Causing horror; terrifying.  [Latin horrificus : hor-

rKre, to tremble + -ficus, -fic.] —hor·rifùi·cal·ly adv. 

hor·ri·fy (hôrùN-fXÙ, hmrù-) v.  tr. hor·ri·fied, hor·ri·fy·ing, hor·ri·fies. 1. To 

cause to feel horror.  See Synonyms at dismay.  2. To cause unpleasant surprise 

to; shock.  [Latin horrific7re, from horrificus, horrific. See HORRIFIC.] 
—horÙri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —horùri·fyÙing·ly adv. 

hor·rip·i·la·tion (hô-rVpÙN-l7ùshNn, hm-) n.  The bristling of the body hair, as 

from fear or cold; goose bumps.  [Late Latin horripil7tio, horripil7tion-, from 

Latin horripil7tus, past participle of horripil7re, to bristle with hairs  : horrKre, to 

tremble + pil7re, to grow hair (from pilus, hair).] —hor·ripùi·lateÙ v. 

hor·ror (hôrùNr, hmrù-) n.  1. An intense, painful feeling of repugnance and fear.  

See Synonyms at fear.  2. Intense dislike; abhorrence.  3. A cause of horror.  

4. Informal. Something unpleasant, ugly, or disagreeable:  That hat is a horror.  

5. horrors. Informal. Intense nervous depression or anxiety. Often used with the.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a horror movie; a horror 



story.  [Middle English horrour, from Old French horreur, from Latin horror, from 

horrKre, to tremble.]

hors de com·bat (ôrÙ dN kôN-bäù) adv.  & adj.  Out of action; disabled.  

[French  : hors, out + de, of + combat, combat.]

hors d’oeuvre (ôr dûrvù) n.  pl. hors d’oeuvres (ôr dûrvzù)  or hors d’oeu-
vre. An appetizer served before a meal.  [French  : hors, outside + de, of + oeuvre, 

(the main) work.]

horse (hôrs) n.  1. a. A large hoofed mammal (Equus caballus) having a short-

haired coat, a long mane, and a long tail, domesticated since ancient times and 

used for riding and for drawing or carrying loads.  b. An adult male horse; a stal-

lion.  c. Any of various equine mammals, such as the wild Asian species E. przew-

alskii or certain extinct forms related ancestrally to the modern horse.   2. A 

frame or device, usually with four legs, used for supporting or holding.  3. Sports. 

A piece of gymnastic equipment with an upholstered body used especially for 

vaulting.  4. Slang. Heroin.  5.  Often horses. Horsepower.  6. Mounted soldiers; 

cavalry:  a squadron of horse.  7. Geology. a. A block of rock interrupting a vein 

and containing no minerals.  b. A large block of displaced rock that is caught 

along a fault.    —  v.  horsed, hors·ing, hors·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide with 

a horse.  2. To haul or hoist energetically.   —  v.  intr. To be in heat. Used of a 

mare.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a horse:  a horse blanket.  2. Mounted on 

horses:  horse guards.  3. Drawn or operated by a horse.  4. Larger or cruder than 

others that are similar:  horse pills.   —phrasal verb. horse around. Informal. 

To indulge in horseplay or frivolous activity:  Stop horsing around and get to work.   
—idioms. a horse of another color (or a horse of a different color). 

Another matter entirely; something else.  beat a dead horse (or flog a dead 
horse). 2. To continue to pursue a cause that has no hope of success.  3. To dwell 

tiresomely on a matter that has already been decided.  be on (one’s) high 
horse (or get on (one’s) high horse). To be or become disdainful, superior, 

or conceited.  hold (one’s) horses. To restrain oneself.  the horse’s mouth. 
A source of information regarded as original or unimpeachable.  [Middle English, 

from Old English hors.]

horse·back (hôrsùb4kÙ) n.  1. The back of a horse.  2. A natural ridge; a hog-

back.   —  adv.  & adj.  On the back of a horse:  rode horseback to town; horseback 

riding. 

horse balm (hôrs bäm) n.  Any of several strongly aromatic, eastern North 

American plants of the genus Collinsonia, having opposite leaves, square stems, 

and axillary clusters of lemon-scented yellow flowers.  [From its former use for 

treating ailments of horses.]

horse bean (hôrs bKn) n.  See broad bean. 
horse chestnut (hôrs chHsùnƒtÙ) n.  1. Any of several trees of the genus Aescu-

lus, especially the European species A. hippocastanum, having opposite, palmately 



compound leaves, erect clusters of white flowers tinged with red or yellow, and 

spiny or smooth capsules containing large, shiny brown seeds.  2. The seed of any 

of these plants. 

horse·feath·ers (hôrsùfHthÙNrs) Slang. n.  (used with a sing. verb). Nonsense; 

foolishness.   —  interj.  Used to express disagreement or exasperation.  [Alter-

ation of HORSESHIT.]

horse·flesh (hôrsùflHshÙ) n.  1. The flesh of a horse.  2. Horses considered as a 

group, especially for driving, riding, or racing. 

horse·fly also horse fly (hôrsùflXÙ) n.  Any of numerous large flies of the family 

Tabanidae, the females of which suck the blood of various mammals. 

horse gentian (hôrs jHnùshNn) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Trios-

teum, having opposite leaves, small purplish-brown flowers, and leathery orange-

yellow fruit.  Also called feverwort 

horse·hair (hôrsùhârÙ) n.  1. The hair of a horse, especially from the mane or 

tail.  2. Cloth made of the hair of horses.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  a horsehair sofa; horsehair upholstery. 

horsehair worm (hôrsùhârÙ wûrm) n.  Any of various slender aquatic worms 

of the phylum Nematomorpha, the larvae of which are parasitic within insects.  

Also called hairworm 

horse·hide (hôrsùhXdÙ) n.  1. The hide of a horse.  2. Leather made from the 

hide of a horse. 

horse latitudes (hôrs l4tùV-tudÙz) pl.n.  Either of two belts of latitudes 

located over the oceans at about 30˚ to 35˚ north and south, having high baromet-

ric pressure, calms, and light, changeable winds.  [Possibly from Spanish golfo de 

las yeguas, mares’ sea.]

horse·laugh (hôrsùl4fÙ, -läfÙ) n.  Informal. A loud, coarse laugh; a guffaw. 

horse·leech (hôrsùlKchÙ) n.  Any of several large leeches of the genus Haemopis. 

horse·less carriage (hôrsùlVs k4rùVj) n.  An automobile:  in the days when a 

horseless carriage was the talk of the town. 

horse mackerel (hôrs m4kùNr-Nl) n.  1.  See saurel (n., sense 1).  2. Any of 

several tunas or related fishes. 

horse·man (hôrsùmNn) n.  1. a. A man who rides a horse.  b. A man skilled in 

equitation.   2. A man who breeds and raises horses. 

horse·man·ship (hôrsùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  The skill of riding horses; equitation. 

horse marine (hôrs mN-rKnù) n.  1. a. A marine assigned to the cavalry.  b. A 

cavalryman assigned to a ship.   2. Informal. One who is out of one’s element; a 

misfit. 

horse·mint (hôrsùmVntÙ) n.  1. A perennial, aromatic eastern North American 

plant (Monarda punctata) having opposite leaves and yellowish flowers with pur-

ple spots.  Also called wild bergamot 2. A Eurasian wild mint (Mentha longifolia), 



naturalized in the eastern United States and having long, opposite leaves and 

dense, spikelike elongated clusters of flowers. 

horse nettle (hôrs nHtùl) n.  A prickly-stemmed plant (Solanum carolinense) of 

eastern and central North America, having purplish or white star-shaped flowers 

and yellowish berries. 

Hor·sens (hôrùsNnz, -sNns)  A city of central Denmark on the eastern Jutland 

Peninsula at the head of Horsens Fjord, an inlet of the Kattegat. A fortified 

medieval town, Horsens is now a commercial and industrial center. Population, 

54,717. 

horse opera (hôrs mpùNr-N) n.  A film or other theatrical work about the Amer-

ican West. 

horse·play (hôrsùpl7Ù) n.  Rowdy or rough play. 

horse·play·er (hôrsùpl7ÙNr) n.  Games. One who regularly bets on horseraces. 

horse·pow·er (hôrsùpouÙNr) n.  Abbr. hp 1. A unit of power in the U.S. Cus-

tomary System, equal to 745.7 watts or 33,000 foot-pounds per minute.  2. The 

power exerted by a horse in pulling. 

horse·race  or horse race (hôrsùr7sÙ) n.  1. Sports. A contest in which horses 

ridden by jockeys are raced against each other.  2. A closely fought contest or 

competition: “The election appears now to be a horse race” (New York Times).   
—horseùracÙing n. 

horse·rad·ish (hôrsùr4dÙVsh) n.  1. A coarse Eurasian plant (Armoracia rusti-

cana) in the mustard family, having a thick, whitish, pungent root, large basal 

leaves, and white flowers in a terminal panicle.  2. a. The roots of this plant.  b. A 

sharp condiment made of the grated roots of this plant.  

horse sense (hôrs sHns) n.  Informal. Common sense; gumption. 

horse·shit (hôrsùshVtÙ, hôrshù-) n.  1. Vulgar. Excrement of a horse.  2. Vulgar 

Slang. Meaningless or insincere talk or action; nonsense. 

horse·shoe (hôrsùshuÙ, hôrshù-) n.  1. A flat U-shaped metal plate fitted and 

nailed to the bottom of a horse’s hoof for protection.  2. A U-shaped object simi-

lar to a horseshoe.  3. horseshoes. (used with a sing. verb). Games. A game in 

which players toss horseshoes or horseshoe-shaped metal pieces at a stake so as to 

encircle it or come closer to it than the other players.   —  v.  tr. horse·shoed, 
horse·shoe·ing, horse·shoes. To fit with horseshoes. 

horseshoe crab (hôrsùshuÙ kr4b) n.  Any of various marine arthropods of 

the class Merostomata, especially Limulus polyphemus or Xiphosura polyphemus of 

eastern North America, having a large, rounded body and a stiff, pointed tail.  

Also called king crab, limulus. 

Horse·shoe Falls (hôrsùshuÙ fôlz, hôrshù-)  See Canadian Falls. 
horse·tail (hôrsùt7lÙ) n.  Any of various nonflowering plants of the genus Equi-

setum, having a jointed, hollow stem and narrow, sometimes much reduced 

leaves.  Also called equisetum 



horse-trad·ing (hôrsùtr7ÙdVng) n.  Negotiation characterized by hard bargain-

ing and shrewd exchange:  political horse-trading.   —horse trade n.  —horseù-
tradeÙ v.  —horse trader n. 

horse·weed (hôrsùwKdÙ) n.  A weedy North American plant (Erigeron 

canadensis) having narrow leaves and numerous small white or greenish flower 

heads grouped in panicles. 

horse·whip (hôrsùhwVpÙ, -wVpÙ) n.  A whip used to control a horse.   —  v.  tr. 

horse·whipped, horse·whip·ping, horse·whips. To beat with or as if with a 

horsewhip. 

horse·wom·an (hôrsùwtmÙNn) n.  1. a. A woman who rides a horse.  b. A 

woman skilled in equitation.   2. A woman who breeds and raises horses. 

hors·ey (hôrùsK) adj.  Variant of horsy. 
horst (hôrst) n.  A mass of the earth’s crust that lies between two faults and is 

higher than the surrounding land.  [German, from Middle High German hurst, 

thicket, from Old High German.]

hors·y also hors·ey (hôrùsK) adj.  hors·i·er, hors·i·est. 1. Of, relating to, or 

resembling horses or a horse.  2. Devoted to horses and equitation:  the horsy set.  

3. Large and clumsy:  a horsy bureau; horsy illustrations on the page.   —horsùi·ly 
adv.  —horsùi·ness n. 

hort. abbr.  1. Horticultural.  2. Horticulture. 

hor·ta·tive (hôrùtN-tVv) adj.  Hortatory.  [Late Latin hort7tXvus, from Latin 

hort7tus, past participle of hort7rX, to exhort. See gher-2 in Appendix.] 
—horùta·tive·ly adv. 

hor·ta·to·ry (hôrùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Marked by exhortation or strong urging:  

a hortatory speech.  [Late Latin hort7torius, from Latin hort7tus, exhorted. See 

HORTATIVE.]

Hor·thy (hôrùtK, horù-), Miklós von Nagybánya. 1868-1957.  Hungarian 

admiral and politician. He became regent after leading a counterrevolution 

against Béla Kun (1920) but was abducted by Nazi forces in 1944 and taken pris-

oner by the Allies in 1945. 

hor·ti·cul·ture (hôrùtV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  Abbr. hort. 1. The science or art of culti-

vating fruits, vegetables, flowers, or ornamental plants.  2. The cultivation of a 

garden.  [Latin hortus, garden; see gher-1 in Appendix + (AGRI)CULTURE.] 
—horÙti·culùtur·al adj.  —horÙti·culùtur·al·ly adv.  —horÙti·culùtur·ist n. 

Hor·ton River (hôrùtn rVvùNr)  A river, about 443 km (275 mi) long, of north-

ern Northwest Territories, Canada, flowing northwest into Franklin Bay, an inlet 

of the Beaufort Sea. 

Ho·rus (hôrùNs, horù-) n.  Mythology. The ancient Egyptian god of the sun, son of 

Osiris and Isis, represented as having the head of a hawk. 

Hos. abbr.  Bible. Hosea. 



ho·san·na also ho·san·nah (ho-z4nùN) interj.  Used to express praise or adora-

tion to God.   —  n.  1. A cry of “hosanna.”  2. A shout of fervent and worshipful 

praise.  [Middle English osanna, from Old English, from Late Latin osanna, from 

Greek hosanna, from Hebrew hô≥a1n7’, from hô≥a1 n7’, save (us), I pray.]

hose (hoz) n.  pl. hose or hos·es. 1. pl. hose. Stockings; socks. Used only in 

the plural.  2. pl. hose. a. Close-fitting breeches or leggings reaching up to the 

hips and fastened to a doublet, formerly worn by men. Used only in the plural.  

b. Breeches reaching down to the knees. Used only in the plural.   3. pl. hos·es. A 

flexible tube for conveying liquids or gases under pressure.   —  v.  tr. hosed, 
hos·ing, hos·es. 1. To water, drench, or wash with a hose:  hosed down the deck; 

hosed off the dog.  2. Slang. To attack and kill (someone), typically by use of a fire-

arm:  hosed the enemy trooper.  [Middle English, a stocking, from Old English 

hosa, leg covering. See (s)keu- in Appendix.]

Ho·se·a (ho-zKùN, -z7ùN) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the eighth century B.C.  

2.  Abbr. Hos., Ho A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
ho·sey (hoùzK) v.  intr. ho·seyed, ho·sey·ing, ho·seys. New England. To 

choose sides for a children’s game.  [Perhaps from French (je) choisis, (I) choose, 

first person sing. present of choisir, to choose, from Old French. See CHOICE.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Children in New England, especially in the Boston area, use

the expression I hosey when they are choosing sides for a game. The Boston Globe

asked readers about it in late 1987 and received responses from Boston; Belmont,

Massachusetts; New Hampshire; and Maine. Its users agree that it is a children’s

expression but are unsure of its origin—some think that it derives from a pro-

nunciation of choose with a heavy Irish brogue. Another possible origin of the

expression is French-Canadian choisir, “to choose.”

ho·sier·y (hoùzhN-rK) n.  1. Socks and stockings; hose.  2. Chiefly British. Stock-

ings, socks, and underclothing.  [hosier, maker of stockings (from Middle English, 

from hose, a stocking); see HOSE + -Y
2.]

hosp. abbr.  Hospital. 

hos·pice (hmsùpVs) n.  1. A shelter or lodging for travelers, pilgrims, foundlings, 

or the destitute, especially one maintained by a monastic order.  2. A program 

that provides palliative care and attends to the emotional, spiritual, social, and 

financial needs of terminally ill patients at an inpatient facility or at the patient’s 

home.  [French, from Old French, from Latin hospitium, hospitality, from hospes, 

hospit-, host. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.]

hos·pi·ta·ble (hmsùpV-tN-bNl, hm-spVtùN-bNl) adj.  1. Disposed to treat guests 

with warmth and generosity.  2. Indicative of cordiality toward guests:  a hospita-

ble act.  3. Having an open mind; receptive:  hospitable to new ideas.  4. Favorable 

to growth and development; agreeable:  a hospitable environment.  [Obsolete 



French, from Medieval Latin *hospit7bilis, from Latin hospit7re, to put up as a 

guest, from hospes, hospit-, guest, host. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.] 
—hosùpi·ta·bly adv. 

hos·pi·tal (hmsùpV-tl, -pVtÙl) n.  Abbr. hosp. 1. An institution that provides 

medical, surgical, or psychiatric care and treatment for the sick or the injured.  

2. Chiefly British. A charitable institution, such as an orphanage or a home for 

the elderly.  3. A repair shop for specified items:  a doll hospital.  4. Archaic. A 

hospice for travelers or pilgrims.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  hospital food; hospital patients.  [Middle English, hospice, from 

Old French ospital, from Medieval Latin hospit7le, from Latin hospit7lis, of a 

guest, from hospes, hospit-, guest. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.]

hospital corner (hmsùpV-tl kôrùnNr) n.  A tight-fitting triangular fold made by 

tucking a sheet and blanket securely under a mattress on the end and on each side 

at the corners. 

Hos·pi·tal·er also Hos·pi·tal·ler (hmsùpVtÙl-Nr) n.  1. A member of a military 

religious order founded among European crusaders in 12th-century Jerusalem to 

care for sick and needy pilgrims.  2. A member of any of several religious orders 

dedicated to the care of sick or needy persons.  [Middle English Hospiteler, from 

Old French hospitalier, from Medieval Latin hospit7l7rius, giver of hospitality, 

from hospit7le, hospice. See HOSPITAL.]

Hos·pi·ta·let (hmsÙpVt-l-Htù, ôsÙpK-tä-lHtù)  A city of northeast Spain, an indus-

trial suburb of Barcelona. Population, 288,290. 

hos·pi·tal·i·ty (hmsÙpV-t4lùV-tK) n.  pl. hos·pi·tal·i·ties. 1. Cordial and gener-

ous reception of or disposition toward guests.  2. An instance of cordial and gen-

erous treatment of guests.  [Middle English hospitalite, from Old French, from 

Latin hospit7lit7s, from hospit7lis, of a guest. See HOSPITAL.]

hos·pi·tal·i·za·tion (hmsÙpV-tl-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of placing a person 

in a hospital as a patient.  b. The condition of being hospitalized.   2. Insurance 

that fully or partially covers a patient’s hospital expenses. 

hos·pi·tal·ize (hmsùpVt-l-XzÙ) v.  tr. hos·pi·tal·ized, hos·pi·tal·iz·ing, 
hos·pi·tal·iz·es. To place in a hospital for treatment, care, or observation. 

Hos·pi·tal·ler (hmsùpVtÙl-Nr) n.  Variant of Hospitaler. 
host1 (host) n.  1. One who receives or entertains guests in a social or an official 

capacity.  2. A person who manages an inn or a hotel.  3. One that furnishes facil-

ities and resources for a function or an event:  the city chosen as host for the Olym-

pic games.  4. The emcee or interviewer on a radio or television program.  

5. Biology. The animal or plant on which or in which another organism lives.  

6. Medicine. The recipient of a transplanted tissue or organ.   —  v.  tr. host·ed, 
host·ing, hosts. Usage Problem. To serve as host to or at: “the garden party he 

had hosted last spring” (Saturday Review).  [Middle English, host, guest, from Old 



French, from Late Latin hospes, hospit-. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.] —hostùly 
adj.  

USAGE NOTE: Host was used as a verb in Shakespeare’s time, but this usage

was long obsolete when the verb was reintroduced (or perhaps reinvented) in re-

cent years to mean “perform the role of a host.” The usage occurs particularly in

contexts relating to institutional gatherings or television and radio shows, where

the person performing the role of host has not personally invited the guests to his

or her own establishment (thus it would be odd to say This evening we are hosting

a dinner party at our house for my husband’s cousins from New York). Perhaps be-

cause the verb involves a suspect extension of the traditional conception of hos-

pitality, it initially met with critical resistance. In a 1968 survey only 18 percent of

the Usage Panel accepted the usage in the sentence The Cleveland chapter will host

this year’s convention. Over time, however, the usage has become increasingly well

established and appears to serve a useful purpose in describing the activities of

one who performs the ceremonial or practical role of a host (in arranging a con-

ference or entertainment, welcoming guests, and so forth). In our most recent

survey 53 percent of the Panelists accepted the usage in the phrase a reception host-

ed by the Secretary of State. The verb is less well accepted when used to describe

the role of a performer who acts as a master of ceremonies for a broadcast or film,

where the relation of the word to the notion of “hospitality” is stretched still fur-

ther. Only 31 percent of the Panel accepted the use of the verb in the sentence

Students have watched Sex, Drugs and AIDS, a graphic film hosted by actress Rae

Dawn Chong. • The verb cohost has likewise become well established in its use to

refer to those who collaborate in assuming responsibility for an occasion. Fifty-

eight percent of the Usage Panel accepted this use in the sentence The Department

of Architecture and the Department of History will be cohosting a reception for con-

ference participants.

host2 (host) n.  1. An army.  2. A great number; a multitude.  See Synonyms at 

multitude.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin hostis, from 

Latin, enemy. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.]

host3 also Host (host) n.  Ecclesiastical. The consecrated bread or wafer of the 

Eucharist.  [Middle English, from Latin hostia, sacrifice.]

hos·ta (hoùstN, hmsùtN) n.  See plantain lily.  [New Latin Hosta, genus name, 

after Nicolaus Thomas Host (1761-1834), Austrian botanist.]

hos·tage (hmsùtVj) n.  1. A person held by one party in a conflict as security that 

specified terms will be met by the opposing party.  2. One that serves as security 

against an implied threat:  superpowers held hostage to each other by their nuclear 

arsenals.  3. One that is manipulated by the demands of another: “National poli-



cies cannot be made hostage to another country” (Alan D. Romberg).  [Middle 

English, from Old French, probably from host, guest, host. See HOST
1.]

hos·tel (hmsùtNl) n.  1. A supervised, inexpensive lodging place for travelers, 

especially young travelers.  2. An inn; a hotel.   —  v.  intr. hos·teled, 
hos·tel·ing, hos·tels. To stay at hostels while traveling.  [Middle English, lodg-

ing, from Old French, from Medieval Latin hospit7le, hospice, inn. See HOSPITAL.]

hos·tel·er (hmsùtN-lNr) n.  1. A traveler who stays at hostels.  2. Archaic. An inn-

keeper. 

hos·tel·ry (hmsùtNl-rK) n.  pl. hos·tel·ries. An inn; a hotel.  [Middle English hos-

telrie, from Old French hostelerie, from hostel, lodging, inn. See HOSTEL.]

host·ess (hoùstVs) n.  1. A woman who receives or entertains guests in a social or 

official capacity.  2. A woman who manages an inn or a hotel.  3. A woman who 

is the emcee or interviewer on a radio or television program.  4. A woman who is 

employed to greet and assist patrons, as in a restaurant.  5. A woman who is 

employed to dance with customers in a dance hall or nightclub.  See Usage Note at 

-ess. 
hos·tile (hmsùtNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of an enemy:  hos-

tile forces; hostile acts.  2. Feeling or showing enmity or ill will; antagonistic:  a 

hostile remark.  3. Unfavorable to health or well-being; inhospitable or adverse:  a 

hostile climate.   —  n.  1. An antagonistic person or thing.  2. An enemy in war-

fare.  [Latin hostXlis, from hostis, enemy. See ghos-ti- in Appendix.] 
—hosùtile·ly adv. 

hos·til·i·ty (hm-stVlùV-tK) n.  pl. hos·til·i·ties. 1. The state of being hostile; 

antagonism or enmity.  See Synonyms at enmity.  2. a. A hostile act.  

b. hostilities. Acts of war; overt warfare.  

hos·tler (hmsùlNr, msù-) also os·tler (msù-) n.  1. One who is employed to tend 

horses, especially at an inn.  2. One who services a large vehicle or engine, such as 

a locomotive.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman hostiler, from Old French 

hostel, lodging. See HOSTEL.]

hot (hmt) adj.  hot·ter, hot·test. 1. a. Having or giving off heat; capable of 

burning.  b. Being at a high temperature.   2. Being at or exhibiting a temperature 

that is higher than normal or desirable:  a hot forehead.  3. Causing a burning sen-

sation, as in the mouth; spicy:  hot peppers; a hot curry.  4. a. Charged or ener-

gized with electricity:  a hot wire.  b. Radioactive, especially to a dangerous 

degree.   5. a. Marked by intensity of emotion; ardent or fiery:  a hot temper.  

b. Having or displaying great enthusiasm; eager:  hot for travel.   6. a. Informal. 

Arousing intense interest, excitement, or controversy:  a hot new book; a hot topic.  

b. Informal. Marked by excited activity or energy:  a hot week on the stock market.  

c. Violent; raging:  a hot battle.   7. Slang. Sexually excited or exciting.  8. Slang. 

a. Recently stolen:  a hot car.  b. Wanted by the police:  a hot suspect.   9. Close to 

a successful solution or conclusion:  hot on the trail.  10. Informal. a. Most recent; 



new or fresh:  a hot news item; the hot fashions for fall.  b. Currently very popular 

or successful:  one of the hottest young talents around.  c. Requiring immediate 

action or attention:  a hot opportunity.   11. Slang. Very good or impressive. Often 

used in the negative:  I’m not so hot at math.  12. Slang. Funny or absurd:  told a 

hot one about the neighbors’ dog.  13. Slang. a. Performing with great skill and 

daring:  a hot drummer.  b. Fast and responsive:  a hot sports car.  c. Unusually 

lucky:  hot at craps.   14. Music. Of, relating to, or being an emotionally charged 

style of performance marked by strong rhythms and improvisation:  hot jazz.  

15. Color. Bold and bright.   —  n.   also hots Slang. Strong sexual attraction or 

desire. Used with the.   —  adv.  1. In a hot manner; hotly.  2. While hot:  foods 

that are best eaten hot.   —  v.  tr. hot·ted, hot·ting, hots. Informal. To cause to 

increase in intensity or excitement. Often used with up: “His book is an exercise in 

the fashionable art of instant history, in which every episode is hotted up with an 

anecdote” (Harper’s).   —idioms. hot and bothered. Informal. In a state of 

agitated excitement; flustered:  all hot and bothered before the opening perfor-

mance.  hot to trot. Slang. 2. Sexually avid; lascivious.  3. Ready and willing; 

eager.  hot under the collar. Informal. Angry.  make it hot for. Slang. To 

make things uncomfortable or dangerous for:  Don’t make it hot for yourself by 

needlessly finding fault.  [Middle English, from Old English h7t. See kai- in 

Appendix.] —hotùness n. 

hot air (hmt âr) n.  Slang. Empty, exaggerated talk. 

hot·bed (hmtùbHdÙ) n.  1. An environment conducive to vigorous growth or 

development, especially of something undesirable:  a hotbed of intrigue.  2. A 

glass-covered bed of soil heated with fermenting manure or by electricity, used 

for the germination of seeds or for protecting tender plants. 

hot-blood·ed (hmtùblƒdùVd) adj.  Easily excited or aroused:  a hot-blooded 

youth.   —hotù-bloodùed·ness n. 

hot·box (hmtùbmksÙ) n.  An axle or journal box, as on a railway car, that has 

become overheated by excessive friction. 

hot button (hmt bƒtùn) n.  Slang. 1. A psychological propensity for immediate 

or predictable response or reaction, as to a political issue or marketing tactic:  an 

issue that presses voters’ hot buttons.  2. Something that is of great interest or is 

known to elicit immediate or predictable response or reaction:  a new product that 

is a hot button among young consumers.   —hotù-butÙton (hmtùbƒtÙn) adj. 

hot·cake also hot cake (hmtùk7kÙ) n.  See pancake.  —idiom. go like hot-
cakes (or sell like hotcakes). Informal. To be disposed of quickly; be in great 

demand:  Programs for the championship game went like hotcakes. 

hotch (hmch) v.  intr. hotched, hotch·ing, hotch·es. Scots. To fidget.  [Middle 

English, perhaps from Old French hocher, to shake, possibly of Germanic origin.]

hotch·pot (hmchùpmtÙ) n.  Law. The gathering together of properties to ensure 

an equal division of the total for distribution, as among the heirs of an intestate 



parent.  [Middle English hochepot, from Old French, mixture, stew  : hocher, to 

shake together; see HOTCH + pot, pot.]

hotch·potch (hmchùpmchÙ) n.  A hodgepodge.  [Middle English hochepoche, 

alteration of hochepot. See HOTCHPOT.]

hot cross bun (hmt krôs bƒn) n.  A sweet bun marked on top with a cross of 

frosting, traditionally eaten during Lent. 

hot dog  or hot·dog (hmtùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  1. A frankfurter, especially one 

served hot in a long soft roll.  Also called red-hot 2. Slang. One who performs 

showy, often dangerous stunts, as in skiing or surfing.   —  interj.  Informal. Used 

to express delight or enthusiasm. 

hot-dog (hmtùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) v.  intr. hot-·dogged, hot-·dog·ging, hot-·dogs. 
Slang. To perform daring stunts or acrobatic feats, especially while skiing or surf-

ing.   —hotù-dogÙger n.  —hotù-dogÙging adj.  & n. 

ho·tel (ho-tHlù) n.  An establishment that provides lodging and usually meals and 

other services for travelers and other paying guests.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  hotel guests; hotel furnishings.  [French hôtel, from 

Old French hostel, hostel. See HOSTEL.]

ho·te·lier (oÙtNl-y7ù, hoÙ-) n.  A manager or an owner of a hotel.  Also called 

hotelkeeper [French hôtelier, from Old French hostilier, from hostel, inn. See HOS-

TEL.]

ho·tel·keep·er (ho-tHlùkKÙpNr) n.  See hotelier. 
hot flash (hmt fl4sh) n.  1. A sudden, brief sensation of heat, often over the 

entire body, caused by a transient dilation of the blood vessels of the skin and 

experienced by some women during menopause.  2. Slang. A brief, important 

piece of news or other information. 

hot·foot (hmtùfttÙ) v.  intr. hot·foot·ed, hot·foot·ing, hot·foots. Informal. 

To go in haste. Often used with it:  hotfoot it out of town.   —  adv.  In haste.   —  
n.  pl. hot·foots. The practical joke of lighting a match that has been secretly 

inserted between the sole and upper of a victim’s shoe. 

hot·head (hmtùhHdÙ) n.  A quick-tempered or impetuous person. 

hot·head·ed (hmtùhHdùVd) adj.  1. Easily angered; quick-tempered:  a hotheaded 

commander.  2. Impetuous; rash:  a hotheaded decision.   —hotùheadùed·ly adv.  

—hotùheadùed·ness n. 

hot·house (hmtùhousÙ) n.  A heated greenhouse for plants that require an even, 

relatively warm temperature.   —  adj.  1. Grown in a hothouse:  a hothouse 

orchid.  2. Delicate and sensitive, as if from growing up in a protective environ-

ment:  hothouse children; hothouse views on social progress. 

hot line  or hot·line (hmtùlXnÙ) n.  1. A direct and immediate telephone linkup, 

especially between heads of government, as for use in a crisis.  2. A telephone line 

that gives quick and direct access to a source of information or help: “This 24-



hour hot line has... volunteers on duty to talk to callers about personal problems” 

(New York). 

hot·ly (hmtùlK) adv.  In an intense or fiery way:  a hotly contested will; answered 

hotly that he was innocent. 

hot metal (hmt mHtùl) n.  Printing. Type cast from molten metal. 

hot money (hmt mƒnùK) n.  Money that is moved by its owner quickly from 

one form of investment to another, as to take advantage of changing international 

exchange rates or gain high short-term returns on investments. 

hot pants (hmt p4nts) pl.n.  1. Vulgar Slang. Strong sexual desire.  2. Very brief 

tight shorts worn by women as an outer garment. 

hot pepper (hmt pHpùNr) n.  1. The pungent fruit of any of several varieties of 

Capsicum frutescens.  2.  See pepper (n., sense 4). 

hot plate (hmt pl7t) n.  1. An electrically heated plate for cooking or warming 

food.  2. A tabletop cooking device with one or two burners. 

hot pot (hmt pmt) n.  Chiefly British. A stew of lamb or beef and potatoes cooked 

in a tightly covered pot. 

hot potato (hmt pN-t7ùto) n.  Informal. A problem that is so controversial or 

sensitive that those handling it risk unpleasant consequences:  gun control—a 

political hot potato. 

hot rod also hot-rod (hmtùrmdÙ) n.  Slang. An automobile that has been rebuilt 

or modified to increase its speed and acceleration.   —hotù-rodÙ v.  —hot rod-
der, hotù-rodÙder n. 

hot seat (hmt sKt) n.  1. Slang. The electric chair.  2. Informal. A position in 

which one is subjected to extreme stress or discomfort, as by excessive criticism. 

hot·shot (hmtùshmtÙ) n.  1. Slang. A person of impressive skill and daring, espe-

cially one who is highly successful and self-assured.  2. A nonstop freight train.   
—hotùshotÙ adj. 

hot spot also hot·spot (hmtùspmtÙ) n.  1. An area in which there is dangerous 

unrest or hostile action: “opportunities... for United Nations forces to play a con-

structive role in some of the world’s hot spots” (Paul Lewis).  2. Informal. A lively 

and popular place, such as a nightclub.  3. An area of intense heat, radiation, or 

activity. 

hot spring (hmt sprVng) n.  A natural spring that issues water warmer than body 

temperature and therefore feels hot. 

Hot Springs (hmt sprVngz)  A city of west-central Arkansas west-southwest of 

Little Rock. It is a health resort noted for its 47 thermal springs. Hernando de 

Soto first visited the site in 1541. Population, 32,462. 

Hot·ten·tot (hmtùn-tmtÙ) n.  pl. Hottentot or Hot·ten·tots. Offensive. 1. A 

Khoikhoin.  2. Any of the Khoikhoin group of languages.  [Afrikaans.]

hot·tish (hmtùVsh) adj.  Somewhat hot. 



hot toddy (hmt tmdùK) n.  A drink consisting of whiskey, brandy, or other liquor 

mixed with hot water, sugar, and spices. 

hot tub (hmt tƒb) n.  A very large tub made of ceramic, acrylic, wood, or another 

substance and filled with hot water in which one or more bathers may soak. 

hot war (hmt wôr) n.  Armed, open conflict between nations or factions.  [HOT 

+ (COLD) WAR.]

hot water (hmt wôùtNr) n.  Trouble; difficulty:  is in political hot water; got into 

hot water over the car deal. 

hot-wa·ter bottle (hmtùwôùtNr bmtùl, -wmtùNr) n.  A stoppered container, usu-

ally made of plastic or rubber, that is filled with hot water and applied to a part of 

the body for warmth.  Also called hot-water bag 

hot-wire (hmtùwXrÙ) v.  tr. hot-·wired, hot-·wir·ing, hot-·wires. Informal. 

To start the engine of (an automobile, for example) without a key, as by short-cir-

cuiting the ignition system. 

hou·dah (houùdN) n.  Variant of howdah. 
Hou·dan (huùd4nÙ) n.  A domesticated fowl characterized by black-and-white 

plumage and a V-shaped comb.  [French, after Houdan, a village of north-central 

France.]

Hou·di·ni (hu-dKùnK), Harry. 1874-1926.  American magician known for his 

escapes from chains, handcuffs, straitjackets, and padlocked containers. 

Hou·don (huùdmnÙ, u-dôNù), Jean Antoine. 1741-1828.  French sculptor 

who executed statues of Washington and Voltaire and busts of Jefferson, Rous-

seau, and Lafayette. 

Hough (hƒf), Emerson. 1857-1923.  American writer and conservationist 

whose works include The Covered Wagon (1922) and Mother of Gold (1924). 

Hough·ton (hotùn), Henry Oscar. 1823-1895.  American publisher who 

founded (1852) the printing office that became the Houghton Mifflin Company. 

Hou·ma (hoùmN, huù-)  A city of southeast Louisiana on the Intracoastal 

Waterway southwest of New Orleans. It is a processing center for seafood and 

sugar. Population, 30,495. 

hound (hound) n.  1. a. A domestic dog of any of various breeds commonly 

used for hunting, characteristically having drooping ears, a short coat, and a deep, 

resonant voice.  b. A dog.   2. A contemptible person; a scoundrel.  3. a. One 

who eagerly pursues something:  a news hound.  b. A devotee or an enthusiast:  a 

coffee hound.    —  v.  tr. hound·ed, hound·ing, hounds. 1. To pursue relent-

lessly and tenaciously.  See Synonyms at harass.  2. To urge insistently; nag:  

hounded me until I agreed to cut my hair.  [Middle English, from Old English 

hund. See kwon- in Appendix.] —houndùer n. 

hound’s-tongue (houndzùtƒngÙ) n.  Any of several Eurasian plants of the 

genus Cynoglossum, having hairy leaves, small reddish-purple flowers, and 

prickly, clinging fruit.  [Middle English houndes-tongue, from Old English hun-



des-tunge (translation of Latin cynoglossus, from Greek kunoglossos) : hundes, gen-

itive of hund, hound; see HOUND + tunge, tongue; see TONGUE.]

hounds·tooth check  or hound’s-tooth check (houndzùtuthÙ chHk) n.  A 

textile design of small broken checks. 

Houns·field (hounzùfKldÙ), Godfrey Newbold. Born 1919.  British engineer 

and inventor. He shared a 1979 Nobel Prize for developing the CAT scan x-ray 

technique. 

Hou·phouët-Boi·gny (u-fw7ùbwä-nyKù), Felix. Born 1905.  President of 

Ivory Coast since its independence from France in 1960. He has maintained close 

ties with France and encouraged the growth of large-scale agriculture. 

hour (our) n.  Abbr. hr, h 1. One of the 24 equal parts of a day.  2. a. One of the 

points on a timepiece marking off 12 or 24 successive intervals of 60 minutes, 

from midnight to noon and noon to midnight or from midnight to midnight.  

b. The time of day indicated by a 12-hour clock.  c. hours. The time of day 

determined on a 24-hour basis:  1730 hours is 5:30 P.M.   3. A unit of measure of 

longitude or right ascension, equal to 15˚ or 24 of a great circle.  4. a. A custom-

ary or fixed time:  the dinner hour.  b. hours. A set period of time for a specified 

activity:  banking hours.   5. a. A particular time:  their hour of need.  b. A signifi-

cant time:  Her hour had come.  c. The present time:  the man of the hour.   

6. a. The work that can be accomplished in an hour.  b. The distance that can be 

traveled in an hour.   7. a. A single session of a school day or class.  b. A credit 

hour.   8. hours. Ecclesiastical. The canonical hours.  [Middle English, from Old 

French houre, from Latin hora, from Greek, season, time. See yKr- in Appendix.]

hour angle (our 4ngùgNl) n.  Abbr. ha The angular distance, measured west-

ward along the celestial equator, between the celestial meridian of the observer 

and the hour circle passing through a celestial body. 

hour circle (our sûrùkNl) n.  A great circle passing through the poles of the 

celestial sphere and intersecting the celestial equator at right angles. 

hour·glass (ourùgl4sÙ) n.  An instrument for measuring time, consisting of two 

glass chambers connected by a narrow neck and containing a quantity of sand, 

mercury, or another flowing substance that trickles from the upper chamber to 

the lower in a fixed amount of time, often one hour.   —  adj.  Shaped like an 

hourglass:  an hourglass design; an hourglass figure. 

hou·ri (htrùK, huùrK) n.  pl. hou·ris. 1. A voluptuous, alluring woman.  

2. One of the beautiful virgins of the Koranic paradise.  [French, from Persian 

U7rX, from Arabic U7r, pl. of Uaur7’, dark-eyed woman.]

hour·long  or hour-long (ourùlôngù, -lmngù) adj.  Lasting an hour:  an hour-

long television episode. 

hour·ly (ourùlK) adj.  1. Occurring every hour:  hourly chimes.  2. Frequent; con-

tinual:  hourly changes in the plans.  3. By the hour as a unit:  hourly pay.   —  adv.  

1. At or during every hour:  The news is broadcast hourly.  2. Frequently; continu-



ally:  complaints that came hourly.   —  n.  pl. hour·lies. Informal. An employee 

paid by the hour. 

Hou·sa·ton·ic (huÙsN-tmnùVk)  A river rising in the Berkshire Hills of western 

Massachusetts and flowing about 209 km (130 mi) generally south through west-

ern Connecticut to Long Island Sound. 

house (hous) n.  pl. hous·es (houùzVz, -sVz). Abbr. ho. 1. a. A structure serving 

as a dwelling for one or more persons, especially for a family.  b. A household or 

family.   2. Something, such as a burrow or shell, that serves as a shelter or habita-

tion for a wild animal.  3. A dwelling for a group of people, such as students or 

members of a religious community, who live together as a unit:  a sorority house.  

4. A building that functions as the primary shelter or location of something:  a 

carriage house; the lion house at the zoo.  5. a. A facility, such as a theater or res-

taurant, that provides entertainment or food for the public:  a movie house; the 

specialty of the house.  b. The audience or patrons of such an establishment:  a full 

house.   6. a. A commercial firm:  a brokerage house.  b. A publishing company:  a 

house that specializes in cookbooks.  c. A gambling casino.  d. Slang. A house of 

prostitution.   7. A residential college within a university.  8. a.  Often House. A 

legislative or deliberative assembly.  b. The hall or chamber in which such an 

assembly meets.  c. A quorum of such an assembly.   9.  Often House. A family 

line including ancestors and descendants, especially a royal or noble family:  the 

House of Orange.  10. a. One of the 12 parts into which the heavens are divided in 

astrology.  b. The sign of the zodiac indicating the seat or station of a planet in 

the heavens. In this sense, also calledmansion   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  the house wine; house paint.   —  v.  housed, hous·ing, 
hous·es (houz).  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide living quarters for; lodge:  The cottage 

housed ten students.  2. To shelter, keep, or store in or as if in a house:  a library 

housing rare books.  3. To contain; harbor.  4. To fit into a socket or mortise.  

5. Nautical. To secure or stow safely.   —  v.  intr. 1. To reside; dwell.  2. To take 

shelter.   —idioms. like a house on fire (or like a house afire). Informal. In 

an extremely speedy manner:  ran away like a house on fire; tickets that sold like a 

house afire.  on the house. At the expense of the establishment; free:  food and 

drinks on the house.  put (one’s) house in order (or set (one’s) house in 
order). To organize one’s affairs in a sensible, logical way.  [Middle English, from 

Old English h7s.]

House, Edward Mandell. Known as “Colonel House.” 1858-1938.  American 

diplomat and adviser to President Woodrow Wilson. He organized U.S. prepara-

tions for the Paris Peace Conference of 1919. 

house arrest (hous N-rHstù) n.  Law. Confinement to one’s quarters, rather 

than prison, by administrative or judicial order:  a prisoner under house arrest. 

house·boat (housùbotÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A barge designed and equipped for use 

as a dwelling or cruiser.  2.  See banana split. See Regional note at milk shake. 



house·bound (housùboundÙ) adj.  Confined to one’s home, as by illness. 

house·boy (housùboiÙ) n.  A male servant in a house. 

house brand (hous br4nd) n.  1. A proprietary brand of merchandise sold by 

one retailer and often bearing the name of the retailer.  2. An item of merchan-

dise sold under a house brand, usually at a lower price than an equivalent name-

brand item. 

house·break (housùbr7kÙ) v.  tr. house·broke (-brokÙ), house·bro·ken (-

broÙkNn), house·break·ing, house·breaks. 1. To train to have excretory hab-

its that are acceptable for indoor living:  housebreak a puppy.  2. To subdue; tame.   
—  n.  Burglary of a dwelling:  a neighborhood in which housebreaks are a common 

occurrence. 

house·break·ing (housùbr7ÙkVng) n.  Law. The act of unlawfully breaking into 

and entering another’s house.   —houseùbreakÙer n. 

house·broke (housùbrokÙ) v.  Past tense of housebreak. 
house·bro·ken (housùbroÙkNn) v.  Past participle of housebreak.  —  adj.  

1. Trained to have excretory habits that are appropriate for indoor living:  a fully 

housebroken dog.  2. Trained to be docile or compliant. 

house call (hous kôl) n.  A professional visit made to a home, especially by a 

physician. 

house·carl (housùkärlÙ) n.  A member of the bodyguard or household troops of 

a Danish or Anglo-Saxon king or noble. 

house·clean·ing (housùklKÙnVng) n.  1. The cleaning and tidying of a house 

and its contents.  2. Informal. Removal of unwanted personnel, methods, or poli-

cies in an effort at reform or improvement. 

house·coat (housùkotÙ) n.  A woman’s garment, usually long and loose, used 

for informal wear at home. 

house detective (hous dV-tHkùtVv) n.  A detective employed by a retail store, a 

hotel, or another establishment to prevent theft or misconduct by patrons. 

house·dress (housùdrHsÙ) n.  A simple, washable dress worn for housework. 

house finch (hous fVnch) n.  See linnet (n., sense 2). 

house·fly (housùflXÙ) n.  A common, widely distributed fly (Musca domestica) 

that frequents human dwellings, breeds in moist or decaying organic matter, and 

transmits a wide variety of diseases. 

house·ful (housùftl) n.  The amount or number that a house can hold or 

accommodate:  a houseful of Victorian furniture; a houseful of guests. 

house·guest (housùgHstÙ) n.  A person who stays in a home as a guest. 

house·hold (housùholdÙ) n.  1. a. A domestic unit consisting of the members 

of a family who live together along with nonrelatives such as servants.  b. The liv-

ing spaces and possessions belonging to such a unit.   2. A person or group of 

people occupying a single dwelling:  the rise of nonfamily households.   —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or used in a household:  household appliances.  2. Commonly 



known; familiar:  has become a household name.  [Middle English  : house, house; 

see HOUSE + hold, possession, holding (from Old English, from healdan, to hold); 

see HOLD
1.]

household arts (housùholdÙ ärts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See 

home economics. 
house·hold·er (housùholÙdNr) n.  1. One who occupies or owns a house.  

2. The head of a household. 

household troops (housùholdÙ trups) pl.n.  The regiments of cavalry and 

infantry that escort and guard a sovereign and a royal family. 

household word (housùholdÙ wûrd) n.  A widely known saying, name, per-

son, or thing: “It was an American journalist... who made [T.E.] Lawrence a house-

hold word” (H.D.S. Greenway). 

house·hus·band (housùhƒzÙbNnd) n.  A married man who manages the 

household as his main occupation and whose wife usually earns the family 

income. 

house·keep·er (housùkKÙpNr) n.  1. One who is employed to perform or direct 

the domestic tasks in a household.  2. A housewife.  3. An employee of an estab-

lishment, such as a hospital, an inn, or a hotel, who manages other employees 

engaged in domestic tasks. 

house·keep·ing (housùkKÙpVng) n.  1. Performance or management of house-

hold tasks.  2. Management and maintenance of the property and equipment of 

an institution or organization.  3. Routine tasks and procedures carried out in the 

functioning of an operation or a system.   —houseùkeepÙ v. 

hou·sel (houùzNl) Archaic. n.  The Eucharist.   —  v.  tr. hou·seled, 
hou·sel·ing, hou·sels. To administer the Eucharist to.  [Middle English, from 

Old English h7sel.]

house·leek (housùlKkÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Sempervivum 

native to the Old World, especially S. tectorum, having a persistent, basal rosette of 

fleshy leaves and a branching cluster of pinkish or purplish flowers.  Also called 

live-forever, old-man-and-woman. 

house·lights (housùlXtsÙ) pl.n.  The lights that illuminate the audience section 

of a concert hall, a theater, or an auditorium. 

house·maid (housùm7dÙ) n.  A woman or girl employed to do housework. 

house·maid’s knee (housùm7dzÙ nK) n.  A swelling of the bursa in front of 

the patella just beneath the skin, caused by trauma, such as excessive kneeling. 

house·man (housùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A man employed for cleaning, mainte-

nance, and other general work in a house or hotel. 

House·man (housùmNn), John. 1902-1988.  American producer, director, and 

actor. He directed a number of Shakespearean productions and cofounded the 

Mercury Theater with Orson Welles. 



house martin (hous märùtn) n.  An Old World bird (Delichon urbica) having 

blue-black plumage, white rump and underparts, and a forked tail.  Also called 

martlet 

house·mas·ter (housùm4sÙtNr) n.  A male teacher in charge of a residence hall 

at a school. 

house·mate (housùm7tÙ) n.  One who shares a house with another. 

house·moth·er (housùmƒthÙNr) n.  A woman employed as supervisor or 

housekeeper of a residence hall for young people. 

house mouse (hous mous) n.  A common gray or brownish-gray mouse (Mus 

musculus) that lives in or near buildings and often carries disease. It is frequently 

used in laboratory experiments. 

House of Burgesses (hous ƒv bûrùjVs-Vz) n.  The lower house of the legisla-

ture in colonial Virginia. 

House of Commons (hous ƒv kmmùNnz) n.  Abbr. H.C. The lower house of 

Parliament in the United Kingdom and Canada.  Also called Commons 

house of correction (hous ƒv kN-rHkùshNn) n.  pl. houses of correction. 
An institution for the confinement of persons convicted of minor criminal 

offenses. 

House of Delegates (hous ƒv dHlùV-g7tsÙ) n.  The lower house of the state 

legislature in Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia. 

House of Lords (hous ƒv lôrdz) n.  Abbr. H.L. The upper house of Parliament 

in the United Kingdom, made up of members of the nobility and high-ranking 

clergy.  Also called Lords 

house of prostitution (hous ƒv prmsÙtV-tuùshNn) n.  pl. houses of pros-
titution. An establishment in which the services of prostitutes are available on 

the premises. 

House of Representatives (hous ƒv rHpÙrV-zHnùtN-tVvz) n.  Abbr. H.R. The 

lower house of the U.S. Congress and of most state legislatures. 

house organ (hous ôrùgNn) n.  A periodical published by a business organiza-

tion for its employees or clients. 

house·paint·er  or house painter (housùp7nÙtNr) n.  One whose occupation 

is painting houses. 

house party (hous pärùtK) n.  A party at which guests stay overnight or for sev-

eral days in a residence, such as the home of the one giving the party. 

house physician (hous fV-zVshùNn) n.  1. A physician, especially an intern or a 

resident who cares for hospitalized patients under the supervision of the surgical 

and medical staff of a hospital.  2. A physician employed by a hotel or another 

establishment. 

house·plant (housùpl4ntÙ) n.  Any of a wide variety of plants grown indoors, 

often for decorative purposes. 



house-proud (housùproudÙ) adj.  Proud of one’s house or its furnishings or 

upkeep. 

house-rais·ing (housùr7ÙzVng) n.  The construction of a house or its frame-

work by a group of friends or neighbors. 

house·room (housùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  Space or accommodation in or as if in a 

house. 

house·sit (housùsVtÙ) v.  intr. house·sat (-s4tÙ), house·sit·ting, house·sits. 
To act as a house sitter.   —houseùsitÙting n. 

house sitter (hous sVtùNr) n.  A person who lives in and cares for a house while 

the regular occupant is away. 

house snake (hous sn7k) n.  See milk snake. 
house sparrow (hous sp4rùo) n.  A small bird (Passer domesticus) native to the 

Old World but widely naturalized elsewhere, having brown and gray plumage 

with a characteristic black throat in the adult male.  Also called English sparrow 

house·top (housùtmpÙ) n.  The roof of a house.   —idiom. shout from the 
housetops (or proclaim from the housetops). To make known publicly. 

house·train also house-train (housùtr7nÙ) v.  tr. house·trained, 
house·train·ing, house·trains. Chiefly British. To housebreak.   —house-
ùtrainedÙ adj. 

house·wares (housùwârzÙ) pl.n.  Cooking utensils, dishes, and other small 

articles used in a household, especially in the kitchen. 

house·warm·ing (housùwôrÙmVng) n.  A celebration of the occupancy of a 

new home.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a house-

warming present; a housewarming party. 

house·wife (housùwXfÙ) n.  pl. house·wives (-wXvzÙ). 1. A woman who man-

ages her own household as her main occupation.  2.  (hƒzùVf) A small container 

for needles, thread, and other sewing equipment.  [Middle English houswif : 

house, house; see HOUSE + wife, wife; see WIFE.]

house·wife·ly (housùwXfÙlK) adj.  Of, relating to, or suited to a housewife; 

domestic.   —houseùwifeÙli·ness n. 

house·wif·er·y (housùwXÙfN-rK, -wXfÙrK) n.  The function or duties of a house-

wife; housekeeping. 

house·work (housùwûrkÙ) n.  The tasks, such as cleaning and cooking, that are 

performed in housekeeping.   —houseùworkÙer n. 

hous·ing1 (houùzVng) n.  1. a. Buildings or other shelters in which people live:  

a shortage of housing in the city.  b. A place to live; a dwelling:  She came to college 

early to look for housing.   2. Provision of lodging or shelter:  the housing of refu-

gees; a contract that includes housing.  3. Something that covers, protects, or sup-

ports, especially: a. A frame, bracket, or box for holding or protecting a 

mechanical part:  a wheel housing.  b. An enclosing frame in which a shaft 

revolves.   4. A hole, groove, or slot in a piece of wood into which another piece is 



inserted.  5. A niche for a statue.  6. Nautical. a. The part of a mast that is below 

deck.  b. The part of a bowsprit that is inside the hull.  

hous·ing2 (houùzVng) n.  1. An ornamental or protective covering for a saddle.  

2.  Often housings. Trappings for a horse.  [From Middle English house, from 

Old French houce, from Medieval Latin hucia, hulcia, hultia, protective covering, 

of Germanic origin. See kel-1 in Appendix.]

housing development (houùzVng dV-vHlùNp-mNnt) n.  A group of similarly 

designed houses or apartment buildings, usually under a single management. 

housing project (houùzVng prmjùHktÙ) n.  A publicly funded and administered 

housing development, usually for low-income families. 

housing start (houùzVng stärt) n.  1. The beginning of construction of a 

dwelling.  2. housing starts. The number of new dwellings begun nationwide 

during a particular period, used as an economic indicator: “Housing starts... are 

well above their recession lows” (Paul A. Samuelson). 

Hous·man (housùmNn), Alfred Edward. 1859-1936.  British poet and scholar 

whose works appeared in A Shropshire Lad (1896) and Last Poems (1922). 

Hous·say (u-sXù), Bernardo Alberto. 1887-1971.  Argentine physiologist. He 

shared a 1947 Nobel Prize for research on pituitary hormones. 

Hous·ton (hyuùstNn)  A city of southeast Texas northwest of Galveston. 

Founded in 1836 and named for Sam Houston, it is a major industrial, commer-

cial, and financial hub, the center of the U.S. aerospace industry, and a deep-

water port connected with Galveston Bay and the Gulf of Mexico by the Hous-
ton Ship Channel. Houston is also the largest city in Texas. Population, 

1,630,553.   —Hous·toùni·an (hyu-stoùnK-Nn) n. 

Hous·ton (hyuùstNn), Samuel. 1793-1863.  American general and politician 

who fought in the Texan struggle for independence from Mexico and became 

president of the Republic of Texas (1836-1838 and 1841-1844). When Texas was 

admitted to the Union, he served as U.S. senator (1845-1859) and governor 

(1859-1861). 

hove (hov) v.  Nautical.  —  v.  tr. Past tense and past participle of heave (v. 

intr., sense 4).  —  v.  intr. Past tense and past participle of heave (v. tr., sense 5). 

Hove (hov)  A municipal borough of southeast England on the English Channel 

west of Brighton. It is a residential seaside resort. Population, 88,500. 

hov·el (hƒvùNl, hmvù-) n.  1. A small, miserable dwelling.  2. An open, low shed.  

[Middle English, hut.]

hov·er (hƒvùNr, hmvù-) v.  intr. hov·ered, hov·er·ing, hov·ers. 1. To remain 

floating, suspended, or fluttering in the air:  gulls hovering over the waves.  2. To 

remain or linger in or near a place:  hovering around the speaker’s podium.  See 

Synonyms at flutter.  3. To remain in an uncertain state; waver:  hovered between 

anger and remorse.   —  n.  The act or state of hovering:  a helicopter in hover.  



[Middle English hoveren, frequentative of hoven.] —hovùer·er n.  —hov-
ùer·ing·ly adv. 

hov·er·craft (hƒvùNr-kr4ftÙ, hmvù-) n.  See air-cushion vehicle. 
Hov·ey (hƒvùK), Richard. 1864-1900.  American writer known for his poetic 

dramas Lancelot and Guenevere (1891) and To the End of the Trail (1908). 

how (hou) adv.  1. In what manner or way; by what means:  How does this 

machine work?  2. In what state or condition:  How is she today?  3. To what 

extent, amount, or degree:  How bad was it?  4. For what reason or purpose; why:  

How is it that he left early?  5. With what meaning:  How should I take that remark?  

6. By what name:  How is she called?  7. By what measure; in what units:  How do 

you sell this corn?  8. What. Usually used in requesting that something be said 

again:  How’s that again?  9. Used as an intensive:  How we laughed!   —  conj.  

1. The manner or way in which:  forgot how it was done.  2. That.  3. In whatever 

way or manner; however:  Cook it how you please.   —  n.  A manner or method of 

doing something: “The how of research is generated by the why of the world” (Fred-

erick Turner).   —idioms. and how. Informal. Most certainly; you bet:  She’s a 

good dancer, and how  how about. What is your thought, feeling, or desire 

regarding:  How about a cup of tea? How about that storm last night?  how about 
that. Informal. Used rhetorically to express surprise or wonder at or approval for 

something.  how come. Informal. How is it that; why:  How come you’re so late?  

how so. How is it so:  You say the answer is wrong. How so?  [Middle English 

howe, from Old English h7. See kwo- in Appendix.]

How·ard (houùNrd), Ada Lydia. 1829-1907.  American educator and first pres-

ident of Wellesley College (1875-1881). 

How·ard (houùNrd), Catherine. 1520?-1542.  Queen of England as the fifth 

wife of Henry VIII (1540-1542). She was accused of adultery and subsequently 

executed. 

How·ard (houùNrd), Henry First Earl of Surrey. 1517?-1547.  English poet and 

soldier remembered for his sonnets and his translations of two books of Virgil’s 

Aeneid. In 1547 he was falsely charged with treason and executed. 

How·ard (houùNrd), Roy Wilson. 1883-1964.  American journalist and pub-

lisher. He was chairman of the board (1921-1936 and 1953-1964) and president 

(1936-1953) of the United Press Association. 

How·ard (houùNrd), Sidney Coe. 1891-1939.  American playwright best 

known for his play They Knew What They Wanted (1924), for which he won a 

Pulitzer Prize. 

how·be·it (hou-bKùVt) adv.  Be that as it may; nevertheless.   —  conj.  Obsolete. 

Although. 

how·dah also hou·dah (houùdN) n.  A seat, usually fitted with a canopy and 

railing, placed on the back of an elephant or a camel.  [Urdu haudah, from Arabic 

hawdaj, from hadaja, to shuffle along, totter.]



how·dy (houùdK) interj.  Used to express a greeting.  [From how do ye, how do 

you do.]

Howe (hou), Elias. 1819-1867.  American inventor and manufacturer who 

designed early sewing machines (1845 and 1846) and subsequently won patent-

infringement suits against a number of manufacturers, including Isaac M. Singer. 

Howe (hou), Irving. Born 1920.  American social critic and editor who founded 

the magazine Dissent (1953). 

Howe (hou), Julia Ward. 1819-1910.  American writer and feminist who was 

active in the women’s suffrage movement. She wrote “Battle Hymn of the Repub-

lic” (published 1862) and edited Woman’s Journal (1870-1890). 

Howe (hou), Richard Earl Howe. 1726-1799.  British admiral who conducted 

naval operations in America (1776-1778) and defeated the French at Ushant 

(1794). 

Howe (hou), Samuel Gridley. 1801-1876.  American humanitarian and 

reformer who founded (1832) and directed for 44 years what later became the 

Perkins Institute for the Blind. 

Howe (hou), Sir William Fifth Viscount Howe. 1729-1814.  British general in 

America. Although he defeated George Washington in a number of battles, he 

could not force a surrender and returned to England in 1778. 

How·ells (houùNlz), William Dean. 1837-1920.  American writer and editor in 

chief (1871-1881) of the Atlantic Monthly, who encouraged a number of writers, 

including Mark Twain and Henry James. He also wrote many novels, such as The 

Rise of Silas Lapham (1885), and books of literary criticism. 

how·ev·er (hou-HvùNr) adv.  1. In whatever manner or way:  However he did it, 

it was very clever.  2. To whatever degree or extent: “have begun, however reluc-

tantly, to acknowledge the legitimacy of some of the concerns” (Christopher Lasch).  

3. In what way. Used as an intensive of how:  However did you get here so soon?  

4. In spite of that; nevertheless; yet:  The book is expensive; however, it’s worth it.  

5. On the other hand; by contrast:  The first part was easy; the second, however, 

took hours.   —  conj.  1. In whatever manner or way:  Dress however you like.  

2. Archaic. Notwithstanding that; although.  

USAGE NOTE: Although some grammarians have insisted that however should

not be used to begin a sentence, this rule has been ignored by a number of repu-

table writers. See Usage Note at but. See Usage Note at whatever.

how·it·zer (houùVt-sNr) n.  A relatively short cannon that delivers shells at a 

medium muzzle velocity, usually by a high trajectory.  [Dutch houwitser, from 

German Haubitze, alteration of obsolete haufnitz, catapult, from Old Czech 

haufnice : hauf, group, heap (of Germanic origin) + -nice, feminine n. suff.]



howl (houl) v.  howled, howl·ing, howls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter or emit a 

long, mournful, plaintive sound.  2. To cry or wail loudly, as in pain, sorrow, or 

anger.  3. Slang. To laugh heartily.  4. Slang. To go on a spree.   —  v.  tr. To 

express or utter with a howl.  See Synonyms at shout.   —  n.  1. A long, wailing 

cry.  2. Slang. Something uproariously funny or absurd.   —phrasal verb. 
howl down. To drown out or silence by loud derisive calls:  The candidate was 

howled down at the town meeting.  [Middle English houlen.]

howl·er (houùlNr) n.  1. One that howls:  a dog that turned out to be a persistent 

howler.  2. A howler monkey.  3. Slang. A laughably stupid blunder. 

howler monkey (houùlNr mƒngùkK) n.  Any of several monkeys of the genus 

Alouatta of tropical America, having a long, prehensile tail and an extremely loud, 

howling call. 

howl·ing (houùlVng) adj.  1. Marked by the sound of howling:  a howling wind.  

2. Desolate; dreary:  a howling wilderness.  3. Slang. Very great; tremendous:  a 

howling success. 

How·rah (houùrN, -rä)  A city of eastern India on the Hooghly River opposite 

Calcutta. It is a major industrial center. Population, 744,429. 

how·so·ev·er (houÙso-HvùNr) adv.  1. To whatever degree or extent.  2. By 

whatever means. 

how-to (houùtuù) Informal. adj.  Offering practical advice and detailed 

instruction in an activity.   —  n.  pl. how-tos. Something, such as a book or 

learning situation, that provides practical advice and detailed instruction in an 

activity:  She read a how-to on plumbing. The weekend was a real how-to for would-

be campers. 

Hox·ie (hmkùsK), Vinnie Ream. 1847-1914.  American sculptor known espe-

cially for her marble statue of Abraham Lincoln (unveiled 1871) in the rotunda of 

the Capitol in Washington, D.C. 

hoy1 (hoi) n.  Nautical. 1. A small sloop-rigged coasting ship.  2. A heavy barge 

used for freight.  [Middle English hoie, from Middle Dutch hoey, hoede.]

hoy2 (hoi) interj.  Used to attract attention. 

hoy·a (hoiùN) n.  Any of several evergreen climbing vines or shrubs of the genus 

Hoya, with a home range from India and southern China to Australia and having 

opposite, simple leaves and axillary, umbellate flower clusters.  Also called porce-

lain flower, wax vine.  [New Latin Hoya, genus name, after Thomas Hoy (1750?-

1822), British gardener.]

hoy·den (hoidùn) n.  A high-spirited, boisterous, or saucy girl.   —  adj.  High-

spirited; boisterous.  [From earlier hoyden, a rude youth, probably from Dutch 

heiden, heathen, boor, from Middle Dutch. See kaito- in Appendix.] 
—hoyùden·ish adj. 



Hoy·ers·wer·da (hoiÙNrz-vHrùdN, -dä, -Nrs-)  A city of east-central Germany 

north-northeast of Dresden. It was chartered in 1371 and today has a major glass-

making industry. Population, 70,698. 

Hoyle (hoil) n.  Games. A reference book of rules for card games and other 

indoor games.   —idiom. according to Hoyle. In accord with the prescribed 

rules or regulations.  [After Edmond Hoyle (1672?-1769), British writer on 

games.]

hp abbr.  Horsepower. 

HP abbr.  High pressure. 

HPF abbr.  Highest possible frequency. 

HQ  or h.q.  or H.Q. abbr.  Headquarters. 

hr abbr.  Hour. 

HR abbr.  Heart rate. 

Hr. abbr.  Herr. 

h.r. abbr.  Baseball. Home run. 

H.R. abbr.  1. Home rule.  2. House of Representatives. 

Hra·dec Krá·lo·vé (räÙdHts kräùlN-vN, -lô-vH, hräÙ-)  A city of north-central 

Czech Republic east of Prague. Founded in the tenth century, it was a leading 

town of medieval Bohemia. Population, 98,476. 

H.R.E. abbr.  Holy Roman Empire. 

H. Rept. abbr.  House Report. 

H. Res. abbr.  House Resolution. 

H.R.H. abbr.  1. Her Royal Highness.  2. His Royal Highness. 

Hrolf (rmlf, hrmlf)  See Rollo. 
hrs abbr.  Hours. 

HS  or H.S. abbr.  High school. 

HSGT abbr.  High-speed ground transit. 

H.S.H. abbr.  1. Her Serene Highness.  2. His Serene Highness. 

Hsia (shyä)  See Xia. 
Hsian (shyän)  See Xi’an. 
Hsiang Kiang (shyängù kyängù)  See Xiang Jiang. 
Hsin·king (shVnùgVngù)  See Changchun. 
HST abbr.  1.  Or H.S.T.. Hawaiian Standard Time  2. Hypersonic transport. 

ht abbr.  Height. 

HT abbr.  1. Sports. Halftime.  2. Halftone.  3. High-tension.  4. High tide. 

HTLV-I (7chÙtK-HlÙvK-wƒnù) n.  A retrovirus that causes diseases similar to multi-

ple sclerosis.  [H(UMAN) T(-CELL) L(YMPHOTROPIC) V(IRUS) I.]

HTLV-III (7chÙtK-HlÙvK-thrKù) n.  HIV.  [H(UMAN) T(-CELL) L(YMPHOTROPIC) 

V(IRUS) III.]

Hts. abbr.  Heights. 

HUAC abbr.  House Un-American Activities Committee. 



Hua Guo·feng (hwäù gwôùfƒngù) also Hua Kuo·feng (kwôùfƒngù, gwôù-), 

Born 1920.  Chinese prime minister (1976-1980). With Deng Xiaoping he initi-

ated a program of modernization and increasing cooperation with the West. 

Huai·nan (hwXùnänù)  A city of east-central China west-northwest of Nanjing. It 

grew after 1949 as the center of a coal-mining region. Population, 603,200. 

Hua Kuo·feng (hwäù kwôùfƒngù, gwôù-)  See Hua Guofeng. 
Hua·la·pai  or Wa·la·pai (wäùlN-pXÙ) n.  pl. Hualapai or Huala·pais  or Wal-
apai  or Wala·pais. 1. a. A Native American people inhabiting northwest Ari-

zona south of the Grand Canyon.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Yuman 

language of the Hualapai. 

Hual·la·ga (wä-yäùgä)  A river rising in the Andes of west-central Peru and 

flowing about 1,126 km (700 mi) generally northward to the Marañón River. 

Huang He (hwängù hNù) also Hwang Ho (hoù)  or Yel·low River (yHlùo)  A 

river of northern China rising in the Kunlun Mountains and flowing about 4,827 

km (3,000 mi) generally eastward to the Gulf of Bo Hai. It is named for the vast 

quantities of yellow silt it carries to its delta. The river is sometimes called 

“China’s Sorrow” because of the devastating floods that once occurred regularly 

in its lower course. 

hua·ra·che (wN-räùchK, hN-) n.  A flat-heeled sandal with an upper of woven 

leather strips.  [American Spanish, probably from Japanese warachi, straw san-

dal.]

Huás·car (wäsùkärÙ), Died 1532.  Incan chieftain who fought with his brother 

Atahualpa over the division of the empire. Atahualpa had Huascar assassinated 

after the Spanish conquest because he feared Huascar would return to power. 

Huas·ca·rán (wäsÙkN-ränù, -kä-)  An extinct volcano, 6,770.4 m (22,198 ft) 

high, in the Andes of west-central Peru. It is the highest peak in the country. 

hub (hƒb) n.  1. The center part of a wheel, fan, or propeller.  2. A center of 

activity or interest; a focal point.  See Synonyms at center.  [Probably alteration 

of HOB
1.]

hub·ba-hub·ba (hƒbùN-hƒbùN) interj.  Slang. Used to express approval, plea-

sure, or excitement. 

Hub·bard (hƒbùNrd), Gardiner Greene. 1822-1897.  American lawyer and 

geographer who founded and was first president of the National Geographic 

Society (1888-1897). 

Hubbard, Mount.  A peak, 4,559.8 m (14,950 ft) high, in the Coast Mountains 

of southeast Alaska. 

hub·bard squash (hƒbùNrd skwmsh) n.  Northern U.S. & Western U.S. See 

winter squash.  [From the surname Hubbard.]

Hub·ble (hƒbùNl), Edwin Powell. 1889-1953.  American astronomer who dis-

covered (1929) that the velocities of nebulae increase with distance. 



hub·ble-bub·ble (hƒbùNl-bƒbÙNl) n.  1. An uproar; a hubbub.  2.  See hoo-
kah.  [Reduplication and alteration of BUBBLE.]

Hub·ble’s constant (hƒbùNlz kmnùstNnt) n.  A ratio expressing the rate of 

apparent expansion of the universe, equal to the velocity of which a typical galaxy 

is receding from Earth divided by its distance from Earth.  [After Edwin Powell 
HUBBLE.]

hub·bub (hƒbùƒbÙ) n.  1. Loud noise; din.  See Synonyms at noise.  
2. Confusion; tumult.  [Probably of Irish Gaelic origin; akin to Scottish Gaelic 

ubub, an interjection of aversion or contempt.]

WORD HISTORY: It has often been remarked that the Celtic inhabitants of

Great Britain contributed very little to the stock of English words. Perhaps this

should not be too surprising, given the difficult relations over the centuries be-

tween the people of Germanic stock and the people of Celtic stock in England and

Ireland. It seems likely that a certain English contempt resides in the adoption of

the word hubbub from a Celtic source, which is probably related to ub ub ubub, a

Scots Gaelic interjection expressing contempt, or to abu, an ancient Irish war cry.

In any case, hubbub was first recorded (1555) in the phrase Irish hubbub and

meant “the confused shouting of a crowd.” In addition to the senses it has devel-

oped, hubbub was again used, possibly in a nonflattering way, by the New England

colonists as a term for a rambunctious game played by Native Americans.

hub·by (hƒbùK) n.  pl. hub·bies. Informal. A husband.  [Alteration of HUSBAND.]

hub·cap (hƒbùk4pÙ) n.  A round covering over the hub of the wheel of a motor 

vehicle. 

Hu·bei (huùb7ù, hüù-) also Hu·pei  or Hu·peh (-p7ù)  A province of east-cen-

tral China. It is a major agricultural region watered by the Chang Jiang (Yangtze 

River). Wuhan is the capital. Population, 49,310,000. 

Hu·bel (hyuùbNl), David. Born 1926.  American neurobiologist. He shared a 

1981 Nobel Prize for studies on the organization and functioning of the brain. 

Hu·ber (huùbNr), Robert. Born 1937.  German chemist. He shared a 1988 

Nobel Prize for determining the structure of complex proteins that are essential 

to photosynthesis. 

Hu·ber Heights (hyuùbNr hXts)  A community of southwest Ohio, a suburb of 

Dayton. Population, 38,696. 

Hu·bli-Dhar·war (htbùlK-där-wärù)  A city of southwest India northwest of 

Bangalore. It was formed from two municipalities in 1961. Population, 527,108. 

hu·bris (hyuùbrVs) n.  Overbearing pride or presumption; arrogance: “There is 

no safety in unlimited technological hubris” (McGeorge Bundy).  [Greek, excessive 

pride, wanton violence. See ud- in Appendix.] —hu·brisùtic (-brVsùtVk) adj.  

—hu·brisùtic·al·ly adv. 



huck (hƒk) n.  Huckaback. 

huck·a·back (hƒkùN-b4kÙ) n.  A coarse absorbent cotton or linen fabric used 

especially for toweling.  [Origin unknown.]

huck·le·ber·ry (hƒkùNl-bHrÙK) n.  1. Any of various New World shrubs of the 

genus Gaylussacia, related to the blueberries and bearing edible fruit.  2. The 

glossy, blackish, many-seeded berry of these plants.  [Probably alteration of 

hurtleberry, whortleberry.]

huck·ster (hƒkùstNr) n.  1. One who sells wares or provisions in the street; a 

peddler or hawker.  2. One who uses aggressive, showy, and sometimes devious 

methods to promote or sell a product.  3. Informal. One who writes advertising 

copy, especially for radio or television.   —  v.  huck·stered, huck·ster·ing, 
huck·sters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sell; peddle.  2. To promote or attempt to sell (a 

commercial product, for example) in an overaggressive or showy manner.  3. To 

haggle over; deal in.   —  v.  intr. To engage in haggling.  [Middle English, proba-

bly of Low German origin; akin to Middle Dutch hokester.] —huckùster·ism n. 

HUD abbr.  Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

Hud·ders·field (hƒdùNrz-fKldÙ)  A borough of north-central England north-

east of Manchester. First settled in Roman times, it is an industrial center special-

izing in textiles. Population, 125,800. 

Hud·ding·e (hüùdVng-H)  A city of eastern Sweden, a manufacturing suburb of 

Stockholm. Population, 69,581. 

hud·dle (hƒdùl) n.  1. A densely packed group or crowd, as of people or animals.  

2. Football. A brief gathering of a team’s players behind the line of scrimmage to 

receive instructions for the next play.  3. A small private conference or meeting.   
—  v.  hud·dled, hud·dling, hud·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To crowd together, as 

from cold or fear.  2. To draw or curl one’s limbs close to one’s body; crouch.  

3. Football. To gather in a huddle.  4. Informal. To gather together for conference 

or consultation:  During the crisis the President’s national security advisers huddled.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause to crowd together.  2. To draw (oneself) together in a 

crouch.  3. Chiefly British. To arrange, do, or make hastily or carelessly.  [From 

huddle, to crowd together, possibly from Low German hudeln. See (s)keu- in 

Appendix.] —hudùdler n. 

Hu·di·bras·tic (hyuÙdN-br4sùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to a style of satirical or 

mock-heroic verse composed in rhymed iambic pentameter couplets.  [After 

Hudibras, a satiric epic by Samuel Butler.]

Hud·son (hƒdùsNn)  A town of east-central Massachusetts northeast of Worces-

ter. It is an industrial community. Population, 17,233. 

Hud·son (hƒdùsNn), Henry. Died 1611.  English navigator and explorer who 

discovered (1609) the Hudson River on an expedition for the East India Com-

pany. 



Hud·son (hƒdùsNn), William Henry. 1841-1922.  British naturalist and writer 

whose works include The Purple Land that England Lost (1885) and Green Man-

sions (1904). 

Hudson Bay (hƒdùsNn b7)  An inland sea of east-central Canada connected to 

the Atlantic Ocean by Hudson Strait, lying between southern Baffin Island and 

northern Quebec. James Bay is the southern extension of Hudson Bay, which was 

explored and named by Henry Hudson in 1610. 

Hudson River (hƒdùsNn rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Adirondack Mountains of 

northeast New York and flowing about 507 km (315 mi) generally southward to 

Upper New York Bay at New York City. Giovanni da Verrazano first sighted the 

river in 1524, but it was not explored until Henry Hudson’s 1609 voyage. 

Hudson seal (hƒdùsNn sKl) n.  Muskrat fur that is dyed, plucked, and sheared 

to resemble seal.  [After Hudson (Bay).]
hue (hyu) n.  1. The property of colors by which they can be perceived as rang-

ing from red through yellow, green, and blue, as determined by the dominant 

wavelength of the light.  2. A particular gradation of color; a shade or tint.  

3. Color:  all the hues of the rainbow.  4. Appearance; aspect:  a man of somber 

hue.  [Middle English, color, form, from Old English hXw, hKo.]

Hue (hyu-7ù, hw7)  A city of central Vietnam near the South China Sea north-

west of Da Nang. An ancient Annamese city probably dating from the third cen-

tury A.D., it was nearly destroyed during heavy fighting in the Vietnam War. 

Population, 165,865. 

hue and cry (hyu Nnd krX) n.  1. A public clamor, as of protest or demand:  

raised a great hue and cry about political corruption.  2. a. The pursuit of a felon 

announced with loud shouts to alert others who were then legally obliged to give 

chase.  b. The loud outcry formerly used in such a pursuit.   [Middle English hew 

and cri, from Anglo-Norman hu e cri : hu, outcry, clamor (from Old French huer, 

to shout, of imitative origin) + cri, cry (from Old French crier, to cry); see CRY.]

hued (hyud) adj.  Having a given hue, aspect, or character. Often used in com-

bination:  rosy-hued; dark-hued. 

Huel·va (wHlùvN, -vä)  A city of southwest Spain near the Gulf of Cádiz and the 

Portuguese border. Founded by Carthaginians, it was colonized by the Romans, 

who built a still-used aqueduct to supply water to the settlement. Population, 

137,453. 

Huer·ta (wHrùtN, -tä), Victoriano. 1854-1916.  Mexican president (1913-1914) 

who overthrew Francisca Madero and was forced to resign because of widespread 

unrest. 

hue·vos ran·che·ros (w7ùvos r4n-chHrùos, hw7ù-, rän-) pl.n.  A Mexican dish 

consisting of fried or poached eggs covered with a spicy sauce of red or green 

tomatoes and usually served on a tortilla.  [American Spanish  : Spanish huevos, 

pl. of huevo, egg + American Spanish rancheros, pl. of ranchero, ranch-style.]



huff (hƒf) n.  A fit of anger or annoyance; a pique:  stormed off in a huff.   —  v.  

huffed, huff·ing, huffs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To puff; blow.  2. To make noisy, empty 

threats; bluster.  3. To react indignantly; take offense.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

puff up; inflate.  2. To treat with insolence; bully.  3. To anger; annoy.  [Imitative 

of the sound of puffing.]

huff·ish (hƒfùVsh) adj.  1. Peevish; sulky.  2. Arrogant; insolent.   —huffùish·ly 
adv.  —huffùish·ness n. 

huff·y (hƒfùK) adj.  huff·i·er, huff·i·est. 1. Easily offended; touchy.  2. Irritated 

or annoyed; indignant.  3. Arrogant; haughty.   —huffùi·ly adv.  —huffùi·ness 
n. 

hug (hƒg) v.  hugged, hug·ging, hugs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To clasp or hold closely, 

especially in the arms, as in affection; embrace.  2. To hold steadfastly to; cherish:  

He still hugs his outmoded beliefs.  3. To stay close to:  a sailboat hugging the shore.   
—  v.  intr. To embrace or cling together closely.   —  n.  1. A close, affectionate 

embrace.  2. A crushing embrace, as in wrestling.  [Probably of Scandinavian ori-

gin; akin to Old Norse hugga, to comfort.] —hugùga·ble adj.  —hugùger n. 

huge (hyuj) adj.  hug·er, hug·est. 1. Of exceedingly great size, extent, or 

quantity; tremendous.  See Synonyms at enormous.  2. Of exceedingly great 

scope or nature:  the huge influence of the Hellenic world.  [Middle English, from 

Old French ahuge.] —hugeùly adv.  —hugeùness n. 

huge·ous (hyuùjNs) adj.  Huge.   —hugeùous·ly adv.  —hugeùous·ness n. 

hug·ger·mug·ger  or hug·ger-mug·ger (hƒgùNr-mƒgÙNr) n.  1. Disorderly 

confusion; muddle.  2. Secrecy; concealment.   —  adj.  1. Disorderly; jumbled.  

2. Secret; clandestine.   —  v.  hug·ger·mug·gered, hug·ger·mug·ger·ing, 
hug·ger·mug·gers.  —  v.  tr. To keep secret; conceal.   —  v.  intr. To act in a 

secretive manner.  [Origin unknown.] —hugùger·mugÙger adv.  

—hugùger·mugÙger·y n. 

Hug·gins (hƒgùVnz), Charles Brenton. Born 1901.  Canadian-born American 

surgeon. He shared a 1966 Nobel Prize for research in hormone treatment for 

cancer of the prostate. 

Hug·gins (hƒgùVnz), Sir William. 1824-1910.  British astronomer who made 

the first observations of stellar spectra and determined that stars were similar in 

composition to the sun (1863). 

Hugh Ca·pet (hyuù k7ùpVt, k4pùVt, k4-p7ù)  See Capet. 
Hughes (hyuz), Charles Evans. 1862-1948.  American jurist and politician 

who was appointed an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1910) but 

resigned to make an unsuccessful bid for the presidency (1916). He served as sec-

retary of state (1921-1925) and later as the chief justice of the Supreme Court 

(1930-1941). 

Hughes (hyuz), Howard Robard. 1905-1976.  American film producer, avia-

tor, and multimillionaire. He founded Hughes Aircraft Corporation, broke the 



airplane speed record (1935), and flew around the world in record time (1938). 

After 1950 Hughes lived as a recluse. 

Hughes (hyuz), (James) Langston. 1902-1967.  American writer. Through 

his poetry, prose, and drama he made important contributions to the Harlem 

Renaissance. His best-known works include Weary Blues (1926) and The Ways of 

White Folks (1934). 

Hughes (hyuz), Ted. Full name Edward James Hughes. Born 1930.  British 

poet who was appointed poet laureate in 1984. His work is noted for its violence, 

passion, and natural imagery. 

Hughes (hyuz), Thomas. 1822-1896.  British jurist and reformer best known 

for his book Tom Brown’s School Days (1857). 

Hughes (hyuz), William Morris. 1864-1952.  Australian public official who 

served as attorney general (1908-1909, 1910-1913, and 1914-1921) and prime 

minister (1915-1923). 

Hu·go (hyuùgo, ü-goù), Victor Marie. 1802-1885.  French writer who went 

into exile after Napoleon III seized power (1851), returning to France in 1870. His 

novels include The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1831) and Les Misérables (1862). 

Hu·gue·not (hyuùgN-nmtÙ) n.  A French Protestant of the 16th and 17th centu-

ries.  [French, from Old French huguenot, member of a Swiss political movement, 

alteration (influenced by Bezanson Hugues (c. 1491?-1532?), Swiss political 

leader), of dialectal eyguenot, from German dialectal Eidgenosse, confederate, 

from Middle High German eitgenoz : eit, oath (from Old High German eid) + 

genoz, companion (from Old High German ginoz).] —HuÙgue·notùic adj.  

—Huùgue·notÙism n. 

huh (hƒ) interj.  Used to express interrogation, surprise, contempt, or indiffer-

ence. 

Hu·he·hot (huùh7-hotù)  See Hohhot. 
Hui (hwK) also Hwei (hw7) n.  pl. Hui or Huis also Hwei  or Hweis. A member 

of a Muslim people of northwest China, descended chiefly from the Han and an 

important minority of the Chinese population; a Chinese Muslim. 

hui·pil (wK-pKlù) n.  A loose, brocaded blouse worn by Maya women in Mexico 

and Central America.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl huipilli.]

Hui·zing·a (hXùzVng-N, hoiùzVng-ä), Johan. 1872-1945.  Dutch historian known 

for his writing on the late Middle Ages, especially The Waning of the Middle Ages 

(1919). 

hu·la (huùlN) also hu·la-hu·la (huÙlN-huùlN) n.  A Polynesian dance charac-

terized by undulating hips, miming movements of the arms and hands, and usu-

ally accompanied by rhythmic drumbeats and chants.  [Hawaiian.]

Hu·la-Hoop (huùlN-hupÙ)  A trademark used for a light plastic hoop that is 

whirled around the body for play or exercise by the movement of the hips. This 

trademark, which often occurs in print without a hyphen and in lowercase, also 



occurs in figurative extensions: “His eyes swell to the size of hula hoops” (Los Ange-

les Times). “Clearly some of the current campaigning against South Africa is a fad, 

a moral Hula Hoop” (George F. Will). 

hu·la-hu·la (huÙlN-huùlN) n.  Variant of hula. 
hulk (hƒlk) n.  1. Nautical. a. A heavy, unwieldy ship.  b. The hull of an old, 

unseaworthy, or wrecked ship.  c.  Often hulks. An old or unseaworthy ship used 

as a prison or warehouse.   2. One, such as a person or an object, that is bulky, 

clumsy, or unwieldy.   —  v.  intr. hulked, hulk·ing, hulks. 1. To appear as a 

massive or towering form; loom:  The big truck hulked out of the fog.  2. To move 

clumsily.  [Middle English, from Old English hulc, from Medieval Latin hulcus, 

probably from Greek holkas, merchant ship, ship that is towed, from helkein, to 

pull.]

hulk·ing (hƒlùkVng) also hulk·y (hƒlùkK) adj.  Unwieldy or bulky; massive. 

hull (hƒl) n.  1. a. The dry outer covering of a fruit, seed, or nut; a husk.  b. The 

enlarged calyx of a fruit, such as a strawberry, that is usually green and easily 

detached.   2. a. Nautical. The frame or body of a ship, exclusive of masts, 

engines, or superstructure.  b. The main body of various other large vehicles, 

such as a tank, an airship, or a flying boat.   3. The outer casing of a rocket, 

guided missile, or spaceship.   —  v.  tr. hulled, hull·ing, hulls. To remove the 

hulls of (fruit or seeds).  [Middle English hulle, husk, from Old English hulu. See 

kel-1 in Appendix.] —hullùer n. 

Hull (hƒl)  1. A city of southwest Quebec, Canada, opposite Ottawa, Ontario. It 

has a hydroelectric station and pulp, paper, and lumber mills. Population, 56,225.  

2.  Also King·ston-up·on-Hull (kVngùstNn-N-pmn-hƒlù, -pôn-). A borough of 

northeast-central England on the northern shore of the Humber estuary at the 

influx of the Hull River. Chartered in 1299, the city has been a major seaport 

since the late 1700’s. Population, 272,500. 

Hull (hƒl), Cordell. 1871-1955.  American public official who as secretary of 

state (1933-1944) laid the groundwork for the founding of the United Nations. 

Hull (hƒl), Isaac. 1773-1843.  American naval officer who commanded the Con-

stitution (known as “Old Ironsides”) during the War of 1812. 

Hull (hƒl), William. 1753-1825.  American general who surrendered Detroit to 

the British during the War of 1812. He was convicted of cowardice and sentenced 

to death but was pardoned by President James Madison. 

hul·la·ba·loo also hul·la·bal·loo (hƒlùN-bN-luÙ) n.  pl. hul·la·ba·loos. Great 

noise or excitement; uproar.  See Synonyms at noise.  [Alteration of obsolete 

hollo-ballo, probably from holla, hello. See HELLO.]

hul·lo (hN-loù) interj. , n.  & v.   Variant of hello. 
hum (hƒm) v.  hummed, hum·ming, hums.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To emit a con-

tinuous low droning sound like that of the speech sound (m) when prolonged.  

b. To emit the continuous droning sound of a bee on the wing; buzz.  c. To give 



forth a low, continuous drone blended of many sounds:  The avenue hummed 

with traffic.   2. To be in a state of busy activity.  3. To produce a tune without 

opening the lips or forming words.   —  v.  tr. To sing (a tune) without opening 

the lips or forming words.   —  n.  1. The sound produced by humming.  2. The 

act of humming.   —  interj.  Used to indicate hesitation, surprise, or displeasure.  

[Middle English hummen, of imitative origin.] —humùma·ble adj.  

—humùmer n. 

hu·man (hyuùmNn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of human beings:  

the course of human events; the human race.  2. Having or showing those positive 

aspects of nature and character that distinguish human beings from the lower 

animals:  an act of human kindness.  3. Subject to or indicative of the weaknesses, 

imperfections, and fragility associated with human beings:  a mistake that shows 

he’s only human; human frailty.  4. Having the form of a human being.  5. Made 

up of human beings:  formed a human bridge across the ice.   —  n.  A human 

being; a person.  [Middle English humain, from Old French, from Latin 

h7m7nus. See dhghem- in Appendix.] —huùman·hoodÙ n.  —huùman·ness 
n. 

human being (hyuùmNn bKùVng) n.  1. A member of the genus Homo and 

especially of the species H. sapiens.  2. A person:  a fine human being. 

human chorionic gonadotropin (hyuùmNn kôrÙK-mnùVk go-n4dÙN-

troùpVn) n.  Abbr. HCG A hormone produced by the placenta that maintains the 

corpus luteum during pregnancy. 

hu·mane (hyu-m7nù) adj.  1. Characterized by kindness, mercy, or compas-

sion:  a humane judge.  2. Marked by an emphasis on humanistic values and con-

cerns:  a humane education.  [Middle English humain, human. See HUMAN.] 
—hu·maneùly adv.  —hu·maneùness n.  

SYNONYMS: humane, compassionate, humanitarian, merciful. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “marked or motivated by concern with the

alleviation of suffering”: a humane physician; compassionate toward disadvantaged

people; released the prisoner for humanitarian reasons; is merciful to the repentant. 

ANTONYM: inhumane

human ecology (hyuùmNn V-kmlùN-jK) n.  See ecology. 
human engineering (hyuùmNn HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  See ergonomics (n., 

sense 2). 

human factors engineering (hyuùmNn f4kùtNrz HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  See 

ergonomics (n., sense 2). 

human im·mu·no·de·fi·cien·cy virus (hyuùmNn VmÙyN-no-dV-fVshù-Nn-

sK vXùrNs) n.  HIV. 



hu·man-in·ter·est (hyuùmNn-VnùtrVst, -tNr-Vst, -trHstÙ) adj.  Treating people 

and their problems, concerns, or achievements in such a way as to arouse the 

interest or sympathy of the reader or viewer:  a human-interest story. 

hu·man·ism (hyuùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. A system of thought that centers on 

human beings and their values, capacities, and worth.  2. Concern with the inter-

ests, needs, and welfare of human beings: “the newest flower on the vine of corpo-

rate humanism” (Savvy).  3. The study of the humanities; learning in the liberal 

arts.  4. Humanism. A cultural and intellectual movement of the Renaissance 

that emphasized secular concerns as a result of the rediscovery and study of the 

literature, art, and civilization of ancient Greece and Rome. 

hu·man·ist (hyuùmN-nVst) n.  1. A believer in the principles of humanism.  

2. One who is concerned with the interests and welfare of human beings.  3. a. A 

classical scholar.  b. A student of the liberal arts.   4. Humanist. A Renaissance 

scholar devoted to Humanism.   —huÙman·isùtic adj.  —huÙman·isùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

hu·man·i·tar·i·an (hyu-m4nÙV-târùK-Nn) n.  One who is devoted to the pro-

motion of human welfare and the advancement of social reforms; a philanthro-

pist.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a humanitarian or 

humanitarianism.  See Synonyms at humane. 
hu·man·i·tar·i·an·ism (hyu-m4nÙV-târùK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Concern for 

human welfare, especially as manifested through philanthropy.  2. The belief that 

the sole moral obligation of humankind is the improvement of human welfare.  

3. Theology. The doctrine holding that Jesus was human only and not divine. 

hu·man·i·ty (hyu-m4nùV-tK) n.  pl. hu·man·i·ties. 1. Human beings consid-

ered as a group; the human race.  2. The condition or quality of being human; 

humanness.  3. The quality of being humane; benevolence.  4. A humane charac-

teristic, attribute, or act.  5. humanities. a. The languages and literatures of 

ancient Greece and Rome; the classics.  b. Those branches of knowledge, such as 

philosophy, literature, and art, that are concerned with human thought and cul-

ture; the liberal arts.   [Middle English humanite, from Old French, from Latin 

h7m7nit7s, from h7m7nus, human. See HUMAN.]

hu·man·ize (hyuùmN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. hu·man·ized, hu·man·iz·ing, 
hu·man·iz·es. 1. To portray or endow with human characteristics or attributes; 

make human:  humanized the puppets with great skill.  2. To imbue with humane-

ness or human kindness; civilize:  acts of courtesy that humanize life in a big city.   
—huÙman·i·zaùtion (-mN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —huùman·izÙer n. 

hu·man·kind (hyuùmNn-kXndÙ) n.  The human race: “humankind’s God-given 

creativity” (New York Times). 

hu·man·ly (hyuùmNn-lK) adv.  1. In a human way.  2. Within the scope of 

human means, capabilities, or powers:  not humanly possible.  3. According to 

human experience or knowledge:  Humanly speaking, the recession was not severe. 



human nature (hyuùmNn n7ùchNr) n.  The sum of qualities and traits shared 

by all human beings. 

hu·man·oid (hyuùmN-noidÙ) adj.  Having human characteristics or form.   —  
n.  1. A being having human form: “humanoids from some far-flung planet” 

(Robert Brustein).  2.  See android. 
human resources (hyuùmNn rKùsôrÙsVz) pl.n.  1. (used with a pl. verb). The 

persons employed in a business or an organization; personnel.  2. (used with a 

sing. verb). The field of personnel recruitment and management. 

human rights (hyuùmNn rXts) pl.n.  The basic rights and freedoms to which 

all human beings are entitled, often held to include the right to life and liberty, 

freedom of thought and expression, and equality before the law. 

human T-cell lymphotropic virus I (hyuùmNn tKùsHlÙ lVmÙfN-troùpVk 

vXùrNs) n.  HTLV-I. 

human T-cell lymphotropic virus III (hyuùmNn tKùsHlÙ lVmÙfo-trmpùVk 

vXùrNs) n.  HTLV-III. 

Hum·ber (hƒmùbNr)  An estuary of the Trent and Ouse rivers in northeast-cen-

tral England. It is navigable for large vessels as far inland as Hull. 

hum·ble (hƒmùbNl) adj.  hum·bler, hum·blest. 1. Marked by meekness or 

modesty in behavior, attitude, or spirit; not arrogant or prideful.  2. Showing 

deferential or submissive respect:  a humble apology.  3. Low in rank, quality, or 

station; unpretentious or lowly:  a humble cottage.   —  v.  tr. hum·bled, 
hum·bling, hum·bles. 1. To curtail or destroy the pride of; humiliate.  2. To 

cause to be meek or modest in spirit.  3. To give a lower condition or station to; 

abase.  See Synonyms at degrade.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin humilis, low, lowly, from humus, ground. See dhghem- in Appendix.] 
—humùble·ness n.  —humùbler n.  —humùbly adv. 

hum·ble·bee (hƒmùbNl-bKÙ) n.  See bumblebee.  [Middle English humbulbe : 

possibly Middle Dutch hummel + Middle English be, bee, bee; see BEE
1.]

humble pie (hƒmùbNl pX) n.  A pie formerly made from the edible organs of a 

deer or hog.   —idiom. eat humble pie. To be forced to apologize abjectly or 

admit one’s faults in humiliating circumstances.  [Alteration (influenced by HUM-

BLE), of obsolete umble pie : Middle English umbles, edible animal organs (variant 

of numbles, from Norman French nombles, from Old French, loin of veal, proba-

bly from alteration of Latin lumbulus, diminutive of lumbus, loin) + PIE
1.]

Hum·boldt (hƒmùboltÙ, htmùbôltÙ), Baron (Friedrich Heinrich) Alex-
ander von. 1769-1859.  German naturalist and writer. His expedition to South 

America, Cuba, and Mexico (1799-1804) advanced the science of ecology. 

Hum·boldt (hƒmùboltÙ, htmùbôltÙ), Baron (Karl) Wilhelm von. 1767-

1835.  German philologist and diplomat known for exploring the relationship 

between language and culture and for his study of the Basque language. 



Hum·boldt Bay (hƒmùboltÙ b7)  A sheltered inlet of the Pacific Ocean in 

northwest California. 

Humboldt Current (hƒmùboltÙ kûrùNnt) n.  A cold ocean current of the 

South Pacific, flowing north along the western coast of South America.  Also 

called Peru Current [After Baron Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von HUM-

BOLDT.]

Humboldt Peak (hƒmùboltÙ pKk)  A mountain, 4,289.5 m (14,064 ft) high, in 

the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of south-central Colorado. 

Humboldt River (hƒmùboltÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in the mountains of north-

east Nevada and meandering about 467 km (290 mi) generally west and south-

west to the Humboldt Sink, a lake in western Nevada. The river was an 

important route for early settlers. 

hum·bug (hƒmùbƒgÙ) n.  1. Something intended to deceive; a hoax or fraud.  

2. A person who claims to be other than what he or she is; an impostor.  See Syn-

onyms at impostor.  3. Nonsense; rubbish.  4. Pretense; deception.   —  interj.  

Used to express disbelief or disgust.   —  v.  hum·bugged, hum·bug·ging, 
hum·bugs.  —  v.  tr. To deceive or trick.   —  v.  intr. To practice deception or 

trickery.  [Origin unknown.] —humùbugÙger n.  —humùbugÙger·y n. 

hum·ding·er (hƒmùdVngùNr) n.  Slang. One that is extraordinary or remarkable:  

a humdinger of a blizzard.  [Origin unknown.]

hum·drum (hƒmùdrƒmÙ) adj.  Lacking variety or excitement; dull.  See Syn-

onyms at boring. See Synonyms at dull.   —  n.  Monotonous talk or routine.  

[Probably from HUM.]

Hume (hyum), David. 1711-1776.  British philosopher and historian who 

argued that human knowledge arises only from sense experience. His works 

include A Treatise of Human Nature (1739-1740) and Political Discourses (1752). 

hu·mec·tant (hyu-mHkùtNnt) n.  A substance that promotes retention of mois-

ture.   —  adj.  Promoting retention of moisture.  [From Latin h7mect7ns, 

h7mect7nt- present participle of h7mect7re, to moisten, from h7mectus, moist, 

from h7mKre, to be moist.]

hu·mer·al (hyuùmNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or located in the region of the 

humerus or the shoulder.  2. Relating to or being a body part analogous to the 

humerus. 

humeral veil (hyuùmNr-Nl v7l) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A vestment resem-

bling a shawl worn over the shoulders by a subdeacon during High Mass and by a 

priest when holding the monstrance. 

hu·mer·us (hyuùmNr-Ns) n.  pl. hu·mer·i (-mN-rXÙ). The long bone of the arm 

or forelimb, extending from the shoulder to the elbow.  [Latin, upper arm.]

hu·mic (hyuùmVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or derived from humus. 



hu·mid (hyuùmVd) adj.  Containing or characterized by a high amount of water 

or water vapor:  humid air; a humid evening.  See Synonyms at wet.  [Latin 

h7midus, from h7mKre, to be moist.] —huùmid·ly adv. 

hu·mid·i·fi·er (hyu-mVdùN-fXÙNr) n.  A device for increasing the humidity in a 

room, greenhouse, or other enclosure. 

hu·mid·i·fy (hyu-mVdùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. hu·mid·i·fied, hu·mid·i·fy·ing, 
hu·mid·i·fies. To make humid.   —hu·midÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

hu·mid·i·stat (hyu-mVdùV-st4tÙ) n.  An instrument designed to indicate or 

control the relative humidity of the air.  Also called hygrostat 

hu·mid·i·ty (hyu-mVdùV-tK) n.  Abbr. H 1. Dampness, especially of the air.  

2. Relative humidity.  [Middle English humidite, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin h7midit7s, from Latin h7midus, humid. See HUMID.]

hu·mi·dor (hyuùmV-dôrÙ) n.  A container designed for storing cigars or other 

tobacco products at a constant level of humidity.  [HUMID + -OR
1.]

hu·mil·i·ate (hyu-mVlùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. hu·mil·i·at·ed, hu·mil·i·at·ing, 
hu·mil·i·ates. To lower the pride, dignity, or self-respect of.  See Synonyms at 

degrade.  [Late Latin humili7re, humili7t-, to humble, from humilis, humble. 

See HUMBLE.]

hu·mil·i·a·tion (hyu-mVlÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of humiliating; degradation.  

2. The state of being humiliated or disgraced; shame.  3. A humiliating condition 

or circumstance. 

hu·mil·i·ty (hyu-mVlùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being humble.  [Mid-

dle English humilite, from Old French, from Late Latin humilit7s, from humilis, 

humble. See HUMBLE.]

hum·ming·bird (hƒmùVng-bûrdÙ) n.  Any of numerous New World birds of 

the family Trochilidae, usually very small in size and having brilliant, iridescent 

plumage, a long slender bill, and wings capable of beating very rapidly, thereby 

enabling the bird to hover. 

hum·mock (hƒmùNk) n.  1. A low mound or ridge of earth; a knoll.  2.  Also 

ham·mock (h4mùNk). A tract of forested land that rises above an adjacent marsh 

in the southern United States.  3. A ridge or hill of ice in an ice field.  [Origin 

unknown.] —humùmock·y adj. 

hum·mus also hum·us  or hom·mos (htmùNs, hƒmù-) n.  A smooth, thick 

mixture of mashed chickpeas, tahini, oil, lemon juice, and garlic, used especially 

as a dip for pita.  [Arabic Uummu}, chickpea.]

hu·mon·gous (hyu-mmngùgNs, -mƒngù-)  or hu·mun·gous (-mƒngù-) adj.  

Slang. Extremely large; enormous: “humongous baked potatoes piled high with sour 

cream” (Boston Globe).  [Perhaps blend of HUGE, and MONSTROUS  or TREMEN-

DOUS.]

hu·mor (hyuùmNr) n.  1. The quality that makes something laughable or amus-

ing; funniness:  could not see the humor of the situation.  2. That which is intended 



to induce laughter or amusement:  a writer skilled at crafting humor.  3. The abil-

ity to perceive, enjoy, or express what is amusing, comical, incongruous, or 

absurd.  See Synonyms at wit1.  4. One of the four fluids of the body, blood, 

phlegm, choler, and black bile, whose relative proportions were thought in 

ancient physiology to determine a person’s disposition and general health.  

5. Physiology. a. A body fluid, such as blood, lymph, or bile.  b. Aqueous humor.  

c. Vitreous humor.   6. A person’s characteristic disposition or temperament:  a 

boy of sullen humor.  7. An often temporary state of mind; a mood:  I’m in no 

humor to argue.  8. a. A sudden, unanticipated whim.  See Synonyms at mood1.  
b. Capricious or peculiar behavior.    —  v.  tr. hu·mored, hu·mor·ing, 
hu·mors. 1. To comply with the wishes or ideas of; indulge.  2. To adapt or 

accommodate oneself to.  See Synonyms at pamper.  —idiom. out of humor. 
In a bad mood; irritable.  [Middle English, fluid, from Old French umor, from 

Latin 7mor.]

hu·mor·al (hyuùmNr-Nl) adj.  1. Physiology. Relating to bodily fluids, especially 

serum.  2. Relating to or arising from any of the bodily humors. 

humoral immunity (hyuùmNr-Nl V-myuùnV-tK) n.  The component of the 

immune response involving the transformation of B-lymphocytes into plasma 

cells that produce and secrete antibodies to a specific antigen. 

hu·mor·esque (hyuÙmN-rHskù) n.  Music. A whimsical or light-spirited com-

position.  [German Humoreske, from Humor, humor, from English HUMOR.]

hu·mor·ist (hyuùmNr-Vst) n.  1. A person with a good sense of humor.  2. A 

performer or writer of humorous material. 

hu·mor·less (hyuùmNr-lVs) adj.  1. Lacking a sense of humor.  2. Said or done 

without humor: “She winked at me, but it was humorless; a wink of warning” (Tru-

man Capote).   —huùmor·less·ly adv.  —huùmor·less·ness n. 

hu·mor·ous (hyuùmNr-Ns) adj.  1. Full of or characterized by humor; funny:  a 

humorous story.  2. Employing or showing humor; witty:  a humorous writer.  

3. Archaic. Given to moods or whims; capricious.  4. Obsolete. Damp; moist.   
—huùmor·ous·ly adv.  —huùmor·ous·ness n. 

hu·mour (hyuùmNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of humor. 
hump (hƒmp) n.  1. A rounded mass or protuberance, such as the fleshy struc-

ture on the back of a camel or of some cattle.  2. A deformity of the back in 

human beings caused by an abnormal convex curvature of the upper spine.  

3. a. A low mound of earth; a hummock.  b. A mountain range.   4. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A fit of depression; an emotional slump.   —  v.  humped, hump·ing, 
humps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bend or round into a hump; arch.  2. Slang. a. To exert 

(oneself).  b. To carry, especially on the back.   3. Vulgar Slang. To engage in sex-

ual intercourse with.   —  v.  intr. 1. Slang. To exert oneself.  2. Slang. To hurry.  

3. Vulgar Slang. To engage in sexual intercourse.   —idiom. over the hump. 



Past the worst or most difficult part or stage:  At last I’m over the hump on my term 

paper.  [Probably of Low German origin.] —humped (hƒmpt) adj. 

hump·back (hƒmpùb4kÙ) n.  1.  See hunchback (n., sense 1).  2. A humped 

upper back.  3. A humpback whale.   —humpùbackedÙ adj. 

humpback salmon (hƒmpùb4kÙ s4mùNn) n.  See pink salmon. 
humpback whale (hƒmpùb4kÙ hw7l) n.  A baleen whale (Megaptera 

novaengliae) having a rounded back and long, knobby flippers. Humpback 

whales communicate using complex, distinctive songs that identify individuals 

and play an important role in mating. 

Hum·per·dinck (htmùpNr-dVngkÙ, hƒmù-), Engelbert. 1854-1921.  German 

composer who wrote the fairy tale opera Hansel and Gretel (1893). 

humph (hƒmf, hNmf) interj.  Used to express doubt, displeasure, or contempt. 

Hum·phrey (hƒmùfrK, hƒmpù-), Duke of Gloucester and Earl of Pembroke. 

1391-1447.  English prince and book collector who was arrested for high treason 

(1447) and died in prison. He contributed the first books to the library at Oxford 

University. 

Hum·phrey (hƒmùfrK, hƒmpù-), Doris. 1895-1958.  American dancer and cho-

reographer known for developing techniques of fall and recovery. 

Hum·phrey (hƒmùfrK, hƒmpù-), Hubert Horatio. 1911-1978.  Vice President 

of the United States (1965-1969) under Lyndon Johnson. He ran unsuccessfully 

for the presidency in 1968. 

Hum·phreys Peak (hƒmùfrKzÙ pKk, hƒmpù-)  A mountain, 3,853.1 m (12,633 

ft) high, in the San Francisco Peaks of north-central Arizona. It is the highest 

point in the state. 

hump·y (hƒmùpK) adj.  hump·i·er, hump·i·est. 1. Covered with or containing 

humps.  2. Resembling a hump. 

hu·mun·gous (hyu-mƒngùgNs) adj.  Slang. Variant of humongous. 
hu·mus1 (hyuùmNs) n.  A brown or black organic substance consisting of par-

tially or wholly decayed vegetable or animal matter that provides nutrients for 

plants and increases the ability of soil to retain water.  [Latin, soil. See dhghem- 
in Appendix.]

hum·us2 (htmùNs, hƒmù-) n.  Variant of hummus. 
Hun (hƒn) n.  1. A member of a nomadic pastoralist people who invaded Europe 

in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. and were defeated in 455.  2.  Often hun. A 

barbarous or destructive person.  3. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for a German, especially a German soldier in World War I.  [From Late Latin 

HunnX, the Huns, from Turki Hunyü.]

Hu·nan (huùnänù)  A province of southeast-central China. Under Chinese rule 

since the third century B.C., the province is noted for its timber and mineral 

resources. Changsha is the capital. Population, 56,220,000. 



hunch (hƒnch) n.  1. An intuitive feeling or a premonition:  had a hunch that he 

would lose.  2. A hump.  3. A lump or chunk.   —  v.  hunched, hunch·ing, 
hunch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bend or draw up into a hump:  I hunched my shoulders 

against the wind.  2. To push or shove.   —  v.  intr. 1. To assume a crouched or 

cramped posture:  The cat hunched in a corner.  2. To thrust oneself forward.  

[Origin unknown.]

hunch·back (hƒnchùb4kÙ) n.  1. An individual whose back is hunched due to 

abnormal convex curvature of the upper spine.  Also called humpback 2. An 

abnormally curved or hunched back.  3. Kyphosis.   —hunchùbackedÙ adj. 

hun·dred (hƒnùdrVd) n.  pl. hundred or hun·dreds. Abbr. h., H. 1. The cardi-

nal number equal to 10 ∞ 10 or 102.  2. The number in the third position left of 

the decimal point in an Arabic numeral.  3. A note of currency worth 100 dollars.  

4. hundreds. The numbers between 100 and 999:  an attendance figure estimated 

in the hundreds.  5. An administrative division of some counties in England and 

the United States.  [Middle English, from Old English. See dekc in Appendix.] 
—hunùdred adj. 

hun·dredth (hƒnùdrVdth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 100 

in a series.  2. One of 100 equal parts.   —hunùdredth adj. 

hun·dred·weight (hƒnùdrVd-w7tÙ) n.  pl. hundredweight or 

hun·dred·weights. Abbr. cwt., cwt 1. A unit of weight in the U.S. Customary 

System equal to 100 pounds (45.36 kilograms).  Also called cental, short hundred-

weight.  2. A unit of weight in the British Imperial System equal to 112 pounds 

(50.80 kilograms).  Also called quintal 

Hun·e·ker (hƒnùV-kNr), James Gibbons. 1860-1921.  American musician and 

critic who gained a wide following with his incisive critiques of music, drama, 

and literature, which appeared in a number of New York newspapers. 

hung (hƒng) v.  Past tense and a past participle of hang. See Usage Note at 

hang. 
Hung. abbr.  Hungarian; Hungary. 

Hun·gar·i·an (hƒng-gârùK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Hung. Of or relating to Hungary or 

its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Hungary.  

2. The Finno-Ugric language of the Magyars that is the official language of Hun-

gary. In this sense, also calledMagyar 

Hun·ga·ry (hƒngùgN-rK) Abbr. Hung.  A country of central Europe. Hungary 

became an independent kingdom under Saint Stephen (ruled 997?-1038). It 

passed to the Turks after 1526 and was later divided between the Ottoman Empire 

and Austria, subsequently becoming part of the dual monarchy of Austria-Hun-

gary from 1867 until 1918, when it achieved independence again. A Communist 

regime was established in 1949 and with the aid of the U.S.S.R. suppressed a 

counterrevolutionary uprising in 1956. A new constitution, guaranteeing free 



multiparty elections, was adopted in 1989. Budapest is the capital and the largest 

city. Population, 10,657,000. 

hun·ger (hƒngùgNr) n.  1. a. A strong desire or need for food.  b. The discom-

fort, weakness, or pain caused by a prolonged lack of food.   2. A strong desire or 

craving:  a hunger for affection.   —  v.  hun·gered, hun·ger·ing, hun·gers.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To have a need or desire for food.  2. To have a strong desire or 

craving.  See Synonyms at yearn.   —  v.  tr. To cause to experience hunger; make 

hungry.  [Middle English, from Old English hungor.]

hunger strike (hƒngùgNr strXk) n.  A voluntary fast undertaken as a means of 

protest, as by a prisoner.   —hunger striker n. 

hung jury (hƒng jtrùK) n.  Law. A jury that is unable to agree on a verdict. 

Hung·nam (htngùnämù)  A city of east-central North Korea on the Sea of 

Japan north-northeast of Seoul, South Korea. Heavily bombed in the Korean War, 

it is now an industrial center. Population, 260,000. 

hung-over also hung over  or hung·o·ver (hƒngùoùvNr) adj.  Suffering from 

a hangover. 

hun·gry (hƒngùgrK) adj.  hun·gri·er, hun·gri·est. 1. Experiencing a desire or 

need for food.  2. Extremely desirous; avid:  hungry for recognition.  

3. Characterized by or expressing hunger or craving:  hungry eyes.  4. Lacking 

richness or fertility:  hungry soil.  [Middle English hungri, from Old English hun-

grig, from hungor, hunger.] —hunùgri·ly adv.  —hunùgri·ness n. 

Hung·shui He (htngùshw7ù hœ)  See Hongshui He. 
hung up (hƒng ƒp) adj.  Informal. 1. Delayed; hindered:  motorists hung up in 

traffic.  2.  Also hung-up (hƒngùƒpù). Anxious; nervous:  He got hung up on the 

details. She was all hung-up before the interview.  3. Over involved or preoccupied:  

a teenager hung up on the latest fashions. 

hunk (hƒngk) n.  1. Informal. A large piece; a chunk:  a hunk of fresh bread.  

2. Slang. A sexually attractive man with a well-developed physique.  [Perhaps 

from Flemish hunke, a piece of food.]

hun·ker (hƒngùkNr) v.  intr. hun·kered, hun·ker·ing, hun·kers. 1. To squat 

close to the ground; crouch:  hunkered down to avoid the icy wind.  2. To hold 

stubbornly to a position: “As the White House hunkered down, G.O.P. congressional 

unity started crumbling” (Time).   —  n.   also hunkers The haunches.  [Perhaps 

of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse hokra, to crouch.]

Hunk·pa·pa (hƒngkùpäÙpä) n.  pl. Hunkpapa or Hunk·pa·pas. 1. A Native 

American people constituting a subdivision of the Teton Sioux, formerly inhabit-

ing an area from the western Dakotas to southeast Montana, with a present-day 

population along the border between North and South Dakota. The Hunkpapa 

figured prominently in the resistance to white encroachment on the northern 

Great Plains.  2. A member of this people. 



hun·ky (hƒngùkK) n.  pl. hun·kies. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for a person, especially a laborer, from east-central Europe.  [Probably alteration 

of BOHUNK.]

hun·ky-do·ry (hƒngÙkK-dôrùK, -dorùK) adj.  Slang. Perfectly satisfactory; fine.  

[Probably alteration of hunky, safe, all right, from obsolete hunk, goal, home in a 

game, from Dutch honk, from Frisian hunk.]

Hun·nish (hƒnùVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the Huns.  2.  
Often hunnish. Barbarous; destructive.   —Hunùnish·ness n. 

hunt (hƒnt) v.  hunt·ed, hunt·ing, hunts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pursue (game) for 

food or sport.  2. To search through (an area) for prey:  hunted the ridges.  3. To 

make use of (hounds, for example) in pursuing game.  4. To pursue intensively so 

as to capture or kill:  hunted down the escaped convict.  5. To seek out; search for.  

See Synonyms at seek.  6. To drive out forcibly, especially by harassing; chase 

away:  hunted the newcomers out of town.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pursue game.  2. To 

make a search; seek.  3. Aerospace. a. To yaw back and forth about a flight path, as 

if seeking a new direction or another angle of attack. Used of an aircraft, a rocket, 

or a space vehicle.  b. To rotate up and down or back and forth without being 

deflected by the pilot. Used of a control surface or a rocket motor in gimbals.   

4. Engineering. a. To oscillate about a selected value. Used of a machine, an 

instrument, or a system.  b. To swing back and forth; oscillate. Used of an indica-

tor on a display or an instrument panel.    —  n.  1. The act or sport of hunting:  

an enthusiast for the hunt.  2. a. A hunting expedition or outing, usually with 

horses and hounds.  b. Those taking part in such an expedition or outing.   3. A 

diligent search or pursuit:  on a hunt for cheap gas.  [Middle English hunten, from 

Old English huntian.]

Hunt (hƒnt), Harriot Kezia. 1805-1875.  American physician and reformer 

who emphasized prevention and education for the maintenance of health. 

Hunt (hƒnt), (James Henry) Leigh. 1784-1859.  British writer and editor of 

the Examiner (1806-1821). He is known for his essays defending romanticism. 

Hunt (hƒnt), Richard Morris. 1827-1895.  American architect who supervised 

an addition to the Louvre in Paris and designed an extension of the U.S. Capitol 

(1855) as well as the base of the Statue of Liberty. 

Hunt (hƒnt), Ward. 1810-1886.  American jurist who served as an associate jus-

tice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1873-1882). 

Hunt (hƒnt), (William) Holman. 1827-1910.  British painter who with Rossetti 

and Millais founded the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. His works include The 

Light of the World (1854) and The Scapegoat (1856). 

Hunt (hƒnt), William Morris. 1824-1879.  American painter who brought the 

painting of the French Barbizon school to the attention of American artists and 

collectors. 



hunt-and-peck (hƒntùNn-pHkù) n.  A slow method of typing in which an 

untrained typist seeks out each key before striking it. 

hunt·er (hƒnùtNr) n.  1. One who hunts game.  2. A dog bred or trained for use 

in hunting.  3. A horse, typically a strong fast jumper, that has been bred or 

trained for use in hunting.  4. One who searches for or seeks something:  a trea-

sure hunter. 

Hun·ter (hƒnùtNr), John. 1728-1793.  British surgeon who founded pathologi-

cal anatomy in England. 

Hun·ter (hƒnùtNr), Robert Mercer Taliaferro. 1809-1887.  American politi-

cian who served as Confederate secretary of state (1861-1862) and as a member 

of the Confederate senate (1862-1865). 

hunt·er-gath·er·er (hƒnùtNr-g4thùNr-Nr) n.  A member of a primitive people 

subsisting in the wild on food obtained by hunting and foraging. 

hunt·er’s moon (hƒnùtNrz mun) n.  The first full moon following the harvest 

moon. 

hunt·ing (hƒnùtVng) n.  1. The activity or sport of pursuing game.  2. The act of 

conducting a search for something:  house hunting.  3. Electronics. The periodic 

variation in speed of a synchronous motor with respect to the current. 

Hun·ting·ton (hƒnùtVng-tNn)  1. A city of northeast Indiana southwest of Fort 

Wayne. It is a trade and industrial center. Population, 16,389.  2. A city of western 

West Virginia on the Ohio River west of Charleston. Founded in 1871 as a rail-

road terminus, it has glass and chemical industries. Population, 54,844. 

Hun·ting·ton (hƒnùtVng-tNn), Collis Potter. 1821-1900.  American transpor-

tation executive who built the western section of the first U.S. transcontinental 

railroad (completed 1869). 

Hun·ting·ton (hƒnùtVng-tNn), Samuel. 1731-1796.  American Revolutionary 

leader. He was president of the Continental Congress (1779-1781 and 1783), a 

signer of the Declaration of Independence, and governor of Connecticut (1786-

1796). 

Huntington Beach (hƒnùtVng-tNn bKch)  A city of southern California on the 

Pacific Ocean southeast of Long Beach. Aerospace, metallurgical, and food-pro-

cessing industries are important to its economy. Population, 181,519. 

Huntington Park (hƒnùtVng-tNn pärk)  A city of southern California, a resi-

dential and industrial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 56,065. 

Hun·ting·ton’s chorea (hƒnùtVng-tNnz kô-rKùN) n.  A rare inherited disease 

of the central nervous system characterized by progressive dementia, abnormal 

posture, and involuntary movements. The typical age of onset is between 30 and 

50 years.  Also called Huntington’s disease [After George Huntington (1851?-

1916), American physician.]



Huntington Station (hƒnùtVng-tNn st7ùshNn)  A community of southeast 

New York on the northern shore of western Long Island. It is chiefly residential 

with varied light industries. Population, 28,247. 

hunt·ress (hƒnùtrVs) n.  A woman who hunts. 

hunts·man (hƒntsùmNn) n.  1. A man who hunts.  2. A man who manages the 

hounds in the hunting field. 

Hunts·ville (hƒntsùvVlÙ)  1. A city of northern Alabama east-northeast of Deca-

tur. Settled in 1805, it is a major center for space research. Population, 159,789.  

2. A city of east-central Texas north of Houston. Sam Houston’s gravesite and 

restored home are here. Population, 27,925. 

Hu·nya·di  or Hu·nya·dy (htnùyä-dK, -yô-), János. 1387?-1456.  Hungarian 

general and nationalist leader who fought to protect Hungary from Turkish con-

quest (1437-1456). 

Hu·on Gulf (hyuùNn gƒlf, -mn)  An inlet of the Solomon Sea on the eastern 

coast of New Guinea. 

Hu·pei  or Hu·peh (huùp7ù, hüù-)  See Hubei. 
hur·dle (hûrùdl) n.  1. Sports. a. A light, portable barrier over which competi-

tors must leap in certain races.  b. hurdles. A race in which a series of such barri-

ers must be jumped without the competitors’ breaking their stride.   2. An 

obstacle or difficulty to be overcome:  the last hurdle before graduation.  3. Chiefly 

British. A portable framework made of intertwined branches or wattle and used 

for temporary fencing.  4. Chiefly British. A frame or sledge on which con-

demned persons were dragged to execution.   —  v.  hur·dled, hur·dling, 
hur·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To leap over (a barrier) in or as if in a race.  2. To over-

come or deal with successfully; surmount:  hurdle a problem.   —  v.  intr. To leap 

over a barrier or other obstacle.  [Middle English hurdel, portable panel for tem-

porary fences, from Old English hyrdel.] —hurùdler n. 

hur·dy-gur·dy (hûrÙdK-gûrùdK, hûrùdK-gûrÙdK) n.  pl. hur·dy-gur·dies. 
Music. 1. A medieval stringed instrument played by turning a rosined wheel with 

a crank and depressing keys connected to tangents on the strings.  2. Any instru-

ment, such as a barrel organ, played by turning a crank.  [Probably imitative.]

hurl (hûrl) v.  hurled, hurl·ing, hurls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw with great force; 

fling.  See Synonyms at throw.  2. To send with great vigor; thrust:  hurled the 

army against the enemy.  3. To throw down; overthrow.  4. To utter vehemently:  

hurled insults at the speaker.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move with great speed, force, or 

violence; hurtle.  2. To throw something with force.  3. Baseball. To pitch the ball.  

[Middle English hurlen.] —hurl n.  —hurlùer n. 

Hur·ley (hûrùlK), Patrick Jay. 1883-1963.  American public official and diplo-

mat who served as U.S. ambassador to China (1944-1945). 

hurl·ing (hûrùlVng) n.  Sports. An Irish game resembling lacrosse played with a 

broad-bladed, netless stick. 



hur·ly-bur·ly (hûrÙlK-bûrùlK) n.  pl. hur·ly-bur·lies. Noisy confusion; tumult.  

[Alteration and reduplication of hurling, gerund of HURL.]

Hur·ok (hytrùmkÙ), Solomon. Known as “Sol.” 1888-1974.  Russian-born 

American impresario who sponsored a number of concert series in New York 

City. 

Hu·ron (hytrùNn, -mnÙ) n.  pl. Huron or Hu·rons. 1. a. A Native American 

confederacy formerly inhabiting southeast Ontario around Lake Simcoe, with 

small present-day populations in Quebec and northeast Oklahoma, where they 

are known as Wyandot. The Huron traded extensively throughout eastern Canada 

until the confederacy was destroyed by war with the Iroquois in the mid-17th 

century.  b. A member of this confederacy.   2. The Iroquoian language of the 

Huron.  [French, boor, Huron, from Old French hure, bristling hair.]

Huron, Lake.  The second largest of the Great Lakes, between southeast Ontario, 

Canada, and eastern Michigan. Part of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway sys-

tem, it is navigable for oceangoing vessels, although winter ice in the shallower 

sections impedes free passage. Samuel de Champlain first sighted the lake in 

1615. 

hur·rah (ht-räù, -rôù, hN-) also hoo·ray  or hur·ray (-r7ù) interj.  Used as an 

exclamation of pleasure, approval, elation, or victory.   —  n.  1. A shout of “hur-

rah.”  2. Excitement; fanfare.   —  v.  hur·rahed also hoo·rayed, hur·rah·ing 

also hoo·ray·ing, hur·rahs also hoo·rays.  —  v.  tr. To applaud, cheer, or 

approve (someone or something) by shouting “hurrah.”   —  v.  intr. To shout 

“hurrah.”  [Alteration of HUZZAH.]

hur·ri·cane (hûrùV-k7nÙ, hƒrù-) n.  1. A severe tropical cyclone originating in 

the equatorial regions of the Atlantic Ocean or Caribbean Sea, traveling north, 

northwest, or northeast from its point of origin, and usually involving heavy 

rains.  2. A wind with a speed greater than 74 miles (119 kilometers) per hour, 

according to the Beaufort scale.  3. Something resembling a hurricane in force or 

speed.  [Spanish huracán, from Carib huracan; furacan.]

hurricane deck (hûrùV-k7nÙ dHk) n.  Nautical. The upper deck on a passenger 

steamship. 

hurricane lamp (hûrùV-k7nÙ l4mp) n.  A lamp with a candle, an oiled wick, or 

an electric bulb protected by a glass chimney. 

hur·ried (hûrùKd, hƒrù-) adj.  1. a. Moving or acting rapidly.  b. Required to 

move or act more rapidly; rushed.   2. Done in great haste:  a hurried tour.   
—hurùried·ly adv.  —hurùried·ness n. 

hur·ry (hûrùK, hƒrù-) v.  hur·ried, hur·ry·ing, hur·ries.  —  v.  intr. To move or 

act with speed or haste.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to move or act with speed or haste:  

hurried the children to school.  2. To cause to move or act with undue haste; rush:  

was hurried into marriage.  3. To speed the progress or completion of; expedite.  

See Synonyms at speed.   —  n.  pl. hur·ries. 1. The act or an instance of hurry-



ing; hastened progress.  2. Activity or motion that is often unduly hurried; haste.  

See Synonyms at haste.  3. The need or wish to hurry; a condition of urgency:  

in no hurry to leave.  [Possibly Middle English horien, perhaps variant of harien, to 

harass. See HARRY.] —hurùri·er n. 

hur·ry-scur·ry also hur·ry-skur·ry (hûrÙK-skûrùK, hƒrÙK-skƒrùK) v.  intr. 

hur·ry-scur·ried, hur·ry-scur·ry·ing, hur·ry-scur·ries. To move or act with 

undue hurry and confusion.   —  n.  pl. hur·ry-scur·ries. Confused haste; agita-

tion.  [Reduplication of HURRY.]

Hurst (hûrst)  A city of northeast Texas, an industrial and residential suburb of 

Fort Worth. Population, 33,574. 

Hurst (hûrst), Sir Cecil James Barrington. 1870-1963.  British jurist who 

served as a judge of the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague 

(1929-1946) and president of the court (1934-1936). 

Hurst (hûrst), Fannie. 1889-1968.  American writer whose sentimental novels 

include Lummox (1923) and Back Street (1931). 

Hur·ston (hûrùstNn), Zora Neale. 1901?-1960.  American writer. In her several 

books and novels, including Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937), she gives 

detailed and sensitive accounts of Black life in the South. 

hurt (hûrt) v.  hurt, hurt·ing, hurts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause physical damage or 

pain to; injure.  2. To cause mental or emotional suffering to; distress.  3. To 

damage or impair:  The bad publicity has hurt the candidate’s chances for victory.  

See Synonyms at injure.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have or produce a feeling of physical 

pain or discomfort:  My leg hurts.  2. a. To cause distress or damage:  Parental 

neglect hurts.  b. To have an adverse effect: “It never hurt to have a friend at court” 

(Tom Clancy).   3. Informal. To experience distress, especially of a financial kind; 

be in need: “Even in a business that’s hurting there’s always a guy who can make a 

buck” (New York).   —  n.  1. Something that hurts; a pain, an injury, or a wound.  

2. Mental suffering; anguish:  getting over the hurt of reading the letter.  3. A 

wrong; harm:  What hurt have you done to them?  [Middle English hurten, possibly 

from Old French hurter, to bang into, perhaps of Germanic origin.] —hurtùer n. 

hurt·ful (hûrtùfNl) adj.  Causing injury or suffering; damaging.   —hurtùful·ly 
adv.  —hurtùful·ness n. 

Hürth (hürt)  A city of west-central Germany south-southeast of Cologne. It is 

an industrial center in a coal-mining area. Population, 50,437. 

hur·tle (hûrùtl) v.  hur·tled, hur·tling, hur·tles.  —  v.  intr. To move with or 

as if with great speed and a rushing noise:  an express train that hurtled past.   —  
v.  tr. To fling with great force; hurl.  [Middle English hurtlen, to collide, frequen-

tative of hurten, to knock against, damage. See HURT.]

hurt·less (hûrtùlVs) adj.  1. Causing no hurt; harmless.  2. Having no hurt; 

unhurt. 

Hus (hƒs, hts), Jan.  See John Huss. 



Hu·sain  or Hu·sayn (hu-s7nù)  See Hussein. 
hus·band (hƒzùbNnd) n.  Abbr. h., H. 1. A man joined to a woman in marriage; 

a male spouse.  2. Chiefly British. A manager or steward, as of a household.  

3. Archaic. A prudent, thrifty manager.   —  v.  tr. hus·band·ed, hus·band·ing, 
hus·bands. 1. To use sparingly or economically; conserve:  husband one’s energy.  

2. Archaic. To find a husband for.  [Middle English huseband, from Old English 

h7sbonda, from Old Norse h7sbondi : h7s, house + bondi, b7andi, householder, 

present participle of b7a, to dwell; see bheuN- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: We gain an insight into the history of the word husband by

considering the Old English word h7sbonde, meaning “the mistress of a house.”

If h7sbonde had survived into Modern English, husband, its modern form, would

have been very ambiguous. The fact that h7sbonde could mean “mistress of a

house” helps us see the elements that make up the Old English ancestor of our

word husband. H7s corresponds to house. The element -bonde is the feminine

form of -bonda, the second element of Old English h7sbonda. The entire Old En-

glish word is a borrowing of the Old Icelandic word h7sbondi, meaning “the mas-

ter of a house.” The second element in h7sbondi, bondi, means “a man who has

land and stock” and comes from the verb b7a, meaning “to live, dwell, have a

household.” The master of the house was of course usually the spouse of a wife

as well, and it would seem that our main current sense of husband arises from

this overlap.

hus·band·man (hƒzùbNnd-mNn) n.  One whose occupation is husbandry; a 

farmer. 

hus·band·ry (hƒzùbNn-drK) n.  1. a. The act or practice of cultivating crops 

and breeding and raising livestock; agriculture.  b. The application of scientific 

principles to agriculture, especially to animal breeding.   2. Careful management 

or conservation of resources; economy.  [Middle English husbondri, from huse-

band, husband. See HUSBAND.]

Hu·sein ibn-A·li (hu-s7nù VbÙNn-ä-lKù), 1856?-1931.  Arabian political and 

religious leader who led a revolt against the Turks and proclaimed himself king of 

Hejaz (1916). He was forced to abdicate in 1924. 

hush (hƒsh) v.  hushed, hush·ing, hush·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make silent or 

quiet.  2. To calm; soothe.  3. To keep from public knowledge; suppress mention 

of. Often used with up:  tried to hush up the damaging details.   —  v.  intr. To be or 

become silent or still.   —  n.  A silence or stillness, especially after noise.   —  adj.  

Archaic. Silent; quiet.  [Probably back-formation from Middle English husht, 

silent, of imitative origin.]

hush-hush (hƒshùhƒshÙ) adj.  Informal. Secret; confidential. 



Hu Shi also Hu Shih (huù shœù), 1891-1962.  Chinese philosopher and diplo-

mat. As a philosophy professor he promoted vernacular literature to replace writ-

ing in the classical style. He was also ambassador to the United States (1938-1942) 

and the United Nations (1957). 

hush money (hƒsh mƒnùK) n.  Informal. A bribe paid to keep something 

secret. 

hush·pup·py  or hush puppy (hƒshùpƒpÙK) n.  A small, round or slightly 

oblong cake of cornmeal fried in deep fat.  [Origin unknown.]

husk (hƒsk) n.  1. The outer membranous or green envelope of some fruits or 

seeds, as that of a walnut or an ear of corn.  2. A shell or outer covering, especially 

when considered worthless.  3. A framework serving as a support.   —  v.  tr. 

husked, husk·ing, husks. To remove the husk from.  [Middle English proba-

bly akin to hose, stocking, sheath. See HOSE.] —huskùer n. 

hus·kie (hƒsùkK) n.  Variant of husky3. 
husk·ing bee (hƒsùkVng bK) n.  See cornhusking (n., sense 2). 

husk tomato (hƒsk tN-m7ùto) n.  See ground cherry. 
husk·y1 (hƒsùkK) adj.  husk·i·er, husk·i·est. 1. Hoarse or rough in quality:  a 

voice husky with emotion.  2. a. Resembling a husk.  b. Containing husks.   [From 

HUSK.] —huskùi·ly adv. 

husk·y2 (hƒsùkK) adj.  husk·i·er, husk·i·est. 1. Strongly built; burly.  2. Heavily 

built:  clothing sizes for husky boys.   —  n.  pl. husk·ies. A husky person.  [Per-

haps from HUSK.]

hus·ky3 also hus·kie (hƒsùkK) n.  pl. hus·kies. 1.  Often Husky  or Huskie. A 

dog of a breed developed in Siberia for pulling sleds and having a dense, variously 

colored coat.  Also called Siberian husky 2. A similar dog of Arctic origin.  [Prob-

ably from shortening and alteration of ESKIMO.]

Huss  or Hus (hƒs, hts), John or Jan. 1372?-1415.  Czechoslovakian religious 

reformer who was excommunicated (1409) for attacking the corruption of the 

clergy. His De Ecclesia questioned the authority and infallibility of the Catholic 

Church. 

hus·sar (hN-zärù, -särù) n.  1. A horseman of the Hungarian light cavalry orga-

nized during the 15th century.  2. A member of any of similar, ornately uni-

formed European units of light cavalry.  [Hungarian huszár, from Serbian husar, 

highwayman, from Old Italian corsaro. See CORSAIR.]

Hus·sein  or Hu·sain  or Hu·sayn (hu-s7nù), Born 1935.  King of Jordan 

(since 1952). Since he lost control of western Jordan in the Arab-Israeli War 

(1967), Hussein has attempted to remain neutral in Arab-Israeli conflicts. 

Hus·sein (hu-s7nù), Saddam. Born 1937.  Iraqi military and political leader. 

The president of Iraq since 1979, he waged war against Iran over a territorial dis-

pute (1980-1988) and invaded and occupied Kuwait (1990). 



Hus·serl (htsùNrl, -Hrl), Edmund. 1859-1938.  Austrian-born German philos-

opher. A leader in the development of phenomenology, he had a major influence 

on the existentialists. 

Hus·sey (hƒsùK), Obed. 1792-1860.  American inventor and manufacturer of 

an early mechanical reaper (patented 1833). 

Huss·ite (hƒsùXtÙ, htsù-) n.  A follower of the religious reformer John Huss.   
—  adj.  Of or relating to John Huss or his religious theories.   —HussùitÙism n. 

hus·sy (hƒzùK, hƒsùK) n.  pl. hus·sies. 1. A woman considered brazen or 

immoral.  2. A saucy or impudent girl.  [Alteration of Middle English houswif, 

housewife. See HOUSEWIFE.]

Hus·ted (hyuùstVd), Marjorie Child. 1892?-1986.  American home economist 

who created the “Betty Crocker” homemaker image. 

hust·ings (hƒsùtVngz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. A place where 

political campaign speeches are made:  a candidate out on the hustings in the farm 

belt.  b. The activities involved in political campaigning:  a veteran of the hustings.   

2. Chiefly British. A court formerly held in some English cities and still held 

infrequently in London.  3. Chiefly British. a. A platform on which candidates 

for Parliament formerly stood to address the electors.  b. The proceedings of a 

parliamentary election.   [From Middle English husting, court of common pleas, 

from Old English h7sting, court, from Old Norse h7sthing : h7s, house + thing, 

assembly.]

hus·tle (hƒsùNl) v.  hus·tled, hus·tling, hus·tles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To jostle or 

shove roughly.  2. To convey in a hurried or rough manner:  hustled the prisoner 

into a van.  3. To cause or urge to proceed quickly:  hustled the board into a quick 

decision.  4. To gain by energetic effort:  hustled a hot lunch.  5. Slang. a. To sell or 

get by questionable or aggressive means:  hustled stolen watches; hustling spare 

change.  b. To pressure into buying or doing something:  a barfly hustling the other 

customers for drinks.    —  v.  intr. 1. To jostle and push.  2. To work or move ener-

getically and rapidly:  We hustled to get dinner ready on time.  3. To act aggres-

sively, especially in business dealings.  4. Slang. To obtain something by deceitful 

or illicit means.  5. Slang. To solicit customers. Used of a pimp or prostitute.   —  
n.  1. The act or an instance of jostling or shoving.  2. Energetic activity; drive.  

3. Slang. An illicit or unethical way of doing business or obtaining money; a 

fraud or deceit: “the most dangerous and wide-open drug hustle of them all” 

(Newsweek).  [Dutch husselen, to shake, from Middle Dutch hustelen, frequenta-

tive of hutsen.] —husùtler n. 

Hus·ton (hyuùstNn), John. 1906-1987.  American filmmaker whose works 

include The Maltese Falcon (1941) and The African Queen (1951). He won an 

Academy Award for his direction of the film Treasure of Sierra Madre (1948). His 

father, Walter Huston (1884-1950), won an Academy Award for his perfor-

mance in that film. 



hut (hƒt) n.  1. A crude or makeshift dwelling or shelter; a shack.  2. A temporary 

structure for sheltering troops.   —  v.  tr. intr. hut·ted, hut·ting, huts. To shel-

ter or take shelter in a hut.  [French hutte, of Germanic origin. See (s)keu- in 

Appendix.]

hutch (hƒch) n.  1. A pen or coop for small animals, especially rabbits.  2. A 

cupboard with drawers for storage and usually open shelves on top, often used for 

dishes.  3. A chest or bin for storage.  4. A hut.  [Middle English huche, chest, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin h7tica, possibly of Germanic origin.]

Hutch·ins (hƒchùVnz), Robert Maynard. 1899-1977.  American educator who 

was president (1929-1945) and chancellor (1945-1951) of the University of Chi-

cago. 

Hutch·in·son (hƒchùVn-sNn)  A city of south-central Kansas on the Arkansas 

River northwest of Wichita. It is a commercial and industrial center in an agricul-

tural and oil-producing area. Population, 39,308. 

Hutch·in·son (hƒchùVn-sNn), Anne. 1591-1643.  English-born American colo-

nist and religious leader who was banished from Boston (1637) for her religious 

beliefs. 

Hutch·in·son (hƒchùVn-sNn), Thomas. 1711-1780.  American colonial official 

who was unpopular as governor of Massachusetts (1771-1774) because he sup-

ported British policies. 

Hutch·in·son-Gil·ford syndrome (hƒchùVnsNn-gVlùfNrd sVnùdromÙ) n.  See 

progeria.  [After Sir Jonathan Hutchinson (1828-1913) and Hastings Gilford 

(1861-1941), British physicians.]

hut·ment (hƒtùmNnt) n.  An encampment of huts. 

Hut·ten (hutùn), Ulrich von. 1488-1523.  German humanist and soldier 

whose works show strong opposition to the authority of the pope. 

Hut·ter·ite (hƒtùN-rXtÙ, httù-) n.  A member of an Anabaptist sect originating 

in Moravia and now living communally in parts of Canada and the northwest 

United States.  [After Jakob Hutter (died 1536), Moravian Anabaptist leader.]

hutz·pah (KHttùspN, httù-) n.  Variant of chutzpah. 
Hux·ley (hƒksùlK), Aldous Leonard. 1894-1963.  British writer. His best-

known work, Brave New World (1932), paints a grim picture of a scientifically 

organized utopia. 

Hux·ley (hƒksùlK), Andrew Fielding. Born 1917.  British physiologist. He 

shared a 1963 Nobel Prize for research on nerve cells. 

Hux·ley (hƒksùlK), Sir Julian Sorell. 1887-1975.  British biologist and writer 

who was secretary of the Zoological Society of London (1935-1942) and the first 

director general of UNESCO (1946-1948). 

Hux·ley (hƒksùlK), Thomas Henry. 1825-1895.  British biologist who champi-

oned Darwin’s theory of evolution. His works include Zoological Evidences as to 

Man’s Place in Nature (1863) and Science and Culture (1881). 



Hu Yao·bang (huù youùbängù, hüù) also Hu Yao-pang (-pängù), 1915-1989.  

Chinese politician who served as general secretary of the Communist Party from 

1980 to 1989. 

Huy·gens (hXùgNnz, hoiùgHns), Christiaan. 1629-1695.  Dutch physicist and 

astronomer who discovered Saturn’s rings (1655), pioneered the use of the pen-

dulum in clocks (1657), and formulated Huygens’ principle. 

Huy·gens’ principle (hXùgNnz prVnùsN-pNl) n.  The principle that any point on 

a wave front of light may be regarded as the source of secondary waves and that 

the surface that is tangent to the secondary waves can be used to determine the 

future position of the wave front.  [After Christiaan HUYGENS.]

Huys·mans (wKs-mäNsù), Joris Karl. 1848-1907.  French writer whose realistic 

novels include Marthe, Histoire d’une Fille (1876) and En Rade (1887). 

Huy·ton-with-Ro·by (hXtùn-wVth-roùbK, -wVth-)  An urban district of north-

west England, a residential suburb of Liverpool. Population, 174,100. 

huz·zah also huz·za (hN-zäù) interj.  Used to express joy, encouragement, or tri-

umph.   —  n.  1. A shout of “huzzah.”  2. A cheer.  [Perhaps variant of Middle 

English hisse, heave!. See HOIST.]

H.V. abbr.  1. High velocity.  2. High voltage. 

HW abbr.  1. High water.  2. Hot water. 

Hwang Ho (hwängù hoù)  See Huang He. 
Hwei (hw7) n.  Variant of Hui. 
HWM abbr.  High-water mark. 

hwy abbr.  Highway. 

hy·a·cinth (hXùN-sVnth) n.  1. a. A bulbous Mediterranean plant (Hyacinthus 

orientalis) having narrow leaves and a terminal raceme of variously colored, usu-

ally fragrant flowers, with a funnel-shaped perianth.  Also called jacinth b. Any 

of several similar or related plants, such as the grape hyacinth.   2. Greek Mythol-

ogy. A plant, perhaps the larkspur, gladiolus, or iris, that sprang from the blood of 

the slain Hyacinthus.  3. Color. A deep purplish blue to vivid violet.  4. a. A red-

dish or cinnamon-colored variety of transparent zircon, used as a gemstone.  b. A 

blue precious stone, perhaps the sapphire, known in antiquity.   [Latin hyacinthus, 

from Greek huakinthos, wild hyacinth.] —hyÙa·cinùthine (-sVnùthVn, -thXnÙ) adj. 

hyacinth bean (hXùN-sVnth bKn) n.  A twining vine (Dolichos lablab) of the Old 

World tropics, having purple or white flowers and edible pods and seeds.  Also 

called lablab 

Hy·a·cin·thus (hXÙN-sVnùthNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A beautiful youth, loved but 

accidentally killed by Apollo, from whose blood Apollo caused the hyacinth to 

grow. 

Hy·a·des (hXùN-dKzÙ) pl.n.  1. Greek Mythology. The five daughters of Atlas and 

sisters of the Pleiades, placed by Zeus among the stars.  2. A cluster of stars in the 

constellation Taurus, the five brightest of which form a V, supposed by ancient 



astronomers to indicate rain when they rose with the sun.  [Latin, from Greek 

Huades.]

hy·ae·na (hX-KùnN) n.  Variant of hyena. 
hy·a·lin (hXùN-lVn) also hy·a·line (-lVn, -lXnÙ) n.  1. Physiology. The uniform 

matrix of hyaline cartilage.  2. Pathology. A translucent product of some degener-

ative skin conditions.  [Greek hualos, glass + -IN.]

hy·a·line (hXùN-lVn, -lXnÙ) adj.  Resembling glass, as in translucence or transpar-

ency; glassy.   —  n.  1. Something that is translucent or transparent.  2.  Variant 

of hyalin. [Late Latin hyalXnus, from Greek hualinos, of glass, from hualos, glass.]

hyaline cartilage (hXùN-lVn kärùtl-Vj) n.  Semitransparent, opalescent cartilage 

with a blue tint, consisting of cells that synthesize a surrounding matrix of hyalu-

ronic acid, collagen, and protein. It forms most of the fetal skeleton and is found 

in the trachea, larynx, and joint surfaces of the adult. 

hyaline membrane disease (hXùN-lVn mHmùbr7nÙ dV-zKzù) n.  See respira-
tory distress syndrome. 

hy·a·lite (hXùN-lXtÙ) n.  A clear, colorless opal.  [Greek hualos, glass + -ITE
1.]

hy·a·loid (hXùN-loidÙ) adj.  Glassy or transparent in appearance; hyaline.  [Greek 

hualoeidKs : hualos, glass + -oeidKs, -oid.]

hy·a·lo·plasm (hXùN-lo-pl4zÙNm) n.  The clear, fluid portion of cytoplasm as 

distinguished from the granular and netlike components.  Also called ground sub-

stance [Greek hualos, glass + -PLASM.]

hy·al·u·ron·ic acid (hXÙN-lt-rmnùVk 4sùVd) n.  A gellike aminoglycan that is 

found in the tissue space, the synovial fluid of joints, and the vitreous humor of 

the eyes and acts as a binding, lubricating, and protective agent.  [Greek hualos, 

glass + -URONIC.]

hy·a·lu·ron·i·dase (hXÙN-lt-rmnùV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that inactivates 

hyaluronic acid in the body, thereby increasing tissue permeability to fluids.  Also 

called spreading factor 

Hy·an·nis (hX-4nùVs)  A town of southeast Massachusetts on Nantucket Sound in 

south-central Cape Cod. It is a popular summer resort. The summer White 

House was located nearby while John F. Kennedy was President. Population, 

8,000. 

Hy·att (hXùNt), Anna Vaugh. 1876-1973.  American sculptor known for her 

animal figures and works such as Diana and the Chase (1922) and Don Quixote 

(1942). 

Hy·att (hXùNt), John Wesley. 1837-1920.  American inventor who developed 

celluloid (1868), the first useful plastic. 

hy·brid (hXùbrVd) n.  1. Genetics. The offspring of genetically dissimilar parents 

or stock, especially the offspring produced by breeding plants or animals of dif-

ferent varieties, species, or races.  2. a. Something of mixed origin or composi-

tion.  b. Something, such as a computer or power plant, having two kinds of 



components that produce the same or similar results.   3. A word whose elements 

are derived from different languages.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a hybrid tulip; a hybrid cell.  [Latin hybrida.] —hyùbrid·ism n.  

—hyùbrid·ist n.  —hy·bridùi·ty (hX-brVdùV-tK) n. 

hy·brid·ize (hXùbrV-dXzÙ) v.  intr. tr. hy·brid·ized, hy·brid·iz·ing, 
hy·brid·iz·es. To produce or cause to produce hybrids; crossbreed.   
—hyÙbrid·i·zaùtion (-brV-dV-z7shNn) n.  —hyùbrid·izÙer n. 

hy·brid·o·ma (hXÙbrV-doùmN) n.  A cell produced in the laboratory from the 

fusion of an antibody-producing lymphocyte and a myeloma tumor cell. It pro-

liferates into clones that produce a continuous supply of a specific antibody. 

hybrid vigor (hXùbrVd vVgùNr) n.  Increased vigor or other superior qualities 

arising from the crossbreeding of genetically different plants or animals.  Also 

called heterosis 

hyd. abbr.  1. Hydraulics.  2. Hydrostatics. 

hy·da·thode (hXùdN-thodÙ) n.  A water-excreting microscopic epidermal struc-

ture in many plants.  [Greek hudor, hudat-, water; see wed-1 in Appendix + 

hodos, way, road.]

hy·da·tid (hXùdN-tVd) n.  1. A cyst formed as a result of infestation by larvae of 

the tapeworm Echinococcus granulosus.  2. The encysted larva of E. granulosus.  

[Greek hudatis, hudatid-, watery vesicle, from hudor, hudat-, water. See wed-1 in 

Appendix.]

Hyde (hXd), Douglas. 1860-1949.  Irish nationalist and writer who founded the 

Gaelic League (1893) and was president of Ireland (1938-1945). 

Hyde (hXd), Edward First Earl of Clarendon. 1609-1674.  English politician who 

was chief adviser to Charles I during the English Civil War and served as Lord 

Chancellor from 1660 to 1667. 

Hyde Park1 (hXd pärk)  A large public park in west-central London, England, 

famous for its soapbox orators. 

Hyde Park2 (hXd pärk)  A village of southeast New York on the eastern bank of 

the Hudson River north of Poughkeepsie. It is the birth and burial place of Presi-

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt. Population, 2,805. 

Hy·der·a·bad (hXùdNr-N-b4dÙ, -bädÙ, hXùdrN-)  1. A city of south-central India 

east-southeast of Bombay. Center of a former Mogul kingdom and Indian state, 

the city was founded in 1589 and is today a commercial center and transportation 

hub. Population, 2,187,262.  2. A city of southern Pakistan on the Indus River 

northeast of Karachi. Founded in 1768, it was occupied by the British in 1839. 

The city is noted for its handicrafts. Population, 745,000. 

hydr- pref.  Variant of hydro-. 
hy·dra (hXùdrN) n.  pl. hy·dras or hy·drae (-drK). Any of several small freshwa-

ter polyps of the genus Hydra and related genera, having a naked cylindrical body 



and an oral opening surrounded by tentacles.  [New Latin Hydra, genus name, 

from Latin Hydra, Hydra. See HYDRA.]

Hy·dra (hXùdrN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The many-headed monster that was slain 

by Hercules.  2. A constellation in the equatorial region of the southern sky near 

Cancer, Libra, and Centaurus.  Also called Snake2 3. A persistent or multifaceted 

problem that cannot be eradicated by a single effort.  [Middle English Idra, from 

Latin Hydra, from Greek Hudra, Hydra, a water serpent. See wed-1 in Appen-

dix.]

hy·dral·a·zine (hX-dr4lùN-zKnÙ) n.  An antihypertensive drug, C8H8N4.  

[HYDR(O)- + (PHTH)AL(IC ACID) + AZINE.]

hy·dra·mine (hXùdrN-mKnÙ) n.  A dihydric alcohol in which one hydroxyl has 

been replaced with an amino group. 

hy·dran·gea (hX-dr7nùjN, -dr4nù-) n.  Any of various shrubs of the genus 

Hydrangea, having opposite leaves and large, flat-topped or rounded clusters of 

white, pink, or blue flowers.  [New Latin HydrangKa, genus name  : Greek hudro-, 

hudr-, hydro- + Greek angeion, vessel; see ANGIO-.]

hy·drant (hXùdrNnt) n.  A fire hydrant. 

hy·dranth (hXùdr4nthÙ) n.  A feeding zooid in a hydroid colony having an oral 

opening surrounded by tentacles.  [HYDR(A) + Greek anthos, flower.]

hy·drarch (hXùdrärk) adj.  Originating in a wet habitat, such as a pond. Used of 

an ecological succession. 

hy·drase (hXùdr7sÙ, -dr7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the addition or removal 

of water from a substrate. 

hy·dras·tine (hX-dr4sùtKnÙ, -tVn) n.  A poisonous white alkaloid, C21H21NO6, 

obtained from the root of the goldenseal and formerly used locally to treat 

inflammation of mucous membranes.  [New Latin Hydrastis, plant genus + -

INE
2.]

hy·drate (hXùdr7tÙ) n.  A solid compound containing water molecules combined 

in a definite ratio as an integral part of the crystal.   —  v.  hy·drat·ed, 
hy·drat·ing, hy·drates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rehydrate.  2. To supply water to (a per-

son, for example) in order to restore or maintain fluid balance.   —  v.  intr. To 

become a hydrate.   —hy·draùtion n.  —hyùdraÙtor n. 

hy·drat·ed (hXùdr7ÙtVd) adj.  Chemically combined with water, especially exist-

ing in the form of a hydrate. 

hy·drau·lic (hX-drôùlVk) adj.  1. Of, involving, moved by, or operated by a fluid, 

especially water, under pressure.  2. Able to set and harden under water, as Port-

land cement.  3. Of or relating to hydraulics.  [Latin hydraulicus, from Greek 

hudraulikos, from hudraulis, water organ  : hudro-, hudr-, hydro- + aulos, pipe, 

flute.] —hy·drauùli·cal·ly adv. 



hydraulic press (hX-drôùlVk prHs) n.  A machine in which a large force is 

exerted on the larger of two pistons in a pair of hydraulically coupled cylinders by 

means of a relatively small force applied to the smaller piston. 

hydraulic ram (hX-drôùlVk r4m) n.  1. A water pump in which the downward 

flow of naturally running water is intermittently halted by a valve so that the flow 

is forced upward through an open pipe into a reservoir.  2. The large output pis-

ton of a hydraulic press. 

hy·drau·lics (hX-drôùlVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. hyd. The physical 

science and technology of the static and dynamic behavior of fluids. 

hy·dra·zide (hXùdrN-zXdÙ) n.  An acyl derivative of hydrazine. 

hy·dra·zine (hXùdrN-zKnÙ, -zVn) n.  A colorless, fuming, corrosive hygroscopic 

liquid, H2NNH2, used in jet and rocket fuels. 

hy·dric (hXùdrVk) adj.  Relating to, characterized by, or requiring considerable 

moisture. 

hy·dride (hXùdrXdÙ) n.  A compound of hydrogen with another, more electropos-

itive element or group. 

hy·dril·la (hX-drVlùN) n.  A submersed Old World Plant (Hydrilla verticillata) 

having whorled, lance-shaped leaves and unisexual, solitary, axillary flowers.  

[New Latin, genus name, diminutive of Latin hydra, hydra. See HYDRA.]

hy·dri·od·ic acid (hXÙdrK-mdùVk 4sùVd) n.  A clear, colorless or pale yellow aque-

ous solution of hydrogen iodide, HI, that is a strong acid and reducing agent. 

hy·dro (hXùdro) adj.  Hydroelectric.   —  n.  pl. hy·dros. 1. Hydroelectric power.  

2. A hydroelectric power plant. 

hydro-  or hydr- pref.  1. a. Water:  hydroelectric.  b. Liquid:  hydrodynamics.   

2. Hydrogen:  hydrochloride.  [Greek hudro-, hudr-, from hudor. See wed-1 in 

Appendix.]

hy·dro·bi·ol·o·gy (hXÙdro-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The biological study of bodies of 

water.   —hyÙdro·biÙo·logùi·cal (-bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —hyÙdro·bi·olùo·gist n. 

hy·dro·bro·mic acid (hXÙdrN-broùmVk 4sùVd) n.  A clear, colorless or faintly 

yellow, highly acidic and corrosive aqueous solution of hydrogen bromide, HBr, 

used in the manufacture of bromides. 

hy·dro·car·bon (hXÙdrN-kärùbNn) n.  Any of numerous organic compounds, 

such as benzene and methane, that contain only carbon and hydrogen.   
—hyÙdro·carÙbo·naùceous (-bN-n7ùshNs), hyÙdro·car·bonùic (-bmnùVk) , 
hyÙdro·carùbon·ous (-bN-nNs)  adj. 

hy·dro·cele (hXùdrN-sKlÙ) n.  A pathological accumulation of serous fluid in a 

bodily cavity, especially in the scrotal pouch.  [Latin hydrocKlK, from Greek 

hudrokKlK : hudro-, hydro- + kKlK, tumor; see -CELE
1.]

hy·dro·ceph·a·lus (hXÙdro-sHfùN-lNs) also hy·dro·ceph·a·ly (-lK) n.  A usually 

congenital condition in which an abnormal accumulation of fluid in the cerebral 

ventricles causes enlargement of the skull and compression of the brain, destroy-



ing much of the neural tissue.  [New Latin, from Greek hudrokephalon : hudro-, 

hydro- + kephalK, head; see ghebh-el- in Appendix.] —hyÙdro·ce·phalùic (-sN-

f4lùVk), hyÙdro·cephùa·loidÙ (-loidÙ) , hyÙdro·cephùa·lous (-lNs)  adj. 

hy·dro·chlo·ric acid (hXÙdrN-klôrùVk 4sùVd, -klorù-) n.  A clear, colorless, fum-

ing, poisonous, highly acidic aqueous solution of hydrogen chloride, HCl, used as 

a chemical intermediate and in petroleum production, ore reduction, food pro-

cessing, pickling, and metal cleaning. It is found in the stomach in dilute form. 

hy·dro·chlo·ride (hXÙdrN-klôrùXdÙ, -klorù-) n.  A compound resulting or 

regarded as resulting from the reaction of hydrochloric acid with an organic base. 

hy·dro·chlo·ro·thi·a·zide (hXÙdrN-klôrÙN-thXùN-zXdÙ, -klorù-) n.  A diuretic 

drug, C7H8ClN3O4S2, used in the treatment of hypertension.  [HYDRO- + CHLORO- 

+ THIAZ(OLE) + -IDE.]

hy·dro·col·loid (hXÙdrN-kmlùoidÙ) n.  A substance that forms a gel with water.   
—hyÙdro·col·loidùal (-kN-loidùl) adj. 

hy·dro·cor·al (hXÙdrN-kôrùNl, -kmrù-) n.  Any of various colonial marine hydro-

zoans of the order Hydrocorallinae, having a limestone skeleton and thus resem-

bling the true corals. 

hy·dro·cor·ti·sone (hXÙdrN-kôrùtV-sonÙ, -zonÙ) n.  1. A steroid hormone, 

C21H30O5, produced by the adrenal cortex, that regulates carbohydrate metabo-

lism and maintains blood pressure.  Also called cortisol 2. A preparation of this 

hormone obtained from natural sources or produced synthetically and used to 

treat inflammatory conditions and adrenal failure. 

hy·dro·crack (hXùdrN-kr4kÙ) v.  tr. hy·dro·cracked, hy·dro·crack·ing, 
hy·dro·cracks. To break down (a hydrocarbon) by the process of hydrocracking.   
—hyùdro·crackÙer n. 

hy·dro·crack·ing (hXùdrN-kr4kÙVng) n.  A process by which the hydrocarbon 

molecules of petroleum are broken into simpler molecules, as of gasoline or kero-

sene, by the addition of hydrogen under high pressure and in the presence of a 

catalyst. 

hy·dro·cy·an·ic acid (hXÙdro-sX-4nùVk 4sùVd) n.  An aqueous solution of 

hydrogen cyanide.  Also called prussic acid 

hy·dro·dy·nam·ic (hXÙdro-dX-n4mùVk) also hy·dro·dy·nam·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Of or relating to hydrodynamics.  2. Of, relating to, or operated by the force of 

liquid in motion.   —hyÙdro·dy·namùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·dro·dy·nam·ics (hXÙdro-dX-n4mùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The 

branch of science that deals with the dynamics of fluids, especially incompress-

ible fluids, in motion.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The dynamics of fluids in motion.   
—hyÙdro·dy·namùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

hy·dro·e·lec·tric (hXÙdro-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  1. Generating electricity by conver-

sion of the energy of running water.  2. Of, relating to, or using electricity so gen-



erated.   —hyÙdro·e·lecùtri·cal·ly adv.  —hyÙdro·e·lec·tricùi·ty (-V-lHk-trVsùV-
tK) n. 

hy·dro·fluor·ic acid (hXÙdro-fltrùVk 4sùVd, -flôrù-, -florù-) n.  A colorless, 

fuming, corrosive, dangerously poisonous aqueous solution of hydrogen fluo-

ride, HF, used to etch or polish glass, pickle certain metals, and clean masonry. 

hy·dro·foil (hXùdrN-foilÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. A winglike structure attached to the 

hull of a boat that raises all or part of the hull out of the water when the boat is 

moving forward, thus reducing drag.  2. A boat equipped with hydrofoils. In this 

sense, also calledhydroplane 

hy·dro·form·ing (hXùdrN-fôrÙmVng) n.  A process in which naphthas are con-

verted to high-octane aromatics in the presence of hydrogen and a catalyst under 

pressure and heat.   —hyùdro·formÙer n. 

hy·dro·gen (hXùdrN-jNn) n.  Symbol H A colorless, highly flammable gaseous 

element, the lightest of all gases and the most abundant element in the universe, 

used in the production of synthetic ammonia and methanol, in petroleum refin-

ing, in the hydrogenation of organic materials, as a reducing atmosphere, in oxy-

hydrogen torches, and in rocket fuels. Atomic number 1; atomic weight 1.00797; 

melting point –259.14˚C; boiling point –252.8˚C; density at 0˚C 0.08987 gram per 

liter; valence 1.  [French hydrogène : Greek hudro-, hydro- + -gène, -gen.] 
—hy·drogùe·nous (-drojùN-nNs) adj. 

hy·drog·e·nase (hX-drmjùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  An enzyme in certain microorgan-

isms that catalyzes the formation of hydrogen. 

hy·dro·gen·ate (hXùdrN-jN-n7tÙ, hX-drmjùN-) v.  tr. hy·dro·gen·at·ed, 
hy·dro·gen·at·ing, hy·dro·gen·ates. To combine with or subject to the action 

of hydrogen, especially to combine (an unsaturated oil) with hydrogen to pro-

duce a solid fat. 

hydrogen bomb (hXùdrN-jNn bmm) n.  An explosive weapon of enormous 

destructive power caused by the fusion of the nuclei of various hydrogen isotopes 

in the formation of helium nuclei. 

hydrogen bond (hXùdrN-jNn bmnd) n.  A chemical bond in which a hydrogen 

atom of one molecule is attracted to an electronegative atom, especially a nitro-

gen, oxygen, or flourine atom, usually of another molecule. 

hydrogen bromide (hXùdrN-jNn broùmXdÙ) n.  An irritating colorless gas, 

HBr, used in the manufacture of barbiturates and synthetic hormones. 

hydrogen chloride (hXùdrN-jNn klôrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless, fuming, corrosive 

suffocating gas, HCl, used in the manufacture of plastics. 

hydrogen cyanide (hXùdrN-jNn sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  A colorless, volatile, extremely 

poisonous flammable liquid, HCN, miscible in water and used in the manufac-

ture of dyes, fumigants, and plastics. It becomes a gas at 26˚C. 

hydrogen fluoride (hXùdrN-jNn fltrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless, fuming corrosive 

liquid or a highly soluble corrosive gas, HF, used in the manufacture of hydroflu-



oric acid, as a reagent, catalyst, and fluorinating agent, and in the refining of ura-

nium and the preparation of many fluorine compounds. 

hydrogen iodide (hXùdrN-jNn XùN-dXdÙ) n.  A corrosive, colorless suffocating 

gas, HI, used to manufacture hydriodic acid. 

hydrogen ion (hXùdrN-jNn XùNn) n.  The positively charged ion of hydrogen, 

H+, formed by removal of the electron from atomic hydrogen and found in all 

aqueous solutions of acids. 

hy·dro·gen·ol·y·sis (hXÙdro-jN-nmlùV-sVs) n.  The breaking of a chemical bond 

in an organic molecule with the simultaneous addition of a hydrogen atom to 

each of the resulting molecular fragments. 

hydrogen peroxide (hXùdrN-jNn pN-rmkùsXdÙ) n.  A colorless, heavy, strongly 

oxidizing liquid, H2O2, capable of reacting explosively with combustibles and 

used principally in aqueous solution as a mild antiseptic, a bleaching agent, an 

oxidizing agent, and a laboratory reagent. 

hydrogen sulfide (hXùdrN-jNn sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A colorless, flammable poisonous 

gas, H2S, having a characteristic rotten-egg odor and used as an antiseptic, a 

bleach, and a reagent. 

hy·dro·ge·ol·o·gy (hXÙdro-jK-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of geology that deals 

with the occurrence, distribution, and effect of ground water.   
—hyÙdro·geÙo·logùi·cal (-jKÙN-lmjùV-kNl), hyÙdro·geÙo·logùic adj.  

—hyÙdro·ge·olùo·gist n. 

hy·drog·ra·phy (hX-drmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. hy·drog·ra·phies. 1. The scientific 

description and analysis of the physical conditions, boundaries, flow, and related 

characteristics of the earth’s surface waters.  2. The mapping of bodies of water.   
—hy·drogùra·pher n.  —hyÙdro·graphùic (hXÙdrN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—hyÙdro·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·droid (hXùdroidÙ) n.  1. Any of numerous characteristically colonial hydro-

zoan coelenterates having a polyp rather than a medusoid form as the dominant 

stage of the life cycle.  2. The asexual polyp in the life cycle of a hydrozoan.   —  
adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a hydroid.  [HYDRA + -OID.]

hy·dro·ki·net·ic (hXÙdro-kV-nHtùVk, -kX-) also hy·dro·ki·net·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Of or relating to hydrokinetics.  2. Of or relating to the kinetic energy and 

motion of fluids. 

hy·dro·ki·net·ics (hXÙdro-kV-nHtùVks, -kX-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

branch of physics that deals with fluids in motion. 

hydrologic cycle (hXÙdrN-lmjùV-k sXùkNl) n.  See water cycle. 
hy·drol·o·gy (hX-drmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of the properties, distribu-

tion, and effects of water on the earth’s surface, in the soil and underlying rocks, 

and in the atmosphere.   —hyÙdro·logùic (-drN-lmjùVk), hyÙdro·logùi·cal adj.  

—hyÙdro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —hydrolùo·gist n. 



hy·drol·y·sate (hX-drmlùV-s7tÙ, hXÙdrN-lXù-) also hy·drol·y·zate (-z7tÙ) n.  A 

product of hydrolysis.  [HYDROLYS(IS) + -ATE
2.]

hy·drol·y·sis (hX-drmlùV-sVs) n.  Decomposition of a chemical compound by 

reaction with water, such as the dissociation of a dissolved salt or the catalytic 

conversion of starch to glucose.   —hyùdro·lyteÙ (-lXtÙ) n.  —hyÙdro·lytùic (-

drN-lVtùVk) adj. 

hy·dro·lyze (hXùdrN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. hy·dro·lyzed, hy·dro·lyz·ing, 
hy·dro·lyz·es. To subject to or undergo hydrolysis.   —hyùdro·lyzÙa·ble adj.  

—hyÙdro·ly·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

hy·dro·mag·net·ics (hXÙdro-m4g-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). See 

magnetohydrodynamics.  —hyÙdro·mag·netùic adj. 

hy·dro·man·cy (hXùdrN-m4nÙsK) n.  Divination by the observation of water.  

[Middle English ydromancy, from Old French ydromancie, from Latin hydro-

mantXa, from Greek hudromanteia : hudro-, hydro- + manteia, divination; see -

MANCY.]

hy·dro·me·chan·ics (hXÙdro-mV-k4nùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

study of the mechanics of fluids or the laws of equilibrium and motion concern-

ing fluids.   —hyÙdro·me·chanùi·cal adj. 

hy·dro·me·du·sa (hXÙdro-mV-duùsN, -dyuù-) n.  pl. hy·dro·me·du·sas or 

hy·dro·me·du·sae (-sK). A hydrozoan in the medusoid stage of its life cycle.  

[HYDRO- + MEDUSA.]

hy·dro·mel (hXùdrN-mHlÙ) n.  A mixture of water and honey that becomes mead 

when fermented.  [Middle English ydromel, from Old French, from Latin 

hydromeli, from Greek hudromeli : hudro-, hydro- + meli, honey; see melit- in 

Appendix.]

hy·dro·met·al·lur·gy (hXÙdro-mHtùl-ûrÙjK) n.  The treatment of metal or the 

separation of metal from ores and ore concentrates by liquid processes, such as 

leaching, extraction, and precipitation.   —hyÙdro·metÙal·lurùgi·cal adj. 

hy·dro·me·te·or (hXÙdro-mKùtK-Nr, -ôrÙ) n.  A precipitation product, such as 

rain, snow, fog, or clouds, formed from the condensation of water vapor in the 

atmosphere. 

hy·dro·me·te·or·ol·o·gy (hXÙdro-mKÙtK-N-rmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of meteo-

rology that deals with the occurrence, motion, and changes of state of atmo-

spheric water.   —hyÙdro·meÙte·orÙo·logùi·cal (-ôrÙN-lmjùV-kNl, -mrÙ-) adj.  

—hyÙdro·meÙte·or·olùo·gist n. 

hy·drom·e·ter (hX-drmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to determine specific 

gravity, especially a sealed, graduated tube, weighted at one end, that sinks in a 

fluid to a depth used as a measure of the fluid’s specific gravity.   
—hyÙdro·metùric (hXÙdrN-mHtùrVk), hyÙdro·metùri·cal adj.  

—hyÙdro·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —hy·dromùe·try n. 



hy·dro·ni·um (hX-droùnK-Nm) n.  A hydrated hydrogen ion, H3O+.  Also called 

hydronium ion [HYDR(O)- + (AMM)ONIUM.]

hy·drop·a·thy (hX-drmpùN-thK) n.  pl. hy·drop·a·thies. Internal and external 

use of water as a therapeutic treatment for all forms of disease.   
—hyÙdro·pathùic (hXÙdrN-p4thùVk), hyÙdro·pathùi·cal adj.  

—hy·dropùa·thist, hyùdro·pathÙ n. 

hy·dro·phane (hXùdrN-f7nÙ) n.  An opal that is almost opaque when dry but 

transparent when wet.   —hy·drophùa·nous (hX-drmfùN-nNs) adj. 

hy·dro·phil·ic (hXÙdrN-fVlùVk) adj.  Having an affinity for water; readily absorb-

ing or dissolving in water.   —hyùdro·phileÙ (-fXlÙ) n.  —hyÙdro·phi·licùi·ty (-

fN-lVsùV-tK) n. 

hy·droph·i·lous (hX-drmfùN-lNs) adj.  Botany. 1. Growing or thriving in water.  

2. Pollinated by water, as the flowers of ribbon grass and hornwort.   
—hy·drophùi·ly n. 

hy·dro·pho·bi·a (hXÙdrN-foùbK-N) n.  1. An abnormal fear of water.  2. Rabies. 

hy·dro·pho·bic (hXÙdrN-foùbVk, -fmbùVk) adj.  1. Repelling, tending not to com-

bine with, or incapable of dissolving in water.  2. Of or exhibiting hydrophobia.   
—hyÙdro·pho·bicùi·ty (-bVsùV-tK) n. 

hy·dro·phone (hXùdrN-fonÙ) n.  An electrical instrument for detecting or mon-

itoring sound under water. 

hy·dro·phyte (hXùdrN-fXtÙ) n.  A plant adapted to grow in water.   
—hyÙdro·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

hy·dro·plane (hXùdrN-pl7nÙ) n.  1.  See seaplane.  2. Nautical. A motorboat 

designed so that the prow and much of the hull lift out of the water and skim the 

surface at high speeds.  3. Nautical. See hydrofoil (n., sense 2).  4. A horizontal 

rudder on a submarine.   —  v.  intr. hy·dro·planed, hy·dro·plan·ing, 
hy·dro·planes. 1. To drive or ride in a hydroplane.  2. a. To skim along on the 

surface of the water.  b. To be or go out of control by skimming along the surface 

of a wet road. Used of a motor vehicle.  

hy·dro·pon·ics (hXÙdrN-pmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Cultivation of 

plants in nutrient solution rather than in soil.  [HYDRO- + (GEO)PONICS.] 
—hyÙdro·ponùic adj.  —hyÙdro·ponùi·cal·ly adv.  —hyÙdro·ponùi·cist (-V-
sVst), hyÙdro·ponùist (hXÙdrN-pmnùVst, hX-drmpùN-hVst)  n. 

hy·dro·pow·er (hXùdrN-pouÙNr) n.  Hydroelectric power. 

hy·dro·qui·none (hXÙdro-kwV-nonù, -kwVnùonÙ) also hy·dro·quin·ol (-

kwVnùôlÙ, -olÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, C6H4(OH)2, used as a photo-

graphic developer, an antioxidant, a stabilizer, and a reagent. 

hy·dro·scope (hXùdrN-skopÙ) n.  An optical device used for viewing objects far 

below the surface of water.   —hyÙdro·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj. 

hy·dro·sol (hXùdrN-sôlÙ, -solÙ, -sôlÙ) n.  A colloid with water as the dispersing 

medium.   —hyÙdro·solùic (-smlùVk) adj. 



hy·dro·space (hXùdrN-sp7sÙ) n.  The regions beneath the ocean’s surface, espe-

cially when considered as an area to be studied. 

hy·dro·sphere (hXùdrN-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The waters of the earth’s surface as distin-

guished from those of the lithosphere and the atmosphere.  2. The water vapor in 

the earth’s atmosphere.   —hyÙdro·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-) adj. 

hy·dro·stat·ic (hXÙdrN-st4tùVk) also hy·dro·stat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or relat-

ing to hydrostatics.   —hyÙdro·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·dro·stat·ics (hXÙdrN-st4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. hyd. The 

branch of physics that deals with fluids at rest and under pressure. 

hy·dro·sul·fate (hXÙdrN-sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A salt formed by the union of sulfuric acid 

with an alkaloid or other organic base. 

hy·dro·sul·fide (hXÙdrN-sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A chemical compound derived from 

hydrogen sulfide by replacement of one of the hydrogen atoms with a basic radi-

cal or base. 

hy·dro·sul·fite (hXÙdrN-sƒlùfXtÙ) n.  1. A salt of hyposulfurous acid.  2.  See 

sodium hydrosulfite. 
hy·dro·sul·fu·rous acid (hXÙdro-sƒl-fytrùNs 4sùVd, -sƒlùfNr-Ns) n.  See 

hyposulfurous acid. 
hy·dro·tax·is (hXÙdrN-t4kùsVs) n.  Biology. Movement of an organism in 

response to moisture.   —hyÙdro·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk) adj. 

hy·dro·ther·a·peu·tics (hXÙdrN-thHrÙN-pyuùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

Hydrotherapy.   —hyÙdro·therÙa·peuùtic adj. 

hy·dro·ther·a·py (hXÙdrN-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. hy·dro·thera·pies. External use 

of water in the medical treatment of certain diseases. 

hy·dro·ther·mal (hXÙdrN-thûrùmNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to hot water.  

2. Geology. a. Of or relating to hot magmatic emanations rich in water.  b. Of or 

relating to the rocks, ore deposits, and springs produced by such emanations.    
—hyÙdro·therùmal·ly adv. 

hy·dro·tho·rax (hXÙdrN-thôrù4ksÙ, -thorù-) n.  Accumulation of serous fluid in 

one or both pleural cavities. 

hy·drot·ro·pism (hX-drmtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Growth or movement in a sessile 

organism toward or away from water, as of the roots of a plant.   
—hyÙdro·troùpic (hXÙdrN-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  —hyÙdro·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·drous (hXùdrNs) adj.  Containing water, especially water of crystallization or 

hydration. 

hy·drox·ide (hX-drmkùsXdÙ) n.  A chemical compound containing the hydroxyl 

group. 

hydroxide ion (hX-drmkùsXdÙ XùNn) n.  The ion OH–, characteristic of basic 

hydroxides.  Also called hydroxyl ion 

hy·drox·y (hX-drmkùsK) adj.  Containing the hydroxyl group.  [From HYDROXYL.]



hy·drox·y·a·pa·tite (hX-drmkÙsK-4pùV-tXtÙ) n.  The principal bone salt, 

Ca5(PO4)3OH, which provides the compressional strength of vertebrate bone. 

hy·drox·yl (hX-drmkùsVl) n.  The univalent radical or group OH, a characteristic 

component of bases, certain acids, phenols, alcohols, carboxylic and sulfonic 

acids, and amphoteric compounds.  [HYDR(O)- + OX(YGEN) + -YL.] 
—hyÙdrox·ylùic (hXÙdrmk-sVlùVk) adj. 

hy·drox·yl·a·mine (hX-drmkÙsN-lN-mKnù, hXÙdrmk-sVlùN-mKnÙ, -sN-l4mùVn) n.  A 

colorless crystalline compound, NH2OH, explosive when heated, that is used as a 

reducing agent and in organic synthesis. 

hy·drox·yl·ate (hX-drmkùsN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. hy·drox·yl·at·ed, hy·drox·yl·at·ing, 
hy·drox·yl·ates. To introduce hydroxyl into (a compound).   —hy·droxÙy·laù-
tion n. 

hydroxyl ion (hX-drmkùsVl XùNn) n.  See hydroxide ion. 
hy·dro·zo·an (hXÙdrN-zoùNn) n.  Any of numerous coelenterates of the class 

Hydrozoa, including the freshwater hydras, hydroids, hydrocorals, and siphono-

phores.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the class Hydrozoa.  [From New 

Latin Hydrozoa, class  : HYDRO- + -zoa (pl. of -ZOON).]

Hy·drus (hXùdrNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Tucana 

and Mensa.  [Latin, from Greek hudros, water snake. See wed-1 in Appendix.]

hy·e·na also hy·ae·na (hX-KùnN) n.  Any of several carnivorous mammals of the 

family Hyaenidae of Africa and Asia, which feed as scavengers and have powerful 

jaws, relatively short hind limbs, and coarse hair.  [Middle English hiena, from 

Old French hiene, from Latin hyaena, from Greek huaina, feminine of hus, swine. 

See s7777- in Appendix.]

Hy·ères (K-ârù, yâr)  A city of southeast France on the Mediterranean Sea east of 

Toulon. A medieval port, Hyères is now a resort. The small Hyères Islands lie 

just off the coast. Population, 32,191. 

hy·e·tal (hXùV-tl) adj.  Of or relating to rain or rainy regions.  [From Greek hue-

tos, rain. See seuN-2 in Appendix.]

Hy·ge·ia (hX-jKùN) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of health. 

hy·giene (hXùjKnÙ) n.  1. The science that deals with the promotion and preser-

vation of health.  Also called hygienics 2. Conditions and practices that serve to 

promote or preserve health:  hygiene in the workplace; personal hygiene.  [French 

hygiène, and New Latin hygieina both from Greek hugieinK (tekhnK), (art) of 

health, from hugiKs, healthy. See gwei- in Appendix.] —hy·gienùist (hX-jKùnVst, 

hXùjKÙ-, hX-jHnùVst) n. 

hy·gi·en·ic (hXÙjK-HnùVk, hX-jHnù-, -jKùnVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to hygiene.  

2. Tending to promote or preserve health.  3. Sanitary.   —hyÙgi·enùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·gi·en·ics (hXÙjK-HnùVks, hX-jHnù-, -jKùnVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). See 

hygiene (n., sense 1). 

hygro- pref.  Moisture; humidity:  hygroscope.  [From Greek hugros, wet, moist.]



hy·grom·e·ter (hX-grmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of several instruments that measure 

atmospheric humidity.   —hyÙgro·metùric (hXÙgrN-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—hy·gromùe·try n. 

hy·gro·scope (hXùgrN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument that indicates changes in atmo-

spheric humidity. 

hy·gro·scop·ic (hXÙgrN-skmpùVk) adj.  Readily absorbing moisture, as from the 

atmosphere.   —hyÙgro·scopùi·cal·ly adv.  —hyÙgro·sco·picùi·ty (-skm-pVsùV-
tK) n. 

hy·gro·stat (hXùgrN-st4tÙ) n.  See humidistat. 
hy·ing (hXùVng) v.  A present participle of hie. 
hy·lo·zo·ism (hXÙlN-zoùVzÙNm) n.  The philosophical doctrine holding that all 

matter has life, which is a property or derivative of matter.  [Greek hulK, matter + 

Greek zoK, life; see AZO- + -ISM.] —hyÙlo·zoùic adj.  —hyÙlo·zoùist n.  

—hyÙlo·zo·isùtic (-zo-VsùtVk) adj. 

Hy·mans (hXùmänsÙ, K-mäNsù), Paul. 1865-1941.  Belgian diplomat and politi-

cian. As Belgium’s representative to the Paris Peace Conference he helped draft 

the covenant of the League of Nations (1919). 

hy·men (hXùmNn) n.  A membranous fold of tissue that partly or completely 

occludes the external vaginal orifice.  [Late Latin hymKn, from Greek humKn, thin 

skin, membrane. See sy7777- in Appendix.] —hyùmen·al adj. 

Hy·men (hXùmNn) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of marriage. 

hy·me·ne·al (hXÙmN-nKùNl) adj.  Of or relating to a wedding or marriage.   —  n.  

1. A wedding song or poem.  2. hymeneals. Archaic. A wedding; nuptials.  

[From Latin hymenaeus, wedding song, wedding, from Greek humKnaios, from 

HumKn, Hymen, from humKn, membrane. See HYMEN.] —hyÙme·neùal·ly adv. 

hy·me·ni·um (hX-mKùnK-Nm) n.  pl. hy·me·ni·a (-nK-N)  or hy·me·ni·ums. 
The spore-bearing layer of the fruiting body of certain fungi, containing asci or 

basidia.  [New Latin, from Greek humenion, diminutive of humKn, membrane. 

See HYMEN.] —hy·meùni·al (-Nl) adj. 

hy·me·nop·ter·an (hXÙmN-nmpùtNr-Nn) adj.  Of or belonging to the 

Hymenoptera.   —  n.  also hy·me·nop·ter·on (-tN-rmnÙ) An insect of the order 

Hymenoptera, including the bees, wasps, and ants, often living in complex social 

groups and characteristically having two pairs of membranous wings.  [From 

New Latin Hymenoptera, order name, from Greek humenopteros, membrane-

winged  : humKn, membrane; see HYMEN + pteron, wing; see -PTER.] 
—hyÙme·nopùter·ous (-tNr-Ns) adj. 

Hy·met·tus (hX-mHtùNs)  A mountain ridge, rising to about 1,028 m (3,370 ft), 

in east-central Greece near Athens. Marble has been quarried here since antiquity. 

Hymettus is also famous for its honey. 

Hy·mie (hXùmK) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Jew.  [Prob-

ably from Hymie, nickname for Hyman.]



hymn (hVm) n.  1. A song of praise or thanksgiving to God or a deity.  2. A song 

of praise or joy; a paean.   —  v.  hymned, hymn·ing, hymns.  —  v.  tr. To 

praise, glorify, or worship in or as if in a hymn.   —  v.  intr. To sing hymns.  

[Middle English imne, from Old French ymne, from Latin hymnus, song of 

praise, from Greek humnos.]

hym·nal (hVmùnNl) n.  A book or collection of church hymns.  Also called hym-

nary, hymnbook.  [Middle English himnale, from Medieval Latin hymn7le, from 

Latin hymnus, hymn. See HYMN.]

hymnal stanza (hVmùnNl st4nùzN) n.  See common measure (n., sense 3). 

hym·na·ry (hVmùnN-rK) n.  See hymnal. 
hymn·book (hVmùbtkÙ) n.  See hymnal. 
hym·no·dy (hVmùnN-dK) n.  pl. hym·no·dies. 1. The singing of hymns.  2. The 

composing or writing of hymns.  3. The hymns of a particular period or church.  

[Medieval Latin hymnodia, from Greek humnoidia : humnos, hymn + oidK, song; 

see wed-2 in Appendix.] —hymùno·dist (-dVst) n. 

hym·nol·o·gy (hVm-nmlùN-jK) n.  1. Hymnody.  2. The study of hymns.  [Greek 

humnologia, singing of hymns  : humnos, hymn + -logia, -logy.] 
—hymÙno·logùic (hVmÙnN-lmjùVk), hymÙno·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—hym·nolùo·gist n. 

hy·oid (hXùoidÙ) adj.  Of or relating to the hyoid bone.   —  n.  The hyoid bone.  

[New Latin hyoidKs, the hyoid bone, from Greek huoeidKs, shaped like the letter 

upsilon  : hu, name of the letter upsilon + -oeidKs, -oid.]

hyoid bone (hXùoidÙ bon) n.  A U-shaped bone at the base of the tongue that 

supports the muscles of the tongue. 

hy·o·scine (hXùN-sKnÙ) n.  See scopolamine.  [German Hyoscin, from New 

Latin Hyoscyamus, henbane genus, from Greek huoskuamos, henbane  : huos, gen-

itive of hus, swine; see s7777- in Appendix + kuamos, bean.]

hy·o·scy·a·mine (hXÙN-sXùN-mKnÙ) n.  A poisonous white crystalline alkaloid, 

C17H23NO3, isometric with atropine and having similar uses but more potent 

effects.  [New Latin Hyoscyamus, henbane genus; see HYOSCINE + -INE
2.]

hyp. abbr.  1. Mathematics. Hypotenuse.  2. Hypothesis.  3. Hypothetical. 

hyp- pref.  Variant of hypo-. 
hyp·a·bys·sal (hVpÙN-bVsùNl, hXÙpN-) adj.  Geology. Solidifying chiefly as a minor 

intrusion, especially as a dike or sill, before reaching the earth’s surface. Used of 

rocks.   —hypÙa·bysùsal·ly adv. 

hy·pae·thral also hy·pe·thral (hX-pKùthrNl) adj.  Wholly or partly open to the 

sky:  an ancient hypaethral temple.  [From Latin hypaethrus, from Greek 

hupaithros : hupo, under; see HYPO- + aithKr, sky, air.]

hy·pan·thi·um (hX-p4nùthK-Nm) n.  pl. hy·pan·thi·a (-thK-N). The ringlike, 

cup-shaped, or tubular structure of a flower on which the sepals, petals, and sta-



mens are borne, as in the flowers of the rose or cherry.  [New Latin  : HYP(O)- + 

Greek anthos, flower.] —hy·panùthi·al adj. 

hype1 (hXp) Slang. n.  1. Excessive publicity and the ensuing commotion:  the 

hype surrounding the murder trial.  2. Exaggerated or extravagant claims made 

especially in advertising or promotional material: “It is pure hype, a gigantic PR 

job” (Saturday Review).  3. An advertising or promotional ploy: “Some restaurant 

owners in town are cooking up a $75,000 hype to promote New York as ‘Restaurant 

City, U.S.A.’” (New York).  4. Something deliberately misleading; a deception: 

“[He] says that there isn’t any energy crisis at all, that it’s all a hype, to maintain 

outrageous profits for the oil companies” (Joel Oppenheimer).   —  v.  tr. hyped, 
hyp·ing, hypes. To publicize or promote, especially by extravagant, inflated, or 

misleading claims:  hyped the new book by sending its author on a promotional tour.  

[Partly from hype, a swindle (perhaps from HYPER-), and partly from 

HYPE(RBOLE).]

hype2 (hXp) Slang. n.  1. A hypodermic injection, syringe, or needle.  2. A drug 

addict.   —  v.  tr. hyped, hyp·ing, hypes. To stimulate with or as if with a 

hypodermic injection: “hyped the country up to a purposeless pitch” (Newsweek).  

[Shortening and alteration of HYPODERMIC.]

hyped-up (hXptùƒpù) adj.  Slang. Stimulated with or as if with a hypodermic 

injection: “hyped-up rhetoric to dramatize the strike” (New York Times). 

hy·per (hXùpNr) adj.  Slang. 1. Having a very excitable or nervous temperament; 

high-strung.  2. Emotionally stimulated or overexcited.  [Short for HYPERACTIVE.]

hyper- pref.  1. Over; above; beyond:  hypercharge.  2. Excessive; excessively:  

hypercritical.  [Greek huper-, from huper, over, beyond. See uper in Appendix.]

hy·per·ac·id (hXÙpNr-4sùVd) adj.  Containing excessive acid; excessively acidic:  a 

hyperacid stomach.   —hyÙper·a·cidùi·ty (-N-sVdùV-tK) n. 

hy·per·ac·tive (hXÙpNr-4kùtVv) adj.  1. Highly or excessively active:  a hyperac-

tive new drug; a hyperactive thyroid gland.  2. a. Having behavior characterized by 

constant overactivity.  b. Afflicted with attention deficit disorder.    
—hyÙper·acùtive·ly adv.  —hyÙper·ac·tivùi·ty (-4k-tVvùV-tK) n. 

hy·per·aes·the·sia (hXÙpNr-Vs-thKùzhN) n.  Variant of hyperesthesia. 
hy·per·bar·ic (hXÙpNr-b4rùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, producing, operating, or 

occurring at pressures higher than normal atmospheric pressure:  a hyperbaric 

chamber; hyperbaric therapy.   —hyÙper·barùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·per·ba·ton (hX-pûrùbN-tmnÙ) n.  A figure of speech, such as anastrophe or 

hysteron proteron, using deviation from normal or logical word order to produce 

an effect.  [Greek huperbaton, from neuter of huperbatos, transposed, from 

huperbainein, to step over  : huper-, over, across; see HYPER- + bainein, to step; see 

gw7- in Appendix.]

hy·per·bo·la (hX-pûrùbN-lN) n.  pl. hy·per·bo·las or hy·per·bo·lae (-lK). 
Mathematics. A plane curve having two branches, formed by the intersection of a 



plane with both halves of a right circular cone at an angle parallel to the axis of 

the cone. It is the locus of points for which the difference of the distances from 

two given points is a constant.  [New Latin, from Greek huperbolK, a throwing 

beyond, excess (from the relationship between the line joining the vertices of a 

conic and the line through its focus and parallel to its directrix). See HYPERBOLE.]

hy·per·bo·le (hX-pûrùbN-lK) n.  A figure of speech in which exaggeration is used 

for emphasis or effect, as in I could sleep for a year or This book weighs a ton.  

[Latin hyperbolK, from Greek huperbolK, excess, from huperballein, to exceed  : 

huper, beyond; see HYPER- + ballein, to throw; see gwelN- in Appendix.]

hy·per·bol·ic (hXÙpNr-bmlùVk) also hy·per·bol·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating 

to, or employing hyperbole.  2. Mathematics. a. Of, relating to, or having the 

form of a hyperbola.  b. Of or relating to a geometric system in which two or 

more lines can be drawn through any point in a plane and not intersect a given 

line in the plane.  c. Of or relating to a hyperbolic function:  hyperbolic cosine.    
—hyÙper·bolùi·cal·ly adv. 

hyperbolic function (hXÙpNr-bmlùVk fƒngkùshNn) n.  Mathematics. Any of a 

set of six functions related, for a real variable z, to the hyperbola in a manner 

analogous to the relationship of the trigonometric functions to a circle, includ-

ing: a. The hyperbolic sine, defined by the equation sinh z = 2(ez – e–z).  b. The 

hyperbolic cosine, defined by the equation cosh z = 2(ez + e–z).  c. The hyperbolic 

tangent, defined by the equation tanh z = sinh z/cosh z.  d. The hyperbolic cotan-

gent, defined by the equation coth z = cosh z/sinh z.  e. The hyperbolic secant, 

defined by the equation sech z = 1/cosh z.  f. The hyperbolic cosecant, defined by 

the equation csch z = 1/sinh z.  

hyperbolic paraboloid (hXÙpNr-bmlùVk pN-r4bùN-loidÙ) n.  Mathematics. A 

surface of which all sections parallel to one coordinate plane are hyperbolas and 

all sections parallel to another coordinate plane are parabolas. 

hy·per·bo·lism (hX-pûrùbN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The use of hyperbole.  2. An instance 

of hyperbole. 

hy·per·bo·lize (hX-pûrùbN-lXzÙ) v.  hy·per·bo·lized, hy·per·bo·liz·ing, 
hy·per·bo·liz·es.  —  v.  intr. To use hyperbole; exaggerate.   —  v.  tr. To express 

with hyperbole. 

hy·per·bo·loid (hX-pûrùbN-loidÙ) n.  Mathematics. Either of two quadric sur-

faces generated by rotating a hyperbola about either of its main axes and having a 

finite center with certain plane sections that are hyperbolas and others that are 

ellipses or circles.   —hy·perÙbo·loidÙal (-loidùl) adj. 

Hy·per·bo·re·an (hXÙpNr-bôrùK-Nn, -borù-, -bN-rKùNn) n.  Greek Mythology. One 

of a people known to the ancient Greeks from the earliest times, living in a per-

petually warm and sunny land north of the source of the north wind.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to the Hyperboreans.  2. hyperborean. a. Of or relating to the 

far north; Arctic.  b. Very cold; frigid.   [From Latin Hyperboreus, from Hyper-



boreX, the Hyperboreans, from Greek Huperboreoi : huper-, hyper- + boreios, 

northern  or Boreas, the north wind, the north.]

hy·per·cal·ce·mia (hXÙpNr-k4l-sKùmK-N) n.  An excessive amount of calcium in 

the blood. 

hy·per·cap·ni·a (hXÙpNr-k4pùnK-N) n.  An increased amount of carbon dioxide 

in the blood as a result of hypoventilation.  [HYPER- + Greek kapnos, smoke + -

IA
2.]

hy·per·cat·a·lec·tic (hXÙpNr-k4tÙl-HkùtVk) adj.  Having an extra syllable or syl-

lables at the end of a metrically complete line of verse or in a metrical foot.  [Latin 

hypercatalKcticus, from Greek huperkatalKktikos : huper-, hyper- + katalKktikos, 

incomplete; see CATALECTIC.] —hyÙper·catÙa·lexùis (-k4tÙl-HkùsVs) n. 

hy·per·charge (hXùpNr-chärjÙ) n.  Symbol Y A quantum number equal to twice 

the average electric charge of a particle multiplet or, equivalently, to the sum of 

the strangeness and the baryon number. 

hy·per·cho·les·ter·ol·e·mi·a (hXÙpNr-kN-lHsÙtNr-N-lKùmK-N) n.  1. An excess 

of cholesterol in the blood.  2. A familial disorder characterized by a high level of 

cholesterol in the blood. 

hy·per·cor·rect (hXÙpNr-kN-rHktù) adj.  Of, relating to, or marked by hypercor-

rection.   —hyÙper·cor·rectùly adv.  —hyÙper·cor·rectùness n. 

hy·per·cor·rec·tion (hXÙpNr-kN-rHkùshNn) n.  Linguistics. 1. A construction or 

pronunciation produced by mistaken analogy with standard usage out of a desire 

to be correct, as in the substitution of I for me in on behalf of my wife and I.  

2. The production of such a construction or pronunciation. 

hy·per·crit·ic (hXÙpNr-krVtùVk) n.  A person who is excessively critical. 

hy·per·crit·i·cal (hXÙpNr-krVtùV-kNl) adj.  Excessively critical; captious.  See Syn-

onyms at critical.  —hyÙper·critùi·cal·ly adv.  —hyÙper·critùi·cism (-V-sVzÙNm) 

n. 

hy·per·e·mi·a (hXÙpN-rKùmK-N) n.  An increase in the quantity of blood flow to 

a body part; engorgement.   —hyÙper·eùmic (-mVk) adj. 

hy·per·es·the·sia also hy·per·aes·the·sia (hXÙpNr-Vs-thKùzhN) n.  An abnor-

mal or pathological increase in sensitivity to sensory stimuli, as of the skin to 

touch or the ear to sound.   —hyÙper·es·thetùic (-thHtùVk) adj. 

hy·per·eu·tec·tic (hXÙpNr-yu-tHkùtVk) adj.  Having the minor component 

present in a larger amount than in the eutectic composition of the same compo-

nents. 

hy·per·ex·ten·sion (hXÙpNr-Vk-stHnùshNn) n.  Extension of a bodily joint 

beyond its normal range of motion.   —hyÙper·ex·tendù (-Vk-stHndù) v. 

hy·per·fine structure (hXùpNr-fXnÙ strƒkùchNr) n.  Abbr. hfs The splitting of a 

spectral line into two or more components as a result of the spin or magnetic 

moment of the atomic nucleus. 



hy·per·gly·ce·mi·a (hXÙpNr-glX-sKùmK-N) n.  The presence of an abnormally 

high concentration of glucose in the blood.   —hyÙper·gly·ceùmic (-mVk) adj. 

hy·per·gol·ic (hXÙpNr-gmlùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to a rocket propellant con-

sisting of fuel and an oxidizer that ignite spontaneously on contact.  2. Using 

such a fuel.  [From German Hypergol, a hypergolic fluid propellant  : from hyper-

, extreme (from Greek huper-); see HYPER- + Greek ergon, work; see ERG.] 
—hyùper·golÙ (hXùpNr-gôlÙ, -golÙ, -gmlÙ) n.  —hyÙper·golùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·per·in·fla·tion (hXÙpNr-Vn-fl7ùshNn) n.  Extremely high monetary inflation.   
—hyÙper·in·flaùtion·arÙy adj. 

hy·per·in·su·lin·ism (hXÙpNr-VnùsN-lN-nVzÙNm) n.  An abnormally high level of 

insulin in the blood, resulting in hypoglycemia. 

Hy·pe·ri·on (hX-pîrùK-Nn) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A Titan, the son of Gaea and 

Uranus and the father of Helios.  2. The satellite of Saturn that is 15th in distance 

from the planet.  [Greek Huperion.]

hy·per·ir·ri·ta·bil·i·ty (hXÙpNr-VrÙV-tN-bVlùV-tK) n.  Excessive response to a stim-

ulus.   —hyÙper·irùri·ta·ble adj. 

hy·per·ker·a·to·sis (hXÙpNr-kHrÙN-toùsVs) n.  pl. hy·per·ker·a·to·ses (-sKz). 
Hypertrophy of the cornea or the horny layer of the skin.   
—hyÙper·kerÙa·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

hy·per·ki·ne·sia (hXÙpNr-kV-nKùzhN) also hy·per·ki·ne·sis (-sVs) n.  Pathologi-

cally increased muscular movement.  [HYPER- + Greek kinKsis, movement (from 

kinein, to move); see kei-2 in Appendix + -IA
1.] —hyÙper·ki·netùic (-nHtùVk) adj. 

hy·per·li·pe·mi·a (hXÙpNr-lV-pKùmK-N, -lX-) n.  An excess of fat or lipids in the 

blood.  Also called hyperlipidemia 

hy·per·li·pi·de·mi·a (hXÙpNr-lVpÙV-dKùmK-N, -lXÙpV-) n.  See hyperlipemia. 
hy·per·mar·ket (hXùpNr-märÙkVt) n.  A very large commercial establishment 

that is a combination of a department store and a supermarket. 

hy·per·me·di·a (hXÙpNr-mKùdK-N) n.  Computer Science. A computer-based 

information retrieval system that enables a user to gain or provide access to texts, 

audio and video recordings, photographs, and computer graphics related to a 

particular subject. 

hy·per·met·ric (hXÙpNr-mHtùrVk) adj.  1. Having one or more syllables in addi-

tion to those found in a standard metrical unit or line of verse.  2. Being one of 

these additional syllables.   —hy·perùme·ter (hX-pûrùmV-tNr) n.  

—hyÙper·metùri·cal adj. 

hy·per·me·tro·pi·a (hXÙpNr-mV-troùpK-N) n.  See hyperopia.  [Greek huper-

metros, beyond measure (huper-, hyper- + metron, measure); see METER
2 + -OPIA.] 

—hyÙper·me·troùpic (-troùpVk, -trmpùVk), hyÙper·me·troùpi·cal adj.  

—hyÙper·metùro·py (-mHtùrN-pK) n. 



hy·perm·ne·sia (hXÙpNrm-nKùzhN) n.  Exceptionally exact or vivid memory, 

especially as associated with certain mental illnesses.  [HYPER- + (A)MNESIA.] 
—hyÙperm·neùsic (-zVk, -sVk) adj. 

hy·per·on (hXùpN-rmnÙ) n.  A semistable or unstable baryon with mass greater 

than the neutron. 

hy·per·o·pi·a (hXÙpN-roùpK-N) n.  An abnormal condition of the eye in which 

vision is better for distant objects than for near objects. It results from the eyeball 

being too short from front to back, causing images to be focused behind the ret-

ina.  Also called farsightedness, hypermetropia.  —hyùper·opeÙ (hXùpN-ropÙ) n.  

—hyÙper·oùpic (-oùpVk, -mpùVk) adj. 

hy·per·os·to·sis (hXÙpNr-m-stoùsVs) n.  pl. hy·per·os·to·ses (-sKz). Excessive or 

abnormal thickening or growth of bone tissue.  [HYPER- + OST(EO)- + -OSIS.] 
—hyÙper·os·totùic (-m-stmtùVk) adj. 

hy·per·pi·tu·i·ta·rism (hXÙpNr-pV-tuùV-tN-rVzÙNm, -tyuù-) n.  

1. Pathologically excessive production of anterior pituitary hormones, especially 

growth hormones.  2. The condition resulting from an excess of pituitary hor-

mones, characterized by gigantism in children and acromegaly in adults.   
—hyÙper·pi·tuùi·tarÙy (-tHrÙK) adj. 

hy·per·pla·sia (hXÙpNr-pl7ùzhN) n.  An abnormal increase in the number of cells 

in an organ or a tissue with consequent enlargement.   —hyÙper·plasùtic (-

pl4sùtVk) adj. 

hy·per·ploid (hXùpNr-ploidÙ) adj.  Having a chromosome number greater than 

but not an exact multiple of the normal euploid number.   —hyùper·ploidÙ n.  

—hyùper·ploiÙdy n. 

hy·perp·ne·a (hXÙpNrp-nKùN, hXÙpNr-nKùN) n.  Abnormally deep or rapid breath-

ing.  [HYPER- + Greek pnoia, pnoK, breath, breathing (from pnein, to breathe); see 

pneu- in Appendix.] —hyÙperp·neùic (-Vk) adj. 

hy·per·po·lar·ize (hXÙpNr-poùlN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. hy·per·po·lar·ized, 
hy·per·po·lar·iz·ing, hy·per·po·lar·iz·es. Physiology. To cause an increase in 

polarity, as across a biological membrane. 

hy·per·py·rex·i·a (hXÙpNr-pX-rHkùsK-N) n.  Abnormally high fever.   
—hyÙper·py·rexùi·al, hyÙper·py·retùic (-rHtùVk)  adj. 

hy·per·re·al·ism (hXÙpNr-rKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  An artistic style characterized by 

highly realistic graphic representation.   —hyÙper·reùal·ist adj. , n.  

—hyÙper·reÙal·istùic adj. 

hy·per·sen·si·tive (hXÙpNr-sHnùsV-tVv) adj.  Highly or excessively sensitive.   
—hyÙper·senùsi·tive·ness, hyÙper·senÙsi·tivùi·ty (-tVvùV-tK)  n. 

hy·per·sex·u·al (hXÙpNr-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  Excessively interested or involved in 

sexual activity.   —hyÙper·sexÙu·alùi·ty (-sHkÙshu-4lùV-tK) n. 

hy·per·son·ic (hXÙpNr-smnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or capable of speed equal to 

or exceeding five times the speed of sound.   —hyÙper·sonùi·cal·ly adv. 



hy·per·space (hXùpNr-sp7sÙ) n.  Space that has four or more dimensions. 

hy·per·sthene (hXùpNrs-thKnÙ) n.  A green, brown, or black splintery, cleavable 

pyroxene mineral, essentially (Fe,Mg)2Si2O6.  [French hypersthène : hyper-, 

extreme (from Greek huper-); see HYPER- + Greek sthenos, strength.] 
—hyÙper·sthenùic (-thHnùVk) adj. 

hy·per·ten·sion (hXÙpNr-tHnùshNn) n.  1. Arterial disease in which chronic high 

blood pressure is the primary symptom.  2. Abnormally elevated blood pres-

sure.   —hyÙper·tenùsive adj.  & n. 

hy·per·text (hXùpNr-tHkstÙ) n.  Computer Science. A computer-based text 

retrieval system that enables the user to provide access to or gain information 

related to a particular text. 

hy·per·ther·mi·a (hXÙpNr-thûrùmK-N) n.  Unusually high body temperature.   
—hyÙper·therùmal adj. 

hy·per·thy·roid (hXÙpNr-thXùroidÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or affected with hyper-

thyroidism. 

hy·per·thy·roid·ism (hXÙpNr-thXùroi-dVzÙNm) n.  1. Pathologically excessive 

production of thyroid hormones.  2. The condition resulting from excessive 

activity of the thyroid gland, characterized by increased basal metabolism. 

hy·per·to·ni·a (hXÙpNr-toùnK-N) n.  Pathology. The state of being hypertonic. 

hy·per·ton·ic (hXÙpNr-tmnùVk) adj.  1. Pathology. Having extreme muscular or 

arterial tension.  2. Chemistry. Having the higher osmotic pressure of two solu-

tions.   —hyÙper·to·nicùi·ty (-tN-nVsùV-tK, -to-) n. 

hy·per·tro·phy (hX-pûrùtrN-fK) n.  pl. hy·per·tro·phies. A nontumorous 

enlargement of an organ or a tissue as a result of an increase in the size rather 

than the number of constituent cells:  muscle hypertrophy.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

hy·per·tro·phied, hy·per·tro·phy·ing, hy·per·tro·phies. To grow or cause 

to grow abnormally large.   —hyÙper·troùphic (-troùfVk, -trmfùVk) adj. 

hy·per·ven·ti·late (hXÙpNr-vHnùtl-7tÙ) v.  hy·per·ven·ti·lat·ed, 
hy·per·ven·ti·lat·ing, hy·per·ven·ti·lates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To breathe abnor-

mally fast or deeply so as to effect hyperventilation.  2. To breathe in this manner 

as from excitement or anxiety.   —  v.  tr. To subject to hyperventilation. 

hy·per·ven·ti·la·tion (hXÙpNr-vHnÙtl-7ùshNn) n.  Abnormally fast or deep res-

piration, which results in the loss of carbon dioxide from the blood, thereby caus-

ing a fall in blood pressure, tingling of the extremities, and sometimes fainting. 

hy·per·vi·ta·min·o·sis (hXÙpNr-vXÙtN-mN-noùsVs) n.  pl. 

hy·per·vi·ta·min·o·ses (-sKz). Any of various abnormal conditions in which the 

physiological effect of a vitamin is produced to a pathological degree by excessive 

intake of the vitamin. 

hy·pes·the·sia (hXÙpVs-thKùzhN) n.  Variant of hypoesthesia. 
hy·pe·thral (hX-pKùthrNl) adj.  Variant of hypaethral. 



hy·pha (hXùfN) n.  pl. hy·phae (-fK). Any of the threadlike filaments forming the 

mycelium of a fungus.  [New Latin, from Greek huphK, web. See webh- in 

Appendix.] —hyùphal adj. 

hy·phen (hXùfNn) n.  A punctuation mark (-) used between the parts of a com-

pound word or name or between the syllables of a word, especially when divided 

at the end of a line of text.   —  v.  tr. hy·phened, hy·phen·ing, hy·phens. To 

hyphenate.  [Late Latin, from Greek huphen, a sign indicating a compound or two 

words which are to be read as one, from huph’ hen, in one  : hupo, under; see 

HYPO- + hen, neuter of heis, one; see sem-1 in Appendix.]

hy·phen·ate (hXùfN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. hy·phen·at·ed, hy·phen·at·ing, 
hy·phen·ates. To divide or connect (syllables, word elements, or names) with a 

hyphen.   —hyÙphen·aùtion n. 

hypn- pref.  Variant of hypno-. 
hyp·na·gog·ic also hyp·no·gog·ic (hVpÙnN-gmjùVk, -goùjVk) adj.  1. Inducing 

sleep; soporific.  2. Of or relating to the state of drowsiness preceding sleep.  

[French hypnagogique : Greek hupnos, sleep; see HYPNO- + Greek agogos, leading 

(from agein, to lead); see ag- in Appendix.]

hypno-  or hypn- pref.  1. Sleep:  hypnophobia.  2. Hypnosis:  hypnoanalysis.  

[From Greek hupnos, sleep. See swep- in Appendix.]

hyp·no·a·nal·y·sis (hVpÙno-N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. hyp·no·a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 
The use of hypnosis in conjunction with psychoanalytic techniques. 

hyp·no·gen·e·sis (hVpÙno-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The process of inducing or entering 

sleep or a hypnotic state.   —hypÙno·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  

—hypÙno·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

hyp·no·gog·ic (hVpÙnN-gmjùVk, -goùjVk) adj.  Variant of hypnagogic. 
hyp·noid (hVpùnoidÙ) also hyp·noi·dal (hVp-noidùl) adj.  Of or resembling 

hypnosis or sleep. 

hyp·no·pe·di·a (hVpÙnN-pKùdK-N) n.  See sleep-learning.  [HYPNO- + Greek 

paideia, education; see ENCYCLOPEDIA.]

hyp·no·pho·bi·a (hVpÙnN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of falling asleep.   
—hypÙno·phoùbic adj. 

hyp·no·pom·pic (hVpÙnN-pmmùpVk) adj.  Of or relating to the partially con-

scious state that precedes complete awakening from sleep.  [From HYPNO- + Greek 

pompK, a sending away; see POMP.]

Hyp·nos (hVpùnmsÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of sleep. 

hyp·no·sis (hVp-noùsVs) n.  pl. hyp·no·ses (-sKz). 1. A sleeplike state usually 

induced by another person in which the subject may experience forgotten or sup-

pressed memories, hallucinations, and heightened suggestibility.  2. Hypnotism.  

3. A sleeplike condition. 

hyp·no·ther·a·py (hVpÙno-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. hyp·no·ther·a·pies. Therapy 

based on or using hypnosis, especially for treatment of chronic pain. 



hyp·not·ic (hVp-nmtùVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to hypnosis.  b. Of or relating 

to hypnotism.   2. Inducing or tending to induce sleep; soporific:  read the bed-

time story in a hypnotic voice.   —  n.  1. a. A person who is hypnotized.  b. A per-

son who can be hypnotized.   2. An agent that causes sleep; a soporific.  [French 

hypnotique, from Late Latin hypnoticus, inducing sleep, from Greek hupnotikos, 

from hupnoun, to put to sleep, from hupnos, sleep. See swep- in Appendix.] 
—hyp·notùi·cal·ly adv. 

hyp·no·tism (hVpùnN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. The theory or practice of inducing hypno-

sis.  2. The act of inducing hypnosis.   —hypùno·tist n. 

hyp·no·tize (hVpùnN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. hyp·no·tized, hyp·no·tiz·ing, 
hyp·no·tiz·es. 1. To put into a state of hypnosis.  2. To fascinate by or as if by 

hypnosis.   —hypÙno·tizÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —hypùno·tizÙa·ble adj.  

—hypÙno·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  —hypùno·tizÙer n. 

hy·po1 (hXùpo) n.  See sodium thiosulfate.  [Short for HYPOSULFITE.]

hy·po2 (hXùpo) Informal. n.  pl. hy·pos. 1. A hypodermic syringe.  2. A hypo-

dermic injection.   —  v.  tr. hy·poed, hy·po·ing, hy·pos. To stimulate by or as 

if by hypodermic injection: “pandering to community fears in order to hypo rat-

ings” (Variety). 

hypo-  or hyp- pref.  1. Below; beneath; under:  hypodermic.  2. Less than nor-

mal; deficient:  hypoesthesia.  3. In the lowest state of oxidation:  hypoxanthine.  

[Greek hupo-, from hupo, under, beneath. See upo in Appendix.]

hy·po·a·cid·i·ty (hXÙpo-N-sVdùV-tK) n.  pl. hy·po·a·cid·i·ties. 1. Chemistry. 

Slight acidity.  2. Medicine. A condition of less than normal acidity, especially in 

the stomach. 

hy·po·al·ler·gen·ic (hXÙpo-4lÙNr-jHnùVk) adj.  Having a decreased tendency to 

provoke an allergic reaction:  hypoallergenic cosmetics. 

hy·po·bar·ic (hXÙpN-b4rùVk) adj.  Below normal pressure.   —hyÙpo·barùism n. 

hy·po·blast (hXùpN-bl4stÙ) n.  See endoderm.  —hyÙpo·blasùtic adj. 

hy·po·caust (hXùpN-kôstÙ) n.  A space under the floor of an ancient Roman 

building where heat from a furnace was accumulated to heat a room or a bath.  

[Latin hypocaustum, from Greek hupokauston, from hupokaiein, to light a fire 

beneath  : hupo-, hypo- + kaiein, to burn.]

hy·po·cen·ter (hXùpN-sHnÙtNr) n.  The surface position directly beneath the cen-

ter of a nuclear explosion.   —hyÙpo·cenùtral (-sHnùtrNl) adj. 

hy·po·chlo·rite (hXÙpN-klôrùXtÙ, -klorù-) n.  A salt or ester of hypochlorous 

acid. 

hy·po·chlo·rous acid (hXÙpN-klôrùNs 4sùVd, -klorù-) n.  A weak, unstable acid, 

HOCl, occurring only in solution and used as a bleach, an oxidizer, a deodorant, 

and a disinfectant. 

hy·po·chon·dri·a (hXÙpN-kmnùdrK-N) n.  1. The persistent neurotic conviction 

that one is or is likely to become ill, often involving experiences of real pain when 



illness is neither present nor likely.  Also called hypochondriasis 2.  Plural of 

hypochondrium. [Late Latin, abdomen, from Greek hupokhondria, pl. of 

hupokhondrion, abdomen (held to be the seat of melancholy) neuter of 

hupokhondrios, under the cartilage of the breastbone  : hupo-, hypo- + khondros, 

cartilage; see ghrendh- in Appendix.]

hy·po·chon·dri·ac (hXÙpN-kmnùdrK-4kÙ) n.  A person affected with hypochon-

dria.   —  adj.  1. Relating to or affected with hypochondria.  2. Anatomy. Relat-

ing to or located in the hypochondrium.   —hyÙpo·chon·driùa·cal (-kmn-drXùN-

kNl) adj.  —hyÙpo·chon·driùa·cal·ly adv. 

hy·po·chon·dri·a·sis (hXÙpN-kNn-drXùN-sVs) n.  pl. hy·po·chon·dri·a·ses (-

sKzÙ). See hypochondria (n., sense 1).  [HYPOCHONDR(IA) + -IASIS.]

hy·po·chon·dri·um (hXÙpN-kmnùdrK-Nm) n.  pl. hy·po·chon·dri·a (-drK-N). 
The upper lateral region of the abdomen, marked by the lower ribs.  [New Latin, 

from Greek hupokhondrion, abdomen. See HYPOCHONDRIA.]

hy·poc·o·rism (hX-pmkùN-rVzÙNm, hXÙpN-kôrùVzÙNm, -korù-) n.  1. A name of 

endearment; a pet name.  2. The use of such names.  [Late Latin hypocorisma, 

from Greek hupokorisma, from hupokorizesthai, to call by endearing names  : 

hypo, beneath, secretly; see HYPO- + korizesthai, to caress (from koros, boy, and 

korK, girl ); see ker-2 in Appendix.] —hyÙpo·co·risùtic (hXÙpN-kN-rVsùtVk), 
hyÙpo·co·risùti·cal (-tV-kNl)  adj.  —hyÙpo·co·risùti·cal·ly adv. 

hy·po·cot·yl (hXùpN-kmtÙl) n.  The part of the axis of a plant embryo or seedling 

plant that is below the cotyledons.  [HYPO- + COTYL(EDON).]

hy·poc·ri·sy (hV-pmkùrV-sK) n.  pl. hy·poc·ri·sies. 1. The practice of professing 

beliefs, feelings, or virtues that one does not hold or possess; falseness.  2. An act 

or instance of such falseness.  [Middle English ipocrisie, from Old French, from 

Late Latin hypocrisis, play-acting, pretense, from Greek hupokrisis, from 

hupokrinesthai, to play a part, pretend  : hupo-, hypo- + krinesthai, to explain 

(from krinein, to decide, judge); see krei- in Appendix.]

hyp·o·crite (hVpùN-krVtÙ) n.  A person given to hypocrisy.  [Middle English ipo-

crite, from Old French, from Late Latin hypocrita, from Greek hupocritKs, actor, 

from hupokrinesthai, to play a part, pretend. See HYPOCRISY.]

hy·po·crit·i·cal (hVpÙN-krVtùV-kNl) adj.  1. Characterized by hypocrisy:  hypocrit-

ical praise.  2. Being a hypocrite:  a hypocritical rogue.   —hypÙo·critùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·po·cy·cloid (hXÙpo-sXùkloidÙ) n.  Mathematics. The plane locus of a point 

fixed on a circle that rolls on the inside circumference of a fixed circle. 

hy·po·derm (hXùpN-dûrmÙ) n.  Variant of hypodermis. 
hy·po·der·mal (hXÙpN-dûrùmNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the hypodermis.  

2. Lying below the epidermis. 

hy·po·der·mic (hXÙpN-dûrùmVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the layer just beneath 

the epidermis.  2. Relating to the hypodermis.  3. Injected beneath the skin.   —  



n.  1. A hypodermic injection.  2. A hypodermic needle.  3. A hypodermic 

syringe.   —hyÙpo·derùmi·cal·ly adv. 

hypodermic injection (hXÙpN-dûrùmVk Vn-jHkùshNn) n.  A subcutaneous, 

intracutaneous, intramuscular, or intravenous injection by means of a hypoder-

mic syringe and needle. 

hypodermic needle (hXÙpN-dûrùmVk nKdùl) n.  1. A hollow needle used with 

a hypodermic syringe.  2. A hypodermic syringe including the needle. 

hypodermic syringe (hXÙpN-dûrùmVk sN-rVnjù) n.  A piston syringe that is fit-

ted with a hypodermic needle for giving injections. 

hy·po·der·mis (hXÙpN-dûrùmVs) also hy·po·derm (hXùpN-dûrmÙ) n.  1. An epi-

dermal layer of cells that secretes an overlying chitinous cuticle, as in arthropods.  

2. Botany. A layer of cells lying immediately below the epidermis.  3. Anatomy. A 

subcutaneous layer of loose connective tissue containing a varying number of fat 

cells. 

hy·po·es·the·sia (hXÙpo-Vs-thKùzhN) also hy·pes·the·sia (hXÙpVs-) n.  Partial 

loss of sensation; diminished sensibility. 

hy·po·eu·tec·tic (hXÙpo-yu-tHkùtVk) adj.  Chemistry. Having the minor com-

ponent present in a smaller amount than in the eutectic composition of the same 

components. 

hy·po·gas·tri·um (hXÙpN-g4sùtrK-Nm) n.  pl. hy·po·gas·tri·a (-trK-N). The 

lowest of the three median regions of the abdomen.  [New Latin, from Greek 

hypogastrion : hupo, hypo- + gastrion, diminutive of gastKr, belly.] 
—hyÙpo·gasùtric adj. 

hy·po·ge·a (hXÙpN-jKùN) n.  Plural of hypogeum. 
hy·po·ge·al (hXÙpN-jKùNl) also hy·po·ge·an (-Nn)  or hy·po·ge·ous (-Ns) adj.  

1. Located under the earth’s surface; underground.  2. Botany. Of or relating to 

seed germination in which the cotyledons remain below the surface of the 

ground.  [From Latin hypogKus, from Greek hupogeios : hupo, hypo- + gK, earth.] 
—hyÙpo·geùal·ly adv. 

hy·po·gene (hXùpN-jKnÙ) adj.  Formed or situated below the earth’s surface. 

Used of rocks. 

hy·pog·e·nous (hX-pmjùN-nNs) adj.  Botany. Growing on a lower surface of a 

structure, as fungi on leaves. 

hy·po·ge·ous (hXÙpN-jKùNs) adj.  Variant of hypogeal. 
hy·po·ge·um (hXÙpN-jKùNm) n.  pl. hy·po·ge·a (-jKùN). 1. A subterranean 

chamber of an ancient building.  2. An ancient subterranean burial chamber, 

such as a catacomb.  [Latin hypogKum, from Greek hupogeion, from neuter of 

hupogeios, underground. See HYPOGEAL.]

hy·po·glos·sal (hXÙpN-glmsùNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the area under the 

tongue.  2. Of or relating to the hypoglossal nerve.  [HYPO- + Greek glossa, 

tongue.]



hypoglossal nerve (hXÙpN-glmsùNl nûrv) n.  Either of the 12th pair of cranial 

nerves that innervate the muscles of the tongue. 

hy·po·gly·ce·mi·a (hXÙpo-glX-sKùmK-N) n.  An abnormally low level of glucose 

in the blood. 

hy·po·gly·ce·mic (hXÙpo-glX-sKùmVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to hypoglycemia.  

2. Lowering the concentration of glucose in the blood:  a hypoglycemic drug. 

hy·pog·y·nous (hX-pmjùN-nNs) adj.  Botany. Having the floral parts, such as 

sepals, petals, and stamens, borne on the receptacle beneath the ovary.   
—hy·pogùy·ny (-nK) n. 

hy·po·lim·ni·on (hXÙpN-lVmùnK-mnÙ, -Nn) n.  The layer of water in a thermally 

stratified lake that lies below the thermocline, is noncirculating, and remains per-

petually cold.  [HYPO- + Greek limnion, diminutive of limnK, lake, pool.] 
—hyÙpo·lim·netùic (-lVm-nHtùVk), hyÙpo·limùni·al adj. 

hy·po·ma·ni·a (hXÙpN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  A mild state of mania, especially 

as a phase of a manic-depressive cycle.   —hyÙpo·manùic (-m4nùVk) adj. 

hy·po·nas·ty (hXùpN-n4sÙtK) n.  pl. hy·po·nas·ties. An upward bending of 

leaves or other plant parts, resulting from growth of the lower side.   
—hyÙpo·nasùtic adj. 

hy·po·phos·phite (hXÙpo-fmsùfXtÙ) n.  A salt of hypophosphorous acid. 

hy·po·phos·pho·rous acid (hXÙpo-fmsùfNr-Ns 4sùVd, -fms-fôrùNs, -forù-) n.  A 

clear, colorless or slightly yellow liquid, H3PO2, used as a reducing agent. 

hy·poph·y·sis (hX-pmfùV-sVs) n.  pl. hy·poph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). See pituitary 
gland.  [New Latin, from Greek hupophusis, attachment underneath, from 

hupophuein, to grow up beneath  : hupo-, hypo- + phuein, to make grow; see 

bheuN- in Appendix.] —hy·pophÙy·seùal (hX-pmfÙV-sKùNl), hyÙpo·physùi·al 
(hXÙpN-fVzùK-Nl)  adj. 

hy·po·pi·tu·i·ta·rism (hXÙpo-pV-tuùV-tN-rVzÙNm, -tyuù-) n.  1. Deficient or 

diminished production of pituitary hormones.  2. The condition resulting from a 

deficiency in pituitary hormone, especially growth hormone, characterized by 

dwarfism in children and sometimes by decreased activity of the thyroid, adrenal, 

or gonadal glands.   —hyÙpo·pi·tuùi·tarÙy (-tHrÙK) adj. 

hy·po·pla·sia (hXÙpo-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  Incomplete or arrested development 

of an organ or a part.   —hyÙpo·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

hy·po·ploid (hXùpo-ploidÙ) adj.  Genetics. Having a chromosome number lower 

by only a few chromosomes than the normal diploid number.   —hyùpo·ploiÙdy 
n. 

hy·pop·ne·a (hX-pmpùnK-N, hXÙpo-nKùN) n.  Abnormally slow, shallow breathing.  

[HYPO- + Greek pnoia, pnoK, breath, breathing (from pnein, to breathe); see 

pneu- in Appendix.] —hyÙpop·neùic adj. 

hy·po·sen·si·tiv·i·ty (hXÙpo-sHnÙsV-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. hy·po·sen·si·tiv·i·ties. 
Less than the normal ability to respond to stimuli.   —hyÙpo·senùsi·tive adj. 



hy·po·sen·si·tize (hXÙpo-sHnùsV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. hy·po·sen·si·tized, 
hy·po·sen·si·tiz·ing, hy·po·sen·si·tiz·es. To make less sensitive, as to an aller-

gen; desensitize.   —hyÙpo·senÙsi·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

hy·pos·ta·sis (hX-pmsùtN-sVs) n.  pl. hy·pos·ta·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Philosophy. The 

substance, essence, or underlying reality.  2. Theology. a. Any of the persons of 

the Trinity.  b. The essential person of Jesus in which his human and divine 

natures are united.   3. Something that has been hypostatized.  4. a. A settling of 

solid particles in a fluid.  b. Something that settles to the bottom of a fluid; sedi-

ment.   5. Medicine. The settling of blood in the lower part of an organ or the 

body as a result of decreased blood flow.  6. Genetics. A condition in which the 

action of one gene conceals or suppresses the action of another gene that is not its 

allele but that affects the same part or biochemical process in an organism.  [Late 

Latin, from Greek hupostasis : hupo-, hypo- + stasis, a standing; see st7- in 

Appendix.] —hyÙpo·statùic (hXÙpN-st4tùVk), hyÙpo·statùi·cal adj.  

—hyÙpo·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

hy·pos·ta·tize (hX-pmsùtN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. hy·pos·ta·tized, hy·pos·ta·tiz·ing, 
hy·pos·ta·tiz·es. To ascribe material existence to.  [From Greek hupostatos, 

placed under, substantial, from huphistasthai, to stand under, exist  : hupo, 

beneath; see HYPO- + histasthai, middle voice of histanai, to set, place; see EPISTA-

SIS.] —hy·posÙta·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

hy·po·sthe·ni·a (hXÙpNs-thKùnK-N) n.  An abnormal lack of strength; weakness.  

[HYPO- + Greek sthenos, strength + -IA
1.] —hyÙpo·sthenùic (-pNs-thHnùVk) adj. 

hy·po·style (hXùpN-stXlÙ) adj.  Having a roof or ceiling supported by rows of col-

umns.   —  n.  A building with a roof or ceiling supported by rows of columns.  

[From Greek hupostulos, resting upon pillars  : hupo-, hypo- + stulos, pillar; see 

st7- in Appendix.]

hy·po·sul·fite (hXÙpo-sƒlùfXtÙ) n.  See sodium thiosulfate. 
hy·po·sul·fu·rous acid (hXÙpo-sƒl-fytrùNs 4sùVd, -sƒlùfNr-Ns) n.  An unstable 

acid, H2S2O4, known only in aqueous solution and used as a bleaching and reduc-

ing agent.  Also called hydrosulfurous acid 

hy·po·tax·is (hXÙpN-t4kùsVs) n.  Grammar. The dependent or subordinate rela-

tionship of clauses with connectives.  [Greek hupotaxis, subjection, from hupo-

tassein, to arrange under  : hupo-, hypo- + tassein, tag-, to arrange.] 
—hyÙpo·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk) adj. 

hy·po·ten·sion (hXÙpN-tHnùshNn) n.  Abnormally low blood pressure. 

hy·pot·e·nuse (hX-pmtùn-usÙ, -yusÙ) also hy·poth·e·nuse (-pmthùN-nusÙ, -

nyusÙ) n.  Abbr. hyp. Mathematics. The side of a right triangle opposite the right 

angle.  [Latin hypotKn7sa, from Greek hupoteinousa, feminine sing. present parti-

ciple of hupoteinein, to stretch or extend under  : hupo-, hypo- + teinein, to 

stretch; see ten- in Appendix.]

hypoth. abbr.  Hypothesis. 



hy·po·thal·a·mus (hXÙpo-th4lùN-mNs) n.  The part of the brain that lies below 

the thalamus, forming the major portion of the ventral region of the diencepha-

lon and functioning to regulate bodily temperature, certain metabolic processes, 

and other autonomic activities.   —hyÙpo·tha·lamùic (-thN-l4mùVk) adj. 

hy·poth·e·cate (hX-pmthùV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. hy·poth·e·cat·ed, hy·poth·e·cat·ing, 
hy·poth·e·cates. To pledge (property) as security or collateral for a debt with-

out transfer of title or possession.  [Medieval Latin hypothKc7re, hypothKc7t-, from 

Latin hypothKca, pledge, deposit, from Greek hupothKkK, from hupotithenai, to 

give as a pledge, suppose. See HYPOTHESIS.] —hy·pothÙe·caùtion n.  

—hy·pothùe·caÙtor n. 

hy·poth·e·nuse (hX-pmthùN-nusÙ, -nyusÙ) n.  Variant of hypotenuse. 
hy·po·ther·mal (hXÙpo-thûrùmNl) adj.  Geology. Of, relating to, or being min-

eral deposits formed at great depths and high temperatures. 

hy·po·ther·mi·a (hXÙpN-thûrùmK-N) n.  Abnormally low body temperature.  

[HYPO- + Greek thermK, heat; see gwher- in Appendix + -IA
1.] 

—hyÙpo·therùmic (-mVk) adj. 

hy·poth·e·sis (hX-pmthùV-sVs) n.  pl. hy·poth·e·ses (-sKzÙ). Abbr. hyp., 
hypoth. 1. A tentative explanation that accounts for a set of facts and can be 

tested by further investigation; a theory.  2. Something taken to be true for the 

purpose of argument or investigation; an assumption.  3. The antecedent of a 

conditional statement.  [Latin, subject for a speech, from Greek hupothesis, pro-

posal, supposition, from hupotithenai, to suppose  : hupo-, hypo- + tithenai, to 

place; see dhK- in Appendix.]

hy·poth·e·size (hX-pmthùV-sXzÙ) v.  hy·poth·e·sized, hy·poth·e·siz·ing, 
hy·poth·e·siz·es.  —  v.  tr. To assert as a hypothesis.   —  v.  intr. To form a 

hypothesis. 

hy·po·thet·i·cal (hXÙpN-thHtùV-kNl) also hy·po·thet·ic (-thHtùVk) adj.  Abbr. 

hyp. 1. Of, relating to, or based on a hypothesis:  a hypothetical situation.  See 

Synonyms at theoretical.  2. a. Suppositional; uncertain.  See Synonyms at 

supposed.  b. Conditional; contingent.   [From Greek hupothetikos, from hupo-

thetos, placed under, supposed, from hupotithenai, to suppose. See HYPOTHESIS.] 
—hyÙpo·thetùi·cal n.  —hyÙpo·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

hypothetical imperative (hXÙpN-thHtùV-kNl Vm-pHrùN-tVv) n.  In the ethical 

system of Immanuel Kant, a moral command that is conditional on personal 

motive or desire. 

hy·po·thy·roid (hXÙpo-thXùroidÙ) adj.  Affected by or manifesting hypothy-

roidism. 

hy·po·thy·roid·ism (hXÙpo-thXùroi-dVzÙNm) n.  1. Insufficient production of 

thyroid hormones.  2. A pathological condition resulting from severe thyroid 

insufficiency, which may lead to cretinism or myxedema. 



hy·po·ton·ic (hXÙpo-tmnùVk) adj.  1. Pathology. Having less than normal tone or 

tension, as of muscles or arteries.  2. Chemistry. Having the lower osmotic pres-

sure of two fluids.   —hyÙpo·to·nicùi·ty (-tN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

hy·pot·ro·phy (hX-pmtùrN-fK) n.  pl. hy·pot·ro·phies. Progressive degenera-

tion of an organ or tissue caused by loss of cells.   —hyÙpo·troùphic (hXÙpN-

troùfVk) adj. 

hy·po·ven·ti·la·tion (hXÙpN-vHnÙtl-7ùshNn) n.  Abnormally slow and shallow 

respiration, resulting in an increased level of carbon dioxide in the blood. 

hy·po·xan·thine (hXÙpo-z4nùthKnÙ) n.  A white powder, C5H4N4O, that is an 

intermediate in the metabolism of animal purines. 

hy·pox·e·mi·a (hXÙpmk-sKùmK-N) n.  Insufficient oxygenation of the blood. 

hy·pox·i·a (hX-pmkùsK-N, hV-) n.  Deficiency in the amount of oxygen reaching 

body tissues.   —hy·poxùic adj. 

hypso-  or hyps- pref.  Height:  hypsometer.  [From Greek hupsos, height, top. 

See upo in Appendix.]

hyp·sog·ra·phy (hVp-smgùrN-fK) n.  pl. hyp·sog·ra·phies. 1. a. The scientific 

study of the earth’s topologic configuration above sea level, especially the mea-

surement and mapping of land elevations.  b. A representation or description of 

the earth’s topologic features above sea level, as on a map.   2. Hypsometry.   
—hypÙso·graphùic (hVpÙsN-gr4fùVk), hypÙso·graphùi·cal adj. 

hyp·som·e·ter (hVp-smmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument using the atmospheric pres-

sure as measured by the change in the boiling point of water to determine land 

elevations. 

hyp·som·e·try (hVp-smmùV-trK) n.  The measurement of elevation relative to sea 

level.   —hypÙso·metùric (hVpÙsN-mHtùrVk), hypÙso·metùri·cal adj.  

—hypÙso·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —hyp·somùe·trist n. 

hy·rax (hXùr4ksÙ) n.  pl. hy·rax·es or hy·ra·ces (-rN-sKzÙ). Any of several herbiv-

orous mammals of the family Procaviidae within the order Hyraoidea of Africa 

and adjacent Asia, resembling woodchucks or similar rodents but more closely 

related to the hoofed mammals.  Also called coney1, dassie.  [Greek hurax, shrew 

mouse.]

hy·son (hXùsNn) n.  A type of Chinese green tea with twisted leaves.  [Chinese 

(Mandarin) xX ch7n : xX, warm, sunny + ch7n, springlike.]

hys·sop (hVsùNp) n.  1. A woody Eurasian plant (Hyssopus officinalis) having 

spikes of small blue flowers and aromatic leaves used in perfumery and as a con-

diment. a. Any of several similar or related plants.   2. An unidentified plant 

mentioned in the Bible as the source of twigs used for sprinkling in certain 

Hebraic purificatory rites.  [Middle English ysope, from Old English «sope, from 

Latin h«sopum, hyssopus, from Greek hussopos, probably of Semitic origin; akin to 

Hebrew ’Kzôb.]

hyster- pref.  Variant of hystero-. 



hys·ter·ec·to·my (hVsÙtN-rHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. hys·ter·ec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of part or all of the uterus. 

hys·ter·e·sis (hVsÙtN-rKùsVs) n.  pl. hys·ter·e·ses (-sKz). The lagging of an effect 

behind its cause, as when the change in magnetism of a body lags behind changes 

in the magnetic field.  [Greek husterKsis, a shortcoming, from husterein, to come 

late, from husteros, late. See ud- in Appendix.] —hysÙter·etùic (-rHtùVk) adj. 

hys·ter·i·a (hV-stHrùK-N, -stîrù-) n.  1. A neurosis characterized by the presenta-

tion of a physical ailment without an organic cause, sleepwalking, amnesia, epi-

sodes of hallucinations, and other mental and behavioral aberrations.  

2. Excessive or uncontrollable emotion, such as fear or panic.  [New Latin  : HYS-

TER(IC) + -IA
1.]

hys·ter·ic (hV-stHrùVk) n.  1. A person suffering from hysteria.  2. hysterics. 

(used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. A fit of uncontrollable laughing or crying.  b. An 

attack of hysteria.    —  adj.  Hysterical.  [From Latin hystericus, hysterical, from 

Greek husterikos, from hustera, womb (from the former idea that disturbances in 

the womb caused hysteria).]

hys·ter·i·cal (hV-stHrùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, characterized by, or arising from hyste-

ria.  2. Having or prone to having hysterics.  3. Informal. Extremely funny:  told a 

hysterical story.   —hys·terùi·cal·ly adv. 

hystero-  or hyster- pref.  1. Uterus:  hysterectomy.  2. Hysteria:  hysteroid.  

[From Greek hustera, womb.]

hys·ter·o·gen·ic (hVsÙtN-ro-jHnùVk) adj.  Inducing hysteria. 

hys·ter·oid (hVsùtN-roidÙ) adj.  Resembling hysteria. 

hys·ter·on prot·er·on (hVsÙtN-rmnÙ prmtùN-rmnÙ) n.  1. A figure of speech in 

which the natural or rational order of its terms is reversed, as in bred and born 

instead of born and bred.  2. The logical fallacy of assuming as true and using as a 

premise a proposition that is yet to be proved.  [Late Latin, from Greek husteron 

proteron, latter first  : husteron, neuter sing. of husteros, latter, later; see ud- in 

Appendix + proteron, neuter sing. of proteros, former; see per1 in Appendix.]

hys·ter·ot·o·my (hVsÙtN-rmtùN-mK) n.  pl. hys·ter·ot·o·mies. Surgical incision 

of the uterus, as in a cesarean section. 

Hz abbr.  Hertz. 



                                                                                                                  
i1  or I (X) n.  pl. i’s or I’s. 1. The ninth letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter i.  3. The ninth in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter I. 

i2 abbr.  Mathematics. Imaginary unit. 

I1 (X) pron.  Used to refer to oneself as speaker or writer.   —  n.  pl. I’s. The self; 

the ego.  [Middle English, from Old English ic. See eg in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The question of when to use nominative forms of the personal

pronouns (for example, I, she, they) and when to use objective forms (for exam-

ple, me, her, them) has always created controversy among grammarians and un-

certainty among speakers and writers. There is no problem when the pronoun

stands alone in combination with a single verb or preposition: every native speak-

er says I (not me) read the book; They told him (not he); The company bought a

computer for us (not we); and so forth. But the decision is more problematic in

other environments. • When pronouns are joined with other nouns or pronouns

by and or or, there is a widespread tendency to use the objective form even when

the phrase is the subject of the sentence: Robert and her are not speaking to each

other. This usage is natural in colloquial speech, but the nominative forms should

be used in formal speech and writing: John and she (not her) will be giving the talk.

• When pronouns joined by a conjunction occur as the object of a preposition

such as between, according to, or like, many people use the nominative form where

the traditional grammatical rule would require the objective; they say between you

and I rather than between you and me, and so forth. Many critics have seen this

construction as originating in a hypercorrection, whereby speakers who have been

taught to say It is I instead of It is me come further to assume that correctness also

requires between you and I in place of between you and me. This explanation of

the tendency cannot be the whole story, inasmuch as the phrase between you and

I occurs in Shakespeare, centuries before the prescriptive rules requiring It is I and

the like were formulated. But the between you and I construction is nonetheless

widely regarded as a marker of grammatical ignorance and is best avoided. • In

other contexts the traditional insistence that the nominative form be used is more

difficult to defend. The objective form sounds most natural when the pronoun is

not grammatically related to an accompanying verb or preposition. Thus, in re-

sponse to the question “Who cut down the cherry tree?” we more colloquially say

“Me,” even though some grammarians have argued that I must be correct here by

analogy to the form “I did”; and few speakers would accept that the sentence

What, me worry? is improved if it is changed to What, I worry? The prescriptive

insistence that the nominative be used in such a construction is grammatically

questionable and is apt to lead to almost comical pedantries. • There is also a

widespread tendency to use the objective form when a pronoun is used as a sub-

ject together with a noun in apposition, as in Us engineers were left without any



                                                                         
technical support. In formal speech or writing the nominative we would be pref-

erable here. But when the pronoun itself appears in apposition to a subject noun

phrase, the use of nominative may sound pedantic in a sentence such as The re-

maining members of the admissions committee, namely we, will have to meet on an-

other day. A writer who is uncomfortable about using the objective us here would

be best advised to rewrite the sentence to avoid the difficulty. See Usage Note at

be. See Usage Note at but. See Usage Note at we.

I2  1.  The symbol for the element iodine (n., sense 1). 2. Electricity. The symbol 

for current (n., sense 4). 3.  Also i. The symbol for the Roman numeral 1. 

I3 abbr.  1. Institute.  2. Intelligence.  3. Interstate.  4. Isospin. 

i. abbr.  1. Incisor.  2. Interest.  3. Grammar. Intransitive.  4.  Or I.. Island; isle. 

-i-.  Used as a connective to join word elements:  setiform.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin, stem vowel of nouns and adjectives used in combina-

tion.]

IA  or Ia. abbr.  Iowa. 

i.a. abbr.  In absentia. 

-ia1 suff.  1. Disease; pathological or abnormal condition:  anoxia.  2. Territory; 

country:  Australia.  [New Latin, from Latin, and Greek, n. suff.]

-ia2 suff.  Things derived from, relating to, or belonging to:  personalia.  [Latin, 

neuter pl. of -ius, and Greek, neuter pl. of -ios, n. and adj. suffixes.]

IAA abbr.  Indoleacetic acid. 

IAAF abbr.  International Amateur Athletic Federation. 

IABA abbr.  International Amateur Boxing Association. 

IADB abbr.  Inter-American Defense Board. 

-ial suff.  Of, relating to, or characterized by:  baronial.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin -i7lis.]

IALC abbr.  Instrument approach and landing chart. 

IAMAW abbr.  International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers. 

i·amb (Xù4mbÙ, Xù4mÙ) also i·am·bus (X-4mùbNs) n.  pl. i·ambs also i·am·bus·es  
or i·am·bi (-bXÙ). A metrical foot consisting of an unstressed syllable followed by 

a stressed syllable or a short syllable followed by a long syllable, as in delay.  

[French iambe, from Latin iambus, from Greek iambos.]

i·am·bic (X-4mùbVk) adj.  Consisting of iambs or characterized by their predomi-

nance:  iambic pentameter.   —  n.  1. An iamb.  2.  Often iambics. A verse, 

stanza, or poem written in iambs. 

i·am·bus (X-4mùbNs) n.  Variant of iamb. 
-ian suff.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling:  Bostonian.  2. One relating to, 

belonging to, or resembling:  academician.  [Middle English -ien, -ian, from Old 

French -ien, from Latin -i7nus, adj. and n. suff.]

-iana suff.  Variant of -ana. 



IAP abbr.  International airport. 

I·ap·e·tus (X-4pùV-tNs, K-4pù-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A Titan who was the father 

of Prometheus and Atlas and an ancestor of the human race.  2. The satellite of 

Saturn that is 16th in distance from the planet.  [Latin ‚apetus, from Greek Iape-

tos.]

IARU abbr.  International Amateur Radio Union. 

IAS abbr.  Indicated air speed. 

Ia·zi (yäsh, yäùshK)  A city of northeast Romania north-northeast of Bucharest. It 

was the capital of the country until 1861 and temporarily during World War I. 

Population, 305,598. 

-iasis suff.  A pathological condition characterized or produced by:  teniasis.  

[New Latin, from Greek, n. suff.]

IATA abbr.  International Air Transport Association. 

-iatric suff.  Of or relating to a specified kind of medical practice, treatment, or 

healing:  geriatric.  [From Greek iatrikos, medical, from iatros, physician, from 

iasthai, to heal.]

-iatrics suff.  Medical treatment:  pediatrics.  [From -IATRIC.]

i·at·ro·gen·ic (X-4tÙrN-jHnùVk) adj.  Induced in a patient by a physician’s activity, 

manner, or therapy. Used especially of an infection or other complication of 

treatment.  [Greek iatros, physician; see -IATRIC + -GENIC.] —i·atÙro·genùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

-iatry suff.  Medical treatment:  psychiatry.  [Greek -iatreia, art of healing, from 

iatros, physician. See -IATRIC.]

IAU abbr.  1. International Association of Universities.  2. International Astro-

nomical Union. 

IB abbr.  1. In bond.  2. Incendiary bomb. 

ib. abbr.  Ibidem. 

I·ba·dan (K-bädùn, K-bäùdän)  A city of southwest Nigeria north-northwest of 

Lagos. Founded in the 1830’s as a military camp, it developed into a powerful 

Yoruba city-state and is now a major commercial and industrial center. Popula-

tion, 1,009,400. 

I·ba·gué (K-bä-gHù)  A city of west-central Colombia west of Bogotá. It grew 

rapidly in the 1890’s as the result of a coffee boom. Population, 265,598. 

I·ba·ra·ki (KÙbä-räùkK, K-bäùrä-kK)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, a residen-

tial suburb of Osaka. Population, 250,468. 

Ib·ár·ru·ri Gó·mez (V-b4rùtr-K goùmHz, K-bäùru-rK gôùmHs), Dolores. 
Known as “La Pasionaria.” 1895-1989.  Spanish political leader. A founder (1920) 

of the Communist Party of Spain, she escaped to the U.S.S.R. after Francisco 

Franco’s victory in the Spanish Civil War (1939) and returned to Spain in 1977. 

I-beam (XùbKmÙ) n.  A steel joist or girder with short flanges and a cross section 

formed like the letter I. 



I·be·ri·a (X-bîrùK-N)  1. An ancient country of Transcaucasia roughly equivalent 

to the eastern part of present-day Georgia. Iberia was allied to Rome and later 

ruled by a Persian dynasty. It became a Byzantine province in the sixth century 

A.D.  2.  See Iberian Peninsula. 
I·be·ri·an (X-bîrùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to ancient Iberia in Transcaucasia or 

its peoples, languages, or cultures.  2. a. Of or relating to the Iberian Peninsula or 

its modern peoples, languages, or cultures.  b. Of or relating to the ancient peo-

ples that inhabited the Iberian Peninsula or their languages or cultures.    —  n.  

1. A native or inhabitant of ancient Iberia in Transcaucasia.  2. a. A native or 

inhabitant of the Iberian Peninsula.  b. A member of one of the ancient peoples 

that inhabited the Iberian Peninsula.   3. Any of the languages of these peoples. 

Iberian Peninsula (X-bîrùK-Nn pN-nVnùsyN-lN) also I·be·ri·a (X-bîrùK-N)  A pen-

insula of southwest Europe occupied by Spain and Portugal. It is separated from 

the rest of Europe by the Pyrenees and from Africa by the Strait of Gibraltar. 

I·ber·ville (K-bHr-vKlù), Pierre Le Moyne Sieur d’Iberville. 1661-1706.  Cana-

dian-born French explorer who established settlements in what is now southern 

Louisiana. 

i·bex (XùbHksÙ) n.  pl. ibex or i·bex·es. Any of several wild goats of the genus 

Capra, especially C. ibex, native to mountainous regions of Eurasia and northern 

Africa and having long, ridged, backward-curving horns.  [Latin.]

I·bib·i·o (V-bVbùK-o) n.  pl. Ibibio or I·bib·i·os. 1. A member of a people of 

southeast Nigeria, noted for their woodcarving.  2. The South Central Niger 

Congo language of the Ibibio, closely related to Efik. 

i·bi·dem (VbùV-dHmÙ, V-bXùdNm) adv.  Abbr. ib., ibid. In the same place. Used in 

footnotes and bibliographies to refer to the book, chapter, article, or page cited 

just before.  [Latin ibXdem. See i- in Appendix.]

-ibility suff.  Variant of -ability. 
i·bis (XùbVs) n.  pl. ibis or i·bis·es. 1. Any of various storklike wading birds of the 

family Threskiornithidae of temperate and tropical regions, having a long, slen-

der, downward-curving bill.  2. The wood ibis.  [Middle English ibin, from Latin 

Xbis, from Greek, from Egyptian hbj.]

I·bi·za also I·vi·za (K-bKùsN, K-vKùthä)  A Spanish island of the Balearic Islands in 

the western Mediterranean Sea southwest of Majorca. The island attracts tourists 

and artists and has Roman, Phoenician, and Carthaginian ruins. 

I·bi·zan hound (V-bKùzNn hound, -zän) n.  A swift, slender, medium-sized 

hunting dog, bred primarily in the Balearic Islands and having a short, solid, or 

spotted red and white or tawny coat.  [After Ibiza.]

-ible suff.  Variant of -able. 
ibn-Khal·dun (VbÙNn-k4l-dunù, -KHäl-), 1332-1406.  Arab historian. His 

Muqaddimah (c. 1375) is an important work on the theory of history. 



ibn-Sa·ud (VbÙNn-sä-udù), Abdul Aziz. 1880?-1953.  Arab leader who was the 

founder and first king of Saudi Arabia (1932-1953). 

I·bo (Kùbo) also Ig·bo (Vgùbo) n.  pl. Ibo or I·bos also Igbo  or Ig·bos. 1. A 

member of a people inhabiting southeast Nigeria.  2. The South Central Niger 

Congo language of the Ibo. 

Ib·ra·him Pa·sha (VbÙrä-hVmù päùshN, -shä, -hKmù), 1789-1848.  Egyptian gen-

eral who subdued the Wahhabis (1816-1818) and Greek rebels (1824-1832). He 

became viceroy in 1848 but died the same year. 

IBRD abbr.  International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 

Ib·sen (VbùsNn, Vpù-), Henrik. 1828-1906.  Norwegian playwright who influ-

enced the development of modern drama with his realistic masterpieces. His 

major works include Peer Gynt (1867), A Doll’s House (1879), and Ghosts (1881).   
—Ib·senùi·an (-sKùnK-Nn, -sHnùK-) adj. 

i·bu·pro·fen (XÙbyu-proùfNn) n.  A nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medica-

tion, C13H18O2, used especially in the treatment of arthritis and commonly taken 

for its analgesic and antipyretic properties.  [Alteration of chemical name 

i(so)bu(tyl)phen(yl) pro(pionic acid).]

IBY abbr.  International Biological Year. 

IC abbr.  Integrated circuit. 

-ic suff.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by:  seismic.  2. Having a valence 

higher than that of a specified element in compounds or ions named with adjec-

tives ending in -ous:  sulfuric acid.  3. One relating to or characterized by:  aca-

demic.  [Middle English, from Old French -ique, from Latin -icus, from Greek -

ikos.]

I·ca (KùkN, Kùkä)  A city of southwest Peru south-southeast of Lima. Settled by the 

Spanish in 1563, it is now a commercial center. The surrounding area was inhab-

ited by Inca peoples in pre-Columbian times. Population, 114,786. 

ICAO abbr.  International Civil Aeronautics Organization. 

I·car·i·a (V-kârùK-N, X-kârù-)  See Ikaria. 
Ic·a·rus (VkùNr-Ns) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The son of Daedalus who, in escaping 

from Crete on artificial wings made for him by his father, flew so close to the sun 

that the wax with which his wings were fastened melted, and he fell into the 

Aegean Sea.  2. An asteroid with an eccentric orbit approaching within 30 million 

kilometers (19 million miles) of the sun.  [Latin, from Greek Ikaros.]

ICBM abbr.  Intercontinental ballistic missile. 

ICC abbr.  1. Indian Claims Commission.  2. International Chamber of Com-

merce.  3. Interstate Commerce Commission. 

ice (Xs) n.  1. Water frozen solid.  2. A surface, layer, or mass of frozen water.  

3. Something resembling frozen water.  4. A dessert consisting of sweetened and 

flavored crushed ice.  5. Cake frosting; icing.  6. Slang. Diamonds.  7. Sports. The 

playing field in ice hockey; the rink.  8. Extreme unfriendliness or reserve.  



9. Slang. A payment over the listed price of a ticket for a public event.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  ice cubes; ice fragments.   —  v.  

iced, ic·ing, ic·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To coat or slick with solidly frozen water.  2. To 

cause to become ice; freeze.  3. To chill by setting in or as if in ice.  4. To cover or 

decorate (a cake, for example) with a sugar coating.  5. Slang. To ensure of vic-

tory, as in a game; clinch.  6. Sports. To shoot (the puck) far out of defensive ter-

ritory in ice hockey.  7. Slang. To kill; murder.   —  v.  intr. To turn into or become 

coated with ice; freeze:  The pond iced over in November.   —idiom. on ice. 
Slang. 1. In reserve or readiness.  2. Held incommunicado.  [Middle English ise, 

from Old English Xs.] —iceùless adj. 

ICE abbr.  1. Internal-combustion engine.  2. International Cultural Exchange. 

Ice. abbr.  Iceland; Icelandic. 

ice age (Xs 7j) n.  1. A cold period marked by episodes of extensive glaciation 

alternating with episodes of relative warmth.  2. Ice Age. The most recent glacial 

period, which occurred during the Pleistocene epoch. 

ice ax (Xs 4ks) n.  An ax used by mountaineers for cutting steps in ice. 

ice bag (Xs b4g) n.  See ice pack (n., sense 2). 

ice barrier (Xs b4rùK-Nr) n.  Geology. A section of the Antarctic ice shelf that 

extends beyond the coastline, resting partly on the ocean floor. 

ice·berg (XsùbûrgÙ) n.  1. A massive floating body of ice broken away from a gla-

cier. Only about 10 percent of its mass is above the surface of the water.  

2. Informal. A cold, aloof person.  [Partial translation of Dutch ijsberg, from Mid-

dle Dutch ijsbergh : ijs, ice + bergh, mountain (from Middle Dutch); see bhergh-
2 in Appendix.]

iceberg lettuce (XsùbûrgÙ lHtùNs) n.  A crisp, round, compact head of lettuce 

with light green, tightly folded leaves.  [From its pale color.]

ice·blink (XsùblVngkÙ) n.  1. A yellowish glare in the sky over an ice field.  Also 

called blink 2. A coastal ice cliff. 

ice blue (Xsùbluù) n.  Color. A very pale blue.   —iceù-blueù adj. 

ice·boat (XsùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. A boatlike vehicle set on sharp runners, used 

for sailing on ice.  2.  See icebreaker (n., sense 1).  —iceùboatÙer n.  —iceù-
boatÙing n. 

ice·bound (XsùboundÙ) adj.  Locked in or covered over by ice. 

ice·box (XsùbmksÙ) n.  1. An insulated chest or box into which ice is placed, used 

for cooling and preserving food.  2. A refrigerator. 

ice·break·er (Xsùbr7ÙkNr) n.  1. Nautical. A sturdy ship built for breaking a pas-

sage through icebound waters.  Also called iceboat 2. A protective pier or dock 

apron used as a buffer against floating ice.  3. a. Something done or said to relax 

an unduly formal atmosphere or situation.  b. A beginning; a start.    
—iceùbreakÙing n. 



ice bucket (Xs bƒkùVt) n.  1. A small insulated container with a lid for holding 

ice.  2. A similar container without a lid used to cool bottles placed inside it. 

ice·cap  or ice cap (Xsùk4pÙ) n.  An extensive dome-shaped or platelike perennial 

cover of ice and snow that spreads out from a center and covers a large area, espe-

cially of land. 

ice-cold (Xsùkoldù) adj.  Extremely cold. 

ice cream (Xs krKm) n.  A smooth, sweet, cold food prepared from a frozen mix-

ture of milk products, containing a minimum of 10 percent milk fat and flavor-

ings and eaten as a snack or dessert.  

WORD HISTORY: Since Americans eat about 15 quarts of ice cream per capita

each year, it is appropriate that the first recorded instance of the word (1744) oc-

curs in the writings of an American, who mentions “fine ice cream... with... straw-

berries and milk.” The history of ice cream itself can be traced much further back,

to the Roman Empire, China, and India. Ice cream was introduced to England in

the 17th century and to America in the 18th. It seems to have been called iced

cream at first (1673), in line with such expressions as iced tea and iced coffee, which

we still use, but the form ice cream has taken over.

ice-cream chair (XsùkrKmÙ) n.  An armless wire chair with a round seat, origi-

nally used at tables in ice-cream parlors. 

ice-cream cone (XsùkrKmÙ kon) n.  1. A conical wafer used to hold a scoop of 

ice cream.  2. A cone with ice cream in it. 

ice-cream parlor (XsùkrKmÙ pärùlNr) n.  An establishment where ice cream is 

served. 

ice-cream social (XsùkrKmÙ soùshNl) n.  Northern U.S. A picnic featuring ice 

cream, often held for the purpose of raising money for charity.  Also called ice-

cream sociable 

ice-cream soda (XsùkrKmÙ soùdN) n.  A refreshment consisting of scoops of ice 

cream in a mixture of soda water and syrup. 

iced (Xst) adj.  1. Covered over with ice.  2. Chilled with ice.  3. Decorated or 

coated with icing. 

ice·fall (XsùfôlÙ) n.  1. The part of a glacier resembling a frozen waterfall that 

flows down a steep slope.  2. An avalanche of ice. 

ice field (Xs fKld) n.  A large, level expanse of floating ice that is more than eight 

kilometers (five miles) in its greatest dimension. 

ice floe (Xs flo) n.  A flat expanse of floating ice that is smaller than an ice field. 

ice fog (Xs fôg) n.  A fog of ice particles.  Also called pogonip 

ice foot (Xs ftt) n.  A belt or ledge of ice that forms along the shoreline in Arctic 

regions. 



ice-free (XsùfrKù) adj.  1. Free of ice and open to travel or navigation:  an ice-free 

channel in the river.  2. Marked by a lack of obstructive ice:  a three-month ice-free 

period during the summer. 

ice hockey (Xs hmkùK) n.  Sports. A game played on ice in which two opposing 

teams of skaters, using curved sticks, try to drive a puck into the opponent’s goal. 

ice·house (XsùhousÙ) n.  A place where ice is made, stored, or sold. 

Icel. abbr.  Iceland; Icelandic. 

Ice·land (XsùlNnd) Abbr. Ice., Icel.  An island country in the North Atlantic near 

the Arctic Circle. Norse settlers arrived c. 850-875, and Christianity was intro-

duced c. 1000. The feudal state was united with Norway in 1262 and with Den-

mark in 1380. In 1918 it became a sovereign state in personal union with 

Denmark, which lasted until the Icelanders voted for full independence in 1944. 

Reykjavík is the capital and the largest city. Population, 240,443.   —Iceùland·er 
n. 

Ice·land·ic (Xs-l4nùdVk) adj.  Abbr. Ice., Icel. Of or relating to Iceland or its peo-

ple, language, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Ice., Icel. The North Germanic language 

of Iceland. 

Iceland moss (XsùlNnd môs) n.  A brittle, grayish-brown, Arctic lichen 

(Cetraria islandica) sometimes used as a food or in medicine. 

Iceland spar (XsùlNnd spär) n.  A doubly refracting transparent calcite used in 

optical instruments. 

ice·mak·er (Xsùm7ÙkNr) n.  A machine, often built into a refrigerator, that 

freezes water into ice cubes.  Also called ice machine 

ice·man (XsùmNn) n.  1. A man who cuts, sells, or delivers ice.  2. Slang. A hired 

killer. 

ice milk (Xs mVlk) n.  A smooth, sweet, cold food prepared from a frozen mixture 

of milk products, usually containing 3 to 6 percent butterfat, 11 to 14 percent 

nonfat milk solids, and 12 to 15 percent sugar. 

ice-mi·nus (XsùmXùnNs) adj.  Of or relating to a strain of genetically altered bac-

teria that are applied to crop plants to inhibit the formation of frost. 

ice needle (Xs nKdùl) n.  A thin ice crystal floating high in the atmosphere in 

certain conditions of clear, cold weather. 

I·ce·ni (X-sKùnXÙ) pl.n.  An ancient Celtic tribe of eastern Britain who under 

Queen Boudicca fought unsuccessfully against the Romans about A.D. 60.  [Latin 

IcKnX.] —I·ceùnic (-nVk) adj. 

ice-out (XsùoutÙ) n.  The thawing of ice on the surface of a body of water, such as 

a lake. 

ice pack (Xs p4k) n.  1. A floating mass of compacted ice fragments.  2. A folded 

sac filled with crushed ice and applied to sore or swollen parts of the body to 

reduce pain and inflammation. In this sense, also calledice bag 

ice pick (Xs pVk) n.  A pointed awl for chipping or breaking ice. 



ice plant (Xs pl4nt) n.  A succulent annual (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum) 

native to southern Africa, having white or pink flowers, fleshy leaves, and stems 

covered with glistening papillae. 

ice point (Xs point) n.  The temperature, equal to 1.0˚C (33.8˚F), at which pure 

water and ice are in equilibrium in a mixture at 1 atmosphere of pressure. 

ice·scape (Xsùsk7pÙ) n.  A wide view or vista of a region of ice and snow: “the 

vast and empty icescape now called Antarctica” (Sharon Begley). 

ice show (Xs sho) n.  An entertainment consisting of figure skating, ice dancing, 

acrobatic stunts, and buffoonery performed by ice skaters. 

ice skate (Xs sk7t) n.  Sports. A shoe or light boot with a metal runner or blade 

fitted to the sole, used for skating on ice. 

ice-skate (Xsùsk7tÙ) v.  intr. ice-·skat·ed, ice-·skat·ing, ice-·skates. Sports. To 

engage in skating on ice.   —ice skater n. 

ice storm (Xs stôrm) n.  A storm in which snow or rain freezes on contact, form-

ing a coat of ice on the surfaces it touches. 

ice water (Xs wôùtNr) n.  1. Very cold or chilled water, especially for drinking, 

often with ice in it.  2. Melted ice. 

ice wine also ice-wine (XsùwXnÙ) n.  A sweet wine made from grapes that have 

been left to freeze on the vines. They are picked and pressed while still frozen so 

that the grape sugar and acid remain intensely concentrated. 

ICFTU abbr.  International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. 

ich (Vk) n.  A contagious disease of tropical marine and freshwater fishes, caused 

by a protozoan (Ichthyophthirius multifiliis) and characterized by small white 

pustules on the skin and eyes.  [Short for New Latin Ichthyophthirius, genus name 

 : ICHTHYO- + Greek phtheir, louse.]

I·chi·ha·ra (K-chKùhä-räÙ)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, on Tokyo Bay 

opposite Tokyo. It is an industrial center. Population, 237,618. 

I·chi·ka·wa (K-chKùkä-wäÙ)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an industrial 

suburb of Tokyo. Population, 397,806. 

I Ching (K jVng) n.  A Chinese book of ancient origin consisting of 64 interrelated 

hexagrams along with commentaries. The hexagrams embody Taoist philosophy 

by describing all nature and human endeavor in terms of the interaction of yin 

and yang, and the book may be consulted as an oracle.  [Chinese (Mandarin) Yì 

JXng : Yì, divination + JXng, classic, book.]

I·chi·no·mi·ya (KùchK-noùmK-äÙ, -yäÙ)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, a tex-

tile-manufacturing suburb of Nagoya. Population, 257,392. 

ich·neu·mon (Vk-nuùmNn, -nyuù-) n.  1. A large mongoose (Herpestes ich-

neumon) of Africa and southern Europe, having a gray coat and black tail tufts.  

Also called Egyptian mongoose 2. The ichneumon fly.  [Latin ichneumon, weasel, 

ichneumon fly, from Greek ikhneumon, from ikhneuein, to track, from ikhnos, 

track.]



ichneumon fly (Vk-nuùmNn flX) n.  Any of various wasplike insects of the 

family Ichneumonidae, having larvae that are parasitic on the larvae of other 

insects.  Also called ichneumon wasp 

ich·nite (VkùnXtÙ)  also ich·no·lite (-no-lXtÙ) n.  A fossilized footprint.  [Greek 

ikhnos, track + -ITE
1.]

ich·nog·ra·phy (Vk-nmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. ich·nog·ra·phies. 1. The art or process 

of drawing ground plans.  2. A ground plan of a building.  [Latin ichnographia : 

Greek ikhnos, track + Latin -graphia, -graphy.]

ich·no·lite (Vkùno-lXtÙ) n.  Variant of ichnite. 
i·chor (XùkôrÙ, XùkNr) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The rarefied fluid said to run in the 

veins of the gods.  2. Pathology. A watery, acrid discharge from a wound or ulcer.  

[Middle English icor, from Late Latin Xchor, from Greek ikhor.] —iùchor·ous 
(XùkNr-Ns) adj. 

ichth. abbr.  Ichthyology. 

ichthy- pref.  Variant of ichthyo-. 
ich·thy·ic (VkùthK-Vk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of fishes. 

ichthyo-  or ichthy- pref.  Fish:  ichthyophagous.  [Latin, from Greek ikhthuo-, 

from ikhthus, fish.]

ich·thy·o·fau·na (VkÙthK-N-fôùnN) n.  The fish of a particular region. 

ich·thy·oid (VkùthK-oidÙ) n.  A fish or fishlike vertebrate.   —  adj.  also 

ich·thy·oi·dal (VkÙthK-oidùl) Characteristic of or resembling a fish. 

ich·thy·ol·o·gy (VkÙthK-mlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. ichth., ichthyol. The branch of 

zoology that deals with the study of fishes.   —ichÙthy·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), 
ichÙthy·o·logùi·cal adj.  —ichÙthy·olùo·gist n. 

ich·thy·oph·a·gous (VkÙthK-mfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on fish; fish-eating. 

ich·thy·or·nis (VkÙthK-ôrùnVs) n.  Any of various extinct, toothed birds of the 

genus Ichthyornis that existed during the Cretaceous Period.  [ICHTHY(O)- + Greek 

ornis, bird; see or- in Appendix.]

ich·thy·o·saur (VkùthK-N-sôrÙ) also ich·thy·o·sau·rus (VkÙthK-N-sôrùNs) n.  pl. 

ich·thy·o·saurs also ich·thy·o·sau·ri (-sôrùXÙ). Any of various extinct fishlike 

marine reptiles of the order Ichthyosauria of the Triassic Period to the Cretaceous 

Period, having a porpoiselike head and an elongated, toothed snout.  [From New 

Latin ichthyosaurus : Greek ikhthuo-, ichthyo- + Greek sauros, lizard.]

ich·thy·o·sis (VkÙthK-oùsVs) n.  A congenital, often hereditary skin disease char-

acterized by dry, thickened, scaly skin.  Also called fishskin disease 

-ician suff.  One who practices; a specialist:  technician.  [Middle English, from 

Old French -icien : -ique, n. suff.; see -IC + -ien, adj. and n. suff.; see -IAN.]

i·ci·cle (XùsV-kNl) n.  1. A tapering spike of ice formed by the freezing of dripping 

or falling water.  2. Informal. An aloof or emotionally unresponsive person.  

[Middle English isikel : is, ice; see ICE + ikel, icicle (from Old English gicel); see 

yeg- in Appendix.]



icicle plant (XùsV-kNl pl4nt) n.  See fig marigold.  [From its glistening papil-

lae.]

ic·ing (XùsVng) n.  1. A sweet glaze made of sugar, butter, water, and egg whites or 

milk, often flavored and cooked and used to cover or decorate baked goods, such 

as cakes or cookies.  2. Sports. The act of intentionally shooting the puck far out 

of defensive territory in ice hockey. 

ICJ abbr.  Law. International Court of Justice. 

Ick·es (VkùKz, -Ns), Harold LeClair. 1874-1952.  American politician who served 

as secretary of the interior (1933-1946) under presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt 

and Harry S Truman. 

ick·y (VkùK) adj.  ick·i·er, ick·i·est. Informal. 1. Disagreeably sticky:  icky candy.  

2. Offensive; distasteful:  icky sentimentality.  [Origin unknown.] —ickùi·ness n. 

i·con also i·kon (XùkmnÙ) n.  1. a. An image; a representation.  b. A simile or 

symbol: “Voyager will take its place... alongside such icons of airborne adventure as 

The Spirit of St. Louis and [the] Bell X-1” (William D. Marbach).   2. A represen-

tation or picture of a sacred or sanctified Christian personage, traditional to the 

Eastern Church.  3. One who is the object of great attention and devotion; an 

idol: “He is... a pop icon designed and manufactured for the video generation” 

(Harry F. Waters).  4. Computer Science. A picture on a screen that represents a 

specific command.  [Ultimately from Greek eikon.]

icon- pref.  Variant of icono-. 
i·con·ic (X-kmnùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the character of an icon.  

2. Having a conventional formulaic style. Used of certain memorial statues and 

busts. 

icono-  or icon- pref.  Image; icon:  iconolatry.  [Greek eikono-, from eikon, 

image.]

i·con·o·clasm (X-kmnùN-kl4zÙNm) n.  The beliefs, practices, or doctrine of an 

iconoclast.  [From ICONOCLAST.]

i·con·o·clast (X-kmnùN-kl4stÙ) n.  1. One who attacks and seeks to overthrow 

traditional or popular ideas or institutions.  2. One who destroys sacred religious 

images.  [French iconoclaste, from Medieval Greek eikonoklastKs, smasher of reli-

gious images  : Greek eikono-, icono- + -klastKs, breaker (from Greek klan, klas-, 

to break).] —i·conÙo·clasùtic adj.  —i·conÙo·clasùti·cal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: An iconoclast can be unpleasant company, but at least the

modern iconoclast only attacks such things as ideas and institutions. The original

iconoclasts destroyed countless works of art. EikonoklastKs, the ancestor of our

word, was first formed in Medieval Greek from the elements eikon, “image, like-

ness,” and -klastKs, “breaker,” from klan, “to break.” The images referred to by the

word are religious images, which were the subject of controversy among Chris-

tians of the Byzantine Empire in the 8th and 9th centuries, when iconoclasm was



at its height. Those who opposed images did not, of course, simply destroy them,

although many were demolished; they also attempted to have the images barred

from display and veneration. During the Protestant Reformation images in

churches were again felt to be idolatrous and were once more banned and de-

stroyed. It is around this time that iconoclast, the descendant of the Greek word,

is first recorded in English (1641), with reference to the Greek iconoclasts. In the

19th century iconoclast took on the secular sense that it has today, as in “Kant was

the great iconoclast” (James Martineau).

i·co·nog·ra·phy (XÙkN-nmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. i·co·nog·ra·phies. 1. a. Pictorial 

illustration of a subject.  b. The collected representations illustrating a subject.   

2. A set of specified or traditional symbolic forms associated with the subject or 

theme of a stylized work of art.  3. A treatise or book dealing with iconography.  

[Late Latin Xconographia, description, verbal sketch, from Greek eikonographia : 

eikono-, icono- + -graphia, -graphy.] —iÙco·nogùra·pher n.  

—i·conÙo·graphùic (X-kmnÙN-gr4fùVk), i·conÙo·graphùi·cal adj. 

i·co·nol·a·try (XÙkN-nmlùN-trK) n.  Worship of icons or images.   
—iÙco·nolùa·ter n.  —iÙcon·o·latùric (XÙkmn-N-l4tùrVk) adj. 

i·co·nol·o·gy (XÙkN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of art history that deals with the 

description, analysis, and interpretation of icons or iconic representations.   
—i·conÙo·logùi·cal (X-kmnÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —iÙco·nolùo·gist n. 

i·con·o·scope (X-kmnùN-skopÙ) n.  An early form of a television-camera tube, 

equipped for rapid scanning of an information-storing, photoactive mosaic.  

[Originally a trademark.]

i·co·nos·ta·sis (XÙkN-nmsùtN-sVs) n.  pl. i·co·nos·ta·ses (-sKzÙ). The screen deco-

rated with icons that divides the sanctuary from the nave of an Eastern Orthodox 

church.  [From Late Greek eikonostasion, shrine  : eikono-, icono- + Greek stasis, a 

standing; see st7- in Appendix.]

i·co·sa·he·dron (X-koÙsN-hKùdrNn, X-kmsÙN-) n.  pl. i·co·sa·he·drons or 

i·co·sa·he·dra (-drN). A polyhedron having 20 faces.  [Greek eikosaedron : eikosi, 

twenty; see wXkctX in Appendix + -edron, -hedron.] —i·coÙsa·heùdral (-drNl) 

adj. 

ICRC abbr.  International Committee of the Red Cross. 

-ics suff.  1. Science; art; study; knowledge; skill:  graphics.  2. Actions, activities, 

or practices of:  athletics.  3. Qualities or operations of:  mechanics.  [-IC + -S
1 

(translation of Greek -ika, from neuter pl. of -ikos, adj. suff).]

ic·ter·ic (Vk-tHrùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or affected with jaundice.  2. Used to treat 

jaundice.   —  n.  A remedy for jaundice.  [Latin ictericus, from Greek ikterikos, 

from ikteros, jaundice.]

ic·ter·us (VkùtNr-Ns) n.  See jaundice.  [New Latin, from Greek ikteros.]



Ic·ti·nus (Vk-tXùnNs), fl. fifth century B.C.  Greek architect and the chief designer 

of the Parthenon at Athens. 

ic·tus (VkùtNs) n.  pl. ictus or ic·tus·es. Medicine. 1. A sudden attack, blow, 

stroke, or seizure.  2. The accent that falls on a stressed syllable in a line of 

scanned verse.  [Latin, stroke, from past participle of Xcere, to strike.]

ICU abbr.  Intensive care unit. 

ic·y (XùsK) adj.  ic·i·er, ic·i·est. 1. Containing or covered with ice:  an icy road.  

2. Bitterly cold; freezing:  an icy day.  See Synonyms at cold.  3. a. Resembling 

ice:  icy fingers.  b. Chilling in manner:  an icy smile; icy detachment.    —icùi·ly 
adv.  —icùi·ness n. 

id (Vd) n.  In Freudian theory, the division of the psyche that is totally unconscious 

and serves as the source of instinctual impulses and demands for immediate satis-

faction of primitive needs.  [New Latin (translation of German Es, a special use of 

es, it, as a psychoanalytic term), from Latin, it. See i- in Appendix.]

ID1 (XùdKù) n.  pl. ID’s or IDs. Informal. An ID card. 

ID2 abbr.  1. Id.. Idaho.  2.  Also I.D.. Identification.  3. Intelligence Department. 

id. abbr.  Idem. 

i.d. abbr.  Inner diameter; inside diameter; internal diameter. 

-id suff.  Body; particle:  chromatid.  [Latin -is, -id-, feminine patronymic suff., 

from Greek.]

I’d (Xd)  1. I had.  2. I would.  3. I should. 

I·da (XùdN), Mount. A peak, 2,457.7 m (8,058 ft) high, of central Crete. It is the 

highest elevation on the island and in ancient times was closely associated with 

the worship of Zeus. 

I·da·ho (XùdN-hoÙ) Abbr. ID, Id.  A state of the northwest United States. It was 

admitted as the 43rd state in 1890. First explored by the Lewis and Clark expedi-

tion in 1805, the region was held jointly by Great Britain and the United States 

from 1818 to 1846. Idaho became a separate territory in 1863. Boise is the capital 

and the largest city. Population, 1,011,986.   —IÙda·hoùan adj.  & n. 

Idaho Falls (XùdN-hoÙ fôlz)  A city of southeast Idaho north-northeast of Poca-

tello. The site was originally a miner’s fording point over the Snake River. Popula-

tion, 43,929. 

ID card (XùdKù kärd) n.  A card, often bearing a photograph, that gives identify-

ing data, such as name, age, or organizational membership, about a person. 

IDDD abbr.  International direct distance dialing. 

-ide suff.  1. Group of related chemical compounds:  monosaccharide.  2. Binary 

compound:  sodium chloride, hydrogen cyanide.  3. Chemical element with prop-

erties similar to another:  lanthanide.  [From (OX)IDE.]

i·de·a (X-dKùN) n.  1. Something, such as a thought or conception, that potentially 

or actually exists in the mind as a product of mental activity.  2. An opinion, a 

conviction, or a principle:  has some strange political ideas.  3. A plan, scheme, or 



method.  4. The gist of a specific situation; significance:  The idea is to finish the 

project on time and under budget.  5. A notion; a fancy.  6. Music. A theme or 

motif.  7. Philosophy. a. In the philosophy of Plato, an archetype of which a cor-

responding being in phenomenal reality is an imperfect replica.  b. In the philos-

ophy of Kant, a concept of reason that is transcendent but nonempirical.  c. In 

the philosophy of Hegel, absolute truth; the complete and ultimate product of 

reason.   8. Obsolete. A mental image of something remembered.  [Middle 

English, from Latin, from Greek. See weid- in Appendix.] —i·deùa·less adj.  

SYNONYMS: idea, thought, notion, concept, conception. These nouns refer to

what is formed or represented in the mind as the product of mental activity. Idea

has the widest range: Fruit is not her idea of a dessert. Don’t get any ideas about

revenge. “Human history is in essence a history of ideas” (H.G. Wells). Thought is

applied to what is distinctively intellectual and thus especially to what is produced

by contemplation and reasoning as distinguished from mere perceiving, feeling,

or willing: Quiet—she’s trying to collect her thoughts. I have no thought of going to

Europe. “Language is the dress of thought” (Samuel Johnson). Notion often refers

to a vague, general, or even fanciful idea: “She certainly has some notion of draw-

ing” (Rudyard Kipling). Concept and conception are applied to mental formula-

tions on a broad scale: He seems to have absolutely no concept of time. “Every suc-

ceeding scientific discovery makes greater nonsense of old-time conceptions of

sovereignty” (Anthony Eden).

i·de·al (X-dKùNl, X-dKlù) n.  1. A conception of something in its absolute perfec-

tion.  2. One that is regarded as a standard or model of perfection or excellence.  

3. An ultimate object of endeavor; a goal.  4. An honorable or worthy principle 

or aim.   —  adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or embodying an ideal.  b. Conforming to 

an ultimate form or standard of perfection or excellence.   2. Considered the best 

of its kind.  3. Completely or highly satisfactory:  The location of the new house is 

ideal.  4. a. Existing only in the mind; imaginary.  b. Lacking practicality or the 

possibility of realization.   5. Of, relating to, or consisting of ideas or mental 

images.  6. Philosophy. a. Existing as an archetype or pattern, especially as a Pla-

tonic idea or perception.  b. Of or relating to idealism.   [From Middle English, 

pertaining to the divine archetypes of things, from Late Latin ide7lis, from Latin 

idea, idea. See IDEA.]

SYNONYMS: ideal, model, example, exemplar, standard, pattern. These nouns

refer to someone or something worthy of imitation or duplication. An ideal is a

sometimes unattainable standard of perfection: “Religion is the vision of... some-

thing which is the ultimate ideal, and the hopeless quest” (Alfred North Whitehead).

A model is something to be imitated and often something deserving of imitation:



“Our fellow countryman is a model of a man” (Charles Dickens). An example is a

model that is likely to be imitated; the term often refers to something that serves

rather as a deterrent or warning than as something to be emulated: “Our Govern-

ment is the potent, the omnipresent teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole

people by its example” (Louis D. Brandeis). An exemplar is a person or thing that

serves as an ideal example by reason of being either very worthy or truly repre-

sentative of a type, admirable or otherwise: “He is indeed the perfect exemplar of

all nobleness” (Jane Porter). A standard is an established criterion or recognized

level of excellence regarded as being proper, fitting, or right: “It wouldn’t be quite

fair to test him by our standards” (William Dean Howells). A pattern serves as a

model, plan, or guide in the creation of something: “I will be the pattern of all

patience” (Shakespeare).

ideal gas (X-dKùNl g4s) n.  A gas that, when kept at a constant temperature, 

would obey the gas laws exactly. No known gas is an ideal gas. 

i·de·al·ism (X-dKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The act or practice of envisioning things in an 

ideal form.  2. Pursuit of one’s ideals.  3. Idealized treatment of a subject in liter-

ature or art.  4. Philosophy. The theory that the object of external perception, in 

itself or as perceived, consists of ideas. 

i·de·al·ist (X-dKùN-lVst) n.  1. One whose conduct is influenced by ideals that 

often conflict with practical considerations.  2. One who is unrealistic and 

impractical; a visionary.  3. An artist or a writer whose work is imbued with ideal-

ism.  4. An adherent of any system of philosophical idealism. 

i·de·al·is·tic (X-dKÙN-lVsùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the nature of an ideal-

ist or idealism.   —iÙde·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

i·de·al·i·ty (XÙdK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. i·de·al·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being 

ideal.  2. Existence in idea only. 

i·de·al·ize (X-dKùN-lXzÙ) v.  i·de·al·ized, i·de·al·iz·ing, i·de·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To regard as ideal.  2. To make or envision as ideal.   —  v.  intr. 1. To render 

something as an ideal.  2. To conceive ideals or an ideal.   —i·deÙal·i·zaùtion (-N-

lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —i·deùal·izÙer n. 

i·de·al·ly (X-dKùN-lK) adv.  1. In conformity with an ideal; perfectly.  2. In theory 

or imagination; theoretically. 

i·de·ate (XùdK-7tÙ) v.  i·de·at·ed, i·de·at·ing, i·de·ates.  —  v.  tr. To form an 

idea of; imagine or conceive: “Such characters represent a grotesquely blown-up 

aspect of an ideal man... if not realizable, capable of being ideated” (Anthony Bur-

gess).   —  v.  intr. To conceive mental images; think.   —iÙde·aùtion n.  

—iÙde·aùtion·al adj. 

i·dée fixe (K-d7 fKksù) n.  pl. i·dées fixes (K-d7 fKksù). A fixed idea; an obses-

sion.  [French  : idée, idea + fixe, fixed.]



i·dem (XùdHmÙ) pron.  Abbr. id. Something that has been mentioned previously; 

the same.  [Latin idem, from id, it. See i- in Appendix.]

i·den·tic (X-dHnùtVk) adj.  1. Being or constituting a diplomatic action or diplo-

matic language in which two or more governments agree to use the same forms in 

their relations with other governments.  2. Identical.  [Medieval Latin identicus, 

identical. See IDENTICAL.]

i·den·ti·cal (X-dHnùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Being the same:  another orator who used the 

senator’s identical words.  See Synonyms at same.  2. Exactly equal and alike.  

3. Having such a close similarity or resemblance as to be essentially equal or 

interchangeable.  4. Biology. Of or relating to a twin or twins developed from the 

same fertilized ovum and having the same genetic makeup and closely similar 

appearance; monozygotic.  [From Medieval Latin identicus, from Late Latin 

identit7s, identity. See IDENTITY.] —i·denùti·cal·ly adv.  —i·denùti·cal·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Some authorities on usage specify with as the preferred prepo-

sition after identical. But either with or to is now acceptable.

identical rhyme (X-dHnùtV-kNl rXm) n.  1. Repetition of the same word in the 

rhyme position.  2.  See rime riche. 
i·den·ti·fi·ca·tion (X-dHnÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of identifying.  

b. The state of being identified.   2.  Abbr. ID, I.D. Proof or evidence of identity.  

3. Psychology. a. A person’s association with the qualities, characteristics, or views 

of another person or group.  b. An unconscious process by which a person trans-

fers the response appropriate to a particular person or group to a different person 

or group.  

identification card (X-dHnÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn kärd) n.  An ID card. 

i·den·ti·fi·er (X-dHnùtN-fXÙNr) n.  Computer Science. A symbol that serves to iden-

tify, indicate, or name a body of data. 

i·den·ti·fy (X-dHnùtN-fXÙ) v.  i·den·ti·fied, i·den·ti·fy·ing, i·den·ti·fies.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To establish the identity of.  2. To ascertain the origin, nature, or definitive 

characteristics of.  3. Biology. To determine the taxonomic classification of (an 

organism).  4. To consider as identical or united; equate.  5. To associate or affili-

ate (oneself) closely with a person or group.   —  v.  intr. To establish an identifi-

cation with another or others.  [Medieval Latin identific7re, to make to resemble  : 

Late Latin identit7s, identity; see IDENTITY + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] 
—i·denùti·fiÙa·ble adj.  —i·denùti·fiÙa·bly adv.  —i·denùti·fiÙer n.  

USAGE NOTE: In the sense “to associate or affiliate (oneself) closely with a

person or group,” identify has developed two distinct subsenses. In one, the verb

suggests a psychological empathy with the feelings or experiences of another per-

son, as in Most young readers readily identify (or identify themselves) with Holden



Caulfield. This usage derives originally from psychoanalytic writing, where it has

a specific technical sense, but like other terms from that field, it was widely re-

garded as jargon when introduced into the wider discourse. In particular, critics

seized on the fact that in this sense the verb was often used intransitively, with no

reflexive pronoun. As Wilson Follett wrote in 1966, “The critic... could help re-

store the true notion in these words if he would give up identifying at large and

resume identifying himself with Ivan Karamazov, Don Quixote, Mary Poppins, or

whomever.” In recent years, however, this use of identify with without the reflexive

has become a standard locution. Eighty-two percent of the Usage Panel accepts

the sentence I find it hard to identify with any of his characters; whereas only 63

percent now accepts this same usage when the reflexive pronoun is used, as in I

find it hard to identify myself with any of his characters. • Omission of the reflexive

with this use of identify serves among other things to distinguish it from use of

the verb to mean “to associate (oneself) with the goals, interests, or principles of

a group.” This use of the verb can be traced back to the 18th century, but it is now

somewhat less acceptable to the Panel than the first sense under discussion: 58

percent of the Panel accepts the sentence She identified herself with the campaign

against drug abuse, and only 40 percent accepts She identified with the campaign

against drug abuse, where no reflexive pronoun is used.

i·den·ti·ty (X-dHnùtV-tK) n.  pl. i·den·ti·ties. 1. The collective aspect of the set of 

characteristics by which a thing is definitively recognizable or known: “If the 

broadcast group is the financial guts of the company, the news division is its public 

identity” (Bill Powell).  2. The set of behavioral or personal characteristics by 

which an individual is recognizable as a member of a group.  3. The quality or 

condition of being the same as something else.  4. The distinct personality of an 

individual regarded as a persisting entity; individuality.  5. Mathematics. a. An 

equation that is satisfied by any number that replaces the letter for which the 

equation is defined.  b. Identity element.   [French identité, from Old French 

identite, from Late Latin identit7s, from Latin idem, the same (influenced by Late 

Latin essentit7s, being,, and identidem, repeatedly ), from id, it. See i- in Appen-

dix.]

identity crisis (X-dHnùtV-tK krXùsVs) n.  1. A psychosocial state or condition of 

disorientation and role confusion occurring especially in adolescents as a result of 

conflicting pressures and expectations and often producing acute anxiety.  2. An 

analogous state of confusion occurring in a social structure, such as an institution 

or a corporation. 

identity element (X-dHnùtV-tK HlùN-mNnt) n.  Mathematics. The element of a 

set of numbers that when combined with another number in an operation leaves 

that number unchanged. For example, 0 is the identity element under addition 

for the real numbers, since if a is any real number, a + 0 = 0 + a = a. Similarly, 1 is 



the identity element under multiplication for the real numbers, since a ∞ 1 = 1 ∞ 

a = a.  Also called unity 

identity matrix (X-dHnùtV-tK m7ùtrVks) n.  Mathematics. A square matrix with 

numeral 1’s along the diagonal from upper left to lower right and 0’s in all other 

positions. 

identity sign (X-dHnùtV-tK sXn) n.  Mathematics. The symbol (%), used to desig-

nate identity rather than equality. 

ideo- pref.  Idea:  ideography.  [French idéo-, from Greek idea, form, idea. See 

weid- in Appendix.]

id·e·o·gram (VdùK-N-gr4mÙ, XùdK-) n.  1. A character or symbol representing an 

idea or a thing without expressing the pronunciation of a particular word or 

words for it, as in the traffic sign commonly used for “no parking” or “parking 

prohibited.”  Also called ideograph 2.  See logogram.  3. A graphic symbol, such 

as &, $, or @.   —idÙe·o·gram·matùic (grN-m4tùVk) adj.  

—idÙe·o·gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

id·e·o·graph (VdùK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  See ideogram (n., sense 1).  

—idÙe·o·graphùic adj.  —idÙe·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

id·e·og·ra·phy (VdÙK-mgùrN-fK, XÙdK-) n.  1. The representation of ideas by 

graphic symbols.  2. The use of ideograms to express ideas. 

i·de·o·log·i·cal (XÙdK-N-lmjùV-kNl, VdÙK-) also i·de·o·log·ic (-lmjùVk) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to ideology.  2. Of or concerned with ideas. 

i·de·o·logue (XùdK-N-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, VdùK-) n.  An advocate of a particular ideology, 

especially an official exponent of that ideology.  [French idéologue, back-forma-

tion from idéologie, ideology. See IDEOLOGY.]

i·de·ol·o·gy (XÙdK-mlùN-jK, VdÙK-) n.  pl. i·de·ol·o·gies. 1. The body of ideas 

reflecting the social needs and aspirations of an individual, a group, a class, or a 

culture.  2. A set of doctrines or beliefs that form the basis of a political, eco-

nomic, or other system.  [French idéologie : idéo-, ideo- + -logie, -logy.] 
—iÙde·olùo·gist n. 

i·de·o·mo·tor (XÙdK-N-moùtNr, VdÙK-) adj.  Psychology. Of or relating to an 

unconscious or involuntary bodily movement made in response to a thought or 

an idea rather than to a sensory stimulus. 

ides (Xdz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The 15th day of March, May, July, or 

October or the 13th day of the other months in the ancient Roman calendar.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin ‚d7s.]

idio- pref.  1. One’s own; private; personal:  idiolect.  2. Distinct; separate:  idio-

blast.  [Greek, from idios, personal, private. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

id·i·o·blast (VdùK-N-bl4stÙ) n.  A plant cell that differs noticeably in form from 

neighboring cells.   —idÙi·o·blasùtic adj. 



id·i·o·cy (VdùK-N-sK) n.  pl. id·i·o·cies. 1. Extreme folly or stupidity.  2. A foolish 

or stupid utterance or deed.  3. Psychology. The state or condition of being an 

idiot; profound mental retardation.  [From IDIOT.]

id·i·o·lect (VdùK-N-lHktÙ) n.  The speech of an individual, considered as a linguis-

tic pattern unique among speakers of his or her language or dialect.  [IDIO- + 

(DIA)LECT.] —idÙi·o·lecùtal, idÙi·o·lecùtic adj. 

id·i·om (VdùK-Nm) n.  1. A speech form or an expression of a given language that 

is peculiar to itself grammatically or cannot be understood from the individual 

meanings of its elements, as in keep tabs on.  2. The specific grammatical, syntac-

tic, and structural character of a given language.  3. Regional speech or dialect.  

4. a. A specialized vocabulary used by a group of people; jargon:  legal idiom.  

b. A style or manner of expression peculiar to a given people: “Also important is 

the uneasiness I’ve always felt at cutting myself off from my idiom, the American 

habits of speech and jest and reaction, all of them entirely different from the local 

variety” (S.J. Perelman).   5. A style of artistic expression characteristic of a par-

ticular individual, school, period, or medium:  the idiom of the French impression-

ists; the punk rock idiom.  [Late Latin idioma, idiomat-, from Greek, from 

idiousthai, to make one’s own, from idios, own, personal, private. See s(w)e- in 

Appendix.]

id·i·o·mat·ic (VdÙK-N-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Peculiar to or characteristic of a given lan-

guage.  2. Resembling or having the nature of an idiom.  3. Using many idioms.  

4. Peculiar to or characteristic of the style or manner of a particular group or 

people.   —idÙi·o·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

id·i·o·path·ic (VdÙK-N-p4thùVk, VdÙK-o-) adj.  Medicine. Of, relating to, or desig-

nating a disease having no known cause.   —idÙi·o·pathùi·cal·ly adv. 

id·i·op·a·thy (VdÙK-mpùN-thK) n.  Medicine. 1. A disease of unknown origin or 

cause.  2. A primary disease arising spontaneously with no apparent external 

cause.  [New Latin idiopathXa, primary disease, from Greek idiopatheia : idio-, 

idio- + -patheia, -pathy.]

id·i·o·syn·cra·sy (VdÙK-o-sVngùkrN-sK) n.  pl. id·i·o·syn·cra·sies. 1. A struc-

tural or behavioral characteristic peculiar to an individual or a group.  See Syn-

onyms at eccentricity.  2. A physiological or temperamental peculiarity.  3. An 

unusual individual reaction to food or a drug.  [Greek idiosunkrasia : idio-, idio- 

+ sunkrasis, mixture, temperament (sun-, syn- + krasis, a mixing); see kerN- in 

Appendix.] —idÙi·o·syn·cratùic (-sVn-kr4tùVk) adj.  —idÙi·o·syn·cratùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

id·i·ot (VdùK-Nt) n.  1. A foolish or stupid person.  2. A person of profound men-

tal retardation having a mental age below three years and generally being unable 

to learn connected speech or guard against common dangers. The term belongs 

to a classification system no longer in use and is now considered offensive.  [Mid-

dle English, ignorant person, from Old French idiote, from Latin idiota, from 



Greek idiotKs, private person, layman, from idios, own, private. See s(w)e- in 

Appendix.]

idiot box (VdùK-Nt bmks) n.  Slang. A television. 

id·i·ot·ic (VdÙK-mtùVk) adj.  1. Showing foolishness or stupidity.  2. Exhibiting idi-

ocy.   —idÙi·otùi·cal·ly adv. 

idiot light (VdùK-Nt lXt) n.  Slang. A light on the instrument panel of a motor 

vehicle that gives forewarning, as of an overheated engine. 

id·i·ot-proof (VdùK-Nt-prufÙ) adj.  Slang. Made or designed to be used or oper-

ated with very little risk of breakage or failure: “These point-and-shoot cameras are 

almost idiot-proof” (Donald H. Dunn). 

idiot savant (VdùK-Nt s4-väntù) n.  pl. idiot savants. A mentally retarded per-

son who exhibits genius in a highly specialized area, such as mathematics or 

music.  [French  : idiot, idiot + savant, learned.]

i·dle (Xdùl) adj.  i·dler, i·dlest. 1. a. Not employed or busy:  idle carpenters.  See 

Synonyms at inactive.  b. Avoiding work or employment; lazy:  shiftless, idle 

youth.  See Synonyms at lazy.  c. Not in use or operation:  idle hands.   2. Lacking 

substance, value, or basis.  See Synonyms at baseless. See Synonyms at vain.   
—  v.  i·dled, i·dling, i·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To pass time without working or 

while avoiding work.  2. To move lazily and without purpose.  3. To run at a slow 

speed or out of gear. Used of a motor vehicle.   —  v.  tr. 1. To pass (time) without 

working or while avoiding work; waste:  idle the afternoon away.  2. To make or 

cause to be unemployed or inactive.  3. To cause (a motor, for example) to idle.  

[Middle English idel, from Old English Xdel.] —iùdle·ness n.  —iùdler (XdùlNr) n.  

—iùdly adv. 

idle character (Xdùl k4rùNk-tNr) n.  Computer Science. An alphanumeric or dig-

ital character that is transmitted over a communications line but does not appear 

in the output of the receiving terminal. 

idle pulley also idler pulley (Xdùl ptlùK) n.  A pulley on a shaft that rests on 

or presses against a drive belt to guide it or take up slack.  Also called idle wheel 

idle wheel (Xdùl hwKl) n.  1. A gear, wheel, or roller interposed between two 

similar parts to convey motion from one to the other without change in speed or 

direction of motion.  2.  See idle pulley. 
i·do·crase (XùdN-kr7sÙ, -kr7zÙ, VdùN-) n.  See vesuvianite.  [French  : Greek 

eidos, form; see weid- in Appendix + krasis, mixture; see IDIOSYNCRASY.]

i·dol (Xdùl) n.  1. a. An image used as an object of worship.  b. A false god.   

2. One that is adored, often blindly or excessively.  3. Something visible but with-

out substance.  [Middle English, from Old French idole, from Late Latin Xdolum, 

from Greek eidolon, phantom, idol, from eidos, form. See weid- in Appendix.]

i·dol·a·ter  or i·dol·a·tor (X-dmlùN-tNr) n.  1. One who worships idols.  2. One 

who blindly or excessively admires or adores another.  [Middle English idolatre, 



from Old French, from Latin XdololatrKs, from Greek eidololatrKs : eidolon, idol; 

see IDOL + -latrKs, worshiper.]

i·dol·a·trous (X-dmlùN-trNs) adj.  1. Of or having to do with idolatry.  2. Given 

to blind or excessive devotion to something: “The religiosity of the [group] is self-

righteous and idolatrous. It perceives no virtue in its opponents and magnifies its 

own” (Christopher Lasch).  3. Constituting idolatry.   —i·dolùa·trous·ly adv.  

—i·dolùa·trous·ness n. 

i·dol·a·try (X-dmlùN-trK) n.  pl. i·dol·a·tries. 1. Worship of idols.  2. Blind or 

excessive devotion to something.  [Middle English idolatrie, from Old French, 

from Latin XdololatrXa, from Greek eidololatria : eidolon, idol; see IDOL + latreia, 

service.]

i·dol·ize (Xdùl-XzÙ) v.  tr. i·dol·ized, i·dol·iz·ing, i·dol·iz·es. 1. To regard with 

blind admiration or devotion.  See Synonyms at revere1.  2. To worship as an 

idol.   —iÙdol·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —iùdol·izÙer n. 

IDP abbr.  1. Computer Science. Integrated data processing.  2. International driv-

ing permit. 

i·dyll also i·dyl (Xdùl) n.  1. a. A short poem or prose piece depicting a rural or 

pastoral scene, usually in idealized terms.  b. A narrative poem treating an epic or 

romantic theme.   2. A scene or an event of a simple and tranquil nature.  3. a. A 

carefree episode or experience:  a summer idyll on the coast of France.  b. A 

romantic interlude.   [Latin Xdyllium, from Greek eidullion, diminutive of eidos, 

form, figure. See weid- in Appendix.] —i·dylùli·cal·ly adv. 

i·dyl·lic (X-dVlùVk) adj.  1. Of or having the nature of an idyll.  2. Simple and care-

free:  an idyllic vacation in a seashore cottage. 

i·dyl·list (Xdùl-Vst) n.  A writer of idylls. 

IE  or I.E. abbr.  1. Industrial engineer.  2. Industrial engineering. 

i.e. abbr.  Latin. Id est (that is). 

-ie suff.  Variant of -y3. 
IEEE  or I.E.E.E. abbr.  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 

Ie·per (y7ùpNr) also Y·pres (KùprN)  A city of western Belgium near the French 

border south of Ostend. A famous cloth-weaving center in medieval times, it was 

the site of three major World War I battles (1914, 1915, and 1917). Population, 

21,200. 

if (Vf) conj.  1. a. In the event that:  If I were to go, I would be late.  b. Granting 

that:  If that is true, what should we do?  c. On the condition that:  She will play the 

piano only if she is paid.   2. Although possibly; even though:  It is a handsome if 

useless trinket.  3. Whether:  Ask if he plans to come to the meeting.  4. Used to 

introduce an exclamatory clause, indicating a wish:  If they had only come ear-

lier!   —  n.  A possibility, condition, or stipulation:  There will be no ifs, ands, or 

buts in this matter.  [Middle English, from Old English gif. See i- in Appendix.]



USAGE NOTE: In informal writing both if and whether are standard in their

use to introduce a clause indicating uncertainty after a verb such as ask, doubt,

know, learn, or see: We shall soon learn whether (or if) it is true. In such contexts,

however, the use of if can sometimes create ambiguities. Depending on the in-

tended meaning, the sentence Let her know if she is invited might be better para-

phrased as Let her know whether she is invited or If she is invited, let her know. •
In conditional sentences the clause introduced by if may contain either a past sub-

junctive verb (if I were going) or an indicative verb (if I am going; if I was going),

depending on the intended meaning. According to the traditional rule, the sub-

junctive should be used to describe an occurrence that is presupposed to be con-

trary to fact, as in if I were ten years younger or if Napoleon had won at Waterloo.

The main verb of such a sentence must then contain the modal verb would or (less

frequently) should: If America were still a British colony, we would have an anthem

that human voices could sing. If I were the President, I should (or would) declare

November 1 a national holiday. When the situation described by the if clause is

not presupposed to be false, however, that clause must contain an indicative verb,

and the choice of verb in the main clause will depend on the intended meaning:

If Hamlet was really written by Marlowe, as many have argued, then we have un-

derestimated Marlowe’s genius. If Kevin was out all day, then it makes sense that he

couldn’t answer the phone. Note also that the presence of the modal verb would in

the main clause should not be taken as a sign that the verb in the if clause must

be in the subjunctive, if the content of that clause is not presupposed to be false:

If I was (not were) to accept their offer—which I’m still considering—I would have

to start the new job on May 2. He would always call her from the office if he was

(not were) going to be late for dinner. • Again according to the traditional rule, the

subjunctive is not correctly used following verbs such as ask or wonder in if clauses

that express indirect questions, even if the content of the question is presumed to

be contrary to fact: We wondered if dinner was (not were) included in the room

price. Some of the people we met even asked us if California was (not were) an island.

• With all deference to the traditional rules governing the use of the subjunctive,

it should be noted that a survey of the prose of reputable writers over the past 200

years would reveal a persistent tendency to use the indicative was where the tra-

ditional rule would require the subjunctive were. A sentence beginning If I was

the only boy in the world, while not strictly correct, is wholly unremarkable. But

the corresponding practice of using the subjunctive in place of the indicative may

be labeled a hypercorrection. • In spoken English there is a growing tendency to

use would have in place of the subjunctive in contrary-to-fact clauses, as in if I

would have been the President, but this usage is still widely considered incorrect.

See Usage Note at doubt. See Usage Note at should. See Usage Note at wish.



IF  or i.f. abbr.  Intermediate frequency. 

I·fe (Kùf7)  A city of southwest Nigeria east of Ibadan. Center of a powerful 

Yoruba kingdom until the late 17th century, it is an agricultural market with var-

ied industries. Population, 209,100. 

IFF abbr.  Identification, friend or foe. 

if·fy (VfùK) adj.  if·fi·er, if·fi·est. Informal. Doubtful; uncertain:  an iffy proposi-

tion.  [From IF.] —ifùfi·ness n. 

If·ni (KfùnK)  A former Spanish possession on the Atlantic coast of southwest 

Morocco. It was ceded to Spain in 1860, but overseas control was nominal until 

1934. Ifni was returned to Morocco in 1969. 

IFO abbr.  Identified flying object. 

I formation (Xù fôr-m7ùshNn) n.  Football. An alignment of the offensive team 

in which all the backs line up in single file behind the center. 

IFR abbr.  Instrument flight rules. 

-ify suff.  Variant of -fy. 
Ig abbr.  Immunoglobulin. 

IG  or I.G. abbr.  Inspector general. 

igg (Vg) v.  tr. igged, igg·ing, iggs. Northern U.S. To ignore.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Igg, a shortened form of ignore, seems to have come into

American speech from jive, the special jargon of Black jazz musicians in the

1930’s. Its use has spread from the musicians’ exclusive jargon into the Black com-

munities of Northern U.S. cities. The reduction of a word to its initial syllable is

a common source of slang or informal words, especially among groups of speak-

ers who for reasons of exclusivity like to remain avant garde in their speech. Often

such words come into general use, as in mike for microphone.

Ig·bo (Vgùbo) n.  Variant of Ibo. 
ig·loo (Vgùlu) n.  pl. ig·loos. 1. An Eskimo dwelling, especially a dome-shaped 

winter dwelling built of blocks of packed snow.  2. A dome-shaped structure or 

building.  [Canadian Eskimo iglu, house.]

ign. abbr.  Ignition. 

Ig·na·tius (Vg-n7ùshNs), Saint. Died c. A.D. 110.  Bishop of Antioch noted espe-

cially for his epistles. He was martyred during the reign of the Roman emperor 

Trajan. 

Ignatius of Loy·o·la (Vg-n7ùshNs ƒv loi-oùlN), Saint. 1491-1556.  Spanish 

ecclesiastic who founded the Jesuits and was a leader of the Counter Reformation. 

ig·ne·ous (VgùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of fire.  2. Geology. 

a. Formed by solidification from a molten state. Used of rocks.  b. Of or relating 

to rock so formed; pyrogenic.   [From Latin igneus, from ignis, fire.]

ig·nes fat·u·i (VgùnKz f4chùu-XÙ) n.  Plural of ignis fatuus. 



ig·nim·brite (VgùnVm-brXtÙ) n.  A volcanic rock formed by the welding together 

of tuff material from an explosive volcanic eruption.  [Latin ignis, fire + imber, 

imbr-, rain + -ITE
1.]

ig·nis fat·u·us (VgùnVs f4chùu-Ns) n.  pl. ig·nes fat·u·i (VgùnKz f4chùu-XÙ). 
1. A phosphorescent light that hovers or flits over swampy ground at night, pos-

sibly caused by spontaneous combustion of gases emitted by rotting organic mat-

ter.  Also called friar’s lantern, will-o’-the-wisp, wisp.  2. Something that misleads 

or deludes; an illusion.  [Medieval Latin  : Latin ignis, fire + Latin fatuus, foolish.]

ig·nite (Vg-nXtù) v.  ig·nit·ed, ig·nit·ing, ig·nites.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cause to 

burn.  b. To set fire to.   2. To subject to great heat, especially to make luminous 

by heat.  3. To arouse the passions of; excite:  The insults ignited my anger.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To begin to burn.  2. To begin to glow.  [Late Latin ignXre, ignXt-, from 

Latin ignis, fire.] —ig·nitùa·ble, ig·nitùi·ble adj.  —ig·nitùer, ig·niùtor n. 

ig·ni·tion (Vg-nVshùNn) n.  1. The raising of a substance to its ignition point, as 

by electric current, friction, or mechanical shock.  2.  Abbr. ign. a. An electrical 

system, typically powered by a battery or magneto, that provides the spark to 

ignite the fuel mixture in an internal-combustion engine.  b. A switch that acti-

vates this system.  

ignition point (Vg-nVshùNn point) n.  The minimum temperature at which a 

substance will continue to burn without additional application of external heat.  

Also called kindling point 

ig·ni·tron (Vg-nXùtrmnÙ, VgùnV-) n.  A single-anode, mercury-vapor rectifier in 

which current passes as an arc between the anode and a mercury-pool cathode, 

used in power rectification.  [IGNI(TE) + -TRON.]

ig·no·ble (Vg-noùbNl) adj.  1. Not noble in quality, character, or purpose; base or 

mean.  See Synonyms at mean2.  2. Not of the nobility; common.  [Middle 

English, of low birth, from Old French, from Latin ignobilis : i-, in-, not; see IN-1 

+ nobilis, gnobilis, noble; see NOBLE.] —igÙno·bilùi·ty (-bVlùV-tK), ig·noùble·ness 

n.  —ig·noùbly adv. 

ig·no·min·i·ous (VgÙnN-mVnùK-Ns) adj.  1. Marked by shame or disgrace: “It was 

an ignominious end.... as a desperate mutiny by a handful of soldiers blossomed into 

full-scale revolt” (Angus Deming).  2. Deserving disgrace or shame; despicable.  

3. Degrading; debasing: “The young people huddled with their sodden gritty towels 

and ignominious goosebumps inside the gray-shingled bathhouse” (John Updike).   
—igÙno·minùi·ous·ly adv.  —igÙno·minùi·ous·ness n. 

ig·no·min·y (VgùnN-mVnÙK, -mN-nK) n.  pl. ig·no·min·ies. 1. Great personal 

dishonor or humiliation.  See Synonyms at disgrace.  2. Shameful or disgraceful 

action, conduct, or character.  [French ignominie, from Old French, from Latin 

ignominia : i-, in-, not; see IN-1 + nomen, nomin-, name, reputation; see np-men- 
in Appendix.]



ig·no·ra·mus (VgÙnN-r7ùmNs) n.  pl. ig·no·ra·mus·es. An ignorant person.  

[New Latin ignor7mus, a grand jury’s endorsement upon a bill of indictment 

when evidence is deemed insufficient to send the case to a trial jury, from Latin, 

we do not know, first person pl. present tense of ignor7re, to be ignorant. See 

IGNORE.]

ig·no·rance (VgùnNr-Nns) n.  The condition of being uneducated, unaware, or 

uninformed. 

ig·no·rant (VgùnNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Lacking education or knowledge.  2. Showing or 

arising from a lack of education or knowledge:  an ignorant mistake.  3. Unaware 

or uninformed.  [Middle English ignoraunt, from Old French ignorant, from 

Latin ignor7ns, ignorant- present participle of ignor7re, to be ignorant, not to 

know. See gno- in Appendix.] —igùno·rant·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: ignorant, uneducated, untaught, unlearned, untutored, unlettered,

illiterate. These adjectives mean lacking in knowledge or education. Ignorant can

refer to a person’s low level of knowledge in general or to the person’s lack of

information about or awareness of a specific fact or subject: was ignorant of the

hidden dangers. Uneducated, untaught, unlearned, and untutored imply lack of

schooling: uneducated youngsters; untaught people whose verbal skills are grossly de-

ficient; an unlearned group incapable of understanding complex issues; an untutored

genius. Unlettered describes one deficient in book learning: exhibited contempt for

his unlettered colleagues. Illiterate most often refers to the inability to meet an es-

tablished minimum level of achievement in reading and writing: developed special

tutorials to assist the illiterate sector of society.

ig·nore (Vg-nôrù, -norù) v.  tr. ig·nored, ig·nor·ing, ig·nores. To refuse to pay 

attention to; disregard.  See Regional note at igg.  [French ignorer, from Old 

French, from Latin ignor7re. See gno- in Appendix.] —ig·norùa·ble adj.  

—ig·norùer n. 

I·go·rot (VgÙN-rotù, KÙgN-) n.  pl. Igorot or I·go·rots. 1. A member of any of sev-

eral peoples of the mountains of northern Luzon in the Philippines.  2. Any of 

the Austronesian languages of the Igorot. 

I·gua·çú also I·guas·sú (KÙgwN-suù)  A river, about 1,199 km (745 mi) long, of 

southern Brazil flowing west to the Paraná River at the Argentina-Paraguay-Brazil 

border. Just above the border it forms Iguaçú Falls, consisting of a series of cat-

aracts averaging 61 m (200 ft) high and separated by rocky crags and islands. 

i·gua·na (V-gwäùnN) n.  Any of various large tropical American lizards of the 

family Iguanidae, often having spiny projections along the back.  [Spanish, from 

Arawak iwana.]



i·guan·o·don (V-gwäùnN-dmnÙ) n.  Any of various large dinosaurs of the genus 

Iguanodon, of the Jurassic Period and Cretaceous Period.  [New Latin Iguanodon, 

genus name  : IGUANA + -ODON.]

I·guas·sú (KÙgwN-suù)  See Iguaçú. 
IGY abbr.  International Geophysical Year. 

ihp  or i.hp. abbr.  Indicated horsepower. 

ih·ram (K-rämù) n.  Islam. 1. The sacred dress of Muslim pilgrims, consisting of 

two lengths of white cotton, one wrapped around the loins, the other thrown over 

the left shoulder.  2. The sacred state of Muslim pilgrims in wearing this dress, 

during which time they practice great self-denial.  [Arabic ’iUr7m, prohibition, 

ihram, from ’aUrama, to consecrate.]

IHS abbr.  Jesus (Greek ΙΗΣΟΥΣ with S for sigma). 

Ij·mui·den (X-mXùdNn)  A city of west-central Netherlands on the North Sea at 

the entrance to the North Sea Canal west of Amsterdam. It is a seaport and fish-

ing center. Population, 58,287. 

Ijs·sel  or IJs·sel (XùsNl)  A river, about 113 km (70 mi) long, of eastern Nether-

lands flowing from the Lower Rhine River northward to the Ijsselmeer. 

Ijs·sel·meer  or IJs·sel·meer (XùsNl-mârÙ, -m7rÙ)  A shallow, dike-enclosed lake 

of northwest Netherlands. It was formed from the Zuider Zee by the construction 

of two dams (completed in 1932). Much fertile farmland has been reclaimed 

from the lake since that time. 

I·ka·ri·a (KÙkä-rKùä) also I·car·i·a (V-kârùK-N, X-kârù-)  An island of southeast 

Greece in the Aegean Sea west of Samos. According to Greek legend, Icarus plum-

meted into the sea near the island. 

i·ke·ba·na (KÙkH-bäùnä, VkÙN-) n.  The Japanese art of formal flower arrange-

ment with special regard shown to balance, harmony, and form.  [Japanese  : 

ikeru, to arrange + hana, flower.]

Ikh·na·ton (Vk-nätùn)  See Akhenaton. 
i·kon (XùkmnÙ) n.  Variant of icon. 
IL abbr.  Illinois. 

il-1 pref.  Variant of in-1. 
il-2 pref.  Variant of in-2. 
IL-1 abbr.  Interleukin-1. 

IL-2 abbr.  Interleukin-2. 

ILA abbr.  International Longshoremen’s Association. 

i·lang-i·lang (Kùläng-Kùläng) n.  Variant of ylang-ylang. 
-ile1 suff.  Of, relating to, or capable of:  audile.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin -ilis, -Xlis.]
-ile2 suff.  A division of a specified size in the range of a statistic:  percentile.  

[Probably from -ILE
1.]

il·e·a (VlùK-N) n.  Plural of ileum. 



il·e·ac1 (VlùK-4kÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the nature of ileus. 

il·e·ac2 (VlùK-4kÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving the ileum. 

Île-de-France (KlÙdN-fräNsù)  A historical region and former province of 

north-central France in the Paris basin. The name came into use in the 14th cen-

tury, but the region was known much earlier. In 987 with the choice of Hugh 

Capet, Count of Paris, as the French king, the Île-de-France became the nucleus 

of the crown lands. 

il·e·i·tis (VlÙK-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the ileum.  [ILE(UM) + -ITIS.]

il·e·os·to·my (VlÙK-msùtN-mK) n.  pl. il·e·os·to·mies. 1. Surgical construction of 

an artificial excretory opening through the abdominal wall into the ileum.  2. The 

opening created by such a surgical procedure.  [ILE(UM) + -STOMY.]

I·le·sha (V-lHshùN)  A city of southwest Nigeria east-northeast of Ibadan. For-

merly a caravan trade center, it is now an agricultural market. Population, 

266,700. 

il·e·um (VlùK-Nm) n.  pl. il·e·a (-K-N). The terminal portion of the small intestine 

extending from the jejunum to the cecum.  [Late Latin Xleum, groin, flank, variant 

of Latin Xlia.] —ilùe·al adj. 

il·e·us (VlùK-Ns) n.  Intestinal obstruction causing colic, vomiting, and constipa-

tion.  [Latin Xleos, from Greek eileos, from eilein, to squeeze, hold in check. See 

wel-2 in Appendix.]

i·lex (XùlHksÙ) n.  Any of various trees or shrubs of the genus Ilex; holly.  [Middle 

English, holm oak, from Latin Xlex.]

ILGWU  or I.L.G.W.U. abbr.  International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union. 

I·li (KùlKù)  A river, about 1,287 km (800 mi) in total length, of northwest China 

and southeast Kazakhstan flowing west and northwest into Lake Balkhash. 

il·i·a (VlùK-N) n.  Plural of ilium. 
il·i·ac (VlùK-4kÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or situated near the ilium. 

Il·i·am·na Lake (VlÙK-4mùnN l7k)  A lake of southwest Alaska at the base of the 

Alaska Peninsula. Noted for sport fishing, it is the largest lake in the state. Nearby 

is Iliamna Peak, a volcano rising to 3,054.9 m (10,016 ft). 

Il·i·on (VlùK-Nn, -mnÙ)  See Troy (sense 1). 

il·i·um (VlùK-Nm) n.  pl. il·i·a (-K-N). The uppermost and widest of the three bones 

constituting either of the lateral halves of the pelvis.  [Late Latin Xlium, groin, 

flank, variant of Latin Xlia.] —ilùi·acÙ (-4kÙ) adj. 

Il·i·um (VlùK-Nm)  See Troy (sense 1). 

ilk1 (Vlk) n.  Type or kind:  can’t trust people of that ilk.  See Synonyms at type.   
—  pron.  Scots. The same. Used following a name to indicate that the one named 

resides in an area bearing the same name:  Duncan of that ilk.  [Middle English, 

same, from Old English ilca. See i- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: When one uses ilk, as in the phrase men of his ilk, one is



using a word with an ancient pedigree even though the sense of ilk, “kind or sort,”

is actually quite recent, having been recorded no earlier than the end of the 18th

century. This sense grew out of an older use of ilk in the phrase of that ilk, meaning

“of the same place, territorial designation, or name.” This phrase was used chiefly

in names of landed families, Guthrie of that ilk meaning “Guthrie of Guthrie.”

“Same” is the fundamental meaning of the word. The ancestors of ilk, Old English

ilca and Middle English ilke, were common words, usually appearing with such

words as the or that, but the word hardly survived the Middle Ages in those uses.

ilk2 (Vlk) adj.  Variant of ilka. 
il·ka (VlùkN) also ilk (Vlk) adj.  Scots. Each; every.  [Middle English ilk a, each one  : 

ilk (variant of ech, each); see EACH + a, one, a; see A2.]

ill (Vl) adj.  worse (wûrs), worst (wûrst). 1. Not healthy; sick:  I began to feel ill 

last week.  2. Not normal; unsound:  an ill condition of body and mind.  

3. Resulting in suffering; distressing:  ill effects.  4. a. Having evil intentions; hos-

tile or unfriendly:  You certainly did me an ill turn.  b. Ascribing an objectionable 

quality:  holds an ill view of that political group.  c. Harmful; cruel.   5. Not favor-

able; unpropitious:  ill predictions.  6. Not measuring up to recognized standards 

of excellence, as of behavior or conduct.   —  adv.  worse, worst. 1. In a sickly 

or unsound manner; not well.  2. Scarcely or with difficulty.   —  n.  1. Evil; sin.  

2. Disaster, distress, or harm.  3. Something that causes suffering; trouble:  the 

social ills of urban life.  4. Something that reflects in an unfavorable way on one:  

Please don’t speak ill of me when I’m gone.  [Middle English, from Old Norse Xllr, 
bad.]

ill. abbr.  1. Illustrated.  2. Illustration.  3. Illustrator. 

Ill. abbr.  Illinois. 

I’ll (Xl)  1. I will.  2. I shall. 

ill-ad·vised (VlÙNd-vXzdù) adj.  Performed, carried out, or done without the ben-

efit of wise counsel or careful prior deliberation.   —illÙ-ad·visùed·ly (-vXùzVd-lK) 

adv. 

Il·lam·pu (K-yämùpu)  A peak, 6,366.3 m (20,873 ft) high, in the Andes of west-

ern Bolivia northwest of La Paz. 

ill at ease (Vl 4t Kz) adj.  Nervously uncomfortable. 

il·la·tion (V-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of inferring or drawing conclusions.  2. A 

conclusion drawn; a deduction. In this sense, also calledillative [Late Latin ill7tio, 

ill7tion-, from Latin ill7tus, past participle of Xnferre, to carry in, infer  : in-, in + 

l7tus, brought; see telN- in Appendix.]

il·la·tive (VlùN-tVv, V-l7ù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or of the nature of an illation.  

2. Expressing or preceding an inference. Used of a word.  3. Linguistics. Of, relat-

ing to, or being a grammatical case indicating motion toward or into in some lan-

guages, as in Finnish Helsinkiin, “to Helsinki.”   —  n.  1. A word or phrase, such 



as hence or for that reason, that expresses an inference.  2.  See illation (n., sense 

2).  —ilùla·tive·ly adv. 

ill-be·ing (VlùbKùVng) n.  Lack of prosperity, happiness, or health. 

ill-bod·ing (VlùboùdVng) adj.  Portending evil; inauspicious. 

ill-bred (VlùbrHdù) adj.  1. Badly brought up; impolite and crude.  2. Not thor-

oughbred; underbred. Used of animals. 

ill-con·ceived (VlùkNn-sKvdù) adj.  Poorly conceived or planned:  an ill-con-

ceived scheme to take over the company. 

ill-con·sid·ered (VlùkNn-sVdùNrd) adj.  Unwise; foolish:  ill-considered actions 

sure to result in disaster. 

ill-de·fined (VlùdV-fXndù) adj.  Not defined clearly or distinctly:  an ill-defined 

concept; an ill-defined view across the foggy moor. 

ill-dis·guised (VlùdVs-gXzdù) adj.  Poorly hidden or concealed:  ill-disguised ani-

mosity. 

ill-dressed (VlùdrHstù) adj.  Clothed in a shabby or inappropriate manner. 

il·le·gal (V-lKùgNl) adj.  1. Prohibited by law.  2. Prohibited by official rules:  an 

illegal pass in football.  3. Computer Science. Unacceptable to or not performable 

by a computer:  an illegal operation.   —  n.  An illegal immigrant.   —il·leùgal·ly 
adv. 

il·le·gal·i·ty (VlÙK-g4lùV-tK) n.  pl. il·le·gal·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of being 

illegal.  2. An illegal act. 

il·leg·i·ble (V-lHjùN-bNl) adj.  Not legible or decipherable.   —il·legÙi·bilùi·ty, 
il·legùi·ble·ness n.  —il·legùi·bly adv. 

il·le·git·i·ma·cy (VlÙV-jVtùN-mN-sK) n.  1. The quality or condition of being ille-

gitimate.  2. Bastardy. 

il·le·git·i·mate (VlÙV-jVtùN-mVt) adj.  1. Against the law; illegal.  2. Born out of 

wedlock.  3. Grammar. Not in correct usage.  4. Incorrectly deduced; illogical.  

5. Biology. Unacceptable as a scientific name because of contradiction to the 

international rules of nomenclature.   —ilÙle·gitùi·mate·ly adv. 

ill-fat·ed (Vlùf7ùtVd) adj.  1. Destined for misfortune; doomed.  2. Marked by or 

causing misfortune; unlucky.  See Synonyms at unfortunate. 
ill-fa·vored (Vlùf7ùvNrd) adj.  1. Having an ugly or unattractive face.  See Syn-

onyms at ugly.  2. Objectionable; offensive. 

ill feeling (Vl fKùlVng) n.  A feeling of animosity or rancor. 

ill-fit·ting (VlùfVtùVng) adj.  1. Not fitting well or correctly:  ill-fitting trousers.  

2. Unsuitable or inappropriate:  ill-fitting levity. 

ill-found·ed (VlùfounùdVd) adj.  Having no factual basis. 

ill-got·ten (Vlùgmtùn) adj.  Obtained in an evil manner or by dishonest means:  

ill-gotten gains. 

ill health (Vl hHlth) n.  Poor health; sickness. 

ill-housed (Vlùhouzdù) adj.  Having inadequate, improper, or bad housing. 



ill humor (Vl hyuùmNr) n.  An irritable state of mind; surliness. 

ill-hu·mored (VlùhyuùmNrd) adj.  Irritable; surly.   —illù-huùmored·ly adv. 

il·lib·er·al (V-lVbùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Narrow-minded; bigoted.  2. Archaic. Ungener-

ous, mean, or stingy.  3. Archaic. a. Lacking liberal culture.  b. Ill-bred; vulgar.   

[Latin illXber7lis : in-, not; see IN-1 + lXber7lis, liberal; see LIBERAL.] 
—il·libùer·al·ism n.  —il·libÙer·alùi·ty (-N-r4lùV-tK), il·libùer·al·ness n.  

—il·libùer·al·ly adv. 

il·lic·it (V-lVsùVt) adj.  Not sanctioned by custom or law; unlawful.  [Latin illicitus : 

in-, not; see IN-1 + licitus, lawful; see LICIT.] —il·licùit·ly adv.  —il·licùit·ness n. 

Il·li·ma·ni (KÙyK-mäùnK)  A mountain, 6,461.1 m (21,184 ft) high, in the Andes 

of western Bolivia east of La Paz. It was first scaled in 1898. 

il·lim·it·a·ble (V-lVmùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to limit or circumscribe; limitless.  

See Synonyms at infinite.  —il·limÙit·a·bilùi·ty, il·limùit·a·ble·ness n.  

—il·limùit·a·bly adv. 

Il·li·noi·an (VlÙN-noiùNn) adj.  Of or relating to the third glacial stage of the Pleis-

tocene in North America.  [After Illinois2.]

Il·li·nois1 (VlÙN-noiù, -noizù) n.  pl. Illinois. 1. a. A confederacy of Native Amer-

ican peoples formerly inhabiting southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois, and parts 

of eastern Iowa and Missouri, with present-day descendants mostly in Oklahoma.  

b. A member of this confederacy.   2. The Algonquian language of the Illinois.  

[French, of Algonquian origin.]

Il·li·nois2 (VlÙN-noiù, -noizù) Abbr. IL, Ill.  A state of the north-central United 

States. It was admitted as the 21st state in 1818. The area was explored by the 

French in the late 1600’s, ceded by France to the British in 1763, and ceded by 

them to the newly formed United States in 1783. Springfield is the capital and 

Chicago the largest city. Population, 11,466,682.   —IlÙli·noisùan (-noiùNn, -zNn) 

adj.  & n. 

Illinois River (VlÙN-noiù rVvùNr)  A river rising in northeast Illinois and flowing 

about 439 km (273 mi) generally southwest to the Mississippi River in west-cen-

tral Illinois. 

Illinois Waterway (VlÙN-noiù wôùtNr-w7Ù)  A system of rivers and canals of 

northern and western Illinois, linking Chicago and Lake Michigan with the Mis-

sissippi River. It includes the Chicago, Des Plaines, and Illinois rivers. 

il·liq·uid (V-lVkùwVd) adj.  1. Not readily converted into cash:  illiquid assets.  

2. Lacking cash or liquid assets.   —ilÙli·quidùi·ty n. 

il·lit·er·a·cy (V-lVtùNr-N-sK) n.  pl. il·lit·er·a·cies. 1. The condition of being 

unable to read and write.  2. An error, as in writing or speech, made by or 

thought to be characteristic of one who is illiterate.  See Usage Note at literate. 
il·lit·er·ate (V-lVtùNr-Vt) adj.  1. a. Unable to read and write.  See Synonyms at 

ignorant.  b. Having little or no formal education.   2. a. Marked by inferiority 

to an expected standard of familiarity with language and literature.  b. Violating 



prescribed standards of speech or writing.   3. Ignorant of the fundamentals of a 

given art or branch of knowledge:  musically illiterate.  See Usage Note at literate.  
[Middle English, from Latin illXter7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + lXter7tus, literate; see 

LITERATE.] —il·litùer·ate n.  —il·litùer·ate·ly adv.  —il·litùer·ate·ness n. 

ill-man·nered (Vlùm4nùNrd) adj.  Lacking or indicating a lack of good manners; 

rude.   —illù-manùnered·ly adv. 

ill nature (Vl n7ùchNr) n.  A disagreeable, irritable, or malevolent disposition. 

ill-na·tured (Vlùn7ùchNrd) adj.  1. Having a disagreeable, irritable, or malevolent 

disposition.  2. Spiteful; nasty:  an ill-natured retort.   —illù-naùtured·ly adv.  

—illù-naùtured·ness n. 

ill·ness (VlùnVs) n.  1. a. Disease of body or mind; poor health; sickness.  b. A 

disease.   2. Obsolete. Evil; wickedness. 

ill-nour·ished (VlùnûrùVsht, -nƒrù-) adj.  Inadequately or poorly nourished; 

malnourished. 

ill-off (Vlùôfù, -mfù) n.  (used with a pl. verb). Poor or needy people: “If the ill-off 

and well-to-do lived cheek by jowl, the well-to-do might do better by their brothers” 

(William H. Gass). 

il·log·ic (V-lmjùVk) n.  A lack of logic. 

il·log·i·cal (V-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  1. Contradicting or disregarding the principles of 

logic.  2. Without logic; senseless.   —il·logÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), 
il·logùi·cal·ness n.  —il·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

ill-o·mened (VlùoùmNnd) adj.  Marked by bad omens; inauspicious. 

ill-shap·en (Vlùsh7ùpNn) adj.  Unattractive, deformed, or distorted in shape; 

misshapen. 

ill-sort·ed (VlùsôrùtVd) adj.  Badly matched. 

ill-starred (Vlùstärdù) adj.  Ill-fated; unlucky.  See Synonyms at unfortunate. 
ill-tem·pered (VlùtHmùpNrd) adj.  Having a bad temper; irritable.   —illù-temù-
pered·ly adv. 

ill-timed (VlùtXmdù) adj.  Done or occurring at an inappropriate time; untimely. 

ill-treat (VlùtrKtù) v.  tr. ill-·treat·ed, ill-·treat·ing, ill-·treats. To treat 

unkindly or harshly; maltreat.  See Synonyms at abuse.  —illù-treatùment n. 

il·lume (V-lumù) v.  tr. il·lumed, il·lum·ing, il·lumes. To illuminate.  [Short 

for ILLUMINE.]

il·lu·mi·nance (V-luùmN-nNns) n.  Physics. See illumination (n., sense 7). 

il·lu·mi·nant (V-luùmN-nNnt) n.  Something that gives off light.  [Latin 

ill7min7ns, ill7minant- present participle of ill7min7re, to illuminate. See ILLUMI-

NATE.]

il·lu·mi·nate (V-luùmN-n7tÙ) v.  il·lu·mi·nat·ed, il·lu·mi·nat·ing, 
il·lu·mi·nates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide or brighten with light.  2. To decorate or 

hang with lights.  3. To make understandable; clarify: “Cleverly made attacks can 

often serve to illuminate important differences between candidates, as well as enter-



tain the voters” (New Republic).  4. To enlighten intellectually or spiritually; 

enable to understand.  5. To endow with fame or splendor; celebrate.  6. To 

adorn (a page of a book, for example) with ornamental designs, miniatures, or 

lettering in brilliant colors or precious metals.  7. To expose to or reveal by radia-

tion.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become lighted; glow.  2. To provide intellectual or spiri-

tual enlightenment and understanding: “Once you decide to titillate instead of 

illuminate, you’re on a slippery slope” (Bill Moyers).  3. To be exposed to or 

revealed by radiation.   —  n.  (-nVt) One who has or professes to have an unusual 

degree of enlightenment.  [Middle English illuminaten, from Latin ill7min7re, 

ill7min7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + l7min7re, to light up (from l7men, l7min-, light); 

see leuk- in Appendix.] —il·luùmi·natÙing·ly adv. 

il·lu·mi·na·ti (V-luÙmN-näùtK) pl.n.  1. People claiming to be unusually enlight-

ened with regard to a subject.  2. Illuminati. Any of various groups claiming spe-

cial religious enlightenment.  [Latin, pl. of ill7min7tus past participle of 

ill7min7re, to illuminate. See ILLUMINATE.]

il·lu·mi·na·tion (V-luÙmN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of illuminating.  b. The 

state of being illuminated.   2. A source of light.  3. Decorative lighting.  

4. Spiritual or intellectual enlightenment.  5. Clarification; elucidation.  

6. a. The art or act of decorating a text, a page, or an initial letter with ornamen-

tal designs, miniatures, or lettering.  b. An example of this art.   7. Physics. The 

luminous flux per unit area at any point on a surface exposed to incident light. In 

this sense, also calledilluminance 

il·lu·mi·na·tive (V-luùmN-n7ÙtVv) adj.  Of, causing, or capable of causing illu-

mination. 

il·lu·mi·na·tor (V-luùmN-n7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that illuminates, especially a device 

for producing, concentrating, or reflecting light.  2. One who illuminates manu-

scripts or other objects. 

il·lu·mine (V-luùmVn) v.  tr. il·lu·mined, il·lu·min·ing, il·lu·mines. To give 

light to; illuminate.  [Middle English illuminen, from Old French illuminer, from 

Latin ill7min7re, to illuminate. See ILLUMINATE.] —il·luùmin·a·ble adj. 

il·lu·mi·nism (V-luùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Belief in or proclamation of a special 

personal enlightenment.  2. Illuminism. The ideas and principles of various 

groups of Illuminati.  [French illuminisme, from illuminé, an illuminist, from 

past participle of illuminer, to illuminate, from Old French. See ILLUMINE.] 
—il·luùmi·nist n. 

illus. abbr.  1. Illustrated.  2. Illustration.  3. Illustrator. 

ill-us·age (VlùyuùsVj, -zVj) n.  Bad treatment; ill-use. 

ill-use (Vlùyuzù) v.  tr. ill-·used, ill-·us·ing, ill-·us·es. To maltreat.   —  n.  

(Vlùyusù) Unjust or poor treatment; ill-usage. 

il·lu·sion (V-luùzhNn) n.  1. a. An erroneous perception of reality.  b. An erro-

neous concept or belief.   2. The condition of being deceived by a false perception 



or belief.  3. Something, such as a fantastic plan or desire, that causes an errone-

ous belief or perception.  4. Illusionism in art.  5. A fine transparent cloth, used 

for dresses or trimmings.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

ill7sio, ill7sion-, from Latin, a mocking, irony, from ill7sus, past participle of 

ill7dere, to mock  : in-, against; see IN-2 + l7dere, to play; see leid- in Appendix.] 
—il·luùsion·al, il·luùsion·arÙy (-zhN-nHrÙK)  adj.  —il·luùsion·less adj. 

il·lu·sion·ism (V-luùzhN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. The doctrine that the mate-

rial world is an immaterial product of the senses.  2. The use of illusionary tech-

niques and devices in art or decoration.   —il·luÙsion·isùtic adj.  

—il·luÙsion·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

il·lu·sion·ist (V-luùzhN-nVst) n.  1. Philosophy. An adherent of the doctrine of 

illusionism.  2. An artist whose work is marked by illusionism.  3. A magician or 

ventriloquist. 

il·lu·sive (V-luùsVv) adj.  Illusory.   —il·luùsive·ly adv.  —il·luùsive·ness n. 

il·lu·so·ry (V-luùsN-rK, -zN-rK) adj.  Produced by, based on, or having the nature 

of an illusion; deceptive: “Secret activities offer presidents the alluring but often 

illusory promise that they can achieve foreign policy goals without the bothersome 

debate and open decision that are staples of democracy” (Tom Wicker). 

il·lus·trate (VlùN-str7tÙ, V-lƒsùtr7tÙ) v.  il·lus·trat·ed, il·lus·trat·ing, 
il·lus·trates.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To clarify, as by use of examples or comparisons.  

b. To clarify by serving as an example or comparison.   2. To provide (a publica-

tion) with explanatory or decorative features.  3. Obsolete. To illuminate.   —  v.  

intr. To present a clarification, an example, or an explanation.  [Latin ill7str7re, 

ill7str7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + l7str7re, to make bright; see leuk- in Appendix.] 
—ilùlus·tratÙa·ble adj.  —ilùlus·traÙtor n. 

il·lus·tra·tion (VlÙN-str7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. ill., illus. 1. a. The act of clarifying or 

explaining.  b. The state of being clarified or explained.   2. Material used to clar-

ify or explain.  See Synonyms at example.  3. Visual matter used to clarify or 

decorate a text.  4. Obsolete. Illumination.   —ilÙlus·traùtion·al adj. 

il·lus·tra·tive (V-lƒsùtrN-tVv, VlùN-str7ÙtVv) adj.  Acting or serving as an illustra-

tion.   —il·lusùtra·tive·ly adv. 

il·lus·tri·ous (V-lƒsùtrK-Ns) adj.  1. Well known and very distinguished; eminent.  

See Synonyms at noted.  2. Obsolete. Shining brightly.  [From Latin ill7stris, 

from ill7str7re, to give glory to, shine upon. See ILLUSTRATE.] —il·lusùtri·ous·ly 
adv.  —il·lusùtri·ous·ness n. 

il·lu·vi·ate (V-luùvK-7tÙ) v.  intr. il·lu·vi·at·ed, il·lu·vi·at·ing, il·lu·vi·ates. To 

undergo illuviation.  [Back-formation from ILLUVIATION.]

il·lu·vi·a·tion (V-luÙvK-7ùshNn) n.  The deposition in an underlying soil layer of 

colloids, soluble salts, and mineral particles leached out of an overlying soil layer.  

[illuvial, resulting from illuviation (IN-2 + -luvial, relating to the action of flowing 

water as in ALLUVIAL) + -ATION.]



ill will (Vl wVl) n.  Unfriendly feeling; enmity. 

ill-wish·er (VlùwVshÙNr) n.  One who wishes no good fortune for another or oth-

ers. 

il·ly (VlùlK) adv.  Badly; ill: “Beauty is jealous, and illy bears the presence of a rival” 

(Thomas Jefferson). 

Il·lyr·i·a (V-lîrùK-N) also Il·lyr·i·cum (-V-kNm)  An ancient region of the Balkan 

Peninsula on the Adriatic coast. Occupied in prehistoric times by an Indo-Euro-

pean-speaking people, the area became the Roman province of Illyricum after the 

final conquest of the Illyrians in 35-33 B.C. The name was revived by Napoleon 

for the provinces of Illyria (1809-1815) and retained for the kingdom of Illyria, a 

division of Austria from 1816 to 1849. 

Il·lyr·i·an (V-lîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to ancient Illyria or its peoples, lan-

guages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A member of one of the ancient peoples that 

inhabited Illyria.  2. Any of the Indo-European languages of these peoples. 

Il·lyr·i·cum (V-lîrùV-kNm)  See Illyria. 
il·men·ite (VlùmN-nXtÙ) n.  A lustrous black to brownish titanium ore, essentially 

FeTiO3.  [After the Ilmen Mountains, a range of the southern Ural Mountains.]

ILO abbr.  International Labor Organization. 

I·lo·ca·no also I·lo·ka·no (KÙlo-käùno) n.  pl. Ilocano or I·lo·ca·nos also Ilo-
kano  or I·lo·ka·nos. 1. A member of an agricultural people of northern Luzon 

in the Philippines.  2. The Austronesian language of the Ilocano.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to the Ilocano or their language or culture.  [Spanish Ilócano, from Iloko, 

Austronesian people of the Philippines.]

I·lo·i·lo (KÙlo-Kùlo)  A city of southeast Panay, Philippines, on Iloilo Strait, an 

inlet of the Sulu Sea. Iloilo is a major port noted for its delicate, handwoven fab-

rics. Population, 244,827. 

I·lo·ka·no (KÙlo-käùno) n.  Variant of Ilocano. 
I·lo·rin (KÙlN-rKnù, V-lôrùNn)  A city of southwest Nigeria north-northeast of 

Lagos. Capital of a Yoruba kingdom c. 1800-1825, it is now an industrial center 

and agricultural market. Population, 355,400. 

ILS abbr.  Instrument landing system. 

im-1 pref.  Variant of in-1. 
im-2 pref.  Variant of in-2. 
I’m (Xm)  I am. 

im·age (VmùVj) n.  1. A reproduction of the form of a person or an object, espe-

cially a sculptured likeness.  2. Physics. An optically formed duplicate, counter-

part, or other representative reproduction of an object, especially an optical 

reproduction of an object formed by a lens or mirror.  3. One that closely or 

exactly resembles another; a double:  He is the image of his uncle.  4. a. The opin-

ion or concept of something that is held by the public.  b. The character projected 

to the public, as by a person or an institution, especially as interpreted by the mass 



media.   5. A personification of something specified:  That child is the image of 

good health.  6. A mental picture of something not real or present.  7. a. A vivid 

description or representation.  b. A figure of speech, especially a metaphor or 

simile.  c. A concrete representation, as in art, literature, or music, that is expres-

sive or evocative of something else:  night as an image of death.   8. Mathematics. 

A set of values of a function corresponding to a particular subset of a domain.  

9. Computer Science. An exact copy of data in a file transferred to another 

medium.  10. Obsolete. An apparition.   —  v.  tr. im·aged, im·ag·ing, 
im·ag·es. 1. To make or produce a likeness of.  2. To mirror or reflect.  3. To 

symbolize or typify.  4. To picture (something) mentally; imagine.  5. To 

describe, especially so vividly as to evoke a mental picture of.  6. Computer Sci-

ence. To translate (photographs or other pictures) by computer into numbers that 

can be transmitted to a remote location and then reconverted into pictures by 

another computer.  7. To visualize (something), as by magnetic resonance imag-

ing.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin im7go.] —imùage·less adj. 

image intensifier (VmùVj Vn-tHnùsN-fXÙNr) n.  A type of image tube that is capa-

ble of increasing the brightness of an image up to 10,000 times. 

im·age-mak·er (VmùVj-m7ÙkNr) n.  Informal. One who uses skillful techniques 

in publicity and advertising, especially by way of the mass media, to create a 

favorable public view, as of a person or an institution.   —imùage-makÙing n. 

image orthicon (VmùVj ôrùthV-kmnÙ) n.  See orthicon. 
im·age·ry (VmùVj-rK) n.  pl. im·age·ries. 1. A set of mental pictures or images.  

2. a. The use of vivid or figurative language to represent objects, actions, or 

ideas.  b. The use of expressive or evocative images in art, literature, or music.  

c. A group or body of related images, as in a painting or poem.   

3. a. Representative images, particularly statues or icons.  b. The art of making 

such images.  

image tube (VmùVj tub) n.  An electronic device that uses a photoelectric sur-

face to release electrons and ultimately produce an image. 

i·mag·i·na·ble (V-m4jùN-nN-bNl) adj.  Conceivable in the imagination:  imagin-

able exploits.   —i·magÙi·na·bilùi·ty n.  —i·magùi·na·bly adv. 

i·ma·gi·nal (V-m7ùgN-nNl, V-mäù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the form of an 

insect imago. 

i·mag·i·nar·y (V-m4jùN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Having existence only in the imagination; 

unreal.  2. Mathematics. a. Of, relating to, or being the coefficient of the imagi-

nary unit in a complex number.  b. Of, relating to, involving, or being an imagi-

nary number.  c. Involving only a complex number of which the real part is zero.    
—  n.  pl. i·mag·i·nar·ies. Mathematics. An imaginary number.   
—i·magÙi·narùi·ly adv.  —i·magÙi·narùi·ness n. 



imaginary number (V-m4jùN-nHrÙK nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A complex 

number in which the real part is zero and the coefficient of the imaginary unit is 

not zero. 

imaginary unit (V-m4jùN-nHrÙK yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. i Mathematics. The positive 

square root of –1. 

i·mag·i·na·tion (V-m4jÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The formation of a mental image 

of something that is neither perceived as real nor present to the senses.  b. The 

mental image so formed.  c. The ability or tendency to form such images.   2. The 

ability to confront and deal with reality by using the creative power of the mind; 

resourcefulness:  handled the problems with great imagination.  3. A traditional or 

widely held belief or opinion.  4. Archaic. a. An unrealistic idea or notion; a 

fancy.  b. A plan or scheme.    —i·magÙi·naùtion·al adj.  

SYNONYMS: imagination, fancy, fantasy. These nouns refer to the power of the

mind to form images, especially of what is not present to the senses. Imagination

is the most broadly applicable: The actor rehearsed the lines in his imagination. The

glorious music haunts my imagination. “In the world of words, the imagination is

one of the forces of nature” (Wallace Stevens). Fancy especially suggests mental in-

vention that is whimsical, capricious, or playful and that is characteristically well

removed from reality: “which... claims to be founded not on fancy... but on Fact”

(Arthur P. Stanley). Is world peace only the fancy of idealists? Fantasy is applied

principally to the product of imagination given free rein and especially to elabo-

rate or extravagant fancy: The sitting room was a kind of Victorian fantasy, full of

cabbage roses, fringe, and tassels. “The poet is in command of his fantasy, while it is

exactly the mark of the neurotic that he is possessed by his fantasy” (Lionel Trilling).

i·mag·i·na·tive (V-m4jùN-nN-tVv, -n7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Having a lively imagination, 

especially a creative imagination.  2. Created by, indicative of, or characterized by 

imagination or creativity.  3. Tending to indulge in the fanciful or in make-

believe.  4. Having no truth; false.   —i·magùi·na·tive·ly adv.  

—i·magùi·na·tive·ness n. 

i·mag·ine (V-m4jùVn) v.  i·mag·ined, i·mag·in·ing, i·mag·ines.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To form a mental picture or image of.  2. To think; conjecture:  I imagine you’re 

right.  3. To have a notion of or about without adequate foundation; fancy:  She 

imagines herself to be a true artist.   —  v.  intr. 1. To employ the imagination.  

2. To make a guess; conjecture.  [Middle English imaginen, from Old French 

imaginer, from Latin im7gin7rX, from im7go, im7gin-, image.] —i·magùin·er n. 

i·ma·gi·nes (V-m7ùgN-nKzÙ) n.  A plural of imago. 
im·ag·ing (VmùV-jVng) n.  1. Medicine. Visualization of internal bodily organs, 

tissues, or cavities using specialized instruments and techniques, such as ultra-



sonography, for diagnostic purposes.  2. Psychology. The use of mental images to 

influence bodily processes, especially to control pain. 

im·a·gism also Im·a·gism (VmùN-jVzÙNm) n.  A literary movement launched by 

British and American poets early in the 20th century in reaction against Victorian 

sentimentalism that advocated the use of free verse, common speech patterns, 

and clear concrete images.   —imùa·gist n.  —imÙa·gisùtic adj.  

—imÙa·gisùti·cal·ly adv. 

i·ma·go (V-m7ùgo, V-mäù-) n.  pl. i·ma·goes or i·ma·gi·nes (-gN-nKzÙ). 1. An 

insect in its sexually mature adult stage after metamorphosis.  2. Psychology. An 

often idealized image of a person, usually a parent, formed in childhood and per-

sisting unconsciously into adulthood.  [Latin im7go, im7gin-, image.]

i·mam also I·mam (V-mämù) n.  Islam. 1. a. In law and theology, the caliph who 

is successor to Mohammed as the lawful supreme leader of the Islamic commu-

nity.  b. The male prayer leader in a mosque.  c. The Muslim worshiper who leads 

the recitation of prayer when two or more worshipers are present.   2. a. A male 

leader regarded by Shiites as a descendant of Mohammed divinely appointed to 

guide human beings.  b. An earthly representative of the 12 such leaders recog-

nized by the majority form of Shiism.   3. A ruler claiming descent from Moham-

med and exercising authority in an Islamic state.  4. a. Any one of the founders 

of the four schools of law and theology.  b. An authoritative scholar who founds a 

school of law or theology.   5. Used as a title for such a man.  [Arabic ’im7m, 

leader, imam, from ’amma, to lead.]

i·mam·ate (V-mäùm7tÙ) n.  Islam. The office of an imam. 

i·ma·ret (V-mäùrHt) n.  An inn or hostel for pilgrims in Turkey.  [Turkish, from 

Arabic 1im7rah, from 1amara, to build.]

im·bal·ance (Vm-b4lùNns) n.  A lack of balance, as in distribution or function-

ing.   —im·balùanced adj. 

im·be·cile (VmùbN-sVl, -sNl) n.  1. A stupid or silly person; a dolt.  2. A person 

whose mental acumen is well below par.  3. A person of moderate to severe men-

tal retardation having a mental age of from three to seven years and generally 

being capable of some degree of communication and performance of simple tasks 

under supervision. The term belongs to a classification system no longer in use 

and is now considered offensive.   —  adj.  also im·be·cil·ic (VmÙbN-sVlùVk) 

1. Stupid; silly.  2. Well below par in mental acumen.  [From obsolete French 

imbécille, weak, feeble, from Old French, from Latin imbKcillus : in-, not; see IN-1 

+ possibly bacillum, staff, diminutive of baculum, rod; see bak- in Appendix.] 
—imùbe·cile·ly adv. 

im·be·cil·i·ty (VmÙbN-sVlùV-tK) n.  pl. im·be·cil·i·ties. 1. a. Great stupidity or 

foolishness.  b. Something, such as conduct or an act, that is stupid or foolish.   

2. Psychology. The state or condition of being an imbecile; moderate or severe 

mental retardation. 



im·bed (Vm-bHdù) v.  Variant of embed. 
im·bibe (Vm-bXbù) v.  im·bibed, im·bib·ing, im·bibes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drink.  

2. To absorb or take in as if by drinking: “The whole body... imbibes delight 

through every pore” (Henry David Thoreau).  3. To receive and absorb into the 

mind: “Gladstone had... imbibed a strong prejudice against Americans” (Philip 

Magnus).  4. Obsolete. To permeate; saturate.   —  v.  intr. To drink alcoholic bev-

erages.  [Middle English embiben, to soak up, saturate, from Latin imbibere, to 

drink in, imbibe  : in-, in; see IN-2 + bibere, to drink; see po(i)- in Appendix.] 
—im·bibùer n. 

im·bi·bi·tion (VmÙbN-bVshùNn) n.  1. The act of imbibing.  2. Chemistry. 

Absorption of fluid by a solid or colloid that results in swelling. 

im·bri·cate (VmùbrV-k7tÙ) adj.  Having the edges overlapping in a regular 

arrangement, as roof tiles or the scales of a fish.   —  v.  im·bri·cat·ed, 
im·bri·cat·ing, im·bri·cates.  —  v.  tr. To overlap in a regular pattern.   —  v.  

intr. To be arranged with regular overlapping edges.  [Late Latin imbric7tus, past 

participle of imbric7re, to cover with roof tiles, from imbrex, imbric-, roof tile, 

from imber, imbr-, rain.] —imÙbri·caùtion n. 

im·bro·glio (Vm-brolùyo) n.  pl. im·bro·glios. 1. a. A difficult or intricate situ-

ation; an entanglement.  b. A confused or complicated disagreement.   2. A con-

fused heap; a tangle.  [Italian, from Old Italian, from imbrogliare, to tangle, 

confuse  : in-, in (from Latin); see IN-2 + brogliare, to mix, stir (probably from 

Old French brooiller, brouiller); see BROIL
2.]

im·brue (Vm-bruù) also em·brue (Hm-) v.  tr. im··brued, im··bru·ing, 
im··brues. 1. To saturate.  2. To stain.  [Middle English embrewen, from Old 

French embreuver, from Vulgar Latin *imbiber7re : in-, in; see IN-2 + Late Latin 

biber, beverage (from Latin bibere, to drink); see BEVERAGE.]

im·brute (Vm-brutù) v.  tr. intr. im·brut·ed, im·brut·ing, im·brutes. To 

make or become brutal. 

im·bue (Vm-byuù) v.  tr. im·bued, im·bu·ing, im·bues. 1. To inspire, perme-

ate, or invade:  work imbued with the revolutionary spirit.  See Synonyms at 

charge.  2. To stain or dye deeply.  [Middle English enbuen, imbeuen, from Latin 

imbuere, to moisten, stain.]

IMD abbr.  Intermodulation distortion. 

IMF abbr.  International Monetary Fund. 

im·id·az·ole (VmÙV-d4zùolÙ) n.  An organic crystalline base, C3H4N2, that is an 

inhibitor of histamine.  [IMID(E) + AZOLE.]

im·ide (VmùXdÙ) n.  A compound derived from ammonia and containing the 

bivalent NH group combined with a bivalent acid group or two monovalent acid 

groups.  [Alteration of AMIDE.]

im·i·do (VmùV-doÙ) adj.  Of or relating to imides or an imide.  [From imido-, 

from IMIDE.]



im·ine (VmùKnÙ, -Vn, V-mKnù) n.  A compound derived from ammonia and con-

taining the bivalent NH group combined with a bivalent nonacid group.  [Alter-

ation of AMINE.]

im·i·no (VmùN-noÙ) adj.  Of or relating to imines or an imine.  [From imino-, 

from IMINE.]

i·mip·ra·mine (V-mVpùrN-mKnÙ) n.  A tricyclic compound, C19H24N2, used to 

treat depression and enuresis.  [IMI(DE) + PR(OPYL) + AMINE.]

imit. abbr.  Imitation; imitative. 

im·i·ta·ble (VmùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be imitated:  the imitable sounds of a 

bird.  2. Worthy of imitation:  imitable behavior. 

im·i·tate (VmùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. im·i·tat·ed, im·i·tat·ing, im·i·tates. 1. To use or 

follow as a model.  2. a. To copy the actions, appearance, mannerisms, or speech 

of; mimic:  amused friends by imitating the teachers.  b. To copy or use the style of:  

brushwork that imitates Rembrandt.   3. To copy exactly; reproduce.  4. To appear 

like; resemble.  [Latin imit7rX, imit7t-.] —imùi·taÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: imitate, copy, mimic, ape, parody, simulate. These verbs mean to

follow something or someone taken as a model. To imitate is to act like or follow

a pattern or style set by another: The adults drank their tea in a ceremonious man-

ner, and the children imitated them. The decorator had the wood paneling painted

to imitate marble. “Art imitates Nature” (Richard Franck). To copy is to duplicate

an original as precisely as possible: tried to copy her cultivated accent; a building

that evokes the neoclassic style of architecture without copying it. To mimic is to make

a close imitation, as of another’s actions, speech, or mannerisms, often with an

intent to ridicule: “fresh carved cedar, mimicking a glade/Of palm and plaintain”

(John Keats). In private the candidate mimicked his opponent’s stammer. To ape is

to follow another’s lead slavishly but often with an absurd result: “Those [superi-

or] states of mind do not come from aping an alien culture” (John Russell). To par-

ody is either to imitate with comic effect or to attempt a serious imitation and fail:

“All these peculiarities [of Samuel Johnson’s literary style] have been imitated by his

admirers and parodied by his assailants” (Macaulay). To simulate is to feign or

falsely assume the appearance or character of something: “I... lay there simulating

death” (W.H. Hudson).

im·i·ta·tion (VmÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. imit. 1. The act or an instance of imitating.  

2. Something derived or copied from an original.  3. Music. Repetition of a 

phrase or sequence often with variations in key, rhythm, and voice.   —  adj.  

Made to resemble another, usually superior material:  imitation fur.   —imÙi·taù-
tion·al adj. 



im·i·ta·tive (VmùV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Abbr. imit. 1. Of or involving imitation.  2. Not 

original; derivative.  3. Tending to imitate.  4. Onomatopoeic.   —imùi·taÙ-
tive·ly adv.  —imùi·taÙtive·ness n. 

im·mac·u·la·cy (V-m4kùyN-lN-sK) n.  The quality or condition of being immacu-

late. 

im·mac·u·late (V-m4kùyN-lVt) adj.  1. Impeccably clean; spotless.  See Synonyms 

at clean.  2. Free from stain or blemish; pure.  3. Free from fault or error:  an 

immaculate record.  4. Having no markings.  [Middle English immaculat, from 

Latin immacul7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + macul7tus, past participle of macul7re, to 

blemish (from macula, spot).] —im·macùu·late·ly adv.  

—im·macùu·late·ness n. 

Im·mac·u·late Conception (V-m4kùyN-lVt kNn-sHpùshNn) n.  1. Roman Cath-

olic Church. The doctrine that the Virgin Mary was conceived free from all stain 

of original sin.  2. December 8, on which the feast of the Immaculate Conception 

is celebrated. 

im·ma·nent (VmùN-nNnt) adj.  1. Existing or remaining within; inherent:  

believed in a God immanent in human beings.  2. Restricted entirely to the mind; 

subjective.  [Late Latin immanKns, immanent- present participle of immanKre, to 

remain in  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin manKre, to remain; see men-3 in Appen-

dix.] —imùma·nence, imùma·nen·cy n.  —imùma·nent·ly adv. 

im·ma·nent·ism (VmùN-nNn-tVzÙNm) n.  Any of various religious theories pos-

tulating that a deity, mind, or spirit is immanent in the world and in the individ-

ual.   —imùma·nent·ist adj.  & n. 

im·ma·te·ri·al (VmÙN-tîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of no importance or relevance; inconse-

quential or irrelevant.  2. Having no material body or form.   
—imÙma·teùri·al·ly adv.  —imÙma·teùri·al·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: immaterial, incorporeal, insubstantial, metaphysical, spiritual. The

central meaning shared by these adjectives is “lacking material body, form, or sub-

stance”: immaterial apparitions; an incorporeal spirit; imaginary and insubstantial

victories; metaphysical forces; spiritual beings. See also Synonyms at irrelevant 
ANTONYM: material

WORD HISTORY: The word immaterial, meaning “of no importance or rele-

vance,” has made its way in the world in spite of the opposition of no less a figure

than Samuel Johnson. Johnson stated that “this sense has crept into the conver-

sation and writings of barbarians; but ought to be utterly rejected.” More than

two centuries later it is difficult for us to recover Johnson’s strength of feeling,

and this tale might in fact serve as a warning to those who believe that the usages

they abominate will not survive and become standard. Although Johnson was a

man of immense learning, he did not have the lexicographical resources available

today. If Johnson had had access to the Oxford Latin Dictionary and the Middle



English Dictionary, among other works, he would have seen that from m7ter,

meaning “a mother,” “a plant as the source of things such as cuttings or fruit,”

and “a source,” was derived the word m7teria, meaning “wood as a building ma-

terial,” “any substance of which a physical object is made,” “the subject matter of

a speech or book,” and “the condition whereby an action is effected.” The adjective

m7teri7lis derived from m7teria only meant “of or concerned with subject matter”

in Classical Latin, but its descendant in Late and Medieval Latin and its descen-

dants in Old French (materiel) and Middle English (material) developed other

meanings, such as “consisting of matter.” One Middle English sense, “important,

relevant,” that probably harks back to senses of Classical Latin m7teria such as

“subject matter” continued in existence after Middle English times. So it was nat-

ural for the English word immaterial, first recorded in the 15th century, to come

to mean “not important,” in spite of Johnson’s wrath.

im·ma·te·ri·al·ism (VmÙN-tîrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  A metaphysical doctrine asserting 

the nonexistence of corporeal reality.   —imÙma·teùri·al·ist adj.  & n. 

im·ma·te·ri·al·i·ty (VmÙN-tîrÙK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. im·ma·te·ri·al·i·ties. 1. The 

state or quality of being immaterial.  2. Something immaterial. 

im·ma·te·ri·al·ize (VmÙN-tîrùK-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. im·ma·te·ri·al··ized, 
im·ma·te·ri·al··iz·ing, im·ma·te·ri·al··iz·es. To render immaterial. 

im·ma·ture (VmÙN-tytrù, -ttrù, -chtrù) adj.  1. Not fully grown or devel-

oped.  See Synonyms at young.  2. Marked by or suggesting a lack of normal 

maturity:  silly, immature behavior.  [Latin imm7t7rus : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

m7t7rus, mature; see m7-1 in Appendix.] —imÙma·tureùly adv.  

—imÙma·turùi·ty, imÙma·tureùness n. 

im·meas·ur·a·ble (V-mHzhùNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to measure.  See Syn-

onyms at incalculable.  2. Vast; limitless.   —im·measÙur·a·bilùi·ty, 
im·measùur·a·ble·ness n.  —im·measùur·a·bly adv. 

im·me·di·a·cy (V-mKùdK-N-sK) n.  pl. im·me·di·a·cies. 1. The condition or 

quality of being immediate.  2. Lack of an intervening or mediating agency; 

directness:  the immediacy of live television coverage.  3. Something immediate, as 

in importance. 

im·me·di·ate (V-mKùdK-Vt) adj.  1. Occurring at once; instant:  gave me an 

immediate response.  2. a. Of or near the present time:  in the immediate future.  

b. Of or relating to the present time and place; current: “It is probable that, apart 

from the most immediate, pragmatic, technical revisions, the writer’s effort to detach 

himself from his work is quixotic” (Joyce Carol Oates).   3. Close at hand; near:  in 

the immediate vicinity.  See Synonyms at close.  4. Next in line or relation:  is an 

immediate successor to the president of the company.  5. Directly apprehended or 

perceived:  had immediate awareness of the scope of the crisis.  6. Acting or occur-

ring without the interposition of another agency or object; direct.  [Middle 



English immediat, from Old French, from Late Latin immedi7tus : Latin in-, not; 

see IN-1 + medi7tus, past participle of medi7re, to be in the middle; see MEDIATE.] 
—im·meùdi·ate·ness n. 

immediate constituent (V-mKùdK-Vt kNn-stVchùu-Nnt) n.  Grammar. A 

meaningful constituent, such as a word, that enters directly into the formation of 

a linguistic construction, such as a phrase. 

im·me·di·ate·ly (V-mKùdK-Vt-lK) adv.  1. Without delay.  2. Without an inter-

mediary; directly:  met with the parties immediately involved in the suit.   —  conj.  

As soon as; directly:  They phoned immediately they reached home. 

im·med·i·ca·ble (V-mHdùV-kN-bNl) adj.  Incurable. 

Im·mel·mann turn (VmùNl-mNn tûrn, -mänÙ) n.  A maneuver in which an air-

plane first completes half a loop and then half a roll in order to gain altitude and 

change flight direction simultaneously.  [After Max Immelmann (1890-1916), 

German aviator.]

im·me·mo·ri·al (VmÙN-môrùK-Nl, -morù-) adj.  Reaching beyond the limits of 

memory, tradition, or recorded history.  [Medieval Latin immemori7lis : Latin in-

, not; see IN-1 + Latin memori7lis, memorial; see MEMORIAL.] 
—imÙme·moùri·al·ly adv. 

im·mense (V-mHnsù) adj.  1. Extremely large; huge.  2. Of boundless or immea-

surable size or extent.  See Synonyms at enormous.  3. Informal. Surpassingly 

good; excellent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin immKnsus : in-, 

not; see IN-1 + mKnsus, past participle of mKtXrX, to measure; see mK-2 in Appen-

dix.] —im·menseùly adv.  —im·menseùness n. 

im·men·si·ty (V-mHnùsV-tK) n.  pl. im·men·si·ties. 1. The quality or state of 

being immense.  2. Something immense: “the empty immensity of earth, sky, and 

water” (Joseph Conrad). 

im·men·sur·a·ble (V-mHnùshNr-N-bNl) adj.  Immeasurable. 

im·merge (V-mûrjù) v.  intr. im·merged, im·merg·ing, im·merg·es. To sub-

merge or disappear in or as if in a liquid.  [Latin immergere. See IMMERSE.] 
—im·merùgence n. 

im·merse (V-mûrsù) v.  tr. im·mersed, im·mers·ing, im·mers·es. 1. To cover 

completely in a liquid; submerge.  See Synonyms at dip.  2. To baptize by sub-

merging in water.  3. To engage wholly or deeply; absorb:  scholars who immerse 

themselves in their subjects.  [From Middle English immersed, embedded deeply, 

from Latin immersus, past participle of immergere, to immerse  : in-, in; see IN-2 + 

mergere, to dip.]

im·mers·i·ble (V-mûrùsN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being completely immersed in 

water without suffering damage:  an immersible hot plate. 

im·mer·sion (V-mûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of immersing.  

b. The condition of being immersed.   2. Baptism performed by totally submerg-



ing a person in water.  3. Astronomy. The obscuring of a celestial body by another 

or by the shadow of another. 

im·mesh (Vm-mHshù) v.  Variant of enmesh. 
im·mi·grant (VmùV-grNnt) n.  1. A person who leaves one country to settle per-

manently in another.  2. A plant or an animal that establishes itself in an area 

where it previously did not exist. 

im·mi·grate (VmùV-gr7tÙ) v.  im·mi·grat·ed, im·mi·grat·ing, im·mi·grates.  
—  v.  intr. To enter and settle in a country or region to which one is not native.  

See Usage Note at migrate.   —  v.  tr. To send or introduce as immigrants:  Brit-

ain immigrated many colonists to the New World.  [Latin immigr7re, immigr7t-, to 

go into  : in-, in; see IN-2 + migr7re, to depart.] —imÙmi·graùtion n. 

im·mi·nence (VmùN-nNns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being about to 

occur.  2. Something about to occur. 

im·mi·nen·cy (VmùN-nNn-sK) n.  pl. im·mi·nen·cies. Imminence. 

im·mi·nent (VmùN-nNnt) adj.  About to occur; impending:  in imminent danger.  

[Middle English iminent, from Old French imminent, from Latin imminKns, 

imminent- present participle of imminKre, to overhang  : in-, in; see IN-2 + -

minKre, to jut, threaten; see men-2 in Appendix.] —imùmi·nent·ly adv.  

—imùmi·nent·ness n. 

im·mis·ci·ble (V-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  That cannot undergo mixing or blending:  

immiscible elements.   —im·misÙci·bilùi·ty n.  —im·misùci·bly adv. 

im·mit·i·ga·ble (V-mVtùV-gN-bNl) adj.  That cannot be mitigated:  immitigable 

circumstances.   —im·mitÙi·ga·bilùi·ty, im·mitùi·ga·ble·ness n.  

—im·mitùi·ga·bly adv. 

im·mit·tance (V-mVtùns) n.  Electrical impedance or admittance.  [IM(PEDANCE) 

+ (AD)MITTANCE.]

im·mix (V-mVksù) v.  tr. im·mixed, im·mix·ing, im·mix·es. To commingle; 

blend.  [Back-formation from Middle English immixte, past participle of immix-

ten, to intermingle with, from Latin immXxtus, past participle of immXscKre, to 

blend  : in-, in; see IN-2 + mXscKre, to mix; see meik- in Appendix.] —im·mixù-
ture (-mVksùchNr) n. 

im·mo·bile (V-moùbNl, -bKlÙ, -bXlÙ) adj.  1. Immovable; fixed.  2. Not moving; 

motionless.   —imÙmo·bilùi·ty (-bVlù-V-tK) n. 

im·mo·bi·lize (V-moùbN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. im·mo·bi·lized, im·mo·bi·liz·ing, 
im·mo·bi·liz·es. 1. To render immobile.  2. To fix the position of (a joint or 

fractured limb), as with a splint or cast.  3. To impede movement or use of:  

Severe weather immobilized the rescue team.  4. Economics. a. To withdraw 

(specie) from circulation and reserve as security for other money.  b. To convert 

(floating capital) into fixed capital.    —im·moÙbi·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—im·moùbi·lizÙer n. 



im·mod·er·a·cy (V-mmdùNr-N-sK) n.  pl. im·mod·er·a·cies. 1. The quality or 

condition of being extreme or immoderate.  2. Something extreme or immoder-

ate. 

im·mod·er·ate (V-mmdùNr-Vt) adj.  Exceeding normal or appropriate bounds; 

extreme:  immoderate spending; immoderate laughter.  See Synonyms at exces-
sive.  [Middle English, from Latin immoder7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + moder7tus, 

past participle of moder7rX, to moderate; see med- in Appendix.] 
—im·modùer·ate·ly adv.  —im·modùer·ate·ness, im·modÙer·aùtion n. 

im·mod·est (V-mmdùVst) adj.  1. Lacking modesty.  2. a. Offending against sex-

ual mores in conduct or appearance; indecent:  a bathing suit considered immodest 

by the local people.  b. Not properly restrained in expression or self-assertion; 

boastful:  immodest claims in advertising and promotion.   3. Arrogant.  [Latin 

immodestus : in-, not; see IN-1 + modestus, moderate, modest; see med- in Appen-

dix.] —im·modùest·ly adv.  —im·modùes·ty n. 

im·mo·late (VmùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. im·mo·lat·ed, im·mo·lat·ing, im·mo·lates. 
1. To kill as a sacrifice.  2. To kill (oneself) by fire.  3. To destroy.  [Latin 

immol7re, immol7t-, to sacrifice, sprinkle with sacrificial meal  : in-, on; see IN-2 + 

mola, meal, millstone; see melN- in Appendix.] —imÙmo·laùtion n.  

—imùmo·laÙtor n. 

im·mor·al (V-môrùNl, -mmrù-) adj.  Contrary to established moral principles.   
—im·morùal·ly adv. 

im·mor·al·ist (V-môrùN-lVst, -morù-) n.  An advocate of immorality. 

im·mor·al·i·ty (VmÙô-r4lùV-tK, VmÙN-) n.  pl. im·mor·al·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being immoral.  2. An immoral act or practice. 

im·mor·tal (V-môrùtl) adj.  1. Not subject to death:  immortal deities; the immor-

tal soul.  2. Never to be forgotten; everlasting:  immortal words.  3. Of or relating 

to immortality.  4. Biology. Capable of indefinite growth or division. Used of cells 

in culture.   —  n.  1. One not subject to death.  2. One whose fame is enduring.  

[Middle English, from Old French immortel, from Latin immort7lis. See mer- in 

Appendix.] —im·morùtal·ly adv. 

im·mor·tal·i·ty (VmÙôr-t4lùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or condition of being 

immortal.  2. Endless life or existence.  3. Enduring fame. 

im·mor·tal·ize (V-môrùtl-XzÙ) v.  tr. im·mor·tal·ized, im·mor·tal·iz·ing, 
im·mor·tal·iz·es. To make immortal. 

im·mor·telle (VmÙôr-tHlù) n.  A plant with flowers that retain their color when 

dried.  [French, from feminine of immortel, immortal, from Old French. See 

IMMORTAL.]

im·mo·tile (V-motùl, V-moùtXlÙ) adj.  Not moving or lacking the ability to move.   
—imÙmo·tilùi·ty (-tVlùV-tK) n. 

im·mov·a·ble (V-muùvN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Impossible to move.  b. Incapable of 

movement.   2. Impossible to alter:  immovable plans.  3. Unyielding in principle, 



purpose, or adherence; steadfast.  4. Incapable of being moved emotionally.  

5. Law. Not liable to be removed; permanent:  immovable property.   —  n.  

1. One that cannot move or be moved.  2.  Often immovables. Law. Property 

that cannot be moved; real property.   —im·movÙa·bilùi·ty, 
im·movùa·ble·ness n.  —im·movùa·bly adv. 

immun. abbr.  1. Immunity.  2. Immunization. 

im·mune (V-myunù) adj.  1. Not subject to an obligation imposed on others; 

exempt:  immune from taxation; immune from criminal prosecution.  2. Not 

affected by a given influence; unresponsive:  immune to persuasion.  

3. Immunology. Of, relating to, or having immunity to infection by a specific 

pathogen.   —  n.  A person who is immune.  [Middle English, from Latin 

imm7nis. See mei-1 in Appendix.]

immune reaction (V-myoonù rK-4kùshNn) n.  The reaction resulting from the 

recognition and binding of an antigen by its specific antibody or by a previously 

sensitized lymphocyte.  Also called immunoreaction 

immune response (V-myoonù rV-spmnsù) n.  An integrated bodily response to 

an antigen, especially one mediated by lymphocytes and involving recognition of 

antigens by specific antibodies or previously sensitized lymphocytes. 

immune system (V-myoonù sVsùtNm) n.  The integrated body system of 

organs, tissues, cells, and cell products such as antibodies that differentiates self 

from nonself and neutralizes potentially pathogenic organisms or substances. 

im·mu·ni·ty (V-myuùnV-tK) n.  pl. im·mu·ni·ties. Abbr. immun. 1. The qual-

ity or condition of being immune.  2. Immunology. Inherited, acquired, or 

induced resistance to infection by a specific pathogen.  3. Law. a. Exemption 

from normal legal duties, penalties, or liabilities, granted to a special group of 

people:  legislative immunity.  b. Exemption from legal prosecution, often 

granted a witness in exchange for self-incriminating testimony.  

im·mu·nize (VmùyN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. im·mu·nized, im·mu·niz·ing, im·mu·niz·es. 
1. To render immune.  2. To produce immunity in, as by inoculation.  3. Law. To 

grant immunity from prosecution:  immunize a witness.   —imÙmu·ni·zaùtion 
(-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

immuno- pref.  Immune; immunity:  immunoelectrophoresis.  [From IMMUNE.]

im·mu·no·as·say (VmÙyN-no-4sù7, V-myuÙ-) n.  A laboratory or clinical tech-

nique that makes use of the specific binding between an antigen and its homolo-

gous antibody in order to identify and quantify a substance in a sample. 

im·mu·no·chem·is·try (VmÙyN-no-kHmùV-strK, V-myuÙ-) n.  The chemistry of 

immunologic phenomena, as of antigen-antibody reactions. 

im·mu·no·com·pe·tent (VmÙyN-no-kmmùpV-tNnt, V-myuÙ-) adj.  Having the 

normal bodily capacity to develop an immune response following exposure to an 

antigen.   —imÙmu·no·comùpe·tence n. 



im·mu·no·com·pro·mised (VmÙyN-no-kmmùprN-mXzd, V-myuÙ-) adj.  Inca-

pable of developing a normal immune response, usually as a result of disease, 

malnutrition, or immunosuppressive therapy. 

im·mu·no·de·fi·cien·cy (VmÙyN-no-dV-fVshùNn-sK, V-myuù-) n.  pl. 

im·mu·no·de·fi·cien·cies. An innate, acquired, or induced inability to develop a 

normal immune response.   —imÙmu·no·de·fiùcient adj. 

im·mu·no·de·pres·sion (VmÙyN-no-dV-prHshùNn, V-myuù-) n.  See immuno-
suppression.  —imÙmu·no·de·presùsant (-prHsùNnt) n.  

—imÙmu·no·de·presùsive adj. 

im·mu·no·e·lec·tro·pho·re·sis (VmÙyN-no-V-lHkÙtrN-fN-rKùsVs, V-myuÙ-) n.  

The separation and identification of proteins based on differences in electrical 

charge and reactivity with antibodies. 

im·mu·no·fluo·res·cence (VmÙyN-no-flt-rHsùNns, -flô-, -flo-) n.  Any of 

various techniques that use antibodies chemically linked to a fluorescent dye to 

identify or quantify antigens in a tissue sample.   —imÙmu·no·fluo·resùcent 
adj. 

im·mu·no·ge·net·ics (VmÙyN-no-jN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The 

study of the interrelation between immunity to disease and genetic makeup.  

2. The branch of immunology that deals with the molecular and genetic bases of 

the immune response.   —imÙmu·no·ge·netùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

im·mu·no·gen·ic (VmÙyN-no-jHnùVk, VmyuÙ-) adj.  Producing an immune 

response; antigenic. 

im·mu·no·glob·u·lin (VmÙyN-no-glmbùyN-lVn, V-myuÙ-) n.  Abbr. Ig Any of a 

group of large glycoproteins secreted by plasma cells in vertebrates that function 

as antibodies in the immune response by binding the specific antigens. Immuno-

globulins are found along the respiratory and intestinal tracts, on mucosal sur-

faces, and in milk, saliva, tears, and blood serum. 

im·mu·nol·o·gy (VmÙyN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of biomedicine that is con-

cerned with the structure and function of the immune system, innate and 

acquired immunity, the bodily distinction of self from nonself, and laboratory 

techniques involving the interaction of antigens with specific antibodies.   
—imÙmu·no·logùic (-nN-lmjùVk), imÙmu·no·logùi·cal adj.  

—imÙmu·no·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —imÙmu·nolùo·gist n. 

im·mu·no·re·ac·tion (VmÙyN-no-rK-4kùshNn, V-myuÙ-) n.  See immune 
reaction.  —imÙmu·no·re·acùtive adj.  —imÙmu·no·re·ac·tivùi·ty n. 

im·mu·no·sup·pres·sion (VmÙyN-no-sN-prHshùNn, V-myuÙ-) n.  Suppression 

of the immune response, as by drugs or radiation, in order to prevent the rejec-

tion of grafts or transplants or control autoimmune diseases.  Also called immun-

odepression  —imÙmu·no·sup·presùsant (-prHsùNnt) n.  

—imÙmu·no·sup·presùsive adj. 



im·mu·no·ther·a·py (VmÙyN-no-thHrùN-pK, V-myuÙ-) n.  pl. 

im·mu·no·ther·a·pies. Treatment of disease by inducing, enhancing, or sup-

pressing an immune response.   —imÙmu·no·therùa·peuùtic (-pyuùtVk) adj.  

—imÙmu·no·therùa·pist n. 

im·mure (V-mytrù) v.  tr. im·mured, im·mur·ing, im·mures. 1. To confine 

within or as if within walls; imprison.  2. To build into a wall:  immure a shrine.  

3. To entomb in a wall.  [Medieval Latin imm7r7re : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin 

m7rus, wall.] —im·mureùment n. 

im·mu·ta·ble (V-myuùtN-bNl) adj.  Not subject or susceptible to change.   
—im·muÙta·bilùi·ty, im·muùta·ble·ness n.  —im·muùta·bly adv. 

imp (Vmp) n.  1. A mischievous child.  2. A small demon.  3. Obsolete. A graft.   
—  v.  tr. imped, imp·ing, imps. 1. To graft (new feathers) onto the wing of a 

trained falcon or hawk to repair damage or increase flying capacity.  2. To furnish 

with wings.  [Middle English impe, scion, sprig, offspring, from Old English 

impa, young shoot, from impian, to graft, ultimately from Medieval Latin impo-

tus, graft, from Greek emphutos, grafted, from Greek emphuein, to implant  : en-, 

in; see EN-2 + phuein, to make grow; see bheuN- in Appendix.]

imp. abbr.  1. Imperative.  2. Imperfect.  3. Imperial.  4. a. Import.  

b. Imported; importer.   5. Important.  6. Imprimatur. 

im·pact (Vmùp4ktÙ) n.  1. The striking of one body against another; collision.  

2. The force or impetus transmitted by a collision.  3. The effect or impression of 

one thing on another:  still gauging the impact of automation on the lives of factory 

workers.  4. The power of making a strong, immediate impression:  a speech that 

lacked impact.   —  v.  im·pact·ed, im·pact·ing, im·pacts (Vm-p4ktù).  —  v.  tr. 

1. To pack firmly together.  2. To strike forcefully:  meteorites impacting the lunar 

surface.  3. Usage Problem. To have an effect or impact on.   —  v.  intr. Usage 

Problem. To have an effect or impact.  [From Latin imp7ctus, past participle of 

impingere, to push against. See IMPINGE.] —im·pacùtion n.  

SYNONYMS: impact, repercussion. The central meaning shared by these nouns

is “a strong effect exerted by one person or thing on another”: the far-reaching

impact of an oil embargo; a strike that had dire repercussions. See also Synonyms at

collision 
USAGE NOTE: Each generation of critics seems to select one particular usage

to stand as the emblem of what they view as linguistic crassness. Thirty years ago

it was the use of contact as a verb, but opposition to that form has more or less

disappeared, and attention now focuses on the verbal use of impact meaning

“have an effect, affect.” Eighty-four percent of the Usage Panel disapproves of the

construction to impact on, as in the phrase social pathologies, common to the inner

city, that impact heavily on such a community; and fully 95 percent disapproves of

the use of impact as a transitive verb in the sentence Companies have used dispos-



able techniques that have a potential for impacting our health. But even these figures

do not reflect the degree of distaste with which critics view the usage: in their

comments some Panelists labeled the usage as “bureaucratic,” “pretentious,”

“vile,” and “a vulgarism.” • It may be that the particular pretentiousness associated

with the verbal use of impact is caused by its derivation from an already question-

able metaphoric use of the noun impact, as in phrases such as the political impact

of the decision or the impact of the program on the community, in which no more

is usually meant than might have been expressed by effects or consequences. But

though impact may have begun life a generation ago as an inflated substitute for

“affect significantly,” it has by now become so common in corporate and institu-

tional contexts that younger speakers appear to regard it as wholly standard and

straightforward usage. Within a few years, accordingly, the usage is likely to be no

more objectionable than contact is now, since it will no longer betray any partic-

ular pretentiousness on the part of those who use it. See Usage Note at contact. 
WORD HISTORY: The often criticized use of impact, as in the passage “social

pathologies, common to the inner city, that impact heavily on such a community,”

illustrates how one part of speech can have an impact on another part of speech

spelled the same way. The usage also reflects the role played by science in the for-

mation of new senses of words. The noun impact comes from the past participle

imp7ctus of the Latin verb impingere, which means “to bring into violent contact,”

“to drive persons or other creatures onto or against,” and “to fix, fasten onto.”

Our noun, first recorded in 1781, derived its sense from the “contact” sense of

impingere. First recorded in a scientific context having to do with the collision of

bodies, it was much used in scientific contexts and later, in the 19th century, took

on a figurative sense, “the effect of one thing upon another.” The verb impact, on

the other hand, also coming from Latin imp7ctus, is found much earlier than the

noun, that is, it is first recorded in 1601, deriving its sense from the “driving” and

“fixing” senses of impingere and meaning “to press closely into something, pack

in.” This old sense is still with us, but the later noun had an influence on the verb,

giving us senses such as “to strike forcefully” and “to have an effect.”

im·pact·ed (Vm-p4kùtVd) adj.  1. Wedged together at the broken ends. Used of a 

fractured bone.  2. Placed in the alveolus in a manner prohibiting eruption into a 

normal position. Used of a tooth.  3. Wedged or packed in, so as to fill or block an 

organ or a passage:  impacted feces. 

impact zone (Vmùp4ktÙ zon) n.  Sports. The spot on a wave where the water is 

just about to collapse and explode, the spot of greatest danger to and opportunity 

for a surfer. 

im·pair (Vm-pârù) v.  tr. im·paired, im·pair·ing, im·pairs. To cause to dimin-

ish, as in strength, value, or quality:  an injury that impaired my hearing; a severe 

storm impairing communications.  See Synonyms at injure.  [Middle English 



empairen, from Old French empeirer, from Vulgar Latin *impKior7re : Latin in-, 

causative pref.; see IN-2 + Late Latin pKior7re, to worsen (from Latin pKior, pKior-, 

worse); see ped- in Appendix.] —im·pairùment n. 

im·pa·la (Vm-päùlN) n.  A reddish African antelope (Aepyceros melampus) noted 

for its leaping ability and having ridged, curved horns in the male.  [Nguni (Zulu) 

im-pala.]

im·pale (Vm-p7lù) also em·pale (Hm-) v.  tr. im·paled, im·pal·ing, im·pales. 
1. a. To pierce with a sharp stake or point.  b. To torture or kill by impaling.   

2. To render helpless as if by impaling.  [Medieval Latin imp7l7re : Latin in-, in; 

see IN-2 + Latin p7lus, stake; see pag- in Appendix.] —im·paleùment n.  

—im·palùer n. 

im·pal·pa·ble (Vm-p4lùpN-bNl) adj.  1. Not perceptible to the touch; intangible.  

2. Difficult to perceive or grasp by the mind.   —im·palÙpa·bilùi·ty n.  

—im·palùpa·bly adv. 

im·pan·el (Vm-p4nùNl) also em·pan·el (Hm-) v.  tr. im·pan·eled or 

im·pan·elled, im·pan·el·ing or im·pan·el·ling, im·pan·els or im·pan·els. 
Law. To enroll (a jury) upon a panel or list.  [Middle English empanellen, from 

Anglo-Norman empaneller : en-, in (from Latin in-); see IN-2 + panel, piece of 

paper listing jurors, jury; see PANEL.] —im·panùel·ment n. 

im·par·i·ty (Vm-p4rùV-tK) n.  pl. im·par·i·ties. Inequality; disparity.  [Late Latin 

imparit7s, from Latin imp7r, not equal  : in-, not; see IN-1 + p7r, equal; see perN-2 

in Appendix.]

im·part (Vm-pärtù) v.  tr. im·part·ed, im·part·ing, im·parts. 1. To grant a 

share of; bestow:  impart a subtle flavor; impart some advice.  2. To make known; 

disclose:  persuaded to impart the secret.  [Middle English imparten, from Old 

French impartir, from Latin impertXre, impartXre : in-, in; see IN-2 + partXre, to 

share (from pars, part-, part); see perN-2 in Appendix.]

im·par·tial (Vm-pärùshNl) adj.  Not partial or biased; unprejudiced.  See Syn-

onyms at fair1.  —imÙpar·ti·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK), im·parùtial·ness n.  

—im·parùtial·ly adv. 

im·part·i·ble (Vm-pärùtN-bNl) adj.  Not partible; indivisible:  an impartible 

inheritance.   —im·partÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —im·partùi·bly adv. 

im·pass·a·ble (Vm-p4sùN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to pass, cross, or overcome:  

impassable roads; impassable problems.   —im·passÙa·bilùi·ty, 
im·passùa·ble·ness n.  —im·passùa·bly adv. 

im·passe (Vmùp4sÙ) n.  1. A road or passage having no exit; a cul-de-sac.  2. A 

situation that is so difficult that no progress can be made; a deadlock or a stale-

mate:  reached an impasse in the negotiations.  [French  : in-, not (from Latin in-); 

see IN-1 + passe, a passing (from Old French, from passer, to pass); see PASS.]

im·pas·si·ble (Vm-p4sùN-bNl) adj.  1. Not subject to suffering or pain.  

2. Unfeeling; impassive.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 



impassibilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + passibilis, passible; see PASSIBLE.] 
—im·pasÙsi·bilùi·ty, im·pasùsi·ble·ness n.  —im·pasùsi·bly adv. 

im·pas·sion (Vm-p4shùNn) v.  tr. im·pas·sioned, im·pas·sion·ing, 
im·pas·sions. To arouse the passions of.  [Italian impassionare : in-, in (from 

Latin); see IN-2 + passione, passion (from Latin passio, passion-, emotion); see PAS-

SION.]

im·pas·sioned (Vm-p4shùNnd) adj.  Filled with passion; fervent:  an impas-

sioned plea for justice. 

im·pas·sive (Vm-p4sùVv) adj.  1. Devoid of or not subject to emotion.  

2. Revealing no emotion; expressionless.  3. Incapable of physical sensation.  

4. Motionless; still.  [IN-1 + PASSIVE, suffering (obsolete).] —im·pasùsive·ly adv.  

—im·pasùsive·ness, imÙpas·sivùi·ty n. 

im·paste (Vm-p7stù) v.  tr. im·past·ed, im·past·ing, im·pastes. 1. To enclose 

with or as if with a paste or crust.  2. To paint by applying thick layers of pigment. 

im·pas·to (Vm-p4sùto, -päùsto) n.  pl. im·pas·tos. 1. The application of thick 

layers of pigment to a canvas or other surface in painting.  2. The paint so 

applied.  [Italian, from impastare, to make into a paste  : in-, in (from Latin); see 

IN-2 + pasta, paste (from Late Latin); see PASTE
1.]

im·pa·tience (Vm-p7ùshNns) n.  The quality or condition of being impatient. 

im·pa·tiens (Vm-p7ùshNnz, -shNns) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Impa-

tiens, which includes the jewelweed.  [Latin impatiKns, impatient (so called 

because the ripe pods burst open when touched). See IMPATIENT.]

im·pa·tient (Vm-p7ùshNnt) adj.  1. Unable to wait patiently or tolerate delay; 

restless.  2. Unable to endure irritation or opposition; intolerant:  impatient of 

criticism.  3. Expressing or produced by impatience:  an impatient scowl.  

4. Restively eager or desirous; anxious:  impatient to begin.  [Middle English 

impacient, from Old French impatient, from Latin impatiKns, impatient-  : in-, 

not; see IN-1 + patiKns, present participle of patX, to suffer, endure; see PATIENT.] 
—im·paùtient·ly adv. 

im·peach (Vm-pKchù) v.  tr. im·peached, im·peach·ing, im·peach·es. 
1. a. To make an accusation against.  b. To charge (a public official) with 

improper conduct in office before a proper tribunal.   2. To challenge the validity 

of; try to discredit:  impeach a witness’s credibility.  [Middle English empechen, to 

impede, accuse, from Anglo-Norman empecher, from Late Latin impedic7re, to 

entangle  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin pedica, fetter; see ped- in Appendix.] 
—im·peachùer n.  —im·peachùment n.  

WORD HISTORY: Nothing hobbles a President so much as impeachment, and

there is an etymological as well as procedural reason for this. The word impeach

can be traced back through Anglo-Norman empecher to Late Latin impedic7re, “to

catch, entangle,” from Latin pedica, “fetter for the ankle, snare.” Thus we find that



Middle English empechen, the ancestor of our word, means such things as “to

cause to get stuck fast,” “hinder or impede,” “interfere with,” and “criticize unfa-

vorably.” A legal sense of empechen is first recorded in 1384. This sense, which had

previously developed in Old French, was “to accuse, bring charges against.” A fur-

ther development of the sense had specific reference to Parliament and its formal

accusation of treason or other high crimes, a process that the United States bor-

rowed from the British. Although we have used it rarely at the federal level, im-

peachment stands as the ultimate snare for those who would take advantage of

the public trust.

im·peach·a·ble (Vm-pKùchN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being impeached:  venal, 

impeachable public servants.  2. Being such as to make one liable to impeachment:  

an impeachable offense.   —im·peachÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

im·pearl (Vm-pûrlù) v.  tr. im·pearled, im·pearl·ing, im·pearls. 1. To form 

(something) into pearls.  2. To adorn with or as if with pearls. 

im·pec·ca·ble (Vm-pHkùN-bNl) adj.  1. Having no flaws; perfect.  See Synonyms 

at perfect.  2. Incapable of sin or wrongdoing.  [Latin impecc7bilis : in-, not; see 

IN-1 + pecc7re, to sin; see ped- in Appendix.] —im·pecÙca·bilùi·ty n.  

—im·pecùca·bly adv. 

im·pe·cu·ni·ous (VmÙpV-kyuùnK-Ns) adj.  Lacking money; penniless.  See Syn-

onyms at poor.  [IM-1 + pecunious, rich (from Middle English, from Old French 

pecunios, from Latin pec7niosus, from pec7nia, money, wealth); see peku- in 

Appendix.] —imÙpe·cuùni·ous·ly adv.  —imÙpe·cuùni·ous·ness, 
imÙpe·cuÙni·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK)  n. 

im·pe·dance (Vm-pKdùns) n.  Symbol Z A measure of the total opposition to 

current flow in an alternating current circuit, made up of two components, 

ohmic resistance and reactance, and usually represented in complex notation as Z 

= R + iX, where R is the ohmic resistance and X is the reactance. 

impedance match·ing (Vm-pKdùns m4chùVng) n.  The use of electric circuits, 

transmission lines, and other devices to make the impedance of a load equal to 

the internal impedance of the source of power, thereby making possible the most 

efficient transfer of power. 

im·pede (Vm-pKdù) v.  tr. im·ped·ed, im·ped·ing, im·pedes. To retard or 

obstruct the progress of.  See Synonyms at hinder1.  [Latin impedXre. See ped- in 

Appendix.] —im·pedùer n. 

im·ped·i·ment (Vm-pHdùN-mNnt) n.  1. Something that impedes; a hindrance 

or an obstruction.  See Synonyms at obstacle.  2. An organic defect preventing 

clear articulation:  a speech impediment.  3. Law. Something that obstructs the 

making of a legal contract.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

impedXmentum, from impedXre, to impede. See IMPEDE.] —im·pedÙi·menùtal (-

mHnùtl), im·pedÙi·menùta·ry (-mHnùtN-rK)  adj. 



im·ped·i·men·ta (Vm-pHdÙN-mHnùtN) pl.n.  Objects, such as provisions or bag-

gage, that impede or encumber.  [Latin impedXmenta, pl. of impedXmentum, 

impediment. See IMPEDIMENT.]

im·pel (Vm-pHlù) v.  tr. im·pelled, im·pel·ling, im·pels. 1. To urge to action 

through moral pressure; drive:  We were impelled by circumstances to take a stand.  

2. To drive forward; propel.  [Middle English impellen, from Latin impellere : in-, 

against; see IN-2 + pellere, to drive; see pel-5 in Appendix.]

im·pel·ler (Vm-pHlùNr) n.  1. One that impels, as a rotating device used to force a 

fluid in a desired direction under pressure.  2. A rotor or rotor blade. 

im·pend (Vm-pHndù) v.  intr. im·pend·ed, im·pend·ing, im·pends. 1. To be 

about to take place:  Her retirement is impending.  2. To threaten to happen; men-

ace:  discouraged by the trouble that impended.  3. Archaic. To jut out; hang sus-

pended.  [Latin impendKre : in-, over; see IN-2 + pendKre, to hang; see (s)pen- in 

Appendix.]

im·pen·e·tra·bil·i·ty (Vm-pHnÙV-trN-bVlùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or condition of 

being impenetrable.  2. The inability of two bodies to occupy the same space at 

the same time. 

im·pen·e·tra·ble (Vm-pHnùV-trN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to penetrate or enter:  

an impenetrable fortress.  2. Impossible to understand; incomprehensible:  impen-

etrable jargon.  3. Impervious to sentiment or argument:  an impenetrable heart.   
—im·penùe·tra·ble·ness n.  —im·penùe·tra·bly adv. 

im·pen·i·tent (Vm-pHnùV-tNnt) adj.  Not penitent; unrepentant.   
—im·penùi·tence n.  —im·penùi·tent n.  —im·penùi·tent·ly adv. 

im·per·a·tive (Vm-pHrùN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. imp. 1. Expressing a command or plea; 

peremptory:  requests that grew more and more imperative.  2. Having the power 

or authority to command or control.  3. Grammar. Of, relating to, or constituting 

the mood that expresses a command or request.  4. Impossible to deter or evade; 

pressing:  imperative needs.  See Synonyms at urgent.   —  n.  Abbr. imp. 1. a. A 

command; an order.  b. An obligation; a duty:  social imperatives.   2. A rule, a 

principle, or an instinct that compels a certain behavior:  a people driven to aggres-

sion by territorial imperatives.  3. Grammar. a. The imperative mood.  b. A verb 

form of the imperative mood.   [Middle English imperatif, relating to the impera-

tive mood, from Old French, from Late Latin imper7tXvus, from Latin imper7tus, 

past participle of imper7re, to command. See EMPEROR.] —im·perùa·tive·ly adv.  

—im·perùa·tive·ness n. 

im·pe·ra·tor (VmÙpN-räùtôrÙ, -tNr) n.  1. a. An army commander in the Roman 

Republic.  b. Used as a form of address and salutation by soldiers to a victorious 

Roman general.   2. The supreme power of the Roman emperor.  3. The head of 

state and supreme commander in the Roman Empire, in whose name all victories 

were won.  [Latin imper7tor. See EMPEROR.] —im·perÙa·toùri·al (Vm-pHrÙN-tôrùK-

Nl, -torù-) adj. 



Im·per·a·triz (Vm-pHrùä-trVs)  A city of northeast Brazil on the Tocantins River 

south-southeast of Belém. It is a shipping center. Population, 111,705. 

im·per·cep·ti·ble (VmÙpNr-sHpùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible or difficult to per-

ceive by the mind or senses:  an imperceptible drop in temperature.  2. So subtle, 

slight, or gradual as to be barely perceptible:  an imperceptible nod.   
—imÙper·cepÙti·bilùi·ty, imÙper·cepùti·ble·ness n.  —imÙper·cepùti·bly 
adv. 

im·per·cep·tive (VmÙpNr-sHpùtVv) adj.  Lacking perception; not perceptive.   
—imÙper·cepùtive·ness, imÙper·cep·tivùi·ty n. 

im·per·fect (Vm-pûrùfVkt) adj.  Abbr. imp., imperf. 1. Not perfect.  

2. Grammar. Of or being the tense of a verb that shows, usually in the past, an 

action or a condition as incomplete, continuous, or coincident with another 

action.  3. Botany. Having either stamens or a pistil only. Used of a flower.  

4. Law. Not legally enforceable:  an imperfect contract.   —  n.  Abbr. imp., 
imperf. 1. A piece of merchandise having a minor flaw that does not impair its 

use, usually sold at a discount.  2. Grammar. a. The imperfect tense.  b. A verb in 

the imperfect tense.   [Middle English imparfit, from Old French imparfait, from 

Latin imperfectus : in-, not; see IN-1 + perfectus, perfect; see PERFECT.] —im·perù-
fect·ly adv.  —im·perùfect·ness n. 

imperfect fungus (Vm-pûrùfVkt fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of various fungi of the 

order Fungi Imperfecti, which reproduce only by asexual means. 

im·per·fec·tion (VmÙpNr-fHkùshNn) n.  1. The quality or condition of being 

imperfect.  2. Something imperfect; a defect or flaw.  See Synonyms at blemish. 
im·per·fec·tive (VmÙpNr-fHkùtVv) adj.  Grammar. Of, relating to, or being action 

without regard to its beginning or completion. 

im·per·fo·rate (Vm-pûrùfNr-Vt) adj.  1. Having no opening; not perforated.  

2. Not separated by rows of perforations:  imperforate sheets of stamps.  

3. Medicine. Lacking a normal opening:  an imperforate anus.   —  n.  An imper-

forate stamp. 

im·pe·ri·a (Vm-pîrùK-N) n.  Plural of imperium. 
im·pe·ri·al (Vm-pîrùK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. imp. 1. Of, relating to, or suggestive of an 

empire or a sovereign, especially an emperor or empress:  imperial rule; the impe-

rial palace.  2. Ruling over extensive territories or over colonies or dependencies:  

imperial nations.  3. a. Having supreme authority; sovereign.  b. Regal; majes-

tic.   4. Outstanding in size or quality.  5. Of or belonging to the British Imperial 

System of weights and measures.   —  n.  1. An emperor or empress.  2. The top 

of a carriage.  3. Something outstanding in size or quality.  4. A variable size of 

paper, usually 23 by 33 inches.  5. A pointed beard grown from the lower lip and 

chin.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin imperi7lis, from imperium, 

command; see EMPIRE. N., sense 5, after the beard of NAPOLEON III.] 
—im·peùri·al·ly adv. 



Im·pe·ri·al Beach (Vm-pîrùK-Nl bKch)  A city of southern California on the 

Pacific Ocean at the Mexican border. It is a residential and resort community. 

Population, 26,512. 

im·pe·ri·al·ism (Vm-pîrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The policy of extending a nation’s 

authority by territorial acquisition or by the establishment of economic and polit-

ical hegemony over other nations.  2. The system, policies, or practices of such a 

government.   —im·peùri·al·ist adj. , n.  —im·peÙri·al·isùtic adj.  

—im·peÙri·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

imperial moth (Vm-pîrùK-Nl môth) n.  A large New World moth (Eacles imperi-

alis) having yellow wings with purplish or brownish markings. 

Imperial Valley (Vm-pîrùK-Nl v4lùK)  A fertile, irrigated region of southeast 

California and northeast Baja California, Mexico. Mostly below sea level, it 

includes the Salton Sea. 

im·per·il (Vm-pHrùNl) v.  tr. im·per·iled or im·per·illed, im·per·il·ing or 

im·per·il·ling, im·per·ils or im·per·ils. To put into peril; endanger.  See Syn-

onyms at endanger.  —im·perùil·ment n. 

im·pe·ri·ous (Vm-pîrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Arrogantly domineering or overbearing.  See 

Synonyms at dictatorial.  2. Urgent; pressing.  3. Obsolete. Regal; imperial.  

[From Latin imperiosus, from imperium, imperium. See EMPIRE.] 
—im·peùri·ous·ly adv.  —im·peùri·ous·ness n. 

im·per·ish·a·ble (Vm-pHrùV-shN-bNl) adj.  Not perishable:  imperishable food; 

imperishable hopes.   —im·perÙish·a·bilùi·ty, im·perùish·a·ble·ness n.  

—im·perùish·a·bly adv. 

im·pe·ri·um (Vm-pîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. im·pe·ri·a (-pîrùK-N). 1. Absolute rule; 

supreme power.  2. A sphere of power or dominion; an empire.  3. Law. The right 

or power of a state to enforce the law.  [Latin. See EMPIRE.]

im·per·ma·nent (Vm-pûrùmN-nNnt) adj.  Not lasting or durable; not perma-

nent.   —im·perùma·nence, im·perùma·nen·cy n. 

im·per·me·a·ble (Vm-pûrùmK-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to permeate:  an imper-

meable fortress.   —im·perÙme·a·bilùi·ty, im·perùme·a·ble·ness n.  

—im·perùme·a·bly adv. 

im·per·mis·si·ble (VmÙpNr-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Not permitted; not permissible:  

impermissible behavior.   —imÙper·misÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  —imÙper·misùsi·bly adv. 

im·per·son·al (Vm-pûrùsN-nNl) adj.  1. Lacking personality; not being a person:  

an impersonal force.  2. a. Showing no emotion or personality:  an aloof, imper-

sonal manner.  b. Having no personal reference or connection:  an impersonal 

remark.  c. Not responsive to or expressive of human personalities:  a large, imper-

sonal corporation.   3. Grammar. a. Of, relating to, or being the action of a verb 

that expresses the action of an unspecified subject, as in methinks, “it seems to 

me”; Latin pluit, “it rains”; or, with an expletive subject, English it snowed.  



b. Indefinite. Used of pronouns.    —im·perÙson·alùi·ty (-sN-n4lùV-tK) n.  

—im·perùson·al·ly adv. 

im·per·son·al·ize (Vm-pûrùsN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. im·per·son·al·ized, 
im·per·son·al·iz·ing, im·per·son·al·iz·es. To make impersonal. 

im·per·son·ate (Vm-pûrùsN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. im·per·son·at·ed, 
im·per·son·at·ing, im·per·son·ates. 1. To assume the character or appearance 

of, especially fraudulently:  impersonate a police officer.  2. To imitate the appear-

ance, voice, or manner of; mimic:  an entertainer who impersonates celebrities.  

3. Archaic. To embody; personify.   —im·perÙson·aùtion n.  —im·perù-
son·aÙtor n. 

im·per·ti·nence (Vm-pûrùtn-Nns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being 

impertinent, especially: a. Insolence.  b. Irrelevance.   2. An impertinent act or 

statement. 

im·per·ti·nen·cy (Vm-pûrùtn-Nn-sK) n.  pl. im·per·ti·nen·cies. Impertinence. 

im·per·ti·nent (Vm-pûrùtn-Nnt) adj.  1. Exceeding the limits of propriety or 

good manners; improperly forward or bold:  impertinent of a child to lecture a 

grownup.  2. Not pertinent; irrelevant.  See Synonyms at irrelevant.  [Middle 

English, irrelevant, from Old French, from Late Latin impertinKns, impertinent-  : 

Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + pertinKns, pertinent; see PERTINENT.] 
—im·perùti·nent·ly adv. 

im·per·turb·a·ble (VmÙpNr-tûrùbN-bNl) adj.  Unshakably calm and collected.  

See Synonyms at cool.  —imÙper·turbÙa·bilùi·ty, imÙper·turbùa·ble·ness n.  

—imÙper·turbùa·bly adv. 

im·per·vi·ous (Vm-pûrùvK-Ns) adj.  1. Incapable of being penetrated:  a material 

impervious to water.  2. Incapable of being affected:  impervious to fear.  [From 

Latin impervius : in-, not; see IN-1 + pervius, pervious; see PERVIOUS.] 
—im·perùvi·ous·ly adv.  —im·perùvi·ous·ness n. 

im·pe·ti·go (VmÙpV-tXùgo) n.  pl. im·pe·ti·gos. A contagious bacterial skin 

infection, usually of children, that is characterized by the eruption of superficial 

pustules and the formation of thick yellow crusts, commonly on the face.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin impetXgo, from impetere, to attack. See IMPETUS.]

im·pet·u·os·i·ty (Vm-pHchÙu-msùV-tK) n.  pl. im·pet·u·os·i·ties. 1. The qual-

ity or condition of being impetuous.  2. An impetuous act. 

im·pet·u·ous (Vm-pHchùu-Ns) adj.  1. Characterized by sudden and forceful 

energy or emotion; impulsive and passionate.  2. Having or marked by violent 

force:  impetuous, heaving waves.  [Middle English, violent, from Old French 

impetueux, from Late Latin impetuosus, from Latin impetus, impetus. See IMPE-

TUS.] —im·petùu·ous·ly adv.  —im·petùu·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: impetuous, heedless, hasty, headlong, precipitate, sudden. These ad-

jectives describe people and their actions when they are marked by abruptness or



lack of deliberation. Impetuous suggests forceful impulsiveness or impatience: “[a

race driver who was] flamboyant, impetuous, disdainful of death” (Jim Murray).

Heedless implies carelessness or lack of a sense of responsibility or proper regard

for consequences: “Hobbling down stairs with heedless haste, I set my foot full in a

pail of water” (Richard Steele). Hasty and headlong both stress hurried, often reck-

less action: “Hasty marriage seldom proveth well” (Shakespeare). The soldiers made

a headlong rush for cover. Precipitate suggests impulsiveness and lack of due re-

flection: “Some of the fickle populace began to doubt whether they had not been

rather precipitate in deposing his brother” (Washington Irving). Sudden applies to

what becomes apparent abruptly or unexpectedly: The patient is given to sudden

and inexplicable paroxysms of anger.

im·pe·tus (VmùpV-tNs) n.  pl. im·pe·tus·es. 1. An impelling force; an impulse.  

2. The force or energy associated with a moving body.  3. a. Something that 

incites; a stimulus.  b. Increased activity in response to a stimulus:  The approach-

ing deadline gave impetus to the investigation.   [Latin, from impetere, to attack  : 

in-, against; see IN-2 + petere, to go towards, seek; see pet- in Appendix.]

im·pi·e·ty (Vm-pXùV-tK) n.  pl. im·pi·e·ties. 1. The quality or state of being impi-

ous.  2. An impious act.  3. Undutifulness. 

im·pinge (Vm-pVnjù) v.  intr. im·pinged, im·ping·ing, im·ping·es. 1. To col-

lide or strike:  Sound waves impinge on the eardrum.  2. To encroach; trespass:  Do 

not impinge on my privacy.   —  v.  tr. To encroach upon: “One of a democratic gov-

ernment’s continuing challenges is finding a way to protect... secrets without imping-

ing the liberties that democracy exists to protect” (Christian Science Monitor).  

[Latin impingere : in-, against; see IN-2 + pangere, to fasten; see pag- in Appen-

dix.] —im·pingeùment n.  —im·pingùer n. 

im·pi·ous (VmùpK-Ns, Vm-pXù-) adj.  1. Lacking reverence; not pious.  2. Lacking 

due respect or dutifulness:  impious toward one’s parents.  [From Latin impius : in-

, not; see IN-1 + pius, dutiful.] —imùpi·ous·ly adv.  —imùpi·ous·ness n. 

imp·ish (VmùpVsh) adj.  Of or befitting an imp; mischievous.  See Synonyms at 

playful.  —impùish·ly adv.  —impùish·ness n. 

im·pi·toy·a·ble (4N-pK-toi-äùblN) n.  A large wine-tasting glass configured so as 

to enhance taste and amplify aroma.  [French, pitiless, from Old French  : in-, not 

(from Latin in-); see IN-1 + piteable, capable of pity (from piteer, to pity, from 

pite, pity); see PITY.]

im·plac·a·ble (Vm-pl4kùN-bNl, -pl7ùkN-) adj.  Impossible to placate or appease:  

implacable foes; implacable suspicion.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin impl7c7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + pl7c7bilis, placable; see PLACABLE.] 
—im·placÙa·bilùi·ty, im·placùa·ble·ness n.  —im·placùa·bly adv. 

im·plant (Vm-pl4ntù) v.  im·plant·ed, im·plant·ing, im·plants.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To set in firmly, as into the ground:  implant fence posts.  2. To establish 



securely, as in the mind or consciousness; instill:  habits that had been implanted 

early in childhood.  3. Medicine. a. To insert or embed (an object or a device) sur-

gically:  implant a pacemaker; implant a drug capsule.  b. To graft or insert (a tis-

sue) within the body.    —  v.  intr. Embryology. To become attached to and 

embedded in the uterine lining. Used of a fertilized egg.   —  n.  (Vmùpl4ntÙ) 

Something implanted, especially a surgically implanted tissue or device:  a dental 

implant; a subcutaneous implant.  [Middle English implanten, from Medieval 

Latin implant7re : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin plant7re, to plant (from planta, a 

shoot); see PLANT.] —im·plantùa·ble adj. 

im·plan·ta·tion (VmÙpl4n-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of implant-

ing.  b. The condition of being implanted.   2. Embryology. The process by which 

a fertilized egg implants in the uterine lining. 

im·plau·si·ble (Vm-plôùzN-bNl) adj.  Difficult to believe; not plausible.   
—im·plauÙsi·bilùi·ty, im·plauùsi·ble·ness n.  —im·plauùsi·bly adv. 

im·plead (Vm-plKdù) v.  tr. im·plead·ed, im·plead·ing, im·pleads. Law. To 

sue in court in response to an earlier pleading.  [Middle English empleden, from 

Anglo-Norman empleder, variant of Old French emplaider : en-, intensive pref. 

(from Latin in-); see IN-2 + plaidier, to plead; see PLEAD.]

im·ple·ment (VmùplN-mNnt) n.  1. A tool or an instrument used in doing work:  

a gardening implement.  See Synonyms at tool.  2. An article used to outfit or 

equip.  3. A means of achieving an end; an instrument or agent.   —  v.  tr. 

im·ple·ment·ed, im·ple·ment·ing, im·ple·ments (-mHntÙ). 1. To put into 

practical effect; carry out:  implement the new procedures.  See Synonyms at 

enforce.  2. To supply with implements.  [Middle English, supplementary pay-

ment, from Old French emplement, act of filling, from Late Latin implKmentum, 

from Latin implKre, to fill up  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + plKre, to fill; see pelN-
1 in Appendix.] —imÙple·men·taùtion (-mNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  —imù-
ple·mentÙer n.  

USAGE NOTE: The verb implement, meaning “to put into practice, carry out,”

has in fact been in use since the 19th century. Critics have sometimes objected to

the verb as jargon, but its obvious usefulness appears to have outweighed their

reservations. Eighty-nine percent of the Usage Panel accepts the usage in the sen-

tence The mayor’s office announced the creation of a special task force that will be

responsible for implementing the new policy.

im·pli·cate (VmùplV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. im·pli·cat·ed, im·pli·cat·ing, im·pli·cates. 
1. To involve or connect intimately or incriminatingly:  evidence that implicates 

others in the plot.  2. To have as a consequence or an inference; imply.  3. Archaic. 

To interweave or entangle; entwine.  [Middle English, to convey a truth bound up 



in a fable, from Latin implic7re, implic7t-, to entangle, unite  : in-, in; see IN-2 + 

plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.]

im·pli·ca·tion (VmÙplV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of implicating or the condition 

of being implicated.  2. The act of implying or the condition of being implied.  

3. Something that is implied, especially: a. An indirect indication; a suggestion.  

b. An implied meaning; implicit significance.  c. An inference.    —imùpli·caÙ-
tive adj.  —imùpli·caÙtive·ly adv. 

im·plic·it (Vm-plVsùVt) adj.  1. Implied or understood though not directly 

expressed:  an implicit agreement not to raise the touchy subject.  2. Contained in 

the nature of something though not readily apparent: “Frustration is implicit in 

any attempt to express the deepest self” (Patricia Hampl).  3. Having no doubts or 

reservations; unquestioning:  implicit trust.  [Latin implicitus, variant of 

implic7tus, past participle of implic7re, to entangle. See IMPLICATE.] 
—im·plicùit·ly adv.  —im·plicùit·ness n. 

implicit differentiation (Vm-plVsùVt dVf-N-rHnÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. 

The process of isolating the derivative of a dependent variable of an implicit 

function by differentiating each term of the function separately, expressing the 

desired derivative as a symbol, and solving the resulting expression for the sym-

bol. 

implicit function (Vm-plVsùVt fƒngkùshNn) n.  Mathematics. An equation in 

which the variable being solved for is not directly expressed but must be arrived at 

by manipulation of the expression. For example, in the equation 2x + 3y = 0, x is 

an implicit function of y. 

im·plode (Vm-plodù) v.  im·plod·ed, im·plod·ing, im·plodes.  —  v.  intr. To 

collapse inward violently.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to collapse inward violently.  

2. To demolish (a building) by causing to collapse inward.  [IN-2 + (EX)PLODE.]

im·plore (Vm-plôrù, -plorù) v.  tr. im·plored, im·plor·ing, im·plores. 1. To 

appeal to in supplication; beseech:  implored the tribunal to have mercy.  2. To beg 

for urgently; entreat.   —  v.  intr. To make an earnest appeal.  See Synonyms at 

beg.  [Latin implor7re : in-, toward; see IN-2 + plor7re, to weep.] —imÙplo·raù-
tion n.  —im·plorùer n.  —im·plorùing·ly adv. 

im·plo·sion (Vm-ploùzhNn) n.  1. A violent collapse inward, as of a highly evac-

uated glass vessel.  2. Violent compression.  3. The inward collapse of a building 

that is being demolished in a controlled fashion by the weakening and breaking of 

structural members by explosives.  4. Linguistics. The pronunciation of a stop 

consonant with the breath drawn in.  [IN-2 + (EX)PLOSION.]

im·plo·sive (Vm-ploùsVv) n.  Linguistics. A stop consonant pronounced with the 

breath drawn in.   —im·ploùsive adj. 

im·ply (Vm-plXù) v.  tr. im·plied, im·ply·ing, im·plies. 1. To involve by logical 

necessity; entail:  Life implies growth and death.  2. To express or indicate indi-

rectly:  His tone implied disapproval.  See Synonyms at suggest. See Usage Note 



at infer.  3. Obsolete. To entangle.  [Middle English implien, from Old French 

emplier, to enfold, from Latin implic7re. See IMPLICATE.]

im·po·lite (VmÙpN-lXtù) adj.  Not polite; discourteous.  [Latin impolXtus, unpol-

ished, inelegant  : in-, not; see IN-1 + polXtus, polished, past participle of polXre, to 

polish; see POLISH.] —imÙpo·liteùly adv.  —imÙpo·liteùness n. 

im·pol·i·tic (Vm-pmlùV-tVk) adj.  Not wise or expedient; not politic:  an impolitic 

approach to a sensitive issue.   —im·polùi·tic·ly adv. 

im·pon·der·a·ble (Vm-pmnùdNr-N-bNl) adj.  That cannot undergo precise eval-

uation:  imponderable problems.   —im·ponùder·a·ble n.  

—im·ponÙder·a·bilùi·ty, im·ponùder·a·ble·ness n.  —im·ponùder·a·bly 
adv. 

im·port (Vm-pôrtù, -portù, VmùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) v.  im·port·ed, im·port·ing, 
im·ports.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring or carry in from an outside source, especially to 

bring in (goods or materials) from a foreign country for trade or sale.  

2. Computer Science. To transfer (a file, for example) from one database to 

another.  3. To carry or hold the meaning of; signify:  a high inflation rate import-

ing hard times for the consumer.  See Synonyms at mean1.  4. To imply.  

5. Archaic. To have importance for.   —  v.  intr. To be significant.  See Synonyms 

at count1.   —  n.  (VmùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) 1.  Abbr. imp. Something imported.  

2. The act or occupation of importing goods or materials.  3. Meaning; significa-

tion.  See Synonyms at meaning.  4. Importance; significance:  a legal decision of 

far-reaching import.  See Synonyms at importance.  [Middle English importen, 

to convey a meaning, from Medieval Latin import7re, and from Old French 

importer, to cause  both from Latin import7re, to carry in, cause  : in-, in; see IN-2 

+ port7re, to carry; see per-2 in Appendix.] —im·portÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—im·portùa·ble adj.  —im·portùer n. 

im·por·tance (Vm-pôrùtns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being important; 

significance.  2. Personal status; standing.  3. Obsolete. An important matter.  

4. Obsolete. Meaning; import.  5. Obsolete. Importunity.  

SYNONYMS: importance, consequence, moment, significance, import, weight.

These nouns refer to the state or quality of being significant, influential, or wor-

thy of note or esteem. Importance is the most general term: The importance of a

proper diet in maintaining health should not be disregarded. In this profession, train-

ing and experience are of equal importance. Cartoonists are considered by some to

be artists of secondary importance. Consequence is especially applicable to persons

or things of notable rank or position (scholars of consequence) and to what is im-

portant because of its possible outcome, result, or effect (Changes in the tax law

are of consequence to all investors). Moment implies importance or consequence

that is readily apparent: Heads of state are confronted with making decisions of great

moment. Significance and import refer to the quality of something, often not ob-



vious, that gives it special meaning or value: Your vote can be of real significance

in the outcome of the election. The works of John Locke are of great social import.

Weight is frequently used when a personal evaluation or judgment of importance

is suggested: “The popular faction at Rome... was led by men of weight” (J.A.

Froude).

im·por·tant (Vm-pôrùtnt) adj.  Abbr. imp. 1. Strongly affecting the course of 

events or the nature of things; significant:  an important message that must get 

through; close friends who are important to me.  2. Having or suggesting a con-

sciousness of high position or authority; authoritative:  recited the decree with an 

important air.  3. Obsolete. Importunate.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin import7ns, important- present participle of import7re, to 

mean, from Latin, to import. See IMPORT.] —im·porùtant·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Some critics have objected to the use of the phrase more impor-

tantly in place of more important as a means of introducing an assertion, as in

More importantly, there is no party ready to step into the vacuum left by the Com-

munists. But both forms are widely used by reputable writers, and there is no ob-

vious reason for preferring one or the other. In an earlier survey the introductory

use of more importantly was acceptable to half of the members of the Usage Panel.

im·por·ta·tion (VmÙpôr-t7ùshNn, -por-) n.  1. a. The act or business of import-

ing.  b. The condition or process of being imported.   2. Something imported; an 

import. 

im·por·tu·nate (Vm-pôrùchN-nVt) adj.  Troublesomely urgent or persistent in 

requesting; pressingly entreating:  an importunate job seeker.   
—im·porùtu·nate·ly adv.  —im·porùtu·nate·ness n. 

im·por·tune (VmÙpôr-tunù, -tyunù, Vm-pôrùchNn) v.  im·por·tuned, 
im·por·tun·ing, im·por·tunes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To beset with insistent or repeated 

requests; entreat pressingly.  2. Archaic. To ask for urgently or repeatedly.  3. To 

annoy; vex.   —  v.  intr. To plead or urge irksomely, often persistently.  See Syn-

onyms at beg.   —  adj.  Importunate.  [French importuner, from Old French 

importun, inopportune, from Latin import7nus : in-, not; see IN-1 + portus, port, 

refuge; see per-2 in Appendix.] —imÙpor·tuneùly adv.  —imÙpor·tunùer n. 

im·por·tu·ni·ty (VmÙpôr-tuùnV-tK, -tyuù-) n.  pl. im·por·tun·i·ties. 1. An 

importunate request; an insistent or pressing demand.  2. The quality of being 

importunate. 

im·pose (Vm-pozù) v.  im·posed, im·pos·ing, im·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

establish or apply as compulsory; levy:  impose a tax.  2. To apply or make prevail 

by or as if by authority:  impose a peace settlement.  See Synonyms at dictate.  
3. To obtrude or force (oneself, for example) on another or others.  4. Printing. 



To arrange (type or plates) on an imposing stone.  5. To offer or circulate fraudu-

lently; pass off:  imposed a fraud on consumers.   —  v.  intr. To take unfair advan-

tage:  You are always imposing on their generosity.  [Middle English imposen, from 

Old French imposer, alteration (influenced by poser, to put, place); see POSE
1, of 

Latin imponere, to place upon  : in-, on; see IN-2 + ponere, to place; see apo- in 

Appendix.] —im·posùer n. 

im·pos·ing (Vm-poùzVng) adj.  Impressive, as by virtue of size, bearing, or 

power:  the monarch’s imposing presence.  See Synonyms at grand.  
—im·posùing·ly adv. 

imposing stone (Vm-poùzVng ston) n.  Printing. A stone or metal slab on 

which material to be printed is arranged.  Also called imposing table 

im·po·si·tion (VmÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  1. The act of imposing or the condition of 

being imposed.  2. Something imposed, such as a tax, an undue burden, or a 

fraud.  3. A burdensome or unfair demand, as upon someone’s time:  listened to 

the telephone solicitor but resented the imposition.  4. Printing. The arrangement of 

printed matter to form a sequence of pages. 

im·pos·si·bil·i·ty (Vm-pmsÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. im·pos·si·bil·i·ties. 1. The condi-

tion or quality of being impossible.  2. Something impossible. 

im·pos·si·ble (Vm-pmsùN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of having existence or of occur-

ring.  2. Not capable of being accomplished:  an impossible goal.  3. Unacceptable; 

intolerable:  impossible behavior.  4. Extremely difficult to deal with or tolerate:  

an impossible child; an impossible situation.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin impossibilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + possibilis, possible; see POSSIBLE.] 
—im·posùsi·bly adv. 

im·post1 (VmùpostÙ) n.  1. Something, such as a tax or duty, that is imposed.  

2. Sports. The weight a horse must carry in a handicap race.  [Obsolete French, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin impostum, from Latin, neuter of impostus, 

variant of impositus, past participle of imponere, to place upon. See IMPOSE.]

im·post2 (VmùpostÙ) n.  Architecture. The uppermost part of a column or pillar 

supporting an arch.  [French imposte, from Italian imposta, from Latin, feminine 

past participle of imponere, to place upon. See IMPOSE.]

im·pos·tor (Vm-pmsùtNr) n.  One who engages in deception under an assumed 

name or identity.  [French imposteur, from Late Latin impostor, variant of imposi-

tor, one who assigns a name, from impositus, past participle of imponere, to place 

upon. See IMPOSE.]

SYNONYMS: impostor, quack, faker, humbug, mountebank, charlatan. These

nouns denote people who pretend to be other than what they are or to have abil-

ities or qualifications that they do not really have. An impostor assumes the char-

acter or identity of another for the purpose of deceiving: He succeeded in his pro-

fession, but he always secretly considered himself an impostor. Quack refers



especially to one who practices medicine without being properly qualified: “He

who has once been under the hands of a quack, is for ever after prone to dabble in

drugs” (Washington Irving). A faker simulates or feigns the appearance of being

what he or she is not: The brokerage executive was unmasked as a faker. A humbug

is a self-important or self-deluded faker: “What a humbug that woman is!”

(Thackeray). A mountebank is a flamboyant, unscrupulous dealer or promoter: “I

remember... there was an impudent mountebank who sold pills which (as he told the

country people) were very good against an earthquake” (Joseph Addison). A char-

latan makes false claims to skill or knowledge and hides his or her deficiency by

an elaborate, fraudulent, often voluble display: It was difficult to discern that de-

spite all the abstruse vocabulary the professor was really a charlatan.

im·pos·ture (Vm-pmsùchNr) n.  The act or instance of engaging in deception 

under an assumed name or identity.  [French, from Old French, from Late Latin 

impost7ra, from Latin impostus, variant of impositus, past participle of imponere, 

to place upon. See IMPOSE.]

im·po·tence (VmùpN-tNns) also im·po·ten·cy (-tNn-sK) n.  The quality or con-

dition of being impotent. 

im·po·tent (VmùpN-tNnt) adj.  1. Lacking physical strength or vigor; weak.  

2. Lacking in power, as to act effectively; helpless: “Technology without morality is 

barbarous; morality without technology is impotent” (Freeman J. Dyson).  

3. a. Incapable of sexual intercourse, often because of an inability to achieve or 

sustain an erection.  b. Sterile. Used of males.  See Synonyms at sterile.   
4. Obsolete. Lacking self-restraint.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin impotKns, impotent-  : in-, not; see IN-1 + potKns, potent; see POTENT.] 
—imùpo·tent·ly adv. 

im·pound (Vm-poundù) v.  tr. im·pound·ed, im·pound·ing, im·pounds. 
1. To confine in or as if in a pound:  capture and impound stray dogs.  2. To seize 

and retain in legal custody:  impounding disputed electoral ballots.  3. To set aside 

in a fund rather than spend as prescribed:  a governor who impounded monies des-

ignated for the use of cities and towns.  4. To accumulate and store in a reservoir:  

By damming the stream, the engineers impounded its waters for irrigation.   
—im·poundùage, im·poundùment n.  —im·poundùer n. 

im·pov·er·ish (Vm-pmvùNr-Vsh) v.  tr. im·pov·er·ished, im·pov·er·ish·ing, 
im·pov·er·ish·es. 1. To reduce to poverty; make poor.  2. To deprive of natural 

richness or strength:  impoverish the soil by overuse.  See Synonyms at deplete.  
[Middle English empoverishen, from Old French empovrir, empovriss-  : en-, caus-

ative pref.; see IN-2 + povre, poor (from Latin pauper); see PAUPER.] —im·pov-
ùer·ish·ment n. 



im·pov·er·ished (Vm-pmvùNr-Vsht) adj.  1. Reduced to poverty; poverty-

stricken.  See Synonyms at poor.  2. Deprived of natural richness or strength; 

depleted:  an impoverished speech; a region impoverished by drought. 

im·prac·ti·ca·ble (Vm-pr4kùtV-kN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to do or carry out:  

Refloating the sunken ship intact proved impracticable because of its fragility.  

2. Unfit for passage:  roads impracticable in winter.  3. Archaic. Unmanageable; 

intractable.   —im·pracÙti·ca·bilùi·ty, im·pracùti·ca·ble·ness n.  

—im·pracùti·ca·bly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Impracticable applies to a course of action that is impossible to

carry out or put into practice; impractical, though it can be used in this way, also

can be weaker in sense, suggesting that the course of action would yield an insuf-

ficient return or would have little practical value. A plan for a new baseball stadi-

um might be rejected as impracticable if the site was too marshy to permit safe

construction; but if the objection was merely that the site was too remote for pa-

trons to attend games easily, the plan would better be described as impractical. See

Usage Note at practicable.

im·prac·ti·cal (Vm-pr4kùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Unwise to implement or maintain in 

practice:  Refloating the sunken ship proved impractical because of the great expense.  

2. Incapable of dealing efficiently with practical matters, especially finances.  

3. Not a part of experience, fact, or practice; theoretical.  4. Impracticable.  See 

Usage Note at impracticable.  —im·pracÙti·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), 
im·pracùti·cal·ness n. 

im·pre·cate (VmùprV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. im·pre·cat·ed, im·pre·cat·ing, 
im·pre·cates. To invoke evil upon; curse.  [Latin imprec7ri, imprec7t-  : in-, 

towards; see IN-2 + prec7rX, to pray, ask; see prek- in Appendix.] —imùpre·caÙ-
tor n.  —imùpre·ca·toÙry (-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

im·pre·ca·tion (VmÙprV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of imprecating.  2. A curse. 

im·pre·cise (VmÙprV-sXsù) adj.  Not precise.   —imÙpre·ciseùly adv.  

—imÙpre·ciùsion (-sVzhùNn) n. 

im·preg·na·ble1 (Vm-prHgùnN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to capture or enter by 

force:  an impregnable fortress.  2. Difficult or impossible to attack, challenge, or 

refute with success:  an impregnable argument.  [Middle English, from Old French 

imprenable : in-, not (from Latin in-); see IN-1 + pregnable, pregnable; see PREGNA-

BLE.]

im·preg·na·ble2 (Vm-prHgùnN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being impregnated.  

[IMPREGN(ATE) + -ABLE.]

im·preg·nate (Vm-prHgùn7t) v.  tr. im·preg·nat·ed, im·preg·nat·ing, 
im·preg·nates. 1. To make pregnant; inseminate.  2. To fertilize (an ovum, for 

example).  3. To fill throughout; saturate:  a cotton wad that was impregnated with 



ether.  4. To permeate or imbue:  impregnate a speech with optimism.  See Syn-

onyms at charge.   —  adj.  (also -nVt) Saturated or filled.  [Probably from Late 

Latin impraegn7tus, pregnant  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin praegn7tus variant of 

praegn7s, pregnant. See PREGNANT
1.] —imÙpreg·naùtion n.  —im·pregùnaÙtor 

n. 

im·pre·sa (Vm-pr7ùzN) n.  An emblem or a device with a motto.  [Italian, under-

taking, impresa. See IMPRESARIO.]

im·pre·sa·ri·o (VmÙprV-särùK-oÙ, -sârù-) n.  pl. im·pre·sa·ri·os. 1. One who 

sponsors or produces entertainment, especially the director of an opera company.  

2. A manager; a producer.  [Italian, from impresa, undertaking, from feminine 

past participle of imprendere, to undertake, from Vulgar Latin *imprendere. See 

EMPRISE.]

im·press1 (Vm-prHsù) v.  tr. im·pressed, im·press·ing, im·press·es. 1. To 

affect strongly, often favorably:  wrote down whatever impressed me during the 

journey; was impressed by the child’s sincerity.  See Synonyms at affect1.  2. To 

produce or attempt to produce a vivid impression or image of:  a scene that 

impressed itself on his memory; tries to impress the value of money on the students.  

3. To mark or stamp with or as if with pressure:  impressed a design on the hot 

wax.  4. To apply with pressure; press.   —  n.  (VmùprHsÙ) 1. The act of impress-

ing.  2. A mark or pattern produced by or as if by impressing.  See Synonyms at 

impression.  3. A stamp or seal meant to be impressed.  [Middle English impres-

sen, to imprint, from Old French empresser, from Latin impressus, past participle 

of imprimere : in-, in; see IN-2 + premere, to press; see per-4 in Appendix.]

im·press2 (Vm-prHsù) v.  tr. im·pressed, im·press·ing, im·press·es. 1. To 

compel (a person) to serve in a military force.  2. To seize (property) by force or 

authority; confiscate.   —  n.  (VmùprHs) Impressment.  [IN-2 + PRESS
2 (influenced 

by IMPREST, advance on a soldier’s pay (obsolete)).]

im·press·i·ble (Vm-prHsùN-bNl) adj.  Susceptible to impressions; malleable:  

impressible young minds.   —im·pressÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —im·pressùi·bly adv. 

im·pres·sion (Vm-prHshùNn) n.  1. An effect, a feeling, or an image retained as a 

consequence of experience.  2. A vague notion, remembrance, or belief:  I have 

the impression that we have met once before.  3. A mark produced on a surface by 

pressure.  4. The act or process of impressing.  5. Printing. a. All the copies of a 

publication printed at one time from the same set of type.  b. A single copy of 

such a printing.   6. A humorous imitation of the voice and mannerisms of a 

famous person done by an entertainer.  7. An initial or single coat of color or 

paint.  8. Dentistry. An imprint of the teeth and surrounding tissues, formed with 

a plastic material that hardens into a mold for use in making dentures, inlays, or 

plastic models.  

SYNONYMS: impression, impress, imprint, print, stamp. The central meaning



shared by these nouns is “a visible mark made on a surface by pressure”: an im-

pression of a notary’s seal on wax; the impress of bare feet in the sand; a medal

marked with the imprint of a bald eagle; a tar driveway with the print of automobile

tires; a gold ingot with the refiner’s stamp.

im·pres·sion·a·ble (Vm-prHshùN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Readily or easily influenced; 

suggestible:  impressionable young people.  2. Capable of receiving an impression; 

plastic:  impressionable plaster.   —im·presÙsion·a·bilùi·ty, im·presù-
sion·a·ble·ness n. 

im·pres·sion·ism (Vm-prHshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1.  Often Impressionism. A the-

ory or style of painting originating and developed in France during the 1870’s, 

characterized by concentration on the immediate visual impression produced by 

a scene and by the use of unmixed primary colors and small strokes to simulate 

actual reflected light.  2. A literary style characterized by the use of details and 

mental associations to evoke subjective and sensory impressions rather than the 

re-creation of objective reality.  3. Music. A style of the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries, using lush and somewhat vague harmony and rhythm to evoke sugges-

tions of mood, place, and natural phenomena.  4. The practice of expressing or 

developing one’s subjective response to a work of art or to actual experience. 

im·pres·sion·ist (Vm-prHshùN-nVst) n.  1. An artist, a composer, or a writer who 

practices or upholds the theories of impressionism.  2. An entertainer who does 

impressions.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or practicing impressionism, especially in 

painting; impressionistic. 

im·pres·sion·is·tic (Vm-prHshÙN-nVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or practicing 

impressionism.  2. Of, relating to, or predicated on impression as opposed to rea-

son or fact:  impressionistic memories of early childhood.  3. Impressionable.   
—im·presÙsion·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

im·pres·sive (Vm-prHsùVv) adj.  Making a strong or vivid impression; striking or 

remarkable:  an impressive ceremony.   —im·presùsive·ly adv.  —im·presù-
sive·ness n. 

im·press·ment (Vm-prHsùmNnt) n.  The act or policy of seizing people or prop-

erty for public service or use. 

im·pres·sure (Vm-prHshùNr) n.  Archaic. A mark produced by pressure; an 

impression. 

im·prest (Vm-prHstù) n.  An advance or a loan of funds, especially for services 

rendered to a government.  [From obsolete Italian impresto, loan, from past parti-

ciple of imprestare, to lend  : in-, toward (from Latin); see IN-2 + prestare, to lend 

(from Latin praest7re, to give, from praesto, at hand).]

im·pri·ma·tur (VmÙprN-mäùttr, -m7ùtNr) n.  1.  Abbr. imp. Official approval 

or license to print or publish, especially under conditions of censorship.  

2. a. Official approval; sanction.  b. A mark of official approval:  a directive bear-



ing the imprimatur of high officials.   [New Latin imprim7tur, let it be printed, 

third person sing. present subjunctive passive of Latin imprimere, to imprint. See 

IMPRESS
1.]

im·pri·mis (Vm-prXùmVs) adv.  In the first place.  [Middle English in primis, from 

Latin in prXmXs : in, among; see IN-2 + prXmXs, ablative pl. of prXmus, first; see per1 

in Appendix.]

im·print (Vm-prVntù) v.  tr. im·print·ed, im·print·ing, im·prints. 1. To pro-

duce (a mark or pattern) on a surface by pressure.  2. To produce a mark on (a 

surface) by pressure.  3. To impart a strong or vivid impression of: “We imprint 

our own ideas onto acts” (Ellen Goodman).  4. To fix firmly, as in the mind:  He 

tried to imprint the number on his memory.   —  n.  (VmùprVntÙ) 1. A mark or pat-

tern produced by imprinting.  See Synonyms at impression.  2. A distinguishing 

influence or effect:  Spanish architecture that shows the imprint of Islamic rule.  

3. A publisher’s name, often with the date, address, and edition, printed at the 

bottom of a title page of a publication.  [Middle English emprenten, from Old 

French empreinter, from empreinte, impression, from feminine past participle of 

empreindre, to print, from Latin imprimere, to impress. See IMPRESS
1.]

im·print·ing (VmùprVnÙtVng) n.  A learning process occurring early in the life of 

a social animal in which a specific behavior pattern is established through associ-

ation with a parent or other role model. 

im·pris·on (Vm-prVzùNn) v.  tr. im·pris·oned, im·pris·on·ing, im·pris·ons. To 

put in or as if in prison; confine.  [Middle English emprisonen, from Old French 

emprisoner : en-, in (from Latin in-); see IN-2 + prison, prison; see PRISON.] 
—im·prisùon·a·ble adj.  —im·prisùon·ment n. 

im·prob·a·bil·i·ty (Vm-prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. im·prob·a·bil·i·ties. 1. The 

quality or condition of being improbable.  2. Something improbable. 

im·prob·a·ble (Vm-prmbùN-bNl) adj.  Unlikely to take place or be true.   
—im·probùa·ble·ness n.  —im·probùa·bly adv. 

im·pro·bi·ty (Vm-proùbV-tK) n.  Lack of probity; dishonesty.  [Middle English 

improbite, shameless persistence, from Old French, dishonesty, from Latin 

improbit7s, from improbus, dishonest  : in-, not; see IN-1 + probus, honest, good; 

see per1 in Appendix.]

im·promp·tu (Vm-prmmpùtu, -tyu) adj.  1. Prompted by the occasion rather 

than being planned in advance:  an impromptu party.  2. Spoken, performed, 

done, or composed with little or no preparation; extemporaneous:  a few 

impromptu remarks.  See Synonyms at extemporaneous.   —  adv.  With little 

or no preparation; extemporaneously.   —  n.  1. Something, such as a speech, 

that is made or done extemporaneously.  2. Music. A short lyrical composition 

especially for the piano.  [French, from Latin in prompt7, at hand  : in, in; see IN-2 

+ prompt7, ablative of promptus, readiness from past participle of promere, to 

bring forth; see PROMPT.]



im·prop·er (Vm-prmpùNr) adj.  1. Not suited to circumstances or needs; unsuit-

able:  improper shoes for a walk on the beach; improper medical treatment.  2. Not 

in keeping with conventional mores; indecorous:  improper behavior.  3. Not con-

sistent with established truth, fact, or rule; incorrect.  4. Irregular or abnormal.   
—im·propùer·ly adv.  —im·propùer·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: improper, unbecoming, unseemly, indelicate, indecent, indecorous.

These adjectives mean not in keeping with accepted standards of what is right or

proper. Improper often refers to unethical conduct, a breach of etiquette, or mor-

ally offensive behavior: pleasant but slightly improper to dine alone with a married

person. Unbecoming suggests what is beneath the standard implied by one’s char-

acter or position: language unbecoming to a gentleman. What is unseemly or indel-

icate is in gross violation of good taste; indelicate especially suggests immodesty,

coarseness, or tactlessness: unseemly to use profanity; an indelicate suggestion. In-

decent refers to what is morally offensive or harmful: an earthy but not indecent

story. Indecorous implies violation of the mores or manners of polite society: in-

decorous behavior; an indecorous proposition.

improper fraction (Vm-prmpùNr fr4kùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A fraction in 

which the numerator is larger than or equal to the denominator. 

improper integral (Vm-prmpùNr VnùtV-grNl) n.  Mathematics. An integral hav-

ing at least one nonfinite limit or an integrand that becomes infinite between the 

limits of integration. 

im·pro·pri·e·ty (VmÙprN-prXùV-tK) n.  pl. im·pro·pri·e·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being improper.  2. An improper act.  3. An improper or unaccept-

able usage in speech or writing. 

im·prove (Vm-pruvù) v.  im·proved, im·prov·ing, im·proves.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To raise to a more desirable or more excellent quality or condition; make bet-

ter.  2. To increase the productivity or value of (land or property).  3. To put to 

good use; use profitably.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become better.  2. To make beneficial 

additions or changes:  improve on the translation.  [Middle English improwen, to 

enclose land for cultivation, from Anglo-Norman emprouwer, to turn to profit  : 

Old French en-, causative pref. (from Latin in); see IN-2 + prou, profit (from Late 

Latin prode, advantageous); see PROUD.]

SYNONYMS: improve, better, help, ameliorate. These verbs mean to advance to

a more desirable, valuable, or excellent state. Improve and better, the most general

terms, are often interchangeable: improve (or better) the mind through study; had

a haircut to improve (or better) his appearance; practicing to improve (or better) her

golf game. It is sometimes difficult for disadvantaged people to improve (or better)

their situation in life. Help in this sense usually implies limited relief or change for



the better: Gargling helps a sore throat. To ameliorate is to improve or better cir-

cumstances that demand change: Volunteers could do little to ameliorate conditions

in the refugee camp.

im·prove·ment (Vm-pruvùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act or process of improving.  

b. The state of being improved.   2. A change or an addition that improves. 

im·prov·i·dent (Vm-prmvùV-dNnt) adj.  1. Not providing for the future; thrift-

less.  2. Rash; incautious.   —im·provùi·dence n.  —im·provùi·dent·ly adv. 

im·prov·i·sa·tion (Vm-prmvÙV-z7ùshNn, VmÙprN-vV-) n.  1. The act of improvis-

ing.  2. Something improvised, especially a dramatic skit. 

im·prov·i·sa·tor (Vm-prmvùV-z7ÙtNr) n.  One who improvises. 

im·prov·i·sa·to·ry (Vm-prmvùV-zN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, VmÙprN-vXù-) also 

im·prov·i·sa·to·ri·al (Vm-prmvÙV-zN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Made up without 

preparation; improvised.  2. Of or relating to improvisation:  improvisatory skill. 

im·pro·vise (VmùprN-vXzÙ) v.  im·pro·vised, im·pro·vis·ing, im·pro·vis·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To invent, compose, or recite without preparation.  2. To make or 

provide from available materials:  improvised a dinner for the unexpected guests; 

improvise a makeshift tourniquet.   —  v.  intr. To invent, compose, recite, or exe-

cute something offhand.  [French improviser, from Italian improvvisare, from 

improvviso, unforeseen, from Latin improvXsus : in-, not; see IN-1 + provXsus, past 

participle of providKre, to foresee; see PROVIDE.] —imùpro·visÙer n. 

im·pru·dence (Vm-prudùns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being unwise 

or indiscreet.  2. An unwise or indiscreet act. 

im·pru·dent (Vm-prudùnt) adj.  Unwise or indiscreet; not prudent. 

im·pu·dence (VmùpyN-dNns) also im·pu·den·cy (-dNn-sK) n.  1. The quality of 

being offensively bold.  2. Offensively bold behavior. 

im·pu·dent (VmùpyN-dNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by offensive boldness; inso-

lent or impertinent.  See Synonyms at shameless.  2. Obsolete. Immodest.  

[Middle English, from Latin impudKns, impudent-  : in-, not; see IN-1 + pudKns, 

present participle of pudKre, to be ashamed.] —imùpu·dent·ly adv. 

im·pu·dic·i·ty (VmÙpyt-dVsùV-tK) n.  Immodesty; shamelessness.  [Late Latin 

impudXcit7s, from Latin impudXcus, immodest  : in-, not; see IN-1 + pudXcus, mod-

est (from pudKre, to be ashamed).]

im·pugn (Vm-pyunù) v.  tr. im·pugned, im·pugn·ing, im·pugns. To attack 

as false or questionable; challenge in argument:  impugn a political opponent’s 

record.  [Middle English impugnen, from Old French impugner, from Latin 

impugn7re : in-, against; see IN-2 + pugn7re, to fight; see peuk- in Appendix.] 
—im·pugnùa·ble adj.  —im·pugnùer n. 

im·pu·is·sance (Vm-pyuùV-sNns, Vm-pwVsùNns) n.  Lack of power or effective-

ness; weakness.  [Middle English impuissaunce, from Old French impuissance : in-

, not; see IN-1 + puissance, power; see PUISSANCE.] —im·puùis·sant adj. 



im·pulse (VmùpƒlsÙ) n.  1. a. An impelling force; an impetus.  b. The motion 

produced by such a force.   2. A sudden wish or urge that prompts an unpremed-

itated act or feeling; abrupt inclination:  had an impulse to run away; an impulse of 

regret that made me hesitate; bought a hat on impulse.  3. A motivating force or 

tendency: “Respect for the liberty of others is not a natural impulse in most men” 

(Bertrand Russell).  4. Electronics. A surge of electrical power in one direction.  

5. Physics. The product obtained by multiplying the average value of a force by 

the time during which it acts. The impulse equals the change in momentum pro-

duced by the force in this time interval.  6. Physiology. The electrochemical trans-

mission of a signal along a nerve fiber that produces an excitatory or inhibitory 

response at a target tissue, such as a muscle or another nerve.   —  adj.  Character-

ized by impulsiveness or acting on impulse:  an impulse shopper; impulse buying.  

[Latin impulsus, from past participle of impellere, to impel. See IMPEL.]

im·pul·sion (Vm-pƒlùshNn) n.  1. The act of impelling or the condition of being 

impelled: “I do not move... unless it be under the impulsion of a third party” (Sam-

uel Beckett).  2. An impelling force; a thrust.  3. Motion produced by an impel-

ling force; momentum.  4. A wish or an urge from within; an impulse. 

im·pul·sive (Vm-pƒlùsVv) adj.  1. Inclined to act on impulse rather than thought.  

2. Motivated by or resulting from impulse:  such impulsive acts as hugging strang-

ers; impulsive generosity.  See Synonyms at spontaneous.  3. Having force or 

power to impel or incite; forceful.  4. Physics. Acting within brief time intervals. 

Used especially of a force.   —im·pulùsive·ly adv.  —im·pulùsive·ness, 
imÙpul·sivùi·ty n. 

im·pu·ni·ty (Vm-pyuùnV-tK) n.  pl. im·pu·ni·ties. Exemption from punish-

ment, penalty, or harm.  [Latin imp7nit7s, from imp7ne, without punishment  : 

in-, not; see IN-1 + poena, penalty (from Greek poinK); see kwei-1 in Appendix.]

im·pure (Vm-pytrù) adj.  im·pur·er, im·pur·est. 1. Not pure or clean; con-

taminated.  2. Not purified by religious rite; unclean.  3. Immoral or obscene.  

4. Mixed with another, usually inferior substance; adulterated.  5. Color. Being a 

composite of more than one color or mixed with black or white.  6. Deriving 

from more than one source, style, or convention; eclectic:  an impure art form.  

7. Not consistent in grammar, vocabulary, idiom, or usage:  an impure style.   
—im·pureùly adv.  —im·pureùness n. 

im·pu·ri·ty (Vm-pytrùV-tK) n.  pl. im·pu·ri·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being impure, especially: a. Contamination or pollution.  b. Lack of consistency 

or homogeneity; adulteration.  c. A state of immorality; sin.   2. Something that 

renders something else impure; an inferior component or additive. 

im·put·a·ble (Vm-pyuùtN-bNl) adj.  Possible to impute or ascribe; attributable:  

imputable oversights.   —im·putùa·bly adv. 



im·pu·ta·tion (VmÙpyt-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of imputing or ascribing; attri-

bution.  2. Something imputed, ascribed, or attributed.   —im·puùta·tive (Vm-

pyuùtN-tVv) adj.  —im·puùta·tive·ly adv. 

im·pute (Vm-pyutù) v.  tr. im·put·ed, im·put·ing, im·putes. 1. To charge 

with the fault or responsibility for:  imputed the rocket failure to a faulty gasket; 

kindly imputed my clumsiness to inexperience.  2. To attribute; credit:  the graceful-

ness so often imputed to cats.  See Synonyms at attribute.  [Middle English 

imputen, from Old French emputer, from Latin imput7re : in-, in; see IN-2 + 

put7re, to settle an account; see peu- in Appendix.]

in1 (Vn) prep.  1. a. Within the limits, bounds, or area of:  was hit in the face; born 

in the spring; a chair in the garden.  b. From the outside to a point within; into:  

threw the letter in the wastebasket.   2. To or at a situation or condition of:  was 

split in two; in debt; a woman in love.  3. a. Having the activity, occupation, or 

function of:  a life in politics; the officer in command.  b. During the act or process 

of:  tripped in racing for the bus.   4. a. With the arrangement or order of:  fabric 

that fell in luxuriant folds; arranged to purchase the car in equal payments.  b. After 

the style or form of:  a poem in iambic pentameter.   5. With the characteristic, 

attribute, or property of:  a tall man in an overcoat.  6. a. By means of:  paid in 

cash.  b. Made with or through the medium of:  a statue in bronze; a note written 

in German.   7. With the aim or purpose of:  followed in pursuit.  8. With refer-

ence to:  six inches in depth; has faith in your judgment.  9. Used to indicate the 

second and larger term of a ratio or proportion:  saved only one in ten.   —  adv.  

1. To or toward the inside:  opened the door and stepped in.  2. To or toward a des-

tination or goal:  The mob closed in.  3. Baseball. To home base; so as to score:  

runs batted in; singled the runner in.  4. Within a place, as of business or residence:  

The manager is in before anyone else.  5. So as to include or incorporate:  Fold in 

the egg whites.  6. So as to occupy a position of success or favor:  campaigned hard 

and was voted in.  7. In a particular relationship:  got in bad with their supervisor.   
—  adj.  1. Located inside; inner.  2. Incoming; inward:  took the in bus.  

3. Holding office; having power:  the in party.  4. Informal. a. Currently fashion-

able:  the in thing to wear this season.  b. Concerned with or attuned to the latest 

fashions:  the in crowd.  See Synonyms at fashionable.    —  n.  1. One that has 

position, influence, or power:  the ins against the outs.  2. Informal. Influence; 

power:  had an in with the authorities.   —idioms. in for. Guaranteed to get or 

have:  You’re in for a big surprise.  in that. For the reason that.  [Middle English, 

from Old English. See en in Appendix.]

in2  or in. abbr.  Inch. 

In  The symbol for the element indium. 
IN abbr.  Indiana. 



in-1  or il-  or im-  or ir- pref.  Not:  inarticulate. Before l, in- is usually assimilated 

to il-, before r to ir-, and before b, m, and p to im-.  See Usage Note at un-1.  
[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin. See ne in Appendix.]

in-2  or il-  or im-  or ir- pref.  1. In; into; within:  illuviation. Before l, in- is usu-

ally assimilated to il-, before r to ir-, and before b, m, and p to im-.  2.  Variant of 

en-1. [Middle English, from Old English (from in, in); see IN1, and from Old 

French (from Latin, from in, in, within); see en in Appendix.]

-in suff.  1. Neutral chemical compound, especially: a. Neutral carbohydrate:  

inulin.  b. Protein or protein derivative:  albumin.  c. Lipid or lipid derivative:  lec-

ithin.  d. Enzyme:  pancreatin.  e. Glycoside:  chitin.   2. A pharmaceutical:  

rifampin.  3. An antibiotic:  penicillin.  4. Antigen:  tuberculin.  5.  Variant of -
ine2 (suff., sense 1). [Variant of -INE

2.]

in·a·bil·i·ty (VnÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  Lack of ability or means. 

in ab·sen·tia (Vn 4b-sHnùshN, -shK-N) adv.  Abbr. i.a. While or although not 

present; in absence:  was tried and convicted in absentia.  [Latin in absenti7 : in, in 

+ absenti7, ablative of absentia, absence.]

in·ac·ces·si·ble (VnÙ4k-sHsùN-bNl) adj.  Not accessible; unapproachable:  inacces-

sible executives.   —inÙac·cesÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙac·cesùsi·bly adv. 

in·ac·cu·ra·cy (Vn-4kùyNr-N-sK) n.  pl. in·ac·cu·ra·cies. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being inaccurate.  2. An instance of being inaccurate; an error. 

in·ac·cu·rate (Vn-4kùyNr-Vt) adj.  Mistaken or incorrect; not accurate.   
—in·acùcu·rate·ly adv.  —in·acùcu·rate·ness n. 

in·ac·tion (Vn-4kùshNn) n.  Lack or absence of action. 

in·ac·ti·vate (Vn-4kùtN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ac·ti·vat·ed, in·ac·ti·vat·ing, 
in·ac·ti·vates. To render inactive.   —in·acÙti·vaùtion n. 

in·ac·tive (Vn-4kùtVv) adj.  1. Not active or tending to be active.  2. a. Not func-

tioning or operating; out of use:  inactive machinery.  b. Not being in continuous 

use or operation:  an inactive brokerage account.   3. Retired from duty or service.  

4. Chemistry. Not readily participating in chemical reactions.  5. Biology. Having 

no significant effect on or interaction with living organisms.  6. Medicine. Quies-

cent. Used especially of a disease.  7. Physics. Showing no optical activity in polar-

ized light.   —in·acùtive·ly adv.  —inÙac·tivùi·ty, in·acùtive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: inactive, idle, inert, passive, dormant, torpid, supine. These adjec-

tives mean not involved in or disposed to activity. Inactive simply indicates ab-

sence of activity: retired but not inactive; an inactive and unhappy life; an inactive

factory. Idle refers to persons who are doing nothing or are not busy, as through

unemployment or choice (employees idle because of the strike; can’t bear being idle);

it also refers to what is not in use or operation (idle machinery; idle hands). Inert

describes things powerless to move themselves or to produce a desired effect (an

inert mass of soil); applied to persons, it implies lethargy or sluggishness, especially



of mind or spirit: “The Honorable Mrs. Jamieson... was fat and inert, and very much

at the mercy of her old servants” (Elizabeth C. Gaskell). Passive implies being acted

on by external force or provocation without reacting positively: “in an hour like

this, when the mind has a passive sensibility, but no active strength” (Nathaniel Haw-

thorne). “Much benevolence of the passive order may be traced to a disinclination to

inflict pain upon oneself” (George Meredith). Dormant refers principally to a state

of suspended activity but often implies the possibility of renewal: Her feelings of

affection are dormant but easily awakened. Torpid suggests sluggishness or apathy:

“It is a man’s own fault, it is from want of use, if his mind grows torpid in old age”

(Samuel Johnson). Supine implies abject lack of will, as that resulting from indif-

ference: “No other colony showed such supine, selfish helplessness in allowing her

own border citizens to be mercilessly harried” (Theodore Roosevelt).

in·ad·e·qua·cy (Vn-4dùV-kwN-sK) n.  pl. in·ad·e·qua·cies. 1. The quality or 

condition of being inadequate.  2. An instance of being inadequate; a failing or 

lack. 

in·ad·e·quate (Vn-4dùV-kwVt) adj.  Not adequate to fulfill a need or meet a 

requirement; insufficient.   —in·adùe·quate·ly adv. 

in·ad·mis·si·ble (VnÙNd-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Not admissible:  inadmissible evi-

dence.   —inÙad·misÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙad·misùsi·bly adv. 

in·ad·ver·tence (VnÙNd-vûrùtns) n.  1. The quality of being inadvertent.  2. An 

instance of being inadvertent; an oversight or a slip.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin inadvertentia : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin advert-

Kns, advertent- present participle of advertere, to turn toward; see ADVERSE.]

in·ad·ver·ten·cy (VnÙNd-vûrùtn-sK) n.  pl. in·ad·ver·ten·cies. Inadvertence. 

in·ad·ver·tent (VnÙNd-vûrùtnt) adj.  1. Not duly attentive.  2. Marked by unin-

tentional lack of care.  See Synonyms at careless.  —inÙad·verùtent·ly adv. 

in·ad·vis·a·ble (VnÙNd-vXùzN-bNl) adj.  Not recommended; unwise:  Running on 

the ice is inadvisable.   —inÙad·visÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

in ae·ter·num (Vn K-tûrùnNm) adv.  To eternity; forever.  [Latin  : in, in + aeter-

num, forever, from neuter of aeternus, eternal.]

in·al·ien·a·ble (Vn-7lùyN-nN-bNl, -7ùlK-N-) adj.  That cannot be transferred to 

another or others:  inalienable rights.   —in·alÙien·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—in·alùien·a·bly adv. 

in·al·ter·a·ble (Vn-ôlùtNr-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to alter; unchangeable:  the 

inalterable routine of a physician.   —in·alÙter·a·bilùi·ty n.  —in·alùter·a·bly 
adv. 

in·am·o·ra·ta (Vn-4mÙN-räùtN) n.  pl. in·am·o·ra·tas. A woman with whom one 

is in love or has an intimate relationship.  [Italian, feminine of inamorato, 

inamorato. See INAMORATO.]



in·am·o·ra·to (Vn-4mÙN-räùto) n.  pl. in·am·o·ra·tos. A man with whom one is 

in love or has an intimate relationship.  [Italian, from past participle of 

inammorare, to enamor  : in-, into (from Latin); see IN-2 + amore, love (from 

Latin amor, from am7re, to love).]

in-and-in (VnùNnd-Vnù) adv.  Repeatedly within the same or closely related 

stocks:  to breed pigs in-and-in.   —inù-and-inù adj. 

in-and-out (VnùNnd-outù) adj.  Involving the purchase and sale of a single secu-

rity within a short period of time. 

in·ane (Vn-7nù) adj.  in·an·er, in·an·est. Lacking sense or substance; empty:  an 

inane comment.  [Latin in7nis, empty, lacking sense.] —in·aneùly adv. 

in·an·i·mate (Vn-4nùN-mVt) adj.  1. Not having the qualities associated with 

active, living organisms; not animate.  See Synonyms at dead.  2. Not animated 

or energetic; dull.  3. Grammar. Belonging to the class of nouns that stand for 

nonliving things:  The word car is inanimate; the word dog is animate.   
—in·anùi·mate·ly adv.  —in·anùi·mate·ness n. 

in·a·ni·tion (VnÙN-nVshùNn) n.  1. Exhaustion, as from lack of nourishment or 

vitality.  2. The condition or quality of being empty.  [Middle English inanisioun, 

emptiness, from Old French inanicion, exhaustion from hunger, from Late Latin 

in7nXtio, in7nXtion-, emptiness, from in7nXtus, past participle of in7nXre, to make 

empty, from in7nis, empty.]

in·an·i·ty (V-n4nùV-tK) n.  pl. in·an·i·ties. 1. The condition or quality of being 

inane.  2. Something empty of meaning or sense. 

in·ap·peas·a·ble (VnÙN-pKùzN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to appease:  

inappeasable resentment. 

in·ap·pe·tence (Vn-4pùV-tNns) also in·ap·pe·ten·cy (-tNn-sK) n.  Lack of appe-

tite.   —in·apùpe·tent adj. 

in·ap·pli·ca·ble (Vn-4pùlV-kN-bNl, VnÙN-plVkùN-) adj.  Not applicable:  rules inap-

plicable to day students.   —in·apÙpli·ca·bilùi·ty n.  —in·apùpli·ca·bly adv. 

in·ap·po·site (Vn-4pùN-zVt) adj.  Not pertinent; unsuitable.   —in·apùpo·site·ly 
adv.  —in·apùpo·site·ness n. 

in·ap·pre·cia·ble (VnÙN-prKùshN-bNl) adj.  Too small to be noticed or make a 

significant difference; negligible:  inappreciable fluctuations in temperature.   
—inÙap·preùcia·bly adv. 

in·ap·pre·cia·tive (VnÙN-prKùshN-tVv, -shK-7ÙtVv, shK-N-) adj.  Feeling or show-

ing no appreciation; unappreciative.   —inÙap·preùcia·tive·ly adv.  

—inÙap·preùcia·tive·ness n. 

in·ap·proach·a·ble (VnÙN-proùchN-bNl) adj.  Not approachable:  an inap-

proachable bastion; a cold, inapproachable person.   —inÙap·proachÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—inÙap·proachùa·bly adv. 

in·ap·pro·pri·ate (VnÙN-proùprK-Vt) adj.  Unsuitable or improper; not appro-

priate.   —inÙap·proùpri·ate·ly adv.  —inÙap·proùpri·ate·ness n. 



in·apt (Vn-4ptù) adj.  1. Inappropriate:  always making inapt remarks.  2. Inept:  

inapt handling of the project.   —in·aptùly adv.  —in·aptùness n. 

in·ap·ti·tude (Vn-4pùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. Lack of talent or ability.  2. The 

quality or state of being inappropriate. 

I·na·ri (VnùN-rK, KùnärÙK), Lake. A lake of northern Finland with an outlet to the 

Arctic Ocean. The island-studded lake is a tourist attraction. 

in·ar·tic·u·late (VnÙär-tVkùyN-lVt) adj.  1. Uttered without the use of normal 

words or syllables; incomprehensible as speech or language: “a cry... that... sank 

down into an inarticulate whine” (Jack London).  2. Unable to speak; speechless:  

inarticulate with astonishment.  See Synonyms at dumb.  3. Unable to speak with 

clarity or eloquence:  an inarticulate debater.  4. Going unexpressed:  inarticulate 

sorrow.  5. Biology. Not having joints or segments.   —inÙar·ticùu·late·ly adv.  

—inÙar·ticùu·late·ness, inÙar·ticùu·la·cy (-lN-sK)  n. 

in·ar·tis·tic (VnÙär-tVsùtVk) adj.  1. Not conforming to the principles or criteria of 

art.  2. Lacking taste or interest in art.   —inÙar·tisùtic·al·ly adv. 

in·as·much as (VnÙNz-mƒchù 4z) conj.  1. Because of the fact that; since.  2. To 

the extent that; insofar as. 

in·at·ten·tion (VnÙN-tHnùshNn) n.  Lack of attention, notice, or regard. 

in·at·ten·tive (VnÙN-tHnùtVv) adj.  Exhibiting a lack of attention; not attentive.   
—inÙat·tenùtive·ly adv.  —inÙat·tenùtive·ness n. 

in·au·di·ble (Vn-ôùdN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to hear:  an inaudible conversation.   
—in·auÙdi·bilùi·ty n.  —in·auùdi·bly adv. 

in·au·gu·ral (Vn-ôùgyNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of an inau-

guration.  2. Initial; first:  the inaugural issue of a magazine.   —  n.  1. An inaugu-

ration.  2. A speech given by a person being formally inducted into office. 

in·au·gu·rate (Vn-ôùgyN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. in·au·gu·rat·ed, in·au·gu·rat·ing, 
in·au·gu·rates. 1. To induct into office by a formal ceremony.  2. To cause to 

begin, especially officially or formally:  inaugurate a new immigration policy.  See 

Synonyms at begin.  3. To open or begin use of formally with a ceremony; dedi-

cate:  inaugurate a community center.  [Latin inaugur7re, inaugur7t-  : in-, inten-

sive pref.; see IN-2 + augur7re, to augur (from augur, soothsayer); see aug- in 

Appendix.] —in·auùgu·raÙtor n. 

in·au·gu·ra·tion (Vn-ôÙgyN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. Formal induction into office.  2. A 

formal beginning or introduction. 

in·aus·pi·cious (VnÙô-spVshùNs) adj.  Not favorable; not auspicious.   
—inÙaus·piùcious·ly adv.  —inÙaus·piùcious·ness n. 

in·au·then·tic (VnÙô-thHnùtVk) adj.  Not genuine or authentic.   
—inÙau·then·ticùi·ty (-tVsùV-tK) n. 

inbd. abbr.  Inboard. 

in between (Vn bV-twKnù) prep.  & adv.  Between:  Mortar in between the bricks; 

two crackers with a filling in between. 



in-be·tween (VnùbV-twKnù) adj.  Intermediate:  Adolescence is an awkward, in-

between age.   —  n.  An intermediate:  conservatives, radicals, and in-betweens. 

in·board (VnùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) adj.  Abbr. inbd. 1. Nautical. Within the hull or 

toward the center of a vessel.  2. Relatively close to the fuselage of an aircraft:  the 

inboard engines.   —  n.  Nautical. A motor attached to the inside of the hull of a 

boat.   —inùboardÙ adv. 

in·born (VnùbôrnÙ) adj.  1. Possessed by an organism at birth.  See Synonyms at 

innate.  2. Inherited or hereditary. 

in·bound1 (VnùboundÙ) adj.  Bound inward; incoming:  inbound commuter traf-

fic. 

in·bound2 (VnùboundÙ) v.  in·bound·ed, in·bound·ing, in·bounds. Basket-

ball.  —  v.  tr. To put (the ball) into play by passing it from out of bounds to a 

teammate on the court.   —  v.  intr. To execute an inbounds pass. 

in·bounds (VnùboundzÙ) adj.  1. Basketball. Involving putting the ball into play 

by passing it from out of bounds to a teammate on the court.  2. Sports. Within 

the designated boundaries. 

in·breathe (VnùbrKthÙ) v.  tr. in·breathed, in·breath·ing, in·breathes. To 

breathe (something) in; inhale. 

in·bred (VnùbrHdù) adj.  1. Produced by inbreeding.  2. Fixed in the character or 

disposition as if inherited; deep-seated:  an inbred distrust of radicalism.  See Syn-

onyms at innate. 
in·breed (VnùbrKdù) v.  tr. in·bred (-brHdù), in·breed·ing, in·breeds. 1. To 

breed by the continued mating of closely related individuals, especially to pre-

serve desirable traits in a stock.  2. To breed or develop within; engender.   
—in·breedùer n. 

in·breed·ing (VnùbrKÙdVng) n.  1. The breeding of related individuals within an 

isolated or a closed group of organisms or people.  2. The continued breeding of 

closely related individuals so as to preserve desirable traits in a stock. 

in·built (VnùbVltÙ) adj.  Built-in; inherent. 

inc. abbr.  1. Income.  2. Incomplete.  3.  Also Inc.. Incorporated.  4. Increase. 

In·ca (VngùkN) n.  pl. Inca or In·cas. 1. a. A member of the group of Quechuan 

peoples of highland Peru who established an empire from northern Ecuador to 

central Chile before the Spanish conquest.  b. A ruler or high-ranking member of 

the Inca empire.   2. A member of any of the peoples ruled by the Incas.  [Span-

ish, from Quechua inka, ruler, man of royal lineage.]

In·ca·ic (Vn-k7ùVk) adj.  Incan. 

in·cal·cu·la·ble (Vn-k4lùkyN-lN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Impossible to calculate:  a mass of 

incalculable figures.  b. Too great to be calculated or reckoned:  incalculable 

wealth.   2. Impossible to foresee; unpredictable: “The motions of her mind were as 

incalculable as the flit of a bird” (Edith Wharton).   —in·calÙcu·la·bilùi·ty, 
in·calùcu·la·ble·ness n.  —in·calùcu·la·bly adv.  



SYNONYMS: incalculable, countless, immeasurable, incomputable, inestimable,

infinite, innumerable, measureless. The central meaning shared by these adjectives

is “being greater than can be calculated or reckoned”: incalculable riches; countless

hours; an immeasurable distance; an incomputable amount; jewels of inestimable

value; an infinite number of reasons; innumerable difficulties; measureless power. 

ANTONYM: calculable

in·ca·les·cent (VnÙkN-lHsùNnt) adj.  Growing hotter or more ardent.  [Latin 

incalKscKns, incalKscent- present participle of incalKscere, to grow warm  : in-, 

intensive pref.; see IN-2 + calKscere, to grow warm, inchoative of calKre, to be 

warm; see kelN-1 in Appendix.] —inÙca·lesùcence n. 

in cam·er·a (Vn k4mùNr-N) adv.  1. In secret; privately.  2. Law. In private with a 

judge rather than in open court.  [New Latin in camer7 : Latin in, in + Medieval 

Latin camer7, ablative of camera, chamber.]

In·can (VngùkNn) adj.  Of or relating to the Inca, their civilization, or their lan-

guage.   —  n.  1. An Inca.  2. Quechua. 

in·can·desce (VnÙkNn-dHsù) v.  tr. intr. in·can·desced, in·can·desc·ing, 
in·can·desc·es. To make or become incandescent.  [Latin incandKscere, to glow  : 

in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + candKscere, to glow, inchoative of candKre, to shine; 

see kand- in Appendix.]

in·can·des·cence (VnÙkNn-dHsùNns) n.  1. The emission of visible light by a hot 

object.  2. The light emitted by an incandescent object.  See Synonyms at blaze1.  
3. A high degree of emotion, intensity, or brilliance. 

in·can·des·cent (VnÙkNn-dHsùNnt) adj.  1. Emitting visible light as a result of 

being heated.  2. Shining brilliantly; very bright.  See Synonyms at bright.  
3. Characterized by ardent emotion, intensity, or brilliance:  an incandescent per-

formance.   —inÙcan·desùcent·ly adv. 

incandescent lamp (VnÙkNn-dHsùNnt l4mp) n.  An electric lamp in which a 

filament is heated to incandescence by an electric current. 

in·can·ta·tion (VnÙk4n-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Ritual recitation of verbal charms or 

spells to produce a magic effect.  2. a. A formula used in ritual recitation; a verbal 

charm or spell.  b. A conventionalized utterance repeated without thought or 

aptness; a formula:  the pious incantations of the administration.   [Middle English 

incantacioun, from Old French incantation, from Late Latin incant7tio, 

incant7tion-, spell, from Latin incant7tus, past participle of incant7re, to enchant. 

See ENCHANT.] —inÙcan·taùtion·al adj.  —in·canùta·toÙry (-tN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) 

adj. 

in·ca·pa·ble (Vn-k7ùpN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Lacking the necessary ability, capacity, or 

power:  incapable of carrying a tune; incapable of love.  b. Unable to perform ade-

quately; incompetent:  an incapable administrator.   2. Not admitting or permit-



ting; not susceptible:  a unique feat, incapable of duplication.  3. Law. Lacking legal 

qualifications or requirements; ineligible.   —in·caÙpa·bilùi·ty, 
in·caùpa·ble·ness n.  —in·caùpa·bly adv. 

in·ca·pac·i·tant (VnÙkN-p4sùV-tNnt) n.  A device or substance, such as tear gas, 

used to incapacitate individuals temporarily, as in riot control. 

in·ca·pac·i·tate (VnÙkN-p4sùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ca·pac·i·tat·ed, 
in·ca·pac·i·tat·ing, in·ca·pac·i·tates. 1. To deprive of strength or ability; dis-

able.  2. To make legally ineligible; disqualify.   —inÙca·pacÙi·taùtion n. 

in·ca·pac·i·ty (VnÙkN-p4sùV-tK) n.  pl. in·ca·pac·i·ties. 1. Inadequate strength or 

ability; lack of capacity.  2. A defect or handicap; a disability.  3. Law. Something 

that renders one legally ineligible; a disqualification. 

in·cap·su·late (Vn-k4pùsN-l7tÙ) v.  Variant of encapsulate. 
in·car·cer·ate (Vn-kärùsN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. in·car·cer·at·ed, in·car·cer·at·ing, 
in·car·cer·ates. 1. To put into jail.  2. To shut in; confine.  [Medieval Latin 

incarcer7re, incarcer7t-  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin carcer, prison.] 
—in·carÙcer·aùtion n.  —in·carùcer·aÙtor n. 

in·car·na·dine (Vn-kärùnN-dXnÙ, -dKnÙ, -dVn) adj.  1. Flesh-colored.  2. Blood-

red.   —  v.  tr. in·car·na·dined, in·car·na·din·ing, in·car·na·dines. To make 

incarnadine, especially to redden.  [French incarnadin, from Italian incarnadino, 

variant of incarnatino, diminutive of incarnato : in, in (from Latin); see IN-2 + 

carne, flesh (from Latin caro, carn-; see incarnate, influenced by Italian incar-

nato, incarnate).]

in·car·nate (Vn-kärùnVt) adj.  1. a. Invested with bodily nature and form:  an 

incarnate spirit.  b. Embodied in human form; personified:  a villain who is evil 

incarnate.   2. Incarnadine.   —  v.  tr. in·car·nat·ed, in·car·nat·ing, 
in·car·nates (-n7tÙ). 1. a. To give bodily, especially human, form to.  b. To per-

sonify.   2. To realize in action or fact; actualize:  a community that incarnates its 

founders’ ideals.  [Middle English, from Late Latin incarn7tus, past participle of 

incarn7re, to make flesh  : Latin in-, causative pref.; see IN-2 + Latin caro, carn-, 

flesh; see sker-1 in Appendix.] —in·carùnaÙtor n. 

in·car·na·tion (VnÙkär-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of incarnating.  b. The condi-

tion of being incarnated.   2. Incarnation. Theology. The Christian doctrine that 

the Son of God was conceived in the womb of Mary and that Jesus is true God 

and true man.  3. A bodily manifestation of a supernatural being.  4. One who is 

believed to personify a given abstract quality or idea.  5. A period of time passed 

in a given bodily form or condition:  hopes for a better life in another incarnation. 

in·case (Vn-k7sù) v.  Variant of encase. 
in·cau·tious (Vn-kôùshNs) adj.  Not cautious; rash.   —in·cauùtious·ly adv.  

—in·cauùtious·ness n. 

in·cen·di·ar·y (Vn-sHnùdK-HrÙK) adj.  1. a. Causing or capable of causing fire.  

b. Of or containing chemicals that produce intensely hot fire when exploded:  an 



incendiary bomb.  c. Of or involving arson.   2. Tending to inflame; inflamma-

tory.   —  n.  pl. in·cen·di·ar·ies. 1. An arsonist.  2. An incendiary device.  

3. One who creates or stirs up factionism or sedition; an agitator.  [Middle 

English, from Latin incendi7rius, from incendium, fire, from incendere, to set on 

fire. See INCENSE
1.] —in·cenùdi·a·rism (-N-rVzÙNm) n. 

in·cense1 (Vn-sHnsù) v.  tr. in·censed, in·cens·ing, in·cens·es. To cause to be 

extremely angry; infuriate.  [Middle English encensen, from Old French incenser, 

from Late Latin incKns7re, to sacrifice, burn, from Latin incKnsus, past participle 

of incendere, to set on fire. See kand- in Appendix.]

in·cense2 (VnùsHnsÙ) n.  1. a. An aromatic substance, such as wood or a gum, 

that is burned to produce a pleasant odor.  b. The smoke or odor produced by the 

burning of such a substance.   2. A pleasant smell.  3. Flattering or fawning atten-

tion; homage.   —  v.  tr. in·censed, in·cens·ing, in·cens·es. 1. To perfume 

with incense.  2. To burn incense to, as a ritual offering.  [Middle English encens, 

from Old French, from Latin incKnsum, from neuter past participle of incendere, 

to set on fire. See kand- in Appendix.]

incense cedar (Vn-sHnsù sKùdNr) n.  Any of several coniferous evergreen trees of 

the genera Calocedrus and Libocedrus, having flattened branches with scalelike 

leaves. 

in·cen·tive (Vn-sHnùtVv) n.  Something, such as the fear of punishment or the 

expectation of reward, that induces action or motivates effort.   —  adj.  Serving 

to induce or motivate:  an incentive bonus for high productivity.  [Middle English, 

from Late Latin incentXvum, from neuter of incentXvus, inciting, from Latin, set-

ting the tune, from incentus, past participle of incinere, to sound  : in-, intensive 

pref.; see IN-2 + canere, to sing; see kan- in Appendix.]

in·cen·tiv·ize (Vn-sHnùtN-vXzÙ) v.  tr. in·cen·tiv·ized, in·cen·tiv·iz·ing, 
in·cen·tiv·iz·es. Usage Problem. To offer incentives or an incentive to; motivate: 

“This bill will help incentivize everybody to solve that part of the problem” (Richard 

A. Gephardt).  See Usage Note at -ize. 
in·cept (Vn-sHptù) v.  tr. in·cept·ed, in·cept·ing, in·cepts. To take in; ingest.  

[Latin incipere, incept-, to begin, take up. See INCEPTION.] —in·cepùtor n. 

in·cep·tion (Vn-sHpùshNn) n.  The beginning of something, such as an undertak-

ing; a commencement.  See Synonyms at origin.  [Middle English incepcion, 

from Latin inceptio, inception-, from inceptus, past participle of incipere, to begin, 

take up  : in-, in; see IN-2 + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.]

in·cep·tive (Vn-sHpùtVv) adj.  1. Incipient; beginning.  2. Grammar. Inchoative.   
—  n.  Grammar. An inchoative verb. 

in·cer·ti·tude (Vn-sûrùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. Uncertainty.  2. Absence of con-

fidence; doubt.  3. Insecurity or instability. 

in·ces·sant (Vn-sHsùNnt) adj.  Continuing without interruption.  See Synonyms 

at continual.  [Middle English incessaunte, from Late Latin incess7ns, incessant- 



 : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin cess7ns, present participle of cess7re, to stop; see 

CEASE.] —in·cesùsan·cy n.  —in·cesùsant·ly adv. 

in·cest (VnùsHstÙ) n.  1. Sexual relations between persons who are so closely 

related that their marriage is illegal or forbidden by custom.  2. The statutory 

crime of sexual relations with such a near relative.  [Middle English, from Latin 

incestum, neuter of incestus, impure, unchaste  : in-, not; see IN-1 + castus, pure, 

chaste; see kes- in Appendix.]

in·ces·tu·ous (Vn-sHsùchu-Ns) adj.  1. Of, involving, or suggestive of incest.  

2. Having committed incest.  3. Improperly intimate or interconnected: “Press-

politics relations are notoriously incestuous” (Boston Globe).   —in·cesùtu·ous·ly 
adv.  —in·cesùtu·ous·ness n. 

inch1 (Vnch) n.  Abbr. in, in. 1. A unit of length in the U.S. Customary and Brit-

ish Imperial systems, equal to 12 of a foot (2.54 centimeters).  See Table at mea-
surement.  2. A fall, as of rain or snow, sufficient to cover a surface to the depth 

of one inch.  3. A unit of atmospheric pressure that is equal to the pressure 

exerted by a one-inch column of mercury at the earth’s surface at a temperature 

of 0˚C.  4. A very small degree or amount:  won’t budge an inch.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

inched, inch·ing, inch·es. To move or cause to move slowly or by small 

degrees:  inching along through stalled traffic; inched the chair forward.   —idi-
oms. every inch. In every respect; entirely: “Ay, every inch a king!” (Shakes-

peare).  inch by inch. Very gradually or slowly.  within an inch of. Almost to 

the point of:  came within an inch of death.  [Middle English, from Old English 

ynce, from Latin uncia, one twelfth of a unit. See oi-no- in Appendix.]

inch2 (Vnch) n.  Scots. A small island.  [Middle English, from Scottish Gaelic innis, 

from Old Irish inis.]

inch·er (VnùchNr) n.  Something measuring a specified number of inches, as in 

length or height. Often used in combination:  an 18-incher. 

inch·meal (VnchùmKlÙ) adv.  Little by little; gradually.  [INCH
1 + (PIECE)MEAL.]

in·cho·ate (Vn-koùVt) adj.  1. In an initial or early stage; incipient.  

2. Imperfectly formed or developed:  a vague, inchoate idea.  [Latin incho7tus, 

past participle of incho7re, to begin, alteration of incoh7re : in-, in; see IN-2 + 

cohum, strap from yoke to harness.] —in·choùate·ly adv.  —in·choùate·ness 
n. 

in·cho·a·tive (Vn-koùN-tVv) adj.  1. Beginning; initial.  2. Grammar. Of or being 

a verb or verbal form that designates the beginning of an action, a state, or an 

event.   —in·choùa·tive n.  —in·choùa·tive·ly adv. 

In·chon (Vnùchmnù)  A city of northwest South Korea on an inlet of the Yellow 

Sea southwest of Seoul. It was opened to foreign trade in 1883. Population, 

1,387,000. 

inch·worm (VnchùwûrmÙ) n.  See measuring worm. 



in·ci·dence (VnùsV-dNns) n.  1. The act or an instance of happening; occurrence:  

did not expect criticism and was surprised by its incidence.  2. Extent or frequency 

of occurrence:  a high incidence of malaria in the tropics.  3. Physics. a. The arrival 

of radiation or a projectile at a surface.  b. Angle of incidence.  

in·ci·dent (VnùsV-dNnt) n.  1. A definite and separate occurrence; an event.  See 

Synonyms at occurrence.  2. A usually minor event or condition that is subordi-

nate to another.  3. Something contingent on or related to something else.  4. An 

occurrence or event that interrupts normal procedure or precipitates a crisis:  an 

international incident.   —  adj.  1. Tending to arise or occur as a result or an 

accompaniment: “There is a professional melancholy... incident to the occupation of 

a tailor” (Charles Lamb).  2. Related to or dependent on another thing.  

3. Physics. Falling upon or striking a surface:  incident radiation.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, apt to happen, an incident, from Latin incidKns, incident- 

present participle of incidere, to happen  : in-, on; see IN-2 + cadere, to fall; see 

kad- in Appendix.]

in·ci·den·tal (VnÙsV-dHnùtl) adj.  1. Occurring or likely to occur as an unpredict-

able or minor accompaniment:  the snags incidental to a changeover in upper man-

agement.  See Synonyms at accidental.  2. Of a minor, casual, or subordinate 

nature:  incidental expenses.   —  n.  A minor accompanying item or expense:  a 

pocket in the suitcase for incidentals. 

in·ci·den·tal·ly (VnÙsV-dHnùtl-K) adv.  1. As a minor or subordinate matter:  by 

profession a lawyer and incidentally a musician.  2.  (also -dHntùlK) Apart from the 

main subject; parenthetically. 

incidental music (VnÙsV-dHnùtl myuùzVk) n.  Music. Music composed to 

accompany the action or dialogue of a drama or to fill intervals between scenes or 

acts. 

in·cin·er·ate (Vn-sVnùN-r7tÙ) v.  in·cin·er·at·ed, in·cin·er·at·ing, 
in·cin·er·ates.  —  v.  tr. To cause to burn to ashes.   —  v.  intr. To burn com-

pletely.  [Medieval Latin inciner7re, inciner7t-  : Latin in-, causative pref.; see IN-2 

+ Latin cinis, ciner-, ashes.] —in·cinÙer·aùtion n. 

in·cin·er·a·tor (Vn-sVnùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  One that incinerates, especially an appara-

tus, such as a furnace, for burning waste. 

in·cip·i·ent (Vn-sVpùK-Nnt) adj.  Beginning to exist or appear:  detecting incipient 

tumors; an incipient personnel problem.  [Latin incipiKns, incipient- present partici-

ple of incipere, to begin. See INCEPTION.] —in·cipùi·en·cy, in·cipùi·ence n.  

—in·cipùi·ent·ly adv. 

in·ci·pit (VnùsV-pVtÙ, VngùkV-) n.  The beginning or opening words of the text of a 

medieval manuscript or early printed book.  [Latin, third person sing. present 

tense of incipere, to begin. See INCEPTION.]

in·cise (Vn-sXzù) v.  tr. in·cised, in·cis·ing, in·cis·es. 1. To cut into, as with a 

sharp instrument:  incised the tablet with chisels; a plateau that had been deeply 



incised by streams.  2. a. To engrave (designs or writing, for example) into a sur-

face; carve.  b. To engrave designs, writing, or other marks into.   [French inciser, 

from Old French enciser, from Vulgar Latin *incXs7re, frequentative of Latin incX-
dere, incXs-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.]

in·cised (Vn-sXzdù) adj.  1. Cut into a surface; engraved.  2. Made with or as if 

with a sharp instrument.  3. Deeply and sharply cut:  the incised margin of a leaf. 

in·ci·sion (Vn-sVzhùNn) n.  1. The act of incising.  2. Medicine. a. A cut into a 

body tissue or organ, especially one made during surgery.  b. The scar resulting 

from such a cut.   3. A notch, as in the edge of a leaf.  4. The condition or quality 

of being incisive; incisiveness. 

in·ci·sive (Vn-sXùsVv) adj.  Penetrating, clear, and sharp, as in operation or expres-

sion:  an incisive mind; incisive comments.   —in·ciùsive·ly adv.  —in·ciù-
sive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: incisive, trenchant, biting, cutting, crisp, clear-cut. These adjectives

are synonymous when they refer to keenness and forcefulness of thought, expres-

sion, or intellect. Incisive and trenchant suggest penetration to the heart of a sub-

ject and clear, sharp, and vigorous expression: an incisive and piquant style of writ-

ing; trenchant wit. Biting and cutting apply to penetration and discernment that

often have a sarcastic or sardonic quality capable of wounding or stinging: “Biting

remarks revealed her attitude of contempt” (D.H. Lawrence). “He can say the driest,

most cutting things in the quietest of tones” (Charlotte Brontë). Crisp suggests clar-

ity, conciseness, and briskness: a crisp retort; crisp banter. Clear-cut specifies dis-

tinctness and sharpness of definition: The wording of the lease is so clear-cut that

no one could possibly misinterpret its meaning.

in·ci·sor (Vn-sXùzNr) n.  Abbr. i. A tooth adapted for cutting or gnawing, located at 

the front of the mouth along the apex of the dental arch. 

in·ci·ta·tion (VnÙsX-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of inciting; stimula-

tion.  2. Something that incites. 

in·cite (Vn-sXtù) v.  tr. in·cit·ed, in·cit·ing, in·cites. To provoke and urge on:  

troublemakers who incite riots; inciting workers to strike.  [Middle English encyten, 

from Old French enciter, from Latin incit7re, to urge forward  : in-, intensive 

pref.; see IN-2 + cit7re, to stimulate, frequentative of ciKre, to put in motion; see 

kei-2 in Appendix.] —in·citeùment n.  —in·citùer n.  

SYNONYMS: incite, instigate, foment, abet. These verbs mean to stir or give

support to action. Incite is applied primarily to arousing the will and spirit to act:

Their leader tried to incite the dissidents to overthrow the government. To instigate

is to conceive and encourage the implementation of a plan of action, usually an

evil or illegal one: instigating a prison riot. “Commonly, though not always, we ex-



hort to good actions, we instigate to ill” (Samuel Johnson). Foment usually refers

to the systematic fostering of feelings, as of discord or rebellion, that produce vi-

olent action: foment discontent; foment civil insurrection. To abet is to approve, en-

courage, and support actions, especially those in violation of what is right or

proper: The treasurer, aided and abetted by an assistant, misappropriated company

funds. See also Synonyms at provoke

in·ci·vil·i·ty (VnÙsV-vVlùV-tK) n.  pl. in·ci·vil·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being uncivil.  2. An uncivil or discourteous act. 

incl. abbr.  1. Including.  2. Inclusive. 

in·clasp (Vn-kl4spù) v.  Variant of enclasp. 
in·clem·ent (Vn-klHmùNnt) adj.  1. Stormy:  inclement weather.  2. Showing no 

clemency; unmerciful.   —in·clemùen·cy n.  —in·clemùent·ly adv. 

in·clin·a·ble (Vn-klXùnN-bNl) adj.  1. Having a specified tendency or disposition; 

inclined:  inclinable to laziness.  2. Favorably disposed; amenable:  inclinable to our 

urgings. 

in·cli·na·tion (VnÙklN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of inclining or the state of being 

inclined; a bend or tilt:  The inclination of the child’s head suggested sleep.  2. a. A 

deviation or the degree of deviation from the horizontal or vertical; a slant:  the 

steep inclination of a roof.  b. An inclined surface; a slope.   3. A tendency toward 

a certain condition or character:  the alkaline inclination of the local waters.  4. A 

characteristic disposition to do, prefer, or favor one thing rather than another; a 

propensity: “I shall indulge the inclination so natural in old men, to be talking of 

themselves” (Benjamin Franklin).  See Synonyms at tendency. 
in·cline (Vn-klXnù) v.  in·clined, in·clin·ing, in·clines.  —  v.  intr. 1. To deviate 

from the horizontal or vertical; slant.  2. To be disposed to a certain preference, 

opinion, or course of action.  3. To lower or bend the head or body, as in a nod or 

bow.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to lean, slant, or slope.  2. To influence to have a cer-

tain tendency; dispose:  Recent events incline us to distrust all politicians.  3. To 

bend or lower in a nod or bow:  inclined her head in acquiescence.   —  n.  

(VnùklXnÙ) An inclined surface; a slope or gradient.  [Middle English enclinen, 

from Old French encliner, from Latin inclXn7re : in-, into, toward; see IN-2 + -

clXn7re, to lean; see klei- in Appendix.] —in·clinùer n.  

SYNONYMS: incline, bias, dispose, predispose. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to influence or be influenced toward a particular attitude or course

of action”: wasn’t inclined to believe the excuse; is unjustly biased in her favor; an

accomplishment that disposes us to admire him; isn’t predisposed to the study of his-

tory. See also Synonyms at slant 
ANTONYM: disincline



in·clined (Vn-klXndù) adj.  1. Sloping, slanting, or leaning.  2. Having a prefer-

ence, disposition, or tendency. 

inclined plane (Vn-klXndù pl7n) n.  A plane set at an angle to the horizontal, 

especially a simple machine used to raise or lower a load by rolling or sliding. 

in·cli·nom·e·ter (VnÙklN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  1. An instrument used to determine the 

angle of the earth’s magnetic field in respect to the horizontal plane.  2. An 

instrument for showing the inclination of an aircraft or a ship relative to the hor-

izontal.  3.  See clinometer. 
in·close (Vn-klozù) v.  Variant of enclose. 
in·clude (Vn-kludù) v.  tr. in·clud·ed, in·clud·ing, in·cludes. 1. To take in as 

a part, an element, or a member.  2. To contain as a secondary or subordinate ele-

ment.  3. To consider with or place into a group, class, or total:  thanked the host 

for including us.  [Middle English includen, from Latin incl7dere, to enclose  : in-, 

in; see IN-2 + claudere, to close.] —in·cludùa·ble, in·cludùi·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: include, comprise, comprehend, embrace, involve. These verbs

mean to take in or contain as part of something larger. Include and comprise both

take as their objects things or persons that are constituent parts. Comprise usually

implies that all of the components are stated: The book comprises (that is, consists

of or is composed of) 15 chapters. Include, like the remaining terms, more often

implies an incomplete listing: included a reference to the accompanist in the review

of the concert; will include an amount for postage in my payment. “Through the

process of amendment, interpretation and court decision I have finally been included

in ‘We, the people’” (Barbara C. Jordan). Comprehend and embrace usually refer

to the taking in of subordinate elements as part of something broader: The study

of art comprehends both aesthetic and intellectual considerations. No single theory

can embrace and explain every facet of human behavior. Involve usually suggests

inclusion as a logical consequence or necessary condition: “Every argument in-

volves some assumptions” (Brooke F. Westcott). 

USAGE NOTE: Some writers have insisted that include be used only when it is

followed by a partial list of the contents of the referent of the subject. On this

account, one may write New England includes Connecticut and Rhode Island, but

one must use comprise or consist of when a full enumeration is provided: New

England comprises (not includes) Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Ver-

mont, New Hampshire, and Maine. This restriction is too strong. Include does not

rule out the possibility of a complete listing. Thus the sentence The bibliography

should include all the journal articles you have used does not entail that the bibli-

ography must contain something other than journal articles, though it does leave

that possibility open. When one wants to make clear that the listing is exhaustive,

however, the use of comprise or consist of will avoid ambiguity. Thus the sentence

The task force includes all of the Navy units on active duty in the region allows for



the possibility that Marine and Army units are also taking part, where the same

sentence with comprise would entail that the task force contained only Navy forc-

es. See Usage Note at comprise.

in·clud·ed (Vn-kluùdVd) adj.  1. Botany. Not protruding beyond a surrounding 

part, as stamens that do not project from a corolla.  2. Mathematics. Formed by 

and between two intersecting straight lines:  an included angle. 

in·clu·sion (Vn-kluùzhNn) n.  1. The act of including or the state of being 

included.  2. Something included.  3. Geology. A solid, liquid, or gaseous foreign 

body enclosed in a mineral or rock.  4. Biology. A nonliving mass, such as a drop-

let of fat, in the cytoplasm of a cell.  5. Computer Science. A logical operation that 

assumes the second statement of a pair is true if the first one is true.  [Latin 

incl7sio, incl7sion-, from incl7sus, past participle of incl7dere, to enclose. See 

INCLUDE.] —in·cluùsion·arÙy (-zhN-nHrÙK) adj. 

inclusion body (Vn-kluùzhNn bmdùK) n.  An abnormal structure in a cell 

nucleus or cytoplasm having characteristic staining properties and associated 

especially with certain viral infections, such as rabies and smallpox. 

in·clu·sive (Vn-kluùsVv) adj.  Abbr. incl. 1. Taking a great deal or everything 

within its scope; comprehensive:  an inclusive survey of world economic affairs.  

2. Including the specified extremes or limits as well as the area between them:  the 

numbers one to ten, inclusive.   —in·cluùsive·ly adv.  —in·cluùsive·ness n. 

inclusive of (Vn-kluùsVv ƒv) prep.  Taking into consideration or account; 

including. 

in·co·er·ci·ble (VnÙko-ûrùsN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to coerce or con-

trol forcibly:  incoercible rebel leaders. 

incog. abbr.  Incognita; incognito. 

in·cog·i·tant (Vn-kmjùV-tNnt) adj.  Thoughtless; inconsiderate.  [Latin incogit7ns, 

incogitant-  : in-, not; see IN-1 + cogit7ns, present participle of cogit7re, to think; 

see COGITATE.]

in·cog·ni·ta (VnÙkmg-nKùtN, Vn-kmgùnV-tN) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. incog. With one’s 

identity disguised or concealed. Used of a woman.   —  n.  A woman or girl whose 

identity is disguised or concealed.  [Italian, feminine of incognito, incognito. See 

INCOGNITO.]

in·cog·ni·to (VnÙkmg-nKùto, Vn-kmgùnV-toÙ) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. incog. With one’s 

identity disguised or concealed.   —  n.  pl. in·cog·ni·tos. 1. One whose identity 

is disguised or concealed.  2. The condition of having a disguised or concealed 

identity.  [Italian, from Latin incognitus, unknown  : in-, not; see IN-1 + cognitus, 

past participle of cognoscere, to learn, recognize; see COGNITION.]

in·cog·ni·zant (Vn-kmgùnV-zNnt) adj.  Lacking knowledge or awareness; 

unaware:  incognizant of the new political situation. 



in·co·her·ence (VnÙko-hîrùNns) n.  1. The condition or quality of being inco-

herent.  2. Something incoherent. 

in·co·her·en·cy (VnÙko-hîrùNn-sK) n.  pl. in·co·her·en·cies. Incoherence. 

in·co·her·ent (VnÙko-hîrùNnt) adj.  1. Lacking cohesion, connection, or har-

mony; not coherent:  incoherent fragments of a story.  2. Unable to think or 

express one’s thoughts in a clear or orderly manner:  incoherent with grief.   
—inÙco·herùent·ly adv.  —inÙco·herùent·ness n. 

in·com·bus·ti·ble (VnÙkNm-bƒsùtN-bNl) adj.  Incapable of burning.   —  n.  An 

incombustible object or material.   —inÙcom·busÙti·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙ-
com·busùti·bly adv. 

in·come (VnùkƒmÙ) n.  1.  Abbr. inc. The amount of money or its equivalent 

received during a period of time in exchange for labor or services, from the sale of 

goods or property, or as profit from financial investments.  2. The act of coming 

in; entrance.  [Middle English, arrival, entrance, from incomen, to come in, from 

Old English incuman : in, in; see IN1 + cuman, to come; see COME.]

income tax (VnùkƒmÙ t4ks) n.  A tax levied on net personal or business income. 

income tax return (VnùkƒmÙ t4ks rV-tûrnù) n.  See return (n., sense 16). 

in·com·ing (VnùkƒmÙVng) adj.  1. Coming in or about to come in; entering:  

incoming trains; incoming mail; incoming mortar fire.  2. About to assume an 

office or a position:  the incoming governor.   —  n.  1. The act of coming in; 

arrival.  2.  Often incomings. Income; revenue. 

in·com·men·su·ra·ble (VnÙkN-mHnùsNr-N-bNl, -shNr-) adj.  1. a. Impossible to 

measure or compare.  b. Lacking a common quality on which to make a compar-

ison.   2. Mathematics. Having no common measure or number of which all the 

given lengths or measures are integral multiples.   —  n.  One that is incommen-

surable.   —inÙcom·menÙsu·ra·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙcom·menùsu·ra·bly adv. 

in·com·men·su·rate (VnÙkN-mHnùsNr-Vt, -shNr-) adj.  1. a. Not commensu-

rate; disproportionate:  a reward incommensurate with their efforts.  

b. Inadequate.   2. Incommensurable.   —inÙcom·menùsu·rate·ly adv.  —inÙ-
com·menùsu·rate·ness n. 

in·com·mode (VnÙkN-modù) v.  tr. in·com·mod·ed, in·com·mod·ing, 
in·com·modes. To cause to be inconvenienced; disturb.  [French incommoder, 

from Old French, from Latin incommod7re, from incommodus, inconvenient  : 

in-, not; see IN-1 + commodus, convenient; see COMMODIOUS.]

in·com·mo·di·ous (VnÙkN-moùdK-Ns) adj.  Inconvenient or uncomfortable, as 

by not affording sufficient space.   —inÙcom·moùdi·ous·ly adv.  —inÙ-
com·moùdi·ous·ness n. 

in·com·mod·i·ty (VnÙkN-mmdùV-tK) n.  pl. in·com·mod·i·ties. 
1. Inconvenience.  2. Something inconvenient. 

in·com·mu·ni·ca·ble (VnÙkN-myuùnV-kN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to be trans-

mitted; not communicable:  an incommunicable disease.  2. Incommunicative:  an 



executive who was virtually incommunicable.   —inÙcom·muÙni·ca·bilùi·ty n.  

—inÙcom·muùni·ca·bly adv. 

in·com·mu·ni·ca·do (VnÙkN-myuÙnV-käùdo) adv.  & adj.  Without the means 

or right of communicating with others:  a prisoner held incommunicado; incom-

municado political detainees.  [Spanish incomunicado, past participle of incomuni-

car, to deny communication  : in-, not (from Latin); see IN-1 + comunicar, to 

communicate (from Latin comm7nic7re); see COMMUNICATE.]

in·com·mu·ni·ca·tive (VnÙkN-myuùnV-kN-tVv, -k7ÙtVv) adj.  Not disposed to be 

forthcoming or communicative; uncommunicative:  an incommunicative press 

secretary.   —inÙcom·muùni·ca·tive·ly adv.  —inÙcom·muùni·ca·tive·ness n. 

in·com·mut·a·ble (VnÙkN-myuùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Not able to be exchanged one 

for another:  a rare, incommutable skill.  2. That cannot be changed; unalterable:  

an incommutable death sentence.   —inÙcom·mutÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙ-
com·mutùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙcom·mutùa·bly adv. 

in·com·pa·ra·ble (Vn-kmmùpNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Being such that comparison is 

impossible; incommensurable.  2. So outstanding as to be beyond comparison; 

unsurpassed.   —in·comÙpa·ra·bilùi·ty, in·comùpa·ra·ble·ness n.  

—in·comùpa·ra·bly adv. 

in·com·pat·i·bil·i·ty (VnÙkNm-p4tÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. in·com·pat·i·bil·i·ties. 
1. The state or quality of being incompatible.  2. incompatibilities. Mutually 

exclusive or antagonistic qualities or things. 

in·com·pat·i·ble (VnÙkNm-p4tùN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of associating or blend-

ing or of being associated or blended because of disharmony, incongruity, or 

antagonism:  incompatible views on religion.  2. Impossible to be held simulta-

neously by one person:  the incompatible offices of prosecutor and judge.  3. Logic. 

That cannot be simultaneously true; mutually exclusive.  See Synonyms at incon-
sistent.  4. Medicine. a. Producing an undesirable effect when used in combina-

tion with a particular substance:  a medication that is incompatible with alcohol.  

b. Not immunologically compatible:  incompatible blood types.    —  n.  One that 

is incompatible.   —inÙcom·patùi·ble·ness n.  —inÙcom·patùi·bly adv. 

in·com·pe·tent (Vn-kmmùpV-tNnt) adj.  1. Not qualified in legal terms:  a defen-

dant who was incompetent to stand trial.  2. Inadequate for or unsuited to a partic-

ular purpose or application.  3. Devoid of those qualities requisite for effective 

conduct or action.   —  n.  An incompetent person.   —in·comùpe·tence, 
in·comùpe·ten·cy n.  —in·comùpe·tent·ly adv. 

in·com·plete (VnÙkNm-plKtù) adj.  Abbr. inc. 1. Not complete.  2. Football. Not 

caught or not caught in bounds:  an incomplete forward pass.   —inÙ-
com·pleteùly adv.  —inÙcom·pleteùness, inÙcom·pleùtion n. 

incomplete dominance (VnÙkNm-plKtù dmmùN-nNns) n.  Genetics. A het-

erozygous condition in which both alleles at a gene locus are partially expressed, 

often producing an intermediate phenotype. 



incomplete flower (VnÙkNm-plKtù flouùNr) n.  A flower lacking sepals, petals, 

stamens, or pistils. 

incomplete fracture (VnÙkNm-plKtù fr4kùchNr) n.  A fracture that does not 

extend through the full transverse width of a bone. 

incomplete metamorphosis (VnÙkNm-plKtù mHtÙN-môrùfN-sVs) n.  A life 

cycle of certain insects, such as crickets and grasshoppers, characterized by the 

absence of a pupal stage between the immature and adult stages. 

in·com·pli·ant (VnÙkNm-plXùNnt) adj.  Not willing to comply; unyielding.   
—inÙcom·pliùance, inÙcom·pliùan·cy n.  —inÙcom·pliùant·ly adv. 

in·com·pre·hen·si·ble (VnÙkmm-prV-hHnùsN-bNl, Vn-kmmÙ-) adj.  

1. a. Difficult or impossible to understand or comprehend; unintelligible:  

incomprehensible jargon.  b. Impossible to know or fathom:  incomprehensible 

mysteries.   2. Archaic. Having no limits; boundless.   —inÙ-
com·pre·henÙsi·bilùi·ty, inÙcom·pre·henùsi·ble·ness n.  —inÙ-
com·pre·henùsi·bly adv. 

in·com·pre·hen·sion (VnÙkmm-prV-hHnùshNn, Vn-kmmÙ-) n.  Lack of compre-

hension or understanding. 

in·com·pre·hen·sive (VnÙkmm-prV-hHnùsVv, Vn-kmmÙ-) adj.  Limited in scope; 

not all-inclusive.   —inÙcom·pre·henùsive·ly adv.  —inÙcom·pre·henù-
sive·ness n. 

in·com·press·i·ble (VnÙkNm-prHsùN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to compress; resisting 

compression:  mounds of incompressible garbage.   —inÙcom·pressÙi·bilùi·ty n. 

in·com·put·a·ble (VnÙkNm-pyuùtN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to compute or be 

computed; incalculable.  See Synonyms at incalculable.  —inÙ-
com·putÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

in·con·ceiv·a·ble (VnÙkNn-sKùvN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to comprehend or 

grasp fully:  inconceivable folly; an inconceivable disaster.  2. So unlikely or sur-

prising as to have been thought impossible; unbelievable:  an inconceivable victory 

against all odds.   —inÙcon·ceivÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙcon·ceivùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙ-
con·ceivùa·bly adv. 

in·con·cin·ni·ty (VnÙkNn-sVnùV-tK) n.  Lack of congruity or harmony; unsuitabil-

ity. 

in·con·clu·sive (VnÙkNn-kluùsVv) adj.  Not conclusive:  inconclusive evidence.   
—inÙcon·cluùsive·ly adv.  —inÙcon·cluùsive·ness n. 

in·con·den·sa·ble also in·con·den·si·ble (VnÙkNn-dHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Difficult 

or impossible to condense:  an incondensable judicial opinion.   —inÙ-
con·denÙsa·bilùi·ty n. 

in·con·dite (Vn-kmnùdVt, -dXtÙ) adj.  Badly constructed; crude.  [Latin 

inconditus : in-, not; see IN-1 + conditus, past participle of condere, to put together; 

see dhK- in Appendix.] —in·conùdite·ly adv. 

in·con·form·i·ty (VnÙkNn-fôrùmV-tK) n.  Lack of conformity; disagreement. 



in·con·gru·ent (Vn-kmngùgru-Nnt, VnÙkmn-gruùNnt) adj.  1. Not congruent.  

2. Incongruous.   —in·conùgru·ence n.  —in·conùgru·ent·ly adv. 

in·con·gru·i·ty (VnÙkmn-gruùV-tK) n.  pl. in·con·gru·i·ties. 1. Lack of congru-

ence.  2. The state or quality of being incongruous.  3. Something incongruous. 

in·con·gru·ous (Vn-kmngùgru-Ns) adj.  1. Lacking in harmony; incompatible:  

a joke that was incongruous with polite conversation.  2. Not in agreement, as with 

principles; inconsistent:  a plan incongruous with reason.  3. Not in keeping with 

what is correct, proper, or logical; inappropriate:  incongruous behavior.  See Syn-

onyms at inconsistent.  [From Latin incongruus : in-, not; see IN-1 + congruus, 

congruous; see CONGRUOUS.] —in·conùgru·ous·ly adv.  

—in·conùgru·ous·ness n. 

in·con·se·quent (Vn-kmnùsV-kwNnt) adj.  1. Having no importance or signifi-

cance.  2. Inconsistent or illogical:  displayed stunningly inconsequent reasoning.  

3. Proceeding without a natural or logical sequence; haphazard:  a speech full of 

inconsequent statements.  [Late Latin inconsequKns, inconsequent-  : Latin in-, not; 

see IN-1 + Latin consequKns, consequent-, consequent; see CONSEQUENT.] 
—in·conùse·quence n.  —in·conùse·quent·ly adv. 

in·con·se·quen·tial (Vn-kmnÙsV-kwHnùshNl, VnÙkmn-) adj.  1. Lacking impor-

tance.  2. Not following from premises or evidence; illogical.   —  n.  A triviality.   
—in·conÙse·quenÙti·alùi·ty (-kwHnÙshK-4lùV-tK), in·conÙse·quenùtial·ness (-

shNl-nVs)  n.  —in·conÙse·quenùtial·ly adv. 

in·con·sid·er·a·ble (VnÙkNn-sVdùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Too small or unimportant to 

merit attention or consideration; trivial.   —inÙcon·sidùer·a·ble·ness n.  —inÙ-
con·sidùer·a·bly adv. 

in·con·sid·er·ate (VnÙkNn-sVdùNr-Vt) adj.  1. Thoughtless of others; displaying a 

lack of consideration.  2. Not well considered or carefully thought out; ill-

advised.   —inÙcon·sidùer·ate·ly adv.  —inÙcon·sidùer·ate·ness, inÙ-
con·sidÙer·aùtion (-7ùshNn)  n. 

in·con·sis·tence (VnÙkNn-sVsùtNns) n.  Inconsistency. 

in·con·sis·ten·cy (VnÙkNn-sVsùtNn-sK) n.  pl. in·con·sis·ten·cies. 1. The state 

or quality of being inconsistent.  2. Something inconsistent:  many inconsistencies 

in your proposal. 

in·con·sis·tent (VnÙkNn-sVsùtNnt) adj.  1. Displaying or marked by a lack of con-

sistency, especially: a. Not regular or predictable; erratic:  inconsistent behavior.  

b. Lacking in correct logical relation; contradictory:  inconsistent statements.  

c. Not in agreement or harmony; incompatible:  an intersection inconsistent with 

the road map.   2. Mathematics. Not solvable for the unknowns by the same set of 

values. Used of two or more equations or inequalities.   —inÙcon·sisùtent·ly 
adv.  

SYNONYMS: inconsistent, incongruous, incompatible, discordant, uncongenial,



discrepant. These adjectives mean being in marked disagreement. Inconsistent im-

plies lack of uniformity, as in overall purpose, design, or content: Occasional hos-

tility is inconsistent with true friendship. Incongruous suggests a lack of harmony

and especially a lack of suitability or appropriateness, as between one person or

thing and another: Negotiating with terrorists is incongruous with national policy.

Incompatible implies conflict or an inability to coexist, as between persons of dif-

fering temperaments or things marked by fundamental differences or contradic-

tions: “Here are two, not only different, but incompatible things, called by the same

name, liberty” (Abraham Lincoln). Discordant implies a clash, as of tempera-

ments, opinions, or principles: “[Imagination] reveals itself in the balance or rec-

onciliation of opposite or discordant qualities” (Samuel Taylor Coleridge). Uncon-

genial suggests a lack of sympathy, as in character or nature: “Realpolitik thinking

is uncongenial to American political discourse” (Christopher Layne). Discrepant

stresses divergence where similarity or consistency is expected: The two witnesses

gave widely discrepant testimony.

in·con·sol·a·ble (VnÙkNn-soùlN-bNl) adj.  Impossible or difficult to console; 

despondent:  was inconsolable after his pet died.   —inÙcon·solÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙ-
con·solùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙcon·solùa·bly adv. 

in·con·so·nant (Vn-kmnùsN-nNnt) adj.  Lacking harmony, agreement, or com-

patibility; discordant.   —in·conùso·nance n.  —in·conùso·nant·ly adv. 

in·con·spic·u·ous (VnÙkNn-spVkùyu-Ns) adj.  Not readily noticeable.   —inÙ-
con·spicùu·ous·ly adv.  —inÙcon·spicùu·ous·ness n. 

in·con·stan·cy (Vn-kmnùstNn-sK) n.  pl. in·con·stan·cies. 1. The state or qual-

ity of being eccentrically variable or fickle.  2. An instance of being eccentrically 

variable or fickle. 

in·con·stant (Vn-kmnùstNnt) adj.  1. Changing or varying, especially often and 

without discernible pattern or reason.  2. Fickle; faithless.   —in·conùstant·ly 
adv. 

in·con·sum·a·ble (VnÙkNn-suùmN-bNl) adj.  That cannot be consumed:  seem-

ingly inconsumable natural resources.   —inÙcon·sumùa·bly adv. 

in·con·test·a·ble (VnÙkNn-tHsùtN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to contest; unquestion-

able:  incontestable proof of the defendant’s guilt.   —inÙcon·testÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙ-
con·testùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙcon·testùa·bly adv. 

in·con·ti·nence (Vn-kmnùtN-nNns) n.  The quality or state of being incontinent. 

in·con·ti·nent (Vn-kmnùtN-nNnt) adj.  1. Not restrained; uncontrolled:  inconti-

nent rage.  2. Lacking normal voluntary control of excretory functions.  

3. Lacking sexual restraint; unchaste.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin incontinKns, incontinent-, unrestrained  : in-, not; see IN-1 + continKns, conti-

nent; see CONTINENT
2.] —in·conùti·nent·ly adv. 



in·con·trol·la·ble (VnÙkNn-troùlN-bNl) adj.  Being such that control is impossi-

ble:  incontrollable rage; incontrollable children. 

in·con·tro·vert·i·ble (Vn-kmnÙtrN-vûrùtN-bNl, VnÙkmn-) adj.  Impossible to dis-

pute; unquestionable:  incontrovertible proof of the defendant’s innocence.   
—in·conÙtro·vertÙi·bilùi·ty, in·conÙtro·vertùi·ble·ness n.  

—in·conÙtro·vertùi·bly adv. 

in·con·ven·ience (VnÙkNn-vKnùyNns) n.  1. The state or quality of being incon-

venient.  2. Something inconvenient.   —  v.  tr. in·con·ven·ienced, 
in·con·ven·ienc·ing, in·con·ven·ienc·es. To cause inconvenience to; trouble:  

The snow inconvenienced the holiday travelers. 

in·con·ven·ient (VnÙkNn-vKnùyNnt) adj.  Not convenient, especially: a. Not 

accessible; hard to reach.  b. Not suited to one’s comfort, purpose, or needs:  

inconvenient to have no telephone in the kitchen.  c. Inopportune:  An early depar-

ture date is inconvenient for us.    —inÙcon·venùient·ly adv. 

in·con·vert·i·ble (VnÙkNn-vûrùtN-bNl) adj.  Not redeemable for money in coin:  

inconvertible paper currency.   —inÙcon·vertÙi·bilùi·ty, inÙcon·vertùi·ble·ness 

n.  —inÙcon·vertùi·bly adv. 

in·con·vinc·i·ble (VnÙkNn-vVnùsN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to convince:  was incon-

vincible as to the validity of our idea. 

in·co·or·di·nate (VnÙko-ôrùdn-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Lacking coordination; uncoordi-

nated.   —inÙco·orùdi·nate·ly adv. 

in·co·or·di·na·tion (VnÙko-ôrÙdn-7ùshNn) n.  Lack of coordination, especially 

a lack of normal voluntary and harmonious control of muscular movement. 

in·cor·po·rate (Vn-kôrùpN-r7tÙ) v.  in·cor·po·rat·ed, in·cor·po·rat·ing, 
in·cor·po·rates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To unite (one thing) with something else already in 

existence:  incorporated the letter into her diary.  2. To admit as a member to a cor-

poration or similar organization.  3. To cause to merge or combine together into 

a united whole.  4. To cause to form into a legal corporation:  incorporate a busi-

ness.  5. To give substance or material form to; embody.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

united or combined into an organized body.  2. To become or form a legal corpo-

ration:  San Antonio incorporated as a city in 1837.   —  adj.  (-pNr-Vt) 

1. Combined into one united body; merged.  2. Formed into a legal corporation.  

[Middle English incorporaten, from Late Latin incorpor7re, incorpor7t-, to form 

into a body  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin corpus, corpor-, body; see CORPUS.] 
—in·corùpo·ra·ble (-pNr-N-bNl) adj.  —in·corÙpo·raùtion n.  —in·corùpo·raÙ-
tive adj.  —in·corùpo·raÙtor n. 

in·cor·po·rat·ed (Vn-kôrùpN-r7ÙtVd) adj.  1. United into one body; combined.  

2.  Abbr. inc., Inc. Formed into or organized and maintained as a legal corpora-

tion. 

in·cor·po·rat·ing (Vn-kôrùpN-r7ÙtVng) adj.  Linguistics. Polysynthetic. 



in·cor·po·re·al (VnÙkôr-pôrùK-Nl, -porù-) adj.  1. Lacking material form or sub-

stance.  See Synonyms at immaterial.  2. Law. Intangible, as a right or patent.  

[Middle English incorporealle, from Latin incorporeus : in-, not; see IN-1 + cor-

poreus, consisting of a body; see CORPOREAL.] —inÙcor·poÙre·alùi·ty (4lùV-tK) n.  

—inÙcor·poùre·al·ly adv. 

in·cor·po·re·i·ty (Vn-kôrÙpN-rKùV-tK) n.  The state or quality of being incorpo-

real; immateriality.  [Medieval Latin incorporeit7s, from Latin incorporeus, incor-

poreal. See INCORPOREAL.]

in·cor·rect (VnÙkN-rHktù) adj.  1. Not correct; erroneous or wrong:  an incorrect 

answer.  2. Defective; faulty:  incorrect programming of the computer.  

3. Improper; inappropriate:  incorrect behavior.   —inÙcor·rectùly adv.  —inÙ-
cor·rectùness n. 

in·cor·ri·gi·ble (Vn-kôrùV-jN-bNl, -kmrù-) adj.  1. Incapable of being corrected or 

reformed:  an incorrigible criminal.  2. Firmly rooted; ineradicable:  incorrigible 

faults.  3. Difficult or impossible to control or manage:  an incorrigible, spoiled 

child.   —  n.  One that cannot be corrected or reformed.  [Middle English, from 

Latin incorrigibilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + corrigere, to correct; see CORRECT.] 
—in·corÙri·gi·bilùi·ty, in·corùri·gi·ble·ness n.  —in·corùri·gi·bly adv. 

in·cor·rupt (VnÙkN-rƒptù) adj.  1. Free of corruption or immorality.  2. Not 

decayed; unspoiled.  3. Free of errors or faults.   —inÙcor·ruptùly adv.  —inÙ-
cor·ruptùness n. 

in·cor·rupt·i·ble (VnÙkN-rƒpùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of being morally cor-

rupted.  2. Not subject to corruption or decay.   —inÙcor·ruptÙi·bilùi·ty n.  

—inÙcor·ruptùi·bly adv. 

incr. abbr.  1. Increase.  2. Incremental. 

in·crease (Vn-krKsù) v.  in·creased, in·creas·ing, in·creas·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To become greater or larger.  2. To multiply; reproduce.   —  v.  tr. To make 

greater or larger.   —  n.  (VnùkrKsÙ) Abbr. inc., incr. 1. The act of increasing:  a 

steady increase in temperature.  2. The amount or rate by which something is 

increased:  a tax increase of 15 percent.  3. Obsolete. Reproduction and spread; 

propagation.   —idiom. on the increase. Increasing, especially in frequency of 

occurrence:  Crime is on the increase.  [Middle English encresen, from Old French 

encreistre, encreiss-, from Latin incrKscere : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + crKscere, 

to grow; see ker-2 in Appendix.] —in·creasùa·ble adj.  —in·creasùer n.  

—in·creasùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: increase, expand, enlarge, extend, augment, multiply. These verbs

mean to make or become greater or larger. Increase applies most widely; it some-

times suggests steady growth: “Absence diminishes mediocre passions and increases

great ones” (La Rochefoucauld). The mayor’s political influence rapidly increased.

To expand is to increase in size, area, volume, bulk, or range: He does exercises to



expand his chest. “Work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion”

(C. Northcote Parkinson). Enlarge refers to expansion in size, extent, capacity, or

scope: The landowner enlarged her property by repeated purchases. Our group of

friends is enlarging by leaps and bounds. To extend is to lengthen in space or time

or to broaden in range, as of application: The transit authority extended the subway

line to the next town. The baseball season may be extended. “His [Jefferson’s] eye,

like his mind, sought an extended view” (Dumas Malone). Augment usually applies

to what is already developed or well under way: augmented her collection of books;

depression that augments with each visit to the hospital. To multiply is to increase

in number, especially by propagation or procreation: “As for my cats, they multi-

plied” (Daniel Defoe). “May thy days be multiplied!” (Sir Walter Scott).

in·cre·ate (VnÙkrK-7tù, Vn-krKùVt) adj.  Existing without having been created.  

[Middle English increat, from Late Latin incre7tus : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin 

cre7tus, past participle of cre7re, to create; see CREATE.] —inÙcre·ateùly adv. 

in·cred·i·ble (Vn-krHdùN-bNl) adj.  1. So implausible as to elicit disbelief:  gave an 

incredible explanation of the cause of the accident.  2. Astonishing:  dressed with 

incredible speed.  [Middle English, from Latin incrKdibilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

crKdibilis, believable; see CREDIBLE.] —in·credÙi·bilùi·ty, in·credùi·ble·ness n.  

—in·credùi·bly adv. 

in·cre·du·li·ty (VnÙkrV-duùlV-tK, -dyuù-) n.  The state or quality of being 

incredulous; disbelief. 

in·cred·u·lous (Vn-krHjùN-lNs) adj.  1. Skeptical; disbelieving:  incredulous of sto-

ries about flying saucers.  2. Expressive of disbelief:  an incredulous stare.  [From 

Latin incrKdulus : in-, not; see IN-1 + crKdulus, believing; see CREDULOUS.] 
—in·credùu·lous·ly adv.  —in·credùu·lous·ness n. 

in·cre·ment (VnùkrN-mNnt, Vngù-) n.  1. The process of increasing in number, 

size, quantity, or extent.  2. Something added or gained:  a force swelled by incre-

ments from allied armies.  3. A slight, often barely perceptible augmentation.  

4. One of a series of regular additions or contributions:  accumulating a fund by 

increments.  5. Mathematics. A small positive or negative change in the value of a 

variable.  [Middle English, from Latin incrKmentum, from incrKscere, to increase. 

See INCREASE.] —inÙcre·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj.  —inÙcre·menùtal·ly adv. 

in·cre·men·tal·ism (VnÙkrN-mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  Social or political gradualism.   
—inÙcre·menùtal·ist n. 

in·cres·cent (Vn-krHsùNnt) adj.  Showing a progressively larger lighted surface; 

waxing:  the increscent moon.  [Latin incrKscKns, incrKscent- present participle of 

incrKscere, to increase. See INCREASE.]

in·cre·tion (Vn-krKùshNn) n.  1. The process of internal secretion characteristic 

of endocrine glands.  2. The product of this process; a hormone.  [IN-2 + 

(SE)CRETION
1.]



in·crim·i·nate (Vn-krVmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. in·crim·i·nat·ed, in·crim·i·nat·ing, 
in·crim·i·nates. 1. To accuse of a crime or other wrongful act.  2. To cause to 

appear guilty of a crime or fault; implicate:  testimony that incriminated the defen-

dant.  [Late Latin incrXmin7re, incrXmin7t-  : Latin in-, causative pref.; see IN-2 + 

Latin crXmen, crXmin-, crime; see CRIME.] —in·crimÙi·naùtion n.  

—in·crimùi·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

in·crust (Vn-krƒstù) v.  Variant of encrust. 
in·crust·a·tion (VnÙkrƒ-st7ùshNn) also en·crust·a·tion (HnÙ-) n.  1. a. The act 

of encrusting.  b. The state of being encrusted.   2. A material encrusted on a sur-

face.  3. Biology. A coating of hardened exudate or other material on a body or 

body part; a scale or scab. 

in·cu·bate (VnùkyN-b7tÙ, Vngù-) v.  in·cu·bat·ed, in·cu·bat·ing, in·cu·bates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To sit on (eggs) to provide heat, so as to promote embryonic develop-

ment and the hatching of young; brood.  2. a. To maintain (eggs, organisms, or 

living tissue) at optimal environmental conditions for growth and development.  

b. To maintain (a chemical or biochemical system) under specific conditions in 

order to promote a particular reaction.   3. To form or consider slowly and pro-

tectively, as if hatching:  incubated the idea for a while, then announced it.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To brood eggs.  2. To develop and hatch.  3. To undergo incubation.  

[Latin incub7re, incub7t-, to lie down on  : in-, on; see IN-2 + cub7re, to lie down.] 
—inùcu·baÙtive adj. 

in·cu·ba·tion (VnÙkyN-b7ùshNn, VngÙ-) n.  1. a. The act of incubating.  b. The 

state of being incubated.   2. Medicine. The development of an infection from the 

time the pathogen enters the body until signs or symptoms first appear.  

3. Medicine. The maintenance of an infant, especially a premature infant, in an 

environment of controlled temperature, humidity, and oxygen concentration in 

order to provide optimal conditions for growth and development.   —inÙcu·baù-
tion·al adj. 

in·cu·ba·tor (VnùkyN-b7ÙtNr, Vngù-) n.  1. An apparatus in which environmental 

conditions, such as temperature and humidity, can be controlled, often used for 

growing bacterial cultures, hatching eggs artificially, or providing suitable condi-

tions for a chemical or biological reaction.  2. Medicine. An apparatus for main-

taining an infant, especially a premature infant, in an environment of controlled 

temperature, humidity, and oxygen concentration.  3. A place or situation that 

permits or encourages the formation and development, as of new ideas:  the col-

lege campus as an incubator of radical new sociological concepts. 

in·cu·bus (VnùkyN-bNs, Vngù-) n.  pl. in·cu·bus·es or in·cu·bi (-bXÙ). 1. An evil 

spirit believed to descend upon and have sexual intercourse with women as they 

sleep.  2. A nightmare.  3. An oppressive or nightmarish burden.  [Middle 

English, from Late Latin, from Latin incubo, from incub7re, to lie down on. See 

INCUBATE.]



in·cu·des (Vng-kyuùdKz) n.  Plural of incus. 
in·cul·cate (Vn-kƒlùk7tÙ, Vnùkƒl-) v.  tr. in·cul·cat·ed, in·cul·cat·ing, 
in·cul·cates. 1. To impress (something) upon the mind of another by frequent 

instruction or repetition; instill:  inculcating sound principles.  2. To teach (others) 

by frequent instruction or repetition; indoctrinate:  inculcate the young with a 

sense of duty.  [Latin inculc7re, inculc7t-, to force upon  : in-, on; see IN-2 + calc7re, 

to trample (from calx, calc-, heel).] —inÙcul·caùtion n.  —in·culùcaÙtor n. 

in·cul·pa·ble (Vn-kƒlùpN-bNl) adj.  Free of guilt; blameless. 

in·cul·pate (Vn-kƒlùp7tÙ, Vnùkƒl-) v.  tr. in·cul·pat·ed, in·cul·pat·ing, 
in·cul·pates. To incriminate.  [Latin inculp7re, inculp7t-  : in-, on; see IN-2 + 

culp7re, to blame (from culpa, fault).] —inÙcul·paùtion n.  —in·culùpa·toÙry 
(-pN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

in·cult (Vn-kƒltù) adj.  Not cultured; coarse.  [Latin incultus : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

cultus, past participle of colere, to till, cultivate; see kwel-1 in Appendix.]

in·cum·ben·cy (Vn-kƒmùbNn-sK) n.  pl. in·cum·ben·cies. 1. The quality or 

condition of being incumbent.  2. Something incumbent; an obligation.  

3. a. The holding of an office or ecclesiastical benefice.  b. The term of an office 

or a benefice.  

in·cum·bent (Vn-kƒmùbNnt) adj.  1. Imposed as an obligation or a duty; obliga-

tory:  felt it was incumbent on us all to help.  2. Lying, leaning, or resting on some-

thing else:  incumbent rock strata.  3. Currently holding a specified office:  the 

incumbent mayor.   —  n.  A person who holds an office or ecclesiastical benefice:  

defeated the incumbent in a close election.  [Middle English, holder of an office, 

from Medieval Latin incumbKns, incumbent-, from Latin, present participle of 

incumbere, to lean upon, apply oneself to  : in-, on; see IN-2 + -cumbere, to 

recline.] —in·cumùbent·ly adv. 

in·cu·na·ble (Vn-kyuùnN-bNl) n.  An incunabulum.  [French, from New Latin 

inc7n7bulum. See INCUNABULUM.]

in·cu·nab·u·lum (VnÙkyN-n4bùyN-lNm, VngÙ-) n.  pl. in·cu·nab·u·la (-lN). 1. A 

book printed before 1501; an incunable.  2. An artifact of an early period.  [New 

Latin inc7n7bulum, from sing. of Latin inc7n7bula, swaddling clothes, cradle  : 

in-, in; see IN-2 + c7n7bula, cradle, infancy (from c7nae, cradle); see kei-1 in 

Appendix.] —inÙcu·nabùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 

in·cur (Vn-kûrù) v.  tr. in·curred, in·cur·ring, in·curs. 1. To acquire or come 

into (something usually undesirable); sustain:  incurred substantial losses during 

the stock market crash.  2. To become liable or subject to as a result of one’s 

actions; bring upon oneself:  incur the anger of a friend.  [Middle English incurren, 

from Old French encorir, from Latin incurrere, to run upon  : in-, on; see IN-2 + 

currere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.]

in·cur·a·ble (Vn-kytrùN-bNl) adj.  1. Being such that a cure is impossible; not 

curable:  an incurable disease.  2. Incapable of being altered, as in disposition or 



habits:  an incurable optimist; an incurable smoker.   —in·curÙa·bilùi·ty, 
in·curùa·ble·ness n.  —in·curùa·ble n.  —in·curùa·bly adv. 

in·cu·ri·ous (Vn-kytrùK-Ns) adj.  Lacking intellectual inquisitiveness or natural 

curiosity; uninterested.  See Synonyms at indifferent.  —in·cuÙri·osùi·ty (-msùV-
tK), in·cuùri·ous·ness n.  —in·cuùri·ous·ly adv. 

in·cur·rent (Vn-kûrùNnt, -kƒrù-) adj.  Affording passage to an inflowing current.  

[Latin incurrKns, incurrent- present participle of incurrere, to run upon. See 

INCUR.]

in·cur·sion (Vn-kûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. An aggressive entrance into foreign terri-

tory; a raid or an invasion.  2. The act of entering another’s territory or domain.  

3. The act of entering or running into:  homes damaged by the incursion of flood-

water.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin incursio, incursion-, from 

incursus, past participle of incurrere, to run upon. See INCUR.]

in·cur·vate (Vn-kûrùv7tÙ, Vnùkûr-) v.  tr. in·cur·vat·ed, in·cur·vat·ing, 
in·cur·vates. To cause to bend into an inward curve.   —  adj.  Curved inward.   
—inÙcur·vaùtion n.  —in·curùva·tureÙ (-vN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n. 

in·curve (Vn-kûrvù, VnùkûrvÙ) v.  tr. intr. in·curved, in·curv·ing, in·curves. To 

cause to bend or to bend into an inward curve.   —  n.  (VnùkûrvÙ) An inward 

curve.  [Middle English incurven, to twist, distort, from Latin incurv7re, to curve 

in, be crooked  : in-, in; see IN-2 + curvus, curve; see CURVE.]

in·cus (VngùkNs) n.  pl. in·cu·des (Vng-kyuùdKz). 1. Anatomy. An anvil-shaped 

bone between the malleus and the stapes in the mammalian middle ear.  Also 

called anvil 2. A thunderhead.  [Latin inc7s, inc7d-, anvil, from inc7sus, past par-

ticiple of inc7dere, to forge with a hammer  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + c7dere, 

to beat, forge; see kau- in Appendix.]

in·cuse (Vn-kyuzù, -kyusù) adj.  Formed by hammering, stamping, or pressing:  

an incuse design on a coin.  [Latin inc7dere, inc7s-, to forge with a hammer. See 

INCUS.]

ind. abbr.  1. Independence; independent.  2. Index.  3. Indigo.  4. Industrial; 

industry. 

Ind. abbr.  1. Indian.  2. Indiana.  3. Indies. 

in·da·ba (Vn-däùbN) n.  A conference of indigenous peoples of southern Africa.  

[Nguni (Zulu) in-daba, topic, conference.]

in·da·mine (VnùdN-mKnÙ) n.  Any of a group of organic bases forming unstable 

bluish or greenish salts and used in making dyes.  [IND(IGO) + AMINE.]

in·debt·ed (Vn-dHtùVd) adj.  Morally, socially, or legally obligated to another; 

beholden.  [Middle English endetted, from Old French endette, past participle of 

endetter, to oblige  : en-, causative pref.; see EN-1 + dette, debt; see DEBT.]

in·debt·ed·ness (Vn-dHtùVd-nVs) n.  1. The state of being indebted.  

2. Something owed to another. 



in·de·cen·cy (Vn-dKùsNn-sK) n.  pl. in·de·cen·cies. 1. The state or quality of 

being unseemly or immodest.  2. Something indecent. 

in·de·cent (Vn-dKùsNnt) adj.  1. Offensive to good taste; unseemly.  2. Offensive 

to public moral values; immodest.  See Synonyms at improper.  —in·deù-
cent·ly adv. 

in·de·ci·pher·a·ble (VnÙdV-sXùfNr-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to decipher:  indeci-

pherable handwriting; an indecipherable message.   —inÙde·ciÙpher·a·bilùi·ty, 
inÙde·ciùpher·a·ble·ness n.  —inÙde·ciùpher·a·bly adv. 

in·de·ci·sion (VnÙdV-sVzhùNn) n.  Reluctance or an inability to make up one’s 

mind; irresolution. 

in·de·ci·sive (VnÙdV-sXùsVv) adj.  1. Prone to or characterized by indecision; irres-

olute:  an indecisive manager.  2. Inconclusive:  an indecisive contest; an indecisive 

battle.  3. Not clearly defined; indefinite:  indecisive boundaries running through 

mountainous terrain.   —inÙde·ciùsive·ly adv.  —inÙde·ciùsive·ness n. 

in·de·clin·a·ble (VnÙdV-klXùnN-bNl) adj.  1. Without grammatical inflection.  

2. Of, relating to, or being a word that lacks grammatical inflection though 

belonging to a form class whose members are usually inflected. 

in·de·com·pos·a·ble (Vn-dKÙkNm-poùzN-bNl) adj.  That cannot be separated 

into components:  indecomposable matter. 

in·dec·o·rous (Vn-dHkùNr-Ns) adj.  Lacking propriety or good taste.  See Syn-

onyms at improper.  —in·decùo·rous·ly adv.  —in·decùo·rous·ness n. 

in·de·cor·um (VnÙdV-kôrùNm, -korù-) n.  1. Lack of propriety or good taste; 

impropriety.  2. An instance of indecorous behavior or action. 

in·deed (Vn-dKdù) adv.  1. Without a doubt; certainly:  very cold indeed; was 

indeed grateful.  2. In fact; in reality:  said the car would break down, and indeed it 

did.   —  interj.  Used to express surprise, skepticism, or irony.  [Middle English in 

dede, in fact  : in, in; see IN1 + dede, deed, fact; see DEED.]

indef. abbr.  Indefinite. 

in·de·fat·i·ga·ble (VnÙdV-f4tùV-gN-bNl) adj.  Incapable or seemingly incapable 

of being fatigued; tireless.  See Synonyms at tireless.  [Obsolete French indéfati-

gable, from Latin indKfatXg7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + dKfatXg7re, to tire out (dK-, 

intensive pref.; see de- + fatXg7re, to weary).] —inÙde·fatÙi·ga·bilùi·ty, 
inÙde·fatùi·ga·ble·ness n.  —inÙde·fatùi·ga·bly adv. 

in·de·fea·si·ble (VnÙdV-fKùzN-bNl) adj.  That cannot be annulled or made void:  

an indefeasible claim; indefeasible rights.   —inÙde·feaÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  

—inÙde·feaùsi·bly adv. 

in·de·fec·ti·ble (VnÙdV-fHkùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Having the ability to resist decay or 

failure; lasting.  2. Having no flaw or defect; perfect.   —inÙde·fecÙti·bilùi·ty n.  

—inÙde·fecùti·bly adv. 

in·de·fen·si·ble (VnÙdV-fHnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Inexcusable; unpardonable:  inde-

fensible behavior.  2. Invalid; untenable:  an indefensible assumption.  



3. Vulnerable to physical attack:  indefensible borders.   —inÙde·fenÙsi·bilùi·ty, 
inÙde·fenùsi·ble·ness n.  —inÙde·fenùsi·bly adv. 

in·de·fin·a·ble (VnÙdV-fXùnN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to define, describe, or analyze.  

See Synonyms at unspeakable.   —  n.  One that is indefinable.   
—inÙde·finÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙde·finùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙde·finùa·bly adv. 

in·def·i·nite (Vn-dHfùN-nVt) adj.  Abbr. indef. Not definite, especially: 

a. Unclear; vague.  b. Lacking precise limits:  an indefinite leave of absence.  

c. Uncertain; undecided:  indefinite about their plans.    —in·defùi·nite·ly adv.  

—in·defùi·nite·ness n. 

indefinite article (Vn-dHfùN-nVt ärùtV-kNl) n.  Grammar. An article, such as 

English a or an, that does not fix the identity of the noun modified. 

indefinite integral (Vn-dHfùN-nVt VnùtV-grNl) n.  Mathematics. A function 

whose derivative is a given function. 

indefinite number (Vn-dHfùN-nVt nƒmùbNr) n.  Abbr. n Mathematics. A vari-

able number. 

indefinite pronoun (Vn-dHfùN-nVt proùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. A pronoun, such 

as English any or some, that does not specify the identity of its object. 

in·de·his·cent (VnÙdV-hVsùNnt) adj.  Botany. Not splitting open at maturity:  

indehiscent fruit.   —inÙde·hisùcence n. 

in·del·i·ble (Vn-dHlùN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to remove, erase, or wash away; 

permanent:  indelible ink.  2. Making a mark not easily erased or washed away:  an 

indelible pen for labeling clothing.  [Latin indKlKbilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + dKlKbilis, 

capable of being effaced (from dKlKre, to wipe out).] —in·delÙi·bilùi·ty, 
in·delùi·ble·ness n.  —in·delùi·bly adv. 

in·del·i·ca·cy (Vn-dHlùV-kN-sK) n.  pl. in·del·i·ca·cies. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being indelicate.  2. Something indelicate. 

in·del·i·cate (Vn-dHlùV-kVt) adj.  1. Offensive to established standards of propri-

ety; improper.  See Synonyms at improper.  2. Marked by a lack of good taste; 

coarse.  See Synonyms at coarse.  3. Lacking in consideration for the feelings of 

others; tactless.  4.  See Synonyms at improper.  —in·delùi·cate·ly adv.  

—in·delùi·cate·ness n. 

in·dem·ni·fi·ca·tion (Vn-dHmÙnN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of indemnify-

ing.  b. The condition of being indemnified.   2. Something that indemnifies; a 

compensation for loss. 

in·dem·ni·fy (Vn-dHmùnN-fXÙ) v.  tr. in·dem·ni·fied, in·dem·ni·fy·ing, 
in·dem·ni·fies. 1. To protect against damage, loss, or injury; insure.  2. To make 

compensation to for damage, loss, or injury suffered.  [Latin indemnis, uninjured 

(in-, not; see in-1 + damnum, harm, damage entailing liability) + -FY.] 
—in·demùni·fiÙer n. 

in·dem·ni·ty (Vn-dHmùnV-tK) n.  pl. in·dem·ni·ties. 1. Security against damage, 

loss, or injury.  2. A legal exemption from liability for damages.  



3. Compensation for damage, loss, or injury suffered.  See Synonyms at repara-
tion.  [Middle English indempnite, from Anglo-Norman, from Late Latin 

indemnit7s, from Latin indemnis, uninjured. See INDEMNIFY.]

in·de·mon·stra·ble (VnÙdV-mmnùstrN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to prove or demon-

strate:  a seemingly valid but indemonstrable hypothesis.   
—inÙde·monùstra·ble·ness, inÙde·monÙstra·bilùi·ty n.  

—inÙde·monùstra·bly adv. 

in·dene (VnùdKnÙ) n.  A colorless organic liquid, C9H8, obtained from coal tar 

and used in preparing synthetic resins.  [IND(OLE) + -ENE.]

in·dent1 (Vn-dHntù) v.  in·dent·ed, in·dent·ing, in·dents.  —  v.  tr. 

1. Printing. To set (the first line of a paragraph, for example) in from the margin.  

2. a. To cut or tear (a document with two or more copies) along an irregular line 

so that the parts can later be matched for establishing authenticity.  b. To draw up 

(a document) in duplicate or triplicate.   3. a. To notch or serrate the edge of; 

make jagged.  b. To make notches, grooves, or holes in (wood, for example) for 

the purpose of mortising.  c. To fit or join together by or as if by mortising.   

4. Chiefly British. To order (goods) by purchase order or official requisition.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To make or form an indentation.  2. Chiefly British. To draw up or 

order an indent.   —  n.  (Vn-dHntù, VnùdHntÙ) 1. The act of indenting or the condi-

tion of being indented.  2. Printing. A blank space before the beginning of an 

indented line:  a two-pica indent.  3. An indenture.  4. A U.S. certificate issued at 

the close of the American Revolution for interest due on the public debt.  

5. Chiefly British. An official requisition or purchase order for goods.  [Middle 

English endenten, to notch, from Anglo-Norman, and Old French endenter both 

from Medieval Latin indent7re : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin dKns, dent-, tooth; 

see dent- in Appendix.]

in·dent2 (Vn-dHntù) v.  tr. in·dent·ed, in·dent·ing, in·dents. 1. To make a 

dent in:  a bay that indents the southern coast.  2. To impress (a design, for exam-

ple); stamp.   —  n.  (Vn-dHntù, VnùdHntÙ) An indentation. 

in·den·ta·tion (VnÙdHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of indenting.  b. The condi-

tion of being indented.   2. Printing. The blank space between a margin and the 

beginning of an indented line.  3. A notch or jagged cut in an edge.  4. A recess, as 

in a border or coastline. 

in·den·tion (Vn-dHnùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of indenting.  b. The condition of 

being indented.   2. Printing. The blank space between a margin and the begin-

ning of an indented line.  3. Archaic. An indentation or a dent. 

in·den·ture (Vn-dHnùchNr) n.  1.  Often indentures. A contract binding one 

party into the service of another for a specified term.  2. a. A document in dupli-

cate having indented edges.  b. A deed or legal contract executed between two or 

more parties.  c. An official or authenticated inventory, list, or voucher.   

3. Indentation.   —  v.  tr. in·den·tured, in·den·tur·ing, in·den·tures. 1. To 



bind into the service of another by indenture.  2. Archaic. To form a small depres-

sion in (a surface).  [Middle English endenture, a written agreement, from Anglo-

Norman, from endenter, to indent (from the matching notches on multiple copies 

of the documents). See INDENT
1.]

in·de·pend·ence (VnÙdV-pHnùdNns) n.  1.  Abbr. ind. The state or quality of 

being independent.  2. Archaic. Sufficient income for comfortable self-support; a 

competence. 

In·de·pend·ence (VnÙdV-pHnùdNns)  A city of western Missouri, a suburb of 

Kansas City. A starting point for the Santa Fe and Oregon trails during the 19th 

century, it was the home of President Harry S Truman. His gravesite and presi-

dential library are here. Population, 112,301. 

Independence Day (VnÙdV-pHnùdNns d7) n.  July 4, celebrated in the United 

States to commemorate the adoption in 1776 of the Declaration of Independence.  

Also called Fourth of July 

in·de·pend·en·cy (VnÙdV-pHnùdNn-sK) n.  pl. in·de·pend·en·cies. 
1. Independence.  2. An independent territory or state.  3. Independency. The 

Independent movement in 17th-century England. 

in·de·pend·ent (VnÙdV-pHnùdNnt) adj.  Abbr. ind. 1. Not governed by a foreign 

power; self-governing.  2. Free from the influence, guidance, or control of 

another or others; self-reliant:  an independent mind.  3. Not determined or influ-

enced by someone or something else; not contingent:  a decision independent of 

the outcome of the study.  4.  Often Independent. Affiliated with or loyal to no 

one political party or organization.  5. Not dependent on or affiliated with a 

larger or controlling group or system:  an independent food store.  6. a. Not rely-

ing on others for support, care, or funds; self-supporting.  b. Providing or being 

sufficient income to enable one to live without working:  a person of independent 

means.   7. Mathematics. a. Not dependent on other variables.  b. Of or relating 

to a system of equations no one of which can be derived from another equation 

in the system.   8. Independent. Of or relating to the 17th-century English 

Independents.   —  n.  1.  Often Independent. One that is independent, espe-

cially a voter, an officeholder, or a political candidate who is not committed to a 

political party.  2. Independent. A member of a movement in England in the 

17th century advocating the political and religious independence of individual 

congregations.  3. Independent. Chiefly British. A Congregationalist. 

independent clause (VnÙdV-pHnùdNnt klôz) n.  Grammar. See main clause. 
independent variable (VnÙdV-pHnùdNnt vârùK-N-bNl) n.  1. Mathematics. A 

variable whose value determines the value of other variables.  2. Statistics. A 

manipulated variable in an experiment or a study whose presence or degree deter-

mines the change in the dependent variable. 

in-depth (VnùdHpthù) adj.  Detailed; thorough:  an in-depth study. 



In·der·al (VnùdN-rôlÙ, -rmlÙ)  A trademark used for a beta-adrenergic blocking 

agent for the treatment of certain cardiovascular conditions. 

in·de·scrib·a·ble (VnÙdV-skrXùbN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to describe:  indescrib-

able views.  2. Exceeding description:  experienced indescribable delight.  See Syn-

onyms at unspeakable.  —inÙde·scribÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙde·scribùa·ble·ness n.  

—inÙde·scribùa·bly adv. 

in·de·struc·ti·ble (VnÙdV-strƒkùtN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to destroy:  indestructi-

ble furniture; indestructible faith.  [Late Latin indKstr7ctibilis : Latin in-, not; see 

IN-1 + dKstr7ctibilis, destructible (from Latin dKstr7ctus, past participle of 

dKstruere, to destroy); see DESTROY.] —inÙde·strucÙti·bilùi·ty, 
inÙde·strucùti·ble·ness n.  —inÙde·strucùti·bly adv. 

in·de·ter·min·a·ble (VnÙdV-tûrùmN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to fix or mea-

sure:  indeterminable traces of poison; indeterminable assets.  2. Impossible to settle 

or decide with finality:  indeterminable questions.   —inÙde·terùmin·a·bly adv. 

in·de·ter·mi·na·cy (VnÙdV-tûrùmN-nN-sK) n.  The state or quality of being inde-

terminate. 

in·de·ter·mi·nate (VnÙdV-tûrùmN-nVt) adj.  1. a. Not precisely determined, 

determinable, or established:  a person of indeterminate age.  b. Not precisely 

fixed, as to extent, size, nature, or number:  an indeterminate number of plant spe-

cies in the jungle.  c. Lacking clarity or precision, as in meaning; vague:  an indeter-

minate turn of phrase.  d. Not fixed or known in advance:  an indeterminate 

future.  e. Not leading up to a definite result or ending:  an indeterminate cam-

paign.   2. Botany. Not terminating in a flower and continuing to grow at the 

apex:  an indeterminate inflorescence.  [Middle English, from Latin 

indKtermin7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + dKtermin7tus, determined; see DETERMINATE.] 
—inÙde·terùmi·nate·ly adv.  —inÙde·terùmi·nate·ness, inÙde·terÙmi·naù-
tion (-n7ùshNn)  n. 

indeterminate vowel (VnÙdV-tûrùmN-nVt vouùNl) n.  Linguistics. See schwa 
(n., sense 1). 

in·de·ter·min·ism (VnÙdV-tûrùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Unpredictability.  

2. Philosophy. The doctrine that the will is free and that human action is not nec-

essarily or not at all predetermined by physiological and psychological anteced-

ents.   —inÙde·terùmin·ist n.  —inÙde·terÙmin·isùtic adj. 

in·dex (VnùdHksÙ) n.  pl. in·dex·es or in·di·ces (-dV-sKzÙ). 1.  Abbr. ind. Some-

thing that serves to guide, point out, or otherwise facilitate reference, especially: 

a. An alphabetized list of names, places, and subjects treated in a printed work, 

giving the page or pages on which each item is mentioned.  b. A thumb index.  

c. A table, file, or catalog.   2. Something that reveals or indicates; a sign: “Her 

face... was a fair index to her disposition” (Samuel Butler).  3. Printing. A character 

(�) used in printing to call attention to a particular paragraph or section.  Also 

called fist, hand.  4. An indicator or a pointer, as on a scientific instrument.  



5. a. Mathematics. A number or symbol, often written as a subscript or super-

script to a mathematical expression, that indicates an operation to be performed 

on, an ordering relation involving, or a use of the associated expression.  b. A 

number derived from a formula, used to characterize a set of data.   6. Index. 

Roman Catholic Church. A list formerly published by Church authority, restrict-

ing or forbidding the reading of certain books.   —  v.  tr. in·dexed, in·dex·ing, 
in·dex·es. 1. To furnish with an index:  index a book.  2. To enter in an index.  

3. To indicate or signal.  4. To adjust through indexation.  [Middle English, fore-

finger, from Latin. See deik- in Appendix.] —inùdexÙer n. 

in·dex·a·tion (VnÙdHk-s7ùshNn) n.  The automatic adjustment of an economic 

variable, such as wages, taxes, or pension benefits, to a cost-of-living index, so 

that the variable rises or falls in accordance with the rate of inflation. 

index case (VnùdHksÙ k7s) n.  The earliest documented case of a disease 

included in an epidemiologic study. 

index finger (VnùdHksÙ fVngùgNr) n.  The finger next to the thumb.  Also called 

first finger, forefinger. 

index fossil (VnùdHksÙ fmsùNl) n.  The fossil remains of an organism that lived in 

a particular geologic age, used to identify or date the rock or rock layer in which it 

is found.  Also called guide fossil 

index number (VnùdHksÙ nƒmùbNr) n.  A number indicating change in magni-

tude, as of price, wage, employment, or production shifts, relative to the magni-

tude at a specified point usually taken as 100. 

index of refraction (VnùdHksÙ ƒv rV-fr4kùshNn) n.  The ratio of the speed of 

light in a vacuum to the speed of light in a medium under consideration.  Also 

called refractive index 

In·di·a (VnùdK-N)  1. A peninsula and subcontinent of southern Asia south of the 

Himalaya Mountains, occupied by India, Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, Pakistan, and 

Bangladesh.  2. A country of southern Asia. India was the site of one of the oldest 

civilizations in the world, centered in the Indus River valley c. 2500 to 1500 B.C. 

Parts of India were overrun by the Aryans and later occupied or controlled by var-

ious powers, including the Moguls, European states, and local nawabs and rajahs. 

The British finally assumed authority over “the Jewel in the Crown” in 1857, 

although Queen Victoria did not assume the title of empress until 1876. In the 

20th century increasing unrest led to Britain’s withdrawal and independence for 

the country (1947). New Delhi is the capital and Calcutta the largest city. Popula-

tion, 685,184,692. 

India ink (VnùdK-N Vngk) n.  1. A black pigment made from lampblack mixed 

with a binding agent and molded into cakes or sticks.  2. A liquid ink made from 

this pigment. In this sense, also calledChinese ink 

In·di·a·man (VnùdK-N-mNn) n.  Nautical. A large merchant ship formerly used 

on trade routes to India. 



In·di·an (VnùdK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Ind. 1. Of or relating to India or the East Indies 

or to their peoples, languages, or cultures.  2. Of or relating to any of the Native 

American peoples.   —  n.  Abbr. Ind. 1. A native or inhabitant of India or of the 

East Indies.  2.  See Native American. See Usage Note at Native American.  
3. Any of the languages of the Native Americans.  4.  See Indus2. 

In·di·an·a (VnÙdK-4nùN)  1.  Abbr. IN, Ind. A state of the north-central United 

States. It was admitted as the 19th state in 1816. The area was controlled by France 

until 1763 and then by Great Britain until 1783. The Indiana Territory was 

formed in 1800. Indianapolis is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

5,564,228.  2. A borough of west-central Pennsylvania east-northeast of Pitts-

burgh. It is an industrial center. Population, 15,174.   —InÙdi·anùan, 
InÙdi·anùi·an adj.  & n. 

In·di·an·a (VnÙdK-4nùN), Robert. Born 1928.  American pop artist known for his 

“Love” theme in paintings and sculpture. 

Indian almond (VnùdK-Nn äùmNnd) n.  An Asiatic tree (Terminalia catappa) 

widely cultivated and naturalized in the tropics and having fruit with edible seeds.  

Also called myrobalan, tropical almond. 

In·di·an·ap·o·lis (VnÙdK-N-n4pùN-lVs)  The capital and largest city of Indiana, in 

the central part of the state. It was settled in 1820 as the site of a new state capital, 

which was moved here in 1825. Population, 741,952. 

Indian bean (VnùdK-Nn bKn) n.  See catalpa. 
Indian bread (VnùdK-Nn brHd) n.  Any of various plants, such as the breadroot, 

having edible parts used by certain Native American peoples for food. 

Indian club (VnùdK-Nn klƒb) n.  Sports. A bottle-shaped wooden club swung in 

the hand for gymnastic exercise. 

Indian corn (VnùdK-Nn kôrn) n.  See corn1 (n., sense 1). 

Indian currant (VnùdK-Nn kûrùNnt) n.  See coralberry (n., sense 1). 

Indian file (VnùdK-Nn fXl) n.  See single file.  —Indian file adv. 

Indian giver (VnùdK-Nn gVvùNr) n.  Offensive. One who gives something to 

another and then takes or demands the gift back. 

Indian hemp (VnùdK-Nn hHmp) n.  Cannabis. 

Indian licorice (VnùdK-Nn lVkùNr-Vs) n.  See rosary pea. 
Indian mallow (VnùdK-Nn m4lùo) n.  See flowering maple. 
Indian meal (VnùdK-Nn mKl) n.  See cornmeal. 
Indian mustard (VnùdK-Nn mƒsùtNrd) n.  An annual plant (Brassica juncea) in 

the mustard family, having yellow flowers, petiolate leaves, and oil-rich seeds.  

Also called brown mustard 

Indian Ocean (VnùdK-Nn oùshNn)  A body of water extending from southern 

Asia to Antarctica and from eastern Africa to southeast Australia. 



Indian paintbrush (VnùdK-Nn p7ntùbrƒshÙ) n.  Any of various partly parasitic 

plants of the genus Castilleja, having spikes of flowers surrounded by showy, 

brightly colored bracts.  Also called painted cup 

Indian pipe (VnùdK-Nn pXp) n.  A waxy white or sometimes pinkish saprophytic 

woodland plant (Monotropa uniflora) having scalelike leaves and a solitary, nod-

ding flower. 

Indian pony (VnùdK-Nn poùnK) n.  A small, hardy horse of western North Amer-

ica, often used for crossbreeding. 

Indian pudding (VnùdK-Nn ptdùVng) n.  New England. A pudding consisting 

of milk, cornmeal, egg, and molasses baked for several hours in a heavy casserole.  

[So called because it is made with Indian meal.]

Indian red (VnùdK-Nn rHd) n.  An iron oxide used as a paint and cosmetic pig-

ment. 

Indian River (VnùdK-Nn rVvùNr)  A lagoon extending about 265 km (165 mi) 

along the coast of east-central Florida. 

Indian summer (VnùdK-Nn sƒmùNr) n.  1. A period of mild weather occurring 

in late autumn.  2. A pleasant, tranquil, or flourishing period occurring near the 

end of something:  the Indian summer of the administration. 

Indian Territory (VnùdK-Nn tHrùV-tôrÙK)  A region and former territory of the 

south-central United States, mainly in present-day Oklahoma. It was set aside by 

the government as a homeland for forcibly displaced Native Americans in 1834. 

The western section was opened to general settlement in 1889 and became part of 

the Oklahoma Territory in 1890. The two territories were merged in 1907 to form 

the state of Oklahoma. 

Indian tobacco (VnùdK-Nn tN-b4kùo) n.  A poisonous North American plant 

(Lobelia inflata) having light blue to white flowers and rounded seedpods 

enclosed by an inflated, persistent calyx. 

Indian turnip (VnùdK-Nn tûrùnVp) n.  Midland U.S. See jack-in-the-pulpit. 
Indian wrestling (VnùdK-Nn rHsùlVng) n.  Sports. 1.  See arm wrestling.  2. A 

form of wrestling in which two opponents, lying supine in reversed position, lock 

their near arms, raise and lock their near legs, and attempt to force the other’s leg 

down.  3. A form of wrestling in which two opponents stand facing each other 

with usually right hands interlocked and the outsides of their near feet set 

together and attempt to unbalance each other. 

India paper (VnùdK-N p7ùpNr) n.  1. A thin, uncoated, delicate paper made of 

vegetable fiber, used especially for taking impressions of engravings.  2.  See 

Bible paper. 
India rubber (VnùdK-N rƒbùNr) n.  See rubber1 (n., sense 1). 

In·dic (VnùdVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to India or its peoples or cultures.  2. Of, 

relating to, or constituting the Indo-European languages of the Indian subconti-

nent and Sri Lanka.   —  n.  A branch of the Indo-European language family that 



comprises the languages of the Indian subcontinent and Sri Lanka.  Also called 

Sanskritic 

indic. abbr.  1. Grammar. Indicative.  2. Indicator. 

in·di·can (VnùdV-k4nÙ) n.  1. A potassium salt, C8H6NO4SK, found in sweat and 

urine and formed by the conversion of tryptophan to indole by intestinal bacte-

ria.  2. A glucoside, C14H17NO6, occurring in the indigo plant and used as a 

source for indigo dye.  [Latin indicum, indigo; see INDIGO + -AN
2.]

in·di·cant (VnùdV-kNnt) n.  Something, such as a typographical device, that serves 

to indicate. 

in·di·cate (VnùdV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. indi·cat·ed, indi·cat·ing, indi·cates. 1. To show 

the way to or the direction of; point out:  an arrow indicating north; indicated the 

right road by nodding toward it.  2. To serve as a sign, symptom, or token of; sig-

nify: “The cracking and booming of the ice indicate a change of temperature” 

(Henry David Thoreau).  3. To suggest or demonstrate the necessity, expedience, 

or advisability of:  The symptoms indicate immediate surgery.  4. To state or 

express briefly:  indicated his wishes in a letter; indicating her approval with a nod.  

[Latin indic7re, indic7t-, to show, from index, forefinger, indicator. See deik- in 

Appendix.] —inùdi·ca·toÙry (-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  

SYNONYMS: indicate, argue, attest, bespeak, betoken, testify, witness. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these verbs is “to give grounds for supposing or inferring

the existence or presence of something”: a fever indicating illness; a shabby house

that argues poverty; paintings that attest the artist’s genius; disorder that bespeaks

negligence; melting snows that betoken spring floods; a comment testifying ignorance;

a stunned silence that witnessed his astonishment.

in·di·ca·tion (VnÙdV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. indn. 1. The act of indicating.  

2. Something that serves to indicate; a sign:  smiles, frowns, and other indications 

of emotion.  3. Something indicated as necessary or expedient:  Bed rest is usually 

the indication for flu cases.  4. The degree indicated by a measuring instrument. 

in·dic·a·tive (Vn-dVkùN-tVv) adj.  1. Serving to indicate:  symptoms indicative of 

anemia; an insignia indicative of high rank.  2.  Abbr. indic. Grammar. Of, relating 

to, or being the mood of the verb used in ordinary objective statements.   —  n.  

Abbr. indic. Grammar. 1. The indicative mood.  2. A verb in the indicative mood.   
—in·dicùa·tive·ly adv. 

in·di·ca·tor (VnùdV-k7ÙtNr) n.  Abbr. indic. 1. One that indicates, especially: a. A 

pointer or an index.  b. An instrument used to monitor the operation or condi-

tion of an engine, a furnace, an electrical network, a reservoir, or another physical 

system; a meter or gauge.  c. The needle, dial, or other registering device on such 

an instrument.   2. Chemistry. Any of various substances, such as litmus or phe-

nolphthalein, that indicate the presence, absence, or concentration of another 



substance or the degree of reaction between two or more substances by means of 

a characteristic change, especially in color.  3. Any of various statistical values that 

together provide an indication of the condition or direction of the economy. 

in·di·ces (VnùdV-sKzÙ) n.  A plural of index. 
in·di·cia (Vn-dVshùN, -dVshùK-N) pl.n.  1. Identifying marks; indications.  

2. Markings on bulk mailings used as a substitute for stamps or cancellations.  

[Latin, pl. of indicium, sign, from index, indic-, indicator. See INDEX.]

in·di·ci·um (Vn-dVshùK-Nm) n.  Singular of indicia. 
in·dict (Vn-dXtù) v.  tr. in·dict·ed, in·dict·ing, in·dicts. 1. To accuse of wrong-

doing; charge:  a book that indicts modern values.  2. Law. To make a formal accu-

sation or indictment against (a party) by the findings of a jury, especially a grand 

jury.  [Alteration of Middle English enditen, to accuse, write a document. See 

INDITE.] —inÙdict·eeù (VnÙdX-tKù) n.  —in·dictùer, in·dictùor n. 

in·dict·a·ble (Vn-dXùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being indicted:  Evidence sug-

gested that the official was indictable for the crime.  2. Making one liable to indict-

ment:  an indictable offense. 

in·dic·tion (Vn-dVkùshNn) n.  A 15-year cycle used as a chronological unit in 

ancient Rome and incorporated in some medieval systems.  [Middle English 

indiccioun, from Late Latin indictio, indiction-, proclamation, period of 15 years, 

from Latin indictus, past participle of indXcere, to proclaim. See INDITE.]

in·dict·ment (Vn-dXtùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of indicting.  b. The condition of 

being indicted.   2. Law. A written statement charging a party with the commis-

sion of a crime or other offense, drawn up by a prosecuting attorney and found 

and presented by a grand jury. 

In·dies (VnùdKz) Abbr. Ind.  1.  See East Indies.  2.  See West Indies. 
in·dif·fer·ence (Vn-dVfùNr-Nns, -dVfùrNns) n.  The state or quality of being indif-

ferent. 

in·dif·fer·en·cy (Vn-dVfùNr-Nn-sK, -dVfùrNn-) n.  Archaic. Indifference. 

in·dif·fer·ent (Vn-dVfùNr-Nnt, -dVfùrNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by a lack of par-

tiality; unbiased:  a properly indifferent jury.  2. Not mattering one way or the 

other.  3. Having no marked feeling for or against.  4. Having no particular inter-

est in or concern for; apathetic:  indifferent to the sufferings of others.  5. Being 

neither too much nor too little; moderate.  6. Being neither good nor bad; medio-

cre:  an indifferent performance.  7. Being neither right nor wrong.  8. Not active 

or involved; neutral:  an indifferent chemical in a reaction.  9. Biology. Undifferen-

tiated, as cells or tissue.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin indiffer-

Kns, indifferent-  : in-, not; see IN-1 + differKns, different; see DIFFERENT.] 
—in·difùfer·ent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: indifferent, unconcerned, incurious, detached, uninterested. These

adjectives mean marked by an absence of interest. Indifferent applies most broad-



ly; it can suggest lack of partiality, bias, or preference or a lack of feeling one way

or another: “The universe is not hostile, nor yet is it friendly. It is simply indifferent”

(John H. Holmes). Unconcerned implies not only a lack of interest but also a lack

of solicitude, feeling, concern, or care: blithely unconcerned about his friend’s

plight. Incurious stresses absence of intellectual inquisitiveness or natural curios-

ity: strangely incurious about the causes of the political upheaval surrounding her.

Detached suggests absence of involvement together with an impersonal point of

view: “[His] maturity appears in the detached clear-sightedness with which he could

observe his own character” (David Cecil). Uninterested merely denotes lack of in-

terest: an uninterested spectator; an uninterested glance. See also Synonyms at av-
erage

in·dif·fer·ent·ism (Vn-dVfùNr-Nn-tVzÙNm, -dVfùrNn-) n.  The belief that all reli-

gions are of equal validity.   —in·difùfer·ent·ist n. 

in·di·gen (VnùdV-jNn, -jHnÙ) also in·di·gene (-jNn, -jKnÙ) n.  One that is native or 

indigenous to an area.  [French indigène, native, a native, from Latin indigena. See 

genN- in Appendix.]

in·di·gence (VnùdV-jNns) n.  Poverty; neediness. 

in·di·gene (VnùdV-jNn, -jKnÙ) n.  Variant of indigen. 
in·dig·e·nous (Vn-dVjùN-nNs) adj.  1. Originating and growing or living in an 

area or environment.  See Synonyms at native.  2. Intrinsic; innate.  [From Latin 

indigena, a native. See INDIGEN.] —in·digùe·nous·ly adv.  

—in·digùe·nous·ness n. 

in·di·gent (VnùdV-jNnt) adj.  1. Experiencing want or need; impoverished.  See 

Synonyms at poor.  2. Archaic. Lacking or deficient.   —  n.  A needy or destitute 

person.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin indigKns, indigent- present 

participle of indigKre, to need  : indu-, in; see en in Appendix + egKre, to lack.] 
—inùdi·gent·ly adv. 

in·di·gest·ed (VnÙdV-jHsùtVd, -dX-) adj.  1. Not digested; undigested:  indigested 

food.  2. Archaic. a. Not carefully thought over or considered.  b. Formless or 

shapeless.  

in·di·gest·i·ble (VnÙdV-jHsùtN-bNl, -dX-) adj.  Difficult or impossible to digest:  an 

indigestible meal.   —inÙdi·gestÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙdi·gestùi·bly adv. 

in·di·ges·tion (VnÙdV-jHsùchNn, -dX-) n.  1. Inability to digest or difficulty in 

digesting something, especially food.  2. Discomfort or illness resulting from this 

inability or difficulty. 

In·di·gir·ka (VnÙdV-gîrùkN)  A river, about 1,789 km (1,112 mi) long, of northeast 

Russia flowing generally northward to the East Siberian Sea. 

in·dign (Vn-dXnù) adj.  1. Archaic. Unworthy.  2. Obsolete. Shameful; disgraceful.  

[Middle English indigne, from Old French, from Latin indignus : in-, not; see IN-1 

+ dignus, worthy; see dek- in Appendix.]



in·dig·nant (Vn-dVgùnNnt) adj.  Characterized by or filled with indignation.  See 

Synonyms at angry.  [Latin indign7ns, indignant- present participle of indign7rX, 
to be indignant, from indignus, unworthy. See INDIGN.] —in·digùnant·ly adv. 

in·dig·na·tion (VnÙdVg-n7ùshNn) n.  Anger aroused by something unjust, mean, 

or unworthy.  See Synonyms at anger.  [Middle English indignacioun, from Old 

French indignation, from Latin indign7tio, indign7tion-, from indign7tus, past 

participle of indign7rX, to regard as unworthy, from indignus, unworthy. See 

INDIGN.]

in·dig·ni·ty (Vn-dVgùnV-tK) n.  pl. in·dig·ni·ties. 1. Humiliating, degrading, or 

abusive treatment.  2. A source of offense, as to a person’s pride or sense of dig-

nity; an affront.  3. Obsolete. Lack of dignity or honor.  [French indignité, from 

Old French, from Latin indignit7s, from indignus, unworthy. See INDIGN.]

in·di·go (VnùdV-goÙ) n.  pl. in·di·gos or in·di·goes. 1. a. Any of various shrubs 

or herbs of the genus Indigofera in the pea family, having odd-pinnate leaves and 

usually red or purple flowers in axillary racemes.  b. A blue dye obtained from 

these plants or produced synthetically.   2. Any of several related plants, especially 

those of the genera Amorpha or Baptisia.  3.  Abbr. ind. Color. The hue of that 

portion of the visible spectrum lying between blue and violet, evoked in the 

human observer by radiant energy with wavelengths of approximately 420 to 450 

nanometers; a dark blue to grayish purple blue.  [Spanish índigo, Dutch indigo 

(from Portuguese endego) both from Latin indicum, from Greek Indikon (phar-

makon), Indian (dye), from neuter of Indikos, of India, from India, India, from 

Indos, the Indus River, from Old Persian Hindu. See HINDI.] —inùdi·goÙ adj. 

indigo bunting (VnùdV-goÙ bƒnùtVng) n.  A small common finch (Passerina 

cyanea) of North and Central America, the male of which has deep blue plumage. 

indigo snake (VnùdV-goÙ sn7k) n.  A nonvenomous bluish-black snake (Dry-

marchon corais) of the southern United States and northern Mexico. 

indigo squill (VnùdV-goÙ skwVl) n.  See eastern camass. 
in·dig·o·tin (Vn-dVgùN-tVn, VnÙdV-goù-) n.  A dark blue crystalline compound, 

C16H10N2O2, the principal coloring matter of indigo.  [INDIGO + -IN.]

In·di·o (VnùdK-oÙ)  A city of southeast California east of Santa Ana. It is a resort 

and processing center in a farming region. Population, 36,793. 

in·di·rect (VnÙdV-rHktù, -dX-) adj.  1. Diverging from a direct course; roundabout.  

2. a. Not proceeding straight to the point or object.  b. Not forthright and can-

did; devious.   3. Not directly planned for; secondary:  indirect benefits.  

4. Reporting the exact or approximate words of another with such changes as are 

necessary to bring the original statement into grammatical conformity with the 

sentence in which it is included:  indirect discourse.  5. Logic. Involving, relating 

to, or being the proof of a statement by the demonstration of the impossibility or 

absurdity of the statement’s negation.   —inÙdi·rectùly adv.  —inÙdi·rectùness 
n.  



SYNONYMS: indirect, circuitous, roundabout. These adjectives mean not lead-

ing by a direct or straight line or course to a destination. Indirect implies a devi-

ation from the shortest route between starting point and destination: Sometimes

taking the indirect path saves time. Circuitous suggests a twisting or winding and

lengthy course: We had to take a circuitous route because of an accident on the turn-

pike. Roundabout implies taking a course that circles: I chose a roundabout road to

avoid the rush-hour traffic. In their extended senses the terms are applied to some-

thing that is not open and straightforward; they sometimes imply an effort to

evade or deceive: “Persecution is a bad and indirect way to plant religion” (Thomas

Browne). His explanation was circuitous and puzzling. “I heard in a roundabout

way that she’s going to marry an old neighbor of theirs” (Arthur S.M. Hutchinson).

in·di·rec·tion (VnÙdV-rHkùshNn, -dX-) n.  1. The quality or state of being indirect.  

2. a. Lack of straightforwardness; deviousness:  obtained their goal by subtle indi-

rection.  b. A devious act or statement:  wouldn’t give us a straight answer, only 

hints and indirections.   3. Lack of direction; aimlessness. 

indirect lighting (VnÙdV-rHktù lXùtVng) n.  Illumination by reflected or diffused 

light. 

indirect object (VnÙdV-rHktù mbùjVkt) n.  Grammar. An object indirectly affected 

by the action of a verb, as me in Sing me a song and the turtle in He feeds the turtle 

lettuce. 

indirect tax (VnÙdV-rHktù t4ks) n.  A tax, such as a sales tax or value-added tax, 

that is levied on goods or services rather than individuals and is ultimately paid 

by consumers in the form of higher prices. 

in·dis·cern·i·ble (VnÙdV-sûrùnN-bNl, -zûrù-) adj.  Difficult or impossible to dis-

cern or perceive; imperceptible:  an indiscernible increase in temperature.   —inÙ-
dis·cernùi·bly adv. 

in·dis·ci·pline (Vn-dVsùN-plVn) n.  Lack of discipline or restraint.   —in·dis-
ùci·plined adj. 

in·dis·creet (VnÙdV-skrKtù) adj.  Lacking discretion; injudicious:  an indiscreet 

remark.   —inÙdis·creetùly adv.  —inÙdis·creetùness n. 

in·dis·crete (VnÙdV-skrKtù) adj.  Not divided or divisible into separate parts:  lay-

ers that were fused into an indiscrete mass. 

in·dis·cre·tion (VnÙdV-skrHshùNn) n.  1. Lack of discretion; injudiciousness.  

2. An indiscreet act or remark. 

in·dis·crim·i·nate (VnÙdV-skrVmùN-nVt) adj.  1. a. Not making or based on care-

ful distinctions; unselective:  an indiscriminate shopper; indiscriminate taste in 

music.  b. Widespread; wholesale:  indiscriminate violence; the indiscriminate use 

of pesticides.   2. Random; haphazard:  an indiscriminate assortment of used books 

for sale.  3. Confused; chaotic:  the indiscriminate policies of the previous adminis-



tration.  4. Unrestrained or wanton; profligate:  indiscriminate spending.   —inÙ-
dis·crimùi·nate·ly adv.  —inÙdis·crimùi·nate·ness n. 

in·dis·crim·i·nat·ing (VnÙdV-skrVmùN-n7ÙtVng) adj.  Not discriminating:  enter-

tainment aimed at an indiscriminating audience. 

in·dis·crim·i·na·tion (VnÙdV-skrVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Lack of discrimination or 

judgment.   —inÙdis·crimùi·naÙtive adj. 

in·dis·pen·sa·ble (VnÙdV-spHnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Not to be dispensed with; essen-

tial.  2. Obligatory; unavoidable:  the routine but indispensable ceremonies of state.   
—  n.  One that is indispensable.   —inÙdis·penÙsa·bilùi·ty, inÙ-
dis·penùsa·ble·ness n.  —inÙdis·penùsa·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: indispensable, essential, necessary, needful, requisite. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “pressingly needed”: foods indispensable to

good nutrition; funds essential to the completion of the project; necessary tools and

materials; provided them with all things needful; lacking the requisite qualifications

for the position. 

ANTONYM: dispensable

in·dis·pose (VnÙdV-spozù) v.  tr. in·dis·posed, in·dis·pos·ing, in·dis·pos·es. 
1. To make averse; disincline.  2. To cause to be or feel ill; sicken.  3. To render 

unfit; disqualify. 

in·dis·posed (VnÙdV-spozdù) adj.  1. Mildly ill.  2. Averse; disinclined:  was 

clearly indisposed to grant their request. 

in·dis·po·si·tion (Vn-dVsÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  1. Disinclination; unwillingness.  2. A 

minor ailment. 

in·dis·put·a·ble (VnÙdV-spyuùtN-bNl) adj.  Beyond dispute or doubt; undeni-

able:  indisputable evidence.   —inÙdis·putùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙdis·putùa·bly 
adv. 

in·dis·sol·u·ble (VnÙdV-smlùyN-bNl) adj.  1. Permanent; binding:  an indissoluble 

contract; an indissoluble union.  2. Impossible to dissolve, disintegrate, or decom-

pose:  an indissoluble compound.   —inÙdis·solÙu·bilùi·ty, inÙdis·solùu·ble·ness 

n.  —inÙdis·solùu·bly adv. 

in·dis·tinct (VnÙdV-stVngktù) adj.  1. Not clearly or sharply delineated:  an indis-

tinct pattern; indistinct shapes in the gloom.  2. Faint; dim:  indistinct stars.  

3. a. Hazy, vague:  an indistinct memory; an indistinct notion of how to proceed.  

b. Difficult to understand or make out:  indistinct speech.    —inÙdis·tinctùly 
adv.  —inÙdis·tinctùness n. 

in·dis·tinc·tive (VnÙdV-stVngkùtVv) adj.  Lacking distinguishing qualities; not dis-

tinctive.   —inÙdis·tincùtive·ly adv.  —inÙdis·tincùtive·ness n. 

in·dis·tin·guish·a·ble (VnÙdV-stVngùgwV-shN-bNl) adj.  1. Not distinguishable, 

especially: a. Impossible to differentiate or tell apart:  indistinguishable twins; a 



moth with markings that make it indistinguishable from its background.  

b. Impossible to discern; imperceptible:  a sound that was indistinguishable to the 

human ear.   2. Difficult to understand or make out; vague:  indistinguishable 

speech.   —inÙdis·tinùguish·a·ble·ness, inÙdis·tinÙguish·a·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙ-
dis·tinùguish·a·bly adv. 

in·dite (Vn-dXtù) v.  tr. in·dit·ed, in·dit·ing, in·dites. 1. To write; compose.  

2. To set down in writing.  3. Obsolete. To dictate.  [Middle English enditen, from 

Old French enditer, from Vulgar Latin *indict7re : Latin in-, toward; see IN-2 + 

Latin dict7re, to compose, to say habitually, frequentative of dXcere, to say; see 

deik- in Appendix.] —in·diteùment n.  —in·ditùer n. 

in·di·um (VnùdK-Nm) n.  Symbol In A soft, malleable, silvery-white metallic ele-

ment found primarily in ores of zinc and tin, used as a plating over silver in mak-

ing mirrors, in plating aircraft bearings, and in compounds for making 

transistors. Atomic number 49; atomic weight 114.82; melting point 156.61˚C; 

boiling point 2,000˚C; specific gravity 7.31; valence 1, 2, 3.  [IND(IGO) + -IUM (so 

called from the indigo-blue lines in its spectrum).]

in·di·vid·u·al (VnÙdN-vVjùu-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to an individual, espe-

cially a single human being:  individual consciousness.  b. By or for one person:  

individual work; an individual portion.   2. Existing as a distinct entity; separate:  

individual drops of rain.  3. a. Marked by or expressing individuality; distinctive 

or individualistic:  an individual way of dressing.  b. Special; particular:  Each vari-

ety of melon has its individual flavor and texture.  c. Serving to identify or set 

apart: “There was nothing individual about him except a deep scar... across his right 

cheek” (Rebecca West).    —  n.  1. a. A single human being considered apart 

from a society or community:  the rights of the individual.  b. A human being 

regarded as a unique personality:  always treated her clients as individuals.  c. A 

person distinguished from others by a special quality.  d. Usage Problem. A per-

son.   2. A single animal or plant as distinguished from a species, community, or 

group.  3. A member of a collection or set; a specimen.  [Middle English, single, 

indivisible, from Old French, from Medieval Latin indXvidu7lis, from Latin 

indXviduus : in-, not; see IN-1 + dXviduus, divisible (from dXvidere, to divide).] 
—inÙdi·vidùu·al·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: The noun individual is used unexceptionably when it refers to

an individual person as opposed to a larger social group or as distinguished from

others by some special quality: “This is not only a crisis of individuals, but also of

a society” (Raymond Williams). She is a real individual. Since the 19th century,

however, there have been numerous critical objections to use of the word to refer

simply to “a person” where no larger contrast is implied, as in Two individuals

were placed under arrest or The Mayor will make time for any individual who wants

to talk to her. In such contexts the words person and people will usually do the same



semantic job with less affectation.

in·di·vid·u·al·ism (VnÙdN-vVjùu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. Belief in the primary 

importance of the individual and in the virtues of self-reliance and personal inde-

pendence.  b. Acts or an act based on this belief.   2. A doctrine advocating free-

dom from government regulation in the pursuit of a person’s economic or social 

goals.  3. The doctrine that the interests of the individual should take precedence 

over the interests of the state or social group.  4. a. The quality of being an indi-

vidual; individuality.  b. An individual characteristic; a quirk.  

in·di·vid·u·al·ist (VnÙdN-vVjùu-N-lVst) n.  1. One that asserts individuality by 

independence of thought and action.  2. An advocate of individualism.   
—inÙdi·vidÙu·al·isùtic adj.  —inÙdi·vidÙu·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

in·di·vid·u·al·i·ty (VnÙdN-vVjÙu-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. in·di·vid·u·al·i·ties. 1. a. The 

aggregate of qualities and characteristics that distinguish one person or thing 

from others; character:  choices that were intended to express his individuality; 

monotonous towns lacking in individuality.  b. An individual or distinguishing fea-

ture.   2. The quality or state of being individual; singularity:  She was so absorbed 

by the movement that she lost all sense of individuality.  3. A single, distinct entity.  

4. Archaic. Indivisibility. 

in·di·vid·u·al·ize (VnÙdN-vVjùu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. in·di·vid·u·al·ized, 
in·di·vid·u·al·iz·ing, in·di·vid·u·al·iz·es. 1. To give individuality to.  2. To con-

sider or treat individually; particularize.  3. To modify to suit the wishes or needs 

of a particular individual:  individualized the work schedules of all the physicians.   
—inÙdi·vidÙu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

in·di·vid·u·ate (VnÙdN-vVjùu-7tÙ) v.  tr. in·di·vid·u·at·ed, in·di·vid·u·at·ing, 
in·di·vid·u·ates. 1. To give individuality to; individualize.  2. To form into a 

separate, distinct entity. 

in·di·vid·u·a·tion (VnÙdN-vVjÙu-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of individu-

ating, especially the process by which social individuals become differentiated 

one from the other.  2. The condition of being individuated; individuality.  

3. Philosophy. a. The development of the individual from the general or univer-

sal.  b. The distinction or determination of the individual within the general or 

universal.   4. In Jungian psychology, the gradual integration and unification of 

the self through the resolution of successive layers of psychological conflict.  

5. Embryology. Formation of distinct organs or structures through the interaction 

of adjacent tissues. 

in·di·vis·i·ble (VnÙdN-vVzùN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of undergoing division:  an 

indivisible union of states.  2. Mathematics. Incapable of being divided without a 

remainder:  The number 15 is indivisible by 7.   —inÙdi·visùi·ble·ness, 
inÙdi·visÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙdi·visùi·bly adv. 

indn. abbr.  Indication. 



Indo- pref.  1. India; East Indies:  Indochina.  2. Indo-European:  Indo-Hittite.  

[Greek, from Indos, the Indus River. See INDIGO.]

In·do-Ar·y·an (VnÙdo-ârùK-Nn, -4rù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being any of the 

peoples of the Indian subcontinent who speak an Indo-European language.  

2. Indo-Iranian.   —  n.  1. A member of any of the Indo-Aryan peoples.  2. The 

Indo-Iranian languages. 

In·do·chi·na (VnÙdo-chXùnN)  1. A peninsula of southeast Asia comprising Viet-

nam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma, and the mainland territory of Malaysia. 

The area was influenced in early times by India (particularly the Hindu culture) 

and China.  2. The former French colonial empire in southeast Asia, including 

much of the eastern part of the Indochinese peninsula. French influence 

extended from roughly 1862 to the fall of Dien Bien Phu (1954).   
—InÙdo·chiÙneseù (-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n. 

in·doc·ile (Vn-dmsùNl) adj.  Resistant to authority or discipline; recalcitrant.   
—inÙdo·cilùi·ty (VnÙdm-sVlùV-tK, -do-) n. 

In·do·cin (VnùdN-sVn)  A trademark used for a preparation of indomethacin. 

in·doc·tri·nate (Vn-dmkùtrN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. in·doc·tri·nat·ed, in·doc·tri·nat·ing, 
in·doc·tri·nates. 1. a. To instruct in a body of doctrine or principles.  b. To ini-

tiate by means of doctrinal instruction:  indoctrinate new members into the party.   

2. To imbue with a partisan or ideological point of view:  a generation of children 

who had been indoctrinated against the values of their parents.   —in·docÙtri·naù-
tion n. 

In·do-Eu·ro·pe·an (VnÙdo-ytrÙN-pKùNn) n.  1. a. A family of languages con-

sisting of most of the languages of Europe as well as those of Iran, the Indian sub-

continent, and other parts of Asia.  b. Proto-Indo-European.  Also called Indo-

Germanic  2. A member of any of the peoples speaking an Indo-European lan-

guage.   —InÙdo-EuÙro·peùan adj. 

In·do-Eu·ro·pe·an·ist (VnÙdo-ytrÙN-pKùN-nVst) n.  A student of Indo-Euro-

pean linguistics. 

In·do-Ger·man·ic (VnÙdo-jNr-m4nùVk) n.  See Indo-European (n., sense 1).  

—InÙdo-Ger·manùic adj. 

In·do-Hit·tite (VnÙdo-hVtùXtÙ) n.  1. A language family that includes Indo-Euro-

pean and Anatolian.  2. The hypothetical parent language of Indo-European and 

Anatolian. 

In·do-I·ra·ni·an (VnÙdo-V-r7ùnK-Nn) n.  1. A subfamily of the Indo-European 

language family that comprises the Indic and Iranian branches.  2. A member of 

any of the peoples speaking an Indo-Iranian language.  Also called Aryan  
—InÙdo-I·raùni·an adj. 

in·dole (VnùdolÙ) n.  1. A white crystalline compound, C8H7N, obtained from 

coal tar or various plants and produced by the bacterial decomposition of tryp-



tophan in the intestine. It is used in perfumery and as a reagent.  2. Any of vari-

ous derivatives of this compound.  [IND(IGO) + -OLE.]

in·dole·a·ce·tic acid (Vnùdo-lN-sKÙtVk 4sùVd) n.  Abbr. IAA A plant hormone, 

C10H9NO2, that stimulates growth. 

in·dole·am·ine (VnÙdo-l4mùKn, Vnùdo-lN-mKnÙ) n.  Any of various derivatives 

of indole, such as serotonin, containing an amine group. 

in·dole·bu·tyr·ic acid (VnÙdol-byu-tîrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A synthetic compound, 

C12H13NO2, used to regulate plant growth and development. 

in·do·lence (VnùdN-lNns) n.  Habitual laziness; sloth. 

in·do·lent (VnùdN-lNnt) adj.  1. a. Disinclined to exert oneself; habitually lazy.  

See Synonyms at lazy.  b. Conducive to inactivity or laziness; lethargic:  humid, 

indolent weather.   2. a. Causing little or no pain:  an indolent tumor.  b. Slow to 

heal, grow, or develop; inactive:  an indolent ulcer.   [Late Latin indolKns, indolent-, 

painless  : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin dolKns, present participle of dolKre, to feel 

pain.] —inùdo·lent·ly adv. 

in·do·meth·a·cin (VnÙdo-mHthùN-sVn) n.  A nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory, 

antipyretic, and analgesic drug, C19H16ClNO4, used especially in the treatment of 

some forms of arthritis.  [INDO(LE) + METH- + AC(ETIC ACID) + -IN.]

in·dom·i·ta·ble (Vn-dmmùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Incapable of being overcome, subdued, 

or vanquished; unconquerable.  [Late Latin indomit7bilis : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 

+ Latin domit7re, to tame, frequentative of dom7re, to subdue; see demN- in 

Appendix.] —in·domÙi·ta·bilùi·ty, in·domùi·ta·ble·ness n.  

—in·domùi·ta·bly adv. 

In·do·ne·sia (VnÙdN-nKùzhN, -shN, -do-) Formerly Dutch East In·dies (dƒch; 

VnùdKz).  A country of southeast Asia in the Malay Archipelago comprising 

Sumatra, Java, Sulawesi, the Moluccas, parts of Borneo, New Guinea, and Timor, 

and many smaller islands. First visited by Dutch navigators in 1595-1596, Indone-

sia was dominated by the Dutch East Indies Company from 1602 to 1798, when 

authority was turned over to the government of the Netherlands. In 1945 the ter-

ritory declared its independence, which was finally achieved in 1949. Jakarta, on 

Java, is the capital and the largest city. Population, 147,490,298. 

In·do·ne·sian (VnÙdN-nKùzhNn, -shNn) n.  Abbr. Indon. 1. A native or inhabit-

ant of Indonesia.  2. A native or inhabitant of the Malay Archipelago.  3. A sub-

family of Austronesian that includes Malay, Tagalog, and the languages of 

Indonesia.  4. A dialect of Malay that is the official language of Indonesia. In this 

sense, also calledBahasa Indonesia  —  adj.  Of or relating to Indonesia, the Indo-

nesians, or their languages or cultures. 

in·door (VnùdôrÙ, -dorÙ) adj.  1. Of, situated in, or intended for use in the inte-

rior of a building:  an indoor pool; indoor paint.  2. Carried on within doors:  an 

indoor party; indoor gardening. 



in·door-out·door (VnùdôrÙoutùdôrÙ, VnùdorÙoutùdorÙ) adj.  Designed or suit-

able for either indoor or outdoor use:  indoor-outdoor furniture; indoor-outdoor 

carpeting. 

in·doors (Vn-dôrzù, -dorzù) adv.  In or into a house or building. 

in·do·phen·ol (VnÙdo-fKùnôl, -nol, -nml) n.  Any of various synthetic blue or 

green dyes.  [IND(IGO) + PHENOL.]

In·dore (Vn-dôrù, -dorù)  A city of west-central India north-northeast of Bom-

bay. Founded in 1715, it is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 

829,327. 

in·dorse (Vn-dôrsù) v.  Variant of endorse. 
In·dra (VnùdrN) n.  Hinduism. A principal Vedic deity associated with rain and 

thunder. 

in·draft (Vnùdr4ftÙ) n.  1. An inward flow or current, as of air.  2. A pulling or 

drawing inward. 

in·drawn (VnùdrônÙ) adj.  1. Drawn in:  an indrawn gasp.  2. Emotionally unre-

sponsive or reserved; withdrawn: “Her psychiatrist had pronounced her too tense 

and indrawn to endure a strange teacher” (Louis Auchincloss). 

in·dri (VnùdrK) n.  A large arboreal lemur (Indri indri) of Madagascar, having large 

eyes and a rudimentary tail.  [Probably ultimately of Malagasy origin.]

in·du·bi·ta·ble (Vn-duùbV-tN-bNl, -dyuù-) adj.  Too apparent to be doubted; 

unquestionable.   —in·duùbi·ta·bly adv. 

in·duce (Vn-dusù, -dyusù) v.  tr. in·duced, in·duc·ing, in·duc·es. 1. To lead 

or move, as to a course of action, by influence or persuasion.  See Synonyms at 

persuade.  2. To bring about or stimulate the occurrence of; cause:  a drug used 

to induce labor.  3. To infer by inductive reasoning.  4. Physics. a. To produce (an 

electric current or a magnetic charge) by induction.  b. To produce (radioactivity, 

for example) artificially by bombardment of a substance with neutrons, gamma 

rays, and other particles.   5. Biochemistry. To initiate or increase the production 

of (an enzyme or other protein) at the level of genetic transcription.  [Middle 

English inducen, from Old French inducer, from Latin ind7cere : in-, in; see IN-2 + 

d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —in·ducùi·ble adj. 

in·duce·ment (Vn-dusùmNnt, -dyusù-) n.  1. Something that helps bring 

about an action or a desired result; an incentive:  tax breaks intended as an induce-

ment to greater reinvestment.  2. The act or process of inducing:  inducement of 

sleep.  3. Law. An introductory or background statement explaining the main alle-

gations in a proceeding. 

in·duc·er (Vn-duùsNr, -dyuù-) n.  1. One that induces, especially a substance 

that is capable of activating specific genes within a cell.  2. A part or structure in 

an embryo that influences the differentiation of another part. 

in·duct (Vn-dƒktù) v.  tr. in·duct·ed, in·duct·ing, in·ducts. 1. To place cere-

moniously or formally in an office or a position; install:  a service to induct the 



new president of the university.  2. a. To admit as a member; receive.  b. To admit 

to military service:  a draftee waiting to be inducted into the army.  c. To introduce, 

as to new experience or knowledge; initiate:  She was inducted into the ways of the 

legal profession.   3. Physics. To induce.  [Middle English inducten, from Latin 

ind7cere, induct-. See INDUCE.]

in·duc·tance (Vn-dƒkùtNns) n.  1. The property of an electric circuit by which 

an electromotive force is induced in it or in a nearby circuit by a change of cur-

rent in either circuit.  2. A circuit element, typically a conducting coil, in which 

electromotive force is generated by electromagnetic induction. 

in·duct·ee (VnÙdƒk-tKù) n.  One who is inducted, especially a person newly 

admitted to military service. 

in·duc·tion (Vn-dƒkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of inducting.  b. A 

ceremony or formal act by which a person is inducted, as into office or military 

service.   2. Electricity. a. The generation of electromotive force in a closed circuit 

by a varying magnetic flux through the circuit.  b. The charging of an isolated 

conducting object by momentarily grounding it while a charged body is nearby.   

3. Logic. a. The process of deriving general principles from particular facts or 

instances.  b. A conclusion reached by this process.   4. Mathematics. A two-part 

method of proving a theorem involving a positive integral variable. First the theo-

rem is verified for the smallest admissible value of the integer. Then it is proven 

that if the theorem is true for any value of the integer, it is true for the next 

greater value. The final proof contains the two parts.  5. The act of inducing:  

induction of sleep.  6. Presentation of material, such as facts or evidence, in sup-

port of an argument or a proposition.  7. A preface or prologue, as to a literary 

composition, especially an early English play.  8. Biochemistry. The process of ini-

tiating or increasing the production of an enzyme or other protein at the level of 

genetic transcription.  9. Embryology. The change in form or shape caused by the 

action of one tissue of an embryo on adjacent tissues or parts, as by the diffusion 

of hormones or chemicals. 

induction coil (Vn-dƒkùshNn koil) n.  A transformer, often used in automotive 

ignition systems, in which an interrupted, low-voltage direct current in the pri-

mary is converted into an intermittent, high-voltage current in the secondary. 

in·duc·tive (Vn-dƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or using logical induction:  

inductive reasoning.  2. Electricity. Of or arising from inductance:  inductive reac-

tance.  3. Causing or influencing; inducing.  4. Introductory.   —in·ducùtive·ly 
adv.  —in·ducùtive·ness n. 

inductive statistics (Vn-dƒkùtVv stN-tVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

branch of statistics that deals with generalizations, predictions, estimations, and 

decisions from data initially presented. 

in·duc·tor (Vn-dƒkùtNr) n.  One that inducts, especially a device that functions 

by or introduces inductance into a circuit. 



in·due (Vn-duù, -dyuù) v.  Variant of endue. 
in·dulge (Vn-dƒljù) v.  in·dulged, in·dulg·ing, in·dulg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

yield to the desires and whims of, especially to an excessive degree; humor.  

2. a. To yield to; gratify:  indulge a craving for chocolate.  b. To allow (oneself) 

unrestrained gratification:  indulged herself with idle daydreams.  See Synonyms at 

pamper.   3. To grant an ecclesiastical indulgence or dispensation to.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To indulge oneself.  2. To engage or take part, especially freely or avidly:  

indulged in outrageous behavior; indulged in all the latest fads.  [Latin indulgKre.] 
—in·dulgùer n. 

in·dul·gence (Vn-dƒlùjNns) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of indulging; gratifi-

cation:  indulgence of every whim.  b. The state of being indulgent.   2. a. The act 

of indulging in something:  indulgence in irresponsible behavior.  b. Something 

indulged in:  Sports cars are an expensive indulgence.   3. Liberal or lenient treat-

ment; tolerance:  treated their grandchildren with fond indulgence.  4. Self-indul-

gence:  a life of wealth and indulgence.  5. a. Something granted as a favor or 

privilege.  b. Permission to extend the time of payment or performance.  

c. Patient attention:  I beg your indulgence for just a few minutes.   6. Roman Cath-

olic Church. The remission of temporal punishment still due for a sin that has 

been sacramentally absolved.   —  v.  tr. in·dul·genced, in·dul·genc·ing, 
in·dul·genc·es. Roman Catholic Church. To attach an indulgence to. 

in·dul·gent (Vn-dƒlùjNnt) adj.  Showing, characterized by, or given to indul-

gence; lenient:  indulgent grandparents.   —in·dulùgent·ly adv. 

in·dult (Vn-dƒltù) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A faculty granted by the pope to 

deviate from the common law of the Church.  [Middle English, from Medieval 

Latin indultum, from Late Latin, concession, gift, from Latin indultum, neuter 

past participle of indulgKre, to be kind.]

in·du·ment (VnùdN-mNnt, -dyN-) also in·du·men·tum (VnÙdu-mHnùtNm, -

dyu-) n.  pl. in·du·ments also in·du·men·ta (-mHnùtN). A covering of fine 

hairs or scales.  [Latin, garment, from induere, to put a garment on, from indu-, 

in. See INDUSTRY.]

in·du·pli·cate (Vn-duùplV-kVt, -dyuù-) adj.  Botany. Having the edges folded or 

turned inward. 

in·du·rate (VnùdN-r7tÙ, -dyN-) v.  in·du·rat·ed, in·du·rat·ing, in·du·rates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make hard; harden:  soil that had been indurated by extremes of cli-

mate.  2. To inure, as to hardship or ridicule.  3. To make callous or obdurate: “It 

is the curse of revolutionary calamities to indurate the heart” (Helen Maria Will-

iams).   —  v.  intr. 1. To grow hard; harden.  2. To become firmly fixed or estab-

lished.   —  adj.  (Vnùdt-rVt, -dyN-) Hardened; obstinate; unfeeling.  [Latin 

ind7r7re, ind7r7t-  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + d7rus, hard; see deru- in 

Appendix.] —inùdu·raÙtive adj. 



in·du·ra·tion (VnÙdN-r7ùshNn, -dyN-) n.  1. The quality or condition of being 

hardened.  2. The act or process of becoming hardened.  3. Pathology. The hard-

ening of a normally soft tissue or organ, especially the skin, because of inflamma-

tion, infiltration of a neoplasm, or an accumulation of blood. 

In·dus1 (VnùdNs)  A river of south-central Asia rising in southwest Tibet and 

flowing about 3,057 km (1,900 mi) northwest through northern India and south-

west through Pakistan to the Arabian Sea. Its valley was the site of an advanced 

civilization lasting c. 2500 to 1500 B.C. 

In·dus2 (VnùdNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Tucana and 

Pavo.  Also called Indian [Latin Indus, an Indian, from Greek Indos, the Indus 

River, an Indian. See INDIGO.]

indus. abbr.  Industrial; industry. 

in·du·si·um (Vn-duùzK-Nm, -zhK-, -dyuù-) n.  pl. in·du·si·a (-zK-N, -zhK-N). An 

enclosing membrane, as that covering the sorus of a fern.  [Latin, tunic, perhaps 

alteration of Greek endusis, dress, from enduein, sink into, to put on  : en-, in; see 

EN-2 + duein, to sink.]

in·dus·tri·al (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. indus., ind. 1. Of, relating to, or result-

ing from industry:  industrial development; industrial pollution.  2. Having highly 

developed industries:  an industrial nation.  3. Employed, required, or used in 

industry:  industrial workers; industrial diamonds.   —  n.  1. A firm engaged in 

industry.  2. A stock or bond issued by an industrial enterprise.  3. A person 

employed in industry.   —in·dusùtri·al·ly adv. 

industrial action (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl 4kùshNn) n.  Chiefly British. A job action. 

industrial arts (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl ärts) n.  (used with a sing. verb). A subject of 

study aimed at developing the manual and technical skills required to work with 

tools and machinery. 

industrial disease (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl dV-zKzù) n.  Occupational disease. 

industrial engineering (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  Abbr. IE, I.E. The 

branch of engineering that is concerned with the efficient production of indus-

trial goods as affected by elements such as plant and procedural design, the man-

agement of materials and energy, and the integration of workers within the 

overall system.   —industrial engineer n. 

in·dus·tri·al·ism (Vn-dƒsùtrK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  An economic and social system 

based on the development of large-scale industries and marked by the production 

of large quantities of inexpensive manufactured goods and the concentration of 

employment in urban factories. 

in·dus·tri·al·ist (V-dƒsùtrK-N-lVst) n.  One who owns, directs, or has a substan-

tial financial interest in an industrial enterprise. 

in·dus·tri·al·ize (Vn-dƒsùtrK-N-lXzÙ) v.  in·dus·tri·al·ized, in·dus·tri·al·iz·ing, 
in·dus·tri·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To develop industry in (a country or society, for 



example).  2. To organize (the production of something) as an industry.   —  v.  

intr. To become industrial.   —in·dusÙtri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

industrial park (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl pärk) n.  An area usually located on the out-

skirts of a city and zoned for a group of industries and businesses. 

industrial psychology (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of applied 

psychology that is concerned with efficient management of an industrial labor 

force and especially with problems encountered by workers in a mechanized envi-

ronment.   —industrial psychologist n. 

industrial relations (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl rV-l7ùshNnz) pl.n.  Relations between the 

management of an industrial enterprise and its employees. 

industrial revolution also Industrial Revolution (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl rHvÙN-

luùshNn) n.  The complex of radical socioeconomic changes, such as the ones 

that took place in England in the late 18th century, which are brought about when 

extensive mechanization of production systems results in a shift from home-

based hand manufacturing to large-scale factory production. 

industrial union (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Nl yunùyNn) n.  A labor union to which all the 

workers of a particular industry can belong regardless of their occupation or 

trade. 

in·dus·tri·ous (Vn-dƒsùtrK-Ns) adj.  1. Assiduous in work or study; diligent.  See 

Synonyms at busy.  2. Obsolete. Skillful; clever.   —in·dusùtri·ous·ly adv.  

—in·dusùtri·ous·ness n. 

in·dus·try (VnùdN-strK) n.  pl. in·dus·tries. Abbr. indus., ind. 1. Commercial 

production and sale of goods.  2. A specific branch of manufacture and trade:  

the textile industry.  See Synonyms at business.  3. The sector of an economy 

made up of manufacturing enterprises:  government regulation of industry.  

4. Industrial management.  5. Energetic devotion to a task or an endeavor; dili-

gence:  demonstrated great intelligence and industry as a prosecutor.  6. Ongoing 

work or study associated with a specified subject or figure:  the Civil War industry; 

the Hemingway industry.  [Middle English industrie, skill, from Old French, from 

Latin industria, diligence, from feminine of industrius, diligent. See ster-2 in 

Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A clear indication of the way in which human effort has

been harnessed as a force for the commercial production of goods and services is

the change in meaning of the word industry. Coming from the Latin word indus-

tria, meaning “diligent activity directed to some purpose,” and its descendant, Old

French industrie, with the senses “activity,” “ability,” and “a trade or occupation,”

our word (first recorded in 1475) originally meant “skill,” “a device,” and “dili-

gence” as well as “a trade.” As more and more human effort over the course of the

Industrial Revolution became involved in producing goods and services for sale,

the last sense of industry as well as the slightly newer sense “systematic work or



habitual employment” grew in importance, to a large extent taking over the word.

We can even speak now of the Shakespeare industry, rather like the garment in-

dustry. The sense “diligence, assiduity,” lives on, however, perhaps even to survive

industry itself.

in·dus·try·wide (VnùdN-strK-wXdÙ) adv.  & adj.  Throughout an entire industry:  

sales that have decreased industrywide; industrywide cooperation. 

in·dwell (Vn-dwHlù) v.  in·dwelt (-dwHltù), in·dwell·ing, in·dwells.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To exist as an animating or divine inner spirit, force, or principle.  2. To be 

located or implanted inside something.   —  v.  tr. To inhabit or reside within as 

such a spirit, force, or principle.   —inùdwellÙer n. 

In·dy (4nùdK, 4N-dKù), (Paul Marie Théodore) Vincent d’. 1851-1931.  

French composer who was a founder (1894) and director of the Schola Cantorum 

in Paris. 

-ine1 suff.  1. Of or relating to:  Benedictine.  2. Made of; resembling:  opaline.  

[Middle English -in, -ine, from Old French, from Latin -Xnus, -Xna, adj. suff., and 

from Latin -inus (from Greek -inos, adj. suff.).]

-ine2 suff.  1.  Also -in. A chemical substance, especially: a. Halogen:  bromine.  

b. Basic compound:  amine.  c. Alkaloid:  quinine.   2. Amino acid:  glycine.  3. A 

mixture of compounds:  gasoline.  4. Commercial material:  glassine.  [Ultimately 

from Latin -Xnus, and -inus, adj. suffixes; see -INE
1.]

in·e·bri·ant (Vn-KùbrK-Nnt) adj.  Serving to intoxicate.   —  n.  An intoxicant. 

in·e·bri·ate (Vn-KùbrK-7tÙ) v.  tr. in·e·bri·at·ed, in·e·bri·at·ing, in·e·bri·ates. 
1. To make drunk; intoxicate.  2. To exhilarate or stupefy as if with alcohol.   —  
adj.  (-Vt) Intoxicated.   —  n.  (-Vt) An intoxicated person.  [Latin inKbri7re, 

inKbri7t-  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + Kbri7re, to intoxicate (from Kbrius, 

drunk); see Kgwh- in Appendix.] —in·eÙbri·aùtion n. 

in·e·bri·at·ed (Vn-KùbrK-7ÙtVd) adj.  Exhilarated or stupefied by or as if by alco-

hol; intoxicated. 

in·e·bri·e·ty (VnÙV-brXùV-tK) n.  Intoxication; drunkenness. 

in·ed·i·ble (Vn-HdùN-bNl) adj.  Unfit to be eaten; not edible.   —in·edÙi·bilùi·ty 
n.  —in·edùi·bly adv. 

in·ed·it·ed (Vn-HdùV-tVd) adj.  1. Not edited.  2. Not published. 

in·ed·u·ca·ble (Vn-HjùN-kN-bNl) adj.  Incapable of being educated.   
—in·edÙu·ca·bilùi·ty n. 

in·ef·fa·ble (Vn-HfùN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of being expressed; indescribable or 

unutterable.  See Synonyms at unspeakable.  2. Not to be uttered; taboo:  the 

ineffable name of the Deity.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

ineff7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + eff7bilis, utterable (from eff7rX, to utter  : ex-, ex- + 

f7rX, to speak); see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —in·efÙfa·bilùi·ty, in·efùfa·ble·ness n.  

—in·efùfa·bly adv. 



in·ef·face·a·ble (VnÙV-f7ùsN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to efface; indelible.   
—inÙef·faceÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙef·faceùa·bly adv. 

in·ef·fec·tive (VnÙV-fHkùtVv) adj.  1. Not producing an intended effect; ineffec-

tual:  an ineffective plea.  2. Inadequate; incompetent:  an ineffective teacher.   
—inÙef·fecùtive·ly adv.  —inÙef·fecùtive·ness n. 

in·ef·fec·tu·al (VnÙV-fHkùchu-Nl) adj.  1. a. Insufficient to produce a desired 

effect:  an ineffectual effort to block the legislation.  b. Useless; worthless:  an inef-

fectual treatment for cancer.   2. Lacking forcefulness or effectiveness; weak:  an 

ineffectual ruler.   —inÙef·fecÙtu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK), inÙef·fecùtu·al·ness n.  

—inÙef·fecùtu·al·ly adv. 

in·ef·fi·ca·cious (Vn-HfÙV-k7ùshNs) adj.  Not capable of producing a desired 

effect or result; ineffective.   —in·efÙfi·caùcious·ly adv.  —in·efÙfi·caù-
cious·ness n. 

in·ef·fi·ca·cy (Vn-HfùV-kN-sK) n.  The state or quality of being incapable of pro-

ducing a desired effect or result. 

in·ef·fi·cien·cy (VnÙV-fVshùNn-sK) n.  pl. in·ef·fi·cien·cies. 1. The quality, con-

dition, or fact of being inefficient.  2. An inefficient act, design, or procedure:  

pointed out certain inefficiencies in the shipping operation. 

in·ef·fi·cient (VnÙV-fVshùNnt) adj.  1. Not efficient, as: a. Lacking the ability or 

skill to perform effectively; incompetent:  an inefficient worker.  b. Not producing 

the intended result; ineffective:  an inefficient campaign against illegal drugs.   

2. Wasteful of time, energy, or materials:  an inefficient design; outdated and inef-

ficient methods.   —inÙef·fiùcient·ly adv. 

in·e·gal·i·tar·i·an (VnÙV-g4lÙV-târùK-Nn) adj.  Marked by or accepting of social, 

economic, or political inequality. 

in·e·las·tic (VnÙV-l4sùtVk) adj.  Lacking elasticity; unyielding or unadaptable.  See 

Synonyms at stiff.  —inÙe·las·ticùi·ty (-V-l4-stVsùV-tK) n. 

inelastic collision (VnÙV-l4sùtVk kN-lVzhùNn) n.  A collision between two parti-

cles in which part of their kinetic energy is transformed to another form of 

energy. The total amount of energy remains the same. 

inelastic scattering (VnÙV-l4sùtVk sk4tùNr-Vng) n.  The scattering of particles 

resulting from inelastic collision. 

in·el·e·gance (Vn-HlùV-gNns) n.  Lack of refinement or polish. 

in·el·e·gant (Vn-HlùV-gNnt) adj.  Lacking refinement or polish; not elegant.   
—in·elùe·gant·ly adv. 

in·el·i·gi·ble (Vn-HlùV-jN-bNl) adj.  1. Disqualified by law, rule, or provision:  inel-

igible to run for office; ineligible for retirement benefits.  2. Unworthy of being cho-

sen; unfit:  considered her ineligible for the job.   —  n.  One that is not eligible.   
—in·elÙi·gi·bilùi·ty n.  —in·elùi·gi·bly adv. 

in·el·o·quent (Vn-HlùN-kwNnt) adj.  Lacking or displaying a lack of eloquence.   
—in·elùo·quence n.  —in·elùo·quent·ly adv. 



in·e·luc·ta·ble (VnÙV-lƒkùtN-bNl) adj.  Not to be avoided or escaped; inevitable: 

“Those war plans rested on a belief in the ineluctable superiority of the offense over 

the defense” (Jack Beatty).  [Latin inKluct7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + Kluct7bilis, pen-

etrable (from Kluct7rX, to struggle out of  : ex-, ex- + luct7rX, to struggle).] 
—inÙe·lucÙta·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙe·lucùta·bly adv. 

in·ept (Vn-Hptù) adj.  1. Not apt or fitting; inappropriate.  See Synonyms at awk-
ward.  2. a. Displaying a lack of judgment, sense, or reason; foolish:  an inept 

remark.  b. Bungling or clumsy; incompetent:  inept handling of the account.   

[Latin ineptus : in-, not; see IN-1 + aptus, suitable; see APT.] —in·eptùly adv.  

—in·eptùness, in·epùti·tudeÙ (-HpùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ)  n. 

in·e·qual·i·ty (VnÙV-kwmlùV-tK) n.  pl. in·e·qual·i·ties. 1. a. The condition of 

being unequal.  b. An instance of being unequal.   2. a. Lack of equality, as of 

opportunity, treatment, or status.  b. Social or economic disparity:  the growing 

inequality between rich and poor.   3. Lack of smoothness or regularity; uneven-

ness.  4. Variability; changeability.  5. Mathematics. An algebraic expression 

showing that a quantity is greater than or less than another quantity. 

in·eq·ui·ta·ble (Vn-HkùwV-tN-bNl) adj.  Not equitable; unfair.   
—in·eqùui·ta·bly adv. 

in·eq·ui·ty (Vn-HkùwV-tK) n.  pl. in·eq·ui·ties. 1. Injustice; unfairness.  2. An 

instance of injustice or unfairness:  discerned some inequities in the criminal justice 

system. 

in·e·rad·i·ca·ble (VnÙV-r4dùV-kN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to eradicate or be eradi-

cated:  ineradicable stains.   —inÙe·radùi·ca·bly adv. 

in·er·ran·cy (Vn-HrùNn-sK) n.  Freedom from error or untruths; infallibility:  

belief in the inerrancy of the Scriptures. 

in·er·rant (Vn-HrùNnt) adj.  1. Incapable of erring; infallible.  2. Containing no 

errors. 

in·er·ran·tism (Vn-HrùNn-tVzÙNm) n.  Belief in the inerrancy or literal truth of a 

particular writing or document.   —in·erùran·tistÙ adj.  & n. 

in·ert (Vn-ûrtù) adj.  1. Unable to move or act.  2. Sluggish in action or motion; 

lethargic.  See Synonyms at inactive.  3. Chemistry. Not readily reactive with 

other elements; forming few or no chemical compounds.  [Latin iners, inert-  : in-

, not; see IN-1 + ars, skill; see ar- in Appendix.] —in·ertùly adv.  —in·ertùness n. 

inert gas (Vn-ûrtù g4s) n.  See noble gas. 
in·er·tia (V-nûrùshN) n.  1. Physics. The tendency of a body to resist acceleration; 

the tendency of a body at rest to remain at rest or of a body in motion to stay in 

motion in a straight line unless acted on by an outside force.  2. Resistance or dis-

inclination to motion, action, or change:  the inertia of an entrenched bureaucracy.  

[Latin, idleness, from iners, inert-, inert. See INERT.] —in·erùtial adj.  —in·erù-
tial·ly adv. 



inertial frame (V-nûrùshNl fr7m) n.  A coordinate system in which the Newto-

nian law of motion is valid, specifically one in which a mass m subjected to a 

force F moves in accordance with the equation F = ma, where a is the accelera-

tion. 

inertial guidance (V-nûrùshNl gXdùns) n.  Guidance of an aircraft or a space-

craft in which gyroscopic and accelerometer data are used by a computer to 

maintain a predetermined course. 

inertial platform (V-nûrùshNl pl4tùfôrmÙ) n.  The sensing devices used in iner-

tial guidance and the platform on which they are mounted. 

in·es·cap·a·ble (VnÙV-sk7ùpN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to escape or avoid; inevitable:  

inescapable consequences.  See Synonyms at certain.  —inÙes·capùa·bly adv. 

in·es·sen·tial (VnÙV-sHnùshNl) adj.  1. Not essential; unessential.  2. Without 

essence.   —  n.  Something that is not essential.   —inÙes·senÙti·alùi·ty (-shK-

4lùV-tK) n. 

in·es·ti·ma·ble (Vn-HsùtN-mN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to estimate or compute:  

inestimable damage.  See Synonyms at incalculable.  2. Of immeasurable value 

or worth; invaluable: “shared all the inestimable advantages of being wealthy, good-

looking, confident and intelligent” (Doris Kearns Goodwin).   —in·esùti·ma·bly 
adv. 

in·ev·i·ta·ble (Vn-HvùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to avoid or prevent.  See Syn-

onyms at certain.  2. Invariably occurring or appearing; predictable:  the inevita-

ble changes of the seasons.   —in·evÙi·ta·bilùi·ty n.  —in·evùi·ta·bly adv. 

in·ex·act (VnÙVg-z4ktù) adj.  1. Not strictly accurate or precise; not exact:  an 

inexact quotation; an inexact description of what had taken place.  2. Not rigorous 

or meticulous:  an inexact mind; an inexact method.   —inÙex·actùly adv.  

—inÙex·actùness n. 

in·ex·act·i·tude (VnÙVg-z4kùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Lack of exactitude; inexact-

ness. 

in·ex·cus·a·ble (VnÙVk-skyuùzN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to excuse or justify; 

unpardonable:  inexcusable behavior.   —inÙex·cusùa·ble·ness n.  

—inÙex·cusùa·bly adv. 

in·ex·haust·i·ble (VnÙVg-zôùstN-bNl) adj.  1. That cannot be entirely consumed 

or used up:  an inexhaustible supply of coal.  2. Never wearying; tireless:  an inex-

haustible campaigner.   —inÙex·haustÙi·bilùi·ty, inÙex·haustùi·ble·ness n.  

—inÙex·haustùi·bly adv. 

in·ex·is·tent (VnÙVg-zVsùtNnt) adj.  Having no existence; nonexistent.   
—inÙex·isùtence n. 

in·ex·o·ra·ble (Vn-HkùsNr-N-bNl) adj.  Not capable of being persuaded by 

entreaty; relentless:  an inexorable opponent; a feeling of inexorable doom.  See Syn-

onyms at inflexible.  [Latin inexor7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + exor7bilis, pliant 



(from exor7re, to prevail upon  : ex-, intensive pref.; see ex- + or7re, to argue).] 
—in·exÙo·ra·bilùi·ty, in·exùo·ra·ble·ness n.  —in·exùo·ra·bly adv. 

in·ex·pe·di·ent (VnÙVk-spKùdK-Nnt) adj.  Not expedient; inadvisable:  an inexpe-

dient tactic.   —inÙex·peùdi·ence, inÙex·peùdi·en·cy n.  —inÙex·peùdi·ent·ly 
adv. 

in·ex·pen·sive (VnÙVk-spHnùsVv) adj.  Not high in price; cheap.   —inÙex·penù-
sive·ly adv.  —inÙex·penùsive·ness n. 

in·ex·pe·ri·ence (VnÙVk-spîrùK-Nns) n.  1. Lack of experience.  2. Lack of the 

knowledge gained from experience.   —inÙex·peùri·enced adj. 

in·ex·pert (Vn-HkùspûrtÙ) adj.  Not expert; unskilled.   —in·exùpertÙly adv.  

—in·exùpertÙness n. 

in·ex·pi·a·ble (Vn-HkùspK-N-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to expiate or atone for:  

inexpiable crimes.  2. Obsolete. Implacable.   —in·exùpi·a·bly adv. 

in·ex·plain·a·ble (VnÙVk-spl7ùnN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to explain; 

inexplicable.   —inÙex·plainùa·bly adv. 

in·ex·pli·ca·ble (Vn-HkùsplV-kN-bNl, VnÙVk-splVkùN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossi-

ble to explain or account for:  left the house at three in the morning for inexplicable 

reasons.   —in·exÙpli·ca·bilùi·ty, in·exùpli·ca·ble·ness n.  —in·exùpli·ca·bly 
adv. 

in·ex·plic·it (VnÙVk-splVsùVt) adj.  Not explicit; indefinite. 

in·ex·press·i·ble (VnÙVk-sprHsùN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to express; indescrib-

able:  inexpressible grief.  See Synonyms at unspeakable.  
—inÙex·pressÙi·bilùi·ty, inÙex·pressùi·ble·ness n.  —inÙex·pressùi·bly adv. 

in·ex·pres·sive (VnÙVk-sprHsùVv) adj.  1. Lacking expression; blank:  an inexpres-

sive stare.  2. Devoid of emotion or style; flat or dull:  an inexpressive performance 

of the aria.   —inÙex·presùsive·ly adv.  —inÙex·presùsive·ness n. 

in·ex·pug·na·ble (VnÙVk-spƒgùnN-bNl, -spyuùnN-) adj.  1. Impossible to over-

come or overthrow by force.  2. Impossible to put aside or drive away:  inexpug-

nable dislike.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin inexpugn7bilis : in-, 

not; see IN-1 + expugn7bilis, capable of being overcome (from expugn7re : ex-, 

completely; see ex- + pugn7re, to fight); see IMPUGN.] —inÙex·pug·na·bilùi·ty 
n.  —inÙex·pugùna·bly adv. 

in·ex·ten·si·ble (VnÙVk-stHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Not extensible:  an inextensible 

antenna. 

in ex·ten·so (Vn Hk-stHnùso) adv.  At full length:  an article reprinted in extenso 

in a later collection.  [Latin  : in, at + extKnso, ablative of extensus, stretch.]

in·ex·tin·guish·a·ble (VnÙVk-stVngùgwV-shN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to 

extinguish:  an inextinguishable flame; an inextinguishable faith.   
—inÙex·tinùguish·a·bly adv. 

in·ex·tir·pa·ble (VnÙVk-stûrùpN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to eradicate or 

destroy. 



in ex·tre·mis (Vn Hk-strKùmVs) adv.  1. At the point of death.  2. In grave or 

extreme circumstances.  [Latin  : in, in + extrKmXs, ablative pl. of extrKmus, 

extreme.]

in·ex·tri·ca·ble (Vn-HkùstrV-kN-bNl, VnÙVk-strVkùN-bNl) adj.  1. a. So intricate or 

entangled as to make escape impossible:  an inextricable maze; an inextricable web 

of deceit.  b. Difficult or impossible to disentangle or untie:  an inextricable tangle 

of threads.  c. Too involved or complicated to solve:  an inextricable problem.   

2. Unavoidable; inescapable:  bound together by an inextricable fate.   
—in·exÙtri·ca·bilùi·ty, in·exùtri·ca·ble·ness n.  —in·exùtri·ca·bly adv. 

INF abbr.  Intermediate-range nuclear forces. 

inf. abbr.  1.  Also Inf.. Infantry.  2. Inferior.  3. Infinitive.  4. Infinity.  

5. Information. 

in·fal·li·ble (Vn-f4lùN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of erring:  an infallible guide; an 

infallible source of information.  2. Incapable of failing; certain:  an infallible anti-

dote; an infallible rule.  3. Roman Catholic Church. Incapable of error in expound-

ing doctrine on faith or morals.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

Xnfallibilis : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Medieval Latin fallibilis, fallible; see FALLIBLE.] 
—in·falÙli·bilùi·ty, in·falùli·ble·ness n.  —in·falùli·bly adv. 

in·fa·mous (VnùfN-mNs) adj.  1. Having an exceedingly bad reputation; notori-

ous.  2. Causing or deserving infamy; heinous:  an infamous deed.  3. Law. 

a. Punishable by severe measures, such as death, long imprisonment, or loss of 

civil rights.  b. Convicted of a crime, such as treason or felony, that carries such a 

punishment.   [Middle English infamis, from Latin Xnf7mis : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

f7ma, renown, fame; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —inùfa·mous·ly adv.  

—inùfa·mous·ness n. 

in·fa·my (VnùfN-mK) n.  pl. in·fa·mies. 1. Evil fame or reputation.  2. The con-

dition of being infamous.  See Synonyms at disgrace.  3. An evil or criminal act 

that is publicly known.  [Middle English infamie, dishonor, from Old French, 

from Latin Xnf7mia, from Xnf7mis, infamous. See INFAMOUS.]

in·fan·cy (VnùfNn-sK) n.  pl. in·fan·cies. 1. The earliest period of childhood, 

especially before the ability to walk has been acquired.  2. The state of being an 

infant.  3. An early stage of existence:  Space exploration is still in its infancy.  

4. Law. The state or period of being a minor. 

in·fant (VnùfNnt) n.  1. A child in the earliest period of life, especially before he 

or she can walk.  2. Law. A person under the legal age of majority; a minor.   —  
adj.  1. Of or being in infancy.  2. Intended for infants or young children.  

3. Newly begun or formed:  an infant enterprise.  [Middle English, from Old 

French enfant, from Latin Xnf7ns, Xnfant-, from Xnf7ns, not able to speak, young  : 

in-, not; see IN-1 + f7ns, present participle of f7rX, to speak; see bh7-2 in Appen-

dix.]



WORD HISTORY: Anyone who has ever responded to the cries of a howling

infant may find it difficult to believe the etymology of the word infant. The source

of our word is the Latin word Xnf7ns (stem form, or form to which inflections are

added, Xnfant-), meaning “a little child; strictly, one who does not yet speak.” The

noun is from the adjective Xnf7ns, meaning “not having the power of speech” and

“newly born” and made up of the negative prefix in- and the present participle

f7ns, “speaking,” of the verb f7rX, “to speak.” Latin Xnf7ns and its Old French de-

scendant enfant could both be used to refer to a speaking child, and the earliest

recorded use (around 1384) of their Middle English descendant infaunte, the an-

cestor of our word, is in the sense “child.” This use gave rise to our legal sense of

infant, “a minor,” thus reminding us of individuals who can be very talkative in-

deed.

in·fan·ta (Vn-f4nùtN, -fänù-) n.  A daughter of a Spanish or Portuguese king.  

[Spanish, and Portuguese, feminine of infante, infante; see INFANTE.]

in·fan·te (Vn-f4nùtK, -fänùt7) n.  A son of a Spanish or Portuguese king other 

than the heir to the throne.  [Spanish, and Portuguese  both from Latin Xnf7ns, 

Xnfant-, infant. See INFANT.]

in·fan·ti·cide (Vn-f4nùtV-sXdÙ) n.  1. The act of killing an infant.  2. The practice 

of killing newborn infants.  3. One who kills an infant.  [Late Latin XnfanticXdium, 

the killing of a child, and Xnf7nticXda, killer of a child Latin Xnf7ns, Xnfant-, infant; 

see INFANT + Latin -cXdiumand -cXda, -cide.] —in·fanÙti·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

in·fan·tile (VnùfNn-tXlÙ, -tVl) adj.  1. Of or relating to infants or infancy.  

2. Displaying or suggesting a lack of maturity; extremely childish:  infantile 

behavior; an infantile remark.  [Middle English infantil, from Latin XnfantXlis, 
from Xnf7ns, Xnfant-, infant. See INFANT.]

infantile autism (VnùfNn-tXlÙ ôùtVzÙNm) n.  Psychology. A severe disorder of 

childhood characterized by withdrawal, preoccupation with fantasy, language 

impairment, and abnormal behavior, such as ritualistic acts and excessive object 

attachment. 

infantile paralysis (VnùfNn-tXlÙ pN-r4lùV-sVs) n.  See poliomyelitis. 
in·fan·til·ism (VnùfNn-tl-VzÙNm, Vn-f4nùtl-) n.  1. A state of arrested develop-

ment in an adult, characterized by retention of infantile mentality, accompanied 

by stunted growth and sexual immaturity, and often by dwarfism.  2. a. Extreme 

immaturity, as in behavior or character: “infantilism, which is the subtext of so 

much American cinema and culture” (John Simon).  b. An infantile act or remark.  

in·fan·til·ize (VnùfNn-tl-XzÙ, Vn-f4nù-) v.  tr. in·fan·til·ized, in·fan·til·iz·ing, 
in·fan·til·iz·es. 1. To reduce to an infantile state or condition: “It creates a crisis 

that infantilizes them—causes grown men to squabble like kids about trivial things” 

(New Yorker).  2. To treat or condescend to as if still a young child: “The Victorian 



physician infantilized his patient” (Judith Moore).   —in·fanÙtil·i·zaùtion (-V-
z7ùshNn) n. 

in·fan·tine (VnùfNn-tXnÙ, -tVn) adj.  Infantile; childish. 

in·fan·try (VnùfNn-trK) n.  pl. in·fan·tries. Abbr. inf., Inf. The combat arm 

made up of units trained to fight on foot.  [French infanterie, from Old French, 

from Old Italian infanteria, from infante, youth, foot soldier, from Latin Xnf7ns, 

Xnfant-, infant. See INFANT.]

in·fan·try·man (VnùfNn-trK-mNn) n.  A soldier in the infantry. 

infant school (VnùfNnt skul) n.  Chiefly British. A kindergarten. 

in·farct (VnùfärktÙ, Vn-färktù) n.  Pathology. An area of tissue that undergoes 

necrosis as a result of obstruction of local blood supply, as by a thrombus or an 

embolus.  [From Latin Xnfarctus, past participle of XnfarcXre, to cram  : in-, in; see 

IN-2 + farcXre, to stuff.] —in·farctùed adj. 

in·farc·tion (Vn-färkùshNn) n.  1. The formation or development of an infarct.  

2. An infarct. 

in·fat·u·ate (Vn-f4chùu-7tÙ) v.  tr. in·fat·u·at·ed, in·fat·u·at·ing, 
in·fat·u·ates. 1. To inspire with unreasoning love or attachment.  2. To cause to 

behave foolishly.   —  adj.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) Infatuated.  [Latin Xnfatu7re, Xnfatu7t-  : in-, 

causative pref.; see IN-2 + fatuus, foolish.]

in·fat·u·at·ed (Vn-f4chùu-7ÙtVd) adj.  Possessed by an unreasoning passion or 

attraction.   —in·fatùu·atÙed·ly adv. 

in·fat·u·a·tion (V-f4chÙu-7ùshNn) n.  1. A foolish, unreasoning, or extravagant 

passion or attraction.  See Synonyms at love.  2. An object of extravagant, short-

lived passion. 

in·fau·na (VnùfôÙnN) n.  Aquatic animals that live in the substrate of a body of 

water, especially in a soft sea bottom.  [IN-2 + FAUNA.]

in·fea·si·ble (Vn-fKùzN-bNl) adj.  Not feasible; impracticable:  a plan that turned 

out to be infeasible. 

in·fect (Vn-fHktù) v.  tr. in·fect·ed, in·fect·ing, in·fects. 1. To contaminate 

with a pathogenic microorganism or agent.  2. To communicate a pathogen or 

disease to.  3. To invade and produce infection in.  4. To contaminate or corrupt:  

envy that infected their thoughts; a society that was infected by racism.  5. To affect 

in a contagious way: “His fear infected me, and... I followed as fast as I could” 

(W.H. Hudson).  [Middle English infecten, to afflict with disease, from Latin 

Xnficere, Xnfect-, to stain, infect (in-, in; see in-2 + facere, to do). See dhK- in 

Appendix.]

in·fec·tion (Vn-fHkùshNn) n.  1. a. Invasion by and multiplication of pathogenic 

microorganisms in a bodily part or tissue, which may produce subsequent tissue 

injury and progress to overt disease through a variety of cellular or toxic mecha-

nisms.  b. An instance of being infected.  c. An agent or a contaminated sub-

stance responsible for one’s becoming infected.  d. The pathological state 



resulting from having been infected.   2. An infectious disease.  3. a. Moral con-

tamination or corruption.  b. Ready communication of an emotion or attitude by 

contact or example.  

in·fec·tious (Vn-fHkùshNs) adj.  1. Capable of causing infection.  2. Caused by 

or capable of being transmitted by infection.  3. Caused by a pathogenic microor-

ganism or agent.  4. Easily or readily communicated:  an infectious laugh.   
—in·fecùtious·ly adv.  —in·fecùtious·ness n. 

infectious enterohepatitis (Vn-fHkùshNs HnÙtN-ro-hHpÙN-tXùtVs) n.  See 

blackhead (n., sense 2). 

infectious hepatitis (Vn-fHkùshNs hHpÙN-tXùtVs) n.  See hepatitis A. 
infectious mononucleosis (Vn-fHkùshNs mmnÙo-nuÙklK-oùsVs) n.  A com-

mon, acute, infectious disease, usually affecting young people, caused by Epstein-

Barr virus and characterized by fever, swollen lymph nodes, sore throat, and lym-

phocyte abnormalities.  Also called glandular fever 

in·fec·tive (Vn-fHkùtVv) adj.  Capable of producing infection; infectious.   
—in·fecùtive·ness, inÙfec·tivùi·ty n. 

in·fe·lic·i·tous (VnÙfV-lVsùV-tNs) adj.  1. Inappropriate; ill-chosen:  an infelicitous 

remark.  2. Not happy; unfortunate.   —inÙfe·licùi·tous·ly adv. 

in·fe·lic·i·ty (VnÙfV-lVsùV-tK) n.  pl. in·fe·lic·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being infelicitous.  2. Something inappropriate or unpleasing.  [Middle English 

infelicite, from Latin XnfKlXcit7s, from XnfKlXx, XnfKlXc-, unhappy  : in-, not; see IN-1 

+ fKlXx, happy; see dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

in·fer (Vn-fûrù) v.  in·ferred, in·fer·ring, in·fers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To conclude 

from evidence or premises.  See Synonyms at conjecture.  2. To reason from 

circumstance; surmise:  We can infer that his motive in publishing the diary was less 

than honorable.  3. To lead to as a consequence or conclusion: “Socrates argued 

that a statue inferred the existence of a sculptor” (Academy).  4. To hint; imply.   
—  v.  intr. To draw inferences.  See Synonyms at conjecture.  [Latin Xnferre, to 

bring in, adduce  : in-, in; see IN-2 + ferre, to bear; see bher-1 in Appendix.] 
—in·ferùa·ble adj.  —in·ferùa·bly adv.  —in·ferùrer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Infer is sometimes confused with imply, but the distinction is a

useful one. When we say that a speaker or sentence implies something, we mean

that it is conveyed or suggested without being stated outright: When the mayor

said that she would not rule out a business tax increase, she implied (not inferred)

that some taxes might be raised. Inference, on the other hand, is the activity per-

formed by a reader or interpreter in deriving conclusions that are not explicit in

what is said: When the mayor said that she would not rule out a tax increase, we

inferred that she had been consulting with some new financial advisers, since her old

advisers were in favor of tax reductions.



in·fer·ence (VnùfNr-Nns) n.  1. a. The act or process of deriving logical conclu-

sions from premises known or assumed to be true.  b. The act of reasoning from 

factual knowledge or evidence.   2. a. Something inferred.  b. Usage Problem. A 

hint or suggestion:  The editorial contained an inference of foul play in the award-

ing of the contract.  

in·fer·en·tial (VnÙfN-rHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving inference.  

2. Derived or capable of being derived by inference.   —inÙfer·enùtial·ly adv. 

in·fe·ri·or (Vn-fîrùK-Nr) adj.  Abbr. inf. 1. Low or lower in order, degree, or rank:  

Captain is an inferior rank to major.  2. a. Low or lower in quality, value, or esti-

mation:  inferior craft; felt inferior to his older sibling.  b. Second-rate; poor:  an 

inferior student.   3. Situated under or beneath.  4. Botany. Located below the 

perianth and other floral parts. Used of an ovary.  5. Anatomy. Located beneath 

or directed downward.  6. Printing. Set below the normal line of type; subscript.  

7. Astronomy. a. Orbiting between the earth and the sun:  Mercury is an inferior 

planet.  b. Lying below the horizon.    —  n.  Abbr. inf. 1. A person lower in rank, 

status, or accomplishment than another.  2. Printing. An inferior character, such 

as the number 2 in CO2.  [Middle English, from Latin, comparative of Xnferus, 

low. See idher- in Appendix.] —in·feÙri·orùi·ty (-ôrùV-tK, -mrù-) n. 

inferiority complex (Vn-fîrÙK-ôrùV-tK kNm-plHksù) n.  A persistent sense of 

inadequacy or a tendency to self-diminishment, sometimes resulting in excessive 

aggressiveness through overcompensation. 

in·fer·nal (Vn-fûrùnNl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to a lower world of the dead.  

b. Of or relating to hell:  infernal punishments; infernal powers.   2. Fiendish; dia-

bolical:  infernal instruments of war.  3. Abominable; awful:  the infernal racket of 

the jackhammers.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin Xnfern7lis, 

from Xnfernus, hell, from Latin, lower, underground. See idher- in Appendix.] 
—in·ferùnal·ly adv. 

infernal machine (Vn-fûrùnNl mN-shKnù) n.  Law. An explosive device mali-

ciously designed to harm or destroy. 

in·fer·no (Vn-fûrùno) n.  pl. in·fer·nos. 1. A place or condition suggestive of 

hell, especially with respect to human suffering or death:  the inferno of battle.  

2. A place of fiery heat or destruction.  [Italian, hell, from Late Latin Xnfernus. See 

INFERNAL.]

in·fer·tile (Vn-fûrùtl) adj.  1. Not fertile; unproductive or barren.  See Synonyms 

at sterile.  2. Biology. Incapable of producing offspring; sterile. 

in·fer·til·i·ty (VnÙfNr-tVlùV-tK) n.  1. Absent or diminished fertility.  2. The per-

sistent inability to conceive a child. 

in·fest (Vn-fHstù) v.  tr. in·fest·ed, in·fest·ing, in·fests. 1. To inhabit or over-

run in numbers large enough to be harmful, threatening, or obnoxious:  rats 

infesting the sewers; streets that were infested with drugs.  2. To live as a parasite in 

or on tissues or organs or on the skin and its appendages:  livestock that were 



infested with tapeworms.  [Middle English infesten, to distress, from Old French 

infester, from Latin Xnfest7re, from Xnfestus, hostile. See gwhedh- in Appendix.] 
—inÙfes·taùtion n.  —in·festùer n. 

in·fi·del (VnùfV-dNl, -dHlÙ) n.  1. An unbeliever with respect to a particular reli-

gion, especially Christianity or Islam.  2. One who has no religious beliefs.  

3. One who doubts or rejects a particular doctrine, system, or principle:  an infi-

del to the prohibitionist cause.  [Middle English infidele, from Old French, from 

Latin XnfidKlis, disloyal  : in-, not; see IN-1 + fidKlis, faithful (from fidKs, faith); see 

bheidh- in Appendix.]

in·fi·del·i·ty (VnÙfV-dHlùV-tK) n.  pl. in·fi·del·i·ties. 1. a. Unfaithfulness to a sex-

ual partner, especially a spouse.  b. An act of sexual unfaithfulness.   2. Lack of 

fidelity or loyalty:  infidelity to the family tradition; infidelity to the principles of the 

revolution.  3. Lack of religious belief. 

in·field (VnùfKldÙ) n.  1. Baseball. a. The area of the field bounded by home plate 

and first, second, and third bases.  b. The defensive positions of first base, second 

base, third base, and shortstop considered as a unit.   2. Sports. The area inside a 

racetrack or running track.  3. A field located near a farmhouse. 

in·field·er (VnùfKlÙdNr) n.  Baseball. A player assigned to the infield. 

in·fight·ing (VnùfXÙtVng) n.  1. Contentious rivalry or disagreement among 

members or groups within an organization:  behind-the-scenes infighting on the 

President’s staff.  2. Sports. Fighting or boxing at close range.   —inùfightÙer n. 

in·fill (VnùfVlÙ) n.  1. The use of vacant land and property within a built-up area 

for further construction or development, especially as part of a neighborhood 

preservation or limited growth program.  2. A substance or material used to fill 

in:  a steel structure with an infill of redwood sheathing. 

in·fil·trate (Vn-fVlùtr7tÙ, VnùfVl-) v.  in·fil·trat·ed, in·fil·trat·ing, in·fil·trates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To pass (troops, for example) surreptitiously into enemy-held ter-

ritory.  b. To penetrate with hostile intent:  infiltrate enemy lines; a team of terror-

ists that had infiltrated the country.   2. To enter or take up positions in gradually 

or surreptitiously, as for purposes of espionage or takeover:  tried to infiltrate key 

government agencies with spies.  3. To cause (a liquid, for example) to permeate a 

substance by passing through its interstices or pores.  4. To permeate (a porous 

substance) with a liquid or gas.   —  v.  intr. To gain entrance gradually or surrep-

titiously.   —  n.  One that infiltrates, especially an abnormal substance that accu-

mulates gradually in cells or body tissues.   —in·filùtra·tor n. 

in·fil·tra·tion (VnÙfVl-tr7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of infiltrating.  2. The 

state of being infiltrated.  3. Something that infiltrates.   —in·filùtra·tive (-trN-

tVv) adj. 

infin. abbr.  Infinitive. 

in·fi·nite (VnùfN-nVt) adj.  1. Having no boundaries or limits.  2. Immeasurably 

great or large; boundless:  infinite importance.  3. Mathematics. a. Existing 



beyond or being greater than any arbitrarily large value.  b. Unlimited in spatial 

extent.  c. Of or relating to a set capable of being put into one-to-one correspon-

dence with a proper subset of itself.    —  n.  Something infinite.  [Middle English 

infinit, from Old French, from Latin XnfXnXtus : in-, not; see IN-1 + fXnXtus, finite, 

from past participle of fXnXre, to limit; see FINITE.] —inùfi·nite·ly adv.  

—inùfi·nite·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: infinite, boundless, eternal, illimitable, sempiternal. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “being without beginning or end”: infinite

wisdom; boundless ambition; eternal beauty; illimitable space; sempiternal truth. See

also Synonyms at incalculable 
ANTONYM: finite

USAGE NOTE: Infinite is sometimes grouped with absolute terms such as

unique, absolute, and omnipotent, since in its strict mathematical sense it allows

no degree modification or comparison; one quantity cannot be more infinite than

another (though technically one infinite set can be larger than another). Unlike

other absolute terms, however, infinite also does not permit modification by ad-

verbs such as nearly and almost; mathematically, infinity is not approached by de-

grees. In nontechnical usage, of course, infinite is often used metaphorically to

refer simply to an unimaginably large degree or amount, and here the comparison

of the word is unexceptionable: Listening to the late quartets on that little gramo-

phone, I experienced the most infinite musical joy that I have ever known. See Usage

Note at unique.

in·fin·i·tes·i·mal (VnÙfVn-V-tHsùN-mNl) adj.  1. Immeasurably or incalculably 

minute.  2. Mathematics. Capable of having values approaching zero as a limit.   
—  n.  1. An immeasurably or incalculably minute amount or quantity.  

2. Mathematics. A function or variable continuously approaching zero as a limit.  

[From New Latin XnfXnXtKsimus, infinite in rank, from Latin XnfXnXtus, infinite. See 

INFINITE.] —inÙfin·i·tesùi·mal·ly adv. 

infinitesimal calculus (VnÙfVn-V-tHsùN-mNl k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  Mathematics. Dif-

ferential and integral calculus. 

in·fin·i·ti·val (VnÙfVn-V-tXùvNl) adj.  Relating to the infinitive. 

in·fin·i·tive (Vn-fVnùV-tVv) n.  Abbr. inf., infin. A verb form that functions as a 

substantive while retaining certain verbal characteristics, such as modification by 

adverbs, and that in English may be preceded by to, as in To go willingly is to show 

strength or We want him to work harder, or may also occur without to, as in She 

had them read the letter or We may finish today.  See Usage Note at split infini-
tive.  [From Middle English infinitif, of an infinitive, from Old French, from 

Late Latin XnfXnXtXvus, unlimited, indefinite, infinitive, from Latin XnfXnXtus, infi-

nite. See INFINITE.]



in·fin·i·tude (Vn-fVnùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. The state or quality of being infi-

nite.  2. An immeasurably large quantity, number, or extent: “[His designs con-

tain] an infinitude of forest shadings for the scenes with animals” (Alan Rich). 

in·fin·i·ty (Vn-fVnùV-tK) n.  pl. in·fin·i·ties. Abbr. inf. 1. The quality or condition 

of being infinite.  2. Unbounded space, time, or quantity.  3. An indefinitely large 

number or amount.  4. Mathematics. The limit that a function ƒ is said to 

approach at x = a when for x close to a, ƒ(x) is larger than any preassigned num-

ber.  5. a. A range in relation to an optical system, such as a camera lens, repre-

senting distances great enough that light rays reflected from objects within the 

range may be regarded as parallel.  b. A distance setting, as on a camera, beyond 

which the entire field is in focus.  

in·firm (Vn-fûrmù) adj.  1. Weak in body, especially from old age or disease; fee-

ble.  See Synonyms at weak.  2. Lacking firmness of will, character, or purpose; 

irresolute.  3. Not strong or stable; shaky:  an infirm support.  [Middle English 

infirme, from Old French, from Latin Xnfirmus : in-, not; see IN-1 + firmus, strong, 

firm; see dher- in Appendix.] —in·firmùly adv. 

in·fir·ma·ry (Vn-fûrùmN-rK) n.  pl. in·fir·ma·ries. A place for the care of the 

infirm, sick, or injured, especially a small hospital or dispensary in an institution.  

[Middle English infirmarie, from Medieval Latin Xnfirm7ria, from Latin Xnfirmus, 

infirm. See INFIRM.]

in·fir·mi·ty (Vn-fûrùmV-tK) n.  pl. in·fir·mi·ties. 1. A bodily ailment or weak-

ness, especially one brought on by old age.  2. Frailty; feebleness.  3. A condition 

or disease producing weakness.  4. A failing or defect in a person’s character. 

in·fix (Vn-fVksù) v.  tr. in·fixed, in·fix·ing, in·fix·es. 1. To fix in the mind; 

instill.  2. Linguistics. To insert (a morphological element) into the body of a 

word.   —  n.  (VnùfVksÙ) An inflectional or derivational element appearing in the 

body of a word. In the Tagalog word sinulat, “written,” the infix -in- appears as 

the marker of a passive form that contrasts with the active form sulat, “write.”  

[Back-formation from Middle English infixed, stuck in, from Latin Xnfixus, past 

participle of XnfXgere, to fasten in  : in-, in; see IN-2 + fXgere, to fasten; see dhXgw- 
in Appendix.]

infl. abbr.  1. Influence  2. Influenced. 

in·flame (Vn-fl7mù) v.  in·flamed, in·flam·ing, in·flames.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

arouse to passionate feeling or action:  crimes that inflamed the entire community.  

2. To make more violent; intensify: “inflamed to madness an already savage 

nature” (Robert Graves).  3. a. To cause (the skin) to redden or grow hot, as from 

strong emotion or stimulants.  b. To turn red or make glow:  Great bonfires 

inflamed the night.   4. To produce inflammation in (a tissue or an organ).  5. To 

set on fire; kindle.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become excited or aroused.  2. To be affected 

by inflammation.  3. To catch fire.  [Middle English enflaumen, from Old French 



enflammer, from Latin Xnflamm7re : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + flamm7re, to 

set on fire (from flamma, flame); see bhel-1 in Appendix.] —in·flamùer n. 

in·flam·ma·ble (Vn-fl4mùN-bNl) adj.  1. Easily ignited and capable of burning 

rapidly; flammable.  See Usage Note at flammable.  2. Quickly or easily aroused 

to strong emotion; excitable.  [Middle English, liable to inflammation, from 

Medieval Latin Xnflamm7bilis, from Latin Xnflamm7re, to inflame. See INFLAME.] 
—in·flamÙma·bilùi·ty n.  —in·flamùma·ble n.  —in·flamùma·bly adv. 

in·flam·ma·tion (VnÙflN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of inflaming or the state of 

being inflamed.  2. A localized protective reaction of tissue to irritation, injury, or 

infection, characterized by pain, redness, swelling, and sometimes loss of func-

tion. 

in·flam·ma·to·ry (Vn-fl4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Arousing passion or strong 

emotion, especially anger, belligerence, or desire.  2. Characterized or caused by 

inflammation.   —in·flamÙma·toùri·ly adv. 

in·flat·a·ble (Vn-fl7ùtN-bNl) adj.  Designed to be filled with air or gas before use:  

an inflatable mattress.   —  n.  An object or a device that can be filled with air or 

gas, especially: a. A small rubber boat or raft filled with air.  b. A large helium or 

hot-air balloon constructed so as to resemble a figure or an object when inflated.  

in·flate (Vn-fl7tù) v.  in·flat·ed, in·flat·ing, in·flates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fill 

(something) with air or gas so as to make it swell.  2. a. To enlarge or amplify 

unduly or improperly; aggrandize.  b. To raise or expand abnormally or improp-

erly.  See Synonyms at exaggerate.   3. To cause (a currency or an economy) to 

undergo inflation.   —  v.  intr. To become inflated.  [Middle English inflaten, 

from Latin Xnfl7re, Xnfl7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + fl7re, to blow; see bhlK- in Appen-

dix.] —in·flaùtor, in·flatùer n. 

in·flat·ed (Vn-fl7ùtVd) adj.  1. Filled or expanded by or as if by gas or air.  

2. Unduly enlarged or aggrandized; swollen:  an inflated estimate; an inflated ego.  

3. Full of empty or pretentious language; bombastic.  4. Raised or expanded to 

abnormal levels:  an inflated economy; inflated wages.  5. Hollow and enlarged:  an 

inflated calyx. 

in·fla·tion (Vn-fl7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of inflating or the state of being inflated.  

2. A persistent increase in the level of consumer prices or a persistent decline in 

the purchasing power of money, caused by an increase in available currency and 

credit beyond the proportion of available goods and services. 

in·fla·tion·ar·y (Vn-fl7ùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  Of, associated with, or tending to cause 

inflation:  inflationary prices; inflationary policies. 

inflationary spiral (Vn-fl7ùshN-nHrÙK spXùrNl) n.  A trend toward ever higher 

levels of inflation primarily as a result of continuing interactive increases in wages 

and prices. 



in·fla·tion·ist (Vn-fl7ùshN-nVst) n.  An advocate of the policy of deliberate infla-

tion achieved by increasing the supply of available currency and credit.   
—in·flaùtion·ism n.  —in·flaùtion·ist adj. 

in·flect (Vn-flHktù) v.  in·flect·ed, in·flect·ing, in·flects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To alter 

(the voice) in tone or pitch; modulate.  2. Grammar. To alter (a word) by inflec-

tion.  3. To turn from a course or a specified alignment; bend.   —  v.  intr. Gram-

mar. 1. To be modified by inflection.  2. To give all of the inflected forms of a 

word; to provide a paradigm.  [Middle English inflecten, to bend down, from 

Latin Xnflectere : in-, in; see IN-2 + flectere, to bend.] —in·flecùtive adj.  

—in·flecùtor n. 

in·flec·tion (Vn-flHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of inflecting or the state of being 

inflected.  2. Alteration in pitch or tone of the voice.  3. Grammar. a. An alterna-

tion of the form of a word by adding affixes, as in English dogs from dog, or by 

changing the form of a base, as in English spoke from speak, that indicates gram-

matical features such as number, person, mood, or tense.  b. The paradigm of a 

word.  c. A pattern of forming paradigms, such as noun inflection or verb inflec-

tion.   4. A turning or bending away from a course or position of alignment.   
—in·flecùtion·al adj.  —in·flecùtion·al·ly adv. 

in·flexed (Vn-flHkstù) adj.  Bent or curved inward or downward, as petals or 

sepals.  [From Latin Xnflexus, past participle of Xnflectere, to bend. See INFLECT.]

in·flex·i·ble (Vn-flHkùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Not easily bent; stiff or rigid.  2. Incapable 

of being changed; unalterable.  3. Unyielding in purpose, principle, or temper; 

immovable.   —in·flexÙi·bilùi·ty, in·flexùi·ble·ness n.  —in·flexùi·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: inflexible, inexorable, adamant, obdurate. These adjectives mean

not capable of being swayed or diverted from a course. Inflexible implies unyield-

ing adherence to rigidly fixed principles or purposes: Polite but inflexible, she

would not be deflected from her intention. Inexorable implies lack of susceptibility

to persuasion or entreaty: “Cynthia was inexorable—she would have none of him”

(Winston Churchill). The term also describes things, such as fate and law, that are

inevitable, relentless, and often severe in effect: “Russia’s final hour, it seemed, ap-

proached with inexorable certainty” (W. Bruce Lincoln). Adamant usually implies

imperviousness to pleas or appeals: He is adamant in his refusal to change his mind.

Obdurate adds to adamant the implication of hard, unfeeling resistance to tender

feelings: The child’s misery would move even the most obdurate heart. See also Syn-

onyms at stiff

in·flex·ion (Vn-flHkùshNn) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of inflection. 
in·flict (Vn-flVktù) v.  tr. in·flict·ed, in·flict·ing, in·flicts. 1. To deal or mete out 

(something punishing or burdensome); impose:  inflicted heavy losses on the 

enemy; a storm that inflicted widespread damage.  2. To afflict.  [Latin XnflXgere, 



XnflXct-  : in-, on; see IN-2 + flXgere, to strike.] —in·flictùer, in·flicùtor n.  

—in·flicùtive adj. 

in·flic·tion (Vn-flVkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of imposing or meting out 

something unpleasant.  2. Something, such as punishment, that is imposed. 

in-flight (VnùflXtù) adj.  1. Occurring, carried out, or present while in flight:  in-

flight refueling; an in-flight emergency.  2. Provided or offered during a flight:  in-

flight meals; in-flight entertainment. 

in·flo·res·cence (VnÙflN-rHsùNns) n.  1. a. A characteristic arrangement of 

flowers on a stem.  b. A flower cluster.   2. A flowering.  [New Latin XnflorKscen-

tia, from Late Latin XnflorKscKns, XnflorKscent- present participle of XnflorKscere, to 

begin to flower  : Latin in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + Latin florKscere, to begin to 

blossom; see FLORESCENCE.] —inÙflo·resùcent adj. 

in·flow (VnùfloÙ) n.  1. The act or process of flowing in or into:  an inflow of 

water; an inflow of information.  2. Something that flows in or into:  a lake fed by 

a freshwater inflow. 

in·flu·ence (Vnùflu-Nns) n.  Abbr. infl. 1. A power affecting a person, thing, or 

course of events, especially one that operates without any direct or apparent 

effort:  relaxed under the influence of the music; the influence of television on mod-

ern life.  2. a. Power to sway or affect based on prestige, wealth, ability, or posi-

tion:  used her parent’s influence to get the job.  b. One exercising such power:  My 

parents considered my friend to be a bad influence on me.  c. An effect or change 

produced by such power.   3. a. A determining factor believed by some to affect 

individual tendencies and characteristics understood to be caused by the posi-

tions of the stars and planets at the time of one’s birth.  b. Factors believed to be 

caused by the changing positions of the stars and planets in relation to those posi-

tions at the time of one’s birth.    —  v.  tr. in·flu·enced, in·flu·enc·ing, 
in·flu·enc·es. 1. To produce an effect on by imperceptible or intangible means; 

sway.  2. To affect the nature, development, or condition of; modify.  See Syn-

onyms at affect1.  —idiom. under the influence. Intoxicated, especially with 

alcohol.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin Xnfluentia, 

influx, from Latin XnfluKns, Xnfluent- present participle of Xnfluere, to flow in  : in-

, in; see IN-2 + fluere, to flow; see bhleu- in Appendix.] —inùflu·ence·a·ble adj.  

—inùflu·enc·er n. 

influence ped·dling (Vnùflu-Nns pHdùlVng) n.  The practice of using one’s 

influence with persons in authority to obtain favors or preferential treatment for 

another, usually in return for payment.   —influence peddler n. 

in·flu·ent (Vnùflu-Nnt, Vn-fluù-) adj.  Flowing in or into.   —  n.  1. An inflow, 

especially a tributary.  2. Ecology. A nondominant organism in a community that 

exerts an important modifying effect.  [Middle English, from Latin XnfluKns, 

Xnfluent- present participle of Xnfluere, to flow in. See INFLUENCE.]



in·flu·en·tial (VnÙflu-HnùshNl) adj.  Having or exercising influence.   —  n.  

One that is of considerable importance or influence:  a select group of media influ-

entials.   —inÙflu·enùtial·ly adv. 

in·flu·en·za (VnÙflu-HnùzN) n.  1. An acute contagious viral infection charac-

terized by inflammation of the respiratory tract and by fever, chills, muscular 

pain, and prostration.  Also called grippe 2. Any of various viral infections of 

domestic animals characterized generally by fever and respiratory involvement.  

[Italian, from Medieval Latin Xnfluentia, influence (so called apparently from the 

belief that epidemics were due to the influence of the stars). See INFLUENCE.] 
—inÙflu·enùzal adj. 

in·flux (VnùflƒksÙ) n.  1. A flowing in:  an influx of foreign capital.  2. A mass 

arrival or incoming:  an influx of visitors to the city; large influxes of refugees.  [Late 

Latin Xnfl7xus, from Latin, past participle of Xnfluere, to flow in. See INFLUENCE.]

in·fo (Vnùfo) n.  Informal. Information. 

in·fold (Vn-foldù) v.  in·fold·ed, in·fold·ing, in·folds.  —  v.  intr. To fold 

inward.   —  v.  tr. To enfold.   —in·foldùer n.  —in·foldùment n. 

in·fo·mer·cial (VnÙfN-mûrùshNl, -fo-) also in·for·mer·cial (VnÙfNr-mûrùshNl, -

fN-) n.  A commercial television program or relatively long commercial segment 

offering consumer information, such as educational or instructional material, 

related to the sponsor’s product or service.  [INFO(RMATION) + (COM)MERCIAL.]

in·form (Vn-fôrmù) v.  in·formed, in·form·ing, in·forms.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

impart information to; make aware of something:  We were informed by mail of 

the change in plans. The nurse informed me that visiting hours were over.  b. To 

acquaint (oneself) with knowledge of a subject.   2. To give form or character to; 

imbue with a quality or an essence: “A society’s strength is measured by... its ability 

to inform a future generation with its moral standards” (Vanity Fair).  3. To be a 

pervasive presence in; animate: “It is this brash, backroom sensibility that informs 

his work as a novelist” (Jeff Shear).  4. Obsolete. To form (the mind or character) 

by teaching or training.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give or provide information.  2. To dis-

close confidential or incriminating information to an authority:  The defendant 

informed against the other members of the ring.  [Middle English enfourmen, infor-

men, from Old French enfourmer, from Latin Xnform7re : in-, in; see IN-2 + 

form7re, to fashion (from forma, form).]

in·for·mal (Vn-fôrùmNl) adj.  1. Not formal or ceremonious; casual:  an informal 

gathering of friends; a relaxed, informal manner.  2. Not being in accord with pre-

scribed regulations or forms; unofficial:  an informal agreement.  3. Suited for 

everyday wear or use:  informal clothes.  4. Being more appropriate for use in the 

spoken language than in the written language.   —in·forùmal·ly adv. 

in·for·mal·i·ty (VnÙfôr-m4lùV-tK) n.  pl. in·for·mal·i·ties. 1. The state or qual-

ity of being informal.  2. An informal act. 



in·form·ant (Vn-fôrùmNnt) n.  1. a. One that gives information.  b. One who 

informs against others; an informer.   2. One who furnishes linguistic or cultural 

information to a researcher. 

in·for·mat·ics (VnÙfNr-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Chiefly British. 

Information science.  [INFORMAT(ION) + -ICS.]

in·for·ma·tion (VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. inf. 1. Knowledge derived from 

study, experience, or instruction.  2. Knowledge of a specific event or situation; 

intelligence.  See Synonyms at knowledge.  3. A collection of facts or data:  sta-

tistical information.  4. The act of informing or the condition of being informed; 

communication of knowledge:  Safety instructions are provided for the information 

of our passengers.  5. Computer Science. A nonaccidental signal or character used 

as an input to a computer or communications system.  6. A numerical measure of 

the uncertainty of an experimental outcome.  7. Law. A formal accusation of a 

crime made by a public officer rather than by grand jury indictment.   —inÙ-
for·maùtion·al adj. 

information retrieval (VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn rV-trKùvNl) n.  Computer Science. The 

process of searching for and recovering specific data from large quantities of 

information stored in a computer. 

information science (VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn sXùNns) n.  The science that is con-

cerned with the gathering, manipulation, classification, storage, and retrieval of 

recorded knowledge. 

information superhighway (VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn suÙpNr-hXùw7Ù) n.  Com-

puter Science. A hypothetical high-speed computer network intended to have the 

global reach of television, linking users and databases worldwide. 

information theory (VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn thKùN-rK) n.  The theory of the proba-

bility of transmission of messages with specified accuracy when the bits of infor-

mation constituting the messages are subject, with certain probabilities, to 

transmission failure, distortion, and accidental additions. 

in·form·a·tive (Vn-fôrùmN-tVv) adj.  Serving to inform; providing or disclosing 

information; instructive.   —in·formùa·tive·ly adv.  —in·formùa·tive·ness n. 

in·form·a·to·ry (Vn-fôrùmN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Informative. 

in·formed (Vn-fôrmdù) adj.  1. Possessing, displaying, or based on reliable 

information:  informed sources; an informed opinion.  2. Knowledgeable; edu-

cated:  the informed consumer. 

informed consent (Vn-fôrmdù kNn-sHntù) n.  Consent by a patient to a surgi-

cal or medical procedure or participation in a clinical study after achieving an 

understanding of the relevant medical facts and the risks involved. 

in·form·er (Vn-fôrùmNr) n.  An informant, especially one who informs against 

others, often for compensation. 

in·for·mer·cial (VnÙfNr-mûrùshNl, -fN-) n.  Variant of infomercial. 



in·fo·tain·ment (VnÙfN-t7nùmNnt) n.  A television program with a mixture of 

news and entertainment features, such as interviews, commentaries, and reviews.  

Also called docutainment [INFO(RMATION) + (ENTER)TAINMENT.]

infra- pref.  Inferior to, below, or beneath:  infrasonic.  [From Latin Xnfr7, below. 

See idher- in Appendix.]

in·fra·class (VnùfrN-kl4sÙ) n.  A taxonomic category of related organisms rank-

ing below a subclass and above an order. 

in·fract (Vn-fr4ktù) v.  tr. in·fract·ed, in·fract·ing, in·fracts. To infringe; vio-

late.  [Latin Xnfringere, Xnfr7ct-, to destroy. See INFRINGE.] —in·fracùtor n. 

in·frac·tion (Vn-fr4kùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of infringing; a violation.  

See Synonyms at breach. 
in·fra dig (VnÙfrN dVgù) adj.  Beneath one’s dignity.  [Short for Latin Xnfr7 

dignit7tem : Xnfr7, below + dignit7tem, accusative of dignit7s, dignity.]

in·fra·hu·man (VÙfrN-hyuùmNn) adj.  Of a lower order than human beings; 

subhuman.   —inÙfra·huùman n. 

in·fran·gi·ble (Vn-fr4nùjN-bNl) adj.  1. Difficult or impossible to break or sepa-

rate into parts.  2. Inviolable:  infrangible human rights.  [Late Latin Xnfrangibilis : 

Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin frangere, to break; see bhreg- in Appendix.] 
—in·franÙgi·bilùi·ty n.  —in·franùgi·bly adv. 

in·fra·red (VnÙfrN-rHdù) adj.  Abbr. IR 1. Of or relating to the range of invisible 

radiation wavelengths from about 750 nanometers, just longer than red in the 

visible spectrum, to 1 millimeter, on the border of the microwave region.  

2. Generating, using, or sensitive to infrared radiation.   —  n.  Infrared light or 

the infrared part of the spectrum. 

in·fra·son·ic (VnÙfrN-smnùVk) adj.  Generating or using waves or vibrations with 

frequencies below that of audible sound. 

in·fra·sound (VnùfrN-soundÙ) n.  A wave phenomenon sharing the physical 

nature of sound but with a range of frequencies below that of human hearing. 

in·fra·struc·ture (VnùfrN-strƒkÙchNr) n.  1. An underlying base or foundation 

especially for an organization or a system.  2. The basic facilities, services, and 

installations needed for the functioning of a community or society, such as trans-

portation and communications systems, water and power lines, and public insti-

tutions including schools, post offices, and prisons. 

in·fre·quent (Vn-frKùkwNnt) adj.  1. Not occurring regularly; occasional or rare:  

an infrequent guest.  2. Situated or placed at rather wide intervals, as in time or 

space:  infrequent oases in the desert.   —in·freùquence, in·freùquen·cy n.  

—in·freùquent·ly adv. 

in·fringe (Vn-frVnjù) v.  in·fringed, in·fring·ing, in·fring·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

transgress or exceed the limits of; violate:  infringe a contract; infringe a patent.  

2. Obsolete. To defeat; invalidate.   —  v.  intr. To encroach on someone or some-

thing; engage in trespassing:  an increased workload that infringed on his personal 



life.  [Latin Xnfringere, to destroy  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + frangere, to break; 

see bhreg- in Appendix.] —in·fringùer n. 

in·fringe·ment (Vn-frVnjùmNnt) n.  1. A violation, as of a law, a regulation, or 

an agreement; a breach.  2. An encroachment, as of a right or privilege.  See Syn-

onyms at breach. 
in·fruc·tes·cence (VnÙfrƒk-tHsùNns) n.  The fruiting stage of an inflorescence.  

[French  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin fr7ctus, fruit; see FRUIT.]

in·fun·dib·u·la (VnÙfNn-dVbùyN-lN) n.  Plural of infundibulum. 
in·fun·dib·u·li·form (VnÙfNn-dVbùyN-lN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a funnel. 

in·fun·dib·u·lum (VnÙfNn-dVbùyN-lNm) n.  pl. in·fun·dib·u·la (-lN). Anatomy. 

Any of various funnel-shaped bodily passages, openings, structures, or parts, 

especially: a. The stalk of the pituitary gland.  b. The calyx of a kidney.  c. The 

ovarian opening of a fallopian tube.   [Latin, funnel, from Xnfundere, to pour in. 

See INFUSE.] —inÙfun·dibùu·lar (-lNr), inÙfun·dibùu·lateÙ (-l7tÙ, -lVt)  adj. 

in·fu·ri·ate (Vn-fytrùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. in·fu·ri·at·ed, in·fu·ri·at·ing, in·fu·ri·ates. 
To make furious; enrage.   —  adj.  (Vn-fytrùK-Vt) Archaic. Furious.  [Medieval 

Latin Xnfuri7re, Xnfuri7t-  : Latin in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + Latin furi7re, to 

enrage (from furia, fury); see FURY.] —in·fuùri·atÙing·ly adv.  —in·fuÙri·aùtion 
n. 

in·fuse (Vn-fyuzù) v.  tr. in·fused, in·fus·ing, in·fus·es. 1. To put into or 

introduce as if by pouring:  infused new vigor into the movement.  2. To fill or 

cause to be filled with something:  infused them with a love of the land.  

3. Chemistry. To steep or soak without boiling in order to extract soluble elements 

or active principles.  4. To introduce (a solution) into the body through a vein for 

therapeutic purposes.  [Middle English infusen, from Old French infuser, from 

Latin Xnfundere, Xnf7s-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + fundere, to pour; see gheu- in Appen-

dix.] —in·fusùer n. 

in·fus·i·ble (Vn-fyuùzN-bNl) adj.  Suitable for infusion; capable of being 

infused.   —in·fusÙi·bilùi·ty, in·fusùi·ble·ness n. 

in·fu·sion (Vn-fyuùzhNn) n.  1. The act or process of infusing.  2. Something 

infused or introduced:  an economy in need of regular capital infusions.  3. The liq-

uid product obtained by infusing:  prepared an infusion of medicinal herbs.  

4. a. Introduction of a solution into the body through a vein for therapeutic pur-

poses.  b. The solution so introduced:  a sucrose infusion.  

-ing1 suff.  1. Used to form the present participle of verbs:  seeing.  2. Used to 

form adjectives resembling present participles but not derived from verbs:  swash-

buckling.  [Middle English, alteration (influenced by -inge, noun or gerund suff.); 

see -ING
2, of -ende, -inde, from Old English -ende, present participle suff..]

-ing2 suff.  1. a. Action, process, or art:  dancing.  b. An instance of an action, a 

process, or an act:  a gathering.   2. An action or a process connected with a speci-

fied thing:  berrying.  3. a. Something necessary to perform an action or a pro-



cess:  mooring.  b. The result of an action or a process:  a drawing.  c. Something 

connected with a specified thing or concept:  siding; offing.   [Middle English, 

from Old English -ung, -ing.]

-ing3 suff.  One having a specified quality or nature:  wilding.  [Middle English, 

from Old English, belonging to, descended from.]

in·gath·er (Vnùg4thÙNr) v.  in·gath·ered, in·gath·er·ing, in·gath·ers.  —  v.  

tr. To gather in; collect.   —  v.  intr. To come together in a central place. 

Inge (Vnj), William. 1913-1973.  American playwright whose dramas explored 

the hopes and fears of small-town Midwesterners. His play Picnic (1953) won a 

Pulitzer Prize. 

Inge (Vng), William Ralph. 1860-1954.  British prelate and writer whose pessi-

mistic sermons and articles won him the nickname “the Gloomy Dean.” 

in·gen·ious (Vn-jKnùyNs) adj.  1. Marked by inventive skill and imagination.  

2. Having or arising from an inventive or cunning mind; clever:  an ingenious 

scheme.  See Synonyms at clever.  3. Obsolete. Having genius; brilliant.  [Middle 

English, from Old French ingenios, from Latin ingeniosus, from ingenium, inborn 

talent. See genN- in Appendix.] —in·genùious·ly adv.  —in·genùious·ness n. 

in·gé·nue (4NùzhN-nuÙ) n.  1. An artless, innocent girl or young woman.  

2. a. The role of an artless, innocent girl or young woman in a dramatic produc-

tion.  b. An actress playing such a role.   [French, feminine of ingénu, guileless, 

from Latin ingenuus, ingenuous. See INGENUOUS.]

in·ge·nu·i·ty (VnÙjN-nuùV-tK, -nyuù-) n.  pl. in·ge·nu·i·ties. 1. Inventive skill 

or imagination; cleverness.  2. Imaginative and clever design or construction:  a 

narrative plot of great ingenuity.  3. An ingenious or imaginative contrivance.  

4. Obsolete. Ingenuousness.  [Latin ingenuit7s, frankness (influenced by INGE-

NIOUS), from ingenuus, ingenuous. See INGENUOUS.]

in·gen·u·ous (Vn-jHnùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Lacking in sophistication or worldliness; 

artless.  2. Openly straightforward or frank; candid.  See Synonyms at naive.  
3. Obsolete. Ingenious.  [Latin ingenuus, honest, freeborn. See genN- in Appen-

dix.] —in·genùu·ous·ly adv.  —in·genùu·ous·ness n. 

In·ger·soll (VngùgNr-sôlÙ, -smlÙ, -sNl), Robert Green. 1833-1899.  American 

politician and lecturer known for his adamant support of scientific and humanis-

tic rationalism. 

in·gest (Vn-jHstù) v.  tr. in·gest·ed, in·gest·ing, in·gests. To take into the body 

by the mouth for digestion or absorption.  See Synonyms at eat.  [Latin ingerere, 

ingest-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + gerere, to carry.] —in·gesùtion n.  —in·gesùtive adj. 

in·ges·ta (Vn-jHsùtN) pl.n.  Ingested matter, especially food taken into the body 

through the mouth.  [New Latin, from neuter pl. of Latin ingestus, past participle 

of ingerere, to carry in. See INGEST.]

in·gle (VngùgNl) n.  1. An open fire in a fireplace.  2. A fireplace.  [Perhaps Scot-

tish Gaelic aingeal, fire, light.]



in·gle·nook (VngùgNl-ntkÙ) n.  1. A nook or corner beside an open fireplace.  

2. A bench, especially either of two facing benches, placed in a nook or corner 

beside a fireplace.  [INGLE + NOOK.]

In·gle·wood (VngùgNl-wtdÙ)  A city of southern California, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 109,602. 

in·glo·ri·ous (Vn-glôrùK-Ns, -glorù-) adj.  1. Ignominious; disgraceful:  Napo-

leon’s inglorious end.  2. Not famous or renowned; obscure:  an inglorious young 

writer.   —in·gloùri·ous·ly adv.  —in·gloùri·ous·ness n. 

in·go·ing (VnùgoÙVng) adj.  1. Going in; entering:  the ingoing administration; 

ingoing data.  2. Initial; opening:  an ingoing negotiating position. 

In·gol·stadt (VngùgNl-shtätÙ, -gôl-)  A city of southeast Germany on the Danube 

River north of Munich. Chartered c. 1250, it is a commercial and industrial cen-

ter. Population, 90,763. 

in·got (VngùgNt) n.  1. A mass of metal, such as a bar or block, that is cast in a 

standard shape for convenient storage or shipment.  2. A casting mold for metal.  

[Middle English, mold for casting metal  : probably in-, in; see IN-2 + Old English 

goten, past participle of geotan, to pour,  or perhaps from Old French lingot, metal 

ingot (as if l’ingot : le, definite article + *ingot, ingot).]

ingot iron (VngùgNt XùNrn) n.  A bar of iron that contains small quantities of 

other elements. 

in·grain (Vn-gr7nù) v.  tr. in·grained, in·grain·ing, in·grains. 1. To fix deeply 

or indelibly, as in the mind: “A system that had been ingrained for generations could 

not be easily undone by change from the top” (Doris Kearns Goodwin).  2. Archaic. 

To dye or stain into the fiber of.   —  adj.  (Vnùgr7nÙ) 1. Deep-seated; ingrained.  

2. Made of predyed fibers; thoroughly dyed:  ingrain yarn.  3. Made of fiber or 

yarn dyed before weaving. Used especially of rugs.   —  n.  (Vnùgr7nÙ) 1. Yarn or 

fiber dyed before manufacture.  2. An ingrain rug or carpet.  [Variant of 

ENGRAIN.]

in·grained (Vn-gr7ndù) adj.  1. Firmly established; deep-seated:  ingrained prej-

udice; the ingrained habits of a lifetime.  2. Worked deeply into the texture or 

fiber:  a carpet disfigured by ingrained dirt. 

in·grate (Vnùgr7tÙ) n.  An ungrateful person.  [From Middle English ingrat, 

ungrateful, from Old French ingrat, from Latin ingr7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

gr7tus, pleasing, thankful; see gwerN-2 in Appendix.]

in·gra·ti·ate (Vn-gr7ùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. in·gra·ti·at·ed, in·gra·ti·at·ing, 
in·gra·ti·ates. To bring (oneself, for example) into the favor or good graces of 

another, especially by deliberate effort:  She quickly sought to ingratiate herself with 

the new administration.  [Perhaps from Italian ingraziare, from in grazia, into 

favor, from Latin in gr7tiam : in, in; see IN-2 + gr7tiam, accusative of gr7tia, favor 

(from gr7tus, pleasing); see gwerN-2 in Appendix.] —in·graÙti·aùtion n.  

—in·graùti·a·toÙry (-shK-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 



in·gra·ti·at·ing (Vn-gr7ùshK-7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Pleasing; agreeable: “Reading 

requires an effort.... Print is not as ingratiating as television” (Robert MacNeil).  

2. Calculated to please or win favor:  an unctuous, ingratiating manner.   
—in·graùti·atÙing·ly adv. 

in·grat·i·tude (Vn-gr4tùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Lack of gratitude; ungratefulness. 

in·gre·di·ent (Vn-grKùdK-Nnt) n.  An element in a mixture or compound; a con-

stituent.  See Synonyms at element.  [Middle English, from Latin ingrediKns, 

ingredient- present participle of ingredX, to enter. See INGRESS.]

In·gres (4NùgrN), Jean Auguste Dominique. 1780-1867.  French painter and 

leader of the French classical school who is remembered for his historical and 

mythological works. 

in·gress (VnùgrHsÙ) n.  1.  Also in·gres·sion (Vn-grHshùNn). A going in or enter-

ing.  2. Right or permission to enter.  3. A means or place of entering.  [Middle 

English ingresse, from Latin ingressus, from past participle of ingredX, to enter  : 

in-, in; see IN-2 + gradX, to step; see ghredh- in Appendix.]

in·gres·sive (Vn-grHsùVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving ingress.  

2. Grammar. Inchoative.  3. Linguistics. Of, designating, or being a speech sound 

produced with an inhalation of breath.   —in·gresùsive n.  —in·gresùsive·ness 
n. 

in-group (VnùgrupÙ) n.  A group of people united by common beliefs, atti-

tudes, or interests and characteristically excluding outsiders; a clique. 

in·grow·ing (VnùgroÙVng) adj.  Growing inward or into, especially into the flesh. 

in·grown (VnùgronÙ) adj.  1. Grown abnormally into the flesh:  an ingrown toe-

nail.  2. Inbred; innate:  ingrown habits.  3. Insular; self-contained: “the small, 

ingrown world of lower Manhattan” (Forbes). 

in·growth (VnùgrothÙ) n.  1. The act of growing inward or into.  2. Something 

that grows inward or into. 

in·gui·nal (VngùgwN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or located in the groin.  [Latin 

inguin7lis, from inguen, inguin-, groin.]

in·gur·gi·tate (Vn-gûrùjV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. in·gur·gi·tat·ed, in·gur·gi·tat·ing, 
in·gur·gi·tates. To swallow greedily or in excessive amounts; gulp.  [Latin 

ingurgit7re, ingurgit7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + gurges, gurgit-, throat, whirlpool.] 
—in·gurÙgi·taùtion n. 

INH  A trademark used for the drug isoniazid. 

in·hab·it (Vn-h4bùVt) v.  in·hab·it·ed, in·hab·it·ing, in·hab·its.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

live or reside in.  2. To be present in; fill:  Old childhood memories inhabited the 

attic.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To dwell.  [Middle English enhabiten, from Old French 

enhabiter, from Latin inhabit7re : in-, in; see IN-2 + habit7re, to dwell, frequenta-

tive of habKre, to have; see ghabh- in Appendix.] —in·habÙit·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—in·habùit·a·ble adj.  —in·habÙi·taùtion n.  —in·habùit·er n. 

in·hab·i·tan·cy (Vn-h4bùV-tNn-sK) n.  pl. in·hab·i·tan·cies. Occupancy. 



in·hab·i·tant (Vn-h4bùV-tNnt) n.  One that inhabits a place, especially as a per-

manent resident:  the inhabitants of a fishing village; snakes, lizards, and other 

inhabitants of the desert. 

in·hab·it·ed (Vn-h4bùV-tVd) adj.  Having inhabitants; lived in:  a sparsely inhab-

ited plain. 

in·ha·lant (Vn-h7ùlNnt) adj.  Used in or for inhaling.   —  n.  1. Something 

inhaled.  2. A medication, an anesthetic, or another compound in vapor or aero-

sol form, taken by inhalation. 

in·ha·la·tion (VnÙhN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of inhaling.  2. An 

inhalant. 

in·ha·la·tor (VnùhN-l7ÙtNr) n.  1.  See respirator (n., sense 1).  2.  See inhaler 
(n., sense 2). 

in·hale (Vn-h7lù) v.  in·haled, in·hal·ing, in·hales.  —  v.  tr. 1. To draw (air or 

smoke, for example) into the lungs by breathing; inspire.  2. Informal. To take in 

rapidly or eagerly; devour:  inhaled lunch and then rushed off to the meeting.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To breathe in; inspire.  2. To draw smoke into the lungs; puff.  [Latin 

inh7l7re, to breathe upon (meaning influenced by contrast with EXHALE) : in-, in; 

see IN-2 + h7l7re, to breathe.]

in·hal·er (Vn-h7ùlNr) n.  1. One that inhales:  an avid inhaler of aromatic pipe 

smoke.  2. A device that produces a vapor to ease breathing or is used to medicate 

by inhalation, especially a small nasal applicator containing a volatile medica-

ment. In this sense, also calledinhalator 

in·har·mon·ic (VnÙhär-mmnùVk) adj.  Not harmonic; discordant. 

in·har·mo·ni·ous (VnÙhär-moùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Not in harmony; discordant.  

2. Not in accord or agreement.   —inÙhar·moùni·ous·ly adv.  

—inÙhar·moùni·ous·ness n. 

in·har·mo·ny (Vn-härùmN-nK) n.  pl. in·har·mo·nies. 1. Lack of harmony; dis-

cord.  2. An instance of such discord. 

in·here (Vn-hîrù) v.  intr. in·hered, in·her·ing, in·heres. To be inherent or 

innate.  [Latin inhaerKre : in-, in; see IN-2 + haerKre, to stick.] —in·herùence (-

hîrùNns, -hHrù-), in·herùen·cy n. 

in·her·ent (Vn-hîrùNnt, -hHrù-) adj.  Existing as an essential constituent or char-

acteristic; intrinsic.  [Latin inhaerKns, inhaerent- present participle of inhaerKre, to 

inhere. See INHERE.] —in·herùent·ly adv. 

in·her·it (Vn-hHrùVt) v.  in·her·it·ed, in·her·it·ing, in·her·its.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To receive (property or a title, for example) from an ancestor by legal suc-

cession or will.  b. To receive by bequest or as a legacy.   2. To receive or take over 

from a predecessor:  The new administration inherited the economic problems of 

the last four years.  3. Biology. To receive (a characteristic) from one’s parents by 

genetic transmission.  4. To gain (something) as one’s right or portion.   —  v.  

intr. To hold or take possession of an inheritance.  [Middle English enheriten, 



from Old French enheriter, to make heir to, from Late Latin inhKrKdit7re, to 

inherit  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Late Latin hKrKdit7re, to inherit (from Latin hKrKs, 

hKrKd-, heir); see ghK- in Appendix.] —in·herùi·tor n. 

in·her·it·a·ble (Vn-hHrùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be inherited:  inheritable traits; 

inheritable property.  2. Having the right to inherit or the capability of inheriting:  

an inheritable heir.   —in·herÙit·a·bilùi·ty n. 

in·her·i·tance (Vn-hHrùV-tNns) n.  1. a. The act of inheriting.  b. Something 

inherited or to be inherited.   2. Something regarded as a heritage:  the cultural 

inheritance of Rome.  See Synonyms at heritage.  3. Biology. a. The process of 

genetic transmission of characteristics from parents to offspring.  b. A character-

istic so inherited.  c. The sum of characteristics genetically transmitted from par-

ents to offspring.  

inheritance tax (Vn-hHrùV-tNns t4ks) n.  A tax imposed on the privilege of 

receiving property by inheritance or legal succession and assessed on the value of 

the property received.  Also called death tax 

in·hib·in (Vn-hVbùVn) n.  A peptide that acts to inhibit follicle-stimulating hor-

monal secretion from the pituitary gland. 

in·hib·it (Vn-hVbùVt) v.  tr. in·hib·it·ed, in·hib·it·ing, in·hib·its. 1. To hold 

back; restrain.  See Synonyms at restrain.  2. To prohibit; forbid.  3. Psychology. 

To suppress or restrain (behavior, an impulse, or a desire) consciously or uncon-

sciously.  4. a. Chemistry. To prevent or decrease the rate of (a reaction).  

b. Biology. To decrease, limit, or block the action or function of (an enzyme or 

organ, for example).   [Middle English inhibiten, to forbid, from Latin inhibKre, 

inhibit-, to restrain, forbid  : in-, in; see IN-2 + habKre, to hold; see ghabh- in 

Appendix.] —in·hibùit·a·ble adj.  —in·hibùi·tive, in·hibùi·toÙry (-tôrÙK, -

torÙK)  adj. 

in·hib·it·er (Vn-hVbùV-tNr) n.  Variant of inhibitor. 
in·hi·bi·tion (VnÙhN-bVshùNn, VnÙN-) n.  1. The act of inhibiting or the state of 

being inhibited.  2. Something that restrains, blocks, or suppresses.  3. Psychology. 

Conscious or unconscious restraint of a behavioral process, a desire, or an 

impulse.  4. a. Chemistry. The condition in which or the process by which a reac-

tion is inhibited.  b. Biology. The condition in which or the process by which an 

enzyme, for example, is inhibited.  

in·hib·i·tor also in·hib·it·er (Vn-hVbùV-tNr) n.  One that inhibits, as a substance 

that retards or stops a chemical reaction. 

in·hold·ing (VnùholÙdVng) n.  A privately owned parcel of land within the 

boundaries of a federal preserve, especially within a national park or national sea-

shore.   —inùholdÙer n. 

in-home (VnùhomÙ) adj.  Operating in or provided at the home of the customer 

or patient:  in-home shopping services; an in-home nursing program. 



in·ho·mo·ge·ne·i·ty (Vn-hoùmN-jN-nKùV-tK, -n7ù-, hmmÙN-) n.  pl. 

in·ho·mo·ge·ne·i·ties. 1. Lack of homogeneity.  2. Something that is not 

homogeneous or uniform. 

in·hos·pi·ta·ble (Vn-hmsùpV-tN-bNl, VnÙhm-spVtùN-bNl) adj.  1. Displaying no hos-

pitality; unfriendly.  2. Unfavorable to life or growth; hostile:  the barren, inhospi-

table desert.   —in·hosùpi·ta·ble·ness n.  —in·hosùpi·ta·bly adv. 

in·hos·pi·tal·i·ty (VnÙhms-pV-t4lùV-tK) n.  Lack of hospitality or friendliness. 

in-house (Vnùhousù) adj.  Conducted within, coming from, or being within an 

organization or group:  an in-house computer system; in-house counsel; an in-house 

newsletter.   —inù-houseù adv. 

in·hu·man (Vn-hyuùmNn) adj.  1. a. Lacking kindness, pity, or compassion; 

cruel.  See Synonyms at cruel.  b. Deficient in emotional warmth; cold.   2. Not 

suited for human needs:  an inhuman environment.  3. Not of ordinary human 

form; monstrous.   —in·huùman·ly adv.  —in·huùman·ness n. 

in·hu·mane (VnÙhyu-m7nù) adj.  Lacking pity or compassion.   
—inÙhu·maneùly adv. 

in·hu·man·i·ty (VnÙhyu-m4nùV-tK) n.  pl. in·hu·man·i·ties. 1. Lack of pity or 

compassion.  2. An inhuman or cruel act. 

in·hume (Vn-hyumù) v.  tr. in·humed, in·hum·ing, in·humes. To place in a 

grave; bury.  [French inhumer, from Old French, from Latin inhum7re : in-, in; 

see IN-2 + humus, earth; see dhghem- in Appendix.] —inÙhu·maùtion n.  

—in·humùer n. 

in·im·i·cal (V-nVmùV-kNl) adj.  1. Injurious or harmful in effect; adverse:  habits 

inimical to good health.  2. Unfriendly; hostile:  a cold, inimical voice.  [Late Latin 

inimXc7lis, from Latin inimXcus, enemy. See ENEMY.] —in·imùi·cal·ly adv. 

in·im·i·ta·ble (V-nVmùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Defying imitation; matchless.  [Middle 

English, from Latin inimit7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + imit7bilis, imitable (from 

imit7rX, to imitate).] —in·imÙi·ta·bilùi·ty, in·imù·i·ta·ble·ness n.  

—in·imùi·ta·bly adv. 

in·i·on (VnùK-Nn) n.  The most prominent projecting point of the occipital bone at 

the base of the skull.  [Greek, occipital bone, from is, in-, sinew, fiber. See wei- in 

Appendix.]

in·iq·ui·tous (V-nVkùwV-tNs) adj.  Characterized by iniquity; wicked.   
—in·iqùui·tous·ly adv.  —in·iqùui·tous·ness n. 

in·iq·ui·ty (V-nVkùwV-tK) n.  pl. in·iq·ui·ties. 1. Gross immorality or injustice; 

wickedness.  2. A grossly immoral act; a sin.  [Middle English iniquite, from Old 

French, from Latin inXquit7s, from inXquus, unjust, harmful  : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

aequus, equal.]

in·i·tial (V-nVshùNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or occurring at the beginning; first:  

took the initial step toward reconciliation.  2. Designating the first letter or letters 

of a word.   —  n.  1. a. The first letter of a proper name.  b. initials. The first 



letter of each word of a person’s complete name considered as a unit:  stationery 

monogrammed with her initials.   2. The first letter of a word.  3. A large, often 

highly decorated letter set at the beginning of a chapter, verse, or paragraph.   —  
v.  tr. in·i·tialed also in·i·tialled, in·i·tial·ing also in·i·tial·ling, in·i·tials also 

in·i·tials. To mark or sign with initials, especially for purposes of authorization 

or approval.  [Latin initi7lis, from initium, beginning. See ei- in Appendix.] 
—in·iùtial·ly adv.  —in·iùtial·ness n. 

in·i·tial·ize (V-nVshùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. in·i·tial·ized, in·i·tial·iz·ing, in·i·tial·iz·es. 
Computer Science. To set to a starting position or value.   —in·iÙtial·i·zaùtion (-

shN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —in·iùtial·izÙer n. 

initial rhyme (V-nVshùNl rXm) n.  See beginning rhyme (n., sense 1). 

initial teaching alphabet (V-nVshùNl tKùchVng 4lùfN-bHtÙ) n.  Abbr. ITA, 
I.T.A. An alphabet with 44 symbols, each of which represents a single sound that 

is used to teach beginning reading of English. 

in·i·ti·ate (V-nVshùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. in·i·ti·at·ed, in·i·ti·at·ing, in·i·ti·ates. 1. To set 

going by taking the first step; begin:  initiated trade with developing nations.  See 

Synonyms at begin.  2. To introduce to a new field, interest, skill, or activity.  

3. To admit into membership, as with ceremonies or ritual.   —  adj.  (-Vt) 

1. Initiated or admitted, as to membership or a position of authority.  

2. a. Instructed in esoteric knowledge.  b. Introduced to something new.    —  n.  

(-Vt) 1. One who is being or has been initiated.  2. One who has been introduced 

to or has attained knowledge in a particular field.  [Latin initi7re, initi7t-, from 

initium, beginning. See ei- in Appendix.] —in·iùti·aÙtor n. 

in·i·ti·a·tion (V-nVshÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of initiating.  

b. The process of being initiated.  c. The condition of being initiated.   2. A cere-

mony, ritual, test, or period of instruction with which a new member is admitted 

to an organization or office or to knowledge.  3. The condition of being knowl-

edgeable. 

in·i·tia·tive (V-nVshùN-tVv) n.  1. The power or ability to begin or to follow 

through energetically with a plan or task; enterprise and determination.  2. A 

beginning or introductory step; an opening move:  took the initiative in trying to 

solve the problem.  3. a. The power or right to introduce a new legislative mea-

sure.  b. The right and procedure by which citizens can propose a law by petition 

and ensure its submission to the electorate.    —  adj.  1. Of or relating to initia-

tion.  2. Used to initiate; initiatory.   —idiom. on (one’s) own initiative. 
Without prompting or direction from others; on one’s own.   —in·iùtia·tive·ly 
adv. 

in·i·ti·a·to·ry (V-nVshùK-N-tôrÙK, -torùK) adj.  1. Introductory; initial.  2. Tending 

or used to initiate. 

inj. abbr.  Injection. 



in·ject (Vn-jHktù) v.  tr. in·ject·ed, in·ject·ing, in·jects. 1. To force or drive (a 

fluid) into something:  inject fuel into an engine cylinder; inject air into a liquid 

mixture.  2. a. Medicine. To introduce (a drug or vaccine, for example) into a 

body part.  b. To treat by means of injection:  injected the patient with digitalis.   

3. To introduce into conversation or consideration:  tried to inject a note of humor 

into the negotiations.  4. To place into an orbit, a trajectory, or a stream.  [Latin 

inicere, iniect-, to throw in  : in-, in; see IN-2 + iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appen-

dix.] —in·jecùtor n. 

in·ject·a·ble (Vn-jHkùtN-bNl) adj.  That can be injected. Used of a drug.   —  n.  A 

drug or medicine that can be injected. 

in·jec·tant (Vn-jHkùtNnt) n.  A substance injected, as into the skin. 

in·jec·tion (Vn-jHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. inj. 1. The act of injecting.  2. Something that 

is injected, especially a dose of liquid medicine injected into the body. 

in-joke (VnùjokÙ) n.  Informal. A joke originated or appreciated by the members 

of a particular group. 

in·ju·di·cious (VnÙju-dVshùNs) adj.  Lacking or showing a lack of judgment or 

discretion; unwise.   —inÙju·diùcious·ly adv.  —inÙju·diùcious·ness n. 

in·junc·tion (Vn-jƒngkùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of enjoining; a com-

mand, a directive, or an order.  2. Law. A court order prohibiting a party from a 

specific course of action.  [Middle English injunccion, from Late Latin ini7nctio, 

ini7nction-, from Latin ini7nctus, past participle of iniungere, to enjoin  : in-, in; 

see IN-2 + iungere, to join; see yeug- in Appendix.] —in·juncùtive adj. 

in·jure (VnùjNr) v.  tr. in·jured, in·jur·ing, in·jures. 1. To cause physical harm 

to; hurt.  2. To cause damage to; impair.  3. To cause distress to; wound:  injured 

their feelings.  4. To commit an injustice or offense against; wrong.  [Middle 

English injuren, to wrong, dishonor, from Old French injurier, from Latin 

ini7ri7rX, from ini7ria, a wrong. See INJURY.] —inùjur·er n.  

SYNONYMS: injure, harm, hurt, damage, impair, mar, spoil. These verbs mean

to affect detrimentally. Injure can refer to acts that have an adverse effect on

health, appearance, prospects, or well-being: She was badly injured in an accident.

Malicious gossip could injure his chances of success. It can also mean to treat another

unjustly or wrongfully: “Those that are not favored will think themselves injured”

(Samuel Johnson). Harm and hurt refer principally to what causes pain, distress,

diminution, or loss: Gypsy moths harm foliage. Failure to pay his bills has harmed

his credit. A hailstorm hurt the apple crop. My feelings are hurt. Damage usually

implies injury that decreases value, usefulness, desirability, or effectiveness: A fall-

ing tree damaged the roof. The scandal seriously damaged the senator’s reputation.

Impair refers to what diminishes, as in quality: The patient’s intelligence has been

impaired by a brain injury. To mar is to impair by or as if by disfiguring: Faulty

intonation marred the performance. To spoil is to impair and ultimately destroy the



value, excellence, or strength of: Worrying about business spoiled our evening.

in·ju·ri·ous (Vn-jtrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Causing or tending to cause injury; harmful:  

eating habits that are injurious to one’s health.  2. Slanderous; libelous:  made inju-

rious statements about his rival.   —in·juùri·ous·ly adv.  —in·juùri·ous·ness n. 

in·ju·ry (VnùjN-rK) n.  pl. in·ju·ries. 1. Damage or harm done to or suffered by a 

person or thing:  escaped from the accident without injury; a scandal that did con-

siderable injury to the campaign.  2. A particular form of hurt, damage, or loss:  a 

leg injury.  3. Law. Violation of the rights of another party for which legal redress 

is available.  See Synonyms at injustice.  4. Obsolete. An insult.  [Middle English 

injurie, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin ini7ria, a wrong, injustice, from femi-

nine of ini7rius, unjust  : in-, not; see IN-1 + i7s, i7r-, law; see yewes- in Appen-

dix.]

in·jus·tice (Vn-jƒsùtVs) n.  1. Violation of another’s rights or of what is right; lack 

of justice.  2. A specific unjust act; a wrong.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin ini7stitia, from ini7stus, unjust  : in-, not; see IN-1 + i7stus, just; see 

JUST
1.]

SYNONYMS: injustice, injury, wrong, grievance. These nouns denote acts or

conditions that cause people to suffer hardship or loss undeservedly. An injustice

is a violation of a person’s rights; the term can also refer to unfair treatment of

another or others: “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere” (Martin

Luther King, Jr.). An injury is an injustice for which legal redress is available: “Pri-

vate wrongs... are an infringement or privation of the private or civil rights belonging

to individuals... and are thereupon frequently termed civil injuries” (William Black-

stone). Wrong in a legal sense refers to what violates the rights of an individual or

adversely affects the public welfare; in a more general sense, however, the word is

similar in meaning to but more emphatic than injustice: “The age of chivalry is

never past, so long as there is a wrong left unredressed on earth” (Charles Kingsley).

A grievance is an act or a condition that is regarded by those involved as a wrong

that affords cause for complaint: A committee of inmates presented a list of their

grievances to the prison warden.

ink (Vngk) n.  1. A pigmented liquid or paste used especially for writing or print-

ing.  2. A dark liquid ejected for protection by most cephalopods, including the 

octopus and squid.   —  v.  tr. inked, ink·ing, inks. 1. To mark, coat, or stain 

with ink.  2. Informal. To append one’s signature to (a contract, for example).  

[Middle English inke, from Old French enque, from Late Latin encaustum, purple 

ink, from Greek enkauston, painted in encaustic, from enkaiein, to paint in 

encaustic, burn in. See ENCAUSTIC.] —inkùer n.  —inkùi·ness n.  —inkùy adj. 



ink·ber·ry (VngkùbHrÙK) n.  1. A shrub (Ilex glabra) of eastern North America, 

having black, berrylike fruit.  2. The fruit of an inkberry. 

ink·blot (VngkùblmtÙ) n.  1. A blotted pattern of spilled ink.  2. A pattern resem-

bling an inkblot that is used in inkblot tests, such as the Rorschach test. 

inkblot test (VngkùblmtÙ tHst) n.  Psychology. A projective test in which a sub-

ject’s interpretation of inkblots is analyzed. 

ink·horn (VngkùhôrnÙ) n.  A small container made of horn or a similar material, 

formerly used to hold ink for writing.   —  adj.  Affectedly or ostentatiously 

learned; pedantic:  inkhorn words. 

in-kind (VnùkXndÙ) adj.  1. Given in goods, commodities, or services rather than 

money:  cash and in-kind benefits.  2. Returning something equivalent to that 

received:  required to make a 30 percent in-kind contribution. 

in·kle (VngùkNl) n.  1. A colored linen tape woven on a simple, narrow loom and 

used for trimmings.  2. The yarn or thread used in making this tape.  [Origin 

unknown.]

in·kling (VngùklVng) n.  1. A slight hint or indication.  2. A slight understanding 

or vague idea or notion.  [Probably alteration of Middle English (a) ningkiling, (a) 

hint, suggestion, possibly alteration of nikking, from nikken, to mark a text for 

correction, from nik, notch, tally, perhaps from variant of Old French niche, 

niche. See NICHE.]

WORD HISTORY: One of the more fascinating journeys in the histories of

words is the one that links nest and inkling. We begin this journey with the Indo-

European root nizdo-, which by way of Germanic ·nist- will give us nest but also

leads to Latin nXdus, “nest.” From Latin nXdus may come Old French (and modern

French) niche, meaning “niche.” It is possible that in Old French a variant form

existed that was borrowed into Middle English as nik, meaning “a notch, tally.”

This word seems related to the Middle English word nikken, which may mean “to

mark a text for correction,” and nikking, “a hint, slight indication,” or possibly “a

whisper, mention.” The word nikking appears only once, in a Middle English text

composed around 1400, as does the word ningkiling, found in another copy of the

same text. It is possible that ningkiling is from nikking. Furthermore, it is probable

that people divided a ninkling incorrectly and got an inkling, just as they did with

a napron, getting an apron. If all this has indeed happened, inkling has come a

long way from the nest.

ink sac (Vngk s4k) n.  An ink-containing organ located near the rectum in most 

cephalopods, including the octopus, squid, and cuttlefish. 

ink·stand (Vngkùst4ndÙ) n.  1. A tray or rack for pens and bottles of ink.  2.  See 

inkwell. 



Ink·ster (VngkùstNr)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 30,772. 

ink·well (VngkùwHlÙ) n.  A small reservoir for ink.  Also called inkstand 

inky cap (VngùkK k4p) n.  Any of various mushrooms of the genus Coprinus, 

having gills that dissolve into a dark liquid after maturation of the spores. 

in·lace (Vn-l7sù) v.  Variant of enlace. 
in·laid (Vnùl7dÙ) v.  Past tense and past participle of inlay.  —  adj.  1. Set into a 

surface in a decorative pattern:  a mahogany dresser with an inlaid teak design.  

2. Decorated with a pattern set into a surface:  inlaid antique furniture. 

in·land (VnùlNnd) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or located in the interior part of a coun-

try or region.  2. Chiefly British. Operating or applying within the borders of a 

country or region; domestic:  inland tariffs.   —  adv.  In, toward, or into the inte-

rior of a country or region.   —  n.  (-l4ndÙ, -lNnd) The interior of a country or 

region.   —inùlandÙer n. 

In·land Empire (VnùlNnd HmùpXrÙ, -l4ndÙ)  A region of the northwest United 

States between the Cascade Range and the Rocky Mountains, comprising eastern 

Washington, eastern Oregon, northern Idaho, and western Montana. Farming, 

lumbering, livestock raising, and mining are important to the area. 

Inland Passage (VnùlNnd p4sùVj)  See Inside Passage. 
Inland Sea (VnùlNnd sK)  An arm of the Pacific Ocean in southern Japan 

between Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu. Linked to the Sea of Japan by a narrow 

channel, the sea is famous for its scenic beauty. 

in-law (VnùlôÙ) n.  A relative by marriage.  [Back-formation from such com-

pounds as mother-in-law.]

in-law rental (VnùlôÙ rHnùtl) n.  See accessory apartment. 
in·lay (Vnùl7Ù, Vn-l7ù) v.  tr. in·laid (-l7dÙ), in·lay·ing, in·lays. 1. a. To set 

(pieces of wood or ivory, for example) into a surface, usually at the same level, to 

form a design.  b. To decorate by setting in such designs.   2. To insert (a photo-

graph, for example) within a mat in a book.   —  n.  1. a. Contrasting material set 

into a surface in pieces to form a design.  b. A design, pattern, or decoration 

made by inlaying.   2. Dentistry. A solid filling, as of gold or porcelain, fitted to a 

cavity in a tooth and cemented into place.   —in·layùer n. 

in·let (VnùlHtÙ, -lVt) n.  1. a. A recess, such as a bay or cove, along a coast.  b. A 

stream or bay leading inland, as from the ocean; an estuary.  c. A narrow passage 

of water, as between two islands.  d. A drainage passage, as to a culvert.   2. An 

opening providing a means of entrance or intake. 

in·li·er (VnùlXÙNr) n.  An area or a formation of older rocks completely surrounded 

by younger layers.  [IN
1 + (OUT)LIER.]

in lo·co pa·ren·tis (Vn loÙko pN-rHnùtVs) adv.  In the position or place of a par-

ent.  [Latin in loco parentis : in, in + loco, ablative of locus, place + parentis, geni-

tive of parKns, parent.]



in·ly (VnùlK) adv.  1. In an inward manner; inwardly.  2. With thorough knowl-

edge or understanding. 

in·ly·ing (VnùlXÙVng) adj.  Located farther in:  navigated the river and its inlying 

tributaries. 

in·mate (Vnùm7tÙ) n.  A resident of a dwelling that houses a number of occu-

pants, especially a person confined to an institution, such as a prison or hospital. 

in me·di·as res (Vn mKÙdK-Ns r7sù) adv.  In or into the middle of a sequence of 

events, as in a literary narrative.  [Latin in medi7s rKs : in, into + medi7s, accusative 

pl. feminine of medius, in the middle of + rKs, accusative pl. of rKs, thing.]

in me·mo·ri·am (VnÙ mN-môrùK-Nm, -morù-) prep.  In memory of; as a memo-

rial to. Used especially in epitaphs.  [From Latin in memoriam, to the memory 

(of)  : in, in, into + memoriam, accusative of memoria, memory.]

in-mi·grant (VnùmXÙgrNnt) n.  One that in-migrates. 

in-mi·grate (VnùmXÙgr7t) v.  intr. in-mi·grat·ed, in-mi·grat·ing, in-
mi·grates. To move into a different region of the same country or territory.   
—inÙ-mi·graùtion n. 

in·most (VnùmostÙ) adj.  Farthest within; innermost. 

inn (Vn) n.  1. A public lodging house serving food and drink to travelers; a hotel.  

2. A tavern or restaurant.  3. Chiefly British. Formerly, a residence hall for stu-

dents, especially law students, in London.  [Middle English, from Old English. See 

en in Appendix.]

Inn (Vn)  A river of eastern Switzerland, western Austria, and southeast Germany 

flowing about 515 km (320 mi) to the Danube River. Its lower course forms part 

of the German-Austrian border. 

in·nards (VnùNrdz) pl.n.  Informal. 1. Internal bodily organs; viscera.  2. The 

inner parts, as of a machine.  [Alteration of inwards, pl. of INWARD.]

in·nate (V-n7tù, Vnù7tÙ) adj.  1. Possessed at birth; inborn.  2. Possessed as an 

essential characteristic; inherent.  3. Of or produced by the mind rather than 

learned through experience:  an innate knowledge of right and wrong.  [Middle 

English innat, from Latin inn7tus, past participle of inn7scX, to be born in  : in-, 

in; see IN-2 + n7scX, to be born; see genN- in Appendix.] —in·nateùly adv.  

—in·nateùness n.  

SYNONYMS: innate, inborn, inbred, congenital, hereditary. These adjectives

mean existing in a person or thing from birth or origin. Innate, inborn, and inbred

are often used interchangeably. Inborn, however, is strongest in implying that

something has been present since birth: inborn intelligence; an inborn sense of the

appropriate. What is inbred has either existed from birth or been ingrained

through earliest training or associations: an inbred love of music; inbred superiority.

Something that is innate seems essential to the nature, character, or constitution:

innate honesty; innate common sense. Congenital is applied principally to charac-



teristics, especially defects, acquired during fetal development: a congenital dis-

ease. Hereditary refers to what is transmitted by biological heredity (a hereditary

heart anomaly) or by tradition: “that ignorance and superstitiousness hereditary to

all sailors” (Herman Melville).

in·ner (VnùNr) adj.  1. Located or occurring farther inside:  an inner room; an 

inner layer of warm clothing.  2. Less apparent; deeper:  the inner meaning of a 

poem.  3. Of or relating to the mind or spirit: “Beethoven’s manuscript looks like a 

bloody record of a tremendous inner battle” (Leonard Bernstein).  4. More exclu-

sive, influential, or important:  the inner circles of government.  [Middle English, 

from Old English innera. See en in Appendix.] —inùner n.  —inùner·ly adv. , 

adj.  —inùner·ness n. 

inner city (VnùNr sVtùK) n.  The usually older, central part of a city, especially 

when characterized by crowded neighborhoods in which low-income, often 

minority groups predominate.   —inùner-citùy (VnùNr-sVùtK) adj. 

in·ner-di·rect·ed (VnÙNr-dV-rHkùtVd, -dX-) adj.  Guided in thought and behavior 

by one’s own set of values rather than societal standards or norms. 

inner ear (VnùNr îr) n.  The portion of the ear located within the temporal bone 

that is involved in both hearing and balance and includes the semicircular canals, 

vestibule, and cochlea.  Also called internal ear, labyrinth. 

In·ner Heb·ri·des (VnùNr hHbùrV-dKzÙ)  See Hebrides. 
Inner Light (VnùNr lXt) n.  In Quaker doctrine, a divine presence believed to be 

an enlightening and guiding force in the human soul. 

Inner Mon·go·li·a (VnùNr mmng-goùlK-N, -golùyN, mmn-)  See Nei Monggol. 
in·ner·most (VnùNr-mostÙ) adj.  1. Situated or occurring farthest within:  the 

innermost chamber.  2. Most intimate:  one’s innermost feelings.   —  n.  The part 

situated farthest in. 

inner planet (VnùNr pl4nùVt) n.  Any of the four planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth, 

and Mars, whose orbits are closest to the sun. 

inner product (VnùNr prmdùNkt) n.  Mathematics. See scalar product. 
in·ner·sole (VnùNr-solÙ) n.  See insole. 
in·ner·spring (VnùNr-sprVngÙ) adj.  Having numerous coil springs enclosed by a 

padded cover:  an innerspring mattress. 

inner tube (VnùNr tub) n.  A flexible, airtight hollow ring, usually made of rub-

ber, that is inserted into the casing of a pneumatic tire for holding compressed air. 

in·ner·vate (V-nûrùv7tÙ, VnùNr-) v.  tr. in·ner·vat·ed, in·ner·vat·ing, 
in·ner·vates. 1. To supply (an organ or a body part) with nerves.  2. To stimu-

late (a nerve, muscle, or body part) to action.   —inÙner·vaùtion n.  

—inÙner·vaùtion·al (-v7ùshN-nNl) adj. 

in·nerve (V-nûrvù) v.  tr. in·nerved, in·nerv·ing, in·nerves. To give nervous 

energy to; stimulate. 



in·ner·wear (VnùNr-wârÙ) n.  Clothing, such as lingerie, designed to be worn 

next to the skin. 

In·ness (VnùVs), George. 1825-1894.  American landscape painter whose princi-

pal works include Rainbow after a Storm (1869) and The Afterglow (1878). 

in·ning (VnùVng) n.  1. a. Baseball. One of nine divisions or periods of a regula-

tion game, in which each team has a turn at bat as limited by three outs.  

b. innings. (used with a sing. verb). Sports. The division or period of a cricket 

game during which one team is at bat.   2.  Often innings. (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). An opportunity to act or speak out; a chance for accomplishment.  3. The 

reclamation of flooded or marshy land.  [Middle English innynge, a getting in, 

from Old English innung, gerund of innian, to put in, from in, in. See IN1.]

inn·keep·er (VnùkKÙpNr) n.  One that owns or manages an inn or hotel. 

in·no·cence (VnùN-sNns) n.  1. The state, quality, or virtue of being innocent, as: 

a. Freedom from sin, moral wrong, or guilt through lack of knowledge of evil.  

b. Guiltlessness of a specific legal crime or offense.  c. Freedom from guile, cun-

ning, or deceit; simplicity or artlessness.  d. Lack of worldliness or sophistication; 

naiveté.  e. Lack of knowledge or understanding; ignorance.  f. Freedom from 

harmfulness; inoffensiveness.   2. One that is innocent.  3. Botany. See blue-
eyed Mary. 

in·no·cen·cy (VnùN-sNn-sK) n.  pl. in·no·cen·cies. 1. Innocence.  2. An inno-

cent quality or action. 

in·no·cent (VnùN-sNnt) adj.  1. Uncorrupted by evil, malice, or wrongdoing; sin-

less:  an innocent child.  2. a. Not guilty of a specific crime or offense; legally 

blameless:  was innocent of all charges.  b. Within, allowed by, or sanctioned by the 

law; lawful.   3. a. Not dangerous or harmful; innocuous:  an innocent prank.  

b. Candid; straightforward:  a child’s innocent stare.   4. a. Not experienced or 

worldly; naive.  b. Betraying or suggesting no deception or guile; artless.   

5. a. Not exposed to or familiar with something specified; ignorant:  American 

tourists wholly innocent of French.  b. Unaware:  She remained innocent of the com-

plications she had caused.   6. Lacking, deprived, or devoid of something:  a novel 

innocent of literary merit.   —  n.  1. A person, especially a child, who is free of 

evil or sin.  2. A simple, guileless, inexperienced, or unsophisticated person.  3. A 

very young child.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin innocKns, inno-

cent-  : in-, not; see IN-1 + nocKns, present participle of nocKre, to harm; see nek-1 

in Appendix.] —inùno·cent·ly adv. 

In·no·cent III (VnùN-sNnt), Originally Lotario di Segni. 1161-1216.  Pope (1198-

1216) whose reign was marked by the Fourth Crusade and papal intervention in 

European politics. 

in·noc·u·ous (V-nmkùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Having no adverse effect; harmless.  

2. Not likely to offend or provoke to strong emotion; insipid.  [From Latin 



innocuus : in-, not; see IN-1 + nocuus, harmful (from nocKre, to harm); see nek-1 

in Appendix.] —in·nocùu·ous·ly adv.  —in·nocùu·ous·ness n. 

in·nom·i·nate (V-nmmùN-nVt) adj.  1. Having no name.  2. Anonymous.  [Late 

Latin innomin7tus : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin nomin7tus, past participle of 

nomin7re, to name; see NOMINATE.]

innominate artery (V-nmmùN-nVt ärùtN-rK) n.  An artery that arises from the 

arch of the aorta and divides into the right subclavian and right carotid arteries.  

Also called brachiocephalic artery, brachiocephalic trunk. 

innominate bone (V-nmmùN-nVt bon) n.  See hipbone. 
innominate vein (V-nmmùN-nVt v7n) n.  Either of a pair of veins in the neck, 

each formed by the union of the internal jugular and subclavian veins, that join to 

form the superior vena cava.  Also called brachiocephalic vein 

in·no·vate (VnùN-v7tÙ) v.  in·no·vat·ed, in·no·vat·ing, in·no·vates.  —  v.  tr. 

To begin or introduce (something new) for or as if for the first time.   —  v.  intr. 

To begin or introduce something new.  [French innover, from Old French, from 

Latin innov7re, innov7t-, to renew  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + nov7re, to make 

new (from novus, new); see newo- in Appendix.] —inùno·vaÙtor n.  

—inùno·va·toÙry (-vN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

in·no·va·tion (VnÙN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of introducing something new.  

2. Something newly introduced.   —inÙno·vaùtion·al adj. 

in·no·va·tive (VnùN-v7ÙtVv) adj.  Marked by or given to innovations.   
—inùno·vaÙtive·ness n. 

Inns·bruck (VnzùbrtkÙ, Vnsù-)  A city of southwest Austria west-southwest of 

Salzburg. Established as a fortified town c. 1180, it is an industrial, commercial, 

and transportation center famed as a summer and winter resort. The Winter 

Olympics were held here in 1964 and 1976. Population, 117,287. 

Inns of Court (Vnz ƒv kôrt) pl.n.  Law. 1. The four legal societies in England 

founded about the beginning of the 14th century and having the exclusive right 

to confer the title of barrister on law students.  2. The buildings housing the Inns 

of Court. 

in·nu·en·do (VnÙyu-Hnùdo) n.  pl. in·nu·en·does. 1. An indirect or subtle, 

usually derogatory implication in expression; an insinuation.  2. Law. a. A plain-

tiff’s interpretation in a libel suit of allegedly libelous or slanderous material.  

b. A parenthetic explanation of a word or charge in a legal document.   [From 

Latin innuendo, by hinting, ablative of innuendum gerund of innuere, to nod to  : 

in-, to, toward; see IN-2 + -nuere, to nod.]

In·nu·it (Vnùyu-Vt) n.  Variant of Inuit. 
in·nu·mer·a·ble (V-nuùmNr-N-bNl, V-nyuù-) adj.  Too numerous to be 

counted; numberless.  See Synonyms at incalculable.  [Middle English, from 

Latin innumer7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + numer7bilis, countable; see NUMERABLE.] 
—in·nuùmer·a·ble·ness n.  —in·nuùmer·a·bly adv. 



in·nu·mer·ate (V-nuùmNr-Vt, V-nyuù-) adj.  Unfamiliar with mathematical 

concepts and methods.   —  n.  A person who is unfamiliar with mathematical 

concepts and methods.   —in·nuùmer·a·cy n. 

in·nu·mer·ous (V-nuùmNr-Ns) adj.  Innumerable.  [From Latin innumerus : in-

, not; see IN-1 + numerus, number; see NUMBER.]

in·nu·tri·tion (VnÙnu-trVshùNn, -nyu-) n.  Poor nourishment; lack of good 

nutrition.   —inÙnu·triùtious adj. 

in·ob·ser·vance (VnÙNb-zûrùvNns) n.  1. Lack of heed or attention; disregard.  

2. Nonobservance, as of a law or custom.   —inÙob·serùvant adj. 

in·ob·tru·sive (VnÙNb-truùsVv) adj.  Not noticeable; unobtrusive. 

in·oc·u·la·ble (V-nmkùyN-lN-bNl) adj.  1. Susceptible to a disease transmitted by 

inoculation.  2. That can be used in an inoculation.  3. Transmissible by inocula-

tion.   —in·ocÙu·la·bilùi·ty n. 

in·oc·u·lant (V-nmkùyN-lNnt) n.  See inoculum. 
in·oc·u·late (V-nmkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. in·oc·u·lat·ed, in·oc·u·lat·ing, 
in·oc·u·lates. 1. To introduce a serum, a vaccine, or an antigenic substance into 

(the body of a person or an animal), especially to produce or boost immunity to a 

specific disease.  2. To communicate a disease to (a living organism) by transfer-

ring its causative agent into the organism.  3. To implant microorganisms or 

infectious material into (a culture medium).  4. To safeguard as if by inoculation; 

protect.  5. To introduce an idea or attitude into the mind of.  [Middle English 

inoculaten, to graft a scion, from Latin inocul7re, inocul7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + ocu-

lus, eye, bud; see okw- in Appendix.] —in·ocùu·laÙtive adj.  —in·ocùu·laÙtor n. 

in·oc·u·la·tion (V-nmkÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of inoculating, 

especially the introduction of an antigenic substance or vaccine into the body to 

produce immunity to a specific disease.  2. Informal. A preemptive advertising 

tactic in which one party attempts to foresee and neutralize potentially damaging 

criticism from another party by being the first to confront troublesome issues. 

in·oc·u·lum (V-nmkùyN-lNm) n.  pl. in·oc·u·la (-lN)  or in·oc·u·lums. The mate-

rial used in an inoculation.  Also called inoculant [New Latin, from Latin 

inocul7re, to graft a scion. See INOCULATE.]

in·o·dor·ous (Vn-oùdNr-Ns) adj.  Having no odor. 

in·of·fen·sive (VnÙN-fHnùsVv) adj.  1. Giving no offense; unobjectionable.  

2. Causing no harm; harmless.   —inÙof·fenùsive·ly adv.  —inÙof·fenù-
sive·ness n. 

in·of·fi·cious (VnÙN-fVshùNs) adj.  Law. Contrary to natural affection or moral 

duty. Used of a will in which the testator disinherits the rightful heirs with insuf-

ficient reason.  [Latin inofficiosus, undutiful  : in-, not; see IN-1 + officiosus, duti-

ful; see OFFICIOUS.]



I·nö·nü (VnÙN-nuù, V-nœ-nüù), Ismet. 1884-1973.  Turkish army officer and 

politician who served as president (1938-1950) and kept Turkey neutral during 

World War II. 

in·op·er·a·ble (Vn-mpùNr-N-bNl, -mpùrN-) adj.  1. Not functioning; inoperative.  

2. Unsuitable for a surgical procedure:  an inoperable tumor.   —in·opùer·a·bly 
adv. 

in·op·er·a·tive (Vn-mpùNr-N-tVv, -mpùrN-) adj.  1. Not working or functioning.  

2. No longer in force, countermanded:  declared the previous instructions inopera-

tive.   —in·opùer·a·tive·ness n. 

in·o·per·cu·late (VnÙo-pûrùkyN-lVt) adj.  Biology. Lacking an operculum.   
—inÙo·perùcu·late n. 

in·op·por·tune (Vn-mpÙNr-tunù, -tyunù) adj.  Inappropriate or ill-timed; not 

opportune.   —in·opÙpor·tuneùly adv.  —in·opÙpor·tuneùness n. 

in·or·di·nate (Vn-ôrùdn-Vt) adj.  1. Exceeding reasonable limits; immoderate.  

See Synonyms at excessive.  2. Not regulated; disorderly.  [Middle English inor-

dinat, from Latin inordin7tus, disordered  : in-, not; see IN-1 + ordin7tus, past par-

ticiple of ordin7re, to set in order (from ordo, ordin-, order); see ar- in Appendix.] 
—in·orùdi·na·cy, in·orùdi·nate·ness n.  —in·orùdi·nate·ly adv. 

in·or·gan·ic (VnÙôr-g4nùVk) adj.  Abbr. inorg. 1. a. Involving neither organic 

life nor the products of organic life.  b. Not composed of organic matter.   

2. Chemistry. Of or relating to compounds not containing hydrocarbon groups.  

3. Not arising in normal growth; artificial.  4. Lacking system or structure.   
—inÙor·ganùi·cal·ly adv. 

in·os·cu·late (Vn-msùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  in·os·cu·lat·ed, in·os·cu·lat·ing, 
in·os·cu·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To unite (blood vessels, nerve fibers, or ducts) by 

small openings.  2. To make continuous; blend.   —  v.  intr. 1. To open into one 

another.  2. To unite so as to be continuous; blend.  [IN-2 + Latin oscul7re, oscul7t-

, to provide with an opening (from osculum, diminutive of os, mouth); see os- in 

Appendix.] —in·osÙcu·laùtion n. 

in·o·si·tol (V-noùsV-tôlÙ, -tolÙ, X-noù-) n.  Any of nine isomeric alcohols, 

C6H12O6·2H2O, especially one found in plant and animal tissue and classified as a 

member of the vitamin B complex.  [Greek inos, genitive of is, sinew; see wei- in 

Appendix + -IT(E)2 + -OL
1.]

in·o·tro·pic (KÙnN-troùpVk, -trmpùVk, XÙnN-) adj.  Affecting the contraction of 

muscle, especially heart muscle:  an inotropic drug.  [Greek is, in-, tendon, sinew; 

see wei- in Appendix + -TROPIC.]

INP abbr.  International News Photo. 

in·pa·tient (Vnùp7ÙshNnt) n.  A patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic for 

treatment that requires at least one overnight stay.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  an inpatient procedure; an inpatient facility. 



in per·so·nam (VnÙ pNr-soùnNm) adv.  & adj.  Law. Against a person rather than 

against property. Used of an action or a judgment.  [Late Latin  : Latin in, onto, 

against + Latin personam, accusative of persona, person.]

in pet·to (Vn pHtùo) adv.  & adj.  Roman Catholic Church. In secret or private. 

Used of appointments of cardinals by the pope undisclosed in consistory.  [Italian 

 : in, in + petto, breast.]

in·phase (Vnùf7zÙ) adj.  Having the same electrical phase. 

in pos·se (Vn pmsùK) adv.  & adj.  In potential but not in actuality.  [Medieval 

Latin  : Latin in, in + Latin posse, to be able.]

in pro·pri·a per·so·na (Vn proÙprK-N pNr-soùnN) adv.  Law. In one’s own per-

son, especially without representation by an attorney.  [Medieval Latin in propri7 

person7 : Latin in, in + Latin propri7, ablative of proprius, one’s own + Latin 

person7, ablative of persona, person.]

in·put (VnùpttÙ) n.  1. Something put into a system or expended in its operation 

to achieve output or a result, especially: a. Energy, work, or power used to drive a 

machine.  b. Current, electromotive force, or power supplied to an electric cir-

cuit, network, or device.  c. Computer Science. Information put into a communi-

cations system for transmission or into a computer system for processing.  

d. Computer Science. A position, terminal, or station at which input enters a sys-

tem.  e. Any of the items, including materials, equipment, and funds, required 

for production.   2. a. The act of putting in; infusion:  a steady input of fuel.  

b. An amount put in.   3. Usage Problem. a. Contribution of information or a 

comment or viewpoint:  a discussion with input from all members of the group.  

b. Information in general.    —  v.  tr. in·put·ted or in·put, in·put·ting, 
in·puts. Computer Science. To enter (data or a program) into a computer.  

USAGE NOTE: The noun input has been used as a technical term for about a

century in fields such as physics and electrical engineering, but its recent popu-

larity grows out of its use in computer science, where it refers to data or signals

entered into a system for processing or transmission. In general discourse input

is now widely used to refer to the transmission of information and opinion, as in

The report questioned whether a President thus shielded had access to a sufficiently

varied input to have a realistic picture of the nation or The nominee herself had no

input on housing policy. In this last sentence the meaning of the term is uncertain:

it may mean either that the nominee provided no opinions to the policymakers

or that she received no information about housing policy. This vagueness in the

nontechnical use of input may be one reason that some critics have objected to it

(including, in an earlier survey, a majority of the Usage Panel). Though the usage

is well established, care should be taken not to use the word merely as a way of

pretending to a scientific precision unwarranted by the facts of the case.



inq. abbr.  Inquiry. 

in·quest (VnùkwHstÙ) n.  1. Law. a. A judicial inquiry into a matter usually held 

before a jury, especially an inquiry into the cause of a death.  b. A jury making 

such an inquiry.  c. The finding based on such an inquiry.   2. An investigation or 

inquiry.  See Synonyms at inquiry.  [Middle English enqueste, from Old French, 

from Vulgar Latin *inquæsXta, thing inquired into, alteration of Latin inquXsXta, 

feminine past participle of inquXrere, to inquire into. See INQUIRE.]

in·qui·e·tude (Vn-kwXùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  A state of restlessness or uneasiness; 

disquietude.  [Middle English, disturbance, from Late Latin inquiKt7do, restless-

ness, from Latin inquiKtus, restless  : in-, not; see IN-1 + quiKtus, quiet; see QUIET.]

in·qui·line (VnùkwN-lXnÙ, -lVn, Vngù-) n.  An animal that characteristically lives 

commensally in the nest, burrow, or dwelling place of an animal of another spe-

cies.   —  adj.  Being or living as an inquiline.  [Latin inquilXnus, lodger, tenant  : 

in-, in; see IN-2 + colere, to inhabit; see kwel-1 in Appendix.] —inùqui·lin·ism (-

lN-nVzÙNm), inÙqui·linùi·ty (-lVnùV-tK)  n.  —inÙqui·linùous (-lXùnNs) adj. 

in·quire (Vn-kwXrù) also en·quire (Hn-) v.  in·quired, in·quir·ing, in·quires.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To seek information by asking a question:  inquired about prices.  

2. To make an inquiry or investigation:  inquire into the extent of the corruption.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To ask about.  2. To ask: “I am free to inquire what a work of art means 

to me” (Bernard Berenson).  See Synonyms at ask.  —phrasal verb. inquire 
after. To ask about the health or condition of.  [Middle English enquiren, from 

Old French enquerre, from Vulgar Latin *inquaerere, alteration of Latin inquXrere : 

in-, into; see IN-2 + quaerere, to seek.] —in·quirùer n.  —in·quirùing·ly adv. 

in·quir·y (Vn-kwXrùK, VnùkwXrÙK, VnùkwN-rK, Vngù-) also en·quir·y (Hn-kwXrùK, 

HnùkwN-rK) n.  pl. in·quir·ies. Abbr. inq. 1. The act of inquiring.  2. A question; a 

query.  3. A close examination of a matter in a search for information or truth.  

SYNONYMS: inquiry, inquest, inquisition, investigation, probe, research. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “a quest for knowledge, data, or truth”:

filed an inquiry about the lost shipment; holding an inquest to determine whether

the dead man had been murdered; refused to cooperate with the inquisition into her

political activities; a criminal investigation; a probe into alleged police corruption;

scientific research.

in·qui·si·tion (VnÙkwV-zVshùNn, VngÙ-) n.  1. The act of inquiring into a matter; 

an investigation.  See Synonyms at inquiry.  2. Law. a. An inquest.  b. The ver-

dict of a judicial inquiry.   3. a. Inquisition. A tribunal formerly held in the 

Roman Catholic Church and directed at the suppression of heresy.  b. An investi-

gation that violates the privacy or rights of individuals.  c. A rigorous, harsh 

interrogation.   [Middle English inquisicioun, from Old French inquisicion, from 



Latin inquXsXtio, inquXsXtion-, from inquXsXtus, past participle of inquXrere, to 

inquire. See INQUIRE.] —inÙqui·siùtion·al adj. 

in·quis·i·tive (Vn-kwVzùV-tVv) adj.  1. Unduly curious and inquiring.  See Syn-

onyms at curious.  2. Inclined to investigate; eager for knowledge.  [Middle 

English inquisitif, from Old French, from Late Latin inquXsXtXvus, from Latin 

inquXsXtus, past participle of inquXrere, to inquire. See INQUIRE.] 
—in·quisùi·tive·ly adv.  —in·quisùi·tive·ness n. 

in·quis·i·tor (Vn-kwVzùV-tNr) n.  One who inquires or makes an inquisition, espe-

cially a questioner who is excessively rigorous or harsh.  [Middle English inquisi-

tour, from Latin inquXsXtor, from inquXsXtus, past participle of inquXrere, to inquire 

into. See INQUIRE.]

in·quis·i·to·ri·al (Vn-kwVzÙV-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having 

the function of an inquisitor.  2. Law. a. Relating to a trial in which one party acts 

as both prosecutor and judge.  b. Relating to a criminal proceeding conducted in 

secrecy.    —in·quisÙi·toùri·al·ly adv. 

in re (Vn r7ù, rKù) prep.  Law. In the matter or case of; in regard to.  [Latin in rK : in, 

in + rK, ablative of rKs, thing, matter.]

in rem (Vn rHmù) adv.  & adj.  Law. Against a thing, such as property, status, or a 

right, rather than against a person. Used of an action or a judgment.  [Late Latin  : 

Latin in, against + Latin rem, accusative of rKs, thing, matter.]

in-res·i·dence (Vn-rHzùV-dNns) adj.  Associated in an official, specified position 

with an organization such as a university or college. Often used in combination:  

artist-in-residence. 

I.N.R.I. abbr.  Latin. Iesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum (Jesus of Nazareth, King of 

the Jews). 

in·ro (Vnùro) n.  pl. inro. A small, usually ornamented box that is hung from the 

waist sash of a Japanese kimono and has compartments for holding small objects 

such as cosmetics, perfumes, or medicines.  [Japanese.]

in·road (VnùrodÙ) n.  1. A hostile invasion; a raid.  2. An advance, especially at 

another’s expense; an encroachment. Often used in the plural:  Foreign products 

have made inroads into the American economy.  [IN
1 + ROAD, riding, raid (obso-

lete).]

in·rush (VnùrƒshÙ) n.  A sudden rushing in; an influx. 

INS abbr.  1. Immigration and Naturalization Service.  2. International News Ser-

vice. 

ins. abbr.  1. Inches.  2. Inspector.  3. Insulation.  4. Insurance. 

in·sal·i·vate (Vn-s4lùN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. in·sal·i·vat·ed, in·sal·i·vat·ing, 
in·sal·i·vates. To mix (food) with saliva in chewing.   —in·salÙi·vaùtion n. 

in·sa·lu·bri·ous (VnÙsN-luùbrK-Ns) adj.  Not promoting health; unwholesome:  

an insalubrious environment.   —inÙsa·luùbri·ous·ly adv.  —inÙsa·luùbri·ty n. 



ins and outs (Vnz Nnd outs) pl.n.  1. The intricate details of a situation, deci-

sion, or process.  2. The windings of a road or path. 

in·sane (Vn-s7nù) adj.  1. a. Of, exhibiting, or afflicted with insanity.  

b. Characteristic of or associated with persons afflicted with insanity:  an insane 

laugh; insane babbling.  c. Intended for use by such persons:  an insane asylum.   

2. Immoderate; wild:  insane jealousy.  3. Very foolish; absurd:  took insane risks 

behind the wheel.  [Latin Xns7nus : in-, not; see IN-1 + s7nus, sane, healthy.] 
—in·saneùly adv.  —in·saneùness n. 

in·san·i·tar·y (Vn-s4nùV-tHrÙK) adj.  So unclean as to be a likely cause of disease:  

insanitary conditions in the restaurant. 

in·san·i·ty (Vn-s4nùV-tK) n.  pl. in·san·i·ties. 1. Persistent mental disorder or 

derangement.  2. Law. a. Unsoundness of mind sufficient in the judgment of a 

civil court to render a person unfit to maintain a contractual or other legal rela-

tionship or to warrant commitment to a mental health facility.  b. In most crimi-

nal jurisdictions, a degree of mental malfunctioning sufficient to relieve the 

accused of legal responsibility for the act committed.   3. a. Extreme foolishness; 

folly.  b. Something that is extremely foolish.   

SYNONYMS: insanity, lunacy, madness, mania, dementia. These nouns denote

conditions of serious mental disability. Insanity is a grave, often prolonged con-

dition of mental disorder that prevents a person from being held legally respon-

sible for his or her actions: was judged not guilty for reasons of insanity. Lunacy

often denotes derangement relieved intermittently by periods of clear-minded-

ness: tried to jump out of the fortieth-floor window in a moment of utter lunacy.

Madness, a more general term, often stresses the violent aspect of mental illness:

delusions that progressed to a form of madness. Mania refers principally to the ex-

cited phase of manic-depressive psychosis: prescribed drugs to control the patient’s

periods of mania. Dementia implies mental deterioration brought on by organic

brain disorder: underwent progressive stages of dementia.

in·sa·tia·ble (Vn-s7ùshN-bNl, -shK-N-) adj.  Impossible to satiate or satisfy:  an 

insatiable appetite; an insatiable hunger for knowledge.  [Middle English insaciable, 

from Old French, from Latin Xnsati7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + sati7re, to fill; see 

SATIATE.] —in·saÙtia·bilùi·ty, in·saùtia·ble·ness n.  —in·saùtia·bly adv. 

in·sa·ti·ate (Vn-s7ùshK-Vt) adj.  Insatiable.  [Latin Xnsati7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

sati7tus, past participle of sati7re, to satisfy; see SATIATE.] —in·saùti·ate·ly adv.  

—in·saùti·ate·ness n. 

in·scape (Vnùsk7pÙ) n.  The essential, distinctive, and revelatory quality of a 

thing: “Here is the inscape, the epiphany, the moment of truth. That stubborn spot 

has become an image of the agony of human life and death” (Madison Bell). 



in·scribe (Vn-skrXbù) v.  tr. in·scribed, in·scrib·ing, in·scribes. 1. a. To write, 

print, carve, or engrave (words or letters) on or in a surface.  b. To mark or 

engrave (a surface) with words or letters.   2. To enter (a name) on a list or in a 

register.  3. a. To sign one’s name or write a brief message in or on (a gift book or 

photograph, for example).  b. To dedicate to someone.   4. Mathematics. To draw 

(one figure) within another figure so that every vertex of the enclosed figure 

touches the outer figure.  [Latin XnscrXbere : in-, in, on; see IN-2 + scrXbere, to write; 

see skrXbh- in Appendix.] —in·scribùer n. 

in·scrip·tion (Vn-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of inscribing.  

2. Something, such as the wording on a coin, medal, monument, or seal, that is 

inscribed.  3. An enrollment or a registration of names.  4. a. A short, signed 

message in a book or on a photograph given as a gift.  b. The usually informal 

dedication of a book or an artistic work.   [Middle English inscripcioun, statement 

giving the author or title of a book, from Latin XnscrXptio, XnscrXption-, from 

XnscrXptus, past participle of XnscrXbere, to inscribe. See INSCRIBE.] —in·scripù-
tion·al, in·scripùtive adj.  —in·scripùtive·ly adv. 

in·scru·ta·ble (Vn-skruùtN-bNl) adj.  Difficult to fathom or understand; 

impenetrable.  See Synonyms at mysterious.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin Xnscr7t7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + scr7t7rX, to scrutinize; see 

SCRUTINY.] —in·scruÙta·bilùi·ty, in·scruùta·ble·ness n.  —in·scruùta·bly adv. 

in·seam (VnùsKmÙ) n.  1. The inside seam of a pant leg.  2. The length or mea-

surement of such a seam. 

in·sect (VnùsHktÙ) n.  1. a. Any of numerous usually small arthropod animals of 

the class Insecta, having an adult stage characterized by three pairs of legs and a 

body segmented into head, thorax, and abdomen and usually having two pairs of 

wings. Insects include the flies, crickets, mosquitoes, beetles, butterflies, and bees.  

b. Any of various similar arthropod animals, such as spiders, centipedes, or ticks.   

2. An insignificant or contemptible person.  [Latin Xnsectum, from neuter past 

participle of Xnsec7re, to cut up (translation of Greek entomon, segmented, cut up, 

insect); see ENTOMO-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + sec7re, to cut; see sek- in Appendix.] 
—inùsectÙ adj.  —inÙsec·tiùval (VnÙsHk-tXùvNl) adj. 

in·sec·tar·y (VnùsHkÙtN-rK, Vn-sHkù-)  or in·sec·tar·i·um (VnÙsHk-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. 

in·sec·tar·ies or in·sec·tar·i·a (-târùK-N). A place for keeping, breeding, or 

observing living insects. 

in·sec·ti·cide (Vn-sHkùtV-sXdÙ) n.  A chemical substance used to kill insects.   
—in·secÙti·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj.  —in·secÙti·cidùal·ly adv. 

in·sec·ti·vore (Vn-sHkùtN-vôrÙ, -vorÙ) n.  1. Any of various small, principally 

nocturnal mammals of the order Insectivora, characteristically feeding chiefly on 

insects and including the shrews, moles, and hedgehogs.  2. An organism that 

feeds mainly on insects.  [New Latin ‚nsectivora, order name  : Latin Xnsectum, 

insect; see INSECT + Latin -vora, neuter pl. of -vorus, -vorous.]



in·sec·tiv·o·rous (VnÙsHk-tVvùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Feeding on insects.  2. Botany. 

Capable of trapping and absorbing insects, as the pitcher plant. 

in·se·cure (VnÙsV-kytrù) adj.  1. Not sure or certain; doubtful:  unemployed and 

facing an insecure future.  2. Inadequately guarded or protected; unsafe:  A short-

age of military police made the air base insecure.  3. Not firm or fixed; unsteady:  

an insecure foothold.  4. a. Lacking emotional stability; not well-adjusted:  an 

insecure relationship.  b. Lacking self-confidence; plagued by anxiety:  had always 

felt insecure at parties.    —inÙse·cureùly adv.  —inÙse·cureùness n.  

—inÙse·cuùri·ty (-kytrùV-tK) n. 

in·sem·i·nate (Vn-sHmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. in·sem·i·nat·ed, in·sem·i·nat·ing, 
in·sem·i·nates. 1. To introduce or inject semen into the reproductive tract of (a 

female).  2. To sow seed in.  [Latin XnsKmin7re, XnsKmin7t-, to implant, impregnate 

 : in-, in; see IN-2 + sKmin7re, to plant (from sKmen, sKmin-, seed); see SEMEN.] 
—in·semÙi·naùtion n.  —in·semùi·naÙtor n. 

in·sen·sate (Vn-sHnùs7tÙ, -sVt) adj.  1. a. Lacking sensation or awareness; inani-

mate.  b. Unconscious.   2. Lacking sensibility; unfeeling: “a predatory, insensate 

society in which innocence and decency can prove fatal” (Peter S. Prescott).  

3. a. Lacking sense or the power to reason.  b. Foolish; witless.   [Latin 

XnsKns7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + sKnsus, understanding, reason; see SENSE.] 
—in·senùsateÙly adv.  —in·senùsateÙness n. 

in·sen·si·ble (Vn-sHnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Imperceptible; inappreciable:  an insen-

sible change in temperature.  b. Very small or gradual:  insensible movement.   

2. a. Having lost consciousness, especially temporarily; unconscious:  lay insensi-

ble where he had fallen.  b. Not invested with sensation; inanimate:  insensible clay.  

c. Devoid of physical sensation or the power to react, as to pain or cold; numb.   

3. a. Unaware; unmindful:  I am not insensible of your concern.  b. Not emotion-

ally responsive; indifferent:  insensible to criticism.   4. Lacking meaning; unintel-

ligible.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin XnsKnsibilis, imperceivable 

 : in-, not; see IN-1 + sKnsibilis, perceptible; see SENSIBLE.] —in·senÙsi·bilùi·ty, 
in·senùsi·ble·ness n.  —in·senùsi·bly adv. 

in·sen·si·tive (Vn-sHnùsV-tVv) adj.  1. Not physically sensitive; numb.  

2. a. Lacking in sensitivity to the feelings or circumstances of others; unfeeling.  

b. Lacking in responsiveness:  insensitive to the needs of the customers.    
—in·senùsi·tive·ly adv.  —in·senÙsi·tivùi·ty, in·senùsi·tive·ness n. 

in·sen·tient (Vn-sHnùshNnt) adj.  Devoid of sensation or consciousness; inani-

mate.   —in·senùtience n. 

in·sep·a·ra·ble (Vn-sHpùNr-N-bNl, -sHpùrN-) adj.  1. Impossible to separate or 

part:  inseparable pieces of rock.  2. Very closely associated; constant:  inseparable 

companions.   —in·sepÙa·ra·bilùi·ty, in·sepùa·ra·ble·ness n.  

—in·sepùa·ra·ble n.  —in·sepùa·ra·bly adv. 



in·sert (Vn-sûrtù) v.  tr. in·sert·ed, in·sert·ing, in·serts. 1. To put or set into, 

between, or among:  inserted the key in the lock.  See Synonyms at introduce.  
2. To put or introduce into the body of something; interpolate:  insert an illustra-

tion into a text.  3. To place into an orbit, a trajectory, or a stream.   —  n.  

(VnùsûrtÙ) Something inserted or intended for insertion, as a picture or chart into 

written material.  [Latin Xnserere, Xnsert-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + serere, to join; see ser-
2 in Appendix.] —in·sertùer n. 

in·ser·tion (Vn-sûrùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of inserting.  2. Something 

inserted, as an ornamental strip of lace or embroidery inserted between pieces of 

fabric.  3. Anatomy. The point or mode of attachment of a skeletal muscle to the 

bone or other body part that it moves.  4. Genetics. The addition, as by mutation, 

of one or more nucleotides to a chromosome.   —in·serùtion·al adj. 

in-serv·ice (VnùsûrÙvVs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a full-time employee:  

in-service teachers.  2. Taking place or continuing while one is a full-time 

employee:  in-service training workshops. 

in·ses·so·ri·al (VnÙsH-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj.  Perching or adapted for perching:  

insessorial claws.  [From New Latin ‚nsessores, the perching birds, from Latin 

Xnsessus, past participle of XnsidKre, to sit upon. See INSIDIOUS.]

in·set (VnùsHtÙ, Vn-sHtù) v.  tr. in·set, in·set·ting, in·sets. 1. To set in; insert.  

2. To furnish with an inset.   —  n.  (VnùsHtÙ) 1. Something set in, as: a. A small 

map or illustration set within a larger one.  b. A leaf or group of pages inserted 

into a publication.  c. A piece of material set into a garment as decoration or trim.   

2. a. An inflow, as of water.  b. A channel.  

in·shore (Vnùshôrù, -shorù) adv.  & adj.  1. Close to a shore.  2. Toward or com-

ing toward a shore. 

in·shrine (Vn-shrXnù) v.  Variant of enshrine. 
in·side (Vn-sXdù, VnùsXdÙ) n.  1. a. An inner or interior part.  b. Inward character, 

perceptions, or feelings:  felt good on the inside about volunteering to help.   2. An 

inner side or surface.  3. The part away from the edge; the middle part.  

4. insides. Informal. a. The inner organs; entrails.  b. The inner parts or work-

ings:  the insides of a TV set.   5. Slang. Confidential or secret information.   —  
adj.  1. Inner; interior.  2. Relating to, known to, or coming from an exclusive 

group:  inside information; an inside joke.  3. Baseball. Passing on the side of home 

plate nearer the batter. Used of a pitch.   —  adv.  1. Into or in the interior; within.  

2. On the inner side.  3. Slang. In prison.   —  prep.  1. Within:  We’ll be there 

inside an hour.  2. a. On the inner side or part of:  inside the package.  b. Into the 

interior of:  going inside the house.    —idioms. inside of. Usage Problem. 

Within:  inside of an hour.  inside out. 2. With the inner surface turned out; 

reversed:  wore the sweatshirt inside out.  3. Informal. As completely as possible; 

thoroughly:  knew the city inside out.  on the inside. In a position of confidence 

or influence.  



USAGE NOTE: The construction inside of has sometimes been criticized as re-

dundant or colloquial. But inside of is well established in formal writing, partic-

ularly in reference to periods of time: They usually return the manuscript inside of

(or inside) a month.

inside job (Vn-sXdù jmb) n.  Slang. A crime perpetrated by, or with the help of, a 

person working for or trusted by the victim. 

In·side Passage (VnùsXdÙ p4sùVj) also In·land Passage (VnùlNnd)  A natural 

protected waterway extending about 1,529 km (950 mi) from Puget Sound to 

Skagway, Alaska. It threads through the Alexander Archipelago and is known for 

its snow-capped mountains, waterfalls, and glaciers. 

in·sid·er (Vn-sXùdNr) n.  1. An accepted member of a group.  2. One who has spe-

cial knowledge or access to confidential information. 

inside track (Vn-sXdù tr4k) n.  1. Informal. An advantageous position, as in a 

competition.  2. Sports. The path next to the inner rail in a curved racetrack. 

in·sid·i·ous (Vn-sVdùK-Ns) adj.  1. Working or spreading harmfully in a subtle or 

stealthy manner:  insidious rumors; an insidious disease.  2. Intended to entrap; 

treacherous:  insidious misinformation.  3. Beguiling but harmful; alluring:  insid-

ious pleasures.  [From Latin Xnsidiosus, from Xnsidiae, ambush, from XnsidKre, to sit 

upon, lie in wait for  : in-, in, on; see IN-2 + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] 
—in·sidùi·ous·ly adv.  —in·sidùi·ous·ness n. 

in·sight (VnùsXtÙ) n.  1. The capacity to discern the true nature of a situation; 

penetration.  2. The act or outcome of grasping the inward or hidden nature of 

things or of perceiving in an intuitive manner. 

in·sight·ful (VnùsXtÙfNl, Vn-sXtù-) adj.  Showing or having insight; perceptive: 

“The major contribution of this new biography... is its insightful discussion of the 

Christian dimension of Dostoyevsky’s life and art” (Maria Carlson).   —inùsightÙ-
ful·ly adv.  —in·sightùful·ness n. 

in·sig·ni·a (Vn-sVgùnK-N) also in·sig·ne (-nK) n.  pl. insignia or in·sig·ni·as. 
1. A badge of office, rank, membership, or nationality; an emblem.  2. A distin-

guishing sign.  [Latin Xnsignia, pl. of Xnsigne, badge of office, mark from neuter of 

Xnsignis, distinguished, marked  : in-, in; see IN-2 + signum, sign; see sekw-1 in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Insignia in Latin is the plural form of insigne, but it has long

been used in English as both a singular and a plural form: The insignia was visible

on the wingtip. There are five insignia on various parts of the plane. From the sin-

gular use of insignia comes the plural insignias, which is also common in reputable

writing. The Latin singular insigne is rare and may strike some readers as pedantic.



in·sig·nif·i·cance (VnÙsVg-nVfùV-kNns) n.  The quality or state of being insignifi-

cant. 

in·sig·nif·i·can·cy (VnÙsVg-nVfùV-kNn-sK) n.  pl. in·sig·nif·i·can·cies. 
1. Insignificance.  2. One that is insignificant. 

in·sig·nif·i·cant (VnÙsVg-nVfùV-kNnt) adj.  1. Not significant, especially: 

a. Lacking in importance; trivial.  b. Lacking power, position, or value; worthy of 

little regard.  c. Small in size or amount.   2. Having little or no meaning.   
—inÙsig·nifùi·cant·ly adv. 

in·sin·cere (VnÙsVn-sîrù) adj.  Not sincere; hypocritical.   —inÙsin·cereùly adv.  

—inÙsin·cerùi·ty (-sHrùV-tK) n. 

in·sin·u·ate (Vn-sVnùyu-7tÙ) v.  in·sin·u·at·ed, in·sin·u·at·ing, in·sin·u·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To introduce or otherwise convey (a thought, for example) gradually 

and insidiously.  See Synonyms at suggest.  2. To introduce or insert (oneself) 

by subtle and artful means.   —  v.  intr. To make insinuations.  [Latin Xnsinu7re, 

Xnsinu7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + sinu7re, to curve (from sinus, curve).] 
—in·sinùu·aÙtive adj.  —in·sinùu·aÙtor n.  —in·sinùu·a·torÙy (-yu-N-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

in·sin·u·at·ing (Vn-sVnùyu-7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Provoking gradual doubt or suspi-

cion; suggestive:  insinuating remarks.  2. Artfully contrived to gain favor or con-

fidence; ingratiating.   —in·sinùu·atÙing·ly adv. 

in·sin·u·a·tion (Vn-sVnÙyu-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or practice of insin-

uating.  2. Something insinuated, especially an artfully indirect, often derogatory 

suggestion. 

in·sip·id (Vn-sVpùVd) adj.  1. Lacking flavor or zest; not tasty.  2. Lacking excite-

ment, stimulation, or interest; dull.  [French insipide, from Late Latin Xnsipidus : 

Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin sapidus, savory (from sapere, to taste); see sep- in 

Appendix.] —inÙsi·pidùi·ty (VnÙsV-pVdùV-tK), in·sipùid·ness n.  —in·sipùid·ly 
adv. 

in·sip·i·ence (Vn-sVpùK-Nns) n.  Archaic. Lack of wisdom.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin Xnsipientia, from XnsipiKns, insipient-, not wise  : in-, not; 

see IN-1 + sapiKns, wise; see SAPIENT.]

in·sist (Vn-sVstù) v.  in·sist·ed, in·sist·ing, in·sists.  —  v.  intr. To be firm in a 

demand or course; refuse to yield:  insisted on giving me a second helping.   —  v.  

tr. To assert or demand (something) vehemently and persistently:  We insist that 

you accept these gifts.  [Latin Xnsistere, to persist  : in-, on; see IN-2 + sistere, to 

stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —in·sisùtence, in·sisùten·cy n.  —in·sistùer n.  

—in·sistùing·ly adv. 

in·sis·tent (Vn-sVsùtNnt) adj.  1. Firm in asserting a demand or an opinion; 

unyielding.  2. Demanding notice:  insistent hunger.  3. Repetitive and persistent:  

the jay’s insistent cry.   —in·sisùtent·ly adv. 



in si·tu (Vn sXùtu, sKù-) adv.  & adj.  In the original position.  [Latin in sit7 : in, in 

+ sit7, ablative of situs, place.]

in·snare (Vn-snârù) v.  Variant of ensnare. 
in·so·bri·e·ty (VnÙsN-brXùV-tK) n.  Lack of sobriety; intemperance, especially in 

drinking. 

in·so·cia·ble (Vn-soùshN-bNl) adj.  Not sociable.   —in·soÙcia·bilùi·ty n.  

—in·soùcia·bly adv. 

in·so·far (VnÙso-färù) adv.  To such an extent. 

insofar as (VnÙso-färù 4z) conj.  To the extent that. 

insol. abbr.  Insoluble. 

in·so·late (Vnùso-l7tÙ, Vn-soù-) v.  tr. in·so·lat·ed, in·so·lat·ing, in·so·lates. 
To expose to sunlight.  [Latin Xnsol7re, Xnsol7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + sol, sun; see 

s7wel- in Appendix.]

in·so·la·tion (VnÙso-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of exposing to sun-

light.  b. Therapeutic exposure to sunlight.   2.  See sunstroke.  3. a. The solar 

radiation striking Earth or another planet.  b. The rate of delivery of solar radia-

tion per unit of horizontal surface.  

in·sole (VnùsolÙ) n.  1. The inner sole of a shoe or boot.  2. An extra strip of 

material put inside a shoe for comfort or protection.  Also called innersole 

in·so·lence (VnùsN-lNns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being insolent.  2. An 

instance of insolent behavior, treatment, or speech. 

in·so·lent (VnùsN-lNnt) adj.  1. Presumptuous and insulting in manner or speech; 

arrogant.  2. Audaciously rude or disrespectful; impertinent.  [Middle English, 

from Latin XnsolKns, Xnsolent-, immoderate, arrogant  : in-, not; see IN-1 + solKns, 

present participle of solKre, to be accustomed.] —inùso·lent n.  —inùso·lent·ly 
adv. 

in·sol·u·ble (Vn-smlùyN-bNl) adj.  1.  Abbr. insol. That cannot be dissolved:  

insoluble matter.  2. Difficult or impossible to solve or explain; insolvable:  insolu-

ble riddles.  [Middle English insolible, from Latin Xnsol7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

solvere, to loosen; see SOLUBLE.] —in·solÙu·bilùi·ty, in·solùu·ble·ness n.  

—in·solùu·ble n.  —in·solùu·bly adv. 

in·solv·a·ble (Vn-smlùvN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to solve; having no solution:  a 

seemingly insolvable problem.   —in·solvÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —in·solvùa·bly adv. 

in·sol·ven·cy (Vn-smlùvNn-sK) n.  pl. in·sol·ven·cies. 1. The condition of being 

insolvent.  2. An instance of being insolvent. 

in·sol·vent (Vn-smlùvNnt) adj.  1. a. Unable to meet debts or discharge liabilities; 

bankrupt.  b. Insufficient to meet all debts, as an estate or a fund.   2. Of or relat-

ing to bankrupt persons or entities.   —  n.  A bankrupt. 

in·som·ni·a (Vn-smmùnK-N) n.  Chronic inability to fall asleep or remain asleep 

for an adequate length of time.  [Latin, from Xnsomnis, sleepless  : in-, not; see IN-
1 + somnus, sleep; see swep- in Appendix.]



in·som·ni·ac (Vn-smmùnK-4kÙ) n.  One who suffers from insomnia.   —  adj.  

Having or causing insomnia. 

in·so·much as (VnÙso-mƒchù 4z) conj.  1. To such extent or degree as.  

2. Inasmuch as; since. 

insomuch that (VnÙso-mƒchù th4t) conj.  With the result that; so. 

in·sou·ci·ance (Vn-suùsK-Nns, 4NÙsu-syäNsù) n.  Blithe lack of concern; non-

chalance. 

in·sou·ci·ant (Vn-suùsK-Nnt, 4NÙsu-syäNù) adj.  Marked by blithe unconcern; 

nonchalant.  [French  : in-, not (from Old French); see IN-1 + souciant, present 

participle of soucier, to trouble (from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *sollicXt7re, 

alteration of Latin sollicit7re, to vex); see SOLICIT.] —in·souùci·ant·ly adv. 

in·soul (Vn-solù) v.  Variant of ensoul. 
insp. abbr.  1. Inspected.  2. Inspector. 

in·spect (Vn-spHktù) v.  tr. in·spect·ed, in·spect·ing, in·spects. 1. To examine 

carefully and critically, especially for flaws.  2. To review or examine officially:  

The commander inspected the troops.  [From Latin Xnspicere, Xnspect-  : in-, inten-

sive pref.; see IN-2 + specere, to look at; see spek- in Appendix.] —in·specùtive 
adj. 

in·spec·tion (Vn-spHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of inspecting.  2. Official examina-

tion or review, as of barracks or troops.   —in·specùtion·al adj. 

in·spec·tor (Vn-spHkùtNr) n.  Abbr. ins., insp. 1. One who is appointed or 

employed to inspect something.  2. A police officer ranking next below superin-

tendent.   —in·specùto·ral, inÙspec·toùri·al (-tôrù-K-Nl, -torù-)  adj.  

—in·specùtor·shipÙ n. 

in·spec·tor·ate (Vn-spHkùtNr-Vt) n.  1. The office or duties of an inspector.  2. A 

staff of inspectors.  3. An inspector’s district. 

inspector general (Vn-spHkùtNr jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. inspectors general. Abbr. 

IG, I.G. An officer with general investigative powers within a civil, military, or 

other organization. 

in·sphere (Vn-sfîrù) v.  Variant of ensphere. 
in·spi·ra·tion (VnÙspN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Stimulation of the mind or emotions 

to a high level of feeling or activity.  b. The condition of being so stimulated.   

2. An agency, such as a person or work of art, that moves the intellect or emo-

tions or prompts action or invention.  3. Something, such as a sudden creative act 

or idea, that is inspired.  4. The quality of inspiring or exalting:  a painting full of 

inspiration.  5. Theology. Divine guidance or influence exerted directly on the 

mind and soul of humankind.  6. The act of drawing in, especially the inhalation 

of air into the lungs. 

in·spi·ra·tion·al (VnÙspN-r7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to inspiration.  

2. Providing or intended to convey inspiration.  3. Resulting from inspiration.   
—inÙspi·raùtion·al·ly adv. 



in·spi·ra·tor (VnùspN-r7ÙtNr) n.  A device, such as a respirator or an inhaler, by 

which a gas, vapor, or air is drawn in.  [Latin XnspXr7re, to breathe into; see INSPIRE 

+ -ATOR.]

in·spir·a·to·ry (Vn-spXrùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or used for the 

drawing in of air. 

in·spire (Vn-spXrù) v.  in·spired, in·spir·ing, in·spires.  —  v.  tr. 1. To affect, 

guide, or arouse by divine influence.  2. To fill with enlivening or exalting emo-

tion:  hymns that inspire the congregation; an artist who was inspired by Impression-

ism.  3. a. To stimulate to action; motivate:  a sales force that was inspired by the 

prospect of a bonus.  b. To affect or touch:  The falling leaves inspired her with sad-

ness.   4. To draw forth; elicit or arouse:  a teacher who inspired admiration and 

respect.  5. To be the cause or source of; bring about:  an invention that inspired 

many imitations.  6. To draw in (air) by inhaling.  7. Archaic. a. To breathe on.  

b. To breathe life into.    —  v.  intr. 1. To stimulate energies, ideals, or reverence:  

a leader who inspires by example.  2. To inhale.  [Middle English enspiren, from 

Old French enspirer, from Latin XnspXr7re : in-, into; see IN-2 + spXr7re, to breathe.] 
—in·spirùer n. 

in·spired (Vn-spXrdù) adj.  Of such surpassing brilliance or excellence as to sug-

gest divine inspiration:  an inspired musician; an inspired performance.   
—in·spirùed·ly (-spXùrVd-lK, -spXrdùlK) adv. 

in·spir·ing (Vn-spXrùVng) adj.  Tending to arouse or exalt:  an inspiring eulogy.   
—in·spirùing·ly adv. 

in·spir·it (Vn-spVrùVt) v.  tr. in·spir·it·ed, in·spir·it·ing, in·spir·its. To instill 

courage or life into; animate.  See Synonyms at encourage.  —in·spirùit·ing·ly 
adv. 

in·spis·sate (Vn-spVsù7tÙ, VnùspV-s7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. in·spis·sat·ed, in·spis·sat·ing, 
in·spis·sates. To undergo thickening or cause to thicken, as by boiling or evapo-

ration; condense.  [From Late Latin Xnspiss7re, Xnspiss7t-, to thicken  : Latin in-, 

causative pref.; see IN-2 + Latin spissus, thick.] —inÙspis·saùtion n.  

—in·spisùsaÙtor n. 

inst. abbr.  1. Instant.  2.  Or Inst.. Institute; institution.  3. Institutional. 

in·sta·bil·i·ty (VnÙstN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. in·sta·bil·i·ties. 1. Lack of physical stabil-

ity; unsteadiness.  2. The quality or condition of being erratic or undependable:  

emotional instability; political instability. 

in·stall also in·stal (Vn-stôlù) v.  tr. in·stalled, in·stall·ing, in·stalls also 

in·stals. 1. To set in position and connect or adjust for use:  installed the new fur-

nace.  2. To induct into an office, a rank, or a position:  a ceremony to install the 

new governor.  3. To settle in an indicated place or condition; establish:  installed 

myself in the spare room.  [Middle English installen, to place in office, from Old 

French installer, from Medieval Latin install7re : in-, in (from Latin); see IN-2 + 

stallum, stall, place; see stel- in Appendix.] —in·stallùer n. 



in·stal·la·tion (VnÙstN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of installing.  b. The state of 

being installed.  Also called installment2  2. A system of machinery or other appa-

ratus set up for use.  3. A permanent military base. 

in·stall·ment1 also in·stal·ment (Vn-stôlùmNnt) n.  1. One of a number of 

successive payments in settlement of a debt.  2. a. A portion of something, such 

as a publication, issued at intervals.  b. A chapter or part of a literary work pre-

sented serially.   [Alteration of obsolete estallment, from Anglo-Norman, from 

Old French estaler, to place, fix, from estal, place, of Germanic origin. See stel- in 

Appendix.]

in·stall·ment2 also in·stal·ment (Vn-stôlùmNnt) n.  See installation (n., sense 

1). 

installment plan (Vn-stôlùmNnt pl4n) n.  A credit system by which payment 

for merchandise is made in installments over a fixed period of time. 

in·stance (VnùstNns) n.  1. a. An example that is cited to prove or invalidate a 

contention or illustrate a point.  See Synonyms at example.  b. A case or an 

occurrence:  In all such instances, let conscience be your guide.   2. Law. A legal pro-

ceeding or process; a suit.  3. A step in a process or series of events:  You should 

apply in the first instance to the personnel manager.  4. a. A suggestion or request:  

called at the instance of his attorney.  b. Archaic. Urgent solicitation.   5. Obsolete. 

An impelling motive.   —  v.  tr. in·stanced, in·stanc·ing, in·stanc·es. 1. To 

offer as an example; cite.  2. To demonstrate or show by an example; exemplify.   
—idiom. for instance. As an example; for example.  [Middle English instaunce, 

from Old French instance, request, instant, and from Medieval Latin Xnstantia, 

example  both from Latin, presence, from Xnst7ns, Xnstant-, present. See INSTANT.]

in·stan·cy (VnùstNn-sK) n.  pl. in·stan·cies. 1. The quality or condition of being 

insistent; urgency.  2. Immediacy of occurrence; instantaneousness. 

in·stant (VnùstNnt) n.  Abbr. inst. 1. An almost imperceptible space of time.  See 

Synonyms at moment.  2. A particular time:  Tell me the instant they arrive.  

3. The current month:  your letter of the 15th instant.  4. A food or beverage 

designed for quick preparation.   —  adj.  Abbr. inst. 1. Occurring at once; 

immediate:  instant gratification.  2. Imperative; urgent:  an instant need.  3. Now 

under consideration; present.  4. a. Commercially prepared or processed for 

quick and easy final preparation:  an instant cake mix.  b. Readily soluble in water:  

instant coffee; instant powdered milk.  c. Appearing, done, or taking place with or 

as if with maximum quickness and ease: “She had the gift of instant intimacy” 

(Sylvia Jukes Morris).    —  adv.  At once; instantly.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin Xnst7ns, Xnstant-, present, present participle of Xnst7re, to 

approach  : in-, on; see IN-2 + st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] 
—inùstant·ness n. 

in·stan·ta·ne·ous (VnÙstNn-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Occurring or completed without 

perceptible delay:  Relief was instantaneous.  2. Done or made as quickly or 



directly as possible:  an instantaneous reply to my letter.  3. Present or occurring at 

a specific instant:  instantaneous velocity; instantaneous pressure.  [From Medieval 

Latin Xnstant7neus, from Latin Xnst7ns, Xnstant-, present. See INSTANT.] 
—in·stanÙta·neùi·ty (Vn-st4nÙtN-nKùV-tK, VnÙstNn) n.  —inÙstan·taùne·ous·ly 
adv.  —inÙstan·taùne·ous·ness n. 

in·stan·ter (Vn-st4nùtNr) adv.  Without delay; instantly.  [Medieval Latin, from 

Latin, urgently, from Xnst7ns, Xnstant-, present. See INSTANT.]

in·stant·ly (VnùstNnt-lK) adv.  1. At once.  2. With insistence; urgently.   —  conj.  

Chiefly British. As soon as. 

instant replay (VnùstNnt rK-pl7ù) n.  1. a. The recording and immediate play-

back of part of a live television broadcast, as of a sports play.  b. The part so 

recorded and replayed.   2. Informal. Something repeated directly or soon after its 

original occurrence. 

in·star1 (Vn-stärù) v.  tr. in·starred, in·star·ring, in·stars. To stud with or as if 

with stars. 

in·star2 (VnùstärÙ) n.  A stage of an insect or other arthropod between molts.  

[New Latin, from Latin, image, form.]

in·state (Vn-st7tù) v.  tr. in·stat·ed, in·stat·ing, in·states. To establish in 

office; install. 

in·stau·ra·tion (VnÙstô-r7ùshNn) n.  1. Renovation; restoration.  2. The institu-

tion or establishment of something.  [Latin Xnstaur7tio, Xnstaur7tion-, from 

Xnstaur7tus, past participle of Xnstaur7re, to renew. See st7- in Appendix.]

in·stead (Vn-stHdù) adv.  1. In the place of something previously mentioned; as a 

substitute or an equivalent:  Having planned to drive, we walked instead.  2. In 

preference; as an alternative:  yearned instead for a home and family.  [Middle 

English in sted of, in place of  : in, in; see IN1 + stede, place; see STEAD + of, of; see 

OF.]

instead of (Vn-stHdù ƒv) prep.  In place of; rather than:  ordered chicken instead 

of fish. 

in·step (VnùstHpÙ) n.  1. The arched middle part of the human foot between the 

toes and the ankle.  2. The part of a shoe or stocking covering the instep.  [Middle 

English.]

in·sti·gate (VnùstV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. in·sti·gat·ed, in·sti·gat·ing, in·sti·gates. 1. To 

urge on; goad.  2. To stir up; foment.  See Synonyms at incite.  [Latin XnstXg7re, 

XnstXg7t-. See steig- in Appendix.] —inÙsti·gaùtion n.  —inùsti·gaÙtive adj.  

—inùsti·gaÙtor n. 

in·still also in·stil (Vn-stVlù) v.  tr. in·stilled, in·still·ing, in·stills also in·stils. 
1. To introduce by gradual, persistent efforts; implant: “Morality... may be 

instilled into their minds” (Thomas Jefferson).  2. To pour in (medicine, for 

example) drop by drop.  [Middle English instillen, from Latin XnstXll7re : in-, into; 



see IN-2 + stXll7re, to drip, drop (from stXlla, drop).] —inÙstil·laùtion (VnÙstN-

l7ùshNn) n.  —in·stillùer n.  —in·stillùment n. 

in·stinct (VnùstVngktÙ) n.  1. An inborn pattern of behavior that is characteristic 

of a species and is often a response to specific environmental stimuli:  the spawn-

ing instinct in salmon; altruistic instincts in social animals.  2. A powerful motiva-

tion or impulse.  3. An innate capability or aptitude:  an instinct for tact and 

diplomacy.   —  adj.  (Vn-stVngktù) 1. Deeply filled or imbued:  words instinct with 

love.  2. Obsolete. Impelled from within.  [Middle English, from Latin XnstXnctus, 

impulse, from past participle of Xnstinguere, to incite  : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 

+ stinguere, to prick; see steig- in Appendix.]

in·stinc·tive (Vn-stVngkùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or prompted by instinct.  

2. Arising from impulse; spontaneous and unthinking:  an instinctive mistrust of 

bureaucrats.   —in·stincùtive·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: instinctive, instinctual, intuitive, visceral. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “derived from or prompted by a natural tendency or

impulse”: an instinctive fear of snakes; instinctual behavior; an intuitive perception;

visceral revulsion. See also Synonyms at spontaneous

in·stinc·tu·al (Vn-stVngkùchu-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or derived from instinct.  

See Synonyms at instinctive.  —in·stincùtu·al·ly adv. 

in·sti·tute (VnùstV-tutÙ, -tyutÙ) v.  tr. in·sti·tut·ed, in·sti·tut·ing, 
in·sti·tutes. 1. a. To establish, organize, and set in operation.  b. To initiate; 

begin.  See Synonyms at found1.   2. To establish or invest in an office or a posi-

tion.   —  n.  1. a. Something instituted, especially an authoritative rule or prece-

dent.  b. institutes. A digest of the principles or rudiments of a particular 

subject, especially a legal abstract.   2.  Abbr. inst., Inst. An organization founded 

to promote a cause:  a cancer research institute.  3.  Abbr. I, Inst. a. An educa-

tional institution, especially one for the instruction of technical subjects.  b. The 

building or buildings housing such an institution.   4. A usually short, intensive 

workshop or seminar on a specific subject.  [Middle English instituten, from 

Latin Xnstituere, Xnstit7t-, to establish  : in-, in; see IN-2 + statuere, to set up (from 

st7re, to stand); see st7- in Appendix.] —inùsti·tutÙer, inùsti·tuÙtor n. 

in·sti·tu·tion (VnÙstV-tuùshNn, -tyuù-) n.  1. The act of instituting.  2. a. A 

custom, practice, relationship, or behavioral pattern of importance in the life of a 

community or society:  the institutions of marriage and the family.  b. Informal. 

One long associated with a specified place, position, or function.   3.  Abbr. inst., 
Inst. a. An established organization or foundation, especially one dedicated to 

education, public service, or culture.  b. The building or buildings housing such 

an organization.  c. A place for the care of persons who are destitute, disabled, or 

mentally ill.  



in·sti·tu·tion·al (VnÙstV-tuùshN-nNl, -tyuù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to an insti-

tution or institutions.  2. Organized as or forming an institution:  institutional 

religion.  3. Characteristic or suggestive of an institution, especially in being uni-

form, dull, or unimaginative:  institutional furniture; a pale institutional green.  

4. Of or relating to the principles or institutes of a subject such as law.   
—inÙsti·tuùtion·al·ly adv. 

in·sti·tu·tion·al·ism (VnÙstV-tuùshN-nN-lVzÙNm, -tyuù-) n.  1. Adherence to or 

belief in established forms, especially belief in organized religion.  2. Use of pub-

lic institutions for the care of people who are physically or mentally disabled, 

criminally delinquent, or incapable of independent living.   —inÙsti·tuù-
tion·al·ist n. 

in·sti·tu·tion·al·ize (VnÙstV-tuùshN-nN-lXzÙ, -tyuù-) v.  tr. 

in·sti·tu·tion·al·ized, in·sti·tu·tion·al·iz·ing, in·sti·tu·tion·al·iz·es. 1. a. To 

make into, treat as, or give the character of an institution to.  b. To make part of a 

structured and usually well-established system:  a society that has institutionalized 

injustice.   2. To place (a person) in the care of an institution.   —inÙsti·tuÙ-
tion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

instr. abbr.  1. Instruction.  2. Instructor.  3. Instrument. 

in·stroke (VnùstrokÙ) n.  An inward stroke, especially a piston stroke moving 

away from the crankshaft. 

in·struct (Vn-strƒktù) v.  in·struct·ed, in·struct·ing, in·structs.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To provide with knowledge, especially in a methodical way.  See Synonyms at 

teach.  2. To give orders to; direct.  See Synonyms at command.   —  v.  intr. To 

serve as an instructor.  [Middle English instructen, from Latin Xnstruere, Xnstr7ct-, 

to prepare, instruct  : in-, on; see IN-2 + struere, to build; see ster-2 in Appendix.]

in·struc·tion (Vn-strƒkùshNn) n.  Abbr. instr. 1. The act, practice, or profession 

of instructing.  2. a. Imparted knowledge.  b. An imparted or acquired item of 

knowledge; a lesson.   3. Computer Science. A machine code telling a computer to 

perform a particular operation.  4. a.  Often instructions. An authoritative 

direction to be obeyed; an order:  had instructions to be home by midnight.  

b. instructions. Detailed directions on procedure:  read the instructions for 

assembly.    —in·strucùtion·al adj. 

in·struc·tive (Vn-strƒkùtVv) adj.  Conveying knowledge or information; enlight-

ening.   —in·strucùtive·ly adv.  —in·strucùtive·ness n. 

in·struc·tor (Vn-strƒkùtNr) n.  Abbr. instr. 1. One who instructs; a teacher.  2. A 

college or university teacher who ranks below an assistant professor.   
—in·strucùtor·shipÙ n. 

in·stru·ment (VnùstrN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. instr. 1. A means by which something is 

done; an agency.  2. One used by another to accomplish a purpose; a dupe.  3. An 

implement used to facilitate work.  See Synonyms at tool.  4. A device for 

recording, measuring, or controlling, especially such a device functioning as part 



of a control system.  5. Music. A device for playing or producing music:  a percus-

sion instrument; a keyboard instrument.  6. A legal document.   —  v.  tr. 

in·stru·ment·ed, in·stru·ment·ing, in·stru·ments (-mHntÙ). 1. To provide or 

equip with instruments.  2. Music. To compose or arrange for performance.  

3. To address a legal document to.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

Xnstr7mentum, tool, implement, from Xnstruere, to prepare. See INSTRUCT.]

in·stru·men·tal (VnÙstrN-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Serving as a means or an agency; 

implemental:  was instrumental in solving the crime.  2. Of, relating to, or accom-

plished with an instrument or a tool.  3. Music. Performed on or written for an 

instrument.  4. Grammar. Of or designating a case used typically to express 

means, agency, or accompaniment.  5. Of or relating to instrumentalism.   —  n.  

1. a. Grammar. The instrumental case.  b. A word in the instrumental case.   

2. Music. A composition for one or more instruments, usually without vocal 

accompaniment.   —inÙstru·menùtal·ly adv. 

in·stru·men·tal·ism (VnÙstrN-mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  A pragmatic theory that ideas 

are instruments that function as guides of action, their validity being determined 

by the success of the action. 

in·stru·men·tal·ist (VnÙ-strN-mHnùtl-Vst) n.  1. Music. One who plays an 

instrument.  2. An advocate or a student of instrumentalism.   —  adj.  Of, relat-

ing to, or advocating instrumentalism. 

in·stru·men·tal·i·ty (VnÙstrN-mHn-t4lùV-tK) n.  pl. in·stru·men·tal·i·ties. 
1. The state or quality of being instrumental.  2. A means; an agency.  3. A sub-

sidiary branch, as of a government, by means of which functions or policies are 

carried out. 

in·stru·men·ta·tion (VnÙstrN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The application or use of 

instruments.  2. Music. a. The study and practice of arranging music for instru-

ments.  b. The arrangement or orchestration resulting from such practice.  c. A 

list of instruments used in an orchestration.   3. a. The study, development, and 

manufacture of instruments, as for scientific or industrial use.  b. Instruments 

for a specific purpose.   4. Instrumentality. 

instrument board (VnùstrN-mNnt bôrd) n.  See instrument panel. 
instrument flying (VnùstrN-mNnt flXùVng) n.  Aircraft navigation by reference 

to instruments only. 

instrument landing (VnùstrN-mNnt l4nùdVng) n.  An aircraft landing made by 

means of instruments and ground-based radio equipment only. 

instrument panel (VnùstrN-mNnt p4nùNl) n.  A mounted array of instruments 

used to operate a machine, especially the dashboard of an automotive vehicle, an 

aircraft, or a motorboat.  Also called instrument board 

in·sub·or·di·nate (VnÙsN-bôrùdn-Vt) adj.  Not submissive to authority:  has a 

history of insubordinate behavior.   —inÙsub·orùdi·nate n.  —inÙ-
sub·orùdi·nate·ly adv.  —inÙsub·orÙdi·naùtion n.  



SYNONYMS: insubordinate, rebellious, mutinous, factious, seditious. These ad-

jectives mean in opposition to and usually in defiance of established authority.

Insubordinate implies failure or refusal to recognize or submit to the authority of

a superior: To be insubordinate is to invite dismissal from a corporation. Rebellious

implies open defiance of authority or resistance to control: Rebellious students

stubbornly demanded that the CIA be prevented from recruiting on campus. Muti-

nous pertains to revolt against constituted authority, especially that of a naval or

military command: “The men became mutinous and insubordinate” (Walter Be-

sant). Factious implies the promotion or existence of divisiveness, dissension, or

disunity within a group or an organization: “The army has been embroiled in a

standoff battle against a [hornets’] nest of factious groups, including opium war-

lords” (Time). Seditious applies principally to the treasonous stirring up of resis-

tance or rebellion against a government: Thomas Paine’s pamphlet Common Sense

must have seemed seditious to colonial Tories.

in·sub·stan·tial (VnÙsNb-st4nùshNl) adj.  1. Lacking substance or reality.  See 

Synonyms at immaterial.  2. a. Not firm or solid; flimsy.  b. Delicate; fine.    
—inÙsub·stanÙti·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK) n. 

in·suf·fer·a·ble (Vn-sƒfùNr-N-bNl, -sƒfùrN-) adj.  Difficult or impossible to 

endure; intolerable.   —in·sufùfer·a·ble·ness n.  —in·sufùfer·a·bly adv. 

in·suf·fi·cien·cy (VnÙsN-fVshùNn-sK) n.  pl. in·suf·fi·cien·cies. 1. The quality or 

state of being insufficient, especially: a. Moral or mental incompetence.  

b. Inadequate supply:  an insufficiency of funds.  c. Inability of a bodily part or an 

organ to function normally:  cardiac insufficiency.   2. A failing; an inadequacy:  

pointed out the insufficiencies in my report. 

in·suf·fi·cient (VnÙsN-fVshùNnt) adj.  Not sufficient; inadequate.   —inÙ-
suf·fiùcient·ly adv. 

in·suf·flate (VnùsN-fl7tÙ, Vn-sƒfùl7tÙ) v.  tr. in·suf·flat·ed, in·suf·flat·ing, 
in·suf·flates. 1. To blow or breathe into or on.  2. Medicine. To treat medically 

by blowing a powder, gas, or vapor into a bodily cavity.  [Latin Xnsuffl7re, 

Xnsuffl7t-  : in-, into; see IN-2 + suffl7re, to inflate; see SOUFFLÉ.] —inùsuf·flaÙtor 
n. 

in·suf·fla·tion (VnÙsN-fl7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of insufflating.  

2. Ecclesiastical. A ritual act of breathing on baptismal water or on the one being 

baptized. 

in·su·lant (VnùsN-lNnt, VnsùyN-) n.  A material used for insulation; an insulator. 

in·su·lar (VnùsN-lNr, VnsùyN-) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or constituting an island.  

b. Living or located on an island.   2. a. Suggestive of the isolated life of an 

island: “He is an exceedingly insular man, so deeply private as to seem inaccessible to 

the scrutiny of a novelist” (Leonard Michaels).  b. Circumscribed and detached in 



outlook and experience; narrow or provincial.   3. Anatomy. Of or relating to iso-

lated tissue or an island of tissue.  [French insulaire, from Late Latin Xnsul7ris, 

from Latin Xnsula, island.] —inùsu·lar·ism, inÙsu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK)  n.  

—inùsu·lar·ly adv. 

in·su·late (VnùsN-l7tÙ, VnsùyN-) v.  tr. in·su·lat·ed, in·su·lat·ing, in·su·lates. 
1. To cause to be in a detached or isolated position.  See Synonyms at isolate.  
2. To prevent the passage of heat, electricity, or sound into or out of, especially by 

surrounding with a nonconducting material.  [Latin Xnsula, island + -ATE
1.]

in·su·la·tion (VnÙsN-l7ùshNn, VnsÙyN-) n.  Abbr. ins. 1. The act of insulating or 

the state of being insulated.  2. A material or substance used in insulating:  sound-

proof cork insulation; a layer of trapped air that serves as insulation. 

in·su·la·tive (Vnù-sN-l7ÙtVv, VnsùyN-) adj.  Serving to insulate or keep safe:  the 

insulative value of an animal’s fur; insulative packing materials. 

in·su·la·tor (VnùsN-l7ÙtNr, VnsùyN-) n.  1. A material that insulates, especially a 

nonconductor of sound, heat, or electricity.  2. A device that insulates. 

in·su·lin (VnùsN-lVn) n.  1. A polypeptide hormone secreted by the islets of 

Langerhans and functioning in the regulation of the metabolism of carbohy-

drates and fats, especially the conversion of glucose to glycogen, which lowers the 

blood glucose level.  2. Any of various pharmaceutical preparations containing 

this hormone that are derived from the pancreas of certain animals or produced 

through genetic engineering and are used in the medical treatment and manage-

ment of diabetes mellitus (type I).  [New Latin Xnsula, island (of Langerhans) 

(from Latin, island) + -IN.]

in·su·lin-de·pend·ent diabetes (VnÙsN-lVn-dV-pHnùdNnt dXÙN-bKùtVs) n.  See 

diabetes mellitus (n., sense 1). 

insulin pump (VnùsN-lVn pƒmp) n.  A portable device for people with diabetes 

that injects insulin at programmed intervals in order to regulate blood sugar lev-

els. 

insulin shock (VnùsN-lVn shmk) n.  Acute hypoglycemia usually resulting from 

an overdose of insulin and characterized by sweating, trembling, dizziness, and, if 

left untreated, convulsions and coma. 

in·sult (Vn-sƒltù) v.  in·sult·ed, in·sult·ing, in·sults.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To treat 

with gross insensitivity, insolence, or contemptuous rudeness.  See Synonyms at 

offend.  b. To affront or demean:  an absurd speech that insulted the intelligence 

of the audience.   2. Obsolete. To make an attack on.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. 1. To 

behave arrogantly.  2. To give offense; offend:  a speech that was intended to insult.   
—  n.  (VnùsƒltÙ) 1. An offensive action or remark.  2. Medicine. A bodily injury, 

irritation, or trauma.  [French insulter, from Old French, to assault, from Latin 

Xnsult7re, to leap at, insult, frequentative of XnsilXre, to leap upon  : in-, on; see IN-2 

+ salXre, to leap; see sel- in Appendix.] —in·sultùer n.  —in·sultùing·ly adv. 



in·su·per·a·ble (Vn-suùpNr-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to overcome; insurmount-

able:  insuperable odds.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

Xnsuper7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + super7bilis, superable; see SUPERABLE.] 
—in·suÙper·a·bilùi·ty, in·suùper·a·ble·ness n.  —in·suùper·a·bly adv. 

in·sup·port·a·ble (VnÙsN-pôrùtN-bNl, -porù-) adj.  1. Not endurable; intolera-

ble:  insupportable mental anguish.  2. Lacking grounds or defense; unjustifiable:  

an insupportable claim.   —inÙsup·portùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙsup·portùa·bly 
adv. 

in·sup·press·i·ble (VnÙsN-prHsùN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to suppress or control; 

irrepressible.   —inÙsup·pressùi·bly adv. 

in·sur·ance (Vn-shtrùNns) n.  Abbr. ins. 1. a. The act, business, or system of 

insuring.  b. The state of being insured.  c. A means of being insured.   

2. a. Coverage by a contract binding a party to indemnify another against speci-

fied loss in return for premiums paid.  b. The sum or rate for which such a con-

tract insures something.  c. The periodic premium paid for this coverage.   3. A 

protective measure:  biking helmets that provide insurance against an accident.   —  
adj.  Sports. Of, relating to, or being a score that increases a team’s lead enough to 

prevent the opposing team from tying the game with one more score:  an insur-

ance run. 

in·sure (Vn-shtrù) v.  in·sured, in·sur·ing, in·sures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover 

with insurance.  2. To make sure, certain, or secure.  See Usage Note at assure.   
—  v.  intr. To buy or sell insurance.  [Middle English ensuren, to assure, from Old 

French enseurer, possibly variant of assurer. See ASSURE.] —in·surÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—in·surùa·ble adj. 

in·sured (Vn-shtrdù) n.  pl. insured or in·sureds. 1. The party who stands to 

benefit from an insurance policy.  2. The party insured.  Also called assured 

in·sur·er (Vn-shtrùNr) n.  One that insures, especially an insurance underwriter. 

in·sur·gence (Vn-sûrùjNns) n.  The action or an instance of rebellion; an insur-

rection. 

in·sur·gen·cy (Vn-sûrùjNn-sK) n.  pl. in·sur·gen·cies. 1. The quality or circum-

stance of being rebellious.  2. An instance of rebellion; an insurgence. 

in·sur·gent (Vn-sûrùjNnt) adj.  Rising in revolt against civil authority or a gov-

ernment in power; rebellious.   —  n.  1. One that revolts against civil authority.  

2. A member of a political party who rebels against its leadership.  [Latin 

XnsurgKns, Xnsurgent- present participle of Xnsurgere, to rise up  : in-, intensive 

pref.; see IN-2 + surgere, to rise; see SURGE.] —in·surùgent·ly adv. 

in·sur·mount·a·ble (VnÙsNr-mounùtN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to surmount; insu-

perable:  insurmountable difficulties.   —inÙsur·mountÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙ-
sur·mountùa·ble·ness n.  —inÙsur·mountùa·bly adv. 

in·sur·rec·tion (VnÙsN-rHkùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of open revolt 

against civil authority or a constituted government.  See Synonyms at rebellion.  



[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin XnsurrKctio, XnsurrKction-, 

from Latin XnsurrKctus, past participle of Xnsurgere, to rise up. See INSURGENT.] 
—inÙsur·recùtion·al adj.  —inÙsur·recùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. , n.  —inÙ-
sur·recùtion·ism n.  —inÙsur·recùtion·ist n. 

in·sus·cep·ti·ble (VnÙsN-sHpùtN-bNl) adj.  Not susceptible:  insusceptible to brib-

ery.   —in·sus·cepÙti·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙsus·cepùti·bly adv. 

int. abbr.  1. Intelligence.  2. Intercept.  3. Interest.  4. Interim.  5. Interior.  

6. Grammar. Interjection.  7. Intermediate.  8. Internal.  9. International.  

10. Intersection.  11. Interval.  12. Interview.  13. Grammar. Intransitive. 

in·tact (Vn-t4ktù) adj.  1. Remaining sound, entire, or uninjured; not impaired in 

any way.  2. Having all physical parts, especially: a. Having the hymen unbroken.  

b. Not castrated.   [Middle English, from Latin int7ctus : in-, not; see IN-1 + 

t7ctus, past participle of tangere, to touch; see tag- in Appendix.] —in·tactùly 
adv.  —in·tactùness n. 

in·ta·glio (Vn-t4lùyo, -tälù-) n.  pl. inta·glios. 1. a. A figure or design carved 

into or beneath the surface of hard metal or stone.  b. The art or process of carv-

ing a design in this manner.   2. A gemstone carved in intaglio.  3. Printing done 

with a plate bearing an image in intaglio.  4. A die incised so as to produce a 

design in relief.  [Italian, from intagliare, to engrave  : in-, in (from Latin); see IN-
2 + tagliare, to cut (from Vulgar Latin *talli7re); see TAILOR.]

in·take (Vnùt7kÙ) n.  1. An opening by which a fluid is admitted into a container 

or conduit.  2. a. The act of taking in.  b. The quantity taken in.  c. Something, 

especially energy, taken in.  

in·tan·gi·ble (Vn-t4nùjN-bNl) adj.  1. Incapable of being perceived by the senses.  

2. Incapable of being realized or defined.   —  n.  Something intangible, espe-

cially an asset that cannot be perceived by the senses. Often used in the plural:  

intangibles such as goodwill and dedication.   —in·tanÙgi·bilùi·ty, 
in·tanùgi·ble·ness n.  —in·tanùgi·bly adv. 

in·tar·si·a (Vn-tärùsK-N) n.  1. A decorative inlaid pattern in a surface, especially a 

mosaic worked in wood.  2. The art or practice of making such a pattern.  [Ger-

man, from Italian intarsio, from intarsiare, to inlay  : in-, in (from Latin); see EN-1 

+ tarsia, inlaid mosaic work (from Arabic tar}X1).]

in·te·ger (VnùtV-jNr) n.  Mathematics. 1. A member of the set of positive whole 

numbers (1, 2, 3,...), negative whole numbers (–1, –2, –3,...), and zero (0).  2. A 

complete unit or entity.  [From Latin, whole, complete. See tag- in Appendix.]

in·te·gra·ble (VnùtV-grN-bNl) adj.  Mathematics. Capable of undergoing integra-

tion or of being integrated.   —inÙte·gra·bilùi·ty n. 

in·te·gral (VnùtV-grNl, Vn-tHgùrNl) adj.  1. Essential or necessary for completeness; 

constituent:  The kitchen is an integral part of a house.  2. Possessing everything 

essential; entire.  3.  (VnùtV-grNl) Mathematics. a. Expressed or expressible as or in 

terms of integers.  b. Expressed as or involving integrals.    —  n.  1. A complete 



unit; a whole.  2.  (VnùtV-grNl) Mathematics. a. A definite integral.  b. An indefi-

nite integral.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin integr7lis, 

making up a whole, from Latin integer, complete. See INTEGER.] —inÙte·gralùi·ty 
(-gr4lùV-tK) n.  —inùte·gral·ly adv. 

integral calculus (VnùtV-grNl k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  Mathematics. The study of inte-

gration and its use in finding volumes, areas, and solutions of differential equa-

tions. 

integral domain (VnùtV-grNl do-m7nù) n.  Mathematics. A commutative ring 

with unity having no proper divisors of zero, that is, where the product of non-

zero elements cannot be zero. 

in·te·grand (VnùtV-gr4ndÙ) n.  Mathematics. A function or an equation to be 

integrated.  [From Latin integrandus, gerundive of integr7re, to integrate. See 

INTEGRATE.]

in·te·grant (VnùtV-grNnt) adj.  Constituting part of a whole; integral. 

in·te·grate (VnùtV-gr7tÙ) v.  inte·grat·ed, inte·grat·ing, inte·grates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make into a whole by bringing all parts together; unify.  2. a. To join 

with something else; unite.  b. To make part of a larger unit:  integrated the new 

procedures into the work routine.   3. To open to people of all races or ethnic 

groups without restriction; desegregate.  4. Mathematics. a. To calculate the inte-

gral of.  b. To perform integration on.   5. Psychology. To bring about the integra-

tion of (personality traits).   —  v.  intr. To become integrated or undergo 

integration.  [From Middle English, intact, from Latin integr7tus, past participle 

of integr7re, to make whole, from integer, complete. See tag- in Appendix.] 
—inùte·graÙtive adj. 

in·te·grat·ed circuit (VnùtV-gr7ÙtVd sûrùkVt) n.  Abbr. IC A tiny slice or chip of 

material on which is etched or imprinted a complex of electronic components 

and their interconnections.   —integrated circuitry n. 

in·te·gra·tion (VnÙtV-gr7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of integrating.  

b. The state of becoming integrated.   2. The bringing of people of different 

racial or ethnic groups into unrestricted and equal association, as in society or an 

organization; desegregation.  3. Psychology. The organization of the psychological 

or social traits and tendencies of a personality into a harmonious whole.  

4. Mathematics. The process of finding the equation or function of which a given 

quantity or function is the derivative. 

in·te·gra·tion·ist (VnÙtV-gr7ùshN-nVst) n.  One who advocates or works for 

social integration.   —inÙte·graùtion·ist adj. 

in·te·gra·tor (VnùtV-gr7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that integrates.  2. An instrument for 

mechanically calculating definite integrals. 

in·teg·ri·ty (Vn-tHgùrV-tK) n.  1. Steadfast adherence to a strict moral or ethical 

code.  See Synonyms at honesty.  2. The state of being unimpaired; soundness.  

3. The quality or condition of being whole or undivided; completeness.  [Middle 



English integrite, from Old French, from Latin integrit7s, soundness, from integer, 

whole, complete. See tag- in Appendix.]

in·teg·u·ment (Vn-tHgùyt-mNnt) n.  1. A natural outer covering or coat, such 

as the skin of an animal or the membrane enclosing an organ.  2. Botany. The 

envelope of an ovule.  [Latin integumentum, from integere, to cover  : in-, on; see 

IN-2 + tegere, to cover; see (s)teg- in Appendix.] —in·tegÙu·menùta·ry (-

mHnùtN-rK, -mHnùtrK) adj. 

in·tel·lect (Vnùtl-HktÙ) n.  1. a. The ability to learn and reason; the capacity for 

knowledge and understanding.  b. The ability to think abstractly or profoundly.  

See Synonyms at mind.   2. A person of great intellectual ability.  [Middle 

English, from Old French intellecte, from Latin intellKctus, perception, from past 

participle of intellegere, to perceive. See INTELLIGENT.]

in·tel·lec·tion (VnÙtl-HkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of using the intellect; 

thinking or reasoning.  2. A thought or an idea.  [Middle English intelleccioun, 

understanding, from Latin intellKctio, intellKction-, synecdoche, from intellKctus, 

intellect. See INTELLECT.]

in·tel·lec·tive (VnÙtl-HkùtVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or generated by the intellect.   
—inÙtel·lecùtive·ly adv. 

in·tel·lec·tron·ics (VnÙtl-Hk-trmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The use of 

electronic devices to extend human intellect.  [Blend of INTELLECT, and ELECTRON-

ICS.]

in·tel·lec·tu·al (VnÙtl-Hkùchu-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the intellect.  

b. Rational rather than emotional.   2. Appealing to or engaging the intellect:  an 

intellectual book; an intellectual problem.  3. a. Having or showing intellect, espe-

cially to a high degree.  See Synonyms at intelligent.  b. Given to exercise of the 

intellect; inclined toward abstract thinking about aesthetic or philosophical sub-

jects.    —  n.  An intellectual person.  [Middle English, from Old French intellec-

tuel, from Late Latin intellKctu7lis, from Latin intellKctus, intellect. See INTELLECT.] 
—inÙtel·lecÙtu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  —inÙtel·lecùtu·al·ly adv.  —inÙ-
tel·lecùtu·al·ness n. 

in·tel·lec·tu·al·ism (VnÙtl-Hkùchu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Exercise or application of 

the intellect.  2. Devotion to exercise or development of the intellect.   —inÙ-
tel·lecùtu·al·ist n.  —inÙtel·lecÙtu·al·isùtic adj. 

in·tel·lec·tu·al·i·za·tion (VnÙtl-HkÙchu-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  Psychology. 1. The 

act or process of intellectualizing.  2. An unconscious means of protecting one-

self from the emotional stress and anxiety associated with confronting painful 

personal fears or problems by excessive reasoning. 

in·tel·lec·tu·al·ize (VnÙtl-Hkùchu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. in·tel·lec·tu·al·ized, 
in·tel·lec·tu·al·iz·ing, in·tel·lec·tu·al·iz·es. 1. To furnish a rational structure 

or meaning for.  2. To avoid psychological insight into (an emotional problem) 

by performing an intellectual analysis.   —inÙtel·lecùtu·al·izÙer n. 



in·tel·li·gence (Vn-tHlùN-jNns) n.  Abbr. int., I 1. a. The capacity to acquire and 

apply knowledge.  b. The faculty of thought and reason.  c. Superior powers of 

mind.  See Synonyms at mind.   2. a. Theology. An intelligent, incorporeal being, 

especially an angel.  b. Intelligence. Christian Science. The primal, eternal qual-

ity of God.   3. Information; news.  See Synonyms at news.  4. a. Secret infor-

mation, especially about an actual or potential enemy.  b. An agency, a staff, or an 

office employed in gathering such information.  c. Espionage agents, organiza-

tions, and activities considered as a group: “Intelligence is nothing if not an institu-

tionalized black market in perishable commodities” (John le Carré).  

intelligence quotient (Vn-tHlùN-jNns kwoùshNnt) n.  Abbr. IQ, I.Q. The ratio 

of tested mental age to chronological age, usually expressed as a quotient multi-

plied by 100. 

in·tel·li·genc·er (Vn-tHlùN-jNn-sNr, -jHnÙ-) n.  1. One who conveys news or 

information.  2. A secret agent, an informer, or a spy. 

intelligence test (Vn-tHlùN-jNns tHst) n.  A standardized test used to establish 

an intelligence level rating by measuring a subject’s ability to form concepts, solve 

problems, acquire information, reason, and perform other intellectual opera-

tions. 

in·tel·li·gent (Vn-tHlùN-jNnt) adj.  1. Having intelligence.  2. Having a high 

degree of intelligence; mentally acute.  3. Showing sound judgment and rational-

ity:  an intelligent decision; an intelligent solution to the budget problem.  

4. Appealing to the intellect; intellectual:  a film with witty and intelligent dia-

logue.  5. Computer Science. Having certain data storage and processing capabili-

ties:  an intelligent terminal; intelligent peripherals.  [Latin intelligKns, intelligent- 

present participle of intellegere, intelligere, to perceive  : inter-, inter- + legere, to 

choose; see leg- in Appendix.] —in·telÙli·genùtial (-jHnùshNl) adj.  

—in·telùli·gent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: intelligent, bright, brilliant, knowing, quick-witted, smart, intellec-

tual. These adjectives mean having or showing mental keenness. Intelligent usually

implies the ability to cope with demands arising from novel situations and new

problems and to use the power of reasoning and inference effectively: The most

intelligent students do additional reading to supplement the material in the textbook.

Bright implies quickness or ease in learning: Some children are brighter in one sub-

ject than in another. Brilliant suggests unusually impressive mental acuteness: “The

dullard’s envy of brilliant men is always assuaged by the suspicion that they will come

to a bad end” (Max Beerbohm). Knowing implies the possession of knowledge,

information, or understanding: Knowing furniture collectors bought American an-

tiques before the prices soared. Quick-witted suggests mental alertness and prompt

response: We were successful not because we were quick-witted but because we per-

severed. Smart refers to quick intelligence and often a ready capability for taking



care of one’s own interests: The smartest lawyers avoid the appearance of manipu-

lating juries. Intellectual stresses the working of the intellect and especially implies

the capacity to grasp difficult or abstract concepts: The scholar’s interest in the in-

tellectual and analytical aspect of music didn’t prevent her from enjoying concerts.

in·tel·li·gent·si·a (in-tHlÙN-jHntùsK-N, -gHntù-) n.  The intellectual elite of a soci-

ety.  [Russian intelligentsiya, from Latin intelligentia, intelligence, from intelligKns, 

intelligent-, intelligent. See INTELLIGENT.]

in·tel·li·gi·ble (Vn-tHlùV-jN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being understood:  an intelli-

gible set of directions.  2. Capable of being apprehended by the intellect alone.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin intellegibilis, intelligibilis, from 

intellegere, to perceive. See INTELLIGENT.] —in·telÙli·gi·bilùi·ty, 
in·telùli·gi·ble·ness n.  —in·telùli·gi·bly adv. 

in·tem·per·ance (Vn-tHmùpNr-Nns, -prNns) n.  1. Lack of temperance, as in the 

indulgence of an appetite or a passion.  2. Excessive use of alcoholic beverages. 

in·tem·per·ate (Vn-tHmùpNr-Vt, -prVt) adj.  Not temperate or moderate; exces-

sive, especially in the use of alcoholic beverages.   —in·temùper·ate·ly adv.  

—in·temùper·ate·ness n. 

in·tend (Vn-tHndù) v.  in·tend·ed, in·tend·ing, in·tends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have 

in mind; plan:  We intend to go. They intend going. You intended that she go.  

2. a. To design for a specific purpose.  b. To have in mind for a particular use.   

3. To signify or mean.   —  v.  intr. To have a design or purpose in mind.  [Middle 

English entenden, from Old French entendre, from Latin intendere : in-, toward; 

see IN-2 + tendere, to stretch; see ten- in Appendix.]

in·ten·dance (Vn-tHnùdNns) n.  1. The function of an intendant; management.  

2. An administrative office or district. 

in·ten·dan·cy (Vn-tHnùdNn-sK) n.  pl. in·ten·dan·cies. 1. The position or func-

tion of an intendant.  2. Intendants considered as a group.  3. The district super-

vised by an intendant, as in Latin America. 

in·ten·dant (Vn-tHnùdNnt) n.  1. An administrative official serving a French, 

Spanish, or Portuguese monarch.  2. A district administrator in some countries 

of Latin America.  [French, from Old French, administrator, from Latin intend-

Kns, intendent- present participle of intendere, to intend. See INTEND.]

in·tend·ed (Vn-tHnùdVd) adj.  1. Deliberate; intentional: “The only option is 

whether these will be purposeful, intended policies or whether they will be... con-

cealed ones” (Daniel Patrick Moynihan).  2. Prospective; future:  an intended trip 

abroad next month.   —  n.  Informal. A person who is engaged to be married:  our 

daughter and her intended.   —in·tendùed·ly adv. 

in·tend·ing (Vn-tHnùdVng) adj.  Purposing to become or be; prospective:  intend-

ing lawyers; an intending contributor. 



in·tend·ment (Vn-tHndùmNnt) n.  The true meaning or intention of something, 

especially of a law. 

in·ten·er·ate (Vn-tHnùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ten·er·at·ed, in·ten·er·at·ing, 
in·ten·er·ates. To make tender; soften.  [IN-2 + Latin tener, tender; see TENDER

1 + 

-ATE
1.] —in·tenÙer·aùtion n. 

in·tense (Vn-tHnsù) adj.  in·tens·er, in·tens·est. 1. Possessing or displaying a 

distinctive feature to an extreme degree:  the intense sun of the tropics.  2. Extreme 

in degree, strength, or size:  intense heat.  3. Involving or showing strain or 

extreme effort:  intense concentration.  4. a. Deeply felt; profound:  intense emo-

tion.  b. Tending to feel deeply:  an intense writer.   [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin intKnsus, stretched, intent, from past participle of intendere, to 

stretch, intend. See INTEND.] —in·tenseùly adv.  —in·tenseùness n.  

SYNONYMS: intense, fierce, vehement, violent. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “of an extreme kind”: intense emotions; fierce loyalty; vehement

dislike; violent rage. 

USAGE NOTE: The meanings of intense and intensive overlap considerably, but

the two are often subtly distinct. When used to describe human feeling or activity,

intense often suggests a strength or concentration that arises from inner disposi-

tions and is particularly appropriate when used to describe emotional states: in-

tense pleasure, dislike, loyalty, and so forth. Intensive is more frequently applied

when the strength or concentration of an activity is imposed from without: in-

tensive bombing, training, marketing. Thus a reference to Mark’s intense study of

German suggests that Mark himself was responsible for the concentrated activity,

whereas Mark’s intensive study of German suggests that the program in which

Mark was studying was designed to cover a great deal of material in a brief period.

in·ten·si·fi·er (Vn-tHnùsN-fXÙNr) n.  Grammar. See intensive. 
in·ten·si·fy (Vn-tHnùsN-fXÙ) v.  in·ten·si·fied, in·ten·si·fy·ing, in·ten·si·fies.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make intense or more intense:  The press has intensified its scrutiny 

of the candidate’s background.  2. To increase the contrast of (a photographic 

image).   —  v.  intr. To become intense or more intense:  The search intensified as 

dusk approached.   —in·tenÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

in·ten·sion (Vn-tHnùshNn) n.  1. The state or quality of being intense; intensity.  

2. The act of becoming intense or more intense; intensification.  3. Logic. The 

sum of the attributes contained in a term.  [Latin intKnsio, intKnsion-, from intKn-

sus, stretched. See INTENSE.] —in·tenùsion·al adj. 

in·ten·si·ty (Vn-tHnùsV-tK) n.  pl. in·ten·si·ties. 1. Exceptionally great concen-

tration, power, or force.  2. Physics. The amount or degree of strength of electric-

ity, light, heat, or sound per unit area or volume.  3. Color. a. The strength of a 



color, especially the degree to which it lacks its complementary color.  b.  See sat-
uration (n., sense 5).  

in·ten·sive (Vn-tHnùsVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by intensity:  

intensive training.  See Usage Note at intense.  2. Grammar. Tending to empha-

size or intensify:  an intensive adverb.  3. Possessing or requiring to a high degree. 

Often used in combination:  research-intensive; labor-intensive.  4. Relating to or 

being a method especially of land cultivation intended to increase the productiv-

ity of a fixed area by means of an increase in capital and labor.  5. Physics. Having 

the same value for any subdivision of a thermodynamic system:  intensive pres-

sure.   —  n.  Grammar. A linguistic element, such as the adverb extremely or 

awfully, that provides force or emphasis.  Also called intensifier  —in·tenùsive·ly 
adv.  —in·tenùsive·ness n. 

intensive care (Vn-tHnùsVv kâr) n.  Continuous and closely monitored health 

care that is provided to critically ill patients. 

intensive care unit (Vn-tHnùsVv kâr yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. ICU A specialized sec-

tion of a hospital containing the equipment, medical and nursing staff, and mon-

itoring devices necessary to provide intensive care. 

in·tent (Vn-tHntù) n.  1. Something that is intended; an aim or a purpose.  See 

Synonyms at intention.  2. Law. The state of one’s mind at the time one carries 

out an action.  3. Meaning; purport.   —  adj.  1. Firmly fixed; concentrated:  an 

intent gaze.  2. Having the attention applied; engrossed:  The students, intent upon 

their books, did not hear me enter the room.  3. Having the mind and will focused 

on a specific purpose:  was intent on leaving within the hour; are intent upon being 

recognized.   —idiom. for all intents and purposes (or to all intents and 
purposes). In every practical sense; practically:  To all intents and purposes the 

case is closed.  [Middle English entent, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

intentus, from Latin, an extending, from intentus, attentive to, strained, from past 

participle of intendere, to direct attention. See INTEND.] —in·tentùly adv.  

—in·tentùness n. 

in·ten·tion (Vn-tHnùshNn) n.  1. A course of action that one intends to follow.  

2. a. An aim that guides action; an objective.  b. intentions. Purpose with 

respect to marriage:  honorable intentions.   3. Philosophy. A concept arising from 

directing the attention toward an object.  4. Medicine. The process by which or 

the manner in which a wound heals.  5. Archaic. Import; meaning.  [Middle 

English entencioun, from Old French intention, from Latin intentio, intention-, 

from intentus, intent, from past participle of intendere, to direct attention. See 

INTEND.]

SYNONYMS: intention, intent, purpose, goal, end, aim, object, objective. These

nouns refer to what one intends to do or achieve. Intention simply signifies a

course of action that one proposes to follow: It is not my intention to argue with



you. Intent more strongly implies deliberateness: The executor tried to comply with

the intent of the testator. Purpose strengthens the idea of resolution or determina-

tion: “His purpose was to discover how long these guests intended to stay” (Joseph

Conrad). Goal may suggest an idealistic or even a remote purpose: “Black Power...

is a call for black people to begin to define their own goals” (Stokely Carmichael and

Charles V. Hamilton). End suggests a long-range goal: It has been said that the end

justifies the means. Aim stresses the direction one’s efforts take in pursuit of an

end: The aim of every performing artist is to achieve perfection of execution. An

object is an end that one tries to carry out: “The chief object of the English was to

establish... a great empire on the Continent” (Macaulay). Objective often implies

that the end or goal can be reached: “A major objective [of political liberalism] is

the protection of the economic weak” (Wayne Morse).

in·ten·tion·al (Vn-tHnùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Done deliberately; intended:  an inten-

tional slight.  See Synonyms at voluntary.  2. Having to do with intention.   
—in·tenÙtion·alùi·ty (-n4lùV-tK) n.  —in·tenùtion·al·ly adv. 

intentional community (Vn-tHnùshN-nNl kN-myuùnV-tK) n.  A small, local-

ized, often rural community of persons or families pursuing common interests or 

concentrating on certain basic values. 

in·ter (Vn-tûrù) v.  tr. in·terred, in·ter·ring, in·ters. To place in a grave or 

tomb; bury.  [Middle English enteren, from Old French enterrer, from Medieval 

Latin interr7re : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin terra, earth; see ters- in Appendix.]

inter. abbr.  Intermediate. 

inter- pref.  1. Between; among:  international.  2. In the midst of; within:  inter-

tropical.  3. Mutual; mutually:  interrelate.  4. Reciprocal; reciprocally:  intermin-

gle.  [Middle English entre-, inter-, from Old French entre-, from Latin inter-, 

from inter, between, among. See en in Appendix.]

in·ter·a·bang (Vn-tHrùN-b4ngÙ) n.  Variant of interrobang. 
in·ter·act (VnÙtNr-4ktù) v.  intr. in·ter·act·ed, in·ter·act·ing, in·ter·acts. To 

act on each other: “More than a dozen variable factors could interact, with their 

permutations running into the thousands” (Tom Clancy). 

in·ter·ac·tion (VnÙtNr-4kùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of interacting.  

b. The state of undergoing interaction.   2. Physics. Any of four fundamental 

ways in which elementary particles and bodies can influence each other, classified 

as strong, weak, electromagnetic, and gravitational. 

in·ter·ac·tive (VnÙtNr-4kùtVv) adj.  1. Acting or capable of acting on each other.  

2. Computer Science. Of or relating to a two-way electronic or communications 

system in which response is direct and continual.  3. Of, relating to, or being a 

form of television entertainment in which the signal activates electronic appara-

tus in the viewer’s home or the viewer uses the apparatus to affect events on the 

screen, or both.   —inÙter·acùtive·ly adv. 



interactive terminal (VnÙtNr-4kùtVv tûrùmN-nNl) n.  Computer Science. A 

computer or data-processing terminal capable of providing a two-way communi-

cation with the system to which it is connected. 

in·ter·a·gen·cy (VnÙtNr-7ùjNn-sK) adj.  Involving or representing two or more 

agencies, especially government agencies. 

in·ter a·li·a (VnùtNr 7ùlK-N, äùlK-N) adv.  Among other things.  [Latin  : inter, 

among + alia, neuter accusative pl. of alius, other.]

inter a·li·os (Vn-tûrù 7ùlK-osÙ, äùlK-osÙ) adv.  Among other persons.  [Latin  : 

inter, among + alios, masculine accusative pl. of alius.]

in·ter·a·tom·ic (VnÙtNr-N-tmmùVk) adj.  Occurring, operating, or situated 

between atoms. 

in·ter·bank (VnÙtNr-b4ngkù) adj.  Relating to, involving, or connecting two or 

more banks:  interbank borrowing; an interbank network of automated teller 

machines. 

in·ter·brain (VnùtNr-br7nÙ) n.  See diencephalon. 
in·ter·breed (VnÙtNr-brKdù) v.  in·ter·bred (-brHdù), in·ter·breed·ing, 
in·ter·breeds.  —  v.  intr. 1. To breed with another kind or species; hybridize.  

2. To breed within a narrow range or with closely related types or individuals; 

inbreed.   —  v.  tr. To cause to interbreed. 

in·ter·ca·lar·y (Vn-tûrùkN-lHrÙK, VnÙtNr-k4lùN-rK) adj.  1. a. Inserted in the calen-

dar to make the calendar year correspond to the solar year. Used of a day or 

month.  b. Having such a day or month inserted. Used of a year.   2. Inserted 

between other elements or parts; interpolated.  [Latin intercal7rius, intercal7ris, 

from intercal7re, to intercalate. See INTERCALATE.]

in·ter·ca·late (Vn-tûrùkN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ter·ca·lat·ed, in·ter·ca·lat·ing, 
in·ter·ca·lates. 1. To insert (a day or month) in a calendar.  2. To insert, inter-

pose, or interpolate.  [Latin intercal7re, intercal7t-  : inter-, inter- + cal7re, to pro-

claim; see kelN-2 in Appendix.] —in·terÙca·laùtion n.  —in·terùca·laÙtive adj. 

in·ter·cede (VnÙtNr-sKdù) v.  intr. in·ter·ced·ed, in·ter·ced·ing, in·ter·cedes. 
1. To plead on another’s behalf.  2. To act as mediator in a dispute.  [Latin intercK-

dere, to intervene  : inter-, inter- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.] 
—inÙter·cedùer n. 

in·ter·cel·lu·lar (VnÙtNr-sHlùyN-lNr) adj.  Biology. Located among or between 

cells:  intercellular fluid. 

in·ter·cept (VnÙtNr-sHptù) v.  tr. in·ter·cept·ed, in·ter·cept·ing, in·ter·cepts. 
1. a. To stop, deflect, or interrupt the progress or intended course of:  intercepted 

me with a message as I was leaving.  b. Sports. To take possession of by catching 

(an opponent’s ball), especially in football.   2. Mathematics. To include or bound 

(a part of a space or curve) between two points or lines.  3. Archaic. To prevent.  

4. Obsolete. To cut off from access or communication.   —  n.  (VnùtNr-sHptÙ) Abbr. 

int. 1. Mathematics. The distance from the origin to the point at which a line, 



curve, or surface intersects a coordinate axis.  2. a. The interception of a missile 

by another missile or an aircraft by another aircraft.  b. Interception of a radio 

transmission.   3. An interceptor.  [Middle English intercepten, from Latin interci-

pere, intercept-  : inter-, inter- + capere, to seize; see kap- in Appendix.] 
—inÙter·cepùtive adj. 

in·ter·cept·er (VnÙtNr-sHpùtNr) n.  Variant of interceptor. 
in·ter·cep·tion (VnÙtNr-sHpùshNn) n.  1. The act of intercepting or the state of 

being intercepted.  2. Something, such as a missile, an aircraft, or a radio trans-

mission, that is intercepted.  3. Sports. A pass that is intercepted, especially a for-

ward pass in football. 

in·ter·cep·tor also in·ter·cept·er (VnÙtNr-sHpùtNr) n.  One that intercepts, spe-

cifically a fast-climbing, highly maneuverable fighter plane designed to intercept 

enemy aircraft or a guided missile designed to intercept enemy missiles and 

spacecraft. 

in·ter·ces·sion (VnÙtNr-sHshùNn) n.  1. Entreaty in favor of another, especially a 

prayer or petition to God in behalf of another.  2. Mediation in a dispute.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Latin intercessio, intercession-, intervention, 

from intercessus, past participle of intercKdere, to intervene. See INTERCEDE.] 
—inÙter·cesùsion·al adj.  —inÙter·cesùsor (-sHsùNr) n.  —inÙter·cesùso·ry 
adj. 

in·ter·change (VnÙtNr-ch7njù) v.  in·ter·changed, in·ter·chang·ing, 
in·ter·chang·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To switch each of (two things) into the place of the 

other.  2. To give and receive mutually; exchange.  3. To cause to succeed each 

other in a series or pattern; alternate:  interchanged gold and silver beads in the 

bracelet.   —  v.  intr. 1. To change places with each other.  2. To succeed each 

other; alternate.   —  n.  (VnùtNr-ch7njÙ) 1. The act or process of interchanging.  

2. A highway intersection designed to permit traffic to move freely from one 

road to another without crossing another line of traffic.  [Middle English enter-

chaungen, from Old French entrechangier, to change  : entre-, between (from 

Latin inter-); see INTER- + changier, to change; see CHANGE.] —inÙter·changùer 
n. 

in·ter·change·a·ble (VnÙtNr-ch7nùjN-bNl) adj.  That can be interchanged:  

interchangeable items of clothing; interchangeable automotive parts.   
—inÙter·changeÙa·bilùi·ty, inÙter·changeùa·ble·ness n.  

—inÙter·changeùa·bly adv. 

in·ter·cit·y (VnÙtNr-sVtùK) adj.  Relating to, involving, or connecting two or more 

cities:  intercity rivalry; an intercity bus. 

in·ter·clav·i·cle (VnÙtNr-kl4vùV-kNl) n.  A bone located in front of the sternum 

and between the clavicles in certain vertebrates, such as reptiles and amphibi-

ans.   —inÙter·cla·vicùu·lar (-klN-vVkùyN-lNr) adj. 



in·ter·coast·al (VnÙtNr-kosùtNl) adj.  Relating to, involving, or connecting two or 

more coastlines:  intercoastal trade. 

in·ter·col·le·giate (VnÙtNr-kN-lKùjVt, -jK-Vt) adj.  Involving or representing two 

or more colleges. 

in·ter·co·lum·ni·a·tion (VnÙtNr-kN-lƒmÙnK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The open spaces 

between the columns in a colonnade.  2. The system by which the columns in a 

colonnade are spaced. 

in·ter·com (VnùtNr-kmmÙ) n.  An electronic intercommunication system, as 

between two rooms.  [Short for INTERCOMMUNICATION.]

in·ter·com·mu·nal (VnÙtNr-kN-myuùnNl) adj.  Existing or occurring between 

communities:  intercommunal strife; intercommunal negotiations. 

in·ter·com·mu·ni·cate (VnÙtNr-kN-myuùnV-k7tÙ) v.  intr. 

in·ter·com·mu·ni·cat·ed, in·ter·com·mu·ni·cat·ing, 
in·ter·com·mu·ni·cates. 1. To communicate with each other.  2. To be con-

nected or adjoined, as rooms or passages.   —inÙter·com·muÙni·caùtion n.  

—inÙter·com·muùni·caÙtive (-k7ÙtVv, -kN-tVv) adj. 

in·ter·com·mun·ion (VnÙtNr-kN-myunùyNn) n.  1. Communion, relationship, 

or association between persons or groups.  2. The practice by which members of 

different Christian denominations can receive Communion at one another’s 

Eucharistic services or at a common service. 

in·ter·con·nect (VnÙtNr-kN-nHktù) v.  in·ter·con·nect·ed, 
in·ter·con·nect·ing, in·ter·con·nects.  —  v.  intr. To be connected with each 

other:  The two buildings interconnect.   —  v.  tr. To connect reciprocally:  tried to 

interconnect the two theories.   —inÙter·con·nectùed·ness n.  

—inÙter·con·nectùi·ble, inÙter·con·nectùa·ble adj.  —inÙter·con·necùtion 
n. 

in·ter·con·ti·nen·tal (VnÙtNr-kmnÙtN-nHnùtl) adj.  1. Extending or taking place 

between or among continents:  intercontinental exploration; intercontinental coop-

eration.  2. Having the capability of traveling from one continent to another:  an 

intercontinental ballistic missile; an intercontinental airline. 

in·ter·con·ver·sion (VnÙtNr-kNn-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  Mutual conversion.   
—inÙter·con·vertù v.  —inÙter·con·vertÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —inÙter·con·vertùi·ble 
adj. 

in·ter·cool·er (VnùtNr-kuÙlNr) n.  A device for cooling a fluid between succes-

sive heating stages.   —inÙter·coolù v. 

in·ter·cos·tal (VnÙtNr-kmsùtNl) adj.  Located or occurring between the ribs.   —  
n.  A space, muscle, or part situated between the ribs.  [New Latin intercost7lis : 

INTER- + Latin costa, rib; see kost- in Appendix.]

in·ter·course (VnùtNr-kôrsÙ, -korsÙ) n.  1. Dealings or communications between 

persons or groups.  2. Sexual intercourse.  [Middle English entercours, commer-

cial dealings, from Old French entrecours, from Latin intercursus, a running 



between, interposition, from past participle of intercurrere, to mingle with  : inter-

, inter- + currere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.]

in·ter·crop (VnÙtNr-krmpù) v.  in·ter·cropped, in·ter·crop·ping, in·ter·crops.  
—  v.  intr. To grow more than one crop in the same field, especially in alternating 

rows.   —  v.  tr. To plant (a crop) in the same field with another.   —inùter·cropÙ 
n. 

in·ter·cul·tur·al (VnÙtNr-kƒlùchNr-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, involving, or repre-

senting different cultures:  an intercultural marriage; intercultural exchange in the 

arts. 

in·ter·cur·rent (VnÙtNr-kûrùNnt, -kƒrù-) adj.  Pathology. Occurring at the same 

time as and usually altering the course of another disease.  [Latin intercurrKns, 

intercurrent- present participle of intercurrere, to mingle with. See INTERCOURSE.]

in·ter·cut (VnÙtNr-kƒtù) v.  tr. in·ter·cut, in·ter·cut·ting, in·ter·cuts. To insert 

or alternate (scenes or camera shots) in a film sequence to achieve dramatic con-

trast or follow two or more actions taking place simultaneously.   —inÙter·cutù 
adj. 

in·ter·de·nom·i·na·tion·al (VnÙtNr-dN-nmmÙN-n7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Of or involv-

ing different religious denominations. 

in·ter·den·tal (VnÙtNr-dHnùtl) adj.  1. Located or made for use between the 

teeth.  2. Linguistics. Pronounced with the tip of the tongue between the teeth, as 

(th) in that or (th) in thumb.   —  n.  Linguistics. An interdental consonant. 

in·ter·de·part·men·tal (VnÙtNr-dKÙpärt-mHnùtl) adj.  Involving or represent-

ing different departments, as of a business, an academic institution, or a govern-

ment: “the petty interdepartmental squabbling that surrounds the making of... 

foreign policy” (Morton A. Reichek). 

in·ter·de·pend·ent (VnÙtNr-dV-pHnùdNnt) adj.  Mutually dependent: “Today, 

the mission of one institution can be accomplished only by recognizing that it lives in 

an interdependent world with conflicts and overlapping interests” (Jacqueline Gren-

nan Wexler).   —inÙter·de·pendùence, inÙter·de·pendùen·cy n. 

in·ter·dict (VnÙtNr-dVktù) v.  tr. in·ter·dict·ed, in·ter·dict·ing, in·ter·dicts. 
1. To prohibit or place under an ecclesiastical or legal sanction.  2. To forbid or 

debar, especially authoritatively.  See Synonyms at forbid.  3. a. To cut or 

destroy (a line of communication) by firepower so as to halt an enemy’s advance.  

b. To confront and halt the activities, advance, or entry of: “the role of the FBI in 

interdicting spies attempting to pass US secrets to the Soviet Union” (Christian Sci-

ence Monitor).    —  n.  (VnùtNr-dVktÙ) 1. Law. A prohibition by court order.  

2. Roman Catholic Church. An ecclesiastical censure that excludes a person or dis-

trict from participation in most sacraments and from Christian burial.  [Alter-

ation of Middle English enterditen, to place under a church ban, from Old French 

entredit, past participle of entredire, to forbid, from Latin interdXcere, interdict-  : 

inter-, inter- + dXcere, to say; see deik- in Appendix.] —inÙter·dicùtion n.  



—inÙter·dicùtive, inÙter·dicùto·ry (-dVkùtN-rK)  adj.  —inÙter·dicùtive·ly adv.  

—inÙter·dicùtor n. 

in·ter·dis·ci·pli·nar·y (VnÙtNr-dVsùN-plN-nHrÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or involv-

ing two or more academic disciplines that are usually considered distinct. 

in·ter·est (VnùtrVst, -tNr-Vst, -trHstÙ) n.  Abbr. i., int. 1. a. A state of curiosity or 

concern about or attention to something:  an interest in sports.  b. Something, 

such as a quality, a subject, or an activity, that evokes this mental state:  counts the 

theater among his interests.   2.  Often interests. Regard for one’s own benefit or 

advantage; self-interest:  It is in your best interest to cooperate. She kept her own 

interests in mind.  3. a. A right, claim, or legal share:  an interest in the new com-

pany.  b. Something in which such a right, claim, or share is held:  has interests 

overseas.  c. A person or group of persons holding such a right, claim, or share:  a 

petroleum interest.   4. Involvement with or participation in something:  She has 

an interest in the quality of her education.  5. a. A charge for a loan, usually a per-

centage of the amount loaned.  b. An excess or a bonus beyond what is expected 

or due.   6. a. An interest group.  b. The particular cause supported by an interest 

group.    —  v.  tr. in·ter·est·ed, in·ter·est·ing, in·ter·ests. 1. To arouse the 

curiosity or hold the attention of:  Your opinions interest me.  2. To cause to 

become involved or concerned with:  tried to interest her in taking a walk.  

3. Obsolete. To concern or affect.   —idiom. in the interest of (or in the 
interests of). To the advantage of; for the sake of:  thinking in the interest of the 

whole family; ate breakfast on the train in the interest of time.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin, it is of importance, 3rd person sing. present tense 

of interesse, to be between, take part in  : inter-, inter- + esse, to be; see es- in 

Appendix.]

in·ter·est·ed (VnùtrV-stVd, -tNr-V-stVd, -tN-rHsÙtVd) adj.  1. Having or showing 

curiosity, fascination, or concern:  I’m interested to hear about your family.  

2. Possessing a right, claim, or stake:  an interested party in the estate.  See Usage 

Note at disinterested.  —inùter·est·ed·ly adv.  —inùter·est·ed·ness n. 

interest group (VnùtrVst grup) n.  A group of persons working on behalf of or 

strongly supporting a particular cause, such as an item of legislation, an industry, 

or a special segment of society.   —inùter·est-groupÙ (VnùtrVst-groupÙ, -tNr-Vst, -

trHst-) adj. 

in·ter·est·ing (VnùtrV-stVng, -tNr-V-stVng, -tN-rHsÙtVng) adj.  Arousing or holding 

the attention; absorbing.   —inùter·est·ing·ly adv. 

in·ter·face (VnùtNr-f7sÙ) n.  1. A surface forming a common boundary between 

adjacent regions, bodies, substances, or phases.  2. A point at which independent 

systems or diverse groups interact: “the interface between crime and politics where 

much of our reality is to be found” (Jack Kroll).  3. Computer Science. The point of 

interaction or communication between a computer and any other entity, such as a 

printer or human operator.   —  v.  in·ter·faced, in·ter·fac·ing, in·ter·fac·es 



(VnÙtNr-f7sù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To join by means of an interface.  2. To serve as an 

interface for.   —  v.  intr. 1. To serve as an interface or become interfaced.  2. To 

interact or coordinate smoothly: “Theatergoers were lured out of their seats and 

interfaced with the scenery” (New York Times).   —inÙter·faùcial adj. 

in·ter·fac·ing (VnùtNr-f7ÙsVng) n.  A piece of firm fabric or other material 

inserted and usually sewn between the layers of a garment to thicken or stiffen it. 

in·ter·faith (VnùtNr-f7thÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving persons of different 

religious faiths:  an interfaith marriage; an interfaith forum. 

in·ter·fas·cic·u·lar cambium (VnÙtNr-fN-sVkùyN-lNr k4mùbK-Nm) n.  Botany. 

The cambium arising between the vascular bundles. 

in·ter·fere (VnÙtNr-fîrù) v.  intr. in·ter·fered, in·ter·fer·ing, in·ter·feres. 
1. To come between so as to be a hindrance or an obstacle:  loud talking that inter-

fered with the other patrons’ conversations; assistance that only interfered.  

2. Sports. To perform an act of interference.  3. To intervene or intrude in the 

affairs of others; meddle.  4. To strike one hoof against the opposite hoof or leg 

while moving. Used of a horse.  5. Physics & Electronics. To cause interference.  

[Middle English enterferen, from Old French s’entreferer, to strike one another  : 

entre-, between (from Latin inter-); see INTER- + ferir, to strike (from Latin fer-

Xre).] —inÙter·ferùer n.  —inÙter·ferùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: interfere, meddle, tamper. These verbs are compared as they mean

to put oneself forward and intervene in the affairs of others when unasked to do

so and often in an impudent or indiscreet manner. Interfere and meddle are some-

times interchangeable. Meddle, however, is the stronger in implying unwanted,

unwarranted, or unnecessary intrusion: “wholly unacquainted with the world in

which they are so fond of meddling” (Edmund Burke). It is somewhat weaker than

interfere in implying action that seriously hampers, hinders, or frustrates: “It was

his peculiar doctrine that a man has a perfect right to interfere by force with the

slaveholder, in order to rescue the slave” (Henry David Thoreau). To tamper is to

interfere by making unsought, unwelcome, often destructive changes or by trying

to influence another in an improper way: “a large number of persons accused of...

tampering with ballot boxes” (James Bryce). “He began another practice, to tamper

with the justices” (John Strype).

in·ter·fer·ence (VnÙtNr-fîrùNns) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of hindering, 

obstructing, or impeding.  b. Something that hinders, obstructs, or impedes.   

2. a. Sports. Illegal obstruction or hindrance of the ball or of an opposing player, 

especially hindrance of a receiver in football.  b. Football. The legal blocking of 

defensive tacklers to protect and make way for the ball carrier.   3. Physics. The 

variation of wave amplitude that occurs when waves of the same or nearly the 

same frequency come together.  4. Electronics. a. The inhibition or prevention of 



clear reception of broadcast signals.  b. The distorted portion of a received signal.    
—inÙter·fer·enùtial (-fN-rHnùshNl) adj. 

in·ter·fe·rom·e·ter (VnÙtNr-fN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of several optical, acoustic, 

or radio frequency instruments that use interference phenomena between a ref-

erence wave and an experimental wave or between two parts of an experimental 

wave to determine wavelengths and wave velocities, measure very small distances 

and thicknesses, and measure indices of refraction.   —inÙter·ferÙo·metùric (-

fîrÙN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —inÙter·ferÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —inÙter·fe·romùe·try n. 

in·ter·fer·on (VnÙtNr-fîrùmnÙ) n.  Any of a group of glycoproteins produced by 

cells in response to infection by a virus that act to prevent viral replication and 

have the ability to induce resistance to viral antigens.  [INTERFER(E) + -ON
3.]

in·ter·fer·tile (VnÙtNr-fûrùtl) adj.  Capable of interbreeding.   
—inÙter·fer·tilùi·ty (-fûr-tVlùV-tK) n. 

in·ter·fluve (VnÙtNr-fluvù) n.  The region of higher land between two rivers 

that are in the same drainage system.  [Back-formation from INTERFLUVIAL.] 
—inÙter·fluùvi·al adj. 

in·ter·ga·lac·tic (VnÙtNr-gN-l4kùtVk) adj.  Being or occurring between galaxies:  

intergalactic space.   —inÙter·ga·lacùti·cal·ly adv. 

in·ter·gen·er·a·tion·al (VnÙtNr-jHnÙN-r7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Being or occurring 

between generations: “These social-insurance programs are intergenerational and 

all Americans benefit from their success” (Claude D. Pepper). 

in·ter·gla·cial (VnÙtNr-gl7ùshNl) adj.  Occurring between glacial epochs.   —  n.  

A comparatively short period of warmth during an overall period of glaciation. 

in·ter·gov·ern·men·tal (VnÙtNr-gƒvÙNrn-mHnùtl) adj.  Being or occurring 

between two or more governments or divisions of a government.   
—inÙter·govÙern·menùtal·ly adv. 

in·ter·grade (VnÙtNr-gr7dù) v.  intr. in·ter·grad·ed, in·ter·grad·ing, 
in·ter·grades. To merge into each other in a series of stages, forms, or types.   
—  n.  (VnùtNr-gr7dÙ) A transitional stage, form, or type.   —inÙter·gra·daùtion 
(-gr7-d7ùshNn) n. 

in·ter·group (VnùtNr-grupÙ) adj.  Being or occurring between two or more 

social groups:  intergroup relations; intergroup violence. 

in·ter·im (VnùtNr-Vm) n.  Abbr. int. An interval of time between one event, pro-

cess, or period and another.   —  adj.  Belonging to, serving during, or taking 

place during an intermediate interval of time; temporary:  an interim agreement.  

See Synonyms at temporary.  [From Latin, in the meantime. See en in Appen-

dix.]

in·ter·i·on·ic (VnÙtNr-X-mnùVk) adj.  Chemistry & Physics. Located or occurring 

between ions. 

in·te·ri·or (Vn-tîrùK-Nr) adj.  Abbr. int. 1. Of, relating to, or located on the inside; 

inner.  2. Of or relating to one’s mental or spiritual being: “She thinks she has no 



soul, no interior life, but the truth is that she has no access to it” (David Denby).  

3. Situated away from a coast or border; inland.   —  n.  Abbr. int. 1. The internal 

portion or area.  2. One’s mental or spiritual life.  3. The inland part of a political 

or geographic entity.  4. The internal affairs of a country or nation.  5. A repre-

sentation of the inside of a building or room, as in a photograph.  [Ultimately 

Latin, comparative adj. of inter, between. See en in Appendix.] —in·teÙri·orùi·ty 
(-ôrùV-tK, -mrù-) n.  —in·teùri·or·ly adv. 

interior angle (Vn-tîrùK-Nr 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. 1. Any of the four angles 

formed between two straight lines intersected by a third straight line.  2. The 

angle formed inside a polygon by two adjacent sides. 

interior decoration (Vn-tîrùK-Nr dHkÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The planning and execu-

tion of the layout, decoration, and furnishing of an architectural interior.  Also 

called interior design  —interior decorator n. 

in·te·ri·or·ize (Vn-tîrùK-N-rXzÙ) v.  tr. in·te·ri·or·ized, in·te·ri·or·iz·ing, 
in·te·ri·or·iz·es. To cause (feelings, for example) to become an interior or inter-

nal part of one’s mental or spiritual being; internalize: “In a number of earlier 

movies, [he] interiorized emotion so much that he became inexpressive” (Pauline 

Kael). 

interior monologue (Vn-tîrùK-Nr mmnùN-lôgÙ) n.  A passage of writing pre-

senting a character’s inner thoughts and emotions in a direct, sometimes dis-

jointed or fragmentary manner. 

In·te·ri·or Salish (Vn-tîrùK-Nr s7ùlVsh) n.  A group of Salish-speaking Native 

American peoples inhabiting parts of British Columbia, northern Washington, 

northern Idaho, and western Montana.  Also called Flathead 

in·ter·is·land (VnÙtNr-XùlNnd) adj.  Relating to, involving, or connecting two or 

more islands:  interisland competition; interisland ferries. 

interj. abbr.  Interjection. 

in·ter·ject (VnÙtNr-jHktù) v.  tr. in·ter·ject·ed, in·ter·ject·ing, in·ter·jects. To 

insert between other elements; interpose.  See Synonyms at introduce.  [Latin 

interXicere, interXect-  : inter-, inter- + iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.] 
—in·ter·jecùtor n.  —inÙter·jecùto·ry (-jHkùtN-rK) adj. 

in·ter·jec·tion (VnÙtNr-jHkùshNn) n.  1. A sudden, short utterance; an ejacula-

tion.  2.  Abbr. interj., int. A part of speech usually expressing emotion and 

capable of standing alone, such as Ugh! or Wow!   —inÙter·jecùtion·al adj.  

—inÙter·jecùtion·al·ly adv. 

in·ter·lace (VnÙtNr-l7sù) v.  in·ter·laced, in·ter·lac·ing, in·ter·lac·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To connect by or as if by lacing together; interweave.  2. To intersperse; inter-

mix:  interlaced the testimony with half-truths.   —  v.  intr. To intertwine: “As the 

earth thaws, numberless little streams are formed to overlap and interlace with one 

another” (Joyce Carol Oates).   —inÙter·laceùment n. 



In·ter·la·ken (VnÙtNr-läùkNn, VnùtNr-läÙ-)  A town of west-central Switzerland 

southeast of Bern. It is a popular resort in the Bernese Alps. Population, 4,852. 

in·ter·lam·i·nate (VnÙtNr-l4mùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ter·lam·i·nat·ed, 
in·ter·lam·i·nat·ing, in·ter·lam·i·nates. 1. To insert between layers.  2. To 

arrange in alternating layers.   —inÙter·lamÙi·naùtion n. 

in·ter·lan·guage (VnùtNr-l4ngÙgwVj) n.  1. The type of language produced by 

nonnative speakers in the process of learning a second language or foreign lan-

guage.  2. A lingua franca. 

in·ter·lard (VnÙtNr-lärdù) v.  tr. in·ter·lard·ed, in·ter·lard·ing, in·ter·lards. To 

insert something foreign into:  interlarded the narrative with witty remarks.  See 

Synonyms at introduce.  [Middle English interlarden, to mix fat into, from Old 

French entrelarder : entre-, between (from Latin inter-); see INTER- + larder, to lard 

(from lard, lard); see LARD.]

in·ter·leaf (VnùtNr-lKfÙ) n.  pl. in·ter·leaves (-lKvzÙ). Printing. A blank leaf 

inserted between the regular pages of a book. 

in·ter·leave (VnÙtNr-lKvù) v.  tr. in·ter·leaved, in·ter·leav·ing, in·ter·leaves. 
Printing. To provide with interleaves or an interleaf. 

in·ter·leu·kin-1 (VnùtNr-luÙkVn-wƒnù) n.  Abbr. IL-1 Any of a group of protein 

substances, released by macrophages and other cells, that induce the production 

of interleukin-2 by helper T cells and stimulate the inflammatory response.  

[INTER- + Greek leukos, white; see LEUKO- + -IN.]

in·ter·leu·kin-2 (VnùtNr-luÙkVn-tuù) n.  Abbr. IL-2 A lymphokine that is 

released by helper T cells in response to an antigen and interleukin-1 and stimu-

lates the proliferation of helper T cells. It has been used experimentally to treat 

cancer. 

in·ter·li·brar·y (VnÙtNr-lXùbrHrÙK) adj.  Existing or occurring between or involv-

ing two or more libraries:  an interlibrary loan; an interlibrary network. 

in·ter·line1 (VnÙtNr-lXnù) v.  tr. in·ter·lined, in·ter·lin·ing, in·ter·lines. To 

insert between printed or written lines.   —inÙter·linÙe·aùtion (-lVnÙK-7ùshNn) n. 

in·ter·line2 (VnÙtNr-lXnù) v.  tr. in·ter·lined, in·ter·lin·ing, in·ter·lines. To fit 

(a garment) with an interlining. 

in·ter·lin·e·ar (VnÙtNr-lVnùK-Nr) adj.  Printing. 1. Inserted between the lines of a 

text.  2. Written or printed with different languages or versions in alternating 

lines. 

In·ter·lin·gua (VnÙtNr-lVngùgwN) n.  An artificial language developed between 

1924 and 1951, based mainly on the Romance languages and intended as a 

medium of international communication among scientists.  [INTER- + Latin lin-

gua, language; see LINGUA.]

in·ter·lin·ing (VnùtNr-lXÙnVng) n.  An extra lining between the outer fabric and 

regular lining of a garment. 



in·ter·link (VnÙtNr-lVngkù) v.  tr. in·ter·linked, in·ter·link·ing, in·ter·links. To 

link together or join (one) with another:  The policies, though distinct, are inter-

linked. 

in·ter·lock (VnÙtNr-lmkù) v.  in·ter·locked, in·ter·lock·ing, in·ter·locks.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To unite or join closely as by hooking or dovetailing.  2. To connect 

together (parts of a mechanism, for example) so that the motion or operation of 

individual parts affect each other.   —  v.  intr. To become united or joined closely, 

as by hooking or dovetailing.   —  n.  Computer Science. (VnùtNr-lmkÙ) A device or 

an instruction that coordinates two or more processes and prevents one operation 

from interfering with another. 

in·ter·lo·cu·tion (VnÙtNr-lo-kyuùshNn) n.  Speech between two or more per-

sons; conversation.  [Latin interloc7tio, interloc7tion-, from interloc7tus, past par-

ticiple of interloquX, to interrupt  : inter-, inter- + loquX, to speak; see tolkw- in 

Appendix.]

in·ter·loc·u·tor (VnÙtNr-lmkùyN-tNr) n.  1. Someone who takes part in a conver-

sation, often formally or officially.  2. The performer in a minstrel show who is 

placed midway between the end men and engages in banter with them. 

in·ter·loc·u·to·ry (VnÙtNr-lmkùyN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Law. Pronounced or 

decided during the course of an action or a suit and merely temporary or provi-

sional in nature:  an interlocutory decree. 

in·ter·lop·er (VnùtNr-loÙpNr) n.  1. One that interferes with the affairs of others, 

often for selfish reasons; a meddler.  2. Archaic. a. One that trespasses on a trade 

monopoly, as by conducting unauthorized trade in an area designated to a char-

tered company.  b. A ship or other vessel used in such trade.   [INTER- + probably 

Middle Dutch loper, runner (from loopen, to run).] —inùter·lopeÙ v.  

WORD HISTORY: The word interloper comes to us from the days when En-

gland was embarking on the course that would lead to the British Empire. Inter-

loper, first recorded in connection with the Muscovy Company, which was the

earliest major English trading company (chartered in 1555), was soon being used

as well in regard to the East India Company (chartered in 1600). Since these com-

panies were monopolies, independent traders called interlopers were not wanted.

The term is probably partly derived from Dutch, the language of one of the great

trade rivals of the English at that time. The inter- is simply a use of the prefix

inter-, which English has borrowed from Latin, meaning “between, among.” The

element -loper is probably related to the same element in landloper, “vagabond,”

a word adopted from Dutch landlooper, with the same sense and composed of

land, “land,” and loper, from lopen, “to run, leap.” The word interloper, first re-

corded around 1590, was too useful in a world of busybodies to be restricted to

its original specialized sense and came to be used in the extended sense “busy-



body” in the 17th century.

in·ter·lude (VnùtNr-ludÙ) n.  1. An intervening episode, feature, or period of 

time: “Kerensky has a place in history, of a brief interlude between despotisms” (Wil-

liam Safire).  2. a. A short farcical entertainment performed between the acts of 

a medieval mystery or morality play.  b. A 16th-century genre of comedy derived 

from this.  c. An entertainment between the acts of a play.   3. Music. A short 

piece inserted between the parts of a longer composition.  [Middle English enter-

lude, a dramatic entertainment, from Old French entrelude, from Medieval Latin 

interl7dium : Latin inter-, inter- + Latin l7dus, play; see leid- in Appendix.]

in·ter·lu·nar (VnÙtNr-luùnNr) adj.  Of or relating to the four-day period 

between the old and new moon when the moon is not visible. 

in·ter·mar·ry (VnÙtNr-m4rùK) v.  intr. in·ter·mar·ried, in·ter·mar·ry·ing, 
in·ter·mar·ries. 1. To marry a member of another group.  2. To be bound 

together by the marriages of members.  3. To marry within one’s family, tribe, or 

clan.   —inÙter·marùriage (-m4rùVj) n. 

in·ter·med·dle (VnÙtNr-mHdùl) v.  intr. in·ter·med·dled, in·ter·med·dling, 
in·ter·med·dles. To interfere in the affairs of others, often officiously; meddle.  

[Middle English entermedlen, from Old French entremedler : entre-, between 

(from Latin inter-); see INTER- + medler, to mix; see MEDDLE.] —inÙter·medùdler 
n. 

in·ter·me·di·ar·y (VnÙtNr-mKùdK-HrÙK) adj.  1. Existing or occurring between; 

intermediate.  2. Acting as a mediator or an agent between persons or things.   —  
n.  pl. in·ter·me·di·ar·ies. 1. One that acts as a mediator.  2. One that acts as an 

agent between persons or things; a means.  3. An intermediate state or stage.  

[Probably French intermédiaire, from Late Latin intermedius, intermediate. See 

INTERMEDIATE.]

in·ter·me·di·ate (VnÙtNr-mKùdK-Vt) adj.  Abbr. inter., int. Lying or occurring 

between two extremes or in a middle position or state:  an aircraft having an inter-

mediate range; an intermediate school.   —  n.  Abbr. inter., int. 1. One that is in a 

middle position or state.  2. An intermediary.  3. Chemistry. A substance formed 

as a necessary stage in the manufacture of a desired end product.  4. An automo-

bile that is smaller than a full-sized model but larger than a compact.   —  v.  intr. 

in·ter·me·di·at·ed, in·ter·me·di·at·ing, in·ter·me·di·ates (-7tÙ). 1. To act as 

an intermediary; mediate.  2. To intervene.  [Middle English, from Medieval 

Latin intermedi7tus, from Latin intermedius : Latin inter-, inter- + Latin medius, 

middle; see medhyo- in Appendix.] —inÙter·meùdi·a·cy n.  

—inÙter·meùdi·ate·ly adv.  —inÙter·meùdi·ate·ness n.  

—inÙter·meÙdi·aùtion n.  —inÙter·meùdi·aÙtor n. 



in·ter·me·din (VnÙtNr-mKdùn) n.  See melanocyte-stimulating hormone.  
[New Latin (pars) intermed(ia), middle part of the hypophysis from Latin, femi-

nine of intermedius; see INTERMEDIATE + -IN.]

in·ter·ment (Vn-tûrùmNnt) n.  The act or ritual of interring or burying. 

in·ter·mez·zo (VnÙtNr-mHtùso, -mHdùzo) n.  pl. in·ter·mez·zos or 

in·ter·mez·zi (-sK, -zK). 1. A brief entertainment between two acts of a play; an 

entr’acte.  2. Music. a. A short movement separating the major sections of a 

lengthy composition or work.  b. An independent instrumental composition hav-

ing the character of such a movement.   [Italian, from Latin intermedius, interme-

diate. See INTERMEDIATE.]

in·ter·mi·na·ble (Vn-tûrùmN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Being or seeming to be without an 

end; endless.  See Synonyms at continual.  2. Tiresomely long; wearisome.   
—in·terÙmi·na·bilùi·ty n.  —in·terùmi·na·bly adv. 

in·ter·min·gle (VnÙtNr-mVngùgNl) v.  tr. intr. in·ter·min·gled, 
in·ter·min·gling, in·ter·min·gles. To mix or become mixed together. 

in·ter·mis·sion (VnÙtNr-mVshùNn) n.  1. The act of intermitting or the state of 

being intermitted.  2. A respite or recess.  3. The period between the acts of a the-

atrical or musical performance.  See Synonyms at pause.  [Middle English inter-

missioun, from Old French intermission, from Latin intermissio, intermission-, 

from intermissus, past participle of intermittere, to interrupt. See INTERMIT.]

in·ter·mit (VnÙtNr-mVtù) v.  intr. tr. in·ter·mit·ted, in·ter·mit·ting, 
in·ter·mits. To suspend or cause to suspend activity temporarily or periodically.  

[Latin intermittere : inter-, inter- + mittere, to let go.] —inÙter·mitùter n. 

in·ter·mit·tent (VnÙtNr-mVtùnt) adj.  1. Stopping and starting at intervals.  See 

Synonyms at periodic.  2. Alternately containing and empty of water:  an inter-

mittent lake.   —inÙter·mitùtence n.  —inÙter·mitùtent·ly adv. 

intermittent current (VnÙtNr-mVtùnt kûrùNnt) n.  A periodically interrupted 

unidirectional electric current. 

in·ter·mix (VnÙtNr-mVksù) v.  tr. intr. in·ter·mixed, in·ter·mix·ing, 
in·ter·mix·es. To mix or become mixed together.  [Back-formation from inter-

mixt (obsolete variant of INTERMIXED), from Latin intermXxtus, past participle of 

intermiscKre, to mix together  : inter-, inter- + miscKre, to mix; see MIX.]

in·tern also in·terne (VnùtûrnÙ) n.  1. An advanced student or a recent graduate 

undergoing supervised practical training.  2. One who is interned; an internee.   
—  v.  in·terned, in·tern·ing, in·terns.  —  v.  intr. To train or serve as an 

intern.   —  v.  tr. (also Vn-tûrnù) To confine, especially in wartime.   —  adj.  (Vn-

tûrnù) Archaic. Internal.  [French interne, from Latin internus, internal. See INTER-

NAL.] —inùtern·shipÙ n. 

in·ter·nal (Vn-tûrùnNl) adj.  Abbr. int. 1. Of, relating to, or located within the 

limits or surface; inner.  2. Residing in or dependent on essential nature; intrinsic:  

the internal contradictions of the theory.  3. Located, acting, or effective within the 



body.  4. Of or relating to mental or spiritual nature: “An internal sense of righ-

teousness dwindles into an external concern for reputation” (A.R. Gurney, Jr.).  

5. Of or relating to the domestic affairs of a nation, group, or business.  [Middle 

English internall, from Old French internel, from Medieval Latin intern7lis, from 

Latin internus, from inter, within. See en in Appendix.] —inÙter·nalùi·ty (-

n4lùV-tK) n.  —in·terùnal·ly adv. 

in·ter·nal-com·bus·tion engine (Vn-tûrùnNl-kNm-bƒsùchNn HnùjVn) n.  

Abbr. ICE An engine, such as an automotive gasoline piston engine or a diesel, in 

which fuel is burned within the engine proper rather than in an external furnace, 

as in a steam engine. 

internal ear (Vn-tûrùnNl îr) n.  See inner ear. 
internal energy (Vn-tûrùnNl HnùNr-jK) n.  Symbol U The total kinetic and 

potential energy associated with the motions and relative positions of the mole-

cules of an object, excluding the kinetic or potential energy of the object as a 

whole. An increase in internal energy results in a rise in temperature or a change 

in phase. 

in·ter·nal·ize (Vn-tûrùnN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. in·ter·nal·ized, in·ter·nal·iz·ing, 
in·ter·nal·iz·es. 1. To make internal, personal, or subjective: “Protean man inter-

nalizes the longing for immortality through an ongoing process of death and rebirth 

within himself” (Henry S. Resnik).  2. To take in and make an integral part of 

one’s attitudes or beliefs:  had internalized the cultural values of the Italians after 

three years of living in Rome.   —in·terÙnal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

internal medicine (Vn-tûrùnNl mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine that 

deals with the diagnosis and nonsurgical treatment of diseases affecting the inter-

nal organs of the body, especially in adults. 

internal respiration (Vn-tûrùnNl rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  The metabolic process 

by which living cells absorb oxygen and release carbon dioxide. 

internal rhyme (Vn-tûrùnNl rXm) n.  Rhyme that occurs within a line of verse, 

as in “the grains beyond age, the dark veins of her mother” (Dylan Thomas). 

internal secretion (Vn-tûrùnNl sV-krKùshNn) n.  A secretion that is produced by 

an endocrine gland and discharged directly into the bloodstream; a hormone. 

in·ter·na·tion·al (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. int., intl. 1. Of, relating to, or 

involving two or more nations:  an international commission; international affairs.  

2. Extending across or transcending national boundaries:  international fame.   
—  n.   also International Any of several socialist organizations of international 

scope formed during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.   —inÙter·naù-
tion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —inÙter·naùtion·al·ly adv. 

international candle (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl k4nùdl) n.  Physics. See candle (n., 

sense 2a). 

International Date Line (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl d7t lXn) n.  An imaginary line 

through the Pacific Ocean roughly corresponding to 180˚ longitude, to the east of 



which, by international agreement, the calendar date is one day earlier than to the 

west. 

in·ter·na·tion·al·ism (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The condition or qual-

ity of being international in character, principles, concern, or attitude.  2. A pol-

icy or practice of cooperation among nations, especially in politics and economic 

matters.   —inÙter·naùtion·al·ist n. 

in·ter·na·tion·al·ize (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. in·ter·na·tion·al·ized, 
in·ter·na·tion·al·iz·ing, in·ter·na·tion·al·iz·es. 1. To make international.  

2. To put under international control.   —inÙter·naÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-n4shÙN-

nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

international law (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl lô) n.  Law. A set of rules generally 

regarded and accepted as binding in relations between states and nations.  Also 

called law of nations 

international Morse code (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl môrs kod) n.  See conti-
nental code. 

International Phonetic Alphabet (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl fN-nHtùVk 4lùfN-

bHtÙ) n.  Abbr. IPA, I.P.A. A phonetic alphabet and diacritic modifiers sponsored 

by the International Phonetic Association to provide a uniform and universally 

understood system for transcribing the speech sounds of all languages. 

international pitch (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl pVch) n.  Music. A sound wave fre-

quency of 440 cycles per second, assigned to the A above middle C.  Also called 

concert pitch 

international relations (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl rV-l7ùshNnz) pl.n.  1. (used with a 

sing. verb). The branch of political science that is concerned with the foreign 

affairs of and relations among countries.  2. (used with a pl. verb). Foreign affairs; 

relations among countries. 

International style  or International Style (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl stXl) n.  An 

influential modernist style in architecture that developed in Europe and the 

United States in the 1920’s and 1930’s, characterized chiefly by regular, 

unadorned geometric forms, open interiors, and the use of glass, steel, and rein-

forced concrete. 

International System (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl sVsùtNm) n.  A complete, coherent 

system of units used for scientific work, in which the fundamental quantities are 

length, time, electric current, temperature, luminous intensity, and amount of 

substance. 

international unit (VnÙtNr-n4shùN-nNl yuùnVt) n.  Abbr. IU 1. The quantity of 

a biologically active substance, such as a hormone or vitamin, required to pro-

duce a specific response.  2. A unit of potency for similarly active substances, 

based on this quantity and accepted as an international standard. 

in·terne (VnùtûrnÙ, Vn-tûrnù) n. , v.  & adj.   Variant of intern. 



in·ter·nec·ine (VnÙtNr-nHsùKnÙ, -Vn, -nKùsXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to struggle 

within a nation, an organization, or a group.  2. Mutually destructive; ruinous or 

fatal to both sides.  3. Characterized by bloodshed or carnage.  [Latin internecX-
vus, internecXnus, destructive, from internec7re, to slaughter  : inter-, intensive 

pref.; see INTER- + nex, nec-, death; see nek-1 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: In the first edition of the American Heritage Dictionary 91

percent of the Usage Panel approved the use of internecine relating to internal

struggle within a nation or organization that did not necessarily imply fatal or

destructive conflict. The objection that had been overcome for most of the Panel

was that internecine should imply such destruction because it came from the Latin

word internecXnus, a variant of internecXvus, “fought to the death, murderous,” ul-

timately derived from nec7re, “to kill.” Inter- in this compound is simply an in-

tensive, supplying the notion of “all the way to” in the sense “fought to the death.”

Internecine in English, first recorded in 1663, indeed meant “deadly, destructive,”

but Samuel Johnson, inserting the word in his dictionary of 1755, thought that

inter- meant “mutual” and so defined it as “endeavoring mutual destruction.”

This definition set the word incorrectly on its present course, and when interne-

cine was further extended simply to mean “relating to internal struggle,” the orig-

inal error was compounded. However, the point is that the meaning of words can

be changed by mistakes and that mistaken meanings adhere to words. Only an

occasional etymologist points out that the emperor’s new clothes are patched.

in·tern·ee (VnÙtûr-nKù) n.  One who is interned or confined, especially in war-

time. 

In·ter·net (VnùtNr-nHtÙ) n.  Computer Science. A matrix of networks that con-

nects computers around the world. 

in·ter·neu·ron (VnÙtNr-ntrùmnÙ, -nytrù-) n.  A nerve cell found entirely 

within the central nervous system that acts as a link between sensory neurons and 

motor neurons.   —inÙter·neuùro·nal (-ntrùN-nNl, -nytrù-, -nt-roù-, -nyt-

) adj. 

in·ter·nist (Vn-tûrùnVst) n.  A physician specializing in internal medicine.  

[INTERN(AL MEDICINE) + -IST.]

in·tern·ment (Vn-tûrnùmNnt) n.  1. The act of interning or confining, espe-

cially in wartime.  2. The state of being interned; confinement. 

in·ter·node (VnùtNr-nodÙ) n.  A section or part between two nodes, as of a nerve 

or stem.   —inÙter·nodùal (-nodùl) adj. 

in·ter nos (VnÙtNr nosù) adv.  & adj.  Between ourselves.  [Latin  : inter, among + 

nos, us.]

in·ter·nu·cle·ar (VnÙtNr-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  Chemistry & Physics. Located 

or occurring between nuclei. 



in·ter·nun·cial (VnÙtNr-nƒnùshNl, -sK-Nl) adj.  Linking two neurons in a neu-

ronal pathway.  [INTERNUNCI(O) + -AL
1.] —inÙter·nunùcial·ly adv. 

in·ter·nun·ci·o (VnÙtNr-nƒnùsK-oÙ, -ntnù-) n.  pl. in·ter·nun·ci·os. 1. A Vati-

can diplomatic envoy or representative ranking just beneath a nuncio.  2. A mes-

senger or an agent; a go-between.  [Italian internunzio, from Latin intern7ntius, 

mediator  : inter-, inter- + n7ntius, messenger; see NUNCIO.]

in·ter·o·cep·tor (VnÙtNr-o-sHpùtNr) n.  A specialized sensory nerve receptor that 

receives and responds to stimuli originating from within the body.  [INTER(IOR) + 

(RE)CEPTOR.] —inÙter·o·cepùtive adj. 

in·ter·of·fice (VnÙtNr-ôùfVs, -mfùVs) adj.  Transmitted or taking place between 

offices, especially those of a single organization:  an interoffice memo; interoffice 

conferences. 

interp. abbr.  Interpreter. 

in·ter·per·son·al (VnÙtNr-pûrùsN-nNl) adj.  Relating to, occurring among, or 

involving several people.   —inÙter·perùson·al·ly adv. 

in·ter·phase (VnùtNr-f7zÙ) n.  The stage of a cell between two successive mitotic 

or meiotic divisions.   —inùter·phaseÙ v. 

in·ter·plan·e·tar·y (VnÙtNr-pl4nùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Existing or occurring between 

planets. 

in·ter·play (VnùtNr-pl7Ù) n.  Reciprocal action and reaction; interaction.   —  v.  

intr. in·ter·played, in·ter·play·ing, in·ter·plays. To act or react on each 

other; interact. 

in·ter·plead (VnÙtNr-plKdù) v.  intr. in·ter·plead·ed, in·ter·plead·ing, 
in·ter·pleads. Law. To submit one’s claim to the process of interpleader.  [Mid-

dle English enterpleden, from Anglo-Norman enterpleder : enter-, between (from 

Latin inter-); see INTER- + pleder, to plead (variant of Old French plaidier); see 

PLEAD.]

in·ter·plead·er (VnÙtNr-plKùdNr) n.  Law. A procedure to determine which of 

two parties making the same claim against a third party is the rightful claimant.  

[Anglo-Norman enterpleder, to interplead, interpleader. See INTERPLEAD.]

in·ter·po·late (Vn-tûrùpN-l7tÙ) v.  in·ter·po·lat·ed, in·ter·po·lat·ing, 
in·ter·po·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To insert or introduce between other elements or 

parts.  2. a. To insert (material) into a text.  b. To insert into a conversation.  See 

Synonyms at introduce.   3. To change or falsify (a text) by introducing new or 

incorrect material.  4. Mathematics. To estimate a value of (a function or series) 

between two known values.   —  v.  intr. To make insertions or additions.  [Latin 

interpol7re, interpol7t-, to touch up, refurbish, from interpolis, refurbished. See 

pel-5 in Appendix.] —in·terÙpo·laùtion n.  —in·terùpo·laÙtive adj.  

—in·terùpo·laÙtor n. 

in·ter·pose (VnÙtNr-pozù) v.  in·ter·posed, in·ter·pos·ing, in·ter·pos·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To insert or introduce between parts.  b. To place (oneself) between.   



2. To introduce or interject (a comment, for example) during discourse or a con-

versation.  See Synonyms at introduce.  3. To exert (influence or authority) in 

order to interfere or intervene:  interpose one’s veto.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come 

between.  2. To come between the parties in a dispute; intervene.  3. To insert a 

remark, a question, or an argument.  [French, from Old French interposer, to 

intervene, alteration (influenced by poser, to put, place); see POSE
1, of Latin inter-

ponere, to put between  : inter-, inter- + ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.] 
—inÙter·posùal n.  —inÙter·posùer n.  —inÙter·po·siùtion (-pN-zVshùNn) n. 

in·ter·pret (Vn-tûrùprVt) v.  in·ter·pret·ed, in·ter·pret·ing, in·ter·prets.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To explain the meaning of:  interpreted the ambassador’s remarks.  See 

Synonyms at explain.  2. To conceive the significance of; construe:  interpreted 

his smile to be an agreement; interpreted the open door as an invitation.  3. To 

present or conceptualize the meaning of by means of art or criticism.  4. To trans-

late orally.   —  v.  intr. 1. To offer an explanation.  2. To serve as an interpreter 

for speakers of different languages.  [Middle English interpreten, from Old French 

interpreter, from Latin interpret7rX, from interpres, interpret-, negotiator, 

explainer. See per-5 in Appendix.] —in·terÙpret·a·bilùi·ty, 
in·terùpret·a·ble·ness n.  —in·terùpret·a·ble adj. 

in·ter·pre·ta·tion (Vn-tûrÙprV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of interpret-

ing.  2. A result of interpreting. a. An explanation or a conceptualization by a 

critic of a work of literature, painting, music, or other art form; an exegesis.  b. A 

performer’s distinctive personal version of a song, dance, piece of music, or role; a 

rendering.    —in·terÙpre·taùtion·al adj. 

in·ter·pre·ta·tive (Vn-tûrùprV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Variant of interpretive.  
—in·terùpre·taÙtive·ly adv. 

in·ter·pret·er (Vn-tûrùprV-tNr) n.  Abbr. interp. 1. One who translates orally 

from one language into another.  2. One who gives or expounds an interpreta-

tion: “An actor is an interpreter of other men’s words, often a soul which wishes to 

reveal itself to the world” (Alec Guinness).  3. Computer Science. A program that 

translates an instruction into a machine language and executes it before proceed-

ing to the next instruction. 

in·ter·pre·tive (Vn-tûrùprV-tVv) also in·ter·pre·ta·tive (-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Relating 

to or marked by interpretation; explanatory.   —in·terùpre·tive·ly adv. 

in·ter·pu·pil·lar·y (VnÙtNr-pyuùpN-lHrÙK) adj.  Occurring between the pupils of 

the eyes:  interpupillary distance. 

in·ter·ra·cial (VnÙtNr-r7ùshNl) adj.  Relating to, involving, or representing differ-

ent races:  interracial fellowship; an interracial neighborhood. 

in·ter·re·gion·al (VnÙtNr-rKùjN-nNl) adj.  Relating to, involving, or connecting 

two or more regions:  interregional migration; interregional banking. 

in·ter·reg·num (VnÙtNr-rHgùnNm) n.  pl. in·ter·reg·nums or in·ter·reg·na (-

nN). 1. The interval of time between the end of a sovereign’s reign and the acces-



sion of a successor.  2. A period of temporary suspension of the usual functions 

of government or control.  3. A gap in continuity.  [Latin  : inter-, inter- + 

rKgnum, reign; see REIGN.] —inÙter·regùnal (-nNl) adj. 

in·ter·re·late (VnÙtNr-rV-l7tù) v.  tr. intr. in·ter·re·lat·ed, in·ter·re·lat·ing, 
in·ter·re·lates. To place in or come into mutual relationship.   
—inÙter·re·latùed·ness n.  —inÙter·re·laùtion·shipÙ n. 

in·ter·ro·bang also in·ter·a·bang (Vn-tHrùN-b4ngÙ) n.  A punctuation mark 

used especially to end a simultaneous question and exclamation.  

[INTERRO(GATION POINT) + BANG
1, exclamation point (printers’ slang).]

interrog. abbr.  Interrogative. 

in·ter·ro·gate (Vn-tHrùN-g7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ter·ro·gat·ed, in·ter·ro·gat·ing, 
in·ter·ro·gates. 1. To examine by questioning formally or officially.  See Syn-

onyms at ask.  2. Computer Science. To transmit a signal for setting off an appro-

priate response.  [Middle English enterrogate, from Latin interrog7re, interrog7t-  : 

inter-, in the presence of; see INTER- + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appendix.] 
—in·terÙro·gaùtion n.  —in·terÙro·gaùtion·al adj.  —in·terùro·gaÙtor n. 

interrogation point (Vn-tHrÙN-g7ùshNn point) n.  See question mark. 
in·ter·rog·a·tive (VnÙtN-rmgùN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. interrog. 1. Asking a question 

or being of the nature of a question:  an interrogative raising of the eyebrows.  

2. Of, relating to, or being an element or construction used to ask a question:  an 

interrogative adverb; an interrogative particle.   —  n.  1. A word or form used to 

ask a question.  2. A sentence or an expression that asks a question.   
—inÙter·rogùa·tive·ly adv. 

in·ter·rog·a·to·ry (VnÙtN-rmgùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Asking a question; of the 

nature of a question; interrogative.   —  n.  pl. in·ter·rog·a·to·ries. Law. A for-

mal or written question, as to a witness, usually requiring an answer under oath.   
—inÙter·rogùa·toÙri·ly adv. 

in·ter·rupt (VnÙtN-rƒptù) v.  in·ter·rupt·ed, in·ter·rupt·ing, in·ter·rupts.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To break the continuity or uniformity of:  Rain interrupted our base-

ball game.  2. To hinder or stop the action or discourse of (someone) by breaking 

in on:  The baby interrupted me while I was on the phone.   —  v.  intr. To break in 

on an action or discourse.   —  n.  Computer Science. 1. A signal to a computer 

that stops the execution of a running program so that another action can be per-

formed.  2. A circuit that conveys a signal stopping the execution of a running 

program.  [Middle English interrupten, from Old French interrupte, interrupted, 

from Latin interruptus, past participle of interrumpere, to break off  : inter-, inter- 

+ rumpere, to break; see reup- in Appendix.] —inÙter·ruptùi·ble adj.  

—inÙter·rupùtion n.  —inÙter·rupùtive adj. 

in·ter·rupt·er (VnÙtN-rƒpùtNr) n.  1. One that interrupts:  an inveterate inter-

rupter of other people’s conversations.  2. Electronics. A device that periodically and 

automatically opens and closes an electric circuit, producing pulses. 



in·ter·scho·las·tic (VnÙtNr-skN-l4sùtVk) adj.  Existing or conducted between or 

among schools.   —inÙter·scho·lasùti·cal·ly adv. 

in·ter se (VnÙtNr sKù, s7ù) adv.  & adj.  Between or among themselves.  [Latin  : 

inter, between + sK, themselves.]

in·ter·sect (VnÙtNr-sHktù) v.  in·ter·sect·ed, in·ter·sect·ing, in·ter·sects.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cut across or through:  The path intersects the park.  2. To form an 

intersection with; cross:  The road intersects the highway a mile from here.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To cut across or overlap each other:  circles intersecting on a graph.  2. To 

form an intersection; cross:  These two fences intersect at the creek.  [Latin 

intersec7re, intersect-  : inter-, inter- + sec7re, to cut; see sek- in Appendix.]

in·ter·sec·tion (VnÙtNr-sHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. int. 1. The act, process, or result of 

intersecting.  2.  (also VnùtNr-sHkÙ-) A place where things intersect, especially a 

place where two or more roads cross.  3. Mathematics. a. The point or locus of 

points where one line, surface, or solid crosses another.  b. A set that contains ele-

ments shared by two or more given sets.  

in·ter·ses·sion (VnùtNr-sHshÙNn) n.  The time between two academic sessions or 

semesters.   —inÙter·sesùsion·al adj. 

in·ter·sex (VnùtNr-sHksÙ) n.  Biology. An intersexual individual. 

in·ter·sex·u·al (VnÙtNr-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Existing or occurring between the 

sexes.  2. Biology. Having sexual characteristics intermediate between those of a 

typical male and a typical female.   —inÙter·sexÙu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  

—inÙter·sexùu·al·ly adv. 

in·ter·space (VnÙtNr-sp7sù) v.  tr. in·ter·spaced, in·ter·spac·ing, 
in·ter·spac·es. To make or occupy a space between.   —  n.  (VnùtNr-sp7sÙ) A 

space between two things; an interval.   —inÙter·spaùtial (-sp7ùshNl) adj. 

in·ter·spe·cif·ic (VnÙtNr-spV-sVfùVk) adj.  Arising or occurring between species. 

in·ter·sperse (VnÙtNr-spûrsù) v.  tr. in·ter·spersed, in·ter·spers·ing, 
in·ter·spers·es. 1. To distribute among other things at intervals:  interspersed red 

and blue tiles on the walls; intersperse praise with constructive criticism.  2. To sup-

ply or diversify with things distributed at intervals:  interspersed lamp fixtures on 

the large ceiling; a newspaper section that was interspersed with advertisements.  

[From Latin interspergere, interspers-  : inter-, inter- + spargere, to scatter.] 
—inÙter·spersùed·ly (-spûrùsVd-lK) adv.  —inÙter·sperùsion (-spûrùzhNn, -

shNn) n. 

in·ter·state (VnùtNr-st7tÙ) adj.  Involving, existing between, or connecting two 

or more states.   —  n.  Abbr. I One of a system of highways extending between 

and connecting the major cities of the 48 contiguous United States. 

in·ter·stel·lar (VnÙtNr-stHlùNr) adj.  Between or among the stars:  interstellar 

gases. 

in·ter·stice (Vn-tûrùstVs) n.  pl. in·ter·stic·es (-stV-sKzÙ, -sVz). A space, especially 

a small or narrow one, between things or parts: “There is a gleam of luminous gold, 



where the sinking western sun has found a first direct interstice in the clouds” (John 

Fowles).  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin interstitium, from *inter-

stitus, past participle of intersistere, to pause, make a break  : inter-, inter- + sistere, 

to cause to stand, set up; see st7- in Appendix.]

in·ter·sti·tial (VnÙtNr-stVshùNl) adj.  1. Relating to, occurring in, or affecting 

interstices.  2. Anatomy. Relating to or situated in the small, narrow spaces 

between tissues or parts of an organ:  interstitial cells; interstitial fluid.   
—inÙter·stiùtial·ly adv. 

in·ter·tex·ture (VnÙtNr-tHksùchNr) n.  1. The act of interweaving or the state of 

being interwoven.  2. Something interwoven.  [From Latin intertextus, past parti-

ciple of intertexere, to interweave  : inter, inter- + texere, to weave; see TEXT.]

in·ter·tid·al (VnÙtNr-tXdùl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the region between the 

high tide mark and the low tide mark.   —inÙter·tidùal·ly adv. 

in·ter·tri·bal (VnÙtNr-trXùbNl) adj.  Existing or occurring between tribes. 

in·ter·trop·i·cal (VnÙtNr-trmpùV-kNl) adj.  1. Between or within the tropics.  

2. Of or relating to the tropics. 

in·ter·twine (VnÙtNr-twXnù) v.  tr. intr. in·ter·twined, in·ter·twin·ing, 
in·ter·twines. To join or become joined by twining together.   —inÙter·twineù-
ment n. 

in·ter·twist (VnÙtNr-twVstù) v.  tr. intr. in·ter·twist·ed, in·ter·twist·ing, 
in·ter·twists. To intertwine. 

in·ter·ur·ban (VnÙtNr-ûrùbNn) adj.  Relating to or connecting urban areas:  an 

interurban railroad. 

in·ter·val (VnùtNr-vNl) n.  Abbr. int. 1. A space between two objects, points, or 

units.  2. The amount of time between two specified instants, events, or states.  

3. Mathematics. A set of numbers consisting of all the numbers between a pair of 

given numbers.  4. Mathematics. A set of numbers consisting of all the numbers 

between a pair of given numbers and including the endpoints.  Also called closed 

interval 5. Mathematics. A set of numbers consisting of all the numbers between a 

pair of given numbers but not including the endpoints.  Also called open interval 

6. Mathematics. A line segment representing all the numbers between a pair of 

given numbers and including one, both, or neither of the endpoints.  7. Chiefly 

British. An intermission, as between acts of a play.  8. Music. The difference in 

pitch between two tones.  [Middle English intervalle, from Old French, from 

Latin intervallum : inter-, inter- + vallum, rampart.] —inÙter·valùic, 
inÙter·valùlic (-v4lùVk)  adj. 

in·ter·vale (VnùtNr-vNl) n.  New England. A tract of low-lying land, especially 

along a river.  [Variant (influenced by VALE
1), of INTERVAL.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Intervale is among the distinctive New England terms

mapped by Hans Kurath in the Linguistic Atlas of New England in the 1940’s. How-



ever, by the time the Dictionary of American Regional English surveyed the New

England states 20 years later, says Craig M. Carver, author of American Regional

Dialects, only three of the dozens of New England informants used the word in-

tervale to indicate a “tract of low-lying land, especially along a river.” The word

was common in New England at one time because so many settlements were made

along the rivers, where the land was more fertile and the towns were accessible by

water.

in·ter·vene (VnÙtNr-vKnù) v.  intr. in·ter·vened, in·ter·ven·ing, in·ter·venes. 
1. To come, appear, or lie between two things:  You can’t see the lake from there 

because the house intervenes.  2. To come or occur between two periods or points 

of time:  A year intervened between the two dynasties.  3. To occur as an extraneous 

or unplanned circumstance:  He would have his degree by now if his laziness hadn’t 

intervened.  4. a. To come in or between so as to hinder or alter an action:  inter-

vened to prevent a fight.  b. To interfere, usually through force or threat of force, 

in the affairs of another nation.   5. Law. To enter into a suit as a third party for 

one’s own interests.  [Latin intervenXre : inter-, inter- + venXre, to come; see gw7- 
in Appendix.] —inÙter·veùnor, inÙter·venùer n.  —inÙter·venùtion (-

vHnùshNn) n.  —inÙter·venùtion·al adj. 

in·ter·ven·tion·ism (VnÙtNr-vHnùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  The policy or practice of 

intervening in the affairs of another sovereign state.   —inÙter·venùtion·ist n. 

in·ter·ver·te·bral (VnÙtNr-vûrùtN-brNl, -vûr-tKù-) adj.  Located between verte-

brae.   —inÙter·verùte·bral·ly adv. 

intervertebral disk (VnÙtNr-vûrùtN-brNl dVsk) n.  A broad disk of fibrocarti-

lage situated between adjacent vertebrae of the spinal column. 

in·ter·view (VnùtNr-vyuÙ) n.  Abbr. int. 1. A formal meeting in person, espe-

cially one arranged for the assessment of the qualifications of an applicant.  

2. a. A conversation, such as one conducted by a reporter, in which facts or state-

ments are elicited from another.  b. An account or a reproduction of such a con-

versation.   3. Informal. An interviewee: “I had been warned that [he] was a tough 

interview—that he doled out flip answers... to questions he was tired of being asked” 

(David Roberts).   —  v.  in·ter·viewed, in·ter·view·ing, in·ter·views.  —  v.  

tr. To obtain an interview from.   —  v.  intr. To have an interview:  interviewed 

with a publishing company.  [French entrevue, from Old French, from feminine 

past participle of entrevoir, to see  : entre-, between (from Latin inter-); see INTER- 

+ voir, to see (from Latin vidKre); see weid- in Appendix.] —inùter·viewÙa·ble 
adj.  —inÙter·view·eeù n.  —inùter·viewÙer n. 

in·ter vi·vos (VnÙtNr vKùvosÙ, vXù-) adj.  Law. Between living persons:  an inter 

vivos trust.  [Latin  : inter, among + vivos, pl. of vivus, a living being.]

in·ter·vo·cal·ic (VnÙtNr-vo-k4lùVk) adj.  Occurring between vowels. 



in·ter·weave (VnÙtNr-wKvù) v.  in·ter·wove (-wovù), in·ter·wo·ven (-

woùvNn), inter·weav·ing, inter·weaves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To weave together.  

2. To blend together; intermix.   —  v.  intr. To intertwine. 

in·tes·tate (Vn-tHsùt7tÙ, -tVt) Law. adj.  1. Having made no legal will:  an intestate 

parent.  2. Not disposed of by a legal will:  intestate lands.   —  n.  One who dies 

without a legal will.  [Middle English, from Old French intestat, from Latin 

intest7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + test7tus, testate, from past participle of test7rX, to 

make a will; see TESTAMENT.] —in·tesùta·cy (-tN-sK) n. 

in·tes·ti·nal (Vn-tHsùtN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting the intestine:  the 

intestinal wall; intestinal bacteria.   —in·tesùti·nal·ly adv. 

intestinal fortitude (Vn-tHsùtN-nNl fôrùtV-tudÙ) n.  Courage; endurance. 

in·tes·tine (Vn-tHsùtVn) n.  The portion of the alimentary canal extending from 

the stomach to the anus and, in human beings and other mammals, consisting of 

two segments, the small intestine and the large intestine. Often used in the plural.   
—  adj.  Internal; civil:  the intestine affairs of the nation.  [Middle English, from 

Old French intestin, from Latin intestXna, intestines, from neuter pl. of intestXnus, 

internal, from intus, within. See en in Appendix.]

in·thrall (Vn-thrôlù) v.  Variant of enthrall. 
in·throne (Vn-thronù) v.  Variant of enthrone. 
in·ti (VnùtK) n.  A former unit of currency in Peru.  [American Spanish, from Que-

chua, sun.]

in·ti·ma (VnùtN-mN) n.  pl. in·ti·mae (-mKÙ)  or in·ti·mas. Anatomy. The inner-

most membrane of an organ or a part, especially the inner lining of a lymphatic 

vessel, an artery, or a vein.  [Latin, from feminine of intimus, innermost. See en 

in Appendix.] —inùti·mal adj. 

in·ti·ma·cy (VnùtN-mN-sK) n.  pl. in·ti·ma·cies. 1. The condition of being inti-

mate.  2. An instance of being intimate. 

in·ti·mae (VnùtN-mKÙ) n.  Anatomy. A plural of intima. 
in·ti·mate1 (VnùtN-mVt) adj.  1. Marked by close acquaintance, association, or 

familiarity.  See Synonyms at familiar.  2. Relating to or indicative of one’s deep-

est nature:  intimate prayers.  3. Essential; innermost:  the intimate structure of 

matter.  4. Marked by informality and privacy:  an intimate nightclub.  5. Very 

personal; private:  an intimate letter.  6. Of or involved in a sexual relationship.   
—  n.  A close friend or confidant.  [Latin intim7tus, past participle of intim7re, 

to make familiar with. See INTIMATE
2.] —inùti·mate·ly adv.  —inùti·mate·ness 

n. 

in·ti·mate2 (VnùtN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. in·ti·mat·ed, in·ti·mat·ing, in·ti·mates. 1. To 

make known subtly and indirectly; hint.  See Synonyms at suggest.  2. To 

announce; proclaim.  [Latin intim7re, intim7t-, to make known, from intimus, 

innermost. See en in Appendix.] —inùti·matÙer n.  —inÙti·maùtion n. 



in·time (4N-tKmù) adj.  Intimate; private:  an intime dining corner.  [French, from 

Old French, from Latin intimus, innermost. See INTIMATE
2.]

in·tim·i·date (Vn-tVmùV-d7tÙ) v.  tr. in·tim·i·dat·ed, in·tim·i·dat·ing, 
in·tim·i·dates. 1. To make timid; fill with fear.  2. To coerce or inhibit by or as if 

by threats.  [Medieval Latin intimid7re, intimid7t-  : Latin in-, in, into; see IN-2 + 

Medieval Latin timid7re, to be timorous, to frighten (from Latin timidus, timid); 

see TIMID.] —in·timùi·datÙing·ly adv.  —in·timÙi·daùtion n.  —in·timùi·daÙ-
tor n.  

SYNONYMS: intimidate, browbeat, bulldoze, cow, bully, bludgeon. These verbs

all mean to frighten into submission, compliance, or acquiescence. Intimidate im-

plies the presence or operation of a fear-inspiring force that compels one to or

keeps one from action: felt intimidated by his opponent’s power and prestige. “It

[atomic energy] may intimidate the human race into bringing order into its inter-

national affairs, which, without the pressure of fear, it would not do” (Albert Ein-

stein). Browbeat suggests the persistent application of highhanded, disdainful, or

imperious tactics: refused to be browbeaten and insulted; browbeating a witness.

Bulldoze connotes the leveling of all spirit of opposition, as through the use of

threats: couldn’t be bulldozed into hiring a less than acceptable candidate for the job.

Cow implies treatment that brings about an abject state of timorousness and often

demoralization: submissive children can be cowed by a look of disapproval. To bully

is to intimidate through blustering, domineering, or threatening behavior: The

strikers were bullied into dropping their demands. Bludgeon suggests the use of

grossly aggressive or combative methods: had to be bludgeoned into fulfilling his

responsibilities. See also Synonyms at threaten

in·tinc·tion (Vn-tVngkùshNn) n.  Ecclesiastical. The administration of the Eucha-

rist by dipping the host into the wine and thus offering both simultaneously to 

the communicant.  [Late Latin intXnctio, intXnction-, a dipping in, from Latin 

intinctus, past participle of intingere, to dip in  : in-, in; see IN-2 + tingere, to 

moisten.]

in·tine (VnùtKnÙ) n.  The innermost wall of a spore or pollen grain.  Also called 

endosporium [German, from Latin intus, within. See en in Appendix.]

in·tit·ule (Vn-tVchùul) v.  tr. in·tit·uled, in·tit·ul·ing, in·tit·ules. Chiefly Brit-

ish. To give a designation or title to (a legislative act, for example).  [Middle 

English entitelen, intitulen, from Old French intituler, from Late Latin intitul7re : 

Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Late Latin titul7re, to entitle (from Latin titulus, title).]

intl. abbr.  International. 

in·to (Vnùtu) prep.  1. To the inside or interior of:  went into the house.  2. a. To 

the activity or occupation of:  recent college graduates who go into banking.  b. To 

the condition, state, or form of:  dishes breaking into pieces; changed into a butter-



fly.  c. So as to be in or be included in:  parties entering into an agreement; wrote a 

new character into the play.  d. Informal. Interested in or involved with:  They are 

into vegetarianism.   3. To a point within the limits of a period of time or extent of 

space:  well into the week.  4. In the direction of; toward:  looked into the distance; 

pointed into the sky.  5. Against:  crashed into a tree.  6. As a divisor of:  The num-

ber 3 goes into 9 three times. 

in·tol·er·a·ble (Vn-tmlùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to tolerate or endure; unbear-

able:  intolerable agony.   —in·tolÙer·a·bilùi·ty, in·tolùer·a·ble·ness n.  

—in·tolùer·a·bly adv. 

in·tol·er·ance (Vn-tmlùNr-Nns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being intoler-

ant; lack of tolerance.  2. Medicine. Extreme sensitivity or allergy to a drug, food, 

or other substance:  lactose intolerance. 

in·tol·er·ant (Vn-tmlùNr-Nnt) adj.  Not tolerant, especially: a. Unwilling to toler-

ate differences in opinions or beliefs, especially religious beliefs.  b. Unable or 

unwilling to endure or support:  intolerant of interruptions.    —in·tolùer·ant·ly 
adv. 

in·to·nate (VnùtN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. in·to·nat·ed, in·to·nat·ing, in·to·nates. 1. To 

intone.  2. To utter with a particular tone of voice:  pleas that were intonated with 

desperation.  [Medieval Latin inton7re, inton7t-. See INTONE.]

in·to·na·tion (VnÙtN-n7ùshNn, -to-) n.  1. a. The act of intoning or chanting.  

b. An intoned utterance.   2. A manner of producing or uttering tones, especially 

with regard to accuracy of pitch.  3. Linguistics. The use of changing pitch to con-

vey syntactic information:  a questioning intonation.  4. A use of pitch characteris-

tic of a speaker or dialect: “He could hear authority, the old parish intonation 

coming back into his voice” (Graham Greene).  5. Music. The opening phrase of a 

plainsong composition sung as a solo part.   —inÙto·naùtion·al adj. 

in·tone (Vn-tonù) v.  in·toned, in·ton·ing, in·tones.  —  v.  tr. 1. To recite in a 

singing tone.  2. To utter in a monotone.   —  v.  intr. 1. To speak with a singing 

tone or with a particular intonation.  2. Music. To sing a plainsong intonation.  

[Middle English entonen, from Old French entoner, from Medieval Latin 

inton7re : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Latin tonus, tone; see TONE.] —in·toneùment 
n.  —in·tonùer n. 

in to·to (Vn toùto) adv.  Totally; altogether:  recommendations that were adopted 

in toto.  [Latin  : in, in + toto, ablative of totus, all.]

in·tox·i·cant (Vn-tmkùsV-kNnt) n.  An agent that intoxicates, especially an alco-

holic beverage.   —in·toxùi·cant adj. 

in·tox·i·cate (Vn-tmkùsV-k7tÙ) v.  in·tox·i·cat·ed, in·tox·i·cat·ing, 
in·tox·i·cates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stupefy or excite, as by the action of a chemical 

substance such as alcohol.  2. To stimulate or excite: “a man whom life intoxicates, 

who has no need of wine” (Anaïs Nin).  3. To poison.   —  v.  intr. To cause stupe-

faction, stimulation, or excitement by or as if by use of a chemical substance: 



“The notion of Holy War is showing that it has not yet lost all its power to intoxicate 

and to inflame” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  [Middle English, to poison, from Medi-

eval Latin intoxic7re, intoxic7t-  : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Late Latin toxic7re, to 

smear with poison (from Latin toxicum, poison); see TOXIC.] 
—in·toxùi·catÙing·ly adv.  —in·toxÙi·caùtion n.  —in·toxùi·caÙtive adj.  

—in·toxùi·caÙtor n. 

intr. abbr.  Abbr. Grammar Intransitive. 

intra- pref.  Within:  intraocular.  [Late Latin intr7-, from Latin intr7. See en in 

Appendix.]

in·tra-ar·te·ri·al (VnÙtrN-är-tîrùK-Nl) adj.  Within arteries or an artery:  an intra-

arterial injection.   —inÙtra-ar·teùri·al·ly adv. 

in·tra-a·tom·ic (VnÙtrN-N-tmmùVk) adj.  Within an atom. 

in·tra·car·di·ac (VnÙtrN-kärùdK-4kÙ) adj.  Within the heart. 

in·tra·cel·lu·lar (VnÙtrN-sHlùyN-lNr) adj.  Occurring or situated within a cell or 

cells:  intracellular fluid.   —inÙtra·celùlu·lar·ly adv. 

In·tra·coas·tal Waterway (VnÙtrN-kosùtNl wôùtNr-w7Ù)  A system of artificial 

and natural channels and canals along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the eastern 

and southeast United States. It includes the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and 

the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and affords sheltered passage for commercial and 

pleasure craft. 

in·tra·cer·e·bral (VnÙtrN-sN-rKùbrNl, -sHrùN-) adj.  Occurring or situated within 

the cerebrum:  an intracerebral hemorrhage.   —inÙtra·cer·eùbral·ly adv. 

in·tra·cra·ni·al (VnÙtrN-kr7ùnK-Nl) adj.  Occurring or situated within the cra-

nium.   —inÙtra·craùni·al·ly adv. 

in·trac·ta·ble (Vn-tr4kùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Difficult to manage or govern; stubborn.  

See Synonyms at unruly.  2. Difficult to mold or manipulate:  intractable materi-

als.  3. Difficult to alleviate, remedy, or cure:  intractable pain.   
—in·tracÙta·bilùi·ty, in·tracùta·ble·ness n.  —in·tracùta·bly adv. 

in·tra·cu·ta·ne·ous (VnÙtrN-kyu-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Within the skin; intrader-

mal.   —inÙtra·cu·taùne·ous·ly adv. 

in·tra·day (VnùtrN-d7Ù) adj.  Occurring within a single day. 

in·tra·der·mal (VnÙtrN-dûrùmNl) adj.  Within or between the layers of the skin:  

an intradermal injection.   —inÙtra·derùmal·ly adv. 

intradermal test (VnÙtrN-dûrùmNl tHst) n.  A test for hypersensitivity or allergy 

in which a small amount of the suspected allergen is injected into the skin. 

in·tra·dos (VnùtrN-dmsÙ, -doÙ, Vn-tr7ùdmsÙ, -dosÙ) n.  pl. in·tra·dos (-dozÙ)  or 

in·tra·dos·es (-dmsÙVz). Architecture. The inner curve of an arch.  [French  : 

intra-, within (from Late Latin intr7-); see INTRA- + dos, back (from Old French, 

from Latin dorsum).]

in·tra·ga·lac·tic (VnÙtrN-gN-l4kùtVk) adj.  Occurring or situated within the space 

of a galaxy. 



in·tra·lin·gual (VnÙtrN-lVngùgwNl) adj.  Of or relating to a single language. 

in·tra·mo·lec·u·lar (VnÙtrN-mN-lHkùyN-lNr) adj.  Within a molecule.   
—inÙtra·mo·lecùu·lar·ly adv. 

in·tra·mu·ral (VnÙtrN-mytrùNl) adj.  1. Existing or carried on within the 

bounds of an institution, especially a school:  intramural athletics.  2. Anatomy. 

Occurring or situated within the wall of a cavity or an organ.   
—inÙtra·muùral·ly adv. 

in·tra·mus·cu·lar (VnÙtrN-mƒsùkyN-lNr) adj.  Within a muscle:  an intramuscu-

lar injection.   —inÙtra·musùcu·lar·ly adv. 

in·tra·na·sal (VnÙtrN-n7ùzNl) adj.  Within the nose.   —inÙtra·naùsal·ly adv. 

in·tran·si·gent also in·tran·si·geant (Vn-tr4nùsN-jNnt, -zN-) adj.  Refusing to 

moderate a position, especially an extreme position; uncompromising.  [French 

intransigeant, from Spanish intransigente : in-, not (from Latin); see IN-1 + transi-

gente, present participle of transigir, to compromise (from Latin tr7nsigere, to 

come to an agreement  : tr7ns-, trans- + agere, to drive); see ag- in Appendix.] 
—in·tranùsi·gence, in·tranùsi·gen·cy n.  —in·tranùsi·gent n.  

—in·tranùsi·gent·ly adv. 

in·tran·si·tive (Vn-tr4nùsV-tVv, -zV-) Grammar. adj.  Abbr. intr., int., i. Designat-

ing a verb or verb construction that does not require or cannot take a direct 

object, as run or sleep.   —  n.  An intransitive verb.   —in·tranùsi·tive·ly adv.  

—in·tranùsi·tive·ness n. 

in·tra·nu·cle·ar (VnÙtrN-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  Situated or occurring within 

the nucleus of an atom or a cell. 

in·tra·oc·u·lar (VnÙtrN-mkùyN-lNr) adj.  Situated or occurring within the eyeball:  

intraocular pressure. 

in·tra·per·son·al (VnÙtrN-pûrùsN-nNl) adj.  Existing or occurring within the 

individual self or mind.   —inÙtra·perùson·al·ly adv. 

in·tra·pre·neur (VnÙtrN-prN-nûrù) n.  A person within a large corporation who 

takes direct responsibility for turning an idea into a profitable finished product 

through assertive risk-taking and innovation.  [intra(corporate) + (ENTRE)PRE-

NEUR.] —inÙtra·pre·neurùi·al adj.  —inÙtra·pre·neurùi·al·ism n.  

—inÙtra·pre·neurùi·al·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: The word entrepreneur is more than 150 years old, having

come into English from French in 1828. But it is not until very recently that we

find its intracorporate counterpart, intrapreneur, meaning “a person within a

large corporation who takes direct responsibility for turning an idea into a prof-

itable finished product through assertive risk-taking and innovation.” This coin-

age is generally attributed to management consultant Gifford Pinchot, author of

the 1985 book entitled Intrapreneuring; others insist its true originator was Nor-

man Macrae, deputy editor of the Economist, although Macrae himself denies it.



Still, whatever its exact source, in the scant number of years since its inception the

term intrapreneur has gained currency very quickly. It has also given rise to various

derivatives, such as the aforementioned gerund intrapreneuring, the noun intra-

preneurship (as in a September 30, 1985, interview with Stephen Jobs in Newsweek:

“The Macintosh team was what is commonly known as intrapreneurship—only

a few years before the term was coined—a group of people going in essence back

to the garage, but in a large company”), the adjective intrapreneurial, and another

noun, intrapreneurialism (“what has become known as intrapreneurialism, where

people within the corporation acquire more adventurous small business out-

looks,” by Ian Hamilton-Fazy in “An Uneasy Co-existence,” Financial Times, Oc-

tober 23, 1984). Broad use of a word and the development of numerous deriva-

tives are strong signals predicting staying power within the language. Intrapreneur

and its spinoffs are of particular interest to etymologists and lexicographers be-

cause they illustrate the constant changes inherent in a living language.

in·tra·psy·chic (VnÙtrN-sXùkVk) adj.  Existing or taking place within the mind or 

psyche:  intrapsychic conflict.   —inÙtra·psyùchi·cal·ly adv. 

in·tra·spe·cif·ic (VnÙtrN-spV-sVfùVk) also in·tra·spe·cies (-spKùshKz, -sKz) adj.  

Arising or occurring within a species:  intraspecific competition. 

in·tra·state (VnÙtrN-st7tù) adj.  Relating to or existing within the boundaries of a 

state. 

in·tra·u·ter·ine (VnÙtrN-yuùtNr-Vn, -tN-rXnÙ) adj.  Occurring or situated within 

the uterus. 

intrauterine device (VnÙtrN-yuùtNr-Vn dV-vXsù) n.  Abbr. IUD A birth control 

device, such as a plastic or metallic loop, ring, or spiral, that is inserted into the 

uterus to prevent implantation. 

in·tra·va·sa·tion (Vn-tr4vÙN-s7ùshNn) n.  Pathology. Entry of foreign matter 

into a blood vessel.  [INTRA- + (EXTRA)VASATION.]

in·tra·vas·cu·lar (VnÙtrN-v4sùkyN-lNr) adj.  Within blood vessels or a blood ves-

sel.   —inÙtra·vasùcu·lar·ly adv. 

in·tra·ve·nous (VnÙtrN-vKùnNs) adj.  Abbr. IV Within or administered into a 

vein.   —  n.  A drug, nutrient solution, or other substance administered into a 

vein.   —inÙtra·veùnous·ly adv. 

in·tra·vi·tal (VnÙtrN-vXtùl) adj.  Occurring in or performed on a living organism:  

intravital staining techniques.   —inÙtra·viùtal·ly adv. 

in·treat (Vn-trKtù) v.  Variant of entreat. 
in·trench (Vn-trHnchù) v.  Variant of entrench. 
in·trep·id (Vn-trHpùVd) adj.  Resolutely courageous; fearless.  See Synonyms at 

brave.  [Latin intrepidus : in-, not; see IN-1 + trepidus, alarmed.] 
—inÙtre·pidùi·ty (-trN-pVdùV-tK), in·trepùid·ness n.  —in·trepùid·ly adv. 



in·tri·ca·cy (VnùtrV-kN-sK) n.  pl. in·tri·ca·cies. 1. The condition or quality of 

being intricate; complexity.  2. Something intricate:  the intricacies of a census 

form. 

in·tri·cate (VnùtrV-kVt) adj.  1. Having many complexly arranged elements; elab-

orate.  See Synonyms at elaborate.  2. Solvable or comprehensible only with 

painstaking effort.  See Synonyms at complex.  [Middle English, from Latin 

intrXc7tus, past participle of intrXc7re, to entangle, perplex  : in-, in; see IN-2 + trX-
cae, perplexities, wiles.] —inùtri·cate·ly adv.  —inùtri·cate·ness n. 

in·trigue (VnùtrKgÙ, Vn-trKgù) n.  1. a. A secret or underhand scheme; a plot.  

b. The practice of or involvement in such schemes.  See Synonyms at conspir-
acy.   2. A clandestine love affair.   —  v.  in·trigued, in·trigu·ing, in·trigues 

(Vn-trKgù).  —  v.  intr. To engage in secret or underhand schemes; plot.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To effect by secret scheming or plotting.  2. To arouse the interest or curiosity 

of:  Hibernation has long intrigued biologists.  [Probably from French intriguer, to 

plot, from Italian intrigare, to plot, from Latin intrXc7re, to entangle. See INTRI-

CATE.] —in·triguùer n.  —inùtriguÙing·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: The introduction of the verb intrigue to mean “to arouse the

interest or curiosity of” was initially resisted by writers on usage as an unneeded

French substitute for available English words such as interest, fascinate, or puzzle,

but it now appears to be well established. Seventy-eight percent of the Usage Panel

accepts it in the sentence The special-quota idea intrigues some legislators, who have

asked a Washington think tank to evaluate it, whereas only 52 percent accepted it

in a 1968 survey.

in·trin·sic (Vn-trVnùzVk, -sVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the essential nature of a 

thing; inherent.  2. Anatomy. Situated within or belonging solely to the organ or 

body part on which it acts. Used of certain nerves and muscles.  [Middle English 

intrinsique, inner, from Old French intrinseque, from Late Latin intrXnsecus, 

inward, from Latin, inwardly. See en in Appendix.] —in·trinùsi·cal·ly adv. 

intrinsic factor (Vn-trVnùzVk f4kùtNr) n.  A substance that is secreted by the gas-

tric mucous membrane and is essential for the absorption of vitamin B12 in the 

intestines. 

in·tro (VnùtroÙ) n.  pl. in·tros. Informal. An introduction. 

intro. abbr.  Introductory. 

intro- pref.  1. In; into:  introjection.  2. Inward:  introvert.  [Latin, from intro, to 

the inside. See en in Appendix.]

in·tro·duce (VnÙtrN-dusù, -dyusù) v.  tr. in·tro·duced, in·tro·duc·ing, 
in·tro·duc·es. 1. a. To present (someone) by name to another in order to estab-

lish an acquaintance.  b. To present (a performer, for example) to the public for 

the first time.   2. To bring forward (a plan, for example) for consideration.  3. To 



provide (someone) with a beginning knowledge or first experience of something:  

introduced me to weightlifting.  4. a. To bring in and establish in a new place or 

environment:  exotic plants that had been introduced from the jungle.  b. To bring 

into currency, use, or practice; originate:  introduced the new product in several test 

markets; introduced the tango into their circle of friends.   5. To put inside or into; 

insert or inject.  6. To open or begin; preface:  introduced the slide show with an 

orienting talk.  [Middle English introducen, to bring into, from Latin introd7cere : 

intro-, within; see en in Appendix + d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] 
—inÙtro·ducùer n.  —inÙtro·ducùi·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: introduce, insert, interject, interlard, interpolate, interpose. The

central meaning shared by these verbs is “to put or set a person or thing into,

between, or among others”: introduce suspense into a novel; insert a letter into an

envelope; interject a comment into a conversation; interlarded her thesis with Latin

expressions; interpolated a transitional passage into the text; interposed himself be-

tween the scrapping boys. See also Synonyms at broach1

in·tro·duc·tion (VnÙtrN-dƒkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of introducing or 

the state of being introduced.  2. A means, such as a personal letter, of presenting 

one person to another.  3. Something recently introduced; an innovation: “He 

loathed a fork; it is a modern introduction which has still scarcely reached common 

people” (D.H. Lawrence).  4. Something spoken, written, or otherwise presented 

in beginning or introducing something, especially: a. A preface, as to a book.  

b. Music. A short preliminary movement in a larger work.  c. A basic introduc-

tory text or course of study.   [Middle English introduccioun, from Old French 

introduction, from Latin introductio, introduction-, from introductus, past partici-

ple of introd7cere, to bring in. See INTRODUCE.]

in·tro·duc·to·ry (VnÙtrN-dƒkùtN-rK) adj.  Abbr. intro. 1. Of, relating to, or con-

stituting an introduction.  2. Serving to introduce.  See Synonyms at prelimi-
nary.  —inÙtro·ducùto·ri·ly adv. 

in·tro·gres·sion (VnÙtrN-grHshùNn) n.  Infiltration of the genes of one species 

into the gene pool of another through repeated backcrossing of an interspecific 

hybrid with one of its parents.  [From Latin introgressus, past participle of intro-

gredX, to step in  : intro-, intro- + gradX, to step; see INGRESS.] —inÙtro·gresùsive 
(-grHsùVv) adj. 

in·tro·it also In·tro·it (VnùtroÙVt, -troitÙ, Vn-troùVt) n.  1. A hymn or psalm sung 

when the ministers enter at the opening of a service, especially in the Anglican 

Church.  2. Roman Catholic Church. The beginning of the Mass, usually consist-

ing of a psalm verse, an antiphon, and the Gloria Patri.  [Middle English, introit 

of the Mass, from Old French introite, from Medieval Latin introitus, sung pas-

sage at entrance of celebrant, from Latin introitus, entrance, from past participle 



of introXre, to enter  : intro-, in; see en in Appendix + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appen-

dix.]

in·tro·ject (VnÙtrN-jektù) v.  tr. Psychiatry. To incorporate (characteristics of a 

person or an object) into one’s own psyche unconsciously.  [Back-formation from 

INTROJECTION, from German Introjektion : Latin intro-, intro- + Latin -iectio, -iec-

tion-, throwing (from iactus, past participle of iacere, to throw); see INJECT.] 
—inÙtro·jecùtion n. 

in·tro·mis·sion (VnÙtrN-mVshùNn) n.  The act or process of intromitting; intro-

duction or admission.  [Medieval Latin intromissio, intromission-, usurpation, 

from Latin intromissus, past participle of intromittere, to intromit. See INTROMIT.] 
—inÙtro·misùsive (-mVsùVv) adj. 

in·tro·mit (VnÙtrN-mVtù) v.  tr. in·tro·mit·ted, in·tro·mit·ting, in·tro·mits. To 

cause or permit to enter; introduce or admit.  [Middle English intromitten, to deal 

illegally with others, from Latin intromittere, to send in, let into  : intro-, in; see 

en in Appendix + mittere, to send.] —inÙtro·mitùtent adj.  —inÙtro·mitùter n. 

in·tron (Vnùtrmn) n.  A segment of a gene situated between axons that does not 

function in coding for protein synthesis.  [intragenic, occurring within a gene 

(INTRA- + GENIC) + -ON
1.]

in·trorse (VnùtrôrsÙ) adj.  Botany. Facing inward; turned toward the axis. Used 

especially of anthers.  [Latin introrsus, contraction of introversus, inwards  : intro-

, to the inside; see en in Appendix + versus, past participle of vertere, to turn; see 

wer-2 in Appendix.]

in·tro·spect (VnùtrN-spHktÙ, VnÙtrN-spHktù) v.  intr. in·tro·spect·ed, 
in·tro·spect·ing, in·tro·spects. To engage in introspection.  [Latin introspicere, 

introspect-, to look into  : intro-, within; see en in Appendix + specere, to look at; 

see spek- in Appendix.] —inÙtro·specùtive adj.  —inÙtro·specùtive·ly adv.  

—inÙtro·specùtive·ness n. 

in·tro·spec·tion (VnÙtrN-spHkùshNn) n.  Contemplation of one’s own thoughts, 

feelings, and sensations; self-examination.   —inÙtro·specùtion·al adj. 

in·tro·ver·sion (VnÙtrN-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. The act or process of introvert-

ing or the condition of being introverted.  2. Psychology. The direction of or ten-

dency to direct one’s thoughts and feelings toward oneself.   —inÙtro·verùsive (-

vûrùsVv) adj. 

in·tro·vert (VnùtrN-vûrtÙ, VnÙtrN-vûrtù) v.  tr. in·tro·vert·ed, in·tro·vert·ing, 
in·tro·verts. 1. To turn or direct inward.  2. Psychology. To concentrate (one’s 

interests) upon oneself.  3. Medicine. To turn (a tubular organ or part) inward 

upon itself.   —  n.  (VnùtrN-vûrtÙ) 1. Psychology. One whose thoughts and feelings 

are directed toward oneself.  2. Medicine. An anatomical structure that is capable 

of being introverted.  [INTRO- + Latin vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

in·trude (Vn-trudù) v.  in·trud·ed, in·trud·ing, in·trudes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

put or force in inappropriately, especially without invitation, fitness, or permis-



sion:  intruded opinion into a factual report.  2. Geology. To thrust (molten rock) 

into preexisting rock.   —  v.  intr. To come in rudely or inappropriately; enter as 

an improper or unwanted element: “The flute would be intruding here like a deli-

cate lady at a club smoker” (Leonard Bernstein).  [Middle English intruden, from 

Latin intr7dere, intr7s-, to thrust in  : in-, in; see IN-2 + tr7dere, to thrust; see 

treud- in Appendix.] —in·trudùer n.  

SYNONYMS: intrude, obtrude. These verbs mean to force oneself or something

upon another or others without consent or approval. Intrude implies thrusting or

coming in without permission, warrant, or welcome; it often suggests violation

of another’s privacy: You had no right to intrude your opinions on the rest of us. You

look busy—I hope I’m not intruding. To obtrude is to push forward, as into con-

sideration or sight: “He wouldn’t obtrude his assistance, if it were declined” (John

Lothrop Motley). “The remembrance that our poor captain was lying dead in the

cabin was constantly obtruding” (Frederick Marryat).

in·tru·sion (Vn-truùzhNn) n.  1. The act of intruding or the condition of being 

intruded on.  2. An inappropriate or unwelcome addition.  3. Law. Illegal entry 

upon or appropriation of the property of another.  4. Geology. a. The forcing of 

molten rock into an earlier formation.  b. The rock mass produced by an intru-

sive process.  

in·tru·sive (Vn-truùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Intruding or tending to intrude.  

2. Geology. Of or relating to igneous rock that is forced while molten into cracks 

or between other layers of rock.  3. Linguistics. Epenthetic.   —in·truùsive·ly adv.  

—in·truùsive·ness n. 

in·trust (Vn-trƒstù) v.  Variant of entrust. 
in·tu·bate (Vnùtu-b7tÙ, -tyu-) v.  tr. in·tu·bat·ed, in·tu·bat·ing, 
in·tu·bates. Medicine. To insert a tube into (a hollow organ or body passage).   
—inÙtu·baùtion n.  —inÙtu·baùtion·al adj.  —inÙtu·baùtion·al·ly adv. 

in·tu·it (Vn-tuùVt, -tyuù-) v.  tr. in·tu·it·ed, in·tu·it·ing, in·tu·its. Usage Prob-

lem. To know intuitively.  [Back-formation from INTUITION.]

USAGE NOTE: The verb intuit is well established in reputable writing, but some

critics have objected to it. Only 34 percent of the Usage Panel accepts it in the

sentence Claude often intuits my feelings about things long before I am really aware

of them myself. This lack of acceptance is often attributed to the verb’s status as a

back-formation from intuition, but in fact the verb has existed as long as other

back-formations, such as diagnose and donate, that are now wholly acceptable.

The source of the objections most likely lies in the fact that the verb is often used

in reference to more trivial sorts of insight than would be permitted by a full ap-

preciation of the traditional meaning of intuition. In this connection, a somewhat



greater percentage of the Panel, 46 percent, does accept intuit in the sentence

Mathematicians sometimes intuit the truth of a theorem long before they are able to

prove it. See Usage Note at enthuse.

in·tu·i·tion (VnÙtu-VshùNn, -tyu-) n.  1. a. The act or faculty of knowing or 

sensing without the use of rational processes; immediate cognition.  See Syn-

onyms at reason.  b. Knowledge gained by the use of this faculty; a perceptive 

insight.   2. A sense of something not evident or deducible; an impression.  [Mid-

dle English intuicioun, insight, from Late Latin intuitio, intuition-, a looking at, 

from Latin intuitus, a look, from past participle of intuKrX, to look at, contemplate 

 : in-, on; see IN-2 + tuKrX, to look at.] —inÙtu·iùtion·al adj.  —inÙtu·iùtion·al·ly 
adv. 

in·tu·i·tion·ism (VnÙtu-VshùN-nVzÙNm, -tyu-) n.  Philosophy. 1. The theory 

that truth or certain truths are known by intuition rather than reason.  2. The 

theory that external objects of perception are immediately known to be real by 

intuition.  3. The theory that ethical principles are known to be valid and univer-

sal through intuition.   —inÙtu·iùtion·ist n. 

in·tu·i·tive (Vn-tuùV-tVv, -tyuù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or arising from intu-

ition.  2. Known or perceived through intuition.  See Synonyms at instinctive.  
3. Possessing or demonstrating intuition.   —in·tuùi·tive·ly adv.  

—in·tuùi·tive·ness n. 

in·tu·mesce (VnÙtu-mHsù, -tyu-) v.  intr. in·tu·mesced, in·tu·mesc·ing, 
in·tu·mesc·es. 1. To swell or expand; enlarge.  2. To bubble up, especially from 

the effect of heating.  [Latin intumKscere : in-, intensive pref.; see IN-2 + tumKscere, 

to begin to swell, inchoative of tumKre, to swell; see teuN- in Appendix.]

in·tu·mes·cence (VnÙtu-mHsùNns, -tyu-) n.  1. The act or process of swelling 

or the condition of being swollen.  2. A swollen organ or body part.   
—inÙtu·mesùcent adj. 

in·tus·sus·cept (VnÙtN-sN-sHptù) v.  tr. in·tus·sus·cept·ed, 
in·tus·sus·cept·ing, in·tus·sus·cepts. To take within, as in telescoping one 

part of the intestine into another; invaginate.  [Probably back-formation from 

INTUSSUSCEPTION.] —inÙtus·sus·cepùtive adj. 

in·tus·sus·cep·tion (VnÙtN-sN-sHpùshNn) n.  1. Medicine. Invagination, espe-

cially an infolding of one part of the intestine into another.  2. Biology. Assimila-

tion of new substances into the existing components of living tissue.  [Medieval 

Latin intussusceptio, intussusception-, a taking in, admission, from intussusceptus, 

past participle of intussuscipere, to take in  : Latin intus, within; see en in Appen-

dix + Latin suscipere, to take up (sub, sub- + capere, to take); see kap- in Appen-

dix.]

in·twine (Vn-twXnù) v.  Variant of entwine. 
in·twist (Vn-twVstù) v.  Variant of entwist. 



In·u·it also In·nu·it (Vnùyu-Vt) n.  pl. Inuit or In·u·its also Innuit  or In·nu·its. 
1. A member of any of the Eskimo peoples of North America and especially of 

Arctic Canada and Greenland.  2. Any or all of the Eskimo languages of the Inuit.  

[Eastern Eskimo, people.]

in·u·lase (VnùyN-l7sÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of inulin to 

fructose.  [INUL(IN) + -ASE.]

in·u·lin (VnùyN-lVn) n.  A polysaccharide with the general formula (C6H10O5)n 

that is found in the roots of various composite plants and yields fructose when 

hydrolyzed.  [New Latin Inula, plant genus (from Latin inula, elecampane, from 

Greek helenion); see wel-2 in Appendix + -IN.]

in·unc·tion (Vn-ƒngkùshNn) n.  1. The process of applying and rubbing in an 

ointment.  2. The act of anointing, as in a religious ceremony.  [Middle English, 

anointing, from Latin in7nctio, in7nction-, from in7nctus, past participle of inun-

guere, to anoint  : in-, on; see IN-2 + unguere, to smear.]

in·un·date (Vnùƒn-d7tÙ, VnùNn-) v.  tr. in·un·dat·ed, in·un·dat·ing, 
in·un·dates. 1. To cover with water, especially floodwaters.  2. To overwhelm as 

if with a flood; swamp:  The theater was inundated with requests for tickets.  [Latin 

inund7re, inund7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + und7re, to surge (from unda, wave); see 

wed-1 in Appendix.] —inÙun·daùtion n.  —inùun·daÙtor n.  

—in·unùda·toÙry (-dN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

in·ure also en·ure (Vn-ytrù) v.  tr. in·ured, in·ur·ing, in·ures. To habituate to 

something undesirable, especially by prolonged subjection; accustom: “Though 

the food became no more palatable, he soon became sufficiently inured to it” (John 

Barth).  [Middle English, back-formation from enured, customary, from in ure : 

in, in; see IN1 + ure, use (from Old French euvre, uevre, work, from Latin opera, 

activity associated with work); see op- in Appendix.] —in·ureùment n. 

in·urn (Vn-ûrnù) v.  tr. in·urned, in·urn·ing, in·urns. 1. To put in an urn:  

inurned the ashes of the deceased.  2. To bury or entomb; inter. 

in u·ter·o (Vn yuùtN-ro) adv.  & adj.  In the uterus.  [New Latin in utero : Latin 

in, in + Latin utero, ablative of uterus, uterus.]

in·u·tile (Vn-yutùl, -yuùtXlÙ) adj.  Lacking in utility or serviceability; not useful.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin in7tilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + 7tilis, 

useful; see UTILE.] —in·uùtile·ly adv.  —inÙu·tilùi·ty (VnÙyu-tVlùV-tK) n. 

I·nu·vik (V-nuùvVk)  A region of northwest Northwest Territories, Canada. It is 

crossed by the Mackenzie River. 

inv. abbr.  1. Invented; inventor.  2. Invention.  3. Invoice. 

in vac·u·o (Vn v4kùyu-oÙ) adv.  1. In a vacuum.  2. In isolation; without refer-

ence to related evidence.  [New Latin in vacuo : Latin in, in + Latin vacuo, ablative 

of vacuus, empty.]

in·vade (Vn-v7dù) v.  in·vad·ed, in·vad·ing, in·vades.  —  v.  tr. 1. To enter by 

force in order to conquer or pillage.  2. To encroach or intrude on; violate: “The 



principal of the trusts could not be invaded without trustee approval” (Barbara 

Goldsmith).  3. To overrun as if by invading; infest: “About 1917 the shipworm 

invaded the harbor of San Francisco” (Rachel Carson).  4. To enter and permeate, 

especially harmfully.   —  v.  intr. To make an invasion: “The X-rays showed that 

the cancer, which had invaded deeply into the chest cavity, was retreating” (Zach 

Rosen).  [Middle English, from Old French invader, from Latin inv7dere : in-, in; 

see IN-2 + v7dere, to go.] —in·vadùer n. 

in·vag·i·nate (Vn-v4jùN-n7tÙ) v.  in·vag·i·nat·ed, in·vag·i·nat·ing, 
in·vag·i·nates.  —  v.  tr. intr. 1. To enclose or become enclosed in or as if in a 

sheath.  2. To turn or become turned inward.  3. To infold or become infolded so 

as to form a hollow space within a previously solid structure, as in the formation 

of a gastrula from a blastula.  [Medieval Latin inv7gXn7re, inv7gXn7t-  : Latin in-, 

in; see IN-2 + Latin v7gXna, sheath.]

in·vag·i·na·tion (Vn-v4jÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of invaginating or 

the condition of being invaginated.  2. An invaginated organ or part.  

3. Embryology. The infolding of a portion of the outer layer of a blastula in the 

formation of a gastrula. 

in·va·lid1 (VnùvN-lVd) n.  One who is incapacitated by a chronic illness or disabil-

ity.   —  adj.  1. Incapacitated by illness or injury.  2. Of, relating to, or intended 

for invalids.   —  v.  tr. in·va·lid·ed, in·va·lid·ing, in·va·lids. 1. To incapacitate 

physically.  2. Chiefly British. To release or exempt from duty because of ill health: 

“I was not quite sick enough to be invalided out, even though I was of no more use” 

(Mary Lee Settle).  [From INVALID
2 (influenced by French invalide, sickly, infirm, 

from Latin invalidus).]

in·val·id2 (Vn-v4lùVd) adj.  1. Not legally or factually valid; null:  an invalid 

license.  2. Falsely based or reasoned; faulty:  an invalid argument.  [Latin invali-

dus, weak  : in-, not; see IN-1 + validus, strong (from valKre, to be strong); see wal- 
in Appendix.] —inÙva·lidùi·ty (-vN-lVdùV-tK) n.  —in·valùid·ly adv. 

in·val·i·date (Vn-v4lùV-d7tÙ) v.  tr. in·val·i·dat·ed, in·val·i·dat·ing, 
in·val·i·dates. To make invalid; nullify.   —in·valÙi·daùtion n.  —in·valùi·daÙ-
tor n. 

in·va·lid·ism (VnùvN-lV-dVzÙNm) n.  The condition of being chronically ill or dis-

abled. 

in·val·u·a·ble (Vn-v4lùyu-N-bNl) adj.  Of inestimable value; priceless:  invalu-

able paintings; invaluable help.  See Synonyms at costly.  —in·valùu·a·ble·ness 
n.  —in·valùu·a·bly adv. 

in·var·i·a·ble (Vn-vârùK-N-bNl) adj.  Not changing or subject to change; constant.   
—in·varÙi·a·bilùi·ty, in·varùi·a·ble·ness n.  —in·varùi·a·bly adv. 

in·var·i·ant (Vn-vârùK-Nnt) adj.  1. Not varying; constant.  2. Mathematics. 

Unaffected by a designated operation, as a transformation of coordinates.   —  n.  

An invariant quantity, function, configuration, or system.   —in·varùi·ance n. 



in·va·sion (Vn-v7ùzhNn) n.  1. The act of invading, especially the entrance of an 

armed force into a territory to conquer.  2. A large-scale onset of something inju-

rious or harmful, such as a disease.  3. An intrusion or encroachment.  [Middle 

English invasioun, from Old French invasion, from Late Latin inv7sio, inv7sion-, 

from inv7sus, past participle of inv7dere, to invade. See INVADE.]

in·va·sive (Vn-v7ùsVv) adj.  1. Of, engaging in, or given to armed aggression:  an 

invasive military force.  2. Marked by the tendency to spread, especially into 

healthy tissue:  an invasive carcinoma.  3. Of or relating to a medical procedure in 

which a part of the body is entered, as by puncture or incision.  4. Tending to 

intrude or encroach, as upon privacy.  [Middle English, from Old French invasif, 

from Medieval Latin inv7sXvus, from Latin inv7sus, past participle of inv7dere, to 

invade. See INVADE.] —in·vaùsive·ly adv.  —in·vaùsive·ness n. 

in·vec·tive (Vn-vHkùtVv) n.  1. Denunciatory or abusive language; vituperation.  

2. Denunciatory or abusive expression or discourse.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

characterized by denunciatory or abusive language.  [From Middle English invec-

tif, denunciatory, from Old French, from Late Latin invectXvus, reproachful, abu-

sive, from Latin invectus, past participle of invehX, to inveigh against. See INVEIGH.] 
—in·vecùtive·ly adv.  —in·vecùtive·ness n. 

in·veigh (Vn-v7ù) v.  intr. in·veighed, in·veigh·ing, in·veighs. To give vent to 

angry disapproval; protest vehemently.  [Latin invehX, to attack with words, 

inveigh against, passive of invehere, to carry in  : in-, in; see IN-2 + vehere, to carry; 

see wegh- in Appendix.] —in·veighùer n. 

in·vei·gle (Vn-v7ùgNl, -vKù-) v.  tr. in·vei·gled, in·vei·gling, in·vei·gles. 1. To 

win over by coaxing, flattery, or artful talk.  See Synonyms at lure.  2. To obtain 

by cajolery:  inveigle a free pass to the screening of the new film.  [Middle English 

envegle, alteration of Old French aveugler, to blind, from aveugle, blind, from Vul-

gar Latin *aboculus : Latin ab-, away from; see AB-1 + Latin oculus, eye; see okw- 
in Appendix.] —in·veiùgle·ment n.  —in·veiùgler n. 

in·vent (Vn-vHntù) v.  tr. in·vent·ed, in·vent·ing, in·vents. 1. To produce or 

contrive (something previously unknown) by the use of ingenuity or imagina-

tion.  2. To make up; fabricate:  invent a likely excuse.  [Latin invenXre, invent-, to 

find  : in-, on, upon; see IN-2 + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appendix.] 
—in·ventùi·ble adj.  —in·venùtor n. 

in·ven·tion (Vn-vHnùshNn) n.  Abbr. inv. 1. The act or process of inventing:  used 

a technique of her own invention.  2. A new device, method, or process developed 

from study and experimentation:  the phonograph, an invention attributed to Tho-

mas Edison.  3. A mental fabrication, especially a falsehood.  4. Skill in inventing; 

inventiveness: “the invention and sweep of the staging” (John Simon).  5. Music. A 

short composition developing a single theme contrapuntally.  6. A discovery; a 

finding.  [Middle English invencioun, scheme, plan, from Old French invencion, a 



finding out, from Latin inventio, invention-, inventiveness, from inventus, past 

participle of invenXre, to find. See INVENT.] —in·venùtion·al adj. 

in·ven·tive (Vn-vHnùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by invention.  

2. Adept or skillful at inventing; creative.   —in·venùtive·ly adv.  —in·venù-
tive·ness n. 

in·ven·to·ry (VnùvNn-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. in·ven·to·ries. 1. a. A detailed, item-

ized list, report, or record of things in one’s possession, especially a periodic sur-

vey of all goods and materials in stock.  b. The process of making such a list, 

report, or record.  c. The items listed in such a report or record.  d. The quantity 

of goods and materials on hand; stock.   2. An evaluation or a survey, as of abili-

ties, assets, or resources.   —  v.  tr. in·ven·to·ried, in·ven·to·ry·ing, 
in·ven·to·ries. 1. To make an itemized report or record of.  2. To include in an 

itemized report or record.  [Middle English inventorie, from Medieval Latin 

inventorium, alteration of Late Latin invent7rium, from Latin inventus, past parti-

ciple of invenXre, to find. See INVENT.] —inÙven·toùri·al adj.  

—inÙven·toùri·al·ly adv. 

in·ve·rac·i·ty (VnÙvN-r4sùV-tK) n.  pl. in·ve·rac·i·ties. 1. Lack of veracity; 

untruthfulness.  2. An untruth; a falsehood. 

In·ver Grove Heights (VnùvNr grov hXts)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a 

residential suburb of St. Paul. Population, 22,477. 

in·ver·ness also In·ver·ness (VnÙvNr-nHsù) n.  1. A long, loose overcoat with a 

detachable cape having a round collar.  2. The cape of such an overcoat.  [After 

Inverness.]

In·ver·ness (VnÙvNr-nHsù)  A burgh of northern Scotland on the Moray Firth at 

the terminus of the Caledonian Canal. Thought to have been a Pict stronghold, it 

was chartered c. 1200. Population, 39,700. 

in·verse (Vn-vûrsù, VnùvûrsÙ) adj.  1. Reversed in order, nature, or effect.  

2. Mathematics. Of or relating to an inverse or an inverse function.  3. Archaic. 

Turned upside down; inverted.   —  n.  (VnùvûrsÙ, Vn-vûrsù) 1. Something that is 

opposite, as in sequence or character; the reverse.  2. Mathematics. One of a pair 

of elements in a set whose result under the operation of the set is the identity ele-

ment, especially: a. The reciprocal of a designated quantity.  Also called multipli-

cative inverse b. The negative of a designated quantity.  Also called additive inverse  

[Middle English, from Latin inversus, past participle of invertere, to invert. See 

INVERT.] —in·verseùly adv. 

inverse function (Vn-vûrsù fƒngkùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A function that 

replaces another function’s independent variable with a value of its dependent 

value. 

in·ver·sion (Vn-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. The act of inverting.  b. The state of 

being inverted.   2. An interchange of position of adjacent objects in a sequence, 

especially: a. A change in normal word order, such as the placement of a verb 



before its subject.  b. Music. A rearrangement or result of the rearrangement of 

tones in which upper and lower voices are transposed, as in counterpoint, or in 

which each interval in a single melody is applied in the opposite direction.   

3. Psychology. a. The taking on of the gender role of the opposite sex.  b. Used as 

a term for homosexuality.   4. Chemistry. Conversion of a substance in which the 

direction of optical rotation is reversed, from the dextrorotatory to the levorota-

tory or from the levorotatory to the dextrorotatory form.  5. Meteorology. An 

atmospheric condition in which the air temperature rises with increasing altitude, 

holding surface air down and preventing dispersion of pollutants.  6. Genetics. A 

chromosomal defect in which a segment of the chromosome breaks off and reat-

taches in the reverse direction.  [Latin inversio, inversion-, from inversus, past par-

ticiple of invertere, to invert. See INVERT.]

in·vert (Vn-vûrtù) v.  in·vert·ed, in·vert·ing, in·verts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To turn 

inside out or upside down:  invert an hourglass.  2. To reverse the position, order, 

or condition of:  invert the subject and predicate of a sentence.  3. To subject to 

inversion.  See Synonyms at reverse.   —  v.  intr. To be subjected to inversion.   
—  n.  (VnùvûrtÙ) 1. Something inverted.  2. Psychology. a. One who takes on the 

gender role of the opposite sex.  b. Used as a term for a homosexual person.   

[Latin invertere : in-, in; see IN-2 + vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] 
—in·vertùi·ble adj. 

in·ver·tase (Vn-vûrùt7sÙ, VnùvNr-t7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the 

hydrolysis of sucrose into glucose and fructose.  Also called saccharase, sucrase. 

in·ver·te·brate (Vn-vûrùtN-brVt, -br7tÙ) adj.  1. Lacking a backbone or spinal 

column; not vertebrate.  2. Of or relating to invertebrates:  invertebrate zoology.   
—  n.  An animal, such as an insect or a mollusk, that lacks a backbone or spinal 

column. 

in·vert·ed comma (Vn-vûrùtVd kmmùN) n.  Chiefly British. A quotation mark. 

inverted mordent (Vn-vûrùtVd môrùdnt) n.  Music. See pralltriller. 
in·vert·er (Vn-vûrùtNr) n.  1. One that inverts or produces inversion.  2. A device 

used to convert direct current into alternating current. 

invert sugar (Vn-vûrtù shtgùNr) n.  A mixture of equal parts of glucose and 

fructose resulting from the hydrolysis of sucrose. It is found naturally in fruits 

and honey and produced artificially for use in the food industry. 

in·vest (Vn-vHstù) v.  in·vest·ed, in·vest·ing, in·vests.  —  v.  tr. 1. To commit 

(money or capital) in order to gain a financial return:  invested their savings in 

stocks and bonds.  2. a. To spend or devote for future advantage or benefit:  

invested much time and energy in getting a good education.  b. To devote morally 

or psychologically, as to a purpose; commit: “Men of our generation are invested in 

what they do, women in what we are” (Shana Alexander).   3. To endow with 

authority or power.  4. To install in office with ceremony:  invest a new emperor.  

5. To endow with an enveloping or pervasive quality: “A charm invests a face/



Imperfectly beheld” (Emily Dickinson).  6. To clothe; adorn.  7. To cover com-

pletely; envelop.  8. To surround with troops or ships; besiege.  See Synonyms at 

besiege.   —  v.  intr. To make investments or an investment:  invest in real estate.  

[From Italian investire, and from French investir both from Latin investXre, to 

clothe, surround  : in-, in; see IN-2 + vestXre, to clothe (from vestis, clothes); see 

wes-2 in Appendix.] —in·vestùa·ble adj.  —in·vesùtor n. 

in·ves·ti·gate (Vn-vHsùtV-g7tÙ) v.  in·ves·ti·gat·ed, in·ves·ti·gat·ing, 
in·ves·ti·gates.  —  v.  tr. To observe or inquire into in detail; examine systemat-

ically.   —  v.  intr. To make a detailed inquiry or systematic examination.  [Latin 

investXg7re, investXg7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + vestXg7re, to track (from vestXgium, foot-

print).] —in·vesùti·ga·ble (-gN-bNl) adj.  —in·vesùti·ga·toÙry (-gN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

in·ves·ti·ga·tion (Vn-vHsÙtV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of investigating.  

2. A detailed inquiry or systematic examination.  See Synonyms at inquiry.  
—in·vesÙti·gaùtion·al adj. 

in·ves·ti·ga·tive (Vn-vHsùtV-g7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to investigation:  

investigative methods.  2. Characterized by or engaged in investigation; specializ-

ing in uncovering and reporting hidden information:  investigative journalism. 

in·ves·ti·ga·tor (Vn-vHsùtV-g7ÙtNr) n.  One, especially a detective, who investi-

gates.   —in·vesÙti·ga·toùri·al (-gN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj. 

in·ves·ti·ture (Vn-vHsùtN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The act or formal ceremony of 

conferring the authority and symbols of a high office.  2. An adornment or a 

cover.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin investXt7ra, from Latin investXre, to 

clothe. See INVEST.]

in·vest·ment (Vn-vHstùmNnt) n.  1. The act of investing.  2. An amount 

invested.  3. Property or another possession acquired for future financial return 

or benefit.  4. A commitment, as of time or support.  5. A military siege.  

6. Archaic. a. A garment; a vestment.  b. An outer covering or layer.    —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  investment analysis; investment 

dollars. 

in·vet·er·ate (Vn-vHtùNr-Vt) adj.  1. Firmly and long established; deep-rooted:  

inveterate preferences.  2. Persisting in an ingrained habit; habitual:  an inveterate 

liar.  See Synonyms at chronic.  [Middle English, from Latin inveter7tus, past 

participle of inveter7rX, to grow old, endure  : in-, causative pref.; see IN-2 + vetus, 

veter-, old; see wet-2 in Appendix.] —in·vetùer·a·cy (-Nr-N-sK), 
in·vetùer·ate·ness n.  —in·vetùer·ate·ly adv. 

in·vi·a·ble (Vn-vXùN-bNl) adj.  Unable to survive or develop normally:  an inviable 

newborn calf.   —in·vi·a·bilùi·ty n. 

in·vid·i·ous (Vn-vVdùK-Ns) adj.  1. Tending to rouse ill will, animosity, or resent-

ment:  invidious accusations.  2. Containing or implying a slight; discriminatory:  



invidious distinctions.  3. Envious.  [From Latin invidiosus, envious, hostile, from 

invidia, envy. See ENVY.] —in·vidùi·ous·ly adv.  —in·vidùi·ous·ness n. 

in·vig·or·ate (Vn-vVgùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. in·vig·or·at·ed, in·vig·or·at·ing, 
in·vig·or·ates. To impart vigor, strength, or vitality to; animate: “A few whiffs of 

the raw, strong scent of phlox invigorated her” (D.H. Lawrence).  [Possibly obsolete 

invigor (from French envigorer, from Old French envigourer : en-, in; see in-2 + 

vigour, vigor); see VIGOR + -ATE
1.] —in·vigùor·atÙing·ly adv.  

—in·vigÙor·aùtion n.  —in·vigùor·aÙtor n. 

in·vin·ci·ble (Vn-vVnùsN-bNl) adj.  Incapable of being overcome or defeated; 

unconquerable.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin invincibilis : in-, 

not; see IN-1 + vincibilis, conquerable; see VINCIBLE.] —in·vinÙci·bilùi·ty, 
in·vinùci·ble·ness n.  —in·vinùci·bly adv. 

in·vi·o·la·ble (Vn-vXùN-lN-bNl) adj.  1. Secure from violation or profanation:  an 

inviolable reliquary deep beneath the altar.  2. Impregnable to assault or trespass; 

invincible:  fortifications that made the frontier inviolable.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin inviol7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + viol7re, to violate; see VIO-

LATE.] —in·viÙo·la·bilùi·ty, in·viùo·la·ble·ness n.  —in·viùo·la·bly adv. 

in·vi·o·late (Vn-vXùN-lVt) adj.  Not violated or profaned; intact: “The great invio-

late place had an ancient permanence which the sea cannot claim” (Thomas 

Hardy).  [Middle English, from Latin inviol7tus : in-, not; see IN-1 + viol7tus, past 

participle of viol7re, to violate; see VIOLATE.] —in·viùo·la·cy (-lN-sK), 
in·viùo·late·ness n.  —in·viùo·late·ly adv. 

in·vis·cid (Vn-vVsùVd) adj.  1. Having no viscosity.  2. Chemistry & Physics. Of or 

relating to a fluid with no viscosity. 

in·vis·i·ble (Vn-vVzùN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to see; not visible:  invisible writing.  

2. Not accessible to view; hidden:  mountain peaks invisible in the fog.  3. Not eas-

ily noticed or detected; inconspicuous: “The poor are politically invisible” (Michael 

Harrington).  4. Not published in financial statements:  an invisible asset.   —  n.  

One that is invisible.   —in·visÙi·bilùi·ty, in·visùi·ble·ness n.  —in·visùi·bly 
adv. 

invisible ink (Vn-vVzùN-bNl Vngk) n.  Ink that is colorless and invisible until 

treated by a chemical, heat, or special light.  Also called sympathetic ink 

in·vi·ta·tion (VnÙvV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of inviting.  2. A spoken or written 

request for someone’s presence or participation.  3. An allurement, enticement, 

or attraction.  4. Chiefly Southern U.S. See altar call. 
in·vi·ta·tion·al (VnÙvV-t7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Restricted to invited participants:  an 

invitational golf tournament.   —  n.  An event, especially a sports tournament, 

restricted to invited participants. 

in·vi·ta·to·ry (Vn-vXùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  in·vi·ta·to·ries. pl. A psalm or other 

piece sung as an invitation to prayer in church services.   —  adj.  Constituting or 

containing an invitation.  [Middle English invitatorie, from Medieval Latin 



invXt7torium, from Late Latin invXt7torius, inviting, from Latin invXt7tus, past par-

ticiple of invXt7re, to invite.]

in·vite (Vn-vXtù) v.  tr. in·vit·ed, in·vit·ing, in·vites. 1. To ask for the presence 

or participation of:  invite friends to dinner; invite writers to a conference.  2. To 

request formally:  invited us to be seated.  3. To welcome; encourage:  invite ques-

tions from the audience.  4. To tend to bring on; provoke: “Divisions at home 

would invite dangers from abroad” (John Jay).  5. To entice; tempt.   —  n.  

(VnùvXtÙ) Informal. An invitation.  [French inviter, from Old French, from Latin 

invXt7re.]

in·vi·tee (VnÙvX-tKù) n.  One that is invited. 

in·vit·ing (Vn-vXùtVng) adj.  Attractive; tempting:  an inviting dessert.   
—in·vitùing·ly adv. 

in vi·tro (Vn vKùtro) adv.  & adj.  In an artificial environment outside the living 

organism:  an egg fertilized in vitro; in vitro fertilization.  [New Latin in vitro : 

Latin in, in + Latin vitro, ablative of vitrum, glass.]

in vi·vo (Vn vKùvo) adv.  & adj.  Within a living organism:  metabolic studies con-

ducted in vivo; in vivo techniques.  [New Latin in vXvo : Latin in, in + Latin vXvo, 

ablative of vXvus, living, a living body.]

in·vo·cate (VnùvN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. in·vo·cat·ed, in·vo·cat·ing, in·vo·cates. 
Archaic. To invoke.  [Latin invoc7re, invoc7t-, to invoke. See INVOKE.]

in·vo·ca·tion (VnÙvN-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of invoking, espe-

cially an appeal to a higher power for assistance.  2. A prayer or other formula 

used in invoking, as at the opening of a religious service.  3. a. The act of conjur-

ing up a spirit by incantation.  b. An incantation used in conjuring.   [Middle 

English invocacion, from Old French, from Latin invoc7tio, invoc7tion-, from 

invoc7tus, past participle of invoc7re, to invoke. See INVOKE.] —inÙvo·caùtion·al 
adj. 

in·voc·a·to·ry (Vn-vmkùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of or having the nature of an invo-

cation. 

in·voice (VnùvoisÙ) n.  Abbr. inv. 1. A detailed list of goods shipped or services 

rendered, with an account of all costs; an itemized bill.  2. The goods or services 

itemized in an invoice.   —  v.  tr. in·voiced, in·voic·ing, in·voic·es. 1. To 

make an invoice of (goods or services).  2. To send an invoice to; bill.  [Alteration 

of obsolete invoyes, pl. of invoy, invoice, from French envoi, a sending, shipment, 

from envoyer, to send. See ENVOY
1.]

in·voke (Vn-vokù) v.  tr. in·voked, in·vok·ing, in·vokes. 1. To call on (a 

higher power) for assistance, support, or inspiration: “Stretching out her hands she 

had the air of a Greek woman who invoked a deity” (Ford Madox Ford).  2. To 

appeal to or cite in support or justification.  3. To call for earnestly; solicit:  

invoked the help of a passing motorist.  4. To summon with incantations; conjure.  

5. To resort to; use or apply: “Shamelessly, he invokes coincidence to achieve ironic 



effect” (Newsweek).  See Synonyms at enforce.  [Middle English envoken, from 

Old French invoquer, from Latin invoc7re : in-, in; see IN-2 + voc7re, to call; see 

wekw- in Appendix.] —in·vokùer n. 

in·vol·u·cel (Vn-vmlùyN-sHlÙ) n.  Botany. A secondary involucre, as at the base of 

an umbel within a compound umbel.  [New Latin invol7cellum, diminutive of 

invol7crum, involucre. See INVOLUCRUM.]

in·vo·lu·cra (VnÙvN-luùkrN) n.  Plural of involucrum. 
in·vo·lu·cre (VnÙvN-luùkNr) n.  A series of bracts beneath or around a flower or 

flower cluster.  [French, from Latin invol7crum, wrapper, envelope. See INVOLU-

CRUM.] —inÙvo·luùcral (-krNl), inÙvo·luùcrate (-krVt, -kr7tÙ)  adj. 

in·vo·lu·crum (VnÙvN-luùkrNm) n.  pl. in·vo·lu·cra (-krN). An enveloping 

sheath or envelope.  [New Latin, from Latin, wrapper, envelope, from involvere, 

to enwrap. See INVOLVE.]

in·vol·un·tar·y (Vn-vmlùNn-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Acting or done without or against 

one’s will:  an involuntary participant in what turned out to be an argument.  

2. Not subject to control of the volition:  gave an involuntary start.  See Synonyms 

at spontaneous.  —in·volÙun·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv.  —in·volùun·tarÙi·ness 
n. 

in·vo·lute (VnùvN-lutÙ) adj.  1. Intricate; complex.  2. Botany. a. Having the 

margins rolled inward.  b. Having whorls that obscure the axis or other volutions, 

as the shell of a cowrie.    —  v.  intr. in·vo·lut·ed, in·vo·lut·ing, in·vo·lutes. 
1. To curl inward.  2. To return to a normal or former condition.   —  n.  The 

curve traced by a point on a taut, inextensible string as it unwinds from another 

curve.  [Latin invol7tus, past participle of involvere, to enwrap. See INVOLVE.] 
—inùvo·luteÙly adv. 

in·vo·lu·tion (VnÙvN-luùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of involving.  b. The state of 

being involved.   2. Intricacy; complexity.  3. Something, such as a long grammat-

ical construction, that is intricate or complex.  4. Mathematics. The multiplying 

of a quantity by itself a specified number of times; the raising to a power.  

5. Embryology. The ingrowth and curling inward of a group of cells, as in the for-

mation of a gastrula from a blastula.  6. Medicine. a. A decrease in size of an 

organ, as of the uterus following childbirth.  b. A progressive decline or degener-

ation of normal physiological functioning occurring as a result of the aging pro-

cess.   [Latin invol7tio, invol7tion-, from invol7tus, past participle of involvere, to 

enwrap. See INVOLVE.] —inÙvo·luùtion·al adj. 

in·volve (Vn-vmlvù) v.  tr. in·volved, in·volv·ing, in·volves. 1. To contain as a 

part; include.  2. To have as a necessary feature or consequence; entail:  was told 

that the job would involve travel.  See Synonyms at include.  3. To engage as a par-

ticipant; embroil:  involved the bystanders in his dispute with the police.  4. a. To 

connect closely and often incriminatingly; implicate:  evidence that involved the 

governor in the scandal.  b. To influence or affect:  The matter is serious because it 



involves your reputation.   5. To occupy or engage the interest of:  a story that com-

pletely involved me for the rest of the evening.  6. To make complex or intricate; 

complicate.  7. To wrap; envelop:  a castle that was involved in mist.  8. Archaic. To 

wind or coil about.  [Middle English involven, from Latin involvere, to enwrap  : 

in-, in; see IN-2 + volvere, to roll, turn; see wel-2 in Appendix.] —in·volveùment 
n.  —in·volvùer n. 

in·volved (Vn-vmlvdù) adj.  1. Complicated; intricate:  the involved procedure of 

getting a license.  See Synonyms at complex.  2. Curled inward; coiled or invo-

lute.  3. Confused; tangled.  4. Connected by participation or association:  

involved in a conspiracy.  5. a. Emotionally committed:  He joined their organiza-

tion but never really got involved.  b. Having a sexual relationship:  They see a lot of 

each other but aren’t involved.    —in·volvùed·ly (-vmlùvVd-lK) adv. 

in·vul·ner·a·ble (Vn-vƒlùnNr-N-bNl) adj.  1. Immune to attack; impregnable.  

2. Impossible to damage, injure, or wound.  [French invulnérable, from Old 

French, from Latin invulner7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + vulner7re, to wound (from 

vulnus, vulner-, wound); see VULNERABLE.] —in·vulÙner·a·bilùi·ty, 
in·vulùner·a·ble·ness n.  —in·vulùner·a·bly adv. 

in·ward (VnùwNrd) adj.  1. Located inside; inner.  2. Directed or moving toward 

the interior:  an inward flow.  3. Of, relating to, or existing in the thoughts or 

mind:  inward doubts.  4. Intimate; familiar:  is inward with the right people.   —  
adv.  1. Toward the inside, center, or interior.  2. Toward the mind or the self:  

thoughts turned inward.   —  n.  1. An inner or a central part.  2. An inner essence 

or spirit.  3. inwards. Entrails; innards.  [Middle English, from Old English 

inweard. See wer-2 in Appendix.] —inùwards adv. 

in·ward·ly (VnùwNrd-lK) adv.  1. On or in the inside; within:  a window opening 

flared inwardly.  2. Privately; to oneself: “kept his lips closed with the expression of 

a man inwardly laughing” (T.S. Stribling). 

in·ward·ness (VnùwNrd-nVs) n.  1. Intimacy; familiarity.  2. Preoccupation with 

one’s own thoughts or feelings; introspection. 

in·weave (Vn-wKvù) v.  tr. in·wove (-wovù), in·wo·ven (-woùvNn), 
in·weav·ing, in·weaves. To weave into a fabric or design. 

in·wind (Vn-wXndù) v.  Variant of enwind. 
in·wove (V-wovù) v.  Past tense of inweave. 
in·wo·ven (Vn-woùvNn) v.  Past participle of inweave. 
in·wrap (Vn-r4pù) v.  Variant of enwrap. 
in·wreathe (Vn-rKthù) v.  Variant of enwreathe. 
in·wrought (Vn-rôtù, VnùrôtÙ) adj.  1. Worked or woven in:  an inwrought 

design.  2. Having a decorative pattern worked or woven in. 

I·o (Xùo, Kùo) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A maiden who was loved by Zeus and trans-

formed by Hera into a heifer.  2. One of the four brightest satellites of Jupiter and 



the ninth in distance from the planet. It was first sighted by Galileo.  [Latin ‚o, 

from Greek.]

I/O abbr.  Input/output. 

IOC abbr.  International Olympic Committee. 

iod- pref.  Variant of iodo-. 
i·o·date (XùN-d7tÙ) v.  tr. i·o·dat·ed, i·o·dat·ing, i·o·dates. To combine, 

impregnate, or treat with iodine.   —  n.  (-d7tÙ, -dVt) A salt of iodic acid.   
—iÙo·daùtion n. 

i·od·ic acid (X-mdùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless or white crystalline powder, HIO3, 

used as an astringent and a disinfectant.  [French iodique, from iode, iodine. See 

IODINE.]

i·o·dide (XùN-dXdÙ) n.  A compound of iodine with a more electropositive ele-

ment or group. 

i·o·dine (XùN-dXnÙ, -dVn, -dKnÙ) n.  Symbol I 1. A lustrous, grayish-black, corro-

sive, poisonous halogen element having radioactive isotopes, especially I 131, 

used as a medical tracer and in thyroid disease diagnosis and therapy. Iodine com-

pounds are used as germicides, antiseptics, and dyes. Atomic number 53; atomic 

weight 126.9044; melting point 113.5˚C; boiling point 184.35˚C; specific gravity 

(solid, at 20˚C) 4.93; valence 1, 3, 5, 7.  2. A liquid containing iodine dissolved in 

ethyl alcohol, used as an antiseptic for wounds.  [French iode, iodine (from Greek 

ioeidKs, violet-colored  : ion, violet + -oeidKs, -oid) + -INE
2.]

i·o·dize (XùN-dXzÙ) v.  tr. i·o·dized, i·o·diz·ing, i·o·diz·es. To treat or combine 

with iodine or an iodide:  iodize salt.   —iÙo·di·zaùtion (-dV-z7ùshNn) n. 

iodo-  or iod- pref.  Iodine:  iodoform.  [From French iode, iodine. See IODINE.]

i·o·do·form (X-oùdN-fôrmÙ, X-mdùN-) n.  A yellowish crystalline iodine com-

pound, CHI3, used as an antiseptic.  [IODO- + FORM(YL).]

i·o·do·phor (X-oùdN-fôrÙ) n.  A substance consisting of iodine and a solubilizing 

agent that releases free iodine when in solution.  [IODO- + -PHOR(E).]

i·o·dop·sin (XÙN-dmpùsVn) n.  A violet, light-sensitive pigment found in the reti-

nal cones of the eye. 

i·o moth (Xùo môth, Kùo) n.  A large, yellowish North American moth (Automeris 

io) having a prominent eyelike spot on each hind wing.  [After IO, who was tor-

mented by gadflies sent by Hera as a punishment (from the stinging spines of its 

larvae).]

i·on (XùNn, XùmnÙ) n.  An atom or a group of atoms that has acquired a net electric 

charge by gaining or losing one or more electrons.  [Greek ion, something that 

goes, neuter present participle of ienai, to go. See ei- in Appendix.]

Ion. abbr.  Ionic. 

-ion suff.  1. a. Action or process:  completion.  b. Result of an action or process:  

indention.   2. State or condition:  dehydration.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin -io, -ion-, n. suff..]



I·o·na (X-oùnN)  An island of western Scotland in the southern Inner Hebrides. An 

early center of Celtic Christianity, the island is a popular tourist site. 

ion engine (XùNn HnùjVn) n.  A rocket engine that develops thrust by expelling 

ions rather than gaseous combustion products.  Also called ion rocket 

Io·nes·co (KÙN-nHsùko, yN-), Eugène. 1912-1994.  Romanian-born French dra-

matist whose plays The Bald Soprano (1956) and Rhinoceros (1959) are classics of 

the Theater of the Absurd. 

ion exchange (XùNn Vks-ch7njù) n.  A reversible chemical reaction between an 

insoluble solid and a solution during which ions may be interchanged, used in 

water softening and in the separation of radioactive isotopes. 

I·o·ni·a (X-oùnK-N)  An ancient region of western Asia Minor along the coast of 

the Aegean Sea. Greek settlers established colonies here before 1000 B.C. The sea-

ports of Ionia flourished from c. 8th century B.C. until the Turkish conquest of 

the 15th century A.D. 

I·o·ni·an (X-oùnK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Ionia.  2. One of a Hellenic 

people of Mycenaean origin that inhabited Attica, the Peloponnesus along the 

Saronic Gulf, Euboea, the Cyclades, and Ionia.   —I·oùni·an adj. 

Ionian Islands (X-oùnK-Nn XùlNndz)  A chain of islands of western Greece in the 

Ionian Sea. Colonized by the ancient Greeks, the islands subsequently came under 

the rule of Rome, Byzantium, Venice, France, Russia, and Great Britain before 

being ceded to Greece in 1864. 

Ionian Sea (X-oùnK-Nn sK)  An arm of the Mediterranean Sea between western 

Greece and southern Italy. It is linked with the Adriatic Sea by the Strait of 

Otranto. 

i·on·ic (X-mnùVk) adj.  Of, containing, or involving ions. 

I·on·ic (X-mnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to Ionia or the Ionians.  2. Architecture. Of 

or belonging to the Ionic order.   —  n.  Abbr. Ion. The ancient Greek dialect of 

Ionia. 

ionic bond (X-mnùVk bmnd) n.  A chemical bond between two ions with opposite 

charges, characteristic of salts.  Also called electrovalent bond 

Ionic order (X-mnùVk ôrùdNr) n.  Architecture. An order of classical Greek archi-

tecture characterized by two opposed volutes in the capital. 

ionic propulsion (X-mnùVk prN-pƒlùshNn) n.  Propulsion by the reactive thrust 

of a high-speed beam of similarly charged ions ejected by an ion engine.  Also 

called ion propulsion 

i·on·i·za·tion (XÙN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The formation of or separation into ions 

by heat, electrical discharge, radiation, or chemical reaction.  2. The state of being 

ionized. 

ionization chamber (XÙN-nV-z7ùshNn ch7mùbNr) n.  A gas-filled enclosure 

containing positive and negative electrodes that measures the amount of radia-



tion passing through the enclosure according to the degree of ionization caused 

by the radiation. 

ionization potential (XÙN-nV-z7ùshNn pN-tHnùshNl) n.  The energy required to 

remove completely an electron from its atom. 

i·on·ize (XùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. i·on·ized, i·on·iz·ing, i·on·iz·es. To convert or be 

converted totally or partially into ions.   —iùon·izÙer n. 

i·on·iz·ing radiation (XùN-nXÙzVng r7ÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  High-energy radiation 

capable of producing ionization in substances through which it passes. It includes 

energetic charged particles, such as alpha and beta rays; nonparticulate radiation, 

such as x-rays; and neutrons. 

ion microscope (XùNn mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A field-ion microscope. 

i·o·none (XùN-nonÙ) n.  A colorless to yellowish liquid, C13H20O, having a strong 

odor of violets and used in perfumes.  [Formerly a trademark.]

i·on·o·phore (X-mnùN-fôr, -forÙ) n.  Any of a group of organic compounds that 

facilitate the transport of ions across the cell membrane. 

i·on·o·sphere (X-mnùN-sfîrÙ) n.  A region of the earth’s atmosphere where ion-

ization caused by incoming solar radiation affects the transmission of radio 

waves. It extends from a height of 50 kilometers (30 miles) to 400 kilometers (250 

miles) above the surface.   —i·onÙo·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-) adj. 

ion propulsion (XùNn prN-pƒlùshNn) n.  See ionic propulsion. 
ion rocket (XùNn rmkùVt) n.  1. A rocket using ionic propulsion.  2.  See ion 
engine. 

ion trap (XùNn tr4p) n.  A device, such as a magnet, used to prevent ions in an 

electron beam from striking other apparatus. 

IOOF abbr.  Independent Order of Odd Fellows. 

i·o·ta (X-oùtN) n.  1. The ninth letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. A very small 

amount; a bit:  not an iota of truth to that tale.  [Latin iota, from Greek, of Phoeni-

cian origin; akin to Hebrew yôd, yod.]

i·o·ta·cism (X-oùtN-sVzÙNm) n.  The conversion of other vowel sounds in Greek, 

such as eta or upsilon, to the sound of iota.  [Late Latin iotacismus, from Greek 

iotakismos, from iota, iota. See IOTA.]

IOU (XÙo-yuù) n.  pl. IOU’s or IOUs. A promise to pay a debt, especially a signed 

paper stating the specific amount owed and often bearing the letters IOU.  [From 

the pronunciation of I owe you.]

-ious suff.  Having; having the qualities of; full of:  bilious.  [Middle English, 

partly from Latin -ius, and partly from Old French -ieus, -ieux, -ieux  from Latin 

-iosus.]

I·o·wa1 (XùN-wN) n.  pl. Iowa or I·o·was. 1. a. A Native American people for-

merly inhabiting parts of Iowa and southwest Minnesota, with present-day 

descendants in Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma.  b. A member of this people.   



2. The Siouan language of the Iowa.  [From French ayoés, ultimately from Dakota 

ayúxba.] —Iùo·wa adj. 

I·o·wa2 (XùN-wN) Abbr. IA, Ia.  A state of the north-central United States. It was 

admitted as the 29th state in 1846. Part of the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, Iowa 

was organized as a separate territory in 1838. The Mound Builders lived in the 

area in prehistoric times. Des Moines is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 2,787,424.   —Iùo·wan adj.  & n. 

Iowa City (XùN-wN sVtùK)  A city of eastern Iowa on the Iowa River south-south-

east of Cedar Rapids. It is the seat of the University of Iowa (established 1847). 

Population, 59,738. 

Iowa River (XùN-wN rVvùNr)  A river rising in northern Iowa and flowing about 

529 km (329 mi) southeast to the Mississippi River in the southeast part of the 

state. 

IPA abbr.  1.  Also I.P.A.. International Phonetic Alphabet.  2. International Pho-

netic Association.  3. Isopropyl alcohol. 

I·pa·tieff (V-päùtyVf), Vladimir Nikolaevich. 1867-1952.  Russian-born Amer-

ican chemist who developed a process for producing high-octane gasoline. 

ip·e·cac (VpùV-k4kÙ) also ip·e·cac·u·an·ha (VpÙV-k4kÙyu-4nùN) n.  1. a. A low-

growing tropical American shrub (Cephaelis ipecacuanha) having roots and rhi-

zomes that yield emetine.  b. The dried roots and rhizomes of this shrub.   2. A 

medicinal preparation made from the dried roots and rhizomes of this shrub that 

is used to induce vomiting, particularly in cases of poisoning and drug overdose.  

[Short for Portuguese ipecacuanha, from Tupi ipekaaguéne : ipeh, low + kaâ, 

leaves + guéne, vomit.]

Iph·i·ge·ni·a (VfÙN-jN-nXùN, -nKùN) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Clytem-

nestra and Agamemnon, who was offered as a sacrifice by Agamemnon but res-

cued by Artemis. She later became a priestess. 

ipm abbr.  Inches per minute. 

I·poh (Kùpo)  A city of western Malaysia north-northwest of Kuala Lumpur. It is a 

commercial center in a tin-mining area. Population, 300,325. 

i·pro·ni·a·zid (XÙprN-nXùN-zVd) n.  A compound, C9H13N3O, used as an antide-

pressant and formerly used to treat tuberculosis.  [I(SO)PRO(PYL ALCOHOL) + 

NI(COTINE) + AZ- + -ID.]

ips  or i.p.s. abbr.  Inches per second. 

ip·se dix·it (VpùsK dVkùsVt) n.  An unsupported assertion, usually by a person of 

standing; a dictum.  [Latin ipse dXxit, he himself said (it)  : ipse, he himself + dXxit, 

third person sing. perfect tense of dXcere, to say.]

ip·si·lat·er·al (VpÙsN-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  Located on or affecting the same side of the 

body.  [Alteration of Latin ipse, self + LATERAL.] —ipÙsi·latùer·al·ly adv. 



ip·sis·si·ma ver·ba (Vp-sVsùN-mN vûrùbN) pl.n.  The very words.  [New Latin  : 

Latin ipsissima, the very, neuter pl. superlative of ipse, self + Latin verba, pl. of 

verbum, word.]

ip·so fac·to (Vpùso f4kùto) adv.  By the fact itself; by that very fact:  An alien, 

ipso facto, has no right to a U.S. passport.  [New Latin ipso facto : Latin ipso, abla-

tive of ipse, itself + Latin facto, ablative of factum, fact.]

ipso ju·re (Vpùso jtrùK) adv.  Law. By the law itself.  [New Latin ipso i7re : Latin 

ipso, ablative of ipse, itself + Latin i7re, ablative of i7s, law.]

Ips·wich (VpùswVchÙ)  A borough of eastern England near the North Sea north-

east of London. It was a commercial and pottery-making center from the 7th to 

the 12th century and was later (16th century) important in the woolen trade. 

Population, 118,900. 

IQ  or I.Q. abbr.  Intelligence quotient. 

i.q. abbr.  Latin. Idem quod (the same as). 

I·qui·que (V-kKùkH)  A city of northwest Chile on the Pacific Ocean south of the 

Peruvian border. Founded in the 16th century, it was ceded to Chile by Peru in 

1883. Population, 110,153. 

I·qui·tos (V-kKùtos, K-kKùtôs)  A city of northeast Peru on the Amazon River 

northeast of Lima. It grew after a boom in wild rubber in the early 20th century. 

Population, 178,738. 

Ir  The symbol for the element iridium. 
IR abbr.  1. Information retrieval.  2. Infrared. 

Ir. abbr.  Irish. 

ir-1 pref.  Variant of in-1. 
ir-2 pref.  Variant of in-2. 
IRA abbr.  1. Individual Retirement Account.  2. Individual Retirement Arrange-

ment.  3.  Also I.R.A.. Irish Republican Army. 

I·rá·kli·on (V-räùklK-ônÙ) also Can·di·a (k4nùdK-N)  A city of southern Greece on 

the northern coast of Crete. It was founded by Saracens in the ninth century and 

passed to the Byzantines, Venetians, and Ottoman Turks before becoming part of 

Crete in 1913. Population, 102,398. 

I·ran (V-r4nù, V-ränù, X-r4nù) Formerly Per·sia (pûrùzhN, -shN).  A country of 

southwest Asia. First inhabited c. 4000 B.C., the region was overrun (c. 2000) by 

Aryans, who later split into two groups, the Medes and the Persians. The Persian 

Empire was founded c. 550 B.C. by Cyrus the Great and dominated the surround-

ing area until the time of Alexander the Great. In World War II Russia and Great 

Britain occupied the country and installed Mohammed Reza Pahlevi as shah 

(1941). He was overthrown (1979) by a revolution led by the Ayatollah Khomeini. 

The name of the country was officially changed to Iran in 1935. Tehran is the cap-

ital and the largest city. Population, 40,777,000. 



I·ra·ni·an (V-r7ùnK-Nn, V-räù-, X-r7ù-) adj.  Of or relating to Iran or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Iran.  2. A branch of the 

Indo-European language family that includes Persian, Kurdish, Pashto, and other 

languages of Iran, Afghanistan, and western Pakistan. 

I·ra·pua·to (îrÙN-pwäùto, KÙrä-)  A city of central Mexico east of Guadalajara. It 

is the commercial center of a mining and agricultural area. Population, 170,138. 

I·raq (V-r4kù, V-räkù)  A country of southwest Asia. Site of a number of flourishing 

ancient Mesopotamian civilizations, Iraq fell to the Arabs (7th century) and later 

to the Ottoman Turks (16th century). It was established as an independent king-

dom in 1921 and became a republic after the assassination (1958) of Faisal II. 

Baghdad is the capital and largest city. Population, 15,584,987. 

I·ra·qi (V-r4kùK, V-räùkK) adj.  Of or relating to Iraq or its people, language, or cul-

ture.   —  n.  pl. I·ra·qis. 1. A native or inhabitant of Iraq.  2. The modern dialect 

of Arabic spoken in Iraq. 

i·ras·ci·ble (V-r4sùN-bNl, X-r4sù-) adj.  1. Prone to outbursts of temper; easily 

angered.  2. Characterized by or resulting from anger.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin Xr7scibilis, from Latin Xr7scX, to be angry, from Xra, anger. 

See eis- in Appendix.] —i·rasÙci·bilùi·ty, i·rasùci·ble·ness n.  —i·rasùci·bly 
adv. 

i·rate (X-r7tù, Xùr7tÙ) adj.  1. Extremely angry; enraged.  See Synonyms at angry.  
2. Characterized or occasioned by anger:  an irate phone call.  [Latin Xr7tus, past 

participle of Xr7scX, to be angry, from Xra, anger. See eis- in Appendix.] 
—i·rateùly adv.  —i·rateùness n. 

Ir·bil (îrùbVl) also Er·bil (îrùbVl, Hrù-)  A city of northern Iraq north of Baghdad. 

Built on the site of ancient Arbela, it is a trade center. Population, 333,903. 

IRBM abbr.  Intermediate-range ballistic missile. 

ire (Xr) n.  Anger; wrath.  See Synonyms at anger.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin Xra. See eis- in Appendix.]

Ire. abbr.  Ireland. 

Ire·dell (XrùdHlÙ), James. 1751-1799.  American jurist who served as an associate 

justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1790-1799). 

ire·ful (XrùfNl) adj.  Full of ire; wrathful.  See Synonyms at angry.  —ireùful·ly 
adv. 

Ire·land1 (XrùlNnd)  An island in the northern Atlantic Ocean west of Great Brit-

ain. The island was invaded by Celts c. 500 B.C. and converted to Christianity by 

Saint Patrick in the fifth century A.D. It joined Great Britain in 1801 but after the 

Easter Rebellion (1916) and a civil war (1919-1921) the island was split into the 

independent Irish Free State (now Ireland) and Northern Ireland, which is still 

allied with Great Britain. 

Ire·land2 (XrùlNnd) Formerly I·rish Free State (XùrVsh) also Eir·e (ârùN, XùrN, 

ârùK, XùrK). Abbr. Ire.  A country occupying most of the island of Ireland. Estab-



lished as the Irish Free State in 1922, Ireland officially became the sovereign state 

of Eire in 1937. The Republic of Ireland was proclaimed on Easter Monday (April 

18), 1949. Dublin is the capital and the largest city. Population, 3,443,405. 

Ireland, Northern.  See Northern Ireland. 
i·ren·ic (X-rHnùVk, X-rKùnVk) also i·ren·i·cal (-V-kNl, -nV-kNl) adj.  Promoting peace; 

conciliatory.  [Greek eirKnikos, from eirKnK, peace.] —i·renùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ire·ton (Xrùtn), Henry. 1611-1651.  English Parliamentary general during the 

Civil War (1642-1651). Ireton helped bring Charles I to trial and was a signer of 

his death warrant. 

irid. abbr.  Iridescent. 

irid- pref.  Variant of irido-. 
ir·i·da·ceous (VrÙV-d7ùshNs) adj.  Of or belonging to the iris family.  [From New 

Latin ‚rid7cea, iris family, from ‚ris, ‚rid-, type genus, from Latin Xris, iris. See 

IRIS.]

ir·i·dec·to·my (VrÙV-dHkùtN-mK, XÙrV-) n.  pl. ir·i·dec·to·mies. Surgical removal 

of part of the iris of the eye. 

i·ri·des (XùrV-dKzÙ, VrùV-) n.  A plural of iris. 
ir·i·des·cence (VrÙV-dHsùNns) n.  The quality or state of being iridescent. 

ir·i·des·cent (VrÙV-dHsùNnt) adj.  Abbr. irid. 1. Producing a display of lustrous, 

rainbowlike colors:  an iridescent oil slick; iridescent plumage.  2. Brilliant, lus-

trous, or colorful in effect or appearance: “The prelude was as iridescent as a prism 

in a morning room” (Carson McCullers).   —irÙi·desùcent·ly adv. 

i·rid·ic (V-rVdùVk, X-rVdù-) adj.  Of or relating to the iris of the eye. 

i·rid·i·um (V-rVdùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ir A very hard and brittle, exceptionally corro-

sion-resistant, whitish-yellow metallic element occurring in platinum ores and 

used principally to harden platinum and in high-temperature materials, electrical 

contacts, and wear-resistant bearings. Atomic number 77; atomic weight 192.2; 

melting point 2,410˚C; boiling point 4,130˚C; specific gravity 22.42 (at 17˚C); 

valence 3, 4.  [Latin Xris, Xrid-, rainbow (from the colors produced by dissolving it 

in hydrochloric acid); see IRIDO- + -IUM.]

irido-  or irid- pref.  1. Rainbow:  iridescent.  2. Iris of the eye:  iridectomy.  

3. Iridium:  iridosmine.  [Latin Xris, Xrid-, rainbow, from Greek iris. See wei- in 

Appendix.]

ir·i·dol·o·gy (VrÙV-dmlùN-jK, XÙrV-) n.  The study of the iris of the eye, especially as 

associated with disease.   —irÙi·dolùo·gist n. 

ir·i·dos·mine (VrÙV-dmzùmKn) n.  See osmiridium.  [IRID(O)- + OSM(IUM) + -

INE
2.]

i·ris (XùrVs) n.  pl. i·ris·es or i·ri·des (XùrV-dKzÙ, VrùV-). 1. The pigmented, round, 

contractile membrane of the eye, suspended between the cornea and lens and 

perforated by the pupil. It regulates the amount of light entering the eye.  2. Any 

of numerous plants of the genus Iris, having narrow sword-shaped leaves and 



showy, variously colored flowers.  3. A rainbow or rainbowlike display of colors.  

[Middle English, rainbow, from Latin Xris, Xrid-, from Greek, rainbow, iris of the 

eye. See wei- in Appendix.]

I·ris (XùrVs) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of the rainbow and messenger of the 

gods.  [Latin ‚ris, from Greek. See wei- in Appendix.]

iris diaphragm (XùrVs dXùN-fr4mÙ) n.  A circular device with a variable diame-

ter, commonly used on cameras to regulate the amount of light admitted to a 

lens. 

I·rish (XùrVsh) adj.  Abbr. Ir. Of or relating to Ireland or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Ir. 1. The people of Ireland.  2. a.  See Irish Gaelic.  b.  
See Irish English.   3. Informal. Fieriness of temper or passion; high spirit.  

[Middle English, from Old English ‚ras, the Irish. See peiN- in Appendix.]

Irish bull (XùrVsh btl) n.  A statement containing an incongruity or a logical 

absurdity, usually unbeknown to the speaker. “With a pistol in each hand and a 

sword in the other” is an Irish bull. 

Irish coffee (XùrVsh kôùfK) n.  A beverage of sweetened hot coffee and Irish 

whiskey, topped with whipped cream. 

Irish elk (XùrVsh Hlk) n.  A large extinct European deer of the genus Megaceros of 

the Pliocene Epoch and the Pleistocene Epoch, having very large palmate antlers. 

Irish English (XùrVsh VngùglVsh) n.  English as spoken by the Irish.  Also called 

Anglo-Irish, Hiberno-English, Irish. 

Irish Free State (XùrVsh frK st7t)  See Ireland2. 
Irish Gaelic (XùrVsh g7ùlVk) n.  The Goidelic language of Ireland.  Also called 

Erse, Irish. 

I·rish·ism (XùrVsh-VzÙNm) n.  An Irish idiom or custom. 

I·rish·man (XùrVsh-mNn) n.  A man of Irish birth or ancestry. 

Irish moss (XùrVsh môs) n.  An edible North Atlantic seaweed (Chondrus crispus) 

that yields a mucilaginous substance used medicinally and in preparing jellies.  

Also called carrageen 

I·rish·ry (XùrVsh-rK) n.  pl. I·rish·ries. 1. The Irish people, especially those of 

Celtic descent.  2. a. Irish character.  b. An Irish trait, custom, or locution; an 

Irishism.  

Irish Sea (XùrVsh sK)  An arm of the northern Atlantic Ocean between Ireland 

and Great Britain. 

Irish setter (XùrVsh sHtùNr) n.  Any of a breed of setters having a silky reddish-

brown coat. 

Irish stew (XùrVsh stu) n.  A stew of meat and vegetables. 

Irish terrier (XùrVsh tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of a breed of terriers having a wiry reddish-

brown coat. 

Irish whiskey (XùrVsh hwVsùkK) n.  Whiskey made by the distillation of barley. 



Irish wolfhound (XùrVsh wtlfùhoundÙ) n.  Any of an ancient breed of large 

powerful dogs having a rough, shaggy coat. 

I·rish·wom·an (XùrVsh-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman of Irish birth or ancestry. 

i·ri·tis (X-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the iris of the eye.  [IR(IS) + -ITIS.] —i·ritùic 
(X-rVtùVk) adj. 

irk (ûrk) v.  tr. irked, irk·ing, irks. To be irritating, wearisome, or vexing to.  See 

Synonyms at annoy.  [Middle English irken, to weary, possibly from Old Norse 

yrkja, to work, make verses, harangue. See werg- in Appendix.]

irk·some (ûrkùsNm) adj.  Causing annoyance, weariness, or vexation; tedious:  

irksome restrictions.  See Synonyms at boring.  —irkùsome·ly adv.  —irkù-
some·ness n. 

Ir·kutsk (îr-kutskù)  A city of south-central Russia near the southern end of 

Lake Baikal. It is an industrial center and a major stop on the Trans-Siberian Rail-

road. Population, 597,000. 

IRO abbr.  International Refugee Organization. 

i·ron (XùNrn) n.  1.  Symbol Fe A silvery-white, lustrous, malleable, ductile, mag-

netic or magnetizable, metallic element occurring abundantly in combined 

forms, notably in hematite, limonite, magnetite, and taconite, and used alloyed in 

a wide range of important structural materials. Atomic number 26; atomic weight 

55.847; melting point 1,535˚C; boiling point 2,750˚C; specific gravity 7.874 (at 

20˚C); valence 2, 3, 4, 6.  2. An implement made of iron alloy or similar metal, 

especially a bar heated for use in branding, curling hair, or cauterizing.  3. Great 

hardness or strength; firmness:  a will of iron.  4. Sports. A golf club with a metal 

head, numbered from one to nine in order of increasing loft.  5. A metal appli-

ance with a handle and a weighted flat bottom, used when heated to press wrin-

kles from fabric.  6. A harpoon.  7. irons. Fetters; shackles.  8. A tonic, pill, or 

other medication containing iron and taken as a dietary supplement.   —  adj.  

1. Made of or containing iron:  iron bars; an iron alloy.  2. Very hard and strong:  

an iron fist.  3. Hardy; robust:  an iron constitution.  4. Inflexible; unyielding:  iron 

resolve.   —  v.  i·roned, i·ron·ing, i·rons.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To press and smooth 

with a heated iron:  iron clothes.  b. To remove (creases) by pressing.   2. To put 

into irons; fetter.  3. To fit or clad with iron.   —  v.  intr. To iron clothes.   
—phrasal verb. iron out. To settle through discussion or compromise; work 

out.   —idiom. iron in the fire. An undertaking or project in progress:  has 

many irons in the fire this year.  [Middle English iren, from Old English Xren. See 

eis- in Appendix.]

I·ron Age (XùNrn 7j) n.  The period in human cultural development succeeding 

the Bronze Age, characterized by the introduction of iron metallurgy and in 

Europe beginning around the eighth century B.C. 

iron blue (XùNrn blu) n.  Any of various light-resistant and heat-resistant, semi-

transparent blue pigments of powerful tinctorial strength, used chiefly in perma-



nent industrial finishes, printing inks, and artists’ colors.  Also called Prussian 

blue 

i·ron·bound (XùNrn-boundÙ) adj.  1. Bound with iron.  2. Rigid and unyielding:  

an ironbound moral code.  3. Bound with rocks and cliffs:  ironbound coasts. 

i·ron·clad (XùNrn-kl4dÙ) adj.  1. Sheathed with iron plates for protection.  

2. Rigid; fixed:  an ironclad rule.   —  n.  Nautical. A 19th-century warship having 

sides armored with metal plates. 

iron curtain (XùNrn kûrùtn) n.  1.  Often Iron Curtain. The military, political, 

and ideological barrier established between the Soviet bloc and western Europe 

after World War II.  2. A barrier that prevents free exchange of ideas and infor-

mation: “That department and the editorial department are separated by an almost 

impenetrable iron curtain” (Brendan Gill). 

I·ron·de·quoit (V-rmnùdV-kwoitÙ, -kwmtÙ)  A town of western New York west of 

Rochester. It was settled in 1791. Population, 52,322. 

Iron Gate (XùNrn g7t)  A narrow gorge of the Danube River on the border of 

Yugoslavia and Romania. Created by a gap between the Carpathian and Balkan 

mountains, the gorge is bypassed by a ship canal (opened in 1896) to allow navi-

gation by large river craft. 

iron gray (XùNrn gr7) n.  Color. A dark gray with a slightly greenish tinge. 

iron hand (XùNrn h4nd) n.  Rigorous or despotic control:  ruled the nation with 

an iron hand.   —iùron·handùed (XùNrn-h4nùdVd) adj.  —iùron·handùed·ness 
n. 

iron horse (XùNrn hôrs) n.  Informal. A railroad locomotive. 

i·ron·ic (X-rmnùVk) also i·ron·i·cal (X-rmnùV-kNl) adj.  1. Characterized by or con-

stituting irony.  2. Given to the use of irony.  See Synonyms at sarcastic.  
3. Poignantly contrary to what was expected or intended:  madness, an ironic fate 

for such a clear thinker.   —i·ronùi·cal·ly adv.  —i·ronùi·cal·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: The words ironic, irony, and ironically are sometimes used of

events and circumstances that might better be described as simply “coincidental”

or “improbable,” in that they suggest no particular lessons about human vanity

or folly. Thus 78 percent of the Usage Panel rejects the use of ironically in the

sentence In 1969 Susie moved from Ithaca to California where she met her husband-

to-be, who, ironically, also came from upstate New York (though some Panelists not-

ed that this particular usage might be acceptable if Susie had in fact moved to

California in order to find a husband, in which case the story could be taken as

exemplifying the folly of supposing that we can know what fate has in store for

us). By contrast, 73 percent accepted the sentence Ironically, even as the govern-

ment was fulminating against American policy, American jeans and videocassettes

were the hottest items in the stalls of the market, where the incongruity can be seen



as an example of human inconsistency.

i·ron·ing (XùNr-nVng) n.  1. The act or process of pressing clothes with a heated 

iron.  2. The clothing pressed or to be pressed with a heated iron. 

ironing board (XùNr-nVng bôrd) n.  A long, narrow padded board, often with 

collapsible supporting legs, used as a working surface for ironing. 

i·ro·nist (XùrN-nVst) n.  A notable user of irony, especially a writer. 

iron lung (XùNrn lƒng) n.  An airtight metal tank that encloses all of the body 

except the head and forces the lungs to inhale and exhale through regulated 

changes in air pressure. 

iron maiden (XùNrn m7dùn) n.  A medieval instrument of torture consisting of 

an iron frame in the form of a person in which the victim was enclosed and 

impaled on interior spikes. 

i·ron·mon·ger (XùNrn-mƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  Chiefly British. A hardware mer-

chant. 

i·ron·mon·ger·y (XùNrn-mƒngÙgN-rK, -mmngÙ-) n.  pl. i·ron·mon·ger·ies. 
Chiefly British. 1. Ironware.  2. The shop or business of an ironmonger. 

iron oxide (XùNrn mkùsXdÙ) n.  Any of various oxides of iron, such as ferric oxide 

or ferrous oxide. 

iron pyrites (XùNrn pX-rXùtKz) n.  See pyrite. 
i·ron·smith (XùNrn-smVthÙ) n.  One that makes iron articles; a blacksmith. 

i·ron·stone (XùNrn-stonÙ) n.  1. A hard white pottery.  2. A rock containing 

enough iron to permit commercial extraction; an iron ore. 

i·ron·ware (XùNrn-wârÙ) n.  Iron utensils and other products made of iron. 

i·ron·weed (XùNrn-wKdÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Vernonia, having 

alternate leaves and clusters of purplish flower heads. 

i·ron·wood (XùNrn-wtdÙ) n.  1. Any of numerous trees, such as the hornbeam 

and the hop hornbeam, that have very hard wood.  2. The wood of any of these 

trees. 

i·ron·work (XùNrn-wûrkÙ) n.  Work in iron, such as gratings and rails. 

i·ron·work·er (XùNrn-wûrÙkNr) n.  1. A construction worker who builds steel 

structures.  2. One who is employed in an ironworks.  3. One who makes iron 

articles. 

i·ron·works (XùNrn-wûrksÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A building or an 

establishment where iron is smelted or where heavy iron products are made. 

i·ro·ny (XùrN-nK, XùNr-) n.  pl. i·ro·nies. 1. a. The use of words to express some-

thing different from and often opposite to their literal meaning.  b. An expres-

sion or utterance marked by a deliberate contrast between apparent and intended 

meaning.  c. A literary style employing such contrasts for humorous or rhetorical 

effect.  See Synonyms at wit1.   2. a. Incongruity between what might be 

expected and what actually occurs: “Hyde noted the irony of Ireland’s copying the 



nation she most hated” (Richard Kain).  b. An occurrence, a result, or a circum-

stance notable for such incongruity.  See Usage Note at ironic.   3. Dramatic 

irony.  4. Socratic irony.  [French ironie, from Old French, from Latin XronXa, 

from Greek eironeia, feigned ignorance, from eiron, dissembler, probably from 

eirein, to say. See wer-5 in Appendix.]

Ir·o·quoi·an (îrÙN-kwoiùNn) n.  1. A family of North American Indian lan-

guages of the eastern part of Canada and the United States that includes Cayuga, 

Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Seneca, Tuscarora, Cherokee, Erie, Huron, and 

Wyandot.  2. A member of an Iroquoian-speaking people.   —  adj.  Of or consti-

tuting the Iroquoian language family. 

Ir·o·quois (VrùN-kwoiÙ) n.  pl. Iroquois (-kwoiÙ, -kwoizÙ). 1. a. A Native Amer-

ican confederacy inhabiting New York State and originally composed of the 

Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca peoples, known as the Five 

Nations. After 1722 the confederacy was joined by the Tuscaroras to form the Six 

Nations.  Also called Iroquois League b. A member of this confederacy or of any 

of its peoples.   2. Any or all of the languages of the Iroquois.  [Origin unknown.] 
—Irùo·quoisÙ adj. 

ir·ra·di·ant (V-r7ùdK-Nnt) adj.  Sending forth radiant light.  [Latin irradi7ns, irra-

diant- present participle of irradi7re, to shine forth. See IRRADIATE.] 
—ir·raùdi·ance, ir·raùdi·an·cy n. 

ir·ra·di·ate (V-r7ùdK-7tÙ) v.  ir·ra·di·at·ed, ir·ra·di·at·ing, ir·ra·di·ates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. a. To expose to radiation.  b. To treat with radiation:  irradiate farm produce 

so as to destroy bacteria.   2. To shed light on; illuminate.  3. To manifest in a man-

ner suggesting the emission of light; radiate:  irradiate goodness.   —  v.  intr. 

Archaic. 1. To send forth rays; radiate.  2. To become radiant.  [Latin irrradi7re, 

irradi7t-, to illuminate  : in-, on; see IN-2 + radi7re, to shine; see RADIATE.] 
—ir·raùdi·aÙtive adj.  —ir·raùdi·aÙtor n. 

ir·ra·di·a·tion (V-r7ÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of exposing to radiation or the 

condition of being so exposed.  2. Therapy or treatment by exposure to radiation. 

ir·rad·i·ca·ble (V-r4dùV-kN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to uproot or destroy; ineradica-

ble:  irradicable weeds; irradicable prejudices.  [Medieval Latin irr7dXc7bilis : Latin 

in-, not; see IN-1 + Latin r7dXx, r7dXc-, root; see ERADICATE.] —ir·radùi·ca·bly adv. 

ir·ra·tion·al (V-r4shùN-nNl) adj.  1. a. Not endowed with reason.  b. Affected by 

loss of usual or normal mental clarity; incoherent, as from shock.  c. Marked by a 

lack of accord with reason or sound judgment:  an irrational dislike.  See Syn-

onyms at meaningless. See Synonyms at unreasonable.   2. a. Being a sylla-

ble in Greek and Latin prosody whose length does not fit the metric pattern.  

b. Being a metric foot containing such a syllable.   3. Mathematics. Of or relating 

to an irrational number.   —ir·raùtion·al·ly adv.  —ir·raùtion·al·ness n. 



ir·ra·tion·al·ism (V-r4shùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Irrational thought, expression, or 

behavior; irrationality.  2. Belief in feeling, instinct, or other nonrational forces 

rather than reason. 

ir·ra·tion·al·i·ty (V-r4shÙN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ir·ra·tion·al·i·ties. 1. The state or 

quality of being irrational.  2. An irrational idea, expression, or act. 

irrational number (V-r4shùN-nNl nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. Any real number 

that cannot be expressed as an integer or as a ratio between two integers. 

Ir·ra·wad·dy (îrÙN-wmdùK, -wôùdK)  A river of Burma flowing about 1,609 km 

(1,000 mi) southward to the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea. It is the chief 

river of the country. 

ir·re·claim·a·ble (VrÙV-kl7ùmN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to reclaim; being such that 

reclamation is precluded:  irreclaimable wasteland.   —irÙre·claimÙa·bilùi·ty, 
irÙre·claimùa·ble·ness n.  —irÙre·claimùa·bly adv. 

ir·rec·on·cil·a·ble (V-rHkÙNn-sXùlN-bNl, V-rHkùNn-sXÙ-) adj.  Impossible to recon-

cile:  irreconcilable differences.   —  n.  1. A person, especially a member of a 

group, who will not compromise, adjust, or submit.  2. One of two or more con-

flicting ideas or beliefs that cannot be brought into harmony.   
—ir·recÙon·cilÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —ir·recÙon·cilùa·bly adv. 

ir·re·cov·er·a·ble (VrÙV-kƒvùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to recover; irreparable:  

irrecoverable losses.   —irÙre·covùer·a·ble·ness n.  —irÙre·covùer·a·bly adv. 

ir·re·cu·sa·ble (VrÙV-kyuùzN-bNl) adj.  Not subject to challenge or objection:  an 

irrecusable premise.  [French irrécusable, from Late Latin irrec7s7bilis : Latin in-, 

not; see IN-1 + rec7s7bilis, deserving of rejection (from Latin rec7s7re, to refuse); 

see RECUSE.] —irÙre·cuùsa·bly adv. 

ir·re·deem·a·ble (VrÙV-dKùmN-bNl) adj.  1. That cannot be bought back or paid 

off:  an irredeemable annuity.  2. Not convertible into coin.  3. Impossible to rem-

edy:  irredeemable losses.  4. Impossible to redeem or reform:  an irredeemable evil.   
—irÙre·deemùa·bly adv. 

ir·re·den·tist (VrÙV-dHnùtVst) n.  One who advocates the recovery of territory cul-

turally or historically related to one’s nation but now subject to a foreign govern-

ment.  [Italian irredentista, from (Italia) irredenta, unredeemed (Italy), Italian-

speaking areas subject to other countries, feminine of irredento : in-, not (from 

Latin in-); see IN-1 + redento, redeemed (from Latin redemptus, past participle of 

redimere, to redeem); see REDEEM.] —irÙre·denùtism n.  —irÙre·denùtist adj. 

ir·re·duc·i·ble (VrÙV-duùsN-bNl, -dyuù-) adj.  Impossible to reduce to a desired, 

simpler, or smaller form or amount:  irreducible burdens.   —irÙre·ducÙi·bilùi·ty, 
irÙre·ducùi·ble·ness n.  —irÙre·ducùi·bly adv. 

ir·ref·ra·ga·ble (V-rHfùrN-gN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to refute or controvert; indis-

putable:  irrefragable evidence.  [Late Latin irrefr7g7bilis : Latin in-, not; see IN-1 + 

Latin refr7g7rX, to oppose, resist; see bhreg- in Appendix.] 
—ir·refÙra·ga·bilùi·ty n.  —ir·refùra·ga·bly adv. 



ir·re·fran·gi·ble (VrÙV-fr4nùjN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to break; indestructible:  

irrefrangible cooking ware.  2. Physics. That cannot be refracted.   
—irÙre·franùgi·bly adv. 

ir·ref·u·ta·ble (V-rHfùyN-tN-bNl, VrÙV-fyuù-) adj.  Impossible to refute or dis-

prove; incontrovertible:  irrefutable arguments; irrefutable evidence of guilt.   
—ir·refÙu·ta·bilùi·ty n.  —ir·refùu·ta·bly adv. 

irreg. abbr.  Irregular. 

ir·re·gard·less (VrÙV-gärdùlVs) adv.  Non-Standard. Regardless.  [Perhaps from 

IR(RESPECTIVE) + REGARDLESS.]

USAGE NOTE: The label Non-Standard does only approximate justice to the

status of irregardless. More precisely, it is a form that many people mistakenly be-

lieve to be a correct usage in formal style but that in fact has no legitimate ante-

cedents in either standard or nonstandard varieties. (The word was likely coined

from a blend of irrespective and regardless.) Perhaps this is why critics have some-

times insisted that there is “no such word” as irregardless, a charge they would not

think of leveling at a bona fide nonstandard word such as ain’t, which has an an-

cient genealogy.

ir·reg·u·lar (V-rHgùyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. irreg. 1. Contrary to rule, accepted order, 

or general practice:  irregular hiring practices.  2. Not conforming to legality, 

moral law, or social convention:  an irregular marriage.  3. Not straight, uniform, 

or symmetrical:  irregular facial features.  4. Of uneven rate, occurrence, or dura-

tion:  an irregular heartbeat.  5. Deviating from a type; atypical.  6. Botany. Hav-

ing differing floral parts, as of a zygomorphic or asymmetrical flower.  7. Falling 

below the manufacturer’s standard or usual specifications; imperfect.  

8. Grammar. Departing from the usual pattern of inflection, derivation, or word 

formation, as the present forms of the verb be or the plural noun children.  9. Not 

belonging to a permanent, organized military force:  irregular troops.   —  n.  

1. One, such as an item of merchandise, that is irregular.  2. A soldier, such as a 

guerrilla, who is not a member of a regular military force.   —ir·regùu·lar·ly adv. 

ir·reg·u·lar·i·ty (V-rHgÙyN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. ir·reg·u·lar·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

state of being irregular.  2. Something irregular:  found the firm’s books riddled 

with irregularities.  3. Constipation. 

ir·rel·a·tive (V-rHlùN-tVv) adj.  1. Having no correlative relationship; uncon-

nected.  2. Irrelevant.   —ir·relùa·tive·ly adv. 

ir·rel·e·vance (V-rHlùN-vNns) n.  1. The quality or state of being unrelated to the 

matter at hand.  2. Something unrelated to the matter at hand. 

ir·rel·e·van·cy (V-rHlùN-vNn-sK) n.  pl. ir·rel·e·van·cies. Irrelevance. 

ir·rel·e·vant (V-rHlùN-vNnt) adj.  Unrelated to the matter at hand.   
—ir·relùe·vant·ly adv.  



SYNONYMS: irrelevant, extraneous, immaterial, impertinent. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “not pertinent to the subject under consid-

eration”: an irrelevant comment; a question extraneous to the discussion; an objec-

tion that is immaterial after the fact; mentioned several impertinent facts before fi-

nally coming to the point. 

ANTONYM: relevant

ir·re·lig·ion (VrÙV-lVjùNn) n.  Hostility or indifference to religion. 

ir·re·lig·ious (VrÙV-lVjùNs) adj.  Hostile or indifferent to religion; ungodly.   
—irÙre·ligùious·ly adv.  —irÙre·ligùious·ness n. 

ir·re·me·a·ble (V-rKùmK-N-bNl) adj.  Archaic. Affording no possibility of return.  

[Latin irreme7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + reme7re, to return (re-, re- + me7re, to go); 

see mei-1 in Appendix.]

ir·re·me·di·a·ble (VrÙV-mKùdK-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to remedy, correct, or 

repair; incurable or irreparable:  irremediable errors in judgment.   
—irÙre·meùdi·a·bly adv. 

ir·re·mis·si·ble (VrÙV-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Not remissible; unpardonable:  irremissible 

sins.   —irÙre·misÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  —irÙre·misùsi·bly adv. 

ir·re·mov·a·ble (VrÙV-muùvN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to remove:  irremovable 

boulders; irremovable obstacles.   —irÙre·movÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —irÙre·movùa·bly 
adv. 

ir·rep·a·ra·ble (V-rHpùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Impossible to repair, rectify, or amend:  

irreparable harm; irreparable damages.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin irrepar7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + repar7bilis, reparable; see REPARABLE.] 
—ir·repÙa·ra·bilùi·ty, ir·repùa·ra·ble·ness n.  —ir·repùa·ra·bly adv. 

ir·re·peal·a·ble (VrÙV-pKùlN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to repeal:  irrepealable laws. 

ir·re·place·a·ble (VrÙV-pl7ùsN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to replace:  irreplaceable 

antiques.   —irÙre·placeÙa·bilùi·ty, irÙre·placeùa·ble·ness n.  

—irÙre·placeùa·bly adv. 

ir·re·press·i·ble (VrÙV-prHsùN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to control or 

restrain:  irrepressible laughter.   —irÙre·pressÙi·bilùi·ty, irÙre·pressùi·ble·ness 

n.  —irÙre·pressùi·bly adv. 

ir·re·proach·a·ble (VrÙV-proùchN-bNl) adj.  Perfect or blameless in every 

respect; faultless:  irreproachable conduct.   —irÙre·proachÙa·bilùi·ty, 
irÙre·proachùa·ble·ness n.  —irÙre·proachùa·bly adv. 

ir·re·sis·ti·ble (VrÙV-zVsùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to resist:  an irresistible 

impulse to sneeze.  2. Having an overpowering appeal:  irresistible beauty.   
—irÙre·sisÙti·bilùi·ty, irÙre·sisùti·ble·ness n.  —irÙre·sisùti·bly adv. 

ir·re·sol·u·ble (VrÙV-zmlùyN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to resolve:  irresoluble conflicts.  

[Latin irresol7bilis : in-, not; see IN-1 + resolvere, resol7t-, to untie; see RESOLVE.]



ir·res·o·lute (V-rHzùN-lutÙ) adj.  1. Unsure of how to act or proceed; undecided.  

2. Lacking in resolution; indecisive.   —ir·resùo·luteÙly adv.  —ir·resùo·luteÙ-
ness, ir·resÙo·luùtion n. 

ir·re·solv·a·ble (VrÙV-zmlùvN-bNl) adj.  1. Irresoluble.  2. Impossible to separate 

into component parts; irreducible. 

ir·re·spec·tive (VrÙV-spHkùtVv) adj.  Archaic. Characterized by disregard; heed-

less.   —irÙre·specùtive·ly adv. 

irrespective of (VrÙV-spHkùtVv ƒv) prep.  Without consideration of; regardless 

of. 

ir·res·pi·ra·ble (V-rHsùpNr-N-bNl, VrÙV-spXrù-) adj.  Not fit for breathing; not 

respirable. 

ir·re·spon·si·ble (VrÙV-spmnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Marked by a lack of responsibility:  

irresponsible accusations.  2. Lacking a sense of responsibility; unreliable or 

untrustworthy.  3. Law. Not mentally or financially fit to assume responsibility.  

4. Not liable to be called to account by a higher authority.   —  n.  1. One who has 

no sense of responsibility.  2. Law. One who is mentally or financially unfit to 

assume responsibility for one’s actions.  3. One who is unlikely to be called to 

account by a higher authority.   —irÙre·sponÙsi·bilùi·ty, irÙre·sponùsi·ble·ness 

n.  —irÙre·sponùsi·bly adv. 

ir·re·spon·sive (VrÙV-spmnùsVv) adj.  1. Not responsive, as to treatment or stim-

uli.  2. Not responding or answering readily.   —irÙre·sponùsive·ly adv.  

—irÙre·sponùsive·ness n. 

ir·re·triev·a·ble (VrÙV-trKùvN-bNl) adj.  Difficult or impossible to retrieve or 

recover:  When the diamond fell into the lake, it was virtually irretrievable.   
—irÙre·trievùa·ble·ness, irÙre·trievÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —irÙre·trievùa·bly adv. 

ir·rev·er·ence (V-rHvùNr-Nns) n.  1. Lack of reverence or due respect.  2. A disre-

spectful act or remark. 

ir·rev·er·ent (V-rHvùNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Lacking or exhibiting a lack of reverence; 

disrespectful.  2. Critical of what is generally accepted or respected; satirical:  

irreverent humor.   —ir·revùer·ent·ly adv. 

ir·re·vers·i·ble (VrÙV-vûrùsN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to reverse:  an irreversible 

momentum toward open revolution.   —irÙre·versÙi·bilùi·ty, 
irÙre·versùi·ble·ness n.  —irÙre·versùi·bly adv. 

ir·rev·o·ca·ble (V-rHvùN-kN-bNl) adj.  Impossible to retract or revoke:  an irrevo-

cable decision.   —ir·revÙo·ca·bilùi·ty, ir·revùo·ca·ble·ness n.  

—ir·revùo·ca·bly adv. 

ir·ri·ga·ble (VrùV-gN-bNl) adj.  That can be irrigated:  irrigable desert. 

ir·ri·gate (VrùV-g7tÙ) v.  ir·ri·gat·ed, ir·ri·gat·ing, ir·ri·gates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

supply (dry land) with water by means of ditches, pipes, or streams; water artifi-

cially.  2. To wash out (a body cavity or wound) with water or a medicated fluid.  

3. To make fertile or vital as if by watering.   —  v.  intr. To supply land with water 



artificially.  [Latin irrig7re, irrig7t-  : in-, in; see IN-2 + rig7re, to water.] 
—irÙri·gaùtion n.  —irÙri·gaùtion·al adj.  —irùri·gaÙtor n. 

ir·ri·ta·bil·i·ty (VrÙV-tN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. ir·ri·ta·bil·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of 

being irritable; testiness or petulance.  2. Pathology. Abnormal or excessive sensi-

tivity of a body organ or part to a stimulus.  3. Physiology. The capacity to 

respond to stimuli. 

ir·ri·ta·ble (VrùV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Easily irritated or annoyed.  2. Pathology. Abnor-

mally sensitive to a stimulus.  3. Physiology. Capable of responding to stimuli.  

[French irritable, from Latin irrXt7bilis, from irrXt7re, to irritate.] 
—irùri·ta·ble·ness n.  —irùri·ta·bly adv. 

ir·ri·tant (VrùV-tNnt) adj.  Causing irritation, especially physical irritation.   —  n.  

A source of irritation:  tobacco smoke, a common eye irritant.  [French, from Latin 

irrXt7ns, irrXtant- present participle of irrXt7re, to irritate.]

ir·ri·tate (VrùV-t7tÙ) v.  ir·ri·tat·ed, ir·ri·tat·ing, ir·ri·tates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

rouse to impatience or anger; annoy:  a loud bossy voice that irritates listeners.  See 

Synonyms at annoy.  2. To chafe or inflame.   —  v.  intr. To be a cause of impa-

tience or anger.  [Latin irrXt7re, irrit7t-.] —irùri·tatÙing·ly adv.  —irùri·taÙtor n. 

ir·ri·ta·tion (VrÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of irritating.  b. The condition of 

being irritated; vexation:  honked the horn with irritation at the delay.   2. A source 

of irritation.  3. Pathology. A condition of inflammation, soreness, or irritability 

of a bodily organ or part. 

ir·ri·ta·tive (VrùV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Involving irritation. 

ir·ro·ta·tion·al (VrÙo-t7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Not rotating or involving rotation. 

ir·rupt (V-rƒptù) v.  intr. ir·rupt·ed, ir·rupt·ing, ir·rupts. 1. To break or burst 

in.  2. Ecology. To increase rapidly and irregularly in number:  In the absence of 

predators, the island’s rodent population irrupted.  [Latin irrumpere, irrupt-  : in-, 

in; see IN-2 + rumpere, to break; see reup- in Appendix.] —ir·rupùtion n. 

ir·rup·tive (V-rƒpùtVv) adj.  1. Irrupting or tending to irrupt.  2. Geology. Intru-

sive. 

IRS abbr.  Internal Revenue Service. 

Ir·tysh  or Ir·tish (Vr-tVshù)  A river of northwest China, eastern Kazakhstan, and 

central Russia flowing about 4,264 km (2,650 mi) generally northwest to the Ob 

River. It is navigable for much of its course. 

I·rún (K-runù)  A city of northern Spain near the Bay of Biscay and the French 

border. It is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 54,877. 

Ir·vine  1.  (ûrùvVn) A burgh of southwest Scotland on the estuary of the Irvine 
River southwest of Glasgow. It is an industrial center. Population, 54,600.  2.  
(ûrùvXnÙ) A city of southern California southeast of Santa Ana. A branch of the 

University of California (opened 1965) is here. Population, 110,330. 

Ir·ving (ûrùvVng)  A town of northeast Texas, an industrial suburb of Dallas. 

Population, 155,037. 



Ir·ving (ûrùvVng), Sir Henry. 1838-1905.  British Shakespearean actor whose 

productions, particularly those at London’s Lyceum Theatre, won him the first 

knighthood awarded to a member of his profession (1895). 

Ir·ving (ûrùvVng), John. Born 1942.  American writer. His darkly humorous 

novels include The World According to Garp (1978) and The Cider House Rules 

(1985). 

Ir·ving (ûrùvVng), Washington. 1783-1859.  American writer remembered for 

the stories “Rip Van Winkle” and “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” contained in 

The Sketch Book (1819-1820). 

Ir·ving·ton (ûrùvVng-tNn)  A town of northeast New Jersey, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Newark. It was settled in 1692 as Camptown and renamed in 

1852 in honor of Washington Irving. Population, 59,774. 

Ir·win (ûrùwVn), William Henry. Known as “Will.” 1873-1948.  American jour-

nalist and writer noted for his critiques of the press, including Propaganda and 

the News (1936). 

is (Vz) v.  Third person singular present indicative of be. [Middle English, from 

Old English. See es- in Appendix.]

is.  or Is. abbr.  Island. 

Is. abbr.  Bible. Isaiah. 

is- pref.  Variant of iso-. 
Isa. abbr.  Bible. Isaiah. 

I·saac (XùzNk)  In the Old Testament, the son of Abraham who was offered as a 

sacrifice to God. The sacrifice was prevented at the last moment by divine inter-

vention. 

I·saacs (XùzNks), Sir Isaac Alfred. 1855-1948.  Australian jurist and politician 

who served as chief justice (1930-1931) and governor-general (1931-1936). 

Is·a·bel·a Island (VzÙN-bHlùN XùlNnd)  The largest of the Galápagos Islands of 

Ecuador, in the Pacific Ocean on the equator. 

Is·a·bel·la I (VzÙN-bHlùN), Known as “Isabella the Catholic.” 1451-1504.  Queen 

of Castile (1474-1504). Her marriage in 1469 to Ferdinand V of Castile and León 

(later Ferdinand II of Aragon) marked the beginning of a unified Spanish state. 

Isabella sponsored the voyages of Christopher Columbus. 

I·sa·iah (X-z7ùN, X-zXùN) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the eighth century B.C.  

2.  Abbr. Isa., Is. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
i·sal·lo·bar (X-s4lùN-bärÙ) n.  A line on a weather map connecting places having 

equal changes in atmospheric pressure within a given period of time.  [IS(O)- + 

ALLO- + Greek baros, weight; see gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

-isation suff.  Variant of -ization. 
ISBN abbr.  International Standard Book Number. 

is·che·mi·a (V-skKùmK-N) n.  A decrease in the blood supply to a bodily organ, 

tissue, or part caused by constriction or obstruction of the blood vessels.  [New 



Latin ischaemia, from Greek iskhaimos, a stopping of the blood  : iskhein, to keep 

back; see segh- in Appendix + haima, blood.] —i·scheùmic adj. 

is·chi·a (VsùkK-N) n.  Plural of ischium. 
Is·chi·a (VsùkK-N, Kùskyä)  An island of southern Italy in the Tyrrhenian Sea at the 

entrance to the Bay of Naples. Known as “the Emerald Isle,” it is a tourist center 

and health resort noted for its warm mineral springs. 

is·chi·um (VsùkK-Nm) n.  pl. is·chi·a (-kK-N). The lowest of the three major bones 

that constitute each half of the pelvis.  [Latin, hip joint, from Greek iskhion.] 
—isùchi·al (-Nl) adj. 

-ise suff.  Variant of -ize. 
I·se Bay (Kùs7 b7, KùsHù)  An arm of the Pacific Ocean on the south-central coast 

of Honshu, Japan. The city of Ise, near the entrance to the bay, has several 

ancient Shinto shrines built in a distinctive archaic style of architecture. Popula-

tion, 105,455. 

Ise·lin (VzùlVn)  A community of east-central New Jersey northwest of Perth 

Amboy. Population, 16,141. 

is·en·tro·pic (XÙsNn-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  Without change in entropy; at con-

stant entropy.  [IS(O)- + ENTROP(Y) + -IC.] —isÙen·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

I·sère (K-zârù)  A river, about 290 km (180 mi) long, of southeast France rising in 

the Graian Alps near the Italian border and flowing west and southwest to the 

Rhone River. 

I·ser·lohn (KÙzNr-lonù, KùzNr-lonÙ)  A city of west-central Germany northeast of 

Cologne. Founded in the 13th century, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 

89,951. 

I·seult (V-sultù) also I·sol·de (V-solùdN, V-zolù-) n.  In Arthurian legend, an Irish 

princess who married the king of Cornwall and had a love affair with his knight 

Tristan. 

Is·fa·han (VsÙfN-hänù)  or Es·fa·han (HsÙ-)  A city of central Iran south of 

Tehran. An ancient town and capital of Persia from 1598 to 1722, it was long 

noted for its fine carpets and silver filigree. Today it has textile and steel mills. 

Population, 927,000. 

-ish suff.  1. Of, relating to, or being:  Swedish.  2. a. Characteristic of:  girlish.  

b. Having the usually undesirable qualities of:  childish.   3. Approximately; 

somewhat:  greenish.  4. Tending toward; preoccupied with:  selfish.  [Middle 

English, from Old English -isc.]

Ish·er·wood (VshùNr-wtdÙ), Christopher William Bradshaw. 1904-1986.  

British-born American writer best known for his portrayals of Berlin in the early 

1930’s in works such as Goodbye to Berlin (1939), which became the basis for the 

musical Cabaret (1966). 

I·shi·i (KùshK-K), Viscount Kikujiro. 1866-1945.  Japanese diplomat who guided 

Japan’s expansion and increasing cooperation with the West from 1907 to 1927. 



I·shi·ka·ri Bay (VshÙV-kärùK b7)  An inlet of the Sea of Japan on the western 

coast of Hokkaido, Japan. The Ishikari River, about 443 km (275 mi) long, flows 

generally southwest from the mountainous interior of the island into the bay. 

I·shim (V-shVmù)  A river, about 1,818 km (1,130 mi) long, rising in the steppe 

region of Kazakhstan and flowing generally northwest then northeast to the 

Irtysh River in south-central Russia. 

Ish·ma·el1 (VshùmK-Nl, -m7-)  In the Old Testament, the son of Abraham who 

was cast out after the birth of Isaac. He is traditionally considered to be the fore-

bear of the Arabs. 

Ish·ma·el2 (VshùmK-Nl, -m7-) n.  An outcast. 

Ish·ma·el·ite (VshùmK-N-lXtÙ, -m7-) n.  1. A descendant of Ishmael.  2. An out-

cast.   —Ishùma·el·itÙism n. 

Ish·tar (VshùtärÙ) n.  Mythology. The ancient Assyrian and Babylonian goddess of 

love, fertility, and war. 

Is·i·dore of Se·ville (VzùV-dôrÙ ƒv sN-vVlù, -dorÙ; sN-vVlù), Saint. 560?-636.  

Spanish scholar and ecclesiastic. He wrote the encyclopedia Etymologiae, an 

important reference work throughout the Middle Ages. 

i·sin·glass (XùzNn-gl4sÙ, XùzVng-) n.  1. A transparent, almost pure gelatin pre-

pared from the air bladder of the sturgeon and certain other fishes and used as an 

adhesive and a clarifying agent.  2. Mica in thin, transparent sheets.  [By folk ety-

mology (influenced by GLASS), from obsolete Dutch huizenblas, from Middle 

Dutch huusblase : huus, sturgeon + blase, bladder; see bhlK- in Appendix.]

I·sis1 (XùsVs) n.  Mythology. An ancient Egyptian goddess of fertility, the sister and 

wife of Osiris. 

I·sis2 (XùsVs)  The upper Thames River in south-central England in the vicinity of 

Oxford. The name is used locally and in literature. 

Is·kar (VsùkNr)  See Iskƒr. 
Is·ken·de·run (Vs-kHnÙdN-runù, -kHnùdH-runÙ) Formerly Al·ex·an·dret·ta 

(4lÙVg-z4n-drHtùN).  A city of southern Turkey on an inlet of the eastern Mediterra-

nean Sea. Founded by Alexander the Great to celebrate his victory over the Per-

sians in 333 B.C., it is Turkey’s chief port on the Mediterranean. Population, 

124,824. 

Is·kƒr also Is·kar (VsùkNr)  A river of western Bulgaria rising in the Rhodope 

Mountains and flowing about 402 km (250 mi) generally north and northeast to 

the Danube River. 

isl. abbr.  Island. 

Is·lam (Vs-lämù, Vz-, VsùlämÙ, Vzù-) n.  1. A monotheistic religion characterized by 

the acceptance of the doctrine of submission to God and Mohammed as the chief 

and last prophet of God.  2. a. The people or nations that practice Islam; the 

Muslim world.  b. The civilization based on Islam.   [Arabic 1isl7m, submission, 

from 1aslama, to surrender, resign oneself, from Syriac 1a≥lem.] —Is·lamùic adj. 



Is·lam·a·bad (Vs-läùmN-bädÙ, Vz-l4mùN-b4dÙ)  The capital of Pakistan, in the 

northeast part of the country northeast of Rawalpindi. Construction began on 

the city in 1960, and it replaced Karachi as the capital in 1967. Population, 

201,000. 

Is·lam·ism (VsùlN-mVzÙNm, Vzù-) n.  Offensive. The religious faith, principles, or 

cause of Islam.   —Is·lamùist (-läùmVst) n. 

Is·lam·ize (VsùlN-mXzÙ, Vzù-) v.  tr. Is·lam·ized, Is·lam·iz·ing, Is·lam·iz·es. 
1. To convert to Islam.  2. To cause to conform to Islamic law or precepts.   
—IsÙlam·i·zaùtion (-lN-mV-z7ùshNn) n. 

is·land (XùlNnd) n.  1.  Abbr. is., i., Is., I., isl. A land mass, especially one smaller 

than a continent, entirely surrounded by water.  2. Something resembling an 

island, especially in being isolated or surrounded:  a counter forming an island in 

the middle of the kitchen; islands of people living on the empty prairie.  3. The 

superstructure, as of an aircraft carrier.  4. Anatomy. A cluster of cells differing in 

structure or function from the cells constituting the surrounding tissue.   —  v.  

tr. is·land·ed, is·land·ing, is·lands. To make into or as if into an island; insu-

late:  a secluded mansion, islanded by shrubbery and fences.  [Alteration (influ-

enced by ISLE), of Middle English ilond, from Old English Xegland : Xg, Xeg; see 

akw-7- in Appendix + land, land; see lendh- in Appendix.]

is·land·er (XùlNn-dNr) n.  An inhabitant of an island. 

is·lands of Lang·er·hans (XùlNndz ƒf längùNr-hänsÙ) pl.n.  See islets of 
Langerhans. 

Is·la Vis·ta (XùlN vVsùtN)  A community of southern California on the Pacific 

Ocean west of Santa Barbara. Population, 20,395. 

Is·lay (Xùl7, XùlN)  An island of the southern Inner Hebrides of western Scotland. 

Farming, fishing, and distilling are important to its economy. 

isle (Xl) n.  Abbr. i., I. An island, especially a small one.  [Middle English ile, from 

Old French isle, from Latin Xnsula.]

Isle au Haut (XÙlN-hoù ho, KÙlN-)  An island of south-central Maine at the 

entrance to Penobscot Bay. 

Isle of (Xl ƒv)  For names of actual isles, see the specific element of the name; for 

example, Wight, Isle of. 
Isle Roy·ale (Xl roiùNl)  An island of northern Michigan in Lake Superior near 

the coast of Ontario. French fur traders named the island in 1671. Native Ameri-

cans mined the island’s copper for centuries before ceding the island to the 

United States in 1843. It is now a tourist center. 

is·let (XùlVt) n.  A very small island:  rocky islets off the coast. 

islets of Lang·er·hans (längùNr-hänsÙ ƒv längùNr-hänsÙ) pl.n.  Irregular clus-

ters of endocrine cells scattered throughout the tissue of the pancreas that secrete 

insulin and glucagon.  Also called islands of Langerhans [After Paul Langerhans 

(1847-1888), German pathologist.]



ism (VzùNm) n.  Informal. A distinctive doctrine, system, or theory: “Formalism, by 

being an ‘ism,’ kills form by hugging it to death” (Peter Viereck).  [From -ISM.]

-ism suff.  1. Action, process; practice:  terrorism.  2. Characteristic behavior or 

quality:  heroism.  3. a. State; condition; quality:  pauperism.  b. State or condi-

tion resulting from an excess of something specified:  strychninism.   

4. Distinctive or characteristic trait:  Latinism.  5. a. Doctrine; theory; system of 

principles:  pacifism.  b. An attitude of prejudice against a given group:  racism.   

[Middle English -isme, from Old French, from Latin -ismus, from Greek -ismos, 

n. suff..]

Is·ma·i·li (VsÙmä-KùlK) also Is·ma·i·li·an (-KùlK-Nn) n.  A member of a branch of 

Shiism that follows a living imam and is noted for esoteric philosophy.  [Arabic 

Isma1XlXy, after Isma1Xl (died 760), son of the sixth imam, Jafar (700?-765).]

Is·ma·i·li·a (VzÙm7-N-lKùN, VsÙ-)  A city of northeast Egypt on the Suez Canal. It 

was founded in 1863 by Ferdinand de Lesseps as a base of operations during the 

building of the canal. Population, 191,700. 

Is·ma·i·li·an (VsÙmä-KùlK-Nn) n.  Variant of Ismaili. 
Is·ma·il Pa·sha (Vs-mäùKl päùshN), 1830-1895.  Egyptian viceroy (1863-1879). 

The Suez Canal was completed during his reign (1869). 

is·n’t (VzùNnt)  Is not. 

iso-  or is- pref.  1. Equal; uniform:  isobar.  2. Isomeric:  isopropyl.  [Greek, from 

isos, equal.]

i·so·ag·glu·ti·na·tion (XÙso-N-glutÙn-7ùshNn) n.  The agglutination of the red 

blood cells of an individual by antibodies in the serum of another individual of 

the same species. 

i·so·ag·glu·ti·nin (XÙso-N-glutùn-Vn) n.  An isoantibody normally present in 

the serum of an individual that causes the agglutination of the red blood cells of 

another individual of the same species. 

i·so·ag·glu·tin·o·gen (XÙso-4gÙlu-tVnùN-jNn) n.  An isoantigen that on expo-

sure to its corresponding isoantibody causes agglutination of the red blood cells 

to which it is attached.  [ISOAGGLUTIN(IN) + -GEN.]

i·so·an·ti·bod·y (XÙso-4nùtK-bmdÙK) n.  pl. i·so·an·ti·bod·ies. An antibody 

produced by or derived from the same species as the antigen with which it reacts.  

Also called alloantibody 

i·so·an·ti·gen (XÙso-4nùtV-jNn) n.  A protein or other antigenic substance 

present in only some members of a species and therefore able to stimulate anti-

body production in those members that lack it.  Also called alloantigen  
—iÙso·anÙti·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj.  —iÙso·anÙti·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsù-V-tK) n. 

i·so·bar (XùsN-bärÙ) n.  1. A line on a weather map connecting points of equal 

atmospheric pressure.  Also called isopiestic 2. Any of two or more kinds of atoms 

having the same atomic mass but different atomic numbers.  [ISO- + Greek baros, 

weight; see gwerN-1 in Appendix.] —iÙso·barùic (-bärùVk, -b4rù-) adj. 



i·so·car·box·a·zid (XÙso-kär-bmkùsN-zVd) n.  A compound, C12H13N3O2, used 

as an antidepressant.  [Contraction and alteration of isoxazolylcarbonyl, one of its 

components + (HYDR)AZ(INE) + -ID.]

i·so·chro·mat·ic (XÙsN-kro-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Having the same color or wave-

length. Used of light.  2. Orthochromatic. 

i·soch·ro·nal (X-smkùrN-nNl)  or i·soch·ro·nous (-nNs) adj.  1. Equal in dura-

tion.  2. Characterized by or occurring at equal intervals of time.  [From New 

Latin isochronus, from Greek isokhronos : iso-, iso- + khronos, time.] —i·soch-
ùro·nal·ly adv.  —i·sochùro·nism n. 

i·soch·ro·nize (X-smkùrN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. i·soch·ro·nized, i·soch·ro·niz·ing, 
i·soch·ro·niz·es. To make isochronal. 

i·soch·ro·nous (X-smkùrN-nNs) adj.  Variant of isochronal.  —i·soch-
ùro·nous·ly adv. 

i·soch·ro·ous (X-smkùro-Ns) adj.  Having the same color throughout.  [Greek 

isokhroos : iso-, iso- + khros, flesh, color.]

i·so·cli·nal (XÙsN-klXùnNl)  or i·so·clin·ic (-klVnùVk) adj.  Having the same mag-

netic inclination or dip.   —  n.  See isoclinic line.  —iÙso·cliùnal·ly adv. 

i·so·cline (XùsN-klXnÙ) n.  Geology. An anticline or a syncline so tightly folded that 

the rock beds of the two sides are nearly parallel. 

i·so·clin·ic (XÙsN-klVnùVk) adj.  & n.   Variant of isoclinal.  —iÙso·clinùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

isoclinic line (XÙsN-klVnùVk lXn) n.  A line on a map connecting points of equal 

magnetic dip.  Also called isoclinal 

I·soc·ra·tes (X-smkùrN-tKzÙ), 436-338 B.C.  Athenian orator and rhetorician whose 

letters and pamphlets are a valuable source of ancient Greek political thought. 

i·so·di·a·met·ric (XÙso-dXÙN-mHtùrVk) adj.  Having equal diameters or axes. 

i·so·di·mor·phism (XÙso-dX-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  Isomorphism between crystalline 

forms of two dimorphic substances. 

i·so·dy·nam·ic (XÙso-dX-n4mùVk) adj.  1. Having equal force or strength.  

2. Connecting points of equal magnetic intensity. 

i·so·e·lec·tric (XÙso-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  Having equal electric potential. 

i·so·e·lec·tron·ic (XÙso-V-lHk-trmnùVk, -KÙlHk-) adj.  Having equal numbers of 

electrons or the same electronic configuration. 

i·so·en·zyme (XÙso-HnùzXmÙ) n.  Any of the chemically distinct forms of an 

enzyme that perform the same biochemical function.   —iÙso·en·zyùmic adj. 

i·so·ga·mete (XÙso-g4mùKtÙ, -gN-mKtù) n.  A gamete that has the same size and 

structure as the one with which it unites.   —iÙso·ga·metùic (-gN-mHtùVk) adj. 

i·sog·a·my (X-smgùN-mK) n.  pl. i·sog·a·mies. Reproduction by the fusion or 

conjugation of isogametes, as in certain algae and fungi.   —i·sogùa·mous adj. 

i·sog·e·nous (X-smjùN-nNs) adj.  Having the same or similar origin, as organs or 

parts derived from the same embryonic tissue.   —i·sogùe·ny n. 



i·so·gloss (XùsN-glôsÙ, -glmsÙ) n.  A geographic boundary line delimiting the area 

in which a given linguistic feature occurs.  [ISO- + Greek glossa, language, tongue.] 
—iÙso·glossùal adj. 

i·so·gon (XùsN-gmnÙ) n.  A polygon whose angles are equal. 

i·so·gon·ic (XÙsN-gmnùVk) also i·sog·o·nal (X-smgùN-nNl) adj.  Having equal 

angles. 

isogonic line (XÙsN-gmnùVk lXn) n.  A line on a map connecting points of equal 

magnetic declination. 

i·so·graft (XùsN-gr4ft) n.  A graft of tissue that is obtained from a donor geneti-

cally identical to the recipient. 

i·so·gram (XùsN-gr4mÙ) n.  See isoline. 
i·so·hel (Xùso-hHlÙ) n.  A line drawn on a map connecting points that receive 

equal amounts of sunlight.  [ISO- + Greek hKlios, sun; see s7wel- in Appendix.]

i·so·hy·et (XÙso-hXùVt) n.  A line drawn on a map connecting points that receive 

equal amounts of rainfall.  [ISO- + Greek huetos, rain; see seuN-2 in Appendix.]

i·so·ki·net·ic exercise (XÙso-kV-nHtùVk HkùsNr-sXzÙ, -kX-) n.  Exercise performed 

with a specialized apparatus that provides variable resistance to a movement, so 

that no matter how much effort is exerted, the movement takes place at a constant 

speed. Such exercise is used to test and improve muscular strength and endur-

ance, especially after injury. 

i·so·la·ble (XùsN-lN-bNl) also i·so·lat·a·ble (-l7ÙtN-bNl) adj.  Possible to isolate:  

isolable viruses. 

i·so·late (XùsN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. i·so·lat·ed, i·so·lat·ing, i·so·lates. 1. To set apart or 

cut off from others.  2. To place in quarantine.  3. Chemistry. To separate (a sub-

stance) out of a combined mixture.  4. To render free of external influence; insu-

late.  5. Microbiology. To separate (a pure strain) from a mixed bacterial or fungal 

culture.   —  adj.  (-lVt, -l7tÙ) Solitary; alone.   —  n.  Microbiology. A bacterial or 

fungal strain that has been isolated.  [Back-formation from ISOLATED.] 
—iùso·laÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: isolate, insulate, seclude, segregate, sequester. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to separate from others”: a mountain village that is iso-

lated from all other communities; trying to insulate herself from the chaos surround-

ing her; a famous actor who was secluded from public scrutiny; characteristics that

segregate leaders from followers; sequestering a jury during its deliberations.

i·so·lat·ed (XùsN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Separated from others; solitary or singular:  Report-

ers in the field observed isolated instances of rebellion.  [From French isolé, from 

Italian isolato, from Latin Xnsul7tus, made into an island, from Latin Xnsula, 

island.]



i·so·la·tion (XÙsN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of isolating.  2. The quality or condition 

of being isolated.  See Synonyms at solitude. 
i·so·la·tion·ism (XÙsN-l7ùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  A national policy of abstaining from 

political or economic relations with other countries.   —iÙso·laùtion·ist n. 

I·sol·de (V-solùdN, V-zolù-) n.  Variant of Iseult. 
i·so·lec·i·thal (XÙsN-lHsùN-thNl) adj.  Embryology. Having the yolk evenly distrib-

uted throughout the egg.  [ISO- + LECITH(IN) + -AL
1.]

i·so·leu·cine (XÙsN-luùsKnÙ) n.  An essential amino acid, C6H13NO2, that is iso-

meric with leucine. 

i·so·line (XùsN-lXnÙ) n.  A line on a map, chart, or graph connecting points of 

equal value.  Also called isogram 

i·so·mag·net·ic (XÙso-m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being lines connect-

ing points of equal magnetic force. 

i·so·mer (XùsN-mNr) n.  1. Chemistry. Any of two or more substances that are 

composed of the same elements in the same proportions but differ in properties 

because of differences in the arrangement of atoms.  2. Physics. Any of two or 

more nuclei with the same mass number and atomic number that have different 

radioactive properties and can exist in any of several energy states for a measur-

able period of time.   —iÙso·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj. 

i·som·er·ase (X-smmùN-r7sÙ) n.  One of a group of enzymes that catalyzes the 

conversion of one isomer into another. 

i·som·er·ism (X-smmùN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. The phenomenon of the existence of iso-

mers.  2. The complex of chemical and physical phenomena characteristic of or 

attributable to isomers.  3. The state or condition of being an isomer. 

i·som·er·ize (X-smmùN-rXzÙ) v.  i·som·er·ized, i·som·er·iz·ing, i·som·er·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. To cause to change into an isomeric form.   —  v.  intr. To become 

changed into an isomeric form.   —i·somÙer·i·zaùtion (-Nr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

i·som·er·ous (X-smmùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having an equal number of parts, as organs 

or markings.  2. Having or designating floral whorls with equal numbers of parts:  

the isomerous flower of the tulip. 

i·so·met·ric (XÙsN-mHtùrVk) also i·so·met·ri·cal (-rV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or exhibiting 

equality in dimensions or measurements.  2. Of or being a crystal system of three 

equal axes lying at right angles to each other.  3. Physiology. Of or involving mus-

cular contraction against resistance in which the length of the muscle remains the 

same.   —  n.  A line connecting isometric points.  [From Greek isometros, of 

equal measure  : iso-, iso- + metron, measure; see mK-2 in Appendix.]

i·so·met·rics (XÙsN-mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Exercise or a sys-

tem of exercises in which isometric muscular contraction is used to strengthen 

and tone muscles, performed by the exertion of effort against resistance, usually 

of a stationary object. 



i·so·me·tro·pi·a (XÙso-mV-troùpK-N) n.  Equality of refraction in both eyes.  

[Greek isometros, isometric + -OPIA.]

i·som·e·try (X-smmùV-trK) n.  1. Equality of measure.  2. Equality of elevation 

above sea level. 

i·so·morph (XùsN-môrfÙ) n.  An object, an organism, or a substance exhibiting 

isomorphism. 

i·so·mor·phic (XÙsN-môrùfVk) adj.  1. Biology. Having a similar structure or 

appearance but being of different ancestry.  2. Related by an isomorphism. 

i·so·mor·phism (XÙsN-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. Biology. Similarity in form, as in 

organisms of different ancestry.  2. Mathematics. A one-to-one correspondence 

between the elements of two sets such that the result of an operation on elements 

of one set corresponds to the result of the analogous operation on their images in 

the other set.  3. A close similarity in the crystalline structure of two or more sub-

stances of similar chemical composition.   —iÙso·morùphous adj. 

i·so·ni·a·zid (XÙsN-nXùN-zVd) n.  A crystalline antibacterial compound, C6H7N3O, 

used in the treatment of tuberculosis.  [isoni(cotinic acid), isomer of nicotinic acid 

(ISO- + NICOTINIC ACID) + (hydr)azid(e) (HYDR(O)- + AZ(O)- + -IDE).]

i·so·oc·tane (XÙso-mkùt7nÙ) n.  A highly flammable liquid, 

(CH3)2CHCH2C(CH3)3, used to determine the octane ratings of fuels. 

i·so·pi·es·tic (XÙso-pX-HsùtVk, -pK-) adj.  Marked by or indicating equal pressure; 

isobaric.   —  n.  See isobar (n., sense 1).  [ISO- + Greek piestos, able to be com-

pressed (from piezein, to press tight); see sed- in Appendix + -IC.]

i·so·pod (XùsN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of numerous crustaceans of the order Isopoda, 

characterized by a flattened body bearing seven pairs of legs and including the 

sow bugs and gribbles.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the order Isopoda.  [From 

New Latin Isopoda, order name  : ISO- + New Latin -poda, -pod.]

i·so·prene (XùsN-prKnÙ) n.  A colorless volatile liquid, C5H8, used chiefly to make 

synthetic rubber.  [ISO- + PR(OPYL)ENE.]

i·so·pro·pyl alcohol (XÙsN-proùpNl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  Abbr. IPA A clear, colorless, 

flammable, mobile liquid, (CH3)2CHOH, used in antifreeze compounds, in 

lotions and cosmetics, and as a solvent for gums, shellac, and essential oils. 

i·sos·ce·les (X-smsùN-lKzÙ) adj.  Mathematics. Having two equal sides:  an isosceles 

triangle.  [Late Latin XsoscelKs, from Greek isoskelKs : iso-, iso- + skelos, leg.]

i·so·seis·mic (XÙsN-sXzùmVk) also i·so·seis·mal (-mNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

exhibiting equal intensity of earthquake shock. 

i·sos·mot·ic (XÙsmz-mmtùVk, -sms-) adj.  Of or exhibiting equal osmotic pressure. 

i·so·spin (XùsN-spVnÙ) n.  Abbr. I A quantum number related to the number of 

charge states of a baryon or meson.  [ISO(TOPIC) + SPIN.]

i·sos·ta·sy (X-smsùtN-sK) n.  Equilibrium in the earth’s crust such that the forces 

tending to elevate land masses balance the forces tending to depress land masses.  

[ISO- + Greek stasis, a standstill; see st7- in Appendix + -Y
2.]



i·so·therm (XùsN-thûrmÙ) n.  A line drawn on a weather map or chart linking all 

points of equal or constant temperature.  [From French isotherme, having the 

same temperature  : Greek iso-, iso- + Greek thermK, heat; see -THERM.]

i·so·ther·mal (XÙsN-thûrùmNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or indicating equal or con-

stant temperatures.  2. Of or designating changes of pressure and volume at con-

stant temperature.  3. Of or relating to an isotherm.   —  n.  An isotherm. 

i·so·tone (XùsN-tonÙ) n.  One of two or more atoms whose nuclei have the same 

number of neutrons but different numbers of protons.  [Alteration of ISOTOPE 

(with n for neutron replacing p for proton).]

i·so·ton·ic (XÙsN-tmnùVk) adj.  1. Of equal tension.  2. Isosmotic.  3. Having the 

same concentration of solutes as the blood:  an isotonic saline solution.  

4. Physiology. Of or involving muscular contraction in which the muscle remains 

under relatively constant tension while its length changes.  [ISO- + Greek tonos, 

tension; see TONE + -IC.] —iÙso·tonùi·cal·ly adv.  —iÙso·to·nicùi·ty (-tN-nVsùV-
tK) n. 

isotonic exercise (XÙsN-tmnùVk HkùsNr-sXzÙ) n.  Exercise in which isotonic mus-

cular contraction is used to strengthen muscles and improve joint mobility. 

i·so·tope (XùsN-topÙ) n.  One of two or more atoms having the same atomic 

number but different mass numbers.  [ISO- + Greek topos, place (so called because 

the isotopes of a chemical element occupy the same position in the periodic table 

of elements).] —iÙso·topùic (-tmpùVk) adj.  —iÙso·topùi·cal·ly adv. 

isotopic spin (XÙsN-tmpùVk spVn) n.  An isospin. 

i·so·tre·tin·o·in (XÙso-trV-tVnùo-Vn, -tVnùoin) n.  A chemical compound, 

C20H28O2, used in the treatment of severe forms of acne.  [ISO- + tretinoin, name 

for retinoic acid.]

i·so·tro·pic (XÙsN-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  Identical in all directions; invariant with 

respect to direction.   —i·sotùro·py (X-smtùrN-pK), i·sotùro·pism (-pVzÙNm)  n. 

i·so·zyme (XùsN-zXmÙ) n.  An isoenzyme.  [ISO- + (EN)ZYME.] —iÙso·zyùmic adj. 

Isr. abbr.  Israel; Israeli. 

Is·ra·el1 (VzùrK-Nl) n.  1. Bible. a. In the Old Testament, Jacob.  b. The descen-

dants of Jacob.   2. Judaism. The Hebrew people, past, present, and future, 

regarded as the chosen people of God by virtue of the covenant of Jacob.  [Middle 

English, from Old English, from Latin, from Greek IsraKl, from Hebrew yi{r7’Kl.]

Is·ra·el2 (VzùrK-Nl)  1. An ancient kingdom of Palestine founded by Saul c. 1025 

B.C. After 933 it split into the Northern Kingdom, or kingdom of Israel, and the 

kingdom of Judah to the south. Israel was overthrown by the Assyrians in 721.  2.  
Abbr. Isr. A country of southwest Asia on the eastern Mediterranean Sea. It was 

created in 1948 on recommendation of the United Nations. Discord with its Arab 

neighbors has led to a number of wars, notably in 1956-1957 and 1967. Israel has 

occupied the Gaza Strip and the West Bank (the area west of the Jordan River) 



since 1967. Jerusalem is the capital and Tel Aviv-Jaffa the largest city. Population, 

4,141,400. 

Is·rae·li (Vz-r7ùlK) adj.  Abbr. Isr. Of or relating to modern-day Israel or its peo-

ple.   —  n.  pl. Is·rae·lis. A native or inhabitant of modern-day Israel. 

Is·ra·el·ite (VzùrK-N-lXtÙ) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of the ancient Northern 

Kingdom of Israel.  2. A descendant of Jacob; a Jew.  3. A member of a people 

regarded as the chosen people of God.   —  adj.  also Is·ra·el·it·ic (VzÙrK-N-lVtùVk). 
Of or relating to Israel, the Israelites, or their culture. 

Is·sa·char (VsùN-kärÙ)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and Leah and the 

forebear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

is·sei (Ksùs7Ù) n.  pl. issei or is·seis. A Japanese immigrant, especially one to the 

United States.  [Japanese  : is, first + sei, generation.]

ISSN abbr.  International Standard Serial Number. 

is·su·a·ble (Vshùu-N-bNl) adj.  1. Authorized for issue or to be issued:  issuable 

currency; issuable securities.  2. Open to debate or litigation:  issuable matters of 

probate.  3. That can be accrued:  a corporation’s issuable profits. 

is·su·ance (Vshùu-Nns) n.  1. The act of issuing.  2. An issue. 

is·su·ant (Vshùu-Nnt) adj.  1. Heraldry. Designating an animal with only the 

upper part depicted.  2. Archaic. Emerging. 

is·sue (Vshùu) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of flowing, passing, or giving out.  

b. The act of circulating, distributing, or publishing by an office or official group:  

government issue of new bonds.   2. Something produced, published, or offered, 

as: a. An item or set of items, as stamps or coins, made available at one time by an 

office or bureau.  b. A single copy of a periodical:  the March issue of the maga-

zine.  c. A distinct set of copies of an edition of a book distinguished from others 

of that edition by variations in the printed matter.  d. A final result or conclusion, 

as a solution to a problem.  e. Proceeds from estates or fines.  f. Something pro-

ceeding from a specified source:  suspicions that were the issue of a deranged mind.   

3. Offspring; progeny:  died without issue.  4. a. A point or matter of discussion, 

debate, or dispute:  legal and moral issues.  b. A matter of public concern:  refused 

to address the economic issues.  c. The essential point; crux:  the issue of how to pro-

vide adequate child care.  d. A culminating point leading to a decision:  bring a 

case to an issue.   5. A place of egress; an outlet:  a lake with no issue to the sea.  

6. Pathology. a. A discharge, as of blood or pus.  b. A lesion, a wound, or an ulcer 

producing such a discharge.   7. Archaic. Termination; close.   —  v.  is·sued, 
is·su·ing, is·sues.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go or come out.  See Synonyms at appear.  
2. To accrue as proceeds or profit:  Little money issued from the stocks.  3. To be 

born or be descended.  4. To be circulated or published.  5. To spring or proceed 

from a source.  See Synonyms at stem1.  6. To terminate or result.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause to flow out; emit.  2. To circulate or distribute in an official capacity:  

issued uniforms to the players.  3. To publish:  issued periodic statements.   —idi-



oms. at issue. 1. In question; in dispute: “Many people fail to grasp what is really 

at issue here” (Gail Sheehy).  2. At variance; in disagreement.  join issue. 3. To 

enter into controversy.  4. Law. To submit an issue for decision.  take issue. To 

take an opposing point of view; disagree.  [Middle English, from Old French eis-

sue, issue, from Vulgar Latin *ex7ta, alteration of Latin exita, feminine past parti-

ciple of exXre, to go out  : ex-, ex- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix.] —isùsu·er n.  

—isùsue·less adj. 

Is·sus (VsùNs)  An ancient town of southeast Asia Minor near modern-day Isk-

enderun, Turkey. Alexander the Great defeated Darius III of Persia here in 333 

B.C. 

Is·syk-Kul (VsÙVk-ktlù, K-sVùkulù)  A lake of northeast Kirghiz in the Tien Shan 

near the northwest Chinese border. 

IST abbr.  Insulin shock therapy. 

-ist suff.  1. a. One that performs a specified action:  lobbyist.  b. One that pro-

duces, makes, operates, plays, or is connected with a specified thing:  novelist.   

2. A specialist in a specified art, science, or skill:  biologist.  3. An adherent or 

advocate of a specified doctrine, theory, or school of thought:  anarchist.  4. One 

that is characterized by a specified trait or quality:  romanticist.  [Middle English -

iste, from Old French, from Latin -istKs, -ista, from Greek -istKs, agent n. suff.]

Is·tan·bul (VsÙt4n-bulù, -tän-, V-stänùbtl) Formerly Con·stan·ti·no·ple 
(kmnÙst4n-tN-noùpNl).  The largest city of Turkey, in the northwest part of the 

country on both sides of the Bosporus at its entrance into the Sea of Marmara. 

Founded c. 660 B.C. as Byzantium, it was renamed Constantinople in A.D. 330 by 

Constantine the Great, who made it the capital of the Eastern Roman, or Byzan-

tine, Empire. The city was sacked by Crusaders in 1204 and taken by the Turks in 

1453. Istanbul was chosen as the official name in 1930. Population, 2,772,708. 

isth. abbr.  Isthmus. 

isth·mi (VsùmXÙ) n.  A plural of isthmus. 
isth·mi·an (VsùmK-Nn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or forming an isthmus.  2. Of or 

relating to the Isthmus of Corinth, especially with regard to the biennial Pan-Hel-

lenic games held there in antiquity. 

isth·mus (VsùmNs) n.  pl. isth·mus·es or isth·mi (-mXÙ). Abbr. isth. 1. A nar-

row strip of land connecting two larger masses of land.  2. Anatomy. a. A narrow 

strip of tissue joining two larger organs or parts of an organ.  b. A narrow passage 

connecting two larger cavities.   [Latin, from Greek isthmos.]

is·tle also ix·tle (VsùlK, Vstù-) n.  See pita2 (n., sense 1).  [American Spanish ixtle, 

from Nahuatl ixtli, fibrous stem.]

Is·tri·a (VsùtrK-N)  A peninsula projecting into the northeast Adriatic Sea. The 

original Istrian inhabitants were overthrown by the Romans in the second cen-

tury A.D. Istria was subsequently occupied by Austria, Venice, and Italy. All but the 

area surrounding Trieste was awarded to Yugoslavia in 1946, and the peninsula is 



now administered by Slovenia in the north and Croatia in the south.   —Isùtri·an 
adj.  & n. 

ISV abbr.  International Scientific Vocabulary. 

it (Vt) pron.  1. Used to refer to that one previously mentioned. Used of a nonhu-

man entity; an animate being whose sex is unspecified, unknown, or irrelevant; a 

group of objects or individuals; or an abstraction:  polished the table until it shone; 

couldn’t find out who it was; opened the meeting by calling it to order.  2. Used as 

the subject of an impersonal verb:  It is snowing.  3. a. Used as an anticipatory 

subject or object:  Is it certain that they will win?  b. Used as an anticipatory sub-

ject to emphasize a term that is not itself a subject:  It was on Friday that all the 

snow fell.   4. Used to refer to a general condition or state of affairs:  She couldn’t 

stand it.  5. Informal. Used to refer to something that is the best, the most desir-

able, or without equal:  He thinks he’s it. That steak was really it!   —  n.  1. Games. 

A player, as in tag, who attempts to find or catch the other players.  2. An animal 

that has been neutered:  The cat is an it.  [Middle English, from Old English hit. 

See ko- in Appendix.]

It. abbr.  Italian; Italy. 

ITA  or I.T.A. abbr.  Initial teaching alphabet. 

I·ta·bu·na (KÙtN-buùnN)  A city of eastern Brazil south-southeast of Salvador. It 

is a cacao-producing center. Population, 130,163. 

it·a·col·u·mite (VtÙN-kmlùyN-mXtÙ) n.  A variety of sandstone that is flexible 

when cut into thin slabs.  [After Itacolumi (Itacolomi), a mountain of east-central 

Brazil.]

I·ta·güí (KÙtä-gwKù)  A city of northwest-central Colombia, a manufacturing 

suburb of Medellín. Population, 133,444. 

ital. abbr.  1. Italic.  2. Italics. 

Ital. abbr.  Italian. 

I·tal·ian (V-t4lùyNn) adj.  Abbr. It., Ital. Of or relating to Italy or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. a. A native or inhabitant of Italy.  b. A person of 

Italian descent.   2. The Romance language of the Italians and an official language 

of Switzerland.  3. Midland U.S. See submarine (n., sense 2). See Regional note 

at submarine.  [Middle English, from Latin Itali7nus, from Italia, Italy.]

I·tal·ian·ate (V-t4lùyN-n7tÙ, -nVt) adj.  Italian in character:  Italianate buildings. 

Italian East Af·ri·ca (V-t4lùyNn Kst 4fùrV-kN)  A former federation of Italian-

held territories in eastern Africa, including Eritrea, Ethiopia, and part of present-

day Somalia. It was formed in 1936 and lasted until the British World War II inva-

sion of 1941. 

I·tal·ian·ism (V-t4lùyN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. An Italian idiom or custom.  2. A quality 

characteristic of Italy or its people. 



I·tal·ian·ize (V-t4lùyN-nXzÙ) v.  I·tal·ian·ized, I·tal·ian·iz·ing, I·tal·ian·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. To give an Italian aspect to.   —  v.  intr. To adopt Italian speech, man-

ners, or customs.   —I·talÙian·i·zaùtion (-yN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Italian sandwich (V-t4lùyNn s4ndùwVch) n.  Chiefly Maine. See submarine 
(n., sense 2). 

Italian So·ma·li·land (V-t4lùyNn so-mäùlK-l4ndÙ, sN-)  A former Italian colony 

of eastern Africa. It became part of Italian East Africa in 1936 and was invaded by 

British troops in 1941. 

Italian sonnet (V-t4lùyNn smnùVt) n.  See Petrarchan sonnet. 
I·tal·ic (V-t4lùVk, X-t4lù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to ancient Italy or its peoples or cul-

tures.  2. Of or relating to Italic.  3. italic. Abbr. ital. Of or being a style of print-

ing type patterned on a Renaissance script with the letters slanting to the right:  

This sentence is printed in italic type.   —  n.  1. A branch of the Indo-European 

language family that includes Latin, Faliscan, Oscan, Umbrian, and other lan-

guages or dialects.  2.  Often italics. Abbr. ital. Italic print or typeface.  [Latin 

Italicus, from Greek Italikos, from Italia, Italy, from Latin.]

I·tal·i·cism (V-t4lùV-sVzÙNm) n.  An Italianism, especially a word or an idiom bor-

rowed from or suggestive of the Italian language. 

i·tal·i·cize (V-t4lùV-sXzÙ, X-t4lù-) v.  tr. i·tal·i·cized, i·tal·i·ciz·ing, i·tal·i·ciz·es. 
1. To print in italic type.  2. To underscore (written matter) with a single line to 

indicate italics.  3. To emphasize: “italicizing the upper extremity of the pitch spec-

trum with flute or piccolo” (Arthur Berger).   —i·talÙi·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

I·tal·o·phile (V-t4lùN-fXlÙ) n.  An admirer of Italy or of its people, language, or 

culture.   —I·talÙo·philùi·a (-fVlùK-N) n. 

I·tal·o·phobe (V-t4lùNfobÙ) n.  One who fears or dislikes Italy or its people or 

culture.   —I·talÙo·phoùbi·a (-foùbK-N) n. 

It·a·ly (Vtùl-K)  1. A peninsula of southern Europe projecting into the Mediterra-

nean Sea between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic seas.  2.  Abbr. It. A country of 

southern Europe comprising the peninsula of Italy, Sardinia, Sicily, and several 

smaller islands. It was settled by Ligurian peoples and later by Etruscans (before 

800 B.C.), who were supplanted by the Latin Romans by 270 B.C. After the fall of 

the empire (A.D. 476), Italy was ruled by various barbarian tribes, local families, 

and popes. The country was finally unified under Victor Emmanuel II in 1870. 

Rome is the capital and the largest city. Population, 56,243,935. 

I·tas·ca (X-t4sùkN)  A lake of northwest Minnesota. It was identified in 1832 as the 

source of the Mississippi River. 

itch (Vch) n.  1. An irritating skin sensation causing a desire to scratch.  2. Any of 

various skin disorders, such as scabies, marked by intense irritation and itching.  

3. A restless desire or craving for something:  an itch to travel.   —  v.  itched, 
itch·ing, itch·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To feel, have, or produce an itch.  b. To have 

a desire to scratch.   2. To have a persistent, restless craving.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 



to itch.  2. To scratch (an itch).  [Middle English yicche, from Old English gicce, 

from giccan, to itch.]

itch mite (Vch mXt) n.  A parasitic mite (Sarcoptes scabiei) that burrows into the 

skin and causes scabies. 

itch·y (VchùK) adj.  itch·i·er, itch·i·est. 1. Having or causing an itching sensa-

tion.  2. Restless or nervous.   —itchùi·ness n. 

it’d (VtùNd)  1. It would.  2. It had. 

-ite1 suff.  1. Native or resident of:  New Jerseyite.  2. a. Descendant of:  Levite.  

b. Adherent or follower of:  Luddite.   3. A part of an organ, body, or bodily part:  

somite.  4. a. Rock; mineral:  graphite.  b. Fossil:  trilobite.   5. a. Product:  metab-

olite.  b. A commercial product:  ebonite.   [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin -XtKs, -Xta, from Greek -itKs.]

-ite2 suff.  A salt or ester of an acid named with an adjective ending in -ous:  

sulfite.  [Alteration of -ATE
2.]

i·tem (XùtNm) n.  1. A single article or unit in a collection, an enumeration, or a 

series.  2. A clause of a document, such as a bill or charter.  3. An entry in an 

account.  4. a. A bit of information; a detail.  b. A short piece in a newspaper or 

magazine.    —  adv.  Also; likewise. Used to introduce each article in an enumer-

ation or a list.   —  v.  tr. i·temed, i·tem·ing, i·tems. Archaic. To compute.  

[From Middle English, also, moreover, from Latin. See i- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: item, detail, particular. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “an individual, often specialized element of a whole”: a shopping list with

numerous items; discussed all the details of their trip; furnished the particulars of the

accident. 

WORD HISTORY: The word item seems to us to be very much a noun, whether

it refers to an article in a collection or a bit of information. But it began its life in

English (first recorded before 1398) as an adverb meaning “moreover, also, in ad-

dition.” Item was typically used in front of each object listed in an inventory, as

we might put also. This use in English simply reflects a meaning of the word in

Latin. However, it is easy to see how item could be taken to stand for the thing

that it preceded, and so we get, for example, the sense “an article included in an

enumeration.” The first such usages are found in the 16th century, while the sense

“a bit of information” is not found until the 19th century. In the 20th century we

added a computer sense, a further addition to item.

i·tem·ize (XùtN-mXzÙ) v.  i·tem·ized, i·tem·iz·ing, i·tem·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To set 

down item by item; list.   —  v.  intr. To list deductions from taxable income on a 

tax return:  This benefit is available only to taxpayers who itemize.   —iÙtem·i·zaù-
tion (XÙtN-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  —iùtem·izÙer n. 



item veto (XùtNm vKùto) n.  Authority, as of a state governor, to reject provisions 

of a bill individually.  Also called selective veto 

it·er·ance (VtùNr-Nns) n.  Iteration. 

it·er·ant (VtùNr-Nnt) adj.  Marked by iteration; repeating. 

it·er·ate (VtùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. it·er·at·ed, it·er·at·ing, it·er·ates. To say or perform 

again; repeat.  See Synonyms at repeat.  [Latin iter7re, iter7t-, from iterum, 

again. See i- in Appendix.]

it·er·a·tion (VtÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of iterating; repetition.  

2. Mathematics. A computational procedure in which the desired result is 

approached through a repeated cycle of operations, each of which more closely 

approximates the desired result.  3. Computer Science. The process of repeating a 

set of instructions a specified number of times or until a specific result is 

achieved. 

it·er·a·tive (VtùN-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  1. Characterized by or involving repeti-

tion, recurrence, reiteration, or repetitiousness.  2. Grammar. Frequentative. 

Ith·a·ca (VthùN-kN)  1. A city of southwest-central New York on Cayuga Lake 

south-southwest of Syracuse. It is the seat of Cornell University (chartered 1865). 

Population, 29,541.  2.  See Itháki. 
I·thá·ki (K-thäùkK) also Ith·a·ca (VthùN-kN)  An island of western Greece in the 

Ionian Islands. According to tradition, it was the home of Odysseus, the hero of 

Homer’s Odyssey. 

ith·y·phal·lic (VthÙN-f4lùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the phallus carried in the 

ancient festival of Bacchus.  2. Having the penis erect. Used of graphic and sculp-

tural representations.  3. Lascivious; salacious.  [Late Latin Xthyphallicus, from 

Greek ithuphallikos, from ithuphallos, erect phallus  : ithus, straight + phallos, 

phallus; see bhel-2 in Appendix.]

i·tin·er·an·cy (X-tVnùNr-Nn-sK, V-tVnù-) also i·tin·er·a·cy (-N-sK) n.  pl. 

i·tin·er·an·cies. A state or system of itinerating, especially in the role or office of 

public speaker, minister, or judge. 

i·tin·er·ant (X-tVnùNr-Nnt, V-tVnù-) adj.  Traveling from place to place, especially to 

perform work or a duty:  an itinerant judge; itinerant labor.   —  n.  One who trav-

els from place to place.  [Late Latin itiner7ns, itinerant- present participle of 

itiner7rX, to travel, from Latin iter, itiner-, journey. See ei- in Appendix.]

i·tin·er·ar·y (X-tVnùN-rHrÙK, V-tVnù-) n.  pl. i·tin·er·ar·ies. 1. A route or proposed 

route of a journey.  2. An account or a record of a journey.  3. A guidebook for 

travelers.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a journey or route.  2. Traveling from 

place to place; itinerant.  [Middle English itinerarie, from Late Latin itiner7rium, 

account of a journey, from neuter of itiner7rius, of traveling, from Latin iter, 

itiner-, journey. See ei- in Appendix.]



i·tin·er·ate (X-tVnùN-r7tÙ, V-tVnù-) v.  intr. i·tin·er·at·ed, i·tin·er·at·ing, 
i·tin·er·ates. To travel from place to place.  [Late Latin itiner7rX, itiner7t-, from 

Latin iter, itiner-, journey. See ITINERARY.] —i·tinÙer·aùtion n. 

-itis suff.  1. Inflammation or disease of:  laryngitis.  2. Excessive preoccupation 

with, indulgence in, reliance on, or possession of the qualities of:  televisionitis.  

[Greek, n. suff.]

it’ll (Vtùl)  1. It will.  2. It shall. 

I·to (KùtoÙ), Prince Hirobumi. 1841-1909.  Japanese politician who helped draft 

the constitution of 1889 and served as prime minister (1885-1888, 1892-1896, 

1898, and 1900-1901). 

ITO abbr.  International Trade Organization. 

its (Vts) adj.  The possessive form of it. Used as a modifier before a noun:  The air-

line canceled its early flight to New York.  [Alteration of it’s : IT + -’S.]

USAGE NOTE: Its, the possessive form of the pronoun it, is never written with

an apostrophe. The contraction it’s (for it is or it has) is always written with an

apostrophe.

it’s (Vts)  1. It is.  2. It has.  See Usage Note at its. 
it·self (Vt-sHlfù) pron.  1. That one identical with it: a. Used reflexively as the 

direct or indirect object of a verb or the object of a preposition:  The cat scratched 

itself.  b. Used for emphasis:  The trouble is in the machine itself.  c. Used in an 

absolute construction:  Itself no great poem, it still reveals talent.   2. Its normal or 

healthy condition or state:  The car is acting itself again since we changed the oil. 

I·tsu·ku·shi·ma (VtÙsu-kuùshV-mN)  An island of southwest Japan in the 

Inland Sea southwest of Hiroshima. It is noted for its ancient Shinto shrine and 

scenic beauty. 

it·ty-bit·ty (VtùK-bVtùK) also it·sy-bit·sy (VtùsK-bVtùsK) adj.  Informal. Very small.  

[Probably alteration of little bit.]

It·u·rae·a (VchÙN-rKùN)  An ancient country of northeast Palestine. The area was 

first inhabited by Arabians and later passed to Judea and Rome.   —ItÙu·raeùan 
adj.  & n. 

I·tur·bi (V-tûrùbK, V-ttrù, K-ttrùvK), José. 1895-1980.  Spanish-born pianist 

and conductor known for his classical interpretations of Spanish music. He was 

conductor of the Rochester (New York) Philharmonic Orchestra (1936-1944). 

I·tur·bi·de (KÙttr-bKùd7, K-ttrùvK-thH), Agustín de. 1783-1824.  Mexican 

revolutionary leader who established Mexican independence from Spain (1821) 

and served as emperor of Mexico from 1822 to 1823, when he was overthrown by 

a liberal counterrevolution. 

-ity suff.  State; quality:  abnormality.  [Middle English -itie, from Old French -ite, 

from Latin -it7s, variant of -t7s, -ty.]



IU abbr.  International unit. 

IUD abbr.  Intrauterine device. 

-ium suff.  Chemical element or group:  californium.  [Alteration of -um, neuter 

suff.]

IV abbr.  1. Intravenous.  2. Intravenously. 

I·van III Va·sil·ie·vich (XùvNn, K-vänù; vN-sVlùyN-vVchÙ), Known as “Ivan the 

Great.” 1440-1505.  Grand duke of Muscovy (1462-1505). His victories against 

the Tartars laid the foundations for eventual Russian unity. 

I·van IV Va·sil·ie·vich (XùvNn, K-vänù; vN-sVlùyN-vVchÙ), Known as “Ivan the 

Terrible.” 1530-1584.  The first czar of Russia (1547-1584). He conducted unsuc-

cessful wars against Sweden and Livonia and terrorized the Russian aristocracy. 

I·va·no-Fran·kovsk (V-väÙno-fräng-kôfskù, K-väùnN-frƒn-)  A city of south-

west Ukraine southwest of Kiev. Chartered in 1662 as Stanislov, it passed to Aus-

tria in 1772 and to Poland in 1919. The city was incorporated into the Ukraine in 

1939. Population, 210,000. 

I·va·no·vo (V-väùnN-vN)  A city of west-central Russia northeast of Moscow. It 

has long been a textile-producing center. Population, 474,000. 

-ive suff.  Performing or tending toward a specified action:  demonstrative.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Latin -Xvus, adj. suff.]

I’ve (Xv)  I have. 

Ives (Xvz), Charles Edward. 1874-1954.  American composer whose works 

anticipated those of later 20th-century musicians in their abandonment of con-

ventional tonality. His Third Symphony (1904-1911) won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Ives (Xvz), Frederick Eugene. 1856-1937.  American inventor who developed 

the halftone printing process and did pioneering work in color photography. 

Ives (Xvz), James Merritt. 1824-1895.  American lithographer who with his 

partner Nathaniel Currier produced more than 7,000 popular prints depicting 

scenes from American life. 

i·vied (XùvKd) adj.  Overgrown or cloaked with ivy: “Harvard’s ivied edifices” 

(Joseph P. Kahn). 

I·vi·za (K-bKùsN, K-vKùthä)  See Ibiza. 
i·vo·ry (XùvN-rK, XvùrK) n.  pl. i·vo·ries. 1. a. A hard, smooth, yellowish-white 

substance composed primarily of dentin that forms the tusks of the elephant.  

b. A similar substance forming the tusks or teeth of certain other mammals, such 

as the walrus.   2. A tusk, especially an elephant’s tusk.  3. An article made of 

ivory.  4. A substance resembling ivory.  5. Color. A pale or grayish yellow to yel-

lowish white.  6.  Often ivories. a. Music. Piano keys.  b. Games. Dice.  c. Slang. 

The teeth.    —  adj.  1. Composed or constructed of ivory.  2. Color. Of a pale or 

grayish yellow to yellowish white.  [Middle English ivorie, from Old French ivoire, 

ivurie, from Latin eboreus, of ivory, from ebur, ebor-, ivory, from Coptic ebou, ele-

phant, from Egyptian ’bw.]



i·vo·ry·bill (XùvN-rK-bVlÙ, XvùrK-) n.  See ivory-billed woodpecker. 
i·vo·ry-billed woodpecker (XùvN-rK-bVldÙ wtdùpHkÙNr, XvùrK-) n.  A large, 

nearly extinct woodpecker (Campephilus principalis) of the southern United 

States and Cuba, having black plumage, white wing patches, an ivory-colored bill, 

and a bright red crest in the male.  Also called ivorybill 

ivory black (XùvN-rK bl4k) n.  A black pigment prepared from charred ivory. 

I·vo·ry Coast (XùvN-rK kost, XvùrK)  A country of western Africa on the Gulf of 

Guinea. A former French colony, it became independent in 1960. Abidjan is the 

current capital and the largest city. Yamoussoukro was designated the new capital 

in 1983. Population, 7,920,000.   —I·voùri·an (X-vôrùK-Nn, X-vorù-), I·voirùi·an 

(K-vwärùK-Nn)  adj.  & n. 

ivory nut (XùvN-rK nƒt) n.  The seed of the ivory palm, having bony endosperm 

that is used as a substitute for true ivory. 

i·vor·y-nut palm (XùvN-rK-nƒtÙ päm, XvùrK-) n.  An ivory palm. 

ivory palm (XùvN-rK päm) n.  A stemless, unarmed dioecious palm (Phytelephas 

macrocarpa) native to Brazil and Peru and having hard seeds that yield an ivory-

like substance. 

ivory tower (XùvN-rK touùNr) n.  A place or an attitude of retreat, especially pre-

occupation with lofty, remote, or intellectual considerations rather than practical 

everyday life.  [Translation of French tour d’ivoire : tour, tower + d’, of + ivoire, 

ivory.]

I·vry-sur-Seine (K-vrKÙstr-s7nù, -sür-sHnù)  A city of north-central France, a 

suburb of Paris on the Seine River. Population, 55,699. 

i·vy (XùvK) n.  pl. i·vies. Any of several woody, climbing or trailing evergreen 

plants of the genus Hedera native to the Old World, especially H. helix, having 

palmately lobed leaves, root-bearing young stems, and small green flowers 

grouped in umbels.  [Middle English ivi, from Old English Xfig.]

I·vy League (XùvK lKg) n.  An association of eight universities and colleges in the 

northeast United States, comprising Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Har-

vard, Princeton, the University of Pennsylvania, and Yale.   —  adj.  Of or resem-

bling the traditions of the Ivy League.  [So called because of the ivy that covers the 

older college buildings.] —Ivy Leaguer n. 

IW abbr.  1. Index word.  2. Isotopic weight. 

i.w. abbr.  Inside width. 

I·wa·ki (V-wäùkK)  A city of eastern Honshu, Japan, on the Pacific Ocean north-

northeast of Tokyo. It is a port and an industrial center. Population, 350,566. 

i·wis also y·wis (V-wVsù) adv.  Archaic. Certainly; assuredly.  [Middle English, 

from Old English gewis, certain. See weid- in Appendix.]

I·wo (Kùwo)  A city of southwest Nigeria east-northeast of Ibadan. It was the cap-

ital of a Yoruba kingdom from the 17th to the 19th century. Population, 255,100. 



I·wo Ji·ma (KÙwN jKùmN, Kùwo)  The largest of the Volcano Islands of Japan in 

the northwest Pacific Ocean east of Taiwan. The island was the scene of severe 

fighting during World War II. 

IWW abbr.  Industrial Workers of the World. 

Ix·elles (Kk-sHlù)  A city of central Belgium, an industrial suburb of Brussels. 

Population, 76,146. 

Ix·i·on (Vk-sXùNn, VkùsK-mnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Thessaly whom Zeus 

punished for his temerity in seeking Hera’s love by having him bound to a perpet-

ually revolving wheel in Hades. 

ix·tle (VsùlK, Vstù-) n.  Variant of istle. 
I·yar also Iy·yar (K-yärù, KùyärÙ) n.  The eighth month of the year in the Jewish 

calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Hebrew ’îy7r.]

I·zal·co (V-z4lùko, K-sälù-)  An active volcano, about 2,388 m (7,828 ft) high and 

still increasing in height, of western El Salvador. It is sometimes called “the Light-

house of the Pacific.” 

iz·ar (V-zärù) n.  A long cotton outer garment, usually white, traditionally worn by 

Muslim women.  [Arabic ’iz7r, ’izr, veil, covering, izar.]

Iz·ard (VzùNrd), Ralph. 1742-1804.  American Revolutionary leader who served 

as a U.S. senator from South Carolina (1789-1795). 

-ization  or -isation suff.  Action, process, or result of doing or making:  coloni-

zation.  [-IZ(E) + -ATION.]

-ize  or -ise suff.  1. a. To cause to be or to become:  dramatize.  b. To cause to 

conform to or resemble:  Hellenize.  c. To treat as:  idolize.   2. a. To treat or affect 

with:  anesthetize.  b. To subject to:  tyrannize.   3. To treat according to or prac-

tice the method of:  pasteurize.  4. To become; become like:  materialize.  5. To 

perform, engage in, or produce:  botanize.  [Middle English -isen, from Old 

French -iser, from Late Latin -iz7re, from Greek -izein, v. suff..]

USAGE NOTE: The suffix -ize is a productive means of turning nouns or ad-

jectives into verbs, as in well-established forms such as formalize, criticize, jeopar-

dize, and hospitalize. But the semantic versatility of the suffix can cause ambiguity,

since the nature of the activity denoted by a verb formed in this way often depends

on the context. Thus computerize may mean “to furnish with computers,” as in

The entire office has been computerized, or “to enter on a computer,” as in The

records are not yet computerized. And the sentence Earthquake relief requirements

must be prioritized may mean that all relief requirements must be assigned a high

priority or that the relative priority among requirements must be determined. The

meanings of verbs such as these may be obscure to people who lack the relevant

background information and will naturally tend to regard them as jargon. This is

one reason that so many words formed with -ize met with critical resistance when

they were first introduced, among them being Americanize, nationalize, and jeop-



ardize, all of which are now acceptable. Although some recent words of this type

are unobjectionable, for example, computerize, institutionalize, and radicalize,

many others are associated with bureaucratic and corporate jargon, for example,

accessorize, incentivize, prioritize, privatize, and in particular finalize, which de-

spite its wide usage was judged unacceptable by 71 percent of the Usage Panel.

Coinages of this sort should be used with caution until they have passed the tests

of manifest utility and acceptance by reputable writers. See Usage Note at final-
ize. See Usage Note at prioritize.

I·zhevsk (K-zhHfskù, K-zhVfskù) Formerly U·sti·nov (u-stVnùôf).  A city of west-

central Russia northeast of Kazan. Its ironworks date to 1760. Population, 

611,000. 

Iz·mir (Vz-mîrù) Formerly Smyr·na (smûrùnN).  A city of western Turkey on the 

Gulf of Izmir, an inlet of the Aegean Sea. Settled during the Bronze Age, Izmir is 

now a major port and an industrial center. Population, 757,854. 



                                                                                                                                                                                         
j1  or J (j7) n.  pl. j’s or J’s. 1. The tenth letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter j.  3. The tenth in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter J. 

j2  or J  Electricity. The symbol for current density (n., sense 1). 

j3  or J abbr.  Joule. 

J abbr.  Games. Jack. 

J. abbr.  1. Japanese.  2.  Or j.. Journal.  3.  Or j.. Law. Judge.  4.  Or j.. Law. Jus-

tice. 

JA abbr.  1. Joint account.  2.  Also J.A.. Law. Judge advocate. 

jab (j4b) v.  jabbed, jab·bing, jabs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To poke or thrust abruptly, 

especially with something sharp.  2. To stab or pierce.  3. To thrust into or against 

with a rough, abrupt movement: “He laughed and jabbed his spectacles back on his 

nose” (John Barth).  4. To punch with short blows.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make an 

abrupt poking or thrusting motion.  2. To deliver a quick punch.   —  n.  1. A 

quick stab or blow.  2. Sports. A short straight punch in boxing.  [Variant of JOB
2.]

Jab·al·pur (jƒbùNl-ptrÙ) also Jub·bul·pore (-pôrÙ, -porÙ)  A city of central 

India south-southeast of Delhi. It is a manufacturing center and rail junction. 

Population, 614,162. 

jab·ber (j4bùNr) v.  jab·bered, jab·ber·ing, jab·bers.  —  v.  intr. To talk rap-

idly, unintelligibly, or idly.   —  v.  tr. To utter rapidly or unintelligibly.   —  n.  

Rapid or babbling talk.  [Middle English javeren, of imitative origin.] 
—jabùber·er n. 

jab·ber·wock·y (j4bùNr-wmkÙK) n.  Nonsensical speech or writing.  [From “Jab-

berwocky”, a poem by Lewis Carroll.]

Ja·bir (j7ùbNr, jäùbîr)  See Geber. 
jab·i·ru (j4bùN-ruÙ) n.  A large tropical American stork (Jabiru mycteria) having 

white plumage with a pink band at the neck and a naked head.  [Portuguese, and 

American Spanish jabirú.]

jab·o·ran·di (j4bÙN-r4n-dKù, -r4nùdK) n.  pl. jab·o·ran·dis. 1. Either of two 

tropical American shrubs (Pilocarpus jaborandi or P. microphyllus) whose dried 

leaves yield the medicinal alkaloid pilocarpine.  2. The dried leaves of these 

plants.  [Portuguese, and American Spanish.]

ja·bot (zh4-boù, j4bùo) n.  An ornamental cascade of ruffles or frills down the 

front of a shirt, blouse, or dress.  [French, crop of a bird, jabot; akin to Old 

French dialectal ·gave, throat, gullet, from Romance *gab-, perhaps of Celtic ori-

gin.]

ja·cal (hä-kälù) n.  pl. ja·ca·les (-käùl7s)  or ja·cals. A thatch-roofed hut made of 

wattle and daub found in Mexico and the southwest United States.  [American 

Spanish, from Nahuatl xacalli : xamitl, adobe + calli, house.]



jac·a·mar (j4kùN-märÙ) n.  Any of various tropical American birds of the family 

Galbulidae, having iridescent plumage and a long bill.  [French, possibly of 

Tupian origin.]

ja·ça·na (zhäÙsN-näù) also ja·ca·na (-kN-näù) n.  Any of several tropical water 

birds of the family Jacanidae, having long toes adapted for walking on floating 

vegetation.  Also called lily-trotter [Portuguese jaçaná.]

jac·a·ran·da (j4kÙN-r4nùdN) n.  1. Any of several tropical American trees or 

shrubs of the genus Jacaranda, having pinnately compound, opposite leaves and 

panicles of pale purple flowers with funnel-shaped corollas.  2. The wood of this 

tree or a wood similar to it.  [Portuguese, and American Spanish.]

Ja·ca·re·í (zhäÙkä-rV-Kù)  A city of southeast Brazil, a textile-manufacturing sub-

urb of São Paulo. Population, 104,241. 

ja·cinth (j7ùsVnth, j4sùVnth) n.  See hyacinth (n., sense 1a).  [Middle English 

jacinte, from Old French jacinte, or from Medieval Latin jacintus both from Latin 

hyacinthus. See HYACINTH.]

jack (j4k) n.  1.  Often Jack. Informal. A man; a fellow.  2. a. One who does odd 

or heavy jobs; a laborer.  b. One who works in a specified manual trade. Often 

used in combination:  a lumberjack; a steeplejack.  c. Jack. A sailor; a tar.   3.  
Abbr. J Games. A playing card showing the figure of a servant or soldier and rank-

ing below a queen.  Also called knave 4. Games. a. jacks. (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). A game played with a set of small six-pointed metal pieces and a small ball, 

the object being to pick up the pieces in various combinations.  b. One of the 

metal pieces so used.   5. Sports. A pin used in some games of bowling.  6. a. A 

usually portable device for raising heavy objects by means of force applied with a 

lever, screw, or hydraulic press.  b. A wooden wedge for cleaving rock.   

7. Nautical. a. A support or brace, especially the iron crosstree on a topgallant 

masthead.  b. A small flag flown at the bow of a ship, usually to indicate national-

ity.   8. The male of certain animals, especially the ass.  9. Any of several food and 

game fishes of the family Carangidae, found in tropical and temperate seas.  

10. A jackrabbit.  11. A socket that accepts a plug at one end and attaches to elec-

tric circuitry at the other.  12. Slang. Money.  13. Applejack.   —  v.  jacked, 
jack·ing, jacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hunt or fish for with a jacklight:  hunters illegally 

jacking deer.  2. a. To hoist with a jack:  jacked the rear of the car to replace the tire.  

b. To raise (something) to a higher level, as in cost: “Foreign producers jacked up 

the price on some steels by over 100%” (Forbes).    —  v.  intr. To hunt or fish for 

quarry by using a jacklight.   —phrasal verb. jack off. Vulgar Slang. To mas-

turbate.  [From the name Jack, from Middle English Jakke, possibly from Old 

French Jacques, from Latin Iacobus, from Greek Iakob, from Hebrew Ya1qôb.] 
—jackùer n. 

jack·al (j4kùNl, -ôlÙ) n.  1. Any of several doglike mammals of the genus Canis of 

Africa and southern Asia that are mainly foragers feeding on plants, small ani-



mals, and occasionally carrion.  2. a. An accomplice or a lackey who aids in the 

commission of base or disreputable acts.  b. One who performs menial tasks for 

another.   [Turkish chak7l, from Persian shagh7l, from Middle Indic shag7l, from 

Sanskrit {xg7laU.]

jack·a·napes (j4kùN-n7psÙ) n.  1. A conceited or impudent person.  2. A mis-

chievous child.  3. Archaic. A monkey or an ape.  [From Middle English Jack 

Napis, nickname of William de la Pole, Fourth Earl and First Duke of Suffolk 

(1396-1450).]

jack·ass (j4kù4sÙ) n.  1. A male ass or donkey.  2. A foolish or stupid person; a 

blockhead: “You’ve acted like an irrational jackass and it’s time you stopped” (Marg-

aret Truman). 

jackass rig (j4kù4sÙ rVg) n.  Nautical. A nonstandard combination of square rig 

and fore-and-aft rig on a sailing ship that has two or more masts.  Also called her-

maphrodite rig 

jack bean (j4k bKn) n.  A tropical American annual plant (Canavalia ensiformis) 

having clusters of purple flowers and long pods with edible seeds. 

jack·boot also jack-boot (j4kùbutÙ) n.  1. A stout military boot that extends 

above the knee.  2. A person who uses bullying tactics, especially to force compli-

ance.  3. The spirit sustaining and motivating a militaristic, highly aggressive, or 

totalitarian regime or system. 

jack·boot·ed also jack-boot·ed (j4kùbuÙtVd) adj.  1. Wearing jackboots.  

2. Cruelly and violently oppressive: “a revival of the aggressive, jack-booted milita-

rism of the Thirties and Forties” (Saturday Review). 

jack·daw (j4kùdôÙ) n.  A Eurasian crow (Corvus monedula). 

jack·et (j4kùVt) n.  1. A short coat usually extending to the hips.  2. An outer cov-

ering or casing, especially: a. The skin of a potato.  b. The dust jacket of a book.  

c. An insulation covering for a steam pipe, wire, boiler, or similar part.  d. A 

paper or thin cardboard envelope for a phonograph record.  e. An open envelope 

or folder for filing papers.  f. Computer Science. The plastic or cardboard con-

tainer that holds a floppy disk.  g. The outer metal shell or case of a bullet.    —  v.  

tr. jack·et·ed, jack·et·ing, jack·ets. To supply or cover with a jacket.  [Middle 

English jaket, from Old French jaquet, diminutive of jaque, short jacket, tunic, 

from jacques, nickname for French peasants (from the name Jacques); see JACK, or 

from Catalan (from Arabic ≥akk, mailcoat, breastplate).] —jackùet·ed adj. 

Jack Frost (j4k frôst) n.  Frost or cold weather personified. 

jack·fruit (j4kùfrutÙ) n.  1. A tropical Asian tree (Artocarpus heterophyllus) hav-

ing large edible fruits, unisexual flowers, and fine-grained durable wood.  2. The 

fruit of this tree.  [Portuguese jaca (from Malayalam cakkai) + FRUIT.]

jack·ham·mer (j4kùh4mÙNr) n.  A hand-held machine for drilling rock and 

breaking up pavement, operated by compressed air.   —jackùhamÙmer v. 



jack-in-the-box (j4kùVn-thN-bmksÙ) n.  pl. jack-in-the-box·es or jacks-in-
the-box (j4ksù-). A toy consisting of a clownlike puppet that springs out of a box 

when the lid is activated. 

jack-in-the-pul·pit (j4kÙVn-thN-ptlùpVt, -pƒlù-) n.  pl. jack-in-the-pulpits. 
An eastern North American tuberous herb (Arisaema triphyllum) having a 

striped, leaflike spathe with a bent blade and three-lobed leaves.  Also called 

Indian turnip 

jack·knife (j4kùnXfÙ) n.  1. A large clasp knife.  2. Sports. A dive executed by 

jumping headfirst, bending the body at the waist, and, with the legs straight, 

touching the feet with the hands before straightening out to enter the water hands 

first.   —  v.  jack·knifed, jack·knif·ing, jack·knifes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fold or 

double (something or oneself) like a jackknife.  2. To cut or stab with a jackknife.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To bend or fold up like a jackknife:  A truck that had jackknifed was 

blocking the road.  2. To form a 90˚ angle. 

jack·leg (j4kùlHgÙ) n.  A strikebreaker.  [Perhaps JACK + (BLACK)LEG.]

jack·light (j4kùlXtÙ) n.  A light used as a lure in night hunting or fishing.   —  v.  

intr. jack·light·ed, jack·light·ing, jack·lights. To hunt or fish with a jacklight. 

jack mackerel  or jack·mack·er·el (j4kùm4kÙNr-Nl, -m4kÙrNl) n.  A common 

food and game fish (Trachurus symmetricus) of Pacific coastal waters.  Also called 

saurel 

jack-of-all-trades (j4kÙNv-ôlùtr7dzù) n.  pl. jacks-of-all-trades (j4ksÙ-). A 

person who can do many different kinds of work. 

jack-o’-lan·tern (j4kùN-l4nÙtNrn) n.  pl. jack-o’-lanterns. 1. A lantern made 

from a hollowed pumpkin with a carved face, usually displayed on Halloween.  

2. A phosphorescent light over marshy ground; ignis fatuus. 

jack pine (j4k pXn) n.  An evergreen tree (Pinus banksiana) of northern North 

America, having soft wood and short, twisted needles grouped in fascicles of two.  

Also called scrub pine 

jack·plane (j4kùpl7nÙ) n.  A bench plane for rough surfacing, usually slightly 

over one foot in length. 

jack·pot (j4kùpmtÙ) n.  1. Games. a. The accumulated stakes in a kind of poker 

that requires one to hold a pair of jacks or better in order to open the betting.  

b. A cumulative pool in competitions and various other games.   2. A top prize or 

reward. 

jack·rab·bit (j4kù r4bÙVt) n.  or jack rabbit Any of several large, long-eared, 

long-legged hares of the genus Lepus.   —  v.  intr. jack·rab·bit·ed, 
jack·rab·bit·ing, jack·rab·bits. To move or begin to move rapidly or suddenly: 

“A rear tire blew out and the car jackrabbited out of control” (Sonny Kleinfield).   
—  adj.  Moving or beginning to move in a sudden, rapid manner:  won the race 

with a jackrabbit start.  [JACK(ASS) (from its long ears)) + RABBIT.]

jack·screw (j4kùskruÙ) n.  A jack operated by a screw.  Also called screw jack 



jack·shaft (j4kùsh4ftÙ) n.  A short shaft that transmits motion from a motor to 

a machine, especially in an automobile. 

jacks-in-the-box (j4ksùVn-thN-bmksÙ) n.  A plural of jack-in-the-box. 
jack·snipe (j4kùsnXpÙ) n.  pl. jacksnipe or jack·snipes. 1. An Old World wad-

ing bird (Limnocryptes minima) having brownish plumage and a long bill.  2. Any 

of several similar New World wading birds. 

jacks-of-all-trades (j4ksÙNv-ôlùtr7dzù) n.  Plural of jack-of-all-trades. 
Jack·son (j4kùsNn)  1. A city of south-central Michigan on the Grand River 

south of Lansing. It is an industrial and commercial center. Population, 37,446.  

2. The capital and largest city of Mississippi, in the west-central part of the state. 

Originally a small trading post, it was chosen as capital in 1821 and named in 

honor of Andrew Jackson. Population, 196,637.  3. A city of western Tennessee 

northeast of Memphis. Settled in 1819, it is a processing and educational center. 

Population, 48,949. 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Andrew. Known as “Old Hickory.” 1767-1845.  The sev-

enth President of the United States (1829-1837), who as a general in the War of 

1812 defeated the British at New Orleans (1815). As president he opposed the 

Bank of America, objected to the right of individual states to nullify disagreeable 

federal laws, and increased the presidential powers. 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Helen (Maria Fiske) Hunt. 1830-1885.  American writer 

known for Ramona (1884), a romantic novel concerning the injustices suffered by 

Native Americans. 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Howell Edmunds. 1832-1895.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1893-1895). 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Jesse Louis. Born 1941.  American civil rights leader and 

politician. A Baptist minister, he directed national antidiscrimination efforts 

(1966-1977) and sought the 1984 and 1988 Democratic presidential nominations. 

His concern for the oppressed and his dramatic oratory have attracted a large 

grassroots constituency, called the Rainbow Coalition. 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Mahalia. 1911-1972.  American singer whose powerful 

performances and recordings, such as “Move on up a Little Higher” (1945), did 

much to popularize gospel music among general audiences. 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Robert Houghwout. 1892-1954.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1941-1954) and was the 

U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremburg tribunal (1945-1946). 

Jack·son (j4kùsNn), Thomas Jonathan. Known as “Stonewall.” 1824-1863.  

American Confederate general who commanded troops at both battles of Bull 

Run (1861 and 1862) and directed the Shenandoah Valley campaign (1862). He 

was accidentally killed by his own troops at Chancellorsville (1863). 



Jackson Hole (j4kùsNn hol)  A fertile valley of northwest Wyoming in the 

Rocky Mountains east of the Teton Range. It was named after a fur trapper, David 

Jackson, who stayed in the region during the winter of 1828-1829. 

Jack·so·ni·an (j4k-soùnK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Andrew Jackson, his con-

cepts of popular government, or his presidency.   —Jack·soùni·an n.  

—Jack·soùni·an·ism n. 

Jack·son·ville (j4kùsNn-vVlÙ)  1. A city of central Arkansas northeast of Little 

Rock. A U.S. Air Force base is nearby. Population, 29,101.  2. A city of northeast 

Florida on the St. Johns River near the Atlantic Ocean and the Georgia border. 

Settled in 1816, it is a major port and manufacturing center and the largest city in 

Florida. Population, 672,971.  3. A city of west-central Illinois west of Spring-

field. Laid out in 1825, it has varied industries. Population, 19,324.  4. A city of 

eastern North Carolina near the Atlantic Ocean north-northeast of Wilmington. 

Camp Lejune, a U.S. Marine Corps training base, is nearby. Population, 30,013. 

Jacksonville Beach (j4kùsNn-vVlÙ bKch)  A city of northeast Florida, a mainly 

residential suburb of Jacksonville on the Atlantic Ocean. Population, 17,839. 

jack·stay (j4kùst7Ù) n.  Nautical. 1. A stay for racing or cruising vessels used to 

steady the mast against the strain of the gaff.  2. A rope, rod, or batten along the 

upper side of a yard, gaff, or boom to which a sail is fastened.  3. A rope or rod 

running vertically on the forward side of the mast on which the yard moves. 

jack·stone (j4kùstonÙ) n.  Games. 1. jackstones. (used with a sing. verb). The 

game of jacks.  2. One of the pieces used in playing jacks. 

jack·straw (j4kùstrôÙ) n.  Games. 1. jackstraws. (used with a sing. verb). A 

game played with a pile of straws or thin sticks, with the players attempting in 

turn to remove a single stick without disturbing the others.  2. One of the straws 

or sticks used in this game. 

jack-tar also Jack-tar (j4kùtärù) n.  A sailor. 

Ja·cob (j7ùkNb)  In the Old Testament, the son of Isaac and grandson of Abra-

ham. His 12 sons became the progenitors of the 12 tribes of Israel. 

Ja·cob (zhä-kôbù), François. Born 1920.  French geneticist. He shared a 1965 

Nobel Prize for the study of regulatory activity in body cells. 

Jac·o·be·an (j4kÙN-bKùNn) adj.  Of or having to do with the reign of James I of 

England or his times.   —  n.  A prominent figure during this period.  [From New 

Latin Jacobaeus, from Latin Iacobus, James, Jacob. See JACK.]

Ja·co·bi (jN-koùbK), Abraham. 1830-1919.  German-born American physician 

who established a children’s clinic in New York (1860) and is considered the 

founder of American pediatrics. His wife, Mary Corinna Putnam Jacobi 
(1842-1906), also a physician, helped expand medical education opportunities 

for women. 

Jac·o·bin (j4kùN-bVn) n.  1. A radical or extreme leftist.  2. A radical republican 

during the French Revolution.  3. A Dominican friar.  [French, after the Jacobin 



friars, in whose convent the Jacobins first met.] —JacÙo·binùic, JacÙo·binùi·cal 
adj.  —Jacùo·bin·ism n.  —Jacùo·bin·izeÙ (-bV-nXzÙ) v. 

Jac·o·bite (j4kùN-bXtÙ) n.  A supporter of James II of England or of the Stuart 

pretenders after 1688.  [From New Latin Jacobus, James, from Latin Iacobus. See 

JACK.] —JacÙo·bitùi·cal (-bVtùV-kNl) adj.  —Jacùo·bit·ism (-bX-tVzÙNm) n. 

Ja·cobs (j7ùkNbz), Aletta. 1854-1929.  Dutch physician who opened the world’s 

first birth control clinic in Amsterdam in 1882. Jacobs was also instrumental in 

gaining voting rights for Dutch women in 1919. 

Ja·cobs (j7ùkNbz), Jane. Born 1916.  American writer whose works, including 

The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961) and The Economy of Cities 

(1969), challenge traditional theories and methods of urban planning. 

Ja·cob’s ladder (j7ùkNbz l4dùNr) n.  1. Nautical. A rope or chain ladder with 

rigid rungs.  2. Any of various plants of the genus Polemonium, especially P. caer-

uleum, having blue flowers and alternate, pinnately compound leaves with 

numerous leaflets.  [From the ladder seen by the biblical patriarch Jacob in a 

dream (Genesis 28:12).]

jac·o·net (j4kùN-nHtÙ) n.  A lightweight cotton cloth resembling lawn used for 

clothing and bandages.  [From Urdu jagann7thX, after Jagannath (Puri), a town of 

eastern India.]

jac·quard also Jac·quard (j4kùärdÙ, jN-kärdù) n.  1. A fabric with an intricately 

woven pattern.  2. A special loom or the method employed in the weaving of a 

figured fabric.  [After Joseph Marie JACQUARD.] —jacùquardÙ adj. 

Jac·quard (j4kùärdÙ, jN-kärdù, zhä-kärù), Joseph Marie. 1752-1834.  French 

inventor of the jacquard loom (1801), the first automatic loom able to weave 

complex patterns. 

Jac·que·rie (zhä-krKù) n.  1. The uprising of the French peasants against the 

nobility in 1358.  2. jacquerie. A peasant revolt, especially a very bloody one.  

[French, from Old French jacquerie, peasantry, from jacques, peasant. See 

JACKET.]

jac·ti·ta·tion (j4kÙtV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A false boasting or claim, especially one det-

rimental to the interests of another.  2. Pathology. Extreme restlessness or tossing 

in bed, as can occur with some forms of acute disease.  [Medieval Latin iactit7tio, 

iactit7tion-, false declaration, from Latin iactit7tus, past participle of iactit7re, to 

utter frequentative of iact7re, to boast frequentative of iacere, to throw. See yK- in 

Appendix.]

Ja·cuz·zi (jN-kuùzK, j4-)  A trademark used for a whirlpool bath or a device that 

swirls water in a bath. 

jade1 (j7d) n.  Either of two distinct minerals, nephrite and jadeite, that are gen-

erally pale green or white and are used mainly as gemstones or in carving.  

[French (le) jade, (the) jade, alteration of (l’)ejade, from Spanish (piedra de) ijada, 



flank (stone) (from the belief that it cured renal colic), from Vulgar Latin *Xli7ta, 

from Latin Xlia, pl. of Xlium, flank.] —jade adj. 

jade2 (j7d) v.  jad·ed, jad·ing, jades.  —  v.  tr. To wear out, as by overuse or 

overindulgence.  See Synonyms at tire1.   —  v.  intr. To become weary or spirit-

less.   —  n.  1. A broken-down or useless horse; a nag.  2. A woman regarded as 

disreputable or shrewish.  [Middle English iade;; akin to Swedish dialectal jälda, 

mare, possibly of Finno-Ugric origin.]

jad·ed (j7ùdVd) adj.  1. Worn out; wearied: “My father’s words had left me jaded 

and depressed” (William Styron).  2. Dulled by surfeit; sated: “the sickeningly 

sweet life of the amoral, jaded, bored upper classes” (John Simon).  3. Cynically or 

pretentiously callous.   —jadùed·ly adv.  —jadùed·ness n. 

jade·ite (j7ùdXtÙ) n.  A rare, usually emerald to light green but sometimes white, 

auburn, buff, or violet mineral, NaAlSi2O6, used as a gem and for ornamental 

carvings. It is the tougher and more highly valued form of jade. 

jae·ger (y7ùgNr) n.  1.  (also j7ùgNr) Any of several Arctic and Boreal sea birds of 

the genus Stercorarius that harass smaller birds and snatch the food they drop.  

Also called skua 2. A huntsman or hunting attendant.  [German Jäger, hunter, 

jaeger, from Middle High German jeger, from Old High German jag7ri, from 

jagon, to hunt.]

Ja·én (hä-Hnù)  A city of southern Spain north-northwest of Granada. It is a dis-

tribution center in a lead-mining region. Pop. 102,262. 

Jaf·fa (j4ùfN, yäfùN)  A former city of west-central Israel on the Mediterranean 

Sea. An ancient Phoenician city, it was taken by the Israelites in the 6th century 

A.D. and later fell to the Arabs (636), Crusaders (12th century), and Ottoman 

Turks (16th century). Jaffa was inhabited mainly by Arabs until the state of Israel 

was proclaimed in 1948. Since 1950 the city has been part of Tel Aviv-Jaffa. 

Jaff·na (jäfùnN)  A city of extreme northern Sri Lanka on Palk Strait. It was the 

center of an ancient Tamil culture until the Portuguese conquest of 1617. Popula-

tion, 118,215. 

jag1 (j4g) n.  1. A sharp projection; a barb.  2. a. A hanging flap along the edge of 

a garment.  b. A slash or slit in a garment exposing material of a different color.    
—  v.  tr. jagged, jag·ging, jags. 1. To cut jags in; notch.  2. To cut unevenly.  

3. Scots. To jab sharply; prick.  [Middle English jagge.] —jagùger n.  —jagùless 
adj. 

jag2 (j4g) n.  1. Slang. a. A bout of drinking or drug use.  b. A period of overin-

dulgence in an activity; a spree:  a shopping jag; a crying jag.  See Synonyms at 

binge.   2. A small load or portion.  [Origin unknown.]

J.A.G. also JAG abbr.  Law. Judge advocate general. 

Jag·a·tai (j4gÙN-tXù)  or Chag·a·tai (ch4gÙ-), Died 1242.  Mongol ruler who suc-

ceeded his father, Genghis Khan. 



jag·ged (j4gùVd) adj.  1. Marked by irregular projections and indentations on the 

edge or surface.  See Synonyms at rough.  2. Having a rough or harsh quality: 

“not a stutter exactly but a jagged sound, as if the words were being broken-off from 

some other, stronger current of words deep inside” (Anne Tyler).   —jagùged·ly 
adv.  —jagùged·ness n. 

jag·ger·y (j4gùN-rK) n.  Unrefined sugar made from palm sap.  [Portuguese dia-

lectal jagara, ultimately from Dravidian carucarai, to be rough.]

jag·gy (j4gùK) adj.  jag·gi·er, jag·gi·est. Having jags; jagged or serrated. 

jag·uar (j4gùwärÙ, j4gùyu-ärÙ) n.  A large feline mammal (Panthera onca) of 

Central and South America, closely related to the leopard and having a tawny coat 

spotted with black rosettes.  [Spanish, and Portuguese  from Guarani jaguá, 

yaguar, dog.]

jag·ua·run·di also jag·ua·ron·di (j4gÙwN-rƒnùdK) n.  pl. jag·ua·run·dis. A 

long-tailed, grayish-brown wildcat (Felis yagouaroundi) of tropical America.  

[Spanish, and Portuguese  from Guarani jaguarundi, yaguarundi, variant of 

jaguá, yaguar, dog.]

Ja·han·gir (jN-hänùgîr), Called “Conqueror of the World.” 1569-1627.  Mogul 

emperor (1605-1627) who succeeded his father, Akbar, and continued his expan-

sionist policies. 

Jah·veh (yäùv7, vH)  or Jah·weh (-w7, -wH) n.  Variants of Yahweh. 
jai a·lai (hXù lXÙ, hXù N-lXÙ, hXÙ N-lXù) n.  Sports. An extremely fast court game in 

which players use a long hand-shaped basket strapped to the wrist to propel the 

ball against a wall.  [Spanish, from Basque  : jai, festival + alai, joyous.]

jail (j7l) n.  1. A place for the confinement of persons in lawful detention; a 

prison.  2. Detention in a jail.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a jail population; jail conditions.   —  v.  tr. jailed, jail·ing, jails. To detain 

in custody; imprison.  [From Middle English jaiole (from Old French), and from 

Middle English gaiol, gaol (from Old North French gaiole) both from Vulgar 

Latin *gaviola, from Latin *caveola, diminutive of cavea, cage, hollow.]

jail·bait (j7lùb7tÙ) n.  Slang. A person below the age of consent with whom sexual 

intercourse can constitute statutory rape. 

jail·bird (j7lùbûrdÙ) n.  Informal. A prisoner or an ex-convict. 

jail·break (j7lùbr7kÙ) n.  An escape from jail. 

jail·er also jail·or (j7ùlNr) n.  One whose responsibility is keeping a jail. 

jail·house (j7lùhousÙ) n.  A place for incarcerating prisoners; a jail. 

jailhouse lawyer (j7lùhousÙ lôùyNr) n.  Slang. A prison inmate who is usually 

self-taught in the law and offers legal consultation within a prison or corrections 

system. 

jail·or (j7ùlNr) n.  Variant of jailer. 



Jain (jXn) also Jai·na (jXùnN) n.  A believer or follower of Jainism.  [Hindi jaina, 

from Sanskrit jaina-, relating to the saints, from jinaU, saint, victor, from jayati, 

he conquers.]

Jain·ism (jXùnVzÙNm) n.  An ascetic religion of India, founded in the sixth century 

B.C., that teaches the immortality and transmigration of the soul and denies the 

existence of a perfect or supreme being. 

Jai·pur (jXùptrÙ)  A city of northwest India south-southwest of Delhi. The cen-

ter of a former state established in the 12th century, Jaipur was founded in 1728 

and is noted for its walls and fortifications and the pink color of many of its 

houses. Population, 977,165. 

Ja·kar·ta  or Dja·kar·ta (jN-kärùtN) Formerly Ba·ta·vi·a (bN-t7ùvK-N).  The cap-

ital and largest city of Indonesia, on the northeast coast of Java. Founded c. 1619 

by the Dutch, it became an important center of the Dutch East India Company 

and was renamed Jakarta after Indonesia became independent in 1949. Popula-

tion, 6,503,449. 

jake (j7k) adj.  Slang. Suitable or satisfactory; fine.  [Origin unknown.]

jakes (j7ks) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Chiefly British. A latrine; a privy.  

[Perhaps from French Jacques, James, Jack. See JACK.]

Ja·kob-Creutz·feldt disease (yäùkôp-kroitsùfHlt dV-zKzù) n.  See 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. 
jal·ap (j4lùNp, jäùlNp) n.  1. A twining, eastern Mexican vine (Exogonium purga) 

having tuberous roots that are dried, powdered, and used medicinally as a cathar-

tic.  2. Any of several similar or related plants.  3. The dried tuberous roots of 

these plants.  [French, from American Spanish jalapa, short for (purga de) Jalapa, 

(purgative of) Jalapa, after Jalapa.]

Ja·la·pa (hN-läùpN, hä-läùpä) also Jalapa En·rí·quez (Hn-rKùkHs)  A city of east-

central Mexico east of Mexico City. Built on the site of a pre-Columbian city, Jal-

apa was captured by Cortés in 1519. It is now an agricultural trade center and a 

mountain resort. Population, 204,594. 

ja·la·pe·ño (häÙlN-p7nùyo) n.  pl. ja·la·pe·ños. A cultivar of the tropical pepper 

(Capsicum annuum) having a very pungent green or red fruit used in cooking.  

[American Spanish (chile) jalapeño, (chile of) Jalapa, after Jalapa.]

ja·lop·y (jN-lmpùK) n.  pl. ja·lop·ies. Informal. An old, dilapidated motor vehicle, 

especially an automobile.  [Origin unknown.]

jal·ou·sie (j4lùN-sK) n.  A blind or shutter having adjustable horizontal slats for 

regulating the passage of air and light.  [French, from jalousie, jealousy, from Old 

French gelosie, from gelos, jealous. See JEALOUS.]

jam1 (j4m) v.  jammed, jam·ming, jams.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drive or wedge forc-

ibly into a tight position:  jammed the cork in the bottle.  2. To activate or apply 

suddenly:  jam the brakes on.  3. To cause (moving parts, for example) to lock into 

an unworkable position:  jammed the typewriter keys.  4. a. To pack (items, for 



example) to excess; cram:  jammed my clothes into the suitcase.  b. To fill (some-

thing) to excess:  a suitcase that had been jammed with clothes.   5. To block, con-

gest, or clog:  a drain that was jammed by debris.  6. To crush or bruise:  jam a 

finger.  7. Electronics. To interfere with or prevent the clear reception of (broad-

cast signals) by electronic means.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become wedged or stuck.  

2. To become inoperable:  a typewriter keyboard that had jammed.  3. To force 

one’s way into or through a limited space.  4. Music. To play improvisations.   —  
n.  1. The act of jamming or the condition of being jammed.  2. A crush or con-

gestion of people or things in a limited space:  a traffic jam.  3. A trying situation; 

a predicament.  See Synonyms at predicament.  [Origin unknown.] 
—jamùma·ble adj.  —jamùmer n. 

jam2 (j4m) n.  A preserve made from whole fruit boiled to a pulp with sugar.  

[Possibly from JAM
1.] —jamùmy adj. 

Ja·mai·ca (jN-m7ùkN) Abbr. Jam.  An island country in the Caribbean Sea south 

of Cuba. Discovered by Columbus in 1494, the island was settled in 1509 by the 

Spanish, captured by the British in 1655, and formally ceded to Great Britain in 

1670. The country became independent in 1962. Kingston is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 2,190,357.   —Ja·maiùcan adj.  & n. 

jamb also jambe (j4m) n.  1. One of a pair of vertical posts or pieces that 

together form the sides of a door, window frame, or fireplace, for example.  2. A 

projecting mass or columnar part.  [Middle English jambe, from Old French, leg, 

jamb, from Late Latin gamba, horse’s hock, leg. See GAMBOL.]

jam·ba·lay·a (jƒmÙbN-lXùN) n.  A Creole dish consisting of rice that has been 

cooked with shrimp, oysters, ham, or chicken and seasoned with spices and herbs.  

[Louisiana French, from Provençal jambalaia.]

jambe (j4m) n.  Variant of jamb. 
jam·beau (j4mùbo) n.  pl. jam·beaux (-boz). A piece of armor for the leg 

below the knee.  [Middle English, probably from Old North French *jambeau, 

from Old French jambe, leg. See JAMB.]

jam·bo·ree (j4mÙbN-rKù) n.  1. A noisy celebration.  2. A large assembly, often 

international, especially of Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts.  3. A mass gathering or 

assembly, as of a political party or association.  [Origin unknown.]

James (j7mz) n.  Abbr. Jm. Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
James1 (j7mz), Saint Known as “the Great.” Died A.D. 44.  One of the 12 Apos-

tles. The son of Zebedee and brother of John, he preached in Spain and was mar-

tyred on his return to Judea. 

James2 (j7mz), Saint Known as “the Less.” Died c. A.D. 62.  Traditionally 

regarded as the brother of Jesus, the author of the Epistle of James in the New Tes-

tament, and the first bishop of Jerusalem. 

James3 (j7mz), Saint. fl. first century A.D.  One of the 12 Apostles. 



James I (j7mz), 1566-1625.  King of England (1603-1625) and of Scotland as 

James VI (1567-1625). The son of Mary Queen of Scots, he succeeded the heirless 

Elizabeth I as the first Stuart king of England. His belief in the divine right of 

kings and his attempts to keep peace with Spain created resentment in Parliament 

that led to the English Civil War. He sponsored the King James Bible. 

James II (j7mz), 1633-1701.  King of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1685-

1688). The last Stuart king to rule both England and Scotland, he was overthrown 

by his son-in-law William of Orange. 

James (j7mz), Henry. 1843-1916.  American writer and critic whose works gen-

erally concern the confrontation of American and European culture. A pioneer in 

psychologically realistic fiction, he wrote numerous novels, such as The Bosto-

nians (1886) and The Golden Bowl (1904). 

James (j7mz), Jesse. 1847-1882.  American outlaw. After fighting in the Civil 

War as a Confederate guerrilla, he led a group of armed brigands that for 15 years 

robbed banks and trains in the West. He was murdered by a member of his own 

gang. 

James (j7mz), William. 1842-1910.  American psychologist and philosopher. A 

founder of pragmatism and the psychological movement of functionalism, he 

developed an approach to intellectual issues that greatly influenced American 

thought. His works include The Will to Believe (1897) and The Varieties of Reli-

gious Experience (1902). 

James Bay (j7mz b7)  The southern arm of Hudson Bay, in Northwest Territo-

ries, Canada, between northeast Ontario and western Quebec. It was first sighted 

by Henry Hudson in 1610 but named for the English captain Thomas James 

(1593?-1635?), who explored much of the bay in 1631. 

James·i·an (j7mùzK-Nn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of William 

James, his philosophy, or his teachings.  2. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

Henry James or his writings. 

Jame·son (j7mùsNn), Sir Leander Starr. 1853-1917.  South African physician 

and colonial administrator whose unsuccessful attempt to overthrow the Boer 

government of Transvaal (1895) led to the political fall of Cecil Rhodes. 

James River (j7mz rVvùNr)  1. A river rising in central North Dakota and flow-

ing about 1,142 km (710 mi) generally south across South Dakota to the Missouri 

River.  2. A river, about 547 km (340 mi) long, rising in central Virginia and flow-

ing eastward to Chesapeake Bay. The river is navigable to Richmond for large 

craft. 

James·town (j7mzùtounÙ)  1. The capital of St. Helena in the southern Atlan-

tic Ocean. Population, 1,516.  2. A city of western New York on Chautauqua Lake 

near the Pennsylvania border. It is the trade center of a farming and grape-pro-

ducing region. Population, 34,681.  3. A city of southeast-central North Dakota 

on the James River east of Bismarck. Settled in 1872 when Fort Seward was estab-



lished nearby, it is an agricultural market center. Population, 15,571.  4. A former 

village of southeast Virginia, the first permanent English settlement in America. 

It was founded in May 1607 and named for the reigning monarch, James I. The 

“Starving Time” of 1609 to 1610 nearly wiped out the colony, and only the timely 

arrival of Baron De La Warr with supplies convinced the survivors to remain. 

Jamestown became the capital of Virginia after 1619 but was almost entirely 

destroyed during Bacon’s Rebellion (1676) and further declined after the removal 

of the capital to Williamsburg (1698-1700). 

Ja·mi·son (j7ùmV-sNn), Judith. Born 1944.  American dancer and choreogra-

pher. Noted for her commanding presence and the intensity of her dancing, Jami-

son became director of the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in 1989. 

jam·mies (j4mùKz) pl.n.  Informal. Pajamas.  [By shortening and alteration.]

Jam·mu (jƒmùoo)  A city of northern India near the Pakistan border south of 

Srinagar. Formerly the seat of a Rajput dynasty, it was later captured by the Sikhs. 

Population, 206,135. 

Jammu and Kash·mir (jƒmùoo Nnd k4shùmîrÙ, k4sh-mîrù)  A former 

princely state of northern India and Pakistan. Part of the Mogul Empire after 

1587, it was annexed by British India in 1846 and partitioned between India and 

Pakistan after fierce fighting (1947-1949). 

Jam·na·gar (jäm-nƒgùNr)  A city of western India on the Gulf of Kutch south-

west of Ahmadabad. Founded in 1540, it is a port city noted for its silk, embroi-

dery, and marble. Population, 277,615. 

jam-pack (j4mùp4kù) v.  tr. jam-·packed, jam-·pack·ing, jam-·packs. Infor-

mal. To crowd to capacity:  a road that was jam-packed with vehicles. 

jam session (j4m sHshùNn) n.  1. Music. An impromptu gathering of musicians 

to play improvisations.  2. Informal. An impromptu discussion. 

Jam·shed·pur (jämùshHd-ptrÙ)  A city of eastern India west-northwest of 

Calcutta. It developed as a steel-producing center after 1911. Population, 438,385. 

jam-up (j4mùƒpÙ) n.  A congested situation; a jam. 

Jan. abbr.  January. 

Ja·ná·?ek (yäùnN-chHkÙ), Leo≥. 1854-1928.  Czechoslovakian composer whose 

works, such as the operas Jen¥fa (1904) and Katya Kabanová (1921), draw themes 

from his nation’s folk music. 

Jane Doe (j7nù doù) n.  1. Used as a name in legal proceedings to designate a 

fictitious or unidentified woman or girl.  2. An average, undistinguished woman. 

Janes·ville (j7nzùvVlÙ)  A city of southern Wisconsin north of Beloit. It is an 

industrial and commercial center. Population, 52,133. 

jan·gle (j4ngùgNl) v.  jan·gled, jan·gling, jan·gles.  —  v.  intr. To make a 

harsh, metallic sound:  The spurs jangled noisily.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to make a 

harsh, discordant sound.  2. To grate on or jar (the nerves).   —  n.  A harsh, 



metallic sound.  [Middle English janglen, to chatter, from Old French jangler, 

probably of Germanic origin.] —janùgler n. 

jan·is·sar·y (j4nùV-sHrÙK) also jan·i·zar·y (-zHrÙK) n.  pl. jan·is·sar·ies. 1. A 

member of a group of elite, highly loyal supporters.  2. A soldier in an elite Turk-

ish guard organized in the 14th century and abolished in 1826.  [French janissaire, 

from Old French jehanicere, from Old Italian giannizero, from Ottoman Turkish 

yanX cheri, new army  : yanX, new + cheri, special troops (from Middle Persian 

chKrXh, bravery, victory, from chKr, brave, victorious, from Avestan chairya-, vig-

orous, brave).]

jan·i·tor (j4nùV-tNr) n.  1. One who attends to the maintenance or cleaning of a 

building.  2. A doorman.  [Latin i7nitor, doorkeeper, from i7nua, door, from 

i7nus, archway. See ei- in Appendix.] —janÙi·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  

WORD HISTORY: A holiday for janitors ought to take place in January, for

both words are linked. In Latin i7nus was the word for “archway, gateway, or cov-

ered passage” and also for the god of gates, doorways, and beginnings in general.

As many schoolchildren know, our month January—a month of beginnings—is

named for the god. Latin i7nitor, the source of our word janitor and ultimately

also from i7nus, meant “doorkeeper or gatekeeper.” Probably because i7nitor was

common in Latin records and documents, it was adopted into English, first being

recorded in the sense “doorkeeper” around 1567 in a Scots text. In an early quo-

tation Saint Peter is called “the Janitor of heaven.” The term can still mean “door-

keeper,” but in Scots usage janitor also referred to a minor school official. Appar-

ently this position at times involved maintenance duties and doorkeeping, and the

maintenance duties took over the more exalted tasks, giving us the position of

janitor as we know it today.

jan·i·zar·y (j4nùV-zHrÙK) n.  Variant of janissary. 
Jan May·en Island (yän mXùNn XùlNnd)  An island of Norway in the Greenland 

Sea between northern Norway and Greenland. Discovered by Henry Hudson in 

1607, it was annexed by Norway in 1929. 

Jan·sen (j4nùsNn, yänù-), Cornelis. 1585-1638.  Dutch theologian whose teach-

ings were deemed heretical by Pope Urban VIII (1642) and influenced Jean 

Racine and Blaise Pascal. 

Jan·sen·ism (j4nùsN-nVzÙNm) n.  The theological principles of Cornelis Jansen, 

which emphasize predestination, deny free will, and maintain that human nature 

is incapable of good and were condemned as heretical by the Roman Catholic 

Church.   —Janùsen·ist n.  —JanÙsen·isùtic adj. 

Jan·u·ar·y (j4nùyu-HrÙK) n.  pl. Jan·u·ar·ies. Abbr. Jan., Jan The first month 

of the year in the Gregorian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English 



Januarie, Jenever, from Old North French Jenever, from Latin I7nu7rius (mKnsis), 

(month) of Janus, from I7nus, Janus. See ei- in Appendix.]

Ja·nus (j7ùnNs) n.  Roman Mythology. 1. The god of gates and doorways, depicted 

with two faces looking in opposite directions.  2. The satellite of Saturn that is 

fourth in distance from the planet.  [Latin I7nus. See ei- in Appendix.]

Ja·nus-faced (j7ùnNs-f7stÙ) adj.  Hypocritical. 

Jap (j4p) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Japanese. 

ja·pan (jN-p4nù) n.  1. A black enamel or lacquer used to produce a durable 

glossy finish.  2. An object decorated with this substance.   —  v.  tr. ja·panned, 
ja·pan·ning, ja·pans. 1. To decorate with a black enamel or lacquer.  2. To coat 

with a glossy finish.  [After Japan.]

Ja·pan (jN-p4nù)  A country of Asia on an archipelago off the northeast coast of 

the mainland. Traditionally settled c. 660 B.C., Japan’s written history began in the 

5th century A.D. During the feudal period (12th-19th century) real power was 

held by the shoguns, local warriors whose dominance was finally ended by the 

restoration of the emperor Mutsuhito in 1868. At about the same time the coun-

try was opened to Western trade and industrial technology. Expansionist policies 

led to Japan’s participation in World War II, which ended after atomic bombs 

were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki (August 1945). Today the country is 

highly industrialized and noted for its advanced technology. Tokyo is the capital 

and the largest city. Population, 121,047,196. 

Japan, Sea of.  An enclosed arm of the western Pacific Ocean between Japan 

and the Asian mainland. It is connected with the East China Sea, the Pacific 

Ocean, and the Sea of Okhotsk by several straits. 

Japan clover (jN-p4nù kloùvNr) n.  An annual plant (Lespedeza striata) native to 

China and Japan, having compound leaves with many leaflets and small pink axil-

lary flowers. Cultivated as a forage plant and for soil improvement, it is widely 

naturalized in the southeast United States.  Also called Japanese clover 

Japan Current (jN-p4nù kûrùNnt) n.  A warm ocean current flowing northeast 

from the Philippine Sea past southeast Japan to the North Pacific.  Also called 

Kuroshio Current 

Jap·a·nese (j4pÙN-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  Of or relating to Japan or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Japanese. 1. a. A native or inhabitant of Japan.  

b. A person of Japanese ancestry.   2.  Abbr. J. The language of the Japanese, writ-

ten in kana mixed with Chinese characters. 

Japanese andromeda (j4pÙN-nKzù 4n-drmmùV-dN) n.  An ornamental shrub 

(Pieris japonica) native to Japan and having small, early-blooming white flowers. 

Japanese beetle (j4pÙN-nKzù bKtùl) n.  A metallic-green and brown beetle 

(Popillia japonica) native to eastern Asia, the larvae and adults of which feed on 

and damage various crop plants in North America. 



Japanese cedar (j4pÙN-nKzù sKùdNr) n.  An eastern Asian coniferous evergreen 

tree (Cryptomeria japonica) having curved, spirally arranged leaves and cultivated 

as an ornamental and timber tree.  Also called cryptomeria 

Japanese clover (j4pÙN-nKzù kloùvNr) n.  See Japan clover. 
Japanese iris (j4pÙN-nKzù XùrVs) n.  A Japanese ornamental plant (Iris 

kaempferi) widely grown for its numerous cultivars, which have large, variously 

colored, showy flowers. 

Japanese ivy (j4pÙN-nKzù XùvK) n.  See Boston ivy. 
Japanese maple (j4pÙN-nKzù m7ùpNl) n.  An eastern Asian shrub or small tree 

(Acer palmatum) widely cultivated for its decorative, deeply and palmately lobed, 

often reddish foliage. 

Japanese persimmon (j4pÙN-nKzù pNr-sVmùNn) n.  See kaki. 
Japanese quail (j4pÙN-nKzù kw7l) n.  See coturnix. 
Japanese quince (j4pÙN-nKzù kwVns) n.  A Chinese ornamental shrub 

(Chaenomeles speciosa) having spiny branches, sharply serrate leaves, and red or 

white flowers. 

Japanese radish (j4pÙN-nKzù r4dùVsh) n.  See daikon. 
Japanese river fever (j4pÙN-nKzù rVvùNr fKùvNr) n.  See scrub typhus. 
Japanese spurge (j4pÙN-nKzù spûrj) n.  See pachysandra. 
Jap·a·nize (j4pùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. Jap·a·nized, Jap·a·niz·ing, Jap·a·niz·es. 

To make or become Japanese in form, idiom, style, or character.   
—JapÙa·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Japan Trench (jN-p4nù trHnch)  A depression in the floor of the northern 

Pacific Ocean off northeast Japan. It extends from the Bonin to the Kuril islands 

and reaches depths of more than 9,000 m (30,000 ft). 

Japan wax (jN-p4nù w4ks) n.  A pale yellow solid wax obtained from the berries 

of certain plant species of the genus Rhus and used in wax matches, soaps, and 

food packaging and as a substitute for beeswax. 

jape (j7p) v.  japed, jap·ing, japes.  —  v.  intr. To joke or quip.   —  v.  tr. To 

make sport of.   —  n.  A joke or quip.  [Middle English japen, probably from Old 

French japer, to yap, chatter, nag, of imitative origin.] —japùer n.  —japùer·y n. 

Ja·pheth (j7ùfVthÙ, j4fùVth)  In the Old Testament, a son of Noah and the brother 

of Shem and Ham. 

Ja·phet·ic (jN-fVtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to Japheth or his descendants.  2. Of 

or relating to a discredited linguistic grouping that attempted to associate Basque, 

Etruscan, and sometimes Sumerian and Elamite with the Caucasian languages. 

Jap·lish (j4pùlVsh) n.  1. Japanese characterized by numerous borrowings from 

English.  2. English affected by Japanese pronunciation, vocabulary, or syntax.  

[JAP(ANESE) + (ENG)LISH.]



ja·pon·i·ca (jN-pmnùV-kN) n.  An ornamental shrub (Chaenomeles japonica) that 

is native to Japan and cultivated for its red flowers.  [New Latin, species name, 

from Japonia, Japan.]

Jap·o·nism (j4pùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Something characteristically Japanese.  [French 

japonisme, from Japon, Japan.]

Ja·pu·rá (zhäÙpt-räù)  A river rising in the Andes of southwest Colombia and 

flowing about 2,816 km (1,750 mi) southeast across northwest Brazil to the Ama-

zon River. 

Jaques-Dal·croze (zhäkùdäl-krozù), Émile. 1865-1950.  Swiss composer and 

educator who developed eurythmics. 

jar1 (jär) n.  1. A cylindrical glass or earthenware vessel with a wide mouth and 

usually no handles.  2. The amount that a jar can hold.  3. Chiefly British. A glass 

of beer.   —  v.  tr. jarred, jar·ring, jars. To put into a jar.  [Middle English jarre, 

a liquid measure, from Old French (from Provençal jarra), and from Medieval 

Latin jarra both from Arabic jarrah, earthen jar.] —jarùfulÙ n. 

jar2 (jär) v.  jarred, jar·ring, jars.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make or utter a harsh sound.  

2. To be disturbing or irritating; grate:  The incessant talking jarred on my nerves.  

3. To shake or shiver from impact.  4. To clash or conflict: “We ourselves... often 

jar with the landscape” (Isak Dinesen).   —  v.  tr. 1. To bump or cause to move or 

shake from impact.  2. To startle or unsettle; shock.   —  n.  1. A jolt; a shock.  See 

Synonyms at collision.  2. Harsh or grating sound; discord.  [Perhaps of imita-

tive origin.] —jarùring·ly adv. 

jar·di·nière (järÙdn-îrù, zhärÙdn-yârù) n.  1. A large decorative stand or pot for 

plants or flowers.  2. Diced, cooked vegetables served as a garnish with meat.  

[French, from feminine of jardinier, gardener, from Old French, from jardin, gar-

den. See GARDEN.]

jar·gon (järùgNn) n.  1. Nonsensical, incoherent, or meaningless talk.  2. A 

hybrid language or dialect; a pidgin.  3. The specialized or technical language of a 

trade, profession, or similar group.  See Synonyms at dialect.   —  v.  intr. 

jar·goned, jar·gon·ing, jar·gons. To speak in or use jargon.  [Middle English 

jargoun, from Old French jargon, probably of imitative origin.] —jarùgon·ist, 
jarÙgon·eerù n.  —jarÙgon·isùtic adj. 

jar·gon·ize (järùgN-nXzÙ) v.  jar·gon·ized, jar·gon·iz·ing, jar·gon·iz·es.  —  
v.  tr. To translate into jargon.   —  v.  intr. To talk or write jargon. 

jar·head (järùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A U.S. Marine.  [Perhaps from the shape of the hat 

the Marines once wore.]

jarl (yärl) n.  A great medieval Scandinavian chieftain or nobleman.  [Old Norse.]

Jarls·berg (yärlzùbûrgÙ)  A trademark used for a mild, pale-yellow, hard Norwe-

gian cheese with large holes. 



jar·rah (j4rùN) n.  An Australian tree (Eucalyptus marginata) widely grown for its 

hard red-brown wood.  [Nyungar (Aboriginal language of southwest Australia) 

jarily.]

Jar·rell (jN-rHlù), Randall. 1914-1965.  American poet whose works, published 

in collections such as Little Friend, Little Friend (1945), concern war, loneliness, 

and art. 

jas·mine (j4zùmVn) also jes·sa·mine (jHsùN-mVn) n.  1. a. Any of several vines 

or shrubs of the genus Jasminum, native chiefly to Asia and having usually com-

pound leaves and white or yellow flowers. Some of the fragrant species are used 

in making perfume.  b. The perfume obtained from these plants.   2.  See Caro-
lina jasmine.  3. Any of several plants or shrubs having fragrant flowers.  

4. Color. A light to brilliant yellow.  [French jasmin, from Old French jassemin, 

from Arabic yasmXn, from Persian yasmXn, y7sman.]

Ja·son (j7ùsNn) n.  Greek Mythology. The husband of Medea and leader of the 

Argonauts who went in quest of the Golden Fleece. 

jas·per (j4sùpNr) n.  An opaque cryptocrystalline variety of quartz that may be 

red, yellow, or brown.  [Middle English jaspre, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin 

iaspis, iaspid-, from Greek iaspis, from Persian ya≥m, from Arabic ya≥b, from 

Hebrew y7≥pê, from Akkadian a≥p7.]

Jas·pers (yäsùpNrs), Karl Theodor. 1883-1969.  German psychiatrist and phi-

losopher. A founder of modern existentialism, he was concerned with human 

reactions to extreme situations. His works include Man and the Modern World 

(1931) and The Future of Mankind (1957). 

jasper ware  or jas·per·ware (j4sùpNr-wârÙ) n.  A fine white stoneware origi-

nally produced by Josiah Wedgwood, often colored by metallic oxides with raised 

designs remaining white. 

Jat (jät) n.  A member of a peasant caste residing in the Punjab and other areas of 

northern India and Pakistan, comprising Muslim, Hindu, and Sikh groups.  

[Hindi j7£.]
ja·to (j7ùto) n.  pl. ja·tos. 1. An aircraft takeoff aided by an auxiliary jet or 

rocket.  2. An auxiliary jet-producing unit providing additional thrust for a take-

off.  [j(et-)a(ssisted) t(ake)o(ff).]

jaun·dice (jônùdVs, jänù-) n.  Yellowish discoloration of the whites of the eyes, 

skin, and mucous membranes caused by deposition of bile salts in these tissues. It 

occurs as a symptom of various diseases, such as hepatitis, that affect the process-

ing of bile.  Also called icterus  —  v.  tr. jaun·diced, jaun·dic·ing, jaun·dic·es. 
1. To affect with jaundice.  2. To affect with envy, jealousy, prejudice, or hostility.  

See Synonyms at bias.  [Middle English jaundis, jaunis, from Old French jaunice, 

yellowness, jaundice, from jaune, jalne, yellow, from Latin galbinus, yellowish.]

jaun·diced (jônùdVst, jänù-) adj.  1. Affected with jaundice.  2. Yellow or yel-

lowish.  3. Affected by or exhibiting envy, prejudice, or hostility. 



jaunt (jônt, jänt) n.  A short trip or excursion, usually for pleasure; an outing.   
—  v.  intr. jaunt·ed, jaunt·ing, jaunts. To make a short journey.  [Origin 

unknown.]

jaun·ty (jônùtK, jänù-) adj.  jaun·ti·er, jaun·ti·est. 1. Having a buoyant or self-

confident air; brisk.  2. Crisp and dapper in appearance; natty.  3. Archaic. 

a. Stylish.  b. Genteel.   [French gentil, nice, from Old French, noble. See GENTLE.] 
—jaunùti·ly adv.  —jaunùti·ness n. 

Jau·rès (zhô-rHsù), Jean. 1859-1914.  French journalist and leader of the French 

Socialist Party before World War I. In 1914 he argued for arbitration rather than 

armed conflict between the Triple Entente and the Triple Alliance. Jaurès was 

assassinated by a fanatical nationalist. 

Jav. abbr.  Javanese. 

ja·va (j4vùN, jäùvN) n.  Informal. Brewed coffee.  [After Java.]

Ja·va (jäùvN, j4vùN)  An island of Indonesia separated from Borneo by the Java 
Sea, an arm of the western Pacific Ocean. Center of an early Hindu-Javanese civ-

ilization, Java was converted to Islam before the arrival of the Europeans (mainly 

the Dutch) in the late 16th century. 

Java man (j4vùN m4n) n.  Pithecanthropus. 

Jav·a·nese (j4vÙN-nKzù, -nKsù, jäÙvN-) adj.  Abbr. Jav. Of or relating to Java or its 

people, language, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Javanese. Abbr. Jav. 1. A native or 

inhabitant of Java, especially a member of the Javanese-speaking majority popu-

lation.  2. The Austronesian language of the principal ethnic group of Java.  

[Java + -nese (as in Japanese).]

Ja·va·rí (zhäÙvN-rKù)  A river rising in eastern Peru and flowing about 965 km 

(600 mi) northeast along the Peru-Brazil border to the Amazon River. 

Java sparrow (j4vùN sp4rùo) n.  A small grayish bird (Padda oryzivora) native 

to tropical Asia and often kept as a cage bird. 

jave·lin (j4vùlVn, j4vùN-) n.  1. A light spear thrown with the hand and used as a 

weapon.  2. Sports. a. A metal or metal-tipped spear, about 2.5 meters (84 feet) in 

length, used in contests of distance throwing.  b. The athletic field event in which 

a javelin is thrown.   [Middle English, from Old French javeline, diminutive of 

javelot, of Celtic origin.]

ja·ve·li·na (häÙvN-lKùnN) n.  See collared peccary.  [Alteration of Spanish jaba-

lina, feminine of jabalí, jabalín, wild boar, from Arabic (TinzXr) jabalX, mountain 

(swine), from jabal, mountain.]

Ja·velle water also Ja·vel water (zhN-vHlù wôùtNr) n.  An aqueous solution of 

potassium or sodium hypochlorite, used as a disinfectant and bleaching agent.  

[Translation of French eau de Javel, after Javel, a former town of north-central 

France, now a section of Paris.]

jaw (jô) n.  1. a. Either of two bony or cartilaginous structures that in most ver-

tebrates form the framework of the mouth and hold the teeth.  b. The mandible 



or maxilla or the part of the face covering these bones.   2. Either of two opposed 

hinged parts in a mechanical device.  3. jaws. The walls of a pass, canyon, or cav-

ern.  4. jaws. A dangerous situation or confrontation:  the jaws of death.  

5. Slang. a. Impudent argument or back talk:  Don’t give me any jaw.  b. A con-

versation or chat.    —  v.  intr. jawed, jaw·ing, jaws. Slang. 1. To talk vocifer-

ously; jabber.  2. To talk; converse.  [Middle English jawe, jowe, perhaps from Old 

French joue, cheek.] —jawùless adj. 

jaw·bone (jôùbonÙ) n.  A bone of the jaw, especially the bone of the lower jaw.   
—  v.  jaw·boned, jaw·bon·ing, jaw·bones. Slang.  —  v.  tr. To try to influ-

ence or pressure through strong persuasion, especially to urge to comply volun-

tarily.   —  v.  intr. To urge voluntary compliance with official wishes or 

guidelines.   —jawùbonÙer n.  —jawùbonÙing n. 

jaw·break·er (jôùbr7ÙkNr) n.  1. A very hard candy.  2. Slang. A word that is 

difficult to pronounce.  3. A machine that crushes rock or ore.   
—jawùbreakÙing adj.  —jawùbreakÙing·ly adv. 

jawless fish (jôùlVs fVsh) n.  Any of several eellike marine and freshwater fishes 

lacking a jaw and paired appendages that constitute the subphylum Agnatha. The 

only present-day jawless fish are the hagfish and lampreys. 

Jaws of Life (jôz ƒv lXf)  A trademark used for a pneumatic tool consisting of a 

pincerlike metal device that is inserted into the body of a severely damaged vehi-

cle and opened to provide access to people trapped inside. This trademark some-

times occurs in print in lowercase: “Firefighters used the jaws of life to remove [the 

operator and the passenger]” (Boston Globe). 

jay1 (j7) n.  The letter j. 

jay2 (j7) n.  1. Any of various often crested birds of the genera Garrulus, Cyanoc-

itta, Aphelocoma, and related genera within the family Corvidae, often having a 

loud, harsh call.  Also called jaybird 2. An over talkative person; a chatterbox.  

[Middle English jai, from Old French, from Late Latin g7ius, g7ia, perhaps from 

Latin G7ius, personal name.]

Jay (j7), John. 1745-1829.  American diplomat and jurist who served in both 

Continental Congresses and helped negotiate peace with Great Britain (1782-

1783). He was the first chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1789-1795) and 

negotiated a second agreement with Great Britain, Jay’s Treaty (1794-1795). 

jay·bird (j7ùbûrdÙ) n.  See jay2 (n., sense 1). 

Jay·cee (j7ùsKù) n.  A member of a junior chamber of commerce.  [Pronuncia-

tion of the initial letters in Junior Chamber (of Commerce).]

jay·hawk·er (j7ùhôÙkNr) n.  1. One of the free-soil guerrillas in Kansas and 

Missouri during the border disputes of 1854 to 1859.  2. A Unionist guerrilla.  

3. Jayhawker. Informal. A native or resident of Kansas.  [From jayhawk, a ficti-

tious bird.]



jay·vee (j7ùvKù) n.  Sports. 1. Junior varsity.  2. A member of a junior varsity.  

[Pronunciation of the initial letters in J(UNIOR) V(ARSITY).] —jayùveeù adj. 

jay·walk (j7ùwôkÙ) v.  intr. jay·walked, jay·walk·ing, jay·walks. To cross a 

street illegally or in a reckless manner.  [From JAY
2, inexperienced person.] 

—jayùwalkÙer n. 

jazz (j4z) n.  1. Music. a. A style of music, native to America, characterized by a 

strong but flexible rhythmic understructure with solo and ensemble improvisa-

tions on basic tunes and chord patterns and, more recently, a highly sophisticated 

harmonic idiom.  b. Big band dance music.   2. Slang. a. Animation; enthusiasm.  

b. Nonsense.  c. Miscellaneous, unspecified things:  brought the food and all the 

jazz to go with it.    —  v.  jazzed, jazz·ing, jazz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. Music. To play 

in a jazz style.  2. Slang. To exaggerate or lie to:  Don’t jazz me.   —  v.  intr. Slang. 

To exaggerate or lie.   —phrasal verb. jazz up. Slang. To make more interest-

ing; enliven:  jazzed up the living area with beaded curtains.  [Origin unknown.] 
—jazzùer n.  —jazzùish adj. 

jazz-fu·sion (j4z-fyuùzhNn) n.  Music. See jazz-rock. 
jazz·man (j4zùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A jazz musician or composer. 

jazz-rock (j4zùrmkÙ) n.  Music. Music that blends jazz elements and the heavy 

repetitive rhythms of rock.  Also called jazz-fusion 

jazz·y (j4zùK) adj.  jazz·i·er, jazz·i·est. 1. Resembling jazz in form or nature; 

rhythmical.  2. Slang. Showy; flashy:  a jazzy car.   —jazzùi·ly adv.  —jazzùi·ness 
n. 

Jb. abbr.  Bible. Job. 

J-bar (j7ùbärÙ) n.  Sports. A J-shaped bar, suspended from a moving system of 

overhead cables, by which a skier is towed uphill. 

J.C.D. abbr.  Latin. Juris Canonici Doctor (Doctor of Canon Law). 

JCL n.  pl. JCLs. Computer Science. The common language of a computer operat-

ing system, used to tell the computer what to do.  [J(OB) C(ONTROL) L(ANGUAGE).]

J.C.S.  or JCS abbr.  Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

jct. abbr.  Junction. 

JD abbr.  1.  Or J.D.. Juris doctor.  2. Justice Department.  3.  Also J.D.. Juvenile 

delinquent. 

Jdt. abbr.  Bible. Judith. 

jeal·ous (jHlùNs) adj.  1. Fearful or wary of being supplanted; apprehensive of 

losing affection or position.  2. a. Resentful or bitter in rivalry; envious:  jealous 

of the success of others.  b. Inclined to suspect rivalry.   3. Having to do with or 

arising from feelings of envy, apprehension, or bitterness:  jealous thoughts.  

4. Vigilant in guarding something:  We are jealous of our good name.  5. Intolerant 

of disloyalty or infidelity; autocratic:  a jealous God.  [Middle English jelous, from 

Old French gelos, jealous, zealous, from Vulgar Latin *zKlosus, from Late Latin 

zKlus, zeal. See ZEAL.] —jealùous·ly adv.  —jealùous·ness n.  



SYNONYMS: jealous, covetous, envious. The central meaning shared by these

adjectives is “resentfully or painfully desirous of another’s advantages”: jealous of

her friend’s success; covetous of his neighbor’s possessions; envious of their art collec-

tion.

jeal·ous·y (jHlùN-sK) n.  pl. jeal·ous·ies. 1. A jealous attitude or disposition.  

2. Close vigilance. 

jean (jKn) n.  1. A heavy, strong, twilled cotton, used in making uniforms and 

work clothes.  2. jeans. Pants made of jean, denim, or another durable fabric.  

[Short for obsolete jene (fustian), Genoan (fustian), from Middle English jene, 

gene, from Old French Genes, Genoa.]

Jeanne d’Arc (zhän därkù)  See Joan of Arc. 
Jeans (jKnz), Sir James Hopwood. 1877-1946.  British astronomer, physicist, 

and mathematician noted for his work on the kinetic theory of gases and his 

investigations into the relationships between mathematical concepts and the nat-

ural world. 

Je·bel Mu·sa also Ge·bel Mu·sa (jHbùNl muùsN, -sä)  A mountain, 851 m 

(2,790 ft) high, of northern Morocco on the Strait of Gibraltar. With Gibraltar it 

forms the so-called Pillars of Hercules. 

Jebel Toub·kal (jHbùNl tub-kälù)  A mountain, 4,167.8 m (13,665 ft) high, of 

central Morocco in the Atlas Mountains. It is the highest peak in the range. 

jee (jK) interj.  Variant of gee3. 
jeep (jKp) n.  A small, durable, general-purpose motor vehicle with four-wheel 

drive and a quarter-ton capacity, used by the U.S. Army during and after World 

War II.  [Probably pronunciation of the letters GP, designation for this vehicle in 

the manufacturer’s parts numbering system  : G(overnment) + P, designator for 

80-inch wheelbase reconnaissance car.]

Jeep (jKp)  A trademark used for a civilian motor vehicle. 

jeep·ney (jKpùnK) n.  pl. jeep·neys. A jitney bus used in the Philippines for 

public transportation.  [JEEP + (JIT)NEY.]

jeer (jîr) v.  jeered, jeer·ing, jeers.  —  v.  intr. To speak or shout derisively; 

mock.   —  v.  tr. To abuse vocally; taunt:  jeered the speaker off the stage.   —  n.  A 

scoffing or taunting remark or shout.  [Origin unknown.] —jeerùer n.  

—jeerùing·ly adv. 

jeez (jKz) interj.  Used to express surprise or annoyance.  [Alteration of JESUS.]

Jef·fers (jHfùNrz), (John) Robinson. 1887-1962.  American poet many of 

whose works are set in California. His collections include Tamar and Other Poems 

(1924). 

Jef·fer·son (jHfùNr-sNn)  An unincorporated community of southeastern Louisi-

ana on the Mississippi River west of New Orleans. Population, 15,550. 



Jef·fer·son (jHfùNr-sNn), Joseph. 1829-1905.  American actor noted for the title 

role in the stage adaptation of Washington Irving’s story “Rip Van Winkle.” 

Jefferson, Mount.  A peak, 3,201.6 m (10,497 ft) high, in the Cascade Range 

of northwest Oregon southeast of Portland. 

Jef·fer·son (jHfùNr-sNn), Thomas. 1743-1826.  The third President of the 

United States (1801-1809). A member of the second Continental Congress, he 

drafted the Declaration of Independence (1776). His presidency was marked by 

the purchase of the Louisiana Territory from France (1803) and the Tripolitan 

War (1801-1805). A political philosopher, educator, and architect, Jefferson 

designed his own estate, Monticello, and buildings for the University of Virginia. 

Jefferson City (jHfùNr-sNn sVtùK)  The capital of Missouri, in the central part of 

the state on the Missouri River. It was chosen as the capital when Missouri was 

admitted to the Union in 1821. Population, 35,481. 

Jef·fer·so·ni·an (jHfÙNr-soùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of Tho-

mas Jefferson or his political attitudes and theories.   —  n.  A follower of Thomas 

Jefferson or a proponent of his politics.   —JefÙfer·soùni·an·ism n. 

Jefferson River (jHfùNr-sNn rVvùNr)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, of 

southwest Montana. It is a headwater of the Missouri River. 

Jef·fer·son·town (jHfùNr-sNn-tounÙ)  A city of north-central Kentucky, a 

mainly residential suburb of Louisville. Population, 15,795. 

Jef·fer·son·ville (jHfùNr-sNn-vVlÙ)  A city of southern Indiana on the Ohio River 

opposite Louisville, Kentucky. It was founded in 1802 on the site of a frontier 

fort. Population, 21,220. 

Jef·frey (jHfùrK), Francis Lord Jeffrey. 1773-1850.  Scottish literary critic and 

jurist who cofounded (1802) and edited (1803-1829) the Edinburgh Review and 

was known for his harsh criticism of romanticism. 

Jef·fries (jefùrKz), John. 1745-1819.  American physician and aeronaut who 

made the first crossing of the English Channel by balloon (1785). 

je·had (jV-hädù) n.  Variant of jihad. 
Je·hosh·a·phat (jN-hmshùN-f4tÙ, -hmsù-), Ninth century B.C.  King of Judah who 

formed an alliance with the kingdom of Israel. 

Je·ho·vah (jV-hoùvN) n.  God, especially in Christian translations of the Old Tes-

tament.  [Alteration of Hebrew Yahweh, Yahweh.]

Je·ho·vah’s Witness (jV-hoùvNz wVtùnVs) n.  A member of a religious denomi-

nation founded in the United States during the late 19th century in which active 

evangelism is practiced, the imminent approach of the millennium is preached, 

and war and organized governmental authority in matters of conscience are 

strongly opposed. 

Je·hu (jKùhyu), Ninth century B.C.  Israeli king who, according to the Old Testa-

ment, slew Ahab, Jezebel, and the prophets of Baal. He is proverbially known for 

his swift chariot driving. 



je·ju·na (jN-juùnN) n.  Plural of jejunum. 
je·june (jN-junù) adj.  1. Not interesting; dull: “and there pour forth jejune words 

and useless empty phrases” (Anthony Trollope).  2. Lacking maturity; childish:  

surprised by their jejune responses to our problems.  3. Lacking in nutrition:  a 

jejune diet.  [From Latin iKi7nus, meager, dry, fasting.] —je·juneùly adv.  

—je·juneùness n. 

je·ju·num (jN-juùnNm) n.  pl. je·ju·na (-nN). The section of the small intestine 

between the duodenum and the ileum.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin 

iKi7num (intestXnum), fasting (intestine) (so called because in dissection it was 

always found empty), neuter of Latin iKi7nus.]

Je·kyll and Hyde (jHkùNl Nnd hXd, jKùkNl; hXdù) n.  Informal. One who has a 

dual personality that alternates between phases of good and evil behavior.  [After 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson.]

Je·le·nia Gó·ra (y7-lHnùyN gtrùN, yH-lHùnyä guùrä)  A city of southwest 

Poland west-southwest of Poznad. Chartered in 1312, it passed to Prussia in 1741 

and was assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference of 1945. Population, 

90,400. 

jell (jHl) v.  jelled, jell·ing, jells.  —  v.  intr. 1. To become firm or gelatinous; 

congeal.  See Synonyms at coagulate.  2. To take shape or fall into place; crystal-

lize:  A plan of action finally jelled in my mind.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to become 

firm or gelatinous.  2. To cause to take shape; make clear and definite; crystallize.  

[Probably back-formation from JELLY.]

jel·la·ba (jN-läùbN) n.  Variant of djellaba. 
Jel·li·coe (jHlùV-koÙ), John Rushworth First Earl Jellicoe. 1859-1935.  British 

naval officer who commanded the fleet that fought the Germans at Jutland 

(1916). He later served as governor-general of New Zealand (1920-1924). 

jel·lied (jHlùKd) adj.  1. Chilled or otherwise congealed into jelly.  2. Coated with 

jelly.  3. Prepared or cooked in or with jelly. 

jel·li·fy (jHlùN-fXÙ) v.  intr. tr. jel·li·fied, jel·li·fy·ing, jel·li·fies. To become or 

make into jelly. 

Jell-O (jHlùo)  A trademark used for a gelatin dessert. This trademark often 

occurs in print without a hyphen and in figurative contexts: “For many, cooking 

became a matter of opening cans, heating frozen dinners and making Jello molds” 

(Chicago Tribune). “But you can’t protect some dummies from themselves. So if 

they want to turn their heads into Jello, that’s their lookout” (Mike Royko). “[His 

nerves] surely must have felt like Jell-O in a high wind” (Washington Post). 

jel·ly (jHlùK) n.  pl. jel·lies. a. A soft, semisolid food substance with a resilient 

consistency, made by the setting of a liquid containing pectin or gelatin or by the 

addition of gelatin to a liquid, especially such a substance made of fruit juice con-

taining pectin boiled with sugar.  b. Something, such as a petroleum ointment, 

having the consistency of a soft, semisolid food substance.    —  v.  jel·lied, 



jel·ly·ing, jel·lies.  —  v.  tr. To cause to have the consistency of jelly.   —  v.  intr. 

To acquire the consistency of jelly.  See Synonyms at coagulate.  [Middle 

English gelee, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *gel7ta, from Latin, feminine 

past participle of gel7re, to freeze. See gel- in Appendix.]

jel·ly·bean (jHlùK-bKnÙ) n.  A small ovoid candy with a hardened sugar coating 

over a chewy center. 

jel·ly·fish (jHlùK-fVshÙ) n.  pl. jellyfish or jel·ly·fish·es. 1. a. Any of numerous 

usually free-swimming marine coelenterates of the class Scyphozoa, characteristi-

cally having a gelatinous, tentacled, often bell-shaped medusoid stage as the dom-

inant phase of its life cycle.  b. Any of various similar or related coelenterates.   

2. Informal. One who lacks force of character; a weakling. 

jel·ly·roll (jHlùK-rolÙ) n.  A thin sheet of sponge cake layered with jelly and then 

rolled up. 

jem·my (jHmùK) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of jimmy. 
Je·na (y7ùnN)  A city of central Germany southwest of Leipzig. Napoleon I deci-

sively defeated the Prussians here on October 14, 1806. Population, 106,555. 

je ne sais quoi (zhNÙ nN s7 kwäù, sH) n.  A quality or an attribute that is diffi-

cult to describe or express: “Fishing has lacked a certain je ne sais quoi in terms of 

its public image, as all activities must that involve beer, worms and one-size-fits-all 

gimme caps” (Charles Leerhsen).  [French  : je, I + ne, not + sais, first person 

present indicative of savoir, to know + quoi, what.]

Jen·ghis Khan  or Jen·ghiz Khan (jHnùgVz känù, -gVs, jHngù-)  See Genghis 
Khan. 

Jen·i·son (jHnùV-sNn)  A community of west-central Michigan, a suburb of 

Grand Rapids. Population, 17,882. 

Jen·ner (jHnùNr), Edward. 1749-1823.  British physician and vaccination pio-

neer. He found that smallpox could be prevented by inoculation with the sub-

stance from cowpox lesions. 

jen·net also gen·et (jHnùVt) n.  A small Spanish saddle horse.  [Middle English 

genet, from Old French, from Catalan ginet, from Arabic zinKti, from colloquial 

Arabic ZenetX, a Berber tribe famed for horsemanship.]

Jen·ney (jHnùK), William Le Baron. 1832-1907.  American inventor and archi-

tect who designed the Home Insurance Company Building in Chicago (1884-

1885), which, with its skeletal construction, is often considered the first sky-

scraper. 

Jen·nings (jHnùVngz)  A city of eastern Missouri, a residential suburb of St. 

Louis. Population, 15,905. 

jen·ny (jHnùK) n.  pl. jen·nies. 1. The female of certain animals, especially the 

donkey and the wren.  2. A spinning jenny.  [From the name Jenny.]



Jen·sen (yHnùsNn), Johannes Hans Daniel. 1907-1973.  German physicist. He 

shared a 1963 Nobel Prize for research on the structure of the atom and its 

nucleus. 

Jen·sen (yHnùsNn, jHnù-), Johannes Vilhelm. 1873-1950.  Danish writer of 

modernistic novels, poetry, and essays, often infused with Darwinian theories. 

His works include Himmerland Tales (1898-1910) and the epic poem The Long 

Journey (1908-1922). He won the 1944 Nobel Prize for literature. 

jeop·ard·ize (jHpùNr-dXzÙ) v.  tr. jeop·ard·ized, jeop·ard·iz·ing, 
jeop·ard·izes. To expose to loss or injury; imperil.  See Synonyms at endanger. 

jeop·ard·y (jHpùNr-dK) n.  pl. jeop·ard·ies. 1. Risk of loss or injury; peril or 

danger.  2. Law. A defendant’s risk or danger of conviction when put on trial.  

[Middle English juperti, from Old French jeu parti, even game, uncertainty  : jeu, 

game (from Latin iocus, joke, game); see yek- in Appendix + parti, past participle 

of partir, to divide (from Latin partXre, from pars, part-, part); see PART.]

Je·qui·tin·hon·ha (zhN-kKtÙn-yonùyN, zhV-kwKÙtV-nyôùnyä)  A river, about 805 

km (500 mi) long, of eastern Brazil flowing northeast and east to the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

Jer. abbr.  Bible. Jeremiah. 

jer·bo·a (jNr-boùN) n.  Any of various small, nocturnal, leaping rodents of the 

family Dipodidae of Asia and northern Africa, having long hind legs and a long, 

tufted tail.  [Medieval Latin jerboa, from Arabic jarb71, flesh of the loins.]

jer·e·mi·ad (jHrÙN-mXùNd) n.  A literary work or speech expressing a bitter 

lament or a righteous prophecy of doom.  [French jérémiade, after Jérémie, Jere-

miah, author of The Lamentations, from Late Latin Ieremi7s, from Hebrew 

YirmHy7hû.]

Jer·e·mi·ah (jHrÙN-mXùN) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the seventh and sixth 

centuries B.C.  2.  Abbr. Jer., Jr A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Hebrew 

YirmHy7hû.]

Je·rez (hH-rHsù, -rHthù) also Jerez de la Fron·te·ra (dN lä frƒn-tHrùN, thH lä frôn-

tHùrä)  A city of southwest Spain northeast of Cádiz. It was held by the Moors 

from 711 to 1264. Population, 138,700. 

Jer·i·cho (jHrùV-koÙ)  An ancient city of Palestine near the northwest shore of the 

Dead Sea. A stronghold commanding the valley of the lower Jordan River, it was, 

according to the Old Testament, captured and destroyed by Joshua. 

Je·ri·tza (yHrùVt-sN, yHùrK-tsäÙ), Maria. 1887-1982.  Austrian-born operatic 

soprano particularly acclaimed for the title role in Tosca. 

jerk1 (jûrk) v.  jerked, jerk·ing, jerks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give a sudden quick 

thrust, push, pull, or twist to.  2. To throw or toss with a quick abrupt motion.  

3. To utter abruptly or sharply:  jerked out the answer.  4. To make and serve (ice-

cream sodas, for example) at a soda fountain.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move in sudden 

abrupt motions; jolt:  The train jerked ahead.  2. To make spasmodic motions:  My 



legs jerked from fatigue.   —  n.  1. A sudden abrupt motion, such as a yank or 

twist.  2. A jolting or lurching motion.  3. Physiology. A sudden reflexive or spas-

modic muscular movement.  4. jerks. Involuntary convulsive twitching often 

resulting from excitement. Often used with the.  5. Slang. A dull, stupid, or fatu-

ous person.  6. Sports. A lift in which the weight is heaved overhead from shoul-

der height with a quick motion.   —phrasal verb. jerk off. Vulgar Slang. To 

masturbate.  [Origin unknown.] —jerkùer n.  —jerkùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: jerk, snap, twitch, wrench, yank. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to move with a sudden short, quick motion”: jerked the rope and

broke it; a lock snapping shut; her mouth twitching with suppressed amusement;

wrenched the stick out of his hand; yanked the door open.

jerk2 (jûrk) v.  tr. jerked, jerk·ing, jerks. To cut (meat) into long strips and dry 

in the sun or cure by exposing to smoke.  [Back-formation from JERKY
2.]

jerk3 (jûrk) adj.  Being or relating to a method of barbecuing meat that has been 

seasoned and wrapped in leaves of the allspice tree:  jerk chicken; jerk pork.  [From 

JERKY
2.]

jer·kin (jûrùkVn) n.  1. A close-fitting, hip-length, collarless jacket having no 

sleeves but often extended shoulders, belted and worn over a doublet by men 

especially in the 16th century.  2. A short, close-fitting, often sleeveless coat or 

jacket, usually of leather.  [Origin unknown.]

jerk·wa·ter (jûrkùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) adj.  Informal. 1. Remote, small, and insig-

nificant:  a jerkwater town.  2. Contemptibly trivial:  jerkwater notions.  [From 

jerkwater, a branch-line train, so called because its small boiler had to be refilled 

often, requiring train crews to “jerk” or draw water from streams.]

jerk·y1 (jûrùkK) adj.  jerk·i·er, jerk·i·est. 1. Characterized by jerks or jerking:  a 

jerky train ride.  2. Slang. Foolish; silly:  jerky ideas about saving money.   
—jerkùi·ly adv.  —jerkùi·ness n. 

jerk·y2 (jûrùkK) n.  Meat cured by jerking.  Also called charqui [Alteration of 

CHARQUI.]

Jer·ne (yHrùnN), Niels K. Born 1911.  Danish immunologist. He shared a 1984 

Nobel Prize for pioneering immunology research. 

jer·o·bo·am (jHrÙN-boùNm) n.  A wine bottle holding 5 of a gallon (3.03 liters).  

[After Jeroboam I (died c. 901 B.C.), king of northern Israel.]

Je·rome (jN-romù), Saint Originally Sophronius Eusebius Hieronymus. 340?-

420?.  Latin scholar who produced the Vulgate, the first authentic Latin transla-

tion of the Bible from Hebrew. 

Jer·ry (jHrùK) n.  pl. Jer·ries. Chiefly British. A German, especially a German sol-

dier.  [Alteration of GERMAN.]



jer·ry·build (jHrùK-bVldÙ) v.  tr. jer·ry·built (-bVltÙ), jer·ry·build·ing, 
jer·ry·builds. To build shoddily, flimsily, and cheaply.  [From dialectal jerry, 

defective, perhaps from the name Jerry.] —jerùry·buildÙer n. 

jer·ry can (jHrùK k4n) n.  A flat-sided can for storing or transporting liquids, 

especially gasoline, having a capacity of 5 gallons (19 liters).  [From JERRY.]

jer·sey (jûrùzK) n.  pl. jer·seys. 1. a. A soft, plain-knitted fabric used for cloth-

ing.  b. A garment made of this fabric.   2. A close-fitting knitted pullover shirt, 

jacket, or sweater.  3.  Often Jersey. Any of a breed of fawn-colored dairy cattle 

developed on the island of Jersey and producing milk that is rich in butterfat.  

[After Jersey.]

Jersey  The largest of the Channel Islands in the English Channel. It was annexed 

by the Normans in 933, and French influence has persisted since autonomy was 

granted in 1204. 

Jersey barrier (jûrùzK b4rùK-Nr) n.  A protective concrete barrier used as a 

highway divider and a means of preventing access to a prohibited area.  [From the 

fact that they were first used on the New Jersey Turnpike.]

Jersey City (jûrùzK sVtùK)  A city of northeast New Jersey on the Hudson River 

opposite Lower Manhattan. Settled before 1650 by the Dutch, it came under 

English control in 1664 and is today a port of entry and major distribution center. 

Population, 228,537. 

Je·ru·sa·lem (jN-ruùsN-lNm, -zN-)  The capital of Israel, in the east-central part 

of the country in the West Bank. Of immense religious and historical importance, 

the city was occupied as far back as the fourth millennium B.C. and became the 

capital of King David c. 1000 B.C. Destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar in the sixth cen-

tury B.C., it was later ruled by Greeks, Romans, Persians, Arabs, Crusaders, and 

Turks and by Great Britain under a League of Nations mandate. Israeli forces took 

control of the city in 1967. Jerusalem is considered a holy city to Jews, Muslims, 

and Christians. Population, 446,500. 

Jerusalem artichoke (jN-ruùsN-lNm ärùtV-chokÙ) n.  1. A North American 

sunflower (Helianthus tuberosus) having yellow, rayed flower heads and edible 

tubers.  2. The tuber of this plant, eaten as a vegetable.  Also called girasol [By folk 

etymology from obsolete Italian girasole, sunflower. See GIRASOL.]

Jerusalem cherry (jN-ruùsN-lNm chHrùK) n.  An Old World ornamental shrub 

(Solanum pseudocapsicum) having inedible scarlet or yellow fruit and grown as a 

houseplant. 

Jerusalem oak (jN-ruùsN-lNm ok) n.  A sticky Old World weed (Chenopodium 

botrys) naturalized in North America and having lobed leaves and an odor sug-

gestive of turpentine. 

Jerusalem thorn (jN-ruùsN-lNm thôrn) n.  A spiny tropical American tree 

(Parkinsonia aculeata) having clusters of yellow flowers, green branches, and 

bipinnately compound leaves. 



Jes·per·sen (yHsùpNr-sNn), (Jens) Otto (Harry). 1860-1943.  Danish philolo-

gist noted for his contributions to phonetics and the teaching of languages. In 

1928 he developed an international language called Novial. 

jess (jHs) n.  A short strap fastened around the leg of a hawk or other bird used in 

falconry, to which a leash may be fastened.   —  v.  tr. jessed, jess·ing, jess·es. 
To put jesses or a jess on (a hawk, for example).  [Middle English ges, from Old 

French, pl. of jet, something thrown, from Vulgar Latin *iectus, alteration of Latin 

iactus, past participle of iacere, to throw. See yK- in Appendix.]

jes·sa·mine (jHsùN-mVn) n.  Variant of jasmine. 
Jes·se (jHsùK)  In the Old Testament, King David’s father and the progenitor of 

the line of Jesus. 

jest (jHst) n.  1. A playful or amusing act; a prank.  See Synonyms at joke.  2. A 

frolicsome or frivolous mood:  spoken in jest.  3. An object of ridicule; a laughing-

stock.  4. A witty remark.   —  v.  jest·ed, jest·ing, jests.  —  v.  intr. 1. To act 

or speak playfully.  2. To make witty remarks.  3. To utter scoffs; gibe.   —  v.  tr. 

To make fun of; ridicule.  [Middle English geste, tale, from Old French, from 

Latin gesta, deeds, from neuter pl. past participle of gerere, to perform.] 
—jestùing·ly adv. 

jest·er (jHsùtNr) n.  1. One given to jesting.  2. A fool or buffoon at medieval 

courts. 

Jes·u·it (jHzhùu-Vt, jHzùu-, -yu-) n.  1. Roman Catholic Church. A member of 

the Society of Jesus, an order founded by Saint Ignatius of Loyola in 1534.  2.  
Often jesuit. One given to subtle casuistry.  [French Jésuite, from Jésus, Jesus, 

from Late Latin IKsus. See JESUS.] —JesÙu·itùi·cal adj.  —JesÙu·itùi·cal·ly adv. 

Jes·u·it’s bark (jHzhùu-Vts bärk, jHzùu-, -yu-) n.  See cinchona (n., sense 2).  

[So called because it was first known to Europeans through Jesuit missions in 

Peru.]

Je·sus (jKùzNs) n.  1. A teacher and prophet who lived in the first century of this 

era and whose life and teachings form the basis of Christianity. Christians believe 

Jesus to be Son of God and the Christ.  2. Christian Science. “The highest human 

corporeal concept of the divine idea” (Mary Baker Eddy).  [Middle English, from 

Late Latin IKsus, from Greek IKsous, from Hebrew YK≥û41, from YHhô≥û41, Joshua.]

Jesus freak (jKùzNs frKk) n.  Slang. A member of a movement among young 

Christians adapting traditional evangelicalism to pop culture. 

jet1 (jHt) n.  1. A dense black coal that takes a high polish and is used for jewelry.  

2. Color. A deep black.   —  adj.  1. Made of or resembling a dense, black, highly 

polished coal.  2. Black as coal:  jet hair.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman 

geet, from Latin gag7tKs, from Greek gagatKs, after Gagas, a town of Lycia.]

jet2 (jHt) n.  1. a. A high-velocity fluid stream forced under pressure out of a 

small-diameter opening or nozzle.  b. An outlet, such as a nozzle, used for emit-

ting such a stream.  c. Something emitted in or as if in a high-velocity fluid 



stream: “such myriad and such vivid jets of images” (Henry Roth).   2. a. A jet-

propelled vehicle, especially a jet-propelled aircraft.  b. A jet engine.    —  v.  

jet·ted, jet·ting, jets.  —  v.  intr. 1. To travel by jet aircraft:  jetted from Hous-

ton to Los Angeles.  2. To move very quickly.   —  v.  tr. To propel outward or 

squirt, as under pressure: “Any man might... hang around... jetting tobacco juice” 

(Ross Lockridge, Jr.).  [French, from Old French, from jeter, to spout forth, 

throw, from Vulgar Latin *iect7re, alteration of Latin iact7re, frequentative of 

iacere, to throw. See yK- in Appendix.] —jetùfulÙ n. 

jet·a·va·tor (jHtùN-v7ÙtNr) n.  A control surface that may be moved into the pro-

pulsion stream of a rocket in order to change the direction of thrust.  [JET
2 + 

(ELE)VATOR.]

jet boat (jHt bot) n.  Nautical. A boat propelled by a powerful jet of water cre-

ated by a specially designed engine. 

je·té (zhN-t7ù) n.  A leap in ballet in which one leg is extended forward and the 

other backward.  [French, from past participle of jeter, to throw, from Old 

French. See JET
2.]

jet engine (jHt HnùjVn) n.  1. An engine that develops thrust by ejecting a jet, 

especially a jet of gaseous combustion products.  2. An engine that obtains the 

oxygen needed from the atmosphere, used especially to propel aircraft and distin-

guished from rocket engines having self-contained fuel-oxidizer systems. 

jet·fight·er  or jet fighter (jHtùfXÙtNr) n.  A jet-propelled fighter aircraft. 

jet·foil (jHtùfoilÙ) n.  Nautical. A passenger-carrying hydrofoil that is propelled by 

a jet engine.  [JET
2 + (HYDRO)FOIL.]

jet lag also jet·lag (jHtùl4gÙ) n.  A temporary disruption of bodily rhythms 

caused by high-speed travel across several time zones typically in a jet aircraft.   
—jetù-laggedÙ adj. 

jet·lin·er (jHtùlXÙnNr) n.  A large passenger jet airplane. 

jet·pack (jHtùp4kÙ) n.  A backpack that is maneuvered by jets and permits an 

astronaut to move about alone in space away from a spacecraft. 

jet·port (jHtùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  An airport equipped for jet aircraft. 

jet-pro·pelled (jHtÙprN-pHldù) adj.  Driven by jet propulsion. 

jet propulsion (jHt prN-pƒlùshNn) n.  Propulsion derived from the rearward 

expulsion of matter in a jet stream, especially propulsion by jet engines. 

jet·sam (jHtùsNm) n.  1. Cargo or equipment thrown overboard to lighten a ship 

in distress.  2. Discarded cargo or equipment found washed ashore.  See Usage 

Note at flotsam.  3. Discarded odds and ends.  [From earlier jetson, alteration of 

Middle English jetteson, a throwing overboard. See JETTISON.]

jet set (jHt sHt) n.  An international social set made up of wealthy people who 

travel from one fashionable place to another.   —jetù-setÙ (jHtùsHtÙ), jetù-set-
Ùting (-sHtÙVng)  adj.  —jet setter n. 



Jet Ski (jHt skK)  A trademark used for a jet-propelled recreational watercraft for 

one or two persons. This trademark often appears in print in lowercase: “The sec-

ond rider aimed the nose of his jet ski through the wave like a football fullback diving 

for the goal line” (Newsday). It also has given rise to a number of derived forms, 

among them being jet skier: “He’ll probably become a professional jet skier next 

spring” (Los Angeles Times). 

jet stream (jHt strKm) n.  1. A high-speed, meandering wind current, generally 

moving from a westerly direction at speeds often exceeding 400 kilometers (250 

miles) per hour at altitudes of 15 to 25 kilometers (10 to 15 miles).  2. A high-

speed stream; a jet. 

jet·ti·son (jHtùV-sNn, -zNn) v.  tr. jet·ti·soned, jet·ti·son·ing, jet·ti·sons. 1. To 

cast overboard or off:  a ship jettisoning wastes; a pilot jettisoning aircraft fuel.  

2. Informal. To discard (something) as unwanted or burdensome:  jettisoned the 

whole marketing plan.   —  n.  1. The act of discarding or casting overboard.  

2. Jetsam.  [From Middle English jetteson, a throwing overboard of goods to 

lighten ship, from Anglo-Norman getteson, from Vulgar Latin *iect7tio, iect7tion-, 

from *iect7tus, past participle of ·iect7re, to throw. See JET
2.]

jet·ty1 (jHtùK) n.  pl. jet·ties. 1. A structure, such as a pier, that projects into a 

body of water to influence the current or tide or to protect a harbor or shoreline 

from storms or erosion.  2. A wharf.  [Middle English getti, jettie, from Old 

French jetee, from feminine past participle of jeter, to project, throw. See JET
2.]

jet·ty2 (jHtùK) adj.  1. Resembling jet, as in texture.  2. Of the color jet; black:  

jetty tresses.   —jetùti·ness n. 

Jet·way (jHtùw7Ù)  A trademark used for a telescoping corridor that extends 

from an airport terminal to an aircraft, for the boarding and disembarkation of 

passengers. This trademark often occurs in print in lowercase: “At least 15... jet-

ways were damaged as well” (Aviation Week & Space Technology). “It would invest 

more than $100 million in the terminal, expanding and adding jetways” (New York 

Times). “It has all the amenities—Jetways, spacious terminal areas, etc.” (Air Trans-

port World). 

jeu·nesse do·rée (zhœ-nHsÙ dô-r7ù) n.  Fashionable and wealthy young peo-

ple.  [French  : jeunesse, youth + dorée, gilded.]

Jev·ons (jHvùNnz), William Stanley. 1835-1882.  British economist and logi-

cian who codeveloped the marginal utility theory (published 1886), which 

explains the value of goods and services in terms of the subjective valuation of 

consumers. 

Jew (ju) n.  1. An adherent of Judaism as a religion or culture.  2. A member of 

the widely dispersed people originally descended from the ancient Hebrews and 

sharing an ethnic heritage based on Judaism.  3. A native or inhabitant of the 

ancient kingdom of Judah.  [Middle English Jeu, from Old French giu, from Latin 



I7daeus, from Greek Ioudaios, from Aramaic yHhûd7y, from Hebrew yHhûdî, after 

yHhûdâ, Judah, son of Jacob and Leah.]

USAGE NOTE: It is widely recognized that the attributive use of the noun Jew,

in phrases such as Jew lawyer or Jew ethics, is both offensive and vulgar. In such

contexts Jewish is the only acceptable possibility. But some people have become

so wary of this construction that they have overgeneralized the anathema to any

use of the noun, a practice that carries risks of its own. In a sentence such as There

are now several Jews on the council, which is unexceptionable, the substitution of

a circumlocution like Jewish people or persons of Jewish background may unwit-

tingly suggest an unwarranted and hence suspect delicacy.

jew·el (juùNl) n.  1. a. A precious stone; a gem.  b. A small natural or artificial 

gem used as a bearing in a watch.   2. A costly ornament of precious metal or 

gems.  3. One that is treasured or esteemed.   —  v.  tr. jew·eled or jew·elled, 
jew·el·ing or jew·el·ling, jew·els or jew·els. 1. To adorn with jewels.  2. To 

fit with jewels.  [Middle English juel, from Anglo-Norman, perhaps from Vulgar 

Latin *ioc7le, from neuter of ·ioc7lis, of play, from Latin iocus, joke. See yek- in 

Appendix.]

jew·el·er also jew·el·ler (juùN-lNr) n.  Abbr. jwlr. One that makes, repairs, or 

deals in jewelry. 

jew·el·fish (juùNl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. jewelfish or jew·el·fish·es. A small, bril-

liantly colored freshwater fish (Hemichromis bimaculatus) of tropical Africa, pop-

ular in home aquariums. 

jew·el·ler (juùN-lNr) n.  Variant of jeweler. 
jew·el·ry (juùNl-rK) n.  Ornaments, such as bracelets, necklaces, or rings, made 

of precious metals set with gems or imitation gems. 

jew·el·weed (juùNl-wKdÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Impatiens 

having yellowish, spurred flowers and seedpods that dehisce into five valves when 

mature.  Also called balsam, touch-me-not. 

Jew·ess (juùVs) n.  Offensive. A Jewish woman or girl.  

USAGE NOTE: Like the feminine forms of other ethnic terms, such as Negress,

the word Jewess has come to be widely regarded as offensive, since it seems to

imply that the conjunction of Jewishness and female sex is sufficient to establish

a distinct racial or social category. Where reference to gender is relevant, the

phrase Jewish woman can be used: As a Jewish woman, Rosa Luxemburg was doubly

sensitive to the discrimination that underlay social attitudes in late 19th-century Eu-

rope. See Usage Note at Negress.



Jew·ett (juùVt), Sarah Orne. 1849-1909.  American writer noted for novels 

and stories concerning her native Maine. The Country of the Pointed Firs (1896) is 

considered her finest work. 

jew·fish (juùfVshÙ) n.  pl. jewfish or jew·fish·es. Any of several large, spot-

ted, olive-brown marine fishes of the family Serranidae, especially the grouper 

Epinephelus itajara of tropical Atlantic and eastern Pacific waters. 

Jew·ish (juùVsh) adj.  Of or relating to the Jews or their culture or religion.  See 

Usage Note at Jew.  —Jewùish·ly adv.  —Jewùish·ness n. 

Jewish calendar (juùVsh k4lùNn-dNr) n.  The lunisolar calendar used to mark 

the events of the Jewish year, dating the creation of the world at 3761 B.C.  See 

Table at calendar. 
Jew·ry (juùrK) n.  1. The Jewish people.  2. A section of a medieval city inhab-

ited by Jews; a ghetto. 

jew’s-harp also jews’-harp (juzùhärpÙ) n.  Music. A small instrument con-

sisting of a lyre-shaped metal frame that is held between the teeth and a project-

ing steel tongue that is plucked to produce a soft, twanging sound. 

Jex-Blake (jHksùbl7kÙ), Sophia. 1840-1912.  British physician. After success-

fully lobbying for legislation permitting women to practice medicine (1876), she 

became the first licensed woman physician in Great Britain (1877). 

jez·e·bel (jHzùN-bHlÙ, -bNl) n.  A woman who is regarded as evil and scheming. 

Jez·e·bel (jHzùN-bHlÙ), fl. ninth century B.C.  Phoenician princess and queen of 

Israel as the wife of Ahab. According to the Old Testament, she encouraged idola-

try and was ultimately killed by Jehu. 

jg abbr.  Junior grade. 

Jg. abbr.  Bible. Judges. 

Jhan·si (jänùsK)  A city of north-central India south-southeast of Delhi. The city 

grew around a walled Mogul fort built in 1613. Population, 246,172. 

Jhe·lum (j7ùlNm)  A river, about 772 km (480 mi) long, of northern India and 

northeast Pakistan. It is the westernmost of the five rivers of the Punjab. 

JHVH  or JHWH (ytdùhäùvävùhäù, yäùw7, yäùwH) n.  Variants of YHWH. 
Jia·ling also Chia-ling (jyäùlVngù)  or Kia·ling (kyäù-, jyäù-)  A river, about 965 

km (600 mi) long, of central China flowing east and south to the Chang Jiang 

(Yangtze River) at Chongqing. 

Jia·mu·si (jyäùmooùsKù, -müù-) also Chia·mus·su (-muùstù)  or Kia·mu·sze 
(kyäùmuùstù)  A city of extreme northeast China east-northeast of Harbin. It is 

an industrial center and a river port. Population, 350,000. 

Jiang·su (jyängùsuù, -süù) also Kiang·su (kyängù-)  A province of eastern 

China bordering on the Yellow Sea. Densely populated and highly industrialized, 

it became a separate province in the 18th century. Nanjing is the capital. Popula-

tion, 62,130,000. 



Jiang·xi (jyängùshKù) also Kiang·si (kyängù-)  A province of southeast China. In 

early times it served as a corridor for north-south migration and communica-

tions. Nanchang is the capital. Population, 34,600,000. 

jiao (jyou) also chiao (chyou) n.  pl. jiao also chiao. A unit of currency in 

China.  See Table at currency.  [Chinese ji5o, one tenth of a dollar.]

Jiao·zuo (jyouùdzwoù) also Tsiao·tso (-joù)  A city of east-central China north-

northwest of Zhengzhou. It is a coal-mining center. Population, 350,000. 

jib1 (jVb) n.  1. Nautical. A triangular sail stretching from the foretopmast head to 

the jib boom and in small craft to the bowsprit or the bow.  2. a. The arm of a 

mechanical crane.  b. The boom of a derrick.   [Origin unknown.]

jib2 (jVb) v.  intr. jibbed, jib·bing, jibs. To stop short and turn restively from 

side to side; balk.  [Origin unknown.] —jibùber n. 

ji·ba·ro (hKùvä-roÙ) n.  pl. ji·ba·ros. 1. A rural inhabitant of Puerto Rico.  

2. Music. The country music of Puerto Rico.  [American Spanish jíbaro, possibly 

from Taino siba, stone.]

jib boom (jVb bum) n.  Nautical. A spar forming a continuation of the bow-

sprit. 

jibe1 also gybe (jXb) Nautical. v.  jibed also gybed, jib·ing also gyb·ing, jibes 

also gybes.  —  v.  intr. To shift a fore-and-aft sail from one side of a vessel to 

the other while sailing before the wind so as to sail on the opposite tack.   —  v.  tr. 

To cause (a sail) to jibe.   —  n.  The act of jibing.  [Alteration (perhaps influenced 

by JIB1), of gybe, from obsolete Dutch gijben.]

jibe2 (jXb) v.  intr. jibed, jib·ing, jibes. Informal. To be in accord; agree:  Your 

figures jibe with mine.  [Origin unknown.]

jibe3 (jXb) v.  & n.   Variant of gibe. 
ji·ca·ma (hKùkN-mN, hVkùN-) n.  A crisp, sweet turnip-shaped root vegetable used 

raw in salads and as crudités or cooked in stews.  [American Spanish jícama, from 

Nahuatl xXcamatl.]

Ji·ca·ril·la (hKÙkN-rKùyN, -rKlùyN) n.  pl. Jicarilla or Ji·ca·ril·las. 1. An Apache 

tribe formerly inhabiting southeast Colorado and northern New Mexico and 

ranging eastward to the Great Plains, with a present-day population in northern 

New Mexico.  2. A member of this tribe.  [American Spanish (Apaches de la) Jica-

rilla, (Apaches of the) Jicarilla, probably diminutive of jícara, chocolate-cup 

(from the shape of a local hill), perhaps from Nahuatl xicalli, gourd, drinking 

vessel.]

Jid·da (jVdùN)  A city of west-central Saudi Arabia on the Red Sea. Ruled by the 

Turks until 1916, Jidda has long been used as a port by Muslim pilgrims making 

the journey to Mecca. Population, 1,300,000. 

jiff (jVf) n.  Informal. A jiffy. 

jif·fy (jVfùK) n.  pl. jif·fies. Informal. A short space of time; a moment.  See Syn-

onyms at moment.  [Origin unknown.]



jig (jVg) n.  1. a. Any of various lively dances in triple time.  b. The music for such 

a dance.  Also called gigue  2. A joke or trick.  3. A typically metal fishing lure 

with one or more hooks, usually deployed with a jiggling motion on or near the 

bottom.  4. An apparatus for cleaning or separating crushed ore by agitation in 

water.  5. A device for guiding a tool or for holding machine work in place.   —  v.  

jigged, jig·ging, jigs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To dance or play a jig.  2. To move or bob 

up and down jerkily and rapidly.  3. To operate a jig.   —  v.  tr. 1. To bob or jerk 

(something) up and down or to and fro.  2. To machine (an object) with the aid 

of a jig.  3. To separate or clean (ore) by shaking a jig.  [Origin unknown.]

jig·ger1 (jVgùNr) n.  1. A person who jigs or operates a jig.  2. a. A small measure 

for liquor, usually holding 12 ounces.  b. This amount of liquor.   3. A device, 

such as a drill, that operates with a jerking or jolting motion.  4. Nautical. a. A 

light all-purpose tackle.  b. A small sail set in the stern of a yawl or similar boat.  

c. A boat having such a sail.  d. A jigger mast.   5. Informal. An article or a device, 

the name of which eludes one. 

jig·ger2 (jVgùNr) n.  1.  See chigger (n., sense 1).  2.  See chigoe (n., sense 1).  

[Variant of CHIGGER.]

jigger mast (jVgùNr m4st) n.  Nautical. 1. The short after mast from which the 

jigger sail is set on a ketch or yawl.  2. The fourth mast aft on a four-masted ship. 

In this sense, also calledmizzenmast 

jig·ger·y-pok·er·y (jVgùN-rK-poùkN-rK) n.  Underhand scheming or behavior; 

trickery: “By some legal—or perhaps illegal—jiggery-pokery, he could declare the 

election void” (John Hughes).  [Alteration of joukery-pawkery : from Scots jouk, to 

dodge (probably from DUCK
2) + Scots pawk, trick.]

jig·gle (jVgùNl) v.  jig·gled, jig·gling, jig·gles.  —  v.  intr. To move or rock 

lightly up and down or to and fro in an unsteady, jerky manner.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to jiggle.   —  n.  A jiggling motion.  [Frequentative of JIG.] —jigùgly adj. 

jig·saw (jVgùsôÙ) n.  A usually power-driven saw with a narrow vertical blade, 

used to cut sharp curves. 

jigsaw puzzle (jVgùsôÙ pƒzùNl) n.  Games. A puzzle consisting of a mass of 

irregularly shaped pieces of cardboard, plastic, or wood that form a picture when 

fitted together.  Also called picture puzzle 

ji·had also je·had (jV-hädù) n.  1. A Muslim holy war or spiritual struggle against 

infidels.  2. A crusade or struggle: “The war against smoking is turning into a jihad 

against people who smoke” (Fortune).  [Arabic jih7d.]

Ji·lin also Chi·lin (jKùlVnù)  or Ki·rin (kKùrVnù)  1. A province of northeast China 

bordering on North Korea. Extensive timberlands have long been important to 

the province’s economy. Changchun is the capital. Population, 22,980,000.  2. A 

city of northeast China east of Changchun. Founded in 1673, it is now a commer-

cial and industrial center. Population, 882,700. 

jill (jVl) n.  Variant of gill4. 



jil·lion (jVlùyNn) n.  An indeterminately huge number.  [On the model of MILLION, 

BILLION, etc.] —jilÙlion·aireù (jVlÙyN-nârù) n.  —jilùlionth adj.  & n. 

jilt (jVlt) v.  tr. jilt·ed, jilt·ing, jilts. To deceive or drop (a lover) suddenly or cal-

lously.   —  n.  One who discards a lover.  [Possibly from obsolete jilt, harlot, 

alteration of gillot, diminutive of gille, woman, girl, from Middle English. See 

GILL
4.]

Jim Crow  or jim crow (jVmù kroù) Slang. n.  The systematic practice of dis-

criminating against and suppressing Black people.   —  adj.  1. Upholding or 

practicing discrimination against and suppression of Black people:  Jim Crow 

laws; a Jim Crow town.  2. Reserved or set aside for a racial or ethnic group that is 

to be discriminated against: “I told them I wouldn’t take a Jim Crow job” (Ralph 

Bunche).  [From obsolete Jim Crow, derogatory name for a Black person, ulti-

mately from the title of a 19th-century minstrel song, from CROW
1.] —Jimù-

Crowùism (jVmùkroùVzÙNm) n. 

jim-dan·dy (jVmùd4nùdK) n.  pl. jim-dan·dies. Informal. One that is very pleas-

ing or excellent of its kind.  [Jim (nickname for James) + DANDY.] —jimù-danùdy 
adj. 

Ji·mé·nez (hK-mHùnHs, -nHth), Juan Ramón. 1881-1958.  Spanish poet who 

introduced modernism to Spanish verse. Platero y Yo (1914) is his most popular 

work. He won the 1956 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Jiménez de Cis·ne·ros (hK-mHùnHs dH sKs-nHùrôs, thH thKs-), Francisco. 
1436-1517.  Spanish prelate and political leader. The confessor of Isabella I, he 

imposed conversion to Christianity on the Moors of Granada, leading to an 

uprising (1499-1500), and was appointed grand inquisitor (1507). He founded 

the university of Alcalá de Henares (1508). 

jim-jams (jVmùj4mzÙ) pl.n.  Slang. 1. The jitters.  2. Delirium tremens.  [Expres-

sive of the trembling associated with delirium tremens.]

jim·mies (jVmùKz) pl.n.  Small particles of chocolate or flavored candy sprinkled 

on ice cream as a topping.  [Origin unknown.]

jim·my (jVmùK) n.  pl. jim·mies. A short crowbar with curved ends.   —  v.  tr. 

jim·mied, jim·my·ing, jim·mies. To pry (something) open with or as if with a 

jimmy:  jimmy a door.  [Probably from the name Jimmy, nickname for James.]

jim·son·weed (jVmùsNn-wKdÙ) n.  A coarse, poisonous plant (Datura stramo-

nium) having large, trumpet-shaped white or purplish flowers and prickly cap-

sules.  Also called stramonium [Alteration ofJamestown weed, after Jamestown, 

Virginia.]

Jin also Chin (jVn)  The name of four Chinese dynasties, including Western Jin 

(A.D. 265-316), Eastern Jin (317-420), Later Jin (936-946), and Jin (1115-

1234). 



Ji·nan also Tsi·nan (jKùnänù)  A city of eastern China on the Huang He (Yellow 

River) south of Tianjin. Opened to foreign commerce in 1904, it is the capital of 

Shandong province. Population, 1,430,000. 

Jing·de·zhen (jVngùdNùjœnù) also King·teh·chen (kVngùtNùchœnù)  A city of 

southeast China southwest of Shanghai. Established in the sixth century A.D., it 

has an important pottery industry. Population, 400,000. 

jin·gle (jVngùgNl) v.  jin·gled, jin·gling, jin·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a tin-

kling or ringing metallic sound.  2. To have the catchy sound of a simple, repeti-

tious rhyme or doggerel.   —  v.  tr. To cause to make a tinkling or ringing metallic 

sound.   —  n.  1. The sound produced by or as if by bits of metal striking 

together.  2. A piece of light singsong verse or rhyme.  3. A catchy, often musical 

advertising slogan.  [Middle English ginglen, of imitative origin.] —jinùgly adj. 

jingle shell (jVngùgNl shHl) n.  The thin, translucent, rounded, yellowish or gray-

ish shell of any of several marine bivalve mollusks of the genus Anomia. 

jin·go (jVngùgo) n.  pl. jin·goes. One who vociferously supports one’s country, 

especially one who supports a belligerent foreign policy; a chauvinistic patriot.   
—  adj.  1. Of or relating to a chauvinistic patriot.  2. Characterized by chauvinis-

tic patriotism.   —  interj.  Used for emphasis or to express surprise:  By jingo, I’m 

leaving here in spite of the blizzard.  [From the phrase by jingo, used in the refrain 

of a bellicose 19th-century English music-hall song, from alteration of JESUS.] 
—jinùgo·ish adj. 

jin·go·ism (jVngùgo-VzÙNm) n.  Extreme nationalism characterized especially by a 

belligerent foreign policy; chauvinistic patriotism.   —jinùgo·ist n.  

—jinÙgo·isùtic adj.  —jinÙgo·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

jink (jVngk) v.  jinked, jink·ing, jinks.  —  v.  intr. To make a quick, evasive turn: 

“He jinked every five seconds, and now brought his tank left again” (Tom Clancy).   
—  v.  tr. To cause (a vehicle or an aircraft, for example) to make a quick, evasive 

turn.   —  n.  1. A quick, evasive turn.  2. jinks. Rambunctious play; frolic.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

Jin·men (jVnùmœnù)  See Quemoy. 
jinn (jVn) n.  Plural of jinni. 
Jin·nah (jVnùN), Mohammed Ali. 1876-1948.  Founder and first governor-gen-

eral (1947-1948) of Pakistan. When India’s independence from Britain was immi-

nent, he feared the Muslim minority would be oppressed by the Hindus and 

insisted on a Muslim homeland, founded in 1947 as Pakistan. 

jin·ni  or jin·nee also djin·ni  or djin·ny (jVnùK, jV-nKù) n.  pl. jinn also djinn 
(jVn). In Muslim legend, a spirit capable of assuming human or animal form and 

exercising supernatural influence over people.  [Arabic jinnX.]
jin·rik·sha  or jin·rick·sha also jin·riki·sha (jVn-rVkùshôÙ) n.  A small, two-

wheeled carriage drawn by one or two persons; a ricksha.  [Japanese jinrikisha : 

jin, person + riki, strength + sha, vehicle.]



jinx (jVngks) Informal. n.  1. A person or thing that is believed to bring bad luck.  

2. A condition or period of bad luck that appears to have been caused by a spe-

cific person or thing.   —  v.  tr. jinxed, jinx·ing, jinx·es. To bring bad luck to.  

[Possibly from jynx, wryneck (from its use in witchcraft), from Latin iynx, from 

Greek iunx, perhaps from iuzein, to call, cry.]

Jin·zhou also Chin·chow (jVnùjoù)  A city of northern China east-northeast of 

Beijing. It is a commercial center. Population, 584,800. 

ji·pi·ja·pa (hKÙpK-häùpN) n.  A stemless palmlike plant (Carludovica palmata) of 

Central and South America, having long-stalked, fanlike leaves that are used to 

make Panama hats.  [American Spanish, after Jipijapa, a city of western Ecuador.]

jit·ney (jVtùnK) n.  pl. jit·neys. 1. A small motor vehicle, such as a bus or van, 

that transports passengers on a route for a small fare.  2. Archaic. A nickel.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

jit·ter (jVtùNr) v.  intr. jit·tered, jit·ter·ing, jit·ters. To be nervous or uneasy; 

fidget.   —  n.  1. A jittering movement; a tic.  2. jitters. A fit of nervousness. 

Often used with the.  [Perhaps alteration of CHITTER.]

jit·ter·bug (jVtùNr-bƒgÙ) n.  1. A strenuous dance performed to quick-tempo 

swing or jazz music and consisting of various two-step patterns embellished with 

twirls and sometimes acrobatic maneuvers.  2. One who performs this dance.   
—  v.  intr. jit·ter·bugged, jit·ter·bug·ging, jit·ter·bugs. To perform this 

dance.  [From jitterbug, heavy drinker who suffers from the jitters, from JITTER.]

jit·ter·y (jVtùN-rK) adj.  jit·ter·i·er, jit·ter·i·est. 1. Having or feeling nervous 

unease:  a jittery vigil in the dark.  2. Marked by jittering movements:  a jittery ride 

over rough terrain.   —jitùter·i·ness n. 

jiu·jit·su (ju-jVtùsu) n.  Variant of jujitsu. 
Ji·va·ro (hKùvN-roÙ) n.  pl. Jivaro or Ji·va·ros. 1. A member of a South Ameri-

can Indian people of eastern Ecuador and northeast Peru.  2. The language of this 

people. 

jive (jXv) n.  1. Music. a. Jazz or swing music.  b. The jargon of jazz musicians 

and enthusiasts.   2. Slang. Deceptive, nonsensical, or glib talk: “the sexist, locker-

room jive of men boasting and bonding” (Trip Gabriel).   —  v.  jived, jiv·ing, 
jives.  —  v.  intr. 1. Music. To play or dance to jive music.  2. Slang. a. To talk 

nonsense; kid.  b. To talk or chat: “You just jive in one big group, putting each other 

on, trying to top the last line” (Time).    —  v.  tr. Slang. To cajole or mislead.   —  
adj.  Slang. Misleading; phony.  [Origin unknown.] —jivùer n.  —jivùey, jivùy 

adj. 

Ji·xi (jKùshKù) also Ki·si (kKùsKù, -shKù)  A city of northeast China near the Soviet 

border east of Harbin. Population, 626,300. 

JJ abbr.  1. Bible. Judges.  2. Law. Judges; justices. 

Jl. abbr.  Bible. Joel. 

Jm. abbr.  Bible. James. 



Jn. abbr.  Bible. John. 

jnr. abbr.  Junior. 

jnt. abbr.  Joint. 

Jo·a·chim (yoùä-KHVm, yo-äù-), Joseph. 1831-1907.  Hungarian violinist and 

composer acclaimed for interpretations of Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart. His 

compositions include violin concertos and an overture to Hamlet. 

Joan of Arc (jon ƒf ärk), Saint French name Jeanne d’Arc (zhän därkù) Known 

as “the Maid of Orléans” and “La Pucelle.” 1412?-1431.  French military leader 

and heroine. Inspired and directed by religious visions, she organized the French 

resistance that forced the English to end their siege of Orléans (1429). The same 

year she led an army of 12,000 to Rheims and had the dauphin crowned Charles 

VII. Captured and sold to the English by the Burgundians (1430), she was later 

tried for heresy and sorcery and was burned at the stake in Rouen. She was can-

onized in 1920. 

João Pes·so·a (zhwouNù pN-soùN)  A city of northeast Brazil near the Atlantic 

Ocean north of Recife. Founded in 1585, it has excellent examples of colonial 

architecture. Population, 290,247. 

job1 (jmb) n.  1. A regular activity performed in exchange for payment, especially 

as one’s trade, occupation, or profession.  2. A position in which one is employed.  

3. a. A task that must be done:  Washing the windows is not my job.  b. A specified 

duty or responsibility.  See Synonyms at task.   4. a. A specific piece of work to 

be done for a set fee:  an expensive repair job.  b. The object to be worked on.  

c. Something resulting from or produced by work.   5. Computer Science. A pro-

gram application that may consist of several steps but is performed as a single 

logical unit.  6. Informal. A difficult or strenuous task:  It was a real job to convince 

them to drop the charges.  7. Informal. A bad or unsatisfactory piece of work:  The 

stylist did a real job on my hair.  8. Informal. A state of affairs:  Their marriage was 

a bad job right from the start. It’s a good job that we left early to avoid the traffic.  

9. Informal. A criminal act, especially a robbery:  a bank job.   —  v.  jobbed, 
job·bing, jobs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To work at odd jobs.  2. To work by the piece.  

3. To act as a jobber.   —  v.  tr. 1. To purchase (merchandise) from manufactur-

ers and sell it to retailers.  2. To arrange for (contracted work) to be done in por-

tions by others; subcontract.  3. To transact (official business) dishonestly for 

private profit.   —idiom. on the job. Paying close attention; on the alert.  [Per-

haps from obsolete jobbe, piece, alteration of Middle English gobbe, lump. See 

GOB
1.]

job2 (jmb) Archaic. v.  tr. intr. jobbed, job·bing, jobs. To jab or make a jab.   —  
n.  A jab.  [Middle English jobben.]

Job (job) n.  Bible. 1. In the Old Testament, an upright man whose faith in God 

survived the test of repeated calamities.  2.  Abbr. Jb. A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible.  [Hebrew ’îyôb.]



job action (jmb 4kùshNn) n.  A temporary action, such as a strike or slowdown, 

by workers to make demands or protest a company or managerial decision. 

job·ber (jmbùNr) n.  1. One that buys merchandise from manufacturers and sells 

it to retailers.  2. One that works by the piece or at odd jobs.  3. Chiefly British. A 

middleman in the exchange of stocks and securities among brokers. 

job·ber·y (jmbùN-rK) n.  Corruption among public officials.  [From JOB
1.]

job control language (jmb kNn-trolù l4ngùgwVj) n.  Computer Science. JCL. 

job·hold·er (jmbùholÙdNr) n.  One who has a regular job. 

job-hop (jmbùhmpÙ) v.  intr. job-·hopped, job-·hop·ping, job-·hops. Infor-

mal. To change jobs frequently.   —jobù-hopÙper n. 

job-hop·ping (jmbùhmpÙVng) n.  Informal. The practice of changing jobs fre-

quently, especially as a means of quick financial gain or career advancement. 

job-hunt (jmbùhƒntÙ) v.  intr. job-·hunt·ed, job-·hunt·ing, job-·hunts. To 

look actively for suitable employment.   —job hunter n. 

job·less (jmbùlVs) adj.  1. Having no job.  2. Of or relating to those who have no 

jobs.   —  n.  (used with a pl. verb). Unemployed people considered as a group. 

Used with the.   —jobùless·ness n. 

job lot (jmb lmt) n.  1. Miscellaneous merchandise sold in one lot.  2. A collec-

tion of cheap items. 

job printer (jmb prVnùtNr) n.  A printer that does miscellaneous work such as 

circulars and cards. 

Job’s comforter (jobz kƒmùfNr-tNr) n.  One who is discouraging or saddening 

while seemingly offering sympathy or comfort.  [After JOB, whose friends pre-

tended to comfort but actually found fault with him.]

job seeker also job·seek·er (jmbùsKÙkNr) n.  One who seeks employment. 

job-shar·ing (jmbùshârÙVng) n.  A practice whereby the responsibility for one 

job is shared between two or more alternating part-time workers.   
—jobùsharÙer n. 

Job’s tears (jobz târz) pl.n.  1. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A tropical Asian 

grass (Coix lacryma-jobi) having white, beadlike grains.  2. (used with a pl. verb). 

The grains of this plant, eaten or often used as ornamental beads. 

job stick (jmb stVk) n.  Printing. See composing stick. 
Jo·cas·ta (jo-k4sùtN) n.  Greek Mythology. A queen of Thebes who unknowingly 

married her own son, Oedipus. 

jock1 (jmk) n.  1. Sports. A jockey.  2. A disc jockey.  [Short for JOCKEY.]

jock2 (jmk) n.  1. An athletic supporter.  2. Sports. An athlete, especially in col-

lege.  3. Slang. One characterized by excessive concern for machismo.  [Short for 

JOCKSTRAP.]

jock·ey (jmkùK) n.  pl. jock·eys. 1. Sports. One who rides horses in races, espe-

cially as a profession.  2. Slang. One who operates a specified vehicle, machine, or 

device:  a bus jockey; a computer jockey; a jet jockey.   —  v.  jock·eyed, 



jock·ey·ing, jock·eys.  —  v.  tr. 1. Sports. To ride (a horse) as jockey.  2. To 

direct or maneuver by cleverness or skill:  jockeyed the car into a tight space.  3. To 

trick; cheat.   —  v.  intr. 1. Sports. To ride a horse in a race.  2. To maneuver for a 

certain position or advantage:  jockeying for a promotion.  3. To employ trickery.  

[Diminutive of Scots Jock, variant of Jack, nickname for John.]

Jock·ey (jmkùK)  A trademark used for underwear, especially men’s briefs. 

jock itch (jmk Vch) n.  See tinea cruris. 
jock·strap also jock strap (jmkùstr4pÙ) n.  An athletic supporter.  [jock, male 

genitals + STRAP.]

jo·cose (jo-kosù) adj.  1. Given to joking; merry.  2. Characterized by joking; 

humorous.  [Latin iocosus, from iocus, joke. See yek- in Appendix.] —jo·coseùly 
adv.  —jo·coseùness, jo·cosùi·ty (-kmsùV-tK)  n. 

joc·u·lar (jmkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Characterized by joking.  2. Given to joking.  [Latin 

iocul7ris, droll, from ioculus, diminutive of iocus, joke. See yek- in Appendix.] 
—jocÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —jocùu·lar·ly adv. 

joc·und (jmkùNnd, joùkNnd) adj.  Sprightly and lighthearted in disposition, char-

acter, or quality.  See Synonyms at jolly.  [Middle English, from Old French 

jocond, from Latin i7cundus, iocundus, from iuv7re, to delight.] —jo·cunùdi·ty 
(jo-kƒnùdV-tK) n.  —jocùund·ly adv. 

Jodh·pur (jmdùpNr, jodùptrÙ)  A city of western India southwest of Delhi. Cen-

ter of a former principality founded in the 13th century, it is an important wool 

market. Population, 506,345. 

jodh·purs (jmdùpNrz) pl.n.  Wide-hipped riding pants of heavy cloth, fitting 

tightly from knee to ankle.  [After Jodhpur.]
Jo·el (joùNl) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the sixth century B.C.  2.  Abbr. Jl. A 

book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
joe-pye weed (joùpXù wKd) n.  Any of several tall North American plants of the 

genus Eupatorium, having whorled leaves and terminal clusters of small pinkish 

or purplish flower heads.  [Origin unknown.]

jo·ey (joùK) n.  pl. jo·eys. Australian. A young animal, especially a baby kanga-

roo.  [Origin unknown.]

Jof·fre (zhôfùrN), Joseph Jacques Césaire. 1852-1931.  French field marshal 

who commanded the Allied armies in France during World War I. 

jog1 (jmg) v.  jogged, jog·ging, jogs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move by shoving, bump-

ing, or jerking; jar:  a rough wagon ride that jogged the passengers.  2. To give a 

push or shake to; nudge:  jogged her dozing companion with her elbow.  3. To rouse 

or stimulate as if by nudging:  an old photo that might jog your memory.  4. To 

cause (a horse) to move at a leisurely pace.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move with a jolting 

rhythm:  The pack jogged against his back as he ran.  2. a. To run or ride at a steady 

slow trot:  jogged out to their positions on the playing field.  b. Sports. To run in 

such a way for sport or exercise.   3. a. To go or travel at a slow or leisurely pace:  



The old car jogged along until it reached the hill.  b. To proceed in a leisurely man-

ner: “while his life was thus jogging easily along” (Duff Cooper).    —  n.  1. A 

slight push or shake; a nudge.  2. A jogging movement or rhythm.  3. A slow 

steady trot.  [Perhaps alteration of Middle English shoggen, to shake, move with a 

jerk, perhaps alteration of shokken, to move rapidly, from Middle Low German 

schocken, to shake.] —jogùger n. 

jog2 (jmg) n.  1. A protruding or receding part in a surface or line.  2. An abrupt 

change in direction:  a jog in the road.   —  v.  intr. jogged, jog·ging, jogs. To 

turn sharply; veer:  Here the boundary jogs south.  [Variant of JAG
1.]

jog·gle1 (jmgùNl) v.  jog·gled, jog·gling, jog·gles.  —  v.  tr. To shake or jar 

slightly.   —  v.  intr. To move with a shaking or lightly jolting motion.   —  n.  A 

shaking or lightly jolting motion.  [Perhaps frequentative of JOG
1.]

jog·gle2 (jmgùNl) n.  1. A joint between two pieces of building material formed 

by a notch and a fitted projection.  2. The notch or the projecting piece used in 

such a joint.   —  v.  tr. jog·gled, jog·gling, jog·gles. To join or attach by 

means of a joggle.  [Perhaps from JOG
2.]

Jog·ja·kar·ta (jmgùyN-kärùtN, jôkÙjä-) also Yog·ya·kar·ta (ymgùyN-, jôkÙjä-)  or 

Djok·ja·kar·ta (jmkÙyN-)  A city of southern Java, Indonesia, east-southeast of 

Jakarta. Founded in 1749, it is a major cultural center known for its dance and 

drama festivals. Population, 398,727. 

jog trot (jmg trmt) n.  1. A slow, steady trot, as of a horse.  2. A regular, hum-

drum way of living or of doing. 

Jo·han·nes·burg (jo-h4nùVs-bûrgÙ, -häùnVs-)  The largest city of South Africa, 

in the northeast part of the country northwest of Durban. Founded in 1886 after 

the discovery of gold nearby, it is a major industrial center. Population, 703,980. 

john (jmn) n.  Slang. 1. A toilet.  2. A man who is a prostitute’s customer.  [From 

the name John.]

John1 (jmn), Known as John Lackland. 1167?-1216.  King of England (1199-

1216). The youngest son of Henry II, he schemed against his father and his 

brother Richard I. During his reign, the English lost most of their possessions in 

France. The nobility rose against John and forced him to sign the Magna Carta 

(June 15, 1215), a cornerstone of English freedom. 

John2 (jmn) n.  Abbr. Jn. Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
John (jmn), Saint Known as “the Evangelist” or “the Divine.” fl. first century A.D.  

One of the 12 Apostles and the brother of James the Great. He is traditionally 

considered the author of the fourth Gospel, three epistles, and the Book of Reve-

lation. 

John I (jmn), Known as “John the Great.” 1357-1433.  King of Portugal (1385-

1433). He led a rebellion against the Portuguese regency in 1384 and was crowned 

the following year. His efforts ensured Portugal’s independence. 



John II (jmn), Known as “John the Good.” 1319-1364.  French king (1350-1364). 

Captured by the English at Poitiers (1356), he was released to raise his own ran-

som. When he was unable to do so, he returned to England, where he died in cap-

tivity. 

John III So·bies·ki (jmn; so-byHsùkK), 1629-1696.  King of Poland (1674-1696) 

who was a leader in the military expulsion of the Turks from Christian Europe. 

He formed an alliance with the pope, the Holy Roman emperor, and the rulers of 

Vienna (1684). 

John XXIII (jmn), Originally Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli. 1881-1963.  Pope 

(1958-1963) who convoked the Second Vatican Council (1962), the first general 

council of the Church in almost a century, and worked for world peace and 

Christian unity. 

John (jmn), Augustus Edwin. 1878-1961.  British painter whose portraits, as of 

George Bernard Shaw (1914) and Thomas Hardy (1923), offer unflattering char-

acterizations. 

John Bar·ley·corn (jmn bärùlK-kôrnÙ) n.  A personification of alcoholic liquor. 

john·boat (jmnùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A small flat-bottomed boat with square ends, 

paddled or poled on shallow waterways.  [Probably from the name John.]

John Bull (jmn btl) n.  1. A personification of England or the English.  2. A 

typical Englishman.  [After John Bull, a character in Law Is a Bottomless Pit by 

John Arbuthnot.]

John Day (jmn d7)  A river, about 452 km (281 mi) long, of northern Oregon 

flowing west and north to the Columbia River. 

John Doe (jmnù doù) n.  1. Used as a name in legal proceedings to designate a 

fictitious or unidentified man or boy.  2. An average, undistinguished man. 

John Dory (jmn dôrùK) n.  Either of two North Atlantic fish (Zeus faber or Z. 

ocellata) having a laterally compressed body and long spines on the dorsal fin.  

[The name John + DORY
2.]

Joh·ne’s disease (yoùnNz dV-zKzù) n.  A chronic disease of domestic animals, 

especially cattle and sheep, caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium paratubercu-

losis and characterized by persistent diarrhea, gradual loss of weight, and general 

weakness.  [After Heinrich Albert Johne (1839-1910), German physician.]

John Han·cock (jmn h4nùkmkÙ) n.  Informal. A person’s signature.  [After John 
HANCOCK (from the prominence of his signature on the Declaration of Indepen-

dence).]

john·ny (jmnùK) n.  pl. john·nies. A loose short-sleeved gown opening in the 

back, worn by patients undergoing medical treatment or examination.  [From the 

name Johnny, nickname for John.]

John·ny Ap·ple·seed (jmnùK 4pùNl-sKdÙ)  See John Chapman. 
john·ny·cake also jon·ny·cake (jmnùK-k7kÙ) n.  New England. Cornmeal bread 

usually shaped into a flat cake and baked or fried on a griddle. Regional. Also 



called ashcakeRegional., battercakeRegional., corn cakeRegional., cornponeRe-

gional., hoecakeRegional., journey cakeRegional., mush breadRegional., poneRe-

gional., Shawnee cake.  [Perhaps by folk etymology from jonakin.]

REGIONAL NOTE: When the Native Americans showed the Pilgrims how to

cook with maize, they must have taught them to make johnnycake, a dense corn-

meal bread whose thick batter is shaped into a flat cake and baked or fried on a

griddle. Johnnycake, also spelled jonnycake and also called journey cake and Shaw-

nee cake, is still considered a New England specialty, especially in Rhode Island,

where it is celebrated by the Society for the Propagation of Johnny Cakes. The

Usquepaugh, Rhode Island, Johnnycake Festival features johnnycakes made of

white Indian corn called flint corn. Outside New England johnnycake is most pop-

ular in the South and South Midland states, where it is known as ashcake, batter-

cake, corn cake, cornpone, hoecake, or mush bread. The color of the cornmeal, the

consistency of the batter, the size of the cake, and the cooking method can vary

from region to region. For example, an ashcake, according to a Georgia infor-

mant, is “made by wrapping cornbread batter in cabbage leaves and burying it

gently at the back of the fireplace” (Dudley Clendinen).

John·ny-come-late·ly (jmnÙK-kƒm-l7tùlK) n.  pl. John·ny-come-late·lies 

or John·nies-come-late·ly (jmnÙKz-). Informal. A newcomer or latecomer, 

especially a recent adherent to a cause or fashion. 

John·ny-jump-up (jmnÙK-jƒmpùƒpÙ) n.  pl. Johnny-jump-ups. Any of vari-

ous plants of the genus Viola, especially a California violet (V. pedunculata) or a 

European pansy (V. tricolor), having ovate leaves and variously colored flowers.  

[From its quick growth.]

John·ny-on-the-spot (jmnÙK-mnÙthN-spmtù, -ônÙ-) n.  Informal. A person 

who is available and ready to act when needed. 

Johnny Reb (jmnùK rHb) n.  Informal. A Confederate soldier. 

John of Aus·tri·a (jmn ƒf ôsùtrK-N), Known as Don John. 1547-1578.  Spanish 

general who commanded the fleet that defeated the Turks at the Battle of Lepanto 

in the Gulf of Corinth (1571) and captured Tunis (1573). 

John of Da·mas·cus (jmn ƒf dN-m4sùkNs), Saint. 675?-749?.  Greek theologian 

who wrote influential treatises on the veneration of sacred icons and the synthesis 

of Greek and Latin theology. 

John of Gaunt (jmn ƒf gônt, gänt), Duke of Lancaster. 1340-1399.  English 

soldier. The fourth son of Edward III, he ruled England during his father’s last 

years and in the beginning of Richard II’s reign. 

John of Lan·cas·ter (jmn ƒf l4ngùkN-stNr, l4nù-), Duke of Bedford. 1389-1435.  

English noble who was regent of England and France (1422-1435) during the 

early reign of Henry VI. 



John of Salis·bur·y (jmn ƒf sôlzùbHrÙK, -brK), 1115?-1180.  English bishop and 

scholar who wrote biographies of Becket and Anselm and treatises on diplomacy, 

logic, and Aristotelian philosophy. 

John o’Groat’s (jmn N-grotsù)  A location on the northeast coast of Scotland, 

traditionally considered the northernmost point of Great Britain. 

John Paul I (jmnù pôlù, pmlù), Originally Albino Luciani. 1912-1978.  Pope 

(1978). The first pope to assume a double name, he reigned for only 34 days. 

John Paul II (jmnù pôlù, pmlù), Originally Karol Wojtyla. Born 1920.  Pope (since 

1978). The first Polish-born pope and the first non-Italian pope in 450 years, he 

has traveled extensively in support of human rights and conservative dogma. 

Johns (jmnz), Jasper. Born 1930.  American artist and pioneer of pop art whose 

works place everyday objects within artistic contexts. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Andrew. 1808-1875.  The 17th President of the United 

States (1865-1869). Elected Vice President (1864), he succeeded the assassinated 

Abraham Lincoln as President. His administration was marked by reconstruction 

policies in the South and the purchase of Alaska (1867). An attempt to unseat 

Secretary of War Edwin Stanton led to Johnson’s impeachment on purely political 

charges brought by Republican senators (1868). Johnson was acquitted by one 

vote. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Claudia Alta Taylor. Known as “Lady Bird.” Born 1912.  

First Lady of the United States (1963-1969) as the wife of President Lyndon 

Johnson. She directed a nationwide beautification project. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Eastman. 1824-1906.  American painter known for his 

genre scenes, such as Old Kentucky Home, and portraits of notable contemporar-

ies. 

John·son (ytnùsôn), Eyvind. 1900-1976.  Swedish writer whose works, nota-

bly four semiautobiographical novels collectively titled Novels of Olaf (1934-

1937), concern his impoverished youth and sociopolitical issues. He shared the 

1974 Nobel Prize for literature. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Howard Deering. 1896?-1972.  American restaurateur 

who founded the Howard Johnson chain of restaurants and motels (1929). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), James Weldon. 1871-1938.  American writer and educa-

tor who was a founder and secretary (1916-1930) of the NAACP. His books 

include The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man (1912). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), John Arthur. Known as “Jack.” 1878-1946.  American 

prizefighter. He was the first Black world heavyweight champion (1908-1915). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), John Harold. Born 1918.  American publisher who 

founded a number of magazines, including Ebony (1945). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Lyndon Baines. 1908-1973.  The 36th President of the 

United States (1963-1969), who succeeded to the office after John F. Kennedy was 



assassinated. He won the 1964 election but faced increasing criticism over the 

mounting U.S. involvement in Vietnam and did not stand for reelection in 1968. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Osa Helen Leighty. 1894-1953.  American explorer and 

filmmaker. With her husband, Martin Johnson (1884-1937), she explored the 

South Seas and Africa. Their films include Jungle Adventures (1921) and Wonders 

of the Congo (1931). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Philip Cortelyou. Born 1906.  American architect who 

designed the New York State Theater at Lincoln Center (1964) and the American 

Telephone and Telegraph Headquarters Building (1978), both in New York City. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Reverdy. 1796-1876.  American lawyer, politician, and 

diplomat. As a lawyer he is remembered for representing the defense in the Dred 

Scott case (1856-1857). He also served as U.S. senator for Maryland (1845-1849 

and 1863-1868) and minister to Great Britain (1868-1869). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Richard Mentor. 1780-1850.  Vice President of the 

United States (1837-1841) under Martin Van Buren. 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Samuel. Known as “Dr. Johnson.” 1709-1784.  British 

writer and lexicographer. The leading literary figure in the second half of the 18th 

century, he wrote Dictionary of the English Language (1755) and Lives of the Poets 

(1779-1781). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Thomas. 1732-1819.  American politician and jurist. He 

was the first governor of Maryland (1777-1779) and served as an associate justice 

of the U.S. Supreme Court (1792-1793). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), William. 1771-1834.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1804-1834). 

John·son (jmnùsNn), Sir William. 1715-1774.  British-born American pioneer 

and public official. In the French and Indian Wars he defeated the French at Lake 

George (1755) and captured Niagara (1759). 

Johnson City (jmnùsNn sVtùK)  1. A village of south-central New York east of 

Binghamton. It has tanneries and other industries. Population, 16,890.  2. A city 

of northest Tennessee east-northeast of Knoxville. Settled in the 1760’s, it is a rail-

road junction and manufacturing center. Population, 49,381. 

Johnson grass (jmnùsNn gr4s) n.  A coarse perennial Mediterranean grass (Sor-

ghum halepense) cultivated for forage but often a troublesome weed.  Also called 

Egyptian millet [After William Johnson (died 1859), American agriculturalist.]

John·so·ni·an (jmn-soùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, resembling, or relating to Samuel 

Johnson or his writings.   —  n.  An admirer or a student of Samuel Johnson or 

his work. 

Johnson noise (jmnùsNn noiz) n.  See thermal noise.  [After John Bertrand 

Johnson (1887-1970), Swedish-born American physicist.]

John·ston (jmnùstNn)  A town of north-central Rhode Island, a manufacturing 

suburb of Providence. Population, 24,907. 



John·ston (jmnùstNn), Albert Sidney. 1803-1862.  American Confederate gen-

eral in the Civil War. He was defeated by Ulysses S. Grant at Shiloh (1862). 

John·ston (jmnùstNn), Annie Fellows. 1863-1931.  American writer whose 

works include the popular Little Colonel series (1896-1907). 

John·ston (jmnùstNn), Henrietta Deering. Died c. 1728.  Irish-born American 

painter. Her portraits are among the earliest done in pastels. 

John·ston (jmnùstNn), Joseph Eggleston. 1807-1891.  American Confederate 

general in the Civil War who surrendered to William Tecumseh Sherman in 1865. 

Johns·town (jmnzùtounÙ)  A city of southwest Pennsylvania east of Pittsburgh. 

A devastating flood on May 31, 1889, killed more than 2,000 people and 

destroyed much of the town. Population, 28,134. 

John the Bap·tist (jmnù thN b4pùtVst), Saint. First century B.C.  Jewish prophet 

who in the New Testament baptized and prepared the way for Jesus. He was exe-

cuted by Herod Antipas at the behest of Salome. 

Jo·hor Ba·ha·ru (jN-hôrù bN-häùru, jN-horù) also Jo·hore Bah·ru (bäùru)  A 

city of Malaysia on the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula opposite Singapore 

Island. The city is connected with Singapore by a causeway across the narrow 

Johore Strait. Population, 249,880. 

joie de vi·vre (zhwäÙ dN vKùvrN) n.  Hearty or carefree enjoyment of life.  

[French  : joie, joy + de, of + vivre, to live, living.]

join (join) v.  joined, join·ing, joins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put or bring together so as 

to make continuous or form a unit:  join two boards with nails; joined hands in a 

circle.  2. To put or bring into close association or relationship:  were joined by 

marriage; join forces.  3. To connect (points), as with a straight line.  4. To meet 

and merge with:  where the creek joins the river.  5. To become a part or member 

of:  join a club.  6. To come into the company of:  joined the group in the waiting 

room.  7. To participate with in an act or activity:  The committee joins me in wel-

coming you.  8. To adjoin.  9. To engage in; enter into:  Opposing armies joined 

battle on the plain.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come together so as to form a connection:  

where the two bones join.  2. To act together; form an alliance:  The two factions 

joined to oppose the measure.  3. To become a member of a group.  4. To take part; 

participate:  joined in the search.   —  n.  A joint; a junction.  [Middle English 

joinen, from Old French joindre, joign-, join-, from Latin iungere. See yeug- in 

Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: join, combine, unite, link, connect, relate, associate. These verbs

mean to fasten or affix or become fastened or affixed. Join applies to the physical

contact, connection, or union of at least two separate things and to the coming

together of persons, as into a group: The children joined hands. Join the panels of

fabric at the selvages. “Join the union, girls, and together say Equal Pay for Equal

Work” (Susan B. Anthony). Combine suggests the mixing or merging of compo-



nents, often for a specific or shared purpose: The cook combined whipped cream,

sugar, and vanilla to make a topping for the compote. “When bad men combine, the

good must associate” (Edmund Burke). Unite stresses the coherence or oneness of

the persons or things joined: Can strips of plastic be united with epoxy? The attack

on their country united squabbling political factions in a common purpose. Link and

connect imply a firm attachment in which individual components nevertheless re-

tain their identities: linked poverty and unemployment to the social unrest besetting

the city. The chief of police is in no way connected with the scandal. Relate refers to

connection of persons through marriage or kinship (Though they have the same

surname, the two are not even distantly related) or of things through logical asso-

ciation (The two events seem to be related). Associate usually implies a relationship

of persons as partners or allies: His daughter is associated with him in the family

business. It can also refer to a relationship of things that are similar or comple-

mentary or that have a connection in one’s thoughts: I can forgive his bluntness

because it is associated with a basic kindliness of spirit.

join·der (joinùdNr) n.  1. The act of joining.  2. Law. a. A joining of causes of 

action or defense in a suit.  b. A joining of parties in a suit.  c. Formal acceptance 

of an issue offered.   [From French joindre, to join, from Old French. See JOIN.]

join·er (joiùnNr) n.  1. A carpenter, especially a cabinetmaker.  2. Informal. A 

person given to joining groups, organizations, or causes. 

join·er·y (joiùnN-rK) n.  1. The art or craft of a joiner; cabinetmaking.  2. Work 

done by a joiner; fine woodwork. 

joint (joint) n.  Abbr. jnt., jt. 1. a. A place or part at which two or more things 

are joined.  b. A way in which two or more things are joined:  a mortise-and-tenon 

joint; flexible joints.   2. Anatomy. a. A point of articulation between two or more 

bones, especially such a connection that allows motion.  b. A point in the exoskel-

eton of an invertebrate at which movable parts join, as along the leg of an arthro-

pod.   3. Botany. An articulation on a fruit or stem, such as the node of a grass 

stem.  4. Geology. A fracture or crack in a rock mass along which no appreciable 

movement has occurred.  5. A large cut of meat for roasting.  6. Slang. a. A cheap 

or disreputable gathering place: “The tavern is... just a joint with Formica tables, a 

vinyl floor, lights over the mirrors” (Scott Turow).  b. A building or dwelling.  c. A 

prison. Often used with the.   7. Slang. A marijuana cigarette.  8. Vulgar Slang. A 

penis.   —  adj.  Abbr. jnt., jt. 1. Shared by or common to two or more:  our joint 

presence; a joint income-tax return.  2. Sharing with another or others:  a joint ten-

ant.  3. Formed or characterized by cooperation or united action:  joint military 

maneuvers.  4. Involving both houses of a legislature:  a joint session of Congress.  

5. Law. Regarded as one legal body; united in identity of interest or liability.  

6. Mathematics. Involving two or more variables.   —  v.  tr. joint·ed, joint·ing, 
joints. 1. To combine or attach with a joint or joints:  securely jointed the sides of 



the drawer.  2. To provide or construct with joints:  joint a boom on a crane.  3. To 

separate (meat) at the joints.   —idiom. out of joint. 1. Dislocated, as a bone.  

2. Informal. a. Not harmonious; inconsistent.  b. Out of order; inauspicious or 

unsatisfactory.  c. In bad spirits or humor; out of sorts.   [Middle English, from 

Old French, from past participle of joindre, to join. See JOIN.]

Joint Chiefs of Staff (joint chKfs ƒv st4f) n.  Abbr. J.C.S., JCS The principal 

military advisory group to the President of the United States, composed of the 

chiefs of the Army, Navy, and Air Force and the commandant of the Marine 

Corps. 

joint·er (joinùtNr) n.  1. A machine or tool used in making joints.  2. A tool used 

to cut grooves indicating the joints in cement.  3. A triangular attachment to a 

plow used in covering trash or refuse. 

joint·ly (jointùlK) adv.  In common; together. 

joint probability (joint prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  The probability that two or more 

specific outcomes will occur in an event. 

joint resolution (joint rHzÙN-luùshNn) n.  A resolution passed by both houses 

of a bicameral legislature and eligible to become a law if signed by the chief exec-

utive or passed over the chief executive’s veto. 

joint stock (joint stmk) n.  Stock or capital funds of a company held jointly or 

in common by its owners. 

joint-stock company (jointùstmkù kƒmùpN-nK) n.  A business whose capital 

is held in transferable shares of stock by its joint owners. 

join·ture (joinùchNr) n.  1. Law. a. An arrangement by which a man sets aside 

property to be used for the support of his wife after his death.  b. The property so 

designated.   2. The act of joining or the state of being joined.  [Middle English, 

from Anglo-Norman, from Latin iunct7ra, joint. See JUNCTURE.]

joint venture (joint vHnùchNr) n.  A partnership or conglomerate, formed 

often to share risk or expertise:  a joint venture between the film companies to pro-

duce TV shows. 

joint·worm (jointùwûrmÙ) n.  The larva of certain wasps of the family Euryto-

midae, especially of Harmolita tritici, that infest grains and cause hard swellings 

near the first joint of the stems. 

Join·vi·le also Join·vil·le (zhoiN-vKùlK)  A city of southern Brazil north-north-

east of Pôrto Alegre. Founded c. 1850 by German immigrants, it is an important 

industrial center. Population, 216,986. 

Join·ville (zhw4N-vKlù), Jean de. 1224?-1317.  French chronicler who wrote 

Histoire de Saint Louis (1309), the principal source on the life of Louis IX. 

joist (joist) n.  Any of the parallel horizontal beams set from wall to wall to sup-

port the boards of a floor or ceiling.   —  v.  tr. joist·ed, joist·ing, joists. To 

construct with such parallel horizontal beams.  [Middle English giste, joiste, from 



Old French giste, from feminine past participle of gesir, to lie, lie down, from 

Latin iacKre. See yK- in Appendix.]

jo·jo·ba (hN-hoùbN, ho-) n.  A dioecious shrub (Simmondsia chinensis) of the 

southwest United States and northern Mexico, having opposite, leathery leaves 

and edible seeds that contain a valuable oil.  [American Spanish.]

Jó·kai (yôùkoiÙ), Maurus or Mór. 1825-1904.  Hungarian writer of romantic 

fiction. His works include Black Diamonds (1870) and A Modern Midas (1873). 

joke (jok) n.  1. Something said or done to evoke laughter or amusement, espe-

cially an amusing story with a punch line.  2. A mischievous trick; a prank.  3. An 

amusing or ludicrous incident or situation.  4. Informal. a. Something not to be 

taken seriously; a triviality:  The accident was no joke.  b. An object of amusement 

or laughter; a laughingstock:  His preference for loud ties was the joke of the office.    
—  v.  joked, jok·ing, jokes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To tell or play jokes; jest.  2. To 

speak in fun; be facetious.   —  v.  tr. To make fun of; tease.  [Latin iocus. See yek- 
in Appendix.] —jokùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: joke, jest, witticism, quip, sally, crack, wisecrack, gag. These nouns

refer to something that is said or done in order to evoke laughter or amusement.

Joke especially denotes an amusing story with a punch line at the end: told jokes

at the beginning of the show. Jest suggests frolicsome humor: All jests aside, we’re

in big trouble. A witticism is a witty, usually cleverly phrased remark: a speech that

was full of witticisms. A quip is a clever, pointed, often sarcastic remark: a President

who responded to the tough questions with quips. Sally denotes a sudden quick wit-

ticism: In a sally at the end of the debate the candidate elicited much laughter from

the audience. Crack and wisecrack refer less formally to flippant or sarcastic re-

torts: He made a crack about my driving ability. Don’t give me any more wisecracks.

Gag is principally applicable to a broadly comic remark or to comic by-play in a

theatrical routine: one of the most memorable gags in the history of vaudeville. 

WORD HISTORY: It is hard to imagine the English language without the word

joke, but joke is only first recorded in 1670. Since joke was originally considered a

slang or informal usage, it was not suitable to all contexts. The change in status

of joke from then to now provides us with an excellent example of how usage

changes. Joke has a decent enough heritage at any rate, coming from Latin iocus,

“jest, sport, laughingstock, trifle.” Iocus in turn can be traced back to the Indo-

European root yek-, meaning “to speak,” from which also comes the Umbrian

word iuka, “prayers,” and the Welsh word iaith, “speech.”

jok·er (joùkNr) n.  1. a. One who tells or plays jokes.  b. An insolent person who 

seeks to make a show of cleverness.  c. Informal. A person, especially an annoying 

or inept one:  Some joker is blocking my driveway.   2. Games. A playing card, usu-

ally printed with a picture of a jester, used in certain games as the highest-ranking 



card or as a wild card.  3. A minor clause in a document such as a legislative bill 

that voids or changes its original or intended purpose.  4. An unforeseen but 

important difficulty, fact, or circumstance.  5. A deceptive means of getting the 

better of someone. 

joke·ster (jokùstNr) n.  One who tells or plays jokes; a joker. 

jok·ey also jok·y (joùkK) adj.  jok·i·er, jok·i·est. Characterized by joking or 

jokes, especially stale or clumsy jokes:  jokey bumper stickers.   —jokùi·ly adv.  

—jokùi·ness n. 

Jo·li·et (joÙlK-Htù, joùlK-HtÙ)  A city of northeast Illinois southwest of Chicago. It is 

an industrial center and a river port. Population, 76,836. 

Jo·li·et (joùlK-HtÙ, joÙlK-Htù, zhô-ly7ù), Louis.  See Louis Jolliet. 
Jo·li·ette (zhoÙlK-Htù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, north of Montreal. It 

was founded in 1841 by descendants of the explorer Louis Jolliet. Population, 

16,987. 

Jo·li·ot-Cu·rie (zhô-lyoÙ kytrùK, -kyt-rKù, -kü-), Irène. 1897-1956.  French 

physicist. She shared a 1935 Nobel Prize with her husband, Frédéric Joliot-
Curie (1900-1958), for synthesizing new radioactive elements. 

Jol·li·et also Jo·li·et (joùlK-HtÙ, joÙlK-Htù, zhô-ly7ù), Louis. 1645-1700.  French-

Canadian explorer of the upper Mississippi Valley who with Jacques Marquette 

sighted the Mississippi River on June 17, 1673, and descended it to the mouth of 

the Arkansas River. 

jol·li·fi·ca·tion (jmlÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Festivity; revelry. 

jol·li·ty (jmlùV-tK) n.  pl. jol·li·ties. Convivial merriment or celebration.  See Syn-

onyms at mirth. 
jol·ly (jmlùK) adj.  jol·li·er, jol·li·est. 1. Full of good humor and high spirits.  

2. Exhibiting or occasioning happiness or mirth; cheerful:  a jolly tune.  3. Greatly 

pleasing; enjoyable:  had a jolly time.   —  adv.  Chiefly British. To a great extent or 

degree; extremely.   —  v.  jol·lied, jol·ly·ing, jol·lies.  —  v.  tr. To keep amused 

or diverted for one’s own purposes; humor.   —  v.  intr. To amuse oneself with 

humorous or teasing banter.   —  n.  pl. jol·lies. 1. Chiefly British. A good or fes-

tive time.  2. jollies. Slang. Amusement; kicks:  However you get your jollies is fine 

with me.  [Middle English joli, from Old French, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] 
—jolùli·ly adv.  —jolùli·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: jolly, jovial, merry, blithe, jocund. These adjectives mean feeling,

showing, or marked by good humor and high spirits. Jolly and jovial are especially

associated with hearty, convivial good cheer: A jolly crowd attended the reunion.

Her grandfather is a jovial, ruddy-faced old gentleman. Merry suggests gaiety, ani-

mation, and love of fun: a peal of merry laughter. Blithe implies buoyancy and

freedom from care: “His spirit was blithe and its fire unquenchable” (John Morley).

Jocund suggests sprightly lightheartedness: “A poet could not but be gay,/In such a



jocund company” (William Wordsworth).

jol·ly·boat (jmlùK-botÙ) n.  Nautical. A medium-sized ship’s boat used for rough 

work and minor tasks.  [Origin unknown.]

Jol·ly Rog·er (jmlùK rmjùNr) n.  A black flag bearing the emblematic white skull 

and crossbones of a pirate ship.  [Origin unknown.]

Jol·son (jolùsNn), Al. 1886-1950.  American entertainer who starred in The Jazz 

Singer (1927), the first major film with synchronized sound. 

jolt (jolt) v.  jolt·ed, jolt·ing, jolts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move or dislodge with a sud-

den, hard blow; strike heavily or jarringly:  jolted his opponent with a heavy punch; 

an impact that jolted the mailbox loose.  2. To cause to move jerkily:  stops and 

starts that jolted the passengers.  3. To put into a specified condition by or as if by 

a blow: “Now and then he jolted a nodding reader awake by inserting a witty para-

graph” (Walter Blair).  4. To make suddenly active or effective:  The remark jolted 

my memory.  5. To disturb suddenly and severely; stun:  She was jolted by the 

betrayal of her trusted friend.   —  v.  intr. To proceed in an irregular, bumpy, or 

jerky fashion.   —  n.  1. A sudden jarring or jerking, as from a heavy blow or an 

abrupt movement.  See Synonyms at collision.  2. a. A sudden, strong feeling of 

surprise or disappointment; a shock.  b. The cause of such a feeling:  The news 

came as a jolt.   3. A brief strong portion:  a jolt of electricity; a jolt of whiskey.  

[Origin unknown.] —joltùer n.  —joltùi·ly adv.  —joltùi·ness n.  —joltùy adj. 

Jo·ma·da (jN-mäùdä) n.  Variant of Jumada. 
Jo·nah (joùnN) n.  1. Bible. a. In the Old Testament, a prophet who was swal-

lowed by a great fish and disgorged unharmed three days later.  b.  Abbr. Jon., 
Jon A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.   2. One thought to bring bad luck. 

Jon·a·than1 (jmnùN-thNn)  In the Old Testament, the eldest son of King Saul of 

Israel and friend of David. 

Jon·a·than2 (jmnùN-thNn) n.  A variety of red, late-ripening apple.  [After 

Jonathan Hasbrouck (died 1846), American jurist and gardener.]

jones (jonz) n.  Slang. 1. Heroin.  2. An addiction, especially to heroin.  [Perhaps 

from the name Jones.]

Jones (jonz), Howard Mumford. 1892-1980.  American educator and writer. 

His many books on American society include O Strange New World, which won a 

Pulitzer Prize in 1965. 

Jones (jonz), Inigo. 1573-1652.  English architect who brought the Palladian 

classical style to England. He designed the Queen’s House in Greenwich and the 

Banqueting Hall in Whitehall, London. 

Jones (jonz), John Luther. Known as “Casey.” 1864-1900.  American locomo-

tive engineer who died trying to stop his train from crashing into another train. A 

friend wrote “The Ballad of Casey Jones,” a popular song about his heroic death. 



Jones (jonz), John Paul. 1747-1792.  Scottish-born American naval officer. In 

the American Revolution he raided the British coast and destroyed two warships 

(1779). 

Jones (jonz), LeRoi.  See Imamu Amiri Baraka. 
Jones (jonz), Mary Harris. Known as “Mother Jones.” 1830-1930.  Irish-born 

American labor leader and union organizer. She helped found (1905) the Indus-

trial Workers of the World. 

Jones (jonz), Robert Tyre. Known as “Bobby.” 1902-1971.  American golfer 

who won (1930) the Grand Slam of golf, the amateur and open championships in 

the United States and Great Britain. 

Jones (jonz), Rufus Matthew. 1863-1948.  American Quaker philosopher who 

helped found (1917) the American Friends Service Committee. 

Jones·bor·o (jonzùbûrÙo, -bûrÙN, -bƒrÙo)  A city of northeast Arkansas north-

east of Little Rock. It is the seat of Arkansas State University (founded 1909). Pop-

ulation, 46,535. 

jon·gleur (zhôN-glœrù) n.  A wandering minstrel, poet, or entertainer in medi-

eval England and France.  [French, from Old French, variant of jogleor, from 

Latin iocul7tor, jester, from iocul7rX, to jest. See JUGGLE.]

Jön·kö·ping (yœnùchœÙpVng)  A city of southern Sweden southwest of Stock-

holm. Chartered in 1284, it was burned by its citizens in 1612 to prevent the 

Danes from sacking it. Population, 107,031. 

jon·ny·cake (jmnùK-k7kÙ) n.  New England. Variant of johnnycake. 
Jon·quière (zhoN-kyHrù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the Saguenay 

River north of Quebec City. Pulp and paper mills are important to its economy. 

Population, 60,354. 

jon·quil (jmngùkwNl, jmnù-) n.  A widely cultivated ornamental plant (Narcissus 

jonquilla) native chiefly to southern Europe, having long, narrow leaves and 

short-tubed, fragrant yellow flowers.  [Spanish junquilla, from the name Jun-

quello, diminutive of junco, reed, from Latin iuncus.]

Jon·son (jmnùsNn), Benjamin. Known as “Ben.” 1572-1637.  English actor and 

writer. Among his major plays are Every Man in His Humour (1598) and Volpone 

(1606). 

joo·al (zhu-älù) n.  Chiefly Canadian & Chiefly Maine. Variant of joual. 
Jop·lin (jmpùlVn)  A city of southwest Missouri near the Kansas border west of 

Springfield. It was founded in 1839. Population, 40,961. 

Jop·lin (jmpùlVn), Scott. 1868-1917.  American pianist and composer known for 

his ragtime works, including “Maple Leaf Rag” (1899). 

Jor·dan (jôrùdn) Formerly Trans·jor·dan (tr4nsÙ-, tr4nzÙ-).  A country of 

southwest Asia in northwest Arabia. Inhabited since biblical times, the area was 

held by the Turks from 1516 until World War I. The country became the British 

mandate of Transjordan in 1923 and gained independence in 1946. Its territory 



west of the Jordan River was occupied by Israeli forces in the Six-Day War of 

1967. Amman is the capital and the largest city. Population, 2,595,100.   
—Jor·daùni·an (jôr-d7ùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Jor·dan (jôrùdn), Barbara Charline. 1936-1996.  American politician. An elo-

quent spokesperson for the rights of poor people and minority groups, she served 

as a U.S. representative for Texas (1973-1979). 

Jor·dan (jôrùdn), David Starr. 1851-1931.  American biologist and first presi-

dent (1891-1913) of Stanford University. 

Jor·dan almond (jôrùdn äùmNnd) n.  1. A large variety of almond from Mál-

aga, Spain, used widely in confections.  2. An almond covered with a hard, col-

ored, and flavored sugar coating.  [By folk etymology from Middle English jardin 

almaund : Old French jardin, garden; see JARDINIÈRE + almande, almond; see 

ALMOND.]

Jor·dan curve (jôrùdn kûrv) n.  Mathematics. See simple closed curve.  
[After Camille Jordan (1838-1922), French mathematician.]

Jor·dan curve theorem (jôrùdn kûrv thKùNr-Nm) n.  Mathematics. The theo-

rem that states that every simple closed curve divides a plane into two parts and 

acts as the common boundary between them. 

Jor·dan River (jôrùdn rVvùNr)  A river of southwest Asia rising in Syria and 

flowing about 322 km (200 mi) south through the Sea of Galilee to the northern 

end of the Dead Sea. 

jo·rum (jôrùNm, jorù-) n.  1. A large drinking bowl.  2. The amount that such a 

bowl contains.  [Perhaps after Joram, who brought vessels of silver, gold, and 

brass to King David (II Samuel 8:10).]

Jos abbr.  Bible. Joshua. 

jo·seph (joùzNf, -sNf) n.  A long riding coat with a small cape, worn by women in 

the 18th century.  [After JOSEPH
1, who left an outer garment in the hands of 

Potiphar’s wife when he fled her attempt to seduce him (Genesis 39:12).]

Jo·seph1 (joùzNf, -sNf)  In the Old Testament, the older son of Jacob and Rachel 

and the forebear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

Jo·seph2 (joùzNf, -sNf), Known as “Chief Joseph.” 1840?-1904.  Nez Percé leader 

who conducted a skillful but unsuccessful retreat from U.S. forces (1877). 

Jo·seph (joùzNf, -sNf), Saint. fl. first century A.D.  In the New Testament, the hus-

band of Mary, mother of Jesus. 

Jo·seph II (joùzNf, -sNf), 1741-1790.  Holy Roman emperor (1765-1790) and 

king of Bohemia and Hungary (1780-1790). He instituted a number of social 

reforms aimed at curbing hereditary privileges. 

Jo·se·phine (joùzN-fKnÙ, -sN-)  See Josephine de Beauharnais. 
Joseph of Ar·i·ma·the·a (joùzNf ƒv 4rÙN-mN-thKùN), fl. first century A.D.  In 

the New Testament, the disciple who buried the body of Jesus. 



Jo·seph·son (joùzNf-sNn, -sNf-), Brian David. Born 1940.  British physicist. He 

shared a 1973 Nobel Prize for theoretical advances in the field of solid-state elec-

tronics. 

Josephson effect (joùzNf-sNn V-fHktù) n.  The radiative effect associated with 

the passage of electron pairs across an insulating barrier separating two supercon-

ductors.  [After Brian David JOSEPHSON.]

Josephson junction (joùzNf-sNn jƒngkùshNn) n.  An insulating barrier sepa-

rating two superconducting materials and producing the Josephson effect. 

Jo·se·phus (jo-sKùfNs), Flavius. A.D. 37-100?.  Jewish general and historian who 

took part in the Jewish revolt against the Romans. His History of the Jewish War is 

the major source of information about the siege of Masada (72-73). 

josh (jmsh) v.  joshed, josh·ing, josh·es.  —  v.  tr. To tease (someone) good-

humoredly.   —  v.  intr. To make or exchange good-humored jokes; banter.  See 

Synonyms at banter.   —  n.  A teasing or joking remark.  [Origin unknown.] 
—joshùer n.  —joshùing·ly adv. 

Josh·u·a (jmshùu-N) n.  Bible. 1. In the Old Testament, a Hebrew leader who 

succeeded Moses as leader of Israel.  2.  Abbr. Josh., Jos A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible. 
Joshua tree (jmshùu-N trK) n.  A treelike plant (Yucca brevifolia) of the south-

west United States, having sword-shaped leaves and greenish-white flowers 

grouped in large panicles.  [Probably after JOSHUA, from the resemblance of the 

tree’s greatly extended branches to Joshua’s outstretched arm as he pointed with 

his spear to the city of Ai (Joshua 8:18).]

Jo·si·ah (jo-sXùN, -zXùN), Died 609? B.C.  King of Judah (640?-609?) who attempted 

to destroy all forms of idolatry. 

joss (jms) n.  A Chinese cult image or idol.  [Pidgin English, from Javanese deyos, 

from Portuguese deos, god, from Latin deus. See deiw- in Appendix.]

joss house (jms hous) n.  A Chinese temple or shrine. 

joss stick (jms stVk) n.  A stick of incense of the kind burned before a Chinese 

image, idol, or shrine. 

jos·tle (jmsùNl) v.  jos·tled, jos·tling, jos·tles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To come in rough 

contact while moving; push and shove:  jostled against the others on the crowded 

platform.  2. To make one’s way by pushing or elbowing:  jostled through the guests 

to the bar.  3. To vie for an advantage or a position.  4. To be in close proximity.  

5. To pick or try to pick pockets.   —  v.  tr. 1. To come into rough contact with 

while moving:  messengers who jostle pedestrians on the sidewalk.  2. To force by 

pushing or elbowing:  jostled my way through the mob.  3. To vie with for an 

advantage or a position.  4. To be in close proximity with: “Books written in all 

languages... jostle each other on the shelf” (Virginia Woolf).  5. To pick or try to 

pick the pocket of.   —  n.  1. A rough shove or push.  2. The condition of being 



crowded together.  [Middle English justilen, to have sexual relations with, fre-

quentative of justen, to joust, from Old French juster. See JOUST.] —josùtler n. 

jot (jmt) n.  The smallest bit; iota.   —  v.  tr. jot·ted, jot·ting, jots. To write 

down briefly or hastily:  jot down an address.  [Middle English jote, from Latin 

iota, iota, from Greek, iota. See IOTA.]

jot·ting (jmtùVng) n.  A brief note or memorandum. 

jou·al also joo·al (zhu-älù) n.  Chiefly Canadian & Chiefly Maine. A dialect of 

Canadian French characterized by nonstandard pronunciations and grammar 

and by English vocabulary and syntax.  [Canadian French dialectal, variant of 

French cheval. See CHEVALET.]

REGIONAL NOTE: London has Cockney; Liverpool has Scouse. Certain dia-

lects often become so famous and distinctive that they acquire names. Such is the

case with the Canadian French dialect known in Quebec and in Maine as joual or

jooal. The name, derived from a regional dialect pronunciation of the word cheval,

“horse,” is applied to the rural French patois of Quebec. Canadian opinions differ

as to whether joual is a “language” of its own or merely a regional French char-

acterized by nonstandard grammar and heavy borrowing from English words and

word order.

Jou·haux (zhu-où), Léon. 1879-1954.  French politician and labor leader. He 

won the 1951 Nobel Peace Prize for his international efforts on behalf of workers 

and unions. 

joule (jul, joul) n.  Abbr. j, J 1. The International System unit of electrical, 

mechanical, and thermal energy.  2. a. A unit of electrical energy equal to the 

work done when a current of 1 ampere is passed through a resistance of 1 ohm 

for 1 second.  b. A unit of energy equal to the work done when a force of 1 new-

ton acts through a distance of 1 meter.  See Table at measurement.   [After 

James Prescott JOULE.]

Joule (jul, joul), James Prescott. 1818-1889.  British physicist who estab-

lished the mechanical theory of heat and discovered the first law of thermody-

namics. 

jounce (jouns) v.  intr. tr. jounced, jounc·ing, jounc·es. To move or cause to 

move with bumps and jolts; bounce.   —  n.  A rough, jolting movement; a jolt.  

[Middle English jouncen.]

jour. abbr.  1. Journal; journalist.  2. Journeyman. 

jour·nal (jûrùnNl) n.  Abbr. jour., J., j. 1. a. A personal record of occurrences, 

experiences, and reflections kept on a regular basis; a diary.  b. An official record 

of daily proceedings, as of a legislative body.  c. Nautical. A ship’s log.   

2. Accounting. a. A daybook.  b. A book of original entry in a double-entry sys-

tem, listing all transactions and indicating the accounts to which they belong.   



3. A newspaper.  4. A periodical presenting articles on a particular subject:  a 

medical journal.  5. The part of a machine shaft or axle supported by a bearing.  

[Middle English, breviary, from Old French, daily, breviary, from Late Latin 

diurn7lis, daily. See DIURNAL.]

journal box (jûrùnNl bmks) n.  A housing in a machine enclosing a journal and 

its bearings. 

jour·nal·ese (jûrÙnN-lKzù, -lKsù) n.  The style of writing often held to be charac-

teristic of newspapers and magazines, distinguished by clichés, sensationalism, 

and triteness of thought. 

jour·nal·ism (jûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The collecting, writing, editing, and presen-

tation of news or news articles in newspapers and magazines and in radio and 

television broadcasts.  2. Material written for publication in a newspaper or mag-

azine or for broadcast.  3. The style of writing characteristic of material in news-

papers and magazines, consisting of direct presentation of facts or occurrences 

with little attempt at analysis or interpretation.  4. Newspapers and magazines.  

5. An academic course training students in journalism.  6. Written material of 

current interest or wide popular appeal. 

jour·nal·ist (jûrùnN-lVst) n.  1.  Abbr. jour. One whose occupation is journalism.  

2. One who keeps a journal. 

jour·nal·is·tic (jûrÙnN-lVsùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of journal-

ism or journalists.   —jourÙnal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

jour·nal·ize (jûrùnN-lXzÙ) v.  jour·nal·ized, jour·nal·iz·ing, jour·nal·iz·es.  
—  v.  tr. To record in a journal.   —  v.  intr. To keep a personal or financial jour-

nal.   —jourùnal·izÙer n. 

jour·ney (jûrùnK) n.  pl. jour·neys. 1. a. The act of traveling from one place to 

another; a trip.  b. A distance to be traveled or the time required for a trip:  a 

2,000-mile journey to the Pacific; the three-day journey home.   2. A process or 

course likened to traveling; a passage:  the journey of life.   —  v.  jour·neyed, 
jour·ney·ing, jour·neys.  —  v.  intr. To make a journey; travel.   —  v.  tr. To 

travel over or through.  [Middle English journei, day, day’s travel, journey, from 

Old French jornee, from Vulgar Latin *diurn7ta, from Late Latin diurnum, day, 

from neuter of Latin diurnus, of a day, from diKs, day. See DIARY.] —jourùney·er 
n. 

journey cake (jûrùnK k7k) n.  New England. See johnnycake. See Regional 

note at johnnycake.  [Perhaps by folk etymology from jonakin. See JOHNNY-

CAKE.]

jour·ney·man (jûrùnK-mNn) n.  1.  Abbr. jour. One who has fully served an 

apprenticeship in a trade or craft and is a qualified worker in another’s employ.  

2. An experienced and competent but undistinguished worker.  [Middle English 

journeiman : journei, a day’s work; see JOURNEY + man, man; see MAN.]

jour·ney·work (jûrùnK-wûrkÙ) n.  The work of a journeyman. 



joust (joust, jƒst, just) also just (jƒst) n.  1. a. A combat between two mounted 

knights or men-at-arms using lances; a tilting match.  b. jousts. A series of tilt-

ing matches; a tournament.   2. A personal competition or combat suggestive of 

combat with lances:  a politician who relishes a joust with reporters.   —  v.  intr. 

joust·ed also just·ed, joust·ing also just·ing, jousts also justs. 1. To engage 

in mounted combat with lances; tilt.  2. To engage in a personal combat or com-

petition.  [Middle English, from Old French juste, from juster, to joust, from Vul-

gar Latin *iuxt7re, to be next to, from Latin iuxt7, close by. See yeug- in 

Appendix.] —joustùer n. 

Jove (jov) n.  Roman Mythology. See Jupiter (n., sense 1).  —idiom. by Jove. 
Used as a mild oath to express surprise or emphasis.  [Middle English, from Old 

Latin Iovis, or from Latin Iov- stem of Iuppiter. See deiw- in Appendix.]

jo·vi·al (joùvK-Nl) adj.  Marked by hearty conviviality and good cheer:  a jovial 

host.  See Synonyms at jolly.  [French, probably from Italian giovale, from Old 

Italian, of Jupiter (regarded as the source of happiness), from Late Latin Iovi7lis, 

from Latin Iovis, Jupiter. See deiw- in Appendix.] —joÙvi·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  

—joùvi·al·ly adv. 

Jo·vi·an1 (joùvK-Nn), A.D. 331?-364.  Emperor of Rome (363-364). He made 

peace with the Persians by giving up all Roman territories beyond the Tigris River. 

Jo·vi·an2 (joùvK-Nn) adj.  1. Roman Mythology. Of, relating to, or resembling 

Jupiter.  2. Of, relating to, or resembling the planet Jupiter. 

Jovian planet (joùvK-Nn pl4nùVt) n.  One of the four major planets, Jupiter, Sat-

urn, Uranus, and Neptune, which have very large masses and are farther from the 

sun than the terrestrial planets. 

Jow·ett (jouùVt), Benjamin. 1817-1893.  British classical scholar known for his 

translations of Plato and Aristotle. 

jowl1 (joul) n.  1. The jaw, especially the lower jaw.  2. The cheek.  [Middle 

English chavel, chaule, jaule (influenced by joue, jaw, or jol, head ), from Old 

English ceafl.]

jowl2 (joul) n.  1. The flesh under the lower jaw, especially when plump or flac-

cid.  2. A fleshy part similar to a jowl, such as the dewlap of a cow or the wattle of 

a fowl.  [Alteration of Middle English cholle (influenced by Middle English joue, 

jaw, or jol, head ).]

jowl·y (jouùlK) adj.  jowl·i·er, jowl·i·est. Having heavy or sagging jowls.   
—jowlùi·ness n. 

joy (joi) n.  1. a. Intense and especially ecstatic or exultant happiness.  See Syn-

onyms at pleasure.  b. The expression or manifestation of such feeling.   2. A 

source or an object of pleasure or satisfaction:  their only child, their pride and joy.   
—  v.  joyed, joy·ing, joys.  —  v.  intr. To take great pleasure; rejoice.   —  v.  tr. 

Archaic. 1. To fill with ecstatic happiness, pleasure, or satisfaction.  2. To enjoy.  



[Middle English joie, from Old French, from Latin gaudia, pl. of gaudium, joy, 

from gaudKre, to rejoice. See g7u- in Appendix.]

Joyce (jois), James. 1882-1941.  Irish writer whose literary innovations have 

had a profound influence on modern fiction. His works include Ulysses (1922) 

and Finnegans Wake (1939).   —Joycùe·an (joiùsK-Nn) adj. 

joy·ful (joiùfNl) adj.  Feeling, causing, or indicating joy.  See Synonyms at glad1.  
—joyùful·ly adv.  —joyùful·ness n. 

joy·less (joiùlVs) adj.  Cheerless; dismal.   —joyùless·ly adv.  —joyùless·ness n. 

joy·ous (joiùNs) adj.  Feeling or causing joy; joyful.  See Synonyms at glad1.  
—joyùous·ly adv.  —joyùous·ness n. 

joy·pop (joiùpmpÙ) v.  intr. joy·popped, joy·pop·ping, joy·pops. Slang. To 

use narcotic drugs, especially heroin, occasionally without becoming addicted.   
—joyùpopÙper n. 

joy ride (joi rXd) n.  Slang. 1. A ride taken for fun and often for the thrills pro-

vided by reckless driving.  2. A hazardous, reckless, often costly venture.   —joy 
rider n. 

joy·stick (joiùstVkÙ) n.  Slang. 1. The control stick of an aircraft.  2. A manual 

control or cursor device, as one attached to a computer. 

J.P.  or JP abbr.  Law. Justice of the peace. 

J particle (j7ù pärùtV-kNl) n.  A neutral meson having an unusually large mass 

(about 6,060 times the mass of an electron) and a long lifetime (about 10–20 sec-

ond).  Also called psi particle 

Jr abbr.  Bible. Jeremiah. 

jr.  or Jr. abbr.  Junior. 

JRC abbr.  Junior Red Cross. 

J.S.D. abbr.  Latin. Juris Scientiae Doctor (Doctor of Juristic Science). 

jt. abbr.  Joint. 

Juan Car·los (wän kärùlNs, -lôs, hwän), Born 1938.  Spanish king (since 1975) 

who acceded to the throne on the death of Francisco Franco and helped restore 

parliamentary democracy. 

Juan de Fu·ca (wän dN fuùkN, fyuù-), Strait of. A strait between northwest 

Washington State and Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada, linking Puget 

Sound and the Strait of Georgia with the Pacific Ocean. Discovered by an English 

captain in 1787, it was named for a Spanish sailor who reputedly had discovered it 

in 1592. 

Juan Fer·nán·dez Islands (wän fNr-n4nùdNs XùlNndz, fHr-nänùdHs)  An 

island group belonging to Chile, in the southeast Pacific Ocean west of Val-

paraiso, Chile. Alexander Selkirk, a Scottish sailor and the inspiration for Defoe’s 

Robinson Crusoe, lived on one of the islands from 1704 to 1709. 

Juá·rez (wärùHz, hwäùrHs)  See Ciudad Juárez. 



Juá·rez (wärùHz, hwäùrHs), Benito Pablo. 1806-1872.  Mexican politician who 

took part in the overthrow of Santa Anna and served as president from 1858 to 

1872. 

Jua·zei·ro do Nor·te (zhwä-z7ùrt dt nôrùtV)  A city of northeast Brazil 

south of Fortaleza. It is the center of a fertile agricultural region. Population, 

125,191. 

ju·ba (juùbN) n.  A group dance, probably of West African origin, characterized 

by complex rhythmic clapping and body movements and practiced on planta-

tions in the southern United States during the 18th and 19th centuries.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Ju·ba (juùbN, -bä)  A river of southern Ethiopia and southern Somalia flowing 

about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) to the Indian Ocean. 

Ju·bal (juùbNl)  In the Old Testament, a descendant of Cain who is said to have 

invented musical instruments. 

Jub·bul·pore (jƒbùNl-pôrÙ, -porÙ)  See Jabalpur. 
ju·bi·lant (juùbN-lNnt) adj.  1. Exultingly joyful.  2. Expressing joy.  [Latin 

i7bil7ns, i7bilant- present participle of i7bil7re, to raise a shout of joy.] 
—juùbi·lance n.  —juùbi·lant·ly adv. 

ju·bi·late (juùbN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. ju·bi·lat·ed, ju·bi·lat·ing, ju·bi·lates. To 

rejoice; exult.  [Latin i7bil7re, i7bil7t-, to raise a shout of joy.]

Ju·bi·la·te (yuÙbN-läùt7, -tK, juÙ-) n.  1. a. The 100th Psalm in the King James 

Bible and in most modern Catholic versions or the 99th in the Vulgate.  b. A 

musical setting of the Jubilate.   2. The third Sunday after Easter.  3. A song or an 

outburst of joy and triumph.  [Middle English, from Latin i7bil7tK, second person 

pl. imperative of i7bil7re, to raise a shout of joy, the first word of the psalm.]

ju·bi·la·tion (juÙbN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of rejoicing.  b. The condition or 

feeling of being jubilant.   2. A celebration or other expression of joy. 

ju·bi·lee (juùbN-lKÙ, juÙbN-lKù) n.  1. a. A specially celebrated anniversary, 

especially a 50th anniversary.  b. The celebration of such an anniversary.   2. A 

season or an occasion of joyful celebration.  3. Jubilation; rejoicing.  4.  Often 

Jubilee. Bible. In the Hebrew Scriptures, a year of rest to be observed by the Isra-

elites every 50th year, during which slaves were to be set free, alienated property 

restored to the former owners, and the lands left untilled.  5.  Often Jubilee. 

Roman Catholic Church. A year during which plenary indulgence may be 

obtained by the performance of certain pious acts.  [Middle English jubile, from 

Old French, from Late Latin i7bilaeus, the Jewish year of jubilee, alteration (influ-

enced by iubil7re, to raise a shout of joy), of Greek iobKlaios, from iobKlos, from 

Hebrew yôbKl.]

Jú·car (huùkär)  A river, about 483 km (300 mi) long, flowing from eastern 

Spain to the Mediterranean Sea south of Valencia. 

Ju·dae·a (ju-dKùN, -d7ùN)  See Judea. 



Ju·dah1 (juùdN)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and Leah and the fore-

bear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

Ju·dah2 (juùdN)  An ancient kingdom of southern Palestine between the Medi-

terranean and the Dead Sea. It lasted from the division of Palestine in 931 B.C. 

until the destruction of Jerusalem in 586. 

Ju·da·ic (ju-d7ùVk) also Ju·da·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic 

of Jews or Judaism:  Judaic traditions.  [Latin I7daicus, from Greek Ioudaikos, 

from Greek Ioudaios, Jew. See JEW.] —Ju·daùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ju·da·ism (juùdK-VzÙNm) n.  1. The monotheistic religion of the Jews, tracing 

its origins to Abraham and having its spiritual and ethical principles embodied 

chiefly in the Bible and the Talmud.  2. Conformity to the traditional ceremonies 

and rites of the Jewish religion.  3. The cultural, religious, and social practices and 

beliefs of the Jews.  4. The Jews considered as a people or community.  [Middle 

English Iudaisme, from Old French Judaisme, from Late Latin I7d7ismus, from 

Greek Ioudaismos, from Ioudaios, Jew. See JEW.]

Ju·da·ize (juùdK-XzÙ) v.  Ju·da·ized, Ju·da·iz·ing, Ju·da·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To 

bring into conformity with Judaism.   —  v.  intr. To adopt Jewish customs and 

beliefs.   —JuÙda·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —Juùda·iÙzer n. 

Ju·das (juùdNs) n.  1. One who betrays another under the guise of friendship.  

2. judas. A one-way peephole in a door.  [Middle English, from Late Latin I7das, 

Judas Iscariot, from Greek Ioudas, from Hebrew yHhûdâ, Judah.]

Judas Is·car·i·ot (juùdNs V-sk4rùK-Nt), Died c. A.D. 30.  One of the 12 Apostles 

and the betrayer of Jesus. 

Judas tree (juùdNs trK) n.  See redbud.  [From the belief that Judas Iscariot 

hanged himself on such a tree.]

jud·der (jƒdùNr) v.  intr. jud·dered, jud·der·ing, jud·ders. To shake rapidly or 

spasmodically; vibrate conspicuously: “Edith would watch her wrestling with 

words, her thin lttle body juddering with the effort to unlock them” (Anita 

Brookner).   —  n.  A rapid or spasmodic shaking.  [Perhaps J(ERK)1 + (SH)UDDER.]

Jude (jud) n.  Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Jude (jud), Saint. fl. first century A.D.  One of the 12 Apostles. He is invoked in 

prayer when a situation seems hopeless. 

Ju·de·a also Ju·dae·a (ju-dKùN, -d7ùN)  An ancient region of southern Palestine 

comprising present-day southern Israel and southwest Jordan. In the time of 

Jesus it was a kingdom ruled by the Herods and part of the Roman province of 

Syria.   —Ju·deùan adj.  & n. 

Ju·de·o-Span·ish (ju-d7ùo-sp4nùVsh) n.  See Ladino (n., sense 1).  [From 

Latin I7daeus, Jewish, from Greek Ioudaios. See JUDAIC.]

Judg. abbr.  Bible. Judges. 

judge (jƒj) v.  judged, judg·ing, judg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To form an opinion or 

estimation of after careful consideration:  judge heights; judging character.  



2. a. Law. To hear and decide on in a court of law; try:  judge a case.  b. Obsolete. 

To pass sentence on; condemn.  c. To act as one appointed to decide the winners 

of:  judge an essay contest.   3. To determine or declare after consideration or 

deliberation.  4. Informal. To have as an opinion or assumption; suppose:  I judge 

you’re right.  5. Bible. To govern; rule. Used of an ancient Israelite leader.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To form an opinion or evaluation.  2. To act or decide as a judge.   —  n.  

1. One who judges, especially: a. One who makes estimates as to worth, quality, 

or fitness:  a good judge of used cars; a poor judge of character.  b.  Abbr. J., j. Law. 

A public official who hears and decides cases brought before a court of law.  

c. Law. A bankruptcy referee.  d. One appointed to decide the winners of a con-

test or competition.   2. Bible. a. A leader of the Israelites during a period of 

about 400 years between the death of Joshua and the accession of Saul.  

b. Judges. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Judg., Jg., JJ A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible.   [Middle English jugen, from Anglo-Norman juger, from Latin 

i7dic7re, from i7dex, i7dic-, judge. See deik- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: judge, arbitrator, arbiter, referee, umpire. These nouns denote per-

sons who make decisions that determine points at issue. A judge is one capable of

making rational, dispassionate, and wise decisions: The members of the jury are

the sole judges of what the truth is in this case. An arbitrator works to settle contro-

versies and is either appointed or derives authority from the consent of the dis-

putants, who choose him or her or approve the selection: The mayor appointed an

experienced arbitrator to mediate between the sides and resolve the transit strike. An

arbiter is one who may or may not have official status but whose opinion or judg-

ment is recognized as being unassailable or binding: a critic who considers himself

the supreme arbiter of literary taste. Less often arbiter is used interchangeably with

arbitrator. A referee is an attorney appointed by a court to make a determination

of a case or to investigate and report on it (a bankruptcy case handled by a referee),

and an umpire is a person appointed to settle an issue that arbitrators are unable

to resolve (umpires studying complex tax cases). In sports referee and umpire refer

to officials who enforce the rules and settle points at issue.

judge advocate (jƒj 4dùvN-k7tÙ) n.  pl. judge advocates. Abbr. JA, J.A. 
Law. 1. A commissioned officer in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or Navy assigned to 

the Judge Advocate General’s Corps.  2. A staff officer serving as legal adviser to a 

commander.  3. An officer acting as prosecutor at a court-martial. 

judge advocate general (jƒj 4dùvN-k7tÙ jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. judge advo-
cates general or judge advocate generals. Abbr. J.A.G., JAG The chief 

legal officer of a branch of the U.S. armed forces. 

judge·ment (jƒjùmNnt) n.  Variant of judgment. 
judge·ship (jƒjùshVpÙ) n.  Law. The office or jurisdiction of a judge. 



judg·mat·ic (jƒj-m4tùVk) also judg·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Judicious.  [Perhaps 

JUDG(MENT) + (DOG)MATIC.] —judg·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

judg·ment also judge·ment (jƒjùmNnt) n.  1. The act or process of judging; 

the formation of an opinion after consideration or deliberation.  2. a. The men-

tal ability to perceive and distinguish relationships; discernment:  Fatigue may 

affect a pilot’s judgment of distances.  b. The capacity to form an opinion by dis-

tinguishing and evaluating:  His judgment of fine music is impeccable.  c. The 

capacity to assess situations or circumstances and draw sound conclusions; good 

sense:  She showed good judgment in saving her money.  See Synonyms at reason.   
3. An opinion or estimate formed after consideration or deliberation, especially a 

formal or authoritative decision:  awaited the judgment of the umpire.  4. Law. 

a. A determination of a court of law; a judicial decision.  b. A court act creating 

or affirming an obligation, such as a debt.  c. A writ in witness of such an act.   

5. An assertion of something believed.  6. A misfortune believed to be sent by 

God as punishment for sin.  7. Judgment. In traditional Christian eschatology, 

God’s determination of which human beings shall be sent to heaven and which 

condemned to hell.  [Middle English jugement, from Old French, from jugier, to 

judge, from Latin i7dic7re. See JUDGE.]

judg·men·tal (jƒj-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or dependent on judgment:  

a judgmental error.  2. Inclined to make judgments, especially moral or personal 

ones:  a marriage counselor who tries not to be judgmental.   —judg·menùtal·ly 
adv. 

Judgment Day (jƒjùmNnt d7) n.  1. In traditional Christian eschatology, the 

day at the end of the world when God judges all human beings, sending the saved 

to heaven and the damned to hell.  Also called Day of Judgment 2. judgment 
day. A day of reckoning or final judgment. 

ju·di·ca·ble (juùdV-kN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be judged:  judicable issues.  

2. Liable to be judged:  judicable actions and complaints.  [Late Latin i7dic7bilis, 

from Latin i7dic7re, to judge. See JUDGE.]

ju·di·ca·tor (juùdV-k7ÙtNr) n.  One that acts as judge.  [Late Latin i7dic7tor, 

from Latin i7dic7re, to judge. See JUDGE.]

ju·di·ca·to·ry (juùdV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) Law. n.  pl. ju·di·ca·to·ries. A law court 

or system of law courts; a judiciary.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the administration 

of justice.  [Late Latin i7dic7torium, from neuter of i7dic7torius, judicial, from 

Latin i7dic7re, to judge. See JUDGE.]

ju·di·ca·ture (juùdV-kN-chtrÙ) n.  Law. 1. Administration of justice.  2. The 

position, function, or authority of a judge.  3. The jurisdiction of a law court or 

judge.  4. A court or system of courts of law.  [Medieval Latin i7dic7t7ra, from 

feminine future participle of Latin i7dic7re, to judge. See JUDGE.]

ju·di·cial (ju-dVshùNl) adj.  1. Law. a. Of, relating to, or proper to courts of law 

or to the administration of justice:  the judicial system.  b. Decreed by or proceed-



ing from a court of justice:  a judicial decision.  c. Belonging or appropriate to the 

office of a judge:  in judicial robes.   2. Characterized by or expressing judgment:  

the judicial function of a literary critic.  3. Theology. Proceeding from a divine 

judgment.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin i7dici7lis, from 

i7dicium, judgment, from i7dex, i7dic-, judge. See deik- in Appendix.] —ju·diù-
cial·ly adv. 

judicial separation (ju-dVshùNl sHpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Law. See legal separa-
tion. 

ju·di·ci·ar·y (ju-dVshùK-HrÙK, -dVshùN-rK) n.  pl. ju·di·ci·ar·ies. Law. 1. The 

judicial branch of government.  2. a. A system of courts of law for the adminis-

tration of justice.  b. The judges of these courts.   [Probably from Latin 

i7dici7rius, of the courts, from i7dicium, judgment, from i7dex, i7dic-, judge. See 

JUDGE.]

ju·di·cious (ju-dVshùNs) adj.  Having or exhibiting sound judgment; prudent.  

[From French judicieux, from Latin i7dicium, judgment, from i7dex, i7dic-, 

judge. See JUDGE.] —ju·diùcious·ly adv.  —ju·diùcious·ness n. 

Ju·dith (juùdVth) n.  Bible. 1. In the Old Testament, a Jewish heroine who res-

cued her people by slaying an Assyrian general.  2.  Abbr. Jdt. A book of the Bible.  

See Table at Bible. 
Judith River (juùdVth rVvùNr)  A river, about 200 km (124 mi) long, flowing 

from central Montana northward to the Missouri River. 

ju·do (juùdo) n.  A sport and method of physical training similar to wrestling, 

developed in Japan in the late 19th century and using principles of balance and 

leverage adapted from jujitsu.  [Japanese j7do : j7, soft + do, way.] —juùdo·ist n. 

Jud·son (jƒdùsNn), Adoniram. 1788-1850.  American Baptist missionary who 

helped establish the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 

(1810). 

Jud·son (jƒdùsNn), Edward Zane Carroll. Pen name Ned Buntline. 1823-1886.  

American writer who is remembered for his dime novels and his magazine Ned 

Buntline’s Own. 

jug (jƒg) n.  1. a. A large, often rounded vessel of earthenware, glass, or metal 

with a small mouth, a handle, and usually a stopper or cap.  b. The amount that a 

jug can hold.   2. A small pitcher.  3. Slang. A jail.   —  v.  tr. jugged, jug·ging, 
jugs. 1. To stew (a hare, for example) in an earthenware jug or jar.  2. Slang. To 

put into jail.  [Middle English jugge.]

ju·ga (juùgN) n.  A plural of jugum. 
ju·gate (juùg7tÙ, -gVt) adj.  Joined in or forming pairs or a pair.  [Latin iug7tus, 

past participle of iug7re, to join, from Latin iugum, yoke. See yeug- in Appen-

dix.]

jug band (jƒg b4nd) n.  Music. A group that uses unconventional or improvised 

instruments, such as jugs, kazoos, and washboards. 



jug·ger·naut (jƒgùNr-nôtÙ) n.  1. Something, such as a belief or an institution, 

that elicits blind and destructive devotion or to which people are ruthlessly sacri-

ficed.  2. An overwhelming, advancing force that crushes or seems to crush 

everything in its path: “It doesn’t assume that people need necessarily remain passive 

when confronted by what appears to be the juggernaut of history” (Christopher 

Lehmann-Haupt).  3. Juggernaut. Used as a title for the Hindu deity Krishna.  

[Hindi jagann7th, title of Krishna, from Sanskrit jagan7thaU, lord of the world  : 

jagat, moving, the world (from jig7ti, he goes); see gw7- in Appendix + n7thaU, 

lord. Senses 1 and 2, from the fact that worshipers have thrown themselves under 

the wheels of a huge car or wagon on which the idol of Krishna was drawn in an 

annual procession at Puri in east-central India.]

jug·gle (jƒgùNl) v.  jug·gled, jug·gling, jug·gles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To keep (two or 

more objects) in the air at one time by alternately tossing and catching them.  

2. To have difficulty holding; balance insecurely:  juggled the ball but finally 

caught it; shook hands while juggling a cookie and a teacup.  3. To keep (more than 

two activities, for example) in motion or progress at one time:  managed to juggle 

a full-time job and homemaking.  4. To manipulate in order to deceive:  juggle fig-

ures in a ledger.   —  v.  intr. 1. To juggle objects or perform other tricks of manual 

dexterity.  2. To make rapid motions or manipulations:  juggled with the controls 

on the television to improve the picture.  3. To use trickery; practice deception.   —  
n.  1. The act of juggling.  2. Trickery for a dishonest end.  [Middle English 

jogelen, to entertain by performing tricks, from Old French jogler, from Latin 

iocul7rX, to jest, from ioculus, diminutive of iocus, joke. See yek- in Appendix.]

jug·gler (jƒgùlNr) n.  1. One that juggles objects or performs other tricks of 

manual dexterity.  2. One that uses tricks, deception, or fraud. 

jug·gler·y (jƒgùlN-rK) n.  pl. jug·gler·ies. 1. The skill or performance of a jug-

gler.  2. Trickery; deception. 

jug·u·lar (jƒgùyN-lNr) adj.  Anatomy. Of, relating to, or located in the region of 

the neck or throat.   —  n.  1. Anatomy. A jugular vein.  2. The most vital part:  a 

strategic attack aimed at the enemy’s jugular.  [Late Latin iugul7ris (vKna), jugular 

(vein), from Latin iugulum, collarbone, diminutive of iugum, yoke. See yeug- in 

Appendix.]

jugular vein (jƒgùyN-lNr v7n) n.  Anatomy. Any of several large veins of the neck 

that drain blood from the head. 

ju·gum (juùgNm) n.  pl. ju·ga (-gN)  or ju·gums. A yokelike structure in certain 

insects that joins the forewings to the hind wings, keeping them together during 

flight.  [Latin iugum, yoke. See yeug- in Appendix.]

jug wine (jƒg wXn) n.  Inexpensive table wine sold in large bottles. 

juice (jus) n.  1. a. A fluid naturally contained in plant or animal tissue:  fruit 

juice; meat braised in its own juices.  b. A bodily secretion:  digestive juices.  c. The 

liquid contained in something that is chiefly solid.   2. A substance or quality that 



imparts identity and vitality; essence.  3. Slang. Vigorous life; vitality.  4. Slang. 

Political power or influence; clout.  5. Slang. a. Electric current.  b. Fuel for an 

engine.   6. Slang. Funds; money.  7. Slang. Alcoholic drink; liquor.  8. Slang. 

Racy or scandalous gossip.   —  v.  tr. juiced, juic·ing, juic·es. To extract the 

juice from.   —  v.  intr. Slang. To drink alcoholic beverages excessively.   
—phrasal verb. juice up. Slang. To give energy, spirit, or interest to.  [Middle 

English jus, from Old French, from Latin i7s.]

juiced (just) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 

juice·head (jusùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A heavy drinker; an alcoholic. 

juic·er (juùsNr) n.  1. An appliance that is used to extract juice from fruits and 

vegetables.  2. Slang. One who drinks liquor or alcoholic beverages habitually or 

excessively. 

juic·y (juùsK) adj.  juic·i·er, juic·i·est. 1. Full of juice; succulent.  2. a. Richly 

interesting:  a juicy mystery novel.  b. Racy; titillating:  a juicy bit of gossip.   

3. Yielding profit; rewarding or gratifying:  a juicy raise; a juicy part in a play.   
—juicùi·ly adv.  —juicùi·ness n. 

Juiz de Fo·ra (zhwKzhù dN fôrùN)  A city of southeast Brazil north of Rio de Jan-

eiro. It is an industrial and commercial center. Population, 299,432. 

ju·jit·su also ju·jut·su  or jiu·jit·su  or jiu·jut·su (ju-jVtùsu) n.  An art of 

weaponless self-defense developed in China and Japan that uses throws, holds, 

and blows and derives added power from the attacker’s own weight and strength.  

[Japanese j7jitsu : j7, soft + jitsu, arts.]

ju·ju (juùju) n.  1. An object used as a fetish, a charm, or an amulet in West 

Africa.  2. The supernatural power ascribed to such an object.  [Hausa j7j7, 

fetish, evil spirit.] —juùju·ism n. 

ju·jube (juùjubÙ) n.  1. a. Any of several Old World trees of the genus Zizi-

phus, especially Z. jujuba, having palmately veined leaves, spiny stipules, small 

yellowish flowers, and dark red fruit.  b. The fleshy, edible drupe of this tree.  

Also called Chinese date  2.  (also juùjt-bKÙ) A fruit-flavored, usually chewy 

candy or lozenge.  [Middle English, jujube fruit, from Old French, from Medieval 

Latin jujuba, from Latin zizyphum, from Greek zizuphon.]

ju·jut·su (ju-jVtùsu) n.  Variant of jujitsu. 
Ju·juy (hu-hwKù)  A city of northern Argentina north of San Miguel de 

Tecumán. It is a manufacturing and trade center. Population, 124,950. 

juke1 (juk) Southeastern U.S. n.  A roadside drinking establishment that offers 

inexpensive drinks, food, and music for dancing.   —  v.  intr. juked, juk·ing, 
jukes. To dance, especially in a roadside drinking establishment or to the music 

of a jukebox.  [Probably from Gullah juke, joog, disorderly, wicked, of West Afri-

can origin; akin to Wolof dzug, to live wickedly Mandingo (Bambara) dzugu, 

wicked.]



REGIONAL NOTE: Gullah, the English-based Creole language spoken by Black

people off the coast of Georgia and South Carolina, retains a number of words

from the West African languages brought over by slaves. One such word is juke,

“bad, wicked, disorderly,” the probable source of the English word juke. Used

chiefly in the Southeastern states, juke (also appearing in the compound juke

joint) means a roadside drinking establishment that offers cheap drinks, food, and

music for dancing and often doubles as a brothel. “To juke” is to dance, particu-

larly at a juke joint or to the music of a jukebox whose name, no longer regional

and having lost the connotation of sleaziness, contains the same word.

juke2 (juk) Football. v.  tr. To deceive or outmaneuver (a defending opponent) 

by a feint; fake.   —  v.  intr. To deceive or outmaneuver a defender by a feint.   —  
n.  A feint or fake.  [Middle English jowken, to bend in a supple way.]

juke·box (jukùbmksÙ) n.  A coin-operated phonograph, equipped with push 

buttons for the selection of records.  See Regional note at juke1.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  the jukebox industry; jukebox music; 

jukebox hits. 

juke joint (juk joint) n.  Informal. A bar, tavern, or roadhouse featuring music 

played on a jukebox.  See Regional note at juke1. 
Jul.  or Jul abbr.  July. 

ju·lep (juùlVp) n.  1. A mint julep.  2. A sweet syrupy drink, especially one to 

which medicine can be added.  [Middle English, a sugar syrup, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin, from Arabic jul7b, from Persian gul7b, rosewater  : gul, rose 

(from Middle Persian vard7) + 7b, water (from Middle Persian 7p, from Old Per-

sian).]

Jul·ian (julùyNn), A.D. 331?-363.  Emperor of Rome (361-363) who attempted to 

restore the official dominance of paganism. 

Ju·li·an·a (juÙlK-4nùN), Born 1909.  Queen of the Netherlands (1948-1980) who 

abdicated in favor of her daughter Beatrix. 

Julian Alps (julùyNn 4lps)  A range of the eastern Alps in Slovenia and north-

east Italy. The heavily forested range rises to 2,864 m (9,390 ft). 

Julian calendar (julùyNn k4lùNn-dNr) n.  The solar calendar introduced by 

Julius Caesar in Rome in 46 B.C., having a year of 12 months and 365 days and a 

leap year of 366 days every fourth year. It was eventually replaced by the Grego-

rian calendar. 

ju·li·enne (juÙlK-Hnù, zhü-lyHnù) n.  Consommé or broth garnished with long, 

thin strips of vegetables.   —  adj.  also ju·li·enned Cut into long, thin strips:  

julienne potatoes; julienned pork.  [French, probably from the name Julienne.]



Ju·lius II (julùyNs), Originally Giuliano della Rovere. 1443-1513.  Pope (1503-

1513) who ordered the construction of Saint Peter’s in Rome and commissioned 

Michelangelo to decorate the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican. 

Jul·lun·dur (jƒlùNn-dNr)  A city of northwest India north-northwest of Delhi. It 

was the capital of an ancient kingdom of the same name and came under British 

jurisdiction in 1846. Population, 408,186. 

Ju·ly (jt-lXù) n.  Abbr. Jul., Jul The seventh month of the year in the Gregorian 

calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English Julie, from Old North French, 

from Latin I7lius (); see deiw- in Appendix, after Julius CAESAR.]

Ju·ma·da (jt-mäùdä) also Jo·ma·da (jN-) n.  Either the fifth or the sixth 

month of the year in the Muslim calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Arabic 

jum7d7, from jamada, to freeze.]

jum·ble (jƒmùbNl) v.  jum·bled, jum·bling, jum·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mix in a 

confused way; throw together carelessly:  jumble socks in a heap in the closet.  2. To 

muddle; confuse:  The rapid-fire questioning jumbled the witness’s thoughts.   —  v.  

intr. To be mixed in a confused way:  dividers that keep the files from jumbling.   
—  n.  1. A confused or disordered mass:  a jumble of paper scraps in a drawer.  

2. A disordered state; a muddle:  financial accounts in a jumble.  [Origin 

unknown.]

jum·bo (jƒmùbo) n.  pl. jum·bos. An unusually large person, animal, or thing.   
—  adj.  Unusually large:  jumbo shrimp; a jumbo jet.  [After Jumbo, a large ele-

phant exhibited by P.T. Barnum, probably from slang, clumsy person.]

jum·buck (jƒmùbƒkÙ) n.  Australian. A sheep.  [Australian pidgin, perhaps of 

English origin.]

Jum·na (jƒmùnN)  A river of northern India rising in the Himalaya Mountains 

and flowing about 1,384 km (860 mi) generally southeast to the Ganges River at 

Allahabad. 

jump (jƒmp) v.  jumped, jump·ing, jumps.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To spring off the 

ground or other base by a muscular effort of the legs and feet.  b. To move sud-

denly and in one motion:  jumped out of bed.  c. To move involuntarily, as in sur-

prise:  jumped when the phone rang.  d. To parachute from an aircraft.   

2. a. Informal. To move quickly; hustle:  Jump when I give you an order.  b. To 

take prompt advantage; respond quickly:  jump at a bargain.   3. a. To enter 

eagerly into an activity; plunge:  jumped into the race for the nomination.  b. To 

begin or start. Often used with off:  The project jumped off with great enthusiasm 

but interest flagged during the summer.   4. To form an opinion or a judgment 

hastily:  jump to conclusions.  5. To make a sudden verbal attack; lash out:  jumped 

at me for being late; jumped on her subordinates for their carelessness.  6. a. To 

undergo a sudden and pronounced increase:  Prices jumped in October.  b. To rise 

suddenly in position or rank:  jumped over two others with more seniority.   7. To 

move discontinuously or change after a short period:  jumps from one subject to 



another; jumped from one job to another.  8. a. To be displaced by a sudden jerk:  

The phonograph needle jumped.  b. To be displaced vertically or laterally because 

of improper alignment:  The film jumped during projection.   9. Computer Science. 

To move from one set of instructions in a program to another out of sequence.  

10. Games. a. To move over an opponent’s playing piece in a board game.  b. To 

make a jump bid in bridge.   11. Slang. To be lively; bustle:  a disco that really 

jumps.   —  v.  tr. 1. To leap over or across:  jump a fence.  2. To leap onto:  jump a 

bus.  3. Slang. To spring upon in sudden attack; assault or ambush:  Muggers 

jumped him in the park.  4. To move or start prematurely before:  jumped the 

starting signal.  5. To cause to leap:  jump a horse over a fence.  6. To cause to 

increase suddenly:  Unexpected shortages jumped milk prices by several cents a 

quart.  7. To pass over; skip:  The typewriter jumped a space.  8. To raise in rank or 

position; promote.  9. Games. a. To move a piece over (an opponent’s piece) in a 

board game, often thereby capturing the opponent’s piece.  b. To raise (a part-

ner’s bid) in bridge by more than is necessary.   10. To jump-start (a motor vehi-

cle).  11. To leave (a course), especially through mishap:  The train jumped the 

rails.  12. Slang. a. To leave hastily; skip:  jumped town a step ahead of the police.  

b. To leave (an organization, for example) suddenly or in violation of an agree-

ment:  jumped the team and signed with a rival club.   13. To seize or occupy ille-

gally:  jump a mining claim.  14. To forfeit (bail) by failing to appear in court.   
—  n.  1. a. The act of jumping; a leap.  b. The distance covered by a jump:  a 

jump of seven feet.  c. An obstacle or a span to be jumped.   2. A descent from an 

aircraft by parachute.  3. Sports. Any of several track-and-field events in which 

contestants jump.  4. Informal. An initial competitive advantage; a head start:  got 

the jump on the other daily papers.  5. a. A sudden pronounced rise, as in price or 

salary.  b. An impressive promotion.   6. A step or level:  managed to stay a jump 

ahead of the others.  7. A sudden or major transition, as from one career or sub-

ject to another.  8. a. A short trip.  b. One in a series of moves and stopovers, as 

with a circus or road show.   9. Games. A move in a board game over an oppo-

nent’s piece.  10. Computer Science. A movement from one set of instructions to 

another.  11. a. An involuntary nervous movement; a start.  b. jumps. A condi-

tion of nervousness. Often used with the.   12. A jump-start of a motor vehicle.   
—idiom. jump the gun. To start doing something too soon.  [Middle English 

jumpen, to jump (sense uncertain).]

jump ball (jƒmp bôl) n.  Basketball. A method of starting play or determining 

possession in which an official tosses the ball up between two opposing players 

who jump and try to tap the ball to a teammate. 

jump bid (jƒmp bVd) n.  Games. A bridge bid at a higher level than that required 

to exceed the preceding bid. 

jump cut (jƒmp kƒt) n.  A cut to slightly later action in the course of a filmed 

scene, creating an effect of discontinuity or acceleration. 



jump·er1 (jƒmùpNr) n.  1. One that jumps.  2. A type of coasting sled.  

3. Electricity. A short length of wire used temporarily to complete a circuit or to 

bypass a break in a circuit.  4. Basketball. See jump shot.  5. A saddle horse that 

has been trained to jump over obstacles. 

jump·er2 (jƒmùpNr) n.  1. A sleeveless dress worn over a blouse or sweater.  2. A 

loose, protective garment worn over other clothes.  3.  Often jumpers. A child’s 

garment consisting of straight-legged pants attached to a biblike bodice.  

4. Chiefly British. A pullover sweater.  [Probably from jump, short coat.]

jump·er cable (jƒmùpNr k7ùbNl) n.  See booster cable. 
jump·ing bean (jƒmùpVng bKn) n.  A seed, as of certain Mexican plants of the 

genera Sebastiana and Sapium, containing the larva of the moth Laspeyresia salti-

tans, whose movements cause the seed to jerk or roll. 

jumping jack (jƒmùpVng j4k) n.  1. A toy figure with jointed limbs that can be 

made to dance by pulling an attached string.  2. Sports. A physical exercise per-

formed by jumping to a position with the legs spread wide and the hands touch-

ing overhead and then returning to a position with the feet together and the arms 

at the sides. 

jumping mouse (jƒmùpVng mous) n.  Any of various small Eurasian and 

North American rodents of the family Zapodidae, having a very long tail and long 

hind legs. 

jump·ing-off place (jƒmùpVng-ôfù pl7s, -mfù) n.  1. A beginning point for a 

journey or venture.  2. A very remote spot. 

jump jet (jƒmp jHt) n.  A jet aircraft capable of vertical takeoffs and landings. 

jump·mas·ter (jƒmpùm4sÙtNr) n.  One who supervises the jumping of para-

chutists from an aircraft. 

jump-off (jƒmpùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. The commencement of a race or of a planned 

military attack.  2. A jumping contest at a horse show, especially a final or tie-

breaking round. 

jump rope (jƒmp rop) n.  A rope that is twirled and jumped over in children’s 

games or in conditioning exercises. 

jump seat (jƒmp sKt) n.  1. A small folding seat, as in an automobile between 

the front and rear seats.  2. A small rear seat in a sports car. 

jump shooter (jƒmp shuùtNr) n.  Basketball. A player who makes jump shots. 

jump shot (jƒmp shmt) n.  Basketball. A shot made by a player at the highest 

point of a jump.  Also called jumper1 

jump-start (jƒmpùstärtÙ) v.  tr. jump-·start·ed, jump-·start·ing, jump-
·starts. 1. To start (the engine of a motor vehicle) by using a booster cable con-

nected to the battery of another vehicle or by engaging the drive train while the 

vehicle is rolling downhill or being pushed.  2. Informal. To start or set in motion 

(an otherwise stalled or sluggish activity, system, or process): “struggled to jump-

start his once front-running... presidential campaign” (Susan Feeney).   —  n.  



1. The act, process, or an instance of starting a motor vehicle by using a booster 

cable or suddenly releasing the clutch while the vehicle is being pushed.  

2. Informal. The act or an instance of starting or setting in motion a stalled or 

sluggish system or process. 

jump suit (jƒmp sut) n.  1. A parachutist’s uniform.  2.  Also jump·suit 
(jƒmpùsutÙ). A one-piece garment consisting of a blouse or shirt with attached 

slacks or shorts. 

jump·y (jƒmùpK) adj.  jump·i·er, jump·i·est. 1. Characterized by fitful, jerky 

movements.  2. On edge; nervous.   —jumpùi·ness n. 

jun.  or Jun. abbr.  Junior. 

Jun.  or Jun abbr.  June. 

junc. abbr.  Junction. 

jun·co (jƒngùko) n.  pl. jun·cos or jun·coes. Any of various small North Amer-

ican birds of the genus Junco, having predominantly gray plumage, a gray or black 

head, and white outer tail feathers.  [Spanish, reed, from Latin iuncus.]

junc·tion (jƒngkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of joining or the condition of 

being joined.  2.  Abbr. jct., junc. A place where two things join or meet, espe-

cially a place where two roads or railway routes come together and one termi-

nates.  3. A transition layer or boundary between two different materials or 

between physically different regions in a single material, especially: a. A connec-

tion between conductors or sections of a transmission line.  b. The interface 

between two different semiconductor regions in a semiconductor device.  c. A 

mechanical or alloyed contact between different metals or other materials, as in a 

thermocouple.   [Latin i7nctio, i7nction-, from i7nctus, past participle of iungere, 

to join. See yeug- in Appendix.] —juncùtion·al adj. 

junction box (jƒngkùshNn bmks) n.  An enclosure within which electric circuits 

are connected. 

Junc·tion City (jƒngkùshNn sVtùK)  A city of northeast-central Kansas west of 

Topeka. It is the rail and trade center of an agricultural and dairy region. Popula-

tion, 20,604. 

junc·ture (jƒngkùchNr) n.  1. The act of joining or the condition of being joined.  

2. A place where two things are joined; a junction or joint.  3. A point in time, 

especially a critical point.  See Synonyms at crisis.  4. The transition or mode of 

transition from one sound to another in speech.  [Middle English, from Latin 

i7nct7ra, from i7nctus, past participle of iungere, to join. See yeug- in Appen-

dix.]

Jun·dia·í (zhunÙdyN-Kù)  A city of southeast Brazil north-northwest of São 

Paulo. Established in the 17th century, it is an agricultural center and a railroad 

junction. Population, 221,888. 

June (jun) n.  Abbr. Jun., Jun The sixth month of the year in the Gregorian cal-

endar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English, from Old English Junius, and 



from Old French juin both from Latin (mKnsis) I7nius, (month) of June, from 

I7no, Juno.]

Ju·neau (juùnoÙ)  The capital of Alaska, in the Panhandle northeast of Sitka. It 

was settled by gold miners in 1880 and designated territorial capital in 1900 

(effective 1906) and state capital in 1959. Population, 26,751. 

June beetle (jun bKtùl) n.  Any of various large North American scarabaeid 

beetles of the subfamily Melolonthinae, appearing in late spring and having lar-

vae that are destructive to vegetation.  Also called June bug, May beetle. 

June·ber·ry (junùbHrÙK) n.  See shadbush. 
June bug (jun bƒg) n.  See June beetle. 
Jung (ytng), Carl Gustav. 1875-1961.  Swiss psychiatrist who founded analyt-

ical psychology. Among his contributions to the understanding of the human 

mind are the concepts of extraversion and introversion and the notion of the col-

lective unconscious. Jung’s works include The Psychology of the Unconscious 

(1912) and Psychological Types (1921). 

Jung·frau (ytngùfrouÙ)  A mountain, 4,160.8 m (13,642 ft) high, in the 

Bernese Alps of south-central Switzerland. It was first scaled in 1811. 

Jung·i·an (ytngùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Jung or his 

theories of psychology.  2. Maintaining Jung’s psychological theories, especially 

those that stress the contribution of racial and cultural inheritance to the psychol-

ogy of an individual.   —Jungùi·an n. 

jun·gle (jƒngùgNl) n.  1. Land densely overgrown with tropical vegetation.  2. A 

dense thicket or growth.  3. A dense, confused mass; a jumble.  4. Something 

made up of many confused elements; a bewildering complex or maze:  sorting 

through the jungle of regulations.  5. A place or milieu characterized by intense, 

often ruthless competition or struggle for survival:  the corporate jungle.  6. Slang. 

A place where hoboes camp.  [Ultimately from Sanskrit jaggalam, desert, waste-

land, uncultivated area, from jaggala-, desert, waste.] —junùgly (-glK) adj.  

WORD HISTORY: One might be surprised to learn that the word jungle is not

African in origin nor does it come from a word that only meant “land densely

overgrown with tropical vegetation and trees.” Jungle goes back to the Sanskrit

word jaggalam, meaning “desert, wasteland,” and also “any kind of uncultivated

area, such as heavily forested land.” The Sanskrit word jaggala- passed into vari-

ous Indian languages and from one or more of these languages into English. In

English jungle was used for land overgrown with vegetation, for the vegetation

itself, and for such land outside India. The word was also extended figuratively in

various ways. We have, for example, asphalt jungles, concrete jungles, blackboard

jungles, academic jungles, corporate jungles, and, in a February 1972 issue of the

Guardian, the government official who “lit up some lurid corners of the taxation



jungle.”

jungle fever (jƒngùgNl fKùvNr) n.  1. Malaria, especially a severe form occurring 

in the East Indies and other tropical regions.  2. Any of various diseases native to 

the tropics. 

jungle fowl (jƒngùgNl foul) n.  Any of several game birds of the genus Gallus of 

southeast Asia, especially G. gallus, considered to be the ancestor of the common 

domestic fowl. 

jungle gym (jƒngùgNl jVm) n.  A structure of poles and bars for children to 

climb and play on.  [Originally a trademark.]

Ju·ni·at·a (juÙnK-4tùN)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of south-central 

Pennsylvania flowing eastward to the Susquehanna River. 

jun·ior (junùyNr) adj.  1.  Abbr. jr., Jr., Jun., jun., jnr. Used to distinguish a son 

from his father when they have the same given name.  2. Intended for or includ-

ing youthful persons:  junior fashions; a junior sports league.  3. Lower in rank or 

shorter in length of tenure:  a junior officer; the junior senator from Texas.  4. Of, 

for, or constituting students in the third year of a U.S. high school or college:  the 

junior class; the junior prom.  5. Lesser in scale than the usual.   —  n.  Abbr. jr., Jr., 
Jun., jun., jnr. 1. A person who is younger than another:  a sister four years my 

junior.  2. A person lesser in rank or time of participation or service; subordinate.  

3. A student in the third year of a U.S. high school or college.  4. A class of cloth-

ing sizes for girls and slender women. In this sense, also calledjunior miss [Middle 

English, from Latin, comparative of iuvenis, young. See yeu- in Appendix.]

junior college (junùyNr kmlùVj) n.  An educational institution offering a two-

year course that is generally the equivalent of the first two years of a four-year 

undergraduate course. 

junior high school (junùyNr hX skul) n.  A school in the U.S. system gener-

ally including the seventh, eighth, and sometimes ninth grades. 

junior middleweight (junùyNr mVdùl-w7tÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A professional 

boxer weighing between 147 and 154 pounds (67-71 kilograms), heavier than a 

welterweight and lighter than a middleweight.  2. A contestant in various other 

sports in a similar weight class. 

junior miss (junùyNr mVs) n.  1. A teenage girl.  2.  See junior (n., sense 4). 

junior varsity (junùyNr värùsV-tK) n.  Abbr. JV Sports. A high-school or college 

team that competes in interschool sports on the level below varsity. 

ju·ni·per (juùnN-pNr) n.  Any of various evergreen trees or shrubs of the genus 

Juniperus, having needlelike or scalelike, often pointed leaves and aromatic, blu-

ish-gray, berrylike, seed-bearing cones.  [Middle English, from Latin i7niperus.]

juniper oil (juùnN-pNr oil) n.  An essential oil obtained from the seed-bearing 

cones of the common juniper, most commonly used for flavoring gin and 

liqueurs. 



juniper tar (juùnN-pNr tär) n.  A tarry substance obtained from the wood of 

the European juniper Juniperus oxcedrus and used topically to treat various skin 

ailments.  Also called cade oil 

junk1 (jƒngk) n.  1. Discarded material, such as glass, rags, paper, or metal, that 

may be reused in some form.  2. Informal. a. Articles that are worn-out or fit to 

be discarded:  broken furniture and other junk in the attic.  b. Cheap or shoddy 

material.  c. Something meaningless, fatuous, or unbelievable:  nothing but junk 

in the annual report.   3. Slang. Heroin.  4. Hard salt beef for consumption on 

board a ship.   —  v.  tr. junked, junk·ing, junks. To throw away or discard as 

useless; scrap.   —  adj.  1. Cheap, shoddy, or worthless:  junk jewelry.  2. Having a 

superficial appeal or utility, but lacking substance: “the junk issues that have dom-

inated this year’s election” (New Republic).  [Middle English jonk, an old cable or 

rope.]

WORD HISTORY: The word junk is an example of the change in meaning

known as generalization, and very aptly too, since the amount of junk in the world

seems to be generalizing and proliferating rapidly. The Middle English word jonk,

ancestor of junk, originally had a very specific meaning restricted to nautical ter-

minology. First recorded in 1353, the word meant “an old cable or rope.” On a

sailing ship it made little sense to throw away useful material since considerable

time might pass before one could get new supplies. Old cable was used in a variety

of ways, for example, to make fenders, that is, material hung over the side of the

ship to protect it from scraping other ships or wharves. Junk came to refer to this

old cable as well. The big leap in meaning taken by the word seems to have oc-

curred when junk was applied to discarded but useful material in general. This

extension may also have taken place in a nautical context, for the earliest, more

generalized use of junk is found in the compound junk shop, referring to a store

where old materials from ships were sold. Junk has gone on to mean useless waste

as well.

junk2 (jƒngk) n.  Nautical. A Chinese flatbottomed ship with a high poop and 

battened sails.  [Portuguese junco, or Dutch jonk both from Javanese djong.]

junk art (jƒngk ärt) n.  Three-dimensional art made from junked materials, 

such as metal, glass, or wood. 

junk bond (jƒngk bmnd) n.  A corporate bond having a high yield and high 

risk. 

junker (jƒngùkNr) n.  Slang. A car or truck that is old and in poor repair. 

Jun·ker (ytngùkNr) n.  A member of the Prussian landed aristocracy, a class for-

merly associated with political reaction and militarism.  [German, from Middle 

High German junchKrre, page, squire, from Old High German junchKrro : junc, 

young; see yeu- in Appendix + hKrro, lord; see HERR.] —Junùker·dom n. 



Jun·kers (ytngùkNrz, -kNrs), Hugo. 1859-1935.  German aircraft engineer who 

designed the first successful all-metal airplane (1915) and helped establish early 

mail and passenger airlines. 

jun·ket (jƒngùkVt) n.  1. A sweet food made from flavored milk and rennet.  2. A 

party, a banquet, or an outing.  3. A trip or tour, especially: a. One taken by an 

official at public expense.  b. One taken by a person who is the guest of a business 

or an agency seeking favor or patronage.    —  v.  jun·ket·ed, jun·ket·ing, 
jun·kets.  —  v.  intr. 1. To hold a party or banquet.  2. To go on a junket.   —  v.  

tr. To fete at a party or banquet.  [Middle English jonket, rush basket, a kind of 

food served on rushes, feast, perhaps from Old North French jonquette, rush bas-

ket (probably from jonc, rush), or from Medieval Latin iunc7ta, rush basket  both 

from Latin iuncus, rush.] —junùket·er n. 

jun·ke·teer (jƒngÙkV-tKrù) n.  One who goes on a junket or junkets.   —  v.  intr. 

jun·ke·teered, jun·ke·teer·ing, jun·ke·teers. To go on a junket, especially at 

the expense of a government or a favor-seeking business or agency. 

junk food (jƒngk fud) n.  Any of various prepackaged snack foods high in cal-

ories but low in nutritional value. 

junk·ie also junk·y (jƒngùkK) n.  pl. junk·ies. Slang. 1. A narcotics addict, espe-

cially one using heroin.  2. One who has an insatiable interest or devotion:  a 

sports junkie. 

junk mail (jƒngk m7l) n.  Third-class mail, such as advertisements, mailed 

indiscriminately in large quantities. 

junk·y1 (jƒngùkK) adj.  junk·i·er, junk·i·est. 1. Of or related to junk; worthy of 

being discarded.  2. Meaningless, fatuous, or unbelievable:  a junky novel. 

junk·y2 (jƒngùkK) n.  Variant of junkie. 
junk·yard (jƒngkùyärdÙ) n.  A yard or lot that is used to store junk, such as scrap 

metal or resalable car parts. 

Ju·no (juùno) n.  Roman Mythology. The principal goddess of the Pantheon, the 

wife and sister of Jupiter and the patroness primarily of marriage and the well-

being of women. 

Ju·no·esque (juÙno-Hskù) adj.  Having the stately bearing and imposing 

beauty of the goddess Juno. 

jun·ta (htnùtN, jƒnù-) n.  1. A group of military officers ruling a country after 

seizing power.  2. A council or small legislative body in a government, especially 

in Central or South America.  3. A junto.  [Spanish, and Portuguese, conference  

probably from Latin i7ncta, feminine past participle of iungere, to join. See 

yeug- in Appendix.]

jun·to (jƒnùto) n.  pl. jun·tos. A small, usually secret group united for a com-

mon interest.  [Alteration of JUNTA.]

Ju·pi·ter (juùpV-tNr) n.  1. Roman Mythology. The supreme god, patron of the 

Roman state and brother and husband of Juno.  Also called Jove 2. Astronomy. 



The fifth planet from the sun, the largest and most massive in the solar system, 

having a sidereal period of revolution about the sun of 11.86 years at a mean dis-

tance of 777 million kilometers (483 million miles), a mean diameter of approxi-

mately 138,000 kilometers (86,000 miles), and a mass approximately 318 times 

that of Earth.  [Latin I7piter. See deiw- in Appendix.]

ju·ral (jtrùNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to law.  2. Of or relating to rights and obli-

gations.  [From Latin i7s, i7r-, law. See yewes- in Appendix.] —juùral·ly adv. 

Ju·ra Mountains (jtrùN mounùtNnz, zhü-räù)  A range extending about 241 

km (150 mi) along the French-Swiss border and rising to 1,723.9 m (5,652 ft). 

The area is a popular year-round resort region. 

Ju·ras·sic (jt-r4sùVk) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the time and depos-

its of the second period of the Mesozoic Era, characterized by the existence of 

dinosaurs and the appearance of the earliest mammals and birds.   —  n.  The 

Jurassic Period.  [French jurassique, after the Jura (Mountains).]
ju·rat (jtrù4tÙ) n.  Law. A certification on an affidavit declaring when, where, 

and before whom it was sworn.  [Middle English, informant under oath, member 

of a ruling body of a city, from Anglo-Norman, member of a ruling body of a 

city, from Medieval Latin i7r7tus, juror, from past participle of Latin i7r7re, to 

swear. See JURY
1.]

ju·rid·i·cal (jt-rVdùV-kNl) also ju·rid·ic (-Vk) adj.  Law. Of or relating to the law 

and its administration.  [From Latin i7ridicus : i7s, i7r-, law; see yewes- in 

Appendix + dXcere, dic-, to say; see deik- in Appendix.] —ju·ridùi·cal·ly adv. 

ju·ris·con·sult (jtrÙVs-kmnùsƒltÙ) n.  Law. A person learned in law; a jurist.  

[Latin i7risconsultus : i7ris, genitive of i7s, law; see yewes- in Appendix + consul-

tus, skilled, past participle of consulere, to take counsel.]

ju·ris·dic·tion (jtrÙVs-dVkùshNn) n.  1. Law. The right and power to interpret 

and apply the law:  courts having jurisdiction in this district.  2. a. Authority or 

control:  islands under U.S. jurisdiction; a bureau with jurisdiction over Native 

American affairs.  b. The extent of authority or control:  a family matter beyond 

the school’s jurisdiction.   3. The territorial range of authority or control.  [Middle 

English jurisdiccioun, from Old French juridicion, from Latin i7risdictio, 

i7risdiction-  : i7ris, genitive of i7s, law; see yewes- in Appendix + dictio, diction-

, declaration (from dictus, past participle of dXcere, to say); see deik- in Appen-

dix.] —juÙris·dicùtion·al adj.  —juÙris·dicùtion·al·ly adv. 

ju·ris·pru·dence (jtrÙVs-prudùns) n.  Law. 1. The philosophy or science of 

law: “His jurisprudence—his vision of what the rule of law requires—is superficial 

and inadequate” (John Bayley).  2. A division or department of law.  [Late Latin 

i7rispr7dentia : Latin i7ris, genitive of i7s, law; see yewes- in Appendix + Latin 

pr7dentia, knowledge (from pr7dKns, pr7dent-, knowing); see PRUDENT.] 
—juÙris·pru·denùtial (-pru-dHnùshNl) adj.  —juÙris·pru·denùtial·ly adv. 



ju·ris·pru·dent (jtrÙVs-prudùnt) Law. adj.  Versed in jurisprudence.   —  n.  

See jurist. 
ju·rist (jtrùVst) n.  Law. One who has thorough knowledge and experience of 

law, especially an eminent judge, lawyer, or legal scholar.  Also called jurisprudent 

[Middle English, from Old French juriste, from Medieval Latin iurista, from 

Latin i7s, i7r-, law. See yewes- in Appendix.]

ju·ris·tic (jt-rVsùtVk) also ju·ris·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Law. 1. Of or relating to a 

jurist or to jurisprudence.  2. Of or relating to law or legality.   —ju·risùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

ju·ror (jtrùNr, -ôrÙ) n.  1. Law. a. One who serves as a member of a jury.  b. One 

who awaits or is called for service on a jury.   2. One who serves on a deliberative 

body analogous to a jury.  [Middle English jurour, from Anglo-Norman, from 

Latin i7r7tor, swearer, from i7r7re, to swear. See JURY
1.]

Ju·ru·á (zhuÙrt-äù)  A river of eastern Peru and northwest Brazil flowing 

about 1,931 km (1,200 mi) northeast to the Amazon River. 

ju·ry1 (jtrùK) n.  pl. ju·ries. 1. Law. A body of persons sworn to judge and give a 

verdict on a given matter, especially a body of persons summoned by law and 

sworn to hear and hand down a verdict upon a case presented in court.  2. A 

committee, usually of experts, that judges contestants or applicants, as in a com-

petition or an exhibition; a panel of judges.   —  v.  tr. ju·ried, ju·ry·ing, ju·ries. 
To judge or evaluate by a jury:  jurying submitted samples for a crafts fair.  [Middle 

English jure, from Anglo-Norman juree, from feminine past participle of jurer, to 

swear, from Latin i7r7re, from i7s, i7r-, law. See yewes- in Appendix.]

ju·ry2 (jtrùK) adj.  Nautical. Intended or designed for temporary use; makeshift:  

a jury sail.  [Ultimately from Old French ajuri, help, from Latin adi7t7re, to help. 

See AID.]

ju·ry-rig (jtrùK-rVgÙ) v.  tr. ju·ry-·rigged, ju·ry-·rig·ging, ju·ry-·rigs. To rig 

or assemble for temporary emergency use; improvise:  The survivors of the ship-

wreck jury-rigged some fishing gear. 

jus gen·ti·um (yus gHnùtK-Nm, jƒs jHnùshK-Nm) n.  Law. The law of nations; 

international law.  [Latin i7s gentium : i7s, law + gentium, genitive pl. of gKns, 

nation.]

Jusse·rand (zhüs-räNù), Jean Jules. 1855-1932.  French scholar and diplomat 

who served as minister to Washington, D.C. (1902-1925). 

jus·sive (jƒsùVv) n.  Grammar. A word, mood, or form used to express command.  

[From Latin iussus, past participle of iubKre, to command.] —jusùsive adj. 

just1 (jƒst) adj.  1. Honorable and fair in one’s dealings and actions:  a just ruler.  

See Synonyms at fair1.  2. Consistent with what is morally right; righteous:  a just 

cause.  3. Properly due or merited:  just deserts.  4. Law. Valid within the law; law-

ful:  just claims.  5. Suitable or proper in nature; fitting:  a just touch of solemnity.  

6. Based on fact or sound reason; well-founded:  a just appraisal.   —  adv.  (jNst, 



jVst; jƒst when stressed) 1. Precisely; exactly:  just enough salt.  2. Only a moment 

ago:  He just arrived.  3. By a narrow margin; barely:  just missed being hit; just 

caught the bus before it pulled away.  4. At a little distance:  just down the road.  

5. Merely; only:  just a scratch.  6. Simply; certainly:  It’s just beautiful!  

7. Perhaps; possibly:  I just may go.   —idioms. just about. Almost; very nearly:  

This job is just about done.  just now. Only a moment ago.  just the same. Nev-

ertheless.  [Middle English juste, from Old French, from Latin i7stus. See yewes- 
in Appendix.] —justùly adv.  —justùness n. 

just2 (jƒst) n.  & v.   Variant of joust. 
just-folks (jƒstùfoksÙ) adj.  Unpretentious and friendly: “the essence of this 

small-town state is a friendly, trusting, just-folks way of dealing with one another” 

(T.R. Reid). 

jus·tice (jƒsùtVs) n.  1. The quality of being just; fairness.  2. a. The principle of 

moral rightness; equity.  b. Conformity to moral rightness in action or attitude; 

righteousness.   3. a. The upholding of what is just, especially fair treatment and 

due reward in accordance with honor, standards, or law.  b. Law. The administra-

tion and procedure of law.   4. Conformity to truth, fact, or sound reason:  The 

overcharged customer was angry, and with justice.  5.  Abbr. J., j. Law. a. A judge.  

b. A justice of the peace.    —idiom. do justice to. To treat adequately, fairly, or 

with full appreciation:  The subject is so complex that I cannot do justice to it in a 

brief survey.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin i7stitia, from i7stus, 

just. See JUST
1.]

justice of the peace (jƒsùtVs ƒv thK pKs) n.  pl. justices of the peace. Abbr. 

J.P., JP Law. A magistrate of the lowest level of certain state court systems, having 

authority to act upon minor offenses, commit cases to a higher court for trial, 

perform marriages, and administer oaths. 

jus·ti·ci·a·ble (jƒ-stVshùN-bNl) adj.  Law. 1. Appropriate for or subject to court 

trial:  a justiciable charge.  2. That can be settled by law or a court of law:  justicia-

ble disputes.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin i7stiti7bilis, 

from Medieval Latin i7stiti7re, to try, from Latin i7stitia, justice. See JUSTICE.] 
—jus·tiÙcia·bilùi·ty n. 

jus·ti·ci·ar·y (jƒ-stVshùK-HrÙK) also jus·ti·ci·ar (-K-Nr) n.  pl. jus·ti·ci·ar·ies also 

jus·ti·ci·ars. Law. A high judicial officer in medieval England.  [Medieval Latin 

i7stiti7ria, from feminine of i7stiti7rius, of the administration of justice, from 

Latin i7stitia, justice. See JUSTICE.]

jus·ti·fi·a·ble (jƒsùtN-fXÙN-bNl, jƒsÙtN-fXù-) adj.  Having sufficient grounds for 

justification; possible to justify:  justifiable resentment.   —jusÙti·fiÙa·bilùi·ty, 
jusùti·fiÙa·ble·ness n.  —jusùti·fiÙa·bly adv. 

jus·ti·fi·ca·tion (jƒsÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of justifying.  b. The con-

dition or fact of being justified.   2. Something, such as a fact or circumstance, 



that justifies:  considered misgovernment to be a justification for revolution.  See 

Synonyms at apology. 
jus·ti·fi·ca·tive (jƒsùtN-fV-k7ÙtVv) also jus·tif·i·ca·to·ry (jƒ-stVfùV-kN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj.  Serving as justification. 

jus·ti·fy (jƒsùtN-fXÙ) v.  jus·ti·fied, jus·ti·fy·ing, jus·ti·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

demonstrate or prove to be just, right, or valid:  justified each budgetary expense as 

necessary; anger that is justified by the circumstances.  2. To declare free of blame; 

absolve.  3. Theology. To free (a human being) of the guilt and penalty attached to 

grievous sin. Used only of God.  4. Law. a. To demonstrate sufficient legal reason 

for (an action taken).  b. To prove to be qualified as a bondsman.   5. Printing. To 

adjust the spacing within (lines in a document, for example), so that the lines end 

evenly at a straight margin.   —  v.  intr. Printing. To be adjusted in spacing so as 

to end evenly at the margin.  [Middle English justifien, from Old French justifier, 

from Late Latin i7stific7re, from Latin, to act justly toward  : i7stus, just; see JUST
1 

+ -fic7re, -fy.]

SYNONYMS: justify, warrant. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to

be a proper or sufficient reason for”: an angry outburst justified by extreme prov-

ocation; drastic measures not warranted by the circumstances.

Jus·tin (jƒsùtVn), Saint. A.D. 100?-165.  Greek theologian who founded a school of 

Christian philosophy at Rome and wrote the Apology and the Dialogue. 

Jus·tin·i·an I (jƒ-stVnùK-Nn), Known as “Justinian the Great.” A.D. 483-565.  Byz-

antine emperor (527-565) who held the eastern frontier of his empire against the 

Persians and reconquered former Roman territories in Africa, Italy, and Spain. 

jut (jƒt) v.  jut·ted, jut·ting, juts.  —  v.  intr. To extend outward or upward 

beyond the limits of the main body; project: “He had a sharp crooked nose jutting 

out of a lean dancer’s face” (Graham Greene).   —  v.  tr. To cause to jut.  See Syn-

onyms at bulge.   —  n.  Something that protrudes; a projection.  [Middle 

English jutten, from gete, iutei, jetty, projecting upper story, from Old French 

jetee. See JETTY
1.]

jute (jut) n.  1. Either of two Asian plants (Corchorus capsularis or C. olitorius) 

yielding a fiber used for sacking and cordage.  2. The fiber obtained from these 

plants.  [Bengali jhu£o, from Sanskrit j7£aU, twisted hair, probably of Dravidian 

origin.]

Jute (jut) n.  A member of a Germanic people who invaded Britain in the fifth 

and sixth centuries A.D. and settled in the south and southeast and on the Isle of 

Wight.  [From Middle English Jutes, the Jutes, from Medieval Latin Iutae.]

Jut·land (jƒtùlNnd)  A peninsula of northern Europe comprising mainland Den-

mark and northern Germany. The name is usually applied only to the Danish sec-

tion of the peninsula. The largest naval battle of World War I was fought by 



British and German fleets off the western coast of Jutland on May 31-June 1, 

1916. 

juv. abbr.  Juvenile. 

Ju·ve·nal (juùvN-nNl), A.D. 60?-140?.  Roman satirist whose works denounced 

the corruption and extravagance of the privileged classes in Rome. 

ju·ve·nes·cent (juÙvN-nHsùNnt) adj.  Becoming young or youthful.  [Latin 

iuvenKscKns, iuvenKscent- present participle of iuvenKscere, to reach the age of 

youth, from iuvenis, young. See JUVENILE.] —juÙve·nesùcence n. 

ju·ve·nile (juùvN-nXlÙ, -nNl) adj.  Abbr. juv. 1. Not fully grown or developed; 

young.  2. Of, relating to, characteristic of, intended for, or appropriate for chil-

dren or young people:  juvenile fashions.  3. Marked by immaturity; childish:  

juvenile behavior.  See Synonyms at young.   —  n.  Abbr. juv. 1. a. A young per-

son; a child.  b. A young animal that has not reached sexual maturity.   2. An 

actor who plays roles of children or young persons.  3. A children’s book.  [Latin 

iuvenXlis, from iuvenis, young. See yeu- in Appendix.] —juùve·nileÙly adv.  

—juùve·nileÙness n. 

juvenile court (juùvN-nXlÙ kôrt) n.  Law. A court with jurisdiction over all 

cases involving children under a specified age, usually 18 years. 

juvenile delinquency (juùvN-nXlÙ dV-lVngùkwNn-sK) n.  Antisocial or crimi-

nal behavior by children or adolescents. 

juvenile delinquent (juùvN-nXlÙ dV-lVngùkwNnt) n.  Abbr. JD, J.D. A juvenile 

guilty of antisocial or criminal behavior. 

juvenile diabetes (juùvN-nXlÙ dXÙN-bKùtVs) n.  Insulin-dependent diabetes 

mellitus. 

juvenile hormone (juùvN-nXlÙ hôrùmonÙ) n.  A hormone in arthropod lar-

vae that inhibits ecdysone, thereby preventing molting and the development of 

larvae into adults until its level drops. 

ju·ve·nil·i·a (juÙvN-nVlùK-N, -nVlùyN) pl.n.  Works, particularly written or artistic 

works, produced in an author’s or artist’s youth.  [Latin iuvenXlia, neuter pl. of 

iuvenXlis, juvenile. See JUVENILE.]

ju·ve·nil·i·ty (juÙvN-nVlùV-tK) n.  pl. ju·ve·nil·i·ties. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being juvenile; youthfulness.  2. a. Foolishly juvenile behavior or charac-

ter; immaturity.  b. An instance of juvenile behavior.  

jux·ta·pose (jƒkÙstN-pozù) v.  tr. jux·ta·posed, jux·ta·pos·ing, 
jux·ta·pos·es. To place side by side, especially for comparison or contrast.  

[French juxtaposer : Latin iuxt7, close by; see yeug- in Appendix + French poser, 

to place (from Old French); see POSE
1.]

jux·ta·po·si·tion (jƒkÙstN-pN-zVshùNn) n.  The act or an instance of juxtaposing 

or the state of being juxtaposed.   —juxÙta·po·siùtion·al adj. 

JV abbr.  Sports. Junior varsity. 

jwlr. abbr.  Jeweler. 



Jy·väs·ky·lä (yuùvN-skuÙlN, yüùv4s-küÙl4)  A city of south-central Finland 

north-northeast of Helsinki. Chartered in 1837, it has a papermaking industry. 

Population, 64,834. 



                                                                                                                                                                                          
k1  or K (k7) n.  pl. k’s or K’s. 1. The 11th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter k.  3. The 11th in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter K. 

k2 abbr.  Karat. 

K1 n.  pl. K’s. Slang. One thousand dollars.  [K(ILO)-.]

K2  The symbol for the element potassium. [From kali, potassium, from Arabic 

qily, alkali, from qal7, to bake.]

K3 abbr.  1. Kaon.  2. Kelvin (temperature scale).  3. Computer Science. Kilobyte.  

4. Kindergarten.  5.  Or k.. Games. King (chess).  6. Bible. Kings.  7.  Or k.. 
Knight. 

K2 (k7ùtuù) Also, Mount. God·win Aus·ten (gmdùwVn ôùstNn).  A peak in the 

Karakoram Range of northern India. At 8,616.3 m (28,250 ft), it is the second-

highest mountain in the world. It was designated K2 in 1856 because it was the 

second Karakoram peak to be measured for height and was later (1888) named 

for Henry Haversham Godwin-Austen (1834-1923), a British soldier and sur-

veyor. 

k.  or K. abbr.  1. Kopeck.  2. Krona.  3. Krone. 

ka abbr.  Cathode. 

Kaa·ba (käùbN) n.  A Muslim shrine in Mecca toward which the faithful turn to 

pray.  [Arabic ka1bah, square building, from ka1b, cube.]

Ka·a·hu·ma·nu (käÙä-hu-mäùnu), Died 1832.  Queen of the Hawaiian 

Islands as the wife of Kamehameha I and regent (1824-1832) during the minority 

of Kamehameha III (1813-1854). She adopted Christianity and initiated social 

reforms. 

kab (k4b) n.  Variant of cab2. 
kab·a·la  or kab·ba·la (k4bùN-lN, kN-bäùlN) n.  Variants of cabala. 
ka·bob (kN-bmbù) n.  Variant of kebab. 
ka·bu·ki also Ka·bu·ki (kN-buùkK) n.  A type of popular Japanese drama, 

evolved from the older No theater, in which elaborately costumed performers, 

nowadays men only, use stylized movements, dances, and songs in order to enact 

tragedies and comedies.  [Japanese, art of singing and dancing  : kabu, singing 

and dancing + ki, art, artist.]

Ka·bul (käùbtl, kN-bulù)  The capital and largest city of Afghanistan, in the 

eastern part of the country near the border with Pakistan on the Kabul River, 
about 483 km (300 mi) long. Strategically located and more than 3,000 years old, 

the city became the capital of Afghanistan in the 1700’s. Population, 913,164. 

Ka·byle (kN-bXlù) n.  pl. Kabyle or Ka·byles. 1. A member of a Berber people 

of northeast Algeria.  2. The Berber language of this people.  [Arabic qab7’il, pl. 

of qabXlah, tribe.]

ka·chi·na (kN-chKùnN) n.  1. Any of numerous deified ancestral spirits of the 

Pueblo peoples, believed to reside in the pueblo for part of each year.  2. A 



masked dancer believed to embody a particular spirit during a religious cere-

mony.  3. A carved doll in the costume of a particular spirit, usually presented as 

a gift to a child.  [Hopi katsina, supernatural being, masked impersonator of a 

supernatural being.]

Ká·dar (käùdär), János. 1912-1989.  Hungarian politician and first secretary-

general of the Hungarian Communist Party (1956-1988). A member of the 

invading Soviet forces in the 1956 revolution, he twice served as prime minister 

(1956-1958 and 1961-1965). 

Kad·da·fi (kN-däùfK), Muammar al-.  See Muammar al- Qaddafi. 
Kad·dish (käùdVsh) n.  Judaism. A prayer that is recited in the daily synagogue 

services and by mourners after the death of a close relative.  [Aramaic qaddX≥.]
Ka·du·na (kN-duùnN)  A city of northwest-central Nigeria northeast of Lagos. 

Founded by the British in 1913, the city has cotton mills. Population, 202,000. 

Kael (k7l), Pauline. Born 1919.  American movie critic. She began writing for 

the New Yorker in 1968. 

Kae·song (k7ùsôngÙ)  A city of southern North Korea near the South Korean 

border. It is intersected by the 38th parallel and changed hands several times dur-

ing the Korean War. Population, 240,000. 

kaf·fee·klatsch (kmfùK-kl4chÙ, -klächÙ, kôùfK-) n.  Variant of coffee klatch. 
kaf·fir also kaf·ir (k4fùNr) n.  A tropical African variety of sorghum (Sorghum 

bicolor) grown in dry regions and in the Great Plains for grain and forage.  Also 

called kaffir corn 

Kaf·fir also Kaf·ir (k4fùNr) n.  pl. Kaffir or Kaf·firs also Kafir  or Kaf·irs. 
1. Offensive. A Xhosa.  2. Offensive. Used especially in southern Africa as a dis-

paraging term for a Black person.  3.  Often Kafir. See Nuristani.  4.  Also kaf-
fir. Islam. An infidel.  [Arabic k7fir, infidel, present participle of kafara, to deny, 

be skeptical.]

kaffir corn (k4fùNr kôrn) n.  See kaffir. 
kaf·fi·yeh (kä-fKùN) n.  A cloth headdress fastened by a band around the crown 

and usually worn by Arab men.  [Arabic kaffXyah.]

kaf·ir (k4fùNr) n.  Variant of kaffir. 
Kaf·ir (k4fùNr) n.  Variant of Kaffir. [Arabic k7fir, infidel.]

Kaf·i·ri (k4fùN-rK, kN-fîrùK) n.  The Dardic language of the Nuristani. 

Kaf·ka (käfùkN, -kä), Franz. 1883-1924.  Austrian writer whose stories, such as 

“The Metamorphosis” (1916), and novels, including The Trial (1925) and The 

Castle (1926), concern troubled individuals in a nightmarishly impersonal world. 

Kaf·ka·esque (käfÙkN-Hskù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Franz 

Kafka or his writings.  2. Characterized by surreal distortion and usually by a 

sense of impending danger: “Kafkaesque fantasies of the impassive interrogation, 

the false trial, the confiscated passport... haunt his innocence” (New Yorker). 

kaf·tan (k4fùt4nÙ, -tNn, k4f-t4nù) n.  Variant of caftan. 



Ka·fu·e (kN-fuù7)  A river rising along the Zambia-Zaire border and meander-

ing about 965 km (600 mi) through central Zambia to the Zambezi River. 

Ka·go·shi·ma (käÙgô-shKùmN)  A city of southern Kyushu, Japan, on 

Kagoshima Bay, an inlet of the East China Sea. Satsuma porcelain ware is pro-

duced in the city, which is also a major port. Population, 530,496. 

Kah·lo (käùlo), Frida. 1907-1954.  Mexican artist known for her surrealist self-

portraits depicting physical and psychic pain. 

Kahn (kän), Louis Isadore. 1901-1974.  Estonian-born American architect 

whose bold, monumental designs include the Yale University Art Gallery (1954). 

Ka·ho·o·la·we (kä-hoùo-läùwK, -w7, -v7)  An island of south-central Hawaii 

southwest of Maui. The low and unfertile island has been used as a prison and a 

military target range. 

kai·ak (kXù4kÙ) n.  & v.   Variant of kayak. 
Kai·e·teur Falls (kXÙV-ttrù fôlz)  A waterfall, 250.7 m (822 ft) high, in the 

Potaro River of central Guyana. 

Kai·feng (kXùfƒngù)  A city of east-central China south-southwest of Beijing. 

Founded in the third century B.C., it is a commercial, agricultural, and industrial 

center. Population, 450,000. 

Kai·las (kX-läsù)  A peak, 6,718.2 m (22,027 ft) high, in the Himalaya Mountains 

of southwest China. It is the highest elevation of the Kailas Range and accord-

ing to Hindu legend was the dwelling place of the god Shiva. 

Kai·lu·a (kX-luùN)  A city of Hawaii, a suburb of Honolulu on the southeast 

coast of Oahu on Kailua Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. Population, 36,818. 

Kail·yard School (k7lùyärdÙ skul) n.  A group of Scottish writers, including 

J.M. Barrie, who made considerable use of Scots dialect in their sentimental and 

romantic works about Scottish life.  [Scots kailyard, kitchen garden  : kail, kale 

(from Middle English kal); see KALE + YARD
2.]

kai·nite (kXùnXtÙ, k7ù-) n.  A white, gray, pink, or black mineral, 

MgSO4·KCl·3H2O, used as a fertilizer and a source of potassium compounds.  

[Greek kainos, new; see ken- in Appendix + -ITE
1.]

Kai·ser (kXùzNr) n.  1. Any of the emperors of the Holy Roman Empire (962-

1806), of Austria (1806-1918), or of Germany (1871-1918).  2. Used as the title 

for such a man.  [German, from Middle High German keiser, from Old High Ger-

man keisar, from Latin Caesar. See CAESAR.]

Kai·ser (kXùzNr), Henry John. 1882-1967.  American industrialist who oversaw 

the construction of major highways, bridges, and dams, including the Grand 

Coulee Dam (1942). His shipyards produced more than 1,400 vessels during 

World War II. 

Kai·ser·in (kXùzNr-Vn) n.  1. The wife of a Kaiser.  2. Used as the title for such a 

woman.  [German, feminine of Kaiser, Kaiser. See KAISER.]



Kai·sers·lau·tern (kXÙzNrs-louùtNrn)  A city of southwest Germany southwest 

of Frankfurt. First mentioned in 882, it was chartered in 1276. Population, 

98,212. 

ka·ka (käùkN) n.  A brownish-green New Zealand parrot (Nestor meridionalis).  

[Maori k7k7.]

ka·ka·po (käÙkN-poù) n.  pl. ka·ka·pos. A ground-dwelling New Zealand parrot 

(Strigops habroptilus) with greenish plumage.  [Maori k7k7po : k7k7, parrot; see 

KAKA + po, night, period after death, early epoch.]

ka·ke·mo·no (käÙkN-moùno) n.  pl. ka·ke·mo·nos. A vertical Japanese scroll 

painting.  [Japanese  : kake, hanging + mono, object.]

ka·ki (käùkK) n.  pl. ka·kis. 1. A Chinese tree (Diospyros kaki) having large, edi-

ble, orange to reddish fruit with orange flesh and an enlarged, persistent calyx.  

2. The fruit of this tree.  Also called Japanese persimmon [Japanese.]

Ka·ki·na·da (käÙkN-näùdN)  A city of southeast India on the Bay of Bengal 

north-northeast of Madras. It is primarily an agricultural marketplace. Popula-

tion, 226,409. 

kak·is·toc·ra·cy (k4kÙV-stmkùrN-sK, käÙkV-) n.  pl. kak·is·toc·ra·cies. Govern-

ment by the least qualified or most unprincipled citizens.  [Greek kakistos, worst, 

superlative of kakos, bad; see CACO- + -CRACY.]

Ka·ko·ga·wa (käÙkô-gäùwN)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, west of Kobe. 

It is an industrial center. Population, 227,312. 

ka·la-a·zar (käÙlN-N-zärù) n.  A chronic, often fatal disease occurring chiefly in 

Asia, caused by a protozoan parasite (Leishmania donovani) and characterized by 

irregular fever, enlargement of the spleen and liver, and emaciation.  [Urdu k7l7 

7z7r : k7l7, black (from Sanskrit k7la-, of Dravidian origin) + 7z7r, disease (from 

Persian, from Middle Persian, pain, torment).]

Ka·la·ha·ri Desert (käÙlN-härùK dHzùNrt)  An arid plateau region of southern 

Botswana, eastern Namibia, and western South Africa. It is studded with dry lake 

beds. 

Ka·lakh (käùläKH)  See Calah. 
Kal·a·ma·zoo (k4lÙN-mN-zuù)  A city of southwest Michigan south of Grand 

Rapids. First settled in 1829, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 80,277. 

Kalb (k4lb, kälp), Johann. Known as “Baron de Kalb.” 1721-1780.  German gen-

eral in the American Revolution who wintered with George Washington at Valley 

Forge (1777-1778) and was mortally wounded at the Battle of Camden (1780). 

kale (k7l) n.  1. An edible plant (Brassica oleracea var. acephala) in the mustard 

family, having spreading, crinkled leaves that do not form a compact head.  Also 

called borecole, cole, colewort, collard.  2. Slang. Money.  [Middle English col, kal. 

See COLE.]

ka·lei·do·scope (kN-lXùdN-skopÙ) n.  1. A tube-shaped optical instrument that 

is rotated to produce a succession of symmetrical designs by means of mirrors 



reflecting the constantly changing patterns made by bits of colored glass at one 

end of the tube.  2. A constantly changing set of colors.  3. A series of changing 

phases or events:  a kaleidoscope of illusions.  [Greek kalos, beautiful + eidos, form; 

see weid- in Appendix + -SCOPE.] —ka·leiÙdo·scopùic (-skmpùVk), 
ka·leiÙdo·scopùi·cal adj.  —ka·leiÙdo·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 

kal·ends (k4lùNndz, k7ùlNndz) n.  Variant of calends. 
Kal·gan (kälùgänù)  See Zhangjiakou. 
Kal·goor·lie (k4l-gtrùlK)  A town of southwest Australia east-northeast of 

Perth. Gold was discovered in the area in the late 1800’s. Population, 10,100. 

Ka·li·man·tan (k4lÙN-m4nùt4nÙ, käÙlK-mänùtän)  The Indonesian part of the 

island of Borneo. 

ka·lim·ba (kN-lVmùbN) n.  Music. An African instrument in the shape of a 

wooden box set with metal bars that are plucked with the fingers.  [Bantu; akin to 

Bemba aka-limba (zanza) : aka-, diminutive pref. + limba, xylophone, hand 

piano.]

Ka·li·nin (kN-lKùnVn, kNl-yKù-)  A city of west-central Russia on the Volga River 

northwest of Moscow. Settled around a fort established in the 12th century, it was 

a powerful principality in the 13th and 14th centuries and is today an industrial 

center and a major port. Population, 438,000. 

Ka·li·nin (kN-lKùnVn, kNl-yKù-), Mikhail Ivanovich. 1875-1946.  Russian politi-

cian who participated in the revolution of 1917 and was head of state as chairman 

of the All-Union Central Executive Committee (1919-1938) and the Presidium of 

the Supreme Soviet (1938-1946). 

Ka·li·nin·grad (kN-lKùnVn-gr4dÙ, -grädÙ, -lyV-nVn-grätù) Formerly 

Kö·nigs·berg (k7ùnVgz-bûrgÙ, kœùnVKHs-bHrkÙ).  A city of extreme western Rus-

sia on the Baltic Sea near the Polish border. It was founded in 1255 by the Teu-

tonic Knights and joined the Hanseatic League in 1340. As Königsberg it was an 

important Prussian city and the birthplace of Immanuel Kant (1724). Transferred 

to the U.S.S.R. in 1945, the city was renamed Kaliningrad in 1946. Population, 

385,000. 

Ka·lisz (käùlVsh)  A city of central Poland west of Lód‹. An ancient settlement 

dating possibly to the second century A.D., it passed to Prussia in 1793, Russia in 

1815, and Poland in 1919. Population, 103,500. 

Kal·li·thé·a (k4lÙV-th7ùN, käÙlK-th7ùä)  A city of east-central Greece, an industrial 

suburb of Athens. Population, 117,319. 

Kal·mar (kälùmärÙ, k4lù-)  A city of southeast Sweden on Kalmar Sound, an 

arm of the Baltic Sea between the Swedish mainland and Öland. An important 

trade center since the eighth century, the city was the site of the Union of Kalmar 

(1397), which joined Sweden, Denmark, and Norway into a single monarchy that 

lasted until 1523. Population, 30,300. 



Kal·myk1 (k4lùmVk, k4l-mVkù) also Kal·muck  or Kal·muk (k4lùmƒk, k4l-

mƒkù) n.  pl. Kalmyk or Kal·myks also Kalmuck  or Kal·mucks  or Kalmuk  
or Kal·muks. 1. A member of a Buddhist Mongol people now located primarily 

in Kalmyk.  2. The Mongolian language of this people.  [Russian Kalmyk, from 

Kazan Tatar.]

Kal·myk2 (k4lùmVk, k4l-mVkù)  A region of southwest Russia on the Caspian Sea. 

Settled in the early 17th century by Kalmyk people from central China, it came 

under Russian control after 1646. 

kal·pac (k4lùp4kÙ, k4l-p4kù) n.  Variant of calpac. 
kal·so·mine (k4lùsN-mXnÙ) n.  & v.   Variant of calcimine. 
Ka·lu·ga (kN-luùgN)  A city of west-central Russia southwest of Moscow. Dating 

to the 14th century, it is an industrial center and a river port. Population, 297,000. 

Ka·ma1 (käùmN) n.  Hinduism. The god of love.  [Sanskrit k7maU, love, desire, 

Kama. See k7- in Appendix.]

Ka·ma2 (käùmN)  A river of west-central Russia rising in the central Ural Moun-

tains and flowing about 2,031 km (1,262 mi) to the Volga River. It is the chief 

tributary of the Volga. 

Ka·ma·ku·ra (käÙmN-ktrùN)  A city of southeast Honshu, Japan, on an arm of 

the Pacific Ocean south of Yokohama. Probably founded in the seventh century, it 

is a resort, residential suburb, and religious center. Population, 175,490. 

ka·ma·la (käùmN-lN, k4mùN-) n.  1. An Asian tree (Mallotus philippinensis) that 

bears a hairy, capsular fruit.  2. A vermifugal powder obtained from the capsules 

of this tree.  [Sanskrit kamalam, lotus, pale red, probably of Dravidian origin.]

Ka·mar·ha·ti (käÙmär-häùtK)  A city of northeast India, an industrial suburb of 

Calcutta on the Hooghly River. Population, 234,951. 

Ka·ma·su·tra (käÙmN-suùtrN) n.  A Sanskrit treatise setting forth rules for sen-

suous and sensual pleasure, love, and marriage in accordance with Hindu law.  

[Sanskrit k7mas7tram : k7maU, love; see k7- in Appendix + s7tram, manual, 

string; see sy7777- in Appendix.]

Kam·chat·ka (k4m-ch4tùkN, -chätù-, kNm-chyätù-)  A peninsula of eastern Rus-

sia between the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea. It was first explored in the 

18th century. 

kame (k7m) n.  A short ridge or mound of sand and gravel deposited during the 

melting of glacial ice.  [Dialectal, a low ridge, from Middle English camb, comb, 

comb, from Old English. See gembh- in Appendix.]

Ka·me·ha·me·ha I (kN-m7ÙN-m7ùN), Known as “Kamehameha the Great.” 

1758?-1819.  King of the Hawaiian Islands (1795-1819) who conquered and 

united all the islands under his rule. 

Ka·me·nev (käùmN-nHf, -mV-nyVf), Lev Borisovich. 1883-1936.  Russian 

Communist leader who ruled with Stalin and Zinoviev after the death of Lenin 



(1924) but was expelled as a Trotskyite (1927) and was later imprisoned (1934) 

and executed. 

Ka·mer·lingh On·nes (käùmNr-lVng ôùnNs), Heike. 1853-1926.  Dutch physi-

cist. He won a 1913 Nobel Prize for work leading to the production of liquid 

helium. 

Ka·met (kƒmù7tÙ)  A mountain, 7,761.3 m (25,447 ft) high, in the northwest 

Himalaya Mountains on the India-China border. It was first scaled in 1931. 

ka·mi·ka·ze (käÙmV-käùzK) n.  1. A Japanese pilot trained in World War II to 

make a suicidal crash attack, especially upon a ship.  2. An airplane loaded with 

explosives to be piloted in a suicide attack.  3. Slang. An extremely reckless person 

who seems to court death.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a suicidal air attack:  a 

kamikaze mission.  2. Slang. So reckless in behavior or actions as to be suicidal:  

kamikaze hot rodders.  [Japanese  : kami, divine + kaze, wind (from legendary 

name of a typhoon that in 1281 saved Japan by destroying the Mongol navy).]

Kam·loops (k4mùlupsÙ)  A city of southern British Columbia, Canada, north-

east of Vancouver. It was founded in the early 1800’s as a trading post and flour-

ished after the discovery of gold in 1860. Population, 64,048. 

Kam·pa·la (käm-päùlN)  The capital and largest city of Uganda, in the southern 

part of the country on Lake Victoria. It grew around a fort established in 1890. 

Population, 458,503. 

Kam·pu·che·a (k4mÙpu-chKùN)  See Cambodia. 
ka·na (käùnN) n.  pl. kana or ka·nas. 1. Japanese syllabic writing. The charac-

ters are simplified kanji and are usually used with kanji primarily to write inflec-

tions, particles, and function words and to show the pronunciations of some 

kanji and of all foreign words.  2. Any of the characters used in this system.  [Jap-

anese, pseudo-characters, kana  : ka, false (from Chinese ji5) + na, name (from 

Chinese míng).]

Ka·na·ka also ka·na·ka (kN-näùkN, -n4kùN) n.  1. A Hawaiian of Polynesian 

descent.  2. A South Sea Islander, especially one brought to Australia as a laborer 

in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Often used disparagingly.  [Hawaiian, 

human being, Kanaka.]

USAGE NOTE: Kanaka, which simply means “human being” in Hawaiian, is

mostly found today in historical contexts and is not usually appropriate in ordi-

nary discourse. As with many terms that refer to ethnic identity, Kanaka can sug-

gest ethnic pride in some contexts while in others it may be taken as derogatory.

kan·a·my·cin (k4nÙN-mXùsVn) n.  A water-soluble broad-spectrum antibiotic, 

C18H36O11N4, obtained from the soil bacterium Streptomyces kanamyceticus.  

[New Latin kanamyc(Kticus), specific epithet of a species of actinomycete (kana, 

of unknown meaning + mycKticus, fungus from -mycKtKs); see -MYCETE + -IN.]



Ka·nan·ga (kN-nängùgN)  A city of south-central Zaire east-southeast of Kin-

shasa. Founded in 1884, it is the trade center of an agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 290,898. 

Kan·a·rese (k4nÙN-rKzù, -rKsù) n.  pl. Kanarese. 1. A member of a Kannada-

speaking people of southwest India.  2.  See Kannada.  [After Kanara, a histori-

cal region of southwest India.] —KanÙar·eseù adj. 

Ka·na·ta (kN-näùtä)  A city of eastern Ontario, Canada, a suburb of Ottawa on 

the Ottawa River. Population, 19,728. 

Ka·na·za·wa (käÙnä-zäùwN)  A city of western Honshu, Japan, on the Sea of 

Japan north of Nagoya. It was ruled by powerful daimios during the feudal 

period (16th-19th century). Population, 430,480. 

Kan·chen·jun·ga (kƒnÙchNn-jƒngùgN, -jtngù-, känÙ-)  A mountain, 8,603.4 

m (28,208 ft) high, in the Himalaya Mountains on the India-Nepal border. It is 

the third-highest mountain in the world. 

Kan·da·har also Qan·da·har (kƒnÙdN-härù, känÙ-)  A city of southeast 

Afghanistan near the Pakistan border southwest of Kabul. Perhaps founded by 

Alexander the Great in the fourth century B.C., the city has long been important 

for its strategic location on the trade routes of central Asia. Population, 178,409. 

Kan·din·sky  or Kan·din·ski (k4n-dVnùskK, kNn-dyVnù-), Wassily. 1866-1944.  

Russian abstract painter who considered form and color capable of expression. A 

founder of Blau Reiter, a German group of abstract expressionists, he also taught 

at the Bauhaus School (1922-1933). 

Kan·dy (k4nùdK)  A city of central Sri Lanka east-northeast of Colombo. The last 

capital of the ancient kings of Ceylon, it is a resort and religious center. Popula-

tion, 97,872. 

Ka·ne·o·he (käÙnK-oùK, -n7-oùh7)  A city of Hawaii in eastern Oahu on 

Kaneohe Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. The city is a residential community. 

Population, 35,448. 

kan·ga·roo (k4ngÙgN-ruù) n.  pl. kangaroo or kan·ga·roos. Any of various 

herbivorous marsupials of the family Macropodidae of Australia and adjacent 

islands, having short forelimbs, large hind limbs adapted for leaping, and a long, 

tapered tail.  [Guugu Yimidhirr (Aboriginal language of northeast Australia) 

gakurru.]

kangaroo court (k4ngÙgN-ruù kôrt) n.  1. A mock court set up in violation 

of established legal procedure.  2. A court characterized by dishonesty or incom-

petence. 

kangaroo rat (k4ngÙgN-ruù r4t) n.  Any of various long-tailed rodents of the 

genus Dipodomys of arid areas of western North America, with long hind legs 

adapted for jumping. 



kangaroo vine (k4ngÙgN-ruù vXn) n.  A climbing or trailing woody vine (Cis-

sus antarctica) native to Australia, often grown as a houseplant for its glossy green 

foliage. 

Kan·i·a·pis·kau (k4nÙK-N-pVsùko, -kou)  See Caniapiscau. 
kan·ji (känùjK) n.  pl. kanji or kan·jis. 1. A Japanese system of writing based on 

borrowed or modified Chinese characters.  2. A character used in this system of 

writing.  [Japanese  : Chinese (Mandarin) hàn, Chinese + Chinese zì, characters.]

Kan·ka·kee (k4ngÙkN-kKù)  A city of northeast Illinois on the Kankakee River 

south-southwest of Chicago. It is an industrial and shipping center. Population, 

27,575. 

Kankakee River (k4ngÙkN-kKù rVvùNr)  A river rising in northern Indiana and 

flowing 362 km (225 mi) southwest to join the Des Plaines River and form the 

Illinois River in northeast Illinois. 

Kan·kan (käN-käNù)  A city of eastern Guinea on a tributary of the Niger River. 

It is the commercial center of a farming area. Population, 229,000. 

Kan·na·da (käùnN-dN) n.  The principal Dravidian language of Mysore, a region 

of southern India.  Also called Kanarese 

Kan·nap·o·lis (kN-n4pùN-lVs)  An unincorporated community of south-central 

North Carolina north-northeast of Charlotte. It was founded c. 1905 as a planned 

company town by a manufacturer of household linens. Population, 29,696. 

Ka·no (käùno)  A city of north-central Nigeria northeast of Lagos. A powerful 

Hausa city-state, particularly in the 17th and 18th centuries, it was taken by the 

British in 1903. It is now the chief industrial city of northern Nigeria. Population, 

475,000. 

Kan·pur (känùptr) also Cawn·pore (kônùpôrÙ, -porÙ)  A city of northern 

India on the Ganges River southeast of Delhi. During the Indian Mutiny, a dis-

gruntled pension-seeker slaughtered the entire British garrison, including women 

and children (July 1857). Population, 1,481,879. 

Kan River (k4n rVvùNr)  See Gan Jiang. 
Kans. abbr.  Kansas. 

Kan·sa (k4nùzN, -sN) n.  pl. Kansa or Kan·sas. 1. a. A Native American people 

formerly inhabiting eastern and central Kansas, with a present-day population in 

eastern Oklahoma.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Siouan language of the 

Kansa.  Also called Kaw 

Kan·san (k4nùzNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Kansas or its residents.  2. Geology. 

Of or relating to the second glacial stage of the Pleistocene in North America.   
—  n.  A native or resident of Kansas. 

Kan·sas1 (k4nùzNz, -sNz) n.  A plural of Kansa. 
Kan·sas2 (k4nùzNs) Abbr. KS, Kans.  A state of the central United States. It was 

admitted as the 34th state in 1861. Organized as a territory by the Kansas-

Nebraska Act of 1854, which provided it would be classified as a free or slave state 



on the basis of popular sovereignty, it became a virtual battleground, known as 

Bleeding Kansas, for free and slave factions (1854-1859). Kansas was finally 

admitted as a free state. Topeka is the capital and Wichita the largest city. Popula-

tion, 2,485,600. 

Kansas City (k4nùzNz sVtùK)  1. A city of northeast Kansas on the Missouri 

River adjacent to Kansas City, Missouri. It is an industrial center. Population, 

149,767.  2. A city of western Missouri on the Missouri River west-northwest of 

St. Louis. Established as a fur-trading post in the 1820’s, it is a commercial, indus-

trial, and cultural center. Population, 435,146. 

Kansas River (k4nùzNz rVvùNr) Locally known as Kaw River (kô).  A river 

formed by the confluence of the Republican and Smoky Hill rivers and flowing 

about 272 km (169 mi) eastward to the Missouri River at Kansas City. 

Kan·su (känùsuù, gänù-)  See Gansu. 
Kant (k4nt, känt), Immanuel. 1724-1804.  German idealist philosopher who 

argued that reason is the means by which the phenomena of experience are trans-

lated into understanding. His classic works include Critique of Pure Reason (1781) 

and Critique of Practical Reason (1788), in which he put forward his system of 

ethics based on the categorical imperative.   —Kantùi·an adj.  & n. 

Kan·tor (k4nùtNr), MacKinlay. 1904-1977.  American writer of historical nov-

els, including Andersonville (1955) and Valley Forge (1975). 

Kan·to·ro·vich (känÙtN-rôùvVch, kNn-tôùrN-vyVch), Leonid Vitalyevich. Born 

1912.  Russian economist. He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for developing the theory 

of optimum allocation of resources. 

Ka·nu·ri (kN-ntrùK) n.  pl. Kanuri or Ka·nu·ris. 1. A member of a Muslim 

people in the Bornu region west of Lake Chad in northeast Nigeria.  2. The Nilo-

Saharan language of this people. 

kan·zu (k4nùzu) n.  A long, usually white garment worn by men in Africa.  

[Swahili.]

Kao·hsiung (kouùshytngù, gouù-)  A city of southwest Taiwan on Formosa 

Strait. It was developed as a manufacturing center by the Japanese and is now the 

country’s leading port. Population, 1,248,175. 

ka·o·lin also ka·o·line (k7ùN-lVn) n.  A fine clay used in ceramics and refractories 

and as a filler or coating for paper and textiles.  [French, from Chinese (Manda-

rin) g7o lWng, an area of Jiangxi province.]

ka·o·lin·ite (k7ùN-lV-nXtÙ) n.  A mineral, Al2Si2O5(OH)4, that is the principal 

constituent of kaolin.   —kaÙo·lin·itùic (-lV-nVtùVk) adj. 

ka·on (k7ùmnÙ) n.  Abbr. K An unstable meson produced either in an electrically 

charged form with a mass 966 times that of an electron or in a neutral form with 

a mass 974 times that of an electron as a result of a high-energy particle collision.  

Also called K-meson [ka, pronunciation of the letter k + -ON
1.]



Ka·pell·meis·ter (kN-pHlùmXÙstNr, kä-) n.  Music. The leader of a choir or an 

orchestra.  [German  : Kapell, choir (from Medieval Latin capella); see CHAPEL + 

Meister, master; see MEISTERSINGER.]

kaph (käf, kôf) n.  The 11th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew kap, from 

kap, hand.]

Ka·pi·tsa (käùpyV-tsN), Pyotr Leonidovich. 1894-1984.  Russian physicist. He 

shared a 1978 Nobel Prize for his inventions and discoveries concerning low-tem-

perature physics. 

Kap·lan (k4pùlNn), Mordecai Menahem. 1881-1983.  American rabbi and 

educator who founded Reconstructionist Judaism. 

ka·pok (k7ùpmkÙ) n.  A silky fiber obtained from the fruit of the silk-cotton tree 

and used for insulation and as padding in pillows, mattresses, and life preservers.  

[Malay.]

Ka·po·si’s sarcoma (kN-poùsKz sär-koùmN, k4pùN-) n.  A cancer characterized 

by numerous bluish-red nodules on the skin, usually on the lower extremities, 

that is endemic to equatorial Africa and often occurs in a particularly virulent 

form in people with AIDS.  [After Moritz Kaposi (1837-1902), Austrian derma-

tologist.]

kap·pa (k4pùN) n.  The tenth letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek, of Phoenician 

origin; akin to Hebrew kap.]

Ka·pu·as (käùpu-äsÙ)  A river, about 1,142 km (710 mi) long, of western Kali-

mantan, Borneo, flowing westward to the South China Sea. 

ka·put also ka·putt (kä-pttù, -putù, kN-) adj.  Informal. 1. Having been 

destroyed; wrecked.  2. Having been incapacitated.  [German kaputt, from 

French capot, not having won a single trick at piquet.]

WORD HISTORY: The games people play can become deadly serious, as exem-

plified by the word kaput. Our word is an adoption of the German word kaputt,

whose senses are similar to those of the English word. German in turn borrowed

this word from the French gaming tables, where capot as an adjective meant “not

having won a single trick at piquet.” Devastating as this might be to a piquet play-

er, it would surprise kibitzers to see how widely the word’s range of meaning has

been extended in German and English, in which it is first recorded in 1895. For

example, one’s car can be kaput and so can oneself. As for the ultimate source of

French capot we cannot be certain, but it seems to go back to a modern Provençal

word, of which the first element is cap, “head.”

kar·a·bi·ner (k4rÙN-bKùnNr) n.  Variant of carabiner. 
Ka·ra·chi (kN-räùchK)  A city of southern Pakistan on the Arabian Sea. Devel-

oped as a trading center in the early 18th century, it passed to the British in 1843 



and was the capital of newly independent Pakistan from 1947 until 1959. Popula-

tion, 4,776,000. 

Ka·ra·gan·da (k4rÙN-gNn-däù, kN-rN-)  A city of central Kazakhstan north-

northeast of Tashkent. Founded in 1857 as a copper-mining settlement, it is now 

the center of a coal industry. Population, 617,000. 

Ka·raj (kN-r4jù)  A city of northern Iran northwest of Tehran. It is an agricultural 

trade center with a chemicals industry. Population, 526,272. 

Ka·ra·jan (kärùN-yänÙ), Herbert von. 1908-1989.  Austrian conductor. In 1955 

he became conductor for life of the Berlin Philharmonic. 

Ka·ra·ko·ram Range also Ka·ra·ko·rum Range (k4rÙN-kôrùNm r7nj, -korù-, 

kärÙ-)  A mountain system of northern Pakistan and India and southwest China. 

An extension of the Hindu Kush, it rises to 8,616.3 m (28,250 ft) at K2, the sec-

ond-highest mountain in the world. 

Ka·ra·ko·rum (k4rÙN-kôrùNm, -korù-, kärÙ-)  A ruined ancient Mongol city in 

central Mongolia. Inhabited by Turkic tribes from the first century A.D., it became 

Genghis Khan’s capital c. 1220 but was abandoned by Kublai Khan in 1267. 

Karakorum Range (k4rÙN-kôrùNm r7nj)  See Karakoram Range. 
kar·a·kul also car·a·cul (k4rùN-kNl) n.  1. Any of a breed of Central Asian sheep 

having a wide tail and wool that is curled and glossy in the young but wiry and 

coarse in the adult.  2. Fur made from the pelt of a karakul lamb.  Also called 

broadtail [After Kara Kul, a lake of eastern Tadzhikistan.]

Ka·ra Kum (kärùN kumù)  A desert region of Turkmenistan between the Cas-

pian Sea and the Amu Darya. A canal provides water for irrigated agriculture in 

the southern section. 

Ka·ra·man·lis (käÙrN-mänùlVs, -rä-mänùlKs), Konstantinos. Born 1907.  

Greek politician who served as prime minister (1955-1963 and 1974-1980) and 

president (1980-1985). 

kar·a·o·ke (k4rÙK-oùkK) n.  1. An audio-visual system that plays an accompani-

ment to a song performed by following the words on a video screen.  2. The per-

formance of such music.  [Japanese  : kara, void, empty + okesutora, orchestra 

(from English ORCHESTRA).]

Kara Sea (kärùN sK)  A section of the Arctic Ocean between Novaya Zemlya and 

the Siberian mainland. Icebound much of the year, it is connected with the Bar-

ents Sea by Kara Strait. 
kar·at also car·at (k4rùNt) n.  Abbr. k, kt. A unit of measure for the fineness of 

gold, equal to 24 part. Pure gold is 24 karat; gold that is 50 percent pure is 12 

karat.  [Variant of CARAT.]

ka·ra·te (kN-räùtK) n.  A Japanese art of self-defense in which sharp blows and 

kicks are administered to pressure-sensitive points on the body of an opponent.  

[Japanese  : kara, empty + te, hand.] —ka·raùte·ist n. 



Kar·ba·la (kärùbN-lN) also Ker·be·la (kûrù-)  A city of central Iraq south-south-

west of Baghdad. It is a pilgrimage site for Shiite Muslims. Population, 184,574. 

Ka·re·li·a (kN-rKùlK-N, -rKlùyN, -ryHùlK-yN)  A region of northeast Europe mainly 

in northwest Russia between the Gulf of Finland and the White Sea. First men-

tioned in the ninth century, the area later came under Swedish domination and 

was annexed by Russia in 1721. 

Ka·re·li·an (kN-rKùlK-Nn, -rKlùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to Karelia or its people, 

language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Karelia.  2. The Finnic 

language spoken in Karelia. 

Karelian Isthmus (kN-rKùlK-Nn VsùmNs)  A land bridge of northwest Russia 

between Lake Ladoga and the Gulf of Finland. 

Ka·ren (kN-rKnù) n.  pl. Karen or Ka·rens. 1. A member of a Thai people inhab-

iting southern and eastern Burma.  2. Any of the Tibeto-Burman languages of 

this people. 

Kar·kheh (kNr-k7ù, -KH7ù)  A river, about 563 km (350 mi) long, of western Iran 

and southeast Iraq flowing southwest to marshlands bordering the Tigris River. 

Karle (kärl), Jerome. Born 1948.  American chemist. He shared a 1985 Nobel 

Prize for developing methods to determine the molecular structure of crystals. 

Karl·feldt (kärlùfHltÙ), Erik Axel. 1864-1931.  Swedish poet whose works, writ-

ten in an archaic style, are based on Swedish custom and folklore. He refused the 

Nobel Prize for literature in 1918 but won it posthumously in 1931. 

Karl-Marx-Stadt (kärl-märkùshtätÙ) Formerly and officially (since April 

1990) Chem·nitz (kHmùnVts).  A city of east-central Germany southeast of 

Leipzig. Chartered in 1143, it prospered as a textile center after the late 17th cen-

tury. The name was changed in 1953. Population, 318,917. 

Kar·loff (kärùlôfÙ, -lmfÙ), Boris. 1887-1969.  British-born American actor noted 

for his portrayals of monsters and other evil characters in a number of horror 

films, including Frankenstein (1931) and The Mummy (1932). 

Kar·lo·vy Va·ry (kärùlN-vK värùK) also Carls·bad  or Karls·bad (kärlzùb4dÙ, 

kärlsùbätÙ)  A city of northwest Czech Republic west of Prague. Chartered in the 

14th century, it has medicinal sulfur springs and has long been popular as a spa. 

Population, 58,541. 

Karls·ru·he also Carls·ru·he (kärlzùruÙN, kärlsù-)  A city of southwest Ger-

many on the Rhine River west-northwest of Stuttgart. Founded in 1715, it was 

badly damaged in World War II. The rebuilt city is an industrial, judicial, and cul-

tural center. Population, 269,638. 

Karl·stad (kärlùstädÙ)  A city of southwest Sweden on Lake Vänern west of 

Stockholm. Chartered in 1584, it was destroyed by fire in 1865. The treaty ending 

the union of Norway and Sweden was signed here in 1905. Population, 74,324. 

kar·ma (kärùmN) n.  1. Hinduism & Buddhism. The total effect of a person’s 

actions and conduct during the successive phases of the person’s existence, 



regarded as determining the person’s destiny.  2. Fate; destiny.  3. Informal. A dis-

tinctive aura, atmosphere, or feeling:  There’s bad karma around the house today.  

[Sanskrit, deed, karma. See kwer- in Appendix.] —karùmic (-mVk) adj. 

Kár·mán (kärùmän), Theodor von. 1881-1963.  Hungarian-born American 

physicist and aeronautical engineer known for his application of basic sciences 

and mathematics to aeronautics. 

Kar·nak (kärùn4kÙ)  A village of east-central Egypt on the right bank of the Nile 

River on part of the site of ancient Thebes. Its pharaonic remains include the 

Great Temple of Amen and a massive structure begun by Amenhotep III. 

Kar·ok (kN-rmkù) n.  pl. Karok or Kar·oks. 1. a. A Native American people 

inhabiting northwest California, closely related in culture to the Yurok.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The Hokan language of the Karok. 

ka·roo also kar·roo (kN-ruù) n.  pl. ka·roos. An arid plateau of southern 

Africa.  [Afrikaans, from Khoikhoin (Nama) !garo-b, desert.]

Ka·roo (kN-ruù)  See Karroo. 
Kár·pa·thos (kärùpN-thmsÙ, -pä-thôsÙ)  An island of southeast Greece in the 

Dodecanese Islands of the Aegean Sea between Crete and Rhodes. It was con-

trolled at various times by Venice, Turkey, and Italy before passing to Greece in 

1947. 

Kar·rer (kärùNr), Paul. 1889-1971.  Russian-born Swiss chemist. He shared a 

1937 Nobel Prize for his research on carotenoids and flavins. 

kar·roo (kN-ruù) n.  Variant of karoo. 
Kar·roo also Ka·roo (kN-ruù)  A semiarid plateau region of southwest South 

Africa. It is divided into the North Karroo, along the Orange River; the Great, 
or Central, Karroo; and the Little Karroo, near the coast. 

Kars (kärs)  A city of northeast Turkey near the Armenian border. Capital of an 

Armenian principality in the 9th and 10th centuries, it was destroyed by Tamer-

lane c. 1386, rebuilt by Ottoman Turks in the 16th century, and ceded to Russia in 

1878. It was returned to Turkey in 1921. Population, 58,799. 

Kar·sa·vi·na (kär-säùvN-nN), Tamara. 1885-1978.  Russian ballerina noted for 

her partnership (1909-1913) with Vaslav Nijinsky. She was a founder of London’s 

Royal Academy of Dancing (1920). 

Karsh (kärsh), Yousuf. Born 1908.  Canadian photographer known for his dra-

matic, superbly composed portraits, such as that of Winston Churchill (1941). 

karst (kärst) n.  An area of irregular limestone in which erosion has produced fis-

sures, sinkholes, underground streams, and caverns.  [German, after the Karst, a 

limestone plateau near Trieste.] —karstùic adj. 

kart (kärt) n.  Sports. A miniature car used in racing.  [Probably from GoKart, a 

trademark.]

kart·ing (kärùtVng) n.  Sports. The racing of miniature cars. 



Ka·run (kN-runù, kä-)  A river of western Iran flowing about 724 km (450 mi) 

west and south into the Shatt al Arab on the Iraq border. 

Kar·vi·ná (kärùvK-näÙ)  A city of northeast Czech Republic east of Ostrava. It 

was held by Poland from 1938 to 1945. Population, 76,428. 

karyo-  or caryo- pref.  1. Cell nucleus:  karyogamy.  2. Nut; kernel:  caryopsis.  

[New Latin, from Greek karuo-, nut, from karuon. See kar- in Appendix.]

kar·y·og·a·my (k4rÙK-mgùN-mK) n.  pl. kar·y·og·a·mies. The coming together 

and fusing of cell nuclei, as in fertilization. 

kar·y·o·ki·ne·sis (k4rÙK-o-kN-nKùsVs) n.  See mitosis (n., sense 1). 

kar·y·o·lymph (k4rùK-N-lVmfÙ) n.  The colorless, liquid component of the cell 

nucleus. 

kar·y·o·plasm (k4rùK-N-pl4zÙNm) n.  See nucleoplasm. 
kar·y·o·some (k4rùK-N-somÙ) n.  An irregular aggregation of chromatin in the 

nucleus of a cell not undergoing mitosis.  Also called net knot 

kar·y·o·type (k4rùK-N-tXpÙ) n.  1. The characterization of the chromosomal 

complement of an individual or a species, including number, form, and size of 

the chromosomes.  2. A photomicrograph of chromosomes arranged according 

to a standard classification.   —  v.  tr. kar·y·o·typed, kar·y·o·typ·ing, 
kar·y·o·types. To classify and array (the chromosome complement of an organ-

ism or a species) according to the arrangement, number, size, shape, or other 

characteristics of the chromosomes.   —karÙy·o·typùic (-tVpùVk), 
karÙy·o·typùi·cal adj. 

Ka·sai (kN-sXù)  A river of northeast Angola and western Zaire flowing about 

1,931 km (1,200 mi) into the Congo River on the Zaire-Congo border. 

Kas·bah (k4zùbäÙ, käzù-) n.  Variant of Casbah. 
ka·sha (käùshN) n.  Buckwheat groats.  [Russian, from Old Russian.]

ka·sher (käùshNr) adj.  & v.   Variant of kosher. 
Ka·shi·wa (käÙshK-wäù)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an industrial 

suburb of Tokyo. Population, 273,130. 

Kash·mir also Cash·mere (k4shùmîrÙ, k4sh-mîrù)  A historical region of north-

west India and northeast Pakistan. Conquered by Muslims in the 14th century, it 

was part of the Mogul empire after 1587 and became an independent kingdom in 

1751. The British pacified the region in 1846 and installed a Hindu dynasty, 

which was overthrown by a Muslim revolt in 1947. Continued fighting in the area 

led to United Nations intervention (1949 and 1965) and the current partition of 

the region between India and Pakistan. 

Kashmir goat (k4shùmîrÙ got) n.  Variant of Cashmere goat. 
Kash·mir·i (k4sh-mîrùK, k4zh-) n.  pl. Kashmiri or Kash·mir·is. 1. A native or 

inhabitant of Kashmir.  2. A Dardic language of Jammu and Kashmir. 

kash·rut also kash·ruth (käshùrNth, -rNs, käsh-rutù) n.  1. The state of being 

kosher.  2. The body of Jewish dietary law.  [Hebrew ka≥rût, from ka≥Kr, fitting.]



Kas·kas·ki·a (kNs-k4sùkK-N) n.  pl. Kaskask·ia or Kas·kas·ki·as. 1. A Native 

American people forming part of the Illinois confederacy.  2. A member of this 

people. 

Kaskaskia River (kNs-k4sùkK-N rVvùNr)  A river, about 483 km (300 mi) long, 

rising in east-central Illinois and flowing southwestward to the Mississippi River. 

Kas·sel also Cas·sel (k4sùNl, käùsNl)  A city of central Germany south-southwest 

of Hanover. Chartered in 1198, it was a munitions center in World War II and was 

frequently bombed by the Allies. Population, 184,997. 

Kast·ler (kästùlNr), Alfred. 1902-1984.  French physicist. He won a 1966 Nobel 

Prize for research on the interior energy of atoms. 

Ka·su·gai (kä-suùgX)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, an industrial suburb of 

Nagoya. Population, 256,991. 

kat·a·bat·ic (k4tÙN-b4tùVk) adj.  Of or relating to a cold flow of air traveling 

downward:  a katabatic wind.  [Greek katabatikos, pertaining to descent, from 

katabatos, descending  : kata-, cata- + batos, going; see gw7- in Appendix.]

Ka·tah·din (kN-tädùn), Mount. A mountain, 1,606.7 m (5,268 ft) high, of 

north-central Maine. It is the highest elevation in the state and the northern ter-

minus of the Appalachian Trail. 

ka·ta·ka·na (käÙtä-käùnä) n.  A relatively angular kana used for writing foreign 

words or official documents, such as telegrams.  [Japanese  : kata, one + kana, 

kana; see KANA.]

Ka·tan·ga (kN-tängùgN, -t4ngù-)  See Shaba.  —KatÙan·geseù (k4tÙäng-gKzù, -

gKsù, -4ng-) adj.  & n. 

Ka·tha·rev·u·sa (käÙthä-rHvùu-säÙ) n.  The puristic, archaizing form of Mod-

ern Greek, which contains morphological and lexical features borrowed from 

Koine.  [Modern Greek kathareuousa, from Greek, feminine present participle of 

kathareuein, to be pure, from katharos, pure.]

Ka·thi·a·war (käÙtK-N-wärù)  A peninsula of western India projecting into the 

Arabian Sea between the Gulfs of Kutch and Cambay. 

Kath·man·du (k4tÙm4n-duù, kätÙmän-)  See Katmandu. 
Kat·mai (k4tùmXÙ), Mount. An active volcano, about 2,048 m (6,715 ft) high, in 

the Aleutian Range of southern Alaska at the eastern end of the Alaska Peninsula. 

It is located in a national monument that includes the Valley of the Ten Thousand 

Smokes. 

Kat·man·du also Kath·man·du (k4tÙm4n-duù, kätÙmän-)  The capital and 

largest city of Nepal, in the central part of the country in the eastern Himalaya 

Mountains. It was founded c. 723 and was a Gurkha capital from 1768 until the 

late 18th century. Population, 235,160. 

Ka·to·wi·ce (käÙtN-vKtùsN, -tô-vKùtsH)  A city of southern Poland west-north-

west of Cracow. Chartered in 1865, it is an important mining and industrial cen-

ter. Population, 363,300. 



Kat·te·gat (k4tùV-g4tÙ)  A strait of the North Sea between southwest Sweden and 

eastern Jutland, Denmark. It connects with the North Sea through the Skagerrak. 

ka·ty·did (k7ùtK-dVdÙ) n.  Any of various green insects of the family Tettigoni-

idae related to the grasshoppers and the crickets, the male of which produces a 

shrill sound by rubbing together specialized organs on the forewings.  [Imitative 

of its sound.]

Katz (k4ts), Sir Bernard. Born 1911.  German-born British physiologist. He 

shared a 1970 Nobel Prize for the study of nerve impulse transmission. 

katz·en·jam·mer (k4tùsNn-j4mÙNr) n.  1. A loud, discordant noise.  2. A hang-

over.  3. A state of depression or bewilderment.  [German, hangover  : Katzen, pl. 

of Katze, cat (from Middle High German katze, from Old High German kazza;; 

akin to Old English catt); see CAT + Jammer, wailing (from Middle High German 

j7mer, from Old High German j7mar, misery).]

Kau·ai (kouùXÙ, kou-Xù)  An island of Hawaii northwest of Oahu. It was an inde-

pendent royal domain when visited by Capt. James Cook in 1778 and became 

part of the kingdom of Hawaii in 1810. 

Kauff·mann (koufùmän), Angelica. 1741-1807.  Swiss-born artist known for 

her historical and allegorical paintings and her portraits of contemporaries. She 

was a founding member of the British Royal Academy of Arts (1769). 

Kauf·man (kôfùmNn), George Simon. 1889-1961.  American playwright 

noted for his many collaborations, including Dinner at Eight (1932) with Edna 

Ferber and You Can’t Take It with You (1936) with Moss Hart. 

Kau·nas (kouùnNs, -näs)  A city of central Lithuania on the Neman River north-

west of Vilnius. Founded in the 11th century, it was a medieval trading post and a 

Lithuanian stronghold against the Teutonic Knights. Russia acquired the city in 

the third partition of Poland (1795). Population, 405,000. 

Ka·un·da (kä-tnùdN), Kenneth David. 1924-1991.  President of Zambia 

(1964-1991). He led Northern Rhodesia to full independence as Zambia (1964) 

and has been influential in the Organization of African Unity. 

kau·ri (kouùrK) n.  pl. kau·ris. 1. Any of several coniferous evergreen trees of the 

genus Agathis, especially A. australis of New Zealand, having broad leathery 

leaves.  2. The white, close-grained wood of one of these trees.  3. A resinous 

copal or a fossilized resin of these trees, used in varnishes and enamels.  [Maori 

kawri.]

ka·va (käùvN) n.  1. A dioecious shrub (Piper methysticum) native to the Pacific 

islands, having cordate leaves and minute flowers clustered in solitary spikes.  

2. The narcotic beverage made from the roots of this plant.  [Tongan, acrid, 

kava.]

Ka·vál·la (kN-v4lùN, kä-väùlä)  A city of northeast Greece on an inlet of the 

Aegean Sea. Held by the Ottoman Turks from 1387 to 1913, it is a center for 

tobacco processing and shipping. Population, 56,375. 



Kaw (kô) n.  pl. Kaw or Kaws. See Kansa. 
Ka·wa·ba·ta (käÙwN-bäùtN), Yasunari. 1899-1972.  Japanese writer whose 

novels, including Thousand Cranes (1959), often concern alienated, lonely indi-

viduals in search of beauty and purity. He won the 1968 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Ka·wa·goe (kN-wäùgoi, -gô-H)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, northwest 

of Tokyo. Its manufactures include silk textiles. Population, 285,435. 

Ka·wa·gu·chi (käÙwN-guùchK)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an indus-

trial suburb of Tokyo. Population, 403,012. 

Ka·war·tha Lakes (kN-wôrùthN l7ks)  A series of lakes in southeast Ontario, 

Canada, connected with Lake Simcoe by the Trent Canal system. The lakes are 

popular as a summer resort area. 

Ka·wa·sa·ki (käÙwN-säùkK)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an industrial 

suburb of Tokyo on Tokyo Bay. Population, 1,088,611. 

Kaw River (kô rVvùNr)  See Kansas River. 
kay (k7) n.  The letter k. 

Kay (k7) n.  In Arthurian legend, the foster brother and steward of King Arthur. 

kay·ak also kai·ak (kXù4kÙ) n.  1. A watertight Eskimo canoe consisting of a light 

wooden frame completely covered with skins except for a single or double open-

ing in the center and propelled by a double-bladed paddle.  2. A lightweight 

canoe that is similar in construction.   —  v.  kay·aked, kay·ak·ing, kay·aks.  
—  v.  intr. To go, travel, or race in a kayak.   —  v.  tr. To go or travel on (a body of 

water) by kayak:  kayaked rapids of the Colorado River.  [Canadian, and Greenlan-

dic Eskimo qajaq.] —kayùakÙer n. 

Kay·beck·er (k7-bHkùNr) n.  Maine. A French-speaking Canadian lumberjack 

working in the United States.  [From French québecois, Québecois. See QUÉBE-

COIS.]

Kaye (k7), Danny. 1913-1987.  American entertainer known for his comedic 

roles in such motion pictures as Wonder Man (1944) and The Secret Life of Walter 

Mitty (1946). 

kay·o (k7-où, k7ùoÙ) n.  pl. kay·os. Sports. A knockout in boxing.   —  v.  tr. 

kay·oed, kay·o·ing, kay·os. 1. Sports. To knock out.  2. Slang. To put out of 

commission.  [Pronunciation of K.O., abbreviation of knock out.]

Kay·se·ri (kXÙzN-rKù, -sN-)  A city of central Turkey southeast of Ankara. The 

modern city was founded in the fourth century A.D. Population, 281,320. 

Ka·zakh also Ka·zak (kN-z4kù, -zäkù) n.  pl. Kazakh or Ka·zakhs also Kazak  
or Ka·zaks. 1. A member of a pastoral Muslim people inhabiting Kazakhstan 

and parts of Xinjiang Uygur in China.  2. The Turkic language of this people.  

[Russian kazakh, from Kazakh qazaq, from Old Turkic *qazhaq, a profiteer, from 

qazqhanmaq, to acquire, from qazmaq, to dig out.]

Ka·zakh·stan (kN-zäkùstänÙ, -zƒKH-stänù)  A region and republic south of Rus-

sia and northeast of the Caspian Sea. The original Turkic inhabitants were over-



run by the Mongols in the 13th century and ruled by various khanates until the 

Russian conquest of 1730 to 1853. It became an autonomous republic of the 

U.S.S.R. in 1920 and was a constituent republic from 1936 to 1991. Alma-Ata is 

the capital. Population, 15,842,000. 

Ka·zan (kN-z4nù, -zänù)  A city of west-central Russia on the Volga River east of 

Moscow. Founded in 1401, the modern city became the capital of a powerful Tar-

tar khanate in 1455 but was conquered by Czar Ivan IV in 1552. In the 18th cen-

tury it was an outpost of Russian colonization to the east. Population, 1,047,000. 

Ka·zan (kN-z4nù, -zänù), Elia. Born 1909.  Turkish-born American stage and 

film director whose credits include Tennessee Williams’s A Streetcar Named Desire 

(1947) and the motion pictures On the Waterfront (1954) and East of Eden 

(1955). 

Ka·zan·lƒk (käÙzän-lƒkù)  or Ka·zan·lik (-lVkù)  A city of central Bulgaria east 

of Sofia. The center of a region famed for its rose fields, it developed in the 17th 

century as a manufacturing center for attar of roses. Population, 62,000. 

Ka·zan River (kN-z4nù rVvùNr)  A river, about 732 km (455 mi) long, of south-

east Northwest Territories, Canada, flowing north-northeast through a series of 

lakes to Baker Lake. 

Ka·zan·tza·kis (käÙzNn-zäùkVs, -zän-dzäùkKs), Nikos. 1885-1957.  Greek writer 

whose works, including the novel Zorba the Greek (1946) and the epic poem The 

Odyssey: A Modern Sequel (1938), often contrast the sensual and intellectual fac-

ets of human nature. 

Kaz·bek (käz-bHkù), Mount. An extinct volcano, 5,042.3 m (16,532 ft) high, of 

northern Georgia in the central Caucasus. Towering above a nearby pass, it is the 

subject of many legends. 

ka·zoo (kN-zuù) n.  pl. ka·zoos. Music. A toy instrument with a membrane that 

produces a sound when a player hums or sings into the mouthpiece.  [Perhaps 

imitative of its sound.]

Kaz·vin (k4z-vKnù)  See Qazvin. 
kb  or Kb abbr.  Kilobar. 

KB abbr.  1. Computer Science. Kilobyte.  2. Games. King’s bishop. 

kc abbr.  1.  Also kC. Kilocurie.  2. Kilocycle. 

K.C. abbr.  1. King’s Counsel.  2. Knight of Columbus. 

kcal abbr.  Kilocalorie. 

kcl abbr.  Kilocalorie. 

KD abbr.  1. Kiln-dried.  2. Knocked down. 

ke·a (kKùN) n.  A brownish-green mountain-dwelling New Zealand parrot (Nestor 

notabilis) that usually eats insects but sometimes feeds on carrion and rubbish.  

[Maori, perhaps imitative of its call.]

Ke·a·la·ke·ku·a Bay (k7-äÙlN-kN-kuùN b7)  An inlet of the Pacific Ocean on 

the western coast of Hawaii Island. Capt. James Cook landed here (January 1779) 



during his second voyage to the islands and was killed (February 14) during a 

beach fight with the islanders. 

Kean (kKn), Edmund. 1789?-1833.  British actor known for his portrayals of 

Shakespeare’s great tragic characters. 

Kear·ney (kärùnK)  A city of south-central Nebraska on the Platte River west-

southwest of Grand Island. It is a trade and industrial center in an agricultural 

region. Population, 24,396. 

Kearns (kûrnz)  An unincorporated community of northern Utah, a mainly res-

idential suburb of Salt Lake City. Population, 28,374. 

Kear·ny (kärùnK)  A town of northeast New Jersey on the Passaic River opposite 

Newark. It is a port and an industrial center. Population, 34,874. 

Kea·ton (kKtùn), Buster. Stage name of Joseph Francis Keaton. 1895-1966.  

American actor who wrote, directed, and starred in silent film classics, such as 

The Navigator (1924) and The General (1926), in which he employed a deadpan 

expression and acrobatic artistry to great comedic effect. 

Keats (kKts), John. 1795-1821.  British poet considered among the greatest in 

English. His works, melodic and rich in classical imagery, include “The Eve of St. 

Agnes,” “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” and “To Autumn” (all 1819).   —Keatsùi·an 
adj. 

ke·bab  or ke·bob also ka·bob (kN-bmbù) n.  Shish kebab. 

Ke·ble (kKùbNl), John. 1792-1866.  British cleric and poet whose sermon 

“National Apostasy” (1833) initiated the Oxford Movement, an effort to reintro-

duce sacraments and doctrines that the Church of England had discarded or 

neglected since the Reformation. 

ke·bob (kN-bmbù) n.  Variant of kebab. 
Kech·ua (kHchùwN, -wäÙ) n.  Variant of Quechua. 
Kecs·ke·mét (kHchùkH-m7tÙ)  A city of central Hungary southeast of Budapest. 

Known since the fourth century A.D., it is a manufacturing center and transporta-

tion hub. Population, 81,300. 

kedge (kHj) Nautical. n.  A light anchor used for warping a vessel.   —  v.  

kedged, kedg·ing, kedg·es.  —  v.  tr. To warp (a vessel) by means of a light 

anchor.   —  v.  intr. To move by means of a light anchor.  [From kedge, to warp a 

vessel, perhaps from Middle English caggen, to tie, perhaps of Scandinavian ori-

gin.]

kedg·er·ee (kHjùN-rKÙ, kHjÙN-rKù) n.  A dish consisting of flaked fish, boiled rice, 

and eggs.  [Hindi khichxX, from Sanskrit khicc7.]

Ke·di·ri (k7-dîrùK)  A city of eastern Java, Indonesia, southwest of Surabaya. It 

has a sugar industry. Population, 221,830. 

keek (kKk) Scots. v.  intr. keeked, keek·ing, keeks. To peek; peep.   —  n.  A 

look, especially a quick one; a peek.  [Middle English kiken, keken, perhaps from 

Middle Dutch kiken.]



keel1 (kKl) n.  1. Nautical. a. The principal structural member of a ship, running 

lengthwise along the center line from bow to stern, to which the frames are 

attached.  b. A ship.   2. A structure, such as the breastbone of a bird, that resem-

bles a ship’s keel in function or shape.  3. The principal structural member of an 

aircraft, resembling a ship’s keel in shape and function.  4. A pair of united petals 

in certain flowers, as those of the pea.   —  v.  intr. tr. keeled, keel·ing, keels. 
Nautical. To capsize or cause to capsize.   —phrasal verb. keel over. To col-

lapse or fall into or as if into a faint.  [Middle English kele, from Old Norse kjölr.]

keel2 (kKl) n.  1. Nautical. a. A freight barge, especially one for carrying coal on 

the Tyne River in England.  b. The load capacity of this barge.   2. A British unit 

of weight formerly used for coal, equal to about 21.2 long tons.  [Middle English 

kele, from Middle Dutch kiel.]

keel3 (kKl) v.  tr. keeled, keel·ing, keels. Chiefly British. To make cool.  [Mid-

dle English kelen, from Old English cKlan, to cool. See gel- in Appendix.]

keel·boat (kKlùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A riverboat with a keel but without sails, used 

for carrying freight. 

keel·haul (kKlùhôlÙ) v.  tr. keel·hauled, keel·haul·ing, keel·hauls. 
1. Nautical. To discipline by dragging under the keel of a ship.  2. To rebuke 

harshly.  [Alteration (influenced by KEEL
1, and HAUL ), of Dutch kielhalen : kiel, 

keel of a ship (from Middle Dutch) + halen, to haul (from Middle Dutch); see 

kelN-2 in Appendix.]

Kee·ling Islands (kKùlVng XùlNndz)  See Cocos Islands. 
keel·son (kKlùsNn, kHlù-) also kel·son (kHlù-) n.  Nautical. A timber or girder 

fastened above and parallel to the keel of a ship or boat for additional strength.  

[Alteration (influenced by KEEL
1), of Middle English kelswin, probably from Old 

Norse *kjölsvXn : kjölr, keel + svXn, swine, timber; see s7777- in Appendix.]

Kee·lung (kKùltngù) also Chi·lung (jKù-, chKù-)  A city of northern Taiwan on 

the East China Sea. It is a port for the capital city of Taipei. Population, 349,686. 

keen1 (kKn) adj.  keen·er, keen·est. 1. Having a fine, sharp cutting edge or 

point.  2. Having or marked by intellectual quickness and acuity.  See Synonyms 

at sharp.  3. Acutely sensitive:  a keen ear.  4. Sharp; vivid; strong: “His entire 

body hungered for keen sensation, something exciting” (Richard Wright).  

5. Intense; piercing:  a keen wind.  6. Pungent; acrid:  A keen smell of skunk was 

left behind.  7. a. Ardent; enthusiastic:  a keen chess player.  b. Eagerly desirous:  

keen on going to Europe in the spring.  See Synonyms at eager1.   8. Slang. Great; 

splendid; fine:  What a keen day!  [Middle English kene, from Old English cKne, 

brave.] —keenùly adv.  —keenùness n. 

keen2 (kKn) n.  A loud, wailing lament for the dead.   —  v.  intr. keened, 
keen·ing, keens. To wail in lamentation, especially for the dead.  See Synonyms 

at cry.  [From Irish Gaelic caoineadh, from caoninim, I lament, from Old Irish 

coínim.] —keenùer n. 



Keene (kKn)  A city of southwest New Hampshire west of Manchester. It was 

first settled in 1736. Population, 22,430. 

Keene (kKn), Laura. 1826?-1873.  British-born actress and the first major 

woman theatrical producer in the United States. She performed in Our American 

Cousin at Ford’s Theater on the night of Abraham Lincoln’s assassination (April 

14, 1865). 

keep (kKp) v.  kept (kHpt), keep·ing, keeps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To retain possession 

of:  kept the change; must keep your equanimity.  2. To have as a supply:  keep a cord 

of wood in the shed.  3. To provide (a family, for example) with maintenance and 

support: “There’s little to earn and many to keep” (Charles Kingsley).  4. To put 

customarily; store:  Where do you keep your saw?  5. a. To supply with room and 

board for a charge:  keep boarders.  b. To raise:  keep chickens.   6. To maintain for 

use or service:  a city dweller who didn’t keep a car.  7. To manage, tend, or have 

charge of:  Keep the shop while I’m away.  8. To preserve (food).  9. To cause to 

continue in a state, condition, or course of action:  attempted to keep the patient 

calm.  10. a. To maintain records in:  keep a yearly diary.  b. To enter (data) in a 

book:  keep financial records.   11. a. To detain:  was kept after school.  b. To 

restrain:  kept the child away from the hot stove; kept the crowd back with barriers.  

c. To prevent or deter:  tried to keep the ice from melting.  d. To refrain from 

divulging:  keep a secret.  e. To save; reserve:  keep extra money for emergencies.   

12. To maintain:  keep late hours.  13. To adhere to; fulfill:  keep one’s word; keep a 

busy schedule.  14. To celebrate; observe.   —  v.  intr. 1. To remain in a state or 

condition; stay:  keep in line; keep quiet; kept well.  2. To continue to do:  keep on 

talking; keep guessing.  3. To remain fresh or unspoiled:  The dessert won’t keep.   
—  n.  1. Care; charge:  The child is in my keep for the day.  2. The means by which 

one is supported:  earn one’s keep.  3. a. The stronghold of a castle.  b. A jail.    
—phrasal verbs. keep at. To persevere in work or an action.  keep down. To 

prevent from growing, accomplishing, or succeeding:  keep down prices; keep the 

revolutionaries down.  keep off. To stay away from.  keep to. To adhere to:  keep 

to the original purpose.  keep up. 5. To maintain in good condition:  kept up the 

property.  6. To persevere in; carry on:  We asked her to stop talking, but she kept up.  

7. To continue at the same level or pace.  8. To match one’s competitors, col-

leagues, or neighbors in success or lifestyle:  unsuccessfully tried to keep up with his 

associates.   —idioms. for keeps. 1. For an indefinitely long period:  gave the 

ring to me for keeps.  2. Seriously and permanently:  We’re separating for keeps.  

keep an eye out. To be watchful.  keep company. To carry on a courtship:  a 

couple who kept company but never married.  keep (one’s) chin up. To be stal-

wart, courageous, or optimistic in the face of difficulty.  keep (one’s) eyes 
open (or keep (one’s) eyes peeled). To be on the lookout.  keep (one’s) 
nose clean. Informal. To stay out of trouble.  keep pace. To stay even with oth-

ers, as in a contest.  keep (someone) company. To accompany or remain with.  



keep time. 10. To indicate the correct time.  11. Music. To maintain the tempo 

or rhythm.  keep to (oneself). 12. To shun the company of others:  She kept to 

herself all morning.  13. To refrain from divulging:  He kept the news to himself.  

[Middle English kepen, from Old English cKpan, to observe, seize.]

SYNONYMS: keep, retain, withhold, reserve. These verbs mean to have and

maintain in one’s possession or control. Keep is the most general: We received a

tempting offer for the house but decided to keep it. I don’t know which is more dif-

ficult—to earn money or to keep it. Retain means to continue to hold, especially in

the face of possible loss: “The executor... is allowed to pay himself first, by retaining

in his hands so much as his debt amounts to” (William Blackstone). Withhold im-

plies reluctance or refusal to give, grant, or allow: The tenants withheld their rent

until the landlord repaired the boiler. To reserve is to hold back for the future or

for a special purpose: I will reserve my questions for the discussion period. The farm-

er reserved two acres for an orchard. See also Synonyms at livelihood observe

keep·er (kKùpNr) n.  1. One that keeps, especially: a. An attendant, a guard, or a 

warden.  b. One that has the charge or care of something:  a lion keeper; the keeper 

of the budget.   2. Football. A play made by the quarterback who keeps the ball 

after it is snapped and then runs with it.  3. Informal. One that is worth keeping, 

especially a fish large enough to be legally caught. 

keep·ing (kKùpVng) n.  1. The act of holding, guarding, or supporting.  

2. Custody; care.  See Synonyms at care.  3. Harmony; conformity: “A facade 

had been added, in perfect keeping with [the] original architecture” (Nancy 

Holmes). 

keep·sake (kKpùs7kÙ) n.  Something given or kept; a memento. 

kees·hond (k7sùhôntÙ, -hmndÙ) n.  pl. kees·hon·den (-hônùdNn)  or 

kees·honds. Any of a breed of dog originating in the Netherlands and having a 

thick grayish-black coat.  [Dutch  : probably the name Kees (nickname for Corne-

lis, Cornelius) + hond, dog (from Middle Dutch); see kwon- in Appendix.]

Kee·wa·tin (kK-w7tùn)  A region of southeast Northwest Territories, Canada. It 

includes the eastern section of the mainland and various islands in Hudson Bay. 

The district was originally created as a much larger region in 1876. 

kef (kHf, kKf, k7f) n.  Variant of kif. 
Ke·fal·li·ní·a (kHÙfä-lK-nKùä)  See Cephalonia. 
Ke·fau·ver (kKùfôÙvNr), (Carey) Estes. 1903-1963.  American politician. A 

U.S. representative (1939-1949) and senator (1949-1963) from Tennessee, he 

directed a highly publicized investigation into organized crime (1950-1951). 

ke·fir (kH-fîrù) n.  A creamy drink made of fermented cow’s milk.  [Russian, 

probably ultimately from Old Turkic köpür, (milk) froth, foam, from köpürmäk, 

to froth, foam.]



Kef·la·vík (kyHbùlN-vKkÙ, kHfù-)  A town of southwest Iceland on the Atlantic 

Ocean west-southwest of Reykjavík. Its international airport was built by the U.S. 

military during World War II. Population, 6,907. 

keg (kHg) n.  1. a. A small cask or barrel with a capacity of about 30 gallons (114 

liters).  b. Such a container and its contents.   2. A unit of weight used for nails, 

equal to 100 pounds (45.5 kilograms).   —  v.  tr. kegged, keg·ging, kegs. To 

put or store in a small cask or barrel.  [Middle English kag, from Old Norse 

kaggi.]

keg·ler (kHgùlNr) n.  Sports. A person who bowls; a bowler.  [German, from keg-

eln, to bowl, from Kegel, bowling pin, from Middle High German kegel, from Old 

High German kegil, peg.]

keis·ter (kKùstNr) n.  Slang. 1. The buttocks.  2. The anus.  [Origin unknown.]

Kei·tel (kXtùl), Wilhelm. 1882-1946.  German general and chief of the supreme 

command of Nazi armed forces during World War II. He signed the uncondi-

tional surrender of Germany to Russia and the Allies (May 1945) and was exe-

cuted as a war criminal. 

Kei·zer (kXùzNr)  An unincorporated community of northwest Oregon, a mainly 

residential suburb of Salem. Population, 18,592. 

Kek·ko·nen (kHkùN-nNn, -ô-nHnÙ), Urho Kaleva. 1900-1986.  Finnish politi-

cian who as prime minister (1950-1956) and president (1956-1981) pursued an 

international policy of neutrality. 

Kel·ler (kHlùNr), Helen Adams. 1880-1968.  American memoirist and lecturer. 

Blind and deaf since infancy, she learned to read, write, and speak from her 

teacher Anne Sullivan, was graduated from Radcliffe (1904), and lectured widely 

on behalf of sightless people. Her books include Out of the Dark (1913). 

Kel·ley (kHlùK), Florence. 1859-1932.  American social worker whose investiga-

tions into Chicago factory conditions and child labor prompted legislative action 

against unsafe and unfair labor practices. She was a founder of the NAACP 

(1909). 

Kel·logg (kHlùôgÙ, -mgÙ), Frank Billings. 1856-1937.  American public official 

who as U.S. secretary of state (1925-1929) cosponsored the Kellogg-Briand Pact 

(1928), ratified by 62 nations, that renounced war as an instrument of national 

policy. For this he won the 1929 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Kel·logg (kHlùôgÙ, -mgÙ), Will Keith. 1860-1951.  American cereal manufac-

turer who developed a process for producing dry breakfast cereal and founded 

the Kellogg Company (1906). 

Kel·ly (kHlùK), Ellsworth. Born 1923.  American abstract painter and sculptor 

whose works are characterized by flat color areas with sharply defined edges. 

Kel·ly (kHlùK), Emmett. 1898-1979.  American circus clown who was famous as 

“Weary Willie,” a sad-faced hobo with the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & 

Bailey Circus (1942-1956). 



Kel·ly (kHlùK), Grace Patricia Princess Grace. 1929-1982.  American actress 

whose motion pictures include High Noon (1952) and Country Girl (1954), for 

which she won an Academy Award. In 1956 she married Prince Rainier III of 

Monaco. 

Kel·ly (kHlùK), Walter Crawford. Known as “Walt.” 1913-1973.  American car-

toonist and illustrator who created the highly popular comic strip Pogo (1948). 

kel·ly green (kHlùK grKn) n.  Color. A strong yellowish green.  [From the name 

Kelly.] —kelùly-greenÙ (kHlùK-grKnÙ) adj. 

ke·loid also che·loid (kKùloidÙ) n.  A red, raised formation of fibrous scar tissue 

caused by excessive tissue repair in response to trauma or surgical incision.  

[French kéloïde : Greek khKlK, claw + -oïde, resembling (from Greek -oeidKs); see -

OID.] —ke·loidùal (-loidùl) adj. 

Ke·low·na (kN-loùnN)  A city of southern British Columbia, Canada, on Okana-

gan Lake east-northeast of Vancouver. It is a tourist resort and trade center for a 

farming and lumbering area. Population, 59,196. 

kelp (kHlp) n.  1. Any of various brown, often very large seaweeds of the order 

Laminariales.  2. The ash of these seaweeds, used as a source of potash and 

iodine.  [Middle English culp.]

kel·pie1 also kel·py (kHlùpK) n.  pl. kel·pies. A malevolent water spirit of Scot-

tish legend, usually having the shape of a horse and rejoicing in or causing 

drownings.  [Probably of Celtic origin; akin to Scottish Gaelic colpach, heifer.]

kel·pie2 (kHlùpK) n.  Any of a breed of sheepdog originating in Australia.  [From 

Kelpie, the name of an early specimen of the breed.]

kel·py (kHlùpK) n.  Variant of kelpie1. 
kel·son (kHlùsNn) n.  Nautical. Variant of keelson. 
Kelt (kHlt) n.  Variant of Celt. 
Kelt·ic (kHlùtVk) n.  & adj.   Variant of Celtic. 
kel·vin (kHlùvVn) n.  Abbr. K A unit of absolute temperature equal to 1/273.16 of 

the absolute temperature of the triple point of water. This unit is equal to one 

Celsius degree.  See Table at measurement.  [After First Baron. KELVIN.]

Kel·vin (kHlùvVn), First Baron Title of William Thomson. 1824-1907.  British 

physicist who developed the Kelvin scale of temperature (1848) and supervised 

the laying of a trans-Atlantic cable (1866). 

Kelvin scale (kHlùvVn sk7l) n.  An absolute scale of temperature in which each 

degree equals one kelvin. Water freezes at 273.15 K and boils at 373.15 K. 

Ke·mal At·a·türk (kN-mälù 4tùN-tûrkÙ, kH-mälù ä-tä-türkù), Originally Mustafa 

Kemal. 1881-1938.  Turkish national leader and founder of modern Turkey. In 

1919 he organized the Turkish Nationalist Party and established a rival govern-

ment to the Ottoman sultan. After a civil war he served as president of the Turk-

ish Republic (1923-1938). 



Kem·ble (kHmùbNl), John Philip. 1757-1823.  British actor who managed the 

Drury Lane (1788-1803) and Covent Garden (1803-1817) theaters in London and 

was an acclaimed tragedian. His niece Frances Anne Kemble (1809-1893), 

known as “Fanny,” was a celebrated Shakespearean actress in Great Britain and 

the United States. 

Ke·me·ro·vo (kHmÙN-roùvN, kyHùmNr-N-vN)  A city of south-central Russia east-

northeast of Novosibirsk. It is an industrial center in a coal-mining region. Popu-

lation, 507,000. 

Ke·mi·jo·ki (kHmùK-yôÙkK)  A river, about 555 km (345 mi) long, of northern 

Finland flowing generally southwest to the Gulf of Bothnia. 

Kem·pis (kHmùpVs), Thomas à.  See Thomas à Kempis. 
kempt (kHmpt) adj.  Tidy; trim:  a nicely kempt beard.  [Back-formation from 

UNKEMPT.]

Kemp·ten (kHmpùtNn)  A city of south-central Germany southwest of Munich. 

Of Celtic origin, it was a flourishing Roman colony and a free imperial city from 

1289 to 1803. Population, 56,691. 

ken (kHn) n.  1. Perception; understanding:  complex issues well beyond our ken.  

2. a. Range of vision.  b. View; sight.    —  v.  kenned or kent (kHnt), 
ken·ning, kens. Scots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To know (a person or thing).  2. To recog-

nize.   —  v.  intr. To have knowledge or an understanding of.  [From Middle 

English kennen (influenced by Old Norse kenna, to know), from Old English cen-

nan, to declare. See gno- in Appendix.]

Ken. abbr.  Kentucky. 

Ke·nai Peninsula (kKùnXÙ pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of south-central Alaska 

between Cook Inlet and the Gulf of Alaska. 

Ken·dal green (kHnùdl grKn) n.  1. A coarse green woolen fabric similar to 

tweed.  2. The color of this fabric.  [After Kendal, a municipal borough of north-

west England.]

Ken·dall (kHnùdl)  A community of southeast Florida, a suburb of Miami. Pop-

ulation, 51,000. 

Ken·dall (kHnùdl), Edward Calvin. 1886-1972.  American biochemist. He 

shared a 1950 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the hormones of the adrenal 

cortex. 

Ken·dall (kHnùdNl), Henry W. Born 1926.  American physicist. He shared a 

1990 Nobel Prize for research that confirmed the existence of quarks. 

ken·do (kHnùdo) n.  The Japanese martial art of fencing with bamboo sticks.  

[Japanese.]

Ken·drew (kHnùdruÙ), Sir John Cowdery. Born 1917.  British biologist. He 

shared the 1962 Nobel Prize for chemistry for determining the molecular struc-

ture of blood components. 



Ken·il·worth (kHnùNl-wûrthÙ)  An urban district of central England southeast 

of Birmingham. It is famous for the ruins of Kenilworth Castle, founded c. 1120 

and celebrated in Sir Walter Scott’s novel Kenilworth (1821). Queen Elizabeth I 

gave the castle to her favorite, Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. Population, 

19,315. 

Kenilworth ivy (kHnùNl-wûrthÙ XùvK) n.  A European creeping herb (Cymbal-

aria muralis) with palmately lobed leaves and solitary, pale purple flowers.  [After 

Kenilworth Castle, Kenilworth.]

Ken·more (kHnùmôrÙ, -morÙ)  A village of western New York on the Niagara 

River north of Buffalo. It is mainly residential. Population, 17,180. 

Ken·nan (kHnùNn), George Frost. Born 1904.  American diplomat and histo-

rian who recommended the policy of containment toward Soviet aggression. He 

served as U.S. ambassador to the U.S.S.R. (1952) and Yugoslavia (1961-1963). His 

written works include American Diplomacy, 1900-1950 (1951). 

Ken·ne·bec (kHnùN-bHkÙ)  A river, about 257 km (160 mi) long, of west-central 

and southern Maine flowing generally south to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK), Anthony M. Born 1936.  American jurist who was 

appointed an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1988. 

Kennedy, Cape.  See Cape Canaveral. 
Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK), Edward Moore. Born 1932.  American politician. A 

U.S. senator from Massachusetts (since 1962), he has sponsored national health 

insurance legislation and been a long-time leader of the Democratic Party. 

Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK), Jacqueline Lee Bouvier. Former name of Jacqueline 

Kennedy Onassis. 1929-1994.  First Lady of the United States (1961-1963) as the 

wife of President John F. Kennedy. She promoted the arts and supervised the 

redecoration of the White House. Since 1975 she has worked as an editor in New 

York. 

Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK), John Fitzgerald. 1917-1963.  The 35th President of the 

United States (1961-1963). A U.S. representative (1947-1953) and senator (1953-

1960) from Massachusetts, he became the youngest man elected to the presidency 

(1960). Kennedy approved the failed invasion of the Bay of Pigs (1961) and 

forced Khrushchev to remove Soviet missiles from Cuba (1962). He also estab-

lished the Peace Corps (1961) and advocated civil rights reform. Kennedy was 

assassinated in Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963. 

Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK), Joseph Patrick. 1888-1969.  American banker and 

industrialist who served as ambassador to Great Britain (1937-1940). With his 

wife, Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy (1890-1995), he raised nine children, three of 

whom became prominent politicians. 

Kennedy, Mount.  A peak, 4,241 m (13,905 ft) high, in the St. Elias Mountains 

of Yukon Territory, Canada, near the Alaskan border. Discovered in 1935, it was 

named for President John F. Kennedy and climbed for the first time in 1965. 



Ken·ne·dy (kHnùV-dK), Robert Francis. 1925-1968.  American politician who 

served as U.S. attorney general (1961-1964) during the presidency of his brother 

John F. Kennedy. He was elected to the Senate (1964) and was campaigning for 

the presidency when he was assassinated in Los Angeles. 

ken·nel1 (kHnùNl) n.  1. A shelter for a dog.  2. A pack of dogs, especially 

hounds.  See Synonyms at flock1.  3. An establishment where dogs are bred, 

trained, or boarded.  4. The lair of a wild animal, such as a fox.   —  v.  

ken·neled or ken·nelled, ken·nel·ing or ken·nel·ling, ken·nels or 

ken·nels.  —  v.  tr. To place or keep in or as if in a kennel.   —  v.  intr. To take 

cover or lie in or as if in a kennel.  [Middle English kenel, from Anglo-Norman 

*kenil, from Vulgar Latin *canXle, from Latin canis, dog. See kwon- in Appen-

dix.]

ken·nel2 (kHnùNl) n.  A gutter along a street.  [Middle English cannel, from Old 

North French canel, channel, from Latin can7lis. See CANAL.]

Ken·nel·ly (kHnùN-lK), Arthur Edwin. 1861-1939.  American electrical engi-

neer who concurrently with Oliver Heaviside predicted the existence of the iono-

sphere. 

Ken·nel·ly-Heav·i·side layer (kHnÙN-lK-hHvùK-sXdÙ l7ùNr) n.  See E layer.  
[After Arthur Edwin KENNELLY, and Oliver HEAVISIDE.]

Ken·ner (kHnùNr)  A city of southeast Louisiana, an industrial suburb of New 

Orleans on the Mississippi River. Population, 66,382. 

Ken·ne·wick (kHnùN-wVkÙ)  A city of southern Washington on the Columbia 

River west-northwest of Walla Walla. The Hanford Works, a nuclear plant built 

during World War II, is nearby. Population, 42,155. 

ken·ning (kHnùVng) n.  A figurative, usually compound expression used in place 

of a name or noun, especially in Old English and Old Norse poetry; for example, 

storm of swords is a kenning for battle.  [Old Norse, from kenna, to know, to name 

with a kenning. See gno- in Appendix.]

Ken·ny (kHnùK), Elizabeth. 1880?-1952.  Australian nurse who developed a 

simple treatment for the paralysis brought on by poliomyelitis. 

ke·no (kKùno) n.  Games. A game of chance, similar to lotto, that uses balls rather 

than counters.  [French quine, set of five winning numbers (from Latin quXnX, five 

each); see penkwe in Appendix + -o (as in LOTTO).]

Ke·no·sha (kN-noùshN)  A city of extreme southeast Wisconsin on Lake Michi-

gan south of Milwaukee. Founded in 1835, it is an industrial center and a port of 

entry. Population, 80,352. 

ke·no·sis (kV-noùsVs) n.  Theology. The relinquishment of the form of God by 

Jesus in becoming man and suffering death.  [Late Greek kenosis, from Greek, an 

emptying, from kenoun, to empty, from kenos, empty.] —ke·notùic (-nmtùVk) 

adj. 

kent (kHnt) v.  Scots. A past tense and a past participle of ken. 



Kent (kHnt)  1. A region and former kingdom of southeast England. Jutes settled 

in the area in the fifth century A.D., displacing the original inhabitants and estab-

lishing one of the seven kingdoms of the Anglo-Saxon Heptarchy. Converted to 

Christianity in 597, the people of Kent later became subject to the kingdoms of 

Mercia and Wessex.  2. A city of northeast Ohio east-northeast of Akron. Kent 

State University (founded 1910) is in the city and was the site of a 1970 demon-

stration against the Vietnam War in which four students were killed by members 

of the National Guard. Population, 28,835.  3. A city of west-central Washington 

south of Seattle. A newly urbanized community in a former farming region, it is a 

food-processing center with an aerospace industry. Population, 37,960. 

Kent (kHnt), Corita. Known as “Sister Corita.” 1918-1986.  American artist 

noted for her prints and for the “Love” postage stamp she designed (1985). 

Kent (kHnt), James. 1763-1847.  American jurist who as chief judge of the New 

York Supreme Court (1804-1823) revived the use of equity in the American legal 

system. 

Kent (kHnt), Rockwell. 1882-1971.  American artist noted for his stark wood-

cuts, which illustrated published accounts of his travels and special editions of 

classic literary works. 

Kent·ish (kHnùtVsh) adj.  Of or relating to Kent, England, or its inhabitants.   —  
n.  The dialect of English spoken in Kent. 

kent·ledge (kHntùlVj) n.  Nautical. Pig iron used as permanent ballast.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Ken·tuck·y (kNn-tƒkùK) Abbr. KY, Ken., Ky.  A state of the east-central United 

States. It was admitted as the 15th state in 1792. Daniel Boone’s Transylvania 

Company made the first permanent settlement in the area in 1775. By the Treaty 

of Paris (1783) the territory became part of the United States. Frankfort is the 

capital and Louisville the largest city. Population, 3,698,969.   —Ken·tuckùi·an 
adj.  & n. 

Kentucky bluegrass (kNn-tƒkùK bluùgr4sÙ) n.  A perennial rhizomatous 

grass (Poa pratensis) native to Eurasia and North Africa and naturalized through-

out the United States. It is commonly cultivated for pasture and lawns. 

Kentucky coffee tree (kNn-tƒkùK kôùfK trK) n.  A deciduous North Ameri-

can tree (Gymnocladus dioica) having bipinnately compound leaves and flat, 

pulpy pods with large seeds formerly used as a coffee substitute. 

Kentucky River (kNn-tƒkùK rVvùNr)  A river, about 417 km (259 mi) long, of 

north-central Kentucky flowing northwest to the Ohio River. 

Kent·wood (kHntùwtdÙ)  A city of western Michigan, a suburb of Grand Rap-

ids. Population, 37,826. 

Ken·ya (kHnùyN, kKnù-)  A country of east-central Africa bordering on the Indian 

Ocean. Controlled by the British in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Kenya 



became independent in 1963. Nairobi is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 15,327,061.   —Kenùyan adj.  & n. 

Kenya, Mount.  An extinct volcano, 5,202.7 m (17,058 ft), in central Kenya. It is 

the second-highest peak in Africa. 

Ken·yat·ta (kHn-yäùtN), Jomo. 1893?-1978.  Kenyan nationalist politician and 

first president of independent Kenya (1964-1978). 

Ken·yon (kHnùyNn), Dorothy. 1888-1972.  American jurist and reformer noted 

for her work on labor disputes and women’s rights. She was a leading member of 

the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women (1946-1950). 

Ken·yon (kHnùyNn), Dame Kathleen Mary. 1906-1978.  British archaeologist 

who led the expedition that is credited with determining the accurate date and 

location of the walls of Jericho. 

Ke·ogh plan (kKùo pl4n) n.  A retirement plan for the self-employed and their 

employees.  [After Eugene James Keogh (born 1907), former U.S. representative 

from New York.]

Ke·o·kuk (kKùN-kƒkÙ), 1790?-1848?.  American Sauk leader who aided the 

United States in the Black Hawk War (1832) and negotiated peace between his 

people and the Sioux (1837). 

keph·a·lin (kHfùN-lVn) n.  Variant of cephalin. 
ke·pi (k7ùpK, kHpùK) n.  pl. ke·pis. A French military cap with a flat, circular top 

and a visor.  [French képi, from German dialectal Käppi, diminutive of German 

Kappe, cap, from Middle High German kappe, cloak, cap, from Old High German 

kappa, cloak, probably from Late Latin cappa, head covering.]

Kep·ler (kHpùlNr), Johannes. 1571-1630.  German astronomer and mathemati-

cian. Considered the founder of modern astronomy, he formulated three laws to 

clarify the theory that the planets revolve around the sun. 

kept (kHpt) v.  Past tense and past participle of keep. 
kerat- pref.  Variant of kerato-. 
ker·a·tec·to·my (kHrÙN-tHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. ker·a·tec·to·mies. Surgical removal 

of a part of the cornea. 

ker·a·tin (kHrùN-tVn) n.  A tough, insoluble protein substance that is the chief 

structural constituent of hair, nails, horns, and hoofs.  [Greek keras, kerat-, horn; 

see ker-1 in Appendix + -IN.] —ke·ratùi·nous (kN-r4tùn-Ns) adj. 

ker·a·tin·ize (kHrùN-tN-nVzÙ) v.  ker·a·tin·ized, ker·a·tin·iz·ing, 
ker·a·tin·iz·es.  —  v.  intr. To produce keratin or become like keratin.   —  v.  tr. 

To convert (something) into keratin.   —kerÙa·tin·i·zaùtion (-tN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ker·a·ti·tis (kHrÙN-tXùtVs) n.  pl. ker·a·tit·i·des (-tVtùV-dKzÙ). Inflammation of the 

cornea. 

kerato-  or kerat- also cerato-  or cerat- pref.  1. Horn; horny:  keratosis.  

2. Cornea:  keratectomy.  [Greek kerato-, horn, from keras, kerat-. See ker-1 in 

Appendix.]



ker·a·to·sis (kHrÙN-toùsVs) n.  pl. ker·a·to·ses (-sKz). Excessive growth of horny 

tissue of the skin.   —kerÙa·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

ker·a·tot·o·my (kHrÙN-tmtùN-mK) n.  pl. ker·a·tot·o·mies. Surgical incision of 

the cornea. 

kerb (kûrb) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of curb (n., sense 1). 

Ker·be·la (kûrùbN-lN)  See Karbala. 
Kerch (kHrch, kyHrch)  A city of southern Ukraine on Kerch Strait, a shallow 

waterway connecting the Black Sea with the Sea of Azov and bordered on the west 

by the Kerch Peninsula. The city was founded by Greek colonists in the sixth 

century B.C. and eventually passed to Russia after the first Russo-Turkish War 

(1768-1774). Population, 168,000. 

ker·chief (kûrùchVf, -chKfÙ) n.  pl. ker·chiefs also ker·chieves (-chVvz, -chKvz). 
1. A woman’s square scarf, often worn as a head covering.  2. A handkerchief.  

[Middle English coverchef, curchef, from Anglo-Norman courchief (variant of Old 

French couvrechef), and from Old French couvrechef covrir, to cover (from Latin 

cooperXre); see COVER + chef, head (from Latin caput); see kaput- in Appendix.]

Ke·ren·sky (kN-rHnùskK, kHrùNn-, kyHrùyVn-), Aleksandr Feodorovich. 1881-

1970.  Russian revolutionary who was appointed the head of government (July 

1917) after the abdication of Nicholas II but was overthrown by the Bolsheviks 

(October 1917) for his moderate policies. 

Ker·e·san (kHrùV-sNn) n.  Any of a group of languages spoken by certain Pueblo 

peoples.   —Kerùe·san adj. 

kerf (kûrf) n.  1. A groove or notch made by a cutting tool, such as a saw or an ax.  

2. The width of a groove made by a cutting tool.  [Middle English, from Old 

English cyrf, a cutting. See gerbh- in Appendix.]

Ker·gue·len Islands (kûrùgN-lNn XùlNndz, -lHnÙ)  A French-administered 

island group in the southern Indian Ocean southeast of South Africa. The largest 

island, Kerguelen, was discovered by a French navigator in 1772 and is used 

mainly as a research station. 

Kér·ki·ra (kHrùkK-räÙ)  See Corfu. 
Ker·kra·de (kHrùkräÙdN)  A city of southeast Netherlands on the German border 

north of Aachen. Its coal-mining industry dates to the 12th century. Population, 

53,231. 

Ker·man (kNr-mänù, kHr-)  A city of east-central Iran southeast of Tehran. It is 

famous for its carpets. Population, 239,000. 

Ker·man·shah (kHr-mänÙ-shäù, -shôù)  See Bakhtaran. 
ker·mes (kûrùmKz) n.  A red dyestuff once prepared from the dried bodies of 

various female scale insects of the genus Kermes.  [French kermès, short for alker-

mès, from Arabic al-qirmiz, probably from Sanskrit kxmi-ja-, (red dye) produced 

by worms. See kwymi- in Appendix.]



ker·mis also ker·mess  or kir·mess (kûrùmVs) n.  1. An outdoor fair in the Low 

Countries.  2. A fund-raising fair or carnival.  [Dutch kermis, from Middle Dutch 

kercmisse, mass on the anniversary of a church dedication, on which day was held 

a yearly fair  : kerc, church (ultimately from Late Greek kuriakon, kurikon (doma), 

(house) of the lord); see CHURCH + misse, mass (from Late Latin missa); see MASS.]

kern1 also kerne (kûrn) n.  1. A medieval Scottish or Irish foot soldier.  2. A 

loutish person.  [Middle English kerne, from Middle Irish ceithern, band of sol-

diers, from Old Irish.]

kern2 (kûrn) Printing. n.  The portion of a typeface that projects beyond the 

body or shank of a character.   —  v.  tr. kerned, kern·ing, kerns. To provide 

(type) with a kern.  [French carne, corner, from Old North French, from Latin 

cardo, cardin-, hinge.]

Kern (kûrn), Jerome David. 1885-1945.  American composer of numerous 

musicals, including Show Boat (1927), and more than a thousand songs, such as 

“Ol’ Man River” and “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.” 

kerne (kûrn) n.  Variant of kern1. 
ker·nel (kûrùnNl) n.  1. A grain or seed, as of a cereal grass, enclosed in a husk.  

2. The inner, usually edible seed of a nut or fruit stone.  3. The most material and 

central part; the core: “that hard kernel of gaiety that never breaks” (Evelyn 

Waugh).  [Middle English, from Old English cyrnel. See gyN-no- in Appendix.] 
—kerùneled adj. 

kern·ite (kûrùnXtÙ) n.  A colorless to white lustrous crystalline mineral, 

Na2B4O7·4H2O, that is a major source of ore of boron.  [After Kern, a county of 

southern California.]

Kern River (kûrn rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Sierra Nevada of eastern Califor-

nia and flowing about 249 km (155 mi) south and southwest to the southern San 

Joaquin Valley. 

ker·o·gen (kHrùN-jNn) n.  A fossilized material in shale and other sedimentary 

rock that yields oil upon heating.  [Greek kKros, wax + -GEN.]

ker·o·sene also ker·o·sine (kHrùN-sKnÙ, k4rù-, kHrÙN-sKnù, k4rÙ-) n.  A thin oil 

distilled from petroleum or shale oil, used as a fuel for heating and cooking, in 

lamps, and as a denaturant for alcohol.  Also called coal oil, lamp oil.  [Greek kKros, 

wax + -ENE.]

Ker·ou·ac (kHrùu-4kÙ), Jack. 1922-1969.  American writer and leading figure 

of the beat generation. His primarily autobiographical books include On the Road 

(1957) and Desolation Angels (1965). 

Kerr·ville (kûrùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of southwest Texas northwest of San Antonio. 

Settled in 1846, it is a health and vacation resort. Population, 17,384. 

Ker·ry (kHrùK) n.  pl. Ker·ries. One of a breed of small, black dairy cattle of Irish 

origin.  [After Kerry, a county of southwest Ireland.]



Kerry blue terrier (kHrùK blu tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of a breed of terriers of Irish 

origin, having a dense, wavy bluish-gray coat.  [After Kerry, a county of southwest 

Ireland.]

ker·sey (kûrùzK) n.  pl. ker·seys. 1. A twilled woolen fabric, sometimes with a 

cotton warp, used for coats.  2.  Often kerseys. A garment made of this fabric.  

3. A woolen, often ribbed fabric formerly used for hose and trousers.  [Middle 

English kersei, after Kersey, a village of southeast England.]

ker·sey·mere (kûrùzK-mîrÙ) n.  A fine woolen cloth with a fancy twill weave.  

[KERSEY + (CASSI)MERE.]

Ker·u·len (kHrùt-lHn)  A river rising in northeast Mongolia and flowing about 

1,263 km (785 mi) south then east to a lake in northeast China. 

ke·ryg·ma (kN-rVgùmN) n.  Theology. The proclamation of religious truths, espe-

cially as taught in the Gospels.  [Greek kKrugma, preaching, proclamation, from 

kKrux, kKrug-, herald.]

Kes·sel·ring (kHsùNl-rVng), Albert. 1885-1960.  German general who was active 

on virtually all European and North African fronts during World War II. 

Appointed commander in chief in the West (1945), he was later imprisoned for 

war crimes (1947-1952). 

kes·trel (kHsùtrNl) n.  Any of various small falcons belonging to the genus Falco 

that are distributed worldwide, especially the American kestrel and the European 

kestrel.  [Probably from obsolete French cresserelle, from Old French cresserele, 

probably from cresselle, clacker, kestrel.]

ket- pref.  Variant of keto-. 
ketch (kHch) n.  Nautical. A two-masted fore-and-aft-rigged sailing vessel with a 

mizzenmast stepped aft of a taller mainmast but forward of the rudder.  [Middle 

English cache, from cacchen, to catch. See CATCH.]

Ketch·i·kan (kHchùV-k4nÙ)  A city of southeast Alaska on an island in the Alex-

ander Archipelago. A supply point for miners during the gold rush of the 1890’s, 

it is now a major port and tourist center on the Inside Passage. Population, 7,198. 

ketch·up (kHchùNp, k4chù-) also catch·up (k4chùNp, kHchù-)  or cat·sup 
(k4tùsNp, k4chùNp, kHchù-) n.  A condiment consisting of a thick, smooth-textured, 

spicy sauce usually made from tomatoes.  [Probably Malay kKchap, fish sauce, 

possibly from Chinese (Cantonese) kK-tsiap.]

WORD HISTORY: The word ketchup exemplifies the types of modifications

that can take place in the borrowing process, both in the borrowing of a word and

in the borrowing of a substance. The source of our word ketchup may be the Malay

word kKchap, possibly taken into Malay from the Cantonese dialect of Chinese.

KKchap, like our word, referred to a kind of sauce, but a sauce without tomatoes;

rather, it contained fish brine, herbs, and spices. The sauce seems to have emi-

grated to Europe by way of sailors, where it was made with locally available ingre-



dients such as the juice of mushrooms or walnuts. At some point, when the juice

of tomatoes was first used, ketchup as we know it was born. However, it is impor-

tant to realize that in the 18th and 19th centuries ketchup was a generic term for

sauces whose only common ingredient was vinegar. The word is first recorded in

English in 1690 in the form catchup, in 1711 in the form ketchup, and in 1730 in

the form catsup. These three spelling variants of a foreign borrowing remain cur-

rent.

ke·tene (kKùtKnÙ) n.  A pungent, toxic, colorless gas, C2H2O, used chiefly as an 

acetylation agent. 

keto-  or ket- pref.  Ketone; ketone group:  ketosis.  [From KETONE.]

ke·to·gen·e·sis (kKÙto-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation of ketone bodies, as occurs 

in diabetes.   —keÙto·genùic adj. 

ke·tone (kKùtonÙ) n.  Any of a class of organic compounds having a carbonyl 

group linked to a carbon atom in each of two hydrocarbon radicals and having 

the general formula R(CO)RÙ, where R may be the same as RÙ.  [German Keton, 

short for Aketon, acetone  : Latin acKtum, vinegar; see ACETUM + -on, n. suff. 

(alteration of -en, from Greek -KnK).] —ke·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

ketone body (kKùtonÙ bmdùK) n.  A ketone-containing substance, such as ace-

toacetic acid, that is an intermediate product of fatty acid metabolism. Ketone 

bodies tend to accumulate in the blood and are excreted in the urine of individu-

als affected by starvation or uncontrolled diabetes mellitus.  Also called acetone 

body 

ke·tose (kKùtosÙ) n.  Any of various carbohydrates containing a ketone group. 

ke·to·sis (kK-toùsVs) n.  pl. ke·to·ses (-sKz). A pathological increase in the pro-

duction of ketone bodies.   —ke·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

ke·to·ste·roid (kKÙto-stîrùoidÙ, -stHrù-) n.  A steroid containing a ketone group. 

Ket·ter·ing (kHtùNr-Vng)  A city of southwest Ohio, an industrial suburb of Day-

ton. Population, 60,569. 

Ket·ter·ing (kHtùNr-Vng), Charles Franklin. 1876-1958.  American electrical 

engineer and manufacturer who developed the first electric cash register (1905) 

and numerous automotive improvements, such as an electric ignition system 

(1912). 

ket·tle (kHtùl) n.  1. A metal pot, usually with a lid, for boiling or stewing.  2. A 

teakettle.  3. Music. A kettledrum.  4. Geology. A depression left in a mass of gla-

cial drift, formed by the melting of an isolated block of glacial ice.  5. A pothole.  

[Middle English ketel, from Old Norse ketill, and Old English cetel both from 

Latin catXllus, diminutive of catXnus, large bowl.]

Ket·tle River (kHtùl rVvùNr)  A river, about 257 km (160 mi) long, of southern 

British Columbia, Canada, and northeast Washington flowing generally south-

ward to the Columbia River. 



ket·tle·drum (kHtùl-drƒmÙ) n.  Music. A large copper or brass hemispherical 

drum with a parchment head that can be tuned by adjusting the tension. 

kettle of fish (kHtùl ƒv fVsh) n.  pl. kettles of fish. 1. A troublesomely awk-

ward or embarrassing situation.  2. A matter to be reckoned with:  Making money 

and keeping it are two quite different kettles of fish. 

Keu·ka Lake (kyuùkN l7k, k7-yuù-)  A lake of west-central New York, one of 

the Finger Lakes west of Seneca Lake. It is the center of a resort and wine-making 

region. 

keV abbr.  Kiloelectron unit. 

kev·el (kHvùNl) n.  Nautical. A sturdy belaying pin for the heavier cables of a ship.  

[Middle English kevil, from Old French keville, wooden peg, from Latin cl7vicula, 

diminutive of cl7vis, key.]

Kew (kyu)  A district of western Greater London in southeast England. The 

famed Royal Botanic Gardens were established in 1759 and presented to the 

nation in 1841. 

Ke·wee·naw Peninsula (kKùwN-nôÙ pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of north-

west Michigan extending into Lake Superior and bordered on the south by 

Keweenaw Bay. 
kew·pie (kyuùpK) n.  A small, fat-cheeked, wide-eyed doll with a curl of hair 

on top of the head.  [Originally a trademark.]

key1 (kK) n.  pl. keys. 1. a. A notched and grooved, usually metal implement 

that is turned to open or close a lock.  b. A similar device used for opening or 

winding:  the key of a clock; a can that has a key attached.   2. A means of access, 

control, or possession.  3. a. A vital, crucial element.  b. A set of answers to a test.  

c. A table, gloss, or cipher for decoding or interpreting.   4. A device, such as a 

wedge or pin, inserted to lock together mechanical or structural parts.  

5. Architecture. The keystone in the crown of an arch.  6. a. A button or lever that 

is pressed with the finger to operate a machine.  b. Music. A button or lever that is 

pressed with the finger to produce or modulate the sound of an instrument, such 

as a clarinet or piano.   7. Music. a. A tonal system consisting of seven tones in 

fixed relationship to a tonic, having a characteristic key signature and being since 

the Renaissance the structural foundation of the bulk of Western music; tonality.  

b. The principal tonality of a work:  an etude in the key of E.   8. The pitch of a 

voice or other sound.  9. A characteristic tone or level of intensity, as of a speech 

or sales campaign. Often used in combination:  high-key; low-key.  10. Botany. 

The key fruit.  11. An outline of the distinguishing characteristics of a group of 

organisms, used as a guide in taxonomic identification.  12. Basketball. An area at 

each end of the court between the base line and the foul line and including the 

jump-ball circle at the foul line:  a jump shot from the top of the key.   —  adj.  Of 

crucial importance; significant:  key decisions; the key element of the thesis.   —  v.  

tr. keyed, key·ing, keys. 1. To lock with or as if with a key.  2. Architecture. To 



furnish (an arch) with a keystone.  3. Music. To regulate the pitch of.  4. To bring 

into harmony; adjust or adapt.  5. To supply an explanatory key for.  6. a. To 

operate (a device), as for typesetting by means of a keyboard.  b. To enter (data) 

into a computer by means of a keyboard.   7. To identify (a biological specimen).   
—phrasal verb. key up. To make intense, excited, or nervous.   —idioms. in 
key. In consonance with other factors.  out of key. Not in consonance with 

other factors.  [Middle English kai, kei, from Old English c<g.]

key2 (kK) n.  pl. keys. A low offshore island or reef, especially in the Gulf of 

Mexico; a cay.  [Alteration (influenced by key, variant of QUAY), of Spanish cayo. 

See CAY.]

key3 (kK) n.  pl. keys. Slang. A kilogram of marijuana, cocaine, or heroin.  

[Shortening and alteration of KILOGRAM.]

Key (kK), Francis Scott. 1779-1843.  American lawyer and poet who wrote 

“Defense of Fort M’Henry” after witnessing the British attack on Fort McHenry 

at Baltimore on September 13-14, 1814. The poem was set to the music of an 

18th-century tune called “To Anacreon in Heaven,” renamed “The Star-Spangled 

Banner,” and in 1931 was adopted by Congress as the national anthem. 

key·board (kKùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A set of keys, as on a computer terminal, 

word processor, typewriter, or piano.  2. Music. Any one of various instruments 

played by means of a set of pianolike keys, often connected to a synthesizer or an 

amplifier.   —  v.  tr. key·board·ed, key·board·ing, key·boards. 1. Printing. 

To set (copy) by means of a keyed typesetting machine:  keyboard a manuscript.  

2. Music. To play (a composition) by means of an instrument having a set of 

pianolike keys.   —keyùboardÙer, keyùboardÙist n. 

key·card (kKùkärdÙ) n.  A usually plastic card with a magnetically coded strip 

that is scanned in order to operate a mechanism such as a door or an automated 

teller machine. 

key club (kK klƒb) n.  A private club featuring liquor and entertainment.  [From 

the key to the premises given to each member.]

Keyes (kKz), Francis Parkinson. 1885-1970.  American writer of highly popu-

lar novels, such as Dinner at Antoine’s (1948), concerning wealthy, urbane charac-

ters. 

key fruit (kK frut) n.  Botany. See samara.  [From the shape of its bunches.]

key·hole (kKùholÙ) n.  1. The hole in a lock into which a key fits.  2. Basketball. 

The key. 

Key Lar·go (kK lärùgo)  A narrow island off southern Florida. It is the largest of 

the Florida Keys. 

key money (kK mƒnùK) n.  Payment made to a landlord as an inducement to 

assure a rental. 

Keynes (k7nz), John Maynard First Baron of Tilton. 1883-1946.  British econ-

omist who proposed that high unemployment, being a result of insufficient con-



sumer spending, could be relieved by government-sponsored programs. He also 

advocated deficit spending by governments to stimulate ecomomic activity. 

Keynes·i·an (k7nùzK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the economic theories of John 

Maynard Keynes, especially those theories advocating government monetary and 

fiscal programs designed to increase employment and stimulate business activity.   
—  n.  A supporter of Keynes’s economic theories.   —Keynesùi·an·ism n. 

key·note (kKùnotÙ) n.  1. Music. The tonic of a musical key.  2. A prime under-

lying element or theme: “The keynote of the revolution settlement was personal 

freedom under the law” (G.M. Trevelyan).   —  v.  tr. key·not·ed, key·not·ing, 
key·notes. 1. To give or set the keynote of.  2. Informal. To give a keynote 

address at:  keynoted the press luncheon. 

keynote address (kKùnotÙ N-drHsù) n.  An opening address, as at a political 

convention, that outlines the issues to be considered.  Also called keynote speech 

key·not·er (kKùnoÙtNr) n.  One who gives a keynote address. 

keynote speech (kKùnotÙ spKch) n.  See keynote address. 
key·pad (kKùp4dÙ) n.  Computer Science. An input device, sometimes part of a 

standard typewriter keyboard, consisting of a separate grid of numerical and 

function keys arranged for efficient data entry. 

key·punch (kKùpƒnchÙ) n.  A keyboard machine that is used to punch holes in 

cards or tapes for data-processing systems.   —  v.  intr. tr. key·punched, 
key·punch·ing, key·punch·es. To process on such a keyboard machine.   
—keyùpunchÙer n. 

key signature (kK sVgùnN-chNr) n.  Music. The group of sharps or flats placed 

to the right of the clef on a staff to identify the key. 

key·stone (kKùstonÙ) n.  1. Architecture. The central wedge-shaped stone of an 

arch that locks its parts together.  Also called headstone 2. The central supporting 

element of a whole. 

key·stroke (kKùstrokÙ) n.  A stroke of a key, as on a word processor.   
—keyùstrokeÙ v. 

key·way (kKùw7Ù) n.  1. A slot for a key in the hub or shaft of a wheel.  2. The 

keyhole of a cylinder lock. 

Key West (kK wHst)  A city of extreme southern Florida on the island of Key 
West, the westernmost of the Florida Keys in the Gulf of Mexico. Fishing and 

tourism are important to its economy. Population, 24,832. 

key·word also key word (kKùwûrdÙ) n.  1. A word that serves as a key to a 

code or cipher.  2. A significant or descriptive word.  3. A word used as a refer-

ence point for finding other words or information. 

kg abbr.  Kilogram. 

kG abbr.  Kilogauss. 

K.G. abbr.  Knight of the Order of the Garter. 



KGB  or K.G.B. (k7ÙgK-bKù) n.  The intelligence and internal security agency of 

the Soviet Union.  [Russian, from K(omitét) G(osudárstvennoV) B(ezopásnosti) : 

komitet, committee + gosudarstvennoV, genitive of gosudar’stvennyV, of the state + 

bezopasnosti, genitive of bezopasnost’, security.]

kgf abbr.  Kilogram force. 

Kha·ba·rovsk (kN-bärùNfsk, KHN-)  A city of southeast Russia on the Amur 

River near the Chinese border. Located on the site of a fort established in 1652, it 

prospered after the coming of the railroad in 1905. Population, 576,000. 

Kha·cha·tu·ri·an (käÙchä-ttrùK-Nn, k4chÙN-, KHN-chN-tur-yänù), Aram 
Ilich. 1903-1978.  Russian composer of Armenian parentage whose works 

include concertos for piano and violin, symphonies, and ballets, such as Gayane 

(1942). 

Kha·da·fy (kN-däùfK), Muammar al-.  See Muammar al- Qaddafi. 
khak·i (k4kùK, käùkK) n.  1. Color. A light olive brown to moderate or light yel-

lowish brown.  2. a. A sturdy cloth of this color.  b. khakis. A uniform made of 

this cloth.   [Urdu kh7kX, dusty, from Persian, from kh7k, dust, from Middle Per-

sian.] —khakùi adj. 

Kha·lid (kä-lKdù, KHä-), Full name Khalid ibn Abd al-Aziz Al Saud. 1913-1982.  

King of Saudi Arabia (1975-1982) who succeeded to the throne after the assassi-

nation of his half-brother King Faisal. 

kha·lif (k7ùlVf, k4lùVf) n.  Variant of caliph. 
Khal·ki·dhi·kí (käl-kKÙthK-kKù, KHäl-)  See Chalcidice. 
Khal·kís (käl-kKsù, KHäl-)  See Chalcis. 
kham·sin (k4m-sKnù) n.  A generally southerly hot wind from the Sahara that 

blows across Egypt from late March to early May.  [Arabic (rXU al-)hamsXn, (wind 

of the) 50 (days), khamsin, from Tams7n, 50.]

khan1 (kän, k4n) n.  1. A ruler, an official, or an important person in India and 

some central Asian countries.  2. A medieval ruler of a Mongol, Tartar, or Turkish 

tribe.  [Middle English caan, from Old French can, from Turkish kh7n (from Old 

Turkic qaghan), and from Mongolian q7’7n, ruler.]

khan2 (kän, k4n) n.  A caravansary in certain Asian countries.  [Arabic T7n, inn, 

from Persian kh7n, house, from Middle Persian.]

khan·ate (käùn7tÙ, k4nù7tÙ) n.  1. The realm of a khan.  2. The position of a 

khan. 

Khan·ba·lik (känÙbN-lKkù)  An ancient city of Mongol China on the site of 

modern Beijing. Rebuilt by Kublai Khan from 1264 to 1267 on the site of an ear-

lier city, Khanbalik was called Cambaluc by Marco Polo, who described its mag-

nificence in the account of his travels. 

Khan·ka (k4ngùkN), Lake. A lake between southeast Russia and northeast China 

north of Vladivostock. Most of it lies within Russian territory. 



kha·pra beetle (käùprN bKtùl, k4pùrN) n.  A beetle (Trogoderma granurium) 

accidentally introduced to several places in the United States that is an extremely 

destructive grain pest.  [Hindi khapr7, from khapn7, to destroy.]

Khar·kov (kärùkôfÙ, KHärùkNf)  A city of northeast Ukraine east of Kiev. 

Founded in 1656, it was an important 17th-century frontier headquarters of 

Ukrainian Cossacks who were loyal to the Russian czars. Today it is a major 

industrial center and transportation hub. Population, 1,554,000. 

Khar·toum also Khar·tum (kär-tumù)  The capital and largest city of Sudan, 

in the east-central part of the country at the confluence of the Blue Nile and the 

White Nile. It was founded c. 1821 as an Egyptian army camp and was destroyed 

by Mahdists in 1885 after a long siege. Lord Kitchener retook the city in 1898 and 

oversaw its rebuilding. Population, 476,218. 

Khas·ko·vo (käsùkN-vN, KHäsù-)  A city of southern Bulgaria east-southeast of 

Plovdiv. Tobacco growing and processing are important to its economy. Popula-

tion, 91,000. 

khat (kät) n.  1. An evergreen shrub (Catha edulis) native to tropical East Africa, 

having dark green opposite leaves that are chewed fresh for their stimulating 

effects.  2. A tealike beverage prepared from the leaves of this plant.  [Arabic 

qatt.]

Kha·tan·ga (kN-tängùgN, -t4ngù-, KHä-tänù-)  A river, about 1,150 km (715 mi) 

long, of north-central Russia flowing southeast then north to the Khatanga 
Gulf, an arm of the Laptev Sea. 

Khay·yám (kX-yämù, -4mù), Omar.  See Omar Khayyám. 
khe·dive (kN-dKvù) n.  One of several Turkish viceroys ruling Egypt from 1867 

to 1914.  [French khédive, from Turkish hidiv, from Persian khidKw, lord, from 

Middle Persian khwad7y, from Old Iranian khvad7ta-. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

Kher·son (kHr-sônù, KHyVr-)  A city of south-central Ukraine on the Dnieper 

River near the Black Sea east-northeast of Odessa. It was founded in 1778 as a 

naval base. Population, 346,000. 

khi (kX) n.  Variant of chi. 
Khí·os (kKùôs, KHKù-)  See Chios. 
Khir·bet Qum·ran (kîrùbHt ktm-ränù)  See Qumran. 
Khmel·nit·sky (kN-mNl-nVtùskK, KHmyVl-nyHtù-)  A city of west-central Ukraine 

west-southwest of Kiev. Founded in the 15th century, it became part of Russia in 

1795. Population, 217,000. 

Khmer (kmâr) n.  pl. Khmer or Khmers. 1. A member of a people of Cambo-

dia whose civilization reached its height from the 9th to the 15th centuries.  

2. The Mon-Khmer language that is the official language of Cambodia.   
—Khmer, Khmerùi·an adj. 

Khmer Republic (kmâr rV-pƒbùlVk)  See Cambodia. 



Khoi·khoin (koiùkoiÙVn)  or Khoi·khoi (koiùkoi) n.  pl. Khoikhoin or 

Khoi·khoins  or Khoikhoi  or Khoi·khois. 1. A member of a pastoral people 

of Namibia and South Africa.  2. Any of the Khoisan languages of the Khoikhoin, 

including Nama.  [Nama khoi-khoi-n, the Nama people  : khoi-khoi, to speak 

Nama (from khoi-, human being) + -n, pl. common gender suff.]

Khoi·san (koiùsänÙ) n.  A family of languages of southern Africa, including 

those of the Khoikhoin and the San.  [Nama khoi-khoi-n, the Nama people; see 

KHOIKHOIN + san, the San people; see SAN.]

Kho·mei·ni (ko-m7ùnK, KHo-, KHôÙm7-nKù), Ayatollah Ruholla. 1900-1989.  

Iranian Shiite leader and head of state (1979-1989). Arrested (1963) and exiled 

(1964) for his opposition to Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi’s regime, he returned 

to Iran on the shah’s downfall (1979) and established a new constitution giving 

himself supreme powers. His reign was marked by a return to strict observance of 

the Islamic code. 

Kho·per (kN-pyôrù, KHm-)  A river, about 1,006 km (625 mi) long, of southwest 

Russia flowing generally south to the Don River. 

Kho·ra·na (ko-räùnN), Har Gobind. Born 1922.  Indian-born American bio-

chemist. He shared a 1968 Nobel Prize for the study of genetic codes. 

khoum (kum, ktm) n.  A unit of currency in Mauritania.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Native word in Mauritania.]

Khru·shchev (krtshùchHf, -chôf, KHru-shchyôfù), Nikita Sergeyevich. 
1894-1971.  Soviet politician. A Stalin loyalist in the 1930’s, he was appointed first 

secretary of the Communist Party in 1953. As Soviet premier (1958-1964) he 

denounced Stalin (1956), thwarted the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, and 

improved his country’s image abroad. He was deposed (1964) for his failure to 

establish missiles in Cuba (1962) and improve the Soviet economy. 

Khu·fu (kuùfuÙ)  See Cheops. 
Khul·na (ktlùnN)  A city of southwest Bangladesh near the Ganges River delta. 

It is a trade and processing center for a large swampy, forested region. Population, 

623,184. 

Khwa·riz·mi (kwärùVz-mK, KHwärù-), al-. Full name Muhammad ibn-Musa al-

Khwarizmi. 780?-850?.  Muslim mathematician whose works introduced Arabic 

numerals and algebraic concepts to Western mathematics. The word algorithm is 

derived from his name. 

Khy·ber Pass (kXùbNr p4s)  A narrow pass, about 53 km (33 mi) long, through 

mountains on the border between western Afghanistan and northern Pakistan. It 

has long been a strategic trade and invasion route. The highest point of the pass is 

about 1,068 m (3,500 ft). 

kHz abbr.  Kilohertz. 

KIA (k7ÙX-7ù) n.  pl. KIA’s also KIAs. A member of the armed services who is 

reported killed during a combat mission.  [k(illed) i(n) a(ction).]



Kia·ling (kyäùlVngù, jyäù-)  See Jialing. 
Ki·a·mich·i (kXÙN-mVshùK)  A river, about 161 km (100 mi) long, of southeast 

Oklahoma flowing southwest then southeast to the Red River on the Texas bor-

der. 

Kia·mu·sze (kyäùmuùstù)  See Jiamusi. 
ki·ang (kK-ängù) n.  A large wild ass (Equus hemionus subsp. kiang) of the moun-

tains of Asia.  [Tibetan rkyan.]

Kiang·si (kyängùshKù)  See Jiangxi. 
Kiang·su (kyängùsuù, -süù)  See Jiangsu. 
kiaugh (kyäKH) n.  Scots. Trouble; anxiety.  [Probably from Scottish Gaelic cab-

hag.]

kib·ble1 (kVbùNl) n.  An iron bucket used in wells or mines for hoisting water, ore, 

or refuse to the surface.  [Probably from German Kübel, pail, from Middle High 

German kübel, from Old High German -chublX (in miluhchublX, milk pail), from 

Vulgar Latin *cupia, from Latin c7pa, vat.]

kib·ble2 (kVbùNl) v.  tr. kib·bled, kib·bling, kib·bles. To crush or grind (grain, 

for example) coarsely.   —  n.  Meal ground by this process and used in the form 

of pellets especially for pet food.  [Origin unknown.]

kib·butz (kV-bttsù, -butsù) n.  pl. kib·but·zim (kVbÙtt-sKmù, -ut-). A col-

lective farm or settlement in modern Israel.  [Hebrew qibbû}, gathering, from 

qibbK}, to gather.]

kib·butz·nik (kV-bttsùnVk, -butsù-) n.  A member of a kibbutz. 

kibe (kXb) n.  A chapped or inflamed area on the skin, especially on the heel, 

resulting from exposure to cold; an ulcerated chillblain.  [Middle English kybe.]

Ki·bei (kK-b7ù) n.  pl. Kibei or Ki·beis. A person born in the United States of 

Japanese immigrant parents and educated chiefly in Japan.  [Japanese, to go 

home, return to America, Kibei.]

kib·itz (kVbùVts) v.  intr. kib·itzed, kib·itz·ing, kib·itz·es. Informal. 1. To look 

on and offer unwanted, usually meddlesome advice to others.  2. To chat; con-

verse.  [Yiddish kibitsen, from German kiebitzen, from Kiebitz, pewit, kibitzer, 

from Middle High German gXbitz, pewit, of imitative origin.] —kibùitz·er n. 

kib·lah (kVbùlN) n.  Islam. The direction facing the Kaaba, toward which Muslims 

look when praying.  [Arabic qiblah.]

ki·bosh (kXùbmshÙ, kX-bmshù) n.  Informal. A checking or restraining element:  

had to put the kibosh on a poorly conceived plan.  [Origin unknown.]

kick (kVk) v.  kicked, kick·ing, kicks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To strike out with the foot 

or feet.  2. a. Sports. To score or gain ground by kicking a ball.  b. Football. To 

punt.   3. To recoil:  The high-powered rifle kicked upon being fired.  4. Informal. 

a. To express negative feelings vigorously; complain.  b. To oppose by argument; 

protest.  See Synonyms at object.    —  v.  tr. 1. To strike with the foot.  2. To 

propel by striking with the foot.  3. To spring back against suddenly:  The rifle 



kicked my shoulder when I fired it.  4. Sports. To score (a goal or point) by kicking 

a ball.   —  n.  1. a. A vigorous blow with the foot.  b. Sports. The thrusting 

motion of the legs in swimming.   2. A jolting recoil:  a rifle with a heavy kick.  

3. Slang. A complaint; a protest.  4. Slang. Power; force:  an old engine that still 

has lots of kick.  5. Slang. a. A feeling of pleasurable stimulation:  got a kick out of 

the show.  b. kicks. Fun:  Let’s go to the show just for kicks.   6. Slang. Temporary, 

often obsessive interest:  I’m on a science fiction kick.  7. Slang. A sudden, striking 

surprise; a twist.  8. Sports. a. The act or an instance of kicking a ball.  b. A kicked 

ball.  c. The distance spanned by a kicked ball.    —phrasal verbs. kick 
around. Informal. 1. To treat badly; abuse.  2. To move from place to place: 

“spent the next three years in Italy, kicking around the country on a motor scooter” 

(Charles E. Claffey).  3. To give consideration or thought to (an idea).  kick 
back. 4. To recoil unexpectedly and violently.  5. Slang. To return (stolen items).  

6. Slang. To pay a kickback.  kick in. 7. Informal. To contribute (one’s share):  

kicked in a few dollars for the office party.  8. Slang. To die.  kick off. 9. Sports. To 

begin or resume play with a kickoff.  10. Informal. To begin; start:  kicked off the 

promotional tour with a press conference for the author.  11. Slang. To die.  kick 
out. Slang. To throw out; dismiss.  kick over. To begin to fire:  The engine finally 

kicked over.  kick up. Informal. 14. To increase in amount or force; intensify:  A 

sandstorm kicked up while we drove through the desert.  15. To stir up (trouble):  

kicked up a row.  16. To show signs of disorder:  His ulcer has kicked up again.   
—idioms. kick the bucket. Slang. To die.  kick the habit. Slang. To free one-

self of an addiction, as to narcotics or cigarettes.  kick up (one’s) heels. Infor-

mal. To cast off one’s inhibitions and have a good time.  kick upstairs. Slang. To 

promote to a higher yet less desirable position.  [Middle English kiken, perhaps of 

Scandinavian origin.]

Kick·a·poo (kVkùN-puÙ) n.  pl. Kickapoo or Kick·a·poos. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois, 

with small present-day populations in Kansas, Oklahoma, and northern Mexico.  

b. A member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Kickapoo. 

Kickapoo River (kVkùN-puÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 161 km (100 mi) long, of 

southwest Wisconsin flowing south-southwest to the Wisconsin River. 

kick·back (kVkùb4kÙ) n.  1. A sharp reaction; a repercussion.  2. Slang. A return 

of a percentage of a sum of money already received, typically as a result of pres-

sure, coercion, or a secret agreement. 

kick·box·ing (kVkùbmkÙsVng) n.  The martial art and sport of attack and 

defense, practiced in a boxing ring and combining many elements of karate and 

boxing.   —kickùbox·er n. 

kick·er (kVkùNr) n.  1. One that kicks:  a soccer player who was an excellent kicker.  

2. Informal. a. A sudden, surprising turn of events or ending; a twist.  b. A tricky 

or concealed condition; a pitfall: “The kicker is that the relationship of guide and 



seeker gets all mixed up with a confusing male-female attachment” (Gail Sheehy).   

3. A condition that imposes an automatic increase, as in a pension plan. 

kick·off (kVkùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Sports. A place kick in football or soccer with which 

play is begun.  2. Informal. A beginning:  the kickoff of a charity campaign. 

kick plate (kVk pl7t) n.  A protective sheet of metal attached to the bottom of a 

door. 

kick·shaw (kVkùshôÙ) n.  1. Fancy food; a delicacy.  2. A trinket; a gewgaw.  [By 

folk etymology from French quelque chose, something  : quelque, some (quel, 

what from Latin qu7lis, of what kind; see quality + que, what, which, who from 

Vulgar Latin *que, from Latin quid, what); see QUIDDITY + chose, thing; see 

CHOSE
2.]

kick·stand (kVkùst4ndÙ) n.  A swiveling metal bar for holding a two-wheeled 

vehicle, such as a motorcycle, upright when not being ridden. 

kick·y (kVkùK) adj.  kick·i·er, kick·i·est. Slang. So unusual or unconventional in 

character or nature as to provide a thrill. 

kid (kVd) n.  1. a. A young goat.  b. The young of a similar animal, such as an 

antelope.   2. a. The flesh of a young goat.  b. Leather made from the skin of a 

young goat; kidskin.  c. An article made from this leather.   3. Informal. a. A 

child.  b. A young person.   4. Slang. Pal. Used as a term of familiar address, espe-

cially for a young person:  Hi, kid! What’s up?   —  adj.  1. Made of kid.  

2. Informal. Younger than oneself:  my kid brother.   —  v.  kid·ded, kid·ding, 
kids.  —  v.  tr. Informal. 1. To mock playfully; tease.  See Synonyms at banter.  
2. To deceive in fun; fool.   —  v.  intr. 1. Informal. To engage in teasing or good-

humored fooling.  2. To bear young. Used of a goat or an antelope.  [Middle 

English kide, from Old Norse kidh.] —kidùder n.  —kidùding·ly adv. 

Kid (kVd), Thomas.  See Thomas Kyd. 
kid·com (kVdùkmmÙ) n.  A television or video presentation for children, espe-

cially a cartoon.  [KID + (SIT)COM.]

Kidd (kVd), William. Known as “Captain Kidd.” 1645?-1701.  British sea captain 

who turned to piracy after being hired to protect British ships in the Indian 

Ocean (1696). His cruelty and undiscovered buried treasure, although unsub-

stantiated, remain legendary. 

Kid·der·min·ster1 (kVdùNr-mVnÙstNr)  A municipal borough of west-central 

England west-southwest of Birmingham. Carpets have been manufactured here 

since 1735. Population, 91,600. 

Kid·der·min·ster2 (kVdùNr-mVnÙstNr) n.  An ingrain carpet originally made in 

Kidderminster. 

kid·die  or kid·dy (kVdùK) n.  pl. kid·dies. Slang. A small child. 

kid·do (kVdùo) n.  pl. kid·dos. Slang. 1. a. A child.  b. A young person.   2. Pal. 

Used as a term of familiar address: “I said to the girl, rather snootily: ‘I have a 

trade, kiddo. I’m a detective’” (Ross Macdonald). 



Kid·dush (kVdùNsh, kK-dushù) n.  Judaism. The traditional blessing and prayer 

recited over wine on the eve of the Sabbath or a festival.  [Hebrew qiddû≥, from 

q7ddK≥, to sanctify.]

kid·dy (kVdùK) n.  Slang. Variant of kiddie. 
kid·e·o (kVdùK-o) n.  Slang. Kidvid.  [KID + (VID)EO.]

kid glove (kVd glƒv) n.  A glove made of fine, soft leather, especially kidskin.   
—idiom. with kid gloves. Tactfully and cautiously:  had to handle the temper-

amental artist with kid gloves. 

kid·nap (kVdùn4pÙ) v.  tr. kid·napped or kid·naped, kid·nap·ping or 

kid·nap·ing, kid·naps or kid·naps. To seize and detain unlawfully and usually 

for ransom.  [Probably KID + nap, to snatch (perhaps variant of NAB, and or of 

Scandinavian origin).] —kidùnapÙ n.  —kidùnapÙper, kidùnapÙer n.  

WORD HISTORY: Kidnapper seems to have originated appropriately enough

among those who perpetrate this crime. We know this because kid and napper,

the two parts of the compound, were slang of the sort that criminals might use.

Kid, which some still find slangy, was considered low slang when kidnapper was

formed, and napper is obsolete slang for a thief, coming from the verb nap, “to

seize a person or thing, steal.” Nap is possibly a variant of nab, which still has a

slangy ring to it. In 1678, the year in which the word is first recorded, kidnappers

plied their trade on behalf of plantations in colonies such as the ones in North

America. The term later took on the broader sense that it has today. The verb

kidnap is recorded later (1682) than the noun and so is possibly a back-formation,

that is, people have assumed that a kidnapper kidnaps.

kid·ney (kVdùnK) n.  pl. kid·neys. 1. Anatomy. Either one of a pair of organs in 

the dorsal region of the vertebrate abdominal cavity, functioning to maintain 

proper water and electrolyte balance, regulate acid-base concentration, and filter 

the blood of metabolic wastes, which are then excreted as urine.  2. The kidney of 

certain animals, eaten as food.  3. An excretory organ of certain invertebrates.  

4. Kind; sort.  [Middle English kidenere, kidenei, perhaps from Old English 

*cydenKora : *cyde, belly + *nKora, kidney.]

kidney bean (kVdùnK bKn) n.  1. An annual plant (Phaseolus vulgaris) culti-

vated in many forms for its edible pods and seeds.  2. The pod or seed of this 

plant. 

kidney stone (kVdùnK ston) n.  A small hard mass in the kidney that forms 

from deposits chiefly of phosphates and urates. 

kid·skin (kVdùskVnÙ) n.  Soft leather made from the skin of a young goat. 

kid stuff (kVd stƒf) n.  Slang. 1. Something suitable only for children.  

2. Something very easy or uncomplicated. 



kid·vid (kVdùvVdÙ) n.  Slang. 1. Television programs for children.  2. Home vid-

eotapes for children.  [KID + VID(EO).]

Kiel (kKl)  A city of northern Germany on Kiel Bay, an arm of the Baltic Sea. 

Chartered in 1242, Kiel joined the Hanseatic League in 1284, passed to Denmark 

in 1773, and was annexed by Prussia in 1866. German sailors mutinied here in 

1918, setting off a socialist revolution. Population, 245,751. 

kiel·ba·sa (kVl-bäùsN, kKl-) n.  A spicy, smoked Polish sausage.  [Polish kieÁbasa, 

from East and West Slavic *kƒlbasa, from East Turkic kül bassï, grilled cutlet, 

from Turkic kül bastï : kül, coals, ashes + bastï, pressed (meat) (from basmaq, to 

press).]

Kiel Canal also Nord-Ost·see Ka·nal (nôrt-ôstùz7 kä-nälù)  An artificial 

waterway, 98.1 km (61 mi) long, of northern Germany connecting the North Sea 

with the Baltic Sea. Built (1887-1895) to facilitate movement of the German fleet, 

it was widened and deepened from 1905 to 1914. 

Kiel·ce (kyHlùtsH)  A city of southeast-central Poland south of Warsaw. Founded 

in 1173, it was controlled by Austria (from 1795) and Russia (from 1815) before 

reverting to Poland in 1919. Population, 200,500. 

Kier·ke·gaard (kîrùkV-gärdÙ, -gôrÙ), Søren Aaby. 1813-1855.  Danish reli-

gious philosopher. A precursor of modern existentialism, he insisted on the need 

for individual decision and leaps of faith in the search for religious truth, thereby 

contradicting Protestant dogma and Hegelianism. His works include Either/Or 

and Fear and Trembling (both 1843). 

kie·sel·guhr (kKùzNl-gtrÙ) n.  See diatomite.  [German Kieselgur : Kiesel, 

pebble (from Middle High German kisel, from Old High German chisil) + Gur, 

Guhr, ferment, earthy deposit from water (from gären, to ferment, blend of Mid-

dle High German jësan, from Old High German,, and Middle High German 

*jern, to cause to ferment  from Old High German jerian); see yes- in Appendix.]

kie·ser·ite (kKùzN-rXtÙ) n.  A whitish to yellowish hydrous magnesium sulfate 

mineral, MgSO4·H2O, found in salt residues.  [After Dietrich Georg Kieser (1779-

1862), German physician.]

Kie·sing·er (kKùzVng-Nr, -sVng-), Kurt Georg. 1904-1988.  West German politi-

cian who served as chancellor (1966-1969) and pursued the pro-Western policies 

of Konrad Adenauer. 

Ki·ev (kKùHf, -Hv, kyKùyVf)  The capital of Ukraine, in the north-central part of the 

republic on the Dnieper River. It was the center of the first Russian state and an 

early seat of Russian Christianity. Its power declined after the 12th century, and it 

was annexed by Moscow in 1686. It is often known as “the Mother of Cities.” Pop-

ulation, 2,448,000. 

kif (kVf, kKf) also kef (kHf, kKf, k7f) n.  1. Smoking material, such as Indian 

hemp, used especially in the Maghreb.  2. The euphoria caused by smoking this 

material.  [Arabic kayf, kef, pleasure, well-being.]



Ki·ga·li (kV-gäùlK, kK-)  The capital and largest city of Rwanda, in the central part 

of the country east of Lake Kivu. Population, 156,700. 

kike (kXk) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Jew.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Ki·klá·dhes (kK-kläùthHs)  See Cyclades. 
Ki·kon·go (kK-kmngùgo) n.  See Kongo (n., sense 2). 

Ki·ku·yu (kV-kuùyu) also Gi·ku·yu (gV-kuùyu) n.  pl. Kikuyu or Ki·ku·yus 
also Gikuyu  or Gi·ku·yus. 1. A member of a people of central and southern 

Kenya.  2. The Bantu language of the Kikuyu. 

Ki·lau·e·a (kKÙlou-7ùN)  An active volcanic crater on the southeast slope of 

Mauna Loa in south-central Hawaii Island. It is one of the largest and most spec-

tacular craters in the world. 

kil·der·kin (kVlùdNr-kVn) n.  1. A cask.  2. An obsolete English measure of capac-

ity equal to about 18 gallons (68 liters).  [Middle English, alteration of Middle 

Flemish kinderkin (variant of Middle Dutch kindekijn) : quintel, quintlein, quintal 

(from Medieval Latin quint7le); see QUINTAL + -kijn, diminutive suff.]

ki·lim (kK-lKmù, kVlùVm) n.  A tapestry-woven Turkish rug or other textile with 

geometric designs in rich, brilliant colors.  [Turkish, from Persian gilXm.]

Kil·i·man·ja·ro (kVlÙN-mNn-järùo), Mount. The highest mountain in Africa, in 

northeast Tanzania near the Kenya border, rising in two snow-capped peaks to 

5,898.7 m (19,340 ft). The higher of the two peaks was first climbed in 1889. 

kill1 (kVl) v.  killed, kill·ing, kills.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To put to death.  b. To deprive 

of life:  The Black Death was a disease that killed millions.   2. To put an end to; 

extinguish.  3. a. To destroy a vitally essential quality in:  Too much garlic killed 

the taste of the meat.  b. To cause to cease operating; turn off:  killed the motor.  

c. To tire out completely; exhaust: “The trip to work, and the boredom and ner-

vousness of jobs, kills men” (Jimmy Breslin).   4. To pass (time) in aimless activity:  

killed a few hours before the flight by sightseeing.  5. To consume entirely; finish 

off:  kill a bottle of brandy.  6. To cause extreme pain or discomfort to:  My shoes 

are killing me.  7. To mark for deletion; rule out:  killed the story.  8. To thwart pas-

sage of; veto:  kill a congressional bill.  9. Informal. To overwhelm with hilarity, 

pleasure, or admiration:  The outstanding finale killed the audience.  10. Sports. 

a. To hit (a ball) with great force.  b. To hit (a ball) with such force as to make a 

return impossible, especially in a racquet game.    —  v.  intr. 1. To cause death or 

extinction; be fatal.  2. To commit murder.   —  n.  1. The act of killing.  2. a. An 

animal killed, especially in hunting.  b. A person killed or to be killed: “Infantry-

men... had seen too many kills suddenly get up and run away or shoot at them as they 

approached” (Nelson DeMille).  c. An enemy aircraft, vessel, or missile that has 

been attacked and destroyed.   3. Sports. A kill shot.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  kill range; kill probability.   —phrasal verb. kill 
off. To destroy in such large numbers as to render extinct.   —idiom. in at the 



kill (or in on the kill). Present at the moment of triumph.  [Middle English 

killen, perhaps from Old English *cyllan. See gwelN- in Appendix.]

kill2 (kVl) n.  New York State. See creek (n., sense 1). See Regional note at oli-
cook. See Regional note at run.  [Dutch kil, from Middle Dutch kille.]

Kil·lar·ney (kV-lärùnK), Lakes of. Three small lakes of southwest Ireland near 

the market town of Killarney (population, 7,693). Studded with islands, the 

lakes are a popular tourist attraction noted for their scenic beauty. 

kill·deer (kVlùdîrÙ) n.  pl. killdeer or kill·deers. A New World plover 

(Charadrius vociferus) that has a distinctive noisy cry and two black bands across 

its breast.  [Probably imitative of its call.]

Kil·leen (kV-lKnù)  A city of central Texas southwest of Waco. Founded in 1882, it 

has some light industry. Population, 63,535. 

kill·er (kVlùNr) n.  1. One that kills:  a disease that was a killer of thousands; a killer 

of new ideas.  2. Slang. Something that is extremely difficult to deal with or with-

stand:  an exam that was a real killer. 

killer bee (kVlùNr bK) n.  See Africanized bee. 
killer cell (kVlùNr sHl) n.  A large, differentiated T cell that attacks and lyses target 

cells bearing specific antigens.  Also called cytotoxic T cell, killer T cell. 

kill·er·sat (kVlùNr-s4tÙ) n.  An artificial satellite intended to destroy enemy satel-

lites, especially one that contains explosives to be detonated when the satellite is 

maneuvered into the target’s orbit.  Also called killer satellite 

killer T cell (kVlùNr tK sHl) n.  See killer cell. 
killer whale (kVlùNr hw7l) n.  A black and white predatory whale (Orcinus orca) 

that feeds on large fish, squid, and sometimes dolphins and seals.  Also called orca 

kil·lick also kil·lock (kVlùVk) n.  Nautical. A small anchor, especially one made of 

a stone in a wooden frame.  [Origin unknown.]

kil·lie (kVlùK) n.  A killifish. 

kil·li·fish (kVlùV-fVshÙ) n.  pl. killifish or kil·li·fish·es. Any of numerous small 

fishes of the family Cyprinodontidae, including the guppy and mosquito fish, 

inhabiting chiefly fresh and brackish waters in warm regions.  [Perhaps KILL
2 + 

FISH.]

kill·ing (kVlùVng) n.  1. Murder; homicide.  2. A kill; a quarry.  3. A sudden large 

profit:  made a killing on the stock market.   —  adj.  1. Intended or apt to kill; 

fatal.  2. Thoroughly exhausting:  a killing pace.  3. Informal. Hilarious.   
—killùing·ly adv. 

kill·joy (kVlùjoiÙ) n.  One who spoils the enthusiasm or fun of others. 

kil·lock (kVlùVk) n.  Nautical. Variant of killick. 
kill shot (kVl shmt) n.  Sports. A shot in various games, especially racquet games, 

that is so forcefully hit or perfectly placed that it cannot be returned. 

Kil·mar·nock (kVl-märùnNk)  A burgh of southwest Scotland south-southwest 

of Glasgow. It is an industrial town in a mining region and the site of a monu-



ment to Robert Burns, whose poems were first published here in 1786. Popula-

tion, 51,800. 

Kil·mer (kVlùmNr), (Alfred) Joyce. 1886-1918.  American poet whose best 

known work is “Trees” (1913). He was killed on a French battlefield in World War 

I. 

kiln (kVln, kVl) n.  Any of various ovens for hardening, burning, or drying sub-

stances such as grain, meal, or clay, especially a brick-lined oven used to bake or 

fire ceramics.   —  v.  tr. kilned, kiln·ing, kilns. To process in one of these 

ovens.  [Middle English kilne, from Old English cyln, from Latin culXna, kitchen, 

stove. See pekw- in Appendix.]

ki·lo (kKùlo) n.  pl. ki·los. 1. A kilogram.  2. A kilometer. 

kilo- pref.  One thousand (103):  kilowatt.  [French, from Greek khilioi, thousand. 

See gheslo- in Appendix.]

kil·o·bit (kVlùN-bVtÙ) n.  Computer Science. 1. A unit of information equal to 

1,024 (210) bits.  2. One thousand bits. 

kil·o·byte (kVlùN-bXtÙ) n.  Abbr. K, KB Computer Science. 1. A unit of measure-

ment of the memory capacity of a computer, equal to 1,024 (210) bytes.  2. One 

thousand bytes. 

kil·o·cal·o·rie (kVlùN-k4lÙN-rK) n.  Abbr. kcal See calorie (n., sense 3a). 

kil·o·cu·rie (kVlùN-kytr-KÙ, -kytÙrK) n.  Abbr. kc, kC One thousand curies. 

kil·o·cy·cle (kVlùN-sXÙkNl) n.  Abbr. kc Kilohertz. 

kil·o·gauss (kVlùN-gousÙ) n.  Abbr. kG A unit of magnetic induction equal to 

1,000 (103) gauss. 

kil·o·gram (kVlùN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. kg 1. The base unit of mass in the Interna-

tional System, equal to 1,000 grams (2.2046 pounds).  See Table at measure-
ment.  2. Kilogram force. 

kilogram calorie (kVlùN-gr4mÙ k4lùN-rK) n.  See calorie (n., sense 3a). 

kilogram force (kVlùN-gr4mÙ fôrs) n.  Abbr. kgf A force equal to a kilogram 

weight or a one-kilogram mass times the acceleration of gravity. 

kil·o·gram-me·ter (kVlÙN-gr4m-mKùtNr) n.  A unit of energy and work in the 

meter-kilogram-second system, equal to the work performed by a one-kilogram 

force acting through a distance of one meter. 

kil·o·hertz (kVlùN-hûrtsÙ) n.  Abbr. kHz A unit of frequency equal to 1,000 hertz. 

kil·o·meg·a·cy·cle (kVlÙN-mHgùN-sXÙkNl) n.  See gigahertz. 
kil·o·me·ter (kV-lmmùV-tNr, kVlùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. km A metric unit of length 

equal to 1,000 meters (0.62 mile).  See Table at measurement.  —kilÙo·metùric 
(kVlùN-mHtùrVk) adj. 

kil·o·oer·sted (kVlùo-ûrÙstHdÙ) n.  One thousand oersteds. 

kil·o·ton (kVlùN-tƒnÙ) n.  Abbr. kt 1. A unit of weight or capacity equal to 1,000 

tons.  2. An explosive force equivalent to that of 1,000 metric tons of TNT. 

kil·o·watt (kVlùN-wmtÙ) n.  Abbr. kW A unit of power equal to 1,000 watts. 



kil·o·watt-hour (kVlùN-wmt-ourÙ) n.  Abbr. kWh, kW-hr A unit of electric 

power equal to the work done by one kilowatt acting for one hour. 

kilt (kVlt) n.  1. A knee-length skirt with deep pleats, usually of a tartan wool, 

worn as part of the dress for men in the Scottish Highlands.  2. A similar skirt 

worn by women, girls, and boys.   —  v.  tr. kilt·ed, kilt·ing, kilts. To tuck up 

(something) around the body.  [From kilt, to tuck up, from Middle English kilten, 

of Scandinavian origin.]

kil·ter (kVlùtNr) n.  Good condition; proper form: “policy ‘adjustments’ designed to 

bring the... country’s economy back into kilter with the Western economic system” 

(Edward Zuckerman).  [Origin unknown.]

Kim·ber·ley (kVmùbNr-lK)  A city of central South Africa west-northwest of 

Bloemfontein. Founded in 1871 after the discovery of a rich trove of diamonds 

nearby, Kimberley also has some manufacturing industries. Population, 70,920. 

kim·ber·lite (kVmùbNr-lXtÙ) n.  A rock formation in South Africa containing 

peridotite, in which diamonds are formed.  [After Kimberley.] 
—kimÙber·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

Kim·bun·du (kVm-btnùdu) n.  See Mbundu (n., sense 4). 

Kim Il Sung (kVmù Vlù sƒngù, stngù), Originally Kim Song Ju. 1912?-1994.  

Korean soldier and politician who led the Korean People’s Army against Japan 

(1932-1945) and has served as premier (1948-1972) and president (1972-1994) of 

North Korea. 

ki·mo·no (kN-moùnN, -no) n.  pl. ki·mo·nos. 1. A long, wide-sleeved Japanese 

robelike dress worn with an obi and often elaborately decorated.  2. A loose robe 

worn chiefly by women.  [Japanese  : ki, to wear + mono, object.]

kin (kVn) n.  1. (used with a pl. verb). One’s relatives; family; kinfolk.  2. A kins-

man or kinswoman.   —  adj.  Related; akin.  [Middle English, from Old English 

cyn. See genN- in Appendix.]

-kin  or -kins suff.  Little one:  devilkin.  [Middle English, probably from Middle 

Dutch -kijn, -kin.]

ki·na (kKùnN) n.  pl. kina or ki·nas. A basic unit of currency in Papua New 

Guinea.  See Table at currency.  [Indigenous word in Papua New Guinea.]

ki·nase (kXùn7sÙ, -n7zÙ, kVnù7sÙ, 7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes that catalyze the 

transfer of a phosphate group from a donor, such as ADP or ATP, to an acceptor.  

[KIN(ETIC) + -ASE.]

kind1 (kXnd) adj.  kind·er, kind·est. 1. Of a friendly, generous, or warm-

hearted nature.  2. Showing sympathy or understanding; charitable:  a kind word.  

3. Humane; considerate:  kind to animals.  4. Forbearing; tolerant:  Our neighbor 

was very kind about the window we broke.  5. Generous; liberal:  kind words of 

praise.  6. Agreeable; beneficial:  a dry climate kind to asthmatics.  [Middle 

English, natural, kind, from Old English gecynde, natural. See genN- in Appen-

dix.]



SYNONYMS: kind, kindly, kindhearted, benign, benevolent. These adjectives ap-

ply to persons and their actions and mean having or showing a tender, consider-

ate, and helping nature. Kind and kindly are the least specific: is kind to sick pa-

tients; thanked her for her kind letter; a kindly gentleman; kindly criticism.

Kindhearted especially suggests an innately kind disposition: a generous and kind-

hearted teacher. Benign implies gentleness and mildness: a benign smile; benign in-

tentions; a benign ruler of millions. Benevolent suggests charitableness and a desire

to promote the welfare or happiness of others: has a benevolent nature; a benevo-

lent contributor.

kind2 (kXnd) n.  1. A group of individuals linked by traits held in common.  2. A 

particular variety; a sort:  What kind of soap do you like best?  See Synonyms at 

type.  3. Fundamental, underlying character as a determinant of the class to 

which a thing belongs; nature or essence.  4. A doubtful or borderline member of 

a given category:  fashioned a kind of shelter; a kind of bluish color.  5. Archaic. 

Manner.   —idioms. all kinds of. Informal. Plenty of; ample:  We have all kinds 

of time to finish the job.  in kind. 2. With produce or commodities rather than 

with money:  pay in kind.  3. In the same manner or with an equivalent:  returned 

the slight in kind.  kind of. Informal. Rather; somewhat:  I’m kind of hungry.  

[Middle English, from Old English gecynd, race, offspring, kind. See genN- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The use of the plural demonstratives these and those with kind

and sort, as in these kind (or sort) of films, has been a traditional bugbear of Amer-

ican grammarians. By and large, British grammarians have been more tolerant,

and the construction can be found in the works of British writers from Pope to

Dickens to Churchill. Grammatically, the question boils down to whether kind

and sort should be treated as head nouns (analogous to species or variety, for ex-

ample) or whether they have become semantically weakened to the status of a sort

of phrasal quantifier that functions like an adjective, analogous in some ways to

bunch and number in expressions such as a bunch of friends, a number of reasons.

If kind and sort are unambiguously nouns, one would expect to see only singular

demonstratives and singular verbs accompanying them: This kind of films is pop-

ular (compare This species of spider is found only in the New World). If they are

functioning as adjectives, however, the plural demonstrative and plural verb

should be acceptable: These kind of films are popular. In fact, the kind of construc-

tion can be plausibly analyzed either way, which is doubtless why writers have

mixed and matched the number of demonstratives and verbs in just about every

possible combination. We find reputable precedent for this kind of films are, these

kind of films are, this kind of films is, these kind of films is, and so on. There are



only two reliable regularities: when the plural kinds is used, the demonstrative and

the verb must also be plural: These (not this) kinds of films are (not is) popular.

By the same token, when both kind and the noun following it are singular, the

verb must be singular: This kind of film is (not are) popular. To this may be added

a word of caution to American writers: despite the existence of ample literary pre-

cedent for these kind of films, the construction has been so thoroughly stigmatized

by native grammarians that its use would have to be reckoned indiscreet, if not

strictly incorrect.

kin·der·gar·ten (kVnùdNr-gärÙtn, -dn) n.  Abbr. K A program or class for four-

year-old to six-year-old children that serves as an introduction to school.  [Ger-

man  : Kinder, genitive pl. of Kind, child (from Middle High German kint, from 

Old High German kind); see genN- in Appendix + Garten, garden (from Middle 

High German garte, from Old High German garto); see gher-1 in Appendix.]

kin·der·gart·ner also kin·der·gar·ten·er (kVnùdNr-gärtÙnNr, -gärdÙ-) n.  1. A 

child who attends kindergarten.  2. A teacher in a kindergarten.  [German Kin-

dergärtner, from Kindergarten, kindergarten. See KINDERGARTEN.]

kind·heart·ed (kXndùhärùtVd) adj.  Having or proceeding from a kind heart.  

See Synonyms at kind1.  —kindùheartùed·ly adv.  —kindùheartùed·ness n. 

kin·dle1 (kVnùdl) v.  kin·dled, kin·dling, kin·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To build or 

fuel (a fire).  b. To set fire to; ignite.   2. To cause to glow; light up:  The sunset 

kindled the skies.  3. To arouse (an emotion, for example): “No spark had yet kin-

dled in him an intellectual passion” (George Eliot).   —  v.  intr. 1. To catch fire; 

burst into flame.  2. To become bright; glow.  3. To become inflamed.  4. To be 

stirred up; rise.  [Middle English kindelen (influenced by kindelen, to give birth to, 

cause); see KINDLE
2, probably from Old Norse kynda.] —kinùdler n. 

kin·dle2 (kVnùdl) n.  A brood or litter, especially of kittens.  See Synonyms at 

flock1.   —  v.  intr. kin·dled, kin·dling, kin·dles. To give birth to young. Used 

especially of rabbits.  [Middle English kindelen, from kindel, offspring, from Old 

English gecynd. See KIND
2.]

kind·less (kXndùlVs) adj.  1. Exhibiting or feeling no kindness or compassion; 

heartless:  a kindless refusal of our pleas.  2. Obsolete. Inhuman. 

kind·li·ness (kXndùlK-nVs) n.  1. The quality or state of being kindly.  2. A kindly 

deed:  Thank you for your many kindlinesses. 

kin·dling (kVndùlVng) n.  Easily ignited material, such as dry sticks of wood, used 

to start a fire. Regional. Also called lightwood See Regional note at lightwood. 
kindling point (kVndùlVng point) n.  See ignition point. 
kind·ly (kXndùlK) adj.  kind·li·er, kind·li·est. 1. Of a sympathetic, helpful, or 

benevolent nature:  a kindly interest; a gentle, kindly soul.  See Synonyms at kind1.  
2. Agreeable; pleasant:  a kindly breeze.  3. a. Archaic. Within the law; lawful.  

b. Obsolete. Natural to its kind.    —  adv.  1. Out of kindness:  She kindly over-



looked their mistake.  2. In a kind manner:  He spoke kindly to us.  3. Pleasantly; 

agreeably:  The sun shone kindly.  4. In an accommodating manner:  Would you 

kindly fill in your name and address?  5. Obsolete. In a way or course that is natu-

ral; fittingly. 

kind·ness (kXndùnVs) n.  1. The quality or state of being kind.  2. An instance of 

kind behavior:  I will always remember your many kindnesses to me. 

kin·dred (kVnùdrVd) n.  1. A group of related persons, as a clan or tribe.  2. (used 

with a pl. verb). A person’s relatives; kinfolk.   —  adj.  1. Of the same ancestry or 

family:  kindred clans.  2. Having a similar or related origin, nature, or character:  

kindred emotions.  [Middle English kinrede, kindrede, from Old English cynrKde : 

cyn, kin; see genN- in Appendix + -rKde (variant of r<den, condition); see ar- in 

Appendix.] —kinùdred·ness n. 

kine (kXn) n.  Archaic. A plural of cow1. [Middle English kyn, from Old English 

c«na, genitive pl. of c7, cow. See COW
1.]

kin·e·mat·ics (kVnÙN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

mechanics that studies the motion of a body or a system of bodies without con-

sideration given to its mass or the forces acting on it.  [From Greek kinKma, kinK-

mat-, motion, from kinein, to move. See kei-2 in Appendix.] —kinÙe·matùic, 
kinÙe·matùi·cal adj.  —kinùe·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

kin·e·scope (kVnùV-skopÙ, kXùnV-) n.  1.  See picture tube.  2. A film of a trans-

mitted television program.   —  v.  tr. kin·e·scoped, kin·e·scop·ing, 
kin·e·scopes. To make a film of (a transmitted television program).  [Originally 

a trademark.]

ki·ne·sics (kN-nKùsVks, -zVks, kX-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of nonlin-

guistic bodily movements, such as gestures and facial expressions, as a systematic 

mode of communication.  [From Greek kinKsis, movement, from kinein, to move. 

See kei-2 in Appendix.] —ki·neùsic (-sVk, -zVk) adj. 

ki·ne·si·ol·o·gy (kN-nKÙsK-mlùN-jK, -zK-) n.  The study of muscles, especially the 

mechanics of human motion.  [Greek kinKsis, movement (from kinein, to move); 

see kei-2 in Appendix + -LOGY.] —ki·neÙsi·olùo·gist n. 

-kinesis suff.  Motion:  photokinesis.  [From Greek kinKsis, movement, from 

kinein, to move. See kei-2 in Appendix.]

kin·es·the·sia (kVnÙVs-thKùzhN, kXÙnVs-) n.  The sense that detects bodily posi-

tion, weight, or movement of the muscles, tendons, and joints.  [Greek kinein, to 

move; see kei-2 in Appendix + ESTHESIA.] —kinÙes·thetùic (-thHtùVk) adj.  

—kinÙes·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

ki·net·ic (kV-nHtùVk, kX-) adj.  Of, relating to, or produced by motion.  [Greek 

kinKtikos, from kinKtos, moving, from kinein, to move. See kei-2 in Appendix.] 
—ki·netùi·cal·ly adv. 



kinetic art (kV-nHtùVk ärt) n.  An art form, such as an assemblage or a sculpture, 

made up of parts designed to be set in motion by an internal mechanism or an 

external stimulus, such as light or air.   —kinetic artist n. 

kinetic energy (kV-nHtùVk HnùNr-jK) n.  The energy possessed by a body because 

of its motion, equal to one half the mass of the body times the square of its speed. 

ki·net·i·cism (kN-nHtùV-sVzÙNm, kX-) n.  The theory or practice of kinetic art.   
—ki·netùi·cist n. 

ki·net·ics (kV-nHtùVks, kX-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1.  See dynamics (n., 

sense 1a).  2. The branch of chemistry that is concerned with the rates of change 

in the concentration of reactants in a chemical reaction. 

kinetic theory (kV-nHtùVk thKùN-rK) n.  A theory concerning the thermody-

namic behavior of matter, especially the relationships among pressure, volume, 

and temperature in gases. It is based on the dependence of temperature on the 

kinetic energy of the rapidly moving particles of a substance. According to the 

theory, energy and momentum are conserved in all collisions between particles, 

and the average behavior of the particles can be deduced by statistical analysis. 

ki·ne·tin (kXùnN-tVn) n.  A plant hormone that promotes cell division. 

kineto- pref.  Movement:  kinetoplast.  [Greek kinKto-, from kinKtos, moving, 

from kinein, to move. See KINETIC.]

ki·net·o·chore (kV-nHtùN-kôrÙ, -korù, -nKùtN-, kX-) n.  Biology. Either of two sub-

microscopic attachment points for chromosomal microtubules, present on each 

centromere during the process of cell division.  [KINETO- + Greek khoros, place; 

see -CHORE.]

ki·net·o·plast (kV-nHtùN-pl4stÙ, -nKùtN-, kX-) n.  Microbiology. An independently 

replicating structure lying near the base of the flagellum in certain protozoans. 

ki·net·o·some (kV-nHtùN-somÙ, -nKùtN-, kX-) n.  See basal body. 
kin·folk (kVnùfokÙ) also kins·folk (kVnzù-)  or kin·folks (kVnùfoksÙ) pl.n.  Rela-

tives; kindred. 

king (kVng) n.  1.  Abbr. k., K. A male sovereign.  2. One that is supreme or pre-

eminent in a particular group, category, or sphere.  3. King. a. The perfect, 

omniscient, omnipotent being; God.  b. Jesus.   4. Games. a. A playing card bear-

ing the figure of a king, ranking above a queen.  b.  Abbr. K, k. The principal 

chess piece, which can move one square in any direction and must be protected 

against checkmate.  c. A piece in checkers that has been moved to the last row on 

the opponent’s side of the board and been crowned, thus becoming free to move 

both forward and backward.   5. Kings. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. K A book 

of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.   —  adj.  Principal or chief, as in size or impor-

tance.   —  v.  tr. kinged, king·ing, kings. Games. To make (a piece in checkers) 

into a king; crown.  [Middle English, from Old English cyning. See genN- in 

Appendix.]



King (kVng), Billie Jean Moffitt. Born 1943.  American tennis player who won 

20 titles at Wimbledon (6 singles, 10 women’s doubles, and 4 mixed doubles) and 

4 U.S. Open championships (1967, 1971, 1972, and 1974). 

King (kVng), Coretta Scott. Born 1927.  American civil rights leader noted for 

her work on behalf of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the 

Martin Luther King, Jr., Memorial Foundation after the assassination of her hus-

band, Martin Luther King, Jr. (1968). 

King (kVng), Ernest Joseph. 1878-1956.  American naval officer who served as 

chief of naval operations (1942-1945) during World War II. 

King (kVng), Martin Luther, Jr. 1929-1968.  American cleric whose eloquence 

and commitment to nonviolent tactics formed the foundation of the civil rights 

movement of the 1950’s and 1960’s. Among the many peaceful demonstrations 

he led was the 1963 March on Washington, at which he delivered his “I have a 

dream” speech. He won the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize, four years before he was 

assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee. 

King (kVng), Richard. 1825-1885.  American steamboat captain and rancher 

whose 600,000-acre ranch in Texas was the largest in the United States. 

King (kVng), Rufus. 1755-1827.  American politician and diplomat. A member 

of the Continental Congress (1784-1787) and the Constitutional Convention 

(1787), he served as ambassador to Great Britain (1796-1803 and 1825-1826). 

King (kVng), William Lyon Mackenzie. 1874-1950.  Canadian politician who 

three times served as prime minister (1921-1926, 1926-1930, and 1935-1948). 

King (kVng), William Rufus de Vane. 1786-1853.  Vice President of the United 

States (1853) under Franklin Pierce. He died in office. 

king·bird (kVngùbûrdÙ) n.  Any of various American flycatchers of the genus 

Tyrannus, especially T. tyrannus. 

king·bolt (kVngùboltÙ) n.  A vertical bolt that joins the body of a wagon or other 

vehicle to its front axle and usually acts as a pivot.  Also called kingpin 

King Charles spaniel (kVng chärlz sp4nùyNl) n.  Any of a variety of English 

toy spaniel with a curly, black and tan coat and long ears.  [After King CHARLES 

II.]

king cobra (kVng koùbrN) n.  A large venomous snake (Ophiophagus hannah) of 

southeast Asia and the Philippines that can grow to a length of 5.5 meters (18 

feet).  Also called hamadryad 

king crab (kVng kr4b) n.  1. A large crab (Paralithodes camtschatica) inhabiting 

the coastal waters of Alaska, Japan, and Siberia and valued commercially for its 

edible flesh.  Also called Alaskan king crab 2.  See horseshoe crab. 
king·craft (kVngùkr4ftÙ) n.  The artful exercise of power by a king. 

king·cup (kVngùkƒpÙ) n.  Chiefly British. 1. Any of several plants with yellow 

flowers.  2. The marsh marigold. 



king·dom (kVngùdNm) n.  1. A political or territorial unit ruled by a sovereign.  

2. a. The eternal spiritual sovereignty of God or Christ.  b. The realm of this sov-

ereignty.   3. A realm or sphere in which one thing is dominant:  the kingdom of 

the imagination.  4. One of the three main divisions (animal, vegetable, and min-

eral) into which natural organisms and objects are classified.  5. The highest tax-

onomic classification into which organisms are grouped, based on fundamental 

similarities and common ancestry. One widely accepted taxonomic system desig-

nates five such classifications: animals, plants, fungi, prokaryotes, and protoc-

tists.  See Table at taxonomy.  [Middle English, from Old English cyningdom : 

cyning, king; see KING + -dom, -dom.]

kingdom come (kVngùdNm kƒm) n.  Informal. 1. The next world:  a bomb that 

could blow us to kingdom come.  2. The end of time:  You can complain till kingdom 

come, but it won’t help.  [From the phrase thy kingdom come in the Lord’s Prayer.]

king·fish (kVngùfVshÙ) n.  pl. kingfish or king·fish·es. 1. a. Any of several 

food and game fishes of the drum family, especially of the genus Menticirrhus, 

indigenous to warm Atlantic waters.  b. Any of several similar or related fishes, 

indigenous to the Pacific Ocean.   2. Informal. A person in a position of uncon-

tested authority or influence, especially a powerful political leader. 

king·fish·er (kVngùfVshÙNr) n.  Any of various birds of the family Alcedinidae, 

characteristically having a crested head, a long stout beak, a short tail, and bril-

liant coloration. 

King James Bible (kVng j7mz bXùbNl) n.  Bible. An English translation of the 

Bible from Hebrew and Greek published in 1611 under the auspices of James I.  

Also called Authorized Version, King James Version. 

king·let (kVngùlVt) n.  1. Any of several small, grayish North American birds of 

the genus Regulus, having a yellowish or reddish patch on the crown of the head.  

2. A king ruling a kingdom considered small or unimportant. 

king·ly (kVngùlK) adj.  king·li·er, king·li·est. 1. Having the status or rank of 

king.  2. Of, like, or befitting a king; majestic and regal.   —  adv.  In a royal way; 

royally.   —kingùli·ness n. 

king mackerel (kVng m4kùNr-Nl) n.  A food and game fish (Scomberomorus 

cavalla) of warm Atlantic waters.  Also called cavalla 

king·mak·er (kVngùm7ÙkNr) n.  One who has the political power to influence 

the selection of a candidate for high public office.   —kingùmakÙing adj.  & n. 

king-of-arms (kVngÙNv-ärmzù) n.  pl. kings-of-arms (kVngzÙ-). A high-rank-

ing heraldic officer in Great Britain. 

King of Prus·sia (kVng ƒv prƒshùN)  A community of southeast Pennsylvania, 

a suburb of Philadelphia. Population, 18,200. 

king·pin (kVngùpVnÙ) n.  1. Sports. The foremost or central pin in an arrange-

ment of bowling pins.  Also called head pin 2. The most important person or ele-

ment in an enterprise or a system.  3.  See kingbolt. 



king post (kVng post) n.  Architecture. A supporting post extending vertically 

from a crossbeam to the apex of a triangular truss. 

king salmon (kVng s4mùNn) n.  See Chinook salmon. 
King’s Bench (kVngz bHnch) n.  Law. A division of the British superior court 

system that hears criminal and civil cases. Used when the sovereign is a man. 

King’s Counsel (kVngz kounùsNl) n.  Abbr. K.C. Law. A barrister appointed as 

counsel to the British crown. Used when the sovereign is a man. 

King’s English (kVngz VngùglVsh) n.  English speech or usage that is considered 

standard or accepted; Received Standard English. 

king·ship (kVngùshVpÙ) n.  1. The position, power, or province of a king.  2. The 

domain ruled by a king; a kingdom.  3. The period or tenure of a king; a reign.  

4. Used with his as a title for a king.  5. A monarchy. 

kingside (kVngùsXdÙ) n.  Games. The side of the chessboard that is nearest to the 

king’s opening position.   —kingùsideÙ adv.  & adj. 

king-size (kVngùsXzÙ)  or king-sized (-sXzdÙ) adj.  1. Larger or longer than the 

usual or standard size:  a king-size desk; king-size pretzels.  2. Very large in scope or 

intensity:  a king-size headache.  3. a. Measuring about 76 inches by 80 inches (1.9 

meters by 2.0 meters). Used of a bed.  b. Being of a size that will fit such a bed:  

king-size fitted sheets.  

Kings·ley (kVngzùlK), Charles. 1819-1875.  British cleric and writer whose 

works include novels of social criticism, notably Alton Locke (1850), historical 

romances, such as Westward Ho! (1855), and a fairy tale, The Water Babies (1863). 

King’s Lynn (kVngz lVn)  A municipal borough of eastern England on the Ouse 

River near the Wash. Dating from Saxon times, it was formerly one of the chief 

ports in England. Population, 33,340. 

king snake (kVng sn7k) n.  Any of various nonvenomous constricting New 

World snakes of the genus Lampropeltis, having a black or brown body with 

white, yellow, or reddish markings and feeding principally on rodents. 

kings-of-arms (kVngzÙNv-ärmzù) n.  Plural of king-of-arms. 
Kings Peak (kVngz pKk)  A peak, 4,116.9 m (13,498 ft) high, of the Uinta 

Mountains in northeast Utah. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

Kings·port (kVngzùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of northeast Tennessee near the Vir-

ginia border east-northeast of Knoxville. Its industries include printing and 

bookbinding. Population, 36,365. 

Kings River (kVngz rVvùNr)  A river, about 201 km (125 mi) long, of central Cal-

ifornia rising in headstreams that flow through the gorges of Kings Canyon in 

the Sierra Nevada. 

King·ston (kVngùstNn)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Lake Ontario 

near the head of the St. Lawrence River. The present city was founded by Loyalists 

in 1783 on the site of Fort Frontenac, a crucial defense point in the French and 

Indian Wars. It was the capital of Canada from 1841 to 1844. Population, 52,616.  



2. The capital of Jamaica, in the southeast part of the island on the Caribbean 

Sea. It was founded c. 1692 and became the capital in 1872. Population, 586,930.  

3. A city of southeast New York on the Hudson River north of Poughkeepsie. Per-

manently established in 1652, it was the capital of New York State until the British 

burned the town in October 1777. Population, 23,095.  4. A borough of north-

east-central Pennsylvania on the Susquehanna River opposite Wilkes-Barre. It is 

mainly residential. Population, 15,681. 

King·ston-up·on-Hull (kVngÙstNn-N-pmn-hƒlù, -pôn-)  See Hull (sense 2). 

Kings·town (kVngzùtounÙ)  The capital of St. Vincent and the Grenadines in 

the West Indies, on the southwest coast of St. Vincent Island. A botanic garden, 

the oldest of its kind in the Western Hemisphere, was established here in 1763. 

Population, 18,378. 

Kings·ville (kVngzùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of southern Texas southwest of Corpus 

Christi. It is the headquarters for the enormous King Ranch. Population, 25,276. 

Kings·wood (kVngzùwtdÙ)  An urban district of southwest England, a mainly 

residential suburb of Bristol. Population, 84,200. 

King·teh·chen (kVngùtNùchœnù)  See Jingdezhen. 
King Wil·liam Island (kVng wVlùyNm XùlNnd)  An island of central Northwest 

Territories, Canada, in the Arctic Ocean between Boothia Peninsula and Victoria 

Island. It was first explored in 1831. 

king·wood (kVngùwtdÙ) n.  1. A South American tree (Dalbergia cearensis) 

with hard, fine-textured, purplish-brown wood used in cabinetmaking.  2. The 

wood of this tree. 

ki·nin (kXùnVn) n.  Any of various structurally related polypeptides, such as 

bradykinin, that act locally to induce vasodilation and contraction of smooth 

muscle.  [Short for bradykinin : BRADY- + Greek kinein, to move; see kei-2 in 

Appendix + -IN.]

kink (kVngk) n.  1. A tight curl, twist, or bend in a length of thin material, as one 

caused by the tensing of a looped section of wire.  2. A painful muscle spasm, as 

in the neck or back; a crick.  3. A difficulty or flaw that is likely to impede opera-

tion, as in a plan or system.  4. A mental peculiarity; a quirk.  5. An unusual or 

eccentric idea.  6. Slang. Peculiarity or deviation in sexual behavior or taste.   —  
v.  intr. tr. kinked, kink·ing, kinks. To form or cause to form a kink or kinks.  

[Dutch, twist in a rope.]

Kin·kaid (kVn-k7dù), Thomas Cassin. 1888-1972.  American admiral who 

commanded (1943-1945) the Allied naval forces in the South Pacific during 

World War II. 

kink·a·jou (kVngùkN-juÙ) n.  An arboreal mammal (Potos flavus) of Central and 

South America, having brownish fur and a long, prehensile tail.  Also called honey 

bear [French quincajou, wolverine, probably blend of Ojibwa gwiingwa’aage, and 

Montagnais (Cree) kuàkuàtsheu.]



kink·y (kVngùkK) adj.  kink·i·er, kink·i·est. 1. Tightly twisted or curled:  kinky 

hair.  2. Slang. Showing or appealing to bizarre or deviant tastes, especially of a 

sexual or erotic nature: “his appetite for kinky filmmaking, unmitigated by any art-

istry” (John Simon).   —kinkùi·ly adv.  —kinkùi·ness n. 

kin·ni·kin·nick also kin·ni·kin·nic (kVnÙV-kV-nVkù) n.  1. A preparation made 

from dried leaves, bark, and sometimes tobacco and smoked especially by certain 

Native American peoples.  2.  See bearberry.  [Unami (Delaware language) 

kNlNkkNníikkan, literally, item for mixing in, kinnikinnick.]

ki·no (kKùno) n.  pl. ki·nos. A reddish resin obtained from several Old World 

trees of the genera Eucalyptus, Pterocarpus, and Butea and from tropical Ameri-

can trees of the genera Coccoloba and Dipteryx.  [New Latin, of West African ori-

gin; akin to Mandingo keno.]

Ki·no (kKùno), Eusebio Francisco. 1645?-1711.  Italian-born Jesuit missionary 

who explored and mapped much of the American Southwest and Mexico. 

-kins suff.  Variant of -kin. 
Kin·sey (kVnùzK), Alfred Charles. 1894-1956.  American biologist noted for his 

studies of human sexuality, published as Sexual Behavior in the Human Male 

(1948) and Sexual Behavior in the Human Female (1953). 

kins·folk (kVnzùfokÙ) pl.n.  Variant of kinfolk. 
Kin·sha·sa (kVn-shäùsN) Formerly Le·o·pold·ville (lKùN-pold-vVlÙ, l7ù-).  The 

capital and largest city of Zaire, in the western part of the country on the Congo 

River. Founded in 1881 by the explorer Henry M. Stanley, who named it after his 

patron, Leopold II of Belgium, it became capital of the Belgian Congo in 1926 

and was the scene of the revolt (June 1960) that led to Zaire’s independence. In 

1966 its name was changed to Kinshasa, after the name of an early village that 

occupied the site. Population, 2,653,558. 

kin·ship (kVnùshVpÙ) n.  1. Connection by blood, marriage, or adoption; family 

relationship.  2. Relationship by nature or character; affinity. 

kins·man (kVnzùmNn) n.  1. A relative who is a man.  2. A man sharing the same 

racial, cultural, or national background as another. 

Kin·ston (kVnùstNn)  A city of east-central North Carolina southeast of Raleigh. 

It is a tobacco market. Population, 25,295. 

kins·wom·an (kVnzùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A relative who is a woman.  2. A woman 

sharing the same racial, cultural, or national background as another. 

Kin·yar·wan·da (kVnÙyär-wänùdN) n.  A Bantu language of Rwanda, closely 

related to Kirundi and an official language of Rwanda. 

Ki·o·ga  or Ky·o·ga (kK-oùgN), Lake. An irregularly shaped lake of central 

Uganda. The shallow lake is noted for its papyrus swamps. 

ki·osk (kKùmskÙ, kK-mskù) n.  1. A small open gazebo or pavilion.  2. A small 

structure, often open on one or more sides, used as a newsstand or booth.  3. A 

cylindrical structure on which advertisements are posted.  [French kiosque, from 



Turkish közk, from Middle Persian goshak, corner, from Avestan *gaoshaka-, 

diminutive of gaosha-, ear.]

WORD HISTORY: The lowly kiosk where one buys a newspaper or on which

one posts advertisements is like a child in a fairy tale who though raised by hum-

ble parents is really the descendant of kings. The word kiosk was originally taken

into English ultimately from Turkish, in which its source köshk meant “pavilion.”

The open structures referred to by the Turkish word were used as pavilions and

summerhouses in Turkey and Persia. The first recorded use of kiosk in English

(1625) has reference to these Middle Eastern structures, which Europeans imitat-

ed in their own gardens and parks. In France and Belgium, where the Turkish

word had also been borrowed, their word kiosque was applied to something lower

on the scale, structures resembling these pavilions but used as places to sell news-

papers or as bandstands. England borrowed this lowly structure from France and

reborrowed the word, which is first recorded in 1865 with reference to a place

where newspapers are sold.

Ki·o·wa (kXùN-wôÙ, -wäÙ, -w7Ù) n.  pl. Kiowa or Ki·o·was. 1. a. A Native Amer-

ican people formerly inhabiting the southern Great Plains, with a present-day 

population in southwest Oklahoma. The Kiowa migrated onto the plains in the 

late 17th century from an earlier territory in western Montana.  b. A member of 

this people.   2. The Tanoan language of the Kiowa. 

Kiowa Apache (kXùN-wôÙ N-p4shù) n.  pl. Kiowa Apache or Kiowa 
Apaches. 1. a. A Native American people of the southern Great Plains who 

formed an integral part of the Kiowa tribe and shared its culture and history 

although speaking an unrelated Athabaskan language.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.   2. The Athabaskan language of the Kiowa Apache. 

kip1 (kVp) n.  pl. kip. A basic unit of currency in Laos.  See Table at currency.  
[Thai.]

kip2 (kVp) n.  1. The untanned hide of a small or young animal, such as a calf.  

2. A set or bundle of such hides.  [Middle English, bundle of animal hides, per-

haps from Middle Dutch, or Middle Low German.]

kip3 (kVp) Chiefly British. n.  1. A rooming house.  2. A place to sleep; a bed.  

3. Sleep.   —  v.  intr. kipped, kip·ping, kips. To sleep.  [Perhaps from Danish 

kippe, cheap inn; akin to Old Norse -kippa, as in korn-kippa, seedcorn holder; 

akin to Low German kiffe, hovel.]

kip4 (kVp) n.  A unit of weight equal to 1,000 pounds (455 kilograms).  [KI(LO)- + 

P(OUND)1.]

Kip·ling (kVpùlVng), (Joseph) Rudyard. 1865-1936.  British writer whose major 

works, including the short story “The Man Who Would Be King” (1889), a collec-



tion of children’s stories, The Jungle Book (1894), and the novel Kim (1901), are 

set in British-occupied India. He won the 1907 Nobel Prize for literature. 

kip·per (kVpùNr) n.  1. A male salmon or sea trout during or shortly after the 

spawning season.  2. A herring or salmon that has been split, salted, and smoked.   
—  v.  tr. kip·pered, kip·per·ing, kip·pers. To prepare (fish) by splitting, salt-

ing, and smoking.  [Middle English kipre, from Old English cypera, spawning 

male salmon, probably from cyperen, of copper, from coper, copper (because of 

the fish’s color during the spawning season). See COPPER
1.]

kir also Kir (kîr) n.  A drink consisting of dry white wine or champagne flavored 

with cassis.  [After Canon Félix Kir (1876-1968), mayor of Dijon, France.]

Kir·by-Smith (kûrÙbK-smVthù), Edmund. 1824-1893.  American Confederate 

officer active in the Kentucky campaign (1862). He was the last Confederate com-

mander to surrender (May 1865). 

Kirch·hoff (kîrùkôfÙ, kîrKHùhôf), Gustav Robert. 1824-1887.  German physi-

cist noted for his research in spectrum analysis, optics, and electricity. 

Kirch·ner (kîrkùnNr, kîrKHù-), Ernst Ludwig. 1880-1938.  German expression-

ist artist whose woodcuts and paintings, such as The Street (1913), convey psycho-

logical tension and eroticism with sharply contrasting colors and angular forms. 

Kir·ghiz1  or Kir·giz (kîr-gKzù) n.  pl. Kirghiz or Kir·ghiz·es  or Kirgiz  or 

Kir·giz·es. 1. A member of a traditionally nomadic people living principally in 

Kirghiz.  2. The Turkic language of the Kirghiz. 

Kir·ghiz2  or Kir·giz (kîr-gKzù, -gyKsù) also Kir·ghiz·stan  or Kir·giz·stan  or 

Kyr·gyz·stan (-gK-stänù, -gyK-) also Kir·ghi·zia  or Kir·gi·zia (-gKùzhN, -zhK-N, 

-gyKùzV-yN)  A region and republic of west-central Asia bordering on northwest 

China. It was probably inhabited before the 13th century by a Turkic-speaking 

Mongolian people and was annexed by Russia in 1864. Part of a larger autono-

mous region of the U.S.S.R. after 1917, it was reorganized in 1926 and was con-

stituent republic from 1936 to 1991. Bishkek is the capital. Population, 3,967,000. 

Ki·ri·ba·ti (kKrÙN-bäùtK, kîrùN-b4sÙ)  An island country of the west-central Pacific 

Ocean near the equator. It includes the former Gilbert Islands, Ocean Island, and 

the Phoenix and Line islands. The country became independent from Great Brit-

ain in 1979. Bairiki, on Tarawa atoll, is the administrative center. Population, 

56,213. 

kir·i·ga·mi (kVrÙV-gäùmK) n.  The Japanese art of cutting and folding paper into 

ornamental objects or designs.  [Japanese  : kiri, to cut + kami, paper.]

Ki·rin (kKùrVnù)  See Jilin. 
kirk (kûrk) n.  1. Scots. A church.  2. Kirk. Chiefly British. The Presbyterian 

Church of Scotland. Used with the.  [Middle English, from Old Norse kirkja, 

from Old English cirice, church. See CHURCH.]



Kirk·land (kûrkùlNnd)  A city of west-central Washington on Lake Washington 

northeast of Seattle. It is a residential community with some light industry. Popu-

lation, 40,052. 

Kirk·pat·rick (kûrk-p4tùrVk), Mount. A mountain, 4,531.1 m (14,856 ft) high, 

of Antarctica near the edge of the Ross Ice Shelf. 

Kirks·ville (kûrksùvVlÙ)  A city of northern Missouri northwest of Hannibal. It is 

a manufacturing center in a coal-mining area. Population, 17,152. 

Kir·kuk (kîr-kukù)  A city of northeast Iraq southeast of Mosul. Built on the site 

of a settlement dating to 3000 B.C., it is an agricultural market in an oil-producing 

region. Population, 207,900. 

Kirk·wall (kûrkùwôlÙ, -wNl)  A burgh of northern Scotland on Mainland Island 

in the central Orkney Islands. In early times it was important as a trading post on 

the northern route to Scandinavia. Population, 5,713. 

Kirk·wood (kûrkùwtdÙ)  A city of eastern Missouri, a commercial and resi-

dential suburb of St. Louis. Population, 27,291. 

Kir·li·an photography (kîrùlK-Nn fN-tmgùrN-fK) n.  The process of photo-

graphing an object by exposing film in a dark room to ultraviolet light that results 

from electronic and ionic interactions caused by an electric field. The photograph 

shows a light, glowing band surrounding the outline of the object.  [After S.D. 

and V.K. Kirlian, 20th-century Russian electricians.]

Kir·man (kVr-mänù, kNr-) n.  A Persian rug with a pastel background, a center 

medallion, and an ornately patterned border.  [After Kerman.]

kir·mess (kûrùmVs) n.  Variant of kermis. 
Ki·rov (kKùrôfÙ, kyKù-rNf)  A city of west-central Russia east-northeast of Mos-

cow. Founded c. 1174, it became the center of a medieval principality that was 

conquered by Ivan III in 1489. Population, 411,000. 

Ki·rov (kKùrôfÙ, kyKù-rNf), Sergei Mironovich. 1886-1934.  Russian revolu-

tionary who was a chief aid of Stalin. His assassination, possibly on Stalin’s order, 

formed the pretext of a major purge of the Communist Party. 

Ki·ro·va·bad (kV-roùvN-b4dÙ, kyVÙrN-vN-bätù)  A city of western Azerbaijan 

southeast of Tbilisi. An important textile and wine center in medieval times, 

Kirovabad was annexed by Russia in 1804. Population, 261,000. 

Ki·ro·vo·grad (kV-roùvN-gr4dÙ, kyVùrN-vN-grätù)  A city of central Ukraine 

south-southeast of Kiev. It is primarily an agricultural trade center in the black-

earth region of the southern Ukraine. Population, 263,000. 

kirsch (kîrsh) n.  A colorless brandy made from the fermented juice of cherries.  

[French, short for German Kirschwasser. See KIRSCHWASSER.]

kirsch·was·ser (kîrshùväÙsNr) n.  Kirsch.  [German  : Kirsch, cherry (from Mid-

dle High German kïrse, from Old High German kirsa, from Vulgar Latin *ceresia); 

see CHERRY + Wasser, water (from Middle High German wasser, from Old High 

German wassar); see wed-1 in Appendix.]



kir·tle (kûrùtl) n.  Archaic. 1. A man’s knee-length tunic or coat.  2. A woman’s 

dress or skirt.  [Middle English kirtel, from Old English cyrtel, probably ultimately 

from Latin curtus, short. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

Ki·run·di (kK-rtnùdK) n.  A Bantu language of Burundi, closely related to Kin-

yarwanda and an official language of Burundi. 

Ki·san·ga·ni (kKÙsän-gäùnK, kV-zängùgä-nK) Formerly Stan·ley·ville (st4nùlK-

vVlÙ).  A city of northern Zaire on the Congo River northeast of Kinshasa. It was 

founded in 1883 by the explorer Henry M. Stanley. Population, 282,650. 

Kish (kVsh)  An ancient city of Mesopotamia in the Euphrates River valley of 

present-day central Iraq. Its extensive ruins have yielded valuable archaeological 

evidence about Sumerian culture. 

Ki·shi·nev (kVshùN-nHfÙ, -nôfÙ, kyVÙshV-nyôfù)  The capital of Moldavia, in the 

southern part of the republic near the Romanian border northwest of Odessa. It 

was founded as a monastery center in the early 15th century. Population, 624,000. 

kish·ke also kish·ka (kVshùkN) n.  See derma2.  [Yiddish, from Russian kishka, 

intestine. See (s)keu- in Appendix.]

Ki·si (kKùsKù, -shKù)  See Jixi. 
Kis·ka Island (kVsùkN XùlNnd)  An island of southwest Alaska near the western 

end of the Aleutian Islands. It was held by the Japanese from June 1942 until 

August 15, 1943. 

Kis·lev (kVsùlNv, kKs-lHvù) n.  The third month of the year in the Jewish calendar.  

See Table at calendar.  [Hebrew kislKw, from Akkadian kislimu, kisliwu.]

kis·met (kVzùmHtÙ, -mVt) n.  Fate; fortune.  See Synonyms at fate.  [Turkish, 

from Persian qismat, from Arabic qismah, lot, from qasama, to divide, allot.]

kiss (kVs) v.  kissed, kiss·ing, kiss·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To touch or caress with the 

lips as an expression of affection, greeting, respect, or amorousness.  2. To touch 

lightly or gently:  flowers that were kissed by dew.  3. To strike lightly; brush 

against:  barely kissed the other car with the bumper.   —  v.  intr. 1. To engage in 

mutual touching or caressing with the lips.  2. To come into light contact.   —  n.  

1. A caress or touch with the lips.  2. A slight or gentle touch.  3. A small piece of 

candy, especially of chocolate.  4. A drop cookie made of egg whites and sugar.   
—phrasal verb. kiss off. Slang. 1. To dismiss or reject.  2. To be forced to give 

up or regard as lost:  He can kiss off that promotion.  3. To leave or disappear from 

notice:  got bad press by telling the reporters to kiss off.   —idioms. kiss ass. Vul-

gar Slang. To act submissively or obsequiously in order to gain favor.  kiss good-
bye. Informal. To be forced to regard as lost, ruined, or hopeless:  She can kiss her 

vacation plans good-bye.  [Middle English kissen, from Old English cyssan.] 
—kissùa·ble adj. 

kiss and tell (kVs Nnd tHl) n.  An article, a book, an interview, or a film contain-

ing confidential or embarrassing information based on firsthand knowledge: “a 



literature that combines the best of success with the best of kiss and tell” (Ellen 

Goodman). 

kiss-and-tell (kVsùNn-tHlù) adj.  Informal. Revealing confidential or embarrass-

ing information that is based on firsthand knowledge: “upset the CIA with a kiss-

and-tell book” (Sharon Churcher). 

kiss·er (kVsùNr) n.  1. One that kisses:  a politician known as an inveterate kisser of 

babies.  2. Slang. The mouth.  3. Slang. The face.  See Synonyms at face. 
Kis·sim·mee (kV-sVmùK)  A city of central Florida south of Orlando. Shipbuild-

ing and fruit packing are among its industries. Population, 30,050. 

Kissimmee River (kV-sVmùK rVvùNr)  A river of central Florida flowing about 

225 km (140 mi) south-southeast through Lake Kissimmee to Lake 

Okeechobee. 

kiss·ing bug (kVsùVng bƒg) n.  See conenose. 
kissing cousin (kVsùVng kƒzùVn) n.  1. A distant relative known well enough to 

be kissed when greeted.  2. One of two or more things that are closely akin. 

kissing disease (kVsùVng dV-zKzù) n.  Informal. Infectious mononucleosis. 

Kis·sin·ger (kVsùVn-jNr), Henry Alfred. Born 1923.  German-born American 

diplomat who was national security adviser (1969-1975) and U.S. secretary of 

state (1973-1977) under Presidents Nixon and Ford. He shared the 1973 Nobel 

Peace Prize for helping negotiate the Vietnam cease-fire. 

kiss of death (kVs ƒv dHth) n.  Something that is ultimately ruinous, destruc-

tive, or fatal: “Divorce was once a political kiss of death” (Ellen Goodman).  [From 

the kiss by which Judas betrayed Jesus (Mark 14:44-46).]

kiss-off (kVsùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Slang. A dismissal, as from a job. 

kiss of life (kVs ƒv lXf) n.  Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. 

kiss of peace (kVs ƒv pKs) n.  A ceremonial gesture, such as a kiss or handclasp, 

used as a sign of love and union in some Christian churches during celebration of 

the Eucharist. 

kist (kVst) n.  Variant of cist2. 
Kist·na (kVstùnN)  or Krish·na (krVshù-)  A river of southern India rising in the 

Western Ghats and flowing about 1,287 km (800 mi) eastward to the Bay of Ben-

gal. 

Ki·swa·hi·li (kKÙswä-hKùlK) n.  See Swahili (n., sense 2). 

kit1 (kVt) n.  1. a. A set of articles or implements used for a specific purpose:  a 

survival kit; a shaving kit.  b. A container for such a set.   2. A set of parts or mate-

rials to be assembled:  a model airplane kit.  3. A packaged set of related materials:  

a sales kit.  4. a. A collection of clothing and other personal effects used for 

travel.  b. A container, such as a bag, valise, or knapsack, for storing or holding 

such a collection.    —idiom. the (whole) kit and caboodle. Informal. The 

entire collection or lot.  [Middle English kitte, wooden tub, probably from Middle 

Dutch.]



kit2 (kVt) n.  1. A kitten.  2. A young, often undersized fur-bearing animal.  

[Short for KITTEN.]

kit3 (kVt) n.  Music. A tiny, narrow violin used by dancing masters in the 17th and 

18th centuries.  [Origin unknown.]

Ki·ta·kyu·shu (kK-täùkyu-shu)  A city of northern Kyushu, Japan, on the 

channel connecting the Inland Sea with the Korea Strait. It is one of Japan’s most 

important manufacturing centers. Population, 1,056,400. 

kit bag (kVt b4g) n.  A traveling bag, such as a knapsack. 

Kit Car·son Mountain (kVt kärùsNn kärùsNn)  A peak, 4,320.3 m (14,165 ft) 

high, in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of south-central Colorado. 

kitch·en (kVchùNn) n.  1. A room or an area equipped for preparing and cooking 

food.  2. A style of cooking; cuisine:  a restaurant with a fine French kitchen.  3. A 

staff that prepares, cooks, and serves food.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  kitchen appliances; kitchen help.  [Middle English kichene, 

from Old English cycene, probably from Vulgar Latin *cocXna, from Late Latin 

coquXna, from feminine of Latin coquXnus, of cooking, from coquus, cook, from 

coquere, to cook. See pekw- in Appendix.]

kitchen cabinet (kVchùNn k4bùN-nVt) n.  A group of unofficial advisers to the 

head of a government.  [From the story that President Andrew Jackson met with 

his unofficial cabinet in the White House kitchen.]

Kitch·e·ner (kVchù-nNr, kVchùN-nNr)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, west-

southwest of Toronto. Settled by Mennonites (1806) and by Germans who named 

it Berlin in 1825, it was renamed in honor of Lord Kitchener in 1916. Population, 

139,734. 

Kitch·e·ner (kVchù-nNr, kVchùN-nNr), Horatio Herbert First Earl Kitchener of 

Khartoum and of Broome. 1850-1916.  British soldier and colonial administrator 

who led Egyptian troops in the retaking of the Sudan (1898), brought the Boer 

War (1899-1902) to a conclusion, and served as secretary for war (1914-1916) 

during World War I. 

kitch·en·ette (kVchÙN-nHtù) n.  A small kitchen. 

kitchen garden (kVchùNn gärùdn) n.  A garden in which vegetables, fruits, and 

herbs are grown for household consumption. 

kitchen midden (kVchùNn mVdùn) n.  1. A mound of kitchen refuse.  

2. Archaeology. A mound containing shells, animal bones, and other refuse that 

indicates the site of a human settlement. 

kitchen police (kVchùNn pN-lKsù) n.  1. Enlisted military personnel assigned to 

work in a kitchen.  2. Military duty assisting cooks. 

kitch·en·ware (kVchùNn-wârÙ) n.  Utensils, such as pots and pans, for use in a 

kitchen. 

kite (kXt) n.  1. A light framework covered with cloth, plastic, or paper, designed 

to be flown in the wind at the end of a long string.  2. Nautical. Any of the light 



sails of a ship that are used only in a light wind.  3. Any of various predatory birds 

of the hawk family Accipitridae, having a long, often forked tail and long pointed 

wings.  4. a. A piece of negotiable paper representing a fictitious financial trans-

action and used temporarily to sustain credit or raise money.  b. A bank check 

drawn on insufficient funds to take advantage of the time interval required for 

collection.  c. A bank check that has been fraudulently altered to show a larger 

amount.    —  v.  kit·ed, kit·ing, kites.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fly like a kite; soar or 

glide.  2. To get money or credit with a kite.   —  v.  tr. 1. To use (a bad check) to 

sustain credit or raise money.  2. To increase the amount of (a check) fraudu-

lently.  [Middle English, bird of prey, from Old English c«ta.]

kith and kin (kVthù Nn kVnù) pl.n.  1. One’s acquaintances and relatives.  

2. One’s relatives.  [Middle English kith, from Old English c«th, kinsfolk, neigh-

bors. See gno- in Appendix.]

Kí·thi·ra (kKùthK-räÙ)  See Cythera. 
Ki·tik·me·ot (kV-tVkùmK-mtÙ)  A region of central Northwest Territories, Canada, 

including a portion of the northern mainland and Victoria and King William 

islands. 

kitsch (kVch) n.  1. a. Art or artwork characterized by sentimental, often preten-

tious bad taste: “When money tries to buy beauty it tends to purchase a kind of cour-

teous kitsch” (William H. Gass).  b. The aesthetic or mentality in which such art is 

conceived or appreciated: “a movie that sets out to expose the kitsch of Hollywood 

fantasy” (Vincent Canby).   2. Culture or civilization in a degraded state of senti-

mentality and vulgarity.   —  adj.  Relating to or characterized by kitsch.  [Ger-

man, probably of dialectal origin.] —kitschùi·fyÙ v.  —kitschùy adj. 

kit·ten (kVtùn) n.  A young cat.   —  v.  intr. kit·tened, kit·ten·ing, kit·tens. To 

bear kittens.  [Middle English kitoun, probably from Old North French *caton, 

diminutive of cat, cat, from Late Latin cattus.]

kit·ten·ish (kVtùn-Vsh) adj.  Playfully coy and frisky.   —kitùten·ish·ly adv.  

—kitùten·ish·ness n. 

Kit·ter·y (kVtùN-rK)  A town of extreme southwest Maine opposite Portsmouth, 

New Hampshire. The oldest town in Maine (settled c. 1623), it has long been a 

shipbuilding center. Population, 5,465. 

kit·ti·wake (kVtùK-w7kÙ) n.  Either of two cliff-nesting gulls (Rissa tridactyla or 

R. brevirostris) of northern regions, having a rudimentary hind toe.  [Perhaps 

imitative of its cry.]

kit·tle (kVtùl) Scots. adj.  Touchy; unpredictable.   —  v.  tr. kit·tled, kit·tling, 
kit·tles. 1. To tickle; arouse.  2. To puzzle; perplex.  [From Middle English kit-

illen, to tickle, probably from Old English *citelian, or from Old Norse kitla, to 

tickle.]

Kit·tredge (kVtùrVj), George Lyman. 1860-1941.  American scholar noted for 

his expertise on the works of Chaucer and Shakespeare. 



kit·ty1 (kVtùK) n.  pl. kit·ties. 1. Games. A fund made up of a portion of each pot 

in a poker game.  2. A pool of money, especially one to which a number of people 

have contributed for a designated purpose.  3.  See widow (n., sense 3).  [Proba-

bly from KIT
1.]

kit·ty2 (kVtùK) n.  pl. kit·ties. A cat, especially a kitten.  [Shortening and alter-

ation of KITTEN.]

kit·ty-cor·nered (kVtùK-kôrÙnNrd)  or kit·ty-cor·ner (-kôrÙnNr) adj.  & adv.   

Variants of cater-cornered. 
Kit·ty Hawk (kVtùK hôkÙ)  A village of northeast North Carolina on a sandy 

peninsula between Albemarle Sound and the Atlantic Ocean. Nearby is Kill Devil 

Hill, the site of the Wright brothers’ first two successful flights (December 17, 

1903). 

KIT·TY LIT·TER (kVtùK lVtÙNr)  A trademark used for granulated clay placed in a 

box or pan to absorb the waste of a pet, especially a cat. 

Ki·twe (kKùtw7Ù)  A city of north-central Zambia near the Zaire border. It was 

founded in 1936 as a copper-mining center. Population, 207,500. 

ki·va (kKùvN) n.  An underground or partly underground chamber in a Pueblo 

village, used by the men especially for ceremonies or councils.  [Hopi kíva.]

Ki·vu (kKùvu), Lake. A lake on the Zaire-Rwanda border north of Lake Tanga-

nyika. It is situated at an altitude of 1,461 m (4,790 ft) and is Africa’s highest lake. 

ki·wi (kKùwK) n.  pl. ki·wis. 1. Any of several flightless birds of the genus Apteryx 

native to New Zealand, having vestigial wings and a long, slender bill.  Also called 

apteryx 2. a. A woody Chinese vine (Actinidia chinensis) having brown, fuzzy, 

edible fruit with a green, sweet pulp.  b. The fruit of this plant.  Also called Chi-

nese gooseberry  [Maori, perhaps of imitative origin.]

Ki·zil Ir·mak also Ki·zil-Ir·mak (kV-zVlù îr-mäkù)  A river of north-central Tur-

key flowing about 1,150 km (715 mi) southwest, west, north, and then northeast 

to the Black Sea. 

kJ  or kj abbr.  Kilojoule. 

KJV abbr.  Bible. King James Version. 

KKK  or K.K.K. abbr.  Ku Klux Klan. 

KKt abbr.  Games. King’s knight. 

kl abbr.  Kiloliter. 

Kla·gen·furt (kläùgNn-ftrtÙ)  A city of southern Austria southwest of Graz. It 

was chartered in 1279 and is today a manufacturing center and noted ski resort. 

Population, 87,321. 

Klai·pe·da (klXùpV-dN, -pH-dä) Formerly Me·mel (m7ùmNl).  A city of western 

Lithuania on the Baltic Sea. Founded as a fortress in 1252, it was an important 

trading town of the Hanseatic League and was later held by Sweden, Russia, Prus-

sia, Lithuania, and Germany before its capture by Soviet forces in 1945. Popula-

tion, 195,000. 



Klam·ath (kl4mùNth) n.  pl. Klamath or Klam·aths. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting an area of the Cascade Range in south-central Oregon and 

northern California, with close cultural ties to the Modoc.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Penutian language of the Klamath. 

Klamath Falls (kl4mùNth fôlz)  A city of southern Oregon near the California 

border east-southeast of Medford. It is a resort center in a lumber, livestock, and 

agriculture area. Population, 17,737. 

Klamath River (kl4mùNth rVvùNr)  A river flowing about 423 km (263 mi) gen-

erally southwest from Upper Klamath Lake in southwest Oregon through north-

west California to the Pacific Ocean. 

Klan (kl4n) n.  The Ku Klux Klan. 

Klans·man (kl4nzùmNn) n.  A member of the Ku Klux Klan. 

klav·ern (kl4vùNrn) n.  A local organizational unit of the Ku Klux Klan.  [KL(AN) 

+ (C)AVERN.]

Klax·on (kl4kùsNn)  A trademark used for a loud electric horn. 

Klee (kl7), Paul. 1879-1940.  Swiss artist who combined his expert use of line 

and color and his theories of abstract art to produce works of whimsy and inno-

cence. 

Kleen·ex (klKùnHksÙ)  A trademark used for a soft facial tissue. This trademark 

sometimes occurs in print, capitalized or lowercased, with the general meaning “a 

facial tissue”: “handed out police badges to a platoon of extras and later dispensed 

Kleenexes to the same extras dressed in funereal black” (Los Angeles Times). “‘Does 

somebody have a Kleenex?’ she asked” (New York Times). The trademark is also 

used in print in figurative extensions as an adjective: “It’s an attitude that comes 

from looking at countries—and people—as ‘dispensable,’ the Kleenex school of for-

eign policy” (Mary McGrory). 

Klein (klXn), Lawrence R. Born 1920.  American economist. He won a 1980 

Nobel Prize for developing models to forecast economic trends. 

Klein bottle (klXn bmtùl) n.  A one-sided topologic surface having no inside or 

outside, formed by inserting the small open end of a tapered tube through the 

side of the tube and making it contiguous with the larger open end.  [After Felix 

Klein (1849-1925), German mathematician.]

Kleist (klXst), Heinrich von. 1777-1811.  German writer whose novellas and 

dramas, including The Broken Pitcher (1811), concern characters torn between 

reason and emotion and between heroism and cowardice. 

Klem·per·er (klHmùpNr-Nr), Otto. 1885-1973.  German conductor noted for 

his interpretations of Beethoven, Mahler, and Richard Strauss. 

klep·toc·ra·cy (klHp-tmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. klep·toc·ra·cies. A government charac-

terized by rampant greed and corruption.  [Greek kleptein, to steal + -CRACY.] 
—klepÙto·cratùic (-tN-kr4tùVk) adj. 



klep·to·ma·ni·a (klHpÙtN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  Psychiatry. An obsessive 

impulse to steal regardless of economic need, usually arising from an uncon-

scious symbolic value associated with the stolen item.  [Greek kleptein, to steal + -

MANIA.] —klepÙto·maùni·acÙ (-nK-4kÙ) n.  —klepÙto·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùV-
kNl) adj. 

Kle·ve (kl7ùvN) also Cleves (klKvz)  A city of west-central Germany west-south-

west of Münster. It was the seat of a historical duchy and passed subsequently to 

Brandenburg, Prussia, France, and Prussia again. Population, 44,223. 

klez·mer (klHzùmNr) n.  pl. klez·mo·rim (klHzÙmN-rKmù). Music. 1. A tradition-

ally itinerant Jewish folk musician of eastern Europe performing in a small band, 

as at weddings.  2. The Jewish folk music played by small, traditionally itinerant 

bands.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  klezmer bands; 

klezmer repertory; klezmer music.  [Yiddish, from Hebrew kHlê zemer, musical 

instruments.]

klieg light (klKg lXt) n.  A powerful carbon-arc lamp producing an intense light 

and used especially in making movies.  [After John H. Kliegl (1869-1959) and his 

brother Anton T. Kliegl (1872-1927), German-born American lighting experts.]

Klimt (klVmt), Gustav. 1862-1918.  Austrian painter whose works, executed in 

the art nouveau style, include The Three Ages of Woman (1905) and The Kiss 

(1908). 

Kline (klXn), Franz Joseph. 1910-1962.  American abstract expressionist 

painter many of whose works are characterized by bold, controlled black strokes 

on a white field. 

klip·spring·er (klVpùsprVngÙNr) n.  A small, agile African antelope (Oreotragus 

oreotragus) having large ears.  [Afrikaans  : Dutch klip, cliff (from Middle Dutch 

klippe) + Dutch springer, jumper (from springen, to leap, from Middle Dutch).]

Klit·zing (klVtùsVng), Klaus von. Born 1943.  German physicist. He won a 1985 

Nobel Prize for developing a precise method of measuring electrical conductivity. 

Klon·dike (klmnùdXkÙ)  A region of Yukon Territory, Canada, just east of Alaska 

and traversed by the Klondike River, about 145 km (90 mi) long. Gold was dis-

covered here in August 1896, leading to the gold rush of 1897-1898 in which more 

than 25,000 people sought their fortune in the frozen north. Small quantities of 

gold are still mined in the area. 

kloof (kluf) n.  South African. A deep ravine.  [Afrikaans, from Dutch, from 

Middle Dutch clove, cleft. See gleubh- in Appendix.]

Klop·stock (klmpùstmkÙ, klôpùshtôkÙ), Friedrich Gottlieb. 1724-1803.  Ger-

man poet whose unrhymed classically structured works, notably the epic The 

Messiah (1748-1773), influenced Goethe and the development of German litera-

ture. 



kludge  or kluge (kluj) n.  Slang. A system, especially a computer system, that 

is constituted of poorly matched elements or of elements originally intended for 

other applications.  [Origin unknown.] —kludge v.  —kludgùy adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The word kludge is not “etymologist-friendly,” having many

possible origins, none of which can be definitively established. This term, found

frequently in the jargon of the engineering and computer professions, denotes a

usually workable but makeshift system, modification, solution, or repair. Kludge

has had a relatively short life (first recorded in 1962 although it is said to have

been used as early as 1944 or 1945) for a word with so many possible origins. The

proposed sources of the word, German klug, kluge, “intelligent, clever,” or a blend

of klutz and nudge or klutz and refudge, do not contain all the necessary sounds

to give us the word, correctly pronounced at least. The notions that kludge may

have been coined by a computer technician or that it might be the last name of a

designer of graphics hardware seem belied by the possibility that it is older than

such origins would allow. It seems most likely that the word kludge originally was

formed during the course of a specific situation in which such a device was called

for. The makers of the word, if still alive, are no doubt unaware that etymologists

need information so they can stop trying to “kludge” an etymology together.

Klug (klƒg, kltg), Aaron. Born 1926.  South African-born British biochemist. 

He won a 1982 Nobel Prize for research on the structure of viruses and particles 

of proteins and nucleic acids. 

klutz (klƒts) n.  Slang. 1. A clumsy person.  2. A person regarded as stupid.  [Yid-

dish klots, from Middle High German kloz, block, lump.] —klutzùi·ness n.  

—klutzùy adj. 

kly·stron (klXùstrmnÙ) n.  An electron tube used to amplify or generate ultrahigh 

frequency by means of velocity modulation.  [Greek kluzein, klus-, to wash + -

TRON.]

km abbr.  Kilometer. 

K-me·son (k7ùmHzùmn, -mKùzmn, -mHsùmn, -mKùsmn) n.  See kaon. 
kmph abbr.  Kilometers per hour. 

kmps abbr.  Kilometers per second. 

KN abbr.  Games. King’s knight. 

kn. abbr.  Nautical. Knot. 

knack (n4k) n.  1. A clever, expedient way of doing something.  2. A specific tal-

ent for something, especially one difficult to explain or teach.  See Synonyms at 

art1.  3. Archaic. a. A cleverly designed device.  b. A knickknack.   [Middle 

English knakke, from Middle Dutch cnacken, to strike, crack, probably of imita-

tive origin.]



knack·er (n4kùNr) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A person who buys worn-out or old live-

stock and slaughters them to sell the meat or hides.  2. A person who buys dis-

carded structures and dismantles them to sell the materials.  [Probably of 

Scandinavian origin.] —knackùer·y (-N-rK) n. 

knack·wurst  or knock·wurst (nmkùwûrstÙ, -wtrstÙ) n.  A short, thick, 

highly seasoned sausage.  [German  : knacken, to crack (from Middle High Ger-

man, of imitative origin) + Wurst, sausage; see WURST.]

knap (n4p) v.  tr. knapped, knap·ping, knaps. 1. To break or chip (stone) 

with sharp blows, as in shaping flint or obsidian into tools.  2. Chiefly British. 

a. To strike sharply; rap.  b. To snap at or bite.   [Middle English knappen, proba-

bly of imitative origin.] —knapùper n. 

knap·sack (n4pùs4kÙ) n.  A bag made of sturdy material and furnished with 

shoulder straps, designed for carrying articles such as camping supplies on the 

back.  [Probably Low German Knappsack : knappen, to bite (probably of imitative 

origin) + Sack, bag (from Middle Low German sak, from Old High German sac, 

from Late Latin saccus); see SACK
1.]

knap·weed (n4pùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various thistles of the genus Centaurea, hav-

ing variously colored flowers grouped in a head with a spiny involucre.  [Middle 

English knopwed : knop, knob (from Old English cnop) + wed, weed; see WEED
1.]

knar also knaur (när) n.  A knot or burl on a tree or in wood.  [Middle English 

knarre, probably from Old English *cnear, or from Middle Dutch and Middle 

Low German knorre.]

knave (n7v) n.  1. An unprincipled, crafty fellow.  2. a. A male servant.  b. A 

man of humble birth.   3. Games. See jack (n., sense 3).  [Middle English, from 

Old English cnafa, boy, male servant.] —knavùish adj.  —knavùish·ly adv.  

—knavùish·ness n. 

knav·er·y (n7ùvN-rK) n.  pl. knav·er·ies. 1. Dishonest or crafty dealing.  2. An 

instance of trickery or mischief. 

knawel (nôl) also knawe (nô) n.  A low-growing, weedy Eurasian annual 

(Scleranthus annuus) having narrow leaves and inconspicuous green flowers.  

[German Knäuel, from Middle High German kliuwel, kniuwel, diminutive of kli-

uwe, ball of yarn, from Old High German kliuwa.]

knead (nKd) v.  tr. knead·ed, knead·ing, kneads. 1. To mix and work into a 

uniform mass, as by folding, pressing, and stretching with the hands:  kneading 

dough.  2. To make or shape by or as if by folding, pressing, and stretching with 

the hands.  3. To squeeze, press, or roll with the hands, as in massaging:  kneading 

a painful calf muscle.  [Middle English kneden, from Old English cnedan.] 
—kneadùer n. 

knee (nK) n.  1. a. Anatomy. The joint between the thigh and the lower leg, 

formed by the articulation of the femur and the tibia and covered anteriorly by 

the patella.  b. The region of the leg that encloses and supports this joint.   2. An 



analogous joint or part of a leg of a quadruped vertebrate.  3. Something resem-

bling the human knee, such as a bent piece of pipe.  4. The part of a garment, as 

of trousers, that covers the knee.  5. An abrupt woody projection arising from the 

roots of some swamp-growing trees:  cypress knees.   —  v.  tr. kneed, knee·ing, 
knees. To strike with the knee.  [Middle English, from Old English cnKo. See 

genu-1 in Appendix.]

knee action (nK 4kùshNn) n.  An automotive front-wheel suspension that per-

mits independent vertical motion of each wheel. 

knee·board (nKùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. Sports. A short surfboard ridden in a 

kneeling position.  2. A clipboard used especially by pilots during flights for 

holding maps and checklists.   —  v.  intr. knee·board·ed, knee·board·ing, 
knee·boards. Sports. To ride a short surfboard in a kneeling position. 

knee breeches (nK brVchùVz) pl.n.  Trousers extending down to or just below 

the knee. 

knee·cap (nKùk4pÙ) n.  1.  See patella (n., sense 1a).  2.  See kneepad.   —  v.  

tr. knee·capped, knee·cap·ping, knee·caps. To cripple by shooting in the 

legs, especially in the knees. 

knee-deep (nKùdKpù) adj.  1. Reaching as high as the knees:  knee-deep floodwa-

ters.  2. Submerged to the knees:  was knee-deep in mud.  3. Deeply occupied or 

involved:  is knee-deep in work. 

knee-high (nKùhXù) adj.  Reaching up to the knees:  a knee-high table.   —  n.  

(nKùhXÙ) A sock or stocking that extends just below the knee. 

knee·hole (nKùholÙ) n.  A space or an opening for the knees, as under a desk. 

knee jerk (nK jûrk) n.  A reflex contraction of the quadriceps muscle resulting 

in a sudden involuntary extension of the leg, produced by a sharp tap to the ten-

don below the patella; patellar reflex. 

knee-jerk (nKùjûrkÙ) adj.  Slang. 1. Easily predictable; automatic: “quick, easy 

laughs and knee-jerk responses” (New York).  2. Reacting spontaneously in the 

expected manner:  a knee-jerk cynic. 

kneel (nKl) v.  intr. knelt (nHlt)  or kneeled, kneel·ing, kneels. To go down 

or rest on one or both knees.  [Middle English knelen, from Old English 

cnKowlian. See genu-1 in Appendix.]

kneel·er (nKùlNr) n.  1. One who kneels, as to pray.  2. Something, such as a 

stool, cushion, or board, on which to kneel. 

knee·pad (nKùp4dÙ) n.  A protective covering for the knee.  Also called kneecap 

knee sock (nK smk) n.  A sock that reaches just below the knee. Often used in 

the plural. 

knell (nHl) v.  knelled, knell·ing, knells.  —  v.  intr. 1. To ring slowly and sol-

emnly, especially for a funeral; toll.  2. To give forth a mournful or ominous 

sound.   —  v.  tr. To signal, summon, or proclaim by tolling.   —  n.  1. The 



sound of a bell knelling; a toll.  2. A signal of disaster or destruction.  [Middle 

English knellen, from Old English cnyllan.]

Knel·ler (nHlùNr), Sir Godfrey. 1646?-1723.  German-born English portrait 

painter whose subjects included English royalty, aristocrats, and scholars. 

knelt (nHlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of kneel. 
Knes·set (knHsùHtÙ) n.  The unicameral parliament of Israel.  [Modern Hebrew 

Kneset, from Hebrew (Mishnaic) kHneset, assembly, from k7nas, to assemble.]

knew (nu, nyu) v.  Past tense of know. 
Knick·er·bock·er (nVkùNr-bmkÙNr) n.  1. a. A descendant of the Dutch settlers 

of New York.  b. A native or inhabitant of New York.   2. knickerbockers. Full 

breeches gathered and banded just below the knee; knickers.  [After Diedrich 

Knickerbocker, fictitious author of History of New York by Washington Irving.]

knick·ers (nVkùNrz) pl.n.  1. a. Long bloomers formerly worn as underwear by 

women and girls.  b. Chiefly British. Panties.   2. Full breeches gathered and 

banded just below the knee.  [Short for KNICKERBOCKERS.]

knick·knack also nick·nack (nVkùn4kÙ) n.  A small ornamental article; a trin-

ket.  [Reduplication of KNACK.]

knife (nXf) n.  pl. knives (nXvz). 1. A cutting instrument consisting of a sharp 

blade attached to a handle.  2. A cutting edge; a blade.   —  v.  knifed, knif·ing, 
knifes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To use a knife on, especially to stab; wound with a knife.  

2. Informal. To betray or attempt to defeat by underhand means.   —  v.  intr. To 

cut or slash a way through something with or as if with a knife:  The boat knifed 

through the waves.   —idiom. under the knife. Informal. Undergoing surgery.  

[Middle English knif, from Old English cnXf, from Old Norse knXfr.] —knifùer n. 

knife-edge (nXfùHjÙ) n.  1. A sharp cutting edge.  2. A sharp, narrow edge or 

border: “saying lines that teeter on the knife-edge between literature and lunacy” 

(Vincent Canby).  3. A wedge of metal used as a low-friction fulcrum for a bal-

ancing beam or lever. 

knife·point (nXfùpointÙ) n.  The sharp end of a knife.   —idiom. at knife-
point. Under threat of being stabbed or cut with a knife:  was mugged at knife-

point. 

Knife River (nXf rVvùNr)  A river, about 265 km (165 mi) long, of west-central 

North Dakota flowing east to the Missouri River. 

knight (nXt) n.  1.  Abbr. Knt, kt. a. A medieval tenant giving military service as 

a mounted man-at-arms to a feudal landholder.  b.  Abbr. Knt, kt. A medieval 

gentleman-soldier, usually high-born, raised by a sovereign to privileged military 

status after training as a page and squire.  c.  Abbr. K, k. A man holding a nonhe-

reditary title conferred by a sovereign in recognition of personal merit or service 

to the country.   2.  Abbr. Knt., kt. A man belonging to an order or a brother-

hood.  3. a. A defender, champion, or zealous upholder of a cause or principle.  

b. The devoted champion of a lady.   4.  Abbr. Kt, N Games. A chess piece, usually 



in the shape of a horse’s head, that can be moved two squares horizontally and 

one vertically or two squares vertically and one horizontally.   —  v.  tr. 

knight·ed, knight·ing, knights. To raise (a person) to knighthood.  [Middle 

English, from Old English cniht.] —knightùly adj. , adv.  —knightùli·ness n. 

knight bachelor (nXt b4chùN-lNr) n.  pl. knights bachelors or knight 
bachelors. An English knight of the lowest rank; a bachelor. 

knight-errant (nXtùHrùNnt) n.  pl. knights-errant (nXtsù-). 1. A knight, often 

portrayed in medieval romances, who wanders in search of adventures to prove 

his chivalry.  2. One given to adventurous or quixotic conduct.   —knightù-
erùrant·ry (-HrùNn-trK) n. 

knight·head (nXtùhHdÙ) n.  Nautical. Either of two timbers rising from the keel 

of a sailing ship and supporting the inner end of the bowsprit.  [From the fact 

that it was sometimes decorated with a carving of a man’s head.]

knight·hood (nXtùhtdÙ) n.  1. The rank, dignity, or vocation of a knight.  

2. Behavior or qualities befitting a knight; chivalry.  3. Knights considered as a 

group. 

Knight of Columbus (nXt ƒv kN-lƒmùbNs) n.  pl. Knights of Columbus. 
Abbr. K of C, K.C. A member of a benevolent and fraternal society of Roman 

Catholic men founded in 1882. 

Knight of Pythias (nXt ƒv pVthùK-Ns) n.  pl. Knights of Pythias. Abbr. K of 
P A member of a secret, philanthropic fraternal order founded in 1864. 

knights-errant (nXtsùHrùNnt) n.  Plural of knight-errant. 
Knights of the Round Table (nXts ƒv thN round t7ùbNl) pl.n.  In Arthurian 

legend, the knights of King Arthur’s court. 

Knight Templar (nXt tHmùplNr) n.  pl. Knights Templars or Knights Tem-
plar. 1. A member of an order of knights founded about 1118 to protect pilgrims 

in the Holy Land during the Second Crusade and suppressed in 1312.  2. A man 

belonging to a Masonic order in the United States. 

knish (kN-nVshù) n.  A piece of dough stuffed with potato, meat, or cheese and 

baked or fried.  [Yiddish, from Ukrainian knysh, probably of Turkic origin.]

knit (nVt) v.  knit or knit·ted, knit·ting, knits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make (a fabric 

or garment) by intertwining yarn or thread in a series of connected loops either 

by hand with knitting needles or on a machine.  2. To form (yarn or thread) into 

fabric by intertwining.  3. To join closely; unite securely.  4. To draw (the brows) 

together in wrinkles; furrow.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a fabric or garment by knit-

ting.  2. To become securely joined or mended together closely, as a fractured 

bone.  3. To come together in wrinkles or furrows, as the brows.   —  n.  1. A fab-

ric or garment made by knitting.  2. The way in which a fabric has been knit:  a 

loose knit.  [Middle English knitten, to tie in a knot, from Old English cnyttan.] 
—knitùter n. 



knit·ting (nVtùVng) n.  1. The act or process of producing something knitted.  

2. Material that has been knitted or is in the process of being knitted; knitted 

work. 

knitting needle (nVtùVng nKdùl) n.  A long, thin, pointed rod used in pairs to 

knit yarn into cloth. 

knit·wear (nVtùwârÙ) n.  Knitted garments. 

knives (nXvz) n.  Plural of knife. 
knob (nmb) n.  1. A rounded protuberance.  2. a. A rounded handle, as on a 

drawer or door.  b. A rounded control switch or dial.   3. A prominent rounded 

hill or mountain.  [Middle English knobbe.] —knobbed (nmbd) adj.  

—knobùby adj. 

knob·ker·rie (nmbùkHrÙK) n.  A short club with one knobbed end, used as a 

weapon by warriors of certain South African peoples.  [Afrikaans knopkierie : 

knop, knob (from Middle Dutch cnoppe) + kieri, club (from Khoikhoin kirri, 

stick).]

knock (nmk) v.  knocked, knock·ing, knocks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike with a 

hard blow.  2. To affect in a specified way by striking hard:  knocked the attacker 

senseless.  3. To cause to collide:  I knocked my head on a low beam.  4. To produce 

by hitting or striking:  knocked a hole in the wall.  5. To instill with or as if with 

blows:  We tried to knock some sense into his head.  6. Slang. To find fault with; 

criticize:  Don’t knock the food; it’s free.   —  v.  intr. 1. To strike a sharp, audible 

blow or series of blows, as on a door.  2. To collide with something:  knocked into 

the table.  3. To make a pounding or clanking noise:  The car engine is knocking.   
—  n.  1. An instance of striking or colliding; a blow.  2. The sound of a sharp tap 

on a hard surface; a rap.  3. A pounding or clanking noise made by an engine, 

often as a result of faulty fuel combustion.  Also called ping 4. Slang. A cutting, 

often petty criticism.   —phrasal verbs. knock around (or knock about). 

1. To be rough or brutal with; maltreat.  2. To wander from place to place:  knock-

ing around Europe.  3. Informal. To discuss or consider:  met to knock around some 

ideas.  knock back. Informal. To gulp (an alcoholic drink).  knock down. 5. To 

bring to the ground with a blow; topple.  6. To disassemble into parts, as for stor-

age or shipping.  7. To declare sold at an auction, as by striking a blow with a 

gavel.  8. Informal. To reduce, as in price:  knocked all the radios down 20 percent.  

9. Slang. To receive as wages; earn:  knocks down $50 an hour.  knock off. 
10. Informal. a. To take a break or rest from; stop:  knocked off work at noon.  

b. To cease work:  It’s after five; let’s knock off.   11. Informal. To complete, accom-

plish, or dispose of hastily or easily; finish:  That author knocks off a book a year.  

12. Informal. To get rid of; eliminate:  knocked off 12 pounds in a month.  

13. Slang. To kill or overcome.  14. Slang. To hold up or rob:  knocked off a bank.  

15. Informal. To copy or imitate, especially without permission:  knocking off 

someone else’s ideas.  16. Informal. a. To take a break or rest from; stop:  knocked 



off work at noon.  b. To cease work:  It’s after five; let’s knock off.   knock out. 
17. To render unconscious.  18. Sports. To defeat (a boxing opponent) by a 

knockout.  19. To render useless or inoperative:  The storm knocked out the tele-

phones.  20. Informal. To exert or exhaust (oneself or another) to the utmost:  

knocked herself out to be ready on time.  knock together. To make or assemble 

quickly or carelessly.  knock up. 22. Slang. To make pregnant.  23. Chiefly Brit-

ish. To wake up or summon, as by knocking at the door.  24. Chiefly British. To 

wear out; exhaust.   —idioms. have it knocked. Slang. To be certain of suc-

cess: “He knew he had it knocked after he saw a rough cut of Chinatown” (Time).  

knock cold. To render unconscious; knock out.  knock dead. 3. To kill with a 

blow.  4. Slang. To affect strongly and positively:  an amazing performance that 

knocked the audience dead.  knock for a loop. Slang. To surprise tremendously; 

astonish.  knock it off. Slang. Quit it. Used in the imperative:  Knock it off! I’m 

trying to sleep.  knock out of the box. Baseball. To force the removal of (an 

opposing pitcher) by heavy hitting.  knock the socks off (or knock some-
one’s socks off). Slang. To overwhelm or amaze.  [Middle English knokken, 

from Old English cnocian.]

knock·a·bout (nmkùN-boutÙ) adj.  1. Boisterous; rowdy.  2. Appropriate for 

rough wear or use:  a knockabout overcoat.   —  n.  Nautical. A small sloop with a 

mainsail, jib, and keel but no bowsprit. 

knock·down (nmkùdounÙ) n.  1. a. The act of knocking down.  b. The condi-

tion of being knocked down.   2. An overwhelming blow or shock.  3. Something 

designed to be easily assembled or disassembled.   —  adj.  1. Strong enough to 

knock down or overwhelm; powerful:  a knockdown blow.  2. Designed to be eas-

ily assembled or disassembled:  knockdown furniture.  3. Reduced:  knockdown 

prices. 

knock·down-drag·out (nmkùdounÙdr4gùoutÙ) adj.  Marked by roughness, 

violence, and acrimony:  a knockdown-dragout fight. 

knock·er (nmkùNr) n.  1. A hinged fixture, such as a metal ring or bar, used for 

knocking on a door.  2. Vulgar Slang. A woman’s breast.  3. A goblin or dwarf said 

to live under the earth and direct miners to ore by knocking. 

knock-knee (nmkùnKÙ) n.  A deformity of the legs in which the knees are 

abnormally close together and the ankles are spread widely apart.   —knockù-
kneedÙ adj. 

knock·off (nmkùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Informal. An unauthorized copy or imitation, as of 

designer clothing: “the place to go for quality knockoffs” (Women’s Wear Daily). 

knock·out (nmkùoutÙ) n.  1. a. The act of knocking out.  b. The state of being 

knocked out.  c. A blow that knocks out an opponent.   2. Sports. a. A victory in 

boxing in which one’s opponent is unable to rise from the canvas within a speci-

fied time after being knocked down.  b. The act of winning a boxing match in 



this way:  won the fight by a knockout.   3. Slang. A strikingly attractive or impres-

sive person or thing.   —  adj.  Capable of knocking out:  a knockout punch. 

knockout drops (nmkùoutÙ drmps) pl.n.  Slang. A solution, usually of chloral 

hydrate in alcohol, put into a drink surreptitiously in order to render the drinker 

unconscious. 

knock·wurst (nmkùwûrstÙ, -wtrstÙ) n.  Variant of knackwurst. 
knoll1 (nol) n.  A small rounded hill or mound; a hillock.  [Middle English knol, 

from Old English cnoll.]

knoll2 (nol) Archaic. v.  intr. knolled, knoll·ing, knolls. To ring mournfully; 

knell.   —  v.  tr. To ring or sound (a bell, for example) mournfully; knell.   —  n.  

A knell.  [Middle English knollen, probably alteration of knellen, to knell, from 

Old English cnyllan.]

knop (nmp) n.  A small decorative knob or boss.  [Middle English knoppe, from 

Old English cnop.]

Knopf (knmpf), Alfred Abraham. 1892-1984.  American publisher who 

founded (1915) and directed (1918-1972) Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 

Knos·sos also Cnos·sos  or Cnos·sus (nmsùNs)  An ancient city of northern 

Crete near present-day Iráklion. The center of a Bronze Age culture that probably 

flourished from c. 2000 to 1400 B.C., it is the traditional site of the labyrinth of 

Daedalus and the palace of King Minos. 

knot1 (nmt) n.  1. a. A compact intersection of interlaced material, such as cord, 

ribbon, or rope.  b. A fastening made by tying together lengths of material, such 

as rope, in a prescribed way.   2. A decorative bow of ribbon, fabric, or braid.  

3. A unifying bond, especially a marriage bond.  4. A tight cluster of persons or 

things:  a knot of onlookers.  5. A feeling of tightness:  a knot of fear in my stomach.  

6. A complex problem.  7. a. A hard place or lump, especially on a tree, at a point 

from which a stem or branch grows.  b. The round, often darker cross section of 

such a lump as it appears on a piece of cut lumber.  Also called node  8. A protu-

berant growth or swelling in a tissue:  a knot in a gland.  9. a. A division on a log 

line used to measure the speed of a ship.  b.  Abbr. kn., kt. A unit of speed, one 

nautical mile per hour, approximately 1.85 kilometers (1.15 statute miles) per 

hour.  c. A distance of one nautical mile.    —  v.  knot·ted, knot·ting, knots.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To tie in or fasten with a knot or knots.  2. To snarl or entangle.  3. To 

cause to form a knot or knots.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form a knot or knots.  2. To 

become snarled or entangled.  [Middle English, from Old English cnotta.]

USAGE NOTE: In nautical usage knot is a unit of speed, not of distance, and

has a built-in meaning of “per hour.” Therefore, a ship would strictly be said to

travel at ten knots (not ten knots per hour).



knot2 (nmt) n.  Either of two migratory sandpipers (Calidris canutus or C. 

tenuirostris) that breed in Arctic regions.  [Middle English, of Scandinavian ori-

gin.]

knot·grass (nmtùgr4sÙ) n.  1. A low-growing, weedy grass (Paspalum distichum) 

with spikelets arranged in two rows along the rachis.  2. Any of several weedy 

plants of the genus Polygonum that have stems with nodes. 

knot·hole (nmtùholÙ) n.  A hole in a piece of lumber where a knot has dropped 

out or been removed. 

knot·ty (nmtùK) adj.  knot·ti·er, knot·ti·est. 1. Tied or snarled in knots.  

2. Covered with knots or knobs; gnarled.  3. Difficult to understand or solve; 

puzzlingly intricate.  See Synonyms at complex.  —knotùti·ness n. 

knotty pine (nmtùK pXn) n.  Pine wood with a large number of knots, used espe-

cially for paneling and furniture. 

knot·weed (nmtùwKdÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Polygonum, with 

jointed stems and inconspicuous flowers. 

knout (nout) n.  A leather scourge used for flogging.   —  v.  tr. knout·ed, 
knout·ing, knouts. To flog with a leather scourge.  [French, from Russian knut, 

from Old Russian knutƒ, from Old Norse kn7tr, knot in cord.]

know (no) v.  knew (nu, nyu), known (non), know·ing, knows.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To perceive directly; grasp in the mind with clarity or certainty.  2. To regard 

as true beyond doubt:  I know she won’t fail.  3. To have a practical understanding 

of, as through experience; be skilled in:  knows how to cook.  4. To have fixed in 

the mind:  knows her Latin verbs.  5. To have experience of: “a black stubble that 

had known no razor” (William Faulkner).  6. a. To perceive as familiar; recognize:  

I know that face.  b. To be acquainted with:  He doesn’t know his neighbors.   7. To 

be able to distinguish; recognize as distinct:  knows right from wrong.  8. To dis-

cern the character or nature of:  knew him for a liar.  9. Archaic. To have sexual 

intercourse with.   —  v.  intr. 1. To possess knowledge, understanding, or infor-

mation.  2. To be cognizant or aware.   —idioms. in the know. Informal. Pos-

sessing special or secret information.  you know. Informal. Used parenthetically 

in conversation, as to fill pauses or educe the listener’s agreement or sympathy:  

Please try to be, you know, a little quieter. How were we supposed to make camp in a 

storm like that, you know?  [Middle English knowen, from Old English cn7wan. 

See gno- in Appendix.] —knowùa·ble adj.  —knowùer n. 

know-how (noùhouÙ) n.  The knowledge and skill required to do something 

correctly.  See Synonyms at art1. 
know·ing (noùVng) adj.  1. Possessing knowledge, information, or understand-

ing.  See Synonyms at intelligent.  2. Showing clever awareness and resourceful-

ness; shrewd.  3. Suggestive of secret or private knowledge:  a knowing glance.  

4. Deliberate; conscious:  a knowing attempt to defraud.   —knowùing·ly adv.  

—knowùing·ness n. 



know-it-all (noùVt-ôlÙ) n.  Informal. One who claims to know everything and 

rejects advice or information from others.   —knowù-it-allÙ adj. 

knowl·edge (nmlùVj) n.  1. The state or fact of knowing.  2. Familiarity, aware-

ness, or understanding gained through experience or study.  3. The sum or range 

of what has been perceived, discovered, or learned.  4. Learning; erudition:  teach-

ers of great knowledge.  5. Specific information about something.  6. Carnal 

knowledge.  [Middle English knowlech : knowen, to know; see KNOW + -leche, n. 

suff.]

SYNONYMS: knowledge, information, learning, erudition, lore, scholarship.

These nouns refer to what is known, as by having been acquired through study

or experience. Knowledge is the broadest; it includes facts and ideas, understand-

ing, and the totality of what is known: “A knowledge of Greek thought and life, and

of the arts in which the Greeks expressed their thought and sentiment, is essential to

high culture” (Charles Eliot Norton). “Science is organized knowledge” (Herbert

Spencer). Information is usually construed as being narrower in scope than knowl-

edge; it often implies a collection of facts and data: “Obviously, a man’s judgment

cannot be better than the information on which he has based it” (Arthur Hays

Sulzberger). Learning usually refers to knowledge that is gained by schooling and

study: “Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for with ardor and

attended to with diligence” (Abigail Adams). Erudition implies profound knowl-

edge, often in a specialized area: “Some have criticized his poetry as elitist, unnec-

essarily impervious to readers who do not share his erudition” (Elizabeth Kastor).

Lore is usually applied to knowledge about a particular subject that is gained

through tradition or anecdote: Early peoples passed on plant and animal lore

through legend. Scholarship is the knowledge of a scholar whose mastery of a par-

ticular area of learning is reflected in the scope, thoroughness, and quality of his

or her work: a book that gives ample evidence of the author’s scholarship.

knowl·edge·a·ble (nmlùV-jN-bNl) adj.  Possessing or showing knowledge or 

intelligence; perceptive and well-informed.   —knowlÙedge·a·bilùi·ty, knowl-
ùedge·a·ble·ness n.  —knowlùedge·ably adv. 

knowledge base (nmlùVj b7s) n.  1. Computer Science. The part of an expert 

system that contains the facts and rules needed to solve problems in a specified 

domain.  2. A collection of facts and rules for problem solving. 

knowledge engineer (nmlùVj HnÙjN-nîrù) n.  Computer Science. A program-

mer who constructs expert systems.   —knowledge engineering n. 

known (non) v.  Past participle of know.  —  adj.  Proved or generally recog-

nized:  the only known case; a known authority.   —  n.  Something that is known:  

In this instance, the only known is our actual profit margin. 



know-noth·ing (noùnƒthÙVng) n.  1. A totally ignorant person; an ignoramus.  

2. An anti-intellectual.  3. An agnostic.  4. Know-Nothing. A member of a 

political party in the United States during the 1850’s that was antagonistic toward 

recent immigrants and Roman Catholics.   —knowù-nothÙing·ism n. 

Knox (nmks), Henry. 1750-1806.  American Revolutionary soldier who trans-

ported 55 captured British cannon from Fort Ticonderoga, New York, to Boston, 

where George Washington used them to force the British to evacuate the city 

(1776). 

Knox (nmks), John. 1514?-1572.  Scottish religious reformer and founder of 

Scottish Presbyterianism. While living in exile (1553-1559) during the reign of 

Mary Queen of Scots, a Catholic, he came under the influence of John Calvin. 

Returning to Scotland (1559), Knox led the struggle for religious reform. With 

the drafting of the Confessions of Faith (1560), Protestantism became the estab-

lished religion in Scotland. 

Knox (nmks), Philander Chase. 1853-1921.  American politician who as U.S. 

attorney general (1901-1904) won the antitrust suit against Northern Securities 

Company (1904) and later served as a U.S. senator from Pennsylvania (1904-1909 

and 1917-1921) and U.S. secretary of state (1909-1913). 

Knox (nmks), William Franklin. Known as “Frank.” 1874-1944.  American sol-

dier, politician, and publisher of the Chicago Daily News (1931-1944). The 1936 

Republican nominee for Vice President, he was U.S. secretary of the navy (1940-

1944) during World War II. 

Knox·ville (nmksùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of eastern Tennessee on the Tennessee River 

northeast of Chattanooga. Settled c. 1785, it twice served as the state capital 

(1796-1812 and 1817-1819). Population, 165,121. 

Knt abbr.  Knight. 

knuck·le (nƒkùNl) n.  1. Anatomy. a. The prominence of the dorsal aspect of a 

joint of a finger, especially of one of the joints connecting the fingers to the hand.  

b. A rounded protuberance formed by the bones in a joint.   2. A cut of meat 

centering on the carpal or tarsal joint, as of a pig.  3. The part of a hinge through 

which the pin passes.  4. knuckles. Brass knuckles.   —  v.  tr. knuck·led, 
knuck·ling, knuck·les. 1. To press, rub, or hit with the knuckles.  2. Games. To 

shoot (a marble) with the thumb over the bent forefinger.   —phrasal verbs. 
knuckle down. To apply oneself earnestly to a task.  knuckle under. To yield 

to pressure; give in.  [Middle English knokel.]

knuckle ball  or knuck·le·ball (nƒkùNl-bôlÙ) n.  Baseball. A slow, randomly 

fluttering pitch thrown by gripping the ball with the tips or nails of two or three 

fingers.   —knuckùle·ballÙer n. 

knuck·le·bone (nƒkùNl-bonÙ) n.  A knobbed bone, as of a knuckle or joint. 

knuck·le-dust·er (nƒkùNl-dƒsÙtNr) n.  Slang. Brass knuckles. 

knuck·le·head (nƒkùNl-hHdÙ) n.  Informal. A stupid person; a blockhead. 



knuckle joint (nƒkùNl joint) n.  A hinged joint in which a pin fastens the ends 

of two rods, one of which has an eye that fits between the two perforated projec-

tions of the other. 

knuck·ler (nƒkùlNr) n.  Baseball. A knuckle ball. 

knuckle sandwich (nƒkùNl s4ndùwVch) n.  Slang. A punch in the mouth. 

Knud·sen (nudùsNn, kN-nudù-, knuù-), William Signius. 1879-1948.  Dan-

ish-born American automotive industrialist who directed ordnance production 

(1942-1945) during World War II. 

knur (nûr) n.  A bump or knot, as on a tree trunk; a gnarl.  [Middle English 

knarre, knor. See KNAR.]

knurl (nûrl) n.  1. A knob, knot, or other small protuberance.  2. One of a series 

of small ridges or grooves on the surface or edge of a metal object, such as a 

thumbscrew, to aid in gripping.   —  v.  tr. knurled, knurl·ing, knurls. To pro-

vide with knurls; mill.  [Probably diminutive of KNUR.] —knurled (nûrld) adj.  

—knurlùy adj. 

Knut (kN-nutù, -nyutù)  See Canute. 
KO (k7ùoù) Slang. v.  tr. KO’d, KO’ing, KO’s. To knock out, as in boxing.   —  n.  

pl. KO’s (k7-où, k7ùoÙ). A knockout, as in boxing. 

ko·a·la (ko-äùlN) n.  An arboreal Australian marsupial (Phascolarctos cinereus) 

that has dense grayish fur, large ears, and sharp claws and feeds chiefly on the 

leaves of eucalyptus trees.  [Dharuk (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) 

gulawak.]

ko·an (koùänÙ) n.  A riddle in the form of a paradox used in Zen Buddhism as an 

aid to meditation and a means of gaining intuitive knowledge.  [Japanese  : ko, 

public + an, matter.]

kob (kmb, kob) n.  An orange-brown antelope (Kobus kob) of southeast Africa.  

[Of African origin.]

Ko·be (koùbKÙ, -b7Ù)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, on Osaka Bay south-

southwest of Kyoto. A port and manufacturing center, it was almost entirely 

rebuilt after World War II. Population, 1,410,843. 

Ko·blenz also Co·blenz (koùblHntsÙ)  A city of west-central Germany at the 

confluence of the Rhine and Moselle rivers southeast of Bonn. Founded as a 

Roman frontier station, the city was prominent during Carolingian times as a res-

idence of Frankish kings. Population, 111,235. 

ko·bo (kôùbôÙ) n.  pl. kobo. A unit of currency in Nigeria.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Possibly Yoruba kqbq, from English COPPER

1, penny.]

ko·bold (koùbôldÙ) n.  1. An often mischievous household elf in German folk-

lore.  2. A gnome that haunts underground places in German folklore.  [German, 

from Middle High German kobolt. See COBALT.]



Koch (kôk, kôKH), Robert. 1843-1910.  German bacteriologist who discovered 

the cholera bacillus and the bacterial cause of anthrax. He won a 1905 Nobel Prize 

for developing tuberculin. 

Ko·cher (kôùkNr, -KHNr), Emil Theodor. 1841-1917.  Swiss surgeon. He won a 

1909 Nobel Prize for work on the thyroid gland. 

Ko·chi (koùchK)  A city of southern Shikoku, Japan, on an inlet of the Pacific 

Ocean. It is a port and fish-processing center. Population, 312,253. 

Ko·dak (koùd4kÙ)  A trademark used for a hand-held camera and camera film. 

Ko·dál·y (koÙdXù, kôùdä-yN), Zoltán. 1882-1967.  Hungarian composer whose 

works include the opera Háry János (1926) and the orchestral work Missa Brevis 

(1945). 

Ko·di·ak bear (koùdK-4kÙ bâr) n.  A brown bear inhabiting islands and coastal 

areas of Alaska and sometimes considered a separate species (Ursus middendor-

ffi).  [After Kodiak (Island).]
Kodiak Island (koùdK-4kÙ XùlNnd)  An island of southern Alaska in the Gulf of 

Alaska east of the Alaska Peninsula. Discovered in 1763, the island was the site of 

the first permanent Russian settlement in the area (1784). 

Koest·ler (kHstùlNr, kHsù-), Arthur. 1905-1983.  Hungarian-born writer whose 

novel Darkness at Noon (1941) portrays his disillusionment with Communism. 

His other works include The Sleepwalkers (1959) and The Ghost in the Machine 

(1967). 

K of C abbr.  Knight of Columbus. 

K of P abbr.  Knight of Pythias. 

Ko·fu (koùfu)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, west of Tokyo. The seat of sev-

eral powerful lords during the feudal era, it is now an industrial center. Popula-

tion, 202,405. 

kohl (kol) n.  A cosmetic preparation, such as powdered antimony sulfide, used 

especially in Middle Eastern countries to darken the rims of the eyelids.  [Arabic 

kuUl, powder of antimony, kohl.]

Köh·ler (kœùlNr), Georges J.F. Born 1946.  German immunologist. He shared a 

1984 Nobel Prize for developing a method of producing monoclonal antibodies. 

kohl·ra·bi (kol-räùbK, -r4bùK) n.  pl. kohl·ra·bies. A plant (Brassica oleracea var. 

gongylodes) in the mustard family, having a thick basal part of the stem that is 

eaten as a vegetable.  Also called turnip cabbage [German, partial translation (with 

German Kohl, cabbage, ultimately from Latin caulis), of Italian cavoli rape, pl. of 

cavolo rapa : cavolo, cabbage (from Latin caulis) + rapa, turnip (from Latin 

r7pa).]

Koi·ne (koi-n7ù, koiùn7Ù) n.  1. A dialect of Greek that developed primarily from 

Attic and became the common language of the Hellenistic world, from which 

later stages of Greek are descended.  2. koine. A lingua franca.  3. koine. A 

regional dialect or language that becomes the standard language over a wider 



area, losing its most extreme local features.  [From Greek (hK) koinK (dialektos), 

common (language), feminine of koinos, common. See kom in Appendix.]

Ko·kand (ko-k4ndù)  A city of eastern Uzbekistan southeast of Tashkent. It was 

the center of a powerful khanate in the 18th century and was finally conquered by 

Russia in 1876. Population, 166,000. 

Ko·ko·mo (koùkN-moÙ)  A city of central Indiana north of Indianapolis. 

Founded in the 1840’s, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 44,962. 

Ko·ko Nor (koùkoù nôrù, norù)  See Qinghai Hu. 
Ko·kosch·ka (kN-kôshùkN), Oskar. 1886-1980.  Austrian expressionist painter 

noted for his portraits and landscapes. 

kok-sa·ghyz (kokÙsN-gKzù) n.  A central Asian dandelion (Taraxacum kok-

saghyz) having fleshy roots that yield a form of rubber.  [Russian, from Turkish 

kok-sagWz : kok, root + sagWz, rubber.]

ko·la (koùlN) n.  Variant of cola4. 
ko·lac·ky (kN-läùchK, -lächùkK) n.  pl. kolacky or ko·la·che (-läùchK). A square, 

sweet bun with a fruit or poppy seed filling.  [Czech kola?e, wheel-shaped cake, 

pl. of kola?, from Old Church Slavonic, wheel. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

Ko·la Peninsula (koùlN pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of northwest Russia pro-

jecting eastward from Scandinavia between the White Sea and the Barents Sea. 

Kol·chak (kôl-chäkù, kNl-chyäkù), Aleksandr Vasilyevich. 1874?-1920.  Rus-

sian admiral of the Black Sea fleet during World War I. He led the White Russians 

against the Bolsheviks after the October Revolution (1917). Recognized by the 

Allies as the head of the provisional Russian government (1918-1920), he was 

captured and shot by the Bolsheviks. 

Kol·ding (kôlùdVng)  A city of south-central Denmark on the eastern coast of 

Jutland. Founded in the tenth century, it is a port and tourist center. Population, 

56,519. 

Kol·ha·pur (koùlN-ptrÙ)  A city of southwest India south-southeast of Bom-

bay. It was formerly the center of an important Deccan state. Population, 340,625. 

ko·lin·sky (kN-lVnùskK) n.  pl. ko·lin·skies. 1. A northern Eurasian mink (Mus-

tela siberica) having a dark brown coat with tawny markings.  2. The tawny fur of 

this animal.  [Russian kolinskiV, of Kola, from Kola (Peninsula).]
kol·khoz (kml-kôzù, kƒl-KHôsù) n.  A collective farm in the Soviet Union.  [Rus-

sian, from kol(lektivnoe) khoz(yaVstvo) : kollektivnoe, neuter of kollektivnyV, collec-

tive + khozyaVstvo, economy, farm.]

Kol·lon·tai (kmlÙNn-tXù), Aleksandra Mikhailovna. 1872-1952.  Russian rev-

olutionary and writer who joined the Social-Democratic Worker’s Party (1898) 

despite her privileged social position. After the October Revolution (1917) she 

advocated sweeping reforms in traditional customs and institutions. 



Koll·witz (kolùwVtsÙ, kôlùvVtsÙ), Käthe or Kaethe. 1867-1945.  German artist 

whose sculptures and prints, including The Living to the Dead (1919), express her 

abhorrence of war and poverty. 

Kol·mar (kolùmär, kôl-märù)  See Colmar. 
Köln (kœln)  See Cologne. 
Kol Nid·re (kol nVdùr7, -rN, kôl nK-dr7ù) n.  Judaism. The opening prayer recited 

on the eve of Yom Kippur, declaring the annulment of all personal vows made to 

God in the preceding year.  [Aramaic kol nidhrê, all vows (the opening words of 

the prayer)  : kol, all + nidhrK, vows.]

Kol·we·zi (kol-wHzùK)  A city of southeast Zaire near the Zambia border. It is a 

manufacturing center in an area yielding copper and coal. Population, 201,382. 

Ko·ly·ma (kN-lKùmN, kN-lK-mäù)  A river of northeast Russia rising in the Kolyma 

Mountains and flowing about 2,148 km (1,335 mi) generally north and northeast 

to the East Siberian Sea. Its upper course crosses rich gold fields. 

Kolyma Mountains (kN-lKùmN mounùtNnz)  A range of northeast Russia 

extending about 1,126 km (700 mi) north and south to the east of the Kolyma 

River and roughly parallel to the coast of Siberia. 

Ko·man·dor·ski Islands (kmmÙNn-dôrùskK XùlNndz) also 

Ko·man·dor·ski·ye Islands (kmmÙNn-dôrùskK-yH XùlNndz)  An island group of 

northeast Russia in the Bering Sea east of the Kamchatka Peninsula. Fishing, 

hunting, and whaling are the main occupations of the islanders. 

Ko·ma·ti (kN-mäùtK)  A river flowing about 805 km (500 mi) through northeast 

South Africa, northern Swaziland, and southern Mozambique to an inlet of the 

Indian Ocean. 

Kom·bu (kmmùbu) n.  A food derived from seaweed.  [Origin unknown.]

Ko·mo·do dragon (kN-moùdo dr4gùNn) n.  A large monitor lizard (Varanus 

komodoensis) native to Indonesia. It is the largest living lizard, sometimes growing 

to a length of 3 meters (10 feet).  [After Komodo, an island of south-central Indo-

nesia.]

Kom·so·molsk (kmmÙsN-môlskù)  A city of southeast Russia north of Vladivos-

tok. It was laid out and settled in 1932 by members of Komsomol, the Commu-

nist youth organization. Population, 300,000. 

Ko·mu·ra (ko-mtrùä, kôÙmu-räù), Marquis Jutaro. 1855-1911.  Japanese 

diplomat who negotiated the Anglo-Japanese Alliance (1905), through which 

Japan and Great Britain mutually protected their interests in China and Korea. 

Ko·nev (kônùyHfÙ, -yNf), Ivan Stepanovich. 1897-1973.  Soviet general who 

was field marshal of the Soviet Union (1944) and commander in chief of the 

Soviet army (1946-1960). 

Kon·go (kmngùgo) n.  pl. Kongo or Kon·gos. 1. A member of a people living 

in west-central Africa along the lower Congo River.  2. A Bantu language of the 



Kongo used as a lingua franca in southern Congo, western Zaire, and northern 

Angola. In this sense, also calledKikongo 

Kon·ia (kôn-yäù)  See Konya. 
Kö·nigs·berg (k7ùnVgz-bûrgÙ, kœùnVKHs-bHrkÙ)  See Kaliningrad. 
Ko·no·ye (kN-noù7, kôÙnô-yHù), Prince Fumimaro. 1891-1946.  Japanese polit-

ical leader who as premier (1937-1939 and 1940-1941) outlined Japan’s expan-

sionist policies, sought to avoid American intervention in the Sino-Japanese War, 

and formed an alliance with Germany and Italy (1941). 

Kon·stanz (kônùstäntsÙ) also Con·stance (kmnùstNns)  A city of southwest 

Germany on the Lake of Constance south of Stuttgart. Thought to have been 

founded c. A.D. 300, it is a tourist center with varied industries. Population, 

68,605. 

Kon·ya also Kon·ia (kôn-yäù)  A city of southwest-central Turkey south of 

Ankara. Built on the site of an ancient Phrygian city, Konya was a powerful Seljuk 

sultanate from the 11th to the 13th century. Population, 329,139. 

Koo (ku), Vi Kyuin Wellington. 1887-1985.  Chinese ambassador to Great 

Britain (1941-1946) and the United States (1946-1956). 

koo·doo (kuùdu) n.  Variant of kudu. 
kook (kuk) n.  Slang. A person regarded as strange, eccentric, or crazy.  [Possi-

bly from CUCKOO.]

kook·a·bur·ra (ktkùN-bûrÙN, -bƒrÙN) n.  A large kingfisher (Dacelo gigas) 

native to Australia, with a call that resembles raucous laughter.  Also called laugh-

ing jackass [Wiradhuri (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) gugubarra.]

kook·y also kook·ie (kuùkK) adj.  kook·i·er, kook·i·est. Slang. Characteristic 

of a kook; strange or crazy.   —kookùi·ness n. 

Koop·mans (kupùmNnz), Tjalling Charles. Born 1910.  Dutch-born Ameri-

can economist. He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for developing the theory of opti-

mum allocation of resources. 

Koo·te·nay River also Koo·te·nai River (kutùn-7Ù rVvùNr)  A river, about 

655 km (407 mi) long, flowing from southeast British Columbia, Canada, south 

through northwest Montana, northwest through northern Idaho, and then north 

again into British Columbia, where it widens to form Kootenay Lake before 

joining the Columbia River. 

ko·peck  or ko·pek also co·peck (koùpHk) n.  Abbr. k., K. A unit of currency in 

Russia.  See Table at currency.  [Russian kopeVka, from Middle Russian kopeika, 

from kopie, spear (from the image of a rider with a spear on the coins minted by 

Moscow after the capture of Novgorod in 1478).]

kor (kôr, kor) n.  See homer2.  [Hebrew kôr.]

Kor. abbr.  Korea; Korean. 

Ko·ran  or Qur·’an (kN-r4nù, -ränù, kô-, ko-) n.  The sacred text of Islam, con-

sidered by Muslims to contain the revelations of God to Mohammed.  Also called 



Alcoran [Arabic qur’7n, reading, recitation, Koran, from qara’a, to read, recite.] 
—Ko·ranùic adj. 

Kor·do·fan·i·an (kôrùdN-f4nùK-Nn) n.  A small group of related languages spo-

ken in Sudan and forming part of the Niger-Kordofanian language family. 

Ko·re·a (kN-rKùN, kô-, ko-) Abbr. Kor.  A peninsula and former country of east-

ern Asia between the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan. Site of an ancient civiliza-

tion dating to the 12th century B.C., the peninsula was united as a kingdom in the 

7th century A.D. and despite a Mongol invasion (13th century) remained unified 

until the Japanese occupation of 1910 to 1945. After World War II the Soviet- and 

U.S.-occupied territories formed separate republics, and a Soviet-backed invasion 

of the south led to the Korean War (1950-1953). The peninsula is now divided 

between North Korea and South Korea. 

Korea Bay (kN-rKùN b7)  An inlet of the Yellow Sea between northeast China and 

western North Korea. 

Ko·re·an (kN-rKùNn, kô-, ko-) n.  Abbr. Kor. 1. A native or inhabitant of Korea.  

2. The language of the Koreans, possibly in the Altaic family.   —  adj.  Abbr. Kor. 
Of or relating to Korea or its people, language, or culture. 

Korean War (kN-rKùNn wôr) n.  A conflict that lasted from 1950 to 1953 

between North Korea, aided by China, and South Korea, aided by United Nations 

forces consisting primarily of U.S. troops. 

Korea Strait (kN-rKùN str7t)  A channel between southeast South Korea and 

southwest Japan. It connects the East China Sea with the Sea of Japan. 

Kó·rin·thos (kôùrVn-thôsÙ)  See Corinth. 
Ko·ri·ya·ma (kôrÙK-äùmN, -yäùmä)  A city of north-central Honshu, Japan, 

north of Tokyo. It is a major commercial and communications center. Popula-

tion, 301,672. 

Korn·berg (kôrnùbûrgÙ), Arthur. Born 1918.  American biochemist. He shared 

a 1959 Nobel Prize for work on the biological synthesis of nucleic acids. 

Korn·gold (kôrnùgoldÙ, -gôltÙ), Erich Wolfgang. 1897-1957.  Austrian-born 

American composer and pianist whose works include operas, such as Die tote 

Stadt (1920), symphonies, chamber music, and scores for motion pictures, 

including Anthony Adverse (1936). 

Kor·sa·koff’s syndrome (kôrùsN-kôfsÙ sVnùdromÙ, -kmfsÙ) n.  Psychiatry. A 

syndrome of severe mental impairment characterized by multiple neuritis, confu-

sion, disorientation, and amnesia in which memory of recent events is especially 

impaired, often causing the patient to attempt to compensate through confabula-

tion.  Also called Korsakoff’s psychosis [After Sergei S. Korsakoff (1854-1900), 

Russian neurologist.]

Kort·rijk (kôrtùrVkÙ) also Cour·trai (ktr-tr7ù, kur-)  A city of western Bel-

gium west of Brussels. It was the most important cloth-manufacturing town of 

medieval Flanders and is still a textile center. Population, 75,587. 



ko·ru·na (kôrùN-näÙ) n.  A basic unit of currency in Czech Republic and Slova-

kia.  See Table at currency. 
Kor·zyb·ski (kôr-zVpùskK, kô-zhVpù-), Alfred Habdank Skarbek. 1879-1950.  

Polish-born American semanticist who proposed his doctrine of general seman-

tics in Science and Sanity: An Introduction to Non-Aristotelian Systems and General 

Semantics (1933). 

Kos also Cos (kms, kôs)  An island of southeast Greece in the northern Dode-

canese Islands at the entrance to the Gulf of Kos, an inlet of the Aegean Sea on 

the southwest coast of Turkey. Hippocrates founded a medical school on the 

island in the fifth century B.C. Kos became part of modern Greece in 1947. 

Kos·ci·us·ko (kmsÙK-ƒsùko, kmsÙkK-), Mount. The highest mountain of Austra-

lia, in the southeast part of the country in the Australian Alps. It rises to 2,231.4 m 

(7,316 ft). 

Kos·ci·us·ko (kmsÙK-ƒsùko, kmsÙkK-, kôsh-chtshùko), Thaddeus. 1746-1817.  

Polish general and patriot who fought with the colonists in the American Revolu-

tion and was a leader in Poland’s struggle for independence from Russia. 

ko·sher (koùshNr) also ka·sher (käù-) adj.  1. Judaism. a. Conforming to 

dietary laws; ritually pure:  kosher meat.  b. Selling or serving food prepared in 

accordance with dietary laws:  a kosher restaurant.   2. Slang. a. Legitimate; per-

missible: “consolidating noneditorial functions of the papers, which is kosher” 

(Christian Science Monitor).  b. Genuine; authentic.    —  v.  tr. ko·shered, 
ko·sher·ing, ko·shers. To make proper or ritually pure.  [Yiddish kósher, from 

Hebrew k7≥Kr, proper.]

Ko·shi·ga·ya (ko-shKùgä-yäÙ, koÙshK-gäùyä)  A city of east-central Honshu, 

Japan, a mainly residential suburb of Tokyo. Population, 253,483. 

Ko·≥i·ce (kôùshV-tsH)  A city of eastern Slovakia northeast of Budapest, Hungary. 

Chartered in 1241, it was an important trade center during the Middle Ages. Pop-

ulation, 218,238. 

Ko·so·vo (kôùsN-voÙ)  A region of southwest Serbia. Settled by Slavs in the sev-

enth century, it was under Turkish rule from 1389 until 1913, when it was divided 

between Serbia and Montenegro. After World War II, Kosovo became an autono-

mous region within Yugoslavia, which lasted until Serbia imposed direct rule in 

1990. 

Kos·sel (kôsùNl), Albrecht. 1853-1927.  German biochemist. He won a 1910 

Nobel Prize for his investigations of the chemistry of the cell. 

Kos·suth (kmsùuthÙ, kôùshttÙ), Lajos. 1802-1894.  Hungarian revolutionary 

leader who sought Hungary’s independence from Austria. Declaring the Haps-

burg dynasty invalid, he briefly led a provisional government (1849) until Russia 

interceded on Austria’s behalf. 



Kos·tro·ma (kmsÙtrN-mäù)  A city of northwest Russia on the Volga River north-

east of Moscow. Founded in 1152, it was annexed by Moscow in 1364. Population, 

269,000. 

Ko·sy·gin (kN-sKùgNn, -gyVn), Aleksei Nikolayevich. 1904-1980.  Soviet pre-

mier (1964-1980) who succeeded Nikita Khrushchev but was often overshadowed 

by party secretary Leonid Brezhnev. 

Ko·ta (koùtN)  A city of northwest India south-southwest of Delhi. Enclosed by a 

massive wall, it is an agricultural market and has many fine temples. Population, 

358,241. 

ko·to (koùto) n.  pl. ko·tos. Music. A Japanese instrument similar to a zither, 

having 7 to 13 silk strings stretched over an oblong box.  [Japanese.]

Kott·bus (kmtùbNs, kôtùbtsÙ)  See Cottbus. 
Kot·ze·bue (kmtùsN-buÙ, kôtù-), August Friedrich Ferdinand von. 1761-

1819.  German dramatist noted for his ridicule of romanticism, his more than 

200 lively dramas, and his quarrels with Goethe. 

Kot·ze·bue Sound (kmtùsN-byuÙ sound)  An inlet of the Chukchi Sea in 

northwest Alaska north of Seward Peninsula. 

Kou·fax (koùf4ksÙ), Sanford. Known as “Sandy.” Born 1935.  American base-

ball player. A left-handed pitcher for the Dodgers (1955-1966), he struck out 

2,396 batters and three times won the Cy Young Award (1963, 1965, and 1967). 

kou·miss (ku-mVsù, kuùmVs) n.  Variant of kumiss. 
Kous·se·vitz·ky (kuÙsN-vVtùskK), Sergei Aleksandrovich. Known as 

“Serge.” 1874-1951.  Russian-born American conductor of the Boston Symphony 

Orchestra (1924-1949) noted for his support of contemporary composers. 

Kov·a·lev·sky (kmvÙN-lHvùskK, -lHfù-), Sonya. 1850-1891.  Russian mathemati-

cian known for her work on partial differential equations and equations of rota-

tory motion. 

Kow·loon (kouùlunù)  A city of Hong Kong on the southeast coast of China on 

Kowloon Peninsula opposite Hong Kong Island. The city was ceded to the 

British in 1860. Population, 799,123. 

kow·tow (kou-touù, kouùtouÙ) v.  intr. kow·towed, kow·tow·ing, 
kow·tows. 1. To kneel and touch the forehead to the ground in expression of 

deep respect, worship, or submission, as formerly done in China.  2. To show ser-

vile deference; fawn.  See Synonyms at fawn1.   —  n.  1. The act of kneeling and 

touching the forehead to the ground.  2. An obsequious act.  [From Chinese 

(Mandarin) kòu tóu, a kowtow  : kòu, to knock + tóu, head.]

Koy·u·kuk (kXùN-kƒkÙ)  A river, about 805 km (500 mi) long, of northern Alaska 

flowing generally southwest from the Brooks Range to the Yukon River. 

Ko·zhi·kode (koùzhV-kodÙ)  See Calicut. 
KP1 (k7ùpKù) n.  Kitchen police.  [K(ITCHEN) P(OLICE).]

KP2 abbr.  Games. King’s pawn. 



Kr  The symbol for the element krypton. 
KR abbr.  Games. King’s rook. 

kr. abbr.  1. Krona.  2. Krone. 

Kra (krä), Isthmus of. A strip of land, about 64 km (40 mi) wide at its narrowest 

point, linking the Malay Peninsula with the Asian mainland. 

kraal (krôl, kräl) n.  South African. 1. A rural village, typically consisting of huts 

surrounded by a stockade.  2. An enclosure for livestock.  [Afrikaans, from Por-

tuguese curral, pen, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *curr7le, enclosure for carts. See 

CORRAL.]

Krafft-E·bing (kr4ftùHbùVng, kräftù7ùbVng), Baron Richard von. 1840-1902.  

German physician and neurologist particularly known for his studies of sexual 

deviance and the published collection of case histories Psychopathia Sexualis 

(1886). 

kraft (kr4ft) n.  A tough, usually brown paper made from wood pulp treated 

with a solution of sodium sulfate, used chiefly for bags and wrapping paper.  

[Short for Swedish kraftpapper : kraft (from Old Swedish krapt) + papper, paper.]

krait (krXt) n.  Any of several brightly banded, highly venomous snakes of the 

genus Bungarus of southeast Asia and adjacent islands.  [Hindi karait.]

Kra·ka·tau (kr4kÙN-touù, kräÙkN-)  or Kra·ka·to·a (-toùN)  A volcanic island of 

Indonesia between Sumatra and Java. A violent explosion in August 1883 blew the 

island apart and caused a tidal wave that killed more than 36,000 people. 

kra·ken (kräùkNn) n.  A huge sea monster in Norwegian legend.  [Norwegian 

dialectal  : krake, kraken + Norwegian -n, suffixed definite article.]

Kra·ków (kr4kùou, kräùkou, -ktf)  See Cracow. 
Kra·ma·torsk (kräÙmN-tôrskù, krN-)  A city of eastern Ukraine in the Donets 

Basin south-southeast of Kharkov. It is an iron and steel center. Population, 

192,000. 

Kra·mer (kr7ùmNr), Stanley E. Born 1913.  American filmmaker whose dra-

matic, emotionally charged works, including The Defiant Ones (1958) and Inherit 

the Wind (1960), often concern social conflicts, such as racism and religious prej-

udice. 

Kras·ner (kr4zùnNr), Lee. 1908-1984.  American artist known for her spontane-

ous, gestural approach to painting. She was a founder of the New York School of 

abstract expressionism. 

Kras·no·dar (kr4sùnN-därÙ, krN-snN-därù)  A city of southwest Russia in the 

northern Caucasus south of Rostov. Founded by Cossacks on orders from Cathe-

rine II in 1794, it is now an industrial center. Population, 609,000. 

Kras·no·yarsk (kr4sÙnN-yärskù, krN-snN-)  A city of south-central Russia on the 

upper Yenisei River east of Novosibirsk. It was founded as a Cossack fortress in 

1628. Population, 872,000. 



kra·ter  or cra·ter (kr7ùtNr) n.  A wide, two-handled bowl used in ancient Greece 

and Rome for mixing wine and water.  [Greek kratKr. See CRATER.]

K ration (k7ù r4shùNn) n.  An emergency field ration for U.S. armed forces in 

World War II, consisting of a single packaged meal.  [After Ancel Benjamin Keys 

(born 1904), American physiologist.]

kraut (krout) n.  1. Sauerkraut.  2.  Often Kraut. Offensive Slang. Used as a dis-

paraging term for a German.  [German. See SAUERKRAUT.]

Krebs (krHbz, krHps), Sir Hans Adolf. 1900-1981.  German-born British bio-

chemist who discovered the Krebs cycle (1936). He shared a 1953 Nobel Prize for 

investigations into metabolic processes. 

Krebs cycle (krHbz sXùkNl) n.  Biochemistry. A series of enzymatic reactions in 

aerobic organisms involving oxidative metabolism of acetyl units and producing 

high-energy phosphate compounds, which serve as the main source of cellular 

energy.  Also called citric acid cycle, tricarboxylic acid cycle.  [After Sir Hans Adolf 

KREBS.]

Kre·feld (kr7ùfHldÙ, -fHltÙ)  A city of west-central Germany on the Rhine River 

north-northwest of Cologne. Chartered in 1373, it has long been important as a 

textile center. Population, 217,276. 

Krei·sler (krXùslNr), Fritz. 1875-1962.  Austrian-born American violinist and 

composer of violin works and the operetta Apple Blossoms (1919). 

Kre·men·chug (krHmÙNn-chukù, -chugù, kryVÙmVn-chukù)  A city of east-

central Ukraine on the Dnieper River southeast of Kiev. It was founded as a for-

tress in 1571. Population, 224,000. 

Krem·lin (krHmùlVn) n.  1. The citadel of Moscow, housing the offices of the 

Soviet government. The outer walls of the compound date to the 15th century.  

2. The government of the Soviet Union.  3. kremlin. The citadel of a Russian 

city.  [Obsolete German Kremelin, from Old Russian *kremlVnƒ, separate, from 

kremlV, a separate place.]

Krem·lin·ol·o·gy (krHmÙlN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the policies of the Soviet 

government.   —KremÙlin·o·logùi·cal (-lN-nN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —KremÙ-
lin·olùo·gist n. 

krep·lach (krHpùlNKH, -läKH) pl.n.  Small pockets of noodle dough filled with 

ground meat or cheese, usually boiled and served in soups.  [Yiddish kreplech, pl. 

of krepel, from German dialectal Kräppel, fried pastry, variant of German 

Krapfen, from Middle High German krapfe, from Old High German krapfo, hook 

(from their hooklike shape).]

Kreps (krHps), Juanita Morris. Born 1921.  American economist who served as 

U.S. secretary of commerce (1977-1979) and is noted for her studies of the 

employment of women and older people. 

kreu·zer  or kreut·zer (kroitùsNr) n.  Any of several small coins of low value 

formerly used in Austria and Germany.  [German, from Middle High German 



kriuzer, from kriuze, cross (originally stamped with a cross), from Old High Ger-

man kr7zi, from Latin crux, cruc-.]

krewe (kru) n.  New Orleans. Any of several groups with hereditary member-

ship whose members organize and participate as costumed paraders in the annual 

Mardi Gras carnival: “They... watched a parade of bands and New Orleans-style 

floats run by krewes throwing necklaces of colored beads” (Robert Reinhold).  See 

Regional note at beignet.  [Alteration of CREW
1.]

REGIONAL NOTE: In order to organize and stage the enormous Mardi Gras

carnival every year, many New Orleans families have belonged for generations to

krewes, groups that create elaborate costumes and floats for the many Mardi Gras

parades in the two weeks leading up to “Fat Tuesday.” Not only do the krewes

participate in the parades, but, as leaders of New Orleans society, they also hold

balls and other elaborate events during the carnival season, which lasts from

Christmas up to Mardi Gras itself. The krewes are responsible for electing Rex,

the annual king of the carnival, whose parade is the climax of Mardi Gras. While

masked paraders had long been a part of Mardi Gras, the first carnival group or-

ganized as such was the Mystick Krewe of Comus in 1857. Krewe is only a fanciful

spelling of crew in its standard meaning, but the word, thanks to its association

with Mardi Gras and New Orleans high society, has taken on some of the mystique

of the carnival.

Kriem·hild (krKmùhVldÙ, -hVltÙ) also Kriem·hil·de (krKm-hVlùdN) n.  The wife of 

Siegfried and sister of Gunther in the Nibelungenlied. 

krill (krVl) n.  pl. krill. The collection of small marine crustaceans of the order 

Euphausiacea that are the principal food of baleen whales.  [Norwegian kril, 

young fry of fish.]

krim·mer (krVmùNr) n.  Gray, curly fur made from the pelts of lambs of the 

Crimean region.  [German, from Krim, Crimea.]

kris also creese (krKs) n.  A Malayan dagger with a wavy double-edged blade.  

[Malay kHris.]

Krish·na1 (krVshùnN) n.  Hinduism. The eighth and principal avatar of Vishnu, 

often depicted as a handsome young man playing a flute.   —Krishùna·ism n. 

Krish·na2 (krVshùnN)  See Kistna. 
Kriss Krin·gle (krVsù krVngùgNl) n.  Santa Claus.  [Alteration of German dialec-

tal Christkindl, Christmas present, the Christ child  : German Christ, Christ (from 

Middle High German Krist, from Old High German KrXst, from Latin ChrXstus); 

see CHRIST + Kindl (diminutive of German Kind, child, from Middle High Ger-

man kint, from Old High German kind); see genN- in Appendix.]



Kris·tian·sand (krVsùchNn-s4ndÙ, krVsÙtyän-sänù)  A city of extreme southern 

Norway on the Skagerrak southwest of Oslo. Founded in 1641, it is a commercial 

and passenger port. Population, 61,834. 

Kri·voi Rog  or Kri·voy Rog (krV-voiù rogù, rôkù)  A city of south-central 

Ukraine northeast of Odessa. Located in a rich iron-producing region, it is highly 

industrialized. Population, 684,000. 

Kroe·ber (kroùbNr), Alfred Louis. 1876-1960.  American anthropologist noted 

for his inquiry into the nature of culture. He was influential in the development 

of anthropology as an academic field. 

Kroe·neck·er delta (kroùnHk-Nr dHlùtN) n.  Mathematics. A function of two 

variables that is equal to zero when the variables have different values and equal 

to one when the variables have the same value.  [After Leopold Kronecker (1823-

1891), German mathematician.]

Krogh (krôg, krôKH), (Schack) August Steenberg. 1874-1949.  Danish phys-

iologist. He won a 1920 Nobel Prize for the discovery of the regulation of the cap-

illaries’ motor mechanism. 

kro·na1 (kroùnN) n.  pl. kro·nur (-nNr). Abbr. kr., k., K. A basic unit of currency 

in Iceland.  See Table at currency.  [Icelandic króna, from Old Norse kr7na, from 

Middle Low German kr7ne, krone, ultimately from Latin corona, wreath, crown 

(from the crown printed on the coin). See CROWN.]

kro·na2 (kroùnN) n.  pl. kro·nor (-nôrÙ, -nNr). Abbr. kr., k., K. A basic unit of 

currency in Sweden.  See Table at currency.  [Swedish, from Old Swedish krona, 

from Middle Low German kr7ne, krone. See KRONA
1.]

kro·ne1 (kroùnN) n.  pl. kro·ner (-nNr). Abbr. kr., k., K. A basic unit of currency 

in Norway.  See Table at currency.  [Norwegian, from Old Norse kr7na. See 

KRONA
1.]

kro·ne2 (kroùnN) n.  pl. kro·ner (-nNr). A basic unit of currency in Denmark.  

See Table at currency.  [Danish krone, from Old Norse kr7na. See KRONA
1.]

kro·ner1 (kroùnNr) n.  Plural of krone1. 
kro·ner2 (kroùnNr) n.  Plural of krone2. 
kro·nor (kroùnôrÙ, -nNr) n.  Plural of krona2. 
kro·nur (kroùnNr) n.  Plural of krona1. 
Kro·pot·kin (krN-pmtùkVn, kro-), Prince Pyotr Alekseyevich. 1842-1921.  

Russian anarchist and political philosopher who maintained that cooperation, 

not competition, was the means to bettering the human condition. He greatly 

influenced anarchist movements in Russia and England. 

Kru·ger (kruùgNr, krüù-), Stephanus Johannes Paulus. Known as “Oom 

Paul.” 1825-1904.  South African politician. A founder (1852) and president 

(1883-1900) of Transvaal, he instituted nationalist policies that led to the Boer 

War (1899-1902). 



Kru·ger·rand (kruùgN-r4ndÙ, -rändÙ) n.  A one-ounce gold coin of the Repub-

lic of South Africa.  [Afrikaans  : after Stephanus Johannes Paulus KRUGER + 

rand, rand; see RAND.]

krumm·horn  or crum·horn (krƒmùhôrnÙ) n.  Music. A wind instrument of 

the Renaissance with a curving tube and a double reed.  [German  : krumm, 

crooked (from Middle High German krump, krum, from Old High German 

krump) + Horn, horn; see ALPENHORN.]

krumm·kake (krtmùkäÙkN, krƒmùk7kÙ) n.  Upper Midwest. A large, thin 

cookie made from batter poured into an embossed mold with hinged plates.  

[Norwegian krumkake : krum, curved, crooked (from Middle Low German krum, 

from Old High German krump) + kake, cake (from Old Norse kaka).]

REGIONAL NOTE: The Upper Midwest received a great influx of Scandinavian

immigrants in the 19th century, and the English that these people learned was

augmented by Scandinavian words for their native food and customs. Thus we

have krummkake, the name of a large, light, very thin Norwegian cookie made

from an egg-based batter poured into an embossed hinged iron similar to a waffle

iron. Peeled off the iron while warm and pliable, each krummkake is then rolled

around a cone-shaped metal tube so that it hardens in that shape and is filled with

sweetened whipped cream. Krummkake is best known in the Upper Midwest, but

the term is familiar elsewhere thanks to the inclusion of the recipe in nationally

used cookbooks.

Krung Thep (grtng tHpù)  See Bangkok. 
Krupp (krtp, krƒp)  German family of steel and munitions manufacturers, 

including Friedrich (1787-1826), who founded the Krupp Works in Essen 

(1811), and his son Alfred (1812-1887), who there began the production of ord-

nance (c. 1847). Alfred’s granddaughter Bertha (1886-1957) and her husband 

Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach (1870-1950) were important in the 

secret rearming of Germany after World War I. 

Krup·ska·ya (krtpùskN-yN), Nadezhda Konstantinovna. 1869-1939.  Rus-

sian revolutionary and wife of Vladimir Lenin. She held numerous political posts 

before and after the October Revolution (1917) and wrote Memories of Lenin 

(1930). 

Krutch (krƒch), Joseph Wood. 1893-1970.  American critic, naturalist, and 

writer whose works include The Modern Temper (1929) and The Measure of Man 

(1954). 

kryp·ton (krVpùtmnÙ) n.  Symbol Kr A whitish, inert gaseous element used 

chiefly in gas discharge lamps and fluorescent lamps. Atomic number 36; atomic 

weight 83.80; melting point –156.6˚C; boiling point –152.30˚C; density 3.73 



grams per liter (0˚C).  [Greek krupton, neuter of kruptos, hidden, from kruptein, 

to hide.]

KS abbr.  Kansas. 

K selection (k7ù sV-lHkùshNn) n.  A form of selection that occurs in an environ-

ment at or near carrying capacity, favoring a reproductive strategy in which few 

offspring are produced.  [From K, the constant for carrying capacity in the equa-

tion for population growth.]

Ksha·tri·ya (kN-sh4tùrK-N, -ch4tù-) n.  1. The second of the four Hindu classes, 

responsible for upholding justice and social harmony. In ancient India this was 

the royal or warrior class; in modern India, the professional, governing, or mili-

tary class.  2. A member of this class.  [Sanskrit k}atriyaU, from k}atram, rule, 

power.]

kt abbr.  Kiloton. 

Kt abbr.  Games. Knight. 

kt. also kt abbr.  1. Karat.  2. Knight.  3. Nautical. Knot. 

Kua·la Lum·pur (kwäùlN ltm-ptrù)  The capital and largest city of Malaysia, 

on the southwest Malay Peninsula northwest of Singapore. Founded by tin miners 

in 1857, it is the commercial and industrial hub of the country. Population, 

937,817. 

Ku·ban (ku-b4nù, -bänù)  A river of southwest Russia flowing about 917 km 

(570 mi) north and west to the Sea of Azov. 

Ku·blai Khan (kuÙblX känù)  also Ku·bla Khan (-blN), 1215-1294.  Mongol 

emperor (1260-1294) and founder of the Mongol dynasty in China. A grandson 

of Genghis Khan, he conquered the Song dynasty (1279) and established a great 

capital, now Beijing, where he received Marco Polo (1275-1292). 

Ku·brick (kuùbrVkÙ, kyuù-), Stanley. Born 1928.  American filmmaker whose 

works include Lolita (1962), Dr. Strangelove (1963), 2001: A Space Odyssey (1969), 

and A Clockwork Orange (1971). 

ku·chen (kuùkNn, -KHNn) n.  A coffeecake raised with yeast, often containing 

fruit and nuts.  [German, from Middle High German kuoche, cake, from Old 

High German kuocho.]

ku·dos (kuùdozÙ, -dosÙ, -dmsÙ, kyuù-) n.  Acclaim or praise for exceptional 

achievement.  [Greek, magical glory.]

USAGE NOTE: Kudos is one of those words like congeries that look like plurals

but are etymologically singular: correctness requires Kudos is (not are) due her for

her brilliant work on the score. Some writers have tried to defend the use of kudos

with a plural verb, or even the introduction of a new singular form of kudo, on

the grounds that these innovations follow the pattern whereby the English words

pea and cherry were re-formed from nouns ending in -s that were thought to be

plural. Perhaps the singular kudo would have to be acknowledged as a legitimate



formation if it came to be widely adopted in the popular language in the way that

cherry and pea have. But at present kudos is still regarded as a slightly pretentious

variant for praise and can scarcely claim to be part of the linguistic folkways of

the community. When writers reach for an unfamiliar Greek word for the sake of

elegance, it is fair to ask that they get it right. Still, it is worth noting that even

people who are careful to treat the word syntactically as a singular often pro-

nounce it as if it were a plural: etymology would require that the final consonant

be pronounced as a voiceless (s), rather than as a voiced (z).

ku·du also koo·doo (kuùdu) n.  pl. kudu or ku·dus also koodoo  or 

koo·doos. Either of two large African antelopes (Tragelaphus strepsiceros or T. 

imberbis) having a brownish coat with narrow, white vertical stripes and, in the 

male, long, spirally curved horns.  [Afrikaans koedoe, from Nguni (Xhosa) i-

quda, i-qudu, possibly of Khoikhoin (Nama) origin.]

kud·zu (ktdùzu) n.  An eastern Asian vine (Pueraria lobata) having com-

pound leaves and clusters of reddish-purple flowers. It is grown for fodder, for-

age, and root starch.  [Japanese kuzu.]

Ku·fic also Cu·fic (kuùfVk, kyuù-) adj.  Relating to or being an angular form of 

the Arabic alphabet used in making fine copies of the Koran.  [After Al Kufa, a 

town of south-central Iraq.]

Kuhn (kun), Richard. 1900-1967.  Austrian chemist. He won a 1938 Nobel 

Prize for research on carotenoids and vitamins but declined the award by order of 

the Nazi government. 

Kui·by·shev  or Kuy·by·shev (kwKùbN-shHfÙ, -shHvÙ, kuùK-bN-shVf)  A city of 

western Russia on the Volga River east-southeast of Moscow. It was founded in 

1586 as a stronghold to defend river trade and the eastern frontier. Population, 

1,257,000. 

Ku Klux·er (ku klƒkùsNr, kyu) n.  A member of the Ku Klux Klan.   —Ku 
Kluxùism n. 

Ku Klux Klan (kuÙ klƒks kl4nù, kyuÙ) n.  Abbr. KKK, K.K.K. 1. A secret soci-

ety organized in the South after the Civil War to reassert white supremacy by 

means of terrorism.  2. A secret fraternal organization of similar intent founded 

in Georgia in 1915.  [Perhaps alteration of Greek kuklos, circle; see CYCLE + alter-

ation of clan.]

WORD HISTORY: The name of a group that has done so much to prevent the

spread of openness in society should be suitably mysterious, and certainly the et-

ymology of Ku Klux Klan is not easily penetrated. The most widely accepted the-

ory is that Ku Klux is an illiterate misspelling of the Greek word kuklos, meaning

“ring, circle,” and Klan is the word clan spelled with a k. Why this name, first

recorded in 1867, was chosen is not exactly known. Certainly the name fits, be-



cause the groups or clans that have used the name have drawn a circle around

those who can and cannot be considered as United States citizens with full rights

to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Recalling the violent habits of the

Klan, others have derived the word from the sounds made in the cocking of a gun,

but it seems far more likely that the ignorance of those who espoused the princi-

ples of such a group was also responsible for the illiterate transcription of the

Greek word kuklos.

ku·lak (ku-l4kù, kuùl4kÙ, -läkÙ) n.  A prosperous landed peasant in czarist Rus-

sia, characterized by the Communists during the October Revolution as an 

exploiter.  [Russian, fist, kulak, probably of Turkic origin.]

Kul·tur (ktl-ttrù) n.  1. Culture; civilization.  2. German culture and civiliza-

tion as idealized by the exponents of German imperialism during the Hohenzol-

lern and Nazi regimes.  [German, from Latin cult7ra, cultivation, care. See 

CULTURE.]

Kul·tur·kampf (ktl-ttrùkämpfÙ) n.  1. The struggle (1871-1883) between 

the Roman Catholic Church and the German government under Bismarck for 

control over school and ecclesiastical appointments and civil marriage.  2. A con-

flict between secular and religious authorities: “The 1920’s proved to be the focal 

decade in the Kulturkampf of American Protestantism” (Richard Hofstadter).  

[German  : Kultur, Kultur; see KULTUR + Kampf, struggle (from Middle High Ger-

man kampf, from Old High German kamph, probably ultimately from Latin cam-

pus, field).]

Ku·ma·mo·to (kuÙmN-moùto)  A city of western Kyushu, Japan, east of 

Nagasaki. It was an important castle town during the feudal period. Population, 

555,722. 

Ku·ma·si (ku-mäùsK)  A city of south-central Ghana northwest of Accra. 

Founded c. 1700, it is a commercial and transportation center in a cocoa-produc-

ing region. Population, 348,880. 

ku·miss also kou·miss (ku-mVsù, kuùmVs) n.  The fermented milk of a mare 

or camel, used as a beverage by certain peoples of western and central Asia.  [Rus-

sian kumys, from Old Russian komyzƒ, from Old Turkic qïmïz, from qammaq, to 

shake.]

küm·mel (kVmùNl, küùmNl) n.  A colorless liqueur flavored chiefly with caraway 

seeds.  [German, from Middle High German kümel, cumin seed, from Old High 

German kumXn, kumil, ultimately from Latin cumXnum. See CUMIN.]

küm·mel·weck (kuùmNl-vHkÙ) n.  Buffalo. A hard roll containing caraway 

seeds and coated with salt.  Also called weck [German Kümmel, cumin; see KÜM-

MEL + German dialectal Weck, roll; see WECK.]

kum·quat also cum·quat (kƒmùkwmtÙ) n.  1. Any of several trees or shrubs of 

the genus Fortunella, having small, edible, orangelike fruit.  2. The fruit of these 



plants, having an acid pulp and a thin, edible rind. It is the smallest of the citrus 

fruits.  [Chinese (Cantonese) kam kwat : kêm, gold + kwêt, orange.]

Kun (kun), Béla. 1886-1939?.  Hungarian politician who founded the Hungar-

ian Communist Party (1918) and organized the revolution in Budapest (1919). 

He briefly served as premier but fled the country during a counterrevolution 

(1919). 

kun·da·li·ni (ktnÙdN-lKùnK) n.  Hinduism. Energy that lies dormant at the base 

of the spine until it is activated, as by the practice of yoga, and channeled upward 

through the chakras in the process of spiritual perfection.  [Sanskrit kuhCalinX, 
from feminine sing. of kuhCalin-, coiled, spiral, from kuhCalam, ring, coil.]

Ku·ne·ne (ku-n7ùnN)  See Cunene. 
Kung (ktng, gtng), Prince. 1833-1898.  Chinese leader who as prime minister 

and coregent (1862-1873) suppressed the Taiping rebellion (1864) and adopted 

many Western military techniques and materiel. 

Kung (ktng, gtng), H.H. Originally K’ung Hsiang-hsi. 1881-1967.  Chinese 

Nationalist financier who served as minister of finance (1933-1938), president 

(1938), and vice president (1939-1944) of the Nationalist government. 

Küng (ktng, küng), Hans. Born 1928.  Swiss Roman Catholic theologian. An 

adviser (1962-1965) during Vatican II, he was later censored by the Vatican 

(1979) for his rejection of papal infallibility. His works include On Being a Chris-

tian (1976). 

kung fu (kƒngù fuù, ktngù, gtngù) Sports. n.  The Chinese martial arts, espe-

cially those forms that are similar to karate.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  kung fu movies; kung fu exercises.  [Chinese (Cantonese) 

kung fu.]

Kun·lun (ktnùltnù)  A mountain system of western China extending from the 

Karakoram Range eastward along the northern edge of the Xizang (Tibet) pla-

teau. Its highest point is 7,729 m (25,341 ft). 

Kun·ming (ktnùmVngù)  A city of southern China southwest of Chongqing. 

The Chinese terminus of the Burma Road during World War II, Kunming is the 

capital of Yunnan province. Population, 1,080,000. 

kunz·ite (ktntùsXtÙ) n.  A lilac-colored spodumene used as a gemstone.  [After 

George Frederick Kunz (1856-1932), American gemologist.]

Kuo·pio (kwôùpy-ôÙ)  A city of south-central Finland north-northeast of Hels-

inki. Chartered in 1782, it is a winter sports center in a lumbering area. Popula-

tion, 77,371. 

Kuo·yu (kwôùyuù) n.  Variant of Guoyu. 
Ku·ra (kt-räù)  A river of northeast Turkey and southern Azerbaijan flowing 

about 1,514 km (941 mi) generally northeast and southeast to the Caspian Sea 

south of Baku. 



Ku·ra·shi·ki (kt-räùshK-kK)  A city of western Honshu, Japan, an industrial 

suburb of Okayama on the Inland Sea. Population, 413,644. 

kur·cha·tov·i·um (kûrÙchN-toùvK-Nm) n.  Element 104.  [After Igor Vasilyevich 

Kurchatov (1903-1960), Soviet nuclear physicist.]

Kurd (kûrd, ktrd) n.  A member of a pastoral and agricultural people inhabit-

ing the transnational region of Kurdistan. 

Kurd·ish (kûrùdVsh, ktrù-) adj.  Of or relating to the Kurds or their language or 

culture.   —  n.  The Iranian language of the Kurds. 

Kurd·i·stan (kûrùdV-st4nÙ, ktrÙdV-stänù)  An extensive plateau region of south-

west Asia. Since the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire after World War I, it has 

been divided among southeast Turkey, northeast Iraq, and northwest Iran, with 

smaller sections in Syria and Armenia. 

Ku·re (kuùrHù)  A city of southwest Honshu, Japan, on an arm of the Inland Sea 

southeast of Hiroshima. It is a naval base and major port. Population, 226,489. 

kur·gan (ktr-gänù, -g4nù) n.  1. A type of tumulus or barrow characteristic of 

a culture located on the steppes of southern Russia about 5000 B.C. and later 

spreading to the Danube, northern Europe, and northern Iran from around 3500 

B.C.  2. Kurgan. a. The culture that produced these tumuli or barrows.  b. A 

member of the people or peoples sharing this culture. The earliest Kurgans are 

considered by some to be speakers of Proto-Indo-European.   [Russian, fortified 

place, grave mound, from Old Turkic kurghan, fortified place.] —Kur·ganù adj. 

Kur·gan (ktr-gänù)  A city of western Russia east-southeast of Sverdlovsk. 

Founded in the 17th century, it is a trade center in a rich agricultural area. Popu-

lation, 343,000. 

Ku·ril Islands also Ku·rile Islands (ktrùVl XùlNndz, ku-rKlù)  An island chain 

of extreme eastern Russia extending about 1,207 km (750 mi) in the Pacific 

Ocean between Kamchatka Peninsula and northern Hokkaido, Japan. The volca-

nic, largely uninhabited islands were held by Japan from 1875 to 1945.   
—Ku·rilùi·an adj.  & n. 

Kur·land (ktrùlNnd)  See Courland. 
Kur·nool (kNr-nulù)  A city of south-central India northwest of Madras. A 

market town, Kurnool was overrun by Muslims in 1565 and ceded to the British 

in 1800. Population, 206,362. 

Ku·ro·sa·wa (ktrÙN-säùwN, kuÙrô-säùwä), Akira. Born 1910.  Japanese film-

maker whose internationally acclaimed works, including Rashomon (1950), The 

Seven Samuri (1954), and Ran (1985), often concern traditional Japanese institu-

tions. 

Ku·ro·shi·o Current (kt-roùshK-oÙ kûrùNnt) n.  See Japan Current. 
kur·ra·jong (kûrùN-jôngÙ, -jmngÙ, kƒrù-) n.  An Australian evergreen tree 

(Brachychiton populneus) having palmately lobed leaves, yellowish or reddish 



flowers, and long-stalked follicles.  [Dharuk (Aboriginal language of southeast 

Australia) garajuk.]

Kursk (ktrsk)  A city of western Russia south-southwest of Moscow. First men-

tioned in 1095, it was destroyed by the Mongols in 1240 and rebuilt as a fortress 

in 1586. Population, 420,000. 

kur·to·sis (kNr-toùsVs) n.  pl. kur·to·ses (-sKzÙ). The general form or a quantity 

indicative of the general form of a statistical frequency curve near the mean of the 

distribution.  [Greek kurtosis, curvature, from kurtos, bent. See sker-2 in Appen-

dix.]

ku·ru (ktrùu) n.  A fatal progressive, degenerative neurological disease caused 

by a slow-acting virus, found in certain peoples of New Guinea and transmitted 

by cannibalism.  [Indigenous word in Papua New Guinea.]

Ku·ru·me (ku-ruùmH)  A city of northwest Kyushu, Japan, northeast of 

Nagasaki. Textiles, especially a blue-figured cotton fabric, are important to its 

economy. Population, 222,848. 

ku·rus (kN-rushù, kt-) n.  pl. kurus. A unit of currency in Turkey.  See Table at 

currency.  [Turkish kuruz, ultimately from Latin (dKn7rius) grossus, thick (denar-

ius). See GROSZ.]

Ku·ru·su (ku-ruùsu), Saburo. 1888?-1954.  Japanese diplomat to the United 

States (1941) who attempted to keep American forces out of the Sino-Japanese 

War. The failure of these negotiations precipitated Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Kusch (ktsh), Polykarp. Born 1911.  German-born American physicist. He 

shared a 1955 Nobel Prize for advances in atomic measurement. 

Kush (kƒsh, ktsh)  See Cush2. 
Ku·shi·ro (ktshùN-roÙ, ku-shKùrô)  A city of southeast Hokkaido, Japan, on 

the Pacific Ocean. It is the island’s only ice-free trading port. Population, 214,545. 

Kus·ko·kwim (kƒsùkN-kwVmÙ)  A river of southwest Alaska flowing about 965 

km (600 mi) southwest to Kuskokwim Bay, an inlet of the Bering Sea. 

Ku·ta·i·si (kt-tXùsK, kuÙtN-yKùsyV)  A city of western Georgia west-northwest of 

Tbilisi. The capital of ancient Colchis in the eighth century, it was taken by the 

Russians after 1773. Population, 214,000. 

Kutch (kƒch)  See Rann of Kutch. 
Kutch, Gulf of.  An inlet of the Arabian Sea in western India adjoining the Rann 

of Kutch. 

Ku·te·nai (kutùn-7Ù, -n-KÙ) n.  pl. Kutenai or Ku·te·nais. 1. a. A Native 

American people inhabiting parts of southeast British Columbia, northeast 

Washington, and northern Idaho.  b. A member of this people.   2. The language 

of the Kutenai. 

Ku·tu·zov (ku-tuùzmf, -zNf), Mikhail Ilarionovich Prince of Smolensk. 

1745-1813.  Russian field marshal who distinguished himself in the wars against 



Turkey (1770-1774 and 1787-1791) and commanded (1805-1812) the Russian 

opposition to Napoleon. 

Ku·wait (ku-w7tù)  1. A country of the northeast Arabian Peninsula at the 

head of the Persian Gulf. With its major oil reserves, discovered in 1938, it has 

one of the highest per capita incomes in the world. The country was a British pro-

tectorate from 1897 to 1961. It was annexed by Iraq in August 1990. The city of 

Kuwait is its capital. Population, 1,355,827.  2. The capital of Kuwait, in the east-

central part of the country on the Persian Gulf. Population, 60,365.   
—Ku·waitùi (-w7ùtK) adj.  & n. 

Kuy·by·shev (kwKùbN-shHfÙ, -shHvÙ, kuùK-bN-shVf)  See Kuibyshev. 
Kuz·nets (ktzùnHtsÙ, kuzùnVts), Simon. 1901-1985.  Russian-born American 

economist. He won a 1971 Nobel Prize for developing a method of using a coun-

try’s gross national product to determine its economic growth. 

Kuz·netsk Basin (ktz-nHtskù b7ùsVn, -nyHtskù)  A coal-producing region of 

west-central Russia extending from Tomsk southward to Novokuznetsk. The 

area’s mineral resources were first exploited in the mid-19th century. 

kV  or kv abbr.  Kilovolt. 

kvass (kväs) n.  A Russian fermented beverage similar to beer, made from rye or 

barley.  [Russian kvas, from Old Russian kvasƒ.]

kvetch (kvHch) Slang. v.  intr. kvetched, kvetch·ing, kvetch·es. To complain 

persistently and whiningly.   —  n.  1. A chronic, whining complainer.  2. A nag-

ging complaint: “a rambling kvetch against the system” (Leonard Ross).  [Yiddish 

kvetshn, to squeeze, complain, from Middle High German quetzen, quetschen, to 

squeeze.]

kW abbr.  Kilowatt. 

Kwa (kwä) n.  Any of several West African languages belonging to the South 

Central Niger-Congo language family, including Efik, Ewe, Ibibio, Ibo, and 

Yoruba.   —Kwa adj. 

kwa·cha (kwäùchN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Malawi and Zambia.  See 

Table at currency.  [Bemba, and Chewa, dawn kw-, infinitive pref. + -acha, to 

dawn.]

Kwa·ja·lein (kwäùjN-lNn, -l7nÙ)  An atoll in the Marshall Islands of the western 

Pacific Ocean. It was used as a Japanese air and naval base during World War II. 

Kwa·ki·u·tl (kwäÙkK-utùl) n.  pl. Kwakiutl or Kwa·ki·u·tls. 1. a. A Native 

American people inhabiting parts of coastal British Columbia and northern Van-

couver Island.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Wakashan language of the 

Kwakiutl. 

Kwan·do (kwänùdo)  A river rising in central Angola and flowing about 965 km 

(600 mi) generally southeast and east to the Zambezi River. 

Kwang·chow (kwängùchoù)  See Guangzhou. 



Kwang·ju (kwängùjuù, gwängù-)  A city of southwest South Korea south-

southeast of Seoul. It is an agricultural market and a commercial center. Popula-

tion, 843,000. 

Kwang·si Chuang (kwängùsKù chwängù)  See Guangxi Zhuangzu. 
Kwang·tung (kwängùttngù, gwängùdtngù)  See Guangdong. 
Kwan·tung (kwänùttngù, gwänùdtngù)  A former coastal territory of north-

east China in southern Manchuria. It was leased to Russia in 1898 and controlled 

by Japan from 1905 to 1945. 

kwan·za (kwänùzN) n.  pl. kwanza or kwan·zas. A basic unit of currency in 

Angola.  See Table at currency.  [Bantu, possibly from Kwanza (Cuanza), a river 

of Angola, or from Swahili kwanza, first  or from kuanza, to begin.]

Kwan·za1 (kwänùzN)  See Cuanza. 
Kwan·za2 (kwänùzN) n.  An African-American cultural festival, celebrated from 

December 26 to January 1.  [Possibly from Swahili kwanzaa, first fruit of the har-

vest.]

kwa·shi·or·kor (kwäÙshK-ôrùkôrÙ) n.  Severe protein malnutrition, especially 

in children after weaning, characterized by lethargy, growth retardation, anemia, 

edema, potbelly, depigmentation of the skin, and loss of hair or change in hair 

color.  [Gã (Niger-Congo language of Ghana) kwashiAkA.]

Kwei·chow (kw7ùchoù)  See Guizhou. 
Kwei·lin (kw7ùlVnù)  See Guilin. 
Kwei·yang (kw7ùyängù)  See Guiyang. 
kWh abbr.  Kilowatt-hour. 

kW-hr abbr.  Kilowatt-hour. 

KY  or Ky. abbr.  Kentucky. 

ky·ack (kXù4kÙ) n.  A packsack that hangs on either side of a packsaddle.  [Proba-

bly from KAYAK.]

ky·a·nite (kXùN-nXtÙ) also cy·a·nite (sXùN-) n.  A bluish-green to colorless min-

eral, Al2SiO5, used as a refractory.  [Greek kuanos, dark blue enamel + -ITE
1.]

kyat (chät) n.  A basic unit of currency in Burma.  See Table at currency.  [Bur-

mese.]

Kyd  or Kid (kVd), Thomas. 1558-1594.  English dramatist who wrote The Span-

ish Tragedy (c. 1584), is thought to have contributed to Shakespeare’s Titus 

Andronicus and Henry VI, and may have written a version of Hamlet. 

ky·lix (kXùlVks, kVlùVks) n.  pl. ky·li·kes (kXùlV-kKzÙ, kVlùV-). A shallow, stemmed, 

two-handled drinking cup used in ancient Greece.  [Greek kulix.]

ky·mo·gram (kXùmN-gr4mÙ) n.  A graph or record made by a kymograph.  

[Greek kuma, something swollen; see CYMA + -GRAM.]

ky·mo·graph (kXùmN-gr4fÙ) n.  Physiology. An instrument for recording varia-

tions in pressure, as of the blood, or in tension, as of a muscle, by means of a pen 



or stylus that marks a rotating drum.  [Greek kuma, something swollen; see CYMA 

+ -GRAPH.] —kyÙmo·graphùic adj. 

Ky·o·ga (kK-oùgN), Lake. See Lake Kioga. 
Kyo·to (kK-oùto, kyoù-)  A city of west-central Honshu, Japan, north-northeast 

of Osaka. Founded in the eighth century, it has long been a cultural, artistic, and 

religious center. Kyoto was Japan’s capital from 794 until 1869, although its polit-

ical importance declined after the rise of the shoguns (1192). Population, 

1,479,125. 

ky·pho·sis (kX-foùsVs) n.  Abnormal rearward curvature of the spine, resulting in 

protuberance of the upper back; hunchback.  [Greek kuphosis, from kuphos, 

bent.] —ky·photùic (-fmtùVk) adj. 

Kyr·i·e (kîrùK-7Ù) n.  1. A brief petition and response used in various liturgies of 

several Christian churches, beginning with or composed of the words “Lord, have 

mercy.”  2. A musical setting of this petition and response, usually forming the 

first movement of a Mass.  [Late Latin, from Greek Kurie eleKson, Lord, have 

mercy  : Kurie, vocative of kurios, lord, master; see keuN- in Appendix + eleKson, 

aorist imperative of elein, to show mercy (from eleos, mercy).]

Kyrie e·le·i·son (kîrùK-7Ù V-l7ùV-smnÙ, -sNn) n.  The Kyrie.  [Late Latin. See 

KYRIE.]

Kyu·shu (kK-uùshu, kyuù-)  The southernmost of the major islands of Japan, 

in the southwest on the East China Sea and the Pacific Ocean. 

Ky·zyl-Kum (kV-zVlùkumù)  A desert of north-central Uzbekistan and south-

central Kazakhstan southeast of the Aral Sea between the Amu Darya and the Syr 

Darya. 



                                                                                                                                                                                     
l1  or L (Hl) n.  pl. l’s or L’s. 1. The 12th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter l.  3. The 12th in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter L. 

l2 abbr.  Liter. 

L1 also l  The symbol for the Roman numeral 50. 

L2 abbr.  1. Lambert.  2.  Also L.. Large. 

l. abbr.  1.  Also L.. Lake.  2. Land.  3. Late.  4. Left.  5. Length.  6. Line.  7. Lira. 

L. abbr.  1. Latin.  2. Licentiate (in titles).  3. Linnaean.  4. Lodge (society). 

la1 (lä) n.  Music. The sixth tone of the diatonic scale in solfeggio.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin. See GAMUT.]

la2 (lä) interj.  Used to express emphasis or indicate surprise. 

La  The symbol for the element lanthanum. 
LA  or La. abbr.  Louisiana. 

L.A. abbr.  1. Legislative Assembly.  2. Local agent.  3.  Also LA. Los Angeles. 

laa·ger (läùgNr) n.  A defensive encampment encircled by armored vehicles or 

wagons.   —  v.  intr. laa·gered, laa·ger·ing, laa·gers. To camp in a defensive 

encirclement.  [Alteration of Obsolete Afrikaans lager, probably from German 

Lager, camp, lair, from Middle High German lKger, bed, lair, from Old High Ger-

man legar. See legh- in Appendix.]

lab (l4b) n.  A laboratory. 

Lab. abbr.  Labrador. 

La Baie (lä b7ù)  A city of south-central Quebec, Canada, on the Saguenay River 

southeast of Chicoutimi. Population, 20,935. 

La·ba·no·ta·tion (läÙbN-no-t7ùshen) n.  A system of movement notation for 

dance that employs various symbols to record the points of a dancer’s body, the 

direction of a dancer’s movement, the tempo, and the dynamics: “Labanotation is 

specific enough to record the flutter of an eyelid” (Joseph Menosky).  [After 

Rudolph Laban (1879-1958), Hungarian choreographer.]

lab·a·rum (l4bùNr-Nm) n.  pl. lab·a·ra (-Nr-N). 1. An ecclesiastical banner, espe-

cially one carried in processions.  2. The banner adopted by Constantine I after 

his conversion to Christianity.  [Latin.]

lab·da·num (l4bùdN-nNm) also lad·a·num (l4dùn-Nm) n.  A resin of certain 

Old World plants of the genus Cistus, yielding a fragrant essential oil used in fla-

vorings and perfumes.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin lapdanum, lab-

danum, alteration of Latin l7danum, from Greek lKdanon, from lKdon, rockrose, 

of Semitic origin; akin to Akkadian ladunu.]

La·bé (l4-b7ù)  A city of west-central Guinea northeast of Conakry. It is a trade 

center for an agricultural region. Population, 253,000. 

la·bel (l7ùbNl) n.  1. An item that functions as a means of identification, espe-

cially a small piece of paper or cloth attached to an article to designate its origin, 

owner, contents, use, or destination.  2. A descriptive term; an epithet.  3. A dis-



tinctive name or trademark identifying a product or manufacturer, especially a 

recording company.  4. Computer Science. A symbol or set of symbols identifying 

the contents of a file, memory, tape, or record.  5. Architecture. A molding over a 

door or window; a dripstone.  6. Heraldry. A figure in a field consisting of a nar-

row horizontal bar with several pendants.  7. Chemistry. See tracer (n., sense 4).   
—  v.  tr. la·beled or la·belled, la·bel·ing or la·bel·ling, la·bels or la·bels. 
1. To attach a label to.  2. To identify or designate with a label; describe or clas-

sify:  labeled them Yuppies.  See Synonyms at mark1.  3. Chemistry. To add a 

tracer to (a compound).  [Middle English, ornamental strip of cloth, from Old 

French, probably of Germanic origin.] —laùbel·er, laùbel·ler n. 

la·bel·lum (lN-bHlùNm) n.  pl. la·bel·la (-bHlùN). 1. The often enlarged petal of 

an orchid flower.  2. A liplike part, such as the tip of the proboscis of various 

insects, used for lapping up liquids.  [Latin, diminutive of labrum, lip. See leb- in 

Appendix.] —la·belùlate (-Vt) adj. 

la·bi·a (l7ùbK-N) n.  Plural of labium. 
la·bi·al (l7ùbK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the lips or labia.  2. Linguistics. Articu-

lated mainly by closing or partly closing the lips, as the sounds (b), (m), or (w).   
—  n.  1. Linguistics. A labial consonant.  2. Music. See flue1 (n., sense 2a).  

[Medieval Latin labi7lis, from Latin labium, lip. See leb- in Appendix.] 
—laùbi·al·ly adv. 

la·bi·al·ize (l7ùbK-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. la·bi·al·ized, la·bi·al·iz·ing, la·bi·al·iz·es. Lin-

guistics. To round (a vowel); make labial.   —laÙbi·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

labia ma·jo·ra (l7ùbK-N mN-jôrùN, -jorùN) pl.n.  The two outer rounded folds of 

adipose tissue that lie on either side of the vaginal opening and form the external 

lateral boundaries of the vulva.  [New Latin labia m7jora : Latin labia, pl. of 

labium, lip + Latin m7iora, neuter pl. of m7ior, larger.]

labia mi·no·ra (l7ùbK-N mN-nôrùN, -norùN) pl.n.  The two thin inner folds of 

skin within the vestibule of the vagina enclosed within the cleft of the labia 

majora; nymphae.  [New Latin labia minora : Latin labia, pl. of labium, lip + Latin 

minora, neuter pl. of minor, smaller.]

la·bi·ate (l7ùbK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  1. Having lips or liplike parts.  2. Botany. a. Having 

or characterizing flowers with the corolla divided into two liplike parts, as in the 

snapdragon.  b. Of or belonging to the mint family Labiatae.    —  n.  A plant 

belonging to the Labiatae.  [Latin labium, lip; see LABIUM + -ATE
1.]

la·bile (l7ùbXlÙ, -bNl) adj.  1. Open to change; adaptable:  an emotionally labile 

person.  2. Chemistry. Constantly undergoing or likely to undergo change; unsta-

ble:  a labile compound.  [Middle English labil, forgetful, wandering, from Old 

French labile, from Late Latin l7bilis, apt to slip, from l7bX, to slip.] —la·bilùi·ty 
(-bVlùV-tK) n. 

labio- pref.  Labial:  labiovelar.  [From Latin labium, lip. See LABIUM.]



la·bi·o·den·tal (l7ÙbK-o-dHnùtl) Linguistics. adj.  Articulated with the lower lip 

and upper teeth, as the sounds (f) and (v).   —  n.  A labiodental sound. 

la·bi·o·na·sal (l7ÙbK-o-n7ùzNl) Linguistics. adj.  Simultaneously labial and velar.   
—  n.  A labionasal sound. 

la·bi·o·ve·lar (l7ÙbK-o-vKùlNr) Linguistics. adj.  Simultaneously labial and velar, 

as (kw) in quick.   —  n.  A labiovelar sound. 

la·bi·um (l7ùbK-Nm) n.  pl. la·bi·a (-bK-N). 1. Anatomy. Any of four folds of tis-

sue of the female external genitalia.  2. Zoology. a. A liplike structure, such as that 

forming the floor of the mouth of certain invertebrates, especially insects.  b. The 

inner margin of the opening of a gastropod shell.   3. Botany. One of the liplike 

divisions of a labiate corolla.  [Latin, lip. See leb- in Appendix.]

lab·lab (l4bùl4bÙ) n.  See hyacinth bean.  [Arabic labl7b.]

la·bor (l7ùbNr) n.  1. a. Physical or mental exertion, especially when difficult or 

exhausting; work.  See Synonyms at work.  b. Something produced by work.   

2. A specific task.  3. A particular form of work or method of working:  manual 

labor.  4. Work for wages.  5. a. Workers considered as a group.  b. The trade 

union movement, especially its officials.   6. Labor. A political party representing 

the interests of workers, especially in Great Britain.  7. The physical efforts of 

childbirth; parturition.   —  v.  la·bored, la·bor·ing, la·bors.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

work; toil:  labored in the fields.  2. To strive painstakingly:  labored over the nee-

dlepoint.  3. a. To proceed with great effort; plod:  labored up the hill.  b. Nautical. 

To pitch and roll.   4. To suffer from distress or a disadvantage:  labored under the 

misconception that others were cooperating.  5. To undergo the efforts of child-

birth.   —  v.  tr. 1. To deal with in exhaustive or excessive detail; belabor:  labor a 

point in the argument.  2. To distress; burden:  I will not labor you with trivial mat-

ters.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to labor.  2. Labor. Of or relating to a political 

party representing the interests of the working class.  [Middle English, from Old 

French labour, from Latin labor.] —laùbor·er n. 

lab·o·ra·to·ry (l4bùrN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. lab·o·ra·to·ries. 1. a. A room or 

building equipped for scientific experimentation or research.  b. An academic 

period devoted to work or study in such a place.   2. A place where drugs and 

chemicals are manufactured.  3. A place for practice, observation, or testing.  

[Medieval Latin labor7torium, from Latin labor7re, to labor, from labor, labor.]

Labor Day (l7ùbNr d7) n.  The first Monday in September, observed as a holiday 

in the United States and Canada in honor of working people. 

la·bored (l7ùbNrd) adj.  1. Produced or done with effort:  the labored breathing 

of a very ill person.  2. Lacking natural ease; strained:  a labored style of debating. 

la·bor-in·ten·sive (l7ùbNr-Vn-tHnÙsVv) adj.  Requiring or having a large expen-

diture of labor in comparison to capital: “Intrigue and subversion are labor-inten-

sive undertakings” (George F. Kennan). 



la·bo·ri·ous (lN-bôrùK-Ns, -borù-) adj.  1. Marked by or requiring long, hard 

work:  spent many laborious hours on the project.  2. Hard-working; industrious.  

[Middle English, from Old French laborieux, from Latin laboriosus, from labor, 

labor.] —la·boùri·ous·ly adv.  —la·boùri·ous·ness n. 

la·bor·ite (l7ùbN-rXtÙ) n.  1. A member or supporter of a labor movement or 

union.  2. Laborite. A member of a political party representing labor. 

la·bor·sav·ing (l7ùbNr-s7ÙvVng) adj.  Designed to conserve human energy in 

performing work or to decrease the amount of human labor needed. 

labor union (l7ùbNr yunùyNn) n.  An organization of wage earners formed for 

the purpose of serving the members’ interests with respect to wages and working 

conditions. 

la·bour (l7ùbNr) n. , v.  & adj.  Chiefly British. Variant of labor. 
la·bra (l7ùbrN) n.  Plural of labrum. 
Lab·ra·dor (l4bùrN-dôrÙ) Abbr. Lab.  The mainland territory of Newfoundland, 

Canada, on the northeast portion of the Labrador Peninsula. Its coastline was vis-

ited by Norse seamen as early as the tenth century. The area later became a posses-

sion of the Hudson’s Bay Company and was eventually awarded to Newfoundland 

in 1927.   —LabÙra·dorùe·an, LabÙra·dorùi·an adj.  & n. 

Labrador Current (l4bùrN-dôrÙ kûrùNnt) n.  A cold ocean current flowing 

southward from Baffin Bay along the coast of Labrador and turning east after 

intersecting with the Gulf Stream. 

lab·ra·dor·ite (l4bùrN-dôrÙXtÙ, -dô-rXtÙ) n.  A variety of plagioclase feldspar 

found in igneous rocks and characterized by brilliant colors in some specimens.  

[After the Labrador (Peninsula).]
Labrador Peninsula (l4bùrN-dôrÙ pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of eastern 

Canada between Hudson Bay and the Atlantic Ocean. It is divided between Que-

bec and Newfoundland provinces. 

Labrador retriever (l4bùrN-dôrÙ rV-trKùvNr) n.  Any of a breed of dog origi-

nating in Newfoundland, having a short, dense, yellow, black, or brown coat and 

a tapering tail and used in hunting to retrieve felled game.  [After Labrador.]
Labrador Sea (l4bùrN-dôrÙ sK)  An arm of the northern Atlantic Ocean 

between eastern Canada and southwest Greenland. 

la·bret (l7ùbrVt) n.  An ornament inserted into a perforation in the lip.  [Latin 

labrum, lip; see leb- in Appendix + -ET.]

la·brum (l7ùbrNm) n.  pl. la·bra (-brN). 1. A lip or liplike structure, such as the 

one forming the roof of the mouth in insects.  2. The outer margin of the open-

ing of a gastropod shell.  [Latin, lip. See leb- in Appendix.]

La Bru·yère (lä bru-yHrù, brK-, brü-), Jean de. 1645-1696.  French moralist 

and satirist. His works provide a critical account of 17th-century Paris. 



La·bu·an (lN-buùNn, läÙbu-änù)  An island of Malaysia off the northeast coast 

of Borneo. At one time a British crown colony (after 1848), it became part of 

Malaysia in 1963. 

la·bur·num (lN-bûrùnNm) n.  Any of several trees or shrubs of the genus Labur-

num, especially L. anagyroides, which is cultivated for its drooping clusters of yel-

low flowers.  [New Latin Laburnum, genus name, from Latin laburnum, broad-

leaved bean-trefoil, perhaps of Etruscan origin.]

lab·y·rinth (l4bùN-rVnthÙ) n.  1. a. An intricate structure of interconnecting 

passages through which it is difficult to find one’s way; a maze.  b. Labyrinth. 

Greek Mythology. The maze in which the Minotaur was confined.   2. Something 

highly intricate or convoluted in character, composition, or construction:  a laby-

rinth of rules and regulations.  3. Anatomy. a. A group of complex interconnecting 

anatomical cavities.  b.  See inner ear.   [Middle English laberinthe, from Latin 

labyrinthus, from Greek laburinthos; possibly akin to labrus, double-headed axe, 

of Lydian origin.]

lab·y·rin·thine (l4bÙN-rVnùthVn, -thKnÙ)  also lab·y·rin·thi·an (-thK-Nn) adj.  

Of, relating to, resembling, or constituting a labyrinth: “the labyrinthine corridors 

and alleys of bureaucratic red tape” (William H. Hallahan). 

labyrinthine fluid (l4bÙN-rVnùthVn fluùVd) n.  The fluid separating the 

osseous and the membranous labyrinths of the inner ear. 

lab·y·rin·tho·dont (l4bÙN-rVnùthN-dmntÙ) n.  1. Having teeth with a labyrin-

thine internal structure.  2. Of or relating to the superorder Labyrinthodontia, an 

extinct group of amphibians resembling crocodiles and having a labyrinthine 

tooth structure. 

lac (l4k) n.  A resinous secretion of the lac insect deposited on trees and used in 

making shellac.  [Dutch lac, or French laque (from Old French lacce, from Medi-

eval Latin lacca, from Arabic lakk, from Persian lak) both from Hindi l7kh, from 

Prakrit lakkha, from Sanskrit l7k}7, red dye, resin, alteration of r7k}7.]

La Ca·na·da-Flint·ridge (läÙ kNn-yäùdN-flVntùrVjÙ)  An unincorporated com-

munity of southwest California northwest of Pasadena. It is primarily residential. 

Population, 19,378. 

Lac·ca·dive Islands (l4kùN-dXvÙ XùlNndz, läùkN-dKvÙ)  A group of islands and 

coral reefs in the Arabian Sea off the southwest coast of India. The islands are 

now part of the region of Lakshadweep. 

lac·co·lith (l4kùN-lVthÙ) n.  A mass of igneous rock intruded between layers of 

sedimentary rock, resulting in uplift.  [Greek lakkos, cistern + -LITH.]

lace (l7s) n.  1. A cord or ribbon used to draw and tie together two opposite 

edges, as of a shoe.  2. A delicate fabric made of yarn or thread in an open weblike 

pattern.  3. Gold or silver braid ornamenting an officer’s uniform.   —  v.  laced, 
lac·ing, lac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To thread a cord through the eyelets or around the 

hooks of.  2. a. To draw together and tie the laces of.  b. To restrain or constrict 



by tightening laces, especially of a corset.   3. To pull or pass through; intertwine:  

lace garlands through a trellis.  4. To trim or decorate with or as if with lace.  

5. a. To add a touch of liquor to:  laced the eggnog with rum and brandy.  b. To 

add a touch of flavor or a dash of zest to, so as to make more effective, for exam-

ple: “Quacks now lace their pitch with scientific terms that may sound authentic to 

the uninformed” (Jane E. Brody).   6. To streak with color.  7. To give a beating to; 

thrash:  laced his opponent in the second round.   —  v.  intr. To be fastened or tied 

with laces or a lace.   —phrasal verb. lace into. Informal. To attack; assail:  

laced into me for arriving so late.  [Middle English, from Old French las, noose, 

string, from Vulgar Latin *laceum, from Latin laqueus, noose probably akin to 

lacere, to entice, ensnare.] —laceùless adj.  —lacùer n. 

lace bug (l7s bƒg) n.  Any of several insects of the family Tingidae, predomi-

nantly grayish and rectangular, with a lacelike pattern of ridges on the thorax, 

head, and wings. 

lace-cur·tain (l7sùkûrÙtn) adj.  Aspiring to or emulating the middle class. 

Lac·e·dae·mon (l4sÙV-dKùmNn)  See Sparta.  —LacÙe·dae·moùni·an (-dN-

moùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

lac·er·ate (l4sùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. lac·er·at·ed, lac·er·at·ing, lac·er·ates. 1. To rip, 

cut, or tear.  2. To cause deep emotional pain to; distress.   —  adj.  (-rVt, -r7tÙ) 

1. Torn; mangled.  2. Wounded.  3. Having jagged, deeply cut edges:  lacerate 

leaves.  [Middle English laceraten, from Latin lacer7re, lacer7t-, from lacer, torn.]

lac·er·a·tion (l4sÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  A jagged wound or cut. 

La·cer·ta (lN-sûrùtN) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Cyg-

nus and Andromeda.  [Latin lacerta, lizard.]

lac·er·til·i·an (l4sÙNr-tVlùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of lizards 

and closely related reptiles; Saurian.  [From New Latin Lacertilia, former suborder 

name, from Latin lacerta, lizard.]

lace·wing (l7sùwVngÙ) n.  Any of various insects of the superfamily Hemerobio-

idea, having four gauzy wings, threadlike antennae, and larvae that feed on insect 

pests such as aphids. 

La·chaise (lN-sh7zù, lä-shHzù), Gaston. 1882-1935.  French-born American 

sculptor known for his large nude figures, including Standing Woman. 

Lach·e·sis (l4kùV-sVs, l4chù-) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the three Fates, the 

measurer of the thread of destiny. 

La·chine (lN-shKnù, lä-)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on Montreal Island 

and the St. Lawrence River. It was first settled as an estate by Sieur La Salle in 1668 

and named for his futile dream of finding a westward passage to China. Popula-

tion, 37,521. 

La·chish (l7ùkVsh)  An ancient city of southern Palestine southwest of Jerusalem. 

It was probably inhabited as early as 3200 B.C. 



Lach·lan (läkùlNn)  A river, about 1,483 km (922 mi) long, of southeast Australia 

flowing northwest then southwest to the Murrumbidgee River. 

lach·ry·mal also lac·ri·mal (l4kùrN-mNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to tears.  2. Of, 

relating to, or constituting the glands that produce tears.  [Middle English lacri-

male, from Old French lacrymal, from Medieval Latin lachrym7lis, from Latin 

lacrima, tear. See dakru- in Appendix.]

lach·ry·ma·tion (l4kÙrN-m7ùshNn) n.  Variant of lacrimation. 
lach·ry·ma·tor also lac·ri·ma·tor (l4kùrN-m7ÙtNr) n.  Tear gas.  [Latin 

lacrim7re, lacrim7tus, to cry (from lacrima, tear); see LACHRYMAL + -ATOR.]

lach·ry·mose (l4kùrN-mosÙ) adj.  1. Weeping or inclined to weep; tearful.  

2. Causing or tending to cause tears.  [Latin lacrimosus, from lacrima, tear. See 

LACHRYMAL.] —lachùry·moseÙly adv.  —lachÙry·mosùi·ty (-mmsùV-tK) n. 

lac·ing (l7ùsVng) n.  1. Something that laces; a lace.  2. A touch of liquor added to 

a beverage or food.  3. Informal. A beating or thrashing. 

la·cin·i·a (lN-sVnùK-N) n.  1. A slash, as in a leaf or petal.  2. The apex of the insect 

maxilla.  [Latin, fringe, hem.]

la·cin·i·ate (lN-sVnùK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  1. Having a fringe; fringed.  2. Shaped or 

formed like a fringe, as a ligament.  3. Slashed into narrow, pointed lobes:  a 

laciniate leaf.  [Latin lacinia, fringe, hem + -ATE
1.] —la·cinÙi·aùtion n. 

lac insect (l4k VnùsHktÙ) n.  Any of various insects of the subfamily Lacciferinae, 

especially Laccifer lacca of southern Asia, the female of which secretes lac. 

La Cis·ter·na (lä sV-stûrùnN, sK-stHrùnä)  A city of central Chile, a suburb of San-

tiago. Population, 246,537. 

lack (l4k) n.  1. A deficiency or an absence:  a lack of money.  2. Something 

needed or wanted.   —  v.  lacked, lack·ing, lacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be entirely 

without or have very little of.  2. To be in need of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be wanting 

or deficient:  You will not be lacking in support from me.  2. To be in need of some-

thing:  I lacked for nothing.  [Middle English, perhaps from Middle Dutch lac, 

deficiency, fault.]

SYNONYMS: lack, want, need. These verbs mean to be without something, es-

pecially something that is necessary or desirable. Lack emphasizes the absence of

the thing in question or the inadequacy of its supply: She lacks the money to buy

new shoes. The plant died because it lacked moisture. What he lacks in courage he

compensates for in bravado. Want and need stress the urgent necessity for filling a

void or remedying an inadequacy: “Her pens were uniformly bad and wanted fix-

ing” (Bret Harte). I need help. The garden needs care. “Only when he has ceased to

need things can a man truly be his own master and so really exist” (Anwar el-Sadat). 

USAGE NOTE: As an intransitive verb in the sense “to be wanting or deficient,”

lack is used chiefly in the present participle with in: You will not be lacking in sup-

port from me. In the sense “to be in need of something” it is often used with for:



“In the terrible, beautiful age of my prime,/I lacked for sweet linen but never for

time” (E.B. White).

lack·a·dai·si·cal (l4kÙN-d7ùzV-kNl) adj.  Lacking spirit, liveliness, or interest; lan-

guid: “There’ll be no time to correct lackadaisical driving techniques after trouble 

develops” (William J. Hampton).  [From lackadaisy, alteration of LACKADAY.] 
—lackÙa·daiùsi·cal·ly adv.  —lackÙa·daiùsi·cal·ness n. 

lack·a·day (l4kùN-d7Ù) interj.  Archaic. Used to express regret or disapproval.  

[Alteration of alack the day.]

Lack·a·wan·na (l4kÙN-wmnùN)  A city of western New York on Lake Erie south 

of Buffalo. It is an industrial center. Population, 20,585. 

lack·ey (l4kùK) n.  pl. lack·eys. 1. A liveried male servant; a footman.  2. A ser-

vile follower; a toady.   —  v.  lack·eyed, lack·ey·ing, lack·eys.  —  v.  tr. To 

wait on as a footman; attend.   —  v.  intr. To act in a servile manner; fawn.  

[French laquais, from Old French.]

lack·lus·ter (l4kùlƒsÙtNr) adj.  Lacking brightness, luster, or vitality; dull.  See 

Synonyms at dull. 
La·co·ni·a (lN-koùnK-N)  1. An ancient region of southern Greece in the south-

east Peloponnesus. It was dominated by Sparta until the rise of the second 

Achaean League in the third and second centuries B.C.  2. A city of central New 

Hampshire north of Concord. Settled in 1761, it is a summer and winter resort. 

Population, 15,743. 

la·con·ic (lN-kmnùVk) adj.  Using or marked by the use of few words; terse or con-

cise.  [Latin Laconicus, Spartan, from Greek Lakonikos, from Lakon, a Spartan 

(from the reputation of the Spartans for brevity of speech).] —la·conùi·cal·ly 
adv.  

WORD HISTORY: As the study of the classics has disappeared from the cur-

riculum, so has the ready understanding that terms such as laconic once possessed.

Laconic, which comes to us via Latin from Greek Lakonikos, is first recorded in

1583 with the sense “of or relating to Laconia or its inhabitants.” Lakonikos is de-

rived from Lakon, “a Laconian, a person from Lakedaimon,” the name for the

region of Greece of which Sparta was the capital. The Spartans, noted for being

warlike and disciplined, were also known for the brevity of their speech, and it is

this quality that English writers still denote by the use of the adjective laconic,

which is first found in this sense in 1589.

lac·o·nism (l4kùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Terseness or succinctness of style or expression. 

La Co·ru·ña (läÙ kN-runùyN, kô-ruùnyä)  A city of northwest Spain on the 

Atlantic Ocean west of Oviedo. Perhaps predating Roman times, it was the point 

of departure for the Spanish Armada (1588). Population, 240,463. 



lac·quer (l4kùNr) n.  1. Any of various clear or colored synthetic coatings made 

by dissolving nitrocellulose or other cellulose derivatives together with plasticizers 

and pigments in a mixture of volatile solvents and used to impart a high gloss to 

surfaces.  2. A glossy, resinous material, such as the exudation of the lacquer tree, 

used as a surface coating.  3. A finish that is baked onto the inside of food and 

beverage cans.   —  v.  tr. lac·quered, lac·quer·ing, lac·quers. 1. To coat with 

lacquer.  2. To give a sleek, glossy finish to.  [Obsolete French lacre, sealing wax, 

from Portuguese, from lacca, resin of the lac insect, from Arabic lakk. See LAC.] 
—lacùquer·er n. 

lacquer tree (l4kùNr trK) n.  A poisonous, eastern Asian tree (Rhus verniciflua) 

having pinnately compound leaves and a toxic exudation from which a black lac-

quer is obtained. 

lac·ri·mal (l4kùrN-mNl) adj.  Variant of lachrymal. 
lac·ri·ma·tion also lach·ry·ma·tion (l4kÙrN-m7ùshNn) n.  Secretion of tears, 

especially in excess. 

lac·ri·ma·tor (l4kùrN-m7ÙtNr) n.  Variant of lachrymator. 
la·crosse (lN-krôsù, -krmsù) n.  Sports. A game of Native American origin that is 

played on a field by two teams of ten players each, in which participants use a 

long-handled stick with a webbed pouch to maneuver a ball into the opposing 

team’s goal.  [Canadian French la crosse, from French (jeu de) la crosse, (game of) 

the hooked stick, from Old French croce, crosse, crosier, of Germanic origin.]

La Crosse (lN krôsù, krmsù)  A city of western Wisconsin on the Mississippi River 

northwest of Madison. It was founded on the site of a French fur-trading post 

established in the late 18th century. Population, 51,003. 

lact- pref.  Variant of lacto-. 
lac·tal·bu·min (l4kÙt4l-byuùmVn) n.  The albumin contained in milk and 

obtained from whey. 

lac·tase (l4kùt7sÙ) n.  An enzyme occurring in certain yeasts and in the intestinal 

juices of mammals that is capable of splitting lactose into glucose and galactose. 

lac·tate1 (l4kùt7tÙ) v.  intr. lac·tat·ed, lac·tat·ing, lac·tates. To secrete or pro-

duce milk.  [Latin lact7re, lact7t-, from lac, lact-, milk. See LACTO-.]

lac·tate2 (l4kùt7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of lactic acid. 

lactate dehydrogenase (l4kùt7tÙ dKÙhX-drmjùN-n7sÙ) n.  Any of a class of 

enzymes found in the liver, kidneys, striated muscle, and heart muscle that cata-

lyze the reversible interconversion of pyruvate and lactate. 

lac·ta·tion (l4k-t7ùshNn) n.  1. Secretion or formation of milk by the mammary 

glands.  2. The period during which the mammary glands secrete milk.   
—lac·taùtion·al adj. 

lac·te·al (l4kùtK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling milk.  2. Anatomy. Of 

or relating to any of numerous minute intestinal lymph-carrying vessels that con-

vey chyle from the intestine to lymphatic circulation and thereby to the thoracic 



duct.   —  n.  Anatomy. A lacteal vessel.  [From Latin lacteus, from lac, lact-, milk. 

See melg- in Appendix.] —lacùte·al·ly adv. 

lac·tes·cent (l4k-tHsùNnt) adj.  1. Becoming milky.  2. Milky.  3. Biology. Secret-

ing or yielding a milky juice, as certain plants and insects.  [Latin lactKscKns, lactK-

scent- present participle of lactKscere inchoative of lactKre, to be milky, from lac, 

lact-, milk. See melg- in Appendix.] —lac·tesùcence n. 

lac·tic (l4kùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or derived from milk. 

lactic acid (l4kùtVk 4sùVd) n.  A syrupy, water-soluble liquid, C3H6O3, produced 

as a result of anaerobic glucose metabolism and present in sour milk, molasses, 

various fruits, and wines. A synthetic form of the compound is used in foods and 

beverages as a flavoring and preservative, in dyeing and textile printing, and in 

pharmaceuticals. 

lac·tif·er·ous (l4k-tVfùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Producing, secreting, or conveying milk.  

2. Botany. Yielding latex.   —lac·tifùer·ous·ness n. 

lacto-  or lact- pref.  1. Milk:  lactoprotein.  2. Lactose:  lactase.  3. Lactic acid:  

lactate.  [From Latin lac, lact-, milk. See melg- in Appendix.]

lac·to·ba·cil·lus (l4kÙto-bN-sVlùNs) n.  pl. lac·to·ba·cil·li (-sVlùXÙ). Any of vari-

ous rod-shaped, nonmotile aerobic bacteria of the genus Lactobacillus that fer-

ment lactic acid from sugars and are the causative agents in the souring of milk. 

lac·to·fla·vin (l4kùtN-fl7ÙvVn, l4kÙtN-fl7ù-) n.  See riboflavin. 
lac·to·gen·ic (l4kÙtN-jHnùVk) adj.  Inducing lactation. 

lac·tom·e·ter (l4k-tmmùV-tNr) n.  A device used to measure the specific gravity, 

and therefore the richness, of milk. 

lac·tone (l4kùtonÙ) n.  An anhydride formed by the removal of a water molecule 

from the hydroxyl and carboxyl radicals of hydroxy acids.  [LACT(O)- + -ONE.] 
—lac·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

lac·to·pro·tein (l4kÙto-proùtKnÙ, -tK-Nn) n.  A protein normally present in 

milk. 

lac·tose (l4kùtosÙ) n.  1. A disaccharide, C12H22O11, found in milk, that may be 

hydrolyzed to yield glucose and galactose.  2. A white crystalline substance 

obtained from whey and used in infant foods, bakery products, confections, and 

pharmaceuticals as a diluent and excipient.  Also called milk sugar 

la·cu·na (lN-kyuùnN) n.  pl. la·cu·nae (-nK)  or la·cu·nas. 1. An empty space 

or a missing part; a gap: “self-centered in opinion, with curious lacunae of astound-

ing ignorance” (Frank Norris).  2. Anatomy. A cavity, space, or depression, espe-

cially in a bone, containing cartilage or bone cells.  [Latin lac7na. See LAGOON.] 
—la·cuùnal adj. 

la·cu·nar (lN-kyuùnNr) n.  1. A ceiling constructed with recessed panels.  2. pl. 

lac·u·nar·i·a (l4kÙyN-nârùK-N). A recessed panel in such a ceiling.  [Latin lac7nar, 

from lac7na, hole. See LAGOON.]



la·cus·trine (lN-kƒsùtrVn) adj.  1. Of or relating to lakes.  2. Living or growing in 

or along the edges of lakes.  [French  or Italian lacustre (from Latin lacus, lake) + -

INE
1.]

lac·y (l7ùsK) adj.  lac·i·er, lac·i·est. Of, relating to, or resembling lace.   
—lacùi·ness n. 

lad (l4d) n.  1. A young man; a youth.  2. Informal. A man of any age; a fellow.  

[Middle English ladde, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]

lad·a·num (l4dùn-Nm) n.  Variant of labdanum. 
lad·der (l4dùNr) n.  1. a. An often portable structure consisting of two long sides 

crossed by parallel rungs, used to climb up and down.  b. Something that resem-

bles this device, especially a run in a stocking.   2. a. A means of ascent and 

descent:  ascending the social ladder.  b. A series of ranked stages or levels:  high on 

the executive ladder.    —  v.  intr. lad·dered, lad·der·ing, lad·ders. To run, as a 

stocking does.  [Middle English, from Old English hl<der. See klei- in Appendix.]

lad·der-back (l4dùNr-b4kÙ) n.  1. A chair back consisting of two upright posts 

connected by horizontal slats.  2. A chair with such a back.   —ladùder-backÙ 
adj. 

Ladd-Frank·lin (l4d-fr4ngkùlVn), Christine. 1847-1930.  American psycholo-

gist and logician noted for her work on the theory of color vision. 

lad·die (l4dùK) n.  A boy or young man; a lad. 

lade (l7d) v.  lad·ed, lad·en (l7dùn)  or lad·ed, lad·ing, lades.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To load with or as if with cargo.  b. To place (something) as a load for or as 

if for shipment.   2. To burden or oppress; weigh down.  3. To take up or remove 

(water) with a ladle or dipper.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take on cargo.  2. To ladle a liq-

uid.  [Middle English laden, from Old English hladan.]

la-de-da (läÙdK-däù) adj.  Informal. Variant of la-di-da. 
lad·en (l7dùn) v.  A past participle of lade.  —  adj.  1. Weighed down with a 

load; heavy: “the warmish air, laden with the rains of those thousands of miles of 

western sea” (Hilaire Belloc).  2. Oppressed; burdened:  laden with grief. 

la-di-da also la-de-da (läÙdK-däù) adj.  Informal. Affectedly genteel; preten-

tious.  [Perhaps imitative of affected speech.]

la·dies’ man (l7ùdKz m4n) n.  Variant of lady’s man. 
ladies’ room (l7ùdKz rum) n.  A restroom for women. 

ladies’ tress·es also lady’s tresses (l7ùdKz trHsùVz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or 

pl. verb). Any of various orchids of the genus Spiranthes, having a spike or raceme 

of small flowers usually arranged in a spiral. 

La·din (lN-dKnù) n.  1.  See Romansch.  2. A person who is a native speaker of 

Ladin.  [Rhaeto-Romanic, from Latin LatXnus, Latin. See LATIN.]

lad·ing (l7ùdVng) n.  1. The act of loading.  2. Cargo; freight. 

La·di·no (lN-dKùno) n.  pl. La·di·nos. 1. A Romance language with elements 

borrowed from Hebrew that is spoken by Sephardic Jews especially in the Bal-



kans.  Also called Judeo-Spanish 2.  Also ladino. In Central America, a Spanish-

speaking or acculturated Indian; a mestizo.  [Spanish ladino, from Latin LatXnus, 

Latin. See LATIN.]

la·dle (l7dùl) n.  A long-handled spoon with a deep bowl for serving liquids.   —  
v.  tr. la·dled, la·dling, la·dles. To lift out or serve with a long-handled spoon.  

[Middle English, from Old English hlædel, from hladan, to draw out, lade.] 
—laùdler n. 

Lad·o·ga (läùdN-gN), Lake. A lake of northwest Russia northeast of St. Peters-

burg. It is the largest lake in Europe. 

la·dy (l7ùdK) n.  pl. la·dies. 1. A well-mannered and considerate woman with 

high standards of proper behavior.  2. a. A woman regarded as proper and virtu-

ous.  b. A well-behaved young girl.   3. A woman who is the head of a household.  

4. A woman, especially when spoken of or to in a polite way.  5. a. A woman to 

whom a man is romantically attached.  b. Informal. A wife.   6. Lady. Chiefly 

British. A general feminine title of nobility and other rank, specifically: a. Used as 

the title for the wife or widow of a knight or baronet.  b. Used as a form of 

address for a marchioness, countess, viscountess, baroness, or baronetess.  

c. Used as a form of address for the wife or widow of a baron.  d. Used as a cour-

tesy title for the daughter of a duke, a marquis, or an earl.  e. Used as a courtesy 

title for the wife of a younger son of a duke or marquis.   7. The Virgin Mary. 

Often used with Our.  8. Slang. Cocaine.  [Middle English, mistress of a house-

hold, from Old English hl<fdige. See dheigh- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Lady, a social term, is properly used as a parallel to gentleman

in order to emphasize norms expected in civil society or in situations requiring

civil courtesies: She is too much of a lady to tell your secrets to her friends. I believe

the lady in front of the cheese counter was here before me. Used attributively togeth-

er with the name of an occupational role, as in lady doctor, the word is widely

regarded as condescending because of its implication that the usual person in that

role is a man. When the gender of the referent is relevant, the preferred term is

woman.

lady beetle also la·dy·bee·tle (l7ùdK-bKtÙl) n.  See ladybug. 
la·dy·bird (l7ùdK-bûrdÙ) n.  See ladybug. 
la·dy·bug (l7ùdK-bƒgÙ) n.  Any of numerous small, rounded, usually brightly 

colored beetles of the family Coccinellidae, often reddish with black spots and 

feeding primarily on insect pests, such as scale insects and aphids.  Also called 

lady beetle, ladybird. 

Lady Chapel also lady chapel (l7ùdK ch4pùNl) n.  A chapel, as in a cathedral or 

church, usually located behind the sanctuary and dedicated to the Virgin Mary. 

Lady Day (l7ùdK d7) n.  Chiefly British. Annunciation, celebrated on March 25. 



la·dy·fin·ger (l7ùdK-fVngÙgNr) also la·dys·fin·ger (l7ùdKz-) n.  A small oval 

sponge cake shaped like a human finger. 

la·dy·fish (l7ùdK-fVshÙ) n.  pl. ladyfish or la·dy·fish·es. Any of several marine 

fishes, especially the tarpon Elops saurus, a game fish of tropical seas.  Also called 

tenpounder 

lady in waiting (l7ùdK Vn w7ùtVng) n.  pl. ladies in waiting. A lady of a court 

appointed to serve or attend a queen, princess, or royal duchess. 

la·dy-kill·er (l7ùdK-kVlÙNr) n.  Slang. A man reputed to be exceptionally attrac-

tive to and often ruthless with women. 

la·dy·like (l7ùdK-lXkÙ) adj.  1. Characteristic of a lady; well-bred.  2. Appropriate 

for or becoming to a lady.  See Synonyms at feminine.  3. Unduly sensitive to 

matters of propriety or decorum.  4. Lacking virility or strength.   —laùdy·likeÙ-
ness n. 

la·dy·love (l7ùdK-lƒvÙ) n.  A woman or girl who is someone’s sweetheart. 

la·dys·fin·ger (l7ùdKz-fVngÙgNr) n.  Variant of ladyfinger. 
la·dy·ship also La·dy·ship (l7ùdK-shVpÙ) n.  Used with Your, Her, or Their as a 

title and form of address for a woman or women holding the rank of lady. 

la·dy’s man also la·dies’ man (l7ùdKz m4n) n.  A man who enjoys and attracts 

the company of women. 

lady’s slipper (l7ùdKz slVpùNr) n.  pl. lady’s slippers. Any of various orchids of 

the genus Cypripedium, having usually solitary, variously colored flowers with an 

inflated, pouchlike lip.  Also called moccasin flower 

lady’s smock (l7ùdKz smmk) n.  pl. lady’s smocks. See cuckooflower (n., 

sense 1). 

lady’s thumb (l7ùdKz thƒm) n.  pl. lady’s thumbs. A European perennial 

weed (Polygonum persicaria) having clusters of very small pinkish flowers. 

lady’s tresses (l7ùdKz trHsùVz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Variant of 

ladies’ tresses. 
lady tulip (l7ùdK tuùlVp) n.  A central Asian tulip (Tulipa clusiana) having red 

outer perianth segments with white margins. 

Laemm·le (lHmùlK), Carl. 1867-1939.  German-born American film producer. 

He was a founder (1912) and later the head (1920-1936) of the Universal Pictures 

Corporation. 

Laën·nec (l7-nHkù), René. 1781-1826.  French physician who invented the 

stethoscope (c. 1819). 

La·er·tes (l7-ûrùtKz, -ârù-) n.  Greek Mythology. The father of Odysseus. 

la·e·trile (l7ùV-trVlÙ, -trNl) n.  A drug derived from amygdalin and purported to 

have antineoplastic properties. 

La Farge (lN färzhù, färjù), John. 1835-1910.  American artist known for his 

murals and stained-glass designs and for his art criticism. 



La Farge (lN färzhù, färjù), Oliver Hazard Perry. 1901-1963.  American writer. 

His novels, including Laughing Boy (1929), concern Native American culture. 

La·fa·yette (l4fÙK-Htù, läÙfK-, -fä-)  1. A city of western California, a residential 

suburb in the San Francisco Bay area. Population, 23,501.  2. A city of west-cen-

tral Indiana on the Wabash River northwest of Indianapolis. It is the seat of Pur-

due University (founded 1869). Population, 43,764.  3. A city of south-central 

Louisiana west-southwest of Baton Rouge. Settled by Acadians, it is a commercial 

and shipping center. Population, 94,440. 

La·fa·yette (l4fÙK-Htù, läÙfK-, -fä-), Marquis Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch 
Gilbert du Motier de. 1757-1834.  French soldier and politician who served on 

George Washington’s staff in the American Revolution. In France he also took 

part in the 1789 and 1830 revolutions. 

Laf·fer curve  or Laf·fer Curve (l4fùNr kûrv) n.  A curved graph that illus-

trates a relationship between tax rates and government revenues. As tax rates 

increase from zero, revenues increase until an optimum is reached. But if tax rates 

are further increased, they are supposed to discourage government spending and 

business investment, thereby reducing revenues.  [After Arthur Laffer (born 

1940), American economist.]

Laf·fite  or La·fitte (lN-fKtù, lä-), Jean. 1780?-1826?.  French pirate leader who 

aided U.S. troops in the War of 1812 in return for an official pardon for his 

crimes. 

La Flesche (lä flHshù, lN), Susette. Originally Inshta Theumba (“Bright Eyes”). 

1854-1903.  Native American writer and lecturer whose work helped bring about 

more favorable U.S. government policies toward her people. 

La Fol·lette (lN fmlùNt), Robert Marion. 1855-1925.  American politician and 

reformer who served as a U.S. senator from Wisconsin (1906-1925). In 1924 he 

ran unsuccessfully for President on the Progressive Party ticket. 

La·fon·taine (lN-fmn-t7nù, lä-fôN-tHnù), Henri Marie. 1854-1943.  Belgian 

politician and pacifist who led the International Peace Bureau (1907-1943) and 

was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1913. 

La Fon·taine (lN fmn-t7nù, lä fôN-tHnù), Jean de. 1621-1695.  French writer 

who collected the stories of Aesop and others in his Fables (1668-1694). 

lag1 (l4g) v.  lagged, lag·ging, lags.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fail to keep up a pace; 

straggle.  2. To proceed or develop with comparative slowness:  The electric cur-

rent lags behind the voltage.  3. To fail, weaken, or slacken gradually; flag.  

4. Games. To determine the order of play in billiards by successively hitting the 

cue ball against the end rail, the ball rebounding closest to the head rail indicating 

the player to shoot first.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to hang back or fall behind.  2. To 

shoot, throw, or pitch (a coin, for example) at a mark.   —  n.  1. The act, process, 

or condition of lagging.  2. One that lags.  3. A condition of slowness or retarda-

tion.  4. a. The extent or duration of lagging: “He wondered darkly at how great a 



lag there was between his thinking and his actions” (Thomas Wolfe).  b. An inter-

val between events or phenomena considered together.   [From earlier lag, last 

person, from Middle English lag-, last, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] 
—lagùger n. 

lag2 (l4g) n.  1. A barrel stave.  2. A strip, as of wood, that forms a part of the 

covering for a cylindrical object.   —  v.  tr. lagged, lag·ging, lags. To furnish 

or cover with lags.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish lagg. See 

leu- in Appendix.]

lag3 (l4g) Chiefly British. v.  tr. lagged, lag·ging, lags. 1. To arrest.  2. To send 

to prison.   —  n.  1. a. A convict.  b. An ex-convict.   2. A period of imprison-

ment; a sentence.  [Origin unknown.]

lag·an (l4gùNn) also li·gan (lXùgNn)  or lag·end (l4gùNnd) n.  Nautical. Cargo or 

equipment thrown into the sea but attached to a float or buoy so that it can be 

recovered.  [French, from Old French, perhaps of Scandinavian origin. See legh- 
in Appendix.]

La·gash (l7ùg4sh)  An ancient city of Sumer in southern Mesopotamia. It flour-

ished c. 2400 B.C. and after the fall of Akkad (2180) enjoyed a classical revival 

noted for its sculpture and literature. 

Lag b’O·mer (lägù boùmNr, lägÙ bN-oùmHr) n.  A Jewish feast celebrated on the 

33rd day of the Omer (the 18th day of Iyar).  [Hebrew  : lag, 33rd + b7, in, of + 

1omer, the Omer (period from the second day of Passover to the first day of Sha-

vuoth).]

lag·end (l4gùNnd) n.  Nautical. Variant of lagan. 
la·ger (läùgNr) n.  A type of beer, originally brewed in Germany, that contains a 

relatively small amount of hops and is aged from six weeks to six months to allow 

sedimentation.  Also called lager beer [German, short for Lagerbier : Lager, store-

house, cellar (from Middle High German leger, from Old High German legar, 

bed, lair); see legh- in Appendix + Bier, beer.]

La·ger·kvist (läùgNr-kfVstÙ), Pär Fabian. 1891-1974.  Swedish writer whose 

novels, including The Hangman (1933) and The Dwarf (1944), explore morality 

and the search for belief. He won the 1951 Nobel Prize for literature. 

La·ger·löf (läùgNr-lNv, -lœf), Selma Ottiliana Lovisa. 1858-1940.  Swedish 

writer whose novels include Gösta Berlings Saga (1891). In 1909 she became the 

first woman to win the Nobel Prize for literature. 

lag·gard (l4gùNrd) n.  One that lags; a straggler.   —  adj.  Hanging back or fall-

ing behind; dilatory.  See Synonyms at slow.  —lagùgard·ly adv.  —lagù-
gard·ness n. 

lag·ging (l4gùVng) n.  1. Insulation used to prevent heat diffusion, as from a 

steam pipe.  2. A wooden frame built especially to support the sides of an arch 

until the keystone is positioned.  [From LAG
2.]



la·gniappe (l4n-y4pù, l4nùy4pÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern Louisiana. 1. A small gift 

presented by a storeowner to a customer with the customer’s purchase.  2. An 

extra or unexpected gift or benefit. Regional. Also called boot2 See Regional note 

at beignet.  [Louisiana French, from American Spanish (la) ñapa, (the) gift, 

from Quechua yapa, from yapay, to give more.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Lagniappe derives from New World Spanish la ñapa, “the

gift,” and perhaps ultimately from Quechua yapay, “to give more.” The word came

into the rich Creole dialect mixture of New Orleans and there acquired a French

spelling. It is still used chiefly in southern Louisiana to denote a little bonus that

a friendly shopkeeper might add to a purchase. By extension, it may mean “an

extra or unexpected gift or benefit.”

lag·o·morph (l4gùN-môrfÙ) n.  Any of various plant-eating mammals having 

fully furred feet and two pairs of upper incisors and belonging to the order Lago-

morpha, which includes the rabbits, hares, and pikas.  [From New Latin Lagomor-

pha, order name  : Greek lagos, hare; see slKg- in Appendix + Greek morphK, 

shape.] —lagÙo·morùphic (-fVk), lagÙo·morùphous (-fNs)  adj. 

la·goon (lN-gunù) n.  1. A shallow body of water, especially one separated from 

a sea by sandbars or coral reefs.  2. A shallow body of liquid waste material, as 

one in a dump.  [French lagune, and Italian laguna both from Latin lac7na, pool, 

hollow, gap, from lacus, lake.]

La·gos (l7ùgmsÙ, läùgos)  The largest city and former capital of Nigeria, in the 

southwest part of the country on the Gulf of Guinea. An old Yoruba town, it was 

the center of the nationalist movement before independence was achieved in 

1960. Abuja became the official capital in 1991, but Lagos remains the economic 

and commercial center. Population, 1,404,000. 

La·grange (lN-gränjù, lä-gräNzhù), Comte Joseph Louis. 1736-1813.  French 

mathematician and astronomer. He developed the calculus of variations (1755) 

and made a number of other contributions to the study of mechanics. 

La Grange (lN gr7njù)  1. A city of western Georgia north of Columbus. Incor-

porated in 1828, it is an industrial center. Population, 25,597.  2. A village of 

northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of Chicago. Population, 15,362. 

La Gran·ja (lä gränùhä)  A city of central Chile, a suburb of Santiago. Popula-

tion, 163,882. 

lag screw (l4g skru) n.  A heavy wood screw having a square bolt head.  [From 

LAG
2 (From its original use in securing barrel staves).]

La Guar·di·a (lN gwärùdK-N), Fiorello Henry. Known as “the Little Flower.” 

1882-1947.  American politician who was a U.S. representative from New York 

(1917-1921 and 1923-1933) and mayor of New York City (1934-1945). 



La·gu·na Beach (lN-guùnN bKch)  A city of southern California southeast of 

Long Beach. It is a seaside resort with a noted art colony. Population, 23,170. 

Laguna Hills (lN-guùnN hVlz)  A city of southern California southeast of Santa 

Ana. Population, 16,400. 

La Ha·bra (lN häùbrN)  A city of southern California, a processing and manufac-

turing suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 51,266. 

La Hague (lN h7gù), Cape. A promontory of northwest France at the northwest 

tip of the Cotentin Peninsula on the English Channel. 

la·har (läùhärÙ) n.  1. A landslide or mudflow of volcanic fragments on the 

flanks of a volcano.  2. The deposit produced by such a landslide.  [Javanese, 

lava.]

La·hon·tan (lN-hmnùtNn), Lake. An extinct lake with surviving remnants in 

western Nevada and northeast California. It was formed by heavy precipitation 

caused by Pleistocene glaciers but largely disappeared after the end of the epoch. 

La·hore (lN-hôrù, -horù)  A city of northeast Pakistan near the Indian border 

southeast of Rawalpindi. The city reached the height of its grandeur as a Mogul 

capital in the 16th century and retains many splendid architectural examples 

from that period. Population, 2,685,000. 

Lahr (lär), Bert. 1895-1967.  American entertainer who appeared in many dra-

mas, musicals, and films, most notably as the Cowardly Lion in The Wizard of Oz 

(1939). 

Lah·ti (läùtK, läKHù-)  A city of southern Finland north-northeast of Helsinki. It is 

a lake port with woodworking industries. Population, 94,347. 

la·ic (l7ùVk) also la·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to the laity; secular.   —  n.  A 

layperson.  [Late Latin l7icus. See LAY
2.] —laùi·cal·ly adv. 

la·i·cize (l7ùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. la·i·cized, la·i·ciz·ing, la·i·ciz·es. 1. To free from 

ecclesiastical control; give over to laypeople.  2. To change to lay status; secularize.   
—laÙi·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

laid (l7d) v.  Past tense and past participle of lay1. 
laid-back (l7dùb4kù) adj.  Informal. Having a relaxed or casual atmosphere or 

character; easygoing: “laid-back, untroubled people” (New Yorker).   —laidù-
backùness n. 

laid paper (l7d p7ùpNr) n.  A paper made on wire molds that give it a character-

istic watermark of close thin lines. 

lain (l7n) v.  Past participle of lie1. 
Laing (l4ng), R(onald) D(avid). 1927-1989.  British writer and psychiatrist. His 

works, including The Politics of Experience (1967) and The Facts of Life (1976), 

explore psychosis as a reaction to a dehumanized, irrational society. 

lair (lâr) n.  1. The den or dwelling of a wild animal.  2. A den or hideaway.  

3. Obsolete. A resting place; a couch.  [Middle English, from Old English leger. See 

legh- in Appendix.]



laird (lârd) n.  Scots. The owner of a landed estate.  [Scots, from Middle English 

lard, lavered, variant of lord, owner, master. See LORD.]

lais·sez faire also lais·ser faire (lHsÙ7 fârù) n.  1. An economic doctrine that 

opposes governmental regulation of or interference in commerce beyond the 

minimum necessary for a free-enterprise system to operate according to its own 

economic laws.  2. Noninterference in the affairs of others.  [French  : laissez, sec-

ond person pl. imperative of laisser, to let, allow + faire, to do.] —laisÙsez-faireù 
adj. 

lais·sez-pas·ser (lHsÙ7-pä-s7ù) n.  A pass, especially one used in lieu of a pass-

port.  [French  : laissez, second person pl. imperative of laisser, to let + passer, to 

pass.]

la·i·ty (l7ùV-tK) n.  1. Laypeople considered as a group.  2. All those persons who 

are not members of a given profession or other specialized field.  [Middle English 

laite, from lay, of the laity. See LAY
2.]

La·ius (l7ùNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Thebes who was mistakenly killed by 

his own son, Oedipus. 

La Jol·la (lN hoiùN)  An unincorporated resort district of San Diego, California, 

on the Pacific Ocean. Scripps Institute of Oceanography is located in the area. 

LAK cell (l4k sHl) n.  A white blood cell produced by cultivation of peripheral 

lymphocytes with interleukin-2 and used experimentally to shrink malignant 

tumors.  [l(ymphokine-)a(ctivated) k(iller cell).]

lake1 (l7k) n.  Abbr. l., L. 1. A large inland body of fresh water or salt water.  2. A 

scenic pond, as in a park.  3. A large pool of liquid:  a lake of spilled coffee on my 

desk.  [Middle English, from Old French lac, and from Old English lacu both 

from Latin lacus.]

lake2 (l7k) n.  1. A pigment consisting of organic coloring matter with an inor-

ganic, usually metallic base or carrier, used in dyes, inks, and paints.  2. Color. A 

deep red.  [From French laque. See LAC.]

Lake  or Lake of (l7k)  or Loch (lmk, lôKH)  For the names of actual lakes, see the 

specific element of the name; for example, Erie, Lake; Lucerne, Lake of; 
Lomond, Loch. 

lake·bed (l7kùbHdÙ) n.  The floor of a lake. 

Lake Charles (l7k chärlz)  A city of southwest Louisiana east of Beaumont, 

Texas. It is a deep-water port and the center of a petrochemical industry. Popula-

tion, 70,580. 

Lake District (l7k dVsùtrVkt)  A scenic area of northwest England including the 

Cumbrian Mountains and some 15 lakes. It is a popular tourist attraction for its 

associations with the 19th-century Lake Poets, notably Wordsworth, Coleridge, 

and Southey. 

lake dwelling (l7k dwHlùVng) n.  A dwelling, especially a prehistoric dwelling, 

built on piles in a shallow lake. 



lake effect (l7k V-fHktù) n.  The effect of any lake, especially the Great Lakes, in 

modifying the weather in nearby areas. 

Lake Forest (l7k fôrùVst)  A city of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago on Lake Michigan. Population, 17,836. 

lake·front (l4kùfrƒntÙ) n.  The land along the edge of a lake.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  lakefront property; a lakefront house. 

Lake Hav·a·su City (l7k h4vùN-suÙ sVtùK)  A city of west-central Arizona on 

the California border. London Bridge, transported from England, is a popular 

tourist attraction. Population, 24,363. 

lake herring (l7k hHrùVng) n.  A food fish, especially the trout Coregonus artedii 

of the Great Lakes region, related to the cisco and whitefishes. 

Lake·hurst (l7kùhürst)  A borough of east-central New Jersey south of Free-

hold. The dirigible Hindenburg was destroyed by fire at the naval air station here 

(May 6, 1937). Population, 2,908. 

Lake Jack·son (l7k j4kùsNn)  A city of southeast Texas southwest of Galveston. 

It is mainly residential. Population, 22,776. 

Lake·land (l7kùlNnd)  A city of central Florida east-northeast of Tampa. It is a 

winter resort and processing center in a citrus-growing region. Population, 

50,455. 

Lakeland terrier (l7kùlNnd tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of a breed of small, straight-

legged, slender dogs, originally bred in England for hunting foxes.  [After Lake-

land, a region of northwest England.]

Lake Os·we·go (l7k ms-wKùgo)  A city of northwest Oregon, a residential sub-

urb of Portland. Population, 30,576. 

Lake Plac·id (l7k pl4sùVd)  A village of northeast New York in the Adirondack 

Mountains southwest of Plattsburg. A popular year-round resort, it was the site of 

the Winter Olympics in 1932 and 1980. Population, 2,490. 

lak·er (l7ùkNr) n.  1. A fish, such as the lake trout, that lives in a lake.  2. Nautical. 

A ship used on lakes. 

lake·shore (l7kùshôrÙ, -shorÙ) n.  Land by a lake.  Also called lakeside  —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  lakeshore condominiums; a lake-

shore road. 

lake·side (l7kùsXdÙ) n.  See lakeshore.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  lakeside shops; lakeside paths. 

Lake·side (l7kùsXdÙ)  1. A community of southern California, a residential and 

resort suburb of San Diego. Population, 23,921.  2. A community of east-central 

Virginia, a suburb of Richmond. Population, 29,400. 

Lake Suc·cess (l7k sNk-sHsù)  An unincorporated village of southeast New York 

on northwest Long Island northwest of Mineola. It was the temporary headquar-

ters of the United Nations from 1946 to 1951. 



lake trout (l7k trout) n.  A freshwater food and game fish (Salvelinus namay-

cush) of the Great Lakes.  Also called Mackinaw trout, namaycush, togue. 

Lake·wood (l7kùwtdÙ)  1. A city of southern California, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Long Beach. Population, 73,557.  2. A city of north-central 

Colorado, a residential suburb of Denver. Population, 126,481.  3. An unincorpo-

rated township of east-central New Jersey southwest of Asbury Park. It is a health 

resort in a pine forest and lake region. Population, 26,095.  4. A city of northeast 

Ohio, a residential and industrial suburb of Cleveland on Lake Erie. Population, 

59,718. 

Lakewood Center (l7kùwtdÙ sHnùtNr)  A community of west-central Wash-

ington, a suburb of Tacoma. Population, 51,300. 

Lake Worth (l7k wûrth)  A city of southeast Florida south of West Palm Beach. 

It is a resort center. Population, 28,564. 

La·ko·ta (lN-koùtN) n.  pl. Lakota or La·ko·tas. See Teton. 
Lak·shad·weep (lNk-shädùwKpÙ, lƒkÙshN-dwKpù)  A region of southwest India 

comprising the Laccadive, Minicoy, and Amindivi islands. 

lal·a·pa·loo·za (lmlÙN-pN-luùzN) n.  Slang. Variant of lollapalooza. 
La Lí·ne·a (lä lKùnK-N)  A city of southwest Spain on the Bay of Gibraltar south-

east of Cadíz. There is a military garrison in the city. Population, 58,945. 

Lal·lan (l4lùNn) also Lal·lans (-Nnz) n.  Scots. 1. The Lowlands of Scotland.  

2. Scots as spoken in southern and eastern Scotland.  [Scots, alteration of LOW-

LAND.] —Lalùlan adj. 

lal·la·pa·loo·za (lmlÙN-pN-luùzN) n.  Slang. Variant of lollapalooza. 
lal·la·tion (l4-l7ùshNn) n.  Linguistics. The substitution of the phoneme /l/ for /r/ 

or the mispronunciation of (l).  [Latin lall7re, lall7t-, to sing a lullaby + -ATION.]

Lal·ly (läùlK)  A trademark used for a concrete-filled steel cylinder utilized as a 

supporting member in a building. 

lal·ly·gag (l4lùK-g4gÙ) v.  Variant of lollygag. 
La Lou·vière (lä lu-vyHrù)  A city of southwest Belgium south of Brussels. It is 

a manufacturing commune. Population, 76,534. 

lam1 (l4m) v.  lammed, lam·ming, lams. Slang.  —  v.  tr. To give a thorough 

beating to; thrash.   —  v.  intr. To strike; wallop.  [Probably of Scandinavian ori-

gin; akin to Old Norse lemja, to cripple by beating, flog.]

lam2 (l4m) Slang. v.  intr. lammed, lam·ming, lams. To escape, as from prison.   
—  n.  Flight, especially from the law:  escaped convicts on the lam.  [Origin 

unknown.]

lam. abbr.  Laminated. 

Lam. abbr.  Bible. Lamentations. 

la·ma (läùmN) n.  A Buddhist monk of Tibet or Mongolia.  [Tibetan bla-ma, from 

bla, superior.]



La·ma·ism (läùmN-VzÙNm) n.  Tibetan Buddhism.   —Laùma·ist n.  

—LaÙma·isùtic adj. 

La Man·cha (lä mänùchN)  A region of south-central Spain. The high, mostly 

barren plateau is famous as the setting for Cervantes’s Don Quixote. 

La·mar (lN-märù), Joseph Rucker. 1857-1916.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1911-1916). 

La·mar (lN-märù), Lucius Quintus Cincinnatus. 1825-1893.  American politi-

cian and jurist who served in the Confederate Army during the Civil War and 

later became an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1888-1893). 

La·mar (lN-märù), Mirabeau Buonaparte. 1798-1859.  American politician 

and diplomat. He was the second president (1838-1841) of the Republic of Texas 

and later served as U.S. minister to Nicaragua (1857-1859). 

La·marck (lN-märkù, lä-), Chevalier de Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de 
Monet. 1744-1829.  French naturalist whose ideas about evolution influenced 

Darwin’s theory. 

La·marck·i·an (lN-märùkK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Lamarckism.   —  n.  A 

supporter of Lamarckism. 

La·marck·ism (lN-märùkVzÙNm) also La·marck·i·an·ism (-kK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  A 

theory of biological evolution holding that species evolve by the inheritance of 

traits acquired or modified through the use or disuse of body parts.  [After Chev-

alier de Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet LAMARCK.]

La Marque (lN märkù)  A city of southeast Texas southeast of Houston. It is pri-

marily residential. Population, 15,372. 

La·mar·tine (lä-mär-tKnù), Alphonse Marie Louis de Prat de. 1790-1869.  

French romantic poet who served briefly as minister of foreign affairs (1848). 

la·ma·ser·y (läùmN-sHrÙK) n.  pl. la·ma·ser·ies. A monastery of lamas.  [French 

lamaserie : lama, lama (from Tibetan bla-ma); see LAMA + -serie, dwelling (proba-

bly from Persian sar7X, inn, palace).]

La·maze (lN-mäzù) adj.  Relating to or being a method of childbirth in which the 

expectant mother is prepared psychologically and physically to give birth without 

the use of drugs.  [After Fernand Lamaze (1890-1957), French physician.]

lamb (l4m) n.  1. a. A young sheep, especially one that is not yet weaned.  b. The 

flesh of a young sheep used as meat.  c. Lambskin.   2. A sweet, mild-mannered 

person; a dear.  3. One who can be duped or cheated especially in financial mat-

ters.  4. Lamb. Jesus.   —  v.  intr. lambed, lamb·ing, lambs. To give birth to a 

young sheep.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

Lamb (l4m), Charles. Known as “Elia.” 1775-1834.  British critic and essayist. 

With his sister Mary Ann Lamb (1764-1847) he wrote the children’s book Tales 

from Shakespeare (1807). 

Lamb (l4m), William Second Viscount Melbourne. 1779-1848.  British prime 

minister (1834 and 1835-1841) and adviser to Queen Victoria. 



Lamb (l4m), Willis Eugene, Jr. Born 1913.  American physicist. He shared a 

1955 Nobel Prize for advances in atomic measurement. 

lam·baste (l4m-b7stù) v.  tr. lam·bast·ed, lam·bast·ing, lam·bastes. Infor-

mal. 1. To give a thrashing to; beat.  See Synonyms at beat.  2. To scold sharply; 

berate.  [Perhaps LAM
1 + BASTE

3.]

lamb·da (l4mùdN) n.  1. The 11th letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. A lambda 

hyperon.  [Greek, of Phoenician origin,; akin to Hebrew l7med, lamed.]

lambda hyperon (l4mùdN hXùpN-rmnÙ) n.  An electrically neutral baryon hav-

ing a mass 2,183 times that of the electron and a mean lifetime of approximately 

2.6∞ 10–10 second.  Also called lambda particle 

lambda point (l4mùdN point) n.  The temperature at which the transition 

from helium I to superfluid helium II occurs, approximately 2.19˚K. 

lamb·doid (l4mùdoidÙ) adj.  1. Having the shape of the Greek letter lambda.  

2. Anatomy. Relating to the deeply serrated suture in the skull between the pari-

etal bones and the occipital bone. 

lam·bent (l4mùbNnt) adj.  1. Flickering lightly over or on a surface:  lambent 

moonlight.  2. Effortlessly light or brilliant:  lambent wit.  3. Having a gentle glow; 

luminous.  See Synonyms at bright.  [Latin lambKns, lambent- present participle 

of lambere, to lick.] —lamùben·cy n.  —lamùbent·ly adv. 

lam·bert (l4mùbNrt) n.  Abbr. L The unit of brightness in the centimeter-gram-

second system, equivalent to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface that 

emits or reflects one lumen per square centimeter.  [After Johann Heinrich Lam-

bert (1728-1777), German physicist and astronomer.]

lamb·kill (l4mùkVlÙ) n.  See sheep laurel.  [From its poisonous effect on 

sheep.]

Lamb of God (l4m ƒv gmd) n.  Jesus. 

lam·bre·quin (l4mùbNr-kVn, -brN-kVn) n.  1. A short ornamental drapery for 

the top of a window or door or the edge of a shelf.  2. A heavy protective cloth 

worn over a helmet in medieval times.  [French, probably from Dutch 

*lamperkijn, diminutive of Middle Dutch lamper, veil.]

lamb·skin (l4mùskVnÙ) n.  1. The hide of a lamb, especially when dressed with-

out removing the fleece, as for a garment.  2. Leather made from the dressed hide 

of a lamb.  3. Parchment made from such hide. 

lamb’s lettuce (l4mzù lHtùNs) n.  See corn salad. 
lamb’s quarters (l4mzù kwôrùtNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See 

pigweed (n., sense 1). 

lamb’s wool (l4mzù wtl) n.  1. Wool shorn from a lamb.  2. A fabric or yarn 

made from this wool. 

lame1 (l7m) adj.  lam·er, lam·est. 1. Disabled so that movement, especially 

walking, is difficult or impossible:  Lame from the accident, he walked with a cane. 

A lame wing kept the bird from flying.  2. Marked by pain or rigidness:  a lame 



back.  3. Weak and ineffectual; unsatisfactory:  a lame attempt to apologize; lame 

excuses for not arriving on time.   —  v.  tr. lamed, lam·ing, lames. To cause to 

become lame; cripple.  [Middle English, from Old English lama.] —lameùly adv.  

—lameùness n. 

lame2 (l7m) n.  A thin metal plate, especially one of the overlapping steel plates 

in medieval armor.  [French, from Old French, from Latin l7mina, thin plate.]

la·mé (l4-m7ù) n.  A brocaded fabric woven with metallic threads, often of gold 

or silver.  [French, spangled, laminated, lamé, from Old French lame, thin metal 

plate. See LAME
2.]

lame·brain (l7mùbr7nÙ) n.  Informal. A person regarded as stupid.   
—lameùbrainedù (-br7ndù) adj. 

la·medh (läùmVd, -mHdÙ) n.  The 12th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew 

l7med.]

lame duck (l7m dƒk) n.  1. An elected officeholder or group continuing in 

office during the period between failure to win an election and the inauguration 

of a successor.  2. An ineffective person; a weakling.   —lameù-duckù 
(l7mùdƒkù) adj. 

lamell- pref.  Variant of lamelli-. 
la·mel·la (lN-mHlùN) n.  pl. la·mel·lae (-mHlùKÙ)  or la·mel·las. A thin scale, 

plate, or layer of bone or tissue, as in the gills of a bivalve mollusk or around the 

minute vascular canals in bone.  [Latin l7mella, small thin plate, diminutive of 

l7mina, thin plate.] —la·melùlar adj.  —la·melùlar·ly adv. 

la·mel·late (lN-mHlù7tÙ, l4mùN-l7tÙ) adj.  1. Having, composed of, or arranged 

in lamellae.  2. Resembling a lamella.   —lamùel·laÙted adj.  —lamÙel·laùtion 
n. 

lamelli-  or lamell- pref.  Lamella:  lamelliform.  [From LAMELLA.]

la·mel·li·branch (lN-mHlùN-br4nkÙ) n.  Any of the bivalve mollusks of the class 

Lamellibranchia, including the clams, scallops, and oysters.  Also called pelecypod  
—  adj.  Of or relating to lamellibranchs.  [From New Latin L7mellibranchia, class 

name  : LAMELLI- + Latin branchia, gill; see BRANCHIA.]

la·mel·li·corn (lN-mHlùV-kôrnÙ) adj.  Of or belonging to the superfamily Lamel-

licornia, which includes the scarabs and other beetles that have club-shaped, 

lamellate antennae.   —  n.  A lamellicorn beetle.  [From New Latin L7mellicornia, 

superfamily name  : LAMELLI- + Latin corn7, horn; see ker-1 in Appendix.]

la·mel·li·form (lN-mHlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the form of a thin plate or 

lamella. 

la·ment (lN-mHntù) v.  la·ment·ed, la·ment·ing, la·ments.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

express grief for or about; mourn:  lament a death.  2. To regret deeply; deplore:  

He lamented his thoughtless acts.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grieve audibly; wail.  2. To 

express sorrow or regret.  See Synonyms at grieve.   —  n.  1. A feeling or an 

expression of grief; a lamentation.  2. A song or poem expressing deep grief or 



mourning.  [Middle English lementen, from Old French lamenter, from Latin 

l7ment7rX, from l7mentum, lament.] —la·mentùer n. 

la·men·ta·ble (lN-mHnùtN-bNl, l4mùNn-) adj.  Inspiring or deserving of lament 

or regret; deplorable or pitiable.  See Synonyms at pathetic.  —lamùen·ta·bly 
adv. 

lam·en·ta·tion (l4mÙNn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of lamenting.  2. A lament.  

3. Lamentations. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Lam., Lm A book of the Bible.  

See Table at Bible. 
la·ment·ed (lN-mHnùtVd) adj.  Mourned for:  our late lamented president.   
—la·mentùed·ly adv. 

La Me·sa (lN m7ùsN)  A city of southern California, a residential suburb of San 

Diego. Population, 52,931. 

la·mi·a (l7ùmK-N) n.  pl. la·mi·as or la·mi·ae (-mK-KÙ). 1. Greek Mythology. A 

monster represented as a serpent with the head and breasts of a woman and 

reputed to prey on human beings and suck the blood of children.  2. A female 

vampire.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek.]

La·mi·a (lN-mKùN, lä-mKùä)  A city of east-central Greece northwest of Athens. 

Founded c. fifth century B.C., it was the site of the Lamian War (323-322 B.C.) 

between the confederated Greeks and the Macedonian general Antipater, who 

was besieged in the city for several months before his ultimate victory. Popula-

tion, 41,667.   —La·miùan adj.  & n. 

la·mi·ae (l7ùmK-KÙ) n.  A plural of lamia. 
lam·i·na (l4mùN-nN) n.  pl. lam·i·nae (-nKÙ)  or lam·i·nas. 1. A thin plate, 

sheet, or layer.  2. Botany. The expanded area of a leaf or petal; a blade.  3. A thin 

layer of bone, membrane, or other tissue.  4. Zoology. A thin scalelike or platelike 

structure, as one of the thin layers of sensitive vascular tissue in the hoof of a 

horse.  5. Geology. A narrow bed of rock.  [Latin l7mina.] —lamùi·nar, 
lamùi·nal adj. 

lamina pro·pri·a (l4mùN-nN proùprK-N) n.  A thin vascular layer of connective 

tissue beneath the epithelium of an organ.  [New Latin l7mina propria : Latin 

l7mina, lamina + Latin propria, feminine of proprius, proper.]

laminar flow (l4mùN-nNr flo) n.  Nonturbulent flow of a viscous fluid in layers 

near a boundary, as that of lubricating oil in bearings. 

lam·i·nar·in (l4mÙN-nârùVn) n.  A polymer of glucose that is the principal stor-

age product of brown algae.  [New Latin L7min7ria, kelp genus (from Latin 

l7mina, thin plate) + -IN.]

lam·i·nate (l4mùN-n7tÙ) v.  lam·i·nat·ed, lam·i·nat·ing, lam·i·nates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To beat or compress into a thin plate or sheet.  2. To divide into thin layers.  

3. To make by uniting several layers.  4. To cover with thin sheets.   —  v.  intr. To 

split into thin layers or sheets.   —  adj.  (-nVt, -n7tÙ) Consisting of, arranged in, or 



covered with laminae.   —  n.  (-n7tÙ, -nVt) A laminated product, such as plywood.   
—lamùi·naÙtor n. 

lam·i·nat·ed (l4mùN-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Abbr. lam. 1. Composed of layers bonded 

together.  2. Arranged in laminae; laminate. 

lam·i·na·tion (l4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of laminating.  

b. The state of being laminated.   2. Something laminated.  3. A lamina. 

lam·i·nec·to·my (l4mÙN-nHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. lam·i·nec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of the posterior arch of a vertebra. 

lam·i·ni·tis (l4mÙN-nXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the sensitive laminae of the hoof, 

especially in horses.  Also called founder1 

La Mi·ra·da (läÙ mN-räùdN)  A city of southern California southeast of Los 

Angeles. It is primarily residential. Population, 40,452. 

Lam·mas (l4mùNs) n.  1. a. A feast formerly celebrated in England, during 

which bread from the season’s first wheat was consecrated at Mass in thanksgiv-

ing for the harvest.  b. A feast formerly celebrated in commemoration of Saint 

Peter’s deliverance from prison.   2. August 1, the day on which these feasts were 

celebrated.  [Middle English Lammasse, from Old English hl7fmæsse : hl7f, loaf + 

mæsse, Mass; see MASS.]

lam·mer·gei·er also lam·mer·gey·er (l4mùNr-gXÙNr) n.  A large predatory bird 

(Gypaetus barbatus) of the vulture family, ranging from the mountainous regions 

of southern Europe to China and having a wide wingspan and black plumage.  

Also called bearded vulture, ossifrage.  [German Lämmergeier : Lämmer, genitive 

pl. of Lamm, lamb (from Middle High German lamp, from Old High German 

lamb) + Geier, vulture (from Middle High German gXr, from Old High German).]

lamp (l4mp) n.  1. a. A device that generates light, heat, or therapeutic radiation.  

b. A vessel containing oil or alcohol burned through a wick for illumination.   

2. A celestial body that gives off or reflects light.  3. Something that illumines the 

mind or soul.  [Middle English lampe, from Old French, from Latin lampas, from 

Greek, from lampein, to shine.]

lamp·black (l4mpùbl4kÙ) n.  Fine soot collected from incompletely burned car-

bonaceous materials, used as a pigment and in matches, explosives, lubricants, 

and fertilizers.  Also called blacking 

lamp·brush chromosome (l4mpùbrƒshÙ kroùmN-somÙ) n.  A large chro-

mosome found especially in the immature eggs of amphibians, consisting of two 

long strands that form many brushlike loops along the main axis of the chromo-

some. 

lam·per eel (l4mùpNr Kl) n.  See lamprey.  [Alteration of LAMPREY.]

lam·pi·on (l4mùpK-Nn) n.  An oil-burning lamp, often of colored glass, for out-

door use.  [French, from Italian lampione, augmentative of lampa, lamp, from 

Old French lampe. See LAMP.]

lamp·light (l4mpùlXtÙ) n.  The light shed by a lamp. 



lamp·light·er (l4mpùlXÙtNr) n.  One that lights lamps. 

lamp oil (l4mp oil) n.  See kerosene. 
lam·poon (l4m-punù) n.  1. A broad satirical piece that uses ridicule to attack 

a person, a group, or an institution.  See Synonyms at caricature.  2. A light, 

good-humored satire.   —  v.  tr. lam·pooned, lam·poon·ing, lam·poons. To 

ridicule or satirize in or as if in a lampoon.  [French lampon, perhaps from lam-

pons, let us drink (from a common refrain in drinking songs), first person pl. 

imperative of lamper, to gulp down, of Germanic origin.] —lam·poonùer, 
lam·poonùist n.  —lam·poonùer·y n. 

lamp·post (l4mpùpostÙ) n.  A post supporting a street lamp. 

lam·prey (l4mùprK) n.  pl. lam·preys. Any of various primitive elongated 

freshwater or anadromous fishes of the family Petromyzontidae, characteristi-

cally having a jawless sucking mouth with rasping teeth.  Also called lamper eel 

[Middle English lamprei, from Old French lampreie, from Medieval Latin lam-

preda.]

lam·pro·phyre (l4mùprN-fXrÙ) n.  Any of several intermediate igneous rocks 

constituting feldspar and ferromagnesium minerals that occur as dikes and 

minor intrusions.  [German Lamprophyr : Greek lampros, clear (from lampein, to 

shine) + French porphyre, porphyry (from Old French porfire, from Medieval 

Latin porphyrium); see PORPHYRY.]

lamp·shade (l4mpùsh7dÙ) n.  Any of various protective or ornamental cover-

ings used to screen a light bulb. 

lamp·shell (l4mpùshHlÙ) n.  See brachiopod. 
lamp·work·ing (l4mpùwûrÙkVng) n.  The process of sculpting glass by twirling 

thin rods of colored glass over a gas-oxygen burner. 

LAN (l4n) n.  Computer Science. A system that links together electronic office 

equipment, such as computers and word processors, and forms a network within 

an office or a building.  [l(ocal-)a(rea) n(etwork).]

la·nai (lN-nXù, lä-) n.  pl. la·nais. A veranda or roofed patio.  [Hawaiian.]

La·nai (lN-nXù)  An island of central Hawaii west of Maui. It developed as a pine-

apple-growing area after 1922. 

la·nate (l7ùn7tÙ) adj.  Having or consisting of woolly hairs.  [Latin l7n7tus, from 

l7na, wool.]

Lan·ca·shire (l4ngùkN-shîrÙ, -shNr)  A historical region of northwest England on 

the Irish Sea. It was part of the kingdom of Northumbria in Anglo-Saxon times 

and became a county palatine in 1351. Long noted for its textiles, the area grew 

rapidly after the Industrial Revolution. 

Lan·cas·ter1 (l4ngùkN-stNr, -l4nù-)  English royal house that from 1399 to 1461 

produced three kings of England—Henry IV, Henry V, and Henry VI. During the 

Wars of the Roses its symbol was a red rose.   —Lan·casùtri·an (l4ng-k4sùtrK-Nn) 

adj.  & n. 



Lan·cas·ter2 (l4ngùkN-stNr, -k4sÙtNr, l4nù-)  1. A municipal borough of north-

west England north of Liverpool. Chartered in 1193, it was built on the site of a 

Roman frontier station. Population, 47,900.  2. An unincorporated community 

of southern California northeast of Los Angeles. It is a trade center for an irri-

gated farming area. Population, 97,291.  3. A city of south-central Ohio southeast 

of Columbus. The birthplace of William Tecumseh Sherman has been preserved. 

Population, 34,507.  4. A city of southeast Pennsylvania west of Philadelphia. A 

trade center in a rich farming region, it was settled by German Mennonites c. 

1709 and was the meeting place of the Continental Congress in 1777. Population, 

55,551. 

Lancaster Sound (l4ngùkN-stNr sound)  An arm of Baffin Bay between north-

ern Baffin Island and southern Devon Island in Northwest Territories, Canada. 

lance (l4ns) n.  1. a. A thrusting weapon with a long wooden shaft and a sharp 

metal head.  b. A similar implement for spearing fish.   2. A cavalry lancer.  

3. Medicine. See lancet (n., sense 1).   —  v.  tr. lanced, lanc·ing, lanc·es. 
1. To pierce with a lance.  2. Medicine. To make a surgical incision in; cut into:  

lance a boil.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin lancea, probably of 

Celtic origin.]

lance corporal (l4ns kôrùpNr-Nl) n.  Abbr. L.Cpl. 1. A noncommissioned rank 

in the U.S. Marine Corps that is above private first class and below corporal.  

2. One who holds this rank.  [From lancepesade, from obsolete French lancepes-

sade, from Italian lancia spezzata, superior soldier  : lancia, lance (from Latin lan-

cea); see LANCE + spezzata, feminine past participle of spezzare, to break to pieces 

(Latin dis-, apart; see dis- + pezza, piece from Medieval Latin pecia, piece).]

lance·let (l4nsùlVt) n.  Any of various small, flattened marine organisms of the 

subphylum Cephalochordata, structurally similar to the vertebrates but having a 

notochord rather than a true vertebral column.  Also called amphioxus 

Lan·ce·lot (l4nùsN-lNt, -lmtÙ, länù-) n.  In Arthurian legend, a Knight of the 

Round Table whose love affair with Queen Guinevere resulted in a war with King 

Arthur. 

lan·ce·o·late (l4nùsK-N-l7tÙ) adj.  Tapering from a rounded base toward an 

apex; lance-shaped:  lanceolate leaves.  [Late Latin lanceol7tus, from Latin lanceola, 

diminutive of Latin lancea, lance.] —lanùce·o·lateÙly adv. 

lanc·er (l4nùsNr) n.  1. A cavalryman armed with a lance.  2. A member of a reg-

iment originally armed with lances.  3. lancers. (used with a sing. verb). a. A 

form of quadrille.  b. The music for this dance.   [French lancier, from Old 

French, maker of lances, from lance, lance. See LANCE.]

lan·cet (l4nùsVt) n.  1. Medicine. A surgical knife with a short, wide, pointed dou-

ble-edged blade, used especially for making punctures and small incisions.  Also 

called lance 2. Architecture. a. A lancet arch.    —  adj.  A lancet window.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, diminutive of lance, lance. See LANCE.]



lancet arch (l4nùsVt ärch) n.  Architecture. An arch that is narrow and pointed 

like the head of a spear. 

lancet fish (l4nùsVt fVsh) n.  Either of two large, elongated marine fishes (Alepi-

sauri ferox or A. brevirostris) having long sharp teeth, a large dorsal fin, and no 

scales. 

lancet window (l4nùsVt wVnùdo) n.  Architecture. A tall, narrow window set in 

a lancet arch. 

lance·wood (l4nsùwtdÙ) n.  1. Any of several tropical American trees, espe-

cially Calycophyllum candidissimum, having hard, durable, uniformly grained 

wood.  2. The wood of this tree, used for construction and cabinet work. 

Lan·chow (länùjoù)  See Lanzhou. 
lan·ci·nat·ing (l4nùsN-n7ÙtVng) adj.  Characterized by a sensation of cutting, 

piercing, or stabbing.  [From lancinate, to stab, from Latin lancin7re, lancin7t-, to 

lacerate.]

land (l4nd) n.  Abbr. l. 1. The solid ground of the earth.  2. a. Ground or soil:  

tilled the land.  b. A topographically or functionally distinct tract:  desert land; 

prime building land.   3. a. A nation; a country.  b. The people of a nation, dis-

trict, or region.  c. lands. Territorial possessions or property.   4. Public or pri-

vate landed property; real estate.  5. An area or a realm:  the land of make-believe; 

the land of television.  6. Law. a. A tract that may be owned, together with every-

thing growing or constructed on it.  b. A landed estate.   7. The raised portion of 

a grooved surface, as on a phonograph record.   —  v.  land·ed, land·ing, 
lands.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To bring to and unload on land:  land cargo.  b. To set (a 

vehicle) down on land or another surface:  land an airplane smoothly; land a sea-

plane on a lake.   2. Informal. To cause to arrive in a place or condition:  Civil dis-

obedience will land you in jail.  3. a. To catch and pull in (a fish):  landed a big 

catfish.  b. Informal. To win; secure:  land a big contract.   4. Informal. To deliver:  

landed a blow on his opponent’s head.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To come to shore:  landed 

against the current with great difficulty.  b. To disembark:  landed at a crowded 

dock.   2. To descend toward and settle onto the ground or another surface:  The 

helicopter has landed.  3. Informal. To arrive in a place or condition:  landed at the 

theater too late for the opening curtain.  4. To come to rest in a certain way or 

place:  land on one’s feet.  [Middle English, from Old English. See lendh- in 

Appendix.]

Land (l4nd), Edwin Herbert. 1909-1991.  American inventor who developed 

(1932) the light-polarizing plastic film called Polaroid and incorporated it into 

lenses for cameras and sunglasses. He also invented the one-step photographic 

process (1947). 

lan·dau (l4nùdôÙ, -douÙ) n.  1. A four-wheeled carriage with front and back pas-

senger seats that face each other and a roof in two sections that can be lowered or 



detached.  2. A style of automobile with a similar roof.  [After Landau, a city of 

southwest Germany.]

Lan·dau (län-douù), Lev Davidovich. 1908-1968.  Soviet physicist. He won a 

1962 Nobel Prize for his contributions to low-temperature physics. 

land bank (l4nd b4ngk) n.  A bank that issues long-term loans on real estate in 

return for mortgages. 

land breeze (l4nd brKz) n.  A breeze that blows from the land toward open 

water. 

land bridge (l4nd brVj) n.  A neck of land that connects two landmasses; an 

isthmus. 

land crab (l4nd kr4b) n.  A terrestrial crab of the tropical family Gecarinidae, 

having a large square body. 

land·ed (l4nùdVd) adj.  1. Owning land:  the landed gentry.  2. Consisting of land 

or real estate:  landed property. 

land·er (l4nùdNr) n.  A space vehicle designed to land on a celestial body, such as 

the moon or a planet. 

land·fall (l4ndùfôlÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of sighting or reaching land 

after a voyage or flight.  2. The land sighted or reached after a voyage or flight. 

land·fill (l4ndùfVlÙ) n.  1. A method of solid waste disposal in which refuse is 

buried between layers of dirt so as to fill in or reclaim low-lying ground.  2. A site 

used for or reclaimed by such disposal.   —  v.  land·filled, land·fill·ing, 
land·fills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dispose of (waste material) in a landfill.  2. To fill in or 

reclaim (land) by this method.   —  v.  intr. To dispose of refuse or reclaim land by 

filling in low-lying ground. 

land·form (l4ndùfôrmÙ) n.  One of the features that make up the earth’s sur-

face, such as a plain, mountain, or valley. 

land grant (l4nd gr4nt) n.  A government grant of public land for a railroad, 

highway, or state college. 

land·grave (l4ndùgr7vÙ) n.  1. A man in medieval Germany who had jurisdic-

tion over a particular territory.  2. Used as the title for such a nobleman.  [From 

Middle Low German  : lant, land; see lendh- in Appendix + grave, count.]

land·gra·vi·ate (l4nd-gr7ùvK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  The rank and office of a landgrave or 

landgravine. 

land·gra·vine (l4ndùgrN-vKnÙ) n.  1. A woman holding the title to a landgravi-

ate.  2. The wife or widow of a landgrave.  3. Used as the title for such a noble-

woman.  [From Middle Low German landgravin, feminine of landgrave, 

landgrave. See LANDGRAVE.]

land·hold·er (l4ndùholÙdNr) n.  One that owns land.   —landùholdÙing n. 

land·ing (l4nùdVng) n.  Abbr. ldg. 1. a. The act or process of coming to land or 

rest, especially after a voyage or flight.  b. A termination, especially of a voyage or 

flight.   2. A site for loading and unloading passengers and cargo.  3. a. An inter-



mediate platform on a flight of stairs.  b. The area at the top or bottom of a stair-

case.  

landing craft (l4nùdVng kr4ft) n.  Abbr. LC A naval craft designed to convey 

troops and equipment from ship to shore. 

landing field (l4nùdVng fKld) n.  A tract of land used by aircraft for landing 

and taking off. 

landing gear (l4nùdVng gîr) n.  The components of an aircraft or a spacecraft 

that support the weight of the craft and its load and give it mobility on ground or 

water. 

landing strip (l4nùdVng strVp) n.  An aircraft runway without airport facilities.  

Also called airstrip 

Lan·dis (l4nùdVs), Kenesaw Mountain. 1866-1944.  American jurist and base-

ball commissioner (1921-1944) remembered for curbing corruption in profes-

sional baseball. 

land·la·dy (l4ndùl7ÙdK) n.  1. A woman who owns and rents land, buildings, or 

dwelling units.  2. A woman who runs a rooming house or an inn; an innkeeper. 

land·less (l4ndùlVs) adj.  Owning or having no land.   —landùless·ness n. 

land·line (l4ndùlXnÙ) n.  A communications cable, as one used to transmit tele-

phone or telegraph signals. 

land·locked (l4ndùlmktÙ) adj.  1. Entirely or almost entirely surrounded by 

land:  a landlocked country.  2. Confined to inland waters, as certain salmon. 

land·lord (l4ndùlôrdÙ) n.  1. A person who owns and rents land, buildings, or 

dwelling units.  2. A man who runs a rooming house or an inn; an innkeeper. 

land·lub·ber (l4ndùlƒbÙNr) n.  A person unfamiliar with the sea or seamanship.   
—landùlubÙber·ly adj. 

land·mark (l4ndùmärkÙ) n.  1. A prominent identifying feature of a landscape.  

2. A fixed marker, such as a concrete block, that indicates a boundary line.  3. An 

event marking an important stage of development or a turning point in history.  

4. A building or site that has historical significance, especially one that is marked 

for preservation by a municipal or national government.   —  adj.  Having great 

import or significance:  a landmark court ruling; a landmark decision. 

land·mass (l4ndùm4sÙ) n.  A large unbroken area of land. 

land mile (l4nd mXl) n.  See mile (n., sense 1). 

land mine (l4nd mXn) n.  1. An explosive mine laid usually just below the sur-

face of the ground.  2. Informal. A concealed yet incipient crisis. 

land office (l4nd ôùfVs) n.  A government office that handles and keeps records 

of the sale or transfer of public land. 

land-of·fice business (l4ndùôÙfVs bVzùnVs, -mfÙVs) n.  A thriving, extensive, or 

rapidly moving volume of trade. 

Land of Oz (l4nd ƒv mz) n.  See Oz. 



Lan·don (l4nùdNn), Alfred Mossman. Known as “Alf.” 1887-1987.  American 

politician who served as governor of Kansas (1933-1937) and ran unsuccessfully 

for President on the 1936 Republican ticket. 

Lan·dor (l4nùdôr, -dNr), Walter Savage. 1775-1864.  British writer who is best 

known for his Imaginary Conversations of Literary Men and Statesmen (1824-

1829). 

land·own·er (l4ndùoÙnNr) n.  One that owns land.   —landùownÙer·shipÙ n.  

—landùownÙing adj.  & n. 

Lan·dow·ska (l4n-dôfùskN, län-dôfùskä), Wanda. 1879?-1959.  Polish-born 

harpsichordist who was largely responsible for the modern revival of interest in 

the harpsichord. 

land-poor (l4ndùptrÙ) adj.  Owning much unprofitable land but lacking the 

capital to improve or maintain it. 

land reform (l4nd rV-fôrmù) n.  Measures, such as the division of large proper-

ties into smaller ones, that are taken to bring about a more equitable apportion-

ment of agricultural land.   —landù-re·formÙ (l4ndùrV-fôrmÙ) adj. 

land·scape (l4ndùsk7pÙ) n.  1. An expanse of scenery that can be seen in a sin-

gle view:  a desert landscape.  2. A picture depicting an expanse of scenery.  3. The 

branch of art dealing with the representation of natural scenery.  4. The aspect of 

the land characteristic of a particular region:  a bleak New England winter land-

scape.  5. An extensive mental view; an interior prospect: “They occupy the whole 

landscape of my thought” (James Thurber).   —  v.  land·scaped, 
land·scap·ing, land·scapes.  —  v.  tr. To adorn or improve (a section of 

ground) by contouring and by planting flowers, shrubs, or trees.   —  v.  intr. To 

arrange grounds artistically as a profession.  [Dutch landschap, from Middle 

Dutch landscap, region  : land, land; see lendh- in Appendix + -scap, state, condi-

tion (collective suff.).] —landùscapÙer n.  

WORD HISTORY: It would seem that in the case of the word landscape we have

an example of nature imitating art, insofar as sense development is concerned.

Landscape, first recorded in 1598, was borrowed as a painters’ term from Dutch

during the 16th century, when Dutch artists were on the verge of becoming mas-

ters of the landscape genre. The Dutch word landschap had earlier meant simply

“region, tract of land,” but had acquired the artistic sense, which it brought over

into English, of “a picture depicting scenery on land.” The fascinating thing is that

34 years pass after the first recorded use of landscape in English before the word

is used of a view or vista of natural scenery. This delay suggests that people were

first introduced to landscapes in paintings and then saw landscapes in real life.



landscape architect (l4ndùsk7pÙ ärùkV-tHktÙ) n.  One whose profession is the 

decorative and functional alteration and planting of grounds, especially at or 

around a building site.   —landscape architecture n. 

landscape gardener (l4ndùsk7pÙ gärdùnNr) n.  One whose occupation is the 

decoration of land by planting trees and shrubs and designing gardens.   —land-
scape gardening n. 

land·scap·ist (l4ndùsk7ÙpVst) n.  A painter of landscapes. 

Land·seer (l4ndùsîrÙ), Sir Edwin Henry. 1802-1873.  British painter known for 

his sentimental paintings of animals. 

Land’s End  or Lands End (l4ndzù Hndù)  A peninsula of southwest England on 

the coast of Cornwall. It is the westernmost point of the country. 

Lands·hut (läntsùhutÙ)  A city of southeast Germany on the Isar River north-

east of Munich. Founded in 1204, it was heavily damaged during the Thirty Years’ 

War (1618-1648). Population, 56,230. 

land·side (l4ndùsXdÙ) n.  The flat side of a plow opposite the furrow. 

lands·leit (läntsùlXtÙ) n.  Plural of landsman2. [Yiddish landslayt, from Middle 

High German lantsliute, natives, compatriots  : Old High German lant, land; see 

LANDSMAN
2 + Old High German liuti, pl. of liut, person, people; see leudh- in 

Appendix.]

land·slide (l4ndùslXdÙ) n.  1. a. The downward sliding of a relatively dry mass of 

earth and rock.  b. The mass that slides.  Also called landslip  2. a. An over-

whelming majority of votes for a political party or candidate.  b. An election that 

sweeps a party or candidate into office.   3. A great victory. 

land·slip (l4ndùslVpÙ) n.  See landslide (n., sense 1). 

Lands·mål (läntsùmôlÙ) n.  See New Norwegian.  [Norwegian  : land, coun-

try (from Old Norse); see lendh- in Appendix + mål, speech (from Old Norse 

m7l).]

lands·man1 (l4ndzùmNn) n.  One who lives and works on land. 

lands·man2 (läntsùmNn) n.  pl. lands·leit (-lXtÙ). A fellow Jew who comes from 

the same district or town, especially in Eastern Europe.  [Yiddish, from Middle 

High German lantsman, countryman  : Old High German lant, land; see lendh- 
in Appendix + Old High German man, man; see man-1 in Appendix.]

Land·stei·ner (l4ndùstXÙnNr, läntù-shtXÙ-), Karl. 1868-1943.  Austrian-born 

American pathologist. He won a 1930 Nobel Prize for the discovery of human 

blood groups. 

Land·tag (läntùtäkÙ) n.  1. A legislative assembly of a West German state.  2. A 

diet or an assembly in some German states in the 19th century.  [German  : Land, 

country (from Middle High German lant, from Old High German); see 

LANDSMAN
2 + Tag, day, diet, assembly (from Middle High German, from Old 

High German, influenced by Medieval Latin diKta, diet); see agh- in Appendix.]



land·ward (l4ndùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  To or toward land:  sailing landward; the 

landward side of a coastal fortification.   —landùwards adv. 

lane (l7n) n.  1. a. A narrow country road.  b. A narrow way or passage between 

walls, hedges, or fences.   2. A narrow passage, course, or track, especially: a. A 

prescribed course for ships or aircraft.  b. A strip delineated on a street or high-

way to accommodate a single line of vehicles:  a breakdown lane; an express lane.  

c. Sports. One of a set of parallel courses marking the bounds for contestants in a 

race, especially in swimming or track.  d. Sports. A wood-surfaced passageway or 

alley along which a bowling ball is rolled.   [Middle English, from Old English.]

Lane (l7n), James Henry. 1814-1866.  American politician, soldier, and aboli-

tionist who served as a U.S. senator from Kansas (1861-1866). 

La·ney (l7ùnK), Lucy Craft. 1854-1933.  American educator. She founded the 

Haines Normal and Industrial Institute, one of the first private schools for Black 

students, in Augusta, Georgia, in 1886. 

Lan·franc (l4nùfr4ngkÙ), 1005?-1089.  Italian-born English prelate and political 

adviser who was archbishop of Canterbury (1070-1089) and a counselor of Will-

iam the Conqueror. 

lang (l4ng) adj.  Scots. Long. 

Lang (l4ng), Andrew. 1844-1912.  British writer and anthropologist who is best 

known for his fairy tales, including The Blue Fairy Book (1889). 

Lang (l4ng), Fritz. 1890-1976.  Austrian-born American filmmaker. He made 

Metropolis (1927), M (1931), and a number of other expressionist films before 

fleeing to Hollywood from Nazi Germany. His American films include Fury 

(1936) and The Ministry of Fear (1944). 

lang. abbr.  Language. 

lang·bein·ite (l4ngùbX-nXtÙ, längù-) n.  An evaporite mineral, K2Mg2(SO4)3, 

used as a source of potassium sulfate for fertilizer.  [After A. Langbein, 19th-cen-

tury German chemist.]

Lang·e (längùN), Christian Louis. 1869-1938.  Norwegian pacifist and histo-

rian. He shared the 1921 Nobel Peace Prize for his work as secretary-general of 

the Inter-Parliamentary Union (1909-1933). 

Lange (l4ng), Dorothea. 1895-1965.  American photographer remembered for 

her documentary portraits of rural workers during the Depression. 

Lang·er (l4ngùNr), Susanne Knauth. 1895-1985.  American educator and phi-

losopher. Her major work, Philosophy in a New Key: A Study of the Symbolism of 

Reason, Rite, and Art (1942), developed the distinction between the discursive 

symbols used in conventional language and the nondiscursive symbols used in 

various art forms. 

Lang·ford (l4ngùfNrd), Nathaniel Pitt. 1832-1911.  American public official, 

conservationist, and explorer. He helped found (1872) and was the first superin-

tendent (1872-1877) of Yellowstone National Park. 



Lang·land (l4ngùlNnd), William. 1332?-1400.  English poet who is credited 

with the authorship of The Vision of William Concerning Piers the Plowman, a 

medieval religious allegory. 

lang·lauf (längùloufÙ) n.  Sports. A cross-country ski run.  [German  : lang, long 

(from Old High German); see del-1 in Appendix + Lauf, race (from Middle High 

German louf, from Old High German hlouf).] —langùlaufÙer n. 

lang·ley (l4ngùlK) n.  pl. lang·leys. A unit equal to one gram calorie per square 

centimeter of irradiated surface, used to measure solar radiation.  [After Samuel 
Pierpoint LANGLEY.]

Lang·ley (l4ngùlK)  A city of southern British Columbia, Canada, near the Wash-

ington border east-southeast of Vancouver. It is in a diversified farming area. 

Population, 15,124. 

Langley, Mount.  A peak, 4,227.9 m (14,026 ft) high, in the Sierra Nevada of 

southern California. 

Lang·ley (l4ngùlK), Samuel Pierpoint. 1834-1906.  American astronomer and 

aviation pioneer who built the first successful heavier-than-air flying machines. 

He directed the Smithsonian Institution from 1887 to 1906. 

Lang·muir (l4ngùmytrÙ), Irving. 1881-1957.  American chemist. He won a 

1932 Nobel Prize for his work in surface chemistry. 

Lan·go·bard (l4ngùgN-bärdÙ) n.  See Lombard1 (n., sense 1).  [Latin Langobar-

dus. See LOMBARD
1.] —LanÙgo·barùdic adj. 

lan·gouste (läN-gustù) n.  See spiny lobster.  [French, from Old French, 

from Old Provençal langosta, from Vulgar Latin *lacusta, from Latin locusta, lob-

ster, locust.]

lan·gous·tine (l4ngÙgN-stKnù) n.  A large, edible prawn.  [French, diminutive of 

langouste, langouste. See LANGOUSTE.]

lan·grage (l4ngùgrVj) n.  A type of shot consisting of scrap iron loaded into a 

case and formerly used in naval warfare to damage sails and rigging.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Lang·ston (l4ngùstNn), John Mercer. 1829-1897.  American diplomat, politi-

cian, and educator who served as U.S. minister to Haiti and chargé d’affaires to 

Santo Domingo (1877-1885) and later as a U.S. representative from Virginia 

(1890-1891). 

lang·syne also lang syne (l4ng-zXnù) Scots. adv.  Long ago; long since.   —  n.  

Time long past; times past.  [Scots lang syne, from Middle English lang sine : long, 

lang, long; see LONG
1 + sine, since (contraction of sithen, sithens); see SINCE.]

Lang·ton (l4ngùtNn), Stephen. 1150?-1228.  English prelate who as archbishop 

of Canterbury (1207-1228) sided with the nobility in their struggle with King 

John and was a signer of the Magna Carta (1215). 

Lang·try (l4ngùtrK), Lillie. Known as “the Jersey Lily.” 1853-1929.  British 

actress famous for her great beauty and her love affair with Edward VII. 



lan·guage (l4ngùgwVj) n.  Abbr. lang. 1. a. The use by human beings of voice 

sounds, and often written symbols representing these sounds, in organized com-

binations and patterns in order to express and communicate thoughts and feel-

ings.  b. A system of words formed from such combinations and patterns, used 

by the people of a particular country or by a group of people with a shared his-

tory or set of traditions.   2. a. A nonverbal method of communicating ideas, as 

by a system of signs, symbols, gestures, or rules:  the language of algebra.  

b. Computer Science. A system of symbols and rules used for communication 

with or between computers.   3. Body language; kinesics.  4. The special vocabu-

lary and usages of a scientific, professional, or other group: “his total mastery of 

screen language—camera placement, editing—and his handling of actors” (Jack 

Kroll).  5. A characteristic style of speech or writing:  Shakespearean language.  

6. a. Abusive, violent, or profane utterance: “language that would make your hair 

curl” (W.S. Gilbert).  b. A particular manner of utterance:  gentle language.   

7. The manner or means of communication between living creatures other than 

human beings:  the language of dolphins.  8. Verbal communication as a subject of 

study.  9. The wording of a legal document or statute as distinct from the spirit.  

[Middle English, from Old French langage, from langue, tongue, language, from 

Latin lingua. See digh7777- in Appendix.]

language laboratory (l4ngùgwVj l4bùrN-tôrÙK) n.  A room designed for 

learning foreign languages in which students use equipment such as tape record-

ers connected to monitoring devices enabling the instructor to listen and speak to 

the students individually or as a group. 

langue (läng, läNg) n.  Linguistics. Language viewed as a system including vocab-

ulary, grammar, and pronunciation of a particular community.  [French, from 

Old French. See LANGUAGE.]

Lan·gue·doc (läng-dôkù, läNg-)  A historical region and former province of 

south-central France on an arm of the Mediterranean Sea west of the Rhone 

River. Named after the Romance language of its inhabitants, it was conquered by 

the Franks in the eighth century and incorporated into the French royal domain 

in 1271. 

langue d’oc (läng dôkù) n.  The Romance language spoken in and around 

Provence and Roussillon, surviving in Provençal.  [French, from Old French  : 

langue, language + de, of + Old Provençal oc, yes.]

langue d’o·ïl (läng doilù, doiù, dô-Klù) n.  The Romance language of Gaul north 

of the Loire River, on which modern French is based.  [French, from Old French  : 

langue, language + de, of + oil, yes.]

lan·guet (l4ngùgwVt, l4ng-gwHtù) n.  A tongue-shaped thing, part, or process.  

[Middle English, from Old French languete, diminutive of langue, tongue, from 

Latin lingua. See digh7777- in Appendix.]



lan·guid (l4ngùgwVd) adj.  1. Lacking energy or vitality; weak:  a languid wave of 

the hand.  2. Showing little or no spirit or animation; listless:  a languid mood.  

3. Lacking vigor or force; slow:  languid breezes.  [French languide, from Latin 

languidus, from languKre, to be languid. See LANGUISH.] —lanùguid·ly adv.  

—lanùguid·ness n. 

lan·guish (l4ngùgwVsh) v.  intr. lan·guished, lan·guish·ing, lan·guish·es. 
1. To be or become weak or feeble; lose strength or vigor.  2. To exist or continue 

in miserable or disheartening conditions.  3. To remain unattended or be 

neglected:  legislation that continued to languish in committee.  4. To become 

downcast; pine:  languish for home and family.  5. To affect a wistful or languid 

air, especially in order to gain sympathy.  [Middle English languishen, from Old 

French languir, languiss-, from Latin languKre, to be languid. See slKg- in Appen-

dix.] —lanùguish·er n.  —lanùguish·ing·ly adv.  —lanùguish·ment n. 

lan·guor (l4ngùgNr, l4ngùNr) n.  1. Lack of physical or mental energy; listlessness.  

See Synonyms at lethargy.  2. A dreamy, lazy mood or quality: “It was hot, yet 

with a sweet languor about it” (Theodore Dreiser).  3. Oppressive quiet or still-

ness.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin, from languKre, to be lan-

guid. See LANGUISH.] —lanùguor·ous adj.  —lanùguor·ous·ly adv.  

—lanùguor·ous·ness n. 

lan·gur (läng-gtrù) n.  Any of various slender, long-tailed Asian monkeys of 

the genus Presbytis and related genera that eat leaves, fruits, and seeds and have a 

chin tuft and bushy eyebrows.  [Hindi lagg7r, perhaps from Sanskrit l7gg7lam, 

tail.]

lan·iard (l4nùyNrd) n.  Variant of lanyard. 
La·nier (lN-nîrù), Sidney. 1842-1881.  American writer and musician noted for 

his melodic poems, including “The Marshes of Glynn” (1878). His novel Tiger 

Lilies (1867) is based on his experiences as a Confederate soldier. 

la·nif·er·ous (lN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Having wool or woollike hair.  [Latin l7nifer 

(l7na, wool + -fer, -fer) + -OUS.]

lank (l4ngk) adj.  lank·er, lank·est. 1. Long and lean.  See Synonyms at lean2.  
2. Long, straight, and limp:  lank and floppy hair.  [Middle English, from Old 

English hlanc.] —lankùly adv.  —lankùness n. 

lank·y (l4ngùkK) adj.  lank·i·er, lank·i·est. Tall, thin, and ungainly.  See Syn-

onyms at lean2.  —lankùi·ly adv.  —lankùi·ness n. 

lan·ner (l4nùNr) n.  1. A falcon (Falco biarmicus) of Africa, the Mediterranean, 

and southern Asia.  2. A female of this species, used in falconry.  [Middle English 

laner, from Old French lanier, woolweaver, coward, from Latin l7n7rius, wool-

worker, from l7na, wool.]

lan·ner·et (l4nùN-rHtÙ) n.  A male lanner, smaller than the female, used in fal-

conry.  [Middle English laneret, from Old French, diminutive of lanier, lanner. 

See LANNER.]



lan·o·lin (l4nùN-lVn) n.  A fatty substance obtained from wool and used in soaps, 

cosmetics, and ointments.  Also called wool fat [German  : from Latin l7na, wool 

+ Latin oleum, oil.]

la·nose (l7ùnosÙ) adj.  Woolly.  [Latin l7nosus, from l7na, wool.] —la·nosùi·ty 
(-nmsùV-tK) n. 

Lans·dale (l4nzùd7lÙ)  A borough of southeast Pennsylvania north of Philadel-

phia. It has varied industries. Population, 16,362. 

Lan·sing (l4nùsVng)  1. A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago near 

the Indiana border. Population, 29,039.  2. The capital of Michigan, in the south-

central part of the state northwest of Detroit. It is an automobile-manufacturing 

center and became the state capital in 1847. Population, 127,321. 

Lan·sing (l4nùsVng), Robert. 1864-1928.  American public official who as U.S. 

secretary of state (1915-1920) arranged the purchase of the Virgin Islands (1917) 

and attended the peace conference ending World War I (1919). 

lan·ta·na (l4n-täùnN, -t4nùN) n.  Any of various aromatic, chiefly tropical shrubs 

of the genus Lantana, having dense spikes or heads and small colorful flowers.  

[New Latin Lantana, genus name, from Italian dialectal lantana, wayfaring tree, 

viburnum.]

lan·tern (l4nùtNrn) n.  1. a. An often portable case with transparent or translu-

cent sides for holding and protecting a light.  b. A decorative casing for a light, 

often of paper.  c. A light and its protective or decorative case.   2. a. The room at 

the top of a lighthouse where the light is located.  b. Obsolete. A lighthouse.   3. A 

structure built on top of a roof with open or windowed walls to admit light and 

air.  [Middle English, from Old French lanterne, from Latin lanterna, from Greek 

lamptKr, from lampein, to shine.]

lantern fish (l4nùtNrn fVsh) n.  Any of numerous small deep-sea fishes of the 

family Myctophidae that have distinguishing phosphorescent light organs along 

each body wall and that often swim to the surface at night. 

lantern fly (l4nùtNrn flX) n.  Any of various chiefly tropical insects of the family 

Fulgoridae that have an enlarged, elongated head, once thought to be lumines-

cent. 

lantern jaw (l4nùtNrn jô) n.  1. A lower jaw that protrudes beyond the upper 

jaw.  2. A long, thin jaw that gives the face a gaunt appearance.   —lanùtern-
jawedÙ (l4nùtNrn-jôdÙ) adj. 

lantern wheel (l4nùtNrn hwKl) n.  A small pinion consisting of circular disks 

connected by cylindrical bars that serve as teeth.  Also called lantern pinion 

lan·tha·nide (l4nùthN-nXdÙ) n.  See rare-earth element.  [LANTHAN(UM) + -

IDE.]

lanthanide series (l4nùthN-nXdÙ sîrùKz) n.  The set of chemically related ele-

ments with properties similar to those of lanthanum, with atomic numbers from 

57 to 71; the rare-earth elements. 



lan·tha·num (l4nùthN-nNm) n.  Symbol La A soft, silvery-white, malleable, duc-

tile, metallic rare-earth element, obtained chiefly from monazite and bastnaesite 

and used in glass manufacture and with other rare earths in carbon lights for 

movie and television studio lighting. Atomic number 57; atomic weight 138.91; 

melting point 920˚C; boiling point 3,469˚C; specific gravity 5.98 to 6.186; valence 

3.  [New Latin, from Greek lanthanein, to escape notice (from the finding of the 

element hidden in oxide of cerium).]

lant·horn (l4ntùhôrnÙ, l4nùtNrn) n.  Chiefly British. A lantern.  [Alteration 

(influenced by HORN, of which the sides were once made), of LANTERN.]

la·nu·gi·nous (lN-nuùjN-nNs, -nyuù-) also la·nu·gi·nose (-nosÙ) adj.  Cov-

ered with soft, short hair; downy.  [From Latin l7n7ginosus, from l7n7go, l7n7gin-

, lanugo. See LANUGO.] —la·nuùgi·nous·ness n. 

la·nu·go (lN-nuùgo, -nyuù-) n.  pl. la·nu·gos. A covering of fine, soft hair, as 

on a leaf, an insect, or a newborn child.  [Middle English, pith, from Latin l7n7go, 

down, from lana, wool.]

La·nús (lN-nusù, lä-)  A city of eastern Argentina, an industrial suburb of Bue-

nos Aires. Population, 465,691. 

lan·yard also lan·iard (l4nùyNrd) n.  1. Nautical. A short rope or gasket used for 

fastening something or securing rigging.  2. A cord worn around the neck for 

carrying something, such as a knife or whistle.  3. A cord with a hook at one end 

used to fire a cannon.  [Perhaps alteration (influenced by YARD
1, spar), of Middle 

English lainere, strap, from Old French laniere, from lasne, perhaps alteration 

(influenced by las, string); see LACE, of *nasle, lace, of Germanic origin.]

Lan·zhou also Lan·chow (länùjoù)  A city of central China on the Huang He 

(Yellow River) north of Chengdu. A major oil-refining center, it is the capital of 

Gansu province. Population, 1,060,000. 

Lao (lou) n.  pl. Lao or Laos (louz). 1. A member of a Buddhist people inhabit-

ing the area of the Mekong River in Laos and Thailand.  2. The Tai language of 

the Lao.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Lao or their language or culture. 

La·oc·o·on (l7-mkùo-mnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A Trojan priest of Apollo who 

was killed along with his two sons by two sea serpents for having warned his peo-

ple of the Trojan horse. 

La·od·i·ce·a (l7-mdÙV-sKùN, l7ÙN-dV-)  An ancient city of western Asia Minor in 

present-day western Turkey. Built by the Seleucids in the third century B.C., it was 

a prosperous Roman market town on the trade route from the East and an early 

center of Christianity. 

La·od·i·ce·an (l7-mdÙV-sKùNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Laodicea.  2. Indifferent 

or lukewarm especially in matters of religion.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of 

Laodicea.  [Adj., sense 2, in reference to Revelation 3:14-16.]

La·om·e·don (l7-mmùV-dmnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The founder and first king of 

Troy and father of Priam. 



La·os (lous, l7ùmsÙ)  A country of southeast Asia. Mainly united as a kingdom by 

1353, it became part of French Indochina in 1893 and finally gained its indepen-

dence in 1953. It has long been the scene of bitter guerrilla warfare. Vientiane is 

the capital and the largest city. Population, 3,811,000. 

La·o·tian (l7-oùshNn, louùshNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Laos or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.  2. Of or relating to the Lao people.   —  n.  1. A native or 

inhabitant of Laos.  2. A Lao. 

Lao-tzu (louùdzƒù) also Lao-tse  or Lao·zi (-dzNù), fl. sixth century B.C.  Chi-

nese philosopher who is traditionally regarded as the founder of Taoism. 

lap1 (l4p) n.  1. a. The front area from the waist to the knees of a seated person.  

b. The portion of a garment that covers the lap.   2. A hanging or flaplike part, 

especially of a garment.  3. An area of responsibility, interest, or control:  an 

opportunity that dropped in his lap.   —idiom. the lap of luxury. Conditions of 

great affluence or material comfort:  an heiress living in the lap of luxury.  [Middle 

English lappe, lappet, lap, from Old English læppa, lappet.] —lapùfulÙ n. 

lap2 (l4p) v.  lapped, lap·ping, laps.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To place or lay (some-

thing) so as to overlap another:  roof tiles that were lapped so that water will run 

off.  b. To lie partly over or on:  each shingle lapping the next; shadows that lapped 

the wall.   2. To fold (something) over onto itself:  a cloth edge that had been 

lapped and sewn to make a hem.  3. To wrap or wind around (something); encir-

cle.  4. To envelop in something; swathe:  models who were lapped in expensive 

furs.  5. To join (pieces, as of wood) by means of a scarf or lap joint.  6. To get 

ahead of (an opponent) in a race by one or more complete circuits of the course.  

7. To convert (cotton or other fibers) into a sheet or layer.  8. a. To polish (a sur-

face) until smooth.  b. To hone (two mating parts) against each other until 

closely fitted.    —  v.  intr. 1. To lie partly on or over something; overlap.  2. To 

form a lap or fold.  3. To wind around or enfold something.   —  n.  1. a. A part 

that overlaps.  b. The amount by which one part overlaps another.   2. a. One 

complete round or circuit, especially of a racetrack.  b. One complete length of a 

straight course, as of a swimming pool.   3. A segment or stage, as of a trip.  

4. a. A length, as of rope, required to make one complete turn around some-

thing.  b. The act of lapping or encircling.   5. A continuous band or layer of cot-

ton, flax, or other fiber.  6. A wheel, disk, or slab of leather or metal, either 

stationary or rotating, used for polishing and smoothing.  [Middle English lap-

pen, from lappe, lap, lappet. See LAP
1.]

lap3 (l4p) v.  lapped, lap·ping, laps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take in (a liquid or food) 

by lifting it with the tongue.  2. To wash or slap against with soft liquid sounds:  

waves lapping the side of the boat.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take in a liquid or food with 

the tongue.  2. To wash against something with soft liquid sounds.   —  n.  

1. a. The act or an instance of lapping.  b. The amount taken in by lapping.   

2. The sound of lapping.  3. A watery food or drink.   —phrasal verb. lap up. 



To receive eagerly or greedily:  lapping up praise.  [Middle English lapen, from Old 

English lapian.]

La Pal·ma1 (lN pälùmN, lä pälùmä)  An island of Spain in the northwest Canary 

Islands. 

La Pal·ma2 (lN pälùmN)  A city of southern California, a suburb of Los Angeles. 

Population, 15,663. 

lap·a·ro·scope (l4pùNr-N-skopÙ) n.  A slender, tubular endoscope that is 

inserted through an incision in the abdominal wall to examine or perform minor 

surgery within the abdominal or pelvic cavities.  [Greek lapara, flank (from lap-

aros, soft) + -SCOPE.]

lap·a·ros·co·py (l4pÙN-rmsùkN-pK) n.  pl. lap·a·ros·co·pies. An operation in 

which a laparoscope is used, as in an examination of the liver or the surgical treat-

ment of endometriosis.  [Greek lapara, flank; see LAPAROSCOPE + -SCOPY.] 
—lapÙa·ro·scopùic (-Nr-N-skmpùVk) adj.  —lapÙa·rosùco·pist n. 

lap·a·rot·o·my (l4pÙN-rmtùN-mK) n.  pl. lap·a·rot·o·mies. Surgical incision 

into the abdominal wall, especially into the flank.  [Greek lapara, flank; see LAP-

AROSCOPE + -TOMY.]

La Paz (lN päzù, lä päsù)  The administrative capital and largest city of Bolivia, in 

the western part of the country near Lake Titicaca. Built on the site of an Inca vil-

lage, it is the highest capital in the world, lying at an altitude of about 3,660 m 

(12,000 ft) above sea level. Population, 992,592. 

lap belt (l4p bHlt) n.  A seat belt that fastens across the lap. 

lap·board (l4pùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A flat board held on the lap as a substitute for 

a table or desk. 

lap dissolve (l4p dV-zmlvù) n.  See dissolve. 
lap dog (l4p dôg) n.  1. A small dog kept as a pet.  2. Informal. One that is eager 

to do another’s bidding, especially so as to maintain a position of privilege or 

favor: “a bunch of intellectual lap dogs for anybody who holds a big job in govern-

ment” (Mike Barnicle). 

la·pel (lN-pHlù) n.  The part of a garment, such as a coat or jacket, that is an exten-

sion of the collar and folds back against the breast.  [From LAP
1.] —la·peledù, 

la·pelledù adj. 

La Pé·rouse (lä p7-ruzù), Comte de Title of Jean François de Galaup. 1741-

1788?.  French explorer who led an expedition to the western Pacific Ocean 

(1785-1788). 

La Pérouse Strait (lä p7-ruzù str7t)  A channel of the western Pacific Ocean 

between Sakhalin Island and northern Hokkaido, Japan, connecting the Sea of 

Okhotsk with the Sea of Japan. 

lap·i·dar·i·an (l4pÙV-dârùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the working of stone or 

gems; lapidary.  [From Latin lapid7rius, stonecutter. See LAPIDARY.]



lap·i·dar·y (l4pùV-dHrÙK) n.  pl. lap·i·dar·ies. 1. One who cuts, polishes, or 

engraves gems.  2. A dealer in precious or semiprecious stones.   —  adj.  1. Of or 

relating to precious stones or the art of working with them.  2. a. Engraved in 

stone.  b. Marked by conciseness, precision, or refinement of expression:  lapi-

dary prose.  c. Sharply or finely delineated:  a face with lapidary features.   [Middle 

English lapidarie, from Old French lapidaire, from Latin lapid7rius, from lapis, 

lapid-, stone.]

la·pil·lus (lN-pVlùNs) n.  pl. la·pil·li (-pVlùXÙ). A small, solidified fragment of lava.  

[Latin, diminutive of lapis, stone.]

lap·in (l4pùVn, lä-p4Nù) n.  Rabbit fur, especially when dyed to imitate a more 

expensive fur.  [French, from Old French lapriel.]

lap·is laz·u·li (l4pÙVs l4zùN-lK, -yN-, l4zhùN-) n.  An opaque to translucent blue, 

violet-blue, or greenish-blue semiprecious gemstone composed mainly of lazurite 

and calcite.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin lapis lazulX : 
Latin lapis, stone + Medieval Latin lazulX, genitive of lazulum, lapis lazuli (from 

Arabic l7zaward, from Persian lajward).]

Lap·ith (l4pùVth) n.  Greek Mythology. One of a Thessalian tribe who at the disas-

trous wedding of their king defeated the drunken centaurs. 

lap joint (l4p joint) n.  A joint, as between two boards or metal parts, in which 

the ends or edges are overlapped and fastened together, usually so as to produce a 

flush or continuous surface. 

La·place  or La Place (lN-pl7sù)  A village of southeast Louisiana on the Missis-

sippi River west-northwest of New Orleans. It is a trade center in a truck farm and 

sugar cane area. Population, 16,112. 

La·place (lN-pläsù, lä-), Marquis Pierre Simon de. 1749-1827.  French mathe-

matician and astronomer noted for his theory of a nebular origin of the solar sys-

tem and his investigations into gravity and the stability of planetary motion. 

Lap·land (l4pùl4ndÙ, -lNnd)  A region of extreme northern Europe including 

northern Norway, Sweden, and Finland and the Kola Peninsula of northwest Rus-

sia. It is largely within the Arctic Circle.   —Lapùland·er n. 

La Pla·ta (lä pläùtä)  A city of east-central Argentina southeast of Buenos Aires. 

Founded in 1882, it is an industrial center. Population, 454,884. 

La Pla·ta Peak (lN pläùtN pKk)  A mountain, 4,380.1 m (14,361 ft) high, in the 

Sawatch Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

La Porte (lN pôrtù, portù)  1. A city of northwest Indiana west-southwest of 

South Bend. Settled in 1832, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 21,507.  

2. A city of southeast Texas on Galveston Bay east of Houston. It is a popular 

summer resort. Population, 16,836. 

Lapp (l4p) n.  1. A member of a people of nomadic herding tradition inhabiting 

Lapland.  Also called Sami 2. Any of the Finnic languages of the Lapps.  [Swedish, 



from Old Swedish lapper, piece, perhaps of Finnish origin.] —Lapùpish (l4pùVsh) 

adj. 

Lap·peen·ran·ta (l4pù7n-r4nÙtN, läùpHn-ränÙtä)  A city of southeast Finland 

near the Russian border northeast of Helsinki. Chartered in 1649, it was an 

important border fortress after 1721. Population, 53,966. 

lap·pet (l4pùVt) n.  1. A decorative flap or loose fold on a garment or headdress.  

2. A flaplike structure, such as the wattle of a bird or the lobe of the ear. 

lap robe (l4p rob) n.  A blanket or fur piece for covering the lap, legs, and feet, 

as of a passenger in an unheated car or carriage. 

lapse (l4ps) v.  lapsed, laps·ing, laps·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To fall from a pre-

vious level or standard, as of accomplishment, quality, or conduct:  lapse into bad 

habits; a team that lapsed into mediocrity halfway through the season.  b. To deviate 

from a prescribed or accepted way:  lapse into heresy.  c. To pass gradually or 

smoothly; slip:  lapse into reverie.   2. a. To come to an end, especially gradually or 

temporarily:  He realized that his attention had lapsed and he hadn’t heard the 

assignment.  b. To be no longer valid or active; expire:  She allowed her member-

ship to lapse after the first year.   3. Law. To pass to another through neglect or 

omission. Used of a right or privilege, a benefice, or an estate.  4. To go by; elapse:  

Years had lapsed since we last met.   —  v.  tr. To allow to lapse.   —  n.  1. The act 

or an instance of lapsing, as: a. A usually minor or temporary failure; a slip:  a 

lapse of memory; a lapse in judgment.  b. A deterioration or decline:  a lapse into 

barbarism.  c. A moral fall:  a lapse from grace.   2. A break in continuity; a pause:  

a lapse in the conversation.  3. A period of time; an interval:  a lapse of several years 

between the two revolutions.  4. Law. The termination of a right or privilege 

through disuse, neglect, or death.  [Middle English lapsen, to deviate from the 

normal, from laps, lapse of time, sin (from Old French, lapse of time, from Latin 

l7psus, from past participle of l7bX, to lapse), and from Latin l7ps7re, frequenta-

tive of l7bX Latin l7bX, l7ps-, to lapse.] —lapsùer n. 

lapsed (l4pst) adj.  No longer active or practicing:  a lapsed Catholic; a lapsed club 

member. 

lapse rate (l4ps r7t) n.  The rate of decrease of atmospheric temperature with 

increase in altitude. 

lap·strake (l4pùstr7kÙ) also lap·streak (-strKkÙ) adj.  Nautical. Clinker-built. 

Lap·tev Sea (l4pùtHfÙ sK, -tHvÙ, läpùtyVf)  A section of the Arctic Ocean north of 

eastern Russia between the Taimyr Peninsula and the New Siberian Islands. It is 

icebound most of the year. 

lap·top (l4pùtmpÙ) n.  Computer Science. A microcomputer small enough to use 

on one’s lap. 

La Pu·en·te (läÙ pt-HnùtK, pwHnùt7)  A city of southern California, a residen-

tial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 36,955. 



La·pu·tan (lN-pyutùn) adj.  Absurdly impractical or visionary, especially to the 

neglect of more useful activity.  [After the flying island of Laputa in Gulliver’s 

Travels by Jonathan Swift, where absurd projects are pursued and useful pursuits 

neglected.] —La·puùtan n. 

lap·wing (l4pùwVngÙ) n.  Any of several Old World birds of the genus Vanellus 

related to the plovers, especially V. vanellus, having a narrow crest and erratic 

flight behavior.  Also called green plover, pewit.  [Middle English, by folk etymol-

ogy (perhaps influenced by lapen, to lap; see lap3, and wing, wing ); see WING, 

from Old English hlKapewince : hlKapan, to leap + -wince, to waver.]

L’A·qui·la (l4kùwN-lN, läùkwK-lä) also A·qui·la (4kùwN-lN, äùkwK-lä)  A city of 

central Italy northeast of Rome. It is a trade and industrial center. Population, 

63,465. 

Lar (lär) n.  pl. Lar·es (lârùKz, lärù-). A tutelary deity or spirit of an ancient 

Roman household.  [Latin L7r, probably of Etruscan origin.]

Lar·a·mie (l4rùN-mK)  A city of southeast Wyoming west-northwest of Chey-

enne. Settled in 1868 with the coming of the railroad, it is the seat of the Univer-

sity of Wyoming (founded 1886). Population, 26,687. 

Laramie River (l4rùN-mK rVvùNr)  A river of northern Colorado and southeast 

Wyoming flowing about 348 km (216 mi) generally north and northeast to the 

North Platte River. 

lar·board (lärùbNrd) Nautical. n.  See port2.   —  adj.  On the port side.  [Alter-

ation (influenced by starboard), of Middle English laddebord : perhaps ladde, past 

participle of leden, to lead; see LEAD
1 + borde, side of a ship (from the fact that this 

side of the ship was guided by the steering apparatus on the other side of the 

ship); see STARBOARD.]

lar·ce·nist (lärùsN-nVst) also lar·ce·ner (-nNr) n.  One who commits larceny. 

lar·ce·nous (lärùsN-nNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving larceny:  a larcenous 

scheme; with larcenous intent.  2. Guilty of or given to larceny.   —larùce·nous·ly 
adv. 

lar·ce·ny (lärùsN-nK) n.  pl. lar·ce·nies. Law. The unlawful taking and removing 

of another’s personal property with the intent of permanently depriving the 

owner; theft.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman larcin, theft, from Latin 

latrocinium, robbery, from latro, robber, mercenary, utimately from Greek latron, 

pay, hire.]

larch (lärch) n.  1. Any of several deciduous, coniferous trees of the genus Larix, 

having needlelike leaves clustered on short shoots and heavy, durable wood.  

2. The wood of these trees.  [German Lärche, from Middle High German larche, 

from Latin larix, laric-.]

Larch River (lärch rVvùNr)  A river, about 434 km (270 mi) long, of northern 

Quebec, Canada, flowing northeast to join the Caniapiscau River. 



lard (lärd) n.  The white solid or semisolid rendered fat of a hog.   —  v.  tr. 

lard·ed, lard·ing, lards. 1. To cover or coat with lard or a similar fat.  2. To 

insert strips of fat or bacon in (meat) before cooking.  3. a. To enrich or lace 

heavily with extra material; embellish:  larded the report with quotations.  b. To fill 

throughout; inject: “The history of Sicily was larded with treachery” (Mario Puzo).   

[Middle English, from Old French larde, from Latin l7rdum.] —lardùy adj. 

lar·der (lärùdNr) n.  1. A place, such as a pantry or cellar, where food is stored.  

2. A supply of food.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin 

l7rd7rium, from Latin l7rdum, bacon.]

Lard·ner (lärdùnNr), Ringgold Wilmer. Known as “Ring.” 1885-1933.  Ameri-

can humorist and writer whose satirical short stories were published in collec-

tions, including You Know Me, Al (1916) and How to Write Short Stories (with 

Samples) (1924). 

La·re·do (lN-r7ùdo)  A city of southern Texas on the Rio Grande south-southwest 

of San Antonio. Established by Spanish settlers in 1755, it is a major port of entry 

and a retail, tourist, and industrial center. Population, 122,899. 

lar·ee (lârùK) n.  A unit of currency in the Maldives.  See Table at currency.  
[Ultimately from Persian l7rX.]

Lar·es (lârùKz) n.  Plural of Lar. 
lar·es and penates (lârùKz Nnd pN-n7ùtKz, lärù-) pl.n.  Treasured household 

possessions.  [Translation of Latin LarKs et Pen7tKs : LarKs, pl. of L7r, Lar + et, and 

+ Pen7tKs, Penates.]

large (lärj) adj.  larg·er, larg·est. Abbr. L, L., lg., lge. 1. Of greater than aver-

age size, extent, quantity, or amount; big.  2. Of greater than average scope, 

breadth, or capacity; comprehensive.  3. Important; significant:  had a large role 

in the negotiations; a large producer of paper goods.  4. a. Understanding and toler-

ant; liberal:  a large and generous spirit.  b. Of great magnitude or intensity; grand: 

“a rigid resistance to the large emotions” (Stephen Koch).   5. a. Pretentious; boast-

ful. Used of speech or manners.  b. Obsolete. Gross; coarse. Used of speech or lan-

guage.   6. Nautical. Favorable. Used of a wind.   —idiom. at large. 1. Not in 

confinement or captivity; at liberty:  a convict still at large.  2. As a whole; in gen-

eral:  the country at large.  3. Representing a nation, state, or district as a whole. 

Often used in combination:  councilor-at-large.  4. Not assigned to a particular 

country. Often used in combination:  ambassador-at-large.  5. At length; copi-

ously.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin largus, generous.] 
—largeùness n.  

SYNONYMS: large, big, great. The central meaning shared by these adjectives

is “being notably above the average in size or magnitude”: a large city; a large sum

of money; a big brown barn; a big sweep of open lawn; a great old oak tree; a great

ocean liner. 



ANTONYM: small

large calorie (lärj k4lùN-rK) n.  See calorie (n., sense 3a). 

large-heart·ed (lärjùhärùtVd) adj.  Having a generous disposition; sympathetic.   
—largeù-heartùed·ness n. 

large intestine (lärj Vn-tHsùtVn) n.  The portion of the intestine that extends 

from the ileum to the anus, forming an arch around the convolutions of the small 

intestine and including the cecum, colon, rectum, and anal canal. 

large·ly (lärjùlK) adv.  1. For the most part; mainly.  2. On a large scale; amply. 

large-mind·ed (lärjùmXnùdVd) adj.  Marked by breadth or tolerance of views; 

broad-minded.   —largeù-mindùed·ly adv.  —largeù-mindùed·ness n. 

large·mouth bass (lärjùmouthÙ b4s) n.  A North American freshwater food 

and game fish (Micropterus salmoides), mostly grayish black with a dark irregular 

stripe along each side and a large upper jaw extending past the eye. 

larg·er than life (lärùjNr th4n lXf) adj.  So impressive or imposing as to exceed 

most others of a class: “This is a person of surpassing integrity; a man of the utmost 

sincerity; somewhat larger than life” (Joyce Carol Oates). 

large-scale (lärjùsk7lù) adj.  1. Large in scope or extent.  2. Drawn or made 

large to show detail. 

large-scale integration (lärjùsk7lù VnÙtV-gr7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. LSI The tech-

nology for placing more than 100 integrated circuits on a single chip. 

lar·gess also lar·gesse (lär-zhHsù, -jHsù, lärùjHsÙ) n.  1. a. Liberality in bestowing 

gifts, especially in a lofty or condescending manner.  b. Money or gifts bestowed.   

2. Generosity of spirit or attitude.  [Middle English largesse, from Old French, 

from large, generous, from Latin largus.]

large-toothed aspen (lärjùtuthtÙ 4sùpNn, -tuthdÙ) n.  An eastern North 

American deciduous tree (Populus grandidentata) having ovate leaves with 

coarsely toothed margins and grayish lower surfaces. 

lar·ghet·to (lär-gHtùo) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a dignified style and slow tempo, 

usually considered to be slightly faster than largo but slower than adagio. Used 

chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. lar·ghet·tos. A larghetto passage or movement.  

[Italian, diminutive of largo, largo. See LARGO.]

larg·ish (lärùjVsh) adj.  Fairly large. 

lar·go (lärùgo) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a very slow tempo, usually considered to be 

slower than adagio, and with great dignity. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. 

lar·gos. A largo passage or movement.  [Italian, from Latin largus, generous.]

Lar·go (lärùgo)  A city of western Florida on the Gulf of Mexico northwest of St. 

Petersburg. It is a resort and processing center in a citrus-growing area. Popula-

tion, 65,674. 



Largo Ca·bal·le·ro (lärùgo k4bÙN-yHrùo, -Nl-, käÙbä-yHùrô), Francisco. 1869-

1946.  Spanish political leader who served as prime minister (1936-1937) after the 

outbreak of the Spanish Civil War but was ousted by a Communist uprising. 

lar·i·at (l4rùK-Nt) n.  1.  See lasso.  2. A rope for picketing grazing horses or 

mules.  [Spanish la reata : la, the (from Latin illa); see ALERT + reatar, to tie again 

(re-, again from Latin; see re- + atar, to tie from Latin apt7re, to join, from aptus, 

past participle of apere, to tie).]

Lá·ri·sa (läùrK-sä)  or La·ris·sa (lN-rVsùN)  A city of eastern Greece near the 

Aegean Sea. The chief city of ancient Thessaly, it was later part of the Byzantine 

Empire, Serbia, and Ottoman Turkey (until 1881). Population, 102,048. 

lark1 (lärk) n.  1. Any of various chiefly Old World birds of the family Alaudidae, 

especially the skylark, having a sustained, melodious song.  2. Any of several sim-

ilar birds, such as the meadowlark.  [Middle English laveroc, larke, from Old 

English l7werce.]

lark2 (lärk) n.  1. A carefree or spirited adventure.  2. A harmless prank.   —  v.  

intr. larked, lark·ing, larks. To engage in spirited fun or merry pranks.  [Per-

haps short for SKYLARK, to frolic, and possibly alteration of dialectal lake, play 

(from Middle English leik, laik, from Old Norse leikr).] —larkùer n.  —larkùish 
adj. 

lark·spur (lärkùspûrÙ) n.  See delphinium. 
lark·y (lärùkK) adj.  lark·i·er, lark·i·est. 1. High-spirited; zestful: “It’s a very 

larky Nureyev whom we see—a buoyant imp who... cavorts in various disguises” 

(Arlene Croce).  2. Silly; zany: “The filmmakers replace characterization with larky 

pop-culture references and associations” (David Denby).   —larkùi·ness n. 

La Roche·fou·cauld (lä rosh-fu-koù, -rôsh-), Duc François de. 1613-1680.  

French writer of moralistic aphorisms, published as Maxims (1665). 

La Ro·chelle (läÙ rN-shHlù, rô-)  A city of western France on the Bay of Biscay 

southwest of Tours. It was a Huguenot stronghold in the 16th century. Popula-

tion, 75,840. 

La·rousse (lä-rusù), Pierre Athanase. 1817-1875.  French lexicographer, 

grammarian, and encyclopedist who founded a publishing company (1852) and 

compiled the Grand Dictionnaire Universel du XIXe Siècle (1866-1876). 

lar·ri·gan also Lar·ri·gan (l4rùV-gNn) n.  A moccasin with knee-high leggings 

made of oiled leather.  [Origin unknown.]

lar·rup (l4rùNp) v.  tr. lar·ruped, lar·rup·ing, lar·rups. To beat, flog, or thrash.   
—  n.  A blow.  [Perhaps from Dutch larpen, to slap, thrash, from larp, rod, whip.]

Lar·tet (lär-t7ù), Édouard Armand Isidore Hippolyte. 1801-1871.  French 

archaeologist and pioneer paleontologist who discovered examples of art dating 

from the Stone Age in caves of southwestern France. 

lar·um (l4rùNm) n.  An alarm.  [Middle English larum-, as in larumbelle, short for 

alarum. See ALARUM.]



lar·va (lärùvN) n.  pl. lar·vae (-vK)  or lar·vas. 1. The newly hatched, wingless, 

often wormlike form of many insects before metamorphosis.  2. The newly 

hatched, earliest stage of any of various animals that undergo metamorphosis, 

differing markedly in form and appearance from the adult.  3. Roman Mythology. 

A malevolent spirit of the dead; a lemur.  [Latin l7rva, specter, mask (because it 

acts as a specter of or a mask for the adult form).] —larùval adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The word larva referring to the newly hatched form of in-

sects before they undergo metamorphosis comes from the Latin word l7rva,

meaning “evil spirit, demon, devil.” To understand why this should be so, we need

to know that the Latin word also was used for a terrifying mask, and it is this sense

of the word that has come down to us. In Medieval Latin larva could mean “mask

or visor.” Larva is therefore an appropriate term for that stage of an insect’s life

during which its final form was still hidden or masked, and New Latin l7rva was

thus applied by Carolus Linnaeus, the Swedish botanist who originated our sys-

tem of classifying plants and animals. The word larva is first recorded in English

in its scientific sense in 1768, although it had been used in its “spirit” sense in

1651 and in a way that foreshadowed the usage by Linnaeus in 1691.

lar·vi·cide (lärùvV-sXdÙ) n.  An insecticide designed to kill larval pests.   
—larÙvi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

laryng- pref.  laryngo-. 
la·ryn·ge·al (lN-rVnùjK-Nl, -jNl, l4rÙNn-jKùNl) also la·ryn·gal (lN-rVngùgNl) adj.  

1. Of, relating to, affecting, or near the larynx.  2. Produced in or with the larynx; 

glottal.   —  n.  1. A laryngeal sound.  2. Any of a set of h-like sounds recon-

structed for early Proto-Indo-European and partially preserved in Anatolian.  

[From New Latin laryngeus, from Greek larunx, larung-, larynx.]

lar·yn·gec·to·my (l4rÙNn-jHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. lar·yn·gec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of part or all of the larynx. 

la·ryn·ges (lN-rVnùjKz) n.  A plural of larynx. 
lar·yn·gi·tis (l4rÙNn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the larynx.   —larÙyn·gitùic (-

jVtùVk) adj. 

laryngo-  or laryng- pref.  Larynx:  laryngoscope.  [New Latin, from Greek 

larungo-, from larunx, larung-, larynx.]

lar·yn·gol·o·gy (l4rÙNn-gmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of medicine that studies and 

treats the larynx, pharynx, and fauces.   —larÙyn·golùo·gist n. 

la·ryn·go·phar·ynx (lN-rVngÙgo-f4rùVngks) n.  The portion of the pharynx just 

above the larynx. 

la·ryn·go·scope (lN-rVngùgN-skopÙ, -rVnùjN-) n.  A tubular endoscope that is 

inserted into the larynx through the mouth and used for observing the interior of 



the larynx.   —la·rynÙgo·scopùic (-skmpùVk), la·rynÙgo·scopùi·cal adj.  

—la·rynÙgo·scopùi·cal·ly adv.  —larÙyn·gosùco·py (l4rÙNn-gmsùkN-pK) n. 

lar·ynx (l4rùVngks) n.  pl. la·ryn·ges (lN-rVnùjKz)  or lar·ynx·es. The part of the 

respiratory tract between the pharynx and the trachea, having walls of cartilage 

and muscle and containing the vocal cords enveloped in folds of mucous mem-

brane.  [New Latin, from Greek larunx.]

la·sa·gna also la·sa·gne (lN-zänùyN) n.  1. Flat, wide strips of pasta.  2. A dish 

made by baking such pasta with layers of tomato sauce and fillings such as cheese 

or ground meat.  [Italian, possibly from Vulgar Latin *lasania, from Latin 

lasanum, chamber pot, cooking pot, from Greek lasanon.]

La Salle (lN s4lù, lä)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on Montreal Island and 

the St. Lawrence River. It is a residential suburb of Montreal. Population, 76,299. 

La Salle (lN s4lù, lä), Sieur de Title of Robert Cavelier. 1643-1687.  French 

explorer in North America who claimed Louisiana for France (1682). 

las·car (l4sùkNr) n.  An East Indian sailor, army servant, or artillery trooper.  

[Urdu lashkar, army, from Persian, from Arabic al-1askar, the army  : al, the + 

1askar, army.]

Las Ca·sas (läs käùsNs, -säs), Bartolomé de. Known as “Apostle of the Indies.” 

1474-1566.  Spanish missionary and historian who sought to abolish the oppres-

sion and enslavement of the native peoples in the Americas. 

Las·caux (l4-skoù)  A cave of southwest France in the Dordogne River valley. 

The cave, discovered in 1940 and now closed to the public, contains important 

Paleolithic paintings, primarily of animals. 

las·civ·i·ous (lN-sVvùK-Ns) adj.  1. Given to or expressing lust; lecherous.  

2. Exciting sexual desires; salacious.  [Middle English, from Late Latin lascXviosus, 

from Latin lascXvia, lewdness, playfulness, from lascXvus, lustful, playful. See las- 
in Appendix.] —las·civùi·ous·ly adv.  —las·civùi·ous·ness n. 

Las Cru·ces (läs kruùsVs)  A city of southern New Mexico on the Rio Grande 

north-northwest of El Paso, Texas. Irrigated farming and the nearby White Sands 

Missile Range are important to its economy. Population, 62,126. 

lase (l7z) v.  intr. lased, las·ing, las·es. To function as a laser; emit coherent 

radiation by the action of a laser.  [Back-formation from LASER.]

la·ser (l7ùzNr) n.  1. Any of several devices that convert incident electromagnetic 

radiation of mixed frequencies to one or more discrete frequencies of highly 

amplified and coherent ultraviolet, visible, or infrared radiation.  2. A device 

whose output is in an invisible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.  [l(ight) 

a(mplification by) s(timulated) e(mission of) r(adiation).]

laser disk (l7ùzNr dVsk) n.  See optical disk. 
laser printer (l7ùzNr prVnùtNr) n.  A printer that uses a laser to produce an 

image on a rotating drum before electrostatically transferring the image to paper. 



La Seyne-sur-Mer (lä s7nÙsûr-mHrù, -sür-)  A city of southeast France on the 

Mediterranean Sea southwest of Toulon. It is a shipbuilding center. Population, 

57,659. 

lash1 (l4sh) n.  1. a. A stroke or blow with or as if with a whip.  b. A whip.  

c. The flexible portion of a whip, such as a plait or thong.   2. Punishment 

administered with a whip.  3. a. A lacerating presence or power:  the lash of con-

science.  b. A caustic verbal attack.   4. An eyelash.   —  v.  lashed, lash·ing, 
lash·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike with or as if with a whip.  2. To strike against with 

force or violence:  sleet lashing the roof.  3. To beat or swing rapidly:  The alligator 

lashed its tail in the water.  4. To make a scathing oral or written attack against.  

5. To drive or goad; sting:  words that lashed them into action.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move swiftly or violently; thrash:  heard the snake lashing about in the leaves.  

2. a. To aim a sudden blow; strike:  The mule lashed out with its hind legs.  b. To 

beat; flail:  waves lashing at the shore.   3. To make a scathing verbal or written 

attack:  lashed out at her critics during the interview.  [Middle English, probably 

from lashen, to deal a blow, perhaps of imitative origin.]

lash2 (l4sh) v.  tr. lashed, lash·ing, lash·es. To secure or bind, as with a rope, 

cord, or chain.  [Middle English lashen, lasen, to lace, from Old French lachier, 

lacier, from Vulgar Latin *lace7re, from Latin laque7re, to ensnare, from laqueus, 

snare. See LACE.]

lash·er1 (l4shùNr) n.  One that lashes, as with a whip. 

lash·er2 (l4shùNr) n.  One who lashes so as to secure or bind, as with a rope. 

lash·ing (l4shùVng) n.  Something used for securing or binding. 

lash·ings (l4shùVngz) pl.n.  Chiefly British. Lavish quantities.  [From LASH
1, to 

lavish (obsolete).]

Las·ki (l4sùkK), Harold Joseph. 1893-1950.  British political scientist and mem-

ber of the Fabian Society who led the British Labor Party (1945-1946). 

Las Pal·mas (läs pälùmäs)  The chief city of the Canary Islands of Spain, on the 

northeast coast of Grand Canary Island. It was founded in the late 15th century. 

Population, 377,353. 

La Spe·zia (lä spHtùsK-N, spHùtsyä)  A city of northwest Italy east-southeast of 

Genoa on the Gulf of La Spezia, an arm of the Ligurian Sea. The city is a major 

seaport and year-round resort. Population, 115,215. 

lass (l4s) n.  1. A girl or young woman.  2. A sweetheart.  [Middle English las, 

probably of Scandinavian origin.]

Las·sa fever (läùsN fKùvNr, l4sùN) n.  An acute, often fatal viral disease endemic 

to West Africa and characterized by high fever, headache, ulcers of the mucous 

membranes, and disturbances of the gastrointestinal tract.  [After Lassa, a village 

of northeast Nigeria.]



Las·salle (lN-s4lù, lä-sälù), Ferdinand. 1825-1864.  German politician. A 

founder (1863) of the predecessor of the Social Democratic Party, he promoted 

the political involvement of the working class. 

Las·sen Peak (l4sùNn pKk)  An active volcano, 3,188.2 m (10,453 ft) high, in the 

Cascade Range of northern California. 

las·sie (l4sùK) n.  A lass. 

las·si·tude (l4sùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  A state or feeling of weariness, diminished 

energy, or listlessness.  See Synonyms at lethargy.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin lassit7do, from lassus, weary. See lK- in Appendix.]

las·so (l4sùo, l4-suù) n.  pl. las·sos or las·soes. A long rope with a running 

noose at one end, used especially to catch horses and cattle.  Also called lariat  —  
v.  tr. las·soed, las·so·ing, las·sos or las·soes. To catch with or as if with such 

a long rope.  [Spanish lazo, from Vulgar Latin *laceum, noose. See LACE.] 
—lasùso·er n. 

last1 (l4st) adj.  1. Being, coming, or placed after all others; final:  the last game of 

the season.  2. Being the only one left:  his last nickel; as a last resort.  3. Just past; 

most recent:  last year; the last time I checked.  4. Most up-to-date; newest:  the last 

thing in swimwear.  5. Highest in extent or degree; utmost:  to the last measure of 

human endurance.  6. Most valid, authoritative, or conclusive:  The arbiter will 

have the last say in resolving this dispute.  7. a. Least likely or expected:  the last 

person we would have suspected.  b. The least desirable or suitable:  the last man for 

the job.   8. Being the latest possible:  waited until the last second before boarding 

the train.  9. Lowest in rank or importance:  last prize; last place.  10. Used as an 

intensive:  Every last dollar was donated to charity.  11. a. Of or relating to a ter-

minal period or stage, as of life:  the last days of the dinosaurs.  b. Administered 

just before death:  the last sacraments.    —  adv.  1. After all others in chronology 

or sequence:  arrived last.  2. Most recently:  a fashion last popular in the 1940’s.  

3. At the end; finally:  Add the butter last.   —  n.  1. One that is at the end or last:  

the last to be chosen; on every page but the last.  2. The end:  held out until the last.  

3. The final mention or appearance:  haven’t seen the last of our troubles.   —idi-
oms. at last. After a considerable length of time; finally.  at long last. After a 

lengthy or troublesome wait or delay:  At long last the winter was over.  [Middle 

English, from Old English latost, superlative of læt, late. See lK- in Appendix.] 
—lastùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: last, final, terminal, eventual, ultimate. These adjectives mean

coming after all others in chronology or sequence. Last applies to what comes at

the end of a series, as of like things: the last day of the month; the last piece of candy.

The last time I saw them they were fine. Something final comes at the end of a

progression or process; the term stresses the definitiveness and decisiveness of the

conclusion: This is our final offer. The decision of the board of trustees will be final.



“I believe that unarmed truth and unconditional love will have the final word in

reality” (Martin Luther King, Jr.). Terminal applies to what marks or forms a limit

or boundary, as in space, time, or development: In order to increase its freight rev-

enues the railroad chose as its terminal city a town with a large harbor. Something

eventual will inevitably come about as a result of a particular circumstance or con-

tingency: If prices continue to spiral out of control, it is reasonable to expect the even-

tual collapse of the stock market. Ultimate applies to what concludes a series, pro-

cess, or progression, to what constitutes a final result or objective, and to what is

most distant or remote, as in time: the ultimate sonata of that opus; our ultimate

goal; the ultimate effect; an ultimate authority. “I know no safe depository of the

ultimate powers of the society but the people themselves” (Thomas Jefferson).

last2 (l4st) v.  last·ed, last·ing, lasts.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To continue in time; go 

on:  The war lasted four years.  b. To continue; survive:  The patient is not expected 

to last much longer.   2. a. To remain in good or usable condition:  Produce lasts 

longer if it is refrigerated. I wanted a car that would last.  b. To continue in force or 

practice:  wondered if the marriage would last.   3. To remain in adequate supply:  

Will our water last?   —  v.  tr. 1. To keep adequately supplied:  left enough bread to 

last the family for the weekend.  2. To persist or endure for the entire length of; 

survive:  hoped to last the season without injuring her leg again.  [Middle English 

lasten, from Old English l<stan. See leis-1 in Appendix.]

last3 (l4st) n.  A block or form shaped like a human foot and used in making or 

repairing shoes.   —  v.  tr. last·ed, last·ing, lasts. To mold or shape on a last.  

[Middle English leste, laste, from Old English l<ste, from l<st, l7st, sole of the 

foot. See leis-1 in Appendix.]

last4 (l4st) n.  Chiefly British. A unit of volume or weight varying for different 

commodities and in different districts, equal to about 80 bushels, 640 gallons, or 

2 tons.  [Middle English, load, a kind of measure, from Old English hlæst, load.]

last-born  or last·born (l4stùbôrnù) adj.  Last in order of birth; youngest.   —  
n.  One that is born last, as a youngest child. 

last-ditch (l4stùdVchù) adj.  Done or made as a final recourse, especially to pre-

vent a crisis or disaster:  a last-ditch effort to avert the threatened strike. 

Las·tex (l4sùtHksÙ)  A trademark used for a yarn having a core of elastic rubber 

wound with rayon, nylon, silk, or cotton threads. 

last hurrah (l4st ht-räù) n.  A final appearance or effort, especially at the end 

of a career:  a reelection campaign that was expected to be her last hurrah.  [After 

The Last Hurrah, a novel by Edwin O’Connor (1918-1968), American writer.]

last-in, first-out (l4stùVnù fûrstùoutù) n.  Accounting. A method of inventory 

accounting in which the most recently acquired items are assumed to have been 

the first sold. In a period of rising prices, this method yields a lower ending inven-



tory, a higher cost of goods sold, a lower gross profit (assuming constant price), 

and a lower taxable income.  Also called LIFO 

last·ing (l4sùtVng) adj.  Continuing or remaining for a long time; enduring:  a 

lasting peace.   —  n.  A sturdy twilled fabric.   —lastùing·ly adv.  

—lastùing·ness n. 

Last Judgment (l4st jƒjùmNnt) n.  The final judgment by God of all human-

kind, especially as envisioned in Christian, Jewish, and Islamic scriptures. 

last laugh (l4st l4f) n.  Ultimate success or victory, achieved after an apparent 

failure or loss:  After all was said and done, our competitors had the last laugh: they 

cornered the market. 

last minute (l4st mVnùVt) n.  The period just before a significant or awaited 

moment such as a deadline, due date, or scheduled event:  always waits until the 

last minute to do his holiday shopping.   —lastù-minùute (l4stùmVnùVt) adj. 

last rites (l4st rXts) pl.n.  1. Rites performed in connection with a death or 

burial.  2. A rite or sacrament administered to a dying person. 

last straw (l4st strô) n.  The last of a series of annoyances or disappointments 

that leads one to a final loss of patience, temper, trust, or hope.  [From the prov-

erb “It’s the last straw that breaks the camel’s back”.]

Last Supper (l4st sƒpùNr) n.  Jesus’s supper with his disciples on the night 

before his crucifixion, at which he instituted the Eucharist.  Also called Lord’s 

Supper 

last word (l4st wûrd) n.  1. The final statement in a verbal argument.  2. a. A 

conclusive or authoritative statement or treatment:  The report was considered to 

be the last word on the hazards of smoking.  b. Power or authority of ultimate deci-

sion:  The treasurer has the last word in all financial matters.   3. Informal. The 

newest or most fashionable example of its kind; the latest thing:  a food processor 

that is the last word in kitchen equipment. 

Las Ve·gas (läs v7ùgNs)  A city of southeast Nevada near the California and Ari-

zona borders. It is a major tourist center known for its casinos. Population, 

258,295. 

lat. abbr.  Latitude. 

Lat. abbr.  1. Latin.  2. Latvia; Latvian. 

latch (l4ch) n.  1. A fastening, as for a door or gate, typically consisting of a bar 

that fits into a notch or slot and is lifted from either side by a lever or string.  2. A 

spring lock, as for a door, that is opened from the outside by a key.   —  v.  

latched, latch·ing, latch·es.  —  v.  tr. To close or lock with or as if with a 

latch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have or be closed with a latch.  2. To shut tightly so that 

the latch is engaged:  a door too warped to latch.   —idiom. latch on to (or latch 
onto). To get hold of; obtain:  latched on to a fortune in the fur trade.  [Middle 

English latche, from lacchen, to seize, from Old English læccan.]



latch·et (l4chùVt) n.  A leather thong or strap used to fasten a shoe or sandal on 

the foot.  [Middle English lachet, from Old French lacet, lachet, from lace, lace. 

See LACE.]

latch·key (l4chùkKÙ) n.  A key for opening a latch or lock, especially one on an 

outside door. 

latchkey child (l4chùkKÙ chXld) n.  A usually school-age child who regularly 

spends part of the day unsupervised at home while the parents are at work. 

latch·string (l4chùstrVngÙ) n.  A cord attached to a latch and often passed 

through a hole in the door to allow lifting of the latch from the outside. 

late (l7t) adj.  lat·er, lat·est. Abbr. l. 1. Coming, occurring, or remaining after 

the correct, usual, or expected time; delayed:  The bus is late.  See Synonyms at 

tardy.  2. a. Beginning after or continuing past the usual or expected hour:  a 

late breakfast; a late meeting.  b. Occurring at an advanced hour, especially well 

into the evening or night:  a late movie on television; the late flight to Denver.   

3. Of or toward the end or more advanced part, as of a period or stage:  the late 

19th century; a later symptom of the disease.  4. a. Having begun or occurred just 

previous to the present time; recent:  a late development.  b. Contemporary; up-

to-date:  the latest fashion.   5. a. Having recently occupied a position or place:  

the company’s late president gave the address.  b. Dead, especially if only recently 

deceased:  in memory of the late explorer.    —  adv.  later, latest. 1. After the 

expected, usual, or proper time:  a train that arrived late; woke late and had to skip 

breakfast.  2. a. At or until an advanced hour:  talked late into the evening.  b. At 

or into an advanced period or stage:  a project undertaken late in her career.   

3. Recently:  As late as last week he was still in town.   —idiom. of late. Recently; 

lately:  was feeling better of late.  [Middle English, from Old English læt. See lK- in 

Appendix.] —lateùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: It is technically correct to use a phrase such as our late treasurer

to refer to a person who is still alive but who no longer holds the relevant post,

but the use of former in this context will ensure that no embarrassing misunder-

standing is created.

late blight (l7t blXt) n.  A disease of potato plants caused by the fungus Phy-

tophthora infestans and characterized by decay of the foliage and tubers. 

late·com·er (l7tùkƒmÙNr) n.  1. One that arrives late:  waited for the latecomers 

to be seated.  2. A recent arrival, participant, or convert:  a company that was a 

latecomer to the video-game market. 

lat·ed (l7ùtVd) adj.  Belated.  [From LATE.]

la·teen (lN-tKnù, l4-) Nautical. adj.  Being, relating to, or rigged with a triangular 

sail hung on a long yard that is attached at an angle to the top of a short mast.   
—  n.  1. A lateen-rigged boat.  2. A lateen sail.  [French (voile) latine, lateen 



(sail), feminine of latin, Latin (from its use in the Mediterranean), from Old 

French. See LATIN.]

Late Greek (l7t grKk) n.  The Greek language as used from the fourth to the 

ninth century A.D. 

Late Hebrew (l7t hKùbru) n.  The Hebrew language as used from the 12th to 

the 18th century. 

Late Latin (l7t l4tùn) n.  The Latin language as used from the third to the sev-

enth century A.D. 

late·ly (l7tùlK) adv.  Not long ago; recently. 

lat·en (l7tùn) v.  tr. intr. lat·ened, lat·en·ing, lat·ens. To make or grow late. 

la·ten·cy (l7tùn-sK) n.  pl. la·ten·cies. 1. The state or quality of being latent.  

2. The psychoanalytic stage of development, from about five years to puberty, 

during which a child represses sexual urges and prefers to associate with members 

of the same sex. 

La Tène (lä tHnù) adj.  Of or relating to an Iron Age European civilization dating 

from the fifth to the first century B.C.  [After La Tène, a district at the eastern end 

of the Lake of Neuchâtel in Switzerland.]

la·tent (l7tùnt) adj.  1. Present or potential but not evident or active:  latent tal-

ent.  2. Pathology. In a dormant or hidden stage:  a latent infection.  3. Biology. 

Undeveloped but capable of normal growth under the proper conditions:  a latent 

bud.  4. Psychology. Present in the unconscious mind but not consciously 

expressed.   —  n.  A fingerprint that is not apparent to the eye but can be made 

sufficiently visible, as by dusting or fuming, for use in identification.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin latKns, latent- present participle of latKre, to 

lie hidden.] —laùtent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: latent, dormant, quiescent. These adjectives mean present or in

existence but not active or manifest. What is latent is present but not visible or

apparent: latent energy; latent ability. His critical remark immediately awakened all

her latent hostility. Dormant evokes the idea of sleep; the term applies to what is

inactive or in suspended animation: a dormant volcano. Her enormous talents were

dormant. Persons or things are quiescent when they cease to be active; some-

times—but not always—the term suggests temporary inactivity: “How for nine

years you could be patient and quiescent under any treatment... I can never compre-

hend” (Charlotte Brontë). “For a time, he [the whale] lay quiescent” (Herman

Melville).

latent heat (l7tùnt hKt) n.  The quantity of heat absorbed or released by a sub-

stance undergoing a change of state, such as ice changing to water or water to 

steam, at constant temperature and pressure.  Also called heat of transformation 



latent period (l7tùnt pVrùK-Nd) n.  1. The interval between exposure to an 

infectious organism or a carcinogen and the clinical appearance of disease.  

2. The interval between stimulus and response. 

lat·er·al (l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or situated at or on the side.  2. Of or 

constituting a change within an organization or a hierarchy to a position at a sim-

ilar level, as in salary or responsibility, to the one being left:  made a lateral move 

within the company.  3. Linguistics. Of, relating to, or being a sound produced by 

breath passing along one or both sides of the tongue.   —  n.  1. A lateral part, 

projection, passage, or appendage.  2. Football. A lateral pass.  3. Linguistics. A 

lateral sound, such as (l).   —  v.  lat·er·aled also lat·er·alled, lat·er·al·ing also 

lat·er·al·ling, lat·er·als also lat·er·als. Football.  —  v.  intr. To execute a lateral 

pass.   —  v.  tr. To pass (the ball) sideways or backward.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin later7lis, from latus, later-, side.] —latùer·al·ly adv. 

lateral bud (l4tùNr-Nl bƒd) n.  A bud located on the side of the stem, usually in 

a leaf axil. 

lat·er·al·i·za·tion (l4tÙNr-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  Localization of function attributed 

to either the right or left side of the brain. 

lateral line (l4tùNr-Nl lXn) n.  A series of sensory pores along the head and sides 

of fish and some amphibians by which water currents, vibrations, and pressure 

changes are detected. 

lateral pass (l4tùNr-Nl p4s) n.  Football. A usually underhand pass that is thrown 

sideways or somewhat backward with respect to downfield. 

lat·er·ite (l4tùN-rXtÙ) n.  A red residual soil in humid tropical and subtropical 

regions that is leached of soluble minerals, aluminum hydroxides, and silica but 

still contains concentrations of iron oxides and iron hydroxides.  [Latin later, 

brick + -ITE
1.] —latÙer·itùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

lat·est (l7ùtVst) adj.  Superlative of late.  —  n.  Something that is the most recent 

or current of its kind:  the latest in electronic gadgetry.   —idiom. at the latest. 
No later than:  Have it done by Tuesday at the latest. 

la·tex (l7ùtHksÙ) n.  pl. la·ti·ces (l7ùtV-sKzÙ, l4tùV-)  or la·tex·es. 1. The colorless 

or milky sap of certain plants, such as the poinsettia or milkweed, that coagulates 

on exposure to air.  2. An emulsion of rubber or plastic globules in water, used in 

paints, adhesives, and various synthetic rubber products.  3. Latex paint.  [Latin, 

fluid.] —laùtexÙ adj. 

latex paint (l7ùtHksÙ p7nt) n.  A paint having a latex binder.  Also called rubber-

base paint 

lath (l4th) n.  pl. laths (l4thz, l4ths). 1. a. A thin strip of wood or metal, usually 

nailed in rows to framing supports as a substructure for plaster, shingles, slates, or 

tiles.  b. A building material, such as a sheet of metal mesh, used for similar pur-

poses.   2. a. A quantity of laths; lathing.  b. Work made with or from lath.    —  
v.  tr. lathed, lath·ing, laths. To build, cover, or line with laths.  [Middle 



English latthe, probably alteration (influenced by Welsh llath, rod), of Old 

English lætt.]

lathe (l7th) n.  A machine for shaping a piece of material, such as wood or metal, 

by rotating it rapidly along its axis while pressing against a fixed cutting or abrad-

ing tool.   —  v.  tr. lathed, lath·ing, lathes. To cut or shape on a lathe.  [Mid-

dle English, a device used by coopers, perhaps a turning lathe, probably of 

Scandinavian origin.]

lath·er (l4thùNr) n.  1. A foam formed by soap or detergent agitated in water, as 

in washing or shaving.  2. Froth formed by profuse sweating, as on a horse.  

3. Informal. A condition of anxious or heated discomposure; agitation:  The stu-

dents were in a lather over the proposed restrictions.   —  v.  lath·ered, 
lath·er·ing, lath·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To spread with or as if with lather.  

2. Informal. To give a beating to; whip.   —  v.  intr. 1. To produce lather; foam.  

2. To become coated with lather.  [Probably from Middle English latheren, to 

wash or soak clothes, from Old English lKthran, to cover with lather. See leu(N)- 
in Appendix.] —lathùer·er n.  —lathùer·y adj. 

lath·ing (l4thùVng, l4thù-) n.  1. The act or process of building with laths.  

2. Work made of laths.  3. A quantity of laths. 

La·throp (l7ùthrNp), Julia Clifford. 1858-1932.  American social reformer ded-

icated to the betterment of institutionalized care for the mentally ill and children. 

lath·y·rism (l4thùN-rVzÙNm) n.  A disease of human beings and animals caused 

by eating legumes of the genus Lathyrus and characterized by spastic paralysis, 

hyperesthesia, and paresthesia.  [From New Latin Lathyrus, genus name, from 

Greek lathuros, a type of pea.]

la·ti·ces (l7ùtV-sKzÙ, l4tùV-) n.  A plural of latex. 
la·tic·i·fer (l7-tVsùN-fNr) n.  A plant duct containing latex.  [Latin latex, latic-, 

fluid; see LATEX + -FER.]

lat·i·cif·er·ous (l4tÙV-sVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Producing or containing latex. 

lat·i·fun·di·um (l4tÙN-fƒnùdK-Nm) n.  pl. lat·i·fun·di·a (-dK-N). A great landed 

estate, especially of the ancient Romans.  [Latin l7tifundium : l7tus, broad + fun-

dus, estate, base.]

Lat·i·mer (l4tùN-mNr), Hugh. 1485?-1555.  English prelate who refused to 

recant his Protestantism after the accession of Mary I, a Catholic, and was exe-

cuted for heresy. 

Lat·in (l4tùn) Abbr. Lat., L. n.  1. a. The Indo-European language of the ancient 

Latins and Romans. Latin, the most important member of the Italic branch of 

Indo-European, is divided into several historical periods and social dialects and 

was the most important cultural language of western Europe until the end of the 

17th century.  b. The Latin language and literature from the end of the third cen-

tury B.C. to the end of the second century A.D.   2. A member of a Latin people, 

especially a native or inhabitant of Latin America.  3. A native or resident of 



ancient Latium.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or composed in Latin:  a Latin 

scholar; Latin verse.  2. a. Of or relating to ancient Rome, its people, or its culture.  

b. Of or relating to Latium, its people, or its culture.   3. a. Of or relating to the 

languages that developed from Latin, such as Italian, French, Spanish, and Portu-

guese, or to the peoples that speak them.  b. Of or relating to the peoples, coun-

tries, or cultures of Latin America.   4. Of or relating to the Roman Catholic 

Church.  [Middle English, from Old French, and from Old English L7tXn both 

from Latin LatXnus, from Latium, an ancient country of west-central Italy.]

La·ti·na1 (lN-tKùnN, l4-) n.  A Latino woman or girl.  [Spanish, Latin, from Latin 

LatXna, feminine of LatXnus. See LATIN.]

La·ti·na2 (lN-tKùnN, lä-tKùnä)  A city of west-central Italy southeast of Rome. It is 

a commercial and industrial center. Population, 81,000. 

Latin alphabet (l4tùn 4lùfN-bHtÙ) n.  The Roman alphabet adopted from the 

Greek by way of the Etruscan alphabet, consisting of 23 letters upon which the 

modern western European alphabets are founded.  Also called Roman alphabet 

Latin A·mer·i·ca (l4tùn N-mHrùV-kN)  The countries of the Western Hemisphere 

south of the United States, especially those speaking Spanish, Portuguese, or 

French. 

Latin American (l4tùn N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Latin 

America.  2. A person of Latin-American descent.   —LatÙin-A·merùi·can 
(l4tÙn-N-mHrùV-kNn) adj. 

Lat·in·ate (l4tùn-7tÙ) adj.  Of, derived from, or suggestive of Latin:  a Latinate 

word; a formal, Latinate prose style. 

Latin Church (l4tùn chûrch) n.  The Roman Catholic Church. 

Latin cross (l4tùn krôs) n.  A cross with a shorter horizontal bar intersecting a 

longer vertical bar above the midpoint. 

Lat·in·ism (l4tùn-VzÙNm) n.  An idiom, a structure, or a word derived from or 

suggestive of Latin. 

Lat·in·ist (l4tùn-Vst) n.  A specialist in Latin. 

La·tin·i·ty (lN-tVnùV-tK) n.  The manner in which Latin is used in speaking or 

writing. 

Lat·in·ize (l4tùn-XzÙ) v.  Lat·in·ized, Lat·in·iz·ing, Lat·in·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To translate into Latin.  b. To transliterate into the characters of the Latin 

alphabet; Romanize.   2. To cause to adopt or acquire Latin characteristics or cus-

toms.  3. To cause to follow or resemble the Roman Catholic Church in dogma or 

practices.   —  v.  intr. To use Latinisms.   —LatÙin·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n.  

—Latùin·izÙer n. 

La·ti·no (lN-tKùno, l4-) n.  pl. La·ti·nos. 1. A Latin American.  2. A person of 

Hispanic, especially Latin-American, descent.  See Usage Note at Hispanic.  
[Spanish, Latin, from Latin LatXnus. See LATIN.]



Latin Quar·ter (l4tùn kwôrùtNr)  A section of Paris on the southern bank of the 

Seine River. Centered around the Sorbonne, it has attracted students for many 

centuries. 

lat·ish (l7ùtVsh) adv.  & adj.  Fairly late. 

la·tis·si·mus dor·si (lN-tVsùN-mNs dôrùsX) n.  pl. la·tis·si·mi dorsi (lN-tVsùN-mXÙ 

dôrùsX). Either of two broad, flat, triangular muscles running from the vertebral 

column to the humerus.  [New Latin l7tissimus dorsX : Latin l7tissimus, superlative 

of l7tus, wide + Latin dorsX, genitive of dorsum, back.]

lat·i·tude (l4tùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Abbr. lat. 1. a. The angular distance north 

or south of the earth’s equator, measured in degrees along a meridian, as on a 

map or globe.  b. A region of the earth considered in relation to its distance from 

the equator:  temperate latitudes.   2. Astronomy. The angular distance of a celes-

tial body north or south of the ecliptic.  3. Freedom from normal restraints, limi-

tations, or regulations.  See Synonyms at room.  4. A range of values or 

conditions, especially the range of exposures over which a photographic film 

yields usable images.  5. Extent; breadth.  [Middle English, geographical latitude, 

from Old French, width, from Latin l7tit7do, width, geographical latitude, from 

l7tus, wide.] —latÙi·tuùdin·al (-tudùn-Nl, -tyudù-) adj.  —latÙi·tuùdi·nal·ly 
adv. 

lat·i·tu·di·nar·i·an (l4tÙV-tudÙn-ârùK-Nn, -tyudÙ-) adj.  Holding or expressing 

broad or tolerant views, especially in religious matters.  [Latin l7tit7do, l7tit7din-, 

latitude; see LATITUDE + -ARIAN.] —latÙi·tuÙdi·narùi·an n.  

—latÙi·tuÙdi·narùi·an·ism n. 

La·ti·um (l7ùshK-Nm, -shNm)  An ancient country of west-central Italy bordering 

on the Tyrrhenian Sea. It was dominated by Rome after the third century B.C. 

lat·ke (lätùkN) n.  A pancake, especially one made of grated potato.  [Yiddish, 

from Ukrainian oladka, from Old Russian, diminutive of olad’ya, from Greek 

eladia, pl. of eladion, little oily thing diminutive of elaion, olive oil.]

lat·o·sol (l4tùN-sôlÙ, -smlÙ) n.  Soil that is rich in iron, alumina, or silica and 

formed in tropical woodlands under very humid climate with relatively high tem-

perature.  [LAT(ERITE) + -sol, soil (from Latin solum).]

La Tour (lN ttrù, lä turù), Georges de. 1593-1652.  French painter of reli-

gious subjects and genre scenes. Many of his works, including The Newborn (c. 

1630), are dramatically lit nocturnal scenes. 

la·trine (lN-trKnù) n.  A communal toilet of a type often used in a camp or bar-

racks.  [From French latrines, privies, from Old French, from Latin l7trXna, bath, 

privy, from lav7trXna. See leu(N)- in Appendix.]

La·trobe (lN-trobù), Benjamin Henry. 1764-1820.  British-born American 

engineer and the first professional American architect. His works include the Bal-

timore Cathedral (1805-1818) and the chambers of the U.S. Congress and 

Supreme Court. 



-latry suff.  Worship:  bibliolatry.  [From Greek latreia, service, worship.]

lat·te (lätùtH) n.  A strong espresso coffee topped with steamed frothed milk.  

Also called caffe latte [Italian (caffé e) latte, (coffee with) milk, from Latin lac. See 

melg- in Appendix.]

lat·ten (l4tùn) n.  1. Brass or an alloy resembling brass, hammered thin and for-

merly used in the manufacture of church vessels.  2. A thin sheet of metal, espe-

cially of tin.  [Middle English laton, from Old French, from Arabic l7t7n, 

probably from Old Turkic altun, gold; akin to Mongolian altan.]

lat·ter (l4tùNr) adj.  1. Being the second of two persons or things mentioned:  

Between captain and major, the latter is the higher rank.  See Usage Note at 

former2.  2. Near or nearer to the end:  the latter part of the book.  3. Further 

advanced in time or sequence; later:  a style that has been revived in latter times.  

[Middle English, later, from Old English lætra. See lK- in Appendix.] —latùter·ly 
adv. 

lat·ter-day (l4tùNr-d7Ù) adj.  Belonging to present or recent times; modern. 

Lat·ter-day Saint (l4tùNr-d7Ù s7nt) n.  See Mormon (n., sense 2). 

lat·tice (l4tùVs) n.  1. a. An open framework made of strips of metal, wood, or 

similar material overlapped or overlaid in a regular, usually crisscross pattern.  

b. A structure, such as a window, screen, or trellis, made of or containing such a 

framework.   2. Something, such as a decorative motif or heraldic bearing, that 

resembles an open, patterned framework.  3. Physics. a. A regular, periodic con-

figuration of points, particles, or objects throughout an area or a space, especially 

the arrangement of ions or molecules in a crystalline solid.  b. The spatial 

arrangement of fissionable and nonfissionable materials in a nuclear reactor.    
—  v.  tr. lat·ticed, lat·tic·ing, lat·tic·es. To construct or furnish with a lattice 

or latticework.  [Middle English latis, from Old French lattis, from latte, lath, of 

Germanic origin.] —latùticed adj. 

lat·tice·work (l4tùVs-wûrkÙ) n.  1. A lattice or latticelike structure.  2. An open, 

crisscross pattern or weave. 

Lat·vi·a (l4tùvK-N) Abbr. Lat.  A country of northern Europe on the Baltic Sea. 

Conquered and Christianized by the Livonian Brothers of the Sword in the 13th 

century, Latvia passed under Russian control in the 18th century. It became inde-

pendent after World War I but was annexed by the U.S.S.R. in 1940. Latvia again 

achieved independence in 1991. Riga is the capital. Population, 2,604,000. 

Lat·vi·an (l4tùvK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Lat. Of or relating to Latvia or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Lat. 1. A native or inhabitant of Latvia.  2. The 

Baltic language of the Latvians. In this sense, also calledLettish 

laud (lôd) v.  tr. laud·ed, laud·ing, lauds. To give praise to; glorify.  See Syn-

onyms at praise.   —  n.  1. Praise; glorification.  2. A hymn or song of praise.  

3.  Often Lauds. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. The service of prayers following 

the matins and constituting with them the first of the seven canonical hours.  



b. The time appointed for this service.   [Middle English lauden, from Old French 

lauder, from Latin laud7re, from laus, laud-, praise.] —laudùer n. 

Laud (lôd), William. 1573-1645.  English prelate who as archbishop of Canter-

bury (1633-1645) was a strident supporter of Charles I and absolutism in church 

and state. His attempts to impose High Church doctrine on Protestants in Scot-

land and England led to his imprisonment and execution for treason by Parlia-

ment. 

laud·a·ble (lôùdN-bNl) adj.  Deserving commendation; praiseworthy.   
—laudÙa·bilùi·ty, laudùa·ble·ness n.  —laudùa·bly adv. 

lau·da·num (lôdùn-Nm) n.  A tincture of opium, formerly used as a drug.  [New 

Latin, perhaps alteration of Medieval Latin labdanum, labdanum. See LABDANUM.]

laud·a·tion (lô-d7ùshNn) n.  The act of lauding; praise. 

laud·a·tive (lôùdN-tVv) adj.  Laudatory. 

laud·a·to·ry (lôùdN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Expressing or conferring praise:  a lauda-

tory review of the new play. 

Lau·der (lôùdNr), Sir Harry MacLennan. 1870-1950.  British singer noted for 

his comic stage persona, a wry and nostalgic Highlander. 

Lau·der·dale Lakes (lôùdNr-d7lÙ l7ks)  A city of southeast Florida, a residen-

tial suburb of Fort Lauderdale. Population, 27,341. 

Lau·der·hill (lôùdNr-hVlÙ)  A city of southeast Florida, a residential suburb of 

Fort Lauderdale. Population 49,708. 

Lau·e (louùN), Max Theodor Felix von. 1879-1960.  German physicist. He 

won a 1914 Nobel Prize for discovering the diffraction of x-rays passing through 

crystals. 

laugh (l4f, läf) v.  laughed, laugh·ing, laughs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To express cer-

tain emotions, especially mirth, delight, or derision, by a series of spontaneous, 

usually unarticulated sounds often accompanied by corresponding facial and 

bodily movements.  2. To show or feel amusement or good humor:  laughed to 

herself at the memory; an experience we would laugh about later on.  3. a. To feel 

or express derision or contempt; mock:  We used to laugh at their provincial man-

ners. I had to laugh when I saw who my opponent was.  b. To feel a triumphant or 

exultant sense of well-being:  You won’t be laughing when the truth comes out.   

4. To produce sounds resembling laughter:  parrots laughing and chattering in the 

trees.   —  v.  tr. 1. To affect or influence by laughter:  laughed the speaker off the 

stage; laughed the proposal down.  2. To say with a laugh:  He laughed his delight at 

the victory.   —  n.  1. a. The act of laughing.  b. The sound of laughing; laughter.   

2. Informal. Something amusing, absurd, or contemptible; a joke:  The solution 

they recommended was a laugh.  3.  Often laughs. Informal. Fun; amusement:  

decided to go along just for laughs.   —phrasal verbs. laugh at. To treat lightly; 

scoff at:  a daredevil who laughed at danger.  laugh off (or laugh away). To dis-

miss as ridiculously or laughably trivial:  laughed off any suggestion that her career 



was over.   —idiom. laugh up (one’s) sleeve (or laugh in (one’s) sleeve). 

To rejoice or exult in secret, as at another’s error or defeat.  [Middle English 

laughen, from Old English hlæhhan, probably ultimately of imitative origin.] 
—laughùer n.  —laughùing·ly adv. 

laugh·a·ble (l4fùN-bNl, läùfN-) adj.  Causing or deserving laughter or derision.   
—laughùa·ble·ness n.  —laughùa·bly adv. 

laugh·ing gas (l4fùVng g4s, läùfVng) n.  Nitrous oxide, especially as used as an 

anesthetic. 

laughing jackass (l4fùVng j4kù4sÙ) n.  See kookaburra. 
laugh·ing·stock (l4fùVng-stmkÙ, läùfVng-) n.  An object of jokes or ridicule; a 

butt. 

laugh·ter (l4fùtNr, läfù-) n.  1. The act of laughing.  2. The sound produced by 

laughing.  3. Archaic. A cause or subject for laughter.  [Middle English, from Old 

English hleahtor, probably ultimately of imitative origin.]

Laugh·ton (lôtùn), Charles. 1899-1962.  British-born American actor whose 

many motion-picture roles include that of Captain Bligh in Mutiny on the Bounty 

(1935). 

laugh track (l4f tr4k) n.  Recorded laughter added to a soundtrack, as of a tele-

vision or radio show. 

launce (l4ns, läns, lôns) n.  See sand lance.  [Perhaps alteration of LANCE.]

launch1 (lônch, länch) v.  launched, launch·ing, launch·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To throw or propel with force; hurl:  launch a spear.  b. To set or thrust (a 

self-propelled craft or projectile) in motion:  launch a rocket; launch a torpedo.   

2. Nautical. To put (a boat) into the water in readiness for use.  3. To set going; 

initiate:  launch a career; launch a business venture.  4. To introduce to the public 

or to a market:  launched the new perfume with prime-time commercials on the 

major networks.  5. To give (someone) a start, as in a career or vocation.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To begin a new venture or phase; embark:  launch forth on a dangerous 

mission; launched out on her own after college.  2. To enter enthusiastically into 

something; plunge:  launched into a description of the movie.   —  n.  The act of 

launching.  [Middle English launchen, from Old North French lancher, from 

Latin lance7re, to wield a lance, from lancea, lance. See LANCE.]

launch2 (lônch, länch) n.  Nautical. 1. A large ship’s boat.  2. A large, open 

motorboat.  [Probably alteration (probably influenced by LAUNCH
1), of Malay 

lancha.]

launch·er (lônùchNr, länù-) n.  One that launches, as: a. A rifle attachment for 

firing grenades.  b. A device, such as an attached tube or a portable unit, for fir-

ing rockets.  c. An aircraft catapult.  

launch·ing pad (lônùchVng p4d, länù-) n.  A launch pad. 

launch pad (lônch p4d) n.  1. The base or platform from which a rocket or 

space vehicle is launched.  2. A foundation or starting point. 



launch vehicle (lônch vKùV-kNl) n.  A rocket used to launch a spacecraft or sat-

ellite into an orbit or a trajectory. 

launch window (lônch wVnùdo) n.  A brief, specific period of time during 

which a spacecraft or projectile must be launched so that a desired mission or 

effect can be achieved. 

laun·der (lônùdNr, länù-) v.  laun·dered, laun·der·ing, laun·ders.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To wash (clothes, for example).  b. To wash, fold, and iron:  shirts that were 

neatly laundered by the hotel staff.   2. To disguise the source or nature of (illegal 

funds, for example) by channeling through an intermediate agent.  3. To make 

more acceptable or presentable, sanitize: “The transcripts are, of course, laun-

dered... unidentified larger chunks of conversation are reported missing throughout” 

(Eliot Fremont-Smith).   —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo washing in a specified way:  

This material launders well.  2. To wash or prepare laundry.   —  n.  A trough or 

flume used in washing ore.  [From Middle English launder, lavender, launderer, 

from Old French lavandier, from Vulgar Latin *lavand7rius, from Latin 

lavand7ria, things to be washed, from lavanda, neuter pl. gerundive of lav7re, to 

wash. See LAVE.] —launùder·er n. 

laun·der·ette (lônÙdN-rHtù, länÙ-) n.  A self-service laundry.  [LAUNDER + -

ETTE.]

laun·dress (lônùdrVs, länù-) n.  A woman employed to launder clothes or linens. 

Laun·dro·mat (lônùdrN-m4tÙ, länù-)  A service mark used for a commercial 

establishment equipped with washing machines and dryers, usually coin-oper-

ated and self-service. This service mark often occurs in print in lowercase: 

“pointed to a laundromat and a restaurant as viable businesses” (Alaska Business 

Monthly). “A car veered out of control and hit him and his mother as they left a 

Brooklyn laundromat” (New York Times). 

laun·dry (lônùdrK, länù-) n.  pl. laun·dries. 1. Soiled or laundered clothes and 

linens; wash.  2. a. A commercial establishment for laundering clothes or linens.  

b. A room or an area, as in a house, for doing the wash.   [Middle English lavend-

rye, laundry, from Old French lavanderie, from lavandier. See LAUNDER.]

laundry list (lônùdrK lVst) n.  Informal. An item-by-item enumeration. 

Laur·a·sia (lô-r7ùzhN, -shN) n.  The protocontinent of the Northern Hemi-

sphere, a hypothetical landmass that according to the theory of plate tectonics 

broke up into North America, Europe, and Asia.  [New Latin Laur(entia), geo-

logic precursor of North America (after the Saint Lawrence River) + 

(Eur)asia.]

lau·re·ate (lôrùK-Vt, lmrù-) adj.  1. Worthy of the greatest honor or distinction: 

“The nation’s pediatrician laureate is preparing to lay down his black bag” (James 

Traub).  2. Crowned or decked with laurel as a mark of honor.  3. Archaic. Made 

of laurel sprigs, as a wreath or crown.   —  n.  1. One honored or awarded a prize 

for great achievements especially in the arts or sciences:  a Nobel laureate.  2. A 



poet laureate.  [Middle English, from Latin laure7tus, adorned with laurel, from 

laurea, crown of laurel, from feminine of laureus, of laurel, from laurus, laurel.] 
—lauùre·ate·shipÙ n. 

lau·rel (lôrùNl, lmrù-) n.  1. A Mediterranean evergreen tree (Laurus nobilis) hav-

ing aromatic, simple leaves and small blackish berries.  Also called bay5, bay laurel, 

sweet bay.  2. A shrub or tree, such as the mountain laurel, having a similar aroma 

or leaf shape.  3.  Often laurels. a. A wreath of laurel conferred as a mark of 

honor in ancient times upon poets, heroes, and victors in athletic contests.  

b. Honor and glory won for great achievement.    —  v.  tr. lau·reled also 

lau·relled, lau·rel·ing also lau·rel·ling, lau·rels also lau·rels. 1. To crown 

with laurel.  2. To honor, especially with an award or a prize.  [Middle English, 

from Old French laureole, from Latin laureola, diminutive of laurea, laurel tree. 

See LAUREATE.]

Lau·rel (lôrùNl, lmrù-)  A city of southeast Mississippi southwest of Meridian. Oil 

was discovered in the area in 1944. Population, 18,827. 

Lau·rel (lôrùNl, lmrù-), Arthur Stanley Jefferson. Known as “Stan.” 1890-

1965.  British-born American comedian who with Oliver Hardy formed the first 

great comedy team of talking films. Their works include The Music Box (1932) 

and A Chump at Oxford (1940). 

Lau·ren·cin (lô-räN-s4Nù), Marie. 1885-1956.  French artist noted for her soft, 

pastel technique in portraiture. 

Lau·rens (lôrùNnz, lmrù-), Henry. 1724-1792.  American Revolutionary leader. A 

member (1777-1779) and president (1777-1778) of the Continental Congress, he 

was captured by the British while en route to Holland to obtain aid for the colo-

nists (1780). Exchanged for Cornwallis (1782), he also helped negotiate the Treaty 

of Paris (1782-1784). 

Lau·ren·tian (lô-rHnùshNn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being in the vicinity of the 

St. Lawrence River.  2. Geology. Of or relating to the Precambrian gneissic granite 

of the Lake Superior area.  [From Latin Laurentius, Lawrence.]

Laurentian Mountains (lô-rHnùshNn mounùtNnz)  A range of southern 

Quebec, Canada, north of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers. Rising to 960.8 m 

(3,150 ft), the mountains are a year-round recreational area. 

Laurentian Plateau (lô-rHnùshNn pl4-toù)  or Laurentian Highlands (lô-

rHnùshNn hXùlNndz) also Ca·na·di·an Shield (kN-n7ùdK-Nn shKld)  A plateau 

region of eastern Canada extending from the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence 

River northward to the Arctic Ocean. The highland formation also covers much 

of Greenland and forms the Adirondack Mountains in the United States. 

lau·ric acid (lôrùVk 4sùVd, lmrù-) n.  A fatty acid, CH3(CH2)10COOH, obtained 

chiefly from coconut and laurel oils and used in making soaps, cosmetics, esters, 

and lauryl alcohol.  [Latin laurus, laurel + -IC.]



Lau·ri·er (lôrùK-7Ù, lmrù-), Sir Wilfrid. 1841-1919.  Canadian politician who 

served as prime minister (1896-1911) and sought unrestricted trade between 

Canada and the United States. 

lau·ryl alcohol (lôrùNl 4lùkN-hôlÙ, lmrù-) n.  A colorless solid alcohol, 

CH3(CH2)11OH, used in synthetic detergents and pharmaceuticals.  [LAUR(EL) + -

YL.]

Lau·sanne (lo-z4nù, -zänù)  A city of western Switzerland on the northern shore 

of Lake Geneva. Originally a Celtic settlement, Lausanne became a center of Cal-

vinism after the 1530’s and was home to Voltaire, Gibbon, and Rousseau in the 

18th century. Population, 126,200. 

lav. abbr.  Lavatory. 

la·va (läùvN, l4vùN) n.  1. Molten rock that reaches the earth’s surface through a 

volcano or fissure.  2. The rock formed by the cooling and solidifying of molten 

rock.  [Italian, perhaps from Latin l7bKs, fall, from Latin l7bX, to fall.]

WORD HISTORY: Lava was appropriately named by people living near Mount

Vesuvius. The only active volcano on the European mainland, Vesuvius has erupt-

ed frequently since Pompeii and Herculaneum were buried by it in A.D. 79. The

Neapolitans who lived in the vicinity took a word in Italian, lava, meaning “a

stream caused suddenly by rain,” and applied it to the streams of molten rock

coming down the sides of Vesuvius. The term was then taken into Standard Ital-

ian, where it came to mean the rock in both its molten and its solidified states.

The Italian word in all its senses was borrowed into English around the middle of

the 18th century (1750 being the earliest date of record).

la·va·bo (lN-v7ùbo, -väù-) n.  pl. la·va·boes. 1.  Often Lavabo. The ceremonial 

washing of the hands and recitation from the Psalms by the celebrant before the 

Eucharist in the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches.  2. A washbowl that is 

attached to a wall and filled from a water tank fastened above.  [Latin lav7bo, I 

shall wash (opening word of the recited portion of Psalm 26), first person future 

indicative of lav7re, to wash. See LAVE.]

lav·age (l4vùVj, lä-väzhù) n.  A washing, especially of a hollow organ, such as the 

stomach or lower bowel, with repeated injections of water.  [French, from Old 

French, from laver, to wash, from Latin lav7re. See LAVE.]

La·val (lN-v4lù, lä-välù)  1. A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on an island 

opposite Montreal, of which it is a residential suburb. Population, 268,335.  2. A 

town of northwest France east of Rennes. Founded in the 9th century, it has been 

noted for its linen products since the 14th century. Population, 50,360. 

La·val (lN-v4lù, lä-välù), Pierre. 1883-1945.  French politician who twice served 

as prime minister (1931-1932 and 1935-1936) and became head of the Vichy gov-



ernment (1942) after the surrender of France. He was executed for treason for his 

collaboration with the Nazis. 

la·va-la·va (läùvN-läùvN) n.  A Polynesian, especially Samoan, garment consist-

ing of a rectangular piece of printed cotton tied loosely around the waist.  

[Samoan.]

lav·a·liere (l4vÙN-lîrù) also la·val·lière (läÙvä-lyârù) n.  A pendant worn on a 

chain around the neck.  [French lavallière, type of necktie, after Duchesse de. LA 

VALLIÈRE.]

La Val·lière (lä vNl-yHrù, vä-lyârù), Duchesse de Title of Françoise Louise de la 

Baume Le Blanc. 1644-1710.  French noblewoman. The lover of Louis XIV, she 

had four children with him. 

la·va·tion (l4-v7ùshNn, l7-) n.  The process of washing; a cleansing.  [Latin 

lav7tio, lav7tion-, from lav7tus, past participle of lav7re, to wash. See LAVE.]

lav·a·to·ry (l4vùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. lav·a·to·ries. Abbr. lav. 1. A room 

equipped with washing and often toilet facilities; a bathroom.  2. A washbowl or 

basin, especially one permanently installed with running water.  3. A flush toilet.  

[Middle English, piscina, from Late Latin lav7torium, from lav7tor, launderer, 

from lav7re, to wash. See LAVE.]

lave (l7v) v.  laved, lav·ing, laves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wash; bathe.  2. To lap or 

wash against.  3. To refresh or soothe as if by washing: “The quiet and the cool 

laved her” (Edna Ferber).   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To wash oneself.  [Middle English 

laven, from Old English gelafian, and from Old French laver both from Latin 

lav7re. See leu(N)- in Appendix.]

lav·en·der (l4vùNn-dNr) n.  1. a. Any of various aromatic Old World plants of 

the genus Lavandula, especially L. angustifolia, having clusters of small purplish 

flowers that yield an oil used in perfumery.  b. The fragrant dried leaves, stems, 

and flowers of this plant.   2. Color. A pale to light purple to very light or very pale 

violet.  [Middle English lavendre, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin liv-

endula, lavendula, perhaps from Latin lXvidus, bluish. See LIVID.] —lavùen·der 
adj. 

la·ver1 (l7ùvNr) n.  1. A large basin used in the ancient Jewish Temple by a priest 

for ablutions before making a sacrificial offering.  2. Archaic. A vessel, stone 

basin, or trough used for washing.  [Middle English, water pitcher, from Old 

French laveoir, probably from Late Latin lav7torium. See LAVATORY.]

la·ver2 (l7ùvNr) n.  Any of several dried, edible seaweeds of the genera Porphyra 

(the red algae) and Ulva (the green algae).  [Middle English, a water plant, from 

Old English læfer, from Latin.]

La·ve·ran (l4vÙN-räNù, läv-räNù), Charles Louis Alphonse. 1845-1922.  

French pathologist. He won a 1907 Nobel Prize for investigating the role of proto-

zoa in the generation of disease. 



La Vé·ren·drye (lä v7-räN-drKù), Sieur de Title of Pierre Gaultier de Varennes. 

1685-1749.  French-Canadian explorer who established a chain of trading posts in 

New France, thus breaking Britain’s economic stronghold on the region. 

La Verne (lN vûrnù)  A city of southern California east of Los Angeles. It is 

mainly residential. Population, 30,897. 

lav·ish (l4vùVsh) adj.  1. Characterized by or produced with extravagance and 

profusion:  a lavish buffet.  See Synonyms at profuse.  2. Immoderate in giving 

or bestowing; unstinting:  The critics were lavish with their praise.   —  v.  tr. 

lav·ished, lav·ish·ing, lav·ish·es. To give or bestow in abundance; shower:  

lavished attention on his customers.  [Middle English laves, probably from Old 

French lavasse, downpour, from laver, to wash, from Latin lav7re. See LAVE.] 
—lavùish·er n.  —lavùish·ly adv.  —lavùish·ness n. 

La·voi·sier (lN-vwäùzK-7Ù, lä-vwä-zy7ù), Antoine Laurent. 1743-1794.  French 

chemist who is regarded as the founder of modern chemistry. He isolated the 

major components of air, disproved the phlogiston theory by determining the 

role of oxygen in combustion, and organized the classification of compounds. 

Lavoisier was executed during the Reign of Terror. 

law (lô) n.  1. A rule of conduct or procedure established by custom, agreement, 

or authority.  2. a. The body of rules and principles governing the affairs of a 

community and enforced by a political authority; a legal system:  international 

law.  b. The condition of social order and justice created by adherence to such a 

system:  a breakdown of law and civilized behavior.   3. A set of rules or principles 

dealing with a specific area of a legal system:  tax law; criminal law.  4. A piece of 

enacted legislation.  5. a. The system of judicial administration giving effect to 

the laws of a community:  All citizens are equal before the law.  b. Legal action or 

proceedings; litigation:  submit a dispute to law.  c. An impromptu or extralegal 

system of justice substituted for established judicial procedure:  frontier law.   

6. a. An agency or agent responsible for enforcing the law. Often used with the: 

“The law... stormed out of the woods as the vessel was being relieved of her cargo” 

(Sid Moody).  b. Informal. A police officer. Often used with the.   7. a. The sci-

ence and study of law; jurisprudence.  b. Knowledge of law.  c. The profession of 

an attorney.   8. Something, such as an order or a dictum, having absolute or 

unquestioned authority:  The commander’s word was law.  9. Law. a. The body of 

principles or precepts held to express the divine will, especially as revealed in the 

Bible:  Mosaic Law.  b. The first five books of the Hebrew Scriptures.   10. A code 

of principles based on morality, conscience, or nature.  11. a. A rule or custom 

generally established in a particular domain:  the unwritten laws of good sports-

manship.  b. A way of life:  the law of the jungle.   12. a. A formulation describing 

a relationship observed to be invariable between or among phenomena for all 

cases in which the specified conditions are met:  the law of gravity.  b. A generali-

zation based on consistent experience or results:  the law of supply and demand; 



the law of averages.   13. Mathematics. A general principle or rule that is assumed 

or that has been proven to hold between expressions.  14. A principle of organi-

zation, procedure, or technique:  the laws of grammar; the laws of visual perspec-

tive.   —  v.  intr. lawed, law·ing, laws. To go to law; litigate.   —idioms. a 
law unto (oneself). A totally independent operator:  An executive who is a law 

unto herself.  take the law into (one’s) own hands. To mete out justice as 

one sees fit without due recourse to law enforcement agencies or the courts.  

[Middle English, from Old English lagu, from Old Norse *lagu, sing. of lög pl. of 

lag, that which is laid down. See legh- in Appendix.]

Law (lô), (Andrew) Bonar. 1858-1923.  Canadian-born British politician who 

served as Chancellor of the Exchequer (1916-1918) and prime minister (1922-

1923). 

Law (lô), John. 1671-1729.  Scottish financier active in France, where he 

engaged in highly profitable speculation on the development of Louisiana. The 

investment scheme ultimately collapsed, and he fled the country in ruin (1720). 

Law (lô), William. 1686-1761.  English theological writer whose works include 

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1728). 

law-a·bid·ing (lôùN-bXÙdVng) adj.  Adhering to the law. 

law-and-or·der (lôùNn-ôrùdNr) adj.  Advocating and following the established 

social order and the statutes written to enforce such order:  running for election as 

the law-and-order candidate. 

law·break·er (lôùbr7ÙkNr) n.  One that breaks the law. 

law clerk (lô klûrk) n.  A person, typically an attorney, employed as an assistant 

to a judge or another attorney, especially in order to gain legal experience. 

Lawes (lôz), Henry. 1596-1662.  English composer who set Milton’s masque 

Comus to music (1634) and wrote several continuo songs. 

law·ful (lôùfNl) adj.  1. Being within the law; allowed by law:  lawful methods of 

dissent.  2. Established, sanctioned, or recognized by the law:  the lawful heir.  

3. Obeying the law; law-abiding.   —lawùful·ly adv.  —lawùful·ness n. 

law·giv·er (lôùgVvÙNr) n.  1. One who gives a code of laws to a people.  2.  See 

lawmaker. 
law·less (lôùlVs) adj.  1. Unrestrained by law; unruly:  a lawless mob.  

2. Contrary to the law; unlawful:  the lawless slaughter of protected species.  3. Not 

governed by law:  the lawless frontier.   —lawùless·ly adv.  —lawùless·ness n. 

law·mak·er (lôùm7ÙkNr) n.  One who makes or enacts laws; a legislator.  Also 

called lawgiver  —lawùmakÙing n. 

law·man (lôùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A law officer, such as a sheriff or marshal. 

law merchant (lô mûrùchNnt) n.  pl. laws merchant. A body of principles 

and regulations applied to commercial transactions and deriving from the estab-

lished customs of merchants and traders rather than the jurisprudence of a par-

ticular nation or state. 



lawn1 (lôn) n.  A plot of grass, usually tended or mowed, as one around a resi-

dence or in a park or an estate.  [Alteration of Middle English launde, glade, from 

Old French launde, heath, pasture, wooded area. See lendh- in Appendix.]

lawn2 (lôn) n.  A light cotton or linen fabric of very fine weave.  [Middle English 

laun, after Laon, a city of northern France.]

lawn bowling (lôn boùlVng) n.  Sports & Games. A game played on a level lawn 

in which players roll biased wooden balls as close as possible to a smaller target 

ball.  Also called bowls 

Lawn·dale (lônùd7lÙ)  A city of southern California southwest of Los Angeles 

near the Pacific Ocean. It is mainly residential. Population, 27,331. 

lawn mower also lawn·mow·er (lônùmoÙNr) n.  A machine with a rotating 

blade for cutting grass. 

lawn tennis (lôn tHnùVs) n.  Sports. See tennis (n., sense 1). 

law of averages (lô ƒv 4vùrVj-Vz) n.  The principle holding that probability 

will influence all occurrences in the long term. 

law of diminishing returns (lô ƒv dV-mVnùV-shVng rV-tûrnùz) n.  The ten-

dency for a continuing application of effort or skill toward a particular project or 

goal to decline in effectiveness after a certain level of result has been achieved. 

law of independent assortment (lô ƒv VnÙdV-pHnùdNnt N-sôrtùmNnt) n.  

See Mendel’s law (n., sense 2). 

law of large numbers (lô ƒv lärj nƒmùbNrz) n.  Statistics. The rule or theo-

rem that a large number of items chosen at random from a population will, on 

the average, have the characteristics of the population.  Also called Bernoulli’s law 

Law of Moses (lô ƒv moùzVz) n.  See Mosaic Law. 
law of nations (lô ƒv n7ùshNnz) n.  See international law. 
law of parsimony (lô ƒv pärùsN-moÙnK) n.  See Ockham’s razor. 
law of segregation (lô ƒv sHgÙrV-g7ùshNn) n.  See Mendel’s law (n., sense 

1). 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-)  1. A city of central Indiana, a residential suburb of 

Indianapolis. Population, 26,763.  2. A city of northeast Kansas on the Kansas 

River east-southeast of Topeka. It was founded in 1854 by the New England Emi-

grant Aid Society and was the scene of a proslavery raid (1856) that sparked retal-

iatory killings by the abolitionist John Brown. Population, 65,608.  3. A city of 

northeast Massachusetts on the Merrimack River north-northeast of Lowell. Laid 

out as an industrial town in 1845, it soon became one of the world’s greatest cen-

ters for woolen textiles. Many of the old mills have now been renovated. Popula-

tion, 70,207. 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), Abbott. 1792-1855.  American merchant and poli-

tician who was a central figure in the development of the textile industry in New 

England and the incorporation of Lawrence, Massachusetts (1853). 



Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), D(avid) H(erbert). 1885-1930.  British writer 

whose fiction concerns the struggle for human fulfillment within a dehumaniz-

ing industrialized society. His novels include Sons and Lovers (1913), Women in 

Love (1920), and Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928). He also wrote literary criticism 

and psychoanalytical works. 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), Ernest Orlando. 1901-1958.  American physicist. 

He won a 1939 Nobel Prize for the development of the cyclotron. 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), Gertrude. 1898-1952.  British actress remembered 

for her performances in the plays Private Lives (1930) and Lady in the Dark (1940) 

as well as the film The King and I (1951). 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), James. 1781-1813.  American naval officer who 

was killed while commanding the frigate Chesapeake during the War of 1812. 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), Sir Thomas. 1769-1830.  British painter remem-

bered for his portrait series (1814-1818) of the leaders of the alliance against 

Napoleon. 

Law·rence (lôrùNns, lmrù-), T(homas) E(dward). Known as “Lawrence of Ara-

bia.” 1888-1935.  Welsh-born British soldier, adventurer, and writer who led the 

Arab revolt against the Turks (1916-1918) and later wrote an account of his 

adventures, The Seven Pillars of Wisdom (1926). 

law·ren·ci·um (lô-rHnùsK-Nm, lo-) n.  Symbol Lr A short-lived, radioactive syn-

thetic transuranic element produced from californium and having isotopes with 

mass numbers 255 through 260 and half-lives of a few seconds to three minutes; 

atomic number 103.  [After Ernest Orlando LAWRENCE.]

law·suit (lôùsutÙ) n.  An action or a suit brought before a court, as to recover a 

right or redress a grievance. 

Law·ton (lôtùn)  A city of southwest Oklahoma southwest of Oklahoma City. It 

is a commercial and trade center. Population, 80,561. 

law·yer (lôùyNr) n.  One whose profession is to give legal advice and assistance to 

clients and represent them in court or in other legal matters.  [Middle English 

lauier, from law, law. See LAW.] —lawùyer·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: lawyer, attorney, counselor, counsel, barrister, solicitor. These

nouns denote persons who practice law. Lawyer is the general and most compre-

hensive term for one authorized to give legal advice to clients and to plead cases

in a court of law: called her lawyer after the automobile accident. Attorney is often

used interchangeably with lawyer, but in a narrower sense it denotes a legal agent

for a client in the transaction of business: Corporate attorneys negotiated the new

contract. Counselor and counsel are terms for persons who give legal advice and

serve as trial lawyers; counsel also applies to a team of lawyers employed in con-

ducting a case: Ms. Barnes is counselor for the defense. A table has been reserved for

the defense counsel during the trial. Barrister refers principally to a British trial



lawyer: The defense is represented by a barrister from Leeds. In England a solicitor

is a lawyer whose practice is devoted largely to serving as a legal agent, represent-

ing clients in lower courts, and preparing cases for barristers to try in superior

courts; in the United States the term denotes the chief law officer of a city, town,

or governmental department: Solicitors for the squire handled the sale of his exten-

sive lands. The case will be presented by the Solicitor General.

law·yer·ing (lôùyNr-Vng) n.  The profession or work of practicing law: “Thou-

sands of individual practitioners and small firms do most of the lawyering in this 

country” (Newsweek). 

lax (l4ks) adj.  lax·er, lax·est. 1. Lacking in rigor, strictness, or firmness.  See 

Synonyms at negligent.  2. Not taut, firm, or compact; slack.  See Synonyms at 

loose.  3. Loose and not easily retained or controlled. Used of bowel movements.  

4. Linguistics. Pronounced with the muscles of the tongue and jaw relatively 

relaxed, as the vowel e in let.  [Middle English, from Latin laxus, loose, lax. See 

slKg- in Appendix.] —lax·aùtion n.  —laxùly adv.  —laxùness n. 

lax·a·tive (l4kùsN-tVv) n.  A food or drug that stimulates evacuation of the bow-

els.   —  adj.  1. Stimulating evacuation of the bowels.  2. Causing looseness or 

relaxation, especially of the bowels.  [Middle English, from Old French laxatif, 

from Medieval Latin lax7tXvus, preventing constipation, from Late Latin, assuag-

ing, from Latin lax7tus, past participle of lax7re, to relax, from laxus, loose. See 

LAX.]

lax·i·ty (l4kùsV-tK) n.  The state or quality of being lax. 

Lax·ness (läksùnHsÙ), Halldór Kiljan. Born 1902.  Icelandic novelist whose 

works include Independent People (1935) and Iceland’s Bell (1943-1946). He won 

the 1955 Nobel Prize for literature. 

lay1 (l7) v.  laid (l7d), lay·ing, lays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to lie down:  lay a 

child in its crib.  2. a. To place in or bring to a particular state or position.  b. To 

bury.   3. To put or set down:  lay new railroad track.  4. To produce and deposit:  

lay eggs.  5. To cause to subside; calm or allay: “chas’d the clouds... and laid the 

winds” (John Milton).  6. To put up to or against:  lay an ear to the door.  7. To put 

forward as a reproach or an accusation:  They laid the blame on us.  8. To put or 

set in order or readiness for use:  lay the table for lunch.  9. To devise; contrive:  lay 

plans.  10. To spread over a surface:  lay paint on a canvas.  11. To place or give 

(importance):  lay stress on clarity of expression.  12. To impose as a burden or 

punishment:  lay a penalty upon the offender.  13. To present for examination:  lay 

a case before a committee.  14. To put forward as a demand or an assertion:  laid 

claim to the estate.  15. Games. To place (a bet); wager.  16. To aim (a gun or can-

non).  17. a. To place together (strands) to be twisted into rope.  b. To make in 

this manner:  lay up cable.   18. Vulgar Slang. To have sexual intercourse with.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To produce and deposit eggs.  2. To bet; wager.  3. Non-Standard. 



To lie.  4. To engage energetically in an action.  5. Nautical. To put oneself into 

the position indicated.   —  n.  1. a. The direction the strands of a rope or cable 

are twisted in:  a left lay.  b. The amount of such twist.   2. The state of one that 

lays eggs:  a hen coming into lay.  3. Vulgar Slang. a. Sexual intercourse.  b. A part-

ner in sexual intercourse.    —phrasal verbs. lay about. To strike blows on all 

sides.  lay aside. 2. To give up; abandon:  lay aside all hope of rescue.  3. To save 

for the future.  lay away. 4. To reserve for the future; save.  5. To put aside and 

hold for future delivery.  lay by. To save for future use.  lay down. 7. To give up 

and surrender:  laid down their arms.  8. To specify:  laid down the rules.  9. To 

store for the future.  10. Non-Standard. To lie down.  lay for. Informal. To be 

waiting to attack:  Muggers lay for the unsuspecting pedestrian in the dark alley.  lay 
in. To store for future use:  lay in supplies for an Arctic winter.  lay into. Slang. 

13. To scold sharply.  14. To attack physically; beat up.  lay off. 15. To terminate 

the employment of (a worker), especially temporarily.  16. To mark off:  lay off an 

area for a garden.  17. Slang. To stop doing something; quit.  18. Games. To place 

all or a part of an accepted bet with another bookie in order to reduce the risk.  

lay on. 19. To apply (something) by or as if by spreading (it) onto a flat surface:  

laid on a thick Southern accent.  20. To prepare, usually in an elaborate fashion; 

arrange:  laid on cocktails for 50 at the last minute.  21. Slang. To present or reveal 

to; confront with: “went around talking to people about anything until he could lay 

his standard question on them” (John Vinocur).  lay out. 22. To make a detailed 

plan for.  23. To clothe and prepare (a corpse) for burial.  24. To rebuke harshly:  

She laid me out for breaking the vase.  25. To knock to the ground or unconscious.  

26. To expend; spend:  lay out a fortune on jewelry.  27. To display:  lay out mer-

chandise; lay the merchandise out.  lay over. To make a stopover in the course of a 

journey.  lay to. Nautical. 29. To bring (a ship) to a stop in open water.  30. To 

remain stationary and face into the wind.  lay up. 31. To stock for future use:  

lay up supplies for a long journey.  32. Informal. To confine with an illness or 

injury:  was laid up for a month.  33. Nautical. To put (a ship) in dock, as for 

repairs.   —idioms. lay down the law. To assert positively and often arro-

gantly.  lay it on thick. Informal. 2. To exaggerate; overstate.  3. To flatter effu-

sively.  lay of the land. The nature, arrangement, or disposition of something.  

lay rubber. Slang. To accelerate suddenly a motor vehicle from a halt to a high 

speed, thereby spinning the wheels and depositing on the road a thin film of 

burned rubber from the rear tire or tires.  lay waste. To ravage:  Rebel troops laid 

waste the town.  [Middle English leien, from Old English lecgan. See legh- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Lay (“to put, place, or prepare”) and lie (“to recline or be situ-

ated”) are frequently confused. Lay is a transitive verb and takes an object. Lay

and its principal parts (laid, laying) are correctly used in the following examples:



He laid (not lay) the newspaper on the table. The table was laid for four. Lie is an

intransitive verb and does not take an object. Lie and its principal parts (lay, lain,

lying) are correctly used in the following examples: She often lies (not lays) down

after lunch. When I lay (not laid) down, I fell asleep. The rubbish had lain (not laid)

there a week. I was lying (not laying) in bed when he called. There are a few excep-

tions to these rules. The phrasal verb lay for and the nautical use of lay, as in lay

at anchor, though intransitive, are well established.

lay2 (l7) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or involving the laity:  a lay preacher.  2. Not of or 

belonging to a particular profession; nonprofessional:  a lay opinion as to the seri-

ousness of the disease.  [Middle English, from Old French lai, from Late Latin 

l7icus, from Greek laikos, of the people, from laos, the people.]

lay3 (l7) n.  1. A narrative poem, such as one sung by medieval minstrels; a ballad.  

2. A song; a tune.  [Middle English, from Old French lai.]

lay4 (l7) v.  Past tense of lie1. 
lay·a·bout (l7ùN-boutÙ) n.  A lazy or idle person; a loafer. 

Lay·a·mon (l7ùN-mNn, lXù-), fl. 13th century.  English poet who wrote The Brut 

(c. 1205), the first account in English of King Arthur and his knights. 

Lay·ard (l7ùNrd, -ärd), Sir Austen Henry. 1817-1894.  British archaeologist and 

diplomat. He excavated Nineveh (1849-1851) and later served as British ambassa-

dor to Spain (1869-1877) and Constantinople (1877-1880). 

lay·a·way (l7ùN-w7Ù) n.  1. A payment plan in which a buyer reserves an article 

of merchandise by placing a deposit with the retailer until the balance is paid in 

full:  bought a suit on layaway.  2. An article reserved under such a plan. 

lay·back (l7ùb4ckÙ) n.  Sports. A spin in figure skating in which the skater’s 

upper body is arched backward. 

lay·er (l7ùNr) n.  1. a. One that lays:  a tile layer.  b. A hen kept for laying eggs.   

2. a. A single thickness of a material covering a surface or forming an overlying 

part or segment:  a layer of dust on the windowsill; a cake with four layers.  b. A 

usually horizontal deposit or expanse; a stratum:  layers of sedimentary rock; a 

layer of warm air.  c. A depth or level:  a poem with several layers of meaning.   

3. Botany. A stem that is covered with soil for rooting while still part of the living 

plant.   —  v.  lay·ered, lay·er·ing, lay·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To divide or form into 

layers:  layered gravel and charcoal to make a filter.  2. To cut (hair) into different, 

usually overlapping lengths.  3. Botany. To propagate (a plant) by means of a 

layer.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form or come apart as layers.  2. Botany. To take root as a 

result of layering. 

lay·er·ing (l7ùNr-Vng) also lay·er·age (-Vj) n.  The process of rooting branches, 

twigs, or stems that are still attached to a parent plant, as by placing a specially 

treated part in moist soil. 



lay·ette (l7-Htù) n.  Clothing and other equipment for a newborn child.  [French, 

from Old French, chest of drawers, diminutive of laie, box, from Middle Dutch 

laeye.]

lay figure (l7 fVgùyNr) n.  1.  See mannequin (n., sense 2).  2. A subservient or 

insignificant person.  [From obsolete layman, from Dutch leeman, variant of 

ledenman : obsolete Dutch led, limb (from Middle Dutch lit) + man, man (from 

Middle Dutch); see MANIKIN.]

lay·man (l7ùmNn) n.  1. A man who is not a cleric.  2. A man who is a nonpro-

fessional:  His is just the layman’s view of medicine.  See Usage Note at man. 
lay·off (l7ùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Suspension or dismissal of employees, especially for 

lack of work.  2. A period of temporary inactivity or rest. 

lay·out (l7ùoutÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of laying out.  2. An arrangement 

or a plan, especially the schematic arrangement of parts or areas:  the layout of a 

factory; the layout of a printed circuit.  3. Printing. a. The art or process of arrang-

ing printed or graphic matter on a page.  b. The overall design of a page, spread, 

or book, including elements such as page and type size, typeface, and the arrange-

ment of titles and page numbers.  c. A page or set of pages marked to indicate this 

design.   4. Informal. An establishment or property, especially a large residence or 

estate: “[Her] show horses... were kept on the couple’s one-and-a-half acre Malibu 

layout” (People). 

lay·o·ver (l7ùoÙvNr) n.  A short stop or break in a journey, usually imposed by 

scheduling requirements. 

lay·peo·ple  or lay people (l7ùpKÙpNl) pl.n.  Laymen and laywomen consid-

ered as a group. 

lay·per·son (l7ùpûrÙsNn) n.  A layman or a laywoman. 

lay reader (l7 rKùdNr) n.  A layperson in the Anglican or Roman Catholic 

church authorized by a bishop to read some parts of the service. 

Lay·san Island (lXùsänÙ XùlNnd)  An island of Hawaii in the Leeward Islands 

northwest of the main islands. 

Lay·ton (l7tùn)  A city of northern Utah south of Ogden. It is a processing center 

in an irrigated farming region. Population, 41,784. 

lay-up (l7ùƒpÙ) n.  1. Basketball. A usually one-handed, banked shot made close 

to the basket after driving in.  2. The act or an instance of laying up:  budget cuts 

that forced the lay-up of several ships. 

lay·wom·an (l7ùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is not a cleric.  2. A woman 

who is a nonprofessional: “[a program] to educate laywomen in the ways of politi-

cal campaigns” (New York). 

la·zar (l7ùzNr, l4zùNr) n.  Archaic. A diseased person; a leper.  [Middle English, 

from Old French lazre, from Late Latin Lazarus, Lazarus, the beggar full of sores 

in a New Testament parable (Luke 16:20).]



laz·a·ret·to (l4zÙN-rHtùo) also laz·a·ret  or laz·a·rette (l4zÙN-rHtù) n.  pl. 

laz·a·ret·tos also laz·a·rets  or laz·a·rettes. 1. A hospital treating contagious 

diseases.  2. A building or ship used as a quarantine station.  3.  Often lazaret. 

Nautical. A storage space between the decks of a ship.  [Italian lazzaretto : lazzaro, 

lazar (from Late Latin Lazarus); see LAZAR + Italian dialectal Nazareto, popular 

name for a hospital maintained in Venice by the Church of Santa Maria di Naza-

ret.]

Laz·a·rus (l4zùNr-Ns)  In the New Testament, the brother of Mary and Martha. 

Laz·a·rus (l4zùNr-Ns), Emma. 1849-1887.  American writer. Her poem “The 

New Colossus” is inscribed on the base of the Statue of Liberty in Upper New 

York Bay. 

laze (l7z) v.  lazed, laz·ing, laz·es.  —  v.  intr. To be lazy; loaf:  laze around the 

house.   —  v.  tr. To spend (time) in loafing:  lazed the afternoon away in a ham-

mock.  [Back-formation from LAZY.]

laz·u·lite (l4zùyt-lXtÙ, l4zùN-, l4zhùN-) n.  A relatively rare blue mineral, (Mg, 

Fe)Al2(PO4)2(OH)2, with a vitreous luster.  [Medieval Latin lazulum, lapis lazuli; 

see LAPIS LAZULI + -ITE
1.]

laz·u·rite (l4zùyt-rXtÙ, l4zùN-, l4zhùN-) n.  A relatively rare blue, violet-blue, or 

greenish-blue translucent mineral, Na4–5Al3Si3O12S, the chief component of lapis 

lazuli.  [Medieval Latin l7zur, lapis lazuli (from Arabic l7zaward); see LAPIS LAZULI 

+ -ITE
1.]

la·zy (l7ùzK) adj.  la·zi·er, la·zi·est. 1. Resistant to work or exertion; disposed to 

idleness.  2. Slow-moving; sluggish:  a lazy river.  3. Conducive to idleness or 

indolence:  a lazy summer day.  4. Depicted as reclining or lying on its side. Used 

of a brand on livestock.  [Probably of Low German origin.] —laùzi·ly adv.  

—laùzi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: lazy, fainéant, idle, indolent, slothful. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “not disposed to exertion, work, or activity”: too lazy to wash

the breakfast dishes; fainéant aristocrats; an idle drifter; a good-natured but indolent

hanger-on; slothful employees.

la·zy·bones (l7ùzK-bonzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Informal. A lazy person. 

lazy eye (l7ùzK X) n.  See amblyopia. 
lazy Su·san (l7ùzK suùzNn) n.  A revolving tray for condiments or food. 

lazy tongs (l7ùzK tôngz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Tongs having a 

jointed extensible framework operated by scissorslike handles, used for grasping 

an object at a distance. 

lb. abbr.  1. Libra (ancient Roman weight).  2. Pound (modern weight). 

LBO abbr.  Leveraged buyout. 

lc also l.c. abbr.  Lowercase. 



LC abbr.  1. Landing craft.  2.  Also L.C.. Library of Congress. 

L/C abbr.  Letter of credit. 

l.c.d. abbr.  Mathematics. Least common denominator. 

LCD abbr.  Liquid-crystal display. 

LCL abbr.  Less-than-carload lot. 

l.c.m. abbr.  Mathematics. Least common multiple. 

LCM abbr.  Landing craft, mechanized. 

L.Cpl. abbr.  Lance corporal. 

LCS abbr.  Landing craft, support. 

LCT abbr.  1. Land conservation trust.  2. Landing craft, tank.  3. Local civil time. 

LD abbr.  1. Learning disability; learning-disabled.  2. Lethal dose. 

ld. abbr.  1. Printing. Lead.  2. Load. 

Ld. abbr.  1. a. Limited.  b. Limited company.   2. Lord. 

LDC abbr.  Less-developed country. 

ldg. abbr.  1. Landing.  2. Loading. 

LDL abbr.  Low-density lipoprotein. 

L-do·pa (Hl-doùpN) n.  The levorotatory form of dopa, used to treat Parkinson’s 

disease.  Also called levodopa [L(EVOROTATORY) + DOPA.]

lea (lK, l7) also ley (l7, lK) n.  A grassland; a meadow.  [Middle English leie, from 

Old English lKah. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lea. abbr.  League (measurement). 

leach (lKch) v.  leached, leach·ing, leach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove soluble 

or other constituents from by the action of a percolating liquid.  2. To empty; 

drain: “a world leached of pleasure, voided of meaning” (Marilynne Robinson).   
—  v.  intr. To be dissolved or passed out by a percolating liquid.   —  n.  1. The 

act or process of leaching.  2. A porous, perforated, or sievelike vessel that holds 

material to be leached.  3. The substance through which a liquid is leached.  

[From Middle English leche, leachate, from Old English *lece, muddy stream; akin 

to leccan, to moisten.] —leachÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —leachùa·ble adj.  —leachùer n. 

leach·ate (lKùch7t) n.  A product or solution formed by leaching, especially a 

solution containing contaminants picked up through the leaching of soil. 

Lea·cock (lKùkmkÙ), Stephen Butler. 1869-1944.  Canadian economist who is 

best remembered for his humorous writing, contained in volumes such as Liter-

ary Lapses (1910) and Nonsense Novels (1911). 

lead1 (lKd) v.  led (lHd), lead·ing, leads.  —  v.  tr. 1. To show the way to by 

going in advance.  2. To guide or direct in a course:  lead a horse by the halter.  See 

Synonyms at guide.  3. a. To serve as a route for; take:  The path led them to a 

cemetery.  b. To be a channel or conduit for (water or electricity, for example).   

4. To guide the behavior or opinion of; induce:  led us to believe otherwise.  

5. a. To direct the performance or activities of:  lead an orchestra.  b. To inspire 

the conduct of:  led the nation in its crisis.   6. To play a principal or guiding role 



in:  lead a discussion; led the antiwar movement.  7. a. To go or be at the head of:  

The queen led the procession. My name led the list.  b. To be ahead of:  led the run-

ner-up by three strides.  c. To be foremost in or among:  led the field in nuclear 

research; led her teammates in free throws.   8. To pass or go through; live:  lead an 

independent life.  9. To begin or open with, as in games:  led an ace.  10. To guide 

(a partner) in dancing.  11. To aim in front of (a moving target).   —  v.  intr. 

1. To be first; be ahead.  2. To go first as a guide.  3. To act as commander, direc-

tor, or guide.  4. To afford a passage, course, or route:  a road that leads over the 

mountains; a door leading to the pantry.  5. To tend toward a certain goal or result:  

a remark that led to further discussion; policies that led to disaster.  6. To make the 

initial play, as in a game or contest.  7. To begin a presentation or an account in a 

given way:  The announcer led with the day’s top stories.  8. a. To guide a dance 

partner.  b. To start a dance step on a specified foot.   9. Baseball. To advance a 

few paces away from one’s base toward the next while the pitcher is in the deliv-

ery. Used of a base runner.  10. Sports. To begin an attack in boxing with a speci-

fied hand or punch:  led with a right to the body.   —  n.  1. a. The first or 

foremost position.  b. One occupying such a position; a leader.  c. The initiative:  

took the lead in setting the pace of the project.   2. The margin by which one holds a 

position of advantage or superiority:  held a lead of nine points at the half.  

3. a. Information pointing toward a possible solution; a clue:  followed a promis-

ing lead in the murder case.  b. An indication of potential opportunity; a tip:  a 

good lead for a job.   4. Command; leadership:  took over the lead of the company.  

5. An example; a precedent:  followed his sister’s lead in running for office.  

6. a. The principal role in a dramatic production.  b. The person playing such a 

role.   7. a. The introductory portion of a news story.  b. An important, usually 

prominently displayed news story.   8. Games. a. The first play.  b. The preroga-

tive or turn to make the first play:  The lead passes to the player on the left.  c. A 

card played first in a round.   9. Baseball. A position taken by a base runner away 

from one base in the direction of the next.  10. A leash.  11. Geology. a. A deposit 

of gold ore in an old riverbed.  b.  See lode (n., sense 1).   12. Electronics. A con-

ductor by which one circuit element is electrically connected to another.  

13. Nautical. The direction in which a rope runs.  14. The distance aimed in 

front of a moving target.   —phrasal verbs. lead off. 1. To begin; start.  

2. Baseball. To be the first batter in an inning.  lead on. 3. To keep in a state of 

expectation or hope; entice.  4. To mislead; deceive.   —idiom. lead up to. 
1. To result in by a series of steps:  events leading up to the coup.  2. To proceed 

toward (a main topic) with preliminary remarks.  [Middle English leden, from 

Old English l<dan. See leit- in Appendix.]

lead2 (lHd) n.  1.  Symbol Pb A soft, malleable, ductile, bluish-white, dense 

metallic element, extracted chiefly from galena and used in containers and pipes 

for corrosives, solder and type metal, bullets, radiation shielding, paints, and anti-



knock compounds. Atomic number 82; atomic weight 207.19; melting point 

327.5˚C; boiling point 1,744˚C; specific gravity 11.35; valence 2, 4.  2. A lead 

weight suspended by a line, used to make soundings.  3. Bullets from or for fire-

arms; shot:  pumped the target full of lead.  4. leads. Strips of lead used to hold 

the panes of a window.  5.  Abbr. ld. Printing. A thin strip of metal used to sepa-

rate lines of type.  6. leads. Chiefly British. A flat roof covered with sheets of 

lead.  7. a. Any of various, often graphitic compositions used as the writing sub-

stance in pencils.  b. A thin stick of such material.    —  v.  tr. lead·ed, lead·ing, 
leads. 1. To cover, line, weight, or fill with lead.  2. Printing. To provide space 

between (lines of type) with leads.  3. To secure (window glass) with leads.  4. To 

treat with lead or a lead compound:  leaded gasoline; leaded paint.   —idiom. get 
the lead out. Informal. To start moving or move more rapidly.  [Middle English 

led, from Old English lKad, probably of Celtic origin.] —lead adj. 

lead acetate (lHd 4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  A poisonous white crystalline compound, 

Pb(C2H3O2)2·3H2O, used in hair dyes, waterproofing compounds, and varnishes.  

Also called sugar of lead 

lead arsenate (lHd ärùsN-nVt) n.  A poisonous white crystalline compound, 

Pb3(AsO4)2, used in insecticides and herbicides. 

lead carbonate (lHd kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A poisonous white amorphous powder, 

PbCO3, used as a paint pigment. 

lead chromate (lHd kroùm7tÙ) n.  A poisonous yellow crystalline compound, 

PbCrO4, used as a paint pigment. 

lead colic (lHd kmlùVk) n.  See painter’s colic. 
lead dioxide (lHd dX-mkùsXd) n.  A poisonous brown crystalline compound, 

PbO2, used as an oxidizing agent in electrodes, batteries, and explosives. 

lead·en (lHdùn) adj.  1. Made of or containing lead.  2. a. Heavy and inert.  

b. Listless; sluggish.   3. Lacking liveliness or sparkle; dull:  a leaden conversation.  

4. Downcast; depressed:  leaden spirits.  5. Dull, dark gray in color:  drizzle from a 

leaden sky.   —leadùen·ly adv.  —leadùen·ness n. 

lead·er (lKùdNr) n.  1. One that leads or guides.  2. One who is in charge or in 

command of others.  3. a. One who heads a political party or organization.  

b. One who has influence or power, especially of a political nature.   4. Music. 

a. A conductor, especially of an orchestra, a band, or a choral group.  b. The 

principal performer in an orchestral section or a group.   5. The foremost animal, 

such as a horse or dog, in a harnessed team.  6. A loss leader.  7. Chiefly British. 

The main editorial in a newspaper.  8. leaders. Printing. Dots or dashes in a row 

leading the eye across a page, as in an index entry.  9. A pipe for conducting liq-

uid.  10. A short length of gut, wire, or similar material by which a hook is 

attached to a fishing line.  11. A blank strip at the end of a film or tape used in 

threading or winding.  12. Botany. The growing apex or main shoot of a shrub or 

tree.  13. An economic indicator. 



lead·er·ship (lKùdNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The position or office of a leader:  ascended to 

the leadership of the party.  2. Capacity or ability to lead:  showed strong leadership 

during her first term in office.  3. A group of leaders:  met with the leadership of the 

nation’s top unions.  4. Guidance; direction:  The business prospered under the lead-

ership of the new president. 

lead glass (lHd gl4s) n.  See flint glass. 
lead-in (lKdùVnÙ) n.  1. Opening or introductory matter:  The joke served as a 

lead-in to a discussion of more serious matters.  2. A program, as on television, 

scheduled to precede another.  3. The wire that connects an outdoor antenna to 

an electronic transmitter or receiver. 

lead·ing1 (lKùdVng) adj.  1. Having a position in the lead; foremost:  the leading 

candidate.  2. Chief; principal:  the leading cause of high inflation.  See Synonyms 

at chief.  3. Of or performing a lead in a theatrical production:  a leading role; a 

leading lady.  4. Formulated so as to elicit a desired response:  a leading question.   
—leadùing·ly adv. 

lead·ing2 (lHdùVng) n.  1. A border or rim of lead, as around a windowpane.  

2. Printing. The spacing between lines, usually measured in points. 

lead·ing economic indicator (lKùdVng HkÙN-nmmùVk VnùdV-k7ÙtNr) n.  An 

economic or a financial variable that tends to move ahead of and in the same 

direction as general economic activity. 

lead·ing edge (lKùdVng Hj) n.  1. Nautical. The edge of a sail that faces the 

wind.  2. The front edge of an airplane propeller blade or wing.  3. a. The fore-

most position in a trend or movement; the vanguard: “a company on the leading 

edge of machine-tool technology” (Christian Science Monitor).  b. Someone or 

something occupying such a position: “Together they are the leading edge of a new 

wing of historians known as cliometricians” (Timothy Foote).    —leadùing-
edgeù (lKùdVng-Hjù) adj. 

lead·ing tone (lKùdVng ton) n.  Music. The seventh tone or degree of a scale 

that is a half tone below the tonic; a subtonic.  [From its tendency to lead into or 

rise to the tonic.]

lead line (lHd lXn) n.  Nautical. See sounding line.  [From the use of lead 

weights for making soundings.]

lead monoxide (lHd mN-nmkùsXdÙ) n.  See litharge. 
lead·off (lKdùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. An opening play or move.  2. One that leads off.   
—leadùoffÙ adj. 

lead-out (lKdùoutÙ) n.  A program, as on television, scheduled to follow 

another: “[Viewers] also stay around for the 11:30 movie lead-out” (Edwin Dia-

mond). 

lead pencil (lHd pHnùsNl) n.  A pencil that uses graphite as its marking sub-

stance. 



lead·plant (lHdùpl4ntÙ) n.  A deciduous shrub (Amorpha canescens) of central 

North America, having pinnately compound leaves covered with whitish hairs. 

lead poisoning (lHd poiùzN-nVng) n.  Acute or chronic poisoning by lead or 

any of its salts, with the acute form causing severe gastroenteritis and encephalop-

athy and the chronic form causing anemia and damage to the gastrointestinal 

tract and nervous system.  Also called saturnism 

leads·man (lHdzùmNn) n.  Nautical. The person using the lead line in taking 

soundings. 

lead tetraethyl (lHd tHtÙrN-HthùNl-lHdÙ) n.  Tetraethyl lead. 

lead-time (lKdùtXmÙ) n.  The time between the initial stage of a project or policy 

and the appearance of results:  a long lead-time in oil production because of the 

need for new exploration and drilling. 

lead·wort (lHdùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  1. Any of various chiefly tropical plants of the 

genus Plumbago, having clusters of variously colored flowers.  2. Any of several 

similar plants.  [From the hue of some of its flowers.]

leaf (lKf) n.  pl. leaves (lKvz). 1. A usually green, flattened, lateral structure 

attached to a stem and functioning as a principal organ of photosynthesis and 

transpiration in most plants.  2. A leaflike organ or structure.  3. a. Leaves con-

sidered as a group; foliage.  b. The state or time of having or showing leaves:  trees 

in full leaf.   4. The leaves of a plant used or processed for a specific purpose:  

large supplies of tobacco leaf.  5. Any of the sheets of paper bound in a book, each 

side of which constitutes a page.  6. A very thin sheet of material, especially metal:  

silver leaf.  7. A hinged or removable section for a table top.  8. A hinged or other-

wise movable section of a folding door, shutter, or gate.  9. One of several metal 

strips forming a leaf spring.   —  v.  leafed, leaf·ing, leafs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

produce leaves; put forth foliage:  trees just beginning to leaf.  2. To turn pages, as 

in searching or browsing:  leafed through the catalog.   —  v.  tr. To turn through 

the pages of.  [Middle English, from Old English lKaf.]

leaf·age (lKùfVj) n.  Foliage. 

leaf butterfly (lKf bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  Any of several butterflies of the genus Kal-

lima, having wings that resemble leaves. 

leaf fat (lKf f4t) n.  Layered fat that encloses the kidneys of a hog, used in mak-

ing lard. 

leaf gap (lKf g4p) n.  A break in the vascular tissue of a stem above the point of 

attachment of a leaf trace. 

leaf·hop·per (lKfùhmpÙNr) n.  Any of numerous insects of the family Cicadel-

lidae that suck juices from plants, often damaging crops. 

leaf insect (lKf VnùsHktÙ) n.  Any of various chiefly Asian insects of the family 

Phyllidae that resemble leaves in color and form.  Also called walking leaf 

leaf lard (lKf lärd) n.  High-grade lard made from leaf fat. 



leaf·let (lKùflVt) n.  1. One of the segments of a compound leaf.  2. A small leaf 

or leaflike part.  3. A printed, usually folded handbill or flier intended for free 

distribution.   —  v.  leaf·let·ed also leaf·let·ted, leaf·let·ing also 

leaf·let·ting, leaf·lets also leaf·lets.  —  v.  intr. To hand out leaflets.   —  v.  

tr. To hand out leaflets to or in:  leafleted the morning commuters; leaflet a neigh-

borhood. 

leaf miner (lKf mXùnNr) n.  Any of numerous small flies and moths that in the 

larval stage dig into and feed on leaf tissue. 

leaf mold (lKf mold) n.  Humus or compost consisting of decomposed leaves 

and other organic material. 

leaf primordium (lKf prX-môrùdK-Nm) n.  A lateral outgrowth from the apical 

meristem that develops into a leaf. 

Leaf River (lKf rVvùNr)  A river, about 290 km (180 mi) long, of southeast Missis-

sippi flowing generally south to Hattiesburg. 

leaf roller (lKf roùlNr) n.  Any of several moths of the family Tortricidae whose 

larvae make nests of rolled leaves and silk. 

leaf scar (lKf skär) n.  The mark left on a twig after a leaf falls. 

leaf spot (lKf spmt) n.  Any of various plant diseases resulting in well-defined 

necrotic areas on the leaves. 

leaf spring (lKf sprVng) n.  A composite spring, used especially in automotive 

suspensions, consisting of several layers of flexible metallic strips joined to act as 

a single unit. 

leaf·stalk  or leaf stalk (lKfùstôkÙ) n.  See petiole (n., sense 1). 

leaf trace (lKf tr7s) n.  A strand of vascular tissue that extends between the vas-

cular bundle of a stem and a leaf. 

leaf·y (lKùfK) adj.  leaf·i·er, leaf·i·est. 1. Covered with or having leaves.  

2. Consisting of leaves:  Spinach is a leafy green vegetable.  3. Similar to or resem-

bling a leaf.   —leafùi·ness n. 

league1 (lKg) n.  1. An association of states, organizations, or individuals for 

common action; an alliance.  2. Sports. An association of teams or clubs that 

compete chiefly among themselves.  Also called loop 3. A class or level of compe-

tition:  The ski jump was out of his league.   —  v.  leagued, leagu·ing, leagues.  
—  v.  intr. To come together in or as if in a league.   —  v.  tr. To bring together in 

or as if in a league.  [Alteration (influenced by Italian lega), of Middle English 

liege, from Old French ligue, from Medieval Latin liga, and from Old Italian lega, 

liga (from legare, to bind) both from Latin lig7re. See leig- in Appendix.]

league2 (lKg) n.  Abbr. lea. 1. a. A unit of distance equal to 3.0 statute miles (4.8 

kilometers).  b. Any of various other units of about the same length.   2. A square 

league.  [Middle English lege, from Old French liue, leguee, from Latin leuga, a 

measure of distance, of Celtic origin.]



League City (lKg sVtùK)  A city of southeast Texas southeast of Houston. The 

aeronautics industry is important to its economy. Population, 30,159. 

League of Nations (lKg ƒv n7ùshNnz)  A world organization established in 

1920 to promote international cooperation and peace. It was first proposed in 

1918 by President Woodrow Wilson, although the United States never joined the 

League. Essentially powerless, it was officially dissolved in 1946. 

lea·guer1 (lKùgNr) n.  1. A siege.  2. The camp especially of a besieging army.   
—  v.  tr. lea·guered, lea·guer·ing, lea·guers. Archaic. To besiege; beleaguer.  

[Dutch leger, lair, camp, from Middle Dutch lKgher, lair, camp, siege. See legh- in 

Appendix.]

leagu·er2 (lKùgNr) n.  One that belongs to a league. 

Le·ah (lKùN)  In the Old Testament, the first wife of Jacob. 

Lea·hy (l7ùhK), William Daniel. 1875-1959.  American naval officer who 

became Admiral of the Fleet in 1944. 

leak (lKk) v.  leaked, leak·ing, leaks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To permit the escape, 

entry, or passage of something through a breach or flaw:  rusted pipes that were 

beginning to leak; a boat leaking at the seams.  2. To escape or pass through a 

breach or flaw:  helium leaking slowly from the balloon.  3. Informal. To become 

publicly known through a breach of secrecy:  The news has leaked.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

permit (a substance) to escape or pass through a breach or flaw:  a damaged reac-

tor leaking radioactivity into the atmosphere.  2. Informal. To disclose without 

authorization or official sanction:  leaked classified information to a reporter.   —  
n.  1. A crack or flaw that permits something to escape from or enter a container 

or conduit:  fixed the leak in the roof.  2. a. The act or instance of leaking.  b. An 

amount leaked:  equipment used in cleaning up oil leaks.   3. Informal. An unau-

thorized or a deliberate disclosure of confidential information: “Sometimes we 

can’t respond to stories based on leaks” (Ronald Reagan).  4. a. Loss of electric cur-

rent as a result of faulty insulation.  b. The path or place at which this loss takes 

place.    —idiom. take a leak. Vulgar Slang. To urinate.  [Middle English leken, 

probably from Middle Dutch.] —leakùer n. 

leak·age (lKùkVj) n.  1. The act or an instance of leaking.  2. Something that 

escapes by leaking.  3. An amount lost as the result of leaking. 

Lea·key (lKùkK), Louis Seymour Bazett. 1903-1972.  British anthropologist 

and archaeologist. He influenced evolutionary theory with his account and analy-

sis of the discovery, by his wife, Mary Leakey (born 1913), of the 1.75-million-

year-old Zinjanthropus skull in Tanzania. Mary Leakey and their son Richard 
Leakey (born 1944) have continued his research. 

leak·proof (lKkùprufÙ) adj.  So constructed or contrived as to prevent leaks or 

leakage. 

leak·y (lKùkK) adj.  leak·i·er, leak·i·est. Permitting leaks or leakage:  a leaky 

roof; a leaky defense system. 



Leal·man (lKlùmNn)  A community of west-central Florida, a suburb of St. 

Petersburg. Population, 19,875. 

Leam·ing·ton (lHmùVng-tNn) Officially Royal Leamington Spa..  A munici-

pal borough of central England northeast of Warwick. It is a health resort with 

mineral springs. Population, 42,953. 

lean1 (lKn) v.  leaned, lean·ing, leans.  —  v.  intr. 1. To bend or slant away 

from the vertical.  2. To incline the weight of the body so as to be supported:  

leaning against the railing.  See Synonyms at slant.  3. To rely for assistance or 

support:  Lean on me for help.  4. To have a tendency or preference:  a government 

that leans toward fascism.  5. Informal. To exert pressure:  The boss is leaning on us 

to meet the deadline.   —  v.  tr. 1. To set or place so as to be resting or supported.  

2. To cause to incline.   —  n.  A tilt or an inclination away from the vertical.  

[Middle English lenen, from Old English hleonian. See klei- in Appendix.]

lean2 (lKn) adj.  lean·er, lean·est. 1. Not fleshy or fat; thin.  2. Containing little 

or no fat.  3. a. Not productive or prosperous; meager:  lean years.  b. Containing 

little excess or waste; spare:  a lean budget.  c. Thrifty in management; economi-

cal: “Company leaders know their industries must be lean to survive” (Christian Sci-

ence Monitor).   4. Metallurgy. Low in mineral contents:  lean ore. a. Chemistry. 

Lacking in combustible material:  lean fuel.    —  n.  Meat with little or no fat.  

[Middle English lene, from Old English hl<ne.] —leanùly adv.  —leanùness n.  

SYNONYMS: lean, spare, skinny, scrawny, lank, lanky, rawboned, gaunt. These

adjectives mean lacking excess flesh. Lean emphasizes absence of fat: The farmer

tried to fatten the lean cattle for market. Spare sometimes suggests trimness and

good muscle tone: “an old man, very tall and spare, with an ascetic aspect” (William

H. Mallock). She has the spare figure of a marathon runner. Skinny and scrawny

imply unattractive thinness, as that associated with undernourishment: The child

has skinny, freckled legs with prominent knees. “He [had] a long, scrawny neck that

rose out of a very low collar” (Winston Churchill). Lank describes one who is thin

and tall, and lanky one who is thin, tall, and ungraceful: “He was... exceedingly

lank, with narrow shoulders” (Washington Irving). She was transformed from a

lanky adolescent into a willowy young woman. Rawboned suggests a thin, bony,

gangling build: a rawboned cowhand with a weather-beaten, tanned face. Gaunt

implies thinness and boniness and a haggard appearance; it may suggest illness or

hardship: a white-haired pioneer, her face gaunt from overwork and worry.

Lean (lKn), David. Born 1908.  British filmmaker. His works include The Bridge 

on the River Kwai (1957) and Lawrence of Arabia (1962), both of which won Acad-

emy Awards. 

Le·an·der (lK-4nùdNr) n.  Greek Mythology. A youth who loved Hero and 

drowned during one of his nightly swims across the Hellespont to be with her. 



lean·ing (lKùnVng) n.  An inclination, a tendency, or a preference.  See Synonyms 

at predilection. 
leant (lHnt) v.  Chiefly British. A past tense and a past participle of lean1. 
lean-to (lKnùtuÙ) adj.  Having or characterized by a single slope or pitch:  a 

lean-to roof; lean-to construction.   —  n.  pl. lean-·tos. 1. A structure with a sin-

gle-pitch roof that is attached to the side of a building as a wing or an extension.  

2. A shelter or shed having a roof with a single slope or pitch. 

leap (lKp) v.  leaped or leapt (lHpt, lKpt), leap·ing, leaps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

spring or bound upward from or as if from the ground; jump:  leaped over the 

wall; salmon leaping upriver.  2. a. To move quickly or abruptly from one condi-

tion or subject to another:  always leaping to conclusions.  b. To act impulsively:  

leaped at the opportunity to travel.    —  v.  tr. 1. To jump over:  couldn’t leap the 

brook.  2. To cause to leap:  leap a horse over a hurdle.   —  n.  1. a. The act of 

leaping; a jump.  b. A place jumped over or from.  c. The distance cleared in a 

leap.   2. An abrupt or precipitous passage, shift, or transition:  a leap from rags to 

riches.   —idioms. by leaps and bounds. Very quickly:  growing by leaps and 

bounds.  leap in the dark. An act whose consequences cannot be predicted.  

leap of faith. The act or an instance of believing or trusting in something intan-

gible or incapable of being proved.  [Middle English lepen, from Old English hlKa-

pan.] —leapùer n. 

leap·frog (lKpùfrôgÙ, -frmgÙ) n.  Games. A game in which one player kneels or 

bends over while the next in line leaps over him or her.   —  v.  leap·frogged, 
leap·frog·ging, leap·frogs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To jump over in or as if in leapfrog.  

2. To advance (two military units) by engaging one with the enemy while moving 

the other to a position forward of the first unit.  3. To avoid by or as if by a 

roundabout route.   —  v.  intr. To move forward or progress in or as if in leap-

frog. 

leapfrog test (lKpùfrôgÙ tHst) n.  Computer Science. A method of checking the 

internal operations of a computer by performing arithmetic or logical operations 

on one section of storage, transferring the new information to another section, 

repeating the operations, and crosschecking the results. 

leap second (lKp sHkùNnd) n.  A second of time, as measured by an atomic 

clock, added to or omitted from official timekeeping systems annually to com-

pensate for changes in the rotation of Earth. 

leapt (lHpt, lKpt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of leap. 
leap year (lKp yîr) n.  1. A year in the Gregorian calendar having 366 days, with 

the extra day, February 29, intercalated to compensate for the quarter-day differ-

ence between an ordinary year and the astronomical year.  2. An intercalary year 

in a calendar. 

Lear (lîr) n.  The protagonist in Shakespeare’s tragedy King Lear, based on a leg-

endary king of Britain. 



Lear, Edward. 1812-1888.  British artist and writer of nonsense verse, included 

in such works as his first Book of Nonsense (1846). 

learn (lûrn) v.  learned also learnt (lûrnt), learn·ing, learns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

gain knowledge, comprehension, or mastery of through experience or study.  

2. To fix in the mind or memory; memorize:  learned the speech in a few hours.  

3. a. To acquire experience of or an ability or a skill in:  learn tolerance; learned 

how to whistle.  b. To become aware:  learned that it was best not to argue.   4. To 

become informed of; find out.  See Synonyms at discover.  5. Non-Standard. To 

cause to acquire knowledge; teach.  6. Obsolete. To give information to.   —  v.  

intr. To gain knowledge, information, comprehension, or skill:  learns quickly; 

learned about computers; learned of the job through friends.  [Middle English 

lernen, from Old English leornian. See leis-1 in Appendix.] —learnùa·ble adj.  

—learnùer n. 

learn·ed (lûrùnVd) adj.  1. Possessing or demonstrating profound, often system-

atic knowledge; erudite.  2. Directed toward scholars:  a learned journal.  3.  
(lûrnd) Acquired by learning or experience:  learned behavior; a learned response.  

[Middle English lerned, educated, past participle of lernen, to learn, teach. See 

LEARN.] —learnùed·ly adv.  —learnùed·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: learned, erudite, scholarly. The central meaning shared by these

adjectives is “having or showing profound knowledge”: a learned jurist; an erudite

professor; a scholarly treatise.

learn·ing (lûrùnVng) n.  1. The act, process, or experience of gaining knowledge 

or skill.  2. Knowledge or skill gained through schooling or study.  See Synonyms 

at knowledge.  3. Psychology. Behavioral modification especially through expe-

rience or conditioning. 

learning curve (lûrùnVng kûrv) n.  A graph that depicts rate of learning, espe-

cially a graph of progress in the mastery of a skill against the time required for 

such mastery. 

learning disability (lûrùnVng dVsÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  Abbr. LD Difficulty in under-

standing or using spoken or written language, affecting a person of normal intel-

ligence and not arising from emotional disturbance or impairment of sight or 

hearing. 

learn·ing-dis·a·bled (lûrùnVng-dVs-7ÙbNld) adj.  Abbr. LD Having a learning 

disability:  special help for learning-disabled students. 

learnt (lûrnt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of learn. 
lease (lKs) n.  1. a. A contract granting use or occupation of property during a 

specified period in exchange for a specified rent.  b. The term or duration of such 

a contract.   2. Property used or occupied under the terms of such a contract.   —  
v.  tr. leased, leas·ing, leas·es. 1. To grant use or occupation of under the 



terms of a contract.  2. To get or hold by such a contract.   —idiom. a new 
lease on life. An opportunity to improve one’s circumstances or outlook.  

[Middle English les, from Anglo-Norman, from lesser, to lease, variant of Old 

French laissier, to let go, from Latin lax7re, to loosen, from laxus, loose. See LAX.] 
—leasùa·ble adj.  —leasùer n. 

lease·back (lKsùb4kÙ) n.  A business arrangement whereby property is simulta-

neously sold and leased back to the seller for usually long-term continued use.  

Also called sale and leaseback, sale-leaseback. 

lease·hold (lKsùholdÙ) n.  1. The fact or condition of holding property by lease.  

2. Property held by lease.   —leaseùholdÙer n. 

leash (lKsh) n.  1. A chain, rope, or strap attached to the collar or harness of an 

animal, especially a dog, and used to lead it or hold it in check.  2. Control or 

restraint:  emotions kept in leash.  3. a. A set of three animals, such as hounds.  

b. A set of three.    —  v.  tr. leashed, leash·ing, leash·es. To restrain with or 

as if with a leash.  [Middle English lees, lesh, from Old French laisse, from laissier, 

to let go. See LEASE.]

leash law (lKsh lô) n.  An ordinance requiring that dogs be kept on a leash when 

not restricted to their owners’ property. 

leas·ing (lKùsVng) n.  Archaic. 1. The act of lying.  2. A lie; a falsehood.  [Middle 

English lesing, from Old English lKasung, from lKasian, to lie, from lKas, untrue. 

See leu- in Appendix.]

least (lKst) adj.  A superlative of little. 1. Lowest in importance or rank.  

2. a. Smallest in magnitude or degree.  b. Slightest or tiniest:  didn’t care the least 

bit.    —  adv.  Superlative of little. To or in the lowest or smallest degree.   —  n.  

One that is the lowest or smallest in importance, rank, magnitude, or degree:  The 

dinner menu is the least of my worries tonight. The least you can do is to be polite.   
—idioms. at least. 1. According to the lowest possible assessment; not less 

than:  waited at least an hour.  2. In any event; anyway:  You might at least answer.  

in the least. At all:  I don’t mind in the least.  least of all. Particularly not:  

Nobody cared, least of all the manager.  [Middle English, from Old English l<st. 

See leis-2 in Appendix.]

least common denominator (lKst kmmùNn dV-nmmùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  Abbr. 

l.c.d. Mathematics. The least common multiple of the denominators of a set of 

fractions:  The least common denominator of 3 and 4 is 12.  Also called lowest com-

mon denominator 

least common multiple (lKst kmmùNn mƒlùtN-pNl) n.  Abbr. l.c.m. Mathe-

matics. The smallest quantity that is divisible by two or more given quantities 

without a remainder:  12 is the least common multiple of 2, 3, 4, and 6.  Also called 

lowest common multiple 



least flycatcher (lKst flXùk4chÙNr) n.  A small grayish bird (Empidonax mini-

mus) commonly inhabiting fields and groves of eastern North America.  Also 

called chebec 

least squares (lKst skwârz) pl.n.  Statistics. A method of determining the curve 

that best describes the relationship between expected and observed sets of data by 

minimizing the sums of the squares of deviation between observed and expected 

values. 

least·ways (lKstùw7zÙ) adv.  Chiefly Southern U.S. At least. 

least·wise (lKstùwXzÙ) adv.  Informal. In any event; at least. 

leath·er (lHthùNr) n.  1. The dressed or tanned hide of an animal, usually with 

the hair removed.  2. Any of various articles or parts made of dressed or tanned 

hide, such as a boot or strap.  3. The flap of a dog’s ear.   —  v.  tr. leath·ered, 
leath·er·ing, leath·ers. 1. To cover wholly or in part with the dressed or 

tanned hide of an animal.  2. Informal. To beat with a strap made of hide.   —  
adj.  1. Made of, relating to, or resembling dressed or tanned animal hide.  

2. Slang. Of, relating to, or patronized by people who dress in leather clothing 

primarily to indicate a preference for sadomasochistic sex:  leather types; a leather 

bar.  [Middle English lether, from Old English lether-.]

leath·er·back (lHthùNr-b4kÙ) n.  The largest living sea turtle (Dermochelys coria-

cea), found in tropical waters and having a tough, leathery carapace with seven 

longitudinal ridges. 

leath·er·ette (lHthÙN-rHtù) n.  Imitation leather.  [Originally a trademark.]

leath·er·head (lHthùNr-hHdÙ) n.  See friarbird. 
leath·er·jack·et (lHthùNr-j4kÙVt) n.  1. A silvery blue fish (Oligoplites saurus) of 

Atlantic waters, having leathery skin, yellow fins, and five spines on the anal fin.  

2. A fish of the family Balistidae of warm-temperate and tropical waters, includ-

ing the filefishes and triggerfishes. 

leath·ern (lHthùNrn) adj.  Made of, covered with, or resembling leather.  [Middle 

English lethern, from Old English.]

leath·er·neck (lHthùNr-nHkÙ) n.  Slang. A member of the U.S. Marine Corps.  

[From the leather neckband that was once part of the uniform.]

leath·er·wear (lHthùNr-wârÙ) n.  Clothing made of leather. 

leath·er·wood (lHthùNr-wtdÙ) n.  1. A deciduous shrub (Dirca palustris) of 

eastern North America, having tough flexible branches, pliable bark, and small 

yellow flowers.  Also called moosewood, wicopy.  2.  See titi1 (n., sense 1). 

leath·er·work (lHthùNr-wûrkÙ) n.  1. Decorative work crafted in leather.  

2. Articles made of leather.   —leathùer·workÙer n.  —leathùer·workÙing n. 

leath·er·y (lHthùN-rK) adj.  Having the texture or appearance of leather:  a leath-

ery face.   —leathùer·i·ness n. 

leave1 (lKv) v.  left (lHft), leav·ing, leaves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To go out of or away 

from:  not allowed to leave the room.  2. a. To go without taking or removing:  left 



my book on the bus.  b. To omit or exclude:  left out the funniest part of the story.   

3. To have as a result, consequence, or remainder:  The car left a trail of exhaust 

fumes. Two from eight leaves six.  4. To cause or allow to be or remain in a speci-

fied state:  left the lights on.  5. a. To have remaining after death:  left a young son.  

b. To bequeath:  left her money to charity.   6. To give over to another to control or 

act on:  Leave all the details to us.  7. a. To abandon or forsake:  leave home; left her 

husband.  b. To remove oneself from association with or participation in:  left the 

navy for civilian life.   8. a. To give or deposit, as for use or information, upon 

one’s departure or in one’s absence:  He left a note for you. Leave your name and 

address.  b. To cause or permit to be or remain attainable:  left myself plenty of 

time.   9. Non-Standard. To allow or permit; let.   —  v.  intr. To set out or depart; 

go:  When can you leave?   —phrasal verbs. leave alone. To refrain from dis-

turbing or interfering.  leave off. 2. To stop; cease.  3. To stop doing or using.  

[Middle English leaven, from Old English l<fan. See leip- in Appendix.] 
—leavùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Leave alone is acceptable as a substitute for let alone in the sense

“to refrain from disturbing or interfering.” The following examples were ap-

proved by a majority of the Usage Panel in an earlier survey: Leave him alone and

he will produce. Left alone, he was quite productive. Those who do not accept these

examples generally feel that leave alone should mean simply “to depart from one

who remains in solitude”: They were left alone in the wilderness. • In formal writ-

ing leave is not an acceptable substitute for let in the sense “to allow or permit.”

Only let is acceptable in the following examples: Let me be. Let him go. Let us not

quarrel. Let it lie.

leave2 (lKv) n.  Abbr. lv. 1. Permission to do something.  See Synonyms at per-
mission.  2. a. Official permission to be absent from work or duty, as that 

granted to military or corporate personnel.  b. The period of time granted by 

such permission.  Also called leave of absence  3. An act of departing; a farewell:  

took leave of her with a heavy heart.  [Middle English leve, from Old English lKafe, 

dative and accusative of lKaf. See leubh- in Appendix.]

leave3 (lKv) v.  intr. leaved, leav·ing, leaves. To put forth foliage; leaf.  [Mid-

dle English leaven, from leaf, leaf. See LEAF.]

leaved (lKvd) adj.  1. Having or bearing a leaf or leaves.  2. Having a specified 

number or kind of leaves. Often used in combination:  three-leaved; wide-leaved. 

leav·en (lHvùNn) n.  1. An agent, such as yeast, that causes batter or dough to 

rise, especially by fermentation.  2. An element, influence, or agent that works 

subtly to lighten, enliven, or modify a whole.  See Synonyms at catalyst.   —  v.  

tr. leav·ened, leav·en·ing, leav·ens. 1. To add a rising agent to.  2. To cause 

to rise, especially by fermentation.  3. To pervade with a lightening, enlivening, or 



modifying influence.  [Middle English, from Old French levain, from Vulgar 

Latin *lev7men, from Latin lev7re, to raise. See legwh- in Appendix.]

leav·en·ing (lHvùN-nVng) n.  An agent that causes rising, fermentation, or fer-

ment; leaven.  See Synonyms at catalyst. 
Leav·en·worth (lHvùNn-wûrthÙ)  A city of northeast Kansas on the Missouri 

River northwest of Kansas City. Settled in 1854 by proslavery partisans from Mis-

souri, it is near Fort Leavenworth, the site of a federal penitentiary. Population, 

38,495. 

leave of absence (lKv ƒv 4bùsNns) n.  pl. leaves of absence. See leave2 
(n., sense 2). 

leaves (lKvz) n.  Plural of leaf. 
leave-tak·ing (lKvùt7ÙkVng) n.  A departure or farewell. 

leav·ings (lKùvVngz) pl.n.  Scraps or remains; residue.  See Synonyms at remain-
der. 

Leav·itt (lHvùVt), Henrietta Swan. 1868-1921.  American astronomer who dis-

covered a regular cycle of variation in the brightness of certain stars. 

Leb·a·nese (lHbÙN-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  Abbr. Leb. Of or relating to Lebanon, its 

people, or their culture.   —  n.  pl. Lebanese. Abbr. Leb. A native or inhabitant 

of Lebanon. 

Leb·a·non (lHbùN-nNn, -nmnÙ)  1.  Abbr. Leb. A country of southwest Asia on 

the Mediterranean Sea. Occupied by Canaanites in ancient times, Lebanon has 

long been torn by civil and religious strife. It proclaimed its independence in 

1941, but full self-government was not achieved until 1945. Beirut is the capital 

and the largest city. Population, 2,637,000.  2. A city of southeast Pennsylvania 

east-northeast of Harrisburg. It is an industrial center in the Pennsylvania Dutch 

farm country. Population, 24,800. 

Lebanon Mountains (lHbùN-nNn mounùtNnz)  A range of Lebanon extending 

about 161 km (100 mi) parallel to the Mediterranean coast and rising to 3,090 m 

(10,131 ft). 

le·bens·raum (l7ùbNns-roumÙ) n.  1. Additional territory deemed necessary to 

a nation, especially Nazi Germany, for its continued existence or economic well-

being.  2. Adequate space in which to live, develop, or function.  [German  : Leb-

ens, genitive sing. of Leben, life (from Middle High German, from Old High Ger-

man lebKn); see leip- in Appendix + Raum, space (from Middle High German 

roum, from Old High German r7m); see reuN- in Appendix.]

leb·ku·chen (l7bùkuÙkNn, l7pùkuÙKHNn) n.  pl. lebkuchen. A chewy, usually 

honey-flavored Christmas cookie containing nuts and candied fruits.  [German, 

from Middle High German lebekuoche : lebe, loaf (from Old High German leip) + 

kuoche, kuchen; see KUCHEN.]

Le·brun (lN-brœNù), Albert. 1871-1950.  French politician who was the last 

president of the Third Republic (1932-1940). 



Le·brun (lN-brœNù), Charles. 1619-1690.  French painter, designer, and court-

ier. As head of the French Royal Academy and principal painter to the king, he 

had a major influence on the development of the Louis Quatorze style. 

le Car·ré (lN k4-r7ù), John. Pen name of David John Moore Cornwell. Born 

1931.  British writer of popular espionage novels, including The Spy Who Came in 

from the Cold (1963) and Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy (1974). 

Lec·ce (lHchù7, lHtùchH)  A city of extreme southeast Italy east of Taranto. A Greek 

and Roman town, Lecce was a semi-independent county from 1053 to 1463. Pop-

ulation, 91,625. 

Lec·co (lHkùo)  A city of northern Italy on Lake Como north-northeast of Milan. 

It is a manufacturing center. Population, 51,349. 

lech1 (lHch) Slang. n.  1. A lecher: “a coke-snorting arbitrageur who’s an irrepress-

ible lech” (Pauline Kael).  2. A lecherous desire.   —  v.  intr. leched, lech·ing, 
lech·es. To behave in a lecherous manner.  [Short for LECHER.]

lech2 (lHch) n.  Variant of letch. 
Lech (lHk, lHKH)  A river rising in western Austria and flowing about 249 km (155 

mi) generally north to the Danube River in southern Germany. 

lech·er (lHchùNr) n.  A man given to lechery.  [Middle English, from Old French 

lecheor, from lechier, to lick, to live in debauchery, of Germanic origin. See leigh- 
in Appendix.]

lech·er·ous (lHchùNr-Ns) adj.  Given to, characterized by, or eliciting lechery.   
—lechùer·ous·ly adv.  —lechùer·ous·ness n. 

lech·er·y (lHchùN-rK) n.  pl. lech·er·ies. 1. Excessive indulgence in sexual activ-

ity; lewdness.  2. A lecherous act. 

lec·i·thin (lHsùN-thVn) n.  Any of a group of phospholipids found in egg yolks and 

the plasma membrane of plant and animal cells, used as an emulsifier in a wide 

range of commercial products, including foods, cosmetics, paints, and plastics.  

[French lécithine : Greek lekithos, egg yolk + -ine, -in.]

lec·i·thin·ase (lHsùN-thN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  Any of several enzymes that hydrolyze 

lecithin. 

Leck·y (lHkùK), William Edward Hartpole. 1838-1903.  Irish historian who 

wrote History of Rationalism in Europe (1865) and Democracy and Liberty (1896). 

Le·conte de Lisle (lN- kôNtÙ dN lKlù), Charles Marie. 1818-1894.  French 

poet and a leading Parnassian. His works include Poèmes Antiques (1852) and 

Poèmes Barbares (1862). 

Le Cor·bu·sier (lN kôr-bu-zy7ù, -bü-), Pseudonym of Charles Édouard Jean-

neret. 1887-1965.  Swiss-born French architect and writer. The most powerful 

advocate of the modernist school, he designed numerous functional concrete 

buildings and high-rise residential complexes. 

lect. abbr.  Lecture. 



lec·tern (lHkùtNrn) n.  1. A reading desk with a slanted top holding the books 

from which scriptural passages are read during a church service.  2. A stand that 

serves as a support for the notes or books of a speaker.  [Middle English lettorne, 

lectorn, from Old French lettrun, from Medieval Latin lKctrXnum, from Late Latin 

lKctrum, from Latin lKctus, past participle of legere, to read. See leg- in Appendix.]

lec·tin (lHkùtVn) n.  Any of several plant glycoproteins that bind to specific carbo-

hydrate groups on the plasma membrane of cells, used in the laboratory to stimu-

late proliferation of lymphocytes and to agglutinate red blood cells.  [Latin lKctus, 

past participle of legere, to select; see SELECT + -IN.]

lec·tion (lHkùshNn) n.  1. A variant reading or transcription of a text or copy.  

2. A reading from Scripture that forms a part of a church service.  [Latin lKctio, 

lKction-, a reading. See LESSON.]

lec·tion·ar·y (lHkùshN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. lec·tion·ar·ies. A book or list of lections to 

be read at church services during the year.  [Medieval Latin lKction7rium, from 

Latin lKctio, lKction-, a reading. See LESSON.]

lec·tor (lHkùtNr) n.  1. A person who reads aloud certain of the scriptural pas-

sages used in a church service.  2. A public lecturer or reader in certain universi-

ties.  [Middle English, from Late Latin lKctor, from Latin, reader, from lKctus, past 

participle of legere, to read. See LECTURE.]

lectr. abbr.  Lecturer. 

lec·ture (lHkùchNr) n.  Abbr. lect. 1. An exposition of a given subject delivered 

before an audience or a class, as for the purpose of instruction.  2. An earnest 

admonition or reproof; a reprimand.   —  v.  lec·tured, lec·tur·ing, lec·tures.  
—  v.  intr. To deliver a lecture or series of lectures.   —  v.  tr. 1. To deliver a lec-

ture to (a class or an audience).  2. To admonish or reprove earnestly, often at 

length:  always lecturing me about my manners.  [Middle English, a reading, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin lKct7ra, from Latin lKctus, past participle of 

legere, to read. See leg- in Appendix.]

lec·tur·er (lHkùchNr-Nr) n.  Abbr. lectr. 1. One who delivers lectures, especially 

professionally.  2. a. A member of the faculty of a college or university usually 

having qualified status without rank or tenure.  b. A faculty member ranking 

below an assistant professor.  c. The academic rank held by such a faculty mem-

ber.   3. Chiefly British. A university teacher, especially one ranking next below a 

reader. 

lec·ture·ship (lHkùchNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The status or position of a lecturer.  2. An 

endowment or a foundation supporting a series or course of lectures.  [Alteration 

of lecturership.]

led (lHd) v.  Past tense and past participle of lead1. 
LED (HlÙK-dKù, lHd) n.  A semiconductor diode that converts applied voltage to 

light and is used in digital displays, as of a calculator.  [l(ight-)e(mitting) d(iode).]



Le·da (lKùdN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A queen of Sparta and the mother, by Zeus 

in the form of a swan, of Helen and Pollux and, by her husband Tyndareus, of 

Castor and Clytemnestra.  2. The tenth satellite of the planet Jupiter. 

Led·bet·ter (lHdùbHtÙNr), Huddie. Known as “Leadbelly.” 1885?-1949.  Ameri-

can folk and blues musician. Ledbetter was a traveling musician and laborer until 

his discovery by the musical archivists John and Alan Lomax, who brought his 

work to national attention (1934). 

Led·er·berg (lHdùNr-bûrgÙ, l7ùdNr-), Joshua. Born 1925.  American geneticist. 

He shared a 1958 Nobel Prize for work with genetic mechanisms. 

le·der·ho·sen (l7ùdNr-hoÙzNn) pl.n.  Leather shorts, often with suspenders, 

worn by men and boys, especially in Bavaria.  [German, from Middle High Ger-

man lederhose : leder, leather (from Old High German ledar) + hose, trousers 

(from Old High German hosa); see (s)keu- in Appendix.]

Led·er·man (lHdùNr-mNn), Leon Max. Born 1922.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1988 Nobel Prize for developing the use of a beam of neutrinos in high-

energy particle research. 

ledge (lHj) n.  1. A horizontal projection forming a narrow shelf on a wall.  2. A 

cut or projection forming a shelf on a cliff or rock wall.  3. An underwater ridge 

or rock shelf.  4. A level of rock-bearing ore; a vein.  [Middle English, crossbar, 

probably from leggen, to lay, from Old English lecgan. See legh- in Appendix.] 
—ledgùy adj. 

ledg·er (lHjùNr) n.  1. a. A book in which the monetary transactions of a busi-

ness are posted in the form of debits and credits.  b. A book to which the record 

of accounts is transferred as final entry from original postings.   2. A slab of stone 

laid flat over a grave.  3. A horizontal timber in a scaffold, attached to the 

uprights and supporting the putlogs.  [Middle English legger, breviary, probably 

from leggen, to lay. See LEDGE.]

ledger board (lHjùNr bôrd) n.  1. The top railing of a fence or balustrade.  2. A 

narrow horizontal board attached to a row of studs to support the ends of floor 

or ceiling joists. In this sense, also calledribbon 

ledger line (lHjùNr lXn) n.  Music. A short line placed above or below a staff to 

accommodate notes higher or lower than the range of the staff. 

Le Duc Tho (l7ù dƒkù toù), 1911-1990.  Vietnamese political leader who negoti-

ated the North Vietnamese-U.S. cease-fire (1973) with Henry Kissinger. Both 

were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (1973), but Le Duc Tho refused it on the 

grounds that peace was not yet established in South Vietnam. 

lee (lK) n.  1. Nautical. The side away from the direction from which the wind 

blows; the side sheltered from the wind.  2. Cover; shelter.   —  adj.  1. Nautical. 

Of or relating to the side sheltered from the wind:  the lee gunwale.  2. Located in 

or facing the path of an oncoming glacier. Used of a geologic formation.  [Middle 

English le, from Old English hlKo, shelter, protection. See kelN-1 in Appendix.]



Lee (lK), Ann. Known as “Mother Ann.” 1736-1784.  British religious leader and 

founder (1776) of the Shakers in America. 

Lee (lK), Charles. 1731-1782.  British-born American Revolutionary general 

whose performance at the Battle of Monmouth (1778) brought about his court-

martial and dismissal. 

Lee (lK), Gypsy Rose. 1914-1970.  American burlesque entertainer who also 

wrote best-selling mystery novels, including The G-String Murders (1941). 

Lee (lK), Henry. Known as “Lighthorse Harry.” 1756-1818.  American Revolu-

tionary politician and soldier. He served in the Virginia legislature (1785-1788 

and 1789-1791) and as governor of Virginia (1792-1795). 

Lee (lK), Manfred Bennington. 1905-1971.  American writer. With his cousin 

Frederic Dannay he created the fictional detective Ellery Queen. 

Lee (lK), (Nelle) Harper. Born 1926.  American writer. Her novel To Kill a Mock-

ingbird (1960), dealing with racial injustice in the South, won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Lee (lK), Richard Henry. 1732-1794.  American Revolutionary leader who pro-

posed the resolution calling for the independence of the American colonies from 

England (1776). 

Lee (lK), Robert Edward. 1807-1870.  American Confederate general in the 

Civil War. He won victories at Bull Run (1862), Fredericksburg (1862), and Chan-

cellorsville (1863) before surrendering to Gen. Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox 

(1865). 

Lee (lK), Sir Sidney. 1859-1926.  British biographer who edited the Dictionary of 

National Biography from 1891 to 1917. His other works include the Life of Will-

iam Shakespeare (1898) and Life of Queen Victoria (1902). 

Lee (lK), Tsung Dao. Born 1926.  Chinese-born American physicist. He shared a 

1957 Nobel Prize for disproving the principle of conservation of parity. 

lee·board (lKùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Nautical. One of a pair of movable boards or 

plates attached to the hull of a sailing vessel to reduce downwind drift. 

leech1 (lKch) n.  1. Any of various chiefly aquatic bloodsucking or carnivorous 

annelid worms of the class Hirudinea, of which one species (Hirudo medicinalis) 

was formerly used by physicians to bleed patients.  2. One that preys on or clings 

to another; a parasite.  3. Archaic. A physician.   —  v.  leeched, leech·ing, 
leech·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bleed with leeches.  2. To drain the essence or exhaust 

the resources of.   —  v.  intr. To attach oneself to another in the manner of a 

leech.  [Middle English leche, physician, leech, from Old English l<ce. See leg- in 

Appendix.]

leech2 (lKch) n.  Nautical. 1. Either vertical edge of a square sail.  2. The after 

edge of a fore-and-aft sail.  [Middle English leche, probably from Middle Low 

German lXk, leech line. See leig- in Appendix.]



Leech (lKch), Margaret Kernochan. 1893-1974.  American historian and 

writer. Her best-known work, In the Days of McKinley (1959), won a Pulitzer 

Prize for history. 

Leeds (lKdz)  A borough of north-central England northeast of Manchester. 

Incorporated in 1626, it is a major commercial, transportation, communications, 

and industrial center. Population, 718,100. 

leek (lKk) n.  An edible plant (Allium porrum) related to the onion and having a 

white, slender bulb and flat, dark-green leaves.  [Middle English lek, from Old 

English lKac.]

leer (lîr) v.  intr. leered, leer·ing, leers. To look with a sidelong glance, indica-

tive especially of sexual desire or sly and malicious intent.   —  n.  A desirous, sly, 

or knowing look.  [Probably from obsolete leer, cheek, from Middle English ler, 

from Old English hlKor. See kleu- in Appendix.] —leerùing·ly adv. 

leer·y (lîrùK) adj.  leer·i·er, leer·i·est. Suspicious or distrustful; wary:  was leery 

of aggressive salespeople.   —leerùi·ly adv.  —leerùi·ness n. 

lees (lKz) pl.n.  Sediment settling during fermentation, especially in wine; dregs.  

[Middle English lies, pl. of lie, from Old French, from Medieval Latin lia, proba-

bly of Celtic origin. See legh- in Appendix.]

lee shore (lK shôr) n.  Nautical. A shore toward which the wind blows and 

toward which a ship is likely to be driven. 

Lee’s Summit (lKz sƒmùVt)  A city of western Missouri southeast of Kansas 

City. It is a manufacturing center within the Kansas City metropolitan area. Pop-

ulation, 46,418. 

Leeu·war·den (l7ùvär-dn, l7ùü-wärÙdn)  A city of northern Netherlands 

northeast of the Ijsselmeer. Chartered in 1435, it was noted for its manufacture of 

gold and silver articles from the 16th to the 18th century. Population, 85,435. 

Leeu·wen·hoek  or Leu·wen·hoek (l7ùvNn-htkÙ, l7ùü-wNn-hukÙ), Anton 
van. 1632-1723.  Dutch microscopy pioneer and naturalist who formulated early 

descriptions of bacteria and spermatozoa. 

lee·ward (lKùwNrd, luùNrd) Nautical. adv.  & adj.  On or toward the side to 

which the wind is blowing.   —  n.  The lee side or quarter. 

Lee·ward Islands (lKùwNrd XùlNndz)  1. The northern group of the Lesser 

Antilles in the West Indies, extending from the Virgin Islands southeast to Guade-

loupe. The islands were discovered by Columbus in 1493 and were hotly con-

tested by the Spanish, French, and British in the 17th and 18th centuries.  2. A 

chain of small islets of Hawaii in the central Pacific Ocean west-northwest of the 

main islands. The Leewards constitute a government bird sanctuary. 

lee·way (lKùw7Ù) n.  1. Nautical. The drift of a ship or an aircraft to leeward of 

the course being steered.  2. A margin of freedom or variation, as of activity, 

time, or expenditure; latitude.  See Synonyms at room. 



left1 (lHft) adj.  Abbr. l. 1. a. Of, belonging to, located on, or being the side of the 

body to the north when the subject is facing east.  b. Of, relating to, directed 

toward, or located on the left side.  c. Located on the left side of a person facing 

downstream:  the left bank of a river.   2.  Often Left. Of or belonging to the polit-

ical or intellectual left.   —  n.  1. a. The direction or position on the left side.  

b. The left side.  c. The left hand.  d. A turn in the direction of the left hand or 

side.   2.  Often Left. a. The people and groups who advocate liberal, often radi-

cal measures to effect change in the established order, especially in politics, usu-

ally to achieve the equality, freedom, and well-being of the common citizens of a 

state.  Also called left wing b. The opinion of those advocating such measures.   

3. Sports. A blow delivered by a boxer’s left hand.  4. Baseball. Left field.   —  adv.  

Toward or on the left.  [Middle English, from Old English lyft-, weak, useless (in 

lyft7dl, paralysis).]

left2 (lHft) v.  Past tense and past participle of leave1. 
left atrioventricular valve (lHft 7ÙtrK-o-vHn-trVkùyN-lNr v4lv) n.  See mitral 
valve. 

Left Bank (lHft b4ngk)  A district of Paris on the southern, or left, bank of the 

Seine River. It has long been noted for its artistic and bohemian atmosphere. 

left-brain (lHftùbr7nÙ) n.  The cerebral hemisphere to the left of the corpus cal-

losum, controlling the right side of the body. 

left face (lHft f7s) n.  A military command to turn 90 degrees to the left. 

left field (lHft fKld) n.  1.  Abbr. LF Baseball. a. The third of the outfield that is 

to the left, looking from home plate.  b. The position played by the left fielder.   

2. Informal. A position far from the center or mainstream, as of opinion or rea-

son:  opinions that are out in left field. 

left fielder (lHft fKlùdNr) n.  Abbr. LF Baseball. The player who defends left field. 

left-hand (lHftùh4ndù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or located on the left.  2. Relating 

to, designed for, or done with the left hand. 

left-hand·ed (lHftùh4nùdVd) adj.  1. a. Using the left hand more skillfully or 

easily than the right.  b. Sports. Swinging from left to right:  a left-handed batter; 

a left-handed golfer.   2. a. Done with the left hand.  b. Intended for wear on or 

use by the left hand:  left-handed scissors.   3. Awkward; maladroit.  4. Of doubt-

ful sincerity; dubious:  left-handed flattery; a left-handed compliment.  5. Of, 

relating to, or born of a morganatic marriage.  6. Turning or spiraling from right 

to left; counterclockwise.   —  adv.  1. With the left hand.  2. Sports. From the left 

to the right:  swings left-handed.   —leftù-handùed·ly adv.  —leftù-
handùed·ness n. 

left-hand·er (lHftùh4nùdNr) n.  One who is left-handed. 

left·ish (lHfùtVsh) adj.  Tending toward the political left. 

left·ism also Left·ism (lHfùtVzÙNm) n.  1. The ideology of the political left.  

2. Belief in or support of the tenets of the political left.   —leftùist adj.  & n. 



left·most (lHftùmostÙ) adj.  Farthest to the left:  in the leftmost lane of traffic. 

left·o·ver (lHftùoÙvNr) adj.  Remaining as an unused portion or amount.   —  n.  

1. A remnant or an unused portion.  2. leftovers. A dish made of food remain-

ing from a previous meal. 

left·ward (lHftùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  To or on the left. 

left wing also Left Wing (lHft wVng) n.  1. The liberal or radical faction of a 

group.  2.  See left1 (n., sense 2a).  —leftù-wingù (lHftùwVngù) adj.  —leftù-
wingùer n. 

left·y (lHfùtK) Informal. n.  pl. left·ies. 1. A left-handed person.  2. An advocate 

or a member of the political left.   —  adv.  With the left hand or in a left-handed 

manner:  throws lefty; bats lefty. 

leg (lHg) n.  1. a. A limb or an appendage of an animal, used for locomotion or 

support.  b. One of the lower or hind limbs in human beings and primates.  

c. The part of the limb between the knee and foot in vertebrates.  d. The back 

part of the hindquarter of a meat animal.   2. A supporting part resembling a leg 

in shape or function.  3. One of the branches of a forked or jointed object.  

4. The part of a garment, especially of a pair of trousers, that covers the leg.  

5. Mathematics. Either side of a right triangle that is not the hypotenuse.  6. A 

stage of a journey or course, especially: a. Nautical. The distance traveled by a 

sailing vessel on a single tack.  b. The part of an air route or a flight pattern that is 

between two successive stops, positions, or changes in direction.  c. One of several 

contests that must be successfully completed in order to determine the winner of 

a competition.  d. Sports. One stretch of a relay race.   7. legs. The narrow 

streams of swirled wine that run slowly down along the inside of a glass, often 

believed to indicate that the wine is full-bodied.   —  v.  intr. legged, leg·ging, 
legs. Informal. To go on foot; walk or run. Often used with the indefinite it:  

Because we missed the bus, we had to leg it across town.   —idioms. a leg to 
stand on. Slang. A justifiable or logical basis for defense; support:  He doesn’t 

have a leg to stand on in this debate.  a leg up. Slang. 2. The act or an instance of 

assisting; a boost.  3. A position of advantage; an edge:  We have a leg up on the 

competition.  on (one’s) last legs. At the end of one’s strength or resources; 

ready to collapse, fail, or die.  [Middle English, from Old Norse leggr.]

leg. abbr.  1. Legal.  2. Legate.  3. Music. Legato.  4. Legislation; legislative; legis-

lature. 

leg·a·cy (lHgùN-sK) n.  pl. leg·a·cies. 1. Money or property bequeathed to 

another by will.  2. Something handed down from an ancestor or a predecessor 

or from the past:  a legacy of religious freedom.  See Synonyms at heritage.  
[Middle English legacie, office of a deputy, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

lKg7tia, from Latin lKg7tus, past participle of lKg7re, to depute, bequeath. See leg- 
in Appendix.]



le·gal (lKùgNl) adj.  Abbr. leg. 1. Of, relating to, or concerned with law:  legal 

papers.  2. a. Authorized by or based on law:  a legal right.  b. Established by law; 

statutory:  the legal owner.   3. In conformity with or permitted by law:  legal busi-

ness operations.  4. Recognized or enforced by law rather than by equity.  5. In 

terms of or created by the law:  a legal offense.  6. Applicable to or characteristic of 

attorneys or their profession.   —  n.  1. One that is in accord with certain rules or 

laws.  2. legals. Investments that may be legally made by fiduciaries and certain 

institutions, such as savings banks and insurance companies. In this sense, also 

calledlegal list [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin lKg7lis, from lKx, lKg-

, law. See leg- in Appendix.] —leùgal·ly adv. 

legal age (lKùgNl 7j) n.  The age at which a person may by law assume the rights 

and responsibilities of an adult. 

legal aid (lKùgNl 7d) n.  Legal assistance provided, as by a specially established 

organization, for those unable to afford an attorney. 

legal cap (lKùgNl k4p) n.  Ruled writing paper in tablet form, measuring 82 by 13 

to 16 inches and generally used by attorneys. 

le·gal·ese (lKÙgN-lKzù, -lKsù) n.  The specialized vocabulary of the legal profes-

sion, especially when considered to be complex or abstruse. 

legal holiday (lKùgNl hmlùV-d7Ù) n.  A holiday authorized by law and character-

ized by a limit or ban on work or official business. 

le·gal·ism (lKùgN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Strict, literal adherence to the law or to a particu-

lar code, as of religion or morality.  2. A legal word, expression, or rule.   —leù-
gal·ist n.  —leÙgal·isùtic adj.  —leÙgal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

le·gal·i·ty (lK-g4lùV-tK) n.  pl. le·gal·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being legal; 

lawfulness.  2. Adherence to or observance of the law.  3. A requirement enjoined 

by law. Often used in the plural. 

le·gal·ize (lKùgN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. le·gal·ized, le·gal·iz·ing, le·gal·iz·es. To make 

legal or lawful; authorize or sanction by law.   —leÙgal·i·zaùtion (-gN-lV-z7ùshNn) 

n. 

Le Gal·lienne (lN g4lùyNn, g4l-yHnù), Eva. 1899-1991.  British-born American 

actress who founded (1926) and directed (1926-1934) the Civic Repertory The-

atre in New York City. 

Le Gal·lienne (lN g4lùyNn, g4l-yHnù), Richard. 1866-1947.  British writer whose 

works include The Quest of the Golden Girl (1896) and October Vagabonds (1910). 

legal list (lKùgNl lVst) n.  See legal (n., sense 2). 

legal pad (lKùgNl p4d) n.  A pad of ruled, usually yellow writing paper that mea-

sures 82 by 14 inches. 

legal reserve (lKùgNl rV-zûrvù) n.  The sum of money that a bank or an insur-

ance company is required by law to set aside as security. 



legal separation (lKùgNl sHpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Law. A court decree recognizing 

that a married couple is living apart and regulating the couple’s mutual rights and 

liabilities.  Also called judicial separation 

le·gal-size (lKùgNl-sXzÙ) adj.  1. Being a sheet of paper that measures approxi-

mately 82 by 14 inches.  2. Designed to hold such sheets of paper:  a legal-size 

envelope. 

legal tender (lKùgNl tHnùdNr) n.  Legally valid currency that may be offered in 

payment of a debt and that a creditor must accept. 

Le·ga·nés (lHÙgä-nHsù)  A city of central Spain, an industrial and residential sub-

urb of Madrid. Population, 168,984. 

leg·ate (lHgùVt) n.  Abbr. leg. An official emissary, especially an official represen-

tative of the pope.  [Middle English, from Old French legat, from Medieval Latin 

lKg7tus, from Latin, past participle of lKg7re, to depute. See leg- in Appendix.] 
—legùate·shipÙ n. 

leg·a·tee (lHgÙN-tKù) n.  The inheritor of a legacy.  [From legate, to bequeath, 

from Latin lKg7re, lKg7t-. See LEGACY.]

leg·a·tine (lHgùN-tVn, -tXnÙ) adj.  Of, directed by, or authorized by a legate. 

le·ga·tion (lV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of sending a legate.  2. a. A diplomatic 

mission in a foreign country ranking below an embassy.  b. The diplomatic min-

ister and staff of such a mission.  c. The premises occupied by such a mission.    
—le·gaùtion·ar·y adj. 

le·ga·to (lV-gäùto) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. leg. In a smooth, even style. Used 

chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. le·ga·tos. A legato passage or movement.  [Ital-

ian, past participle of legare, to bind, tie together, from Latin lig7re. See leig- in 

Appendix.]

le·ga·tor (lV-g7ùtNr) n.  One that makes a will; a testator.  [Latin lKg7tor, from 

lKg7re, to bequeath. See LEGACY.]

leg·end (lHjùNnd) n.  1. a. An unverified story handed down from earlier times, 

especially one popularly believed to be historical.  b. A body or collection of such 

stories.  c. A romanticized or popularized myth of modern times.   2. One that 

inspires legends or achieves legendary fame.  3. a. An inscription or a title on an 

object, such as a coin.  b. An explanatory caption accompanying an illustration.  

c. An explanatory table or list of the symbols appearing on a map or chart.   

[Middle English, from Old French legende, from Medieval Latin (lectio) legenda, 

(lesson) to be read, from Latin, feminine gerundive of legere, to read. See leg- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The words legend and legendary have come to be used in recent

years to refer to any person or achievement whose fame promises to be particu-

larly enduring, even if its renown is created more by the media than by oral tra-

dition. Strictly speaking, there is nothing legendary about the accomplishments of



a major-league baseball star or the voice of a famous opera singer, since their ac-

complishments are documented in an extensive public record. But this new usage

is common journalistic hyperbole and in such contexts is acceptable to 55 percent

of the Usage Panel.

leg·en·dar·y (lHjùNn-dHrÙK) adj.  1. Of, constituting, based on, or of the nature 

of a legend.  2. a. Celebrated in legend.  b. Extremely well known; famous or 

renowned.  See Usage Note at legend.   —legÙen·darùi·ly adv. 

Le·gen·dre (lN-zhänùdrN, -zhäNù-), Adrien Marie. 1752-1833.  French mathe-

matician who is best remembered for his work on number theory and elliptic 

integrals. 

leg·end·ry (lHjùNn-drK) n.  pl. leg·end·ries. A collection or body of legends. 

Lé·ger (l7-zh7ù), Alexis Saint-Léger. Pseudonym Saint-John Perse. 1887-1975.  

French poet and diplomat whose works include Anabase (1924) and Chronique 

(1960). He won the 1960 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Lé·ger (l7-zh7ù), Fernand. 1881-1955.  French artist. An early cubist who 

worked in bright flat colors, Léger incorporated industrial and mechanical images 

into his work. 

leg·er·de·main (lHjÙNr-dN-m7nù) n.  1. Sleight of hand.  2. A show of skill or 

deceitful cleverness:  financial legerdemain.  [Middle English legerdemayn, from 

Old French leger de main : leger, light (from Vulgar Latin *levi7rius, from Latin 

levis); see legwh- in Appendix + de, of (from Latin dK); see DE- + main, hand; see 

MORTMAIN.]

le·ger·i·ty (lN-jHrùV-tK) n.  Quickness or agility of mind or body.  [French légèreté, 

from Old French legerete, from leger, light. See LEGERDEMAIN.]

le·ges (lKùjKzÙ) n.  Plural of lex. 
leg·ged (lHgùVd, lHgd) adj.  Having a specified kind or number of legs. Often 

used in combination:  long-legged; four-legged. 

leg·ging (lHgùVng) n.  1. A leg covering usually extending from the ankle to the 

knee and often made of material such as leather or canvas, worn especially by sol-

diers and workers.  2. leggings. a. Close-fitting usually knit trousers, often 

worn under a skirt for warmth.  b. Warm outerwear trousers for children.  

leg·gy (lHgùK) adj.  leg·gi·er, leg·gi·est. 1. Having disproportionately long legs:  

a leggy colt.  2. Informal. Having attractively long, slender legs:  a leggy dancer.  

3. Having long, spindly, often leafless stems:  a leggy houseplant.   —legùgi·ness 
n. 

leg·horn (lHgùhôrnÙ, -Nrn) n.  1. a. The dried and bleached straw of an Italian 

variety of wheat.  b. A plaited fabric made from this straw.  c. A hat made from 

this fabric.   2.  Often Leghorn. Any of a breed of small, hardy domestic fowl of 

Mediterranean origin, noted for prolific production of eggs.  [After Leghorn.]



Leghorn  or Li·vor·no (lK-vorùno)  A city of northwest Italy on the Ligurian Sea 

southeast of Genoa. A fortified town in the Middle Ages, Leghorn was developed 

into a flourishing community by the Medici. Population, 175,371. 

leg·i·ble (lHjùN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to read or decipher.  2. Plainly discernible; 

apparent:  legible weaknesses in character and disposition.  [Middle English, from 

Late Latin legibilis, from Latin legere, to read. See leg- in Appendix.] 
—legÙi·bilùi·ty, legùi·ble·ness n.  —legùi·bly adv. 

le·gion (lKùjNn) n.  1. The major unit of the Roman army consisting of 3,000 to 

6,000 infantry troops and 100 to 200 cavalry troops.  2. A large military unit 

trained for combat; an army.  3. A large number; a multitude.  See Synonyms at 

multitude.  4.  Often Legion. A national organization of former members of 

the armed forces.   —  adj.  Constituting a large number; multitudinous:  Her 

admirers were legion. His mistakes were legion.  [Middle English legioun, from Old 

French legion, from Latin legio, legion-, from legere, to gather. See leg- in Appen-

dix.]

le·gion·ar·y (lKùjN-nHrÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting a legion.   —  n.  

pl. le·gion·ar·ies. A soldier of a legion. 

legionary ant (lKùjN-nHrÙK 4nt) n.  See army ant. 
le·gion·naire (lKÙjN-nârù) n.  A member of a legion.  [French légionnaire, from 

Old French, from legion, legion. See LEGION.]

Le·gion·naires’ disease (lKÙjN-nârzù dV-zKzù) n.  An acute, sometimes fatal 

respiratory disease caused by a bacterium of the genus Legionella, especially L. 

pneumophila, and characterized by severe pneumonia, headache, and a dry 

cough.  [So called because it was first recognized when an outbreak occurred dur-

ing an American Legion Convention in Philadelphia in 1976.]

Legion of Honor (lKùjNn ƒv mnùNr) n.  A high French civilian and military 

decoration, instituted in 1802.  [Translation of French Légion d’honneur.]

Legion of Merit (lKùjNn ƒv mHrùVt) n.  Abbr. LM A U.S. military decoration 

awarded for exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstand-

ing services. 

legis. abbr.  Legislation; legislative; legislature. 

leg·is·late (lHjùV-sl7tÙ) v.  leg·is·lat·ed, leg·is·lat·ing, leg·is·lates.  —  v.  intr. 

To create or pass laws.   —  v.  tr. To create or bring about by or as if by legislation.  

[Back-formation from LEGISLATOR.]

leg·is·la·tion (lHjÙV-sl7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. leg., legis. 1. The act or process of leg-

islating; lawmaking.  2. A proposed or enacted law or group of laws. 

leg·is·la·tive (lHjùV-sl7ÙtVv) adj.  Abbr. leg., legis. 1. Of or relating to the enact-

ment of laws.  2. Resulting from or decided by legislation.  3. Having the power 

to create laws; intended to legislate.  4. Of or relating to a legislature.   —  n.  The 

legislative body of a government; a legislature.   —legùis·laÙtive·ly adv. 



leg·is·la·tor (lHjùV-sl7ÙtNr) n.  One that creates or enacts laws, especially a mem-

ber of a legislative body.  [French législateur, from Old French, from Latin lKgis 

l7tor : lKgis, genitive of lKx, law; see leg- in Appendix + l7tor, proposer, bearer 

(from l7tus, past participle of ferre, to propose, bear); see telN- in Appendix.] 
—legÙis·la·toùri·al (-lN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  —legùis·laÙtor·shipÙ n. 

leg·is·la·ture (lHjùV-sl7ÙchNr) n.  Abbr. leg., legis. An officially elected or other-

wise selected body of people vested with the responsibility and power to make 

laws for a political unit, such as a state or nation. 

le·gist (lKùjVst) n.  A specialist in law.  [Middle English legiste, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin lKgista, from Latin lKx, lKg-, law. See leg- in Appendix.]

le·git (lN-jVtù) adj.  Slang. Legitimate. 

le·git·i·ma·cy (lN-jVtùN-mN-sK) n.  The quality or fact of being legitimate. 

le·git·i·mate (lN-jVtùN-mVt) adj.  1. Being in compliance with the law; lawful:  a 

legitimate business.  2. Being in accordance with established or accepted patterns 

and standards:  legitimate advertising practices.  3. Based on logical reasoning; rea-

sonable:  a legitimate solution to the problem.  4. Authentic; genuine:  a legitimate 

complaint.  5. Born of legally married parents:  legitimate issue.  6. Of, relating to, 

or ruling by hereditary right:  a legitimate monarch.  7. Of or relating to drama of 

high professional quality that excludes burlesque, vaudeville, and some forms of 

musical comedy:  the legitimate theater.   —  v.  tr. le·git·i·mat·ed, 
le·git·i·mat·ing, le·git·i·mates (-m7tÙ). To make legitimate, as: a. To give legal 

force or status to; make lawful.  b. To establish (a child born out of wedlock) as 

legitimate by legal means.  c. To sanction formally or officially; authorize.  d. To 

demonstrate or declare to be justified.   [Middle English legitimat, born in wed-

lock, from Medieval Latin lKgitim7tus, past participle of lKgitim7re, to make law-

ful, from Latin lKgitimus, legitimate, from lKx, lKg-, law. See leg- in Appendix.] 
—le·gitùi·mate·ly adv.  —le·gitùi·mate·ness n.  —le·gitÙi·maùtion n.  

—le·gitùi·matÙor (-m7tÙNr) n. 

le·git·i·ma·tize (lN-jVtùN-mN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. le·git·i·ma·tized, le·git·i·ma·tiz·ing, 
le·git·i·ma·tiz·es. To legitimate. 

le·git·i·mist (lN-jVtùN-mVst) n.  One that believes in or advocates rule by heredi-

tary right.   —le·gitùi·mism n.  —le·gitùi·mist adj. 

le·git·i·mize (lN-jVtùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. le·git·i·mized, le·git·i·miz·ing, 
le·git·i·miz·es. To legitimate.   —le·gitÙi·mi·zaùtion (-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—le·gitùi·mizÙer n. 

leg·man (lHgùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  Informal. 1. A reporter whose job is to gather 

information at the scene of an event or by visiting various news sources.  2. An 

assistant, as in an office, who performs tasks such as gathering information or 

running errands especially outside the workplace. 



Leg·ni·ca (lHg-nKtùsN)  A city of southwest Poland west of Wroclaw. Chartered in 

1252, it was acquired by Prussia in 1742 and was the site of Frederick the Great’s 

victory over the Austrians (August 15, 1760). Population, 97,700. 

leg-of-mut·ton (lHgÙN-mƒtùn, lHgÙNv-)  or leg-o’-mut·ton (lHgÙN-) adj.  

Resembling a leg of mutton in shape; tapering sharply from one large end to a 

point or smaller end, as a sleeve or sail. 

leg-pull (lHgùptlÙ) n.  A comical hoax or practical joke.   —legù-pullÙer n. 

leg·room (lHgùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  Room in which to stretch the legs while 

seated. 

Le·guía y Sal·ce·do (lN-gKùN KÙ säl-s7ùdo, lH-gKùä K säl-sHùthô), Augusto Ber-
nadino. 1863-1932.  Peruvian politician who served as president from 1908 to 

1912 and from 1919 to 1930, when he was overthrown. 

leg·ume (lHgùyumÙ, lN-gyumù) n.  1. a. A pod, such as that of a pea or bean, 

that splits into two valves with the seeds attached to one edge of the valves.  

b. Such a pod or seed used as food.   2. A plant of the pea family.  [French légume, 

from Latin leg7men, bean.]

legume family (lHgùyumÙ f4mùN-lK) n.  The pea family. 

le·gu·mi·nous (lN-gyuùmN-nNs) adj.  1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of 

the family Leguminosae, which includes peas, beans, clover, alfalfa, and other 

plants.  2. Resembling a legume.  [From Middle English, and from French légu-

mineux both from Latin leg7minosus, from leg7men, leg7min-, bean.]

leg warmer also leg·warm·er (lHgùwôrÙmNr) n.  A knitted covering for the 

leg, resembling a stocking but without a foot, usually worn over tights or pants, as 

by dancers. 

leg·work (lHgùwûrkÙ) n.  Informal. Work, such as collecting information or 

doing research in preparation for a project, that involves much walking or travel-

ing about. 

Le·hár (l7ùhär), Franz. 1870-1948.  Hungarian composer of light operas, most 

notably The Merry Widow (1905). 

Le Ha·vre (lN häùvrN, hävù)  A city of northern France on the English Channel 

west-northwest of Paris. It has been a major port since the 16th century. Popula-

tion, 199,388. 

Le·high River (lKùhXÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 166 km (103 mi) long, of eastern 

Pennsylvania flowing generally southeast to the Delaware River. 

Leh·man (lKùmNn, l7ù-), Herbert Henry. 1878-1963.  American banker and 

public official who directed (1943-1946) the United Nations Relief and Rehabili-

tation Administration. As a U.S. senator from New York (1949-1957), Lehman 

was one of the first to oppose McCarthyism. 

Leh·mann (l7ùmNn, -män), Lotte. 1888-1976.  German-born American 

soprano known for her performances in operas by Richard Strauss. She sang with 

the Metropolitan Opera in New York City from 1934 to 1945. 



Lehn (lHn), Jean Marie. Born 1939.  French chemist. He shared a 1987 Nobel 

Prize for creating artificial molecules that can mimic vital chemical reactions. 

le·hu·a (l7-huùN) n.  An ornamental evergreen shrub or tree (Metrosideros colli-

nus) of Hawaii and other Pacific islands, having showy red flowers.  [Hawaiian.]

lei1 (l7, l7ùK) n.  pl. leis. A garland of flowers, especially one worn around the 

neck.  [Hawaiian.]

lei2 (l7) n.  Plural of leu. 
Leib·nitz  or Leib·niz (lXbùnVts, lXpù-), Baron Gottfried Wilhelm von. 1646-

1716.  German philosopher and mathematician. He invented differential and 

integral calculus independently of Newton and proposed the metaphysical theory 

that we live in “the best of all possible worlds.” 

Leices·ter1 (lHsùtNr)  A borough of central England east-northeast of Birming-

ham. Built on the site of a Roman settlement, it is an important industrial center 

in a mining and sheep-raising district. Population, 283,000. 

Leices·ter2 (lHsùtNr) n.  1. Any of a breed of large, white-faced sheep having 

long coarse wool, developed in Leicestershire, a county of central England.  2. A 

hard cheese similar to Cheddar and usually orange. 

Leices·ter (lHsùtNr), First Earl of Title of Robert Dudley. 1532?-1588.  English 

courtier who was privy councilor to Elizabeth I and the captain general of her 

armies from 1587. 

Lei·den also Ley·den (lXdùn)  A city of southwest Netherlands northeast of The 

Hague. Dating from Roman times, Leiden has had an important textile industry 

since the 16th century. Its university, founded in 1575, was a noted center for the 

study of theology, science, and medicine in the 17th and 18th centuries. Popula-

tion, 104,261. 

Lei·dy (lXùdK), Joseph. 1823-1891.  American naturalist and anatomist known 

for his fossil studies in the western United States. 

Leigh (lK), Vivien. 1913-1967.  British actress who won the Academy Award as 

best actress for her roles in Gone With the Wind (1939) as Scarlett O’Hara and in 

A Streetcar Named Desire (1951) as Blanche DuBois. 

Leigh·ton (l7tùn), Frederick Baron Leighton of Stretton. 1830-1896.  British 

painter noted for his simple and precise style. Among his works are Venus Disrob-

ing (1867) and The Garden of the Hesperides (1892). 

Leins·dorf (lXnzùdôrfÙ, lXnsù-), Erich. Born 1912.  Austrian-born American 

conductor who led the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, the New York City Opera 

Company, and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. 

Lein·ster (lHnùstNr)  A historical region of southeast Ireland. Its wealth and 

accessibility made it an early prey to Danish and Anglo-Saxon invasions. 

Leip·zig (lXpùsVg, -sVk, -tsVk)  A city of east-central Germany south-southwest of 

Berlin. Originally a Slavic settlement called Lipsk, it developed by the early Mid-

dle Ages into a major commercial and cultural center. At the so-called Battle of 



the Nations (October 16-19, 1813), Austrian, Russian, and Prussian forces deci-

sively defeated Napoleon I. Population, 558,994. 

leish·man·i·a·sis (lKshÙmN-nXùN-sVs) n.  1. An infection caused by any of the 

flagellate protozoans of the genus Leishmania, transmitted to human beings and 

animals by bloodsucking sand flies.  2. A disease, such as kala-azar or either of 

two clinically distinct ulcerative skin diseases, caused by flagellate protozoans of 

the genus Leishmania.  [From New Latin Leishmania, genus of protozoans, after 

Sir William Boog Leishman (1865-1926), British medical officer.]

leis·ter (lKùstNr) n.  A three-pronged spear used in fishing.   —  v.  tr. leis·tered, 
leis·ter·ing, leis·ters. To spear (a fish) with a leister.  [Of Scandinavian origin.]

lei·sure (lKùzhNr, lHzhùNr) n.  Freedom from time-consuming duties, responsibil-

ities, or activities.  See Synonyms at rest1.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  leisure time; leisure travel.   —idiom. at (one’s) leisure. 
When one has free time; at one’s convenience:  I’ll return the call at my leisure.  

[Middle English, from Norman French leisour, from Old French leisir, to be per-

mitted, from Latin licKre.]

Lei·sure City (lKùzhNr sVtùK)  An unincorporated community of southeast Flor-

ida southwest of Miami. It is a resort center near Biscayne Bay. Population, 

19,379. 

lei·sured (lKùzhNrd, lHzhùNrd) adj.  Characterized by leisure. 

lei·sure·ly (lKùzhNr-lK, lHzhùNr-) adj.  Acting, proceeding, or done without haste; 

unhurried.  See Synonyms at slow.   —  adv.  In an unhurried manner; slowly.   
—leiùsure·li·ness n. 

leisure suit (lKùzhNr sut) n.  A man’s suit for informal wear, consisting of a 

shirtlike jacket and matching slacks. 

lei·sure·wear (lKzhùNr-wârÙ, lHzhùNr-) n.  Informal, comfortable clothing 

designed for wear during times of rest and relaxation. 

Leith (lKth)  A district of Edinburgh, Scotland, on the southern shore of the Firth 

of Forth. It is a noted seaport and shipbuilding center. 

leit·mo·tif also leit·mo·tiv (lXtùmo-tKfÙ) n.  1. Music. A melodic passage or 

phrase, especially in Wagnerian opera, associated with a specific character, situa-

tion, or element.  2. A dominant and recurring theme, as in a novel.  [German 

Leitmotiv : leiten, to lead (from Middle High German, from Old High German 

leitan); see leit- in Appendix + Motiv, motif (from French motif); see MOTIF.]

Lei·zhou Peninsula (l7ùjoù pN-nVnùsyN-lN) also Lui·chow Peninsula (lwKù-

joù)  A peninsula of southern China between the Gulf of Tonkin and the South 

China Sea. A narrow strait separates it from the island of Hainan. 

lek (lHk) n.  A basic unit of currency in Albania.  See Table at currency.  [Alba-

nian, after Lek Dukagjin, Albanian feudal lord and lawgiver.]

lek·var (lHkùvär) n.  A sweet spread or pastry filling made of prunes or apricots.  

[Hungarian lekvár, jam, from Slovak, from Czech lektvar, electuary, from Middle 



High German lactw7rje, latwKrge, from Old French leituaire, from Late Latin 

KlKctu7rium, electuary. See ELECTUARY.]

Le·land (lKùlNnd)  or Ley·land (l7ù-), John. 1506?-1552.  English antiquarian 

who made a tour (1533-1545) of Britain to collect historical documents and rel-

ics. His notes provided valuable information for later historians. 

Le·loir (lN-lwärù, lH-), Luis Federico. Born 1906.  French-born Argentine bio-

chemist. He won a 1970 Nobel Prize for the discovery of sugar nucleotides and 

their role in the biosynthesis of carbohydrates. 

Le·ly (lKùlK, l7ù-), Sir Peter. 1618-1680.  Dutch painter in England. He was prin-

cipal painter to Charles II. 

LEM (lHm) n.  pl. LEMs. A lunar excursion module.  [L(UNAR) E(XCURSION) 

M(ODULE).]

Le·maî·tre (lN-mHtùrN), Georges Henri or Édouard. 1894-1966.  Belgian 

astrophysicist who proposed the big bang theory of the origin of the universe 

(1927). 

lem·an (lHmùNn, lKùmNn) n.  Archaic. 1. A sweetheart; a lover.  2. A mistress.  

[Middle English leofman, lemman : leof, dear (from Old English lKof); see leubh- 
in Appendix + man, man; see MAN.]

Le·man (lKùmNn, lN-m4Nù), Lake. See Lake Geneva. 
Le Mans (lN mäNù)  A city of northwest France west-southwest of Paris. Settled 

in pre-Roman times, it is famous for its annual (since 1906) 24-hour sports car 

races. Population, 147,697. 

Le·may (lN-m7ù, lK-)  A community of east-central Missouri, a suburb on the 

southern border of St. Louis. Population, 35,424. 

lem·ma1 (lHmùN) n.  pl. lem·mas or lem·ma·ta (lHmùN-tN). 1. A subsidiary 

proposition assumed to be valid and used to demonstrate a principal proposition.  

2. A theme, an argument, or a subject indicated in a title.  3. A word or phrase 

treated in a glossary or similar listing.  [Latin lKmma, from Greek, from lam-

banein, to take.]

lem·ma2 (lHmùN) n.  Botany. The outer or lower of the two bracts that enclose the 

flower in a grass spikelet.  [Greek, husk, from lepein, to peel.]

lem·ma·ta (lHmùN-tN) n.  A plural of lemma1. 
lem·ming (lHmùVng) n.  Any of various small, thickset rodents, especially of the 

genus Lemmus, inhabiting northern regions and known for periodic mass migra-

tions that sometimes end in drowning.  [Norwegian.]

lem·nis·cus (lHm-nVsùkNs) n.  pl. lem·nis·ci (-nVsùXÙ, -nVsùkXÙ, -nVsùkK). Anatomy. 

A bundle or band of sensory nerve fibers.  [Latin lKmniscus, ribbon, from Greek 

lKmniskos.]

Lem·nos (lHmùnms, -nos, lKmùnôs) also Lím·nos (lKmùnôs)  An island of north-

east Greece in the Aegean Sea off the coast of Turkey northwest of Lesbos. Occu-



pied in ancient times by Greeks, the island was later held by Persians, Romans, 

Byzantines, and Ottoman Turks. It became part of modern Greece in 1913. 

lem·on (lHmùNn) n.  1. a. A spiny, Asian evergreen tree (Citrus limon) widely 

cultivated for its yellow, egg-shaped fruit.  b. The fruit of this tree, having a yel-

low aromatic rind and juicy, acid pulp.   2. Color. Lemon yellow.  3. Informal. 

One that is unsatisfactory or defective:  Their new car turned out to be a lemon.   
—  adj.  1. Color. Lemon-yellow.  2. a. Made from lemons.  b. Tasting or smell-

ing like lemons.   [Middle English limon, from Old French, from Old Italian 

limone, from Arabic laym7n, lXm7n, from Persian lXm7n.]

WORD HISTORY: Although we know neither where the lemon was first grown

nor when it first came to Europe, we do know from its name alone that it came

to us from the Middle East, because we can trace its etymological path. One of

the earliest if not the earliest occurrences of our word is found in a Middle English

customs document of 1420-1421. The Middle English word, which was of the

form limon, goes back to Old French limon, showing that yet another delicacy

passed into England through France. The Old French word probably came from

Italian limone, another step on the route that leads back to the Arabic word

laym7n or lXm7n, which comes from the Persian word lXm7n.

lem·on·ade (lHmÙN-n7dù) n.  A drink made of lemon juice, water, and sugar. 

lemonade berry (lHmÙN-n7dù bHrùK) n.  An evergreen shrub or tree (Rhus 

integrifolia) native to southern California and Baja California, having opposite 

leaves, dark red fruit, and white flowers clustered in a panicle. 

lemon balm (lHmùNn bäm) n.  See balm (n., sense 1a). 

lem·on·grass also lemon grass (lHmùNn-gr4sÙ) n.  A tropical grass (Cymbo-

pogon citratus) native to southern India and Sri Lanka, yielding an aromatic oil 

used as flavoring and in perfumery and medicine. 

Lem·on Grove (lHmùNn grov)  An unincorporated community of southern 

California, a residential suburb of San Diego. Population, 23,984. 

lemon law (lHmùNn lô) n.  A law obligating manufacturers or sellers to repair, 

replace, or refund the price of motor vehicles that prove to be defective. 

lemon stick (lHmùNn stVk) n.  Baltimore. A lemon half garnished with a pepper-

mint stick through which the lemon juice is sucked: “Who but a Baltimorean 

would know how to eat a lemon stick?” (Marian Burros). 

lemon verbena (lHmùNn vNr-bKùnN) n.  An aromatic shrub (Aloysia triphylla) 

native to Argentina and Chile, cultivated for its fragrant foliage and flowers. 

lem·on·y (lHmùN-nK) adj.  Having the characteristic odor, flavor, or color of lem-

ons. 

lemon yellow (lHmùNn yHlùo) n.  Color. A moderate to brilliant vivid yellow.   
—lemùon-yelùlow (lHmùNn-yHlùo) adj. 



lem·pi·ra (lHm-pîrùN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Honduras.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [American Spanish, after Lempira (1497-1537), Honduran Indian leader 

who resisted the Spanish conquistadors.]

le·mur (lKùmNr) n.  Any of several small arboreal, mostly nocturnal primates 

chiefly of the family Lemuridae of Madagascar and adjacent islands, having large 

eyes, a long slim muzzle, and a long tail.  [New Latin Lemur, genus name, from 

Latin lemurKs, lemures (from their ghostly appearance and their nocturnal hab-

its).]

lem·u·res (lHmùN-r7sÙ, lHmùyN-rKzÙ) pl.n.  The spirits of the dead considered in 

ancient Rome as frightening specters and often exorcised from the homes in reli-

gious rituals.  [Latin LemurKs.]

Le·na (lKùnN, lyHù-)  A river of eastern Russia rising near Lake Baikal and flowing 

about 4,296 km (2,670 mi) northeast and north to the Laptev Sea. Its delta is 

some 402 km (250 mi) wide. 

Len·a·pe (lHnùN-pK) n.  pl. Lenape or Len·a·pes. See Delaware1 (n., sense 1). 

Le·nard (l7ùnärd, -närt), Philipp. 1862-1947.  German physicist. He won a 1905 

Nobel Prize for his work on cathode rays. 

Len·clos  or L’En·clos (läN-kloù), Anne. 1620-1705.  French courtesan. Her 

salon was a meeting place for many prominent literary and political figures. 

lend (lHnd) v.  lent (lHnt), lend·ing, lends.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To give or allow the 

use of temporarily on the condition that the same or its equivalent will be 

returned.  b. To provide (money) temporarily on condition that the amount bor-

rowed be returned, usually with an interest fee.   2. To contribute or impart:  

Books and a fireplace lent a feeling of warmth to the room.  3. To accommodate or 

offer (itself) to; be suitable for:  The Bible lends itself to various interpretations.   
—  v.  intr. To make a loan.  See Usage Note at loan.  —idiom. lend a helping 
hand. To be of assistance.  [Middle English lenden, from Old English l<nan. See 

leikw- in Appendix.] —lendùer n. 

lend·a·ble (lHnùdN-bNl) adj.  Available for lending:  lendable funds; lendable 

resources. 

lend·ing library (lHnùdVng lXùbrHrÙK) n.  A library from which books may be 

borrowed or rented for a minimal fee.  Also called circulating library 

Le·nex·a (lN-nHkùsN)  A city of eastern Kansas, a suburb of Kansas City. Popula-

tion, 34,034. 

L’En·fant (län-fäntù, läN-fäNù), Pierre Charles. 1754-1825.  French-born 

architect who designed the basic city plan for Washington, D.C. 

length (lHngkth, lHngth) n.  Abbr. l. 1. The state, quality, or fact of being long.  

2. The measurement of the extent of something along its greatest dimension:  the 

length of the boat.  3. A piece, often of a standard size, that is normally measured 

along its greatest dimension:  a length of cloth.  4. A measure used as a unit to esti-

mate distances:  won the race by a length.  5. Extent or distance from beginning to 



end:  the length of a novel; the length of a journey.  6. The amount of time between 

specified moments; the duration:  the length of a meeting.  7.  Often lengths. 

Extent or degree to which an action or a policy is carried:  went to great lengths to 

prove his point.  8. Linguistics. a. The duration of a vowel.  b. The duration of a 

syllable.   9. The vertical extent of a garment. Often used in combination:  knee-

length; floor-length.   —idiom. at length. 1. After some time; eventually:  At 

length we arrived at our destination.  2. For a considerable time; fully:  spoke at 

length about the court ruling.  [Middle English, from Old English lengthu. See del-
1 in Appendix.]

length·en (lHngkùthNn, lHngù-) v.  tr. intr. length·ened, length·en·ing, 
length·ens. To make or become longer.   —lengthùen·er n. 

length·ways (lHngkthùw7zÙ, lHngthù-) adv.  Lengthwise. 

length·wise (lHngkthùwXzÙ, lHngthù-) adv.  & adj.  Of, along, or in reference to 

the direction of the length; longitudinally. 

length·y (lHngkùthK, lHngù-) adj.  length·i·er, length·i·est. 1. Of considerable 

length, especially in time; extended:  a lengthy convalescence.  2. Tediously long; 

drawn-out:  a lengthy explanation.   —lengthùi·ly adv.  —lengthùi·ness n. 

le·ni·ence (lKùnK-Nns, lKnùyNns) n.  Leniency. 

le·ni·en·cy (lKùnK-Nn-sK, lKnùyNn-) n.  pl. le·ni·en·cies. 1. The condition or 

quality of being lenient.  See Synonyms at mercy.  2. A lenient act. 

le·ni·ent (lKùnK-Nnt, lKnùyNnt) adj.  Inclined not to be harsh or strict; merciful, 

generous, or indulgent:  lenient parents; lenient rules.  [Obsolete French, from 

Latin lKniKns, lKnient- present participle of lKnXre, to pacify, from lKnis, soft. See lK- 
in Appendix.] —leùni·ent·ly adv. 

Len·i Len·a·pe (lHnÙK lHnùN-pK) n.  Variant of Lenni Lenape. 
Le·nin (lHnùVn, lyHùnyVn), Vladimir Ilich. Known as “Nikolai Lenin.” 1870-1924.  

Russian founder of the Bolsheviks, leader of the Russian Revolution (1917), and 

first head of the U.S.S.R. (1917-1924). As a communist theoretician Lenin held 

that workers could not develop a revolutionary consciousness without the guid-

ance of a vanguard party and that imperialism was a particular stage of capitalist 

development. 

Le·nin·a·bad (lHnùV-nN-bädÙ, lyV-nV-nNbätù)  A city of northwest Tadzhikistan 

on the Syr Darya River south of Tashkent. One of the oldest towns of central Asia, 

it marked the farthest eastward expansion of Alexander the Great. Russia annexed 

the city in 1866. Population, 150,000. 

Le·nin·a·kan (lHnÙV-nN-känù, lyV-nV-)  A city of northwest Armenia south-

southeast of Tbilisi. It was founded on the site of a Turkish fortress. Population, 

223,000. 

Len·in·grad (lHnùVn-gr4dÙ, lyV-nVn-grätù)  See Saint Petersburg. 



Len·in·ism (lHnùN-nVzÙNm) n.  The theory and practice of proletarian revolution 

as developed by Lenin.   —Lenùin·ist adj. , n.  —Lenùin·iteÙ (lHnùN-nVtÙ) adj.  & 

n. 

Lenin Peak (lHnùVn pKk)  A mountain, 7,138.5 m (23,405 ft) high, in the Trans 

Alai on the Kirghiz-Tadzhikistan border. It is the highest peak in the range. 

le·nis (lKùnVs, l7ù-) adj.  Linguistics. Articulated with relatively low pressure of the 

airstream below the glottis, as English (b) and (d) compared with (p) and (t).  

[Latin lKnis, soft. See lK- in Appendix.]

len·i·tive (lHnùV-tVv) adj.  Capable of easing pain or discomfort.   —  n.  A leni-

tive medicine.  [Middle English lenitif, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

lKnitXvus, from Latin lKnitus, past participle of lKnXre, to soothe, from lKnis, soft. 

See lK- in Appendix.] —lenùi·tive·ly adv. 

len·i·ty (lHnùV-tK) n.  The condition or quality of being lenient; leniency.  See Syn-

onyms at mercy.  [Latin lKnit7s, from lKnis, soft. See lK- in Appendix.]

Len·ni Len·a·pe  or Len·i Len·a·pe (lHnÙK lHnùN-pK) n.  See Delaware1 (n., 

sense 1). 

Len·non (lHnùNn), John. 1940-1980.  British musician and composer who was a 

member of the Beatles. With Paul McCartney he wrote many of the group’s songs, 

including “Day Tripper.” 

Len·nox (lHnùNks)  An unincorporated community of southern California, an 

industrial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 18,445. 

le·no (lKùno) n.  pl. le·nos. 1. Weaving in which the warp yarns are paired and 

twisted.  2. A fabric having such a weave.  [Perhaps from French linon, linen fab-

ric, from lin, flax, from Old French, from Latin lXnum. See LINEN.]

lens (lHnz) n.  pl. lens·es. 1. A ground or molded piece of glass, plastic, or other 

transparent material with opposite surfaces either or both of which are curved, by 

means of which light rays are refracted so that they converge or diverge to form 

an image.  2. A combination of two or more such pieces, sometimes with other 

optical devices such as prisms, used to form an image for viewing or photograph-

ing.  Also called compound lens 3. A device that causes radiation other than light 

to converge or diverge by an action analogous to that of an optical lens.  4. A 

transparent, biconvex body of the eye between the iris and the vitreous humor 

that focuses light rays entering through the pupil to form an image on the retina.   
—  v.  tr. lensed, lens·ing, lens·es. Informal. To make a photograph or movie 

of.  [New Latin lKns, from Latin, lentil (from the shape of a double convex lens).] 
—lensed adj. 

lent (lHnt) v.  Past tense and past participle of lend. 
Lent (lHnt) n.  The 40 weekdays from Ash Wednesday until Easter observed by 

Christians as a season of fasting and penitence in preparation for Easter.  [Middle 

English lenten, lente, spring, Lent, from Old English lencten. See del-1 in Appen-

dix.]



len·ta·men·te (lHnÙtN-mHnùt7) adv.  & adj.  Music. Lento.  [Italian, from lento, 

slow. See LENTO.]

len·tan·do (lHn-tänùdo) adv.  & adj.  Music. Slowing gradually. Used chiefly as a 

direction.  [Italian, present participle of lentare, to make slow, from lento, slow. 

See LENTO.]

Lent·en (lHnùtNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Lent:  Lenten observances.  

2. Characteristic of or appropriate to Lent; meager:  Lenten meals. 

len·ti·cel (lHnùtV-sHlÙ) n.  One of the small, corky pores or narrow lines on the 

surface of the stems of woody plants that allow the interchange of gases between 

the interior tissue and the surrounding air.  [New Latin lenticella, diminutive of 

lKns, lent-, lens. See LENS.] —lenÙti·celùlate (-sHlùVt) adj. 

len·tic·u·lar (lHn-tVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Shaped like a biconvex lens.  2. Of or relat-

ing to a lens.  [Latin lenticul7ris, lentil-shaped, from lenticula, lentil. See LENTIL.]

len·ti·go (lHn-tXùgo) n.  pl. len·tig·i·nes (-tVjùN-nKzÙ). A small, flat, pigmented 

spot on the skin.  [Latin lentXgo, lentXgin-, from lKns, lent-, lentil.] 
—len·tigùi·nous (-tVjùN-nNs), len·tigùi·noseÙ (-nosÙ)  adj. 

len·til (lHnùtNl) n.  1. A leguminous plant (Lens culinaris) native to southwest 

Asia, having flat pods containing lens-shaped, edible seeds.  2. The round, flat-

tened seed of this plant.  [Middle English, from Old French lentille, from Vulgar 

Latin *lentXcula, from Latin lenticula, diminutive of lKns, lent-, lentil.]

len·tisk (lHnùtVskÙ) n.  See mastic tree.  [Middle English lentiske, from Latin 

lentiscus.]

len·tis·si·mo (lHn-tVsùV-moÙ, -tKùsK-) adv.  & adj.  Music. Very slowly. Used 

chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, superlative of lento, slow. See LENTO.]

len·ti·vi·rus (lHnùtN-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. len·ti·vi·rus·es. See slow virus.  [New Latin 

Lentivirus, genus name  : Latin lentus, slow + VIRUS.]

len·to (lHnùto) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a slow tempo. Used chiefly as a direction.   
—  n.  pl. len·tos. A lento passage or movement.  [Italian, from Latin lentus, 

slow.]

Len·ya (l7nùyN, lHnù-), Lotte. 1898-1981.  Austrian singer and actress who pop-

ularized the music of her husband, Kurt Weill, and appeared in a number of plays 

by Bertolt Brecht. 

Le·o (lKùo) n.  1. A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Cancer and 

Virgo, containing the bright stars Regulus and Denebola.  2. a. The fifth sign of 

the zodiac in astrology.  b. One who is born under this sign.  Also called Lion  

[Latin Leo, from leo, lion. See LION.]

Le·o I (lKùo), Saint Known as “Leo the Great.” A.D. 400?-461.  Pope (440-461). His 

negotiations with Attila (452) and Genseric the Vandal (455) saved Rome from 

barbarian invasion. 

Le·o III (lKùo), Saint. Died 816.  Pope (795-816) who crowned Charlemagne 

emperor (800), causing the division between the Eastern and Western empires. 



Le·o X (lKùo), Originally Giovanni de Medici. 1475-1521.  Pope (1513-1521). 

During his reign the Reformation began and Martin Luther was excommunicated 

(1521). 

Leo Minor (lKùo mXùnNr) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near 

Leo and Ursa Major.  [New Latin Leo Minor : Latin leo, lion; see LION + Latin 

minor, lesser; see MINOR.]

Leom·in·ster (lHmùVn-stNr)  A city of north-central Massachusetts south-south-

east of Fitchburg. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 38,145. 

Le·ón (l7-onù)  1. A historical region and former kingdom of northwest Spain. 

United first with Asturias (eighth-ninth century), it was conquered by Castile in 

1037, became independent in 1157, and was rejoined with Castile in 1230.  2. A 

city of central Mexico east-northeast of Guadalajara. It was founded in the 1570’s 

and today is a commercial and industrial center in a rich mining area. Population, 

593,002.  3. A city of western Nicaragua northwest of Managua. Founded in 1524 

on Lake Managua, it was moved to its present site after a severe earthquake in 

1610. Population, 92,764.  4. A city of northwest Spain at the foot of the Cant-

abrian Mountains south-southeast of Oviedo. Reconquered from the Moors in 

882, it is now a popular tourist center. Population, 133,658. 

Leon·ard (lHnùNrd), William Ellery. 1876-1944.  American poet and educator 

who wrote the sonnet sequence Two Lives (1925) and translated Beowulf and the 

works of Lucretius. 

Le·o·nar·do da Vin·ci (lKÙN-närùdo dN vVnùchK, dä, l7Ù-), 1452-1519.  Italian 

painter, engineer, musician, and scientist. The most versatile genius of the Renais-

sance, Leonardo filled notebooks with engineering and scientific observations 

that were in some cases centuries ahead of their time. As a painter Leonardo is 

best known for The Last Supper (c. 1495) and Mona Lisa (c. 1503). 

Le·on·ca·val·lo (l7Ùon-kN-väùlo, -kä-välù-), Ruggiero. 1858-1919.  Italian 

composer who wrote the opera Pagliacci (1892). 

le·one (lK-onù) n.  A basic unit of currency in Sierra Leone.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [After Sierra Leone.]

Le·o·ne (l7-oùn7), Monte. A peak, 3,563.3 m (11,683 ft) high, of the Lepontine 

Alps on the Swiss-Italian border near the Simplon Pass. It is the highest elevation 

in the range. 

Le·o·nid (lKùN-nVd) n.  pl. Le·o·nids or Le·on·i·des (lK-mnùV-dKzÙ). One of the 

falling stars of the meteor shower recurring annually in mid-November.  [From 

Latin Leo, Leon-, Leo. See LEO.]

Le·on·i·das I (lK-mnùV-dNs), Died 480 B.C.  Spartan king (490-480) who led a 

small force against a huge Persian army at the pass of Thermopylae (480). All of 

the Spartans, including Leonidas, were killed. 



le·o·nine (lKùN-nXnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a lion.  [Middle 

English, from Old French leonin, from Latin leonXnus, from leo, leon-, lion. See 

LION.]

leonine rhyme (lKùN-nXnÙ rXm) n.  A form of internal rhyme in which the 

word preceding the caesura rhymes with the final word in the line, as in: “For the 

moon never beams without bringing me dreams” (Edgar Allan Poe).  [Probably 

after Leo or Leonius, name of an unknown medieval poet.]

Le·on·tief (lK-ônùtyHf, -mnù-), Wassily. Born 1906.  Russian-born American 

economist. He won a 1973 Nobel Prize for devising the input-output technique of 

economic analysis. 

leop·ard (lHpùNrd) n.  1. a. A large, ferocious cat (Panthera pardus) of Africa 

and southern Asia, having either tawny fur with dark rosettelike markings or 

black fur.  b. Any of several felines, such as the cheetah or the snow leopard.  

c. The pelt or fur of this animal.   2. Heraldry. A lion in side view, having one 

forepaw raised and the head facing the observer.  [Middle English, from Old 

French leupart, from Late Latin leopardus, from Greek leopardos : Greek leon, 

lion; see LION + Greek pardos, pard; see PARD.]

leop·ard·ess (lHpùNr-dVs) n.  A female leopard. 

leopard flower (lHpùNrd flouùNr) n.  See blackberry lily. 
Le·o·par·di (l7ÙN-pärùdK, lHÙô-), Conte Giacomo. 1798-1837.  Italian writer 

whose major prose work is Essays, Dialogues, and Thoughts (1824-1832). 

leopard lily (lHpùNrd lVlùK) n.  A tall plant (Lilium pardalinum) native to Califor-

nia and southwest Oregon, having nodding, dark-spotted, orange-red flowers. 

leopard moth (lHpùNrd môth) n.  A large moth (Zeuzera pyrina) having white 

wings with black spots and larvae that damage trees by boring into the wood. 

leop·ard’s bane (lHpùNrdz b7n) n.  1. Any of several widely cultivated orna-

mental plants of the genus Doronicum native to Eurasia, having rayed, yellow 

flower heads borne on long stalks.  2. Any of several similar or related plants. 

Le·o·pold I (lKùN-poldÙ), 1640-1705.  King of Hungary (1655-1705) and Bohe-

mia (1656-1705) and Holy Roman emperor (1658-1705). He fought with the 

Turks and the French for most of his reign and consolidated his authority in the 

empire. 

Le·o·pold II (lKùN-poldÙ), 1835-1909.  King of Belgium (1865-1909) who also 

reigned in the Congo Free State (now Zaire) from 1876 to 1904, when he was 

forced to abdicate because of his harsh treatment of the native population. 

Le·o·pold·ville (lKùN-pold-vVlÙ, l7ù-)  See Kinshasa. 
le·o·tard (lKùN-tärdÙ) n.  1. A snugly fitting, stretchable one-piece garment with 

or without sleeves that covers the torso, worn especially by dancers, gymnasts, 

acrobats, and those engaging in exercise workouts.  2. leotards. Tights.  [After 

Jules Léotard (1830-1870), French aerialist.] —leùo·tardÙed adj. 

Le·pan·to (lV-p4nùto, lHùpän-tô), Gulf of. See Gulf of Corinth. 



Lep·cha (lHpùchN) n.  pl. Lepcha or Lep·chas. 1. A member of a Buddhist peo-

ple living in Sikkim.  2. The Tibeto-Burman language of the Lepcha. 

lep·er (lHpùNr) n.  1. A person affected by leprosy.  2. A person who is avoided by 

others; a pariah.  [Middle English, from lepre, leprosy, from Old French, from 

Late Latin lepra, from Greek lepros, scaly, from lepis, lepos, scale.]

lepido- pref.  Scale; flake:  lepidopteran.  [Greek, from lepis, lepid-.]

le·pid·o·lite (lV-pVdùl-XtÙ) n.  A lilac or pink to gray mineral of the mica group, 

K(Li,Al)3(Si,Al)4O10(F,OH)2, used as lithium ore and in ceramic production.  

[LEPIDO- + -LITE.]

lep·i·dop·ter·an (lHpÙV-dmpùtNr-Nn) n.  An insect belonging to the large order 

Lepidoptera, which includes the butterflies and moths, characterized by four 

membranous wings covered with small scales.   —  adj.  Lepidopterous.  [From 

New Latin Lepidoptera, order name  : LEPIDO- + Greek ptera, pl. of pteron, wing, 

winged creature; see -PTER.]

lep·i·dop·ter·ist (lHpÙV-dmpùtNr-Vst) n.  An entomologist specializing in the 

study of butterflies and moths. 

lep·i·dop·ter·ous (lHpÙV-dmpùtNr-Ns) adj.  Of or belonging to the order Lepi-

doptera, which includes insects such as the butterflies and moths. 

lep·i·dote (lHpùV-dotÙ) adj.  Covered with small, scurfy scales.  [Greek lepidotos, 

scaly, from lepis, lepid-, scale.]

Lep·i·dus (lHpùV-dNs), Marcus Aemilius. Died 13 B.C.  Roman leader. He was a 

member of the triumvirate with Augustus and Mark Antony (43-36 B.C.). 

Le·pon·tic (lV-pmnùtVk) n.  An ancient Indo-European language of northeast 

Italy and southern Switzerland, known from inscriptions dated from the third 

century B.C.  [From Latin LKpontiX, a people of Cisalpine Gaul.] —Le·ponùtic adj. 

Le·pon·tine Alps (lV-pmnùtVnÙ 4lps)  A range of the central Alps in southern 

Switzerland and along the Swiss-Italian border. The highest point is Monte Leone, 

rising to 3,563.3 m (11,683 ft). 

lep·o·rine (lHpùN-rXnÙ, -Nr-Vn) adj.  Of or characteristic of rabbits or hares.  

[Latin leporXnus, from lepus, lepor-, hare.]

lep·re·chaun (lHpùrV-kmnÙ, -kônÙ) n.  One of a race of elves in Irish folklore 

who can reveal hidden treasure to someone who catches him.  [Irish Gaelic 

luprachán, alteration of Middle Irish luchrupán, from Old Irish luchorp7n : 

luchorp (l7-, small; see legwh- in Appendix + corp, body from Latin corpus); see 

kwrep- in Appendix + -7n, diminutive suff.] —lepùre·chaunÙish adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Nothing seems more Irish than the leprechaun; yet, hiding

within the word leprechaun is a word from another language entirely. If we look

back beyond Modern Irish Gaelic luprachán and Middle Irish luchrupán to Old

Irish luchorp7n, we can see the connection. Luchorp7n is a compound of Old Irish

l7, meaning “small,” and the Old Irish word corp, “body.” Corp is borrowed from



Latin corpus (which we know from habeas corpus). Here is a piece of evidence

attesting to the deep influence of Church Latin on the Irish language. Although

the word is old in Irish it is fairly new in English, being first recorded in 1604.

lep·ro·sar·i·um (lHpÙrN-sârùK-Nm) n.  pl. lep·ro·sar·i·ums or lep·ro·sar·i·a (-

K-N). A hospital for the treatment of leprosy.  [Medieval Latin lepros7rium, from 

Late Latin leprosus, leprous. See LEPROUS.]

lep·rose (lHpùrosÙ) adj.  Scurfy or scaly; leprous.  [Late Latin leprosus. See LEP-

ROUS.]

lep·ro·sy (lHpùrN-sK) n.  A chronic, mildly contagious granulomatous disease of 

tropical and subtropical regions, caused by the bacillus Mycobacterium leprae, 

characterized by ulcers of the skin, bone, and viscera and leading to loss of sensa-

tion, paralysis, gangrene, and deformation.  [Middle English lepruse, from leprus, 

leprous. See LEPROUS.] —lep·rotùic (lH-prmtùVk) adj. 

lep·rous (lHpùrNs) adj.  1. Having leprosy.  2. Of, relating to, or resembling lep-

rosy.  3. Biology. Having or consisting of loose, scurfy scales.  [Middle English lep-

rus, from Old French lepros, from Late Latin leprosus, from lepra, leprosy. See 

LEPER.] —lepùrous·ly adv.  —lepùrous·ness n. 

-lepsy suff.  Fit; seizure:  narcolepsy.  [New Latin -lKpsia, from Greek, from lKpsis, 

seizure, from lambanein, lKp-, to take, seize.]

lept- pref.  Variant of lepto-. 
lep·ta (lHpùtN) n.  Plural of lepton1. 
Lep·tis Mag·na (lHpùtVs m4gùnN)  An ancient city of northern Africa in 

present-day Libya east of Tripoli. Founded by Phoenicians, it flourished as a port 

during Roman times and is today noted for its impressive ruins. 

lepto-  or lept- pref.  Slender; thin; fine:  leptocephalus.  [Greek, from leptos, 

fine, thin, from lepein, to peel.]

lep·to·ceph·a·lus (lHpÙtN-sHfùN-lNs) n.  pl. lep·to·ceph·a·li (-lXÙ). One of the 

small, flat, transparent larvae of eels and certain other fishes, characterized by a 

long, narrow head.  [New Latin  : LEPTO- + cephalus, head (from Greek -kephalos, 

-headed); see -CEPHALOUS.]

lep·ton1 (lHpùtmnÙ) n.  pl. lep·ta (-tN). A unit of currency in Greece.  See Table at 

currency.  [Modern Greek, from Greek, small coin, from neuter of leptos, fine, 

small. See LEPTO-.]

lep·ton2 (lHpùtmnÙ) n.  Any of a family of elementary particles that participate in 

the weak interaction, including the electron, the muon, and their associated neu-

trinos.  [LEPTO- + -ON
1.] —lep·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

lep·to·some (lHpùtN-somÙ) n.  A person with a slender, thin, or frail body.   
—lepÙto·so·matùic (-so-m4tùVk) adj. 

lep·to·spi·ro·sis (lHpÙto-spX-roùsVs) n.  An infectious disease of domestic ani-

mals, especially cattle, swine, and dogs, caused by spirochetes of the genus Lep-



tospira and characterized by jaundice and fever.  Also called swamp fever [New 

Latin LeptospXra, genus name (LEPTO- + Latin spXra, coil); see SPIRAL + -OSIS.]

Le·pus (lKùpNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Orion and 

Columba.  [Latin, from lepus, hare.]

Lé·ri·da (l7ùrV-dN, lHùrK-thä)  A city of northeast Spain west of Barcelona. Julius 

Caesar defeated Pompey’s generals here in 49 B.C. During the Spanish Civil War it 

was a key defense point for Barcelona but fell to the Nationalists (April 1938) 

after a nine-month battle. Population, 87,800. 

Ler·mon·tov (lHrùmNn-tôfÙ, lyHrùmNn-tNf), Mikhail Yurievich. 1814-1841.  

Russian writer who is remembered for the novel A Hero of Our Time (1840) and 

his many poems. He died in a duel. 

Ler·ner (lûrùnNr), Alan Jay. 1918-1986.  American playwright and lyricist. He 

wrote a number of musicals with the composer Frederick Loewe, including Briga-

doon (1947) and My Fair Lady (1956). 

Le·sage (lN-säzhù), Alain René. 1668-1747.  French writer. His novel Gil Blas 

(1715-1735) had a major influence on modern realistic fiction. 

les·bi·an (lHzùbKNn) n.  A gay or homosexual woman.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

being a lesbian.  [From the putative homosexuality of Sappho, lyric poet of Les-

bos.]

Les·bi·an (lHzùbK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Lesbos.  2. The ancient 

Greek dialect of Lesbos.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Lesbos.  [From Latin Lesbius, 

from Greek Lesbios, from Lesbos.]

les·bi·an·ism (lHzùbK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  Sexual orientation of women to other 

women. 

Les·bos (lHzùbms, -bos) also Lés·vos (-vôs)  An island of eastern Greece in the 

Aegean Sea near the northwest coast of Turkey. An important Aeolian settlement, 

Lesbos was noted for its lyric poets, including Sappho, in the seventh century B.C. 

After occupation by various powers, the island was annexed by Greece in 1913. 

Le·sche·titz·ky (lHshÙN-tVtùskK), Theodor. 1830-1915.  Polish pianist and 

teacher whose pupils included Artur Schnabel and Ignace Paderewski. 

lese maj·es·ty also lèse ma·jes·té (lKzù m4jùV-stK) n.  pl. lese maj·es·ties or 

lèse ma·jes·tés. 1. An offense or a crime committed against the ruler or 

supreme power of a state.  2. An affront to another’s dignity.  [Partial translation 

of French lèse-majesté, from Latin (crimen) laesae m7iest7tis, (the crime) of 

injured majesty  : laesae, feminine genitive of laesus past participle of laedere, to 

injure + m7iest7tis, genitive of m7iest7s, majesty.]

le·sion (lKùzhNn) n.  1. A wound or an injury.  2. A localized pathological change 

in a bodily organ or tissue.  3. An infected or diseased patch of skin.  [Middle 

English lesioun, from Old French lesion, from Latin laesio, laesion-, from laesus, 

past participle of laedere, to injure.]



Le·so·tho (lN-soùto, -suùtu) Formerly Ba·su·to·land (bN-suùto-l4ndÙ).  A 

country of southern Africa forming an enclave within east-central South Africa. 

It became a British protectorate in 1868 and achieved its independence in 1966. 

Maseru is the capital. Population, 1,213,960. 

les·pe·de·za (lHsÙpV-dKùzN) n.  See bush clover.  [New Latin Lespedeza, genus 

name, after V.M. de Céspedez (misread as Léspedez; fl. 1785), Spanish governor of 

Florida.]

less (lHs) adj.  A comparative of little. 1. Not as great in amount or quantity:  

had less time to spend with the family.  2. Lower in importance, esteem, or rank:  

no less a person than the ambassador.  3. Consisting of a smaller number.  See 

Usage Note at few.   —  prep.  With the deduction of; minus:  Five less two is 

three.   —  adv.  Comparative of little. To a smaller extent, degree, or frequency:  

less happy; less expensive.   —  n.  1. A smaller amount:  She received less than she 

asked for.  2. Something not as important as something else:  People have been 

punished for less.   —idioms. less than. Not at all:  He had a less than favorable 

view of the matter.  much less (or still less). Certainly not:  I’m not blaming any-

one, much less you.  [Middle English lesse, from Old English l<ssa (adj.), and l<s 

(adv.); see leis-2 in Appendix.]

-less suff.  1. Without; lacking:  blameless.  2. Unable to act or be acted on in a 

specified way:  dauntless.  [Middle English -lesse, from Old English -lKas, from 

lKas, without. See leu- in Appendix.]

les·see (lH-sKù) n.  One that holds a lease.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Nor-

man, from past participle of lesser, to let out, lease. See LEASE.]

less·en (lHsùNn) v.  less·ened, less·en·ing, less·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make less; 

reduce.  2. Archaic. To make little of; belittle.   —  v.  intr. To become less; 

decrease.  See Synonyms at decrease.  [Middle English lessen, lessenen, from 

lesse, less. See LESS.]

Les·seps (lHsùNps, lH-sHpsù), Vicomte Ferdinand Marie de. 1805-1894.  French 

diplomat and engineer who supervised the construction of the Suez Canal (1859-

1869). He directed the company that began the Panama Canal (1878) but aban-

doned the project because of bankruptcy (1888). 

less·er (lHsùNr) adj.  A comparative of little. 1. Smaller in amount, value, or 

importance, especially in a comparison between two things:  chose the lesser evil.  

2. Of a smaller size than other, similar forms:  the lesser anteater.  [Middle 

English, from lesse, less. See LESS.]

Less·er An·til·les (lHsùNr 4n-tVlùKz)  An island group of the eastern West Indies 

extending in an arc from Curaçao to the Virgin Islands. 

lesser celandine (lHsùNr sHlùNn-dXnÙ) n.  A Eurasian plant (Ranunculus ficaria) 

having heart-shaped leaves, solitary yellow flowers, and tuberous roots. 

lesser omentum (lHsùNr o-mHnùtNm) n.  Anatomy. A fold of the peritoneum 

joining parts of the stomach and duodenum to the liver. 



lesser panda (lHsùNr p4nùdN) n.  See panda (n., sense 2). 

Lesser Slave Lake (lHsùNr sl7v l7k)  A lake of central Alberta, Canada, drained 

by the Lesser Slave River, a tributary of the Athabasca River. 

Lesser Sun·da Islands (lHsùNr sƒnùdN XùlNndz, sunù-)  See Sunda Islands. 
Les·sing (lHsùVng), Doris. Born 1919.  British writer known for her five-volume 

series Children of Violence (1952-1969) and for The Golden Notebook (1962). 

Les·sing (lHsùVng), Gotthold Ephraim. 1729-1781.  German playwright and 

critic. A leader of the Enlightenment, he wrote the plays Minna von Barnheim 

(1763) and Nathan the Wise (1779). 

les·son (lHsùNn) n.  1. Something to be learned:  lessons from observing nature.  

2. a. A period of instruction; a class.  b. An assignment or exercise in which 

something is to be learned.  c. The act or an instance of instructing; teaching.   

3. a. An experience, example, or observation that imparts beneficial new knowl-

edge or wisdom.  b. The knowledge or wisdom so acquired.   4. A rebuke or rep-

rimand.  5.  Often Lesson. A reading from the Bible or other sacred text as part 

of a religious service.   —  v.  tr. les·soned, les·son·ing, les·sons. 1. To teach a 

lesson to; instruct.  2. To rebuke or reprimand.  [Middle English lessoun, from 

Old French leson, from Latin lKctio, lKction-, a reading, from lKctus, past participle 

of legere, to read. See leg- in Appendix.]

les·sor (lHsùôrÙ, lH-sôrù) n.  One that lets property under a lease.  [Middle English 

lessour, from Anglo-Norman, from lesser, to let out, lease. See LEASE.]

lest (lHst) conj.  For fear that:  tiptoed lest the guard should hear her; anxious lest he 

become ill.  [Middle English, from Old English th« l<s the, so that not, from l<s, 

less. See LESS.]

Lés·vos (lHzùvôs)  See Lesbos. 
let1 (lHt) v.  let, let·ting, lets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give permission or opportunity to; 

allow:  I let them borrow the car. The inheritance let us finally buy a house.  See 

Usage Note at leave1.  2. To cause to; make:  Let the news be known.  3. a. Used 

as an auxiliary in the imperative to express a command, request, or proposal:  

Let’s finish the job! Let x equal y.  b. Used as an auxiliary in the imperative to 

express a warning or threat:  Just let her try!   4. To permit to enter, proceed, or 

depart:  let the dog in.  5. To release from or as if from confinement:  let the air out 

of the balloon; let out a yelp.  6. To rent or lease:  let rooms.  7. To award, especially 

after bids have been submitted:  let the construction job to a new firm.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To become rented or leased.  2. To be or become assigned, as to a contractor.   
—phrasal verbs. let down. 1. To cause to come down gradually; lower:  let 

down the sails.  2. a. To withdraw support from; forsake.  b. To fail to meet the 

expectations of; disappoint.   3. a. To withdraw support from; forsake.  b. To fail 

to meet the expectations of; disappoint.   let on. 4. To allow to be known; admit:  

Don’t let on that you know me.  5. To pretend.  let out. 6. To come to a close; end:  

School let out early. The play let out at 11 P.M.  7. To make known; reveal:  Who let 



that story out?  8. To increase the size of (a garment, for example):  let out a coat.  

let up. 9. To slow down; diminish:  didn’t let up in their efforts.  10. To come to a 

stop; cease:  The rain let up.   —idioms. let alone. Not to mention; much less: 

“Their ancestors had been dirt poor and never saw royalty, let alone hung around 

with them” (Garrison Keillor).  let go. To cease to employ; dismiss:  had to let 20 

workers go.  let off on. Informal. To cause to diminish, as in pressure; ease up on:  

Let off on the gas so that we do not exceed the speed limit.  let (one’s) hair down. 
To drop one’s reserve or inhibitions.  let up on. To be or become more lenient 

with:  Why don’t you let up on the poor child?  [Middle English leten, from Old 

English l<tan. See lK- in Appendix.]

let2 (lHt) n.  1. Something that hinders; an obstacle:  free to investigate without let 

or hindrance.  2. Sports. An invalid stroke in tennis and other net games that must 

be repeated.   —  v.  tr. let·ted or let, let·ting, lets. Archaic. To hinder or 

obstruct.  [Middle English lette, from letten, to hinder, from Old English lettan. 

See lK- in Appendix.]

-let suff.  1. Small one:  craterlet.  2. Something worn on:  armlet.  [Middle 

English, from Old French -elet, diminutive suff.  : -el (from Latin -ellus) + -et, -

et.]

letch also lech (lHch) n.  1. A strong, especially sexual desire or craving.  2. A 

lecher.  [Perhaps back-formation from obsolete letcher, variant of LECHER.]

let·down (lHtùdounÙ) n.  1. A decrease, decline, or relaxation, as of effort or 

energy.  2. A disappointment:  The cancellation of the game was a real letdown.  

3. The descent made by an aircraft in order to land. 

le·thal (lKùthNl) adj.  1. Capable of causing death.  2. Of, relating to, or causing 

death.  See Synonyms at fatal.  3. Extremely harmful; devastating:  accusations 

lethal to the candidate’s image.  [Late Latin lKth7lis, alteration (probably influenced 

by LKthK, Lethe), of Latin lKt7lis, from lKtum, death.] —le·thalùi·ty (lK-th4lùV-tK) 

n.  —leùthal·ly adv. 

lethal gene (lKùthNl jKn) n.  A gene whose expression results in the death of the 

organism. 

le·thar·gic (lN-thärùjVk) adj.  Of, causing, or characterized by lethargy.   
—le·tharùgi·cal·ly adv. 

leth·ar·gy (lHthùNr-jK) n.  pl. leth·ar·gies. 1. A state of sluggishness, inactivity, 

and apathy.  2. A state of unconsciousness resembling deep sleep.  [Middle 

English letargie, from Old French, from Late Latin lKth7rgia, from Greek lKthar-

gia, from lKthargos, forgetful  : lKthK, forgetfulness + argos, idle (a-, without; see a-
1 + ergon, work); see ERG.]

SYNONYMS: lethargy, lassitude, torpor, torpidity, stupor, languor. These nouns

refer to a deficiency in mental and physical alertness and activity. Lethargy, a state

of sluggishness and inactivity, may be caused by factors such as illness, fatigue, or



overwork, but it manifests itself in drowsy dullness or apathy: A surprise military

attack roused the nation from its lethargy. Lassitude implies weariness or dimin-

ished energy such as might result from physical or mental strain: “His anger had

evaporated; he felt nothing but utter lassitude” (John Galsworthy). Torpor and tor-

pidity suggest the suspension of activity characteristic of an animal in hibernation;

they imply lethargy or inertia: “My calmness was the torpor of despair” (Charles

Brockden Brown). Nothing could dispel the torpidity of the indifferent audience.

Stupor, which is marked by cessation or great decrease of mental activity or feel-

ing, is often produced by sleepiness, illness, or the effects of alcohol or narcotics;

it suggests a benumbed or dazed state: “The huge height of the buildings... the hub-

bub and endless stir... struck me into a kind of stupor of surprise” (Robert Louis

Stevenson). Languor is the lack of energy or spirit typical of one who is indolent

or satiated by a life of luxury or pleasure: “But for the criminal... languor which

characterized that commander’s movements... the honor of France might still have

been saved” (John Lothrop Motley).

Leth·bridge (lHthùbrVjÙ)  A city of southern Alberta, Canada, south-southeast 

of Calgary. It is a commercial center in an irrigated farming region. Population, 

54,072. 

le·the (lKùthK) n.  1. Lethe. Greek Mythology. The river of forgetfulness, one of 

the five rivers in Hades.  2. A condition of forgetfulness; oblivion.  [Greek LKthK.] 
—leùthe·an adj. 

Le·to (lKùto) n.  Greek Mythology. A consort of Zeus and the mother of Apollo 

and Artemis. 

let-out (lHtùoutÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A means of evasion or avoidance. 

let’s (lHts)  Let us. 

Lett (lHt) n.  A member of a Baltic people constituting the main population of 

Latvia.  [German Lette, from Latvian Latvi.]

let·ter (lHtùNr) n.  1. A written symbol or character representing a speech sound 

and being a component of an alphabet.  2. A written or printed communication 

directed to a person or an organization.  3.  Often letters. A certified document 

granting rights to its bearer.  4. Literal meaning:  had to adhere to the letter of the 

law.  5. letters. (used with a sing. verb). a. Literary culture; belles-lettres.  

b. Learning or knowledge, especially of literature.  c. Literature or writing as a 

profession.   6. Printing. a. A piece of type that prints a single character.  b. A 

specific style of type.  c. The characters in one style of type.   7. An emblem in the 

shape of the initial of a school awarded for outstanding performance, especially 

in varsity athletics.   —  v.  let·tered, let·ter·ing, let·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To write 

letters on.  2. To write in letters.   —  v.  intr. 1. To write or form letters.  2. To 

earn a school letter, as for outstanding athletic achievement:  She lettered in three 

collegiate sports.   —idiom. to the letter. To the last detail; exactly:  followed 



instructions to the letter.  [Middle English, from Old French lettre, from Latin lit-

tera, perhaps from Etruscan, from Greek diphthera, hide, leather, writing sur-

face.] —letùter·er n.  

SYNONYMS: letter, epistle, missive, note. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a written communication directed to another”: received a letter of com-

plaint; the Epistles of the New Testament; a missive of condolence; a thank-you note.

letter bomb (lHtùNr bmm) n.  An explosive mailed in an envelope to a desig-

nated victim. 

let·ter·box (lHtùNr-bmksÙ) n.  See mailbox (n., sense 2). 

letter carrier (lHtùNr k4rùK-Nr) n.  A person, especially a postal worker, who 

delivers mail.  Also called mail carrier 

let·tered (lHtùNrd) adj.  1. a. Educated to read and write; literate.  b. Highly 

educated; learned.   2. Of or relating to literacy or learning.  3. Inscribed or 

marked with or as if with letters. 

let·ter·form (lHtùNr-fôrmÙ) n.  The development or design of the shape of an 

alphabet letter. 

let·ter·head (lHtùNr-hHdÙ) n.  1. The heading at the top of a sheet of letter 

paper, usually consisting of a name and an address.  2. Stationery imprinted with 

such a heading. 

let·ter·ing (lHtùNr-Vng) n.  1. The act, process, or art of forming letters.  

2. Letters inscribed, as on a sign. 

let·ter·man (lHtùNr-m4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A secondary or college student who has 

earned a letter in a particular activity, especially a varsity sport. 

letter of credence (lHtùNr ƒv krKdùns) n.  An official document conveying the 

credentials of a diplomatic envoy to a foreign government.  Also called letters of 

credence 

letter of credit (lHtùNr ƒv krHdùVt) n.  pl. letters of credit. Abbr. L/C A letter 

issued by a bank authorizing the bearer to draw a stated amount of money from 

the issuing bank, its branches, or other associated banks or agencies. 

letter of intent (lHtùNr ƒv Vn-tHntù) n.  pl. letters of intent. A written state-

ment expressing the intention of the undersigned to enter into a formal agree-

ment, especially a business arrangement or transaction. 

letter of marque (lHtùNr ƒv märk) n.  See letters of marque. 
let·ter-per·fect (lHtÙNr-pûrùfVkt) adj.  Correct to the last detail, especially being 

in or following the exact words. 

let·ter·press (lHtùNr-prHsÙ) n.  1. a. The process of printing from a raised inked 

surface.  b. Something printed in this fashion.   2. Chiefly British. The text, as of a 

book, distinct from illustrations or other ornamentation. 



let·ter-qual·i·ty (lHtùNr-kwmlÙV-tK) adj.  Of or producing printed characters 

similar in clarity to those produced by a conventional typewriter:  a letter-quality 

computer printer; letter-quality output. 

let·ters of administration (lHtùNrz ƒv 4d-mVnÙV-str7ùshNn) pl.n.  A legal 

document entrusting an individual with the administration of the estate of a 

deceased person. 

letters of credence (lHtùNrz ƒv krKdùns) pl.n.  See letter of credence. 
letters of marque (lHtùNrz ƒv märk) pl.n.  1. A document issued by a nation 

allowing a private citizen to seize citizens or goods of another nation.  2. A docu-

ment issued by a nation allowing a private citizen to equip a ship with arms in 

order to attack enemy ships.  Also called letter of marque [Middle English letters of 

mark, from Old French marque, mark, seizure, reprisal. See MARQUETRY.]

letters patent (lHtùNrz p4tùnt) pl.n.  A document issued by a government to a 

patentee granting an exclusive right to the enjoyment or possession of an inven-

tion. 

letters testamentary (lHtùNrz tHsùtN-mHnùtN-rK) pl.n.  A document issued by 

a probate court or officer informing an executor of a will of his or her appoint-

ment and empowering the executor to discharge the appointed responsibilities. 

Let·tish (lHtùVsh) adj.  Of or relating to the Letts or their language or culture.   —  
n.  See Latvian (n., sense 2). 

let·tuce (lHtùNs) n.  1. a. Any of various plants of the genus Lactuca, especially L. 

sativa, cultivated for their edible leaves.  b. The leaves of L. sativa, used especially 

in salads.   2. Slang. Paper money.  [Middle English lettuse, from Old French 

laitues, pl. of laitue, from Latin lact7ca, from lac, lact-, milk (from its milky juice). 

See melg- in Appendix.]

let·up (lHtùƒpÙ) n.  1. A reduction in pace, force, or intensity; a slowdown.  2. A 

temporary stop; a pause. 

le·u (lHùt) n.  pl. lei (l7). A basic unit of currency in Romania.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Romanian, from Latin leo, lion (from the image of a lion on a coin used 

in the late Ottoman Empire). See LION.]

leuc- pref.  Variant of leuko-. 
leu·cine (luùsKnÙ) n.  An essential amino acid, C4H9CH(NH2)COOH, derived 

from the hydrolysis of protein by pancreatic enzymes during digestion and neces-

sary for optimal growth in infants and children and for the maintenance of nitro-

gen balance in adults.  [LEUC(O)- + -INE
2.]

leu·cite (luùsXtÙ) n.  A white or gray mineral of potassium aluminum silicate, 

KAlSi2O6.   —leu·citùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

leuco- pref.  Variant of leuko-. 
leu·co·cyte (luùkN-sXtÙ) n.  Variant of leukocyte. 
leu·co·cy·to·sis (luÙkN-sX-toùsVs) n.  Variant of leukocytosis. 
leu·co·der·ma (luÙkN-dûrùmN) n.  Variant of leukoderma. 



leu·co·pe·ni·a (luÙkN-pKùnK-N) n.  Variant of leukopenia. 
leu·co·plast (luùkN-pl4stÙ) also leu·co·plas·tid (luÙkN-pl4sùtVd) n.  A color-

less plastid in the cytoplasm of plant cells around which starch collects. 

leu·cor·rhe·a (luÙkN-rKùN) n.  Variant of leukorrhea. 
leu·cot·o·my (lu-kmtùNmK) n.  Variant of leukotomy. 
Leuc·tra (lukùtrN)  A village of ancient Greece southwest of Thebes. It was the 

site of a major Spartan defeat by the Thebans (371 B.C.). 

leuk- pref.  Variant of leuko-. 
leu·ke·mi·a (lu-kKùmK-N) n.  Any of various acute or chronic neoplastic dis-

eases of the bone marrow in which unrestrained proliferation of white blood cells 

occurs, usually accompanied by anemia, impaired blood clotting, and enlarge-

ment of the lymph nodes, liver, and spleen.   —leu·keùmic adj.  & n. 

leuko-  or leuk- also leuco-  or leuc- pref.  1. White; colorless:  leukoderma.  

2. Leukocyte:  leukopenia.  [Greek, from leukos, clear, white. See leuk- in Appen-

dix.]

leu·ko·cyte also leu·co·cyte (luùkN-sXtÙ) n.  See white blood cell.  
—leuÙko·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj.  —leuÙko·cyùtoidÙ adj. 

leu·ko·cy·to·sis also leu·co·cy·to·sis (luÙkN-sX-toùsVs) n.  pl. 

leu·ko·cy·to·ses (-sKz). An abnormally large increase in the number of white 

blood cells in the blood, often occurring during an acute infection or inflamma-

tion.   —leuÙko·cy·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

leu·ko·der·ma also leu·co·der·ma (luÙkN-dûrùmN) n.  Partial or total loss of 

skin pigmentation, often occurring in patches.  Also called vitiligo  
—leuÙko·derùmal, leuÙko·derùmic adj. 

leu·ko·pe·ni·a also leu·co·pe·ni·a (luÙkN-pKùnK-N) n.  An abnormally low 

number of leukocytes in the circulating blood.   —leuÙko·peùnic adj. 

leu·ko·pla·ki·a (luÙkN-pl7ùkK-N) n.  An abnormal condition characterized by 

white spots or patches on mucous membranes, especially of the mouth and vulva.  

Also called leukoplasia [New Latin  : LEUKO- + Greek plax, plak-, flat area; see 

pl7k-1 in Appendix + -IA
1.]

leuk·o·pla·sia (luÙkN-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N, -zK-N) n.  See leukoplakia. 
leu·kor·rhe·a also leu·cor·rhe·a (luÙkN-rKùN) n.  A thick, whitish discharge 

from the vagina or cervical canal.   —leuÙkor·rheùal adj. 

leu·kot·o·my also leu·cot·o·my (lu-kmtùN-mK) n.  pl. leu·kot·o·mies. 
Chiefly British. A prefrontal lobotomy.  [LEUKO- (referring to the white matter of 

the brain) + -TOMY.]

leu·ko·tri·ene (luÙkN-trXùKn) n.  Any of several lipid compounds that contain 

20 carbon atoms, are related to prostaglandins, and mediate the inflammatory 

response.  [LEUKO(CYTE) + triene, a compound containing three double bonds 

(TRI- + -ENE).]



Leut·ze (loiùtsN), Emanuel Gottlieb. 1816-1868.  German painter of historical 

scenes, most notably Washington Crossing the Delaware (1851). 

Leu·ven (lHvùNn)  See Louvain. 
Leu·wen·hoek (l7ùvNn-htkÙ, l7ùü-wNn-hukÙ), Anton van.  See Anton 
van Leeuwenhoek. 

lev (lHf) n.  pl. lev·a (lHvùN). A basic unit of currency in Bulgaria.  See Table at 

currency.  [Bulgarian, lion, lev, from Old Church Slavonic lVvƒ, lion, probably 

from Old High German lewo, from Latin leo. See LION.]

lev- pref.  Variant of levo-. 
Lev. abbr.  Bible. Leviticus. 

lev·a (lHvùN) n.  Plural of lev. 
Lev·al·loi·si·an (lHvÙN-loiùzK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to a western European 

stage in lower Paleolithic culture, characterized by a distinctive method of strik-

ing off flake tools from pieces of flint.  [AfterLevallois(-Perret).]
Le·val·lois-Per·ret (lN-väl-wäÙpH-r7ù)  A city of north-central France, a resi-

dential and industrial suburb of Paris on the Seine River. Population, 53,500. 

le·vant (lN-v4ntù) v.  intr. le·vant·ed, le·vant·ing, le·vants. Chiefly British. To 

leave hurriedly or in secret to avoid unpaid debts.  [Possibly from Spanish levan-

tar (el campo), to lift, break (camp), from Vulgar Latin *levant7re, from Latin 

lev7ns, levant- present participle of lev7re, to raise. See LEVER.]

Le·vant1 (lN-v4ntù)  The countries bordering on the eastern Mediterranean Sea 

from Turkey to Egypt.   —Leùvan·tineÙ (lHvùNn-tXnÙ, -tKnÙ, lN-v4nù-) adj.  & n. 

Le·vant2 (lN-v4ntù) n.  A heavy, coarse-grained morocco leather often used in 

bookbinding.  Also called Levant morocco [After Levant1.]

le·vant·er (lN-v4nùtNr) n.  1. A strong easterly wind of the Mediterranean area.  

2. Levanter. A native or inhabitant of the Levant. 

Levant morocco (lN-v4ntù mN-rmkùo) n.  See Levant2. 
le·va·tor (lN-v7ùtNr) n.  pl. lev·a·to·res (lHvÙN-tôrùKz, -torù-). 1. Anatomy. A 

muscle that raises a bodily part.  2. A surgical instrument for lifting the depressed 

fragments of a fractured skull.  [New Latin, from Medieval Latin lev7tor, one that 

raises, from Latin lev7re, to raise. See LEVER.]

lev·ee1 (lHvùK) n.  1. An embankment raised to prevent a river from overflowing.  

2. A small ridge or raised area bordering an irrigated field.  3. A landing place on 

a river; a pier.   —  v.  tr. lev·eed, lev·ee·ing, lev·ees. To provide with a levee.  

[French levée, from Old French levee, from feminine past participle of lever, to 

raise. See LEVER.]

lev·ee2 (lHvùK, lN-vKù, -v7ù) n.  1. A reception held, as by royalty, upon arising 

from bed.  2. A formal reception, as at a royal court.  [From French lever, a rising, 

from Old French, from lever, to raise, rise. See LEVER.]

lev·el (lHvùNl) n.  1. a. Relative position or rank on a scale:  the local level of gov-

ernment; studying at the graduate level.  b. A relative degree, as of achievement, 



intensity, or concentration:  an unsafe level of toxicity; a high level of frustration.   

2. A natural or proper position, place, or stage:  I finally found my own level in the 

business world.  3. Position along a vertical axis; height or depth:  a platform at 

knee level.  4. a. A horizontal line or plane at right angles to the plumb.  b. The 

position or height of such a line or plane.   5. A flat, horizontal surface.  6. A land 

area of uniform elevation.  7. a. An instrument for ascertaining whether a sur-

face is horizontal, vertical, or at a 45˚ angle, consisting essentially of an encased, 

liquid-filled tube containing an air bubble that moves to a center window when 

the instrument is set on an even plane.  Also called spirit level b. Such a device 

combined with a telescope and used in surveying.  c. A computation of the differ-

ence in elevation between two points by using such a device.   8. Computer Sci-

ence. A bit, an element, a channel, or a row of information.   —  adj.  1. Having a 

flat, smooth surface.  2. Being on a horizontal plane.  3. a. Being at the same 

height or position as another; even.  b. Being at the same degree of rank, stand-

ing, or advantage as another; equal.   4. Exhibiting no abrupt variations; steady:  

spoke in a level tone.  5. Rational and balanced; sensible:  came to a level appraisal 

of the situation; keeps a level head in an emergency.  6. Filled evenly to the top:  a 

level tablespoon of cough medicine.   —  v.  lev·eled or lev·elled, lev·el·ing or 

lev·el·ling, lev·els or lev·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make horizontal, flat, or even:  

leveled the driveway with a roller; leveled off the hedges with the clippers.  2. To tear 

down; raze.  3. To knock down with or as if with a blow:  The challenger leveled 

the champion with a mighty uppercut.  4. To place on the same level; equalize.  

5. To aim along a horizontal plane:  leveled the gun at the target.  6. To direct 

emphatically or forcefully toward someone:  leveled charges of dishonesty.  7. To 

measure the different elevations of (a tract of land) with a level.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

bring persons or things to an equal level; equalize.  2. To aim a weapon horizon-

tally.  3. Informal. To be frank and open:  advised the suspect to level with the 

authorities.   —  adv.  Along a flat or even line or plane.   —phrasal verb. level 
off. 1. To move toward stability or consistency:  Prices leveled off.  2. To maneu-

ver an aircraft into a flight attitude that is parallel to the surface of the earth after 

gaining or losing altitude.   —idioms. (one’s) level best. The best one can do 

in an earnest attempt:  I did my level best in math class.  on the level. Informal. 

Without deception; honest.  [Middle English, an instrument to check that a sur-

face is horizontal, from Old French livel, from Vulgar Latin *lXbellum, from Latin 

lXbella, diminutive of lXbra, balance.] —levùel·ly adv.  —levùel·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: level, flat, even, plane, smooth, flush. These adjectives are applica-

ble to surfaces without irregularities in the form of elevations or depressions. Lev-

el implies being parallel with the line of the horizon: acres of level farmland. Flat

applies to surfaces without curves, protuberances, or indentations: a flat desk; flat

country; a flat rock. Even refers to flat surfaces in which no part is higher or lower



than another: The water in the pool is as even as a mirror. Plane is principally a

mathematical term and refers to a surface containing all the straight lines con-

necting any two points on it: a plane figure. Smooth describes a surface on which

the absence of even slight irregularities can be established by sight or touch:

smooth marble; a smooth skin. Flush applies to a surface that is on an exact level

with an adjoining one, forming a continuous surface: a door that is flush with the

wall. See also Synonyms at aim

level compensator (lHvùNl kmmùpNn-s7ÙtNr) n.  Electronics. An automatic 

gain control device used in the receiving equipment of telegraphic circuits. 

level crossing (lHvùNl krôùsVng) n.  Chiefly British. A grade crossing. 

lev·el·er also lev·el·ler (lHvùN-lNr) n.  1. One that levels:  a leveler of boards.  

2. a. One who advocates the abolition of social inequities.  b. Leveller. A mem-

ber of an English radical political movement arising in the Parliamentarian forces 

of the 1640’s and advocating universal male suffrage, equality before the law, par-

liamentary democracy, and religious tolerance.  

lev·el·head·ed (lHvùNl-hHdÙVd) adj.  Characteristically self-composed and sen-

sible.   —levùel·headÙed·ness n. 

lev·el·ing rod (lHvùN-lVng rmd) n.  A graduated pole or stick with a movable 

marker, used with a surveyor’s level to measure differences in elevation.  Also 

called leveling pole, leveling staff. 

lev·el·ler (lHvùN-lNr) n.  Variant of leveler. 
level of significance (lHvùNl ƒv sVg-nVfùV-kNns) n.  pl. levels of signifi-
cance. Statistics. The probability of a false rejection of the null hypothesis in a 

statistical test.  Also called significance level 

Le·ven (lKùvNn), Loch. A lake of eastern Scotland north-northwest of Edin-

burgh. Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned on an island in the lake from 1567 

to 1568. 

lev·er (lHvùNr, lKùvNr) n.  1. A simple machine consisting of a rigid bar pivoted on 

a fixed point and used to transmit force, as in raising or moving a weight at one 

end by pushing down on the other.  2. A projecting handle used to adjust or oper-

ate a mechanism.  3. A means of accomplishing; a tool:  used friendship as a lever 

to obtain advancement.   —  v.  tr. lev·ered, lev·er·ing, lev·ers. To move or lift 

with or as if with a lever.  [Middle English, from Old French levier, from lever, to 

raise, from Latin lev7re, from levis, light. See legwh- in Appendix.]

lev·er·age (lHvùNr-Vj, lKùvNr-) n.  1. a. The action of a lever.  b. The mechanical 

advantage of a lever.   2. Positional advantage; power to act effectively: “started 

his... career with far more social leverage than his father had enjoyed” (Doris Kearns 

Goodwin).  3. The use of credit or borrowed funds to improve one’s speculative 

capacity and increase the rate of return from an investment, as in buying securi-

ties on margin.   —  v.  tr. lev·er·aged, lev·er·ag·ing, lev·er·ag·es. 1. To pro-



vide (a company) with leverage. a. To supplement (money, for example) with 

leverage.   2. To affect as if by leverage:  a lifestyle that was leveraged by business 

responsibilities. 

lev·er·aged buyout (lHvùNr-Vjd bXùoutÙ, lKùvNr-Vjd) n.  Abbr. LBO The use of a 

target company’s asset value to finance the debt incurred in acquiring the com-

pany. 

lev·er·et (lHvùNr-Vt) n.  A young hare, especially one less than a year old.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman, diminutive of levere, hare, from Latin lepus, lepor-

.]

Le·ver·ku·sen (l7ÙvNr-kuùzNn)  A city of west-central Germany on the Rhine 

River north of Cologne. It is an industrial center. Population, 155,411. 

Lé·vesque (lN-vHkù), René. 1922-1987.  Canadian politician who cofounded 

(1967) the Parti Québecois to further the cause of French-Canadian separatism. 

He served as premier of Quebec (1976-1985). 

Le·vi (lKùvXÙ)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and Leah and the forebear of 

one of the tribes of Israel. 

Le·vi (l7ùvK), Carlo. 1902-1975.  Italian writer best known for his novel Christ 

Stopped at Eboli (1945). Levi was exiled to southern Italy (1935-1936) for his anti-

fascist activities. 

lev·i·a·ble (lHvùK-N-bNl) adj.  1. That can be levied:  leviable taxes.  2. Liable to be 

taxed:  leviable imports. 

le·vi·a·than (lN-vXùN-thNn) n.  1. Something unusually large of its kind, espe-

cially a ship.  2. A very large animal, especially a whale.  3. Bible. A monstrous sea 

creature mentioned in the Old Testament.  [Middle English, huge biblical sea 

creature, from Late Latin, from Hebrew liwy7t7n;; akin to Canaanite ltn, Lotan, 

the Hydra.]

lev·i·gate (lHvùV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. lev·i·gat·ed, lev·i·gat·ing, lev·i·gates. 1. a. To 

make into a smooth, fine powder or paste, as by grinding when moist.  b. To sep-

arate fine particles from coarse by grinding in water.   2. To suspend in a liquid.  

3. To make smooth; polish.   —  adj.  (-g7tÙ, -gVt) Smooth.  [Latin lKvig7re, 

lKvig7t-  : lKvis, smooth; see lei- in Appendix + agere, to make, do; see ag- in 

Appendix.] —levÙi·gaùtion n. 

Le·vi-Mon·tal·ci·ni (lKùvK-mmnÙtl-chKùnK, lHùvK-mônÙtäl-), Rita. Born 1909.  

Italian-American developmental biologist. She shared a 1986 Nobel Prize for the 

discovery of nerve growth factor. 

lev·in (lHvùVn) n.  Archaic. Lightning.  [Middle English levene, levin. See leuk- in 

Appendix.]

Le·vine (lN-vKnù), Jack. Born 1915.  American painter whose work is noted for 

its biting social satire. His paintings include Brain Trust (1936) and The Feast of 

Pure Reason (1937). 



lev·i·rate (lHvùNr-Vt, -N-r7tÙ, lKùvNr-Vt, -vN-r7tÙ) n.  The practice of marrying the 

widow of one’s brother to maintain his line, as required by ancient Hebrew law.  

[From Latin lKvir, husband’s brother. See daiwer- in Appendix.] —levÙi·ratùic 
(-r4tùVk), levÙi·ratùi·cal adj. 

Le·vi’s (lKùvXzÙ)  A trademark used for close-fitting trousers of heavy denim. 

Lé·vis (lKùvVs, l7-vKù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence 

River opposite Quebec City. Settled in the mid-17th century, it is a port and ship-

building center. Population, 17,895. 

Lé·vi-Strauss (l7ùvK-strousù), Claude. Born 1908.  French social anthropolo-

gist and leading exponent of the theory of structuralism. His works include Struc-

tural Anthropology (1958) and Totemism (1962). 

Levit. abbr.  Bible. Leviticus. 

lev·i·tate (lHvùV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. lev·i·tat·ed, lev·i·tat·ing, lev·i·tates. To rise 

or cause to rise into the air and float in apparent defiance of gravity.  [From Latin 

levis, light (on the model of GRAVITATE). See LEVITY.] —levÙi·taùtion n.  

—levÙi·taùtion·al adj.  —levùi·taÙtor n. 

Le·vite (lKùvXtÙ) n.  Bible. A member of the tribe of Levi but not descended from 

Aaron, chosen to assist the Temple priests.  [Middle English, from Late Latin LKvX-
tKs, LKvXta, from Greek LeuitKs, from Leui, Levi, from Hebrew LKwî.]

Le·vit·i·cal (lN-vVtùV-kNl) also Le·vit·ic (-vVtùVk) adj.  Bible. 1. Of or relating to 

the Levites.  2. Of or relating to Leviticus. 

Le·vit·i·cus (lN-vVtùV-kNs) n.  Abbr. Lev., Levit., Lv Bible. A book of the Bible.  

See Table at Bible.  [Middle English, from Late Latin LevXticus, from Greek Leui-

tikos, Levitical, from LeuitKs, Levite. See LEVITE.]

Lev·it·town (lHvùVt-tounÙ)  1. An unincorporated community of southeast 

New York on western Long Island east-southeast of Mineola. It was founded in 

1947 as a low-cost housing development for World War II veterans. Population 

53,286.  2. A community of southeast Pennsylvania near the Delaware River 

northeast of Philadelphia. Population, 55,362. 

lev·i·ty (lHvùV-tK) n.  pl. lev·i·ties. 1. Lightness of manner or speech, especially 

when inappropriate; frivolity.  2. Inconstancy; changeableness.  3. The state or 

quality of being light; buoyancy.  [Latin levit7s, from levis, light. See legwh- in 

Appendix.]

le·vo (lKùvo) adj.  Levorotatory. 

levo-  or lev- pref.  1. To the left:  levorotatory.  2. Levorotatory:  levulose.  

[French lévo-, from Latin laevus, left.]

le·vo·do·pa (lKÙvN-doùpN) n.  See L-dopa. 
le·vo·ro·ta·ry (lKÙvN-roùtN-rK) adj.  Variant of levorotatory. 
le·vo·ro·ta·tion (lKÙvN-ro-t7ùshNn) n.  A counterclockwise rotation, especially 

of the plane of polarized light. 



le·vo·ro·ta·to·ry (lKÙvN-roùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also le·vo·ro·ta·ry (-tN-rK) adj.  

1. Turning or rotating the plane of polarization of light to the left, or counter-

clockwise.  2. Of or relating to a chemical solution that rotates the plane of polar-

ized light to the left, or counterclockwise. 

lev·u·lose (lHvùyN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  See fructose.  [LEV(O)- + -UL(E) + -OSE
2.]

lev·y (lHvùK) v.  lev·ied, lev·y·ing, lev·ies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To impose or collect (a 

tax, for example).  2. To draft into military service.  3. To declare and wage (a 

war).   —  v.  intr. To confiscate property, especially in accordance with a legal 

judgment.   —  n.  pl. lev·ies. 1. The act or process of levying.  2. Money, prop-

erty, or troops levied.  [Middle English levien, from leve, levy, tax, from Old 

French levee, from feminine past participle of lever, to raise. See LEVER.] 
—levùi·er n. 

lewd (lud) adj.  lewd·er, lewd·est. 1. a. Preoccupied with sex and sexual 

desire; lustful.  b. Obscene; indecent.   2. Obsolete. Wicked.  [Middle English 

leued, unlearned, lay, lascivious, from Old English l<wede, ignorant, lay.] 
—lewdùly adv.  —lewdùness n. 

Lew·es (luùVs), George Henry. 1817-1878.  British philosopher and critic who 

was the first editor (1865-1866) of the Fortnightly Review. 

Lewes River (luùVs rVvùNr)  The upper course of the Yukon River above its 

junction with the Pelly River in southern Yukon Territory, Canada. It is about 544 

km (338 mi) long. 

lew·is (luùVs) n.  A dovetailed iron tenon made of several parts and designed to 

fit into a dovetail mortise in a large stone so that it can be lifted by a hoisting 

apparatus.  Also called lewisson [Perhaps from the name Lewis.]

Lew·is (luùVs), Sir W(illiam) Arthur. 1915-1991.  West-Indies-born British 

economist. He shared a 1979 Nobel Prize for work on the economic problems of 

developing countries. 

Lew·is (luùVs), Cecil Day.  See Cecil Day Lewis. 
Lew·is (luùVs), C(live) S(taples). 1898-1963.  British writer and critic. His 

works include The Allegory of Love (1936) and a series of fictional books for chil-

dren collectively known as The Chronicles of Narnia (1950-1956). 

Lew·is (luùVs), (Harry) Sinclair. 1885-1951.  American novelist who satirized 

middle-class America in his 22 works, including Babbitt (1922) and Elmer Gantry 

(1927). He was the first American to receive (1930) a Nobel Prize for literature. 

Lew·is (luùVs), John Llewellyn. 1880-1969.  American labor leader who was 

president of the United Mine Workers of America (1920-1960) and the Congress 

of Industrial Organizations (1935-1940). 

Lew·is (luùVs), (Mary) Edmonia. 1843-1909.  American sculptor whose works 

deal with political and social issues, including the abolition of slavery and the 

preservation of Native American cultures in the United States. 



Lew·is (luùVs), Matthew Gregory. 1775-1818.  British gothic writer who is 

remembered for the novel The Monk (1796), for which he was known as “Monk 

Lewis.” 

Lew·is (luùVs), Meriwether. 1774-1809.  American soldier and explorer who 

led the Lewis and Clark expedition (1803-1806) from St. Louis to the mouth of 

the Columbia River and served as governor of the Louisiana Territory (1806-

1809). 

Lew·is (luùVs), (Percy) Wyndham. 1884-1957.  British writer and artist. He 

wrote the novels The Apes of God (1930) and Revenge for Love (1937) and painted 

portraits of T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound. 

lew·is·ite (luùV-sXtÙ) n.  An oily, colorless to violet or brown liquid, C2H2AsCl3, 

used to make a highly toxic gas weapon.  [After Winford Lee Lewis (1878-1943), 

American chemist.]

Lewis Range (luùVs r7nj)  A section of the Rocky Mountains in northwest 

Montana rising to 3,192.1 m (10,466 ft) at Mount Cleveland. 

lew·is·son (luùV-sNn) n.  See lewis.  [From LEWIS.]

Lew·is·ton (luùV-stNn)  1. A city of northwest Idaho on the border south-

southeast of Spokane, Washington. A commercial and industrial center in a tim-

ber, grain, and livestock region, it was the first capital (1863-1864) of the Idaho 

Territory. Population, 28,082.  2. A city of southwest Maine on the Androscoggin 

River north of Portland. Settled in 1770, it became a textile center in the early 

19th century. Population, 40,481. 

Lew·is·ville (luùVs-vVlÙ, luùK-)  A city of northeast Texas, an industrial and res-

idential suburb in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area. Population, 46,521. 

Lewis with Har·ris (luùVs wVth h4rùVs)  An island of northwest Scotland. The 

largest and northernmost of the Outer Hebrides, it is noted for its tweeds. 

lex (lHks) n.  pl. le·ges (lKùjKzÙ). Law.  [Latin lKx. See leg- in Appendix.]

lex. abbr.  Lexicon. 

lex·eme (lHkùsKmÙ) n.  The fundamental unit of the lexicon of a language. Find, 

found, and finding are members of the English lexeme find.  [LEX(ICON) + -EME.]

lex·i·ca (lHkùsV-kN) n.  A plural of lexicon. 
lex·i·cal (lHkùsV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the vocabulary, words, or mor-

phemes of a language.  2. Of or relating to lexicography or a lexicon.  [LEXIC(ON) 

+ -AL
1.] —lexÙ·i·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) n.  —lexùi·cal·ly adv. 

lex·i·cog·ra·phy (lHkÙsV-kmgùrN-fK) n.  The process or work of writing or com-

piling a dictionary.   —lexÙi·cogùra·pher n.  —lexÙi·co·graphùic (-kN-gr4fùVk), 
lexÙi·co·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —lexÙi·co·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

lex·i·col·o·gy (lHkÙsV-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of linguistics that deals with the 

lexical component of language.   —lexÙi·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—lexÙi·co·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —lexÙi·colùo·gist n. 



lex·i·con (lHkùsV-kmnÙ) n.  pl. lex·i·cons or lex·i·ca (-kN). Abbr. lex. 1. A dictio-

nary.  2. A stock of terms used in a particular profession, subject, or style; a 

vocabulary:  the lexicon of surrealist art.  3. Linguistics. The morphemes of a lan-

guage considered as a group.  [Medieval Latin, from Greek lexikon (biblion), 

word(book), from neuter of lexikos, of words, from lexis, word, from legein, to 

speak. See leg- in Appendix.]

Lex·ing·ton (lHkùsVng-tNn)  1. A city of northeast-central Kentucky east-south-

east of Louisville. A noted center for the raising of thoroughbred horses, it was 

named in 1775 after the Battle of Lexington. Population, 204,165.  2. A town of 

northeast Massachusetts, a residential suburb of Boston. The Battle of Lexington 

(April 19, 1775) marked the beginning of the American Revolution. Population, 

28,974.  3. A city of central North Carolina south of Winston-Salem. It is a trade 

and processing center in a farming region. Population, 16,581. 

lex·is (lHkùsVs) n.  The total set of words in a language as distinct from morphol-

ogy; vocabulary.  [Greek, speech, word. See LEXICON.]

ley (l7, lK) n.  Variant of lea. 
Ley·den (lXdùn)  See Leiden. 
Leyden jar (lXdùn jär) n.  An early form of capacitor consisting of a glass jar 

lined inside and out with tinfoil and having a conducting rod connected to the 

inner foil lining and passing out of the jar through an insulated stopper.  [After 

Leyden (Leiden).]

Ley·land (l7ùlNnd)  An urban district of northwest England north-northeast of 

Liverpool. It is an industrial center. Population, 97,700. 

Ley·land (l7ùlNnd), John.  See John Leland. 
Ley·poldt (lXùpoltÙ), Frederick. 1835-1884.  German-born American editor 

and publisher who founded (1868) the magazine now known as Publishers 

Weekly. 

Ley·ster (lXùstNr), Judith. 1609-1660.  Dutch painter known for her portraits 

and genre paintings. Much of Leyster’s work has been mistaken until recently as 

that of her contemporary, Frans Hals. 

Ley·te (l7ùtK, -tH)  An island of the east-central Philippines in the Visayan group 

north of Mindanao. It was discovered in 1521 by Ferdinand Magellan. 

Leyte Gulf (l7ùtK gƒlf)  An inlet of the western Pacific Ocean in the Philippines 

south of Samar and east of Leyte. An invasion force led by Gen. Douglas Mac-

Arthur decisively defeated the Japanese here on October 25-26, 1944. 

lf abbr.  Printing. Lightface. 

LF  1. Baseball. Left field; left fielder.  2.  Or lf. Low frequency. 

lg. abbr.  1. Large.  2. Long. 

lge. abbr.  Large. 

LH abbr.  Luteinizing hormone. 



Lha·sa (läùsN, l4sùN)  A city of southwest China, the capital of Xizang (Tibet). 

Because of its remoteness and exclusivity as the center of Tibetan Buddhism, 

Lhasa was long closed to foreign visitors and known as “the Forbidden City.” Pop-

ulation, 105,897. 

Lha·sa ap·so (4pùso) n.  pl. Lha·sa ap·sos. Any of a breed of small dog origi-

nating in Tibet and having a long, straight coat.  [Lhasa + Tibetan apso, Lhasa 

apso.]

Lho·tse (loùtsHù)  A peak, 8,506.5 m (27,890 ft) high, of the central Himalaya 

Mountains on the Nepal-Tibet border. 

LHRH abbr.  Luteinizing hormone releasing hormone. 

li1 (lK) n.  pl. li. A traditional Chinese measure of distance, today standardized at 

500 meters (547 yards).  [Chinese (Mandarin) lW.]
li2 abbr.  Link. 

Li  The symbol for the element lithium. 
L.I. abbr.  Long Island. 

li·a·bil·i·ty (lXÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. li·a·bil·i·ties. 1. The state of being liable.  

2. a. Something for which one is liable; an obligation, a responsibility, or a debt.  

b. liabilities. The financial obligations entered in the balance sheet of a business 

enterprise.   3. Something that holds one back; a handicap.  4. Likelihood. 

li·a·ble (lXùN-bNl) adj.  1. Legally obligated; responsible:  liable for military service.  

See Synonyms at responsible.  2. At risk of or subject to experiencing or suffer-

ing something unpleasant. Used with to:  liable to criminal charges; liable to diabe-

tes.  3. Often used with reference to an unfavorable outcome:  In a depression 

banks are liable to fail.  [Middle English, probably from Old French lier, to bind, 

from Latin lig7re. See leig- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Liable, apt, and likely are often used interchangeably in con-

structions with following infinitives, as in John is liable to lose, John is apt to lose,

and John is likely to lose. The three words are distinct in meaning. A widely repeat-

ed rule holds that liable should only be used if the subject would be adversely

affected by the outcome expressed by the infinitive. The rule therefore permits

John is liable to fall out of his chair if he doesn’t sit up straight but not The chair is

liable to be slippery, though constructions of the latter type have long been com-

mon in reputable writing. Apt usually suggests that the subject has a natural ten-

dency enhancing the probability of an outcome, and that the speaker is in some

way apprehensive about the outcome. Thus apt is more naturally used in a sen-

tence like The fuel pump is apt to give out at any minute than in Even the clearest

instructions are apt to be misinterpreted by those idiots (since the instructions are

not at fault) or in The fuel pump is apt to give you no problems for the life of the

car (since there is no reason that the speaker should regard such an outcome as

unfortunate). Likely is more general than either liable or apt. It ascribes no par-



ticular property to the subject that enhances the probability of the outcome: while

John is apt to lose the election may suggest that the loss will result from something

John does or fails to do, John is likely to lose the election does not. Nor does it

suggest anything about the desirability of the outcome from the point of view of

either the speaker or the subject. A football coach who says We are apt to win may

be suspected of sarcasm, and one who says We are liable to win may be suspected

of having bet on the opposition; only We are likely to win is consistent with the

expression of an unambivalent expectation of victory. See Usage Note at likely.

li·aise (lK-7zù) v.  intr. li·aised, li·ais·ing, li·ais·es. 1. To effect or establish a 

liaison.  2. To act or serve as a liaison officer.  [Back-formation from LIAISON.]

li·ai·son (lKù7-zmnÙ, lK-7ù-) n.  1. a. An instance or a means of communication 

between different groups or units of an organization, especially in the armed 

forces.  b. One that maintains communication:  served as the President’s liaison 

with Congress.   2. a. A close relationship, connection, or link.  b. An adulterous 

relationship; an affair.   3. Linguistics. Pronunciation of the usually silent final 

consonant of a word when followed by a word beginning with a vowel, especially 

in French.  [French, from Old French, from Latin lig7tio, lig7tion-, from lig7tus, 

past participle of lig7re, to bind. See LIGATE.]

li·an·a (lK-äùnN, -4nùN) also li·ane (-änù, -4nù) n.  Any climbing, woody, usually 

tropical vine.  [Alteration of French liane, probably from lier, to bind. See LIABLE.]

Liang (lyängù)  The name of two Chinese dynasties, the Earlier Liang Dynasty 

(502-557) and the Later Liang Dynasty (907-923). 

Lian·yun·gang (lyänùyunùgängù, -yœnù-) also Lien·yün·kang 
(lyƒnùyünùkängù)  A city of eastern China near the Yellow Sea south-southwest of 

Qingdao. It is an industrial center. Population, 275,000. 

Liao (lyouù)  A Chinese dynasty that ruled from 916 to 1125. 

Liao·dong (lyouùdƒngù) also Liao·tung (-ttngù), Gulf of. The northern part 

of the Gulf of Bo Hai in northeast China. It borders on the Liaodong Penin-
sula, a land area projecting southwest into the Yellow Sea. 

Liao He (hNù)  A river of northeast China flowing about 1,448 km (900 mi) 

northeast and southwest to the Gulf of Liaodong. 

Liao·ning (lyouùnVngù)  A province of northeast China on the Gulf of Bo Hai 

and Korea Bay. It was under Japanese control from 1932 until 1945. Shenyang is 

the capital. Population, 36,860,000. 

Liao·tung (lyouùttngù), Gulf of. See Gulf of Liaodong. 
Liao·yang (lyouùyängù)  A city of northeast China south-southwest of Shen-

yang. One of the oldest cities in Manchuria, it was the site of a Russian victory 

(August-September 1904) in the Russo-Japanese War. Population, 275,000. 

Liao·yu·an (lyouùytùänù, -yüänù)  A city of northeast China south of Chang-

chun. It is a coal-mining center with iron and steel works. Population, 300,000. 



li·ar (lXùNr) n.  One that tells lies. 

Li·ard (lKùNrd, lK-ärdù)  A river rising in southeast Yukon Territory, Canada, and 

flowing about 1,215 km (755 mi) southeast into northern British Columbia then 

northeast to the Mackenzie River in southwest Northwest Territories. 

lib (lVb) n.  Informal. A movement that seeks to achieve equal rights for a group; 

liberation. 

lib. abbr.  1.  Or Lib.. Liberal; Liberalism.  2. Librarian.  3. Library. 

li·ba·tion (lX-b7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The pouring of a liquid offering as a religious 

ritual.  b. The liquid so poured.   2. Informal. a. A beverage, especially an intoxi-

cating beverage.  b. The act of drinking an intoxicating beverage.   [Middle 

English libacioun, from Latin lXb7tio, lXb7tion-, from lXb7tus, past participle of 

lXb7re, to pour out as an offering.] —li·baùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

lib·ber (lVbùNr) n.  Informal. A proponent of liberation for a group. 

Lib·by (lVbùK), Willard Frank. 1908-1980.  American chemist. He won a 1960 

Nobel Prize for developing the method of radiocarbon dating. 

li·bel (lXùbNl) Law. n.  1. a. A false publication in writing, printing, or typewrit-

ing or in signs or pictures that maliciously damages a person’s reputation.  b. The 

act or an instance of presenting such a statement to the public.   2. The written 

claims presented by a plaintiff in an action at admiralty law or to an ecclesiastical 

court.   —  v.  tr. li·beled or li·belled, li·bel·ing or li·bel·ling, li·bels or 

li·bels. To communicate a false statement about in writing or by means of signs 

or pictures.  See Synonyms at malign.  [Middle English, litigant’s written com-

plaint, from Old French, from Latin libellus, diminutive of liber, book.] —liù-
bel·er, liùbel·ist n. 

li·bel·ant also li·bel·lant (lXùbN-lNnt) n.  Law. The plaintiff in a case of ecclesias-

tical or admiralty libel. 

li·bel·ee also li·bel·lee (lXÙbN-lKù) n.  Law. The defendant in a case of ecclesiasti-

cal or admiralty libel. 

li·bel·ous also li·bel·lous (lXùbN-lNs) adj.  Law. Involving or constituting a libel; 

defamatory.   —liùbel·ous·ly adv. 

Lib·er·a·ce (lVbÙN-räùchK), (Wladziu). 1919-1987.  American pianist and enter-

tainer who is remembered for his virtuosity and flamboyant style. 

lib·er·al (lVbùNr-Nl, lVbùrNl) adj.  Abbr. lib. 1. a. Not limited to or by established, 

traditional, orthodox, or authoritarian attitudes, views, or dogmas; free from big-

otry.  b. Favoring proposals for reform, open to new ideas for progress, and toler-

ant of the ideas and behavior of others; broad-minded.  c. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of liberalism.  d. Liberal. Abbr. Lib. Of, designating, or character-

istic of a political party founded on or associated with principles of social and 

political liberalism, especially in Great Britain, Canada, and the United States.   

2. a. Tending to give freely; generous:  a liberal benefactor.  b. Generous in 

amount; ample:  a liberal serving of potatoes.   3. Not strict or literal; loose or 



approximate:  a liberal translation.  4. Of, relating to, or based on the traditional 

arts and sciences of a college or university curriculum:  a liberal education.  

5. a. Archaic. Permissible or appropriate for a person of free birth; befitting a 

lady or gentleman.  b. Obsolete. Morally unrestrained; licentious.    —  n.  1. A 

person with liberal ideas or opinions.  2. Liberal. Abbr. Lib. A member of a Lib-

eral political party.  [Middle English, generous, from Old French, from Latin 

lXber7lis, from lXber, free. See leudh- in Appendix.] —libùer·al·ly adv.  

—libùer·al·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: liberal, bounteous, bountiful, freehanded, generous, handsome,

munificent, openhanded. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “will-

ing or marked by a willingness to give unstintingly”: a liberal backer of the arts; a

bounteous feast; bountiful compliments; a freehanded host; a generous donation; a

handsome offer; a munificent gift; a fond and openhanded grandfather. See also

Synonyms at broad-minded 
ANTONYM: stingy

liberal arts (lVbùNr-Nl ärts) pl.n.  1. Academic disciplines, such as languages, lit-

erature, history, philosophy, mathematics, and science, that provide information 

of general cultural concern: “The term ‘liberal arts’ connotes a certain elevation 

above utilitarian concerns. Yet liberal education is intensely useful” (George F. Will).  

2. The disciplines comprising the trivium and quadrivium.  [Middle English, 

translation of Medieval Latin artKs liber7lKs, the trivium and quadrivium  : Latin 

artKs pl. of Latin ars, art-, subject of study + lXber7lKs, pl. of lXber7lis, proper to free 

persons.]

lib·er·al·ism (lVbùNr-N-lVzÙNm, lVbùrN-) n.  Abbr. lib. 1. The state or quality of 

being liberal.  2. a. A political theory founded on the natural goodness of human 

beings and the autonomy of the individual and favoring civil and political liber-

ties, government by law with the consent of the governed, and protection from 

arbitrary authority.  b.  Often Liberalism. Abbr. Lib. The tenets or policies of a 

Liberal party.   3. An economic theory in favor of laissez-faire, the free market, 

and the gold standard.  4. a. A 19th-century Protestant movement that favored 

free intellectual inquiry, stressed the ethical and humanitarian content of Chris-

tianity, and de-emphasized dogmatic theology.  b. A 19th-century Roman Catho-

lic movement that favored political democracy and ecclesiastical reform but was 

theologically orthodox.    —libùer·al·ist n.  —libÙer·al·isùtic (-lVsùtVk) adj. 

lib·er·al·i·ty (lVbÙN-r4lùV-tK) n.  pl. lib·er·al·i··ties. 1. The quality or state of 

being liberal or generous.  2. An instance of being liberal. 

lib·er·al·ize (lVbùNr-N-lXzÙ, lVbùrN-) v.  lib·er·al·ized, lib·er·al·iz·ing, 
lib·er·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To make liberal or more liberal: “Our standards of pri-

vate conduct have been greatly liberalized... over recent years” (Meg Greenfield).   



—  v.  intr. To become liberal or more liberal.   —libÙer·al·i·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) 

n.  —libùer·al·izÙer n. 

lib·er·ate (lVbùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. lib·er·at·ed, lib·er·at·ing, lib·er·ates. 1. To set 

free, as from oppression, confinement, or foreign control.  2. Chemistry. To 

release (a gas, for example) from combination.  3. Slang. To obtain by illegal 

means, as by looting:  some fine brandy we had liberated from the Germans during 

World War II.  [Latin lXber7re, lXber7t-, from lXber, free. See leudh- in Appendix.] 
—libùer·atÙing·ly adv.  —libùer·aÙtor n. 

lib·er·a·tion (lVbÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of liberating or the state of being lib-

erated.  2. The act or process of trying to achieve equal rights and status.   
—libÙer·aùtion·ist n. 

liberation theology (lVbÙN-r7ùshNn thK-mlùN-jK) n.  A school of theology, 

especially prevalent in the Roman Catholic Church in Latin America, that finds in 

the Gospel a call to free people from political, social, and material oppression.   
—liberation theologian n. 

Li·be·rec (lVbùN-rHtsÙ)  A city of north-central Czech Republic north-northeast of 

Prague. Founded c. 1350, it has been a textile center since the 16th century. Popu-

lation, 100,048. 

Li·be·ri·a (lX-bîrùK-N)  A country of western Africa on the Atlantic Ocean. It was 

founded (1821) through the efforts of the American Colonization Society and 

settled mainly by freed slaves from 1822 to the 1860’s. Liberia is the oldest inde-

pendent country in Africa (established 1847). Monrovia is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 1,911,000.   —Li·beùri·an adj.  & n. 

lib·er·tar·i·an (lVbÙNr-târùK-Nn) n.  1. One who believes in freedom of action 

and thought.  2. One who believes in free will.  [From LIBERTY.] 
—libÙer·tarùi·an·ism n. 

lib·er·tin·age (lVbùNr-tKÙnVj) n.  Libertinism. 

lib·er·tine (lVbùNr-tKnÙ) n.  1. One who acts without moral restraint; a dissolute 

person.  2. One who defies established religious precepts; a freethinker.   —  adj.  

Morally unrestrained; dissolute.  [Middle English, freedman, from Latin lXbertX-
nus, from lXbertus, from lXber, free. See leudh- in Appendix.]

lib·er·tin·ism (lVbùNr-tK-nVzÙNm) n.  1. The state or quality of being libertine.  

2. The behavior characteristic of a libertine; promiscuity. 

lib·er·ty (lVbùNr-tK) n.  pl. lib·er·ties. 1. a. The condition of being free from 

restriction or control.  b. The right and power to act, believe, or express oneself in 

a manner of one’s own choosing.  c. The condition of being physically and legally 

free from confinement, servitude, or forced labor.  See Synonyms at freedom.   
2. Freedom from unjust or undue governmental control.  3. A right and power to 

engage in certain actions without control or interference:  the liberties protected by 

the Bill of Rights.  4.  Often liberties. a. A breach or overstepping of propriety or 

social convention.  b. A statement, an attitude, or an action not warranted by 



conditions or actualities:  a historical novel that takes liberties with chronology.  

c. An unwarranted risk; a chance:  took foolish liberties on the ski slopes.   5. A 

period, usually short, during which a sailor is authorized to go ashore.   —idiom. 
at liberty. 1. Not in confinement or under constraint; free.  2. Not employed, 

occupied, or in use.  [Middle English liberte, from Old French, from Latin 

lXbert7s, from lXber, free. See leudh- in Appendix.]

Lib·er·ty (lVbùNr-tK)  A city of western Missouri, an industrial suburb of Kansas 

City. Population, 20,459. 

liberty cap (lVbùNr-tK k4p) n.  A brimless, limp, conical cap fitting snugly 

around the head and given to a slave in ancient Rome upon manumission. It was 

used as a symbol of liberty by the French revolutionaries and was also worn in the 

United States before 1800.  Also called Phrygian cap 

Liberty Island (lVbùNr-tK XùlNnd) Formerly Bed·loe’s Island (bHdùloz).  An 

island of southeast New York in Upper New York Bay southwest of Manhattan. 

The Statue of Liberty was placed on the island in 1885, using the star-shaped Fort 

Wood (built in 1841) as a base. Congress officially renamed the island in 1956. 

Lib·er·ty·ville (lVbùNr-tK-vVlÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois southwest of 

Waukegan. It is an industrial center. Population, 19,174. 

li·bid·i·nous (lV-bVdùn-Ns) adj.  Having or exhibiting lustful desires; lascivious.  

[Middle English, from Old French libidineux, from Latin libXdinosus, from libXdo, 

libXdin-, lust, desire. See LIBIDO.] —li·bidùi·nous·ly adv.  —li·bidùi·nous·ness n. 

li·bi·do (lV-bKùdo, -bXù-) n.  pl. li·bi·dos. 1. The psychic and emotional energy 

associated with instinctual biological drives.  2. a. Sexual desire.  

b. Manifestation of the sexual drive.   [Latin, desire. See leubh- in Appendix.] 
—li·bidùi·nal (-bVdùn-Nl) adj.  —li·bidùi·nal·ly adv. 

Li Bo (lKù boù)  See Li Po. 
li·bra (lKùbrN) n.  pl. li·brae (-brKÙ). Abbr. lb. A unit of weight in ancient Rome 

equivalent to about 12 ounces.  [Middle English, from Latin lXbra.]

Li·bra (lKùbrN, lXù-) n.  1. A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Scor-

pius and Virgo.  Also called Balance, Scales.  2. a. The seventh sign of the zodiac 

in astrology.  Also called Balance, Scales.  b. One who is born under this sign.   

[Middle English, from Latin lXbra, balance, the constellation Libra.]

li·brae (lKùbrKÙ) n.  Plural of libra. 
Li·bran (lKùbrNn, lXù-) n.  One who is born under the sign of Libra. 

li·brar·i·an (lX-brârùK-Nn) n.  Abbr. lib. 1. A person who is a specialist in library 

work.  2. Computer Science. A program used in maintaining a library, especially 

that of an operating system.   —li·brarùi·an·shipÙ n. 

li·brar·y (lXùbrHrÙK) n.  pl. li·brar·ies. Abbr. lib. 1. a. A place in which literary 

and artistic materials, such as books, periodicals, newspapers, pamphlets, prints, 

records, and tapes, are kept for reading, reference, or lending.  b. A collection of 

such materials, especially when systematically arranged.  c. A room in a private 



home for such a collection.  d. An institution or a foundation maintaining such a 

collection.   2. A commercial establishment that lends books for a fee.  3. A series 

or set of books issued by a publisher.  4. A collection of recorded data or tapes 

arranged for ease of use.  5. Computer Science. A collection of standard programs, 

routines, or subroutines, often related to a specific application, that are available 

for general use.  [Middle English librarie, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin 

libr7rium, bookcase, from neuter of libr7rius, of books, from liber, libr-, book.]

library science (lXùbrHrÙK sXùNns) n.  The principles, practice, or study of 

library administration. 

li·bra·tion (lX-br7ùshNn) n.  A very slow oscillation, real or apparent, of a satellite 

as viewed from the larger celestial body around which it revolves.  [Latin lXbr7tio, 

lXbr7tion-, oscillation, from lXbr7tus, past participle of lXbr7re, to balance, from 

lXbra, balance.] —li·braùtion·al adj.  —liùbra·toÙry (-brN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

li·bret·ti (lV-brHtùK) n.  Music. A plural of libretto. 
li·bret·tist (lV-brHtùVst) n.  Music. The author of a libretto. 

li·bret·to (lV-brHtùo) n.  pl. li·bret·tos or li·bret·ti (-brHtùK). Music. 1. The text 

of a dramatic musical work, such as an opera.  2. A book containing such a text.  

[Italian, diminutive of libro, book, from Latin liber, libr-.]

Li·bre·ville (lKùbrN-vVlÙ, -vKlÙ)  The capital and largest city of Gabon, in the 

northwest part of the country on the Gulf of Guinea. Founded as a French trad-

ing post in 1843, it was named Libreville after freed slaves settled here (1848). 

Population, 235,700. 

Lib·ri·um (lVbùrK-Nm)  A trademark used for preparations of chlordiazepoxide 

hydrochloride. 

Lib·y·a (lVbùK-N)  A country of northern Africa on the Mediterranean Sea. It 

achieved independence in 1951 and became an important oil producer during the 

1960’s. Libya has been ruled by Muammar al-Qaddafi since 1969. Tripoli is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 3,096,000. 

Lib·y·an (lVbùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Libya or its people, language, or cul-

ture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Libya.  2. A Berber language of ancient 

northern Africa. 

Libyan Desert (lVbùK-Nn dHzùNrt)  A desert of northeast Africa in Egypt, Libya, 

and Sudan. It is the northeast section of the Sahara Desert. 

lice (lXs) n.  Plural of louse (n., sense 1). 

li·cence (lXùsNns) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of license. 
li·cense (lXùsNns) n.  1. a. Official or legal permission to do or own a specified 

thing.  See Synonyms at permission.  b. Proof of permission granted, usually in 

the form of a document, card, plate, or tag:  a driver’s license.   2. Deviation from 

normal rules, practices, or methods in order to achieve a certain end or effect:  

poetic license.  3. Latitude of action, especially in behavior or speech.  See Syn-

onyms at freedom.  4. a. Lack of due restraint; excessive freedom: “When lib-



erty becomes license, dictatorship is near” (Will Durant).  b. Heedlessness for the 

precepts of proper behavior; licentiousness.    —  v.  tr. li·censed, li·cens·ing, 
li·cens·es. 1. To give or yield permission to or for.  2. To grant a license to or for; 

authorize.  See Synonyms at authorize.  [Middle English licence, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin licentia, authorization, from Latin, freedom, from 

licKns, licent- present participle of licKre, to be permitted.] —liùcens·a·ble adj.  

—liùcens·er, liÙcen·sorù (-sNn-sôrù)  n. 

li·censed practical nurse (lXùsNnst pr4kùtV-kNl nûrs) n.  Abbr. LPN, L.P.N. A 

nurse who has completed a practical nursing program and is licensed by a state to 

provide routine patient care under the direction of a registered nurse or a physi-

cian. 

licensed vocational nurse (lXùsNnst vo-k7ùshN-nNl nûrs) n.  Abbr. LVN, 
L.V.N. A licensed practical nurse who is permitted by license to practice in Cali-

fornia or Texas. 

li·cens·ee (lXÙsNn-sKù) n.  One to whom or to which a license is granted. 

li·cen·sure (lXùsNn-shNr, -shtrÙ) n.  The act or an instance of granting a license, 

usually to practice a profession. 

li·cen·ti·ate (lX-sHnùshK-Vt) n.  Abbr. L. 1. One who is granted a license by an 

authorized body to practice a specified profession.  2. a. A degree from certain 

European universities ranking just below that of a doctor.  b. One holding such a 

degree.   [Middle English, from Medieval Latin licenti7tus, from past participle of 

licenti7re, to allow, from licentia, authorization. See LICENSE.]

li·cen·tious (lX-sHnùshNs) adj.  1. Lacking moral discipline or ignoring legal 

restraint, especially in sexual conduct.  2. Having no regard for accepted rules or 

standards.  [Latin licentiosus, from licentia, freedom, license. See LICENSE.] 
—li·cenùtious·ly adv.  —li·cenùtious·ness n. 

li·chee (lKùchK) n.  Variant of litchi. 
li·chen (lXùkNn) n.  1. A fungus, usually of the class Ascomycetes, that grows sym-

biotically with algae, resulting in a composite organism that characteristically 

forms a crustlike or branching growth on rocks or tree trunks.  2. Pathology. Any 

of various skin diseases characterized by patchy eruptions of small, firm papules.   
—  v.  tr. li·chened, li·chen·ing, li·chens. To cover with lichens.  [Latin lXchKn, a 

kind of plant, from Greek leikhKn, from leikhein, to lick. See leigh- in Appendix.] 
—liùchen·ous adj. 

li·chen·ol·o·gy (lXÙkN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of biology that deals with the 

study of lichens.   —liÙchen·olùo·gist n. 

Lich·field (lVchùfKldÙ)  A municipal borough of west-central England north-

northeast of Birmingham. Samuel Johnson was born here in 1709. Population, 

25,800. 

lich gate (lVch g7t) n.  Variant of lych-gate. 



Lich·ten·stein (lVkùtNn-stXnÙ, -stKnÙ), Roy. Born 1923.  American pop artist 

who is best known for his large-scale depictions of comic book panels. 

lic·it (lVsùVt) adj.  Permitted by law; legal.  [Middle English, from Old French licite, 

from Latin licitus, past participle of licKre, to be permitted.] —licùit·ly adv.  

—licùit·ness n. 

lick (lVk) v.  licked, lick·ing, licks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pass the tongue over or along:  

lick a stamp.  2. To lap up.  3. To lap or flicker at like a tongue:  The waves licked 

the sides of the boat.  4. Slang. To punish with a beating; thrash.  5. Slang. To get 

the better of; defeat:  licked her weight problem.   —  v.  intr. To pass or lap quickly 

and rapidly:  The flames licked at our feet.   —  n.  1. The act or process of licking.  

2. A small quantity; a bit:  hasn’t got a lick of common sense.  3. A deposit of 

exposed natural salt that is licked by passing animals.  4. A sudden hard stroke; a 

blow.  5. Informal. Speed; pace:  moving along at a good lick.  6. Music. A phrase 

improvised by a soloist, especially on the guitar or banjo.   —idioms. lick and a 
promise. A superficial effort made without care or enthusiasm.  lick into 
shape. Informal. To bring into satisfactory condition or appearance.  lick 
(one’s) chops. To anticipate delightedly.  lick (one’s) wounds. To recuperate 

after a defeat.  [Middle English licken, from Old English liccian. See leigh- in 

Appendix.] —lickùer n. 

lick·er·ish (lVkùNr-Vsh) adj.  1. Lascivious; lecherous.  2. Greedy; desirous.  

3. a. Archaic. Relishing good food.  b. Obsolete. Arousing hunger; appetizing.   

[Middle English likerous, perhaps from Old French lecheor, lekier. See LECHER.] 
—lickùer·ish·ness n. 

lick·e·ty-split (lVkÙV-tK-splVtù) adv.  Informal. With great speed.  [lickety, very 

fast alteration of LICK, fast (dialectal) + SPLIT.]

lick·ing (lVkùVng) n.  Slang. 1. A beating, thrashing, or spanking.  2. A severe loss 

or defeat. 

Lick·ing River (lVkùVng rVvùNr)  A river of northeast Kentucky flowing about 515 

km (320 mi) northwest to the Ohio River at Covington. 

lick·spit·tle (lVkùspVtÙl) n.  A fawning underling; a toady. 

lic·o·rice (lVkùNr-Vs, -Vsh) n.  1. a. A Mediterranean perennial plant (Glycyrrhiza 

glabra) having blue flowers, pinnately compound leaves, and a sweet, distinctively 

flavored root.  b. The root of this plant, used as a flavoring in candy, liqueurs, 

tobacco, and medicines.  c. A confection made from or flavored with the licorice 

root.   2. Any of various similar plants.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin liquirXtia, alteration (influenced by Latin liquKre, to flow), of Latin gly-

cyrrhXza, root of licorice, from Greek glukurrhiza : glukus, sweet + rhiza, root; see 

wr7d- in Appendix.]

lic·tor (lVkùtNr) n.  A Roman functionary who carried fasces when attending a 

magistrate in public appearances.  [From Middle English littoures, lictors, from 

Latin lictorKs, pl. of lictor. See leig- in Appendix.]



lid (lVd) n.  1. A removable or hinged cover for a hollow receptacle or box.  2. An 

eyelid.  3. Biology. A flaplike covering, such as an operculum.  4. A curb, restraint, 

or limit:  approved a new lid on corporate spending.  5. Informal. An act of conceal-

ment; a cover:  told us to keep a lid on the report until the campaign was over.  

6. Slang. A hat.  7. Slang. An ounce of marijuana.   —  v.  tr. lid·ded, lid·ding, 
lids. To cover with or as if with a lid.  [Middle English, from Old English hlid. See 

klei- in Appendix.]

Lid·dell Hart (lVdùl härtù), Sir Basil Henry. 1895-1970.  British military 

authority and an early advocate of both tank and air warfare. 

Li·di·ce (lVdùV-sK, -ch7Ù, lyVÙdV-tsH)  A village of northwest Czech Republic west-

northwest of Prague. In reprisal for the murder of a Nazi official, German forces 

killed its male population, deported the women and children to concentration 

camps, and burned the village to the ground (June 9-10, 1942). 

lid·less (lVdùlVs) adj.  Having no lid or lids. 

Li·do (lKùdo)  An island reef of northeast Italy separating the lagoon of Venice 

from the Adriatic Sea. The town of Lido, at the northern end of the island, is a 

fashionable resort. 

li·do·caine (lXùdN-k7nÙ) n.  A synthetic amide, C14H22N2O, used chiefly in the 

form of its hydrochloride as a local anesthetic and antiarrhythmic agent.  [(ACET-

ANI)LID(E) + -CAINE.]

lie1 (lX) v.  intr. lay (l7), lain (l7n), ly·ing (lXùVng), lies. 1. To be or place oneself 

at rest in a flat, horizontal, or recumbent position; recline:  lay under a tree to 

sleep.  2. To be placed on or supported by a surface that is usually horizontal:  

Dirty dishes lay on the table.  See Usage Note at lay1.  3. To be or remain in a spec-

ified condition:  The dust has lain undisturbed for years. He lay sick in bed.  4. To 

exist; be inherent:  The solution lies in research.  5. To occupy a position or place:  

The lake lies beyond this hill.  6. To extend:  Our land lies between these trees and 

the river.  7. Law. To be admissible or maintainable.  8. Archaic. To stay for a night 

or short while.   —  n.  1. The manner or position in which something is situated.  

2. A haunt or hiding place of an animal.  3. Sports. The position of a golf ball that 

has come to a stop.   —phrasal verbs. lie down. To do little or nothing:  He’s 

lying down on the job.  lie in. To be in confinement for childbirth.  lie to. Nauti-

cal. To remain stationary while facing the wind.  lie with. 4. To be decided by, 

dependent on, or up to:  The choice lies with you.  5. Archaic. To have sexual inter-

course with.   —idiom. lie low (or lay low). 1. To keep oneself or one’s plans 

hidden.  2. To bide one’s time but remain ready for action.  [Middle English lien, 

from Old English licgan. See legh- in Appendix.]

lie2 (lX) n.  1. A false statement deliberately presented as being true; a falsehood.  

2. Something meant to deceive or give a wrong impression.   —  v.  lied, ly·ing 

(lXùVng), lies.  —  v.  intr. 1. To present false information with the intention of 

deceiving.  2. To convey a false image or impression:  Appearances often lie.   —  v.  



tr. To cause to be in a specific condition or affect in a specific way by telling false-

hoods:  You have lied yourself into trouble.  [Middle English, from Old English 

lyge. See leugh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: lie, equivocate, fib, palter, prevaricate. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to evade or depart from the truth”: a witness who lied under

oath; didn’t equivocate about her real purpose in coming; fibbed to escape being

scolded; paltering with an irate customer; didn’t prevaricate but answered forthright-

ly and honestly.

Lie (lK), Trygve Halvden. 1896-1968.  Norwegian politician and first secretary-

general of the United Nations (1946-1953). 

Lie·big (lKùbVg, -bVKH), Baron Justus von. 1803-1873.  German chemist who 

made a number of contributions to organic chemistry and pioneered laboratory-

based scientific education (1826). 

Lieb·knecht (lKpùknHktÙ, -knHKHtÙ), Karl. 1871-1919.  German journalist and 

politician who founded (1918) the Spartacus Party, the precursor of the German 

Communist Party. He was arrested and murdered after a Spartacist uprising in 

1919. 

Liech·ten·stein (lVkùtNn-stXnÙ, lVKHùtNn-shtXnÙ) Abbr. Liech.  A small Alpine 

principality in central Europe between Austria and Switzerland. The principality 

was created in 1719 and became independent in 1866. Vaduz is the capital. Popu-

lation, 27,076. 

lied (lKt) n.  pl. lie·der (lKùdNr). Music. A German art song in the style of a ballad 

for solo voice and piano.  [German Lied, from Middle High German liet, from 

Old High German liod.]

Lie·der·kranz (lKùdNr-kräntsÙ, -kr4ntsÙ)  A trademark for a soft cheese resem-

bling a mild Limburger. 

lie detector (lX dV-tHkùtNr) n.  A polygraph used to detect possible deception 

during an interrogation. 

lief (lKf) adv.  lief·er, lief·est. Readily; willingly:  I would as lief go now as later.   
—  adj.  liefer, liefest. Archaic. 1. Beloved; dear.  2. Ready or willing.  [Middle 

English leve, lef, dear, willingly, from Old English lKof, dear. See leubh- in Appen-

dix.]

liege (lKj) n.  1. A lord or sovereign to whom allegiance and service are due 

according to feudal law.  2. A vassal or subject owing allegiance and services to a 

lord or sovereign under feudal law.  3. A loyal subject to a monarch.   —  adj.  

1. a. Entitled to the loyalty and services of vassals or subjects:  a liege lord.  

b. Bound to give such allegiance and services to a lord or monarch.   2. Loyal; 

faithful.  [Middle English, from Old French, entitled to feudal allegiance, from 



Late Latin læticus, being a semifree colonist in Gaul, from lætus, a semifree colo-

nist, of Germanic origin. See lK- in Appendix.]

Li·ège (lK-7zhù, lyHzh)  A city of eastern Belgium near the Dutch and German 

borders. First mentioned in 558, it was a noted intellectual center in the Middle 

Ages. Liège was held by France from 1794 to 1815 and by the Netherlands from 

1815 to 1830. Population, 207,496. 

liege·man (lKjùmNn) n.  1. A feudal vassal or subject.  2. A loyal supporter, fol-

lower, or subject. 

lien (lKn, lKùNn) n.  Law. The right to take and hold or sell the property of a debtor 

as security or payment for a debt or duty.  [French, tie, bond, from Old French, 

constraint, from Latin lig7men, bond, from lig7re, to bind. See leig- in Appen-

dix.]

Lien·yün·kang (lyƒnùyünùkängù)  See Lianyungang. 
Lie·pa·ja (lK-HpùN-yN, lyHùpä-yä)  A city of southwest Latvia on the Baltic Sea 

southwest of Riga. Founded by the Teutonic Knights in 1263, it passed to Russia 

in 1795, was briefly the capital of the Latvian provisional government (1918), and 

was annexed by the U.S.S.R along with the rest of Latvia after World War II. Pop-

ulation, 112,000. 

li·erne (lK-ûrnù) n.  Architecture. A reinforcing rib used in Gothic vaulting to 

connect the intersections and bosses of the primary ribs.  [French, from lier, to 

bind, from Old French. See LIABLE.]

lieu (lu) n.  Archaic. Place; stead.   —idiom. in lieu of. In place of; instead of.  

[French, from Old French, from Latin locus.]

lieu·ten·ant (lu-tHnùNnt) n.  1. a.  Abbr. Lt. A commissioned rank in the U.S. 

Navy or Coast Guard that is above lieutenant junior grade and below lieutenant 

commander.  b. A first lieutenant.  c. A second lieutenant.  d. One who holds the 

rank of lieutenant, first lieutenant, or second lieutenant.   2.  (lHf-tHnùNnt) A com-

missioned officer in the British and Canadian navies ranking just below a lieuten-

ant commander.  3. An officer in a police or fire department ranking below a 

captain.  4. One who acts in place of or represents a superior; an assistant or a 

deputy:  the organized crime figure and his lieutenants.  See Synonyms at assis-
tant.  [Middle English, deputy, from Old French  : lieu, lieu; see LIEU + tenant, 

present participle of tenir, to hold (from Latin tenKre); see ten- in Appendix.] 
—lieu·tenùan·cy n.  

WORD HISTORY: What is the connection between a lieutenant governor and

a lieutenant in the army? In the etymology of the word lieutenant, at least, the

connection lies in their holding a place; that is, the word lieutenant is from an Old

French compound made up of lieu, “place,” and tenant, “holding,” the present

participle of the verb tenir, “to hold.” The word in Old French and the borrowed

Middle English word lieutenant, first recorded near the end of the 14th century,



referred to a person who acted for another as a deputy. This usage has survived,

for example, in our term lieutenant governor, the deputy of the governor and the

one who replaces the governor if need be. In military parlance lieutenant appears

by itself as well as in compounds such as first lieutenant and second lieutenant,

which muddy the water a bit, but the original notion of the word in military usage

was that the officer it referred to ranked below the next one up and could replace

him if need be. A lieutenant in the U.S. Army could thus step into the shoes of a

captain.

lieutenant colonel (lu-tHnùNnt kûrùnNl) n.  Abbr. Lt. Col., LTC 1. A com-

missioned rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps that is above major 

and below colonel.  2. One who holds this rank. 

lieutenant commander (lu-tHnùNnt kN-m4nùdNr) n.  Abbr. Lt. Comdr. 
1. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above lieutenant 

and below commander.  2. One who holds this rank. 

lieutenant general (lu-tHnùNnt jHnùNr-Nl) n.  Abbr. Lt. Gen., LTG 1. A 

commissioned rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps that is above 

major general and below general.  2. One who holds this rank. 

lieutenant governor (lu-tHnùNnt gƒvùNr-nNr) n.  Abbr. Lt. Gov. 1. An 

elected official ranking just below the governor of a state in the United States.  

2. The nonelective chief of government of a Canadian province.   —lieutenant 
governorship n. 

lieutenant junior grade (lu-tHnùNnt junùyNr gr7d) n.  pl. lieutenants 
junior grade. Abbr. LTJG 1. A commissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast 

Guard that is above ensign and below lieutenant.  2. One who holds this rank. 

Liè·vre (lK-HvùrN, lyHvù-)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, of southern Que-

bec, Canada, flowing generally southwest to the Ottawa River. 

Li·far (lK-färù, lyV-), Serge. 1905-1986.  Russian dancer and choreographer who 

was premier danseur and ballet master of the Paris Opéra Ballet (1929-1944). 

life (lXf) n.  pl. lives (lXvz). 1. Biology. a. The property or quality that distin-

guishes living organisms from dead organisms and inanimate matter, manifested 

in functions such as metabolism, growth, reproduction, and response to stimuli 

or adaptation to the environment originating from within the organism.  b. The 

characteristic state or condition of a living organism.   2. Living organisms con-

sidered as a group:  plant life; marine life.  3. A living being, especially a person:  

an earthquake that claimed hundreds of lives.  4. The physical, mental, and spiri-

tual experiences that constitute existence:  the artistic life of a writer.  5. a. The 

interval of time between birth and death:  She led a good, long life.  b. The interval 

of time between one’s birth and the present:  has had hay fever all his life.  c. A 

particular segment of one’s life:  my adolescent life.  d. The period from an occur-

rence until death:  elected for life; paralyzed for life.  e. Slang. A sentence of 



imprisonment lasting till death.   6. The time for which something exists or func-

tions:  the useful life of a car.  7. A spiritual state regarded as a transcending of 

corporeal death.  8. An account of a person’s life; a biography.  9. Human exist-

ence, relationships, or activity in general:  real life; everyday life.  10. a. A manner 

of living:  led a hard life.  b. A specific, characteristic manner of existence. Used 

of inanimate objects: “Great institutions seem to have a life of their own, indepen-

dent of those who run them” (New Republic).  c. The activities and interests of a 

particular area or realm:  musical life in New York.   11. a. A source of vitality; an 

animating force:  She’s the life of the show.  b. Liveliness or vitality; animation:  a 

face that is full of life.   12. a. Something that actually exists regarded as a subject 

for an artist:  painted from life.  b. Actual environment or reality; nature.   

13. Christian Science. God.   —idioms. as big as life. 1. Life-size.  2. Actually 

present.  bring to life. 3. To cause to regain consciousness.  4. To put spirit into; 

to animate.  5. To make lifelike.  come to life. To become animated; grow 

excited.  for dear life. Desperately or urgently:  I ran for dear life when I saw the 

tiger.  for life. Till the end of one’s life.  for the life of (one). Though trying 

hard:  For the life of me I couldn’t remember his name.  not on your life. Infor-

mal. Absolutely not; not for any reason whatsoever.  take (one’s) life. To com-

mit suicide.  take (someone’s) life. To commit murder.  the good life. A 

wealthy, luxurious way of living.  the life of Riley. Informal. An easy life.  the 
life of the party. Informal. An animated, amusing person who is the center of 

attention at a social gathering.  to save (one’s) life. No matter how hard one 

tries:  He can’t ski to save his life.  true to life. Conforming to reality.  [Middle 

English, from Old English lXf. See leip- in Appendix.]

life-and-death (lXfùNn-dHthù)  or life-or-death (lXfùNr-) adj.  1. Involving or 

ending in life or death:  a mongoose in a life-and-death battle with a cobra.  

2. Vitally important:  a life-and-death struggle between union and management. 

life belt (lXf bHlt) n.  A life preserver worn like a belt. 

life·blood (lXfùblƒdÙ) n.  1. Blood regarded as essential for life.  2. An indis-

pensable or vital part:  Capable workers are the lifeblood of the business. 

life·boat (lXfùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. A boat carried on a ship for use if the ship 

has to be abandoned.  2. A boat used for rescue service. 

life buoy (lXf buùK) n.  A buoyant device, such as a cork or polystyrene ring, for 

keeping a person afloat in water. 

life cycle (lXf sXùkNl) n.  1. The course of developmental changes through which 

an organism passes from its inception as a fertilized zygote to the mature state in 

which another zygote may be produced.  2. A progression through a series of dif-

fering stages of development. 

life expectancy (lXf Vk-spHkùtNn-sK) n.  The number of years that an individual 

is expected to live as determined by statistics. 

life force (lXf fôrs) n.  See élan vital. 



life form (lXf fôrm) n.  The characteristic morphology of a mature organism. 

life·guard (lXfùgärdÙ) n.  An expert swimmer trained and employed to watch 

over other swimmers, as at a beach or swimming pool.  Also called lifesaver  —  v.  

intr. life·guard·ed, life·guard·ing, life·guards. To work or serve as a life-

guard. 

life history (lXf hVsùtN-rK) n.  1. The history of changes undergone by an organ-

ism from inception or conception to death.  2. The developmental history of an 

individual or a group in society. 

life insurance (lXf Vn-shtrùNns) n.  Insurance that guarantees a specific sum 

of money to a designated beneficiary upon the death of the insured or to the 

insured if he or she lives beyond a certain age. 

life jacket (lXf j4kùVt) n.  A life preserver in the form of a sleeveless jacket or vest. 

life·less (lXfùlVs) adj.  1. Having no life; inanimate.  2. Having lost life; dead.  See 

Synonyms at dead.  3. Not inhabited by living beings; not capable of sustaining 

life.  4. Lacking vitality or animation; dull:  a lifeless party.   —lifeùless·ly adv.  

—lifeùless·ness n. 

life·like (lXfùlXkÙ) adj.  Accurately representing real life:  a lifelike statue.  See Syn-

onyms at graphic.  —lifeùlikeÙness n. 

life·line (lXfùlXnÙ) n.  1. a. An anchored line thrown as a support to someone 

falling or drowning.  b. Nautical. A line shot to a ship in distress.  c. A line used 

to raise and lower deep-sea divers.   2. a. A means or route by which necessary 

supplies are transported.  b. One that is or is regarded as a source of salvation in a 

crisis.   3. A diagonal line crossing the palm of the hand and believed to indicate 

the length and major events of one’s life. 

life list (lXf lVst) n.  A cumulative record of the species seen and identified by a 

naturalist, especially a bird watcher. 

life·long (lXfùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) adj.  Continuing for a lifetime. 

life-or-death (lXfùNr-dHthù) adj.  Variant of life-and-death. 
life preserver (lXf prV-zûrvùNr) n.  1. A buoyant device, usually in the shape of 

a ring, belt, or jacket, designed to keep a person afloat in the water.  2. Chiefly 

British. A weapon, such as a blackjack. 

lif·er (lXùfNr) n.  Slang. 1. a. A prisoner serving a life sentence.  b. One who 

makes a career in one of the armed forces.   2. A right-to-lifer. 

life raft (lXf r4ft) n.  Nautical. A raft usually made of inflatable material or wood 

and used in an emergency at sea. 

life·sav·er (lXfùs7ÙvNr) n.  1. One that saves a life.  2.  See lifeguard.  3. One 

that provides help in a crisis or emergency.  4. A life preserver shaped like a ring.   
—lifeùsavÙing n. 

life science (lXf sXùNns) n.  Any of several branches of science, such as biology, 

medicine, anthropology, or ecology, that deal with living organisms and their 



organization, life processes, and relationships to each other and their environ-

ment.  Also called bioscience 

life-size (lXfùsXzù) also life-sized (-sXzdù) adj.  Being of the same size as an orig-

inal:  a life-size statue. 

life span (lXf sp4n) n.  1. A lifetime.  2. The average or maximum length of time 

an organism, a material, or an object can be expected to survive or last. 

life·style also life-style  or life style (lXfùstXlÙ) n.  A way of life or style of liv-

ing that reflects the attitudes and values of a person or group: “It was a million-

aire’s lifestyle on the pocketbook of a hairdresser” (People).  

USAGE NOTE: When lifestyle began to gain wide currency a generation ago, a

number of critics objected to it as voguish and superficial, perhaps because it ap-

peared to elevate habits of consumption, dress, and recreation to a primary basis

of social classification. Nonetheless, the word has proved durable and useful, if

only because such categories do in fact figure importantly in the schemes that

Americans commonly invoke in explaining social values and social behavior,

whether appropriately or not, as in Rachel Brownstein’s remark that “an anticon-

ventional lifestyle is no sure sign of feminist politics, or indeed, of any politics at all.”

As such, the word has won the occasionally grudging acceptance of the Usage Pan-

el. Fifty-three percent of the Panelists accepts the word in the sentence Bohemian

attitudes toward conventional society have been outstripped and outdated by the lif-

estyles of millions of young people, and fully 70 percent accepts the word in the

sentence Salaries in the Bay Area may be higher, but it may cost employees as much

as 30 percent more to maintain their lifestyles, where the economic context makes

more apparent the need for a word that denotes categories based on consumption

practices.

life-sup·port system (lXfùsN-pôrtÙ sVsùtNm, -portÙ) n.  1. Equipment that cre-

ates a viable environment under conditions otherwise incompatible with life.  

2. Medical equipment that augments or substitutes for an essential bodily func-

tion, such as respiration or excretion, enabling a patient who otherwise might not 

survive to live. 

life·time (lXfùtXmÙ) n.  1. The period of time during which an individual is alive.  

2. The period of time during which property, an object, a process, or a phenome-

non exists or functions.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

a lifetime guarantee; lifetime membership. 

life·work (lXfùwûrkù) n.  The chief or entire work of a person’s lifetime. 

life zone (lXf zon) n.  Ecology. A geographic region or area defined by its charac-

teristic life forms. 

LIFO (lXùfo) n.  Accounting. See last-in, first-out. 



lift (lVft) v.  lift·ed, lift·ing, lifts.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To direct or carry from a lower 

to a higher position; raise:  lift one’s eyes; lifted the suitcase.  b. To transport by air:  

The helicopter lifted the entire team to the meet.   2. a. To revoke by taking back; 

rescind:  lifted the embargo.  b. To bring an end to (a blockade or siege) by remov-

ing forces.   3. To cease (artillery fire) in an area.  4. a. To raise in condition, 

rank, or esteem.  b. To uplift; elate:  Your telephone call really lifted my spirits.   

5. To remove (plants) from the ground for transplanting.  6. To project or sound 

in loud, clear tones:  lifted their voices in song.  7. Informal. To steal; pilfer:  A thief 

lifted my wallet.  8. Informal. To copy from something already published; plagia-

rize:  lifted whole paragraphs from the encyclopedia.  9. To pay off or clear (a debt 

or mortgage, for example).  10. To perform cosmetic surgery on (the face), espe-

cially in order to remove wrinkles or sagging skin.  11. a. Sports. To hit (a golf 

ball) very high into the air.  b. To pick up (a golf ball) to place it in a better lie.    
—  v.  intr. 1. a. To rise; ascend.  b. To yield to upward pressure:  These windows 

lift easily.   2. a. To disappear or disperse by or as if by rising:  By afternoon the 

smog had lifted.  b. To stop temporarily:  The rain lifted by morning.   3. To 

become elevated; soar:  Their spirits lifted when help came.   —  n.  1. The act or 

process of rising or raising to a higher position.  2. Power or force available for 

raising:  the lift of a pump.  3. An amount or a weight raised or capable of being 

raised at one time; a load.  4. a. The extent or height to which something is raised 

or rises; the amount of elevation.  b. The distance or space through which some-

thing is raised or rises.   5. A rise or an elevation in the level of the ground.  6. An 

elevation of the spirits:  The good news gave us a lift.  7. A raised, high, or erect 

position, as of a part of the body:  the lift of his chin.  8. A machine or device 

designed to pick up, raise, or carry something.  9. One of the layers of leather, 

rubber, or other material making up the heel of a shoe.  10. Chiefly British. A pas-

senger or cargo elevator.  11. A ride in a vehicle given to help someone reach a 

destination:  gave my friend a lift into town.  12. Assistance or help:  gave her a lift 

with her heavy packages.  13. A set of pumps used in a mine.  14. The component 

of the total aerodynamic force acting on an airfoil or on an entire aircraft or 

winged missile perpendicular to the relative wind and normally exerted in an 

upward direction, opposing the pull of gravity.   —phrasal verb. lift off. To 

begin flight:  The spacecraft lifted off at noon.   —idiom. lift fire. To increase the 

range of artillery fire by elevating the muzzle of a piece.  [Middle English liften, 

from Old Norse lypta.] —liftùa·ble adj.  —liftùer n.  

SYNONYMS: lift, raise, rear, elevate, hoist, heave, boost. These verbs mean to

move something from a lower to a higher level or position. Lift sometimes stresses

the expenditure of effort: a trunk too heavy to lift; requires three men to lift the

piano. Raise often implies movement to an approximately vertical position: raised

the window slightly; raising a monument to the war dead. Rear is frequently inter-



changeable with raise: rear a ladder; rear a flagpole. “Her family reared a sumptuous

mausoleum over her remains” (Macaulay). Elevate is sometimes synonymous with

the preceding terms (used two pillows to keep his head elevated), but it more often

suggests exalting, ennobling, or raising morally or intellectually: “A generous and

elevated mind is distinguished by nothing more certainly than an eminent degree of

curiosity” (Samuel Johnson). Hoist is applied principally to the lifting of heavy

objects, often by mechanical means: hoist a sunken ship; uses a crane to hoist the

construction beams. To heave is to lift or raise with great effort or force: heaved the

pack onto his back. Boost suggests upward movement effected by or as if by push-

ing from below: boosted the child into the saddle; boost sales; boost morale. See also

Synonyms at steal

lift·ing body (lVfùtVng bmdùK) n.  An aircraft or a spacecraft that has no wings 

and gains lift by the action of aerodynamic forces on its body. 

lift·off (lVftùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  The initial movement by which or the instant in which 

a rocket or other such craft commences flight. 

lig·a·ment (lVgùN-mNnt) n.  1. Anatomy. A sheet or band of tough, fibrous tissue 

connecting bones or cartilages at a joint or supporting an organ.  2. A unifying or 

connecting tie or bond.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin lig7mentum, from 

Latin, bandage, from lig7re, to bind. See LIEN.] —ligÙa·mentùal (-mHnùtl), 
ligÙa·menùta·ry (-mHnùtN-rK, -mHnùtrK) , ligÙa·menùtous adj. 

li·gan (lXùgNn) n.  Variant of lagan. 
li·gand (lXùgNnd, lVgùNnd) n.  An ion, a molecule, or a molecular group that binds 

to another chemical entity to form a larger complex.  [From Latin ligandus, 

gerundive of lig7re, to bind. See LIGATE.]

li·gase (lXùg7sÙ, -g7zÙ) n.  Any of a class of enzymes, including the carboxylases, 

that catalyze the linkage of two molecules, generally utilizing ATP as the energy 

donor.  Also called synthetase [Latin lig7re, to bind; see leig- in Appendix + -ASE.]

li·gate (lXùg7tÙ) v.  tr. li·gat·ed, li·gat·ing, li·gates. To tie or bind with a liga-

ture.  [Latin lig7re, lig7t-. See leig- in Appendix.]

li·ga·tion (lX-g7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of binding or of applying a ligature.  

b. The state of being bound.   2. Something that binds; a ligature. 

lig·a·ture (lVgùN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The act of tying or binding.  2. A cord, 

wire, or bandage used for tying or binding.  3. A thread, wire, or cord used in sur-

gery to close vessels or tie off ducts.  4. Something that unites; a bond.  5. A char-

acter, letter, or type, such as æ, combining two or more letters.  6. Music. a. A 

group of notes intended to be played or sung as one phrase.  b. A curved line 

indicating such a phrase; a slur.    —  v.  tr. lig·a·tured, lig·a·tur·ing, 
lig·a·tures. To ligate.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

lig7t7ra, from Latin lig7tus, past participle of lig7re, to bind. See leig- in Appen-

dix.]



li·ger (lXùgNr) n.  The product of crossbreeding between a male lion and a female 

tiger, having features of both but generally being larger than either.  [LI(ON) + 

(TI)GER.]

light1 (lXt) n.  1. Physics. a. Electromagnetic radiation that has a wavelength in 

the range from about 4,000 (violet) to about 7,700 (red) angstroms and may be 

perceived by the normal unaided human eye.  b. Electromagnetic radiation of 

any wavelength.   2. The sensation of perceiving light; brightness:  a sudden light 

that made me blink.  3. a. A source of light, especially a lamp, a lantern, or an 

electric lighting fixture:  Turn out the lights when you leave.  b. The illumination 

derived from a source of light:  by the light of the moon.  c. The particular quantity 

or quality of such illumination:  moved the lamp closer to get better light.  d. The 

pathway or route of such illumination to a person:  You’re standing in his light.   

4. A mechanical device that uses illumination as a signal or warning, especially a 

beacon or traffic signal.  5. a. Daylight.  b. Dawn; daybreak.   6. Something, such 

as a window, that admits illumination.  7. A source of fire, such as a match or cig-

arette lighter.  8. Spiritual awareness; illumination.  9. a. Something that pro-

vides information or clarification:  threw some light on the question.  b. A state of 

awareness or understanding, especially as derived from a particular source:  in the 

light of experience.   10. Public attention; general knowledge:  brought the scandal 

to light.  11. A way of looking at or considering a matter; an aspect:  saw the situa-

tion in a different light.  12. Archaic. Eyesight.  13. lights. One’s individual opin-

ions, choices, or standards:  acted according to their own lights.  14. A person who 

inspires or is adored by another:  My daughter is the light of my life.  15. A promi-

nent or distinguished person; a luminary:  one of the leading lights of the theater.  

16. An expression of the eyes:  a strange light in her eyes.  17. Light. In Quaker 

doctrine, the guiding spirit or divine presence in each person.  18. The represen-

tation of light in art.   —  v.  light·ed or lit (lVt), light·ing, lights.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To set on fire; ignite or kindle.  2. To cause to give out light; make luminous:  

lit a lamp.  3. To provide, cover, or fill with light; illuminate:  fireworks lighting the 

sky.  4. To signal, direct, or guide with or as if with illumination.  5. To enliven or 

animate:  A smile lit her face.   —  v.  intr. 1. To start to burn; be ignited or kin-

dled:  Green wood does not light easily.  2. To emit light; be lighted:  Wait until the 

indicator lights up.   —  adj.  light·er, light·est. 1. Color. a. Having a greater 

rather than lesser degree of lightness.  b. Of or being an additive primary color.   

2. Characterized by or filled with light; bright:  a room that is light when the shut-

ters are open.  3. Not dark in color; fair:  light hair and skin.  4. Served with milk 

or cream. Used of coffee.   —phrasal verb. light up. 1. To become or cause to 

become animated or cheerful.  2. To start smoking a cigarette, cigar, or pipe.   
—idiom. in (the) light of. In consideration of; in relationship to.  [Middle 

English, from Old English lKoht, lXht. See leuk- in Appendix.]



USAGE NOTE: Lighted and lit are equally acceptable as past tense and past par-

ticiple of light. Both forms are well established as adjectives also: a lighted (or lit)

cigarette.

light2 (lXt) adj.  light·er, light·est. 1. a. Of relatively little weight; not heavy:  a 

light load.  b. Of relatively little weight for its size or bulk:  Balsa is a light wood.  

c. Of less than the correct, standard, or legal weight:  a light pound.   2. Exerting 

little force or impact; gentle:  a light pat.  3. a. Of little quantity; scanty:  light 

snow.  b. Consuming or using relatively moderate amounts; abstemious:  a light 

eater; a light smoker.  c. Not harsh or severe:  gave the offender a light sentence.   

4. Demanding little exertion or effort; not burdensome:  light household tasks.  

See Synonyms at easy.  5. Having little importance; insignificant:  light, idle chat-

ter.  6. Intended primarily as entertainment; not serious or profound:  a light 

comedy.  7. Free from worries or troubles; blithe:  a light heart.  8. Characterized 

by frivolity; silly or trivial.  9. Liable to change; fickle.  10. Mildly dizzy or faint:  

felt light in the head.  11. Lacking in ethical discrimination.  12. Moving easily 

and quickly; nimble:  The dancer was light and graceful.  13. Designed for ease 

and quickness of movement; having a relatively slim structure and little weight:  

light aircraft.  14. Designed to carry relatively little weight:  a light truck.  

15. Carrying little equipment or armament:  light cavalry; light tanks.  

16. Requiring relatively little equipment and using relatively simple processes to 

produce consumer goods:  light industry.  17. Easily awakened or disturbed:  a 

light sleeper.  18. a. Easily digested:  a light supper.  b. Having a spongy or flaky 

texture; well-leavened:  light pastries.   19. Having a loose, porous consistency:  

light soil.  20. Containing a relatively small amount of a potentially harmful 

ingredient, such as alcohol, fat, or sodium:  light beer; light mayonnaise.  

21. Linguistics. a. Of, relating to, or being a syllable ending in a short vowel or a 

short vowel plus a consonant.  b. Of, relating to, or being a vowel or syllable pro-

nounced with little or no stress.    —  adv.  lighter, lightest. 1. In a light man-

ner; lightly.  2. With little weight and few burdens:  traveling light.   —  v.  intr. 

light·ed or lit (lVt), light·ing, lights. 1. To get down, as from a vehicle or 

horse; dismount.  2. To descend to the ground after flight; land.  3. To come 

upon one unexpectedly:  Misfortune lighted upon him.  4. To come upon by 

chance or accident. Used with on or upon:  lit on the perfect solution to the problem.   
—phrasal verbs. light into. Informal. To attack verbally or physically; assail.  

light out. Informal. To leave hastily; run off.   —idiom. go light on. To treat 

casually or gingerly.  [Middle English, from Old English lKoht, lXht. See legwh- in 

Appendix.]



light adaptation (lXt 4dÙ4p-t7ùshNn) n.  The process, chiefly involving con-

striction of the pupil, by which the eye adapts to an increase in illumination.   
—lightù-a·daptÙed (lXtùN-d4pÙtVd) adj. 

light air (lXt âr) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed of from 1 to 3 miles (2 to 5 

kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale. 

light bread (lXt brHd) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See white bread. 
light breeze (lXt brKz) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed of from 4 to 7 miles 

(6 to 11 kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale. 

light bulb (lXt bƒlb) n.  An electric light in which a filament is heated to incan-

descence by an electric current. 

light-e·mit·ting diode (lXtùV-mVtÙVng dXùodÙ) n.  LED. 

light·en1 (lXtùn) v.  light·ened, light·en·ing, light·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

make light or lighter; illuminate or brighten.  b. To make (a color) lighter.   

2. Archaic. To enlighten.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become lighter; brighten.  2. To be 

luminous; shine.  3. To give off flashes of lightning. 

light·en2 (lXtùn) v.  light·ened, light·en·ing, light·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

less heavy.  2. To lessen the oppressiveness, trouble, or severity of.  See Synonyms 

at relieve.  3. To relieve of cares or worries; gladden.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

less in weight.  2. To become less oppressive, troublesome, or severe.  3. To 

become cheerful. 

light·er1 (lXùtNr) n.  1. One that ignites or kindles.  2. A mechanical device for 

lighting a cigarette, cigar, or pipe. 

light·er2 (lXùtNr) Nautical. n.  A large flat-bottomed barge, especially one used to 

deliver or unload goods to or from a cargo ship or transport goods over short dis-

tances.   —  v.  tr. light·ered, light·er·ing, light·ers. To convey (cargo) in a 

lighter.  [Middle English, perhaps from lighten, to make less heavy, from Old 

English lXhtan. See legwh- in Appendix.]

light·er·age (lXùtNr-Vj) n.  Nautical. 1. Transportation of goods on a lighter.  

2. The fee charged for lightering. 

light·er-than-air (lXùtNr-thNn-ârù) adj.  Having a weight less than that of the air 

displaced. Used of certain aircraft. 

light·face (lXtùf7sÙ) n.  Abbr. lf Printing. A typeface or font of characters having 

relatively thin, light lines.   —lightùfacedÙ adj. 

light-fin·gered (lXtùfVngÙgNrd) adj.  1. Having quick and nimble fingers.  

2. Skilled at or given to petty thievery.   —lightù-finÙgered·ness n. 

light-foot·ed (lXtùfttùVd) also light·foot (-fttÙ) adj.  Treading with light 

and nimble ease.   —lightù-footùed·ly adv.  —lightù-footùed·ness n. 

light-hand·ed (lXtùh4nùdVd) adj.  Having a light, delicate touch.   —lightù-
handùed·ly adv.  —lightù-handùed·ness n. 



light·head·ed (lXtùhHdùVd) adj.  1. Faint, giddy, or delirious:  lightheaded with 

wine.  2. Given to frivolity; silly.   —lightùheadùed·ly adv.  —lightùhead-
ùed·ness n. 

light·heart·ed (lXtùhärùtVd) adj.  Not being burdened by trouble, worry, or care; 

happy and carefree.  See Synonyms at glad1.  —lightùheartùed·ly adv.  

—lightùheartùed·ness n. 

light heavyweight (lXt hHvùK-w7tÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A professional boxer weigh-

ing more than 160 and not more than 175 pounds (approximately 72.5-79.5 kilo-

grams), heavier than a middleweight and lighter than a heavyweight.  2. A 

contestant in various other sports in a similar weight class. 

light·house (lXtùhousÙ) n.  Nautical. A tall structure topped by a powerful light 

used as a beacon or signal to aid marine navigation. 

light·ing (lXùtVng) n.  1. The state of being lighted; illumination.  2. a. The 

method or equipment used to provide artificial illumination.  b. The illumina-

tion so provided.   3. The act or process of igniting. 

light·ly (lXtùlK) adv.  1. With little weight or force; gently.  2. To a slight extent or 

amount:  apply paint lightly.  3. a. With little difficulty; easily.  b. With agility and 

grace; nimbly.   4. a. In a carefree manner; cheerfully:  took the news lightly.  

b. Without sufficient care or consideration; indifferently:  treated the situation 

much too lightly.  

light machine gun (lXt mN-shKnù gƒn) n.  An air-cooled machine gun not 

greater than.30 caliber. 

light meter (lXt mKùtNr) n.  See exposure meter. 
light-mind·ed (lXtùmXnùdVd) adj.  Frivolous, silly, or inanely giddy.   —lightù-
mindùed·ly adv.  —lightù-mindùed·ness n. 

light·ness1 (lXtùnVs) n.  1. The quality or condition of being illuminated.  

2. Color. The dimension of the color of an object by which the object appears to 

reflect or transmit more or less of the incident light, varying from black to white 

for surface colors and from black to colorless for transparent volume colors. 

light·ness2 (lXtùnVs) n.  1. The state or quality of having little weight or force.  

2. Ease or quickness of movement; agility.  3. Ease or cheerfulness in manner or 

style.  4. Freedom from worry or trouble.  5. Lack of appropriate seriousness; 

levity.  6. Delicacy or subtlety in craft, performance, or effect. 

light·ning (lXtùnVng) n.  1. a. An abrupt, discontinuous natural electric dis-

charge in the atmosphere.  b. The visible flash of light accompanying such a dis-

charge.   2. Informal. A sudden, usually improbable stroke of fortune.   —  v.  intr. 

light·ninged (-nVngd), light·ning, light·nings. To discharge a flash of light-

ning.   —  adj.  Moving or occurring with remarkable speed or suddenness.  

[Middle English, gerund of lightnen, to illuminate,, lighten (lightnen, from 

lighten) from Old English lXhtan. See leuk- in Appendix.]



lightning arrester (lXtùnVng N-rHsùtNr) n.  A protective device for electrical 

equipment that reduces excessive voltage resulting from lightning to a safe level 

by grounding the discharge. 

lightning bug (lXtùnVng bƒg) n.  See firefly. 
lightning rod (lXtùnVng rmd) n.  1. A grounded metal rod placed high on a 

structure to prevent damage by conducting lightning to the ground.  2. One that 

attracts and absorbs powerful, typically negative feelings and reactions, thereby 

diverting interest from other issues: “[His] business dealings have become a light-

ning rod for criticism” (Walter Shapiro). 

light opera (lXt mpùNr-N) n.  Music. See operetta. 
light pen (lXt pHn) n.  Computer Science. A small, photosensitive device con-

nected to a computer and moved by hand over an output display in order to 

manipulate information in the computer.  Also called electronic stylus, light stylus. 

light·proof (lXtùprufÙ) adj.  Impenetrable by light:  film stored in lightproof 

containers. 

light reaction (lXt rK-4kùshNn) n.  The first stage of photosynthesis, occurring 

only in the presence of light, during which energy captured from light drives the 

production of ATP. 

light reflex (lXt rKùflHksÙ) n.  Contraction of the pupil of the eye in response to 

an increase in light. 

lights (lXts) pl.n.  The lungs, especially the lungs of an animal slaughtered for 

food.  [Middle English lightes, from light, light in weight (from the lightness of 

the lungs compared to other organs). See LIGHT
2.]

light·ship (lXtùshVpÙ) n.  Nautical. A ship with a powerful light or warning sig-

nals that is anchored in dangerous waters to alert other vessels. 

light show (lXt sho) n.  A display of colored lights in shifting patterns, often 

accompanied by slides and film loops. 

light·some1 (lXtùsNm) adj.  1. Providing light; luminous.  2. Covered with or 

full of light; bright.   —lightùsome·ly adv.  —lightùsome·ness n. 

light·some2 (lXtùsNm) adj.  1. Light, nimble, or graceful in movement.  2. Free 

from worry or care; cheerful.  3. Frivolous; silly.   —lightùsome·ly adv.  

—lightùsome·ness n. 

lights out (lXts out) n.  1. A signal or command to extinguish lights for the 

night.  2. Bedtime. 

light-struck (lXtùstrƒkÙ) adj.  Fogged by accidental exposure. Used of photosen-

sitive materials. 

light stylus (lXt stXùlNs) n.  Computer Science. See light pen. 
light water (lXt wôùtNr) n.  Chemistry & Physics. Ordinary water, H2O. 

light·weight (lXtùw7tÙ) n.  1. One that weighs relatively little or less than aver-

age.  2. Sports. a. A professional boxer weighing more than 126 and not more 

than 135 pounds (approximately 57-61 kilograms), heavier than a featherweight 



and lighter than a welterweight.  b. A contestant in various other sports in a simi-

lar weight class.   3. A person of little ability, intelligence, influence, or impor-

tance.   —  adj.  1. Weighing relatively little; not heavy:  lightweight clothing; a 

lightweight wood.  2. Sports. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a lightweight:  the 

lightweight title.  3. Having no significance or influence:  a lightweight intellect. 

light·wood (lXtùwtdÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See kindling.  

REGIONAL NOTE: There are a number of regional equivalents for small pieces

of easily ignited wood used to start a fire, what Standard English calls kindling.

Lightwood, derived from the verb to light (a fire), probably originated in Virginia,

according to Craig M. Carver in American Regional Dialects, and is now used

throughout the South Midland. Fat pine, fatwood, and rich pine all refer to the

resinous pine native to the Gulf States. The resin makes even a small sliver of the

wood easily kindled.

light-year also light year (lXtùyîrÙ) n.  1. The distance that light travels in a 

vacuum in one year, approximately 9.46 trillion (9.46 ∞ 1012) kilometers or 5.88 

trillion (5.88 ∞ 1012) miles.  2.  Often light-years. Informal. A long way:  a small 

town light-years away from the action of the capital. 

lign- pref.  Variant of ligni-. 
lig·ne·ous (lVgùnK-Ns) adj.  Consisting of or having the texture or appearance of 

wood; woody.  [From Latin ligneus, from lignum, wood. See leg- in Appendix.]

ligni-  or ligno-  or lign- pref.  Wood:  lignocellulose.  [From Latin lignum, wood. 

See leg- in Appendix.]

lig·ni·fy (lVgùnN-fXÙ) v.  lig·ni·fied, lig·ni·fy·ing, lig·ni·fies.  —  v.  intr. To 

turn into wood or become woody through the formation and deposit of lignin in 

cell walls.   —  v.  tr. To make woody or woodlike by the deposit of lignin.   
—ligÙni·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

lig·nin (lVgùnVn) n.  A complex polymer, the chief noncarbohydrate constituent 

of wood, that binds to cellulose fibers and hardens and strengthens the cell walls 

of plants. 

lig·nite (lVgùnXtÙ) n.  A soft, brownish-black coal in which the alteration of vege-

table matter has proceeded further than in peat but not as far as in bituminous 

coal.  Also called brown coal  —lig·nitùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

ligno- pref.  Variant of ligni-. 
lig·no·cel·lu·lose (lVgÙno-sHlùyN-losÙ) n.  A combination of lignin and cellulose 

that strengthens woody plant cells. 

lig·num vi·tae (lVgÙnNm vXùtK) n.  pl. lignum vitaes. 1. Either of two tropical 

American trees (Guaiacum officinale or G. sanctum) having evergreen leaves and 

very heavy, durable, resinous wood.  2. The wood of either of these trees, the 



hardest of commercial woods.  [New Latin lignum vXtae : Latin lignum, wood + 

Latin vXtae, genitive of vXta, life.]

lig·ro·in (lVgùro-Vn) n.  A volatile, flammable fraction of petroleum, obtained by 

distillation and used as a solvent.  [Origin unknown.]

lig·u·la (lVgùyN-lN) n.  pl. lig·u·lae (-lKÙ)  or lig·u·las. A strap-shaped or tongue-

like structure, especially a mouth part in certain insects.  [Latin, diminutive of lin-

gua, tongue. See digh7777- in Appendix.]

lig·u·late (lVgùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  1. Strap-shaped.  2. Having a ligule. 

lig·ule (lVgùyul) n.  A straplike structure, such as the corolla of a ray flower or a 

membranous or hairy appendage between the sheaf and blade of a grass leaf.  

[Latin ligula, diminutive of lingua, tongue. See digh7777- in Appendix.]

lig·ure (lVgùytrÙ) n.  A precious stone of ancient Israel.  [Middle English liguri, 

from Late Latin lig7rius, from Greek ligurion, diminutive of liguros, clear, from 

ligus.]

Li·gu·ri·a (lV-gytrùK-N)  A region of northwest Italy on the Ligurian Sea, an 

arm of the Mediterranean Sea between northwest Italy and Corsica. Named for 

an ancient pre-Indo-European people, the Ligurii, the region was subdued by the 

Romans in the 2nd century B.C. and was later (16th-19th century) controlled by 

Genoa. A small section of the coastline surrounding Genoa formed the Ligurian 
Republic from 1797 until 1815.   —Li·guùri·an adj.  & n. 

Li Hong·zhang (lK hƒngùjängù) also Li Hung-chang (htngùchängù), 1823-

1901.  Chinese politician who was China’s chief representative in international 

matters (1870-1894) and prime minister (1895-1898). 

lik·a·ble also like·a·ble (lXùkN-bNl) adj.  Pleasing; attractive.   —likùa·ble·ness, 
likeùa·ble·ness n. 

like1 (lXk) v.  liked, lik·ing, likes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To find pleasant or attractive; 

enjoy.  2. To want to have:  would like some coffee.  3. To feel about; regard:  How 

do you like her nerve!  4. Archaic. To be pleasing to.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have an 

inclination or a preference:  If you like, we can meet you there.  2. Scots. To be 

pleased.   —  n.  Something that is liked; a preference:  made a list of his likes and 

dislikes.  [Middle English liken, from Old English lXcian, to please. See lXk- in 

Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: like, love, enjoy, relish, fancy, dote. These verbs mean to be attract-

ed to or to find agreeable. Like, the least forceful, suggests mere interest, approval,

or favor: “I may like him well enough; but you don’t love your servants” (Harriet

Beecher Stowe). Love implies a strong attachment or intense affection and deep

involvement on an emotional level: “All his faults are such that one loves him still

the better for them” (Oliver Goldsmith). Enjoy is applied to what gives personal

satisfaction or pleasure: “There are two things to aim at in life: first, to get what

you want; and after that, to enjoy it” (Logan Pearsall Smith). Relish applies to what



moves one to keen or zestful appreciation: “Every great and original writer... must

himself create the taste by which he is to be relished” (William Wordsworth). One

fancies what appeals to one’s taste, inclination, imagination, or notion of what a

person or thing should be: She fancies elegant clothes and jewelry. Caviar is a del-

icacy, but few children fancy it. Dote implies foolish, extravagant attachment: He

dotes on his grandchildren and indulges their every whim.

like2 (lXk) prep.  1. Possessing the characteristics of; resembling closely; similar to.  

2. a. In the typical manner of:  It’s not like you to take offense.  b. In the same way 

as:  lived like royalty.   3. Inclined or disposed to:  felt like running away.  4. As if 

the probability exists for:  looks like a bad year for farmers.  5. Such as; for exam-

ple:  saved things like old newspapers and pieces of string.   —  adj.  1. Possessing 

the same or almost the same characteristics; similar:  on this and like occasions.  

2. Alike:  They are as like as two siblings.  3. Having equivalent value or quality. 

Usually used in negative sentences:  There’s nothing like a good night’s sleep.   —  
adv.  1. In the manner of being; as if. Used as an intensifier of action:  worked like 

hell; ran like crazy.  2. Informal. Probably; likely:  Like as not she’ll change her mind.  

3. Non-Standard. Used to provide emphasis or a pause:  Like let’s get going.   —  n.  

1. One similar to or like another. Used with the:  was subject to coughs, asthma, 

and the like.  2.  Often likes. Informal. An equivalent or similar person or thing; 

an equal or match:  I’ve never seen the likes of this before. We’ll never see his like 

again.   —  conj.  Usage Problem. 1. In the same way that; as:  To dance like she does 

requires great discipline.  2. As if:  It looks like we’ll finish on time.  [Middle English, 

from like, similar (from Old English gelXc, and Old Norse lXkr), and from like, 

similarly (from Old English gelXce, from gelXc, similar); see lXk- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Writers since Chaucer’s time have used like as a conjunction,

but 19th-century and 20th-century critics have been so vehement in their con-

demnations of this usage that a writer who uses the construction in formal style

risks being accused of illiteracy or worse. Prudence requires The dogs howled as

(not like) we expected them to. Like is more acceptably used as a conjunction in

informal style with verbs such as feel, look, seem, sound, and taste, as in It looks

like we are in for a rough winter. But here too as if is to be preferred in formal

writing. There can be no objection to the use of like as a conjunction when the

following verb is not expressed, as in He took to politics like a duck to water. See

Usage Note at as1. See Usage Note at together.

like3 (lXk) also liked (lXkt) v.  aux. Chiefly Southern U.S. To be just on the point 

of; be or come near to:  I like to have killed him when he said that.  [Middle English 

liken, to compare, from like, similar. See LIKE
2.]



-like suff.  Resembling or characteristic of:  ladylike.  [Middle English, from like, 

similar. See LIKE
2.]

like·a·ble (lXùkN-bNl) adj.  Variant of likable. 
like·li·hood (lXkùlK-htdÙ) n.  1. The state of being probable; probability.  

2. Something probable. 

like·ly (lXkùlK) adj.  like·li·er, like·li·est. 1. Possessing or displaying the qualities 

or characteristics that make something probable:  They are likely to become angry 

with him.  2. Within the realm of credibility; plausible:  not a very likely excuse.  

3. Apparently appropriate or suitable:  There were several likely candidates for the 

job.  4. Apt to achieve success or yield a desired outcome; promising:  a likely topic 

for investigation.  5. Attractive; pleasant:  found a likely spot under a shady tree for 

the picnic.   —  adv.  Usage Problem. Probably.  [Middle English likly, from Old 

English gelXclXc (from gelXc, similar), and from Old Norse lXkligr (from lXkr, simi-

lar); see lXk- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Used as an adverb likely is most commonly preceded by a qual-

ifier such as very or quite: He will quite likely require some help with his classes. But

the unmodified use of likely is common enough in educated writing, and though

it might be better avoided in highly formal style, it should not be regarded as in-

correct: They’ll likely buy a new car this year. See Usage Note at liable.

like-mind·ed (lXkùmXnùdVd) adj.  Of the same turn of mind. 

lik·en (lXùkNn) v.  tr. lik·ened, lik·en·ing, lik·ens. To see, mention, or show as 

similar; compare.  [Middle English liknen, from like, similar. See LIKE
2.]

like·ness (lXkùnVs) n.  1. The state, quality, or fact of being like; resemblance.  

2. An imitative appearance; a semblance.  3. A pictorial, graphic, or sculptured 

representation of something; an image.  

SYNONYMS: likeness, similarity, similitude, resemblance, analogy, affinity.

These nouns denote agreement or conformity, as in character, nature, or appear-

ance between persons or things. Likeness implies close agreement: “There is a devil

haunts thee in the likeness of a fat old man” (Shakespeare). It was your uncanny

likeness to my sister that made me stare at you. Similarity and similitude suggest

agreement only in some respects or to some degree: They were drawn to each other

by similarity of interests. “A striking similitude between the brother and sister now

first arrested my attention” (Edgar Allan Poe). Resemblance refers to similarity in

appearance or in external or superficial details: “The child... bore a remarkable re-

semblance to her grandfather” (Lytton Strachey). Analogy is similarity, as of prop-

erties or functions, between unlike things that are otherwise not comparable: The

operation of a computer presents an interesting analogy to the working of the human

brain. Affinity is likeness deriving from kinship or from the possession of shared



or compatible properties, characteristics, or sympathies: There is a discernible sty-

listic affinity between the compositions of Brahms and those of Dvovák.

like·wise (lXkùwXzÙ) adv.  1. In the same way; similarly: “Some have little power to 

do good, and have likewise little strength to resist evil” (Samuel Johnson).  2. As 

well; also.  See Synonyms at also. 
lik·ing (lXùkVng) n.  1. A feeling of attraction or love; fondness.  2. Preference or 

taste. 

li·ku·ta (lK-kuùtä) n.  pl. ma·ku·ta (mä-kuùtä). A unit of currency in Zaire.  

See Table at currency.  [Alteration of Portuguese macuta, an old West African 

unit of currency consisting originally of a piece of cloth  : Bantu li-, sing. n. pref. 

+ Kimbundu and Kongo kuta, cloth.]

li·lac (lXùlNk, -lmk, -l4k) n.  1. Any of various shrubs of the genus Syringa, espe-

cially S. vulgaris, widely cultivated for its clusters of fragrant purplish or white 

flowers.  2. Color. A pale to light or moderate purple.  [Obsolete French, from 

Arabic lXlak, from Middle Persian nXlak, from nXl, indigo, from Sanskrit nXlX, from 

nXla-, dark blue.] —liùlac adj. 

li·lan·ge·ni (lV-längùgH-nK) n.  pl. em·a·lan·ge·ni (HmÙN-läng-gHnùK). A basic 

unit of currency in Swaziland.  See Table at currency.  [Nguni (Siswati)  : li-, 

sing. n. pref. + langeni, money.]

Lil·ien·thal (lVlùyNn-thôlÙ), David Eli. 1899-1981.  American lawyer and public 

official. He was a director (1933-1941) and the chair (1941-1946) of the Tennes-

see Valley Authority and head of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (1946-

1950). 

Lil·ien·thal (lVlùyNn-thôlÙ, -tälÙ), Otto. 1848-1896.  German aeronautical pio-

neer who designed and tested a number of gliders using curved wings. 

Lil·ith (lVlùVth) n.  1. An evil female spirit in ancient Semitic legend, alleged to 

haunt deserted places and attack children.  2. The first wife of Adam in Hebrew 

folklore, believed to have been in existence before the creation of Eve. 

Li·li·u·o·ka·la·ni (lN-lKÙN-o-kN-läùnK, lK-lKÙu-o-kä-läùnK), Lydia Kamekeha 
Paki. 1838-1917.  Queen of the Hawaiian Islands (1891-1893). She was the last 

Hawaiian ruler to govern the islands. 

Lille (lKl)  A city of northern France north-northeast of Paris near the Belgian 

border. Founded c. 1030, it was the medieval capital of Flanders and is now a 

commercial, cultural, and manufacturing center. Population, 168,424. 

Lil·lie (lVlùK), Beatrice Lady Peel. 1898-1989.  Canadian-born British comedi-

enne who appeared on stage in such productions as Auntie Mame (1958) and 

High Spirits (1964). 

Lil·li·pu·tian also lil·li·pu·tian (lVlÙN-pyuùshNn) n.  A very small person or 

being.   —  adj.  1. Very small; diminutive.  2. Trivial; petty.  [After the Lillipu-

tians, a people in Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift.]



Lil·lo (lVlùo), George. 1693-1739.  British playwright whose works include The 

London Merchant (1731) and Marina (1738). 

Li·long·we (lV-lôngùw7)  The capital of Malawi, in the south-central part of the 

country. It was founded in the 1940’s as an agricultural market town. Population, 

103,000. 

lilt (lVlt) n.  1. A cheerful or lively manner of speaking, in which the pitch of the 

voice varies pleasantly.  2. A light, happy tune or song.  3. A light or resilient 

manner of moving or walking.   —  v.  lilt·ed, lilt·ing, lilts.  —  v.  tr. To say, 

sing, or play (something) in a cheerful, rhythmic manner.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

speak, sing, or play with liveliness or rhythm.  2. To move with lightness and 

buoyancy.  [From Middle English lulten, lilten, to sound an alarm.]

lil·y (lVlùK) n.  pl. lil·ies. 1. Any of various plants of the genus Lilium, having vari-

ously colored, often trumpet-shaped flowers.  2. Any of various similar or related 

plants, such as the day lily or the water lily.  3. The flower of any of these plants.  

[Middle English lilie, from Old English, from Latin lXlium.]

lily family (lVlùK f4mùN-lK) n.  A large family of plants, the Liliaceae, character-

ized by showy flowers with six perianth segments, six stamens, and a superior 

ovary and usually producing bulbs or rhizomes. 

lil·y-liv·ered (lVlùK-lVvùNrd) adj.  Cowardly; timid. 

lily of the Nile (lVlùK ƒv thK nXl) n.  pl. lilies of the Nile. See African lily. 
lily of the valley (lVlùK ƒv thK v4lùK) n.  pl. lilies of the valley. A widely cul-

tivated ornamental European plant (Convallaria majalis) having one-sided 

racemes of fragrant, bell-shaped white flowers. 

lily pad (lVlùK p4d) n.  One of the floating leaves of a water lily. 

lil·y-trot·ter (lVlùK-trmtÙNr) n.  See jaçana. 
lil·y-white (lVlùK-hwXtù, -wXtù) adj.  1. White as a lily.  2. Beyond reproach; 

blameless.  3. Informal. Excluding or seeking to exclude Black people. 

lim. abbr.  Limit. 

Li·ma  1.  (lKùmN) The capital and largest city of Peru, in the west-central part of 

the country near the Pacific Ocean. Founded by Francisco Pizarro in 1535, it was 

the capital of Spain’s New World empire until the 19th century. The city was 

largely rebuilt after earthquakes in 1687 and 1746. Population, 371,122.  2.  
(lXùmN) A city of northwest Ohio south-southwest of Toledo. It is a processing and 

marketing center for a rich farm area. Population, 45,549. 

li·ma bean (lXùmN bKn) n.  1. Any of several varieties of a tropical American 

plant (Phaseolus limensis) having flat pods containing large, light green, edible 

seeds.  2. The seed of this plant. Regional. Also called butter bean [After Lima, 

Peru.]

lim·a·cine (lVmùN-sKnÙ, lXùmN-) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a slug.  [From 

Latin lXm7x, lXm7c-, slug, snail; akin to lXmus, slime. See lei- in Appendix.]



limb1 (lVm) n.  1. One of the larger branches of a tree.  2. One of the jointed 

appendages of an animal, such as an arm, a leg, a wing, or a flipper, used for loco-

motion or grasping.  3. An extension or a projecting part, as of a building or 

mountain range.  4. One that is considered to be an extension, a member, or a 

representative of a larger body or group.  5. Informal. An impish child.   —  v.  tr. 

limbed, limb·ing, limbs. To dismember.   —idiom. (out) on a limb. Infor-

mal. In a difficult, awkward, or vulnerable position.  [Alteration (probably influ-

enced by LIMB
2), of Middle English lim, from Old English.]

limb2 (lVm) n.  1. Astronomy. The circumferential edge of the apparent disk of a 

celestial body.  2. Mathematics. The edge of a graduated arc or circle used in an 

instrument to measure angles.  3. Botany. The expanded tip of a plant organ, such 

as a petal or corolla lobe.  [Middle English, graduated edge of an astronomical 

instrument, from Old French limbe, from Latin limbus, border.]

lim·bate (lVmùb7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having an edge or a margin of a different color.  

[Late Latin limb7tus, bordered, from Latin limbus, border.]

lim·ber1 (lVmùbNr) adj.  1. Bending or flexing readily; pliable.  2. Capable of 

moving, bending, or contorting easily; supple.   —  v.  lim·bered, lim·ber·ing, 
lim·bers.  —  v.  tr. To make limber:  limbered up his legs.   —  v.  intr. To make 

oneself limber:  players limbering up before the game.  [Origin unknown.] 
—limùber·ly adv.  —limùber·ness n. 

lim·ber2 (lVmùbNr) n.  A two-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle used to tow a field 

gun or a caisson.  [Alteration of Middle English limour, shaft of a cart, perhaps 

from limon, from Old French.]

lim·bers (lVmùbNrz) pl.n.  Nautical. Gutters or channels on each side of a ship’s 

keelson that drain bilge water into the pump well.  [Probably alteration of French 

lumière, one of the limbers, from Old French lumiere, opening, light, from Late 

Latin l7min7ria, pl. of l7min7re, window, from Latin, lamp. See LUMINARY.]

lim·bi (lVmùbXÙ) n.  Biology. Plural of limbus. 
lim·bic (lVmùbVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by a limbus.  2. Of or 

relating to the limbic system.  [French limbique, from limbe, edge, from Old 

French, graduated edge of an astronomical instrument. See LIMB
2.]

limbic system (lVmùbVk sVsùtNm) n.  A group of interconnected deep brain 

structures, common to all mammals, and involved in olfaction, emotion, motiva-

tion, behavior, and various autonomic functions. 

lim·bo1 (lVmùbo) n.  pl. lim·bos. 1.  Often Limbo. Theology. The abode of just 

or innocent souls excluded from the beatific vision but not condemned to further 

punishment.  2. A region or condition of oblivion or neglect:  Management kept 

her promotion in limbo for months.  3. A state or place of confinement.  4. An 

intermediate place or state.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin (in) limbo, (in) 

Limbo, ablative of limbus, Limbo, from Latin, border.]



WORD HISTORY: Our use of the word limbo to refer to states of oblivion, con-

finement, or transition is derived from the theological sense of Limbo as a place

where souls remain that cannot enter heaven, for example, unbaptized infants.

Limbo in Roman Catholic theology is located on the border of Hell, which ex-

plains the name chosen for it. The Latin word limbus, having meanings such as

“an ornamental border to a fringe” and “a band or girdle,” was chosen by Chris-

tian theologians of the Middle Ages to denote this border region. English bor-

rowed the word limbus directly, but the form limbo that caught on in English, first

recorded in a work composed around 1378, is from the ablative form of limbus,

the form that would be used in expressions such as in limbo, “in Limbo.”

lim·bo2 (lVmùbo) n.  pl. lim·bos. A West Indian dance in which the dancers keep 

bending over backward and passing under a pole that is lowered slightly each 

time.  [Probably ultimately of African origin.]

Lim·burg (lVmùbûrgÙ, -bœrKHÙ)  A former duchy of northwest Europe. Founded 

in the 11th century, it was incorporated into the Netherlands in 1815 and divided 

into the Dutch and Belgian provinces of Limburg in 1839. 

Lim·burg·er (lVmùbûrÙgNr) n.  A soft white cheese with a very strong odor and 

flavor.  [Flemish, one from Limburg, after Limburg, a province of northeast Bel-

gium.]

lim·bus (lVmùbNs) n.  pl. lim·bi (-bXÙ). Biology. A distinctive border or edge, such 

as the junction between the cornea and sclera of the eyeball.  [Latin, border.]

lime1 (lXm) n.  1. A spiny evergreen shrub or tree (Citrus aurantifolia), native to 

Asia and having leathery leaves, fragrant white flowers, and edible fruit.  2. The 

egg-shaped fruit of this plant, having a green rind and acid juice used as flavor-

ing.  [Probably French, from Spanish lima, from Arabic lXmah, lXm, probably 

from lXm7n, lemon. See LEMON.]

lime2 (lXm) n.  See linden.  [Alteration of Middle English lind, line, from Old 

English lind.]

lime3 (lXm) n.  1. a.  See calcium oxide.  b. Any of various mineral and indus-

trial forms of calcium oxide differing chiefly in water content and percentage of 

constituents such as silica, alumina, and iron.  Also called quicklime  2. Birdlime.   
—  v.  tr. limed, lim·ing, limes. 1. To treat with lime.  2. To smear with bird-

lime.  3. To catch or snare with or as if with birdlime.  [Middle English lim, from 

Old English lXm, birdlime. See lei- in Appendix.] —limùy adj. 

lime·ade (lX-m7dù) n.  A sweetened beverage of lime juice and plain or carbon-

ated water. 

Li·mei·ra (lV-m7ùrä)  A city of southeast Brazil northwest of São Paulo. Citrus 

fruits and silkworm cultivation are important to its economy. Population, 

137,809. 



lime·kiln (lXmùkVlÙ, -kVlnÙ) n.  A furnace used to reduce naturally occurring 

forms of calcium carbonate to lime. 

lime·light (lXmùlXtÙ) n.  1. A focus of public attention.  2. a. An early type of 

stage light in which lime was heated to incandescence producing brilliant illumi-

nation.  b. The brilliant white light so produced. In this sense, also calledcalcium 

light  

li·men (lXùmNn) n.  pl. li·mens or lim·i·na (lVmùN-nN). The threshold of a physi-

ological or psychological response.  [Latin, threshold.] —limùi·nal (lVmùN-nNl) 

adj. 

lim·er·ick (lVmùNr-Vk) n.  A light humorous, nonsensical, or bawdy verse of five 

anapestic lines usually with the rhyme scheme aabba.  [After Limerick.]

WORD HISTORY: Etymologies can sometimes be a bit disappointing, as, for

example, when one is told that limerick is named after a city or county in Ireland

without being told why it is so named. Unfortunately, we run into a difficulty here

that is not uncommonly faced by etymologists, namely, that no one is precisely

sure why this piece of humorous verse was so named. One theory is that it was

named for a group of poets who wrote in Limerick in the 18th century; another,

that it came from a custom at parties of making up a nonsense verse and following

it with a chorus of “Will you come up to Limerick.” In any case, the first limericks

appeared in books published in 1820 and 1821, and the form was popularized by

Edward Lear in a collection published in 1846. The word itself, however, is not

recorded until 1896. Let us sum up by saying: “There once was a verse form

named limerick./No one can account for the name of it./Some think from a game/

Or from poets it came./If you know please come up to Limerick.”

Lim·er·ick (lVmùNr-Vk, lVmùrVk)  A borough of southwest Ireland on the Shannon 

River estuary. It was an important Norse settlement in the 9th and 10th centuries 

and was taken by the English in the late 12th century. The city is noted for its fine 

lace. Population, 60,736. 

li·mes (lXùmKz) n.  pl. lim·i·tes (lVmùV-tKzÙ). A fortified boundary or border, 

especially of the Roman Empire.  [Latin lXmes.]

lime·stone (lXmùstonÙ) n.  A common sedimentary rock consisting mostly of 

calcium carbonate, CaCO3, used as a building stone and in the manufacture of 

lime, carbon dioxide, and cement.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  limestone cliffs; limestone walls. 

lime·wa·ter (lXmùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  A clear colorless alkaline aqueous solu-

tion of calcium hydroxide, used in calamine lotion and other skin preparations 

and sometimes as an antacid. 



lim·ey (lXùmK) n.  pl. lim·eys. Slang. 1. A British sailor.  2. An English person.  

[Short for lime juicer (from the use of lime juice on British warships in order to 

prevent scurvy).]

li·mic·o·line (lV-mVkùN-lXnÙ, -lVn) adj.  Of or relating to shore birds, especially the 

plovers, sandpipers, and phalaropes.  [From New Latin LXmicolae, group name, 

from pl. of Late Latin lXmicola, living in mud  : Latin lXmus, slime; see lei- in 

Appendix + Latin -cola, inhabitant; see -COLOUS.]

li·mic·o·lous (lX-mVkùN-lNs) adj.  Living in mud.  [From Late Latin lXmicola. See 

LIMICOLINE.]

lim·i·na (lVmùN-nN) n.  A plural of limen. 
lim·it (lVmùVt) n.  Abbr. lim. 1. The point, edge, or line beyond which something 

cannot or may not proceed.  2. limits. The boundary surrounding a specific area; 

bounds:  within the city limits.  3. A confining or restricting object, agent, or 

influence.  4. The greatest or least amount, number, or extent allowed or possible:  

a withdrawal limit of $200; no minimum age limit.  5. Games. The largest amount 

which may be bet at one time in games of chance.  6. Mathematics. A number or 

point k that is approached by a function f(x) as x approaches a if, for every posi-

tive number ε, there exists a number δ such that |ƒ(x)–k| < ε if 0 < |x–a| < δ.  Also 

called limit point, point of accumulation.  7. Informal. One that approaches or 

exceeds certain limits, as of credibility, forbearance, or acceptability:  He is the 

limit of irresponsibility.   —  v.  tr. lim·it·ed, lim·it·ing, lim·its. 1. To confine or 

restrict within a boundary or bounds.  2. To fix definitely; to specify.  [Middle 

English limite, from Old French, border, from Latin lXmes, lXmit-, border, limit.] 
—limùit·a·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: limit, restrict, confine, circumscribe. These verbs mean to establish

or keep within specified bounds. Limit refers principally to the establishment of

a maximum, as of quantity, degree, or time, beyond which a person or thing can-

not or may not go: The Constitution limits the President’s term of office to four

years. “Liberty, too, must be limited in order to be possessed” (Edmund Burke). To

restrict is to keep within prescribed limits, as of choice or action: “a pardon, so

restricted that none were likely to be forgiven save those who had done no wrong”

(John Lothrop Motley). The sale of alcoholic beverages is restricted to those over 21.

Confine suggests limits that imprison, restrain, or impede: All prisoners will be con-

fined to their cells. Interest in Asia is no longer confined to scholars. Circumscribe

connotes an encircling or surrounding line that confines and especially that con-

fines narrowly: “A man... should not circumscribe his activity by any inflexible fence

of rigid rules” (John Stuart Blackie). See also Synonyms at boundary

lim·i·tar·y (lVmùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Archaic. 1. a. Of or relating to a limit or boundary.  

b. Limiting; restrictive.   2. Limited. 



lim·i·ta·tion (lVmÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of limiting or the state of being lim-

ited.  2. A restriction.  3. A shortcoming or defect.  4. Law. A specified period 

during which, by statute, an action may be brought. 

lim·it·ed (lVmùV-tVd) adj.  1. Confined or restricted within certain limits:  has 

only limited experience.  2. a. Not attaining the highest goals or achievement:  a 

limited success.  b. Having only mediocre talent or range of ability:  a popular but 

limited actor.   3. Having governmental or ruling powers restricted by enforceable 

limitations, as a constitution or a legislative body:  limited monarchy.  4.  Abbr. 

ltd., Ltd., Ld. Of, relating to, or being a limited company.  5.  Abbr. ltd., Ltd., 
Ld. Of, relating to, or being transportation facilities, such as trains or buses, that 

make few stops and carry relatively few passengers.   —  n.  Abbr. ltd., Ltd., Ld. 
A limited train or bus.   —limùi·ted·ly adv.  —limùi·ted·ness n. 

limited company (lVmùV-tVd kƒmùpN-nK) n.  Abbr. ltd., Ltd., Ld. A firm, usu-

ally associated with British registration, that is organized in such a way as to give 

its owners limited liability. 

limited edition (lVmùV-tVd V-dVshùNn) n.  An edition, as of a book or print, 

restricted to a specified number of copies. 

limited liability (lVmùV-tVd lXÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  The liability of a firm’s owners for 

no more capital than they have invested in the business. 

limited war (lVmùV-tVd wôr) n.  A war whose objective is of smaller scope than 

total defeat of the enemy. 

lim·it·er (lVmùVt-Nr) n.  1. One that limits:  a limiter of choices.  2. Electronics. A 

circuit that prevents the amplitude of a waveform from exceeding a specified 

value. In this sense, also calledclipper 

lim·i·tes (lVmùV-tKzÙ) n.  Plural of limes. 
lim·it·ing (lVmùV-tVng) adj.  1. Acting as a limit.  2. Grammar. Restricting the 

range of application of the noun modified. 

lim·it·less (lVmùVt-lVs) adj.  Having no limit or limits; unrestricted:  limitless 

authority; the limitless reaches of outer space.   —limùit·less·ly adv.  

—limùit·less·ness n. 

limit point (lVmùVt point) n.  Mathematics. See limit (n., sense 6). 

limn (lVm) v.  tr. limned, limn·ing (lVmùnVng), limns. 1. To describe.  2. To 

depict by painting or drawing.  See Synonyms at represent.  [Middle English 

limnen, to illuminate (a manuscript), probably alteration (influenced by limnour, 

illustrator, from Anglo-Norman lymnour), of luminen, from Old French luminer, 

from Latin l7min7re, to illuminate, adorn, from l7men, l7min-, light. See leuk- 
in Appendix.] —limnùer (lVmùnNr) n. 

lim·net·ic (lVm-nHtùVk) adj.  Of or occurring in the deeper, open waters of lakes 

or ponds.  [From Greek limnKtKs, marsh-dwelling, from Greek limnK, lake.]

lim·nol·o·gy (lVm-nmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of the life and phenomena 

of fresh water, especially lakes and ponds.  [Greek limnK, lake + -LOGY.] 



—limÙno·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —limÙno·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—lim·nolùo·gist n. 

Lím·nos (lKmùnôs)  See Lemnos. 
lim·o (lVmùo) n.  pl. lim·os. Informal. A limousine. 

Li·moges (lK-mozhù)  A city of west-central France northeast of Bordeaux. Its 

ceramic industry dates to the 18th century. Population, 140,400. 

Li·món (lV-monù, lK-mônù), José Arcadio. 1908-1972.  Mexican-born Ameri-

can dancer and choreographer. He was artistic director of the American Dance 

Theater (1964). 

lim·o·nene (lVmùN-nKnÙ) n.  A liquid, C10H16, with a characteristic lemonlike 

fragrance, used as a solvent, wetting agent, and dispersing agent and in the manu-

facture of resins.  [French limonène, from French limon, lemon (obsolete), from 

Old French. See LEMON.]

li·mo·nite (lXùmN-nXtÙ) n.  Any of a group of widely occurring yellowish-brown 

to black iron oxide minerals, essentially FeO(OH)·nH2O, used as a minor ore of 

iron.  [German Limonit, from Greek leimon, meadow.] —liÙmo·nitùic (-nVtùVk) 

adj. 

Li·mou·sin (lK-mu-z4Nù)  A historical region and former province of central 

France west of the Auvergne Mountains. It was included in the dowry given by 

Eleanor of Aquitaine to Henry II of England in 1152 and was eventually recon-

quered by France (1370-1374). 

lim·ou·sine (lVmÙN-zKnù, lVmùN-zKnÙ) n.  Any of various large passenger vehicles, 

especially a luxurious automobile usually driven by a chauffeur and sometimes 

having a partition separating the passenger compartment from the driver’s seat.  

[French, perhaps after Limousin.]

limp (lVmp) v.  intr. limped, limp·ing, limps. 1. To walk lamely, especially with 

irregularity, as if favoring one leg.  2. To move or proceed haltingly or unsteadily:  

The project limped along with half its previous funding.   —  n.  An irregular, jerky, 

or awkward gait.   —  adj.  limp·er, limp·est. 1. Lacking or having lost rigidity, 

as of structure or substance.  2. Lacking strength or firmness; weak or spiritless:  a 

limp handshake; limp opposition.  [Probably from obsolete lymphault, lame, from 

Old English lemphealt : lemp-, hanging loosely + -healt, lame, limping.] 
—limpùly adv.  —limpùness n.  

SYNONYMS: limp, flabby, flaccid, floppy. The central meaning shared by these

adjectives is “lacking in stiffness or firmness”: a limp shirt collar; flabby, wrinkled

flesh; flaccid cheeks; a floppy hat brim. 

ANTONYM: firm

lim·pet (lVmùpVt) n.  1. Any of numerous marine gastropod mollusks, as of the 

families Acmaeidae and Patellidae, characteristically having a conical shell and 



adhering to rocks of tidal areas.  2. One that clings persistently.  3. A type of 

explosive designed to cling to the hull of a ship and detonate on contact or signal.  

[Possibly Middle English lempet, European limpet (sense uncertain).]

lim·pid (lVmùpVd) adj.  1. Characterized by transparent clearness; pellucid.  See 

Synonyms at clear.  2. Easily intelligible; clear:  writes in a limpid style.  3. Calm 

and untroubled; serene.  [Latin limpidus.] —lim·pidùi·ty, limùpid·ness n.  

—limùpid·ly adv. 

limp·kin (lVmpùkVn) n.  A large brownish wading bird (Aramus guarauna) of 

warm, swampy regions of the New World, having long legs, a drooping bill, and a 

distinctive wailing call.  Also called courlan [From its gait.]

Lim·po·po (lVm-poùpo) also Croc·o·dile River (krmkùN-dXlÙ)  A river of south-

east Africa rising near Johannesburg in northeast South Africa and flowing about 

1,770 km (1,100 mi) in a northeast-southeast arc to the Indian Ocean in southern 

Mozambique. 

lim·u·lus (lVmùyN-lNs) n.  pl. lim·u·li (-lX, -lK). See horseshoe crab.  [Latin 

lXmulus, sidelong (from its motion), diminutive of lXmus.]

Lin (lVn), Maya. Born 1959.  American sculptor and architect whose public works 

include the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C. (1982). 

lin. abbr.  1. Lineal.  2. Linear. 

lin·ac (lVnù4kÙ) n.  See linear accelerator.  [LIN(EAR) AC(CELERATOR).]

lin·age also line·age (lXùnVj) n.  1. The number of lines of printed or written 

material.  2. Payment for written work at a specified amount per line. 

lin·al·o·ol (lV-n4lùo-ôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ) n.  A colorless, fragrant liquid, 

(CH3)2CCH(CH2)2CCH3OCOCH3CHCH2, distilled from the oils of rosewood, 

bergamot, and other plants and trees and used in perfume manufacture.  [Span-

ish lináloe, aloe (from Late Latin lignum aloKs, wood of the aloe  : Latin lignum, 

wood; see ligni- + Latin aloKs, genitive of aloK, aloe); see ALOE + -OL
1.]

Li·na·res (lV-närùVs, lK-näùrHs)  A city of southern Spain east-northeast of Cór-

doba. It is a center for lead and silver mining. Population, 51,800. 

Lin Biao (lVnù byouù)  or Lin Piao (pyouù, byouù), 1907-1971.  Chinese political 

leader. He fought to achieve a Communist takeover in China (1949) and became 

minister of defense (1959). Lin Biao compiled Quotations from Chairman Mao 

Tse-tung, the well-known “Little Red Book.” 

linch·pin  or lynch·pin (lVnchùpVnÙ) n.  1. A locking pin inserted in the end of a 

shaft, as in an axle, to prevent a wheel from slipping off.  2. A central cohesive 

element:  Reduced spending is the linchpin of their economic program.  [Middle 

English linspin : lins, linchpin (from Old English lynis) + pin, pin (from Old 

English pinn); see PIN.]

Lin·coln1 (lVngùkNn)  1. A borough of eastern England northeast of Nottingham. 

Located on the site of Roman, Saxon, and Danish settlements, it was first char-

tered in 1157. Population, 75,900.  2. A city of central Illinois north-northeast of 



Springfield. It was platted (1853) with the aid of Abraham Lincoln, who practiced 

law here from 1847 to 1859. Population, 15,418.  3. The capital of Nebraska, in 

the southeast part of the state southwest of Omaha. Founded in 1864 as Lan-

caster, it was renamed when it was chosen as the state capital in 1867. Population, 

191,972. 

Lin·coln2 (lVngùkNn) n.  Any of a breed of sheep with long wool, developed in 

Lincolnshire, a county of eastern England. 

Lin·coln (lVngùkNn), Abraham. 1809-1865.  The 16th President of the United 

States (1861-1865), who led the Union during the Civil War and emancipated 

slaves in the South (1863). He was assassinated shortly after the end of the war by 

John Wilkes Booth. 

Lin·coln (lVngùkNn), Benjamin. 1733-1810.  American general who com-

manded the troops that put down Shays’s Rebellion (1787). 

Lin·coln (lVngùkNn), Mary Todd. 1818-1882.  First Lady of the United States 

(1861-1865) as the wife of President Abraham Lincoln. Born in the South, she 

was criticized during the Civil War for allegedly having Confederate sympathies. 

Lin·coln (lVngùkNn), Mount. A peak, 4,357.2 m (14,286 ft) high, in the Rocky 

Mountains of central Colorado. It is the highest elevation of the Park Range. 

Lin·coln·esque (lVngÙkN-nHskù) adj.  Suggestive of Abraham Lincoln. 

Lin·coln Park (lVngùkNn pärk)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential sub-

urb of Detroit. Population, 41,832. 

lin·co·my·cin (lVngÙkN-mXùsVn) n.  An antibiotic derived from cultures of the 

bacterium Streptomyces lincolnensis, used in the treatment of certain penicillin-

resistant infections.  [lincolnensis, specific epithet + -MYCIN.]

Lind (lVnd), Jenny. Known as “the Swedish Nightingale.” 1820-1887.  Swedish 

soprano who toured the United States (1850-1852) under the management of P.T. 

Barnum. 

lin·dane (lVnùd7n) n.  A white crystalline powder, C6H6Cl6, used chiefly as an 

agricultural pesticide but also used topically in the treatment of scabies and 

pediculosis.  [After Teunis van der Linden, 20th-century Dutch chemist.]

Lind·bergh (lVndùbûrgÙ, lVnù-), Anne Spencer Morrow. Born 1906.  Ameri-

can aviator and writer. She accompanied her husband, Charles Lindbergh, on 

many of his flights and wrote North to the Orient (1935) and Listen! the Wind 

(1938). 

Lind·bergh (lVndùbûrgÙ, lVnù-), Charles Augustus. Known as “Lucky Lindy.” 

1902-1974.  American aviator who made the first solo transatlantic flight (May 

20-21, 1927). His books include We (1936) and an autobiography, The Spirit of St. 

Louis (1953). 

lin·den (lVnùdNn) n.  Any of various deciduous shade trees of the genus Tilia hav-

ing heart-shaped leaves, drooping cymose clusters of yellowish, often fragrant 

flowers, and peduncles united into a large lingulate bract.  Also called basswood, 



lime2.  [Middle English, made of linden wood, from Old English, from lind, lin-

den.]

Lin·den (lVnùdNn)  A city of northeast New Jersey, an industrial center adjacent 

to Elizabeth. Population, 36,701. 

Lin·den·hurst (lVnùdNn-hûrstÙ)  A village of southeast New York on southern 

Long Island near Babylon. It is mainly residential. Population, 26,879. 

Lin·den·wold (lVnùdNn-woldÙ)  A borough of southwest New Jersey southeast 

of Camden. It was settled in 1742. Population, 18,734. 

Lin·des·nes (lVnùdVs-nHsÙ)  A cape of extreme southern Norway projecting into 

the North Sea. 

Lin·dis·farne (lVnùdVs-färnÙ)  See Holy Island. 
Lind·ley (lVndùlK, lVnù-), John. 1799-1865.  British botanist and horticulturist 

who wrote The Theory and Practice of Horticulture (1840) and The Vegetable King-

dom (1846). 

Lind·say (lVnùzK), Howard. 1889-1968.  American playwright and producer 

who collaborated with Russel Crouse on a number of musical comedies, includ-

ing Red, Hot, and Blue (1936) and State of the Union (1946). 

Lind·say (lVnùzK), John Vliet. Born 1921.  American politician who was mayor 

of New York City from 1966 to 1974. 

Lind·say (lVnùzK), (Nicholas) Vachel. 1879-1931.  American poet who traveled 

the United States exchanging poems for room and board. His volumes include 

General William Booth Enters Heaven and Other Poems (1913) and The Congo and 

Other Poems (1914). 

Lind·sey (lVnùzK), Benjamin Barr. Known as “Ben.” 1869-1943.  American 

jurist and social reformer. In Denver, Colorado, he established (1899) and pre-

sided over (1900-1927) the first juvenile court in the United States. 

lin·dy  or Lin·dy (lVnùdK) n.  pl. lin·dies. A lively swing dance for couples.  Also 

called lindy hop [After the name Lindy, nickname of Charles Augustus LIND-

BERGH.]

line1 (lXn) n.  Abbr. l. 1. The path traced by a moving point.  2. a. A thin contin-

uous mark, as that made by a pen, pencil, or brush applied to a surface.  b. A sim-

ilar mark cut or scratched into a surface.  c. A crease in the skin, especially on the 

face; a wrinkle.   3. a. A real or imaginary mark positioned in relation to fixed 

points of reference.  b. A degree or circle of longitude or latitude drawn on a map 

or globe.  c. The equator. Used with the.   4. a. A border or boundary:  the county 

line.  b. A demarcation:  a line of darker water beyond the reef.  c. A contour or an 

outline:  the line of the hills against the evening sky.   5. a. A mark used to define a 

shape or represent a contour.  b. Any of the marks that make up the formal 

design of a picture.   6. a. A cable, rope, string, cord or wire.  b. Nautical. A rope 

used aboard a ship.  c. A fishing line.  d. A clothesline.  e. A cord or tape used, as 

by builders or surveyors, for measuring, leveling, or straightening.   7. A pipe or 



system of pipes for conveying a fluid:  gas lines.  8. An electric-power transmis-

sion cable.  9. a. A wire or system of wires connecting telephone or telegraph sys-

tems.  b. An open or functioning telephone connection:  tried to get a free line.   

10. a. A passenger or cargo system of public or private transportation, as by ship, 

aircraft, or bus, usually over a definite route.  b. A company owning or managing 

such a system.   11. a. A railway track or system of tracks.  b. A particular section 

of a railway network:  the Philadelphia-Trenton line.   12. A course of progress or 

movement; a route:  a line of flight.  13. a. A general method, manner, or course 

of procedure:  different lines of thought; took a hard line on defense.  b. A manner 

or course of procedure determined by a specified factor:  development along 

socialist lines.  c. An official or prescribed policy:  the party line.   14.  Often lines. 

A general concept or model:  a trilogy along the lines of the Oresteia.  15. A condi-

tion of agreement; alignment:  brought the front wheels into line; a wage agreement 

in line with current inflation.  16. a. One’s trade, occupation, or field of interest:  

What line of work are you in?  b. Range of competence:  not in my line.   

17. Merchandise or services of a similar or related nature:  carries a complete line 

of small tools.  18. A group of persons or things arranged in a row or series:  long 

lines at the box office; a line of stones.  19. a. Ancestry or lineage.  b. A series of 

persons, especially from one family, who succeed each other:  a line of monarchs; 

comes from a long line of bankers.  c. A strain, as of livestock or plants, developed 

and maintained by selective breeding.   20. a. A sequence of related things that 

leads to a certain ending:  a line of argument.  b. An ordered system of operations 

that allows a sequential manufacture or assembly of goods at all or various stages 

of production.  c. The personnel of an organization or a business who actually 

make a product or perform a service.   21. a. A horizontal row of printed or writ-

ten words or symbols.  b. One of the horizontal scans forming a television image.   

22. A brief letter; a note:  I’ll drop you a line.  23. a. A unit of verse ending in a 

visual or typographic break and generally characterized by its length and meter:  a 

line of iambic pentameter.  b.  Often lines. The dialogue of a theatrical presenta-

tion, such as a play:  spent the weekend learning her lines.   24. Informal. Glib or 

insincere talk, usually intended to deceive or impress:  He kept on handing me a 

line about how busy he is.  25. lines. Chiefly British. a. A marriage certificate.  

b. A usually specified number of lines of prose or verse to be written out by a 

pupil as punishment.   26. Games. A horizontal demarcation on a scorecard in 

bridge dividing the honor score from the trick score.  27. a. A source of informa-

tion.  b. The information itself:  got a line on the computer project.   28. a. Music. 

One of the five parallel marks constituting a staff.  b. A sustained melodic or har-

monic part in a piece:  a rock song with a driving bass line.   29. a. A formation in 

which elements, such as troops, tanks, or ships, are arranged abreast of one 

another.  b. The battle area closest to the enemy; the front.  c. The combat troops 

or warships at the front, arrayed for defense or offense.  d. The regular forces of 



an army or a navy, in contrast to staff and support personnel.  e. The class of 

officers in direct command of warships or of army combat units.  f. A bulwark or 

trench.  g. An extended system of such fortifications or defenses:  the Siegfried 

line.   30. Sports. a. A foul line.  b. A real or imaginary mark demarcating a spec-

ified section of a playing area or field.  c. A real or imaginary mark or point at 

which a race begins or ends.  d. The center and two wings making up a hockey 

team’s offensive unit.   31. Football. a. A line of scrimmage.  b. The linemen con-

sidered as a group.   32. Informal. The odds a bookmaker gives, especially for 

sports events.  33. a. A kind of coverage available in insurance.  b. The propor-

tion of an insurance risk assumed by a particular underwriter or company.   

34. Slang. A small amount of cocaine arranged in a thin, usually tightly rolled 

strip for sniffing.  35. Archaic. One’s lot or position in life.   —  v.  lined, lin·ing, 
lines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mark, incise, or cover with a line or lines.  2. To represent 

with lines.  3. To place in a series or row.  4. To form a bordering line along:  

Small stalls lined the alley.  5. Baseball. To hit (a ball) sharply, usually in a straight 

line.   —  v.  intr. Baseball. To hit a line drive:  lined out to shortstop.   —phrasal 
verb. line up. 1. To arrange in or form a line.  2. To organize and make ready:  

lined up considerable support for the bill.   —idioms. all along the line. 1. In 

every place.  2. At every stage or moment.  down the line. 3. All the way; 

throughout:  Errors are to be found down the line.  4. At a point or an end in the 

future.  in line for. Next in order for:  in line for the presidency.  on the line. 
6. Ready or available for immediate payment.  7. So as to be risked; in jeopardy: 

“Careers were on the line once again” (Seymour M. Hersh).  out of line. 
8. Uncalled-for; improper.  9. Unruly and out of control.  [Middle English, from 

Old English lXne, and from Old French ligne both from Latin lXnea, feminine sing. 

of lXneus, of linen, from lXnum, thread, linen. See lYno- in Appendix.]

line2 (lXn) v.  tr. lined, lin·ing, lines. 1. To fit a covering to the inside surface of:  

a coat lined with fur.  2. To cover the inner surface of:  Moisture lined the walls of 

the cave.  3. To fill plentifully, as with money or food.  [Middle English linen, 

from line, flax, linen cloth, from Old English lXn, from Latin lXnum. See lYno- in 

Appendix.]

lin·e·age1 (lVnùK-Vj) n.  1. a. Direct descent from a particular ancestor; ancestry.  

b. Derivation.   2. The descendants of a common ancestor considered to be the 

founder of the line.  [Middle English linage, lineage, from Old French lignage, 

from ligne, line. See LINE
1.]

line·age2 (lXùnVj) n.  Variant of linage. 
lin·e·al (lVnùK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. lin. 1. Belonging to or being in the direct line of 

descent from an ancestor.  2. Derived from or relating to a particular line of 

descent; hereditary.  3. Linear.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late 

Latin lXne7lis, consisting of lines, from Latin lXnea, line. See LINE
1.] —linùe·al·ly 

adv. 



lin·e·a·ment (lVnùK-N-mNnt) n.  1. A distinctive shape, contour, or line, espe-

cially of the face.  2.  Often lineaments. A definitive or characteristic feature.  

[Middle English liniament, from Latin lXne7mentum, from lXnea, line. See LINE
1.]

lin·e·ar (lVnùK-Nr) adj.  Abbr. lin. 1. Of, relating to, or resembling a line; straight.  

2. a. In, of, describing, described by, or related to a straight line.  b. Having only 

one dimension.   3. Characterized by, composed of, or emphasizing drawn lines 

rather than painterly effects.  4. Botany. Narrow and elongated with nearly paral-

lel margins:  a linear leaf.  [Latin lXne7ris, from lXnea, line. See LINE
1.] 

—linùe·ar·ly adv. 

Lin·e·ar A (lVnùK-Nr;) n.  An undeciphered writing system used in Crete from the 

18th to the 15th century B.C. 

linear accelerator (lVnùK-Nr 4k-sHlùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  An electron, a proton, or a 

heavy-ion accelerator in which the paths of the particles accelerated are essentially 

straight lines rather than circles or spirals.  Also called linac 

linear algebra (lVnùK-Nr 4lùjN-brN) n.  Mathematics. 1. The branch of mathe-

matics that deals with the theory of systems of linear equations, matrices, vector 

spaces, determinants, and linear transformations.  2. A mathematical ring and 

vector space with scalars from an associated field, the multiplication of which is 

of the form (aA) (bB) = (ab) (AB), where a and b are scalars and A and B are vec-

tors. 

Linear B (lVnùK-Nr bK) n.  A syllabic script used in Mycenaean Greek documents 

chiefly from Crete and Pylos, mostly from the 14th to the 12th century B.C. 

linear combination (lVnùK-Nr kmmÙbN-n7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. An expres-

sion of first order, composed of the sums and differences of elements with non-

zero coefficients. 

linear dependence (lVnùK-Nr dV-pHnùdNns) n.  Mathematics. The property of 

a set with the coefficients of another set of having at least one linear combination 

equal to zero when at least one of the coefficients is not equal to zero. 

linear equation (lVnùK-Nr V-kw7ùzhNn) n.  Mathematics. An algebraic equation, 

such as y = 2x + 7, in which the highest degree term in the variable or variables is 

of the first degree. The graph of such an equation is a straight line. 

linear independence (lVnùK-Nr VnÙdV-pHnùdNns) n.  Mathematics. The prop-

erty of a set with the coefficients of another set of having no linear combinations 

equal to zero unless all of the coefficients are equal to zero. 

lin·e·ar·ize (lVnùK-N-rXzÙ) v.  tr. lin·e·ar·ized, lin·e·ar·iz·ing, lin·e·ar·iz·es. To 

put or project in linear form.   —linÙe·ar·i·zaùtion (-Nr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

linear measure (lVnùK-Nr mHzhùNr) n.  1. The measurement of length.  2. A 

unit or system of units for measuring length.  Also called long measure 

linear momentum (lVnùK-Nr mo-mHnùtNm) n.  See momentum (n., sense 

1). 



linear perspective (lVnùK-Nr pNr-spHkùtVv) n.  A form of perspective in draw-

ing and painting in which parallel lines are represented as converging so as to give 

the illusion of depth and distance. 

lin·e·a·tion (lVnÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of marking or outlining with lines.  

2. An outline.  3. An arrangement of lines.  [Middle English lineacioun, from 

Latin lXne7tio, lXne7tion-, from lXne7tus, past participle of lXne7re, to make straight, 

from lXnea, thread, line. See LINE
1.]

line·back·er (lXnùb4kÙNr) n.  Football. Any of the defensive players forming a 

second line of defense behind the ends and tackles.   —lineùbackÙing n. 

line breeding (lXn brKùdVng) n.  Selective inbreeding to perpetuate certain 

desired qualities or characteristics in a strain of livestock. 

line cut (lXn kƒt) n.  A letterpress printing plate made from a line drawing by a 

photoengraving process.  Also called line engraving 

line drawing (lXn drôùVng) n.  A drawing made with lines only, especially one 

used as copy for a line cut. 

line drive (lXn drXv) n.  Baseball. A batted ball hit sharply so that its path roughly 

describes a straight line. 

line engraving (lXn Hn-gr7ùvVng) n.  1. a. A metal plate, used in intaglio print-

ing, on the surface of which design lines have been engraved by hand.  b. The 

process of making such an engraving.  c. A print made from such an engraving.   

2.  See line cut. 
Line Islands (lXn XùlNndz)  A group of islands in the central Pacific Ocean south 

of Hawaii and astride the equator. First visited in 1798 by American sailors, the 

islands are now part of Kiribati. 

line item (lXn XùtNm) n.  A single item, especially of a legislative appropriations 

bill:  Most governors have the power to veto line items of the proposed state budget.   
—lineù-iÙtem (lXnùXÙtNm) adj. 

line·man (lXnùmNn) n.  1. A person employed to install or repair telephone, tele-

graph, or electric power lines.  Also called linesman 2. A man employed to inspect 

and repair railroad tracks.  3. Football. A player positioned on the forward line. 

lin·en (lVnùNn) n.  1. a. Thread made from fibers of the flax plant.  b. Cloth 

woven from this thread.   2.  Also linens. Articles or garments made from linen 

or a similar cloth, such as cotton; bed sheets and tablecloths.  3. Paper made from 

flax fibers or having a linenlike luster.   —  adj.  1. Made of flax or linen.  

2. Resembling linen.  [Middle English, from Old English lXnen, made of flax, 

from Germanic *lXnin-, from *lXnam, flax, probably from Latin lXnum. See lYno- 
in Appendix.]

line of credit (lXn ƒv krHdùVt) n.  pl. lines of credit. See credit line (n., sense 

2). 

line officer (lXn ôùfV-sNr) n.  A commissioned officer in the armed forces who is 

assigned to the line for duty. 



line of force (lXn ƒv fôrs) n.  pl. lines of force. A theoretical line in a field of 

force, such that a tangent at any point gives the direction of the field at that point. 

line of scrimmage (lXn ƒv skrVmùVj) n.  pl. lines of scrimmage. Abbr. LOS 

Football. An imaginary line across the field on which the ball rests and at which 

the teams line up for a new play. 

line of sight (lXn ƒv sXt) n.  pl. lines of sight. Abbr. LOS 1. An imaginary line 

from the eye to a perceived object.  2. An unobstructed path between sending and 

receiving antennas. 

lin·e·o·late (lVnùK-N-l7tÙ) adj.  Marked with fine lines.  [New Latin lXneol7tus, 

from Latin lXneola, diminutive of lXnea, thread, line. See LINE
1.]

line printer (lXn prVnùtNr) n.  A high-speed printing device, primarily used in 

data processing, that prints an entire line of type as a unit instead of printing each 

character individually. 

lin·er1 (lXùnNr) n.  1. One that draws or makes lines.  2. A large commercial ship 

or airplane, especially one carrying passengers on a regular route.  3. Baseball. A 

line drive. 

lin·er2 (lXùnNr) n.  1. One that makes or puts in linings.  2. a. A lining.  

b. Material used as a lining.   3. A jacket for a phonograph record. 

lin·er·board (lXùnNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A type of paperboard used in making 

corrugated cartons. 

line score (lXn skôr) n.  Sports. A summary of the scoring by period in a game 

displayed in the form of a horizontal table, especially an inning-by-inning record 

of the runs scored in a baseball game followed by the total of each team’s runs, 

hits, and errors. 

lines·man (lXnzùmNn) n.  1. a. Football. An official who marks the downs and 

the position of the ball and watches for certain violations from the sidelines.  

b. Sports. A man in various court games whose chief duty is to call shots that fall 

out of bounds.   2.  See lineman (n., sense 1). 

line spectrum (lXn spHkùtrNm) n.  A spectrum produced by a luminous gas or 

vapor and appearing as distinct lines characteristic of the various elements consti-

tuting the gas. 

line squall (lXn skwôl) n.  A squall or a series of squalls occurring along a nar-

row band of thunderstorms. 

line storm (lXn stôrm) n.  A violent storm or a series of storms of rain and wind 

believed to take place during the equinoxes. 

lines·wom·an (lXnzùwumÙNn) n.  Sports. A woman in various court games 

whose chief duty is to call shots that fall out of bounds. 

line·up also line-up (lXnùƒpÙ) n.  1. A line of people that is formed for inspec-

tion or identification.  2. Sports. a. The members of a team chosen to start a 

game.  b. A list of such players.   3. A group of people, organizations, or things 



enlisted or arrayed for a purpose:  a candidate with an impressive lineup of 

endorsements. 

ling1 (lVng) n.  pl. ling or lings. Any of various marine food fishes related to or 

resembling the cod, especially Molva molva of northern European waters.  [Mid-

dle English, possibly of Low German origin. See del-1 in Appendix.]

ling2 (lVng) n.  See heather (n., sense 1).  [Middle English, from Old Norse 

lyng.]

ling. abbr.  Linguistics. 

-ling1 suff.  1. One connected with:  worldling.  2. One having a specified quality:  

underling.  3. One that is young, small, or inferior:  duckling.  [Middle English, 

from Old English.]

-ling2 suff.  In a specified direction, manner, or condition:  darkling.  [Middle 

English, from Old English.]

lin·ga (lVnùgN) n.  Hinduism. Variant of lingam. 
Lin·ga·la (lVng-gäùlN) n.  A creole based on Bantu, widely spoken as a lingua 

franca in Zaire. 

lin·gam (lVngùgNm) also lin·ga (lVnù-gN) n.  Hinduism. A stylized phallus wor-

shiped as a symbol of the god Shiva.  [Sanskrit liggam, mark, penis.]

Lin·ga·yen Gulf (lVngÙgä-yHnù gƒlf)  An inlet of the South China Sea on the 

western coast of Luzon, Philippines. It was captured by the Japanese in December 

1941 and retaken by American forces in January 1945. 

ling·ber·ry (lVngùbHrÙK) n.  See cowberry.  [Variant of LINGONBERRY.]

ling·cod (lVngùkmdÙ) n.  pl. lingcod or ling·cods. A large, northern Pacific food 

fish (Ophiodon elongatus) related to the greenling. 

lin·ger (lVngùgNr) v.  lin·gered, lin·ger·ing, lin·gers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be slow 

in leaving, especially out of reluctance; tarry.  See Synonyms at stay1.  2. To 

remain feebly alive for some time before dying.  3. To persist:  an aftertaste that 

lingers.  4. To proceed slowly; saunter.  5. To be tardy in acting; procrastinate.   
—  v.  tr. To pass (a period of time) in a leisurely or aimless manner.  [Middle 

English lengeren, frequentative of lengen, to prolong, from Old English lengan. 

See del-1 in Appendix.] —linùger·er n.  —linùger·ing·ly adv. 

lin·ge·rie (länÙzhN-r7ù, länùzhN-rK, l4N-zhN-rKù) n.  1. Women’s underclothes.  

2. Archaic. Linen articles, especially garments.  [French, from Old French, from 

linge, linen, from Latin lXneus, made of linen, from lXnum, flax. See lYno- in 

Appendix.]

lin·go (lVngùgo) n.  pl. lin·goes. 1. Language that is unintelligible or unfamiliar.  

2. The specialized vocabulary of a particular field or discipline:  spoke to me in the 

lingo of fundamentalism.  See Synonyms at dialect.  [Probably from Portuguese 

lingoa, from Latin lingua, language. See digh7777- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A look at the entry in the Indo-European roots entry for



digh7- will show that the words tongue, language, and lingo are related, all going

back to the Indo-European root digh7-, “tongue.” The relationship between lan-

guage and lingo is not particularly surprising given their related meanings and

common root, but one might be curious as to the routes by which these two words

came into English. Language, as did so many of our important borrowings from

Latin, passed through French into English during the Middle Ages, the forms in-

volved being Latin lingua, “language,” its descendant, Old French langue, and its

derivative, langage. Lingo, on the other hand, entered English after the end of the

Middle Ages when Europe had opened itself to the larger world. We have probably

borrowed lingo from lingoa, a Portuguese descendant of Latin lingua. The Portu-

guese were great traders before the English were, and it is not unlikely that the

sense “foreign language” was strengthened as the Portuguese traveled around the

world. Interestingly enough, the first recorded instance of lingo in English is in

the New World (1660) in a reference to the “Dutch lingo.” The development in

sense to “unintelligible language” and “specialized language” is an obvious one.

lin·gon·ber·ry (lVngùNn-bHrÙK) n.  See cowberry.  [Swedish lingon, a kind of 

berry + BERRY.]

lin·gua (lVngùgwN) n.  pl. lin·guae (-gwKÙ). A tongue or tonguelike organ.  

[Latin, tongue, language. See digh7777- in Appendix.]

lingua fran·ca (lVngùgwN fr4ngùkN) n.  pl. lingua fran·cas (-kNz) also lin-
guae fran·cae (-kK). 1. A medium of communication between peoples of dif-

ferent languages.  2. A mixture of Italian with Provençal, French, Spanish, Arabic, 

Greek, and Turkish, formerly spoken on the eastern Mediterranean coast.  [Italian 

 : lingua, language + franca, Frankish (that is, European).]

lin·gual (lVngùgwNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or situated near the tongue or a 

tonguelike organ.  2. Linguistics. Pronounced with the tongue in conjunction 

with other organs of speech.  3. Of languages; linguistic:  lingual diversity.   —  n.  

Linguistics. A sound, such as (t), (l), and (n), that is pronounced with the tongue 

and other organs of speech.   —linùgual·ly adv. 

lin·gui·ça (lVng-gwKùsN, -sä, lVn-) n.  A highly seasoned Portuguese pork sausage 

flavored with garlic, onions, and pepper.  [Portuguese.]

lin·gui·ne also lin·gui·ni (lVng-gwKùnK) n.  Pasta in the form of long, flat, thin 

strands.  [Italian, pl. of linguina diminutive of lingua, tongue, from Latin. See LIN-

GUA.]

lin·guist (lVngùgwVst) n.  1. A person who speaks several languages fluently.  2. A 

specialist in linguistics.  [Latin lingua, language; see digh7777- in Appendix + -IST.]

lin·guis·tic (lVng-gwVsùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to language or linguistics.   
—lin·guisùti·cal·ly adv. 

linguistic atlas (lVng-gwVsùtVk 4tùlNs) n.  A set of maps recording the geo-

graphic distribution of variations in speech.  Also called dialect atlas 



linguistic form (lVng-gwVsùtVk fôrm) n.  A meaningful unit of speech, such as 

an affix, a word, a phrase, or a sentence. 

linguistic geography (lVng-gwVsùtVk jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  The branch of linguis-

tics that involves the study of regional variations of speech forms.  Also called dia-

lect geography  —linguistic geographer n. 

lin·guis·tics (lVng-gwVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. ling. The study of 

the nature and structure of human speech. 

lin·gu·late (lVngùgyN-l7tÙ) adj.  Shaped like a tongue:  lingulate antennae.  [Latin 

lingul7tus, from lingula, diminutive of lingua. See LINGUA.]

lin·i·ment (lVnùN-mNnt) n.  A medicinal fluid rubbed into the skin to soothe pain 

or relieve stiffness.  [Middle English, from Late Latin linXmentum, from Latin 

linere, linXre, to rub over, anoint. See lei- in Appendix.]

li·nin (lXùnVn) n.  The filamentous, achromatic material in the nucleus of a cell 

that interconnects chromatin granules.  [Latin lXnum, thread; see lYno- in Appen-

dix + -IN.]

lin·ing (lXùnVng) n.  1. A covering or coating for an inside surface:  The jacket had 

a patterned lining.  2. Material used for such covering or coating. 

link1 (lVngk) n.  1. One of the rings or loops forming a chain.  2. a. A unit in a 

connected series of units:  links of sausage; one link in a molecular chain.  b. A unit 

in a transportation or communications system.  c. A connecting element; a tie or 

bond:  grandparents, our link with the past.   3. a. An association; a relationship:  

The Alumnae Association is my link to the school’s present administration.  b. A 

causal, parallel, or reciprocal relationship; a correlation:  Researchers have detected 

a link between smoking and heart disease.   4. A cuff link.  5.  Abbr. li. A unit of 

length used in surveying, equal to 0.01 chain, 7.92 inches, or about 20.12 centi-

meters.  6. A rod or lever transmitting motion in a machine.  7. Computer Sci-

ence. An identifying term attached to an element in a system to facilitate 

connection to other identified elements.   —  v.  tr. intr. linked, link·ing, links. 
To connect or become connected with or as if with a link.  See Synonyms at join.  
[Middle English linke, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse hlekkr, ·hlenkr.] 
—linkùer n. 

link2 (lVngk) n.  A torch formerly used for lighting one’s way in the streets.  [Pos-

sibly from Medieval Latin linchinus, lichnus, candle, from Latin lychnus, from 

Greek lukhnos, lamp. See leuk- in Appendix.]

link·age (lVngùkVj) n.  1. a. The act or process of linking.  b. The condition of 

being linked.   2. A connection or relation; an association.  3. A negotiating pol-

icy of making agreement on one issue dependent on progress toward another 

objective.  4. A system of interconnected machine elements, such as rods, springs, 

and pivots, used to transmit power or motion.  5. Electricity. A measure of the 

induced voltage in a circuit caused by a magnetic flux and equal to the flux times 

the number of turns in the coil that surrounds it.  6. Genetics. An association 



between two or more genes such that the traits they control tend to be inherited 

together. 

linkage group (lVngùkVj grup) n.  A pair or set of genes on a chromosome 

that tend to be transmitted together. 

linked (lVngkt) adj.  1. Connected, especially by or as if by links.  2. Genetics. 

Exhibiting linkage.  3. Computer Science. Provided with links. 

link·ing verb (lVngùkVng vûrb) n.  See copula (n., sense 1). 

Lin·kö·ping (lVnùchœÙpVng)  A city of southeast Sweden southwest of Stock-

holm. It was a noted intellectual and religious center during the Middle Ages. 

Population, 115,600. 

links (lVngks) pl.n.  1. Sports. A golf course.  2. Scots. Relatively flat or undulating 

sandy turf-covered ground usually along a seashore.  [From Middle English link, 

ridge of land, hill, from Old English hlinc, ridge.]

link·up (lVngkùƒpÙ) n.  1. The act of linking or connecting:  a linkup of two orbit-

ing spacecraft.  2. Something that serves to link or join; a connection.  3. A set of 

linked elements that forms a functioning system:  broadcast the event on a closed-

circuit TV linkup. 

linn (lVn) n.  Scots. 1. A waterfall.  2. A steep ravine.  [Scottish Gaelic linne, pool, 

waterfall.]

Lin·nae·an also Lin·ne·an (lV-nKùNn) adj.  Abbr. L. Of or relating to Carolus 

Linnaeus or to the system of taxonomic classification and binomial nomenclature 

that he originated. 

Lin·nae·us (lV-nKùNs, -n7ù-), Carolus. Known as “Karl Linné.” 1707-1778.  

Swedish botanist and founder of the modern classification system for plants and 

animals. 

lin·net (lVnùVt) n.  1. A small Old World finch (Carduelis cannabina) having 

brownish plumage.  2. A similar bird (Carpodacus mexicanus) of Mexico and the 

western United States. In this sense, also calledhouse finch [Obsolete French 

linette, from Old French, from lin, flax (from its feeding on flax seed), from Latin 

lXnum. See lYno- in Appendix.]

Linn·he (lVnùK), Loch. An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean on the western coast of 

Scotland. It is part of the Caledonian Canal waterway. 

lin·o·le·ic acid (lVnÙN-lKùVk 4sùVd) n.  An unsaturated fatty acid, C17H31COOH, 

considered essential to the human diet, that is an important component of drying 

oils, such as linseed oil.  [Greek linon, flax; see lYno- in Appendix + OLEIC ACID.]

lin·o·len·ic acid (lVnÙN-lHnùVk 4sùVd) n.  An unsaturated fatty acid, 

C17H29COOH, considered essential to the human diet, that is an important com-

ponent of natural drying oils.  [Blend of LINOLEIC ACID, and -ENE.]

li·no·le·um (lV-noùlK-Nm) n.  A durable, washable material made in sheets by 

pressing a mixture of heated linseed oil, rosin, powdered cork, and pigments onto 



a burlap or canvas backing. Linoleum is used as a covering especially for floors.  

[Originally a trademark.]

Li·no·type (lXùnN-tXpÙ)  A trademark used for a machine that sets type on a 

metal slug, operated by a keyboard. 

Lin Piao (lVnù pyouù, byouù)  See Lin Biao. 
lin·sang (lVnùs4ngÙ) n.  Any of several Asian or African catlike carnivorous 

mammals of the genera Poiana or Prionodon, having a spotted coat and a long 

banded tail.  [Malay.]

lin·seed (lVnùsKdÙ) n.  The seed of flax, especially when used as the source of lin-

seed oil; flaxseed.  [Middle English linsed, from Old English lXns<d : lXn, flax 

(from Latin lXnum); see lYno- in Appendix + s<d, seed; see SEED.]

linseed oil (lVnùsKdÙ oil) n.  A yellowish oil extracted from the seeds of flax and 

used as a drying oil in paints and varnishes and in linoleum, printing inks, and 

synthetic resins. 

lin·sey-wool·sey (lVnÙzK-wtlùzK) n.  pl. lin·sey-wool·seys. A coarse, woven 

fabric of wool and cotton or of wool and linen.  [Middle English linsiwolsie : 

alteration of linen, linen; see LINEN + wolle, wool; see WOOL.]

lin·stock (lVnùstmkÙ) n.  A long forked stick for holding a match, formerly used 

to fire cannon.  [Obsolete lyntstock, alteration (possibly influenced by LINT, used 

for tinder), of Dutch lontstok : lont, match + stok, stick (from Middle Dutch 

stoc).]

lint (lVnt) n.  1. Clinging bits of fiber and fluff; fuzz.  2. Downy material obtained 

by scraping linen cloth and used for dressing wounds.  3. The mass of soft fibers 

surrounding the seeds of unginned cotton.  [Middle English, variant of linet 

(from Old French linette, grain of flax, diminutive of lin, flax), or from Medieval 

Latin linteum, lint (from Latin, linen cloth) both from Latin lXnum, flax. See lYno- 
in Appendix.] —lintùless adj.  —lintùy adj. 

lin·tel (lVnùtl) n.  The horizontal beam that forms the upper member of a window 

or door frame and supports the structure above it.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, probably alteration of lintier, from Vulgar Latin *lXmit7ris, of a threshold 

(meaning influenced by Latin lXmen, threshold), from Latin, on a border, from 

lXmes, lXmit-, boundary.]

lint·er (lVnùtNr) n.  1.  Often linters. The short fibers that cling to cottonseeds 

after the first ginning.  2. A machine that removes these short fibers from the 

seeds of cotton. 

Lin·ton (lVnùtNn), Ralph. 1893-1953.  American anthropologist who synthesized 

elements of anthropology and psychology in an attempt to determine the ways in 

which cultures are formed. His works include The Study of Man (1936) and The 

Tree of Culture (1955). 



lint·white (lVntùhwXtÙ, -wXtÙ) n.  A linnet.  [By folk etymology from Middle 

English linkwhitte, alteration of Old English lXnetwige : lXn, flax; see LINSEED + -

twige, plucker, eater.]

lin·u·ron (lVnùyN-rmnÙ) n.  A herbicide, C9H10Cl2N2O2, used to kill weeds selec-

tively.  [Origin unknown.]

Lin Yu·tang (lVnù yuùtängù), 1895-1976.  Chinese-born American philologist 

who wrote a number of books on China, including My Country and My People 

(1936) and Moment in Peking (1939). 

Linz (lVnts)  A city of northern Austria on the Danube River west of Vienna. Orig-

inally a Roman settlement, it was a provincial capital of the Holy Roman Empire 

in the late 15th century. Population, 199,910. 

li·on (lXùNn) n.  1. A large, carnivorous, feline mammal (Panthera leo) of Africa 

and northwest India, having a short tawny coat, a tufted tail, and, in the male, a 

long heavy mane around the neck and shoulders.  2. Any of several large wildcats 

related to or resembling the lion.  3. a. A very brave person.  b. A person 

regarded as fierce or ferocious.  c. An eminent person; a celebrity:  a literary lion.    
—idiom. lion’s share. The greatest or best part.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin leo, leon-, from Greek leon, of Semitic origin; akin to Hebrew 

l7bî’.]

Li·on (lXùNn) n.  See Leo. 
li·on·ess (lXùN-nVs) n.  A female lion. 

li·on·fish (lXùNn-fVshÙ) n.  pl. lionfish or lion·fish·es. Any of various brightly 

colored tropical Pacific scorpion fishes of the genus Pterois, having venomous 

spines in the dorsal fin. 

li·on·heart·ed (lXùNn-härÙtVd) adj.  Extraordinarily courageous. 

li·on·ize (lXùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. li·on·ized, li·on·iz·ing, li·on·iz·es. To look on or 

treat (a person) as a celebrity.   —liÙon·i·zaùtion (lXÙN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—liùon·izÙer n. 

Li·ons (lXùNnz), Gulf of. A wide inlet of the Mediterranean Sea on the southern 

coast of France. 

lip (lVp) n.  1. Anatomy. Either of two fleshy folds that surround the opening of 

the mouth.  2. A structure or part that encircles or bounds an orifice, as: 

a. Anatomy. A labium.  b. The margin of flesh around a wound.  c. Either of the 

margins of the aperture of a gastropod shell.  d. A rim, as of a vessel, bell, or cra-

ter.   3. Botany. One of the two divisions of bilabiate corolla or calyx, as in the 

snapdragon, or the modified upper petal of an orchid flower.  4. The tip of a 

pouring spout, as on a pitcher.  5. Slang. Insolent talk.   —  v.  tr. lipped, 
lip·ping, lips. 1. a. To touch the lips to.  b. To kiss.   2. To utter.  3. To lap or 

splash against.  4. Sports. To hit a golf ball so that it touches the edge of (the hole) 

without dropping in.  [Middle English, from Old English lippa. See leb- in 

Appendix.] —lipùless adj. 



lip- pref.  Variant of lipo-. 
Li·pan (lV-pänù) n.  pl. Lipan or Li·pans. 1. a. An Apache tribe formerly inhab-

iting western Texas, with a present-day population in southern New Mexico.  b. A 

member of this tribe.   2. The Apachean language of this tribe. 

Lip·a·ri Islands (lVpùN-rK XùlNndz, lKùpä-) Formerly Ae·o·li·an Islands (K-oùlK-

Nn).  A group of volcanic islands of Italy off the northeast coast of Sicily in the 

Tyrrhenian Sea. The islands have been inhabited since the Neolithic Period. 

lip·ase (lVpù7sÙ, lXùp7sÙ) n.  Any of a group of enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis 

of fats into glycerol and fatty acids. 

Lip·chitz (lVpùshVts), Jacques. 1891-1973.  Russian-born French sculptor who 

was associated with the cubists. His works include Rape of Europa (1941) and 

Prayer (1943). 

lip·ec·to·my (lV-pHkùtN-mK, lX-) n.  pl. lip·ec·to·mies. Surgical excision of sub-

cutaneous fatty tissue. 

Li·petsk (lKùpHtskÙ, lyKùpyVtsk)  A city of west-central Russia south-southeast of 

Moscow. Originally founded in the 13th century, it was rebuilt in 1707 as a metal-

lurgical center by orders of Peter the Great. Population, 447,000. 

lip-gloss (lVpùglôsÙ, -glmsÙ) n.  A cosmetic that gives shine or gloss to the lips. 

lip·id (lVpùVd, lXùpVd) also lip·ide (lVpùXdÙ, lXùpXdÙ) n.  Any of a group of organic 

compounds, including the fats, oils, waxes, sterols, and triglycerides, that are 

insoluble in water but soluble in common organic solvents, are oily to the touch, 

and together with carbohydrates and proteins constitute the principal structural 

material of living cells.  [French lipide : Greek lipos, fat; see LIPO- + French -ide, -

ide.] —lip·idùic adj. 

Lip·mann (lVpùmNn), Fritz Albert. 1899-1986.  German-born American bio-

chemist. He shared a 1953 Nobel Prize for studies of metabolic processes. 

Li Po (lKù poù, boù)  or Li Bo (boù), Died c. 762.  Chinese poet who spent much of 

his time wandering and composing romantic, wine-inspired verse. 

lipo-  or lip- pref.  Fat; fatty; fatty tissue:  lipolysis.  [From Greek lipos, fat. See 

leip- in Appendix.]

lip·oid (lVpùoidÙ, lXùpoidÙ) n.  1. A lipid.  2. Any of various substances, such as 

lecithin, that resemble fat.   —  adj.  also li·poi·dal (lV-poidùl, lX-) Resembling fat; 

fatty. 

li·pol·y·sis (lV-pmlùV-sVs, lX-) n.  pl. li·pol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). The hydrolysis of lipids.   
—lipÙo·lytùic (lVpÙN-lVtùVk, lXÙpN-) adj. 

li·po·ma (lV-poùmN, lX-) n.  pl. li·po·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or li·po·mas. A benign 

tumor composed chiefly of fat cells.   —li·pomùa·tous (-pmmùN-tNs) adj. 

lip·o·phil·ic (lVpÙN-fVlùVk, lXÙpN-) adj.  Having an affinity for, tending to combine 

with, or capable of dissolving in lipids. 

lip·o·pol·y·sac·cha·ride (lVpÙo-pmlÙK-s4kùN-rXdÙ, lXÙpo-) n.  Any of a group of 

polysaccharides in which a lipid constitutes a portion of the molecule. 



lip·o·pro·tein (lVpÙo-proùtKnÙ, -tK-Vn, lXÙpo-) n.  Any of a group of conjugated 

proteins in which at least one of the components is a lipid. Lipoproteins, classi-

fied according to their densities and chemical qualities, are the principal means by 

which lipids are transported in the blood. 

lip·o·some (lVpùN-somÙ, lXùpN-) n.  An artificial microscopic vesicle consisting of 

an aqueous core enclosed in one or more phospholipid layers, used to convey vac-

cines, drugs, enzymes, or other substances to target cells or organs.   —lipÙo·soù-
mal adj. 

lip·o·suc·tion (lVpùo-sƒkÙshNn, lXùpo-) n.  A usually cosmetic surgical procedure 

in which excess fatty tissue is removed from a specific area of the body, such as 

the thighs or abdomen, by means of suction.  Also called suction lipectomy 

lip·o·trop·ic (lVpÙo-trmpùVk, -troùpVk, lXÙpo-) adj.  1. Preventing abnormal or 

excessive accumulation of fat in the liver.  2. Having an affinity for lipids.   
—li·potùro·py (lV-pmtùrN-pK, lX-), li·potùro·pism n. 

lip·o·tro·pin (lVpÙN-troùpVn, lXÙpN-) n.  A hormone produced by the anterior 

pituitary gland that promotes the utilization of fat by the body and is a precursor 

to the endorphins.  [LIPOTROP(IC) + -IN.]

Lip·pi (lVpùK), Filippino. 1457?-1504?.  Italian painter who completed Masaccio’s 

frescoes in the Brancacci Chapel, Florence. 

Lip·pi (lVpùK), Fra Filippo. 1406?-1469?.  Italian Renaissance painter whose 

works, including Madonna Enthroned (1437), display a bold three-dimensional 

style. 

Lip·pin·cott (lVpùVn-kmtÙ, -kNt), Sara Jane Clarke. 1823-1904.  American 

writer whose works include Haps and Mishaps of a Tour in Europe (1854) and 

Queen Victoria: Her Childhood and Womanhood (1883). 

Lipp·mann (lKp-mänù), Gabriel. 1845-1921.  French physicist. He won a 1908 

Nobel Prize for developing a method of reproducing colors by photography. 

Lipp·mann (lVpùmNn), Walter. 1889-1974.  American journalist. He cofounded 

(1914) the weekly New Republic and won a Pulitzer Prize in 1958 and 1962. 

Lipp·stadt (lVpùstätÙ, -shtätÙ)  A city of west-central Germany east-northeast of 

Dortmund. Founded in 1168, it became a member of the Hanseatic League in 

1280 and was sold to Prussia in 1850. Population, 60,106. 

lip-read (lVpùrKdÙ) v.  lip-·read (-rHdÙ), lip-·read·ing, lip-·reads.  —  v.  tr. To 

interpret (utterances) by lip reading.   —  v.  intr. To interpret utterances by lip 

reading. 

lip reading (lVp rKùdVng) n.  A technique for understanding unheard speech by 

interpreting the lip and facial movements of the speaker.   —lip reader n. 

Lip·scomb (lVpùskNm), William Nunn, Jr. Born 1919.  American chemist. He 

won a 1976 Nobel Prize for his contributions to the theory of molecular struc-

ture. 



lip service (lVp sûrùvVs) n.  Verbal expression of agreement or allegiance, unsup-

ported by real conviction or action; hypocritical respect: “Lip service continues to 

be paid to resolving regional conflicts, but there is no sense of urgency” (Henry A. 

Kissinger). 

lip·stick (lVpùstVkÙ) n.  A small stick of waxy lip coloring enclosed in a cylindrical 

case. 

lipstick tree (lVpùstVkÙ trK) n.  See annatto (n., sense 1). 

lip-synch also lip-sync (lVpùsVngkÙ) v.  lip-·synched also lip-·synced, lip-
·synch·ing also lip-·sync·ing, lip-·synchs also lip-·syncs.  —  v.  intr. To move 

the lips in synchronization with recorded speech or song.   —  v.  tr. To move the 

lips in synchronization with (recorded speech or song):  She lip-synched the songs 

for the movie. 

Lip·tau·er (lVpùtouÙNr) n.  1. A soft cheese originating in Hungary.  2. A cheese 

spread made of Liptauer or a cream cheese substitute and seasonings.  [German, 

after Liptau (Liptó), Hungary.]

Lip·ton (lVpùtNn), Sir Thomas Johnstone. 1850-1931.  British merchant and 

yacht racer who opened a successful chain of grocery stores in Great Britain and 

established tea processing factories in England and the United States. 

liq. abbr.  1. Liquid.  2. Liquor. 

li·quate (lXùkw7tÙ) v.  tr. li·quat·ed, li·quat·ing, li·quates. To separate (the 

metals in an alloy) by melting the more fusible constituents while leaving the less 

fusible ones solid.  [Latin liqu7re, liqu7t-, to melt.] —li·quaùtion n. 

liq·ue·fac·tion (lVkÙwN-f4kùshNn) n.  1. The process of liquefying.  2. The state 

of being liquefied.  [Middle English liquefaccion, from Old French liquefacion, 

from Late Latin liquefactio, liquefaction-, from Latin liquefactus, past participle of 

liquefacere, to make liquid. See LIQUEFY.]

liq·ue·fy also liq·ui·fy (lVkùwN-fXÙ) v.  liq·ue·fied, liq·ue·fy·ing, liq·ue·fies.  
—  v.  tr. To cause to become liquid, especially: a. To melt (a solid) by heating.  

b. To condense (a gas) by cooling.    —  v.  intr. To become liquid.  See Synonyms 

at melt.  [Middle English liquefien, from Old French liquefier, from Latin 

liquefacere : liquKre, to be liquid + facere, to make; see FACT.] —liqùue·fiÙer n. 

li·ques·cent (lV-kwHsùNnt) adj.  Becoming or tending to become liquid; melting.  

[Latin liquKscKns, liquKscent- present participle of liquKscere, to become liquid 

inchoative of liquKre, to be liquid.] —li·quesùcence, li·quesùcen·cy n. 

li·queur (lV-kûrù, -kytrù) n.  Any of various strongly flavored alcoholic bever-

ages typically served in small quantities after dinner.  [French, from Old French 

licour, a liquid. See LIQUOR.]

liq·uid (lVkùwVd) n.  Abbr. liq. 1. a. The state of matter in which a substance 

exhibits a characteristic readiness to flow, little or no tendency to disperse, and 

relatively high incompressibility.  b. Matter or a specific body of matter in this 

state.   2. Linguistics. A consonant articulated without friction and capable of 



being prolonged like a vowel, such as English l and r.   —  adj.  Abbr. liq. 1. Of or 

being a liquid.  2. Having been liquefied, especially: a. Melted by heating:  liquid 

wax.  b. Condensed by cooling:  liquid oxygen.   3. Flowing readily; fluid:  added 

milk to make the batter more liquid.  4. Having a flowing quality without harsh-

ness or abrupt breaks:  liquid prose; the liquid movements of a Balinese dancer.  

5. Linguistics. Articulated without friction and capable of being prolonged like a 

vowel.  6. Clear and shining:  the liquid brown eyes of a spaniel.  7. Readily con-

vertible into cash:  liquid assets.  [From Middle English, of a liquid, from Old 

French liquide, from Latin liquidus, from liquKre, to be liquid.] —liqùuid·ly adv.  

—liqùuid·ness n. 

liquid air (lVkùwVd âr) n.  Air in its liquid state, intensely cold and bluish, 

obtained by cooling and compression. 

liq·uid·am·bar (lVkÙwVd-4mùbNr) n.  Any of several deciduous trees of the 

genus Liquidambar, such as the sweet gum.  [New Latin, genus name  : Latin liqui-

dus, liquid; see LIQUID + Medieval Latin ambar, amber; see AMBER.]

liq·ui·date (lVkùwV-d7tÙ) v.  liq·ui·dat·ed, liq·ui·dat·ing, liq·ui·dates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. a. To pay off (a debt, a claim, or an obligation); settle.  b. To settle the 

affairs of (a business firm, for example) by determining the liabilities and apply-

ing the assets to their discharge.   2. To convert (assets) into cash.  3. To put an 

end to; abolish.  4. To put to death; kill.   —  v.  intr. 1. To settle a debt, a claim, or 

an obligation.  2. To settle the affairs of a business or an estate by disposing of its 

assets and liabilities.  See Synonyms at eliminate.  [Late Latin liquid7re, liquid7t-

, to melt, from Latin liquidus, liquid. See LIQUID.] —liqÙui·daùtion n.  —liq-
ùui·daÙtor n. 

liquid crystal (lVkùwVd krVsùtNl) n.  Any of various liquids in which the atoms or 

molecules are regularly arrayed in either one dimension or two dimensions, the 

order giving rise to optical properties, such as anisotropic scattering, associated 

with the crystals. 

liq·uid-crys·tal display (lVkùwVd-krVsùtNl dV-spl7ù) n.  Abbr. LCD An alphanu-

meric display on calculators and digital watches, made up of a liquid sandwiched 

between layers of glass or plastic, that becomes opaque when an electric current is 

passed through it. The contrast between the opaque and transparent areas forms 

visible characters. 

li·quid·i·ty (lV-kwVdùV-tK) n.  1. The state of being liquid.  2. The quality of being 

readily convertible into cash:  an investment with high liquidity.  3. Available cash 

or the capacity to obtain it on demand:  a bank that is increasing its liquidity by 

shortening the average term of its loans. 

liquid measure (lVkùwVd mHzhùNr) n.  1. The measurement of liquid capacity.  

2. A unit or system of units of liquid capacity. 

liq·ui·fy (lVkùwN-fXÙ) v.  Variant of liquefy. 



liq·uor (lVkùNr) n.  Abbr. liq. 1. An alcoholic beverage made by distillation rather 

than by fermentation.  2. A liquid substance, such as broth, produced in cooking.  

3. An aqueous solution of a nonvolatile substance.  4. A solution, an emulsion, or 

a suspension for industrial use.   —  v.  tr. liq·uored, liq·uor·ing, liq·uors. 
1. To steep (malt, for example).  2. Slang. To make drunk with alcoholic liquor. 

Often used with up:  was all liquored up.  [Middle English licour, a liquid, from 

Old French, from Latin liquor, from liquKre, to be liquid.]

li·quo·rice (lVkùNr-Vs, -Vsh) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of licorice. 
li·ra (lîrùN, lKùrä) n.  pl. li·re (lîrù7, lKùrH)  or li·ras. Abbr. l. A basic unit of cur-

rency in Italy, Malta, San Marino, Turkey, and Vatican City.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Italian, from Old Italian, from Old Provençal liura, from Latin lXbra, a 

unit of weight, pound.]

lir·i·pipe (lîrùN-pXpÙ) n.  A long scarf or cord attached to and hanging from a 

hood.  [Medieval Latin liripipium.]

Lis·bon (lVzùbNn)  The capital and largest city of Portugal, in the western part of 

the country on the Tagus River estuary. An ancient Iberian settlement, it was held 

by the Phoenicians and Carthaginians, taken by the Romans in 205 B.C., and con-

quered by the Moors c. A.D. 714. Reconquered by the Portuguese in 1147, it flour-

ished in the 16th century during the heyday of colonial expansion in Africa and 

India. The city was devastated by a major earthquake in 1755. Population, 

807,167. 

li·sen·te (lK-sHnùt7) n.  Plural of sente. 
lisle (lXl) n.  1. A fine, smooth, tightly twisted thread spun from long-stapled cot-

ton.  2. Fabric knitted of this thread, used especially for hosiery and underwear.  

[After Lisle (Lille), France.]

lisp (lVsp) n.  1. A speech defect or mannerism characterized by mispronuncia-

tion of the sounds (s) and (z) as (th) and (th).  2. A sound of or like a lisp: “The 

carpenter[’s]... plane whistles its wild ascending lisp” (Walt Whitman).   —  v.  

lisped, lisp·ing, lisps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speak with a lisp.  2. To speak imper-

fectly, as a child does.   —  v.  tr. To pronounce with a lisp.  [From Middle English 

lispen, to lisp, from Old English -wlispian, from wlisp, lisping.] —lispùer n. 

LISP (lVsp) n.  Computer Science. A programming language designed to process 

data consisting of lists. It is widely used in artificial intelligence research.  [lis(t) 

p(rocessing).]

lis·some also lis·som (lVsùNm) adj.  1. Easily bent; supple.  2. Having the ability 

to move with ease; limber.  [Alteration of LITHESOME.] —lisùsome·ly adv.  —lisù-
some·ness n. 

list1 (lVst) n.  1. A series of names, words, or other items written, printed, or 

imagined one after the other:  a shopping list; a guest list; a list of things to do.  2. A 

considerable number; a long series:  recited a list of dates memorized.   —  v.  

list·ed, list·ing, lists.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a list of; itemize:  listed his previous 



jobs.  2. To enter in a list; register:  listed each item received.  3. To put (oneself) in 

a specific category:  lists herself as an artist.  4. Archaic. To recruit.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To have a stated list price:  a radio that lists for ten dollars over the sale price.  

2. Archaic. To enlist in the armed forces.  [French liste, from Old French, from 

Old Italian lista, of Germanic origin.] —listùer n. 

list2 (lVst) n.  1. a. A narrow strip, especially of wood.  b. Architecture. See listel.  
c. A border or selvage of cloth.   2. A stripe or band of color.  3.  Often lists. 

a. An arena for jousting tournaments or other contests.  b. A place of combat.  

c. An area of controversy.   4. A ridge thrown up between two furrows by a lister 

in plowing.  5. Obsolete. A boundary; a border.   —  v.  tr. list·ed, list·ing, lists. 
1. To cover, line, or edge with list.  2. To cut a thin strip from the edge of.  3. To 

furrow or plant (land) with a lister.  [Middle English, from Old English lXste.]

list3 (lVst) n.  An inclination to one side, as of a ship; a tilt.   —  v.  intr. tr. list·ed, 
list·ing, lists. To lean or cause to lean to the side:  The damaged ship listed badly 

to starboard. Erosion first listed, then toppled the spruce tree.  [Origin unknown.]

list4 (lVst) v.  intr. tr. list·ed, list·ing, lists. Archaic. To listen or listen to.  [Middle 

English listen, from Old English hlystan. See kleu- in Appendix.]

list5 (lVst) Archaic. v.  list·ed, list·ing, lists.  —  v.  tr. To be pleasing to; suit.   —  
v.  intr. To be disposed; choose.   —  n.  A desire or an inclination.  [Middle 

English listen, to desire, please, from Old English lystan. See las- in Appendix.]

lis·tel (lVsùtNl) n.  Architecture. A narrow border, molding, or fillet.  Also called 

list2 [French, from Italian listello, diminutive of lista, border, of Germanic origin.]

lis·ten (lVsùNn) v.  intr. lis·tened, lis·ten·ing, lis·tens. 1. To make an effort to 

hear something:  listen to the radio; listening for the bell.  2. To pay attention; heed: 

“She encouraged me to listen carefully to what country people called mother wit” 

(Maya Angelou).   —phrasal verb. listen in. 1. To listen to a conversation 

between others; eavesdrop.  2. To tune in and listen to a broadcast.  [Middle 

English listenen, alteration (influenced by listen); see LIST
4, of Old English hlysnan. 

See kleu- in Appendix.] —lisùten·er n. 

lis·ten·a·ble (lVsùN-nN-bNl) adj.  Being such that listening is pleasurable:  an 

undistinguished but listenable soundtrack.   —lisÙten·a·bilùi·ty n. 

lis·ten·er·ship (lVsùN-nNr-shVpÙ, lVsùnNr-) n.  The people who listen to a radio 

program or station. 

list·er (lVsùtNr) n.  A plow equipped with a double moldboard that turns up the 

soil on each side of the furrow, often having an attached drill for seed planting.  

[From LIST
2.]

Lis·ter (lVsùtNr), Joseph First Baron Lister. 1827-1912.  British surgeon. He dem-

onstrated in 1865 that carbolic acid was an effective antiseptic agent, decreasing 

postoperative fatalities from infection. 



lis·te·ri·a (lV-stîrùK-N) n.  Any of various rod-shaped, gram-positive bacteria of 

the genus Listeria, which includes the causative agent of listeriosis.  [New Latin 

Listeria, genus name, after Joseph LISTER.]

lis·te·ri·o·sis (lV-stîrÙK-oùsVs) n.  A bacterial disease caused by Listeria monocyto-

genes, affecting wild and domestic animals and occasionally human beings and 

characterized by fever, meningitis, and encephalitis. 

list·ing (lVsùtVng) n.  1. An entry in a list or directory:  the first listing in the tele-

phone book.  2. A list:  a listing of physicians.  3. Computer Science. A printout of a 

program or data set. 

list·less (lVstùlVs) adj.  Lacking energy or disinclined to exert effort; lethargic:  

reacted to the latest crisis with listless resignation.  [Middle English listles : probably 

from liste, desire (from listen, to desire); see LIST
5 + -les, -lesse, -less.] —listù-

less·ly adv.  —listùless·ness n. 

list price (lVst prXs) n.  A basic published or advertised price, often subject to dis-

count.  Also called sticker price 

Liszt (lVst), Franz. 1811-1886.  Hungarian composer who achieved fame in his 

lifetime as a piano virtuoso. His best-known compositions include the Dante 

Symphony (1856) and the Faust Symphony (1853-1861). 

lit1 (lVt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of light1. See Usage Note at light1. 
lit2 (lVt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of light2. 
lit. abbr.  1. Liter.  2. a. Literal.  b. Literally.   3. Literary.  4. Literature. 

lit·a·ny (lVtùn-K) n.  pl. lit·a·nies. 1. A liturgical prayer consisting of a series of 

petitions recited by a leader alternating with fixed responses by the congregation.  

2. A repetitive or incantatory recital:  a litany of praise for the new professor.  

[Middle English letanie, from Old French, from Medieval Latin letanXa, from Late 

Latin litanXa, from Late Greek litaneia, from Greek, entreaty, from litaneuein, to 

entreat, from litanos, entreating, from litK, supplication.]

Lit.B. abbr.  Latin. Litterarum Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Letters; Bachelor of Lit-

erature). 

li·tchi also li·chee  or ly·chee (lKùchK) n.  1. A Chinese tree (Litchi chinensis) 

that bears bright red fruits, each of which has a large single seed with a white, 

fleshy, edible aril.  2. The nutlike fruit of this tree. In this sense, also calledlitchi 

nut [Chinese (Mandarin) lì zhX.]
Lit.D. abbr.  Latin. Litterarum Doctor (Doctor of Letters; Doctor of Literature). 

lite (lXt) adj.  Slang. Having less substance or weight or fewer calories than some-

thing else: “lite music, shimmering on the surface and squishy soft at the core” 

(Mother Jones).  [Alteration of LIGHT
2.]

-lite suff.  Stone; mineral; fossil:  coprolite.  [French, alteration of -lithe, from 

Greek lithos, stone.]

li·ter (lKùtNr) n.  Abbr. l, lit. A metric unit of volume equal to approximately 1.056 

liquid quarts, 0.908 dry quart, or 0.264 gallon.  See Table at measurement.  



[French litre, from obsolete litron, measure of capacity, from Medieval Latin lXtra, 

from Greek litra, unit of weight.]

lit·er·a·cy (lVtùNr-N-sK) n.  The condition or quality of being literate, especially 

the ability to read and write.  See Usage Note at literate. 
lit·er·al (lVtùNr-Nl) adj.  Abbr. lit. 1. Being in accordance with, conforming to, or 

upholding the exact or primary meaning of a word or words.  2. Word for word; 

verbatim:  a literal translation.  3. Avoiding exaggeration, metaphor, or embellish-

ment; factual; prosaic:  a literal description; a literal mind.  4. Consisting of, using, 

or expressed by letters:  literal notation.   —  n.  Computer Science. A letter or sym-

bol that represents a particular constant or number, known or unknown, and is 

not programmer-defined.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

litter7lis, of letters, from Latin littera, letter.] —litùer·al·ness n. 

lit·er·al·ism (lVtùNr-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Adherence to the explicit sense of a given 

text or doctrine.  2. Literal portrayal; realism.   —litùer·al·ist n.  

—litÙer·al·isùtic adj. 

lit·er·al·ize (lVtùNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. lit·er·al·ized, lit·er·al·iz·ing, lit·er·al·iz·es. To 

make literal. 

lit·er·al·ly (lVtùNr-N-lK) adv.  1. In a literal manner; word for word:  translated the 

Greek passage literally.  2.  Abbr. lit. In a literal or strict sense:  Don’t take my 

remarks literally.  3. Usage Problem. a. Really; actually: “There are people in the 

world who literally do not know how to boil water” (Craig Claiborne).  b. Used as 

an intensive before a figurative expression.   

USAGE NOTE: For more than a hundred years, critics have remarked on the

incoherency of using literally in a way that suggests the exact opposite of its pri-

mary sense of “in a manner that accords with the literal sense of the words.” In

1926, for example, H.W. Fowler cited the example “The 300,000 Unionists... will

be literally thrown to the wolves.” The practice does not stem from a change in the

meaning of literally itself—if it did, the word would long since have come to mean

“virtually” or “figuratively”—but from a natural tendency to use the word as a

general intensive meaning “without exaggeration,” as in They had literally no help

from the government on the project, where no contrast with the figurative sense of

the words is intended. This looser use of the word literally does not usually create

problems, but it can lead to an inadvertently comic effect when the word is used

together with an idiomatic expression that has its source in a frozen figure of

speech, such as in I literally died laughing.

lit·er·ar·y (lVtùN-rHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. lit. 1. Of, relating to, or dealing with literature:  

literary criticism.  2. Of or relating to writers or the profession of literature:  liter-

ary circles.  3. Versed in or fond of literature or learning.  4. a. Appropriate to lit-

erature rather than everyday speech or writing.  b. Bookish; pedantic.   [Latin 



litter7rius, of reading and writing, from littera, letter. See LETTER.] —litÙer·arùi·ly 
(-rârùN-lK) adv.  —litùer·arÙi·ness n. 

lit·er·ate (lVtùNr-Vt) adj.  1. a. Able to read and write.  b. Knowledgeable or edu-

cated in several fields or a particular field.   2. Familiar with literature; literary.  

3. Well-written; polished:  a literate essay.   —  n.  1. One who can read and write.  

2. A well-informed, educated person.  [Middle English litterate, from Latin 

litter7tus, from littera, letter. See LETTER.] —litùer·ate·ly adv.  —litùer·ate·ness 
n.  

USAGE NOTE: For most of its long history in English, literate has meant only

“familiar with literature,” or more generally, “well-educated, learned”; it is only

during the last hundred years that it has also come to refer to the basic ability to

read and write. Its antonym illiterate has an equally broad range of meanings: an

illiterate person may be incapable of reading a shopping list or perhaps may only

be unable to grasp an allusion to Shakespeare or Keats. The term functional illit-

erate is often used to describe a person who can read or write to some degree, but

below a minimum level required to function in even a limited social situation or

job setting. More recently, the meanings of the words literacy and illiteracy have

been extended from their original connection with reading and literature to any

body of knowledge. For example, “geographic illiterates” cannot identify the

countries on a map, and “computer illiterates” are unable to use a word-process-

ing system. None of these uses of literacy or illiteracy are incorrect, but it might

be preferable to use another word in instances where the context does not make

the meaning clear.

lit·er·a·ti (lVtÙN-räùtK) pl.n.  The literary intelligentsia.  [Latin litter7tX, lXter7tX, pl. 

of litter7tus, literate. See LITERATE.]

lit·er·a·tim (lVtÙN-r7ùtVm, -räù-) adv.  Letter for letter:  a word transcribed litera-

tim.  [Medieval Latin lXter7tim, litter7tim, from Latin littera, letter. See LETTER.]

lit·er·a·ture (lVtùNr-N-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  Abbr. lit. 1. A body of writings in prose 

or verse.  2. Imaginative or creative writing, especially of recognized artistic value: 

“Literature must be an analysis of experience and a synthesis of the findings into a 

unity” (Rebecca West).  3. The art or occupation of a literary writer.  4. The body 

of written work produced by scholars or researchers in a given field:  medical liter-

ature.  5. Printed material:  collected all the available literature on the subject.  

6. Music. All the compositions of a certain kind or for a specific instrument or 

ensemble:  the symphonic literature.  [Middle English, book learning, from Old 

French litterature, from Latin litter7t7ra, from litter7tus, lettered. See LITERATE.]

lith. abbr.  1. Lithograph; lithography.  2. Lithographic. 

Lith. abbr.  Lithuania; Lithuanian. 

lith- pref.  Variant of litho-. 



-lith suff.  1. Rock; stone:  xenolith.  2. Stone implement or structure:  megalith.  

3. Mineral concretion; calculus:  cystolith.  [From Greek lithos, stone.]

lith·arge (lVthùärjÙ, lV-thärjù) n.  A yellow lead oxide, PbO, used in storage batter-

ies and glass and as a pigment.  Also called lead monoxide [Middle English litarge, 

from Old French, alteration of litargire, from Latin lithargyrus, from Greek 

litharguros : lithos, stone + arguros, silver; see arg- in Appendix.]

lithe (lXth) adj.  lith·er, lith·est. 1. Readily bent; supple:  lithe birch branches.  

2. Marked by effortless grace:  a lithe ballet dancer.  [Middle English, from Old 

English lXthe, flexible, mild.] —litheùly adv.  —litheùness n. 

lithe·some (lXthùsNm) adj.  Lithe; lissome. 

lith·i·a (lVthùK-N) n.  See lithium oxide.  [New Latin, from lithion, from Greek 

lithos, stone.]

li·thi·a·sis (lV-thXùN-sVs) n.  pl. li·thi·a·ses (-sKzÙ). Pathological formation of 

mineral concretions in the body. 

lithia water (lVthùK-N wôùtNr) n.  Mineral water containing lithium salts. 

lith·ic1 (lVthùVk) adj.  Consisting of or relating to stone or rock. 

lith·ic2 (lVthùVk) adj.  Of or relating to lithium. 

-lithic suff.  Relating to or characteristic of a specified stage in the use of stone by 

human beings:  Eolithic.  [From LITHIC
1.]

lith·i·um (lVthùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Li A soft, silvery, highly reactive metallic ele-

ment that is used as a heat transfer medium, in thermonuclear weapons, and in 

various alloys, ceramics, and optical forms of glass. Atomic number 3; atomic 

weight 6.939; melting point 179˚C; boiling point 1,317˚C; specific gravity 0.534; 

valence 1.  [From LITHIA.]

lithium carbonate (lVthùK-Nm kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A white, granular powder, 

LiCO3, used in the manufacture of glass and ceramics and in the treatment of 

depression and manic-depressive illness. 

lithium oxide (lVthùK-Nm mkùsXdÙ) n.  A strongly alkaline white powder, Li2O, 

used in ceramics and glass.  Also called lithia 

litho. abbr.  1. Lithograph; lithography.  2. Lithographic. 

litho-  or lith- pref.  1. Stone:  lithosphere.  2. Lithium:  lithic.  3. Mineral concre-

tion; calculus:  lithotomy.  [Greek, from lithos, stone.]

lithog. abbr.  1. Lithograph; lithography.  2. Lithographic. 

lith·o·graph (lVthùN-gr4fÙ) n.  Abbr. lith., litho., lithog. A print produced by 

lithography.   —  v.  tr. lith·o·graphed, lith·o·graph·ing, lith·o·graphs. To 

produce by lithography.  [Back-formation from LITHOGRAPHY.] 
—li·thogùraph·er (lV-thmgùrN-fNr) n.  —lithÙo·graphùic, lithÙo·graphùi·cal 
adj.  —lithÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

li·thog·ra·phy (lV-thmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. lith., litho., lithog. A printing process 

in which the image to be printed is rendered on a flat surface, as on sheet zinc or 



aluminum, and treated to retain ink while the nonimage areas are treated to repel 

ink. 

li·thol·o·gy (lV-thmlùN-jK) n.  1. The gross physical character of a rock or rock 

formation.  2. The microscopic study, description, and classification of rock.   
—lithÙo·logùic (lVthÙN-lmjùVk), lithÙo·logùi·cal adj.  —lithÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—li·tholùo·gist n. 

lith·o·phyte (lVthùN-fXtÙ) n.  1. Botany. A plant that grows on rock and derives 

its nourishment chiefly from the atmosphere.  2. Zoology. An organism, such as 

coral, that has a stony structure.   —lithÙo·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

lith·o·pone (lVthùN-ponÙ) n.  A white pigment consisting of a mixture of zinc 

sulfide, zinc oxide, and barium sulfate.  [LITHO- + Greek ponos, toil, product; see 

(s)pen- in Appendix.]

lith·o·sphere (lVthùN-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The solid part of the earth.  2. The rocky crust 

of the earth. 

lith·o·stra·tig·ra·phy (lVthÙo-strN-tVgùrN-fK) n.  1. Stratigraphy based on the 

physical and petrographic properties of rocks.  2. Interpretation of the physical 

characters of sedimentary rocks.   —lithÙo·stratÙi·graphùic (-str4tÙV-gr4fùVk) 

adj. 

li·thot·o·my (lV-thmtùN-mK) n.  pl. li·thot·o·mies. Surgical removal of a stone 

or stones from the urinary tract. 

lith·o·trip·sy (lVthùN-trVpÙsK) n.  pl. lith·o·trip·sies. Pulverization of kidney 

stones by means of a lithotripter.  [LITHO- + Greek tripsis, a rubbing, pounding 

(from tribein, to rub, pound); see LITHOTRIPTER + -Y
2.]

lith·o·trip·ter (lVthùN-trVpÙtNr) n.  A device that pulverizes kidney stones by 

passing shock waves through a water-filled tub in which the patient sits. The 

device creates stone fragments small enough to be expelled in the urine.  [Alter-

ation of obsolete lithotriptor, lithontriptor, from lithontriptic, breaking up kidney 

stones, from New Latin lithontripticus, alteration (influenced by Greek tribein, 

trip-, to rub, pound); see TRYPSIN, of lithonthrypticus, from Greek (pharmaka ton 

en nephrois) lithon thruptika, (drugs) crushing stones (in the kidneys)  : lithon, 

accusative pl. of lithos, stone + thruptikos, crushing (from thruptein, to crush); see 

dhreu- in Appendix.]

li·thot·ri·ty (lV-thmtùrV-tK) n.  pl. li·thot·ri·ties. A surgical procedure to pulver-

ize stones in the urinary bladder or urethra so that they can be passed out of the 

body in the urine.  [From lithotritor, lithotripter, alteration (influenced by Latin 

trXtor, pounder, grinder); see TRITURATE, of obsolete lithotriptor. See LITHOTRIPTER.]

Lith·u·a·ni·a (lVthÙu-7ùnK-N) Abbr. Lith.  A country of northern Europe on the 

Baltic Sea. Perhaps settled as early as 1500 B.C., the area was formed into a strong 

unified state in the 13th century and became one of the largest territories of 

medieval Europe. Lithuania merged with Poland in 1569 but was absorbed into 

Russia by three partitions of Poland (1772, 1793, and 1795). The independent 



country of Lithuania (1918-1940) was officially proclaimed a constituent republic 

of the U.S.S.R. in August 1940. Lithuania again achieved independence in 1991. 

Vilnius is the capital. Population, 3,570,000. 

Lith·u·a·ni·an (lVthÙu-7ùnK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Lith. Of or relating to Lithuania or 

its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Lith. 1. a. A native or inhabitant of 

Lithuania.  b. A person of Lithuanian ancestry.   2. The Baltic language of the 

Lithuanians. 

lit·i·gant (lVtùV-gNnt) Law. n.  A party engaged in a lawsuit.   —  adj.  Engaged in 

a lawsuit.  [French, from Old French, from Latin lXtig7ns, lXtigant-, a disputant, 

from present participle of lXtig7re, to bring suit. See LITIGATE.]

lit·i·gate (lVtùV-g7tÙ) v.  lit·i·gat·ed, lit·i·gat·ing, lit·i·gates. Law.  —  v.  tr. To 

subject to legal proceedings.   —  v.  intr. To engage in legal proceedings.  [Latin 

lXtig7re, lXtig7t-  : lXs, lXt-, lawsuit + agere, to drive; see ag- in Appendix.] 
—litùi·ga·ble (-gN-bNl) adj.  —litÙi·gaùtion n.  —litùi·gaÙtor n. 

li·ti·gious (lV-tVjùNs) adj.  Law. 1. Of, relating to, or characterized by litigation.  

2. Tending to engage in lawsuits.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

lXtigiosus, from lXtigium, dispute, from lXtig7re, to quarrel. See LITIGATE.] —li·tiù-
gious·ly adv.  —li·tiùgious·ness n. 

lit·mus (lVtùmNs) n.  A water-soluble blue powder derived from certain lichens 

that changes to red with increasing acidity and to blue with increasing basicity.  

[Middle English litmose, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse litmosi, dyer’s 

herbs  : litr, color, dye + mosi, bog, moss.]

litmus paper (lVtùmNs p7ùpNr) n.  An unsized white paper impregnated with lit-

mus and used as a pH or acid-base indicator. 

litmus test (lVtùmNs tHst) n.  1. A test for chemical acidity or basicity using lit-

mus paper.  2. A test that uses a single indicator to prompt a decision: “The word 

‘hopefully’ has become the litmus test to determine whether one is a language snob or 

a language slob” (William Safire). 

li·to·tes (lXùtN-tKzÙ, lVtùN-, lX-toùtKz) n.  pl. litotes. A figure of speech consisting 

of an understatement in which an affirmative is expressed by negating its oppo-

site, as in This is no small problem.  [Greek litotKs, from litos, plain. See lei- in 

Appendix.]

li·tre (lKùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of liter. 
Litt.B. abbr.  Latin. Litterarum Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Letters; Bachelor of Lit-

erature). 

Litt.D. abbr.  Latin. Litterarum Doctor (Doctor of Letters; Doctor of Literature). 

lit·ter (lVtùNr) n.  1. a. A disorderly accumulation of objects; a pile.  b. Carelessly 

discarded refuse, such as wastepaper:  the litter in the streets after a parade.   

2. The offspring produced at one birth by a multiparous mammal.  See Syn-

onyms at flock1.  3. a. Material, such as straw, used as bedding for animals.  

b. An absorbent material, such as granulated clay, for covering the floor of an 



animal’s cage or excretory box.   4. An enclosed or curtained couch mounted on 

shafts and used to carry a single passenger.  5. A flat supporting framework, such 

as a piece of canvas stretched between parallel shafts, for carrying a disabled or 

dead person; a stretcher.  6. The uppermost layer of the forest floor consisting 

chiefly of fallen leaves and other decaying organic matter.   —  v.  lit·tered, 
lit·ter·ing, lit·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give birth to (a litter).  2. To make untidy by 

discarding rubbish carelessly:  Selfish picnickers litter the beach with food wrappers.  

3. To scatter about:  littered towels all over the locker room.  4. To supply (animals) 

with litter for bedding or floor covering.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give birth to a litter.  

2. To scatter litter.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman litere, from Medieval 

Latin lect7ria (influenced by Old French lit, bed), from Latin lectus, bed. See 

legh- in Appendix.] —litùter·er n. 

lit·tér·a·teur also lit·ter·a·teur (lVtÙNr-N-tûrù, lVtÙrN-) n.  One who is devoted to 

the study or writing of literature.  [French, from Latin litter7tor, critic, lettered 

person, from littera, letter. See LETTER.]

lit·ter·bag (lVtùNr-b4gÙ) n.  A bag used, as in an automobile, for disposal of 

trash. 

lit·ter·bug (lVtùNr-bƒgÙ) n.  Informal. One who litters public areas with waste 

materials. 

lit·ter·mate (lVtùNr-m7tÙ) n.  One member of a given litter of animal offspring. 

lit·tle (lVtùl) adj.  lit·tler or less (lHs) also less·er (lHsùNr), lit·tlest or least 
(lKst). 1. Small in size:  a little dining room.  See Synonyms at small.  2. Short in 

extent or duration; brief:  There is little time left.  3. Small in quantity or degree:  

little money.  4. Unimportant; trivial:  a little matter.  5. Narrow; petty:  mean little 

comments; a little mind consumed with trivia.  6. Without much power or influ-

ence; of minor status.  7. Being at an early stage of growth; young:  a little child.   
—  adv.  less, least. 1. Not much; scarcely:  works long hours, sleeping little.  

2. Not in the least; not at all:  They little expected such a generous gift.   —  n.  1. A 

small quantity or amount:  Give me a little.  2. Something much less than all:  I 

know little of their history.  3. A short distance or time:  a little down the road; 

waited a little.   —idioms. a little. Somewhat; a bit:  felt a little better.  little by 
little. By small degrees or increments; gradually.  [Middle English, from Old 

English l«tel.] —litùtle·ness n. 

Lit·tle Al·föld (lVtùl ôlùfNld)  See Alföld. 
Little A·mer·i·ca (lVtùl N-mHrùV-kN)  A U.S. base for explorations in Antarctica 

on the Ross Ice Shelf. Richard E. Byrd established and named the settlement in 

1929. 

little auk (lVtùl ôk) n.  See dovekie. 
Little Bear (lVtùl bâr) n.  See Ursa Minor. 
Little Big·horn River (lVtùl bVgùhôrnÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 145 km (90 mi) 

long, rising in the Bighorn Mountains of northern Wyoming and flowing north 



to the Bighorn River in southern Montana. Sioux and Cheyenne warriors 

defeated the forces of Gen. George A. Custer in the Little Bighorn valley on June 

25, 1876. 

Little Cay·man (lVtùl k7-m4nù, k7ùmNn)  See Cayman Islands. 
Little Col·o·ra·do River (lVtùl kmlÙN-r4dùo rVvùNr, -räùdo)  A river of northeast 

Arizona flowing about 507 km (315 mi) northwest to the Colorado River just 

above the Grand Canyon. 

Little Di·o·mede Island (lVtùl dXùN-mKdÙ XùlNnd)  See Diomede Islands. 
Little Dipper (lVtùl dVpùNr) n.  The seven bright stars that form the constellation 

Ursa Minor. 

little finger (lVtùl fVngùgNr) n.  The smallest finger of the human hand; the last 

finger as counted from the thumb. 

Little Fork River (lVtùl fôrk rVvùNr)  A river of northern Minnesota flowing 

about 212 km (132 mi) northward to the U.S.-Canadian border. 

Little Ka·na·wha River (lVtùl kN-nôùwN rVvùNr)  A river rising in central West 

Virginia and flowing about 257 km (160 mi) north and northwest to the Ohio 

River. 

Little Kar·roo (lVtùl kN-ruù)  See Karroo. 
little magazine (lVtùl m4gùN-zKnÙ) n.  A literary magazine that publishes the 

work of relatively unknown writers. 

Little Minch (lVtùl mVnch)  See Minch. 
Little Mis·sou·ri River (lVtùl mV-ztrùK rVvùNr, -ztrùN)  1. A river, about 233 

km (145 mi) long, of southwest Arkansas flowing generally southeast to the Oua-

chita River.  2. A river of the northern United States rising in northeast Wyoming 

and flowing about 901 km (560 mi) through southeast Montana and northwest 

South Dakota to the Missouri River in western North Dakota. 

Little Na·ma·qua·land (lVtùl nN-mäùkwN-l4ndÙ)  See Namaqualand. 
lit·tle·neck (lVtùl-nHkÙ) n.  The quahog clam when small and suitable for eating 

raw.  Also called littleneck clam [After Little Neck Bay, off western Long Island, 

New York.]

little owl (lVtùl oul) n.  A small European owl (Athene noctua) having streaked 

brownish plumage. 

Little Pee Dee River (lVtùl pKù dKÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 169 km (105 mi) 

long, of southern North Carolina and northern South Carolina flowing south 

then southeast to the Pee Dee River. 

Little Rock (lVtùl rmk)  The capital and largest city of Arkansas, in the central 

part of the state on the Arkansas River. It became territorial capital in 1821 and 

state capital in 1836. Federal troops were sent to the city in 1957 to enforce a 1954 

U.S. Supreme Court ruling against segregation in the public schools. Population, 

175,795. 



Little Saint Ber·nard Pass (lVtùl s7ntÙ bNr-närdù p4s)  A mountain pass 

through the Savoy Alps between Italy and France south of Mont Blanc. It rises to 

2,189.9 m (7,180 ft). 

Little Sark (lVtùl särk)  See Sark. 
Little Sioux River (lVtùl su rVvùNr)  A river rising in southwest Minnesota and 

flowing about 356 km (221 mi) generally southwest to the Missouri River in 

northwest Iowa. 

little slam (lVtùl sl4m) n.  Games. The winning of all but one of the tricks during 

the play of one hand of bridge. 

Little Ten·nes·see River (lVtùl tHnÙV-sKù rVvùNr)  A river, about 217 km (135 

mi) long, of northeast Georgia, southwest North Carolina, and eastern Tennessee, 

where it joins the Tennessee River. 

little theater (lVtùl thKùN-tNr) n.  A small theater usually for a community, colle-

giate, or experimental drama group. 

little toe (lVtùl to) n.  The smallest and outermost toe of the human foot. 

Lit·tle·ton (lVtùl-tNn)  A city of north-central Colorado, a residential and indus-

trial suburb of Denver. Population, 33,685. 

Little Wa·bash River (lVtùl wôùb4shÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) 

long, of eastern Illinois flowing southeast to the Wabash River. 

lit·to·ral (lVtùNr-Nl) adj.  Of or on a shore, especially a seashore:  a littoral prop-

erty; the littoral biogeographic zone.   —  n.  A coastal region; a shore.  [Latin 

lXtor7lis, from lXtus, lXtor-, shore. N., from Italian littorale from Latin lXtor7lis.]

Lit·tré (lV-tr7ù, lK-), Maximilien Paul Émile. 1801-1881.  French philosopher 

and lexicographer whose chief work is the Dictionnaire de la Langue Française 

(1863-1872). 

li·tur·gi·cal (lV-tûrùjV-kNl) also li·tur·gic (-tûrùjVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or in 

accordance with liturgy:  a book of liturgical forms.  2. Using or used in liturgy.   
—li·turùgi·cal·ly adv. 

li·tur·gics (lV-tûrùjVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of liturgies.  Also 

called liturgiology 

li·tur·gi·ol·o·gy (lV-tûrÙjK-mlùN-jK) n.  See liturgics.  —li·turÙgi·olùo·gist n. 

lit·ur·gist (lVtùNr-jVst) n.  1. One who uses or advocates the use of liturgical 

forms.  2. A scholar in liturgics. 

lit·ur·gy (lVtùNr-jK) n.  pl. lit·ur·gies. 1. A prescribed form or set of forms for 

public Christian ceremonies; ritual.  2.  Often Liturgy. The sacrament of the 

Eucharist.  [Late Latin lXt7rgia, from Greek leitourgia, public service, from leitour-

gos, public servant  : lKos, leit-, people (variant of laos) + ergon, work; see werg- 
in Appendix.]

Lit·vi·nov (lVt-vKùnôf, lyVt-vKùnNf), Maxim Maximovich. 1876-1951.  Russian 

diplomat who was commissar for foreign affairs (1930-1939) and ambassador to 

the United States (1941-1943). 



Liu·chow (lyuùchoù)  See Liuzhou. 
Liu Shao·qi also Liu Shao-chi (lyooù shouùchKù), 1898?-1968?.  Chinese politi-

cian who became chairman of the People’s Republic of China in 1959 and was 

removed from power during the Cultural Revolution (1968). His death was con-

firmed in 1974. 

Liu·zhou (lyuùjoù) also Liu·chow (-choù)  A city of southern China north-

northeast of Nanning. It is an industrial and transportation center with a large 

integrated iron and steel complex. Population, 375,000. 

liv·a·ble also live·a·ble (lVvùN-bNl) adj.  1. Suitable to live in; habitable:  a livable 

dwelling.  2. Possible to bear; endurable:  livable trials and tribulations.   
—livùa·ble·ness n. 

live1 (lVv) v.  lived, liv·ing, lives.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be alive; exist.  2. To con-

tinue to be alive:  lived through a bad accident.  3. To support oneself; subsist:  liv-

ing on rice and fish; lives on a small inheritance.  4. To reside; dwell:  lives on a 

farm.  5. To conduct one’s life in a particular manner:  lived frugally.  6. To pur-

sue a positive, satisfying existence; enjoy life:  those who truly live.  7. To remain in 

human memory:  an event that lives on in our minds.   —  v.  tr. 1. To spend or 

pass (one’s life).  2. To go through; experience:  lived a nightmare.  3. To practice 

in one’s life:  live one’s beliefs.  See Synonyms at be.  —phrasal verbs. live 
down. To overcome or reduce the shame of (a misdeed, for example) over a 

period of time.  live in. To reside in the place where one is employed:  household 

servants who live in.  live out. To live outside one’s place of domestic employ-

ment:  household servants who live out.  live with. To put up with; resign oneself 

to:  disliked the situation but had to live with it.   —idioms. live it up. Slang. To 

engage in festive pleasures or extravagances.  live up to. 2. To live or act in 

accordance with:  lived up to their parents’ ideals.  3. To prove equal to:  a new 

technology that did not live up to our expectations.  4. To carry out; fulfill:  lived up 

to her end of the bargain.  [Middle English liven, from Old English libban, lifian. 

See leip- in Appendix.]

live2 (lXv) adj.  1. Having life; alive:  live animals.  See Synonyms at living.  2. Of 

current interest or relevance:  a live topic; still a live option.  3. Glowing; burning:  

live coals.  4. Not yet exploded but capable of being fired:  live ammunition.  

5. Electricity. Carrying an electric current or energized with electricity.  6. Not 

mined or quarried; in the natural state:  live ore.  7. a. Broadcast while actually 

being performed; not taped, filmed, or recorded:  a live television program.  

b. Involving performers or spectators who are physically present:  live entertain-

ment.   8. Printing. Not yet set into type:  live copy.  9. Sports. In play:  a live ball.   
—  adv.  At, during, or from the time of actual occurrence or performance:  The 

landing on the moon was telecast live.  [Short for ALIVE.] —liveùness n. 

live·a·ble (lVvùN-bNl) adj.  Variant of livable. 



live·bear·er (lXvùbârÙNr) n.  A fish, especially of the family Poeciliidae, that 

bears live young rather than depositing eggs.   —liveù-bearÙing adj. 

live-for·ev·er (lVvùfNr-HvÙNr) n.  1.  See orpine.  2.  See houseleek. 
live-in (lVvùVnÙ) adj.  1. Residing in the place where one is employed:  a live-in 

cook.  2. Residing together with another, especially in sexual intimacy. 

live·li·hood (lXvùlK-htdÙ) n.  Means of support; subsistence.  [Middle English 

livelyhed, alteration (influenced by liflihed, energy, vigor, from lifli, lively), of 

livelode, from Old English lXfl7d : lXf, life; see LIFE + l7d, course; see leit- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: livelihood, living, subsistence, sustenance, maintenance, support,

keep. These nouns denote the means needed to provide the necessities of life. Live-

lihood and living are often interchangeable, but livelihood may specify the occu-

pation by means of which one earns an income: Painting is her livelihood. He earns

a precarious living as a window washer. Subsistence is sometimes equivalent to liv-

ing: “The principal part of our subsistence was to be had by our guns” (Daniel De-

foe). Very often, however, it suggests resources barely sufficient to support life:

“They [the Pilgrims] fell upon an ungenial climate... that called out [their] best en-

ergies... to get a mere subsistence out of the soil” (Ulysses S. Grant). Sustenance ap-

plies to what is necessary to sustain life and especially to the food needed for

health and comfort: The urban homeless are often in desperate need of sustenance.

Maintenance, support, and keep are usually reckoned as the equivalent in money

of what is needed to supply necessities such as food, lodging, and clothing: Both

parents contribute to the maintenance of their children. He lives in an opulent apart-

ment but has no visible means of support. “Long before they reached their teens they

were earning their keep” (J.M. Barrie). Support also applies to one that provides

the necessaries, means, or funds to sustain others: Her earnings are the only sup-

port of her aged parents.

live load (lXv lod) n.  A moving, variable weight added to the dead load or 

intrinsic weight of a structure or vehicle. 

live·long (lVvùlôngù, -lmngù) adj.  Complete; whole:  the livelong day.  [Middle 

English  : leve, lefe, dear, used as an intensive (from Old English lKof, dear); see 

leubh- in Appendix + long, long; see LONG
1.]

live·ly (lXvùlK) adj.  live·li·er, live·li·est. 1. Full of life and energy; vigorous:  a 

lively baby.  2. Full of spirit; gay and animated:  a lively tune.  3. Marked by ani-

mated intelligence:  a lively discussion.  4. Invigorating; refreshing.  

5. Effervescent; sparkling.  6. Keen; brisk:  gave the kitchen floor a lively sweeping.  

7. Rebounding readily upon impact; resilient:  a lively tennis ball.  See Synonyms 

at active.   —  adv.  With energy or vigor; briskly:  Step lively!  [Middle English 



lifli, from Old English lXflXc, from lXf, life. See leip- in Appendix.] —liveùli·ly 
adv.  —liveùli·ness n. 

li·ven (lXùvNn) v.  tr. intr. li·vened, li·ven·ing, li·vens. To make or become 

more lively:  liven up a party; a discussion that livened up. 

live oak (lXv ok) n.  Any of several American evergreen oaks, such as Quercus 

virginiana of Mexico and the southeast United States or Q. agrifolia of California.  

Also called encina 

liv·er1 (lVvùNr) n.  1. Anatomy. A large, reddish-brown, glandular vertebrate organ 

located in the upper right portion of the abdominal cavity that secretes bile and is 

active in the formation of certain blood proteins and in the metabolism of carbo-

hydrates, fats, and proteins.  2. An organ in invertebrates that is similar to the 

vertebrate liver.  3. The bile-secreting organ of an animal, used as food.  4. Color. 

A dark reddish brown.   —  adj.  1. Made of or flavored with liver:  liver pâté; liver 

sandwiches.  2. Of a dark reddish brown.  [Middle English, from Old English lifer. 

See leip- in Appendix.]

liv·er2 (lVvùNr) n.  One who lives in a specified manner:  a high liver. 

liver extract (lVvùNr Vk-str4ktù) n.  A dry, brownish powder containing the solu-

ble thermolabile fraction of mammalian livers that is capable of stimulating the 

production of red blood cells. 

liver fluke (lVvùNr fluk) n.  1. Any of several parasitic trematode worms, espe-

cially Clonorchis sinensis, that infest the liver of various animals, including human 

beings.  2. Infestation with such parasitic worms. In this sense, also calledrot 

liv·er·ied (lVvùN-rKd, lVvùrKd) adj.  Wearing livery:  Liveried footmen stood on the 

palace steps. 

liv·er·ish (lVvùNr-Vsh) adj.  1. Resembling liver, especially in color.  2. Having a 

liver disorder; bilious.  3. Having a disagreeable disposition; irritable.   
—livùer·ish·ness n. 

liv·er·leaf (lVvùNr-lKfÙ) n.  See hepatica. 
Liv·er·more (lVvùNr-môrÙ, -morÙ)  A city of western California east-southeast of 

Oakland. There are wineries in the area. Population, 56,741. 

Liv·er·more (lVvùNr-môrÙ, -morÙ), Mary Ashton Rice. 1820-1905.  American 

suffragist, reformer, and lecturer. She founded (1869) The Agitator and edited 

(1869-1872) the Woman’s Journal. 

Liv·er·pool (lVvùNr-pulÙ)  A borough of northwest England on the Mersey 

River near its mouth on the Irish Sea. First colonized by Norsemen in the late 

eighth century, Liverpool received a charter from King John in 1207. Today it is 

highly industrialized and a major port. Population, 518,900. 

liver spot (lVvùNr spmt) n.  A benign, localized brownish patch on the skin, often 

occurring in old age and in people with sun-damaged skin. 

liv·er·wort (lVvùNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of numerous small, green, nonvascu-

lar plants of the class Hepaticae within the division Bryophyta. 



liv·er·wurst (lVvùNr-wûrstÙ, -wtrstÙ) n.  A sausage made of or containing 

ground liver.  [Partial translation of German Leberwurst : Leber, liver + Wurst, 

sausage; see WURST.]

liv·er·y (lVvùN-rK, lVvùrK) n.  pl. liv·er·ies. 1. A distinctive uniform worn by the 

male servants of a household.  2. The distinctive dress worn by the members of a 

particular group; uniform:  ushers in livery.  3. The costume or insignia worn by 

the retainers of a feudal lord.  4. a. The boarding and care of horses for a fee.  

b. The hiring out of horses and carriages.  c. A livery stable.   5. A business that 

offers vehicles, such as automobiles or boats, for hire.  6. Law. Official delivery of 

property, especially land, to a new owner.  [Middle English liveri, from Old 

French livree, delivery, from feminine past participle of livrer, to deliver, from 

Latin lXber7re, to free, from lXber, free. See leudh- in Appendix.]

liv·er·y·man (lVvùN-rK-mNn, lVvùrK-) n.  A man who is employed in or keeps a liv-

ery stable. 

livery stable (lVvùN-rK st7ùbNl) n.  A stable that boards horses and keeps horses 

and carriages for hire. 

lives (lXvz) n.  Plural of life. 
live steam (lXv stKm) n.  Steam coming from a boiler at full pressure. 

live·stock (lXvùstmkÙ) n.  Domestic animals, such as cattle or horses, raised for 

home use or for profit, especially on a farm.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  livestock prices; a livestock auction. 

live wire (lXv wXr) n.  1. A wire carrying electric current.  2. Informal. A viva-

cious, alert, or energetic person. 

liv·id (lVvùVd) adj.  1. Discolored, as from a bruise; black-and-blue.  2. Ashen or 

pallid:  a face livid with shock.  3. Extremely angry; furious.  [Middle English liv-

ide, from Old French, from Latin lXvidus, from lXvKre, to be bluish. See slX- in 

Appendix.] —li·vidùi·ty, livùid·ness n.  —livùid·ly adv. 

liv·ing (lVvùVng) adj.  1. Possessing life:  famous living painters; transplanted living 

tissue.  2. In active function or use:  a living language.  3. Of persons who are 

alive:  events within living memory.  4. Full of life, interest, or vitality:  made his-

tory a living subject.  5. True to life; realistic:  the living image of her mother.  

6. Informal. Used as an intensive:  beat the living hell out of his opponent in the 

boxing match.   —  n.  1. The condition or action of maintaining life:  the high cost 

of living.  2. A manner or style of life:  preferred plain living.  3. A means of main-

taining life; livelihood:  made their living by hunting.  4. Chiefly British. A church 

benefice, including the revenue attached to it.  

SYNONYMS: living, alive, live, animate, animated, vital. These adjectives mean

possessed of or exhibiting life. Living, alive, and live refer principally to organisms

that are not dead but continue to live: living plants and animals; the happiest wom-

an alive; a live canary. Animate applies to living animal as distinct from living plant



life: early peoples worshiping animate and inanimate objects. Animated suggests re-

newed life, vigor, or spirit: became very animated when he heard the good news.

Vital refers to what is characteristic of or necessary to the continuation of life:

eating to maintain vital energy. See also Synonyms at livelihood

living death (lVvùVng dHth) n.  A situation or period of time characterized by 

unremitting pain and suffering. 

living fossil (lVvùVng fmsùNl) n.  An organism, such as a coelacanth or the 

ginkgo, that is the sole surviving member of an otherwise extinct taxonomic 

group. 

living room (lVvùVng rum) n.  Abbr. LR A room in a private residence intended 

for general social and leisure activities.  Also called front room 

Liv·ing·ston (lVvùVng-stNn)  A community of northeast New Jersey northwest of 

Newark. It is in a truck-farming area. Population, 26,609. 

Liv·ing·ston (lVvùVng-stNn), Henry Brockholst. 1757-1823.  American jurist 

who served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1806-1823). 

Liv·ing·ston (lVvùVng-stNn), Robert. 1654-1728.  Scottish-born American colo-

nist and public official who served as secretary for Indian affairs (1695-1728). 

Liv·ing·ston (lVvùVng-stNn), Robert R. 1746-1813.  American Revolutionary 

leader and diplomat who served in the Continental Congress (1775-1781) and as 

minister to France (1801-1804). He helped draft the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, administered the presidential oath to George Washington, and with James 

Madison purchased the Louisiana Territory (1803). 

Liv·ing·stone (lVvùVng-stNn), David. 1813-1873.  Scottish missionary and Afri-

can explorer. He discovered the Zambezi River (1851) and Victoria Falls (1855). 

Henry M. Stanley found him in Tanzania (1871), and together they attempted to 

find the source of the Nile. 

living unit (lVvùVng yuùnVt) n.  A dwelling for use by one family. 

living wage (lVvùVng w7j) n.  A wage sufficient to provide minimally satisfac-

tory living conditions.  Also called minimum wage 

living will (lVvùVng wVl) n.  A will in which the signer requests not to be kept 

alive by medical life-support systems in the event of a terminal illness. 

Li·vo·ni·a (lV-voùnK-N, -vonùyN)  1. A region comprising southern Estonia and 

northern Latvia. The Livonian Brothers of the Sword conquered the area in the 

13th century and converted the inhabitants to Christianity. After the dissolution 

of the order (1561), Livonia was contested by Poland, Russia, and Sweden, finally 

passing to Russia in 1721.  2. A city of southeast Michigan, an industrial suburb 

of Detroit. Population, 100,850. 

Li·vo·ni·an (lV-voùnK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the region of Livonia or its peo-

ple or culture.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of the region of Livonia. 

Li·vor·no (lK-vorùno)  See Leghorn. 



li·vre (lKùvNr, lKùvrN) n.  Abbr. lv. A money of account formerly used in France 

and originally worth a pound of silver.  [French, from Old French, from Latin 

lXbra, a unit of weight, pound.]

Liv·y (lVvùK), 59 B.C.-A.D.17.  Roman historian. His history of Rome originally 

consisted of 142 volumes, of which only 35 survive. 

lix·iv·i·ate (lVk-sVvùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. lix·iv·i·at·ed, lix·iv·i·at·ing, lix·iv·i·ates. To 

wash or percolate the soluble matter from.  [Late Latin lixXvium, lye (from Latin 

lixXvius, of lye, from lix, lye) + -ATE
1.] —lix·ivÙi·aùtion n. 

liz·ard (lVzùNrd) n.  1. Any of numerous reptiles of the suborder Sauria or Lac-

ertilia, characteristically having a scaly elongated body, movable eyelids, four legs, 

and a tapering tail.  2. Leather made from the skin of one of these reptiles.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French lesarde, from Latin lacertus, lacerta.]

liz·ard·fish (lVzùNrd-fVshÙ) n.  pl. lizardfish or liz·ard·fish·es. Any of various 

bottom-dwelling, large-mouthed fishes of the family Synodontidae of warm seas, 

having a lizardlike head. 

Liz·ard Point  or Liz·ard Head (lVzùNrd point)  A cape of southwest England at 

the southern tip of The Lizard, a peninsula extending southward into the 

English Channel. It is the southernmost point of Great Britain. 

Lju·blja·na (luÙblK-äùnN, lyuùblyä-nä)  The capital of Slovenia, on the central 

part on the Sava River west-northwest of Zagreb, Croatia. Founded by Augustus 

in 34 B.C., it came under Hapsburg rule in A.D. 1277 and passed to Yugoslavia in 

1919. Population, 205,600. 

Lk abbr.  Bible. Luke. 

ll  or ll. abbr.  Lines. 

’ll  Shall; will:  We’ll arrive later. 

lla·ma (läùmN) n.  1. A domesticated South American ruminant mammal (Lama 

glama) related to the camel, raised for its soft, fleecy wool and used as a beast of 

burden.  2. Any of various other mammals of the genus Lama, such as the alpaca 

and guanaca.  [Spanish, from Quechua.]

lla·no (läùno, l4nùo) n.  pl. lla·nos. A large, grassy, almost treeless plain, espe-

cially one in Latin America.  [Spanish, plain, from Latin pl7num, from neuter of 

pl7nus, level. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

Lla·no Es·ta·ca·do (l4nùo HsÙtN-käùdo, läùno)  An extensive, semiarid plateau 

region of the southern Great Plains in southeast New Mexico, western Texas, and 

northwest Oklahoma. The grazing lands also have resources of oil and natural 

gas. 

LL.B. abbr.  Latin. Legum Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Laws). 

LL.D. abbr.  Latin. Legum Doctor (Doctor of Laws). 

Llew·el·lyn (lu-HlùVn), Richard. 1906-1983.  Welsh-born British writer noted 

for his novel How Green Was My Valley (1940), a portrait of life in a Welsh min-

ing village. 



LL.M. abbr.  Latin. Legum Magister (Master of Laws). 

Lloyd (loid), Harold Clayton. 1894-1971.  American silent film actor. His most 

famous stunt was hanging from a clock face at the top of a building in Safety Last 

(1923). 

Lloyd (loid), Henry Demarest. 1847-1903.  American journalist. As a financial 

writer and editor at the Chicago Tribune (1872-1885) he wrote many stories 

attacking monopolies and became one of the first muckraking journalists. 

Lloyd George (loid jôrjù), David First Earl of Dwyfor. 1863-1945.  British 

politician who served as prime minister from 1916 to 1922. He introduced (1911) 

Great Britain’s National Health Insurance program. 

Lloyd·min·ster (loidùmVnÙstNr)  A city on the Alberta-Saskatchewan border, 

Canada, east of Edmonton. The city, chartered by both provinces, is in a farming 

and ranching region with oil and natural gas deposits. Population, 15,031. 

Llu·llai·lla·co (yuÙyX-yäùko)  A volcano, 6,727.4 m (22,057 ft) high, in the 

Andes of northern Chile near the Argentine border. 

lm abbr.  Physics. Lumen. 

Lm abbr.  Bible. Lamentations. 

LM abbr.  1. Legion of Merit.  2. Lunar module. 

LMT abbr.  Local mean time. 

ln  The symbol for natural logarithm. 
LNG abbr.  Liquefied natural gas. 

lo (lo) interj.  Used to attract attention or to show surprise.  [Middle English, from 

Old English l7.]

loach (loch) n.  Any of various Eurasian and African freshwater fishes of the 

family Cobitidae, having barbels around the mouth.  [Middle English loche, from 

Old French, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *laukka, fish, slug, possibly of Celtic ori-

gin.]

load (lod) n.  Abbr. ld. 1. a. A weight or mass that is supported:  the load on an 

arch.  b. The overall force to which a structure is subjected in supporting a weight 

or mass or in resisting externally applied forces.   2. a. Something that is carried, 

as by a vehicle, a person, or an animal:  a load of firewood.  b. The quantity that is 

or can be carried at one time.   3. a. The share of work allocated to or required of 

a person, a machine, a group, or an organization.  b. The demand for services or 

performance made on a machine or system.   4. The amount of material that can 

be inserted into a device or machine at one time:  The camera has a full load of 

film.  5. A single charge of ammunition for a firearm.  6. a. A mental weight or 

burden:  Good news took a load off my mind.  b. A responsibility regarded as 

oppressive.   7. The external mechanical resistance against which a machine acts.  

8. Electricity. a. The power output of a generator or power plant.  b. A device or 

the resistance of a device to which power is delivered.   9. A front-end load.  10.  
Often loads. Informal. A great number or amount:  loads of parties during the 



holiday season.  11. Slang. A satisfying view; an eyeful:  Get a load of that new car!  

12. Genetic load.   —  v.  load·ed, load·ing, loads.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To put 

(something) into or onto a structure, device, or conveyance:  loading grain onto a 

train.  b. To put something into or onto (a structure, device, or conveyance):  

loaded the tanker with crude oil.   2. To provide or fill nearly to overflowing; heap:  

loaded the table with food.  3. To weigh down; burden:  was loaded with worries.  

4. To charge (a firearm) with ammunition.  5. To insert a necessary material into:  

loaded tape into the recorder.  6. Games. To make (dice) heavier on one side by 

adding weight.  7. To charge with additional meanings, implications, or emo-

tional import:  loaded the question to trick the witness.  8. To dilute, adulterate, or 

doctor.  See Synonyms at adulterate.  9. To raise the power demand in (an elec-

trical circuit), as by adding resistance.  10. To increase (an insurance premium or 

a mutual fund share price) by adding expenses or sale costs.  11. Baseball. To have 

or put runners on (all three bases).  12. Computer Science. a. To transfer (data) 

from a storage device into a computer’s memory.  b. To mount (a diskette) onto a 

floppy disk drive.  c. To mount (a magnetic tape) onto a tape drive.    —  v.  intr. 

1. To receive a load:  Container ships can load rapidly.  2. To charge a firearm with 

ammunition.  3. To put or place a load into or onto a structure, device, or con-

veyance.  [Middle English lode, alteration (influenced by laden, to load); see LADE, 

of lade, course, way, from Old English l7d. See leit- in Appendix.]

load·ed (loùdVd) adj.  1. Carrying a load.  2. Heavy with meaning or emotional 

import:  The psychoanalyst specialized in asking loaded questions.  3. Slang. Intoxi-

cated; drunk.  4. Slang. Having a great deal of money.  See Synonyms at rich. 
load·er (loùdNr) n.  Computer Science. A program that transfers data from off-

line memory into internal storage. 

load·ing (loùdVng) n.  Abbr. ldg. 1. A weight placed on something else; a bur-

den.  2. A substance added to something else; a filler.  3. An addition to an insur-

ance premium.  4. Electricity. The addition of inductance to a transmission line to 

improve its transmission characteristics. 

loading program (loùdVng proùgr4mÙ) n.  Computer Science. A sequence of 

instructions that starts the processing of a program entered by means of an auto-

matic input device. 

load line (lod lXn) n.  Nautical. See Plimsoll mark. 
load·mas·ter (lodùm4sÙtNr) n.  An aircraft crew member in charge of loading 

and unloading cargo or heavy weapons. 

load·star (lodùstärÙ) n.  Variant of lodestar. 
load·stone (lodùstonÙ) n.  Variant of lodestone. 
loaf1 (lof) n.  pl. loaves (lovz). 1. A shaped mass of bread baked in one piece.  

2. A shaped, usually rounded or oblong, mass of food:  veal loaf.  [Middle English 

lof, from Old English hl7f.]



loaf2 (lof) v.  intr. loafed, loaf·ing, loafs. To pass time at leisure; idle.  [Proba-

bly back-formation from LOAFER.]

loaf·er (loùfNr) n.  One who is habitually idle:  disliked loafers on the job.  [Short 

for obsolete land-loafer, vagabond, idler, possibly partial translation of obsolete 

German Landläufer, from Middle High German landlöufer : land, land + löufer, 

runner (from loufen, to run, from Old High German hlouffan).]

Loaf·er (loùfNr)  A trademark used for a low leather step-in shoe with an upper 

resembling a moccasin but with a broad, flat heel. This trademark often occurs in 

print in lowercase: “Under the... private label, there is a simple black patent loafer 

for $175” (New York Times). “Popular looks for men include: knee-length shorts 

worn with a blazer, white socks and loafers; or turtlenecks, often white” (San Fran-

cisco Chronicle). “The groom wore jeans, loafers and no socks” (Sports Illustrated). 

loam (lom) n.  1. Soil composed of a mixture of sand, clay, silt, and organic mat-

ter.  2. A mixture of moist clay and sand, together with straw, used especially in 

making bricks and foundry molds.   —  v.  tr. loamed, loam·ing, loams. To 

fill, cover, or coat with loam.  [Middle English lam, lom, clay, from Old English 

l7m. See lei- in Appendix.] —loamùy adj. 

loan (lon) n.  1. a. Something lent for temporary use.  b. A sum of money lent at 

interest.   2. An act of lending; a grant for temporary use:  asked for the loan of a 

garden hose.  3. A temporary transfer to a duty or place away from a regular job:  

an efficiency expert on loan from the main office.   —  v.  tr. loaned, loan·ing, 
loans. Usage Problem. To lend.  [Middle English lan, lon, from Old Norse l7n. See 

leikw- in Appendix.] —loanùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: The verb loan is well established in American usage and cannot

be considered incorrect. The frequent objections to the form by American gram-

marians may have originated from a provincial deference to British critics, who

long ago labeled the usage a typical Americanism. But loan is used only to describe

physical transactions, as of money or goods. For figurative transactions, lend is

the only possible form: Distance lends enchantment. The allusions lend the work a

classical tone. Lend is also required in fixed expressions such as lend-lease and

moneylender.

Lo·an·da (lo-änùdN)  See Luanda. 
loan shark (lon shärk) n.  Informal. One who lends money at exorbitant inter-

est rates, especially one financed and supported by an organized crime network. 

loan·shark·ing (lonùshärÙkVng) n.  Informal. The practice of lending money at 

usurious, often illegal interest rates. 

loan translation (lon tr4ns-l7ùshNn) n.  A form of borrowing from one lan-

guage to another whereby the semantic components of a given term are literally 



translated into their equivalents in the borrowing language. English superman, for 

example, is a loan translation from German Übermensch.  Also called calque 

loan word  or loan·word (lonùwûrdÙ) n.  A word adopted from another lan-

guage and completely or partially naturalized, as very and hors d’oeuvre, both 

from French. 

loath also loth (loth, loth) adj.  Unwilling or reluctant; disinclined:  I am loath to 

go on such short notice.  [Middle English loth, displeasing, loath, from Old English 

l7th, hateful, loathsome.]

loathe (loth) v.  tr. loathed, loath·ing, loathes. To dislike (someone or 

something) greatly; abhor.  [Middle English lothen, from Old English l7thian.] 
—loathùer n. 

loath·ing (loùthVng) n.  Great dislike; abhorrence.   —loathùing·ly adv. 

loath·ly (lothùlK, lothù-) adj.  Loathsome.  [Middle English lothly, from Old 

English l7thlXc : l7th, hateful + -lXc, like; see -LY
1.]

loath·some (lothùsNm, lothù-) adj.  Arousing loathing; abhorrent.  See Syn-

onyms at offensive.  [Middle English lothsome : loth, hateful; see LOATH + -som, 

adj. suff.; see -SOME
1.] —loathùsome·ly adv.  —loathùsome·ness n. 

loaves (lovz) n.  Plural of loaf1. 
lob (lmb) v.  lobbed, lob·bing, lobs.  —  v.  tr. To hit, throw, or propel in a high 

arc:  lob a beach ball; lob a tennis shot over an opponent’s head.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

hit a ball in a high arc.  2. To move heavily or clumsily.   —  n.  1. A ball hit, 

thrown, or propelled in a high arc.  2. Chiefly British. A clumsy dull person; a 

lout.  [From Middle English, pollack, lout, probably of Low German origin.] 
—lobùber n. 

Lo·ba·chev·ski (loÙbN-chHfùskK, lN-bN-chyHfù-), Nikolai Ivanovich. 1792-

1856.  Russian mathematician who developed (1826) hyperbolic geometry, a sys-

tem that challenged Euclidean theory. 

lo·bar (loùbNr, -bärÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a lobe or lobes, as of the lungs:  lobar 

pneumonia. 

lo·bate (loùb7tÙ) also lo·bat·ed (-b7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having lobes; lobed.  

2. Shaped like a lobe.  3. Having separate toes, each bordered by a weblike lobe. 

Used of the feet of certain birds.   —loùbateÙly adv. 

lo·ba·tion (lo-b7ùshNn) n.  1. The state of being lobed.  2. A structure or part 

resembling a lobe.  3. A lobe. 

lob·by (lmbùK) n.  pl. lob·bies. 1. A hall, foyer, or waiting room at or near the 

entrance to a building, such as a hotel or theater.  2. A public room next to the 

assembly chamber of a legislative body.  3. A group of persons engaged in trying 

to influence legislators or other public officials in favor of a specific cause:  the 

banking lobby; the labor lobby.   —  v.  lob·bied, lob·by·ing, lob·bies.  —  v.  

intr. To try to influence the thinking of legislators or other public officials for or 

against a specific cause:  lobbying for stronger environmental safeguards; lobbied 



against the proliferation of nuclear arms.   —  v.  tr. 1. To try to influence public 

officials on behalf of or against (proposed legislation, for example):  lobbied the 

bill through Congress; lobbied the bill to a negative vote.  2. To try to influence (an 

official) to take a desired action.  [Medieval Latin lobia, monastic cloister, of Ger-

manic origin.] —lobùby·er, lobùby·ist n.  —lobùby·ism n. 

lobe (lob) n.  1. A rounded projection, especially a rounded, projecting anatomi-

cal part:  the lobe of an ear.  2. A subdivision of a bodily organ or part bounded by 

fissures, connective tissue, or other structural boundaries.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Late Latin lobus, hull, pod, from Greek lobos, lobe, pod.]

lo·bec·to·my (lo-bHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. lo·bec·to·mies. Surgical excision of a lobe, 

as of the lung. 

lobed (lobd) adj.  Having a lobe or lobes:  lobed leaves. 

lobe·fin (lobùfVnÙ) n.  Any of various mostly extinct bony fishes of the subclass 

Crossopterygii, of which the coelacanth is a living representative.   
—lobeùfinnedÙ adj. 

lo·be·li·a (lo-bKùlK-N, -bKlùyN) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Lobelia, 

having terminal racemes of variously colored flowers with a bilabiate corolla.  

[New Latin Lobelia, genus name, after Matthias de Lobel (1538-1616), Flemish 

botanist and physician.]

Lo·bi·to (lo-bKùto)  A city of west-central Angola on Lobito Bay, an inlet of the 

Atlantic Ocean. It is the country’s chief port. Population, 120,000. 

lob·lol·ly (lmbùlmlÙK) n.  pl. lob·lol·lies. 1. Chiefly Southern U.S. A mudhole; a 

mire.  2. The loblolly pine.  [Perhaps dialectal lob, to bubble + lolly, broth.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Loblolly is a combination of lob, probably an onomatopoeia

for the thick, heavy bubbling of cooking porridge, and lolly, an old British dialect

word for “broth, soup, or any other food boiled in a pot.” Thus, loblolly originally

denoted thick porridge or gruel, especially that eaten by sailors on board ship. In

the southern United States, the word is used to mean “a mudhole; a mire,” a sense

derived from an allusion to the consistency of porridge. The name loblolly has

become associated with several varieties of trees as well, all of which favor wet

bottomlands or swamps in the Gulf and South Atlantic states.

loblolly pine (lmbùlmlÙK pXn) n.  A pine (Pinus taeda) of the southeast United 

States, having needles in fascicles of three, oblong cones, and strong wood used as 

lumber and for paper pulp. 

lo·bo (loùbo) n.  pl. lo·bos. Western U.S. The gray wolf.  [Spanish, wolf, from 

Latin lupus. See w_kwo- in Appendix.]

lo·bo·la (loùbN-lN) n.  A set amount paid by a prospective husband to the bride’s 

family among certain peoples in southern Africa. 



lo·bot·o·mize (lN-bmtùN-mXzÙ, lo-) v.  tr. lo·bot·o·mized, lo·bot·o·miz·ing, 
lo·bot·o·miz·es. 1. To perform a lobotomy on (a patient).  2. To deprive (a per-

son) of energy or vitality. 

lo·bot·o·my (lN-bmtùN-mK, lo-) n.  pl. lo·bot·o·mies. Surgical incision into the 

frontal lobe of the brain to sever one or more nerve tracts, a technique formerly 

used to treat certain mental disorders but now rarely performed.  [LOBE + -TOMY.]

lob·scouse (lmbùskousÙ) n.  A sailor’s stew made of meat, vegetables, and hard-

tack.  [Perhaps dialectal lob, to bubble + scouse, of unknown origin.]

lob·ster (lmbùstNr) n.  1. Any of several edible marine crustaceans of the family 

Homaridae, especially of the genus Homarus, having stalked eyes, long antennae, 

and five pairs of legs, the first pair of which is modified into large pincers.  2. Any 

of several crustaceans, such as the spiny lobster, that are related to the lobsters.  

3. The flesh of a lobster used as food.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a lobster dinner; lobster boats.   —  v.  intr. lob·stered, 
lob·ster·ing, lob·sters. To search for and catch lobsters.  [Middle English lop-

ster, lobstere, from Old English loppestre, alteration (perhaps influenced by loppe, 

lobbe, spider), of Latin locusta.] —lobùster·er n.  

WORD HISTORY: A lobster and a locust may share a common source for their

name, that is, the Latin word locusta, which was used for the locust and also for

a crustacean that was probably a kind of lobster. We can see that locusta would be

the source of locust, but it looks like an unlikely candidate as the source of lobster.

It is thought, however, that Old English loppestre, the ancestor of lobster, was

formed from locusta and the suffix -estre used to make agent nouns (our -ster).

The change from Latin locusta to Old English loppestre may have been influenced

by Old English loppe, meaning “spider.”

lob·ster·man (lmbùstNr-mNn) n.  1. A man whose occupation is catching lob-

sters.  2. Nautical. A ship used in locating and catching lobsters. 

lobster pot (lmbùstNr pmt) n.  A slatted cage with an opening covered by a fun-

nel-shaped net, used for trapping lobsters. 

lobster ther·mi·dor (lmbùstNr thûrùmV-dôrÙ) n.  A dish consisting of cooked 

lobster meat mixed with a cream sauce, put into a lobster shell, sprinkled with 

cheese, and browned.  [After French Thermidor, the 11th month of the calendar 

used during the French Revolution  : Greek thermK, heat; see THERM + Greek 

doron, gift; see do- in Appendix.]

lob·u·late (lmbùyN-l7tÙ) also lob·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Having or consisting of 

lobules.   —lobÙu·laùtion n. 

lob·ule (lmbùyul) n.  1. A small lobe.  2. A section or subdivision of a lobe.   
—lobùu·lar (-yN-lNr), lobùu·loseÙ (-yN-losÙ)  adj.  —lobùu·lar·ly adv. 



lob·worm (lmbùwûrmÙ) n.  See lugworm.  [Alteration (influenced by LOB, 

lump, something hanging), of LUGWORM.]

lo·cal (loùkNl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a particular place:  a 

local custom; the local slang.  b. Of or relating to a city, town, or district rather 

than a larger area:  state and local government.   2. Not broad or general; not wide-

spread:  local outbreaks of flu.  3. Medicine. Of or affecting a specific part of the 

body:  a local infection.  4. Making all possible or scheduled stops on a route; not 

express:  a local train.   —  n.  1. A public conveyance that makes several interme-

diate stops before the final destination is reached:  changed trains to a local.  2. A 

local chapter or branch of an organization, especially of a labor union.  

3. Informal. A person from a particular locality.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin loc7lis, from Latin locus, place.] —loùcal·ly adv.  —loù-
cal·ness n. 

local anesthetic (loùkNl 4nÙVs-thHtùVk) n.  An anesthetic that induces loss of 

sensation only on and around the point where it is applied or injected. 

local area network (loùkNl ârùK-N nHtùwûrkÙ) n.  LAN. 

local color (loùkNl kƒlùNr) n.  1. The interest or flavor of a locality imparted by 

the customs and sights peculiar to it.  2. The use of regional detail in a literary or 

an artistic work. 

lo·cale (lo-k4lù) n.  1. A place, especially with reference to a particular event:  the 

locale of a crime.  2. The scene or setting, as of a novel.  [From French local, local, 

locale, from Old French. See LOCAL.]

lo·cal·ism (loùkN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. A local linguistic feature.  b. A local custom 

or peculiarity.   2. Devotion to local interests and customs.   —loùcal·ist n. 

lo·cal·i·ty (lo-k4lùV-tK) n.  pl. lo·cal·i·ties. 1. A particular neighborhood, place, 

or district: “Localities, even individual villages, developed their own languages” 

(Wall Street Journal).  See Synonyms at area.  2. The fact or quality of having 

position in space.  [French localité, from Late Latin loc7lit7s, from loc7lis, local. 

See LOCAL.]

lo·cal·ize (loùkN-lXzÙ) v.  lo·cal·ized, lo·cal·iz·ing, lo·cal·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make local:  decentralize and localize political authority.  2. To confine or restrict 

to a particular locality:  localized the infection.  3. To attribute to a particular 

locality:  sought to localize the origin of the rumor.   —  v.  intr. To become local, 

especially to become fixed in one area or part.   —loÙcal·i·zaùtion (-kN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

local option (loùkNl mpùshNn) n.  The power granted to a local political subdivi-

sion to decide whether to apply a law, such as a ban on liquor sales, within its 

jurisdiction. 

Lo·car·no (lo-kärùno)  A town of southern Switzerland at the northern end of 

Lake Maggiore. First mentioned in 749, it passed to Milan in 1342 and was taken 

by the Swiss in 1512. The Locarno Pact between Germany and various European 



powers was signed here on December 1, 1925, in an effort to promote peace and 

maintain existing territorial borders. The city is today a popular resort. Popula-

tion, 14,300. 

lo·cate (loùk7tÙ, lo-k7tù) v.  lo·cat·ed, lo·cat·ing, lo·cates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

determine or specify the position or limits of:  locate Albany on the map; managed 

to locate the site of the old artists’ colony.  2. To find by searching, examining, or 

experimenting:  locate the source of error.  3. To place at a certain location; station 

or situate:  locate an agent in Rochester.   —  v.  intr. To become established; settle.  

[Latin loc7re, loc7t-, to place, from locus, place.] —loùcatÙa·ble adj.  —loùcatÙer 
n. 

lo·ca·tion (lo-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of locating.  2. A place where 

something is or could be located; a site.  3. A site away from a studio at which 

part or all of a movie is shot:  filming a Western on location in the Mexican desert.  

4. A tract of land that has been surveyed and marked off.  [Latin loc7tio, loc7tion-

, a placing, from loc7tus, past participle of loc7re, to place. See LOCATE.] —lo·caù-
tion·al adj. 

loc·a·tive (lmkùN-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a grammatical case in certain 

inflected languages that indicates place in or on which or time at which, as in 

Latin domX, “at home.”   —  n.  1. The locative case.  2. A word in the locative 

case.  [New Latin loc7tXvus, from Latin loc7tus, past participle of loc7re, to place. 

See LOCATE.]

lo·ca·tor (loùk7ÙtNr) n.  One that locates, as a person who fixes the boundaries of 

mining claims. 

loc. cit. abbr.  Latin. Loco citato (in the place cited). 

loch (lmKH, lmk) n.  Scots. 1. A lake.  2. An arm of the sea similar to a fjord.  [Mid-

dle English louch, from Scottish Gaelic loch, from Old Irish.]

Loch (lmk, lôKH)  See Lake. 
lo·chi·a (loùkK-N, lmkùK-N) pl.n.  Medicine. The normal uterine discharge of blood, 

tissue, and mucus from the vagina after childbirth.  [Greek lokhia, from neuter 

pl. of lokhios, of childbirth, from lokhos, childbirth. See legh- in Appendix.] 
—loùchi·al adj. 

lo·ci (loùsXÙ, -kK, -kXÙ) n.  Plural of locus. 
lock1 (lmk) n.  1. A device operated by a key, combination, or keycard and used, 

as on a door, for holding, closing, or securing.  2. A section of a waterway, such as 

a canal, closed off with gates, in which vessels in transit are raised or lowered by 

raising or lowering the water level of that section.  3. A mechanism in a firearm 

for exploding the charge.  4. An interlocking or entanglement of elements or 

parts.  5. a. Sports. A hold in wrestling or self-defense that is secured on a part of 

an opponent’s body.  b. A secure hold or grip:  The distributor has a lock on most 

of the market.    —  v.  locked, lock·ing, locks.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To fasten the lock 

of:  close and lock a drawer.  b. To shut or make secure with or as if with locks:  



locked the house.   2. To confine or exclude by or as if by means of a lock:  locked 

the dog in for the night; locked the criminal up in a cell.  3. To fix in place so that 

movement or escape is impossible; hold fast:  The ship was locked in the ice 

through the winter. She felt that she had become locked into a binding agreement.  

4. a. To sight and follow (a moving target) automatically:  locked the enemy 

fighter in the gun sights.  b. To aim (a weapon or other device) at a moving target 

so as to follow it automatically: “The pilot had locked his targeting radar on the 

slow-moving frigate” (Ed Magnuson).   5. To engage and interlock securely so as 

to be immobile.  6. To clasp or link firmly; intertwine:  locked arms and walked 

away.  7. To bind in close struggle or battle:  The two dogs were locked in combat.  

8. a. To equip (a waterway) with locks.  b. To pass (a vessel) through a lock.   

9. Printing. a. To secure (letterpress type) in a chase or press bed by tightening 

the quoins.  b. To fasten (a curved plate) to the cylinder of a rotary press.   10. To 

invest (funds) in such a way that they cannot easily be converted into cash.  

11. Computer Science. To end the processing of (a magnetic tape or disk) in such 

a way as to deny access to its contents.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become fastened by or as 

if by means of a lock:  The door locks automatically when shut.  2. To become 

entangled; interlock.  3. To become rigid or immobile:  The mechanism tends to 

lock in cold weather.  4. To pass through a lock or locks in a waterway.   —phrasal 
verb. lock out. To withhold work from (employees) during a labor dispute.   
—idioms. lock horns. To become embroiled in conflict.  lock, stock, and 
barrel. To the greatest or most complete extent; wholly:  an estate that was auc-

tioned off lock, stock, and barrel.  [Middle English, from Old English loc, bolt, bar.] 
—lockùa·ble adj. 

lock2 (lmk) n.  1. a. A length or curl of hair; a tress.  b.  Often locks. The hair of 

the head.   2. A small wisp or tuft, as of wool or cotton.  [Middle English, from 

Old English locc.]

lock·age (lmkùVj) n.  1. The passage of a ship through a lock.  2. A toll paid for 

the use of a lock.  3. A system of locks. 

Locke (lmk), Alain LeRoy. 1886-1954.  American educator and writer who was a 

leader of the Harlem Renaissance. His works include Four Negro Poets (1927) and 

Negro Art: Past and Present (1936). 

Locke (lmk), David Ross. Pseudonym Petroleum V. Nasby. 1833-1888.  Ameri-

can satirist who edited the Toledo Blade (1865-1871). 

Locke (lmk), John. 1632-1704.  English philosopher. In An Essay Concerning 

Human Understanding (1690) he set out the principles of empiricism, and his 

Two Treatises on Government (1690) influenced the Declaration of Independence. 

lock·er (lmkùNr) n.  1. One that locks:  a locker of windows and doors.  2. A small, 

usually metal compartment that can be locked, especially one at a gymnasium or 

public place for the safekeeping of clothing and valuables.  3. A flat trunk for 



storage.  4. A heavily insulated refrigerated cabinet, compartment, or room for 

storing frozen foods. 

locker room (lmkùNr rum) n.  A room furnished with lockers, as in a gymna-

sium, school, or workplace, used as a place in which to change clothes and store 

equipment. 

lock·er-room (lmkùNr-rumÙ, -rtmÙ) adj.  Relating to, found in, or appropri-

ate for a locker room:  locker-room interviews; locker-room stories that could not be 

told in mixed company. 

lock·et (lmkùVt) n.  A small ornamental case for a picture or keepsake, usually 

worn as a pendant.  [Middle English loket, crossbar, from Old French loquet, 

latch, diminutive of loc, lock, of Germanic origin.]

Lock·hart (lmkùNrt, -härtÙ), John Gibson. 1794-1854.  Scottish writer who 

edited the Quarterly Review (1825-1853). His best-known work is the seven-vol-

ume Memoirs of the Life of Sir Walter Scott(1837-1838). 

lock·jaw (lmkùjôÙ) n.  1.  See tetanus (n., sense 1).  2. An early sign of tetanus, 

in which the jaw is locked closed because of a tonic spasm of the muscles of mas-

tication.  Also called trismus 

lock·keep·er (lmkùkKÙpNr) n.  One who is in charge of a lock on a waterway.  

Also called lockmaster 

lock·mas·ter (lmkùm4sÙtNr) n.  See lockkeeper. 
lock·nut  also lock nut (lmkùnƒtÙ) n.  1. A usually thin nut screwed down on 

another nut to prevent it from loosening.  2. A self-locking nut. 

lock-on (lmkùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  The start of the automatic tracking of a target, as by a 

missile. 

lock·out (lmkùoutÙ) n.  The withholding of work from employees and closing 

down of a workplace by an employer during a labor dispute.  Also called shutout 

Lock·port (lmkùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of western New York north-northeast of 

Buffalo. An industrial center, the city was built around a series of locks on the 

Erie Canal. Population, 24,426. 

lock·set (lmkùsHtÙ) n.  A set of hardware for shutting or locking a door. 

lock·smith (lmkùsmVthÙ) n.  One that makes or repairs locks. 

lock step  or lock·step (lmkùstHpÙ) n.  1. A way of marching in which the 

marchers follow each other as closely as possible.  2. A standardized procedure 

that is closely, often mindlessly followed. 

lock stitch (lmk stVch) n.  A stitch made on a sewing machine by the interlocking 

of the upper thread and the bobbin thread. 

lock·up (lmkùƒpÙ) n.  1. Informal. A jail, especially one in which offenders are 

held while awaiting a court hearing.  2. a. The act or an instance of locking.  

b. The state of being locked.  



Lock·wood (lmkùwtdÙ), Belva Ann Bennett. 1830-1917.  American lawyer 

and suffragist. She was the first woman admitted to practice before the U.S. 

Supreme Court (1879). 

Lock·yer (lmkùyNr), Sir Joseph Norman. 1836-1920.  British astronomer who 

founded and was the first editor (1869-1919) of Nature magazine. 

lo·co1 (loùko) adj.  Slang. Mad; insane.   —  n.  pl. lo·cos. 1.  See locoweed.  2.  
See loco disease.   —  v.  tr. lo·coed, lo·co·ing, lo·cos. 1. To poison with 

locoweed.  2. Slang. To make insane; craze.  [Spanish, crazy, possibly from Arabic 

lawq7, foolish, from ’alwaq, stupid.]

lo·co2 (loùko) adv.  & adj.  Music. At the pitch written. Used chiefly as a direction.  

[From Italian loco, from Latin loco, ablative of locus, place.]

loco disease (loùko dV-zKzù) n.  A disease of livestock caused by locoweed poi-

soning and characterized by weakness, lack of coordination, trembling, and par-

tial paralysis.  Also called loco1, locoism. 

lo·co·ism (loùko-VzÙNm) n.  See loco disease. 
lo·co·mo·tion (loÙkN-moùshNn) n.  1. The act of moving from place to place.  

2. The ability to move from place to place.  [Latin loco, from a place, ablative of 

locus, place + MOTION.]

lo·co·mo·tive (loÙkN-moùtVv) n.  1. A self-propelled vehicle, usually electric or 

diesel-powered, for pulling or pushing freight or passenger cars on railroad 

tracks.  2. A driving or pulling force; an impetus: “The US could no longer serve as 

the locomotive for the world economy” (George Soros).   —  adj.  1. a. Of, relating 

to, or involved in locomotion.  b. Serving to put into motion or propel forward: 

“It may be that the founding fathers overestimated the locomotive force of the collec-

tive and mutual self-interest” (Ian Davidson).   2. Able to move independently 

from place to place.  3. Of or relating to a self-propelled locomotive.  4. Of or 

relating to travel.  [Latin loco, from a place, ablative of locus, place + Medieval 

Latin motXvus, causing motion; see MOTIVE.]

lo·co·mo·tor (loÙkN-moùtNr) adj.  Of or relating to locomotion; locomotive.  

[Latin loco, from a place, ablative of locus, place + MOTOR.]

locomotor ataxia (loÙkN-moùtNr N-t4kùsK-N) n.  See tabes dorsalis. 
lo·co·weed (loùko-wKdÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genera Oxytropis and 

Astragalus in the pea family, which are widespread in the western and central 

United States and cause severe poisoning when eaten by livestock.  Also called cra-

zyweed, loco1. 

loc·u·lar (lmkùyN-lNr) also loc·u·late (-l7tÙ, -lVt)  or loc·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  

Having, formed of, or divided into small cavities or compartments.  [LOCUL(US) + 

-AR.] —locÙu·laùtion n. 

loc·ule (lmkùyul)  or loc·u·lus (-yN-lNs) n.  pl. loc·ules or loc·u·li (-lXÙ). A small 

cavity or compartment within an organ or a part of an animal or a plant, as any of 



the cavities within a plant ovary.  [Latin loculus, little place, diminutive of locus, 

place.]

loc·u·li·cid·al (lmkÙyN-lN-sXdùl) adj.  Botany. Longitudinally dehiscent along the 

capsule wall between the partitions of the locule, as in the fruits of irises and lil-

ies.  [LOCUL(US) + Latin -cXda, one who cuts; see -CID(E) + -AL
1.]

loc·u·lus (lmkùyN-lNs) n.  Variant of locule. [Latin, little place, diminutive of 

locus, place.]

lo·cum te·nens (loùkNmÙ tKùnHnzÙ, tHnùNnz) n.  pl. locum te·nen·tes (tN-

nHnùtKz). A person, especially a physician or cleric, who substitutes temporarily 

for another.  [Medieval Latin locum tenKns : Latin locum, accusative of locus, place 

+ Latin tenKns, present participle of tenKre, to hold.]

lo·cus (loùkNs) n.  pl. lo·ci (-sXÙ, -kK, -kXÙ). 1. A locality; a place.  2. A center or 

focus of great activity or intense concentration: “the cunning exploitation of loci of 

power; the insulation from normal American society” (Clifton Fadiman).  

3. Mathematics. The set or configuration of all points whose coordinates satisfy a 

single equation or one or more algebraic conditions.  4. The position that a given 

gene occupies on a chromosome.  [Latin.]

locus clas·si·cus (loùkNs kl4sùV-kNs) n.  pl. loci clas·si·ci (kl4sùV-sXÙ, -kXÙ). A 

passage from a classic or standard work that is cited as an illustration or instance.  

[New Latin  : Latin locus, place + Latin classicus, belonging to the highest class.]

lo·cust (loùkNst) n.  1. Any of numerous grasshoppers of the family Acrididae, 

often migrating in immense swarms that devour vegetation and crops.  2. The 

seventeen-year locust.  3. a. Any of several North American deciduous trees of 

the genus Robinia, especially R. pseudoacacia, having compound leaves, drooping 

clusters of fragrant white flowers, and durable hard wood.  b. Any of several sim-

ilar or related trees, such as the honey locust or the carob.  c. The wood of one of 

these trees.   [Middle English, from Old French locuste, from Latin locusta. Sense 

3a, probably from the resemblance of its fruit to a locust.]

lo·cu·tion (lo-kyuùshNn) n.  1. A particular word, phrase, or expression, espe-

cially one that is used by a particular person or group.  2. Style of speaking; 

phraseology.  [Middle English locucion, from Old French locution, from Latin 

loc7tio, loc7tion-, from loc7tus, past participle of loquX, to speak. See tolkw- in 

Appendix.]

lode (lod) n.  1. a. The metalliferous ore that fills a fissure in a rock formation.  

b. A vein of mineral ore deposited between clearly demarcated layers of rock.  

Also called lead1  2. A rich source or supply.  [Middle English lode, way, load, 

from Old English l7d, way. See leit- in Appendix.]

lode·star also load·star (lodùstärÙ) n.  1. A star, especially Polaris, that is used 

as a point of reference.  2. A guiding principle, interest, or ambition.  [Middle 

English lodesterre : lode, way; see LODE + sterre, star; see STAR.]



lode·stone also load·stone (lodùstonÙ) n.  1. A piece of magnetite that has 

magnetic properties and attracts iron or steel.  2. One that attracts strongly.  

[Middle English lode, way; see LODE + STONE (from its use by sailors to show the 

way).]

lodge (lmj) n.  1. a. A cottage or cabin, often rustic, used as a temporary abode 

or shelter:  a ski lodge.  b. A small house on the grounds of an estate or a park, 

used by a caretaker or gatekeeper.  c. An inn.   2. a. Any of various Native Ameri-

can dwellings, such as a hogan, wigwam, or longhouse.  b. The group living in 

such a dwelling.   3.  Abbr. L. a. A local chapter of certain fraternal organizations.  

b. The meeting hall of such a chapter.  c. The members of such a chapter.   4. The 

den of certain animals, such as the dome-shaped structure built by beavers.   —  
v.  lodged, lodg·ing, lodg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To provide with temporary quar-

ters, especially for sleeping:  lodges travelers in the shed.  b. To rent a room to.  

c. To place or establish in quarters:  lodged the children with relatives after the fire.   

2. To serve as a depository for; contain:  This cabinet lodges our oldest wines.  3. To 

place, leave, or deposit, as for safety:  documents lodged with a trusted associate.  

4. To fix, force, or implant:  lodge a bullet in a wall.  5. To register (a charge or 

complaint, for example) before an authority, such as a court; file.  6. To vest 

(authority, for example).  7. To beat (crops) down flat:  rye lodged by the cyclone.   
—  v.  intr. 1. a. To live in a place temporarily.  b. To rent accommodations, espe-

cially for sleeping.   2. To be or become embedded:  The ball lodged in the fence.  

[Middle English, from Old French loge, of Germanic origin.]

Lodge (lmj), Henry Cabot. 1850-1924.  American politician. As Senate major-

ity leader (1918-1924) and head of the foreign relations committee (1918-1924) 

he successfully opposed United States membership in the League of Nations. 

Lodge (lmj), Henry Cabot, Jr. 1902-1985.  American politician and diplomat. 

He was Richard Nixon’s running mate in the 1960 presidential election and later 

served as ambassador to South Vietnam (1963-1967). 

Lodge (lmj), Sir Oliver Joseph. 1851-1940.  British physicist known for his pio-

neering work in radio receivers. 

Lodge (lmj), Thomas. 1558?-1625.  English writer. His pastoral romance Rosa-

lynde (c. 1584) provided the plot for Shakespeare’s play As You Like It. 

lodge·ment (lmjùmNnt) n.  Variant of lodgment. 
Lodge·pole Creek (lmjùpolÙ krKk)  A river, about 341 km (212 mi) long, of 

southeast Wyoming and southwest Nebraska flowing generally east to the South 

Platte River at the Colorado border. 

lodge·pole pine (lmjùpolÙ pXn) n.  A pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia) of west-

ern North America, having light wood used in construction. 

lodg·er (lmjùNr) n.  One that lodges, especially one who rents and lives in a fur-

nished room. 



lodg·ing (lmjùVng) n.  1. A place to live:  found lodging near her new job.  2.  
Often lodgings. Sleeping accommodations:  We found the lodgings on the tour 

rather primitive.  3. lodgings. Furnished rooms in another’s house rented for 

accommodation. 

lodg·ment also lodge·ment (lmjùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of lodging.  b. The 

state of being lodged.   2. A place for lodging.  3. An accumulation or a deposit.  

4. A foothold or beachhead gained by troops in enemy or neutral territory. 

Lo·di (loùdXÙ)  1. A city of central California north of Stockton. It is a processing 

center in a rich farming area. Population, 51,874.  2. A borough of northeast New 

Jersey northeast of Passaic. The city has varied industries. Population, 23,956. 

lod·i·cule (lmdùV-kyulÙ) n.  One of two or three small scales at the base of the 

ovary in a grass flower, believed to be a rudimentary perianth.  [Latin lodXcula, 

small blanket, diminutive of lodXx, lodXc-, blanket.]

Lód‹ (lmdz, wuch)  A city of central Poland west-southwest of Warsaw. Char-

tered in 1423, it passed to Prussia in 1793 and to Russia in 1815. It became part of 

Poland after World War I. Population, 849,400. 

Loeb (lob), Jacques. 1859-1924.  German-born American physiologist noted 

for his work on parthenogenesis. 

Loeb (lob), Sophie Irene Simon. 1876-1929.  Russian-born American journal-

ist and social-welfare advocate noted for her work on behalf of widowed mothers. 

lo·ess (loùNs, lHs, lƒs) n.  A buff to gray windblown deposit of fine-grained, cal-

careous silt or clay.  [German löss, from German dialectal Lösch, from lösch, loose. 

See leu- in Appendix.] —lo·esùsi·al (lo-HsùK-Nl, lHsùK-Nl, lƒsù-) adj. 

Loes·ser (lHsùNr), Frank Henry. 1910-1969.  American composer of film scores 

and Broadway musicals, including Where’s Charley? (1948) and Guys and Dolls 

(1950). 

Loewe (lo), Frederick. 1901-1987.  Austrian-born American composer who 

collaborated with Alan Jay Lerner on a number of musicals, including My Fair 

Lady (1956). 

Loe·wi (loùK, lœùvK), Otto. 1873-1961.  German-born American pharmacolo-

gist. He shared a 1936 Nobel Prize for work on the chemical transmission of 

nerve impulses. 

Loe·wy (loùK), Raymond Fernand. 1893-1986.  French-born American indus-

trial designer. His practical designs include a 1934 Sears refrigerator and the inte-

riors of NASA spacecraft. 

Löff·ler (lHfùlNr, lœfù-), Friedrich August Johannes. 1852-1915.  German 

bacteriologist who discovered the bacteria that causes diphtheria (1884). 

loft (lôft, lmft) n.  1. a. A large, usually unpartitioned floor over a factory, ware-

house, or other commercial or industrial space.  b. Such a floor converted into an 

apartment or artist’s studio.   2. An open space under a roof; an attic or a garret.  

3. A gallery or balcony, as in a church.  4. A hayloft.  5. Sports. a. The backward 



slant of the face of a golf club head, designed to drive the ball in a high arc.  b. A 

golf stroke that drives the ball in a high arc.  c. The upward course of a ball driven 

in a high arc.   6. a. The thickness of a fabric or yarn.  b. The thickness of an 

item, such as a down comforter, that is filled with compressible insulating mate-

rial.    —  v.  loft·ed, loft·ing, lofts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put, store, or keep in a loft.  

2. To propel in a high arc:  lofted the ball into the outfield.  3. Nautical. To lay out 

a full-size drawing of (the parts of a ship’s hull, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

propel something, especially a ball, in a high arc.  2. To rise high into the air.  

[Middle English, sky, upstairs room, from Old English, air, from Old Norse lopt, 

upstairs room, sky, air.]

loft·y (lôfùtK, lmfù-) adj.  loft·i·er, loft·i·est. 1. Of imposing height.  2. Elevated 

in character; exalted.  See Synonyms at high.  3. Affecting grandness; pompous.  

4. Arrogant; haughty.  [Middle English, noble, from loft, upstairs room, sky. See 

LOFT.] —loftùi·ly adv.  —loftùi·ness n. 

log1 (lôg, lmg) n.  1. a. A usually large section of a trunk or limb of a fallen or 

felled tree.  b. A long, thick section of trimmed, unhewn timber.   2. Nautical. 

a. A device trailed from a ship to determine its speed through the water.  b. A 

record of a ship’s speed, its progress, and any shipboard events of navigational 

importance.  c. The book in which this record is kept.   3. A record of a vehicle’s 

performance, as the flight record of an aircraft.  4. A record, as of the perfor-

mance of a machine or the progress of an undertaking:  a computer log; a trip log.   
—  v.  logged, log·ging, logs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cut down, trim, and haul the 

timber of (a piece of land).  b. To cut (timber) into unhewn sections.   2. To enter 

in a record, as of a ship or an aircraft.  3. To travel (a specified distance, time, or 

speed):  logged 30,000 air miles in April.  4. To spend or accumulate (time):  had 

logged 25 years with the company.   —  v.  intr. To cut down, trim, and haul timber.   
—phrasal verbs. log in (or log on). Computer Science. To enter into a com-

puter the information required to begin a session.  log out (or log off). Com-

puter Science. To enter into a computer the command to end a session.  [Middle 

English logge.]

log2 (lôg, lmg) n.  Mathematics. A logarithm. 

log. abbr.  Logic. 

log- pref.  Variant of logo-. 
-log suff.  Variant of -logue. 
Lo·gan (loùgNn)  A city of northern Utah north of Ogden. Settled in the 1850’s, it 

is the seat of Utah State University (chartered 1888). Population, 32,762. 

Lo·gan (loùgNn), James or John. 1725?-1780.  Iroquois leader. After his family 

was massacred by settlers (1774), he became an ally of the British during the 

American Revolution. 



Logan, Mount.  A peak, 5,954.8 m (19,524 ft) high, of the St. Elias Mountains 

in southwest Yukon Territory, Canada, near the Alaska border. It is the highest 

elevation in Canada. 

lo·gan·ber·ry (loùgNn-bHrÙK) n.  1. A trailing, prickly plant (Rubus ursinus var. 

loganobaccus) native to Oregon and south to Baja California, cultivated for its 

acid, edible fruit.  2. The red fruit of this plant.  [After James Harvey Logan 

(1841-1928), American jurist and horticulturist.]

Lo·gans·port (loùgNnz-pôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of north-central Indiana north-

northwest of Kokomo. It is an agricultural trade center with diversified indus-

tries. Population, 17,731. 

log·a·rithm (lôùgN-rVthÙNm, lmgùN-) n.  Mathematics. The power to which a base, 

usually 10, must be raised to produce a given number. If nx = a, the logarithm of 

a, with n as the base, is x; symbolically, logn a = x. For example, 103 = 1,000; there-

fore, log10 1,000 = 3. The kinds most often used are the common logarithm and 

the natural logarithm.  [New Latin logarithmus : Greek logos, reason, proportion; 

see leg- in Appendix + Greek arithmos, number; see ar- in Appendix.] 
—logÙa·rithùmic (-rVthùmVk), logÙa·rithùmi·cal (-mV-kNl)  adj.  

—logÙa·rithùmi·cal·ly adv. 

log·book (lôgùbtkÙ, lmgù-) n.  1. The official record book of a ship or an air-

craft.  2. A record book with periodic entries. 

loge (lozh) n.  1. A small compartment, especially a box in a theater.  2. The 

front rows of the mezzanine in a theater.  [French, from Old French, covered 

walk, lodge. See LODGE.]

log·ger (lôùgNr, lmgùNr) n.  1. a. One who logs trees; a lumberjack.  b. One 

engaged in the logging business.   2. A machine, such as a crane or tractor, that is 

used for hauling or loading logs. 

log·ger·head (lôùgNr-hHdÙ, lmgùNr-) n.  1. A loggerhead turtle.  2. An iron tool 

consisting of a long handle with a bulbous end, used when heated to melt tar or 

warm liquids.  3. Nautical. A post on a whaleboat used to secure the harpoon 

rope.  4. Informal. a. A blockhead; a dolt.  b. A disproportionately large head.    
—idiom. at loggerheads. Engaged in a dispute:  The question of car privileges 

put Sam and his parents at loggerheads.  [Probably dialectal logger, wooden block 

(probably from LOG
1) + HEAD.]

loggerhead shrike (lôùgNr-hHdÙ shrXk) n.  A common North American bird 

(Lanius ludovicianus) having gray, black, and white plumage, a black facial mask, 

and a hooked beak.  [From its large head.]

loggerhead turtle (lôùgNr-hHdÙ tûrùtl) n.  A very large marine turtle (Caretta 

caretta) inhabiting warm ocean waters and having a large, beaked head. 

log·gi·a (lôùjK-N, lmjùK-N) n.  1. An open-sided, roofed gallery or arcade along the 

front or side of a building, often at an upper level.  2. An open balcony in a the-

ater.  [Italian, from Old Italian, from Old French loge. See LOGE.]



log·ging (lôùgVng, lmgùVng) n.  The work or business of felling and trimming 

trees and transporting the logs to a mill. 

lo·gi·a (loùgK-N) n.  Bible. Plural of logion. 
log·ic (lmjùVk) n.  Abbr. log. 1. The study of the principles of reasoning, especially 

of the structure of propositions as distinguished from their content and of 

method and validity in deductive reasoning.  2. a. A system of reasoning:  Aristo-

tle’s logic.  b. A mode of reasoning:  By that logic, we should sell the company 

tomorrow.  c. The formal, guiding principles of a discipline, school, or science.   

3. Valid reasoning:  Your paper lacks the logic to prove your thesis.  4. The relation-

ship between elements and between an element and the whole in a set of objects, 

individuals, principles, or events:  There’s a certain logic to the motion of rush-hour 

traffic.  5. Computer Science. a. The nonarithmetic operations performed by a 

computer, such as sorting, comparing, and matching, that involve yes-no deci-

sions.  b. Computer circuitry.  c. Graphic representation of computer circuitry.   

[Middle English, from Old French logique, from Latin logica, from Greek logikK 

(tekhnK), (art) of reasoning, logic, feminine of logikos, of reasoning, from logos, 

reason. See leg- in Appendix.]

log·i·cal (lmjùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, in accordance with, or of the nature of 

logic.  2. Based on earlier or otherwise known statements, events, or conditions; 

reasonable:  Rain was a logical expectation, given the time of year.  3. Reasoning or 

capable of reasoning in a clear and consistent manner.   —logÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-
tK), logÙi·cal·ness n.  —logùi·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: logical, analytic, ratiocinative, rational. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “capable of or reflecting the capability for correct and

valid reasoning”: a logical mind; an analytic thinker; the ratiocinative process; a ra-

tional being. 

ANTONYM: illogical

logical atomism (lmjùV-kNl 4tùN-mVzÙNm) n.  A philosophy asserting that 

knowledge consists in awareness of individual facts and in an understanding of 

the logical relations among them. 

logical positivism (lmjùV-kNl pmzùV-tV-vVzÙNm) n.  A philosophy asserting the 

primacy of observation in assessing the truth of statements of fact and holding 

that metaphysical and subjective arguments not based on observable data are 

meaningless.  Also called logical empiricism 

logic circuit (lmjùVk sûrùkVt) n.  Computer Science. A computer switching circuit 

that performs problem-solving functions. 

lo·gi·cian (lo-jVshùNn) n.  1. A practitioner of a system of logic.  2. A student or 

scholar of logic. 



logic operator (lmjùVk mpùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  Computer Science. An instruction in a 

program in which the quantity being operated on and the result of the operation 

each can have one of two values. Logic operators include AND, OR, NAND, 

EXCLUSIVE OR, and NOR. 

lo·gi·on (loùgK-mnÙ) n.  pl. lo·gi·a (-gK-N). Bible. One of the sayings of Jesus not 

recorded in the Gospels but supposed to have belonged to the source material 

from which they were compiled.  [Greek, oracle, from legein, to speak. See leg- in 

Appendix.]

lo·gis·tic (lo-jVsùtVk) also lo·gis·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to symbolic 

logic.  2. Of or relating to logistics.  [Medieval Latin logisticus, of calculation, 

from Greek logistikos, skilled in calculating, from logistKs, calculator, from logiz-

esthai, to calculate, from logos, reckoning, reason. See leg- in Appendix.] 
—lo·gisùti·cal·ly adv.  —loÙgis·tiùcian (-jV-stVshùNn) n. 

lo·gis·tics (lo-jVsùtVks, lN-) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. The branch of mil-

itary operations that deals with the procurement, distribution, maintenance, and 

replacement of materiel and personnel.  2. The management of the details of an 

operation.  [French logistiques, from logistique, logic (perhaps influenced by loger, 

to quarter), from Medieval Latin logisticus, of calculation. See LOGISTIC.]

log·jam (lôgùj4mÙ, lmgù-) n.  1. An immovable mass of floating logs crowded 

together.  2. A deadlock, as in negotiations; an impasse. 

log line (lôg lXn) n.  Nautical. The line by which the log is trailed from a ship to 

determine its speed. 

log·nor·mal (lôg-nôrùmNl, lmg-) adj.  Mathematics. Of, relating to, or being a 

logarithmic function with a normal distribution.   —logÙnor·malùi·ty (-m4lùV-
tK) n.  —log·norùmal·ly adv. 

lo·go (loùgoÙ) n.  pl. lo·gos. A name, symbol, or trademark designed for easy 

and definite recognition, especially one borne on a single printing plate or piece 

of type.  [Short for LOGOGRAM, and LOGOTYPE.]

LO·GO (loùgo) n.  Computer Science. A programming language developed for 

teaching young children. Elementary exercises involve drawing geometric shapes.  

[Alteration of Greek logos, word. See LOGOS.]

logo-  or log- pref.  Word; speech:  logogram.  [Greek, from logos, word, speech. 

See leg- in Appendix.]

log·o·gram (lôùgN-gr4mÙ, lmgùN-) n.  A written symbol representing an entire 

spoken word without expressing its pronunciation; for example, for 4 read “four” 

in English, “quattro” in Italian.  Also called ideogram, logograph.  

—logÙo·gram·matùic (-grN-m4tùVk) adj.  —logÙo·gram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

log·o·graph (lôùgN-gr4fÙ, lmgùN-) n.  See logogram.  —logÙo·graphùic adj.  

—logÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

lo·gog·ra·phy (lo-gmgùrN-fK) n.  The use of logotypes in design and printing. 



log·o·griph (lôùgN-grVfÙ, lmgùN-) n.  Games. A word puzzle, such as an anagram 

or one in which clues are given in a set of verses.  [LOGO- + Greek griphos, fishing 

basket, riddle.]

lo·gom·a·chy (lN-gmmùN-kK) n.  pl. lo·gom·a·chies. 1. A dispute about words.  

2. A dispute carried on in words only; a battle of words.  [Greek logomakhia, 

from logomakhein, to fight about words  : logo-, logo- + makhK, battle.]

log·or·rhe·a (lôÙgN-rKùN, lmgÙN-) n.  Excessive use of words.   —logÙor·rheùic 
adj. 

Lo·gos (loùgosÙ, lmgùmsÙ) n.  1. Philosophy. a. In pre-Socratic philosophy, the 

principle governing the cosmos, the source of this principle, or human reasoning 

about the cosmos.  b. Among the Sophists, the topics of rational argument or the 

arguments themselves.  c. In Stoicism, the active, material, rational principle of 

the cosmos; nous. Identified with God, it is the source of all activity and genera-

tion and is the power of reason residing in the human soul.   2. Judaism. a. In 

biblical Judaism, the word of God, which itself has creative power and is God’s 

medium of communication with the human race.  b. In Hellenistic Judaism, a 

hypostasis associated with divine wisdom.   3. Theology. In Saint John’s Gospel, 

especially in the prologue (1:1-14), the creative word of God, which is itself God 

and incarnate in Jesus. In this sense, also calledWord [Greek. See leg- in Appen-

dix.]

lo·go·type (lôùgN-tXpÙ, lmgùN-) n.  1. Printing. A single piece of type bearing two 

or more usually separate elements.  2. A logo. 

log·roll (lôgùrolÙ, lmgù-) v.  log·rolled, log·roll·ing, log·rolls.  —  v.  tr. To 

work toward the passage of (legislation) by logrolling.   —  v.  intr. To engage in 

political logrolling. 

log·roll·ing (lôgùroÙlVng, lmgù-) n.  1. The exchanging of political favors, espe-

cially the trading of influence or votes among legislators to achieve passage of 

projects that are of interest to one another.  2. The exchanging of favors or praise, 

as among artists, critics, or academics.  3.  See birling.  [From the early Ameri-

can practice of neighbors gathering to help clear land by rolling off and burning 

felled timber.] —logùrollÙer n. 

Lo·gro·ño (lN-gronùyN, lô-grôùnyô)  A city of northern Spain on the Ebro River 

north-northeast of Madrid. Wood products, textiles, and wine are important to 

its economy. Population, 113,576. 

-logue  or -log suff.  Speech; discourse:  travelogue.  [French, from Greek -logos, 

from legein, to speak. See leg- in Appendix.]

log·wood (lôgùwtdÙ, lmgù-) n.  1. A spiny tropical American tree (Haematoxy-

lon campechianum) in the pea family, having dark heartwood from which a dye-

stuff is obtained.  2. The heartwood of this tree.  3. The purplish-red dye 

obtained from the heartwood of this tree. 



lo·gy (loùgK) adj.  lo·gi·er, lo·gi·est. Characterized by lethargy; sluggish.  [Per-

haps from Dutch log, heavy, or variant of English loggy, heavy, sluggish  from 

LOG
1.]

-logy suff.  1. Discourse; expression:  phraseology.  2. Science; theory; study:  der-

matology.  [Middle English -logie, from Old French, from Latin -logia, from 

Greek (from logos, word, speech); see leg- in Appendix, and from -logos, one who 

deals with (from legein, to speak); see leg- in Appendix.]

loin (loin) n.  1. The part of the body of a human being or quadruped on either 

side of the backbone and between the ribs and hips.  2. One of several cuts of 

meat, such as tenderloin, taken from this part of an animal’s body, typically 

including the vertebrae of the segment from which it is taken.  3. loins. a. The 

region of the hips, groin, and lower abdomen.  b. The reproductive organs.   

[Middle English loine, from Old French loigne, from Vulgar Latin *lumbea (caro), 

loin (meat), feminine of ·lumbeus, of the loin, from Latin lumbus.]

loin·cloth (loinùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  A strip of cloth worn around the loins. 

Loir (lwär)  A river, about 311 km (193 mi) long, of northwest France flowing 

generally westward to the Sarthe River. 

Loire (lwär)  The longest river of France, rising in the Cévennes and flowing 

about 1,014 km (630 mi) north, northwest, and west to the Bay of Biscay. 

loi·ter (loiùtNr) v.  intr. loi·tered, loi·ter·ing, loi·ters. 1. To stand idly about; 

linger aimlessly.  2. To proceed slowly or with many stops:  loitered all the way 

home.  3. To delay or dawdle:  loiter over a job.  [Middle English loitren, probably 

from Middle Dutch loteren, to totter, be loose.] —loiùter·er n. 

Lo·ki (loùkK) n.  Mythology. A Norse god who created discord, especially among 

his fellow gods. 

Lo·li·ta (lo-lKùtN) n.  A seductive adolescent girl.  [After Lolita, the heroine of Lol-

ita, a novel by Vladimir Nabokov.]

loll (lml) v.  lolled, loll·ing, lolls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move, stand, or recline in an 

indolent or relaxed manner.  2. To hang or droop laxly:  a pennant lolling from the 

mast.   —  v.  tr. To permit to hang or droop laxly:  lolled his head on the armrest.   
—  n.  Archaic. An act or attitude of lolling.  [Middle English lollen, probably 

from Middle Dutch, to doze.] —lollùer n.  —lollùing·ly adv. 

Lol·land (lmlùNnd, lôùlän)  An island of southeast Denmark in the Baltic Sea 

south of Sjaelland. 

lol·la·pa·loo·za also lal·a·pa·loo·za  or lal·la·pa·loo·za (lmlÙN-pN-luùzN) n.  

Slang. Something outstanding of its kind.  [Origin unknown.]

Lol·lard (lmlùNrd) n.  A member of a sect of religious reformers in England who 

were followers of John Wycliffe in the 14th and 15th centuries.  [Middle English, 

from Middle Dutch Lollaerd, mumbler, mutterer, heretic, from lollen, doze, to 

mumble.]



lol·li·pop also lol·ly·pop (lmlùK-pmpÙ) n.  A confection consisting of a piece of 

hard candy attached to the end of a small stick.  [Perhaps dialectal lolly, tongue 

(from LOLL, to dangle the tongue) + POP
1.]

lol·lop (lmlùNp) v.  intr. lol·loped, lol·lop·ing, lol·lops. 1. To move with a bob-

bing motion.  2. Chiefly British. To lounge about; loll.  [Alteration of LOLL.] 
—lolùlop·y adj. 

lol·ly (lmlùK) n.  pl. lol·lies. Chiefly British. 1. a. A piece of candy, especially hard 

candy.  b. A lollipop.   2. Money.  [Short for LOLLIPOP.]

lol·ly·gag (lmlùK-g4gÙ) also lal·ly·gag (l4lùK-) v.  intr. lol·ly·gagged, 
lol·ly·gag·ging, lol·ly·gags. To waste time by puttering aimlessly; dawdle.  

[Origin unknown.]

lol·ly·pop (lmlùK-pmpÙ) n.  Variant of lollipop. 
Lo·ma·mi (lo-mäùmK)  A river of Zaire flowing about 1,448 km (900 mi) north-

ward to the Congo River. 

Lo·mas de Za·mo·ra (loùmäs dN zN-môrùN, -morùN, thH sä-môùrä)  A city of 

eastern Argentina, an industrial suburb of Buenos Aires. Population, 508,620. 

Lo·max (loùm4ksÙ), John Avery. 1867-1948.  American folklorist and musicol-

ogist. With his son Alan Lomax (born 1915) he toured the country recording 

blues and folk musicians for the Library of Congress and various record compa-

nies. 

Lom·bard1 (lmmùbNrd, -bärdÙ, lƒmù-) n.  1. A member of a Germanic people 

that invaded northern Italy in the sixth century A.D. and established a kingdom in 

the Po River valley.  Also called Langobard 2. A native or inhabitant of Lombardy.  

3. A banker or moneylender.  [Middle English Lumbarde, from Old French lom-

bard, from Old Italian lombardo, from Medieval Latin lombardus, from Latin 

Langobardus, Longobardus; see del-1 in Appendix. Sense 3, from the prominence 

of Lombards in 13th-century banking.] —Lom·barùdic (-bärùdVk) adj. 

Lom·bard2 (lmmùbärdÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 39,408. 

Lom·bard (lmmùbärdÙ, lƒmù-), Carole. 1908-1942.  American actress known 

for her comic performances in a number of films, including Man of the World 

(1931) and My Man Godfrey (1936). 

Lom·bard (lmmùbärdÙ, lƒmù-), Peter. 1100?-1160?.  Italian theologian whose 

Sententiarum Libri IV (1148-1151) had an important influence on official Catho-

lic doctrine concerning the sacraments. 

Lom·bar·di (lmm-bärùdK, lƒm-), Vincent Thomas. Known as “Vince.” 1913-

1970.  American football coach who led the Green Bay Packers to six conference 

titles and five league championships between 1961 and 1968. 

Lom·bar·do (lmm-bärùdo, lƒm-), Guy Albert. 1902-1977.  Canadian-born 

American bandleader remembered for his New Year’s Eve performances in New 

York City. 



Lom·bar·dy (lmmùbNr-dK, lƒmù-)  A region of northern Italy bordering on Swit-

zerland. First inhabited by a Gallic people, it became the center of the kingdom of 

the Lombards in the sixth century A.D. and part of Charlemagne’s empire in 774. 

The Lombard League of cities defeated Emperor Frederick I in 1176. 

Lombardy poplar (lmmùbNr-dK pmpùlNr) n.  A deciduous tree (Populus nigra 

var. italica) having upward-pointing branches that form a slender, columnar out-

line.  [After Lombardy.]

Lom·bok (lmm-bmkù)  An island of south-central Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas 

Islands east of Bali, from which it is separated by the Lombok Strait. The island 

was first visited by the Dutch in 1674. 

Lom·bro·so (lôm-broùso), Cesare. 1836-1909.  Italian criminologist who sug-

gested that some individuals are born with criminal dispositions and can be iden-

tified by certain physical characteristics. 

Lo·mé (lo-m7ù)  The capital and largest city of Togo, in the southern part of the 

country on the Gulf of Guinea. It is Togo’s administrative, communications, and 

transportation center. Population, 369,926. 

lo·ment (loùmHntÙ) n.  An indehiscent legume, as of the tick trefoil, usually con-

stricted between the seeds and separating at maturity into one-seeded segments.  

[Latin lomentum, skin conditioner made of bean meal, from lavere, to wash. See 

leu(N)- in Appendix.]

Lo·mi·ta (lo-mKùtN)  A city of southern California, a residential suburb of Los 

Angeles. Population, 19,382. 

Lo·mond (loùmNnd), Loch. A lake in south-central Scotland. Surrounded by 

mountains, it is the largest lake in Scotland and a popular tourist region for its 

associations with the 18th-century outlaw Rob Roy. 

Lom·poc (lmmùpmkÙ)  A city of southern California west-northwest of Santa 

Barbara. Vandenburg Air Force Base is nearby. Population, 37,649. 

Lon·don (lƒnùdNn)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, southwest of Tor-

onto. Settled in 1826, it is an industrial city whose streets and bridges are named 

after those of London, England. Population, 254,280.  2. The capital and largest 

city of the United Kingdom, on the Thames River in southeast England. Greater 

London consists of 32 boroughs surrounding the City of London, built on the site 

of a Roman outpost named Londinium. Its growth as an important trade center 

dates from 886, under the rule of Alfred the Great. During the Elizabethan period 

(1558-1603) London achieved new heights of wealth, power, and influence and 

has continued to dominate its country’s political, economic, and cultural life. The 

old city was devastated by the plague in 1665 and by the Great Fire of 1666; the 

modern city was damaged severely by bombs during World War II. Population, 

6,851,400. 



Lon·don (lƒnùdNn), John Griffith. Pen name Jack London. 1876-1916.  Amer-

ican writer of rugged adventure novels, including The Call of the Wild (1903) and 

The Sea Wolf (1904). 

London broil (lƒnùdNn broil) n.  Broiled flank steak cut into thin slices.  [After 

London, England.]

Lon·don·der·ry (lƒnÙdNn-dHrùK, lƒnùdNn-dHrÙK) also Der·ry (dHrùK)  A bor-

ough of northwest Northern Ireland northwest of Belfast. Built on the site of an 

abbey founded by Saint Columba in 546, it is a port and manufacturing center. 

Population, 68,000. 

Lon·dri·na (lôN-drKùnN)  A city of southern Brazil east of São Paulo. Founded in 

1932, it is a trade and processing center. Population, 257,899. 

lone (lon) adj.  1. a. Without accompaniment; solitary:  a lone skier on the moun-

tain.  b. Without companionship; isolated or lonely.   2. Being the only one; sole:  

the lone doctor in the county.  See Synonyms at single.  3. Situated by itself:  a lone 

tree on the prairie; a lone blue tile in a white floor.  [Middle English, short for alone. 

See ALONE.]

lone hand (lon h4nd) n.  1. Games. a. A hand played without help from a part-

ner’s hand.  b. A card player without a partner.   2.  See lone wolf. 
lone·ly (lonùlK) adj.  lone·li·er, lone·li·est. 1. a. Without companions; lone.  

b. Characterized by aloneness; solitary.   2. Unfrequented by people; desolate:  a 

lonely crossroads.  3. a. Dejected by the awareness of being alone.  See Synonyms 

at alone.  b. Producing such dejection:  the loneliest night of the week.    
—loneùli·ly adv.  —loneùli·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: Henry Bradley, one of the four editors of the Oxford English

Dictionary, said “It is a truth often overlooked, but not unimportant, that every

addition to the resources of a language must in the first instance have been due

to an act (though not necessarily to a voluntary or conscious act) of some one

person.” In many cases this one person may have been an author, since the first

recorded instance of a word is often found in an author’s work. Of course, as

Bradley warns, this is the first recorded instance; it is possible that a given author

picked up the word or sense somewhere else or that these reside undiscovered in

an earlier work. In any case it might be a minor relief of our condition the next

time we feel lonely to know that the first recorded instance of the word lonely

occurs in the works of Shakespeare. The passage appears in Coriolanus (1607-

1608) in a speech by Coriolanus to his mother Volumnia: “My mother, you wot

[know] well/My hazards still have been your solace, and/Believe’t not light-

ly—though I go alone,/Like to a lonely dragon, that his fen/Makes fear’d and talk’d

of more than seen—your son/Will or exceed the common or be caught/With cau-

telous [crafty] baits and practice.” Lonely here, of course, has the sense “solitary.”

The dragon does not feel dejected, or if he does, he does not seem to know how



to reach out to others effectively.

lone·ly-hearts  or lone·ly·hearts (lonùlK-härtsÙ) adj.  Of or relating to people 

who are looking for companions or marriage partners:  a lonely-hearts column in 

the newspaper. 

lon·er (loùnNr) n.  One who avoids the company of other people. 

lone·some (lonùsNm) adj.  1. a. Dejected because of a lack of companionship.  

See Synonyms at alone.  b. Producing such dejection:  a lonesome hour at the bar.   

2. Deserted; unfrequented:  a lonesome valley.  3. Solitary; lone:  a lonesome pine.   
—  n.  Informal. Self:  He ate the meal all by his lonesome.   —loneùsome·ly adv.  

—loneùsome·ness n. 

lone wolf (lon wtlf) n.  One who prefers to go without the company or assis-

tance of others.  Also called lone hand 

long1 (lông, lmng) adj.  long·er, long·est. Abbr. lg. 1. a. Extending a relatively 

great distance.  b. Having relatively great height; tall.  c. Having the greater length 

of two or the greatest length of several:  the long edge of the door.   2. Of relatively 

great duration:  a long time.  3. Of a specified linear extent or duration:  a mile 

long; an hour long.  4. Made up of many members or items:  a long shopping list.  

5. Extending beyond an average or a standard:  a long game.  6. Tediously pro-

tracted; lengthy:  a long speech.  7. Concerned with distant issues; far-reaching:  

took a long view of the geopolitical issues.  8. Involving substantial chance; risky:  

long odds.  9. Having an abundance or excess of: “politicians whose résumés are 

long on competence” (Margaret Garrard Warner).  10. Having a holding of a com-

modity or security in expectation of a rise in price:  long on soybeans.  

11. Linguistics. a. Having a comparatively great duration. Used of a vowel or con-

sonant.  b. Of, relating to, or being a vowel sound in English, such as the vowel 

sound in mate or feet, that is historically descended from a long vowel.   

12. a. Stressed or accented. Used of a syllable in accentual prosody.  b. Being of 

relatively great duration. Used of a syllable in quantitative prosody.    —  adv.  

1. During or for an extended period of time:  The promotion was long due.  2. At 

or to a considerable distance; far:  She walked long past the end of the trail.  3. For 

or throughout a specified period:  They talked all night long.  4. At a point of time 

distant from that referred to:  That event took place long before we were born.  

5. Into or in a long position, as of a commodity market.   —  n.  1. A long time:  

This won’t take long.  2. Linguistics. A long syllable, vowel, or consonant.  3. One 

who acquires holdings in a security or commodity in expectation of a rise in 

price.  4. a. A garment size for a tall person.  b. longs. Trousers extending to the 

feet or ankles.    —idioms. any longer. For more time:  can’t wait any longer.  

as long as (or so long as). 2. During the time that:  I’ll stay as long as I can.  

3. Inasmuch as; since:  As long as you’re up, get me a drink.  4. Under the condi-

tion that; provided that: “So long as we don’t understand it too well, every other lan-



guage is poetry” (Anatole Broyard).  before long. Soon.  long ago. 6. At a time 

or during a period well before the present:  I read that book long ago.  7. A time 

well before the present:  heroes of long ago.  long in the tooth. Growing old.  no 
longer. Not now as formerly:  He no longer smokes.  not long for. Unlikely to 

remain for much more time in:  not long for this world.  the long and the short 
of it. The substance or gist:  You can look on the front page of the paper for the long 

and the short of it.  [Middle English, from Old English lang. See del-1 in Appen-

dix.]

long2 (lông, lmng) v.  intr. longed, long·ing, longs. To have an earnest, heart-

felt desire, especially for something beyond reach.  See Synonyms at yearn.  
[Middle English longen, from Old English langian. See del-1 in Appendix.]

Long (lông, lmng), Crawford Williamson. 1815-1878.  American surgeon and 

pioneer anesthetist who was among the first (1842) to use ether as an anesthetic. 

Long (lông, lmng), Huey Pierce. Called “the Kingfish.” 1893-1935.  American 

politician. As governor of Louisiana (1928-1932) and U.S. senator (1930-1935) he 

established dictatorial control over the state. 

Long (lông, lmng), Stephen Harriman. 1784-1864.  American railroad engi-

neer and explorer. He led expeditions to the upper Mississippi River (1817) and 

the Rocky Mountains (1820). 

long. abbr.  Longitude. 

lon·gan (lmngùgNn, lôngù-) n.  1. An Indian evergreen tree (Euphoria longan) 

having yellowish-brown drupes with white, juicy, edible flesh.  2. The fruit of this 

plant.  [New Latin longanum, specific epithet, from Chinese (Mandarin) lóng 

y5n : lóng, dragon + y5n, eye.]

lon·ga·nim·i·ty (lmngÙgN-nVmùV-tK, lôngÙ-) n.  Calmness in the face of suffering 

and adversity; forbearance.  [Middle English longanimite, from Old French, from 

Late Latin longanimit7s, from longanimis, patient  : Latin longus, long; see LONGI-

TUDE + Latin animus, mind, reason; see anN- in Appendix.]

Long Beach (lông bKch)  1. A city of southern California on an arm of the 

Pacific Ocean southeast of Los Angeles. It is a thriving port and year-round resort 

and convention center. The city’s main growth occurred after the discovery of oil 

in 1921. Population, 429,433.  2. A city of southeast New York on an island off 

southern Long Island. It is a residential and resort community. Population, 

33,510. 

long·boat (lôngùbotÙ, lmngù-) n.  Nautical. The longest boat carried by a sailing 

ship, especially by a merchant ship. 

long bone (lông bon) n.  Any of several elongated bones of vertebrate limbs 

that have a roughly cylindrical shaft containing marrow. 

long·bow (lôngùboÙ, lmngù-) n.  A long, hand-drawn bow, such as that used in 

medieval England, which sometimes exceeded 6 feet (1.8 meters) in length. 



Long Branch (lông br4nch)  A city of east-central New Jersey on the Atlantic 

Ocean north of Asbury Park. It has been a popular ocean resort since the 19th 

century. Population, 26,609. 

long distance (lông dVsùtNns) n.  1. An operator or a system that places long-

distance telephone calls.  2. A long-distance telephone call. 

long-dis·tance (lôngùdVsùtNns, lmngù-) adj.  1. Covering a long distance:  a 

long-distance runner; operating under long-distance supervision.  2. Of, relating to, 

or being telephone communication to a distant station:  a long-distance call.   
—longù-disùtance adv. 

long division (lông dV-vVzhùNn) n.  Mathematics. A process of division in arith-

metic, usually used when the divisor is a large number, in which each step of the 

division is written out. 

long dozen (lông dƒzùNn) n.  A baker’s dozen; thirteen. 

long-drawn-out (lôngùdrônùoutù, lmngù-) adj.  Greatly extended or pro-

tracted; prolonged:  a long-drawn-out speech. 

lon·ge·ron (lmnùjNr-Nn) n.  A major structural member of an aircraft fuselage, 

running from front to rear.  [French, from Old French, beam, from long, long, 

from Latin longus. See del-1 in Appendix.]

lon·gev·i·ty (lmn-jHvùV-tK, lôn-) n.  pl. lon·gev·i·ties. 1. a. Long life; great 

duration of life:  His longevity vexed his heirs.  b. Length or duration of life:  com-

paring the longevities of the two peoples.   2. Long duration or continuance, as in 

an occupation:  had unusual longevity in the company; her longevity as a star.  [Late 

Latin longaevit7s, from Latin longaevus, ancient  : longus, long; see del-1 in 

Appendix + aevum, age; see aiw- in Appendix.] —lon·geùvous (-jKùvNs) adj. 

long face (lông f7s) n.  A discontented or sullen facial expression. 

Long·fel·low (lôngùfHlÙo, lmngù-), Henry Wadsworth. 1807-1882.  Ameri-

can writer. The best-known 19th-century poet in the United States, he wrote The 

Song of Hiawatha (1855) and a translation (1865-1867) of Dante’s Divine Comedy. 

long green (lông grKn) n.  Slang. Paper money. 

long·hair (lôngùhârÙ, lmngù-) n.  Informal. 1. One dedicated to the arts and 

especially to classical music.  2. One whose taste in the arts is considered to be 

overrefined.  3. A person with long hair, especially a hippie.   —longùhairÙ, 
longùhairedÙ adj. 

long·hand (lôngùh4ndÙ, lmngù-) n.  Cursive writing. 

long haul (lông hôl) n.  Informal. 1. A long distance:  It is a long haul from New 

York to Los Angeles.  2. A long period of time:  Over the long haul the candidates 

performed well.   —longù-haulù (lôngùhôlù, lmngù-) adj. 

long·head (lôngùhHdù, lmngù-) n.  Anthropology. 1. A head having a cephalic 

index less than 76.  2. A person having such a head. 

long·head·ed also long-head·ed (lôngùhHdùVd, lmngù-) adj.  1. Anthropology. 

Dolichocephalic.  2. Foresighted; wise. 



long·horn (lôngùhôrnÙ, lmngù-) n.  1. Any of a breed of cattle with long horns, 

formerly bred in great numbers in the southwest United States.  2. A variety of 

Cheddar cheese molded into a long cylinder. 

long-horned beetle (lôngùhôrndÙ bKtùl, lmngù-) n.  Any of numerous beetles 

of the family Cerambycidae, having long antennae.  Also called longicorn 

long-horned grasshopper (lôngùhôrndÙ gr4sùhmpÙNr) n.  Any of various 

large, usually greenish insects of the family Tettigoniidae, having very long, slen-

der antennae. 

long·house  or long house (lôngùhousÙ) n.  A long communal dwelling, 

especially of the Iroquois, typically built of poles and bark and having a central 

corridor with family compartments on either side. 

lon·gi·corn (lmnùjV-kôrnÙ) n.  See long-horned beetle.   —  adj.  1. Having 

long antennae.  2. Of or belonging to the family Cerambycidae, which includes 

the long-horned beetles.  [From New Latin Longicornia, former group name  : 

Latin longus, long; see LONGITUDE + Latin corn7, horn; see ker-1 in Appendix.]

long·ing (lôngùVng, lmngù-) n.  A strong persistent yearning or desire, especially 

one that cannot be fulfilled.   —longùing·ly adv. 

Lon·gi·nus (lmn-jXùnNs), Dionysius Cassius. A.D. 210?-273.  Greek philoso-

pher. The volume of literary criticism On The Sublime is attributed to him. 

Long Island (lông XùlNnd) Abbr. L.I.  A long, narrow island of southeast New 

York bordered on the south by the Atlantic Ocean. Long Island Sound, an arm 

of the Atlantic, separates it from Connecticut on the north. The western part of 

Long Island includes two boroughs of New York City. The rest of the island has 

seen tremendous industrial and residential growth since 1945, although there are 

still countless resort communities along its shoreline. 

lon·gi·tude (lmnùjV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ, lônù-) n.  Abbr. long. 1. Angular distance 

on the earth’s surface, measured east or west from the prime meridian at Green-

wich, England, to the meridian passing through a position, expressed in degrees 

(or hours), minutes, and seconds.  2. Celestial longitude.  [Middle English, 

length, a measured length, from Old French, from Latin longit7do, longit7din-, 

from longus, long. See del-1 in Appendix.]

lon·gi·tu·di·nal (lmnÙjV-tudùn-Nl, -tyudù-, lônÙ-) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to 

longitude or length:  a longitudinal reckoning by the navigator; made longitudinal 

measurements of the hull.  b. Concerned with the development of persons or 

groups over time:  a longitudinal study of twins.   2. Placed or running lengthwise:  

longitudinal stripes.   —lonÙgi·tuùdi·nal·ly adv. 

long johns (lông jmnz) pl.n.  Informal. Long, warm underwear.  [From the 

name John.]

long jump (lông jƒmp) n.  Sports. A jump in track and field that is made for 

distance rather than height, performed either from a stationary position or a 

moving start.  Also called broad jump 



long·leaf pine (lôngùlKfÙ pXn, lmngù-) n.  An evergreen tree (Pinus palustris) of 

the southeast United States, having long needles and heavy, tough, resinous wood 

valued as a source of timber, pulp, and turpentine.  Also called yellow pine 

long-lived (lôngùlXvdù, -lVvdù, lmngù-) adj.  1. Having a long life:  a long-lived 

aunt.  2. Lasting a long time; persistent:  a long-lived rumor.  3. Functioning a 

long time; durable:  a long-lived light bulb.   —longù-livedùness n. 

Long·mea·dow (lôngùmHdÙo, lmngù-)  A town of southwest Massachusetts, a 

residential suburb of Springfield on the Connecticut River. Population, 15,467. 

long measure (lông mHzhùNr) n.  1.  See linear measure.  2.  See long 
meter. 

long meter (lông mKùtNr) n.  A quatrain in iambic tetrameter, rhyming in the 

second and fourth lines and often in the first and third.  Also called long measure 

Long·mont (lôngùmmntÙ, lmngù-)  A city of north-central Colorado north-

northeast of Boulder. It is a trade and processing center for an irrigated farming 

region. Population, 42,942. 

long·neck (lôngùnHkÙ, lmngù-) n.  Texas. A glass beer bottle with an elongated 

neck. 

long-play·ing (lôngùpl7ùVng, lmngù-) adj.  Relating to or being a phonograph 

record that turns at 333 revolutions per minute. 

long-range (lôngùr7njù, lmngù-) adj.  1. Of, suitable for, or reaching long dis-

tances:  long-range missiles.  2. Requiring or involving an extended span of time:  

long-range planning. 

long run (lông rƒn) n.  A rather lengthy period of time:  We expect a substantial 

increase in sales of the book in the long run. The paint must not deteriorate in quality 

over the long run. 

long·shore (lôngùshôrù, -shorù, lmngù-) adj.  Occurring, living, or working 

along a seacoast.  [Short for ALONGSHORE.]

long·shore·man (lôngùshôrùmNn, -shorù-, lmngù-) n.  A dock worker who 

loads and unloads ships. 

long shot (lông shmt) n.  1. Sports & Games. An entry, as in a horserace, with 

only a slight chance of winning.  2. a. A bet made at great odds.  b. A venture 

that offers a great reward if successful but has very little chance of success.   3. A 

photograph or a film or television shot taken at relatively long range.   —idiom. 
by a long shot. Informal. By any means. Usually used in negative sentences:  

She doesn’t do her share of the work by a long shot. 

long-sight·ed (lôngùsXùtVd, lmngù-) adj.  Farsighted.   —longù-sightùed·ly 
adv.  —longù-sightùed·ness n. 

long·some (lôngùsNm, lmngù-) adj.  Tiresomely long. 

Longs Peak (lôngz pKk, lmngz)  A mountain, 4,347.8 m (14,255 ft) high, in the 

Front Range of the Rocky Mountains in north-central Colorado. It was discov-

ered in 1820. 



long·spur (lôngùspûrÙ, lmngù-) n.  Any of several birds, especially of the genus 

Calcarius of the northern United States, Canada, and the Arctic, having brownish 

plumage and long-clawed hind toes. 

long-stand·ing (lôngùst4nùdVng, lmngù-) adj.  Of long duration or existence:  a 

long-standing friendship. 

Long·street (lôngùstrKtÙ, lmngù-), James. 1821-1904.  American Confederate 

general. His delay in carrying out Gen. Robert E. Lee’s orders contributed to the 

Confederate defeat at Gettysburg (1863). 

long-suf·fer·ing (lôngùsƒfùNr-Vng, lmngù-) adj.  Patiently enduring wrongs or 

difficulties.   —  n.  Patient endurance.  See Synonyms at patience.  —longù-
sufùfer·ing·ly adv. 

long suit (lông sut) n.  1. Games. The suit in which a player holds the most 

cards in a given hand.  2. The personal quality or talent that is one’s strongest 

asset. 

long-tailed duck (lôngùt7ldÙ dƒk, lmngù-) n.  See oldsquaw. 
long-term (lôngùtûrmù, lmngù-) adj.  Involving, maturing after, or being in 

effect for a long time:  a long-term investment. 

long-time  or long·time (lôngùtXmÙ, lmngù-) adj.  Having existed or persisted 

for a long time. 

long ton (lông tƒn) n.  See ton (n., sense 2). 

Lon·gueil (lông-g7lù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence 

River opposite Montreal. It is an industrial center. Population, 124,320. 

lon·gueur (lông-gûrù, lmng-) n.  A tedious passage in a work of literature or per-

forming art: “longueurs and passages of meretricious vulgarity” (Stephen Schiff).  

[French, from Old French longor, a protracted discussion, from long, long, from 

Latin longus. See LONGITUDE.]

Long·view (lôngùvyuÙ, lmngù-)  1. A city of northeast Texas west of Shreve-

port, Louisiana. The city produces varied manufactures. Population, 70,311.  2. A 

city of southwest Washington on the Columbia River north of Vancouver. A port 

of entry, it has a large lumber and pulp industry. Population, 31,499. 

long-wind·ed (lôngùwVnùdVd, lmngù-) adj.  1. Wearisomely verbose:  a long-

winded speaker.  See Synonyms at wordy.  2. Able to maintain breathing power 

during exertion:  a long-winded swimmer.   —longù-windùed·ly adv.  —longù-
windùed·ness n. 

long·wise (lôngùwXzÙ, lmngù-) adv.  & adj.  Lengthwise. 

Long·worth (lôngùwûrthÙ, lmngù-), Alice Roosevelt. 1884-1980.  American 

socialite. The daughter of Theodore Roosevelt, she was a favorite subject of the 

press because of her active social life and her caustic wit. 

Long·worth (lôngùwûrthÙ, lmngù-), Nicholas. 1869-1931.  American politi-

cian who was speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives from 1925 to 1931. 

lon·gyi (lmngùgK, ltngù-) n.  Variant of lungi. 



Lönn·rot (lHnùrmt, -rut, lœnùrôt), Elias. 1802-1884.  Finnish scholar and 

anthologist. He collected Finnish epic songs and compiled Kalevala (1835), a 

national epic. 

loo1 (lu) n.  pl. loos. Games. A card game in which each player contributes 

stakes to a pool.  [Short for obsolete lanterloo, from French lanturlu, a meaning-

less refrain, loo.]

loo2 (lu) n.  pl. loos. Chiefly British. A toilet.  [Origin unknown.]

loo·fa  or loo·fah (luùfN) also luf·fa (luùfN, lƒfùN) n.  1. Any of several Old 

World tropical vines of the genus Luffa, having cylindrical fruit with a fibrous, 

spongelike interior.  2. The dried, fibrous part of the loofa fruit, used as a wash-

ing sponge or as a filter. In this sense, also calleddishcloth gourd, vegetable sponge.  

[Arabic l7f, l7fah.]

look (ltk) v.  looked, look·ing, looks.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To employ one’s 

sight, especially in a given direction or on a given object:  looking out the window; 

looked at the floor.  b. To search:  We looked all afternoon but could not find it.   

2. a. To turn one’s glance or gaze:  looked to the right.  b. To turn one’s attention; 

attend:  looked to his neglected guitar during vacation.  c. To turn one’s expecta-

tions:  looked to us for a solution.   3. To seem or appear to be:  look morose.  See 

Synonyms at seem.  4. To face in a specified direction:  The cottage looks on the 

river.   —  v.  tr. 1. To turn one’s eyes on:  looked him in the eye.  2. To convey by 

one’s expression:  looked annoyance at the judge; looked his devotion to me.  

3. a. To have an appearance of conformity with:  He looks his age. She dressed up 

to look the part.  b. To appear to be:  looked the fool in one version of the story.    —  
n.  1. a. The act or instance of looking:  I took just one look and I was sure.  b. A 

gaze or glance expressive of something:  gave her a mournful look.   

2. a. Appearance or aspect:  a look of great age.  b. looks. Physical appearance, 

especially when pleasing.  c. A distinctive, unified manner of dress or fashion:  

the preferred look for this fall.    —phrasal verbs. look after. To take care of:  

looked after his younger brother.  look for. 2. To search for; seek:  looking for my 

gloves.  3. To expect:  Look for a change of weather in March.  look on (or look 
upon). To regard in a certain way:  looked on them as incompetents.  look out. To 

be watchful or careful; take care:  If you don’t look out, you may fall on the ice. We 

looked out for each other on the trip.  look to. 6. To expect:  He looked to hear 

from her.  7. To seem about to; promise to: “an ‘Action Program,’ which... looked to 

reduce tariffs on over 1,800 items” (Alan D. Romberg).  look up. 8. To search for 

and find, as in a reference book.  9. To visit:  look up an old friend.  10. To become 

better; improve:  Things are at last looking up.   —idioms. look a gift horse in 
the mouth. Informal. To be critical or suspicious of something one has received 

without expense.  look alive (or look sharp). Informal. To act or respond 

quickly:  Look alive! We leave in five minutes.  look down on (or look down 
upon). To regard with contempt or condescension.  look down (one’s) nose 



at (or look down (one’s) nose on). To regard with contempt or condescen-

sion.  look forward to. To think of (a future event) with pleasurable, eager 

anticipation:  looking forward to graduation.  look up to. To admire:  looked up to 

the older poet.  [Middle English loken, from Old English locian.]

look-a·like (ltkùN-lXkÙ) n.  One that closely resembles another; a double.   —  
n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  look-alike computers; look-

alike cars. 

look·down (ltkùdounÙ) n.  An iridescent, silvery marine fish (Selene vomer) 

of Atlantic waters, having a compressed body and a steep frontal profile. 

look·er (ltkùNr) n.  1. One that looks, especially a spectator or an onlooker.  

2. Slang. A very attractive person. 

look·er-on (ltkÙNr-mnù, -ônù) n.  pl. look·ers-on (ltkÙNrz-). A spectator; an 

onlooker. 

look-in (ltkùVnÙ) n.  1. A short visit.  2. A quick glance. 

look·ing glass (ltkùVng gl4s) n.  See mirror (n., sense 1). 

look·out (ltkùoutÙ) n.  1. The act of observing or keeping watch.  2. A high 

place or structure commanding a wide view, used for observation.  3. One who 

keeps watch.  4. Outlook; view.  5. An object of concern or worry.  See Synonyms 

at affair. 
Look·out (ltkùoutÙ), Cape. A point on a sandy reef off eastern North Caro-

lina southwest of Cape Hatteras. A lighthouse was built here in 1859. 

look-see (ltkùsKÙ) n.  Informal. A quick survey or glance. 

look-up (ltkùƒpÙ) n.  Computer Science. A procedure in which a table of values 

stored in a computer is searched until a specified value is found. 

loom1 (lum) v.  intr. loomed, loom·ing, looms. 1. To come into view as a 

massive, distorted, or indistinct image.  See Synonyms at appear.  2. To appear 

to the mind in a magnified and threatening form: “Stalin looms over the whole 

human tragedy of 1930-1933” (Robert Conquest).  3. To seem imminent; impend:  

Revolution loomed but the aristocrats paid no heed.   —  n.  A distorted, threaten-

ing appearance of something, as through fog or darkness.  [Perhaps of Scandina-

vian origin.]

loom2 (lum) n.  An apparatus for making thread or yarn into cloth by weaving 

strands together at right angles.  [Middle English lome, from Old English geloma, 

tool  : ge-, collective pref.; see YCLEPT + -loma, tool as in andloman, tools.]

loon1 (lun) n.  Any of several fish-eating, diving birds of the genus Gavia of 

northern regions, having a short tail, webbed feet, and a laughlike cry.  [Of Scan-

dinavian origin.]

loon2 (lun) n.  Informal. One who is crazy or deranged.  [Middle English louen, 

rogue.]

loon·y  or loon·ey also lun·y (luùnK) Informal. adj.  loon·i·er, loon·i·est. 
1. Extremely foolish or silly.  2. Crazy; insane.   —  n.  pl. loon·ies also 



loon·eys. A foolish or crazy person.  [Shortening and alteration (probably influ-

enced by LOON
1), of LUNATIC.] —loonùi·ly adv.  —loonùi·ness n. 

loony bin (luùnK bVn) n.  Offensive Slang. A mental health facility. 

loop1 (lup) n.  1. a. A length of line, thread, ribbon, or other thin material that 

is curved or doubled over making an opening.  b. The opening formed by such a 

doubled line.   2. Something having a shape, order, or path of motion that is cir-

cular or curved over on itself.  3. Electricity. A closed circuit.  4. Computer Sci-

ence. A sequence of instructions that repeats either a specified number of times or 

until a particular condition prevails.  5. A type of loop-shaped intrauterine 

device.  6. A flight maneuver in which an aircraft flies a circular path in a vertical 

plane with the lateral axis of the aircraft remaining horizontal.  7. Sports. See 

league1 (n., sense 2).   —  v.  looped, loop·ing, loops.  —  v.  tr. 1. To form 

into a loop.  2. To fasten, join, or encircle with loops or a loop.  3. To fly (an air-

craft) in a loop.  4. To move in a loop or an arc.  5. Electricity. To join (conduc-

tors) so as to complete a circuit.  6. To add or substitute (words) in a film by 

altering the sound track.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form a loop.  2. To move in a loop: 

“The couple looped constantly around the international social circuit” (Walter Isaac-

son).  3. To make a loop in an aircraft.  [Middle English loupe, probably from 

Middle Irish lúb (perhaps influenced by Middle English lep, basket).]

loop2 (lup) n.  Archaic. A loophole through which small arms may be fired.  

[Middle English loupe.]

Loop (lup)  The central business district of Chicago, Illinois. The Loop was 

originally named for a loop in the elevated railroad tracks. 

looped (lupt) adj.  1. Formed into or having a loop or loops.  2. Slang. Intoxi-

cated; drunk. 

loop·er (luùpNr) n.  1. One that makes loops.  2.  See measuring worm. 
loop·hole (lupùholÙ) n.  1. A way of escaping a difficulty, especially an omis-

sion or ambiguity in the wording of a contract or law that provides a means of 

evading compliance.  2. A small hole or slit in a wall, especially one through 

which small arms may be fired. 

loop of Hen·le (lup ƒv hHnùlK) n.  The segment of the nephron of a verte-

brate kidney that is situated between the proximal and distal convoluted tubules. 

It plays a role in the transport of ions and water and the concentrating of urine.  

[After Friedrich Gustav Jacob Henle (1809-1885), German pathologist.]

loop·y (luùpK) adj.  loop·i·er, loop·i·est. 1. Consisting of or covered with 

loops.  2. Offbeat; crazy: “the loopy energy of Harpo Marx” (Michael Wood). 

Loos (lus), Anita. 1893?-1981.  American writer who is best known for her 

novel Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1925). 

loose (lus) adj.  loos·er, loos·est. 1. Not fastened, restrained, or contained:  

loose bricks.  2. Not taut, fixed, or rigid:  a loose anchor line; a loose chair leg.  

3. Free from confinement or imprisonment; unfettered:  criminals who were loose 



in the neighborhood; dogs that are loose on the streets.  4. Not tight-fitting or tightly 

fitted:  loose shoes.  5. Not bound, bundled, stapled, or gathered together:  loose 

papers.  6. Not compact or dense in arrangement or structure:  loose gravel.  

7. Lacking a sense of restraint or responsibility; idle:  loose talk.  8. Lacking con-

ventional moral restraint in sexual behavior.  9. Not literal or exact:  a loose trans-

lation.  10. Characterized by a free movement of fluids in the body:  a loose 

cough; loose bowels.   —  adv.  In a loose manner.   —  v.  loosed, loos·ing, 
loos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To let loose; release:  loosed the dogs.  2. To make loose; 

undo:  loosed his belt.  3. To cast loose; detach:  hikers loosing their packs at camp.  

4. To let fly; discharge:  loosed an arrow.  5. To release pressure or obligation 

from; absolve:  loosed her from the responsibility.  6. To make less strict; relax:  a 

leader’s strong authority that was loosed by easy times.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

loose.  2. To discharge a missile; fire.   —idiom. on the loose. 1. At large; free.  

2. Acting in an uninhibited fashion.  [Middle English louse, los, from Old Norse 

lauss. See leu- in Appendix.] —looseùly adv.  —looseùness n.  

SYNONYMS: loose, lax, slack. The central meaning shared by these adjectives

is “not tautly bound, held, or fastened”: loose reins; a lax rope; slack sails. 

ANTONYM: tight

loose cannon (lus k4nùNn) n.  Slang. One that is uncontrolled and therefore 

poses danger: “[His] bloopers in the White House seem to make him... a political 

loose cannon” (Tom Morgenthau).  [From the threat posed by loose cannon roll-

ing about a warship under sail.]

loose end (lus Hnd) n.  A minor unresolved problem or difficulty, especially a 

final detail preceding the completion of something. Often used in the plural. 

loose-joint·ed (lusùjoinùtVd) adj.  1. Having freely articulated, highly mobile 

joints.  2. Limber or agile in movement.   —looseù-jointùed·ness n. 

loose-leaf (lusùlKfÙ) adj.  Relating to, having, or being leaves that can be easily 

removed, rearranged, or replaced:  a loose-leaf notebook; loose-leaf paper. 

loos·en (luùsNn) v.  loos·ened, loos·en·ing, loos·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To untie 

or make looser.  2. To free from restraint, pressure, or strictness.  3. To free (the 

bowels) from constipation.   —  v.  intr. To become loose or looser.  [Middle 

English lousnen, losnen, from losen, from los, loose. See LOOSE.]

loose·strife (lusùstrXfÙ) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Lysimachia, 

having usually yellow flowers.  2. Any of various plants of the genus Lythrum, 

having purple or white flowers.  [Mistranslation of Latin l«simachXa (as if from 

Greek lusis, loosening, and Greek makhK, battle ), from Greek lusimakheios, per-

haps after Lusimakhos, Lysimachos, Greek physician of the fifth or fourth cen-

tury B.C.]



loot (lut) n.  1. Valuables pillaged in time of war; spoils.  2. Stolen goods.  

3. Informal. Goods illicitly obtained, as by bribery.  4. Informal. Things of value, 

such as gifts, received on one occasion.  5. Slang. Money.   —  v.  loot·ed, 
loot·ing, loots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pillage; spoil.  2. To take as spoils; steal.   —  v.  

intr. To engage in pillaging.  [Hindi l7£, from Sanskrit loptram, lotram, plunder. 

See reup- in Appendix.] —lootùer n. 

lop1 (lmp) v.  tr. lopped, lop·ping, lops. 1. To cut off (a part) from; trim:  

lopped her long curls.  2. To cut off from a tree or shrub:  lopped dead branches.  

3. To eliminate or excise as superfluous:  lopped him from the payroll.  [Perhaps 

from Middle English loppe, small branches and twigs.] —lopùper n. 

lop2 (lmp) v.  intr. tr. lopped, lop·ping, lops. To hang or let hang loosely; 

droop.  [Origin unknown.]

lope (lop) v.  intr. loped, lop·ing, lopes. To run or ride with a steady, easy gait.   
—  n.  A steady, easy gait.  [Middle English lopen, to leap, from Old Norse 

hlaupa.] —lopùer n. 

lop-eared (lmpùîrdÙ) adj.  Having bent or drooping ears:  a lop-eared hound. 

Ló·pez Ma·te·os (loùpHz mN-t7ùNs, loùpHs mä-tHùôs), Adolfo. 1910-1969.  

Mexican politician who as president (1958-1964) encouraged U.S. investment 

and made a number of agrarian reforms. 

López Por·til·lo (loùpHz pôr-tKùo, -yô,), José. Born 1920.  President of Mexico 

(1976-1982). The country became a leading petroleum producer under his 

administration. 

Lop Nur (lmpù ntrù) also Lop Nor (nôrù)  A marshy depression of northwest 

China. Once a large salt lake, the area has been used since 1964 for nuclear testing. 

lop·py (lmpùK) adj.  lop·pi·er, lop·pi·est. Hanging limp; pendulous. 

lop·sid·ed (lmpùsXùdVd) adj.  1. Heavier, larger, or higher on one side than on the 

other.  2. Sagging or leaning to one side.   —lopùsidùed·ly adv.  

—lopùsidùed·ness n. 

loq. abbr.  Latin. Loquitur (speaks). 

lo·qua·cious (lo-kw7ùshNs) adj.  Very talkative; garrulous.  See Synonyms at 

talkative.  [From Latin loqu7x, loqu7c-, from loquX, to speak. See tolkw- in 

Appendix.] —lo·quaùcious·ly adv.  —lo·quaùcious·ness, lo·quacùi·ty (lo-

kw4sùV-tK)  n. 

lo·quat (loùkwmtÙ, -kw4tÙ) n.  1. A small evergreen tree (Eriobotrya japonica) 

native to China and Japan, having fragrant white flowers and pear-shaped yellow 

fruit with large seeds.  2. The edible fruit of this plant.  [Chinese (Cantonese) lo 

kwat : lo, kind of tree + kwêt, an orange.]

Lo·rain (lN-r7nù, lô-)  A city of northern Ohio on Lake Erie west of Cleveland. 

Settled in 1807, it is now highly industrialized. Population, 71,245. 

lo·ran (lôrù4nÙ, lorù-) n.  A long-range navigational system in which position is 

determined by an analysis involving the time intervals between pulsed radio sig-



nals from two or more pairs of ground stations of known position.  [lo(ng-

)ra(nge) n(avigation).]

Lor·ca (lôrùkN, -kä), Federico García.  See Federico García Lorca. 
lord (lôrd) n.  1. A man of high rank in a feudal society or in one that retains feu-

dal forms and institutions, especially: a. A king.  b. A territorial magnate.  c. The 

proprietor of a manor.   2. Lords. See House of Lords.  3. Lord. Abbr. Ld. 
Chiefly British. The general masculine title of nobility and other rank: a. Used as 

a form of address for a marquis, an earl, or a viscount.  b. Used as the usual style 

for a baron.  c. Used as a courtesy title for a younger son of a duke or marquis.  

d. Used as a title for certain high officials and dignitaries.  e. Used as a title for a 

bishop.   4. Lord. a. God.  b. Jesus.  c. A man of renowned power or authority.  

d. A man who has mastery in a given field or activity.  e. Archaic. The male head 

of a household.  f. Archaic. A husband.    —  v.  intr. lord·ed, lord·ing, lords. 
To act like a lord; domineer. Often used with the indefinite it:  lorded it over their 

subordinates.  [Middle English, from Old English hl7ford : hl7f, bread + weard, 

guardian; see wer-3 in Appendix.]

Lord Chancellor (lôrd ch4nùsN-lNr) n.  pl. Lords Chancellor. The presiding 

officer of the House of Lords. 

Lord Howe Island (lôrd houù XùlNnd)  A volcanic island of Australia in the 

Tasman Sea east-northeast of Sydney. Discovered by the British in 1788, it was 

settled in 1834. 

lord·ing (lôrùdVng) n.  1. Archaic. Used as a form of address for a lord.  

2. Obsolete. A lordling. 

lord·ling (lôrdùlVng) n.  A lord regarded as immature or insignificant. 

lord·ly (lôrdùlK) adj.  lord·li·er, lord·li·est. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic 

of a lord.  2. Very dignified and noble:  a lordly and charitable enterprise.  

3. Pretentiously arrogant and overbearing.   —  adv.  1. In a dignified, noble 

fashion befitting or characteristic of a lord.  2. In a pretentiously arrogant and 

overbearing manner.   —lordùli·ness n. 

Lord of Misrule (lôrd ƒv mVs-rulù) n.  pl. Lords of Misrule. One who pre-

sided at traditional Christmas revelry in England during the 15th and 16th centu-

ries. 

lor·do·sis (lôr-doùsVs) n.  pl. lor·do·ses (-sKz). An abnormal forward curvature 

of the spine in the lumbar region.  [Greek lordosis, from lordos, bent backward.] 
—lor·dotùic (-dmtùVk) adj. 

lords-and-la·dies (lôrdzùNn-l7ùdKz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See 

cuckoopint.  [From its dark (lords) and light (ladies) spadices.]

Lord’s Day  or Lord’s day (lôrdz d7) n.  The Christian Sabbath; Sunday. 

lord·ship (lôrdùshVpÙ) n.  1.  Often Lordship. Used with Your, His, or Their as a 

title and form of address for a man or men holding the rank of lord.  2. The posi-

tion or authority of a lord.  3. The territory belonging to a feudal lord. 



Lord’s Prayer (lôrdz prâr) n.  The prayer taught by Jesus to his disciples.  Also 

called Our Father 

Lord’s Supper (lôrdz sƒpùNr) n.  1.  See Last Supper.  2. The sacrament of 

the Eucharist. 

Lord’s Table (lôrdz t7ùbNl) n.  The table or altar used by Christians to celebrate 

the Eucharist. 

lore1 (lôr, lor) n.  1. Accumulated facts, traditions, or beliefs about a particular 

subject.  See Synonyms at knowledge.  2. Knowledge acquired through educa-

tion or experience.  3. Archaic. Material taught or learned.  [Middle English, from 

Old English l7r. See leis-1 in Appendix.]

lore2 (lôr, lor) n.  The space between the eye and the base of the bill of a bird or 

between the eye and nostril of a snake.  [Latin lorum, thong.]

Lo·re·lei (lôrùN-lXÙ, loùrN-) n.  A siren of Germanic legend whose singing lures 

sailors to shipwreck. 

Lo·rentz (lôrùNnts, lorù-, loùrHnts), Hendrik. 1853-1928.  Dutch physicist. He 

shared a 1902 Nobel Prize for researching the influence of magnetism on radia-

tion. 

Lorentz contraction (lôrùNnts kNn-tr4kùshNn) n.  See Lorentz-Fitzgerald 
contraction. 

Lo·rentz-Fitz·ger·ald contraction (lôrùNnts-fVts-jHrùld kNn-tr4kùshNn, 

lorù-) n.  The contraction in length of a moving body as it approaches the speed 

of light, as measured by an observer at rest with respect to the body.  Also called 

Lorentz contraction [After Hendrik LORENTZ, and George Francis FITZGERALD.]

Lo·renz (loùrHntsÙ), Konrad Zacharias. 1903-1989.  Austrian psychologist. He 

shared a 1973 Nobel Prize for studies of individual and social behavior patterns. 

Lor·en·zet·ti (lôrÙNn-zHtùK, lôÙrHn-dzHtùtK), Ambrogio. Died 1348.  Sienese 

painter who is remembered for Good and Bad Government (1337-1339), a series 

of frescoes at Siena. 

Lo·rette·ville (lN-rHtùvVlÙ, lô-)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, a manufa-

curing suburb of Quebec City. Population, 15,060. 

lor·gnette (lôrn-yHtù) n.  A pair of eyeglasses or opera glasses with a short han-

dle.  [French, from lorgner, to peer at, from Old French, from lorgne, squinting, of 

Germanic origin.]

lo·ri·ca (lô-rXùkN, lo-) n.  pl. lo·ri·cae (-sK). 1. Zoology. A protective external shell 

or case, as of a rotifer or any of certain other microscopic animals.  2. A cuirass or 

corselet worn by Roman soldiers.  [Latin lorXca, leather cuirass, perhaps from 

lorum, thong.] —lorùi·cateÙ (lôrùV-k7tÙ, lmrù-), lorùi·caÙted (-k7ÙtVd)  adj. 

Lo·rient (lô-ryäNù)  A city of northwest France on the Bay of Biscay southeast of 

Brest. Established as a port in the 17th century, it was developed as a naval base by 

Napoleon I. Population, 62,554. 



lor·i·keet (lôrùV-kKtÙ, lmrù-) n.  Any of several small, often brilliantly colored 

Australasian parrots that feed primarily on soft fruits or the nectar and pollen of 

flowers and blooming trees.  [LOR(Y) + (PARA)KEET.]

lo·ris (lôrùVs, lorù-) n.  Any of several small, slow-moving, nocturnal prosimian 

primates of the genera Loris and Nycticebus of tropical Asia, having dense woolly 

fur, large eyes, and a vestigial tail.  [French, possibly from obsolete Dutch loeris, 

simpleton, from loer, from Old French lourt, from Latin l7ridus, pale. See LURID.]

lorn (lôrn) adj.  Bereft; forlorn.  [Middle English, from Old English -loren, past 

participle of -lKosan, to lose, as in forlKosan. See leu- in Appendix.]

Lorne also Lorn (lôrn), Firth of. An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean on the western 

coast of Scotland between Mull Island and the mainland. 

Lor·rain (lo-r7nù, lô-r4Nù), Claude. 1600-1682.  French painter known espe-

cially for his skill in depicting light in his landscapes and seascapes. 

Lor·raine (lô-r7nù, lo-, lo-rHnù)  A historical region and former province of 

northeast France. Originally part of a kingdom belonging to Charlemagne’s 

grandson Lothair I, the region passed to France in 1766 but was ceded with Alsace 

to Germany after the Franco-Prussian War (1871). The area was returned to 

France by the Treaty of Versailles (1919). 

Lor·re (lôrùK), Peter. 1904-1964.  Czechoslovakian-born American actor. In the 

German film M (1931) he portrayed a psychotic killer, establishing his trademark 

role as a sinister villain. His other films include The Maltese Falcon (1941) and 

Casablanca (1942). 

lor·ry (lôrùK, lmrùK) n.  pl. lor·ries. Chiefly British. A motor truck.  [Perhaps akin 

to dialectal lurry, to lug, haul.]

lo·ry (lôrùK, lorùK) n.  pl. lo·ries. Any of various brightly colored Australasian 

parrots having a tongue with a brushlike tip that is used to feed on nectar and 

pollen.  [Malay luri.]

LOS abbr.  1. Length of stay.  2. Football. Line of scrimmage.  3. Line of sight. 

Los Al·a·mos (lôs 4lùN-mosÙ, lms)  An unincorporated community of north-

central New Mexico northwest of Santa Fe. It was chosen in 1942 as a nuclear 

research site to produce the first atomic bombs. The Atomic Energy Commission 

governed the town from 1947 to 1962. Population, 11,039. 

Los Al·tos (lôs 4lùtNs, -tos)  A city of western California south of Palo Alto. It is 

mainly residential. Population, 26,303. 

Los An·ge·les (lôs 4nùjN-lNs, -lKzÙ, 4ngùgN-lNs) Abbr. L.A., LA  A city of south-

ern California on the Pacific Ocean in a widespread metropolitan area. The so-

called City of the Angels was founded by the Spanish in 1781 and served several 

times as a colonial capital. Its real growth began after the coming of the railroads 

in the 1870’s and 1880’s and the discovery of oil in the 1890’s. Today it is a major 

shipping, manufacturing, communications, financial, and distribution center 

noted for its entertainment industry. Population, 3,485,398. 



lose (luz) v.  lost (lôst, lmst), los·ing, los·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be unsuccessful in 

retaining possession of; mislay:  He’s always losing his keys on the way out the door.  

2. a. To come to be deprived of the ownership, care, or control of (something 

one has had), as by negligence, accident, or theft:  I’ve lost three umbrellas this 

year. Britain lost its American colonies in a revolution.  b. To be deprived of (some-

thing one has had):  lost their lives; lost her youth through hardship.  c. To be 

bereaved of:  lost his wife.  d. To be unable to keep alive:  a doctor who has lost very 

few patients.   3. To be unable to maintain, sustain, or keep:  lost everything in the 

stock market crash; is losing supporters by changing his mind.  4. To fail to win; fail 

in:  lost the game; lost the court case.  5. To fail to use or take advantage of:  Don’t 

lose a chance to improve your position.  6. To fail to hear, see, or understand:  We 

lost the plane in the fog. I lost her when she started speaking about thermodynamics.  

7. a. To let (oneself) become unable to find the way.  b. To remove (oneself), as 

from everyday reality into a fantasy world.   8. To rid oneself of:  lost five pounds.  

9. To consume aimlessly; waste:  lost a week in idle occupations.  10. To stray or 

wander from:  lose one’s way.  11. a. To elude or outdistance:  lost their pursuers.  

b. To be outdistanced by:  chased the thieves but lost them.   12. To become slow 

by (a specified amount of time). Used of a timepiece.  13. To cause or result in 

the loss of:  Failure to reply to the advertisement lost her the job.  14. To cause to be 

destroyed. Usually used in the passive:  Both planes were lost in the crash.  15. To 

cause to be damned.   —  v.  intr. 1. To suffer loss.  2. To be defeated.  3. To oper-

ate or run slow. Used of a timepiece.   —phrasal verb. lose out. To fail to 

achieve or receive an expected gain.   —idioms. lose out on. To miss (an 

opportunity, for example).  lose time. 2. To operate too slowly. Used of a time-

piece.  3. To delay advancement.  [Middle English losen, from Old English losian, 

to perish, from los, loss. See leu- in Appendix.]

lo·sel (loùzNl, luù-, lmzùNl) n.  One that is worthless.  [Middle English, from losen, 

past participle of lKsen, to lose, from Old English -lKosan. See LORN.]

los·er (luùzNr) n.  1. a. One that fails to win:  the losers of the game.  b. One who 

takes loss in a specified way:  a graceful loser; a poor loser.   2. a. One that fails 

consistently, especially a person with bad luck or poor skills: “losers at home seek-

ing wealth and glory in undeveloped countries” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  

b. One that is bad in quality:  That book is a real loser.  

Los Ga·tos (lôs g4tùNs, lms)  A city of western California, a residential suburb of 

San Jose. Population, 27,357. 

los·ing (luùzVng) adj.  1. Failing to win, as in a sport or game:  a losing team; a 

losing lottery ticket.  2. Of or relating to one that fails to win:  a losing season; a los-

ing battle.   —  n.  1. The act of one that loses; loss.  2.  Often losings. Something 

lost, such as money at gambling. 



los·ing·est (luùzVng-Vst) adj.  Slang. Less successful or losing more often than 

any others of its kind: “help turn around one of the network’s losingest nights of the 

week” (Washington Post). 

Los Mo·chis (lôs moùchVs, môùchKs)  A city of northwest Mexico near the Gulf 

of California south-southeast of Hermosillo. It is a resort in a farming area. Pop-

ulation, 122,531. 

loss (lôs, lms) n.  1. The act or an instance of losing:  nine losses during the football 

season.  2. a. One that is lost:  wrote their flooded house off as a loss.  b. The condi-

tion of being deprived or bereaved of something or someone:  mourning their loss.  

c. The amount of something lost:  selling at a 50 percent loss.   3. The harm or suf-

fering caused by losing or being lost.  4. losses. People lost in wartime; casual-

ties.  5. Destruction:  The war caused incalculable loss.  6. Electricity. The power 

decrease caused by resistance in a circuit, circuit element, or device.  7. The 

amount of a claim on an insurer by an insured.   —idiom. at a loss. 1. Below 

cost:  sold the merchandise at a loss.  2. Perplexed; puzzled:  I am at a loss to under-

stand those remarks.  [Middle English los, from Old English. See LOSE.]

loss leader (lôs lKùdNr) n.  A commodity offered especially by a retail store at 

cost or below cost to attract customers. 

loss ratio (lôs r7ùsho) n.  The ratio between the premiums paid to an insurance 

company and the claims settled by the company. 

lost (lôst, lmst) v.  Past tense and past participle of lose.  —  adj.  1. Unable to 

find one’s way:  a lost child.  2. a. No longer in the possession, care, or control of 

someone or something:  a lost pen.  b. No longer known or practiced:  a lost art.   

3. Unable to function, act, or make progress.  4. Spiritually or physically 

destroyed.  5. Completely involved or absorbed; rapt:  lost in thought. 

lost and found  or lost-and-found (lôstùNn-foundù, lmstù-) n.  A repository 

in a public place, as in a school or theater, where found items are kept for reclaim-

ing by their owners. 

Los Te·ques (lôs tHùkHs)  A city of northern Venezuela, a residential and indus-

trial suburb of Caracas. Population, 112,857. 

Lost River Range (lôst rVvùNr r7nj, lmst)  A chain of mountains in east-central 

Idaho rising to 3,861.9 m (12,662 ft) at Borah Peak, the highest elevation in the 

state. 

lot (lmt) n.  1. An object used in making a determination or choice at random:  

casting lots.  2. a. The use of objects in making a determination or choice at ran-

dom:  chosen by lot.  b. The determination or choice so made.   3. Something that 

befalls one because of or as if because of determination by lot.  4. One’s fortune 

in life; fate.  See Synonyms at fate.  5. A number of associated people or things:  

placating an angry lot of tenants; kids who made a noisy lot.  6. Kind; type:  That 

dog is a contented lot.  7. Miscellaneous articles sold as one unit.  8. Informal. A 

large extent, amount, or number:  is in a lot of trouble; made lots of new friends. 



Often used adverbially with a or in the plural: felt a lot better; ran lots faster.  

9. a. A piece of land having specific boundaries, especially one constituting a 

part of a city, town, or block.  b. A piece of land used for a given purpose:  a park-

ing lot.  c. A film studio.    —  v.  tr. lot·ted, lot·ting, lots. 1. To apportion by 

lots; allot.  2. To divide (land) into lots.  [Middle English, from Old English hlot.]

Lot1 (lmt)  In the Old Testament, Abraham’s nephew, whose wife was turned into 

a pillar of salt when she looked back as they fled Sodom. 

Lot2 (lmt, lôt)  A river of southern France rising in the Cévennes and flowing 

about 483 km (300 mi) westward to the Garonne River. 

loth (loth, loth) adj.  Variant of loath. 
Lo·thair I (lo-thârù, -târù), 795?-855.  Holy Roman emperor (840-855). In the 

Treaty of Verdun (843) the empire was divided into three parts, and Lothair 

received the Middle Kingdom. 

Lo·thair II (lo-thârù, -târù), 1070?-1137.  King of Germany (1125-1137) and 

Holy Roman emperor (1133-1137). He invaded Italy in 1136. 

Lo·thar·i·o also lo·thar·i·o (lo-thârùK-o) n.  pl. Lo·thar·i·os. A man who 

seduces women.  [After Lothario, a character in The Fair Penitent, a play by 

Nicholas Rowe.]

Lo·throp (loùthrNp), Alice Louise Higgins. 1870-1920.  American social 

worker. She was general secretary of Associated Charities in Boston, Massachu-

setts, and helped establish the Boston School for Social Workers (1904). 

Lo·throp (loùthrNp), Harriet Mulford Stone. Pen name Margaret Sidney. 

1844-1924.  American writer remembered for her popular series of children’s sto-

ries about the Pepper family (1877-1916). 

lo·ti (loùtK) n.  pl. ma·lo·ti (mä-). A basic unit of currency in Lesotho.  See Table 

at currency.  [Sotho, from Maloti, a range of mountains in Lesotho.]

Lo·ti (lo-tKù, lô-), Pierre. 1850-1923.  French writer whose novels, including 

Aziyadé (1879) and Ramuntcho (1897), are noted for their exotic settings. 

lo·tic (loùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or living in moving water.  [From Latin lotus, 

past participle of lavere, to wash. See LOTION.]

lo·tion (loùshNn) n.  1. A medicated liquid for external application.  2. Any of 

various externally applied cosmetic liquids.  [Middle English locion, from Old 

French lotion, from Latin lotio, lotion-, a washing, from lotus, past participle of 

lavere, to wash. See leu(N)- in Appendix.]

lo·tos (loùtNs) n.  Variant of lotus. 
lot·ter·y (lmtùN-rK) n.  pl. lot·ter·ies. 1. Games. A contest in which tokens are 

distributed or sold, the winning token or tokens being secretly predetermined or 

ultimately selected in a random drawing.  2. A selection made by lot from a num-

ber of applicants or competitors:  The state uses a lottery to assign spaces in the 

campground.  3. An activity or event regarded as having an outcome depending 



on fate:  They considered combat duty a lottery.  [French loterie, probably from 

Dutch loterije, from Middle Dutch, from lot, lot.]

lot·to (lmtùo) n.  pl. lot·tos. Games. 1. A game of chance similar to bingo.  2. A 

lottery, typically with an accumulating jackpot, in which participants play num-

bers of their choice in a random drawing.  [Italian, and French loto both from 

French lot, lot, from Old French, from Frankish *lot.]

lo·tus also lo·tos (loùtNs) n.  1. a. An aquatic plant (Nelumbo nucifera) native to 

southern Asia and Australia, having large leaves, fragrant, pinkish flowers, a 

broad, rounded, perforated seedpod, and fleshy rhizomes.  b. The edible seed, 

leaf, or rhizome of this plant.  c. Any of several similar or related plants, such as 

the water lilies Nymphaea caerula or N. lotus.   2. A representation of any of vari-

ous lotuses or similar or related plants in Egyptian or classical sculpture, architec-

ture, or art.  3. Any of several leguminous plants of the genus Lotus.  4. Greek 

Mythology. a. A small Mediterranean tree or shrub whose fruit was eaten by the 

lotus-eaters.  b. The fruit of this plant.   [Latin lotus, name of several plants, from 

Greek lotos, perhaps of Semitic origin.]

lo·tus-eat·er (loùtNs-KÙtNr) n.  1. Greek Mythology. One of a people described in 

the Odyssey who fed on the lotus and hence lived in a drugged, indolent state.  

2. A lazy person devoted to pleasure and luxury. 

lotus land (loùtNs l4nd) n.  Informal. A place or condition of irresponsibility 

and luxury. 

lotus position (loùtNs pN-zVshùNn) n.  A cross-legged sitting position used in 

yoga.  [From its resemblance to a lotus.]

louche (lush) adj.  Of questionable taste or morality:  a louche night club; a 

louche painting.  [French, from Old French losche, squint-eyed, feminine of lois, 

from Latin luscus, blind in one eye.]

loud (loud) adj.  loud·er, loud·est. 1. Characterized by high volume and inten-

sity. Used of sound.  2. Producing sound of high volume and intensity.  

3. Clamorous and insistent:  loud denials.  4. a. Having offensively bright colors:  

a loud necktie.  b. Having an offensively strong odor.  c. Offensive in manner.    
—  adv.  louder, loudest. In a loud manner.  [Middle English, from Old English 

hl7d. See kleu- in Appendix.] —loudùly adv.  —loudùness n.  

SYNONYMS: loud, earsplitting, stentorian, strident. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “marked by or producing great volume and often disagree-

able intensity of sound”: loud trumpets; earsplitting shrieks; stentorian tones; stri-

dent, screeching brakes. See also Synonyms at gaudy1 
ANTONYM: soft

loud·en (loudùn) v.  tr. intr. loud·ened, loud·en·ing, loud·ens. To make or 

become louder. 



loud·mouth (loudùmouthÙ) n.  Informal. One given to loud, irritating, or 

indiscreet talk.   —loudùmouthedÙ (-mouthdÙ, -mouthtÙ) adj. 

loud pedal (loud pHdùl) n.  Music. See sustaining pedal. 
loud·speak·er (loudùspKÙkNr) n.  A device that converts electric signals to audi-

ble sound. 

Lou Gehrig’s disease (luù gHrùVgz dV-zKzù) n.  See amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis.  [After Henry Louis (“Lou”) GEHRIG.]

lough (lmKH, lmk) n.  Irish. 1. A lake.  2. A bay or an inlet of the sea.  [Middle 

English, from Old English luh, ultimately from Old Irish loch.]

Lou·is VII (luùK, lu-Kù), 1120?-1180.  King of France (1137-1180) who led the 

unsuccessful Second Crusade (1147-1149) and frequently fought against Henry 

II of England. 

Lou·is IX (luùK, lu-Kù), Known as “Saint Louis.” 1214-1270.  King of France 

(1226-1270) who led the Seventh Crusade (1248-1254) and died in a subsequent 

crusade to Tunisia. 

Lou·is XIII (luùK, lu-Kù), 1601-1643.  King of France (1610-1643) who relied 

heavily on his political adviser Cardinal Richelieu to overcome familial insur-

gence and war with Spain and the Hapsburgs. 

Lou·is XIV (luùK, lu-Kù), Known as “Louis the Great” and “the Sun King.” 

1638-1715.  King of France (1643-1715). His reign, the longest in French history, 

was characterized by a magnificent court and the expansion of French influence 

in Europe. Louis waged three major wars: the Dutch War (1672-1678), the War of 

the Grand Alliance (1688-1697), and the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-

1714). 

Lou·is XV (luùK, lu-Kù), 1710-1774.  King of France (1715-1774) who led 

France into the War of the Austrian Succession (1740-1748) and the Seven Years’ 

War (1756-1763). 

Lou·is XVI (luùK, lu-Kù), 1754-1793.  King of France (1774-1792). In 1789 he 

summoned the Estates-General, but he did not grant the reforms that were 

demanded and revolution followed. Louis and his queen, Marie Antoinette, were 

executed in 1793. 

Lou·is XVIII (luùK, lu-Kù), 1755-1824.  King of France (1814-1824). His reign 

was interrupted by Napoleon (1815), but he returned to power after Napoleon’s 

defeat at Waterloo in the same year. 

Lou·is (luùVs), Joe. 1914-1981.  American prizefighter who held the heavy-

weight title for nearly 12 years (1937-1949), successfully defending it for a record 

25 times. 

Lou·is·burg  or Lou·is·bourg (luùVs-bûrgÙ)  A town of Nova Scotia, Canada, 

on eastern Cape Breton Island. It is near the site of the fortress of Louisbourg, 

built c. 1712-1740 by the French to guard the entrance to the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. In 1758 the fort fell to a British land and sea attack, which reduced it to 



rubble. A national historical park here includes reconstructed portions of the 

complex. 

Lou·ise (lu-Kzù), Lake. A lake of southwest Alberta, Canada, in the Rocky 

Mountains near Banff. Surrounded by high peaks and glaciers, it is noted for its 

scenic beauty. 

Lou·i·si·an·a (lu-KÙzK-4nùN, luÙzK-) Abbr. LA, La.  A state of the southern 

United States on the Gulf of Mexico. It was admitted as the 18th state in 1812. 

Part of the vast region claimed by La Salle for France in 1682, it was first success-

fully settled in 1718 with the foundation of New Orleans. Control of the area 

passed to the United States in 1803, and the Territory of Orleans was created in 

1804 when the northern part was split off to form the District of Louisiana (later 

the Territory of Louisiana and the Missouri Territory). Baton Rouge is the capital 

and New Orleans the largest city. Population, 4,238,216. 

Louisiana French (lu-KÙzK-4nùN frHnch) n.  French as spoken by the descen-

dants of the original French settlers of Louisiana. 

Louisiana Purchase (lu-KÙzK-4nùN pûrùchVs)  A territory of the western 

United States extending from the Mississippi River to the Rocky Mountains 

between the Gulf of Mexico and the Canadian border. It was purchased from 

France on April 30, 1803, for $15 million and officially explored by the Lewis and 

Clark expedition (1804-1806). 

Lou·is Na·po·le·on (luùK nN-poùlK-Nn)  See Napoleon III. 
Lou·is Phi·lippe (luùK fV-lKpù, lu-Kù fK-lKpù), Known as “the Citizen King.” 

1773-1850.  King of France (1830-1848). He ruled after the overthrow of the 

Bourbons in the July Revolution (1830) and abdicated during the Revolution of 

1848. 

Louis Qua·torze (luùK k4-tôrzù) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the 

baroque style in architecture, furniture, and decoration of the reign of Louis XIV.  

[French.]

Louis Quinze (luùK k4Nzù) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the rococo 

style in architecture, furniture, and decoration of the reign of Louis XV.  

[French.]

Louis Seize (luùK sHzù) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the neoclassic 

style in architecture, furniture, and decoration of the reign of Louis XVI.  

[French.]

Louis Treize (luùK trHzù) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the heavy 

late-Renaissance style in architecture, furniture, and decoration of the reign of 

Louis XIII.  [French.]

Lou·is·ville (luùK-vVlÙ, -N-vNl)  The largest city of Kentucky, in the north-cen-

tral part of the state on the Ohio River west of Lexington. On the site of a fort 

built by George Rogers Clark in 1778, it is a port of entry and a major industrial, 

financial, and marketing center. Population, 269,063. 



lounge (lounj) v.  lounged, loung·ing, loung·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move or 

act in a lazy, relaxed way; loll:  lounging on the sofa; lounged around in pajamas.  

2. To pass time idly:  lounged in Venice till June.   —  v.  tr. To pass (time) in a lazy, 

relaxed, or idle way:  lounged the day away.   —  n.  1. A public waiting room, as in 

a hotel or an air terminal, often having smoking or lavatory facilities.  2. An 

establishment or a room in an establishment, as in a hotel or restaurant, where 

cocktails are served.  3. a. A living room.  b. A lobby.   4. A long couch, especially 

one having no back and a headrest at one end.  [Possibly from French s’allonger, 

to stretch out, from Old French alongier, to lengthen, from Medieval Latin 

allong7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin longus, long; see LONG
1.] —loungùer n. 

lounge car (lounj kär) n.  See club car. 
lounge lizard (lounj lVzùNrd) n.  Slang. 1. A generally idle man who haunts 

establishments or gatherings frequented by the rich or fashionable; a social para-

site.  2. A habitué of cocktail lounges. 

lounge·wear (lounjùwârÙ) n.  Clothing suitable for relaxing. 

loupe (lup) n.  A small magnifying glass usually set in an eyepiece and used 

chiefly by watchmakers and jewelers.  [French, from Old French, flawed gem, 

probably of Germanic origin.]

loup-ga·rou (luÙgN-ruù, -gä-) n.  pl. loups-ga·rous (luÙgN-ruzù, -gä-

ruù). A werewolf.  [French, from Old French leu garoul : leu, wolf (from Latin 

lupus); see w_kwo- in Appendix + garoul, werewolf (of Germanic origin); see wX-
ro- in Appendix.]

loup·ing ill (louùpVng Vl, loù-) n.  See tremble (n., sense 3a).  [From Scots loup, 

to leap, from Middle English loupen. See LOPE.]

Loup River (lup rVvùNr)  A river of east-central Nebraska rising in three 

branches and flowing a total length of about 451 km (280 mi) eastward to the 

Platte River. 

loups-ga·rous (luÙgN-ruzù, -gä-ruù) n.  Plural of loup-garou. 
lour (lour) v.  & n.   Variant of lower1. 
Lourdes (ltrd, ltrdz)  A town of southwest France at the foot of the Pyrenees. 

It is noted for its Roman Catholic shrine marking the site where the Virgin Mary 

is said to have appeared to Saint Bernadette in 1858. Population, 17,425. 

Lou·ren·ço Mar·ques (lN-rHnÙso märùkHs, lô-rHNùst märùkHsh)  See 

Maputo. 
lou·ry (lourùK) adj.  Variant of lowery. 
louse (lous) n.  1. pl. lice (lXs). Any of numerous small, flat-bodied, wingless bit-

ing or sucking insects of the orders Mallophaga or Anoplura, many of which are 

external parasites on various animals, including human beings.  2. pl. lous·es. 
Slang. A mean or despicable person.   —  v.  tr. loused, lous·ing, lous·es. 
Slang. To bungle:  loused the project; louse up a deal.  [Middle English, from Old 

English l7s. See l7777s- in Appendix.]



louse·wort (lousùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Pedic-

ularis, having clusters of irregular, variously colored flowers.  Also called wood 

betony [From the belief that sheep feeding on it were prone to lice.]

lous·y (louùzK) adj.  lous·i·er, lous·i·est. 1. Infested with lice.  2. Extremely 

contemptible; nasty:  a lousy trick.  3. Very painful or unpleasant:  a lousy head-

ache.  4. Inferior or worthless:  a lousy play.  5. Slang. Abundantly supplied:  lousy 

with money.   —lousùi·ly adv.  —lousùi·ness n. 

lout1 (lout) n.  A person regarded as awkward and stupid; an oaf.  See Synonyms 

at boor.  [Possibly from LOUT
2.]

lout2 (lout) v.  intr. lout·ed, lout·ing, louts. 1. To bow or curtsy.  2. To bend 

or stoop.  [Middle English louten, from Old English l7tan.]

lout·ish (louùtVsh) adj.  Having the characteristics of a lout; awkward, stupid, 

and boorish.   —loutùish·ly adv.  —loutùish·ness n. 

Lou·vain (lu-v4Nù) also Leu·ven (lHvùNn)  A city of central Belgium east of 

Brussels. First mentioned in the 9th century, it was a center of the wool trade in 

the Middle Ages but declined in the late 14th century because of civil strife. Its 

famed university dates from the 15th century. Population, 85,068. 

lou·ver also lou·vre (luùvNr) n.  1. a. A framed opening, as in a wall, door, or 

window, fitted with fixed or movable horizontal slats for admitting air and light 

and shedding rain.  b. One of the slats used in such an opening.  c. One of the 

narrow openings formed by such slats.   2. A slatted, ventilating opening, as on 

the hood of a motor vehicle.  3. A lantern-shaped cupola on the roof of a medi-

eval building for admitting air and providing for the escape of smoke.  [Middle 

English lover, skylight, chimney, from Old French, from Middle Dutch love, gal-

lery, from Middle High German lauble.] —louùvered adj. 

Lou·ÿs (lt-Kù, lwK), Pierre. 1870-1925.  French writer whose novels include 

Aphrodite (1896) and Woman and Puppet (1908). Several of his love poems were 

set to music by Debussy. 

lov·a·ble also love·a·ble (lƒvùN-bNl) adj.  Having characteristics that attract 

love or affection.   —lovÙa·bilùi·ty, lovùa·ble·ness n.  —lovùa·bly adv. 

lov·age (lƒvùVj) n.  A Mediterranean perennial plant (Levisticum officinale) hav-

ing small, aromatic, seedlike fruit used as seasoning.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman luvesche, from Old English lufestice, from Medieval Latin levis-

tica, from Late Latin levisticum, alteration of Latin ligusticum, from neuter of 

ligusticus, Ligurian.]

love (lƒv) n.  1. A deep, tender, ineffable feeling of affection and solicitude 

toward a person, such as that arising from kinship, recognition of attractive qual-

ities, or a sense of underlying oneness.  2. A feeling of intense desire and attrac-

tion toward a person with whom one is disposed to make a pair; the emotion of 

sex and romance.  3. a. Sexual passion.  b. Sexual intercourse.  c. A love affair.   

4. An intense emotional attachment, as for a pet or treasured object.  5. A person 



who is the object of deep or intense affection or attraction; beloved. Often used as 

a term of endearment.  6. An expression of one’s affection:  Send him my love.  

7. a. A strong predilection or enthusiasm:  a love of language.  b. The object of 

such an enthusiasm:  The outdoors is her greatest love.   8. Love. Mythology. Eros 

or Cupid.  9.  Often Love. Theology. Charity.  10. Love. Christian Science. God.  

11. Sports. A zero score in tennis.   —  v.  loved, lov·ing, loves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

have a deep, tender, ineffable feeling of affection and solicitude toward (a per-

son):  We love our parents. I love my friends.  2. To have a feeling of intense desire 

and attraction toward (a person).  3. To have an intense emotional attachment to:  

loves his house.  4. a. To embrace or caress.  b. To have sexual intercourse with.   

5. To like or desire enthusiastically:  loves swimming.  6. Theology. To have charity 

for.  7. To thrive on; need:  The cactus loves hot, dry air.   —  v.  intr. To experience 

deep affection or intense desire for another.   —idioms. for love. Out of com-

passion; with no thought for a reward:  She volunteers at the hospital for love.  for 
love or money. Under any circumstances. Usually used in negative sentences:  I 

would not do that for love or money.  for the love of. For the sake of; in consid-

eration for:  did it all for the love of praise.  no love lost. No affection; animosity:  

There’s no love lost between them.  [Middle English, from Old English lufu. See 

leubh- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: love, affection, devotion, fondness, infatuation. These nouns de-

note feelings of warm personal attachment or strong attraction to another person.

Love suggests a more intense feeling than that associated with the other words of

this group: married for love. Affection is a less ardent and more unvarying feeling

of tender regard: parental affection. Devotion is earnest, affectionate dedication;

it implies a more selfless, often more abiding feeling than love: The devotion of the

aged couple is inspiring. Fondness is strong liking or affection: showed their fondness

for their grandchildren by financing their education. Infatuation is foolish or ex-

travagant attraction, often of short duration: Their infatuation blinded them to the

fundamental differences in their points of view. See also Synonyms at like1

love·a·ble (lƒvùN-bNl) adj.  Variant of lovable. 
love affair (lƒv N-fârù) n.  1. An intimate sexual relationship or episode 

between lovers.  2. A strong enthusiasm:  America’s love affair with the automobile. 

love apple (lƒv 4pùNl) n.  A tomato.  [Probably translation of French pomme 

d’amour, (from the former belief in the tomato’s aphrodisiacal powers)  : pomme, 

apple + de, of + amour, love.]

love beads (lƒv bKdz) pl.n.  Small beads on a necklace, especially ones worn by 

hippies. 

love·bird (lƒvùbûrdÙ) n.  1. Any of various small Old World parrots, especially 

of the genus Agapornis, often kept as cage birds and noted for the apparent affec-



tion between mates.  2. lovebirds. Informal. A couple who are openly affection-

ate or demonstrative with each other, especially in public. 

love child (lƒv chXld) n.  A child born of parents who are not married to each 

other. 

Love·craft (lƒvùkr4ftÙ), H(oward) P(hillips). 1890-1937.  American writer of 

fantasy and horror tales. His works were collected in The Outsider and Others 

(1939), Beyond the Wall of Sleep (1943), and Marginalia (1944). 

love feast (lƒv fKst) n.  1. a. A meal shared among early Christians as a symbol 

of love.  b. A similar symbolic meal among certain modern Christian sects.   2. A 

gathering intended to promote goodwill among the participants. 

love handle (lƒv h4nùdl) n.  Slang. A deposit of fat at the waistline. Often used 

in the plural. 

love-in (lƒvùVnÙ) n.  Slang. A gathering to engender and promote love, as for the 

satisfaction of the participants or as a form of social activism. 

love-in-a-mist (lƒvùVn-N-mVstÙ) n.  A Mediterranean plant (Nigella damascena) 

having blue or whitish flowers surrounded by numerous threadlike bracts. 

Love·joy (lƒvùjoiÙ), Elijah Parish. 1802-1837.  American cleric and journalist 

who was killed while attempting to protect his printing press from a mob 

opposed to his abolitionist writings. 

love knot (lƒv nmt) n.  A stylized knot regarded as a symbol of the constancy of 

two lovers.  Also called lovers’ knot, true lovers’ knot. 

Love·lace (lƒvùl7sÙ), Richard. 1618-1657?.  English Cavalier poet who is noted 

especially for the lyrics “To Althea, from Prison” and “To Lucasta, Going to the 

Wars.” 

Love·land (lƒvùlNnd)  A city of northern Colorado south of Fort Collins. It is a 

food-processing center with varied industries. Population, 37,352. 

love·less (lƒvùlVs) adj.  1. Characterized by an absence of love:  a loveless mar-

riage.  2. Exhibiting or feeling no love; unloving:  a loveless glance.  3. Receiving 

no love; unloved:  a loveless child. 

love-lies-bleed·ing (lƒvÙlXz-blKùdVng) n.  A tropical Indian plant (Amaran-

thus caudatus) having clusters of small red flowers. 

Lov·ell (lƒvùNl), Sir (Alfred Charles) Bernard. Born 1913.  British radio 

astronomer who founded and directed (1951-1981) the Jodrell Bank Experimen-

tal Station. 

love life (lƒv lXf) n.  The aspect of one’s life including amatory or sexual rela-

tionships with others. 

love·lock (lƒvùlmkÙ) n.  A lock of hair hanging separately from the rest of the 

hair, as one tied with ribbon and worn by courtiers during the 17th and 18th cen-

turies. 

love·lorn (lƒvùlôrnÙ) adj.  Bereft of love or one’s lover. 



love·ly (lƒvùlK) adj.  love·li·er, love·li·est. 1. Full of love; loving.  2. Inspiring 

love or affection.  3. Having beauty that appeals to the emotions as well as to the 

eye.  See Synonyms at beautiful.  4. Enjoyable; delightful.   —  n.  pl. love·lies. 
1. A beautiful person, especially a woman.  2. A lovely object.   —loveùli·ness n.  

—loveùly adv. 

love·mak·ing (lƒvùm7ÙkVng) n.  1. Sexual activity, especially sexual inter-

course.  2. Courtship; wooing. 

lov·er (lƒvùNr) n.  1. One who loves another, especially one who feels sexual love.  

2. lovers. A couple in love with each other.  3. a. A paramour.  b. A sexual part-

ner.   4. One who is fond of or devoted to something:  a lover of fine food.   
—lovùer·ly adv.  & adj. 

lov·ers’ knot (lƒvùNrz nmt) n.  See love knot. 
love seat  or love·seat (lƒvùsKtÙ) n.  A small sofa or double chair that seats two 

people. 

love·sick (lƒvùsVkÙ) adj.  1. So deeply affected by love as to be unable to act nor-

mally.  2. Exhibiting a lover’s yearning.   —loveùsickÙness n. 

lov·ey-dov·ey (lƒvùK-dƒvùK) adj.  Informal. Expressing affection in an extrava-

gantly sentimental way; mushy. 

lov·ing (lƒvùVng) adj.  1. Feeling love; affectionate.  2. Indicative of or exhibiting 

love. 

loving cup (lƒvùVng kƒp) n.  1. A large ornamental wine vessel, usually made of 

silver and having two or more handles.  2. A large ornamental vessel given as an 

award in modern sporting contests and similar events. 

low1 (lo) adj.  low·er, low·est. 1. a. Having little relative height; not high or 

tall.  b. Rising only slightly above surrounding surfaces.  c. Situated or placed 

below normal height:  a low lighting fixture.  d. Situated below the surrounding 

surfaces:  water standing in low spots.  e. Dead and buried.  f. Cut to show the 

wearer’s neck and chest; décolleté:  a low neckline.   2. Near or at the horizon:  The 

sun is low in the sky.  3. Linguistics. Produced with part or all of the tongue 

depressed, as a, pronounced (ä), in father. Used of vowels.  4. Of less than usual 

or average depth; shallow:  The river is low.  5. Humble in status or character.  

6. Biology. Of relatively simple structure in the scale of living organisms.  

7. Unrefined; coarse:  low humor.  8. Violating standards of morality or decency; 

base:  a low stunt to pull.  See Synonyms at mean2.  9. a. Lacking strength or 

vigor; weak.  b. Emotionally or mentally depressed.   10. a. Below average in 

degree, intensity, or amount:  a low temperature.  b. Below an average or a stan-

dard:  low wages; a low level of communication.  c. Ranked near the beginning of 

an ascending series or scale:  a low number; a low grade of oil.  d. Relating to or 

being latitudes nearest to the equator.  e. Relatively small. Used of a cost, price, or 

other value:  a low fee; a low income.  f. Characterized by a small degree, intensity, 

or amount of a specified attribute:  a low cholesterol diet.   11. Having a pitch cor-



responding to a relatively small number of sound-wave cycles per second.  

12. Not loud; soft:  a low murmur.  13. Being near total depletion:  My savings 

account is low.  14. Not adequately provided or equipped; short:  low on supplies.  

15. Depreciatory; disparaging:  a low opinion of his qualities.  16. Brought down 

or reduced in health or wealth:  in a low state.  17. Of, relating to, or being the 

gear configuration or setting, as in an automotive transmission, that produces the 

least vehicular speed with respect to engine speed.   —  adv.  1. a. In or to a low 

position, level, or space:  aimed low; bent low.  b. In or to a low condition or rank; 

humbly:  thought low of himself.   2. In or to a reduced, humbled, or degraded 

condition:  brought low by business reverses.  3. Softly; quietly:  speak low.  4. With 

a deep pitch:  sang low.  5. At a small price:  bought low and sold high.   —  n.  1. A 

low level, position, or degree:  Rain collects in the lows. The stock market fell to a 

new low.  2. Meteorology. A region of atmospheric pressure that is below normal.  

3. The low gear configuration of a transmission.  [Middle English loue, from Old 

Norse l7gr. See legh- in Appendix.] —lowùness n. 

low2 (lo) n.  The characteristic sound uttered by cattle; a moo.   —  v.  intr. 

lowed, low·ing, lows. To utter the sound made by cattle; moo.  [From Middle 

English lowen, to moo, from Old English hlowan. See kelN-2 in Appendix.]

Low (lo), Sir David Alexander Cecil. 1891-1963.  British political cartoonist 

who created the pompous Colonel Blimp. 

Low (lo), Juliette Magill Kinzie Gordon. 1860-1927.  American founder of 

the Girl Scouts (1912). 

Low (lo), Seth. 1850-1916.  American educator, reformer, and public official. 

He served as mayor of Brooklyn (1882-1886) and New York City (1901-1903). 

low-ball  or low·ball (loùbôlÙ) v.  low-·balled, low-·bal·ling, low-·balls. 
Slang.  —  v.  tr. To underestimate or understate (a cost) deliberately: “He often 

took illegal cash payments from developers in return for... low-balling the cost of con-

struction and renovation work” (Boston Globe).   —  v.  intr. To engage in the 

deliberate understatement of cost.  [From the card game of the same name.] 
—lowù-ball adj. 

low beam (lo bKm) n.  The beam of a vehicle’s headlight that provides short-

range illumination. 

low blow (lo blo) n.  An unscrupulous attack; an insult. 

low·born (loùbôrnù) adj.  Of humble birth. 

low·boy (loùboiÙ) n.  A low tablelike chest of drawers. 

low·bred (loùbrHdù) adj.  Coarse; vulgar. 

low·brow (loùbrouÙ) n.  One having uncultivated tastes.   —  adj.  also 

low·browed (-broudÙ) Uncultivated; vulgar.  [LOW
1 + (HIGH)BROW.]

Low Church (lo chûrch) n.  A group in the Anglican Church that minimizes 

the episcopacy, priesthood, and sacraments and favors evangelical doctrines, pol-

ity, and usages.   —Lowù-Churchù (loùchûrchù) adj. 



low comedy (lo kmmùV-dK) n.  Comedy characterized by slapstick, burlesque, 

and horseplay. 

Low Countries (lo kƒnùtrKz)  A region of northwest Europe comprising Bel-

gium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg. 

low-den·si·ty (loùdHnùsV-tK) adj.  Having a low concentration:  low-density 

urban areas. 

low-density lipoprotein (loùdHnùsV-tK lVpÙo-proùtKnÙ) n.  Abbr. LDL A 

complex of lipids and proteins that functions as a transporter of cholesterol in the 

blood. High levels are associated with an increased risk of atherosclerosis and cor-

onary heart disease. 

low·down (loùdounÙ) n.  Slang. The whole truth:  gave us the lowdown on what 

happened at the party. 

low-down (loùdounù) adj.  1. Despicable; base.  2. Emotionally depressed. 

Low·ell (loùNl)  A city of northeast Massachusetts on the Merrimack River 

northwest of Boston. Settled in 1653, it was once a major textile center and now 

has diversified industries. Population, 103,439. 

Low·ell (loùNl), Abbott Lawrence. 1856-1943.  American educator and presi-

dent (1909-1933) of Harvard University. He wrote Essays on Government (1889) 

and Conflicts of Principle (1932). 

Low·ell (loùNl), Amy. 1874-1925.  American poet. A leader of the imagists, she 

wrote several volumes of poetry, including Sword Blades and Poppy Seed (1914). 

Low·ell (loùNl), James Russell. 1819-1891.  American editor, poet, and diplo-

mat. He edited the Atlantic Monthly (1857-1861) and served as U.S. minister to 

Spain (1877-1880) and Great Britain (1880-1885). 

Low·ell (loùNl), Percival. 1855-1916.  American astronomer. He founded the 

Lowell Observatory in Arizona (1894), where his studies of Mars led him to 

believe that the planet was inhabited. 

Low·ell (loùNl), Robert Traill Spence, Jr. 1917-1977.  American poet whose 

works include Life Studies (1959) and The Dolphin (1973), for which he won a 

Pulitzer Prize. 

low-end (loùHndÙ) adj.  1. Cheapest in a line of merchandise:  low-end subcom-

pact cars.  2. Informal. a. Appealing to unsophisticated and undiscerning custom-

ers:  a low-end department store; low-end video equipment.  b. Unsophisticated 

and undiscerning:  books targeted to the low-end consumer.  

low·er1 (louùNr, lour) also lour (lour) v.  intr. low·ered also loured, 
low·er·ing also lour·ing, low·ers also lours. 1. To look angry, sullen, or 

threatening.  See Synonyms at frown.  2. To appear dark or threatening, such as 

the sky.   —  n.  1. A threatening, sullen, or angry look.  2. A dark and ominous 

look:  the lower of thunderheads.  [Middle English louren.] —lowùer·ing·ly adv. 

low·er2 (loùNr) adj.  Comparative of low1. 1. Below another in rank, position, 

or authority.  2. Physically situated below a similar or comparable thing:  a lower 



shelf.  3. Lower. Geology & Archaeology. Relating to or being an earlier or older 

division of the period named.  4. Biology. Less advanced in organization or evolu-

tionary development.  5. Denoting the larger and usually more representative 

house of a bicameral legislature.   —  v.  low·ered, low·er·ing, low·ers.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To let, bring, or move down to a lower level.  2. To reduce in value, degree, 

or quality.  3. To weaken; undermine:  lower one’s energy.  4. To reduce in stand-

ing or respect.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move down:  Her hand lowered.  2. To become 

less; diminish:  The temperature has lowered gradually this month. 

low·er bound (loùNr bound) n.  Mathematics. A number less than or equal to 

any number in a set. 

Low·er Cal·i·for·nia (loùNr k4lÙV-fôrùnyN, -fôrùnK-N)  See Baja California. 
Lower Can·a·da (louùNr k4nùN-dN)  The southern, mainly French-speaking 

portion of Quebec, Canada, from 1791 until 1841, when it was reunited with 

Upper Quebec to form the present-day province of Quebec. 

Lower Carboniferous (louùNr kärÙbN-nVfùNr-Ns) n.  See Mississippian (n., 

sense 2). 

low·er·case  or low·er-case (loùNr-k7sù) Printing. adj.  Abbr. lc Of, relating to, 

or being lowercase letters.   —  v.  tr. lower·cased, lower·cas·ing, 
lower·cas·es. To put (type or text) in lowercase letters.   —lowùer·caseù n. 

lowercase letter (loùNr-k7sù lHtùNr) n.  Printing. A letter written or printed in 

a size smaller than and often in a form differing from its corresponding capital 

letter.  [From their storage in the lower of two trays used by compositors.]

low·er class (loùNr kl4s) n.  The class or classes of lower than middle rank in a 

society.   —lowùer-classù (loùNr-kl4sù) adj. 

low·er·class·man (loùNr-kl4sùmNn) n.  See underclassman. 
low·er criticism (loùNr krVtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Critical study, especially of the Bible, 

that attends chiefly to the words of the work being examined, exploring their 

meaning and seeking to establish an accurate text.  [As against HIGHER CRITICISM.]

Lower East Side (louùNr Kst sXd)  See East Side. 
Lower E·gypt (louùNr KùjVpt)  The part of ancient Egypt comprising the Nile 

River delta. It was united with Upper Egypt c. 3100 B.C. 

Lower En·ga·dine (louùNr HngÙgN-dKnù)  See Engadine. 
Lower Klam·ath (louùNr kl4mùNth)  A lake of northern California formerly 

connected with Upper Klamath Lake in southern Oregon. 

Lower Mich·i·gan (louùNr mVshùV-gNn)  See Lower Peninsula. 
low·er·most (loùNr-mostÙ) adj.  Lowest. 

Lower New York Bay (loùNr nu yôrkù b7, nyu)  See New York Bay. 
Lower Pa·lat·i·nate (louùNr pN-l4tùn-Vt)  See Palatinate. 
Lower Peninsula (loùNr pN-nVnùsyN-lN) also Lower Mich·i·gan (loùNr 

mVshùV-gNn)  The section of Michigan between Lakes Michigan and Huron and 

south of the Straits of Mackinac. 



Lower Tun·gus·ka (louùNr ttng-guùskN, tun-)  See Tunguska. 
low·er world (loùNr wûrld) n.  Mythology. The abode of the dead, considered 

to be beneath the surface of the earth. 

low·er·y (louùN-rK) also lour·y (lourùK) adj.  Overcast; threatening. 

Lowes (loz), John Livingston. 1867-1945.  American educator and literary 

critic who wrote Convention and Revolt in Poetry (1919) and The Road to Xanadu 

(1927). 

low·est common denominator (loùVst kmmùNn dV-nmmùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  

1. Mathematics. See least common denominator.  2. That which is under-

stood, believed, or accepted by a majority of people: “The press can resist the stan-

dard of the lowest common denominator, the rationalization that all news is fit to 

print that has appeared anywhere else” (Edward M. Kennedy). 

lowest common multiple (loùVst kmmùNn mƒlùtN-pNl) n.  Mathematics. See 

least common multiple. 
Lowes·toft (loùstNf, -stôftÙ, -stmftÙ)  A municipal borough of extreme eastern 

England on the North Sea east-southeast of Norwich. A seaside resort, it is 

famous for the fine bone china produced here in the latter half of the 18th cen-

tury. Population, 55,800. 

lowest terms (loùVst tûrmz) pl.n.  Mathematics. The numerator and denomi-

nator of a fraction that have had all common factors but 1 factored out and can-

celed. 

low frequency (lo frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. LF, lf A radio frequency in the range 

from 30 to 300 kilohertz. 

low gear (lo gîr) n.  1. The low gear configuration of a transmission.  2. A state 

of minimum activity, energy, or force:  The project went into low gear during sum-

mer vacation. 

Low German (lo jûrùmNn) n.  1. The German dialects of northern Germany.  

Also called Plattdeutsch 2. The continental West Germanic languages except High 

German.  [Translation of German Plattdeutsch : platt, flat (from the terrain of 

northern Germany) + Deutsch, German.]

low-grade (loùgr7dù) adj.  1. Of inferior grade or quality:  low-grade merchan-

dise.  2. Reduced in degree or intensity:  a low-grade fever. 

Lo·wie (loùK), Robert Harry. 1883-1957.  Austrian-born American anthropolo-

gist noted for his studies of Native Americans of the Plains. 

low-in·come (loùVnùkƒm) adj.  Of or relating to individuals or households sup-

ported by an average or slightly below average income. 

low-key (loùkKù) also low-keyed (-kKdù) adj.  1. Having low intensity; 

restrained, as in style or quality; subdued.  2. Having or producing uniformly 

dark tones with little contrast, as in a photograph. 

low·land (loùlNnd) n.  An area of land that is low in relation to the surrounding 

country.   —  adj.  Relating to or characteristic of low, usually level land. 



low·land·er (loùlNn-dNr) n.  A native or inhabitant of a lowland. 

Low·lands (loùlNndz)  A region of Scotland lying south of the Highlands.   
—Lowùland adj.  —Lowùland·er n. 

low-lev·el (loùlHvùNl) adj.  1. Relating to or being of low rank or importance:  a 

low-level job.  2. Situated in or occurring at a low level:  low-level radiation.  

3. Computer Science. Of or relating to a computer language, such as an assembly 

language, in which each instruction corresponds to an instruction in machine 

language. 

low·life also low-life (loùlXfÙ) n.  pl. low·lifes also low·lives (-lXvzÙ). A per-

son of low social status or moral character: “explores a world of London lowlifes in 

sinister prosperity” (Times Literary Supplement).   —lowùlife adj. 

low·ly (loùlK) adj.  low·li·er, low·li·est. 1. Having or suited for a low rank or 

position.  2. Humble or meek in manner.  3. Plain or prosaic in nature.   —  adv.  

1. In a low manner, condition, or position.  2. In a meek or humble manner.  

3. Low in sound.   —lowùli·ness n. 

low-ly·ing (loùlXÙVng) adj.  1. Lying close to water or ground level:  low-lying 

coastal areas.  2. Situated below the normal height or altitude:  low-lying deserts of 

central Arizona. 

Low Mass (lo m4s) n.  A Mass of simple ceremony that was recited rather than 

sung by the priest. No longer in official use. 

low-mind·ed (loùmXnùdVd) adj.  Exhibiting a coarse, vulgar character.   
—lowù-mindùed·ly adv.  —lowù-mindùed·ness n. 

Lowndes (loundz), William Thomas. 1798-1843.  British bibliographer and 

bookseller who compiled The Bibliographer’s Manual of English Literature (1820-

1834). 

low-necked (loùnHktù) also low-neck (-nHkÙ) adj.  Having a low-cut neckline; 

décolleté. 

low-pitched (loùpVchtù) adj.  1. Low in tone or tonal range.  2. Having a mod-

erate slope:  a low-pitched roof. 

low-pres·sure (loùprHshùNr) adj.  1. Having, working under, or exerting little 

pressure.  2. Relaxed in attitude, nature, or style; easygoing:  a low-pressure life-

style; a low-pressure personality. 

low profile (lo proùfXlÙ) n.  Behavior or activity carried out with deliberate 

restraint or modesty so as not to attract attention:  keep a low profile.   —lowù-
proùfileÙ (loùproùfXlÙ) adj. 

low relief (lo rV-lKfù) n.  Sculptural relief that projects very little from the back-

ground.  Also called bas-relief, basso-relievo. 

low-res (loùrHzù) adj.  Low-resolution. 

low-res·o·lu·tion (loùrHzÙN-luùshNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to an image that 

lacks fine detail.  2. Computer Science. Of or relating to an output device, such as 



a printer, whose images do not contain a large number of pixels and therefore 

lack sharpness and may have jagged edges. 

low rider  or low-rid·er (loùrXÙdNr) n.  Chiefly Southwestern U.S. 1. A custom-

ized car whose springs have been shortened so that the chassis rides close to the 

ground, often equipped with hydraulic lifts that can be controlled by the driver: 

“a 1964 Chevrolet Impala low rider belonging to Clemente Fuentes, who can make 

the car rock and wobble like a conga dancer” (Edmund Newton).  2. A person who 

drives such a car.   —low ridùer adj. 

low-rise (loùrXzÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a building having few stories and often 

no elevators:  a low-rise apartment house.  [LOW
1 + (HIGH)-RISE.]

low road (lo rod) n.  Behavior or practice that is deceitful or immoral:  He spent 

much of the campaign on the low road, making scurrilous and unsubstantiated 

remarks about the incumbent’s past. 

Low·ry (louùrK), (Clarence) Malcolm. 1909-1957.  British writer. His novel 

Under the Volcano (1947) is recognized as a masterpiece of modern fiction. 

low-spir·it·ed (loùspVrùV-tVd) adj.  Being in low spirits; depressed.   —lowù-
spirùit·ed·ly adv.  —lowù-spirùit·ed·ness n. 

Low Sunday (lo sƒnùdK) n.  The first Sunday after Easter. 

low-tech (loùtHkù) adj.  Of or relating to low technology. 

low technology (lo tHk-nmlùN-jK) n.  Technology that does not involve highly 

advanced or specialized systems or devices.   —lowù-tech·nolùo·gy (loùtHk-

nmlùN-jK) adj. 

low-ten·sion (loùtHnùshNn) adj.  1. Of or at low potential or voltage.  

2. Operating at low voltage. 

low-test (loùtHstù) adj.  Having low volatility and a high boiling point. Used of 

gasoline.  [LOW
1 + (HIGH)-TEST.]

low-tick·et (loùtVkùVt) adj.  Informal. Fairly inexpensive:  low-ticket merchandise. 

low tide (lo tXd) n.  1. The lowest level of the tide.  2. The time at which the tide 

is lowest.  Also called low water  —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a low tide mark; a low tide departure. 

low water (lo wôùtNr) n.  Abbr. LW 1. The lowest level of water in a body of 

water, such as a river, lake, or reservoir.  2.  See low tide. 
lox1 (lmks) n.  pl. lox or lox·es. Smoked salmon.  [Yiddish laks, from Middle 

High German lahs, salmon, from Old High German. See laks- in Appendix.]

lox2 (lmks) n.  Liquid oxygen, especially when used as a rocket fuel oxidizer.  

[L(IQUID) + OX(YGEN).]

lox·o·drom·ic (lmkÙsN-drmmùVk) also lox·o·drom·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Nautical. 

Relating to sailing on a rhumb line.  [Greek loxos, slanting + Greek dromos, 

course.] —loxÙo·dromùi·cal·ly adv. 

loxodromic curve (lmkÙsN-drmmùVk kûrv) n.  Nautical. See rhumb line. 



loy·al (loiùNl) adj.  1. Steadfast in allegiance to one’s homeland, government, or 

sovereign.  2. Faithful to a person, an ideal, a custom, a cause, or a duty.  3. Of, 

relating to, or marked by loyalty.  See Synonyms at faithful.  [French, from Old 

French leial, loial, from Latin lKg7lis, legal, from lKx, lKg-, law. See leg- in Appen-

dix.] —loyùal·ly adv. 

loy·al·ist (loiùN-lVst) n.  1. One who maintains loyalty to an established govern-

ment, political party, or sovereign, especially during war or revolutionary change.  

2. Loyalist. See Tory (n., sense 2).  3. Loyalist. One who supported the estab-

lished government of Spain during the Spanish Civil War.   —loyùal·ism n. 

loy·al·ty (loiùNl-tK) n.  pl. loy·al·ties. 1. The state or quality of being loyal.  See 

Synonyms at fidelity.  2. loyalties. Feelings of devoted attachment and affec-

tion:  My loyalties lie with my family. 

Loy·al·ty Islands (loiùNl-tK XùlNndz)  A group of coral islands of the southwest 

Pacific Ocean northwest of New Caledonia, of which they are an administrative 

division. 

Lo·yang (loùyängù)  See Luoyang. 
Loy·o·la (loi-oùlN), Saint Ignatius of.  See Saint. Ignatius of Loyola. 
loz·enge (lmzùVnj) n.  1. A small, medicated candy intended to be dissolved 

slowly in the mouth to lubricate and soothe irritated tissues of the throat.  2. a. A 

four-sided planar figure with a diamondlike shape; a rhombus that is not a 

square.  b. Something having this shape, especially a heraldic device.   [Middle 

English, rhombus, from Old French losenge, perhaps of Celtic origin.]

Lo·zi·er (loùzK-Nr), Clemence Sophia Harned. 1813-1888.  American physi-

cian and feminist. She founded (1863) the New York Medical College and Hospi-

tal for Women and led (1877-1878) the National Woman Suffrage Association. 

LP (HlùpKù) n.  pl. LP’s or LPs. A long-playing phonograph record.  [Originally a 

trademark.]

LPG abbr.  Liquefied petroleum gas. 

LPM  or lpm abbr.  Lines per minute. 

LPN  or L.P.N. abbr.  Licensed practical nurse. 

Lr  The symbol for the element lawrencium. 
LR abbr.  Living room. 

L/R abbr.  Left/right. 

L.S. abbr.  Latin. Locus sigilli (the place of the seal). 

LSAT abbr.  Law School Admissions Test. 

LSD1 (HlÙHs-dKù) n.  A crystalline compound, C20H25N3O, derived from lysergic 

acid and used as a powerful hallucinogenic drug.  Also called acid, lysergic acid 

diethylamide.  [L(Y)S(ERGIC ACID) D(IETHYLAMIDE).]

LSD2 abbr.  Least significant digit. 

LSI abbr.  Large-scale integration. 

lt. abbr.  Light. 



Lt. abbr.  Lieutenant. 

l.t.  or LT abbr.  Local time. 

Lt. Col.  or LTC abbr.  Lieutenant colonel. 

Lt. Comdr. abbr.  Lieutenant commander. 

ltd.  or Ltd. abbr.  1. Limited.  2. Limited company. 

Lt. Gen.  or LTG abbr.  Lieutenant general. 

Lt. Gov. abbr.  Lieutenant governor. 

LTJG abbr.  Lieutenant junior grade. 

Lu  The symbol for the element lutetium. 
Lu·an·da (lu-4nùdN)  also Lo·an·da (lo-änùdN)  The capital and largest city of 

Angola, in the northwest part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. Founded by 

the Portuguese in 1575, it has a fine natural harbor and diversified industries. 

Population, 1,200,000. 

Lu·ang·wa (lu-ängùwä)  A river, about 805 km (500 mi) long, of eastern Zam-

bia flowing south-southwest to the Zambezi River. 

lu·au (lu-ouù, luùouÙ) n.  A traditional, elaborate Hawaiian feast.  [Hawaiian 

lu’au.]

Lu·ba (luùbN) n.  pl. Luba or Lu·bas. 1. A member of a Bantu people inhabit-

ing southeast Zaire.  2. The Bantu language of this people. In this sense, also 

calledTshiluba 

Lu·ba·vitch·er (lt-bäùvV-chNr, luùbN-vVchÙNr) n.  A member of a Hasidic 

community founded in Russia in the late 18th century that stresses the impor-

tance of religious study.   —  adj.  Of or relating to this movement and its follow-

ers.  [Yiddish Libavitsher, from Libavitsh, Jewish town in Russia where the 

movement originated.]

lub·ber (lƒbùNr) n.  1. A clumsy person.  2. Nautical. An inexperienced sailor; a 

landlubber.  [Middle English lobur, lazy lout; akin to lob, lout. See LOB.] 
—lubùber·ly adv.  & adj. 

lubber line (lƒbùNr lXn) also lub·ber’s line (lƒbùNrz lXn) n.  A line or mark on a 

compass or cathode-ray indicator that represents the heading of a ship or an air-

craft. 

lubber’s hole (lƒbùNrz hol) n.  Nautical. A hole through the platform sur-

rounding the upper part of a ship’s mast, through which one may climb to go 

aloft. 

Lub·bock (lƒbùNk)  A city of northwest Texas south of Amarillo. Settled in 1879, 

it is an industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 186,206. 

Lub·bock (lƒbùNk), Sir John First Baron Avebury. 1834-1913.  British banker, 

politician, and naturalist. He is best known as a writer of popular science books, 

including The Origin and Metamorphoses of Insects (1874) and British Wild Flow-

ers (1875). 



lube (lub) Informal. v.  tr. lubed, lub·ing, lubes. To lubricate (a car’s joints, 

for example).   —  n.  A lubricant, especially one applied to machinery:  silicone 

lube.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a lube job; a lube 

rack. 

Lü·beck (luùbHkÙ, lüù-)  A city of north-central Germany northeast of Ham-

burg. A major Baltic port and industrial center, the present city dates from 1143 

and was the leading town of the Hanseatic League after its designation as a free 

city in 1226. It retained that status until 1937. Population, 211,707. 

Lu·bitsch (luùbVch), Ernst. 1892-1947.  German filmmaker whose sophisti-

cated comedies include Trouble in Paradise (1932) and Ninotchka (1939). 

Lu·blin (luùblNn, -blKnÙ)  A city of eastern Poland southeast of Warsaw. Char-

tered in 1317, it passed to Austria in 1795 and Russia in 1815. Population, 

324,100. 

lu·bri·cant (luùbrV-kNnt) n.  1. A substance, such as grease or oil, that reduces 

friction when applied as a surface coating to moving parts.  2. One that helps 

reduce difficulty or conflict.   —luùbri·cant adj. 

lu·bri·cate (luùbrV-k7tÙ) v.  lu·bri·cat·ed, lu·bri·cat·ing, lu·bri·cates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To apply a lubricant to.  2. To make slippery or smooth.   —  v.  intr. To act 

as a lubricant.  [Latin l7bric7re, l7bric7t-, from l7bricus, slippery. See sleubh- in 

Appendix.] —luÙbri·caùtion n.  —luùbri·caÙtive adj. 

lu·bri·ca·tor (luùbrV-k7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that lubricates, especially a lubricant.  

2. A device for applying a lubricant. 

lu·bri·cious (lu-brVshùNs) also lu·bri·cous (luùbrV-kNs) adj.  1. Having a slip-

pery or smooth quality.  2. Shifty or tricky.  3. a. Lewd; wanton.  b. Sexually 

stimulating; salacious.   [Alteration of lubricous, from Latin l7bricus, slippery. See 

sleubh- in Appendix.] —lu·briùcious·ly adv.  —lu·briùcious·ness n. 

lu·bric·i·ty (lu-brVsùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being lubricious.  [Late 

Latin l7bricit7s, slipperiness, from Latin l7bricus, slippery. See sleubh- in Appen-

dix.]

lu·bri·cous (luùbrV-kNs) adj.  Variant of lubricious. 
Lu·bum·ba·shi (ltÙbtm-bäùshK) Formerly E·lis·a·beth·ville (V-lVzùN-bNth-

vVlÙ).  A city of southeast Zaire near the Zambia border. Founded in 1910, it was 

the center of a secessionist state during the civil war in Zaire (1960-1963). Popula-

tion, 543,268. 

Lu·can (luùkNn), A.D. 39-65.  Roman poet who wrote the Pharsalia, an epic 

account of the civil war between Caesar and Pompey. 

Lu·ca·ni·a (lu-k7ùnK-N, -k7nùyN), Mount. A peak, 5,229.8 m (17,147 ft) high, 

of the St. Elias Mountains in southwest Yukon Territory, Canada, near the Alas-

kan border. 



lu·carne (lu-kärnù) n.  A dormer window.  [French, from Old French, alter-

ation (influenced by luiserne, light, from Latin l7cerna, lamp,); see LUCERNE, of 

Old Provençal lucana, possibly of Germanic origin.]

Luc·ca (luùkN)  A city of northwest Italy west of Florence. On the site of an 

ancient Ligurian settlement and a Roman colony, it became a free commune in 

the 12th century and was later an independent republic. Population, 91,097. 

Luce (lus), Clare Boothe. 1902-1987.  American writer and public official. She 

wrote several plays, including The Women (1936), and served as ambassador to 

Italy (1953-1956). 

Luce (lus), Henry Robinson. 1898-1967.  American editor and publisher who 

cofounded Time (1923) and founded Fortune (1930), Life (1936), and Sports Illus-

trated (1954). 

lu·cent (luùsNnt) adj.  1. Giving off light; luminous.  2. Translucent; clear.  

[Latin l7cKns, l7cent- present participle of l7cKre, to shine. See leuk- in Appen-

dix.] —luùcen·cy n.  —luùcent·ly adv. 

lu·cerne (lu-sûrnù) n.  Chiefly British. Alfalfa.  [French luzerne, from Provençal 

luzerno, glowworm (perhaps from its shiny seeds), from Latin l7cerna, lamp, 

from l7cKre, to shine. See LUCID.]

Lu·cerne (lu-sûrnù, lü-sHrnù)  A city of central Switzerland on the northern 

shore of the Lake of Lucerne, an irregularly shaped lake surrounded by moun-

tains. The city developed around a monastery founded in the eighth century and 

is a major resort. Population, 61,000. 

lu·ces (luùsKz) n.  A plural of lux. 
Lu·cian (luùshNn), fl. second century A.D.  Greek satirist. His two major works, 

Dialogues of the Gods and Dialogues of the Dead, ridicule Greek philosophy and 

mythology. 

lu·cid (luùsVd) adj.  1. Easily understood; intelligible.  2. Mentally sound; sane 

or rational.  3. Translucent or transparent.  See Synonyms at clear.  [Latin 

l7cidus, from l7cKre, to shine. See leuk- in Appendix.] —lu·cidùi·ty, luùcid·ness 

n.  —luùcid·ly adv. 

Lu·ci·fer (luùsN-fNr) n.  1. The archangel cast from heaven for leading the revolt 

of the angels; Satan.  2. The planet Venus in its appearance as the morning star.  

3. lucifer. A friction match.  [Middle English, from Old English, morning star, 

Lucifer, from Late Latin L7cifer, from Latin, morning star, light-bringer  : l7x, 

l7c-, light; see leuk- in Appendix + -fer, -fer.]

lu·cif·er·ase (lu-sVfùN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  An enzyme present in the cells of biolu-

minescent organisms that catalyzes the oxidation of luciferin. 

lu·cif·er·in (lu-sVfùNr-Vn) n.  A chemical substance present in the cells of biolu-

minescent organisms, such as fireflies, that produces an almost heatless, bluish-

green light when oxidized under the catalytic effects of luciferase.  [Latin l7cifer, 

light-bringing; see LUCIFER + -IN.]



Lu·ci·na (lu-sXùnN) n.  Archaic. A midwife.  [Latin L7cXna, goddess of childbirth, 

from feminine of l7cXnus, light-bringing, from l7x, l7c-, light. See leuk- in 

Appendix.]

Lu·cite (luùsXtÙ)  A trademark used for a transparent thermoplastic acrylic resin 

employed in paints, enamels, and primers. 

luck (lƒk) n.  1. The chance happening of fortunate or adverse events; fortune:  as 

luck would have it.  2. Good fortune or prosperity; success:  We wish you luck.  

3. One’s personal fate or lot:  It’s just my luck.   —  v.  intr. lucked, luck·ing, 
lucks. Informal. To gain success or something desirable by chance:  lucked into a 

good apartment; lucked out in finding that rare book.   —idioms. in luck. Enjoy-

ing success; fortunate.  out of luck. Lacking good fortune.  push (one’s) luck. 
To risk one’s good fortune, often by acting overconfidently.  try (one’s) luck. To 

attempt something without knowing if one will be successful.  [Middle English 

lucke, from Middle Dutch luc, short for gheluc.]

luck·i·ly (lƒkùN-lK) adv.  With or by favorable chance:  Luckily, the police came 

right away. 

luck·less (lƒkùlVs) adj.  Marked by, suffering, or promising lack of luck; unlucky.  

See Synonyms at unfortunate. 
Luck·now (lƒkùnou)  A city of north-central India east-southeast of Delhi. 

Once the capital of the kingdom of Oudh (1775-1856), it was besieged for five 

months during the Indian Mutiny of 1857. Population, 895,721. 

luck·y (lƒkùK) adj.  luck·i·er, luck·i·est. 1. Having or attended by good luck.  

See Synonyms at happy.  2. Occurring by chance; fortuitous.  3. Believed to 

bring good luck:  hoped to draw a lucky number.   —luckùi·ness n. 

lu·cra·tive (luùkrN-tVv) adj.  Producing wealth; profitable:  a lucrative income; a 

lucrative marketing strategy.  [Middle English lucratif, from Old French, from 

Latin lucr7tXvus, from lucr7tus, past participle of lucr7rX, to profit, from lucrum, 

profit. See lau- in Appendix.]

lu·cre (luùkNr) n.  Money or profits.  [Middle English, from Latin lucrum. See 

lau- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: When William Tyndale translated aiskhron kerdos, “shame-

ful gain” (Titus 1:11), as filthy lucre in his edition of the Bible, he was tarring the

word lucre for the rest of its existence. But we cannot lay the pejorative sense of

lucre completely at Tyndale’s door. He was merely a link, albeit a strong one, in a

process that had begun long before with respect to the ancestor of our word, the

Latin word lucrum, “material gain, profit.” This process was probably controlled

by the inevitable conjunction of profit, especially monetary profit, with evils such

as greed. In Latin lucrum also meant “avarice,” and in Middle English lucre, be-

sides meaning “monetary gain, profit,” meant “illicit gain.” Furthermore, many of

the contexts in which the neutral sense of the word appeared were not that neu-



tral, as in “It is a wofull thyng... ffor lucre of goode... A man to fals his othe [it is

a sad thing for a man to betray his oath for monetary gain].” Tyndale thus merely

helped the process along when he gave us the phrase filthy lucre.

Lu·cre·tius (lu-krKùshNs, -shK-Ns), 96?-55? B.C.  Roman philosopher and poet 

who is famous for De Rerum Natura (On the Nature of Things), a long poem that 

attempts to explain the universe in scientific terms in order to free people from 

superstition and fear of the unknown.   —Lu·creùtian (-shNn) adj. 

lu·cu·brate (luùkyt-br7tÙ) v.  intr. lu·cu·brat·ed, lu·cu·brat·ing, 
lu·cu·brates. To write in a scholarly fashion; produce scholarship.  [Latin 

l7cubr7re, l7cubr7t-, to work at night by lamplight. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lu·cu·bra·tion (luÙkyt-br7ùshNn) n.  1. Laborious study or meditation.  2.  
Often lucubrations. Writing produced by laborious effort or study, especially 

pedantic or pretentious writing. 

lu·cu·lent (luùkyt-lNnt) adj.  Easily understood; clear or lucid.  [Middle 

English, shiny, from Latin l7culentus, from l7x, l7c-, light. See leuk- in Appen-

dix.]

Lu·cul·lan (lu-kƒlùNn) adj.  1. Lavish; luxurious.  2. Of or relating to Lucullus 

or his luxurious banquets.  [After Lucius Licinius LUCULLUS.]

Lu·cul·lus (lu-kƒlùNs), Lucius Licinius. 110?-57? B.C.  Roman general and con-

sul noted for his self-indulgence. 

Lü·da also Lü·ta (luùdäù, lüù-)  An industrial conurbation of northeast China 

on Korea Bay at the southern end of the Liaodong Peninsula. It includes the cities 

of Lushun and Dalian. Population, 1,380,000. 

Lud·dite (lƒdùXt) n.  1. Any of a group of British workers who between 1811 and 

1816 rioted and destroyed laborsaving textile machinery in the belief that such 

machinery would diminish employment.  2. One who opposes technical or tech-

nological change.  [After Ned Ludd, an English laborer who was supposed to have 

destroyed weaving machinery around 1779.] —Ludùdism n. 

lude (lud) n.  Slang. A pill or tablet containing methaqualone.  [Short for 

QUAALUDE.]

Lu·den·dorff (ludùn-dôrfÙ), Erich Friedrich Wilhelm von. 1865-1937.  

German general and politician. He was chief of staff in the east during World War 

I. 

Lü·den·scheid (ludùn-shXtÙ, lüdù-)  A city of west-central Germany east of 

Düsseldorf. Chartered in 1287, it is an industrial center. Population, 73,496. 

Lu·dhi·a·na (luÙdK-äùnN)  A city of northwest India north-northwest of Delhi. 

It is an industrial center and a railroad junction. Population, 607,502. 

lu·dic (luùdVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or connoting play or playfulness: “Fiction... 

now makes [language] the center of its reflexive concern, and explodes in ludic, 



parodic, ironic forms” (Ihab Hassan).  [French ludique, from Latin l7dus, play. See 

leid- in Appendix.]

lu·di·crous (luùdV-krNs) adj.  Laughable or hilarious because of obvious absur-

dity or incongruity.  See Synonyms at foolish.  [From Latin l7dicrus, sportive, 

from l7dus, game. See leid- in Appendix.] —luùdi·crous·ly adv.  

—luùdi·crous·ness n. 

Lud·low (lƒdùlo)  A town of southwest Massachusetts, an industrial suburb of 

Springfield. It was set off from Springfield in 1774. Population, 18,820. 

Lud·wigs·burg (ltdùvVgz-bûrgÙ, lutùvVKHs-btrkÙ)  A city of southwest Ger-

many north of Stuttgart. It grew around a baroque 18th-century castle built in 

imitation of Versailles. Population, 77,054. 

Lud·wigs·ha·fen (ltdÙvVgz-häùfNn, lutùvVKHs-)  A city of southwest Ger-

many on the Rhine River opposite Mannheim. Founded as a fortress in the early 

17th century, it is now a leading center of the country’s chemical industry. Popu-

lation, 155,311. 

lu·es (luùKz) n.  pl. lues. Syphilis.  [New Latin luKs, from Latin, plague. See leu- 
in Appendix.] —lu·etùic (-HtùVk) adj.  —lu·etùi·cal·ly adv. 

luff (lƒf) n.  1. Nautical. a. The act of sailing closer into the wind.  b. The for-

ward side of a fore-and-aft sail.   2. Archaic. The fullest part of the bow of a ship.   
—  v.  luffed, luff·ing, luffs.  —  v.  intr. Nautical. 1. To steer a sailing vessel 

closer into the wind, especially with the sails flapping.  2. To flap while losing 

wind. Used of a sail.   —  v.  tr. 1. Nautical. To sail (a vessel, such as a yacht) closer 

into the wind during a race so as to prevent an opponent’s craft from passing on 

the windward side.  2. To raise or lower (the boom of a crane or derrick).  [Mid-

dle English lof, spar holding out the windward tack of a square sail, from Old 

French, probably of Germanic origin.]

luf·fa (luùfN, lƒfùN) n.  Variant of loofa. 
Luf·kin (lƒfùkVn)  A city of eastern Texas north-northeast of Houston. It is a 

commercial and industrial center in a lumbering region. Population, 30,206. 

Luft·waf·fe (ltftùväfÙN) n.  The German air force before and during World 

War II.  [German  : Luft, air (from Middle High German, from Old High Ger-

man) + Waffe, weapon (from Middle High German w7fen, from Old High Ger-

man waffan).]

lug1 (lƒg) n.  1. A handle or projection used as a hold or support.  2. A lug nut.  

3. Nautical. A lugsail.  4. A projecting part of a larger piece that helps to provide 

traction, as on a tire or the sole of a boot.  5. A copper or brass fitting to which 

electrical wires can be soldered or otherwise connected.  6. Slang. A clumsy fool; a 

blockhead.  [Middle English lugge, earflap, probably of Scandinavian origin.]

lug2 (lƒg) v.  lugged, lug·ging, lugs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drag or haul (an object) 

laboriously.  2. To pull or drag with short jerks.  3. To cause (an engine, for exam-

ple) to run poorly or hesitate:  If you drive too slowly in third gear, you’ll lug the 



engine.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pull something with difficulty; tug.  2. To move along 

by jerks or as if under a heavy burden.  3. To run poorly or hesitate because of 

strain. Used of an engine:  The motor lugged as they drove up the hill.   —  n.  

1. Archaic. a. The act of lugging.  b. Something lugged.   2. A box for shipping 

fruit or vegetables.  [Middle English luggen, of Scandinavian origin.]

luge (luzh) n.  Sports. 1. A racing sled for one or two people that is ridden with 

the rider or riders lying supine.  2. A competition in which these sleds race 

against a clock.  [French dialectal, from Medieval Latin sludia, perhaps of Celtic 

origin.] —luge v.  —lugùer n. 

lug·gage (lƒgùVj) n.  1. Containers for a traveler’s belongings.  2. The cases and 

belongings of a traveler.  [Probably LUG
2 + (BAG)GAGE.]

lug·ger (lƒgùNr) n.  Nautical. A small boat used for fishing, sailing, or coasting 

and having two or three masts, each with a lugsail, and two or three jibs set on the 

bowsprit.  [From LUGSAIL.]

lug nut (lƒg nƒt) n.  A heavy, rounded nut that fits over a bolt, used especially to 

attach an automotive vehicle’s wheel to its axle. 

Lu·go (luùgo)  A city of northwest Spain west-southwest of Oviedo. It is a trade 

center with well-preserved Roman walls dating from the third century B.C. Popu-

lation, 62,300. 

Lu·go·si (lu-goùsK, lN-), Bela. 1884-1956.  Hungarian-born American actor 

known for portraying monsters in a number of films, including Dracula (1931) 

and The Wolf Man (1941). 

lug·sail (lƒgùsNl) n.  Nautical. A quadrilateral sail that lacks a boom, has the foot 

larger than the head, and is bent to a yard hanging obliquely on the mast.  [Possi-

bly from LUG
1.]

lu·gu·bri·ous (lt-guùbrK-Ns, -gyuù-) adj.  Mournful, dismal, or gloomy, 

especially to an exaggerated or ludicrous degree.  [From Latin l7gubris, from 

l7gKre, to mourn.] —lu·guùbri·ous·ly adv.  —lu·guùbri·ous·ness n. 

lug·worm (lƒgùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various segmented, burrowing marine 

worms of the genus Arenicola, especially A. marina, often used as fishing bait.  

Also called lobworm [Origin unknown.]

Lui·chow Peninsula (lwKùjoù pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  See Leizhou Peninsula. 
Lui·se·ño (lwK-s7nùyo) n.  pl. Luiseño or Lui·se·ños. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting the coastal area of California south of Los Angeles, associated 

during Spanish times with the missions of San Luis Rey and San Juan Capistrano.  

b. A member of this people.   2. The Uto-Aztecan language of the Luiseño.  

[American Spanish, from San Luis Rey de Francia, a mission in southern Califor-

nia.]

Luke (luk) n.  Abbr. Lk Bible. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 



Luke (luk), Saint. First century A.D.  Companion of Saint Paul and author of the 

third Gospel of the New Testament. He is considered the patron saint of painters 

and physicians. 

luke·warm (lukùwôrmù) adj.  1. Mildly warm; tepid.  2. Lacking conviction 

or enthusiasm; indifferent:  gave only lukewarm support to the incumbent candi-

date.  [Middle English leukwarm : leuk, luke (possibly variant of leu, from Old 

English -hlKow); see kelN-1 in Appendix + warm, warm; see WARM.] 
—lukeùwarmùly adv.  —lukeùwarmùness n. 

Luks (lƒks), George. 1867-1933.  American painter known for his studies of 

urban life, including The Spielers (1905). 

Lu·le·å (luùlH-ôÙ, lüù-)  A city of northeast Sweden on the Gulf of Bothnia. 

Chartered in 1621, it was rebuilt after a devastating fire in 1887. Population, 

66,811. 

Lu·le·älv (luùlH-ôlvÙ, lüùlN-HlvÙ)  A river, about 443 km (275 mi) long, of north-

ern Sweden flowing southeast to the Gulf of Bothnia. 

lull (lƒl) v.  lulled, lull·ing, lulls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to sleep or rest; soothe or 

calm.  2. To deceive into trustfulness: “that honeyed charm that he used so effec-

tively to lull his victims” (S.J. Perelman).   —  v.  intr. To become calm.   —  n.  1. A 

relatively calm interval, as in a storm.  2. An interval of lessened activity:  a lull in 

sales.  [Middle English lullen, possibly of Low German origin.]

lull·a·by (lƒlùN-bXÙ) n.  pl. lull·a·bies. Music. A soothing song with which to lull 

a child to sleep.   —  v.  tr. lull·a·bied, lull·a·bying, lull·a·bies. To quiet with or 

as if with a lullaby.  [Obsolete lulla, word used in lullabies (from Middle English 

lullai, from lullen, to lull); see LULL + by, bye (as in GOOD-BYE).]

Lul·ly (lu-lKù, lƒ-), Jean Baptiste. 1632-1687.  Italian-born French composer. 

He was court composer to Louis XIV, founding the national French opera and 

producing court ballets for Molière’s plays. 

Lul·ly (lƒlùK), Raymond. 1235?-1316.  Spanish philosopher and mystic who 

attempted to identify the common elements shared by Christianity, Islam, and 

Judaism. His principal work is Ars Magna (The Great Art). 

lu·lu (luùlu) n.  Slang. A remarkable person, object, or idea.  [Alteration (prob-

ably influenced by the nickname Lulu), of obsolete looly.]

lum·ba·go (lƒm-b7ùgo) n.  A painful condition of the lower back, as one result-

ing from muscle strain or a slipped disk.  [Late Latin lumb7go, from Latin lumbus, 

loin.]

lum·bar (lƒmùbNr, -bärÙ) adj.  Of, near, or situated in the part of the back and 

sides between the lowest ribs and the pelvis.   —  n.  A lumbar artery, nerve, verte-

bra, or part.  [New Latin lumb7ris, from Latin lumbus, loin.]

lumbar puncture (lƒmùbNr pƒngkùchNr) n.  The insertion of a hollow needle 

beneath the arachnoid membrane of the spinal cord in the lumbar region to with-

draw cerebrospinal fluid for diagnostic purposes or to administer medication. 



lum·ber1 (lƒmùbNr) n.  1. Timber sawed into boards, planks, or other structural 

members of standard or specified length.  2. Something useless or cumbersome.  

3. Chiefly British. Miscellaneous stored articles.   —  v.  lum·bered, 
lum·ber·ing, lum·bers.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cut down (trees) and prepare as mar-

ketable timber.  b. To cut down the timber of.   2. Chiefly British. To clutter with 

or as if with unused articles.   —  v.  intr. To cut and prepare timber for market-

ing.  [Perhaps from LUMBER
2.] —lumùber adj.  —lumùber·er n. 

lum·ber2 (lƒmùbNr) v.  intr. lum·bered, lum·ber·ing, lum·bers. 1. To walk 

or move with heavy clumsiness.  See Synonyms at blunder.  2. To move with a 

rumbling noise.  [Middle English lomeren, possibly of Scandinavian origin; akin 

to Swedish dialectal loma, to move heavily.] —lumùber·ing·ly adv. 

lum·ber·jack (lƒmùbNr-j4kÙ) n.  1. One who fells trees and transports the tim-

ber to a mill; a logger.  2. A short, warm outer jacket.  Also called lumber jacket 

Lum·ber River (lƒmùbNr rVvùNr)  A river, about 201 km (125 mi) long, of 

south-central North Carolina and northeast South Carolina flowing southeast 

and south to the Little Pee Dee River. 

Lum·ber·ton (lƒmùbNr-tNn)  A city of southern North Carolina south of Fay-

etteville. It is a tobacco market with lumber and textile mills. Population, 18,601. 

lum·ber·yard (lƒmùbNr-yärdÙ) n.  An establishment that sells lumber and other 

building materials from a yard. 

lum·bri·coid (lƒmùbrV-koidÙ) adj.  Of or resembling an earthworm.  [From 

New Latin lumbrXcoidKs, species of intestinal parasitic roundworm  : Latin lumbrX-
cus, earthworm + -OID.]

lu·men (luùmNn) n.  pl. lu·mens or lu·mi·na (-mN-nN). 1. Anatomy. The inner 

open space or cavity of a tubular organ, as of a blood vessel or an intestine.  2.  
Abbr. lm Physics. The unit of luminous flux in the International System, equal to 

the amount of light given out through a solid angle by a source of one candela 

intensity radiating equally in all directions.  See Table at measurement.  
3. Botany. The cavity bounded by a plant cell wall.  [Latin, an opening, light. See 

leuk- in Appendix.] —luùmen·al, luùmin·al adj. 

Lu·met (lu-mHtù), Sidney. Born 1924.  American filmmaker who directed 

Twelve Angry Men (1957), Long Day’s Journey into Night (1962), and a number of 

other well-known films. 

Lu·mière (lt-myHrù, lü-), Auguste Marie Louis Nicolas. 1862-1954.  

French chemist, inventor, and cinematography pioneer. With his brother Louis 
Jean Lumière (1864-1948) he gave the first public showing of a cinematic film 

(1895). 

lu·mi·nance (luùmN-nNns) n.  1. The condition or quality of being luminous.  

2. Physics. The intensity of light per unit area of its source. 

lu·mi·nar·i·a (luÙmN-nârùK-N) n.  1. Southwestern U.S. A votive candle set into 

a small, decorative paper bag weighted with sand and placed in a row with others 



along a walkway, driveway, or rooftop as a holiday decoration. Regional. Also 

called farolito 2. New Mexico. A bonfire built in front of each house in a pueblo to 

celebrate Christmas Eve.  [Spanish, from Latin l7min7ria, pl. of l7min7re, lamp. 

See LUMINARY.]

REGIONAL NOTE: In recent years it has become commonplace to see entire

American neighborhoods decorated during holiday seasons with luminarias lin-

ing driveways, sidewalks, or rooftops. A luminaria is a votive candle set inside a

small decorative paper bag weighted with sand. The bags are usually colored and

often perforated with designs through which the candle inside shows as bright

pinpricks of light. The custom of luminarias comes from Mexico and is associated

especially with the southwest United States. The same word is used for a similar

holiday custom of the Pueblo peoples in New Mexico. On Christmas Eve they

build a bonfire, called a luminaria, outside each house in the pueblo.

lu·mi·nar·y (luùmN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. lu·mi·nar·ies. 1. An object, such as a celes-

tial body, that gives light.  2. A person who is an inspiration to others.  3. A per-

son who has achieved eminence in a specific field.  See Synonyms at celebrity.  
[Middle English, from Old French luminarie, from Latin l7min7re, to shine, from 

l7men, l7min-, light. See leuk- in Appendix.] —luùmi·narÙy adj. 

lu·mi·nesce (luÙmN-nHsù) v.  intr. lu·mi·nesced, lu·mi·nesc·ing, 
lu·mi·nesc·es. To be or become luminescent.  [Back-formation from LUMINES-

CENCE.]

lu·mi·nes·cence (luÙmN-nHsùNns) n.  1. The emission of light that does not 

derive energy from the temperature of the emitting body, as in phosphorescence, 

fluorescence, and bioluminescence. Luminescence is caused by chemical, bio-

chemical, or crystallographic changes, the motions of subatomic particles, or 

radiation-induced excitation of an atomic system.  2. The light so emitted. 

lu·mi·nes·cent (luÙmN-nHsùNnt) adj.  Capable of, suitable for, or exhibiting 

luminescence.  [Latin l7men, l7min-, light; see LUMEN + -ESCENT.]

lu·mi·nif·er·ous (luÙmN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Generating, yielding, or transmitting 

light.  [Latin l7men, l7min-, light; see LUMEN + -FEROUS.]

lu·mi·nism also Lu·mi·nism (luùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  A style of 19th-century 

American painting concerned especially with the precise, realistic rendering of 

atmospheric light and the perceived effects of that light on depicted objects.  

[Latin l7men, l7min-, light; see LUMEN + -ISM.] —luùmi·nist adj.  & n. 

lu·mi·nos·i·ty (luÙmN-nmsùV-tK) n.  pl. lu·mi·nos·i·ties. 1. The condition or 

quality of being luminous.  2. Something luminous.  3. The ratio of luminous 

flux at a specific wavelength to the radiant flux at the same wavelength. In this 

sense, also calledluminosity factor 



lu·mi·nous (luùmN-nNs) adj.  1. Emitting light, especially emitting self-gener-

ated light.  2. Full of light; illuminated.  See Synonyms at bright.  3. a. Easily 

comprehended; clear:  luminous prose.  b. Enlightened and intelligent; inspiring:  

luminous ideas.   [Middle English, from Old French lumineux, from Latin 

l7minosus, from l7men, l7min-, light. See leuk- in Appendix.] —luùmi·nous·ly 
adv.  —luùmi·nous·ness n. 

luminous efficiency (luùmN-nNs V-fVshùNn-sK) n.  The ratio of the total 

luminous flux to the total radiant flux of an emitting source. 

luminous energy (luùmN-nNs HnùNr-jK) n.  The radiant energy of electro-

magnetic waves in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

luminous flux (luùmN-nNs flƒks) n.  The rate of flow of light per unit of time, 

especially the flux of visible light expressed in lumens. 

luminous intensity (luùmN-nNs Vn-tHnùsV-tK) n.  The luminous flux density 

per solid angle as measured in a given direction relative to the emitting source. 

lum·mox (lƒmùNks) n.  Informal. A person regarded as clumsy or stupid.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

lump1 (lƒmp) n.  1. An irregularly shaped mass or piece.  2. A small cube of 

sugar.  3. Pathology. A swelling or small palpable mass.  4. A collection or totality; 

an aggregate.  5. A person regarded as ungainly or dull witted.  6. lumps. Infor-

mal. a. Severe punishment or treatment, as a beating or an unsparing criticism:  

take one’s lumps.  b. One’s just deserts; comeuppance:  get one’s lumps.    —  adj.  

1. Formed into lumps:  lump sugar.  2. Not broken or divided into parts:  a lump 

payment.   —  v.  lumped, lump·ing, lumps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put together in a 

single group without discrimination.  2. To move with heavy clumsiness.  3. To 

make into lumps.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become lumpy.  2. To move heavily.   
—idiom. lump in (one’s) throat. A feeling of constriction in the throat 

caused by emotion.  [Middle English lumpe, of Low German origin; akin to obso-

lete Dutch lompe.]

lump2 (lƒmp) v.  tr. lumped, lump·ing, lumps. Informal. To tolerate (what 

must be endured):  like it or lump it.  [Perhaps from dialectal lump, to look sul-

len.]

lump·ec·to·my (lƒm-pHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. lump·ec·to·mies. Surgical excision of 

a tumor from the breast with the removal of a minimal amount of surrounding 

tissue. 

lum·pen (lƒmùpNn, ltmù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to dispossessed, often dis-

placed people who have been cut off from the socioeconomic class with which 

they would ordinarily be identified:  lumpen intellectuals unable to find work in 

their fields.  2. Of or relating to the lumpenproletariat.  3. Boorish or unenlight-

ened:  Her music found no audience among the lumpen bourgeoisie.  [From Ger-

man Lumpenproletariat, the lowest section of the proletariat. See 

LUMPENPROLETARIAT.]



lum·pen·pro·le·tar·i·at (lƒmÙpNn-proÙlV-târùK-Nt, lumÙ-) n.  1. The lowest, 

most degraded stratum of the proletariat. Used originally in Marxist theory to 

describe those members of the proletariat, especially criminals, vagrants, and the 

unemployed, who lacked class consciousness.  2. The underclass of a human pop-

ulation.  [German  : Lumpen, pl. of Lump, ragamuffin (from Middle High Ger-

man lumpe, rag) + Proletariat, proletariat (from French prolétariat); see 

PROLETARIAT.]

lump·fish (lƒmpùfVshÙ) n.  pl. lumpfish or lump·fishes. Any of various fishes 

of the family Cyclopteridae, especially Cyclopterus lumpus of North Atlantic 

waters, having pelvic fins united to form a suction disk and a body bearing prom-

inent tubercles.  [Obsolete lump, lumpfish (perhaps from Dutch lomp, blenny, 

loach, from Middle Dutch lompe, cod) + FISH.]

lump·ish (lƒmùpVsh) adj.  1. Stupid or dull.  2. Clumsy or cumbersome.   
—lumpùish·ly adv.  —lumpùish·ness n. 

lump sum (lƒmp sƒm) n.  A single sum of money that serves as complete pay-

ment.   —lumpù-sumù (lƒmpùsƒmù) adj. 

lump·y (lƒmùpK) adj.  lump·i·er, lump·i·est. 1. Covered or filled with lumps.  

2. Thickset or cumbersome.  3. Exhibiting short, jumbled waves, as a tidal rip.   
—lumpùi·ly adv.  —lumpùi·ness n. 

lumpy jaw (lƒmùpK jô) n.  See actinomycosis. 
Lu·mum·ba (lt-mtmùbN), Patrice Emergy. 1925-1961.  First prime minis-

ter (1960-1961) of the Congo (now Zaire). He was ousted and murdered in 1961 

by secessionists from Shaba. 

Lu·na (luùnN) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess of the moon.  [Latin L7na, 

from l7na, moon. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lu·na·cy (luùnN-sK) n.  pl. lu·na·cies. 1. Insanity, especially insanity relieved 

intermittently by periods of clear-mindedness.  See Synonyms at insanity.  
2. a. Great or wild foolishness.  b. A wildly foolish act.   3. Archaic. Intermittent 

mental derangement associated with the changing phases of the moon.  [From 

LUNATIC.]

lu·na moth (luùnN môth) n.  A large, pale-green North American moth (Actias 

luna) having elongated, taillike hind wings.  [New Latin l7na, species name, from 

Latin, moon. See LUNAR.]

lu·nar (luùnNr) adj.  1. Of, involving, caused by, or affecting the moon.  

2. Measured by the revolution of the moon.  3. Of or relating to silver.  [Middle 

English, crescent-shaped, from Old French lunaire, from Latin l7n7ris, of the 

moon, from l7na, moon. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lunar caustic (luùnNr kôùstVk) n.  Silver nitrate in the form of sticks used in 

cauterization. 



lunar excursion module (luùnNr Vk-skûrùzhNn mmjùul) n.  A spacecraft 

designed to transport astronauts from a command module orbiting the moon to 

the lunar surface and back.  Also called lunar module 

lunar month (luùnNr mƒnth) n.  The average time between successive new or 

full moons, equal to 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes.  Also called synodic month 

lu·nar·scape (luùnNr-sk7pÙ) n.  1. A picture or other representation of the 

moon’s surface.  2. A landscape reminiscent of the moon’s surface:  The sandstone 

formations transformed the land into a barren lunarscape. 

lunar year (luùnNr yîr) n.  An interval of 12 lunar months. 

lu·nate (luùn7tÙ) also lu·nat·ed (-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Shaped like a crescent.   —  n.  

Archaeology. A small stone artifact, probably an arrowhead, with a blunt straight 

edge and a sharpened, crescent-shaped back, especially characteristic of the 

Mesolithic Age.  [Latin l7n7tus, past participle of l7n7re, to bend like a crescent, 

from l7na, moon. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lunate bone (luùn7tÙ bon) n.  The second of three bones forming the proxi-

mal row of bones in the wrist.  Also called semilunar bone 

lu·na·tic (luùnN-tVk) adj.  1. Suffering from lunacy; insane.  2. Of or for the 

insane.  3. Wildly or giddily foolish:  a lunatic decision.  4. Characterized by 

lunacy or eccentricity.  [Middle English lunatik, from Old French lunatique, from 

Latin l7n7ticus, from l7na, moon. See leuk- in Appendix.] —luùna·tic n. 

lunatic fringe (luùnN-tVk frVnj) n.  The fanatical, extremist, or irrational 

members of a society or group. 

lu·na·tion (lu-n7ùshNn) n.  The time that elapses between successive new 

moons, averaging 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes; a lunar month.  [Middle English 

lunacioun, from Medieval Latin l7n7tio, l7n7tion-, from Latin l7na. See LUNAR.]

lunch (lƒnch) n.  1. A meal eaten at midday.  2. The food provided for a midday 

meal.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a lunch date; a 

lunch box.   —  v.  intr. lunched, lunch·ing, lunch·es. To eat a midday meal.   
—idiom. out to lunch. Slang. Not in touch with the real world; crazy.  [Short 

for LUNCHEON.] —lunchùer n. 

lunch·eon (lƒnùchNn) n.  1. A lunch, especially a formal one.  2. An afternoon 

party at which a light meal is served.  [Probably alteration (influenced by dialectal 

lunch, hunk of cheese or bread), of obsolete nuncheon, light snack, from Middle 

English nonschench : none, noon; see NOON + schench, drink (from Old English 

scenc, from scencan, to pour out).]

lunch·eon·ette (lƒnÙchN-nHtù) n.  A small restaurant that serves simple, easily 

prepared meals. 

luncheon meat (lƒnùchNn mKt) n.  Processed, prepackaged meat, often 

molded into a loaf and served sliced for use in sandwiches or salads.  Also called 

lunchmeat 

lunch·meat (lƒnchùmKtÙ) n.  See luncheon meat. 



lunch·room (lƒnchùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  1. A luncheonette.  2. A room in a 

facility, such as a school, in which lunches may be purchased or those brought 

from home may be eaten. 

lunch·time (lƒnchùtXmÙ) n.  The time during which lunch is usually eaten. 

Lund (lƒnd)  A city of southern Sweden north of Malmö. It was the largest town 

in Sweden during the Middle Ages and today is an educational center. Population, 

81,199. 

Lund·e·berg (lƒnùdN-bûrg), Helen. Born 1908.  American painter who helped 

found the postsurrealist movement in the United States. 

Lun·dy (lƒnùdK), Benjamin. 1789-1839.  American abolitionist who founded 

the Genius of Universal Emancipation (1821), one of the earliest antislavery news-

papers. 

Lundy Isle (lƒnùdK Xl)  An island off the southwest coast of England at the 

mouth of the Bristol Channel. Inhabited from prehistoric times, the island was a 

stronghold for pirates and smugglers from the Middle Ages until the 18th cen-

tury. 

lune (lun) n.  A crescent-shaped portion of a plane or sphere bounded by two 

arcs of circles.  [Latin l7na, moon. See leuk- in Appendix.]

Lü·ne·burg (luùnN-bûrgÙ, lüùnN-btrkÙ)  A city of north-central Germany 

south-southeast of Hamburg. Dating from the tenth century, it was an important 

member of the Hanseatic League. Population, 60,194. 

Lü·nen (luùnNn, lüù-)  A city of west-central Germany east-northeast of Essen. 

It is an industrial center in a coal-mining region. Population, 84,084. 

lu·nette (lu-nHtù) n.  1. Architecture. a. A small, circular or crescent-shaped 

opening in a vaulted roof.  b. A crescent-shaped or semicircular space, usually 

over a door or window, that may contain another window, a sculpture, or a 

mural.   2. A fortification that has two projecting faces and two parallel flanks.  

3. A broad, low-lying, typically crescent-shaped mound of sandy or loamy matter 

that is formed by the wind, especially along the windward side of a lake basin.  

[French, from Old French lunete, moon-shaped object, diminutive of lune, 

moon, from Latin l7na, moon. See LUNE.]

lung (lƒng) n.  1. Either of two spongy, saclike respiratory organs in most verte-

brates, occupying the chest cavity together with the heart and functioning to 

remove carbon dioxide from the blood and provide it with oxygen.  2. A similar 

organ in some invertebrates, including spiders and terrestrial snails.   —idiom. 
at the top of (one’s) lungs. As loudly as possible.  [Middle English lunge, 

from Old English lungen, lungs. See legwh- in Appendix.]

lunge (lƒnj) n.  1. A sudden thrust or pass, as with a sword.  2. A sudden for-

ward movement or plunge.   —  v.  lunged, lung·ing, lung·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To make a sudden thrust or pass.  2. To move with a sudden thrust.   —  v.  tr. 

To cause (someone) to lunge.  [From alteration of obsolete allonge, to thrust, 



from French allonger, from Old French alongier, to lengthen  : a, to (from Latin 

ad); see AD- + long, long (from Latin longus); see del-1 in Appendix.]

lung·er (lƒnùjNr) n.  One that lunges. 

lung·fish (lƒngùfVshÙ) n.  pl. lungfish or lung·fish·es. Any of several elon-

gated freshwater fishes of the Amazon, western and central Africa, and Australia 

that have lunglike organs as well as gills and are able to breathe air, allowing cer-

tain species to survive periods of drought inside a mucus-lined cocoon in the 

mud. 

lun·gi  or lun·gyi (lungùgK) also lon·gyi (lmngùgK, ltngù-) n.  pl. lun·gis or 

lun·gyis also lon·gyis. A cloth, often of brightly colored silk or cotton, that is 

used as a piece of clothing, especially the traditional skirtlike garment of India, 

Pakistan, and Burma.  [Urdu lungX, from Persian, variant of lung.]

lung·worm (lƒngùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various nematode worms, especially of 

the family Metastrongylidae, that are parasitic in the lungs of mammals. 

lung·wort (lƒngùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus 

Mertensia, such as the Virginia cowslip, having drooping clusters of tubular, usu-

ally blue flowers.  2. Any of several European plants of the genus Pulmonaria, 

having long-stalked leaves and coiled clusters of blue or purple flowers and for-

merly used in treating respiratory disorders. 

lun·gyi (lungùgK) n.  Variant of lungi. 
lu·ni·so·lar (luÙnV-soùlNr) adj.  Of or caused by both the sun and the moon.  

[Latin l7na, moon; see LUNAR + SOLAR.]

lu·ni·ti·dal (luÙnV-tXdùl) adj.  Of or relating to tidal phenomena caused by the 

moon.  [Latin l7na, moon; see LUNAR + TIDAL.]

lunitidal interval (luÙnV-tXdùl VnùtNr-vNl) n.  The time elapsing between the 

moon’s transit of a particular meridian and the next high tide at that meridian. 

lunk·er (lƒngùkNr) n.  Informal. Something, especially a game fish, that is large 

for its kind.  [Origin unknown.]

lunk·head (lƒngkùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as stupid.  [Probably alter-

ation of LUMP
1 + HEAD.] —lunkùheadùed adj. 

Lunt (lƒnt), Alfred. 1893-1977.  American actor who performed with his wife 

Lynn Fontanne in many stage productions, including Pygmalion (1926) and Qua-

drille (1952-1955). 

lu·nu·la (lunùyN-lN) n.  pl. lu·nu·lae (-lKÙ). A small crescent-shaped structure 

or marking, especially the white area at the base of a fingernail that resembles a 

half-moon.  [New Latin l7nula, from Latin, crescent-shaped ornament, diminu-

tive of l7na, moon. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lu·nu·lar (lunùyN-lNr) adj.  Shaped like a crescent. 

lu·nu·late (lunùyN-l7tÙ, -lVt) also lu·nu·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Small and lunu-

lar.  2. Having crescent-shaped markings. 

lu·nule (lunùyul) n.  A lunula. 



lun·y (luùnK) adj.  Informal. Variant of loony. 
Luo·yang (lwoùyängù) also Lo·yang (loù-)  A city of east-central China east-

northeast of Xi’an. A cultural and industrial center, it was the capital of several 

ancient dynasties, including the Han and Tang. Population, 624,000. 

Lu·per·ca·li·a (luÙpNr-k7ùlK-N, -k7lùyN) n.  A fertility festival in ancient Rome, 

celebrated on February 15 in honor of the pastoral god Lupercus.  [Latin 

Luperc7lia, from Lupercus, Roman god of flocks.] —LuÙper·caùli·an adj. 

lu·pine1 also lu·pin (luùpNn) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Lupinus 

in the pea family, having palmately compound leaves and variously colored flow-

ers grouped in spikes or racemes.  [Middle English, from Old French lupin, from 

Latin lupXnum, from neuter of lupXnus, wolflike. See LUPINE
2.]

lu·pine2 (luùpXnÙ) adj.  1. Characteristic of or resembling a wolf.  2. Rapacious; 

ravenous.  [French, from Latin lupXnus, from lupus, wolf. See w_kwo- in Appen-

dix.]

lu·pu·lin (lupùyN-lNn) n.  Minute yellowish-brown hairs obtained from the 

strobili of the hop plant, formerly used in medicine as a sedative.  [New Latin 

lupulus, hop species (diminutive of Latin lupus, hop plant, from lupus, wolf); see 

LUPINE
2 + -IN.]

lu·pus (luùpNs) n.  Any of several diseases, especially systemic lupus erythema-

tosus, that principally affect the skin and joints but often also involve other sys-

tems of the body.  [Medieval Latin, from Latin, wolf. See w_kwo- in Appendix.]

Lu·pus (luùpNs) n.  A constellation of stars in the Southern Hemisphere near 

Centaurus and Scorpius.  [Latin, from lupus, wolf. See LUPUS.]

lupus er·y·the·ma·to·sus (luùpNs HrÙN-thKÙmN-toùsNs, -thHmÙN-) n.  1. A 

chronic disease of unknown origin characterized by the appearance of red, scaly 

lesions or patches on the face and upper portion of the trunk.  2. Systemic lupus 

erythematosus.  [New Latin lupus erythKmatosus : lupus, lupus + erythKmatosus, 

erythematous.]

lupus vul·gar·is (luùpNs vƒl-gârùVs) n.  A cutaneous form of tuberculosis 

characterized by reddish-brown ulcerating nodules, usually appearing on the 

face, that heal slowly and produce deep scars.  [New Latin lupus vulg7ris, common 

lupus  : LUPUS + Latin vulg7ris, common.]

lurch1 (lûrch) v.  intr. lurched, lurch·ing, lurch·es. 1. To stagger.  See Syn-

onyms at blunder.  2. To roll or pitch suddenly or erratically:  The ship lurched in 

the storm. The car gave a start and then lurched forward.   —  n.  1. A staggering or 

tottering movement or gait.  2. An abrupt rolling or pitching.  [Origin 

unknown.] —lurchùing·ly adv. 

lurch2 (lûrch) n.  Games. The losing position of a cribbage player who scores 30 

points or less to the winner’s 61.   —idiom. in the lurch. In a difficult or 

embarrassing position.  [Perhaps back-formation from Middle English lurching, a 



total victory at lorche, from lorche, a kind of game, perhaps lurken, to lurk. See 

LURK.]

lurch·er (lûrùchNr) n.  1. Chiefly British. A crossbred dog used by poachers.  

2. Archaic. A sneak thief.  [Middle English, from lorchen, to lurk, perhaps from 

lurken. See LURK.]

lure (ltr) n.  1. a. Something that tempts or attracts with the promise of plea-

sure or reward.  b. An attraction or appeal.   2. A decoy used in catching animals, 

especially an artificial bait used in catching fish.  3. A bunch of feathers attached 

to a long cord, used in falconry to recall the hawk.   —  v.  tr. lured, lur·ing, 
lures. 1. To attract by wiles or temptation; entice.  2. To recall (a falcon) with a 

lure.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, of Germanic origin.] —lurùer n.  

—lurùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: lure, entice, inveigle, decoy, tempt, seduce. These verbs mean to

lead or attempt to lead into a wrong or foolish course, as of action. Lure suggests

the use of something that attracts like bait: Industry often seeks to lure scientists

from universities by offering them huge salaries. To entice is to draw on skillfully,

as by arousing hopes or desires: The teacher opened the door and, showing the tot

the toys on the shelves, tried to entice him into the classroom. Inveigle implies win-

ning over by coaxing, flattery, or artful talk: With tact and perseverance he inveigled

her into becoming his law partner. To decoy is to trap or ensnare by cunning or

deception: Partisans dressed as simple farmers selling produce decoyed the soldiers

into blistering crossfire. Tempt implies the operation of an attraction that disposes

or invites one to do something, especially something immoral, unwise, or con-

trary to one’s better judgment: I’m tempted to tell him what I really think of him.

To seduce is to entice away, as from duty, accepted principles, or proper conduct;

it usually suggests the overcoming of moral resistance: “The French King attempted

by splendid offers to seduce him from the cause of the Republic” (Macaulay).

Lur·ex (ltrùHks)  A trademark used for a yarn made of plastic-coated aluminum 

filaments. This trademark often occurs in print in uppercase and lowercase as an 

attributive: “The Lurex sock became the signature leg fashion for glitter rockers” 

(Women’s Wear Daily). It can also occur in figurative extensions: “The videos 

range from loud, lurex pop nonsense... through acid house psychedelia” (Time Out). 

Lu·ri·a (ltrùK-N), Salvador Edward. 1912-1991.  Italian-born American biol-

ogist. He shared a 1969 Nobel Prize for investigating the mechanism of viral 

infection in living cells. 

lu·rid (ltrùVd) adj.  1. Causing shock or horror; gruesome.  2. Marked by sensa-

tionalism:  a lurid account of the crime.  See Synonyms at ghastly.  3. Glowing or 

shining with the glare of fire through a haze:  lurid flames.  4. Sallow or pallid in 



color.  [Latin l7ridus, pale, from l7ror, paleness.] —luùrid·ly adv.  —luùrid·ness 
n. 

lurk (lûrk) v.  intr. lurked, lurk·ing, lurks. 1. To lie in wait, as in ambush.  

2. To move furtively; sneak.  3. To exist unobserved or unsuspected:  danger lurk-

ing around every bend.  [Middle English lurken, possibly of Scandinavian origin.] 
—lurkùing·ly adv. 

Lur·ton (lûrùtn), Horace Harmon. 1844-1914.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1910-1914). 

Lu·sa·ka (lu-säùkN)  The capital and largest city of Zambia, in the south-central 

part of the country. It was founded by Europeans in 1905. Population, 535,830. 

Lu·sa·ti·a (lu-s7ùshK-N, -shN)  A region of central Europe in eastern Germany 

and southwest Poland. Settled by descendants of the Wends, a Slavic people, it 

changed hands frequently among Saxony, Bohemia, and Brandenburg before 

passing to Prussia in 1815.   —Lu·saùtian adj.  & n. 

lus·cious (lƒshùNs) adj.  1. Sweet and pleasant to taste or smell:  a luscious melon.  

See Synonyms at delicious.  2. Having strong sensual or sexual appeal; seduc-

tive.  3. Richly appealing to the senses or the mind:  a luscious, vivid description.  

4. Archaic. Excessively sweet; cloying.  [Middle English lucius, alteration of licious, 

perhaps short for delicious, delicious. See DELICIOUS.] —lusùcious·ly adv.  

—lusùcious·ness n. 

lush1 (lƒsh) adj.  lush·er, lush·est. 1. a. Having or characterized by luxuriant 

vegetation.  b. Abundant; plentiful.  See Synonyms at profuse.  c. Extremely 

productive; thriving.   2. a. Luxurious; opulent:  the lush décor of a grand hotel.  

b. Extremely pleasing to the senses:  a lush scent; lush fruit; the lush sounds of an 

orchestra.  c. Voluptuous or sensual.   3. Overelaborate or extravagant:  lush rheto-

ric.  [Middle English lush, relaxed, soft, probably alteration of lache, loose, weak, 

from Old French, soft, succulent, from laschier, to loosen, from Late Latin 

laxic7re, to become shaky, frequentative of Latin lax7re, to open, relax, from 

laxus, loose. See LAX.] —lushùly adv.  —lushùness n. 

lush2 (lƒsh) Slang. n.  A drunkard.   —  v.  intr. lushed, lush·ing, lush·es. To 

drink liquor to excess.  [Origin unknown.]

Lü·shun (luùshtnù, lüù-)  A city of northeast China at the tip of the Liaodong 

Peninsula. A major port and naval base, it is part of the conurbation of Lüda. 

Population, 40,752. 

Lu·si·ta·ni·a (luÙsV-t7ùnK-N)  An ancient region and Roman province of the 

Iberian Peninsula. It corresponded roughly to modern-day Portugal.   
—LuÙsi·taùni·an adj.  & n. 

lust (lƒst) n.  1. Intense or unrestrained sexual craving.  2. a. An overwhelming 

desire or craving:  a lust for power.  b. Intense eagerness or enthusiasm:  a lust for 

life.   3. Obsolete. Pleasure; relish.   —  v.  intr. lust·ed, lust·ing, lusts. To have 



an intense or obsessive desire, especially one that is sexual.  [Middle English, from 

Old English, desire. See las- in Appendix.]

lus·ter (lƒsùtNr) n.  1. Soft reflected light; sheen.  2. Brilliance or radiance of 

light; brightness.  3. Glory, radiance, distinction, or splendor, as of achievement, 

reputation, or beauty.  4. A glass pendant, especially on a chandelier.  5. A deco-

rative object, such as a chandelier, that gives off light.  6. Any of various sub-

stances, such as wax or glaze, used to give an object a gloss or polish.  7. The 

surface glossiness of ceramic ware after glazing, especially the metallic sheen of 

lusterware.  8. A fabric, such as alpaca, having a glossy surface.  9. The appear-

ance of a mineral surface judged by its brilliance and ability to reflect light.   —  v.  

lus·tered, lus·ter·ing, lus·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give a gloss, glaze, or sheen to.  

2. To give or add glory, radiance, distinction, or splendor to.   —  v.  intr. To be or 

become lustrous.  [French lustre, from Old French, from Old Italian lustro, from 

lustrare, to make bright, from Latin l7str7re, from l7strum, purification. See 

leuk- in Appendix.]

lus·ter·less (lƒsùtNr-lVs) adj.  Lacking distinction, radiance, or vitality; dull:  a 

lusterless performance; lusterless hair. 

lus·ter·ware (lƒsùtNr-wârÙ) n.  Pottery or porcelain having a metallic sheen pro-

duced when metallic oxides are added to the glaze. 

lust·ful (lƒstùfNl) adj.  Excited or driven by lust.   —lustùful·ly adv.  —lustù-
ful·ness n. 

lus·tra (lƒsùtrN) n.  A plural of lustrum. 
lus·tral (lƒsùtrNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or used in a rite of purification.  [Latin 

l7str7lis, from l7strum, purification. See LUSTER.]

lus·trate (lƒsùtr7tÙ) v.  tr. lus·trat·ed, lus·trat·ing, lus·trates. To purify by 

means of ceremony.  [Latin l7str7re, l7str7t-, to purify, make bright. See LUSTER.] 
—lus·traùtion n.  —lusùtra·tive (-trN-tVv) adj. 

lus·tre (lƒsùtNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of luster. 
lus·trous (lƒsùtrNs) adj.  1. Having a sheen or glow.  2. Gleaming with or as if 

with brilliant light; radiant.  See Synonyms at bright.  —lusùtrous·ly adv.  

—lusùtrous·ness n. 

lus·trum (lƒsùtrNm) n.  pl. lus·trums or lus·tra (-trN). 1. A ceremonial purifi-

cation of the entire ancient Roman population after the census every five years.  

2. A period of five years.  [Latin l7strum. See LUSTER.]

lust·y (lƒsùtK) adj.  lust·i·er, lust·i·est. 1. Full of vigor or vitality; robust.  

2. Powerful; strong:  a lusty cry.  3. Lustful.  4. Merry; joyous.   —lustùi·ly adv.  

—lustùi·ness n. 

lu·sus na·tu·rae (luùsNs nN-ttrùK, -tytrùK) n.  A freak or sport of nature.  

[New Latin l7sus n7t7rae : Latin l7sus, sport, play + Latin n7t7rae, genitive of 

n7t7ra, nature.]

Lü·ta (luùdäù, lüù-)  See Lüda. 



lu·ta·nist (lutùn-Vst) n.  Music. Variant of lutenist. 
lute1 (lut) n.  Music. A stringed instrument having a body shaped like a pear 

sliced lengthwise and a neck with a fretted fingerboard that is usually bent just 

below the tuning pegs.  [Middle English, from Old French lut, from Old 

Provençal laut, from Arabic al-1ud : al, the + 17d, lute.]

lute2 (lut) n.  A substance, such as dried clay or cement, used to pack and seal 

pipe joints and other connections or coat a porous surface in order to make it 

tight.  Also called luting  —  v.  tr. lut·ed, lut·ing, lutes. To coat, pack, or seal 

with lute.  [Middle English, from Old French lut, from Latin lutum, potter’s clay.]

lu·te·al (luùtK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving the corpus luteum. 

lu·te·ci·um (lu-tKùshK-Nm) n.  Variant of lutetium. 
lu·te·fisk (luùtN-fVskÙ) also lut·fisk (lutùfVskÙ) n.  A traditional Scandinavian 

dish prepared by soaking air-dried cod in a lye solution for several weeks before 

skinning, boning, and boiling it, a process that gives the dish its characteristic 

gelatinous consistency.  [Norwegian  : lut, lye + fisk, fish (from Old Norse fiskr).]

lu·te·in (luùtK-Vn, -tKnÙ) n.  1. A yellow carotenoid pigment, C40H56O2, found 

widely in nature, first isolated in corpus luteum but later discovered in body fats, 

egg yolk, and green plants; xanthophyll.  2. A dried preparation of corpus 

luteum.  [Latin l7teum, yellow, egg yolk, from neuter of l7teus, yellow (from 

l7tum, yellowweed) + -IN.]

lu·te·in·ize (luùtK-N-nXzÙ) v.  lu·te·in·ized, lu·te·in·iz·ing, lu·te·in·iz·es.  —  
v.  tr. To cause the production of a corpus luteum in.   —  v.  intr. To develop into 

or become part of the corpus luteum.   —luÙte·in·i·zaùtion (-N-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

lu·te·in·iz·ing hormone (luùtK-N-nXÙzVng hôrùmonÙ) n.  Abbr. LH A hor-

mone produced by the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland that stimulates ovula-

tion and the development of the corpus luteum in the female and the production 

of testosterone by the interstitial cells of the testis in the male. 

luteinizing hor·mone-re·leas·ing hormone (luùtK-N-nXÙzVng hôrù-

mon-rV-lKÙsVng hôrùmonÙ) n.  Abbr. LHRH See gonadotropin-releasing hor-
mone. 

lu·te·nist also lu·ta·nist (lutùn-Vst) n.  Music. A lute player.  Also called lutist 

[Medieval Latin l7t7nista, from l7t7na, lute, possibly from Old French lut. See 

LUTE
1.]

lu·te·ous (luùtK-Ns) adj.  Color. Of a light or moderate greenish yellow.  [From 

Latin l7teus, yellow. See LUTEIN.]

lu·te·ti·um also lu·te·ci·um (lu-tKùshK-Nm) n.  Symbol Lu A silvery-white 

rare-earth element that is exceptionally difficult to separate from the other rare-

earth elements, used in nuclear technology. Atomic number 71; atomic weight 

174.97; melting point 1,663˚C; boiling point 3,395˚C; specific gravity 9.840 (at 

25˚C); valence 3.  [Latin Lutetia, ancient name of Paris, France + -IUM.]

lut·fisk (lutùfVskÙ) n.  Variant of lutefisk. 



Lu·ther (luùthNr), Martin. 1483-1546.  German theologian and leader of the 

Reformation. His opposition to the wealth and corruption of the papacy and his 

belief that salvation would be granted on the basis of faith alone rather than by 

works caused his excommunication from the Catholic Church (1521). Luther 

confirmed the Augsburg Confession in 1530, effectively establishing the Lutheran 

Church. 

Lu·ther·an (luùthNr-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Luth. 1. Of or relating to Luther or his reli-

gious teachings and especially to the doctrine of justification by faith alone.  

2. Of or relating to the branch of the Protestant Church adhering to the views of 

Luther.   —  n.  Abbr. Luth. A member of the Lutheran Church.   
—Luùther·an·ism, Luùther·ism n. 

Lu·ther·ville-Ti·mo·ni·um (luùthNr-vVlÙtV-moùnK-Nm)  An unincorporated 

community of northern Maryland, a residential suburb of Baltimore. Population, 

16,442. 

lu·thi·er (luùtK-Nr) n.  Music. One that makes or repairs stringed instruments, 

such as violins.  [French, from luth, lute, from Old French lut. See LUTE
1.]

Lu·thu·li (lu-tuùlK, -tyuù-), Albert John. 1898-1967.  Zulu leader who 

advocated nonviolent resistance against apartheid. He won the 1960 Nobel Peace 

Prize. 

lut·ing (luùtVng) n.  See lute2. 
lut·ist (luùtVst) n.  Music. 1. A maker of lutes.  2.  See lutenist. 
Lu·ton (lutùn)  A borough of southeast England north-northwest of London. A 

millinery industry was established here during the reign of James I. Population, 

164,200. 

Lutsk (lutsk)  A city of west-central Ukraine on the Styr River northeast of 

Lvov. First mentioned in 1085, it was the capital of an independent principality 

during the 12th century and an important trade center from the 14th to the 16th 

century. Population, 172,000. 

Lutz also lutz (lƒts) n.  Sports. A jump in figure skating in which the skater takes 

off from the back outer edge of one skate and makes one full rotation before 

landing on the back outer edge of the other skate.  [Perhaps after Gustave Lussi 

20th-century Swiss figure skater.]

Lu·wi·an (luùK-Nn) n.  1. An Indo-European language of the Anatolian family, 

attested in documents from the second millennium B.C. and now extinct.  2. A 

speaker of Luwian.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Luwians, their culture, or their 

language. 

lux (lƒks) n.  pl. lux·es or lu·ces (luùsKz). Abbr. lx The International System 

unit of illumination, equal to one lumen per square meter.  See Table at mea-
surement.  [Latin l7x, light. See leuk- in Appendix.]

Lux. abbr.  Luxembourg. 



lux·ate (lƒkùs7tÙ) v.  tr. lux·at·ed, lux·at·ing, lux·ates. To put out of joint; 

dislocate.  [Latin lux7re, lux7t-, from luxus, dislocated.] —lux·aùtion n. 

luxe (ltks, lƒks) n.  1. The condition of being elegantly sumptuous.  

2. Something luxurious; a luxury.  [French, luxury, from Latin luxus.] —luxe 
adj. 

Lux·em·bourg also Lux·em·burg (lƒkùsNm-bûrgÙ)  1.  Abbr. Lux. A country 

of northwest Europe. Created as a duchy in 1354, it was ruled from 1443 to 1839 

by Burgundy, Spain, Austria, France, and the Netherlands successively. In 1867 

the European powers declared Luxembourg a neutral territory. Luxembourg is the 

capital. Population, 364,606.  2.  Also Luxembourg City. The capital of Luxem-

bourg, in the southern part of the country. It developed around a heavily fortified 

tenth-century castle. Population, 78,924. 

Lux·em·burg (lƒkùsNm-bûrgÙ, ltkùsNm-btrkÙ), Rosa. 1870-1919.  German 

socialist leader who cofounded (1918) the Spartacus Party, which became the 

German Communist Party. She was arrested after the Sparticist uprising in 1919 

and subsequently murdered. Luxemburg’s theoretical works include Accumula-

tion of Capital (1913). 

Lux·or (lƒkùsôrÙ, ltkù-)  A city of central Egypt on the eastern bank of the Nile 

River. Built partially on the site of ancient Thebes, it includes the Temple of Luxor 

built in the reign of Amenhotep III and added to significantly by Rameses II, who 

had colossal statues of himself erected at the complex. Population, 137,300. 

lux·u·ri·ant (lƒg-zhtrùK-Nnt, lƒk-shtrù-) adj.  1. a. Characterized by rich or 

profuse growth.  b. Producing or yielding in abundance.  See Synonyms at pro-
fuse.   2. Excessively florid or elaborate.  3. Marked by or displaying luxury; lux-

urious.  [Latin luxuri7ns, luxuriant- present participle of luxuri7re, to be 

luxuriant. See LUXURIATE.] —lux·uùri·ance n.  —lux·uùri·ant·ly adv. 

lux·u·ri·ate (lƒg-zhtrùK-7tÙ, lƒk-shtrù-) v.  intr. lux·u·ri·at·ed, 
lux·u·ri·at·ing, lux·u·ri·ates. 1. To take luxurious pleasure; indulge oneself.  

2. To proliferate.  3. To grow profusely; thrive.  [Latin luxuri7re, luxuri7t-, to be 

luxuriant, from luxuria, luxury. See LUXURY.]

lux·u·ri·ous (lƒg-zhtrùK-Ns, lƒk-shtrù-) adj.  1. Fond of or given to luxury.  

2. Marked by or contributing to luxury.  3. Of a sumptuous, costly, or rich vari-

ety.  See Synonyms at sensuous.  —lux·uùri·ous·ness n.  —lux·uùri·ous·ly 
adv. 

lux·u·ry (lƒgùzhN-rK, lƒkùshN-) n.  pl. lux·u·ries. 1. Something inessential but 

conducive to pleasure and comfort.  2. Something expensive or hard to obtain.  

3. Sumptuous living or surroundings:  lives in luxury.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a luxury condominium; luxury accommodations.  

[Middle English luxurie, lust, from Old French, from Latin luxuria, excess, lux-

ury, from luxus.]



SYNONYMS: luxury, extravagance, frill. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “something desirable that is not a necessity”: a fur coat that is a real lux-

ury; antique porcelain, an extravagance we should have resisted; caviar, smoked

salmon, and other culinary frills. 

ANTONYM: necessity

Lu·zon (lu-zmnù)  An island of the northwest Philippines. It is the largest, most 

populous, and most important island in the archipelago. 

Lv abbr.  Bible. Leviticus. 

lv. abbr.  1. Leave.  2. Livre. 

LVN  or L.V.N. abbr.  Licensed vocational nurse. 

Lvov (lvôf)  A city of west-central Ukraine near the Polish border. Founded in 

1256, it was captured by Poland in 1340, passed to Austria in 1772, and was 

retaken by Poland in 1918. The city was formally ceded to the U.S.S.R. in 1945. 

Population, 742,000. 

LW abbr.  Low water. 

lwei (lw7) n.  pl. lwei. A unit of currency in Angola.  See Table at currency.  [Of 

Bantu origin.]

LWM abbr.  Low-water mark. 

Lwoff (lwôf), André Michel. Born 1902.  French microbiologist. He shared a 

1965 Nobel Prize for the study of regulatory activity in body cells. 

LWV abbr.  League of Women Voters. 

lx abbr.  Lux. 

-ly1 suff.  1. Like; resembling; having the characteristics of:  sisterly.  2. Recurring 

at a specified interval of time:  hourly.  [Middle English -li, from Old English -lXc 

(influenced by Old Norse -ligr),. See lXk- in Appendix.]

-ly2 suff.  1. In a specified manner; in the manner of:  gradually.  2. At a specified 

interval of time:  weekly.  3. With respect to:  partly.  [Middle English -li, from Old 

English -lXce (influenced by Old Norse -liga), from -lXc, adj. suff.. See lXk- in 

Appendix.]

Ly·all·pur (lXùNl-ptrÙ)  See Faisalabad. 
ly·ase (lXù7sÙ) n.  Any of a group of enzymes that catalyze the formation of dou-

ble bonds by removing chemical groups from a substrate without hydrolysis or 

catalyze the addition of chemical groups to double bonds.  [Greek luein, to 

loosen; see leu- in Appendix + -ASE.]

ly·can·thrope (lXùkNn-thropÙ, lX-k4nù-) n.  A werewolf.  [Greek lukanthropos : 

lukos, wolf; see w_kwo- in Appendix + anthropos, man.]

ly·can·thro·py (lX-k4nùthrN-pK) n.  In folklore, the magical ability to assume 

the form and characteristics of a wolf. 



ly·cée (lK-s7ù) n.  A French public secondary school.  [French, from Old French, 

lyceum, from Latin LycKum. See LYCEUM.]

ly·ce·um (lX-sKùNm) n.  1. A hall in which public lectures, concerts, and similar 

programs are presented.  2. An organization sponsoring public programs and 

entertainment.  3. A lycée.  [Latin LycKum, from Greek Lukeion, the school out-

side Athens where Aristotle taught (335-323 B.C.).]

ly·chee (lKùchK) n.  Variant of litchi. 
lych-gate (lVchùg7tÙ)  or lych gate also lich gate (lVch) n.  A roofed gateway 

to a churchyard used originally as a resting place for a bier before burial.  [Middle 

English lycheyate : lyche, corpse, body (from Old English lXc); see lXk- in Appendix 

+ gate, yate, gate; see GATE
1.]

lych·nis (lVkùnVs) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Lychnis, which includes 

the campions.  [New Latin Lychnis, genus name, from Latin lychnis, a red flower, 

from Greek lukhnis;; akin to lukhnos, lamp. See leuk- in Appendix.]

Ly·ci·a (lVshùK-N, lVshùN)  An ancient country and Roman province of southwest 

Asia Minor on the Aegean Sea. Ruled from early times by Persia and Syria, it was 

annexed by Rome in the first century A.D. 

Ly·ci·an (lVshùK-Nn, lVshùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Lycia or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  1. A language of the extinct Anatolian branch of Indo-European, 

found in inscriptions down to the beginning of the third century B.C. in south-

west Turkey.  2. A speaker of Lycian. 

ly·co·po·di·um (lXÙkN-poùdK-Nm) n.  1. A plant of the genus Lycopodium, 

which includes the club mosses.  2. The yellowish powdery spores of certain club 

mosses, especially Lycopodium clavatum, used in fireworks and explosives and as a 

covering for pills.  [New Latin Lycopodium, genus name  : Greek lukos, wolf; see 

w_kwo- in Appendix + Greek podion, diminutive of pous, foot; see ped- in 

Appendix.]

Ly·cra (lXùkrN)  A trademark used for a brand of spandex. 

Ly·cur·gus (lX-kûrùgNs), fl. ninth century B.C.  Spartan lawmaker who is consid-

ered the founder of the Spartan constitution. 

lyd·dite (lVdùXtÙ) n.  An explosive consisting chiefly of picric acid.  [After Lydd, a 

municipal borough of southeast England.]

Lyd·gate (lVdùg7tÙ, -gNt), John. 1370?-1451?.  English poet who is best known 

for his long narrative works. 

Lyd·i·a (lVdùK-N)  An ancient country of west-central Asia Minor on the Aegean 

Sea in present-day northwest Turkey. Noted for its wealth and the magnificence 

of its capital, Sardis, it may have been the earliest kingdom to use minted coins 

(seventh century B.C.). 

Lyd·i·an (lVdùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Lydia or its people, language, or cul-

ture.   —  n.  1. A language of the extinct Anatolian branch of Indo-European, 



found in inscriptions of the fourth century B.C. in western Turkey.  2. A speaker 

of Lydian. 

lye (lX) n.  1. The liquid obtained by leaching wood ashes.  2.  See potassium 
hydroxide.  3.  See sodium hydroxide.  [Middle English lie, from Old 

English lKag. See leu(N)- in Appendix.]

Ly·ell (lXùNl), Sir Charles. 1797-1875.  British geologist. His Principles of Geology 

(1830-1833) opposed the catastrophic theory of geologic change. 

Lyell, Mount.  A peak, 3,994 m (13,095 ft) high, of the Sierra Nevada in east-

central California. 

ly·gus bug (lXùgNs bƒg) n.  Any of various North American bugs of the genus 

Lygus, including certain species that are destructive to plants.  [New Latin Lygus, 

genus name, from Greek lugaios, murky.]

ly·ing1 (lXùVng) v.  Present participle of lie1. 
ly·ing2 (lXùVng) v.  Present participle of lie2.  —  adj.  Disposed to or character-

ized by untruth:  a lying witness.  See Synonyms at dishonest. 
ly·ing-in (lXÙVng-Vnù) n.  pl. ly·ings-in (lXÙVngz-)  or ly·ing-ins. The confine-

ment of a woman in childbirth.   —  adj.  Of or intended for use during child-

birth:  a lying-in hospital. 

Lyl·y (lVlùK), John. 1554?-1606.  English playwright and novelist who wrote a 

number of comedies that influenced English drama. 

Lyme disease (lXm dV-zKzù) n.  An inflammatory disease caused by a spirochete 

(Borrelia burgdorferi) that is transmitted by ticks, usually characterized initially by 

a rash followed by flulike symptoms including fever, joint pain, and headache. If 

left untreated, the disease can result in chronic arthritis and nerve and heart dys-

function.  [After Lyme, a town of southeast Connecticut.]

lymph (lVmf) n.  1. A clear, watery, sometimes faintly yellowish fluid derived 

from body tissues that contains white blood cells and circulates throughout the 

lymphatic system, returning to the venous bloodstream through the thoracic 

duct. Lymph acts to remove bacteria and certain proteins from the tissues, trans-

port fat from the small intestine, and supply mature lymphocytes to the blood.  

2. Archaic. A spring or stream of pure, clear water.  [Latin lympha, water, from 

Greek numphK, water spirit.]

lymph- pref.  Variant of lympho-. 
lym·phad·e·ni·tis (lVm-f4dÙn-XùtVs, lVmÙfN-dN-nXù-) n.  Inflammation of one or 

more lymph nodes.  [LYMPH + ADEN(O)- + -ITIS.]

lym·phad·e·nop·a·thy (lVm-f4dÙn-mpùN-thK, lVmÙfN-dn-) n.  pl. 

lym·phad·e·nop·a·thies. A chronic, abnormal enlargement of the lymph 

nodes, usually associated with disease.  [LYMPH + ADENO- + -PATHY.]

lym·phan·gi·og·ra·phy (lVm-f4nÙjK-mgùrN-fK) n.  pl. 

lym·phan·gi·og·ra·phies. Examination of the lymph nodes and lymphatic ves-



sels following the injection of a radiopaque substance.  Also called lymphography  
—lym·phanùgi·o·gramÙ (-N-gr4mÙ) n. 

lym·phat·ic (lVm-f4tùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to lymph, a lymph vessel, or a 

lymph node.  2. Lacking energy or vitality; sluggish.   —  n.  A vessel that conveys 

lymph.  [New Latin lymphaticus, from lympha, lymph. See LYMPH.] 
—lym·phatùi·cal·ly adv. 

lymphatic system (lVm-f4tùVk sVsùtNm) n.  The interconnected system of 

spaces and vessels between body tissues and organs by which lymph circulates 

throughout the body. 

lymph node (lVmf nod) n.  Any of the small, oval or round bodies, located 

along the lymphatic vessels, that supply lymphocytes to the bloodstream and 

remove bacteria and foreign particles from the lymph.  Also called lymph gland 

lympho-  or lymph- pref.  Lymphatic system; lymph:  lymphocyte.  [From 

LYMPH.]

lym·pho·blast (lVmùfN-bl4stÙ) n.  A cell that gives rise to a mature lymphocyte.   
—lymÙpho·blasùtic adj. 

lym·pho·cyte (lVmùfN-sXtÙ) n.  Any of the nearly colorless cells formed in lym-

phoid tissue, as in the lymph nodes, spleen, thymus, and tonsils, constituting 

between 22 and 28 percent of all white blood cells in the blood of a normal adult 

human being. They function in the development of immunity and include two 

specific types, B cells and T cells.   —lymÙpho·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

lym·pho·cy·to·sis (lVmÙfo-sX-toùsVs) n.  A condition marked by an abnormal 

increase in the number of lymphocytes in the bloodstream, usually resulting from 

infection or inflammation.   —lymÙpho·cy·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

lym·pho·gran·u·lo·ma ve·ne·re·um (lVmÙfN-gr4nÙyN-loùmN vN-nîrùrK-

Nm) n.  A sexually transmitted disease caused by a bacterium (Chlamydia tra-

chomatis) and characterized initially by a genital lesion followed by enlargement 

of the lymph nodes in the groin area.  [New Latin  : LYMPHO- + GRANULOMA + 

Latin venereum, neuter of venereus, venereal.]

lym·phog·ra·phy (lVm-fmgùrN-fK) n.  See lymphangiography. 
lym·phoid (lVmùfoidÙ) adj.  Of or relating to lymph or the lymphatic tissue 

where lymphocytes are formed. 

lym·pho·kine (lVmùfN-kXnÙ) n.  Any of various substances released by T cells 

that have been activated by antigens. They function in the immune response 

through a variety of actions, including stimulating the production of nonsensi-

tized lymphocytes and activating macrophages.  [LYMPHO- + Greek kinein, to 

move; see KININ.]

lym·pho·ma (lVm-foùmN) n.  pl. lym·pho·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or lym·pho·mas. 
Any of various usually malignant tumors that arise in the lymph nodes or in other 

lymphoid tissue.   —lym·phoùma·toidÙ, lym·phomùa·tous (-fmmùN-tNs)  adj. 



lym·pho·poi·e·sis (lVmÙfo-poi-KùsVs) n.  pl. lym·pho·poi·e·ses (-sKzÙ). The 

formation of lymphocytes.   —lymÙpho·poi·etùic (-HtùVk) adj. 

lym·pho·tox·in (lVmùfN-tmkÙsVn) n.  A lymphokine that is toxic to certain sus-

ceptible target cells. 

Lyn·brook (lVnùbrtkÙ)  A village of southeast New York on southwest Long 

Island east of Queens. It is mainly residential. Population, 19,208. 

lynch (lVnch) v.  tr. lynched, lynch·ing, lynch·es. To execute without due pro-

cess of law, especially to hang, as by a mob.  [Short for LYNCH LAW.] —lynchùer n.  

—lynchùing n. 

Lynch (lVnch), John. Known as “Jack.” Born 1917.  Irish political leader who 

served as prime minister of Ireland (1966-1973 and 1977-1979). 

Lynch·burg (lVnchùbûrgÙ)  An independent city of southwest-central Virgina 

east-northeast of Roanoke. Located in the foothills of the Blue Ridge, it is an edu-

cational center. Population, 66,049. 

lynch law (lVnch lô) n.  The punishment of persons suspected of crime without 

due process of law.  [After William Lynch (died 1820).]

WORD HISTORY: “Whereas, many of the inhabitants of Pittsylvania... have

sustained great and intolerable losses by a set of lawless men... that... have hitherto

escaped the civil power with impunity... we, the subscribers, being determined to

put a stop to the iniquitous practices of those unlawful and abandoned wretches,

do enter into the following association... upon hearing or having sufficient reason

to believe that any... species of villany [has] been committed within our neighbor-

hood, we will forthwith... repair immediately to the person or persons suspected...

and if they will not desist from their evil practices, we will inflict such corporeal

punishment on him or them, as to us shall seem adequate to the crime committed

or the damage sustained... In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands,

this 22nd day of September 1780.” These are the words of a compact drawn up

by Captain William Lynch and a group of his neighbors. At the time, Pittsylvania

County, Virginia, was troubled by its “set of lawless men.” The courts were too

distant to deal with them, so it was agreed to punish criminals without due pro-

cess of law. Both the practice and the punishment came to be called lynch law after

Captain Lynch. Although lynch law and lynching are mainly associated with hang-

ing, other, less severe punishments were used. William Lynch died in 1820, and

the inscription on his grave notes that “he followed virtue as his truest guide.” But

the good captain, who certainly hadn’t invented vigilante justice, yet had tried to

justify it, was sentenced to the disgrace of having given his name to the terrible

practice of lynching.

lynch·pin (lVnchùpVnÙ) n.  Variant of linchpin. 



Lynd (lVnd), Robert Staughton. 1892-1970.  American sociologist. With his 

wife, Helen Merrell Lynd (1896-1982), he wrote the pioneering sociological 

study Middletown: A Study in Contemporary American Culture (1929). 

Lynd·hurst (lVndùhûrstÙ)  1. An unincorporated community of northeast New 

Jersey, an industrial suburb of Newark. Population, 18,262.  2. A city of northeast 

Ohio, a residential suburb of Cleveland. Population, 15,982. 

Ly·nen (lKùnNn, lüù-), Feodor. 1911-1979.  German biochemist. He shared a 

1964 Nobel Prize for research on cholesterol and fatty acid metabolism. 

Lynn (lVn)  A city of northeast Massachusetts, a residential and industrial suburb 

of Boston. It was formerly an important shoe-making center. Population, 81,245. 

Lynn (lVn), Janet. Born 1953.  American figure skater who was U.S. champion 

from 1969 to 1973. 

Lynn Canal (lVn kN-n4lù)  An inlet of the Pacific Ocean in southeast Alaska con-

necting Skagway with Juneau. It was a major route to the goldfields during the 

Alaskan gold rush (1896-1898). 

Lynn·wood (lVnùwtdÙ)  A city of west-central Washington, an industrial and 

residential suburb of Seattle. Population, 28,695. 

Lyn·wood (lVnùwtdÙ)  A city of southern California, an industrial and resi-

dential suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 61,945. 

lynx (lVngks) n.  pl. lynx or lynx·es. Any of several wildcats of the genus Lynx, 

especially L. canadensis of northern North America or L. lynx of Eurasia, having 

soft thick fur, a black-tipped short tail, and tufted ears.  [Middle English, from 

Latin, from Greek lunx. See leuk- in Appendix.]

lynx-eyed (lVngksùXdÙ) adj.  Keen of vision. 

lyo- pref.  Dispersion; dissolution:  lyophilic.  [From Greek luein, to loosen, dis-

solve. See leu- in Appendix.]

Ly·on (lK-oNù, lyôN)  See Lyons. 
Ly·on (lXùNn), Mary Mason. 1797-1849.  American educator who founded 

(1837) Mount Holyoke College, the first American institution of higher learning 

for women. 

Ly·on·nais (lK-ô-nHù)  A historical region and former province of east-central 

France. It was a county during medieval times and became part of the French 

royal domain in the 14th century. 

ly·on·naise (lXÙN-n7zù, lKÙN-nHzù) adj.  Cooked with onions:  lyonnaise potatoes; 

potatoes lyonnaise.  [From French (à la) Lyonnaise, (in the manner) of Lyons, 

from Lyons.]

Ly·ons  or Ly·on (lK-oNù, lyôN)  A city of east-central France at the confluence of 

the Rhone and Saône rivers south of Mâcon. Founded in 43 B.C. as a Roman col-

ony, it was the principal city of Gaul and an important religious center after the 

introduction of Christianity. Its silk industry dates to the 15th century. Popula-

tion, 413,095. 



Ly·ons (lXùNnz), Joseph Aloysius. 1879-1939.  Australian politician who served 

as prime minister (1931-1939). 

ly·o·phil·ic (lXÙN-fVlùVk) adj.  Characterized by strong attraction between the col-

loid medium and the dispersion medium of a colloidal system. 

ly·oph·i·lize (lX-mfùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. ly·oph·i·lized, ly·oph·i·liz·ing, 
ly·oph·i·liz·es. To freeze-dry (blood plasma or other biological substances).  

[LYOPHIL(IC) + -IZE.] —ly·ophÙi·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —ly·ophùi·lizÙer n. 

ly·o·pho·bic (lXÙN-foùbVk) adj.  Characterized by a lack of attraction between the 

colloid medium and the dispersion medium of a colloidal system. 

lyr. abbr.  Lyric. 

Ly·ra (lXùrN) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Cygnus and 

Hercules and containing Vega.  [Latin, from lyra, lyre. See LYRE.]

ly·rate (lXùr7tÙ, -rVt) adj.  1. Having a form or curvature suggestive of a lyre.  

2. Botany. Having a pinnately divided leaf with an enlarged terminal lobe and 

smaller lateral lobes. 

lyre (lXr) n.  Music. A stringed instrument of the harp family used to accompany a 

singer or reader of poetry, especially in ancient Greece.  [Middle English lire, 

from Old French, from Latin lyra, from Greek lura.]

lyre·bird (lXrùbûrdÙ) n.  Either of two Australian birds of the genus Menura, the 

male of which has long tail feathers that are spread in a lyre-shaped display dur-

ing courtship. 

lyr·ic (lVrùVk) adj.  Abbr. lyr. 1. a. Of or relating to a category of poetry that 

expresses subjective thoughts and feelings, often in a songlike style or form.  

b. Relating to or constituting a poem in this category, such as a sonnet or an ode.  

c. Of or relating to a writer of poems in this category.   2. Lyrical.  3. Music. 

a. Having a singing voice of light volume and modest range.  b. Of, relating to, or 

being musical drama, especially opera:  the lyric stage.  c. Of or relating to the lyre 

or harp.  d. Appropriate for accompaniment by the lyre.    —  n.  1. A lyric poem.  

2.  Often lyrics. Music. The words of a song.  [French lyrique, of a lyre, from Old 

French, from Latin lyricus, from Greek lurikos, from lura, lyre.]

lyr·i·cal (lVrùV-kNl) adj.  1. a. Expressing deep personal emotion or observations:  

a dancer’s lyrical performance; a lyrical passage in his autobiography.  b. Highly 

enthusiastic; rhapsodic:  gave a lyrical description of her experiences in the South 

Seas.   2. Lyric.   —lyrùi·cal·ly adv.  —lyrùi·cal·ness n. 

lyr·i·cism (lVrùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. a. The character or quality of subjectivity and sen-

suality of expression, especially in the arts.  b. Music. The quality or state of being 

melodious; melodiousness.   2. An intense outpouring of exuberant emotion. 

lyr·i·cist (lVrùV-sVst) n.  Music. A writer of song lyrics.  Also called lyrist 

lyr·i·cize (lVrùV-sXzÙ) v.  lyr·i·ciz·ed, lyr·i·ciz·ing, lyr·i·ciz·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. Music. To write or sing lyrics.  2. To write lyrically or in a lyric style.   —  v.  tr. 

To treat (something) lyrically; put into lyric style. 



lyr·ism (lVrùVzÙNm) n.  Lyricism.  [French lyrisme, from Greek lurismos, played on 

the lyre, from lura, lyre.]

lyr·ist (lVrùVst) n.  1. Music. See lyricist.  2.  (lXrùVst) Music. One who plays a lyre.  

3. A lyric poet.  [Latin lyristKs, lyre player, from Greek luristKs, from lura, lyre.]

Lys (lKs)  A river rising in northern France and flowing about 217 km (135 mi) 

northeast along the French-Belgian border to the Scheldt River. 

lys- pref.  Variant of lyso-. 
Ly·san·der (lX-s4nùdNr), Died 395 B.C.  Spartan military leader who won the 

final victory over Athens (404) in the Peloponnesian War. 

lyse (lXs, lXz) v.  intr. tr. lysed, lys·ing, lys·es. To undergo or cause to undergo 

lysis.  [Back-formation from LYSIS.]

Ly·sen·ko (lV-sHngùko, -syHnùkN), Trofim Denisovich. 1898-1976.  Soviet biol-

ogist and agronomist. As director of the Institute of Genetics of the Soviet Acad-

emy of Sciences (1940-1964), he had an adverse effect on Soviet agricultural 

development because of his belief in the genetic theory that acquired characteris-

tics can be inherited. 

Ly·sen·ko·ism (lV-sHngùko-VzÙNm) n.  A biological doctrine developed by Tro-

fim Lysenko that maintains the possibility of inheriting environmentally acquired 

characteristics. 

ly·ser·gic acid (lV-sûrùjVk 4sùVd, lX-) n.  A crystalline alkaloid, C16H16N2O2, 

derived from ergot and used in medical research as a psychotomimetic agent.  

[LYS(O)- + ERG(OT) + -IC.]

lysergic acid di·eth·yl·am·ide (lV-sûrùjVk 4sùVd dXÙHth-Nl-4mùXdÙ) n.  See 

LSD1. 
ly·ses (lXùsKz) n.  Plural of lysis. 
lysi- pref.  Variant of lyso-. 
Ly·sim·a·chus (lX-sVmùN-kNs), 361?-281 B.C.  Macedonian general under Alex-

ander the Great. He ruled Macedonia from 287 to 286. 

ly·sin (lXùsVn) n.  An antibody that is capable of causing the destruction or disso-

lution of red blood cells, bacteria, or other cellular elements. 

ly·sine (lXùsKnÙ, -sVn) n.  An essential amino acid, C6H14N2O2, derived from the 

hydrolysis of proteins and required by the body for optimum growth. 

Ly·sip·pus (lX-sVpùNs), fl. fourth century B.C.  Greek sculptor who was active dur-

ing the reign of Alexander the Great. He created figures that were more lifelike 

than traditional forms. 

ly·sis (lXùsVs) n.  pl. ly·ses (-sKz). 1. Biochemistry. The dissolution or destruction 

of cells, such as blood cells or bacteria, as by the action of a specific lysin.  

2. Medicine. The gradual subsiding of the symptoms of an acute disease.  [New 

Latin, from Latin, a loosening, from Greek lusis, from luein, to loosen. See leu- in 

Appendix.]



-lysis suff.  Decomposition; dissolving; disintegration:  hydrolysis.  [New Latin, 

from Greek lusis, a loosening. See LYSIS.]

Ly·sith·e·a (lX-sVthùK-N) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is 12th in distance from 

the planet.  [Probably from Greek LusithoK, daughter of Oceanus and mother of 

Herakles.]

lyso-  or lysi-  or lys- pref.  Lysis:  lysin.  [From Greek lusis, a loosening, from 

luein, to loosen. See leu- in Appendix.]

ly·so·gen (lXùsN-jNn) n.  A bacterium or bacterial strain that carries a prophage. 

ly·so·gen·ic (lXÙsN-jHnùVk) adj.  Carrying a prophage within the cell. Used of a 

bacterium. 

ly·sog·e·nize (lX-smjùV-nXzÙ) v.  tr. ly·sog·e·nized, ly·sog·e·niz·ing, 
ly·sog·e·niz·es. To make lysogenic.   —ly·sogÙe·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ly·sog·e·ny (lX-smjùN-nK) n.  The fusion of the nucleic acid of a bacteriophage 

with that of a host bacterium so that the potential exists for the newly integrated 

genetic material to be transmitted to daughter cells at each subsequent cell divi-

sion. 

Ly·sol (lXùsôlÙ, -solÙ, -smlÙ)  A trademark used for a liquid antiseptic and disinfec-

tant. 

ly·so·some (lXùsN-somÙ) n.  A membrane-bound organelle in the cytoplasm of 

most cells containing various hydrolytic enzymes that function in intracellular 

digestion.   —lyÙso·soùmal adj. 

ly·so·zyme (lXùsN-zXmÙ) n.  An enzyme occurring naturally in egg white, human 

tears, saliva, and other body fluids, capable of destroying the cell walls of certain 

bacteria and thereby acting as a mild antiseptic. 

-lyte suff.  A substance that can be decomposed by a specified process:  electrolyte.  

[From Greek lutos, soluble, from luein, to loosen. See leu- in Appendix.]

lyt·ic (lVtùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or causing lysis:  a lytic enzyme.  2. Of or 

relating to a lysin.  [Greek lutikos, able to loosen. See -LYTIC.]

-lytic suff.  Of, relating to, or causing a specified kind of decomposition:  cellu-

lolytic.  [From Greek lutikos, able to loosen, from luein, to loosen. See leu- in 

Appendix.]

lyt·ta (lVtùN) n.  pl. lyt·tae (lVtùKÙ). A thin cartilaginous strip on the underside of 

the tongue of certain carnivorous mammals, such as dogs.  [Latin, worm under a 

dog’s tongue (said to cause madness), from Greek lussa, lutta, madness, rabies. 

See w_kwo- in Appendix.]

Lyt·ton (lVtùn), First Baron.  See Edward George Earle Lytton Bulwer-Lyt-
ton. 

Lyt·ton (lVtùn), First Earl of Title of Edward Robert Bulwer-Lytton. 1831-1891.  

British politician and diplomat who served as viceroy of India (1875-1880) and 

ambassador to Paris (1887-1891). His daughter Lady Constance Lytton (1867-

1923) was a militant suffragist who also worked for prison reform. 



-lyze suff.  To cause or undergo lysis:  pyrolyze.  [From -LYSIS.]

LZ abbr.  Landing zone. 



                                                                                                                                                                                       
m1  or M (Hm) n.  pl. m’s or M’s. 1. The 13th letter of the modern English alpha-

bet.  2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter m.  3. The 13th in a 

series. 

m2 abbr.  1.  Also M. Printing. Em.  2. Physics. Mass.  3. Meter (measurement).  

4.  Also M. Physics. Modulus. 

M1 also m  The symbol for the Roman numeral 1,000. 

M2 abbr.  1. Bible. Maccabees.  2. Mach number.  3. Metal.  4. Logic. Middle term.  

5. Chemistry. Molar; molarity.  6. Physics. Moment.  7. Physics. Mutual induc-

tance. 

m. abbr.  1.  Or M.. Male.  2. Manual.  3. Married.  4.  Or M.. Grammar. Mascu-

line.  5.  Or M.. Medium.  6.  Or M.. Latin. Merides (noon).  7.  Or M.. Merid-

ian.  8. Mile.  9. Month.  10. Morning. 

M. abbr.  1. Majesty.  2. Mark (currency).  3. Master.  4. Medieval.  5. Member.  

6. Mill (currency).  7. Minim.  8. Monday.  9. Monsieur. 

’m  Am:  I’m feeling fine. 

ma (mä, mô) n.  Informal. Mother.  [Short for MAMA.]

mA abbr.  Milliampere. 

MA abbr.  1. Maritime Administration.  2. Massachusetts.  3.  Also M.A.. Mental 

age. 

M.A.  or MA abbr.  Latin. Magister Artium (Master of Arts). 

ma’am (m4m) n.  Used as a form of polite address for a woman:  Will that be 

cash or charge, ma’am? 

maar (mär) n.  A flat-bottomed, roughly circular volcanic crater of explosive ori-

gin that is often filled with water.  [German, from Vulgar Latin *mara, standing 

water, lake, from Latin mare, sea. See MARE
2.]

Maas (mäs)  A section of the Meuse River flowing westward through the south-

ern Netherlands to a joint delta with the Rhine River. 

Maa·sai (mä-sXù, mäùsX) n.  pl. Maasai or Maa·sais. Variant of Masai (n., 

sense 2). 

Maas·tricht (mäsùtrVktÙ, -trVKHtÙ)  A city of extreme southeast Netherlands 

near the Belgian border. Founded on the site of a Roman settlement, it has long 

been a strategic frontier outpost. Population, 113,277. 

M.A.B.E. abbr.  Master of Agricultural Business and Economics. 

Ma·ble·ton (m7ùbNl-tNn)  A community of northwest Georgia, a suburb of 

Atlanta. Population, 25,725. 

mac (m4k) n.  Chiefly British. A mackintosh. 

Mac (m4k) n.  Slang. Used as a form of address for a man whose name is 

unknown.  [From Mac-, a common prefix in Scottish and Irish surnames.]

Mac. abbr.  Bible. Maccabees. 

ma·ca·bre (mN-käùbrN, mN-käbù, -käùbNr) adj.  1. Suggesting the horror of 

death and decay; gruesome:  macabre tales of war and plague in the Middle Ages.  



See Synonyms at ghastly.  2. Constituting or including a representation of 

death.  [Ultimately from Old French (Danse) Macabre, (dance) of death, perhaps 

alteration of Macabe, Maccabee, from Latin Maccabaeus, from Greek Makkabios.] 
—ma·caùbre·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: The word macabre is an excellent example of a word formed

with reference to a specific context that has long since disappeared for everyone

but scholars. Macabre is first recorded in the phrase Macabrees daunce in a work

written around 1430 by John Lydgate. Lydgate expressed it so because he thought

Macabree was a French author, although he was actually dealing with the Old

French phrase Danse Macabre, “the Dance of Death,” a subject of art and litera-

ture. In this dance, Death leads people of all classes and walks of life to the same

final end. The macabre element is thought by some to be an alteration of Macabe,

“a Maccabee.” The Maccabees were Jewish martyrs who were honored by a feast

throughout the Western Church, and reverence for them was linked to reverence

for the dead. One of the biblical books of Maccabees also contains a passage (II

Maccabees 12:43-45) mentioning sacrifices for the dead and their future resur-

rection, which has been used to defend the doctrine of Purgatory. Today macabre

has no connection with the Maccabees and little connection with the Dance of

Death, but it still has to do with death.

ma·ca·co (mN-käùko) n.  pl. ma·ca·cos. Any of various lemurs, especially the 

species Lemur macaco.  [Portuguese, of Bantu origin; akin to Kongo ma-kako, 

monkeys  : ma-, pl. n. pref. + kako, monkey.]

mac·ad·am (mN-k4dùNm) n.  Pavement made of layers of compacted broken 

stone, now usually bound with tar or asphalt.  [After John Loudon McAdam 

(1756-1836), Scottish civil engineer.]

mac·a·da·mi·a nut (m4kÙN-d7ùmK-N nƒt) n.  The round, hard-shelled nut or 

the edible seed of the Australian tree Macadamia ternifolia, now cultivated in 

Hawaii.  [New Latin Macadamia, genus name, after John Macadam (1827-1865), 

Scottish-born Australian chemist.]

mac·ad·am·ize (mN-k4dùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. mac·ad·am·ized, mac·ad·am·iz·ing, 
mac·ad·am·iz·es. To construct or pave (a road) with macadam.   
—mac·adÙam·i·zaùtion (-N-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  —mac·adùam·izÙer n. 

Ma·cao also Ma·cau (mN-kouù)  A Portuguese overseas province comprising 

Macao Peninsula and two offshore islands in the South China Sea west of 

Hong Kong. A Portuguese trading post was established here in 1557 and became a 

free port in 1849. It is now a tourist center. The province will come under Chinese 

control in 1999. The city of Macao, coextensive with the peninsula, is the capital. 

Population, 350,000. 



ma·caque (mN-k4kù, -käkù) n.  Any of several short-tailed monkeys of the genus 

Macaca of southeast Asia, Japan, Gibraltar, and northern Africa.  [French, from 

Portuguese macaco. See MACACO.]

mac·a·ro·ni (m4kÙN-roùnK) n.  1. pl. macaroni. A paste or pasta of wheat flour 

pressed into hollow tubes or other shapes, dried, and prepared for eating by boil-

ing.  2. pl. macaroni or mac·a·ro·nies. a. A well-traveled young Englishman of 

the 18th and 19th centuries who affected foreign customs.  b. A fop.   [Italian dia-

lectal maccaroni, pl. of maccarone, dumpling, macaroni.]

mac·a·ron·ic (m4kÙN-rmnùVk) adj.  1. Of or containing a mixture of vernacular 

words with Latin words or with vernacular words given Latinate endings:  maca-

ronic verse.  2. Of or involving a mixture of two or more languages.  [New Latin 

macaronicus, from Italian dialectal maccarone, dumpling, macaroni (perhaps 

from the way macaroni is heaped on a plate and mixed with sauce).] 
—macÙa·ronùic n. 

mac·a·roon (m4kÙN-runù) n.  A chewy cookie made with sugar, egg whites, 

and almond paste or coconut.  [French macaron, from Italian dialectal maccarone, 

dumpling, macaroni.]

Mac·Ar·thur (mVk-ärùthNr), Charles. 1895-1956.  American playwright noted 

for The Front Page (1928), which he cowrote with Ben Hecht. 

Mac·Ar·thur (mVk-ärùthNr), Douglas. 1880-1964.  American general who 

served as U.S. chief of staff (1930-1935) and commanded Allied forces in the 

South Pacific during World War II. After losing the Philippines to the Japanese 

(1942), he regained the islands (1944) and accepted the surrender of Japan 

(1945). He commanded the United Nations forces in Korea (1950-1951) until a 

conflict in strategies led to his dismissal by President Harry S Truman. His father, 

Arthur MacArthur (1845-1912), commanded American troops in the Spanish-

American War and thwarted Emilio Aguinaldo’s insurgence in the Philippines 

(1899). 

Ma·cau (mN-kouù)  See Macao. 
Ma·cau·lay (mN-kôùlK), Dame Rose. 1881-1958.  British writer whose witty, 

urbane novels include Potterism (1920) and The World My Wilderness (1950). 

Ma·cau·lay (mN-kôùlK), Thomas Babington First Baron Macaulay. 1800-

1859.  British historian, writer, and politician whose works include the popular 

History of England (1849-1861), numerous essays for the Edinburgh Review, and a 

volume of narrative poems, Lays of Ancient Rome (1842). 

ma·caw (mN-kôù) n.  Any of various parrots of the genera Ara and Anodorhyn-

chus of Central and South America, including the largest parrots and character-

ized by long saber-shaped tails, curved powerful bills, and usually brilliant 

plumage.  [Portuguese macaú, from macaúba, kind of palm tree, from Tupi 

macahuba, palm tree  : maca, palm + ybá, tree.]



Mac·beth (mNk-bHthù), Died 1057.  King of Scotland (1040-1057) who 

ascended the throne after killing his cousin King Duncan (died 1040) in battle. 

Legends of his rise to power and reign are the basis of Shakespeare’s tragedy Mac-

beth. 

Mac·Bride (mVk-brXdù), Sean. 1904-1988.  Irish politician who opposed Ire-

land’s secession from Great Britain and was active in a number of international 

human rights organizations. He shared the 1974 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Macc. abbr.  Bible. Maccabees. 

Mac·ca·bae·us (m4kÙN-bKùNs), Judas.  See Judas Maccabeus. 
Mac·ca·bees (m4kùN-bKzÙ) pl.n.  Bible. 1. A family of Jewish patriots of the sec-

ond and first centuries B.C., active in the liberation of Judea from Syrian rule.  2.  
Abbr. M, Mac., Macc. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  
—MacÙca·beùan adj. 

Mac·ca·be·us also Mac·ca·bae·us (m4kÙN-bKùNs), Judas or Judah. Died 160 

B.C.  Jewish patriot and most famous member of the Maccabees family. His 

rededication of the Temple at Jerusalem (164 B.C.) is commemorated by the feast 

of Hanukkah. 

Mac·Diar·mid (mNk-dûrùmVd), Hugh. Pen name of Christopher Murray 

Grieve. 1892-1978.  Scottish poet whose works, many written in Scots, reflect his 

support for political independence from Great Britain and sparked a revival of 

modern Scottish literature. 

Mac·don·ald (mVk-dmnùNld), George. 1824-1905.  Scottish writer known pri-

marily for his allegorical children’s books, including At the Back of the North Wind 

(1871). 

Mac·don·ald (mVk-dmnùNld), Sir John Alexander. 1815-1891.  Canadian pol-

itician and the first prime minister of the Dominion of Canada (1867-1873 and 

1878-1891). He is considered the organizer of the Canadian confederation, estab-

lished in 1867. 

Mac·Don·ald (mVk-dmnùNld), (James) Ramsay. 1866-1937.  British politician 

who served as prime minister (1924 and 1929-1935). 

Mac·don·ough (mVk-dmnùN), Thomas. 1783-1825.  American naval officer 

who during the War of 1812 defeated and captured the British naval forces on 

Lake Champlain (1814). 

Mac·Dow·ell (mVk-douùNl), Edward Alexander. 1861-1908.  American 

composer whose works include the piano sonatas Woodland Sketches (1896) and 

Sea Pieces (1898). He is considered America’s first internationally appreciated 

composer. 

mace1 (m7s) n.  1. A ceremonial staff borne or displayed as the symbol of 

authority of a legislative body.  2. A macebearer.  3. A heavy medieval war club 

with a spiked or flanged metal head, used to crush armor.  [Middle English, from 

Old French masse, from Vulgar Latin *mattea, from Latin mateola, mallet.]



mace2 (m7s) n.  An aromatic spice made from the dried, waxy, scarlet or yellow-

ish covering that partly encloses the kernel of the nutmeg.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin macis, alteration of Latin macir, fragrant ailan-

thus resin, from Greek makir.]

Mace (m7s)  An alternate trademark used for Chemical Mace, an aerosol used to 

immobilize an attacker temporarily. 

mace·bear·er (m7sùbârÙNr) n.  An official who carries a mace of office. 

Maced. abbr.  Macedonian. 

mac·é·doine (m4sÙN-dwänù) n.  1. A mixture of finely cut vegetables or fruits, 

sometimes jellied, and served as a salad, a dessert, or an appetizer.  2. A mixture; a 

medley.  [French, from Macédoine, Macedonia (perhaps from the variety of races 

there).]

Mac·e·do·ni·a (m4sÙV-doùnK-N, -donùyN)  1.  Also Mac·e·don (-dNn, -dmnÙ). 
An ancient kingdom of northern Greece. It was a powerful empire under Philip II 

and his son Alexander the Great (fourth century B.C.) and contributed signifi-

cantly to the spread of Hellenistic civilization.  2. A historical region of southeast 

Europe on the Balkan Peninsula, including modern Macedonia, northern Greece, 

and southwest Bulgaria.  3. A country of the south-central Balkan Peninsula 

south of Serbia. It was a constituent republic of Yugoslavia from 1946 to 1991. 

Skopje is the capital. Population, 1,623,598. 

Mac·e·do·ni·an (m4sÙV-doùnK-Nn) adj.  Abbr. Maced. Of or relating to ancient 

or modern Macedonia or its peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  Abbr. 

Maced. 1. A native or inhabitant of ancient or modern Macedonia.  2. The lan-

guage of ancient Macedonia, of uncertain affiliation within Indo-European.  

3. The Slavic language of modern Macedonia, closely related to Bulgarian. 

Ma·cei·ó (m4sÙ7-où, mäÙs7-)  A city of northeast Brazil on the Atlantic Ocean 

south-southwest of Recife. It is a commercial and distribution center. Population, 

375,771. 

mac·er (m7ùsNr) n.  A macebearer. 

mac·er·ate (m4sùN-r7tÙ) v.  mac·er·at·ed, mac·er·at·ing, mac·er·ates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To make soft by soaking or steeping in a liquid.  2. To separate into con-

stituents by soaking.  3. To cause to become lean, usually by starvation; emaciate.   
—  v.  intr. To become soft or separated into constituents by soaking.   —  n.  (-Vt) 

A substance prepared or produced by macerating.  [Latin m7cer7re, m7cer7t-. See 

mag- in Appendix.] —macÙer·aùtion n.  —macùer·aÙtor, macùer·atÙer n. 

Mach also mach (mäk) n.  Mach number. 

Mach (mäk, mäKH), Ernst. 1838-1916.  Austrian physicist and philosopher 

whose concept of knowledge as the organization of sensory experience has greatly 

influenced modern science and philosophy. 

mach. abbr.  Machine; machinery; machinist. 



Ma·cha·do de As·sis (mä-shäùdt dV ä-sKsù), Joachim María. 1839-1908.  

Brazilian writer whose novels, including Dom Casmurro (1900), reveal his wit, 

psychological insight, and pessimistic but empathic view of humanity. 

Ma·cha·do y Mo·ra·les (mä-chäùdo K mN-räùlVs, mä-chäùthô K mô-räùlHs), 

Gerardo. 1871-1939.  Cuban politician who as president (1925-1933) sought 

Cuba’s economic and political independence from the United States. His oppres-

sive regime was ended by a popular revolt backed by the United States (1933). 

Ma·cha·la (mä-chäùlä)  A city of southwest Ecuador south of Guayaquil. It is a 

processing center in a gold-mining region. Population, 108,156. 

mache also mâche (mäsh) n.  See corn salad.  [French mâche, from dialectal 

pomache, from Vulgar Latin *pomasca, from Latin pomum, fruit (perhaps 

because of its slightly sweet taste).]

ma·chet·e (mN-shHtùK, -chHtùK) n.  A large, heavy knife with a broad blade, used 

as a weapon and an implement for cutting vegetation.  [Spanish, diminutive of 

macho, sledge hammer, alteration of mazo, club, probably from maza, mallet, 

from Vulgar Latin *mattea, mace. See MACE
1.]

Mach·i·a·vel·li (m4kÙK-N-vHlùK, mäÙkyä-), Niccolò. 1469-1527.  Italian politi-

cal theorist whose book The Prince (1513) describes the achievement and mainte-

nance of power by a determined ruler indifferent to moral considerations. 

Mach·i·a·vel·li·an (m4kÙK-N-vHlùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Machiavelli or 

Machiavellianism.  2. Suggestive of or characterized by expediency, deceit, and 

cunning.   —MachÙi·a·velùli·an, MachÙi·a·velùlist n. 

Mach·i·a·vel·li·an·ism (m4kÙK-N-vHlùK-N-nVzÙNm) also Mach·i·a·vel·lism (-

vHlùVzÙNm) n.  The political doctrine of Machiavelli, which denies the relevance of 

morality in political affairs and holds that craft and deceit are justified in pursu-

ing and maintaining political power. 

ma·chic·o·late (mN-chVkùN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. ma·chic·o·lat·ed, ma·chic·o·lat·ing, 
ma·chic·o·lates. To provide or furnish with machicolations.  [Medieval Latin 

machicol7re, machicol7t-, from Old French machicoller, from machicoleis, machi-

colation, from Old Provençal machacol : macar, to crush (from Vulgar Latin 

*macc7re) + col, neck (from Latin collum); see kwel-1 in Appendix.]

ma·chic·o·la·tion (mN-chVkÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. A projecting gallery at the top 

of a castle wall, supported by a row of corbeled arches and having openings in the 

floor through which stones and boiling liquids could be dropped on attackers.  

b. One of these openings.   2. A row of small corbeled arches used as an orna-

mental architectural feature. 

Ma·chi·da (mN-chKùdN, mä-chKùdä)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an 

industrial and residential suburb of Tokyo. Population, 321,182. 

mach·i·nate (m4kùN-n7tÙ, m4shù-) v.  mach·i·nat·ed, mach·i·nat·ing, 
mach·i·nates.  —  v.  tr. To devise (a plot).   —  v.  intr. To engage in plotting.  



[Latin m7chin7rX, m7chin7t-, to design, contrive, from m7china, device. See 

MACHINE.] —machùi·naÙtor n. 

mach·i·na·tion (m4kÙN-n7ùshNn, m4shÙ-) n.  1. The act of plotting.  2. A 

crafty scheme or cunning design for the accomplishment of a sinister end.  See 

Synonyms at conspiracy. 
ma·chine (mN-shKnù) n.  Abbr. mach. 1. a. A device consisting of fixed and 

moving parts that modifies mechanical energy and transmits it in a more useful 

form.  b. A simple device, such as a lever, a pulley, or an inclined plane, that alters 

the magnitude or direction, or both, of an applied force; a simple machine.   2. A 

system or device for doing work, as an automobile or a jackhammer, together 

with its power source and auxiliary equipment.  3. A system or device, such as a 

computer, that performs or assists in the performance of a human task:  The 

machine is down.  4. An intricate natural system or organism, such as the human 

body.  5. A person who acts in a rigid, mechanical, or unconscious manner.  

6. An organized group of people whose members are or appear to be under the 

control of one or more leaders:  a political machine.  7. a. A device used to pro-

duce a stage effect, especially a mechanical means of lowering an actor onto the 

stage.  b. A literary device used to produce an effect, especially the introduction 

of a supernatural being to resolve a plot.    —  adj.  Of, relating to, or felt to 

resemble a machine:  machine repairs; machine politics.   —  v.  ma·chined, 
ma·chin·ing, ma·chines.  —  v.  tr. To cut, shape, or finish by machine.   —  v.  

intr. To be cut, shaped, or finished by machine:  This metal machines easily.  

[French, from Old French, from Latin m7china, from Greek mKkhanK, makhana. 

See magh- in Appendix.] —ma·chinùa·ble adj.  —ma·chineùless adj. 

machine bolt (mN-shKnù bolt) n.  A bolt with a square or hexagonal head. 

machine code (mN-shKnù kod) n.  Computer Science. See machine lan-
guage. 

machine finish (mN-shKnù fVnùVsh) n.  See mill finish. 
machine gun (mN-shKnù gƒn) n.  Abbr. MG A gun that fires rapidly and 

repeatedly. 

ma·chine-gun (mN-shKnùgƒnÙ) v.  tr. ma·chine-·gunned, ma·chine-
·gun·ning, ma·chine-·guns. To fire at or kill with a machine gun.   —  adj.  

Fast and staccato:  a machine-gun style of speaking.   —machine gunner n. 

machine language (mN-shKnù l4ngùgwVj) n.  Computer Science. A set of 

instructions coded so that the computer can use it directly without further trans-

lation.  Also called machine code 

machine pistol (mN-shKnù pVsùtNl) n.  A lightweight automatic or semiauto-

matic submachine gun designed to be fired one-handed like a pistol. 

ma·chine-read·a·ble (mN-shKnùrKùdN-bNl) adj.  Computer Science. Easy to 

feed directly into a computer, as data that have been stored magnetically. 



ma·chin·er·y (mN-shKùnN-rK, -shKnùrK) n.  pl. ma·chin·er·ies. Abbr. mach. 
1. Machines or machine parts considered as a group.  2. The working parts of a 

particular machine.  3. A system of related elements that operate in a definable 

manner:  diplomatic and political machinery.  4. a. A device or means of achieving 

or effecting a result.  b. A literary device for bringing about an effect, such as a 

happy ending.  

machine screw (mN-shKnù skru) n.  A screw with a thread along the entire 

length of the shaft. 

machine shop (mN-shKnù shmp) n.  A workshop where power-driven tools are 

used for making, finishing, or repairing machines or machine parts. 

machine tool (mN-shKnù tul) n.  A power-driven tool, such as a lathe or mill-

ing machine, used for machining.   —ma·chineù-tooledÙ (mN-shKnùtuldÙ) adj. 

machine translation (mN-shKnù tr4ns-l7ùshNn) n.  Automatic translation, as 

by computer, from one language to another. 

ma·chine-wash (mN-shKnùwmshù, -wôshù) v.  tr. intr. ma·chine-·washed, 
ma·chine-·wash·ing, ma·chine-·wash·es. To wash or undergo washing in a 

washing machine. 

ma·chin·ist (mN-shKùnVst) n.  Abbr. mach. 1. One who is skilled in operating 

machine tools.  2. One who makes, operates, or repairs machines.  3. A warrant 

officer who assists the engineering officer in the engine room of a naval vessel.  

4. Archaic. A person in charge of stage machinery. 

ma·chis·mo (mä-chKzùmo) n.  A strong, sometimes exaggerated sense of mas-

culinity stressing attributes such as physical courage, virility, domination of 

women, and aggressiveness; manliness: “He might seem during the interview to rel-

ish his machismo—why else the karate kick that opens the apartment-house gate?” 

(New York).  [Spanish, from macho, male. See MACHO.]

Mach·me·ter (mäkùmKÙtNr) n.  An aircraft instrument that indicates speed in 

Mach numbers. 

Mach number also mach number (mäk nƒmùbNr) n.  Abbr. M The ratio of 

the speed of an object to the speed of sound in the surrounding medium. For 

example, an aircraft moving twice as fast as the speed of sound is said to be trav-

eling at Mach 2.  [After Ernst MACH.]

ma·cho (mäùcho) adj.  Characterized or motivated by machismo: “He was a 

mindless activist, a war lover, who found macho relish in danger and felt driven to 

prove manhood by confrontation” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).   —  n.  pl. 

ma·chos. 1. Machismo.  2. A person characterized by or exhibiting machismo.  

[Spanish, male, from Latin masculus. See MASCULINE.] —maùcho·ism n. 

Ma·chu Pic·chu (mäùchu pKkùchu, pKù-)  An ancient Inca fortress city in the 

Andes northwest of Cuzco, Peru. Its extensive ruins, including elaborate terraces, 

were discovered in 1911. 

mach·zor (mäKHùzôrÙ, -zNr, mäKH-zorù) n.  Variant of mahzor. 



mac·in·tosh (m4kùVn-tmshÙ) n.  Variant of mackintosh. 
Mac·I·ver (mN-kXùvNr), Robert Morrison. 1882-1970.  British-born American 

sociologist who emphasized the relationship between human values and social 

structure within a society. 

Mack (m4k), Connie. 1862-1956.  American baseball player and manager 

(1901-1951) of the Philadelphia Athletics, which he led to nine American League 

pennants and five World Series championships between 1902 and 1930. 

Mac·Kaye (mN-kXù), (James Morrison) Steele. 1842-1894.  American actor, 

playwright, and producer who founded America’s first school of drama (1873) 

and developed many theatrical innovations, such as overhead lighting. Of his 

sons, Percy (1875-1956) was a noted poet and playwright and Benton (1879-

1975) was a regional planner who proposed the Appalachian Trail (1921). 

Ma·cke (mäùkN), August. 1887-1914.  German painter whose works, such as 

Lady in a Green Jacket (1913), display brilliant use of color. He was associated 

with Franz Marc and the Blaue Reiter group and was killed in World War I. 

Mac·ken·zie (mN-kHnùzK), Alexander. 1822-1892.  British-born Canadian 

politician who was the first Liberal prime minister of Canada (1873-1878). 

Mac·ken·zie (mN-kHnùzK), Sir Alexander. 1764-1820.  British-born Canadian 

explorer who navigated the Mackenzie River (1789) and was the first to cross 

North America by land north of Mexico (1793). 

Mac·ken·zie (mN-kHnùzK), Sir Compton. 1883-1972.  British writer best 

known for his novels, including Carnival (1912) and Sinister Street (1913-1914). 

Mac·ken·zie (mN-kHnùzK), William Lyon. 1795-1861.  British-born Canadian 

insurgent and member of Parliament (1828-1836 and 1851-1858) who led an 

armed insurrection in Toronto (1837) to protest colonial rule. 

Mackenzie District (mN-kHnùzK dVsùtrVkt)  A former district of western and 

central Northwest Territories, Canada, now divided mainly between Inuvik and 

Fort Smith districts. 

Mackenzie Mountains (mN-kHnùzK mounùtNnz)  A range of the northern 

Rocky Mountains in eastern Yukon Territory and western Northwest Territories, 

Canada, rising to 2,973.8 m (9,750 ft). 

Mackenzie River (mN-kHnùzK rVvùNr)  A river of northwest Canada rising in 

Great Slave Lake in southern Northwest Territories and flowing about 1,802 km 

(1,120 mi) generally northwest to a vast delta on Mackenzie Bay, an arm of the 

Beaufort Sea. It was first navigated by Sir Alexander Mackenzie in 1789. 

mack·er·el (m4kùNr-Nl, m4kùrNl) n.  pl. mackerel or mack·er·els. 1. Any of 

several widely distributed marine fishes of the family Scombridae, especially the 

Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus), an important food fish having dark, wavy 

bars on the back and a silvery belly.  2. Any of the smaller fishes of the suborder 

Scombroidea, such as the Spanish mackerel.  3. Any of various similar fishes.  

[Middle English makerel, from Old French maquerel.]



mackerel shark (m4kùNr-Nl shärk) n.  Any of various sharks of the family 

Lamnidae, including the great white shark, mako, and porbeagle, having a 

pointed snout, a nearly symmetrical tail, and a reputation for aggressiveness. 

mackerel sky (m4kùNr-Nl skX) n.  Northeastern U.S. A sky covered with many 

small cirrocumulus or altocumulus clouds, giving an overall effect of the mark-

ings to be found on a mackerel. Regional. Also called buttermilk sky 

Mack·i·nac Island (m4kùN-nôÙ XùlNnd)  An island of northern Michigan in the 

Straits of Mackinac, a passage connecting Lakes Huron and Michigan between 

the Upper and Lower peninsulas. The island was long the center of an important 

fur-trading area and is now a resort. 

mack·i·naw (m4kùN-nôÙ) n.  1. A short, double-breasted coat of heavy, usually 

plaid, woolen material.  2. The cloth from which such a coat is made, usually of 

wool, often with a heavy nap.  3. Nautical. A flat-bottomed boat with a pointed 

bow and square stern, once used on the upper Great Lakes.  [After Old Mackinac, 

a fort on the site of present-day Mackinaw City in northern Michigan.]

Mack·i·naw blanket (m4kùN-nôÙ bl4ngùkVt) n.  A thick blanket in solid col-

ors or stripes, formerly used in northern and western North America by traders, 

trappers, and Native Americans. 

Mackinaw trout (m4kùN-nôÙ trout) n.  See lake trout. 
Mac·kin·der (mN-kVnùdNr), Sir Halford John. 1861-1947.  British geographer 

who established geography as an academic field and maintained that Europe was 

the logical geographic center of world government, a theory used to support Nazi 

geopolitics. 

mack·in·tosh also mac·in·tosh (m4kùVn-tmshÙ) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A rain-

coat.  2. A lightweight, waterproof fabric that was originally of rubberized cot-

ton.  [After Charles Macintosh (1766-1843), Scottish inventor.]

mack·le (m4kùNl) also mac·ule (m4kùyulÙ) n.  A blurred or double impression 

in printing.   —  v.  mack·led also mac·uled, mack·ling also mac·ul·ing, 
mack·les also mac·ules.  —  v.  tr. To blur or double (a printed impression).   
—  v.  intr. To become blurred.  [Middle English macule, spot, from Old French, 

from Latin macula.]

mac·le (m4kùNl) n.  1. Chiastolite.  2. A twinned crystal.  3. A dark spot or dis-

coloration in a mineral.  [French, from Old French, lozenge, from Latin macula, 

mesh.]

Mac·Leish (mVk-lKshù), Archibald. 1892-1982.  American poet who served as 

Librarian of Congress (1939-1944) and assistant secretary of state (1944-1945). 

He won a Pulitzer Prize for Conquistador (1932), Collected Poems 1917-1952 

(1952), and the verse play J.B. (1958). 

Mac·Len·nan (mN-klHnùNn), Hugh. Born 1907.  Canadian writer whose nov-

els, such as Two Solitudes (1945) and Return of the Sphinx (1967), are literary 

treatments of Canadian political and social concerns. 



Mac·leod (mN-kloudù), John James Rickard. 1876-1935.  British physiolo-

gist. He shared a 1923 Nobel Prize for the discovery of insulin. 

Mac·mil·lan (mVk-mVlùNn), (Maurice) Harold. 1894-1986.  British politician 

who joined Churchill in the 1930’s in condemning Great Britain’s appeasement of 

Hitler. As prime minister (1957-1963) he sought British entry into the Common 

Market. 

Mac·Mil·lan (mVk-mVlùNn), Donald Baxter. 1874-1970.  American explorer 

noted for his use of aircraft in several Arctic explorations between 1913 and 1937. 

Mac·Mon·nies (mVk-mmnùKz, -mƒnù-), Frederick William. 1863-1937.  

American sculptor of many public monuments, including Triumph of Columbia 

(1893) in Chicago. 

Mac·Neice (mVk-nKsù), (Frederick) Louis. 1907-1963.  Irish-born British poet 

whose works, published in Blind Fireworks (1929) and other collections, treat 

social issues in a detached, often ironic manner. 

Ma·comb (mN-komù)  A city of western Illinois west-southwest of Peoria. It is 

known for its pottery and clay products. Population, 19,952. 

Ma·con (m7ùkNn)  A city of central Georgia southeast of Atlanta. Settled in the 

early 1820’s, it is a processing, industrial, and educational center in an extensive 

farm area. Population, 106,612. 

Ma·con (m7ùkNn), Nathaniel. 1758-1837.  American politician who opposed 

ratification of the U.S. Constitution, served as U.S. representative (1791-1815) 

and senator (1815-1828) from North Carolina, and vehemently opposed a strong 

federal government. 

Mâ·con (mä-koNù)  A city of east-central France on the Saône River north of 

Lyons. A Huguenot stronghold in the 16th century, it is noted for its fine Bur-

gundy wines. Population, 38,404. 

Mac·pher·son (mNk-fûrùsNn), James. 1736-1796.  Scottish poet who claimed 

to have translated the works of Ossian, a third-century Gaelic poet and warrior. 

Although based on unauthenticated original texts, the translations influenced 

many writers. 

Mac·quar·ie (mN-kwärùK, -kwôrùK)  A river of southeast Australia flowing 

about 949 km (590 mi) northwest to the Darling River. 

macr- pref.  Variant of macro-. 
mac·ra·mé (m4kùrN-m7Ù) n.  Coarse lace work made by weaving and knotting 

cords into a pattern.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

macramé holders for plants; macramé work.  [French, from Italian macramè, from 

Turkish makrama, towel, from Arabic miqramah, embroidered veil.]

Mac·rea·dy (mN-krKùdK), William Charles. 1793-1873.  British actor particu-

larly noted for his Shakespearean roles and his contributions to modern stage-

craft. 



mac·ro (m4kùroÙ) n.  pl. mac·ros. Computer Science. A single instruction in pro-

gramming language that results in a series of instructions in machine language.  

[Short for MACROINSTRUCTION.]

macro-  or macr- pref.  1. Large:  macronucleus.  2. Long:  macrobiotics.  

3. Inclusive:  macroinstruction.  [Greek makro-, from makros, large. See m7k- in 

Appendix.]

mac·ro·bi·ot·ics (m4kÙro-bX-mtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The theory or 

practice of promoting well-being and longevity, principally by means of a diet 

consisting chiefly of whole grains and beans.   —macÙro·bi·otùic adj. 

mac·ro·ceph·a·ly (m4kÙro-sHfùN-lK) also mac·ro·ce·pha·li·a (-sN-f7ùlK-N, -

f7lùyN) n.  Abnormal largeness of the head.  Also called megacephaly, megaloceph-

aly.  —macÙro·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk), macÙro·cephùa·lous adj. 

mac·ro·cli·mate (m4kÙro-klXùmVt) n.  The climate of a large geographic area.   
—macÙro·cli·matùic (-m4tùVk) adj. 

mac·ro·code (m4kùrN-kodÙ) n.  Computer Science. 1. A coding system in which 

single codes generate several sets of instructions.  2. A single code that represents 

a set of instructions. 

mac·ro·cosm (m4kùrN-kmzÙNm) n.  1. The entire world; the universe.  2. A sys-

tem reflecting on a large scale one of its component systems or parts.  [Medieval 

Latin macrocosmus : Greek makro-, macro- + Greek kosmos, world.] 
—macÙro·cosùmic adj.  —macÙro·cosùmic·al·ly adv. 

mac·ro·cyte (m4kùro-sXtÙ) n.  An abnormally large red blood cell, especially one 

associated with pernicious anemia.   —macÙro·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

mac·ro·cy·to·sis (m4kÙro-sX-toùsVs) n.  pl. mac·ro·cy·to·ses (-sKz). The pres-

ence of macrocytes in the blood.   —macÙro·cy·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

mac·ro·ec·o·nom·ics (m4kÙro-HkÙN-nmmùVks, -KÙkN-) n.  (used with a sing. 

verb). The study of the overall aspects and workings of a national economy, such 

as income, output, and the interrelationship among diverse economic sectors.   
—macÙro·ecÙo·nomùic adj.  —macÙro·e·conùo·mist (-V-kmnùN-mVst) n. 

mac·ro·ev·o·lu·tion (m4kÙro-HvÙN-luùshNn, -KÙvN-) n.  Large-scale evolution 

occurring over geologic time that results in the formation of new taxonomic 

groups.   —macÙro·evÙo·luùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

mac·ro·fos·sil (m4kùro-fmsÙNl) n.  A fossil large enough to be examined with-

out a microscope. 

mac·ro·gam·ete (m4kÙro-g4mùKt, -gN-mKtù) n.  The larger, usually female of 

two conjugating gametes in a heterogamous organism.  Also called megagamete 

mac·ro·glob·u·lin (m4kÙro-glmbùyN-lVn) n.  A plasma globulin of high molec-

ular weight. 

mac·ro·glob·u·lin·e·mi·a (m4kÙro-glmbÙyN-lN-nKùmK-N) n.  The presence of 

an abnormally large amount of macroglobulins in the blood serum. 



mac·ro·graph (m4kùro-gr4fÙ) n.  A representation of an object that is at least 

as large as the object. 

ma·crog·ra·phy (mN-krmgùrN-fK) n.  1. Examination of objects with the 

unaided eye.  2. Abnormally large handwriting, sometimes indicating a nervous 

disorder. 

mac·ro·in·struc·tion (m4kÙro-Vn-strƒkùshNn) n.  Computer Science. A macro. 

mac·ro·mere (m4kùrN-mîrÙ) n.  Embryology. A large blastomere.  [MACRO- + 

(BLASTO)MERE.]

mac·ro·mol·e·cule (m4kÙro-mmlùV-kyulÙ) n.  A very large molecule, such as a 

polymer or protein, consisting of many smaller structural units linked together.  

Also called supermolecule  —macÙro·mo·lecùu·lar (-mN-lHkùyN-lNr) adj. 

ma·cron (m7ùkrmnÙ, -krNn, m4kùrmnÙ) n.  1. A diacritical mark placed above a 

vowel to indicate a long sound or phonetic value in pronunciation, such as (7) in 

the word make.  2. The horizontal mark (Ú) used to indicate a stressed or long syl-

lable in a foot of verse.  [Greek makron, from neuter of makros, long. See m7k- in 

Appendix.]

mac·ro·nu·cle·us (m4kÙro-nuùklK-Ns, -nyuù-) n.  pl. mac·ro·nu·cle·i (-klK-

XÙ). The larger of two nuclei present in ciliate protozoans, which controls nonre-

productive functions of the cell, such as metabolism.   —macÙro·nuùcle·ar adj. 

mac·ro·nu·tri·ent (m4kÙro-nuùtrK-Nnt, -nyuù-) n.  An element, such as car-

bon, hydrogen, oxygen, or nitrogen, required in large proportion for the normal 

growth and development of a plant. 

mac·ro·phage (m4kùrN-f7jÙ) n.  Any of the large phagocytic cells of the reticu-

loendothelial system.   —macÙro·phagùic (-f4jùVk) adj. 

mac·ro·phys·ics (m4kÙro-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

physics that deals with objects and phenomena large enough to be measured and 

observed. 

mac·ro·phyte (m4kùrN-fXtÙ) n.  A macroscopic plant.   —macÙro·phytùic (-

fVtùVk) adj. 

ma·crop·ter·ous (mN-krmpùtNr-Ns) adj.  Having very large fins or wings.  

[From Greek makropteros : makro-, macro- + -pteros, winged (from pteron, wing); 

see -PTER.]

mac·ro·scop·ic (m4kÙrN-skmpùVk) also mac·ro·scop·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Large 

enough to be perceived or examined by the unaided eye.  2. Relating to observa-

tions made by the unaided eye.   —macÙro·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 

macroscopic anatomy (m4kÙrN-skmpùVk N-n4tùN-mK) n.  See gross anat-
omy. 

mac·ro·spo·ran·gi·um (m4kÙro-spN-r4nùjK-Nm) n.  pl. mac·ro·spo·ran·gi·a 

(-jK-N). See megasporangium. 
mac·ro·spore (m4kùrN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  See megaspore. 



mac·u·la (m4kùyN-lN) n.  pl. mac·u·lae (-lKÙ)  or mac·u·las. 1.  Also mac·ule (-

yulÙ). A spot, stain, or blemish, especially an area of discoloration on the skin 

caused by excess or lack of pigment.  2. Anatomy. A small area distinguishable 

from the surrounding tissue.  3. A sunspot.  [Middle English, from Latin.] 
—macùu·lar adj. 

macula lu·te·a (m4kùyN-lN luùtK-N) n.  pl. maculae lu·te·ae (luùtK-KÙ). A 

minute yellowish area containing the forea centralis located near the center of the 

retina of the eye at which visual perception is most acute.  Also called yellow spot 

[New Latin macula l7tea : Latin macula, spot + Latin l7tea, yellow.]

mac·u·late (m4kùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. mac·u·lat·ed, mac·u·lat·ing, mac·u·lates. 
To spot, blemish, or pollute.   —  adj.  (-lVt) 1. Spotted or blotched.  2. Stained; 

impure.  [Middle English maculaten, from Latin macul7re, macul7t-, from mac-

ula, spot.]

mac·u·la·tion (m4kÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of spotting or staining or the 

condition of being spotted or stained.  2. The spotted markings of a plant or an 

animal, such as the spots of the leopard. 

mac·ule1 (m4kùyulÙ) n.  & v.   Variant of mackle. 
mac·ule2 (m4kùyulÙ) n.  Variant of macula (n., sense 1). 

mad (m4d) adj.  mad·der, mad·dest. 1. Angry; resentful.  See Synonyms at 

angry.  2. Suffering from a disorder of the mind; insane.  3. Temporarily or 

apparently deranged by violent sensations, emotions, or ideas:  mad with jealousy.  

4. Lacking restraint or reason; foolish:  I was mad to have hired her in the first 

place.  5. Feeling or showing strong liking or enthusiasm:  mad about sports.  

6. Marked by extreme excitement, confusion, or agitation; frantic:  a mad scram-

ble for the bus.  7. Boisterously gay; hilarious:  had a mad time.  8. Affected by 

rabies; rabid.   —  v.  tr. intr. mad·ded, mad·ding, mads. To make or become 

mad; madden.   —idioms. like mad. Informal. 1. Wildly; impetuously:  drove 

like mad.  2. To an intense degree or great extent:  worked like mad; snowing like 

mad.  mad as a hatter. Crazy; deranged.  [Middle English, from Old English 

gem<dde, past participle of *gem<dan, to madden, from gem7d, insane. See mei-
1 in Appendix.] —madùdish adj. 

MAD (m4d) n.  Mutual assured destruction. 

Mad·a·gas·car (m4dÙN-g4sùkNr) Formerly Mal·a·gas·y Republic (m4lÙN-

g4sùK). Abbr. Mad., Madag.  An island country in the Indian Ocean off the 

southeast coast of Africa comprising the island of Madagascar and several 

small islands. The French first established settlements on the island in 1642 and 

made it a colony in 1896. The country gained full independence as the Malagasy 

Republic in 1960 and was renamed Madagascar in 1975. Antananarivo is the cap-

ital and the largest city. Population, 9,230,000.   —MadÙa·gasùcan adj.  & n. 

Madagascar periwinkle (m4dÙN-g4sùkNr pHrùV-wVngÙkNl) n.  A perennial 

plant (Catharanthus roseus) native to Madagascar and India, having pink or white 



flowers with a salverform corolla and opposite leaves. It is poisonous to domestic 

animals and is the source of certain substances used in the treatment of cancer.  

Also called rose periwinkle 

Mad·am (m4dùNm) n.  Abbr. Mdm. 1. pl. Mes·dames (m7-d4mù, -dämù). 
Used formerly as a courtesy title before a woman’s given name but now used only 

before a surname or title indicating rank or office:  Madam Ambassador.  2. Used 

as a salutation in a letter:  Dear Madam or Sir.  3. madam. Used as a form of 

polite address for a woman:  Right this way, madam.  4. madam. The mistress of 

a household.  5. madam. A woman who manages a brothel.  [Middle English 

madame, from Old French ma dame. See MADAME.]

Ma·dame (mN-d4mù, m4dùNm) n.  pl. Mes·dames or mes·dames (m7-d4mù, 

-dämù). Abbr. Mme. 1. Used as a courtesy title before the surname or full name 

of a married woman in a French-speaking area:  Madame Cartier; Madame Jac-

queline Cartier.  2. madame. Used as a form of polite address for a woman in a 

French-speaking area.  [French, from Old French ma dame : ma, my (from Latin 

mea, feminine of meus); see me-1 in Appendix + dame, lady (from Latin domina, 

feminine of dominus, lord, master of a household); see dem- in Appendix.]

Ma·da·ria·ga y Ro·jo (mäÙdN-rK-äùgN K rôùho, mäÙthä-ryäùgä), Salvador 
de. 1886-1978.  Spanish diplomat and writer who served in governmental posi-

tions, such as delegate to the League of Nations (1931-1936), and is known for his 

works of fiction, history, and literary criticism. 

mad·cap (m4dùk4pÙ) adj.  Behaving or acting impulsively or rashly; wild.  [MAD 

+ CAP
1, head.] —madùcapÙ n. 

MADD abbr.  Mothers Against Drunk Driving. 

mad·den (m4dùn) v.  mad·dened, mad·den·ing, mad·dens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make angry; irritate.  2. To drive insane.   —  v.  intr. To become infuriated. 

mad·den·ing (m4dùn-Vng) adj.  1. Tending to anger or irritate:  a maddening 

delay at the airport.  2. Tending to drive insane.   —madùden·ing·ly adv. 

mad·der (m4dùNr) n.  1. a. A southwest Asian perennial plant (Rubia tinc-

torum) having small yellow flowers, whorled leaves, and a red root.  b. The root 

of this plant, formerly an important source of the dye alizarin.  c. A red dye 

obtained from the roots of this plant.   2. Color. A medium to strong red or red-

dish orange.  [Middle English, from Old English mædere.]

mad·ding (m4dùVng) adj.  Archaic. In a state of frenzy; frenzied: “far from the 

madding crowd’s ignoble strife” (Thomas Gray). 

mad-dog skullcap (m4dùdôgÙ skƒlùk4pÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  A North American 

perennial plant (Scutellaria lateriflora) having one-sided clusters of two-lipped 

blue or white flowers.  [So called from its use as an antispasmodic.]

made (m7d) v.  Past tense and past participle of make.  —  adj.  1. Produced or 

manufactured by constructing, shaping, or forming. Often used in combination:  

handmade lace; ready-made suits.  2. Produced or created artificially:  bought some 



made goods at the local store.  3. Having been invented; contrived:  These made 

excuses of yours just won’t wash.  4. Assured of success:  a made man.   —idiom. 
made for. Perfectly suited for:  They’re made for each other. 

Ma·dei·ra1 (mN-dîrùN, -dHrùN)  A river of northwest Brazil rising on the Bolivian 

border and flowing about 3,315 km (2,060 mi) generally northeast to the Amazon 

River near Manaus. It is the most important tributary of the Amazon. 

Ma·dei·ra2 (mN-dîrùN) n.  A fortified dessert wine, especially from the island of 

Madeira. 

Madeira Islands (mN-dîrùN XùlNndz)  An archipelago of Portugal in the north-

east Atlantic Ocean west of Morocco. Only two of the volcanic islands are inhab-

ited. The island of Madeira is a tourist center noted for its wine.   
—Ma·deiùran adj.  & n. 

Madeira vine (mN-dîrùN vXn) n.  A tropical South American ornamental vine 

(Anredera cordifolia) having small, white, fragrant flowers. 

mad·e·leine (m4dùN-lHnÙ) n.  A small, rich cake, baked in a shell-shaped mold.  

[After Madeleine Paulmier, 19th-century French pastry cook.]

Mad·e·moi·selle (m4dÙN-mN-zHlù, m4d-mwä-zHlù) n.  pl. Mad·e·moi·selles 

(-zHlz)  or Mes·de·moi·selles (m7dÙmwä-zHlù). Abbr. Mlle. 1. Used as a cour-

tesy title before the surname or full name of a girl or an unmarried woman in a 

French-speaking area:  Mademoiselle Turot; Mademoiselle Isabelle Turot.  

2. mademoiselle. pl. mademoiselles or mesdemoiselles. Used as a form of 

polite address for a girl or young woman in a French-speaking area.  

3. mademoiselle. pl. mademoiselles. A French governess.  

4. mademoiselle. pl. mademoiselle or mad·e·moi·selles. See silver perch.  
[French, from Old French ma demoiselle : ma, my; see MADAME + demoiselle, 

young lady (from Old French damisele, from Vulgar Latin *dominicella, diminu-

tive of Latin domina, lady, feminine of dominus, master of a household); see 

dem- in Appendix.]

Ma·de·ra (mN-dHrùN)  A city of central California in the San Joaquin Valley 

northwest of Fresno. It is an industrial and processing center. Population, 29,281. 

Ma·de·ro (mN-dHrùo, mä-thHùrô), Francisco Indalecio. 1873-1913.  Mexican 

revolutionary and politician who forced the resignation of Porfirio Díaz and 

assumed the presidency (1911). Unable to effect reform, he was overthrown and 

imprisoned by Victoriano Huerta (1913) and was killed while reportedly attempt-

ing to escape. 

made-to-or·der (m7dùtu-ôrùdNr) adj.  1. Made in accordance with particu-

lar instructions or requirements; custom-made.  2. Very suitable:  a made-to-

order job. 

made-up (m7dùƒpù) adj.  1. Having been fabricated; invented:  a made-up story.  

2. Changed or adorned by the application of cosmetics or makeup:  a made-up 



actor.  3. a. Complete; finished:  a made-up package.  b. Put together; arranged:  a 

made-up page of type.  

mad·house (m4dùhousÙ) n.  1. A mental health facility.  2. Informal. A place of 

great disorder and confusion. 

Mad·i·son (m4dùV-sNn)  1. A borough of northeast New Jersey southeast of 

Morristown. It is mainly residential. Population, 15,850.  2. The capital of Wis-

consin, in the south-central part of the state west of Milwaukee. It was chosen as 

territorial capital in 1836 and settled the same year. The main branch of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin (founded 1848) is here. Population, 191,262. 

Mad·i·son (m4dùV-sNn), Dolley Payne Todd. 1768-1849.  First Lady of the 

United States (1809-1817) as the wife of President James Madison. She earlier 

served as White House hostess for the widowed Thomas Jefferson. During the 

British invasion of Washington, D.C. (1814), she heroically carried important 

government papers and a portrait of George Washington to safety. 

Mad·i·son (m4dùV-sNn), James. 1751-1836.  The fourth President of the United 

States (1809-1817). A member of the Continental Congress (1780-1783) and the 

Constitutional Convention (1787), he strongly supported ratification of the Con-

stitution and was a contributor to The Federalist Papers (1787-1788), which 

argued the effectiveness of the proposed constitution. His presidency was marked 

by the War of 1812.   —MadÙi·soùni·an (-soùnK-Nn) adj. 

Madison Avenue (m4dùV-sNn 4vùN-nuÙ) n.  The American advertising 

industry.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or working in the American advertising indus-

try.  [After Madison Avenue in New York City, the center of American advertis-

ing.]

Madison Heights (m4dùV-sNn hXts)  A city of southeast Michigan, a suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 32,196. 

Madison River (m4dùV-sNn rVvùNr)  A river of southwest Montana flowing 

about 294 km (183 mi) generally northward to join the Jefferson and Gallatin riv-

ers and form the Missouri River. 

Mad·i·son·ville (m4dùV-sNn-vVlÙ)  A city of western Kentucky north of Hop-

kinsville. It is a processing center in a coal and farm area. Population, 16,200. 

mad·ly (m4dùlK) adv.  1. In a crazy way; insanely.  2. In a wild manner; franti-

cally.  3. In a foolish manner; rashly. 

mad·man (m4dùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A man who is or seems to be mentally ill. 

mad money (m4d mƒnùK) n.  Slang. A small sum of money kept for unlikely 

contingencies. 

mad·ness (m4dùnVs) n.  1. The quality or condition of being insane.  See Syn-

onyms at insanity.  2. Great folly:  It was sheer madness to attempt the drive dur-

ing a blizzard.  3. Fury; rage.  4. Enthusiasm; excitement. 

Ma·don·na (mN-dmnùN) n.  1. The Virgin Mary.  2. Obsolete. Used as a form of 

polite address for a married woman in an Italian-speaking area.  [Italian  : mia, 



ma, my (from Latin mea); see MADAME + donna, lady (from Latin domina, femi-

nine of dominus, master of a household); see dem- in Appendix.]

Madonna lily (mN-dmnùN lVlùK) n.  An eastern Mediterranean plant (Lilium 

candidum) having white, bell-shaped flowers that yield an essential oil used in 

perfumery.  [From its frequent appearance in paintings of the Madonna.]

mad·ras (m4dùrNs, mN-dr4sù, -dräsù) n.  1. A cotton cloth of fine texture, usually 

with a plaid, striped, or checked pattern.  2. A silk, generally striped, cloth.  

3. a. A light cotton cloth used for drapery.  b. A similar cloth of rayon.   4. A 

large handkerchief of brightly colored silk or cotton, often worn as a turban.  

[After Madras.]

Ma·dras (mN-dr4sù, -dräsù)  A city of southeast India on the Coromandel Coast 

of the Bay of Bengal. Founded in 1639 as Fort St. George by the British East India 

Company, Madras was held by the French from 1746 to 1748. It is today a major 

industrial, commercial, and cultural center with a thriving harbor (constructed 

1862-1901). Population, 3,276,622. 

Ma·dre de Di·os (mäÙdr7 d7 dK-osù, mäÙthrH thH dyôsù)  A river, about 1,126 

km (700 mi) long, of southeast Peru and northwest Bolivia flowing northeast 

from the Andes to the Beni River. 

mad·re·pore (m4dùrN-pôrÙ, -porÙ) n.  Any of various stony corals of the order 

Madreporaria, which includes the reef builders of tropical seas.  [Italian 

madrepora : madre, mother (from Latin m7ter, m7tr-); see m7ter- in Appendix + 

-pora (alteration of poro, tufa, pore, from Late Latin porus, passageway; see 

pore2, or from Latin porus, calcareous stone, stalactite  from Greek poros).] 
—madÙre·poùri·an adj.  —madÙre·porùic adj. 

mad·re·por·ite (m4dùrN-pôrÙXt, -porÙ-) n.  A perforated platelike structure in 

most echinoderms that forms the intake for their water-vascular systems.  [So 

called because the perforations resemble those of a madrepore.]

Ma·drid (mN-drVdù)  The capital and largest city of Spain, on the central plateau 

north-northeast of Toledo. Built on the site of a Moorish fortress captured in the 

10th century, it became the capital in 1561 during the reign of Philip II and grew 

in importance and magnificence under the Bourbons in the 18th century. Madrid 

was a Loyalist stronghold during the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939). Population, 

3,200,234. 

mad·ri·gal (m4dùrV-gNl) n.  1. a. Music. An unaccompanied vocal composition 

for two or three voices in simple harmony, following a strict poetic form, devel-

oped in Italy in the late 13th and early 14th centuries.  b. A short poem, often 

about love, suitable for being set to music.   2. Music. a. A typically unaccompa-

nied polyphonic part song using a secular text and intended for four to six voices, 

developed in Italy in the 16th century and very popular in England in the 16th 

and early 17th centuries. Sometimes a string accompaniment doubles or replaces 

one or more of the vocal parts.  b. A part song.   [Italian madrigale, probably 



from dialectal madregal, simple, from Late Latin m7trXc7lis, invented, original, 

from Latin, of the womb, from m7trXx, m7trXc-, womb, from m7ter, m7tr-, 

mother. See MATER.] —madùri·gal·ist n. 

ma·dri·lène also ma·dri·lene (m4dÙrV-lHnù) n.  A consommé flavored with 

tomato, often served jellied and chilled.  [French (consommé) madrilène, Madrid 

(consommé), from Spanish madrileño, of Madrid, from Madrid.]

ma·dro·ña (mN-droùnyN) also ma·dro·ño (-droùnyo)  or ma·dro·ne (-droùnN) 

n.  pl. ma·dro·ñas also ma·dro·ños  or ma·dro·nes. An evergreen tree (Arbu-

tus menziesii) native to Pacific North America, having leathery, glossy leaves, 

white urn-shaped flowers, and orange or red edible berries. The wood has been 

used for making furniture and the bark for tanning.  [American Spanish, from 

Spanish madroño, strawberry tree.]

mad tom (m4d tmm) n.  Any of several small freshwater North American cat-

fishes of the genus Noturus, having poisonous spines and common in the east-

central United States.  [MAD + TOM(CAT).]

Ma·du·rai (mäÙdN-rXù, m4dùyt-rXÙ)  A city of southern India south-southwest 

of Madras. Known as “the City of Festivals and Temples,” it is a Hindu pilgrimage 

site and an educational and cultural center with varied industries. Population, 

820,891. 

mad·wom·an (m4dùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is or seems to be mentally ill. 

mad·wort (m4dùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  1. A low-growing Eurasian plant (Asperugo 

procumbens) having rough stems and small blue flowers.  2.  See alyssum (n., 

sense 2). 

M.A.E. abbr.  1. Master of Aeronautical Engineering.  2. Master of Art Educa-

tion.  3. Master of Arts in Education. 

Mae·an·der (mK-4nùdNr)  An ancient name for the Menderes River of western 

Turkey. 

Ma·e·ba·shi (mäÙH-bäùshK)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, northwest of 

Tokyo. Located in a mountainous region with volcanic soil, the city is a leading 

silk-producing center. Population, 277,319. 

Mae·ce·nas (mK-sKùnNs, mV-), Gaius. 70?-8 B.C.  Roman politician and patron 

of Horace and Virgil. 

M.A.Ed. abbr.  Master of Arts in Education. 

mael·strom (m7lùstrNm) n.  1. A violent or turbulent situation:  caught in the 

maelstrom of war.  2. A whirlpool of extraordinary size or violence.  [Obsolete 

Dutch  : Dutch malen, to grind, whirl (from Middle Dutch); see melN- in Appen-

dix + Dutch stroom, stream (from Middle Dutch); see sreu- in Appendix.]

mae·nad (mKùn4dÙ) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A woman member of the orgiastic 

cult of Dionysus.  2. A frenzied woman.  [Latin Maenas, Maenad-, from Greek 

mainas, raving, madwoman, Maenad, from mainesthai, to be mad. See men-1 in 

Appendix.]



ma·es·to·so (mäÙHs-toùso, -zo) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a majestic and stately 

manner. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from maestà, majesty, greatness, 

from Latin m7iest7s. See meg- in Appendix.]

maes·tro (mXsùtro) n.  pl. maes·tros or maes·tri (-trK). A master in an art, 

especially a composer, conductor, or music teacher.  [Italian, from Latin magister, 

magistr-, master. See meg- in Appendix.]

Mae·ter·linck (m7ùtNr-lVngkÙ, mHtùNr-, mä-tHr-l4Nù), Count Maurice. 1862-

1949.  Belgian writer of poetry, a wide variety of essays, and symbolic dramas, 

including Pelléas et Mélisande (1892). He won the 1911 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Mae West (m7ù wHstù) n.  An inflatable, vestlike life preserver.  [After Mae 
WEST (from its resemblance to her curvaceous torso).]

Maf·e·king (mäùfV-kVngÙ) Now Maf·i·keng (-kHngÙ).  A town of north-central 

South Africa west of Pretoria. The relief (May 17, 1900) of a 217-day-long siege 

of the British garrison here was a celebrated event of the Boer War. Population, 

6,500. 

maf·fick (m4fùVk) v.  intr. maf·ficked, maf·fick·ing, maf·ficks. Chiefly Brit-

ish. To rejoice or celebrate with boisterous public demonstrations.  [After 

Mafeking.]

Ma·fi·a (mäùfK-N) n.  1. A secret terrorist organization in Sicily, operating since 

the early 19th century in opposition to legal authority: “Rome they despised, the 

Mafia they feared, but not to submission” (Mario Puzo).  2. An alleged interna-

tional criminal organization believed active, especially in Italy and the United 

States, since the late 19th century.  3.  Often mafia. Informal. A tightly knit 

group of trusted associates, as of a political leader: “[He] is one of the personal 

mafia that [the chancellor] brought with him to Bonn” (Christian Science Moni-

tor).   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a Mafia overlord; a 

Mafia organization.  [Italian, perhaps from dialectal mafia, bluster, boldness.]

maf·ic (m4fùVk) adj.  Containing or relating to a group of dark-colored minerals, 

composed chiefly of magnesium and iron, that occur in igneous rocks.  [MA(GNE-

SIUM) + Latin ferrum, iron + -IC.]

Maf·i·keng (mäùfV-kHngÙ)  See Mafeking. 
Ma·fi·o·so (mäÙfK-oùso) n.  pl. Ma·fi·o·si (-sK)  or Ma·fi·o·sos. A member of 

the Mafia.  [Italian, from mafia, mafia. See MAFIA.]

mag (m4g) n.  Slang. A magazine:  surfing mags. 

mag. abbr.  1. Magnet.  2. Magnetism.  3. Magneto.  4. Magnitude. 

Ma·ga·dha (mäùgN-dN)  An ancient kingdom of northeast India. It was espe-

cially powerful from the fourth century B.C. to the fifth century A.D., particularly 

under the emperor Asoka (third century B.C.). 

mag·a·zine (m4gùN-zKnÙ, m4gÙN-zKnù) n.  1. A periodical containing a collec-

tion of articles, stories, pictures, or other features.  2. a. A place where goods are 

stored, especially a building in a fort or a storeroom on a warship where ammuni-



tion is kept.  b. The contents of a storehouse, especially a stock of ammunition.   

3. a. A compartment in some types of firearms, often a small detachable box, in 

which cartridges are held to be fed into the firing chamber.  b. A compartment in 

a camera in which rolls or cartridges of film are held for feeding through the 

exposure mechanism.  c. Any of various compartments attached to machines, 

used for storing or supplying necessary material.    —  adj.  Of or relating to peri-

odicals:  a magazine story.  [French magasin, storehouse, from Old French maga-

zin (possibly via Old Italian magazzino), from Arabic maT7zin, pl. of maTzan, 

from Tazana, to store.]

Mag·da·le·na (m4gÙdN-l7ùnN, mägÙthä-lHùnä)  A river rising in the Andes of 

southwest Colombia and flowing about 1,601 km (1,000 mi) generally northward 

to the Caribbean Sea near Barranquilla. 

Mag·da·le·ni·an (m4gÙdN-lKùnK-Nn) adj.  Archaeology. Of or relating to the last 

upper Paleolithic culture of Europe, succeeding the Aurignacian.  [French 

magdalénien, after La Madeleine, a prehistoric site of southwest France.]

Mag·de·burg (m4gùdN-bûrgÙ, mägùdN-btrkÙ)  A city of central Germany on 

the Elbe River west-southwest of Berlin. Known as early as 805, it was chartered in 

the 13th century and became one of the chief cities of the Hanseatic League. 

Magdeburg was severely damaged during World War II. Population, 289,075. 

Ma·gel·lan (mN-jHlùNn), Ferdinand. 1480?-1521.  Portuguese navigator. While 

trying to find a western route to the Moluccas (1519), Magellan and his expedi-

tion were blown by storms into the strait that now bears his name (1520). He 

named and sailed across the Pacific Ocean, reaching the Marianas and the Philip-

pines (1521), where he was killed fighting for a friendly native king. One of his 

ships returned to Spain (1522), thereby completing the first circumnavigation of 

the globe. 

Magellan, Strait of.  A channel separating South America from Tierra del 

Fuego and other islands south of the continent and connecting the southern 

Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Ferdinand Magellan sailed through the strait in Octo-

ber and November 1520. 

Mag·el·lan·ic Clouds (m4jÙN-l4nùVk kloudz) pl.n.  Two small, irregularly 

shaped galaxies that are the galaxies closest to the Milky Way and are faintly visi-

ble near the south celestial pole.  [After Ferdinand MAGELLAN.]

Ma·gen Da·vid also Mo·gen Da·vid (mmùgNn dôùvVd, d7ùvVd, mä-gHnù dä-

vKdù) n.  A six-pointed star, the symbol of Judaism, that is formed by placing two 

triangles together, one inverted over the other or interlaced.  Also called Shield of 

David, Star of David.  [Hebrew m7gKn d7wid.]

ma·gen·ta (mN-jHnùtN) n.  1.  See fuchsin.  2. Color. A moderate to vivid pur-

plish red.  [After Magenta, a town of northwest Italy.]



Mag·gio·re (mN-jôrùK, -jorùK, mäd-jôùrH), Lake. A lake of northern Italy and 

southern Switzerland. Nearly surrounded by peaks of the Lepontine Alps, it is a 

major resort area. 

mag·got (m4gùNt) n.  1. The legless, soft-bodied, wormlike larva of any of vari-

ous flies of the order Diptera, often found in decaying matter.  2. Slang. A despi-

cable person.  3. An extravagant notion; a whim.  [Middle English magot, perhaps 

alteration of mathek, maddokk, perhaps from Old English matha.] —magùgot·y 
adj. 

Ma·ghreb  or Ma·ghrib (mƒgùrNb)  A region of northwest Africa comprising 

the coastlands and the Atlas Mountains of Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. 

ma·gi (m7ùjXÙ) n.  Plural of magus. 
mag·ic (m4jùVk) n.  1. The art that purports to control or forecast natural events, 

effects, or forces by invoking the supernatural.  2. a. The practice of using 

charms, spells, or rituals to attempt to produce supernatural effects or control 

events in nature.  b. The charms, spells, and rituals so used.   3. The exercise of 

sleight of hand or conjuring for entertainment.  4. A mysterious quality of 

enchantment: “For me the names of those men breathed the magic of the past” (Max 

Beerbohm).   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or invoking the supernatural: “stubborn 

unlaid ghost/That breaks his magic chains at curfew time” (John Milton).  

2. Possessing distinctive qualities that produce unaccountable or baffling effects.   
—  v.  tr. mag·icked, mag·ick·ing, mag·ics. To produce or make by or as if by 

magic.  [Middle English magik, from Old French magique, from Late Latin mag-

ica, from Latin magicK, from Greek magikK, from feminine of magikos, of the 

Magi, magical, from magos, magician, magus. See MAGUS.]

mag·i·cal (m4jùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or produced by magic.  

2. Enchanting; bewitching:  a magical performance of the ballet.   —magùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

magical realism (m4jùV-kNl rKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  A chiefly literary style or genre 

originating in Latin America that combines fantastic or dreamlike elements with 

reality. 

magic bullet (m4jùVk btlùVt) n.  Slang. 1. A drug, therapy, or preventive ther-

apy that cures or prevents a disease: “There is no magic bullet against cancer” (Matt 

Clark).  2. Something regarded as a magical solution to a grave problem or as a 

means of averting a disaster: “Something new must be tried to discourage drug use. 

There is clearly no magic bullet” (Larry Martz). 

ma·gi·cian (mN-jVshùNn) n.  1. A sorcerer; a wizard.  2. One who performs 

magic for entertainment or diversion.  3. One whose formidable skill or art seems 

to be magical:  a magician with words. 

magic lantern (m4jùVk l4nùtNrn) n.  An optical device formerly used to project 

an enlarged image of a picture. 



magic number (m4jùVk nƒmùbNr) n.  Chemistry & Physics. 1. Any of the num-

bers, 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, or 126, that represent the number of neutrons or protons 

in strongly bound, exceptionally stable, and abundant atomic nuclei.  2. Sports. 

The number of wins required in order to capture a division title. 

magic square (m4jùVk skwâr) n.  A square that contains numbers arranged in 

equal rows and columns in such a way that the sum of each row or column, taken 

vertically, horizontally, or diagonally, is the same. 

Ma·gi·not (m4zhùN-noÙ, m4jù-, mä-zhK-noù), André. 1877-1932.  French poli-

tician who as minister of war (1922-1924 and 1929-1932) proposed a line of for-

tification, called the Maginot Line, along France’s border with Germany. Thought 

to be impregnable, the line was bypassed and later captured by the Germans 

(1940). 

mag·is·te·ri·al (m4jÙV-stîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

master or teacher; authoritative:  a magisterial account of the history of the English 

language.  b. Sedately dignified in appearance or manner: “She would appear on 

the porch and reign over the street in magisterial beauty” (Harper Lee).   

2. Dogmatic; overbearing:  managed the employees in an aloof, magisterial way.  

3. Of or relating to a magistrate or a magistrate’s official functions.  [Late Latin 

magisteri7lis, from magisterius, from Latin magister, master, teacher. See meg- in 

Appendix.] —magÙis·teùri·al·ly adv. 

mag·is·te·ri·um (m4jÙV-stîrùK-Nm) n.  Roman Catholic Church. The authority to 

teach religious doctrine.  [Latin, the office of a teacher or other person in author-

ity, from magister, master. See MAGISTERIAL.]

mag·is·tra·cy (m4jùVs-trN-sK) n.  pl. mag·is·tra·cies. 1. The position, func-

tion, or term of office of a magistrate.  2. A body of magistrates.  3. The district 

under jurisdiction of a magistrate. 

mag·is·tral (m4jùV-strNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a magistrate; magisterial.  

2. Prepared as specified by a physician’s prescription. Used of medicine.  

3. Principal; main:  the magistral line of fortifications.  [Late Latin magistr7lis, 

belonging to a master, from Latin magister, magistr-, former chief officer of a col-

lege or band of priests. See meg- in Appendix.]

mag·is·trate (m4jùV-str7tÙ, -strVt) n.  A civil officer with power to administer 

and enforce law, as: a. A local member of the judiciary having limited jurisdic-

tion, especially in criminal cases.  b. A minor official, such as a justice of the 

peace, having administrative and limited judicial authority.   [Middle English 

magistrat, from Old French, from Latin magistr7tus, from magister, magistr-, 

master. See meg- in Appendix.]

mag·is·tra·ture (m4jùV-str7ÙchNr, -strN-chtrÙ) n.  Magistracy. 

Ma·gle·mo·si·an (mäÙglN-moùzK-Nn) adj.  Archaeology. Of or relating to a 

Mesolithic forest culture of northern Europe.  [After Maglemose, a Mesolithic 

site on the western coast of Sjaelland, Denmark.]



mag·lev  or Mag·lev (m4gùlHv) n.  Magnetic levitation. 

mag·ma (m4gùmN, mägù-) n.  pl. mag·ma·ta (-mäùtN)  or mag·mas. 1. A mix-

ture of finely divided solids with enough liquid to produce a pasty mass.  

2. Geology. The molten rock material under the earth’s crust, from which igneous 

rock is formed by cooling.  3. Pharmacology. A suspension of particles in a liquid, 

such as milk of magnesia.  4. The residue of fruits after the juice has been 

expressed; pomace.  [Middle English, sediment, dregs, from Latin, from Greek, 

unguent, from massein, mag-, to knead. See mag- in Appendix.] —mag·matùic 
(-m4tùVk) adj. 

Mag·na Car·ta  or Mag·na Char·ta (m4gùnN kärùtN) n.  1. The charter of 

English political and civil liberties granted by King John at Runnymede in June 

1215.  2. A document or piece of legislation that serves as a guarantee of basic 

rights.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin  : Latin magna, great + charta, char-

ter.]

mag·na cum lau·de (mägùnN ktm louùdN) adv.  & adj.  With high honors. 

Used to express high academic distinction:  graduated magna cum laude; 25 

magna cum laude graduates.  [Latin magn7 cum laude, with great praise  : magn7, 

feminine ablative sing. of magnus, great + cum, with + laude, ablative sing. of 

laus, praise.]

Magna Grae·cia (m4gùnN grKùshN)  The ancient Greek seaport colonies of 

southern Italy and Sicily from the eighth to the fourth century B.C. Cumae and 

Tarantum (modern Taranto) remained significant after the decline of the other 

colonies. 

mag·na·nim·i·ty (m4gÙnN-nVmùV-tK) n.  pl. mag·na·nim·i·ties. 1. The quality 

of being magnanimous.  2. A magnanimous act. 

mag·nan·i·mous (m4g-n4nùN-mNs) adj.  1. Courageously noble in mind and 

heart.  2. Generous in forgiving; eschewing resentment or revenge; unselfish.  

[From Latin magnanimus : magnus, great; see meg- in Appendix + animus, soul, 

mind; see anN- in Appendix.] —mag·nanùi·mous·ly adv.  

—mag·nanùi·mous·ness n. 

mag·nate (m4gùn7tÙ, -nVt) n.  A powerful or influential person, especially in 

business or industry:  an oil magnate.  [From Middle English magnates, magnates, 

from Late Latin magn7tKs, pl. of magn7s, magnate, from Latin magnus, great. See 

meg- in Appendix.]

mag·ne·sia (m4g-nKùzhN, -shN) n.  Magnesium oxide.  [Middle English, mineral 

ingredient of the philosophers’ stone, from Medieval Latin magnKsia, from Greek 

magnKsia, a kind of ore, from MagnKsia, Magnesia, an ancient city of Asia Minor.] 
—mag·neùsian adj. 

mag·ne·site (m4gùnN-sXtÙ) n.  A white, yellowish, or brown mineral, magne-

sium carbonate, MgCO3, used in the manufacture of magnesium oxide and car-

bon dioxide. 



mag·ne·si·um (m4g-nKùzK-Nm, -zhNm) n.  Symbol Mg A light, silvery-white, 

moderately hard metallic element that in ribbon or powder form burns with a 

brilliant white flame. It is used in structural alloys, pyrotechnics, flash photogra-

phy, and incendiary bombs. Atomic number 12; atomic weight 24.312; melting 

point 649˚C; boiling point 1,090˚C; specific gravity 1.74 (at 20˚C); valence 2.  

[From MAGNESIA.]

magnesium carbonate (m4g-nKùzK-Nm kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A very light, odor-

less, white powdery compound, MgCO3, used in a wide variety of manufactured 

products including inks, glass, dentifrices, and cosmetics. 

magnesium hydroxide (m4g-nKùzK-Nm hX-drmkùsXdÙ) n.  A white powder, 

Mg(OH)2, used as an antacid and a laxative. 

magnesium oxide (m4g-nKùzK-Nm mkùsXdÙ) n.  A white, powdery compound, 

MgO, having a high melting point (2,800˚C), used in high-temperature refracto-

ries, electrical insulation, food packaging, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals. 

magnesium sulfate (m4g-nKùzK-Nm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A colorless, crystalline 

compound, MgSO4, used in fireproofing, ceramics, matches, explosives, and fer-

tilizers. 

mag·net (m4gùnVt) n.  Abbr. mag. 1. An object that is surrounded by a mag-

netic field and that has the property, either natural or induced, of attracting iron 

or steel.  2. An electromagnet.  3. A person, a place, an object, or a situation that 

exerts attraction.  [Middle English, from Old French magnete, from Latin magnKs, 

magnKt-, from Greek MagnKs (lithos), Magnesian (stone), magnet, from MagnK-

sia, Magnesia, an ancient city of Asia Minor.]

magnet- pref.  Variant of magneto-. 
mag·net·ic (m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to magnetism or magnets.  

b. Having the properties of a magnet.  c. Capable of being magnetized or 

attracted by a magnet.  d. Operating by means of magnetism:  a magnetic 

recorder.   2. Relating to the magnetic poles of the earth:  a magnetic compass bear-

ing.  3. Having an unusual power or ability to attract:  a magnetic personality.   
—mag·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

magnetic bottle (m4g-nHtùVk bmtùl) n.  A magnetic field used to confine 

plasma, as during nuclear fusion. 

magnetic bubble memory (m4g-nHtùVk bƒbùNl mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer 

Science. A memory in which data are stored in the form of bubbles, or circular 

areas, on a thin film of magnetic silicate. Magnetic bubble memory is similar to 

RAM but does not lose the stored information when the computer is turned off. 

magnetic card (m4g-nHtùVk kärd) n.  Computer Science. A card, such as a bank 

card for use in an automated teller machine, that has a magnetizable strip or sur-

face on which data can be recorded. 

magnetic compass (m4g-nHtùVk kƒmùpNs) n.  An instrument that uses a 

magnetized steel bar to indicate direction relative to the earth’s magnetic poles. 



magnetic core (m4g-nHtùVk kôr) n.  See core (n., sense 6b). 

magnetic declination (m4g-nHtùVk dHkÙlN-n7ùshNn) n.  The angle between 

magnetic north and true north at a particular location.  Also called magnetic vari-

ation 

magnetic dip (m4g-nHtùVk dVp) n.  The angle that a magnetic needle makes 

with the horizontal plane at any specific location. Magnetic dip is 0˚ at the mag-

netic equator and 90˚ at each of the magnetic poles.  Also called magnetic inclina-

tion 

magnetic disk (m4g-nHtùVk dVsk) n.  Computer Science. 1. A memory device 

covered with a magnetic coating on which information is stored by magnetization 

of microscopically small needles.  2. A floppy disk.  3. A hard disk. 

magnetic equator (m4g-nHtùVk V-kw7ùtNr) n.  A line connecting all points on 

the earth’s surface at which a magnetic needle balances horizontally without dip-

ping.  Also called aclinic line 

magnetic field (m4g-nHtùVk fKld) n.  A condition found in the region around a 

magnet or an electric current, characterized by the existence of a detectable mag-

netic force at every point in the region and by the existence of magnetic poles. 

magnetic field strength (m4g-nHtùVk fKld strHngkth) n.  1. Magnetic inten-

sity.  2.  See magnetic induction (n., sense 1). 

magnetic flux (m4g-nHtùVk flƒks) n.  A measure of the quantity of magnetism, 

being the total number of magnetic lines of force passing through a specified area 

in a magnetic field. 

magnetic flux density (m4g-nHtùVk flƒks dHnùsV-tK) n.  Symbol B See mag-
netic induction (n., sense 1). 

magnetic force (m4g-nHtùVk fôrs) n.  1. The force exerted between magnetic 

poles, producing magnetization.  2. A force that exists between two electrically 

charged moving particles. 

magnetic head (m4g-nHtùVk hHd) n.  An electromagnet, such as one used in a 

tape recorder, that converts electrical impulses into variations in the magnetism 

of a surface for storage and subsequent retrieval. 

magnetic inclination (m4g-nHtùVk VnÙklN-n7ùshNn) n.  See magnetic dip. 
magnetic induction (m4g-nHtùVk Vn-dƒkùshNn) n.  1. The amount of mag-

netic flux in a unit area taken perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic flux.  

Also called magnetic field strength, magnetic flux density.  2. The process by which 

a substance, such as iron or steel, becomes magnetized by a magnetic field. The 

induced magnetism is produced by the force of the field radiating from the poles 

of a magnet. 

magnetic intensity (m4g-nHtùVk Vn-tHnùsV-tK) n.  A quantity used in describ-

ing magnetic phenomena in terms of their magnetic fields and magnetization. 

magnetic levitation (m4g-nHtùVk lHvÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  A high-speed rail tech-

nology by which a train can travel free of friction at speeds of 480 kilometers (300 



miles) per hour or more. The train is suspended on a magnetic cushion about 

half an inch above an elevated magnetic track, whose moving magnetic field 

alternately attracts and repels magnets mounted on the train, which is pushed 

and pulled along by this process. 

magnetic lines of force (m4g-nHtùVk lXnz ƒv fôrs) pl.n.  Curved lines used 

to represent a magnetic field, drawn such that the number of lines is related to the 

strength of the magnetic field at a given point and the tangent of any curve at a 

particular point is along the direction of magnetic force at that point. 

magnetic meridian (m4g-nHtùVk mN-rVdùK-Nn) n.  A line passing through 

both magnetic poles of the earth. 

magnetic mine (m4g-nHtùVk mXn) n.  A marine mine detonated by a mecha-

nism that responds to a mass of magnetic material, such as the steel hull of a ship. 

magnetic moment (m4g-nHtùVk moùmNnt) n.  The product of the pole 

strength of a magnet and the distance between the poles. 

magnetic monopole (m4g-nHtùVk mmnùN-polÙ) n.  A hypothetical particle 

that has only one pole of magnetic charge instead of the usual two. A magnetic 

monopole would be a basic unit of magnetic charge. 

magnetic needle (m4g-nHtùVk nKdùl) n.  A slender bar of magnetized steel 

usually suspended on a low-friction mounting and used in various instruments, 

especially in the magnetic compass, to indicate the direction of the earth’s mag-

netic poles. 

magnetic north (m4g-nHtùVk nôrth) n.  Abbr. MN The direction of the earth’s 

magnetic pole, to which the north-seeking pole of a magnetic needle points when 

free from local magnetic influence. 

magnetic pole (m4g-nHtùVk pol) n.  1. Either of two limited regions in a mag-

net at which the magnet’s field is most intense, each of which is designated by the 

approximate geographic direction to which it is attracted.  2. Either of two vari-

able points on the earth, close to but not coinciding with the geographic poles, 

where the earth’s magnetic field is most intense and toward which a compass nee-

dle points. 

magnetic pyrites (m4g-nHtùVk pX-rXùtKz) n.  See pyrrhotite. 
magnetic recording (m4g-nHtùVk rV-kôrùdVng) n.  1. The recording of a sig-

nal, such as sound or computer instructions, in the form of a magnetic pattern on 

a magnetizable surface for storage and subsequent retrieval.  2. A surface con-

taining a magnetic recording. 

magnetic resonance (m4g-nHtùVk rHzùN-nNns) n.  The phenomenon of 

absorption of certain frequencies of radio and microwave radiation by atoms 

placed in a magnetic field. The pattern of absorption reveals molecular structure. 

magnetic resonance imaging (m4g-nHtùVk rHzùN-nNns VmùV-jVng) n.  Abbr. 

MRI The use of a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer to produce electronic 



images of specific atoms and molecular structures in solids, especially human 

cells, tissues, and organs. 

magnetic storm (m4g-nHtùVk stôrm) n.  A disturbance or fluctuation in the 

earth’s magnetic field, associated with solar flares.  Also called geomagnetic storm 

magnetic tape (m4g-nHtùVk t7p) n.  A plastic tape coated with iron oxide for 

use in magnetic recording. 

magnetic variation (m4g-nHtùVk vârÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. Differences in the 

earth’s magnetic field in time and location.  2.  See magnetic declination. 
mag·net·ism (m4gùnV-tVzÙNm) n.  Abbr. mag. 1. The class of phenomena 

exhibited by a magnetic field.  2. The study of magnets and their effects.  3. The 

force exerted by a magnetic field.  4. Unusual power to attract, fascinate, or influ-

ence:  the magnetism of money.  5. Animal magnetism. 

mag·net·ite (m4gùnV-tXtÙ) n.  The mineral form of black iron oxide, Fe3O4, that 

often occurs with magnesium, zinc, and manganese and is an important ore of 

iron. 

mag·net·i·za·tion (m4gÙnV-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The process of making a sub-

stance temporarily or permanently magnetic, as by insertion in a magnetic field.  

b. The extent to which an object is magnetized.   2. The property of being mag-

netic. 

mag·net·ize (m4gùnV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. mag·net·ized, mag·net·iz·ing, 
mag·net·iz·es. 1. To make magnetic.  2. To attract, charm, or influence:  a cam-

paign speech that magnetized the crowd.   —magùnet·izÙa·ble adj.  —magù-
net·izÙer n. 

mag·ne·to (m4g-nKùto) n.  pl. mag·ne·tos. Abbr. mag. A device that produces 

alternating current for distribution to the spark plugs, used in the ignition sys-

tems of some internal-combustion engines.  [Short for magnetoelectric machine.]

magneto-  or magnet- pref.  1. Magnetism; magnetic:  magnetoelectric.  

2. Magnetic field:  magnetometer.  [From MAGNET.]

mag·ne·to·e·lec·tric (m4g-nKÙto-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  Of or relating to electricity 

produced by magnetic means.   —mag·neÙto·e·lec·tricùi·ty (-V-lHk-trVsùV-tK, -

KÙlHk-) n. 

mag·ne·to·flu·id·dy·nam·ics (m4g-nKÙto-fluÙVd-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used 

with a sing. verb). Magnetohydrodynamics.   —mag·neÙto·fluÙid·dy·namùic 
adj. 

mag·ne·to·gas·dy·nam·ics (m4g-nKùto-g4sÙdX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a 

sing. verb). Magnetohydrodynamics.   —mag·neùto·gasÙdy·namùic adj. 

mag·ne·to·graph (m4g-nKùto-gr4fÙ) n.  A device for detecting and recording 

variations in the intensity and direction of magnetic fields. 

mag·ne·to·hy·dro·dy·nam·ics (m4g-nKùto-hXÙdro-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used 

with a sing. verb). The study of the interaction of magnetic fields and electrically 



conducting liquids or gases, such as molten metal or plasma.   
—mag·neÙto·hyÙdro·dy·namùic adj. 

mag·ne·tom·e·ter (m4gÙnV-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the 

intensity and direction of a magnetic field.   —magÙne·to·metùric (-tN-mHtùrVk) 

adj.  —magÙne·tomùe·try n. 

mag·ne·to·mo·tive force (m4g-nKÙto-moùtVv fôrs) n.  Abbr. mmf, m.m.f. 
The work that would be required to carry a hypothetical isolated magnetic pole of 

unit strength completely around a magnetic circuit. 

mag·ne·ton (m4gùnV-tmnÙ) n.  A unit of the magnetic moment of a molecular, 

atomic, or subatomic particle, especially: a. The Bohr magneton, calculated using 

the mass and charge of the electron.  b. The nuclear magneton, calculated using 

the mass of the nucleon.  

mag·ne·to·pause (m4g-nKùtN-pôzÙ) n.  The outer boundary of the magneto-

sphere. 

mag·ne·to·plas·ma·dy·nam·ics (m4g-nKÙto-pl4zÙmN-dX-n4mùVks) n.  

(used with a sing. verb). Magnetohydrodynamics.   
—mag·neÙto·plasÙma·dy·namùic adj. 

mag·ne·to·sphere (m4g-nKùto-sfîrÙ) n.  An asymmetrical region surround-

ing the earth, extending from about one hundred to several thousand kilometers 

above the surface, in which charged particles are trapped and their behavior is 

dominated by the earth’s magnetic field. 

mag·ne·to·stric·tion (m4g-nKÙto-strVkùshNn) n.  Deformation of a ferromag-

netic material subjected to a magnetic field.  [MAGNETO- + (CON)STRICTION.]

mag·ne·tron (m4gùnV-trmnÙ) n.  A microwave tube in which electrons gener-

ated from a heated cathode are affected by magnetic and electric fields in such a 

way as to produce microwave radiation used in radar and in microwave ovens.  

[MAGNE(T) + -TRON.]

magnet school (m4gùnVt skul) n.  A public school for students of high aca-

demic ability or talent in the visual and performing arts that attracts its student 

body from all parts of a city, provides a superior education, and serves as a means 

of desegregation. 

mag·nif·ic (m4g-nVfùVk) also mag·nif·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Magnificent.  

2. Imposingly large.  3. Exalted.  4. Pompous; grandiloquent.  [Middle English 

magnifique, from Old French, from Latin magnificus : magnus, great; see meg- in 

Appendix + -ficus, -fic.] —mag·nifùi·cal·ly adv. 

Mag·nif·i·cat (m4g-nVfùV-k4tÙ) n.  1. a. The canticle beginning Magnificat 

anima mea Dominum (“My soul doth magnify the Lord”).  b. A musical setting 

of this canticle.   2. magnificat. A hymn or song of praise.  [Middle English, 

from Medieval Latin, from Latin, it magnifies, third person sing. present tense of 

magnific7re, to magnify, extol. See MAGNIFY.]



mag·ni·fi·ca·tion (m4gÙnN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of magnifying or the 

state of being magnified.  2. a. The process of enlarging the size of something, as 

an optical image.  b. Something that has been magnified; an enlarged representa-

tion, image, or model.   3. The ratio of the size of an image to the size of an 

object. 

mag·nif·i·cence (m4g-nVfùV-sNns) n.  1. Greatness or lavishness of surround-

ings; splendor.  2. Grand or imposing beauty. 

mag·nif·i·cent (m4g-nVfùV-sNnt) adj.  1. Splendid in appearance; grand:  a 

magnificent palace.  2. Grand or noble in thought or deed; exalted.  

3. Outstanding of its kind; superlative:  a magnificent place for sailing.  See Syn-

onyms at grand.  [Middle English, from Old French, from magnificence, splen-

dor, from Latin magnificentia, from magnificus, magnificent. See MAGNIFIC.] 
—mag·nifùi·cent·ly adv. 

mag·nif·i·co (m4g-nVfùV-koÙ) n.  pl. mag·nif·i·coes. 1. A person of distin-

guished rank, importance, or appearance: “He is both an old-world and a new-

world figure, a feudal magnifico and a modern technocrat” (Observer).  2. A 

nobleman of the Venetian Republic.  [Italian, magnificent, magnifico, from Latin 

magnificus. See MAGNIFIC.]

mag·ni·fi·er (m4gùnN-fXÙNr) n.  1. One that magnifies, especially a magnifying 

glass.  2. A system of optical components that magnifies. 

mag·ni·fy (m4gùnN-fXÙ) v.  mag·ni·fied, mag·ni·fy·ing, mag·ni·fies.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make greater in size; enlarge.  2. To cause to appear greater or seem more 

important than is in fact the case; exaggerate:  You have grossly magnified a trivial 

situation.  See Synonyms at exaggerate.  3. To increase the apparent size of, 

especially by means of a lens.  4. To glorify or praise.   —  v.  intr. To increase or 

have the power to increase the size or volume of an image or a sound.  [Middle 

English magnifien, to extol, from Old French magnifier, from Latin magnific7re, 

from magnificus, magnificent. See MAGNIFIC.]

mag·ni·fy·ing glass (m4gùnN-fXÙVng gl4s) n.  A lens or combination of lenses 

that enlarges the image of an object. 

mag·nil·o·quent (m4g-nVlùN-kwNnt) adj.  Lofty and extravagant in speech; 

grandiloquent.  [From Latin magniloquentia : magnus, great; see meg- in Appen-

dix + loquKns, loquent- present participle of loquX, to speak; see tolkw- in Appen-

dix.] —mag·nilùo·quence n.  —mag·nilùo·quent·ly adv. 

Mag·ni·to·gorsk (m4g-nKùtN-gôrskÙ, mNg-nyV-tN-gôrskù)  A city of southwest 

Russia in the Ural Mountains south-southwest of Chelyabinsk. It was developed 

in the early 1930’s as a major center for heavy industry. Population, 422,000. 

mag·ni·tude (m4gùnV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Abbr. mag. 1. a. Greatness of rank 

or position: “such duties as were expected of a landowner of his magnitude” 

(Anthony Powell).  b. Greatness in size or extent:  The magnitude of the flood was 

impossible to comprehend.  c. Greatness in significance or influence:  was shocked 



by the magnitude of the crisis.   2. Astronomy. The degree of brightness of a celes-

tial body designated on a numerical scale, on which the brightest star has magni-

tude –1.4 and the faintest visible star has magnitude 6, with the scale rule such 

that a decrease of one unit represents an increase in apparent brightness by a fac-

tor of 2.512.  Also called apparent magnitude 3. Mathematics. a. A number 

assigned to a quantity so that it may be compared with other quantities.  b. A 

property that can be quantitatively described, such as the volume of a sphere or 

the length of a vector.   4. Geology. A measure of the amount of energy released by 

an earthquake, as indicated on the Richter Scale.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, size, from Latin magnit7do, greatness, size, from magnus, great. See 

meg- in Appendix.]

mag·no·lia (m4g-nolùyN) n.  1. Any of numerous evergreen or deciduous trees 

and shrubs of the genus Magnolia of the Western Hemisphere and Asia, having 

aromatic twigs and large showy white, pink, purple, or yellow flowers.  2. The 

flower of any of these plants.  [New Latin Magnolia, genus name, after Pierre 

Magnol (1638-1715), French botanist.]

magnolia warbler (m4g-nolùyN wôrùblNr) n.  A black-and-yellow songbird 

(Dendroica magnolia) of northern North America that nests in small evergreens. 

mag·num (m4gùnNm) n.  1. A bottle, holding about two fifths of a gallon (1.5 

liters), for wine or liquor.  2. The amount of liquid that this bottle can hold.  

[From Latin, neuter of magnus, great. See meg- in Appendix.]

magnum opus (m4gùnNm oùpNs) n.  1. A great work, especially a literary or 

artistic masterpiece.  2. The greatest single work of an artist, a writer, or a com-

poser.  [Latin  : magnum, neuter of magnus, great + opus, work.]

mag·nus hitch (m4gùnNs hVch) n.  A clove hitch with one extra turn.  [Origin 

unknown.]

ma·got (m4-goù, m4gùNt) n.  1.  See Barbary ape.  2. A fanciful, often gro-

tesque figurine in the Japanese or Chinese style rendered in a crouching position.  

[French, from Old French magos, a kind of monkey, from Magog, Magos, Magog, 

name of biblical land (Ezekiel 38-39) and tribe (Revelation 20:8-9), used as an 

emblem of ugliness in medieval romances.]

mag·pie (m4gùpXÙ) n.  1. Any of various birds of the family Corvidae found 

worldwide, having a long graduated tail and black, blue, or green plumage with 

white markings and noted for their chattering call. The species Pica pica, the 

black-billed magpie, is widespread in the Northern Hemisphere.  Also called pie2 

2. Any of various birds resembling the magpie, such as the Australian bell magpie 

of the family Cracticidae.  3. A person who chatters.  [Mag, a name used in prov-

erbs about chatterers (a nickname for Margaret) + PIE
2.]

M.Agr. abbr.  Master of Agriculture. 



Ma·gritte (mä-grKtù), René. 1898-1967.  Belgian painter whose surreal works, 

such as Steps of Summer (1938), depict ordinary objects in unexpected or implau-

sible situations. 

Mag·say·say (mäg-sXùsXÙ), Ramón. 1907-1957.  Philippine politician who as 

secretary of defense (1950-1953) thwarted a Communist rebellion and then 

served as president (1953-1957). 

ma·guey (mN-g7ù, m4gùw7) n.  pl. ma·gueys. 1. Any of various American 

plants of the genus Agave, especially the century plant.  Also called mescal 2. Any 

of various plants of the related genus Furcraea.  3. The fiber obtained from any of 

these plants.  [Spanish, of Cariban origin.]

ma·gus (m7ùgNs) n.  ma·gi (m7ùjXÙ). 1. A member of the Zoroastrian priestly 

caste of the Medes and Persians.  2. Magus. One of the three wise men from the 

East who traveled to Bethlehem to pay homage to the infant Jesus.  3. A sorcerer; 

a magician.  [From Middle English magi, magi, from Latin magX, pl. of magus, 

sorcerer, magus, from Greek magos, from Old Persian magu≥. See magh- in 

Appendix.] —maùgi·an (m7ùjK-Nn) adj. 

Mag·yar (m4gùyärÙ, mägù-, mƒdù-) n.  1. A member of the principal ethnic 

group of Hungary.  2.  See Hungarian (n., sense 2).  [Hungarian.] —Magùyar 
adj. 

ma·ha·leb (mäùhN-lHbÙ) n.  A small Eurasian ornamental tree (Prunus mahaleb) 

of the rose family, having white flowers and small, ovoid, black drupes with single 

seeds that are used in Middle Eastern cooking.  [Arabic maUlab.]

Ma·hal·la el Ku·bra (mN-h4lùN Hl kuùbrN)  A city of northern Egypt in the 

Nile River delta north of Cairo. It is a textile center with processing mills for rice 

and flour. Population, 362,700. 

Ma·han (mN-h4nù), Alfred Thayer. 1840-1914.  American naval officer and 

historian whose written works, such as The Influence of Sea Power upon History, 

1660-1783 (1890), prompted a worldwide buildup of naval strength prior to 

World War I. 

Ma·ha·na·di (mN-häùnN-dK)  A river of central India flowing about 885 km 

(550 mi) north and generally east to the Bay of Bengal. 

ma·ha·ra·jah  or ma·ha·ra·ja (mäÙhN-räùjN, -zhN) n.  1. A king or prince in 

India ranking above a rajah, especially the sovereign of one of the former native 

states.  2. Used as a title for such a king or prince.  [Hindi mah7r7j7, from San-

skrit  : mah7-, great; see meg- in Appendix + r7j7, king; see reg- in Appendix.]

ma·ha·ra·ni  or ma·ha·ra·nee (mäÙhN-räùnK) n.  pl. ma·ha·ra·nis or 

ma·ha·ra·nees. 1. The wife of a maharajah.  2. A princess in India ranking 

above a rani, especially the sovereign ruler of one of the former native states.  

3. Used as a title for such a woman.  [Hindi mah7r7nX, from Sanskrit mah7r7jñX : 
mah7-, great; see meg- in Appendix + r7jñX, queen; see reg- in Appendix.]



Ma·ha·rash·tra (mäÙhN-räshùtrN)  A historical region of west-central India. It 

was controlled by the Muslim rulers of India from the early 14th to the mid-17th 

century and incorporated by the British into the province of Bombay in the 19th 

century. The Marathi-speaking section of the region became a separate state in 

1960. 

ma·ha·ri·shi (mäÙhN-rKùshK, mN-härùN-shK) n.  pl. ma·ha·ri·shis. Hinduism. 

1. A teacher of mysticism and spiritual knowledge.  2. Used as a title for such a 

person.  [Sanskrit mah7r}iU : mah7-, great; see meg- in Appendix + x}iU, seer, 

sage, saint.]

ma·hat·ma (mN-hätùmN, -h4tù-) n.  1. In India and Tibet, one of a class of per-

sons venerated for great knowledge and love of humanity.  2. Mahatma. Hindu-

ism. Used as a title of respect for a person renowned for spirituality and high-

mindedness.  [Sanskrit mah7tm7 : mah7-, great; see meg- in Appendix + 7tm7, 

life, spirit.]

Ma·ha·ya·na (mäÙhN-yäùnN) n.  One of the major schools of Buddhism, active 

in Japan, Korea, Nepal, Tibet, Mongolia, and China, which teaches social concern 

and universal salvation.  [Sanskrit Mah7y7nam : mah7-, great; see meg- in 

Appendix + y7nam, vehicle; see ei- in Appendix.] —MaÙha·yaùnist n.  

—MaÙha·ya·nisùtic adj. 

Mah·di (mäùdK) n.  pl. Mah·dis. Islam. 1. The messiah who, it is believed, will 

appear at the world’s end and establish a reign of peace and righteousness.  2. A 

leader who assumes the role of a messiah.  [Arabic mahdX, rightly guided (one), 

Mahdi, from had7, to lead.] —Mahùdism n.  —Mahùdist n. 

Mah·fouz (mä-fuzù), Naguib. Born 1911.  Egyptian writer whose works 

include the novels Autumn Quail (1962) and The Beggar (1965). He won the 1988 

Nobel Prize for literature. 

Ma·hi·can (mN-hKùkNn) also Mo·hi·can (mo-, mN-) n.  pl. Mahican or 

Ma·hi·cans also Mohican  or Mo·hi·cans. 1. a. A Native American confeder-

acy of subtribes formerly inhabiting the upper Hudson River valley from Albany 

south to the Catskill Mountains and north to Lake Champlain. Present-day 

descendants live in Oklahoma and Wisconsin.  b. A member of this confederacy.   

2. The Algonquian language of the Mahican. 

ma·hi-ma·hi also ma·hi·ma·hi (mäùhK-mäùhK) n.  pl. ma·hi-ma·his. A tropi-

cal marine food fish (Coryphaena hippurus) found worldwide, having an irides-

cent blue body and a long dorsal fin.  [Hawaiian.]

mah·jong also mah·jongg (mäùzhmngù, -zhôngù) n.  Games. A game of Chi-

nese origin usually played by four persons with tiles resembling dominoes and 

bearing various designs, which are drawn and discarded until one player wins 

with a hand of four combinations of three tiles each and a pair of matching tiles.  

[Chinese (Mandarin) má jiàng : má, spotted + jiàng, main piece in Chinese 

chess.]



Mah·ler (mäùlNr), Gustav. 1860-1911.  Austrian composer and conductor of 

the Vienna State Opera House (1897-1907) whose completed works, most nota-

bly Das Lied von der Erde (1908) and Symphony Number 9 (1909), are unre-

stricted by conventional musical forms. 

mahl·stick (môlùstVkÙ) n.  Variant of maulstick. 
Mah·mud II (mä-mudù), 1785-1839.  Turkish sultan (1808-1839) who despite 

able leadership was unable to prevent further disintegration of the Ottoman 

Empire. 

ma·hog·a·ny (mN-hmgùN-nK) n.  pl. ma·hog·a·nies. 1. a. Any of various trop-

ical American evergreen trees of the genus Swietenia, valued for their hard, red-

dish-brown wood.  b. The wood of any of these trees, especially that of S. 

mahogani, used in making furniture.   2. a. Any of several trees having wood 

resembling true mahogany.  b. The wood of any of these trees.   3. Color. A mod-

erate reddish brown.  [Obsolete Spanish mahogani, perhaps of Mayan origin.]

Ma·hón (mN-honù, mä-ônù)  A city of Spain on eastern Minorca. Probably 

founded by the Carthaginians,it was held by the Moors from the 8th to the 13th 

century. After passing to various powers, it came under Spanish control in 1802. 

Population, 22,926. 

Mah·ra·ti (mN-räùtK, -r4tùK) n.  Variant of Marathi. 
Mah·rat·ta (mN-räùtN, -r4tùN) n.  Variant of Maratha. 
Mah·rat·ti (mN-räùtK, -r4tùK) n.  Variant of Marathi. 
ma·huang (mä-hwängù) n.  Any of various Asian shrubs of the genus Ephedra, 

especially E. sinica, from which the drug ephedrine is obtained.  [Chinese (Man-

darin) má huáng : má, hemp + huáng, yellow.]

mah·zor also mach·zor (mäKHùzôrÙ, -zNr, mäKH-zorù) n.  pl. mah·zor·im (-

zôrùVm, -zô-rKmù)  or mah·zors. The Hebrew prayer book containing rituals 

prescribed for holidays.  [Hebrew maU4zôr, cycle, mahzor.]

Mai·a (m7ùN, mXùN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A goddess, the eldest of the Pleiades.  

2. The brightest star in the Pleiades.  [Latin M7ia, from Greek, from maia, good 

mother, nurse. See m7-2 in Appendix.]

maid (m7d) n.  1. a. An unmarried girl or woman.  b. A virgin.   2. A woman 

servant.  [Middle English maide, from Old English mægden. See maghu- in 

Appendix.]

maid·en (m7dùn) n.  1. a. An unmarried girl or woman.  b. A virgin.   2. A 

machine resembling the guillotine, used in Scotland in the 16th and 17th centu-

ries to behead criminals.  3. Sports. a. A racehorse that has never won a race.  

b. A maiden over.    —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or befitting a maiden:  a maiden 

blush.  2. Being an unmarried girl or woman:  a maiden aunt.  3. Inexperienced; 

untried:  a maiden surfer.  4. Being a racehorse that has never won a race.  5. First 

or earliest:  a maiden voyage; a maiden speech in the House of Commons.  [Middle 

English, from Old English mægden. See maghu- in Appendix.]



maid·en·hair fern (m7dùn-hârÙ fûrn) n.  Any of various ferns of the genus 

Adiantum, having purplish to black stalks, usually feathery fronds, and delicate 

fan-shaped leaflets with marginal sori.  [From the fineness of its stems.]

maidenhair tree (m7dùn-hârÙ trK) n.  See ginkgo. 
maid·en·head (m7dùn-hHdÙ) n.  1. The condition or quality of being a 

maiden; virginity.  2. The hymen.  [Middle English maidenhed : maiden, maid; 

see MAIDEN + -hed, -hood.]

maid·en·hood (m7dùn-htdÙ) n.  The condition or time of being a maiden. 

maid·en·ly (m7dùn-lK) adj.  Of, relating to, or suitable for a maiden.   —maid-
ùen·li·ness n. 

maiden name (m7dùn n7m) n.  A woman’s family name before she is married. 

maiden over (m7dùn oùvNr) n.  Sports. An over in cricket during which no 

runs are scored. 

maid·hood (m7dùhtdÙ) n.  Maidenhood. 

maid in waiting (m7d Vn w7ùtVng) n.  pl. maids in waiting. An unmarried 

woman attending a queen or princess. 

Maid Mar·i·an (m7d mârùK-Nn, m4rù-) n.  Robin Hood’s sweetheart. 

maid of honor (m7d ƒv mnùNr) n.  pl. maids of honor. 1. The chief unmar-

ried woman attendant of a bride.  2. An unmarried noblewoman attendant upon 

a queen or princess. 

maid·ser·vant (m7dùsûrÙvNnt) n.  A woman servant. 

Maid·stone (m7dùstNn, -stonÙ)  A municipal borough of southeast England 

east-southeast of London. First chartered in 1549, it is a papermaking and brew-

ing center. Population, 72,500. 

Mai·du (mXùdu) n.  pl. Maidu or Mai·dus. 1. a. A Native American people 

inhabiting northeast California south of Lassen Peak.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.   2. The Penutian language of the Maidu.   —Maiùdu adj. 

Mai·du·gu·ri (mX-duùgt-rK)  A city of northeast Nigeria east of Kano. It is a 

leather-processing center in the Lake Chad region. Population, 225,100. 

ma·ieu·tic (m7-yuùtVk, mX-) also ma·ieu·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to 

the aspect of the Socratic method that induces a respondent to formulate latent 

concepts through a dialectic or logical sequence of questions.  [Greek maieutikos, 

from maieuesthai, to act as midwife, from maia, midwife, nurse. See m7-2 in 

Appendix.]

mail1 (m7l) n.  1. a. Materials, such as letters and packages, handled in a postal 

system.  b. Postal material for a specific person or organization.  c. Material pro-

cessed for distribution from a post office at a specified time:  the morning mail.   

2.  Often mails. A system by which letters, packages, and other postal materials 

are transported. Used with the.  3. A vehicle by which mail is transported.   —  v.  

mailed, mail·ing, mails.  —  v.  tr. To send by mail.   —  v.  intr. To send letters 



and other postal material by mail.  [Middle English male, bag, from Old French, 

of Germanic origin.] —mailùa·ble adj.  —mailÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

mail2 (m7l) n.  1. Flexible armor composed of small overlapping metal rings, 

loops of chain, or scales.  2. The protective covering of certain animals, as the 

shell of a turtle.   —  v.  tr. mailed, mail·ing, mails. To cover or armor with 

mail.  [Middle English, from Old French maile, from Latin macula, blemish, 

mesh.]

mail3 (m7l) n.  Scots. Rent, payment, or tribute.  [Middle English mol, maile, 

from Old Norse m7l, lawsuit.]

mail·bag (m7lùb4gÙ) n.  1. A large canvas sack used for transporting mail.  2. A 

bag suspended from the shoulder, used by letter carriers for carrying mail. 

mail·box (m7lùbmksÙ) n.  1. A public container for deposit of outgoing mail.  

Also called postbox 2. A private box for incoming mail.  Also called letterbox 

mail call (m7l kôl) n.  Distribution of mail to members of a military unit. 

mail carrier (m7l k4rùK-Nr) n.  See letter carrier. 
mail drop (m7l drmp) n.  1. A receptacle or slot for the delivery of mail.  2. An 

address or a place at which a nonresident person receives mail, often of a secret 

nature. 

mailed (m7ld) adj.  1. Covered with or made of plates of mail:  a mailed sleeve.  

2. Having a hard covering of scales, spines, or horny plate, as an armadillo or a 

lobster. 

mailed fist (m7ld fVst) n.  The threat of military force. 

mail·er (m7ùlNr) n.  1. One that uses the mails:  large commercial mailers.  2. One 

who addresses, stamps, or otherwise prepares mail.  3. A container, such as a 

cardboard tube, used to hold material to be mailed:  a cardboard book mailer.  

4. An advertising leaflet included with a letter. 

Mail·er (m7ùlNr), Norman. Born 1923.  American writer. Acclaimed for his 

World War II novel The Naked and the Dead (1948), he established New Journal-

ism with his accounts of political events in the 1960’s. Mailer’s other works 

include The Deer Park (1955) and The Executioner’s Song (1979). 

Mail·gram (m7lùgr4mÙ)  A trademark used for a telegram transmitted to a post 

office and delivered to the addressee by the postal service. 

mail·ing (m7ùlVng) n.  1. Something sent by mail.  2. A batch of mail dispatched 

at one time by a sender. 

Mail·lol (mä-yôlù), Aristide. 1861-1944.  French sculptor noted for his large, 

classically influenced statues of female nudes. 

mail·lot (mä-yoù) n.  1. A coarsely knitted, stretchable jersey fabric.  2. A pair of 

tights or a leotard of such fabric, worn for ballet or gymnastics.  3. A woman’s 

one-piece swimsuit usually cut high on the leg.  [French, from Old French, swad-

dling clothes, from maille, mesh, from Latin macula.]



mail·man (m7lùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A man who carries and delivers mail.  Also 

called postman 

mail order (m7l ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. m.o., M.O. An order for goods to be shipped 

through the mail. 

mail-or·der house (m7lùôrÙdNr hous) n.  A business that is organized prima-

rily to promote, receive, and fill requests for merchandise or services through the 

mail. 

mail·room (m7lùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room in which ingoing and outgoing 

mail is handled for a company or other organization. 

maim (m7m) v.  tr. maimed, maim·ing, maims. 1. To disable or disfigure, 

usually by depriving of the use of a limb or other part of the body.  See Synonyms 

at batter1.  2. To make imperfect or defective; impair.  [Middle English maimen, 

from Old French mahaignier, probably of Germanic origin.] —maimùer n. 

Mai·mon·i·des (mX-mmnùV-dKzÙ), Moses. Originally Moses Ben Maimon. 

Sometimes called “RaMBaM.” 1135-1204.  Spanish-born Jewish philosopher and 

physician. The greatest Jewish scholar of the Middle Ages, he codified the Talmud 

and in Guide for the Perplexed (1190) reconciled Aristotelian philosophy with 

Jewish theology. 

main (m7n) adj.  1. Most important; principal.  See Synonyms at chief.  
2. Exerted to the utmost; sheer:  by main strength.  3. Nautical. Connected to or 

located near the mainmast:  a main skysail.  4. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being 

the principal clause or verb of a complex sentence.  5. Obsolete. Of or relating to a 

continuous area or stretch, as of land or water.   —  n.  1. The chief or largest 

part:  His ideas are, in the main, impractical.  2. The principal pipe or conduit in a 

system for conveying water, gas, oil, or other utility.  3. Physical strength:  fought 

with might and main.  4. A mainland.  5. The open ocean.  6. Nautical. a. A 

mainsail.  b. A mainmast.   [Middle English, from Old English mægen, strength. 

See magh- in Appendix.]

Main (m7n, mXn)  A river rising in eastern Germany and flowing about 499 km 

(310 mi) generally westward to the Rhine River at Mainz. 

main chance (m7n ch4ns) n.  One’s most advantageous opportunity. 

main clause (m7n klôz) n.  Grammar. A clause in a complex sentence that con-

tains at least a subject and a verb and can stand alone syntactically as a complete 

sentence.  Also called independent clause 

main deck (m7n dHk) n.  Nautical. The principal deck of a large vessel. 

main drag (m7n dr4g) n.  Slang. The principal street of a city or town. 

Maine (m7n)  1.  (also mHn) A historical region and former province of north-

west France south of Normandy. United with Anjou in 1126, it passed to England 

when Henry Plantagenet became king in 1154. Maine reverted to the French 

crown in 1481.  2.  Abbr. ME, Me. A state of the northeast United States. It was 

admitted as the 23rd state in 1820. First explored by Europeans in 1602, the 



region was annexed by Massachusetts in 1652. Maine’s northern boundary with 

New Brunswick was settled by a treaty with Great Britain in 1842. Augusta is the 

capital and Portland the largest city. Population, 1,233,223. 

main·frame (m7nùfr7mÙ) n.  Computer Science. 1. A large, powerful computer, 

often serving several connected terminals.  2. The central processing unit of a 

computer exclusive of peripheral and remote devices. 

main·land (m7nùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  The principal landmass of a continent.   
—mainùlandÙer n. 

main·line (m7nùlXnÙ) v.  main·lined, main·lin·ing, main·lines. Slang.  —  v.  

tr. To inject (a drug, such as heroin) directly into a major vein.   —  v.  intr. To 

inject a drug intravenously.   —  adj.  Being in a principal or well-established 

position:  the mainline churches.   —mainùlinÙer n. 

main line (m7n lXn) n.  1. A principal section of a railroad line.  2. Slang. A 

principal and easily accessible vein, usually in the arm or leg, into which a drug 

can be injected. 

Main Line (m7nù lXn)  A group of suburbs of southeast Pennsylvania. The fash-

ionable area was named after the chief railroad line traveling west from Philadel-

phia. 

main·ly (m7nùlK) adv.  For the most part; chiefly. 

main·mast (m7nùmNst, -m4stÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. The principal mast of a vessel.  

2. The taller mast, whether forward or aft, of a two-masted sailing vessel.  3. The 

second mast aft of a sailing ship with three or more masts. 

main royalmast (m7n roiùNl-m4stÙ) n.  Nautical. The section of the mainmast 

of a square-rigged vessel above the main topgallantmast. 

main·sail (m7nùsNl, -s7lÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. The principal sail of a vessel.  2. A 

quadrilateral or triangular sail set from the after part of the mainmast on a fore-

and-aft rigged vessel.  3. A square sail set from the main yard on a square-rigged 

vessel. 

main sequence (m7n sKùkwNns) n.  A major grouping of stars that forms a 

relatively narrow band from the upper left to the lower right when plotted 

according to luminosity and surface temperature on the Hertzsprung-Russell dia-

gram. 

main·sheet (m7nùshKtÙ) n.  Nautical. The rope that controls the angle at which 

a mainsail is trimmed and set. 

main·spring (m7nùsprVngÙ) n.  1. The principal spring in a mechanical device, 

especially a watch or clock, that drives the mechanism by uncoiling.  2. The chief 

motivating force:  the mainspring of a reform movement. 

main·stay (m7nùst7Ù) n.  1. A chief support:  Agriculture is a mainstay of the 

economy.  2. Nautical. A strong rope that serves to steady and support the main-

mast of a sailing vessel. 



main·stream (m7nùstrKmÙ) n.  The prevailing current of thought, influence, or 

activity: “You need not accept the nominee’s ideology, only be able to locate it in the 

American mainstream” (Charles Krauthammer).   —  adj.  Representing the prev-

alent attitudes and values of a society or group:  mainstream morality.   —  v.  tr. 

main·streamed, main·stream·ing, main·streams. 1. To integrate (a physi-

cally or intellectually disadvantaged student) into regular school classes.  2. To 

incorporate into a prevailing group.   —mainùstreamÙer n. 

main street (m7n strKt) n.  1. The principal street of a small town.  2. Main 
Street. a. The inhabitants of small towns considered as a group: “Main Street 

may cheer” (Bernard Kalb).  b. A place that represents narrowness of view and 

smug complacency.   [Sense 2, after Main Street, a novel by Sinclair Lewis.]

main·tain (m7n-t7nù) v.  tr. main·tained, main·tain·ing, main·tains. 1. To 

keep up or carry on; continue:  maintain good relations.  2. To keep in an existing 

state; preserve or retain:  maintain one’s composure.  3. To keep in a condition of 

good repair or efficiency:  maintain two cars.  4. a. To provide for; support:  

maintain a family.  b. To keep in existence; sustain:  enough food to maintain life.   

5. To defend or hold against criticism or attack:  maintained his stand on taxes.  

6. To declare to be true; affirm:  maintained her innocence.  [Middle English 

maintainen, from Old French maintenir, from Medieval Latin manutenKre, from 

Latin man7 tenKre, to hold in the hand  : man7, ablative of manus, hand; see 

man-2 in Appendix + tenKre, to hold; see ten- in Appendix.] 
—main·tainÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —main·tainùa·ble adj.  —main·tainùer n. 

main·te·nance (m7nùtN-nNns) n.  1. The act of maintaining or the state of 

being maintained:  the maintenance of family traditions.  2. The work of keeping 

something in proper condition; upkeep.  3. a. Provision of support or livelihood.  

b. Means of support or livelihood:  an income that barely provided maintenance.  

See Synonyms at livelihood.   4. Law. The unlawful meddling in a suit by pro-

viding either party with the means to carry it on.  [Middle English maintenaunce, 

from Old French maintenance, from maintenir, to maintain. See MAINTAIN.]

Main·te·non (m4NÙtN-nôNù, m4Nt-nôNù), Marquise de. Title of Françoise 

d’Aubigné. 1635-1719.  French consort of Louis XIV. The widow of French writer 

Paul Scarron, she secretly married the king (c. 1685) after the death of his first 

wife. 

main·top (m7nùtmpÙ) n.  Nautical. A platform at the head of the mainmast on a 

square-rigged vessel. 

main topgallant (m7n tN-g4lùNnt) n.  Nautical. A sail or yard set from the 

topgallant section of a mainmast. 

main top·gal·lant·mast (m7n tN-g4lùNnt-mNst, tmp-) n.  Nautical. The sec-

tion of the mainmast next above the main topmast on a square-rigged sailing ves-

sel. 



main topmast (m7n tmpùmNst) n.  Nautical. The section of the mainmast on a 

square-rigged sailing vessel between the lower mast and the main topgallantmast. 

main topsail (m7n tmpùsNl) n.  Nautical. The sail that is set above the mainsail. 

main yard (m7n yärd) n.  Nautical. The lower yard on a mainmast. 

Mainz (mXnts)  A city of west-central Germany at the confluence of the Rhine 

and Main rivers west-southwest of Frankfurt. Built on the site of a Roman camp 

founded in the 1st century B.C., it is an important industrial and commercial city. 

Johann Gutenburg established a printing industry here in the 15th century. Popu-

lation, 187,447. 

Mai·sons-Al·fort (m7-zôNù4l-fôrù)  A city of north-central France, an indus-

trial suburb of Paris on the Marne River. Population, 51,065. 

mai tai (mXù tXÙ) n.  pl. mai tais. A cocktail made with rum, curaçao, and fruit 

juices.  [Tahitian maitai, good.]

Mait·land (m7tùlNnd), Frederic William. 1850-1906.  British jurist and histo-

rian noted for his many works on the history of English law. 

mai·tre d’ (m7ÙtrN dKù, m7ÙtNr) n.  pl. mai·tre d’s (dKzù). Informal. A maitre 

d’hôtel. 

mai·tre d’hô·tel (m7ùtrN do-tHlù) n.  pl. mai·tres d’hô·tel (m7ùtrN do-tHlù). 
1. A headwaiter.  2. A major-domo.  3. A sauce of melted butter, chopped pars-

ley, lemon juice, salt, and pepper.  [French maître d’hôtel : maître, master + de, of 

+ hôtel, house.]

maize (m7z) n.  1.  See corn1 (n., sense 1).  2. Color. A light yellow to moderate 

orange yellow.  [Spanish maíz, from Cariban mahiz.] —maize adj. 

Maj. abbr.  Major. 

ma·jes·tic (mN-jHsùtVk) also ma·jes·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Having or showing lofty 

dignity or nobility; stately.  See Synonyms at grand.  —ma·jesùti·cal·ly adv. 

maj·es·ty (m4jùV-stK) n.  pl. maj·es·ties. 1. a. The greatness and dignity of a 

sovereign.  b. The sovereignty and power of God.   2. Supreme authority or 

power:  the majesty of the law.  3. a. A royal personage.  b. Majesty. Abbr. M. 
Used with His, Her, or Your as a title and form of address for a sovereign.   

4. a. Royal dignity of bearing or aspect; grandeur.  b. Stately splendor; magnifi-

cence, as of style or character:  the Parthenon in all its majesty.   [Middle English 

mageste, maieste, from Old French majeste, from Latin m7iest7s. See meg- in 

Appendix.]

Maj. Gen. abbr.  Major general. 

ma·jol·i·ca (mN-jmlùV-kN, -ymlù-) n.  1. Tin-glazed earthenware that is often 

richly colored and decorated, especially an earthenware of this type produced in 

Italy.  2. Pottery made in imitation of this earthenware.  [Italian maiolica, from 

Medieval Latin M7iolica, Majorca (where it was made), alteration of Late Latin 

M7iorica.]



ma·jor (m7ùjNr) adj.  1. Greater than others in importance or rank:  a major art-

ist.  2. Great in scope or effect:  a major improvement.  3. Great in number, size, or 

extent:  the major portion of the population.  4. Requiring great attention or con-

cern; very serious:  a major illness.  5. Law. Having attained full legal age.  6. Of or 

relating to the field of academic study in which a student specializes.  7. Music. 

a. Designating a scale or mode having half steps between the third and fourth 

and the seventh and eighth degrees.  b. Equivalent to the distance between the 

tonic note and the second or third or sixth or seventh degrees of a major scale or 

mode:  a major interval.  c. Based on a major scale:  major key.    —  n.  1.  Abbr. 

Maj. a. A comissioned rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps that is 

above captain and below lieutenant colonel.  b. A similar rank in another military 

or paramilitary organization.  c. One who holds this rank.   2. One that is supe-

rior in rank, importance, or ability:  an oil-producing country considered as one of 

the majors.  3. Law. One who has reached full legal age.  4. a. A field of study 

chosen as an academic specialty.  b. A student specializing in such studies:  a lin-

guistics major.   5. Logic. a. A major premise.  b. A major term.   6. Music. A 

major scale, key, interval, or mode.  7. majors. Sports. The major leagues.   —  v.  

intr. ma·jored, ma·jor·ing, ma·jors. To pursue academic studies in a major:  

majoring in mathematics.  [Middle English majour, from Latin m7ior. See meg- 
in Appendix.]

major axis (m7ùjNr 4kùsVs) n.  Mathematics. The longer of the two lines about 

which an ellipse is symmetrical; the axis that passes through both focuses of an 

ellipse. 

Ma·jor·ca (mN-jôrùkN, -yôrù-) also Mal·lor·ca (mä-yôrùkä, -lyôrù-)  An island 

of Spain in the western Mediterranean Sea off the east-central coast of the main-

land. The largest of the Balearic Islands, it was the center of an independent king-

dom from 1276 until 1343. Tourism is its major industry.   —Ma·jorùcan adj.  & 

n. 

ma·jor-do·mo (m7ùjNr-doùmo) n.  pl. ma·jor-do·mos. 1. The head steward or 

butler in the household of a sovereign or great noble.  2. A steward or butler.  

3. One who makes arrangements or directs affairs for another.  [Italian maggior-

domo, or Spanish mayordomo both from Medieval Latin m7ior dom7s : Latin 

m7ior, chief; see meg- in Appendix + Latin dom7s, genitive of domus, house; see 

dem- in Appendix.]

ma·jor·ette (m7ÙjN-rHtù) n.  A drum majorette.  See Usage Note at -ette. 
major general (m7ùjNr jHnùNr-Nl) n.  Abbr. Maj. Gen., MG 1. A commis-

sioned rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps that is above brigadier 

general and below lieutenant general.  2. One who holds this rank. 

ma·jor·i·tar·i·an (mN-jôrÙV-târùK-Nn, -jmrÙ-) adj.  Based on majority rule: “a 

naively uncomplicated premise of simple majoritarian democracy” (Saturday 

Review).   —  n.  An advocate of majoritarianism. 



ma·jor·i·tar·i·an·ism (mN-jôrÙV-târùK-N-nVzÙNm, -jmrÙ-) n.  Rule by simple 

numerical majority in an organized group. 

ma·jor·i·ty (mN-jôrùV-tK, -jmrù-) n.  pl. ma·jor·i·ties. 1. The greater number or 

part; a number more than half of the total.  2. The amount by which the greater 

number of votes cast, as in an election, exceeds the total number of remaining 

votes.  3. The political party, group, or faction having the most power by virtue of 

its larger representation or electoral strength.  4. The status of having reached full 

legal age, with attendant rights and responsibilities.  5. The military rank, com-

mission, or office of a major.  6. Obsolete. The fact or state of being greater; supe-

riority.  [French majorité, from Medieval Latin m7iorit7s, from Latin m7ior, 

greater. See meg- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: When majority refers to a particular number of votes, it takes

a singular verb: Her majority was five votes. His majority has been growing by 5

percent every year. When it refers to a group of persons or things that are in the

majority, it may take either a singular or plural verb, depending on whether the

group is considered as a whole or as a set of people considered individually. So

we say The majority elects (not elect) the candidate it wants (not they want), since

the election is accomplished by the group as a whole; but The majority of the voters

live (not lives) in the city, since living in the city is something that each voter does

individually. • Majority is often preceded by great (but not by greater) in express-

ing emphatically the sense of “most of”: The great majority approved. The phrase

greater majority is appropriate only when considering two majorities: He won by

a greater majority in this election than in the last.

majority leader (mN-jôrùV-tK lKùdNr) n.  The leader of the majority party in a 

legislature, as in the U.S. Senate or House of Representatives. 

majority rule (mN-jôrùV-tK rul) n.  A doctrine by which a numerical majority 

of an organized group holds the power to make decisions binding on all in the 

group. 

major league (m7ùjNr lKg) n.  Sports. 1. Either of the two principal groups of 

professional baseball teams in the United States.  2. A league of principal impor-

tance in other professional sports, such as basketball, football, or ice hockey. 

ma·jor-league (m7ùjNr-lKgù) adj.  1. Sports. Of or relating to a major league:  

major-league baseball.  2. Being in the top rank of its kind:  a major-league ballet 

company. 

ma·jor-lea·guer (m7ùjNr-lKùgNr) n.  Sports. A member of a major-league team, 

especially a major-league baseball player. 

major medical (m7ùjNr mHdùV-kNl) n.  Insurance that covers all or most of the 

medical bills engendered by major or prolonged illnesses above a set amount. 

major order (m7ùjNr ôrùdNr) n.  Ecclesiastical. See holy order (n., sense 3). 



major party (m7ùjNr pärùtK) n.  A political party having enough strength to 

gain control of a government with comparative regularity. 

major premise (m7ùjNr prHmùVs) n.  Logic. The premise containing the major 

term in a syllogism. 

Ma·jor Prophets (m7ùjNr prmfùVts) pl.n.  Bible. The Hebrew prophets Isaiah, 

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. 

major scale (m7ùjNr sk7l) n.  Music. A diatonic scale having half steps between 

the third and fourth and the seventh and eighth tones and whole steps between 

the other adjacent tones. 

major suit (m7ùjNr sut) n.  Games. A suit of superior scoring value, either 

spades or hearts in bridge. 

major term (m7ùjNr tûrm) n.  Logic. The term of a syllogism that forms the 

predicate of the conclusion. 

ma·jus·cule (mN-jƒsùkyul, m4jùN-skyulÙ) n.  A large letter, either capital or 

uncial, used in writing or printing.  [French, from Latin m7iusculus, somewhat 

larger, diminutive of m7ior, greater. See meg- in Appendix.] —ma·jusùcule, 
ma·jusùcu·lar (mN-jƒsùkyN-lNr)  adj. 

Mak·a·lu (mƒkùN-luÙ)  A mountain, 8,476 m (27,790 ft) high, in the Himalaya 

Mountains of northeast Nepal. It was first scaled in 1955. 

mak·ar (mäùkNr, m7ù-) n.  Chiefly Scots. A poet.  [Middle English, variant of 

maker, maker, poet.]

Ma·kar·i·os III (mN-k4rùK-Ns, -osÙ, mä-käùrK-ôs), 1913-1977.  Cypriot prelate 

and politician. Bishop of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus (1950-1977), he sup-

ported the political unification of Cyprus and Greece and was the first president 

of independent Cyprus (1959-1977). 

Ma·kas·sar  or Ma·ka·sar (mN-k4sùNr)  See Ujung Pandang. 
Makassar Strait (mN-k4sùNr str7t)  A strait between Borneo and Celebes con-

necting the Java Sea with the Celebes Sea. 

Ma·ka·ti (mäÙkN-tKù)  A city of southwest Luzon, Philippines, a suburb of 

Manila. Population, 372,631 

make (m7k) v.  made (m7d), mak·ing, makes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to exist 

or happen; bring about; create:  made problems for him; making a commotion.  

2. To bring into existence by shaping, modifying, or putting together material; 

construct:  make a dress; made a wall of stones.  3. To form by assembling individ-

uals or constituents:  make a quorum.  4. To change from one form or function to 

another:  make clay into bricks.  5. a. To cause to be or become:  made her position 

clear; a decision that made him happy.  b. To cause to assume a specified function 

or role:  made her treasurer; made Chicago his home.   6. a. To cause to act in a 

specified manner:  Heat makes gases expand.  b. To compel:  made him leave.   

7. a. To form in the mind:  make an estimate.  b. To compose:  make verses.   

8. a. To prepare; fix:  make breakfast.  b. To get ready or set in order for use:  



made the bed.  c. To gather and light the materials for (a fire).   9. a. To engage in:  

make war.  b. To carry out; perform:  make a telephone call; make an incision.   

10. To achieve, produce, or attain:  made peace between the two factions; not mak-

ing sense; didn’t make the quota.  11. a. To institute or establish; enact:  make laws.  

b. To draw up and execute in a suitable form:  make a will.   12. a. To arrive at; 

reach:  made Washington in two hours.  b. To reach in time:  just made the plane.   

13. a. To attain the rank or position of:  She made lieutenant.  b. To acquire a 

place in or on:  made the basketball team; made the morning papers.   14. a. To 

gain or earn, as by working:  make money.  b. To behave so as to acquire:  make 

friends.  c. To score or achieve, as in a sport:  made a field goal.   15. a. To assure 

the success of:  A favorable review from him can make a play.  b. To favor the 

development of:  Practice makes a winning team.   16. To be suited for:  Oak makes 

strong furniture.  17. To develop into:  She will make a fine doctor.  18. a. To draw 

a conclusion as to the significance or nature of:  don’t know what to make of the 

decision.  b. To calculate as being; estimate:  I make the height 20 feet.  c. To con-

sider as being:  wasn’t the problem some people made it.   19. a. To constitute:  

Twenty members make a quorum.  b. To add up to:  Two and two make four.  c. To 

amount to:  makes no difference.   20. To constitute the essence or nature of:  

Clothes make the man.  21. To cause to be especially enjoyable or rewarding:  You 

made my day.  22. To appear to begin (an action):  She made to leave.  23. Slang. 

To persuade to have sexual intercourse.   —  v.  intr. 1. To act or behave in a spec-

ified manner:  make merry; make free.  2. To begin or appear to begin an action:  

made as if to shake my hand.  3. To cause something to be as specified:  make 

ready; make sure.  4. To proceed in a certain direction:  made for home; made after 

the thief.  5. Slang. To pretend to be; imitate. Used with like:  made like a ballerina.  

6. To undergo fabrication or manufacture:  This wool makes up into a warm 

shawl.  7. To rise or accumulate:  The tide is making.   —  n.  1. The act or process 

of making; manufacturing.  2. The style or manner in which a thing is made:  dis-

liked the make of her coat.  3. The amount produced, especially the output of a 

factory.  4. A specific line of manufactured goods, identified by the manufac-

turer’s name or the registered trademark:  a famous make of shirt.  5. The physical 

or moral nature of a person; character or disposition:  found out what make of 

man he was.  6. Slang. Identification of a person or thing, often from information 

in police records:  Did you get a make on the assailant?   —phrasal verbs. make 
for. 1. To have or cause to have a particular effect or result:  small details that 

make for comfort.  2. To help promote; further:  makes for better communication.  

make off. To depart in haste; run away.  make out. 4. To discern or see, espe-

cially with difficulty:  I could barely make out the traffic signs through the rain.  

5. To understand:  could not make out what she was saying.  6. To write out; draw 

up:  made out the invoices.  7. To fill in (a form, for example).  8. Informal. To 

imply or suggest:  You make me out to be a liar.  9. Informal. To try to establish or 



prove:  He made out that he was innocent.  10. To get along in a given way; fare:  

made out well in business.  11. Slang. a. To neck; pet.  b. To have sexual inter-

course.   12. Slang. a. To neck; pet.  b. To have sexual intercourse.   make over. 
13. To redo; renovate.  14. To change or transfer the ownership of, usually by 

means of a legal document:  made over the property to her son.  make up. 15. To 

put together; construct or compose:  make up a prescription.  16. To constitute; 

form:  One hundred years make up a century.  17. a. To alter one’s appearance for 

a role on the stage, as with a costume and cosmetics.  b. To apply cosmetics.   

18. To devise as a fiction or falsehood; invent:  made up an excuse.  19. a. To 

make good (a deficit or lack):  made up the difference in the bill.  b. To compen-

sate for:  make up the lost time.   20. To resolve a quarrel:  kissed and made up.  

21. To make ingratiating or fawning overtures. Used with to:  made up to his 

friend’s boss.  22. To take (an examination or a course) again or at a later time 

because of previous absence or failure.  23. To set in order:  make up a room.  

24. Printing. To select and arrange material for:  made up the front page.  

25. a. To alter one’s appearance for a role on the stage, as with a costume and 

cosmetics.  b. To apply cosmetics.   26. a. To make good (a deficit or lack):  made 

up the difference in the bill.  b. To compensate for:  make up the lost time.   make 
with. Slang. 27. To bring into use:  a flirt making with the eyes.  28. To put forth; 

produce:  always making with the jokes.   —idioms. make a clean breast of. 
To confess fully.  make a face. To distort the features of the face; grimace.  

make a go of. To achieve success in:  have made a go of the business.  make 
away with. 4. To carry off; steal.  5. To use up or consume.  6. To kill or 

destroy.  make believe. To pretend.  make bold. To venture:  I will not make so 

bold as to criticize such a distinguished scholar.  make book. Games. To accept 

bets on a race, game, or contest.  make do. To manage to get along with the 

means available:  had to make do on less income.  make ends meet. To manage 

so that one’s means are sufficient for one’s needs.  make eyes. To ogle.  make 
fun of. To mock; ridicule.  make good. 14. To carry out successfully:  He made 

good his escape.  15. To fulfill:  She made good her promise.  16. To make compen-

sation for; make up for:  made good the loss.  17. To succeed:  made good as a 

writer.  make hay. To turn to one’s advantage:  The candidate’s opponents made 

hay of the scandal.  make it. 19. Informal. To be successful:  finally made it as an 

actor.  20. Slang. To have sexual intercourse.  make light of. To treat as unim-

portant:  He made light of his illness.  make love. 22. To engage in amorous 

caressing.  23. To engage in sexual intercourse.  make much of. To treat as of 

great importance.  make no bones about. To be forthright and candid about; 

acknowledge freely:  They make no bones about their dislike for each other.  make 
off with. To snatch or steal:  made off with the profits.  make sail. Nautical. 

27. To begin a voyage.  28. To set sail.  make the grade. To measure up to a 

given standard.  make the most of. To use to the greatest advantage.  make 



the scene. Slang. 31. To put in an appearance:  made the scene at the party.  

32. To participate in a specified activity:  made the drug scene.  make time. 
33. To move or travel fast, as in an attempt to compensate for lost time.  

34. Slang. To make progress toward attracting:  He tried to make time with the new 

neighbor.  make tracks. Slang. To move or leave in a hurry.  make up (one’s) 
mind. To decide between alternatives; come to a definite decision or opinion.  

make waves. Slang. To cause a disturbance or controversy.  make way. 38. To 

give room for passage; move aside.  39. To make progress.  on the make. Slang. 

40. Aggressively striving for financial or social improvement:  a young executive 

on the make.  41. Eagerly seeking a sexual partner.  [Middle English maken, from 

Old English macian. See mag- in Appendix.] —makùa·ble adj. 

make-be·lieve (m7kùbV-lKvÙ) n.  Playful or fanciful pretense.   —makeù-
be·lieveÙ adj. 

make-do (m7kùduÙ) n.  pl. make-do’s or make-dos (-duzÙ). A substitute 

for something unobtainable at the time; a makeshift.   —makeù-doÙ adj. 

make·fast (m7kùf4stÙ) n.  Nautical. An object, such as a buoy, post, or pile, to 

which a boat is moored. 

make-or-break (m7kùNr-br7kù) adj.  Resulting in great success or utter failure:  

a make-or-break investment plan. 

make·o·ver (m7kùoÙvNr) n.  An overall treatment to improve the appearance or 

change the image. 

mak·er (m7ùkNr) n.  1. One that makes or manufactures. Often used in combi-

nation:  a policymaker; a drugmaker.  2. Law. A party that signs a promissory note.  

3. Maker. God. Often used with the or a possessive adjective.  4. Archaic. A poet. 

make-read·y (m7kùrHdÙK) n.  Printing. The operation of preparing a form for 

printing by adjusting and leveling the plates to ensure a clear impression. 

make·shift (m7kùshVftÙ) n.  A temporary or expedient substitute for something 

else.   —  adj.  Suitable as a temporary or expedient substitute:  used a rock as a 

makeshift hammer.  

SYNONYMS: makeshift, expedient, resort, stopgap. The central meaning shared

by these nouns is “something used as a substitute when other means fail or are

not available”: lacked a cane but used a stick as a makeshift; exhausted every expe-

dient and finally filed suit; will use force only as a last resort; a crate serving as a

stopgap for a chair.

make·up  or make-up (m7kùƒpÙ) n.  1. The way in which something is com-

posed or arranged; composition or construction.  2. Printing. The arrangement 

or composition, as of type or illustrations, on a page or in a book.  3. The quali-

ties or temperament that constitute a personality; disposition:  Lying is not in her 

makeup.  4. Cosmetics applied especially to the face.  5. Materials, such as cos-



metics and costumes, that an actor or actress uses in portraying a role.  6. A spe-

cial examination for a student who has been absent from or has failed a previous 

examination. 

make·weight (m7kùw7tÙ) n.  1. Something added on a scale in order to meet a 

required weight.  2. Something added only to fill a lack.  3. A counterweight; a 

counterbalance. 

make-work (m7kùwûrkÙ) n.  Work of little value assigned or taken on only to 

keep someone from being idle. 

Ma·ke·yev·ka (mN-kKùNf-kN, -kyHù-)  A city of eastern Ukraine northeast of 

Donetsk. It is a major metallurgical and coal-mining center. Population, 451,000. 

Ma·khach·ka·la (mN-kächÙkN-läù, -KHNch-)  A city of southwest Russia on the 

western coast of the Caspian Sea. Founded in 1844, it is an oil-refining and trans-

shipment center. Population, 301,000. 

ma·ki·mo·no (mäÙkV-moùno) n.  pl. ma·ki·mo·nos. A horizontal Japanese 

decorative scroll featuring pictures or calligraphy.  [Japanese, scroll  : maki, rolled 

+ mono, thing.]

mak·ing (m7ùkVng) n.  1. a. The act of one that makes.  b. The process of com-

ing into being:  trouble in the making.   2. The means of gaining success or realiz-

ing potential:  That job will be the making of you.  3. a. Something made.  b. The 

quantity made at one time.   4.  Often makings. a. The abilities or qualities 

needed for development:  She has the makings of a fine teacher.  b. The material or 

ingredients needed for making or doing something:  all the makings for an apple 

pie.   5. makings. Informal. The paper and tobacco for rolling a cigarette. 

ma·ko (mäùko) n.  pl. ma·kos. Either of two mackerel sharks of the genus Isu-

rus, characterized by a large heavy body and a nearly symmetrical tail.  [Maori 

mako.]

ma·ku·ta (mä-kuùtä) n.  Plural of likuta. 
Mal. abbr.  1. Bible. Malachi.  2. Malay. 

mal- pref.  1. Bad; badly:  maladminister.  2. Abnormal; abnormally:  malforma-

tion.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin, from male, badly, and 

malus, bad; see mel-3 in Appendix.]

Mal·a·bar Coast (m4lùN-bärÙ kost)  A region of southwest India bordering on 

the Arabian Sea and bounded on the east by the Western Ghats. 

Mal·a·bo (m4lùN-boÙ, mä-läùbo) Formerly San·ta Is·a·bel (s4nÙtN VzùN-bHlÙ, 

sänÙtä K-sä-bHlù).  The capital and largest city of Equatorial Guinea, on Bioko in 

the Gulf of Guinea. It was founded by the British in 1827. Population, 30,710. 

mal·ab·sorp·tion (m4lÙNb-sôrpùshNn, -zôrpù-) n.  Defective or inadequate 

absorption of nutrients from the intestinal tract. 

Ma·lac·ca (mN-l4kùN, -läùkN) n.  The stem of the rattan palm, used for making 

canes and umbrella handles.  [After Malacca (now Melaka), a town of western 

Malaysia.]



Malacca, Strait of.  A channel between Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula con-

necting the Andaman Sea with the South China Sea. 

Mal·a·chi (m4lùN-kXÙ) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the sixth century B.C.  

2.  Abbr. Mal., Ml A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
mal·a·chite (m4lùN-kXtÙ) n.  A light to dark green carbonate mineral, 

Cu2CO3(OH)2, used as a source of copper and for ornamental stoneware.  [Mid-

dle English melochite, from Latin molochXtes, from Greek molokhitis, from mala-

khK, molokhK, mallow.]

mal·a·col·o·gy (m4lÙN-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of zoology that deals with mol-

lusks.  [French malacologie, contraction of malacozoologie, from New Latin Mala-

cozoa, a classification that includes mollusks  : Greek malakos, soft; see mel-1 in 

Appendix + New Latin -zoa, pl. of -ZOON.] —malÙa·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) 

adj.  —malÙa·colùo·gist n. 

mal·ad·ap·ta·tion (m4lÙ4d-4p-t7ùshNn) n.  Faulty or inadequate adaptation. 

mal·a·dap·ted (m4lÙN-d4pùtVd) adj.  Poorly suited to a particular function or 

situation. 

mal·a·dap·tive (m4lÙN-d4pùtVv) adj.  1. Marked by faulty or inadequate adap-

tation.  2. Not assisting or promoting adaptation. 

mal·ad·just·ed (m4lÙN-jƒsùtVd) adj.  1. Poorly adjusted:  a maladjusted carbure-

tor.  2. Psychology. Inadequately adjusted to the demands or stresses of daily liv-

ing. 

mal·ad·just·ment (m4lÙN-jƒstùmNnt) n.  1. Faulty or inadequate adjustment, 

as in a machine.  2. Psychology. Inability to adjust to the demands of interpersonal 

relationships and the stresses of daily living. 

mal·ad·min·is·ter (m4lÙNd-mVnùV-stNr) v.  tr. mal·ad·min·is·tered, 
mal·ad·min·is·ter·ing, mal·ad·min·is·ters. To administer or manage ineffi-

ciently or dishonestly.   —malÙad·minÙis·traùtion n. 

mal·a·droit (m4lÙN-droitù) adj.  Marked by a lack of adroitness; inept.  See Syn-

onyms at awkward.   —  n.  An inept person.  [French  : mal-, mal- + adroit, 

adroit; see ADROIT.] —malÙa·droitùly adv.  —malÙa·droitùness n. 

mal·a·dy (m4lùN-dK) n.  pl. mal·a·dies. 1. A disease, a disorder, or an ailment.  

2. An unwholesome condition:  the malady of discontent.  [Middle English mala-

die, from Old French, from malade, sick, from Latin male habitus, in poor condi-

tion  : male, badly; see mel-3 in Appendix + habitus, past participle of habKre, to 

hold; see ghabh- in Appendix.]

ma·la fi·de (m7ùlN fXùdK, mäùlä fKùdH) adv.  & adj.  With or in bad faith.  [Latin 

mal7 fidK : mal7, feminine ablative of malus, bad + fidK, ablative of fidKs, faith.]

Mal·a·ga (m4lùN-gN) n.  A sweet fortified wine originally from Málaga, Spain. 

Má·la·ga (m4lùN-gN, mäùlä-gäÙ)  A city of southern Spain northeast of Gibraltar. 

Founded by Phoenicians in the 12th century B.C., it was held successively by 



Carthaginians, Romans, Visigoths, and Moors (after 711). Málaga was conquered 

by Ferdinand and Isabella’s troops in 1487. Population, 537,619. 

Mal·a·gas·y (m4lÙN-g4sùK) n.  pl. Malagasy or Mal·a·gas·ies. 1. A native or 

inhabitant of Madagascar.  2. The Austronesian language of the Malagasy.   —  
adj.  Of or relating to Madagascar, the Malagasy, or their language or culture. 

Malagasy Republic (m4lÙN-g4sùK rV-pƒbùlVk)  See Madagascar. 
ma·la·gue·ña (mäÙlN-g7ùnyN) n.  1. A dance native to Málaga, Spain, that is a 

variety of the fandango.  2. Any of several Spanish folk tunes, especially one 

native to Málaga that is similar to the fandango.  [Spanish, feminine of 

malagueño, of Málaga, from Málaga.]

mal·aise (m4-l7zù, -lHzù) n.  1. A vague feeling of bodily discomfort, as at the 

beginning of an illness.  2. A general sense of depression or unease: “One year 

after the crash, the markets remain mired in a deep malaise” (New York Times).  

[French, from Old French  : mal-, mal- + aise, ease; see EASE.]

Mal·a·mud (m4lùN-mNd), Bernard. 1914-1986.  American writer whose novels 

and short stories often depict Jewish characters coping with a lonely and seem-

ingly unfair world. His works include The Magic Barrel (1958) and The Fixer 

(1966). 

mal·a·mute  or mal·e·mute (m4lùN-myutÙ) n.  Any of a breed of powerful 

dogs developed in Alaska as a sled dog and having a thick gray, black, or white 

coat.  [Short for malamute dog, from Malemute, an Alaskan Eskimo people, from 

Inupiaq (Eskimo language of northern Alaska) malimiut.]

Ma·lan (mN-l4nù, mä-länù), Daniel François. 1874-1959.  South African politi-

cian who was prime minister (1948-1954) of the first wholly Afrikaner govern-

ment of South Africa. 

Ma·lang (mN-längù)  A city of eastern Java, Indonesia, south of Surabaya. It 

developed as an industrial center after 1914. Population, 511,780. 

mal·a·pert (m4lùN-pûrtÙ) adj.  Impudently bold in speech or manner; saucy.   
—  n.  An impudent, saucy person.  [Middle English, from Old French  : mal-, 

mal- + apert, clever alteration (influenced by apert, clever, saucy); see PERT, of 

Latin expertus. See EXPERT.] —malùa·pertÙly adv.  —malùa·pertÙness n. 

mal·ap·por·tioned (m4lÙN-pôrùshNnd, -porù-) adj.  Characterized by an inap-

propriate or unfair proportional distribution of representatives to a legislative 

body.   —malÙap·porùtion·ment n. 

mal·a·prop (m4lùN-prmpÙ) n.  A malapropism.  [After Mrs. Malaprop, a charac-

ter in The Rivals, a play by Richard Brinsley Sheridan, from MALAPROPOS.]

WORD HISTORY: “She’s as headstrong as an allegory on the banks of the Nile”

and “He is the very pineapple of politeness” are two of the statements from the

mouth of Mrs. Malaprop that helped her name become synonymous with ludi-

crous misuse of language. Mrs. Malaprop, a character in Richard Brinsley Sheri-



dan’s play The Rivals, produced in 1775, consistently uses language malapropos,

that is, inappropriately. The word malapropos comes from the French phrase mal

à propos, made up of mal, “badly,” à, “to,” and propos, “purpose, subject,” and

literally means “badly to the purpose,” or “inappropriate.” The Rivals was a pop-

ular play, and Mrs. Malaprop became enshrined in a common noun, first in the

form malaprop and later in malapropism, which is first recorded in 1849. Perhaps

that is what Mrs. Malaprop feared when she said “An aspersion upon my parts of

speech” and “If I reprehend any thing in this world, it is the use of my oracular

tongue, and a nice derangement of epitaphs!”

mal·a·prop·ism (m4lùN-prmp-VzÙNm) n.  1. Ludicrous misuse of a word, espe-

cially by confusion with one of similar sound.  2. An example of such misuse.  

[From MALAPROP.] —malÙa·propùi·an (-prmpùK-Nn) adj. 

mal·a·pro·pos (m4lÙ4p-rN-poù) adj.  Out of place; inappropriate.   —  adv.  In 

an inappropriate or inopportune manner.  [French mal à propos : mal, badly + à 

propos, to the purpose.]

ma·lar (m7ùlNr, -lärÙ) adj.  Of or relating to the cheekbone or the cheek.   —  n.  

The cheekbone.  [New Latin m7l7ris, from m7la, cheekbone.]

Mä·lar·en (m7ùlärÙNn)  A lake of southeast Sweden. Stockholm is located on 

both sides of the strait that connects the lake with the Baltic Sea. 

ma·lar·i·a (mN-lârùK-N) n.  1. An infectious disease characterized by cycles of 

chills, fever, and sweating, caused by the parasitic infection of red blood cells by a 

protozoan of the genus Plasmodium, which is transmitted by the bite of an 

infected female anopheles mosquito.  Also called paludism, swamp fever.  

2. Archaic. Bad or foul air; miasma.  [Italian, from mala aria, bad air  : malo, bad 

(from Latin malus); see mel-3 in Appendix + aria, air (from Latin 7Kr) from 

Greek aKr. See wer-1 in Appendix.] —ma·larùi·al, ma·larùi·an, ma·larùi·ous 

adj. 

ma·lar·key also ma·lar·ky (mN-lärùkK) n.  Slang. Exaggerated or foolish talk, 

usually intended to deceive: “snookered by a lot of malarkey” (New Republic).  

[Origin unknown.]

mal·as·sim·i·la·tion (m4lÙN-sVmÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Incomplete or imperfect 

assimilation of nutrients by the body. 

mal·ate (m4lù7tÙ, m7ùl7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of malic acid.  [MAL(IC ACID) + -

ATE
2.]

Mal·a·thi·on (m4lÙN-thXùmnÙ)  A trademark used for the organic compound, 

C10H19O6PS2, used as an insecticide. 

Ma·la·tya (mäÙlN-tyäù)  A city of east-central Turkey in the Taurus Mountains. 

It was the capital of a Hittite kingdom c. 1100 B.C. and was long a strategic fron-

tier outpost. Malatya was annexed by the Ottoman Empire in 1516. Population, 

179,074. 



Ma·la·wi (mN-läùwK) Formerly Ny·as·a·land (nX-4sùN-l4ndÙ, nyäùsä-).  A coun-

try of southeast Africa. Center of the widespread Malawi kingdom from the 15th 

to the late 18th century, the region became a British protectorate in 1891 and was 

known as Nyasaland from 1907 until 1964. It joined Northern and Southern 

Rhodesia (now Zambia and Zimbabwe) in a federation from 1953 to 1963 and 

became independent as Malawi in 1964. Lilongwe is the capital and Blantyre the 

largest city. Population, 6,123,000.   —Ma·laùwi·an adj.  & n. 

Malawi, Lake.  See Lake Nyasa. 
Ma·lay (mN-l7ù, m7ùl7Ù) n.  Abbr. Mal. 1. A member of a people inhabiting 

Malaysia, the northern Malay Peninsula, and parts of the western Malay Archipel-

ago.  2. The Austronesian language of the Malays. In this sense, also calledBahasa 

Malay  —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the Malays or their lan-

guage.  2. Of or relating to Malaysia, the Malay Peninsula, or the Malay Archipel-

ago.  [Obsolete Dutch Malayo, from Malay MHlayu.] —Ma·layùan (mN-l7ùNn) 

adj.  & n. 

Ma·la·ya (mN-l7ùN, m7-)  See Malay Peninsula. 
Mal·a·ya·lam (m4lÙN-yäùlNm) n.  A Dravidian language spoken in the state of 

Kerala on the Malabar Coast of southwest India. 

Malay Archipelago (mN-l7ù ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ)  An island group of southeast 

Asia between Australia and the Asian mainland and separating the Indian and 

Pacific oceans. It includes the islands of Indonesia, the Philippines, and Malaysia. 

Ma·lay·o-Pol·y·ne·sian (mN-l7ùo-pmlÙN-nKùzhNn, -shNn) n.  A subgroup of 

the Austronesian language family.   —Ma·layùo-PolÙy·neùsian adj. 

Malay Peninsula also Ma·la·ya (mN-l7ùN pN-nVnùsyN-lN, m7-)  A peninsula of 

southeast Asia comprising southwest Thailand, western Malaysia, and the island 

of Singapore. 

Ma·lay·sia (mN-l7ùzhN, -shN)  A country of southeast Asia consisting of the 

southern Malay Peninsula and the northern part of the island of Borneo. First 

visited by Europeans in the 16th century, it was a union and later federation of 

British colonies and protectorates from 1946 until independence was achieved in 

1963. Kuala Lumpur is the capital and the largest city. Population, 13,486,433.   
—Ma·layùsian adj.  & n. 

Mal·colm X (m4lùkNm Hksù), Originally Malcolm Little. 1925-1965.  American 

Black activist. A member of the Black Muslims (1952-1963), he advocated sepa-

ratism and Black pride. After converting to orthodox Islam, he founded the Orga-

nization of Afro-American Unity (1964) and was assassinated in Harlem. 

mal·con·tent (m4lùkNn-tHntÙ) adj.  Dissatisfied with existing conditions.   —  
n.  1. A chronically dissatisfied person.  2. One who rebels against the established 

system: “immature malcontents who have long since sold out to conformity” (John 

M. Wilson). 



mal de mer (m4lù dN mârù) n.  Seasickness.  [French  : mal, sickness + de, of + 

mer, sea.]

Mal·den (môlùdNn)  A city of northeast Massachusetts, a residential and manu-

facturing suburb of Boston. Population, 53,884. 

mal·dis·tri·bu·tion (m4lÙdVs-trN-byuùshNn) n.  Faulty distribution or appor-

tionment, as of resources, over an area or among a group. 

Mal·dives (môlùdXvz, -dKvz, m4lù-) Formerly Mal·dive Islands (-dXv, -dKv).  

An island country in the Indian Ocean southwest of Sri Lanka. Consisting of 19 

atolls made up of more than 2,000 coral islands, the Maldives became a British 

protectorate in 1887 and achieved independence in 1965. Male is the capital. Pop-

ulation, 181,453.   —Mal·divùi·an (-dVvùK-Nn), Mal·diùvan adj.  & n. 

male (m7l) adj.  Abbr. m., M. 1. a. Of, relating to, or designating the sex that has 

organs to produce spermatozoa for fertilizing ova.  b. Characteristic of or appro-

priate to this sex; masculine.  c. Consisting of members of this sex.   2. Virile; 

manly.  3. Botany. a. Relating to or designating organs, such as anthers or anthe-

ridia, that produce gametes capable of fertilizing those produced by female 

organs.  b. Bearing stamens but not pistils; staminate:  male flowers.   

4. Designating an object, such as an electric plug, configured for insertion into a 

fitted bore or socket.   —  n.  1. A member of the sex that begets young by fertil-

izing ova.  2. A man or boy.  3. Botany. A plant having only staminate flowers.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin m7sculus, diminutive of m7s, 

male.] —maleùness n.  

SYNONYMS: male, masculine, manlike, manly, manful, virile, mannish. These

adjectives mean of, relating to, characteristic of, or appropriate to men. Male, like

female, categorizes by sex; the term is not limited in application to human beings:

a male infant; a male dachshund. Masculine as the opposite of feminine often re-

fers to what is considered characteristic of men: a masculine appearance; masculine

attire. Manlike usually suggests qualities belonging or held by some to be proper

to a man (manlike physical strength); often, however, it merely indicates resem-

blance to a human being (manlike apes). Manly connotes qualities regarded as be-

coming to a man: manly power in combat. Manful suggests bravery and resolute-

ness: We made a manful effort to redress the grievance. Virile stresses the spirit,

strength, vigor, power, or sexual potency of an adult male: “The virile figure of

Theodore Roosevelt swung down the national highway” (Edward Bok). Mannish

usually applies to women or their traits, clothing, or actions when they are sug-

gestive of what is deemed by some to be more proper to a man than to a woman:

a mannish cut to the suit; a mannish gait.

Ma·le (mäùlK)  The capital of the Maldives, on Male, the chief atoll of the island 

country. Population, 46,334. 



ma·le·ate (m7ùlK-7tÙ, mN-lKùNt) n.  A salt or an ester of maleic acid.  [MALE(IC 

ACID) + -ATE
2.]

Male·branche (m4l-bräNshù, m4lÙN-), Nicolas de. 1638-1715.  French philos-

opher who sought to reconcile the metaphysics of Descartes with Neo-Platonism 

and the philosophy of Saint Augustine. 

male chauvinist (m7l shoùvN-nVst) n.  A man whose behavior and attitude 

toward women indicate a belief that they are innately inferior to men.   —male 
chauvinism n. 

male chauvinist pig (m7l shoùvN-nVst pVg) n.  Abbr. MCP Slang. A particu-

larly aggressive male chauvinist. 

Mal·e·cite (m4lùN-sXtÙ)  or Mal·i·seet (-sKtÙ) n.  pl. Malecite or Mal·e·cites  
or Maliseet  or Mal·i·seets. 1. a. A Native American people inhabiting the St. 

John River valley in New Brunswick and northeast Maine. The Malecite helped 

form the Abenaki confederacy in the mid-18th century.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Malecite.  [From Micmac malisiit, 

one who speaks an incomprehensible language.]

mal·e·dict (m4lùV-dVktÙ) Archaic. adj.  Accursed.   —  v.  tr. mal·e·dict·ed, 
mal·e·dict·ing, mal·e·dicts. To pronounce a curse against.  [Middle English 

maladicte, from Latin maledictus, past participle of maledXcere, to curse  : male, ill; 

see mel-3 in Appendix + dXcere, to speak; see deik- in Appendix.]

mal·e·dic·tion (m4lÙV-dVkùshNn) n.  1. a. The calling down of a curse.  b. A 

curse.   2. Slander.   —malÙe·dicùto·ry (-dVkùtN-rK) adj. 

mal·e·fac·tor (m4lùN-f4kÙtNr) n.  1. One that has committed a crime; a crimi-

nal.  2. An evildoer.  [Middle English malefactour, from Latin malefactor, from 

malefacere, to do wrong  : male, ill; see mel-3 in Appendix + facere, to do; see 

dhK- in Appendix.] —malÙe·facùtion (-f4kùshNn) n. 

male fern (m7l fûrn) n.  A fern (Dryopteris filix-mas) having rhizomes and 

stalks that yield an oleoresin used to expel tapeworms. 

ma·lef·ic (mN-lHfùVk) adj.  1. Having or exerting a malignant influence.  2. Evil; 

malicious.  [Latin maleficus : male, ill; see mel-3 in Appendix + -ficus, -fic.]

ma·lef·i·cence (mN-lHfùV-sNns) n.  1. The doing of evil or harm; mischief.  

2. Harmful or evil nature or quality.  [Latin maleficentia, from maleficus, malefic. 

See MALEFIC.]

ma·lef·i·cent (mN-lHfùV-sNnt) adj.  Harmful or evil in intent or effect. 

Ma·le·gaon (mäÙlV-gounù, -gouNù)  A town of west-central India northeast of 

Bombay. It has a weaving industry. Population, 245,883. 

ma·le·ic acid (mN-lKùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless crystalline acid, 

HO2CCH:CHCO2H, used in textile processing and as an oil and fat preservative.  

[From French acide maléique, alteration of acide malique, malic acid. See MALIC 

ACID.]

mal·e·mute (m4lùN-myutÙ) n.  Variant of malamute. 



Ma·len·kov (mN-lHnùkôfÙ, mäùlNn-, mN-lyVn-kôfù), Georgi Maximilianov-
ich. 1902-1988.  Soviet politician. An aide of Joseph Stalin, he served as deputy 

premier (1946-1953) and premier (1953-1955). 

mal·en·ten·du (m4lÙmn-tmn-duù) n.  A misunderstanding.  [French, from 

mal entendu, misunderstood  : mal, badly (from Latin male); see mel-3 in Appen-

dix + entendu, past participle of entendre, to understand (from Old French); see 

INTEND.]

Ma·le·vich (mN-l7ùvVch, -lyHù-), Kasimir. 1878-1935.  Russian painter who 

influenced the development of abstract art. His works include White on White 

(1918). 

ma·lev·o·lence (mN-lHvùN-lNns) n.  1. The quality or state of being malevolent.  

2. Malicious behavior.  [Middle English, from Old French malivolence, from 

Latin malevolentia, from malevolKns, malevolent-, malevolent  : male, badly; see 

mel-3 in Appendix + volKns, present participle of velle, to want; see wel-1 in 

Appendix.]

ma·lev·o·lent (mN-lHvùN-lNnt) adj.  1. Having or exhibiting ill will; wishing 

harm to others; malicious.  2. Having an evil or harmful influence:  malevolent 

stars.  [Latin malevolKns, malevolent-. See MALEVOLENCE.] —ma·levùo·lent·ly 
adv. 

mal·fea·sance (m4l-fKùzNns) n.  Law. Misconduct or wrongdoing, especially by 

a public official.  [Anglo-Norman malfaisance, from Old French malfaisant, mal-

feasant, present participle of malfaire, to do evil, from Latin malefacere. See 

MALEFACTOR.] —mal·feaùsant adj.  & n. 

mal·for·ma·tion (m4lÙfôr-m7ùshNn) n.  Abnormal or anomalous formation or 

structure; deformity. 

mal·formed (m4l-fôrmdù) adj.  Abnormally or faultily formed. 

mal·func·tion (m4l-fƒngkùshNn) v.  intr. mal·func·tioned, 
mal·func·tion·ing, mal·func·tions. 1. To fail to function.  2. To function 

improperly.   —  n.  1. Failure to function.  2. Faulty or abnormal functioning. 

Mal·herbe (mä-lHrbù), François de. 1555-1628.  French poet whose works of 

rigid form and simple diction influenced French classicism. 

Ma·li (mäùlK)  A country of western Africa. A powerful empire from the 14th to 

the 16th century, Mali became part of French West Africa in the late 19th century 

and achieved independence in 1960. Bamako is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 6,982,000.   —Maùli·an adj.  & n. 

mal·ic acid (m4lùVk 4sùVd, m7ùlVk) n.  A colorless, crystalline compound, 

COOH·CH2·CHOH·COOH, that occurs naturally in a wide variety of unripe 

fruit, including apples, cherries, and tomatoes, and is used as a flavoring and in 

the aging of wine.  [French (acide) malique, from Latin m7lum, apple, from Greek 

mKlon, malon.]



mal·ice (m4lùVs) n.  1. A desire to harm others or to see others suffer; extreme ill 

will or spite.  2. Law. The intent, without just cause or reason, to commit a 

wrongful act that will result in harm to another.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin malitia, from malus, bad. See mel-3 in Appendix.]

ma·li·cious (mN-lVshùNs) adj.  Having the nature of or resulting from malice; 

deliberately harmful; spiteful:  malicious gossip.   —ma·liùcious·ly adv.  

—ma·liùcious·ness n. 

malicious mischief (mN-lVshùNs mVsùchVf) n.  Law. Willful or wanton destruc-

tion of another’s property. 

ma·lign (mN-lXnù) v.  tr. ma·ligned, ma·lign·ing, ma·ligns. To make evil, 

harmful, and often untrue statements about; speak evil of.   —  adj.  1. Evil in 

disposition, nature, or intent.  2. Evil in influence; injurious.  3. Having or show-

ing malice or ill will; malevolent.  [Middle English malignen, to attack, from Old 

French malignier, from Late Latin malign7rX, from Latin malignus, malign; see 

genN- in Appendix. Adj., from Middle English  from Old French, from Latin 

malignus.] —ma·lignùer n.  —ma·lignùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: malign, defame, traduce, vilify, asperse, slander, calumniate, libel.

These verbs mean to make evil, harmful, often untrue statements about another.

Malign stresses malicious intent: “Have I not taken your part when you were ma-

ligned?” (Thackeray). Defame connotes damage to reputation, character, or good

name brought about by misrepresentation: The judge ruled that the plaintiff had

been defamed and had legitimate grounds for a lawsuit. Traduce implies malicious

and false statements resulting in humiliation or disgrace: “My character was tra-

duced by Captain Hawkins... so much so, that even the ship’s company cried out

shame” (Frederick Marryat). Vilify pertains to open, deliberate, vicious defama-

tion or denigration: “One who belongs to the most vilified and persecuted minority

in history is not likely to be insensible to the freedoms guaranteed by our Constitu-

tion” (Felix Frankfurter). To asperse is to spread unfavorable charges or insinua-

tions against: “a libel tending to asperse or vilify the house of Commons” (Letters of

Junius). Slander and calumniate apply to malicious, false, and defamatory oral

expression: slandered his political opponent; calumniated and ridiculed the President

in whose cabinet he had once served. Libel involves the communication of written

or pictorial material injurious to the reputation of another: The ensuing publicity

caused the entertainer to regret having sued the newspaper for libeling his character.

See also Synonyms at sinister

ma·lig·nan·cy (mN-lVgùnNn-sK) n.  pl. ma·lig·nan··cies. 1.  Also 

ma·lig·nance (-nNns). The state or quality of being malignant.  2. Pathology. A 

malignant tumor. 



ma·lig·nant (mN-lVgùnNnt) adj.  1. Showing great malevolence; disposed to do 

evil.  2. Highly injurious; pernicious.  3. Pathology. a. Threatening to life; viru-

lent:  a malignant disease.  b. Tending to metastasize; cancerous. Used of a tumor.    
—ma·ligùnant·ly adv. 

ma·lig·ni·ty (mN-lVgùnV-tK) n.  pl. ma·lig·ni·ties. 1. a. Intense ill will or hatred; 

great malice.  b. An act or a feeling of great malice.   2. The condition or quality 

of being highly dangerous or injurious; deadliness. 

ma·li·hi·ni (mäÙlV-hKùnK) n.  pl. ma·li·hi·nis. A newcomer to Hawaii.  [Hawai-

ian.]

ma·lines (mN-lKnù) n.  1.  Also ma·line (-lKnù). A thin, stiff net woven in a hex-

agonal pattern and used in dressmaking.  2.  See Mechlin2.  [French, after 

Malines (Mechlin), Belgium.]

Ma·lines (mN-lKnzù, mä-lKnù)  See Mechlin1. 
ma·lin·ger (mN-lVngùgNr) v.  intr. ma·lin·gered, ma·lin·ger·ing, ma·lin·gers. 

To feign illness or other incapacity in order to avoid duty or work.  [From French 

malingre, sickly.] —ma·linùger·er n. 

Ma·lin·ke (mN-lVngùkK) n.  pl. Malinke or Ma·lin·kes. 1. A member of a 

Mandingo people of Senegal and Gambia.  2. The Mandingo language of this 

people. 

Mal·i·now·ski (m4lÙN-nôfùskK, mäÙlV-), Bronislaw Kasper. 1884-1942.  Pol-

ish-born British anthropologist who maintained that customs and beliefs have 

specific social functions. 

Mal·i·seet (m4lùN-sKtÙ) n.  Variant of Malecite. 
mal·i·son (m4lùV-sNn, -zNn) n.  Archaic. A curse.  [Middle English malisoun, 

from Old French maleiçon, from Latin maledictio, malediction-, from maledictus, 

past participle of maledXcere, to speak ill, curse. See MALEDICT.]

mall1 (môl, m4l) n.  1. A large, often enclosed shopping complex containing var-

ious stores, businesses, and restaurants usually accessible by common passage-

ways.  2. A street lined with shops and closed to vehicles.  3. A shady public walk 

or promenade.  4. Upstate New York. See median strip. See Regional note at 

neutral ground.  [After The Mall in London, England, originally a pall-mall 

alley.]

mall2 (môl) n.  & v.   Variant of maul. 
mal·lard (m4lùNrd) n.  pl. mallard or mal·lards. A wild duck (Anas platyrhyn-

chos) of which the male has a green head and neck. Most domestic ducks descend 

from the mallard.  [Middle English malarde, from Old French mallart : perhaps 

from male, male; see MALE + -ard, -ard,  or possibly of Germanic origin.]

Mal·lar·mé (m4lÙär-m7ù), Stéphane. 1842-1898.  French poet and a founder 

of the symbolist school. His deliberately elliptical works, characterized by uncon-

ventional form and diction, include The Afternoon of a Faun (1876). 



mal·le·a·ble (m4lùK-N-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being shaped or formed, as by 

hammering or pressure:  a malleable metal.  2. Easily controlled or influenced; 

tractable.  3. Able to adjust to changing circumstances; adaptable:  the malleable 

mind of the pragmatist.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

malle7bilis, from malle7re, to hammer, from Latin malleus, hammer. See melN- in 

Appendix.] —malÙle·a·bilùi·ty, malùle·a·ble·ness n.  —malùle·a·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: malleable, ductile, plastic, pliable, pliant. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “capable of being shaped, bent, or drawn out”: mal-

leable metals such as gold; ductile copper; plastic substances such as wax; soaked the

leather to make it pliable; pliant molten glass.

mal·lee (m4lùK) n.  1. Any of several west Australian evergreen shrubs or trees of 

the genus Eucalyptus.  2. A thicket or growth of these plants.  [Wuywurung 

(Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) mali.]

mal·le·i (m4lùK-XÙ) n.  Anatomy. Plural of malleus. 
mal·le·muck (m4lùN-mƒkÙ) n.  Any of several sea birds, such as the fulmar, 

albatross, or shearwater.  [Dutch mallemok, fulmar  : mal, silly (from Middle 

Dutch) + mok, gull.]

mal·let (m4lùVt) n.  1. a. A short-handled hammer, usually with a cylindrical 

head of wood, used chiefly to drive a chisel or wedge.  b. A tool with a large head, 

used to strike a surface without damaging it.   2. Sports. A long-handled imple-

ment used to strike a ball, as in croquet and polo.  3. Music. A light hammer with 

a rounded head for striking a percussion instrument.  [Middle English, from Old 

French maillet, diminutive of mail, maul. See MAUL.]

mal·le·us (m4lùK-Ns) n.  pl. mal·le·i (m4lùK-XÙ). Anatomy. The hammer-shaped 

bone that is the outermost of the three small bones in the mammalian middle ear.  

Also called hammer [Latin, hammer. See melN- in Appendix.]

Mal·lon (m4lùNn), Mary. Known as “Typhoid Mary.” 1870?-1938.  American 

cook and immune carrier of typhoid fever who while moving from job to job 

infected more than 50 people with the disease. After health officials found her, 

she was institutionalized for much of the rest of her life. 

Mal·lor·ca (mä-yôrùkä, -lyôrù-)  See Majorca. 
mal·low (m4lùo) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Malva, having pink or 

white axillary flowers, palmate leaves, and disklike schizocarpic fruits.  2. Any of 

various related plants, such as the rose mallow.  [Middle English malwe, from Old 

English mealwe, and from Old French malve both from Latin malva.]

Mal·mö (m4lùmo, mälùmœ)  A city of southern Sweden on the Oresund oppo-

site Copenhagen. An important trade and shipping center during the Hanseatic 

period, it passed from Denmark to Sweden in 1658. Population, 229,107. 



malm·sey (mämùzK) n.  pl. malm·seys. A sweet fortified wine originally made 

in Greece and now produced mainly in Madeira.  Also called malvasia, malvoisie.  

[Middle English, ultimately from Medieval Latin malvasia, malmasia, alteration 

of Medieval Greek Monemvasia (Malvasia), a village of southern Greece.]

mal·nour·ished (m4l-nûrùVsht, -nƒrù-) adj.  Affected by improper nutrition or 

an insufficient diet. 

mal·nour·ish·ment (m4lùnûrÙVsh-mNnt, -nƒrÙ-) n.  Malnutrition. 

mal·nu·tri·tion (m4lÙnu-trVshùNn, -nyu-) n.  Poor nutrition because of an 

insufficient or poorly balanced diet or faulty digestion or utilization of foods. 

mal·oc·clu·sion (m4lÙN-kluùzhNn) n.  Faulty contact between the upper and 

lower teeth when the jaw is closed. 

mal·o·dor (m4l-oùdNr) n.  A bad odor; a stench.  See Synonyms at stench. 
mal·o·dor·ous (m4l-oùdNr-Ns) adj.  Having a bad odor; foul.   
—mal·oùdor·ous·ly adv.  —mal·oùdor·ous·ness n. 

Ma·lone (mN-lonù), Edmund or Edmond. 1741-1812.  British scholar and lit-

erary critic noted for his chronology of Shakespeare’s plays and his editions of 

Shakespeare (1790) and Dryden (1800). 

ma·lo·nic acid (mN-loùnVk 4sùVd, -lmnùVk) n.  A white crystalline acid, 

CH2(COOH)2, derived from malic acid and used in making barbiturates.  

[French (acide) malonique, alteration of malique, malic (acid). See MALIC ACID.]

Mal·o·ry (m4lùN-rK), Sir Thomas. fl. 1470.  English writer of Le Morte d’Arthur, 

a collection of Arthurian romances adapted from French sources and published 

by William Caxton in 1485. 

ma·lo·ti (mä-loùtK) n.  Plural of loti. 
Mal·pi·ghi (m4l-pKùgK, mäl-), Marcello. 1628-1694.  Italian anatomist who 

was the first to use a microscope in the study of anatomy and discovered the cap-

illary system. 

Mal·pigh·i·an corpuscle (m4l-pVgùK-Nn kôrùpN-sNl) n.  Anatomy. 1. A mass 

of arterial capillaries enveloped in a capsule and attached to a tubule in the kid-

ney.  Also called Malpighian body, renal corpuscle.  2. A nodule of lymphatic tissue 

surrounding the smaller arteries in the spleen.  [After Marcello MALPIGHI.]

Malpighian layer (m4l-pVgùK-Nn l7ùNr) n.  Anatomy. The deepest layer of the 

epidermis, from which the outer layers develop.  [After Marcello MALPIGHI.]

Malpighian tube (m4l-pVgùK-Nn tub) n.  Any of the excretory tubules lead-

ing from the posterior portion of the alimentary canal of insects and other 

arthropods.  Also called Malpighian tubule [After Marcello MALPIGHI.]

mal·po·si·tion (m4lÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  An abnormal position, as of an organ or a 

body part. 

mal·prac·tice (m4l-pr4kùtVs) n.  1. Improper or negligent treatment of a 

patient, as by a physician, resulting in injury, damage, or loss.  2. Improper or 



unethical conduct by the holder of a professional or official position.  3. The act 

or an instance of improper practice.   —malÙprac·tiùtion·er (-tVshùN-nNr) n. 

Mal·raux (m4l-roù, mäl-), André. 1901-1976.  French writer and politician. A 

member of the French resistance during World War II, he served as minister of 

culture (1959-1969) under Charles de Gaulle. His written works include novels of 

adventure and political action, such as Man’s Fate (1933), and books of art his-

tory. 

M.A.L.S. abbr.  Master of Library Science. 

malt (môlt) n.  1. Grain, usually barley, that has been allowed to sprout, used 

chiefly in brewing and distilling.  2. An alcoholic beverage, such as beer or ale, 

brewed from malt.  3.  See malted milk (n., sense 2).   —  v.  malt·ed, 
malt·ing, malts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To process (grain) into malt.  2. To treat or mix 

with malt or a malt extract.   —  v.  intr. To become malt.  [Middle English, from 

Old English mealt. See mel-1 in Appendix.]

Mal·ta (môlùtN)  An island country in the Mediterranean Sea south of Sicily, 

comprising the island of Malta and two smaller islands. Occupied successively by 

Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians, Romans, Saracens, and Normans, Malta was 

granted to the Knights Hospitalers in 1530 and passed to France in 1798 and 

Great Britain in 1800. The country became independent in 1964. Valletta, on 

Malta Island, is the capital. Population, 331,997. 

Malta fever (môlùtN fKùvNr) n.  See brucellosis (n., sense 1). 

mal·tase (môlùt7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of maltose 

to glucose. 

malt·ed milk (môlùtVd mVlk) n.  1. A soluble powder made of dried milk, 

malted barley, and wheat flour.  2. A beverage made by mixing milk with this 

powder and adding ice cream and flavoring. In this sense, also calledmalt, malted. 

Mal·tese (môl-tKzù, -tKsù) adj.  Of or relating to Malta or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  pl. Maltese. 1. A native or inhabitant of Malta.  2. The Semitic 

language of the people of Malta.  3. Any of a breed of toy dogs having a long, silky 

white coat.  4. A Maltese cat. 

Maltese cat (môl-tKzù k4t) n.  A short-haired domestic cat having a silky, blu-

ish-gray coat. 

Maltese cross (môl-tKzù krôs) n.  A cross having four equal arms resembling 

arrowheads joined at the points. 

mal·tha (m4lùthN) n.  A black, viscous natural bitumen.  [Middle English malthe, 

from Latin maltha, from Greek, a mixture of wax and pitch. See mel-1 in Appen-

dix.]

Mal·thus (m4lùthNs), Thomas Robert. 1766-1834.  British economist who 

wrote An Essay on the Principle of Population (1798), arguing that population 

tends to increase faster than food supply, with inevitably disastrous results, unless 



the increase in population is checked by moral restraints or by war, famine, and 

disease.   —Mal·thuùsian (-thuùzhNn, -zK-Nn) adj. , n.  —Mal·thuùsian·ism n. 

malt liquor (môlt lVkùNr) n.  A fermented liquor, such as beer or ale, made with 

malt. 

mal·tose (môlùtosÙ, -tozÙ) n.  A white crystalline sugar, C12H22O11·H2O, formed 

during the digestion of starch.  Also called malt sugar [French, from English 

MALT.]

mal·treat (m4l-trKtù) v.  tr. mal·treat·ed, mal·treat·ing, mal·treats. To treat 

in a rough or cruel way; abuse.  See Synonyms at abuse.  —mal·treatùment n. 

malt sugar (môlt shtgùNr) n.  See maltose. 
mal·va·si·a (m4lÙvN-zKùN) n.  1. A grape from which malmsey wine is made.  2.  

See malmsey.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin malvasia. See MALMSEY.]

Mal·vern Hills (môlùvNrn hVlz, môù)  A range of hills of west-central England 

rising to 425.5 m (1,395 ft). The scenic hills are a popular resort area. 

mal·ver·sa·tion (m4lÙvNr-s7ùshNn) n.  Misconduct in public office.  [French, 

from malverser, to misbehave, from Old French, from Latin male vers7rX : male, 

badly; see mel-3 in Appendix + vers7rX, to behave; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

mal·voi·sie (m4lÙvwN-zKù) n.  See malmsey.  [Middle English malvesie, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin malvesia, malvasia. See MALMSEY.]

ma·ma  or mam·ma also mom·ma (mäùmN) n.  1.  (also mN-mäù) Informal. 

Mother.  2. Slang. a. A woman.  b. A wife.   [Of baby-talk origin. See m7-2 in 

Appendix.]

Ma·mar·o·neck (mN-m4rùN-nHkÙ)  A village of southeast New York, a residen-

tial and industrial suburb of New York City. Population, 17,325. 

mam·ba (mämùbN) n.  Any of several venomous arboreal snakes of the genus 

Dendroaspis of tropical Africa, especially D. angusticeps, a green or black tree 

snake having an often fatal bite.  [Nguni (Zulu) í-mâmbà.]

Mam·be·ra·mo (m4mÙbN-räùmo)  A river, about 805 km (500 mi) long, of 

western New Guinea flowing northwest into the Pacific Ocean. 

mam·bo (mämùbo) n.  pl. mam·bos. 1. A dance of Latin American origin, 

resembling the rumba.  2. The syncopated music for this dance in 4/4 time.   —  
v.  intr. mam·boed, mam·bo·ing, mam·bos. To perform this dance.  [Ameri-

can Spanish, from mamboo, wooden cane, percussion instrument.]

Mam·e·luke (m4mùN-lukÙ) n.  A member of a former military caste, originally 

composed of slaves from Turkey, that held the Egyptian throne from about 1250 

until 1517 and remained powerful until 1811.  [French mameluk, from Arabic 

maml7k, slave, Mameluke, from malaka, to possess.]

Mam·et (m4mùVt), David. Born 1947.  American playwright whose works 

include American Buffalo (1975) and Glengarry Glen Ross (1984). 

ma·mey (mä-m7ù, -mKù) n.  pl. ma·meys. 1. A West Indian tree (Mammea 

americana) having glossy leaves, white fragrant flowers, and large edible drupes.  



2. The fruit of this tree, having firm juicy flesh and toxic seeds.  Also called mam-

mee apple [Spanish, from Arawak, or Taino.]

mam·ma1 (mäùmN) n.  Variant of mama. 
mam·ma2 (m4mùN) n.  pl. mam·mae (m4mùK). An organ of female mammals 

that contains milk-producing glands; a mammary gland.  [Latin. See m7-2 in 

Appendix.] —mamùmateÙ (m4mù7tÙ) adj. 

mam·mal (m4mùNl) n.  Any of various warm-blooded vertebrate animals of the 

class Mammalia, including human beings, characterized by a covering of hair on 

the skin and, in the female, milk-producing mammary glands for nourishing the 

young.  [From Late Latin mamm7lis, of the breast, from Latin mamma, breast. 

See m7-2 in Appendix.] —mam·maùli·an (m4-m7ùlK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

mam·mal·o·gy (m4-m4lùN-jK, -mmlù-) n.  The branch of zoology that deals 

with mammals.  [MAMMA(L) + -LOGY.] —mamÙma·logùi·cal (m4mÙN-lmjùV-kNl) 

adj.  —mam·malùo·gist n. 

mam·ma·plas·ty  or mam·mo·plas·ty (m4mùN-pl4sÙtK) n.  pl. 

mam·ma·plas·ties. Reconstructive or cosmetic plastic surgery to alter the size 

or shape of the breast or breasts. 

mam·ma·ry (m4mùN-rK) adj.  Of or relating to a breast or mamma. 

mammary gland (m4mùN-rK gl4nd) n.  Any of the milk-producing glands in 

female mammals, consisting of lobes containing clusters of alveoli with a system 

of ducts to convey the milk to an external nipple or teat. These glands typically 

occur in pairs and begin secreting milk when young are born. 

mam·mee apple (mä-m7ù 4pùNl, -mKù) n.  See mamey. 
mam·mif·er·ous (m4-mVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Having mammary glands. 

mam·mil·la (m4-mVlùN) n.  pl. mam·mil·lae (-mVlùK). 1. A nipple or teat.  2. A 

nipple-shaped protuberance.  [Latin, diminutive of mamma, breast. See m7-2 in 

Appendix.] —mamùmil·larÙy (m4mùN-lHrÙK) adj. 

mam·mil·late (m4mùN-l7tÙ) also mam·mil·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having 

nipples or mammillae.  2. Shaped like a nipple or mammilla.   —mamÙmil·laù-
tion n. 

mam·mo·gram (m4mùN-gr4mÙ) n.  An x-ray image of the breast produced by 

mammography. 

mam·mog·ra·phy (m4-mmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. mam·mog·ra·phies. X-ray exam-

ination of the breasts for detection of tumors. 

Mam·mon (m4mùNn) n.  1. Bible. Riches, avarice, and worldly gain personified 

as a false god in the New Testament.  2.  Often mammon. Material wealth 

regarded as having an evil influence.  [Middle English, from Late Latin mammon, 

from Greek mamonas, from Aramaic m7mon7, riches.]

mam·mo·plas·ty (m4mùN-pl4sÙtK) n.  pl. mam·mo·plas·ties. Variant of 

mammaplasty. 



mam·moth (m4mùNth) n.  1. Any of various large, hairy, extinct elephants of 

the genus Mammuthus, especially the woolly mammoth (M. primigenius), once 

widespread in the Northern Hemisphere.  2. Something of great size.   —  adj.  

Of enormous size; huge.  See Synonyms at enormous.  [Obsolete Russian 

mamut, mamot.]

WORD HISTORY: The mammoth was introduced to the English-speaking

world after mammoth skeletons were discovered in Siberia, so it is no surprise

that this creature’s name is taken from Russian, even though the animal roamed

over Eurasia and North America. The Russian word, now mamant’ but formerly

mamot as well, was borrowed into English in variant spellings. It was first record-

ed in 1706 in the form Mammuth, but in 1763 we find the form mammon. It is

said that the Russian word is a borrowing of an Ostyak word (the Ostyak people

live in western Siberia), but this has not been proved.

mam·my (m4mùK) n.  pl. mam·mies. 1. Mother.  2. Offensive. A Black nurse-

maid, especially one formerly in the southern United States.  [From dialectal 

mam, variant of MAMA.]

Ma·mo·ré (mä-mN-r7ù)  A river, about 965 km (600 mi) long, of northern 

Bolivia flowing partly along the Brazilian border to join the Beni River and form 

the Madeira River. 

man (m4n) n.  pl. men (mHn). 1. An adult male human being.  2. A human 

being regardless of sex or age; a person.  3. A human being or an adult male 

human being belonging to a specific occupation, group, nationality, or other cat-

egory. Often used in combination:  a milkman; a congressman; a freeman.  4. The 

human race; mankind:  man’s quest for peace.  5. Zoology. A member of the genus 

Homo, family Hominidae, order Primates, class Mammalia, characterized by erect 

posture and an opposable thumb, especially a member of the only extant species, 

Homo sapiens, distinguished by a highly developed brain, the capacity for abstract 

reasoning, and the ability to communicate by means of organized speech and 

record information in a variety of symbolic systems.  6. A male human being 

endowed with qualities, such as strength, considered characteristic of manhood.  

7. Theology. In Christianity and Judaism, a being composed of a body and a soul 

or spirit.  8. Informal. a. A husband.  b. A lover or sweetheart.   9. men. 

a. Workers.  b. Enlisted personnel of the armed forces:  officers and men.   10. A 

male representative, as of a country or company:  our man in Tokyo.  11. A male 

servant or subordinate.  12. Informal. Used as a familiar form of address for a 

man:  See here, my good man!  13. One who swore allegiance to a lord in the Mid-

dle Ages; a vassal.  14. Games. Any of the pieces used in a board game, such as 

chess or checkers.  15. Nautical. A ship. Often used in combination:  a merchant-

man; a man-of-war.  16.  Often Man. Slang. A person or group felt to be in a 



position of power or authority. Used with the: “Their writing mainly concerns the 

street life—the pimp, the junky, the forces of drug addiction, exploitation at the 

hands of ‘the man’” (Black World).   —  v.  tr. manned, man·ning, mans. 1. To 

supply with men, as for defense or service:  man a ship.  2. To take stations at, as 

to defend or operate:  manned the guns.  3. To fortify or brace:  manned himself 

for the battle ahead.   —  interj.  Used as an expletive to indicate intense feeling:  

Man! That was close.   —idioms. as one man. 1. In complete agreement; unan-

imously.  2. With no exception:  They objected as one man.  one’s own man. 
Independent in judgment and action.  to a man. Without exception:  All were 

lost, to a man.  [Middle English, from Old English mann. See man-1 in Appen-

dix.]

USAGE NOTE: Traditionally, man and words derived from it have been used

generically to designate any or all of the human race irrespective of sex. In Old

English this was the principal sense of man, which meant “a human being” re-

gardless of sex; the words wer and wyf (or wœpman and wifman) were used to

refer to “a male human being” and “a female human being” respectively. But in

Middle English man displaced wer as the term for “a male human being,” while

wyfman (which evolved into present-day woman) was retained for “a female hu-

man being.” The result of these changes was an assymetrical arrangement that

many criticize as sexist. Many writers have revised some of their practices accord-

ingly. But the precise implications of the usage vary according to the context and

the particular use of man or its derivatives. • Man sometimes appears to have the

sense of “person” or “people” when it is used as a count noun, as in A man is

known by the company he keeps and Men have long yearned to unlock the secrets of

the atom, and in phrases like the common man and the man in the street. Here the

generic interpretation arises indirectly: if a man is known by the company he

keeps, then so, by implication, is a woman. For this reason the generic interpre-

tation of these uses of man is not possible where the applicability of the predicate

varies according to the sex of the individual. Thus it would be inappropriate to

say that Men are the only animals that can conceive at any time, since the sentence

literally asserts that the ability to conceive applies to male human beings. This

usage presumes that males can be taken as representatives of the species. In almost

all cases, however, the words person and people can be substituted for man and

men, often with a gain in clarity. • By contrast, man functions more as a generic

when it is used without an article in the singular to refer to the human race, as in

sentences like The capacity for language is unique to man or in phrases like man’s

inhumanity to man. But this use of man is also ambiguous, since it can refer ex-

clusively to male members of the human race. In most contexts words such as

humanity or humankind will convey the generic sense of this use of man. • On

the whole, the Usage Panel accepts the generic use of man, the women members



significantly less than the men. The sentence If early man suffered from a lack of

information, modern man is tyrannized by an excess of it was acceptable to 81 per-

cent of the Panel (including 58 percent of the women and 92 percent of the men).

The Panel also accepted compound words derived from generic man. The sen-

tence The Great Wall is the only man-made structure visible from space was accept-

able to 86 percent (including 76 percent of the women and 91 percent of the men).

The sentence “The history of language is the history of mankind” (James Bradstreet

Greenough and George Lyman Kittredge) was acceptable to 76 percent (including

63 percent of the women and 82 percent of the men). Such compounds were ac-

ceptable even when the context required that they be applied chiefly to women.

Thus, 66 percent of the Panel (including 57 percent of the women and 71 percent

of the men) accepts the word manpower in the sentence Countries that do not per-

mit women to participate in the work force are at a disadvantage in competing with

those that do avail themselves of that extra source of manpower. • A related set of

problems is raised by the use of man in forming the names of occupational and

social roles such as businessman, chairman, spokesman, layman, and freshman, as

well as in analogous formations such as unsportsmanlike and showmanship. Some

condemn this use categorically; however, these words remained acceptable to a

majority of the Usage Panel when they were used to refer to a role or class in the

abstract but were rejected when they were used to refer to a woman. Thus the

general use of chairman was acceptable to 67 percent of the Panel (including 52

percent of the women and 76 percent of the men) in the sentence The chairman

will be appointed by the Faculty Senate. But only 48 percent (including 43 percent

of the women and 50 percent of the men) accepted the use of the word in Emily

Owen, chairman of the Mayor’s Task Force, issued a statement assuring residents that

their views would be solicited, where it is applied to a woman. • Several strategies

have been suggested for replacing the categorical use of compounds formed with

man. Parallel terms like businesswoman, spokeswoman, and chairwoman are in-

creasingly used to refer to women. Also in use are common-gender terms coined

with person, such as businessperson, spokesperson, and chairperson. For occupa-

tional titles ending in man, new standards of official usage have been established

by the U.S. Department of Labor and other government agencies. In official con-

texts terms such as firefighter and police officer are now generally used in place of

fireman and policeman. • A majority of the Panelists rejected the verb man when

it was used to refer to an activity performed by women. The sentence Members of

the League of Women Voters will be manning the registration desk was unacceptable

to 56 percent of the Panel (including 61 percent of the women and 54 percent of

the men). See Usage Note at -ess. See Usage Note at people.

Man, Isle of.  An island of Great Britain in the Irish Sea off the northwest coast 

of England. Occupied in the 9th century by Vikings, it passed from Norway to 



Scotland in 1266 and to the earls of Salisbury and of Derby in the 14th century. 

Parliament purchased the island in 1765, and it remains an autonomous posses-

sion of the British crown. 

man. abbr.  Manual. 

Man. abbr.  Manitoba. 

ma·na (mäùnN) n.  1. A supernatural force believed to dwell in a person or sacred 

object.  2. Power; authority.  [Maori.]

man about town (m4n N-boutù toun) n.  pl. men about town. A sophisti-

cated, socially active man who frequents fashionable places. 

man·a·cle (m4nùN-kNl) n.  1. A device for confining the hands, usually consist-

ing of a set of two metal rings that are fastened about the wrists and joined by a 

metal chain.  2. Something that confines or restrains.   —  v.  tr. man·a·cled, 
man·a·cling, man·a·cles. To confine or restrain with or as if with manacles; 

fetter.  See Synonyms at hamper1.  [Middle English, from Old French manicle, 

from Latin manicula, diminutive of manus, hand. See man-2 in Appendix.]

Ma·na·do (mN-näùdo)  A town of northeast Celebes, Indonesia. Established by 

the Dutch in 1657, it is a major seaport. Population, 217,159. 

man·age (m4nùVj) v.  man·aged, man·ag·ing, man·ag·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

direct or control the use of; handle:  manage a complex machine tool.  2. a. To 

exert control over: “Managing the news... is the oldest game in town” (James 

Reston). “A major crisis to be managed loomed on the horizon” (Time).  b. To make 

submissive to one’s authority, discipline, or persuasion.   3. To direct the affairs or 

interests of:  manage a company; an agency that manages performers.  See Syn-

onyms at conduct.  4. To succeed in accomplishing or achieving, especially with 

difficulty; contrive or arrange:  managed to get a promotion.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

direct or conduct business affairs.  2. To continue to get along; carry on:  learning 

how to manage on my own.  [Italian maneggiare, from Vulgar Latin *manidi7re, 

from Latin manus, hand. See man-2 in Appendix.]

man·age·a·ble (m4nù-V-jN-bNl) adj.  That can be managed or controlled:  man-

ageable problems.   —manÙage·a·bilùi·ty, manùage·a·ble·ness n.  

—manùage·a·bly adv. 

man·aged care (m4nùVjd kâr) n.  Any arrangement for health care in which an 

organization, such as an HMO, another type of doctor-hospital network, or an 

insurance company, acts as intermediate between the person seeking care and the 

physician. 

man·age·ment (m4nùVj-mNnt) n.  Abbr. mgt., mgmt. 1. The act, manner, or 

practice of managing; handling, supervision, or control:  management of a crisis; 

management of factory workers.  2. The person or persons who control or direct a 

business or other enterprise.  3. Skill in managing; executive ability. 



management information system (m4nùVj-mNnt VnÙfNr-m7ùshNn 

sVsùtNm) n.  Abbr. MIS Computer Science. A computer system designed to help 

managers plan and direct business and organizational operations. 

man·ag·er (m4nùV-jNr) n.  Abbr. mgr., mngr. 1. One who handles, controls, or 

directs, especially: a. One who directs a business or other enterprise.  b. One who 

controls resources and expenditures, as of a household.   2. One who is in charge 

of the business affairs of an entertainer.  3. Sports. a. One who is in charge of the 

training and performance of an athlete or a team.  b. A student who is in charge 

of the equipment and records of a school or college team.    —manùag·er·shipÙ 
n. 

man·a·ge·ri·al (m4nÙV-jîrùK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a man-

ager or management.   —manÙa·geùri·al·ly adv. 

man·ag·ing editor (m4nù-V-jVng HdùV-tNr) n.  An editor who supervises and 

coordinates the editorial activities of a publishing house or publication, such as a 

newspaper. 

Ma·na·gua (mN-nägùwN, mä-näùgwä)  The capital and largest city of Nicaragua, 

in the western part of the country on the southern shore of Lake Managua. The 

city, designated as the capital in the 1850’s, has frequently been damaged by 

earthquakes. Population, 644,588.   —Ma·naùguan adj.  & n. 

man·a·kin (m4nùN-kVn) n.  Any of various small colorful birds of the family 

Pipridae, found in forests of Central and South America.  [Alteration of MANI-

KIN.]

Ma·na·ma (mN-n4mùN, m4-)  or Al Ma·na·mah (4l mN-n4mùN, m4-)  The cap-

ital and largest city of Bahrain, on the Persian Gulf. A free port, it became capital 

in 1971. Population, 108,684. 

ma·ña·na (mä-nyäùnN) adv.  1. Tomorrow.  2. At an unspecified future time.   
—  n.  An indefinite time in the future.  [Spanish, from Vulgar Latin *(cr7s) 

m7ne7na, early (tomorrow), from Latin m7ne, morning. See m7-1 in Appendix.]

Ma·nas·sas (mN-n4sùNs)  An independent city of northeast Virginia west of 

Alexandria. The Civil War Battles of Bull Run (called the Battles of Manassas by 

the Confederates) were fought nearby in July 1861 and August 1862. Population, 

27,957. 

Ma·nas·seh (mN-n4sùN)  In the Old Testament, the eldest son of Joseph and the 

forebear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

man-at-arms (m4nÙNt-ärmzù) n.  pl. men-at-arms (mHnÙ-). A soldier, espe-

cially a medieval cavalryman supplied with heavy arms. 

man·a·tee (m4nùN-tKÙ) n.  Any of various herbivorous aquatic mammals of the 

genus Trichechus, having paddlelike front flippers and a horizontally flattened tail 

and found in warm coastal waters of Florida, northern South America, West 

Africa, and the Caribbean.  [Spanish manatí, from Cariban, breast.]



Ma·naus (mN-nousù, mä-)  A city of northwest Brazil on the Rio Negro near its 

junction with the Amazon River. Founded in the 1660’s, Manaus was a prosper-

ous center of the wild-rubber trade in the late 19th century and today is the chief 

commercial hub of the upper Amazon basin. Population, 611,763. 

Man·ches·ter (m4nùchHsÙtNr, -chV-stNr)  1. A borough of northwest England 

east-northeast of Liverpool. Founded on the site of Celtic and Roman settle-

ments, it was first chartered in 1301. Greater Manchester is densely populated and 

highly industrialized. The Manchester Ship Canal (completed in 1894) affords 

access for oceangoing vessels. Population, 464,200.  2. A town of north-central 

Connecticut east of Hartford. It was settled in 1672. Population, 49,761.  3. The 

largest city of New Hampshire, in the southeast part of the state on the Merri-

mack River north of Nashua. Incorporated as Derryfield in 1751 and renamed in 

1810, it was an important textile center from the mid-1800’s until the 1930’s. 

Population, 99,567. 

Manchester terrier (m4nùchHsÙtNr tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of various short-haired, 

black-and-tan dogs of a breed that originated in Manchester, England.  Also 

called black-and-tan terrier 

man-child (m4nùchXdÙ) n.  pl. men-chil·dren (mHnùchVlÙdrNn). A male child; a 

boy; a son. 

man·chi·neel (m4nÙchV-nKlù) n.  A tropical American tree (Hippomane man-

cinella) having poisonous fruit and a milky sap that causes skin blisters on con-

tact.  [French mancenille, from Spanish manzanilla, diminutive of manzana, 

apple, from Old Spanish, from Latin (m7la) Mati7na, (apples) of Matius, possi-

bly after Caius Matius Calvena (fl. first century B.C.), Roman author of a cook-

book.]

Man·chu (m4nùchu, m4n-chuù) n.  pl. Manchu or Man·chus. 1. A member 

of a people native to Manchuria who ruled China during the Qing dynasty.  

2. The Tungusic language of the Manchu.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Manchu 

or their language or culture.  [Manchu manju.]

Man·chu·kuo (m4nùchuùkwoù) also Man·chu·guo (-gwoù)  A former state 

of eastern Asia in Manchuria and eastern Nei Monggol (Inner Mongolia). It was 

established as a puppet state (1932) after the Japanese invaded Manchuria in 1931 

and was returned to Chinese sovereignty in 1945. 

Man·chu·ri·a (m4n-chtrùK-N)  A region of northeast China comprising the 

modern-day provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning. It was the homeland 

of the Manchu people who conquered China in the 17th century and was hotly 

contested by the Russians and the Japanese in the late 19th and early 20th centu-

ries. Chinese Communists gained control of the area in 1948.   —Man·chuùri·an 
adj.  & n. 

Man·chu-Tun·gus (m4nùchu-ttng-guzù, -tƒn-, m4n-chuù-) n.  See Tun-
gusic.  —Manùchu-Tun·gusùic adj. 



Man·cu·ni·an (m4n-kyuùnK-Nn, -kyunùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to Manches-

ter, England.   —  n.  A native or inhabitant of Manchester, England.  [From Latin 

Mancunium, Manchester, of Celtic origin.]

-mancy suff.  Divination:  bibliomancy.  [Middle English, from Old French -

mancie, from Late Latin -mantXa, from Greek manteia, -manteia, from man-

teuesthai, to prophesy, from mantis, prophet. See men-1 in Appendix.]

Man·dae·an (m4n-dKùNn) n.  Variant of Mandean. 
man·da·la (mƒnùdN-lN) n.  Any of various ritualistic geometric designs sym-

bolic of the universe, used in Hinduism and Buddhism as an aid to meditation.  

[Sanskrit mahCalam, circle, perhaps from Tamil mu£alai, ball.] —man·dalùic 
(mƒn-d4lùVk) adj. 

Man·da·lay (m4nÙdl-7ù, m4nùdl-7Ù)  A city of central Burma on the Irrawaddy 

River north of Rangoon. Capital of the kingdom of Burma from 1860 to 1885, 

when it was annexed by the British, it was heavily damaged in World War II. Pop-

ulation, 532,895. 

man·da·mus (m4n-d7ùmNs) Law. n.  A writ issued by a superior court ordering 

a public official or body or a lower court to perform a specified duty.   —  v.  tr. 

man·da·mused, man·da·mus·ing, man·da·mus·es. To serve or compel with 

such a writ.  [Latin mand7mus, we order, first person pl. of mand7re, to order. See 

man-2 in Appendix.]

Man·dan1 (m4nùd4nÙ) n.  pl. Mandan or Man·dans. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people formerly living in villages along the Missouri River in south-central 

North Dakota, with present-day descendants on Lake Sakakawea in west-central 

North Dakota.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Siouan language of the Man-

dan.  [French Mandane, probably from Dakota mawátaNna.]

Man·dan2 (m4nùdNn, -d4n)  A city of south-central North Dakota across the 

Missouri River from Bismarck. It is a distribution and manufacturing center in 

an agricultural region. Population, 15,177. 

man·da·rin (m4nùdN-rVn) n.  1. A member of any of the nine ranks of high 

public officials in the Chinese Empire.  2. A high government official or bureau-

crat.  3. A member of an elite group, especially a person having influence or high 

status in intellectual or cultural circles.  4. Mandarin. The official national stan-

dard spoken language of China, which is based on the principal dialect spoken in 

and around Beijing.  Also called Guoyo, Putonghua.  5. A mandarin orange; a tan-

gerine.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a mandarin.  2. Marked by elab-

orate and refined language or literary style.  [From Spanish mandarín, from 

Portuguese mandarim, from Malay mMntMri, from Sanskrit mantrX, mantrin-, 

counselor, from mantraU, counsel. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mandarin collar (m4nùdN-rVn kmlùNr) n.  A narrow upright collar usually 

divided in front. 



mandarin duck (m4nùdN-rVn dƒk) n.  An Asian duck (Aix galericulata) having 

brightly colored plumage and a crested head. 

mandarin orange (m4nùdN-rVn ôrùVnj) n.  See tangerine (n., sense 2).  

[French mandarine, from Spanish mandarina, feminine of mandarín, mandarin. 

See MANDARIN.]

man·da·tar·y (m4nùdN-tHrÙK) n.  pl. man·da·tar·ies. A person or nation 

receiving a mandate. 

man·date (m4nùd7tÙ) n.  1. An authoritative command or instruction.  2. A 

command or an authorization given by a political electorate to its representative.  

3. a. A commission from the League of Nations authorizing a member nation to 

administer a territory.  b. A region under such administration.   4. Law. a. An 

order issued by a superior court or an official to a lower court.  b. A contract by 

which one party agrees to perform services for another without payment.    —  v.  

tr. man·dat·ed, man·dat·ing, man·dates. 1. To assign (a colony or territory) 

to a specified nation under a mandate.  2. To make mandatory, as by law; decree 

or require:  mandated desegregation of public schools.  [Latin mand7tum, from 

neuter past participle of mand7re, to order. See man-2 in Appendix.] 
—manùdaÙtor n. 

man·da·to·ry (m4nùdN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Required or commanded by 

authority; obligatory:  Attendance at the meeting is mandatory.  2. Of, having the 

nature of, or containing a mandate.  3. Holding a League of Nations mandate 

over a territory.   —  n.  pl. man·da·to·ries. A mandatary. 

man-day (m4nùd7Ù) n.  An industrial unit of production equal to the work one 

person can produce in a day. 

Man·de (mänùd7Ù) n.  pl. Mande or Man·des. 1. A branch of the Niger-

Congo language family, spoken in the upper Niger River valley.  2. A member of a 

Mande-speaking people.  [Mandingo mandi, mande, diminutive of ma, mother.]

Man·de·an also Man·dae·an (m4n-dKùNn) n.  1. A member of a Gnostic sect 

originating in Jordan and still existing in Iraq.  2. A form of Aramaic used by the 

Mandeans.  [Mandean mandaya, having knowledge, from manda, knowledge.] 
—Man·deùan adj. 

Man·de·kan (m4n-dKùkNn, män-d7ù-) n.  See Mandingo (n., sense 2). 

Man·de·la (m4n-dHlùN), Nelson Rolihlahla. Born 1918.  South African presi-

dent (since 1994) and Black political leader imprisoned for nearly 30 years for his 

anti-apartheid activities. Released in February 1990, he shared the 1993 Nobel 

Peace Prize. 

Man·de·ville (m4nùdN-vVlÙ), Bernard. 1670?-1733.  Dutch-born British physi-

cian, philosopher, and satirist whose major work, The Fable of the Bees (1714), 

depicts all activity as being motivated by self-interest. 



Man·de·ville (m4nùdN-vVlÙ), Sir John.  Pen name of the unknown compiler of 

The Voyage and Travels of Sir John Mandeville, Knight (c. 1371), a description of 

fantastic journeys through the East. 

man·di·ble (m4nùdN-bNl) n.  1. The lower jaw of a vertebrate animal.  2. Either 

the upper or lower part of the beak in birds.  3. Any of various mouth organs of 

invertebrates used for seizing and biting food, especially either of a pair of such 

organs in insects and other arthropods.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin mandibula, from mandere, to chew.] —man·dibùu·lar (-dVbùyN-lNr) 

adj. 

man·dib·u·late (m4n-dVbùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Having a mandible or mandibles.   
—  n.  An insect having mandibles. 

Man·din·go (m4n-dVngùgo) n.  pl. Man·din·gos or Man·din·goes. 1. A 

member of any of various peoples inhabiting a large area of the upper Niger River 

valley of western Africa.  2. A group of closely related Mande languages including 

Bambara, Malinke, and Maninka, widely spoken in western Africa. In this sense, 

also calledMandekan [Mandingo, from mandi, Mande. See MANDE.]

man·do·lin (m4nÙdN-lVnù, m4nùdl-Vn) n.  Music. An instrument with a usually 

pear-shaped body and a fretted neck over which several pairs of strings are 

stretched.  [French mandoline, from Italian mandolino, diminutive of mandola, 

lute, from French mandore, from Late Latin pand7ra, three-string lute, from 

Greek pandoura.] —manÙdo·linùist n. 

man·drag·o·ra (m4n-dr4gùNr-N) n.  See mandrake (n., sense 1).  [Middle 

English, from Latin mandragor7s. See MANDRAKE.]

man·drake (m4nùdr7kÙ) n.  1. a. A southern European plant (Mandragora offi-

cinarum) having greenish-yellow flowers and a branched root. This plant was 

once believed to have magical powers because its root resembles the human body.  

b. The root of this plant, which contains the poisonous alkaloid hyoscyamine.  

Also called mandragora  2.  See May apple.  [Middle English, alteration (influ-

enced by drake, dragon); see DRAKE
2, of mandragora, from Old English, from 

Latin mandragor7s, from Greek.]

man·drel  or man·dril (m4nùdrNl) n.  1. A spindle or an axle used to secure or 

support material being machined or milled.  2. A metal rod or bar around which 

material, such as metal or glass, may be shaped.  3. A shaft on which a working 

tool is mounted, as in a dental drill.  [Possibly alteration of French mandrin, lathe, 

from Provençal mandre, axle, crank, from Old Provençal, beam of a balance, 

from Latin mamphur, bow-drill, perhaps from Oscan.]

man·drill (m4nùdrNl) n.  A large, fierce baboon (Papio sphinx) of western Africa, 

having a beard, crest, and mane and brilliant blue, purple, and scarlet facial 

markings in the adult male.  [MAN + DRILL
4.]



mane (m7n) n.  1. The long hair along the top and sides of the neck of certain 

mammals, such as the horse and the male lion.  2. A long thick growth of hair on 

a person’s head.  [Middle English, from Old English manu.]

man-eat·er (m4nùKÙtNr) n.  1. An animal, such as a tiger, that eats or is reputed 

to eat human flesh.  2. A cannibal.  3. Slang. A woman who is considered danger-

ous or threatening to men.   —manù-eatÙing adj. 

ma·nège also ma·nege (m4-nHzhù) n.  1. The art of training and riding horses.  

2. The movements and paces of a trained horse.  3. A school at which equestrian-

ship is taught and horses are trained.  [French, from Italian maneggio, from 

maneggiare, to manage. See MANAGE.]

ma·nes  or Ma·nes (m7ùnKzÙ, mäùn7sÙ) pl.n.  1. The spirits of the dead, 

regarded as minor supernatural powers in ancient Roman religion.  2. (used with 

a sing. verb). The revered spirit of one who has died.  [Middle English, from Latin 

m7nKs, perhaps from m7nis, good. See m7-1 in Appendix.]

Ma·nes (m7ùnKz) also Ma·ni (mäùnK), A.D.216?-276?.  Persian prophet and 

founder of Manichaeism. He professed that the world is a fusion of the equal but 

opposite forces of good and evil. 

Ma·net (mN-n7ù, m4-), Edouard. 1832-1883.  French painter and forerunner of 

impressionism whose works, including Le Déjeuner sur l’Herbe (Luncheon on the 

Grass, 1862), were highly controversial in his day. 

ma·neu·ver (mN-nuùvNr, -nyuù-) n.  1. a. A strategic or tactical military or 

naval movement.  b.  Often maneuvers. A large-scale tactical exercise carried 

out under simulated conditions of war.   2. A controlled change in movement or 

direction of a moving vehicle or vessel, as in the flight path of an aircraft.  3. A 

movement or procedure involving skill and dexterity.  4. a. A strategic action 

undertaken to gain an end.  b. Artful handling of affairs that is often marked by 

scheming and deceit.  See Synonyms at artifice.    —  v.  ma·neu·vered, 
ma·neu·ver·ing, ma·neu·vers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To carry out a military or naval 

maneuver.  2. To make a controlled series of changes in movement or direction 

toward an objective:  maneuvered to get closer to the stage.  3. To shift ground; 

change tactics:  The opposition had no room in which to maneuver.  4. To use strat-

agems in gaining an end.   —  v.  tr. 1. To alter the tactical placement of (troops or 

warships).  2. To direct through a series of movements or changes in course:  

maneuvered the car through traffic.  3. To manipulate into a desired position or 

toward a predetermined goal:  maneuvered him into signing the contract.  See Syn-

onyms at manipulate.  [French manoeuvre, from Old French maneuvre, manual 

work, from Medieval Latin manuopera, from Latin man7 oper7rX, to work by 

hand  : man7, ablative of manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + oper7rX, to 

work; see op- in Appendix.] —ma·neuÙver·a·bilùi·ty n.  —ma·neuùver·a·ble 
adj.  —ma·neuùver·er n. 



man Friday (m4n frXùdK) n.  pl. men Friday or men Fridays. An efficient, 

faithful male aide or employee.  [After Man Friday, a character in Robinson Cru-

soe, a novel by Daniel Defoe.]

man·ful (m4nùfNl) adj.  Having or showing the bravery and resoluteness consid-

ered characteristic of a man.  See Synonyms at male.  —manùful·ly adv.  

—manùful·ness n. 

man·ga·bey (m4ngùgN-b7Ù, -bKÙ) n.  pl. man·ga·beys. Any of various forest-

dwelling monkeys of the genus Cercocebus of central Africa, having a long tail and 

a slender body.  [After Mangabey, a region of Madagascar.]

mangan- pref.  Variant of mangano-. 
man·ga·nate (m4ngùgN-n7tÙ) n.  A salt containing manganese in its anion, 

especially a salt containing the MnO4 radical. 

man·ga·nese (m4ngùgN-nKzÙ, -nKsÙ) n.  Symbol Mn A gray-white or silvery 

brittle metallic element, occurring in several allotropic forms, found worldwide, 

especially in the ores pyrolusite and rhodochrosite and in nodules on the ocean 

floor. It is alloyed with steel to increase strength, hardness, wear resistance, and 

other properties and with other metals to form highly ferromagnetic materials. 

Atomic number 25; atomic weight 54.9380; melting point 1,244˚C; boiling point 

1,962˚C; specific gravity 7.21 to 7.44; valence 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7.  [French manganèse, 

from Italian manganese, from Medieval Latin magnKsia. See MAGNESIA.] 
—manÙga·neùsian (-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj. 

manganese dioxide (m4ngùgN-nKzÙ dX-mkùsXd) n.  A black crystalline com-

pound, MnO2, used as a depolarizer of dry-cell batteries and in textile dyeing. 

man·gan·ic (m4n-g4nùVk, m4ng-) adj.  Containing manganese, especially with a 

valence of three or six. 

man·ga·nite (m4ngùgN-nXtÙ) n.  A steel-gray to black mineral, MnO(OH), 

found in North America and Europe; manganese oxide. 

mangano-  or mangan- pref.  Manganese:  manganite. 

man·ga·nous (m4ngùgN-nNs) adj.  Relating to bivalent manganese or to a com-

pound containing bivalent manganese. 

mange (m7nj) n.  Any of several chronic skin diseases of mammals caused by 

parasitic mites and characterized by skin lesions, itching, and loss of hair.  [Mid-

dle English manjeue, from Old French manjue, from mangier, to eat. See MANGER.]

man·gel-wur·zel (m4ngùgNl-wûrÙzNl) n.  A variety of the common beet hav-

ing a large yellowish root, used chiefly as cattle feed.  [German, alteration (influ-

enced by Mangel, scarcity), of Mangoldwurzel : Mangold, beet (from Middle High 

German m7negolt) + Wurzel, root; see wr7d- in Appendix.]

man·ger (m7nùjNr) n.  A trough or an open box in which feed for livestock is 

placed.  [Middle English, from Old French mangeoire, from mangier, to eat, from 

Latin mand7c7re, from mand7co, glutton, from mandere, to chew.]



man·gle1 (m4ngùgNl) v.  tr. man·gled, man·gling, man·gles. 1. To mutilate 

or disfigure by battering, hacking, cutting, or tearing.  See Synonyms at batter1.  
2. To ruin or spoil through ineptitude or ignorance:  mangle a speech.  [Middle 

English manglen, from Anglo-Norman mangler, frequentative of Old French 

mangoner, to cut to bits, possibly akin to mahaignier, to maim. See MAIM.] 
—manùgler n. 

man·gle2 (m4ngùgNl) n.  1. A machine for pressing fabrics by means of heated 

rollers.  2. Chiefly British. A clothes wringer.   —  v.  tr. man·gled, man·gling, 
man·gles. To press with a mangle.  [Dutch mangel, from German, from Middle 

High German, diminutive of mange, mangonel, from Late Latin manganum, cat-

apult. See MANGONEL.]

man·go (m4ngùgo) n.  pl. man·goes or man·gos. 1. a. A tropical Asian ever-

green tree (Mangifera indica) cultivated for its edible fruit.  b. The ovoid fruit of 

this tree, having a smooth rind, sweet juicy flesh, and a flat one-seeded stone. It is 

eaten ripe or pickled when green.   2. Any of various types of pickle, especially a 

pickled stuffed sweet pepper.  [From Portuguese manga, fruit of the mango tree, 

from Malay mang7, from Tamil m7nk7y : m7n, mango tree + k7y, fruit.]

man·go·nel (m4ngùgN-nHlÙ) n.  A military engine used during the Middle Ages 

for hurling stones and other missiles.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin mangonellus, diminutive of Late Latin manganum, catapult, from 

Greek manganon, war machine.]

man·go·steen (m4ngùgN-stKnÙ) n.  1. A Malaysian evergreen tree (Garcinia 

mangostana) having thick leathery leaves and large edible berries.  2. The berry of 

this tree, having a hard rind and five to seven seeds with a sweet juicy aril.  [Malay 

manggista, mangustan.]

man·grove (m4nùgrovÙ, m4ngù-) n.  1. Any of several tropical evergreen trees 

or shrubs of the genus Rhizophora, having stiltlike roots and stems and forming 

dense thickets along tidal shores.  2. Any of various similar shrubs or trees, espe-

cially of the genus Avicennia.  [Probably Portuguese mangue (from Taino) + 

GROVE.]

mang·y (m7nùjK) adj.  mang·i·er, mang·i·est. 1. Affected with, caused by, or 

resembling mange.  2. Having many worn spots; shabby:  a mangy old fur coat.  

3. Rundown and filthy; squalid:  mangy tenements.  4. Mean; contemptible.   
—mangùi·ly adv.  —mangùi·ness n. 

man·han·dle (m4nùh4nÙdNl) v.  tr. man·han·dled, man·han·dling, 
man·han·dles. 1. To handle roughly.  2. To move or handle by manpower 

alone. 

Man·hat·tan1 (m4n-h4tùn)  1. A city of northeast Kansas west of Topeka. It is 

a processing and educational center. Population, 37,712.  2. A borough of New 

York City in southeast New York, mainly on Manhattan Island at the north end 

of New York Bay. Peter Minuit of the Dutch West Indies Company bought the 



island in 1626 from the Manhattan Indians, supposedly for some $24 worth of 

merchandise. The settlement of New Amsterdam, renamed New York when the 

English assumed control in 1664, quickly spread from the southern tip of the 

island, eventually becoming the financial, commercial, and cultural center of the 

United States. Population, 1,487,536.   —Man·hatùtan·iteÙ (-XtÙ) n. 

Man·hat·tan2 (m4n-h4tùn, mNn-) also man·hat·tan n.  A cocktail made of 

sweet vermouth, whiskey, and a dash of bitters.  [After Manhattan1, a borough 

of New York City.]

Manhattan Beach (m4n-h4tùn bKch)  A city of southern California, a resi-

dential and industrial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 32,063. 

Manhattan clam chowder (m4n-h4tùn kl4m chouùdNr) n.  A soup made 

with clams, tomatoes and other vegetables, and seasonings.  [After Manhattan1, 

a borough of New York City.]

Man·hat·tan·ize (m4n-h4tùn-XzÙ) v.  tr. Man·hat·tan·ized, 
Man·hat·tan·iz·ing, Man·hat·tan·iz·es. To transform the appearance and 

character of (a city) by constructing tall and densely situated buildings.   
—Man·hatÙtan·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

man·hole (m4nùholÙ) n.  A hole, usually with a cover, through which a person 

may enter a sewer, boiler, drain, or similar structure. 

man·hood (m4nùhtdÙ) n.  1. The state or time of being an adult male human 

being.  2. The composite of qualities, such as courage, determination, and vigor, 

often thought to be appropriate to a man.  3. Adult males considered as a group; 

men.  4. The state of being human. 

man-hour (m4nùourÙ) n.  An industrial unit of production equal to the work 

one person can produce in an hour. 

man·hunt (m4nùhƒntÙ) n.  An organized, extensive search for a person, usually 

a fugitive criminal. 

Ma·ni (mäùnK)  See Manes. 
ma·ni·a (m7ùnK-N, m7nùyN) n.  1. An excessively intense enthusiasm, interest, or 

desire; a craze:  a mania for neatness.  2. Psychiatry. A manifestation of manic-

depressive illness, characterized by profuse and rapidly changing ideas, exagger-

ated gaiety, and excessive physical activity.  3. Violent abnormal behavior.  See 

Synonyms at insanity.  [Middle English, madness, from Late Latin, from Greek. 

See men-1 in Appendix.]

-mania suff.  An exaggerated desire or enthusiasm for:  balletomania.  [From 

MANIA.]

ma·ni·ac (m7ùnK-4kÙ) n.  1. An insane person.  2. A person who has an excessive 

enthusiasm or desire for something:  a sports maniac.  3. A person who acts in a 

wildly irresponsible way:  maniacs on the highway.   —  adj.  Variant of maniacal. 
[From Late Latin maniacus, maniacal, from Greek maniakos, from mania, mad-

ness. See men-1 in Appendix.]



ma·ni·a·cal (mN-nXùN-kNl) also ma·ni·ac (m7ùnK-4kÙ) adj.  1. Suggestive of or 

afflicted with insanity:  a maniacal frenzy.  2. Characterized by excessive enthusi-

asm or excitement:  a maniacal interest in gambling.   —ma·niùa·cal·ly adv. 

man·ic (m4nùVk) adj.  Psychiatry. Relating to, affected by, or resembling mania.  

[Greek manikos, mad, from mania, madness. See men-1 in Appendix.]

man·ic-de·pres·sive (m4nÙVk-dV-prHsùVv) Psychiatry. adj.  Of, relating to, or 

affected by manic-depressive illness.   —  n.  A person afflicted with manic-

depressive illness. 

manic-depressive illness (m4nÙVk-dV-prHsùVv VlùnVs) n.  Psychiatry. An 

affective disorder marked by alternating episodes of mania and depression.  Also 

called bipolar disorder, bipolar illness. 

Man·i·chae·an  or Man·i·che·an (m4nÙV-kKùNn) also Man·i·chee (m4nùV-
kKÙ) n.  A believer in Manichaeism.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Manichaeism; 

dualistic.  [From Middle English Maniche, from Late Latin Manichaeus, from 

Late Greek Manikhaios, from Manikhaios, Manes, the founder of the philoso-

phy.]

Man·i·chae·ism (m4nÙV-kKùVzÙNm) also Man·i·chae·an·ism (-kKùN-nVzÙNm) n.  

1. The syncretic, dualistic religious philosophy taught by the Persian prophet 

Manes, combining elements of Zoroastrian, Christian, and Gnostic thought and 

opposed by the imperial Roman government, Neo-Platonist philosophers, and 

orthodox Christians.  2. A dualistic philosophy dividing the world between good 

and evil principles or regarding matter as intrinsically evil and mind as intrinsi-

cally good. 

Man·i·che·an (m4nÙV-kKùNn) also Man·i·chee (m4nùV-kKÙ) n.  & adj.   Variants 

of Manichaean. 
man·i·cot·ti (m4nÙV-kmtùK) n.  An Italian dish consisting of pasta tubes stuffed 

with chopped meat or ricotta cheese, usually served hot with a tomato sauce.  

[Italian, pl. of manicotto, muff, from manica, sleeve, from Latin manicae, sleeves, 

from manus, hand. See man-2 in Appendix.]

man·i·cure (m4nùV-kytrÙ) n.  A cosmetic treatment of the fingernails, includ-

ing shaping and polishing.   —  v.  tr. man·i·cured, man·i·cur·ing, 
man·i·cures. 1. To trim, clean, and polish (the fingernails).  2. To clip or trim 

evenly and closely:  manicure a hedge.  [French  : Latin manus, hand; see man-2 in 

Appendix + Latin c7ra, care; see CURE.]

man·i·cur·ist (m4nùV-kytrÙVst) n.  One who gives manicures. 

man·i·fest (m4nùN-fHstÙ) adj.  Clearly apparent to the sight or understanding; 

obvious.  See Synonyms at apparent.   —  v.  tr. man·i·fest·ed, 
man·i·fest·ing, man·i·fests. 1. To show or demonstrate plainly; reveal: “Mer-

cedes... manifested the chaotic abandonment of hysteria” (Jack London).  2. To be 

evidence of; prove.  3. a. To record in a ship’s manifest.  b. To display or present a 

manifest of (cargo).    —  n.  1. A list of cargo or passengers carried on a ship or 



plane.  2. An invoice of goods carried on a truck or train.  3. A list of railroad cars 

according to owner and location.  [Middle English manifeste, from Old French, 

from Latin manufestus, manifestus, caught in the act, blatant, obvious. See 

gwhedh- in Appendix.] —manùi·festÙly adv. 

man·i·fes·tant (m4nÙN-fHsùtNnt) n.  A participant in a public demonstration. 

man·i·fes·ta·tion (m4nÙN-fH-st7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of manifesting.  

b. The state of being manifested.   2. An indication of the existence, reality, or 

presence of something:  A high fever is an early manifestation of the disease.  

3. a. One of the forms in which someone or something, such as a person, a 

divine being, or an idea, is revealed.  b. The materialized form of a spirit.   4. A 

public demonstration, usually of a political nature. 

manifest destiny (m4nùN-fHstÙ dHsùtN-nK) n.  1. A policy of imperialistic 

expansion defended as necessary or benevolent.  2.  Often Manifest Destiny. 

The 19th-century doctrine that the United States had the right and duty to 

expand throughout the North American continent. 

man·i·fes·to (m4nÙN-fHsùto) n.  pl. man·i·fes·toes or man·i·fes··tos. A pub-

lic declaration of principles, policies, or intentions, especially of a political nature.   
—  v.  intr. man·i·fes·toed, man·i·fes·to·ing, man·i·fes·toes. To issue such a 

declaration.  [Italian, from Latin manifestus, clear, evident. See MANIFEST.]

man·i·fold (m4nùN-foldÙ) adj.  1. Many and varied; of many kinds; multiple:  

our manifold failings.  2. Having many features or forms:  manifold intelligence.  

3. Being such for a variety of reasons:  a manifold traitor.  4. Consisting of or 

operating several devices of one kind at the same time.   —  n.  1. A whole com-

posed of diverse elements.  2. One of several copies.  3. A pipe or chamber having 

multiple apertures for making connections.  4. Mathematics. A topologic space or 

surface.   —  v.  tr. man·i·fold·ed, man·i·fold·ing, man·i·folds. 1. To make 

several copies of, as with carbon paper.  2. To make manifold; multiply.  [Middle 

English, from Old English manigfeald : manig, many; see MANY + -feald, -fald, -

fold.] —manùi·foldÙly adv.  —manùi·foldÙness n. 

man·i·kin  or man·ni·kin (m4nùV-kVn) n.  1. A man short in stature.  2. A man-

nequin.  3. An anatomical model of the human body for use in teaching.  [Dutch 

mannekijn, from Middle Dutch, diminutive of man, man. See man-1 in Appen-

dix.]

ma·nil·a  or ma·nil·la (mN-nVlùN) n.  1.  Often Manila  or Manilla. A cheroot 

made in Manila.  2.  See abaca (n., sense 2).  3. Manila paper.  4. Color. A light 

yellow brown. 

Manila  The capital and largest city of the Philippines, on southwest Luzon 

Island and Manila Bay, an inlet of the South China Sea. Founded in 1571, the 

city was controlled by Spain until it was seized by U.S. troops in 1898 during the 

Spanish-American War. It was held by the Japanese from 1942 to 1945 during 

World War II. Population, 1,630,485. 



Manila hemp (mN-nVlùN hHmp) n.  See abaca (n., sense 2). 

Manila paper (mN-nVlùN p7ùpNr) n.  A strong paper or thin cardboard with a 

smooth finish, usually buff in color, made from Manila hemp or wood fibers 

similar to it. 

ma·nil·la (mN-nVlùN) n.  Variant of manila. 
Ma·nin·ka (mN-nVngùk7, -kK) n.  1. A member of a Mandingo people inhabiting 

Senegal and Mali.  2. The Mandingo language of this people. 

man in the street (m4n Vn thK strKt) n.  pl. men in the street. The ordinary 

citizen. 

man·i·oc (m4nùK-mkÙ) also man·i·o·ca (m4nÙK-oùkN) n.  See cassava.  [French, 

from Tupi mandioca, manioca.]

man·i·ple (m4nùN-pNl) n.  1. An ornamental silk band hung as an ecclesiastical 

vestment on the left arm near the wrist.  2. A subdivision of an ancient Roman 

legion, containing 60 or 120 men.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

manipulus, handful, from manus, hand. See man-2 in Appendix.]

ma·nip·u·la·ble (mN-nVpùyN-lN-bNl) adj.  Possible to manipulate:  a manipula-

ble lever; a manipulable populace.   —ma·nipÙu·la·bilùi·ty n. 

ma·nip·u·lar (mN-nVpùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to an ancient Roman mani-

ple.  2. Of or relating to manipulation.   —  n.  A soldier in a Roman maniple. 

ma·nip·u·late (mN-nVpùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. ma·nip·u·lat·ed, ma·nip·u·lat·ing, 
ma·nip·u·lates. 1. To operate or control by skilled use of the hands; handle:  She 

manipulated the lights to get just the effect she wanted.  2. To influence or manage 

shrewdly or deviously:  He manipulated public opinion in his favor.  3. To tamper 

with or falsify for personal gain:  tried to manipulate stock prices.  4. Medicine. To 

handle and move in an examination or for therapeutic purposes:  manipulate a 

joint; manipulate the position of a fetus during delivery.  [Back-formation from 

MANIPULATION.] —ma·nipÙu·la·bilùi·ty n.  —ma·nipùu·latÙa·ble adj.  

—ma·nipùu·laÙtive adj.  —ma·nipùu·laÙtive·ly adv.  —ma·nipùu·laÙ-
tive·ness n.  —ma·nipùu·laÙtor n.  —ma·nipùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) 

adj.  

SYNONYMS: manipulate, exploit, maneuver. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to influence, manage, use, or control to one’s advantage by artful

or indirect means”: manipulates people into helping him; exploiting her friends; ma-

neuvering to gain an edge over their corporate competitors. See also Synonyms at

handle

ma·nip·u·la·tion (mN-nVpÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or practice of manipu-

lating.  b. The state of being manipulated.   2. Shrewd or devious management, 

especially for one’s own advantage.  [French, from manipule, handful, as of grain, 



from Latin manipulus, sheaf, handful  : manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + -

pulus, of uncertain sense perhaps akin to plKre, to fill; see COMPLETE.]

Man·i·to·ba (m4nÙV-toùbN) Abbr. MB, Man.  A province of south-central Can-

ada. It was admitted to the confederation in 1870. Originally part of a 1670 grant 

to the Hudson’s Bay Company, it was largely settled by immigrants in the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries. Winnipeg is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

1,026,241.   —ManÙi·toùban adj.  & n. 

Manitoba, Lake.  A lake of southern Manitoba, Canada. It is a remnant of the 

glacial age Lake Agassiz. 

man·i·tou  or man·i·tu (m4nùV-tuÙ) also man·i·to (-toÙ) n.  pl. man·i·tous or 

man·i·tus also man·i·tos. 1. In Algonquian religious belief, a supernatural 

power that permeates the world, possessed in varying degrees by both spiritual 

and human beings.  2. A deity or spirit.  [French, from Ojibwa manitoo.]

Man·i·tou·lin Islands (m4nÙV-tuùlVn XùlNndz)  A group of islands of south-

ern Ontario, Canada, in northern Lake Huron. The principal island, Manitou-
lin, is the largest lake island in the world. 

Man·i·to·woc (m4nùV-tN-wmkÙ)  A city of eastern Wisconsin on Lake Michigan 

north of Sheboygan. Its shipbuilding industry dates from the 1840’s. Population, 

32,520. 

Ma·ni·za·les (m4nÙV-zäùlVs, -z4lùVs, mäÙnK-säùlHs)  A city of west-central Colom-

bia west of Bogotá. It is a commercial center in an important coffee-producing 

region. Population, 275,220. 

Man·ka·to (m4n-k7ùto)  A city of southern Minnesota south-southwest of 

Minneapolis. It is a trade and processing center in a farm and dairy region. Popu-

lation, 31,477. 

man·kind (m4nùkXndÙ) n.  1. The human race; humankind.  2. Men as opposed 

to women. 

man·like (m4nùlXkÙ) adj.  1. Resembling a human being.  2. Belonging to or 

befitting a man.  See Synonyms at male. 
man·ly (m4nùlK) adj.  man·li·er, man·li·est. 1. Having qualities traditionally 

attributed to a man.  2. Belonging to or befitting a man; masculine.  See Syn-

onyms at male.   —  adv.  In a manly manner.   —manùli·ness n. 

man-made  or man·made (m4nùm7dù) adj.  Made by human beings rather 

than occurring in nature; synthetic:  man-made fibers; a manmade lake. 

Mann (m4n), Horace. 1796-1859.  American educator who as the first secretary 

of the Massachusetts Board of Education (1837-1848) introduced reforms and 

regulations that greatly influenced American public education. 

Mann (m4n, män), Thomas. 1875-1955.  German writer whose fascination 

with the artist’s role in society and concern for the intellectual and spiritual well-

being of Germany permeate his works, including Death in Venice (1912) and The 

Magic Mountain (1924). He won the 1929 Nobel Prize for literature. 



man·na (m4nùN) n.  1. Bible. In the Old Testament, the food miraculously pro-

vided for the Israelites in the wilderness during their flight from Egypt.  

2. Spiritual nourishment of divine origin.  3. Something of value that a person 

receives unexpectedly.  4. The dried exudate of certain plants, as that of the Med-

iterranean ash tree, formerly used as a laxative.  5. A sweet granular substance 

excreted on the leaves of plants by certain insects, especially aphids, and often 

harvested by ants.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin, from 

Greek, from Aramaic mannâ, from Hebrew m7n.]

man·nan (m4nù4nÙ, -Nn) n.  Any of a group of plant polysaccharides that are 

polymers of mannose.  [MANN(OSE) + -AN
2.]

Man·nar (mN-närù), Gulf of. An inlet of the Indian Ocean between southern 

India and Sri Lanka. It has important pearl fisheries. 

manned (m4nd) adj.  Transporting, operated by, or performed by a human 

being:  a manned spacecraft; several manned lunar landings. 

man·ne·quin (m4nùV-kVn) n.  1. A life-size full or partial representation of the 

human body, used for the fitting or displaying of clothes; a dummy.  2. A jointed 

model of the human body used by artists, especially to demonstrate the arrange-

ment of drapery.  Also called lay figure 3. One who models clothes; a model.  

[French, from Old French, little man, figurine, from Middle Dutch mannekijn. 

See MANIKIN.]

WORD HISTORY: A department store mannequin is often not a man and of-

ten not little, yet mannequin goes back to the Middle Dutch word mannekijn, the

diminutive form of man. Of course we must consider the fact that man in Dutch,

as in English, has often been used to mean “person.” As for the size of a manne-

quin, the Middle Dutch word could mean “dwarf” but in Modern Dutch devel-

oped the specialized sense of “an artist’s jointed model.” This was the sense in

which we adopted the word (first recorded in 1570), another term like easel and

landscape that was taken over from the terminology of Dutch painters of the time.

The word borrowed from Dutch now has the form manikin. We later adopted the

French version of the Dutch word as well, giving English mannequin. Mannequin

is considered to be first recorded in a dictionary published from 1730 to 1736 or

in 1902, depending on whether one regards early forms showing French influence

as variants of manikin or as representations of a new word. In any event, manne-

quin is now the form most commonly encountered and the one commonly used

for a department store dummy as well as a live model.

man·ner (m4nùNr) n.  1. A way of doing something or the way in which a thing 

is done or happens.  See Synonyms at method.  2. A way of acting; bearing or 

behavior.  See Synonyms at bearing.  3. manners. a. The socially correct way 

of acting; etiquette.  b. The prevailing customs, social conduct, and norms of a 



specific society, period, or group, especially as the subject of a literary work.   

4. Practice, style, execution, or method in the arts:  This fresco is typical of the 

painter’s early manner.  5. a. Kind; sort:  What manner of person is she?  b. Kinds; 

sorts:  saw all manner of people at the mall.    —idioms. in a manner of speak-
ing. In a way; so to speak.  to the manner born. Accustomed to a position, 

custom, or lifestyle from or as if from birth.  [Middle English manere, from Old 

French maniere, from feminine of manier, handmade, skillful, from Vulgar Latin 

*manu7rius, convenient, handy, from Latin, of the hand, from manus, hand. See 

man-2 in Appendix.]

man·nered (m4nùNrd) adj.  1. Having manners of a specific kind:  ill-mannered 

children.  2. a. Having or showing a certain manner:  a mild-mannered supervisor.  

b. Artificial or affected:  mannered speech.   3. Of, relating to, or exhibiting man-

nerisms. 

Man·ner·heim (m4nùNr-hXmÙ, mäùnNr-h7mÙ), Baron Carl Gustaf Emil von. 
1867-1951.  Finnish soldier and politician who fortified the Finnish-Soviet bor-

der (1931-1939), led a valiant defense against the Soviet offensive of 1939, and 

served as president of Finland (1944-1946). 

man·ner·ism (m4nùN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. A distinctive behavioral trait; an idiosyn-

crasy.  2. Exaggerated or affected style or habit, as in dress or speech.  See Syn-

onyms at affectation.  3. Mannerism. An artistic style of the late 16th century 

characterized by distortion of elements such as scale and perspective.   
—manùner·ist n.  —manÙner·isùtic adj. 

man·ner·ly (m4nùNr-lK) adj.  Having or showing good manners.  See Synonyms 

at polite.   —  adv.  With good manners; politely.   —manùner·li·ness n. 

Man·nes (m4nùVs), Clara Damrosch. 1869-1948.  Polish-born American 

musician who with her husband David Mannes (1866-1959) founded and 

directed (1916-1948) the Mannes College of Music in New York City. 

Mann·heim (m4nùhXmÙ, mänù-)  A city of southwest Germany at the conflu-

ence of the Rhine and Neckar rivers north-northwest of Stuttgart. First men-

tioned in the 8th century, it was chartered in 1607 and became an important 

musical and theatrical center in the 18th century. Population, 295,178. 

man·ni·kin (m4nùV-kVn) n.  Variant of manikin. 
Man·ning (m4nùVng), Henry Edward. 1808-1892.  British cleric who became 

archbishop of Westminster in 1865 and cardinal in 1875. He intervened to settle 

the 1889 London dock strike. 

man·nish (m4nùVsh) adj.  1. Of, characteristic of, or natural to a man.  

2. Resembling, imitative of, or suggestive of a man rather than a woman:  a man-

nish stride.  See Synonyms at male.  —manùnish·ly adv.  —manùnish·ness n. 

man·nite (m4nùXtÙ) n.  Mannitol.  [MANN(A) + -ITE
1.]



man·ni·tol (m4nùV-tôlÙ, -tolÙ, -tmlÙ) n.  A white, crystalline, water-soluble, 

slightly sweet alcohol, C6H8(OH)6, used as a dietary supplement and dietetic 

sweetener and in medical tests of renal function.  [mannit(e) + -OL
1.]

man·nose (m4nùosÙ) n.  A monosaccharide, C6H12O6, obtained from mannan 

or by the oxidation of mannitol.  [MANN(A) + -OSE
2.]

ma·no (mäùno) n.  pl. ma·nos. A hand-held stone or roller for grinding corn or 

other grains on a metate.  [Spanish mano, from Latin manus, hand. See MANNER.]

ma·no a ma·no (mäùno ä mäùno) n.  pl. ma·nos a ma·nos (mäùnos ä 

mäùnos). 1. A bullfight in which two rival matadors take turns fighting several 

bulls each.  2. A face-to-face confrontation or competitive struggle:  a mano a 

mano between the presidential candidates.   —  adj.  Being or suggestive of a face-

to-face encounter or contest:  a mano a mano duel between golf pros.   —  adv.  In 

direct competition:  an industry gearing up to go mano a mano with a rival.  [Span-

ish  : mano, hand + a, to + mano, hand.]

ma·noeu·vre (mN-nuùvNr, -nyuù-) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of 

maneuver. 
man of God (m4n ƒv gmd) n.  pl. men of God. A clergyman. 

man of letters (m4n ƒv lHtùNrz) n.  pl. men of letters. A man who is devoted 

to literary or scholarly pursuits. 

man of the cloth (m4n ƒv thK klôth) n.  pl. men of the cloth. A clergyman. 

man of the house (m4n ƒv thK hous) n.  pl. men of the house. The pri-

mary male member of a household. 

man of the world (m4n ƒv thK wûrld) n.  pl. men of the world. A sophis-

ticated, worldly man. 

man-of-war (m4nÙN-wôrù) n.  pl. men-of-war (mHnÙ-). 1.  See warship.  
2. A Portuguese man-of-war. 

Ma·no·le·te (mäÙno-l7ùt7, -lHùtH), Real name Manuel Rodríguez Sánchez. 1917-

1947.  Spanish bullfighter. Noted for his economy of movement, he was a leading 

matador of his time but was fatally gored by a bull in 1947. 

ma·nom·e·ter (m4-nmmùV-tNr) n.  1. An instrument used for measuring the 

pressure of liquids and gases.  2. A sphygmomanometer.  [Greek manos, sparse; 

see men-4 in Appendix + -METER.] —manÙo·metùric (m4nÙN-mHtùrVk), 
manÙo·metùri·cal adj.  —manÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —ma·nomùe·try n. 

man on horseback (m4n mn hôrsùb4kÙ) n.  pl. men on horseback. 1. A 

man, usually a military leader, whose popular influence and power may afford 

him the position of dictator, as in a time of political crisis.  2. A dictator. 

man·or (m4nùNr) n.  1. a. A landed estate.  b. The main house on an estate; a 

mansion.   2. A tract of land in certain North American colonies with hereditary 

rights granted to the proprietor by royal charter.  3. a. The district over which a 

lord had domain and could exercise certain rights and privileges in medieval 

western Europe.  b. The lord’s residence in such a district.   [Middle English, from 



Old French maneir, manoir, to dwell, manor, from Latin manKre, to remain. See 

men-3 in Appendix.] —ma·noùri·al (mN-nôrùK-Nl, -norù-) adj. 

manor house (m4nùNr hous) n.  1. The main house on an estate.  2. The 

house of the lord of a manor. 

ma·no·ri·al·ism (mN-nôrùK-N-lVzÙNm, -norù-) n.  The medieval manorial system 

or its precepts and practices. 

man-o’-war bird (m4nÙN-wôrù bûrd) n.  See frigate bird. 
man·pow·er (m4nùpouÙNr) n.  1. The power of human physical strength.  

2. Power in terms of the workers available to a particular group or required for a 

particular task. 

man·qué (mäN-k7ù) adj.  Unfulfilled or frustrated in the realization of one’s 

ambitions or capabilities:  an artist manqué; a writer manqué.  [French, from past 

participle of manquer, to fail, from Old French, from Old Italian mancare, from 

manco, lacking, from Latin mancus, maimed, infirm. See man-2 in Appendix.]

Man·re·sa (män-r7ùsN, -rHùsä)  A city of northeast Spain north-northwest of 

Barcelona. Metallurgical and textile industries are important to its economy. Pop-

ulation, 66,951. 

man·rope (m4nùropÙ) n.  Nautical. A rope rigged as a handrail on a gangplank 

or ladder. 

man·sard (m4nùsärdÙ) n.  1. A roof having two slopes on all four sides, with the 

lower slope almost vertical and the upper almost horizontal.  2. The upper story 

formed by the lower slope of a mansard roof.  [French mansarde, after François 

Mansart (1598-1666), French architect.] —manùsardÙed adj. 

manse (m4ns) n.  1. A cleric’s house and land, especially the residence of a Pres-

byterian minister.  2. A large, stately residence.  3. Archaic. The dwellings belong-

ing to a householder.  [Middle English manss, a manor house, from Medieval 

Latin m7nsa, a dwelling, from Latin, feminine past participle of manKre, to dwell, 

remain. See men-3 in Appendix.]

man·ser·vant (m4nùsûrÙvNnt) n.  pl. men·ser·vants (mHnùsûrÙvNnts). A male 

servant, especially a valet. 

Mans·field (m4nzùfKldÙ)  1. A municipal borough of central England north of 

Nottingham. It is an industrial center in a coal-mining region. Population, 

99,900.  2. A town of northeast Connecticut east-northeast of Hartford. It is an 

agricultural and manufacturing community. Population, 21,103.  3. A city of 

north-central Ohio west-southwest of Akron. First surveyed in 1808, it manufac-

tures a wide variety of products. Population, 50,627. 

Mans·field (m4nzùfKldÙ), Katherine. 1888-1923.  New Zealand-born British 

writer known for her short stories. Her collections include Bliss (1920) and The 

Dove’s Nest (1923). 

Mansfield, Mount.  The highest peak, 1,339.9 m (4,393 ft), of the Green 

Mountains in north-central Vermont. It is a winter sports area. 



man·sion (m4nùshNn) n.  1. A large, stately house.  2. A manor house.  

3. Archaic. a. A dwelling; an abode.  b. mansions. A separate dwelling in a large 

house or structure.   4. a.  See house (n., sense 10).  b. Any one of the 28 divi-

sions of the moon’s monthly path.   [Middle English, a dwelling, from Old 

French, from Latin m7nsio, m7nsion-, from m7nsus, past participle of manKre, to 

dwell, remain. See men-3 in Appendix.]

man-sized (m4nùsXzdÙ) also man-size (-sXzÙ) adj.  1. Informal. Very large:  a 

man-sized piece of pie.  2. Calling for the strength traditionally attributed to a 

man:  a man-sized job. 

man·slaugh·ter (m4nùslôÙtNr) n.  Law. The unlawful killing of one human 

being by another without express or implied intent to do injury. 

man·slay·er (m4nùsl7ÙNr) n.  One, such as a person or an animal, that kills a 

human being. 

Man·son (m4nùsNn), Sir Patrick. 1844-1922.  British parasitologist noted for 

advances in tropical medicine, such as the assertion that mosquitoes transmit 

malaria (1877). 

man·sue·tude (m4nùswV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Gentleness of manner; mildness.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin m7nsuKt7do, from m7nsuKtus, past 

participle of m7nsuKscere, to tame  : manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + suK-

scere, to accustom; see s(w)e- in Appendix.]

Man·sur (m4n-strù), al-. 712?-775.  Arab caliph (754-775) who founded 

Baghdad in 764. 

man·ta (m4nùtN) n.  1. A rough-textured cotton fabric or blanket made and 

used in Spanish America and the southwest United States.  2. Any of several rays 

of the family Mobulidae, inhabiting tropical and subtropical seas and having a 

large flattened body, winglike pectoral fins, a whiplike tail, and two hornlike fins 

that project forward from the head. In this sense, also calleddevilfish, manta ray, 

sea devil.  [Spanish, blanket, manta (from its blanketlike shape), alteration of 

manto, cloak, perhaps from Latin mantellum, mantKlum.]

man-tai·lored (m4nùt7ùlNrd) adj.  Tailored in the traditionally simple, 

unadorned style of men’s clothing:  man-tailored women’s apparel. 

manta ray (m4nùtN r7) n.  See manta (n., sense 2). 

man·teau (m4n-toù) n.  pl. man·teaus (-tozù)  or man·teaux (-toù). A loose 

cloak or mantle.  [French, from Old French mantel. See MANTLE.]

Man·te·ca (m4n-tKùkN)  A city of central California south of Stockton. It is a 

trade and processing center in a diversified agricultural area. Population, 40,773. 

Man·te·gna (män-t7nùyN, -tHùnyä), Andrea. 1431-1506.  Italian painter and 

engraver who was a pioneer in the Renaissance style. Among his works are the 

altarpiece for the Church of San Zeno in Verona (1456-1459) and the wedding 

chamber at the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua (1474). 



man·tel also man·tle (m4nùtl) n.  1. An ornamental facing around a fireplace.  

2. The protruding shelf over a fireplace. In this sense, also calledRegional. fire-

board, mantelpiece, mantelshelf.  [Middle English mantel, as in mantiltre, beam 

over fireplace opening (perhaps from its use for drying wet clothing). See MAN-

TELTREE.]

man·tel·et (m4nùtl-Vt, m4ntùlVt) n.  1. A short cape.  2.  Also mant·let 
(m4ntùlVt). A mobile screen or shield formerly used to protect besieging soldiers.  

[Middle English, from Old French, diminutive of mantel, mantle. See MANTLE.]

man·tel·let·ta (m4nÙtN-lHtùN) n.  A knee-length, sleeveless vestment worn by 

Roman Catholic prelates.  [Italian, probably from Medieval Latin mantellKtum, 

diminutive of Latin mantellum, mantle.]

man·tel·piece (m4nùtl-pKsÙ) n.  See mantel (n., sense 2). 

man·tel·shelf (m4nùtl-shHlfÙ) n.  See mantel (n., sense 2). 

man·tel·tree (m4nùtl-trKÙ) n.  A beam, a stone, or an arch that functions as a 

lintel on a fireplace, supporting the masonry above.  [Middle English mantiltre : 

mantle, mantle; see MANTLE + tre, beam; see TREE.]

man·tes (m4nùtKz) n.  A plural of mantis. 
man·tic (m4nùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the power of divination; pro-

phetic.  [Greek mantikos, from mantis, seer. See men-1 in Appendix.] 
—manùtic·al·ly adv. 

man·ti·core (m4nùtV-kôrÙ, -korÙ) n.  A legendary monster having the head of a 

man, the body of a lion, and the tail of a dragon or scorpion.  [Middle English 

manticores, from Latin mantichora, from Greek mantikhoras, variant of mar-

tiokhoras, from Old Iranian *martiya-khv7ra-, man-eater  : *martiya-, man; akin 

to Old Persian martiya-, man; see mer- in Appendix + *-khv7ra-, eater; akin to 

Avestan khvar-, to eat; see swel- in Appendix.]

man·tid (m4nùtVd) n.  See mantis.  [From New Latin Mantidae, family name, 

from Mantis, type genus, from Greek mantis, seer. See MANTIS.]

man·til·la (m4n-tKùyN, -tVlùN) n.  1. A lightweight lace or silk scarf worn over the 

head and shoulders, often over a high comb, by women in Spain and Latin Amer-

ica.  2. A short cloak or cape.  [Spanish, diminutive of manta, cape. See MANTA.]

Man·ti·ne·a (m4nÙtN-nKùN)  An ancient city of southern Greece in the eastern 

Peloponnesus. Thebes defeated Sparta here in 362 B.C. 

man·tis (m4nùtVs) n.  pl. man·tis·es or man·tes (-tKz). Any of various preda-

tory insects of the family Mantidae, primarily tropical but including a few Tem-

perate Zone species, usually pale green and having two pairs of walking legs and 

powerful, grasping forelimbs. The mantis feeds on live insects, including others 

of its own kind.  Also called mantid [Greek mantis, seer. See men-1 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The female mantis has the habit of eating the male after

mating. In spite of such behavior the mantis is graced with a religious name. Man-



tis is from the Greek word mantis, meaning “prophet, seer.” The Greeks, who

made the connection between the upraised front legs of a mantis waiting for its

prey and the hands of a prophet in prayer, used the name mantis to mean “the

praying mantis.” This word and sense were picked up in Modern Latin and from

there came into English, being first recorded in 1658. Once we know the origin

of the term mantis, we realize that the species names praying mantis and Mantis

religiosa are a bit redundant. Two other names of this sort that have been used for

mantises are praying locust and orator mantis. To understand the latter, we must

keep in mind the obsolete sense of orator, “one who makes a prayer or petition.”

mantis crab (m4nùtVs kr4b) n.  See squilla. 
man·tis·sa (m4n-tVsùN) n.  Mathematics. The decimal part of a logarithm. In the 

logarithm 2.95424, the mantissa is 0.95424.  [Latin, makeweight, perhaps of Etr-

uscan origin.]

mantis shrimp (m4nùtVs shrVmp) n.  See squilla. 
man·tle (m4nùtl) n.  1. A loose, sleeveless coat worn over outer garments; a 

cloak.  2. Something that covers, envelops, or conceals: “On a summer night... a 

mantle of dust hangs over the gravel roads” (John Dollard).  3.  Variant of mantel. 
4. The outer covering of a wall.  5. A zone of hot gases around a flame.  6. A 

device in gas lamps consisting of a sheath of threads that gives off brilliant illumi-

nation when heated by the flame.  7. Anatomy. The cerebral cortex.  8. Geology. 

The layer of the earth between the crust and the core.  9. The outer wall and cas-

ing of a blast furnace above the hearth.  10. The wings, shoulder feathers, and 

back of a bird when differently colored from the rest of the body.  11. Zoology. 

a. A fold or pair of folds of the body wall that lines the shell and secretes the sub-

stance that forms the shell in mollusks and brachiopods.  b. The soft outer wall 

lining the shell of a tunicate or barnacle.    —  v.  man·tled, man·tling, 
man·tles.  —  v.  tr. To cover with or as if with a mantle; conceal.  See Synonyms 

at clothe.   —  v.  intr. 1. To spread or become extended over a surface.  2. To 

become covered with a coating, as scum or froth on the surface of a liquid.  3. To 

be overspread by blushes or colors:  a face that was mantled in joy.  [Middle 

English, from Old English mentel, and from Old French mantel both from Latin 

mantellum.]

Man·tle (m4nùtl), Mickey Charles. 1931-1995.  American baseball player. One 

of the greatest sluggers of the game, he played center field for the New York Yan-

kees (1951-1968) and hit 536 home runs. 

mantle rock (m4nùtl rmk) n.  See regolith. 
mant·let (m4ntùlVt) n.  Variant of mantelet (n., sense 2). 

man-to-man (m4nùtN-m4nù) adj.  1. Marked by forthrightness and honesty:  

had a man-to-man talk about the facts of life.  2. Sports. Of, relating to, or being a 

system of defense in which a defensive player guards a specific offensive player. 



Man·toux test (m4n-tuù tHst, män-) n.  A tuberculin test in which a small 

amount of tuberculin is injected under the skin.  [After Charles Mantoux (1877-

1947), French physician.]

man·tra (m4nùtrN, mƒnÙ-) n.  Hinduism. A sacred verbal formula repeated in 

prayer, meditation, or incantation, such as an invocation of a god, a magic spell, 

or a syllable or portion of scripture containing mystical potentialities.  [Sanskrit 

mantraU. See men-1 in Appendix.] —manùtric adj. 

man·trap (m4nùtr4pÙ) n.  1. A trap set to catch trespassers or poachers.  

2. Slang. A woman considered dangerously seductive and scheming. 

man·tu·a (m4nùchu-N, -tu-N) n.  A loose gown, open in front to reveal an 

underskirt, worn by European women in the 17th and 18th centuries.  [Alteration 

(influenced by Mantua), of MANTEAU.]

Man·tu·a (m4nùchu-N, -tu-N)  A city of northern Italy south-southwest of 

Verona. Originally an Etruscan settlement, it was ceded to Austria in 1714 and 

was finally returned to Italy in 1866. Population, 60,932.   —Manùtu·an adj.  & 

n. 

man·u·al (m4nùyu-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the hands:  manual skill.  

b. Done by, used by, or operated with the hands.  c. Employing human rather 

than mechanical energy:  manual labor.   2. Of, relating to, or resembling a small 

reference book.   —  n.  Abbr. m., man. 1. A small reference book, especially one 

giving instructions.  2. Music. A keyboard of an organ played with the hands.  

3. A machine operated by hand.  4. Prescribed movements in the handling of a 

weapon, especially a rifle:  the manual of arms.  [Middle English, from Old French 

manuel, from Latin manu7lis, from manus, hand. See MANUS.] —manùu·al·ly 
adv. 

manual alphabet (m4nùyu-Nl 4lùfN-bHtÙ) n.  An alphabet used for commu-

nication by hearing-impaired people in which finger positions represent the let-

ters. 

manual training (m4nùyu-Nl tr7ùnVng) n.  A course of training to develop 

manual dexterity in practical arts, such as woodworking or handcrafts. 

ma·nu·bri·um (mN-nuùbrK-Nm, -nyuÙ-) n.  pl. ma·nu·bri·a (-brK-N). 1. A 

body part or process shaped like a handle.  Also called presternum 2. a. The broad 

upper division of the sternum with which the clavicle and first two ribs articulate.  

b. The long tapering process of the malleus attached to the central portion of the 

eardrum.   [Latin, handle, from manus, hand. See man-2 in Appendix.]

manuf. abbr.  Manufacture. 

manufac. abbr.  Manufacture. 

man·u·fac·to·ry (m4nÙyN-f4kùtN-rK) n.  pl. man·u·fac·to·ries. A factory or 

manufacturing plant.  [Probably MANUFACT(URE) + -ORY.]

man·u·fac·ture (m4nÙyN-f4kùchNr) v.  man·u·fac·tured, man·u·fac·tur·ing, 
man·u·fac·tures.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To make or process (a raw material) into a fin-



ished product, especially by means of a large-scale industrial operation.  b. To 

make or process (a product), especially with the use of industrial machines.   

2. To create, produce, or turn out in a mechanical manner: “His books seem to 

have been manufactured rather than composed” (Dwight Macdonald).  3. To con-

coct or invent; fabricate:  manufacture an excuse.   —  v.  intr. To make or process 

goods, especially in large quantities and by means of industrial machines.   —  n.  

Abbr. manuf., manufac., mfg., mfr. 1. a. The act, craft, or process of manu-

facturing products, especially on a large scale.  b. An industry in which mechani-

cal power and machinery are employed.   2. A product that is manufactured.  

3. The making or producing of something.  [From French, manufacture, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin *man7fact7ra : Latin man7, ablative of manus, 

hand; see man-2 in Appendix + Latin fact7ra, working of a metal from factus, 

past participle of facere, to make. See dhK- in Appendix.] —manÙu·facù-
tur·a·ble adj.  —manÙu·facùtur·al adj.  —manÙu·facùtur·ing n. 

man·u·fac·tured gas (m4nÙyN-f4kùchNrd g4s) n.  A gaseous fuel made from 

soft coal or various petroleum products. 

manufactured home (m4nÙyN-f4kùchNrd hom) n.  1. A prefabricated house 

that is put together in standardized sections.  2.  See mobile home. 
manufactured housing (m4nÙyN-f4kùchNrd houùzVng) n.  Manufactured 

homes considered as a group. 

man·u·fac·tur·er (m4nÙyN-f4kùchNr-Nr) n.  Abbr. mfr. A person, an enterprise, 

or an entity that manufactures something. 

man·u·mit (m4nÙyN-mVtù) v.  tr. man·u·mit·ted, man·u·mit·ting, 
man·u·mits. To free from slavery or bondage; emancipate.  [Middle English 

manumitten, from Old French manumitter, from Latin man7mittere : man7, abla-

tive of manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + mittere, to send from.] 
—manÙu·misùsion (-mVshùNn) n.  —manÙu·mitùter n. 

ma·nure (mN-ntrù, -nytrù) n.  Material, especially barnyard or stable dung, 

often with discarded animal bedding, used to fertilize soil.   —  v.  tr. ma·nured, 
ma·nur·ing, ma·nures. To fertilize (soil) by applying material such as barnyard 

dung.  [From Middle English manuren, to cultivate land, from Anglo-Norman 

mainouverer, from Vulgar Latin *man7oper7re, to work with the hands  : Latin 

man7, ablative of manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + Latin oper7rX, to work; 

see op- in Appendix.] —ma·nurùer n.  —ma·nuùri·al adj. 

ma·nus (m7ùnNs, mäù-) n.  pl. manus. The distal part of the forelimb of a verte-

brate, including the wrist and hand or the carpus and forefoot.  [Latin, hand. See 

man-2 in Appendix.]

man·u·script (m4nùyN-skrVptÙ) n.  Abbr. MS., MS, ms., ms 1. A book, docu-

ment, or other composition written by hand.  2. A typewritten or handwritten 

version of a book, an article, a document, or other work, especially the author’s 

own copy, prepared and submitted for publication in print.  3. Handwriting.   —  



n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  manuscript delivery; manu-

script editing.  [From Medieval Latin man7scrXptum, from neuter of man7scrXptus, 

handwritten  : Latin man7, ablative of manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + 

Latin scrXptus, past participle of scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.]

Ma·nu·tius (mN-nuùshNs, -shK-Ns, -nyuù-), Aldus. 1450-1515.  Italian scholar 

and printer who established (c. 1498) the Aldine Press in Venice to publish Greek 

and Latin classics. 

man·ward (m4nùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Of, at, or toward humankind.   
—manùwards adv. 

man·wise (m4nùwXzÙ) adv.  In a manner characteristic of human beings. 

Manx (m4ngks) adj.  Of or relating to the Isle of Man or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  pl. Manx. 1. The people of the Isle of Man.  2. The extinct 

Goidelic language of the Manx.  3. A Manx cat.  [Alteration of Old Norse 

*Mansk, from Mon, Man-, Isle of Man.]

Manx cat (m4ngks k4t)  or manx cat n.  Any of a breed of the domestic cat 

having short hair, usually solid color, and an internal vestigial tail. 

Manx·man (m4ngksùmNn) n.  A man who is a native or inhabitant of the Isle of 

Man. 

Manx·wom·an (m4ngksùwtmÙ-Nn) n.  A woman who is a native or inhabit-

ant of the Isle of Man. 

man·y (mHnùK) adj.  more (môr, mor), most (most). 1. Being one of a large, 

indefinite number; numerous:  many a child; many another day.  2. Amounting to 

or consisting of a large, indefinite number:  many friends.   —  n.  (used with a pl. 

verb). 1. A large, indefinite number:  A good many of the workers had the flu.  

2. The majority of the people; the masses: “The many fail, the one succeeds” (Ten-

nyson).   —  pron.  (used with a pl. verb). A large number of persons or things: 

“For many are called, but few are chosen” (Matthew 22:14).   —idiom. as many. 
The same number of:  moved three times in as many years.  [Middle English, from 

Old English manig. See menegh- in Appendix.]

man-year (m4nùyîrÙ) n.  A unit measuring the work of one person in a year, 

based on a standard number of man-days. 

man·y·fold (mHnùK-foldÙ) adv.  By many times:  The state’s population has 

increased manyfold. 

man·y·plies (mHnùV-plXzÙ) n.  See omasum. 
man·y-sid·ed (mHnÙK-sXùdVd) adj.  1. Having many sides.  2. Having many 

aspects, talents, or interests.  See Synonyms at versatile.  —manÙy-sidùed·ness 
n. 

Man·za·nil·la (m4nÙzN-nKùyN, -nVlùN) n.  A pale, very dry sherry from Spain.  

[Spanish, diminutive of manzana, apple. See MANCHINEEL.]

man·za·ni·ta (m4nÙzN-nKùtN) n.  Any of several evergreen shrubs or small trees 

of the genus Arctostaphylos of the Pacific coast of North America, especially A. 



manzanita, bearing white or pink flowers in drooping panicles and producing red 

berrylike drupes.  [Spanish, diminutive of manzana, apple. See MANCHINEEL.]

Man·zo·ni (män-zoùnK, -dzôù-), Alessandro. 1785-1873.  Italian writer best 

known for his romantic novel The Betrothed (1825-1827), considered one of the 

greatest works of modern Italian fiction. 

MAO abbr.  Monoamine oxidase. 

MAOI abbr.  Monoamine oxidase inhibitor. 

Mao·ism (mouùVzÙNm) n.  Marxism-Leninism developed in China chiefly by 

Mao Zedong.   —Maoùist adj.  & n. 

Mao jacket (mou j4kùVt) n.  A plain, high-collared, shirtlike jacket customarily 

worn by Mao Zedong and the people of China during his regime. 

Mao·ri (mouùrK) n.  pl. Maori or Mao·ris. 1. A member of a people of New 

Zealand, of Polynesian-Melanesian descent.  2. The Austronesian language of the 

Maori.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Maori or their language or culture. 

Mao suit (mou sut) n.  An outfit consisting of a Mao jacket and loose trousers, 

worn especially in China. 

mao-tai (mouùtXù) n.  A clear, very strong Chinese liquor distilled from sor-

ghum.  [After Mao-Tai, a town of Guizhou province, China.]

Mao Ze·dong (mouù dzNùdmngù) also Mao Tse-tung (tsNù-ttngù), 1893-

1976.  Chinese Communist leader and theorist. A founder of the Chinese Com-

munist Party (1921), he led the Long March (1934-1935) and proclaimed the 

People’s Republic of China in 1949. As party chairman and the country’s first 

head of state (1949-1959) he initiated the Great Leap Forward and the founding 

of communes. He continued as party chairman after 1959 and was a leading fig-

ure in the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). In the 1970’s he consolidated his 

political power and established ties with the West. 

map (m4p) n.  1. a. A representation, usually on a plane surface, of a region of 

the earth or heavens.  b. Something that suggests such a representation, as in clar-

ity of representation.   2. Mathematics. The correspondence of one or more ele-

ments in one set to one or more elements in the same set or another set.  3. Slang. 

The human face.  4. Genetics. A genetic map.   —  v.  tr. mapped, map·ping, 
maps. 1. a. To make a map of.  b. To depict as if on a map:  Grief was mapped on 

his face.   2. To explore or make a survey of (a region) for the purpose of making 

a map.  3. To plan or delineate, especially in detail; arrange:  mapping out her 

future.  4. Genetics. To locate (a gene or DNA sequence) in a specific region of a 

chromosome in relation to known genes or DNA sequences.  5. Mathematics. To 

establish a mapping of (an element or a set).   —idioms. put on the map. To 

make well-known, prominent, or famous.  wipe off the map. To destroy com-

pletely; annihilate.  [From Middle English mapemounde, from Old French mape-

mond, from Medieval Latin mappa (mundX), map (of the world), from Latin, 



napkin, cloth (on which maps were drawn), perhaps of Carthaginian origin.] 
—mapùpa·ble adj.  —mapùper n. 

MAP abbr.  Modified American plan. 

ma·ple (m7ùpNl) n.  1. Any of numerous deciduous trees or shrubs of the genus 

Acer of the North Temperate Zone, having opposite, usually palmate leaves and 

long-winged fruits borne in pairs.  2. The wood of any of these trees, especially 

the hard, close-grained wood of the sugar maple, often used for furniture and 

flooring.  3. The flavor of the concentrated sap of the sugar maple.  [Middle 

English, from Old English mapul-, as in mapultrKo.]

Ma·ple Grove (m7ùpNl grov)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a suburb of Min-

neapolis. Population, 38,736. 

Maple Heights (m7ùpNl hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb of 

Cleveland. Population, 27,089. 

Maple Shade (m7ùpNl sh7d)  A community of south-central New Jersey east of 

Camden. It is a manufacturing center in a truck-farming region. Population, 

19,211. 

maple sugar (m7ùpNl shtgùNr) n.  A sugar made by boiling down maple 

syrup. 

maple syrup (m7ùpNl sVrùNp) n.  1. A sweet syrup made from the sap of the 

sugar maple.  2. Syrup made from various sugars and flavored with maple syrup 

or artificial maple flavoring. 

Ma·ple·wood (m7ùpNl-wtdÙ)  1. A city of southeast Minnesota, a residential 

suburb of St. Paul. Population, 26,990.  2. A community of northeast New Jersey 

east of Newark. It is mainly residential. Population, 21,756. 

map·mak·er (m4pùm7ÙkNr) n.  A person who makes maps; a cartographer.   
—mapùmak·ing (-m7kÙVng) n. 

map·ping (m4pùVng) n.  1. The act or process of making a map.  

2. Mathematics. A rule of correspondence established between sets that associates 

each element of a set with an element in the same or another set. 

Map·ple·thorpe (m7ùpNl-thôrpÙ, -thorpÙ), Robert. 1946-1989.  American 

artist whose controversial single-image black-and-white photographs often 

depict flowers, the human nude, and male homoeroticism. 

Ma·pu·to (mN-puùto) Formerly Lou·ren·ço Mar·ques (lN-rHnÙso märùkHs, 

lô-rHNùst märùkHsh).  The capital and largest city of Mozambique, in the 

extreme southern part of the country on the Indian Ocean. Founded in the late 

18th century, it was renamed (1976) after the country gained its independence 

(1975). Population, 755,300. 

ma·quette (m4-kHtù) n.  A usually small model of an intended work, such as a 

sculpture or piece of architecture.  [French, from Italian macchietta, sketch, 

diminutive of macchia, spot, from Latin macula.]



ma·qui (mäùkK) n.  pl. ma·quis. 1. A Chilean evergreen shrub (Aristotelia chil-

ensis) bearing edible purple berries.  2. A Chilean wine made from the fruit of 

this plant.  [Spanish, of Araucanian origin.]

ma·qui·la (mN-kKùlN, mä-kKùlä) n.  A maquiladora. 

ma·qui·la·do·ra (mä-kKÙlä-dôùrä) n.  An assembly plant in Mexico, especially 

one along the border between the United States and Mexico, to which foreign 

materials and parts are shipped and from which the finished product is returned 

to the original market.  [American Spanish, place where the miller’s fee is paid, 

maquiladora, from Spanish maquila, portion received by the miller in return for 

milling one’s grain, from Old Spanish, from Arabic makXla, measure, from k7la, 

to measure.]

ma·quil·lage (mäÙkK-äzhù) n.  Cosmetic or theatrical makeup.  [French, from 

maquiller, to apply makeup, from Old French macquiller, to work, from Old 

North French maquier, from Middle Dutch maken, to make. See mag- in Appen-

dix.]

ma·quis (m4-kKù) n.  pl. maquis. 1. A dense growth of small trees and shrubs 

in the Mediterranean area.  2. Maquis. a. A member of the French underground 

organization that fought against the German occupation forces during World 

War II; a member of the Resistance.  Also called Maquisard b. This French under-

ground organization.   [French, from Italian macchie, pl. of macchia, thicket, spot, 

from Latin macula, spot.]

Ma·qui·sard (m4kÙK-zärdù, -zärù) n.  See maquis (n., sense 2a).  [French, from 

maquis, the French underground. See MAQUIS.]

mar (mär) v.  tr. marred, mar·ring, mars. 1. To inflict damage, especially dis-

figuring damage, on.  2. To impair the soundness, perfection, or integrity of; 

spoil.  See Synonyms at injure.   —  n.  A disfiguring mark; a blemish.  [Middle 

English merren, from Old English mierran, merran, to impede.]

mar. abbr.  1. Maritime.  2. Married. 

Mar.  or Mar abbr.  March. 

ma·ra (mN-räù) n.  Any of various long-eared and long-legged cavies of the genus 

Dolichotis, inhabiting the scrub desert and grasslands of central and southern 

Argentina.  Also called Patagonian hare [American Spanish mará, perhaps of 

Araucanian origin.]

mar·a·bou also mar·a·bout (m4rùN-buÙ) n.  1. Any of several large African 

storks of the genus Leptoptilos that scavenge for carrion and that have a soft white 

down on the underside.  Also called adjutant, adjutant stork.  2. a. The down of 

one of these storks or an imitation of it made from other bird feathers.  b. A hat 

or garment trimmed with the down of a stork or an imitation of it.   3. a. A raw 

silk that can be dyed without being separated from the gum.  b. A fabric or an 

article of apparel made from such silk.   [French marabout, Muslim hermit, 

marabout. See MARABOUT
1.]



mar·a·bout1 (m4rùN-buÙ, -butÙ) n.  1. A Muslim hermit or saint, especially 

in northern Africa.  2. The tomb of such a hermit or saint.  [French marabout, 

from Portuguese marabuto, from Arabic mur7bi£.]
mar·a·bout2 (m4rùN-buÙ) n.  Variant of marabou. 
ma·ra·ca (mN-räùkN) n.  Music. A percussion instrument consisting of a hollow-

gourd rattle containing pebbles or beans and often played in pairs.  [Portuguese 

maracá, probably from Tupi.]

Ma·ra·cai·bo (m4rÙN-kXùbo, mäÙrä-kXùvô)  A city of northwest Venezuela south 

of the Gulf of Venezuela at the outlet of Lake Maracaibo, the largest lake of 

South America. Founded in 1571, the city is a major port on a dredged channel 

allowing access for oceangoing vessels. It developed rapidly after the discovery of 

oil reserves in 1917. Population, 929,000. 

Ma·ra·cay (märÙN-kXù)  A city of northern Venezuela west-southwest of Caracas. 

It is a cattle center. Population, 355,000. 

Mar·ais des Cygnes (mHrù dN zKnÙ)  A river rising in east-central Kansas and 

flowing about 241 km (150 mi) generally southeast to the Osage River in western 

Missouri. 

Mar·a·jó (m4rÙN-zhoù, mäÙrä-)  An island of northern Brazil in the Amazon 

delta between the Amazon and Pará rivers. It is noted for its prehistoric mounds. 

Ma·ra·ñón (märÙNn-yonù, mäÙrä-nyônù)  A river flowing about 1,609 km 

(1,000 mi) from west-central to northeast Peru, where it joins the Ucayali River to 

form the Amazon. 

ma·ran·ta (mN-r4nùtN) n.  1. Any of several tropical American plants of the 

genus Maranta, including the arrowroot, having thin, ovate, usually spotted 

leaves and irregular flowers.  2. An edible starch made from these plants.  [After 

Bartolomeo Maranta (died 1571), Italian herbalist.]

Ma·raz (mN-räshù)  A city of south-central Turkey in the Taurus Mountains 

northeast of Adana. A Hittite city-state c. 1000 B.C., it was captured by Arabs in 

A.D. 638 and annexed by the Ottoman Empire in the early 16th century. Popula-

tion, 178,557. 

ma·ras·ca (mN-r4sùkN) n.  A European cultivar of the sour cherry tree (Prunus 

cerasus) bearing bitter red fruit from which maraschino is made.  [Italian. See 

MARASCHINO.]

mar·a·schi·no (m4rÙN-skKùno, -shKù-) n.  pl. mar·a·schi·nos. A cordial made 

from the fermented juice and crushed pits of the marasca cherry.  [Italian, from 

marasca, marasca, from amarasca, from amaro, bitter, from Latin am7rus.]

maraschino cherry (m4rÙN-skKùno chHrùK) n.  A cherry preserved in a syrup 

flavored with real or imitation maraschino. 

ma·ras·mus (mN-r4zùmNs) n.  Pathology. A progressive wasting of the body, 

occurring chiefly in young children and associated with insufficient intake or 



malabsorption of food.  [New Latin, from Greek marasmos, from marainein, to 

waste away. See mer- in Appendix.] —ma·rasùmic adj. 

Ma·rat (mN-räù, mä-), Jean Paul. 1743-1793.  Swiss-born French revolutionary 

who founded (1789) L’Ami du Peuple, which supported the French Revolution. 

He was elected to the National Convention in 1792 but was assassinated in the 

following year by a Girondist. 

Ma·ra·tha also Mah·rat·ta (mN-räùtN, -r4tùN) n.  pl. Maratha or Ma·ra·thas 
also Mahratta  or Ma·rat·tas. A member of a Hindu people inhabiting Maha-

rashtra in west-central India.  [Marathi Mar7£h7, from Sanskrit Mah7r7}£raU, 

Maharashtra.]

Ma·ra·thi also Mah·ra·ti  or Mah·rat·ti (mN-räùtK, -r4tùK) n.  The principal 

Indic language of Maharashtra.  [Marathi Mar7£hX, from Sanskrit Mah7r7}£rX, 
from Mah7r7}£raU, Maharashtra.]

mar·a·thon (m4rùN-thmnÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A cross-country footrace of 26 

miles, 385 yards (41.3 kilometers).  b. A long-distance race other than a footrace:  

a swimming marathon.   2. a. A contest of endurance:  a dance marathon.  b. An 

event or activity that requires prolonged effort or endurance.   [After Marathon 
(so called because a messenger ran from there to Athens to announce a victory 

over the Persians in 490 B.C.).]

Mar·a·thon (m4rùN-thmnÙ)  A village and plain of ancient Greece northeast of 

Athens. It was the site of a major victory over the Persians in 490 B.C. 

mar·a·thon·er (m4rùN-thmnÙNr) n.  One that participates in a marathon, espe-

cially a marathon runner.   —marùa·thonÙing n. 

ma·raud (mN-rôdù) v.  ma·raud·ed, ma·raud·ing, ma·rauds.  —  v.  intr. To 

rove and raid in search of booty.   —  v.  tr. To raid or pillage for plunder.  [French 

marauder, from maraud, tomcat, vagabond.] —ma·raudùer n. 

Mar·bel·la (mär-bHlùN, -vHùlyä)  A city of southern Spain on the Mediterranean 

Sea southwest of Málaga. It is a noted tourist resort. Population, 39,000. 

mar·ble (märùbNl) n.  1. a. A metamorphic rock formed by alteration of lime-

stone or dolomite, often irregularly colored by impurities, and used especially in 

architecture and sculpture.  b. A piece of this rock.  c. A sculpture made from this 

rock.   2. Something resembling or suggesting metamorphic rock, as in being very 

hard, smooth, or cold:  a heart of marble; a brow of marble.  3. Games. a. A small 

hard ball, usually of glass, used in children’s games.  b. marbles. (used with a 

sing. verb). Any of various games played with marbles.   4. marbles. (used with a 

sing. verb). Slang. Common sense; sanity:  completely lost his marbles after the stock 

market crash.  5. Marbling.   —  v.  tr. mar·bled, mar·bling, mar·bles. To mot-

tle and streak (paper, for example) with colors and veins in imitation of marble.   
—  adj.  1. Composed of metamorphic rock:  a marble hearth.  2. Resembling 

metamorphic rock in consistency, texture, venation, color, or coldness.  [Middle 



English, from Old French marbre, from Latin marmor, from Greek marmaros.] 
—marùbly adj. 

marble cake (märùbNl k7k) n.  A cake with a streaked or mottled appearance 

achieved by mixing light and dark batter. 

mar·bled (märùbNld) adj.  1. Made of or covered with marble:  a marbled 

façade.  2. Having a mix of fat and lean:  a well-marbled roast of beef. 

Mar·ble·head (märùbNl-hHdÙ, märÙbNl-hHdù)  A town of northeast Massachu-

setts northeast of Boston. Founded in the 17th century, it is a boating center and 

resort. Population, 19,971. 

mar·ble·ize (märùbN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. mar·ble·ized, mar·ble·iz·ing, 
mar·ble·iz·es. To marble. 

mar·ble·wood (märùbNl-wtdÙ) n.  An Asian tree (Diospyros kurzii) having 

mottled gray wood used in cabinetwork. 

mar·bling (märùblVng) n.  1. A mottling or streaking that resembles marble.  

2. The process or operation of giving something the surface appearance of mar-

ble.  3. The decorative imitation of marble patterns printed on page edges and 

endpapers of books.  4. Flecks or thin strips of fat, especially when evenly distrib-

uted in a cut of meat. 

Mar·burg (märùbûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A city of west-central Germany north of 

Frankfurt. Europe’s first Protestant university was founded here in 1527. Popula-

tion, 76,260. 

marc (märk) n.  1. The pulpy residue left after the juice has been pressed from 

grapes, apples, or other fruits.  2. Brandy distilled from grape or apple residue.  

[French, from Old French march, from Old French marchier, to trample, of Ger-

manic origin. See merg- in Appendix.]

mar·ca·site (märùkN-sXtÙ, -zXtÙ) n.  1. A mineral with the same composition as 

pyrite, FeS2, but differing in crystal structure.  Also called white iron pyrites 2. An 

ornament of pyrite, polished steel, or white metal.  [Middle English, from Medi-

eval Latin marcasXta, from Arabic marqa≥Xt7, from Aramaic marqH≥îtâ, perhaps 

from Assyrian marTa≥îtu, of Markhashi, from Markhashi, region of perhaps 

northeast Persia.] —marÙca·sitùi·cal (-sVtùV-kNl) adj. 

mar·ca·to (mär-käùto) Music. adv.  & adj.  With strong accentuation. Used 

chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. mar·ca·tos. A marcato passage or movement.  

[Italian, past participle of marcare, to mark, accent, from Old Italian. See DEMAR-

CATION.]

Mar·ceau (mär-soù), Marcel. Born 1923.  French mime whose most famous 

character is Bip, a sad-faced clown. 

mar·cel (mär-sHlù) n.  A hairstyle characterized by deep, regular waves made by a 

heated curling iron.   —  v.  mar·celled, mar·cell·ing, mar·cels.  —  v.  tr. To 

style (the hair) with deep, regular waves, using a curling iron.   —  v.  intr. To 

make such a hairstyle.  [After Marcel Grateau (1852-1936), French hairdresser.]



Mar·cel·lus (mär-sHlùNs), Marcus Claudius. 268?-208 B.C.  Roman general 

who in the Second Punic War took Syracuse (212) and Capua (211). 

mar·ces·cent (mär-sHsùNnt) adj.  Botany. Withering but not falling off, as a 

blossom that persists on a twig after flowering.  [Latin marcKscKns, marcKscent- 

past participle of marcKscere inchoative of marcKre, to wither.]

march1 (märch) v.  marched, march·ing, march·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To walk 

steadily and rhythmically forward in step with others.  b. To begin to move in 

such a manner:  The troops will march at dawn.   2. a. To proceed directly and 

purposefully:  marched in and demanded to see the manager.  b. To progress 

steadily onward; advance:  Time marches on.   3. To be arranged in an orderly 

fashion that suggests steady, rhythmical progression.  4. To participate in an orga-

nized walk, as for a public cause.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to move or otherwise 

progress in a steady, rhythmical manner:  march soldiers into battle; marched us off 

to the dentist.  2. To traverse by progressing steadily and rhythmically:  They 

marched the route in a day.   —  n.  1. The act of marching, especially: a. The 

steady forward movement of a body of troops.  b. A long tiring journey on foot.   

2. Steady forward movement or progression:  the march of time.  3. A regulated 

pace:  quick march; slow march.  4. The distance covered within a certain period of 

time by moving or progressing steadily and rhythmically:  a week’s march away.  

5. Music. A composition in regularly accented, usually duple meter that is appro-

priate to accompany marching.  6. An organized walk or procession by a group of 

people for a specific cause or issue.   —idioms. on the march. Advancing 

steadily; progressing:  Technology is on the march.  steal a march on. To get 

ahead of, especially by quiet enterprise.  [Middle English marchen, from Old 

French marchier, from Frankish *markon, to mark out. See merg- in Appendix.]

march2 (märch) n.  1. The border or boundary of a country or an area of land; a 

frontier.  2. A tract of land bordering on two countries and claimed by both.   —  
v.  intr. marched, march·ing, march·es. To have a common boundary:  

England marches with Scotland.  [Middle English, from Old French marche, of 

Germanic origin. See merg- in Appendix.]

March (märch) n.  Abbr. Mar., Mar The third month of the year in the Grego-

rian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, 

from Latin M7rtius (mKnsis), (month) of Mars, from M7rs, M7rt-, Mars.]

March (märch), Francis Andrew. 1825-1911.  American philologist and lexi-

cographer noted for his work in comparative Anglo-Saxon linguistics. 

March. abbr.  Marchioness. 

mar·chand de vin sauce (mär-shäNù dN v4Nù sôs) n.  A rich, buttery sauce 

made with onions, brown gravy, and red wine and served especially with steaks 

and roasts.  [French  : marchand, merchant + de, of + vin, wine.]



Marche1 (märsh)  A historical region and former province of central France. So 

called because of its location as a northern border fief of the duchy of Aquitaine, 

it became part of the French crown lands in 1531. 

Mar·che2 (märùk7)  or Mar·ches (-chVz)  A region of east-central Italy extend-

ing from the eastern slopes of the Apennines to the Adriatic Sea. Colonized by 

Rome in the 3rd century B.C., it was under papal control for much of the period 

from the 16th to the 19th century. 

Mär·chen (mHrùKHNn) n.  pl. Märchen. A folktale or fairy story.  [German, 

from Middle High German merechyn, short verse narrative, diminutive of mære, 

narrative, from Old High German m7ri, famous, narrative. See mK-3 in Appen-

dix.]

march·er1 (märùchNr) n.  One that marches, especially for a specific cause:  a 

protest marcher; a peace marcher. 

march·er2 (märùchNr) n.  One who lives in a border district. 

Mar·ches (märùchVz)  See Marche2. 
mar·che·sa (mär-k7ùzN, -kHùzä) n.  pl. mar·che·se (-z7, -zH). 1. The wife or 

widow of a marchese.  2. An Italian noblewoman ranking above a countess and 

below a princess.  3. Used as the title for such a noblewoman.  [Italian, feminine 

of marchese, marchese. See MARCHESE.]

mar·che·se (mär-k7ùz7, -kHùzH) n.  pl. mar·che·si (-zK). 1. An Italian noble-

man ranking above a count and below a prince.  2. Used as the title for such a 

nobleman.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin (comKs) marcKnsis, (count) of the bor-

der, from marca, border region, of Germanic origin. See merg- in Appendix.]

march·ing orders (märùchVng ôrùdNrz) pl.n.  Orders to move on or depart. 

mar·chio·ness (märùshN-nVs, märÙshN-nHsù) n.  Abbr. March. 1. The wife or 

widow of a marquis.  2. A noblewoman ranking above a countess and below a 

duchess.  Also called marquise 3. Used as a title for such a noblewoman.  [Medi-

eval Latin marchionissa, feminine of marchio, marchion-, marquis, from marca, 

boundary, of Germanic origin. See merg- in Appendix.]

march·land (märchùl4ndÙ) n.  A borderland. 

march·pane (märchùp7nÙ) n.  Archaic. Marzipan.  [Perhaps obsolete French 

marcepain, from Italian marzapane, marzipan. See MARZIPAN.]

march-past (märchùp4stÙ) n.  A procession or parade, especially of troops 

being reviewed. 

Mar·ci·a·no (märÙsK-äùno), Rocco Francis. Known as “Rocky.” 1924-1969.  

American boxer who won the world heavyweight championship in 1952 and 

defended it six times. He retired in 1956 with a professional record of 49 victories 

and no defeats. 

Mar·cion·ism (märùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  A Christian heresy of the second and third 

centuries A.D. that rejected the Old Testament and denied the incarnation of God 



in Jesus as a human being.  [After Marcion (died c. A.D. 160), Pontic merchant 

and heretic in Rome.] —Marùcion·iteÙ (-shN-nXtÙ) n. 

Mar·co·ni (mär-koùnK), Guglielmo. 1874-1937.  Italian engineer and inventor 

who in 1901 transmitted long-wave radio signals across the Atlantic Ocean. He 

shared the 1909 Nobel Prize in physics. 

Marconi rig (mär-koùnK rVg) n.  Nautical. See Bermuda rig.  [After 

Guglielmo MARCONI (probably from its resemblance to the early antennas used 

by him for his wireless telegraphy).]

Mar·co Po·lo (märùko poùlo)  See Marco Polo. 
Mar·cos (märùkos), Ferdinand Edralin. 1917-1989.  Philippine president 

(1965-1986) who maintained close ties with the United States and exercised dicta-

torial control over his country. After a fraudulent presidential election against 

Corazon Aquino (1986) he fled the Philippines with his wife, Imelda (born 

1930). 

Mar·cus Au·re·li·us An·to·ni·nus (märùkNs ô-rKùlK-Ns 4nÙtN-nXùnNs), A.D. 

121-180.  Philosopher and emperor of Rome (161-180) who wrote Meditations, a 

classic work of stoicism. 

Marcus Ba·ker (märùkNs b7ùkNr), Mount. A peak, 4,018.7 m (13,176 ft) high, 

in the Chugach Mountains of southeast Alaska. It is the highest elevation in the 

range. 

Mar·cu·se (mär-kuùzN), Herbert. 1898-1979.  German-born American politi-

cal philosopher whose works of social criticism include Eros and Civilization 

(1955) and One-Dimensional Man (1964). 

Mar del Pla·ta (märÙ dHl plätN, thHl pläùtä)  A city of east-central Argentina on 

the Atlantic Ocean south-southeast of Buenos Aires. It is a popular resort with a 

fishing industry. Population, 414,696. 

Mar·di gras  or Mar·di Gras (märùdK gräù) n.  1. a. The day before Ash 

Wednesday, celebrated as a holiday in many places with carnivals, masquerade 

balls, and parades of costumed merrymakers.  b. A carnival period coming to a 

climax on this day.   2. An occasion of great festivity and merrymaking.  [French 

 : Mardi, Tuesday + gras, fat (from the feasting on Mardi gras before Lenten fast-

ing).]

Mar·duk (märùdtk) n.  Mythology. The chief Babylonian god. 

mare1 (mâr) n.  A female horse or the female of other equine species.  [Middle 

English, alteration of Old English mere (influenced by forms of mearh, horse),. 

See marko- in Appendix.]

ma·re2 (mäùr7) n.  pl. ma·ri·a (-rK-N). Astronomy. Any of the large dark areas on 

the moon or on Mars or other planets.  [Latin mare, sea. See mori- in Appendix.]

ma·re clau·sum (mäùr7 klouùsNm, klôù-) n.  A navigable body of water, such as 

a sea, that is under the jurisdiction of one nation and closed to all others.  [New 

Latin  : Latin mare, sea + Latin clausum, closed.]



ma·re li·be·rum (mäùr7 lKùbN-rtmÙ) n.  A navigable body of water, such as a 

sea, that is open to navigation by vessels of all nations.  [New Latin mare lXberum : 

Latin mare, sea + Latin lXberum, free.]

Ma·ren·go (mN-rHngùgo) adj.  Browned in oil and sautéed in a sauce of toma-

toes, mushrooms, garlic, onion, and white wine:  chicken Marengo; veal Marengo.  

[After Marengo, a village of northwest Italy (probably from the chicken dish 

served to Napoleon following his victory over the Austrians here on June 14, 

1800).]

ma·re nos·trum (mäùr7 noùstrNm) n.  A navigable body of water, such as a sea, 

that is under the jurisdiction of one nation or that is shared by two or more 

nations.  [Latin, the Mediterranean  : mare, sea + nostrum, our.]

mare’s nest (mârz nHst) n.  pl. mare’s nests or mares’ nests. 1. A hoax or 

fraud.  2. An extraordinarily complicated situation. 

mare’s-tail (mârzùt7lÙ) n.  pl. mare’s-tails or mares’-tails (mârzùt7lzÙ). 1. A 

cosmopolitan aquatic herb (Hippuris vulgaris) having minute flowers and linear 

whorled leaves.  2. A long, narrow cirrus cloud with a flowing appearance. 

Mar·fan syndrome (märùf4n sVnùdromÙ) n.  A hereditary disorder princi-

pally affecting the connective tissues of the body, manifested in varying degrees 

by excessive bone elongation and joint flexibility and by abnormalities of the eye 

and cardiovascular system.  [After Antonin Bernard Jean Marfan (1858-1942), 

French pediatrician.]

marg. abbr.  Margin. 

Mar·gar·et of An·jou (märùgN-rNt ƒv 4nùjuÙ, -grNt; 4n-juù, äN-zhuù), 

1430-1482.  Queen of Henry VI of England. She led the Lancastrians in the Wars 

of the Roses and was captured (1471) and ransomed to France (1476). 

Mar·gar·et of Na·varre (märùgN-rNt ƒv nN-värù, -grNt; nN-värù, nä-), 1492-

1549.  Queen of Navarre (1527-1549) who wrote the Heptameron, an unfinished 

collection of stories modeled on Boccaccio’s Decameron. 

Mar·gar·et of Val·ois (märùgN-rNt ƒv v4lùwä, -grNt; v4l-wäù), 1553-1615.  

Queen consort whose marriage (1572) to Henry of Navarre, later Henry IV of 

France, was dissolved in 1599. 

Mar·gar·et Rose (märùgN-rNt roz, -grNt-), Princess. Born 1930.  Princess of 

Great Britain, the second daughter of George VI and sister of Elizabeth II. 

mar·gar·ic (mär-g4rùVk) adj.  Resembling pearl; pearly.  [From Greek margaron, 

pearl.]

margaric acid (mär-g4rùVk 4sùVd) n.  A synthetic crystalline fatty acid, 

CH3(CH2)15CO2H. 

mar·ga·rine also mar·ga·rin (märùjNr-Vn) n.  A fatty solid butter substitute 

consisting of a blend of hydrogenated vegetable oils mixed with emulsifiers, vita-

mins, coloring matter, and other ingredients.  [French, from Greek margaron, 

pearl.]



mar·ga·ri·ta (märÙgN-rKùtN) n.  A cocktail made with tequila, an orange-fla-

vored liqueur, and lemon or lime juice, often served with salt encrusted on the 

rim of the glass.  [Spanish, from the name Margarita, Margaret.]

mar·ga·rite (märùgN-rXtÙ) n.  1. A rock formation that resembles beads, found 

in glassy igneous rocks.  2. Archaic. A pearl.  [Ultimately from Greek margaritKs, 

pearl.]

Mar·gate (märùg7tÙ)  1.  (also -gNt) A municipal borough of southeast England 

east of London. A popular seaside resort, it also has light industries. Population, 

121,900.  2. A city of southeast Florida northwest of Fort Lauderdale. It is a resort 

community. Population, 42,985. 

mar·gay (märùg7Ù, mär-g7ù) n.  pl. mar·gays. A spotted Central and South 

American wildcat (Felis wiedi) resembling a small, long-tailed ocelot.  [French, 

from Portuguese maracajá, from Tupi maracajá.]

mar·gin (märùjVn) n.  Abbr. marg. 1. An edge and the area immediately adja-

cent to it; a border.  See Synonyms at border.  2. The blank space bordering the 

written or printed area on a page.  3. A limit in a condition or process, beyond or 

below which something is no longer possible or acceptable:  the margin of reality; 

has crossed the margin of civilized behavior.  4. An amount allowed beyond what is 

needed:  a small margin of safety.  See Synonyms at room.  5. A measure, quan-

tity, or degree of difference:  a margin of 500 votes.  6. Economics. a. The mini-

mum return that an enterprise may earn and still pay for itself.  b. The difference 

between the cost and the selling price of securities or commodities.  c. The differ-

ence between the market value of collateral and the face value of a loan.   7. An 

amount in money, or represented by securities, deposited by a customer with a 

broker as a provision against loss on transactions made on account.  8. Botany. 

The border of a leaf.   —  v.  tr. mar·gined, mar·gin·ing, mar·gins. 1. To pro-

vide with a margin.  2. To be a margin to; border.  3. To inscribe or enter in the 

margin of a page.  4. Economics. a. To add margin to:  margin up a brokerage 

account.  b. To deposit margin for:  margin a transaction.  c. To buy or hold (secu-

rities) by depositing or adding to a margin.   [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin margo, margin-. See merg- in Appendix.] —marùgined adj. 

mar·gin·al (märùjN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, located at, or constituting a 

margin, a border, or an edge:  the marginal strip of beach; a marginal issue that had 

no bearing on the election results.  2. Being adjacent geographically:  states mar-

ginal to Canada.  3. Written or printed in the margin of a book:  marginal notes.  

4. Barely within a lower standard or limit of quality:  marginal writing ability; 

eked out a marginal existence.  5. Economics. a. Having to do with enterprises that 

produce goods or are capable of producing goods at a rate that barely covers pro-

duction costs.  b. Relating to commodities thus manufactured and sold.   

6. Psychology. Relating to or located at the fringe of consciousness.   —  n.  One 

that is considered to be at a lower or outer limit, as of social acceptability: “is fas-



cinated by marginals, by people who live on the edge of society” (Dan Yakir).   
—marÙgin·alùi·ty (-jN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —marùgin·al·ly adv. 

mar·gi·na·li·a (märÙjN-n7ùlK-N) pl.n.  Notes in the margin or margins of a book.  

[New Latin, neuter pl. of Medieval Latin margin7lis, marginal, from Latin margo, 

margin-, margin. See MARGIN.]

mar·gin·al·ize (märùjN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. mar·gin·al·ized, mar·gin·al·iz·ing, 
mar·gin·al·iz·es. To relegate or confine to a lower or outer limit or edge, as of 

social standing.   —marÙgin·al·i·zaùtion (-jN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

mar·gin·ate (märùjN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. mar·gin·at·ed, mar·gin·at·ing, 
mar·gin·ates. 1. To provide with or be a margin to; border.  2. To add margin to 

(a stock portfolio).   —  adj.  also mar·gin·at·ed (-n7ÙtVd; -nVt, -n7t) Biology. 

Having a border or an edge of distinctive color or pattern.   —marÙgin·aùtion n. 

mar·gra·vate (märùgrN-v7tÙ) n.  Variant of margraviate. 
mar·grave (märùgr7vÙ) n.  1. The lord or military governor of a medieval Ger-

man border province.  2. Used as a hereditary title for certain princes in the Holy 

Roman Empire.  [Probably Middle Dutch marcgr7ve : marc, march, border; see 

merg- in Appendix + gr7ve, count.] —mar·graùvi·al (-gr7ùvK-Nl) adj. 

mar·gra·vi·ate (mär-gr7ùvK-Vt, -7tÙ) also mar·gra·vate (märùgrN-v7tÙ) n.  The 

territory governed by a margrave. 

mar·gra·vine (märùgrN-vKnÙ) n.  1. The wife or widow of a margrave.  2. Used 

as a title for such a woman.  [Probably Middle Dutch marcgravinne, feminine of 

marcgr7ve, margrave. See MARGRAVE.]

Mar·gre·the II (mär-gr7ùtN), Born 1940.  Queen of Denmark who inherited 

the throne from her father in 1972 after the Danish constitution was amended to 

permit the accession of a woman. 

mar·gue·rite (märÙgN-rKtù, -gyN-) n.  1. Either of two plants, Chrysanthemum 

frutescens of the Canary Islands, or C. leucanthemum of Eurasia, having white or 

pale yellow flowers that resemble those of the common American daisy.  Also 

called Paris daisy 2. Any of several similar or related plants having daisylike flow-

ers.  [French, from Old French margarite, daisy, pearl, from Latin margarXta, 

pearl, from Greek margaritKs.]

ma·ri·a (mäùrK-N) n.  Astronomy. Plural of mare2. 
ma·ri·a·chi (mäÙrK-äùchK) n.  pl. ma·ri·a·chis. Music. 1. A street band in Mex-

ico.  2. a. The music performed by such a band.  b. A musician belonging to such 

a band.   [American Spanish, perhaps from French mariage, marriage (so called 

because the music may have originated at weddings in Jalisco, a state of west-cen-

tral Mexico). See MARRIAGE.]

Mar·i·an1 (mârùK-Nn, m4rù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Virgin Mary, her cult, 

or her theology.  2. Of or relating to Mary I of England or Mary Queen of Scots. 

Mar·i·an2 (mârùK-Nn, m4rù-) adj.  Of or relating to Gaius Marius:  the Marian 

reforms of the legions. 



Mar·i·an·a Islands (m4rÙK-4nùN XùlNndz, mârÙ-, mäÙrK-äùnä)  An island group 

and U.S. commonwealth in the western Pacific Ocean east of the Philippines. 

Guam, the largest island of the group, is independent of the commonwealth, 

known as the Northern Mariana Islands, which gained official status in 1986. 

The Marianas were discovered by Magellan in 1521 and held by Spain until 1898. 

They were sold to Germany in 1899 (when Guam was ceded to the United States) 

and later became a Japanese mandate (1919-1944). Population, 16,780. 

Mar·i·an·as Trench (m4rÙK-4nùNz trHnch, mârÙ-, mäÙrK-äùnäs)  A depression 

with a maximum depth of 11,040.4 m (36,198 ft) in the floor of the western 

Pacific Ocean south and east of Guam. 

Ma·ri·as (mN-rXùNs)  A river of northwest Montana flowing about 338 km (210 

mi) generally southeast to the Missouri River. 

Ma·ri·a The·re·sa (mN-rKùN tN-r7ùsN, -zN), 1717-1780.  Queen of Hungary and 

Bohemia (1740-1780) whose reign was marked by the War of the Austrian Suc-

cession (1740-1748) and the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763). 

Ma·ri·bor (märùV-bôrÙ)  A city of northwest Yugoslavia on the Drava River near 

the Austrian border. It is an industrial center. Population, 105,100. 

Mar·i·co·pa (m4rÙV-koùpN) n.  pl. Maricopa or Mar·i·co·pas. 1. a. A Native 

American people sharing reservation lands with the Pima in south-central Ari-

zona.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Yuman language of the Maricopa. 

mar·i·cul·ture (m4rùV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  Cultivation of marine organisms in their 

natural habitats, usually for commercial purposes.  [Latin mare, mari-, sea; see 

mori- in Appendix + CULTURE.] —marÙi·culùtur·al adj. 

Ma·rie (mN-rKù), 1875-1938.  Queen of Romania (1914-1927) noted for her 

work with the Red Cross. 

Ma·rie An·toi·nette (mN-rKù 4nÙtwN-nHtù), 1755-1793.  Queen of France 

(1774-1793) as the wife of Louis XVI. Unpopular because of her extravagance 

and insensitivity toward the masses, she was tried by the Revolutionary Tribunal 

and executed. 

Marie Byrd Land (mN-rKù bûrdù l4nd)  A region of western Antarctica east of 

the Amundsen Sea. It was discovered and claimed for the United States by Rich-

ard E. Byrd in 1929. 

Ma·rie de Mé·di·cis (mN-rKù dN m7ÙdK-sKsù), 1573-1642.  Queen of France as 

the wife (1600-1610) of Henry IV and regent (1610-1617) for her son Louis XIII. 

She was instrumental in the political rise of Richelieu. 

Ma·rie Lou·ise (mN-rKù lu-Kzù), 1791-1847.  Austrian archduchess who 

became empress of the French as the second wife of Napoleon I. 

Mar·i·et·ta (m4rÙK-HtùN, mârÙ-)  1. A city of northwest Georgia northwest of 

Atlanta. It is a residential community with an aircraft industry. Population, 

44,129.  2. A city of southeast Ohio on the Ohio River southeast of Zanesville. 



Founded in 1788, it is the oldest permanent settlement in the state. Population, 

15,026. 

mar·i·gold (m4rùV-goldÙ, mârù-) n.  1. Any of various American plants of the 

genus Tagetes, widely cultivated for their showy yellow or orange flowers.  2. Any 

of several plants related to the marigold or having similar flowers, such as the 

marsh marigold.  [Middle English  : Mari, Mary ultimately from Greek Maria; see 

MARIONETTE + golde, marigold (from Old English golde;; akin to probably akin to 

GOLD ).]

mar·i·jua·na  or mar·i·hua·na (m4rÙN-wäùnN) n.  1. The cannabis plant.  2. A 

preparation made from the dried flower clusters and leaves of the cannabis plant, 

usually smoked or eaten to induce euphoria.  [Spanish mariguana.]

Ma·ri·ki·na (märÙV-kKùnN)  A city of southwest Luzon, Philippines, a suburb of 

Manila. Population, 211,613. 

Ma·rí·lia (mN-rKlùyN, mä-rKùlyä)  A city of southeast Brazil west-northwest of 

São Paulo. It is a trade and processing center in an agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 103,815. 

ma·rim·ba (mN-rVmùbN) n.  Music. A large wooden percussion instrument with 

resonators, resembling a xylophone.  [Portuguese, of Bantu origin; akin to Kim-

bundu ma-rimba : ma-, pl. n. pref. + rimba, xylophone, hand piano.]

Mar·in (m4rùVn), John. 1870-1953.  American painter noted for his expression-

ist watercolors, including Brooklyn Bridge and Sunset, Casco Bay. 

ma·ri·na (mN-rKùnN) n.  A boat basin that has docks, moorings, supplies, and 

other facilities for small boats.  [Italian, and Spanish, seashore, from feminine of 

marino, belonging to the sea  from Latin marXnus. See MARINE.]

Ma·ri·na (mN-rKùnN)  A city of western California on Monterey Bay west of Sali-

nas. It is a resort community. Population, 26,436. 

mar·i·nade (m4rÙN-n7dù) n.  A liquid mixture, usually of vinegar or wine and 

oil with various spices and herbs, in which meat, fowl, fish, and vegetables are 

soaked before cooking.   —  v.  tr. mar·i·nad·ed, mar·i·nad·ing, mar·i·nades 

(m4rùN-n7dÙ). To soak (food) in such a mixture; marinate.  [French, probably 

from Italian marinare, to marinate, from Latin (aqua) marXna, sea(water), brine, 

pickle, from feminine of marXnus, of the sea. See MARINE.]

ma·ri·na·ra (m4rÙN-n4rùN, märÙN-närùN) adj.  Being or served with a sauce made 

of tomatoes, onions, garlic, and spices:  spaghetti marinara; mussels marinara.   
—  n.  Marinara sauce.  [Italian (alla) marinara, in sailor style, feminine of 

marinaro, of the sea, sailor, from marino, marine. See MARINA.]

mar·i·nate (m4rùN-n7tÙ) v.  mar·i·nat·ed, mar·i·nat·ing, mar·i·nates.  —  v.  

tr. To soak (meat, for example) in a marinade.   —  v.  intr. To become marinated.  

[Probably from Italian marinato, past participle of marinare, to marinate, from 

marino, marine. See MARINA.] —marÙi·naùtion n. 



ma·rine (mN-rKnù) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the sea:  marine exploration.  

b. Native to, inhabiting, or formed by the sea:  marine animals.   2. Of or relating 

to shipping or maritime affairs.  3. Of or relating to sea navigation; nautical:  a 

marine chart.  See Synonyms at nautical.  4. Of or relating to troops that serve at 

sea as well as on land, specifically the U.S. Marine Corps.   —  n.  1. a. A soldier 

serving on a ship or at a naval installation.  b. Marine. A member of the U.S. 

Marine Corps.   2. The mercantile or naval ships or shipping fleet of a country.  

3. The governmental department in charge of naval affairs in some nations.  4. A 

painting or photograph of the sea.  [Middle English marin, marine, from Old 

French, from Latin marXnus, from mare, sea. See mori- in Appendix.]

Marine Corps (mN-rKnù kôr) n.  A branch of the U.S. armed forces composed 

chiefly of amphibious troops under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy. 

mar·i·ner (m4rùN-nNr) n.  Nautical. One who navigates or assists in navigating a 

ship.  [Middle English, from Old French marinier, from Old French marin, 

marine. See MARINE.]

Ma·ri·net·ti (m4rÙN-nHtùK, mäÙrK-nHtùtK), Emilio Filippo Tommaso. 1876-

1944.  Italian writer who founded futurism with the publication of his 1909 man-

ifesto. Among his works are The Bleeding Mummy (1904) and Mafarka the Futur-

ist (1910). 

Ma·rin·gá (mäÙrVn-gäù)  A city of southeast Brazil northwest of Curitiba. It is a 

coffee-processing center. Population, 158,091. 

Ma·ri·ni (mN-rKùnK, mä-)  or Ma·ri·no (-no), Giambattista. 1569-1625.  Ital-

ian poet noted for his elaborate style in works such as the epic Adonis (1623). 

Mar·i·ol·a·try (mârÙK-mlùN-trK) n.  Excessive veneration or worship of the Vir-

gin Mary.   —MarÙi·olùa·ter n.  —MarÙi·olùa·trous adj. 

Mar·i·ol·o·gy also Mar·y·ol·o·gy (mârÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  The body of belief or 

dogma or the systematic study of the Virgin Mary and her role in the Incarnation.   
—MarÙi·o·logùi·cal adj. 

Mar·i·on (m4rùK-Nn, mârù-)  1. A city of northeast-central Indiana northwest of 

Muncie. It is a trade, processing, and industrial center. Population, 32,618.  2. A 

city of east-central Iowa, a residential suburb of Cedar Rapids. Population, 

20,403.  3. A city of central Ohio north of Columbus. The home and burial place 

of President Warren G. Harding, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 34,075. 

Mar·i·on (m4rùK-Nn, mârù-), Francis. Called “the Swamp Fox.” 1732?-1795.  

American Revolutionary soldier known for his guerrilla tactics against the British 

in South Carolina. 

mar·i·o·nette (m4rÙK-N-nHtù) n.  A jointed puppet manipulated from above by 

strings or wires attached to its limbs.  [French marionnette, from Old French, 

musical instrument, diminutive of mariole, the Virgin Mary, from diminutive of 

Marie, Mary (influenced by the name Marion), from Late Latin Maria, from 

Greek, from Hebrew Miry7m.]



mar·i·po·sa lily (m4rÙN-poùzN lVlùK, -sN) n.  Any of several bulbous plants of the 

genus Calochortus of western North America, having variously colored, tuliplike 

flowers.  Also called mariposa tulip [Probably from American Spanish mariposa, 

from Spanish, butterfly  : mari-, frequentative pref. + posar, to perch (from Late 

Latin paus7re, to pause, from Latin pausa, pause).]

Mar·ist (mârùVst, m4rù-) n.  1. A member of the Society of Mary, a congregation 

of Roman Catholic missionary priests founded in 1824.  2. A member of the Lit-

tle Brothers of Mary, a Roman Catholic teaching congregation founded in 1817.  

[French Mariste, from Marie, the Virgin Mary, from Late Latin Maria. See MARIO-

NETTE.]

Ma·ri·tain (m4rÙV-t4Nù, mä-rK-), Jacques. 1882-1973.  French philosopher and 

critic noted for his interpretations of Saint Thomas Aquinas. His works include 

Art and Scholasticism (1920). 

mar·i·tal (m4rùV-tl) adj.  1. Of or relating to marriage:  marital status; marital 

problems.  2. Of or relating to a husband.  [Latin marXt7lis, from marXtus, mar-

ried.] —marùi·tal·ly adv. 

mar·i·time (m4rùV-tXmÙ) adj.  Abbr. mar. 1. Of, relating to, or adjacent to the 

sea.  2. Of or relating to marine shipping or navigation.  See Synonyms at nauti-
cal.  3. Of or resembling a mariner.  [Latin maritimus, from mare, mari-, sea. See 

mori- in Appendix.]

Mar·i·time Alps (m4rùV-tXmÙ 4lps)  A range of the southwest Alps on the 

French-Italian border near the Mediterranean Sea. The highest elevation is 

3,299.2 m (10,817 ft). 

Maritime Provinces (m4rùV-tXmÙ prmvùVn-sVz)  The Canadian provinces of 

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, bordering on the Atlan-

tic Ocean. They were politically distinct from Canada until the confederation of 

1867.   —Marùi·timÙer n. 

Ma·ri·tsa (mN-rKtùsN)  A river of western Bulgaria and western Turkey flowing 

about 483 km (300 mi) southeast then south to the Aegean Sea. 

Mar·i·us (mârùK-Ns, m4rù-), Gaius. 155?-86 B.C.  Roman general and politician. 

Elected consul seven times, he reformed the military and lost a disastrous civil 

war (88) to his political rival Sulla. 

Ma·ri·vaux (m4rÙN-voù, mä-rK-), Pierre Carlet de Chamblain de. 1688-

1763.  French writer noted for his sophisticated romantic comedies, including Le 

Jeu de l’Amour et du Hasard (1730) and La Vie de Marianne (1731-1741). 

mar·jo·ram (märùjNr-Nm) n.  Any of several aromatic Eurasian or Mediterra-

nean plants of the genus Origanum, especially O. majorana or O. vulgare, having 

small, purplish to white flowers and opposite leaves used as seasoning.  Also 

called sweet marjoram, wild marjoram.  [Middle English majorane, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin maiorana.]



mark1 (märk) n.  Abbr. mk. 1. A visible trace or impression, such as a line or 

spot.  2. A sign, such as a cross, made in lieu of a signature.  3. A written or 

printed symbol used for punctuation; a punctuation mark.  4. a. A number, let-

ter, or symbol used to indicate various grades of academic achievement:  got a 

mark of 95 instead of 100.  b.  Often marks. An appraisal; a rating:  earned high 

marks from her superiors.   5. a. An inscription, name, stamp, label, or seal placed 

on an article to signify ownership, quality, manufacture, or origin.  b. A notch in 

an animal’s ear or hide indicating ownership.   6. Nautical. a. A knot or piece of 

material placed at various measured lengths on a lead line to indicate the depth of 

the water.  b. A Plimsoll mark.   7. a. A distinctive trait or property:  Good man-

ners are the mark of a civilized person.  b. A lasting effect:  The experience had left 

its mark.  c. Mark. A particular mode, brand, size, or quality of a product, espe-

cially a weapon or machine.   8. A recognized standard of quality:  schoolwork that 

is not up to the mark.  9. a. Importance; prominence: “a fellow of no mark nor 

likelihood” (Shakespeare).  b. Notice; attention:  a matter unworthy of mark.   

10. A target: “A mounted officer would be a conspicuous mark” (Ambrose Bierce).  

11. Something that one wishes to achieve; a goal.  12. An object or a point that 

serves as a guide.  13. Slang. A person who is the intended victim of a swindler; a 

dupe.  14. a. Sports. The place from which racers begin and sometimes end their 

contest.  b. A point reached or gained:  the halfway mark of the race.  c. A record:  

set a new mark in the long jump.   15. Sports. a. A strike or spare in bowling.  b. A 

stationary ball in lawn bowling; a jack.   16. A boundary between countries.  

17. A tract of land in medieval England and Germany held in common by a com-

munity.  18. Computer Science. A character or feature in a file or record used to 

locate a specific point or condition.   —  v.  marked, mark·ing, marks.  —  v.  

tr. 1. a. To make a visible trace or impression on, as with a spot, line, or dent.  

b. To form, make, or depict by making a mark:  marked a square on the board.  

c. To supply with natural markings:  gray fur that is marked with stripes.   2. a. To 

single out or indicate by or as if by a mark:  marked the spot where the treasure was 

buried; a career marked for glory.  b. To distinguish or characterize:  the exuberance 

that marks her writings; marked the occasion with celebrations.  c. To make con-

spicuous:  a concert marking the composer’s 60th birthday.   3. To set off or separate 

by or as if by a line or boundary:  marked off the limits of our property.  4. To 

attach or affix identification, such as a price tag or maker’s label, to.  5. To evalu-

ate (academic work) according to a scale of letters and numbers.  6. a. To give 

attention to; notice:  Mark her expression of discontent. Mark my words: they are 

asking for trouble.  b. To take note of in writing; write down:  marked the appoint-

ment on my calendar.  c. Sports & Games. To record (the score) in various games.    
—  v.  intr. 1. To make a visible impression:  This pen will mark under water.  2. To 

receive a visible impression:  The floor marks easily.  3. Sports & Games. To keep 

score.  4. To determine academic grades:  a teacher who marks strictly.  5. Archaic. 



To pay attention; notice.   —phrasal verbs. mark down. To mark for sale at a 

lower price.  mark up. 2. To deface by covering with marks.  3. To mark for sale 

at a higher price.   —idioms. beside the mark. Beside the point; irrelevant.  

mark time. 2. To move the feet alternately in the rhythm of a marching step 

without advancing.  3. To suspend progress for the time being; wait in readiness.  

4. To function in an apathetic or ineffective manner.  [Middle English, from Old 

English mearc. See merg- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: mark, brand, label, tag, ticket. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to place a mark of identification on”: marked the furs with their

place of origin; brand cattle; labeled the boxes on the shelf; tagging suitcases; ticketed

the new merchandise. See also Synonyms at sign

mark2 (märk) n.  Abbr. M. 1. An English and Scottish monetary unit that was 

equal to 13 shillings and 4 pence.  2. Any of several European units of weight that 

were equal to about 8 ounces (227 grams), used especially for weighing gold and 

silver.  [Middle English, from Old English marc. See merg- in Appendix.]

Mark (märk) n.  Abbr. Mk 1. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  2. In 

Arthurian legend, a king of Cornwall who was the husband of Iseult and the uncle 

of her lover Tristan. 

Mark (märk), Saint.  Author of the second Gospel in the New Testament and dis-

ciple of Saint Peter. 

Mark An·to·ny (märk 4nùtN-nK)  or Mark An·tho·ny (4nùthN-nK), 83?-30 

B.C.  Roman orator, politician, and soldier. His love affair with Cleopatra split the 

triumvirate he had formed with Octavian and Lepidus and led to war. In 31 B.C. 

the forces of Antony and Cleopatra were defeated by Octavian at Actium, and 

both subsequently committed suicide. 

mark·down (märkùdounÙ) n.  1. A reduction in price.  2. The amount by 

which a price is reduced. 

marked (märkt) adj.  1. Having one or more distinguishing marks.  2. Clearly 

defined and evident; noticeable:  has a marked limp.  See Synonyms at notice-
able.  3. Singled out, especially for a dire fate:  a marked man.   —markùed·ly 
(märùkVd-lK) adv.  —markùed·ness n. 

mark·er (märùkNr) n.  1. One that marks or serves as a mark, as: a. A bookmark.  

b. A tombstone.  c. A milestone.   2. An implement, especially a felt-tipped pen, 

used for marking or writing.  3. One who marks objects, especially for industrial 

purposes.  4. One who grades student papers.  5. Sports. A device, such as a line, 

stake, or flag, set on a playing field and showing the playing or scoring position.  

6. Games. a. One that keeps score in various games.  b. A score in a game.   

7. Slang. A written, signed promissory note.  8. A genetic marker.  9. Medicine. A 

physiological substance, such as human chorionic gonadotropin or alpha-feto-



protein, that when present in abnormal amounts in the serum may indicate the 

presence of disease, as that caused by a malignancy.  Also called biomarker 

10. Linguistics. An element that indicates grammatical class or function; a deriva-

tional or inflectional morpheme. 

mar·ket (märùkVt) n.  Abbr. mkt. 1. A public gathering held for buying and sell-

ing merchandise.  2. A place where goods are offered for sale.  3. A store or shop 

that sells a particular type of merchandise:  a meat market.  4. a. The business of 

buying and selling a specified commodity:  the soybean market.  b. A market 

price.  c. A geographic region considered as a place for sales:  grain for the foreign 

market; the West Coast market.  d. A subdivision of a population considered as 

buyers:  cosmetics for the upscale market.   5. The opportunity to buy or sell; extent 

of demand for merchandise:  a big market for gourmet foods.  6. a. An exchange 

for buying and selling stocks or commodities:  securities sold on the New York mar-

ket.  b. The entire enterprise of buying and selling commodities and securities:  

The market has been slow recently.    —  v.  mar·ket·ed, mar·ket·ing, mar·kets.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To offer for sale.  2. To sell.   —  v.  intr. 1. To deal in a market.  2. To 

buy household supplies:  We marketed for a special Sunday dinner.   —idioms. in 
the market. Interested in buying:  We are in the market for a used car.  on the 
market. 2. Available for buying:  Many kinds of seasonal flowers are on the mar-

ket.  3. Up for sale:  They put the family business on the market.  [Middle English, 

from Old North French, from Vulgar Latin *marc7tus, from Latin merc7tus, from 

past participle of merc7rX, to buy, from merx, merc-, merchandise.]

mar·ket·a·ble (märùkV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Fit to be offered for sale, as in a market:  

marketable produce.  2. In demand by buyers or employers; salable:  a marketable 

product; marketable skills.   —marÙket·a·bilùi·ty n. 

market basket (märùkVt b4sùkVt) n.  1. A grocery cart.  2. A selection of foods 

needed for a statistical household of 3.2 persons or for a family of 4, considered 

in terms of its fluctuating cost. 

mar·ket·er (märùkV-tNr) also mar·ket·eer (-kV-tîrù) n.  One that sells goods or 

services in or to a market, especially one that markets a specified commodity:  a 

major wine marketer. 

market garden (märùkVt gärùdn) n.  A garden in which vegetables are grown 

for sale in a market.   —market gardener n.  —market gardening n. 

mar·ket·ing (märùkV-tVng) n.  Abbr. mktg. 1. The act or process of buying and 

selling in a market.  2. The commercial functions involved in transferring goods 

from producer to consumer. 

market maker (märùkVt m7ùkNr) n.  One that buys and sells securities on a 

continuous basis for one’s own account by setting the prices at which the securi-

ties will be bought and sold. 

market order (märùkVt ôrùdNr) n.  An order to buy or sell stocks or commodi-

ties at the prevailing market price. 



mar·ket·place also market place (märùkVt-pl7sÙ) n.  1. An open area or 

square in a town where a public market or sale is set up.  2. The world of business 

and commerce.  3. A situation or place in which values, opinions, and ideas are 

put forward for debate or recognition:  a marketplace for new ideas; the literary 

marketplace. 

market price (märùkVt prXs) n.  The prevailing price at which merchandise, 

securities, or commodities are sold. 

market research (märùkVt rV-sûrchù) n.  The gathering and evaluation of data 

regarding consumers’ preferences for products and services. 

market value (märùkVt v4lùyu) n.  The amount that a seller may expect to 

obtain for merchandise, services, or securities in the open market. 

Mark·ham (märùkNm)  1. A town of southern Ontario, Canada, north-north-

east of Toronto. It is a processing center. Population, 77,037.  2. A city of north-

east Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Population, 15,172. 

Mark·ham (märùkNm), Beryl. 1903-1986.  British aviation pioneer who was 

the first person to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean from east to west (1936). 

Mark·ham (märùkNm), (Charles) Edwin. 1852-1940.  American poet known 

for “The Man with the Hoe” (1899), a poem of protest against the exploitation of 

labor. 

Markham, Mount.  A peak, 4,353 m (14,272 ft) high, of Victoria Land, Ant-

arctica. It was discovered in 1902. 

mar·khor (märùkôr) n.  pl. markhor or mar·khors. A large, wild Himalayan 

goat (Capra falconeri) having a reddish-brown coat, spirally curved horns, and a 

long mane in the male.  [Persian m7rkhor : m7r, snake (from Avestan mairya-, 

treacherous) + -khor, eater (from Old Iranian *-khv7ra-); see MANTICORE.]

mark·ing (märùkVng) n.  1. a. A making or giving of a mark.  b. A mark or 

marks made.   2. The characteristic pattern of coloration of a plant or an animal. 

mark·ka (märùkäÙ) n.  pl. mark·kaa (-käÙ). Abbr. mk. A basic unit of currency 

in Finland.  See Table at currency.  [Finnish, from Swedish mark, a mark of 

money. See merg- in Appendix.]

Mar·ko·va (mär-koùvN, märùkN-vN), Dame Alicia. Born 1910.  British ballerina 

known especially for her performance in Léonide Massine’s Giselle. 

Mar·ko·witz (märùkN-wVts), Harry M. Born 1927.  American economist. He 

shared a 1990 Nobel Prize for contributions to financial economics. 

marks·man (märksùmNn) n.  1. A man skilled in shooting at a target.  2. a. A 

classification in the U.S. Army and Marine Corps for the lowest of three ratings of 

rifle proficiency.  b. One who holds this rating.    —marksùman·shipÙ n. 

marks·wom·an (märksùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman skilled in shooting at a target. 

mark·up (märkùƒpÙ) n.  1. A raise in the price of an item for sale.  2. An 

amount added to a cost price in calculating a selling price, especially an amount 

that takes into account overhead and profit.  3. A session of a U.S. congressional 



committee at which a legislative bill is put into final form.  4. Detailed stylistic 

instructions written on a manuscript that is to be typeset. 

marl (märl) n.  A crumbly mixture of clays, calcium and magnesium carbonates, 

and remnants of shells, used as fertilizer for lime-deficient soils.   —  v.  tr. 

marled, marl·ing, marls. To fertilize with such a mixture.  [Middle English 

marle, from Old French, from Medieval Latin margila, marla, diminutive of Latin 

marga, marl, of Celtic origin.] —marlùy adj. 

Marl (märl)  A city of west-central Germany in the Ruhr Valley north of Essen. 

First mentioned in the ninth century, it is now highly industrialized. Population, 

87,231. 

Marl·bor·ough  or Marl·bo·ro (märlùbûrÙo, -bNr-N, -bƒrÙo)  A city of east-

central Massachusetts east-northeast of Worcester. Settled in 1657, it was nearly 

destroyed in 1676 during King Philip’s War. Population, 31,813. 

Marl·bor·ough (märlùbNr-N, -brN, môlù-), First Duke of.  See John Churchill. 
mar·lin1 (märùlVn) n.  Any of several large game fishes of the genera Makaira and 

Tetrapturus of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, having an elongated, spearlike 

upper jaw.  [Short for MARLINESPIKE (from the pointed shape of its snout).]

mar·lin2 (märùlVn) n.  Nautical. Variant of marline. 
mar·line also mar·lin (märùlVn) n.  Nautical. A light rope made of two loosely 

twisted strands.  [Middle English.]

mar·line·spike also mar·lin·spike (märùlVn-spXkÙ)  or mar·ling·spike (-lVng-

spXkÙ) n.  Nautical. A pointed metal spike, used to separate strands of rope in 

splicing. 

mar·lite (märùlXtÙ) n.  Marlstone.   —mar·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

Mar·lowe (märùlo), Christopher. 1564-1593.  English playwright and poet 

whose development of blank verse influenced Shakespeare. His plays include 

Tamburlaine the Great (c. 1587) and Edward II (c. 1592). 

Mar·lowe (märùlo), Julia. 1866-1950.  British-born American actress noted for 

many Shakespearean roles opposite her husband, Edward Hugh Sothern. 

marl·stone (märlùstonÙ) n.  A rock containing clay materials and calcium and 

magnesium carbonates, with approximately the same composition as marl. 

mar·ma·lade (märùmN-l7dÙ) n.  A clear, jellylike preserve made from the pulp 

and rind of fruits, especially citrus fruits.  [French marmelade, from Portuguese 

marmelada, from marmelo, quince, alteration of Latin melimKlum, a kind of sweet 

apple, from Greek melimKlon : meli, honey; see melit- in Appendix + mKlon, 

apple.]

marmalade box (märùmN-l7dÙ bmks) n.  See genipap (n., sense 2). 

marmalade plum (märùmN-l7dÙ plƒm) n.  See sapote. 
Mar·ma·ra (märùmNr-N), Sea of. A sea of northwest Turkey between Europe 

and Asia. It is connected to the Black Sea through the Bosporus and to the Aegean 

Sea through the Dardanelles. 



mar·mite (märùmXt, mär-mKtù) n.  1. a. A large, covered earthenware or metal 

cooking pot.  b. A small, covered earthenware casserole designed to hold an indi-

vidual serving.   2. A petite marmite.  [French, from Old French, hypocritical, 

marmite (possibly because the food is hidden inside)  : marm-;; akin to mar-

mouser, to murmur  + mite, cat (of imitative origin).]

Mar·mo·la·da (märÙmN-läùdN, -mô-läùdä)  A peak, 3,344.3 m (10,965 ft) high, 

in the Dolomite Alps of northeast Italy. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

mar·mo·re·al (mär-môrùK-Nl, -morù-) also mar·mo·re·an (-K-Nn) adj.  Resem-

bling marble, as in smoothness, whiteness, or hardness.  [From Latin marmoreus, 

from marmor, marble.] —mar·moùre·al·ly adv. 

mar·mo·set (märùmN-sHtÙ, -zHtÙ) n.  Any of various small, clawed monkeys of 

the genera Callithrix and Cebuella, found in tropical forests of the Americas and 

having soft, dense fur, tufted ears, and long tails.  [Middle English marmusette, a 

kind of small monkey, from Old French marmouset, grotesque figurine, alter-

ation (influenced by marmouser, to murmur), of marmotte, marmot. See MAR-

MOT.]

mar·mot (märùmNt) n.  Any of various stocky, coarse-furred, burrowing rodents 

of the genus Marmota, having short legs and ears and short bushy tails and found 

throughout the Northern Hemisphere.  [French marmotte, probably from mar-

motter, to mumble, probably of imitative origin.]

Marne (märn)  A river, about 523 km (325 mi) long, of northeast France flow-

ing in an arc generally northwest to the Seine River near Paris. It was the scene of 

heavy fighting in World War I (1914 and 1918) and World War II (1944). 

Ma·ro·ni (mN-roùnK)  A river of northern South America flowing about 724 km 

(450 mi) northward along the Suriname-French Guiana border to the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

Mar·o·nite (m4rùN-nXtÙ) n.  A member of a Christian Uniat church, chiefly of 

Lebanon, the liturgy of which is conducted in Syriac.  [Medieval Latin maronXta, 

after Maro, fourth-century A.D. Syrian religious leader.] —Marùo·niteÙ adj. 

ma·roon1 (mN-runù) v.  tr. ma·rooned, ma·roon·ing, ma·roons. 1. To put 

ashore on a deserted island or coast and intentionally abandon.  2. To abandon or 

isolate with little hope of ready rescue or escape:  The travelers were marooned by 

the blizzard.   —  n.  1.  Often Maroon. a. A fugitive Black slave in the West 

Indies in the 17th and 18th centuries.  b. A descendant of such a slave.   2. A per-

son who is marooned, as on an island.  [From French marron, fugitive slave, from 

American Spanish cimarrón, wild, runaway, perhaps from cima, summit, from 

Latin c«ma, sprout. See CYMA.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word maroon, which we associate with

desert islands, takes us back to the days of slavery, when the noun maroon was a

term in English for a Black person who lived in the mountains and forests of



Dutch Guiana (Suriname) and the West Indies, a term that is still used in parts of

the Caribbean. These were plantation slaves who had run away to live free in un-

cultivated parts. The English word is taken from the French word marron, “run-

away Black slave,” which in turn was an alteration of American Spanish cimarrón,

meaning “runaway slave.” Cimarrón is perhaps from cima, “summit.” Having

come into English (first recorded in 1666), maroon took on a life of its own and

came to be used as a verb meaning “to be lost in the wilds,” from which our sense

“to put ashore on a deserted island or coast” evolved.

ma·roon2 (mN-runù) n.  Color. A dark reddish brown to dark purplish red.  

[French marron, chestnut, from Italian marrone.]

Ma·roon Peak (mN-runù pKk)  A mountain, 4,317.6 m (14,156 ft) high, in the 

Elk Mountains of west-central Colorado. 

Ma·rot (mä-roù), Clément. 1496?-1544.  French poet known especially for his 

Epistles (1526-1539). 

mar·plot (märùplmtÙ) n.  A stupid, officious meddler whose interference com-

promises the success of an undertaking.  [After Marplot, a character in The Busy 

Body, a play by Susannah Centlivre (1669-1723).]

Mar·quand (mär-kwmndù), John Phillips. 1893-1960.  American writer who 

created the Japanese sleuth Mr. Moto and wrote comic novels about rich New 

England families, including The Late George Apley (1937). 

marque (märk) n.  A model or brand of a manufactured product, especially an 

automobile.  [French, from Old French. See MARQUETRY.]

mar·quee (mär-kKù) n.  1. A large tent with open sides, used chiefly for outdoor 

entertainment.  2. A rooflike structure, often bearing a signboard, projecting over 

an entrance, as to a theater or hotel. In this sense, also calledmarquise [French 

marquise, marquise, marquee. See MARQUISE.]

Mar·que·san (mär-k7ùzNn, -sNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of the Marquesas 

Islands.  2. The Austronesian language of the Marquesans.   —  adj.  Of or relat-

ing to the Marquesas Islands or their people, language, or culture. 

Mar·que·sas Islands (mär-k7ùzNz XùlNndz, -sNz, -sNs)  A volcanic archipelago 

in the southern Pacific Ocean, part of French Polynesia. The southern islands 

were discovered by a Spanish navigator in 1595; the northern group, by an Amer-

ican seafarer in 1791. France took possession of the islands in 1842. 

mar·quess (märùkwVs) n.  Variant of marquis. 
mar·que·try also mar·que·terie (märùkV-trK) n.  pl. mar·que·tries also 

mar·que·teries. Material, such as wood or ivory, inlaid piece by piece into a 

wood surface in an intricate design and veneered to another surface, especially of 

furniture, for decoration.  [French marqueterie, from Old French, from marque-

ter, to checker, from marque, mark, ultimately from Old Norse merki, mark. See 

merg- in Appendix.]



Mar·quette (mär-kHtù)  A city of northwest Michigan on the Upper Peninsula 

and Lake Superior. It is a shipping center for iron ore and various manufactures. 

Population, 21,977. 

Mar·quette (mär-kHtù), Père Jacques. 1637-1675.  French missionary who in 

1673 accompanied Louis Jolliet on an extensive exploration of the Wisconsin, 

Mississippi, and Illinois rivers. 

mar·quis (märùkwVs, mär-kKù)  or mar·quess (märùkwVs) n.  pl. mar·quis·es 

(-kwV-sVz)  or mar·quis (mär-kKzù)  or mar·quess·es (-kwV-sVz). 1. A nobleman 

ranking below a duke and above an earl or a count.  2. Used as a title for such a 

nobleman.  [Middle English marques, from Old French marchis, marquis, from 

marche, border country, of Germanic origin. See merg- in Appendix.]

Mar·quis (märùkwVs), Donald Robert Perry. 1878-1937.  American journalist 

who created the characters archy the literary cockroach and mehitabel the cat. 

mar·quis·ate (märùkwV-zVt, -sVt) n.  The rank or territory of a marquis. 

mar·quise (mär-kKzù) n.  1.  See marchioness (n., sense 2).  2.  See marquee 
(n., sense 2).  3. a. A finger ring set with a pointed oval stone or cluster of 

pointed oval stones.  b. A pointed oval shape of a gem.   [French, feminine of 

marquis, marquis. See MARQUIS.]

mar·qui·sette (märÙkV-zHtù, -kwV-) n.  A sheer fabric of cotton, rayon, silk, or 

nylon, used for clothing, curtains, and mosquito nets. 

Mar·quis of Queens·ber·ry rules (märùkwVs ƒv kwKnzùbHrÙK rulz, mär-

kKù; kwKnzùbHrÙK, -bN-rK) pl.n.  Sports. A set of rules in modern boxing calling for 

the use of gloves, the division of matches into rounds, and the ten-second count 

for a knockout, among other provisions.  [After Eighth Marquis of. QUEENS-

BERRY.]

Mar·ra·kesh  or Mar·ra·kech (m4rÙN-kHshù, mN-räùkHsh)  A city of west-cen-

tral Morocco in the foothills of the Atlas Mountains. Founded in 1062, it is a 

commercial center and a popular resort noted for its leatherwork. Population, 

439,728. 

mar·ram (m4rùNm) n.  See beach grass.  [Of Scandinavian origin. See mori- 
in Appendix.]

Mar·ra·no (mN-räùno) n.  pl. Mar·ra·nos. A Spanish or Portuguese Jew who 

was forcibly converted to Christianity in the late Middle Ages but who continued 

to practice Judaism in secret.  [Spanish, pig, Marrano (from the Jewish prohibi-

tion against eating pork), probably from Arabic maUram, something forbidden.]

Mar·re·ro (mN-r4rùo, -rHrùo)  A community of southeast Louisiana, a suburb of 

New Orleans on the Mississippi River. Population, 36,548. 

mar·riage (m4rùVj) n.  1. a. The legal union of a man and woman as husband 

and wife.  b. Wedlock.   2. A wedding.  3. A close union: “the most successful mar-

riage of beauty and blood in mainstream comics” (Lloyd Rose).  4. Games. The 



combination of the king and queen of the same suit, as in pinochle.  [Middle 

English mariage, from Old French, from marier, to marry. See MARRY
1.]

mar·riage·a·ble (m4rùV-jN-bNl) adj.  Suitable for marriage:  of marriageable age.   
—marÙriage·a·bilùi·ty, marùriage·a·ble·ness n. 

marriage of convenience (m4rùVj ƒv kNn-vKnùyNns) n.  pl. marriages of 
convenience. A marriage or joint undertaking arranged for political, economic, 

or social benefit rather than from personal attachment. 

mar·ried (m4rùKd) adj.  Abbr. mar., m. 1. a. Having a spouse:  a married 

woman; a married man.  b. United in matrimony:  a married couple.   2. a. Of or 

relating to the state of marriage:  married bliss.  b. Acquired through marriage:  

her married name.   3. Closely connected; united.   —  n.  pl. marrieds or mar-
ried. A married person:  young marrieds. 

mar·ron (m4rùNn, m4-rôNù) n.  See Spanish chestnut.  [French. See 

MAROON
2.]

mar·rons gla·cés (m4-roNÙ gl4-s7ù) pl.n.  Chestnuts glazed with sugar or pre-

served in vanilla-flavored syrup.  [French  : marrons, marrons + glacés, glazed.]

mar·row (m4rùo) n.  1. Bone marrow.  2. a. Spinal marrow.  b. The spinal 

cord.   3. a. The inmost, choicest, or essential part; the pith.  b. Strength or vigor; 

vitality.   [Middle English marow, from Old English mearg.]

mar·row·bone (m4rùo-bonÙ) n.  1. A bone for flavoring soup.  

2. marrowbones. Informal. The knees. 

mar·row·fat (m4rùo-f4tÙ) n.  One of several varieties of pea that produces large 

seeds.  Also called marrow pea 

marrow squash (m4rùo skwmsh) n.  An edible squash having very large, elon-

gated greenish fruit. 

mar·ry1 (m4rùK) v.  mar·ried, mar·ry·ing, mar·ries.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To join as 

spouses by exchanging vows.  b. To take as a spouse.  c. To give in marriage.   

2. To perform a marriage ceremony for:  The rabbi married the couple.  3. To 

obtain by marriage:  marry money.  4. Nautical. To join (two ropes) end to end by 

interweaving their strands.  5. To unite in a close, usually permanent way: “His 

material marries the domestic and the exotic” (Clifton Fadiman).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

take a husband or wife; wed:  They married in their twenties.  2. To combine or 

blend agreeably:  Let the flavors marry overnight.  [Middle English marien, from 

Old French marier, from Latin marXt7re, from marXtus, married.]

mar·ry2 (m4rùK) interj.  Archaic. Used as an exclamation of surprise or emphasis.  

[Middle English Marie, the Virgin Mary, ultimately from Greek Maria. See MARI-

ONETTE.]

Mar·ry·at (m4rùK-Nt), Frederick. 1792-1848.  British naval officer and writer 

whose works include the novel Mr. Midshipman Easy (1834-1836) and the chil-

dren’s book Masterman Ready (1841). 



Mars (märz) n.  1. Roman Mythology. The god of war.  2. The fourth planet from 

the sun, having a sidereal period of revolution about the sun of 687 days at a 

mean distance of 227.8 million kilometers (141.6 million miles) and a mean 

diameter of approximately 6,726 kilometers (4,180 miles).  [Middle English, from 

Latin M7rs.]

Mar·sa·la1 (mär-säùlN)  A city of western Sicily on the Mediterranean Sea. 

Founded by the Carthaginians c. 397 B.C., it is noted for its wine. Population, 

46,300. 

Mar·sa·la2 (mär-säùlN) n.  A sweet or dry fortified wine of Sicilian origin.   —  
adj.  Cooked or flavored with Marsala:  veal Marsala.  [Italian, after Marsala1.]

mar·seille (mär-s7lù) also mar·seilles (-s7lzù) n.  A heavy cotton fabric with a 

raised pattern of stripes or figures.  [After Marseilles.]

Mar·seilles also Mar·seille (mär-s7ù)  A city of southeast France on an arm of 

the Mediterranean Sea west-northwest of Toulon. The oldest city of France, it was 

founded c. 600 B.C. by Greeks from Asia Minor and overrun by barbarian tribes 

in the 5th and 6th centuries A.D. Marseilles became independent in the 13th cen-

tury and passed to France in 1481. Today it is an industrial center and a major 

seaport. Population, 874,436. 

marsh (märsh) n.  An area of soft, wet, low-lying land, characterized by grassy 

vegetation and often forming a transition zone between water and land.  [Middle 

English, from Old English mersc. See mori- in Appendix.]

Marsh (märsh), Ngaio. 1899-1982.  New Zealand writer known for her detec-

tive novels, including A Man Lay Dead (1934) and Last Ditch (1977). 

Marsh (märsh), Othniel Charles. 1831-1899.  American paleontologist noted 

for his study of vertebrate fossils found in the northwestern United States. 

Marsh (märsh), Reginald. 1898-1954.  American painter whose works, such as 

Why Not Use the ’L? and The Bowery (both 1930), depict life in New York City. 

mar·shal (märùshNl) n.  1. a. A military officer of the highest rank in some 

countries.  b. A field marshal.   2. a. A U.S. federal officer of a judicial district 

who carries out court orders and discharges duties similar to those of a sheriff.  

b. A city law enforcement officer in the United States who carries out court 

orders.  c. The head, especially of a fire department in the United States.  d. A fire 

marshal.   3. A person in charge of a parade or ceremony.  4. A high official in a 

royal court, especially one aiding the sovereign in military affairs.   —  v.  

mar·shaled also mar·shalled, mar·shal·ing also marshal·ling, mar·shals 

also mar·shals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arrange or place (troops, for example) in line for 

a parade, maneuver, or review.  2. To arrange, place, or set in methodical order:  

marshal facts in preparation for an exam.  See Synonyms at arrange.  3. To enlist 

and organize:  trying to marshal public support.  4. To guide ceremoniously; con-

duct or usher.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take up positions in or as if in a military forma-

tion.  2. To take form or order:  facts marshaling as research progressed.  [Middle 



English, from Old French mareschal, of Germanic origin.] —marùshal·cy, 
marùshal·shipÙ n.  

WORD HISTORY: Hard-riding marshals of the Wild West in pursuit of crim-

inals reemphasize the relationship of the word marshal with horses. The Germanic

ancestor of our word marshal is a compound made up of ·marhaz, “horse” (re-

lated to the source of our word mare), and ·skalkaz, “servant,” meaning as a whole

literally “horse servant,” hence “groom.” The Frankish descendant of this Ger-

manic word, ·marahskalk, starting from these humble beginnings, came to desig-

nate a high royal official and also a high military commander, not surprisingly so,

given the importance of the horse in medieval warfare. The word passed into the

period (beginning in 800) in which we speak of Old French, after the Franks and

their Germanic language had been fused with the surrounding culture descended

from Roman Gaul. When the Normans established a French-speaking official

class in England, the Old French word came with them. The Middle English

source of our word is first recorded as a surname in 1218 (and the surname Mar-

shal, now spelled Marshall, has been held by some famous people), but it is first

recorded as a common noun with the sense “high officer of the royal court” in

the first English language proclamation (1258) by an English king, Henry III, after

the Norman Conquest. Marshal was applied to this high royal official’s deputies,

who were officers of courts of law, and the word continued to designate various

officials involved with courts of law and law enforcement, including the horse-

back-riding marshals we are familiar with in the United States.

Mar·shall (märùshNl)  A city of northeast Texas west of Shreveport, Louisiana. It 

is a manufacturing center in a resort region. Population, 23,682. 

Mar·shall (märùshNl), George Catlett. 1880-1959.  American soldier, diplo-

mat, and politician. As U.S. secretary of state (1947-1949) he organized the Euro-

pean Recovery Program, often called the Marshall Plan, for which he received the 

1953 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Mar·shall (märùshNl), John. 1755-1835.  American jurist and politician who 

served as the chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1801-1835) and helped 

establish the practice of judicial review. 

Mar·shall (märùshNl), Louis. 1856-1929.  American lawyer and religious leader 

noted as a defender of the rights of minority groups. 

Mar·shall (märùshNl), Thomas Riley. 1854-1925.  Vice President of the United 

States (1913-1921) under Woodrow Wilson. 

Mar·shall (märùshNl), Thurgood. 1908-1993.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1967-1991). 

Marshall Islands (märùshNl XùlNndz)  A self-governing island group in the 

central Pacific Ocean. First sighted by Spanish explorers in the early 16th century, 



they were governed by Spain and Germany until 1920, when they became a Japa-

nese mandate. From 1947 until 1979 they were part of the U.S. Trust Territory of 

the Pacific Islands. In 1986 the islands became a republic. Population, 30,873. 

Mar·shall·town (märùshNl-tounÙ)  A city of central Iowa northeast of Des 

Moines. It is a transportation and trade center. Population, 25,178. 

marsh elder (märsh HlùdNr) n.  Any of several herbs or shrubs of the genus Iva 

of eastern and central North America, often growing in salt marshes and having 

nodding, greenish flower heads with unisexual flowers. 

Marsh·field (märshùfKldÙ)  1. A town of southeast Massachusetts on Massa-

chusetts Bay southeast of Boston. The burial place of Daniel Webster, it is now a 

resort community. Population, 21,531.  2. A city of central Wisconsin southwest 

of Wausau. It is a processing center in a dairy region. Population, 19,291. 

marsh gas (märsh g4s) n.  Methane. 

marsh hawk (märsh hôk) n.  See northern harrier. 
marsh hen (märsh hHn) n.  Any of various marsh birds of the family Rallidae, 

which includes the gallinules, coots, and rails. 

marsh·land (märshùl4ndÙ) n.  A marshy tract of land. 

marsh·mal·low (märshùmHlÙo, -m4lÙo) n.  1. a. A light, spongy, very sweet 

confection made of corn syrup, gelatin, sugar, and starch and dusted with pow-

dered sugar.  b. A confection of sweetened paste, formerly made from the root of 

the marshmallow plant.   2.  Often marsh mallow. Botany. A perennial plant 

(Althaea officinalis) native to Europe and naturalized in marshes of eastern North 

America, having showy pink flowers and a mucilaginous root occasionally used as 

a demulcent and in confectionery.  3. Slang. A timid, cowardly, or ineffective per-

son.   —marshùmalÙlow·y adj. 

marsh marigold (märsh m4rùV-goldÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus 

Caltha, especially C. palustris, growing in swampy places and having bright yellow 

flowers.  Also called cowslip 

marsh·y (märùshK) adj.  marsh·i·er, marsh·i·est. 1. Of, resembling, or charac-

terized by a marsh or marshes; boggy.  2. Growing in marshes.   —marshùi·ness 
n. 

Mar·sil·i·us of Pad·u·a (mär-sVlùK-Ns ƒf p4jùu-N, p4dùyu-N), 1280?-1343?.  

Italian philosopher who wrote Defender of the Peace, a work that denied the secu-

lar authority of the pope. 

Mar·ston (märùstNn), John. 1575?-1634.  English playwright whose works 

include The Malcontent and The Dutch Courtezan (both 1604). 

Marston Moor (märùstNn mtr)  A site in northern England west of York. 

The first Parliamentarian victory of the English Civil War occurred here on July 2, 

1644. 

mar·su·pi·a (mär-suù-pK-N) n.  Plural of marsupium. 



mar·su·pi·al (mär-suùpK-Nl) n.  Any of various nonplacental mammals of the 

order Marsupialia, including kangaroos, opossums, bandicoots, and wombats, 

found principally in Australia and the Americas.   —  adj.  1. Of or belonging to 

the order Marsupialia.  2. Of or relating to a marsupium.  [From MARSUPIUM.]

mar·su·pi·um (mär-suùpK-Nm) n.  pl. mar·su·pi·a (-pK-N). 1. An external 

pouch or fold on the abdomen of most female marsupials, containing the mam-

mary glands and in which the young continue to develop after leaving the uterus.  

2. A temporary egg pouch in various fishes and crustaceans.  [Late Latin 

mars7pium, pouch, from Latin marsXpium, marsuppium, from Greek marsippion, 

marsipion, diminutive of marsippos, marsuppos, purse, perhaps of Iranian origin; 

akin to Avestan mars7-, belly, paunch.]

mart (märt) n.  1. A trading center; a market.  2. Archaic. A fair.  [Middle 

English, probably from Middle Flemish, from Vulgar Latin *marc7tus. See MAR-

KET.]

Mart. abbr.  Martinique. 

Mar·ta·ban (märÙtN-b4nù, -bänù), Gulf of. An arm of the Andaman Sea off 

southern Burma. 

mar·ta·gon (märùtN-gNn) n.  A Eurasian lily (Lilium martagon) usually having 

pinkish-purple, spotted flowers.  Also called Turk’s-cap lily [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Old Spanish, from Ottoman Turkish m7rtaP7n, a kind of tur-

ban.]

Mar·tel (mär-tHlù), Charles.  See Charles Martel. 
mar·ten (märùtn) n.  pl. marten or mar·tens. 1. Any of several principally 

arboreal carnivorous mammals of the genus Martes, related to the weasel, mainly 

inhabiting northern forests, and having a slender body, bushy tail, and soft fur.  

2. The fur of one of these carnivorous mammals.  [Middle English martrin, mar-

ten, from Old French martrine, from feminine of martrin, pertaining to the mar-

ten (from martre, marten), and from Medieval Latin martrXna both of Germanic 

origin.]

mar·ten·site (märùtn-zXtÙ) n.  A solid solution of iron and up to 1 percent of 

carbon, the chief constituent of hardened carbon tool steels.  [After Adolf Mar-

tens (1850-1914), German metallurgist.] —marÙten·sitùic (-zVtùVk) adj. 

Mar·tha (märùthN)  In the New Testament, the sister of Lazarus and Mary and a 

friend of Jesus. 

Mar·tha’s Vine·yard (märùthNz vVnùyNrd)  An island of southeast Massachu-

setts off the southwest coast of Cape Cod. Settled in 1642, it was a whaling and 

fishing center in the 18th and early 19th centuries and is now a popular resort 

area. 

Mar·tí (mär-tKù), José Julian. 1853-1895.  Cuban revolutionary leader and poet 

who was killed while fighting for Cuban independence from Spain. 



mar·tial (märùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or suggestive of war.  2. Relating to 

or connected with the armed forces or the profession of arms.  3. Characteristic 

of or befitting a warrior.  [Middle English, from Latin M7rti7lis, from M7rs, 

M7rt-, Mars.] —marùtial·ism n.  —marùtial·ist n.  —marùtial·ly adv. 

Mar·tial (märùshNl), fl. first century B.C.  Roman poet known for his books of 

epigrams. 

martial art (märùshNl ärt) n.  Any of several Oriental arts of combat or self-

defense, such as aikido, karate, judo, or tae kwon do, usually practiced as sport. 

Often used in the plural. 

martial law (märùshNl lô) n.  1. Temporary rule by military authorities, 

imposed on a civilian population especially in time of war or when civil authority 

has broken down.  2. The law imposed on an occupied territory by occupying 

military forces. 

Mar·tian (märùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to the planet Mars or its hypothetical 

inhabitants.   —  n.  A hypothetical inhabitant of the planet Mars, especially as a 

stock fictional character.  [Middle English marcien, from Latin M7rtius, from 

M7rs, M7rt-, Mars.]

mar·tin (märùtn) n.  Any of various swallows, such as the house martin or the 

purple martin.  [Middle English martoune, probably from the name Martin, Mar-

tin.]

Mar·tin I (märùtn), Saint. Died 655.  Pope (649-655) who was banished by 

Emperor Constans II (630-668) because of disagreements concerning the nature 

of Christ. 

Mar·tin V (märùtn), Originally Oddo Colonna. 1366-1431.  Pope (1417-1431) 

who restored the authority of the Church in the Papal States. 

Mar·tin (märùtn), Archer John Porter. Born 1910.  British chemist. He shared 

a 1952 Nobel Prize for the development of partition chromatography. 

Mar·tin (märùtn), Homer Dodge. 1836-1897.  American painter whose land-

scapes include Lake Sanford (1870) and The Harp of the Winds (1895). 

Mar·tin (märùtn), Lillien Jane. 1851-1943.  American psychologist noted for 

her pioneering work in gerontology. 

Mar·tin (märùtn), Mary. 1913-1990.  American actress who has appeared in 

numerous Broadway hits, including Peter Pan (1954) and The Sound of Music 

(1959-1960). 

Mar·tin Du Gard (mär-t4Nù dü gärù), Roger. 1881-1958.  French writer 

whose novels include the eight-part series The Thibaults (1922-1940). He won the 

1937 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Mar·ti·neau (märùtn-o), Harriet. 1802-1876.  British writer whose Illustra-

tions of Political Economy (1832-1834) explained the economic theories of 

Malthus, Mill, and Ricardo. 



mar·ti·net (märÙtn-Htù) n.  1. A rigid military disciplinarian.  2. One who 

demands absolute adherence to forms and rules.  [After Jean Martinet (died 

1672), French army officer.]

Mar·ti·nez (mär-tKùnNs)  1. A city of western California northeast of Oakland. 

It is a manufacturing and processing center. Population, 31,808.  2. A community 

of eastern Georgia, a suburb of Augusta. Population, 33,731. 

mar·tin·gale (märùtn-g7lÙ) also mar·tin·gal (-g4lÙ) n.  1. The strap of a 

horse’s harness that connects the girth to the noseband and is designed to prevent 

the horse from throwing back its head.  2. Nautical. Any of several parts of stand-

ing rigging strengthening the bowsprit and jib boom against the force of the head 

stays.  3. Games. A method of gambling in which one doubles the stakes after 

each loss.  4. A loose half belt or strap placed on the back of a garment, such as a 

coat or jacket.  [French, perhaps alteration of Spanish almártaga, almártiga, rein, 

harness, of Arabic origin.]

mar·ti·ni (mär-tKùnK) n.  pl. mar·ti·nis. A cocktail made of gin or vodka and dry 

vermouth.  [Origin unknown.]

Mar·ti·ni (mär-tKùnK), Simone. 1283?-1344.  Italian painter whose work is rep-

resentative of the Sienese Gothic style. 

Mar·ti·nique (märÙtV-nKkù, -tn-Kkù) Abbr. Mart.  An island and overseas 

department of France in the Windward Islands of the West Indies. Discovered by 

Columbus in 1502, it was colonized by French settlers after 1635. Fort-de-France 

is the capital. Population, 328,566. 

Martin Luther King Day (märùtn luùthNr kVng d7) n.  The third Monday 

in January, observed in the United States in commemoration of the birthday of 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Mar·tin·mas (märùtn-mNs) n.  1. A Christian feast observed in commemora-

tion of the death and burial of Saint Martin of Tours.  2. November 11, the day 

on which this feast is observed.  [Middle English martinmesse : Martin, Saint 

Martin of Tours + messe, masse, Mass; see MASS.]

Mar·tin of Tours (märùtn ƒv ttr, mär-t4Nù; ttr, tur), Saint. A.D. 316?-397?.  

French prelate considered the patron saint of France. 

Mar·tins (märùtnz), Peter. Born 1946.  Danish-born ballet dancer who became 

co-ballet master of the New York City Ballet in 1983. 

Mar·tin·son (märùtn-sônÙ, -tKn-), Harry Edmund. 1904-1978.  Swedish 

writer whose works include the proletarian novel The Road (1948) and Aniara 

(1956), an epic poem about space travel. He shared the 1974 Nobel Prize for liter-

ature. 

Mar·tins·ville (märùtnz-vVlÙ)  An independent city of southern Virginia in the 

foothills of the Blue Ridge near the North Carolina border. It was founded in 

1793. Population, 16,162. 



mart·let (märtùlVt) n.  1.  See house martin.  2. Heraldry. A representation of 

a bird without feet, used as a crest or bearing to indicate a fourth son.  [French 

martelet, from Martin, Saint Martin of Tours.]

mar·tyr (märùtNr) n.  1. One who chooses to suffer death rather than renounce 

religious principles.  2. One who makes great sacrifices or suffers much in order 

to further a belief, cause, or principle.  3. a. One who endures great suffering:  a 

martyr to arthritis.  b. One who makes a great show of suffering in order to 

arouse sympathy.    —  v.  tr. mar·tyred, mar·tyr·ing, mar·tyrs. 1. To make a 

martyr of, especially to put to death for devotion to religious beliefs.  2. To inflict 

great pain on; torment.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin, 

from Late Greek martur, from Greek martus, martur-, witness.]

mar·tyr·dom (märùtNr-dNm) n.  1. a. The state of being a martyr.  b. The suf-

fering of death by a martyr.   2. Extreme suffering of any kind. 

mar·tyr·ize (märùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mar·tyr·ized, mar·tyr·iz·ing, mar·tyr·iz·es. 
To martyr.   —marÙtyr·i·zaùtion (-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

mar·tyr·ol·o·gy (märÙtN-rmlùN-jK) n.  pl. mar·tyr·ol·o·gies. 1. An official list 

or catalog of religious martyrs, especially of Christian martyrs.  2. a. An account 

of the life and manner of death of a martyr.  b. The branch of ecclesiastical his-

tory or hagiography that deals with martyrs.    —marÙtyr·olùo·gist n. 

mar·vel (märùvNl) n.  1. One that evokes surprise, admiration, or wonder.  See 

Synonyms at wonder.  2. Strong surprise; astonishment.   —  v.  mar·veled 

also mar·velled, mar·vel·ing also mar·vel·ling, mar·vels also mar·vels.  —  
v.  intr. To become filled with wonder or astonishment.   —  v.  tr. To feel amaze-

ment or bewilderment at or about:  We marveled that they walked away unhurt 

from the car accident.  [Middle English marvail, from Old French merveille, from 

Vulgar Latin *mXribilia, alteration of Latin mXr7bilia, wonderful things, from neu-

ter pl. of mXr7bilis, wonderful, from mXr7rX, to wonder, from mXrus, wonderful. 

See smei- in Appendix.]

Mar·vell (märùvNl), Andrew. 1621-1678.  English metaphysical poet whose fre-

quently satirical work includes the poems “To His Coy Mistress” (1650) and “The 

Definition of Love” (1681). 

mar·vel·ous also mar·vel·lous (märùvN-lNs) adj.  1. Causing wonder or aston-

ishment.  2. Miraculous; supernatural.  3. Of the highest or best kind or quality; 

first-rate:  has a marvelous collection of rare books.   —marùvel·ous·ly adv.  

—marùvel·ous·ness n. 

Marx (märks)  Family of American comedians, including the brothers Julius 

(1890-1977), known as “Groucho”; Leonard (1891-1961), known as “Chico”; 

Arthur (1893-1964), known as “Harpo”; and Herbert (1901-1979), known as 

“Zeppo.” Some of their many popular motion pictures include Horse Feathers 

(1932) and Duck Soup (1933). 



Marx (märks), Karl. 1818-1883.  German philosopher, economist, and revolu-

tionary. With the help and support of Friedrich Engels he wrote The Communist 

Manifesto (1848) and Das Kapital (1867-1894). These works explain historical 

development in terms of the interaction of contradictory economic forces, form 

the basis of all communist theory, and have had a profound influence on the 

social sciences. 

Marx·i·an (märkùsK-Nn) n.  One that studies, advocates, or makes use of Karl 

Marx’s philosophical or socioeconomic concepts as a method of analysis and 

interpretation, as in political economy or historical or literary criticism.   
—Marxùi·an adj.  —Marxùi·an·ism n. 

Marx·ism (märkùsVzÙNm) n.  The political and economic ideas of Karl Marx and 

Friedrich Engels, specifically a system of thought in which the concept of class 

struggle plays a primary role in analyzing Western society in general and in 

understanding its allegedly inevitable development from bourgeois oppression 

under capitalism to a socialist society and thence to Communism. 

Marx·ism-Len·in·ism (märkùsVzÙNm-lHnùV-nVzÙNm) n.  The expansion of 

Marxism to include both Lenin’s concept of imperialism as the final form of cap-

italism and a shift in the focus of struggle from the developed to the underdevel-

oped countries. 

Marx·ist (märkùsVst) n.  One that believes in or follows the ideas of Marx and 

Engels, especially a militant Communist.   —Marxùist adj. 

Mar·y1 (mârùK)  In the New Testament, the mother of Jesus and the principal 

saint of many Christian churches. 

Mar·y2 (mârùK)  In the New Testament, a sister of Lazarus and Martha and a 

friend of Jesus. 

Mar·y3 (mârùK) also Mary of Teck (tHk), 1867-1953.  Queen of George V of 

Great Britain and the mother of Edward VIII and George VI. 

Mar·y I  or Mar·y Tu·dor (mârùK tuùdNr, tyuù-), 1516-1558.  Queen of 

England and Ireland (1553-1558) who reestablished Roman Catholicism (1555). 

Her persecution of Protestants earned her the nickname “Bloody Mary.” 

Mar·y II (mârùK), 1662-1694.  Queen of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1689-

1694). The eldest daughter of James II, she ruled jointly with her husband, Will-

iam III, the former William of Orange, at the behest of the Protestant opponents 

of her father. 

Mar·y Jane (mârùK j7nù) n.  Slang. Marijuana.  [Possibly translation of Spanish 

María Juana, Mary Jane, by folk etymology from mariguana, marijuana. See MAR-

IJUANA.]

Mar·y Janes (mârùK j7nz)  A trademark used for patent leather shoes for girls, 

usually having a low heel and a single strap that fastens at the side. 

Mar·y·land (mHrùN-lNnd) Abbr. MD, Md.  A state of the east-central United 

States. It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen Colonies in 1788. The col-



ony was founded by Lord Baltimore in 1634 as a refuge for English Roman Cath-

olics. Annapolis is the capital and Baltimore the largest city. Population, 

4,798,622.   —Marùy·land·er n. 

Mar·y Mag·da·lene (mârùK m4gùdN-lNn, -lKnÙ)  In the New Testament, a 

woman whom Jesus cured of evil spirits. She is also identified with the repentent 

prostitute who washed the feet of Jesus. 

Mar·y of Teck (mârùK ƒv tHk)  See Mary3. 
Mar·y·ol·o·gy (mârÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  Variant of Mariology. 
Mar·y Queen of Scots (mârùK kwKn ƒf skmts), also Mary Stu·art (stuùNrt, 

styuù-) 1542-1587.  Queen of Scotland (1542-1567). The Catholic monarch dur-

ing the bitter Scottish Reformation, she was forced to abdicate in favor of her son, 

the future James I of England. After fleeing to England (1568), she was impris-

oned by Elizabeth I. Catholic supporters plotted to place her on the English 

throne, resulting in her trial and execution for sedition. 

Mar·y Tu·dor (mârùK tuùdNr, tyuù-)  See Mary I. 
Mar·y·ville (mârùK-vVlÙ, mHrùV-vNl, -vVlÙ)  A city of eastern Tennessee south of 

Knoxville. It is an aluminum-producing center. Population, 19,208. 

mar·zi·pan (märùzN-p4nÙ, märtùsN-pänÙ) n.  A confection made of ground 

almonds or almond paste, egg whites, and sugar, often molded into decorative 

shapes.  [German, from Italian marzapane, container of a standard size, marzi-

pan, from obsolete, fine box for comfits or originally rare coins, from Arabic 

maw¢ab7n, king on the throne, Byzantine coin with enthroned Christ figure.]

Ma·sac·cio (mN-säùchK-o, mä-sätùchô), 1401-1428.  Italian painter of the Flo-

rentine school whose revolutionary use of linear perspective and mastery of light 

and shade profoundly influenced Renaissance painting. 

Ma·sa·da (mN-säùdN, -tsä-däù)  An ancient mountaintop fortress in southeast 

Israel on the southwest shore of the Dead Sea. In A.D. 73, after a two-year siege, 

members of the Zealot Jewish sect committed mass suicide rather than surrender 

to the Romans. 

Ma·sai (mä-sXù, mäùsX) n.  pl. Masai or Ma·sais. 1. A member of a chiefly pas-

toral people of Kenya and parts of Tanzania.  2.  Also Maa·sai. The Nilotic lan-

guage of this people.   —Ma·saiù adj. 

Ma·san (mäùsänÙ)  A city of southeast South Korea west of Pusan. Its port was 

opened to foreign trade in 1899. Population, 424,000. 

Mas·a·ryk (m4sùN-rVk, mäùsä-), Tomá≥ Garrigue. 1850-1937.  Czechoslova-

kian politician who served as the first president of independent Czechoslovakia 

(1918-1935). His son Jan Garrigue Masaryk (1886-1948) was the foreign min-

ister of the provisional government in London (1940-1945) and the restored gov-

ernment in Prague (1945-1948). 

Mas·ba·te (mäs-bäùtK, -tH)  An island of the central Philippines south of Luzon. 

Its gold mines have been worked for centuries. 



masc. abbr.  Grammar. Masculine. 

Mas·ca·gni (mäs-känùyK), Pietro. 1863-1945.  Italian composer noted for his 

operas, including Iris (1898). 

mas·car·a (m4-sk4rùN) n.  A cosmetic applied to darken the eyelashes.   —  v.  tr. 

mas·car·aed, mas·car·a·ing, mas·car·as. To apply mascara to.  [Probably 

Spanish máscara, mask; akin to Italian maschera. See MASK.]

Mas·ca·rene Islands (m4sÙkN-rKnù XùlNndz)  A group of islands in the Indian 

Ocean east of Madagascar. Mauritius and the French island of Réunion are in the 

group. 

mas·car·po·ne (mäsÙkär-poùnH, -ponù) n.  A fresh, soft Italian cheese with a 

high butterfat content, made from cow’s milk enriched with cream.  [Italian, aug-

mentative of dialectal mascarpa, whey cheese.]

mas·con (m4sùkmnÙ) n.  A mare on the moon having rock of greater density 

than that of the surrounding area, thus exerting a slightly higher gravitational 

force.  [MAS(S) + CON(CENTRATION).]

mas·cot (m4sùkmtÙ, -kNt) n.  A person, an animal, or an object believed to bring 

good luck, especially one kept as the symbol of an organization such as a sports 

team.  [French mascotte, sorcerer’s charm, mascot, from Provençal mascoto, sor-

cery, fetish, from masco, witch, ultimately from Late Latin, mask, specter, witch.]

WORD HISTORY: The word mascot, which usually denotes something or

someone that brings good luck, enjoys a positive meaning that is a distinct im-

provement over the meanings of some of its ancestors. Mascot came into English

as a borrowing of the French word mascotte, meaning “mascot, charm.” The En-

glish word is first recorded in 1881 shortly after the French word, itself first re-

corded in 1867, was popularized by the opera La Mascotte, performed in Decem-

ber 1880. The French word in turn came from the Modern Provençal word

mascoto, “piece of witchcraft, charm, amulet,” a feminine diminutive of masco,

“witch.” This word can probably be traced back to Late Latin masca, “witch, spec-

ter.” Perhaps a mascot is as powerful as people think; fortunately, it is now in our

corner.

Mas·couche (mä-skushù)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, a suburb of 

Montreal on the upper bank of the St. Lawrence River. Population, 20,345. 

mas·cu·line (m4sùkyN-lVn) adj.  1. Of or relating to men or boys; male.  

2. Suggestive or characteristic of a man; mannish.  See Synonyms at male.  3.  
Abbr. masc., m., M. Grammar. Relating or belonging to the gender of words or 

grammatical forms that refer chiefly to males or to things classified as male.  

4. Music. Ending on an accented beat:  a masculine cadence.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. 

masc., m., M. Grammar. a. The masculine gender.  b. A word or word form of 

the masculine gender.   2. A male person.  [Middle English masculin, from Old 



French, from Latin m7sculXnus, from m7sculus, male, diminutive of m7s.] 
—masùcu·line·ly adv.  —masùcu·line·ness n. 

masculine ending (m4sùkyN-lVn HnùdVng) n.  1. A stressed syllable that ends a 

line of verse.  2. Grammar. A final syllable or termination that marks or forms 

words in the masculine gender. 

masculine rhyme (m4sùkyN-lVn rXm) n.  A rhyme made on a single stressed 

syllable, as in sky/fly. 

mas·cu·lin·i·ty (m4sÙkyN-lVnùV-tK) n.  pl. mas·cu·lin·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being masculine.  2. Something traditionally considered to be char-

acteristic of a male. 

mas·cu·lin·ize (m4sùkyN-lN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. mas·cu·lin·ized, mas·cu·lin·iz·ing, 
mas·cu·lin·iz·es. 1. To give a masculine appearance or character to.  2. To cause 

(a female) to assume masculine characteristics, as through hormonal imbalance 

or male hormone therapy.   —masÙcu·lin·i·zaùtion (-lN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Mase·field (m7sùfKldÙ), John. 1878-1967.  British writer primarily known for 

his poetry, including the colloquial Everlasting Mercy (1911) and the Chaucerian 

Reynard the Fox (1919). He became poet laureate in 1930. 

ma·ser (m7ùzNr) n.  Any of several devices that amplify or generate electromag-

netic waves, especially microwaves.  [m(icrowave) a(mplification by) s(timulated) 

e(mission of) r(adiation).]

Mas·er·u (m4zùN-ruÙ, mäÙsN-ruù)  The capital of Lesotho, in the western part 

of the country. It was founded in 1869. Population, 14,686. 

mash (m4sh) n.  1. A fermentable starchy mixture from which alcohol or spirits 

can be distilled.  2. A mixture of ground grain and nutrients fed to livestock and 

fowl.  3. A soft, pulpy mixture or mass.  4. A crushing or grinding.   —  v.  tr. 

mashed, mash·ing, mash·es. 1. To convert (malt or grain) into mash.  2. To 

convert into a soft, pulpy mixture:  mash potatoes.  3. To crush or grind.  See Syn-

onyms at crush.  4. Slang. To flirt with or make sexual advances to.  [Middle 

English mash, as in mashfat, mash tub, from Old English *m7sc, ·m<sc, ·m7x-, in 

m7xwyrt, wort; see meik- in Appendix. V., sense 4, perhaps from Romany mash, 

to entice.]

MASH abbr.  Mobile Army Surgical Hospital. 

mash·er (m4shùNr) n.  1. A kitchen utensil for mashing vegetables or fruit.  

2. Slang. A man who attempts to force his attentions on a woman. 

Ma·sher·brum (mƒshùNr-brumÙ)  A peak, 7,826.3 m (25,660 ft) high, in the 

Karakoram Range of the Himalaya Mountains in northern India. It was first 

scaled in 1960. 

mash·gi·ah  or mash·gi·ach (mäsh-gKùäKH) n.  pl. mash·gi·him or 

mash·gi·chim (-gKùKHVm, -gK-KHKmù). An Orthodox rabbi, or a person 

appointed or approved by such a rabbi, whose responsibility is to prevent viola-

tions of Jewish dietary laws by inspection of slaughterhouses, meat markets, and 



restaurants where food assumed to be kosher is prepared for the public.  [Hebrew 

ma≥gîaU.]

Mash·had (mN-sh4dù, mäsh-hädù)  See Meshed. 
mash·ie also mash·y (m4shùK) n.  pl. mash·ies. Sports. A five iron used in golf.  

[Perhaps from French massue, club, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*matte7ca, from *mattea, mace. See MACE
1.]

mashie niblick (m4shùK nVbùlVk) n.  Sports. A six iron used in golf. 

mas·jid (mƒsùjVd) n.  A mosque.  [Arabic, from sajada, to worship.]

mask (m4sk) n.  1. A covering worn on the face to conceal one’s identity, as: a. A 

covering, as of cloth, that has openings for the eyes, entirely or partly conceals the 

face, and is worn especially at a masquerade ball.  b. A grotesque or comical rep-

resentation of a face, worn especially to frighten or amuse, as at Halloween.  c. A 

facial covering worn for ritual.  d. A figure of a head worn by actors in Greek and 

Roman drama to identify a character or trait and to amplify the voice.   2. a. A 

protective covering for the face or head.  b. A gas mask.  c. A covering for the 

nose and mouth that is used for inhaling oxygen or an anesthetic.  d. A covering 

worn over the nose and mouth, as by a surgeon or dentist, to prevent infection.   

3. a. A mold of a person’s face, often made after death.  b. An often grotesque 

representation of a head and face, used for ornamentation.   4. The face or facial 

markings of certain animals, such as foxes or dogs.  5. A face having a blank, 

fixed, or enigmatic expression.  6. Something, often a trait, that disguises or con-

ceals: “If ever I saw misery under a mask, it was on her face” (Erskine Childers).  

7. A natural or artificial feature of terrain that conceals and protects military 

forces or installations.  8. a. An opaque border or pattern placed between a 

source of light and a photosensitive surface to prevent exposure of specified por-

tions of the surface.  b. The translucent border framing a television picture tube 

and screen.   9. Computer Science. A pattern of characters, bits, or bytes used to 

control the elimination or retention of another pattern of characters, bits, or 

bytes.  10. A cosmetic preparation that is applied to the face and allowed to dry 

before being removed, used especially for cleansing and tightening the skin.  11.  
Variant of masque. 12. A person wearing a mask.   —  v.  masked, mask·ing, 
masks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with a decorative or protective mask.  2. To make 

indistinct or blurred to the senses:  spices that mask the strong flavor of the meat.  

3. To cover in order to conceal, protect, or disguise.  See Synonyms at disguise.  
4. To block the view of:  Undergrowth masked the entrance to the cave.  5. To cover 

(a part of a photographic film) by the application of an opaque border.  

6. Chemistry. To prevent (an atom or a group of atoms) from taking part in a 

normal reaction.   —  v.  intr. 1. To put on a mask, especially for a masquerade 

ball.  2. To conceal one’s real personality, character, or intentions.  [French mas-

que, from Italian maschera, from Late Latin masca, specter, witch, mask.] 
—maskùa·ble adj. 



masked (m4skt) adj.  1. Wearing a mask.  2. Disguised or concealed as if by a 

mask:  very cleverly masked emotions.  3. Latent or hidden, as a symptom or dis-

ease.  4. Botany. Personate.  5. Zoology. a. Having masklike markings on the head 

or face.  b. Having the anatomy of the next developmental form outlined beneath 

the integument, as in certain insect pupae.  

masked ball (m4skt bôl) n.  A ball at which masks are worn. 

mas·keg (m4sùkHgÙ) n.  Variant of muskeg. 
mask·er also mas·quer (m4sùkNr) n.  One who wears a mask, especially a par-

ticipant in a masquerade or masque. 

mask·ing (m4sùkVng) n.  1. Physiology. The concealment or screening of one 

sensory process or sensation by another.  2. A piece of theatrical scenery used to 

conceal a part of the stage from the audience. 

masking tape (m4sùkVng t7p) n.  An adhesive tape used to cover and protect a 

surface that is not to be painted. 

Mas·low (m4zùlo), Abraham. 1908-1970.  American psychologist and a 

founder of humanistic psychology who developed a hierarchical model of human 

motivation, in which a higher need, ultimately that for self-actualization, is 

expressed only after lower needs are fulfilled. 

mas·och·ism (m4sùN-kVzÙNm) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of deriving sexual 

gratification from being physically or emotionally abused.  b. A psychological 

disorder in which sexual gratification is derived from being physically or emo-

tionally abused.   2. a. The act or an instance of deriving pleasure from being 

offended, dominated, or mistreated.  b. The tendency to seek such mistreatment.   

3. The turning of destructive tendencies upon oneself.  [After Leopold von 

Sacher-Masoch (1836-1895), Austrian novelist.] —masùo·chist n.  

—masÙoch·isùtic adj.  —masÙoch·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

ma·son (m7ùsNn) n.  1. One who builds or works with stone or brick.  

2. Mason. A Freemason.   —  v.  tr. ma·soned, ma·son·ing, ma·sons. To 

build of or strengthen with masonry.  [Middle English, from Old French maçon, 

masson, of Germanic origin. See mag- in Appendix.]

Ma·son (m7ùsNn), George. 1725-1792.  American Revolutionary politician 

from Virginia. A member of the Constitutional Convention (1787), he voiced 

criticism that resulted in the drafting of the Bill of Rights. His grandson James 
Murray Mason (1798-1871) was a Confederate diplomat to Great Britain and 

France. 

Ma·son (m7ùsNn), Lowell. 1792-1872.  American musician and composer who 

developed the first music program for American public schools (1838) and com-

posed several hymns, including “Nearer, My God, to Thee.” 

mason bee (m7ùsNn bK) n.  Any of various solitary bees of the family Megachil-

idae, found worldwide, that build clay nests. 



Mason City (m7ùsNn sVtùK)  A city of north-central Iowa north-northeast of 

Des Moines. It is a trade and industrial center in an agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 29,040. 

Ma·son-Dix·on Line (m7ùsNn-dVkùsNn lXn)  The boundary between Pennsyl-

vania and Maryland, regarded as the division between free and slave states before 

the Civil War. It was established between 1763 and 1767 by the British surveyors 

Charles Mason (1730-1787) and Jeremiah Dixon (died 1777). 

Ma·son·ic (mN-smnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to Freemasons or Freemasonry. 

Ma·son·ite (m7ùsN-nXtÙ)  A trademark used for a type of fiberboard employed 

for insulation, paneling, or partitions. This trademark sometimes occurs in print 

in lowercase: “Portions of the archways were reconstructed in masonite” (Chicago 

Tribune). “Four pieces of masonite... lace together like shoelaces” (New York Times). 

Mason jar (m7ùsNn jär) n.  A wide-mouthed glass jar with a screw top, used for 

canning and preserving food.  [After John L. Mason (1832-1902), American 

inventor.]

ma·son·ry (m7ùsNn-rK) n.  pl. ma·son·ries. 1. a. The trade of a mason.  

b. Work done by a mason.  c. Stonework or brickwork.   2. Masonry. Freema-

sonry. 

masonry cement (m7ùsNn-rK sV-mHntù) n.  Cement used in the mortar of 

block and brick masonry. 

mason wasp (m7ùsNn wmsp) n.  Any of various solitary wasps, especially of the 

subfamily Eumeninae, that build nests of mud. 

Ma·so·ra also Ma·so·rah (mN-sôrùN, -sorùN) n.  1. The body of Judaic tradition 

relating to correct textual reading of the Hebrew scriptures.  2. The critical notes 

made on manuscripts of the Hebrew scriptures before the tenth century, which 

embody this tradition.  [Hebrew m7sôrâ, from m7sar, to hand over.] 
—MasÙo·retùic (m4sÙN-rHtùVk) adj. 

masque also mask (m4sk) n.  1. A dramatic entertainment, usually performed 

by masked players representing mythological or allegorical figures, that was pop-

ular in England in the 16th and early 17th centuries.  2. A dramatic verse compo-

sition written for such an entertainment.  3.  See masquerade (n., sense 1a).  

[French. See MASK.]

mas·quer (m4sùkNr) n.  Variant of masker. 
mas·quer·ade (m4sÙkN-r7dù) n.  1. a. A costume party at which masks are 

worn; a masked ball.  Also called masque b. A costume for such a party or ball.   

2. a. A disguise or false outward show; a pretense:  a masquerade of humility.  

b. An involved scheme; a charade.    —  v.  intr. mas·quer·ad·ed, 
mas·quer·ad·ing, mas·quer·ades. 1. To wear a mask or disguise, as at a mas-

querade:  She masqueraded as a shepherd.  2. To go about as if in disguise; have or 

put on a deceptive appearance:  The stowaway masqueraded as a crew member.  



[French mascarade, from Italian mascarata, variant of mascherata, from Old Ital-

ian maschera, mask. See MASK.] —masÙquer·adùer n. 

mass (m4s) n.  1. A unified body of matter with no specific shape:  a mass of clay.  

2. A grouping of individual parts or elements that compose a unified body of 

unspecified size or quantity: “Take mankind in mass, and for the most part, they 

seem a mob of unnecessary duplicates” (Herman Melville).  3. A large but nonspe-

cific amount or number:  a mass of bruises.  4. The principal part; the majority:  

the mass of the continent.  5. The physical volume or bulk of a solid body.  6.  
Abbr. m Physics. The measure of the quantity of matter that a body or an object 

contains. The mass of the body is not dependent on gravity and therefore is dif-

ferent from but proportional to its weight.  7. An area of unified light, shade, or 

color in a painting.  8. Pharmacology. A thick, pasty mixture containing drugs 

from which pills are formed.  9. masses. The body of common people or people 

of low socioeconomic status. Used with the.   —  v.  tr. intr. massed, mass·ing, 
mass·es. To gather or be gathered into a mass.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, char-

acteristic of, directed at, or attended by a large number of people:  mass education; 

mass communication.  2. Done or carried out on a large scale:  mass production.  

3. Total; complete:  The mass result is impressive.  [Middle English masse, from 

Old French, from Latin massa, from Greek maza. See mag- in Appendix.]

Mass also mass (m4s) n.  1. a. Public celebration of the Eucharist in the Roman 

Catholic Church and some Protestant churches.  b. The sacrament of the Eucha-

rist.   2. A musical setting of certain parts of the Mass, especially the Kyrie, Gloria, 

Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus, and Agnus Dei.  [Middle English masse, from Old 

English mæsse, from Vulgar Latin *messa, from Late Latin missa, from Latin, 

feminine past participle of mittere, to send away, dismiss.]

Mass. abbr.  Massachusetts. 

Mas·sa (mäùsN)  A city of north-central Italy near the Ligurian Sea north of Leg-

horn. It was the capital of an independent principality and duchy from the 15th 

to the 19th century. Population, 65,726. 

Mas·sa·chu·sett also Mas·sa·chu·set (m4sÙN-chuùsVt, -zVt) n.  pl. Massa-
chusett or Mas·sa·chu·setts also Massachuset  or Mas·sa·chu·sets. 
1. a. A Native American people formerly located along Massachusetts Bay from 

Plymouth north to Salem. Reduced by epidemics, the Massachusett ceased to 

exist as a people during the 17th century.  b. A member of this people.   2. The 

Algonquian language of the Massachusett.  [From the Massachusett name of 

Great Blue Hill south of Boston.]

Mas·sa·chu·setts (m4sÙN-chuùsVts) Abbr. MA, Mass.  A state of the north-

east United States. It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen Colonies in 

1788. The first settlement was made by the Pilgrims of the Mayflower in 1620. 

Governed by the Massachusetts Bay Company from 1629 until 1684, the colony 

was a leader in the move for independence from Great Britain and the site of the 



first battles of the Revolutionary War in 1775. Boston is the capital and the largest 

city. Population, 6,029,051. 

Massachusetts Bay (m4sÙN-chuùsVts b7)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean off 

eastern Massachusetts extending from Cape Ann in the north to Cape Cod in the 

south. 

mas·sa·cre (m4sùN-kNr) n.  1. The act or an instance of killing a large number of 

human beings indiscriminately and cruelly.  2. The slaughter of a large number 

of animals.  3. Informal. A severe defeat, as in a sports event.   —  v.  tr. 

mas·sa·cred (-kNrd), mas·sa·cring (-krVng, -kNr-Vng), mas·sa·cres. 1. To kill 

indiscriminately and wantonly; slaughter.  2. Informal. To defeat decisively.  

[French, from Old French macecle, macecre, butchery, shambles.] —masùsa·crer 
(-kNr-Nr, -krNr) n. 

mas·sage (mN-säzhù, -säjù) n.  The rubbing or kneading of parts of the body to 

aid circulation or relax the muscles.   —  v.  tr. mas·saged, mas·sag·ing, 
mas·sag·es. 1. To give a massage to.  2. To treat by means of a massage.  3. To 

coddle or cajole.  4. To manipulate (data, for example):  Pollsters massaged the 

numbers to favor their candidate.  [French, from masser, to massage, from Arabic 

masaUa, to stroke, anoint, or massa, to touch.] —mas·sagùer n. 

massage parlor (mN-säzhù pärùlNr) n.  1. An establishment that offers thera-

peutic massage.  2. An establishment that offers illicit sexual services under the 

guise of therapeutic massage. 

Mas·sa·pe·qua (m4s-N-pKùkwN)  An unincorporated community of southeast 

New York on the southern coast of Long Island southeast of Mineola. It is chiefly 

residential. Population, 27,500. The village of Massapequa Park is to the east; 

its population is 22,018. 

mas·sa·sau·ga (m4sÙN-sôùgN) n.  A small, variably colored rattlesnake (Sistru-

rus catenatus) found in parts of the United States, Canada, and Mexico.  [After 

the Mississagi, a river of southeast Ontario, Canada.]

Mas·sa·soit (m4sÙN-soitù), 1580?-1661.  Wampanoag leader who aided the Pil-

grim colonists and signed a peace treaty with them at Plymouth. 

Mass card (m4s kärd) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A card sent to a bereaved per-

son or family indicating that the sender has arranged for a Mass to be said in 

memory of the deceased. 

mass·cult (m4sùkƒltÙ) n.  Culture as popularized by the mass media.  [MASS + 

CULT(URE).]

mass defect (m4s dKùfHktÙ) n.  The amount by which the mass of an atomic 

nucleus is less than the sum of the masses of its constituent particles.  Also called 

mass deficiency 

mas·sé (m4-s7ù) n.  Games. A stroke in billiards made by striking the cue ball off 

center with the cue held nearly vertically, so that the cue ball moves in a curve 

around one ball before hitting another ball.  [French, from past participle of 



masser, to make a massé shot, from masse, mace (an early form of billiard cue), 

from Old French, club. See MACE
1.]

mass-en·er·gy equivalence (m4sùHnùNr-jK V-kwVvùN-lNns) n.  The physical 

principle that a measured quantity of energy is equivalent to a measured quantity 

of mass. The equivalence is expressed by Einstein’s equation, E = mc2, where E 

represents energy, m the equivalent mass, and c the speed of light. 

Mas·se·net (m4sÙN-n7ù, mäs-n7ù), Jules Émile Frédéric. 1842-1912.  French 

composer whose works include more than 20 operas, including Manon (1884) 

and Thaïs (1894). 

mas·se·ter (mN-sKùtNr, m4-) n.  A thick muscle in the cheek that closes the jaws 

during chewing.  [New Latin, from Greek masKtKr, from masasthai, to chew.] 
—masÙse·terùic (m4sÙV-tHrùVk) adj. 

mas·seur (m4-sûrù, mN-) n.  A man who gives massages professionally.  [French, 

from masser, to massage. See MASSAGE.]

mas·seuse (m4-sœzù) n.  A woman who gives massages professionally.  

[French, feminine of masseur, masseur. See MASSEUR.]

Mas·sey (m4sùK), (Charles) Vincent. 1887-1967.  Canadian politician who 

served as high commissioner for Canada in Great Britain (1935-1946) and as gov-

ernor-general (1952-1959). 

Mas·sey (m4sùK), William Ferguson. 1856-1925.  New Zealand politician 

who served as prime minister (1912-1925) and advocated agricultural reforms. 

mas·si·cot (m4sùV-kmtÙ, -koÙ) n.  1. The mineral form of lead monoxide, PbO.  

2. A yellow powder, PbO, used as a pigment.  [Middle English masticot, from Old 

French, perhaps from Old Italian marzacotto, potter’s glaze (perhaps from Span-

ish mazacote, mortar), possibly from Arabic masUaq7nXy7, perhaps of Greek ori-

gin.]

mas·sif (m4-sKfù) n.  1. A large mountain mass or compact group of connected 

mountains forming an independent portion of a range.  2. A large section or 

block of the earth’s crust that is more rigid than the surrounding rock and has 

been moved or displaced as a unit.  [French, massive, massif, from Old French. 

See MASSIVE.]

Mas·sif Cen·tral (m4-sKfù sHn-trälù, säN-)  A mountainous plateau of south-

central France. It includes the Cévennes and the Auvergne Mountains, which rise 

to the plateau’s highest point, 1,887.3 m (6,188 ft). 

Mas·sil·lon (m4sùN-lNn, -lmnÙ)  A city of northeast Ohio west of Canton. It is an 

industrial center with varied manufactures. Population, 31,007. 

Mas·sine (mä-sKnù), Léonide. 1896-1979.  Russian-born American dancer and 

choreographer who worked with Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes. He choreographed 

more than 100 ballets, including Parade (1917), the first cubist ballet. 

Mas·sin·ger (m4sùVn-jNr), Philip. 1583-1640.  English playwright known for 

his satirical comedies, most notably A New Way to Pay Old Debts (c. 1625). 



mas·sive (m4sùVv) adj.  1. Consisting of or making up a large mass; bulky, 

heavy, and solid:  a massive piece of furniture.  2. Large or imposing, as in quan-

tity, scope, degree, intensity, or scale: “Local defense must be reinforced by the fur-

ther deterrent of massive retaliatory power” (John Foster Dulles).  See Synonyms at 

heavy.  3. Large in comparison with the usual amount:  a massive dose of a drug.  

4. Pathology. Affecting a large area of bodily tissue; widespread and severe:  mas-

sive gangrene.  5. Mineralogy. Lacking internal crystalline structure; amorphous.  

6. Geology. Without internal structure or layers and homogeneous in composi-

tion. Used of a rock.  [Middle English massif, from Old French, from masse, mass. 

See MASS.] —masùsive·ly adv.  —masùsive·ness n. 

Mas·sive (m4sùVv), Mount. A peak, 4,398.4 m (14,421 ft) high, in the Sawatch 

Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

mass·less (m4sùlVs) adj.  Having a mass of zero. 

mass-mar·ket (m4sùmärùkVt) adj.  Of, relating to, or produced for consump-

tion by large numbers of people. Used especially of inexpensive paperback books. 

mass medium (m4s mKùdK-Nm) n.  pl. mass media. A means of public com-

munication reaching a large audience. 

mass noun (m4s noun) n.  A noun, such as sand, oil, or honesty, that denotes a 

substance or concept indivisible into countable units and is preceded in English 

indefinite constructions by modifiers such as some or much rather than a or one. 

mass number (m4s nƒmùbNr) n.  The sum of the number of neutrons and 

protons in an atomic nucleus.  Also called nucleon number 

mass-pro·duce (m4sÙprN-dusù, -dyusù) v.  tr. mass-pro·duced, mass-
pro·duc·ing, mass-pro·duc·es. To manufacture in large quantities often by or 

as if by assembly-line techniques. 

mass production (m4s prN-dƒkùshNn) n.  The manufacture of goods in large 

quantities, often using standardized designs and assembly-line techniques. 

mass spectrograph (m4s spHkùtrN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument used to deter-

mine the masses of atoms or molecules, in which a beam of charged particles is 

passed through an electromagnetic field that separates particles of different 

masses. The resulting distribution or spectrum of masses is recorded on a photo-

graphic plate. 

mass·y (m4sùK) adj.  mass·i·er, mass·i·est. Having great mass or bulk; massive. 

mast1 (m4st) n.  1. Nautical. A tall vertical spar, sometimes sectioned, that rises 

from the keel or deck of a sailing vessel to support the sails and running rigging.  

2. a. A vertical pole.  b. A tall vertical antenna, as for a radio.   3. A captain’s 

mast.  [Middle English, from Old English mæst.]

mast2 (m4st) n.  The nuts of forest trees accumulated on the ground, used espe-

cially as food for swine.  [Middle English, from Old English mæst.]

mast- pref.  Variant of masto-. 



mas·ta·ba also mas·ta·bah (m4sùtN-bN) n.  An ancient Egyptian tomb with a 

rectangular base, sloping sides, and a flat roof.  [Arabic ma}£abah, stone bench.]

mast cell (m4st sHl) n.  A cell found in connective tissue that contains numerous 

basophilic granules and releases substances such as heparin and histamine in 

response to injury or inflammation of bodily tissues.  [Partial translation of Ger-

man Mastzelle : Mast, food, mast (from Middle High German, from Old High 

German) + Zelle, cell.]

mas·tec·to·my (m4-stHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. mas·tec·to·mies. Surgical removal of 

all or part of a breast, sometimes including excision of the underlying pectoral 

muscles and regional lymph nodes, usually performed as a treatment for cancer. 

mas·ter (m4sùtNr) n.  Abbr. M. 1. One that has control over another or others.  

2. The owner of a slave or an animal.  3. One who has control over or ownership 

of something:  the master of a large tea plantation.  4. The captain of a merchant 

ship.  Also called master mariner 5. An employer.  6. The man who serves as the 

head of a household.  7. One who defeats another; a victor.  8. a. One whose 

teachings or doctrines are accepted by followers.  b. Master. Jesus.   9. A male 

teacher, schoolmaster, or tutor.  10. One who holds a master’s degree.  11. a. An 

artist or a performer of great and exemplary skill.  b. An old master.   12. A 

worker qualified to teach apprentices and carry on the craft independently.  

13. An expert:  a master of three languages.  14. a. Used formerly as a title for a 

man holding a naval office ranking next below a lieutenant on a warship.  b. Used 

as a title for a man who serves as the head or presiding officer of certain societies, 

clubs, orders, or institutions.  c. Chiefly British. Used as a title for any of various 

male law court officers.  d. Master. Used as a title for any of various male offic-

ers having specified duties concerning the management of the British royal 

household.  e. Master. Used as a courtesy title before the given or full name of a 

boy not considered old enough to be addressed as Mister.  f. Archaic. Used as a 

form of address for a man; mister.   15. Master. A man who owns a pack of 

hounds or is the chief officer of a hunt.  16. An original, especially an original 

audio recording, from which copies can be made.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of a master.  2. Principal or predominant:  a master plot.  

3. Controlling all other parts of a mechanism:  a master switch.  4. Highly skilled 

or proficient:  a master thief.  5. Being an original from which copies are made.   
—  v.  tr. mas·tered, mas·ter·ing, mas·ters. 1. To act as or be the master of.  

2. To make oneself a master of:  mastered the language in a year’s study.  3. To 

overcome or defeat:  He finally mastered his addiction to drugs.  4. To reduce to 

subjugation; break or tame (an animal, for example).  5. To produce a master 

audio recording for.  6. To season or age (dyed goods).  [Middle English, from 

Old English m7gister, mægister, and Old French maistre both from Latin magister. 

See meg- in Appendix.] —masùter·dom n. 



mas·ter-at-arms (m4sùtNr-Nt-ärmzù) n.  pl. mas·ters-at-arms (m4sùtNrz-). A 

petty officer assigned to maintain order. 

master bedroom (m4sùtNr bHdùrumÙ) n.  A main bedroom in a house. 

master chief petty officer (m4sùtNr chKf pHtùK ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. MCPO, 
CPOM 1. The highest noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard.  

2. One who holds this rank. 

mas·ter·ful (m4sùtNr-fNl) adj.  1. Given to playing the master; imperious or 

domineering.  2. Fit to command.  3. Revealing mastery or skill; expert:  a mas-

terful technique; masterful moviemaking.   —masùter·ful·ly adv.  

—masùter·ful·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: According to a widely repeated dictum, masterful should be re-

served for the sense “imperious, domineering,” as in a masterful tone of voice,

whereas masterly should be the choice when the intended sense is “having the skill

of a master,” as in a masterly performance of the sonata. The distinction is a nicety

that some writers will want to continue to observe. But the use of masterful in the

latter sense has long been common in reputable writing and cannot be regarded

as incorrect.

master gunnery sergeant (m4sùtNr gƒnùN-rK särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. MGy Sgt 

1. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Marine Corps that is above master ser-

geant and equivalent to the position of sergeant major.  2. One who holds this 

rank. 

master key (m4sùtNr kK) n.  A key that opens every one of a given set of locks.  

Also called passkey 

mas·ter·ly (m4sùtNr-lK) adj.  Having or showing the knowledge or skill of a mas-

ter.  See Usage Note at masterful.   —  adv.  With the skill of a master.   
—masùter·li·ness n. 

master mariner (m4sùtNr m4rùN-nNr) n.  See master (n., sense 4). 

master mason (m4sùtNr m7ùsNn) n.  1. An expert mason.  2. Master Mason. 

The third degree of Freemasonry. 

mas·ter·mind (m4sùtNr-mXndÙ) n.  A highly intelligent person, especially one 

who plans and directs a complex or difficult project:  the mastermind of a robbery.   
—  v.  tr. mas·ter·mind·ed, mas·ter·mind·ing, mas·ter·minds. To direct, 

plan, or supervise (a project or an activity). 

master of ceremonies (m4sùtNr ƒv sHrùN-moÙnKz) n.  pl. masters of cere-
monies. 1. A person who acts as host at a formal event, making the welcoming 

speech and introducing other speakers.  2. A performer who conducts a program 

of varied entertainment by introducing other performers to the audience. 

mas·ter·piece (m4sùtNr-pKsÙ) n.  1. An outstanding work of art or craft.  

2. The greatest work, as of an artist.  Also called masterwork 3. Something super-



lative of its kind:  a masterpiece of political ingenuity.  [Probably translation of 

Dutch meesterstuk, or German Meisterstück Dutch meesterand German Meister, 

master  + Dutch stukand German Stück, piece of work.]

master plan (m4sùtNr pl4n) n.  A plan giving comprehensive guidance or 

instruction. 

master race (m4sùtNr r7s) n.  A people who consider themselves to be superior 

to other races and therefore suited to rule over them. 

Mas·ters (m4sùtNrz), Edgar Lee. 1869-1950.  American poet whose Spoon 

River Anthology (1915), a collection of free verse epitaphs of the citizens of a small 

Midwestern town, was acclaimed for its directness and simplicity. 

master’s degree (m4sùtNrz dV-grKù) n.  An academic degree conferred by a 

college or university upon those who complete at least one year of prescribed 

study beyond the bachelor’s degree. 

mas·ters-at-arms (m4sùtNrz-Nt-ärmzù) n.  Plural of master-at-arms. 
master sergeant (m4sùtNr särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. M.Sgt., MSGT 1. a. A non-

commissioned rank in the U.S. Army that is above sergeant first class and below 

the position of sergeant major.  b. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Air Force 

that is above technical sergeant and below senior master sergeant.  c. A noncom-

missioned rank in the U.S. Marine Corps that is above gunnery sergeant and 

below the position of sergeant major.   2. One who holds the rank of master ser-

geant. 

mas·ter·ship (m4sùtNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The office, function, or authority of a mas-

ter.  2. The skill or dexterity of a master. 

mas·ter·sing·er (m4sùtNr-sVngÙNr) n.  See Meistersinger. 
Mas·ter·son (m4sùtNr-sNn), William Barclay. Known as “Bat.” 1853-1921.  

American frontier marshal and journalist. Famed for his exploits as an army 

scout, gambler, and law enforcer in towns such as Dodge City and Tombstone, he 

was later a sports writer for the New York Morning Telegraph (1902-1921). 

mas·ter·stroke (m4sùtNr-strokÙ) n.  An achievement or action revealing con-

summate skill or mastery:  a masterstroke of diplomacy.  See Synonyms at feat1. 
mas·ter·work (m4sùtNr-wûrkÙ) n.  See masterpiece (n., sense 2). 

mas·ter·y (m4sùtN-rK) n.  pl. mas·ter·ies. 1. Possession of consummate skill.  

2. The status of master or ruler; control:  mastery of the seas.  3. Full command of 

a subject of study:  Her mastery of economic theory impressed the professors. 

mast·head (m4stùhHdÙ) n.  1. Nautical. The top of a mast.  2. The listing in a 

newspaper or periodical of information about its staff, operation, and circula-

tion.  3. The title of a newspaper or periodical as it appears across the first page, 

front cover, or title page of each issue. In this sense, also callednameplate 

mas·tic (m4sùtVk) n.  1. The mastic tree.  2. The aromatic resin of the mastic 

tree, used especially in varnishes, lacquers, adhesives, and condiments and as an 

astringent.  3. A pastelike cement used in highway construction, especially one 



made with powdered lime or brick and tar.  [Middle English, mastic resin, from 

Old French mastich, from Latin mastichum, mastichK, from Greek mastikhK, 

chewing gum, mastic, from mastikhan, to grind the teeth.]

mas·ti·cate (m4sùtV-k7tÙ) v.  mas·ti·cat·ed, mas·ti·cat·ing, mas·ti·cates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To chew (food).  2. To grind and knead (rubber, for example) into a 

pulp.   —  v.  intr. To chew food.  [Late Latin mastic7re, mastic7t-, to masticate, 

from Greek mastikhan, to grind the teeth.] —masÙti·caùtion n.  —masùti·caÙ-
tor n. 

mas·ti·ca·to·ry (m4sùtV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or used in mas-

tication:  masticatory muscles.  2. Adapted for chewing.   —  n.  pl. 

mas·ti·ca·to·ries. A medicinal substance chewed to increase salivation. 

mastic tree (m4sùtVk trK) n.  A small evergreen shrub (Pistacia lentiscus) of the 

Mediterranean region, cultivated for its resin.  Also called lentisk 

mas·tiff (m4sùtVf) n.  Any of an ancient breed of large, strong dogs, probably 

originating in Asia and having a short, often fawn-colored coat.  [Middle English 

mastif, alteration of Old French mastin, from Vulgar Latin *(canis) m7nsuKtXnus, 

tame (dog), from Latin m7nsuKtus, past participle of m7nsuKscere, to tame  : 

manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + suKscere, to accustom; see s(w)e- in 

Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The mastiff, which was at one time used in bullbaiting and

bearbaiting as well as in dogfights, is ultimately named not for its fierceness but

for its tameness. To find this tameness we must look back to the ultimate source

of mastiff in the Latin word m7nsuKtus, “tame, domesticated,” itself derived from

the past participle of manusuKscere, “to tame,” made up of the root man- found

in the word manus, “hand,” and the verb suKscere, “to become accustomed to.”

Tame beasts are accustomed to the hand. To explain how mansuKscere became

mastiff, we must follow it through its Vulgar Latin development, ·mansuKtXnus,

“domesticated,” and the later Old French development, mastin, “mastiff.” While

being borrowed into English, mastin was probably blended with the Old French

word mestif, “mongrel,” and was possibly influenced by the Medieval Latin word

mastXvus, “mastiff,” probably itself an error for mastXnus, which came from the

same Vulgar Latin source as the Old French word. Mastiff is first recorded in Mid-

dle English (as mastif) in a work written before 1387.

mastiff bat (m4sùtVf b4t) n.  Any of various snub-nosed bats of the family 

Molossidae, found in warm regions of most parts of the world and having narrow 

wings and brown, gray, or black fur. 

mas·ti·goph·o·ran (m4sÙtV-gmfùNr-Nn) n.  Any of various protozoans of the 

class Mastigophora, all of which possess one or more flagella.   —  adj.  Of or 

belonging to the class Mastigophora.  [From New Latin Mastigophora, class name 



 : Greek mastix, mastig-, whip + New Latin -phora (from Greek, neuter pl. of -

phoros, -phore).]

mas·ti·tis (m4-stXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the breast or udder.   —mas·titùic (-

tVtùVk) adj. 

masto-  or mast- pref.  Breast; mammary gland; nipple:  mastectomy.  [From 

Greek mastos, breast.]

mas·to·don (m4sùtN-dmnÙ) n.  Any of several very large, extinct proboscidian 

mammals of the genus Mammut (sometimes Mastodon), resembling the elephant 

but having molar teeth of a different structure.  [New Latin Mastodon, genus 

name  : Greek mastos, nipple + Greek odon, odont-, tooth; see dent- in Appen-

dix.] —masÙto·donùic adj. 

mas·to·dont (m4sùtN-dmntÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a mast-

odon.  [From New Latin Mastodon, genus name. See MASTODON.]

mas·toid (m4sùtoidÙ) n.  The mastoid process.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the 

mastoid process.  2. Shaped like a breast or nipple.  [New Latin mastoidKs, nipple-

like, mastoid (from its shape), from Greek mastoeidKs : mastos, breast + -oeidKs, -

oid.]

mastoid bone (m4sùtoidÙ bon) n.  See mastoid process. 
mastoid cell (m4sùtoidÙ sHl) n.  Any of numerous air-filled spaces of various 

sizes in the mastoid process. 

mas·toid·ec·to·my (m4sÙtoi-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. mas·toid·ec·to·mies. Surgi-

cal removal of mastoid cells or part or all of the mastoid process. 

mas·toid·i·tis (m4sÙtoid-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the mastoid process and 

mastoid cells. 

mastoid process (m4sùtoidÙ prmsùHsÙ) n.  A conical protuberance of the pos-

terior portion of the temporal bone that is situated behind the ear in human 

beings and many other vertebrates and serves as a site of muscle attachment.  Also 

called mastoid bone 

mas·tur·bate (m4sùtNr-b7tÙ) v.  mas·tur·bat·ed, mas·tur·bat·ing, 
mas·tur·bates.  —  v.  intr. To perform an act of masturbation.   —  v.  tr. To 

perform an act of masturbation on.  [Latin masturb7rX, masturb7t-.]

mas·tur·ba·tion (m4sÙtNr-b7ùshNn) n.  Excitation of one’s own or another’s 

genital organs, usually to orgasm, by manual contact or means other than sexual 

intercourse.   —masÙtur·baùtion·al, masùtur·ba·toÙry (-bN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  

—masùtur·baÙtor n. 

Ma·su·ri·a (mN-ztrùK-N)  A historical region of northeast Poland. Ruled by the 

Teutonic Knights after the 14th century and later part of East Prussia, it was 

assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference of 1945.   —Ma·suùri·an adj. 

mat1 (m4t) n.  1. A flat piece of coarse fabric or other material used for wiping 

one’s shoes or feet, or in various other forms as a floor covering.  2. A small, flat 

piece of decorated material placed under a lamp, dish of food, or other object.  



3. Sports. A floor pad to protect athletes, as in wrestling or gymnastics.  4. A 

densely woven or thickly tangled mass:  a mat of hair.  5. The solid part of a lace 

design.  6. A heavy woven net of rope or wire cable placed over a blasting site to 

keep debris from scattering.   —  v.  mat·ted, mat·ting, mats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cover, protect, or decorate with mats or a mat.  2. To pack or interweave into a 

thick mass:  High winds matted the leaves against the base of the fence.   —  v.  intr. 

To be packed or interwoven into a thick mass; become entangled.  [Middle 

English, from Old English matte, from Late Latin matta, possibly from Phoeni-

cian (Punic) ma££â;; akin to Hebrew mi££a, bed, couch.]

mat2 (m4t) n.  1. A decorative border placed around a picture to serve as a frame 

or provide contrast between the picture and the frame.  2.  Also matte. a. A dull, 

often rough finish, as of paint, glass, metal, or paper.  b. A special tool for pro-

ducing such a surface or finish.   3. Printing. See matrix (n., sense 10a).   —  v.  

tr. mat·ted, mat·ting, mats. 1. To put a mat around (a picture).  2. To pro-

duce a dull finish on.   —  adj.  also matte Having a dull finish.  [From French, 

dull, from Old French, defeated, withered, perhaps from Latin mattus, stupefied, 

senseless, possibly from *maditus, past participle of madKre, to be wet.]

mat. abbr.  Matinee. 

M.A.T. abbr.  Master of Arts in Teaching. 

Mat·a·be·le (mäÙtä-bHlù7) n.  pl. Matabele or Mat·a·be·les. See Ndebele. 
Mat·a·be·le·land (mäÙtN-bHlù7-l4ndÙ)  A region of western Zimbabwe. Inhab-

ited by the Ndebele people after 1827, it came under the control of the British 

South Africa Company in 1889. 

mat·a·dor (m4tùN-dôrÙ) n.  1. A bullfighter who performs the final passes and 

kills the bull.  2. Games. One of the highest trumps in certain card games.  [Span-

ish, from matar, to kill, possibly from Vulgar Latin *matt7re, to beat senseless, 

perhaps from Latin mattus, stupefied. See MAT
2.]

Mat·a·gor·da Bay (m4tÙN-gôrùdN b7)  An inlet of southeast Texas separated 

from the Gulf of Mexico by the Matagordo Peninsula, a narrow sand spit. 

Ma·ta Ha·ri (mäùtN härùK, m4tùN h4rùK), Originally Margaretha Geertruida 

Zelle. 1876-1917.  Dutch spy. A professional dancer in Paris after 1905, she appar-

ently spied for Germany during World War I and was arrested and executed by 

the French. 

Ma·ta·mo·ros (m4tÙN-môrùNs, -morù-, mäÙtä-môùrôs)  A city of northeast 

Mexico near the mouth of the Rio Grande opposite Brownsville, Texas. It was 

captured by Zachary Taylor’s forces in 1846 during the Mexican War. Population, 

188,745. 

Ma·tan·zas (mN-t4nùzNs, mä-tänùsäs)  A city of northwest-central Cuba east of 

Havana. Founded in 1693, it was once a haven for pirates. Population, 100,367. 

Mat·a·pan (m4tÙN-p4nù), Cape. See Cape Taínaron. 



Ma·ta·ró (mäÙtN-roù, -tä-)  A city of northeast Spain on the Mediterranean Sea 

northeast of Barcelona. It is a port and manufacturing center. Population, 99,126. 

match1 (m4ch) n.  1. a. One that is exactly like another; a counterpart.  b. One 

that is like another in one or more specified qualities:  He is John’s match for brav-

ery.   2. One that is able to compete equally with another:  The boxer had met his 

match.  3. a. One that closely resembles or harmonizes with another:  The nap-

kins were a nice match for the tablecloth.  b. A pair, each one of which resembles or 

harmonizes with the other:  The colors were a close match.   4. Sports. a. A game or 

contest in which two or more persons, animals, or teams oppose and compete 

with each other:  a soccer match.  b. A tennis contest won by the player or side that 

wins a specified number of sets, usually two out of three or three out of five.   

5. A marriage or an arrangement of marriage:  a royal match.  6. A person viewed 

as a prospective marriage partner.   —  v.  matched, match·ing, match·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To be exactly like; correspond exactly.  b. To be like with respect to 

specified qualities.   2. To resemble or harmonize with:  The coat matches the 

dress.  3. To adapt or suit so that a balanced or harmonious result is achieved; 

cause to correspond:  You should match your deeds to your beliefs.  4. To find or 

produce a counterpart to:  It’s difficult to match the color of old paint.  5. To fit 

together or cause to fit together.  6. To join or give in marriage.  7. To place in 

opposition or competition; pit:  She matched her skill against all comers.  8. To 

provide with an adversary or a competitor.  9. To do as well as or better than in 

competition; equal.  10. To set in comparison; compare:  beauty that could never 

be matched.  11. To provide funds so as to equal or complement:  The government 

will match all private donations to the museum.  12. To flip or toss (coins) and 

compare the sides that land face up.  13. To couple (electric circuits) by means of 

a transformer.   —  v.  intr. To be a close counterpart; correspond.  [Middle 

English macche, from Old English gemæcca, companion, mate. See mag- in 

Appendix.] —matchùer n. 

match2 (m4ch) n.  1. A narrow piece, usually of wood or cardboard, coated on 

one end with a compound that ignites when scratched against a rough or chemi-

cally treated surface.  2. An easily ignited cord or wick, formerly used to detonate 

powder charges or to fire cannons and muzzleloading firearms.  [Middle English 

matche, lamp wick, from Old French mesche, from Vulgar Latin *micca, from 

Latin myxa, a lamp’s nozzle, from Greek muxa, mucus, lamp wick.]

match·a·ble (m4chùN-bNl) adj.  That can be matched:  matchable colors.   
—matchÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

match·board (m4chùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A board cut with a tongue on one side 

and a matching groove on the other to fit with other boards of similar cut. 

match·book (m4chùbtkÙ) n.  A small cardboard folder containing safety 

matches and having a striking surface along the bottom. 

match·box (m4chùbmksÙ) n.  A box in which to keep matches. 



match·less (m4chùlVs) adj.  Having no match or equal; unsurpassed:  matchless 

virtuosity at the keyboard.   —matchùless·ly adv.  —matchùless·ness n. 

match·lock (m4chùlmkÙ) n.  1. A gunlock in which powder is ignited by a 

match.  2. A musket having such a gunlock. 

match·mak·er (m4chùm7ÙkNr) n.  1. One who arranges or tries to arrange 

marriages.  2. Sports. One who arranges athletic competitions.   —matchù-
makÙing n. 

match play (m4ch pl7) n.  Sports. A method of scoring golf games by counting 

only the number of holes won by each side rather than the number of strokes 

taken. 

match point (m4ch point) n.  Sports. The final point needed to win a sports 

match, especially in tennis. 

match·stick (m4chùstVkÙ) n.  1. A short, slender piece of wood from which a 

match is made.  2. Something similar to a matchstick, as in slenderness or 

strength.   —  adj.  Short, narrow, and slender:  matchstick arms; matchstick slices 

of potato. 

match·up (m4chùƒpÙ) n.  The pairing of two people or things, as for athletic 

competition or for comparison. 

match·wood (m4chùwtdÙ) n.  1. Wood in small pieces or splinters suitable 

especially for making matches.  2. Splinters:  The vessel was beaten to matchwood 

on the rocks. 

mate1 (m7t) n.  1. One of a matched pair:  the mate to this glove.  2. A spouse.  

3. a. Either of a pair of animals or birds that associate in order to propagate.  

b. Either of a pair of animals brought together for breeding.   4. a. A person with 

whom one is in close association; an associate.  b. A good friend or companion.   

5. A deck officer on a merchant ship ranking below the master.  6. A U.S. Navy 

petty officer who is an assistant to a warrant officer.   —  v.  mat·ed, mat·ing, 
mates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To join closely; pair.  2. To unite in marriage.  3. To pair 

(animals) for breeding.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become joined in marriage.  2. a. To be 

paired for reproducing; breed.  b. To copulate.   [Middle English, from Middle 

Low German m7te, gemate, messmate.]

mate2 (m7t) Games. n.  A checkmate.   —  v.  tr. intr. mat·ed, mat·ing, mates. 
To checkmate or achieve a checkmate.  [Middle English, from Old French mat, 

checkmated, from Arabic m7t, dead. See CHECKMATE.]

ma·té (mäùt7, mä-t7ù) n.  1. A South American evergreen tree (Ilex paraguarien-

sis) widely cultivated for its leaves, which are used to prepare a tealike beverage.  

2. A tealike beverage, popular in South America, made from the dried leaves of 

this plant. In this sense, also calledParaguay tea, yerba maté.  [American Spanish, 

from Quechua mate, hollow gourd used as a bowl or container for brewing yerba 

maté.]



mat·e·lote (m4tùl-otÙ, mä-tN-lotù) also mat·e·lotte (-l-mtÙ, -lmtù) n.  A fish 

stew that is cooked in a wine sauce.  [French, from matelot, sailor, from Old 

French matenot, sailor, bunkmate (from the practice of sharing a berth with 

someone on an alternate watch), possibly from Middle Dutch mattenoot (perhaps 

from matte, bed from Late Latin matta; see mat1 + noot, fellow), or from Old 

Norse mötunautr, messmate (mata, food, mess + nautr, companion).]

ma·ter (m7ùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Mother.  [Latin m7ter. See m7ter- in Appen-

dix.]

Ma·te·ra (mN-tHrùN)  A city of southern Italy in the Apennines south of Bari. It is 

an agricultural and industrial center. Population, 51,000. 

ma·ter·fa·mil·i·as (m7ÙtNr-fN-mVlùK-Ns) n.  A woman who is the head of a 

household or the mother of a family.  [Latin m7terfamili7s : m7ter, mother; see 

MATER + famili7s, archaic genitive of familia, household; see FAMILY.]

ma·te·ri·al (mN-tîrùK-Nl) n.  1. The substance or substances out of which a thing 

is or can be made.  2. Something, such as an idea or information, that is to be 

refined and made or incorporated into a finished effort:  material for a comedy.  

3. materials. Tools or apparatus for the performance of a given task:  writing 

materials.  4. Yard goods or cloth.  5. A person who is qualified or suited for a 

position or activity:  The members of the board felt that she was vice-presidential 

material.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or composed of matter.  2. Of, relating to, 

or affecting physical well-being; bodily: “the moral and material welfare of all good 

citizens” (Theodore Roosevelt).  3. Of or concerned with the physical as distinct 

from the intellectual or spiritual: “Great men are they who see that spiritual is 

stronger than any material force, that thoughts rule the world” (Ralph Waldo Emer-

son).  4. Being both relevant and consequential; crucial:  testimony material to the 

inquiry.  See Synonyms at relevant.  5. Philosophy. Of or relating to the matter 

of reasoning, rather than the form.  [Middle English, consisting of matter, mate-

rial, from Old French, from Late Latin m7teri7lis, from Latin m7teria, matter. See 

m7ter- in Appendix.] —ma·teùri·al·ness n. 

ma·te·ri·al·ism (mN-tîrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. The theory that physical 

matter is the only reality and that everything, including thought, feeling, mind, 

and will, can be explained in terms of matter and physical phenomena.  2. The 

theory or doctrine that physical well-being and worldly possessions constitute the 

greatest good and highest value in life.  3. A great or excessive regard for worldly 

concerns.   —ma·teùri·al·ist n.  —ma·teÙri·al·isùtic adj.  

—ma·teÙri·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

ma·te·ri·al·i·ty (mN-tîrÙK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ma·te·ri·al·i·ties. 1. The state or qual-

ity of being material.  2. Physical substance; matter. 

ma·te·ri·al·ize (mN-tîrùK-N-lXzÙ) v.  ma·te·ri·al·ized, ma·te·ri·al·iz·ing, 
ma·te·ri·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to become real or actual:  By building the 

house, we materialized a dream.  2. To cause to become materialistic: “Inequality 



has the natural and necessary effect... of materializing our upper class, vulgarizing 

our middle class, and brutalizing our lower class” (Matthew Arnold).   —  v.  intr. 

1. To assume material or effective form:  Their support on the eastern flank did not 

materialize.  2. To take physical form or shape.  3. To appear, especially suddenly.  

See Synonyms at appear.  —ma·teÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—ma·teùri·al·izÙer n.  

USAGE NOTE: In its original senses materialize is used intransitively to mean

“to assume material form,” as in Marley’s ghost materialized before Scrooge’s eyes,

or transitively to mean “to cause to assume material form,” as in Disney materi-

alized his dream in a plot of orchard land in Orange County. But these uses are

probably less common nowadays than two extended senses of the intransitive

sense of the verb. In the first the meaning is roughly “to appear suddenly,” as in

No sooner had we set the menu down than a waiter materialized at our table. Some

critics have labeled this use incorrect, but the criticism may suggest an overliter-

alism; used in this way, the verb has the sense “to appear as if by magic.” Materi-

alize also means “to take effective shape, come into existence,” particularly as ap-

plied to things or events that have been foreseen or anticipated: The promised

subsidies never materialized. It was thought the community would oppose the mea-

sure, but no new objections materialized. This usage has been criticized, but it is

well established in reputable writing and follows a familiar pattern of metaphoric

extension. The same logic that allows us to say The plans did not materialize allows

us to use equivalent and unobjectionable paraphrases with expressions such as

take form and take shape.

ma·te·ri·al·ly (mN-tîrùK-N-lK) adv.  1. With regard to the physical world.  

2. With regard to matter as distinguished from form.  3. To a significant extent 

or degree; substantially. 

ma·te·ri·als science (mN-tîrùK-Nlz sXùNns) n.  The study of the characteristics 

and uses of the various materials, such as metals, ceramics, and plastics, that are 

employed in science and technology. 

ma·te·ri·a med·i·ca (mN-tîrùK-N mHdùV-kN) n.  Medicine. 1. The scientific 

study of medicinal drugs and their sources, preparation, and use.  2. Substances 

used in the preparation of medicinal drugs.  [New Latin m7teria medica (transla-

tion of Greek hulK iatrikK) : Latin m7teria, material + Latin medica, medical.]

ma·te·ri·el  or ma·té·ri·el (mN-tîrÙK-Hlù) n.  The equipment, apparatus, and 

supplies of a military force or other organization.  See Synonyms at equipment.  
[French matériel, consisting of matter, materiel, from Old French material. See 

MATERIAL.]

ma·ter·nal (mN-tûrùnNl) adj.  1. Relating to or characteristic of a mother or 

motherhood or motherly:  maternal instinct.  2. Inherited from one’s mother:  a 



maternal trait.  3. Related through one’s mother:  my maternal uncle.  [Middle 

English, from Old French maternel, from Medieval Latin m7tern7lis, from Latin 

m7ternus, from m7ter, mother. See m7ter- in Appendix.] —ma·terùnal·ism n.  

—ma·terùnal·ly adv. 

ma·ter·ni·ty (mN-tûrùnV-tK) n.  pl. ma·ter·ni·ties. 1. The state of being a 

mother; motherhood.  2. The feelings or characteristics associated with being a 

mother; motherliness.  3. A maternity ward.   —  adj.  Relating to or effective 

during pregnancy, childbirth, or the first months of motherhood:  a maternity 

dress; maternity leave.  [French maternité, from Medieval Latin m7ternit7s, from 

Latin m7ternus, maternal, from m7ter, mother. See m7ter- in Appendix.]

maternity ward (mN-tûrùnV-tK wôrd) n.  The department of a hospital that 

provides care for women during pregnancy and childbirth as well as for newborn 

infants. 

mat·ey (m7ùtK) adj.  Chiefly British. Sociable; friendly. 

math (m4th) n.  Mathematics. 

math. abbr.  1. Mathematical.  2. Mathematician. 

math·e·mat·i·cal (m4thÙN-m4tùV-kNl) also math·e·mat·ic (-Vk) adj.  Abbr. 

math. 1. Of or relating to mathematics.  2. a. Precise; exact.  b. Absolute; cer-

tain.   3. Possible according to mathematics but highly improbable:  The team has 

only a mathematical chance to win the championship.  [Middle English, from 

Medieval Latin mathKmatic7lis, from Latin mathKmaticus, from Greek mathKma-

tikos, from mathKma, mathKmat-, science, learning, from manthanein, to learn. 

See mendh- in Appendix.] —mathÙe·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

mathematical induction (m4thÙN-m4tùV-kNl Vn-dƒkùshNn) n.  Mathematics. 

Induction. 

mathematical logic (m4thÙN-m4tùV-kNl lmjùVk) n.  See symbolic logic. 
math·e·ma·ti·cian (m4thÙN-mN-tVshùNn) n.  Abbr. math. A person skilled or 

learned in mathematics. 

math·e·mat·ics (m4thÙN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the 

measurement, properties, and relationships of quantities, using numbers and 

symbols.  [From Middle English mathematik, from Old French mathematique, 

from Latin mathKmatica, from Greek mathKmatikK (tekhnK), mathematical (sci-

ence), feminine of mathKmatikos, mathematical. See MATHEMATICAL.]

math·e·ma·tize (m4thùN-mN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. math·e·ma·tized, 
math·e·ma·tiz·ing, math·e·ma·tiz·es. To reduce to or as if to mathematical 

formulas.   —mathÙe·ma·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Math·er (m4thùNr), Increase. 1639-1723.  American clergyman and writer. He 

and his son Cotton (1663-1728) exerted great theological and political influence 

on the colony of Massachusetts through their staunch Puritanism and prolific 

writing. 



Math·ew·son (m4thùyu-sNn), Christopher. Known as “Christy.” 1880-1925.  

American baseball player who won 373 games as a right-handed pitcher for the 

New York Giants (1900-1916). 

Ma·thi·as (mN-thXùNs), Robert Bruce. Known as “Bob.” Born 1930.  American 

athlete who won two consecutive Olympic gold medals in the decathlon (1948 

and 1952). 

maths (m4ths) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Chiefly British. Mathematics. 

Ma·thu·ra (mƒtùNr-N) also Mut·tra (mƒtùrN)  A city of north-central India 

northwest of Agra. An important repository of ancient Indian art, it is a Hindu 

pilgrimage site revered as the reputed birthplace of Krishna. Population, 147,493. 

Ma·til·da (mN-tVlùdN), Known as “Empress Maud.” 1102-1167.  English princess 

as the daughter of Henry I. After her first husband, Emperor Henry V, died, she 

married Geoffrey, Count of Anjou (died 1151), in 1128 and by him bore Henry 

II. 

ma·til·i·ja poppy (mN-tVlùK-häÙ pmpùK) n.  A perennial herb (Romneya coul-

teri) of California and Baja California, having very large, solitary white flowers.  

[After Matilija Canyon in southwest California.]

mat·in (m4tùn) also mat·in·al (-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to matins or to the early 

part of the day.  [Middle English, from Old French, sing. of matines, matins. See 

MATINS.]

mat·i·nee  or mat·i·née (m4tÙn-7ù) n.  Abbr. mat. An entertainment, such as a 

dramatic or musical performance, given in the daytime, usually in the afternoon.  

[French matinée, from matin, morning, from Old French matines, matins. See 

MATINS.]

mat·ins (m4tùnz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. Ecclesiastical. The office 

that formerly constituted the first of the seven canonical hours.  b. The time of 

day appointed for this service, traditionally midnight or 2 A.M. but often sun-

rise.   2.  Often Matins. See Morning Prayer.  [Middle English matines, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin (vigiliae) m7t7tXnae, morning (vigils), feminine 

pl. of Latin m7t7tXnus, of the morning, from M7t7ta, goddess of dawn. See m7-1 

in Appendix.]

Ma·tisse (mN-tKsù, mä-), Henri. 1869-1954.  French artist. A leading fauvist, he 

employed pure color, simple shapes, and an exquisite sense of design to produce 

paintings, such as The Dance (1930-1932), and collages that have influenced the 

course of modern art. 

mat·jes herring (mätùyVs hHrùVng) n.  Herring that have not spawned, filleted 

and prepared with salt, vinegar, sugar, and spices.  [Partial translation of Dutch 

maatjesharing : maatjes (alteration of maeghdekins, genitive of maeghdekin, 

maiden diminutive of maagd, maid); see maghu- in Appendix + haring, her-

ring.]



matri-  or matro-  or matr- pref.  Mother; maternal:  matrilineal.  [Latin m7tri-

, from m7ter, m7tr-, mother. See MATER.]

ma·tri·arch (m7ùtrK-ärkÙ) n.  1. A woman who rules a family, clan, or tribe.  

2. A woman who dominates a group or an activity.  3. A highly respected woman 

who is a mother.   —maÙtri·arùchal (-ärùkNl), maÙtri·arùchic (-ärùkVk)  adj.  

—maÙtri·arùchal·ism n. 

ma·tri·ar·chate (m7ÙtrK-ärùkVt, -k7tÙ) n.  1.  See matriarchy.  2. A hypotheti-

cal stage in the evolution of a society in which authority is held by women. 

ma·tri·ar·chy (m7ùtrK-ärÙkK) n.  pl. ma·tri·ar·chies. 1. A social system in 

which the mother is head of the family and descent is traced through the mother’s 

side of the family.  2. A family, community, or society based on this system or 

governed by women.  Also called matriarchate 

ma·tri·ces (m7ùtrV-sKzÙ, m4tùrV-) n.  A plural of matrix. 
mat·ri·cide (m4tùrV-sXdÙ) n.  1. The act of killing one’s mother.  2. One who 

kills one’s mother.   —matÙri·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

mat·ri·cli·nous (m4tÙrV-klXùnNs) adj.  Having predominantly maternal heredi-

tary traits.  [MATRI- + Greek klinein, to lean; see klei- in Appendix + -OUS.]

ma·tric·u·lant (mN-trVkùyN-lNnt) n.  One who matriculates or is a candidate for 

matriculation. 

ma·tric·u·late (mN-trVkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. ma·tric·u·lat·ed, 
ma·tric·u·lat·ing, ma·tric·u·lates. To admit or be admitted into a group, espe-

cially a college or university.   —  n.  (-lVt, -l7tÙ) One who is admitted as a student 

to a college or university.  [From Medieval Latin m7trXcul7re, m7trXcul7t-, from 

Late Latin m7trXcula, list, diminutive of m7trXx, m7trXc-. See MATRIX.] 
—ma·tricÙu·laùtion n. 

mat·ri·lin·e·age (m4tÙrN-lVnùK-Vj) n.  Line of descent as traced through the 

maternal side of a family. 

mat·ri·lin·e·al (m4tÙrN-lVnùK-Nl) adj.  Relating to, based on, or tracing ancestral 

descent through the maternal line.   —matÙri·linùe·al·ly adv. 

mat·ri·lo·cal (m4tÙrN-loùkNl) adj.  Anthropology. Of or relating to the residence 

of a wife’s kin group or clan.   —matÙri·loùcal·ly adv. 

mat·ri·mo·ny (m4tùrN-moÙnK) n.  pl. mat·ri·mo·nies. The act or state of being 

married; marriage.  [Middle English, from Old French matrimoine, from Latin 

m7trimonium, from m7ter, m7tr-, mother. See m7ter- in Appendix.] 
—matÙri·moùni·al adj.  —matÙri·moùni·al·ly adv. 

matrimony vine (m4tùrN-moÙnK vXn) n.  Any of various often thorny shrubs 

of the genus Lycium, some species of which are cultivated for their purplish flow-

ers and brightly colored berries.  Also called boxthorn 

ma·trix (m7ùtrVks) n.  pl. ma·tri·ces (m7ùtrV-sKzÙ, m4tùrV-)  or ma·trix·es. 1. A 

situation or surrounding substance within which something else originates, 

develops, or is contained: “Freedom of expression is the matrix, the indispensable 



condition, of nearly every form of freedom” (Benjamin N. Cardozo).  2. The 

womb.  3. Anatomy. a. The formative cells or tissue of a fingernail, toenail, or 

tooth.  b.  See ground substance (n., sense 1).   4. Geology. a. The solid matter 

in which a fossil or crystal is embedded.  b. Groundmass.   5. A mold or die.  

6. The principal metal in an alloy, as the iron in steel.  7. A binding substance, as 

cement in concrete.  8. a. Mathematics. A rectangular array of numeric or alge-

braic quantities subject to mathematical operations.  b. Something resembling 

such an array, as in the regular formation of elements into columns and rows.   

9. Computer Science. The network of intersections between input and output 

leads in a computer, functioning as an encoder or a decoder.  10. Printing. a. A 

mold used in stereotyping and designed to receive positive impressions of type or 

illustrations from which metal plates can be cast.  Also called mat2 b. A metal 

plate used for casting typefaces.   11. An electroplated impression of a phono-

graph record used to make duplicate records.  [Middle English matrice, from Old 

French, from Late Latin m7trXx, m7trXc-, from Latin, breeding-animal, from 

m7ter, m7tr-, mother. See m7ter- in Appendix.]

matro- pref.  Variant of matri-. 
ma·tron (m7ùtrNn) n.  1. A married woman or a widow, especially a mother of 

dignity, mature age, and established social position.  2. A woman who acts as a 

supervisor or monitor in a public institution, such as a school, hospital, or prison.  

[Middle English matrone, from Old French, from Latin m7trona, from m7ter, 

m7tr-, mother. See m7ter- in Appendix.] —maùtron·al adj.  —maùtron·li·ness 
n.  —maùtron·ly adv.  & adj. 

matron of honor (m7ùtrNn ƒv mnùNr) n.  pl. matrons of honor. A married 

woman serving as chief attendant of the bride at a wedding. 

mat·ro·nym·ic (m4tÙrN-nVmùVk) adj.  & n.   Variant of metronymic. 
Mat·su (mätùsuù)  An island in the East China Sea off the southeast coast of 

mainland China. It remained a Nationalist stronghold after the Chinese Commu-

nist revolution of 1949 and is now administered by Taiwan. 

Ma·tsu·do (mä-tsuùdo)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, a suburb of 

Tokyo. Population, 427,479. 

Ma·tsu·o·ka (mäÙtst-oùkä), Yosuke. 1880-1946.  Japanese politician who 

negotiated Japan’s alliance with the Axis powers (1940) and a nonaggression pact 

with the U.S.S.R. (1941). 

Ma·tsu·ya·ma (mäÙtst-yäùmä)  A city of western Shikoku, Japan, on the 

Inland Sea. A port and distribution center, it was an important fortress town dur-

ing the feudal period. Population, 426,646. 

Matt. abbr.  Bible. Matthew. 

Mat·tag·a·mi (mN-t4gùN-mK)  A river, about 443 km (275 mi) long, of eastern 

Ontario, Canada, rising in Mattagami Lake and flowing north to the Moose 

River. 



Mat·ta·po·ni (m4tÙN-pN-nXù)  A river, about 201 km (125 mi) long, of eastern 

Virginia flowing southeast to the York River. 

matte1 (m4t) n.  Variant of mat2 (n., sense 2).  —  adj.  Variant of mat2. 
matte2 (m4t) n.  A mixture of a metal with its sulfides, produced by smelting the 

sulfide ores of copper, lead, or nickel.  [French.]

mat·ted (m4tùVd) adj.  1. Covered with or made from mats.  2. Tangled in a 

dense mass:  tried to push through the matted undergrowth. 

mat·ter (m4tùNr) n.  1. a. Something that occupies space and can be perceived 

by one or more senses; a physical body, a physical substance, or the universe as a 

whole.  b. Physics. Something that has mass and exists as a solid, liquid, or gas.   

2. A specific type of substance:  inorganic matter.  3. Discharge or waste, such as 

pus or feces, from a living organism.  4. Philosophy. In Aristotelian and Scholastic 

use, that which is in itself undifferentiated and formless and which, as the subject 

of change and development, receives form and becomes substance and experi-

ence.  5. Christian Science. That which is postulated by the mortal mind, regarded 

as illusion and as the opposite of substance or God: “Spirit is the real and eternal; 

matter is the unreal and temporal” (Mary Baker Eddy).  6. The substance of 

thought or expression as opposed to the manner in which it is stated or conveyed.  

7. A subject of concern, feeling, or action:  matters of foreign policy; a personal 

matter.  See Synonyms at subject.  8. Trouble or difficulty:  What’s the matter 

with your car?  9. An approximated quantity, amount, or extent:  The construction 

will last a matter of years.  10. Something printed or otherwise set down in writ-

ing:  reading matter.  11. Something sent by mail.  12. Printing. a. Composed 

type.  b. Material to be set in type.    —  v.  intr. mat·tered, mat·ter·ing, 
mat·ters. To be of importance: “Love is most nearly itself/When here and now 

cease to matter” (T.S. Eliot).  See Synonyms at count1.  —idioms. as a matter 
of fact. In fact; actually.  for that matter. So far as that is concerned; as for 

that.  no matter. Regardless of: “Yet there isn’t a train I wouldn’t take,/No matter 

where it’s going” (Edna St. Vincent Millay).  [Middle English, from Old French 

matere, from Latin m7teria. See m7ter- in Appendix.]

Mat·ter·horn (m4tùNr-hôrnÙ, mäùtNr-)  A mountain, 4,481.1 m (14,692 ft) 

high, in the Pennine Alps on the Italian-Swiss border. It was first scaled in 1865. 

matter of course (m4tùNr ƒv kôrs) n.  A natural or logical outcome. 

mat·ter-of-fact (m4tùNr-Nv-f4ktù) adj.  1. Relating or adhering to facts; literal.  

2. Straightforward or unemotional: “the matter-of-fact tones in which the local 

guides describe the history of the various places” (New York Times).   —matùter-
of-factùly adv.  —matùter-of-factùness n. 

Mat·thew (m4thùyu) n.  Abbr. Matt., Mt Bible. A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible. 
Mat·thew (m4thùyu), Saint. First century A.D.  One of the 12 Apostles and the 

traditionally accepted author of the first Gospel of the New Testament. 



Mat·thews (m4thùyuz), Stanley. 1824-1889.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1881-1889). 

mat·ting1 (m4tùVng) n.  1. a. Material formed into or considered as a mat:  The 

forest floor had a thick matting of pine needles.  b. A coarsely woven fabric used for 

covering floors and similar purposes.   2. The activity of making mats. 

mat·ting2 (m4tùVng) n.  1. A dull surface or finish.  2. The process of dulling a 

surface, as of metal. 

mat·tins (m4tùnz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Chiefly British. Variant of 

matins. 
mat·tock (m4tùNk) n.  A digging tool with a flat blade set at right angles to the 

handle.  [Middle English, from Old English mattuc, perhaps from Vulgar Latin 

*matte7ca, club; akin to ·mattea. See MACE
1.]

Mat·toon (mN-tunù)  A city of east-central Illinois southeast of Decatur. It is a 

processing and industrial center in a farm and dairy region. Population, 18,441. 

mat·tress (m4tùrVs) n.  1. a. A usually rectangular pad of heavy cloth filled with 

soft material or an arrangement of coiled springs, used as or on a bed.  b. An air-

tight inflatable pad used as or on a bed or as a cushion.   2. A closely woven mat 

of brush and poles used to protect an embankment, a dike, or a dam from ero-

sion.  [Middle English mattresse, from Old French materas, from Old Italian mat-

erasso, and from Medieval Latin matracium both from Arabic ma£raU, place 

where something is thrown, mat, cushion, from £araUa, to throw.]

WORD HISTORY: The history of the word mattress is a small lesson in the way

amenities have come to Europe from the Middle East. During the earlier part of

the Middle Ages, Arabic culture was more advanced than that of Europe. One of

the amenities of life enjoyed by the Arabs was sleeping on cushions thrown on

the floor. Derived from the Arabic word £araUa, “to throw,” the word ma£raU
meant “place where something is thrown” and “mat, cushion.” This kind of sleep-

ing surface was adopted by the Europeans during the Crusades, and the Arabic

word was taken into Italian (materasso) and then into Old French (materas), from

which comes the Middle English word materas, first recorded in a work written

around 1300. The Arabic word also became Medieval Latin matracium, another

source of our word.

mat·u·rate (m4chùN-r7tÙ) v.  mat·u·ra·ted, mat·u·rat·ing, mat·u·rates.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To mature, ripen, or develop.  2. To suppurate.   —  v.  tr. To cause to 

suppurate.  [Latin m7t7r7re, m7t7r7t-, from m7t7rus, mature. See MATURE.] 
—matùu·raÙtive adj. 

mat·u·ra·tion (m4chÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of becoming mature.  

2. Production or discharge of pus.  3. Biology. a. The processes by which gametes 

are formed, including the reduction of chromosomes in a germ cell from the dip-



loid number to the haploid number by meiosis.  b. The final differentiation pro-

cesses in biological systems, such as the final ripening of a seed or the attainment 

of full functional capacity by a cell, a tissue, or an organ.    —matÙu·raùtion·al 
adj. 

maturation division (m4chÙN-r7ùshNn dV-vVzhùNn) n.  Either of the two suc-

cessive cell divisions of meiosis, with only one duplication of the chromosomes, 

that results in the formation of haploid gametes. 

ma·ture (mN-tytrù, -ttrù, -chtrù) adj.  ma·tur·er, ma·tur·est. 1. a. Having 

reached full natural growth or development:  a mature cell.  b. Having reached a 

desired or final condition; ripe:  a mature cheese.   2. Of, relating to, or character-

istic of full development, either mental or physical:  mature for her age.  

3. a. Suitable or intended for adults:  mature subject matter.  b. Composed of 

adults:  a mature audience.   4. Worked out fully by the mind; considered:  a 

mature plan of action.  5. Having reached the limit of its time; due:  a mature 

bond.  6. No longer subject to great expansion or development. Used of an indus-

try, a market, or a product.  7. Geology. Having reached maximum development 

of form. Used of streams and landforms.   —  v.  ma·tured, ma·tur·ing, 
ma·tures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring to full development; ripen.  2. To work out fully 

in the mind: “able to digest and mature my thoughts for my own mind only” (John 

Stuart Mill).   —  v.  intr. 1. To evolve toward or reach full development:  The 

child’s judgment matures as she grows older.  2. To become due. Used of notes and 

bonds.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin m7t7rus. See m7-1 in 

Appendix.] —ma·tureùly adv.  —ma·tureùness n.  

SYNONYMS: mature, age, develop, ripen. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to bring or come to full development or maximum excellence”: maturing

the wines in vats; aged the brandy for 100 years; developed the flavor slowly; fruits

that were ripened on the vine.

ma·ture-on·set diabetes (mN-tytrùmnùsHtÙ dXÙN-bKùtVs, -ônù, -ttrù-, -

chtrù-) n.  Non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. 

Ma·tu·rín (mäÙtN-rKnù, -tu-)  A city of northeast Venezuela east-southeast of 

Caracas. It was founded in 1710 by Capuchin missionaries. Population, 181,000. 

ma·tur·i·ty (mN-tytrùV-tK, -ttrù-, -chtrù-) n.  pl. ma·tur·i·ties. 1. a. The 

state or quality of being fully grown or developed.  b. The state or quality of 

being mature.   2. a. The time at which a note or bond is due.  b. The state of a 

note or bond being due.   3. Geology. A stage in the development of streams or 

landscapes at which maximum development has been reached or at which the 

process of erosion is going on with maximum vigor. Maturity of a landscape con-

tinues throughout the period of maximum topographic differentiation or until 

about three fourths of the original mass is carried away by erosion.  [Middle 



English maturite, from Old French, from Latin m7t7rit7s, from m7t7rus, mature. 

See MATURE.]

ma·tu·ti·nal (mN-tutùn-Nl, -tyutù-, m4chÙt-tXùnNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

occurring in the morning; early.  [Late Latin m7t7tXn7lis, from Latin m7t7tXnus. 

See MATINS.] —ma·tuùti·nal·ly adv. 

mat·zo also mat·zoh (mätùsN, -sô, mät-säù) n.  pl. mat·zos also mat·zohs (-

sNz, -sosÙ)  or mat·zot  or mat·zoth (-sôtù). A brittle, flat piece of unleavened 

bread, eaten especially during Passover.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  matzo meal.  [Yiddish matse, from Hebrew ma}}â.]

matzo ball (mätùsN bôl) n.  A small dumpling made from matzo meal. 

mat·zoh (mätùsN, -sô, mät-säù) n.  Variant of matzo. 
mat·zohs (mätùsNz, -sosÙ)  or mat·zot  or mat·zoth (-sôtù) n.  Plurals of 

matzo. 
Mau·á (mou-äù)  A city of southeast Brazil, a suburb of São Paulo. Population, 

205,740. 

maud·lin (môdùlVn) adj.  Effusively or tearfully sentimental: “displayed an 

almost maudlin concern for the welfare of animals” (Aldous Huxley).  See Syn-

onyms at sentimental.  [Alteration of (MARY) MAGDALENE, who was frequently 

depicted as a tearful penitent.] —maudùlin·ly adv.  —maudùlin·ness n. 

Maugham (môm), W(illiam) Somerset. 1874-1965.  British writer whose 

short stories, such as “Miss Thompson” (1921), and novels, including Of Human 

Bondage (1915), illustrate his economy of expression and masterly storytelling. 

mau·gre (môùgNr) prep.  Archaic. Notwithstanding; in spite of.  [Middle English, 

from Old French  : mal-, mau-, bad; see MAL- + gre, liking, pleasure (from Latin 

gr7tum, from neuter of gr7tus, pleasing); see gwerN-2 in Appendix.]

Mau·i (mouùK)  An island of Hawaii northwest of Hawaii Island. It is the second-

largest island in the state, with an economy based chiefly on sugar cane, pineap-

ples, and tourism. 

maul also mall (môl) n.  1. A heavy, long-handled hammer used especially to 

drive stakes, piles, or wedges.  2. A heavy hammer having a wedge-shaped head 

and used for splitting logs.   —  v.  tr. mauled also malled, maul·ing also 

mall·ing, mauls also malls. 1. To injure by or as if by beating:  The boxer 

mauled the other fighter. The critics mauled the novelist’s first effort.  See Synonyms 

at batter1.  2. To handle roughly:  The package was mauled by the careless messen-

ger.  3. To split (wood) with a maul and wedge.  [Middle English malle, from Old 

French mail, from Latin malleus. See melN- in Appendix.] —maulùer n. 

Maul·din (môlùdVn), William Henry. Known as “Bill.” Born 1921.  American 

editorial cartoonist noted for his realistic, bitterly comic drawings of front-line 

soldiers. He won a Pulitzer Prize in 1944 and 1958. 

maul·stick also mahl·stick (môlùstVkÙ) n.  A long wooden stick used by paint-

ers as a support to keep the hand that holds the brush from touching the painting 



surface.  [Partial translation of Dutch maalstok : maalen, to paint (from Middle 

Dutch malen) + stok, stick.]

Mau·mee (mô-mKù, môùmK)  A city of northwest Ohio, a residential suburb of 

Toledo. It was settled on the site of Fort Miami, a British port surrendered to the 

Americans in the War of 1812. Population, 15,561. 

Maumee River (mô-mKù rVvùNr)  A river rising in northeast Indiana and flow-

ing about 209 km (130 mi) east and northeast to Lake Erie at Toledo, Ohio. 

Mau·na Ke·a (mouÙnN k7ùN, môÙnN kKùN)  An active volcano, about 4,208 m 

(13,796 ft) high, of north-central Hawaii Island. It is the highest peak in the 

islands. 

Mauna Lo·a (mouÙnN loùN)  An active volcano, 4,172.4 m (13,680 ft) high, of 

south-central Hawaii Island. 

maund (mônd) n.  A unit of weight varying in different countries of Asia from 

11.2 to 37.4 kilograms (24.8 to 82.6 pounds) avoirdupois, the latter being the offi-

cial maund in India.  [Hindi m7n, from Sanskrit m7nam, measure.]

maun·der (mônùdNr, mänù-) v.  intr. maun·dered, maun·der·ing, 
maun·ders. 1. To talk incoherently or aimlessly.  2. To move or act aimlessly or 

vaguely; wander.  [Origin unknown.]

Maun·dy Thursday (mônùdK thûrzùdK, mänù-) n.  The Thursday before Eas-

ter, observed in commemoration of the Last Supper of Jesus.  Also called Holy 

Thursday [From Middle English maunde, ceremony of washing the feet of the 

poor on this day, from Old French mande, from Latin (novum) mand7tum, (new) 

commandment (from Jesus’s words to the Apostles after washing their feet, John 

13:34). See MANDATE.]

Mau·pas·sant (moùpN-säntÙ, mo-p4-säNù), (Henri René Albert) Guy de. 
1850-1893.  French writer whose works, mainly realistic short stories such as “The 

Necklace,” examine hypocrisy, madness, Parisian society, and peasant life in Nor-

mandy. 

Mau·re·ta·ni·a (môrÙV-t7ùnK-N, -t7nùyN, märÙ-)  An ancient district of the 

Roman Empire in present-day Morocco and Algeria. Settled by a Berber people, it 

was ruled by Rome from c. 100 B.C. to the fifth century A.D.   —MauÙre·taùni·an 
adj.  & n. 

Mau·riac (môrÙK-äkù, môr-yäkù), François. 1885-1970.  French writer many of 

whose novels, notably Thérèse Desqueyroux (1927), are psychological studies of 

temptation, sin, and redemption in the lives of bourgeois characters. He won the 

1952 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Mau·rice of Nas·sau (môrùVs ƒv n4sùôÙ, mmrù-; n4sùô), Prince of Orange. 

1567-1625.  Dutch general and politician whose strategic and material improve-

ments to the Dutch army led to the repulsion of Spanish forces from Dutch terri-

tory (1590-1609). 



Mau·ri·ta·ni·a (môrÙV-t7ùnK-N, -t7nùyN, märÙ-)  A country of northwest Africa 

bordering on the Atlantic Ocean. Settled by Berbers c. 1000, the area was visited 

by European traders after the 15th century. French influence over the region 

lasted from the early 1800’s until independence was achieved in 1960. 

Nouakchott is the capital and the largest city. Population, 1,727,000.   
—MauÙri·taùni·an adj.  & n. 

Mau·ri·tius (mô-rVshùNs, -K-Ns)  An island country in the southwest Indian 

Ocean comprising the island of Mauritius and several small dependencies in the 

Mascarene Islands. Probably known to Arab and Malay traders in the Middle 

Ages, Mauritius was controlled by the Dutch (1598-1710), the French (1715-

1810), and the British (after 1814) before independence was achieved in 1968. 

Port Louis is the capital and the largest city. Population, 1,023,934.   —Mau·riù-
tian adj.  & n. 

Mau·rois (môr-wäù), André. Pen name of Émile Herzog. 1885-1967.  French 

writer noted for his essays, biographies, and novels, including Atmosphere of Love 

(1929) and The Family Circle (1932). 

Mau·ry (môrùK), Matthew Fontaine. 1806-1873.  American naval officer and 

oceanographer who charted the currents and winds of the Atlantic, Pacific, and 

Indian oceans and wrote the pioneering Physical Geography of the Sea (1855). 

Mau·ser (mouùzNr)  A trademark used for a repeating rifle or pistol. 

Mau·ser (mouùzNr), Peter Paul. 1838-1914.  German weapons manufacturer 

who with his brother Wilhelm (1834-1882) invented a breechloading rifle and a 

repeating pistol and rifle. 

mau·so·le·um (môÙsN-lKùNm, -zN-) n.  pl. mau·so·le·ums or mau·so·le·a (-

lKùN). 1. A large, stately tomb or a building housing such a tomb or several tombs.  

2. A gloomy, usually large room or building.  [Middle English, from Latin Mau-

solKum, from Greek Mausoleion, from Mausolos, Mausolus (died c. 353 B.C.), Per-

sian satrap of Caria.] —mauÙso·leùan adj. 

mauve (mov) n.  Color. A moderate grayish violet to moderate reddish purple.  

[French, from Old French mallow, from Latin malva.] —mauve adj. 

ma·ven also ma·vin (m7ùvNn) n.  A person who has special knowledge or expe-

rience; an expert.  [Yiddish meyvn, from Hebrew mKbîn.]

mav·er·ick (m4vùNr-Vk, m4vùrVk) n.  1. An unbranded range animal, especially a 

calf that has become separated from its mother, traditionally considered the 

property of the first person who brands it.  2. One that refuses to abide by the 

dictates of or resists adherence to a group; a dissenter.   —  adj.  Being indepen-

dent in thought and action or exhibiting such independence:  maverick politicians; 

a maverick decision.  [Possibly after Samuel Augustus Maverick (1803-1870), 

American cattleman, or perhaps after Samuel Maverick (1602?-1676?), English-

born colonist.]

ma·vin (m7ùvNn) n.  Variant of maven. 



ma·vis (m7ùvVs) n.  See song thrush.  [Middle English, from Old French mau-

vis, probably from mauve, seagull, mew.]

ma·vour·neen also ma·vour·nin (mN-vtrùnKnÙ) n.  Irish. My darling.  [Irish 

Gaelic mo mhuirnín : mo, my (from Old Irish); see me-1 in Appendix + muirnín, 

darling, diminutive of muirn, delight (from Old Irish, tumult, revels).]

maw (mô) n.  1. The mouth, stomach, jaws, or gullet of a voracious animal, 

especially a carnivore.  2. The opening into something felt to be insatiable: “I saw 

the opening maw of hell” (Herman Melville).  [Middle English mawe, from Old 

English maga.]

mawk·ish (môùkVsh) adj.  1. Excessively and objectionably sentimental.  See 

Synonyms at sentimental.  2. Sickening or insipid in taste.  [From Middle 

English mawke, maggot, variant of magot. See MAGGOT.] —mawkùish·ly adv.  

—mawkùish·ness n. 

Maw·son (môùsNn), Sir Douglas. 1882-1958.  British explorer and geologist 

who charted much of the coast of the Australian Antarctic. 

max (m4ks) Slang. n.  The maximum:  The car can seat five adults, but that’s the 

max. The movie was boring to the max.   —  adj.  Maximal.   —  adv.  Maximally:  

We’ll pay $250 max.   —  v.  intr. maxed, max·ing, max·es. 1. To reach one’s 

limit, as of endurance or capability:  The weight lifter maxed out at 180 kilograms.  

2. To reach a point from which no additional growth, improvement, or benefit is 

possible:  The salary for this position maxes at $45,000. 

max. abbr.  Maximum. 

max·i (m4kùsK) n.  pl. max·is. A long skirt, coat, or dress that usually extends to 

or just past the ankles.  [From MAXIMUM.]

max·il·la (m4k-sVlùN) n.  pl. max·il·lae (m4k-sVlùK)  or max·il·las. 1. Anatomy. 

Either of a pair of bones of the human skull fusing in the midline and forming 

the upper jaw.  2. A homologous bone of the skull in other vertebrates.  3. Either 

of two laterally moving appendages situated behind the mandibles in insects and 

most other arthropods.  [Latin, jawbone.]

max·il·lar·y (m4kùsN-lHrÙK) adj.  Of or relating to a jaw or jawbone, especially 

the upper one.   —  n.  pl. max·il·lar·ies. A maxillary bone; a jawbone. 

max·il·li·ped (m4k-sVlùN-pHdÙ) n.  One of the three pairs of crustacean head 

appendages located just posterior to the maxillae and used in feeding.  [MAXILL(A) 

+ -PED.]

max·il·lo·fa·cial (m4k-sVlÙo-f7ùshNl) adj.  Anatomy. Relating to or involving the 

maxilla and the face:  a maxillofacial prosthesis.  [MAXILL(A) + FACIAL.]

max·im (m4kùsVm) n.  A succinct formulation of a fundamental principle, gen-

eral truth, or rule of conduct.  See Synonyms at saying.  [Middle English 

maxime, from Old French, from Medieval Latin maxima, from maxima (proposi-

tio), greatest (premise), feminine of Latin maximus, greatest. See meg- in Appen-

dix.]



Max·im (m4kùsVm), Sir Hiram Stevens. 1840-1916.  American-born British 

inventor of an automatic, recoil-operated machine gun (1884), which was widely 

used during World War I. His brother Hudson (1853-1927) invented smokeless 

gun powder, and his son Hiram Percy (1896-1936) developed a silencer for fire-

arms. 

max·i·ma (m4kùsN-mN) n.  A plural of maximum. 
max·i·mal (m4kùsN-mNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or consisting of a maximum.  

2. Being the greatest or highest possible.   —  n.  Mathematics. An element in an 

ordered set that is followed by no other.   —maxùi·mal·ly adv. 

max·i·mal·ist (m4kùsN-mN-lVst) n.  One who advocates direct or radical action 

to secure a social or political goal in its entirety: “the maximalists... who want the 

undivided land” (Arthur Hertzberg).  [Russian maksimalist, name applied in 1906 

to an extreme splinter group of the Russian Socialist Revolutionary Party, ulti-

mately from Latin maximum, maximum. See MAXIMUM.] —maxùi·mal·ist adj. 

Maxim gun (m4kùsVm gƒn) n.  An early, single-barreled, water-cooled machine 

gun.  [After Sir Hiram Stevens MAXIM.]

Max·i·mil·ian (m4kÙsN-mVlùyNn), 1832-1867.  Austrian archduke and emperor 

of Mexico (1864-1867). Appointed emperor by the French, who had recently cap-

tured Mexico, he lacked popular support and was captured and executed by Mex-

ican republicans when France withdrew from the country under American 

pressure. 

Max·i·mil·ian I (m4kÙsN-mVlùyNn), 1459-1519.  King of Germany (1486-1519) 

and Holy Roman emperor (1493-1519) who through arranged marriages added 

greatly to the territory and power of the Hapsburgs. 

Max·i·mil·ian II (m4kÙsN-mVlùyNn), 1527-1576.  Holy Roman emperor (1564-

1576) who was tolerant of Lutheranism and supported Catholic reform. 

max·i·mize (m4kùsN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. max·i·mized, max·i·miz·ing, 
max·i·miz·es. 1. To increase or make as great as possible: “the ideal of maximiz-

ing opportunity through the equalizing of educational opportunity” (Robert J. Havi-

ghurst).  2. To assign the highest possible importance to.  3. Mathematics. To find 

the largest value of (a function).   —maxÙi·mi·zaùtion (-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—maxùi·mizÙer n. 

max·i·mum (m4kùsN-mNm) n.  pl. max·i·mums or max·i·ma (-mN). Abbr. 

max. 1. a. The greatest possible quantity or degree.  b. The greatest quantity or 

degree reached or recorded; the upper limit of variation.  c. The time or period 

during which the highest point or degree is attained.   2. An upper limit permit-

ted by law or other authority.  3. Astronomy. a. The moment when a variable star 

is most brilliant.  b. The magnitude of the star at such a moment.   

4. Mathematics. a. The greatest value assumed by a function over a given inter-

val.  b. The largest number in a set.    —  adj.  Abbr. max. 1. Having or being the 

greatest quantity or the highest degree that has been or can be attained:  maxi-



mum temperature.  2. Of, relating to, or making up a maximum:  a maximum 

number in a series.  [Latin, from neuter of maximus, greatest. See meg- in Appen-

dix.]

max·i·mum-se·cu·ri·ty (m4kùsN-mNm-sV-kytrùV-tK) adj.  Having more 

restrictions than others of its kind:  a maximum-security prison; a maximum-secu-

rity air force base. 

max·well (m4ksùwHlÙ, -wNl) n.  Abbr. Mx The unit of magnetic flux in the cen-

timeter-gram-second system, equal to the flux perpendicularly intersecting an 

area of one square centimeter in a region where the magnetic intensity is one 

gauss.  [After James Clerk MAXWELL.]

Max·well (m4ksùwHlÙ, -wNl), Elsa. 1883-1963.  American gossip columnist and 

professional hostess noted for her extravagant high-society parties. 

Max·well (m4ksùwHlÙ, -wNl), James Clerk. 1831-1879.  British physicist who 

made fundamental contributions to electromagnetic theory and the kinetic the-

ory of gases. 

may1 (m7) v.  aux. Past tense might (mXt). 1. To be allowed or permitted to:  

May I take a swim? Yes, you may.  2. Used to indicate a certain measure of likeli-

hood or possibility:  It may rain this afternoon.  3. Used to express a desire or fer-

vent wish:  Long may he live!  4. Used to express contingency, purpose, or result in 

clauses introduced by that or so that:  expressing ideas so that the average person 

may understand.  5. To be obliged; must. Used in statutes, deeds, and other legal 

documents.  See Usage Note at can1.  [Middle English, to be able, from Old 

English mæg, first and third person sing. of magan, to be strong, be able. See 

magh- in Appendix.]

may2 (m7) n.  Chiefly British. The blossoms of the hawthorn.  [French mai, haw-

thorn, from Mai, May (so called because it blooms in May). See MAY.]

May (m7) n.  1. The fifth month of the year in the Gregorian calendar.  See Table 

at calendar.  2. The springtime of life; youth.  3. The celebration of May Day.  

[Middle English, from Old French Mai, from Latin Maius (mKnsis), (the month) 

of Maia, from Maia, an Italic goddess. See meg- in Appendix.]

May, Cape.  A peninsula of southern New Jersey between the Atlantic Ocean and 

Delaware Bay. The southern tip forms Cape May Point. 
ma·ya (mäùyN) n.  Hinduism. 1. The power of a god or demon to transform a 

concept into an element of the sensible world.  2. The transitory, manifold 

appearance of the sensible world, which obscures the undifferentiated spiritual 

reality from which it originates; the illusory appearance of the sensible world.  

[Sanskrit m7y7.]

Ma·ya (mäùyN) n.  pl. Maya or Ma·yas. 1. a. A member of a Mesoamerican 

Indian people inhabiting southeast Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize, whose civili-

zation reached its height around A.D. 300-900. The Maya are noted for their archi-

tecture and city planning, their mathematics and calendar, and their hieroglyphic 



writing system.  b. A modern-day descendant of this people.   2. Any of the 

Mayan languages, especially Quiché and Yucatec.  [Spanish.] —Maùya adj. 

Ma·ya·güez (mXÙN-gwHzù, mäÙyä-gwHsù)  A city of western Puerto Rico west-

southwest of San Juan. It is a port of entry and manufacturing center. Population, 

82,968. 

Ma·ya·kov·ski (mäÙyN-kôfùskK, mN-), Vladimir Vladimirovich. 1893-1930.  

Soviet poet. A leader of futurism in Russian literature, he wrote forceful, declam-

atory verse praising the Communist revolution. 

Ma·yan (mäùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to the Maya, their culture, their languages, 

or the language group to which it belongs.   —  n.  1. A Maya.  2. A linguistic 

stock of Central America that includes Quiché and Yucatec. 

May apple (m7 4pùNl) n.  1. A rhizomatous plant (Podophyllum peltatum) of 

eastern North America, having a single, nodding white flower and oval yellow 

fruit. Although the pulp of the ripe fruit is edible, the roots, leaves, and seeds of 

the plant are poisonous.  2. The fruit of this plant.  Also called mandrake 

may·be (m7ùbK) adv.  Perhaps; possibly.   —  n.  Informal. 1. An uncertainty:  

There are so many maybes involved in playing the stock market.  2. An uncertain 

reply:  It’s better to receive a fast and honest no than a drawn-out maybe. 

May beetle (m7 bKtùl) n.  See June beetle. 
may·day (m7ùd7Ù) n.  An international radiotelephone signal word used by air-

craft and ships in distress.  [From French m’aidez, help me!.]

WORD HISTORY: “Mayday, mayday!” comes the international distress signal

over the radio, and nobody stops to ask why the first of May is being mentioned

at a time of crisis. Mayday, in fact, has nothing to do with the first of May. Instead,

it is a spelling that represents the pronunciation of French m’aidez, “help me,” or

the latter part of the phrase venez m’aider, “come help me,” either of which are

quite appropriate at such a critical juncture.

May Day (m7 d7) n.  1. May 1, observed in the United States, Canada, and parts 

of Western Europe in celebration of the coming of spring.  2. May 1, observed as 

a holiday especially in socialist countries in honor of labor and labor organiza-

tions. 

May·er (mXùNr), Julius Robert von. 1814-1878.  German physicist noted for 

his contributions to the understanding of thermodynamics. 

May·er (m7ùNr), Louis Burt. 1885-1957.  Russian-born American motion-pic-

ture producer who formed a film company (1918) and merged with Samuel 

Goldwyn to form Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (1924). His many productions include 

Ben Hur (1926) and Dinner at Eight (1933). 



May·er (mXùNr), Marie Goeppert. 1906-1972.  German-born American physi-

cist. She shared a 1963 Nobel Prize for research on the structure of the atom and 

its nucleus. 

may·est (m7ùVst)  or mayst (m7st) v.  aux. Archaic. Second person singular 

present tense of may1. 
May·fair (m7ùfârÙ)  A fashionable district in the West End of London, England. 

It was named after an annual fair held in the district until 1708. 

May·field Heights (m7ùfKldÙ hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential 

suburb of Cleveland. Population, 19,847. 

may·flow·er (m7ùflouÙNr) n.  1. Any of various plants that bloom in May.  2.  
See trailing arbutus. 

may·fly (m7ùflXÙ) n.  Any of various fragile winged insects of the order 

Ephemeroptera that develop from aquatic nymphs and live in the adult stage no 

longer than a few days.  Also called dayfly, shadfly. 

may·hap (m7ùh4pÙ, m7-h4pù) adv.  Perhaps; perchance.  [From the phrase it 

may hap.]

may·hem (m7ùhHmÙ, m7ùNm) n.  1. Law. The offense of willfully maiming or 

crippling a person.  2. Infliction of violent injury on a person or thing; wanton 

destruction:  children committing mayhem in the flower beds.  3. A state of violent 

disorder or riotous confusion; havoc.  [Middle English maim, mayhem, from 

Anglo-Norman maihem, from Old French mahaigne, injury, from mahaignier, to 

maim, from Vulgar Latin *mahan7re, probably of Germanic origin.]

may·ing  or May·ing (m7ùVng) n.  The celebration of May Day, especially by the 

gathering of spring flowers. 

may·n’t (m7ùNnt, m7nt)  May not.  See Usage Note at can1. 
may·o (m7ùo) n.  Informal. Mayonnaise. 

Ma·yo (m7ùo), William James. 1861-1939.  American surgeon who with his 

brother Charles Horace Mayo (1865-1939) founded the Mayo Clinic, a 

renowned private medical center in Rochester, Minnesota. 

Ma·yon (mä-yonù), Mount. An active volcano, 2,461.4 m (8,070 ft) high, of 

southeast Luzon, Philippines. It is considered one of the world’s most perfect 

cones. 

may·on·naise (m7ÙN-n7zù, m7ùN-n7zÙ) n.  A dressing made of beaten raw egg 

yolk, oil, lemon juice or vinegar, and seasonings.  [French mahonnaise, mayon-

naise, possibly from Mahón, captured by Louis François Armand de Vignerot du 

Plessis, Duc de Richelieu (1696-1788), in 1756 (the duke’s chef is said to have 

introduced mayonnaise in honor of this victory).]

may·or (m7ùNr, mâr) n.  The head of government of a city, town, borough, or 

municipal corporation.  [Middle English maire, from Old French, from Medieval 

Latin m7ior, from Latin, greater, superior. See meg- in Appendix.] —mayùor·al 
adj.  —mayùor·shipÙ n. 



may·or·al·ty (m7ùNr-Nl-tK, mârùNl-) n.  pl. may·or·al·ties. 1. The office of a 

mayor.  2. The term of office of a mayor.  [Middle English mairalte, from Anglo-

Norman, from Old French maire, mayor. See MAYOR.]

may·or·ess (m7ùNr-Vs, mârùVs) n.  1. A woman serving as the head of govern-

ment of a city, town, borough, or municipal corporation.  2. The wife of a mayor. 

Ma·yotte (mä-yôtù)  An island of the eastern Comoros in the Mozambique 

Channel of the Indian Ocean. It remained a French territory after the other 

islands declared their independence in 1975. 

May·pole also may·pole (m7ùpolÙ) n.  A pole decorated with streamers that 

those celebrating May Day hold while dancing. 

may·pop (m7ùpmpÙ) n.  1. A vine (Passiflora incarnata) of the southeast United 

States having purple and white flowers, three-lobed leaves, and edible yellow 

fruit.  2. The fruit of this plant.  [Alteration of maycock, from earlier maracock, 

perhaps of Virginia Algonquian origin.]

Mays (m7z), Willie Howard, Jr. Known as “the Say Hey Kid.” Born 1931.  

American baseball player. An exciting outfielder, base runner, and hitter primarily 

for the New York and San Francisco Giants (1951-1972), he hit 660 home runs. 

mayst (m7st) v.  aux. Variant of mayest. 
may tree (m7 trK) n.  Chiefly British. The hawthorn. 

may·weed (m7ùwKdÙ) n.  A widespread weed (Anthemis cotula) having rank-

smelling, bipinnately divided leaves and white-rayed flower heads.  Also called 

stinking chamomile [Middle English maythe weed, mayyen wed, alteration (influ-

enced by May, and maiden), of maithe, from Old English mægtha.]

May wine (m7 wXn) n.  1. A still white wine with woodruff flavoring, often 

containing orange or pineapple slices.  2. A punch of champagne, claret, and 

Moselle or Rhine wine, flavored with woodruff.  [Translation of German Mai-

wein.]

May·wood (m7ùwtdÙ)  1. A city of southern California, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 27,850.  2. A village of northeast 

Illinois, a residential suburb of Chicago. Population, 27,139. 

ma·zae·di·um (mN-zKùdK-Nm) n.  pl. ma·zae·di·a (-dK-N). A fruiting body of 

some lichens in which the spores lie freely in a powdery mass that is enclosed in a 

peridium.  [New Latin  : Greek maza, lump; see mag- in Appendix + Latin aedKs, 

house.]

ma·zal tov (mäùzNl tôfÙ, tôvÙ, tovÙ) interj.  Variant of mazel tov. 
Maz·a·rin (m4zÙN-r4Nù), Jules. 1602-1661.  Italian-born French cardinal who 

excercised great political influence as the tutor and chief minister to Louis XIV. 

Ma·za·tlán (mäÙsNt-länù)  A city of western Mexico on the Pacific Ocean north-

west of Guadalajara. It is a seaport and tourist center. Population, 199,830. 

Maz·da·ism also Maz·de·ism (m4zùdN-VzÙNm) n.  Zoroastrianism.  [From 

Avestan mazd7, the good principle, from mazd7-, wise. See AHURA MAZDA.]



maze (m7z) n.  1. a. An intricate, usually confusing network of interconnecting 

pathways, as in a garden; a labyrinth.  b. A physical situation in which it is easy to 

get lost:  a maze of bureaucratic divisions.   2. A graphic puzzle, the solution of 

which is an uninterrupted path through an intricate pattern of line segments 

from a starting point to a goal.  3. Something made up of many confused or con-

flicting elements; a tangle:  a maze of government regulations.   —  v.  tr. mazed, 
maz·ing, maz·es. Chiefly Southern U.S. 1. To bewilder or astonish.  2. To stu-

pefy; daze.  See Regional note at possum.  [Middle English mase, confusion, 

maze, from masen, to confuse, daze, from Old English 7masian, to confound.]

ma·zel tov also ma·zal tov (mäùzNl tôfÙ, tôvÙ, tovÙ) interj.  Used to express 

congratulations or best wishes.  [Late Hebrew mazz7l£ôb : mazz7l, luck + £ôb, 

good.]

ma·zer (m7ùzNr) n.  A large drinking bowl or goblet made of metal or hard 

wood.  [Middle English, from Old French masere, kind of wood, maple burl, of 

Germanic origin.]

ma·zour·ka (mN-zûrùkN, -ztrù-) n.  Variant of mazurka. 
ma·zu·ma (mN-zuùmN) n.  Slang. Money; cash.  [Yiddish mazume, mezumen, 

cash, from binzumen, in cash, from Medieval Hebrew bimHzumm7n, in fixed cur-

rency, from Mishnaic Hebrew mHzumm7n, fixed.]

ma·zur·ka also ma·zour·ka (mN-zûrùkN, -ztrù-) n.  1. A lively Polish dance 

resembling the polka, frequently adopted as a ballet form.  2. A piece of music for 

such a dance, written in 3/4 or 3/8 time with the second beat heavily accented.  

[Russian, possibly from Polish (tadczy>) mazurka, (to dance) the mazurka, accu-

sative of mazurek, dance of the Mazovians from diminutive of Mazur, person 

from Mazovia, a historical region of eastern Poland.]

maz·y (m7ùzK) adj.  maz·i·er, maz·i·est. Resembling a maze, as in design or 

complexity; labyrinthine.   —mazùi·ly adv.  —mazùi·ness n. 

maz·zard (m4zùNrd) n.  A wild sweet cherry (Prunus avium) often used as graft-

ing stock.  [Perhaps alteration of Middle English mazer, goblet, hard wood. See 

MAZER.]

Maz·zi·ni (mät-sKùnK), Giuseppe. 1805-1872.  Italian patriot who spurred the 

movement for an independent, unified Italy with his political writings and mach-

inations, conducted mostly from exile in London. 

mb abbr.  Millibar. 

MB abbr.  1. Bachelor of medicine.  2. Manitoba.  3. Megabyte. 

M.B.A.  or MBA abbr.  Master of Business Administration. 

Mba·bane (Nm-bä-bänù, -bäùnK)  The capital of Swaziland, in the northwest 

part of the country. It is a commercial center for an agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 33,000. 

mbd abbr.  Million barrels per day. 



mbi·ra (Hm-bîrùN, Nm-) n.  Music. An African instrument consisting of a hollow 

gourd or wooden resonator and a number of usually metal strips that vibrate 

when plucked.  [Of Bantu origin; akin to Shona mbira.]

Mbu·ji Ma·yi (Nm-buùjK mäùyK)  A city of south-central Zaire east of Kin-

shasa. It is a commercial center in a diamond-mining region. Population, 

423,363. 

Mbun·du (Nm-btnùdu) n.  pl. Mbundu or Mbun·dus. 1. A member of a 

Bantu people inhabiting southern and central Angola.  Also called Ovimbundu 

2. The Bantu language of this people.  Also called Umbundu 3. A member of a 

Bantu people inhabiting northern Angola.  Also called Ndongo 4. The Bantu lan-

guage of this people.  Also called Kimbundu 

mc abbr.  Millicurie. 

Mc abbr.  Megacycle. 

MC1 (HmùsKù) n.  A master of ceremonies. 

MC2 abbr.  1. Marine Corps.  2. Medical Corps.  3. M.C.. Member of Congress. 

Mc·A·doo (m4kùN-duÙ), William Gibbs. 1863-1941.  American railroad 

administrator and politician who served as U.S. secretary of the treasury (1913-

1918), director of railways (1917-1919), and senator from California (1933-

1938). 

Mc·Al·es·ter (mV-k4lùV-stNr)  A city of southeast Oklahoma southeast of Okla-

homa City. It is a distribution center in a stock-raising area. Population, 16,370. 

Mc·Al·len (mV-k4lùNn)  A city of southern Texas on the Rio Grande west-north-

west of Brownsville. It is a processing and shipping center for a citrus-growing 

region. Population, 84,021. 

MCAT abbr.  Medical College Admissions Test. 

Mc·Au·liffe (mN-kôùlVf), Anthony Clement. 1898-1975.  American soldier 

noted for his staunch defense of American positions at Bastogne, Belgium, dur-

ing the Battle of the Bulge (1944-1945). 

Mc·Car·thy (mN-kärùthK), Joseph Raymond. 1908-1957.  American politi-

cian. A U.S. senator from Wisconsin (1947-1957), he presided over the perma-

nent subcommittee on investigations and held public hearings in which he 

accused army officials, members of the media, and public figures of being Com-

munists. His charges were never proved, and he was censured by the Senate in 

1954. 

Mc·Car·thy (mN-kärùthK), Mary Therese. 1912-1989.  American writer noted 

for her sharp literary criticism and satirical fiction, including the novels The 

Groves of Academe (1952) and The Group (1963). 

Mc·Car·thy·ism (mN-kärùthK-VzÙNm) n.  1. The practice of publicizing accusa-

tions of political disloyalty or subversion with insufficient regard to evidence.  

2. The use of unfair investigatory or accusatory methods in order to suppress 

opposition.  [After Joseph Raymond MCCARTHY.] —Mc·Carùthy·ist n. 



Mc·Cart·ney (mN-kärtùnK), (James) Paul. Born 1942.  British musician and 

composer who was a member of the Beatles. With John Lennon he wrote many of 

the group’s songs, including “She Loves You” and “A Day in the Life.” 

Mc·Cau·ley (mN-kôùlK), Mary Ludwig Hays. Known as “Molly Pitcher.” 

1754-1832.  American Revolutionary heroine who carried water to the soldiers 

during the Battle of Monmouth (June 28, 1778) and took over the gun of her hus-

band after he was overcome with heat. 

Mc·Clel·lan (mN-klHlùNn), George Brinton. 1826-1885.  American general 

and commander of the Union Army (1861-1862) whose overcautious tactics 

prompted President Abraham Lincoln to relieve him of duty. 

Mc·Clin·tock (mN-klVnùtNk, -tmkÙ), Barbara. Born 1902.  American genetic 

botanist. She won a 1983 Nobel Prize for discovering that genes are mobile within 

the chromosomes of a plant cell. 

Mc·Clos·key (mN-klms-kK), John. 1810-1885.  American religious leader who 

became the first American Roman Catholic cardinal (1875). 

Mc·Clure (mN-kltrù), Samuel Sidney. 1857-1949.  Irish-born American edi-

tor and publisher who founded McClure’s Magazine (1893), an influential muck-

raking periodical. 

McClure Strait (mN-kltrù str7t)  An arm of the Beaufort Sea in western 

Northwest Territories, Canada, between Banks Island and Melville Island. Ice-

breakers cut through the strait for the first time in 1954. 

Mc·Cor·mack (mN-kôrùmNk, -mVk), John. 1884-1945.  Irish-born American 

operatic tenor whose notable roles included Rodolpho in La Boheme and Lieuten-

ant Pinkerton in Madame Butterfly. 

Mc·Cor·mick (mN-kôrùmVk), Anne Elizabeth O’Hare. 1882-1954.  British-

born American journalist. A foreign correspondent for the New York Times 

(1922-1954), she was the first woman to receive a Pulitzer Prize for journalism 

(1937). 

Mc·Cor·mick (mN-kôrùmVk), Cyrus Hall. 1809-1884.  American inventor and 

manufacturer who developed a mechanical harvester (1831). 

Mc·Cor·mick (mN-kôrùmVk), Robert Rutherford. 1880-1955.  American 

newspaper editor and publisher of the Chicago Tribune (1911-1955), through 

which he espoused his conservative views. 

Mc·Coy (mN-koiù) n.  Informal. The authentic thing or quality; something that is 

not an imitation or substitute:  This gem is the real McCoy.  [Origin unknown.]

Mc·Crae (mN-kr7ù), John. 1872-1918.  Canadian poet noted for “In Flanders 

Fields” (1915), which he wrote while serving in France during World War I. 

Mc·Cul·lers (mN-kƒlùNrz), Carson Smith. 1917-1967.  American writer whose 

fiction explores the spiritual isolation of misfits and outcasts of the South. Her 

novels include The Heart is a Lonely Hunter (1940) and The Member of the Wed-

ding (1946). 



Mc·Dou·gall (mVk-duùgNl), William. 1871-1938.  British-born American psy-

chologist who theorized that human behavior is determined by both instinctive 

and intentional strivings. 

Mc·Dow·ell (mVk-douùNl), Ephraim. 1771-1830.  American surgeon who per-

formed the first recorded ovarian surgery in America (1809). 

Mc·Dow·ell (mVk-douùNl), Irvin. 1818-1885.  American general who com-

manded Union troops in the first and second Battles of Bull Run (1861 and 

1862). 

mcf abbr.  Thousand cubic feet. 

Mc·Gil·li·vray (mN-gVlùN-vr7Ù), Alexander. 1759?-1793.  Creek leader who 

sided with the British during the American Revolution, accepted Spanish aid in 

resisting U.S. expansion, and signed a peace treaty with the United States (1790). 

Mc·Gov·ern (mN-gƒvùNrn), George Stanley. Born 1922.  American politi-

cian. A U.S. senator from South Dakota (1963-1981), he opposed the Vietnam 

War and was defeated as the 1972 Democratic candidate for President. 

Mc·Graw (mN-grôù), John Joseph. Called “Little Napoleon.” 1873-1934.  

American baseball player (1891-1900) and manager (1902-1932) of the New York 

Giants, which he led to 2,840 victories, including 10 pennants and 3 World Series 

championships (1905, 1921, and 1922). 

Mc·Guf·fey (mN-gƒfùK), William Holmes. 1800-1873.  American educator 

who compiled the McGuffey Eclectic Readers (1836-1857), schoolbooks that com-

bined reading lessons with moralistic teachings. 

mCi abbr.  Millicurie. 

Mc·In·tire (m4kùVn-tXrÙ), Samuel. 1757-1811.  American architect and crafts-

man who designed many colonial homes and public buildings in Salem, Massa-

chusetts. 

Mc·In·tosh (m4kùVn-tmshÙ) n.  A variety of red eating apple, grown commer-

cially in the northern United States.  [After John McIntosh (fl. 1796), Canadian 

farmer.]

Mc·Kay (mN-k7ù), Claude. 1890-1948.  Jamaican-born American writer who 

figured prominently in the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920’s. His works include 

collections of poetry, such as Constab Ballads (1912), and novels, including Home 

to Harlem (1928). 

Mc·Kees·port (mV-kKzùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of southwest Pennsylvania east-

southeast of Pittsburgh. It is an industrial center. Population, 26,016. 

Mc·Ken·na (mN-kHnùN), Joseph. 1843-1926.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1898-1925). 

Mc·Ken·na (mN-kHnùN), Siobhan. 1923-1986.  British actress noted for her 

portrayal of Joan of Arc and of Pegeen Mike in John Millington Synge’s The Play-

boy of the Western World. 



Mc·Kim (mN-kVmù), Charles Follen. 1847-1909.  American architect who was a 

leading proponent of the neoclassic revival. His designs include those of the Bos-

ton Public Library (1887) and the Rhode Island state capitol (1892). 

Mc·Kin·ley (mN-kVnùlK), John. 1780-1852.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1837-1852). 

McKinley, Mount. Also De·na·li (dN-näùlK).  A peak, 6,197.6 m (20,320 ft) 

high, in the Alaska Range of south-central Alaska. The highest point in North 

America, it was first scaled in 1913. 

Mc·Kin·ley (mN-kVnùlK), William. 1843-1901.  The 25th President of the 

United States (1897-1901). His presidency was marked by the Spanish-American 

War (1898), the annexation of Cuba and the Philippines, an open-door policy 

with China, and the passage of the Gold Standard Act (1900). He was assassinated 

by an anarchist in Buffalo, New York. 

Mc·Kin·ney (mN-kVnùK)  A city of northeast Texas north-northeast of Dallas. It 

is a distribution center for an agricultural region. Population, 21,2839. 

M.C.L. abbr.  1. Master of Civil Law.  2. Master of Comparative Law. 

Mc·Lean (mN-kl7nù, -klKnù)  A community of northern Virginia, a residential 

suburb in the Washington, D.C., area. Population, 22,000. 

Mc·Lean (mN-klKnù), John. 1785-1861.  American jurist who served as an asso-

ciate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1830-1861). 

Mc·Lu·han (mN-kluùNn), (Herbert) Marshall. 1911-1980.  Canadian cultural 

critic and communications theorist who maintained that the method of commu-

nicating information has more influence on the public than the information 

itself. His books include The Medium is the Message (1967). 

Mc·Mas·ter (mVk-m4sùtNr), John Bach. 1852-1932.  American historian noted 

for his nine-volume History of the People of the United States (1883-1927). 

Mc·Mil·lan (mVk-mVlùNn), Edwin Mattison. 1907-1991.  American physicist 

and chemist. He shared a 1951 Nobel Prize for the discovery of neptunium 

(1940). 

Mc·Mur·do Sound (mVk-mûrùdo sound)  An inlet of the Ross Sea in Antarc-

tica off the coast of Victoria Land. A U.S. research and exploration base is here. 

Mc·Na·mar·a (m4kùnN-m4rÙN), Robert Strange. Born 1916.  American pub-

lic official who served as U.S. secretary of defense (1961-1968) during the 

Kennedy and Johnson administrations. 

Mc·Naugh·ton (mVk-nôtùn), Andrew George Latta. 1887-1966.  Canadian 

general and public official who commanded Canadian troops in Great Britain 

(1942-1944) and was secretary of national defense (1944-1945). 

Mc·Pher·son (mVk-fûrùsNn), Aimee Semple. 1890-1944.  Canadian-born 

American evangelist who founded the International Church of the Foursquare 

Gospel (1927) and was known for her flamboyant preaching and extravagant reli-

gious services. 



MCP abbr.  Male chauvinist pig. 

MCPO abbr.  Master chief petty officer. 

Mc·Rey·nolds (mVk-rHnùNldz), James Clark. 1862-1946.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1914-1941). 

Md  The symbol for the element mendelevium. 
MD abbr.  1.  Also Md.. Maryland.  2. Medical department.  3.  Also M.D.. Latin. 

Medicinae Doctor (Doctor of Medicine).  4. Muscular dystrophy. 

m/d abbr.  Month after date. 

M-day (Hmùd7Ù) n.  The day on which national mobilization for war is ordered; 

mobilization day. 

Mde·wa·kan·ton (Nm-dK-wôùkNn-tonÙ, mHdÙK-wôù-) n.  pl. Mdewakanton 

or Mde·wa·kan·tons. 1. A Sioux people of the Santee division.  2. A member 

of this people. 

M.Div. abbr.  Master of Divinity. 

Mdm. abbr.  Madam. 

M.D.S. abbr.  Master of Dental Surgery. 

mdse. abbr.  Merchandise. 

MDT abbr.  Mountain Daylight Time. 

me (mK) pron.  The objective case of I. 1. Used as the direct object of a verb:  He 

assisted me.  2. Used as the indirect object of a verb:  They offered me a ride.  

3. Used as the object of a preposition:  This letter is addressed to me.  4. Informal. 

Used as a predicate nominative:  It’s me.  See Usage Note at be. See Usage Note at 

but. See Usage Note at I1.  [Middle English, from Old English mK. See me-1 in 

Appendix.]

ME abbr.  1.  Also Me.. Maine.  2. a. Mechanical engineering.  b. Mechanical 

engineer.   3. Medical examiner.  4.  or Or M.E. Middle English. 

me·a cul·pa (m7ùN kƒlùpN, mKùN) n.  An acknowledgment of a personal error or 

fault.  [Latin me7 culp7, through my fault  : me7, feminine ablative of meus, my + 

culp7, ablative of culpa, fault.]

mead1 (mKd) n.  An alcoholic beverage made from fermented honey and water.  

[Middle English, from Old English meodu. See medhu- in Appendix.]

mead2 (mKd) n.  Archaic. A meadow.  [Middle English mede, from Old English 

m<d. See mK-4 in Appendix.]

Mead (mKd), George Herbert. 1863-1931.  American philosopher who was a 

leader of the American pragmatists and contributed greatly to the development 

of social psychology. 

Mead, Lake.  A reservoir of southeast Nevada and northwest Arizona formed by 

Hoover Dam on the Colorado River. It is the center of a large recreational area. 

Mead (mKd), Margaret. 1901-1978.  American anthropologist noted for her 

landmark studies of adolescence and sexual behavior in primitive cultures. Her 

books include Coming of Age in Samoa (1928). 



Meade (mKd), George Gordon. 1815-1872.  American Union general who 

commanded the costly victory at Gettysburg (1863). 

Meade (mKd), James Edward. 1907-1995.  British economist. He shared a 

1977 Nobel Prize for contributions to theories of international trade and finance. 

mead·ow (mHdùo) n.  A tract of grassland, either in its natural state or used as 

pasture or for growing hay.  [Middle English medwe, medoue, from Old English 

m<dwe, from m<d, meadow. See mK-4 in Appendix.] —meadùow·y adj. 

meadow beauty (mHdùo byuùtK) n.  Any of several North American plants 

of the genus Rhexia, growing in wet ground and having opposite leaves and 

showy purple flowers.  Also called deer grass 

meadow fern (mHdùo fûrn) n.  See sweet gale. 
meadow fescue (mHdùo fHsùkyu) n.  A grass (Festuca eliator) grown for hay. 

mead·ow·land (mHdùo-l4ndÙ) n.  A tract of land having the characteristics of 

or used for a meadow. 

mead·ow·lark (mHdùo-lärkÙ) n.  Any of various songbirds of the genus Stur-

nella of North America, especially S. magna, the eastern meadowlark, and S. 

neglecta, the western meadowlark, having brownish plumage, a yellow breast, and 

a black crescent-shaped marking beneath the throat. 

meadow mouse (mHdùo mous) n.  See field mouse. 
meadow mushroom (mHdùo mƒshùrumÙ) n.  An edible mushroom (Agar-

icus campestris) that thrives in moist soil and is widely cultivated for food. 

meadow nematode (mHdùo nHmùN-todÙ) n.  Any of various nematodes of 

the genus Pratylenchus that are parasitic on the roots of plants. 

meadow rue (mHdùo ru) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Thalictrum, 

having compound leaves and clusters of small white, yellowish, or purplish apeta-

lous flowers. 

meadow saffron (mHdùo s4fùrNn) n.  See autumn crocus. 
mead·ow·sweet (mHdùo-swKtÙ) n.  1. Either of two North American shrubs 

(Spiraea alba or S. latifolia) having umbel-shaped clusters of white flowers.  

2. Any of various perennial herbs of the genus Filipendula in the rose family. 

Mead·ville (mKdùvVlÙ)  A city of northwest Pennsylvania south of Erie. It is an 

industrial center in an agricultural area. Population, 15,544. 

mea·ger also mea·gre (mKùgNr) adj.  1. Deficient in quantity, fullness, or 

extent; scanty.  2. Deficient in richness, fertility, or vigor; feeble:  the meager soil 

of an eroded plain.  3. Having little flesh; lean.  [Middle English megre, thin, from 

Old French, from Latin macer. See m7k- in Appendix.] —meaùger·ly adv.  

—meaùger·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: meager, spare, sparse, skimpy, scanty, scant. These adjectives mean

lacking in quantity, fullness, or extent. Meager suggests leanness (a small, meager

woman); in a less specific sense it implies an insufficiency of what is needed for



completeness or richness: meager fare; meager resources. “The report that first

reached us through the newspapers was meager and contradictory” (Thomas B. Al-

drich). Spare implies bare sufficiency without excess: The library had a spare but

efficient look about it. The author’s style is spare and elegant. Sparse indicates a lack

of density and a thin distribution of units: a sparse hedge; sparse hair; “a party

which as yet was... an unorganized mob-thick in one place, sparse in another”

(Walter Besant). Skimpy implies inadequacy, as in length or fullness, such as

might result from frugality or stinginess: a skimpy dress; a skimpy allowance. The

skimpy rug barely covers the floor. Scanty implies a lack of sufficiency, as in extent,

quantity, or degree: His knowledge of mathematics is superficial and scanty. The

farmer’s financial difficulties were caused by a scanty harvest. Scant applies to what

is barely enough (gave us scant respect) or to what falls short of an expected or

desired amount (The movers gave me a scant hour’s notice of their arrival).

meal1 (mKl) n.  1. The edible whole or coarsely ground grains of a cereal grass.  

2. A granular substance produced by grinding.  [Middle English mele, from Old 

English melu. See melN- in Appendix.]

meal2 (mKl) n.  1. The food served and eaten in one sitting.  2. A customary time 

or occasion of eating food.  [Middle English mele, from Old English m<l. See mK-
2 in Appendix.]

meal·ie (mKùlK) n.  South African. 1. An ear of corn.  2. mealies. Corn; maize.  

[Afrikaans mielie, from Portuguese milho, millet, from Latin milium. See melN- 
in Appendix.]

meal ticket (mKl tVkùVt) n.  1. A card or ticket entitling the holder to a meal or 

meals.  2. Informal. A person or thing depended on as a source of financial sup-

port. 

meal·time (mKlùtXmÙ) n.  The usual time for eating a meal. 

meal·worm (mKlùwûrmÙ) n.  The larva of various beetles of the genus Tenebrio 

that infest flour and other grain products and are often raised for bird feed. 

meal·y (mKùlK) adj.  meal·i·er, meal·i·est. 1. Resembling meal in texture or 

consistency; granular:  mealy potatoes.  2. a. Made of or containing meal.  

b. Sprinkled or covered with meal or a similar granular substance.   3. Flecked 

with spots; mottled.  4. Lacking healthy coloring; pale: “I only know two sorts of 

boys. Mealy boys, and beef-faced boys” (Charles Dickens).  5. Mealy-mouthed.   
—mealùi·ness n. 

meal·y·bug (mKùlK-bƒgÙ) n.  Any of various homopterous insects, especially of 

the family Pseudococcidae, some of which are destructive to citrus trees and 

other plants.  [So called because it is covered with a white powdery substance.]

meal·y-mouthed (mKùlK-mouthdÙ, -mouthtÙ) adj.  Unwilling to state facts or 

opinions simply and directly.  



WORD HISTORY: One does not hear the word mealy-mouthed today as much

as one could, since the unwillingness to state facts or opinions directly seems a

perennial condition of leaders and their underlings in all walks of life. It would

be singularly appropriate if a man who was noted for not being mealy-mouthed

had helped give us this word. The term does perhaps come to us from an expres-

sion such as German Mehl im Maule behalten, “to carry meal in the mouth, that

is, not to be direct in speech.” The expression occurs in the writings of Martin

Luther, who was willing to speak his mind. In English we find recorded the terms

mealmouth (1546) and meal-mouthed (1576) around the same time that we find

mealymouthed (around 1572), but only mealy-mouthed has survived, fortunately

for us, as it seems there will always be a need for it.

mean1 (mKn) v.  meant (mHnt), mean·ing, means.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To be used 

to convey; denote: “‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean 

so many different things’” (Lewis Carroll).  b. To act as a symbol of; signify or rep-

resent:  In this poem, the budding flower means youth.   2. To intend to convey or 

indicate: “No one means all he says, and yet very few say all they mean, for words are 

slippery and thought is viscous” (Henry Adams).  3. To have as a purpose or an 

intention; intend:  I meant to go running this morning, but I overslept.  4. To 

design, intend, or destine for a certain purpose or end:  a building that was meant 

for storage; a student who was meant to be a scientist.  5. To have as a consequence; 

bring about:  Friction means heat.  6. To have the importance or value of:  The 

opinions of the critics meant nothing to him. She meant so much to me.   —  v.  intr. 

To have intentions of a specified kind; be disposed:  She means well, despite her 

blunders.   —idiom. mean business. Informal. To be in earnest.  [Middle 

English menen, from Old English m<nan, to tell of. See mei-no- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: mean, denote, import, signify. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to convey a particular idea”: what does the word serendipity mean?

Pro- may denote “earlier” or “anterior.” Philadelphia is the city of brotherly love; that

is what its name imports. A crown signifies royal power.

mean2 (mKn) adj.  mean·er, mean·est. 1. a. Selfish in a petty way; unkind.  

b. Cruel, spiteful, or malicious.   2. Ignoble; base:  a mean motive.  3. Miserly; 

stingy.  4. a. Low in quality or grade; inferior.  b. Low in value or amount; paltry:  

paid no mean amount for the new shoes.   5. Common or poor in appearance; 

shabby: “The rowhouses had been darkened by the rain and looked meaner and 

grimmer than ever” (Anne Tyler).  6. Low in social status; of humble origins.  

7. Humiliated or ashamed.  8. In poor physical condition; sick or debilitated.  

9. Extremely unpleasant or disagreeable:  The meanest storm in years.  

10. Informal. Ill-tempered.  11. Slang. a. Hard to cope with; difficult or trouble-



some:  He throws a mean fast ball.  b. Excellent; skillful:  She plays a mean game of 

bridge.   [Middle English, from Old English gem<ne, common. See mei-1 in 

Appendix.] —meanùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: mean, low, base, abject, ignoble, sordid. These adjectives mean

lacking in the elevation or dignity or falling short of the standards befitting hu-

man beings. Mean suggests pettiness; it may also connote traits such as spite or

niggardliness: “chok’d with ambition of the meaner sort” (Shakespeare). “Never as-

cribe to an opponent motives meaner than your own” (J.M. Barrie). Something low

violates standards of morality, ethics, or propriety: low cunning; a low trick. Base

suggests a contemptible, mean-spirited, or selfish lack of human decency: “that

liberal obedience, without which your army would be a base rabble” (Edmund

Burke). Abject means brought low in condition; it often indicates starkness or

hopelessness: abject submission; abject poverty. Ignoble means lacking those quali-

ties, such as elevated moral character, that give human beings distinction of mind

and soul: “For my part I think it a less evil that some criminals should escape than

that the government should play an ignoble part” (Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.). Sor-

did suggests foul, repulsive degradation: “It is through art... that we can shield our-

selves from the sordid perils of actual existence” (Oscar Wilde).

mean3 (mKn) n.  1. Something having a position, quality, or condition midway 

between extremes; a medium.  2. Mathematics. a. A number that typifies a set of 

numbers, such as a geometric mean or an arithmetic mean.  b. The average value 

of a set of numbers.   3. Logic. The middle term in a syllogism.  4. means. (used 

with a sing. or pl. verb). A method, a course of action, or an instrument by which 

an act can be accomplished or an end achieved.  5. means. (used with a pl. verb). 

a. Money, property, or other wealth:  You ought to live within your means.  

b. Great wealth:  a woman of means.    —  adj.  1. Occupying a middle or inter-

mediate position between two extremes.  2. Intermediate in size, extent, quality, 

time, or degree; medium.   —idioms. by all means. Without fail; certainly.  by 
any means. In any way possible; in any case:  not by any means an easy opponent.  

by means of. With the use of; owing to:  They succeeded by means of patience 

and sacrifice.  by no means. In no sense; certainly not:  This remark by no means 

should be taken lightly.  [Middle English mene, middle, from Old French meien, 

from Latin medi7nus, from medius. See medhyo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: In the sense of “financial resources” means takes a plural verb:

His means are more than adequate. In the sense of “a way to an end” means may

be treated as either a singular or plural. It is singular when referring to a particular

strategy or method: The best means of securing the cooperation of the builders is to

appeal to their self-interest. It is plural when it refers to a group of strategies or



methods: The most effective means for dealing with the drug problem have generally

been those suggested by the affected communities. • Means is most often followed

by of: a means of noise reduction. But for, to, and toward are also used: a means for

transmitting signals; a means to an end; a means toward achieving social equality.

mean calorie (mKn k4lùN-rK) n.  See calorie (n., sense 2). 

me·an·der (mK-4nùdNr) v.  intr. me·an·dered, me·an·der·ing, me·an·ders. 
1. To follow a winding and turning course:  Streams tend to meander through level 

land.  2. To move aimlessly and idly without fixed direction:  vagabonds meander-

ing through life.  See Synonyms at wander.   —  n.  1. meanders. Circuitous 

windings or sinuosities, as of a stream or path.  2.  Often meanders. A circui-

tous journey or excursion; ramble.  3. The Greek fret or key pattern, used in art 

and architecture.  [From Latin maeander, circuitous windings, from Greek mai-

andros, after the Maeander River in Phrygia.] —me·anùder·er n.  

—me·anùder·ing·ly adv.  —me·anùdrous (-drNs) adj. 

mean deviation (mKn dKÙvK-7ùshNn) n.  In a statistical distribution, the aver-

age of the absolute values of the differences between individual numbers and 

their mean. 

mean·ie (mKùnK) n.  Informal. A malicious or petty person. 

mean·ing (mKùnVng) n.  1. Something that is conveyed or signified; sense or 

significance.  2. Something that one wishes to convey, especially by language:  The 

writer’s meaning was obscured by his convoluted prose.  3. An interpreted goal, 

intent, or end: “The central meaning of his pontificate is to restore papal authority” 

(Conor Cruise O’Brien).  4. Inner significance: “But who can comprehend the 

meaning of the voice of the city?” (O. Henry).   —  adj.  1. Full of meaning; expres-

sive.  2. Disposed or intended in a specified manner. Often used in combination:  

a well-meaning fellow; ill-meaning intentions.  

SYNONYMS: meaning, acceptation, import, sense, significance, signification. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “the idea that is conveyed by something,

such as a word, an action, a gesture, or a situation”: Synonyms are words that have

the same or approximately the same meaning. In one of its acceptations value is a

technical term in music. The import of his statement is ambiguous. The term anthro-

pomorphism has only one sense. The significance of a green traffic light is generally

understood. Scientists have been unable to determine the signification of most Etr-

uscan inscriptions.

mean·ing·ful (mKùnVng-fNl) adj.  1. Having meaning, function, or purpose.  

2. Fraught with meaning; significant:  A meaningful glance.  See Synonyms at 

expressive.  —meanùing·ful·ly adv.  —meanùing·ful·ness n. 



mean·ing·less (mKùnVng-lVs) adj.  Having no meaning or significance.   
—meanùing·less·ly adv.  —meanùing·less·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: meaningless, senseless, mindless, irrational, pointless, purposeless.

These adjectives mean lacking import, direction, or purpose. Meaningless and

senseless emphasize absence of meaning, significance, or motivation: a verbose but

meaningless explanation; senseless violence. Mindless applies to that which lacks the

will and thinking capacity characteristic of a conscious being: “the shrieking of the

mindless wind” (John Greenleaf Whittier). “We must dare to think about ‘unthink-

able things’ because when things become unthinkable, thinking stops and action be-

comes mindless” (J. William Fulbright). Irrational implies a lack of accord with or

a lack of reason or sound judgment: “It is the function of speech to free men from

the bondage of irrational fears” (Louis D. Brandeis). Pointless and purposeless stress

the absence of an aim or end: The host bored his guests with a long and pointless

anecdote. She feels that her life is purposeless and empty.

mean·ly (mKnùlK) adv.  In a poor, lowly, or base manner. 

mean·ness (mKnùnVs) n.  1. The state of being inferior in quality, character, or 

value; commonness.  2. The quality or state of being selfish or stingy.  3. A spite-

ful or malicious act. 

mean solar day (mKn soùlNr d7) n.  The period of time between two succes-

sive transits of the mean sun; the standard for the 24-hour day measured from 

midnight to midnight. 

mean-spir·it·ed  or mean spir·it·ed (mKnùspVrùV-tVd) adj.  Having or charac-

terized by a malicious or petty spirit.   —meanù-spirùit·ed·ly adv.  —meanù-
spirùit·ed·ness n. 

mean square (mKn skwâr) n.  Mathematics. The average of the squares of a set 

of numbers. 

means test (mKnz tHst) n.  An investigation into the financial well-being of a 

person to determine the person’s eligibility for financial assistance. 

mean sun (mKn sƒn) n.  A hypothetical sun defined as moving at a uniform 

rate along the celestial equator at the mean speed with which the real sun appar-

ently moves along the ecliptic, used in computing the mean solar day. 

meant (mHnt) v.  Past tense and past participle of mean1. 
mean·time (mKnùtXmÙ) n.  The time between one occurrence and another; an 

interval.   —  adv.  During a period of intervening time; meanwhile.  

USAGE NOTE: Meantime is more common than meanwhile as a noun: In the

meantime we waited. As an adverb meantime is less common than meanwhile:

Meanwhile we waited. All of these uses are standard, however.



mean time (mKn tXm) n.  Time measured with reference to the mean sun, giv-

ing equal 24-hour days throughout the year. 

mean·while (mKnùhwXlÙ, -wXlÙ) n.  The intervening time.   —  adv.  1. During 

or in the intervening time:  Meanwhile, life goes on.  2. At the same time:  The 

court is deliberating; meanwhile, we must be patient.  See Usage Note at mean-
time. 

Mea·ny (mKùnK), George. 1894-1980.  American labor leader who exerted 

great political influence as the first president of the American Federation of 

Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations (1955-1979). 

meas. abbr.  Measurable; measure. 

mea·sles (mKùzNlz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. An acute, contagious 

viral disease, usually occurring in childhood and characterized by eruption of red 

spots on the skin, fever, and catarrhal symptoms.  Also called rubeola b. Black 

measles.  c. Any of several other diseases, especially German measles, that cause 

similar but milder symptoms.   2. A disease of cattle and swine caused by tape-

worm larvae.  3. A plant disease, usually caused by fungi, that produces minute 

spots on leaves and stems.  [Middle English maseles, mesels, pl. of masel, measles-

spot, of Middle Low German origin.]

mea·sly (mKzùlK) adj.  mea·sli·er, mea·sli·est. 1. Slang. Contemptibly small; 

meager:  gave the parking attendant a measly tip.  2. Infected with measles. 

meas·ur·a·ble (mHzhùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Abbr. meas. 1. Possible to be measured:  

measurable depths.  2. Of distinguished importance; significant:  a measurable fig-

ure in literature.   —measÙur·a·bilùi·ty n.  —measùur·a·bly adv. 

meas·ure (mHzhùNr) n.  Abbr. meas. 1. Dimensions, quantity, or capacity as 

ascertained by comparison with a standard.  2. A reference standard or sample 

used for the quantitative comparison of properties:  The standard kilogram is 

maintained as a measure of mass.  3. A unit specified by a scale, such as an inch, or 

by variable conditions, such as a day’s march.  4. A system of measurement, such 

as the metric system.  5. A device used for measuring.  6. The act of measuring.  

7. An evaluation or a basis of comparison: “the final measure of the worth of a 

society” (Joseph Wood Krutch).  See Synonyms at standard.  8. Extent or 

degree:  The problem was in large measure caused by his carelessness.  9. A definite 

quantity that has been measured out:  a measure of wine.  10. A fitting amount:  a 

measure of recognition.  11. A limited amount or degree:  a measure of good-will.  

12. Limit; bounds:  generosity knowing no measure.  13. Appropriate restraint; 

moderation: “The union of... fervor with measure, passion with correctness, this 

surely is the ideal” (William James).  14.  Often measures. An action taken as a 

means to an end; an expedient:  desperate measures.  15. A legislative bill or enact-

ment.  16. Poetic meter.  17. Music. The metric unit between two bars on the 

staff; a bar.   —  v.  meas·ured, meas·ur·ing, meas·ures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

ascertain the dimensions, quantity, or capacity of:  measured the height of the ceil-



ing.  2. To mark, lay out, or establish dimensions for by measuring:  measure off 

an area.  3. To estimate by evaluation or comparison: “I gave them an account... of 

the situation as far as I could measure it” (Winston S. Churchill).  4. To bring into 

comparison:  She measured her power with that of a dangerous adversary.  5. a. To 

mark off or apportion, usually with reference to a given unit of measurement:  

measure out a pint of milk.  b. To allot or distribute as if by measuring; mete:  The 

revolutionary tribunal measured out harsh justice.   6. To serve as a measure of:  

The inch measures length.  7. To consider or choose with care; weigh:  He measures 

his words with caution.  8. Archaic. To travel over: “We must measure twenty miles 

today” (Shakespeare).   —  v.  intr. 1. To have a measurement of:  The room mea-

sures 12 by 20 feet.  2. To take a measurement.  3. To allow of measurement:  

White sugar measures more easily than brown.   —phrasal verb. measure up. 
1. To be the equal of.  2. To have the necessary qualifications:  a candidate who 

just didn’t measure up.   —idioms. beyond measure. 1. In excess.  2. Without 

limit.  for good measure. In addition to the required amount.  in a measure 
(or in some measure). To a degree:  The new law was in a measure harmful.  

[Middle English, from Old French mesure, from Latin mKns7ra, from mKnsus, 

past participle of mKtXrX, to measure. See mK-2 in Appendix.] —measùur·er n. 

meas·ured (mHzhùNrd) adj.  1. Determined by measurement:  The measured 

distance was less than a mile.  2. Careful; restrained:  spoke in measured words.  

3. Calculated; deliberate:  with measured irony.  4. Regular in rhythm and num-

ber: “A clock struck slowly in the house with a measured, solemn chime” (Thomas 

Wolfe).  5. Slow and stately.  6. Written in meter.  7. Music. Mensural.   
—measùured·ly adv.  —measùured·ness n. 

meas·ure·less (mHzhùNr-lVs) adj.  Too great to be measured; immeasurable:  

measureless happiness.  See Synonyms at incalculable.  —measùure·less·ly adv.  

—measùure·less·ness n. 

meas·ure·ment (mHzhùNr-mNnt) n.  1. The act of measuring or the process of 

being measured.  2. A system of measuring:  measurement in miles.  3. The 

dimension, quantity, or capacity determined by measuring:  the measurements of 

a room. 

meas·ur·ing worm (mHzhùN-rVng wûrm) n.  A geometrid caterpillar that 

moves in alternate contractions and expansions suggestive of measuring.  Also 

called inchworm, looper, spanworm. 

meat (mKt) n.  1. The edible flesh of animals, especially that of mammals as 

opposed to that of fish or poultry.  2. The edible part, as of a piece of fruit or a 

nut.  3. The essence, substance, or gist:  the meat of the editorial.  4. Slang. Some-

thing that one enjoys or excels in; a forte:  Tennis is his meat.  5. Nourishment; 

food: “Love is not all: it is not meat nor drink” (Edna St. Vincent Millay).   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  meat products; a meat market.  

[Middle English mete, from Old English, food.]



CONVERSION BETWEEN METRIC 
AND U.S. CUSTOMARY UNITS

FROM U.S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC FROM METRIC TO U.S. CUSTOMARY 
UNITS

WHEN YOU MULTIPLY 
KNOW BY TO FIND

inches 25.4 millime-

ters

2.54 centime-

ters

feet 30.48 centime-

ters

yards 0.91 meters

miles 1.61 kilometers

teaspoons 4.93 milliliters

tablespoons 14.79 milliliters

fluid ounces 29.57 milliliters

cups 0.24 liters

pints 0.47 liters

quarts 0.95 liters

gallons 3.79 liters

cubic feet 0.028 cubic 

meters

cubic yards 0.76 cubic 

meters

ounces 28.35 grams

pounds 0.45 kilograms

short tons 0.91 metric 

tons

 (2,000 lbs)

square inches 6.45 square 

centimeters

square feet 0.09 square 

meters

square yards 0.84 square 

meters

square miles 2.59 square 

kilometers

acres 0.40 hectacres

WHEN YOU MULTIPLY 
KNOW BY TO FIND

millimeters 0.04 inches

centimeters 0.39 inches

meters 3.28 feet

1.09 yards

kilometers 0.62 miles

milliliters 0.20 teaspoons

0.06 table-

spoons

0.03 fluid 

ounces

liters 1.06 quarts

0.26 gallons

4.23 cups

2.12 pints

cubic meters 35.31 cubic feet

1.35 cubic 

yards

grams 0.035 ounces

kilograms 2.20 pounds

metric ton 1.10 short ton

(1,000 kg)

square 0.16 square 

inches

centimeters

square meters 1.20 square 

yards

square 0.39 square 

miles

kilometers

hectacres 2.47 acres



TEMPERATURE CONVERSION BETWEEN CELSIUS AND FAHRENHEIT

°C = (°F − 32) ÷ 1.8

CONDITION FAHRENHEIT CELSIUS

Boiling point 

of water 212° 100°

A very hot day 104° 40°

Normal body 98.6° 37°

temperature

A warm day 86° 30°

A mild day 68° 20°

°F = (°C × 1.8) + 32

CONDITION FAHRENHEIT CELSIUS

A cool day 50° 10°

Freezing point 

of water 32° 0°

Lowest temperature 

Gabriel Fahrenheit 

could obtain by 

mixing salt and ice 0° −17.8°

U.S. CUSTOMARY SYSTEM

UNIT

RELATION TO OTHER 
U.S. CUSTOMARY 
UNITS METRIC EQUIVALENT

LENGTH

inch

foot

yard

rod

furlong

mile (statute)

mile (nautical)

1⁄12 foot

12 inches or 1⁄3 yard

36 inches or 3 feet

16 1⁄2 feet or 51⁄2 yards

220 yards or 1⁄8 mile

5,280 feet or 1,760 yards

6,076 feet or 2,025 yards

2.54 centimeters

0.3048 meter

0.9144 meter

5.0292 meters

0.2012 kilometer

1.6093 kilometers

1.852 kilometers

VOLUME OR CAPACITY (LIQUID MEASURE)

ounce

gill

pint

quart

gallon

barrel

(wine)

(beer)

(oil)

1⁄16 pint

4 ounces

16 ounces

2 pints or 1⁄4 gallon

128 ounces or 8 pints

311⁄2 gallons

36 gallons

42 gallons

29.574 milliliters

0.1183 liter

0.4732 liter

0.9463 liter

3.7854 liters

119.24 liters

136.27 liters

158.99 liters

VOLUME OR CAPACITY (DRY MEASURE)

pint

quart

peck

bucket

bushel

1⁄2 quart

2 pints

8 quarts or 1⁄4 bushel

2 pecks

2 buckets or 4 pecks

0.5506 liter

1.1012 liters

8.8098 liters

17.620 liters

35.239 liters



WEIGHT

grain

dram

ounce

pound

ton (short)

ton (long)

1⁄7000 pound
1⁄16 ounce

16 drams

16 ounces

2,000 pounds

2,240 pounds

64.799 milligrams

1.7718 grams

28.350 grams

453.6 grams

907.18 kilograms

1,016.0 kilograms

GEOGRAPHIC AREA

acre 4,840 square yards 4,047 square meters

COOKING MEASURES

UNIT
RELATION TO OTHER COOKING MEA-
SURES

CONVERSION TO METRIC 
UNITS

drop

teaspoon

table-

spoon

cup

pint

quart

1⁄76 teaspoon

76 drops or 1⁄3 tablespoon

3 teaspoons

16 tablespoons or 1⁄2 pint

2 cups

4 cups or 2 pints

0.0649 milliliter

4.9288 milliliters

14.786 milliliters

0.2366 liter

0.4732

0.9463

BRITISH IMPERIAL SYSTEM

UNIT

RELATION TO 
OTHER BRITISH 
IMPERIAL UNITS

CONVERSION TO U.S. 
CUSTOMARY UNITS

CONVERSION TO 
METRIC UNITS

VOLUME OR CAPACITY (LIQUID MEASURE)

pint

quart

gallon

1⁄2 quart

2 pints or 1⁄4 gallon

8 pints or 4 quarts

1.201 pints

1.201 quarts

1.201 gallons

0.5683 liter

1.137 liters

4.546 liters

VOLUME OR CAPACITY (DRY MEASURE)

peck

bushel

1⁄4 bushel

4 pecks

1.0314 pecks

1.0320 bushels

9.087 liters

36.369 liters

U.S. CUSTOMARY SYSTEM



APOTHECARY WEIGHTS

UNIT
RELATION TO OTHER 
APOTHECARY UNITS

CONVERSION TO U.S. 
CUSTOMARY UNITS

CONVERSION 
TO METRIC 
UNITS

grain

dram

ounce

pound

1⁄60 dram or 1⁄5760 pound

60 grains or 1⁄8 ounce

8 drams

12 ounces or 96 drams

equal to the U.S. Customary grain

2.1943 drams

1.0971 ounces

0.8232 pound

64.799 milli-

grams

3.8879 grams

31.1035 grams

373.242 grams

UNITS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM
The International System (abbreviated Sl, for Systeme International, the French name for the 

system) was adopted in 1960 by the 11th General Conference on Weights and Measures. An 

expanded and modified version of the metric system, the International System addresses the 

needs of modern science for additional and more accurate units of measurement. The key fea-

tures of the International System are decimalization, a system of prefixes, and a standard defined 

in terms of an invariable physical measure.

The International System has base units from which all others in the system are derived. The 

standards for the base units, except for the kilogram, are defined by unchanging and reproduc-

ible physical occurrences. For example, the meter is defined as the distance traveled by light in a 

vacuum in 1⁄299,792,458 of a second. The standard for the kilogram is a platinum−iridium cylinder 

kept at the International Bureau of Weights and Standards in SËvres, France.

BASE UNITS

UNIT QUANTITY SYMBOL

meter 

kilogram 

second 

ampere 

kelvin 

mole 

candela 

length 

mass 

time 

electric current 

temperature 

amount of matter 

luminous intensity 

m

kg

s

A

K

mol

cd

SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS

The International System uses two supplementary units that are based on abstract geometrical 

concepts rather than physical standards.

UNIT QUANTITY SYMBOL

radian 

steradian 

plane angles 

solid angles 

rad

sr



PREFIXES

A multiple of a unit in the International System is formed by adding a prefix to the name of that 

unit. The prefixes change the magnitude of the unit by orders of ten from 1018 to 10−18.

PREFIX SYMBOL MULTIPLYING FACTOR

exa- 

peta- 

tera- 

giga- 

mega- 

kilo- 

hecto- 

deca- 

deci- 

centi- 

milli- 

micro- 

nano- 

pico- 

femto- 

atto- 

E 

P 

T 

G 

M 

K 

h 

da 

d 

c 

m 

mu

n 

p 

f 

a 

1018 = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000

1015 = 1,000,000,000,000,000

1012 = 1,000,000,000,000

109 = 1,000,000,000

106 = 1,000,000

103 = 1,000

102 = 1000

10 = 10

10−1 = 0.1

10−2 = 0.01

10−3 = 0.001

10−6 = 0.000,001

10−9 = 0.000,000,001

10−12 = 0.000,000,000,001

10−15 = 0.000,000,000,000,001

10−18 = 0.000,000,000,000,000,001

ADDITIONAL UNITS

Listed below are a few of the non-SI units that are commonly used with the International System.

UNIT QUANTITY SYMBOL

angstrom 

(= 10−10m) 

electron-volt 

(= 0.160 aJ) 

hectare

(= 10,000 m2) 

liter 

(= 1.0dm3)

standard atmo-

sphere 

(= 101.3 kPa) 

length 

energy 

land area 

volume or capacity 

pressure 

Å

eV

ha

l

atm

UNITS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM



meat and potatoes (mKt Nnd pN-t7ùtoz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

Informal. The fundamental parts or part; the basis. 

meat-and-po·ta·toes (mKtùn-pN-t7ùtoz, -tNz) adj.  Informal. Fundamental; 

basic. 

meat·ball (mKtùbôlÙ) n.  1. A small ball of ground meat variously seasoned and 

cooked.  2. Slang. A stupid, clumsy, or dull person. 

DERIVED UNITS

Most of the units in the International System are derived units, that is units defined in terms of 

base units and supplementary units. Derived units can be divided into two groups—those that 

have a special name and symbol, and those that do not.

WITHOUT NAMES AND SYMBOLS

MEASURE OF DERIVATION

acceleration 

angular acceleration 

angular velocity 

density 

electric field 

strength 

luminance 

magnetic field 

strength 

velocity 

m/s2

rad/s2

rad/s

kg/m3

V/m

cd/m2

A/m

m/s

WITH NAMES AND SYMBOLS

UNIT MEASURE OF SYMBOL DERIVATION

coulomb 

farad 

henry 

hertz 

joule 

lumen 

lux 

newton 

ohm 

pascal 

tesla 

volt 

watt 

weber 

electric charge 

electric capacitance 

inductance 

frequency 

quantity of energy 

flux of light 

illumination 

force 

electric resistance 

pressure 

magnetic flux den-

sity 

voltage 

power 

magnetic flux 

C 

F 

H 

Hz 

J 

lm 

lx 

N 

Ω
Pa

T

V

W

Wb

A ⋅ s
A ⋅ s/V

V ⋅ s/A

cycles/s

N ⋅ m
cd ⋅ sr

lm/m2

kg ⋅ m/s2

V/A

N/m2

Wb/m2

W/A

J/s

V ⋅ s

UNITS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM



meat·head (mKtùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A stupid or dull person. 

meat hook (mKt htk) n.  1. A hook used to hang the carcasses of slaughtered 

animals or large pieces of meat.  2. meat hooks. Slang. The hands or fists. 

meat·less (mKtùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking meat.  2. Being or relating to a time when 

meat is not to be eaten:  meatless days. 

meat loaf  or meat·loaf (mKtùlofÙ) n.  A mounded or molded dish, usually 

baked, of ground beef or a combination of various meats and other ingredients. 

meat·pack·ing (mKtùp4kÙVng) n.  The business or activity of slaughtering ani-

mals and preparing the meat for sale.   —meatùpack·er n. 

me·a·tus (mK-7ùtNs) n.  pl. me·a·tus·es or meatus. A body opening or pas-

sage, such as the opening of the ear or the urethral canal.  [Latin me7tus, passage, 

from past participle of me7re, to pass. See mei-1 in Appendix.]

meat·y (mKùtK) adj.  meat·i·er, meat·i·est. 1. a. Of or relating to meat.  

b. Having the flavor or smell of meat.  c. Full of or containing meat.   2. Heavily 

fleshed.  3. Prompting considerable thought:  a meaty theme for study and debate.   
—meatùi·ness n. 

mec·ca (mHkùN) n.  1. a. A place that is regarded as the center of an activity or 

interest.  b. A goal to which adherents of a religious faith or practice fervently 

aspire.   2. A place visited by many people:  a mecca for tourists.  [After Mecca 
(from its being a place of pilgrimage).]

Mec·ca (mHkùN)  A city of western Saudi Arabia near the coast of the Red Sea. 

The birthplace of Mohammed, it is the holiest city of Islam and a pilgrimage site 

for all devout believers of the faith. Population, 550,000. 

mech. abbr.  1. Mechanical; mechanics.  2. Mechanism. 

mechan- pref.  Variant of mechano-. 
me·chan·ic (mV-k4nùVk) n.  A worker skilled in making, using, or repairing 

machines, vehicles, and tools.  [From Middle English, mechanical, from Old 

French mecanique, from Latin mKchanicus, from Greek mKkhanikos, from 

mKkhanK, machine, device. See magh- in Appendix.] —me·chanùic adj. 

me·chan·i·cal (mV-k4nùV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. mech. 1. Of or relating to machines 

or tools:  mechanical skill.  2. Operated or produced by a mechanism or machine:  

a mechanical toy dog.  3. Of, relating to, or governed by mechanics.  4. Performed 

or performing in an impersonal or machinelike manner; automatic:  a droning, 

mechanical delivery of the speech.  5. Relating to, produced by, or dominated by 

physical forces:  the mechanical aspect of trumpet playing.  6. Philosophy. Inter-

preting and explaining the phenomena of the universe by referring to causally 

determined material forces; mechanistic.  7. Of or relating to manual labor, its 

tools, and its skills.   —  n.  Printing. A layout consisting of type proofs, artwork, 

or both, exactly positioned and prepared for making an offset or other printing 

plate.   —me·chanùi·cal·ly adv.  —me·chanùi·cal·ness n. 



mechanical advantage (mV-k4nùV-kNl 4d-v4nùtVj) n.  The ratio of the out-

put force produced by a machine to the applied input force. 

mechanical drawing (mV-k4nùV-kNl drôùVng) n.  1. Drafting.  2. A drawing, 

such as an architect’s plans, that enables measurements to be interpreted. 

mechanical engineering (mV-k4nùV-kNl HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  Abbr. ME The 

branch of engineering that encompasses the generation and application of heat 

and mechanical power and the design, production, and use of machines and 

tools.   —mechanical engineer n. 

me·chan·ics (mV-k4nùVks) n.  Abbr. mech. 1. (used with a sing. verb). The 

branch of physics that is concerned with the analysis of the action of forces on 

matter or material systems.  2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Design, construc-

tion, and use of machinery or mechanical structures.  3. (used with a pl. verb). 

The functional and technical aspects of an activity:  The mechanics of football are 

learned with practice. 

mech·a·nism (mHkùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Abbr. mech. 1. a. A machine or mechanical 

appliance.  b. The arrangement of connected parts in a machine.   2. A system of 

parts that operate or interact like those of a machine:  the mechanism of the solar 

system.  3. An instrument or a process, physical or mental, by which something is 

done or comes into being: “The mechanism of oral learning is largely that of con-

tinuous repetition” (T.G.E. Powell).  4. A habitual manner of acting to achieve an 

end.  5. Biology. The involuntary and consistent response of an organism to a 

given stimulus.  6. Psychology. A usually unconscious mental and emotional pat-

tern that dominates behavior in a given situation or environment:  a defense 

mechanism.  7. The sequence of steps in a chemical reaction.  8. Philosophy. The 

doctrine that all natural phenomena are explicable by material causes and 

mechanical principles.  [New Latin mKchanismus, from Late Latin mKchanisma, 

from Greek mKkhanK, machine. See MECHANIC.]

mech·a·nist (mHkùN-nVst) n.  Philosophy. One who believes in the doctrine of 

mechanism. 

mech·a·nis·tic (mHkÙN-nVsùtVk) adj.  1. Mechanically determined.  

2. Philosophy. Of or relating to the philosophy of mechanism, especially tending 

to explain phenomena only by reference to physical or biological causes.  

3. Automatic and impersonal; mechanical.   —mechÙa·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

mech·a·nize (mHkùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. mech·a·nized, mech·a·niz·ing, 
mech·a·niz·es. 1. To equip with machinery:  mechanize a factory.  2. To equip (a 

military unit) with motor vehicles, such as tanks and trucks.  3. To make auto-

matic or unspontaneous; render routine or monotonous.  4. To produce by or as 

if by machines.   —mechÙa·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —mechùa·nizÙer n. 

mechano-  or mechan- pref.  1. Machine; machinery:  mechanize.  

2. Mechanical:  mechanotherapy.  [Greek mKkhano-, from mKkhanK, machine. See 

MACHINE.]



mech·a·no·chem·i·cal (mHkÙN-no-kHmùV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to conver-

sion of chemical energy into mechanical work. 

mech·a·no·re·cep·tor (mHkÙN-no-rV-sHpùtNr) n.  Physiology. A specialized 

sensory end organ that responds to mechanical stimuli such as tension, pressure, 

or displacement.   —mechÙa·no·re·cepùtion n.  —mechÙa·no·re·cepùtive 
adj. 

mech·a·no·ther·a·py (mHkÙN-no-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. mech·a·no·ther·a·pies. 
Medical treatment by mechanical methods, such as massage.   
—mechÙa·no·therùa·pist n. 

Mech·lin1 (mHkùlVn) also Mech·e·len (mHkùN-lNn, mHKHù-)  or Ma·lines (mN-

lKnzù, mä-lKnù)  A city of north-central Belgium north-northeast of Brussels. 

Founded in the early Middle Ages, it enjoyed its greatest prosperity during the 

15th and early 16th centuries. Population, 77,010. 

Mech·lin2 (mHkùlVn) n.  A lace in which the pattern details are defined by a flat 

thread.  Also called malines [After Mechlin1.]

Meck·len·burg (mHkùlNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A historical region of northeast 

Germany on the Baltic Sea. It was originally occupied c. sixth century A.D. by 

Slavic peoples who were then displaced by Germanic settlements. After 1621 

Mecklenburg was divided into two duchies, which joined the German Confedera-

tion in 1867. 

mec·li·zine (mHkùlV-zKnÙ) n.  A whitish crystalline powder, C25H27ClN2, used to 

treat nausea and motion sickness.  [ME(THYLBENZENE) + C(H)L(ORO-) + (PIP-

ERA)ZINE.]

me·co·ni·um (mV-koùnK-Nm) n.  A dark green fecal material that accumulates 

in the fetal intestines and is discharged at or near the time of birth.  [Latin mKco-

nium, from Greek mKkonion, from mKkon, poppy.]

me·cop·ter·an (mV-kmpùtNr-Nn) n.  Any of various carnivorous insects of the 

order Mecoptera, which includes the scorpion flies, characterized by long mem-

branous wings and an elongated beaklike head having chewing mouthparts at the 

tip.  [From New Latin Mecoptera, order name  : Greek mKkos, length; see m7k- in 

Appendix + Greek ptera, pl. of pteron, wing; see pet- in Appendix.] 
—me·copùter·ous adj. 

med (mHd) adj.  Informal. Medical:  med schools; med students. 

med. abbr.  1. Medicine.  2. Medieval.  3. Medium. 

M.Ed. abbr.  Master of Education. 

mé·dail·lon (m7-dä-yôNù, mN-d4lùyNn) n.  pl. mé·dail·lons (-yôNù, -yNnz). A 

circular portion of food; a medallion.  [French. See MEDALLION.]

me·da·ka (mV-däùkN) n.  A small Japanese fish (Oryzias latipes) commonly 

found in rice fields and often used in biological research or in stocking aquari-

ums.  [Japanese, killifish  : me, eye + daka, high.]



med·al (mHdùl) n.  1. A flat piece of metal stamped with a design or an inscrip-

tion commemorating an event or a person, often given as an award.  2. A piece of 

metal stamped with a religious device, used as an object of veneration or com-

memoration.   —  v.  med·aled also med·alled, med·al·ing also med·al·ling, 
med·als also med·als. Informal.  —  v.  intr. To win a medal, as in a sports con-

test: “We were the first Americans to medal” (Jill Watson).   —  v.  tr. To award a 

medal to.  [French médaille, from Old French, from Italian medaglia, coin worth 

half a denarius, medal, from Vulgar Latin *med7lia, coins worth half a denarius, 

from Late Latin medi7lia, little halves, from neuter pl. of medi7lis, of the middle, 

medial. See MEDIAL.] —me·dalùlic (mN-d4lùVk) adj. 

Med·al for Merit (mHdùNl fôr mHrùVt) n.  A decoration awarded by the United 

States to civilians for outstanding service in peace or war. 

med·al·ist (mHdùl-Vst) n.  1. One who has received a medal.  2. Sports. The win-

ner at medal play in a golf tournament.  3. One who designs, makes, or collects 

medals. 

me·dal·lion (mV-d4lùyNn) n.  1. A large medal.  2. An emblem of registration 

for a taxicab.  3. Any of various large ancient Greek coins.  4. Something resem-

bling a large medal, as: a. An oval or circular design used as decoration.  b. A 

painting or an engraving set in an oval or circular frame.  c. A circular portion of 

food, especially a boneless cut of meat:  medallions of veal.   [French médaillon, 

from Italian medaglione, augmentative of medaglia, medal, from Old Italian. See 

MEDAL.]

med·al·list (mHdùl-Vst) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of medalist. 
Medal of Freedom (mHdùl ƒv frKùdNm) n.  A decoration awarded by the 

United States to civilians for outstanding achievement in various fields of 

endeavor. 

Medal of Honor (mHdùl ƒv mnùNr) n.  Abbr. MH The Congressional Medal of 

Honor. 

medal play (mHdùl pl7) n.  Sports. Golf competition in which the total number 

of strokes taken is the basis of the score. 

Me·dan (m7-dänù)  A city of Indonesia on northern Sumatra north-northwest 

of Padang. It is a shipping and trade center for an agricultural region. Population, 

1,378,955. 

Med·a·war (mHdùN-wNr), Sir Peter Brian. 1915-1987.  Brazilian-born British 

biologist. He shared a 1960 Nobel Prize for his work on acquired immunological 

tolerance. 

med·dle (mHdùl) v.  intr. med·dled, med·dling, med·dles. 1. To intrude into 

other people’s affairs or business; interfere.  See Synonyms at interfere.  2. To 

handle something idly or ignorantly; tamper.  [Middle English medlen, from 

Anglo-Norman medler, variant of Old French mesler, from Vulgar Latin 



*miscul7re, to mix thoroughly, from Latin miscKre, to mix. See meik- in Appen-

dix.] —medùdler (mHdùlNr, mHdùl-Nr) n. 

med·dle·some (mHdùl-sNm) adj.  Inclined to meddle or interfere.   —medù-
dle·some·ly adv.  —medùdle·some·ness n. 

Mede (mKd) n.  A member of an Iranian people, closely related to the Persians, 

inhabiting ancient Media.  [Ultimately from Greek MKdos, from Old Persian 

M7da.]

Me·de·a (mV-dKùN) n.  Greek Mythology. A princess and sorceress of Colchis who 

helped Jason obtain the Golden Fleece, lived as his consort, and killed their chil-

dren as revenge for his infidelity. 

me decade (mK dHkù7dÙ) n.  The 1970’s, viewed as being distinguished by self-

centered attitudes and self-indulgent behavior. 

Me·del·lín (mHdÙl-Knù, mHÙthH-yKnù)  A city of northwest-central Colombia 

northwest of Bogotá. Founded in 1675, it is a coffee market in a mining region at 

an altitude of about 1,525 m (5,000 ft). Population, 1,473,351. 

med·e·vac (mHdùV-v4kÙ) n.  1. Air transport of persons to a place where they 

can receive medical or surgical care; medical evacuation.  2. A helicopter or other 

aircraft used for such transport.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a medevac chopper; a medevac mission.   —  v.  tr. med·e·vaced, 
med·e·vac·ing, med·e·vacs. To transport (a patient) to a place where medical 

care is available.  [MED(ICAL) + EVAC(UATION).]

Med·fly also med·fly (mHdùflXÙ) n.  Informal. The Mediterranean fruit fly. 

Med·ford (mHdùfNrd)  1. A city of northeast Massachusetts, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Boston. Settled in 1630, it is the seat of Tufts University 

(chartered 1852). Population, 57,407.  2. A city of southwest Oregon west of Kla-

math Falls. It is a summer resort and processing center in a fruit and lumber area. 

Population, 46,951. 

Med. Gr. abbr.  Medieval Greek. 

me·di·a1 (mKùdK-N) n.  A plural of medium. See Usage Note at medium. 
me·di·a2 (mKùdK-N) n.  1. Linguistics. See medial (n., sense 1).  2. The middle, 

often muscular layer of the wall of a blood vessel.  [Late Latin, from Latin, femi-

nine of Latin medius, middle. See MEDIUM.]

Me·di·a (mKùdK-N)  An ancient country of southwest Asia in present-day north-

west Iran. Settled by an Indo-European people, it became part of the Assyrian 

Empire and was conquered c. 550 B.C. by Cyrus the Great, who added it to the 

Persian Empire.   —Meùdi·an adj.  & n. 

me·di·a·cy (mKùdK-N-sK) n.  The state or quality of being mediate. 

me·di·ae·val (mKÙdK-KùvNl, mHdÙK-) adj.  Variant of medieval. 
me·di·ae·val·ism (mKÙdK-KùvN-lVzÙNm, mHdÙK-) n.  Variant of medievalism. 
me·di·ae·val·ist (mKÙdK-KùvN-lVst, mHd-K-) n.  Variant of medievalist. 



media event (mKùdK-N V-vHntù) n.  1. An occasion that attracts prominent cov-

erage by news organizations: “It was a media event with flowing blood and absurd-

ist overtones” (Lance Morrow).  2. Informal. The central figure of such an 

occasion: “The... decision turned the startled author into a media event” (William 

Zinsser). 

me·di·a·gen·ic (mKÙdK-N-jHnùVk) adj.  Attractive as a subject for reporting by 

news media: “a minor leaguer of bumptious manner and mediagenic good looks” 

(Larry Martz). 

me·di·al (mKùdK-Nl) adj.  1. Relating to, situated in, or extending toward the 

middle; median.  2. Linguistics. Being a sound, syllable, or letter occurring 

between the initial and final positions in a word or morpheme.  3. Mathematics. 

Being or relating to an average or a mean.  4. Average; ordinary.   —  n.  Linguis-

tics. 1. A voiced stop, such as (b), (d), or (g).  Also called media2 2. A sound, let-

ter, or form of a letter that is neither initial nor final.  [Late Latin medi7lis, from 

Latin medius, middle. See medhyo- in Appendix.] —meùdi·al·ly adv. 

medial strip (mKùdK-Nl strVp) n.  Pennsylvania. See median strip. See 

Regional note at neutral ground. 
me·di·an (mKùdK-Nn) adj.  1. Relating to, located in, or extending toward the 

middle.  2. Anatomy. Of, relating to, or situated in or near the plane that divides a 

bilaterally symmetrical animal into right and left halves; mesial.  3. Statistics. 

Relating to or constituting the middle value in a distribution.   —  n.  1. a. A 

median point, plane, line, or part.  b.  See median strip. See Regional note at 

neutral ground.   2. Statistics. The middle value in a distribution, above and 

below which lie an equal number of values.  3. Mathematics. a. A line that joins a 

vertex of a triangle to the midpoint of the opposite side.  b. The line that joins the 

midpoints of the nonparallel sides of a trapezoid.   [Latin medi7nus, from medius, 

middle. See medhyo- in Appendix.] —meùdi·an·ly adv. 

median plane (mKùdK-Nn pl7n) n.  A plane dividing a bilaterally symmetrical 

animal into right and left halves. 

median point (mKùdK-Nn point) n.  Mathematics. The intersection of the 

medians of a triangle. 

median strip (mKùdK-Nn strVp) n.  The dividing area, either paved or land-

scaped, between opposing lanes of traffic on some highways. Regional. Also called 

boulevardRegional., boulevard stripRegional., mall1Regional., medial strip, median-

Regional., meridianRegional., neutral ground. See Regional note at neutral 
ground. 

me·di·ant (mKùdK-Nnt) n.  Music. The third tone in a diatonic musical scale, 

determining the major or minor quality of the tonic chord.  [Italian mediante, 

from Late Latin medi7ns, mediant- present participle of medi7re, to be in the mid-

dle, from medius, middle. See MEDIUM.]



me·di·as·ti·num (mKÙdK-N-stXùnNm) n.  pl. me·di·as·ti·na (-nN). Anatomy. 

The region in mammals between the pleural sacs, containing the heart and all of 

the thoracic viscera except the lungs.  [New Latin, from neuter of Medieval Latin 

mediastXnus, medial, alteration (influenced by Latin mediastXnus, inferior servant, 

drudge, probably from medius, middle, intermediary), of medius, middle. See 

medhyo- in Appendix.] —meÙdi·as·tiùnal (-nNl) adj. 

me·di·ate (mKùdK-7tÙ) v.  me·di·at·ed, me·di·at·ing, me·di·ates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To resolve or settle (differences) by working with all the conflicting parties:  

mediate a labor-management dispute.  2. To bring about (a settlement, for exam-

ple) by working with all the conflicting parties.  3. To effect or convey as an inter-

mediate agent or mechanism.   —  v.  intr. 1. To intervene between two or more 

disputants in order to bring about an agreement, a settlement, or a compromise.  

2. To settle or reconcile differences.  3. To have a relation to two differing persons 

or things.   —  adj.  (-Vt) 1. Acting through, involving, or dependent on an inter-

vening agency.  2. Being in a middle position.  [Late Latin medi7re, medi7t-, to be 

in the middle, from Latin medius, middle. See medhyo- in Appendix.] 
—meùdi·ate·ly (-Vt-lK) adv. 

me·di·a·tion (mKÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of mediating; intervention.  2. The 

state of being mediated.  3. Law. An attempt to bring about a peaceful settlement 

or compromise between disputants through the objective intervention of a neu-

tral party.   —meùdi·aÙtive, meùdi·a·toÙry (mKùdK-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

me·di·a·tize (mKùdK-N-tXzÙ) v.  tr. me·di·a·tized, me·di·a·tiz·ing, 
me·di·a·tiz·es. To annex (a lesser state) to a greater state as a means of permit-

ting the ruler of the lesser state to retain title and partial authority.  [Probably 

French médiatiser, from médiat, dependent, from Old French, back-formation 

from immediat, independent, from Late Latin immedi7tus. See IMMEDIATE.] 
—meÙdi·a·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

me·di·a·tor (mKùdK-7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that mediates, especially one that recon-

ciles differences between disputants.  2. Physiology. A substance or structure that 

mediates a specific response in a bodily tissue. 

med·ic1  or med·ick (mHdùVk) n.  Any of several Old World herbs of the genus 

Medicago in the pea family, having clusters of small, usually yellow flowers and 

compound leaves with three leaflets. Several species are important for fodder and 

green manure.  [Middle English medike, from Latin MKdica, from Greek MKdikK, 

from feminine of MKdikos, of Media, from MKdos, a Mede. See MEDE.]

med·ic2 (mHdùVk) n.  1. A member of a military medical corps.  2. A physician or 

surgeon.  3. A medical student or intern.  [Latin medicus, physician. See MEDICAL.]

med·i·ca·ble (mHdùV-kN-bNl) adj.  Potentially responsive to treatment with med-

icine; curable:  medicable conditions; a medicable complaint. 

Med·i·caid also med·i·caid (mHdùV-k7dÙ) n.  A program in the United States, 

jointly funded by the states and the federal government, that reimburses hospitals 



and physicians for providing care to qualifying people who cannot finance their 

own medical expenses.  [MEDIC(AL) + AID.]

med·i·cal (mHdùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the study or practice of medicine.  

2. Requiring treatment by medicine.   —  n.  Informal. A thorough physical 

examination.  [Medieval Latin medic7lis, from Latin medicus, physician, from 

medKrX, to heal. See med- in Appendix.] —medùi·cal·ly adv. 

medical examiner (mHdùV-kNl Vg-z4mùVnNr) n.  1.  Abbr. ME A physician offi-

cially authorized by a governmental unit to ascertain causes of deaths, especially 

those not occurring under natural circumstances.  2. A physician who examines 

employees of a particular firm or applicants for life insurance. 

medical jurisprudence (mHdùV-kNl jtrÙVs-prudùns) n.  See forensic 
medicine. 

medical law (mHdùV-kNl lô) n.  The branch of law that deals with the applica-

tion of medical knowledge to legal problems. 

me·dic·a·ment (mV-dVkùN-mNnt, mHdùV-kN-) n.  An agent that promotes recov-

ery from injury or ailment; a medicine.  [Latin medic7mentum, from medic7re, to 

cure. See MEDICATE.]

Med·i·care also med·i·care (mHdùV-kârÙ) n.  A program under the U.S. Social 

Security Administration that reimburses hospitals and physicians for medical 

care provided to qualifying people over 65 years old.  [MEDI(CAL) + CARE.]

med·i·cate (mHdùV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. med·i·cat·ed, med·i·cat·ing, med·i·cates. 
1. To treat with medicine.  2. To tincture or permeate with a medicinal substance.  

[Latin medic7re, medic7t-, from medicus, doctor, from medKrX, to heal. See med- 
in Appendix.] —medùi·caÙtive adj. 

med·i·ca·tion (mHdÙV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. A medicine; a medicament.  2. The act or 

process of treating with medicine.  3. Administration of medicine. 

Med·i·ci (mHdùN-chKÙ, mHùdK-)  Italian noble family that produced three popes 

(Leo X, Clement VII, and Leo XI) and two queens of France (Catherine de Médi-

cis and Marie de Médicis). Cosimo “the Elder” (1389-1464) was the first of the 

family to rule Florence. Lorenzo “the Magnificent” (1449-1492) was an out-

standing patron of learning and the arts, whose clients included Michelangelo 

and Botticelli.   —MedÙi·ceùan (-chKùNn, -sKù-) adj. 

me·dic·i·nal (mV-dVsùN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the properties of 

medicine.  2. Having an unappealing, bitter flavor.   —me·dicùi·nal·ly adv. 

med·i·cine (mHdùV-sVn) n.  Abbr. med. 1. a. The science of diagnosing, treat-

ing, or preventing disease and other damage to the body or mind.  b. The branch 

of this science encompassing treatment by drugs, diet, exercise, and other nonsur-

gical means.   2. The practice of medicine.  3. An agent, such as a drug, used to 

treat disease or injury.  4. Something, such as corrective discipline or punish-

ment, that is unpleasant but necessary or unavoidable.  5. a. Shamanistic prac-

tices or beliefs, especially among Native Americans.  b. Something, such as a 



ritual practice or sacred object, believed to control natural or supernatural powers 

or serve as a preventive or remedy.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a medicine cabinet; medicine bottles.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin medicXna, from feminine of medicXnus, of a doctor, from med-

icus, physician. See MEDICAL.]

medicine ball (mHdùV-sVn bôl) n.  Sports. A large, heavy stuffed ball used in 

conditioning exercises. 

Med·i·cine Bow Mountains (mHdùV-sVn boÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of the 

eastern Rocky Mountains in southeast Wyoming and northern Colorado. It rises 

to 3,664 m (12,013 ft) at Medicine Bow Peak in south-central Wyoming. 

Medicine Bow River (mHdùV-sVn bou rVvùNr)  A river, about 193 km (120 mi) 

long, of southern Wyoming flowing north and west to the North Platte River. 

medicine bundle (mHdùV-sVn bƒnùdl) n.  A covered or wrapped parcel con-

taining items of personal or tribal religious significance, used by certain Native 

American peoples. 

medicine dance (mHdùV-sVn d4ns) n.  A ritual dance performed by some 

Native American peoples to obtain supernatural assistance, as in healing or crop 

control. 

Medicine Hat (mHdùV-sVn h4t)  A city of southeast Alberta, Canada, near the 

Saskatchewan border southeast of Calgary. Founded in 1883, it is a trade center in 

a farming and ranching region with natural gas reserves. Population, 40,380. 

medicine lodge (mHdùV-sVn lmj) n.  A building or structure used by some 

Native American peoples for ceremonies. 

medicine man (mHdùV-sVn m4n) n.  1. A shaman, especially a Native American 

shaman.  2. A hawker of brews and potions among the audience in a medicine 

show. 

medicine show (mHdùV-sVn sho) n.  A traveling show, popular especially in the 

19th century, that offered varied entertainment, between the acts of which medi-

cines were peddled. 

med·ick (mHdùVk) n.  Variant of medic1. 
med·i·co (mHdùV-koÙ) n.  pl. med·i·cos. Informal. 1. A physician.  2. A medical 

student.  [Italian medico, or Spanish médico both from Latin medicus. See MEDI-

CAL.]

med·i·co·le·gal (mHdÙV-ko-lKùgNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or concerned with med-

icine and law.  [Latin medicus, physician; see MEDICAL + LEGAL.]

me·di·e·val also me·di·ae·val (mKÙdK-KùvNl, mHdÙK-) adj.  Abbr. med., M. 
1. Relating or belonging to the Middle Ages.  2. Informal. Old-fashioned; unen-

lightened:  parents with a medieval attitude toward dating.  [From New Latin 

medium aevum, the middle age  : Latin, neuter of medius, middle; see medhyo- 
in Appendix + Latin aevum, age; see aiw- in Appendix.] —meÙdi·eùval·ly adv. 



Me·di·e·val Greek (mKÙdK-KùvNl grKk, mHdÙK-) n.  Abbr. Med. Gr. The Greek 

language as used from about 800 to about 1500. 

me·di·e·val·ism also me·di·ae·val·ism (mKÙdK-KùvN-lVzÙNm, mHdÙK-) n.  

1. The spirit or the body of beliefs, customs, or practices of the Middle Ages.  

2. Devotion to or acceptance of the ideas of the Middle Ages.  3. Scholarly study 

of the Middle Ages. 

me·di·e·val·ist also me·di·ae·val·ist (mKÙdK-KùvN-lVst, mHd-K-) n.  1. A spe-

cialist in the study of the Middle Ages.  2. A connoisseur of medieval culture. 

Medieval Latin (mKÙdK-KùvNl l4tùn) n.  Abbr. Med. Lat. The Latin language as 

used from about 700 to about 1500. 

Me·dill (mN-dVlù), Joseph. 1823-1899.  American newspaperman who was a 

founder of the Republican Party (1854), staunchly supported Abraham Lincoln’s 

presidential campaign and administration, and was editor and publisher of the 

Chicago Tribune (1874-1899). 

me·di·na (mV-dKùnN) n.  The old section of an Arab city in North Africa.  [Ara-

bic madXna, city.]

Me·di·na (mV-dKùnN)  1. A city of western Saudi Arabia north of Mecca. 

Mohammed lived here after fleeing from Mecca in 622. The Mosque of the 

Prophet, containing Mohammed’s tomb, is a holy site for Muslim pilgrims. Popu-

lation, 290,000.  2. A city of northeast Ohio west-northwest of Akron. It is a pro-

cessing and marketing center. Population, 19,231. 

Me·di·na-Si·do·nia (mN-dKùnN-sV-donùyN, mH-thKùnä-sK-thôùnyä), Seventh 

Duke of Title of Alonso Pérez de Guzmán. 1550-1619.  Spanish naval officer who 

led the Spanish Armada to utter defeat by English forces (1588). 

me·di·o·cre (mKÙdK-oùkNr) adj.  Moderate to inferior in quality; ordinary.  See 

Synonyms at average.  [French médiocre, from Latin mediocris : medius, middle; 

see medhyo- in Appendix + ocris, a rugged mountain; see ak- in Appendix.]

me·di·oc·ri·ty (mKÙdK-mkùrV-tK) n.  pl. me·di·oc·ri·ties. 1. The state or quality 

of being mediocre.  2. Mediocre ability, achievement, or performance.  3. One 

that displays mediocre qualities.   —me·di·ocùri·tizeÙ (-tXzÙ) v.  

—me·di·ocÙri·ti·zaùtion n. 

Medit. abbr.  Mediterranean. 

med·i·tate (mHdùV-t7tÙ) v.  med·i·tat·ed, med·i·tat·ing, med·i·tates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To reflect on; contemplate.  2. To plan in the mind; intend:  meditated a visit 

to her daughter.   —  v.  intr. 1. To consider or reflect at length.  2. To engage in 

contemplation, especially of a spiritual or devotional nature.  See Synonyms at 

ponder.  [Latin medit7rX, medit7t-. See med- in Appendix.] —medùi·taÙtor n. 

med·i·ta·tion (mHdÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of meditating.  b. A 

devotional exercise of or leading to contemplation.   2. A contemplative dis-

course, usually on a religious or philosophical subject.   —medÙi·taùtion·al adj. 



med·i·ta·tive (mHdùV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Characterized by or prone to meditation.  See 

Synonyms at pensive.  —medùi·taÙtive·ly adv.  —medùi·taÙtive·ness n. 

med·i·ter·ra·ne·an (mHdÙV-tN-r7ùnK-Nn, -r7nùyNn) adj.  Surrounded nearly or 

completely by dry land. Used of large bodies of water, such as lakes or seas.  [Latin 

mediterr7neus, inland  : medius, middle; see medhyo- in Appendix + terra, land; 

see ters- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: When one hears the word mediterranean, one thinks of a

specific place and perhaps of the great cultures that have surrounded it. But the

word can also apply to any large body of water that is surrounded completely or

almost completely by dry land. This usage goes back to the use in Late Latin of

the Latin word mediterr7neus, the source of our word, as part of the name

Mediterr7neum mare for the mostly landlocked Mediterranean Sea. But Latin

mediterr7neus, which is derived from medius, “the middle of, the heart of,” and

terra, “land,” in Classical Latin actually meant “remote from the coast, inland.” In

Late Latin, in referring to the sea, mediterr7neus probably meant originally “in the

middle of the earth” rather than “surrounded by land,” for to the Mediterranean

cultures without knowledge of much of the earth, the Mediterranean Sea was in

the center of the world. Our word mediterranean is first recorded in English in

1594 as the name of the sea.

Med·i·ter·ra·ne·an (mHdÙV-tN-r7ùnK-Nn) Abbr. Medit.  The region surround-

ing the Mediterranean Sea. Some of the most ancient civilizations flourished in 

the region, which was dominated for millenniums by Phoenicia, Carthage, 

Greece, Sicily, and Rome.   —MedÙi·ter·raùne·an adj.  & n. 

Mediterranean fever (mHdÙV-tN-r7ùnK-Nn fKùvNr) n.  See brucellosis (n., 

sense 1). 

Mediterranean flour moth (mHdÙV-tN-r7ùnK-Nn flour môth) n.  A small, 

pale gray moth (Anagasta kuehniella) now found worldwide, the larvae of which 

destroy flour and other stored grain products. 

Mediterranean fruit fly (mHdÙV-tN-r7ùnK-Nn frut flX) n.  A black and white 

two-winged fly (Ceratitis capitata) found in many warm regions of the world, the 

larvae of which destroy citrus and other fruit crops. 

Mediterranean Sea (mHdÙV-tN-r7ùnK-Nn sK)  An inland sea surrounded by 

Europe, Asia, Asia Minor, the Near East, and Africa. It connects with the Atlantic 

Ocean through the Strait of Gibraltar; with the Black Sea through the Dar-

danelles, the Sea of Marmara, and the Bosporus; and with the Red Sea through 

the Suez Canal. 

me·di·um (mKùdK-Nm) n.  pl. me·di·a (-dK-N)  or me·di·ums. Abbr. med., m., 
M. 1. Something, such as an intermediate course of action, that occupies a posi-

tion or represents a condition midway between extremes.  2. An intervening sub-



stance through which something else is transmitted or carried on.  3. An agency 

by which something is accomplished, conveyed, or transferred:  The train was the 

usual medium of transportation in those days.  4. pl. media. Usage Problem. a. A 

means of mass communication, such as newpapers, magazines, radio, or televi-

sion.  b. media. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The group of journalists and oth-

ers who constitute the communications industry and profession.   5. pl. 

mediums. A person thought to have the power to communicate with the spirits 

of the dead or with agents of another world or dimension.  Also called psychic 

6. pl. media. a. A surrounding environment in which something functions and 

thrives.  b. The substance in which a specific organism lives and thrives.  c. A cul-

ture medium.   7. a. A specific kind of artistic technique or means of expression 

as determined by the materials used or the creative methods involved:  the 

medium of lithography.  b. The materials used in a specific artistic technique:  oils 

as a medium.   8. A solvent with which paint is thinned to the proper consistency.  

9. Chemistry. A filtering substance, such as filter paper.  10. A size of paper, usu-

ally 18 ∞ 23 inches or 172 ∞ 22 inches.   —  adj.  Abbr. med., m., M. Occurring 

or being between two degrees, amounts, or quantities; intermediate:  broil a 

medium steak.  See Synonyms at average.  [Latin, from neuter of medius, mid-

dle. See medhyo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The etymologically plural form media is often used as a singular

to refer to a particular means of communication, as in This is the most exciting

new media since television. This usage is widely regarded as incorrect; medium is

preferred. A stronger case can be made in defense of the use of media as a collec-

tive term, as in The media has not shown much interest in covering the issue. As with

the analogous words data and agenda, the originally plural form has begun to ac-

quire a sense that departs from that of the singular: used as a collective term, me-

dia denotes an industry or community. Thus the example sentence given here

would not be appropriately paraphrased as No medium has shown much interest

in covering the issue, which suggests that the disinclination abides in the means of

communication itself rather than in its practitioners. If media follows the pattern

of data and agenda, this singular use may become entirely acceptable someday.

But despite its utility, many people still regard it as a grammatical error.

medium frequency (mKùdK-Nm frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. mf A radio frequency 

or radio-frequency band in the range 300 to 3,000 kilohertz. 

medium of exchange (mKùdK-Nm ƒv Vks-ch7njù) n.  pl. media of 
exchange or mediums of exchange. Something, such as a precious metal, 

that is commonly used in a specific area or among a certain group of people as 

money. 



med·lar (mHdùlNr) n.  1. A deciduous European tree (Mespilus germanica) hav-

ing white flowers and edible apple-shaped fruit.  2. The fruit of this plant, eaten 

fresh or made into preserves.  [Middle English medler, from Old French meslier, 

medler, from mesle, medle, fruit of the medlar, from Late Latin mespila, from 

Greek mespilK.]

Med. Lat. abbr.  Medieval Latin. 

med·ley (mHdùlK) n.  pl. med·leys. 1. An often jumbled assortment; a mixture: 

“That night he dreamed he was traveling in a foreign country, only it seemed to be a 

medley of all the countries he’d ever been to and even some he hadn’t” (Anne Tyler).  

2. Music. An arrangement made from a series of melodies, often from various 

sources.  [Middle English medlee, from Anglo-Norman medlee, meddling, from 

past participle of medler, to meddle. See MEDDLE.]

Mé·doc1 (m7-dmkù, -dôkù)  A region of southwest France north of Bordeaux 

between the Bay of Biscay and the Gironde River estuary. It is noted for its vine-

yards. 

Mé·doc2 (m7-dôkù, -dmkù) n.  A red Bordeaux wine.  [After Médoc1.]

me·dul·la (mV-dƒlùN) n.  pl. me·dul·las or me·dul·lae (-dƒlùK). 1. The inner 

core of certain organs or body structures, such as the marrow of bone.  2. The 

medulla oblongata.  3.  See myelin.  4. Botany. a. The pith in the stems or roots 

of certain plants.  b. The central portion of a thallus in certain lichens and red or 

brown algae.   [Middle English, from Latin, perhaps alteration (influenced by 

medius, middle); see MEDIAL, of *merulla.] —me·dulùlar, medùul·larÙy (mHdùl-

HrÙK, mN-dƒlùN-rK)  adj. 

medulla ob·lon·ga·ta (mV-dƒlùN mbÙlông-gäùtN) n.  pl. medulla 
ob·lon·ga·tas or medullae ob·lon·ga·tae (-gäùtK). The lowermost portion of 

the vertebrate brain, continuous with the spinal cord, responsible for the control 

of respiration, circulation, and certain other bodily functions.  [New Latin  : Latin 

medulla, medulla + New Latin oblongata, oblong.]

medullary sheath (mHdùl-HrÙK shKth) n.  See myelin sheath. 
med·ul·lat·ed (mHdùl-7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Myelinated.  2. Anatomy. Having a 

medulla. 

med·ul·li·za·tion (mHdÙl-V-z7ùshNn) n.  Replacement of bone tissue by mar-

row, as in inflammatory bone disease. 

me·du·sa (mV-duùsN, -zN, -dyuù-) n.  pl. me·du·sas or me·du·sae (-sK, -zK). 
The tentacled, usually bell-shaped, free-swimming sexual stage in the life cycle of 

a coelenterate, such as a jellyfish.  [Latin Med7sa, Medusa (from the Medusa’s 

snaky locks). See MEDUSA.]

Me·dus·a (mV-duùsN,-zN, -dyuù-) n.  pl. Me·du·sas or Me·du·sae (-sK, -zK). 
Greek Mythology. The Gorgon who was killed by Perseus.  [Middle English 

Meduse, from Latin Med7sa, from Greek Medousa, from feminine present parti-

ciple of medein, to protect, rule over. See med- in Appendix.]



me·du·soid (mV-duùsoidÙ, -zoidÙ, -dyuù-) n.  1. A shape resembling a jelly-

fish.  2. A jellyfish.   —me·duùsoidÙ adj. 

meed (mKd) n.  1. A fitting recompense.  2. Archaic. A merited gift or wage.  

[Middle English mede, from Old English mKd.]

meek (mKk) adj.  meek·er, meek·est. 1. Showing patience and humility; gen-

tle.  2. Easily imposed on; submissive.  [Middle English meke, of Scandinavian 

origin; akin to Old Norse mj7kr, soft.] —meekùly adv. 

Meer (mKr, m7r), Simon van der. Born 1925.  Dutch engineer. He shared a 

1984 Nobel Prize for his design of a particle accelerator that led to the discovery 

of three subatomic particles. 

meer·schaum (mîrùshNm, -shômÙ) n.  1. A fine, compact, usually white clay-

like mineral of hydrous magnesium silicate, H4Mg2Si3O10, found in the Mediter-

ranean area and used in fashioning tobacco pipes and as a building stone.  Also 

called sepiolite 2. A tobacco pipe with a bowl made of this mineral.  [German  : 

Meer, sea (from Middle High German mer, from Old High German mari); see 

mori- in Appendix + Schaum, foam (from Middle High German sch7m, from 

Old High German sc7m); see (s)keu- in Appendix.]

Mee·rut (m7ùrNt, mîrùNt)  A city of north-central India northeast of Delhi. A 

Mogul city after the 14th century, it was the site of the first uprising (May 1857) 

against the British in the Indian Mutiny. Population, 417,395. 

meet1 (mKt) v.  met (mHt), meet·ing, meets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come upon by 

chance or arrangement.  2. To be present at the arrival of:  met the train.  3. To be 

introduced to.  4. To come into conjunction with; join:  where the sea meets the 

sky.  5. To come into the company or presence of, as for a conference.  6. To come 

to the notice of (the senses):  There is more here than meets the eye.  7. To experi-

ence; undergo:  met his fate with courage.  8. To deal with; oppose: “We have met 

the enemy and they are ours” (Oliver Hazard Perry).  9. To cope or contend effec-

tively with:  meet each problem as it arises.  10. To come into conformity with the 

views, wishes, or opinions of:  The firm has done its best to meet us on that point.  

11. To satisfy (a need, for example); fulfill:  meet all the conditions in the contract.  

See Synonyms at satisfy.  12. To pay; settle:  enough money to meet expenses.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To come together:  Let’s meet tonight.  2. To come into conjunction; be 

joined: “East is East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet” (Rudyard 

Kipling).  3. To come together as opponents; contend.  4. To become introduced.  

5. To assemble.  6. To experience or undergo. Used with with:  The housing bill 

met with approval.  7. To occur together, especially in one person or entity: “The 

hopes and fears of all the years/Are met in thee tonight” (Phillips Brooks).   —  n.  A 

meeting or contest, especially an athletic competition.   —idiom. meet (some-
one) halfway. To make a compromise with.  [Middle English meten, from Old 

English mKtan.]



meet2 (mKt) adj.  Fitting; proper: “It seems not meet, nor wholesome to my place” 

(Shakespeare).  See Synonyms at fit1.  [Middle English mete, from Old English 

gem<te. See med- in Appendix.] —meetùly adv. 

meet·ing (mKùtVng) n.  Abbr. mtg. 1. The act or process or an instance of com-

ing together; an encounter.  2. An assembly or a gathering of people, as for a busi-

ness, social, or religious purpose.   —idiom. meeting of the minds. 
Agreement; concord. 

meet·ing·house (mKùtVng-housÙ) n.  A building used for public meetings and 

especially for Protestant or Quaker religious services. 

mef·e·nam·ic acid (mHfÙN-n4mùVk 4sùVd) n.  A crystalline compound, 

C15H15NO2, used as an anti-inflammatory drug and as an analgesic.  

[(DI)ME(THYL) + fen (alteration of PHENYL) + AM(INOBENZO)IC ACID.]

mega- pref.  1. Large:  megadose.  2. One million (106):  megahertz.  [Greek, 

from megas, great. See meg- in Appendix.]

meg·a·bit (mHgùN-bVtÙ) n.  Computer Science. 1. A unit of storage capacity equal 

to 1,048,576 (220) bits.  2. One million bits. 

meg·a·buck (mHgùN-bƒkÙ) n.  Slang. One million dollars. 

meg·a·byte (mHgùN-bXtÙ) n.  Abbr. MB Computer Science. 1. A unit of storage 

capacity equal to 1,048,576 (220) bytes.  2. One million bytes. 

meg·a·ceph·a·ly (mHgÙN-sHfùN-lK) n.  pl. meg·a·ceph·a·lies. See macro-
cephaly.  —megÙa·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk), megÙa·cephùa·lous (-sHfùN-lHs)  

adj. 

meg·a·cy·cle (mHgùN-sXÙkNl) n.  Abbr. Mc See megahertz. 
me·ga·death (mHgùN-dHthÙ) n.  One million deaths. Used as a unit in reference 

to nuclear warfare. 

meg·a·dose (mHgùN-dosÙ) n.  An exceptionally large dose, as of a drug or vita-

min. 

Me·gae·ra (mN-jîrùN) n.  Greek Mythology. One of the Furies. 

meg·a·gam·ete (mHgÙN-g4mùKtÙ, -gN-mKtù) n.  See macrogamete. 
meg·a·ga·me·to·phyte (mHgÙN-gN-mKùtN-fXtÙ) n.  The female gametophyte 

that arises from a megaspore of a heterosporous plant. 

meg·a·hertz (mHgùN-hûrtsÙ) n.  pl. megahertz. Abbr. MHz One million 

cycles per second. Used especially as a radio-frequency unit.  Also called megacy-

cle 

meg·a·kar·y·o·cyte (mHgÙN-k4rùK-o-sXtÙ, -N-sXtÙ) n.  A large bone marrow cell 

with a lobulate nucleus that gives rise to blood platelets. 

megal- pref.  Variant of megalo-. 
meg·a·lith (mHgùN-lVthÙ) n.  A very large stone used in various prehistoric archi-

tectures or monumental styles, notably in western Europe during the second mil-

lennium B.C.   —megÙa·lithùic adj. 



megalo-  or megal- pref.  Large; of exaggerated size or greatness:  megaloceph-

aly.  [Greek, from megas, megal-, great. See meg- in Appendix.]

meg·a·lo·blast (mHgùN-lo-bl4stÙ) n.  An abnormally large nucleated red blood 

cell found especially in people having pernicious anemia or certain vitamin defi-

ciencies.   —megÙa·lo·blasùtic adj. 

meg·a·lo·car·di·a (mHgÙN-lo-kärùdK-N) n.  See cardiomegaly.  [MEGALO- + 

Greek kardia, heart; see kerd- in Appendix.]

meg·a·lo·ceph·a·ly (mHgÙN-lo-sHfùN-lK) n.  pl. meg·a·lo·ceph·a·lies. See 

macrocephaly.  —megÙa·lo·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk), megÙa·lo·cephùa·lous 

(-sHfùN-lNs)  adj. 

meg·a·lo·ma·ni·a (mHgÙN-lo-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  1. A psychopathological 

condition in which delusional fantasies of wealth, power, or omnipotence pre-

dominate.  2. An obsession with grandiose or extravagant things or actions.   
—megÙa·lo·maùni·acÙ n.  —megÙa·lo·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl), 
megùa·lo·manùic (-m4nùVk)  adj. 

meg·a·lop·o·lis (mHgÙN-lmpùN-lVs) also me·gap·o·lis (mV-g4pùN-lVs, mH-) n.  A 

region made up of several large cities and their surrounding areas in sufficient 

proximity to be considered a single urban complex.  [MEGALO- + Greek polis, city; 

see pelN-3 in Appendix.] —megÙa·lop·o·lisùtic adj.  —megÙa·lo·polùi·tan (-

lo-pmlùV-tNn) adj. 

meg·a·lo·saur (mHgùN-lN-sôrÙ) n.  A gigantic carnivorous dinosaur of the genus 

Megalosaurus of the Jurassic Period.  [New Latin Megalosaurus, genus name  : 

MEGALO- + Greek sauros, lizard.] —megÙa·lo·sauùri·an adj.  & n. 

meg·a·phone (mHgùN-fonÙ) n.  A funnel-shaped device used to direct and 

amplify the voice.   —  v.  tr. intr. meg·a·phoned, meg·a·phon·ing, 
meg·a·phones. To transmit (a message) or speak through or as if through a 

funnel-shaped voice amplification device.   —megÙa·phonùic (-fmnùVk) adj.  

—megÙa·phonùi·cal·ly adv. 

meg·a·pode (mHgùN-podÙ) n.  Any of various large-footed, ground-dwelling 

birds of the family Megapodiidae, found in Australia and many South Pacific 

islands, that build mounds or burrows of earth and compost in which to incubate 

their eggs.  Also called moundbird, mound builder, scrub fowl.  [From Megapodius, 

type genus  : MEGA- + New Latin -podius, masculine of -podium, -pod.]

me·gap·o·lis (mV-g4pùN-lVs, mH-) n.  Variant of megalopolis. 
Meg·a·ra (mHgùNr-N)  An ancient city of east-central Greece. It was the capital of 

Megaris, a small Dorian state between the Saronic Gulf and the Gulf of Corinth. 

Megara flourished as a maritime center from the eighth to the fifth century B.C. 

meg·a·ron (mHgùN-rmnÙ) n.  pl. meg·a·ra (-Nr-N). The main hall or central 

room of a palace or house, especially of Mycenaean Greece, having a pillared 

porch and a more or less central hearth.  [Greek.]



meg·a·scop·ic (mHgÙN-skmpùVk) adj.  Macroscopic.   —megÙa·scopùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

meg·a·spo·ran·gi·um (mHgÙN-spN-r4nùjK-Nm) n.  pl. meg·a·spo·ran·gi·a (-

jK-N). A structure that produces one or more megaspores.  Also called macrospo-

rangium 

meg·a·spore (mHgùN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  The larger of two types of spores that 

give rise to a female gametophyte.  Also called macrospore  —megÙa·sporùic adj. 

megaspore mother cell (mHgùN-spôrÙ mƒthùNr sHl) n.  Botany. A cell that 

undergoes meiosis to produce four megaspores.  Also called megasporocyte 

meg·a·spo·ro·cyte (mHgÙN-spôrùN-sXtÙ, -sporù-) n.  See megaspore mother 
cell. 

meg·a·spo·ro·gen·e·sis (mHgÙN-spôrÙN-jHnùV-sVs, -sporÙ-) n.  pl. 

meg·a·spo·ro·gen·e·ses (-sKz). The formation of megaspores. 

meg·a·spo·ro·phyll (mHgÙN-spôrùN-fVlÙ, -sporù-) n.  A leaflike structure that 

bears megasporangia. 

meg·a·struc·ture (mHgùN-strƒkÙchNr) n.  An extremely large, tall building. 

meg·a·there (mHgùN-thîrÙ) n.  A large extinct ground sloth of the family Mega-

theriidae of the Miocene Epoch through the Pleistocene Epoch.  [From New Latin 

Megatherium, type genus  : MEGA- + Greek thKr, beast; see THEROPOD.] 
—megÙa·theùri·an adj. 

meg·a·ton (mHgùN-tƒnÙ) n.  Abbr. MT A unit of explosive force equal to that of 

one million metric tons of TNT.   —megùa·tonÙnage (-tƒnÙVj) n. 

meg·a·vi·ta·min (mHgùN-vXÙtN-mVn) n.  A dose of a vitamin greatly exceeding 

the amount required to maintain health. 

meg·a·volt (mHgùN-voltÙ) n.  Abbr. MV One million volts.   
—megùa·voltÙage n. 

meg·a·watt (mHgùN-wmtÙ) n.  Abbr. MW One million watts.   —megùa·wat-
tÙage n. 

me generation (mK jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  The younger people of the 1970’s, 

viewed as self-centered and self-indulgent. 

Me·gid·do (mV-gVdùo)  An ancient city of northwest Palestine on the southern 

edge of the Plain of Esdraelon. It was the scene of many battles throughout early 

history because of its strategic position on the route connecting Egypt with Meso-

potamia. 

Me·gil·lah (mN-gVlùN) n.  1. Judaism. The scroll containing the biblical narrative 

of the Book of Esther, traditionally read in synagogues to celebrate the festival of 

Purim.  2. megillah. Slang. A tediously detailed or embroidered account:  told us 

the whole megillah.  [Hebrew megillâ, scroll, from g7lal, to roll.]

Me·grez (mKùgrHzÙ) n.  A star in the Big Dipper.  [Short for Arabic maSriz aB-

Banab ad-dubb al-Akbar, the root of the tail of the greater bear.]



me·grim (mKùgrVm) n.  1.  See migraine.  2.  Often megrims. A caprice or 

fancy.  3. megrims. Depression or unhappiness: “If these megrims are the effect 

of Love, thank Heaven, I never knew what it was” (Samuel Richardson).  [Middle 

English migrem, variant of migraine. See MIGRAINE.]

Me·he·met A·li (mV-hHmùHt ä-lKù, m7ùmHt)  See Mohammed Ali. 
Mehl·ville (mHlùvVlÙ)  A community of east-central Missouri, a suburb of St. 

Louis. Population, 27,557. 

Meigh·en (mKùNn), Arthur. 1874-1960.  Canadian politician who served as 

prime minister (1920-1921 and 1926). 

Mei·ji (m7ùjKÙ)  See Mutsuhito. 
mei·o·sis (mX-oùsVs) n.  pl. mei·o·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Genetics. The process of cell 

division in sexually reproducing organisms that reduces the number of chromo-

somes in reproductive cells, leading to the production of gametes in animals and 

spores in plants.  2. Rhetorical understatement.  [Greek meiosis, diminution, 

from meioun, to diminish, from meion, less. See mei-2 in Appendix.] 
—mei·otùic (-mtùVk) adj.  —mei·otùi·cal·ly adv. 

Me·ir (mXùNr, m7-Krù), Golda. 1898-1978.  Russian-born Israeli politician. After 

living in the United States (1906-1921), she moved to Palestine and later served as 

minister of labor (1949-1956), foreign minister (1956-1966), and prime minister 

(1969-1974) of Israel. 

Meis·sen1 (mXùsNn)  A city of east-central Germany on the Elbe River northwest 

of Dresden. Its porcelain industry dates to the early 18th century. Population, 

38,710. 

Meis·sen2 (mXùsNn) n.  A delicate porcelain ware originally made in Meissen, 

Germany. 

Meis·so·nier (m7ÙsNn-y7ù, -sôn-), Jean Louis Ernest. 1815-1891.  French 

painter noted for his genre and military scenes, such as La Barricade (1848). 

Meis·ter·sing·er (mXsùtNr-sVngÙNr) n.  pl. Meistersinger or 

Meis·ter·sing·ers. A member of one of the guilds organized in the principal cit-

ies of Germany in the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries to establish competitive stan-

dards for the composition and performance of music and poetry.  Also called 

mastersinger [German, from Middle High German  : meister, master (from Old 

High German meistar, from Latin magister); see MASTER + singer, singer (from sin-

gen, to sing, from Old High German singan); see sengwh- in Appendix.]

Meit·ner (mXtùnNr), Lise. 1878-1968.  Austrian-born Swedish physicist and pio-

neer in the study of nuclear fission. 

Mek·nes (mHk-nHsù)  A city of northern Morocco west-southwest of Fez. A cap-

ital of Moroccan sultans after c. 1672, it was once known as “the Versailles of 

Morocco” for its palatial buildings and splendid gardens. Population, 319,783. 

Me·kong (m7ùkôngù, -kmngù)  A river of southeast Asia flowing about 4,183 km 

(2,600 mi) from southeast China to the South China Sea through a vast delta in 



southern Vietnam. The delta, a major rice-growing area, was the scene of heavy 

fighting during the Vietnam War. 

mel·a·mine (mHlùN-mKnÙ) n.  1. A white crystalline compound, C3H6N6, used 

in making melamine resins and for tanning leather.  2. A plastic made from such 

resin.  [Melam, distillate of ammonium thiocyanate + AMINE.]

melamine resin (mHlùN-mKnÙ rHzùVn) n.  A thermosetting resin used for 

molded products, adhesives, and surface coatings. 

melan- pref.  Variant of melano-. 
mel·an·cho·li·a (mHlÙNn-koùlK-N) n.  Psychiatry. A mental disorder character-

ized by severe depression, apathy, and withdrawal.  [Late Latin, melancholy. See 

MELANCHOLY.] —melÙan·choùli·ac (-lK-4kÙ) adj.  & n. 

mel·an·chol·ic (mHlÙNn-kmlùVk) adj.  1. Affected with or subject to melancholy.  

2. Of or relating to melancholia.   —melÙan·cholùic n.  —melÙan·cholùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

mel·an·chol·y (mHlùNn-kmlÙK) n.  1. Sadness or depression of the spirits; 

gloom: “There is melancholy in the wind and sorrow in the grass” (Charles Kuralt).  

2. Pensive reflection or contemplation.  3. Archaic. a. Black bile.  b. An emo-

tional state characterized by sullenness and outbreaks of violent anger, believed to 

arise from black bile.    —  adj.  1. Affected with or marked by depression of the 

spirits; sad.  See Synonyms at sad.  2. Tending to promote sadness or gloom:  a 

letter with some melancholy news.  3. Pensive; thoughtful.  [Middle English melan-

colie, from Old French, from Late Latin melancholia, from Greek melankholia : 

melas, melan-, black + kholK, bile; see ghel-2 in Appendix.] —melùan·cholÙi·ly 
adv.  —melùan·cholÙi·ness n. 

Me·lanch·thon (mN-l4ngkùthNn, m7-länKHùtôn), Philipp. Originally Philipp 

Schwarzerd. 1497-1560.  German theologian and a leader of the German Refor-

mation. A friend of Martin Luther, he wrote Loci Communes (1521), the first 

extensive treatise on Protestant doctrine. 

Mel·a·ne·sia (mHlÙN-nKùzhN, -shN)  A division of Oceania in the southwest 

Pacific Ocean comprising the islands northeast of Australia and south of the 

equator. It includes the Solomon Islands, New Hebrides, New Caledonia, the Bis-

marck Archipelago, various other island groups, and sometimes New Guinea. 

Mel·a·ne·sian (mHlÙN-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Of or relating to Melanesia or its 

peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A member of any of the indigenous 

peoples of Melanesia.  2. A subfamily of the Austronesian languages that includes 

the languages of Melanesia. 

mé·lange also me·lange (m7-läNzhù) n.  A mixture: “[a] building crowned with 

a mélange of antennae and satellite dishes” (Howard Kaplan).  [French, from Old 

French meslance, from mesler, to mix. See MEDDLE.]

me·lan·ic (mN-l4nùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or exhibiting melanism.  2. Of, 

relating to, or affected with melanosis; melanotic. 



mel·a·nin (mHlùN-nVn) n.  Any of a group of naturally occurring dark pigments, 

especially the pigment found in skin, hair, fur, and feathers. 

mel·a·nism (mHlùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1.  See melanosis.  2. Dark coloration of the 

skin, hair, fur, or feathers because of a high concentration of melanin.   
—melÙa·nisùtic adj. 

mel·a·nite (mHlùN-nXtÙ) n.  A black variety of garnet.   —melÙa·nitùic (-nVtùVk) 

adj. 

melano-  or melan- pref.  Black; dark:  melanin.  [Greek, from melas, melan-, 

black.]

mel·a·no·blast (mHlùN-no-bl4stÙ, mN-l4nùN-) n.  A precursor cell of a melano-

cyte or melanophore.   —melÙa·no·blasùtic adj. 

mel·a·no·cyte (mHlùN-no-sXtÙ) n.  An epidermal cell capable of synthesizing 

melanin. 

mel·a·no·cyte-stim·u·lat·ing hormone (mHlùN-no-sXtÙstVmÙyN-l7ÙtVng 

hôrùmonÙ, mN-l4nùN-) n.  Abbr. MSH A hormone secreted by the pituitary gland 

that regulates skin color in human beings and other vertebrates by stimulating 

melanin synthesis in melanocytes and melanin granule dispersal in melano-

phores.  Also called intermedin 

mel·a·noid (mHlùN-noidÙ) adj.  1. Of or related to melanin; black-pigmented.  

2. Of or affected with melanosis.   —melùa·noidÙ n. 

mel·a·no·ma (mHlÙN-noùmN) n.  pl. mel·a·no·mas or mel·a·no·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). Pathology. A dark-pigmented, usually malignant tumor arising from a mel-

anocyte and occurring most commonly in the skin. 

mel·a·no·phore (mHlùN-nN-fôrÙ, -forÙ, mN-l4nùN-) n.  A pigment cell that con-

tains melanin, especially as found in the skin of amphibians and reptiles. 

mel·a·no·sis (mHlÙN-noùsVs) n.  pl. mel·a·no·ses (-sKz). Abnormally dark pig-

mentation of the skin or other tissues, resulting from a disorder of pigment 

metabolism.  Also called melanism  —melÙa·notùic (-nmtùVk) adj. 

mel·a·nous (mHlùN-nNs) adj.  Having a swarthy or black complexion and black 

hair.   —melÙa·nosùi·ty (-nmsùV-tK) n. 

mel·a·phyre (mHlùN-fXrÙ) n.  A dark igneous porphyry embedded with feldspar 

crystals.  [French mélaphyre : Greek melas, black + French porphyre, porphyry 

(from Medieval Latin porphyrium); see PORPHYRY.]

mel·a·to·nin (mHlÙN-toùnVn) n.  A hormone derived from serotonin and pro-

duced by the pineal gland that stimulates color change in the epidermis of 

amphibians and reptiles but whose function in mammals is not clear.  [Greek 

melas, black + TONE + -IN.]

Mel·ba (mHlùbN), Dame Nellie. Originally Helen Porter Mitchell. 1861-1931.  

Australian soprano primarily with London’s Covent Garden (1889-1926) and the 

Metropolitan Opera in New York City (1893-1911). 



Melba toast (mHlùbN tost) n.  Very thinly sliced crisp toast.  [After Dame Nel-
lie MELBA.]

WORD HISTORY: One might think that Helen Porter Mitchell has nothing

named after her until one learns that Mitchell’s stage name was Dame Nellie Mel-

ba, her last name being an allusion to her native city, Melbourne, Australia. This

famous opera singer of the late 19th and early 20th century inspired others to

honor her by naming things, such as “soaps and sauces, ribbons and ruffles,” after

her. Perhaps the most well known of such honors are Melba toast and peach Mel-

ba. Auguste Escoffier, the famous chef, is thought to have had a hand in both.

Melba toast is said to be derived from the crisp toast that was part of her diet

during the year 1897, a year in which she was very ill. It was supposedly named

toast Melba by César Ritz, the hotel proprietor, in a conversation with Escoffier.

Pêche Melba was supposedly created by Escoffier in 1892 for a party honoring her

at the Savoy Hotel in London, although neither Escoffier nor Melba agrees with

this version. Peach Melba is first recorded in English in 1905 (in the form Pêches

à la Melba and Melba toast) in 1925.

Mel·bourne (mHlùbNrn)  1. A city of southeast Australia southwest of Can-

berra. Settled in 1835, it was the seat of the Australian federal government from 

1901 to 1927. The Summer Olympics were held here in 1956. Metropolitan area 

population, 2,722,817.  2. A city of east-central Florida on Indian River south of 

Cocoa Beach. It is a winter resort with varied light industries. Population, 59,646. 

Mel·bourne (mHlùbNrn), Second Viscount Title of William Lamb. 1779-1848.  

British politician who served as prime minister (1834 and 1835-1841) during the 

early reign of Victoria. 

Mel·chers (mHlùchNrz), Gari. 1860-1932.  American painter of genre scenes, 

religious works, and the murals The Arts of War and The Arts of Peace (1893). 

Mel·chi·or (mHlùkK-ôrÙ)  In the New Testament, one of the three wise men from 

the East who came bearing gifts for the infant Jesus, guided by the Star of Bethle-

hem. 

Mel·chi·or (mHlùkK-ôrÙ), Lauritz Lebrecht Hommel. 1890-1973.  Danish-

born American operatic tenor noted for his Wagnerian roles, especially with the 

Metropolitan Opera in New York City (1926-1950). 

Mel·chite (mHlùkXt) n.  Variant of Melkite. 
Mel·chiz·e·dek1 (mHl-kVzùV-dHkÙ)  In the Old Testament, the high priest and 

king of Salem who blessed Abraham. 

Mel·chiz·e·dek2 (mHl-kVzùV-dHkÙ) n.  Mormon Church. The higher order of 

priesthood.  [After MELCHIZEDEK
1.] —Mel·chizùe·dekÙ adj. 

meld1 (mHld) Games. v.  meld·ed, meld·ing, melds.  —  v.  tr. To declare or 

display (a card or combination of cards in a hand) for inclusion in one’s score in 



various card games, such as pinochle.   —  v.  intr. To present a meld.   —  n.  A 

combination of cards to be declared for a score.  [Probably German melden, to 

announce, from Middle High German, from Old High German meldon.]

meld2 (mHld) v.  meld·ed, meld·ing, melds.  —  v.  tr. To cause to merge: “a 

professional position that seemed to meld all his training” (Art Jahnke).   —  v.  intr. 

To become merged.   —  n.  A blend or merger: “a meld of diverse ethnic stocks” 

(Kenneth L. Woodward).  [Perhaps blend of MELT, and WELD
2.]

me·lee (m7ùl7Ù, m7-l7ù) also mê·lée (mH-l7ù) n.  1. a. Confused, hand-to-hand 

fighting in a pitched battle.  b. A violent free-for-all.  See Synonyms at brawl.   
2. A confused, tumultuous mingling, as of a crowd:  the rush-hour melee.  [French 

mêlée, from Old French meslee, past participle of mesler, to mix. See MEDDLE.]

me·le·na (mN-lKùnN) n.  A condition marked by black, tarry stool or vomit com-

posed largely of blood that has been acted on by gastric juices, resulting from a 

hemorrhage along the digestive tract.  [New Latin melKna, from Greek melaina, 

feminine of melas, black.]

mel·ic (mHlùVk) adj.  Of or relating to verse that is intended to be sung, especially 

Greek lyric verse of the seventh to fifth century B.C.  [Greek melikos, from melos, 

song.]

Me·lil·la (m7-lKlùyä)  A Spanish city on the Mediterranean coast of northeast 

Morocco. Conquered by Spain c. 1496, it was the site of the army revolt that trig-

gered the Spanish Civil War in 1936. Population, 56,247. 

mel·i·lot (mHlùN-lmtÙ) n.  Any of several Old World plants of the genus Melilotus 

in the pea family, having compound leaves with three leaflets and narrow racemes 

of small white or yellow flowers.  Also called sweet clover [Middle English melilote, 

from Old French, from Latin melilotos, from Greek  : meli, honey; see melit- in 

Appendix + lotos, lotus.]

mel·io·rate (mKlùyN-r7tÙ, mKùlK-N-) v.  mel·io·rat·ed, mel·io·rat·ing, 
mel·io·rates.  —  v.  tr. To make better; improve.   —  v.  intr. To grow better.  

[Latin melior7re, melior7t-, from melior, better. See mel-2 in Appendix.] 
—melùio·ra·ble (-rN-bNl) adj.  —melùio·raÙtive adj. , n.  —melùio·raÙtor n. 

mel·io·ra·tion (mKlÙyN-r7ùshNn, mKÙlK-N-) n.  1. a. The act or process of 

improving something or the state of being improved.  b. An improvement.   

2. The linguistic process by which a word over a period of time grows more ele-

vated in meaning or more positive in connotation. 

mel·io·rism (mKlùyN-rVzÙNm, mKùlK-N-) n.  The belief that society has an innate 

tendency toward improvement and that this tendency may be furthered through 

conscious human effort.  [Latin melior, better; see mel-2 in Appendix + -ISM.] 
—melùio·rist n.  —melÙio·risùtic adj. 

me·lis·ma (mN-lVzùmN) n.  pl. me·lis·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or me·lis·mas. Music. A 

decorative passage of several notes sung to one syllable of text, as in Gregorian 



chant.  [Greek, melody, from melizein, to sing, from melos, song.] 
—melÙis·matùic (mHlÙVz-m4tùVk) adj. 

Mel·kite  or Mel·chite (mHlùkXt) n.  1. A member of the Christian churches in 

Egypt and Syria that accepted the Council of Chalcedon.  2. A member of a 

Christian church using the Byzantine rite and belonging to the patriarchates of 

Alexandria, Antioch, or Jerusalem, especially a Uniat Christian.  [New Latin 

MelchXtae, Melkites, from Medieval Greek Melkhitai, from Syriac malk7yê, royal-

ists, pl. of malk7, king.]

mel·lif·er·ous (mN-lVfùNr-Ns) also mel·lif·ic (-lVfùVk) adj.  Forming or bearing 

honey.  [From Latin mellifer : mel, mell-, honey; see melit- in Appendix + -fer, -

fer.]

mel·lif·lu·ent (mN-lVfùlu-Nnt) adj.  Mellifluous.   —mel·lifùlu·ent·ly adv. 

mel·lif·lu·ous (mN-lVfùlu-Ns) adj.  1. Flowing with sweetness or honey.  

2. Smooth and sweet: “polite and cordial, with a mellifluous, well-educated voice” 

(H.W. Crocker III).  [Middle English, from Late Latin mellifluus : Latin mel, mell-

, honey; see melit- in Appendix + Latin -fluus, flowing; see bhleu- in Appendix.] 
—mel·lifùlu·ous·ly adv.  —mel·lifùlu·ous·ness n. 

Mel·lon (mHlùNn), Andrew William. 1855-1937.  American financier and 

public official who served as U.S. secretary of the treasury (1921-1932) and 

endowed the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. 

mel·lo·phone (mHlùo-fonÙ) n.  Music. A brass wind instrument, similar to the 

French horn, often used in military or marching bands.  [MELLO(W) + -PHONE.]

mel·low (mHlùo) adj.  mel·low·er, mel·low·est. 1. a. Soft, sweet, juicy, and 

full-flavored because of ripeness:  a mellow fruit.  b. Suggesting softness or sweet-

ness: “The mellow air brought in the feel of imminent autumn” (Thomas Hardy).   

2. Rich and soft in quality:  a mellow sound; a mellow wine.  3. Having the gentle-

ness, wisdom, or tolerance often characteristic of maturity.  4. Relaxed and 

unhurried; easygoing:  a mellow friend; a mellow conversation.  5. Slang. 

a. Slightly and pleasantly intoxicated.  b. Pleasantly high from a drug, especially 

from smoking marijuana.   6. Moist, rich, soft, and loamy. Used of soil.   —  v.  tr. 

intr. mel·lowed, mel·low·ing, mel·lows. To make or become mellow.   
—phrasal verb. mellow out. Slang. To become genial and pleasant; relax: 

“The cowboy mellowed out when they read him a sweet letter from his wife” (Bobbie 

Ann Mason).  [Middle English melwe, perhaps from melowe, variant of mele, 

ground grain, meal. See MEAL
1.] —melùlow·ly adv.  —melùlow·ness n. 

me·lo·de·on (mN-loùdK-Nn) n.  Music. A small reed organ.  [Probably alteration 

of melodium, from MELODY.]

me·lod·ic (mN-lmdùVk) adj.  Music. Of, relating to, or containing melody.   
—me·lodùi·cal·ly adv. 



me·lo·di·ous (mN-loùdK-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or containing a pleasing 

succession of sounds; tuneful.  2. Agreeable to hear:  a melodious voice; the melo-

dious song of a bird.   —me·loùdi·ous·ly adv.  —me·loùdi·ous·ness n. 

mel·o·dize (mHlùN-dXzÙ) v.  mel·o·dized, mel·o·diz·ing, mel·o·diz·es. 
Music.  —  v.  tr. 1. To write a melody for (a song lyric).  2. To make melodious.   
—  v.  intr. To compose a melody.   —melùo·dizÙer, melùo·dist n. 

mel·o·dra·ma (mHlùN-dräÙmN, -dr4mÙN) n.  1. a. A drama, such as a play, film, 

or television program, characterized by exaggerated emotions, stereotypical char-

acters, and interpersonal conflicts.  b. The dramatic genre characterized by this 

treatment.   2. Behavior or occurrences having melodramatic characteristics.  

[Alteration of melodrame, from French mélodrame, spoken drama that includes 

some musical accompaniment, melodrama  : Greek melos, song + French drame, 

drama (from Late Latin dr7ma); see DRAMA.]

mel·o·dra·mat·ic (mHlÙN-drN-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Having the excitement and emo-

tional appeal of melodrama: “a melodramatic account of two perilous days spent 

among the planters” (Frank O. Gatell).  2. Exaggeratedly emotional or sentimen-

tal; histrionic: “Accuse me, if you will, of melodramatic embroidery” (Erskine 

Childers).  See Synonyms at dramatic.  3. Characterized by false pathos and sen-

timent.   —melÙo·dra·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

mel·o·dra·mat·ics (mHlÙN-drN-m4tùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). Melo-

dramatic theatrical performance.  2. (used with a pl. verb). Exaggeratedly emo-

tional behavior; histrionics. 

mel·o·dy (mHlùN-dK) n.  pl. mel·o·dies. 1. A pleasing succession or arrange-

ment of sounds.  2. Musical quality:  the melody of verse.  3. Music. a. A rhythmi-

cally organized sequence of single tones so related to one another as to make up a 

particular phrase or idea.  b. Structure with respect to the arrangement of single 

notes in succession.  c. The leading part or the air in a harmonic composition.   

4. A poem suitable for setting to music or singing.  [Middle English melodie, 

from Old French, from Late Latin melodia, from Greek meloidia, singing choral 

song  : melos, tune + aoidK, song; see wed-2 in Appendix.]

mel·oid (mHlùoidÙ, mHlùo-Vd) n.  See blister beetle.   —  adj.  Of or relating to 

blister beetles.  [From New Latin Meloidae, family name, from Meloe, type 

genus.]

mel·on (mHlùNn) n.  1. Any of several varieties of two related vines (Cucumis 

melo or Citrullus lanatus) widely cultivated for their edible fruit.  2. The fruit of 

any of these plants, having a hard rind and juicy flesh.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin mKlo, mKlon-, short for Latin mKlopepo, from Greek 

mKlopepon : mKlon, apple + pepon, gourd.]

mel·on·gene (mHlùNn-jKnÙ) n.  See eggplant (n., sense 1).  [French 

mélongène, from Old French melanjan, melonge, from Medieval Latin melongKna, 

from Old Italian melanzana, melongiane, from Medieval Greek melintzana, 



melanzana, alteration (influenced by Greek melas, dark), of Arabic b7Binj7n, 

from Persian b7ding7n.]

Me·los (mKùlôs)  See Milos. 
Mel·pom·e·ne (mHl-pmmùN-nKÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The Muse of tragedy. 

Mel·rose (mHlùrozÙ)  A city of northeast Massachusetts, a residential suburb of 

Boston. Population, 28,150. 

Melrose Park (mHlùrozÙ pärk)  A village of northeast Illinois, an industrial 

suburb of Chicago. Population, 20,859. 

melt (mHlt) v.  melt·ed, melt·ing, melts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be changed from a 

solid to a liquid state by application of heat or pressure or both.  2. To dissolve:  

Sugar melts in water.  3. To disappear or vanish gradually as if by dissolving:  The 

crowd melted away after the rally.  4. To pass or merge imperceptibly into some-

thing else:  Sea melted into sky along the horizon.  5. To become softened in feel-

ing:  Our hearts melted at the child’s tears.  6. Obsolete. To be overcome or crushed, 

as by grief, dismay, or fear.   —  v.  tr. 1. To change (a solid) to a liquid state by the 

application of heat or pressure or both.  2. To dissolve:  The tide melted our sand 

castle away.  3. To cause to disappear gradually; disperse.  4. To cause (units) to 

blend: “Here individuals of all races are melted into a new race of men” (Michel 

Guillaume Jean de Crèvecoeur).  5. To soften (someone’s feelings); make gentle 

or tender.   —  n.  1. A melted solid; a fused mass.  2. The state of being melted.  

3. a. The act or operation of melting.  b. The quantity melted at a single opera-

tion or in one period.   4. A usually open sandwich topped with melted cheese:  a 

tuna melt.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  glacial melt 

water; the summer melt season.  [Middle English melten, from Old English meltan. 

See mel-1 in Appendix.] —meltÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —meltùa·ble adj.  —meltùer n.  

—meltùing·ly adv.  —meltùy adj.  

SYNONYMS: melt, fuse, liquefy, thaw, deliquesce. These verbs mean to change

or cause to change into a liquid. Melt implies liquefaction caused principally by

heat: The candle softened and melted in the sun. I melted the butter in a saucepan.

Figuratively the term suggests gradual dispersion, dissipation, and disappearance:

“They melt like mist, the solid lands” (Tennyson). “The usual reserve of their man-

ner... has... melted away” (Thomas De Quincey). Melt can also mean to become

softened in feeling, as through pity, sympathy, or love: His heart melted at the sight

of the injured child. Fuse primarily suggests the union of different constituents,

such as two minerals, by or as if by heating: “It is the most formidable kind of

faith—the kind that is emotionally fused with national pride” (Conor Cruise

O’Brien). Liquefy, unlike the other terms in this group, is restricted to physical

processes but is used of both gases and solids: a process that is used to liquefy ni-

trogen. Thaw applies to the partial or complete melting of something, such as ice,

that is frozen; figuratively it suggests the softening or dissolution of something,



as of formality or reserve, likened to a frozen substance: “The short, shy manner

of their white-haired host thawed under the influence of Mrs. Elsmere’s racy, unaf-

fected ways” (Mrs. Humphry Ward). To deliquesce is to become liquid, usually

gradually, through absorption of moisture from the air: “Pure chloride of sodium

is not liable to deliquesce” (David Page).

melt·age (mHlùtVj) n.  1. The substance or quantity of a substance produced by a 

melting process.  2. The act or process of melting. 

melt·down (mHltùdounÙ) n.  1. Severe overheating of a nuclear reactor core, 

resulting in melting of the core and escape of radiation.  2. Informal. A situation 

likened to the melting of a nuclear reactor core: “After several corporate melt-

downs, only two reporters remain in [the] bureau” (David Fitzpatrick). 

melt·ing point (mHlùtVng point) n.  Abbr. mp, m.p. Chemistry. 1. The tem-

perature at which a solid becomes a liquid at standard atmospheric pressure.  

2. The temperature at which a solid and its liquid are in equilibrium, at any fixed 

pressure. 

melting pot (mHlùtVng pmt) n.  1. A container in which a substance is melted.  

2. A place where immigrants of different cultures or races form an integrated 

society: “Canadians... liked to think of their country as a mosaic rather than a melt-

ing pot” (Kenneth McNaught). 

mel·ton (mHlùtNn) n.  A heavy woolen cloth used chiefly for making overcoats 

and hunting jackets.  [After Melton Mowbray, an urban district of central 

England.]

Mel·ville (mHlùvVl), Herman. 1819-1891.  American writer whose experiences 

at sea provided the factual basis of his allegorical masterpiece Moby Dick (1851), 

considered among the greatest American novels. His other works include short 

stories, such as “Bartleby the Scrivener” (1856), and the novella Billy Budd (pub-

lished 1924).   —Mel·vilùle·an (-vVlùK-Nn) adj. 

Melville, Lake.  A saltwater lake of Newfoundland, Canada, in southeast Labra-

dor. It receives the Churchill River in Goose Bay, its southwest arm. 

Melville Island (mHlùvVl XùlNnd)  1. An island of northern Australia in the 

Timor Sea.  2. An island of northern Northwest Territories, Canada, in the Queen 

Elizabeth Islands north of Victoria Island. It was discovered by the British 

explorer Sir William Parry in 1819. 

Melville Peninsula (mHlùvVl pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of eastern Northwest 

Territories, Canada, between Foxe Basin and an arm of the Gulf of Boothia. It is 

separated from Baffin Island by a narrow strait. 

mem (mHm) n.  The 13th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew, perhaps from 

mayXm, water.]

mem. abbr.  1. Member.  2. Memoir.  3. Memorandum.  4. Memorial. 



mem·ber (mHmùbNr) n.  Abbr. mem. 1. A distinct part of a whole, especially: 

a. Linguistics. A syntactic unit of a sentence; a clause.  b. Logic. A proposition of a 

syllogism.  c. Mathematics. An element in a set.   2. A part or an organ of a 

human or animal body, as: a. A limb, such as an arm or a leg.  b. The penis.   3. A 

part of a plant.  4. One that belongs to a group or an organization:  a club mem-

ber; a bank that is a member of the FDIC.  5. Mathematics. The expression on 

either side of an equality sign.  6. A structural unit, such as a beam or wall.  [Mid-

dle English membre, from Old French, from Latin membrum.]

member firm (mHmùbNr fûrm) n.  A securities firm with officers or partners 

who are members of an organized exchange. 

mem·ber·ship (mHmùbNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The state of being a member.  2. The 

total number of members in a group:  an organization with a growing membership. 

mem·brane (mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  1. Biology. a. A thin, pliable layer of tissue cover-

ing surfaces or separating or connecting regions, structures, or organs of an ani-

mal or a plant.  b. Cell membrane.   2. A piece of parchment.  3. Chemistry. A 

thin sheet of natural or synthetic material that is permeable to substances in solu-

tion.  [Latin membr7na, skin, from membrum, member of the body.] 
—memùbra·nal (-brN-nNl) adj. 

membrane bone (mHmùbr7nÙ bon) n.  A bone that forms directly in mem-

branous connective tissue, as some cranial bones, instead of developing from car-

tilage. 

mem·bra·nous (mHmùbrN-nNs) adj.  1. Relating to, made of, or similar to a 

membrane.  2. Pathology. Characterized by the formation of a membrane or a 

layer similar to a membrane. 

membranous labyrinth (mHmùbrN-nNs l4bùN-rVnthÙ) n.  The fluid-filled 

membranous sacs of the inner ear that are associated with the senses of hearing 

and balance. 

Me·mel (m7ùmNl)  See Klaipeda. 
me·men·to (mN-mHnùto) n.  pl. me·men·tos or me·men·toes. A reminder of 

the past; a keepsake.  [Middle English, commemoration of the living or the dead 

in the Canon of the Mass, from Latin memento, imperative of meminisse, to 

remember. See men-1 in Appendix.]

memento mo·ri (mN-mHnùto môrùK) n.  pl. memento mori. 1. A reminder 

of death or mortality, especially a death’s-head.  2. A reminder of human failures 

or errors.  [Medieval Latin *memento morX, be mindful of dying  : Latin memento, 

imperative of meminisse, to remember + Latin morX, to die.]

Mem·ling (mHmùlVng) also Mem·linc (-lVngk), Hans. 1430?-1494.  Flemish 

painter of portraits and, more notably, religious works, such as the triptych Ado-

ration of the Magi (1479). 

Mem·non (mHmùnmnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. An Ethiopian king killed by Achil-

les and made immortal by Zeus. 



mem·o (mHmùo) n.  pl. mem·os. Informal. A memorandum. 

mem·oir (mHmùwärÙ, -wôrÙ) n.  Abbr. mem. 1. An account of the personal 

experiences of an author.  2.  Often memoirs. An autobiography.  3. A biogra-

phy or biographical sketch.  4. A report, especially on a scientific or scholarly 

topic.  5. memoirs. The report of the proceedings of a learned society.  [French 

mémoire, from Old French memoire, memory. See MEMORY.] —memùoir·ist n. 

mem·o·ra·bil·i·a (mHmÙNr-N-bVlùK-N, -bVlùyN) pl.n.  1. Objects valued for their 

connection with historical events, culture, or entertainment:  posters, publicity 

photographs, and other movie memorabilia.  2. Events or experiences worthy of 

remembrance:  a book containing the memorabilia of a life in the theater.  [Latin 

memor7bilia, neuter pl. of memor7bilis, memorable. See MEMORABLE.]

mem·o·ra·ble (mHmùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Worth being remembered or noted; 

remarkable: “memoirs of people who never had a memorable thought” (George F. 

Will).  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin memor7bilis, from 

memor7re, to bring to remembrance, from memor, mindful. See (s)mer-1 in 

Appendix.] —memÙo·ra·bilùi·ty, memùo·ra·ble·ness n.  —memùo·ra·bly 
adv. 

mem·o·ran·dum (mHmÙN-r4nùdNm) n.  pl. me·mo·ran·dums or 

me·mo·ran·da (-dN). Abbr. mem. 1. A short note written as a reminder.  2. A 

written record or communication, as in a business office.  3. Law. A short written 

statement outlining the terms of an agreement, a transaction, or a contract.  4. A 

business statement made by a consignor about a shipment of goods that may be 

returned.  5. A brief, unsigned diplomatic communication.  [Middle English, to 

be remembered: used as a manuscript notation, from Latin, neuter sing. gerun-

dive of memor7re, to bring to remembrance. See MEMORABLE.]

me·mo·ri·al (mN-môrùK-Nl, -morù-) n.  Abbr. mem. 1. Something, such as a 

monument or holiday, intended to celebrate or honor the memory of a person or 

an event.  2. A written statement of facts or a petition presented to a legislative 

body or an executive.   —  adj.  1. Serving as a remembrance of a person or an 

event; commemorative.  2. Of, relating to, or being in memory.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin memori7le, from neuter of Latin memori7lis, 

belonging to memory, from memoria, memory. See MEMORY.] —me·moùri·al·ly 
adv. 

Me·mo·ri·al Day (mN-môrùK-Nl d7, -morù-) n.  May 30, observed in the United 

States in commemoration of those members of the armed forces killed in war. It 

is officially observed on the last Monday in May.  Also called Decoration Day 

me·mo·ri·al·ist (mN-môrùK-N-lVst, -morù-) n.  1. A person who writes mem-

oirs.  2. A person who writes or signs a memorial. 

me·mo·ri·al·ize (mN-môrùK-N-lXzÙ, mN-morù-) v.  tr. me·mo·ri·al·ized, 
me·mo·ri·al·iz·ing, me·mo·ri·al·iz·es. 1. To provide a memorial for; com-



memorate.  2. To present a memorial to; petition.   —me·moÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-

N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —me·moùri·al·izÙer n. 

memorial park (mN-môrùK-Nl pärk) n.  A cemetery. 

mem·o·rize (mHmùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mem·o·rized, mem·o·riz·ing, 
mem·o·riz·es. 1. To commit to memory; learn by heart.  2. Computer Science. 

To store in memory: “Some programmable phones can now memorize up to 100 

numbers” (Time).   —memùo·rizÙa·ble adj.  —memÙo·ri·zaùtion (-rV-z7ùshNn) 

n.  —memùo·rizÙer n. 

mem·o·ry (mHmùN-rK) n.  pl. mem·o·ries. 1. The mental faculty of retaining 

and recalling past experience.  2. The act or an instance of remembering; recol-

lection:  spent the afternoon lost in memory.  3. All that a person can remember:  It 

hasn’t happened in my memory.  4. Something remembered:  pleasant childhood 

memories.  5. The fact of being remembered; remembrance:  dedicated to their 

grandparents’ memory.  6. The period of time covered by the remembrance or rec-

ollection of a person or group of persons:  within the memory of humankind.  

7. Biology. Persistent modification of behavior resulting from an animal’s experi-

ence.  8. Computer Science. a. A unit of a computer that preserves data for 

retrieval.  b. Capacity for storing information:  two million bytes of memory.   

9. Statistics. The set of past events affecting a given event in a stochastic process.  

10. The capacity of a material, such as plastic or metal, to return to a previous 

shape after deformation.  [Middle English memorie, from Anglo-French, from 

Latin memoria, from memor, mindful. See (s)mer-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: memory, remembrance, recollection, reminiscence. These nouns

denote the act or an instance of remembering, or something remembered. Mem-

ory is the faculty of retaining and reviving impressions or recalling past experi-

ences: He has a bad memory for facts and figures. “Even memory is not necessary

for love” (Thornton Wilder). The word also applies to something recalled to the

mind, a sense in which it often suggests a personal, cherished quality: “My earliest

memories were connected with the South” (Thomas B. Aldrich). Remembrance most

often denotes the process or act of recalling: The remembrance of his humiliation

was almost too painful to bear. Recollection is sometimes interchangeable with

memory: My recollection of the incident differs from yours. Often, though, the term

suggests a deliberate, concentrated effort to remember: After a few minutes’ rec-

ollection she produced the answer. Reminiscence is the act or process of recollecting

past experiences or events within one’s personal knowledge: “Her mind seemed

wholly taken up with reminiscences of past gaiety” (Charlotte Brontë). When the

word refers to what is remembered, it may involve the sharing of the recollection

with another or others: They spent some time in reminiscence before turning to the

business that had brought them together.



memory engram (mHmùN-rK Hnùgr4mÙ) n.  An engram. 

memory trace (mHmùN-rK tr7s) n.  An engram. 

Mem·phis (mHmùfVs)  1. An ancient city of Egypt south of Cairo. Reputedly 

founded by Menes, the first king of united Egypt, it retained its primacy until the 

conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great. Its remains include an extensive 

necropolis.  2. A city of southwest Tennessee on the Mississippi River near the 

Mississippi border. Established and named (1819) by Andrew Jackson on the site 

of a fort built in 1797, it was an important Union base after its capture by federal 

troops in 1862 during the Civil War. Memphis is today a major port and a tourist 

center famous for its associations with blues music. Population, 610,337. 

mem·sa·hib (mHmùsäÙVb) n.  Used formerly as a form of respectful address for 

a European woman in colonial India.  [MA’AM + SAHIB.]

men (mHn) n.  Plural of man. 
men- pref.  Variant of meno-. 
men·ace (mHnùVs) n.  1. a. A possible danger; a threat:  the menace of nuclear 

war.  b. The act of threatening.   2. A troublesome or annoying person:  a toddler 

who was a menace in a shop full of crystal.   —  v.  men·aced, men·ac·ing, 
men·ac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To utter threats against.  2. To constitute a threat to; 

endanger.  See Synonyms at threaten.   —  v.  intr. To make threats.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *min7cia, sing. of Latin min7ciæ, 

threats, menaces, from min7x, min7c-, threatening, from min7rX, to threaten, 

from minae, threats. See men-2 in Appendix.] —menùac·er n.  

—menùac·ing·ly adv. 

men·a·di·one (mHnÙN-dXùonÙ) n.  A yellow crystalline powder, C11H8O2, used 

in medicine as a vitamin K supplement.  [ME(THYL) + NA(PHTHALENE) + DI-1 + -

ONE.]

mé·nage (m7-näzhù) n.  1. People living together as a unit; a household.  2. The 

management of a household.  [French, from Old French, from maneir, to stay, 

from Latin manKre, to remain. See REMAIN.]

ménage à trois (m7-näzhù ä trwäù) n.  A relationship wherein three people, 

such as a married couple and a lover, live together.  [French  : ménage, household 

+ à, for + trois, three.]

me·nag·er·ie (mN-n4jùN-rK, -n4zhù-) n.  1. a. A collection of live wild animals 

on exhibition.  b. An enclosure in which wild animals are kept.   2. A diverse or 

miscellaneous group.  [French ménagerie, from Old French menage, ménage. See 

MÉNAGE.]

Me·nan·der (mN-n4nùdNr), 342-292 B.C.  Greek dramatist whose romantic 

works were influential in the development of comedy. 

me·nar·che (mN-närùkK) n.  The first menstrual period, usually occurring dur-

ing puberty.  [MEN(O)- + Greek arkhK, beginning (from arkhein, to begin).] 
—me·narùche·al adj. 



men-at-arms (mHnÙNt-ärmzù) n.  Plural of man-at-arms. 
men·a·zon (mHnùN-zmnÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, C6H8N5O2PS2, 

used as an insecticide against aphids.  [(DI)ME(THYL) + (DIAMI)N(E) + (TRI)AZ(INE) 

+ (thi)on(ate), salt or ester of a thionic acid (THION- + -ATE
2).]

men-chil·dren (mHnù chVlÙdrNn) n.  Plural of man-child. 
Men·ci·us (mHnùshK-Ns), Originally Meng·zi (mœngùzKù) Fourth century B.C.  

Chinese Confucian philosopher who taught that man is innately good and that 

one’s nature can be enhanced or perverted by one’s environment. 

Menck·en (mHngùkNn), H(enry) L(ouis). 1880-1956.  American editor and 

critic. A founder and editor (1924-1933) of the American Mercury, he wrote essays 

of vitriolic social criticism, often directed toward the complacent middle class.   
—Menck·eùni·an (mHng-kKùnK-Nn) adj. 

mend (mHnd) v.  mend·ed, mend·ing, mends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make repairs 

or restoration to; fix.  2. To reform or correct:  mend one’s ways.   —  v.  intr. 

1. a. To improve in health or condition:  The patient is mending well.  b. To heal:  

The bone mended in a month.   2. To make repairs or corrections.   —  n.  1. The 

act of mending:  did a neat mend on the sock.  2. A mended place:  You can’t tell 

where the mend is.   —idioms. mend fences. To improve poor relations, espe-

cially in politics: “Whatever thoughts he may have entertained about mending some 

fences with [them] were banished” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  on the mend. 
Improving, especially in health.  [Middle English menden, short for amenden, to 

amend. See AMEND.] —mendùa·ble adj.  —mendùer n. 

men·da·cious (mHn-d7ùshNs) adj.  1. Lying; untruthful:  a mendacious child.  

2. False; untrue:  a mendacious statement.  See Synonyms at dishonest.  [From 

Latin mend7cium, lie, from mend7x, mend7c-, mendacious.] —men·daùcious·ly 
adv. 

men·dac·i·ty (mHn-d4sùV-tK) n.  pl. men·dac·i·ties. 1. The condition of being 

mendacious; untruthfulness.  2. A lie; a falsehood. 

Men·del (mHnùdl), Gregor Johann. 1822-1884.  Austrian botanist and 

founder of the science of genetics. Through years of experiments with plants, 

chiefly garden peas, he discovered the principle of the inheritance of characteris-

tics through the combination of genes from parent cells. 

Men·de·le·ev (mHnÙdN-l7ùNf, myVn-dV-lKùyHf), Dmitri Ivanovich. 1834-1907.  

Russian chemist who first devised and published the periodic table of the ele-

ments (1869). 

men·de·le·vi·um (mHnÙdN-lKùvK-Nm) n.  Symbol Md A synthetic radioactive 

transuranium element of the actinide series. Atomic number 101; mass numbers 

255 and 256; half-lives approximately 30 minutes (Md 255) and 1.5 hours (Md 

256).  [After Dmitri Ivanovich MENDELEEV.]

Men·de·li·an (mHn-dKùlK-Nn, -dKlùyNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating Gre-

gor Mendel or his theories of genetics. 



Men·del·ism (mHnùdl-VzÙNm) also Men·de·li·an·ism (mHn-dKùlK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  

The theoretical principles of heredity formulated by Gregor Mendel; Mendel’s 

laws. 

Men·del’s law (mHnùdlz lô) n.  1. One of two principles of heredity first for-

mulated by Gregor Mendel, founded on his experiments with pea plants and stat-

ing that the members of a pair of homologous chromosomes segregate during 

meiosis and are distributed to different gametes.  Also called law of segregation 

2. The second of these two principles, stating that each member of a pair of 

homologous chromosomes segregates during meiosis independently of the mem-

bers of other pairs, so that alleles carried on different chromosomes are distrib-

uted randomly to the gametes.  Also called law of independent assortment 

Men·dels·sohn (mHnùdl-sNn, -zonÙ), Felix. Full name Jakob Ludwig Felix 

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. 1809-1847.  German conductor, pianist, and composer 

of works characterized by emotional restraint and classical form. They include 

the Reformation (1830), Italian (1833), and Scotch (1842) symphonies. 

Men·dels·sohn (mHnùdl-sNn, -zonÙ), Moses. 1729-1786.  German philoso-

pher noted for his writings on the inborn ability of human beings to recognize 

beauty, truth, and goodness. His influence and works aided the assimilation of 

Jews into German society. 

Men·den (mHnùdNn)  A city of west-central Germany east-southeast of Dort-

mund. It is an industrial center. Population, 51,959. 

Men·de·res (mHnÙdN-rHsù)  A river of western Turkey flowing about 402 km 

(250 mi) southwest and west to the Aegean Sea. In ancient times it was called the 

Maeander and was legendary for its winding course. 

Men·dès-France (mHnÙdVs-fr4nsÙ, mäN-dHs-fräNsù), Pierre. 1907-1982.  

French politician who as prime minister (1954-1955) negotiated the withdrawal 

of France from Indochina and resigned when his liberal policies on the North 

African colonies were rejected. 

men·di·cant (mHnùdV-kNnt) adj.  Depending on alms for a living; practicing 

begging.   —  n.  1. A beggar.  2. A member of an order of friars forbidden to 

own property in common, who work or beg for their living.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin mendXc7ns, mendXcant- present participle of 

mendXc7re, to beg, from mendXcus, needy, beggar, from mendum, physical defect.] 
—menùdi·can·cy, men·dicùi·ty (-dVsùV-tK)  n. 

mend·ing (mHnùdVng) n.  Clothes and other articles that must be repaired:  We 

let the mending accumulate until Wednesday. 

Men·do·ci·no (mHnÙdN-sKùno), Cape. A promontory of northwest California 

south-southwest of Eureka. First sighted by a Spanish explorer in 1542, it is the 

westernmost extremity of the state. 



Men·do·za (mHn-doùzN, -dôùsä)  A city of western Argentina east-northeast of 

Santiago, Chile. Founded c. 1560, it was part of Chile until 1776. Population, 

118,427. 

Men·do·za (mHn-doùzN, -dôùthä), Antonio de. 1485?-1552.  Spanish colonial 

administrator who was viceroy of the Mexican territories (1535-1550) and Peru 

(1551-1552). In 1535 he introduced the printing press to the New World. 

men·eer (mN-nîrù) n.  Variant of mynheer. 
Men·e·la·us (mHnÙN-l7ùNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The king of Sparta at the time 

of the Trojan War; husband of Helen and brother of Agamemnon. 

Men·e·lik II (mHnùN-lVk), 1844-1913.  Ethiopian emperor (1889-1913) who 

established independence from Italy and expanded Ethiopia’s borders through 

military conquests. 

Me·nén·dez de A·vi·lés (mN-nHnùdNs d7 äÙvN-l7sù, mH-nHnùdHth thH äÙvK-

lHsù), Pedro. 1519-1574.  Spanish colonizer who founded the city of St. August-

ine, Florida (1565). 

Me·nes (mKùnKz), fl. 3000 B.C.  King of Egypt who founded the first dynasty 

uniting Upper and Lower Egypt. 

men·folk (mHnùfokÙ)  or men·folks (-foksÙ) pl.n.  1. Men considered as a 

group.  2. The male members of a community or family. 

Meng·zi (mœngùzKù)  See Mencius. 
men·ha·den (mHn-h7dùn) n.  pl. menhaden or men·ha·dens. Any of several 

species of fish of the genus Brevoortia, especially B. tyrannus of American Atlantic 

and Gulf waters, used as a source of fish oil, fertilizer, and bait.  Also called moss-

bunker, pogy.  [Probably blend of Narragansett munnawhatteaûg, and English dia-

lectal poghaden (probably of Algonquian origin).]

men·hir (mHnùhîrÙ) n.  A prehistoric monument of a class found chiefly in the 

British Isles and northern France, consisting of a single tall, upright megalith.  

[French, from Breton  : men, stone (from Middle Breton) + hir, long (from Mid-

dle Breton).]

me·ni·al (mKùnK-Nl, mKnùyNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to work or a job regarded as 

servile.  2. Of, relating to, or appropriate for a servant.   —  n.  1. A servant, espe-

cially a domestic servant.  2. A person who has a servile or low nature.  [Middle 

English meinial, belonging to a household, from Anglo-Norman meignial, from 

meignee, household, from Vulgar Latin *m7nsion7ta, from Latin m7nsio, 

m7nsion-, house. See MANSION.] —meùni·al·ly adv. 

Mé·nière’s disease (m7n-yârzù dV-zKzù) n.  A pathological condition of the 

inner ear characterized by dizziness, ringing in the ears, and progressive loss of 

hearing.  Also called Ménière’s syndrome [After Prosper Ménière (1799-1862), 

French physician.]

mening- pref.  Variant of meningo-. 
me·nin·ge·al (mN-nVnùjK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or affecting the meninges. 



me·nin·ges (mN-nVnùjKz) n.  Plural of meninx. 
meningi- pref.  Variant of meningo-. 
me·nin·gi·o·ma (mN-nVnÙjK-oùmN) n.  pl. me·nin·gi·o·mas or 

me·nin·gi·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A slow-growing tumor of the meninges, occurring 

most often in adults.  [Short for meningothelioma : MENINGO- + (ENDO)THELIOMA.]

men·in·gi·tis (mHnÙVn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the meninges of the brain 

and the spinal cord, most often caused by a bacterial or viral infection and char-

acterized by fever, vomiting, intense headache, and stiff neck.   —menÙin·gitùic 
(-jVtùVk) adj. 

meningo-  or meningi-  or mening- pref.  Meninges:  meningococcus.  [From 

Greek mKninx, mKning-, meninx.]

me·nin·go·coc·cus (mN-nVngÙgN-kmkùNs, -nVnÙjN-) n.  pl. me·nin·go·coc·ci (-

kmkùsX, -kX). A bacterium (Neisseria meningitidis) that causes cerebrospinal men-

ingitis.   —me·ninÙgo·cocùcal (-kmkùNl), me·ninÙgo·cocùcic (-kmkùsVk)  adj. 

me·nin·go·en·ceph·a·li·tis (mN-nVngÙgo-Hn-sHfÙN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation 

of the brain and meninges.   —me·ninÙgo·en·cephÙa·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

me·ninx (mKùnVngks) n.  pl. me·nin·ges (mN-nVnùjKz). A membrane, especially 

one of the three membranes enclosing the brain and spinal cord in vertebrates.  

[Greek mKninx.]

me·nis·cus (mN-nVsùkNs) n.  pl. me·nis·ci (-nVsùX, -kX, -kK)  or me·nis·cus·es. 
1. A crescent-shaped body.  2. A concavo-convex lens.  3. The curved upper sur-

face of a nonturbulent liquid in a container that is concave if the liquid wets the 

container walls and convex if it does not.  4. Anatomy. A cartilage disk that acts as 

a cushion between the ends of bones that meet in a joint.  [New Latin, from Greek 

mKniskos, diminutive of mKnK, moon, month. See mK-2 in Appendix.] —me·nisù-
cal (-kNl), me·nisùcateÙ (-k4tÙ) , me·nisùcoidÙ (-koidÙ) , menÙis·coiùdal 
(mHnÙVs-koidùl)  adj. 

Men·ken (mHngùkNn), Adah Isaacs. 1835?-1868.  American actress and poet 

particularly noted for her role in the dramatization of Byron’s Mazeppa (1861). 

Men·lo Park (mHnùlo pärk)  1. A city of western California southeast of San 

Francisco. It is mainly residential. Population, 28,040.  2. An unincorporated 

community of central New Jersey north of New Brunswick. A memorial tower 

marks the site of the laboratory where Thomas Edison perfected the incandescent 

light bulb in 1879. 

Men·ning·er (mHnùVn-jNr)  Family of American psychiatrists, including 

Charles Frederick (1862-1953) and his sons Karl Augustus (1893-1990) and 

William Claire (1899-1966). The family founded the Menninger Clinic in 

Topeka, Kansas (1920), and the Menninger Foundation (1941), both dedicated to 

psychiatric treatment, research, training, and public education. 



Men·non·ite (mHnùN-nXtÙ) n.  A member of an Anabaptist church character-

ized particularly by simplicity of life, pacifism, and nonresistance.  [German 

Mennonit, after Menno Simons (1492-1559), Frisian religious leader.]

meno-  or men- pref.  1. Menstruation:  menarche.  2. Menses:  menorrhagia.  

[Greek, from mKn, month. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

men-of-war (mHnÙN-wôrù) n.  Plural of man-of-war. 
Me·nom·i·nee (mN-nmmùN-nK) n.  pl. Menominee or Me·nom·i·nees. 
1. a. A Native American people formerly inhabiting an area along the Menomi-

nee River, with a present-day population in northeast Wisconsin.  b. A member 

of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Menominee. 

Menominee River (mN-nmmùN-nK rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Upper Penin-

sula of northwest Michigan and flowing about 190 km (118 mi) southeast along 

the Michigan-Wisconsin border to Green Bay. 

Me·nom·o·nee Falls (mN-nmmùN-nK fôlz)  A village of southeast Wisconsin, 

a manufacturing suburb of Milwaukee. Population, 26,840. 

me·no mos·so (m7ùno môsùso, mHùno) adv.  & adj.  Music. At a lower speed. 

Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : meno, less + mosso, agitated.]

men·o·pause (mHnùN-pôzÙ) n.  The period marked by the natural and perma-

nent cessation of menstruation, occurring usually between the ages of 45 and 55.  

[New Latin mKnopausis : MENO- + Greek pausis, pause; see PAUSE.] 
—menÙo·pausùal adj. 

me·no·rah (mN-nôrùN, -norùN) n.  Judaism. 1. A nine-branched candelabrum 

used in celebration of Hanukkah.  2.  Often Menorah. A ceremonial seven-

branched candelabrum of the Jewish Temple symbolizing the seven days of the 

Creation.  [Hebrew mHnôrâ.]

Me·nor·ca (mN-nôrùkN, mH-nôrùkä)  See Minorca1. 
men·or·rha·gi·a (mHnÙN-r7ùjK-N) n.  Abnormally heavy or extended menstrual 

flow.   —menÙor·rhaùgic (-jVk) adj. 

Me·not·ti (mN-nmtùK), Gian Carlo. Born 1911.  Italian-born American com-

poser and librettist whose operas include The Medium (1946) and The Consul 

(1950). 

Men·sa (mHnùsN) n.  A southern constellation between Hydrus and Volans.  

[Latin mKnsa, table.]

men·sal (mHnùsNl) adj.  Belonging to or used at the table.  [Middle English, from 

Late Latin mKns7lis, from Latin mKnsa, table.]

mensch  or mensh (mHnsh) n.  pl. mensch·en (mHnùshNn)  or mensch·es. 
Informal. A person having admirable characteristics, such as fortitude and firm-

ness of purpose: “He radiates the kind of fundamental decency that has a name in 

Yiddish; he’s a mensch” (James Atlas).  [Yiddish, human being, mensch, from 

Middle High German, human being, from Old High German mennisco. See 

man-1 in Appendix.]



men·ses (mHnùsKz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The monthly flow of 

blood and cellular debris from the uterus that begins at puberty in women and 

the females of other primates. In women, menses ceases at menopause.  Also 

called catamenia [Latin mKnsKs, pl. of mKnsis, month. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

mensh (mHnsh) n.  mensch. 
Men·she·vik (mHnùshN-vVk) n.  pl. Men·she·viks or Men·she·vi·ki (-vKùkK). 

A member of the liberal minority faction of the Social Democratic Party that 

struggled against the Bolsheviks before and during the Russian Revolution.  [Rus-

sian men’shevik, from men’she, less (from their minority status). See mei-2 in 

Appendix.] —Menùshe·vism n.  —Menùshe·vist n. 

men’s room (mHnz rum) n.  A restroom for men. 

men·stru·a (mHnùstru-N) n.  A plural of menstruum. 
men·stru·al (mHnùstru-Nl) also men·stru·ous (-Ns) adj.  1. Of or relating to 

menstruation.  2. a. Taking place on a monthly basis.  b. Lasting for one month.   

[Middle English, from Old French menstruel, from Latin mKnstru7lis, from mKn-

struus, menstrual, from mKnsis, month. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

men·stru·ate (mHnùstru-7tÙ) v.  intr. men·stru·at·ed, men·stru·at·ing, 
men·stru·ates. To undergo menstruation.  [Late Latin mKnstru7re, mKnstru7t-, 

from Latin mKnstrua, menses, from neuter pl. of mKnstruus, menstrual. See MEN-

STRUAL.]

men·stru·a·tion (mHnÙstru-7ùshNn) n.  The process or an instance of dis-

charging the menses. 

men·stru·ous (mHnùstru-Ns) adj.  Variant of menstrual. 
men·stru·um (mHnùstru-Nm) n.  pl. men·stru·ums or men·stru·a (-stru-

N). A solvent, especially one used in extracting compounds from plant and animal 

tissues and preparing drugs.  [Middle English, menstruation, from Medieval 

Latin, sing. of Latin mKnstrua, menses. See MENSTRUATE.]

men·su·ra·ble (mHnùsNr-N-bNl, -shNr-) adj.  1. That can be measured:  mensu-

rable results in employee performance; a mensurable increase in the cost of oil.  

2. Having fixed rhythm and measure, as in music; mensural.   
—menÙsu·ra·bilùi·ty, menùsu·ra·ble·ness n. 

men·su·ral (mHnùsNr-Nl, -shNr-) adj.  1. Of or relating to measure.  2. Music. 

Having notes of fixed rhythmic value.  [Late Latin mKns7r7lis, from Latin 

mKns7ra, measure. See MEASURE.]

men·su·ra·tion (mHnÙsN-r7ùshNn, -shN-) n.  1. The act, process, or art of mea-

suring.  2. Measurement of geometric quantities.  [Late Latin mKns7r7tio, 

mKns7r7tion-, from mKns7r7tus, past participle of mKns7r7re, to measure, from 

Latin mKns7ra, measure. See MEASURE.] —menùsu·raÙtive adj. 

mens·wear also men’s wear (mHnzùwârÙ) n.  Clothing for men. 



-ment suff.  1. Action; process:  appeasement.  2. Result of an action or process:  

advancement.  3. Means, instrument, or agent of an action or process:  adorn-

ment.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin -mentum, n. suff.]

men·tal1 (mHnùtl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the mind; intellectual:  mental pow-

ers.  2. Executed or performed by the mind; existing in the mind:  mental images 

of happy times.  See Usage Note at mental telepathy.  3. Of, relating to, or 

affected by a disorder of the mind.  4. Intended for treatment of people affected 

with disorders of the mind.  5. Of or relating to telepathy or mind reading.  

6. Slang. a. Emotionally upset; crazed:  got mental when he saw the dent in his new 

car.  b. Offensive Slang. Mentally or psychologically disturbed.   [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin ment7lis, from Latin mKns, ment-, mind. See 

men-1 in Appendix.] —menùtal·ly adv. 

men·tal2 (mHnùtl) adj.  Of or relating to the chin.  [From Latin mentum, chin. 

See men-2 in Appendix.]

mental age (mHnùtl 7j) n.  Abbr. MA, M.A. A measure of mental development 

as determined by intelligence tests, generally restricted to children and expressed 

as the age at which that level is typically attained. 

mental deficiency (mHnùtl dV-fVshùNn-sK) n.  See mental retardation. 
mental hospital (mHnùtl hmsùpV-tl) n.  See psychiatric hospital. 
men·tal·ism (mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  1. Parapsychological activities, such as telepa-

thy and mind reading.  2. The belief that some mental phenomena cannot be 

explained by physical laws.   —menùtal·ist n.  —menÙtal·isùtic adj. 

men·tal·i·ty (mHn-t4lùV-tK) n.  pl. men·tal·i·ties. 1. Cast or turn of mind:  a 

vindictive mentality.  2. The sum of a person’s intellectual capabilities or endow-

ment. 

mental retardation (mHnùtl rKÙtär-d7ùshNn) n.  Subnormal intellectual 

development or functioning that is the result of congenital causes, brain injury, 

or disease and is characterized by any of various deficiencies, ranging from 

impaired learning ability to social and vocational inadequacy.  Also called mental 

deficiency 

mental telepathy (mHnùtl tN-lHpùN-thK) n.  Telepathy.  

USAGE NOTE: Strictly speaking, the phrase mental telepathy ought to be re-

garded as redundant, but like some other fixed phrases (for example, hollow tube),

it has become so well established that the objection smacks of nitpicking. See Us-

age Note at redundancy.

men·ta·tion (mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  Mental activity; thinking: “The heartless hip 

analysis of crime is... a part of my life and my mentation” (Scott Turow).  [From 

Latin mKns, ment-, mind. See MENTAL
1.]



men·thol (mHnùthôlÙ) n.  A white crystalline organic compound, 

CH3C6H9(C3H7)OH, obtained from peppermint oil or synthesized. It is used in 

perfumes, in cigarettes, as a mild topical anesthetic, and as a mint flavoring.  

[German, from Latin mentha, mint.] —menùtho·latÙed adj. 

men·tion (mHnùshNn) v.  tr. men·tioned, men·tion·ing, men·tions. To refer 

to, especially incidentally.  See Synonyms at refer.   —  n.  1. a. The act of refer-

ring to something briefly or casually.  b. An incidental reference or allusion.   

2. Honorable mention.  [From Middle English mencioun, reference, from Old 

French, from Latin mentio, mention-. See men-1 in Appendix.] —menù-
tion·a·ble adj. 

men·tor (mHnùtôrÙ, -tNr) n.  1. A wise and trusted counselor or teacher.  

2. Mentor. Greek Mythology. Odysseus’s trusted counselor, under whose disguise 

Athena became the guardian and teacher of Telemachus.   —  v.  men·tored, 
men·tor·ing, men·tors. Informal.  —  v.  intr. To serve as a trusted counselor or 

teacher, especially in occupational settings.   —  v.  tr. To serve as a trusted coun-

selor or teacher to (another person).  [French Mentor, Mentor, from Latin Mentor, 

from Greek. See men-1 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The word mentor is an example of the way in which the

great works of literature live on without our knowing it. The word has recently

gained currency in the professional world, where it is thought to be a good idea

to have a mentor, a wise and trusted counselor, guiding one’s career, preferably in

the upper reaches of the organization. We owe this word to the more heroic age

of Homer, in whose Odyssey Mentor is the trusted friend of Odysseus left in

charge of the household during Odysseus’s absence. More important for our us-

age of the word mentor, Athena disguised as Mentor guides Odysseus’s son

Telemachus in his search for his father. Fénelon in his romance Télémaque (1699)

emphasized Mentor as a character, and so it was that in French (1749) and English

(1750) mentor, going back through Latin to a Greek name, became a common

noun meaning “wise counselor,” first recorded in 1750. Mentor is an appropriate

name for such a person because it probably meant “adviser” in Greek and comes

from the Indo-European root men-1, meaning “to think.”

Men·tor (mHnùtNr)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb of Cleveland 

on Lake Erie. Population, 47,358. 

men·u (mHnùyu, m7ùnyu) n.  1. A list of the dishes to be served or available for 

a meal.  2. The dishes served or available at a meal.  3. a. Computer Science. A list, 

displayed on a monitor, of options available to a computer user.  b. A similar list 

of options:  a menu of professional opportunities.   [French, small, minute, menu, 

from Old French menut, small, from Latin min7tus, past participle of minuere, to 

diminish. See mei-2 in Appendix.]



WORD HISTORY: An enormous menu might be considered an oxymoron if

one were to restrict the word etymologically. Menu can be traced back to the Latin

word min7tus, meaning “small in size, amount, or degree” and also “possessing

or involving minute knowledge.” Latin min7tus became Old French menut and

Modern French menu, “small, fine, trifling, minute.” The French adjective came

to be used as a noun with the sense of “detail, details collectively,” and “detailed

list.” As such, it was used in the phrase menu de repas, “list of items of a meal,”

which was shortened to menu. This word was borrowed into English, being first

recorded in 1837. The French word had been borrowed before, perhaps only

briefly, as a shortening of the French phrase menu peuple, “the common people.”

This usage, however, is recorded in only one text, in 1658.

Men·u·hin (mHnùyu-Vn), Yehudi. Born 1916.  American violinist considered 

among the great virtuosos of his time. 

Men·zies (mHnùzKz), Sir Robert Gordon. 1894-1978.  Australian politician 

who twice served as prime minister (1939-1941 and 1949-1966). 

Me·o (mK-ouù) n.  Variant of Miao. 
me·ow (mK-ouù) n.  1. The cry of a cat.  2. Informal. A malicious, spiteful com-

ment.   —  v.  intr. me·owed, me·ow·ing, me·ows. To make the crying sound 

of a cat.  [Imitative.]

mep  or m.e.p. abbr.  Mean effective pressure. 

me·per·i·dine (mN-pHrùV-dKnÙ) n.  A synthetic narcotic compound, 

C15H21NO2, used in its hydrochloride form as an analgesic and a sedative.  

[ME(THYL) + (PI)PERIDINE.]

Meph·i·stoph·e·les (mHfÙV-stmfùN-lKzÙ) n.  The devil in the Faust legend to 

whom Faust sold his soul.   —Me·phisÙto·pheùle·an, Me·phisÙto·pheùli·an 

(mN-fVsÙto-fKùlK-Nn, -fKlùyNn, mHfÙV-sto-)  adj. 

me·phit·ic (mN-fVtùVk) also me·phit·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or resem-

bling mephitis; poisonous or foul-smelling.  See Synonyms at poisonous.  
—me·phitùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·phi·tis (mN-fXùtVs) n.  1. An offensive smell; a stench.  2. A poisonous or 

foul-smelling gas emitted from the earth.  [Latin mephXtis.]
mep·ro·bam·ate (mHpÙro-b4mù7tÙ, mH-proùbN-) n.  A bitter white powder, 

C9H18N2O4, used as a tranquilizer, a muscle relaxant, and an anticonvulsant.  

[ME(THYL) + PRO(PYL) + (CAR)BAMATE.]

Meq·uon (mHkùwmnÙ)  A city of southeast Wisconsin, a suburb of Milwaukee. 

Population, 18,885. 

mer. abbr.  Meridian. 

mer- pref.  Variant of mero-. 
-mer suff.  Variant of -mere. 



Mer·a·mec River (mHrùN-m4kÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast-central Mis-

souri and flowing about 322 km (200 mi) northeast to the Mississippi River 

below St. Louis. 

mer·bro·min (mNr-broùmVn) n.  A green crystalline organic compound, 

C20H8Br2HgNa2O6, that forms a red aqueous solution, used as a germicide and an 

antiseptic.  [MER(CURIC) + (ACETATE) + (DI)BROM(IDE) + (FLUORESCE)IN.]

mer·can·tile (mûrùkNn-tKlÙ, -tXlÙ, -tVl) adj.  1. Of or relating to merchants or 

trade.  2. Of or relating to mercantilism.  [French, from Italian, from mercante, 

merchant, from Latin merc7ns, mercant- from present participle of merc7rX, to 

trade, from merx, merc-, merchandise, goods.]

mer·can·til·ism (mûrùkNn-tK-lVzÙNm, -tV-) n.  1. The theory and system of 

political economy prevailing in Europe after the decline of feudalism, based on 

national policies of accumulating bullion, establishing colonies and a merchant 

marine, and developing industry and mining to attain a favorable balance of 

trade.  2. The practice, methods, or spirit of merchants; commercialism.  [MER-

CANTIL(E) + -ISM.] —merùcan·til·ist adj. , n.  —merÙcan·til·isùtic adj. 

mer·cap·tan (mNr-k4pùt4nÙ) n.  A sulfur-containing organic compound with 

the general formula RSH where R is any radical, especially ethyl mercaptan, 

C2H5SH.  Also called thiol [German, from Danish, from Medieval Latin (corpus) 

mercurium capt7ns, (a substance) seizing mercury  : mercurium, accusative of 

mercurius, mercury (from Latin Mercurius, the god Mercury) + Latin capt7ns, 

present participle of capt7re frequentative of capere, to seize; see CAPTURE.]

mercapto- pref.  Containing the univalent radical #SH:  mercaptopurine.  [From 

MERCAPTAN.]

mer·cap·to·pu·rine (mNr-k4pÙto-pytrùKn) n.  A purine analogue, C5H4N4S, 

that acts as an antimetabolite by interfering with purine synthesis, used primarily 

in the treatment of acute leukemia. 

Mer·ca·tor (mNr-k7ùtNr, mHr-käùtôr), Gerhardus. Originally Gerhard Kremer. 

1512-1594.  Flemish cartographer who developed the Mercator projection (1568). 

Mercator projection (mNr-k7ùtNr prN-jHkùshNn) n.  A cylindrical map projec-

tion in which the meridians and parallels of latitude appear as lines crossing at 

right angles and in which areas appear greater farther from the equator.  [After 

Gerhardus MERCATOR.]

Mer·ced (mNr-sHdù)  A city of central California in the San Joaquin Valley 

northwest of Fresno. It is a trade and tourist center in a farm and dairy region. 

Population, 56,216. 

Mer·ce·da·rio (mHrÙsN-därùK-o, -sH-thäùryô)  A mountain, 6,774.4 m (22,211 

ft) high, in the Andes of western Argentina on the border with Chile. 

Merced River (mNr-sHdù rVvùNr)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of cen-

tral California flowing west to the San Joaquin River. 



mer·ce·nar·y (mûrùsN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Motivated solely by a desire for monetary 

or material gain.  2. Hired for service in a foreign army.   —  n.  pl. 

mer·ce·nar·ies. 1. One who serves or works merely for monetary gain; a hire-

ling.  2. A professional soldier hired for service in a foreign army.  [Middle 

English mercenarie, a mercenary, from Old French mercenaire, from Latin 

mercKn7rius, from mercKs, wages, price.] —merÙce·narùi·ly adv.  

—merùce·narÙi·ness n. 

mer·cer (mûrùsNr) n.  Chiefly British. A dealer in textiles, especially silks.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French mercier, trader, from merz, merchandise, from Latin 

merx, merc-, merchandise.]

Mer·cer Island (mûrùsNr XùlNnd)  A city of west-central Washington, coexten-

sive with Mercer Island in Lake Washington near Seattle. It is primarily residen-

tial. Population, 20,816. 

mer·cer·ize (mûrùsN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mer·cer·ized, mer·cer·iz·ing, mer·cer·iz·es. 
To treat (cotton thread) with sodium hydroxide so as to shrink the fiber and 

increase its luster and affinity for dye.  [After John Mercer (1791-1866), British 

calico printer.]

Mer·cer·ville (mûrùsNr-vVlÙ)  A community of west-central New Jersey, a sub-

urb of Trenton. Population, 26,873. 

mer·chan·dise (mûrùchNn-dXzÙ, -dXsÙ) n.  Abbr. mdse. Goods bought and sold 

in business; commercial wares.   —  v.  also mer·chan·dize mer·chan·dised 

also mer·chan·dized, mer·chan·dis·ing also mer·chan·diz·ing, 
mer·chan·dis·es also mer·chan·diz·es (-dXzÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To buy and sell 

(goods).  2. To promote the sale of, as by advertising or display:  merchandised a 

new product.   —  v.  intr. To buy and sell goods; trade commercially.  [Middle 

English merchaundise, from Old French marchandise, trade, from marcheant, 

marchand, merchant. See MERCHANT.] —merùchan·disÙa·ble adj.  

—merùchan·disÙer n. 

mer·chan·dis·ing also mer·chan·diz·ing (mûrùchNn-dXÙzVng) n.  The pro-

motion of merchandise sales, as by coordinating production and marketing and 

developing advertising, display, and sales strategies. 

mer·chant (mûrùchNnt) n.  1. One whose occupation is the wholesale purchase 

and retail sale of goods for profit.  2. One who runs a retail business; a shop-

keeper.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to merchants, merchandise, or commercial 

trade:  a merchant guild.  2. Of or relating to the merchant marine:  merchant 

ships.  [Middle English merchaunt, from Old French marcheant, from Vulgar 

Latin *merc7t7ns, present participle of ·merc7t7re, frequentative of Latin merc7rX, 
to trade, from merx, merc-, merchandise.]

mer·chant·a·ble (mûrùchNnt-N-bNl) adj.  Suitable for buying and selling; mar-

ketable.   —merÙchant·a·bilùi·ty n. 



mer·chant·man (mûrùchNnt-mNn) n.  1. Nautical. A ship used in commerce.  

2. Archaic. A merchant. 

merchant marine (mûrùchNnt mN-rKnù) n.  1. A nation’s commercial ships.  

2. The personnel of a nation’s commercial ships. 

Mer·ci·a (mûrùshK-N, -shN)  An Anglo-Saxon kingdom of central England. It was 

settled by Angles c. A.D. 500 and enjoyed its greatest influence during the rule 

(757-796) of Offa. In 874 the kingdom was overrun by the Danes and split 

between Wessex and the Danelaw. 

Mer·ci·an (mûrùshK-Nn, -shNn) adj.  Of or relating to Mercia or its people, dia-

lect, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Mercia.  2. The Old English 

dialect of Mercia. 

Mer·cier (mHr-sy7ù), Désiré Joseph. 1851-1926.  Belgian theologian and reli-

gious leader who spoke out against the excesses of the German troops occupying 

Belgium during World War I and is noted for his application of the scholasticism 

of Saint Thomas Aquinas to modern thought. 

mer·ci·ful (mûrùsV-fNl) adj.  Full of mercy; compassionate:  sought merciful 

treatment for the captives.  See Synonyms at humane.  —merùci·ful·ly adv.  

—merùci·ful·ness n. 

mer·ci·less (mûrùsV-lVs) adj.  Having no mercy; cruel.   —merùci·less·ly adv.  

—merùci·less·ness n. 

mercur- pref.  Variant of mercuro-. 
mer·cu·rate (mûrùkyN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. mer·cu·rat·ed, mer·cu·rat·ing, 
mer·cu·rates. To treat or combine with mercury or a mercury compound.   
—merÙcu·raùtion n. 

mer·cu·ri·al (mNr-kytrùK-Nl) adj.  1.  Often Mercurial. a. Roman Mythology. 

Of or relating to the god Mercury.  b. Astronomy. Of or relating to the planet 

Mercury.   2. Having the characteristics of eloquence, shrewdness, swiftness, and 

thievishness attributed to the god Mercury.  3. Containing or caused by the 

action of the element mercury.  4. Quick and changeable in temperament; vola-

tile:  a mercurial nature.   —  n.  A pharmacological or chemical preparation con-

taining mercury.  [Middle English, of the planet Mercury, from Latin mercuri7lis, 

of the god or planet Mercury, from Mercurius, Mercury.] —mer·cuùri·al·ly adv. 

mer·cu·ri·al·ism (mNr-kytrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  Pathology. Poisoning caused by 

mercury or a compound containing mercury. 

mer·cu·ric (mNr-kytrùVk) adj.  Relating to or containing mercury, especially 

with valence 2. 

mercuric chloride (mNr-kytrùVk klôrùXdÙ) n.  A poisonous white crystalline 

compound, HgCl2, used as an antiseptic and a disinfectant, in insecticides, pre-

servatives, and batteries, and in metallurgy and photography.  Also called corro-

sive sublimate 



mercuric sulfide (mNr-kytrùVk sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A poisonous compound, HgS, 

having two forms: a. Black mercuric sulfide, a black powder obtained from mer-

cury salts or by the reaction of mercury with sulfur, used as a pigment.  b. Red 

mercuric sulfide, a bright scarlet powder derived from heating mercury with sul-

fur, used as a pigment.  

mercuro-  or mercur- pref.  Mercury:  mercurous.  [From MERCURY.]

Mer·cu·ro·chrome (mNr-kytrùN-kromÙ)  A trademark used for a solution of 

merbromin. 

mer·cu·rous (mNr-kytrùNs, mûrùkyNr-Ns) adj.  Relating to or containing mer-

cury, especially with valence 1. 

mercurous chloride (mNr-kytrùNs klôrùXdÙ) n.  See calomel. 
mer·cu·ry (mûrùkyN-rK) n.  1.  Symbol Hg A silvery-white poisonous metallic 

element, liquid at room temperature and used in thermometers, barometers, 

vapor lamps, and batteries and in the preparation of chemical pesticides. Atomic 

number 80; atomic weight 200.59; melting point –38.87˚C; boiling point 

356.58˚C; specific gravity 13.546 (at 20˚C); valence 1, 2.  Also called quicksilver 

2. Temperature:  The mercury had fallen rapidly by morning.  3. Any of several 

weedy plants of the genera Mercurialis or Acalypha.  [Middle English mercurie, 

from Medieval Latin mercurius, from Latin Mercurius, Mercury.]

Mer·cu·ry (mûrùkyN-rK) n.  1. Roman Mythology. A god that served as messen-

ger to the other gods and was himself the god of commerce, travel, and thievery.  

2. The smallest of the inner planets and the one nearest the sun, having a sidereal 

period of revolution about the sun of 88.0 days at a mean distance of 58.3 million 

kilometers (36.2 million miles) and a mean radius of approximately 2,414 kilo-

meters (1,500 miles).  [Middle English Mercurie, from Old French, from Latin 

Mercurius.]

mer·cu·ry-va·por lamp (mûrùkyN-rK-v7ùpNr l4mp) n.  A lamp in which 

ultraviolet and yellowish-green to blue visible light is produced by an electric dis-

charge through mercury vapor. 

mer·cy (mûrùsK) n.  pl. mer·cies. 1. Compassionate treatment, especially of 

those under one’s power; clemency.  2. A disposition to be kind and forgiving:  a 

heart full of mercy.  3. Something for which to be thankful; a blessing:  It was a 

mercy that no one was hurt.  4. Alleviation of distress; relief:  Distributing food 

among the homeless was an act of mercy.   —idiom. at the mercy of. Without 

any protection against; helpless before:  drifting in an open boat, at the mercy of the 

elements.  [Middle English, from Old French merci, from Medieval Latin mercKs, 

from Latin, reward.]

SYNONYMS: mercy, leniency, lenity, clemency, charity. These nouns mean kind,

forgiving, or sympathetic and humane treatment of or disposition toward others.

Mercy is compassionate forbearance: “We hand folks over to God’s mercy, and show



none ourselves” (George Eliot). Leniency and lenity imply mildness, gentleness, and

often a tendency to reduce the severity or harshness of punishment: “When you

have gone too far to recede, do not sue [appeal] to me for leniency” (Charles Dick-

ens). “His Majesty gave many marks of his great lenity, often... endeavoring to ex-

tenuate your crimes” (Jonathan Swift). Clemency is mercy shown by one in a po-

sition of authority or power and especially by one charged with administering

justice: The judge believed in clemency for youthful offenders. Charity is goodwill

and benevolence, especially as it manifests itself in kindly forbearance in judging

others: “But how shall we expect charity towards others, when we are uncharitable

to ourselves?” (Thomas Browne).

mercy killing (mûrùsK kVlùVng) n.  Euthanasia. 

mercy seat (mûrùsK sKt) n.  1. The golden covering of the ark of the covenant, 

regarded as the resting place of God.  2. The throne of God. 

mere1 (mîr) adj.  Superlative mer·est. 1. Being nothing more than what is spec-

ified:  a mere child; a mere 50 cents an hour.  2. Considered apart from anything 

else:  shocked by the mere idea.  3. Small; slight:  could detect only the merest whis-

per.  4. Obsolete. Pure; unadulterated.  [Middle English, absolute, pure, from Old 

French mier, pure, from Latin merus.]

mere2 (mîr) n.  A small lake, pond, or marsh: “Sometimes on lonely mountain 

meres/I find a magic bark” (Tennyson).  [Middle English, from Old English. See 

mori- in Appendix.]

mere3 (mîr) n.  Archaic. A boundary.  [Middle English, from Old English m<re.]

-mere  or -mer suff.  Part; segment:  blastomere.  [French -mere, from Greek 

meros, part. See (s)mer-2 in Appendix.]

Mer·e·dith (mHrùV-dVth), George. 1828-1909.  British writer of novels, such as 

The Ordeal of Richard Feverel (1859), and poetic works, including Modern Love 

(1862). 

Mer·e·dith (mHrùV-dVth), James Howard. Born 1933.  American civil rights 

advocate whose registration (1963) at the traditionally segregated University of 

Mississippi prompted a riot, which was spurred by state officials who defied fed-

eral pleas for peaceful integration. 

mere·ly (mîrùlK) adv.  And nothing else or more; only:  merely a flesh wound. 

me·ren·gue (mN-rHngùg7) n.  1. A ballroom dance of Dominican and Haitian 

folk origin, characterized by a sliding step.  2. Music for this dance, in rapid 2/4 

time.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, meringue, from French méringue.]

mer·e·tri·cious (mHrÙV-trVshùNs) adj.  1. a. Attracting attention in a vulgar 

manner:  meretricious ornamentation.  See Synonyms at gaudy1.  b. Plausible 

but false or insincere; specious:  a meretricious argument.   2. Of or relating to 

prostitutes or prostitution:  meretricious relationships.  [Latin meretrXcius, of pros-



titutes, from meretrXx, meretrXc-, prostitute, from merKre, to earn money. See 

(s)mer-2 in Appendix.] —merÙe·triùcious·ly adv.  —merÙe·triùcious·ness n. 

mer·gan·ser (mNr-g4nùsNr) n.  Any of various fish-eating diving ducks of the 

genus Mergus or related genera, having a slim, hooked bill.  Also called sheldrake 

[New Latin  : Latin mergus, diver (from mergere, to plunge) + Latin 7nser, goose; 

see ghans- in Appendix.]

merge (mûrj) v.  merged, merg·ing, merg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to be 

absorbed, especially in gradual stages.  2. To combine or unite:  merging two sets 

of data.   —  v.  intr. 1. To blend together, especially in gradual stages.  2. To 

become combined or united.  See Synonyms at mix.  [Latin mergere, to plunge.] 
—merùgence n. 

Mer·gen·thal·er (mûrùgNn-thôÙlNr, mHrùgNn-täÙ-), Ottmar. 1854-1899.  Ger-

man-born American inventor of the Linotype typesetting machine (patented 

1884). 

merg·er (mûrùjNr) n.  1. The act or an instance of merging; union.  2. The 

union of two or more commercial interests or corporations.  3. Law. The absorp-

tion of a lesser estate, liability, right, action, or offense into a greater one. 

Mé·ri·da (mHrùV-dN, mHùrK-thä)  A city of southeast Mexico on the Yucatán Pen-

insula. It was founded in 1542 on the site of a ruined Mayan city. Population, 

400,142. 

Mer·i·den (mHrùV-dNn)  A city of south-central Connecticut north-northeast of 

New Haven. Settled in 1661, it is known for its silver industry, which dates to the 

18th century. Population, 59,479. 

me·rid·i·an (mN-rVdùK-Nn) n.  Abbr. m., M., mer. 1. a. An imaginary great cir-

cle on the earth’s surface passing through the North and South geographic poles. 

All points on the same meridian have the same longitude.  b. Either half of such a 

great circle from pole to pole.   2. Astronomy. A great circle passing through the 

two poles of the celestial sphere and the zenith of a given observer.  

3. Mathematics. a. A curve on a surface of revolution, formed by the intersection 

of the surface with a plane containing the axis of revolution.  b. A plane section 

of a surface of revolution containing the axis of revolution.   4. Any of the longi-

tudinal lines or pathways on the body along which the acupuncture points are 

distributed.  5. Archaic. a. The highest point in the sky reached by the sun or 

another celestial body; a zenith.  b. Noon.   6. The highest point or stage of devel-

opment; peak: “Men come to their meridian at various periods of their lives” (John 

Henry Newman).  7. Upper Midwest. See median strip. See Regional note at 

neutral ground.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a meridian; meridional.  2. Of or 

at midday:  the meridian hour.  3. Of, relating to, or constituting the highest 

point, as of development or power:  the empire in its meridian period.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, midday, from Latin merXdi7nus, of midday, from 

merXdiKs, midday, from merXdiK, at midday, from Old Latin *mediei diK : *mediei, 



dative (locative) of medius, middle; see medhyo- in Appendix + diK, dative of 

diKs, day; see deiw- in Appendix.]

Me·rid·i·an (mN-rVdùK-Nn)  A city of eastern Mississippi near the Alabama bor-

der east of Jackson. It was razed by Gen. William T. Sherman’s troops in February 

1864. Population, 46,577. 

me·rid·i·o·nal (mN-rVdùK-N-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to meridians or a merid-

ian.  2. Located in the south; southern.  3. Of or characteristic of southern areas 

or people.   —  n.  An inhabitant of a southern region, especially the south of 

France.  [Middle English, pertaining to the sun’s position at noon, from Old 

French meridionel, southern, from Late Latin merXdion7lis, from Latin 

merXdi7nus, of midday, southern. See MERIDIAN.]

Mé·ri·gnac (m7-rK-nyäkù)  A city of southwest France, an industrial suburb of 

Bordeaux. Population, 51,306. 

Mé·ri·mée (mHrùN-m7Ù, m7-rK-m7ù), Prosper. 1803-1870.  French writer of 

romantic stories and novels, such as Carmen (1846), on which Bizet’s opera is 

based. 

me·ringue (mN-r4ngù) n.  1. A topping for pastry or pies made of a mixture of 

egg whites and sugar beaten until stiff and often baked until brown.  2. A small 

pastry shell or cake made of stiffly beaten, baked egg whites and sugar, often con-

taining fruit or nutmeats.  [French méringue.]

me·ri·no (mN-rKùno) n.  pl. me·ri·nos. 1. a. Any of a breed of sheep, originally 

from Spain, having long, fine wool.  b. The wool of this sheep.   2. A soft, light-

weight fabric made originally of merino wool but now of any fine wool.  3. a. A 

fine wool and cotton yarn used especially for knitting underwear and hosiery.  

b. A knitted fabric made from this yarn.   [Spanish, perhaps from Berber BenX 
MerXn, name of the tribe that developed the breed, or from Spanish merino, local 

magistrate (from Latin m7iorXnus, larger, from m7ior); see MAJOR.] —me·riùno 
adj. 

mer·i·stem (mHrùV-stHmÙ) n.  The undifferentiated plant tissue from which new 

cells are formed, as that at the tip of a stem or root.  [Greek meristos, divided 

(from merizein, to divide, from meris, division); see (s)mer-2 in Appendix + -em 

(as in xylem, and phloem).] —merÙi·ste·matùic (-stN-m4tùVk) adj.  

—merÙi·ste·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·ris·tic (mN-rVsùtVk) adj.  Biology. 1. Having or composed of segments; seg-

mented.  2. Relating to a change in the number or placement of body parts or 

segments:  meristic variation.  [From Greek meristos, divided. See MERISTEM.] 
—me·risùti·cal·ly adv. 

mer·it (mHrùVt) n.  1. a. Superior quality or worth; excellence:  a proposal of some 

merit; an ill-advised plan without merit.  b. A quality deserving praise or approval; 

virtue:  a store having the merit of being open late.   2. Demonstrated ability or 

achievement:  promotions based on merit alone.  3.  Often merits. An aspect of 



character or behavior deserving approval or disapproval:  judging people according 

to their merits.  4. Theology. Spiritual credit granted for good works.  5. merits. 

a. Law. A party’s strict legal rights, excluding jurisdictional, personal, or technical 

aspects.  b. The factual content of a matter, apart from emotional, contextual, or 

formal considerations.    —  v.  mer·it·ed, mer·it·ing, mer·its.  —  v.  tr. To 

earn; deserve.  See Synonyms at earn1.   —  v.  intr. To be worthy or deserving:  

Pupils are rewarded or corrected, as they merit.  [Middle English, from Old French 

merite, reward or punishment, from Latin meritum, from neuter past participle 

of merKre, to deserve. See (s)mer-2 in Appendix.] —merùit·less adj. 

mer·i·toc·ra·cy (mHrÙV-tmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. mer·i·toc·ra·cies. 1. A system in 

which advancement is based on individual ability or achievement.  2. a. A group 

of leaders or officeholders selected on the basis of individual ability or achieve-

ment.  b. Leadership by such a group.    —merùit·o·cratÙ (-V-tN-kr4tÙ) n.  

—merÙit·o·cratùic adj. 

mer·i·to·ri·ous (mHrÙV-tôrùK-Ns, -torù-) adj.  Deserving reward or praise; having 

merit.  [Middle English, from Latin meritorius, earning money, from meritus, 

past participle of merKre, to earn. See MERIT.] —merÙi·toùri·ous·ly adv.  

—merÙi·toùri·ous·ness n. 

merit pay (mHrùVt p7) n.  Extra pay awarded to an employee, especially a school-

teacher, for past performance. 

merit system (mHrùVt sVsùtNm) n.  The system of appointing and promoting 

civil service personnel on the basis of merit rather than on political affiliation or 

loyalty. 

merle also merl (mûrl) n.  See blackbird (n., sense 2).  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin merulus, merula.]

mer·lin (mûrùlVn) n.  A small falcon (Falco columbarius) of northern regions, 

having predominantly dark plumage and a black-striped tail.  Also called pigeon 

hawk [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman merilun, from Old French esmeril-

lon, diminutive of esmeril, of Germanic origin.]

Mer·lin (mûrùlVn) n.  In Arthurian legend, a magician and prophet who served as 

counselor to King Arthur. 

Mer·lo (mHrùlo)  A city of eastern Argentina, a suburb of Buenos Aires. Popula-

tion, 293,059. 

mer·lon (mûrùlNn) n.  A solid portion of a crenelated wall between two open 

spaces.  [French, from Italian merlone, augmentative of merlo, battlement, per-

haps from Medieval Latin merulus, from Latin, merle (from their imagined simi-

larity to blackbirds sitting on a wall).]

mer·lot  or Mer·lot (mNr-loù, mHr-) n.  A dry red wine made from a grape orig-

inating in southern France and Italy and introduced into California and Oregon.  

[French, young blackbird, merlot, diminutive of merle, blackbird (probably from 

the color of the grape), from Old French. See MERLE.]



mer·maid (mûrùm7dÙ) n.  A legendary sea creature having the head and upper 

body of a woman and the tail of a fish.  [Middle English  : mere, sea, lake; see 

MERE
2 + maid, maid; see MAID.]

mer·man (mûrùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A legendary sea creature having the head and 

upper body of a man and the tail of a fish.  [MER(MAID) + MAN.]

Mer·man (mûrùmNn), Ethel. 1909-1984.  American musical comedy actress 

noted for her powerful voice. She appeared in Annie Get Your Gun (1946) and 

many other productions. 

mero-  or mer- pref.  1. Part; segment:  merozoite.  2. Partial; partially:  meropia.  

[From Greek meros, part. See (s)mer-2 in Appendix.]

mer·o·blas·tic (mHrÙN-bl4sùtVk) adj.  Embryology. Undergoing partial cleavage. 

Used of a fertilized egg.   —merÙo·blasùti·cal·ly adv. 

mer·o·crine (mHrùN-krVn, -krXnÙ, -krKnÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a gland whose 

secretory cells remain undamaged during secretion.  [MERO- + Greek krinein, to 

separate; see ENDOCRINE.]

Mer·o·ë also Mer·o·we (mHrùo-KÙ)  An ancient city of northern Sudan on the 

Nile River north of Khartoum. It was the capital of a Cush dynasty from 530 B.C. 

to A.D. 350 and was noted for its iron smelting and casting. 

mer·o·my·o·sin (mHrÙN-mXùN-sVn) n.  Either of two protein subunits of a myo-

sin molecule, obtained especially through the digestive action of trypsin. 

Mer·o·pe (mHrùN-pKÙ) n.  1. Greek Mythology. One of the Pleiades, who hid her 

face in shame after marrying a mortal.  2. One of the six stars in the Pleiades 

cluster, faintly visible to the unaided eye.  [Greek MeropK.]

me·ro·pi·a (mN-roùpK-N) n.  Partial blindness.   —me·roùpic (-roùpVk, -rmpùVk) 

adj. 

mer·o·plank·ton (mHrÙN-pl4ngkùtNn) n.  Any of various organisms that spend 

part of their life cycle, usually the larval or egg stages, as plankton.   
—merÙo·plank·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

-merous suff.  Having a specified kind or number of parts:  isomerous.  [From 

New Latin -merus, from Greek -meros, from meros, part. See (s)mer-2 in Appen-

dix.]

Mer·o·vin·gi·an (mHrÙN-vVnùjK-Nn, -jNn)  A Frankish ruling dynasty (c. 

A.D.450-751) founded by Merovech (fl. fifth century) and brought to prominence 

by Clovis I.   —MerÙo·vinùgi·an adj. 

Mer·o·we (mHrùo-KÙ)  See Meroë. 
mer·o·zo·ite (mHrÙN-zoùXt) n.  A protozoan cell that arises from the schizogony 

of a parent sporozoan and may enter either the asexual or sexual phase of the life 

cycle. 

Mer·rick (mHrùVk)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York on 

southwest Long Island southeast of Mineola. It is mainly residential. Population, 

23,042. 



Mer·rick (mHrùVk), David. Born 1912.  American theatrical producer whose 

many successful Broadway productions include Becket (1960) and Hello Dolly! 

(1965). 

Mer·ri·field (mHrùN-fKldÙ), R(obert) Bruce. Born 1921.  American biochem-

ist. He won a 1984 Nobel Prize for developing a method of mass-producing com-

plex proteins. 

Mer·rill·ville (mHrùNl-vVlÙ)  A town of northwest Indiana, a suburb of Gary. 

Population, 27,257. 

Mer·ri·mack (mHrùN-m4kÙ)  A town of southern New Hampshire on the Merri-

mack River south of Manchester. It has varied light industries. Population, 

22,156. 

Merrimack River (mHrùN-m4kÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in south-central New 

Hampshire and flowing about 177 km (110 mi) south into northeast Massachu-

setts then northeast to the Atlantic Ocean. It was long used as a source of power 

for textile mills. 

mer·ri·ment (mHrùV-mNnt) n.  High-spirited fun and enjoyment; hilarity.  See 

Synonyms at mirth. 
Mer·ritt Island (mHrùVt XùlNnd)  A city of east-central Florida on Merritt 
Island between the mainland and Cape Canaveral. Population, 32,886. 

mer·ry (mHrùK) adj.  mer·ri·er, mer·ri·est. 1. Full of high-spirited gaiety; jolly.  

See Synonyms at jolly.  2. Marked by or offering fun and gaiety; festive:  a merry 

evening.  3. Archaic. Delightful; entertaining.  4. Brisk:  a merry pace.  [Middle 

English merri, from Old English mirige, pleasant. See mregh-u- in Appendix.] 
—merùri·ly adv.  —merùri·ness n. 

mer·ry-an·drew (mHrùK-4nùdru) n.  A clown; a buffoon.  [MERRY + the name 

Andrew.]

mer·ry-bells (mHrùK-bHlzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See bellwort. 
mer·ry-go-round (mHrùK-go-roundÙ) n.  1. A revolving circular platform fit-

ted with seats, often in the form of animals, ridden for amusement.  2. A piece of 

playground equipment consisting of a small circular platform that revolves when 

pushed or pedaled.  3. A busy round; a whirl:  a merry-go-round of parties. 

mer·ry·mak·ing (mHrùK-m7ÙkVng) n.  1. Participation in festive activities.  

2. a. A festivity; a revelry.  b. Festive activities.    —merùry·makÙer n. 

mer·ry·thought (mHrùK-thôtÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A wishbone. 

Mer·sey (mûrùzK)  A river of northwest England flowing about 113 km (70 mi) 

generally westward to the Irish Sea at Liverpool. Its large estuary is navigable for 

oceangoing vessels. 

Mer·sin (mHr-sKnù)  A city of southern Turkey on the Mediterranean Sea west-

southwest of Adana. It is a rail terminus and major port. Population, 216,308. 

Mer·thi·o·late (mNr-thXùN-l7tÙ)  A trademark used for thimerosal. 



Mer·thyr Tyd·fil (mûrùthNr tVdùvVl)  A borough of southern Wales north-

northwest of Cardiff. It is a manufacturing center in a coal-mining region. Popu-

lation, 60,200. 

Mer·ton (mûrùtn), Robert King. Born 1910.  American sociologist who pro-

posed that deviant behavior results when a society offers no acceptable means of 

achieving acceptable goals. 

Mer·ton (mûrùtn), Thomas. 1915-1968.  American religious and writer of 

works on contemporary spiritual and secular life, including The Seven Story 

Mountain (1948) and No Man Is an Island (1955). 

mes- pref.  Variant of meso-. 
me·sa (m7ùsN) n.  A broad, flat-topped elevation with one or more clifflike sides, 

common in the southwest United States.  [Spanish, table, mesa, from Old Span-

ish, table, from Latin mKnsa.]

Me·sa (m7ùsN)  A city of south-central Arizona east of Phoenix. It is a winter 

resort and trade center with varied industries. Population, 288,091. 

Me·sa·bi Range (mN-säùbK r7nj)  A series of low hills in northeast Minnesota. 

Extensive iron ore deposits were discovered here in 1887. 

mé·sal·li·ance (m7-z4lùK-Nns, m7Ùz4-lyäNsù) n.  A marriage with a person of 

inferior social position.  [French  : més-, bad (from Old French mes-); see MIS-1 + 

alliance, alliance (from Old French aliance); see ALLIANCE.]

mes·arch (mHzùärkÙ, mHsù-, mKùzärkÙ, -särkÙ) adj.  Ecology. Originating in a 

moderately moist habitat. Used of a sere.  [MES(O)- + Greek arkhK, beginning.]

mes·cal (mHs-k4lù) n.  1.  See peyote (n., sense 1).  2. a. A Mexican liquor dis-

tilled from the fermented juice of certain species of agave.  b. A food prepared by 

cooking the fleshy leaf base and trunk of certain agaves.   3.  See maguey (n., 

sense 1).  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl mexcalli, mescal liquor, from metl, 

maguey plant.]

mescal button (mHs-k4lù bƒtùn) n.  The fresh or dried buttonlike tubercles of 

peyote, chewed as a drug by certain Native American peoples.  Also called peyote 

Mes·ca·le·ro (mHsÙkN-lârùo) n.  pl. Mescalero or Mes·ca·le·ros. 1. An 

Apache tribe formerly inhabiting southern New Mexico, western Texas, and 

north-central Mexico, with a present-day population in southern New Mexico.  

2. A member of this tribe. 

mes·ca·line (mHsùkN-lKnÙ, -lVn) n.  An alkaloid drug, 

(CH3O)3C6H2CH2CH2NH2, obtained from mescal buttons, which produces hal-

lucinations.  Also called peyote 

Mes·dames1 (m7-dämù, -d4mù) n.  Abbr. Mmes. Plural of Madam (n., sense 

1). 

Mes·dames2 also mes·dames (m7-d4mù, -dämù) n.  Abbr. Mmes. Plural of 

Madame. 



Mes·de·moi·selles also mes·de·moi·selles (m7dÙmwä-zHlù) n.  Abbr. 

Mlles. Plural of Mademoiselle. 
me·seems (mK-sKmzù) v.  intr. Past tense me·seemed. Archaic. It seems to me.  

[Middle English me semeth : me, to me; see ME + semeth, third person sing. 

present tense of semen, to seem; see SEEM.]

mes·en·ceph·a·lon (mHzÙHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ, mHsÙ-) n.  The portion of the verte-

brate brain that develops from the middle section of the embryonic brain.  Also 

called midbrain  —mesÙen·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

mes·en·chyme (mHzùNn-kXmÙ, mHsù-) n.  The part of the embryonic meso-

derm, consisting of loosely packed, unspecialized cells set in a gelatinous ground 

substance, from which connective tissue, bone, cartilage, and the circulatory and 

lymphatic systems develop.  [MES(O)- + -ENCHYMA.] —mes·enùchy·mal, 
mesÙen·chymùa·tous (-kXùmN-tNs)  adj. 

mes·en·ter·i·tis (mHz-HnÙtN-rXùtVs, mHs-) n.  Inflammation of the mesentery. 

mes·en·ter·on (mHz-HnùtN-rmnÙ, mHs-) n.  See midgut (n., sense 1).  

—mes·enÙter·onùic adj. 

mes·en·ter·y (mHzùNn-tHrÙK, mHsù-) n.  pl. mes·en·ter·ies. Any of several folds 

of the peritoneum that connect the intestines to the dorsal abdominal wall, espe-

cially such a fold that envelops the jejunum and ileum.  [Middle English mesente-

rie, from Medieval Latin mesenterium, from Greek mesenterion : meso-, meso- + 

enterion, diminutive of enteron, entrails; see en in Appendix.] —mesÙen·terùic 
adj. 

mesh (mHsh) n.  1. a. Any of the open spaces in a net or network; an interstice.  

b.  Often meshes. The cords, threads, or wires surrounding these spaces.   2. An 

openwork fabric or structure; a net or network:  a screen made of wire mesh.  3.  
Often meshes. Something that snares or entraps: “Arabia had become entangled 

in the meshes of... politics” (W. Montgomery Watt).  4. a. The engagement of gear 

teeth.  b. The state of being so engaged:  gear teeth in mesh.    —  v.  meshed, 
mesh·ing, mesh·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To catch in or as if in a net; ensnare.  2. To 

cause (gear teeth) to become engaged.  3. To cause to work closely together; coor-

dinate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become entangled.  2. To become engaged or inter-

locked:  gears that are not meshing properly.  3. a. To fit together effectively; be 

coordinated.  b. To accord with another or each other; harmonize.   [Middle 

English mesch, probably from Middle Dutch maesche.] —meshùy adj. 

Me·shach (mKùsh4ch)  In the Old Testament, a young man who with Abednego 

and Shadrach emerged unharmed from the fiery furnace of Babylon. 

Me·shed (mH-shHdù) also Mash·had (mN-sh4dù, mäsh-hädù)  A city of north-

east Iran near the Turkmenistan and Afghanistan borders. It was long an impor-

tant trade center on caravan routes from Tehran to India. Population, 1,130,000. 

me·shu·ga also me·shug·ga (mN-shtgùN) adj.  Slang. Crazy; senseless.  [Yid-

dish meshuge, from Hebrew mH≥ugg71.]



me·shu·gaas  or mish·e·gaas  or mish·e·goss (mVshÙN-gäsù) n.  Slang. Crazy 

or senseless activity or behavior; craziness.  [Yiddish meshegas, from Hebrew 

mH≥ugg71.]
me·shug·ga (mN-shtgùN) adj.  Variant of meshuga. 
mesh·work (mHshùwûrkÙ) n.  Meshed material; network. 

me·si·al (mKùzK-Nl, -zhNl) adj.  1. Of, in, near, or toward the middle.  

2. Dentistry. Situated toward the middle of the front of the jaw along the curve of 

the dental arch.   —meùsi·al·ly adv. 

mes·ic (mHzùVk, mHsù-, mKùzVk, -sVk) adj.  Ecology. Of, characterized by, or 

adapted to a moderately moist habitat. 

me·sit·y·lene (mN-sVtùl-KnÙ) n.  A hydrocarbon, C6H3(CH3)3, occurring in 

petroleum and coal tar or synthesized from acetone and used as a solvent.  [MESI-

TYL (OXIDE) + -ENE.]

mes·i·tyl oxide (mHsùV-tVl mkùsXdÙ) n.  An oily liquid, (CH3)2C:CHCOCH3, 

obtained from acetones and used as a solvent and in lacquers, paints, and var-

nishes.  [Greek mesitKs, mediator (from its use as an intermediate in organic syn-

thesis) (from mesos, middle); see MESO- + -YL.]

Mes·mer (mHzùmNr, mHsù-), Franz or Friedrich Anton. 1734-1815.  Austrian 

physician who sought to treat disease through animal magnetism, an early thera-

peutic application of hypnotism. 

mes·mer·ism (mHzùmN-rVzÙNm, mHsù-) n.  1. A strong or spellbinding appeal; 

fascination.  2. Hypnotic induction believed to involve animal magnetism.  

3. Hypnotism.  [After Franz MESMER.] —mes·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj.  

—mes·merùi·cal·ly adv.  —mesùmer·ist n.  

WORD HISTORY: When the members of an audience sit mesmerized by a

speaker, their reactions do not take the form of dancing, sleeping, or falling into

convulsions. But if Franz Anton Mesmer were addressing the audience, such be-

havior could be expected. Mesmer, a visionary 18th-century physician, believed

cures could be effected by having patients do things such as sit with their feet in

a fountain of magnetized water while holding cables attached to magnetized trees.

Mesmer then came to believe that magnetic powers resided in himself, and during

highly fashionable curative sessions in Paris he caused his patients to have reac-

tions ranging from sleeping or dancing to convulsions. These reactions were ac-

tually brought about by hypnotic powers that Mesmer was unaware he possessed.

One of his pupils, named Puységur, then used the term mesmerism (first recorded

in English in 1802) for Mesmer’s practices. The related word mesmerize (first re-

corded in English in 1829), having shed its reference to the hypnotic doctor, lives

on in the sense “to enthrall.”



mes·mer·ize (mHzùmN-rXzÙ, mHsù-) v.  tr. mes·mer·ized, mes·mer·iz·ing, 
mes·mer·iz·es. 1. To spellbind; enthrall: “He could mesmerize an audience by the 

sheer force of his presence” (Justin Kaplan).  2. To hypnotize.   —mesÙmer·i·zaù-
tion (-mNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —mesùmer·izÙer n. 

meso-  or mes- pref.  1. In the middle; middle:  mesoderm.  2. Intermediate:  

mesophyte.  [Greek, from mesos, middle. See medhyo- in Appendix.]

Mes·o·a·mer·i·ca (mHzÙo-N-mHrùV-kN, mHsÙ-)  A region extending south and 

east from central Mexico to include parts of Guatemala, Belize, Honduras, and 

Nicaragua. In pre-Columbian times it was inhabited by diverse civilizations, 

including the Mayan and the Olmec.   —MesÙo·a·merùi·can adj.  & n. 

mes·o·blast (mHzùN-bl4stÙ, mHsù-) n.  The middle germinal layer of an early 

embryo, consisting of undifferentiated cells destined to become the mesoderm.   
—mesÙo·blasùtic adj. 

mes·o·carp (mHzùN-kärpÙ, mHsù-) n.  Botany. The middle, usually fleshy layer of 

a fruit wall. 

mes·o·ce·phal·ic (mHzÙo-sN-f4lùVk, mHsÙ-) adj.  Having a head of medium 

breadth, with a cephalic index between 76 and 80.   —mesÙo·cephùal·ly (-N-

sHfùN-lK) n. 

mes·o·derm (mHzùN-dûrmÙ, mHsù-) n.  The middle embryonic germ layer, lying 

between the ectoderm and the endoderm, from which connective tissue, muscle, 

bone, and the urogenital and circulatory systems develop.   —mesÙo·derùmal, 
mesÙo·derùmic adj. 

mes·o·gas·tri·um (mHzÙN-g4sùtrK-Nm, mHsÙ-) n.  pl. mes·o·gas·tri·a (-trK-N). 
1. The portion of the embryonic mesentery that is attached to the early stomach.  

2. The region of the abdomen surrounding the navel.   —mesÙo·gasùtric adj. 

mes·o·gle·a also mes·o·gloe·a (mHzÙN-glKùN, mHsÙ-, mKÙzN-, -sN-) n.  The layer 

of gelatinous material that separates the inner and outer cell layers of a coelenter-

ate.  [New Latin mesogloea : MESO- + Medieval Greek gloia, glia, glue; see 

ZOOGLEA.] —mesÙo·gleùal adj. 

Mes·o·lith·ic (mHzÙN-lVthùVk, mHsÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the cultural 

period of the Stone Age between the Paleolithic and Neolithic ages, marked by the 

appearance of the bow and cutting tools.   —  n.  The Mesolithic Age. 

mes·o·mere (mHzùN-mîrÙ, mHsù-) n.  1. A blastomere of intermediate size, 

larger than a micromere but smaller than a macromere.  2. The middle zone of 

the mesoderm of a chordate vertebrate embryo, from which excretory tissue 

develops. 

mes·o·morph (mHzùN-môrfÙ, mHsù-) n.  Anatomy. A mesomorphic person.  

[MESO(DERM) + -MORPH.]

mes·o·mor·phic (mHzÙN-môrùfVk, mHsÙ-) adj.  1.  Also mes·o·mor·phous (-

môrùfNs). Of, relating to, or existing in a state of matter intermediate between liq-

uid and crystal.  2. Anatomy. Having or characterized by a robust, muscular body 



build caused by the predominance of structures developed from the embryonic 

mesodermal layer.   —mesÙo·morùphism, mesùo·morÙphy n. 

mes·on (mHzùmnÙ, mHsù-, mKùzmnÙ, -smnÙ) n.  Any of a family of subatomic par-

ticles that participate in strong interactions, are composed of a quark and an anti-

quark, and have masses generally intermediate between leptons and baryons.   
—me·sonùic (mH-zmnùVk, -smnù, mK-) adj. 

mes·o·neph·ros (mHzÙN-nHfùrNs, -rmsÙ, mHsÙ-) n.  Biology. The second of the 

three excretory organs that develop in a vertebrate embryo, becoming the func-

tioning kidney in fish and amphibians but replaced by the metanephros in higher 

vertebrates.  Also called Wolffian body [MESO- + Greek nephros, kidney.] 
—mesÙo·nephùric adj. 

mes·o·pause (mHzùN-pôzÙ, mHsù-) n.  An atmospheric area about 80 kilometers 

(50 miles) above the earth’s surface, forming the upper boundary of the mesos-

phere. 

mes·o·pe·lag·ic (mHzÙN-pN-l4jùVk, mHsÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or living at ocean 

depths between about 180 and 900 meters (600 and 3000 feet):  mesopelagic 

organisms. 

mes·o·phyll (mHzùN-fVlÙ, mHsù-) n.  The photosynthetic tissue of a leaf, located 

between the upper and lower epidermis.   —mesÙo·phylùlic, mesÙo·phylùlous 

adj. 

mes·o·phyte (mHzùN-fXtÙ, mHsù-) n.  A land plant that grows in an environment 

having a moderate amount of moisture.   —mesÙo·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

Mes·o·po·ta·mi·a (mHsÙN-pN-t7ùmK-N)  An ancient region of southwest Asia 

between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in modern-day Iraq. Probably settled 

before 5000 B.C., the area was the home of numerous early civilizations, including 

Sumer, Akkad, Babylonia, and Assyria. It declined in importance after Mongol 

invaders destroyed its extensive irrigation system in A.D. 1258.   
—MesÙo·po·taùmi·an adj.  & n. 

mes·o·some (mHzùN-somÙ, mHsù-, mKùzN-, -sN-) n.  A convoluted invagination 

of the cytoplasmic membrane in some bacterial cells. 

mes·o·sphere (mHzùN-sfîrÙ, mHsù-) n.  The portion of the atmosphere from 

about 30 to 80 kilometers (20 to 50 miles) above the earth’s surface, characterized 

by temperatures that decrease from 10˚C to –90˚C (50˚F to –130˚F) with increas-

ing altitude.   —mesÙo·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-) adj. 

mes·o·the·li·a (mHzÙN-thKùlK-N, mHsÙ-) n.  Plural of mesothelium. 
mes·o·the·li·o·ma (mHzÙN-thKÙlK-oùmN, mHsÙ-, mKÙzN-, -sN-) n.  pl. 

mes·o·the·li·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or mes·o·the·li·o·mas. A usually malignant 

tumor of mesothelial tissue, especially that of the pleura or peritoneum. 

mes·o·the·li·um (mHzÙN-thKùlK-Nm, mHsÙ-) n.  pl. mes·o·the·li·a (-lK-N). The 

layer of flat cells of mesodermal origin that lines the embryonic body cavity and 



gives rise to the squamous cells of the peritoneum, pericardium, and pleura.  

[MESO- + (EPI)THELIUM.] —mesÙo·theùli·al adj. 

mes·o·tho·rax (mHzÙN-thôrù4ksÙ, -thorù-, mHsÙ-) n.  pl. mes·o·tho·rax·es or 

mes·o·tho·ra·ces (-thôrùN-sKzÙ, -thorù-). The middle of the three divisions of 

the thorax of an insect, bearing the middle pair of legs and the first pair of wings.   
—mesÙo·tho·racùic (-thô-r4sùVk, -tho-) adj. 

mes·o·tho·ri·um (mHzÙN-thôrùK-Nm, -thorù-, mHsÙ-) n.  Either of two decay 

products of thorium, mesothorium I, an isotope of radium, or mesothorium II, 

an isotope of actinium. 

Mes·o·zo·ic (mHzÙN-zoùVk, mHsÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the third era of 

geologic time, including the Triassic Period, the Jurassic Period, and the Creta-

ceous Period and characterized by the development of flying reptiles, birds, and 

flowering plants and the appearance and extinction of dinosaurs.   —  n.  The 

Mesozoic Era. 

mes·quite (mH-skKtù, mN-) n.  Any of several small spiny trees or shrubs of the 

genus Prosopis in the pea family, native to hot, dry regions of the New World and 

important as plants for bees and forage for cattle, especially: a. P. glandulosa, 

native to the southwest United States and northern Mexico.  Also called honey 

mesquite, western honey mesquite.  b. P. juliflora, native to the Gulf Coast and 

Caribbean islands from Mexico to Venezuela.  Also called algarroba  [Spanish 

mezquite, from Nahuatl mizquitl.]

Mes·quite (mN-skKtù, mH-)  A city of northeast Texas, an industrial and residen-

tial suburb of Dallas. Population, 101,484. 

mess (mHs) n.  1. A disorderly or dirty accumulation, heap, or jumble:  left a 

mess in the yard.  2. a. A cluttered, untidy, usually dirty condition:  The kitchen 

was in a mess.  b. A confused, troubling, or embarrassing condition; a muddle:  

With divorce and bankruptcy proceedings pending, his personal life was in a mess.  

c. One that is in such a condition:  clothes that were a mess after painting the ceil-

ing; made a mess of their marriage.   3. a. An amount of food, as for a meal, 

course, or dish:  cooked up a mess of fish.  b. A serving of soft, semiliquid food:  a 

mess of porridge.   4. a. A group of people, usually soldiers or sailors, who regu-

larly eat meals together.  b. Food or a meal served to such a group:  took mess with 

the enlistees.  c. A mess hall.    —  v.  messed, mess·ing, mess·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make disorderly or soiled; clutter or foul:  a puppy that still messes the floor.  

2. To botch; bungle.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cause or make a mess.  2. To use or handle 

something carelessly; fiddle:  messed with the blender until he broke it.  3. To 

intrude; interfere:  messing in the neighbors’ affairs.  4. To take a meal in a military 

mess.   —phrasal verbs. mess around. Informal. 1. To pass time in aimless 

puttering.  2. To associate casually or playfully:  liked to mess around with pals on 

days off.  mess up. 3. Informal. To make a mistake, especially from nervousness 

or confusion:  messed up and dropped the ball.  4. Slang. To beat up; manhandle:  



got messed up in a brawl.  [Middle English mes, course of a meal, food, group of 

people eating together, from Old French, from Late Latin missus, from Latin, past 

participle of mittere, to place.]

mes·sage (mHsùVj) n.  Abbr. msg. 1. a. A usually short communication trans-

mitted by words, signals, or other means from one person, station, or group to 

another.  b. The substance of such a communication; the point or points con-

veyed:  gestured to a waiter, who got the message and brought the bill.   2. A state-

ment made or read before a gathering:  a retiring executive’s farewell message.  3. A 

basic thesis or lesson; a moral:  a play with a message.   —  v.  tr. mes·saged, 
mes·sag·ing, mes·sag·es. 1. To send a message to.  2. To send as a message:  

messaged the instruction by cable.   —  v.  intr. To send a message; communicate.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin miss7ticum, from Latin 

missus, past participle of mittere, to send.]

Mes·sa·li·na (mHsÙN-lXùnN), Valeria. Died A.D. 48.  Roman empress as the third 

wife of Claudius I. She was executed after Claudius discovered that she had mar-

ried a lover in his absence. 

mes·sa·line (mHsÙN-lKnù) n.  A lightweight, soft, shiny silk cloth with a twilled 

or satin weave.  [French.]

Mes·sei·gneurs (m7-sH-nyœrù) n.  Plural of Monseigneur. 
Mes·se·ne (mV-sKùnK)  An ancient Greek city in the southwest Peloponnesus. It 

was founded c. 369 B.C. under Theban auspices as a new capital for the region of 

Messenia. 

mes·sen·ger (mHsùNn-jNr) n.  1. One that carries messages or performs 

errands, as: a. A person employed to carry telegrams, letters, or parcels.  b. A mil-

itary or official courier.  c. An envoy to another person, party, or government.   

2. A bearer of news.  3. A forerunner; a harbinger:  the crocus and other messen-

gers of spring.  4. A prophet:  the messenger of Allah.  5. Nautical. A chain or rope 

used for hauling in a cable. In this sense, also calledmessenger line  —  v.  tr. 

mes·sen·gered, mes·sen·ger·ing, mes·sen·gers. To send by messenger.  

[Middle English messanger, from Old French messagier, from message, message. 

See MESSAGE.]

messenger RNA (mHsùNn-jNr ärÙHn-7ù) n.  Abbr. mRNA The form of RNA 

that mediates the transfer of genetic information from the cell nucleus to ribo-

somes in the cytoplasm, where it serves as a template for protein synthesis. It is 

synthesized from a DNA template during the process of transcription. 

Mes·se·ni·a (mV-sKùnK-N, -sKnùyN)  An ancient region of southwest Greece in the 

Peloponnesus on the Ionian Sea. It fought a series of wars against Sparta c. 736 to 

371 B.C. The Romans conquered the area in 146 B.C.   —Mes·senùi·an adj.  & n. 

mess hall (mHs hôl) n.  A building or room used for serving and eating meals, as 

on an army post. 



Mes·si·ah (mV-sXùN) n.  1.  Also Mes·si·as (mV-sXùNs). The anticipated deliverer 

and king of the Jews.  2.  Also Messias. Jesus.  3. messiah. A leader who is 

regarded as or professes to be a savior or liberator.  [Middle English Messias, 

Messie, from Old French Messie, from Late Latin MessX7s, from Greek, from Ara-

maic mH≥îUâ, or Hebrew m7≥4U, the anointed, messiah.]

mes·si·an·ic also Mes·si·an·ic (mHsÙK-4nùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to a mes-

siah:  messianic hopes.  2. Of or characterized by messianism:  messianic national-

ism.  [New Latin messi7nicus, from Late Latin messX7s, Messiah. See MESSIAH.]

mes·si·a·nism (mHsùK-N-nVzÙNm, mV-sXù-) n.  1. Belief in a messiah.  2. Belief 

that a particular cause or movement is destined to triumph or save the world.  

3. Zealous devotion to a leader, cause, or movement.   —mesùsi·a·nist n. 

Mes·si·as (mV-sXùNs) n.  Variant of Messiah. 
Mes·sieurs (m7-syœù, mHsùNrz) n.  Abbr. Messrs., M.M. Plural of Monsieur. 
Mes·si·na (mV-sKùnN, mH-)  A city of northeast Sicily, Italy, on the Strait of 
Messina, a channel separating Sicily from mainland Italy. Founded in the eighth 

century B.C. by Greek colonists. Messina was decimated by the plague in 1743 and 

suffered severe earthquakes in 1783 and 1908. The strait’s rocks, currents, and 

whirlpools may have been the inspiration for the legend of Scylla and Charybdis. 

Population, 255,890. 

mess jacket (mHs j4kùVt) n.  A waist-length fitted jacket, worn chiefly as part of 

a uniform on formal occasions.  Also called monkey jacket, shell jacket. 

mess kit (mHs kVt) n.  A set of cooking and eating utensils compactly arranged in 

a kit, used by soldiers and campers. 

mess·mate (mHsùm7tÙ) n.  A person with whom one eats regularly, as in a mili-

tary mess. 

Messrs.1 (mHsùNrz) n.  Plural of Mr. 
Messrs.2 abbr.  Messieurs. 

mess·y (mHsùK) adj.  mess·i·er, mess·i·est. 1. Disorderly and dirty:  a messy 

bedroom.  2. Exhibiting or demonstrating carelessness:  messy reasoning.  

3. Unpleasantly difficult to settle or resolve:  a messy court case.   —messùi·ly 
adv.  —messùi·ness n. 

Mes·ta (mHsùtN), Perle. 1889-1975.  American socialite and diplomat who 

served as U.S. minister to Luxembourg from 1949 to 1953. 

mes·ti·za (mHs-tKùzN) n.  A woman of mixed racial ancestry, especially of mixed 

European and Native American ancestry.  [Spanish, feminine of mestizo. See MES-

TIZO.]

mes·ti·zo (mHs-tKùzo) n.  pl. mes·ti·zos or mes·ti·zoes. A person of mixed 

racial ancestry, especially of mixed European and Native American ancestry.  

[Spanish, mixed, mestizo, from Old Spanish, mixed, from Late Latin mixtXcius, 

from Latin mixtus, past participle of miscKre, to mix. See meik- in Appendix.]



mes·tra·nol (mHsùtrN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  A synthetic estrogen, C21H26O2, 

used in combination with a progestin in oral contraceptive preparations.  [Alter-

ation of ethynyl methoxy estratriene, one of its chemical names.]

Me≥·tro·vi> (mHshùtrN-vVchÙ, -trô-), Ivan. 1883-1962.  Yugoslavian-born 

American sculptor of religious, mythological, and Slavic folklore subjects. 

met (mHt) v.  Past tense and past participle of meet1. 
met. abbr.  1. a. Metaphor.  b. Metaphoric.   2. Metaphysics.  

3. a. Meteorological.  b. Meteorology.   4. Metropolitan. 

met- pref.  Variant of meta-. 
Me·ta (m7ùtN, mHùtä)  A river, about 1,102 km (685 mi) long, of northeast 

Colombia flowing partially along the border with Venezuela. 

meta-  or met- pref.  1. a. Later in time:  metestrus.  b. At a later stage of devel-

opment:  metanephros.   2. Situated behind:  metacarpus.  3. a. Change; transfor-

mation:  metachromatism.  b. Alternation:  metagenesis.   4. a. Beyond; 

transcending; more comprehensive:  metalinguistics.  b. At a higher state of devel-

opment:  metazoan.   5. Having undergone metamorphosis:  metasomatic.  

6. a. Derivative or related chemical substance:  metaprotein.  b. Of or relating to 

one of three possible isomers of a benzene ring with two attached chemical 

groups, in which the carbon atoms with attached groups are separated by one 

unsubstituted carbon atom:  meta-dibromobenzene.   [Greek, from meta, beside, 

after. See me-2 in Appendix.]

met·a-a·nal·y·sis (mHtÙN-N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  The process or technique of synthe-

sizing research results by using various statistical methods to retrieve, select, and 

combine results from previous separate but related studies. 

met·a·bol·ic (mHtÙN-bmlùVk) adj.  Biology. Of, relating to, or resulting from 

metabolism.  [Greek metabolikos, changeable, from metabolK, change. See METAB-

OLISM.] —metÙa·bolùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·tab·o·lism (mV-t4bùN-lVzÙNm) n.  Biology. 1. The complex of physical and 

chemical processes occurring within a living cell or organism that are necessary 

for the maintenance of life. In metabolism some substances are broken down to 

yield energy for vital processes while other substances, necessary for life, are syn-

thesized.  2. The functioning of a specific substance within the living body:  water 

metabolism; iodine metabolism.  [From Greek metabolK, change, from metaballein, 

to change  : meta-, meta- + ballein, to throw; see gwelN- in Appendix.]

me·tab·o·lite (mV-t4bùN-lXtÙ) n.  1. A substance produced by metabolism.  2. A 

substance necessary for or taking part in a particular metabolic process.  

[METABOL(ISM) + -ITE
1.]

me·tab·o·lize (mV-t4bùN-lXzÙ) v.  me·tab·o·lized, me·tab·o·liz·ing, 
me·tab·o·liz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To subject (a substance) to metabolism.  2. To pro-

duce (a substance) by metabolism.   —  v.  intr. To undergo change by metabo-

lism.   —me·tabùo·lizÙa·ble adj. 



met·a·car·pal (mHtÙN-kärùpNl) adj.  Of or relating to the metacarpus.   —  n.  

Any of the bones of the metacarpus.   —metÙa·carùpal·ly adv. 

met·a·car·pus (mHtÙN-kärùpNs) n.  pl. met·a·car·pi (-pX). 1. The part of the 

human hand that includes the five bones between the fingers and the wrist.  

2. The corresponding part of the forefoot of a quadruped. 

met·a·cen·ter (mHtùN-sHnÙtNr) n.  The intersection of vertical lines through the 

center of buoyancy of a floating body when it is at equilibrium and when it is 

floating at an angle. The location of the metacenter is an indication of the stabil-

ity of a floating body. 

met·a·cen·tric (mHtÙN-sHnùtrVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to a metacenter.  

2. Genetics. Having the centromere in the median position so that the arms are of 

equal length. Used of a chromosome.   —  n.  A metacentric chromosome.   
—metÙa·cen·tricùi·ty (-sHn-trVsùV-tK) n. 

met·a·chro·ma·tism (mHtÙN-kroùmN-tVzÙNm) n.  A change in color caused by 

variation of the physical conditions to which a body is subjected, especially such a 

change caused by variation in temperature.   —metÙa·chro·matùic (-m4tùVk) 

adj. 

met·a·eth·ics (mHtùN-HthÙVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the 

meaning and nature of ethical terms, judgments, and arguments.   
—metÙa·ethùi·cal adj. 

met·a·fic·tion (mHtùN-fVkÙshNn) n.  Fiction that deals, often playfully and self-

referentially, with the writing of fiction or its conventions.   —metÙa·ficùtion·al 
adj.  —metÙa·ficùtion·ist n. 

met·a·gal·ax·y (mHtÙN-g4lùNk-sK) n.  pl. met·a·gal·ax·ies. The assemblage of 

all galaxies; the entire physical universe. 

met·a·gen·e·sis (mHtÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Biology. See alternation of genera-
tions.  —metÙa·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 

me·tag·na·thous (mV-t4gùnN-thNs) adj.  Having a bill in which the tips of the 

mandibles cross. Used of a bird.   —me·tagùna·thism n. 

Met·ai·rie (mHtùN-rK)  A community of southeast Louisiana, a suburb of New 

Orleans. Population, 149,428. 

met·al (mHtùl) n.  1.  Abbr. M Any of a category of electropositive elements that 

usually have a shiny surface, are generally good conductors of heat and electricity, 

and can be melted or fused, hammered into thin sheets, or drawn into wires. Typ-

ical metals form salts with nonmetals, basic oxides with oxygen, and alloys with 

one another.  2. An alloy of two or more metallic elements.  3. An object made of 

metal.  4. Basic character; mettle.  5. Broken stones used for road surfaces or rail-

road beds.  6. Molten glass, especially when used in glassmaking.  7. Molten cast 

iron.  8. Printing. Type made of metal.   —  v.  tr. met·aled also met·alled, 
met·al·ing also met·al·ling, met·als also met·als. To cover or surface (a road-



bed, for example) with broken stones.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin metallum, from Greek metallon, mine, mineral, metal.]

metal. abbr.  1. Metallurgic.  2. Metallurgy. 

met·a·lin·guis·tics (mHtÙN-lVng-gwVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

study of the interrelationship between language and other cultural behavior. 

metall. abbr.  1. Metallurgic.  2. Metallurgy. 

metall-  or metalli- pref.  Variants of metallo-. 
me·tal·lic (mN-t4lùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the characteristics of a 

metal.  2. Containing a metal:  a metallic compound.  3. Having a quality suggest-

ing or associated with metal, especially: a. Lustrous; sparkling:  metallic colors.  

b. Sharp-tasting:  an unpleasant, metallic flavor.   4. Harshly resonant: “the 

strange metallic note of the meadow lark, suggesting the clash of vibrant blades” 

(Ambrose Bierce).   —  n.  1. A yarn or fiber made of or containing metal.  2. A 

fabric, typically shiny or iridescent, made of such yarn or fiber.   
—me·talùli·cal·ly adv. 

metallic bond (mN-t4lùVk bmnd) n.  The chemical bond characteristic of met-

als, in which mobile valence electrons are shared among atoms in a usually stable 

crystalline structure. 

met·al·lif·er·ous (mHtÙl-VfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing metal. Used of a mineral 

deposit or an ore.  [From Latin metallifer : metallum, metal; see METAL + -fer, -

fer.]

met·al·line (mHtùl-Vn, -XnÙ) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or having the properties of a 

metal.  2. Containing metal ions. 

metallo-  or metall-  or metalli- pref.  Metal:  metallography.  [From Latin met-

allum, metal. See METAL.]

met·al·log·ra·phy (mHtÙl-mgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the structure of metals 

and alloys, especially by optical and electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction.   
—metÙal·logùra·pher n.  —me·talÙlo·graphùic (mN-t4lÙN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—me·talÙlo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

met·al·loid (mHtùl-oidÙ) n.  1. A nonmetallic element, such as arsenic, that has 

some of the chemical properties of a metal.  2. A nonmetallic element, such as 

carbon, that can form an alloy with metals.   —  adj.  also met·al·loi·dal (mHtÙl-

oidùl) 1. Relating to or having the properties of a metalloid.  2. Having the 

appearance of a metal. 

me·tal·lo·phone (mN-t4lùN-fonÙ) n.  Music. A percussion instrument consist-

ing of a graduated series of metal bars struck with either hand-held or keyboard-

controlled hammers. 

met·al·lur·gy (mHtùl-ûrÙjK) n.  Abbr. metal., metall. 1. The science that deals 

with procedures used in extracting metals from their ores, purifying and alloying 

metals, and creating useful objects from metals.  2. The study of metals and their 

properties in bulk and at the atomic level.  [New Latin metallurgia, from Greek 



metallourgos, miner, worker in metals  : metallon, a mine, metal + -ourgos, -

worker (from ergon, work); see werg- in Appendix.] —metÙal·lurùgic, 
metÙal·lurùgi·cal adj.  —metÙal·lurùgi·cal·ly adv.  —metùal·lurÙgist n. 

met·al·mark (mHtùl-märkÙ) n.  Any of several small, darkly colored butterflies 

of the family Riodinidae, occurring mainly in tropical regions and having irides-

cent lines or spots on the wings. 

met·al·work (mHtùl-wûrkÙ) n.  Work done in metal. 

met·al·work·ing (mHtùl-wûrÙkVng) n.  The process or art of shaping things 

out of metal.   —metùal·workÙer n. 

met·a·math·e·mat·ics (mHtÙN-m4thÙN-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The branch of mathematics that deals with the logic and consistency of mathe-

matical proofs, formulas, and equations.   —metÙa·mathÙe·matùi·cal adj.  

—metÙa·mathÙe·ma·tiùcian (-mN-tVshùNn) n. 

met·a·mere (mHtùN-mîrÙ) n.  Zoology. Any of the homologous segments, lying 

in a longitudinal series, that compose the body of certain animals, such as earth-

worms and lobsters.  Also called somite  —metÙa·merùic (-mHrùVk, -mîrù-) adj.  

—metÙa·merùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·tam·er·ism (mN-t4mùN-rVzÙNm) n.  The condition of having the body 

divided into metameres, exhibited in most animals only in the early embryonic 

stages of development. 

met·a·mor·phic (mHtÙN-môrùfVk) adj.  1.  Also met·a·mor·phous (-fNs). Of, 

relating to, or characterized by metamorphosis.  2. Geology. Changed in structure 

or composition as a result of metamorphism. Used of rock.  [METAMORPH(OSIS) + 

-IC.]

met·a·mor·phism (mHtÙN-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  Geology. The process by which 

rocks are altered in composition, texture, or internal structure by extreme heat, 

pressure, and the introduction of new chemical substances.  [METAMORPH(IC) + -

ISM.]

met·a·mor·phose (mHtÙN-môrùfozÙ, -fosÙ) v.  met·a·mor·phosed, 
met·a·mor·phos·ing, met·a·mor·phos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To change into a 

wholly different form or appearance; transform: “His eyes turned bloodshot, and 

he was metamorphosed into a raging fiend” (Jack London).  2. To subject to meta-

morphosis or metamorphism.   —  v.  intr. To be changed or transformed by or as 

if by metamorphosis or metamorphism.  See Synonyms at convert.  [French 

métamorphoser, from Old French, from metamorphose, metamorphosis, from 

Latin metamorphosis. See METAMORPHOSIS.]

met·a·mor·pho·sis (mHtÙN-môrùfN-sVs) n.  pl. met·a·mor·pho·ses (-sKzÙ). 
1. A transformation, as by magic or sorcery.  2. A marked change in appearance, 

character, condition, or function.  3. Biology. A change in the form and often 

habits of an animal during normal development after the embryonic stage. Meta-

morphosis includes, in insects, the transformation of a maggot into an adult fly 



and a caterpillar into a butterfly and, in amphibians, the changing of a tadpole 

into a frog.  4. Pathology. A usually degenerative change in the structure of a par-

ticular body tissue.  [Latin metamorphosis, from Greek, from metamorphoun, to 

transform  : meta-, meta- + morphK, form.]

met·a·mor·phous (mHtÙN-môrùfNs) adj.  Variant of metamorphic (adj., 

sense 1). 

met·a·neph·ros (mHtÙN-nHfùrmsÙ) n.  The third and final excretory organ that 

develops in a vertebrate embryo. In birds, reptiles, and mammals it replaces the 

mesonephros as the functional excretory organ and develops into the adult kid-

ney.  [META- + Greek nephros, kidney.]

metaph. abbr.  1. Metaphor.  2. Metaphoric.  3. Metaphysics. 

met·a·phase (mHtùN-f7zÙ) n.  The stage of mitosis and meiosis, following 

prophase and preceding anaphase, during which the chromosomes are aligned 

along the metaphase plate. 

metaphase plate (mHtùN-f7zÙ pl7t) n.  An imaginary plane perpendicular to 

the spindle fibers of a dividing cell, along which chromosomes align during 

metaphase. 

met·a·phor (mHtùN-fôrÙ, -fNr) n.  1.  Abbr. met., metaph. A figure of speech 

in which a word or phrase that ordinarily designates one thing is used to designate 

another, thus making an implicit comparison, as in “a sea of troubles” or “All the 

world’s a stage” (Shakespeare).  2. One thing conceived as representing another; a 

symbol: “The high-rise garbage repository is a metaphor for both accomplishment 

and failure” (Richard Sever).  [Middle English methaphor, from Old French meta-

phore, from Latin metaphora, from Greek, transference, metaphor, from meta-

pherein, to transfer  : meta-, meta- + pherein, to carry; see bher-1 in Appendix.] 
—metÙa·phorùic (-fôrùVk, -fmrù-), metÙa·phorùi·cal adj.  

—metÙa·phorùi·cal·ly adv. 

met·a·phos·phate (mHtÙN-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of metaphosphoric 

acid. 

met·a·phos·phor·ic acid (mHtÙN-fms-fôrùVk 4sùVd, -fmrù-) n.  An inorganic 

compound, HPO3, used as a dehydrating agent and in dental cements. 

met·a·phrase (mHtùN-fr7zÙ) n.  A word-for-word translation.   —  v.  tr. 

met·a·phrased, met·a·phras·ing, met·a·phras·es. 1. To translate, especially 

literally.  2. To alter the wording of (a text).  [New Latin metaphrasis, from Greek, 

translation, paraphrase, from metaphrazein, to translate  : meta-, meta- + 

phrazein, tell, show; see gwhren- in Appendix.] —metÙa·phrasùtic (-fr4sùtVk) 

adj. 

met·a·phrast (mHtùN-fr4stÙ) n.  One who renders a text into a different form, 

as by recasting prose in verse.  [Medieval Greek metaphrastKs, from Greek meta-

phrazein, to translate. See METAPHRASE.]



met·a·phys·ic (mHtÙN-fVzùVk) n.  1. a. Metaphysics.  b. A system of metaphys-

ics.   2. An underlying philosophical or theoretical principle:  a belief in luck, the 

metaphysic of the gambler.  [Middle English methaphisik, metaphisik. See META-

PHYSICS.]

met·a·phys·i·cal (mHtÙN-fVzùV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to metaphysics.  

2. Based on speculative or abstract reasoning.  3. Highly abstract or theoretical; 

abstruse.  4. a. Immaterial; incorporeal.  See Synonyms at immaterial.  
b. Supernatural.   5.  Often Metaphysical. Of or relating to the poetry of a 

group of 17th-century English poets whose verse is characterized by an intellectu-

ally challenging style and extended metaphors comparing very dissimilar things.  

[Middle English metaphisicalle, from Medieval Latin metaphysic7lis, from meta-

physica, metaphysics. See METAPHYSICS.] —metÙa·physùi·cal·ly adv. 

met·a·phy·si·cian (mHtÙN-fV-zVshùNn) n.  One who specializes or is skilled in 

metaphysics. 

met·a·phys·ics (mHtÙN-fVzùVks) n.  Abbr. met., metaph. 1. (used with a sing. 

verb). Philosophy. The branch of philosophy that examines the nature of reality, 

including the relationship between mind and matter, substance and attribute, fact 

and value.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The theoretical or first principles of a partic-

ular discipline:  the metaphysics of law.  3. (used with a sing. verb). A priori specu-

lation upon questions that are unanswerable to scientific observation, analysis, or 

experiment.  4. (used with a sing. verb). Excessively subtle or recondite reasoning.  

[Pl. of Middle English methaphisik, from Medieval Latin metaphysica, from 

Medieval Greek (ta) metaphusika, Greek (Ta) meta (ta) phusika, (the things) after 

the physics, the title of Aristotle’s treatise on first principles (so called because it 

followed his work on physics)  : meta, after; see META- + phusika, physics; see 

PHYSICS.]

met·a·pla·sia (mHtÙN-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  1. Normal transformation of tissue 

from one type to another, as in the ossification of cartilage to form bone.  

2. Transformation of cells from a normal to an abnormal state.   
—metÙa·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

met·a·plasm1 (mHtùN-pl4zÙNm) n.  Grammar. Alteration of a word by the addi-

tion, omission, or transposition of sounds or syllables or the letters that represent 

them.  [Middle English metaplasmus, from Latin, from Greek metaplasmos, 

remodeling, from metaplassein, to remold  : meta-, meta- + plassein, to mold; see 

pelN-2 in Appendix.] —metÙa·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk), metÙa·plasùmic (-

pl4zùmVk)  adj. 

met·a·plasm2 (mHtùN-pl4zÙNm) n.  Biology. Nonliving material in the proto-

plasm of a cell, such as pigment granules or nutritive substances.   
—metÙa·plasùmic (-pl4zùmVk) adj. 



Met·a·pon·tum (mHtÙN-pmnùtNm)  An ancient city of southeast Italy on the 

Gulf of Taranto. It was settled by Greeks c. 700 B.C. Pythagoras taught here in the 

sixth century. 

met·a·pro·tein (mHtÙN-proùtKnÙ, -proùtK-Vn) n.  Any of various organic com-

pounds that result from a reaction between an acid or alkali and a protein and are 

soluble in weak acids or alkalis and insoluble in neutral solutions. 

met·a·psy·chol·o·gy (mHtÙN-sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  Philosophical inquiry supple-

menting the empirical science of psychology. Metapsychology deals with aspects 

of the mind that cannot be evaluated on the basis of objective or empirical evi-

dence. 

met·a·so·ma·tism (mHtÙN-soùmN-tVzÙNm) also met·a·so·ma·to·sis (-soÙmN-

toùsVs) n.  The process by which the chemical composition of a rock is changed by 

interaction with fluids; replacement of one mineral by another without melting.   
—metÙa·so·matùic (-m4tùVk) adj.  —metÙa·so·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

met·a·sta·ble (mHtÙN-st7ùbNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a relatively unstable 

and transient but significant state of a chemical or physical system, as of a super-

saturated solution or an excited atom.   —metÙa·sta·bilùi·ty (-stN-bVlùV-tK) n. 

me·tas·ta·sis (mN-t4sùtN-sVs) n.  pl. me·tas·ta·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Pathology. Trans-

mission of pathogenic microorganisms or cancerous cells from an original site to 

one or more sites elsewhere in the body, usually by way of the blood vessels or 

lymphatics.  2. A secondary cancerous growth formed by transmission of cancer-

ous cells from a primary growth located elsewhere in the body.  [Greek, from 

methistanai, to change  : meta-, meta- + histanai, to cause to stand, place; see st7- 
in Appendix.] —metÙa·statùic (mHtÙN-st4tùVk) adj.  —metÙa·statùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·tas·ta·size (mN-t4sùtN-sXzÙ) v.  intr. me·tas·ta·sized, me·tas·ta·siz·ing, 
me·tas·ta·siz·es. To be transmitted or transferred by or as if by metastasis. 

met·a·tar·sal (mHtÙN-tärùsNl) adj.  Of or relating to the metatarsus.   —  n.  Any 

of the bones of the metatarsus.   —metÙa·tarùsal·ly adv. 

met·a·tar·sus (mHtÙN-tärùsNs) n.  pl. met·a·tar·si (-sX, -sK). 1. The middle part 

of the human foot that forms the instep and includes the five bones between the 

toes and the ankle.  2. The corresponding part of the hind foot in quadrupeds or 

of the foot in birds. 

me·ta·te (mN-täùtK, mH-täùtH) n.  A stone block with a shallow concave surface, 

used with a mano for grinding corn or other grains.  [American Spanish, from 

Nahuatl metlatl.]

me·tath·e·sis (mV-t4thùV-sVs) n.  pl. me·tath·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Linguistics. 

Transposition within a word of letters, sounds, or syllables, as in the change from 

Old English brid to modern English bird or in the confusion of modren for mod-

ern.  2. Chemistry. Double decomposition.  [Late Latin, from Greek, from 

metatithenai, to transpose  : meta-, meta- + tithenai, to place; see dhK- in Appen-



dix.] —metÙa·thetùic (mHtÙN-thHtùVk), metÙa·thetùi·cal adj.  

—metÙa·thetÙi·cal·ly adv. 

me·tath·e·size (mV-t4thùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. me·tath·e·sized, 
me·tath·e·siz·ing, me·tath·e·siz·es. To subject to or undergo metathesis. 

met·a·tho·rax (mHtÙN-thôrù4ksÙ, -thorù-) n.  pl. met·a·tho·rax·es or 

met·a·tho·ra·ces (-thôrùN-sKzÙ, -thorù-). The hindmost of the three divisions of 

the thorax of an insect, bearing the third pair of legs and the second pair of wings.   
—metÙa·tho·racùic (-thô-r4sùVk, -tho-) adj. 

Me·tax·as (mN-t4kùsNs, mHÙtäk-säsù), Joannes. 1871-1941.  Greek general and 

dictator (1936-1941) who joined the Allies after Greece was invaded by Italy in 

1940. 

met·a·xy·lem (mHtÙN-zXùlNm) n.  Botany. The part of the primary xylem that 

differentiates after the protoxylem and is characterized by broader vessels and 

tracheids. 

met·a·zo·an (mHtÙN-zoùNn) n.  A multicellular animal of the subkingdom 

Metazoa, a division of the animal kingdom in traditional two-kingdom classifica-

tion systems.  [From New Latin Metazoa, a subdivision of the animal kingdom  : 

META- + -zoa, pl. of -zoon, animal; see -ZOON.] —metÙa·zoùal, metÙa·zoùan, 
metÙa·zoùic adj. 

Metch·ni·koff also Metch·ni·kov (mHchùnV-kôfÙ, myHchùnV-kNf), Elie. 1845-

1916.  Russian zoologist. He shared a 1908 Nobel Prize for discoveries and 

advances in immunology. 

mete1 (mKt) v.  tr. met·ed, met·ing, metes. 1. To distribute by or as if by 

measure; allot:  mete out punishment.  2. Archaic. To measure.  [Middle English 

meten, from Old English metan. See med- in Appendix.]

mete2 (mKt) n.  A boundary line; a limit:  metes and bounds.  [Middle English, 

from Anglo-Norman, from Latin mKta, turning post, boundary.]

me·tem·psy·cho·sis (mN-tHmÙsV-koùsVs, mHtÙNm-sX-) n.  pl. 

me·tem·psy·cho·ses (-sKz). Reincarnation.  [Late Latin metemps«chosis, from 

Greek metempsukhosis, from metempsukhousthai, to transmigrate  : meta-, meta- 

+ empsukhos, animate (en, in; see en-2 + psukhK, soul); see bhes- in Appendix.]

met·en·ceph·a·lon (mHtÙHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ) n.  pl. met·en·ceph·a·la (-lN). The 

anterior part of the embryonic hindbrain, which gives rise to the cerebellum and 

pons.   —metÙen·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

me·te·or (mKùtK-Nr, -ôrÙ) n.  A bright trail or streak that appears in the sky when 

a meteoroid is heated to incandescence by friction with the earth’s atmosphere.  

Also called falling star, shooting star.  [Middle English metheour, atmospheric phe-

nomenon, from Old French meteore, from Medieval Latin meteorum, from Greek 

meteoron, astronomical phenomenon, from neuter of meteoros, high in the air  : 

meta-, meta- + -aoros, lifted; akin to aeirein, to lift up; see AORTA.]

meteor. abbr.  1. Meteorological.  2. Meteorology. 



me·te·or·ic (mKÙtK-ôrùVk, -mrù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or formed by a meteor-

oid.  2. Of or relating to the earth’s atmosphere.  3. Similar to a meteor in speed, 

brilliance, or brevity:  a meteoric rise to fame.   —meÙte·orùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·te·or·ite (mKùtK-N-rXtÙ) n.  A stony or metallic mass of matter that has fallen 

to the earth’s surface from outer space.   —meÙte·or·itùic (-N-rVtùVk), 
meÙte·or·itùi·cal adj. 

me·te·or·o·graph (mKÙtK-ôrùN-gr4fÙ, -mrù-) n.  An instrument that records 

simultaneously several meteorological conditions, such as temperature, pressure, 

and humidity. 

me·te·or·oid (mKùtK-N-roidÙ) n.  A solid body, moving in space, that is smaller 

than an asteroid and at least as large as a speck of dust. 

me·te·or·ol·o·gist (mKÙtK-N-rmlùN-jVst) n.  1. One who studies meteorology.  

2. One who reports and forecasts weather conditions, as on television. 

me·te·or·ol·o·gy (mKÙtK-N-rmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. meteor., meteorol., met. The 

science that deals with the phenomena of the atmosphere, especially weather and 

weather conditions.  [French météorologie, from Greek meteorologia, discussion of 

astronomical phenomena  : meteoron, astronomical phenomenon; see METEOR + -

logia, -logy.] —meÙte·or·o·logùi·cal (-Nr-N-lmjùV-kNl), meÙte·or·o·logùic adj.  

—meÙte·or·o·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

meteor shower (mKùtK-Nr shouùNr) n.  A large number of meteors that appear 

together and seem to come from the same area in the sky. 

me·ter1 (mKùtNr) n.  1. a. The measured arrangement of words in poetry, as by 

accentual rhythm, syllabic quantity, or the number of syllables in a line.  b. A par-

ticular arrangement of words in poetry, such as iambic pentameter, determined 

by the kind and number of metrical units in a line.  c. The rhythmic pattern of a 

stanza, determined by the kind and number of lines.   2. Music. a. Division into 

measures or bars.  b. A specific rhythm determined by the number of beats and 

the time value assigned to each note in a measure.  See Synonyms at rhythm.   
[Middle English, from Old English meter, and from Old French metre both from 

Latin metrum, from Greek metron, measure, poetic meter. See mK-2 in Appen-

dix.]

me·ter2 (mKùtNr) n.  Abbr. m The international standard unit of length, approxi-

mately equivalent to 39.37 inches. It was redefined in 1983 as the distance traveled 

by light in a vacuum in 1/299,792,458 of a second.  See Table at measurement.  
[French mètre, from Greek metron, measure. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

me·ter3 (mKùtNr) n.  1. Any of various devices designed to measure time, dis-

tance, speed, or intensity or indicate and record or regulate the amount or vol-

ume, as of the flow of a gas or an electric current.  2. A postage meter.  3. A 

parking meter.   —  v.  tr. me·tered, me·ter·ing, me·ters. 1. To measure with a 

meter:  meter a flow of water.  2. To supply in a measured or regulated amount:  

metered the allotted gasoline to each vehicle.  3. To imprint with postage or other 



revenue stamps by means of a postage meter or similar device:  metering bulk 

mail.  4. To provide with a parking meter or parking meters:  meter parking spaces.  

[From -METER.]

-meter suff.  Measuring device:  anemometer.  [French -mètre, from Greek met-

ron, measure. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

me·ter-kil·o·gram-sec·ond (mKÙtNr-kVlÙN-gr4m-sHkùNnd) adj.  Abbr. mks, 
MKS Of, relating to, or being a system of units for mechanics, using the meter, 

the kilogram, and the second as basic units of length, mass, and time. 

me·ter-kil·o·gram-sec·ond-am·pere (mKÙtNr-kVlÙN-gr4m-sHkÙNnd-

4mùpîr) adj.  Abbr. mksA Of, relating to, or being a system of units using the 

meter, the kilogram, the second, and the ampere as basic units of length, mass, 

time, and electric current. 

meter maid (mKùtNr m7d) n.  A woman member of a police traffic control 

department who issues tickets for parking violations. 

me·tes·trus (mH-tHsùtrNs) n.  The period of sexual inactivity that follows estrus.   
—me·tesùtrous (-trNs) adj. 

meth (mHth) n.  Slang. Methamphetamine. 

meth- pref.  Methyl:  methane.  [From METHYL.]

meth·ac·ry·late (mHth-4kùrN-l7tÙ) n.  1. An ester of methacrylic acid, 

CH2:C(CH3)COOR, R being an organic radical. It is used in the manufacture of 

plastics.  2. A resin derived from methacrylic acid.  [METH- + ACRYL(IC) + -ATE
2.]

meth·a·cryl·ic acid (mHthÙN-krVlùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless liquid, 

CH2:C(CH3)COOH, used in the manufacture of resins and plastics. 

meth·a·done (mHthùN-donÙ) n.  A potent synthetic narcotic drug, C21H27NO, 

that is less addictive than morphine or heroin and is used as a substitute for these 

drugs in addiction treatment programs.  [Short for methadone hydrochloride : 

(DI)METH(YL) + A(MINO) + D(IPHENYL) + (heptan)one, a ketone.]

meth·am·phet·a·mine (mHthÙ4m-fHtùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  An amine derivative 

of amphetamine, C10H15N, used in the form of its crystalline hydrochloride as a 

stimulant. 

meth·ane (mHthù7nÙ) n.  An odorless, colorless, flammable gas, CH4, the major 

constituent of natural gas, that is used as a fuel and is an important source of 

hydrogen and a wide variety of organic compounds. 

methane series (mHthù7nÙ sîrùKz) n.  Chemistry. See alkane series. 
meth·a·nol (mHthùN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  A colorless, toxic, flammable liquid, 

CH3OH, used as an antifreeze, a general solvent, a fuel, and a denaturant for ethyl 

alcohol.  Also called carbinol, methyl alcohol, wood alcohol, wood spirits.  

[METHAN(E) + -OL
1.]

meth·a·qua·lone (mHthÙN-kw7ùlonÙ) n.  A potentially habit-forming drug, 

C16H14N2O, used as a sedative and hypnotic.  [Blend of METH-, and quinazolinon, 

a derivative of quinoline.]



Meth·e·drine (mHthùV-drKnÙ, -drVn)  A trademark used for methamphetamine. 

me·theg·lin (mN-thHgùlVn) n.  A beverage typically made of fermented honey 

and water; mead.  [Welsh meddyglyn : meddyg, medicinal (from Latin medicus, 

from medKrX, to heal); see med- in Appendix + llyn, liquor.]

met·he·mo·glo·bin (mHt-hKùmN-gloÙbVn) n.  A brownish-red crystalline 

organic compound formed in the blood when hemoglobin is oxidated either by 

decomposition of the blood or by the action of various oxidizing drugs or toxic 

agents. It contains iron in the ferric state and cannot function as an oxygen car-

rier.  [MET(A)- + HEMOGLOBIN.]

me·the·na·mine (mN-thKùnN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  An organic compound, 

(CH2)6N4, used as a urinary tract antiseptic and in rubber vulcanizing.  Also 

called hexamethylenetetramine [METH- + -EN(E) + AMINE.]

meth·i·cil·lin (mHthÙV-sVlùVn) n.  A synthetic antibiotic, C17H19N2O6NaS, related 

to penicillin and most commonly used in treatment of infections caused by peni-

cillinase-producing staphylococci.  [METH- + (PEN)ICILLIN.]

me·thinks (mV-thVngksù) v.  intr. Past tense me·thought (-thôtù). Archaic. It 

seems to me.  [Middle English me thinkes, from Old English mK thyncth : mK, to 

me; see ME + thyncth, it seems; see tong- in Appendix.]

me·thi·o·nine (mN-thXùN-nKnÙ) n.  A sulfur-containing essential amino acid, 

C5H11NO2S, obtained from various proteins or prepared synthetically and used 

as a dietary supplement and in pharmaceuticals.  [ME(TH)- + THION- + -INE
2.]

meth·od (mHthùNd) n.  1. A means or manner of procedure, especially a regular 

and systematic way of accomplishing something:  a simple method for making a 

pie crust; mediation as a method of solving disputes.  See Usage Note at methodol-
ogy.  2. Orderly arrangement of parts or steps to accomplish an end:  random 

efforts that lack method.  3. The procedures and techniques characteristic of a par-

ticular discipline or field of knowledge:  This field course gives an overview of 

archaeological method.  4. Method. A technique of acting in which the actor 

recalls emotions and reactions from past experience and uses them in identifying 

with and individualizing the character being portrayed.  [Middle English, medical 

procedure, from Latin methodus, method, from Greek methodos, pursuit, method 

 : meta-, beyond, after; see META- + hodos, way, journey.]

SYNONYMS: method, system, routine, manner, mode, fashion, way. These nouns

refer to the plans or procedures followed to accomplish a task or attain a goal.

Method implies a detailed, logically ordered plan: “The convention system has its

faults, of course, but I do not know of a better method for choosing a presidential

nominee” (Harry S Truman). System suggests order, regularity, and coordination

of methods, often affecting all parts of a whole: “Of generalship, of strategic sys-

tem... there was little or none” (John Morley). A routine is a habitual, often tire-

some method: “The common business of the nation... is carried on in a constant



routine by the clerks of the different offices” (Tobias Smollett). Manner emphasizes

a personal or distinctive method of action or procedure: She has a precise, clearly

articulated manner of speaking. The basset, in the manner of hunting dogs, dashed

across the field, nose to the ground. Mode often denotes a manner influenced by or

arising from tradition or custom: A nomadic mode of life was typical of many peo-

ples of the Great Plains. Fashion is often synonymous with manner and mode; it

sometimes suggests highly personal, even idiosyncratic behavior: The chief of staff

issued a series of orders in an arbitrary and abrasive fashion. She sang, in her own

inimitable fashion. Way is the least specific of these terms: “It is absurd to think

that the only way to tell if a poem is lasting is to wait and see if it lasts” (Robert

Frost). “For she and I were long acquainted/And I knew all her ways” (A.E. Hous-

man).

me·thod·i·cal (mN-thmdùV-kNl) also me·thod·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Arranged or pro-

ceeding in regular, systematic order.  2. Characterized by ordered and systematic 

habits or behavior.  See Synonyms at orderly.  —me·thodùi·cal·ly adv.  

—me·thodùi·cal·ness n. 

Meth·od·ism (mHthùN-dVzÙNm) n.  1. The beliefs, worship, and system of orga-

nization of the Methodists.  2. methodism. Emphasis on systematic procedure. 

Meth·od·ist (mHthùN-dVst) n.  1. A member of an evangelical Protestant church 

founded on the principles of John and Charles Wesley in England in the early 

18th century and characterized by active concern with social welfare and public 

morals.  2. methodist. One who emphasizes or insists on systematic procedure.   
—MethÙod·isùtic adj. 

Me·tho·di·us (mV-thoùdK-Ns), Saint.  See Saint. Cyril. 
meth·od·ize (mHthùN-dXzÙ) v.  tr. meth·od·ized, meth·od·iz·ing, 
meth·od·iz·es. To reduce to or organize according to a method; systematize.   
—methÙod·i·zaùtion (-N-dV-z7ùshNn) n.  —methùod·izÙer n. 

meth·od·ol·o·gist (mHthÙN-dmlùN-jVst) n.  One who studies methodology. 

meth·od·ol·o·gy (mHthÙN-dmlùN-jK) n.  pl. meth·od·ol·o·gies. 1. a. A body 

of practices, procedures, and rules used by those who work in a discipline or 

engage in an inquiry; a set of working methods:  the methodology of genetic stud-

ies; an opinion poll marred by faulty methodology.  b. The study or theoretical 

analysis of such working methods.   2. The branch of logic that deals with the 

general principles of the formation of knowledge.  3. Usage Problem. Means, 

technique, or procedure; method.   —methÙod·o·logùi·cal (mHthÙN-dN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —methÙod·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Methodology can properly refer to the theoretical analysis of the

methods appropriate to a field of study or to the body of methods and principles

particular to a branch of knowledge. In this sense, one may speak of objections to



the methodology of a geographic survey (i.e., objections dealing with the appropri-

ateness of the methods used) or of the methodology of modern cognitive psychology

(i.e., the principles and practices that underlie research in the field). In recent

years, however, methodology has been increasingly used as a pretentious substitute

for method in scientific and technical contexts, as in The oil company has not yet

decided on a methodology for restoring the beaches. This usage may have been fos-

tered in part by the tendency to use the adjective methodological to mean “per-

taining to methods,” inasmuch as the regularly formed adjective methodical has

been preempted to mean “orderly, systematic.” But the misuse of methodology ob-

scures an important conceptual distinction between the tools of scientific inves-

tigation (properly methods) and the principles that determine how such tools are

deployed and interpreted—a distinction that the scientific and scholarly commu-

nities, if not the wider public, should be expected to maintain.

meth·o·trex·ate (mHthÙN-trHkùs7t) n.  A toxic antimetabolite, C20H22N8O5, 

that acts as a folic acid antagonist to interfere with cellular reproduction and is 

used in the treatment of psoriasis and certain cancers.  [METH- + trex- (of 

unknown origin) + -ATE
2.]

me·thought (mV-thôtù) v.  Archaic. Past tense of methinks. 
me·thox·y·chlor (mN-thmkùsV-klôrÙ, -klorÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, 

Cl3CCH(C6H4OCH3)2, used as an insecticide.  [METH- + OXY- + (tri)chlor(oet-

hane), a chemical compound used in pesticides.]

Me·thu·en (mN-thuùNn, -thyuù-)  A town of northeast Massachusetts on the 

New Hampshire border northeast of Lowell. It was settled c. 1642. Population, 

39,990. 

Me·thu·se·lah1 (mN-thuùzN-lN)  A biblical patriarch said to have lived 969 

years. 

Me·thu·se·lah2 (mN-thuùzN-lN) n.  An extremely old man. 

meth·yl (mHthùNl) n.  The univalent hydrocarbon radical, CH3–, derived from 

methane and occurring in many important organic compounds.  [French méth-

yle, back-formation from méthylène, methylene. See METHYLENE.] —me·thylùic 
(mN-thVlùVk) adj. 

methyl acetate (mHthùNl 4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  An organic compound, CH3CO2CH3I, 

used as a paint remover and general solvent and in the manufacture of perfumes. 

meth·yl·al (mHthùN-l4lÙ) n.  A colorless flammable liquid, CH3OCH2OCH3, 

used as a solvent and in the manufacture of perfumes, adhesives, and protective 

coatings.  [METHYL + -AL
3.]

methyl alcohol (mHthùNl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  See methanol. 
meth·yl·a·mine (mHthÙN-lN-mKnù, -l4mùKn, mN-thVlùN-mKnÙ) n.  A toxic flam-

mable gas, CH3NH2, produced by the decomposition of organic matter and syn-



thesized for use as a solvent and in the manufacture of many products, such as 

dyes and insecticides. 

meth·yl·ate (mHthùN-l7tÙ) n.  An organic compound in which the hydrogen of 

the hydroxyl group of methyl alcohol is replaced by a metal.   —  v.  tr. 

meth·yl·at·ed, meth·yl·at·ing, meth·yl·ates. 1. To mix or combine with 

methyl alcohol.  2. To combine with the methyl radical.   —methÙyl·aùtion n.  

—methùyl·aÙtor n. 

meth·yl·at·ed spirit (mHthùN-l7ÙtVd spVrùVt) n.  A denatured alcohol consisting 

of a mixture of ethyl alcohol and methyl alcohol. Often used in the plural. 

meth·yl·ben·zene (mHthÙNl-bHnùzKn, -bHn-zKnù) n.  See toluene. 
methyl bromide (mHthùNl broùmXdÙ) n.  A toxic gas, CH3Br, used as a fumi-

gant. 

meth·yl·cel·lu·lose (mHthÙNl-sHlùyN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  A powdery substance pre-

pared synthetically by the methylation of natural cellulose and used as a food 

additive, a bulk-forming laxative, an emulsifier, and a thickener. It swells in water 

to form a gel. 

methyl chloride (mHthùNl klôrùXdÙ) n.  An explosive gas, CH3Cl, used in 

organic synthesis and polymerization as a refrigerant and an anesthetic. 

meth·yl·do·pa (mHthÙNl-doùpN) n.  A drug, C10H13NO4, used in the treatment 

of high blood pressure. 

meth·yl·ene (mHthùN-lKnÙ) n.  A bivalent hydrocarbon radical, CH2–, a compo-

nent of unsaturated hydrocarbons.  [French méthylène : Greek methu, wine; see 

medhu- in Appendix + Greek hulK, wood, substance.]

methylene blue (mHthùN-lKnÙ blu) n.  A basic aniline dye, 

C16H18N3SCl·3H2O, that forms a deep blue solution when dissolved in water. It is 

used as an antidote for cyanide poisoning and a bacteriological stain. 

methyl ethyl ketone (mHthùNl HthùNl kKùtonÙ) n.  See butanone. 
methyl isocyanate (mHthùNl XÙso-sXùN-n7tÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, 

C2H3NS, used as a pesticide. 

methyl methacrylate (mHthùNl mHth-4kùrN-l7tÙ) n.  A colorless liquid, 

CH2C(CH3)COOCH3, used as a monomer in plastics. 

meth·yl·naph·tha·lene (mHthÙNl-n4fùthN-lKnÙ, -n4pùthN-) n.  An organic 

compound, C10H7CH3, obtained from coal tar in two isomeric forms, one a liq-

uid, the other a solid. 

meth·yl·phen·i·date (mHthÙNl-fHnùV-d7tÙ, -fKùnV-) n.  A drug, C14H19NO2, 

chemically related to amphetamine, that acts as a mild stimulant of the central 

nervous system and is used especially in the form of its hydrochloride for the 

treatment of narcolepsy in adults and hyperkinetic disorders in children.  

[METHYL + PHEN(YL) + (PIPER)ID(INE) + (ACET)ATE.]



met·i·cal (mHtùV-k4lÙ, mHtÙV-kälù) n.  A basic unit of currency in Mozambique.  

See Table at currency.  [Portuguese, from Arabic mi¢q7l, mitq7l, a unit of weight, 

from ¢aqula, to be heavy.]

me·tic·u·lous (mV-tVkùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Extremely careful and precise.  

2. Extremely or excessively concerned with details.  [From Latin metXculosus, 

timid, from metus, fear.] —me·ticÙu·losùi·ty (-lmsùV-tK), me·ticùu·lous·ness n.  

—me·ticùu·lous·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: meticulous, careful, painstaking, scrupulous, fastidious, punctili-

ous. These adjectives mean showing or marked by attentiveness to all aspects or

details. Meticulous stresses extreme, sometimes exaggerated care for small details:

“He had throughout been almost worryingly meticulous in his business formalities”

(Arnold Bennett). Careful suggests the exercise of attention, circumspection, and

solicitude: A careful examination of the antique bronze showed it to be a forgery.

Painstaking means extremely careful: The skillful repair of fine lace entails slow and

painstaking work. Scrupulous suggests care prompted by conscience: “Cynthia was

scrupulous in her efforts to give no trouble” (Winston Churchill). Fastidious implies

concern, often excessive, for the requirements of taste: “Your true lover of literature

is never fastidious” (Robert Southey). Punctilious specifically applies to strict, ex-

act attention to minute details of conduct: “The more unpopular an opinion is, the

more necessary is it that the holder should be somewhat punctilious in his observance

of conventionalities generally” (Samuel Butler).

mé·tier (mH-ty7ù, m7-) n.  1. An occupation, a trade, or a profession.  2. Work 

or activity for which a person is particularly suited; one’s specialty.  See Synonyms 

at forte1.  [French, from Old French mestier, from Vulgar Latin *misterium, 

from Latin ministerium. See MINISTRY.]

mé·tis (m7-tKsù) n.  pl. métis. 1. A mestizo.  2.  Often Métis. A person of 

mixed Native American and French-Canadian ancestry.  3. A crossbred animal.  

[Canadian French, from Old French metis, of mixed race, from Late Latin mixtX-
cius, mixed. See MESTIZO.]

Me·tis (mKùtVs) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is second in distance from the 

planet.  [After Metis, Titaness who was a consort of Zeus (Jupiter), from Greek 

mKtis, wisdom. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

Me·ton·ic cycle (mV-tmnùVk sXùkNl) n.  A period of 235 lunar months, or about 

19 years in the Julian calendar, at the end of which the phases of the moon recur 

in the same order and on the same days as in the preceding cycle.  [After Meton 

(fl. fifth century B.C.), Athenian astronomer.]

met·o·nym (mHtùN-nVmÙ) n.  A word used in metonymy.  [Back-formation 

from METONYMY.]



me·ton·y·my (mN-tmnùN-mK) n.  pl. me·ton·y·mies. A figure of speech in 

which one word or phrase is substituted for another with which it is closely asso-

ciated, as in the use of Washington for the United States government or of the sword 

for military power.  [Late Latin metonymia, from Greek metonumia : meta-, meta- 

+ onuma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.] —metÙo·nymùic (mHtÙN-nVmùVk), 
metÙo·nymùi·cal adj.  —metÙo·nymùi·cal·ly adv. 

me·too  or me-too (mKùtuù) adj.  Informal. Using principles, practices, or 

designs copied from and closely similar to those of a rival: “Ready availability of 

inexpensive components has created an age of metoo hardware in everything from 

mainframes to personal computers” (Business Week).   —meùtooù n.  —meù-
tooùer n,  —meù-tooùism n. 

met·o·pe (mHtùN-pK) n.  Architecture. Any of the spaces between two triglyphs 

on a Doric frieze.  [Greek metopK : meta, between; see META- + opK, opening; see 

okw- in Appendix.]

me·top·ic (mN-tmpùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the forehead.  [Greek metopikos, 

from metopon, forehead  : meta, between; see META- + ops, eye; see okw- in 

Appendix.]

met·o·pon (mHtùN-pmnÙ) n.  A narcotic drug, C18H21NO3, derived from mor-

phine and used in the form of its hydrochloride as an analgesic.  

[met(hyldihydr)o(mor)p(hin)on(e).]

metr- pref.  Variant of metro-. 
me·tral·gi·a (mV-tr4lùjK-N) n.  Pain in the uterus. 

Met·ra·zol (mHtùrN-zôlÙ, -zolÙ, -zmlÙ)  A trademark used for pentylenetetrazol. 

me·tre1 (mKùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of meter1. 
me·tre2 (mKùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of meter2. 
met·ric1 (mHtùrVk) adj.  Of or relating to the meter or the metric system:  U.S. 

Customary units and their metric equivalents.  [French métrique, from mètre, 

meter. See METER
2.]

met·ric2 (mHtùrVk) n.  1. A standard of measurement.  2. Mathematics. A geo-

metric function defined for a coordinate system such that the distance between 

any two points in that system may be determined from their coordinates.   —  
adj.  Of or relating to distance.  [From Latin metricus, relating to measurement. 

See METRICAL.]

met·ric3 (mHtùrVk) n.  Poetic meter.  [Greek (hK) metrikK (tekhnK), (the art) of 

meter, feminine of metrikos, relating to measurement. See METRICAL.]

-metric suff.  Of or relating to measurement:  volumetric.  [Latin metricus. See 

METRICAL.]

met·ri·cal (mHtùrV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or composed in poetic meter:  

metrical verse; five metrical units in a line.  2. Of or relating to measurement.  

[Middle English, from Latin metricus, from Greek metrikos, from metron, mea-

sure, poetic meter. See mK-2 in Appendix.] —metùri·cal·ly adv. 



met·ri·ca·tion (mHtÙrV-k7ùshNn) n.  Conversion to the metric system of weights 

and measures; metrification. 

met·rics (mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The use or study of metrical 

structures in verse; prosody. 

-metrics suff.  The application of statistics and mathematical analysis to a speci-

fied field of study:  econometrics.  [From METRIC
2.]

metric system (mHtùrVk sVsùtNm) n.  A decimal system of units based on the 

meter as a unit length, the kilogram as a unit mass, and the second as a unit time.  

See Table at measurement. 
metric ton (mHtùrVk tƒn) n.  Abbr. m.t., M.T. A unit of mass equal to 1,000 

kilograms (2,205 pounds). 

met·ri·fy1 (mHtùrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. met·ri·fied, met·ri·fy·ing, met·ri·fies. To put 

into or compose in poetic meter; versify.  [French métrifier, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin metrific7re : Latin metrum, measure; see METER
1 + Latin -

fic7re, -fy.] —metÙri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

met·ri·fy2 (mHtùrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. intr. met·ri·fied, met·ri·fy·ing, met·ri·fies. To 

convert into or adopt the metric system. 

me·tri·tis (mV-trXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the uterus. 

met·ro1 (mHtùro) n.  pl. met·ros. A subway system.  [French métro, short for 

(chemin de fer) métropolitain, metropolitan (railway), from Late Latin 

mKtropolXt7nus. See METROPOLITAN.]

met·ro2 (mHtùro) Informal. adj.  Metropolitan:  metro Los Angeles.   —  n.  pl. 

met·ros. A metropolitan area: “This metro ranks number one in unemployment” 

(American Demographics). 

metro-  or metr- pref.  Uterus:  metritis.  [From Greek mKtra, uterus, from 

mKtKr, mKtr-, mother. See m7ter- in Appendix.]

me·trol·o·gy (mH-trmlùN-jK) n.  pl. me·trol·o·gies. 1. The science that deals 

with measurement.  2. A system of measurement.  [French métrologie, from 

Greek metrologia, theory of ratios  : metron, measure; see mK-2 in Appendix + -

logia, -logy.] —metÙro·logùi·cal (mHtÙrN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —metÙro·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —me·trolùo·gist n. 

me·tro·ni·da·zole (mHtÙrN-nXùdN-zolÙ) n.  A synthetic antimicrobial drug, 

C6H9N3O3, used in the treatment of vaginal trichomoniasis and intestinal amebi-

asis.  [ME(THYL) + -tron- (alteration of NITRO-) + (IM)ID(E) + AZOLE.]

met·ro·nome (mHtùrN-nomÙ) n.  Music. A device used to mark time by means 

of regularly recurring ticks or flashes at adjustable intervals.  [Greek metron, mea-

sure; see mK-2 in Appendix + Greek nomos, rule, division; see nem- in Appen-

dix.]

met·ro·nom·ic (mHtÙrN-nmmùVk) also met·ro·nom·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Music. 

Of or relating to a metronome.  2. Mechanically or unvaryingly regular in 

rhythm:  a strict metronomic tempo.   —metÙro·nomùi·cal·ly adv. 



me·tro·nym·ic (mKÙtrN-nVmùVk, mHtÙrN-) also mat·ro·nym·ic (m4tÙ-) adj.  Of, 

relating to, or derived from the name of one’s mother or maternal ancestor.   —  
n.  A name so derived.  [Greek mKtronumikos : from mKtKr, mKtr-, mother; see 

METRO- + onuma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.]

met·ro·plex also Metroplex (mHtùrN-plHksÙ) n.  A large metropolitan region, 

especially one encompassing two or more cities and their surrounding suburbs.  

[Probably METRO(POLITAN) + (COM)PLEX.]

me·trop·o·lis (mV-trmpùN-lVs) n.  1. A major city, especially the chief city of a 

country or region:  Chicago, the metropolis of the Midwest.  2. A city or an urban 

area regarded as the center of a specific activity:  a great cultural metropolis.  

3. Ecclesiastical. The chief see of a metropolitan bishop.  4. The mother city or 

country of an overseas colony, especially in ancient Greece.  [Middle English 

metropol, from Late Latin mKtropolis, mother-city, from Greek  : mKtKr, mKtr-, 

mother; see m7ter- in Appendix + polis, city; see pelN-3 in Appendix.]

met·ro·pol·i·tan (mHtÙrN-pmlùV-tNn) adj.  Abbr. met. 1. a. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of a major city:  crowded metropolitan streets; a metropolitan news-

paper.  b. Of or constituting a large city or urbanized area, including adjacent 

suburbs and towns:  the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area; a metropolitan 

county.   2. Of, relating to, or constituting the home territory of an imperial or 

colonial state.  3. Of or relating to an ecclesiastical metropolitan.   —  n.  1. A cit-

izen of a metropolis, especially one who displays urbane characteristics, attitudes, 

and values.  2. a. In the Western Christian churches, a bishop with provincial 

powers, with some authority over suffragan bishops.  b. Eastern Orthodox 

Church. A bishop who is head of an ecclesiastical province and ranks next below 

the patriarch.   [Middle English, of a metropolitan bishop, from Late Latin 

mKtropolXt7nus, metropolitan, from Greek mKtropolitKs, citizen of a metropolis, 

from mKtropolis, mother city. See METROPOLIS.]

me·tror·rha·gi·a (mKÙtrN-r7ùjK-N, -jN) n.  Bleeding from the uterus that is not 

associated with menstruation.   —meÙtror·rhaùgic (-r7ùjVk) adj. 

-metry suff.  Process or science of measuring:  isometry.  [Greek -metria, from 

metron, measure. See mK-2 in Appendix.]

Met·ter·nich (mHtùNr-nVk, -nVKH), Prince Klemens Wenzel Nepomuk 
Lothar von. 1773-1859.  Austrian politician who helped form the Quadruple 

Alliance that ultimately defeated Napoleon I. 

met·tle (mHtùl) n.  1. Courage and fortitude; spirit:  troops who showed their met-

tle in combat.  2. Inherent quality of character and temperament.   —idiom. on 
(one’s) mettle. Prepared to accept a challenge and do one’s best.  [Variant of 

METAL.]

met·tle·some (mHtùl-sNm) adj.  Full of mettle; spirited and plucky.  See Syn-

onyms at brave. 



Metz (mHts, mHs)  A city of northeast France on the Moselle River north of 

Nancy. Settled before Roman times, it prospered as a free imperial city after the 

12th century and was annexed by France in 1552. The city was ruled by Germany 

from 1871 to 1918. Population, 114,232. 

meu·nière (mNn-yârù) adj.  Rolled in flour and fried in butter, usually with 

lemon juice and chopped parsley sprinkled on top. Used of fish.  [French, from (à 

la) meunière, (in the style of) a miller’s wife, from Old French munoiere, feminine 

of mounier, miller, from Late Latin molXn7rius, from molXna, mill. See MILL
1.]

Meuse (myuz, mœz)  A river of western Europe flowing about 901 km (560 

mi) from northeast France through southern Belgium and the southeast Nether-

lands to the North Sea. Its valley was the scene of severe fighting during World 

Wars I and II. 

mev  or Mev  or MeV abbr.  Million electron volts. 

mew1 (myu) n.  1. A cage for hawks, especially when molting.  2. A secret 

place; a hideaway.  3. mews. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. A group of build-

ings originally containing private stables, often converted into residential apart-

ments.  b. A small street, alley, or courtyard on which such buildings stand.    —  
v.  mewed, mew·ing, mews.  —  v.  tr. To confine in or as if in a cage.   —  v.  

intr. To molt. Used of a hawk.  [Middle English meue, from Old French mue, from 

muer, to molt, from Latin m7t7re, to change. See mei-1 in Appendix.]

mew2 (myu) v.  intr. mewed, mew·ing, mews. To make the high-pitched, 

crying sound of a cat; meow.   —  n.  The crying sound of a cat; a meow.  [Middle 

English meuen, of imitative origin.]

mew3 (myu) n.  A seagull (Larus canus) of northern Eurasia and northwest 

North America.  [Middle English meue, from Old English m<w, mKu.]

mewl (myul) v.  intr. mewled, mewl·ing, mewls. To cry weakly; whimper.  

[Perhaps imitative, or perhaps French mouiller (les yeux), to wet (the eyes), cry  

from Old French moillier, from Vulgar Latin *molli7re, to make soggy, from Latin 

mollis, soft, mild. See MOIL.]

Mex. abbr.  1. Mexican.  2. Mexico. 

Mex·i·cal·i (mHkÙsV-k4lùK, mHÙhK-käùlK)  A city of northwest Mexico near the 

California border east of Tijuana. It is a distribution and processing center in an 

irrigated agricultural region. Population, 341,559. 

Mex·i·can (mHkùsV-kNn) n.  A native or inhabitant of Mexico.   —  adj.  Abbr. 

Mex. Of or relating to Mexico or its people, language, or culture. 

Mexican bean beetle (mHkùsV-kNn bKn bKtùl) n.  A spotted ladybug (Epil-

achna varivestis) of the southern United States and Mexico that feeds on the 

leaves of the bean plant. 

Mexican hairless (mHkùsV-kNn hârùlVs) n.  Any of a breed of small dog of 

unknown origin, found in Mexico and having a smooth hairless body except for 

tufts on the head and tail. 



Mexican ivy vine (mHkùsV-kNn XùvK vXn) n.  See cup-and-saucer plant. 
Mexican Spanish (mHkùsV-kNn sp4nùVsh) n.  The Spanish language as used in 

Mexico. 

Mex·i·co (mHkùsV-koÙ) Abbr. Mex.  A country of south-central North America. 

Inhabited in pre-Columbian times by the Aztecs and Maya among others, Mexico 

was conquered by Cortés in 1521 and held by the Spanish until 1821. The Treaty 

of Guadelupe Hidalgo that ended the Mexican War (1846-1848) awarded all lands 

north of the Rio Grande to the United States. Mexico City is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 67,395,826. 

Mexico, Gulf of.  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean in southeast North America 

bordering on eastern Mexico, the southeast United States, and Cuba. It connects 

with the Atlantic Ocean through the Straits of Florida and with the Caribbean Sea 

through the Yucatán Channel. 

Mexico City (mHkùsV-koÙ sVtùK)  The capital and largest city of Mexico, at the 

southern end of the central plateau. Situated at an altitude of 2,379 m (7,800 ft), 

it was founded on the site of an ancient Aztec capital destroyed by Cortés in 1521. 

The 1968 Summer Olympics were held here. Population, 8,831,079. 

Mey·er (mXùNr), Annie Florance Nathan. 1867-1951.  American writer and a 

founder of Barnard College at Columbia University (1889). Her dramatic works 

include The Dominant Sex (1911) and Black Souls (1932). 

Mey·er·beer (mXùNr-bîrÙ), Giacomo. 1791-1864.  German composer of 

French operas, notably Les Huguenots (1836). 

Mey·er·hof (mXùNr-hôfÙ), Otto. 1884-1951.  German-born American physiol-

ogist. He shared a 1922 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the relationship between 

consumption of oxygen and production of lactic acid in muscles. 

me·ze·re·on (mN-zîrùK-Nn)  or me·ze·re·um (-Nm) n.  1. A poisonous Eur-

asian ornamental shrub (Daphne mezereum) having fragrant lilac-purple flowers 

and small scarlet fruit.  2. The dried bark of this plant, formerly used externally 

as a vesicant and internally for arthritis.  [Middle English mizerion, from Medi-

eval Latin mezereon, from Arabic m7zary7n, of Persian origin.]

me·zu·zah also me·zu·za (mN-ztzùN, -zu-zäù) n.  pl. me·zu·zahs also 

me·zu·zas (-ztzùNz)  or me·zu·zot (-zu-zôtù). A small piece of parchment 

inscribed with the biblical passages Deuteronomy 6:4-9 and 11:13-21 and marked 

with the word Shaddai, a name of the Almighty, that is rolled up in a container 

and affixed by many Jewish households to their door frames in conformity with 

Jewish law and as a sign of their faith.  [Hebrew mHzûzâ, doorpost, mezuzah.]

mez·za·nine (mHzùN-nKnÙ, mHzÙN-nKnù) n.  1. A partial story between two 

main stories of a building.  2. The lowest balcony in a theater or the first few rows 

of that balcony.  [French, from Italian mezzanino, diminutive of mezzano, middle, 

from Latin medi7nus, in the middle. See MEDIAN.]



mez·za vo·ce (mHtùsN voùch7, mHdùzN, mHzùN) adv.  & adj.  Music. With moder-

ate volume or in a subdued tone. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : mezza, 

half + voce, voice.]

mez·zo (mHtùso, mHdùzo, mHzùo) n.  pl. mez·zos. Music. A mezzo-soprano. 

mezzo for·te (mHtùso fôrùt7) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. mf, m.f. Music. Moderately 

loud. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : mezzo, half + forte, loud.]

mezzo pi·a·no (mHtùso pK-äùno) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. mp, m.p. Music. Moder-

ately soft. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : mezzo, half + piano, soft.]

mez·zo-re·lie·vo (mHtÙso-rV-lKùvo, -rKl-y7ùvo, mHdÙzo-, mHzÙo-) n.  pl. 

mez·zo-re·lie·vos. See half relief.  [Italian mezzorilievo : mezzo, half (from 

Latin medius); see MEDIUM + rilievo, relief; see RELIEVO.]

mez·zo-so·pran·o (mHtÙso-sN-pr4nùo, -präùno, mHdÙzo-, mHzÙo-) n.  pl. 

mez·zo-so·pran·nos. Music. 1. a. A voice having a range between soprano and 

contralto.  b. A vocal part calling for a voice having such a range.   2. A woman 

having a mezzo-soprano voice.  [Italian  : mezzo, half (from Latin medius); see 

MEDIUM + soprano, soprano; see SOPRANO.]

mez·zo·tint (mHtùso-tVntÙ, mHdùzo-, mHzùo-) n.  1. A method of engraving a 

copper or steel plate by scraping and burnishing areas to produce effects of light 

and shadow.  2. A print made from a plate engraved by mezzotint.  [Alteration of 

Italian mezzotinta, halftone  : mezza, feminine of mezzo, half (from Latin 

medius); see MEDIUM + tinta, tint from feminine past participle of tingere (from 

Latin, to dye).]

mf abbr.  1. Medium frequency.  2.  Also m.f.. Music. Mezzo forte.  3.  Also mF. 

Millifarad. 

M.F.A. abbr.  Master of Fine Arts. 

mfd. abbr.  Manufactured. 

mfg. abbr.  1. a. Manufacture.  b. Manufacturing.   2. Manufactured. 

M.F.H. abbr.  Master of Fox Hounds. 

MFN abbr.  Most-favored nation. 

MFP abbr.  Mean free path. 

mfr. abbr.  Manufacture; manufacturer. 

mg abbr.  Milligram. 

Mg  The symbol for the element magnesium. 
MG abbr.  1. Machine gun.  2. Major general.  3. Military government. 

mgd abbr.  Million gallons per day. 

mgmt. abbr.  Management. 

mgr. abbr.  Manager. 

Mgr. abbr.  Monseigneur; Monsignor. 

mgt. abbr.  Management. 

MGySgt abbr.  Master gunnery sergeant. 

mh also mH abbr.  Millihenry. 



MH abbr.  1. Medal of Honor.  2. Mental health. 

MHC abbr.  Major histocompatibility complex. 

MHD abbr.  Magnetohydrodynamic. 

M.H.L. abbr.  Master of Hebrew Literature. 

mho (mo) n.  pl. mhos. A siemens.  [Backward spelling of OHM.]

MHW abbr.  Mean high water. 

MHz abbr.  Megahertz. 

mi (mK) n.  Music. The third tone of the diatonic scale in solfeggio.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin. See GAMUT.]

Mi abbr.  Bible. Micah. 

MI abbr.  1. Michigan.  2. Military intelligence.  3. Myocardial infarction. 

mi. abbr.  1. Mile.  2. Mill. 

MIA (HmÙX-7ù) n.  pl. MIA’s also MIAs. A member of the armed services who is 

reported missing following a combat mission and whose status as to injury, cap-

ture, or death is unknown.  [m(issing) i(n) a(ction).]

Mi·am·i1 (mX-4mùK, -4mùN) n.  pl. Miami or Mi·am·is. 1. a. A Native American 

people originally of the Green Bay area of Wisconsin, with various groups later 

inhabiting parts of southern Michigan and northern Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. 

Present-day populations are in northern Indiana and northeast Oklahoma.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The variety of Illinois spoken by the Miami. 

Mi·am·i2 (mX-4mùK, -4mùN)  A city of southeast Florida on Biscayne Bay south of 

Fort Lauderdale. Settled in the 1870’s near the site of a fort built in 1836, it 

expanded greatly during the land boom of the 1920’s and again after World War 

II. Today it is an important resort and cruise center for the Caribbean. Popula-

tion, 358,548. 

Miami Beach (mX-4mùK bKch)  A city of southeast Florida across from Miami 

on an island between Biscayne Bay and the Atlantic Ocean. It was long famous for 

its gold coast strip of fashionable hotels, palatial estates, and recreational facili-

ties. Population, 92,639. 

Miami River  or Great Miami River (mX-4mùK rVvùNr)  A river rising in west-

ern Ohio and flowing about 257 km (160 mi) generally southwest to the Ohio 

River at the Indiana border. 

Mi·am·is·burg (mX-4mùKz-bûrgÙ)  A city of southwest Ohio south of Dayton. 

It is an industrial center. Population, 17,834. 

Miao (myouù) also Me·o (mK-ouù) n.  pl. Miao or Miaos also Meo  or Me·os. 
See Hmong. 

Miao-Yao (myouù youù) n.  A small group of languages of uncertain affinity, 

including Hmong and Yao, spoken in southern China, northern Laos, Thailand, 

and Vietnam. 

mi·as·ma (mX-4zùmN, mK-) n.  pl. mi·as·mas or mi·as·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 1. A 

noxious atmosphere or influence: “The family affection, the family expectations, 



seemed to permeate the atmosphere... like a coiling miasma” (Louis Auchincloss).  

2. a. A poisonous atmosphere formerly thought to rise from swamps and putrid 

matter and cause disease.  b. A thick, vaporous atmosphere or emanation:  

wreathed in a miasma of cigarette smoke.   [Greek, pollution, stain, from miainein, 

to pollute.] —mi·asùmal, miÙas·matùic (mXÙNz-m4tùVk) , mi·asùmic (-mVk)  

adj. 

Mic abbr.  Bible. Micah. 

mi·ca (mXùkN) n.  Any of a group of chemically and physically related aluminum 

silicate minerals, common in igneous and metamorphic rocks, characteristically 

splitting into flexible sheets used in insulation and electrical equipment.  [Latin, 

grain (perhaps influenced by Latin mic7re, to flash).] —mi·caùceous (-k7ùshNs) 

adj. 

Mi·cah (mXùkN) also Mi·che·as (mX-kKùNs) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the 

eighth century B.C.  2.  Abbr. Mi, Mic A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Mic·co·su·kee (mVkÙN-suùkK) n.  Variant of Mikasuki. 
mice (mXs) n.  Plural of mouse. 
mi·celle (mX-sHlù) n.  1. A submicroscopic aggregation of molecules, as a droplet 

in a colloidal system.  2. An organic particle of colloidal size found in coal.  3. A 

coherent strand or structure in natural or synthetic fibers.  4. A submicroscopic 

structural unit of protoplasm, composed of a cluster of molecules.  [New Latin 

mXcella, from Latin mXca, grain.] —mi·celùlar (-sHlùNr) adj. 

Mich. abbr.  Michigan. 

Mi·chael (mXùkNl) n.  The guardian archangel of the Jews in the Old Testament. 

Mi·chael I (mXùkNl), Born 1921.  King of Romania (1927-1930 and 1940-1947). 

He was forced to abdicate in 1947 by the newly formed Communist government. 

Mich·ael·mas (mVkùNl-mNs) n.  1. A Christian feast observed in honor of the 

archangel Michael.  2. September 29, the day on which this feast is observed.  

[Middle English mychelmesse, from Old English (Sanct) Michaeles mæsse, (Saint) 

Michael’s mass  : Michaeles, genitive of Michael, the archangel Michael + mæsse, 

Mass; see MASS.]

Michaelmas daisy (mVkùNl-mNs d7ùzK) n.  Any of several North American 

species of asters that have leafy stems and flower in the fall. 

Mi·che·as (mX-kKùNs) n.  Bible. Variant of Micah. 
Mi·chel (mKùKHNl), Hartmut. Born 1948.  German biochemist. He shared a 

1988 Nobel Prize for determining the structure of complex proteins that are 

essential to photosynthesis. 

Mi·chel·an·ge·lo Buo·nar·ro·ti (mXÙkNl-4nùjN-loÙ bwônÙN-rôùtK, mVkùNl-, 

mKÙkHl-änùjH-lô), 1475-1564.  Italian sculptor, painter, architect, and poet who 

created some of the greatest works of art of all time, including the marble sculp-

ture David (1501), the paintings on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel (1508-1512), 

and the plans for Saint Peter’s Church in Rome. 



Mi·che·let (mKsh-N-l7ù, mKsh-l7ù), Jules. 1798-1874.  French historian noted 

for his lively 17-volume Histoire de France (1833-1867). 

Mi·chel·son (mXùkNl-sNn), Albert Abraham. 1852-1931.  German-born 

American physicist who with Edward Morley disproved the existence of ether, the 

hypothetical medium of electromagnetic waves. He won a 1907 Nobel Prize for 

his spectroscopic and metrological investigations. 

Mich·e·ner (mVchùN-nNr, mVchùnNr), James Albert. Born 1907.  American 

writer of historical novels, such as Tales of the South Pacific (1947), for which he 

won a Pulitzer Prize, and The Source (1965). 

Mich·i·gan (mVshùV-gNn) Abbr. MI, Mich.  A state of the north-central United 

States. It was admitted as the 26th state in 1837. French explorers first visited the 

area in 1618, and the French retained nominal control until the end of the French 

and Indian Wars (1763), when the region passed to Great Britain. It was ceded to 

the United States in 1783, although the British held some areas until 1796. The 

Michigan Territory was organized in 1805 with Detroit as its capital. Lansing is 

the state capital (since 1847) and Detroit the largest city. Population, 9,328,784.   
—MichÙi·ganùder (-g4nùdNr) adj.  & n. 

Michigan, Lake.  The third largest of the Great Lakes, between Wisconsin and 

Michigan. It is the only one of the lakes entirely within the United States. Lake 

Michigan is connected with the Mississippi River by the Illinois Waterway and 

with Lake Huron through the Straits of Mackinac. The St. Lawrence Seaway links 

it with the Atlantic Ocean. 

Michigan City (mVshùV-gNn sVtùK)  A city of northwest Indiana on Lake Michi-

gan northeast of Gary. It is a manufacturing and resort center. Population, 

33,822. 

mick (mVk) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for an Irish person.  

[Probably the name Mick, nickname for Michael.]

mick·ey (mVkùK) n.  pl. mick·eys. 1. Informal. A roasted potato.  2. Canadian. A 

small bottle of liquor, shaped to fit in a pocket.  3. Chiefly British. Self-assurance.  

[Perhaps from MICK.]

Mick·ey Finn (mVkùK fVnù) n.  Slang. An alcoholic beverage that is surrepti-

tiously altered to induce diarrhea or stupefy, render unconscious, or otherwise 

incapacitate the person who drinks it.  [Origin unknown.]

Mickey Mouse (mVkùK mous) adj.  1. a. Slang. Unimportant; trivial: “It’s a 

Mickey Mouse operation compared to what goes on in Lyons or Paris” (Jack Hig-

gins).  b. Slang. Irritatingly petty:  the school’s Mickey Mouse requirements for 

graduation.   2. Slang. Intellectually unchallenging; simple:  His Mickey Mouse 

assignments soon bored the students.  3. Music. a. Blandly sentimental. Used of 

popular compositions and performers.  b. Relating to a soundtrack that accom-

panies the action in an unsubtle, melodramatic way suggestive of music written 



for animated films.   [After the cartoon character Mickey Mouse, created by Walt 

Disney.]

Mic·kie·wicz (mVts-ky7ùvVch, -kyHù-), Adam. 1798-1855.  Polish romantic 

poet and patriot whose most famous work is the epic Master Thaddeus (1834). 

mick·le (mVkùNl) Scots. adj.  Great.   —  adv.  Greatly.  [Middle English mikel, 

from Old English micel, and from Old Norse mikill; see meg- in Appendix.]

Mic·mac (mVkùm4kÙ) n.  pl. Micmac or Mic·macs. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and the 

Gaspé Peninsula of Quebec.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Algonquian 

language of the Micmac. 

MICR abbr.  Magnetic ink character recognition. 

micr- pref.  Variant of micro-. 
mi·cra (mXùkrN) n.  A plural of micron. 
mi·cro (mXùkro) adj.  Basic or small-scale:  the economy’s performance at the micro 

level.   —  n.  pl. mi·cros. 1. Computer Science. a. A microcomputer.  b. A micro-

processor.   2. A microwave oven.  [From MICRO-.]

micro-  or micr- pref.  1. a. Small:  microcircuit.  b. Abnormally small:  micro-

cephaly.  c. Requiring or involving microscopy:  microsurgery.   2. One-millionth 

(10–6):  microampere.  [Greek mikro-, from mikros, small.]

mi·cro·am·pere (mXÙkro-4mùpîr) n.  A unit of electric current equal to one 

millionth of an ampere. 

mi·cro·a·nal·y·sis (mXÙkro-N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. mi·cro·a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). The 

chemical identification and analysis of extremely small quantities of matter.   
—miÙcro·anùa·lyst (-4nùN-lVst) n.  —miÙcro·anÙa·lytùic (-4nÙN-lVtùVk), 
miÙcro·anÙa·lytùi·cal adj. 

mi·cro·a·nat·o·my (mXÙkro-N-n4tùN-mK) n.  Histology.   
—miÙcro·anÙa·tomùi·cal (-4nÙN-tmmùV-kNl) adj. 

mi·cro·bal·ance (mXùkro-b4lÙNns) n.  A balance designed to weigh very small 

loads, up to 0.1 gram. 

mi·cro·bar (mXùkro-bärÙ) n.  A unit of pressure equal to one millionth of a bar. 

mic·ro·bar·o·graph (mXùkro-b4rùN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument used to record 

very small changes in atmospheric pressure. 

mi·crobe (mXùkrobÙ) n.  A minute life form; a microorganism, especially a bac-

terium that causes disease. Not in technical use.  [French  : Greek mikro-, micro- 

+ Greek bios, life; see gwei- in Appendix.] —mi·croùbi·al (mX-kroùbK-Nl), 
mi·croùbic (-kroùbVk)  adj. 

mi·cro·bi·ol·o·gy (mXÙkro-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of biology that deals with 

microorganisms and their effects on other living organisms.   
—miÙcro·biÙo·logùi·cal (-bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl), miÙcro·biÙo·logùic adj.  

—miÙcro·biÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —miÙcro·bi·olùo·gist n. 



mi·cro·brew·er·y (mXùkro-bruÙN-rK, -brtrÙK) n.  pl. mi·cro·brew·er·ies. A 

small brewery, generally producing fewer than 10,000 barrels of beer and ale a 

year and frequently selling its products on the premises.  Also called boutique 

brewery, brewpub.  —miùcro·brewÙer n. 

mi·cro·burst (mXùkro-bûrstÙ) n.  A sudden, violent downdraft of air over a 

small area. Microbursts are difficult to detect and predict with standard weather 

instruments and are especially hazardous to airplanes during landing or taking 

off. 

mi·cro·bus (mXùkro-bƒsÙ) n.  pl. mi·cro·bus·es or mi·cro·bus·ses. A station 

wagon in the shape of a small bus. 

mi·cro·cap·sule (mXùkro-k4pÙsNl, -sul) n.  A small, sometimes microscopic 

capsule designed to release its contents when broken by pressure, dissolved, or 

melted. 

mi·cro·ceph·a·ly (mXÙkro-sHfùN-lK) n.  pl. mi·cro·ceph·a·lies. Abnormal 

smallness of the head.   —miÙcro·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. , n.  

—miÙcro·cephùa·lous (-sHfùN-lNs) adj. 

mi·cro·chem·is·try (mXÙkro-kHmùV-strK) n.  Chemistry that deals with minute 

quantities of materials, frequently less than one milligram in mass or one millili-

ter in volume.   —miÙcro·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  —miÙcro·chemùist n. 

mi·cro·chip (mXùkrN-chVpÙ) n.  Computer Science. See chip1 (n., sense 4a). 

mi·cro·cir·cuit (mXùkro-sûrÙkVt) n.  An electric circuit consisting of miniatur-

ized components.   —miùcro·cirÙcuit·ry (-kV-trK) n. 

mi·cro·cir·cu·la·tion (mXÙkro-sûr-kyN-l7ùshNn) n.  The flow of blood or 

lymph through the smallest vessels of the body, as the venules, capillaries, and 

arterioles.   —miÙcro·cirùcu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

mi·cro·cli·mate (mXùkro-klXÙmVt) n.  The climate of a small, specific place 

within an area as contrasted with the climate of the entire area.   
—miÙcro·cli·matùic (-m4tùVk) adj.  —miÙcro·cliÙma·to·logùic (-mN-tN-lmjùVk), 
miÙcro·cliÙma·to·logùi·cal adj.  —miÙcro·cliÙma·tolùo·gy (-tmlùN-jK) n. 

mi·cro·cline (mXùkro-klXnÙ) n.  A mineral of the feldspar group, chiefly 

KAlSi3O8, used in making glass, porcelain, and enamel.  [Greek mikro-, micro- 

(from the fact that its cleavage angle is not exactly equal to 90˚) + Greek klinein, 

to lean; see CLINE.]

mi·cro·coc·cus (mXÙkro-kmkùNs) n.  pl. mi·cro·coc·ci (-kmkùsXÙ, -kmkùXÙ). A 

spherical, aerobic, gram-positive bacterium of the genus Micrococcus, usually 

occurring in irregular clusters.   —miÙcro·cocùcal (-kmkùNl) adj. 

mi·cro·com·put·er (mXùkro-kNm-pyuÙtNr) n.  Computer Science. A very small 

computer, such as a laptop or personal computer, built around a microprocessor 

and designed to be used by one person at a time. 

mi·cro·cop·y (mXùkro-kmpÙK) n.  pl. mi·cro·cop·ies. A greatly reduced photo-

graphic copy, usually reproduced by projection. 



mi·cro·cosm (mXùkrN-kmzÙNm) n.  A small, representative system having analo-

gies to a larger system in constitution, configuration, or development: “He sees the 

auto industry as a microcosm of the U.S. itself” (William J. Hampton).  [Middle 

English microcosme, man as a little world, from Old French, from Late Latin 

mXcrocosmus, from Greek mikros kosmos : mikros, small + kosmos, world, order.] 
—miÙcro·cosùmic (-kmzùmVk), miÙcro·cosùmi·cal (-mV-kNl)  adj.  

—miÙcro·cosùmi·cal·ly adv. 

microcosmic salt (mXùkrN-kmzùmVk sôlt) n.  A white crystalline salt of phos-

phorus, HNaNH4PO4·4H2O, used in blowpipe analysis of minerals to test for the 

presence of certain metals. 

mi·cro·crys·tal·line (mXÙkro-krVsùtN-lVn) adj.  Having a crystalline structure 

visible only under a microscope.   —miùcro·crysÙtal n. 

mi·cro·cyte (mXùkrN-sXtÙ) n.  An abnormally small red blood cell that is less than 

five microns in diameter and may occur in certain forms of anemia.  [MICRO- + 

(ERYTHRO)CYTE.] —miÙcro·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

mi·cro·den·si·tom·e·ter (mXÙkro-dHnÙsV-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An extremely sensi-

tive densitometer used to detect on a film or photographic plate spectrum lines 

too faint to be seen by the human eye. 

mi·cro·dot (mXùkrN-dmtÙ) n.  A copy or photograph that has been reduced to an 

extremely small size for ease of transport and purposes of security. 

mi·cro·ec·o·nom·ics (mXÙkro-HkÙN-nmmùVks, -KkÙN-) n.  (used with a sing. 

verb). The study of the operations of the components of a national economy, such 

as individual firms, households, and consumers.   —miÙcro·ecÙo·nomùic adj. 

mi·cro·e·lec·trode (mXÙkro-V-lHkùtrodÙ) n.  A very small electrode, often used 

to study electrical characteristics of living cells and tissues. 

mi·cro·e·lec·tron·ics (mXÙkro-V-lHk-trmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

branch of electronics that deals with miniature components.   
—miÙcro·e·lec·tronùic adj. 

mi·cro·el·e·ment (mXùkro-HlÙN-mNnt) n.  A trace element. 

mi·cro·en·cap·su·late (mXÙkro-Hn-k4pùsN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. 

mi·cro·en·cap·su·lat·ed, mi·cro·en·cap·su·lat·ing, mi·cro·en·cap·su·lates. 
To enclose in microcapsules.   —miÙcro·en·capÙsu·laùtion n. 

mi·cro·en·vi·ron·ment (mXÙkro-Hn-vXùrNn-mNnt, -vXùNrn-) n.  The environ-

ment of a very small, specific area. 

mi·cro·ev·o·lu·tion (mXÙkro-HvÙN-luùshNn, -KÙvN-) n.  Evolution resulting 

from a succession of relatively small genetic variations that often cause the for-

mation of new subspecies.   —miÙcro·evÙo·luùtion·arÙy adj. 

mi·cro·far·ad (mXùkro-f4rÙNd, -4d) n.  A unit of capacitance equal to one mil-

lionth (10–6) of a farad. 

mi·cro·fiche (mXùkro-fKshÙ) n.  pl. microfiche or mi·cro·fich·es. A card or 

sheet of microfilm capable of accommodating and preserving a considerable 



number of pages, as of printed text, in reduced form.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  microfiche data; a microfiche collection.  [French  : 

Greek mikro-, micro- + fiche, peg, slip of paper, index card (from Old French, 

peg, from fichier, to drive in, fasten, from Vulgar Latin *fXgic7re, from Latin 

fXgere); see dhXgw- in Appendix.]

mi·cro·fil·a·ment (mXÙkro-fVlùN-mNnt) n.  Any of the minute fibers located 

throughout the cytoplasm of cells, composed of actin and functioning primarily 

in maintaining the structural integrity of a cell.   —miÙcro·filÙa·menùtous (-

mHnùtNs) adj. 

mi·cro·fi·lar·i·a (mXÙkrN-fN-lârùK-N) n.  pl. mi·cro·fi·lar·i·ae (-K-KÙ). The 

minute larval form of a filarial worm.   —miÙcro·fi·larùi·al adj. 

mi·cro·film (mXùkrN-fVlmÙ) n.  1. A film on which printed materials are photo-

graphed at greatly reduced size for ease of storage.  2. A reproduction on this 

kind of film.   —  v.  tr. mi·cro·filmed, mi·cro·film·ing, mi·cro·films. To 

reproduce (documents, for example) on microfilm. 

mi·cro·flop·py (mXùkro-flmpÙK) n.  pl. mi·cro·flop·pies. Computer Science. A 

computer disk 32 inches in diameter and encased in a hard protective covering. 

mi·cro·form (mXùkrN-fôrmÙ) n.  An arrangement of images reduced in size, as 

on microfilm or microfiche. 

mi·cro·fos·sil (mXùkro-fmsÙNl) n.  A microscopic fossil, as of a pollen grain or 

unicellular organism. 

mi·cro·gam·ete (mXÙkro-g4mùKtÙ, -gN-mKtù) n.  The smaller of a pair of conju-

gating gametes, usually the male, in an organism that reproduces by heterogamy. 

mi·cro·ga·me·to·cyte (mXÙkro-gN-mKùtN-sXtÙ) n.  A gametocyte that gives rise 

to microgametes. 

mi·cro·graph (mXùkrN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A drawing or photographic reproduction of 

an object as viewed through a microscope.  2. An instrument used to make tiny 

writing or engraving.   —miÙcro·graphùic adj.  —mi·crogùra·phy (mX-
krmgùrN-fK) n. 

mi·cro·hab·i·tat (mXÙkro-h4bùV-t4tÙ) n.  A very small, specialized habitat, such 

as a clump of grass or a space between rocks. 

mi·cro·in·jec·tion (mXÙkro-Vn-jHkùshNn) n.  Injection of minute amounts of a 

substance into a microscopic structure, such as a single cell.   —miÙcro·in·jectù 
(-jHktù) v. 

mi·cro·in·struc·tion (mXùkro-Vn-strƒkÙshNn) n.  Computer Science. A small, 

specific instruction, used in series to make up a high-level machine instruction. 

mi·cro·ma·nip·u·la·tor (mXÙkro-mN-nVpùyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  A device for manipu-

lating minute instruments and needles under a microscope in order to perform 

delicate procedures, such as microsurgery.   —miÙcro·ma·nipÙu·laùtion n.  

—miÙcro·ma·nipÙu·laÙtive adj. 



mi·cro·mere (mXùkro-mîrÙ) n.  A very small blastomere.  [MICRO- + 

(BLASTO)MERE.]

mi·cro·me·te·or·ite (mXÙkro-mKùtK-N-rXtÙ) n.  A tiny particle of meteoric dust, 

especially one of many that fall to the surface of the earth or moon. 

mi·cro·me·te·or·oid (mXÙkro-mKùtK-N-roidÙ) n.  A very small, often dust-

sized meteoroid. 

mi·cro·me·te·or·ol·o·gy (mXÙkro-mKÙtK-N-rmlùN-jK) n.  The study of weather 

conditions in a very small area, such as the area immediately around the trunk of 

a tree, that can affect meteorological conditions.   
—miÙcro·meÙte·orÙo·logùi·cal (-ôrÙN-lmjùV-kNl, -Nr-N-) adj.  

—miÙcro·meÙte·or·olùo·gist n. 

mi·crom·e·ter1 (mX-krmmùV-tNr) n.  A device for measuring very small dis-

tances, objects, or angles, especially one based on the rotation of a finely threaded 

screw, as in relation to a microscope. 

mi·cro·me·ter2 (mXùkro-mKÙtNr) n.  A unit of length equal to one thousandth 

(10–3) of a millimeter or one millionth (10–6)of a meter. 

mi·crom·e·try (mX-krmmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of minute objects with a 

micrometer.   —miÙcro·metùric (mXÙkro-mHtùrVk), miÙcro·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  

adj.  —miÙcro·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

mi·cro·min·i·a·tur·ize (mXÙkro-mVnùK-chN-rXzÙ, -mVnùN-) v.  tr. 

mi·cro·min·i·a·tur·ized, mi·cro·min·i·a·tur·iz·ing, mi·cro·min·i·a·tur·iz·es. 
To construct (devices) on an extremely small scale. Used especially of electronic 

circuitry. 

mi·cro·mole (mXùkro-molÙ) n.  One millionth (10–6) of a mole. 

mi·cron also mi·kron (mXùkrmnÙ) n.  pl. mi·crons or mi·cra (-krN) also 

mi·krons  or mi·kra (-krN). A unit of length equal to one millionth (10–6) of a 

meter. No longer in technical use.  [Greek mikron, neuter of mikros, small.]

Mi·cro·ne·si·a (mXÙkro-nKùzhN, -shN)  A division of Oceania in the western 

Pacific Ocean comprising the islands east of the Philippines and north of the 

equator. It includes the Caroline, Marshall, Mariana, and Gilbert islands. 

Micronesia, Federated States of.  A group of associated islands in the Caro-

line Islands of the western Pacific Ocean. They were administered as part of the 

U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands from 1947 to 1986 and are now self-

governing under a compact of free association with the United States. Palikir, on 

Pohnpei (Ponape) Island, is the capital. Population, 73,160. 

Mi·cro·ne·sian (mXÙkrN-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Of or relating to Micronesia or 

its peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A member of any of the peoples 

inhabiting Micronesia.  2. A subfamily of the Austronesian language family that 

includes the languages of Micronesia. 

mi·cron·ize (mXùkrN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. mi·cron·ized, mi·cron·iz·ing, mi·cron·iz·es. 
To reduce to particles that are only a few microns in diameter. 



mi·cro·nu·cle·us (mXÙkro-nuùklK-Ns, -nyuù-) n.  pl. mi·cro·nu·cle·i (-klK-XÙ)  

or mi·cro·nu·cle·us·es. The smaller of two nuclei in ciliate protozoans that con-

tains genetic material and functions in reproduction.   —miÙcro·nuùcle·ar adj. 

mi·cro·nu·tri·ent (mXÙkro-nuùtrK-Nnt, -nyuù-) n.  A substance, such as a 

vitamin or mineral, that is essential in minute amounts for the proper growth and 

metabolism of a living organism. 

mi·cro·or·gan·ism (mXÙkro-ôrùgN-nVzÙNm) n.  An organism of microscopic or 

submicroscopic size, especially a bacterium or protozoan. 

mi·cro·pa·le·on·tol·o·gy (mXÙkro-p7ÙlK-mn-tmlùN-jK, -Nn-) n.  The branch of 

paleontology that deals with microfossils.   —miÙcro·paÙle·onÙto·logùic (-

mnÙtl-mjùVk), miÙcro·paÙle·onÙto·logùi·cal adj.  —miÙcro·paÙle·on·tolùo·gist 
n. 

mi·cro·phage (mXùkrN-f7jÙ) n.  A small phagocyte.   —miÙcro·phagùic adj. 

mi·cro·phone (mXùkrN-fonÙ) n.  An instrument that converts sound waves into 

an electric current, usually fed into an amplifier, a recorder, or a broadcast trans-

mitter.   —miÙcro·phonùic (-fmnùVk) adj. 

mi·cro·pho·to·graph (mXÙkro-foùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A photograph requiring 

magnification for viewing.  2. A photograph on microfilm.  3.  See photomi-
crograph.  —miÙcro·phoÙto·graphùic adj.  —miÙcro·pho·togùra·pher (-fN-

tmgùrN-fNr) n.  —miÙcro·pho·togùra·phy (-rN-fK) n. 

mi·cro·phys·ics (mXÙkro-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The physics of 

molecular, atomic, nuclear, and subnuclear systems.   —miÙcro·physùi·cal (-

fVzùV-kNl) adj.  —miÙcro·physùi·cal·ly adv.  —miÙcro·physùi·cist (-fVzùV-sVst) n. 

mi·cro·phyte (mXùkrN-fXtÙ) n.  A plant of microscopic size.   —miÙcro·phytùic 
(-fVtùVk) adj. 

mi·cro·pi·pette (mXÙkro-pX-pHtù) n.  1. A very small pipette used in microin-

jection.  2. A pipette used to measure very small volumes of liquids. 

mi·cro·print (mXùkrN-prVntÙ) n.  The printed or positive reproduction of a 

microphotograph. 

mi·cro·proc·es·sor (mXùkro-prmsÙHs-Nr) n.  Computer Science. An integrated 

circuit that contains the entire central processing unit of a computer on a single 

chip. 

mi·cro·pro·gram·ming (mXùkro-proÙgr4m-Vng, -grN-mVng) n.  Computer Sci-

ence. A method of operating the control unit of a computer by breaking down the 

control instructions into a sequence of small steps. 

mi·cro·pub·lish·ing (mXùkro-pƒbÙlV-shVng) n.  Publishing by microform.   
—miùcro·pubÙlish·er n. 

mi·cro·pyle (mXùkrN-pXlÙ) n.  1. Botany. A minute opening in the ovule of a seed 

plant through which the pollen tube usually enters.  2. Zoology. A pore in the 

membrane covering the ovum of some animals through which a spermatozoon 

can enter.  [MICRO- + Greek pulK, gate.] —miÙcro·pyùlar adj. 



mi·cro·ra·di·o·graph (mXÙkro-r7ùdK-o-gr4fÙ) n.  An enlarged x-ray photo-

graph, used to study small details.   —miÙcro·raÙdi·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) n. 

mi·cro·read·er (mXùkro-rKÙdNr) n.  A device for reading materials in micro-

form, such as microfilm and microfiche. 

mi·cro·scope (mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  1. An optical instrument that uses a lens or a 

combination of lenses to produce magnified images of small objects, especially of 

objects too small to be seen by the unaided eye.  2. An instrument, such as an 

electron microscope, that uses electronic or other processes to magnify objects. 

mi·cro·scop·ic (mXÙkrN-skmpùVk) also mi·cro·scop·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. a. Too 

small to be seen by the unaided eye but large enough to be studied under a micro-

scope.  b. Of, relating to, or concerned with a microscope.   2. Exceedingly small; 

minute: “The activities of men... were reduced to a microscopic scale” (John Her-

sey).  3. Characterized by or done with extreme attention to detail:  a microscopic 

investigation.   —miÙcro·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 

Mi·cro·sco·pi·um (mXÙkrN-skoùpK-Nm) n.  A constellation in the Southern 

Hemisphere.  [New Latin MXcroscopium, microscope, Microscopium  : MICRO- + -

scopium, -scope.]

mi·cros·co·py (mX-krmsùkN-pK) n.  pl. mi·cros·co·pies. 1. a. The study of 

microscopes.  b. The use of microscopes.   2. Investigation employing a micro-

scope.   —mi·crosùco·pist n. 

mi·cro·seism (mXùkrN-sXÙzNm) n.  A faint earth tremor caused by natural phe-

nomena, such as winds and strong ocean waves.   —miÙcro·seisùmic (-sXzùmVk, -

sXsù-) adj. 

mi·cro·some (mXùkrN-somÙ) n.  A small particle in the cytoplasm of a cell, typi-

cally consisting of fragmented endoplasmic reticulum to which ribosomes are 

attached.   —miÙcro·soùmal (-soùmNl), miÙcro·soùmic (-soùmVk)  adj. 

mi·cro·spo·ran·gi·um (mXÙkro-spN-r4nùjK-Nm) n.  pl. mi·cro·spo·ran·gi·a (-

jK-N). Botany. A structure in which microspores are formed.   
—miÙcro·spo·ranùgi·ate (-jK-Vt) adj. 

mi·cro·spore (mXùkrN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  Botany. The smaller of two types of 

spores that give rise to a male gametophyte.   —miÙcro·spoùric, 
miÙcro·spoùrous (mXÙkrN-spôrùNs, -sporù-, mX-krmsùpNr-Ns)  adj. 

microspore mother cell (mXùkrN-spôrÙ mƒthùNr sHl) n.  Botany. A cell that 

undergoes meiosis to produce four microspores.  Also called microsporocyte 

mi·cro·spo·ro·cyte (mXÙkrN-spôrùN-sXtÙ, -sporù-) n.  Botany. See microspore 
mother cell. 

mi·cro·spo·ro·phyll (mXÙkrN-spôrùN-fVlÙ, -sporù-) n.  Botany. A leaflike struc-

ture that bears microsporangia. 

mi·cro·state (mXùkro-st7tÙ) n.  An independent country that is very small in 

area and population.  Also called ministate 



mi·cro·struc·ture (mXùkro-strƒkÙchNr) n.  The structure of an organism or 

object as revealed through microscopic examination. 

mi·cro·sur·ger·y (mXÙkro-sûrùjN-rK) n.  pl. mi·cro·sur·ger·ies. Surgery on 

minute body structures or cells performed with the aid of a microscope and other 

specialized instruments, such as a micromanipulator.   —miÙcro·surùgi·cal (-jV-
kNl) adj. 

mi·cro·teach·ing (mXùkrN-tKÙchVng) n.  A method of practice teaching in 

which a videotape of a small segment of a student’s classroom teaching is made 

and later evaluated. 

mi·cro·tome (mXùkrN-tomÙ) n.  An instrument used to cut a specimen, as of 

organic tissue, into thin sections for microscopic examination. 

mi·crot·o·my (mX-krmtùN-mK) n.  pl. mi·crot·o·mies. The preparation of spec-

imens with a microtome.   —miÙcro·tomùic (mXÙkrN-tmmùVk) adj. 

mi·cro·tone (mXùkrN-tonÙ) n.  Music. An interval smaller than a semitone.   
—miÙcro·tonùal (-toùnNl) adj.  —miÙcro·to·nalùi·ty (-to-n4lùV-tK) n.  

—miÙcro·tonùal·ly adv. 

mi·cro·tu·bule (mXÙkro-tuùbyul, -tyu-) n.  Any of the proteinaceous cylin-

drical hollow structures that are distributed throughout the cytoplasm of eukary-

otic cells, providing structural support and assisting in cellular locomotion and 

transport.   —miÙcro·tuùbu·lar adj. 

mi·cro·vas·cu·la·ture (mXÙkro-v4sùkyN-lN-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  The portion of 

the circulatory system composed of the smallest vessels, such as the capillaries, 

arterioles, and venules.   —miÙcro·vasùcu·lar (-kyN-lNr) adj. 

mi·cro·vil·lus (mXÙkro-vVlùNs) n.  pl. mi·cro·vil·li (-vVlùXÙ). Any of the minute 

hairlike structures projecting from the surface of certain types of epithelial cells, 

especially those of the small intestine.   —miÙcro·vilùlar (-lNr) adj. 

mi·cro·volt (mXùkrN-voltÙ) n.  A unit of electric potential equal to one millionth 

(10–6) of a volt. 

mi·cro·watt (mXùkro-wmtÙ) n.  A unit of power equal to one millionth (10–6) of 

a watt. 

mi·cro·wave (mXùkrN-w7vÙ, -kro-) n.  1. A high-frequency electromagnetic 

wave, one millimeter to one meter in wavelength, intermediate between infrared 

and short-wave radio wavelengths.  2. Informal. A microwave oven.   —  v.  tr. 

mi·cro·waved, mi·cro·wav·ing, mi·cro·waves. To cook or heat (food) in a 

microwave oven.   —miÙcro·wavùa·ble, miÙcro·waveùa·ble adj. 

microwave oven (mXùkrN-w7vÙ ƒvùNn) n.  An oven in which microwaves 

cook the food. 

mic·tu·rate (mVkùchN-r7tÙ, mVkùtN-) v.  intr. mic·tu·rat·ed, mic·tu·rat·ing, 
mic·tu·rates. To urinate.  [From Latin micturXre, to want to urinate, desiderative 

of mKiere, to urinate. See meigh- in Appendix.] —micÙtu·riùtion (-rVshùNn) n. 



mid1 (mVd) adj.  1. Middle; central.  2. Being the part in the middle or center:  in 

the mid Pacific.  3. Linguistics. Of, relating to, or being a vowel produced with the 

tongue in a position approximately intermediate between high and low, as the 

vowel in but.  [Middle English, from Old English midd. See medhyo- in Appen-

dix.]

mid2 (mVd) prep.  Surrounded by; amid:  mid smoke and flame.  [Middle English. 

See MIDWIFE.]

mid. abbr.  Middle. 

mid- pref.  Middle:  midsummer.  [Middle English, from mid, middle. See MID
1.]

USAGE NOTE: Many compounds other than those entered here may be formed

with mid-. In forming compounds, mid- is normally joined to the following word

or element without a space or hyphen: midpoint. However, if the second element

begins with a capital letter, it is always separated with a hyphen: mid-May. It is

always acceptable to separate the elements with a hyphen to prevent possible con-

fusion with another form, as, for example, to distinguish mid-den (the middle of

a den) from the word midden. Note that the adjective mid1 is a separate word,

though, as is the case with any adjective, it may be joined to another word with a

hyphen when used as a unit modifier: in the mid Pacific but a mid-Pacific island.

mid·air (mVdùârù) n.  1. A point or region in the air.  2. Informal. A collision 

involving two or more aircraft while fully airborne.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a midair hijacking; a midair emergency. 

Mi·das (mXùdNs) n.  The fabled king of Phrygia to whom Dionysus gave the 

power of turning to gold all that he touched.  [Latin Mid7s, from Greek.]

Midas touch (mXùdNs tƒch) n.  The ability to make, manage, and keep huge 

amounts of money: “Today’s market has convinced dozens of kids barely out of col-

lege that they’ve got the Midas touch” (Business Week).  [After MIDAS.]

Mid-At·lan·tic States (mVdÙ4t-l4nùtVk st7ts)  See Middle Atlantic States. 
mid·brain (mVdùbr7nÙ) n.  See mesencephalon. 
mid·course (mVdùkôrsù, -korsù) n.  1. The part of a missile flight between the 

end of the launching phase and reentry, during which corrective maneuvers are 

made.  2. The middle point of a course or a course of action.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  a midcourse personnel shakeup; a midcourse 

change in policy. 

mid·cult (mVdùkƒltÙ) n.  A form of intellectual and artistic culture that has qual-

ities of high culture and mass culture without being either.  [MID(DLEBROW) + 

CULT(URE).]

mid·day (mVdùd7Ù) n.  The middle of the day; noon.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a midday snack; midday meals. 



mid·den (mVdùn) n.  1. A dunghill or refuse heap.  2. A kitchen midden.  [Mid-

dle English midding, of Scandinavian origin.]

mid·dle (mVdùl) adj.  Abbr. mid. 1. Equally distant from extremes or limits; cen-

tral:  the middle point on a line.  2. Being at neither one extreme nor the other; 

intermediate.  3. a. Intervening between an earlier and a later period of time; 

being an intermediate part of a sequence or series:  the middle years.  b. Middle. 

Geology. Of or relating to a division of geologic time between an earlier and a later 

division:  the Middle Paleozoic.   4. Middle. Of or relating to a stage in the devel-

opment of a language or literature between earlier and later stages:  Middle Swed-

ish.  5. Grammar. Of a verb form or voice in which the subject both performs and 

is affected by the action specified.   —  n.  1. An area or a point equidistant 

between extremes; a center:  the middle of a circle.  2. Something intermediate 

between extremes; a mean.  3. The interior portion:  the middle of a chain.  4. The 

middle part of the human body; the waist.  5. Logic. A middle term.   —  v.  tr. 

mid·dled, mid·dling, mid·dles. 1. To place in the middle.  2. Nautical. To fold 

in the middle:  middle the sail.  [Middle English middel, from Old English. See 

medhyo- in Appendix.]

middle age (mVdùl 7j) n.  The time of human life between youth and old age, 

usually reckoned as the years between 40 and 60.  Also called midlife 

mid·dle-aged (mVdùl-7jdù) adj.  Of or relating to middle age:  middle-aged par-

ents; middle-aged interests. 

Middle Ages (mVdùl 7ùjVz) pl.n.  The period in European history between 

antiquity and the Renaissance, often dated from A.D. 476 to 1453. 

Middle A·mer·i·ca1 (mVdùl N-mHrùV-kN)  A region of southern North America 

comprising Mexico, Central America, and sometimes the West Indies.   —Mid-
dle A·merùi·can adj.  & n. 

Middle A·mer·i·ca2 (mVdùl N-mHrùV-kN) n.  1. That part of the U.S. middle 

class thought of as being average in income and education and moderately con-

servative in values and attitudes.  2. The American heartland thought of as being 

made up of small towns, small cities, and suburbs. 

Middle At·lan·tic States (mVdùl 4t-l4nùtVk st7ts) also Mid-At·lan·tic 
States (mVdÙ4t-l4nùtVk)  The U.S. states of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

and usually Delaware and Maryland. 

Mid·dle·bor·ough  or Mid·dle·bor·o (mVdùl-bûrÙo, -bƒrÙo)  A town of 

southeast Massachusetts north of New Bedford. It is a processing and manufac-

turing center. Population, 16,404. 

mid·dle·brow (mVdùl-brouÙ) n.  Informal. One who is somewhat cultured; one 

who is neither highbrow nor lowbrow.  [MIDDLE + (HIGH)BROW and (LOW)BROW.] 
—midùdle·browÙ adj. 

Mid·dle·burg Heights (mVdùl-bûrgÙ hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, a sub-

urb of Cleveland. Population, 16,218. 



middle C (mVdùl sKù) n.  Music. The tone represented by a note on the first led-

ger line below a treble clef or the first ledger line above a bass clef. It is the first C 

below international pitch. 

middle class (mVdùl kl4s) n.  The members of society occupying a socioeco-

nomic position intermediate between those of the lower working classes and the 

wealthy. 

middle distance (mVdùl dVsùtNns) n.  1. The area between the foreground and 

background in a painting, drawing, or photograph.  Also called middle ground 

2. Sports. A division of competition in racing with events usually ranging from 

400 meters to 1,500 meters or from 440 yards to 1 mile. 

Middle Dutch (mVdùl dƒch) n.  The Dutch language from the middle of the 

12th through the 15th century. 

middle ear (mVdùl îr) n.  The space between the eardrum and the inner ear that 

contains the three auditory ossicles, which convey vibrations through the oval 

window to the cochlea.  Also called tympanum 

Middle East also Mid·east (mVd-Kstù)  An area comprising the countries of 

southwest Asia and northeast Africa. In the 20th century the region has been the 

continuing scene of political and economic turmoil.   —Middle Eastùern adj.  

—Middle Eastùern·er n. 

Middle English (mVdùl VngùglVsh) n.  Abbr. ME, M.E. The English language 

from about 1100 to 1500. 

middle ground (mVdùl ground) n.  1.  See middle distance (n., sense 1).  

2. A point of view midway between extremes: “the middle ground between news 

and amusement” (Roderick Anscombe). 

Middle High German (mVdùl hX jûrùmNn) n.  High German from the 11th 

through the 15th century. 

mid·dle-in·come (mVdùl-Vnùkƒm) adj.  Of or relating to people or groups 

whose income falls in the middle of the range for an overall population. 

Middle Irish (mVdùl XùrVsh) n.  Irish from the 10th through the 13th century. 

middle lamella (mVdùl lN-mHlùN) n.  Botany. The pectin-rich intercellular 

material cementing together the primary walls of adjacent plant cells. 

Middle Loup (mVdùl lup)  A river rising in central Nebraska and flowing 

about 354 km (220 mi) east and southeast to join the North Loup and South 

Loup rivers and form the Loup River. 

Middle Low German (mVdùl lo jûrùmNn) n.  Low German from the middle 

of the 13th through the 15th century. 

mid·dle·man (mVdùl-m4nÙ) n.  1. A trader who buys from producers and sells 

to retailers or consumers.  2. An intermediary; a go-between. 

middle management (mVdùl m4nùVj-mNnt) n.  A group of persons occupy-

ing managerial positions intermediate between lower and higher executives.   
—middle manager n. 



mid·dle·most (mVdùl-mostÙ) adj.  Midmost. 

mid·dle-of-the-road (mVdùl-Nv-thN-rodù) adj.  1. Pursuing a course of 

action midway between extremes, especially following a course in politics that is 

neither liberal nor conservative.  2.  Abbr. MOR Of, relating to, or being a type of 

entertainment, especially popular music, that appeals to a wide audience.   
—midùdle-of-the-roadùer n. 

Middle Pal·i·sade (mVdùl p4lÙV-s7dù)  A mountain, 4,273.7 m (14,012 ft) high, 

of the Sierra Nevada in east-central California. 

Middle River (mVdùl rVvùNr)  A community of northern Maryland, an indus-

trial suburb of Baltimore. Population, 24,616. 

Mid·dles·brough (mVdùlz-brN)  A borough of northeast England at the mouth 

of the Tees River. It has iron, steel, and chemical works. Population, 150,600. 

middle school (mVdùl skul) n.  A school at a level between elementary and 

high school, typically including grades five through eight. 

middle term (mVdùl tûrm) n.  Abbr. M Logic. The term in a syllogism presented 

in both premises but not appearing in the conclusion. 

Mid·dle·ton (mVdùl-tNn), Thomas. 1570?-1627.  English playwright whose 

comedies, written between 1604 and 1611, include A Trick to Catch the Old One 

and A Chaste Maid in Cheapside. 

Mid·dle·town (mVdùl-tounÙ)  1. A city of central Connecticut on the Connect-

icut River south of Hartford. It is an industrial center and the seat of Wesleyan 

University (chartered 1831). Population, 42,762.  2. A community of eastern New 

Jersey northwest of Red Bank. It was settled in 1665. Population, 62,298.  3. A city 

of southeast New York west-southwest of Newburgh. A summer resort, it is also 

an industrial center. Population, 24,160.  4. A city of southwest Ohio north-

northeast of Cincinnati. Founded in 1802, it has a steel industry. Population, 

46,022.  5. A town of southeast Rhode Island on Narragansett Bay north of New-

port. It is a summer resort. Population, 19,460. 

mid·dle·weight (mVdùl-w7tÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A professional boxer weighing 

between 147 and 160 pounds (approximately 66.5-72.5 kilograms), heavier than a 

welterweight and lighter than a light heavyweight.  2. A contestant in various 

other sports in a similar weight class. 

Middle Welsh (mVdùl wHlsh) n.  Welsh from the 12th through the 15th cen-

tury. 

Middle West (mVdùl wHst)  See Midwest.  —Middle Westùern adj.  

—Middle Westùern·er n. 

mid·dling (mVdùlVng, -lVn) adj.  1. Of medium size, position, or quality.  

2. Mediocre.  See Synonyms at average.   —  n.  1.  Often middlings. Chiefly 

Southern U.S. a. Pork or bacon cut from between the ham and shoulder of a pig.  

b. Salt pork.  Also called middling meat  2. middlings. Any of various products, 

such as partially refined petroleum or ore, that are intermediate in quality, size, 



price, or grade.  3. middlings. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Coarsely ground 

wheat mixed with bran.   —  adv.  Informal. Fairly; moderately: “a middling nice 

cake” (Hatfield MA Valley Advocate).  [Probably Middle English midlin : mid, 

mid; see MID
1 + -ling, having a quality; see -LING

1.] —midùdling·ly adv. 

mid·dy (mVdùK) n.  pl. mid·dies. 1. Informal. A midshipman.  2. A middy 

blouse. 

middy blouse (mVdùK blous) n.  A woman’s or child’s loose blouse with a sailor 

collar. 

Mid·east (mVd-Kstù)  See Middle East.  —Mid·eastùern adj.  —Mid·east-
ùern·er n. 

mid·field (mVdùfKldÙ) n.  Sports. 1. The section of a playing field midway 

between goals.  2. Players whose usual positions are in the midfield.   
—midùfieldÙer n. 

Mid·gard (mVdùgärdÙ) n.  The part of the world inhabited by people, imagined 

as a fortress encircled by a huge serpent and built by the Norse gods around the 

middle region of the universe.  [Old Norse Midhgardhr. See medhyo- in Appen-

dix.]

midge (mVj) n.  1. Any of various gnatlike flies of the family Chironomidae, 

found worldwide and frequently occurring in swarms near ponds and lakes.  

2. Any of various similar dipteran insects, such as the biting midges of the family 

Ceratopogonidae.  3. A little person.  [Middle English, from Old English mycg.]

midg·et (mVjùVt) n.  1. Offensive. An extremely little person who is otherwise 

normally proportioned.  2. A small or miniature version of something.  3. A class 

of small objects, as a class of very small sailboats or racing cars.   —  adj.  

1. Miniature; diminutive.  2. Belonging to a type or class much smaller than what 

is considered standard:  a midget automobile.  [Diminutive of MIDGE.]

mid·gut (mVdùgƒtÙ) n.  1. The middle section of the digestive tract in a verte-

brate embryo from which the ileum, jejunum, and portions of the duodenum 

and colon develop.  Also called mesenteron 2. The middle portion of the digestive 

tract of certain invertebrates, such as arthropods, lined with an enzyme-secreting 

tissue and serving as the main site of digestion and absorption. 

mid·i (mVdùK) n.  pl. mid·is. A skirt or coat of mid-calf length.  [Short for 

midiskirt : MID
1 + (MIN)ISKIRT.]

Mi·di (mK-dKù)  The south of France. 

MIDI (mVdùK) n.  Computer Science. 1. An agreed-upon structure for representing 

sounds in form that a computer can interpret.  2. Software that conforms to this 

structure, used for composing and editing electronic music.  [M(usical) I(nstru-

ment) D(igital) I(nterface).]

Mid·i·an·ite (mVdùK-N-nXtÙ) n.  A member of an ancient tribe of Midian in 

northwest Arabia.   —Midùi·an·iteÙ adj. 



mid·i·ron (mVdùXÙNrn) n.  Sports. An iron golf club that has more loft than a 

driver and less than a three iron, used for medium fairway shots and long 

approach shots; a two iron. 

mid·land (mVdùlNnd) n.  The middle or interior part of a country or region.   —  
adj.  Of or in a midland. 

Mid·land (mVdùlNnd)  1. A city of central Michigan west of Bay City. Chemical 

industries are important to its economy. Population, 38,053.  2. A city of west-

central Texas west-southwest of Abilene. It is an industrial center in a cattle-

ranching area. Population, 89,443. 

Mid·lands (mVdùlNndz)  A region of central England. It roughly corresponds 

with the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Mercia and is today a highly industrialized 

area. 

mid·lev·el (mVdùlHvÙNl) n.  The middle stage or level, as in a series, course of 

action, or career.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

midlevel managers; a midlevel crisis team. 

mid·life (mVdùlXfÙ) n.  pl. mid·lives (-lXvzÙ). See middle age.   —  adj.  Of, 

relating to, or characteristic of middle age: “a midlife lull when it was feared he was 

finished” (Curtis Wilkie). 

midlife crisis (mVdùlXfÙ krXùsVs) n.  A period of psychological doubt and anxiety 

that some people experience in middle age. 

mid·line (mVdùlXnÙ) n.  A medial line, especially the medial line or plane of the 

body. 

Mid·lo·thi·an (mVd-loùthK-Nn)  A region of southeast Scotland on the Firth of 

Forth surrounding Edinburgh. “The Heart of Midlothian” was a popular name 

for the former Tolbooth Prison in Edinburgh and was used by Sir Walter Scott as 

the title of his 1818 novel. 

mid·morn·ing (mVdùmôrùnVng) n.  The middle of the morning.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  midmorning coffee; a midmorning 

appointment. 

mid·most (mVdùmostÙ) adj.  1. Situated in the very middle; middlemost.  

2. Situated nearest the middle.   —  adv.  In the middle. 

Midn. abbr.  Midshipman. 

mid·night (mVdùnXtÙ) n.  1. The middle of the night, specifically 12 o’clock at 

night.  2. a. Intense darkness or gloom.  b. A period of darkness and gloom.    
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a midnight swim; a mid-

night meeting. 

midnight sun (mVdùnXtÙ sƒn) n.  The sun as seen at midnight during the sum-

mer within the Arctic and Antarctic regions. 

mid-o·cean ridge (mVdùoÙshNn rVj) n.  A series of mountain ranges on the 

ocean floor, more than 84,000 kilometers (52,000 miles) in length, extending 

through the North and South Atlantic, the Indian Ocean, and the South Pacific. 



According to the plate tectonics theory, volcanic rock is added to the sea floor as 

the mid-ocean ridge spreads apart. 

mid·point (mVdùpointÙ) n.  1. Mathematics. The point of a line segment or cur-

vilinear arc that divides it into two parts of the same length.  2. A position mid-

way between two extremes. 

mid·range  or mid-range (mVdùr7njÙ) n.  1. The middle part of an audio fre-

quency.  2. The middle part of a series, a progression, or an array:  prices in the 

midrange.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  midrange bal-

listic missiles; midrange torque. 

Mid·rash (mVdùräshÙ) n.  pl. Mid·rash·im (mVd-rôùshVm, mVdÙrä-shKmù). Any 

of a group of Jewish commentaries on the Hebrew Scriptures compiled between 

A.D. 400 and 1200 and based on exegesis, parable, and haggadic legend.  [Late 

Hebrew midr7≥, commentary, explanation, Midrash, from d7ra≥, to interpret.]

mid·rib (mVdùrVbÙ) n.  The central or principal vein of a leaf. 

mid·riff (mVdùrVf) n.  1.  See diaphragm (n., sense 1).  2. The middle outer 

portion of the front of the human body, extending roughly from just below the 

breast to the waistline.  [Middle English midrif, from Old English midhrif : midd, 

mid; see MID
1 + hrif, belly; see kwrep- in Appendix.] —midùriff adj. 

mid-rise (mVdùrXzÙ) adj.  Moderately tall:  a mid-rise office building.   —  n.  A 

moderately tall building. 

mid·sec·tion (mVdùsHkÙshNn) n.  A middle section, especially the midriff of the 

human body. 

mid·ship (mVdùshVpÙ) adj.  Nautical. Of, relating to, or located in the middle of a 

ship. 

mid·ship·man (mVdùshVpÙmNn, mVd-shVpùmNn) n.  1.  Abbr. Midn. A student 

training to be a commissioned naval officer, especially a student at a naval acad-

emy.  2. Any of various fishes of the genus Porichthys, having several rows of 

light-producing organs along their bodies. 

mid·ships (mVdùshVpsÙ) adv.  Nautical. 1. Amidships.  2. In the center position. 

Used of the helm.  [Probably short for AMIDSHIPS.]

mid·size  or mid-size (mVdùsXzÙ) adj.  Of intermediate size. Used especially of 

motor vehicles, such as cars. 

midst (mVdst, mVtst) n.  1. The middle position or part; the center:  in the midst 

of the desert.  2. A position of proximity to others:  a stranger in our midst.  3. The 

condition of being surrounded or beset by something:  in the midst of all of our 

problems.  4. A period of time approximately in the middle of a continuing condi-

tion or act:  in the midst of the war.   —  prep.  Among; amid.  [Middle English 

middest, alteration of middes : mid, middle; see MID
1 + -es, adv. suff.; see -S

3.]

mid·stream (mVdùstrKmÙ) n.  1. The middle part of a stream.  2. The part of a 

course that is neither at the beginning nor at the end:  the midstream of life. 



mid·sum·mer (mVdùsƒmùNr) n.  1. The middle of the summer.  2. The summer 

solstice, about June 21.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

midsummer night; midsummer showers. 

Mid·sum·mer Day (mVdùsƒmùNr d7) n.  1. June 24, observed in Europe, Latin 

America, and Scandinavian communities in the United States in commemoration 

of the summer solstice.  2. June 24, observed in many Christian churches in com-

memoration of the birth of Saint John the Baptist. 

Midsummer Eve (mVdùsƒmùNr Kv) n.  1. June 23, the day before Midsummer 

Day, celebrated in Europe, Latin America, and Scandinavian communities in the 

United States by merrymaking.  2. June 23, the day before Midsummer Day, cele-

brated in many Christian churches by feasting. In this sense, also calledSaint 

John’s Eve 

mid·term (mVdùtûrmÙ) n.  1. The middle of an academic term or a political 

term of office.  2. a. An examination given at the middle of a school or college 

term.  b. midterms. A series of such examinations.    —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  midterm examinations; a midterm break. 

mid·town (mVdùtounÙ) n.  A central portion of a city, between uptown and 

downtown.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  midtown 

traffic; midtown shops. 

mid-Vic·to·ri·an (mVdÙvVk-tôrùK-Nn, -torù-) adj.  Relating to, occurring in, or 

characteristic of the middle period of the reign of Queen Victoria in Great Britain 

(1837-1901), a period known for rigid social standards.   —  n.  1. A person living 

in this period: “The mid-Victorians had moral zeal but no religion” (Keith Tho-

mas).  2. A person having rigid social standards. 

mid·way (mVdùw7Ù) n.  1. The area of a fair, a carnival, a circus, or an exposi-

tion where sideshows and other amusements are located.  2. Obsolete. a. The 

middle of a way or distance.  b. A middle course of action or thought.    —  adv.  

In the middle of a way or distance; halfway:  midway through the second quarter of 

the football game.   —midùwayÙ adj. 

Mid·way Islands (mVdùw7Ù XùlNndz)  Two small islands and a surrounding 

coral atoll in the central Pacific Ocean northwest of Honolulu. Discovered in 

1859, they were annexed by the United States in 1867 and remain a U.S. territory 

with an important naval base. A decisive World War II Allied victory in the Battle 

of Midway (June 3-6, 1942) was a major turning point in the war in the Pacific. 

mid·week (mVdùwKkÙ) n.  1. The middle of the week.  2. Midweek. Wednes-

day.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a midweek appoint-

ment; midweek travel.   —midùweekùly adj.  & adv. 

Mid·west (mVd-wHstù)  or Middle West  A region of the north-central United 

States around the Great Lakes and the upper Mississippi Valley. It is generally con-

sidered to include Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, 



Missouri, Kansas, and Nebraska. The area is known for its rich farmlands and 

highly industrialized centers.   —Mid·westùern adj.  —Mid·westùern·er n. 

Midwest City (mVd-wHstù sVtùK)  A city of central Oklahoma, a residential sub-

urb of Oklahoma City. Population, 52,267. 

mid·wife (mVdùwXfÙ) n.  pl. mid·wives (-wXvzÙ). 1. A person, usually a woman, 

who is trained to assist women in childbirth. Regional. Also called granny 2. One 

who assists in or takes a part in bringing about a result: “In the Renaissance, artists 

and writers start to serve as midwives of fame” (Carlin Romano).   —  v.  tr. 

mid·wifed or mid·wived (-wXvdÙ), mid·wif·ing or mid·wiv·ing (-wXÙvVng), 
mid·wifes or mid·wives (-wXvzÙ). 1. To assist in the birth of (a baby).  2. To 

assist in bringing forth or about: “Washington’s efforts to midwife a Mideast settle-

ment” (Newsweek).  [Middle English midwXf : probably mid, with (from Old 

English); see me-2 in Appendix + wif, woman (from Old English wXf).]

WORD HISTORY: The word midwife is the sort of word whose etymology is

perfectly clear until one tries to figure it out. Wife would seem to refer to the

woman giving birth, who is usually a wife, but mid? A knowledge of older senses

of words helps us with this puzzle. Wife in its earlier history meant “woman,” as

it still did when the compound midwife was formed in Middle English (first re-

corded around 1300). Mid is probably a preposition, meaning “together with.”

Thus a midwife was literally a “with woman” or “a woman who assists other wom-

en in childbirth.” Even though obstetrics has been rather resistant to midwifery

until fairly recently, the etymology of obstetric is rather similar, going back to the

Latin word obstetrXx, “a midwife,” from the verb obst7re, “to stand in front of,”

and the feminine suffix -trix; the obstetrXx would thus literally stand in front of

the baby.

mid·wife·ry (mVd-wVfùN-rK, mVdùwXfÙrK, -wXÙfN-rK) n.  The techniques and prac-

tice of a midwife. 

mid·win·ter (mVdùwVnùtNr) n.  1. The middle of the winter.  2. The period of 

the winter solstice, about December 22.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a midwinter day; midwinter storms. 

mid·year (mVdùyîrÙ) n.  1. The middle of the calendar or academic year.  

2. a. An examination given in the middle of a school year.  b. midyears. A series 

of such examinations.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

midyear examinations; a midyear break. 

mien (mKn) n.  1. Bearing or manner, especially as it reveals an inner state of 

mind: “He was a Vietnam veteran with a haunted mien” (James Traub).  See Syn-

onyms at bearing.  2. An appearance or aspect.  [Alteration (influenced by 

French mine, appearance); see MINAUDIÈRE, of Middle English demeine, demeanor, 

from Old French, from demener, to behave. See DEMEAN
1.]



Mies Van Der Ro·he (mKzù v4n dNr roùN, roù, fän, mKsù), Ludwig. 1886-

1969.  German-born American architect considered a founder of the Interna-

tional Style. His steel-frame and glass buildings include the Seagram Building in 

New York City (1956-1959) and the Chicago Federal Center (1963-1968).   
—Miesùi·an (mKùsK-Nn) adj. 

miff (mVf) n.  1. A petulant, bad-tempered mood; a huff.  2. A petty quarrel or 

argument; a tiff.   —  v.  tr. miffed, miff·ing, miffs. To cause to become 

offended or annoyed.  [Possibly expressive of disgust.]

Mif·flin (mVfùlVn), Thomas. 1744-1800.  American Revolutionary soldier and 

politician who served as president of the Continental Congress (1783-1784) and 

governor of Pennsylvania (1790-1799). 

mif·fy (mVfùK) adj.  mif·fi·er, mif·fi·est. 1. Informal. Easily offended; oversensi-

tive.  2. Botany. Difficult to raise except under perfect conditions. Used of certain 

plants.   —mifùfi·ness n. 

might1 (mXt) n.  1. The power, force, or influence held by a person or group.  

2. Physical strength.  3. Strength or ability to do something.  See Synonyms at 

strength. See Regional note at powerful.  [Middle English, from Old English 

meaht, miht. See magh- in Appendix.]

might2 (mXt) v.  aux. Past tense of may1. 1. a. Used to indicate a condition or 

state contrary to fact:  She might help if she knew the truth.  b. Used to indicate a 

possibility or probability that is weaker than may:  We might discover a pot of gold 

at the end of the rainbow.   2. Used to express possibility or probability or permis-

sion in the past:  She told him yesterday he might not go on the trip.  3. Used to 

express a higher degree of deference or politeness than may, ought, or should:  

Might I express my opinion?  [Middle English, from Old English meahte, mihte, 

first and third person sing. past tense of magan, to be able. See MAY
1.]

USAGE NOTE: In many Southern varieties of English, might is used in the

“double modal” construction with could, as in We might could park over there. Less

frequently, one hears may can and might should. These constructions are not fa-

miliar to the majority of American speakers and are best avoided in formal writ-

ing.

might-have-been (mXtùNv-bVnÙ) n.  pl. might-have-beens (-bVnzÙ). An 

event that could have but never did occur: “This is one of the great might-have-

beens of modern history” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.). 

might·i·ly (mXtùl-K) adv.  1. In a mighty manner; powerfully.  2. To a great 

degree; greatly. 

might·n’t (mXtùnt)  Might not. 

might·y (mXùtK) adj.  might·i·er, might·i·est. 1. Having or showing great 

power, skill, strength, or force:  a mighty orator; a mighty blow.  2. Imposing or 



awesome in size, degree, or extent:  a mighty stone fortress.   —  adv.  Chiefly Upper 

Southern U.S. To a great degree; extremely. Used as an intensive:  mighty fine; 

mighty tired.  See Regional note at powerful.  —mightùi·ness n. 

mi·gnon·ette (mVnÙyN-nHtù) n.  Any of several Mediterranean plants of the 

genus Reseda, especially R. odorata, widely cultivated for its terminal, dense, 

spikelike clusters of very fragrant but inconspicuous greenish flowers.  [French, 

from feminine of mignonnet, dainty, pretty, from Old French, diminutive of 

mignon, lover, dainty. See MINION.]

mi·graine (mXùgr7nÙ) n.  A severe, recurring headache, usually affecting only 

one side of the head, characterized by sharp pain and often accompanied by nau-

sea, vomiting, and visual disturbances.  Also called megrim [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Late Latin hKmicr7nia, from Greek hKmikrania : hKmi-, hemi- + 

kranion, head; see ker-1 in Appendix.] —mi·grainùous adj. 

mi·grant (mXùgrNnt) n.  1. One that moves from one region to another by 

chance, instinct, or plan.  2. An itinerant worker who travels from one area to 

another in search of work.   —  adj.  Migratory.  [Latin migr7ns, migrant- present 

participle of migr7re, to migrate. See MIGRATE.]

mi·grate (mXùgr7tÙ) v.  intr. mi·grat·ed, mi·grat·ing, mi·grates. 1. To move 

from one country or region and settle in another.  2. To change location periodi-

cally, especially by moving seasonally from one region to another.  [Latin migr7re, 

migr7t-. See mei-1 in Appendix.] —miùgraÙtor n.  

USAGE NOTE: Migrate, which is used of people and animals, sometimes im-

plies a lack of permanent settlement, especially as a result of seasonal or periodic

movement. Emigrate and immigrate are used only of people and imply a perma-

nent move, generally across a political boundary. Emigrate describes the move rel-

ative to the point of departure: After the Nazis came to power in Germany, many

scientists emigrated (that is, left Germany). By contrast, immigrate describes the

move relative to the destination: The promise of prosperity in the United States en-

couraged many people to immigrate (that is, move to the United States).

mi·gra·tion (mX-gr7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of migrating.  2. A 

group migrating together.  3. Chemistry & Physics. a. The movement of one atom 

or more from one position to another within a molecule.  b. The movement of 

ions between electrodes during electrolysis.    —mi·graùtion·al adj. 

mi·gra·to·ry (mXùgrN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Characterized by migration; under-

going periodic migration:  migratory birds.  2. Of or relating to a migration.  

3. Roving; nomadic. 

mih·rab (mîrùNb) n.  Islam. 1. A niche in the wall of a mosque or a room in the 

mosque that indicates the direction of Mecca.  2. An undecorated oblong space in 



the middle of a Muslim prayer rug, pointed toward Mecca during worship.  [Ara-

bic miUr7b.]

mi·ka·do (mV-käùdo) n.  pl. mi·ka·dos. An emperor of Japan.  [Japanese  : mi, 

honorific pref. + kado, gate.]

Mik·a·su·ki also Mic·co·su·kee (mVkÙN-suùkK) n.  pl. Mikasuki or 

Mik·a·su·kis also Miccosukee  or Mic·co·su·kees. 1. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting northwest Florida, now forming part of the Seminole 

people of southern Florida.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Muskogean lan-

guage of the Mikasuki. 

mike (mXk) Informal. n.  1. A microphone.  2.  See Regional note at igg.   —  v.  

tr. miked, mik·ing, mikes. To supply with or transmit through a microphone. 

mike fright (mXk frXt) n.  Informal. Fear of performing or appearing on radio. 

Mí·ko·nos (mKùkô-nôsÙ)  See Mykonos. 
Mi·koy·an (mKÙko-yänù, myV-kN-), Anastas Ivanovich. 1895-1978.  Soviet 

politician who served under Stalin and Khrushchev as an international trade 

expert. He was chairman of the presidium of the Supreme Soviet (1964-1965). 

mi·kron (mXùkrmnÙ) n.  Variant of micron. 
mik·vah (mVkùvN, mKk-väù) n.  pl. mik·voth or mik·vot (-votù)  or mik·vos (-

vos). 1. A ritual purification bath taken by Jews on certain occasions, as before 

the Sabbath or after menstruation or ejaculation.  2. A building, room, or fixture 

in which this bath takes place.  [Hebrew miqw7h.]

mil (mVl) n.  1. A unit of length equal to one thousandth (10–3) of an inch (0.0254 

millimeter), used, for example, to specify the diameter of wire or the thickness of 

materials sold in sheets.  2. A milliliter; one cubic centimeter.  3. A unit of angu-

lar measurement used in artillery and equal to 6400 of a complete revolution.  

[Short for Latin mXllKsimus, thousandth, from Latin mXlle, thousand. See gheslo- 
in Appendix.]

mil. abbr.  Military; militia. 

mi·la·dy (mV-l7ùdK) n.  pl. mi·la·dies. 1. An English noblewoman or gentle-

woman.  2. Used as a form of address for such a woman.  3. A chic or fashionable 

woman.  [French, from English, my lady.]

mil·age (mXùlVj) n.  Variant of mileage. 
Mi·lan (mV-l4nù, -länù)  A city of northern Italy northeast of Genoa. Probably of 

Celtic origin, it was taken by the Romans in 222 B.C. and has been an important 

commercial, financial, cultural, and industrial center since medieval times 

because of its strategic location. Population, 1,634,638.   —MilÙa·neseù (mVlÙN-

nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n. 

milch (mVlch) adj.  Giving milk:  a milch cow.  [Middle English milche, from Old 

English -milce, in thrXmilce, May (when cows can be milked thrice in a day). See 

melg- in Appendix.]



mil·chig (mVlùKHVk) adj.  Derived from or made of milk or dairy products.  [Yid-

dish milkhik, from milkh, milk, from Middle High German, from Old High Ger-

man miluh. See melg- in Appendix.]

mild (mXld) adj.  mild·er, mild·est. 1. Gentle or kind in disposition, manners, 

or behavior.  2. a. Moderate in type, degree, effect, or force:  a mild pipe tobacco; 

a mild sedative.  b. Not extreme:  a mild winter storm.  c. Warm and full of sun-

shine; pleasant:  a mild spring day; mild weather in June.   3. Not severe or acute:  a 

mild fever.  4. Easily molded, shaped, or worked; malleable:  mild steel.  [Middle 

English, from Old English milde. See mel-1 in Appendix.] —mildùly adv.  

—mildùness n. 

mil·dew (mVlùduÙ, -dyuÙ) n.  1. Any of various fungi that form a superficial, 

usually whitish growth on plants and various organic materials.  2. A superficial 

coating or discoloration of organic materials, such as cloth, paper, or leather, 

caused by fungi, especially under damp conditions.  3. A plant disease caused by 

such fungi.   —  v.  tr. intr. mil·dewed, mil·dew·ing, mil·dews. To affect or 

become affected with mildew.  [Middle English, from Old English mildKaw, hon-

eydew, nectar. See melit- in Appendix.] —milùdewÙy adj. 

mile (mXl) n.  Abbr. mi., m. 1. A unit of length equal to 5,280 feet or 1,760 yards 

(1,609 meters), used in the United States and other English-speaking countries.  

Also called land mile, statute mile. See Table at measurement.  2. A nautical 

mile.  3. An air mile.  4. Sports. A race that is one mile long.  5. A relatively great 

distance:  had to walk for miles in the airport.  [Middle English, from Old English 

mXl, from Latin mXlia (passuum), a thousand (double paces), a Roman mile, pl. of 

mXlle, thousand. See gheslo- in Appendix.]

mile·age also mil·age (mXùlVj) n.  1. Total length, extent, or distance measured 

or expressed in miles.  2. Total miles covered or traveled in a given time.  3. The 

amount of service, use, or wear estimated by miles used or traveled:  This tire will 

give very good mileage.  4. The number of miles traveled by a motor vehicle on a 

given quantity of fuel.  5. a. An allowance for travel expenses established at a 

specified rate per mile.  b. Expense per mile, as for the use of a car.   6. Informal. 

The amount of service something has yielded or may yield in the future; useful-

ness:  a tape player that still has a lot of mileage left. 

mile·post (mXlùpostÙ) n.  A post set up to indicate distance in miles, as along a 

highway. 

mil·er (mXùlNr) n.  Sports. One who competes in races one mile long. 

Miles (mXlz), Nelson Appleton. 1839-1925.  American general who led fron-

tier campaigns against Native Americans. 

mi·les glo·ri·o·sus (mKùl7s glôrÙK-oùsNs, glorÙ-) n.  pl. mi·li·tes glo·ri·o·si 
(mKùlV-t7s glôrÙK-oùsK, glorÙ-). A bragging and often cowardly soldier, especially 

as a stock character in comedy.  [Latin mXles gloriosus, after MXles Gloriosus, a 

comedy by Plautus.]



Mi·le·sian1 (mX-lKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Of or relating to Miletus or its inhabitants.   
—  n.  A native or inhabitant of Miletus.  [From Latin MXlKsius, from Greek MilK-

sios, from MilKtos, Miletus.]

Mi·le·sian2 (mX-lKùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. Mythology. A member of a people who 

invaded Ireland and became the ancestors of the Irish.  2. A native or inhabitant 

of Ireland.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Ireland; Irish.  [After Milesius, legendary 

ancestor of the Irish people.]

mile·stone (mXlùstonÙ) n.  1. A stone marker set up on a roadside to indicate 

the distance in miles from a given point.  2. An important event, as in a person’s 

career, the history of a nation, or the advancement of knowledge in a field; a turn-

ing point. 

Mi·let·us (mX-lKùtNs)  An ancient Ionian city of western Asia Minor in present-

day Turkey. Occupied by Greeks c. 1000 B.C., it became an important trading and 

colonizing settlement and also flourished as a center of learning. The city 

declined after its harbor silted up early in the Christian era. 

mil·foil (mVlùfoilÙ) n.  1.  See yarrow.  2. Water milfoil.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin mXlifolium : mXlle, thousand; see gheslo- in Appendix + 

folium, leaf; see bhel-3 in Appendix.]

Mil·ford (mVlùfNrd)  1. A city of southwest Connecticut on Long Island Sound 

southwest of New Haven. Founded in 1639, it was a shipbuilding center until the 

early 19th century. Today it is mainly residential with various light industries. 

Population, 48,168.  2. A city of south-central Massachusetts southeast of 

Worcester. It is an industrial center. Population, 25,355. 

Mil·haud (mK-yoù), Darius. 1892-1974.  French composer who experimented 

with polytonality and jazz styles. His works include the opera The Lost Sheep 

(1910) and the ballet Moïse (1940). 

mil·i·a (mVlùK-N) n.  Plural of milium. 
mil·i·ar·i·a (mVlÙK-ârùK-N) n.  See heat rash.  [New Latin (fKbris) mili7ria, mil-

iary (fever), feminine of Latin mili7rius, of millet. See MILIARY.] —milÙi·arùi·al 
adj. 

mil·i·ar·y (mVlùK-HrÙK) adj.  1. Having the appearance of millet seeds.  

2. Pathology. Characterized by the presence of small skin lesions that have the size 

and appearance of millet seeds.  [From Middle English miliaris, miliari, skin dis-

ease characterized by miliary eruptions, from Medieval Latin mili7ris, from Latin 

mili7rius, of millet, from milium, millet. See MILLET.]

miliary tuberculosis (mVlùK-HrÙK tt-bûrÙkyN-loùsVs) n.  An acute form of 

tuberculosis characterized by very small tubercles in various body organs, caused 

by the spread of tubercle bacilli through the bloodstream. 

mi·lieu (mVl-ytù, mK-lyœù) n.  pl. mi·lieus or mi·lieux (-lyœù). An environ-

ment or a setting.  [French, from Old French, center  : mi, middle (from Latin 

medius); see medhyo- in Appendix + lieu, place (from Latin locus).]



Mi·li·la·ni Town (mKÙlK-läùnK toun)  A community of south-central Oahu, 

Hawaii, a suburb of Honolulu. Population, 29,359. 

mil·i·tant (mVlùV-tNnt) adj.  1. Fighting or warring.  2. Having a combative char-

acter; aggressive, especially in the service of a cause:  a militant political activist.   
—  n.  A fighting, warring, or aggressive person or party.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin mXlit7ns, mXlitant- present participle of mXlit7re, to serve 

as a soldier. See MILITATE.] —milùi·tance, milùi·tan·cy n.  —milùi·tant·ly adv. 

mil·i·tar·i·a (mVlÙV-tâùrK-N) pl.n.  Objects, such as weapons and uniforms, that 

are connected with warfare or military service and are usually collected for their 

historical interest.  [MILITARY + -IA
2.]

mil·i·ta·rism (mVlùV-tN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. Glorification of the ideals of a professional 

military class.  2. Predominance of the armed forces in the administration or pol-

icy of the state.  3. A policy in which military preparedness is of primary impor-

tance to a state.   —milùi·ta·rist n.  —milÙi·ta·risùtic (-rVsùtVk) adj.  

—milÙi·ta·risùti·cal·ly adv. 

mil·i·ta·rize (mVlùV-tN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mil·i·ta·rized, mil·i·ta·riz·ing, 
mil·i·ta·riz·es. 1. To equip or train for war.  2. To imbue with militarism.  3. To 

adopt for use by or in the military.   —milÙi·ta·ri·zaùtion (-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

mil·i·tar·y (mVlùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. mil. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

members of the armed forces:  a military bearing; military attire.  2. Performed or 

supported by the armed forces:  military service.  3. Of or relating to war:  military 

operations.  4. Of or relating to land forces.   —  n.  pl. military also 

mil·i·tar·ies. 1. Armed forces:  a country ruled by the military.  2. Members, 

especially officers, of an armed force.  [Middle English, from Latin mXlit7ris, from 

mXles, mXlit-, soldier.] —milÙi·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv. 

military attaché (mVlùV-tHrÙK 4tÙN-sh7ù) n.  An officer in the armed forces who 

is assigned to the official staff of an ambassador, a consul general, or a minister. 

military intelligence (mVlùV-tHrÙK Vn-tHlùN-jNns) n.  Abbr. MI 1. Information 

relating to the armed forces of a foreign country that is significant to the planning 

and conduct of another country’s military doctrine, policy, and operations.  

2. An agency of the armed forces that procures, analyzes, and uses information of 

tactical and strategic military value. 

military law (mVlùV-tHrÙK lô) n.  The statutes, codes, and common traditions 

relating to and executed by military courts for the discipline, trial, and punish-

ment of military personnel. 

military police (mVlùV-tHrÙK pN-lKsù) n.  Abbr. MP, M.P. The branch of an 

armed force assigned to perform law enforcement duties, as on a military installa-

tion. 

military science (mVlùV-tHrÙK sXùNns) n.  The principles of military conflict and 

of warfare. 



mil·i·tate (mVlùV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. mil·i·tat·ed, mil·i·tat·ing, mil·i·tates. To have 

force or influence; bring about an effect or a change: “All these factors militated to 

a different targeting priority” (Tom Clancy). “The chaste banality of his prose... 

militates against the stories’ becoming literature” (Anthony Burgess).  [Latin 

mXlit7re, mXlit7t-, to serve as a soldier, from mXles, mXlit-, soldier.]

mi·li·tes glo·ri·o·si (mKùlV-t7s glôrÙK-oùsK, glorÙ-) n.  Plural of miles glorio-
sus. 

mi·li·tia (mN-lVshùN) n.  Abbr. mil. 1. An army composed of ordinary citizens 

rather than professional soldiers.  2. A military force that is not part of a regular 

army and is subject to call for service in an emergency.  3. The whole body of 

physically fit civilians eligible by law for military service.  [Latin mXlitia, warfare, 

military service, from mXles, mXlit-, soldier.]

mi·li·tia·man (mN-lVshùN-mNn) n.  A man who is a member of a militia. 

mil·i·um (mVlùK-Nm) n.  pl. mil·i·a (-K-N). A small, white or yellowish cystlike 

mass just below the surface of the skin, caused by retention of the secretion of a 

sebaceous gland.  Also called whitehead [Middle English, millet, from Latin. See 

melN- in Appendix.]

milk (mVlk) n.  1. A whitish liquid containing proteins, fats, lactose, and various 

vitamins and minerals that is produced by the mammary glands of all mature 

female mammals after they have given birth and serves as nourishment for their 

young.  2. The milk of cows, goats, or other animals, used as food by human 

beings.  3. A liquid, such as coconut milk, milkweed sap, plant latex, or various 

medical emulsions, that is similar to milk in appearance.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  milk cows; milk products.   —  v.  milked, 
milk·ing, milks.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To draw milk from the teat or udder of (a 

female mammal).  b. To draw or extract a liquid from:  milked the stem for its last 

drops of sap.   2. To press out, drain off, or remove by or as if by milking:  milk 

venom from a snake.  3. Informal. a. To draw out or extract something from, as if 

by milking:  milked the witness for information.  b. To obtain money or benefits 

from, in order to achieve personal gain; exploit: “The dictator and his cronies had 

milked their country of somewhere between $5 billion and $10 billion” (Russell Wat-

son).    —  v.  intr. 1. To yield or supply milk.  2. To draw milk from a female 

mammal.  [Middle English, from Old English milc. See melg- in Appendix.] 
—milkùer n. 

milk adder (mVlk 4dùNr) n.  See milk snake. 
milk-and-wa·ter (mVlkÙNn-wôùtNr, -wmtùNr) adj.  Insipid; weak; wishy-washy. 

milk chocolate (mVlk chôùkN-lVt) n.  Sweetened chocolate made with milk and 

other ingredients. 

milk fever (mVlk fKùvNr) n.  1. A mild fever, usually occurring at the beginning 

of lactation, associated with infection following childbirth.  2. A disease affecting 

dairy cows and occasionally sheep or goats, especially soon after giving birth. 



milk·fish (mVlkùfVshÙ) n.  pl. milkfish or milk·fish·es. A large silvery fish (Cha-

nos chanos) of the South Pacific and Indian oceans, widely used for food.  [From 

its color.]

milk glass (mVlk gl4s) n.  An opaque or translucent whitish glass. 

milk leg (mVlk lHg) n.  A painful swelling of the leg occurring in women after 

childbirth as a result of clotting and inflammation of the femoral veins. 

milk·maid (mVlkùm7dÙ) n.  A girl or woman who milks cows. 

milk·man (mVlkùm4nÙ) n.  A man who sells or delivers milk to customers. 

milk of magnesia (mVlk ƒv m4g-nKùzhN) n.  A milky white aqueous suspen-

sion of magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2, used as an antacid and a laxative. 

Milk River (mVlk rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Rocky Mountains of northwest 

Montana and flowing about 1,006 km (625 mi) northward to southern Alberta 

then east and south back to northern Montana, where it joins the Missouri River. 

milk run (mVlk rƒn) n.  Slang. A routine trip involving stops at many places. 

milk shake (mVlk sh7k) n.  1. A beverage made of milk, flavoring, and ice 

cream, shaken or whipped until foamy. Regional. Also called cabinetRegional., 

frappé, shakeRegional., velvet.  2. New England. A beverage made of milk and fla-

vored syrup, whipped until foamy.  

REGIONAL NOTE: To most Americans, a milk shake, that thick, sweet accom-

paniment to a hamburger and fries, naturally includes ice cream. But speakers in

parts of New England make finer distinctions in their ice cream terminology. To

a person living in Rhode Island or the adjoining part of Massachussetts, a milk

shake consists of milk shaken up with flavored syrup and nothing more; if ice

cream is included, the drink is called a cabinet, possibly, says food writer John F.

Mariani in The Dictionary of American Food and Drink, named after the square

wooden cabinet in which the mixer was encased. Farther north in New England,

the same drink is called a velvet or a frappé (from French frapper, “to ice”). Other

ice cream drinks and concoctions are known by different terms in various parts

of the country: a banana split is called a houseboat in some locales, and a float

made of root beer and vanilla ice cream is called a black cow in Chicago.

milk sickness (mVlk sVkùnVs) n.  1. An acute, now rare disease characterized by 

trembling, vomiting, and severe intestinal pain that affects individuals who eat 

dairy products or meat from a cow that has fed on white snakeroot.  2.  See 

tremble (n., sense 3b). 

milk snake (mVlk sn7k) n.  Any of various nonvenomous grayish or tan king 

snakes of the species Lampropeltis triangulum of the southeast and central United 

States and Mexico, often having red, yellow, and black markings.  Also called 

house snake, milk adder.  [From the claim that it sucks milk from cows.]



milk·sop (mVlkùsmpÙ) n.  A man lacking courage and other qualities deemed 

manly.   —milkùsopÙpy adj. 

milk sugar (mVlk shtgùNr) n.  See lactose. 
milk toast (mVlk tost) n.  Toast, usually buttered, served in warm milk, often 

with sugar or seasonings. 

milk tooth (mVlk tuth) n.  Any of the temporary first teeth of a young mam-

mal.  Also called baby tooth, primary tooth. 

milk vetch (mVlk vHch) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Astragalus, having 

pinnate, compound leaves and clusters of purple, white, or yellowish flowers.  

[From the belief that it increases the milk yield of goats.]

milk·weed (mVlkùwKdÙ) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Asclepias, hav-

ing milky juice, usually opposite leaves, variously colored flowers grouped in 

umbels, and pods that split open to release seeds with downy tufts.  Also called 

silkweed 

milkweed butterfly (mVlkùwKdÙ bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  See monarch butterfly. 
milk·wort (mVlkùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Polygala, 

having variously colored, irregular flowers with two petaloid sepals.  [From the 

belief that it increases human lactation.]

milk·y (mVlùkK) adj.  milk·i·er, milk·i·est. 1. Resembling milk in color or con-

sistency:  milky glass.  2. Filled with, consisting of, or yielding milk or a fluid 

resembling milk:  a milky kernel of corn.  3. Meek; timid.   —milkùi·ness n. 

milky disease (mVlùkK dV-zKzù) n.  A bacterial disease of Japanese beetle larvae 

and other scarabaeid grubs that eventually turns the grub a milky white color.  

Also called milky spore disease 

Milk·y Way (mVlùkK w7) n.  The galaxy containing the solar system, visible as a 

broad band of faint light in the night sky.  [Middle English, translation of Latin 

via lactea : via, way + lactea, milky.]

mill1 (mVl) n.  1. a. A building equipped with machinery for grinding grain into 

flour or meal.  b. A device or mechanism that grinds grain.   2. A machine or 

device that reduces a solid or coarse substance into pulp or minute grains by 

crushing, grinding, or pressing:  a pepper mill.  3. A machine that releases the 

juice of fruits and vegetables by pressing or grinding:  a cider mill.  4. a. A 

machine, such as one for stamping coins, that produces something by the repeti-

tion of a simple process.  b. A steel roller bearing a raised design, used for making 

a die or a printing plate by pressure.  c. Any of various machines for shaping, cut-

ting, polishing, or dressing metal surfaces.   5. a. A building or group of build-

ings equipped with machinery for processing raw materials into finished or 

industrial products:  a textile mill; a steel mill.  b. A building or collection of 

buildings that has machinery for manufacture; a factory.   6. A process, an 

agency, or an institution that operates in a routine way or turns out products in 

the manner of a factory:  The college was nothing more than a diploma mill.  7. A 



slow or laborious process:  It took three years to get the bill through the legislative 

mill.   —  v.  milled, mill·ing, mills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To grind, pulverize, or break 

down into smaller particles in a mill.  2. To transform or process mechanically in 

a mill.  3. To shape, polish, dress, or finish in a mill or with a milling tool.  

4. a. To produce a ridge around the edge of (a coin).  b. To groove or flute the 

rim of (a coin or other metal object).   5. To agitate or stir until foamy.  

6. Western U.S. To halt (a cattle stampede) by turning the lead animals in a wide 

arc so that they form the center of a gradually tightening spiral.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move around in churning confusion: “A crowd of school children milled about on 

the curb looking scared” (Anne Tyler).  2. Slang. To fight with the fists; box.  3. To 

undergo milling.  [Middle English milne, mille, from Old English mylen, from 

Late Latin molXna, molXnum, from feminine and neuter of molXnus, of a mill, 

from Latin mola, millstone, from molere, to grind. See melN- in Appendix.]

REGIONAL NOTE: To mill, in Western U.S. English, means “to halt a cattle

stampede by turning the lead animals.” In the Oxford English Dictionary we find

this 19th-century example of the verb: “At last the cattle ran with less energy, and

it was presently easy to ‘mill’ them into a circle and to turn them where it seemed

most desirable” (Munsey’s Magazine). This usage of mill comes from the resem-

blance of the cattle’s circular motion to the action of millstones. A related intran-

sitive sense of the verb is better known in Standard English: A crowd milled around

in the street. Originally this sense of mill also meant “circular motion”; now it

means “to move around in churning confusion” with no pattern in particular. 

WORD HISTORY: Industrial mill towns are a far cry from the small water mill

grinding grain near an Anglo-Saxon settlement, but the same word mill is used in

both contexts, showing how the meaning of a word can be generalized. The Old

English word mylen, “water mill for grinding grain,” is itself adopted from Late

Latin molXna or molXnum, “mill,” just as the Germanic peoples, such as the Anglo-

Saxons, adopted the water mill from the Romans. In Middle English milne, the

descendant of the Old English word, was generalized to refer to a windmill, any

power-driven mill for grinding grain, and a fulling mill. But it was left for the

postmedieval, increasingly industrialized world really to generalize the meaning

of mill, applying it to machines such as pepper mills and cider mills and buildings

such as textile mills and steel mills. Mill town is first recorded in 1847.

mill2 (mVl) n.  Abbr. mi., M. A monetary unit equal to 1000 of a U.S. dollar or 10 

of a cent.  [Short for Latin mXllKsimus, thousandth. See MIL.]

Mill (mVl), James. 1773-1836.  Scottish philosopher, economist, and a founder 

of utilitarianism. His works include Analysis of the Mind (1829). 

Mill (mVl), John Stuart. 1806-1873.  British philosopher and economist known 

especially for his interpretations of empiricism and utilitarianism. His many 



works include A System of Logic (1843), Principles of Political Economy (1848), 

and The Subjection of Women (1869). 

mill·age (mVlùVj) n.  A tax rate on property, expressed in mills per dollar of value 

of the property. 

Mil·lais (mV-l7ù), Sir John Everett. 1829-1896.  British painter and founder of 

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (1848). His works include Christ in the Carpen-

ter’s Shop (1850) and Order of Release (1853). 

Mil·lay (mV-l7ù), Edna Saint Vincent. 1892-1950.  American poet whose vol-

umes include The Harp Weaver and Other Poems (1923), for which she won a 

Pulitzer Prize. 

mill·board (mVlùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A stiff, heavy paperboard used primarily for 

book covers.  [Alteration of milled board.]

Mill·brae (mVlùbr7Ù)  A city of western California south of San Francisco. It is 

mainly residential. Population, 20,412. 

Mill·burn (mVlùbNrn)  A community of northeast New Jersey, a residential sub-

urb west of Newark. Population, 18,630. 

Mill·creek (mVlùkrKkÙ)  A community of north-central Utah, a suburb of Salt 

Lake City. Population, 24,150. 

mill·dam (mVlùd4mÙ) n.  A dam constructed across a stream to raise the water 

level so that the overflow will have sufficient power to turn a mill wheel. 

mil·le·nar·i·an (mVlÙN-nârùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to a thousand, especially 

to a thousand years.  2. Of, relating to, or believing in the doctrine of the millen-

nium.   —  n.  One who believes the millennium will occur.   
—milÙle·narùi·an·ism n. 

mil·le·nar·y (mVlùN-nHrÙK, mN-lHnùN-rK) adj.  1. Of or relating to a thousand, 

especially to a thousand years; millenarian.  2. a. Of or relating to the doctrine of 

the millennium; millenarian.  b. Of or relating to millenarians.    —  n.  pl. 

mil·le·nar·ies. 1. A sum or total of one thousand, especially a thousand years.  

2. A millenarian.  [Latin mXllKn7rius, from mXllKnX, a thousand each, from mXlle, 

thousand. See gheslo- in Appendix.]

mill end (mVl Hnd) n.  An end portion of a roll of carpeting or fabric. 

mil·len·ni·um (mN-lHnùK-Nm) n.  pl. mil·len·ni·ums or mil·len·ni·a (-lHnùK-

N). 1. A span of one thousand years.  2. A thousand-year period of holiness men-

tioned in Revelation 20, during which Jesus and his faithful followers are to rule 

on earth.  3. A hoped-for period of joy, serenity, prosperity, and justice.  4. A 

thousandth anniversary.  [New Latin  : Latin mXlle, thousand; see gheslo- in 

Appendix + Latin annus, year; see at- in Appendix.] —mil·lenùni·al (-Nl) adj.  

—mil·lenùni·al·ism n.  —mil·lenùni·al·ist n.  —mil·lenùni·al·ly adv. 

mil·le·pede (mVlùN-pKdÙ) n.  Variant of millipede. 
mil·le·pore (mVlùN-pôrÙ, -porÙ) n.  Any of various reef-building hydrocorals of 

the order Milleporina of tropical marine waters, forming white or yellowish cal-



careous structures and resembling the true corals of the class Anthozoa.  [Italian 

millepora : mille, thousand (from Latin mXlle); see gheslo- in Appendix + -pora 

(alteration of poro, tufa, pore); see MADREPORE.]

mill·er (mVlùNr) n.  1. One who works in, operates, or owns a mill, especially a 

grain mill.  2. A milling machine.  3. Any of various moths whose wings and 

bodies have a powdery appearance. 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Alice Duer. 1874-1942.  American writer whose best-known 

work, the narrative poem The White Cliffs (1940), describes Great Britain in the 

midst of World War II. 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Arthur. Born 1915.  American playwright whose works include 

Death of a Salesman (1949), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize, and The Crucible 

(1953). 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Glenn. 1909-1944.  American bandleader and composer whose 

orchestra was one of the most popular groups of the big-band era. 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Henry Valentine. 1891-1980.  American writer whose novels 

Tropic of Cancer (1934) and Tropic of Capricorn (1939) were banned in the United 

States because of their sexual content. 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Joaquin. Pseudonym of Cincinnatus Hiner Miller. 1837-1913.  

American poet whose work is based on his adventures in the West. His collections 

include Specimens (1868) and Joaquin et al. (1869). 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Merton H. Born 1923.  American economist. He shared a 1990 

Nobel Prize for contributions to financial economics. 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), Samuel Freeman. 1816-1890.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1862-1890). 

Mil·ler (mVlùNr), William. 1782-1849.  American religious leader who preached 

that Christ’s Second Coming would take place in 1843. Miller’s followers later 

organized the Advent Christian Church (1860). 

Mille·rand (mKl-räNù), Alexandre. 1859-1943.  French politician who served 

as minister of war (1912-1913 and 1914-1915) and president (1920-1924). 

mil·ler·ite (mVlùN-rXtÙ) n.  A nickel sulfide mineral, NiS, usually occurring in 

long hairlike crystals and sometimes used as a nickel ore.  [After William Hal-

lowes Miller (1801-1880), British mineralogist.]

mill·er’s thumb (mVlùNrz thƒm) n.  Any of several small freshwater sculpins of 

the genus Cottus, especially C. gobio, found in Europe and North America and 

having a large spiny head and spiny fins.  [From its stocky, thumblike shape (the 

phrase miller’s thumb was originally a folk expression referring to millers who 

gave short weight by tipping the scales with their thumbs).]

Mil·les (mVlùNs), Carl. 1875-1955.  Swedish sculptor noted for his monuments 

and fountains, which include the Poseidon in Göteborg (1927) and the Orpheus in 

Stockholm (1936). 



mil·les·i·mal (mN-lHsùN-mNl) adj.  1. Thousandth.  2. Consisting of a thou-

sandth.  3. Relating to thousandths.   —  n.  A thousandth.  [From Latin mXllKsi-

mus, from mXlle, thousand. See gheslo- in Appendix.] —mil·lesùi·mal·ly adv. 

mil·let (mVlùVt) n.  1. a. An annual grass (Panicum milaiceum) cultivated in Eur-

asia for its grains and in North America for hay.  b. The white grains of this plant.   

2. Any of several similar or related grasses.  [Middle English milet, from Old 

French, diminutive of mil, millet, from Latin milium. See melN- in Appendix.]

Mil·let (mV-l7ù, mK-), Jean François. 1814-1875.  French painter whose works, 

such as The Gleaners (1857) and Winter with Ravens (1862), portray peasant life 

and bucolic landscapes. He was a central figure of the Barbizon school. 

Mil·lett (mVlùVt), Kate. Born 1934.  American feminist leader who wrote Sexual 

Politics (1970), a classic work of feminist theory. 

mill finish (mVl fVnùVsh) n.  A smooth surface made by machine on various 

papers.  Also called machine finish 

milli- pref.  One thousandth (10–3):  millisecond.  [Latin mXlli-, from mXlle, thou-

sand. See gheslo- in Appendix.]

mil·li·am·pere (mVlÙK-4mùpîr) n.  Abbr. mA A unit of current equal to one 

thousandth (10–3) of an ampere. 

mil·liard (mVlùyNrd, -yärdÙ, mVlùK-ärdÙ) n.  Chiefly British. The cardinal number 

equal to 109.  [French, from Old French milliart, from milion, million. See MIL-

LION.]

mil·li·ar·y (mVlùK-HrÙK) adj.  Relating to or marking the distance of an ancient 

Roman mile, which equaled 1,000 paces.  [Latin mXlli7rius, consisting of a thou-

sand, one mile long, from mXlle (passuum), a thousand (double paces), a Roman 

mile. See gheslo- in Appendix.]

mil·li·bar (mVlùN-bärÙ) n.  Abbr. mb A unit of atmospheric pressure equal to one 

thousandth (10–3) of a bar. Standard atmospheric pressure at sea level is about 

1,013 millibars. 

mil·li·cur·ie (mVlùV-kytrÙK, -kyt-rKÙ) n.  Abbr. mCi, mc A unit of radioactiv-

ity equal to one thousandth (10–3) of a curie. 

mil·li·far·ad (mVlùN-f4rÙNd, -4d) n.  Abbr. mf, mF A unit of capacitance equal to 

one thousandth (10–3) of a farad. 

mil·li·gram (mVlùV-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. mg A unit of mass equal to one thousandth 

(10–3) of a gram.  See Table at measurement. 
mil·li·hen·ry (mVlùN-hHnÙrK) n.  pl. mil·li·hen·rys or mil·li·hen·ries. Abbr. 

mh, mH A unit of inductance equal to one thousandth (10–3) of a henry. 

Mil·li·kan (mVlùV-kNn), Robert Andrews. 1868-1953.  American physicist. He 

won a 1923 Nobel Prize for his measurement of the electron charge. 

mil·li·lam·bert (mVlùN-l4mÙbNrt) n.  Abbr. mL A unit of luminance equal to one 

thousandth (10–3) of a lambert. 



mil·li·li·ter (mVlùN-lKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. ml, mL A unit of volume equal to one thou-

sandth (10–3) of a liter.  See Table at measurement. 
mil·li·li·tre (mVlùN-lKÙtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of milliliter. 
mil·lime (mVlùVm, -Km) n.  A unit of currency in Tunisia.  See Table at currency.  

[French millième, thousandth, from Old French milisme, from Latin mXllKsimus, 

thousandth, from mXlle, thousand. See gheslo- in Appendix.]

mil·li·me·ter (mVlùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. mm A unit of length equal to one thou-

sandth (10–3) of a meter, or 0.0394 inch.  See Table at measurement. 
mil·li·me·tre (mVlùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of millimeter. 
mil·li·mi·cron (mVlùN-mXÙkrmn) n.  A unit of length equal to one thousandth 

(10–3) of a micrometer or one billionth (10–9) of a meter. 

mil·li·mole (mVlùN-molÙ) n.  One thousandth (10–3) of a mole. 

mil·line (mVlùlXnÙ) n.  1. A unit of advertising copy equal to one agate line one 

column wide printed in one million copies of a publication.  2. The cost of a unit 

of advertising copy.  [MIL(LION) + LINE
1.]

mil·li·ner (mVlùN-nNr) n.  One that makes, trims, designs, or sells hats.  [Probably 

alteration of Middle English Milener, native of Milan, from Milan, the source of 

goods such as bonnets and lace.]

mil·li·ner·y (mVlùN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. mil·li·ner·ies. 1. Articles, especially women’s 

hats, sold by a milliner.  2. The profession or business of a milliner. 

mill·ing (mVlùVng) n.  1. The act or process of grinding, especially grinding grain 

into flour or meal.  2. The operation of cutting, shaping, finishing, or working 

products manufactured in a mill.  3. The ridges cut on the edges of coins. 

Mill·ing·ton (mVlùVng-tNn)  A city of southwest Tennessee north of Memphis. It 

is a manufacturing center in a farming area. Population, 17,866. 

mil·lion (mVlùyNn) n.  pl. million or mil·lions. 1. The cardinal number equal to 

106.  2. A million monetary units, such as dollars:  made a million in the stock 

market.  3.  Often millions. An indefinitely large number:  millions of bicycles on 

the road.  4.  Often millions. The common people; the masses:  entertainment for 

the millions.  [Middle English, from Old French milion, probably from Old Italian 

milione, augmentative of mille, thousand, from Latin mXlle. See gheslo- in 

Appendix.] —milùlion adj. 

mil·lion·aire (mVlÙyN-nârù) n.  A person whose wealth amounts to at least a mil-

lion dollars, pounds, or the equivalent in other currency.  [French millionnaire, 

from million, million, from Old French milion. See MILLION.]

mil·lionth (mVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number million 

in a series.  2. One of a million equal parts.   —milùlionth adv.  & adj. 

mil·li·pede  or mil·le·pede (mVlùN-pKdÙ) n.  Any of various crawling, herbivo-

rous myriapods of the class Diplopoda, found worldwide and having a cylindri-

cal, segmented body with two pairs of legs attached to all segments except for the 

first four in the thoracic region.  Also called diplopod [Latin mXlipeda, a kind of 



insect  : mXlle, thousand; see gheslo- in Appendix + pKs, ped-, foot; see ped- in 

Appendix.]

mil·li·sec·ond (mVlÙV-sHkùNnd) n.  Abbr. ms, msec One thousandth (10–3) of a 

second. 

mil·li·volt (mVlùN-voltÙ) n.  Abbr. mV A unit of potential difference equal to one 

thousandth (10–3) of a volt. 

mil·li·watt (mVlùN-wmtÙ) n.  Abbr. mW A unit of power equal to one thousandth 

(10–3) of a watt. 

mill·pond (mVlùpmndÙ) n.  A pond formed by a milldam. 

mill·race (mVlùr7sÙ) n.  1. The fast-moving stream of water that drives a mill 

wheel.  2. The channel for the water that drives a mill wheel.  Also called millrun 

mill·run (mVlùrƒnÙ) n.  1.  See millrace.  2. The output of a sawmill.  3. a. A 

test of the mineral quality or content of an ore by milling.  b. The mineral yielded 

by this test.  

mill-run (mVlùrƒnÙ) adj.  Being in the state in which a product leaves a mill; 

unsorted and uninspected:  mill-run fabric. 

Mills (mVlz), Robert. 1781-1855.  American architect and engineer who 

designed a number of government buildings in Washington, D.C., including the 

General Post Office and the Washington Monument. 

mill·stone (mVlùstonÙ) n.  1. One of a pair of cylindrical stones used in a mill 

for grinding grain.  2. A heavy weight; a burden:  This job is a millstone around my 

neck. 

mill·stream (mVlùstrKmÙ) n.  The rapid stream of water flowing in a millrace. 

Mill·ville (mVlùvVlÙ)  A city of southern New Jersey west of Atlantic City. Settled 

in the 18th century, it has varied light industries. Population, 25,992. 

mill wheel (mVl hwKl) n.  A wheel, typically driven by water, that powers a mill. 

mill·work (mVlùwûrkÙ) n.  Woodwork, such as doors, window casings, and base-

boards, ready-made by a lumber mill. 

mill·wright (mVlùrXtÙ) n.  One that designs, builds, or repairs mills or mill 

machinery. 

Milne (mVln), A(lan) A(lexander). 1882-1956.  British writer known especially 

for the children’s books Winnie-the-Pooh (1926) and The House at Pooh Corner 

(1928). 

Milne (mVln), John. 1850-1913.  British mining engineer and inventor (1880) of 

the seismograph. 

mi·lo (mXùlo) n.  pl. mi·los. An early-growing, usually drought-resistant grain 

sorghum resembling millet.  [Possibly from Afrikaans mealie, corn, probably 

from Portuguese milho, from Latin milium, millet. See MILLET.]

Mi·lo (mKùlo, mXù-)  See Milos. 
mi·lord (mV-lôrdù) n.  1. An English nobleman or gentleman.  2. Used as a form 

of address for such a man.  [French, from English my lord.]



Mi·los also Me·los (mKùlôs)  or Mi·lo (mKùlo, mXù-)  An island of southeast 

Greece in the Cyclades Islands of the Aegean Sea. It was a flourishing trade and 

obsidian-mining center in ancient times but lost importance when bronze 

replaced obsidian as a material for tools and weapons. The famous statue Venus 

de Milo was discovered here in 1820. 

Mi·losz (mKùlmshÙ, -wmshÙ), Czeslaw. Born 1911.  Polish-born American writer 

whose poetry, fiction, and essays often explore the role of intellect and ideology 

in politics. He won the 1980 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Mil·pi·tas (mVl-pKùtNs)  A city of western California north of San Jose. It is an 

industrial and residential suburb in a truck-farming region. Population, 50,686. 

milque·toast (mVlkùtostÙ) n.  One who has a meek, timid, unassertive nature.  

[After Caspar Milquetoast, a comic-strip character created by Harold Tucker 

Webster (1885-1952).] —milqueùtoastÙy adj.  

WORD HISTORY: An indication of the effect on the English language of pop-

ular culture such as that found in comic strips is the adoption of names from the

strips as English words. Casper Milquetoast, created by Harold Webster in 1924,

was a timid and retiring man, whose name was, of course, created from the name

of a timid food. The first instance of milquetoast as a common noun is found in

the mid-1930’s. Milquetoast thus joins the ranks of other such words, including

sad sack, from a blundering army private invented by George Baker in 1942, and

Wimpy, from J. Wellington Wimpy in the Popeye comic strip, which became a

trade name for a hamburger. If we look to the related world of the animated car-

toon, we must of course acknowledge Mickey Mouse, which has become a slang

term for something that is easy, insignificant, small-time, worthless, or petty.

Mil·stein (mVlùstKnÙ), Cesar. Born 1927.  British-Argentinian immunologist. 

He shared a 1984 Nobel Prize for developing a method of producing monoclonal 

antibodies. 

milt (mVlt) n.  1. a. Fish sperm, including the seminal fluid.  b. The reproductive 

glands of male fishes when filled with this fluid.   2. The spleen of certain verte-

brate animals, such as cows or pigs.   —  v.  tr. milt·ed, milt·ing, milts. To fer-

tilize (fish roe) with milt.  [Middle English, roe, spleen, partly from Middle Dutch 

milte, and partly from Old English milte, spleen; see mel-1 in Appendix.]

milt·er (mVlùtNr) n.  A male fish that is ready to breed. 

Mil·ti·a·des (mVl-tXùN-dKzÙ), 540?-489? B.C.  Athenian general who defeated the 

Persians in the Battle of Marathon (490 B.C.). 

Mil·ton (mVlùtNn)  1. A town of southeast Ontario west-southwest of Toronto. It 

is an industrial center. Population, 28,067.  2. A town of eastern Massachusetts, a 

residential suburb of Boston. Population, 25,725. 



Mil·ton (mVlùtNn), John. 1608-1674.  English poet and scholar who is best 

known for the epic poem Paradise Lost (1667), an account of humanity’s fall from 

grace. 

Milton Keynes (mVlùtNn kKnz)  A town of south-central England northeast of 

Oxford. It was designated as a new town in 1967 to alleviate overcrowding in Lon-

don. Population, 126,500. 

Mil·wau·kee (mVl-wôùkK)  A city of southeast Wisconsin on Lake Michigan. 

Established as a fur-trading post in 1795, it was a major center of German immi-

gration during the last half of the 19th century and was long noted for its brewer-

ies and meat-packing plants. It is the largest city in the state. Population, 628,088. 

Mil·wau·kie (mVl-wôùkK)  A city of northwest Oregon, a trade and manufac-

turing suburb of Portland on the Willamette River. Population, 18,692. 

Mi·mas (mXùm4s, mKù-) n.  The satellite of Saturn that is sixth in distance from 

the planet.  [After Mimas, one of the Giants slain by Hercules.]

Mim·bres (mVmùbrVs) n.  The final period of the Mogollon culture, from the 9th 

to the 13th century, noted for its distinctive pottery bowls painted with black-on-

white designs.  [Spanish, pl. of mimbre, willow, withy, wicker, variant of vimbre, 

from Latin vXmen, vXmin-. See wei- in Appendix.]

mime (mXm) n.  1. a. A form of ancient Greek and Roman theatrical entertain-

ment in which familiar characters and situations were farcically portrayed on 

stage, often with coarse dialogue and ludicrous actions.  b. A performance of or 

dialogue for such an entertainment.  c. A performer in a mime.   2. A modern 

performer who specializes in comic mimicry.  3. a. The art of portraying charac-

ters and acting out situations or a narrative by gestures and body movement with-

out the use of words; pantomime.  b. A performance of pantomime.  c. An actor 

or actress skilled in pantomime.    —  v.  mimed, mim·ing, mimes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To ridicule by imitation; mimic.  2. To act out with gestures and body move-

ment.   —  v.  intr. 1. To act as a mimic.  2. To portray characters and situations 

by gesture and body movement.  [Latin mXmus, from Greek mimos.] —mimùer 
n. 

mim·e·o (mVmùK-oÙ) Informal. n.  pl. mim·e·os. A mimeograph.   —  v.  tr. 

mim·e·oed, mim·e·o·ing, mim·e·os. To mimeograph. 

mim·e·o·graph (mVmùK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A duplicator that makes copies of writ-

ten, drawn, or typed material from a stencil that is fitted around an inked drum.  

2. A copy made by this method of duplication.   —  v.  mim·e·o·graphed, 
mim·e·o·graph·ing, mim·e·o·graphs.  —  v.  tr. To make (copies) on a mim-

eograph.   —  v.  intr. To use a mimeograph.  [Originally a trademark.]

mi·me·sis (mV-mKùsVs, mX-) n.  1. The imitation or representation of aspects of 

the sensible world, especially human actions, in literature and art.  2. Biology. 

Mimicry.  3. Medicine. The appearance, often caused by hysteria, of symptoms of 



a disease not actually present.  [Greek mimKsis, from mimeisthai, to imitate, from 

mimos, imitator, mime.]

mi·met·ic (mV-mHtùVk, mX-) adj.  1. Relating to, characteristic of, or exhibiting 

mimicry.  2. a. Of or relating to an imitation; imitative.  b. Using imitative 

means of representation:  a mimetic dance.   [Greek mimKtikos, from mimKsis, 

mimicry. See MIMESIS.] —mi·metùi·cal·ly adv. 

mim·ic (mVmùVk) v.  tr. mim·icked, mim·ick·ing, mim·ics. 1. To copy or imi-

tate closely, especially in speech, expression, and gesture; ape.  2. To copy or imi-

tate so as to ridicule; mock:  always mimicking the boss.  See Synonyms at imitate.  
3. To resemble closely; simulate:  an insect that mimics a twig.  4. To take on the 

appearance of.   —  n.  1. One who imitates, especially: a. An actor or actress in a 

mime.  b. One who practices the art of mime.  c. One who copies or mimics oth-

ers, as for amusement.   2. A copy or an imitation.   —  adj.  1. Relating to, acting 

as, resembling, or characteristic of a mimic or mimicry.  2. a. Tending to imitate; 

imitative.  b. Make-believe; mock:  a mimic battle.   [From Latin mXmicus, mimic, 

from Greek mimikos, from mimos, imitator, mime.] —mimùick·er n. 

mim·ic·ry (mVmùV-krK) n.  pl. mim·ic·ries. 1. a. The act, practice, or art of 

mimicking.  b. An instance of mimicking.   2. Biology. The resemblance of one 

organism to another or to an object in its surroundings for concealment and pro-

tection from predators. 

Mi·mir (mKùmîrÙ) n.  Mythology. A Norse giant who lived by the roots of Yggdra-

sil, where he guarded the well of wisdom.  [Old Norse. See (s)mer-1 in Appen-

dix.]

mi·mo·sa (mV-moùsN, -zN) n.  1. Any of various mostly tropical herbs, shrubs, 

and trees of the genus Mimosa, having globular heads of small flowers with pro-

truding stamens and usually bipinnate, compound leaves that are often sensitive 

to touch or light.  2.  See silk tree.  3. A drink consisting of champagne and 

orange juice.  [New Latin Mimosa, genus name, from Latin mXmus, mime (from 

the plant’s apparent mimicry of animal reactions), from Greek mimos.]

min. abbr.  1. a. Mineralogical.  b. Mineralogy.   2. Minim.  3. Minimum.  

4. Mining.  5. Minister.  6. Minor.  7.  Also min. Minute. 

mi·na1 (mXùnN) n.  pl. mi·nas or mi·nae (-nK). A varying unit of weight or 

money used in ancient Greece and Asia.  [Latin, from Greek mna, from Akkadian 

manû, a unit of weight.]

mi·na2 (mXùnN) n.  Variant of myna. 
min·a·ble  or mine·a·ble (mXùnN-bNl) adj.  That can be mined:  a minable seam 

of gold. 

mi·na·cious (mV-n7ùshNs) adj.  Of a menacing or threatening nature; minatory.  

[Latin min7x, min7c- (from min7rX, to threaten, from minae, threats); see men-2 

in Appendix + -IOUS.] —mi·naùcious·ly adv.  —mi·naùcious·ness, 
mi·nacùi·ty (mV-n4sùV-tK)  n. 



mi·nae (mXùnK) n.  A plural of mina1. 
Min·a·ma·ta disease (mVnÙN-mäùtN dV-zKzù) n.  A degenerative neurological 

disorder caused by poisoning with a mercury compound found in seafood 

obtained from waters contaminated with mercury-containing industrial waste.  

[After Minamata, a town of western Kyushu, Japan.]

min·a·ret (mVnÙN-rHtù) n.  A tall, slender tower on a mosque, having one or more 

projecting balconies from which a muezzin summons the people to prayer.  

[French, from Turkish min7rat, from Arabic man7rah, lamp.]

Mi·nas Basin (mXùnNs b7ùsVn)  An arm of the Bay of Fundy extending into 

west-central Nova Scotia, Canada. It is connected with the bay by the Minas 
Channel. 

Mi·na·ti·tlán (mKÙnN-tV-tlänù, -nä-tK-)  A town of southeast Mexico southeast 

of Veracruz. It has a petroleum refinery. Population, 106,765. 

min·a·to·ry (mVnùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also min·a·to·ri·al (mVnÙN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) 

adj.  Of a menacing or threatening nature; minacious.  [French minatoire, from 

Late Latin min7torius, from Latin min7tus, past participle of min7rX, to threaten. 

See MINACIOUS.] —minÙa·toùri·ly adv. 

min·au·dière (mKÙno-dyârù) n.  pl. min·au·dières (-dyârzù, -dyârù). A small 

ornamental case for a woman’s cosmetics, jewelry, or personal items that is often 

carried as a handbag.  [French, from feminine of minaudier, affected, smirking, 

from minauder, to simper, smirk, from mine, appearance, countenance, from Old 

French, probably from Breton min, muzzle.]

mince (mVns) v.  minced, minc·ing, minc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cut or chop 

into very small pieces.  b. To subdivide (land, for example) into minute parts.   

2. To pronounce in an affected way, as with studied elegance and refinement.  

3. To moderate or restrain (words) for the sake of politeness and decorum; 

euphemize:  Don’t mince words: say what you mean.   —  v.  intr. 1. To walk with 

very short steps or with exaggerated primness.  2. To speak in an affected way.   
—  n.  Finely chopped food, especially mincemeat.  [Middle English mincen, from 

Old French mincier, from Vulgar Latin *min7ti7re, from Latin min7tia, smallness. 

See MINUTIA.] —mincùer n. 

mince·meat (mVnsùmKtÙ) n.  1. A mixture, as of finely chopped apples, raisins, 

spices, meat, and sometimes rum or brandy, used especially as a pie filling.  

2. Finely chopped meat.   —idiom. make mincemeat of. Slang. To destroy 

utterly:  made mincemeat of the opponent’s argument. 

Minch (mVnch)  A channel, divided into North Minch and Little Minch, sepa-

rating northwest Scotland from the Outer Hebrides. 

minc·ing (mVnùsVng) adj.  Affectedly refined or dainty.   —mincùing·ly adv. 

mind (mXnd) n.  1. The human consciousness that originates in the brain and is 

manifested especially in thought, perception, emotion, will, memory, and imagi-

nation.  2. The collective conscious and unconscious processes in a sentient 



organism that direct and influence mental and physical behavior.  3. The princi-

ple of intelligence; the spirit of consciousness regarded as an aspect of reality.  

4. The faculty of thinking, reasoning, and applying knowledge:  Follow your 

mind, not your heart.  5. A person of great mental ability:  the great minds of the 

century.  6. a. Individual consciousness, memory, or recollection:  I’ll bear the 

problem in mind.  b. A person or group that embodies certain mental qualities:  

the medical mind; the public mind.  c. The thought processes characteristic of a 

person or group; psychological makeup:  the criminal mind.   7. Opinion or senti-

ment:  He changed his mind when he heard all the facts.  8. Desire or inclination:  

She had a mind to spend her vacation in the desert.  9. Focus of thought; attention:  

I can’t keep my mind on work.  10. A healthy mental state; sanity:  losing one’s 

mind.  11. Mind. Christian Science. The Deity regarded as the perfect intelligence 

ruling over all of divine creation.   —  v.  mind·ed, mind·ing, minds.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring (an object or idea) to mind; remember.  2. a. To become aware of; 

notice.  b. Upper Southern U.S. To have in mind as a goal or purpose; intend.   

3. To heed in order to obey:  The children mind well.  4. To attend to:  Mind closely 

what I tell you.  5. To be careful about:  Mind the icy sidewalk!  6. a. To care about; 

be concerned about.  b. To object to; dislike:  doesn’t mind doing the chores.   7. To 

take care or charge of; look after.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take notice; give heed.  2. To 

behave obediently.  3. To be concerned or troubled; care: “Not minding about bad 

food has become a national obsession” (Times Literary Supplement).  4. To be cau-

tious or careful.  [Middle English minde, from Old English gemynd. See men-1 in 

Appendix.] —mindùer n.  

SYNONYMS: mind, intellect, intelligence, brain, wit, reason. These nouns denote

the faculty of thinking, reasoning, and acquiring and applying knowledge. Mind,

opposed to heart, soul, or spirit, refers broadly to the capacities for thought, per-

ception, memory, and decision: “No passion so effectually robs the mind of all its

powers of acting and reasoning as fear” (Edmund Burke). Intellect stresses the ca-

pacity for knowing, thinking, and understanding as contrasted with feeling and

willing: “Opinion is ultimately determined by the feelings, and not by the intellect”

(Herbert Spencer). Intelligence implies the capacity for solving problems, learning

from experience, and reasoning abstractly: “The world of the future will be an ever

more demanding struggle against the limitations of our intelligence” (Norbert Wien-

er). Brain suggests strength of intellect: Anyone with a brain knows that overwork

leads to decreased efficiency. Many of the most successful people are endowed with

brains, talent, and perseverance. Wit stresses quickness of intelligence or facility of

comprehension: “There is no such whetstone, to sharpen a good wit and encourage

a will to learning, as is praise” (Roger Ascham). He lacks formal education but is

adept at living by his wits. Reason, the capacity for logical, rational, and analytic

thought, embraces comprehending, evaluating, and drawing conclusions: “I am



sure that, since I have had the full use of my reason, nobody has ever heard me laugh”

(Earl of Chesterfield). See also Synonyms at tend2

mind-al·ter·ing (mXndùôlÙtNr-Vng) adj.  Producing mood changes or distorted 

perceptions; hallucinogenic:  a mind-altering drug. 

Min·da·na·o (mVnÙdN-näùo, -nouù)  An island of the southern Philippines 

northeast of Borneo. The Mindanao Sea borders the island on the west. 

mind-bend·ing (mXndùbHnÙdVng) adj.  Informal. Intensely affecting the mind, 

especially to the extent of producing hallucinations.   —mindù-bendÙer n.  

—mindù-bendÙing·ly adv. 

mind-blow·ing (mXndùbloÙVng) adj.  Informal. 1. Producing hallucinatory 

effects:  mind-blowing drugs.  2. Intensely affecting the mind or emotions:  a 

mind-blowing horror story.   —mindùblowÙer n. 

mind-bog·gling (mXndùbmgÙlVng) adj.  Informal. Intellectually or emotionally 

overwhelming: “a mind-boggling bazaar of competing manufacturers and overlap-

ping technologies” (William D. Marbach).   —mindù-bogÙgler n. 

mind·ed (mXnùdVd) adj.  1. Disposed; inclined:  I am not minded to answer any of 

your questions.  2. Having a specified kind of mind. Often used in combination:  

fair-minded; evil-minded.  3. Directed or oriented toward something specified. 

Often used in combination:  civic-minded; career-minded.   —mindùed·ness n. 

Min·den (mVnùdNn)  1. A city of northwest Germany on the Weser River south 

of Bremen. Settled in Roman times, it was founded c. 800 as a bishopric by Char-

lemagne. Minden joined the Hanseatic League in the 13th century and passed to 

Prussia in 1814. Population, 75,419.  2. A city of northwest Louisiana east-north-

east of Shreveport. It is a shipping center in a lumber and natural gas area. Popu-

lation, 15,074. 

mind-ex·pand·ing (mXndùVk-sp4nÙdVng) adj.  1. Producing intensified or dis-

torted perceptions; psychedelic.  2. Producing an increased perceptive awareness:  

The trip into the wilderness was a mind-expanding experience. 

mind·ful (mXndùfNl) adj.  Attentive; heedful:  always mindful of family responsi-

bilities.  See Synonyms at careful.  —mindùful·ly adv.  —mindùful·ness n. 

mind·less (mXndùlVs) adj.  1. a. Lacking intelligence or good sense; foolish.  

b. Having no intelligent purpose, meaning, or direction:  mindless violence.  See 

Synonyms at meaningless.   2. Giving or showing little attention or care; heed-

less:  mindless of the dangers.   —mindùless·ly adv.  —mindùless·ness n. 

Min·do·ro (mVn-dôrùo, -dorùo)  An island of the west-central Philippines south 

of Luzon. It was first visited by Spaniards in 1570. 

mind reading (mXnd rKùdVng) n.  The faculty of discerning another’s thoughts 

through extrasensory means of communication; telepathy.   —mind reader n. 

mind·scape (mXndùsk7pÙ) n.  1. A mental or psychological scene or area of the 

imagination: “mindscapes, in which memories from an American childhood mingle 



with those from the fantasy world of the films” (Grace Glueck).  2. A representa-

tion of such a scene or an area, as in a work of art. 

mind·set  or mind-set (mXndùsHtÙ) n.  1. A fixed mental attitude or disposition 

that predetermines a person’s responses to and interpretations of situations.  

2. An inclination or a habit. 

mind’s eye (mXndz X) n.  1. The inherent mental ability to imagine or remem-

ber scenes.  2. The imagination. 

mine1 (mXn) n.  1. a. An excavation in the earth from which ore or minerals can 

be extracted.  b. The site of such an excavation, with its surface buildings, eleva-

tor shafts, and equipment.   2. A deposit of ore or minerals in the earth or on its 

surface.  3. An abundant supply or source of something valuable:  This guidebook 

is a mine of information.  4. a. A tunnel dug under an enemy emplacement to 

gain an avenue of attack or to lay explosives.  b. An explosive device used to 

destroy enemy personnel, shipping, fortifications, or equipment, often placed in 

a concealed position and designed to be detonated by contact, proximity, or a 

time fuse.   5. A burrow or tunnel made by an insect, especially a corridor on a 

leaf made by a leaf miner.   —  v.  mined, min·ing, mines.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

extract (ore or minerals) from the earth.  b. To dig a mine in (the earth) to obtain 

ore or minerals.   2. a. To tunnel under (the earth or a surface feature).  b. To 

make (a tunnel) by digging.   3. To lay explosive mines in or under.  4. To attack, 

damage, or destroy by underhand means; subvert.  5. To delve into and make use 

of; exploit:  mine the archives for detailed information.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To exca-

vate the earth for the purpose of extracting ore or minerals.  b. To work in a 

mine.   2. To dig a tunnel under the earth, especially under an enemy emplace-

ment or fortification.  3. To lay explosive mines.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Vulgar Latin *mXna, probably of Celtic origin.]

mine2 (mXn) pron.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Used to indicate the one or ones 

belonging to me:  The green gloves are mine. If you can’t find your hat, take mine.   
—  adj.  A possessive form of I1. Archaic. Used instead of my before an initial 

vowel or the letter h.  [Middle English, from Old English mXn. See me-1 in 

Appendix.]

mine·a·ble (mXùnN-bNl) adj.  Variant of minable. 
mine detector (mXn dV-tHkùtNr) n.  An electromagnetic device used to locate 

explosive mines.   —mine detection n. 

mine·field (mXnùfKldÙ) n.  An area in which explosive mines have been placed. 

mine·lay·er (mXnùl7ÙNr) n.  A ship equipped for laying explosive underwater 

mines. 

Min·e·o·la (mVnÙK-oùlN)  A village of southeast New York on west-central Long 

Island. It is a residential community. Population, 18,994. 

min·er (mXùnNr) n.  1. One whose work or business it is to extract ore or minerals 

from the earth.  2. A machine for the automatic extraction of minerals, especially 



of coal.  3. A member of a military unit engaged in laying explosive mines.  

4. Zoology. A leaf miner. 

min·er·al (mVnùNr-Nl) n.  1. A naturally occurring, homogeneous inorganic solid 

substance having a definite chemical composition and characteristic crystalline 

structure, color, and hardness.  2. Any of various natural substances, as: a. An 

element, such as gold or silver.  b. An organic derivative, such as coal or petro-

leum.  c. A substance, such as stone, sand, salt, or coal, that is extracted or 

obtained from the ground or water and used in economic activities.   3. A sub-

stance that is neither animal nor vegetable; inorganic matter.  4. An inorganic ele-

ment, such as calcium, iron, potassium, sodium, or zinc, that is essential to the 

nutrition of human beings, animals, and plants.  5. An ore.  6. minerals. Chiefly 

British. Mineral water.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to minerals:  a mineral deposit.  

2. Impregnated with minerals.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin miner7le, 

from neuter of miner7lis, pertaining to mines, from Old French miniere, mine, 

from mine. See MINE
1.]

min·er·al·ize (mVnùNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  min·er·al·ized, min·er·al·iz·ing, 
min·er·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To convert to a mineral substance; petrify.  2. To 

transform a metal into a mineral by oxidation.  3. To impregnate with minerals.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To develop or hasten mineral formation.  2. To collect or study 

minerals.   —minÙer·al·izùa·ble adj.  —minÙer·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—minùer·al·izÙer n. 

mineral kingdom (mVnùNr-Nl kVngùdNm) n.  The group of natural objects and 

substances that are composed only of inorganic matter. 

min·er·al·o·cor·ti·coid (mVnÙNr-N-lo-kôrùtV-koidÙ) n.  Any of a group of ste-

roid hormones, such as aldosterone, that are secreted by the adrenal cortex and 

regulate the balance of water and electrolytes in the body. 

min·er·al·o·gy (mVnÙN-rmlùN-jK, -r4lù-) n.  pl. min·er·al·o·gies. Abbr. min. 
1. The study of minerals, including their distribution, identification, and proper-

ties.  2. A book or treatise on mineralogy.   —minÙer·a·logùi·cal (-Nr-N-lmjùV-kNl) 

adj.  —minÙer·a·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —minÙer·alùo·gist n. 

mineral oil (mVnùNr-Nl oil) n.  1. Any of various light hydrocarbon oils, espe-

cially a distillate of petroleum.  2. A refined distillate of petroleum, used as a lax-

ative. 

mineral tar (mVnùNr-Nl tär) n.  Maltha. 

mineral water (mVnùNr-Nl wôùtNr) n.  Naturally occurring or prepared water 

that contains dissolved mineral salts, elements, or gases, often used therapeuti-

cally. 

mineral wax (mVnùNr-Nl w4ks) n.  Ozocerite. 

mineral wool (mVnùNr-Nl wtl) n.  An inorganic fibrous substance that is pro-

duced by steam blasting and cooling molten glass or a similar substance and is 

used as an insulator and a filtering material.  Also called rock wool 



min·er’s lettuce (mXùnNrz lHtùNs) n.  See winter purslane. 
Mi·ner·va (mV-nûrùvN) n.  Roman Mythology. The goddess of wisdom, inven-

tion, the arts, and martial prowess.  [Latin. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mine·shaft (mXnùsh4ftÙ) n.  A vertical, sloping passageway made in the earth 

for finding or mining ore and ventilating underground excavations. 

min·e·stro·ne (mVnÙV-stroùnK) n.  A thick soup of Italian origin containing 

assorted vegetables, beans, pasta such as vermicelli or macaroni, and herbs in a 

meat or vegetable broth.  [Italian, augmentative of minestra, dish consisting of 

pasta, rice, vegetables or beans cooked in water, from Old Italian, from mine-

strare, to dish up, serve this dish, from Latin ministr7re, to serve food, from min-

ister, servant. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The thick vegetable soup known as minestrone did not come

by its name because of its ingredients or their shape but rather because of service,

something highly valued by many restaurant patrons. Minestrone is from the Ital-

ian word of the same form and sense, which in turn is derived from minestra,

meaning “a dish generally consisting of pasta, rice, beans, or vegetables cooked in

water.” Minestra has been borrowed into English as well, being first recorded in

1750, while minestrone is first found in 1891. The Italian word minestra is from

the verb minestrare, meaning “to serve this type of soup” or “dish up,” which goes

back to the Latin verb ministr7re, “to serve food,” from Latin minister, “servant.”

mine·sweep·er (mXnùswKpÙNr) n.  A ship equipped for detecting, destroying, 

removing, or neutralizing explosive marine mines.   —mineùsweepÙing n. 

mine·work·er (mXnùwûrÙkNr) n.  One who works in a mine; a miner. 

Ming (mVng)  A Chinese dynasty (1368-1644) noted for its flourishing foreign 

trade, achievements in scholarship, and development of the arts, especially in 

porcelain, textiles, and painting.   —Ming adj. 

min·gle (mVngùgNl) v.  min·gled, min·gling, min·gles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mix or 

bring together in combination, usually without loss of individual characteristics.  

See Synonyms at mix.  2. To mix so that the components become united; merge.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To be or become mixed or united.  2. To join or take part with oth-

ers:  The alumnae mingled with the trustees.  [Middle English menglen, frequenta-

tive of mengen, to mix, from Old English mengan. See mag- in Appendix.] 
—minùgler n. 

min·gy (mVnùjK) adj.  min·gi·er, min·gi·est. Informal. 1. Small in quantity; 

meager:  mingy wages.  2. Mean and stingy.  [Perhaps from M(EAN)2 + (ST)INGY.]

Mi·nho (mKùnyu)  or Mi·ño (-nyô)  A river flowing about 338 km (210 mi) 

from northwest Spain south and southwest to the Atlantic Ocean. Its lower course 

forms part of the border between Spain and Portugal. 



min·i (mVnùK) n.  pl. min·is. 1. Something, such as a minicomputer, that is dis-

tinctively smaller than other members of its type or class.  2. A miniskirt.   
—minùi adj. 

mini- pref.  Small; miniature:  minicar.  [From MINIATURE, and MINIMUM.]

min·i·a·ture (mVnùK-N-chtrÙ, -chNr, mVnùN-) n.  1. a. A copy or model that 

represents or reproduces something in a greatly reduced size.  b. Something small 

of its class.   2. a. A small painting executed with great detail, often on a surface 

such as ivory or vellum.  b. A small portrait, picture, or decorative letter on an 

illuminated manuscript.  c. The art of painting miniatures.    —  adj.  Being on a 

small or greatly reduced scale.  See Synonyms at small.  [Italian miniatura, illu-

mination of manuscripts, small painting, from miniare, to illuminate, from Latin 

mini7re, to color red, from minium, red lead.] —minùi·a·turÙist n. 

miniature golf (mVnùK-N-chtrÙ gmlf) n.  Games. A novelty version of golf 

played with a putter and golf ball on a miniature course and featuring obstacles 

such as alleys, bridges, and tunnels. 

min·i·a·tur·ize (mVnùK-N-chN-rXzÙ, mVnùN-) v.  tr. min·i·a·tur·ized, 
min·i·a·tur·iz·ing, min·i·a·tur·iz·es. To plan or make on a greatly reduced 

scale.   —minÙi·a·turÙi·zaùtion (-chNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

miniature pinscher (mVnùK-N-chtrÙ pVnùshNr) n.  Any of a breed of small 

dogs resembling the Doberman pinscher but typically reaching a height of only 

25-30 centimeters (10-12 inches). 

miniature schnauzer (mVnùK-N-chtrÙ shnouùzNr) n.  Any of a breed of 

small schnauzers typically standing 30-35 centimeters (12-14 inches) high. 

min·i·bar (mVnùK-bärÙ) n.  A small refrigerator, as in a hotel room, stocked with 

liquor and nonalcoholic beverages.  Also called servibar 

min·i·bike (mVnùK-bXkÙ) n.  A small motorbike having a low frame, small 

wheels, and elevated handlebars.  [Originally a trademark.] —minùi·bikÙer n. 

min·i·bus (mVnùK-bƒsÙ) n.  pl. min·i·bus·es or min·i·bus·ses. A small bus typ-

ically used for short trips. 

min·i·cab (mVnùK-k4bÙ) n.  A minicar used as a taxicab, especially in England. 

min·i·cam (mVnùK-k4mÙ) n.  A small, portable television camera used especially 

for on-the-scene videotaping. 

min·i·car (mVnùK-kärÙ) n.  A very small car, especially a subcompact. 

min·i·com·put·er (mVnÙK-kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  Computer Science. A small com-

puter, usually fitting within a single cabinet, that has more memory and a higher 

execution speed than a microcomputer. 

Min·i·con·jou also Min·ne·con·jou (mVnÙV-kmnùju) n.  pl. Miniconjou or 

Min·i·con·jous also Minneconjou  or Min·ne·con·jous. 1. A Native Ameri-

can people constituting a subdivision of the Teton Sioux, formerly inhabiting an 

area from the Black Hills to the Platte River, with a present-day population in 

west-central South Dakota.  2. A member of this people. 



min·i·con·ven·tion (mVnùK-kNn-vHnÙshNn) n.  A convention limited in size or 

extent, especially a political convention preliminary to a larger or national con-

vention. 

min·i·course (mVnùK-kôrsÙ, -korsÙ) n.  A short, usually intensive course on a 

subject of study. 

Mi·ni·coy Island (mVnùV-koiÙ XùlNnd)  An island in the Arabian Sea off the 

southwest coast of India. It is part of the region of Lakshadweep. 

min·ié ball (mVnùK bôl, mVnùK-7Ù) n.  A conical rifle bullet used in the 19th cen-

tury and designed with a hollow base that expanded when fired.  [After Claude 

Étienne Minié (1814?-1879), French army officer.]

min·i·fy (mVnùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. min·i·fied, min·i·fy·ing, min·i·fies. To make 

smaller or less significant; reduce.  [MIN(IMUM) + (MAGN)IFY.]

min·i·kin (mVnùV-kVn) n.  Archaic. A very small delicate creature.  [Obsolete 

Dutch minneken, darling, from Middle Dutch, diminutive of minne, love. See 

men-1 in Appendix.]

min·im (mVnùNm) n.  1.  Abbr. min., M. A unit of fluid measure, as: a. In the 

United States, 60 of a fluid dram (0.0616 milliliters).  b. In Great Britain, 20 of a 

scruple (0.0592 milliliters).   2. Music. A half note.  3. An insignificantly small 

portion or thing.  4. A downward vertical stroke in handwriting.  [Middle 

English, half note, from Medieval Latin minimus, least, from Latin.]

min·i·ma (mVnùN-mN) n.  A plural of minimum. 
min·i·mal (mVnùN-mNl) adj.  1. a. Smallest in amount or degree.  b. Small in 

amount or degree.  c. Only barely adequate.   2.  Often Minimal. Of, relating to, 

or being minimalism.   —minÙi·malùi·ty (-m4lùV-tK) n.  —minùi·mal·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Etymologically, minimal is properly used to refer to the smallest

possible amount, as in The amplifier reduces distortion to the minimal level that

can be obtained with present technologies. In recent years, however, the word has

come to be used to refer simply to a small amount, as in If you would just put in

a minimal amount of time on your homework, I am sure your grades would improve.

Critics have often objected to this extension, but it appears to be well established.

To determine the acceptability of the newer use, we presented the Usage Panel

with the sentence Alcohol has a particularly unpleasant effect on me when I have a

minimal amount of food in my stomach. Under the strict interpretation of mini-

mal, this sentence should mean only “Alcohol has an unpleasant effect when I

have eaten nothing.” If the looser interpretation is allowed, however, the sentence

can also mean “... when I have eaten a bit.” Presented with the sentence, 29 percent

of the Usage Panel said that it could have only the “eaten nothing” (that is, the

strict) interpretation; 34 percent said that it could have only the “eaten a bit” (that

is, the looser) interpretation; and 37 percent said that it could have either mean-

ing. Thus the looser sense of minimal is accepted by 71 percent of the Panel and



must be considered acceptable in nontechnical use. • In an analogous shift, the

verb minimize is often used to mean “to reduce,” an extension of its strict etymo-

logical sense of “to reduce to the smallest possible level.” This looser usage is the

result of the imprecision that usually attaches to the use of the verb in most non-

technical contexts. When a manager announces that The company wants to mini-

mize the risk of accidents to line workers, we naturally interpret the manager as

meaning that the risk is to be reduced to the smallest level consistent with con-

siderations of efficiency and cost, not that risks are to be reduced to the lowest

level logically possible. Even when used with allowable imprecision, however, the

verb minimize should carry some implication that the relevant quantity is reduced

as much as could reasonably be expected in the circumstances. Thus minimize

retains at least an approximately superlative sense and so is inconsistent with

modification by adverbs such as greatly or considerably, which imply that the verb

is being used as a simple synonym for lessen or reduce.

minimal art (mVnùN-mNl ärt) n.  See minimalism (n., sense 1).  —minimal 
artist n. 

min·i·mal·ism (mVnùN-mN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. A school of abstract painting and 

sculpture that emphasizes extreme simplification of form, as by the use of basic 

shapes and monochromatic palettes of primary colors, objectivity, and anonym-

ity of style.  Also called ABC art, minimal art, reductivism, rejective art.  2. Use of 

the fewest and barest essentials or elements, as in the arts, literature, or design.  

3. Music. A school or mode of contemporary music marked by extreme simplifi-

cation of rhythms and patterns, prolonged chordal or melodic repetitions, and 

often the achievement of a throbbing, trancelike effect. 

min·i·mal·ist (mVnùN-mN-lVst) n.  1. One who advocates a moderate or conser-

vative approach, action, or policy, as in a political or governmental organization.  

2. A practitioner of minimalism.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, characteristic of, or 

in the style of minimalism.  2. Being or providing a bare minimum of what is 

necessary. 

min·i·mal·ize (mVnùN-mN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. min·i·mal··ized, min·i·mal··iz·ing, 
min·i·mal··iz·es. To make minimal.   —minÙi·mal·i·zaùtion (-mN-lV-z7ùshNn) 

n. 

min·i·max (mVnùN-m4ksÙ) adj.  Of or relating to the strategy in game theory that 

minimizes the maximum risk for a player.  [MINI(MUM) + MAX(IMUM).]

min·i·mill (mVnùK-mVlÙ) n.  A small mill or plant, especially a steel mill that uses 

electric furnaces to produce steel from scrap. 

min·i·mize (mVnùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. min·i··mized, min·i··miz·ing, min·i··miz·es. 
1. a. To reduce to the smallest possible amount, extent, size, or degree.  b. Usage 

Problem. To reduce.  See Usage Note at minimal.   2. To represent as having the 

least degree of importance, value, or size:  minimized the magnitude of the crisis.  



See Synonyms at decry.  [From MINIMUM.] —minÙi·mi·zaùtion (-mV-z7ùshNn) 

n.  —minùi·mizÙer n. 

min·i·mum (mVnùN-mNm) n.  pl. min·i·mums or min·i·ma (-mN). Abbr. min. 
1. a. The least possible quantity or degree.  b. The lowest degree or amount 

reached or recorded; the lower limit of variation.   2. A lower limit permitted by 

law or other authority.  3. A sum of money set by a nightclub or restaurant as the 

least amount each patron must spend on food and drink.  4. Mathematics. a. The 

smallest number in a finite set of numbers.  b. A value of a function that is less 

than any other value of the function over a specific interval.    —  adj.  Of, con-

sisting of, or representing the lowest possible amount or degree permissible or 

attainable.  [Latin, from neuter of minimus, least. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

min·i·mum-se·cu·ri·ty (mVnùN-mNm-sV-kytrùV-tK) adj.  Having fewer 

restrictions than others of its kind:  a minimum-security prison; a minimum-secu-

rity air force base. 

minimum wage (mVnùN-mNm w7j) n.  1. The lowest wage, determined by law 

or contract, that an employer may pay an employee for a specified job.  2.  See 

living wage. 
min·ing (mXùnVng) n.  Abbr. min. 1. The process or business of extracting ore or 

minerals from the ground.  2. The process of laying explosive mines. 

min·ion (mVnùyNn) n.  1. An obsequious follower or dependent; a sycophant.  

2. A subordinate official.  3. One who is highly esteemed or favored; a darling.  

[French mignon, darling, from Old French mignot, mignon.]

min·i·park (mVnùK-pärkÙ) n.  A very small park in a usually large city.  Also 

called pocket park 

min·i·school (mVnùK-skulÙ) n.  1. An alternative school offering specialized or 

one-on-one instruction.  2. A small school serving as an addition to or an exten-

sion of a larger one. 

min·is·cule (mVnùV-skyulÙ) adj.  Variant of minuscule. 
min·i·se·ries (mVnùK-sîrÙKz) n.  pl. miniseries. 1. A televised dramatic produc-

tion, as of a novel or film, shown in a number of episodes.  2. Sports. A short 

series of performances or athletic contests. 

min·i·ski (mVnùK-skKÙ) n.  pl. min·i·skis. Sports. A short ski used by beginners or 

skibobbers. 

min·i·skirt (mVnùK-skûrtÙ) n.  A short skirt with a hemline that falls above the 

knee.   —minùi·skirtÙed adj. 

min·i·state (mVnùK-st7tÙ) n.  See microstate. 
min·is·ter (mVnùV-stNr) n.  Abbr. min. 1. a. One who is authorized to perform 

religious functions in a Christian church, especially a Protestant church.  

b. Roman Catholic Church. The superior in certain orders.   2. A high officer of 

state appointed to head an executive or administrative department of govern-

ment.  3. An authorized diplomatic representative of a government, usually rank-



ing next below an ambassador.  4. A person serving as an agent for another by 

carrying out specified orders or functions.   —  v.  min·is·tered, min·is·ter·ing, 
min·is·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To attend to the wants and needs of others:  Volun-

teers ministered to the homeless after the flood.  See Synonyms at tend2.  2. To per-

form the functions of a cleric.   —  v.  tr. To administer or dispense, as a 

sacrament.  [Middle English, from Old French ministre, from Latin minister, ser-

vant. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

min·is·te·ri·al (mVnÙV-stîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

minister of religion or of the ministry.  2. Of or relating to administrative and 

executive duties and functions of government.  3. Law. Of, relating to, or being a 

mandatory act or duty admitting of no personal discretion or judgment in its 

performance.  4. Acting or serving as an agent; instrumental.   
—minÙis·teùri·al·ly adv. 

minister plenipotentiary (mVnùV-stNr plHnÙN-pN-tHnùshK-HrÙK) n.  pl. min-
isters plenipotentiary. A diplomatic representative ranking below an ambas-

sador but having full governmental power and authority; a plenipotentiary. 

minister resident (mVnùV-stNr rHzùV-dNnt) n.  pl. ministers resident. A dip-

lomatic agent ranking below a minister plenipotentiary. 

min·is·trant (mVnùV-strNnt) n.  One who ministers.   —  adj.  Archaic. Serving 

attendance on someone.  [From Latin ministr7ns, ministrant- present participle of 

ministr7re, to serve, from minister, servant. See MINISTER.]

min·is·tra·tion (mVnÙV-str7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of serving or aiding.  

2. The act of performing the duties of a cleric.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin ministr7tio, ministr7tion-, from ministr7tus, past participle of 

ministr7re, to serve, from minister, servant. See MINISTER.] —minùis·traÙtive adj. 

min·i·stroke (mVnùK-strokÙ) n.  See transient ischemic attack. 
min·is·try (mVnùV-strK) n.  pl. min·is·tries. 1. a. The act of serving; ministra-

tion.  b. One that serves as a means; an instrumentality.   2. a. The profession, 

duties, and services of a minister.  b. The Christian clergy.  c. The period of ser-

vice of a minister.   3. a. A governmental department presided over by a minister.  

b. The building in which such a department is housed.  c. The duties, functions, 

or term of a governmental minister.  d.  Often Ministry. Governmental minis-

ters considered as a group.   [Middle English ministerie, from Old French minis-

tere, from Latin ministerium, from minister, servant. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

min·i·track (mVnùK-tr4kÙ) n.  An electronic system designed to follow the course 

of satellites and rockets and correlate radio signals received by a network of 

ground stations. 

min·i·um (mVnùK-Nm) n.  Red lead.  [Latin.]

min·i·van (mVnùK-v4nÙ) n.  A small passenger van having a boxlike shape, side 

and rear windows, and typically removable rear seats for cargo. 



min·i·ver (mVnùN-vNr) n.  A white or light gray fur used as a trim on medieval 

robes and on ceremonial robes of state.  [Middle English meniver, from Old 

French menu vair, small vair  : menu, small; see MINUET + vair, vair; see VAIR.]

mink (mVngk) n.  pl. mink or minks. 1. Any of various semiaquatic carnivores 

of the genus Mustela, especially M. vison of North America, resembling the weasel 

and having short ears, a pointed snout, short legs, and partly webbed toes.  

2. a. The soft, thick, lustrous fur of this animal.  b. A coat, stole, or hat made of 

the fur of this animal.   [Middle English, mink fur, possibly of Scandinavian ori-

gin.]

min·ke whale (mVngùkK hw7l) n.  See piked whale.  [Partial translation of 

Norwegian minkehval : minke (perhaps after Meincke, member of a 19th-century 

Norwegian whaling crew) + hval, whale.]

Minn. abbr.  Minnesota. 

Min·nan (mV-nänù) n.  The dialect of Chinese spoken on most of Taiwan, in 

southern Fujian province, and in parts of Guangzhou and Hainan. Minnan is the 

vernacular of most traditional Chinese communities outside China.  [Chinese 

(Mandarin) mWn nán : mWn, Fujian Province + nán, south.]

Min·ne·ap·o·lis (mVnÙK-4pùN-lVs)  A city of southeast Minnesota on the Missis-

sippi River adjacent to St. Paul. The largest city in the state, it was a leading lum-

bering center in the 19th century and today is a port of entry and major industrial 

hub. Population, 368,383. 

Min·ne·con·jou (mVnÙV-kmnùju) n.  Variant of Miniconjou. 
min·ne·sing·er (mVnùV-sVngÙNr, -zVngÙ-) n.  One of the German lyric poets and 

singers in the troubadour tradition who flourished from the 12th to the 14th cen-

tury.  [German, from Middle High German  : minne, love (from Old High Ger-

man minna); see men-1 in Appendix + singer, singer (from singen, to sing, from 

Old High German singan); see sengwh- in Appendix.]

Min·ne·so·ta (mVnÙV-soùtN) Abbr. MN, Minn.  A state of the northern United 

States bordering on Lake Superior and on Manitoba and Ontario, Canada. It was 

admitted as the 32nd state in 1858. First explored by the French in the mid-17th 

century, the area became part of the United States through the Treaty of Paris 

(1783) and the Louisiana Purchase (1803). St. Paul is the capital and Minneapolis 

the largest city. Population, 4,387,029.   —MinÙne·soùtan adj.  & n. 

Minnesota River (mVnÙV-soùtN rVvùNr)  A river, about 534 km (332 mi) long, of 

southern Minnesota flowing southeast and northeast to the Mississippi River 

near St. Paul. 

Min·ne·ton·ka (mVnÙV-tmngùkN)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a residential 

suburb of Minneapolis. Population, 48,370. 

Min·ne·wit (mVnùN-wVt), Peter.  See Peter Minuit. 
min·now (mVnùo) n.  pl. minnow or min·nows. 1. Any of a large group of 

small, freshwater fishes of the family Cyprinidae, widely used as live bait.  2. Any 



of various other small, often silver-colored fishes.  [Middle English meneu. See 

men-4 in Appendix.]

Mi·ño (mKùnyô)  See Minho. 
Mi·no·an (mV-noùNn) adj.  Of or relating to the advanced Bronze Age culture 

that flourished in Crete from about 3000 to 1100 B.C.   —  n.  A native or inhabit-

ant of ancient Crete.  [From Latin MXnous, of Minos, from Greek Minoios, from 

Minos, Minos.]

mi·nor (mXùnNr) adj.  Abbr. min. 1. Lesser or smaller in amount, extent, or size.  

2. Lesser in importance, rank, or stature:  a minor politician.  3. Lesser in serious-

ness or danger:  a minor injury.  4. Law. Being under legal age; not yet a legal 

adult.  5. Chiefly British. Relating to or being the junior or younger of two pupils 

with the same surname.  6. Of or relating to a secondary area of academic spe-

cialization.  7. Logic. Dealing with a more restricted category.  8. Music. 

a. Relating to or being a minor scale.  b. Less in distance by a half step than the 

corresponding major interval.  c. Based on a minor scale:  a minor key.    —  n.  

1. One that is lesser in comparison with others of the same class.  2. Law. One 

who has not reached full legal age.  3. a. A secondary area of specialized aca-

demic study, requiring fewer courses or credits than a major.  b. One studying in 

a secondary area of specialization:  She is a chemistry minor.   4. Logic. a. A minor 

premise.  b. A minor term.   5. Music. A minor key, scale, or interval.  6. minors. 

Sports. The minor leagues of a sport, especially baseball.   —  v.  intr. mi··nored, 
mi··nor·ing, mi··nors. To pursue academic studies in a minor field:  minored in 

literature.  [Middle English, from Latin. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

Mi·nor·ca1 (mV-nôrùkN) also Me·nor·ca (mN-nôrùkN, mH-nôrùkä)  A Spanish 

island in the Balearics of the western Mediterranean Sea. Held by the British and 

the French at various times during the 18th century, it was a Loyalist stronghold 

in the Spanish Civil War.   —Mi·norùcan adj.  & n. 

Mi·nor·ca2 (mV-nôrùkN) n.  A domestic fowl of a breed originating in the Medi-

terranean region and having white or black plumage.  [After Minorca1.]

Mi·nor·ite (mXùnN-rXtÙ) n.  A Franciscan friar.  [From Medieval Latin (Fr7trKs) 

MinorKs, minor (friars), from Latin minorKs, pl. of minor, lesser. See MINOR.]

mi·nor·i·ty (mN-nôrùV-tK, -nmrù-, mX-) n.  pl. mi·nor·i·ties. 1. a. The smaller in 

number of two groups forming a whole.  b. A group or party having fewer than a 

controlling number of votes.   2. a. A racial, religious, political, national, or other 

group regarded as different from the larger group of which it is part.  b. A mem-

ber of such a group.  See Usage Note at color.   3. The state or period of being 

under legal age:  still in her minority.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  the minority vote; minority political concerns.  [French minorité, 

from Medieval Latin minorit7s, from Latin minor, smaller. See MINOR.]

minority leader (mN-nôrùV-tK lKùdNr) n.  The head of the minority party in a 

legislative body. 



minor league (mXùnNr lKg) n.  Sports. A league of professional sports clubs, 

especially baseball, not belonging to the major leagues. 

mi·nor-league (mXùnNr-lKgù) adj.  1. Sports. Relating or belonging to a minor 

league.  2. Of subordinate position or importance:  a minor-league politician. 

mi·nor-leagu·er (mXÙnNr-lKùgNr) n.  A member of a minor-league team, espe-

cially a minor-league baseball player. 

minor order (mXùnNr ôrùdNr) n.  Ecclesiastical. One of the lower grades of the 

priesthood or ministry in some Christian churches, now consisting of lectors and 

acolytes in the Western church and of lectors and cantors in the Eastern. Often 

used in the plural. 

minor planet (mXùnNr pl4nùVt) n.  See asteroid (n., sense 1). 

minor premise (mXùnNr prHmùVs) n.  Logic. The premise in a syllogism con-

taining the minor term, which will form the subject of the conclusion. 

Mi·nor Prophets (mXùnNr prmfùVts) pl.n.  The Hebrew prophets Hosea, Joel, 

Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zecha-

riah, and Malachi. 

minor scale (mXùnNr sk7l) n.  Music. A diatonic scale having an interval of a 

minor third between the first and third tones and several forms with different 

intervals above the fifth. 

minor suit (mXùnNr sut) n.  Games. The suit of clubs or of diamonds in bridge, 

both having a lower scoring value. 

minor term (mXùnNr tûrm) n.  Logic. The term in a syllogism that is stated in 

the minor premise and forms the subject of the conclusion. 

Mi·nos (mXùnNs, -nmsÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Crete, the son of Zeus and 

Europa, who was made one of the three judges in the underworld after his death. 

Mi·not (mXùnmtÙ)  A city of northwest-central North Dakota north-northwest of 

Bismarck. It is a commercial and distribution center in an agricultural area. Popu-

lation, 34,544. 

Mi·not (mXùnNt), George Richards. 1885-1950.  American physician. He 

shared a 1934 Nobel Prize for discovering that a diet of liver relieves anemia. 

Min·o·taur (mVnùN-tôrÙ, mXùnN-) n.  Greek Mythology. A monster who was half 

man and half bull, to whom young Athenian men and women were sacrificed in 

the Cretan labyrinth until Theseus killed him. 

Minsk (mVnsk, myKnsk)  The capital of Belarus, in the central part of the coun-

try. First mentioned in 1067, it was ruled from the 13th to the 18th century by 

various powers, including Lithuania, Russia, Poland, and Sweden. Population, 

1,472,000. 

min·ster (mVnùstNr) n.  Chiefly British. A monastery church.  [Middle English, 

from Old English mynster, from Vulgar Latin *monistKrium, from Late Latin 

monastKrium, monastery. See MONASTERY.]



min·strel (mVnùstrNl) n.  1. A medieval entertainer who traveled from place to 

place, especially to sing and recite poetry.  2. a. A lyric poet.  b. A musician.   

3. a. One of a troupe of entertainers made up in blackface and presenting a 

comic variety show.  b. A performance of such a show.   [Middle English minstral, 

from Old French menestrel, servant, entertainer, from Late Latin ministeri7lis, 

official in the imperial household, from Latin ministerium, ministry. See MINIS-

TRY.]

minstrel show (mVnùstrNl sho) n.  A comic variety show in which a troupe of 

actors made up in blackface present jokes, songs, dances, and comic skits. 

min·strel·sy (mVnùstrNl-sK) n.  pl. min·strel·sies. 1. The art or profession of a 

minstrel.  2. A troupe of minstrels.  3. Ballads and lyrics sung by minstrels.  

[Middle English minstralsie, from Anglo-Norman menestralsie, from Old French 

menestrel, entertainer. See MINSTREL.]

mint1 (mVnt) n.  1. A place where the coins of a country are manufactured by 

authority of the government.  2. A place or source of manufacture or invention.  

3. An abundant amount, especially of money.   —  v.  tr. mint·ed, mint·ing, 
mints. 1. To produce (money) by stamping metal; coin.  2. To invent or fabri-

cate:  a phrase that was minted for one occasion.   —  adj.  Undamaged as if freshly 

minted:  The painting was in mint condition.  [Middle English, from Old English 

mynet, coin, from Latin monKta. See MONEY.] —mintùer n. 

mint2 (mVnt) n.  1. A member of the mint family.  2. a. Any of various plants of 

the genus Mentha, characteristically having aromatic foliage and nearly regular 

flowers. Some plants are cultivated for their aromatic oil and used for flavoring.  

b. The fresh, dried foliage of some of these plants.   3. Any of various similar or 

related plants, such as the stone mint.  4. A candy flavored with mint.  [Middle 

English minte, from Old English, from Germanic *minta, from Latin menta, pos-

sibly from Greek minthK.] —mintùy adj. 

mint·age (mVnùtVj) n.  1. The act or process of minting coins.  2. Coins manu-

factured in a mint.  3. The fee paid to a mint by a government.  4. The impres-

sion stamped on a coin. 

mint family (mVnt f4mùN-lK) n.  A large family of aromatic herbs, the Labiatae 

(or Lamiaceae), including lavender, mint, rosemary, sage, and thyme and charac-

terized by opposite leaves, square stems, bilaterally symmetrical flowers with 

united petals, and a four-lobed ovary that produces four one-seeded nutlets. 

mint julep (mVnt juùlVp) n.  A tall, frosted drink made of bourbon whiskey or 

sometimes brandy or rum, sugar, crushed mint leaves, and shaved ice. 

mint·mark (mVntùmärkÙ) n.  A letter or symbol on a coin that identifies the 

mint of origin. 

Min·ton (mVnùtNn), Sherman. 1890-1965.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1949-1956). 



min·u·end (mVnùyu-HndÙ) n.  Mathematics. The quantity from which another 

quantity, the subtrahend, is to be subtracted. In the equation 50 – 16 = 34, the 

minuend is 50.  [Latin minuendum, thing to be diminished, neuter gerundive of 

minuere, to lessen. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

min·u·et (mVnÙyu-Htù) n.  1. A slow, stately pattern dance in 3/4 time for 

groups of couples, originating in 17th-century France.  2. The music for or in the 

rhythm of the minuet.  [French menuet, from Old French, small, dainty (from the 

small steps characteristic of the dance), diminutive of menu, small, from Latin 

min7tus. See MINUTE
2.]

Min·u·it (mVnùyu-Vt) also Min·ne·wit (-N-wVt), Peter. 1580-1638.  Dutch 

colonial administrator who purchased Manhattan from Native Americans for the 

equivalent of $24. 

mi·nus (mXùnNs) prep.  1. Mathematics. Reduced by the subtraction of; less:  Nine 

minus three is six.  2. Informal. Without:  I went to work minus my briefcase.   —  
adj.  1. Mathematics. Negative or on the negative part of a scale:  a minus value; 

minus five degrees.  2. Ranking on the lower end of a designated scale:  a grade of 

A minus.   —  n.  1. Mathematics. a. The minus sign (–).  b. A negative quantity.   

2. A deficiency or defect.  [Middle English, from Latin minus, comparative of 

minor, less. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

min·us·cule (mVnùN-skyulÙ, mV-nƒsùkyulÙ) also min·is·cule (mVnùV-skyulÙ) 

adj.  1. Very small; tiny.  See Synonyms at small.  2. Of, relating to, or written in 

miniscule.   —  n.  1. A small, cursive script developed from uncial between the 

seventh and ninth centuries and used in medieval manuscripts.  2. A letter writ-

ten in minuscule.  3. A lowercase letter.  [French, from Latin minusculus, rather 

small, diminutive of minus neuter of minor, smaller. See mei-2 in Appendix.] 
—mi·nusùcu·lar (mV-nƒsùkyN-lNr) adj. 

minus sign (mXùnNs sXn) n.  Mathematics. The symbol –, as in 4 – 2 = 2, that is 

used to indicate subtraction or a negative quantity. 

min·ute1 (mVnùVt) n.  Abbr. min., min 1. A unit of time equal to one sixtieth of 

an hour, or 60 seconds.  2. A unit of angular measurement equal to one sixtieth of 

a degree, or 60 seconds.  Also called minute of arc 3. A measure of the distance 

one can cover in a minute:  lives ten minutes from school.  4. A short interval of 

time; moment.  See Synonyms at moment.  5. A specific point in time:  Stop that 

this minute!  6. A note or summary covering points to be remembered; a memo-

randum.  7. minutes. An official record of the proceedings at a meeting.   —  v.  

tr. min·ut·ed, min·ut·ing, min·utes. To record in a memorandum or the min-

utes of a meeting.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin (pars) 

min7ta (prXma), (first) minute (part), from Latin min7ta, feminine of min7tus, 

small. See MINUTE
2.]

mi·nute2 (mX-nutù, -nyutù, mV-) adj.  1. Exceptionally small; tiny.  See Syn-

onyms at small.  2. Beneath notice; insignificant.  3. Characterized by careful 



scrutiny and close examination:  held a minute inspection of the grounds.  See Syn-

onyms at detailed.  [Middle English, from Latin min7tus, past participle of min-

uere, to lessen. See mei-2 in Appendix.] —mi·nuteùness n. 

min·ute hand (mVnùVt h4nd) n.  The long hand on a clock or watch that indi-

cates minutes. 

mi·nute·ly1 (mX-nutùlK, -nyutù-, mV-) adv.  1. With attention to small details.  

2. On a very small scale.  3. Into tiny pieces. 

min·ute·ly2 (mVnùVt-lK) adj.  Archaic. On a minute-by-minute basis. 

min·ute·man (mVnùVt-m4nÙ) n.  An armed man pledged to be ready to fight on 

a minute’s notice just before and during the Revolutionary War in the United 

States. 

min·ute of arc (mVnùVt ƒv ärk) n.  See minute1 (n., sense 2). 

min·ute steak (mVnùVt st7k) n.  A small thin steak, often scored or cubed, that 

can be cooked quickly. 

mi·nu·ti·a (mV-nuùshK-N, -shN, -nyuù-) n.  pl. mi·nu·ti·ae (-shK-KÙ). A small 

or trivial detail: “the minutiae of experimental and mathematical procedure” (Fred-

erick Turner).  [From Late Latin min7tiae, petty details, from Latin min7tia, 

smallness, from min7tus, small. See MINUTE
2.]

minx (mVngks) n.  1. A girl or young woman who is considered pert, flirtatious, 

or impudent.  2. Obsolete. A promiscuous woman.  [Origin unknown.] 
—minxùish adj. 

min·yan (mVnùyNn, mKn-yänù) n.  pl. min·ya·nim (mKn-yä-nKmù, mVn-yôùnVm)  

or min·yans (mVnùyNnz). A minimum of ten Jews or, among the Orthodox, Jew-

ish men required for a communal religious service.  [Hebrew miny7n, number, 

minyan.]

Mi·o·cene (mXùN-sKnÙ) adj.  Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the geologic 

time, rock series, and sedimentary deposits of the fourth epoch of the Tertiary 

Period, characterized by the development of grasses and grazing mammals.   —  
n.  1. The Miocene Epoch.  2. The deposits of the Miocene Epoch.  [Greek meion, 

less; see mei-2 in Appendix + -CENE.]

mi·o·sis also my·o·sis (mX-oùsVs) n.  pl. mi·o··ses (-sKz). Constriction of the 

pupil of the eye, resulting from a normal response to an increase in light or 

caused by certain drugs or pathological conditions.  [Greek muein, to close the 

eyes + -OSIS.]

mi·ot·ic (mX-mtùVk) n.  A substance that causes constriction of the pupil of the 

eye.   —  adj.  Characterized by, involving, or causing miosis.  [From MIOSIS.]

MIP abbr.  Monthly investment plan. 

Mi·que·lon (mVkùN-lmnÙ, mKk-lôNù)  A French island in the Atlantic Ocean off 

the southern coast of Newfoundland, Canada. It is part of the overseas depart-

ment of St. Pierre and Miquelon. 



mir (mîr) n.  A village community of peasant farmers in prerevolutionary Russia.  

[Russian, commune, peace, from Old Church Slavonic mirƒ, peace, possibly of 

Iranian origin.]

Mi·ra·beau (mîrùN-boÙ, mK-rä-boù), Comte de Title of Honoré Gabriel Victor 

Riqueti. 1749-1791.  French revolutionist. As a member of the States-General 

(1789-1791) he attempted to create a constitutional monarchy. 

mi·ra·bi·le dic·tu (mV-räÙbV-lK dVkùtu) interj.  Wonderful to relate.  [Latin 

mXr7bile dict7 : mXr7bile, neuter sing. of mXr7bilis, wonderful + dict7, ablative sing. 

supine of dXcere, to say.]

mir·a·cle (mVrùN-kNl) n.  1. An event that appears inexplicable by the laws of 

nature and so is held to be supernatural in origin or an act of God: “Miracles are 

spontaneous, they cannot be summoned, but come of themselves” (Katherine Anne 

Porter).  2. One that excites admiring awe.  See Synonyms at wonder.  3. A mir-

acle play.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin mXr7culum, from mXr7rX, 
to wonder at, from mXrus, wonderful. See smei- in Appendix.]

miracle drug (mVrùN-kNl drƒg) n.  A usually new drug that proves extraordinar-

ily effective.  Also called wonder drug 

miracle play (mVrùN-kNl pl7) n.  A medieval drama portraying events in the 

lives of saints and martyrs. 

mi·rac·u·lous (mV-r4kùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Of the nature of a miracle; preternatural.  

2. So astounding as to suggest a miracle; phenomenal:  a miraculous recovery; a 

miraculous escape.  3. Able to work miracles.  [Middle English miraclous, from 

Old French miraculeux, from Medieval Latin mXr7culosus, from Latin mXr7culum, 

miracle. See MIRACLE.] —mi·racùu·lous·ly adv.  —mi·racùu·lous·ness n. 

mir·a·dor (mVÙN-dôrù, -dorù) n.  A window, balcony, or small tower affording an 

extensive view.  [Catalan, from mirar, to view, from Latin mXr7rX, to wonder at. 

See MIRAGE.]

mi·rage (mV-räzhù) n.  1. An optical phenomenon that creates the illusion of 

water, often with inverted reflections of distant objects, and results from distor-

tion of light by alternate layers of hot and cool air.  Also called fata morgana 

2. Something illusory or insubstantial.  [French, from mirer, to look at, from 

Latin mXr7rX, to wonder at, from mXrus, wonderful. See smei- in Appendix.]

Mir·a·mar (mîrùN-märÙ)  A city of southeast Florida south of Fort Lauderdale. It 

is a resort community. Population, 40,663. 

Mi·ran·da1 (mN-r4nùdN) n.  The satellite of Uranus that is closest to the planet.  

[After Miranda, daughter of the magician Prospero in Shakespeare’s The Tem-

pest.]

Mi·ran·da2 (mN-r4nùdN) adj.  Of, relating to, upholding, or being a Supreme 

Court decision requiring that a person under arrest be informed of his or her 

rights to remain silent and to have legal counsel.  [After Ernesto A. Miranda, 

plaintiff in the case of Miranda v. Arizona (1966).]



Mi·ran·dize (mN-r4nùdXzÙ) v.  tr. Mi·ran··dized, Mi·ran··diz·ing, 
Mi·ran··diz·es. Slang. To inform (a suspect) of his or her legal rights: “[The 

police] Mirandized the... kid again, and pinned the Miranda card to his sheet” 

(Carsten Stroud). 

mire (mXr) n.  1. An area of wet, soggy, muddy ground; a bog.  2. Deep, slimy soil 

or mud.  3. A disadvantageous or difficult condition or situation:  the mire of pov-

erty.   —  v.  mired, mir·ing, mires.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To cause to sink or become 

stuck in or as if in mire.  b. To hinder, entrap, or entangle as if in mire.   2. To soil 

with mud or mire.   —  v.  intr. To sink or become stuck in mire.  [Middle English, 

from Old Norse m«rr, bog.]

mire·poix (mîr-pwäù) n.  A seasoning composed of finely diced sautéed vegeta-

bles and herbs and sometimes diced ham, bacon, or salt pork.  [After Charles 

Pierre Gaston François de Lévis, Duc de Mirepoix (1699-1757), French diplo-

mat.]

mi·rex (mXùrHksÙ) n.  An insecticide, C10Cl12, used especially against ants.  [Per-

haps (PIS)MIR(E) + EX(TERMINATE).]

mir·in (mVrùVn) n.  A sweetened Japanese rice wine used especially in cooking.  

[Japanese.]

mirk (mûrk) n.  & adj.   Variant of murk. 
mirk·y (mûrùkK) adj.  Variant of murky. 
mir·li·ton (mîrùlV-tmnÙ, mîr-lK-tôNù) n.  Southern Louisiana. See chayote.  

[Louisiana French, from French, toy reed flute, tube-shaped pastry, perhaps of 

imitative origin.]

Mi·ró (mK-roù), Joan. 1893-1983.  Spanish artist whose abstract and surrealist 

paintings are characterized by bright colors and simple bold forms. 

mir·ror (mVrùNr) n.  1. A surface capable of reflecting sufficient undiffused light 

to form a virtual image of an object placed in front of it.  Also called looking glass 

2. Something that faithfully reflects or gives a true picture of something else.  

3. Something worthy of imitation.   —  v.  tr. mir·rored, mir·ror·ing, mir·rors. 
To reflect in or as if in a mirror: “The city mirrors many of the greatest moments of 

Western culture” (Olivier Bernier).  [Middle English mirour, from Old French 

mireor, from mirer, to look at, from Latin mXr7rX, to wonder at, from mXrus, won-

derful. See smei- in Appendix.]

mirror image (mVrùNr VmùVj) n.  An image that has its parts arranged with a 

reversal of right and left, as it would appear if seen in a mirror. 

mirth (mûrth) n.  Gladness and gaiety, especially when expressed by laughter.  

[Middle English, from Old English myrgth. See mregh-u- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: mirth, merriment, jollity, hilarity, glee. These nouns denote a state

of joyful exuberance. Mirth stresses lightheartedness and gaiety; it often suggests

easy laughter: “Again the young friends gave way to their mirth” (Henry Wadsworth



Longfellow). Merriment is high-spirited fun and enjoyment: Her escapades were a

subject of merriment in the sorority house. Jollity applies to convivial merriment or

celebration: “Perhaps [an English pub is] a place of rural jollity with log fires crack-

ling and grinning farm lads slurping pints and squaring up to the dart board” (John

Mortimer). Hilarity is great, often uproarious merriment: “Fan the sinking flame

of hilarity with the wing of friendship; and pass the rosy wine” (Charles Dickens).

Glee applies especially to jubilant delight resulting from a particular circumstance,

such as winning a victory (Her glee knew no bounds when she crossed the finish line

first); it may suggest spiteful pleasure such as that experienced at another’s bad

fortune (He laughed with glee when he learned of his opponent’s defeat).

mirth·ful (mûrthùfNl) adj.  1. Full of gladness and gaiety.  2. Characterized by 

or expressing gladness and gaiety:  a warm, tender, and mirthful movie.   
—mirthùful·ly adv.  —mirthùful·ness n. 

mirth·less (mûrthùlVs) adj.  Devoid of gladness and gaiety.   —mirthùless·ly 
adv.  —mirthùless·ness n. 

MIRV (mûrv) n.  pl. MIRVs. 1. An offensive ballistic missile system in which a 

number of warheads aimed at independent targets can be launched by a single 

booster rocket.  2. One of these warheads.   —  v.  MIRVed, MIRV·ing, MIRVs.  
—  v.  tr. To provide with multiple independent warheads.   —  v.  intr. To equip a 

military force with a missile system of multiple independent warheads.  [m(ulti-

ple) i(ndependently-targeted) r(eentry) v(ehicles).]

mir·y (mXrùK) adj.  mir·i·er, mir·i·est. 1. Full of or resembling mire; swampy.  

2. Smeared with mire; muddy.   —mirùi·ness n. 

MIS abbr.  Computer Science. Management information system. 

mis-1 pref.  1. Bad; badly; wrong; wrongly:  misconduct.  2. Failure; lack:  misfire.  

3. Used as an intensive:  misdoubt.  [Partly from Middle English mis- (from Old 

English), and partly from Middle English mes-, mis- (from Old French); see mei-
1 in Appendix.]

mis-2 pref.  Variant of miso-. 
mis·ad·dress (mVsÙN-drHsù) v.  tr. mis·ad··dressed, mis·ad··dress·ing, 
mis·ad··dress·es. To address (a piece of mail) incorrectly. 

mis·ad·ven·ture (mVsÙNd-vHnùchNr) n.  An instance of misfortune; a mishap.  

[Middle English misaventure, from Old French mesaventure, from mesavenir, to 

result in misfortune  : mes-, badly; see MIS-1 + avenir, to turn out (from Latin 

advenXre, to come to); see ADVENT.]

mis·ad·vise (mVsÙNd-vXzù) v.  tr. mis·ad··vised, mis·ad··vis·ing, 
mis·ad··vis·es. To advise wrongly. 

mis·a·ligned (mVsÙN-lXndù) adj.  Incorrectly aligned.   —misÙa·lignùment (-

lVnùmNnt) n. 



mis·al·li·ance (mVsÙN-lXùNns) n.  1. An unsuitable alliance, especially in mar-

riage.  2. A mésalliance. 

mis·al·lo·cate (mVs-4lùN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. mis·al·lo··cat·ed, mis·al·lo··cat·ing, 
mis·al·lo··cates. To allocate (resources or capital, for example) wrongly or inap-

propriately.   —misÙal·lo·caùtion n. 

mis·al·ly (mVsÙN-lXù) v.  tr. mis·al·lied, mis·al·ly·ing, mis·al·lies. To ally inap-

propriately. 

mis·an·thrope (mVsùNn-thropÙ, mVzù-) also mis·an·thro·pist (mVs-4nùthrN-

pVst, mVzù-) n.  One who hates or mistrusts humankind.  [French, from Greek 

misanthropos, hating mankind  : miso-, miso- + anthropos, man.]

mis·an·throp·ic (mVsÙNn-thrmpùVk, mVzÙ-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or character-

istic of a misanthrope.  2. Characterized by a hatred or mistrustful scorn for 

humankind.   —misÙan·thropùi·cal·ly adv. 

mis·an·thro·pist (mVs-4nùthrN-pVst, mVz-) n.  Variant of misanthrope. 
mis·an·thro·py (mVs-4nùthrN-pK, mVz-) n.  Hatred or mistrust of humankind. 

mis·ap·ply (mVsÙN-plXù) v.  tr. mis·ap·plied, mis·ap·ply·ing, mis·ap·plies. To 

use or apply wrongly.   —mis·apÙpli·caùtion (-4pÙlV-k7ùshNn) n. 

mis·ap·pre·hend (mVs-4pÙrV-hHndù) v.  tr. mis·ap·pre·hend·ed, 
mis·ap·pre·hend·ing, mis·ap·pre·hends. To apprehend incorrectly; misun-

derstand.   —mis·apÙpre·henùsion (-hHnùshNn) n. 

mis·ap·pro·pri·ate (mVsÙN-proùprK-7tÙ) v.  tr. mis·ap·pro·pri·at·ed, 
mis·ap·pro·pri·at·ing, mis·ap·pro·pri·ates. 1. a. To appropriate wrongly:  

misappropriating the theories of social science.  b. To appropriate dishonestly for 

one’s own use; embezzle.   2. To use illegally.   —misÙap·proÙpri·aùtion n. 

mis·at·trib·ute (mVsÙN-trVbùyut) v.  tr. mis·at·trib··ut·ed, 
mis·at·trib··ut·ing, mis·at·trib··utes. To attribute incorrectly:  misattributed 

the quotation to Dickens.   —misÙat·tri·buùtion (-4-trV-byuùshNn) n. 

mis·be·come (mVsÙbV-kƒmù) v.  tr. mis·be·came (-k7mù), mis·be·come, 
mis·be·com·ing, mis·be·comes. To be unsuitable or inappropriate for. 

mis·be·got·ten (mVsÙbV-gmtùn) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or being a child or 

children born to unmarried parents.  b. Not lawfully obtained:  misbegotten 

wealth.   2. Having an improper basis or origin; ill-conceived:  misbegotten ideas 

about education. 

mis·be·have (mVsÙbV-h7vù) v.  mis·be·haved, mis·be·hav·ing, 
mis·be·haves.  —  v.  intr. To behave badly.   —  v.  tr. To behave (oneself) in an 

inappropriate way:  The children misbehaved themselves at dinner.   —mis-
Ùbe·havùer n.  —misÙbe·havùior (-h7vùyNr) n. 

mis·be·lief (mVsÙbV-lKfù) n.  1. A wrong or faulty belief.  2. A heretical or unor-

thodox religious belief. 



mis·be·lieve (mVsÙbV-lKvù) v.  intr. mis·be·lieved, mis·be·liev·ing, 
mis·be·lieves. Obsolete. To hold a false or erroneous belief or opinion, espe-

cially in religious matters.   —misÙbe·lievùer n. 

mis·brand (mVs-br4ndù) v.  tr. mis··brand·ed, mis··brand·ing, mis··brands. 
To brand or label misleadingly or fraudulently. 

misc. abbr.  Miscellaneous. 

mis·cal·cu·late (mVs-k4lùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. mis·cal·cu·lat·ed, 
mis·cal·cu·lat·ing, mis·cal·cu·lates. To count or estimate incorrectly.   
—mis·calÙcu·laùtion n. 

mis·call (mVs-kôlù) v.  tr. mis·called, mis·call·ing, mis·calls. To call by a 

wrong name. 

mis·car·riage (mVsùk4rÙVj, mVs-k4rù-) n.  1. Premature expulsion of a nonviable 

fetus from the uterus.  Also called spontaneous abortion 2. a. Bad administration; 

mismanagement:  a miscarriage of justice.  b. Failure to attain the right or desired 

end:  the miscarriage of a cherished plan.  

mis·car·ry (mVsùk4rÙK, mVs-k4rùK) v.  intr. mis·car·ried, mis·car·ry·ing, 
mis·car·ries. 1. To have a miscarriage; abort.  2. To go astray or be lost in transit, 

as mail or cargo.  3. To fail to attain an intended goal, as a plan or project. 

mis·cast (mVs-k4stù) v.  tr. mis·cast, mis·cast·ing, mis·casts. 1. To cast in an 

unsuitable role.  2. To cast (a role or theatrical production) inappropriately. 

mis·ceg·e·na·tion (mV-sHjÙN-n7ùshNn, mVsÙV-jN-) n.  1. A mixture of different 

races.  2. Cohabitation, sexual relations, or marriage involving persons of differ-

ent races.  [Latin miscKre, to mix; see meik- in Appendix + genus, race; see genN- 
in Appendix + -ATION.] —mis·cegÙe·naùtion·al adj. 

mis·cel·la·ne·a (mVsÙN-l7ùnK-N) pl.n.  Miscellaneous items or written works col-

lected together.  [Latin miscell7nea, from neuter pl. of miscell7neus, miscella-

neous. See MISCELLANEOUS.]

mis·cel·la·ne·ous (mVsÙN-l7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Abbr. misc. 1. Made up of a variety of 

parts or ingredients.  2. Having a variety of characteristics, abilities, or appear-

ances.  3. Concerned with diverse subjects or aspects.  [From Latin miscell7neus, 

from miscellus, mixed, from miscKre, to mix. See meik- in Appendix.] —mis-
Ùcel·laùne·ous·ly adv.  —misÙcel·laùne·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: miscellaneous, heterogeneous, motley, mixed, varied, assorted.

These adjectives mean consisting of a number of different kinds. Miscellaneous

implies a varied, often haphazard combination: The shop carries suits, coats, shirts,

and miscellaneous accessories. “My reading... had been extremely miscellaneous”

(William Godwin). Heterogeneous emphasizes diversity and dissimilarity: The

population of the United States is vast and heterogeneous. Motley emphasizes dif-

ference to the point of incongruity and discordance and is sometimes used de-

rogatorily: The audience consisted of a motley crowd of property owners, renters, and



drifters. Mixed suggests a combination of differing but not necessarily conflicting

elements: The orchestra offered a mixed program of baroque and contemporary fare.

Varied stresses absence of uniformity: “The assembly was large and varied, contain-

ing clergy and laity, men and women” (Nicholas P.S. Wisemen). Assorted often sug-

gests the purposeful arrangement of different but complementary elements: The

centerpiece is a luxuriant arrangement of assorted garden flowers.

mis·cel·la·nist (mVsùN-l7ÙnVst, mV-sHlùN-) n.  Chiefly British. One who compiles, 

writes, or edits miscellanies. 

mis·cel·la·ny (mVsùN-l7ÙnK) n.  pl. mis·cel·la·nies. 1. A collection of various 

items, parts, or ingredients, especially one composed of diverse literary works.  

2. miscellanies. A publication containing various literary works.  [Latin 

miscell7nea, miscellanea. See MISCELLANEA.]

mis·chance (mVs-ch4nsù) n.  1. An unfortunate occurrence; a mishap.  2. Bad 

luck.  See Synonyms at misfortune. 
mis·char·ac·ter·ize (mVs-k4rùNk-tN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mis·char·ac·ter··ized, 
mis·char·ac·ter··iz·ing, mis·char·ac·ter··iz·es. To give a false or misleading 

character to:  mischaracterized the findings of the study.   —mis·charÙac·ter·i·zaù-
tion (-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

mis·chief (mVsùchVf) n.  1. Behavior that causes discomfiture or annoyance in 

another.  2. An inclination or a tendency to play pranks or cause embarrassment.  

3. One that causes minor trouble or disturbance:  The child was a mischief in 

school.  4. Damage, destruction, or injury caused by a specific person or thing:  

The broken window was the mischief of vandals.  5. The state or quality of being 

mischievous.  [Middle English mischef, from Old French meschief, misfortune, 

from meschever, to end badly  : mes-, badly; see MIS-1 + chever, to happen, come to 

an end (from Vulgar Latin *cap7re, to come to a head, from *capum, head, from 

Latin caput); see kaput- in Appendix.]

mis·chief-mak·er (mVsùchVf-m7ÙkNr) n.  One who causes mischief, especially 

one who makes trouble by spreading gossip.   —misùchief-makÙing n. 

mis·chie·vous (mVsùchN-vNs) adj.  1. Causing mischief.  2. Playful in a naughty 

or teasing way.  See Synonyms at playful.  3. Troublesome; irritating:  a mischie-

vous prank.  4. Causing harm, injury, or damage:  mischievous rumors and false-

hoods.  [Middle English mischevous, from mischef, mischief. See MISCHIEF.] 
—misùchie·vous·ly adv.  —misùchie·vous·ness n. 

mis·ci·ble (mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Chemistry. That can be mixed in all proportions. 

Used of liquids.  [Medieval Latin miscibilis, from Latin miscKre, to mix. See meik- 
in Appendix.] —misÙci·bilùi·ty n. 

mis·clas·si·fy (mVs-kl4sùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. mis·clas·si·fied, mis·clas·si·fy·ing, 
mis·clas·si·fies. To classify incorrectly.   —mis·clasÙsi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) 

n. 



mis·com·mu·ni·ca·tion (mVsÙkN-myuÙnV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. Lack of clear or 

adequate communication.  2. An unclear or inadequate communication. 

mis·con·ceive (mVsÙkNn-sKvù) v.  tr. mis·con·ceived, mis·con·ceiv·ing, 
mis·con·ceives. To interpret incorrectly; misunderstand.   —misÙcon·ceivùer 
n. 

mis·con·cep·tion (mVsÙkNn-sHpùshNn) n.  A mistaken thought, idea, or notion; 

a misunderstanding:  had many misconceptions about the new tax program. 

mis·con·duct (mVs-kmnùdƒkt) n.  1. a. Behavior not conforming to prevailing 

standards or laws; impropriety.  b. The act or an instance of adultery.   

2. Dishonest or bad management, especially by persons entrusted or engaged to 

act on another’s behalf.  3. Deliberate wrongdoing, especially by government or 

military officials.   —  v.  tr. mis·con·duct·ed, mis·con·duct·ing, 
mis·con·ducts (mVsÙkNn-dƒktù). 1. To mismanage.  2. To behave (oneself) 

improperly. 

mis·con·struc·tion (mVsÙkNn-strƒkùshNn) n.  1. An inaccurate explanation, 

interpretation, or report; a misunderstanding.  2. Grammar. A faulty construc-

tion, especially of a sentence or clause. 

mis·con·strue (mVsÙkNn-struù) v.  tr. mis·con·strued, mis·con·stru·ing, 
mis·con·strues. To mistake the meaning of; misinterpret. 

mis·count (mVs-kountù) v.  mis·count·ed, mis·count·ing, mis·counts.  —  
v.  tr. To count (something) incorrectly; miscalculate.   —  v.  intr. To make an 

incorrect count.   —  n.  (mVsùkountÙ) An inaccurate count. 

mis·cre·ant (mVsùkrK-Nnt) n.  1. An evildoer; a villain.  2. An infidel; a heretic.  

[Middle English miscreaunt, heretic, from Old French mescreant, present partici-

ple of mescroire, to disbelieve  : mes-, wrongly, not; see MIS-1 + croire, to believe 

(from Latin crKdere); see kerd- in Appendix.] —misùcre·ant adj. 

mis·cre·ate (mVsÙkrK-7tù) v.  tr. mis·cre·at·ed, mis·cre·at·ing, mis·cre·ates. 
To make or shape badly.   —  adj.  (mVsùkrK-Vt, -7tÙ) Formed unnaturally; mis-

shapen or deformed.   —misÙcre·aùtion n. 

mis·cue (mVs-kyuù) n.  1. Games. A stroke in billiards that misses or just 

brushes the ball because of a slip of the cue.  2. A mistake.   —  v.  intr. mis·cued, 
mis·cu·ing, mis·cues. 1. To make a miscue.  2. To miss a stage cue. 

mis·date (mVs-d7tù) v.  tr. mis··dat·ed, mis··dat·ing, mis··dates. To date (a 

document or an event, for example) inaccurately.   —  n.  An inaccurate date. 

mis·deal (mVs-dKlù) v.  mis·dealt (-dHltù), mis·deal·ing, mis·deals. Games.  
—  v.  tr. To deal (cards) incorrectly.   —  v.  intr. To deal cards incorrectly.   
—misùdealÙ n.  —mis·dealùer n. 

mis·deed (mVs-dKdù) n.  A wrong or illegal deed; a wrongdoing. 

mis·de·mean·ant (mVsÙdV-mKùnNnt) n.  Law. One who has been convicted of a 

misdemeanor. 



mis·de·mean·or (mVsÙdV-mKùnNr) n.  1. A misdeed.  2. Law. An offense less 

serious than a felony. 

mis·de·mean·our (mVsÙdV-mKùnNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of misde-
meanor. 

mis·de·scribe (mVsÙdV-skrXbù) v.  tr. mis·de··scribed, mis·de··scrib·ing, 
mis·de··scribes. To describe wrongly or falsely.   —misÙde·scripùtion (-

skrVpùshNn) n. 

mis·di·ag·nose (mVs-dXùNg-nosÙ, -nozÙ) v.  tr. mis·di·ag·nosed, 
mis·di·ag·nos·ing, mis·di·ag·nos·es. To diagnose incorrectly. 

mis·di·ag·no·sis (mVs-dXÙNg-noùsVs) n.  pl. mis·di·ag·no·ses (-sKz). An incor-

rect diagnosis. 

mis·di·al (mVs-dXùNl) v.  tr. intr. mis·di··aled or mis·di··alled, mis·di··al·ing or 

mis·di··al·ling, mis·di··als or mis·di··als. To dial or be dialed incorrectly.   
—misùdiÙal n. 

mis·did (mVs-dVdù) v.  Past tense of misdo. 
mis·di·rect (mVsÙdV-rHktù, -dX-) v.  tr. mis·di·rect·ed, mis·di·rect·ing, 
mis·di·rects. 1. To aim (a blow or projectile, for example) badly.  2. To give 

wrong instructions or directions to.  3. To put a wrong address on (a piece of 

mail). 

mis·di·rec·tion (mVsÙdV-rHkùshNn, -dX-) n.  1. Inaccurate aim.  2. Incorrect 

instructions or directions.  3. Law. An error made by a judge in charging a jury. 

mis·do (mVs-duù) v.  tr. mis·did (-dVdù), mis·done (-dƒnù), mis·do·ing, 
mis·does (-dƒzù). To do wrongly or awkwardly; botch.   —mis·doùer n.  

—mis·doùing n. 

mis·doubt (mVs-doutù) v.  tr. mis·doubt·ed, mis·doubt·ing, mis·doubts. 
To feel doubt or distrust about. 

mis·ed·u·cate (mVs-HjùN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. mis·ed·u··cat·ed, mis·ed·u··cat·ing, 
mis·ed·u··cates. To educate improperly.   —misÙed·u·caùtion n. 

mise en scène (mKzÙ äN sHnù) n.  pl. mise en scènes (sHnù). 1. a. The 

arrangement of performers and properties on a stage for a theatrical production.  

b. A stage setting.   2. Physical environment; surroundings.  [French, putting on 

stage  : mise, putting + en, on + scène, stage.]

mi·ser (mXùzNr) n.  1. One who lives very meagerly in order to hoard money.  

2. A greedy or avaricious person.  [From Latin, wretched.]

mis·er·a·ble (mVzùNr-N-bNl, mVzùrN-) adj.  1. Very uncomfortable or unhappy; 

wretched.  2. Causing or accompanied by great discomfort or distress:  a misera-

ble climate.  3. Mean or shameful; contemptible:  a miserable trick.  4. Wretchedly 

inadequate:  lived in a miserable shack; fed the prisoners miserable rations.  5. Of 

poor quality; inferior:  miserable handicraft.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin miser7bilis, pitiable, from miser7rX, to pity, from miser, wretched.] 
—misùer·a·ble n.  —misùer·a·ble·ness n.  —misùer·a·bly adv. 



mis·e·re·re (mVzÙN-rârùK, -rîrùK) n.  1. Miserere. a. The 51st Psalm.  b. A musi-

cal setting of this psalm.   2. a. A prayer for mercy.  b. An expression of lamenta-

tion or complaint.   3.  See misericord (n., sense 2).  [Latin, have mercy, the first 

word of the psalm, imperative sing. of miserKrX, to feel pity, from miser, 

wretched.]

mis·er·i·cord  or mis·er·i·corde (mVzùNr-V-kôrdÙ, mV-zHrù-) n.  1. a. Relaxation 

of monastic rules, as a dispensation from fasting.  b. The room in a monastery 

used by monks who have been granted such a dispensation.   2. A bracket 

attached to the underside of a hinged seat in a church stall against which a stand-

ing person may lean.  Also called miserere 3. A narrow dagger used in medieval 

times to deliver the death stroke to a seriously wounded knight.  [Middle English, 

pity, from Old French, from Latin misericordia, from misericors, misericord-, mer-

ciful  : miserKrX, to feel pity; see MISERERE + cor, cord-, heart; see kerd- in Appen-

dix.]

WORD HISTORY: A dagger, a support for someone who is standing, and a spe-

cial monastic apartment are all called by the same name because, strangely

enough, they are all examples of mercy. The word misericord goes back to Latin

misericordia, “mercy,” derived from misericors, “merciful,” which is in turn de-

rived from miserKrX, “to pity,” and cor, “heart.” In Medieval Latin the word mise-

ricordia was used to denote various merciful things, and these senses were bor-

rowed into English. Misericordia referred to an apartment in a monastery where

certain relaxations of the monastic rule were permitted, especially those involving

food and drink. The word also designated a projection on the underside of a

hinged seat in a choir stall against which a standing person could lean, no doubt

a merciful thing during long services. Finally, misericordia was used for a dagger

with which the death stroke was administered to a seriously wounded knight.

mi·ser·ly (mXùzNr-lK) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a miser; avaricious, 

grasping, and penurious.  See Synonyms at stingy.  —miùser·li·ness n. 

mis·er·y (mVzùN-rK) n.  pl. mis·er·ies. 1. a. The state of suffering and want as a 

result of physical circumstances or extreme poverty.  b. Mental or emotional 

unhappiness or distress: “Our happiness or misery depends on our dispositions, and 

not on our circumstances” (Martha Washington).   2. A cause or source of suffer-

ing.  3. Informal. A physical ache or ailment.  [Middle English miserie, from Old 

French, from Latin miseria, from miser, wretched.]

mis·es·teem (mVsÙN-stKmù) v.  tr. mis·es·teemed, mis·es·teem·ing, 
mis·es·teems. To fail to regard with deserved esteem. 

mis·es·ti·mate (mVs-HsùtN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. mis·es·ti·mat·ed, mis·es·ti·mat·ing, 
mis·es·ti·mates. To estimate wrongly.   —mis·esùti·mate (-mVt) n.  

—mis·esÙti·maùtion n. 



mis·fea·sance (mVs-fKùzNns) n.  Law. Improper and unlawful execution of an 

act that in itself is lawful and proper.  [Anglo-Norman mesfesaunce, from mesfere, 

to do wrong  : mes-, wrongly (from Old French); see MIS-1 + fere, to do (from 

Latin facere); see dhK- in Appendix.]

mis·fea·sor (mVs-fKùzNr) n.  Law. One guilty of misfeasance.  [Anglo-Norman 

mesfesor, from mesfere, to do wrong. See MISFEASANCE.]

mis·file (mVs-fXlù) v.  tr. mis·filed, mis·fil·ing, mis·files. To file in the wrong 

place or order. 

mis·fire (mVs-fXrù) v.  intr. mis··fired, mis·fir·ing, mis·fires. 1. To fail to ignite 

when expected. Used of an internal-combustion engine.  2. To fail to discharge. 

Used of a firearm.  3. To fail to achieve an anticipated result:  a scheme that mis-

fired.   —misùfireÙ (mVsùfXrÙ, mVs-fXrù) n. 

mis·fit (mVsùfVtÙ, mVs-fVtù) n.  1. Something of the wrong size or shape for its 

purpose.  2. One who is unable to adjust to one’s environment or circumstances 

or is considered to be disturbingly different from others. 

mis·for·tune (mVs-fôrùchNn) n.  1. a. Bad fortune or ill luck.  b. The condition 

resulting from bad fortune or ill luck:  wanted to help those in misfortune.   2. A 

distressing occurrence: “Misfortunes are too apt to wear out Friendship” (Charlotte 

Charke).  

SYNONYMS: misfortune, adversity, mishap, mischance. These nouns all refer to

a state or an instance of ill fortune or bad luck. Misfortune, which applies most

broadly, often suggests the operation of distressing circumstances beyond the vic-

tim’s control: She had the misfortune to become gravely ill. Adversity frequently im-

plies continuing hardship or affliction: debt-ridden farmers struggling with adver-

sity. Both mishap and mischance connote slight or negligible incidents or

consequences: They arrived at their destination without any mishaps. By mischance

I dialed a wrong number.

mis·fu·el (mVs-fyuùNl) v.  tr. mis·fu··eled or mis·fu··elled, mis·fu··el·ing or 

mis·fu··el·ling, mis·fu··els or mis·fu··els. To provide (a motor vehicle) with 

inappropriate fuel, especially to provide with leaded gas when unleaded gas is 

required. 

mis·give (mVs-gVvù) v.  mis·gave (-g7vù), mis·giv·en (-gVvùNn), mis·giv·ing, 
mis·gives.  —  v.  tr. To arouse suspicion or apprehension in (one’s mind or 

heart, for example).   —  v.  intr. To be suspicious, apprehensive, or doubtful.  

[MIS-1 + GIVE, to suggest (obsolete).]

mis·giv·ing (mVs-gVvùVng) n.  A feeling of doubt, distrust, or apprehension.  See 

Synonyms at apprehension. See Synonyms at qualm. 



mis·gov·ern (mVs-gƒvùNrn) v.  tr. mis·gov·erned, mis·gov·ern·ing, 
mis·gov·erns. To govern inefficiently or badly.   —mis·govùern·ment n.  

—mis·govùer·nor n. 

mis·guide (mVs-gXdù) v.  tr. mis·guid·ed, mis·guid·ing, mis·guides. To lead 

or guide in the wrong direction; lead astray.   —mis·guidùance (-gXdùns) n.  

—mis·guidùer n. 

mis·guid·ed (mVs-gXùdVd) adj.  Based or acting on error; misled:  well-inten-

tioned but misguided efforts; misguided do-gooders.   —mis·guidùed·ly adv. 

mis·han·dle (mVs-h4nùdl) v.  tr. mis·han·dled, mis·han·dling, 
mis·han·dles. 1. To deal with clumsily or inefficiently; mismanage.  2. To treat 

roughly; maltreat. 

mis·hap (mVsùh4pÙ, mVs-h4pù) n.  1. Bad luck.  2. An unfortunate accident.  See 

Synonyms at misfortune. 
Mish·a·wa·ka (mVshÙN-wôùkN, -wmkùN)  A city of northern Indiana, an indus-

trial suburb of South Bend. Population, 42,608. 

mis·hear (mVs-hîrù) v.  tr. intr. mis·heard (-hûrdù), mis·hear·ing, mis·hears. 
To hear wrongly; misunderstand. 

mish·e·gaas  or mish·e·goss (mVshÙN-gäsù) n.  Slang. Variants of 

meshugaas. 
mis·hit (mVs-hVtù) v.  tr. mis·hit, mis·hit·ting, mis·hits. To hit (a tennis or 

cricket ball, for example) incorrectly or badly.   —misùhitÙ n. 

mish·mash (mVshùm4shÙ, -mäshÙ) n.  A collection or mixture of unrelated 

things; a hodgepodge.  [Middle English misse-masche, probably reduplication of 

mash, soft mixture. See MASH.]

Mish·nah also Mish·na (mVshùnN) n.  Judaism. 1. The first section of the Tal-

mud, being a collection of early oral interpretations of the scriptures as compiled 

about A.D. 200.  2. A paragraph from this section of the Talmud.  3. The teaching 

of a rabbi or other noted authority on Jewish laws.  [Rabbinical Hebrew mi≥nâ, 

repetition, instruction, from ≥7nâ, to repeat.] —Mish·naùic (mVsh-n7ùVk) adj. 

Mishnaic Hebrew (mVsh-n7ùVk hKùbru) n.  The Hebrew language as used 

from the fifth century B.C. to the late seventh century A.D.  Also called Rabbinic 

Hebrew 

mis·i·den·ti·fy (mVsÙX-dHnùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. mis·i·den·ti··fied, 
mis·i·den·ti··fy·ing, mis·i·den·ti··fies. To identify incorrectly.   
—misÙi·denÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

mis·im·pres·sion (mVsÙVm-prHshùNn) n.  A faulty or mistaken impression. 

mis·in·form (mVsÙVn-fôrmù) v.  tr. mis·in·formed, mis·in·form·ing, 
mis·in·forms. To provide with incorrect information.   —misÙin·formùant (-

fôrùmNnt), misÙin·formùer n.  —mis·inÙfor·maùtion n. 



mis·in·ter·pret (mVsÙVn-tûrùprVt) v.  tr. mis·in·ter·pret·ed, 
mis·in·ter·pret·ing, mis·in·ter·prets. 1. To interpret inaccurately.  2. To 

explain inaccurately.   —misÙin·terÙpre·taùtion n.  —misÙin·terùpret·er n. 

mis·join·der (mVs-joinùdNr) n.  Law. Improper joining of different causes of 

action or of different parties to a lawsuit. 

mis·judge (mVs-jƒjù) v.  mis·judged, mis·judg·ing, mis·judg·es.  —  v.  tr. 

To judge wrongly.   —  v.  intr. To be wrong in judging.   —mis·judgùment n. 

Mis·ki·to (mV-skKùto) n.  pl. Miskito or Mis·ki·tos. 1. A member of an Ameri-

can Indian people inhabiting the Caribbean coast of northeast Nicaragua and 

southeast Honduras.  2. The language of the Miskito.  Also called Mosquito 

mis·know (mVs-noù) v.  tr. mis·knew (-nuù, -nyuù), mis·known (-nonù), 
mis·know·ing, mis·knows. To misunderstand.   —mis·knowlùedge (-

nmlùVj) n. 

Mis·kolc (mVshùkôltsÙ)  A city of northeast Hungary northeast of Budapest. A 

major industrial center, it was invaded by Mongols in the 13th century, by Turks 

in the 16th and 17th centuries, and by German imperial forces in the 17th and 

18th centuries. Population, 211,645. 

mis·la·bel (mVs-l7ùbNl) v.  tr. mis·la·beled also mis·la·belled, mis·la·bel·ing 

also mis·la·bel·ling, mis·la·bels also mis·la·bels. To label inaccurately. 

mis·lay (mVs-l7ù) v.  tr. mis··laid (-l7dù), mis·lay·ing, mis·lays. 1. To put in a 

place that is afterward forgotten:  I have mislaid my hat.  2. To place or put down 

incorrectly:  They mislaid the linoleum.   —mis·layùer n. 

mis·lead (mVs-lKdù) v.  tr. mis··led (-lHdù), mis·lead·ing, mis·leads. 1. To 

lead in the wrong direction.  2. To lead into error of thought or action, especially 

by intentionally deceiving.  See Synonyms at deceive.  —mis·leadùer n. 

mis·lead·ing (mVs-lKùdVng) adj.  Tending to mislead.   —mis·leadùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: misleading, deceptive, delusive, delusory. These adjectives describe

what leads or tends to lead one into error or wrongdoing. Misleading, the least

specific, applies to something that inadvertently or deliberately guides one into

an erroneous or wrong path: a misleading similarity. Something deceptive causes

one to believe what is not true or fail to believe what is true; the term may or may

not imply intentional misrepresentation: deceptive calm. Delusive and delusory

both connote deception, sham, or fallaciousness: delusive expectations; a delusory

pleasure.

mis·led (mVs-lHdù) v.  Past tense and past participle of mislead. 
mis·like (mVs-lXkù) v.  tr. mis··liked, mis··lik·ing, mis··likes. 1. To disapprove 

of; dislike.  2. Archaic. To displease.   —  n.  Disapproval; dislike.  [Middle English 

misliken, from Old English mislXcian : mis-, ill; see MIS-1 + lXcian, to please; see 

LIKE
1.]



mis·man·age (mVs-m4nùVj) v.  tr. mis·man·aged, mis·man·ag·ing, 
mis·man·ag·es. To manage badly or carelessly.   —mis·manùage·ment n. 

mis·match (mVs-m4chù) v.  tr. mis·matched, mis·match·ing, 
mis·match·es. To match unsuitably or inaccurately.   —misùmatchÙ 
(mVsùm4chÙ, mVs-m4chù) n. 

mis·mate (mVs-m7tù) v.  tr. mis·mat·ed, mis·mat·ing, mis·mates. To mate 

or match unsuitably. 

mis·name (mVs-n7mù) v.  tr. mis·named, mis·nam·ing, mis·names. To call 

by a wrong name. 

mis·no·mer (mVs-noùmNr) n.  1. An error in naming a person or place.  

2. a. Application of a wrong name.  b. A name wrongly or unsuitably applied to 

a person or an object.   [Middle English misnoumer, from Old French mesnomer, 

to misname  : mes-, wrongly; see MIS-1 + nommer, to name (from Latin nomin7re, 

from nomen, name); see np-men- in Appendix.] —mis·noùmered adj. 

mi·so (mKùso) n.  pl. mi·sos. A thick fermented paste made by grinding together 

cooked soybeans, rice or barley, and salt and used especially in making soups and 

sauces.  [Japanese.]

miso-  or mis- pref.  Hatred:  misogamy.  [Greek, from misein, to hate, and misos, 

hatred.]

mi·sog·a·my (mV-smgùN-mK) n.  Hatred of marriage.   —misÙo·gamùic (mVsÙN-

g4mùVk) adj.  —mis·ogùa·mist n. 

mi·sog·y·nist (mV-smjùN-nVst) n.  One who hates women.   —  adj.  Of or char-

acterized by a hatred of women. 

mi·sog·y·nis·tic (mV-smjÙN-nVsùtVk) also mi·sog·y·nous (-smjùN-nNs) adj.  Of or 

characterized by a hatred of women. 

mi·sog·y·ny (mV-smjùN-nK) n.  Hatred of women: “Every organized patriarchal 

religion works overtime to contribute its own brand of misogyny” (Robin Morgan).  

[Greek misogunia : miso-, miso- + gunK, woman; see -GYNY.] —misÙo·gynùic 
(mVsÙN-jVnùVk, -gXùnVk) adj. 

mi·sol·o·gy (mV-smlùN-jK) n.  Hatred of reason, argument, or enlightenment.   
—mi·solùo·gist n. 

mis·o·ne·ism (mVsÙN-nKùVzÙNm) n.  Hatred or fear of change or innovation.  

[Italian misoneismo : Greek miso-, miso- + Greek neos, new; see newo- in 

Appendix.] —misÙo·neùist n. 

mis·o·ri·ent (mVs-ôrùK-Nnt, -HntÙ, -orù-) v.  tr. mis·o·ri·ent·ed, 
mis·o·ri·ent·ing, mis·o·ri·ents. To orient incorrectly or inappropriately.   
—mis·oÙri·en·taùtion n. 

mis·per·ceive (mVsÙpNr-sKvù) v.  tr. mis·per·ceived, mis·per·ceiv·ing, 
mis·per·ceives. To perceive incorrectly; misunderstand.   —misÙper·cepùtion 
(-sHpùshNn) n. 

mis·pick·el (mVsùpVkÙNl) n.  See arsenopyrite.  [German.]



mis·place (mVs-pl7sù) v.  tr. mis·placed, mis·plac·ing, mis·plac·es. 1. a. To 

put into a wrong place:  misplace punctuation in a sentence.  b. To mislay:  I have 

misplaced my wallet.   2. To bestow (confidence, for example) on an improper, 

unsuitable, or unworthy person or idea.   —mis·placeùment n. 

mis·placed modifier (mVsùpl7stÙ mmdùN-fXÙNr) n.  A modifying clause or 

phrase placed so awkwardly as to create ambiguity or misunderstanding. For 

example, in Streaking through the sky, we watched the rocket reenter the atmosphere, 

the phrase Streaking through the sky is misplaced. 

mis·play (mVs-pl7ù, mVsùpl7Ù) n.  Sports & Games. A mistaken play.   —  v.  tr. 

mis·played, mis·play·ing, mis·plays (mVs-pl7ù). To make a misplay of. 

mis·print (mVs-prVntù) v.  tr. mis·print·ed, mis·print·ing, mis·prints. To 

print incorrectly.   —  n.  (mVsùprVntÙ, mVs-prVntù) An error in printing. 

mis·pri·sion1 (mVs-prVzhùNn) n.  Law. 1. Maladministration of public office.  

2. Neglect in preventing or reporting a felony or treason by one not an accessory.  

3. An act of sedition against a government or the courts.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman, variant of Old French mesprison, from mespris, past participle of 

mesprendre, to make a mistake  : mes-, wrongly; see MIS-1 + prendre, to take, seize 

(from Latin prehendere, prendere); see ghend- in Appendix.]

mis·pri·sion2 (mVs-prVzhùNn) n.  Contempt; disdain.  [mispris(e) (variant of 

MISPRIZE) + -ION.]

mis·prize (mVs-prXzù) v.  tr. mis·prized, mis·priz·ing, mis·priz·es. 1. To 

despise.  2. To undervalue.   —mis·prizùer n. 

mis·pro·nounce (mVsÙprN-nounsù) v.  mis·pro·nounced, 
mis·pro·nounc·ing, mis·pro·nounc·es.  —  v.  tr. To pronounce badly or 

incorrectly.   —  v.  intr. To make a poor pronunciation.   —mis-
Ùpro·nunÙci·aùtion (-nƒnÙsK-7ùshNn) n. 

mis·quote (mVs-kwotù) v.  tr. mis·quot·ed, mis·quot·ing, mis·quotes. To 

quote incorrectly.   —misÙquo·taùtion (-kwo-t7ùshNn) n.  —mis·quotùer n. 

mis·read (mVs-rKdù) v.  tr. mis·read (-rHdù), mis·read·ing, mis·reads. 1. To 

read inaccurately.  2. To misinterpret or misunderstand:  misread our friendly con-

cern as prying. 

mis·reck·on (mVs-rHkùNn) v.  mis·reck·oned, mis·reck·on·ing, 
mis·reck·ons.  —  v.  tr. To reckon incorrectly; miscalculate.   —  v.  intr. To 

engage in incorrect reckoning or miscalculation. 

mis·re·mem·ber (mVsÙrV-mHmùbNr) v.  tr. mis·re·mem·bered, 
mis·re·mem·ber·ing, mis·re·mem·bers. To remember incorrectly. 

mis·re·port (mVsÙrV-pôrtù -portù) v.  tr. mis·re·port·ed, mis·re·port·ing, 
mis·re·ports. To report mistakenly or falsely.   —  n.  An inaccurate or wrong 

report.   —misÙre·portùer n. 

mis·rep·re·sent (mVs-rHpÙrV-zHntù) v.  tr. mis·rep·re·sent·ed, 
mis·rep·re·sent·ing, mis·rep·re·sents. 1. To give an incorrect or misleading 



representation of.  2. To serve incorrectly or dishonestly as an official representa-

tive of.   —mis·repÙre·sen·taùtion n.  —mis·repÙre·senùta·tive (-zHnùtN-tVv) 

adj.  —mis·repÙre·sentùer n. 

mis·rule (mVs-rulù) n.  1. Disorder or lawless confusion.  2. Inept or unwise 

rule; misgovernment.   —  v.  tr. mis·ruled, mis·rul·ing, mis·rules. To rule 

ineptly, unjustly, or unwisely; misgovern. 

miss1 (mVs) v.  missed, miss·ing, miss·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fail to hit, reach, 

catch, meet, or otherwise make contact with.  2. To fail to perceive, understand, 

or experience:  completely missed the point of the film.  3. To fail to accomplish, 

achieve, or attain (a goal).  4. To fail to attend or perform:  never missed a day of 

work.  5. a. To leave out; omit.  b. To let go by; let slip:  miss a chance.   6. To 

escape or avoid:  narrowly missed crashing into the tree.  7. To discover the absence 

or loss of:  I missed my book after getting off the bus without it.  8. To feel the lack 

or loss of:  Do you miss your family?   —  v.  intr. 1. To fail to hit or otherwise 

make contact with something:  fired the final shot and missed again.  2. a. To be 

unsuccessful; fail.  b. To misfire, as an internal-combustion engine.    —  n.  1. A 

failure to hit, succeed, or find.  2. The misfiring of an engine.   —idioms. miss 
fire. 1. To fail to discharge. Used of a firearm.  2. To fail to achieve the antici-

pated result.  miss out on. To lose a chance for:  missed out on the promotion.  

miss the boat. Informal. 4. To fail to avail oneself of an opportunity.  5. To fail 

to understand.  [Middle English missen, from Old English missan. See mei-1 in 

Appendix.]

miss2 (mVs) n.  1. Miss. Used as a courtesy title before the surname or full name 

of a girl or single woman.  See Usage Note at Ms.  2. Used as a form of polite 

address for a girl or young woman:  I beg your pardon, miss.  3. A young unmar-

ried woman.  4. Miss. Used as a prefix to the name of that which a usually young 

woman is held to represent:  She’s Miss Personality.  5. mis·ses. A series of cloth-

ing sizes for women and girls of average height and proportions.  [Short for MIS-

TRESS.]

Miss. abbr.  Mississippi. 

mis·sa cantata (mVsùN kNn-täùtN) n.  A Mass in which certain parts are sung 

but which is ceremonially less elaborate than a High Mass.  [New Latin missa 

cant7ta : Late Latin missa, Mass + Latin cant7ta, sung.]

mis·sal (mVsùNl) n.  1. Roman Catholic Church. A book containing all the prayers 

and responses necessary for celebrating the Mass throughout the year.  2. A 

prayer book.  [Middle English messel, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

miss7le, from neuter of miss7lis, of the Mass, from Late Latin missa, Mass. See 

MASS.]

mis·sel thrush (mVsùNl thrƒsh) n.  Variant of mistle thrush. 



mis·sense (mVsùsHnsÙ) n.  Genetics. A section within a strand of messenger RNA 

containing a codon altered through mutation so that it codes for a different 

amino acid. 

missense mutation (mVsùsHnsÙ myu-t7ùshNn) n.  Genetics. A mutation that 

changes a codon for one amino acid into a codon for a different amino acid.  

[MIS-1 + (NON)SENSE.]

mis·shape (mVs-sh7pù) v.  tr. mis·shaped or mis·shap·en (-sh7ùpNn), 
mis·shap·ing, mis·shapes. To shape badly; deform.   —mis·shapùen·ly adv.  

—mis·shapùer n. 

mis·sile (mVsùNl, -XlÙ) n.  1. An object or a weapon that is fired, thrown, dropped, 

or otherwise projected at a target; a projectile.  2. A guided missile.  3. A ballistic 

missile.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  missile technol-

ogy; a missile silo.  [Latin, from neuter of missilis, able to be thrown, from missus, 

past participle of mittere, to let go, throw.]

mis·sile·ry also mis·sil·ry (mVsùNl-rK) n.  1. The science and technology of mak-

ing and using guided or ballistic missiles.  2. Missiles considered as a group. 

miss·ing (mVsùVng) adj.  1. a. Not present; absent.  b. Lost:  a missing person; sol-

diers missing in action.   2. Lacking; wanting:  This book has 12 missing pages. 

missing link (mVsùVng lVngk) n.  1. A theoretical primate postulated to bridge 

the evolutionary gap between the anthropoid apes and human beings.  

2. Something lacking that is needed to complete a series. 

mis·sion (mVshùNn) n.  1. a. A body of persons sent to conduct negotiations or 

establish relations with a foreign country.  b. The business with which such a 

body of persons is charged.  c. A permanent diplomatic office abroad.  d. A body 

of experts or dignitaries sent to a foreign country.   2. a. A body of persons sent 

to a foreign land by a religious organization, especially a Christian organization, 

to spread its faith or provide educational, medical, and other assistance.  b. A 

mission established abroad.  c. The district assigned to a mission worker.  d. A 

building or compound housing a mission.  e. An organization for carrying on 

missionary work in a territory.  f. missions. Missionary duty or work.   3. A 

Christian church or congregation with no cleric of its own that depends for sup-

port on a larger religious organization.  4. A series of special Christian services 

for purposes of proselytizing.  5. A welfare or educational organization estab-

lished for the needy people of a district.  6. a. A special assignment given to a 

person or group:  an agent on a secret mission.  b. A combat operation assigned to 

a person or military unit.  c. An aerospace operation intended to carry out spe-

cific program objectives:  a mission to Mars.   7. An inner calling to pursue an 

activity or perform a service; a vocation.   —  v.  tr. mis·sioned, mis·sion·ing, 
mis·sions. 1. To send on a mission.  2. To organize or establish a religious mis-

sion among or in.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a mission.  2. Of or relating to a 

style of architecture or furniture used in the early Spanish missions of California.  



3.  Often Mission. Of, relating to, or having the distinctive qualities of an early 

20th-century style of plain, heavy, dark-stained wood furniture.  [French, from 

Old French, from Latin missio, mission-, from missus, past participle of mittere, to 

send off.] —misùsion·al adj. 

Mission  A city of southern Texas near the Rio Grande west-northwest of 

Brownsville. It is a distribution center in an oil and farm region. Population, 

28,653. 

mis·sion·ar·y (mVshùN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. mis·sion·ar·ies. 1. One who is sent on a 

mission, especially one sent to do religious or charitable work in a territory or for-

eign country.  2. One who attempts to persuade or convert others to a particular 

program, doctrine, or set of principles; a propagandist.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating 

to missions or missionaries.  2. Engaged in the activities of a mission or mission-

ary.  3. Tending to propagandize or use insistent persuasion:  missionary fervor. 

missionary position (mVshùN-nHrÙK pN-zVshùNn) n.  A position for sexual 

intercourse in which a woman and man lie facing each other, with the woman on 

the bottom and the man on the top. 

Mis·sion·ar·y Ridge (mVshùN-nHrÙK rVj)  A range of hills in southeast Tennes-

see and northwest Georgia. It was the site of an important Union victory 

(November 25, 1863) in the Civil War. 

mis·sion·er (mVshùN-nNr) n.  A missionary. 

mis·sion·ize (mVshùN-nXzÙ) v.  mis·sion·ized, mis·sion·iz·ing, 
mis·sion·iz·es.  —  v.  intr. To do missionary work.   —  v.  tr. 1. To perform 

missionary work in or among.  2. To bring under the influence or control of a 

mission: “Eastern Apaches in what is now Texas were even missionized—briefly—in 

the eighteenth century” (William Brandon). 

Mission Vi·e·jo (mVshùNn vK-7ùho)  A community of southern California 

southeast of Irvine. It is mainly residential. Population, 72,820. 

mis·sis  or mis·sus (mVsùVz, -Vs) n.  Informal. 1. The mistress of a household.  

2. Used as a term of reference by a man of his wife.  [Alteration of MISTRESS.]

Mis·sis·sau·ga (mVsÙV-sôùgN)  A town of southern Ontario, Canada, a suburb 

of Toronto on Lake Ontario. Population, 315,056. 

Mis·sis·sip·pi (mVsÙV-sVpùK) Abbr. MS, Miss.  A state of the southeast United 

States. It was admitted as the 20th state in 1817. The first settlers in the region 

(1699) were French, and the area became part of Louisiana. It passed to the Brit-

ish (1763-1779) and then to the Spanish before being ceded to the United States 

in 1783. The Mississippi Territory, organized in 1798 and enlarged in 1804 and 

1813, also included the present state of Alabama. Jackson is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 2,586,443. 

Mis·sis·sip·pi·an (mVsÙV-sVpùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the state or resi-

dents of Mississippi or the Mississippi River.  2. Of, belonging to, or being the 

geologic time, system of rocks, and sedimentary deposits of the fifth period of the 



Paleozoic Era, characterized by the submergence of extensive land areas under 

shallow seas.   —  n.  1. A native or resident of Mississippi.  2. The Mississippian 

Period.  Also called Lower Carboniferous 

Mississippi River (mVsÙV-sVpùK rVvùNr)  The chief river of the United States, ris-

ing in the lake region of northern Minnesota and flowing about 3,781 km (2,350 

mi) generally southward to enter the Gulf of Mexico through a huge delta in 

southeast Louisiana. Probably discovered by Hernando de Soto in 1541, it was 

explored by Jacques Marquette and Louis Jolliet in 1673. La Salle claimed the 

entire region for France after he descended to the river’s mouth in 1682. 

Mississippi Sound (mVsÙV-sVpùK sound)  An arm of the Gulf of Mexico bor-

dering on southeast Louisiana, southern Mississippi, southwest Alabama, and a 

chain of small offshore islands. It is part of the Intracoastal Waterway. 

mis·sive (mVsùVv) n.  A written message; a letter.  See Synonyms at letter.  [From 

Middle English (letter) missive, (letter) sent (by superior authority), from Medi-

eval Latin (littere) missXve, feminine pl. of missXvus, sent, from Latin missus, past 

participle of mittere, to send.]

Mis·sou·la (mV-zuùlN)  A city of western Montana west-northwest of Helena. It 

is a processing and trade center in a farming and lumbering region and the seat of 

the University of Montana (founded 1893). Population, 42,918. 

Mis·sou·ri1 (mV-ztrùK) n.  pl. Missouri or Mis·sou·ris. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people formerly inhabiting north-central Missouri, with present-day descen-

dants living with the Oto in north-central Oklahoma.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Siouan language of the Missouri.  [French, from Illinois ouemes-

sourita, those that have dugout canoes.]

Mis·sou·ri2 (mV-ztrùK, -ztrùN) Abbr. MO, Mo.  A state of the central United 

States. It was admitted as the 24th state in 1821. Under Spanish control from 1762 

to 1800, the area passed to the United States through the Louisiana Purchase of 

1803. Organized as a territory in 1812, Missouri’s application for admission as a 

slaveholding state in 1817 sparked a bitter controversy over the question of 

extending slavery into new territories. The Missouri Compromise of 1820 pro-

vided for the admission of Maine as a free state and Missouri as a slave state in the 

following year. Jefferson City is the capital and St. Louis the largest city. Popula-

tion, 5,137,804.   —Mis·souùri·an adj.  & n. 

Missouri City (mV-ztrùK sVtùK)  A city of southeast Texas, a suburb of Hous-

ton. Population, 36,176. 

Missouri River (mV-ztrùK rVvùNr)  A river of the United States rising in the 

Rocky Mountains as various headstreams that join to form the Missouri proper in 

southwest Montana. The longest river in the United States, it flows about 4,127 

km (2,565 mi) in a meandering course to the Mississippi River north of St. Louis, 

Missouri. French explorers first reached the river in the late 17th century, and 

Lewis and Clark followed it on their journey westward (1804-1806). 



mis·speak (mVs-spKkù) v.  mis·spoke (-spokù), mis·spo·ken (-spoùkNn), 
mis·speak·ing, mis·speaks.  —  v.  tr. To speak or pronounce incorrectly:  The 

lead actor mispoke his lines.   —  v.  intr. To speak mistakenly, inappropriately, or 

rashly. 

mis·spell (mVs-spHlù) v.  tr. mis·spelled or mis·spelt (-spHltù), mis·spell·ing, 
mis·spells. To spell incorrectly. 

mis·spell·ing (mVs-spHlùVng) n.  1. The act or an instance of spelling incor-

rectly.  2. A word spelled incorrectly. 

mis·spelt (mVs-spHltù) v.  A past tense and a past participle of misspell. 
mis·spend (mVs-spHndù) v.  tr. mis·spent (-spHntù), mis·spend·ing, 
mis·spends. To spend improperly or extravagantly; squander:  misspent the 

funds; misspent their youth. 

mis·spoke (mVs-spokù) v.  Past tense of misspeak. 
mis·spo·ken (mVs-spoùkNn) v.  Past participle of misspeak. 
mis·state (mVs-st7tù) v.  tr. mis·stat·ed, mis·stat·ing, mis·states. To state 

wrongly or falsely.   —mis·stateùment n. 

mis·step (mVs-stHpù) n.  1. A misplaced or awkward step.  2. An instance of 

wrong or improper conduct; a blunder. 

mis·sus (mVsùVz, -Vs) n.  Variant of missis. 
miss·y (mVsùK) n.  pl. miss··ies. Informal. Used as a familiar term of address for a 

young woman or girl. 

mist (mVst) n.  1. A mass of fine droplets of water in the atmosphere near or in 

contact with the earth.  2. Water vapor condensed on and clouding the appear-

ance of a surface.  3. Fine drops of a liquid, such as water, perfume, or medica-

tion, sprayed into the air.  4. A suspension of fine drops of a liquid in a gas.  

5. Something that dims or conceals.  6. A haze before the eyes that blurs the 

vision.  7. Something that produces or gives the impression of dimness or obscu-

rity:  the mists of the past.  8. A drink consisting of a liquor served over cracked 

ice.   —  v.  mist·ed, mist·ing, mists.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become obscured 

or blurred by or as if by mist.  2. To rain in a fine shower.   —  v.  tr. 1. To conceal 

or veil as if with mist.  2. To moisturize (plants or dry air, for example) with a fine 

spray of water.  [Middle English, from Old English. See meigh- in Appendix.]

mis·tak·a·ble (mV-st7ùkN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being mistaken or misunder-

stood:  mistakable signals.   —mis·takùa·bly adv. 

mis·take (mV-st7kù) n.  1. An error or a fault resulting from defective judgment, 

deficient knowledge, or carelessness.  2. A misconception or misunderstanding.  

See Synonyms at error.   —  v.  mis·took (mV-sttkù), mis·tak·en (mV-st7ùkNn), 
mis·tak·ing, mis·takes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To understand wrongly; misinterpret:  

mistook my politeness for friendliness.  2. To recognize or identify incorrectly:  He 

mistook her for her sister.   —  v.  intr. To make a mistake; err.  [From Middle 



English mistaken, to misunderstand, from Old Norse mistaka, to take in error  : 

mis-, wrongly; see mei-1 in Appendix + taka, to take.] —mis·takùer n. 

mis·tak·en (mV-st7ùkNn) v.  Past participle of mistake.  —  adj.  1. Wrong or 

incorrect in opinion, understanding, or perception.  2. Based on error; wrong:  a 

mistaken view of the situation.   —mis·takùen·ly adv. 

Mis·tas·si·ni (mVsÙtN-sKùnK), Lake. A lake of south-central Quebec, Canada, 

draining westward into James Bay by way of the Rupert River. 

Mis·ter (mVsùtNr) n.  Abbr. Mr. 1. Used as a courtesy title before the surname, 

full name, or professional title of a man, usually written in its abbreviated form:  

Mr. Jones; Mr. Secretary.  2. Used as the official term of address for certain U.S. 

military personnel, such as warrant officers.  3. mister. Informal. Used as a form 

of address for a man:  Watch your step, mister.  4. Informal. Used as a term of ref-

erence by a woman of her husband.  [Alteration of MASTER.]

Mister Char·lie (mVsùtNr chärùlK) n.  Offensive Slang. Variant of Mr. Charlie. 
mist·flow·er (mVstùflouÙNr) n.  A perennial plant (Eupatorium coelestinum) of 

the southeast and central United States, having corymbs of small blue flowers. 

Mis·ti (mKùstK), El. See El Misti. 
mis·time (mVs-tXmù) v.  tr. mis·timed, mis·tim·ing, mis·times. To time inac-

curately or inappropriately; misjudge the timing of:  The basketball team mistimed 

the final play and lost the game. 

mis·tle thrush also mis·sel thrush (mVsùNl thrƒsh) n.  A European thrush 

(Turdus viscivorus) that feeds on berries, especially those of mistletoe.  [From 

obsolete missel, mistletoe, from Middle English mistel, from Old English. See MIS-

TLETOE.]

mis·tle·toe (mVsùNl-toÙ) n.  1. A Eurasian parasitic shrub (Viscum album) hav-

ing leathery evergreen leaves and waxy white berries.  2. Any of several American 

parasitic shrubs, such as Phoradendron flavescens of eastern North America.  3. A 

sprig of mistletoe, often used as a Christmas decoration.  [Middle English mis-

telto, back-formation from Old English mistelt7n (t7n, taken for pl. of t7, toe) : 

mistel, mistletoe; see meigh- in Appendix + t7n, twig.]

mistletoe cactus (mVsùNl-toÙ k4kùtNs) n.  A leafless, epiphytic tropical Ameri-

can cactus (Rhipsalis baccifera). 

mis·took (mV-sttkù) v.  Past tense of mistake. 
mis·tral (mVsùtrNl, mV-strälù) n.  A dry, cold northerly wind that blows in squalls 

toward the Mediterranean coast of southern France.  [French, from Provençal 

maestral, from Old Provençal, from Late Latin magistr7lis, of a master, from mag-

ister, master. See meg- in Appendix.]

Mis·tral (mV-strälù, mK-), Frédéric. 1830-1914.  French writer and leader in the 

revival of Provençal as a literary language. He shared the 1904 Nobel Prize for lit-

erature. 



Mis·tral (mV-strälù, mK-), Gabriela. Pen name of Lucila Godoy Alcayaga. 1889-

1957.  Chilean poet whose works include Sonnets of Death (1914) and Tala 

(1938). She won the 1945 Nobel Prize for literature. 

mis·trans·late (mVsÙtr4ns-l7tù, -tr4nz-, mVs-tr4nsùl7tÙ, -tr4nzù-) v.  tr. 

mis·trans·lat·ed, mis·trans·lat·ing, mis·trans·lates. To translate incorrectly.   
—misÙtrans·laùtion n. 

mis·treat (mVs-trKtù) v.  tr. mis·treat·ed, mis·treat·ing, mis·treats. To treat 

roughly or wrongly; abuse.  See Synonyms at abuse.  —mis·treatùment n. 

mis·tress (mVsùtrVs) n.  1. A woman in a position of authority, control, or own-

ership, as the head of a household: “Thirteen years had seen her mistress of 

Kellynch Hall” (Jane Austen).  2. A woman owner of an animal or a slave.  3. A 

woman with ultimate control over something:  the mistress of her own mind.  

4. a. A nation or country that has supremacy over others:  Great Britain, once the 

mistress of the seas.  b. Something personified as female that directs or reigns: “my 

mistress... the open road” (Robert Louis Stevenson).   5. A woman who has mas-

tered a skill or a branch of learning:  a mistress of the culinary art.  6. A woman 

who has a continuing sexual relationship with a usually married man who is not 

her husband and from whom she generally receives material support.  

7. Mistress. Used formerly as a courtesy title when speaking to or of a woman.  

8. Chiefly British. A woman schoolteacher.  [Middle English maistresse, from Old 

French, feminine of maistre, master, from Latin magister. See MASTER.]

mis·tri·al (mVs-trXùNl, -trXlù) n.  Law. 1. A trial that becomes invalid because of 

basic prejudicial error in procedure.  2. An inconclusive trial, as one in which the 

jurors fail to agree on a verdict. 

mis·trust (mVs-trƒstù) n.  Lack of trust or confidence arising from suspicion.  

See Synonyms at uncertainty.   —  v.  mis·trust·ed, mis·trust·ing, 
mis·trusts.  —  v.  tr. To regard without trust or confidence.   —  v.  intr. To be 

wary, suspicious, or doubtful.   —mis·trustùful adj.  —mis·trustùful·ly adv.  

—mis·trustùful·ness n. 

mist·y (mVsùtK) adj.  mist·i·er, mist·i·est. 1. Consisting of or marked by mist:  a 

misty rain; a misty night.  2. Obscured or clouded by or as if by mist:  far-off, 

misty mountains.  3. a. Vague; hazy:  a misty recollection of a dream.  b. Full of 

tender emotion; sentimental:  a love story that left us feeling misty and sad.    
—mistùi·ly adv.  —mistùi·ness n. 

mist·y-eyed (mVsùtK-XdÙ) adj.  1. Having the eyes blurred, as with tears.  

2. Having a sentimental or dreamy quality:  a misty-eyed view of the past. 

mis·un·der·stand (mVsÙ-ƒn-dNr-st4ndù) v.  tr. mis·un·der·stood (-sttdù), 
mis·un·der·stand·ing, mis·un·der·stands. To understand incorrectly; misin-

terpret. 

mis·un·der·stand·ing (mVsÙ-ƒn-dNr-st4nùdVng) n.  1. A failure to understand 

or interpret correctly.  2. A disagreement or quarrel. 



mis·un·der·stood (mVsÙƒn-dNr-sttdù) v.  Past tense and past participle of 

misunderstand.  —  adj.  1. Incorrectly understood or interpreted.  2. Not 

appreciated or given sympathetic understanding:  a sorely misunderstood child. 

mis·us·age (mVs-yuùsVj, -zVj) n.  1. Abusive treatment.  2. Improper applica-

tion, as of words. 

mis·use (mVs-yusù) n.  Improper, unlawful, or incorrect use; misapplication.   
—  v.  tr. mis·used, mis·us·ing, mis·us·es (-yuzù). 1. To use incorrectly.  

2. To mistreat or abuse.  See Synonyms at abuse. 
mis·us·er (mVs-yuù-zNr) n.  1. One that misuses:  a misuser of school athletic 

equipment.  2. Law. Unlawful use of an authorized privilege, right, or form of 

empowerment, as that of a franchise by a corporation. 

mis·val·ue (mVs-v4lùyu) v.  tr. mis·val·ued, mis·val·u·ing, mis·val·ues. To 

value or estimate incorrectly, especially to undervalue:  The art critics had misval-

ued his work for years. 

mis·word (mVs-wûrdù) v.  tr. mis·word·ed, mis·word·ing, mis·words. To 

express incorrectly; word improperly. 

mis·write (mVs-rXtù) v.  tr. mis·wrote (-rotù), mis·writ·ten (-rVtùn), 
mis·writ·ing, mis·writes. To write incorrectly or carelessly:  miswrite a word; 

miswrite a historical account. 

Mi·tan·ni (mV-t4nùK, -täùnK)  An ancient kingdom of northwest Mesopotamia 

extending from the bend in the Euphrates River nearly to the Tigris River. 

Founded probably by Aryans, the kingdom was established c. 1475 B.C. and lasted 

until c. 1275, when it fell to the Hittites.   —Mi·tanùni·an adj.  & n. 

Mitch·ell (mVchùNl), John. 1870-1919.  American labor leader who was presi-

dent of the United Mine Workers from 1898 to 1908. 

Mitch·ell (mVchùNl), Margaret Munnerlyn. 1900-1949.  American writer 

known for her novel Gone With the Wind (1936), for which she won a Pulitzer 

Prize. 

Mitch·ell (mVchùNl), Maria. 1818-1889.  American astronomer and educator 

noted for her study of sunspots and nebulae and for the discovery of a comet 

(1847). She was the first woman elected to the Academy of Arts and Sciences 

(1848). 

Mitchell, Mount.  A peak, 2,038.6 m (6,684 ft) high, in the Appalachian Moun-

tains of western North Carolina. It is the highest point east of the Mississippi 

River. 

Mitch·ell (mVchùNl), Peter Dennis. Born 1920.  British biochemist. He won a 

1978 Nobel Prize for contributions to the understanding of biological energy 

transfer. 

Mitch·ell (mVchùNl), William. Known as “Billy.” 1879-1936.  American soldier 

and aviation pioneer who was one of the first advocates of military air power. 



mite1 (mXt) n.  Any of various small or minute arachnids of the order Acarina 

that are often parasitic on animals and plants, infest stored food products, and in 

some species transmit disease.  [Middle English, from Old French mite, from 

Middle Dutch.]

mite2 (mXt) n.  1. a. A very small contribution or amount of money.  b. A 

widow’s mite.   2. A very small object, creature, or particle.  3. A coin of very 

small value, especially an obsolete British coin worth half a farthing.  [Middle 

English, from Middle Dutch, and Middle Low German mXte, a small Flemish 

coin, tiny animal.]

mi·ter (mXùtNr) n.  1. Ecclesiastical. The liturgical headdress and part of the insig-

nia of a Christian bishop. In the Western church it is a tall pointed hat with peaks 

in front and back, worn at all solemn functions.  2. a. A thong for binding the 

hair, worn by women in ancient Greece.  b. The ceremonial headdress worn by 

ancient Jewish high priests.   3. a. A miter joint.  b. The edge of a piece of mate-

rial that has been beveled preparatory to making a miter joint.  c. A miter square.    
—  v.  mi·tered, mi·ter·ing, mi·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bestow a miter upon.  

2. a. To make (two pieces or surfaces) join with a miter joint.  b. To bevel the 

edges of for joining with a miter joint.    —  v.  intr. To meet in a miter joint.  

[Middle English mitre, from Old French, from Medieval Latin, from Latin mitra, 

headdress of the Jewish high priest, from Greek.] —miùter·er n. 

miter box (mXùtNr bmks) n.  A fixed or adjustable device for guiding handsaws 

in cutting miter joints or in making crosscuts, especially an open-ended box with 

slotted sides. 

miter joint (mXùtNr joint) n.  A joint made by beveling each of two surfaces to 

be joined, usually at a 45˚ angle, to form a corner, usually a 90˚ angle. 

miter square (mXùtNr skwâr) n.  An instrument with straight edges that are set 

at a 45˚ angle or that are adjustable, used for marking the angles of a miter joint. 

mi·ter·wort (mXùtNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several North American plants of 

the genus Mitella, having heart-shaped leaves and clusters of small white flowers 

with pinnately divided petals.  Also called bishop’s cap [From the shape of its cap-

sule.]

Mit·ford (mVtùfNrd), Mary Russell. 1787-1855.  British writer whose magazine 

articles on country life were collected in Our Village (five volumes, 1824-1832). 

Mith·ra·ism (mVthùrN-VzÙNm, -r7-) n.  A religious cult of Persian origin, espe-

cially popular among the Roman military, that flourished in the late Roman 

Empire, rivaling Christianity.   —Mith·raùic (mV-thr7ùVk) adj.  —Mith·raùist n. 

Mith·ras (mVthùrNs) n.  Mythology. The ancient Persian god of light and guard-

ian against evil, often identified with the sun. 

mith·ri·date (mVthùrV-d7tÙ) n.  An antidote against poison, especially a confec-

tion formerly held to be an antidote to all poisons.  [Medieval Latin mithrid7tum, 

alteration of Late Latin mithrid7tXum, from Latin, neuter of Mithrid7tXus, of 



Mithridates, from Greek mithridateios, after MITHRIDATES VI, who is said to have 

acquired tolerance for poison.]

Mith·ri·da·tes VI (mVthÙrV-d7ùtKz), Known as “Mithridates the Great.” 132?-63 

B.C.  King of Pontus (120-63) who expanded the kingdom through victories over 

the Romans during the early part of his reign but was later driven from Pontus by 

Pompey (66). 

mith·ri·da·tism (mVthÙrV-d7ùtVzÙNm) n.  Tolerance or immunity to a poison 

acquired by taking gradually larger doses of it.  [After MITHRIDATES VI, who is 

said to have acquired tolerance for poison.] —mithÙri·datùic (-d4tùVk) adj. 

mi·ti·cide (mXùtV-sXdÙ) n.  An agent that kills mites.   —miÙti·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

mit·i·gate (mVtùVg7tÙ) v.  mit·i·gat·ed, mit·i·gat·ing, mit·i·gates.  —  v.  tr. 

To moderate (a quality or condition) in force or intensity; alleviate.  See Syn-

onyms at relieve.   —  v.  intr. To become milder.  [Middle English mitigaten, 

from Latin mXtig7re, mXtig7t-  : mXtis, soft + agere, to drive, do; see ACT.] 
—mitùi·ga·ble (-gN-bNl) adj.  —mitÙi·gaùtion n.  —mitùi·gaÙtive, 
mitùi·ga·toÙry (-gN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —mitùi·gaÙtor n. 

Mi·to (mKùto)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, northeast of Tokyo. It was 

the center of an important shogunate after 1600. Population, 228,987. 

mi·to·chon·dri·on (mXÙtN-kmnùdrK-Nn) n.  pl. mi·to·chon·dri·a (-drK-N). A 

spherical or elongated organelle in the cytoplasm of nearly all eukaryotic cells, 

containing genetic material and many enzymes important for cell metabolism, 

including those responsible for the conversion of food to usable energy.  Also 

called chondriosome [New Latin  : Greek mitos, warp thread + Greek khondrion, 

diminutive of khondros, grain, granule; see ghrendh- in Appendix.] 
—miÙto·chonùdri·al (-drK-Nl) adj. 

mi·to·gen (mXùtN-jNn) n.  An agent that induces mitosis.  [MITO(SIS) + -GEN.] 
—miÙto·genùic (mXÙtN-jHnùVk, mVtÙN-) adj.  —miÙto·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

mi·to·my·cin (mXÙtN-mXùsVn) n.  Any of a group of antibiotics produced by the 

soil actinomycete Streptomyces caespitosus that inhibit DNA synthesis and are 

used against bacteria and cancerous tumor cells.  [Probably MITO(SIS) + -MYCIN.]

mi·to·sis (mX-toùsVs) n.  pl. mi·to·ses (-sKz). Biology. 1. The process in cell divi-

sion by which the nucleus divides, typically consisting of four stages, prophase, 

metaphase, anaphase, and telophase, and normally resulting in two new nuclei, 

each of which contains a complete copy of the parental chromosomes.  Also 

called karyokinesis 2. The entire process of cell division including division of the 

nucleus and the cytoplasm.  [Greek mitos, warp thread + -OSIS.] —mi·totùic (-

tmtùVk) adj.  —mi·totùi·cal·ly adv. 

mi·tral (mXùtrNl) adj.  1. Relating to or resembling a miter worn by certain eccle-

siastics.  2. Relating to a mitral valve. 



mitral stenosis (mXùtrNl stN-noùsVs) n.  A narrowing of the mitral valve, usually 

caused by rheumatic fever, resulting in an obstruction to the flow of blood from 

the left atrium to the left ventricle. 

mitral valve (mXùtrNl v4lv) n.  A valve of the heart, composed of two triangular 

flaps, that is located between the left atrium and left ventricle and regulates blood 

flow between these chambers.  Also called bicuspid valve, left atrioventricular 

valve. 

mi·tre (mXùtNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of miter. 
Mi·tro·pou·los (mV-trmpùN-lNs, mK-trôùpu-lôs), Dimitri. 1896-1960.  Greek-

born American conductor who led the Minneapolis Symphony (1938-1949) and 

the New York Philharmonic Orchestra (1949-1958). 

mitt (mVt) n.  1. A woman’s glove that extends over the hand and only partially 

covers the fingers.  2. A mitten.  3. Baseball. A large, padded, protective leather 

glove, usually with one sheath for the thumb and one undivided sheath for the 

remaining fingers, used by catchers and first basemen.  4. Slang. A hand or fist.  

[Short for MITTEN.]

mit·ten (mVtùn) n.  A covering for the hand that encases the thumb separately 

and the four fingers together.  [Middle English, from Old French mitaine (from 

mite, cat’s caress, mitten, from mit, cat), and from Medieval Latin mitta, mitten 

(possibly from Old French mite).]

Mit·ter·rand (mKÙtN-rändù, -räNù), François Maurice. 1916-1996.  French 

politician who served as president of France from 1981 until 1995. 

mitz·vah (mVtsùvN) n.  pl. mitz·voth (-votÙ, -vosÙ)  or mitz·vahs. 1. a. A com-

mandment of the Jewish law.  b. The fulfillment of such a commandment.   2. A 

worthy deed.  [Hebrew mi}wâ, from }iwwâ, to command.]

Mi·wok (mKùwmk) n.  pl. Miwok or Mi·woks. 1. a. A Native American people 

formerly composed of numerous groups inhabiting central California from the 

Sierra Nevada foothills to the San Francisco Bay area, with a small number of 

present-day descendants in the same region.  b. A member of this people.   

2. Any of the Penutian languages of this people. 

mix (mVks) v.  mixed, mix·ing, mix·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To combine or blend 

into one mass or mixture.  b. To create or form by combining ingredients:  mix a 

drink; mix cement.  c. To add (an ingredient or element) to another:  mix an egg 

into batter.   2. To combine or join:  mix joy with sorrow.  3. To bring into social 

contact:  mix boys and girls in the classroom.  4. To crossbreed.  5. Electronics. 

a. To combine (two or more audio tracks or channels) to produce a composite 

audio recording.  b. To produce (a soundtrack or recording) in this manner.    —  
v.  intr. 1. a. To become mixed or blended together.  b. To be capable of being 

blended together:  Oil does not mix with water.   2. To associate socially or get 

along with others:  He does not mix well at parties.  3. To be crossbred.  4. To 

become involved:  In the case of a family argument, it is better for a friend not to 



mix in.   —  n.  1. An act of mixing.  2. a. A mixture, especially of ingredients 

packaged and sold commercially:  a cake mix.  b. A blend of diverse elements; an 

amalgamation: “a mix of mean streets and the grandest boulevards—no other place 

in Paris is as eclectic and eccentric... as the 17th” (Jean Rafferty).   3. Electronics. A 

recording that is produced by combining and adjusting two or more audio tracks 

or channels.   —phrasal verbs. mix down. Electronics. To combine all of the 

audio components of a recording into a final soundtrack or mix.  mix up. 2. To 

confuse; confound:  His explanation just mixed me up more. I always mix up the 

twins.  3. To involve or implicate:  He got himself mixed up with the wrong people.   
—idiom. mix it up. Slang. To fight.  [Back-formation from Middle English 

mixt, mixed, mixed, from Anglo-Norman mixte, from Latin mixtus, past partici-

ple of miscKre, to mix. See meik- in Appendix.] —mixùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: mix, blend, mingle, coalesce, merge, amalgamate, fuse. These verbs

mean to put into or come together in one mass so that constituent parts or ele-

ments are diffused or commingled. Mix is the least specific, implying only com-

ponents capable of being combined: mix water and wine; motives that were mixed.

Greed and charity don’t mix. To blend is to mix intimately and harmoniously so

that the components shade into each other, losing some or all of their original

definition: blended mocha and java coffee beans; snow-covered mountains blending

into the clouds. Mingle implies combination without loss of individual character-

istics: “Respect was mingled with surprise” (Sir Walter Scott). “His companions min-

gled freely and joyously with the natives” (Washington Irving). Coalesce involves a

union, often slowly achieved, with a distinct new identity: Indigenous peoples and

conquerors gradually coalesced into the present-day population. Merge implies the

absorption of one entity into another with resultant homogeneity: Tradition and

innovation are merged in this new composition. Twilight merged into night. Amal-

gamate implies the integration of elements: “The four sentences of the original are

amalgamated into two” (William Minto). Fuse emphasizes an enduring union, as

that formed by heating metals, strongly marked by the merging of parts: “He dif-

fuses a tone and spirit of unity, that blends, and (as it were) fuses, each into each”

(Samuel Taylor Coleridge).

Mix (mVks), Thomas Edwin. Known as “Tom.” 1880-1940.  American film 

actor noted for his performances in silent Westerns. 

mixed (mVkst) adj.  Abbr. mxd. 1. Blended together into one unit or mass; inter-

mingled.  2. Composed of a variety of differing, sometimes conflicting entities:  

viewed the change in management with mixed emotions; a closet full of mixed out-

fits.  See Synonyms at miscellaneous.  3. Made up of people of different sex, 

race, or social class.  4. a. Descended from two or more races or breeds.  

b. Crossbred.  



mixed bag (mVkst b4g) n.  A collection of dissimilar things; an assortment. 

mixed doubles (mVkst dƒbùNlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Sports. A game 

of doubles, as in tennis, that is played with each team composed of one man and 

one woman. 

mixed drink (mVkst drVngk) n.  A drink made of one or more kinds of liquor 

combined with other ingredients, usually shaken or stirred before serving. 

mixed economy (mVkst V-kmnùN-mK) n.  An economic system that allows for 

the simultaneous operation of publicly and privately owned enterprises. 

mixed farm·ing (mVkst färùmVng) n.  The use of a single farm for multiple 

purposes, as the growing of cash crops or the raising of livestock. 

mixed grill (mVkst grVl) n.  A single dish consisting of a variety of broiled meats 

and vegetables. 

mixed marriage (mVkst m4rùVj) n.  Marriage between persons of different 

races or religions. 

mixed media (mVkst mKùdK-N) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. A technique 

involving the use of two or more artistic media, such as ink and pastel or painting 

and collage, that are combined in a single composition.  2.  See multimedia.  
—mixedù-meùdi·a (mVkstùmKùdK-N) adj. 

mixed metaphor (mVkst mHtùN-fôrÙ) n.  A succession of incongruous meta-

phors, as in The negotiator played his cards to the hilt. 

mixed nerve (mVkst nûrv) n.  A nerve that contains both sensory and motor 

fibers. 

mixed number (mVkst nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A number, such as 74, con-

sisting of an integer and a fraction or decimal. 

mixed-up (mVkstùƒpù) adj.  Informal. In a state of confusion; bewildered or 

muddled:  just a mixed-up kid. 

mixed-use (mVkstùyusù) adj.  Containing or zoned for commercial and resi-

dential facilities or development:  a 40-story mixed-use tower; a mixed-use parcel 

of land. 

mix·er (mVkùsNr) n.  1. One that mixes:  a mixer of concrete; a mixer of drinks.  

2. A sociable person:  She’s outgoing and a good mixer.  3. An informal dance or 

party arranged to give members of a group an opportunity to get acquainted.  

4. A device that blends or mixes substances or ingredients, especially by mechan-

ical agitation.  5. A beverage, such as soda water or ginger ale, used in diluting 

alcoholic drinks.  6. Electronics. a. One who mixes the audio components of a 

recording.  b. A device used to combine and adjust sounds from a variety of 

sources in order to create a final recorded audio product, such as the soundtrack 

of a movie.  

mix·ol·o·gy (mVk-smlùN-jK) n.  The study or skill of preparing mixed drinks.   
—mix·olùo·gist n. 

mixt (mVkst) v.  Archaic. A past tense and a past participle of mix. 



Mix·tec (mKsùtHk) n.  pl. Mixtec or Mix·tecs. 1. a. A member of a Mesoamer-

ican Indian people of southern Mexico whose civilization was overthrown by the 

Aztecs in the 16th century.  b. A modern-day descendant of this people.   2. The 

language of this people.  [Spanish, from Nahuatl mixtecatl, inhabitant of Mixte-

capán, a province of the Mexican empire.]

mix·ture (mVksùchNr) n.  1. a. The act or process of mixing:  an alloy made from 

the mixture of two metals.  b. The condition of being mixed:  the inevitable mix-

tures of urban neighborhoods.   2. Something produced by mixing.  3. One that 

consists of diverse elements:  The day was a mixture of sun and clouds.  4. A fabric 

made of different kinds of thread or yarn.  5. Chemistry. A composition of two or 

more substances that are not chemically combined with each other and are capa-

ble of being separated.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin mixt7ra, 

from mixtus, past participle of miscKre, to mix. See meik- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: mixture, blend, admixture, compound, composite, amalgam. These

nouns refer to a combination produced by mixing. Mixture has the widest appli-

cation: a mixture of tea and honey; yarn that is a mixture of nylon and cotton. “He

showed a curious mixture of eagerness and terror” (Francis Parkman). Blend de-

notes an intimate, harmonious mixture in which the original components lose

their distinctness: The novel is a fascinating blend of illusion and reality. Admixture

suggests that one of the components of the mixture is dissimilar to the others: The

essential oil in the perfume contains a large admixture of alcohol. A compound is a

combination of elements or parts that together constitute a new and independent

entity: The word houseboat is a compound. Creative genius is a compound made up

of exceptional intellect and superior imagination. A composite usually lacks the uni-

ty of a compound since the components may not wholly lose their identities: The

suite is a composite of themes for various parts of the opera. Amalgam implies an

intimate union of diverse elements likened to an alloy of mercury and another

metal: an amalgam of charming agreeability and indefatigable humor.

mix-up also mix·up (mVksùƒpÙ) n.  1. A state or an instance of confusion; a 

muddle:  maddening bureaucratic mix-ups.  2. Informal. A fight or melee. 

Mi·ya·za·ki (mK-yäùzä-kK, mKÙyä-zäùkK)  A city of southeast Kyushu, Japan, 

southeast of Kumamoto on an arm of the Pacific Ocean. It is an industrial and 

resort center. Population, 279,118. 

Mi·zar (mXùzärÙ) n.  The double star in the middle of the handle of the Big Dip-

per.  [Arabic mi’zar, cloak, Mizar.]

miz·zen  or miz·en (mVzùNn) n.  Nautical. 1. A fore-and-aft sail set on the miz-

zenmast.  2. A mizzenmast.  [Middle English mesan, from Old French misaine, 

Old Spanish mezana, or Old Italian mezzana all ultimately from Latin medi7nus, 



of the middle, from medius, middle. See medhyo- in Appendix.] —mizùzen 
adj. 

miz·zen·mast  or miz·en·mast (mVzùNn-mNst, -m4stÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. The 

third mast aft on sailing ships carrying three or more masts.  2.  See jigger mast 
(n., sense 2). 

miz·zle1 (mVzùNl) v.  intr. miz·zled, miz·zling, miz·zles. To rain in fine, mis-

tlike droplets; drizzle.   —  n.  A mistlike rain; a drizzle.  [Middle English misellen; 

probably akin to Dutch dialectal mieselen. See meigh- in Appendix.] —mizùzly 
adv. 

miz·zle2 (mVzùNl) v.  intr. miz·zled, miz·zling, miz·zles. Chiefly British. To 

make a sudden departure.  [Origin unknown.]

Mk abbr.  Bible. Mark. 

mk. abbr.  1. Mark (currency).  2. Markka. 

mks  or MKS abbr.  Meter-kilogram-second. 

mksA abbr.  Meter-kilogram-second-ampere. 

mkt. abbr.  Market. 

mktg. abbr.  Marketing. 

ml  or mL abbr.  Milliliter. 

mL abbr.  Millilambert. 

Ml abbr.  Bible. Malachi. 

MLA  or M.L.A. abbr.  Modern Language Association. 

MLD abbr.  Median lethal dose; minimum lethal dose. 

Mlle. abbr.  Mademoiselle. 

Mlles. abbr.  Mesdemoiselles. 

M.L.S. abbr.  Master of Library Science. 

MLW abbr.  Mean low water. 

mm abbr.  Millimeter. 

m.m. abbr.  Mutatis mutandis. 

M.M. abbr.  Messieurs. 

Mme. abbr.  Madame. 

Mmes. abbr.  Mesdames. 

mmf  or m.m.f. abbr.  Magnetomotive force. 

MMPI abbr.  Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. 

Mn  The symbol for the element manganese. 
MN abbr.  1. Magnetic north.  2. Minnesota. 

mne·mon·ic (nV-mmnùVk) adj.  Relating to, assisting, or intended to assist the 

memory.   —  n.  A device, such as a formula or rhyme, used as an aid in remem-

bering.  [Greek mnKmonikos, from mnKmon, mnKmon-, mindful. See men-1 in 

Appendix.] —mne·monùi·cal·ly adv. 

mne·mon·ics (nV-mmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). A system to develop or 

improve the memory. 



Mne·mos·y·ne (nV-mmsùN-nK, -mmzù-) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of 

memory, mother of the Muses. 

mngr. abbr.  Manager. 

Mo  The symbol for the element molybdenum. 
MO  or Mo. abbr.  Missouri. 

mo. abbr.  Month. 

m.o.  or M.O. abbr.  1. Mail order.  2. Medical officer.  3. Modus operandi.  4.  
Also MO. Money order. 

-mo suff.  Used after numerals to indicate the number of leaves that results from 

folding a sheet of paper:  twelvemo.  [From (DUODECI)MO.]

mo·a (moùN) n.  Any of various flightless ostrichlike birds of the family Dinorni-

thidae, native to New Zealand and extinct for over a century.  [Maori.]

Mo·ab (moù4b)  An ancient kingdom east of the Dead Sea in present-day south-

west Jordan. According to the Old Testament, its inhabitants were descendants of 

Lot. Archaeological exploration has traced settlement in the area to at least the 

13th century B.C. 

Mo·ab·ite (moùN-bXtÙ) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Moab.  2. The Semitic 

language of Moab.   —Moùa·biteÙ, Moùa·bitÙish adj. 

moan (mon) n.  1. a. A low, sustained, mournful cry, usually indicative of sor-

row or pain.  b. A similar sound:  the eerie moan of the night wind.   

2. Lamentation.   —  v.  moaned, moan·ing, moans.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To 

utter a moan or moans.  b. To make a sound resembling a moan:  A saxophone 

moaned in the background.   2. To complain, lament, or grieve:  an old man who 

still moans about his misspent youth.   —  v.  tr. 1. To bewail or bemoan:  She 

moaned her misfortunes to anyone who would listen.  2. To utter with moans or a 

moan.  [Middle English mone, from Old English *m7n. See mei-no- in Appen-

dix.]

moat (mot) n.  a. A deep, wide ditch, usually filled with water, typically sur-

rounding a fortified medieval town, fortress, or castle as a protection against 

assault.  b. A ditch similar to one surrounding a fortification:  A moat separates 

the animals in the zoo from the spectators.    —  v.  tr. moat·ed, moat·ing, 
moats. To surround with or as if with a deep, wide ditch.  [Middle English mote, 

mound, moat, from Old French, mound,, or Medieval Latin mota.]

mob (mmb) n.  1. A large disorderly crowd or throng.  See Synonyms at crowd1.  
2. The mass of common people; the populace.  3. Informal. a. An organized gang 

of criminals; a crime syndicate.  b.  Often Mob. Organized crime. Often used 

with the:  a murder suspect with links to the Mob.   4. An indiscriminate or loosely 

associated group of persons or things:  a mob of boats in the harbor.  5. Australian. 

A flock or herd of animals.   —  v.  tr. mobbed, mob·bing, mobs. 1. To crowd 

around and jostle or annoy, especially in anger or excessive enthusiasm:  Eager 

fans mobbed the popular singer.  2. To crowd into:  Visitors mobbed the fairgrounds.  



3. To attack in large numbers; overwhelm:  The quarterback was mobbed by the 

defensive line.  [Short for mobile, from Latin mobile (vulgus), fickle (crowd), neu-

ter of mobilis. See MOBILE.] —mobùbish adj.  —mobùbish·ly adv. 

mob·cap (mmbùk4pÙ) n.  A large, high, frilly cap with a full crown, worn indoors 

by women in the 18th and early 19th centuries.  [Probably mob, mobcap (possibly 

from Dutch mopmuts, cap  : obsolete Dutch mop-, to cover up + muts, cap) + 

CAP
1.]

mo·bile (moùbNl, -bKlÙ, -bXlÙ) adj.  1. Capable of moving or of being moved 

readily from place to place:  a mobile organism; a mobile missile system.  

2. a. Capable of moving or changing quickly from one state or condition to 

another:  a mobile, expressive face.  b. Fluid; unstable:  a mobile situation following 

the coup.   3. a. Marked by the easy intermixing of different social groups:  a 

mobile community.  b. Moving relatively easily from one social class or level to 

another:  an upwardly mobile generation.  c. Tending to travel and relocate fre-

quently:  a restless, mobile society.   4. Flowing freely; fluid:  a mobile liquid.   —  n.  

(moùbKlÙ) A type of sculpture consisting of carefully equilibrated parts that 

move, especially in response to air currents.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin mobilis, from *movibilis, from movKre, to move. See meuN- in Appen-

dix.]

Mo·bile (mo-bKlù, moùbKlÙ)  A city of southwest Alabama at the mouth of the 

Mobile River, about 61 km (38 mi) long, on the north shore of Mobile Bay, an 

arm of the Gulf of Mexico. Founded c. 1710, the city was held by the French, Brit-

ish, and Spanish until it was seized by U.S. forces in 1813. In the Battle of Mobile 

Bay (August 1864) Adm. David Farragut defeated a major Confederate flotilla 

and secured Union control of the area. Population, 196,278. 

mo·bile home (moùbNl hom, -bKlÙ, -bXlÙ) n.  A large trailer, fitted with parts 

for connection to utilities, that can be installed on a relatively permanent site and 

that is used as a residence.  Also called manufactured home 

mo·bile telephone (moùbNl tHlùN-fonÙ, -bKlÙ, -bXlÙ) also mobile phone n.  

A portable radiotelephone, especially one mounted in an automobile. 

mo·bil·i·ty (mo-bVlùN-tK) n.  1. The quality or state of being mobile.  2. The 

movement of people, as from one social group, class, or level to another: “There’s 

been... restructuring of industry and downward mobility for Americans as a whole” 

(Lawrence W. Sherman). 

mo·bi·lize (moùbN-lXzÙ) v.  mo·bi·lized, mo·bi·liz·ing, mo·bi·liz·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make mobile or capable of movement.  2. a. To assemble, prepare, or 

put into operation for or as if for war:  mobilize troops; mobilize the snowplows.  

b. To assemble, marshal, or coordinate for a purpose:  mobilized the country’s eco-

nomic resources.    —  v.  intr. To become prepared for or as if for war.   
—moÙbi·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 



Mö·bi·us strip (mœùbK-Ns strVp, m7ù-, moù-) n.  A continuous one-sided sur-

face that can be formed from a rectangular strip by rotating one end 180˚ and 

attaching it to the other end.  [After August Ferdinand Möbius (1790-1868), Ger-

man mathematician.]

mob·oc·ra·cy (mmb-mkùrN-sK) n.  pl. mob·oc·ra·cies. 1. Political control by a 

mob.  2. The mass of common people as the source of political control.   
—mobùo·crat (mmbùN-kr4tÙ) n.  —mobÙo·cratùic, mobÙo·cratùi·cal adj. 

mob·ster (mmbùstNr) n.  Informal. A member of a criminal gang or crime syndi-

cate. 

Mo·bu·to Lake (mo-buùto l7k)  See Lake Albert. 
moc·ca·sin (mmkùN-sVn) n.  1. A soft leather slipper traditionally worn by Native 

Americans.  2. Footwear resembling such a slipper.  3. A water moccasin.  [Of 

Virginia Algonquian origin.]

moccasin flower (mmkùN-sVn flouùNr) n.  See lady’s slipper. 
mo·cha (moùkN) n.  1. A rich, pungent Arabian coffee.  2. Coffee of high qual-

ity.  3. A flavoring made of coffee often mixed with chocolate.  4. A soft, thin, 

suede-finished glove leather usually made from sheepskin.  5. Color. A dark olive 

brown.  [After Mocha, a town of southwest Yemen.] —moùcha adj. 

Mo·chi·ca (mo-chKùkN)  or Mo·che (moùch7, -chH) n.  A pre-Incan civilization 

that flourished on the northern coast of Peru from about 200 B.C. to A.D. 600, 

known especially for its pottery vessels modeled into naturalistic human and ani-

mal figures. 

mock (mmk) v.  mocked, mock·ing, mocks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To treat with ridicule 

or contempt; deride.  2. a. To mimic, as in sport or derision.  See Synonyms at 

ridicule.  b. To imitate; counterfeit.   3. To frustrate the hopes of; disappoint.   
—  v.  intr. To express scorn or ridicule; jeer:  They mocked at the idea.   —  n.  

1. a. The act of mocking.  b. Mockery; derision:  said it merely in mock.   2. An 

object of scorn or derision.  3. An imitation or a counterfeit.   —  adj.  Simulated; 

false; sham:  a mock battle.   —  adv.  In an insincere or pretending manner:  mock 

sorrowful.  [Middle English mokken, from Old French mocquer.] —mockùer n.  

—mockùing·ly adv. 

mock·er·y (mmkùN-rK) n.  pl. mock·er·ies. 1. Scornfully contemptuous ridi-

cule; derision.  2. A specific act of ridicule or derision.  3. An object of scorn or 

ridicule:  made a mockery of the rules.  4. A false, derisive, or impudent imitation:  

The trial was a mockery of justice.  5. Something ludicrously futile or unsuitable:  

The few packages of food seemed a mockery in the face of such enormous destitution.  

mock-he·ro·ic (mmkùhV-roùVk) n.  A satirical imitation or burlesque of the 

heroic manner or style.   —mockù-he·roùic adj.  —mockù-he·roùi·cal·ly adv. 

mock·ing·bird (mmkùVng-bûrdÙ) n.  Any of several species of New World birds 

of the family Mimidae, especially Mimus polyglottos, a gray and white bird of the 



southern and eastern United States, noted for the ability to mimic the sounds of 

other birds.  [From its skill in mimicking other birdsongs.]

mock moon (mmk mun) n.  A paraselene. 

mock orange (mmk ôrùVnj) n.  1. Any of numerous deciduous shrubs of the 

genus Philadelphus, having opposite, simple leaves and white, usually fragrant 

flowers with four petals and numerous stamens.  2. Any of various similar or 

related shrubs or trees. 

mock sun (mmk sƒn) n.  A parhelion. 

mock turtle soup (mmk tûrùtl sup) n.  Soup made from calf’s head, veal, or 

other meat and spiced to taste like green turtle soup. 

mock·up also mock-up (mmkùƒpÙ) n.  1. A usually full-sized scale model of a 

structure, used for demonstration, study, or testing.  2. A layout of printed mat-

ter. 

mod1 (mmd) n.  An unconventionally modern style of fashionable dress originat-

ing in England in the 1960’s.   —  adj.  1. In or characteristic of this unconven-

tionally modern style.  2. Fashionably up-to-date, especially in style, design, or 

dress.  [After the Mods, name of several gangs of English youths in the 1960’s, 

short for MODERN.]

mod2 abbr.  Mathematics. Modulus. 

mod. abbr.  1. Moderate.  2. Music. Moderato.  3. Modern. 

mod·a·cryl·ic (mmdÙN-krVlùVk) n.  One of several synthetic, long-chain polymer 

textile fibers containing 35-85 percent acrylonitrile.  [mod(ified) acrylic.]

mod·al (modùl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a mode.  2. Grammar. 

Of, relating to, or expressing the mood of a verb.  3. Music. Of, relating to, char-

acteristic of, or composed in any of the modes typical of medieval church music.  

4. Philosophy. Of or relating to mode without referring to substance.  5. Logic. 

Expressing or characterized by modality.  6. Statistics. Of or relating to a statisti-

cal mode or modes.  [Medieval Latin mod7lis, from Latin modus, measure. See 

med- in Appendix.] —moùdal·ly adv. 

modal auxiliary (modùl ôg-zVlùyN-rK) n.  One of a set of English verbs, includ-

ing can, may, must, ought, shall, should, will, and would, that are characteristically 

used with other verbs to express mood or tense. 

mo·dal·i·ty (mo-d4lùV-tK) n.  pl. mo·dal·i·ties. 1. The fact, state, or quality of 

being modal.  2. A tendency to conform to a general pattern or belong to a partic-

ular group or category.  3. Logic. The classification of propositions on the basis of 

whether they assert or deny the possibility, impossibility, contingency, or neces-

sity of their content.  Also called mode 4. modalities. The ceremonial forms, 

protocols, or conditions that surround formal agreements or negotiations: “[He] 

grew so enthusiastic about our prospects that he began to speculate on the modalities 

of signing” (Henry A. Kissinger).  5. Medicine. A therapeutic method or agent, 

such as surgery, chemotherapy, or electrotherapy, that involves the physical treat-



ment of a disorder.  6. Physiology. Any of the various types of sensation, such as 

vision or hearing. 

mode (mod) n.  1. a. A manner, way, or method of doing or acting:  modern 

modes of travel.  See Synonyms at method.  b. A particular form, variety, or 

manner:  a mode of expression.  c. A given condition of functioning; a status:  The 

spacecraft was in its recovery mode.   2. The current or customary fashion or style.  

See Synonyms at fashion.  3. Music. a. Any of certain fixed arrangements of the 

diatonic tones of an octave, as the major and minor scales of Western music.  b. A 

patterned arrangement, as the one characteristic of the music of classical Greece 

or the medieval Christian Church.   4. Philosophy. The particular appearance, 

form, or manner in which an underlying substance, or a permanent aspect or 

attribute of it, is manifested.  5. Logic. a.  See modality (n., sense 3).  b. The 

arrangement or order of the propositions in a syllogism according to both quality 

and quantity.   6. Statistics. The value or item occurring most frequently in a 

series of observations or statistical data.  7. Mathematics. The number or range of 

numbers in a set that occurs the most frequently.  8. Geology. The mineral com-

position of a sample of igneous rock.  9. Physics. Any of numerous patterns of 

wave motion.  10. Grammar. Mood.  [Middle English, tune, from Latin modus, 

manner, tune. Sense 2, French  from Old French, fashion, manner, from Latin 

modus. See med- in Appendix.]

mod·el (mmdùl) n.  1. A small object, usually built to scale, that represents in 

detail another, often larger object.  2. a. A preliminary work or construction that 

serves as a plan from which a final product is to be made:  a clay model ready for 

casting.  b. Such a work or construction used in testing or perfecting a final prod-

uct:  a test model of a solar-powered vehicle.   3. A schematic description of a sys-

tem, theory, or phenomenon that accounts for its known or inferred properties 

and may be used for further study of its characteristics:  a model of generative 

grammar; a model of an atom; an economic model.  4. A style or design of an item:  

My car is last year’s model.  5. One serving as an example to be imitated or com-

pared:  a model of decorum.  See Synonyms at ideal.  6. One that serves as the 

subject for an artist, especially a person employed to pose for a painter, sculptor, 

or photographer.  7. A person employed to display merchandise, such as clothing 

or cosmetics.  8. Zoology. An animal whose appearance is copied by a mimic.   —  
v.  mod·eled also mod·elled, mod·el·ing also mod·el·ling, mod·els also 

mod·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make or construct a model of.  2. To plan, construct, or 

fashion according to a model.  3. To make conform to a chosen standard:  He 

modeled his manners on his father’s.  4. To make by shaping a plastic substance:  

model clay.  5. To display by wearing or posing.  6. In painting, drawing, and pho-

tography, to give a three-dimensional appearance to, as by shading or highlight-

ing.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a model.  2. To serve as a model.   —  adj.  1. Being, 

serving as, or used as a model.  2. Worthy of imitation:  a model child.  [French 



modèle, from Italian modello, diminutive of modo, form, from Latin modus, mea-

sure, standard. See med- in Appendix.] —modùel·er n. 

mod·el·ing (mmdùl-Vng) n.  1. The act or art of sculpturing or forming in a pli-

able material, such as clay or wax.  2. a. Representation of depth and solidity in 

painting, drawing, or photography.  b. Visual shape and texture of something 

regarded aesthetically, especially the human face or form.   3. The act or profes-

sion of being a model. 

mo·dem (moùdHmÙ) n.  Computer Science. A device that converts data from one 

form into another, as from one form usable in data processing to another form 

usable in telephonic transmission.  Also called data set [MO(DULATOR) + 

DEM(ODULATOR).]

Mo·de·na (môdùn-N, môùdH-nä)  A city of northern Italy west-northwest of 

Bologna. An ancient Etruscan settlement and later (after 183 B.C.) a Roman col-

ony, Modena became a free commune in the 12th century A.D. and passed under 

the control of the powerful Este family in 1288. Population, 179,933. 

mod·er·ate (mmdùNr-Vt) adj.  Abbr. mod. 1. Being within reasonable limits; not 

excessive or extreme:  a moderate price.  2. Not violent or subject to extremes; 

mild or calm; temperate:  a moderate climate.  3. a. Of medium or average quan-

tity or extent.  b. Of limited or average quality; mediocre.   4. Opposed to radical 

or extreme views or measures, especially in politics or religion.   —  n.  One who 

holds or champions moderate views or opinions, especially in politics or religion.   
—  v.  mod·er·at·ed, mod·er·at·ing, mod·er·ates (mmdùN-r7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 

1. To lessen the violence, severity, or extremeness of.  2. To preside over:  She was 

chosen to moderate the convention.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become less violent, severe, 

or extreme; abate.  2. To act as a moderator.  [Middle English moderat, from Latin 

moder7tus, past participle of moder7rX, to moderate. See med- in Appendix.] 
—modùer·ate·ly adv.  —modùer·ate·ness n.  —modÙer·aùtion n.  

SYNONYMS: moderate, qualify, temper. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to make less extreme or intense”: moderated the severity of the rebuke;

qualified her criticism; admiration tempered with fear. 

ANTONYM: intensify

moderate breeze (mmdùNr-Vt brKz) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed from 

13 to 18 miles (20 to 29 kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale. 

moderate gale (mmdùNr-Vt g7l) n.  Meteorology. A wind with a speed from 32 

to 38 miles (51 to 61 kilometers) per hour, according to the Beaufort scale.  Also 

called near gale 

mod·er·ate-in·come (mmdùNr-Vt-VnùkƒmÙ) adj.  Of or relating to people or 

households supported by an average or slightly below average income:  moderate-

income housing. 



mod·e·ra·to (mmdÙN-räùto) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. mod. Music. In moderate tempo 

that is slower than allegretto but faster than andante. Used chiefly as a direction.  

[Italian, from Latin moder7tus, moderate. See MODERATE.]

mod·er·a·tor (mmdùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that moderates, as: a. One that arbi-

trates or mediates.  b. One who presides over a meeting, forum, or debate.   

2. The officer who presides over a synod or general assembly of the Presbyterian 

Church.  3. Physics. A substance, such as water or graphite, that is used in a 

nuclear reactor to decrease the speed of fast neutrons and increase the likelihood 

of fission. 

mod·ern (mmdùNrn) adj.  Abbr. mod. 1. a. Of or relating to recent times or the 

present:  modern history.  b. Characteristic or expressive of recent times or the 

present; contemporary or up-to-date:  a modern lifestyle; a modern way of think-

ing.   2. a. Of or relating to a recently developed or advanced style, technique, or 

technology:  modern art; modern medicine.  b. Avant-garde; experimental.   

3. Modern. Linguistics. Of, relating to, or being a living language or group of 

languages:  Modern Italian, Modern Romance languages.   —  n.  1. One who lives 

in modern times.  2. One who has modern ideas, standards, or beliefs.  

3. Printing. Any of a variety of typefaces characterized by strongly contrasted 

heavy and thin parts.  [French moderne, from Old French, from Late Latin moder-

nus, from Latin modo, in a certain manner, just now, from modo, ablative of 

modus, manner. See med- in Appendix.] —modùern·ly adv.  —modùern·ness 
n.  

WORD HISTORY: The word modern, first recorded in 1585 in the sense “of

present or recent times,” has traveled through the centuries designating things that

inevitably must become old-fashioned as the word itself goes on to the next mod-

ern thing. We have now invented the word postmodern, as if we could finally fix

modern in time, but even postmodern (first recorded in 1949) will seem fusty in

the end, perhaps sooner than modern will. Going back to Late Latin modernus,

“modern,” which is derived from modo in the sense “just now,” the English word

modern (first recorded at the beginning of the 16th century) was not originally

concerned with anything that could be later considered old-fashioned. It simply

meant “being at this time, now existing,” an obsolete sense today. Beginning in

the later 16th century, however, we see the word contrasted with the word ancient

and also used of technology in a way that is clearly related to our own modern

way of using the word. Modern was being applied specifically to what pertained

to present times and also to what was new and not old-fashioned. Thus in the

19th and 20th centuries the word could be used to designate a movement in art,

which is now being followed by postmodernism.



modern dance (mmdùNrn d4ns) n.  A style of theatrical dance that rejects the 

limitations of classical ballet and favors movement deriving from the expression 

of inner feeling. 

mo·derne (mo-dârnù) adj.  Striving to be modern in appearance or style but 

lacking taste or refinement; pretentious.  [French, modern, from Old French. See 

MODERN.]

Modern English (mmdùNrn VngùglVsh) n.  English since about 1500.  Also 

called New English 

Modern Greek (mmdùNrn grKk) n.  Greek since the early 16th century.  Also 

called New Greek 

Modern Hebrew (mmdùNrn hKùbru) n.  1. The Hebrew language as used 

from 1948 to the present.  2.  See New Hebrew. 
mod·ern·ism (mmdùNr-nVzÙNm) n.  1. a. Modern thought, character, or prac-

tice.  b. Sympathy with or conformity to modern ideas, practices, or standards.   

2. A peculiarity of usage or style, as of a word or phrase, that is characteristic of 

modern times.  3.  Often Modernism. The deliberate departure from tradition 

and the use of innovative forms of expression that distinguish many styles in the 

arts and literature of the 20th century.  4.  Often Modernism. A Roman Catho-

lic movement, officially condemned in 1907, that attempted to examine tradi-

tional belief according to contemporary philosophy, criticism, and 

historiography.   —modùern·ist n.  —modÙern·isùtic adj. 

mo·der·ni·ty (mm-dûrùnV-tK, mo-) n.  pl. mo·der·ni·ties. The state or quality 

of being modern: “Warriors of the... tribe, imposing symbols of a nomadic culture... 

are caught between tradition and modernity” (Sheila Rule). 

mod·ern·ize (mmdùNr-nXzÙ) v.  mo·dern·ized, mo·dern·iz·ing, 
mo·dern·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To make modern in appearance, style, or character; 

update.   —  v.  intr. To accept or adopt modern ways, ideas, or style.   
—modÙern·i·zaùtion (-Nr-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —modùern·izÙer n. 

modern pentathlon (mmdùNrn pHn-t4thùlNn) n.  Sports. An athletic contest 

in which each participant competes in five events: running, swimming, horseback 

riding, fencing, and pistol shooting. 

mod·est (mmdùVst) adj.  1. Having or showing a moderate estimation of one’s 

own talents, abilities, and value.  2. Having or proceeding from a disinclination to 

call attention to oneself; retiring or diffident.  See Synonyms at shy1.  
3. Observing conventional proprieties in speech, behavior, or dress.  4. Free from 

showiness or ostentation; unpretentious.  See Synonyms at plain.  5. Moderate 

or limited in size, quantity, or range; not extreme:  a modest price; a newspaper 

with a modest circulation.  [Latin modestus. See med- in Appendix.] 
—modùest·ly adv. 



Mo·des·to (mN-dHsùto)  A city of central California southeast of Stockton. 

Founded in 1870, it is a processing and trade center in a farming and fruit-grow-

ing region of the San Joaquin Valley. Population, 164,730. 

mod·es·ty (mmdùV-stK) n.  1. The state or quality of being modest.  2. Reserve 

or propriety in speech, dress, or behavior.  3. Lack of pretentiousness; simplicity. 

mod·i·cum (mmdùV-kNm) n.  pl. mod·i·cums or mod·i·ca (-kN). A small, mod-

erate, or token amount: “England still expects a modicum of eccentricity in its art-

ists” (Ian Jack).  [Middle English, from Latin, from neuter of modicus, moderate, 

from modus, measure. See med- in Appendix.]

mod·i·fi·ca·tion (mmdÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. modif. 1. The act of modifying 

or the condition of being modified.  2. A result of modifying.  3. A small alter-

ation, adjustment, or limitation.  4. Biology. Any of the changes in an organism 

caused by environment or activity and not genetically transmissable to offspring.  

5. Linguistics. a. A change undergone by a word that is borrowed from another 

language.  b. A phonological change undergone by a word or morpheme when it 

is used in a construction, as the change of will to ’ll in they’ll.    —modùi·fi·caÙtor 
n.  —modùi·fi·caÙto·ry (-k7ÙtN-rK), modùi·fi·caÙtive (-k7Ù-tVv)  adj. 

mod·i·fied American plan (mmdùN-fXdÙ N-mHrùV-kNn pl4n) n.  Abbr. MAP 

A system of hotel management in which guests pay a fixed daily or weekly rate for 

room, breakfast, and lunch or dinner. 

mod·i·fi·er (mmdùN-fXÙNr) n.  Grammar. A word, phrase, or clause that limits or 

qualifies the sense of another word or word group. 

mod·i·fy (mmdùN-fXÙ) v.  mod·i·fied, mod·i·fy·ing, mod·i·fies.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To change in form or character; alter.  2. To make less extreme, severe, or 

strong:  refused to modify her stand on the issue.  3. Grammar. To qualify or limit 

the meaning of. For example, summer modifies day in the phrase a summer day.  

4. Linguistics. To change (a vowel) by umlaut.   —  v.  intr. To be or become mod-

ified; change.  [Middle English modifien, from Old French modifier, from Latin 

modific7re, to measure, limit  : modus, measure; see med- in Appendix + -fic7re, -

fy.] —modÙi·fiÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —modùi·fiÙa·ble adj. 

Mo·di·glia·ni (mo-dKÙlK-äùnK, môÙdK-lyäùnK), Amedeo. 1884-1920.  Italian 

painter and sculptor noted for the graceful, elongated lines of his portraits and 

nudes, including Reclining Nude (1917). 

Mo·di·glia·ni (mo-dKÙlK-äùnK, môÙdK-lyäùnK), Franco. Born 1918.  American 

economist. He won a 1985 Nobel Prize for the analysis of household savings and 

corporate finance. 

mo·dil·lion (mo-dVlùyNn) n.  Architecture. An ornamental bracket used in series 

under a cornice, especially a cornice of the Corinthian, Composite, or Ionic 

orders.  [Italian modiglione, from Vulgar Latin *mutilio, mutilion-, from Latin 

m7tulus, perhaps of Etruscan origin.]



mo·di·o·lus (mo-dXùN-lNs) n.  pl. mo·di·o·li (-lXÙ). The central, conical, bony 

core of the cochlea.  [Latin, socket, hub, diminutive of modius, a measure of 

grain, measuring vessel. See med- in Appendix.]

mod·ish (moùdVsh) adj.  Being in or conforming to the prevailing or current 

fashion; stylish.  See Synonyms at fashionable.  —modùish·ly adv.  

—modùish·ness n. 

mo·diste (mo-dKstù) n.  One that produces, designs, or deals in women’s fash-

ions.  [French, from mode, fashion. See MODE.]

Mo·djes·ka (mN-jHsùkN, mô-), Helena. 1840-1909.  Polish-born American 

actress noted for her dramatic roles, especially in Shakespeare’s tragedies. 

Mo·doc (moùdmk) n.  pl. Modoc or Mo·docs. 1. a. A Native American people 

inhabiting an area of the Cascade Range in south-central Oregon and northern 

California.  b. A member of this people.   2. The dialect of Klamath spoken by 

the Modoc. 

mod·u·lar (mmjùN-lNr) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or based on a module or modulus.  

2. Designed with standardized units or dimensions, as for easy assembly and 

repair or flexible arrangement and use:  modular furniture; modular homes.   
—modùu·lar n.  —modÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —modùu·lar·ly adv. 

modular arithmetic (mmjùN-lNr N-rVthùmV-tVk) n.  Mathematics. A form of 

arithmetic dealing with the remainders after whole numbers are divided by a 

modulus:  Clocks use modular arithmetic with modulus 12, so 4 hours after 9 o’clock 

is 1 o’clock. 

mod·u·lar·ized (mmjùN-lN-rXzdÙ) adj.  Having or made up of modules:  modu-

larized housing. 

mod·u·late (mmjùN-l7tÙ) v.  mod·u·lat·ed, mod·u·lat·ing, mod·u·lates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To adjust or adapt to a certain proportion; regulate or temper.  2. To 

change or vary the pitch, intensity, or tone of (one’s voice or a musical instru-

ment, for example).  3. Electronics. a. To vary the frequency, amplitude, phase, or 

other characteristic of (electromagnetic waves).  b. To vary (electron velocity) in 

an electron beam.    —  v.  intr. Music. 1. To pass from one key or tonality to 

another by means of a regular melodic or chord progression.  2. To sing or play 

with modulation.  [Latin modul7rX, modul7t-, to measure off, to regulate, from 

modulus, diminutive of modus, measure. See med- in Appendix.] 
—modÙu·la·bilùi·ty n.  —modùu·laÙtive, modùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  

adj. 

mod·u·la·tion (mmjÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of modulating.  2. The 

state of being modulated.  3. Music. A passing from one key or tonality to another 

by means of a regular melodic or chord progression.  4. a. A change in stress, 

pitch, loudness, or tone of the voice; an inflection of the voice.  b. An instance of 

such a change or an inflection.   5. The harmonious use of language, as in poetry 



or prose.  6. Electronics. The variation of a property of an electromagnetic wave 

or signal, such as its amplitude, frequency, or phase. 

mod·u·la·tor (mmjùN-l7ÙtNr) n.  Electronics. A device used to modulate an elec-

tromagnetic wave. 

mod·ule (mmjùul) n.  1. A standard or unit of measurement.  2. Architecture. 

The dimensions of a structural component, such as the base of a column, used as 

a unit of measurement or standard for determining the proportions of the rest of 

the construction.  3. A standardized, often interchangeable component of a sys-

tem or construction that is designed for easy assembly or flexible use:  a sofa con-

sisting of two end modules.  4. Electronics. A self-contained assembly of electronic 

components and circuitry, such as a stage in a computer, that is installed as a unit.  

5. Computer Science. A portion of a program that carries out a specific function 

and may be used alone or combined with other modules of the same program.  

6. A self-contained unit of a spacecraft that performs a specific task or class of 

tasks in support of the major function of the craft.  7. A unit of education or 

instruction with a relatively high teacher-to-student ratio, in which a single topic 

or a small section of a broad topic is studied for a given period of time.  [Latin 

modulus, diminutive of modus, measure. See med- in Appendix.]

mod·u·li (mmjùN-lXÙ) n.  Plural of modulus. 
mod·u·lo (mmjùN-lo) prep.  Mathematics. With respect to a specified modulus:  

18 is congruent to 42 modulo 12 because both 18 and 42 leave 6 as a remainder when 

divided by 12.  [Latin modulo, ablative of modulus diminutive of modus, measure. 

See MODE.]

mod·u·lus (mmjùN-lNs) n.  pl. mod·u·li (-lXÙ). Abbr. m, M 1. Physics. A quantity 

that expresses the degree to which a substance possesses a property, such as elas-

ticity.  2. a. Mathematics. The absolute value of a complex number.  b.  Abbr. 

mod A number by which two given numbers can be divided and produce the 

same remainder.  c. The number by which a logarithm in one system must be 

multiplied to obtain the corresponding logarithm in another system.   [Latin, 

diminutive of modus, measure. See med- in Appendix.]

mo·dus op·er·an·di (moÙdNs mpÙN-r4nùdK, -dXÙ) n.  pl. mo·di operandi 
(moÙdK, -dX). Abbr. m.o., M.O. 1. A method of operating or functioning.  2. A 

person’s manner of working.  [New Latin modus operandX : Latin modus, mode + 

Latin operandX, genitive sing. gerund of oper7rX, to work.]

modus vi·ven·di (moÙdNs vV-vHnùdK, -dXÙ) n.  pl. modi vivendi. 1. A manner 

of living; a way of life.  2. A temporary agreement between contending parties 

pending a final settlement.  [New Latin modus vXvendX : Latin modus, mode + 

Latin vXvendX, genitive sing. gerund of vXvere, to live.]

Moers also Mörs (mœrs)  A city of west-central Germany west of Essen. Char-

tered in 1300, it is a market and industrial center. Population, 97,753. 



Moe·sia (mKùshN, -shK-N)  An ancient region of southeast Europe south of the 

Danube River in what is now eastern Yugoslavia and northern Bulgaria. Origi-

nally inhabited by Thracians, it was conquered by the Romans c. 29 B.C. and occu-

pied by Goths in the fourth century A.D. 

Moes·kroen (musùkrunÙ)  See Mouscron. 
mo·fette also mof·fette (mo-fHtù) n.  1. An opening in the earth from which 

carbon dioxide and other gases escape, usually marking the last stage of volcanic 

activity.  2. The gases escaping from such an opening.  [French, gaseous exhala-

tion, from Italian moffetta, diminutive of muffa, mold, moldy smell, probably of 

Germanic origin.]

Mog·a·dish·u (mmgÙN-dVshùu, -dKùshu)  The capital and largest city of 

Somalia, on the Indian Ocean. Settled by Arab colonists in the ninth or tenth cen-

tury, it was occupied in 1871 by the sultan of Zanzibar, who leased it to the Ital-

ians in 1892. After 1905 it became the capital of Italian Somaliland. Population, 

400,000. 

Mo·gen Da·vid (mmùgNn dôùvVd, d7ùvVd, mä-gHnù dä-vKdù) n.  Variant of 

Magen David. 
Mo·ghul (mt-gƒlù) n.  Variant of Mogul (n., sense 1). 

Mo·gi das Cru·zes (mt-zhKù däs kruùzVs)  A city of southeast Brazil east of 

São Paulo. Founded in 1611, it is an industrial center. Population, 122,434. 

Mo·gi·lev (mmgùN-lHfÙ, mN-gV-lyôfù)  A city of east-central Belarus on the 

Dnieper River east of Minsk. Founded around a castle built in 1267, the city 

changed hands frequently before it passed to Russia in the First Partition of 

Poland (1772). Population, 343,000. 

Mo·gol·lon (moÙgN-yonù) n.  A Native American culture flourishing from the 

2nd century B.C. to the 13th century A.D. in southeast Arizona and southwest New 

Mexico, especially noted for its development of pottery.  [After the Mogollon 
(Plateau).]

Mogollon Plateau (moÙgN-yonù pl4-toù)  A tableland, 2,135-2,440 m (7,000-

8,000 ft) high, of east-central Arizona. Its southern edge is the rugged escarpment 

Mogollon Rim. 
mo·gul (moùgNl) n.  Sports. A small hard mound or bump on a ski slope.  [Prob-

ably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse m7gi, heap.]

Mo·gul (moùgNl, mo-gƒlù) n.  1.  Also Mo·ghul (mt-gƒlù). a. A member of 

the force that under Baber conquered India in 1526.  b. A member of the Muslim 

dynasty founded by Baber that ruled India until 1857.   2. A Mongol or Mongo-

lian.  3. mogul. A very rich or powerful person; a magnate.  [Persian, and Arabic 

muSul from Mongolian Moggul.] —Moùgul, moùgul adj. 

Mo·hács (moùh4chÙ, -hächÙ)  A city of southern Hungary on the Danube River 

near the Yugoslavian border. It was the site of a Turkish victory (1526) that led to 

more than 150 years of Ottoman rule over the Hungarians. Population, 18,100. 



mo·hair (moùhârÙ) n.  1. The long, silky hair of the Angora goat.  2. Fabric 

made with yarn from this hair.  [Alteration (influenced by HAIR), of obsolete Ital-

ian mocaiaro, from Arabic muTayyar.]

Mo·ham·med (mo-h4mùVd, -häùmVd, mt-) also Mu·ham·mad (mt-), 

570?-632.  Arab prophet of Islam. At the age of 40 he began to preach as God’s 

prophet of the true religion. Mohammed established a theocratic state at Medina 

after 622 and began to convert Arabia to Islam. 

Mohammed II also Muhammad II, 1429?-1481.  Sultan of Turkey (1451-

1481) and founder of the Ottoman Empire. He conquered Constantinople in 

1453 and made it his capital. 

Mohammed A·li (mo-h4mùVd ä-lKù) also Me·he·met Ali (mV-hHmùHt, 

m7ùmHt), 1769-1849.  Turkish soldier and viceroy of Egypt (1805-1848) who 

wrested control of Egypt from the weakening Ottoman Empire (1811) and estab-

lished a modern state, over which his family ruled until 1952. 

Mo·ham·med·an (mo-h4mùV-dNn) also Mu·ham·mad·an  or 

Mu·ham·med·an (mt-) adj.  Of or relating to Mohammed or Islam; Muslim.   
—  n.  Offensive. A Muslim. 

Mo·ham·med·an·ism (mo-h4mùV-dN-nVzÙNm) also Mu·ham·mad·an·ism 
(mt-) n.  Offensive. The religion of Muslims; Islam. 

Mo·har·ram (mo-h4rùNm) n.  Variant of Muharram. 
Mo·ha·ve also Mo·ja·ve (mo-häùvK) n.  pl. Mohave or Mo·ha·ves also 

Mojave  or Mo·ja·ves. 1. a. A Native American people inhabiting lands along 

the lower Colorado River on the Arizona-California border.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Yuman language of the Mohave.  [Mohave hàmakháav.]

Mohave Desert (mo-häùvK dHzùNrt)  See Mojave Desert. 
Mo·hawk1 (moùhôkÙ) n.  pl. Mohawk or Mo·hawks. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people formerly inhabiting northeast New York along the Mohawk and upper 

Hudson valleys north to the St. Lawrence River, with present-day populations 

chiefly in southern Ontario and extreme northern New York. The Mohawk were 

the easternmost member of the Iroquois confederacy.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.   2. The Iroquoian language of the Mohawk.  [Narragansett Mohowaúg.]

Mo·hawk2 (moùhôkÙ) n.  pl. Mo·hawks. A hairstyle in which the scalp is 

shaved except for an upright strip of hair that runs across the crown of the head 

from the forehead to the nape of the neck.  [After MOHAWK
1.]

Mohawk River (moùhôkÙ rVvùNr)  A river of east-central New York flowing 

about 225 km (140 mi) south and southeast to the Hudson River. Long an impor-

tant route to the West, it is now used mainly by pleasure craft. 

Mo·he·gan (mo-hKùgNn) n.  pl. Mohegan or Mo·he·gans. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting eastern Connecticut, with present-day 

descendants in southeast Connecticut and Wisconsin. The Mohegan broke away 

from the Pequot in the early 17th century under the leadership of Uncas.  b. A 



member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Mohegan.   
—Mo·heùgan adj. 

Mo·hen·jo-Da·ro (mo-hHnÙjo-därùo)  A ruined prehistoric city of Pakistan in 

the Indus River valley northeast of Karachi. Its remains date to c. 3000 B.C. 

Mo·hi·can (mo-hKùkNn, mN-) n.  Variant of Mahican. 
Mo·ho (moùhoÙ) n.  Geology. The Mohorovi?i> discontinuity. 

Mo·holy-Nag·y (mN-hoùlK-nmjù, moùhoi-nmdùyN), Laszlo. 1895-1946.  Hun-

garian-born American artist and educator known for his artistic experiments 

with modern technology. He founded and directed (1938-1946) the Chicago 

Institute of Design. 

Mo·ho·ro·vi·?i> discontinuity (moÙhN-roùvN-chVch dVs-kmnÙtN-nuùV-tK) n.  

Geology. The boundary between the earth’s crust and the underlying mantle, aver-

aging 8 kilometers (5 miles) in depth under the oceans and 32 kilometers (20 

miles) in depth under the continents.  [After Andrija Mohorovi?i> (1857-1936), 

Croatian geophysicist.]

Mohs scale (moz sk7l) n.  A scale for classifying minerals based on relative 

hardness, determined by the ability of harder minerals to scratch softer ones. The 

scale includes the following minerals, in order from softest to hardest: 1. talc; 2. 

gypsum; 3. calcite; 4. fluorite; 5. apatite; 6. orthoclase; 7. quartz; 8. topaz; 9. 

corundum; 10. diamond.  [After Friedrich Mohs (1773-1839), German mineralo-

gist.]

mo·hur (moùNr, mN-htrù) n.  A gold coin, equal to 15 rupees, that was used in 

British India in the 19th and early 20th centuries.  [Hindi muhr, gold coin, seal, 

from Persian.]

moi·dore (moiùdôrÙ, -dorÙ, moi-dôrù, -dorù) n.  A former Portuguese or Brazil-

ian gold coin that was also current in England in the early 18th century.  [Alter-

ation of Portuguese moeda d’ouro : moeda (from Latin monKta, coin); see MONEY 

+ de, of (from Latin dK); see DE- + ouro, gold (from Latin aurum, gold).]

moi·e·ty (moiùV-tK) n.  pl. moi·e·ties. 1. A half.  2. A part, portion, or share.  

3. Either of two basic units in cultural anthropology that make up a tribe on the 

basis of unilateral descent.  [Middle English moite, from Old French meitiet, 

moitie, from Late Latin mediet7s, from Latin, middle, from medius, middle. See 

medhyo- in Appendix.]

moil (moil) v.  intr. moiled, moil·ing, moils. 1. To toil; slave.  2. To churn 

about continuously.   —  n.  1. Toil; drudgery.  2. Confusion; turmoil.  [Middle 

English moillen, to soften by wetting, from Old French moillier, from Vulgar Latin 

*molli7re, from Latin mollia (p7nis), the soft part (of bread), from neuter pl. of 

mollis, soft. See mel-1 in Appendix.] —moilùer n.  —moilùing·ly adv. 

moire (mwär, mwä-r7ù, môr, mô-r7ù) n.  A watered or moiré fabric.  [French. See 

MOIRÉ.]



moi·ré (mwä-r7ù, mô-) adj.  Having a wavy or rippled surface pattern. Used of 

fabric.   —  n.  1. Fabric, such as silk or rayon, finished so as to have a wavy or 

rippled surface pattern.  2. A similar pattern produced on cloth by engraved roll-

ers.  [French, from past participle of moirer, to water, from mouaire, moire, moiré 

fabric, probably alteration of English MOHAIR.] —moi·réù adj. 

moiré effect (mwä-r7ù V-fHktù) n.  The effect of superimposing a repetitive 

design, such as a grid, on the same or a different design in order to produce a pat-

tern distinct from its components. 

Mois·san (mwä-säNù), (Ferdinand Frédéric) Henri. 1852-1907.  French 

chemist. He won a 1906 Nobel Prize for isolating fluorine and developing an elec-

tric furnace. 

moist (moist) adj.  moist·er, moist·est. 1. Slightly wet; damp or humid.  See 

Synonyms at wet.  2. Filled with or characterized by moisture.  3. Tearful.  

[Middle English moiste, from Old French, alteration (influenced by Latin mus-

teus, juicy, from mustum, must); see MUST
3, of Vulgar Latin *muscidus, alteration 

of Latin m7cidus, moldy, from m7cus, mucus.] —moistùly adv.  —moistùness 
n. 

mois·ten (moiùsNn) v.  tr. intr. mois·tened, mois·ten·ing, mois·tens. To 

make or become moist.   —moisùten·er n. 

mois·ture (moisùchNr) n.  1. Diffuse wetness that can be felt as vapor in the 

atmosphere or condensed liquid on the surfaces of objects; dampness.  2. The 

state or quality of being damp.  [Middle English, from Old French, from moiste, 

moist. See MOIST.]

mois·tur·ize (moisùchN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mois·tur·ized, mois·tur·iz·ing, 
mois·tur·iz·es. To add or restore moisture to:  lotion that moisturizes the face. 

mois·tur·iz·er (moisùchN-rXÙzNr) n.  A cosmetic lotion or cream applied to the 

skin to counter dryness. 

mo·jar·ra (mo-härùN) n.  pl. mojarra or mo·jar·ras. Any of several species of 

small, silvery, mainly tropical American marine fishes of the family Gerridae, 

having extremely protrusile mouths.  [Spanish, knife, a kind of fish found off the 

coast of Spain, from Arabic muUarrab, pointed, from Uarrab, to sharpen, point.]

Mo·ja·ve (mo-häùvK) n.  Variant of Mohave. 
Mojave Desert also Mohave Desert (mo-häùvK dHzùNrt)  An arid region of 

southern California southeast of the Sierra Nevada. Once part of an ancient 

inland sea, the desert was formed by volcanic action and by materials deposited 

by the Colorado River. 

moke (mok) n.  1. Slang. A dull or boring person.  2. Chiefly British. A donkey.  

3. Australian. An old, broken-down horse.  [Origin unknown.]

Mok·po (mmkùpoÙ, môkù-)  A city of southwest South Korea on an inlet of the 

Yellow Sea. Its port was opened to foreign trade in 1897. Population, 228,000. 

mol (mol) n.  Variant of mole5. 



MOL abbr.  Manned Orbital Laboratory. 

mol. abbr.  1. Molecular.  2. Molecule. 

mo·la1 (moùlN, -lä) n.  pl. mo·las. A colorful fabric panel of Central American 

origin, sewn with a reverse-appliqué technique and used for decorative purposes, 

as on clothing or furniture or as a wall hanging.  [Cuna (Panama Chibchan lan-

guage), clothing, blouse, mola.]

mo·la2 (moùlN) n.  pl. mola or mo·las. See ocean sunfish.  [Latin, millstone 

(from its shape and rough skin). See melN- in Appendix.]

mo·lal (moùlNl) adj.  Of or designating a solution that contains one mole of sol-

ute in 1,000 grams of solvent. 

mo·lal·i·ty (mo-l4lùV-tK) n.  pl. mo·lal·i·ties. The molal concentration of a sol-

ute, usually expressed as the number of moles of solute per 1,000 grams of sol-

vent. 

mo·lar1 (moùlNr) adj.  1.  Abbr. M Chemistry. a. Relating to or designating a 

solution that contains one mole of solute per liter of solution.  b. Containing one 

mole of a substance.   2. Physics. Of or relating to a body of matter as a whole, 

perceived apart from molecular or atomic properties.  [From MOLE
5.]

mo·lar2 (moùlNr) n.  A tooth with a broad crown used to grind food, located 

behind the premolars.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the molars.  2. Capable of 

grinding.  [From Middle English molares, molars, from Latin mol7ris, belonging 

to a mill, grinder, molar, from mola, millstone. See melN- in Appendix.]

mo·lar·i·ty (mo-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. mo·lar·i·ties. Abbr. M Chemistry. The molar 

concentration of a solution, usually expressed as the number of moles of solute 

per liter of solution. 

mo·las·ses (mN-l4sùVz) n.  pl. molasses. A thick syrup produced in refining 

raw sugar and ranging from light to dark brown in color.  [Portuguese melaços, pl. 

of melaço, from Late Latin mell7ceum, must, from Latin mel, mell-, honey. See 

melit- in Appendix.]

mold1 (mold) n.  1. A hollow form or matrix for shaping a fluid or plastic sub-

stance.  2. A frame or model around or on which something is formed or shaped.  

3. Something that is made in or shaped on a mold.  4. The shape or pattern of a 

mold.  5. General shape or form:  the oval mold of her face.  6. Distinctive charac-

ter or type:  a leader in the mold of her predecessors.  7. A fixed or restrictive pat-

tern or form:  a method of scientific investigation that broke the mold and led to a 

new discovery.  8. Architecture. See molding (n., sense 3).   —  v.  mold·ed, 
mold·ing, molds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To shape in or on a mold.  2. a. To form into a 

particular shape; give shape to.  b. To guide or determine the growth or develop-

ment of; influence:  a teacher who helps to mold the minds of his students.   3. To fit 

closely by following the contours of.  4. To make a mold of or from (molten 

metal, for example) before casting.  5. To ornament with moldings.   —  v.  intr. 

To be shaped in or as if in a mold:  shoes that gradually molded to my feet.  [Middle 



English molde, from Old French molle, molde, from Latin modulus, diminutive of 

modus, measure. See med- in Appendix.] —moldùa·ble adj.  —moldùer n. 

mold2 (mold) n.  1. Any of various fungi that often cause disintegration of 

organic matter.  2. The growth of such fungi.   —  v.  intr. mold·ed, mold·ing, 
molds. To become moldy.  [Middle English moulde, probably from past partici-

ple of moulen, to grow moldy, from Old Norse mygla.]

mold3 (mold) n.  1. Loose, friable soil, rich in humus and fit for planting.  

2. Chiefly British. a. The earth; the ground.  b. The earth of the grave.   

3. Archaic. Earth as the substance of the human body.  [Middle English, from Old 

English molde. See melN- in Appendix.]

Mol·da·vi·a (mml-d7ùvK-N, -d7vùyN)  1. A historical region of eastern Romania 

east of Transylvania. Part of the Roman province of Dacia, it became a principal-

ity in the 14th century and passed to the Ottoman Empire in 1504, although it 

was continually attacked and often virtually controlled by numerous other pow-

ers. In 1859 Moldavia united with Walachia to form the nucleus of modern 

Romania.  2.  Also Mol·do·va (môl-dôùvN). A country of eastern europe border-

ing on Romania. Acquired by Russia from the Romanian region of Moldavia in 

the late 18th and early 19th centuries, it became an autonomous republic of the 

U.S.S.R. in 1924 and was constituent republic from 1940 to 1991. Kishinev is the 

capital. Population, 4,111,000.   —Mol·daùvi·an adj.  & n. 

mold·board (moldùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  The curved plate of a plow that turns 

over the soil.  [MOLD
3 + BOARD.]

mold·er (molùdNr) v.  mold·ered, mold·er·ing, mold·ers.  —  v.  intr. To 

crumble to dust; disintegrate.   —  v.  tr. To cause to crumble.  See Synonyms at 

decay.  [Probably frequentative of MOLD
3.]

mold·ing (molùdVng) n.  1. The act or process of molding.  2. Something that is 

molded.  3. An embellishment in strip form, made of wood or other structural 

material, that is used to decorate or finish a surface, such as the wall of a room or 

building or the surface of a door or piece of furniture. In this sense, also 

calledmold1 

Mol·do·va (môl-doùvN)  See Moldavia. 
mold·y (molùdK) adj.  mold·i·er, mold·i·est. 1. Covered with or containing 

mold:  moldy bread.  2. Musty or stale, as from age or decay.   —moldùi·ness n. 

mole1 (mol) n.  A small congenital growth on the human skin, usually slightly 

raised and dark and sometimes hairy, especially a pigmented nevus.  [Middle 

English, from Old English m7l.]

mole2 (mol) n.  1. Any of various small, insectivorous mammals of the family 

Talpidae, usually living underground and having thickset bodies with light brown 

to dark gray silky fur, rudimentary eyes, tough muzzles, and strong forefeet for 

burrowing.  2. A machine that bores through hard surfaces, used especially for 

tunneling through rock.  3. A spy who operates from within an organization, 



especially a double agent operating against his or her own government from 

within its intelligence establishment.  [Middle English molle;; akin to possibly 

akin to MOLD
3.]

mole3 (mol) n.  1. A massive, usually stone wall constructed in the sea, used as a 

breakwater and built to enclose or protect an anchorage or a harbor.  2. The 

anchorage or harbor enclosed by a mole.  [French môle, from Italian molo, from 

Late Greek molos, from Latin molKs, mass, mole.]

mole4 (mol) n.  A fleshy, abnormal mass formed in the uterus by the degenera-

tion or abortive development of an ovum.  [French môle, from Latin mola, mill-

stone, mole. See melN- in Appendix.]

mole5  or mol (mol) n.  1. The amount of a substance that contains as many 

atoms, molecules, ions, or other elementary units as the number of atoms in 

0.012 kilogram of carbon 12. The number is 6.0225 ∞ 1023, or Avogadro’s num-

ber.  Also called gram molecule 2. The mass in grams of this amount of a sub-

stance, numerically equal to the molecular weight of the substance.  Also called 

gram-molecular weight See Table at measurement.  [German Mol, short for 

Molekulargewicht, molecular weight, from molekular, molecular, from French 

moléculaire, from molécule, molecule. See MOLECULE.]

mo·le6 (moùl7Ù) n.  A spicy sauce of Mexican origin, made with unsweetened 

chocolate and a variety of chilies and spices and usually served with meat or poul-

try.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl molli.]

mole crab (mol kr4b) n.  Any of various small crustaceans of the genus Emerita, 

having very long eyestalks and hairy antennae and commonly found burrowing 

in sand on ocean beaches. 

mole cricket (mol krVkùVt) n.  Any of various burrowing crickets of the family 

Gryllotalpidae, having short wings and front legs well adapted for digging and 

feeding mainly on the roots of plants. 

mo·lec·u·lar (mN-lHkùyN-lNr) adj.  1.  Abbr. mol. Of, relating to, or consisting of 

molecules.  2. Of or relating to simple or basic structure or form.   
—mo·lecÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —mo·lecùu·lar·ly adv. 

molecular biology (mN-lHkùyN-lNr bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of biology that 

deals with the formation, structure, and activity of macromolecules essential to 

life, such as nucleic acids and proteins, and especially with their role in cell repli-

cation and the transmission of genetic information.   —molecular biologist n. 

molecular formula (mN-lHkùyN-lNr fôrùmyN-lN) n.  A chemical formula that 

shows the number and kinds of atoms in a molecule. 

molecular genetics (mN-lHkùyN-lNr jN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The branch of genetics that deals with hereditary transmission and variation on 

the molecular level. 

molecular weight (mN-lHkùyN-lNr w7t) n.  Abbr. mol wt The sum of the 

atomic weights of all the atoms in a molecule.  Also called formula weight 



mol·e·cule (mmlùV-kyulÙ) n.  Abbr. mol. 1. The smallest particle into which an 

element or a compound can be divided without changing its chemical and physi-

cal properties; a group of like or different atoms held together by chemical forces.  

2. A small particle; a tiny bit.  [French molécule, from New Latin molKcula, dimin-

utive of Latin molKs, mass.]

mole·hill (molùhVlÙ) n.  A small mound of loose earth raised by a burrowing 

mole.   —idiom. make a mountain out of a molehill. To exaggerate a 

minor problem. 

Mo·len·beek-Saint-Jean (moùlNn-b7kÙs4N-zhäNù)  A city of central Bel-

gium, a manufacturing suburb of Brussels. Population, 71,891. 

mole rat (mol r4t) n.  1. Any of several furry, short-limbed, tailless burrowing 

rodents of the genus Spalax, found in eastern Europe and the Middle East.  

2. Any of various similar molelike rodents of the family Bathyergidae and espe-

cially of the genus Bathyergus, found from South Africa to Kenya. 

mole·skin (molùskVnÙ) n.  1. The short, soft, silky fur of a mole.  2. a. A heavy-

napped cotton twill fabric.  b. moleskins. Clothing, especially trousers, of this 

fabric.   3. A soft material, often with an adhesive backing, used especially on the 

feet to protect against chafing. 

mo·lest (mN-lHstù) v.  tr. mo·lest·ed, mo·lest·ing, mo·lests. 1. To disturb, 

interfere with, or annoy.  2. To subject to unwanted or improper sexual activity.  

[Middle English molesten, from Old French molester, from Latin molest7re, from 

molestus, troublesome.] —moÙles·taùtion (moÙlH-st7ùshNn) n.  —mo·lestùer n. 

Mol·fet·ta (mml-fHtùN, môl-fHtùtä)  A city of southeast Italy on the Adriatic Sea 

west-northwest of Bari. It is a port and manufacturing center. Population, 65,951. 

Mo·lière (mol-yârù), Jean Baptiste Poquelin. 1622-1673.  French playwright 

whose sophisticated comedies include Tartuffe (1664), The Misanthrope (1666), 

and The Bourgeois Gentleman (1670). 

Mo·line (mo-lKnù)  A city of northwest Illinois on the Mississippi River across 

from Davenport, Iowa. Settled in 1847, it is a transportation and industrial center. 

Population, 43,202. 

Mo·li·se (môùlV-z7Ù)  A region of south-central Italy bordering on the Adriatic 

Sea. Conquered by the Romans in the 4th century B.C., it was ruled by a Lombard 

duchy from the 6th to the 11th century A.D. 

moll (mml) n.  Slang. 1. A woman companion of a gunman or gangster.  2. A 

prostitute.  [Probably from the name Moll, nickname for Mary.]

mol·lie (mmlùK) n.  Variant of molly. 
mol·li·fy (mmlùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. mol·li·fied, mol·li·fy·ing, mol·li·fies. 1. To calm 

in temper or feeling; soothe.  See Synonyms at pacify.  2. To lessen in intensity; 

temper.  3. To reduce the rigidity of; soften.  [Middle English mollifien, from Old 

French mollifier, from Late Latin mollific7re : mollis, soft; see mel-1 in Appendix 



+ -fic7re, -fy.] —molùli·fiÙa·ble adj.  —molÙli·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—molùli·fiÙer n.  —molùli·fyÙing·ly adv. 

mol·lusc (mmlùNsk) n.  Variant of mollusk. 
mol·lus·ca (mN-lƒsùkN) n.  Plural of molluscum. 
mol·lus·can also mol·lus·kan (mN-lƒsùkNn) adj.  Of or relating to the mol-

lusks.   —  n.  A mollusk. 

mol·lus·ci·cide (mN-lƒsùkV-sXdÙ) n.  An agent that kills mollusks.   
—mol·lusÙci·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

mol·lus·coid (mN-lƒsùkoid) adj.  Of, belonging to, or resembling the mollusks. 

mol·lus·cum (mN-lƒsùkNm) n.  pl. mol·lus·ca (-kN). Any of various skin dis-

eases in which soft, spherical tumors form on the face or other part of the body.  

[Latin, a kind of fungus, from neuter of molluscus, soft. See MOLLUSK.]

mol·lusk also mol·lusc (mmlùNsk) n.  Any of numerous chiefly marine inverte-

brates of the phylum Mollusca, typically having a soft unsegmented body, a man-

tle, and a protective calcareous shell and including the edible shellfish and the 

snails.  [French mollusque, from New Latin Mollusca, phylum name, from neuter 

pl. of Latin molluscus, thin-shelled, from mollis, soft. See mel-1 in Appendix.] 
—mol·lusùcous (mN-lƒsùkNs) adj. 

mol·lus·kan (mN-lƒsùkNn) adj.  & n.   Variant of molluscan. 
mol·ly also mol·lie (mmlùK) n.  pl. mol·lies. Any of several tropical and subtrop-

ical live-bearing fishes of the genus Poecilia or Mollienesia, commonly kept in 

aquariums.  [From New Latin Mollienesia, former genus name, after Comte 

François Nicolas Mollien (1758-1850), French politician.]

mol·ly·cod·dle (mmlùK-kmdÙl) v.  tr. mol·ly·cod·dled, mol·ly·cod·dling, 
mol·ly·cod·dles. To be overprotective and indulgent toward.  See Synonyms at 

pamper.   —  n.  A person, especially a man or a boy, who is pampered and over-

protected.  [molly, milksop (from the name Molly, nickname for Mary) + COD-

DLE.] —molùly·codÙdler n. 

Mol·nár (molùnärÙ, môlù-), Ferenc. 1878-1952.  Hungarian writer known par-

ticularly for his comedies, including The Devil (1907) and Liliom (1909). 

mo·loch (moùlmkÙ, mmlùNk) n.  A lizard (Moloch horridus) of the deserts and 

plains of central and southern Australia, having a head and back covered with 

large spiny scales.  [Late Latin Moloch, Semitic deity. See MOLOCH.]

Mo·loch (moùlmkÙ, mmlùNk) n.  1. Bible. In the Old Testament, the god of the 

Ammonites and Phoenicians to whom children were sacrificed.  2. Something 

possessing the power to exact severe sacrifice.  [Late Latin Moloch, from Greek 

Molokh, from Hebrew Môlek.]

Mo·lo·kai (mmlÙN-kXù, moÙlN-)  An island of central Hawaii between Oahu and 

Maui. The Belgian missionary Father Damien established a leper colony on the 

northern coast in 1860. 



Mo·lo·po (mN-loùpo)  An intermittent river of South Africa flowing about 965 

km (600 mi) generally westward to the Orange River. It forms part of the border 

with Botswana. 

Mo·lo·tov (mmlùN-tôfÙ, môlù-, moùlN-), Vyacheslav Mikhailovich. 1890-

1986.  Soviet politician who was head of the Council of People’s Commissars 

(1930-1941) and foreign minister (1939-1949 and 1953-1956). 

Molotov cocktail (mmlùN-tôfÙ kmkùt7lÙ) n.  A makeshift bomb made of a 

breakable container filled with flammable liquid and provided with a usually rag 

wick that is lighted just before being hurled.  [After Vyacheslav Mikhailovich 
MOLOTOV.]

molt (molt) v.  molt·ed, molt·ing, molts.  —  v.  intr. To shed periodically part 

or all of a coat or an outer covering, such as feathers, cuticle, or skin, which is 

then replaced by a new growth.   —  v.  tr. To shed or cast off (a bodily covering).   
—  n.  1. The act or process of molting.  2. The material cast off during molting.  

[Alteration of Middle English mouten, from Old English -m7tian (in bem7tian, to 

exchange for), from Latin m7t7re, to change. See mei-1 in Appendix.] —moltùer 
n. 

mol·ten (molùtNn) v.  Archaic. A past participle of melt.  —  adj.  1. Made liquid 

by heat; melted:  molten lead.  2. Made by melting and casting in a mold.  

3. Brilliantly glowing, from or as if from intense heat: “A huge red bed of coals 

blazed and quivered with molten fury” (Richard Wright). 

mol·to (molùto) adv.  Music. Very; much. Used chiefly in directions.  [Italian, 

from Latin multum, from neuter sing. of multus, many, much. See mel-2 in 

Appendix.]

Mo·luc·cas (mN-lƒkùNz) Formerly Spice Islands (spXs).  A group of islands of 

eastern Indonesia between Celebes and New Guinea. Discovered in the early 16th 

century, the islands were settled by the Portuguese but taken in the 17th century 

by the Dutch, who used them as the basis for their monopoly of the spice trade.   
—Mo·lucùcan adj.  & n. 

mol wt abbr.  Molecular weight. 

mo·ly (moùlK) n.  pl. mo·lies. Greek Mythology. A magic herb with black roots 

and white flowers that was given to Odysseus by Hermes to ward off the spells of 

Circe.  [Latin moly, from Greek molu.]

mo·lyb·de·nite (mN-lVbùdN-nXtÙ) n.  A mineral form of molybdenum sulfide, 

MoS2, that is the principal ore of molybdenum.  [MOLYBDEN(UM) + -ITE
1.]

mo·lyb·de·num (mN-lVbùdN-nNm) n.  Symbol Mo A hard, silvery-white metal-

lic element used to toughen alloy steels and soften tungsten alloy. An essential 

trace element in plant nutrition, it is used in fertilizers, dyes, enamels, and 

reagents. Atomic number 42; atomic weight 95.94; melting point 2,617˚C; boiling 

point 4,612˚C; specific gravity 10.22 (at 20˚C); valence 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.  [New Latin, 



from earlier molybdena, lead ore, from Latin molybdaena, galena, from Greek 

molubdaina, from molubdos, lead.]

mo·lyb·dic (mN-lVbùdVk) adj.  Designating molybdenum or a compound con-

taining molybdenum, especially with a valence of 6. 

mo·lyb·dous (mN-lVbùdNs) adj.  Designating molybdenum or a compound con-

taining molybdenum, especially with a valence of less than 6. 

mom (mmm) n.  Informal. Mother.  [Shortening and alteration of MAMA.]

m.o.m. abbr.  Middle of month. 

mom-and-pop (mmmùNn-pmpù) adj.  1. Of or being a small business that is 

typically owned and run by members of a family:  a mom-and-pop grocery store.  

2. Resembling or evocative of the small-scale, homelike, or informal atmosphere 

of such a business: “toasted the advantages of mom-and-pop journalism” (News-

week). 

Mom·ba·sa (mmm-b4sùN, -bäùsä)  A city of southeast Kenya mainly on Mom-
basa Island, in the Indian Ocean north of Zanzibar. Visited by Vasco da Gama 

on his first voyage to India (1498), the island-city was ruled successively by Portu-

gal, Oman, Zanzibar, and Great Britain until the early 20th century. Population, 

341,148. 

mo·ment (moùmNnt) n.  1. A brief, indefinite interval of time.  2. A specific 

point in time, especially the present time:  He is not here at the moment.  3. A par-

ticular period of importance, influence, or significance in a series of events or 

developments:  a great moment in history; waiting for her big moment.  

4. Outstanding significance or value; importance:  a discovery of great moment.  

5. A brief period of time that is characterized by a quality, such as excellence, 

suitability, or distinction:  a lackluster performance that nevertheless had its 

moments.  6. Philosophy. a. An essential or constituent element, as of a complex 

idea.  b. A phase or an aspect of a logically developing process.   7.  Abbr. M Phys-

ics. a. The product of a quantity and its perpendicular distance from a reference 

point.  b. The tendency to cause rotation about a point or an axis.   8. Statistics. 

The expected value of a positive integral power of a random variable. The first 

moment is the mean of the distribution.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin momentum, from *movimentum, from movKre, to move. See meuN- 
in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: moment, instant, minute, second, jiffy, flash. These nouns denote

a brief interval of time. A moment is an indeterminately short but not insignifi-

cant period: I’ll be with you in a moment. It took him a moment to answer. Instant

is a period of time almost too brief to detect; it implies haste and often urgency:

She hesitated for just an instant. Stop it this instant. Minute and second, used strictly,

refer to measured intervals of time; often, though, minute is interchangeable with

moment (Wait a minute. The plane will be arriving in a minute), and second with



instant (I slipped out of the room for a few seconds to turn the oven on). Jiffy and

flash occur principally in combinations preceded by in a; in a jiffy means in a

short space of time, while in a flash suggests the almost imperceptible duration

of a flash of light: “He was on his stool in a jiffy, driving away with his pen” (Charles

Dickens). She was on her feet in a flash when the doorbell rang. See also Synonyms

at importance

mo·men·ta (mo-mHnùtN) n.  A plural of momentum. 
mo·men·tar·i·ly (moÙmNn-târùN-lK) adv.  1. For a moment or an instant.  

2. Usage Problem. In a moment; very soon.  3. Moment by moment; progres-

sively.  

USAGE NOTE: Momentarily is widely used in speech to mean “in a moment,”

as in The manager is on another line, but she’ll be with you momentarily. This usage

rarely leads to ambiguity since the intended sense can usually be determined on

the basis of the tense of the verb and the context. Nonetheless, many critics hold

that the adverb should be reserved for the senses “for a moment” or “moment by

moment,” and the extended usage is unacceptable to 59 percent of the Usage Pan-

el.

mo·men·tar·y (moùmNn-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Lasting for only a moment.  See Syn-

onyms at transient.  2. Occurring or present at every moment:  in momentary 

fear of being exposed.  3. Short-lived or ephemeral, as a life.  [Middle English 

momentare, from Latin moment7rius, from momentum, moment. See MOMENT.] 
—moùmen·tarÙi·ness n. 

mo·ment·ly (moùmNnt-lK) adv.  1. From moment to moment.  2. At any 

moment.  3. For a moment. 

moment of inertia (moùmNnt ƒv V-nûrùshN) n.  pl. moments of inertia. A 

measure of a body’s resistance to angular acceleration, equal to: a. The product of 

the mass of a particle and the square of its distance from a reference.  b. The sum 

of the products of each mass element of a body multiplied by the square of its dis-

tance from an axis.  c. The sum of the products of each element of an area multi-

plied by the square of its distance from a coplanar axis.  

moment of truth (moùmNnt ƒv truth) n.  pl. moments of truth. 1. A 

critical or decisive time on which much depends; a crucial moment.  2. Sports. 

The point in a bullfight at which the matador makes the kill.  [Translation of 

Spanish el momento de verdad.]

mo·men·tous (mo-mHnùtNs) adj.  Of utmost importance; of outstanding sig-

nificance or consequence:  a momentous occasion; a momentous decision.   
—mo·menùtous·ly adv.  —mo·menùtous·ness n. 



mo·men·tum (mo-mHnùtNm) n.  pl. mo·men·ta (-tN)  or mo·men·tums. 1.  
Symbol p Physics. A measure of the motion of a body equal to the product of its 

mass and velocity.  Also called linear momentum 2. a. Impetus of a physical 

object in motion.  b. Impetus of a nonphysical process, such as an idea or a 

course of events:  The soaring rise in interest rates finally appeared to be losing 

momentum.   3. Philosophy. An essential or constituent element; a moment.  

[Latin momentum, movement, short for *movimentum, from movKre, to move. 

See meuN- in Appendix.]

mom·ma (mäùmN) n.  Variant of mama. 
Momm·sen (momùzNn), Theodor. 1817-1903.  German historian whose best-

known work is the three-volume History of Rome (1854-1856). He won the 1902 

Nobel Prize for literature. 

mom·my (mmmùK) n.  pl. mom·mies. Informal. Mother.  [Alteration of 

MAMMY.]

Mo·mus (moùmNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of blame and ridicule. 

mon (mmn) n.  Scots. Man. 

Mon (mon) n.  1. A member of a Buddhist people inhabiting an area of eastern 

Burma and adjacent parts of Thailand.  2. The Mon-Khmer language of the Mon. 

mon. abbr.  1. Monastery.  2. Monetary. 

Mon. abbr.  Monday. 

mon- pref.  Variant of mono-. 
mon·a·chism (mmnùN-kVzÙNm) n.  Monasticism.  [Medieval Latin monachismus, 

from Late Greek monakhismos, from Late Greek monakhos, monk. See MONK.]

Mon·a·co (mmnùN-koÙ, mN-näùko)  A principality on the Mediterranean Sea 

consisting of an enclave in southeast France. Probably settled by Phoenicians, it 

has been ruled by the Grimaldi family since the 13th century (first by the Gen-

ovese line and later, after 1731, by a French line). Monaco was at various times 

under the protection of Spain, Sardinia, and France but regained its sovereignty 

in 1861. The village of Monaco, or Monaco-Ville, is the capital. Population, 

27,063.   —Monùa·can adj.  & n. 

mo·nad (moùn4dÙ) n.  1. Philosophy. An indivisible, impenetrable unit of sub-

stance viewed as the basic constituent element of physical reality in the metaphys-

ics of Leibnitz.  2. Biology. A single-celled microorganism, especially a flagellate 

protozoan of the genus Monas.  3. Chemistry. An atom or a radical with a valence 

of 1.  [Latin monas, monad-, unit, from Greek, from monos, single. See men-4 in 

Appendix.] —mo·nadùic (mN-n4dùVk), mo·nadùi·cal adj.  —mo·nadùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —moùnad·ism n. 

mon·a·del·phous (mmnÙN-dHlùfNs, moÙnN-) adj.  Botany. Related to or being 

stamens with all the filaments united into a single tubelike group. 



mo·nad·nock (mN-n4dùnmkÙ) n.  A mountain or rocky mass that has resisted 

erosion and stands isolated in an essentially level area.  [After Mount Monad-

nock, a peak of southwest New Hampshire.]

mo·nan·drous (mN-n4nùdrNs) adj.  1. Botany. Having flowers bearing a single 

stamen, as in the poinsettia.  2. Of, relating to, or characterized by monandry. 

mo·nan·dry (mN-n4nùdrK) n.  1. The state or practice of having one husband at 

a time.  2. Botany. The condition of being monandrous. 

mo·nan·thous (mN-n4nùthNs) adj.  Botany. Bearing a single flower. 

Mo·na Passage (moùnN p4sùVj)  A strait between Puerto Rico and the Domin-

ican Republic connecting the northern Atlantic Ocean with the Caribbean Sea. 

Mona Island, in the passage, was discovered by Columbus in 1493 and is today 

part of Puerto Rico. 

mon·arch (mmnùNrk, -ärkÙ) n.  1. One who reigns over a state or territory, usu-

ally for life and by hereditary right, especially: a. A sole and absolute ruler.  b. A 

sovereign, such as a king or an empress, often with constitutionally limited 

authority:  a constitutional monarch.   2. One that commands or rules: “I am mon-

arch of all I survey” (William Cowper).  3. One that surpasses others in power or 

preeminence: “Mont Blanc is the monarch of the mountains” (Byron).  4. A mon-

arch butterfly.  [Middle English monarke, from Old French monarque, from Late 

Latin monarcha, from Greek monarkhos : mono-, mono- + arkhein, to rule.] 
—mo·narùchal (mN-närùkNl), mo·narùchic (-kVk) , mo·narùchi·cal (-kV-kNl)  

adj.  —mo·narùchal·ly, mo·narùchi·cal·ly adv. 

monarch butterfly (mmnùNrk bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  A large American butterfly 

(Danaus plexippus) having light brown wings with black veins and white-spotted 

black borders, noted for its long-distance migrations and its brightly striped cat-

erpillars that feed on the milkweed plant.  Also called milkweed butterfly 

Mon·ar·chi·an·ism (mN-närùkK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  Any of several Christian here-

sies of the second and third centuries A.D. that attempted to maintain monothe-

ism and the unity of the Godhead but thereby denied the independent hypostasis 

of God the Son.  [From Latin Monarchi7nX, the Monarchians, from monarchia, 

monarchy. See MONARCHY.] —Mo·narùchi·an n. 

mon·ar·chism (mmnùNr-kVzÙNm, -ärÙ-) n.  1. The system or principles of mon-

archy.  2. Belief in or advocacy of monarchy.   —monùar·chist (-kVst) n.  

—monÙar·chisùtic adj. 

mon·ar·chy (mmnùNr-kK, -ärÙ-) n.  pl. mon·ar·chies. 1. Government by a 

monarch.  2. A state ruled or headed by a monarch.  [Middle English monarchie, 

from Old French, from Latin monarchia, from Greek monarkhia, from monar-

khos, monarch. See MONARCH.] —mo·narùchi·al (mN-närùkK-Nl) adj. 

mo·nar·da (mN-närùdN) n.  Any of various aromatic plants of the genus 

Monarda in the mint family, such as the bee balm.  [New Latin Monarda, genus 

name, after Nicolas Monardes (1493-1588), Spanish botanist.]



mon·as·ter·y (mmnùN-stHrÙK) n.  pl. mon·as·ter·ies. Abbr. mon. 1. A commu-

nity of persons, especially monks, bound by vows to a religious life and often liv-

ing in partial or complete seclusion.  2. The dwelling place of such a community.  

[Middle English monasterie, from Old French monastere, from Late Latin monas-

tKrium, from Late Greek monastKrion, from Greek monazein, to live alone, from 

monos, alone. See men-4 in Appendix.] —monÙas·teùri·al (mmnÙN-stîrùK-Nl, -

stHrù-) adj. 

mo·nas·tic (mN-n4sùtVk) adj.  also mo·nas·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) 1. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of a monastery. Used often of monks and nuns.  2. Resembling life 

in a monastery in style, structure, or manner, especially: a. Secluded and contem-

plative.  b. Strictly disciplined or regimented.  c. Self-abnegating; austere.    —  n.  

A monk.  [Middle English monastik, from Old French monastique, from Late 

Latin monasticus, from Late Greek monastikos, from Greek monazein, to live 

alone. See MONASTERY.] —mo·nasùti·cal·ly adv. 

mo·nas·ti·cism (mN-n4sùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  The monastic life or system, especially 

as practiced in a monastery. 

mon·a·tom·ic (mmnÙN-tmmùVk) adj.  1. Occurring as single atoms:  Helium is a 

monatomic gas.  2. Having one replaceable atom or radical.  3. Univalent.   
—monÙa·tomùic·al·ly adv. 

mon·au·ral (mmn-ôrùNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or designating sound reception 

by one ear.  2. Electronics. Relating to a system of transmitting, recording, or 

reproducing sound in which one or more sources are connected to a single chan-

nel; monophonic.   —mon·auùral·ly adv. 

mon·ax·i·al (mmn-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  Uniaxial. 

mon·a·zite (mmnùN-zXtÙ) n.  A reddish-brown phosphate mineral containing 

rare-earth metals, (Ce, La, Y, Th)PO4, important as a source of cerium and tho-

rium.  [Greek monazein, to live alone; see MONASTERY + -ITE
1.]

Mon·ca·lie·ri (mônÙkN-lyHrùK, -kä-)  A city of northwest Italy on the Po River 

south of Turin. It is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 61,740. 

Mön·chen·glad·bach (mƒnÙkNn-glätùbäk, mœnÙKHNn-glätùbäKH)  A city of 

west-central Germany west-southwest of Düsseldorf. Established around a Bene-

dictine abbey founded c. 972, the city was chartered in 1336. Population, 255,085. 

Monck  or Monk (mƒngk), George First Duke of Albemarle. 1608-1670.  

English general who was instrumental in the restoration of Charles II (1660) and 

supervised London during the plague of 1665. 

Mon·clo·va (môn-kloùvN, -vä)  A city of northeast Mexico northwest of 

Monterrey. It is a trade and processing center in a farming and mining region. 

Population, 115,786. 

Monc·ton (mƒngkùtNn)  A city of southeast New Brunswick, Canada, northeast 

of Saint John. Originally settled by Acadians, it was resettled by Germans in 1763. 

Population, 54,743. 



Mon·dale (mmnùd7lÙ), Walter Frederick. Born 1928.  Vice President of the 

United States (1977-1981) under Jimmy Carter. He earlier served as a U.S. senator 

from Minnesota (1964-1977) and was the unsuccessful 1984 Democratic nomi-

nee for President. 

Mon·day (mƒnùdK, -d7Ù) n.  Abbr. M., Mon. The second day of the week.  

[Middle English, from Old English Monandæg (translation of Latin l7nae diKs, 

day of the moon) : monan, genitive of mona, moon; see MOON + dæg, day; see 

DAY.]

Monday morning quarterback (mƒnùdK môrùnVng kwôrùtNr-b4kÙ) n.  

Informal. One who criticizes or passes judgment from a position of hindsight.   
—Monday morning quar·ter·back·ing (kwôrùtNr-b4kÙVng) n. 

Mon·dri·an (mônùdrK-änÙ, mmnù-), Piet. 1872-1944.  Dutch painter whose 

works, characterized by intersecting perpendicular lines and planes of primary 

colors, and writings, notably Neoplasticism (1920), profoundly influenced the 

development of abstract art. 

mo·ne·cious (mN-nKùshNs) adj.  Variant of monoecious. 
Mo·né·gasque (mô-n7-g4skù) n.  A native or inhabitant of Monaco; a Mona-

can.  [French, from Provençal mounegasc, from Mounegue, Monaco.] 
—Mo·né·gasqueù adj. 

Mo·nel (mo-nHlù)  A trademark used for an alloy of nickel, copper, iron, and 

manganese. This trademark sometimes occurs in print in lowercase: “Five-way 

configurations are offered in sizes to 18 in. of ductile iron, carbon steel, various stain-

less steels, monel, nickel, and a large selection of other alloys” (Offshore). “If pure 

oxygen is involved, or if the plant is near a sea coast with a salt-laden atmosphere, 

the use of monel may have to be considered” (Oil & Gas Journal). 

mo·nen·sin (mo-nHnùsVn) n.  A broad-spectrum antibiotic, C36H62O11, 

obtained from the actinomycete Streptomyces cinnamonensis and used chiefly as 

an additive to beef cattle feed.  [New Latin (cinna)monKns(is), species name 

(from Latin cinnamon, cinnamomum, cinnamon); see CINNAMON + -IN.]

mo·ne·ran (mN-nîrùNn) n.  A member of the kingdom Monera (or Prokaryo-

tae), comprising the prokaryotes and including all bacteria.   —  adj.  Of or relat-

ing to the monerans.  [From New Latin MonKra, kingdom name, from Greek 

monKrKs, solitary, from monos, single, alone. See MONAD.]

mon·es·trous (mmn-HsùtrNs) adj.  Having one estrous cycle per year. Used of 

certain mammals. 

Mo·net (mo-n7ù, mô-), Claude. 1840-1926.  French painter and founder of 

impressionism who captured on canvas his spontaneous reaction to landscapes 

and outdoor events. He created several series of paintings, such as the Water Lilies 

murals (1899-1925), that examine the effect of changing light and atmosphere on 

a subject. 



Mo·ne·ta (mo-n7ùtN, mô-nHùtä), Ernesto Teodoro. 1833-1918.  Italian jour-

nalist and pacifist who founded societies for the preservation of peace. He shared 

the 1907 Nobel Peace Prize. 

mon·e·ta·rism (mmnùV-tN-rVzÙNm, mƒnù-) n.  1. A theory holding that eco-

nomic variations within a given system, such as changing rates of inflation, are 

most often caused by increases or decreases in the money supply.  2. A policy that 

seeks to regulate an economy by altering the domestic money supply, especially by 

increasing it in a moderate but steady manner.   —monùe·ta·rist adj.  & n. 

mon·e·tar·y (mmnùV-tHrÙK, mƒnù-) adj.  Abbr. mon. 1. Of or relating to money.  

2. Of or relating to a nation’s currency or coinage.  See Synonyms at financial.  
[Late Latin monKt7rius, from Latin monKta, money, mint. See MONEY.] 
—monùe·tarÙi·ly adv. 

mon·e·tize (mmnùV-tXzÙ, mƒnù-) v.  tr. mon·e·tized, mon·e·tiz·ing, 
mon·e·tiz·es. 1. To establish as legal tender.  2. To coin (money).  3. To convert 

(government debt) from securities into currency that can be used to purchase 

goods and services.  [From Latin monKta, money. See MONEY.] —monÙe·ti·zaù-
tion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

mon·ey (mƒnùK) n.  pl. mon·eys or mon·ies. 1. A commodity, such as gold, or 

an officially issued coin or paper note that is legally established as an exchange-

able equivalent of all other commodities, such as goods and services, and is used 

as a measure of their comparative values on the market.  2. The official currency, 

coins, and negotiable paper notes issued by a government.  3. Assets and property 

considered in terms of monetary value; wealth.  4. a. Pecuniary profit or loss:  He 

made money on the sale of his properties.  b. One’s salary; pay:  It was a terrible job, 

but the money was good.   5. An amount of cash or credit:  raised the money for the 

new playground.  6.  Often moneys  or monies. Sums of money, especially of a 

specified nature:  state tax moneys; monies set aside for research and development.  

7. A wealthy person, family, or group:  to come from old money; to marry into 

money.   —idioms. for (one’s) money. According to one’s opinion, choice, or 

preference:  For my money, it’s not worth the trouble.  in the money. 2. Slang. 

Rich; affluent.  3. Sports & Games. Taking first, second, or third place in a contest 

on which a bet has been placed, such as a horserace.  on the money. Exact; pre-

cise.  put money on. Sports & Games. To place a bet on.  put (one’s) money 
where (one’s) mouth is. Slang. To live up to one’s words; act according to 

one’s own advice.  [Middle English moneie, from Old French, from Latin monKta, 

mint, coinage, from MonKta, epithet of Juno, temple of Juno of Rome where 

money was coined.]

mon·ey·bag (mƒnùK-b4gÙ) n.  1. A bag for holding money.  2. moneybags. 

(used with a sing. or pl. verb). Wealth.  3. moneybags. (used with a sing. verb). A 

rich, often extravagant person. 



mon·ey·chang·er (mƒnùK-ch7nÙjNr) n.  1. One that exchanges money, as 

from one currency to another.  2. A machine that holds and dispenses coins. 

mon·eyed also mon·ied (mƒnùKd) adj.  1. Having a great deal of money:  the 

moneyed classes.  See Synonyms at rich.  2. Representing or arising from the pos-

session of money or wealth:  the triumph of moneyed interests over landed interests. 

mon·ey·grub·ber (mƒnùK-grƒbÙNr) n.  One who is intent on or preoccupied 

with accumulating money.   —monùey·grubÙbing adj.  & n. 

mon·ey·lend·er (mƒnùK-lHnÙdNr) n.  One that lends money at an interest rate. 

mon·ey·mak·ing (mƒnùK-m7ÙkVng) n.  Acquisition of money or other wealth.   
—  adj.  1. Engaged or successful in acquiring wealth.  2. Actually or potentially 

profitable:  a moneymaking business proposition.   —monùey·makÙer n. 

mon·ey·man (mƒnùK-m4nÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A man who assesses or advises on 

economic policies and trends.  2. A man who manages the financial aspect of a 

business or an operation. 

money market (mƒnùK märùkVt) n.  Economics. 1. The trade in short-term, 

low-risk securities, such as certificates of deposit and U.S. Treasury notes.  2. A 

mutual fund that sells its shares in order to purchase short-term securities, the 

income from which is distributed among shareholders in the form of additional 

shares in the fund. In this sense, also calledmoney market fund 

money of account (mƒnùK ƒv N-kountù) n.  A monetary unit in which 

accounts are kept and that may or may not correspond to actual current denomi-

nations. 

money order (mƒnùK ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. m.o., M.O., MO An order for the pay-

ment of a specified amount of money, usually issued and payable at a bank or 

post office. 

money plant (mƒnùK pl4nt) n.  See honesty (n., sense 4). 

money shell (mƒnùK shHl) n.  See butter clam. 
money supply (mƒnùK sN-plXù) n.  The amount of money in the economy, 

measured according to varying methods or principles. One such method incor-

porates only money that is usually used to purchase goods and services, such as 

cash and the contents of checking accounts. 

mon·ey·wort (mƒnùK-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  A European creeping plant (Lysima-

chia nummularia) naturalized in eastern North America, having rounded, oppo-

site leaves and single, axillary yellow flowers.  Also called creeping Charlie, creeping 

Jennie.  [From the round shape of its leaves.]

mon·ger (mƒngùgNr, mmngù-) n.  1. A dealer in a specific commodity. Often 

used in combination:  an ironmonger.  2. A person promoting something undesir-

able or discreditable. Often used in combination:  a scandalmonger; a warmonger.   
—  v.  tr. mon·gered, mon·ger·ing, mon·gers. To peddle.  [Middle English 

mongere, from Old English mangere, from Latin mango, probably of Greek ori-

gin.]



mon·go (mmngùgo) n.  pl. mongo. A unit of currency in Mongolia.  See Table at 

currency.  [Mongolian.]

Mon·gol (mmngùgNl, -golÙ, mmnù-) n.  1. A member of any of the traditionally 

nomadic peoples of Mongolia.  2.  See Mongolian (n., sense 4).  

3. Anthropology. A member of the Mongoloid racial division. No longer in scien-

tific use.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to Mongolia, the Mongols, or their language 

or culture.  2. Anthropology. Of or relating to the Mongoloid racial division. No 

longer in scientific use.  [Mongolian.]

Mon·go·li·a (mmng-goùlK-N, -golùyN, mmn-)  1. An ancient region of east-cen-

tral Asia comprising modern-day Nei Monggol (Inner Mongolia) and the country 

of Mongolia. In the 13th century Genghis Khan, leader of the Mongols, united all 

the tribes of the area and forged a great empire that eventually stretched from 

China to the Danube River and into Persia. After the 17th century China and 

Russia contended for control of the area, with the southern part eventually join-

ing China.  2.  or Formerly Out·er Mongolia (outùNr) A country of north-cen-

tral Asia between Russia and China. Originally part of the Mongol Empire, the 

area was under Chinese control from 1691 to 1911 and from 1919 to 1921, when 

it formed a separate state under the protection of the U.S.S.R. Ulan Bator is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 1,866,300. 

Mon·go·li·an (mmng-goùlK-Nn, -golùyNn, mmn-) adj.  1. Of or relating to Mon-

golia, the Mongols, or their language or culture.  2.  Also mongolian. Offensive. 

Of or relating to Down syndrome.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Mongolia.  

2. A member of the Mongol people.  3. Anthropology. A member of the Mongol-

oid racial division. No longer in scientific use.  4. a. A subfamily of the Altaic 

language family, Mongolian and Kalmyk being the most important members.  

b. Any of the various spoken and written dialects and languages of the Mongols 

living in Mongolia and China. In this sense, also calledMongol  

Mongolian fold (mmng-goùlK-Nn fold) n.  The epicanthic fold. 

Mon·gol·ic (mmng-gmlùVk, mmn-) adj.  Anthropology. Of or relating to the Mon-

goloid racial division. No longer in scientific use. 

mon·gol·ism also Mon·gol·ism (mmngùgN-lVzÙNm, mmnù-) n.  Offensive. 

Down syndrome.  [From MONGOLIAN, term used in a system of classification for 

mentally retarded people, devised around ethnic lines by John L.H. Down (1828-

1896), British physician.]

Mon·gol·oid (mmngùgN-loidÙ, mmnù-) adj.  1. Anthropology. Of, relating to, or 

being a major human racial division traditionally distinguished by physical char-

acteristics such as yellowish-brown skin pigmentation, straight black hair, dark 

eyes with pronounced epicanthic folds, and prominent cheekbones and including 

peoples indigenous to central and eastern Asia. No longer in scientific use.  

2. Characteristic of or resembling a Mongol.  3.  Also mongoloid. Offensive. Of 

or relating to Down syndrome.   —  n.  1. Anthropology. A member of the Mon-



goloid racial division. No longer in scientific use.  2.  Also mongoloid. Offen-

sive. A person affected with Down syndrome. 

mon·goose (mmngùgusÙ, mmnù-) n.  pl. mon·goos·es. Any of various Old 

World carnivorous mammals of the genus Herpestes and related genera, having a 

slender agile body and a long tail and noted for the ability to seize and kill venom-

ous snakes.  [Marathi mang7s, of Dravidian origin.]

mon·grel (mƒngùgrNl, mmngù-) n.  1. An animal or a plant resulting from vari-

ous interbreedings, especially a dog of mixed or undetermined breed.  2. A cross 

between different breeds, groups, or varieties, especially a mixture that is or 

appears to be incongruous.   —  adj.  Of mixed origin or character.  [Probably 

from Middle English mong, mixture, from Old English gemang. See mag- in 

Appendix.] —mon·grelùism n.  —monùgrel·ly adv. 

mon·grel·ize (mƒngùgrN-lXzÙ, mmngù-) v.  tr. mon·grel·ized, 
mon·grel·iz·ing, mon·grel·iz·es. To make mongrel in race, nature, or charac-

ter.   —monÙgrel·i·zaùtion (-grN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

mon·ick·er (mmnùV-kNr) n.  Variant of moniker. 
mon·ied (mƒnùKd) adj.  Variant of moneyed. 
mon·ies (mƒnùKz) n.  A plural of money. 
mon·i·ker  or mon·ick·er (mmnùV-kNr) n.  Slang. A personal name or nickname.  

[Probably from Shelta munik, name, possibly alteration of Irish Gaelic ainm, 

from Old Irish. See np-men- in Appendix.]

mo·nil·i·al (mN-nVlùK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or caused by a fungus of the genus 

Monilia (or Candida):  monilial infections. 

mo·ni·li·a·sis (moÙnN-lXùN-sVs, mmnÙN-) n.  See candidiasis.  [New Latin MonX-
lia, type genus (from Latin monXle, necklace) + -IASIS.]

mo·nil·i·form (mo-nVlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Resembling a string of beads, as the roots 

of certain plants or the antennae of certain insects.  [Latin monXle, necklace + -

FORM.] —mo·nilùi·formÙly adv. 

mon·ish (mmnùVsh) v.  tr. mon·ished, mon·ish·ing, mon·ish·es. To admon-

ish; warn.  [Middle English monesten, monishe, from Old French monester, from 

Vulgar Latin *monest7re, alteration of Latin monKre, to warn. See men-1 in 

Appendix.]

mo·nism (moùnVzÙNm, mmnùVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. 1. The view in metaphysics 

that reality is a unified whole and that all existing things can be ascribed to or 

described by a single concept or system.  2. The doctrine that mind and matter 

are formed, or reducible to, the same ultimate substance or principle of being.   
—moùnist n.  —mo·nisùtic (mo-nVsùtVk, mm-) adj.  —mo·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

mo·ni·tion (mo-nVshùNn, mN-) n.  1. A warning or an intimation of something 

imminent, especially of impending danger.  2. Cautionary advice or counsel; an 

admonition.  3. A formal order from a bishop or an ecclesiastical court to refrain 

from a specified offense.  4. A summons or citation in civil or admiralty law.  



[Middle English monicioun, from Old French monicion, from Latin monitio, 

monition-, from monitus, past participle of monKre, to warn. See men-1 in 

Appendix.]

mon·i·tor (mmnùV-tNr) n.  1. One that admonishes, cautions, or reminds, espe-

cially with respect to matters of conduct.  2. A pupil who assists a teacher in rou-

tine duties.  3. a. A usually electronic device used to record, regulate, or control a 

process or system.  b. A receiver, such as a screen or speaker, that is used to check 

the quality or content of an electronic transmission:  followed the broadcast on the 

television monitor.  c. Computer Science. A device that accepts video signals from a 

computer and displays information on a screen.   4. Computer Science. A program 

that observes, supervises, or controls the activities of other programs.  5. An 

articulated device holding a rotating nozzle with which a jet of water is regulated, 

used in mining and firefighting.  6. a. A heavily ironclad warship of the 19th cen-

tury with a low, flat deck and one or more gun turrets.  b. A modern warship 

designed for coastal bombardment.   7. Biology. Any of various tropical carnivo-

rous lizards of the family Varanidae, living in the East Indies, southern Asia, 

Africa, Australia, and New Guinea and ranging in length from several centimeters 

to 3 meters (10 feet).   —  v.  mon·i·tored, mon·i·tor·ing, mon·i·tors.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To check the quality or content of (an electronic audio or visual signal) by 

means of a receiver.  2. To check by means of an electronic receiver for significant 

content, such as military, political, or illegal activity:  monitor a suspected crimi-

nal’s phone conversations.  3. To keep track of systematically with a view to collect-

ing information:  monitor the bear population of a national park; monitored the 

political views of the people.  4. a. To test or sample on a regular or ongoing basis:  

monitored the city’s drinking water for impurities.  b. To test (air or an object’s sur-

face, for example) for radiation intensity.   5. To keep close watch over; supervise:  

monitor an examination.  6. To direct.   —  v.  intr. To act as a monitor.  [Latin, 

from monKre, to warn. See men-1 in Appendix.] —monùi·tor·shipÙ n. 

mon·i·to·ri·al (mmnÙV-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or performed by 

monitors.  2. Monitory.   —monÙi·toùri·al·ly adv. 

mon·i·to·ry (mmnùV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Conveying an admonition or a warning:  

a monitory glance.   —  n.  pl. mon·i·to·ries. A letter of admonition, such as one 

from a bishop or an ecclesiastical court.  [Middle English monitorie, letter of 

admonition, admonitory, from Medieval Latin monitoria, admonition, from 

feminine of Latin monitorius, monitory, from monitor, monitor. See MONITOR.]

Mo·niz (mo-nKzù, mô-nKshù), Antonio Caetano de Abreu Freire Egas. 
1874-1955.  Portuguese neurologist. He shared a 1949 Nobel Prize for the devel-

opment of prefrontal lobotomy as a radical treament for severe psychoses. 

monk (mƒngk) n.  A man who is a member of a brotherhood living in a monas-

tery and devoted to a discipline prescribed by his order:  a Carthusian monk; a 

Buddhist monk.  [Middle English munk, from Old English munuc, from Late 



Latin monachus, from Late Greek monakhos, from Greek, single, from monos. See 

men-4 in Appendix.]

Monk (mƒngk), George.  See George Monck. 
Monk (mƒngk), Thelonious Sphere. 1917-1982.  American jazz pianist and 

composer whose spare piano style and unusual harmonic sense made him one of 

the most influential modern jazz musicians. 

monk·er·y (mƒngùkN-rK) n.  pl. monk·er·ies. 1. Monastic life or practices.  

2. Monks considered as a group.  3. A monastery. 

mon·key (mƒngùkK) n.  pl. mon·keys. 1. Any of various long-tailed, medium-

sized members of the order Primates, including the macaques, baboons, guenons, 

capuchins, marmosets, and tamarins and excluding the anthropoid apes and the 

prosimians.  2. One that behaves in a way suggestive of a monkey, as a mischie-

vous child or a mimic.  3. The iron block of a pile driver.  4. Slang. A person who 

is mocked, duped, or made to appear a fool:  They made a monkey out of him.  

5. Slang. Drug addiction:  have a monkey on one’s back.   —  v.  mon·keyed, 
mon·key·ing, mon·keys.  —  v.  intr. Informal. 1. To play, fiddle, trifle, or 

tamper with something.  2. To behave in a mischievous or apish manner:  Stop 

monkeying around!   —  v.  tr. To imitate or mimic; ape.  [Origin unknown.]

monkey bars (mƒngùkK bärz) pl.n.  A three-dimensional structure of poles 

and bars on which children can play, as in a playground; a jungle gym. 

monkey bread (mƒngùkK brHd) n.  The hanging, gourdlike fruit of the 

baobab. 

monkey business (mƒngùkK bVzùnVs) n.  Slang. Silly, mischievous, or deceit-

ful acts or behavior. 

mon·key-faced owl (mƒngùkK-f7stÙ oul) n.  See barn owl. 
monkey flower (mƒngùkK flouùNr) n.  Any of various herbs or shrubs of the 

genus Mimulus, having variously colored, two-lipped flowers.  [From the pattern 

of spots on its flowers.]

monkey jacket (mƒngùkK j4kùVt) n.  1. A short, tight-fitting jacket, tradition-

ally worn by sailors.  2.  See mess jacket.  [From its resemblance to the jacket 

worn by an organ grinder’s monkey.]

monkey pot (mƒngùkK pmt) n.  1. a. Any of various tropical American trees of 

the genus Lecythis, having a large, woody, urn-shaped pod that dehisces by a lid.  

b. The fruit of this tree.   2. A cylindrical or barrel-shaped melting pot used in 

making flint glass. 

mon·key-puz·zle (mƒngùkK-pƒzÙNl) n.  A coniferous evergreen tree (Arau-

caria araucana) native to Chile, having intricately ramifying branches covered 

with overlapping, leathery, lanceolate, prickle-tipped leaves.  [Perhaps from the 

obstacle its intertwined branches would pose.]

mon·key·shine (mƒngùkK-shXnÙ) n.  Slang. A mischievous or playful trick; a 

prank. Often used in the plural:  laughed at my daughter’s monkeyshines. 



monkey wrench (mƒngùkK rHnch) n.  1. A hand tool with adjustable jaws for 

turning nuts of varying sizes.  2. Informal. Something that disrupts:  He threw a 

monkey wrench into our plans.  [Origin unknown.]

monk·fish (mƒngkùfVshÙ) n.  pl. monkfish or monk·fish·es. See goosefish.  
[Perhaps from the cowled appearance of its head.]

Mon-Khmer (monùkmHrù) n.  A subfamily of the Austro-Asiatic language fam-

ily that includes Mon, Khmer, and other languages of southeast Asia. 

monk·hood (mƒngkùhtdÙ) n.  1. The character, condition, or profession of a 

monk; monasticism.  2. Monks considered as a group. 

monk·ish (mƒngùkVsh) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of monks or 

monasticism.  2. Inclined to self-denial; ascetic.   —monkùish·ly adv.  

—monkùish·ness n. 

monk’s cloth (mƒngks klôth) n.  A heavy cotton cloth in a coarse basket weave, 

now used chiefly for draperies. 

monks·hood (mƒngksùhtdÙ) n.  1.  See aconite.  2. A slender, erect, poison-

ous perennial herb (Aconitum napellus) native to northern Europe, having violet 

flowers and whose dried leaves and roots yield aconite.  Also called wolfsbane 

Mon·mouth (mmnùmNth), Duke of Title of James Scott. 1649-1685.  English 

pretender to the throne. The illegitimate son of Charles II, he led a rebellion after 

the succession of the Catholic James II but was defeated in battle, captured, and 

beheaded. 

Mon·net (mo-n7ù), Jean. 1888-1979.  French economist and politician who 

laid the plans for the Common Market. 

mon·o1 (mmnùo) n.  Informal. Infectious mononucleosis. 

mon·o2 (mmnùo) adj.  Informal. Monaural; monophonic.  [Short for MONOPHO-

NIC.]

mono-  or mon- pref.  1. One; single; alone:  monomorphic.  2. Containing a 

single atom, radical, or group:  monobasic.  3. Monomolecular; monatomic:  

monolayer.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin, from Greek, from 

monos, single, alone. See men-4 in Appendix.]

mon·o·ac·id (mmnÙo-4sùVd) n.  An acid having one replaceable hydrogen atom.   
—  adj.  also mon·o·a·cid·ic (-N-sVdùVk) Having only one hydroxyl group to react 

with acids. 

mon·o·am·ine (mmnÙo-4mùKn, -N-mKnù) n.  An amine compound containing 

one amino group, especially a compound that functions as a neurotransmitter. 

monoamine oxidase (mmnÙo-4mùKn mkùsV-d7sÙ) n.  Abbr. MAO An enzyme 

in the cells of most tissues that catalyzes the oxidation of monoamines such as 

norepinephrine and serotonin. 

monoamine oxidase inhibitor (mmnÙo-4mùKn mkùsV-d7sÙ Vn-hVbùV-tNr) n.  

Abbr. MAOI Any of a class of antidepressant drugs that block the action of 



monoamine oxidase in the brain, thereby allowing the accumulation of monoam-

ines such as norepinephrine. 

mon·o·ba·sic (mmnÙN-b7ùsVk) adj.  1. Having only one hydrogen ion to donate 

to a base in an acid-base reaction; monoprotic.  2. Having only one metal ion or 

positive radical. 

mon·o·carp (mmnùN-kärpÙ) n.  A monocarpic plant. 

mon·o·car·pel·lar·y (mmnÙN-kärùpN-lHrÙK) adj.  Botany. Consisting of only 

one carpel. 

mon·o·car·pic (mmnÙN-kärùpVk) also mon·o·car·pous (-kärùpNs) adj.  Botany. 

Flowering and bearing fruit only once. 

mon·o·ce·phal·ic (mmnÙo-sN-f4lùVk) adj.  Botany. Bearing one flower head, as 

in the scape of a dandelion. 

Mo·noc·er·os (mN-nmsùNr-Ns) n.  A constellation near Canis Major and Canis 

Minor.  [Middle English, unicorn, from Old French, from Latin, from Greek 

monokeros, having one horn  : mono-, mono- + keras, horn; see ker-1 in Appen-

dix.]

mon·o·cha·si·um (mmnÙN-k7ùzK-Nm, -zhK-) n.  pl. mon·o·cha·si·a (-zK-N, -

zhK-N, -zhN). Botany. A cyme having a single flower on each axis.  [MONO- + 

(DI)CHASIUM.] —monÙo·chaùsi·al adj. 

mon·o·chord (mmnùN-kôrdÙ) n.  Music. An acoustical instrument consisting of 

a sounding box with one string and a movable bridge, used to study musical 

tones.  [Middle English monocorde, from Old French, from Medieval Latin mono-

chordum, from Greek monokhordon : mono-, mono- + khordK, string; see CORD.]

mon·o·chro·mat (mmnÙN-kroùm4t) n.  A person with monochromatism. 

mon·o·chro·mat·ic (mmnÙN-kro-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Having or appearing to have 

only one color.  2. Of or composed of radiation of only one wavelength:  mono-

chromatic light.  3. Done in monochrome:  monochromatic prints and paintings.  

4. Of or exhibiting monochromatism.   —monÙo·chro·matùi·cal·ly adv.  

—monÙo·chroÙma·ticùi·ty (-mN-tVsùV-tK) n. 

mon·o·chro·ma·tism (mmnÙN-kroùmN-tVzÙNm) n.  The condition of being 

completely colorblind. 

mon·o·chrome (mmnùN-kromÙ) n.  1. a. A picture, especially a painting, done 

in different shades of a single color.  b. The art or technique of executing such a 

picture.   2. The state of being in a single color.  3. A black-and-white image, as in 

photography or cinematography.  [Medieval Latin monochroma, from feminine 

of Greek monokhromos, of one color  : mono-, mono- + khroma, color.] 
—monùo·chromeÙ, monÙo·chroùmic (-kroùmVk)  adj. 

mon·o·cle (mmnùN-kNl) n.  An eyeglass for one eye.  [French, from Late Latin 

monoculus, having one eye  : Greek mono-, mono- + Latin oculus, eye; see okw- in 

Appendix.] —monùo·cled (-kNld) adj. 



mon·o·cline (mmnùN-klXnÙ) n.  A geologic structure in which all layers are 

inclined in the same direction.   —monÙo·cliùnal adj. 

mon·o·clin·ic (mmnÙN-klVnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to three unequal crystal axes, 

two of which intersect obliquely and are perpendicular to the third. 

mon·o·cli·nous (mmnÙN-klXùnNs) adj.  Botany. Having pistils and stamens in the 

same flower.  [New Latin monoclinus : MONO- + Greek klinK, bed; see klei- in 

Appendix.]

mon·o·clo·nal (mmnÙN-kloùnNl) adj.  Of, forming, or derived from a single 

clone:  a monoclonal population of tumor cells. 

monoclonal antibody (mmnÙN-kloùnNl 4nùtV-bmdÙK) n.  Any of a class of 

highly specific antibodies that are produced by the clones of a single hybrid cell 

formed in the laboratory by the fusion of a B cell with a tumor cell. Such a hybrid 

cell and its clones combine the specificity of the B cell with the ability of the 

tumor cell to reproduce indefinitely. Monoclonal antibodies are used widely in 

medical and biological research. 

mon·o·coque (mmnùN-kokÙ, -kmkÙ) n.  A metal structure, such as an aircraft, in 

which the skin absorbs all or most of the stresses to which the body is subjected.  

[French  : mono-, mono- + coque, shell (from Old French, from Latin coccum, 

berry, from Greek kokkos).]

mon·o·cot (mmnùN-kmtÙ) n.  A monocotyledon. 

mon·o·cot·y·le·don (mmnÙN-kmtÙl-Kdùn) n.  Any of various flowering plants, 

such as grasses, orchids, and lilies, having a single cotyledon in the seed.   
—monÙo·cotÙy·leùdon·ous adj. 

mo·noc·ra·cy (mm-nmkùrN-sK, mN-) n.  pl. mo·noc·ra·cies. Government or 

rule by a single person; autocracy.   —monùo·cratÙ (mmnùN-kr4tÙ) n.  

—monÙo·cratùic adj. 

mo·noc·u·lar (mm-nmkùyN-lNr, mN-) adj.  1. Having or relating to one eye.  

2. Of, relating to, or intended for use by only one eye:  a monocular microscope.  

[From Late Latin monoculus, having one eye. See MONOCLE.] —mo·nocùu·lar·ly 
adv. 

mon·o·cul·ture (mmnùN-kƒlÙchNr) n.  1. The cultivation of a single crop on a 

farm or in a region or country.  2. A single, homogeneous culture without diver-

sity or dissension.   —monÙo·culùtur·al adj. 

mon·o·cy·cle (mmnùN-sXÙkNl) n.  A unicycle. 

mon·o·cy·clic (mmnÙN-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj.  1. Having a single cycle, as of activ-

ity or development.  2. Biology. Having a single whorl, as certain flowers and the 

shells of certain invertebrates.  3. Chemistry. Having a molecular structure with 

only one ring. 

mon·o·cyte (mmnùN-sXtÙ) n.  A large, circulating, phagocytic white blood cell, 

having a single well-defined nucleus and very fine granulation in the cytoplasm. 



Monocytes constitute from 3 to 8 percent of the white blood cells in human 

beings.   —monÙo·cytùic (-sVtùVk), monÙo·cyùtoidÙ (-sXùtoidÙ)  adj. 

mon·o·cy·to·sis (mmnÙN-sX-toùsVs) n.  pl. mon·o·cy·to·ses (-sKz). An abnor-

mal increase of monocytes in the blood, occurring in infectious mononucleosis 

and certain bacterial infections such as tuberculosis. 

Mo·nod (mô-noù), Jacques Lucien. 1910-1976.  French biochemist. He shared 

a 1965 Nobel Prize for the study of regulatory activity in body cells. 

mon·o·dac·tyl (mmnÙN-d4kùtNl) n.  An animal having only one toe, digit, or 

claw on each extremity.   —monÙo·dacùty·lous adj. 

mon·o·dra·ma (mmnùN-dräÙmN, -dr4mÙN) n.  A dramatic composition written 

for one performer.   —monÙo·dra·matùic (-drN-m4tùVk) adj. 

mon·o·dy (mmnùN-dK) n.  pl. mon·o·dies. 1. An ode for one voice or actor, as 

in Greek drama.  2. A poem in which the poet or speaker mourns another’s death.  

3. Music. a. A style of composition having or dominated by a single melodic line; 

monophony.  b. A composition in this style.   [Late Latin monodia, from Greek 

monoidia : mono-, mono- + oidK, song; see wed-2 in Appendix.] —mo·nodùic 
(mN-nmdùVk), mo·nodùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —mo·nodùi·cal·ly adv.  

—monùo·dist (mmnùN-dVst) n. 

mo·noe·cious also mo·ne·cious (mN-nKùshNs) adj.  1. Botany. Having unisex-

ual reproductive organs or flowers, with the organs or flowers of both sexes borne 

on a single plant, as in corn and pines.  2. Zoology. Hermaphroditic.  [New Latin 

Monoecia, class name  : MONO- + Greek oikia, dwelling; see weik-1 in Appendix.] 
—mo·noeùcious·ly adv.  —mo·noeùcism (mN-nKùsVzÙNm) n. 

mon·o·es·ter (mmnùo-HsÙtNr) n.  An ester having only one ester group. 

mon·o·fil·a·ment (mmnÙN-fVlùN-mNnt) n.  A single strand of untwisted syn-

thetic fiber, such as nylon, used especially for fishing line. 

mo·nog·a·my (mN-nmgùN-mK) n.  1. The practice or condition of being mar-

ried to only one person at a time.  2. The practice of marrying only once in a life-

time.  3. Zoology. The condition of having only one mate.   —mo·nogùa·mist n.  

—mo·nogùa·mous adj.  —mo·nogùa·mous·ly adv. 

mon·o·ge·ne·an (mmnÙN-jKùnK-Nn) n.  Any of various trematodes of the order 

Monogenea that typically pass the entire life cycle as ectoparasites on a single fish.  

[From New Latin Monogenea, order name  : MONO- + Greek genea, race; see GENE-

ALOGY.] —monÙo·geùne·an adj. 

mon·o·gen·e·sis (mmnÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  1. The theory that all living organisms 

are descended from a single cell or organism.  2. Asexual reproduction, as by 

sporulation.   —mo·nogùe·nous (mN-nmjùN-nNs) adj. 

mon·o·ge·net·ic (mmnÙN-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or exhibiting mono-

genesis.  2. Having a single host through the course of the life cycle.  3. Produced 

under a single set of continuing conditions. Used of soil. 



mon·o·gen·ic (mmnÙN-jHnùVk) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to monogenesis; mono-

genetic.  b. Relating to monogenism.   2. Of or regulated by one gene or one of a 

pair of allelic genes.  3. Producing offspring of only one sex, as some species of 

aphids.   —monÙo·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

mo·nog·e·nism (mN-nmjùN-nVzÙNm) n.  The theory that all human beings are 

descended from a single pair of ancestors.   —mo·nogùe·nist n.  

—mo·nogÙe·nisùtic adj. 

mon·o·glot (mmnùN-glmtÙ) n.  A person who knows only one language.   —  adj.  

Knowing only one language; monolingual.  [MONO- + (POLY)GLOT.]

mon·o·gram (mmnùN-gr4mÙ) n.  A design composed of one or more letters, 

typically the initials of a name, used as an identifying mark.   —  v.  tr. 

mon·o·grammed also mon·o·gramed, mon·o·gram·ming also 

mon·o·gram·ing, mon·o··grams also mon·o·grams. To mark with a design 

composed of one or more letters.  [Late Latin monogramma, from Late Greek 

monogrammon, from neuter of monogrammos, consisting of a single letter  : 

Greek mono-, mono- + Greek gramma, letter; see -GRAM.] 
—monÙo·gram·matùic (-grN-m4tùVk) adj. 

mon·o·graph (mmnùN-gr4fÙ) n.  A scholarly piece of writing of essay or book 

length on a specific, often limited subject.   —  v.  tr. mon·o·graphed, 
mon·o·graph·ing, mon·o·graphs. To write a monograph on.   
—mo·nogùra·pher (mN-nmgùrN-fNr) n.  —monÙo·graphùic adj.  

—monÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

mo·nog·y·ny (mN-nmjùN-nK) n.  The practice or condition of having only one 

wife at a time.   —mo·nogùy·nist n.  —mo·nogùy·nous adj. 

mon·o·hy·brid (mmnÙo-hXùbrVd) n.  Genetics. The hybrid of parents that differ 

at only one gene locus, for which each parent is homozygous with a different 

allele. 

mon·o·hy·drate (mmnÙo-hXùdr7tÙ) n.  A compound, such as calcium chloride 

monohydrate, CaCl2·H2O, that contains one molecule of water.   
—monÙo·hyùdratÙed adj. 

mon·o·hy·dric (mmnÙo-hXùdrVk) adj.  Containing one replaceable atom of 

hydrogen. 

mo·noi·cous (mN-noiùkNs) adj.  Botany. Having archegonia and antheridia on 

the same plant; bisexual.  [Alteration of MONOECIOUS.]

mon·o·lay·er (mmnùo-l7ÙNr) n.  1. A film or layer of a compound one molecule 

thick.  2. A layer of cells one cell thick, grown in a culture. 

mon·o·lin·gual (mmnÙN-lVngùgwNl) adj.  Using or knowing only one lan-

guage.   —monÙo·linùgual n.  —monÙo·linùgual·ism n. 

mon·o·lith (mmnùN-lVthÙ) n.  1. A large block of stone, especially one used in 

architecture or sculpture.  2. Something, such as a column or monument, made 

from one large block of stone.  3. Something suggestive of a large block of stone, 



as in immovability, massiveness, or uniformity.  [French monolithe, from Greek 

monolithos, consisting of a single stone  : mono-, mono- + lithos, stone.]

mon·o·lith·ic (mmnÙN-lVthùVk) adj.  1. Constituting a monolith:  a monolithic 

sculpture.  2. Massive, solid, and uniform:  the monolithic proportions of Stalinist 

architecture.  3. Constituting or acting as a single, often rigid, uniform whole:  a 

monolithic worldwide movement.   —monÙo·lithùi·cal·ly adv. 

mon·o·logue also mon·o·log (mmnùN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  1. a. A dramatic solilo-

quy.  b. A literary composition in the form of a soliloquy.   2. A continuous series 

of jokes or comic stories delivered by one comedian.  3. A long speech made by 

one person, often monopolizing a conversation.   —  v.  mon·o·logued also 

mon·o·logged, mon·o·logu·ing also mon·o·log·ging, mon·o·logues also 

mon·o·logs.  —  v.  intr. To give or perform a monologue.   —  v.  tr. To address 

a monologue to.  [French  : Greek mono-, mono- + Greek -logos, -logue.] 
—monÙo·logùic (-lmjùVk), monÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —monùo·loguÙist 
(mmnùN-lôgÙVst, -lmgÙ-), mo·nolùo·gist (mN-nmlùN-jVst, mmnùN-lôgÙVst, -lmgÙ-)  n. 

mon·o·ma·ni·a (mmnÙN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  1. Pathological obsession with 

one idea or subject, as in paranoia.  2. Intent concentration on or exaggerated 

enthusiasm for a single subject or idea.   —monÙo·maùni·acÙ (-m7ùnK-4kÙ) n.  

—monÙo·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl) adj.  —monÙo·ma·niùa·cal·ly adv. 

mon·o·mer (mmnùN-mNr) n.  A molecule that can combine with others to form 

a polymer.  [MONO- + (POLY)MER.] —monÙo·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj. 

mon·o·me·tal·lic (mmnÙo-mN-t4lùVk) adj.  1. Consisting of or containing one 

metal.  2. Of, advocating, or practicing monometallism. 

mon·o·met·al·lism (mmnÙo-mHtùl-VzÙNm) n.  The economic theory or practice 

of using only one metal as a monetary standard.   —monÙo·metùal·list n. 

mo·nom·e·ter (mN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  A verse consisting of a single metrical foot 

or one dipody. 

mo·no·mi·al (mm-noùmK-Nl, mN-) n.  1. Mathematics. An algebraic expression 

consisting of only one term.  2. Biology. A taxonomic name consisting of a single 

word.  [MON(O)- + (BIN)OMIAL.] —mo·noùmi·al adj. 

mon·o·mo·lec·u·lar (mmnÙo-mN-lHkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to a single 

molecule.  2. Of or consisting of a layer one molecule thick.   
—monÙo·mo·lecùu·lar·ly adv. 

mon·o·mor·phic (mmnÙo-môrùfVk) also mon·o·mor·phous (-fNs) adj.  

1. Chemistry. Having only one form, as one crystal form.  2. Zoology. Having one 

or the same genotype, form, or structure through a series of developmental 

changes.   —monÙo·morùphism n. 

Mo·non·ga·he·la River (mN-nmngÙgN-hKùlN rVvùNr)  A river rising in north-

ern West Virginia and flowing about 206 km (128 mi) generally north into south-

west Pennsylvania, where it joins the Allegheny River at Pittsburgh to form the 

Ohio River. 



mon·o·nu·cle·ar (mmnÙo-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  1. Having only one 

nucleus:  a mononuclear cell.  2. Chemistry. Monocyclic. 

mon·o·nu·cle·o·sis (mmnÙo-nuÙklK-oùsVs, -nyu-) n.  1. The presence of an 

abnormally large number of white blood cells with single nuclei in the blood-

stream.  2. Infectious mononucleosis.  [MONO- + NUCLE(US) + -OSIS.]

mon·o·nu·cle·o·tide (mmnÙo-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A nucleotide con-

sisting of one molecule each of a phosphoric acid, a sugar, and either a purine or 

a pyrimidine base. 

mon·o·pet·al·ous (mmnÙN-pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Botany. Having the petals united to 

form one unit; gamopetalous. 

mo·noph·a·gous (mN-nmfùN-gNs) adj.  Eating only one kind of food.   
—mo·nophùa·gy (-N-jK) n. 

mon·o·pho·bi·a (mmnÙo-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of being alone.   
—monÙo·phoùbic (-foùbVk) adj. 

mon·o·phon·ic (mmnÙN-fmnùVk) adj.  1. Music. Having a single melodic line; 

monodic.  2. Electronics. Monaural.   —monÙo·phonùi·cal·ly adv. 

mo·noph·o·ny (mN-nmfùN-nK) n.  pl. mo·noph·o·nies. Music. Music consist-

ing of a single melodic line.  [MONO- + (POLY)PHONY.]

mon·oph·thong (mmnùNf-thôngÙ, -thmngÙ) n.  Linguistics. 1. A single vowel 

articulated without change in quality throughout the course of a syllable, as the 

vowel of English bed.  2. Two written vowels representing a single sound, as oa in 

boat.  [Late Greek monophthongos : Greek mono-, mono- + Greek phthongos, 

sound.] —monÙoph·thonùgal (-thôngùgNl, -thmngù-) adj. 

mon·o·phy·let·ic (mmnÙo-fX-lHtùVk) adj.  1. Of or concerning a single taxon of 

animals.  2. Relating to, descended from, or derived from one stock or source.   
—monÙo·phy·letùic·al·ly adv. 

Mo·noph·y·site (mN-nmfùN-sXtÙ) n.  Theology. An adherent of the doctrine that 

in the person of Jesus there was but a single, divine nature. Coptic and Syrian 

Christians profess this doctrine.  [Late Latin monophysita, from Late Greek 

monophusitKs : Greek mono-, mono- + Greek phusis, nature; see bheuN- in 

Appendix.] —Mo·nophùy·site, Mo·nophÙy·sitùic (-sVtùVk)  adj.  

—Mo·nophùy·sitÙism n. 

mon·o·plane (mmnùN-pl7nÙ) n.  An airplane with only one pair of wings. 

mon·o·ple·gi·a (mmnÙN-plKùjK-N, -plKùjN) n.  Paralysis of a single limb, muscle, 

or muscle group.   —monÙo·pleùgic (-plKùjVk) adj. 

mon·o·ploid (mmnùN-ploidÙ) adj.  Having a single set of chromosomes; hap-

loid.   —  n.  A monoploid cell or organism. 

mon·o·pod (mmnùN-pmdÙ) n.  A single-legged support for a camera or other 

hand-held device. 

mon·o·pode (mmnùN-podÙ) n.  1. A creature having only one foot.  2. Botany. 

A monopodium.  [Late Latin monopodius, one-footed. See MONOPODIUM.]



mon·o·po·di·um (mmnÙN-poùdK-Nm) n.  pl. mon·o·po·di·a (-dK-N). A main 

axis of a plant, such as the trunk of a spruce, that maintains a single line of 

growth, giving off lateral branches.  [New Latin, from Late Latin monopodius, 

one-footed, from Greek monopous : mono-, mono- + pous, pod-, foot; see ped- in 

Appendix.] —monÙo·poùdi·al (-dK-Nl) adj. 

mon·o·pole (mmnùN-polÙ) n.  A magnetic monopole. 

mo·nop·o·lize (mN-nmpùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. mo·nop·o·lized, mo·nop·o·liz·ing, 
mo·nop·o·liz·es. 1. To acquire or maintain a monopoly of.  2. To dominate by 

excluding others:  monopolized the conversation.   —mo·nopÙo·li·zaùtion (-lV-
z7ùshNn) n.  —mo·nopùo·lizÙer n.  

SYNONYMS: monopolize, absorb, consume, engross, preoccupy. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to have exclusive possession or control of”: de-

sirable housing monopolized by the wealthy; study that absorbs all her time; was con-

sumed by fear; engrossed herself in her reading; a mind that was preoccupied with

financial worries.

mo·nop·o·ly (mN-nmpùN-lK) n.  pl. mo·nop·o·lies. 1. Exclusive control by one 

group of the means of producing or selling a commodity or service.  2. Law. A 

right granted by a government giving exclusive control over a specified commer-

cial activity to a single party.  3. a. A company or group having exclusive control 

over a commercial activity.  b. A commodity or service so controlled.   

4. a. Exclusive possession or control:  arrogantly claims to have a monopoly on the 

truth.  b. Something that is exclusively possessed or controlled:  showed that scien-

tific achievement is not a male monopoly.   [Latin monopolium, from Greek 

monopolion : mono-, mono- + polein, to sell; see pel-4 in Appendix.] 
—mo·nopùo·lism n.  —mo·nopùo·list n.  —mo·nopÙo·lisùtic adj.  

—mo·nopÙo·lisùti·cal·ly adv. 

mon·o·pro·pel·lant (mmnÙo-prN-pHlùNnt) n.  A rocket propellant consisting 

of a single substance or mixture that contains both fuel and oxidizer. 

mon·o·pro·tic (mmnÙN-proùtVk) adj.  Monobasic.  [MONO- + PROT(ON) + -IC.]

mo·nop·so·ny (mN-nmpùsN-nK) n.  pl. mo·nop·so·nies. A market situation in 

which the product or service of several sellers is sought by only one buyer.  

[MON(O)- + Greek opsonia, purchase of food; see DUOPSONY.] —mo·nopùso·nist 
n.  —mo·nopÙso·nisùtic adj. 

mon·o·rail (mmnùN-r7lÙ) n.  1. A single rail serving as a track for wheeled vehi-

cles traveling on it or suspended from it.  2. A railway system using a single rail. 

mon·o·sac·cha·ride (mmnÙN-s4kùN-rXdÙ, -rVd) n.  A carbohydrate that cannot 

be decomposed by hydrolysis, especially one of the hexoses, having the general 

formula C6H12O6.  Also called simple sugar 



mon·o·sep·al·ous (mmnÙN-sHpùN-lNs) adj.  Botany. Having the sepals united to 

form one unit; gamosepalous. 

mon·o·so·di·um glu·ta·mate (mmnÙN-soùdK-Nm gluùtN-m7tÙ) n.  Abbr. 

MSG A white crystalline compound, COOH(CH2)2CH(NH2)COONa, used as a 

flavor enhancer in foods.  [MONO- + SODIUM + GLUTAM(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

mon·o·some (mmnùN-somÙ) n.  1. A chromosome having no homologue, espe-

cially an unpaired X-chromosome.  2. A single ribosome, especially one that is 

combined with a molecule of messenger RNA.   —monÙo·soùmic (-soùmVk) adj.  

—monùo·soÙmy n. 

mon·o·sper·mous (mmnÙN-spûrùmNs) also mon·o·sper·mal (-mNl) adj.  Bot-

any. Having a single seed. 

mon·o·stich (mmnùN-stVkÙ) n.  1. A poem consisting of a single line.  2. A single 

line of poetry. 

mon·o·stome (mmnùN-stomÙ) also mo·nos·to·mous (mN-nmsùtN-mNs) adj.  

Having only one mouth or oral sucker, as certain flatworms.  [From Greek 

monostomos : mono-, mono- + stoma, mouth.]

mon·o·sty·lous (mmnÙN-stXùlNs) adj.  Botany. Having one style. 

mon·o·syl·lab·ic (mmnÙN-sV-l4bùVk) adj.  Linguistics. 1. Having only one sylla-

ble.  2. Characterized by or consisting of monosyllables.   
—monÙo·syl·labùic·al·ly adv. 

mon·o·syl·la·ble (mmnùN-sVlÙN-bNl) n.  Linguistics. A word or an utterance of 

one syllable.  [From Late Latin monosyllabon, from Greek monosullabon : mono-, 

mono- + sullabK, syllable; see SYLLABLE.]

mon·o·syn·ap·tic (mmnÙo-sN-n4pùtVk) adj.  Having one neural synapse.   
—monÙo·syn·apùti·cal·ly adv. 

mon·o·the·ism (mmnùN-thK-VzÙNm) n.  The doctrine or belief that there is only 

one God.   —monùo·theÙist n.  —monÙo·the·isùtic adj.  

—monÙo·the·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

mon·o·the·mat·ic (mmnÙN-thK-m4tùVk) adj.  Having only one theme. 

mon·o·tint (mmnùN-tVntÙ) n.  A monochrome painting or print. 

mon·o·tone (mmnùN-tonÙ) n.  1. A succession of sounds or words uttered in a 

single tone of voice.  2. Music. a. A single tone repeated with different words or 

time values, as in plainsong.  b. A chant in a single tone.   3. Sameness or dull 

repetition in sound, style, manner, or color.   —  adj.  1. Characterized by or 

uttered in a monotone:  a monotone recitation of names.  2. Of or having a single 

color:  a cat with a monotone coat.  3.  Also mon·o·ton·ic (mmnÙN-tmnùVk). Math-

ematics. Designating sequences, the successive members of which either consis-

tently increase or decrease but do not oscillate in relative value. Each member of a 

monotone increasing sequence is greater than or equal to the preceding member; 

each member of a monotone decreasing sequence is less than or equal to the pre-



ceding member.  [From Greek monotonos, monotonous. See MONOTONOUS.] 
—monÙo·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj.  —monÙo·tonùi·cal·ly adv. 

mo·not·o·nous (mN-nmtùn-Ns) adj.  1. Sounded or spoken in an unvarying 

tone.  2. Tediously repetitious or lacking in variety.  See Synonyms at boring.  
[Greek monotonos : mono-, mono- + tonos, tone; see TONE.] 
—mo·notùo·nous·ly adv.  —mo·notùo·nous·ness n. 

mo·not·o·ny (mN-nmtùn-K) n.  pl. mo·not·o·nies. 1. Uniformity or lack of 

variation in pitch, intonation, or inflection.  2. Tedious sameness or repetitious-

ness:  the monotony of daily routine.  [Greek monotonia, from monotonos, monot-

onous. See MONOTONOUS.]

mon·o·treme (mmnùN-trKmÙ) n.  A member of the Monotremata, an order of 

primitive egg-laying mammals restricted to Australia and New Guinea and con-

sisting of only the platypus and the echidna.  [From New Latin Monotremata, 

order name  : MONO- + Greek trKma, perforation; see terN-1 in Appendix.] 
—monÙo·tremùa·tous (-trHmùN-tNs) adj. 

mo·not·ri·chous (mN-nmtùrV-kNs) also mon·o·trich·ic (mmnÙN-trVkùVk)  or 

mo·not·ri·chate (mN-nmtùrV-kVt) adj.  Having one flagellum at only one pole or 

end, as certain bacteria. 

mon·o·type (mmnùN-tXpÙ) n.  1. Biology. The sole member of its group, such as 

a single species that constitutes a genus.  2. A unique print made by pressing 

paper against a painted or inked surface.   —monÙo·typùic (-tVpùVk) adj. 

Mon·o·type (mmnùN-tXpÙ)  A trademark used for a typesetting machine oper-

ated from a keyboard that activates a unit that casts and sets individual charac-

ters. 

mon·o·va·lent (mmnÙN-v7ùlNnt) adj.  1. Chemistry. Having a valence of 1; uni-

valent.  2. Immunology. a. Containing antigens from a single strain of a microor-

ganism:  a monovalent vaccine; a monovalent serum.  b. Having only one site of 

attachment. Used of an antibody or antigen.    —monÙo·vaùlence, 
monÙo·vaùlen·cy n. 

mon·ox·ide (mN-nmkùsXdÙ) n.  An oxide with each molecule containing one 

oxygen atom. 

mon·o·zy·got·ic (mmnÙo-zX-gmtùVk) adj.  Derived from a single fertilized ovum 

or embryonic cell mass. Used especially of identical twins. 

Mon·roe (mNn-roù)  1. A city of northeast-central Louisiana east of Shreveport. 

Founded in 1785, it is an industrial center. Population, 54,909.  2. A city of south-

east Michigan on Lake Erie southwest of Detroit. It was settled c. 1778 and today 

is a manufacturing and shipping center for an area noted for its nurseries. Popu-

lation, 22,902. 

Mon·roe (mNn-roù), Harriet. 1860-1936.  American poet who founded and 

edited (1912-1936) Poetry, an influential magazine in which works of Marianne 

Moore, Wallace Stevens, and William Carlos Williams were first published. 



Mon·roe (mNn-roù), James. 1758-1831.  The fifth President of the United 

States (1817-1825), whose administration was marked by the acquisition of Flor-

ida (1819), the Missouri Compromise (1820), in which Missouri was declared a 

slave state, and the profession of the Monroe Doctrine (1823), which declared 

U.S. opposition to European interference in the Americas. 

Mon·roe (mNn-roù), Marilyn. Originally Norma Jean Baker. 1926-1962.  

American actress noted for her great sex appeal. She appeared in several motion 

pictures, including Some Like It Hot (1959) and The Misfits (1961). 

Mon·roe·ville (mNn-roùvVlÙ)  A borough of southwest Pennsylvania, a residen-

tial suburb of Pittsburgh. Population, 29,169. 

Mon·ro·vi·a (mNn-roùvK-N)  1. The capital and largest city of Liberia, in the 

northwest part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. It was founded in 1822 as a 

haven for freed slaves and named after President James Monroe. Population, 

243,243.  2. A city of southern California, an industrial and residential suburb of 

Los Angeles in the foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains. Population, 35,761. 

mons (mmnz) n.  pl. mon·tes (mmnùtKz). A protuberance of the human body, 

especially that formed by the pubic bones.  [Latin mons, mountain. See men-2 in 

Appendix.]

Mons (moNs)  A city of southwest Belgium near the French border southwest of 

Brussels. Founded on the site of a Roman camp, it was an important cloth market 

in the 14th century. Population, 91,868. 

Mon·sei·gneur (môN-sH-nyœrù) n.  pl. Mes·sei·gneurs (m7-sH-nyœrù). 
Abbr. Msgr., Mgr. Used as an honorific in French-speaking areas, especially as 

accorded to princes and prelates.  [French, from Old French  : mon, my; see MON-

SIEUR + seigneur, lord, sir; see SEIGNIOR.]

Mon·sieur (mN-syœù) n.  pl. Mes·sieurs (m7-syœù, mHsùNrz). 1.  Abbr. M. 
Used as a courtesy title before the surname, full name, or professional title of a 

man in a French-speaking area:  Monsieur Cartier; Monsieur Jacques Cartier.  

2. monsieur. Used as a form of polite address for a man in a French-speaking 

area.  [French, from Old French  : mon, my (from Latin meum, accusative of 

meus); see me-1 in Appendix + sieur, lord, sir; see SEIGNIOR.]

Mon·si·gnor also mon·si·gnor (mmn-sKnùyNr) n.  Abbr. Msgr., Mgr. Roman 

Catholic Church. 1. A title and an office conferred on a male cleric by a pope.  

2. Used as a form of address prefixed to the name of such a cleric.  [Italian, from 

French Monseigneur. See MONSEIGNEUR.] —MonÙsi·gnorùi·al (mmnÙsKn-yôrùK-

Nl, -yorù-) adj. 

mon·soon (mmn-sunù) n.  1. A wind system that influences large climatic 

regions and reverses direction seasonally.  2. a. A wind from the southwest or 

south that brings heavy rainfall to southern Asia in the summer.  b. The rain that 

accompanies this wind.   [Obsolete Dutch monssoen, from Portuguese monção, 

from Arabic mawsim, season.] —mon·soonùal adj. 



mons pubis (mmnz pyuùbVs) n.  pl. montes pubis. A rounded fleshy protu-

berance situated over the pubic bones that becomes covered with hair during 

puberty.  [New Latin mons p7bis : Latin mons, mount + Latin p7bis, genitive of 

p7bKs, pubis.]

mon·ster (mmnùstNr) n.  1. a. An imaginary or legendary creature, such as a 

centaur or Harpy, that combines parts from various animal or human forms.  

b. A creature having a strange or frightening appearance.   2. An animal, a plant, 

or other organism having structural defects or deformities.  3. Pathology. A fetus 

or an infant that is grotesquely abnormal and usually not viable.  4. A very large 

animal, plant, or object.  5. One who inspires horror or disgust:  a monster of self-

ishness.  [Middle English monstre, from Old French, from Latin monstrum, por-

tent, monster, from monKre, to warn. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mon·strance (mmnùstrNns) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A receptacle in which 

the host is held.  Also called ostensorium [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin monstrantia, from Latin monstr7ns, monstrant- present participle 

of monstr7re, to show, from monstrum, portent, monster. See MONSTER.]

mon·stros·i·ty (mmn-strmsùV-tK) n.  pl. mon·stros·i·ties. 1. One that is mon-

strous.  2. The quality or character of being monstrous.  [Middle English mon-

struosite, from Old French, from Late Latin monstrosit7s, from Latin monstruosus, 

monstrous. See MONSTROUS.]

mon·strous (mmnùstrNs) adj.  1. Shockingly hideous or frightful.  See Syn-

onyms at outrageous.  2. Exceptionally large; enormous:  a monstrous tidal 

wave.  3. Deviating greatly from the norm in appearance or structure; abnormal.  

4. Of or resembling a fabulous monster.  [Middle English, from Old French mon-

struos, from Latin monstruosus, from monstrum, portent, monster. See MONSTER.] 
—monùstrous·ly adv.  —monùstrous·ness n. 

mons ve·ne·ris (mmnz vHnùNr-Vs) n.  pl. montes veneris. The female mons 

pubis.  [New Latin mons veneris : Latin mons, mount + Latin Veneris, genitive of 

Venus, Venus.]

Mont. abbr.  Montana. 

mon·tage (mmn-täzhù, môN-) n.  1. a. A single pictorial composition made by 

juxtaposing or superimposing many pictures or designs.  b. The art or process of 

making such a composition.   2. a. A rapid succession of different images or 

shots in a movie.  b. The use of such successive images as a cinematic technique.   

3. A composite of closely juxtaposed elements:  a montage of voices on an audio-

tape.   —  v.  tr. mon·taged, mon·tag·ing, mon·tag·es. To use or incorporate 

in a montage.  [French, from monter, to mount, from Old French. See MOUNT
1.]

Mon·tag·nais (mmnÙtNn-y7ù) n.  pl. Montagnais. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting an extensive area in Quebec and Labrador.  b. A member of 

this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Montagnais and Naskapi.  

[Canadian French, from French montagne, mountain. See MONTAGNARD.]



Mon·ta·gnard also mon·ta·gnard (mmnÙtNn-yärdù) n.  A member of a peo-

ple inhabiting the mountains and highlands of southern Vietnam near the border 

of Cambodia.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Montagnards or their culture.  

[French, mountaineer, from montagne, mountain, from Old French montaigne. 

See MOUNTAIN.]

Mon·ta·gu (mmnùtN-gyuÙ), Ashley. Born 1905.  British-born American 

anthropologist whose books, such as The Natural Superiority of Women (1953), 

helped popularize anthropology. 

Mon·ta·gu (mmnùtN-gyuÙ), Lady Mary Wortley. 1689-1762.  English writer 

noted for her erudite and amusing letters, first published in Turkish Letters 

(1763). 

Mon·taigne (mmn-t7nù, môn-tHnùyN), Michel Eyquem de. 1533-1592.  

French essayist whose discursive, lively personal essays are considered the highest 

expression of 16th-century French prose. 

Mon·ta·le (mon-täùl7, -lH), Eugenio. 1896-1981.  Italian poet whose works, 

which greatly influenced 20th-century Italian literature, include Le Occasioni 

(1939) and Satura (1962). He won the 1975 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Mon·tan·a (mmn-t4nùN) Abbr. MT, Mont.  A state of the northwest United 

States bordering on Canada. It was admitted as the 41st state in 1889. Most of the 

area passed to the United States through the Louisiana Purchase of 1803 and was 

explored by Lewis and Clark in 1805 and 1806. Split for many years among other 

western territories, the region was organized as the Montana Territory in 1864. 

Helena is the capital and Billings the largest city. Population, 803,655.   
—Mon·tanùan adj.  & n. 

mon·tane (mmn-t7nù, mmnùt7nÙ) adj.  Of, growing in, or inhabiting mountain 

areas.  [Latin mont7nus, from mons, mont-, mountain. See men-2 in Appendix.]

mon·tan wax (mmnùtNn w4ks, -t4nÙ) n.  A hard, white wax obtained from lig-

nite and used in the manufacture of polishes, paints, and phonograph records.  

[From Latin mont7nus, montane. See MONTANE.]

Mon·tauk (mmnùtôkÙ) n.  pl. Montauk or Mon·tauks. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people formerly inhabiting the eastern end of Long Island in New York.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Montauk, dialectally 

related to Mohegan and Pequot.  3. A member of any of various Algonquian peo-

ples of eastern and central Long Island connected with the Montauk.  [From a 

place name of Montauk origin.]

Montauk Point (mmnùtôkÙ point)  The eastern extremity of Long Island, in 

southeast New York. It is a popular resort area. 

Mont Blanc (mônt bl4ngk, môN bläNù)  See Mont Blanc. 
Mont·calm de Saint-Ve·ran (mmnt-kämù dN s4NÙv7-räNù, môN-kälmù), 

Marquis Louis Joseph de. 1712-1759.  French commander in Canada during 

the French and Indian War. He repelled a British attack on Fort Ticonderoga 



(1758) and held Quebec until the Battle of the Plains of Abraham (1759), in 

which he and the British general James Wolfe were killed. 

Mont·clair (mmnt-klârù)  1. A city of southern California northeast of Pomona. 

It is a residential community in a citrus-growing area. Population, 28,434.  2. A 

town of northeast New Jersey, a residential suburb of New York City. Population, 

37,729. 

mon·te (mmnùtK) n.  Games. A card game in which two cards are chosen from 

four laid out faceup and a player bets that one of the two will be matched in suit 

by the dealer before the other one.  [Spanish, mountain, pile, monte, from Italian, 

from Latin mons, mont-, mountain. See men-2 in Appendix.]

Mon·te Al·bán (mônùtH äl-bänù)  A ruined Zapotec city of southern Mexico 

near Oaxaca. Excavations (begun in 1931) have revealed that an advanced culture 

flourished here c. 200 B.C. 

Mon·te·bel·lo (mmnÙtN-bHlùo)  A city of southern California, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 59,564. 

Mon·te Car·lo1 (mmnùtK kärùlo)  A town of Monaco on the Mediterranean Sea 

and the French Riviera. It is a noted resort famed for its casino and luxurious 

hotels. Population, 11,599. 

Mon·te Car·lo2 (mmnùtK kärùlo) adj.  Of or relating to a problem-solving tech-

nique that uses random samples and other statistical methods for finding solu-

tions to mathematical or physical problems.  [After Monte Carlo1.]

Mon·te·go Bay (mmn-tKùgo b7)  A town of northwest Jamaica on the Carib-

bean Sea. Visited by Columbus in 1494, it is today a port and popular resort area. 

Population, 70,285. 

mon·teith (mmn-tKthù) n.  A large punch bowl having a notched rim on which 

cups can be hung.  [Possibly after Monteith (Monteigh), an eccentric 17th-cen-

tury Scotsman who wore a cloak scalloped at the hem.]

Mon·te·ne·gro (mmnÙtN-nKùgro, -nHgùro)  A region of the western Balkan Pen-

insula bordering on the Adriatic Sea. An ancient Balkan state, it long resisted the 

Turks and from 1910 to 1918 was an independent kingdom. Montenegro then 

joined the newly formed Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, which 

became Yugoslavia after 1929. With Serbia it formed present-day Yugoslavia in 

April 1992. Titograd is the capital. Population, 502,207. 

Mon·te·rey (mmnÙtN-r7ù)  A city of western California south of San Francisco 

on Monterey Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. First settled in 1770 around a 

Franciscan mission, Monterey was a Spanish colonial capital for much of the time 

from 1774 to 1846, when it was taken by U.S. naval forces. The city and scenic 

Monterey Peninsula attract many tourists to the area. Population, 31,954. 

Monterey Park (mmnÙtN-r7ù pärk)  A city of southern California, a residential 

suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 60,738. 



Mon·te·rí·a (mônÙtN-rKùN)  A city of northwest Colombia south-southwest of 

Cartagena. It is an inland river port and a trade and manufacturing center. Popu-

lation, 158,064. 

mon·te·ro (mmn-târùo) n.  pl. mon·te·ros. A hunter’s cap with side flaps.  

[Spanish, hunter, from monte, mountain, from Latin mons, mont-. See MOUN-

TAIN.]

Mon·ter·rey (mmnÙtN-r7ù, mônÙtH-)  A city of northeast Mexico east of Matam-

oros. Founded in 1579, the city was captured (September 1846) by Zachary Tay-

lor’s forces during the Mexican War. Population, 1,090,099. 

mon·tes (mmnùtKz) n.  Plural of mons. 
Mon·tes Cla·ros (môNùtVs kläùrts)  A city of east-central Brazil north of Belo 

Horizonte. It is a trade and shipping center in an agricultural region. Population, 

151,713. 

Mon·tes·quieu (mmnùtN-skyuÙ, môN-tH-skyœù), Baron de la Brede et de 

Montesquieu. Title of Charles de Secondat. 1689-1755.  French philosopher and 

jurist. An outstanding figure of the early French Enlightenment, he wrote the 

influential Parisian Letters (1721), a veiled attack on the monarchy and the ancien 

régime, and The Spirit of the Laws (1748), a discourse on government. 

Mon·tes·so·ri (mmnÙtV-sôrùK, -sorùK), Maria. 1870-1952.  Italian physician and 

pioneer educator who proposed a method of teaching young children that 

stresses the development of initiative and natural abilities. 

Mon·tes·so·ri·an (mmnÙtV-sôrùK-Nn, -sorù-) adj.  Of or relating to the Montes-

sori method. 

Montessori method (mmnÙtV-sôrùK mHthùNd) n.  A method of educating 

young children that stresses development of a child’s own initiative and natural 

abilities, especially through practical play.  [After Maria MONTESSORI.]

Mon·teux (mmn-ttù, môN-tœù), Pierre. 1875-1964.  French-born American 

conductor of many major orchestras. He was noted as an interpreter of 20th-cen-

tury music. 

Mon·te·ver·di (mmnÙtN-vârùdK, mônÙtH-), Claudio. 1567-1643.  Italian com-

poser considered a founder of opera. His works include sacred music, many mad-

rigals, and the opera Orfeo (1607). 

Mon·te·vi·de·o (mmnÙtN-vV-d7ùo, -vVdùK-oÙ, mônÙtH-vK-thHùô)  The capital and 

largest city of Uruguay, in the southern part of the country on the Río de la Plata 

estuary. Founded by the Spanish c. 1726 on the site of a captured Portuguese fort, 

it became the capital after Uruguay achieved independence in 1828. Population, 

1,237,227. 

Mon·tez (mmnùtHz, mmn-tHzù), Lola. Originally Marie Gilbert. 1818-1861.  

Irish-born American dancer noted for her beauty and her love affairs with Liszt, 

Dumas père, and Ludwig I (1786-1868), king of Bavaria. 



Mon·te·zu·ma II (mmnÙtV-zuùmN), 1466?-1520.  Last Aztec emperor in Mex-

ico (1502-1520). He was overthrown by the Spanish conquistador Hernando 

Cortés. 

Mont·fer·rat (mmnt-fN-rätù)  A historical region of northwest Italy south of the 

Po River. Claimed by a noble family of Mantua and the house of Savoy after 1612, 

it was finally awarded to Savoy by the Peace of Utrecht (1713). 

Mont·fort (mmntùfNrt, môN-fôrù), Simon de Earl of Leicester. 1208?-1265.  

French-born English nobleman who led the baronial opposition to Henry III. 

After his military victory over the king at Lewes in southeast England (1264), 

Montfort was the effective ruler of England. In 1265 he called a representative 

legislature regarded as England’s first full parliament. 

Mont·gol·fier (mmnt-gmlùfK-Nr, môN-gôl-fy7ù), Joseph Michel. 1740-1810.  

French aeronautic inventor who with his brother Jacques Étienne (1745-1799) 

built and ascended in the first practical hot-air balloon (1783). 

Mont·gom·er·y (mmnt-gƒmùN-rK, -gƒmùrK)  The capital of Alabama, in the 

southeast-central part of the state south-southeast of Birmingham. Designated 

the state capital in 1847, the city boomed as a cotton market and port on the Ala-

bama River. From February to May 1861 it served as the first capital of the Con-

federate States of America. Population, 187,106. 

Mont·gom·er·y (mmnt-gƒmùN-rK, -gƒmùrK), Sir Bernard Law First Viscount 

Montgomery of Alamein. 1887-1976.  British army officer who during World 

War II commanded the British victories over German forces in North Africa 

(1942) and the Allied advance through Normandy (1944). 

Montgomery Village (mmnt-gƒmùN-rK vVlùVj)  A community of central 

Maryland, a suburb of Washington, D.C. Population, 16,600. 

month (mƒnth) n.  Abbr. m., mo. 1. A unit of time corresponding approxi-

mately to one cycle of the moon’s phases, or about 30 days or 4 weeks.  2. One of 

the 12 divisions of a year as determined by a calendar, especially the Gregorian 

calendar.  Also called calendar month 3. A period extending from a date in one 

calendar month to the corresponding date in the following month.  4. A sidereal 

month.  5. A lunar month.  6. A solar month.   —idiom. month of Sundays. 
Informal. An indefinitely long period of time:  It will take you a month of Sundays 

to chop all that wood.  [Middle English moneth, from Old English monath. See 

mK-2 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The singular month, preceded by a numeral (or number) and a

hyphen, is used as a compound attributive: a three-month vacation. The plural

possessive form without a hyphen is also possible: a three months’ vacation.

month·ly (mƒnthùlK) adj.  1. Occurring, appearing, or coming due every 

month:  a monthly meeting; monthly rent payments.  2. Continuing or lasting for a 



month.   —  adv.  Once a month; every month.   —  n.  pl. month·lies. 1. A peri-

odical publication appearing once each month.  2. monthlies. Informal. The 

menses. 

Mon·ti·cel·lo (mmnÙtV-chHlùo, -sHlùo)  An estate of central Virginia southeast of 

Charlottesville. Designed by Thomas Jefferson, it was begun in 1770 and was his 

home for 56 years. Owned by other families from shortly after Jefferson’s death 

until 1923, it is now a national shrine. 

mon·ti·cule (mmnùtV-kyulÙ) n.  A minor cone of a volcano.  [French, from Late 

Latin monticulus, diminutive of Latin mons, mont-, mountain. See men-2 in 

Appendix.]

Mont·mar·tre (moN-märùtrN)  A hill and district of northern Paris, France, on 

the Right Bank. It is noted for its nightlife and for its associations with artists 

such as Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Utrillo. The original village of Mont-

martre was annexed by Paris in 1860. 

Mont·mo·ren·cy (mmntÙmN-rHnùsK, môN-mô-räN-sKù), Duc Anne de. 1493-

1567.  French marshal. A politically powerful nobleman, he fought in numerous 

battles against Spain, the Huguenots, and Holy Roman Emperor Charles V. 

Mont·par·nasse (moN-pär-näsù)  A district of south-central Paris, France, on 

the Left Bank. Its cafés have long been famous as gathering places for artists, 

writers, and intellectuals. 

Mont·pel·ier (mmnt-pKlùyNr)  The capital of Vermont, in the north-central part 

of the state. Founded in 1780, it became the state capital in 1805. Population, 

8,247. 

Mont·pel·lier (moN-pHl-y7ù)  A city of southern France near the Mediterra-

nean Sea west-northwest of Marseilles. Founded in the eighth century, it was pur-

chased by Philip VI of France in 1349. The city was later a Huguenot center and 

was besieged and captured by Louis XIII in 1622. Population, 197,231. 

Mon·tre·al (mmnÙtrK-ôlù)  or Mont·ré·al (môNÙr7-älù)  A city of southern 

Quebec, Canada, on Montreal Island in the St. Lawrence River. Named after 

Mount Royal, a hill at its center, it was founded by the French as Ville Marie de 

Montréal in 1642 and grew rapidly as a fur-trading center and starting point for 

western exploration. The English captured the city in 1760. Today Montreal is 

Canada’s largest city, a major port, and a cultural, commercial, and industrial 

hub. Population, 980,354. 

Montreal North  or Mont·ré·al-Nord (môNÙr7-äl-nôrù)  A town of south-

ern Quebec, Canada, a suburb of Montreal on Montreal Island. Population, 

94,914. 

Mon·treuil (môN-trœùyN)  A town of north-central France, an industrial sub-

urb of Paris. Population, 93,368. 

Mon·trose (mmn-trozù), First Marquis of Title of James Graham. 1612-1650.  

Scottish Covenanter who changed allegiance (1643) and led a force of Highland-



ers in a series of military victories on behalf of Charles I during the English Civil 

War. 

Mont Roy·al (môN rwä-yälù)  or Mount Roy·al (roiùNl)  A town of southern 

Quebec, Canada, a suburb of Montreal on Montreal Island. Population, 19,247. 

Mont-Saint-Mi·chel (môN-s4N-mK-shHlù)  A small island off the coast of 

northwest France in an arm of the English Channel. Crowned by an abbey 

founded c. 708, it is a major tourist attraction. 

Mont·ser·rat (mmntÙsN-r4tù)  An island in the Leeward Islands of the British 

West Indies northwest of Guadaloupe. Discovered and named by Columbus in 

1493, it was colonized by the English after 1632 but held by the French at various 

periods before being awarded to Great Britain in 1783. 

Mont·ville (mmntùvVlÙ)  A town of southeast Connecticut on the Thames River 

north-northwest of New London. It was settled in 1670. Population, 16,455. 

mon·u·ment (mmnùyN-mNnt) n.  1. A structure, such as a building or sculpture, 

erected as a memorial.  2. An inscribed marker placed at a grave; a tombstone.  

3. Something venerated for its enduring historic significance or association with 

a notable past person or thing:  traditions that are monuments to an earlier era.  

4. a. An outstanding, enduring achievement:  a translation that is a monument of 

scholarship.  b. An exceptional example: “Thousands of them wrote texts, some of 

them monuments of dullness” (Robert L. Heilbroner).   5. An object, such as a post 

or stone, fixed in the ground so as to mark a boundary or position.  6. A written 

document, especially a legal one.  [Middle English, from Latin monumentum, 

memorial, from monKre, to remind. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mon·u·men·tal (mmnÙyN-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or serving as a mon-

ument.  2. Impressively large, sturdy, and enduring.  3. Of outstanding signifi-

cance:  Einstein’s monumental contributions to physics.  4. Astounding:  

monumental cowardice; monumental talent.   —monÙu·men·talùi·ty (-mHn-

t4lùV-tK) n.  —monÙu·menùtal·ly adv. 

mon·u·men·tal·ize (mmnÙyN-mHnùtl-XzÙ) v.  tr. mon·u·men·tal·ized, 
mon·u·men·tal·iz·ing, mon·u·men·tal·iz·es. To memorialize with a monu-

ment. 

mon·u·ron (mmnùyN-rmnÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, C9H11ClN2O, used as a 

herbicide for grasses and broadleaf weeds.  [MON(O)- + UR(EA) + -ON
3.]

Mon·za (monùzN, mônùtsä)  A city of northern Italy north-northeast of Milan. 

An ancient capital of Lombardy, it is now a major industrial center with diversi-

fied manufactures. Population, 122,103. 

mon·zo·nite (mmn-zoùnXtÙ, mmnùzN-nXtÙ) n.  An igneous rock composed 

chiefly of plagioclase and orthoclase, with small amounts of other minerals.  

[French, after Mount Monzoni in northeast Italy.] —monÙzo·nitùic (mmnÙzN-

nVtùVk) adj. 



moo (mu) v.  intr. mooed, moo·ing, moos. To emit the deep, bellowing 

sound made by a cow; low.   —  n.  pl. moos. The lowing of a cow or a similar 

sound.  [Imitative.]

mooch (much) v.  mooched, mooch·ing, mooch·es. Slang.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

obtain or try to obtain by begging; cadge.  See Synonyms at cadge.  2. To steal; 

filch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To get or try to get something free of charge; sponge:  lived 

by mooching off friends.  2. To wander about aimlessly.  3. To skulk around; 

sneak.  [Middle English mowchen, probably from Old French muchier, to hide, 

skulk.] —moochùer n. 

mood1 (mud) n.  1. A state of mind or emotion.  2. A pervading impression of 

an observer:  the somber mood of the painting.  3. An incidence of sulking or angry 

behavior.  4. Inclination; disposition.  [Middle English mod, from Old English 

mod, disposition. See mK-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: mood, humor, temper. These nouns refer to a temporary state of

mind or feeling. Mood is the most inclusive term: a contentious mood; a cheerful

mood. “I was in no mood to laugh and talk with strangers” (Mary Wollstonecraft

Shelley). Humor often implies a state of mind resulting from one’s characteristic

disposition or temperament; it sometimes suggests fitfulness or variability: The

humor of the Cabinet shifted after the scandal was exposed. “All which had been

done... was the effect not of humor, but of system” (Edmund Burke). Temper most

often refers to a state of mind marked by irritability or intense anger: “The nation

was in such a temper that the smallest spark might raise a flame” (Macaulay).

mood2 (mud) n.  1. Grammar. A set of verb forms or inflections used to indi-

cate the speaker’s attitude toward the factuality or likelihood of the action or con-

dition expressed. In English the indicative mood is used to make factual 

statements, the subjunctive mood to indicate doubt or unlikelihood, and the 

imperative mood to express a command.  2. Logic. The arrangement or form of a 

syllogism.  [Alteration of MODE.]

mood·y (muùdK) adj.  mood·i·er, mood·i·est. 1. Given to frequent changes 

of mood; temperamental.  2. Subject to periods of depression; sulky.  

3. Expressive of a mood, especially a sullen or gloomy mood:  a moody silence.   
—moodùi·ly adv.  —moodùi·ness n. 

Moo·dy (muùdK), Dwight Lyman. 1837-1899.  American evangelist who 

toured major American and British cities and founded several educational insti-

tutions. 

Moo·dy (muùdK), Helen Wills.  See Helen Newington Wills. 
Moo·dy (muùdK), William Henry. 1853-1917.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1906-1910). 



Moo·dy (muùdK), William Vaughn. 1869-1910.  American writer noted for 

his poetry and dramas, particularly The Great Divide (1906) and The Faith Healer 

(1909). 

moo goo gai pan (muù guù gXù p4nù) n.  A Cantonese dish of chicken, 

mushrooms, vegetables, and spices sautéed together.  [Cantonese, corresponding 

to Mandarin mú g7 jX pi7n : mú g7, mushroom + jX, chicken + pi7n, slice.]

moo·la  or moo·lah (muùlN) n.  Slang. Money.  [Origin unknown.]

moon (mun) n.  1. The natural satellite of Earth, visible by reflection of sun-

light and having a slightly elliptical orbit, approximately 356,000 kilometers 

(221,600 miles) distant at perigee and 406,997 kilometers (252,950 miles) at apo-

gee. Its mean diameter is 3,475 kilometers (2,160 miles), its mass approximately 

one eightieth that of Earth, and its average period of revolution around Earth 29 

days 12 hours 44 minutes calculated with respect to the sun.  2. A natural satellite 

revolving around a planet.  3. The moon as it appears at a particular time in its 

cycle of phases:  the full moon; a half moon.  4. A month, especially a lunar 

month.  5. A disk, globe, or crescent resembling the natural satellite of Earth.  

6. Moonlight.  7. Slang. The bared buttocks.   —  v.  mooned, moon·ing, 
moons.  —  v.  intr. 1. To wander about or pass time languidly and aimlessly.  

2. To yearn or pine as if infatuated.  3. Slang. To expose one’s buttocks in public 

as a prank or disrespectful gesture.   —  v.  tr. Slang. To expose one’s buttocks to 

(others) as a prank or disrespectful gesture: “threatened to moon a passing... cam-

era crew” (Vanity Fair).  [Middle English moone, from Old English mona. See mK-
2 in Appendix.]

moon·beam (munùbKmÙ) n.  A ray of moonlight. 

moon·blind (munùblXndÙ) adj.  Affected with moon blindness. 

moon blindness (mun blXndùnVs) n.  Recurrent inflammation of a horse’s 

eyes, often resulting in eventual blindness.  Also called mooneye 

moon·calf (munùk4fÙ, -käfÙ) n.  1. A fool.  2. A freak. 

moon·child (munùchXldÙ) n.  One who is born under the sign of Cancer.  

[From the astrological association of Cancer and the moon.]

moon dog (mun dôg) n.  A paraselene. 

moon·eye (munùXÙ) n.  1. A silvery freshwater fish of the family Hiodontidae, 

especially Hiodon tergisus of eastern North America.  2.  See moon blindness. 
moon·eyed (muùXdÙ) adj.  Moonblind. 

moon-faced (munùf7stÙ) adj.  Having a round face. 

moon·fish (munùfVshÙ) n.  pl. moonfish or moon·fish·es. 1. Any of several 

marine fishes of the family Carangidae, found in warm coastal waters of North 

and South America and having short, compressed bodies and a silver to yellowish 

color.  Also called dollarfish 2.  See opah. 
moon·flow·er (munùflouÙNr) n.  Any of several night-blooming vines related 

to the morning glories. 



moon·light (munùlXtÙ) n.  The light reflected from the surface of the moon.   
—  v.  intr. moon·light·ed, moon·light·ing, moon·lights. Informal. To work 

at another job, often at night, in addition to one’s full-time job.   —moonùlight-
Ùer n. 

moon·lit (munùlVtÙ) adj.  Lighted by moonlight. 

moon·quake (munùkw7kÙ) n.  A quake or series of vibrations on the moon 

similar to an earthquake but usually of very low magnitude. 

moon·rise (munùrXzÙ) n.  The event or time of the appearance of the moon 

above the eastern horizon. 

moon·scape (munùsk7pÙ) n.  1. A view or picture of the surface of the moon.  

2. A desolate landscape. 

moon·seed (munùsKdÙ) n.  Any of several dioecious vines of the closely 

related genera Cocculus and Menispermum, having inconspicuous flowers and red 

or blackish fruit. 

moon·set (munùsHtÙ) n.  The event or time of the disappearance of the moon 

below the western horizon. 

moon shell (mun shHl) n.  Any of various marine gastropod mollusks of the 

family Naticidae, having a smooth, rounded shell. 

moon·shine (munùshXnÙ) n.  1. Moonlight.  2. Informal. Foolish talk or 

thought; nonsense.  3. Illegally distilled whiskey. In this sense, also calledRegional. 

white lightning  —  v.  intr. moon·shined, moon·shin·ing, moon·shines. To 

distill and sell liquor illegally.   —moonùshinÙer n. 

moon·stone (munùstonÙ) n.  A variety of feldspar valued as a gem for its 

pearly translucence. 

moon·struck (munùstrƒkÙ) also moon·strick·en (-strVkÙNn) adj.  1. Dazed 

or distracted with romantic sentiment.  2. Affected by insanity; crazed.  [From 

the belief that the moon caused insanity.]

moon·walk (munùwôkÙ) n.  A walk on the surface of the moon by an astro-

naut.   —  v.  intr. moon·walked, moon·walk·ing, moon·walks. To walk on 

the surface of the moon.   —moonùwalkÙer n. 

moon·ward (munùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward the moon. 

moon·wort (munùwûrtÙ, -wmrtÙ) n.  See grape fern. 
moon·y (muùnK) adj.  moon·i·er, moon·i·est. 1. Of or suggestive of the 

moon or moonlight.  2. Moonlit.  3. Dreamy in mood or nature; absent-minded. 

moor1 (mtr) v.  moored, moor·ing, moors.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make fast (a 

vessel, for example) by means of cables, anchors, or lines:  moor a ship to a dock; a 

dirigible moored to a tower.  2. To fix in place; secure.  See Synonyms at fasten.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To secure a vessel or an aircraft with lines or anchors.  2. To be 

secured with lines or anchors:  The freighter moored alongside the wharf.  [Middle 

English moren.]



moor2 (mtr) n.  A broad area of open land, often high but poorly drained, with 

patches of heath and peat bogs.  [Middle English mor, from Old English mor.]

Moor (mtr) n.  1. A member of a Muslim people of mixed Berber and Arab 

descent, now living chiefly in northwest Africa.  2. One of the Muslims who 

invaded Spain in the 8th century and established a civilization in Andalusia that 

lasted until the late 15th century.  [Middle English More, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin Morus, from Latin Maurus, Mauritanian, from Greek Mauros.]

moor·age (mtrùVj) n.  1. The act or an instance of mooring.  2. A place where 

a ship or an aircraft may be moored.  3. A charge for mooring. 

moor cock (mtr kmk) n.  The male red grouse. 

Moore (mtr, môr)  A city of central Oklahoma, an industrial suburb of Okla-

homa City. Population, 40,318. 

Moore (mtr, môr), Alfred. 1755-1810.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1799-1804). 

Moore (mtr, môr), Clement Clarke. 1779-1863.  American scholar and poet 

who wrote the Christmas poem “A Visit from St. Nicholas” (1823). 

Moore (mtr, môr), George. 1852-1933.  Irish writer whose works include 

poetry, drama, criticism, and novels, such as Esther Waters (1894). 

Moore (mtr, môr), George Edward. 1873-1958.  British philosopher whose 

theories, presented in Principia Ethica (1903) and other works, influenced 20th-

century epistemology and linguistic analysis. 

Moore (mtr, môr), Henry. 1898-1986.  British sculptor whose works, mostly 

semiabstract human figures, are characterized by smooth, organic forms. 

Moore (mtr, môr), John Bassett. 1860-1947.  American jurist noted for his 

codification of international law. 

Moore (mtr, môr), Marianne Craig. 1887-1972.  American poet whose 

descriptive works, published in Poems (1921), Complete Poems (1967), and other 

collections, are characterized by wit, irony, and unconventional meter. 

Moore (mtr, môr), Stanford. 1913-1982.  American biochemist. He shared a 

1972 Nobel Prize for pioneering studies of enzymes. 

Moore (mtr, môr), Thomas. 1779-1852.  Irish romantic poet. Many of his 

nostalgic and patriotic lyrics, such as “The Minstrel Boy,” were set to traditional 

Irish tunes. 

Moores·town (môrzùtounÙ, mtrzù-, morzù-)  A community of southwest-

central New Jersey east of Camden. It was a headquarters for Hessian troops in 

1776. Population, 15,596. 

moor·fowl (mtrùfoulÙ) n.  See red grouse. 
Moor·head (mtrùhHdÙ, môrù-)  A city of western Minnesota on the Red River 

opposite Fargo, North Dakota. Founded in 1871, it is a trade center in an agricul-

tural region. Population, 32,295. 



moor·hen (mtrùhHnÙ) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A common, widely distributed 

species of gallinule, Gallinula chloropus.  2. The female red grouse. 

moor·ing (mtrùVng) n.  1. A place or structure to which a vessel or aircraft can 

be moored.  2. Equipment, such as anchors or chains, for holding fast a vessel or 

an aircraft.  3.  Often moorings. Elements providing stability or security:  lost 

their emotional moorings during the war. 

Moor·ish (mtrùVsh) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Moors or their culture.  2. Of, 

relating to, or being a style of Spanish architecture of the 8th to the 16th century, 

characterized by the horseshoe arch and ornate decoration. 

moor·land (mtrùl4ndÙ) n.  Land consisting of moors. 

moose (mus) n.  pl. moose. A hoofed mammal (Alces alces) found in forests 

of northern North America and in Eurasia and having a broad, pendulous muzzle 

and large, palmate antlers in the male.  [Eastern Abenaki mos.]

moose·bird (musùbûrdÙ) n.  See gray jay. 
Moose·head Lake (musùhHdÙ l7k)  A lake of west-central Maine north of 

Augusta. It is the center of a popular resort area. 

Moose Jaw (mus jô)  A city of south-central Saskatchewan, Canada, west of 

Regina. Founded in 1882, it is a processing center for an agricultural and oil-pro-

ducing area. Population, 33,941. 

Moose River (mus rVvùNr)  A river, about 547 km (340 mi) long, of northeast 

Ontario, Canada, flowing northeast to James Bay as the estuary of the Abitibi, 

Mattagami, and other rivers. 

moose·wood (musùwtdÙ) n.  1.  See striped maple.  2.  See leather-
wood (n., sense 1). 

moot (mut) n.  1. Law. A hypothetical case argued by law students as an exer-

cise.  2. An ancient English meeting, especially a representative meeting of the 

freemen of a shire.   —  v.  tr. moot·ed, moot·ing, moots. 1. a. To bring up as 

a subject for discussion or debate.  b. To discuss or debate.  See Synonyms at 

broach1.   2. Law. To plead or argue (a case) in a moot court.   —  adj.  

1. Subject to debate; arguable:  a moot question.  2. a. Law. Without legal signifi-

cance, through having been previously decided or settled.  b. Of no practical 

importance; irrelevant.   [Middle English, meeting, from Old English mot, 

gemot.] —mootùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: As an adjective moot has come to be widely used to mean “no

longer important, irrelevant,” as in It’s a purely moot question which corporation

you make your rent check out to; Brown will get the money in either case. This usage

may be originally the result of a misinterpretation of its legal sense in phrases such

as a moot question. A number of critics have objected to this use, but it was ac-

cepted by 59 percent of the Usage Panel in the sentence The nominee himself chas-

tised the White House for failing to do more to support him, but his concerns became



moot when a number of Republicans announced that they, too, would oppose the

nomination.

moot court (mut kôrt) n.  Law. A mock court where hypothetical cases are 

tried for the training of law students. 

mop (mmp) n.  1. A household implement made of absorbent material attached 

to a typically long handle and used for washing, dusting, or drying floors.  2. A 

loosely tangled bunch or mass:  a mop of unruly hair.   —  v.  mopped, 
mop·ping, mops.  —  v.  tr. To wash or wipe with or as if with a mop:  mopped 

the hallway; mopping the spilled water; mopped her forehead with a towel.   —  v.  

intr. To use a mop to wash or dry surfaces:  mopped along the baseboards.   
—phrasal verb. mop up. 1. To clear (an area) of remaining enemy troops 

after a victory.  2. Informal. To perform the minor tasks that conclude a project or 

an activity.  [Middle English mappe, perhaps from Old French dialectal, napkin, 

from Latin mappa, towel, cloth. See MAP.] —mopùper n. 

mop·board (mmpùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  See baseboard. 
mope (mop) v.  intr. moped, mop·ing, mopes. 1. a. To be gloomy or 

dejected.  b. To brood or sulk.  See Synonyms at brood.   2. To move in a lei-

surely or aimless manner; dawdle.   —  n.  1. A person given to gloomy or 

dejected moods.  2. mopes. Low spirits; the blues. Often used with the.  [Origin 

unknown.] —mopùer n.  —mopùish, mopùey adj.  —mopùish·ly adv. 

mo·ped (moùpHdÙ) n.  A lightweight motorized bicycle that can be pedaled as 

well as driven by a low-powered gasoline engine.  [From MO(TOR) + PED(AL).]

mop·pet (mmpùVt) n.  A young child.  [From obsolete mop, fool, child, from 

Middle English moppe.]

mop-up (mmpùƒpÙ) n.  The act or an instance of mopping up; a concluding 

operation. 

mo·quette (mo-kHtù) n.  1. A heavy fabric with a thick nap, used for uphol-

stery.  2. A carpet with a deep, tufted pile.  [French, alteration of obsolete mou-

cade.]

MOR abbr.  Middle-of-the-road. 

mor. abbr.  Morocco (leather). 

Mor. abbr.  1. Morocco.  2. Moroccan. 

mo·ra (môrùN, morùN) n.  pl. mo·rae (môrùK, morùK)  or mo·ras. The minimal 

unit of metrical time in quantitative verse, equal to the short syllable.  [Latin, 

pause.]

Mo·rad·a·bad (mN-räùdN-bädÙ, môrùN-dN-b4dÙ)  A city of north-central India 

east-northeast of Delhi. Founded in 1625, it is an important agricultural market 

and manufacturing center. Population, 330,051. 

Mor·a·ga (mN-räùgN)  A city of western California east of Oakland. It is mainly 

residential. Population, 15,852. 



mo·raine (mN-r7nù) n.  An accumulation of boulders, stones, or other debris 

carried and deposited by a glacier.  [French, from French dialectal morena, 

mound of earth, from Provençal morre, muzzle, from Vulgar Latin *murrum.] 
—mo·rainùal, mo·rainùic adj. 

mor·al (môrùNl, mmrù-) adj.  1. Of or concerned with the judgment of the good-

ness or badness of human action and character:  moral scrutiny; a moral quan-

dary.  2. Teaching or exhibiting goodness or correctness of character and 

behavior:  a moral lesson.  3. Conforming to standards of what is right or just in 

behavior; virtuous:  a moral life.  4. Arising from conscience or the sense of right 

and wrong:  a moral obligation.  5. Having psychological rather than physical or 

tangible effects:  a moral victory; moral support.  6. Based on strong likelihood or 

firm conviction, rather than on the actual evidence:  a moral certainty.   —  n.  

1. The lesson or principle contained in or taught by a fable, a story, or an event.  

2. A concisely expressed precept or general truth; a maxim.  3. morals. Rules or 

habits of conduct, especially of sexual conduct, with reference to standards of 

right and wrong:  a person of loose morals; a decline in the public morals.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin mor7lis, from mos, mor-, custom. See mK-1 

in Appendix.] —morùal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: moral, ethical, virtuous, righteous. These adjectives mean in ac-

cord with principles or rules of right or good conduct. Moral applies to personal

character and behavior, especially sexual conduct, measured against prevailing

standards of rectitude: “The fact that man knows right from wrong proves his in-

tellectual superiority to the other creatures; but the fact that he can do wrong proves

his moral inferiority to any creature that cannot” (Mark Twain). Ethical stresses

conformity with idealistic standards of right and wrong, as those applicable to the

practices of lawyers and doctors: “The world has achieved brilliance without con-

science. Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants” (Omar N. Bradley).

Virtuous implies moral excellence and loftiness of character; in a narrower sense

it refers to sexual chastity: “The life of the nation is secure only while the nation is

honest, truthful, and virtuous” (Frederick Douglass). Righteous emphasizes moral

uprightness and especially the absence of guilt or sin; when it is applied to actions,

reactions, or impulses, it often implies justifiable outrage: “The effectual fervent

prayer of a righteous man availeth much” (James 5:16). “He was... stirred by righ-

teous wrath” (John Galsworthy).

mo·rale (mN-r4lù) n.  The state of the spirits of a person or group as exhibited by 

confidence, cheerfulness, discipline, and willingness to perform assigned tasks.  

[French, morality, good conduct, from feminine of moral, moral, from Old 

French. See MORAL.]



SYNONYMS: morale, esprit, esprit de corps. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a spirit, as of dedication to a common goal, that unites a group”:

the high morale of the troops; the esprit of an orchestra; the esprit de corps of a foot-

ball team.

moral hazard (môrùNl h4zùNrd) n.  A risk to an insurance company resulting 

from uncertainty about the honesty of the insured. 

mor·al·ism (môrùN-lVzÙNm, mmrù-) n.  1. A conventional moral maxim or atti-

tude.  2. The act or practice of moralizing.  3. Often undue concern for morality. 

mor·al·ist (môrùN-lVst, mmrù-) n.  1. A teacher or student of morals and moral 

problems.  2. One who follows a system of moral principles.  3. One who is 

unduly concerned with the morals of others. 

mor·al·is·tic (môrÙN-lVsùtVk, mmrÙ-) adj.  1. Characterized by or displaying a 

concern with morality.  2. Marked by a narrow-minded morality.   
—morÙal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

mo·ral·i·ty (mN-r4lùV-tK, mô-) n.  pl. mo·ral·i·ties. 1. The quality of being in 

accord with standards of right or good conduct.  2. A system of ideas of right and 

wrong conduct:  religious morality; Christian morality.  3. Virtuous conduct.  4. A 

rule or lesson in moral conduct. 

morality play (mN-r4lùV-tK pl7) n.  A drama in the 15th and 16th centuries 

using allegorical characters to portray the soul’s struggle to achieve salvation. 

mor·al·ize (môrùN-lXzÙ, mmrù-) v.  mor·al·ized, mor·al·iz·ing, mor·al·iz·es.  
—  v.  intr. To think about or express moral judgments or reflections.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To interpret or explain the moral meaning of.  2. To improve the morals of; 

reform.   —morÙal·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —morùal·izÙer n. 

moral philosophy (môrùNl fV-lmsùN-fK) n.  Ethics. 

mo·rass (mN-r4sù, mô-) n.  1. An area of low-lying, soggy ground.  

2. Something that hinders, engulfs, or overwhelms:  a morass of detail.  [Dutch 

moeras, from Middle Dutch maras, from Old French mareis, probably of Ger-

manic origin. See mori- in Appendix.]

mor·a·to·ri·um (môrÙN-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-, mmrÙ-) n.  pl. mor·a·to·ri·ums or 

mor·a·to·ri·a (-tôrùK-N, -torù-). 1. Law. a. An authorization to a debtor, such as 

a bank or nation, permitting temporary suspension of payments.  b. An autho-

rized period of delay in the performance of an obligation.   2. A suspension of an 

ongoing or planned activity:  a moratorium on the deployment of a new weapon.  

[From Late Latin, neuter of mor7torius, delaying. See MORATORY.]

mor·a·to·ry (môrùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, mmrù-) adj.  Authorizing delay in payment.  

[French moratoire, from Late Latin mor7torius, delaying, from Latin mor7tus, past 

participle of mor7rX, to delay, from mora, delay.]



Mo·ra·va (môrùN-vN, môùrä-vä)  1. A river of rising in eastern Czech Republic 

and flowing about 386 km (240 mi) generally southward to the Danube River 

near Bratislava, Slovakia.  2. A river of east-central Serbia flowing about 209 km 

(130 mi) north-northwest to the Danube River east of Belgrade. 

Mo·ra·vi·a (mN-r7ùvK-N, mô-)  A region of central Czechoslovakia. Settled by a 

Slavic people at the end of the sixth century A.D., it became an independent king-

dom in 870 but fell to the Magyars in 906 and later to the Bohemians. In 1526 

Moravia came under the rule of the Austrian Hapsburgs. It was incorporated into 

Czechoslovakia in 1918. 

Mo·ra·vi·a (mo-räùvK-N, mô-räùvyä), Alberto. Pen name of Alberto Pincherle. 

1907-1990.  Italian writer best known for his novels, such as Time of Desecration 

(1978), which explore the alienation and ennui of the middle class. 

Mo·ra·vi·an (mN-r7ùvK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Moravia.  2. A 

group of Czech dialects spoken in Moravia.  3. A member of a Protestant denom-

ination founded in Saxony in 1722 by Hussite emigrants from Moravia.   —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to Moravia or its people, dialects, or culture.  2. Of or relating to 

the Moravian denomination. 

Moravian Gate  or Moravian Gap (mN-r7ùvK-Nn g7t)  A mountain pass of 

central Europe between the Sudetes and the western Carpathian Mountains. It 

was long a strategic trade and communications route. 

mo·ray (môrù7, mN-r7ù) n.  Any of numerous chiefly tropical, brightly colored 

marine eels of the family Muraenidae that are ferocious fighters and commonly 

inhabit coral reefs.  [Portuguese moréia, from Latin m7rKna, from Greek 

muraina.]

Mor·ay Firth (mûrùK fûrth)  An inlet of the North Sea on the northeast coast of 

Scotland. It is the northern outlet of the Caledonian Canal system. 

mor·bid (môrùbVd) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or caused by disease; pathological 

or diseased.  b. Psychologically unhealthy or unwholesome: “He suffered much 

from a morbid acuteness of the senses” (Edgar Allan Poe).   2. Characterized by 

preoccupation with unwholesome thoughts or feelings:  read the account of the 

murder with a morbid interest.  3. Gruesome; grisly.  [Latin morbidus, diseased, 

from morbus, disease. See mer- in Appendix.] —morùbid·ly adv.  —morù-
bid·ness n. 

mor·bid·i·ty (mor-bVdùV-tK) n.  pl. mor·bid·i·ties. 1. The quality of being mor-

bid; morbidness.  2. The rate of incidence of a disease. 

mor·da·cious (môr-d7ùshNs) adj.  1. Given to biting; biting.  2. Caustic; sarcas-

tic.  [Latin mord7x, mord7c- (from mordKre, to bite); see mer- in Appendix + -

IOUS.] —mor·daùcious·ly adv.  —mor·dacùi·ty (-d4sùV-tK) n. 

mor·dant (môrùdnt) adj.  1. a. Bitingly sarcastic:  mordant satire.  b. Incisive 

and trenchant:  an inquisitor’s mordant questioning.   2. Bitingly painful.  

3. Serving to fix colors in dyeing.   —  n.  1. A reagent, such as tannic acid, that 



fixes dyes to cells, tissues, or textiles or other materials.  2. A corrosive substance, 

such as an acid, used in etching.   —  v.  tr. mor·dant·ed, mor·dant·ing, 
mor·dants. To treat with a mordant.  [French, from Old French, present partici-

ple of mordre, to bite, from Vulgar Latin *mordere, from Latin mordKre, to bite. 

See mer- in Appendix.] —morùdan·cy n.  —morùdant·ly adv. 

mor·dent (môrùdnt, môr-dHntù) n.  Music. A melodic ornament in which a 

principal tone is rapidly alternated with the tone a half or full step below.  [Ger-

man, from Italian mordente, from mordere, to bite, from Vulgar Latin *mordere, 

from Latin mordKre. See mer- in Appendix.]

Mord·vin·i·a (môrd-vVnùK-N) also Mor·do·vi·a (môr-doùvK-N)  A region of 

southwest Russia. Settled by a Finno-Ugric people first mentioned in the sixth 

century A.D., it was annexed by Russia in 1552. 

more (môr, mor) adj.  Comparative of many, much. 1. a. Greater in number:  

a hall with more seats.  b. Greater in size, amount, extent, or degree:  more land; 

more support.   2. Additional; extra:  She needs some more time.   —  n.  A greater 

or additional quantity, number, degree, or amount:  The more I see of you the more 

I like you.   —  pron.  (used with a pl. verb). A greater or additional number of per-

sons or things:  I opened only two bottles but more were in the refrigerator.   —  adv.  

Comparative of much. 1. a. To or in a greater extent or degree:  loved him even 

more.  b. Used to form the comparative of many adjectives and adverbs:  more 

difficult; more softly.  See Usage Note at perfect.   2. In addition:  phoned twice 

more.  3. Moreover; furthermore.   —idioms. more and more. To a steadily 

increasing extent or degree:  getting more and more worried.  more or less. 
2. About; approximately:  holds two tons, more or less.  3. To an undetermined 

degree:  were more or less in agreement.  [Middle English, from Old English m7ra, 

and m7re; see mK-3 in Appendix.]

More (môr, mor), Hannah. 1745-1833.  British writer whose works include 

tragedies, such as Percy (1777), the novel Coelebs in Search of a Wife (1809), and 

religious tracts advocating reforms for the poor. 

More (môr, mor), Sir Thomas. 1478-1535.  English politician, humanist 

scholar, and writer who refused to comply with the Act of Supremacy, by which 

English subjects were enjoined to recognize Henry VIII’s authority over the pope, 

and was imprisoned in the Tower of London and beheaded for treason. His polit-

ical essay Utopia (1516), speculates about life under an ideal government. More 

was canonized in 1935. 

Mo·reau River (môrùo rVvùNr, morùo)  A river of northwest South Dakota 

flowing about 402 km (250 mi) eastward to the Missouri River. 

mo·reen (mN-rKnù, mô-) n.  A sturdy ribbed fabric of wool, cotton, or wool and 

cotton, often with an embossed finish, used for clothing and upholstery.  [Possi-

bly from MOIRÉ.]



mo·rel (mN-rHlù, mô-) n.  Any of various edible mushrooms of the genus Morch-

ella and related genera, characterized by a brownish spongelike cap.  [French 

morille, from Old French, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *maurXcula, feminine 

diminutive of Latin Maurus, Mauritanian, Moor. See MOOR.]

Mo·re·lia (mN-r7lùyN, mô-rHùlyä)  A city of southwest Mexico west-northwest of 

Mexico City. Founded in 1541 as Valladolid, it was renamed in 1828 after the rev-

olutionary hero José María Morelos y Pavón (1765-1815). Population, 297,544. 

mo·rel·lo (mN-rHlùo) n.  pl. mo·rel·los. A variety of the sour cherry (Prunus 

cerasus var. austera) having double flowers and fruit with dark red skin.  [Perhaps 

from Italian amarello, from Medieval Latin am7rellum, diminutive of Latin 

am7rus, bitter.]

Mo·re·no (mô-rHùno)  A city of eastern Argentina, a suburb of Buenos Aires. 

Population, 188,524. 

more·o·ver (môr-oùvNr, mor-, môrùoÙvNr, morù-) adv.  Beyond what has been 

stated; besides.  See Synonyms at also. 
mo·res (môrù7zÙ, -Kz, morù-) pl.n.  1. The accepted traditional customs and 

usages of a particular social group.  2. Moral attitudes.  3. Manners; ways.  [Latin 

morKs, pl. of mos, custom. See mK-1 in Appendix.]

Mo·resque (mô-rHskù, mN-) adj.  Characteristic of Moorish art or architecture.   
—  n.  An ornament or a decoration in Moorish style.  [French, from Old French, 

from Spanish Morisco, Morisco. See MORISCO.]

Mor·gan (môrùgNn) n.  Any of a breed of American saddle and trotting horses 

noted for strength, speed, and endurance.  [After Justin Morgan (1747-1798), 

American schoolteacher.]

Mor·gan (môrùgNn), Daniel. 1736-1802.  American Revolutionary soldier who 

commanded the defeat of the British at the Battle of Cowpens, South Carolina 

(1781). 

Mor·gan (môrùgNn), Sir Henry. 1635?-1688.  Welsh buccaneer who raided 

Spanish ships and settlements in the Caribbean and was acting governor of 

Jamaica (1680-1682). 

Mor·gan (môrùgNn), John Hunt. 1825-1864.  American Confederate soldier 

who led cavalry raids behind Union lines in Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, and 

Ohio. 

Mor·gan (môrùgNn), John Pierpont. 1837-1913.  American financier and phi-

lanthropist noted for his reorganization and control of major railroads, his con-

solidation of the U.S. Steel Corporation (1901), and his collection of art and the 

establishment of the Morgan Library in New York City, which was donated to the 

public (1924) by his son John Pierpont, Jr. (1867-1943). 

Mor·gan (môrùgNn), Lewis Henry. 1818-1881.  American anthropologist who 

studied Native Americans, particularly the Seneca. His written works include 

Ancient Society (1877). 



Mor·gan (môrùgNn), Thomas Hunt. 1866-1945.  American biologist. He won 

a 1933 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the hereditary function of chromo-

somes. 

mor·ga·nat·ic (môrÙgN-n4tùVk) adj.  Of or being a legal marriage between a 

person of royal or noble birth and a partner of lower rank, in which it is agreed 

that no titles or estates of the royal or noble partner are to be shared by the part-

ner of inferior rank nor by any of the offspring of the marriage.  [New Latin 

morgan7ticus, from Medieval Latin (m7trimonium ad) morgan7ticam, (marriage 

for the) morning-gift, of Germanic origin.] —morÙga·natùi·cal·ly adv. 

Mor·gan City (môrùgNn sVtùK)  A city of southern Louisiana south of Baton 

Rouge. Settled in 1850, it is a trade center in a bayou area with shrimp and oyster 

industries. Population, 16,114. 

Mor·gan Hill (môrùgNn hVl)  A city of western California southeast of San Jose. 

It is a processing center. Population, 23,928. 

mor·gan·ite (môrùgN-nXtÙ) n.  A rosy-pink variety of beryl, valued as a semipre-

cious gem.  [After John Pierpont MORGAN.]

Mor·gan le Fay (môrùgNn lN f7ù) n.  In Arthurian legend, the sorceress sister 

and enemy of King Arthur. 

Mor·gan·town (môrùgNn-tounÙ)  A city of northern West Virginia on the 

Monongahela River near the Pennsylvania border. It is a shipping and industrial 

center. Population, 25,879. 

mor·gen (môrùgNn) n.  pl. morgen or mor·gens. A Dutch and South African 

unit of land area equal to 2.1 acres.  [Dutch, morning (referring to the amount of 

land that can be plowed in a morning), from Middle Dutch morghen.]

Mor·gen·thau (môrùgNn-thôÙ, -touÙ), Henry, Jr. 1891-1967.  American pub-

lic official who as U.S. secretary of the treasury (1934-1945) was able to stabilize 

and strengthen the dollar during the Depression and World War II. 

morgue (môrg) n.  1. A place in which the bodies of persons found dead are 

kept until identified and claimed or until arrangements for burial have been 

made.  2. A reference file in a newspaper or magazine office.  [French, from la 

Morgue, building in Paris used as a morgue, probably from morgue, haughty 

manner, from Old French morguer, to look at solemnly, from Vulgar Latin 

*murric7re, to make a face, from *murrum, muzzle.]

mor·i·bund (môrùN-bƒndÙ, mmrù-) adj.  1. Approaching death; about to die.  

2. On the verge of becoming obsolete:  moribund customs; a moribund way of life.  

[Latin moribundus, from morX, to die. See mer- in Appendix.] 
—morÙi·bunùdi·ty (-bƒnùdV-tK) n.  —morùi·bundÙly adv. 

Mo·ri·o·ka (môrÙK-oùkN)  A city of northern Honshu, Japan, south-southeast of 

Aomori. It is a commercial and cultural center. Population, 235,469. 

mo·ri·on (môrùK-mnÙ, morù-) n.  A crested metal helmet with a curved peak in 

front and back, worn by soldiers in the 16th and 17th centuries.  [French, from 



Spanish morrión, from morro, round object, probably from Vulgar Latin *mur-

rum, muzzle.]

Mo·ris·co (mN-rVsùko) n.  pl. Mo·ris·cos or Mo·ris·coes. A Moor, especially a 

Spanish Moor.  [Spanish, from Moro, Moor, from Latin Maurus. See MOOR.] 
—Mo·risùco adj. 

Mor·i·son (môrùV-sNn, mmrù-), Samuel Eliot. 1887-1976.  American historian 

noted for his works on American and maritime history. 

Mo·ri·sot (mô-rK-zoù), Berthe. 1841-1895.  French impressionist painter most 

admired for her graceful canvases featuring women and children. 

Mor·ley (môrùlK), Christopher Darlington. 1890-1957.  American writer 

who was a founder and editor (1924-1941) of Saturday Review and wrote prolifi-

cally, most notably popular novels, including Parnassus on Wheels (1917). 

Mor·ley (môrùlK), Edward Williams. 1838-1923.  American chemist and 

physicist who with Albert Michelson disproved the existence of ether, the hypo-

thetical medium of electromagnetic waves. 

Mor·ley (môrùlK), John Viscount Morley of Blackburn. 1838-1923.  British pol-

itician and biographer who served as secretary for Ireland (1886 and 1892-1895) 

and India (1905-1910). His biographical works include Voltaire (1872) and Oliver 

Cromwell (1900). 

Mor·mon (môrùmNn) Mormon Church. n.  1. An ancient prophet who com-

piled a sacred history of the Americas, which Joseph Smith translated and pub-

lished as the Book of Mormon in 1830.  2. A member of the Mormon Church. In 

this sense, also calledLatter-day Saint  —  adj.  Of or relating to the Mormons, 

their religion, or the Mormon Church.   —Morùmon·ism n. 

Mormon Church (môrùmNn chûrch) n.  A church founded by Joseph Smith at 

Palmyra in western New York in 1830 and having its headquarters since 1847 in 

Salt Lake City, Utah. Its doctrines are based chiefly on the Bible, the Book of Mor-

mon, and other revelations made to church leaders.  Also called Church of Jesus 

Christ of Latter-day Saints 

Mormon cricket (môrùmNn krVkùVt) n.  A large, wingless, long-horned grass-

hopper (Anabrus simplex) of the western United States that is often destructive to 

crops. 

morn (môrn) n.  1. The morning.  2. The dawn.  [Middle English, from Old 

English morgen.]

Mor·nay (môr-n7ù) adj.  Being or served with a white sauce flavored with grated 

cheese and seasonings:  eggs Mornay.  [Perhaps after Philippe de MORNAY.]

Mornay, Philippe de. Known as Duplessis-Mornay. Called “Pope of the 

Huguenots.” 1549-1623.  French Huguenot leader during the reigns of Henry III 

and Henry IV. 

morn·ing (môrùnVng) n.  Abbr. m. 1. The first or early part of the day, lasting 

from midnight to noon or from sunrise to noon.  2. The dawn.  3. The first or 



early part; the beginning:  the morning of a new nation.  [Middle English, from 

morn, morn. See MORN.]

morn·ing-af·ter pill (môrùnVng-4fùtNr pVl) n.  A pill containing a drug, espe-

cially an estrogen or estrogen substitute such as diethylstilbestrol, that prevents 

implantation of a fertilized ovum and is therefore effective as a contraceptive 

after sexual intercourse. 

morning glory (môrùnVng glôrùK) n.  Any of numerous, usually twining vines 

of the related genera Argyreia, Calystegia, Convolvulus, Merremia, and Ipomoea, 

having funnel-shaped, variously colored flowers that close late in the day. 

Morn·ing Prayer (môrùnVng prâr) n.  The liturgical service used for morning 

worship in the Anglican Church.  Also called matins 

morning sickness (môrùnVng sVkùnVs) n.  Nausea and vomiting upon rising in 

the morning, especially during early pregnancy. 

morning star (môrùnVng stär) n.  A planet, especially Venus, visible in the east 

just before or at sunrise. 

Mo·ro (môrùo, morùo) n.  pl. Moro or Mo·ros. 1. A member of any of the pre-

dominantly Muslim Malay tribes of the southern Philippines.  2. Any of the Aus-

tronesian languages of the Moro.  [Spanish, Moor, Moro, from Latin Maurus, 

Moor. See MOOR.]

mo·roc·co (mN-rmkùo) n.  pl. mo·roc·cos. Abbr. mor. A soft, fine leather of 

goatskin tanned with sumac, used for book bindings and shoes.  [After 

Morocco.]

Mo·roc·co (mN-rmkùo) Abbr. Mor.  A country of northwest Africa on the Medi-

terranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. Inhabited from ancient times by Berbers, 

the region became a Roman province in the 1st century B.C. and was overrun by 

Arabs in the 7th century A.D. European powers first penetrated the area in the 

15th century and increasingly disputed control of Morocco until 1912, when the 

French gained a protectorate over most of the territory. Morocco achieved inde-

pendence in 1956. Rabat is the capital and Casablanca the largest city. Population, 

20,419,555.   —Mo·rocùcan adj.  & n. 

Moro Gulf (môrùo gƒlf)  An inlet of the Celebes Sea southwest of Mindanao, 

Philippines. 

mo·ron (môrùmnÙ, morù-) n.  1. A person regarded as very stupid.  2. Psychology. 

A person of mild mental retardation having a mental age of from 7 to 12 years 

and generally having communication and social skills enabling some degree of 

academic or vocational education. The term belongs to a classification system no 

longer in use and is now considered offensive.  [From Greek moron, neuter of 

moros, stupid, foolish.] —mo·ronùic (mN-rmnùVk, mô-) adj.  —mo·ronùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —moùronÙism, mo·ronùi·ty (mN-rmnùV-tK, mô-)  n. 

Mo·rón (mô-rônù)  A city of eastern Argentina, an industrial suburb of Buenos 

Aires. Population, 596,769. 



Mo·ro·ni (mN-roùnK, mô-)  The capital of the Comoros, on Great Comoro 

Island at the northern end of the Mozambique Channel. Population, 20,112. 

mo·rose (mN-rosù, mô-) adj.  Sullenly melancholy; gloomy.  See Synonyms at 

glum.  [Latin morosus, peevish, from mos, mor-, self-will, caprice, manner. See 

mK-1 in Appendix.] —mo·roseùly adv.  —mo·roseùness n. 

morph (môrf) n.  1. Linguistics. a. An allomorph.  b. A phoneme or sequence of 

phonemes that is assumed to be an allomorph though its assignment to a particu-

lar morpheme has not been established.   2. Biology. One of various distinct 

forms of an organism or a species. 

morph. abbr.  1. Morphological.  2. Morphology. 

morph- pref.  Variant of morpho-. 
-morph suff.  1. Form; shape; structure:  endomorph.  2. Morpheme:  allomorph.  

[Greek -morphos, from morphK, shape.]

mor·phal·lax·is (môrÙfN-l4kùsVs) n.  pl. mor·phal·lax·es (-l4kùsKz). The 

regeneration of a body part by means of structural or cellular reorganization with 

only limited production of new cells, observed primarily in invertebrate organ-

isms, such as certain lobsters.  [New Latin  : MORPH(O)- + Greek allaxis, exchange 

(from allassein, to exchange, from allos, other); see al-1 in Appendix.]

mor·pheme (môrùfKmÙ) n.  Linguistics. A meaningful linguistic unit consisting 

of a word, such as man, or a word element, such as -ed in walked, that cannot be 

divided into smaller meaningful parts.  [French morphème, blend of Greek mor-

phK, form, and French phonème, phoneme; see PHONEME.] —mor·phemùic adj.  

—mor·phemùi·cal·ly adv. 

mor·phem·ics (môr-fKùmVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Linguistics. 1. The 

study, description, and classification of morphemes.  2. The morphemic struc-

ture of a language. 

Mor·phe·us (môrùfK-Ns, -fyusÙ) n.  The god of dreams in Ovid’s Metamorpho-

ses.   —Morùphe·an (-fK-Nn) adj. 

mor·phi·a (môrùfK-N) n.  See morphine.  [New Latin, from Latin Morpheus, 

Morpheus.]

-morphic suff.  Having a specified shape or form:  geomorphic. 

mor·phine (môrùfKnÙ) n.  A bitter, crystalline alkaloid, C17H19NO3·H2O, 

extracted from opium, the soluble salts of which are used in medicine as an anal-

gesic, a light anesthetic, or a sedative.  Also called morphia [French, from Mor-

phée, Morpheus, from Latin Morpheus.]

mor·phin·ism (môrùfK-nVzÙNm, môrùfN-) n.  1. Addiction to morphine.  2. A 

diseased condition caused by habitual or addictive use of morphine.   
—morùphin·ist n. 

-morphism suff.  The condition or quality of having a specified form:  homo-

morphism. 



mor·pho (môrùfo) n.  pl. mor·phos. Any of various large, brightly colored but-

terflies of the genus Morpho, found in tropical parts of Central and South Amer-

ica and including especially M. menelaus and M. rhetenor. These butterflies are 

noted for the brilliant iridescent blue color of their wings.  [New Latin Morpho, 

genus name, from Greek, epithet of Aphrodite, perhaps from morphK, shape, 

form.]

morpho-  or morph- pref.  1. Form; shape; structure:  morphogenesis.  

2. Morpheme:  morphophonemics.  [From Greek morphK, shape.]

mor·pho·gen·e·sis (môrÙfo-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Formation of the structure of an 

organism or part; differentiation and growth of tissues and organs during devel-

opment.   —morÙpho·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), morÙpho·genùic adj.  —morÙ-
pho·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

mor·phol·o·gy (môr-fmlùN-jK) n.  pl. mor·phol·o·gies. Abbr. morph., mor-
phol. 1. a. The branch of biology that deals with the form and structure of 

organisms without consideration of function.  b. The form and structure of an 

organism or one of its parts:  the morphology of a cell; the morphology of verte-

brates.   2. Linguistics. The study of the structure and form of words in language 

or a language, including inflection, derivation, and the formation of compounds.   
—morÙpho·logùi·cal (-fN-lmjùV-kNl), morÙpho·logùic adj.  —morÙ-
pho·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —mor·pholùo·gist n. 

mor·pho·pho·ne·mics (môrÙfo-fN-nKùmVks) n.  Linguistics. 1. (used with a 

pl. verb). The changes in pronunciation undergone by allomorphs of morphemes 

as they are modified by neighboring sounds, as the plural allomorphs in cat-s, 

dog-s, box-es, or as they are modified for grammatical reasons in the course of 

inflection or derivation, as house versus to house and housing.  2. (used with a sing. 

verb). The study of the morphophonemics of a language.   —morÙ-
pho·pho·neùmic adj. 

mor·pho·sis (môr-foùsVs) n.  pl. mor·pho·ses (-sKz). The manner in which an 

organism or any of its parts changes form or undergoes development.  [Greek 

morphosis, process of forming, from morphoun, to form, from morphK, form.]

-morphous suff.  Having a specified shape or form:  polymorphous.  [Greek -

morphos, from morphK, shape.]

mor·ris (môrùVs, mmrù-) n.  An English folk dance in which a story is enacted by 

costumed dancers.  [Middle English moreys (daunce), morris (dance), from 

moreys, Moorish, from Old French morois, from More, Moor. See MOOR.] 
—morùris adj. 

Mor·ris (môrùVs, mmrù-), Esther Hobart McQuigg Slack. 1814-1902.  Ameri-

can suffragist who was instrumental in the passage of women’s suffrage in Wyo-

ming Territory (1869) and was the first woman justice of the peace in the United 

States (1870). 



Mor·ris (môrùVs, mmrù-), Gouverneur. 1752-1816.  American political leader 

and diplomat who led the committee that produced the final draft of the U.S. 

Constitution (1787). 

Mor·ris (môrùVs, mmrù-), Robert. 1734-1806.  American Revolutionary politi-

cian and financier. A signer of the Declaration of Independence, he raised money 

for the Continental Army, attended the Constitutional Convention (1787), and 

was financially ruined by land speculation. 

Mor·ris (môrùVs, mmrù-), William. 1834-1896.  British poet, painter, craftsman, 

and social reformer best remembered for his poetry, including the epic Sigurd the 

Volsung (1876). 

Morris chair (môrùVs châr) n.  A large easy chair with arms, an adjustable back, 

and removable cushions.  [After William MORRIS.]

Morris Jes·up (môrùVs jHsùNp), Cape. A cape of northern Greenland on the 

Arctic Ocean. It is the northernmost point in the world. 

Mor·ris·on (môrùV-sNn, mmrù-), Toni. Born 1931.  American writer whose nov-

els, such as Sula (1973) and Beloved (1987), examine the experiences of Black 

American women. She won a 1993 Nobel Prize for Literature. 

Mor·ris·town (môrùVs-tounÙ, mmrù-)  1. A town of northern New Jersey west-

northwest of Newark. The Continental Army encamped here during the winters 

of 1776-1777 and 1779-1780. Population, 16,189.  2. A city of northeast Tennes-

see east-northeast of Knoxville. Settled in 1783, it is a manufacturing and pro-

cessing center. Population, 21,385. 

Mor·ro Castle (môrùo k4sùNl, mmrùo)  A fort at the entrance to the harbor of 

Havana, Cuba. Built by the Spanish (1589-1597) to protect the city from bucca-

neers, it was captured by the British in 1762 and bombarded by American forces 

during the Spanish-American War (1898). 

mor·row (môrùo, mmrùo) n.  1. The following day:  resolved to set out on the 

morrow.  2. The time immediately subsequent to a particular event.  3. Archaic. 

The morning.  [Middle English morwe, morow, variant of morwen, from Old 

English morgen, morning.]

Mörs (mœrs)  See Moers. 
Morse (môrs), Jedidiah. 1761-1826.  American religious leader and geographer 

who wrote the first geography text published in the United States (1784). 

Morse (môrs), Samuel Finley Breese. 1791-1872.  American painter and 

inventor. A portraitist whose subjects included Lafayette, he refined (1838) and 

patented (1854) the telegraph and developed the telegraphic code that bears his 

name. 

Morse code (môrs kod) n.  Either of two codes used for transmitting messages 

in which letters of the alphabet and numbers are represented by various 

sequences of dots and dashes or short and long signals.  [After Samuel Finley 
Breese MORSE.]



mor·sel (môrùsNl) n.  1. A small piece of food.  2. A tasty delicacy; a tidbit.  3. A 

small amount; a piece:  a morsel of gossip.  4. One that is delightful and extremely 

pleasing.  [Middle English, from Old French, diminutive of mors, bite, from Latin 

morsum, from neuter past participle of mordKre, to bite. See mer- in Appendix.]

mort1 (môrt) n.  The note sounded on a hunting horn to announce the death of 

a deer.  [Middle English, death, from Old French, from Latin mors, mort-. See 

mer- in Appendix.]

mort2 (môrt) n.  A great number or quantity.  [Perhaps from MORTAL.]

mor·ta·del·la (môrÙtN-dHlùN) n.  An Italian sausage made of pork, beef, and 

cubes of pork fat, flavored with wine and spices and smoked, steamed, or baked.  

[Italian, feminine diminutive of murtato, seasoned with myrtle berries, from 

Latin myrt7tus, murt7tus, from myrtus, myrta, myrtle. See MYRTLE.]

mor·tal (môrùtl) adj.  1. Liable or subject to death.  2. Of or relating to human-

kind; human:  the mortal limits of understanding.  3. Of, relating to, or accompa-

nying death:  mortal throes.  4. Causing death; fatal:  a mortal wound.  See 

Synonyms at fatal.  5. Fighting or fought to the death; unrelenting:  a mortal 

enemy; a mortal attack.  6. Of great intensity or severity; dire:  mortal terror.  

7. Conceivable:  no mortal reason for us to go.  8. Used as an intensive:  a mortal 

fool.   —  n.  A human being.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

mort7lis, from mors, mort-, death. See mer- in Appendix.] —morùtal·ly adv. 

mor·tal·i·ty (môr-t4lùV-tK) n.  pl. mor·tal·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition of 

being mortal.  2. Death, especially of large numbers; heavy loss of life:  the mor-

tality wrought by an epidemic.  3. Death rate.  4. The rate of failure or loss:  the 

high mortality among family-run farms. 

mortal sin (môrùtl sVn) n.  Theology. A sin, such as first-degree murder or per-

jury, that is so heinous it deprives the soul of sanctifying grace and causes damna-

tion. 

mor·tar (môrùtNr) n.  1. A vessel in which substances are crushed or ground 

with a pestle.  2. A machine in which materials are ground and blended or 

crushed.  3. a. A portable, muzzleloading cannon used to fire shells at low veloc-

ities, short ranges, and high trajectories.  Also called trench mortar b. Any of sev-

eral similar devices, such as one that shoots life lines across a stretch of water.   

4. Any of various bonding materials used in masonry, surfacing, and plastering, 

especially a plastic mixture of cement or lime, sand, and water that hardens in 

place and is used to bind together bricks or stones.   —  v.  tr. mor·tared, 
mor·tar·ing, mor·tars. 1. To bombard with mortar shells.  2. To plaster or join 

with mortar.  [Middle English morter, from Old English mortere, and from Old 

French mortier both from Latin mort7rium. See mer- in Appendix.]

mor·tar·board (môrùtNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A square board with a handle 

used for holding and carrying masonry mortar.  2. An academic cap topped by a 

flat square. 



mort·gage (môrùgVj) n.  Abbr. mtg., mtge. 1. A temporary, conditional 

pledge of property to a creditor as security for performance of an obligation or 

repayment of a debt.  2. A contract or deed specifying the terms of a mortgage.  

3. The claim of a mortgagee upon mortgaged property.   —  v.  tr. mort·gaged, 
mort·gag·ing, mort·gag·es. 1. To pledge or convey (property) by means of a 

mortgage.  2. To make subject to a claim or risk; pledge against a doubtful out-

come:  mortgaged their political careers by taking an unpopular stand.  [Middle 

English morgage, from Old French  : mort, dead (from Vulgar Latin *mortus, 

from Latin mortuus, past participle of morX, to die); see mer- in Appendix + gage, 

pledge (of Germanic origin).]

WORD HISTORY: The great jurist Sir Edward Coke, who lived from 1552 to

1634, has explained why the term mortgage comes from the Old French words

mort, “dead,” and gage, “pledge.” It seemed to him that it had to do with the

doubtfulness of whether or not the mortgagor will pay the debt. If the mortgagor

does not, then the land pledged to the mortgagee as security for the debt “is taken

from him for ever, and so dead to him upon condition, &c. And if he doth pay

the money, then the pledge is dead as to the [mortgagee].” This etymology, as un-

derstood by 17th-century attorneys, of the Old French term morgage, which we

adopted, may well be correct. The term has been in English much longer than the

17th century, being first recorded in Middle English with the form morgage and

the figurative sense “pledge” in a work written before 1393.

mort·ga·gee (môrÙgV-jKù) n.  One that holds a mortgage. 

mort·ga·gor (môrÙgV-jôrù, môrùgV-jNr) also mort·gag·er (môrùgV-jNr) n.  One 

that mortgages property. 

mor·tice (môrùtVs) n.  & v.   Variant of mortise. 
mor·ti·cian (môr-tVshùNn) n.  See funeral director.  [Latin mors, mort-, death; 

see MORTAL + -ICIAN.]

mor·ti·fi·ca·tion (môrÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. A feeling of shame, humiliation, 

or wounded pride.  2. Discipline of the body and the appetites by self-denial or 

self-inflicted privation.  3. Pathology. Death or decay of one part of a living body; 

gangrene or necrosis. 

mor·ti·fy (môrùtN-fXÙ) v.  mor·ti·fied, mor·ti·fy·ing, mor·ti·fies.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause to experience shame, humiliation, or wounded pride; humiliate.  

2. To discipline (one’s body and physical appetites) by self-denial or self-inflicted 

privation.   —  v.  intr. 1. To practice ascetic discipline or self-denial of the body 

and its appetites.  2. Pathology. To undergo mortification; become gangrenous or 

necrosed.  [Middle English mortifien, to deaden, subdue, from Old French morti-

fier, from Latin mortific7re, to kill  : mors, mort-, death; see mer- in Appendix + -

fic7re, -fy.]



Mor·ti·mer (môrùtN-mNr), Roger de Eighth Baron of Wigmore and First Earl 

of March. 1287-1330.  Welsh rebel and lover of Edward II’s wife, Isabella (1292-

1358), with whom he raised an army to invade England from France (1326). They 

deposed Edward (1327) and ruled until 1330, when Edward III seized power and 

Mortimer was condemned to death by Parliament. 

mor·tise also mor·tice (môrùtVs) n.  1. A usually rectangular cavity in a piece of 

wood, stone, or other material, prepared to receive a tenon and thus form a joint.  

2. Printing. A hole cut in a plate for insertion of type.   —  v.  tr. mor·tised also 

mor·ticed, mor·tis·ing also mor·tic·ing, mor·tis·es also mor·tic·es. 1. To 

join or fasten securely, as with a mortise and tenon.  2. To make a mortise in.  

3. Printing. a. To cut a hole in (a plate) for the insertion of type.  b. To cut such a 

hole and insert (type).   [Middle English mortaise, from Old French, perhaps 

from Arabic murtazz, fastened, from irtazza, to be fixed (in place).]

mort·main (môrtùm7nÙ) n.  1. Law. Perpetual ownership of real estate by insti-

tutions such as churches that cannot transfer or sell it.  2. The often oppressive 

influence of the past on the present.  [Middle English mortemayne, from Old 

French mortemain : morte, feminine of mort, dead; see MORTGAGE + main, hand 

(from Latin manus); see man-2 in Appendix.]

Mor·ton (môrùtn), Ferdinand Joseph La Menthe. Known as “Jelly Roll.” 

1885-1941.  American musician and composer who recorded seminal jazz works 

during the 1920’s and claimed to have invented jazz. 

Mor·ton (môrùtn), Levi Parsons. 1824-1920.  Vice President of the United 

States (1889-1893) under Benjamin Harrison. 

Mor·ton (môrùtn), Thomas. Died c. 1647.  English-born American colonist 

who was twice deported to England (1628 and 1630) by Puritans who disap-

proved of his business practices and frolicsome ways. 

Mor·ton (môrùtn), William Thomas Green. 1819-1868.  American dentist 

who demonstrated the use of ether as an anesthetic (1846). 

Morton Grove (môrùtn grov)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chi-

cago. Population, 22,408. 

mor·tu·ar·y (môrùchu-HrÙK) n.  pl. mor·tu·ar·ies. A place, especially a funeral 

home, where dead bodies are kept before burial or cremation.  [Middle English 

mortuarie, gift to a parish priest from the estate of the deceased, funeral service, 

from Anglo-Norman, from Latin mortu7rium, receptacle for dead things, neuter 

of mortu7rius, of the dead, from mortuus, dead, past participle of morX, to die. See 

mer- in Appendix.]

mor·u·la (môrùyN-lN, môrùN-) n.  pl. mor·u·lae (-lKÙ). The spherical embryonic 

mass of blastomeres formed before the blastula and resulting from cleavage of the 

fertilized ovum.  [New Latin, feminine diminutive of Latin morum, mulberry.] 
—morùu·lar adj.  —morÙu·laùtion n. 

MOS abbr.  1. Metal-oxide semiconductor.  2. Military occupational specialty. 



mos. abbr.  Months. 

mo·sa·ic (mo-z7ùVk) n.  1. a. A picture or decorative design made by setting 

small colored pieces, as of stone or tile, into a surface.  b. The process or art of 

making such pictures or designs.   2. A composite picture made of overlapping, 

usually aerial, photographs.  3. Something that resembles a mosaic:  a mosaic of 

testimony from various witnesses.  4. Botany. A virus disease of plants, resulting in 

light and dark areas in the leaves, which often become shriveled and dwarfed.  

5. A photosensitive surface, as in the iconoscope of a television camera.  

6. Biology. An individual exhibiting mosaicism.   —  v.  tr. mo·sa·icked, 
mo·sa·ick·ing, mo·sa·ics. 1. To make by mosaic:  mosaic a design on a rosewood 

box.  2. To adorn with or as if with mosaic:  mosaic a sidewalk.  [Middle English 

musycke, from Old French mosaique, from Old Italian mosaico, from Medieval 

Latin m7s7icum, neuter of m7s7icus, of the Muses, from Latin M7sa, Muse, from 

Greek Mousa. See men-1 in Appendix.] —mo·saùi·cist (mo-z7ùV-sVst) n. 

Mo·sa·ic (mo-z7ùVk) adj.  Of or relating to Moses or the laws and writings attrib-

uted to him. 

mosaic gold (mo-z7ùVk gold) n.  Ormolu.  [From its use in making mosaics.]

mo·sa·i·cism (mo-z7ùV-sVzÙNm) n.  A condition in which tissues of genetically 

different types occur in the same organism. 

Mosaic Law (mo-z7ùVk lô) n.  The ancient law of the Hebrews, attributed to 

Moses and contained in the Pentateuch.  Also called Law of Moses 

mo·sa·saur (moùsN-sôrÙ) n.  Any of various very large extinct aquatic lizards of 

the genus Mosasaurus, having modified limbs that served as paddles for swim-

ming. These lizards, thought to have been viviparous and carnivorous, may be 

early ancestors of the modern monitor lizard.  [New Latin Mosasaurus, genus 

name  : Latin Mosa, the Meuse River (where fossils of the genus were first discov-

ered) + Greek sauros, lizard.]

Mos·by (mozùbK), John Singleton. 1833-1916.  American Confederate soldier 

who led a small cavalry unit, Mosby’s Rangers, on raids against advanced Union 

positions. 

mos·cha·tel (mmsÙkN-tHlù, mmsùkN-tHlÙ) n.  A perennial herb (Adoxa moschatell-

ina) native to northern regions of Eurasia and North America, having greenish-

white, musk-scented flowers.  Also called muskroot [French moscatelle, from Ital-

ian moscatella, feminine diminutive of moscato, musk, from Late Latin muscus. 

See MUSK.]

Mos·cow (mmsùkou, -ko)  1. The capital and largest city of Russia, in the west-

central European part of the country on the Moscow River, flowing about 499 

km (310 mi) eastward to the Oka River. Inhabited since Neolithic times and first 

mentioned in Russian chronicles in 1147, Moscow became the capital of the prin-

cipality of Muscovy and by the 15th century was the capital of the Russian state 

and the seat of the metropolitan (later patriarch) of the Russian Orthodox 



Church. The capital was transferred to St. Petersburg in 1712 but returned to 

Moscow by the Soviets in 1918. It was the site of the 1980 Summer Olympics. 

Population, 8,408,000.  2. A city of northwest Idaho on the Washington border 

north of Lewiston. It is the seat of the University of Idaho (chartered 1889). Pop-

ulation, 18,519. 

Mo·sel (moùzNl)  See Moselle1. 
Mose·ley (mozùlK), Henry Gwyn Jeffreys. 1887-1915.  British physicist who 

determined that the atomic number of an element can be deduced from the ele-

ment’s x-ray spectrum. 

Mo·selle1 (mo-zHlù) also Mo·sel (moùzNl)  A river rising in the Vosges Moun-

tains of northeast France and flowing about 547 km (340 mi) north then north-

east to the Rhine River in western Germany. The German valley of the river is 

noted for its old castles and celebrated vineyards. 

Mo·selle2 (mo-zHlù) n.  A light, dry white wine produced in the valley of the 

Moselle River. 

Mos·es (moùzVz, -zVs)  In the Old Testament, the Hebrew prophet and lawgiver 

who led the Israelites out of Egypt. 

Mos·es (moùzVz, -zVs), Anna Mary Robertson. Known as “Grandma Moses.” 

1860-1961.  American painter noted for her primitive and colorful paintings of 

rural scenes. 

Mos·es (moùzVz, -zVs), Robert. 1888-1981.  American public official who 

planned many important public works and buildings in New York City, including 

Lincoln Center and the United Nations complex. 

mo·sey (moùzK) v.  intr. mo·seyed, mo·sey·ing, mo·seys. Informal. 1. To 

move in a leisurely, relaxed way; saunter:  moseyed over to the club after lunch.  

2. To get going; move along.  [Origin unknown.]

mo·shav (mo-shävù) n.  pl. mo·sha·vim (moÙshä-vemù). An Israeli cooperative 

settlement consisting of small separate farms.  [Modern Hebrew mô≥7b, from 

Hebrew, dwelling.]

Mos·lem (mmzùlNm, mmsù-) n.  Variant of Muslim.  —Mosùlem adj. 

Mos·ley (mozùlK), Sir Oswald Ernald. 1896-1980.  British politician and the 

founder and leader of the British fascist party. 

mosque (mmsk) n.  A Muslim house of worship.  [French mosquée, from Old 

French mousquaie, from Old Italian moschea, from moscheta, from Old Spanish 

mezquita, from Arabic masjid, from sajada, to worship.]

mos·qui·to (mN-skKùto) n.  pl. mos·qui·toes or mos·qui·tos. Any of various 

two-winged insects of the family Culicidae, in which the female of most species is 

distinguished by a long proboscis for sucking blood. Some species are vectors of 

diseases such as malaria and yellow fever. Regional. Also called skeeter See 

Regional note at possum.  [Spanish, and Portuguese, from diminutive of mosca, 

fly  from Latin musca.]



WORD HISTORY: Flies will never be popular creatures, in spite or because of

their omnipresence. Two examples of the fly’s influence on our lives can be found

in the etymologies of the words mosquito and musket, both of which can be traced

back to musca, the Latin word for fly. This Latin word became mosca in Spanish

and Portuguese, Romance languages that developed from Vulgar Latin. Mosquito,

the diminutive of mosca, was borrowed into English (first recorded around 1583)

with the same sense “mosquito” that it had in Spanish and Portuguese. The Ro-

mance language French was the source of our word musket (first recorded around

1587), which came from French mousquet, but this word entered French from yet

another Romance language, Italian. From the descendant of Latin musca, Italian

mosca, was formed the diminutive moschetta with the senses “bolt for a catapult”

and “small artillery piece.” From moschetta came moschetto, “musket,” the source

of French mousquet. The use of moschetta, literally “little fly,” to mean “bolt from

a crossbow” can be ascribed to the fact that both bolt and insect fly, buzz, and

sting.

Mos·qui·to (mN-skKùto) n.  pl. Mosquito or Mos·qui·tos. See Miskito. 
mosquito boat (mN-skKùto bot) n.  Chiefly British. A PT boat. 

Mosquito Coast (mN-skKùto kost)  A region of eastern Nicaragua and north-

east Honduras. A British protectorate from 1655 to 1860, it then became an 

autonomous state known as the Mosquito Kingdom. In 1894 Nicaragua appro-

priated the territory, and in 1960 the northern part was awarded to Honduras by 

the International Court of Justice. 

mosquito fern (mN-skKùto fûrn) n.  Any of several free-floating ferns of the 

genus Azolla of warm regions, having two-lobed minute leaves arranged in two 

rows. 

mosquito fish (mN-skKùto fVsh) n.  Any of various fishes that feed on the lar-

vae of mosquitoes, especially a small gambusia (Gambusia affinis) native to the 

southeast United States but introduced into many parts of the world for use in 

controlling mosquito populations. 

mosquito hawk (mN-skKùto hôk) n.  1.  See nighthawk (n., sense 1a).  

2. Lower Southern U.S. See dragonfly. See Regional note at dragonfly. 
mosquito net (mN-skKùto nHt) n.  A fine net or screen used to keep out mos-

quitoes. 

moss (môs, mms) n.  1. a. Any of various green, usually small, nonvascular 

plants of the class Musci of the division Bryophyta.  b. A patch or covering of 

such plants.   2. Any of various other unrelated plants having a similar appear-

ance or manner of growth, such as the club moss, Irish moss, and Spanish moss.   
—  v.  tr. mossed, moss·ing, moss·es. To cover with moss.  [Middle English, 



from Old English mos, bog, and from Medieval Latin mossa, moss (of Germanic 

origin).]

moss animal (môs 4nùN-mNl) n.  See bryozoan. 
moss·back (môsùb4kÙ, mmsù-) n.  1. An old shellfish or turtle with a growth of 

algae on its back.  2. An old, large, or sluggish fish.  3. An extremely conservative 

or old-fashioned person.   —mossùbackedÙ adj. 

Möss·bau·er (mœsùbouÙNr, môsù-, mmsù-), Rudolf Ludwig. Born 1929.  Ger-

man physicist. He shared a 1961 Nobel Prize for his method of producing and 

measuring recoil-free gamma rays. 

Mössbauer effect (mœsùbouÙNr V-fHktù) n.  The recoilless emission of 

gamma rays by radioactive nuclei of crystalline solids, and the subsequent 

absorption of the emitted rays by other nuclei.  [After Rudolf Ludwig MÖSS-

BAUER.]

moss·bunk·er (môsùbƒngÙkNr, mmsù-) n.  See menhaden.  [Dutch mars-

banker.]

moss campion (môs k4mùpK-Nn) n.  A low-growing plant (Silene acaulis) of 

cool regions, having purplish-red flowers and forming dense, cushionlike mats. 

moss green (môs grKn) n.  Color. A moderate yellow green to grayish or mod-

erate olive or dark yellowish green.   —mossù-greenù (môsùgrKnù, mmsù-) adj. 

moss·grown (môsùgronÙ, mmsù-) adj.  1. Overgrown with moss.  2. Old-fash-

ioned; antiquated:  mossgrown ideas about family life. 

mos·so (môsùso) adv.  Music. With motion or animation. Used chiefly as a direc-

tion.  [Italian, past participle of muovere, to move, from Latin movKre. See meuN- 
in Appendix.]

Mos·so·ró (mt-st-rôù)  A city of northeast Brazil west-northwest of Natal. It 

is a shipping center in a mining and agricultural region. Population, 117,971. 

moss pink (môs pVngk) n.  A low-growing eastern North American plant (Phlox 

subulata) forming dense, mosslike mats and widely cultivated for its profuse pink 

or white flowers. 

Moss Point (môs point, mms)  A city of extreme southeast Mississippi east of 

Biloxi. Fishing is important to its economy. Population, 18,998. 

moss rose (môs roz) n.  A variety of rose (Rosa centifolia) native to the Cauca-

sus, having a mossy flower stalk and calyx and fragrant pink flowers, used as a 

source of attar. 

moss-troop·er (môsùtruÙpNr, mmsù-) n.  1. One of a band of raiders operat-

ing in the bogs on the borders of England and Scotland during the 17th century.  

2. A plunderer; a marauder. 

moss·y (môùsK, mmsùK) adj.  moss·i·er, moss·i·est. 1. Covered with moss or 

something like moss:  mossy banks.  2. Resembling moss.  3. Old-fashioned; anti-

quated.   —mossùi·ness n. 



most (most) adj.  Superlative of many, much. 1. a. Greatest in number:  won 

the most votes.  b. Greatest in amount, extent, or degree:  has the most compassion.   

2. In the greatest number of instances:  Most fish have fins.   —  n.  1. The greatest 

amount or degree:  She has the most to gain.  2. Slang. The greatest, best, or most 

exciting. Used with the:  That party was the most!   —  pron.  (used with a sing. or 

pl. verb). The greatest part or number:  Most of the town was destroyed. Most of the 

books were missing.   —  adv.  Superlative of more, much. 1. In or to the highest 

degree or extent. Used with many adjectives and adverbs to form the superlative 

degree:  most honest; most impatiently.  2. Very:  a most impressive piece of writing.  

3. Informal. Almost:  Most everyone agrees.   —idiom. at (the) most. At the 

maximum:  We saw him for ten minutes at the most. She ran two miles at most.  

[Middle English, from Old English m<st, m7st; see mK-3 in Appendix. Adv., sense 

3, probably short for ALMOST.]

Most (môst)  A city of northwest Czech Republic near the German border north-

west of Prague. It dates to at least the 11th century. Population, 63,634. 

-most suff.  1. Most:  innermost.  2. Nearest to:  aftmost.  [Middle English, alter-

ation (influenced by most, most); see MOST, of -mest, from Old English  : -mo, -

ma, superlative suff. + -est, superlative suff.]

mos·tac·cio·li (mô-stäùchN-lKÙ, -stätùchô-) n.  Short, tubular pasta with slanted 

ends.  [Italian, pl. of mostacciolo, cake, bun, from Latin must7ceum, cake made 

with must, from mustum, must. See MUST
3.]

most-fav·ored-na·tion (mostùf7ùvNrd-n7ùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to the 

status or terms embodied in a commercial treaty by which each signatory agrees 

to accord the other the same treatment that is or will be accorded to any other 

nation. 

most·ly (mostùlK) adv.  1. For the greatest part; mainly.  2. Generally; usually. 

Mó·sto·les (môùstô-lHsÙ)  A city of central Spain, an industrial suburb of 

Madrid. Population, 164,304. 

Mo·sul (mo-sulù, moùsNl)  A city of northern Iraq on the Tigris River north-

northwest of Baghdad. An important center on the historical caravan route across 

northern Mesopotamia, it became part of the Ottoman Empire in the 16th cen-

tury. Mosul was awarded to Iraq by the League of Nations in 1925. Population, 

570,926. 

mot (mo) n.  A witty or incisive remark.  [French, from Old French, word, saying, 

probably from Vulgar Latin *mottum, from Late Latin muttum, grunt, mutter, of 

imitative origin.]

mote1 (mot) n.  A very small particle; a speck: “Dust motes hung in a slant of sun-

light” (Anne Tyler).  [Middle English mot, from Old English.]

mote2 (mot) v.  aux. Archaic. May; might.  [Middle English moten, from Old 

English motan. See med- in Appendix.]



mo·tel (mo-tHlù) n.  An establishment that provides lodging for motorists in 

rooms usually having direct access to an open parking area.  Also called motor 

court, motor lodge.  [Blend of MOTOR, and HOTEL.]

mo·tet (mo-tHtù) n.  Music. A polyphonic composition based on a text of a 

sacred nature and usually sung without accompaniment.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, diminutive of mot, word. See MOT.]

moth (môth, mmth) n.  pl. moths (môthz, mmthz, môths, mmths). 1. Any of 

numerous insects of the order Lepidoptera, generally distinguished from butter-

flies by their nocturnal activity, hairlike or feathery antennae, stout bodies, and 

the frenulum that holds the front and back wings together.  2. A clothes moth.  

[Middle English motthe, from Old English moththe.]

moth·ball (môthùbôlÙ, mmthù-) n.  1. A marble-sized ball, originally of cam-

phor but now of naphthalene, stored with clothes to repel moths.  2. mothballs. 

a. A condition of long storage for possible future use:  put the battleship into 

mothballs.  b. A condition of being set aside or discarded:  decided to put the plan 

into mothballs.    —  v.  tr. moth·balled, moth·ball·ing, moth·balls. 1. To 

remove (a ship, for example) from active service or use and put into protective 

storage.  2. To defer indefinitely; shelve:  mothball a project. 

moth-eat·en (môthùKtÙn, mmthù-) adj.  1. Eaten away by moth larvae.  2. Old 

and timeworn; stale:  a moth-eaten phrase.  3. Shabby; decrepit. 

moth·er1 (mƒthùNr) n.  1. A woman who conceives, gives birth to, or raises and 

nurtures a child.  2. A female parent of an animal.  3. A female ancestor.  4. A 

woman who holds a position of authority or responsibility similar to that of a 

mother:  a den mother.  5. Roman Catholic Church. a. A mother superior.  

b. Used as a form of address for such a woman.   6. A woman who creates, origi-

nates, or founds something: “the discovery of radium, which made Marie Curie 

mother to the Atomic Age” (Alden Whitman).  7. A creative source; an origin:  Phi-

losophy is the mother of the sciences.  8. Used as a title for a woman respected for 

her wisdom and age.  9. Maternal love and tenderness:  brought out the mother in 

her.  10. Vulgar Slang. Something considered extraordinary, as in disagreeable-

ness, size, or intensity.   —  adj.  1. Relating to or being mother.  2. Characteristic 

of a mother:  mother love.  3. Being the source or origin:  the mother church.  

4. Derived from or as if from one’s mother; native:  one’s mother language.   —  v.  

tr. moth·ered, moth·er·ing, moth·ers. 1. To give birth to; create and pro-

duce.  2. To watch over, nourish, and protect maternally.  See Usage Note at 

father.  [Middle English moder, mother, from Old English modor. See m7ter- in 

Appendix.]

moth·er2 (mƒthùNr) n.  A stringy slime composed of yeast cells and bacteria that 

forms on the surface of fermenting liquids and is added to wine or cider to start 

the production of vinegar.  [Probably alteration (influenced by MOTHER
1), of 



obsolete Dutch moeder, from Middle Dutch, probably from moeder, mother of 

children. See m7ter- in Appendix.]

moth·er·board (mƒthùNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Computer Science. The main 

board of a computer, usually containing the circuitry for the central processing 

unit, keyboard, and monitor and often having slots for accepting additional cir-

cuitry. 

Moth·er Car·ey’s chicken (mƒthùNr kârùKz chVkùNn) n.  A petrel, especially a 

storm petrel.  [Possibly translation and alteration of Medieval Latin mater c7ra, 

Virgin Mary  : Latin mater, mother + Latin c7ra, dear.]

mother cell (mƒthùNr sHl) n.  A cell that divides to produce two or more daugh-

ter cells. 

mother country (mƒthùNr kƒnùtrK) n.  1. The country of one’s birth or one’s 

ancestors.  2. The country from which the settlers of a territory originally came. 

mother figure (mƒthùNr fVgùyNr) n.  An older woman, often one in a position 

of power or influence, who elicits the emotions usually reserved for a mother. 

moth·er·fuck·er (mƒthùNr-fƒkÙNr) n.  Obscene. 1. A person regarded as thor-

oughly despicable.  2. Something regarded as thoroughly unpleasant, frustrating, 

or despicable. 

Mother Goose (mƒthùNr gus) n.  The imaginary author of Mother Goose’s 

Tales, a collection of nursery rhymes first published in London in the 18th cen-

tury. 

mother hen (mƒthùNr hHn) n.  A person who fusses over others in an overpro-

tective manner. 

moth·er·hood (mƒthùNr-htdÙ) n.  1. The state of being a mother.  2. The 

qualities of a mother.  3. Mothers considered as a group. 

moth·er·house (mƒthùNr-housÙ) n.  1. The convent in which the mother 

superior of a religious community lives.  2. The original convent of a religious 

community. 

Mother Hub·bard (mƒthùNr hƒbùNrd) n.  A woman’s loose, unbelted dress.  

[Probably from illustrations of Mother Hubbard, character in a nursery rhyme by 

Sarah Catherine Martin (1768-1826), British writer.]

moth·er·ing (mƒthùNr-Vng) n.  The nurturing and raising of a child or children 

by a mother: “Because they are involved in careers and mothering, many women 

lead exhausting lives” (David E. Bloom). 

moth·er-in-law (mƒthùNr-Vn-lôÙ) n.  pl. moth·ers-in-law (mƒthùNrz-). 
1. The mother of one’s wife or husband.  2. Archaic. A stepmother. 

moth·er·land (mƒthùNr-l4ndÙ) n.  1. One’s native land.  2. The land of one’s 

ancestors.  3. A country considered as the origin of something. 

moth·er·less (mƒthùNr-lNsÙ) adj.  1. Having no living mother.  2. Having no 

known mother.   —mothùer·less·ness n. 



mother lode (mƒthùNr lod) n.  1. The main vein of ore in a region.  2. An 

abundant or rich source: “the kind... who makes Boston the mother lode of advance 

men” (David Nyhan). 

moth·er·ly (mƒthùNr-lK) adj.  1. Of, like, or appropriate to a mother:  motherly 

love.  2. Showing the affection of a mother.   —  adv.  In a manner befitting a 

mother.   —mothùer·li·ness n. 

moth·er-of-pearl (mƒthÙNr-Nv-pûrlù) n.  The pearly internal layer of certain 

mollusk shells, used to make decorative objects.  Also called nacre  —mothÙer-
of-pearlù adj. 

Moth·er’s Day (mƒthùNrz d7) n.  The second Sunday in May, observed in the 

United States in honor of mothers. 

moth·ers-in-law (mƒthùNrz-Vn-lôÙ) n.  Plural of mother-in-law. 
mother superior (mƒthùNr st-pîrùK-Nr) n.  pl. mothers superior or 

mother superiors. A woman in charge of a religious community of women. 

mother tongue (mƒthùNr tƒng) n.  1. One’s native language.  2. A parent lan-

guage. 

Moth·er·well (mƒthùNr-wHlÙ), Robert. 1915-1991.  American artist whose 

abstract expressionist paintings are characterized by brilliantly colored amor-

phous figures. 

Moth·er·well and Wish·aw (mƒthùNr-wHlÙ Nnd wVshùô, -wNl; wVshùô)  A 

burgh of south-central Scotland on the Clyde River southeast of Glasgow. Con-

solidated in 1920, it has various heavy industries. Population, 149,900. 

mother wit (mƒthùNr wVt) n.  Innate intelligence or common sense. 

moth·er·wort (mƒthùNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several Eurasian plants of 

the genus Leonurus, especially L. cardiaca, a weed having clusters of small purple 

or pink flowers and spine-tipped calyx lobes.  [Middle English moderwort : moder, 

womb (from its use in treating diseases of the uterus); see MOTHER
1 + wort, wort; 

see WORT
1.]

moth·proof (môthùprufÙ, mmthù-) adj.  Resistant to damage by moths.   —  v.  

tr. moth·proofed, moth·proof·ing, moth·proofs. To make resistant to dam-

age by moths.   —mothùproofÙer n. 

moth·y (môùthK, mmthùK) adj.  moth·i·er, moth·i·est. 1. Infested by moths.  

2. Moth-eaten. 

mo·tif (mo-tKfù) n.  1. a. A recurrent thematic element in an artistic or literary 

work.  b. A dominant theme or central idea.   2. Music. A short significant phrase 

in a composition.  3. A repeated figure or design in architecture or decoration.  

See Synonyms at figure.  [French, from Old French, motive. See MOTIVE.]

mo·tile (motùl, moùtXlÙ) adj.  1. Biology. Moving or having the power to move 

spontaneously:  motile spores.  2. Psychology. Of or relating to mental imagery that 

arises primarily from sensations of bodily movement and position rather than 



from visual or auditory sensations.  [Latin motus, motion, from past participle of 

movKre, to move; see MOTION + -ILE
1.] —mo·tilùi·ty (mo-tVlùV-tK) n. 

mo·tion (moùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of changing position or place.  2. A 

meaningful or expressive change in the position of the body or a part of the body; 

a gesture.  3. Active operation:  set the plan in motion.  4. The ability or power to 

move:  lost motion in his arm.  5. The manner in which the body moves, as in 

walking.  6. A prompting from within; an impulse or inclination:  resigned of her 

own motion.  7. Music. Melodic ascent and descent of pitch.  8. Law. An applica-

tion made to a court for an order or a ruling.  9. A formal proposal put to the vote 

under parliamentary procedures.  10. a. A mechanical device or piece of machin-

ery that moves or causes motion; a mechanism.  b. The movement or action of 

such a device.    —  v.  mo·tioned, mo·tion·ing, mo·tions.  —  v.  tr. To direct 

by making a gesture:  motioned us to our seats.   —  v.  intr. To signal by making a 

gesture:  motioned to her to enter.   —idiom. go through the motions. To do 

something in a mechanical manner indicative of a lack of interest or involvement.  

[Middle English mocioun, from Old French motion, from Latin motio, motion-, 

from motus, past participle of movKre, to move. See meuN- in Appendix.]

mo·tion·less (moùshNn-lVs) adj.  Having or making no motion.   —moù-
tion·less·ly adv.  —moùtion·less·ness n. 

motion picture (moùshNn pVkùchNr) n.  1. A movie.  2. motion pictures. 

The movie industry.   —moùtion-picùture (moùshNn-pVkùchNr) adj. 

motion sickness (moùshNn sVkùnVs) n.  Nausea and dizziness induced by 

motion, as in travel by aircraft, car, or ship. 

motion study (moùshNn stƒdùK) n.  See time and motion study. 
mo·ti·vate (moùtN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. mo·ti·vat·ed, mo·ti·vat·ing, mo·ti·vates. To 

provide with an incentive; move to action; impel.   —moùti·vaÙtor n. 

mo·ti·va·tion (moÙtN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of motivating.  

b. The state of being motivated.   2. Something that motivates; an inducement or 

incentive.   —moÙti·vaùtion·al adj.  —moÙti·vaùtion·al·ly adv. 

motivational research (moÙtN-v7ùshN-nNl rV-sûrchù) n.  Systematic analysis 

of the motives behind consumer decisions, used especially by advertisers and 

marketers to assess attitudes toward products and services.  Also called motivation 

research 

mo·tive (moùtVv) n.  1. An emotion, desire, physiological need, or similar 

impulse that acts as an incitement to action.  2.  (moùtVv, mo-tKvù) A motif in art, 

literature, or music.   —  adj.  1. Causing or able to cause motion:  motive power.  

2. Impelling to action:  motive pleas.  3. Of or constituting an incitement to 

action.   —  v.  tr. mo·tived, mo·tiv·ing, mo·tives. To motivate.  [Middle 

English motif, motive, from Old French motif, from Late Latin motXvus, of 

motion, from Latin motus, past participle of movKre, to move. See meuN- in 

Appendix.]



mo·tiv·ic (mo-tVvùVkÙ) adj.  Music. Of or relating to a motif:  sparse motivic 

improvisations. 

mo·ti·vi·ty (motVvùV-tK) n.  pl. mo·ti·vi·ties. The power of moving or causing 

motion. 

mot juste (mo zhüstù) n.  pl. mots justes (mo zhüstù). Exactly the right word 

or expression.  [French  : mot, word + juste, right.]

mot·ley (mmtùlK) adj.  1. Having elements of great variety or incongruity; heter-

ogeneous: “Most Ivy League freshman classes are chosen from a motley collection of 

constituencies... and a bare majority of entering students can honestly be called 

scholars” (New York Times).  See Synonyms at miscellaneous.  2. Having many 

colors; variegated; parti-colored:  a motley tunic.   —  n.  pl. mot·leys. 1. The 

parti-colored attire of a court jester.  2. A heterogeneous, often incongruous mix-

ture of elements.  [Middle English motlei, variegated cloth, variegated, probably 

Anglo-Norman, probably from Middle English mot, speck. See MOTE
1.]

Mot·ley (mmtùlK), John Lothrop. 1814-1877.  American historian and diplo-

mat whose written works include The Rise of the Dutch Republic (1856). 

mot·mot (mmtùmmtÙ) n.  Any of several tropical American birds of the family 

Momotidae, usually having green and blue plumage with long tail feathers that 

spread out at the tip.  [New Latin motmot, probably of imitative origin.]

mo·to·cross (moùto-krôsÙ, -krmsÙ) n.  Abbr. MX Sports. A cross-country motor-

cycle race over a closed course of rough terrain with steep hills and sharp curves.  

[French moto-cross : moto, motorcycle (short for motocyclette, from moto-, motor, 

from moteur, from Latin motor, mover); see MOTOR + CROSS-COUNTRY.]

mo·to·neu·ron (moÙtN-ntrùmnÙ, -nytrù-) n.  A motor neuron.  [MOTO(R) + 

NEURON.]

mo·tor (moùtNr) n.  1. Something, such as a machine or an engine, that produces 

or imparts motion.  2. A device that converts any form of energy into mechanical 

energy, especially an internal-combustion engine or an arrangement of coils and 

magnets that converts electric current into mechanical power.  3. A motor vehi-

cle, especially an automobile.   —  adj.  1. Causing or producing motion:  motor 

power.  2. Driven by or having a motor.  3. Of or for motors or motor vehicles:  

motor oil.  4. Of, relating to, or designating nerves that carry impulses from the 

nerve centers to the muscles.  5. Involving or relating to movements of the mus-

cles:  motor coordination; a motor reflex.   —  v.  mo·tored, mo·tor·ing, 
mo·tors.  —  v.  intr. To drive or travel in a motor vehicle.   —  v.  tr. To carry by 

motor vehicle.  [Middle English motour, prime mover, from Latin motor, from 

motus, past participle of movKre, to move. See meuN- in Appendix.]

mo·tor·bike (moùtNr-bXkÙ) n.  1. A lightweight motorcycle.  2. A pedal bicycle 

that has an attached motor. 

mo·tor·boat (moùtNr-botÙ) n.  Nautical. A boat propelled by an internal-com-

bustion engine or other motor.  Also called powerboat 



mo·tor·bus (moùtNr-bƒsÙ) n.  pl. mo·tor·bus·es or mo·tor·bus·ses. A pas-

senger bus that is powered by a motor.  Also called motor coach 

mo·tor·cade (moùtNr-k7dÙ) n.  A procession of motor vehicles, as in a parade.   
—moùtor·cadeÙ v. 

mo·tor·car (moùtNr-kärÙ) n.  See automobile. 
motor coach (moùtNr koch) n.  See motorbus. 
motor cortex (moùtNr kôrùtHksÙ) n.  The area of the cerebral cortex where 

impulses from the nerve centers to the muscles originate. 

motor court (moùtNr kôrt) n.  See motel. 
mo·tor·cy·cle (moùtNr-sXÙkNl) n.  A two-wheeled motor vehicle resembling a 

heavy bicycle, sometimes having two saddles and a sidecar with a third wheel.   
—moùtor·cyÙcle v.  —moùtor·cyÙclist n. 

motor drive (moùtNr drXv) n.  A system consisting of an electric motor and 

accessory parts, used to power machinery.   —moùtor-drivÙen (moùtNr-drVvÙNn) 

adj. 

motor home (moùtNr hom) n.  A motor vehicle built on a truck or bus chassis 

and designed to serve as self-contained living quarters for recreational travel. 

motor inn (moùtNr Vn) n.  An urban motel usually having several stories.  Also 

called motor hotel 

mo·tor·ist (moùtNr-Vst) n.  One who drives or travels in an automotive vehicle. 

mo·tor·ize (moùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. mo·tor·ized, mo·tor·iz·ing, mo·tor·iz·es. 
1. To equip with a motor.  2. To supply with motor-driven vehicles.  3. To pro-

vide with automobiles.   —moÙtor·i·zaùtion (-tNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

motor lodge (moùtNr lmj) n.  See motel. 
mo·tor·man (moùtNr-mNn) n.  One who drives an electrically powered street-

car, locomotive, or subway train. 

motor mouth (moùtNr mouth) n.  Slang. An incessant talker. 

motor neuron (moùtNr ntrùmnÙ) n.  A neuron that conveys impulses from 

the central nervous system to a muscle, gland, or other effector tissue. 

motor pool (moùtNr pul) n.  A centrally managed group of motor vehicles 

intended for the use of personnel, as of a governmental agency or military instal-

lation. 

motor scooter (moùtNr skuùtNr) n.  A two-wheeled vehicle with small wheels 

and a low-powered gasoline engine geared to the rear wheel. 

motor vehicle (moùtNr vKùV-kNl) n.  A self-propelled wheeled conveyance, such 

as a car or truck, that does not run on rails. 

mo·tor·way (moùtNr-w7Ù) n.  Chiefly British. A superhighway. 

Mott (mmt), John Raleigh. 1865-1955.  American religious leader. He shared 

the 1946 Nobel Peace Prize for his leadership of the YMCA. 

Mott (mmt), Lucretia Coffin. 1793-1880.  American feminist and social 

reformer who was active in the antislavery movement and with Elizabeth Cady 



Stanton called the first convention for women’s rights, held at Seneca Falls, New 

York (1848). 

Mott (mmt), Sir Nevill Francis. Born 1905.  British physicist. He shared a 1977 

Nobel Prize for developments in computer memory. 

motte1 also mott (mmt) n.  Western U.S. A copse or small stand of trees on a 

prairie.  [American Spanish mata, from Spanish, shrub, probably from Late Latin 

matta, mat. See MAT
1.]

motte2 also mott (mmt) n.  Upper Southern U.S. A tuft of human or animal hair 

standing up on the head or body.  [From French, from Old French mote, mound. 

See MOAT.]

Mot·tel·son (mmtùl-sNn, -sôn), Ben Roy. Born 1926.  American-born Danish 

physicist. He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for discovering the asymmetry of atomic 

nuclei. 

mot·tle (mmtùl) v.  tr. mot·tled, mot·tling, mot·tles. To mark with spots or 

blotches of different shades or colors.   —  n.  1. A spot or blotch of color.  2. A 

variegated pattern, as on marble.  [Probably back-formation from MOTLEY.] 
—motùtler n. 

mot·tled (mmtùld) adj.  Spotted or blotched with different shades or colors. 

mottled enamel (mmtùld V-n4mùNl) n.  Discolored and spotted tooth enamel 

caused by excessive amounts of fluorides in drinking water. 

mot·to (mmtùo) n.  pl. mot·toes or mot·tos. 1. A brief statement used to 

express a principle, a goal, or an ideal.  See Synonyms at saying.  2. A sentence, 

phrase, or word of appropriate character inscribed on or attached to an object.  

3. A maxim adopted as a guide to one’s conduct.  [Italian, word, motto, probably 

from Vulgar Latin *mottum, word. See MOT.]

mouch (much) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of mooch. 
moue (mu) n.  A small grimace; a pout.  [French, from Old French moe, of Ger-

manic origin.]

mou·flon also mouf·flon (mufùlmnÙ) n.  pl. mouflon or mou·flons also 

moufflon  or mouf·flons. A small, wild European sheep (Ovis musimon), 

native to Sardinia and Corsica and having large curving horns in the male.  

[French, alteration of Italian dialectal muvrone, from Late Latin mufro, mufron-.]

mouil·lé (mu-y7ù) adj.  Linguistics. Pronounced as a palatal sound, as the ll in 

French fille.  [French, past participle of mouiller, to moisten, palatalize, from Old 

French moillier, to soften by soaking. See MOIL.]

mou·jik (mu-zhKkù, -zhVkù) n.  Variant of muzhik. 
mou·lage (mu-läzhù) n.  1. A mold, as of a footprint, made for use in a crimi-

nal investigation.  2. The making of such a mold or cast, as with plaster of Paris.  

[French, from Old French, fee for inspection of wood by use of a standard frame, 

from mouler, to mold, measure with a standard frame, from moule, mold. See 

MOLD
1.]



mould1 (mold) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of mold1. 
mould2 (mold) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of mold2. 
mould3 (mold) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of mold3. 
moul·der (molùdNr) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of molder. 
mould·ing (molùdVng) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of molding. 
mould·y (molùdK) adj.  Chiefly British. Variant of moldy. 
mou·lin (mu-l4Nù) n.  A nearly vertical shaft or cavity worn in a glacier by sur-

face or rock debris falling through a crack in the ice.  [French, mill, moulin, from 

Old French molin, mill, from Late Latin molXnum. See MILL
1.]

Moul·mein (mul-m7nù, mol-)  A city of southern Burma on the Gulf of Mar-

taban east of Rangoon. The chief town of British Burma from 1826 to 1852, it is a 

port and commercial center. Population, 219,991. 

moult (molt) v.  & n.  Chiefly British. Variant of molt. 
Moul·trie (molùtrK)  A city of southern Georgia southeast of Albany. It grew as a 

lumbering town and is now a processing center. Population, 14,865. 

Moul·trie (mulùtrK, molù-), William. 1730-1805.  American Revolutionary 

soldier who defended Charleston, South Carolina, against British attacks (1776 

and 1779). 

mound (mound) n.  1. A pile of earth, gravel, sand, rocks, or debris heaped for 

protection or concealment.  2. A natural elevation, such as a small hill.  3. A 

raised mass, as of hay; a heap.  See Synonyms at heap.  4. Archaeology. A large 

pile of earth or stones marking a burial site.  5. Baseball. The slightly elevated 

pitcher’s area in the center of the diamond.  6. Archaic. A hedge or fence.   —  v.  

tr. mound·ed, mound·ing, mounds. 1. To fortify or conceal with a mound.  

2. To heap into a raised mass.  [Origin unknown.]

mound·bird (moundùbûrdÙ) n.  See megapode. 
mound builder (mound bVlùdNr) n.  See megapode. 
Mound Builder (mound bVlùdNr) n.  A member of any of various Native 

American peoples flourishing from around the 5th century B.C. to the 16th cen-

tury A.D. especially in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys, practicing settled agricul-

ture and known for their often large burial and effigy mounds. 

mount1 (mount) v.  mount·ed, mount·ing, mounts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To climb 

or ascend:  mount stairs.  2. To place oneself upon; get up on:  mount a horse; 

mount a platform.  3. To climb onto (a female) for copulation. Used of male ani-

mals.  4. a. To furnish with a horse for riding.  b. To set on a horse:  mount the 

saddle.   5. To set in a raised position:  mount a bed on blocks.  6. a. To fix securely 

to a support:  mount an engine in a car.  b. To place or fix on or in the appropriate 

support or setting for display or study:  mount stamps in an album; mount a speci-

men on a slide.   7. To provide with scenery, costumes, and other equipment nec-

essary for production:  mount a play.  8. To organize and equip:  mount an army.  

9. To prepare and set in motion:  mount an attack.  10. a. To set in position for 



use:  mount guns.  b. To carry as equipment:  The warship mounted ten guns.   

11. To post (a guard).   —  v.  intr. 1. To go upward; rise.  2. To get up on some-

thing, as a horse or bicycle.  3. To increase in amount, extent, or intensity:  

Expenses are mounting up. Costs quickly mounted.  See Synonyms at rise.   —  n.  

1. The act or manner of mounting.  2. A means of conveyance, such as a horse, 

on which to ride.  3. An opportunity to ride a horse in a race.  4. An object to 

which another is affixed or on which another is placed for accessibility, display, or 

use, especially: a. A glass slide for use with a microscope.  b. A hinge used to fas-

ten stamps in an album.  c. A setting for a jewel.  d. An undercarriage or stand on 

which a device rests while in service.   [Middle English mounten, from Old French 

monter, from Vulgar Latin *mont7re, from Latin mons, mont-, mountain. See 

men-2 in Appendix.] —mountùa·ble adj.  —mountùer n. 

mount2 (mount) n.  1.  Abbr. mt., Mt. A mountain or hill. Used especially as 

part of a proper name.  2. Any of the seven fleshy cushions around the edges of 

the palm of the hand in palmistry.  [Middle English mont, from Old English 

munt, and from Old French mont, munt both from Latin mons, mont-. See men-
2 in Appendix.]

moun·tain (mounùtNn) n.  1.  Abbr. mt., Mt., mtn., Mtn. A natural elevation 

of the earth’s surface having considerable mass, generally steep sides, and a height 

greater than that of a hill.  2. a. A large heap:  a mountain of laundry.  b. A huge 

quantity:  a mountain of trouble.   [Middle English mountaine, from Old French 

montaigne, muntaigne, from Vulgar Latin *mont7nea, from feminine of 

*mont7neus, of a mountain, from Latin mont7nus, from mons, mont-, mountain. 

See men-2 in Appendix.] —mounùtain·y adj. 

mountain ash (mounùtNn 4sh) n.  Any of various deciduous trees of the genus 

Sorbus, such as the rowan, having clusters of small white flowers and bright 

orange-red berries arranged in clusters. 

mountain avens (mounùtNn 4vùNnz) n.  A creeping evergreen plant (Dryas 

octopetala) in the rose family, widely distributed in northern portions of Eurasia 

and North America and having flowers with white petals and feathery styles. 

mountain beaver (mounùtNn bKùvNr) n.  See sewellel. 
mountain bike (mounùtNn bXk) n.  A sturdy bicycle distinguished by wide 

tires and horizontal handlebars, often used for off-road cycling.   —mountain 
biking n. 

mountain bluebird (mounùtNn bluùbûrdÙ) n.  A bluebird (Sialia curru-

coides) of the western United States, having a light blue breast. 

Moun·tain Brook (mounùtNn brtk)  A city of north-central Alabama, a sub-

urb of Birmingham. Population, 19,810. 

mountain cat (mounùtNn k4t) n.  See mountain lion. 



mountain climbing (mounùtNn klXùmVng) n.  Sports. The climbing of moun-

tains, especially the scaling of rock faces by means of special equipment and tech-

nique. 

mountain cranberry (mounùtNn kr4nùbHrÙK) n.  See cowberry. 
mountain dew (mounùtNn du) n.  Illegally distilled corn liquor. 

moun·tain·eer (mounÙtN-nîrù) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of a mountainous 

area.  2. Sports. One who climbs mountains for sport.   —  v.  intr. 

moun·tain·eered, moun·tain·eer·ing, moun·tain·eers. Sports. To climb 

mountains for sport. 

moun·tain·eer·ing (mounÙtn-KrùVng) n.  Sports. The climbing of mountains 

for sport. 

mountain goat (mounùtNn got) n.  A goat antelope (Oreamnos americanus) 

of the northwest North American mountains, having short, curved black horns 

and shaggy, yellowish-white hair and beard.  Also called Rocky Mountain goat 

mountain laurel (mounùtNn lôrùNl) n.  An evergreen shrub (Kalmia latifolia) 

of eastern North America, having leathery, poisonous leaves and clusters of pink 

or white flowers.  Also called calico bush 

mountain lion (mounùtNn lXùNn) n.  A large, powerful, wild cat (Felis concolor) 

of mountainous regions of the Western Hemisphere, having an unmarked tawny 

body.  Also called catamount, cougar, mountain catRegional., painter3, panther, 

puma. 

moun·tain·ous (mounùtN-nNs) adj.  1. Having many mountains.  

2. Resembling a mountain in size; huge:  mountainous waves. 

mountain range (mounùtNn r7nj) n.  A series of mountain ridges alike in 

form, direction, and origin. 

mountain sheep (mounùtNn shKp) n.  1.  See bighorn.  2. A wild sheep 

inhabiting a mountainous area. 

mountain sickness (mounùtNn sVkùnVs) n.  Altitude sickness brought on by 

the diminished oxygen pressure at mountain elevations. 

moun·tain·side (mounùtNn-sXdÙ) n.  The side of a mountain. 

Mountain Standard Time (mounùtNn st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Abbr. MST, 
M.S.T. Standard time in the seventh time zone west of Greenwich, England, reck-

oned at 105˚ west and used in the Rocky Mountain states of the United States.  

Also called Mountain Time 

moun·tain·top (mounùtNn-tmpÙ) n.  The summit of a mountain. 

Mountain View (mounùtNn vyu)  A city of western California on San Fran-

cisco Bay northwest of San Jose. It is a manufacturing center with research facili-

ties. Population, 67,460. 

mountain whitefish (mounùtNn hwXtùfVshÙ) n.  A whitefish (Prospium will-

iamsoni) with a slender body and short head, found in mountain streams of west-

ern North America. 



Mount Ath·os (mount 4thùms, 7ùthms, äùthôs)  See Athos. 
Mount·bat·ten (mount-b4tùn), Louis First Earl Mountbatten of Burma. 

1900-1979.  British naval officer and colonial administrator who was supreme 

Allied commander in southeast Asia (1943-1946) and the last viceroy and gover-

nor-general of India (1947). He was assassinated by the Irish Republican Army. 

Mount Clem·ens (mount klHmùNnz)  A city of southeast Michigan north-

northeast of Detroit. It is a health resort known for its mineral waters. Popula-

tion, 18,405. 

Mount Des·ert Island (mount dHzùNrt XùlNnd)  An island in the Atlantic 

Ocean off the southern coast of Maine. Named by 17th-century French explorers 

for its Monts Deserts, or “wilderness peaks,” it is a popular summer resort. 

moun·te·bank (mounùtN-b4ngkÙ) n.  1. A hawker of quack medicines who 

attracts customers with stories, jokes, or tricks.  2. A flamboyant charlatan.  See 

Synonyms at impostor.   —  v.  moun·te·banked, moun·te·bank·ing, 
moun·te·banks.  —  v.  intr. To act as a mountebank.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To 

ensnare or prevail over with trickery.  [Italian montambanco, from the phrase 

monta im banco, one gets up onto the bench  : monta, one gets up, third person 

sing. present tense of montare, to get up (from Vulgar Latin *mont7re); see 

MOUNT
1 + im, onto (variant of in, on, onto, from Latin); see IN-2 + banco, bench 

(variant of banca, from Old Italian, bench, table, from Old High German bank).]

Mount·ie also Mount·y (mounùtK) n.  pl. Mount·ies. Informal. A member of 

the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 

mount·ing (mounùtVng) n.  Something that serves as a support, setting, or 

backing:  a mounting for a gem. 

Mount·lake Terrace (mountùl7kÙ tHrùVs)  A city of northwest Washington 

south of Everett. It is mainly residential. Population, 19,320. 

Mount Leb·a·non (mount lHbùN-nNn, -nmnÙ)  A community of southwest 

Pennsylvania, a residential suburb of Pittsburgh. Population, 33,362. 

Mount Pleas·ant (mount plHzùNnt)  A city of central Michigan west-north-

west of Saginaw. Oil was discovered nearby in 1928. Population, 23,285. 

Mount Pros·pect (mount prmsùpHktÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, an 

industrial suburb of Chicago. Population, 53,170. 

Mount Roy·al (mount roiùNl)  See Mont Royal. 
Mount Ver·non1 (mount vûrùnNn)  An estate of northeast Virginia on the 

Potomac River near Washington, D.C. It was the home of George Washington 

from 1752 until his death in 1799. The mansion, built in 1743 by Lawrence Wash-

ington, George’s half-brother, has been restored and is open to the public. 

Mount Ver·non2 (mount vûrùnNn)  1. A city of south-central Illinois east-

southeast of East St. Louis. It is a trade and industrial center in a farming region. 

Population, 16,988.  2. A city of southeast New York adjacent to the Bronx. Pri-



marily residential, it was laid out as a planned community in the 1850’s. Popula-

tion, 67,153. 

Mount·y (mounùtK) n.  Variant of Mountie. 
mourn (môrn, morn) v.  mourned, mourn·ing, mourns.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

feel or express grief or sorrow.  See Synonyms at grieve.  2. To show grief for a 

death by conventional signs, as by wearing black clothes.  3. To make a low, indis-

tinct, mournful sound. Used especially of a dove.   —  v.  tr. 1. To feel or express 

deep regret for:  mourned the wasted years.  2. To grieve over (someone who has 

died).  3. To utter sorrowfully.  [Middle English mournen, from Old English mur-

nan. See (s)mer-1 in Appendix.] —mournùer n.  —mournùing·ly adv. 

mourn·ful (môrnùfNl, mornù-) adj.  1. Feeling or expressing sorrow or grief; 

sorrowful.  2. Causing or suggesting sadness or melancholy:  the mournful sound 

of a train whistle.   —mournùful·ly adv.  —mournùful·ness n. 

mourn·ing (môrùnVng, morù-) n.  1. The actions or expressions of one who has 

suffered a bereavement.  2. Conventional outward signs of grief for the dead, 

such as a black armband or black clothes.  3. The period during which a death is 

mourned. 

mourning cloak (môrùnVng klok) n.  A large butterfly (Nymphalis antiopa) of 

Europe and North America, having purplish-brown wings with a broad yellow 

border. 

mourning dove (môrùnVng dƒv) n.  A grayish-brown, swift-flying wild dove 

(Zenaidura macroura) of North America, noted for its mournful call.  Also called 

turtledove 

mourning warbler (môrùnVng wôrùblNr) n.  A yellow and olive warbler 

(Oporornis philadelphia) of eastern North America, having a bluish gray hood set 

off by a black band on its breast. 

Mous·cron (mu-skrôNù) also Moes·kroen (musùkrunÙ)  A city of western 

Belgium near the French border west-southwest of Brussels. It was founded as a 

frontier station. Population, 54,402. 

mouse (mous) n.  pl. mice (mXs). 1. a. Any of numerous small rodents of the 

families Muridae and Cricetidae, such as the common house mouse (Mus muscu-

lus), characteristically having a pointed snout, small, rounded ears, and a long, 

naked or almost hairless tail.  b. Any of various similar or related animals, such as 

the jumping mouse, the vole, or the jerboa.   2. A cowardly or timid person.  

3. Informal. A discolored swelling under the eye caused by a blow; a black eye.  

4. pl. mice or mous·es (mousùVz). Computer Science. A hand-held, button-acti-

vated input device that when rolled along a flat surface directs an indicator to 

move correspondingly about a computer screen, allowing the operator to move 

the indicator freely, as to select operations or manipulate text or graphics.   —  v.  

intr. moused, mous·ing, mous·es (mouz). 1. To hunt mice.  2. To search fur-



tively for something; prowl.  [Middle English mous, from Old English m7s. See 

m7777s- in Appendix.]

mouse deer (mous dîr) n.  See chevrotain.  [Probably alteration (influenced 

by MOOSE, and MOUSE ), of MUSK DEER.]

mouse-ear chickweed (mousùîrÙ chVkùwKdÙ) n.  Any of numerous herbs of 

the genus Cerastium, having opposite leaves and cylindrical capsules with ten 

toothlike projections. 

mous·er (mouùzNr) n.  An animal, especially a cat, that catches mice. 

mouse-tail (mousùt7lÙ) n.  A plant of the genus Myosurus, especially M. mini-

mus, having a taillike flower spike. 

mouse·trap (mousùtr4pÙ) n.  A trap for catching mice.   —  v.  tr. 

mouse·trapped, mouse·trap·ping, mouse·traps. To trap or ensnare, as by a 

stratagem. 

mous·ey (mouùsK, -zK) adj.  Variant of mousy. 
mous·ing (mouùzVng) n.  Nautical. A binding or metal shackle around the point 

and shank of a hook to prevent it from slipping from an eye.  [From MOUSE, a 

large mouselike knot on a rope.]

mous·sa·ka (mu-säùkN, muÙsä-käù) n.  A Greek dish consisting of layers of 

ground lamb or beef and sliced eggplant topped with a cheese sauce and baked.  

[Serbo-Croatian, from Turkish mussakka, from Arabic musakka.]

mousse (mus) n.  1. Any of various chilled desserts made with flavored 

whipped cream, gelatin, and eggs:  chocolate mousse.  2. A molded dish containing 

meat, fish, or shellfish combined with whipped cream and gelatin.  3. An aerosol 

foam used to control and style the hair.   —  v.  tr. moussed, mouss·ing, 
mouss·es. To apply a styling foam to (the hair).  [French, foam, mousse, from 

Old French, moss, foam, partly of Germanic origin, and partly from Latin mulsa, 

hydromel, from feminine of mulsus, honey-sweet; see melit- in Appendix.]

mousse·line (mus-lKnù) n.  1. A fine sheer fabric resembling muslin, origi-

nally made in Mosul, Iraq.  2. A hollandaise sauce to which whipped cream has 

been added.  3. An aspic containing whipped cream.  [French. See MUSLIN.]

mousseline de soie (mus-lKnù dN swäù) n.  pl. mousselines de soie. A 

fine, crisp fabric made of silk or rayon.  [French  : mousseline, muslin + de, of + 

soie, silk.]

mous·tache (mƒsùt4shÙ, mN-st4shù) n.  Variant of mustache. 
mous·ta·chioed (mN-st4chùod, -st4shùK-odÙ, -stäùshod, -shK-odÙ) adj.  Variant 

of mustachioed. 
Mous·te·ri·an (mu-stîrùK-Nn) adj.  Archaeology. Designating or belonging to a 

Middle Paleolithic culture following the Acheulian and associated with Neander-

thal man, characterized by the use of flaked tools.  [French moustérien, after Le 

Moustier, a cave in southwest France.]



mous·y also mous·ey (mouùsK, -zK) adj.  mous·i·er, mous·i·est. 
1. Resembling a mouse, especially: a. Having a drab, pale brown color:  mousy 

hair.  b. Having small, sharp features:  a mousy face.  c. Quiet; timid; shy.   

2. Infested with mice. 

mouth (mouth) n.  pl. mouths (mouthz). 1. a. The body opening through 

which an animal takes in food.  b. The cavity lying at the upper end of the ali-

mentary canal, bounded on the outside by the lips and inside by the oropharynx 

and containing in higher vertebrates the tongue, gums, and teeth.  c. This cavity 

regarded as the source of sounds and speech.  d. The opening to any cavity or 

canal in an organ or a bodily part.   2. The part of the lips visible on the human 

face.  3. A person viewed as a consumer of food:  has three mouths to feed at home.  

4. A pout, grimace, or similar expression.  5. a. Utterance; voice:  gave mouth to 

her doubts.  b. A tendency to talk excessively or unwisely.  c. Impudent or vulgar 

talk:  Watch your mouth.   6. A spokesperson: a mouthpiece.  7. A natural open-

ing, as the part of a stream or river that empties into a larger body of water or the 

entrance to a harbor, canyon, valley, or cave.  8. The opening through which a 

container is filled or emptied.  9. The opening between the jaws of a vise or other 

holding or gripping tool.  10. Music. a. An opening in the pipe of an organ.  

b. The opening in the mouthpiece of a flute across which the player blows.    —  
v.  mouthed, mouth·ing, mouths (mouth).  —  v.  tr. 1. To speak or pro-

nounce, especially: a. To declare in a pompous manner; declaim:  mouthing his 

opinions of the candidates.  b. To utter without conviction or understanding:  

mouthing empty compliments.  c. To form soundlessly:  I mouthed the words as the 

others sang.  d. To utter indistinctly; mumble.   2. To take or move around in the 

mouth.   —  v.  intr. 1. To orate affectedly; declaim.  2. To grimace.   —phrasal 
verb. mouth off. Slang. 1. a. To express one’s opinions or complaints in a loud, 

indiscreet manner.  b. To speak impudently; talk back.   2. a. To express one’s 

opinions or complaints in a loud, indiscreet manner.  b. To speak impudently; 

talk back.   [Middle English, from Old English m7th. See men-2 in Appendix.]

mouth·breed·er (mouthùbrKÙdNr) n.  Any of various fishes, especially of the 

genera Haplochromis and Tilapia, that carry their eggs and young in the mouth. 

mouth·ful (mouthùftlÙ) n.  1. The amount of food or other material that can 

be placed or held in the mouth at one time.  2. A small amount to be tasted or 

eaten.  3. A long word, name, or phrase that is difficult to pronounce.  4. An 

important or perceptive remark:  You said a mouthful! 

mouth·ing (mouùthVng) n.  A bombastic or empty phrase or speech. Often used 

in the plural:  mouthings about sin and morality. 

mouth organ (mouth ôrùgNn) n.  Music. 1.  See harmonica (n., sense 1).  2.  
See panpipe. 



mouth·part (mouthùpärtÙ) n.  Any of the parts of the mouth of an insect or 

other arthropod, especially a part or an organ adapted to a specific way of feed-

ing. 

mouth·piece (mouthùpKsÙ) n.  1. A part, as of a musical instrument or a tele-

phone, that functions in or near the mouth.  2. Sports. A protective rubber device 

worn over the teeth, as by boxers.  3. Informal. One, such as a spokesperson, 

through which views are expressed.  4. Slang. A defense lawyer. 

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation (mouthùtN-mouthù rV-sƒsÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  

A technique used to resuscitate a person who has stopped breathing, in which the 

rescuer presses his or her mouth against the mouth of the victim and, allowing 

for passive exhalation, forces air into the lungs at intervals of several seconds. 

mouth·wash (mouthùwmshÙ, -wôshÙ) n.  A flavored, usually antiseptic solu-

tion used for cleaning the mouth and freshening the breath. 

mouth·wa·ter·ing  or mouth-wa·ter·ing (mouthùwôÙtNr-Vng) adj.  Appeal-

ing to the sense of taste; appetizing:  the mouthwatering aroma of a baking pie. 

mouth·y (mouùthK, -thK) adj.  mouth·i·er, mouth·i·est. 1. Annoyingly talk-

ative.  2. Given to ranting or bombast.   —mouthùi·ness n. 

mou·ton (muùtmnÙ) n.  Sheepskin that has been sheared and processed to 

resemble beaver or seal.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

mouton jackets; a mouton hat.  [French, sheep, from Old French. See MUTTON.]

mou·ton·née (muÙtN-n7ù) also mou·ton·néed (-n7dù) adj.  Geology. 

Rounded by glacial action into a shape likened to a sheep’s back. Used of a rock 

formation.  [Short for French roche moutonnée : roche, rock + moutonnée, fleecy, 

past participle of moutonner, to make fleecy (from mouton, sheep); see MOUTON.]

mov·a·ble also move·a·ble (muùvN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to move:  a movable 

stove; a movable rock.  2. Varying in date from year to year:  a movable holiday.  

3. Law. Of or relating to personal property that can be moved.   —  n.  

1. Something, especially a piece of furniture, that can be moved.  2.  Often mov-
ables. Law. Personal property.   —movÙa·bilùi·ty, movùa·ble·ness n.  

—movùa·bly adv. 

movable feast (muùvN-bNl fKst) n.  A religious holiday, such as Easter, that 

changes in date from year to year. 

movable type (muùvN-bNl tXp) n.  Printing. Type in which each character is 

cast on a separate piece of metal. 

move (muv) v.  moved, mov·ing, moves.  —  v.  intr. 1. To change in posi-

tion from one point to another:  moved away from the window.  2. To progress in 

sequence; go forward:  a novel that moves slowly.  3. To follow a specified course:  

Earth moves around the sun.  4. To progress toward a particular state or condition:  

moving up in the company; moved into the lead.  5. To go from one residence or 

location to another; relocate.  6. To start off; depart.  7. To be disposed of by sale:  

Woolens move slowly in the summer.  8. To change posture or position; stir:  was 



afraid to move.  9. Games. To change the position of a piece in a board game.  

10. To be put in motion or to turn according to a prescribed motion. Used of 

machinery.  11. To exhibit great activity or energy.  12. To initiate an action; act.  

13. To be active in a particular environment:  moves in diplomatic circles.  14. To 

stir the emotions:  words that have the power to move.  15. To make a formal 

motion in parliamentary procedure:  move for an adjournment.  16. To evacuate. 

Used of the bowels.   —  v.  tr. 1. To change the place or position of:  moved her 

office; could not move his arm.  2. To cause to go from one place to another:  

moved the crowd away.  3. Games. To change (a piece) from one position to 

another in a board game:  moved a pawn.  4. To change the course of:  moved the 

discussion to other matters.  5. To dislodge from a fixed point of view, as by per-

suasion: “Speak to him, ladies, see if you can move him” (Shakespeare).  6. To 

prompt to an action; rouse:  Anger moved her to speak out.  7. a. To set or keep in 

motion.  b. To cause to function.  c. To cause to progress or advance.   8. a. To 

arouse the emotions of; affect.  b. To excite or provoke to the expression of an 

emotion:  The film moved me to tears.  See Synonyms at affect1.   9. a. To pro-

pose or request in formal parliamentary procedure:  moved that a vote be taken.  

b. To make formal application to (a court, for example).   10. To dispose of by 

sale:  moved the new merchandise quickly.  11. To cause (the bowels) to evacuate.   
—  n.  1. a. The act or an instance of moving.  b. A particular manner of mov-

ing:  made some intricate moves on the dance floor.   2. A change of residence or 

location.  3. Games. a. An act of transferring a piece from one position to 

another in board games.  b. The prescribed manner in which a piece may be 

played.  c. A participant’s turn to make a play.   4. An action taken to achieve an 

objective; a maneuver:  a move to halt the arms race.   —phrasal verb. move in. 
To begin to occupy a residence or place of business.   —idioms. get a move 
on. Informal. To get started; get going.  move in on. 2. To make intrusive 

advances toward; intrude on.  3. To attempt to seize control of:  moving in on their 

territory.  on the move. 4. Busily moving about; active:  A nurse is on the move 

all day.  5. Going from one place to another:  troops on the move.  6. Making 

progress; advancing:  a technology that is clearly on the move.  [Middle English 

moven, from Old French movoir, from Latin movKre. See meuN- in Appendix.]

move·a·ble (muùvN-bNl) adj.  & n.   Variant of movable. 
move·ment (muvùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of moving; a change 

in place or position.  b. A particular manner of moving.   2. A change in the loca-

tion of troops, ships, or aircraft for tactical or strategic purposes.  3. a. A series of 

actions and events taking place over a period of time and working to foster a prin-

ciple or policy:  a movement toward world peace.  b. An organized effort by sup-

porters of a common goal:  an early leader of the labor movement.   4. A tendency 

or trend:  a movement toward larger kitchens.  5. A change in the market price of a 

security or commodity.  6. a. An evacuation of the bowels.  b. The matter so 



evacuated.   7. The suggestion or illusion of motion in a painting, sculpture, or 

design.  8. The progression of events in the development of a literary plot.  9. The 

rhythmical or metrical structure of a poetic composition.  10. Music. A self-con-

tained section of a composition.  11. A mechanism, such as the works of a watch, 

that produces or transmits motion. 

mov·er (muùvNr) n.  1. One that moves:  a fast mover in corporate circles.  

2. One that transports household or office goods from one location to another as 

an occupation. 

mover and shaker (muùvNr Nnd sh7ùkNr) n.  pl. movers and shakers. 
One who wields power and influence in a sphere of activity: “the importance of 

hanging out with the movers and shakers of the art world” (Richard Colvin). 

mov·ie (muùvK) n.  1. a. A sequence of photographs projected onto a screen 

with sufficient rapidity as to create the illusion of motion and continuity.  b. A 

connected cinematic narrative represented in this form.   2. A theater that shows 

movies.  3. movies. a. A showing of a movie. Often used with the.  b. The 

movie industry.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a movie 

producer; movie stars.  [Shortening and alteration of MOVING PICTURE.]

mov·ie·dom (muùvK-dNm) n.  See filmdom. 
mov·ie·go·er (muùvK-goÙNr) n.  One who goes to see movies.   
—movùie·goÙing adj.  & n. 

mov·ie·mak·er (muùvK-m7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes movies, especially pro-

fessionally.   —movùie·makÙing adj.  & n. 

mov·ing (muùvVng) adj.  1. Changing or capable of changing position:  a mov-

ing target.  2. Relating to or involved in a transfer of furnishings from one loca-

tion to another:  moving expenses; moving van.  3. Causing or producing motion.  

4. Involving a motor vehicle in motion:  a moving violation.  5. Arousing or capa-

ble of arousing deep emotion:  a moving account of the tragedy.   —movùing·ly 
adv.  

SYNONYMS: moving, stirring, poignant, touching, pathetic, affecting. These ad-

jectives mean arousing or capable of arousing deep, usually somber emotion.

Moving is the least specific: “A... widow... has laid her case of destitution before him

in a very moving letter” (Nathaniel Hawthorne). Something stirring excites strong,

turbulent, but not unpleasant feelings, as of inspiration: An advocate for the home-

less gave a stirring speech about their plight. Poignant suggests the evocation of

keen, painful emotion:"Poignant grief cannot endure forever" (W.H. Hudson).

Touching emphasizes sympathy or tenderness: Her expression of gratitude was sim-

ple and touching. Pathetic stresses pity and compassion: "The old, rather shabby

room struck her as extraordinarily pathetic" (John Galsworthy). Affecting applies

especially to what is heart-rending or bittersweet: The homecoming of the released



hostages and their reunion with their families was an affecting scene.

moving picture (muùvVng pVkùchNr) n.  A movie. 

moving sidewalk (muùvVng sXdùwôkÙ) n.  A conveyor for transporting 

pedestrians along a flat expanse. 

mow1 (mou) n.  1. The place in a barn where hay, grain, or other feed is stored.  

2. A stack of hay or other feed stored in a barn.  [Middle English, stack of hay, 

from Old English m7ga.]

mow2 (mo) v.  mowed, mowed or mown (mon), mow·ing, mows.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cut down (grass or grain) with a scythe or a mechanical device.  2. To cut 

(grass or grain) from:  mow the lawn.   —  v.  intr. To cut down grass or other 

growth.   —phrasal verb. mow down. 1. To destroy in great numbers as if 

cutting down, as in battle.  2. To overwhelm:  mowed down the opposition with 

strong arguments.  [Middle English mowen, from Old English m7wan. See mK-4 in 

Appendix.] —mowùer (moùNr) n. 

mox·ie (mmkùsK) n.  Slang. 1. The ability to face difficulty with spirit and cour-

age.  2. Aggressive energy; initiative: “His prose has moxie, though it rushes and 

stumbles from a pent-up surge” (Patricia Hampl).  3. Skill; know-how.  [From 

Moxie, trademark for a soft drink.]

moy·en âge (mwä-yHn äzhù) n.  The Middle Ages.  [French  : moyen, middle + 

âge, age.]

Mo·zam·bique (moÙzNm-bKkù, -z4m-) Abbr. Moz.  A country of southeast 

Africa. The Portuguese colonized the area beginning in 1505 and governed it as 

part of their Indian holdings until 1752, when a separate administrative unit was 

formed. As Portuguese East Africa it became an overseas province in 1951, but 

increasing nationalist feeling and guerrilla activity forced Portugal to grant 

Mozambique its independence in 1975. Maputo is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 12,130,000.   —MoÙzam·biùcan (-bKùkNn) adj.  & n. 

Mozambique Channel (moÙzNm-bKkù ch4nùNl)  An arm of the Indian 

Ocean between Madagascar and the mainland of southeast Africa. 

Moz·ar·ab (mo-z4rùNb) n.  One of a group of Spanish Christians who adopted 

certain aspects of Arab culture under Muslim rule but practiced a modified form 

of Christian worship.  [Spanish Mozárabe, from Arabic musta1rib, would-be Arab, 

from 1arab, Arab.] —Moz·arùa·bic adj. 

Mo·zart (motùsärt), Wolfgang Amadeus. 1756-1791.  Austrian composer 

considered among the greatest and most prolific composers in history. Of his 

more than 600 compositions, the finest works, including his last three sympho-

nies (1788) and the operas Don Giovanni (1787)and The Magic Flute (1791), were 

written in the last five years of his short life. 

mo·zet·ta (mo-zHtùN, mot-sHtùtä) n.  Variant of mozzetta. 



mo·zo (moùzo) n.  pl. mo·zos. Southwestern U.S. 1. A man who helps with a 

pack train or serves as a porter.  2. An assistant.  [Spanish, boy, servant, mozo, 

from Old Spanish moço.]

REGIONAL NOTE: In the world of pack trains and cattle roundups, a mozo

provides a useful pair of extra hands. Back home on the ranch, the mozo helps

with odd jobs, especially heavy work around the house. In the southwest United

States mozo has taken on a general sense of “assistant,” even in areas not related

to ranching: “An enterprising deputy of the opposition Partido de Acción Nacional

(PAN) called a quorum count, only to find that... many of the reclining figures oc-

casionally raising their hands were mozos (attendants)” (Latin America). In fact, to

call an assistant a mozo is essentially to call him a “boy,” for mozo is Spanish for

“young man.” Even though a mozo may not be a boy in years, the word is not

used disparagingly. In other languages porters or guides are commonly referred

to as “boys”—for example, gillie, from Scottish Gaelic gille, means “boy.”

moz·za·rel·la (mmtÙsN-rHlùN, motÙ-) n.  A mild, white Italian cheese that has a 

rubbery texture and is often eaten melted, as on pizza.  [Italian, diminutive of 

mozza, a cut, mozzarella, from mozzare, to cut off, from mozzo, mutilated, from 

Vulgar Latin *mutius, from Latin mutilis.]

moz·zet·ta  or mo·zet·ta (mo-zHtùN, mot-sHtùtä) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A 

short, hooded cape worn over the rochet by the pope and by bishops and other 

dignitaries.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin almutia.]

mp  or m.p. abbr.  1. Melting point.  2. Music. Mezzo piano. 

MP  or M.P. abbr.  1. Member of Parliament.  2. Military police.  3. Military 

police officer.  4. Mounted police. 

M.P.A. abbr.  1. Master of Public Administration.  2. Master of Public Account-

ing. 

M.P.E. abbr.  Master of Public Education. 

mpg  or m.p.g. abbr.  Miles per gallon. 

mph  or m.p.h. abbr.  Miles per hour. 

M.P.H. abbr.  Master of Public Health. 

Mr. (mVsùtNr) n.  pl. Messrs. (mHsùNrz). Used as a courtesy title before the sur-

name or full name of a man.  See Usage Note at Ms.  [Middle English, abbrevia-

tion of maister, master. See MASTER.]

Mr. Char·lie  or Mister Char·lie (mVsùtNr chärùlK) n.  Offensive Slang. A white 

person or white people considered as a group.  [From the name Charlie, nick-

name for Charles.]

Mr. Clean (mVsùtNr klKn) n.  Slang. A man who adheres to the highest standards 

of personal and professional conduct, especially a public figure of unquestioned 

integrity.  [From Mr. Clean, trademark used for a cleaning product.]



M.R.E. abbr.  Meals Ready to Eat. 

MRI abbr.  Magnetic resonance imaging. 

mRNA abbr.  Messenger RNA. 

Mr. Right (mVsùtNr rXt) n.  Slang. The man who would make an ideal mate: “self-

help guides for women in search of Mr. Right” (Los Angeles Times). 

Mrs. (mVsùVz) n.  pl. Mmes. (m7-dämù, -d4mù). 1. Used as a courtesy title for a 

married or widowed woman before the surname or full name of her husband:  

Mrs. Doe; Mrs. John Doe.  2. Used as a courtesy title for a married, widowed, or 

divorced woman before her own surname or full name:  Mrs. Doe; Mrs. Jane Doe.  

See Usage Note at Ms.  [Abbreviation of MISTRESS.]

Mrs. Grun·dy (mVsùVz grƒnùdK) n.  An extremely conventional or priggish per-

son.  [After Mrs. Grundy, character alluded to in the play Speed the Plough by 

Thomas Morton (1764-1838), British playwright.]

ms abbr.  Millisecond. 

MS abbr.  1. Mississippi.  2. Multiple sclerosis. 

Ms. also Ms (mVz) n.  pl. Mses. also Mses also Mss.  or Mss (mVzùVz). Used as a 

courtesy title before the surname or full name of a woman or girl:  Ms. Doe; Ms. 

Jane Doe.  [Blend of MISS, and MRS..]

USAGE NOTE: Ms. has come to be widely used in both professional and social

contexts. Many women prefer it to Miss or Mrs. because they feel that information

about their marital status properly belongs to the realm of private life and is often

inappropriate to many of the contexts in which such titles are used. Many people

also find Ms. convenient, since information about an addressee’s marital status is

not always available. But there are also many women who continue to prefer Miss

or Mrs., and practices vary widely according to the region and social setting. • The

use of Ms. is equivalent to that of Mr.: Mr. Green, Mr. Paul Green; Ms. Smith, Ms.

Judith Smith. If a woman keeps her own name after marriage, Ms. is the appro-

priate courtesy title: if Judith Smith marries Paul Green and does not change her

name to Green, Ms. Smith is the appropriate title and Mrs. Smith is incorrect. If

a woman takes her husband’s name, either Ms. or Mrs. may be used, although Ms.

should not be used if the woman is addressed by her husband’s given name and

surname: Ms. Green, Ms. Judith Green, but not Ms. Paul Green. Some women who

keep their own names for professional purposes use the title Miss in that context,

while others use Ms.

MS.  or MS also ms.  or ms abbr.  Manuscript. 

M.S. abbr.  Latin. Magister Scientiae (Master of Science). 

M.Sc. abbr.  Latin. Magister Scientiae (Master of Science). 

MS-DOS (HmÙHs-dôsù, -dmsù)  A trademark for a microcomputer operating sys-

tem. 



msec abbr.  Millisecond. 

Mses. (mVzùVz) also Mses n.  Plurals of Ms. 
MSG abbr.  Monosodium glutamate. 

msg. abbr.  Message. 

Msgr. abbr.  1. Monseigneur.  2. Monsignor. 

M.Sgt.  or MSGT abbr.  Master sergeant. 

MSH abbr.  Melanocyte-stimulating hormone. 

M.S. in L.S. abbr.  Master of Science in Library Science. 

m.s.l.  or M.S.L. abbr.  Mean sea level. 

M.S.N. abbr.  Master of Science in Nursing. 

Mss. (mVzùVz)  or Mss n.  Plurals of Ms. 
MSS.  or MSS also mss.  or mss abbr.  Manuscripts. 

MST  or M.S.T. abbr.  Mountain Standard Time. 

M.S.T.S. abbr.  Military Sea Transportation Service. 

M.S.W. abbr.  1. Master of Social Welfare.  2. Master of Social Work. 

Mt abbr.  Bible. Matthew. 

MT abbr.  1. Machine translation.  2. Megaton.  3. Montana.  4.  Or M.T.. Moun-

tain Time. 

mt.  or Mt. abbr.  Mount; mountain. 

m.t.  or M.T. abbr.  Metric ton. 

mtg. abbr.  1. Meeting.  2. Mortgage. 

mtge. abbr.  Mortgage. 

mtn.  or Mtn. abbr.  Mountain. 

mts.  or Mts. abbr.  Mountains. 

mu (myu, mu) n.  The 12th letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek, of Phoenician 

origin; akin to Hebrew mKm.]

Mu·bar·ak (mu-bärùNk), Hosni. Born 1929.  Egyptian politician who was 

appointed president after the assassination of Anwar el-Sadat (1981). 

muc- pref.  Variant of muco-. 
much (mƒch) adj.  more (môr, mor), most (most). Great in quantity, degree, 

or extent:  not much rain; much affection.   —  n.  1. A large quantity or amount:  

Much has been written.  2. Something great or remarkable:  I’ve never been much 

to look at.   —  adv.  more, most. 1. To a great degree or extent:  much smarter.  

2. Just about; almost:  much the same.  3. Frequently; often:  doesn’t get out much.   
—idiom. much less. And certainly not: “Happiness is an emotion not often spo-

ken of at the magazine, much less experienced” (Brendan Gill).  [Middle English 

muche, short for muchel, from Old English mycel. See meg- in Appendix.]

much as (mƒch 4z) conj.  However much:  Much as she needed the job, she had to 

refuse. 

much·ness (mƒchùnVs) n.  Greatness of quantity, degree, or extent. 

muci- pref.  Variant of muco-. 



mu·cic acid (myuùsVk 4sùVd) n.  An organic acid, HOOC(CHOH)4COOH, 

often derived from milk sugar. 

mu·cif·er·ous (myu-sVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Secreting, producing, or containing 

mucus. 

mu·ci·lage (myuùsN-lVj) n.  1. A sticky substance used as an adhesive.  2. A 

gummy substance obtained from certain plants.  [Middle English muscilage, 

gelatinous plant substance, from Old French mucilage, from Late Latin m7cil7go, 

m7cil7gin-, from Latin m7cKre, to be musty, from m7cus, mucus.]

mu·ci·lag·i·nous (myuÙsN-l4jùN-nNs) adj.  1. Resembling mucilage; moist and 

sticky.  2. Relating to or secreting mucilage. 

mu·cin (myuùsVn) n.  Any of a group of glycoproteins found especially in the 

secretions of mucous membranes.   —muùcin·ous adj. 

muck (mƒk) n.  1. A moist, sticky mixture, especially of mud and filth.  2. Moist 

farmyard dung; manure.  3. Dark, fertile soil containing decaying vegetable mat-

ter.  4. Something filthy or disgusting.  5. Earth, rocks, or clay excavated in min-

ing.   —  v.  tr. mucked, muck·ing, mucks. 1. To fertilize with manure or 

compost.  2. To make dirty with or as if with muck.  3. To remove muck or dirt 

from (a mine, for example).   —phrasal verbs. muck about. Chiefly British. 

To spend time idly; putter.  muck up. Informal. To bungle, damage, or ruin.  

[Middle English muk, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse myki, dung.] 
—muckùi·ly adv.  —muckùy adj. 

muck·a·muck (mƒkùN-mƒkÙ) n.  Slang. A high muckamuck.  [Short for HIGH 

MUCKAMUCK.]

muck·rake (mƒkùr7kÙ) v.  intr. muck·raked, muck·rak·ing, muck·rakes. To 

search for and expose misconduct in public life.  [From the man with the muck-

rake, who cannot look up to heaven because he is so obsessed with the muck of 

worldly profit, in Pilgrim’s Progress by John Bunyan.] —muckùrakÙer n. 

muck·worm (mƒkùwûrmÙ) n.  Any wormlike insect larva, as of certain beetles, 

that lives and grows in manure. 

muco-  or muci-  or muc- pref.  1. Mucus:  mucoprotein.  2. Mucosa:  mucin.  

[From Latin m7cus, mucus.]

mu·co·cu·ta·ne·ous (myuÙko-kyu-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Of or relating to the skin 

and a mucous membrane. 

mu·coid (myuùkoidÙ) n.  Any of various glycoproteins, especially a mucopro-

tein, similar to the mucins.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling mucus. 

mu·co·lyt·ic (myuÙkN-lVtùVk) adj.  Breaking down or hydrolyzing mucus or 

mucopolysaccharides. 

mu·co·pep·tide (myuÙko-pHpùtXd) n.  See peptidoglycan. 
mu·co·pol·y·sac·cha·ride (myuÙko-pmlÙK-s4kùN-rXdÙ) n.  See glycosami-
noglycan. 



mu·co·pro·tein (myuÙko-proùtKnÙ, -proùtK-Vn) n.  Any of a group of organic 

compounds, such as the mucins, that consist of a complex of proteins and gly-

cosaminoglycons and are found in body tissues and fluids. 

mu·co·pu·ru·lent (myuÙko-pytrùN-lNnt, -yN-lNnt) adj.  Containing mucus 

and pus. 

mu·co·sa (myu-koùsN) n.  pl. mu·co·sae (-sK)  or mu·co·sas. See mucous 
membrane.  [From Latin, feminine of m7cosus, mucous. See MUCOUS.] 
—mu·coùsal adj. 

mu·cous (myuùkNs) adj.  1. Containing, producing, or secreting mucus:  a 

mucous tissue.  2. Relating to, consisting of, or resembling mucus:  a mucous sub-

stance.  [Latin m7cosus, from m7cus, mucus.]

mucous membrane (myuùkNs mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  A membrane lining all body 

passages that communicate with the air, such as the respiratory and alimentary 

tracts, and having cells and associated glands that secrete mucus.  Also called 

mucosa 

mu·co·vis·ci·do·sis (myuÙko-vVsÙV-doùsVs) n.  See cystic fibrosis. 
mu·cro (myuùkro) n.  pl. mu·cro·nes (myu-kroùnKz). A sharp, pointed part 

or organ, especially a sharp terminal point, as of a leaf or shell.  [Latin m7cro, 

m7cron-, sharp point.]

mu·cro·nate (myuùkrN-n7tÙ) adj.  Of or having a mucro; ending abruptly in a 

sharp point:  mucronate feathers; a mucronate leaf.   —muÙcro·naùtion n. 

mu·cro·nes (myu-kroùnKz) n.  Plural of mucro. 
mu·cus (myuùkNs) n.  The viscous, slippery substance that consists chiefly of 

mucin, water, cells, and inorganic salts and is secreted as a protective lubricant 

coating by cells and glands of the mucous membranes.  [Latin m7cus.]

mud (mƒd) n.  1. Wet, sticky, soft earth, as on the banks of a river.  2. Slang. Wet 

plaster, mortar, or cement.  3. Slanderous or defamatory charges or comments:  

slinging mud at his opponent.   —  v.  tr. mud·ded, mud·ding, muds. To cover 

or spatter with or as if with mud.  [Middle English mudde, probably from Middle 

Low German, and Middle Dutch modde.]

Mu·dan·jiang (muùdänùjyängù) also Mu·tan·chiang (-tänùchyängù)  A city 

of northeast China southeast of Harbin. It is a railroad junction and industrial 

center. Population, 400,000. 

mud·bug (mƒdùbƒgÙ) n.  See crayfish (n., sense 1). 

mud cat (mƒd k4t) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See catfish. 
mud dauber (mƒd dôbùNr) n.  Midland U.S. See mud wasp (n., sense 1). 

mud·der (mƒdùNr) n.  A racehorse that runs well on a wet or muddy track. 

mud·dle (mƒdùl) v.  mud·dled, mud·dling, mud·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

turbid or muddy.  2. To mix confusedly; jumble.  3. To confuse or befuddle (the 

mind), as with alcohol.  See Synonyms at confuse.  4. To mismanage or bungle.  

5. To stir or mix (a drink) gently.   —  v.  intr. To think, act, or proceed in a con-



fused or aimless manner:  muddled along through my high-school years.   —  n.  

1. A disordered condition; a mess or jumble.  2. Mental confusion.   —phrasal 
verb. muddle through. To push on to a favorable outcome in a disorganized 

way.  [Possibly from obsolete Dutch moddelen, to make water muddy, from Mid-

dle Dutch, frequentative of *modden, to make muddy, from modde, mud.] 
—mudùdler n. 

mud·dle-head·ed (mƒdùl-hHdÙVd) adj.  1. Mentally confused.  2. Inept; blun-

dering.   —mudùdle-headÙed·ness n. 

mud·dy (mƒdùK) adj.  mud·di·er, mud·di·est. 1. Full of or covered with mud.  

2. a. Not bright or pure:  a muddy color.  b. Not clear; cloudy, as with sediment:  

muddy coffee.   3. Lacking luster; dull:  a muddy complexion.  4. Confused or 

vague:  muddy thinking.   —  v.  tr. mud·died, mud·dy·ing, mud·dies. 1. To 

make dirty or muddy.  2. To make dull or cloudy.  3. To make obscure or con-

fused.   —mudùdi·ly adv.  —mudùdi·ness n. 

mud eel (mƒd Kl) n.  A small amphibian (Siren lacertina), found in swamps and 

shallow waters of the southeast United States, that is eellike in appearance and has 

only front legs, which are partially concealed by external gills. 

Mu·dé·jar (mu-thHùhär) n.  pl. Mu·déja·res (-hä-rHsÙ). A Muslim who 

remained in Spain after it had been reconquered by the Christians in the Middle 

Ages.   —  adj.  Of or relating to a style of Spanish architecture of the 13th to 16th 

centuries, combining Moorish and Gothic forms: “Geometric designs... interlaced 

friezes, and coffered ceilings mark the Mudejar style” (Teague Jackson).  [Spanish, 

possibly from Arabic dajana, to remain, stay.]

mud·fish (mƒdùfVshÙ) n.  pl. mudfish or mud·fish·es. See bowfin. 
mud flat (mƒd fl4t) n.  Low-lying muddy land that is covered at high tide and 

exposed at low tide. 

mud·flow (mƒdùfloÙ) n.  A downhill movement of soft wet earth and debris, 

made fluid by rain or melted snow and often building up great speed. 

mud·guard (mƒdùgärdÙ) n.  A shield over or behind a vehicle’s wheel to prevent 

mud or water from splashing onto that vehicle or a following vehicle.  Also called 

splashguard 

mud hen (mƒd hHn) n.  Any of various birds, such as the coot or rail, inhabiting 

marshy or coastal regions. 

mud minnow (mƒd mVnùo) n.  Any of various very small fishes of the family 

Umbridae, especially of the genus Umbra, living in the muddy areas of North 

American lakes and ponds and often used as bait. 

mud puppy also mud·pup·py (mƒdùpƒpÙK) n.  pl. mud pup·pies also 

mud·pup·pies. 1. Any of several large North American salamanders of the 

genus Necturus, especially N. maculosus, that live in lakes and streams and have 

conspicuous clusters of dark red external gills.  Also called water dog 2. Northern 

U.S. See catfish. 



mu·dra (mN-dräù) n.  A series of symbolic body postures and hand movements 

used in East Indian classical dancing.  [Sanskrit mudr7, seal, mystery, mudra.]

mud·room (mƒdùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A small room or entryway in a house 

where wet or muddy footwear and clothing can be removed. 

mud·sill (mƒdùsVlÙ) n.  The lowest sill, block, or timber supporting a building, 

located at or below ground level. 

mud·skip·per (mƒdùskVpÙNr) n.  Any of several fishes of the family Gobiidae, 

especially of the genus Periophthalmus, that are found along the western coast of 

tropical Africa and in the Indo-Pacific region and are able to survive out of water 

and maneuver on land. 

mud·slide (mƒdùslXdÙ) n.  A mudflow, especially a slow-moving one. 

mud·sling·er (mƒdùslVngÙNr) n.  One who makes malicious charges and other-

wise attempts to discredit an opponent, as in a political campaign.   —mudùs-
lingÙing n. 

mud snake (mƒd sn7k) n.  A burrowing snake (Farancia abacura) of swamps 

and lowlands of the southeast United States, having black scales with reddish 

markings. 

mud·stone (mƒdùstonÙ) n.  A fine-grained, dark gray sedimentary rock, 

formed from silt and clay and similar to shale but without laminations. 

mud turtle (mƒd tûrùtl) n.  Any of various small turtles of the genus Kinoster-

non, having hinged lobes on the ventral part of the shell and found in slow-mov-

ing fresh waters throughout the Western Hemisphere. 

mud wasp (mƒd wmsp) n.  1. Northeastern U.S. Any of various wasps that 

build nests of mud with cellular compartments for eggs and paralyzed prey. 

Regional. Also called mud dauber 2.  See potter wasp. 
Muen·ster  or Mun·ster (mƒnùstNr, mtnù-) n.  A semisoft, creamy cheese of 

mild flavor.  [After Munster, a town of northeast France.]

mues·li (myuzùlK) n.  A mixture of usually untoasted rolled oats and dried 

fruit, often used as a breakfast cereal.  [German dialectal, diminutive of German 

Mus, mush, from Middle High German muos, a meal, mushlike food, from Old 

High German.]

mu·ez·zin (myu-HzùVn, mu-) n.  Islam. The crier who calls the faithful to 

prayer five times a day.  [Ottoman Turkish müezzin, or Persian muazzin from 

Arabic mu’aBBin, active participle of ’aBBana, to cause to listen, from ’udn, ear.]

muff1 (mƒf) v.  muffed, muff·ing, muffs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To perform or handle 

clumsily; bungle.  See Synonyms at botch.  2. Sports. To fail to make (a catch).   
—  v.  intr. To perform an act clumsily.   —  n.  1. A clumsy or bungled action.  

2. Sports. A failure to make a catch.  [Origin unknown.]

muff2 (mƒf) n.  1. A small cylindrical fur or cloth cover, open at both ends, in 

which the hands are placed for warmth.  2. A cluster of feathers on the side of the 

face of certain breeds of fowl.  [Dutch mof, from Middle Dutch moffel, from Old 



French moufle, mitten, from Medieval Latin muffula, perhaps of Germanic ori-

gin.]

muf·fin (mƒfùVn) n.  1. A small, cup-shaped quick bread, often sweetened and 

usually served warm.  2. An English muffin.  [Possibly from Low German 

Muffen, pl. of Muffe, small cake, from Middle Low German.]

muffin pan (mƒfùVn p4n) n.  A baking pan in the form of connected cup-

shaped molds, used in making muffins and cupcakes. 

muf·fle1 (mƒfùNl) v.  tr. muf·fled, muf·fling, muf·fles. 1. To wrap up, as in a 

blanket or shawl, for warmth, protection, or secrecy.  2. a. To wrap or pad in 

order to deaden the sound:  muffled the drums.  b. To deaden (a sound):  The sand 

muffled the hoofbeats.   3. To make vague or obscure: “His message was so muffled 

by learning and ‘artiness’” (Walter Blair).  4. To repress; stifle.   —  n.  

1. Something that muffles.  2. A kiln or part of a kiln in which pottery can be 

fired without being exposed to direct flame.  [Middle English muflen, possibly 

from Old French mofler, to stuff, from mofle, glove. See MUFF
2.]

muf·fle2 (mƒfùNl) n.  The fleshy, hairless snout of certain mammals, such as 

ruminants.  [French mufle, perhaps blend of moufle, chubby face (from Old 

French); see MUFF
2, museau, muzzle (from Old French musel); see MUZZLE.]

muf·fler (mƒfùlNr) n.  1. A heavy scarf worn around the neck for warmth.  2. A 

device that absorbs noise, especially one used with an internal-combustion 

engine. 

muf·fu·let·ta (muÙfN-lHtùN) n.  New Orleans. A sandwich made with a large 

round roll of Italian bread split in half and filled with layers of hard salami, ham, 

provolone, and olive salad.  [Italian dialectal, bread with a filling, from Italian 

muffa, mold, probably of Germanic origin.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The New Orleans muffuletta is one of the only large Amer-

ican sandwiches not made with a long crusty roll. Instead, it is made by filling a

round loaf of Italian bread with layers of hard salami, ham, provolone, and olive

salad. The shape of the bread and the presence of the olive salad distinguishes the

muffuletta from the submarine sandwich. Marian Burros of the New York Times

traces the creation of the muffuletta to Salvatore Lupa’s Central Grocery in New

Orleans in 1910. The sandwich was a favorite lunch for Louisiana farmers on their

trips into town.

muf·ti1 (mƒfùtK, mtfù-) n.  pl. muf·tis. A Muslim scholar who interprets the 

shari’a.  [Arabic muftX, from ’aft7, to decide by legal opinion.]

muf·ti2 (mƒfùtK) n.  pl. muf·tis. Civilian dress, especially when worn by one 

who normally wears a uniform.  [Probably from MUFTI
1.]

mug1 (mƒg) n.  1. A heavy cylindrical drinking cup usually having a handle.  

2. The amount that such a cup can hold.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]



mug2 (mƒg) n.  1. Informal. a. The human face.  See Synonyms at face.  b. The 

area of the human mouth, chin, and jaw.  c. A grimace.  d. A mug shot.   2. A 

thug; a hoodlum.  3. Chiefly British. A victim or dupe.   —  v.  mugged, 
mug·ging, mugs.  —  v.  tr. 1. Informal. To photograph (a person’s face) for 

police files.  2. To threaten or assault (a person) with the intent to rob.   —  v.  

intr. To make exaggerated facial expressions, especially for humorous effect.  

[Probably from MUG
1 (possibly in allusion to mugs decorated with grotesque 

faces).]

WORD HISTORY: Various senses of the term mug illustrate uses and abuses of

the human face. One use to which the face was put in the 18th century was as a

form of decoration for cups or mugs. It is probably from these grotesque and

striking faces that mug came to mean “face,” the word in this sense being first

recorded in 1708. The next recorded development of mug is its use as a verb in

1818 in the sense “to strike in the face.” This verb has developed the sense “to

attack and rob,” all too familiar to urban dwellers. The face’s role in conveying

emotion explains the development of the verb sense “to make faces, grimace,” re-

corded first in 1855. Another sense of the noun, “photograph or portrait of the

face,” found earliest in 1887, is an obvious development, although it is ironic that

those who mug criminally end up in a mug book. The use of the face to express

affection explains the sense “to kiss, fondle,” recorded first in Australia in 1890.

Mu·ga·be (mt-gäùbK), Robert Gabriel. Born 1924.  Zimbabwean politician 

who led the Black nationalist struggle against the white minority government of 

Rhodesia. After Zimbabwe’s independence (1980), he was elected prime minister. 

mug·ger1 (mƒgùNr) n.  1. One who commits a mugging.  2. One who makes 

exaggerated faces, as in performing. 

mug·ger2 (mƒgùNr) n.  A large crocodile (Crocodilus palustris) of southwest 

Asia, having a very broad wrinkled snout.  [Hindi magar, from Sanskrit makaraU, 

crocodile, of Dravidian origin.]

mug·ging (mƒgùVng) n.  An assault upon a person especially with the intent to 

rob. 

mug·gy (mƒgùK) adj.  mug·gi·er, mug·gi·est. Warm and extremely humid.  

[Probably from Middle English mugen, to drizzle; akin to Old Norse mugga, a 

drizzle.] —mugùgi·ness n. 

mu·gho pine  or mu·go pine (myuùgo pXn, muù-) n.  A shrubby, prostrate 

European pine (Pinus mugo) widely cultivated as an ornamental.  [French, from 

Italian mugo.]

mug shot (mƒg shmt) n.  Informal. A photograph of a person’s face, especially 

one made for police files. 



mug·wump (mƒgùwƒmpÙ) n.  1. A person who acts independently or remains 

neutral, especially in politics.  2.  Often Mugwump. A Republican who bolted 

the party in 1884, refusing to support presidential candidate James G. Blaine.  

[Massachusett mugguomp, mummugguomp, war leader.] —mugùwumpÙer·y n. 

Mu·ham·mad (mt-h4mùVd, -häùmVd)  See Mohammed. 
Mu·ham·mad (mt-h4mùVd, -häùmVd), Elijah. Originally Elijah Poole. 1897-

1975.  American activist and leader of the Black Muslims (1934-1975) who 

favored political, social, and economic independence for Black Americans. 

Mu·ham·mad·an  or Mu·ham·med·an (mt-h4mùV-dNn) adj.  & n.   Vari-

ants of Mohammedan. 
Mu·ham·mad·an·ism (mt-h4mùV-dN-nVzÙNm) n.  Variant of Mohammed-
anism. 

Mu·har·ram (mu-h4rùNm) also Mo·har·ram (mo-)  or Mu·har·rum (mu-) 

n.  1. The first month of the Muslim calendar.  See Table at calendar.  2. A Shiite 

festival held during the first ten days of this month.  [Arabic MuUarram, from 

past participle of Uarrama, to forbid.]

Muhl·en·berg (myuùlNn-bûrgÙ), Henry Melchior. 1711-1787.  German-

born American religious leader of all Lutheran groups in the colonies. His son 

John Peter Gabriel (1746-1807) was a Revolutionary soldier and a U.S. repre-

sentative from Pennsylvania (1789-1791, 1793-1795, and 1799-1801). Another 

son, Frederick Augustus (1750-1801), was a delegate to the Continental Con-

gress (1779-1780) and a U.S. representative (1789-1797) who served as the first 

speaker of the house. 

Muir (mytr), John. 1838-1914.  British-born American naturalist who pro-

moted the creation of national parks and reservations. 

mu·ja·hi·deen also mu·ja·he·deen  or mu·ja·hi·din (mu-jäÙhH-dKnù) pl.n.  

Muslim guerrilla warriors engaged in a jihad: “As a fighting force, the mujahideen 

still retain a grim determination to pursue their jihad (holy war) against the invad-

ers from the north” (Edward Girardet).  [Arabic, or Persian muj7hidXn, pl. of 

muj7hid, one who fights in a jihad  from jih7d, jihad.]

mu·jik (mu-zhKkù, -zhVkù) n.  Variant of muzhik. 
Muk·den (mtkùdNn, -dHnù, mukù-)  See Shenyang. 
muk·luk (mƒkùlƒkÙ) n.  1. A soft boot made of reindeer skin or sealskin and 

worn by Eskimos.  2. A slipper with a soft sole resembling this boot.  [Yupik 

Eskimo maklak, bearded seal.]

mu·lat·to (mt-l4tùo, -läùto, myt-) n.  pl. mu·lat·tos or mu·lat·toes. 1. A 

person having one white and one Black parent.  2. A person of mixed white and 

Black ancestry.  [Spanish, from Arabic muwallad, person of mixed race, from 

walada, to engender, give birth.]

mul·ber·ry (mƒlùbHrÙK, -bN-rK) n.  1. a. Any of several deciduous trees of the 

genus Morus, having unisexual flowers in drooping catkins and edible multiple 



fruit.  b. The sweet fruit of any of these trees.   2. Any of several similar or related 

trees.  3. Color. A grayish to dark purple. In this sense, also calledmurrey [Middle 

English mulberrie, from Old English morberie, and Middle Low German m7lberi, 

m7rberi both from Latin morum + Old English berie, berry  or Old High German 

beri, berry; see bh7-1 in Appendix.] —mulùberÙry adj. 

mulch (mƒlch) n.  A protective covering, usually of organic matter such as leaves, 

straw, or peat, placed around plants to prevent the evaporation of moisture, the 

freezing of roots, and the growth of weeds.   —  v.  tr. mulched, mulch·ing, 
mulch·es. To cover or surround with mulch.  [Probably from Middle English 

melsche, molsh, soft, from Old English melsc, mellow, mild. See mel-1 in Appen-

dix.]

mulct (mƒlkt) n.  A penalty such as a fine.   —  v.  tr. mulct·ed, mulct·ing, 
mulcts. 1. To penalize by fining or demanding forfeiture.  2. To acquire by trick-

ery or deception.  3. To defraud or swindle.  [From Middle English multen, to 

fine, from Latin mult7re, mulct7re, from mulcta, fine.]

Mul·doon (mƒl-dunù), Robert David. Born 1921.  New Zealand politician 

and prime minister (1975-1984) who enacted economic reforms to counteract 

the nation’s high inflation, unemployment, and national debt. 

mule1 (myul) n.  1. The sterile hybrid offspring of a male donkey and a female 

horse, characterized by long ears and a short mane.  2. A sterile hybrid, as 

between a canary and other birds or between certain plants.  3. Informal. A stub-

born person.  4. A spinning machine that makes thread or yarn from fibers.  5. A 

small, usually electric tractor or locomotive used for hauling over short distances.  

6. Slang. A person who serves as a courier of illegal drugs.  [Middle English, from 

Old French mul, and from Old English m7l both from Latin m7lus.]

mule2 (myul) n.  A slipper that has no counter or strap to fit around the heel.  

[Probably French, slipper, possibly from Middle Dutch muil, ultimately from 

Latin mulleus (calceus), reddish-purple (ceremonial shoe).]

mule deer (myul dîr) n.  A brownish-gray deer (Odocoileus hemionus) of 

western North America, having long mulelike ears, large branching antlers in the 

male, and a black-tipped tail.  Also called black-tailed deer 

mule·skin·ner (myulùskVnÙNr) n.  Informal. A driver of mules. 

mu·le·ta (mu-l7ùtN, -lHtùN) n.  A short red cape suspended from a hollow staff, 

used by a matador to maneuver a bull during the final passes before a kill.  [Span-

ish, small mule, crutch, muleta, diminutive of mula, she-mule, from Latin m7la, 

feminine of m7lus, mule.]

mu·le·teer (myuÙlN-tîrù) n.  A driver of mules.  [French muletier, from Old 

French, from mulet, diminutive of mul, mule. See MULE
1.]

mu·ley (myuùlK, mtlùK, muùlK) adj.  Having no horns:  muley cattle.   —  n.  

pl. mu·leys. An animal without horns, especially a cow.  [From Irish Gaelic maol 

(from Old Irish mael), or from Welsh moel, bald, hornless.]



Mul·ha·cén (muÙlä-s7nù, -thHnù)  A mountain, 3,480.4 m (11,411 ft) high, of 

southern Spain in the Sierra Nevada east of Granada. It is the highest point in the 

country. 

Mül·heim (mulùhXm, myulù-, mülù-)  A city of west-central Germany on the 

Ruhr River east of Duisburg. First mentioned in 1093, it passed to Prussia in 1815 

and is today a highly industrialized city with diverse manufactures. Population, 

173,190. 

Mul·house (mN-luzù, mü-)  A city of northeast France south of Colmar. Dat-

ing from at least 803, it became a free imperial city in 1308, allied itself with the 

Swiss from the 15th to the 18th century, and in 1798 voted to join France. Popula-

tion, 112,157. 

mu·li·eb·ri·ty (myuÙlK-HbùrV-tK) n.  1. The state of being a woman.  

2. Femininity.  [Latin muliKbrit7s, state of womanhood (as against maidenhood), 

from muliKbris, womanly, from mulier, woman.]

mul·ish (myuùlVsh) adj.  Stubborn and intractable; recalcitrant.  See Synonyms 

at obstinate.  —mulùish·ly adv.  —mulùish·ness n. 

mull1 (mƒl) v.  tr. mulled, mull·ing, mulls. To heat and spice (wine, for exam-

ple).  [Origin unknown.]

mull2 (mƒl) v.  mulled, mull·ing, mulls.  —  v.  tr. To go over extensively in the 

mind; ponder.   —  v.  intr. To ruminate; ponder:  mull over a plan.  See Synonyms 

at ponder.  [Probably Middle English mullen, to moisten, crumble. See MOIL.]

mull3 (mƒl) n.  A soft, thin muslin used in dresses and for trimmings.  [Short for 

mulmull, from Hindi malmal.]

Mull (mƒl)  An island of western Scotland in the Inner Hebrides. It is separated 

from the mainland on the northeast by the Sound of Mull. 
mul·lah also mul·la (mƒlùN, mtlùN) n.  Islam. 1. A male religious teacher or 

leader.  2. Used as a form of address for such a man.  [Urdu mull7, from Persian, 

from Arabic mawl7, master.] —mulùlah·ism n. 

mul·lein (mƒlùNn) n.  Any of various Eurasian plants of the genus Verbascum, 

especially V. thapsus, a tall plant having closely clustered yellow flowers and leaves 

covered with dense, woolly down.  Also called flannel leaf, velvet plant.  [Middle 

English moleine, from Anglo-Norman, probably from mol, soft, from Latin mol-

lis. See MOUILLÉ.]

mullein pink (mƒlùNn pVngk) n.  See rose campion. 
mul·ler (mƒlùNr) n.  An implement of stone or other hard substance used as a 

pestle to grind paints or drugs.  [Middle English molour, probably from mullen, to 

grind. See MULL
2.]

Mul·ler (mƒlùNr), Hermann Joseph. 1890-1967.  American geneticist. He won 

a 1946 Nobel Prize for the study of the hereditary effect of x-rays on genes. 



Mül·ler (mƒlùNr, myuùlNr, müù-), (Friedrich) Max. 1823-1900.  German-born 

British philologist and Orientalist noted for his studies of Sanskrit language and 

literature. 

Mül·ler (mƒlùNr, myuùlNr, müù-), Johann. Known as Re·gi·o·mon·ta·nus 

(rKÙjK-o-mmn-t7ùnNs, -täù-, rHjÙK-) 1436-1476.  German mathematician and 

astronomer who established the study of algebra and trigonometry in Germany 

and contributed to the revival of astronomy during the Renaissance. 

Mül·ler (mƒlùNr, myuùlNr, müù-), Karl Alex. Born 1927.  Swiss physicist. He 

shared a 1987 Nobel Prize for pioneering research in superconductivity. 

Mül·ler (mƒlùNr, myuùlNr, müù-), Paul Hermann. 1899-1965.  Swiss chemist. 

He won a 1948 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the insect-killing properties of 

DDT. 

Mül·le·ri·an mimicry (myu-lîrùK-Nn mVmùV-krK, mN-, mV-) n.  A form of 

protective mimicry in which two or more distasteful or harmful species, espe-

cially of insects, closely resemble each other and are therefore avoided equally by 

all their natural predators.  [After Fritz (Johann Friedrich Theodor) Müller 

(1821-1897), German-born Brazilian zoologist.]

mul·let (mƒlùVt) n.  pl. mullet or mul·lets. 1. Any of various stout-bodied, edi-

ble fishes of the family Mugilidae, found worldwide in tropical and temperate 

coastal waters and some freshwater streams.  Also called gray mullet 2. The red 

mullet.  [Middle English molet, from Medieval Latin mulettus, probably from Old 

French mulet, from mul, from Latin mullus, from Greek mullos.]

mul·li·gan (mƒlùV-gNn) n.  Sports. A golf shot not tallied against the score, 

granted in informal play after a poor shot especially from the tee.  [Probably from 

the name Mulligan.]

mulligan stew (mƒlùV-gNn stu) n.  A stew made of bits of various meats and 

vegetables.  [Probably from the name Mulligan.]

mul·li·ga·taw·ny (mƒlÙV-gN-tôùnK) n.  pl. mul·li·ga·taw·nies. An East Indian 

soup having a meat or chicken base and curry seasoning.  [Tamil mi^agutahhX : 
mi^agu, pepper + tahhXr, cool water (tah, cool + hXr, water).]

Mul·li·kan (mƒlùV-kNn), Robert Sanderson. 1896-1986.  American chemist 

and physicist. He won a 1966 Nobel Prize for research on the bond between atoms 

in a molecule. 

mul·lion (mƒlùyNn) n.  A vertical strip dividing the panes of a window.  [Alter-

ation of Middle English moniel, from Anglo-Norman moynel, perhaps from 

moienel, middle, from moien, from Latin medi7nus, from medius. See medhyo- 
in Appendix.] —mulùlioned adj. 

Mul·ro·ney (mƒl-roùnK, -ruù-), (Martin) Brian. Born 1939.  Canadian politi-

cian who served as prime minister (1984-1993). His administration was marked 

by trade agreements with the United States and Mexico, and by attempts to settle 

the question of Quebec’s autonomy. 



Mul·tan (mtl-tänù)  A city of east-central Pakistan southwest of Lahore. Con-

quered c. 326 B.C. by Alexander the Great, it was captured by Tamerlane in 1398 

and was under British jurisdiction from 1849 until 1947. Population, 694,000. 

multi- pref.  1. Many; much; multiple:  multicolor.  2. a. More than one:  multip-

arous.  b. More than two:  multilateral.   [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin, from multus, much, many. See mel-2 in Appendix.]

mul·ti·ad·dress (mƒlÙtK-4dùrHsÙ, -tX-) adj.  Computer Science. Of, relating to, or 

designating a storage system of data-processing computers in which it is possible 

to store instructions or quantities in more than one position. 

mul·ti·cel·lu·lar (mƒlÙtK-sHlùyN-lNr, -tX-) adj.  Having or consisting of many 

cells:  multicellular organisms.   —mulÙti·celÙlu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n. 

mul·ti·col·or (mƒlùtV-kƒlÙNr) also mul·ti·col·ored (-kƒlùNrd) adj.  1. Having 

many colors.  2. Printing. Capable of printing in two or more colors simulta-

neously. 

mul·ti·cul·tur·al (mƒlÙtK-kƒlùchNr-Nl, -tX-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or including 

several cultures.  2. Of or relating to a social or educational theory or program 

that encourages interest in many cultures within a society rather than in only a 

mainstream culture.   —mulÙti·culùtur·al·ism n. 

mul·ti·den·tate (mƒlÙtV-dHnùt7t) adj.  Having many teeth or toothlike pro-

cesses. 

mul·ti·di·men·sion·al (mƒlÙtV-dV-mHnùshN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or hav-

ing several dimensions.   —mulÙti·di·menÙsion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n. 

mul·ti·di·rec·tion·al (mƒlÙtK-dV-rHkùshN-nNl, -dX-, -tX-) adj.  1. Reaching out 

in several directions:  a multidirectional campaign.  2. Operating or functioning 

in more than one direction:  a multidirectional television antenna; multidirectional 

stereo speakers. 

mul·ti·dis·ci·pli·nar·y (mƒlÙtK-dVsùN-plN-nHrÙK, -tX-) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

making use of several disciplines at once:  a multidisciplinary approach to teaching. 

mul·ti·eth·nic (mƒlÙtK-HthùnVk, -tX-) adj.  Of, relating to, or including several 

ethnic groups. 

mul·ti·fac·et·ed (mƒlÙtK-f4sùV-tVd, -tX-) adj.  Having many facets or aspects.  

See Synonyms at versatile. 
mul·ti·fac·to·ri·al (mƒlÙtV-f4k-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Involving, dependent on, 

or controlled by several factors.   —mulÙti·fac·torùi·al·ly adv. 

mul·ti·fam·i·ly (mƒlùtK-f4mÙN-lK, -tX-) adj.  Of, relating to, or intended for use 

by several families:  a multifamily house. 

mul·ti·far·i·ous (mƒlÙtN-fârùK-Ns) adj.  Having great variety; diverse.  See Syn-

onyms at versatile.  [From Latin multif7riam, in many places  : multi-, multi- + 

-f7riam, adv. suff.; see dhK- in Appendix.] —mulÙti·farùi·ous·ly adv.  

—mulÙti·farùi·ous·ness n. 



mul·ti·fid (mƒlùtN-fVdÙ) adj.  Biology. Having many clefts forming lobes:  multi-

fid leaves. 

mul·ti·flo·ra rose (mƒlÙtN-flôrùN roz, -florùN) n.  A climbing or sprawling 

shrub (Rosa multiflora) of eastern Asia, having clusters of small fragrant flowers. 

It is the origin of many horticultural varieties.  [Partial translation of New Latin 

Rosa multiflora, species name  : Latin rosa, rose + Late Latin multiflora, feminine 

of multiflorus, multiflorous (Latin multi-, multi- + Latin flos, flor-, flower); see 

FLORA.]

mul·ti·flo·rous (mƒlÙtN-flôrùNs, -florù-) adj.  Botany. Bearing many flowers. 

mul·ti·foil (mƒlùtN-foilÙ) n.  Architecture. A flat object or opening with scalloped 

edges or ornaments. 

mul·ti·fold (mƒlùtN-foldÙ) adj.  Numerous and varied; manifold. 

mul·ti·form (mƒlùtN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Occurring in or having many forms or 

shapes.   —mulÙti·forùmi·ty (-fôrùmV-tK) n. 

mul·ti·gen·er·a·tion·al (mƒlÙtV-jHnÙN-r7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Of or relating to sev-

eral generations:  multigenerational family traditions. 

mul·ti·grav·i·da (mƒlÙtV-gr4vùV-dN) n.  A woman who has had two or more 

previous pregnancies.  [MULTI- + New Latin prXmXgravida (Latin prXmus, first; see 

prime + Latin gravida, feminine of gravidus, pregnant); see GRAVID.]

mul·ti·lane (mƒlùtK-l7nÙ, -tX-) adj.  Having several lanes:  a multilane highway. 

mul·ti·lat·er·al (mƒlÙtV-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Having many sides.  2. Involving 

more than two nations or parties:  multilateral trade agreements.   
—mulÙti·latùer·al·ly adv. 

mul·ti·lay·ered (mƒlùtK-l7ÙNrd, -tX-) adj.  Consisting of or involving several 

individual layers or levels. 

mul·ti·lev·el (mƒlùtN-lHvÙNl) adj.  Having several levels:  a multilevel parking 

garage. 

mul·ti·lin·gual (mƒlÙtK-lVngùgwNl, -tX-) adj.  1. Of, including, or expressed in 

several languages:  a multilingual dictionary.  2. Using or having the ability to use 

several languages:  a multilingual translator.   —mulÙti·linùgual·ism n. 

mul·ti·loc·u·lar (mƒlÙtV-lmkùyN-lNr) adj.  Having or consisting of many small 

compartments or cavities. 

mul·ti·me·di·a (mƒlÙtK-mKùdK-N, -tX-) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The 

combined use of several media, such as movies, slides, music, and lighting, espe-

cially for the purpose of education or entertainment.  2. The use of several mass 

media, such as television, radio, and print, especially for the purpose of advertis-

ing or publicity.  Also called mixed media 3. The combined use of media such as 

text, graphics, video, and sound, as on a computer system.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  a multimedia presentation; a multimedia 

advertising campaign. 



mul·ti·mil·lion·aire (mƒlÙtK-mVlÙyN-nârù, -tX-) n.  One whose financial assets 

are worth several million dollars. 

mul·ti·na·tion·al (mƒlÙtK-n4shùN-nNl, -n4shùnNl, -tX-) adj.  1. Having opera-

tions, subsidiaries, or investments in more than two countries:  a multinational 

corporation.  2. Of or involving more than two countries:  a multinational 

research project.   —  n.  A company or corporation operating in more than two 

countries.   —mulÙti·naùtion·al·ism n. 

mul·ti·no·mi·al (mƒlÙtV-noùmK-Nl) n.  Mathematics. See polynomial (n., 

sense 2a).  [MULTI- + (BI)NOMIAL.] —mulÙti·noùmi·al adj. 

multinomial theorem (mƒlÙtV-noùmK-Nl thKùNr-Nm) n.  Mathematics. The 

theorem that establishes the rule for forming the terms of a polynomial expan-

sion. 

mul·ti·nu·cle·ar (mƒlÙtK-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-, -tX-) adj.  Multinucleate. 

mul·ti·nu·cle·ate (mƒlÙtK-nuùklK-Nt, -nyuù-, -tX-) also mul·ti·nu·cle·at·ed 
(-7ÙtVd) adj.  Having two or more nuclei:  the multinucleate cells of striated muscle. 

mul·ti·pack (mƒlùtV-p4kÙ) n.  A packaged product containing more than two 

items. 

mul·tip·a·ra (mƒl-tVpùNr-N) n.  pl. mul·tip·a·ras also mul·tip·a·rae (-rK). A 

woman who has given birth two or more times. 

mul·tip·a·rous (mƒl-tVpùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having given birth two or more times.  

2. Giving birth to more than one offspring at a time.   —mulÙti·parùi·ty 
(mƒlÙtV-p4rùV-tK) n. 

mul·ti·par·tite (mƒlÙtV-pärùtXtÙ) adj.  1. Divided into many parts.  2. Involving 

more than two nations or parties; multilateral. 

mul·ti·par·ty (mƒlùtN-pärÙtK) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving more than two 

political parties. 

mul·ti·ped (mƒlùtN-pHdÙ) also mul·ti·pede (-pKdÙ) adj.  Having many feet.   
—  n.  An animal with many feet. 

mul·ti·ple (mƒlùtN-pNl) adj.  Having, relating to, or consisting of more than one 

individual, element, part, or other component; manifold.   —  n.  Mathematics. A 

number that may be divided by another number with no remainder:  4, 6, and 12 

are multiples of 2.  [French, from Old French, from Late Latin multiplum, a multi-

ple  : Latin multi-, multi- + Latin -plus, -fold; see pel-2 in Appendix.]

multiple allele (mƒlùtN-pNl N-lKlù) n.  Any of a set of three or more alleles, or 

alternative states of a gene, only two of which can be present in a diploid organ-

ism. 

mul·ti·ple-choice (mƒlùtN-pNl-choisù) adj.  1. Offering several answers from 

which the correct one is to be chosen:  a multiple-choice question.  2. Consisting of 

questions of this type:  a multiple-choice test. 

multiple factor (mƒlùtN-pNl f4kùtNr) n.  See polygene. 



multiple fruit (mƒlùtN-pNl frut) n.  A fruit, such as a fig, mulberry, or pineap-

ple, derived from several flowers that are combined into a single structure. 

multiple myeloma (mƒlùtN-pNl mXÙN-loùmN) n.  A malignant proliferation of 

plasma cells in bone marrow causing numerous tumors and characterized by the 

presence of abnormal proteins in the blood. 

multiple neuritis (mƒlùtN-pNl nt-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of several nerves 

at one time, as in leprosy.  Also called polyneuritis 

multiple personality (mƒlùtN-pNl pûrÙsN-n4lùV-tK) n.  A psychological disor-

der in which a person exhibits two or more disassociated personalities, each func-

tioning as a distinct entity.  Also called split personality 

multiple sclerosis (mƒlùtN-pNl sklN-roùsVs) n.  Abbr. MS A chronic degenera-

tive disease of the central nervous system in which gradual destruction of myelin 

occurs in patches throughout the brain or spinal cord or both, interfering with 

the nerve pathways and causing muscular weakness, loss of coordination, and 

speech and visual disturbances. It occurs chiefly in young adults and is thought to 

be caused by a defect in the immune system that may be of genetic or viral origin. 

multiple star (mƒlùtN-pNl stär) n.  A group of three or more stars, usually with 

a common gravitational center, that appear as one to the unaided eye. 

multiple store (mƒlùtN-pNl stôr) n.  Chiefly British. A chain store. 

mul·ti·plet (mƒlùtN-plHtÙ, -plVt) n.  Physics. 1. A spectral line having more than 

one component, representing slight variations in the energy states characteristic 

of an atom.  2. Any of several classes or groupings of subatomic particles, such as 

the nucleon, that are similar in most properties but different in electric charge.  

[MULTIPL(E) + (DOUBL)ET.]

mul·ti·plex (mƒlùtN-plHksÙ) adj.  1. Relating to, having, or consisting of multi-

ple elements or parts: “the whole complex and multiplex detail of the noble science 

of dinner” (Thomas Love Peacock).  2. Relating to or being a system of simulta-

neous communication of two or more messages on the same wire or radio chan-

nel.   —  n.  A building, especially a movie theater or dwelling, with multiple 

separate units.   —  v.  mul·ti·plexed, mul·ti·plex·ing, mul·ti·plex·es.  —  v.  

intr. To send messages or signals simultaneously using a multiplex system.   —  v.  

tr. To send simultaneously using a multiplex system.  [Middle English, a multiple, 

from Latin, various, complicated  : multi-, multi- + -plex, -fold; see plek- in 

Appendix.]

mul·ti·pli·a·ble (mƒlùtN-plXÙN-bNl) also mul·ti·plic·a·ble (-plVkùN-bNl) adj.  

That can be multiplied:  multipliable fractions. 

mul·ti·pli·cand (mƒlÙtN-plV-k4ndù) n.  Mathematics. The number that is or is to 

be multiplied by another. In 8 ∞ 32, the multiplicand is 32.  [Latin multiplican-

dum, neuter gerundive of multiplic7re, to multiply. See MULTIPLY
1.]



mul·tip·li·cate (mƒl-tVpùlV-kVt) adj.  1. Having more than one layer or fold, as 

some shells or leaves.  2. Multiple.  [Middle English, from Latin multiplic7tus, 

past participle of multiplic7re, to multiply. See MULTIPLY
1.]

mul·ti·pli·ca·tion (mƒlÙtN-plV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of multiply-

ing or the condition of being multiplied.  2. Propagation of plants and animals; 

procreation.  3. Mathematics. a. The operation that, for integers, consists of add-

ing a number (the multiplicand) to itself a certain number of times. The opera-

tion is extended to other real numbers according to the rules governing the 

multiplication of integers.  b. Any of certain analogous operations involving 

expressions other than real numbers.    —mulÙti·pli·caùtion·al adj. 

multiplication sign (mƒlÙtN-plV-k7ùshNn sXn) n.  Mathematics. The sign used 

to indicate multiplication, either a times sign (∞) or a raised dot (·). 

multiplication table (mƒlÙtN-plV-k7ùshNn t7ùbNl) n.  Mathematics. A table, 

used as an aid in memorization, that lists the products of certain numbers multi-

plied together, typically the numbers 1 to 12. 

mul·ti·pli·ca·tive (mƒlÙtN-plVkùN-tVv, mƒlùtN-plV-k7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Tending to 

multiply or capable of multiplying or increasing.  2. Having to do with multipli-

cation.   —mulÙti·pliùca·tive·ly adv. 

multiplicative inverse (mƒlÙtN-plVkùN-tVv Vn-vûrsù) n.  Mathematics. See 

inverse (n., sense 2a). 

mul·ti·plic·i·ty (mƒlÙtN-plVsùV-tK) n.  pl. mul·ti·plic·i·ties. 1. The state of being 

various or manifold:  the multiplicity of architectural styles on that street.  2. A 

large number:  a multiplicity of ideas.  [Middle English, from Old French multi-

plicite, from Late Latin multiplicit7s, from multiplex, various. See MULTIPLEX.]

mul·ti·pli·er (mƒlùtN-plXÙNr) n.  1. One that multiplies:  This old house is becom-

ing a multiplier of expenses.  2. Mathematics. The number by which another num-

ber is multiplied. In 8 ∞ 32, the multiplier is 8.  3. Physics. A device, such as a 

phototube, used to enhance or increase an effect. 

mul·ti·ply1 (mƒlùtN-plXÙ) v.  mul·ti·plied, mul·ti·ply·ing, mul·ti·plies.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To increase the amount, number, or degree of.  2. Mathematics. To perform 

multiplication on.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grow in amount, number, or degree.  See 

Synonyms at increase.  2. To breed or propagate.  3. Mathematics. To perform 

multiplication.  [Middle English multiplien, from Old French multiplier, from 

Latin multiplic7re, from multiplex, multiplex. See MULTIPLEX.]

mul·ti·ply2 (mƒlùtN-plKÙ) adv.  In many or multiple ways. 

mul·ti·po·lar (mƒlÙtV-poùlNr) adj.  Having or conceiving multiple centers of 

power or influence:  a multipolar world; a multipolar approach to foreign policy. 

mul·ti·port (mƒlùtV-pôrtÙ, -portÙ) adj.  Having, relating to, or being a system of 

multiple ports for injecting fuel separately into each cylinder of an engine. 



mul·ti·pronged (mƒlÙtV-prôngdù, -prmngdù) adj.  1. Having many prongs.  

2. Involving several different directions, aspects, or elements:  a multipronged 

attack; a multipronged tax bill. 

mul·ti·pur·pose (mƒlÙtK-pûrùpNs, -tX-) adj.  Designed or used for several pur-

poses:  a multipurpose room; multipurpose software. 

mul·ti·ra·cial (mƒlùtK-r7ÙshNl, -tX-) adj.  Made up of, involving, or acting on 

behalf of various races:  a multiracial society. 

mul·ti·ra·cial·ism (mƒlÙtK-r7ùshN-lVzÙNm, -tX-) n.  Equality of political repre-

sentation and social acceptance in a society made up of various races. 

mul·ti·re·lig·ious (mƒlÙtK-rV-lVjùNs, -tX-) adj.  Made up of, involving, or acting 

on behalf of various religions or religious groups. 

mul·ti·screen (mƒlùtV-skrKnÙ) adj.  Having or using several movie, slide, or 

video screens. 

mul·ti·sense (mƒlùtV-sHnsÙ) adj.  Having multiple meanings:  a multisense word. 

mul·ti·sen·so·ry (mƒlùtV-sHnÙsN-rK) adj.  Relating to or involving several bodily 

senses:  multisensory methods of reading instruction. 

mul·ti·serv·ice (mƒlÙtV-sûrùvVs) adj.  1. Offering or involving a variety of ser-

vices:  a multiservice agency for the elderly.  2. Involving, relating to, or composed 

of members of various branches of the armed forces. 

mul·ti·sport (mƒlùtV-spôrtÙ, -sportÙ) also mul·ti·sports (-spôrtsÙ, -sportsÙ) 

adj.  Sports. 1. Composed of, involving, or accommodating several sports:  a mul-

tisport competition; a multisport stadium.  2. Skilled in several sports:  a multisport 

athlete. 

mul·ti·stage (mƒlùtV-st7jÙ) adj.  1. Functioning in more than one stage:  a mul-

tistage design project.  2. Relating to or composed of two or more propulsion 

units. 

multistage rocket (mƒlùtV-st7jÙ rmkùVt) n.  A rocket composed of two or more 

propulsion units that fire in succession.  Also called step rocket 

mul·ti·state (mƒlùtV-st7tÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving several states:  a 

multistate environmental campaign. 

mul·ti·sto·ry (mƒlùtV-stôrÙK, -storÙK) also mul·ti·sto·ried (-stôrÙKd, -storÙ-) 

adj.  Having several stories:  a multistory hotel. 

mul·ti·track (mƒlùtV-tr4kÙ) adj.  1. Having, using, or produced with multiple 

recording tracks:  a multitrack tape recorder.  2. Having several different aspects, 

elements, or functions:  multitrack negotiations; a multitrack business executive.  

3. Having or using several schedules:  students in a multitrack program with stag-

gered vacations. 

mul·ti·tude (mƒlùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. The condition or quality of being 

numerous.  2. A very great number.  3. The masses; the populace:  the concerns of 

the multitude.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin multit7do, from 

multus, many. See mel-2 in Appendix.]



SYNONYMS: multitude, host, legion, army. These nouns all denote a very great

number of people or things. Multitude is the most general term: a multitude of

friends; a multitude of reasons. Host and legion both stress impressively, sometimes

countlessly large numbers: a host of ideas; a legion of complaints. Army emphasizes

order and often purposeful association: an army of mosquitoes; an army of fire-

fighters.

mul·ti·tu·di·nous (mƒlÙtV-tudùn-Ns, -tyudù-) adj.  1. Very numerous; exist-

ing in great numbers.  2. Consisting of many parts.  3. Populous; crowded.  

[From Latin multit7do, multit7din-, multitude. See MULTITUDE.] 
—mulÙti·tuùdi·nous·ly adv.  —mulÙti·tudùin·ous·ness n. 

mul·ti·va·lent (mƒlÙtV-v7ùlNnt, mƒl-tVvùN-lNnt) adj.  1. Chemistry. Polyvalent.  

2. Genetics. Of or relating to the association of three or more homologous chro-

mosomes during the first division of meiosis.  3. Immunology. Having several 

sites of attachment for an antibody or antigen.  4. Having various meanings or 

values:  subtle, multivalent allegory.   —mulÙti·vaùlence n. 

mul·ti·ver·si·ty (mƒlÙtV-vûrùsV-tK) n.  pl. mul·ti·ver·si·ties. A university that 

has numerous constituent and affiliated institutions, such as separate colleges, 

campuses, and research centers.  [MULTI- + (UNI)VERSITY.]

mul·ti·vi·ta·min (mƒlÙtN-vXùtN-mVn) adj.  Containing many vitamins.   —  n.  

A preparation containing many vitamins. 

mul·ti·vol·tine (mƒlÙtV-volùtKn) adj.  Producing several broods in a single sea-

son:  multivoltine moths.  [MULTI- + French -voltine, having a given number of 

broods in one season (from Italian volta, time, turn, from Old Italian); see VOLT
2.]

Mult·no·mah Falls (mƒlt-noùmN fôlz)  A waterfall, 189.1 m (620 ft) high, in 

a tributary of the Columbia River in northwest Oregon east of Portland. 

mum1 (mƒm) adj.  Not verbalizing; silent.   —  interj.  Used as a command to 

stop speaking.   —idiom. mum’s the word. Say nothing of the secret you 

know:  Mum’s the word on the surprise party.  [Middle English.]

mum2 (mƒm) v.  intr. mummed, mum·ming, mums. 1. To act or play in a 

pantomime.  2. To go merrymaking in a mask or disguise especially during a fes-

tival.  [Middle English mummen, from Old French momer, to wear a mask.]

mum3 (mƒm) n.  Chiefly British. Mother.  [Short for MUMMY
2.]

mum4 (mƒm) n.  A chrysanthemum. 

mum5 (mƒm) n.  A strong beer originally brewed in Brunswick, Germany.  [Ger-

man Mumme.]

mum·ble (mƒmùbNl) v.  mum·bled, mum·bling, mum·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

utter indistinctly by lowering the voice or partially closing the mouth:  mumbled 

an insincere apology.  2. To chew slowly or ineffectively without or as if without 

teeth.   —  v.  intr. 1. To speak words indistinctly, as by lowering the voice or par-



tially closing the mouth.  2. To chew food slowly or ineffectively, as if with the 

gums.   —  n.  A low, indistinct sound or utterance.  [Middle English momelen, 

from Middle Dutch mommelen.] —mumùbler n.  —mumùbly adj. 

mum·ble·ty-peg (mƒmùbNl-tK-pHgÙ, mƒmùblK-pHgÙ) also mum·ble-the-
peg (mƒmùbNl-thN-pHgÙ) n.  Games. A game in which players toss a jackknife in 

various prescribed ways, with the object being to make the blade stick firmly into 

the ground.  [From the phrase mumble the peg, from the fact that originally the 

loser had to pull up with his teeth a peg driven into the ground.]

mum·bo jum·bo  or mum·bo-jum·bo (mƒmùbo-jƒmùbo) n.  pl. mum·bo 
jum·bos or mum·bo-jum·bos. 1. Unintelligible or incomprehensible language; 

gibberish.  2. Language or ritualistic activity intended to confuse.  3. A compli-

cated or obscure ritual.  4. An object believed to have supernatural powers; a 

fetish.  [Perhaps of Mandingo origin.]

mu meson (myu mHzùmnÙ) n.  Physics. See muon. 
Mum·ford (mƒmùfNrd), Lewis. 1895-1990.  American social critic and writer 

whose works, such as The Culture of Cities (1938) and The Conduct of Life (1951), 

decry dehumanizing technology and call for a return to humanitarian and moral 

values. 

mum·mer (mƒmùNr) n.  1. A masked or costumed merrymaker, especially at a 

festival.  2. a. One who acts or plays in a pantomime.  b. An actor.   [Middle 

English, from Old French momeur, from momer, to wear a mask, pantomime.]

mum·mer·y (mƒmùN-rK) n.  pl. mum·mer·ies. 1. A performance by mum-

mers.  2. A pretentious or hypocritical show or ceremony.  [French mommerie, 

from Old French momer, to wear a mask, pantomime.]

mum·mi·chog (mƒmùV-chmgÙ) n.  A stout-bodied killifish (Fundulus heterocli-

tus) of the Atlantic coast south of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, valued especially as 

bait.  [Narragansett moamittea7g.]

mum·mi·fy (mƒmùN-fXÙ) v.  mum·mi·fied, mum·mi·fy·ing, mum·mi·fies.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make into a mummy by embalming and drying.  2. To cause to 

shrivel and dry up.   —  v.  intr. To shrivel or dry up like a mummy.   
—mumÙmi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

mum·my1 (mƒmùK) n.  pl. mum·mies. 1. The dead body of a human being or 

an animal that has been embalmed and prepared for burial, as according to the 

practices of the ancient Egyptians.  2. A withered, shrunken, or well-preserved 

body that resembles an embalmed body.  [Middle English mummie, medicinal 

material from embalmed corpses, from Old French momie, from Medieval Latin 

mumia, from Arabic m7miy7’, from m7m, wax.]

mum·my2 (mƒmùK) n.  pl. mum·mies. Informal. Mother.  [Alteration of 

MAMMY.]

mumps (mƒmps) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). An acute, inflammatory, 

contagious disease caused by a paramyxovirus and characterized by swelling of 



the salivary glands, especially the parotids, and sometimes of the pancreas, ova-

ries, or testes. This disease, mainly affecting children, can be prevented by vacci-

nation.  [From pl. of dialectal mump, grimace.]

munch (mƒnch) v.  munched, munch·ing, munch·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

chew food audibly or with a steady working of the jaws.  2. To eat with pleasure.   
—  v.  tr. To chew or eat (food) audibly or with pleasure.  [Middle English 

monchen.] —munchùer n. 

Munch (mtngk), Edvard. 1863-1944.  Norwegian artist whose works include 

etchings, lithographs, and paintings, such as The Scream (1893) and Frieze of Life 

(1897). 

Munch·hau·sen also Mun·chau·sen (mƒnùchouÙzNn, mƒnchùhouÙ-, 

münKHùhouÙ-), Baron Karl Friedrich Hieronymus von. 1720-1797.  German 

soldier and raconteur known for his fantastic stories about his adventures as a 

hunter, sportsman, and soldier. 

munch·ies (mƒnùchKz) pl.n.  Slang. 1. Food for snacking.  2. A craving for 

snack foods. Often used with the:  an attack of the munchies. 

munch·kin (mƒnchùkVn) n.  1. A very small person, especially one with an elf-

like appearance.  2. Informal. A child.  3. Informal. A minor official.  [After the 

Munchkins, characters in The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum.]

Mun·cie (mƒnùsK)  A city of east-central Indiana northeast of Indianapolis. 

Established on the site of an earlier Delaware settlement, it was the setting for 

Robert and Helen Lynd’s pioneering sociological study Middletown (1929). Popu-

lation, 71,035. 

mun·dane (mƒn-d7nù, mƒnùd7nÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or typical of this 

world; secular.  2. Relating to, characteristic of, or concerned with common-

places; ordinary.  [Middle English mondeine, from Old French mondain, from 

Latin mund7nus, from mundus, world.] —mun·daneùly adv.  —mun·daneù-
ness n. 

Mun·de·lein (mƒnùdl-XnÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois southwest of 

Waukegan. It was incorporated as Area in 1909 and renamed in 1925. Population, 

21,215. 

mung bean (mƒng bKn) n.  1. An Asian plant (Vigna radiata) in the pea fam-

ily, widely cultivated for its edible seeds and pods. It is the chief source of bean 

sprouts.  2. The seeds or pods of this plant.  [Hindi m3g, from Sanskrit mudgaU.]

mu·ni (myuùnK) Informal. adj.  Municipal.   —  n.  pl. mu·nis. A municipal 

bond. 

Mu·nich (myuùnVk)  A city of southeast Germany near the Bavarian Alps 

southeast of Augsburg. Founded in 1158, it has long been the center of Bavaria. 

Adolf Hitler organized the Nazi Party here after World War I and signed the 

Munich Pact, widely regarded as a symbol of appeasement, with Great Britain, 

France, and Italy in 1938. The city was largely rebuilt after extensive Allied bomb-



ing in World War II. Munich was the site of the 1972 Summer Olympics. Popula-

tion, 1,267,451. 

mu·nic·i·pal (myu-nVsùN-pNl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or typical of a munici-

pality.  b. Having local self-government.  c. Issued on the authority of a local or 

state government.   2. Of or relating to the internal affairs of a nation.   —  n.  A 

municipal bond:  invested in tax-free municipals.  [Latin m7nicip7lis, from 

m7nicipium, town, from m7niceps, citizen  : m7nus, public office, duty; see mei-1 

in Appendix + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.] —mu·nicùi·pal·ly adv. 

municipal bond (myu-nVsùN-pNl bmnd) n.  An often tax-exempt bond issued 

by a city, county, state, or other government for the financing of public projects. 

mu·nic·i·pal·i·ty (myu-nVsÙN-p4lùV-tK) n.  pl. mu·nic·i·pal·i·ties. 1. A politi-

cal unit, such as a city or town, incorporated for local self-government.  2. A 

body of officials appointed to manage the affairs of a local political unit. 

mu·nic·i·pal·ize (myu-nVsùN-pN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. mu·nic·i·pal·ized, 
mu·nic·i·pal·iz·ing, mu·nic·i·pal·iz·es. 1. To place under municipal owner-

ship.  2. To make into a municipality.   —mu·nicÙi·pal·i·zaùtion (-pN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

mu·nif·i·cent (myu-nVfùV-sNnt) adj.  1. Very liberal in giving; generous.  

2. Showing great generosity:  a munificent gift.  See Synonyms at liberal.  [Latin 

m7nificKns, m7nificent-, from m7nificus : m7nus, gift; see mei-1 in Appendix + 

facere, to make; see FACT.] —mu·nifùi·cence n.  —mu·nifùi·cent·ly adv. 

mu·ni·ment (myuùnN-mNnt) n.  1. muniments. Law. Documentary evidence 

by which one can defend a title to property or a claim to rights.  2. Archaic. A 

means of defense or protection.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin m7nXmentum, from Latin, defense, protection, from m7nXre, to for-

tify.]

mu·ni·tion (myu-nVshùNn) n.  War materiel, especially weapons and ammuni-

tion. Often used in the plural.   —  v.  tr. mu·ni·tioned, mu·ni·tion·ing, 
mu·ni·tions. To supply with munitions.  [Middle English municion, privilege 

supported by a document, from Old French, fortification, from Latin m7nXtio, 

m7nXtion-, from m7nXtus, past participle of m7nXre, to defend.]

Mu·ñoz Ma·rín (mu-nyosù mä-rKnù), Luis. 1898-1980.  Puerto Rican jour-

nalist and politician who served as the first elected governor of Puerto Rico 

(1948-1964). 

Mun·ro (mNn-roù), Alice. Born 1931.  Canadian writer noted for vivid novels 

and short stories of life in rural Ontario. Her collections of stories include Dance 

of the Happy Shades (1968) and Something I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You (1974). 

Mun·ro (mNn-roù), Hector Hugh. Pen name Saki. 1870-1916.  British writer 

known for his witty and sometimes bitter short stories, published in collections 

such as The Chronicles of Clovis (1911). 



Mun·see (mƒnùsK) n.  1. One of the two Algonquian languages of the Delaware 

peoples, spoken in northern New Jersey, downstate New York, and western Long 

Island.  2. A speaker of this language. 

Mun·sey (mƒnùsK, -zK), Frank Andrew. 1854-1925.  American publisher and 

major figure in the trend toward consolidating competing newspapers under one 

owner. 

Mun·ster1 (mƒnùstNr)  1. A historical region and province of southwest Ireland. 

It was one of the kingdoms of ancient Ireland.  2. A town of northwest Indiana, a 

suburb of Gary on the Illinois border. Population, 19,949. 

Mun·ster2 (mƒnùstNr, mtnù-) n.  Variant of Muenster. 
Mün·ster (mtnùstNr, mƒnù-, münù-)  A city of west-central Germany north-

northeast of Cologne. Founded c. 800 as a Carolingian episcopal see, it was a 

prominent member of the Hanseatic League after the 14th century. Today it is an 

industrial center and a canal port. Population, 272,626. 

Mün·ster·berg (mtnùstNr-bûrgÙ, münùstNr-bHrkÙ), Hugo. 1863-1916.  Prus-

sian-born American psychologist considered a pioneer in applied psychology. 

mun·tin (mƒnùtNn) n.  A strip of wood or metal separating and holding panes of 

glass in a window.  [Middle English mountaunt, upright post or stud, from Old 

French montant, from present participle of monter, to mount. See MOUNT
1.]

munt·jac also munt·jak (mƒntùj4kÙ) n.  Any of several small deer of the genus 

Muntiacus of southeast Asia and the East Indies.  [Malay mênjangan, deer.]

mu·on (myuùmnÙ) n.  Physics. An elementary particle in the lepton family (not a 

meson), having a mass 209 times that of the electron, a negative electric charge, 

and a mean lifetime of 2.2 ∞ 10–6 second.  Also called mu meson [Short for MU 

MESON.]

muon neutrino (myuùmnÙ nu-trKùno) n.  Physics. A stable elementary parti-

cle in the lepton family having a mass less than 0.49 times that of the electron and 

no charge. 

mup·pie (mƒpùK) n.  Informal. A middle-aged or mature professional person, 

especially one considered to be affluent, ambitious, and trendy.  [M(IDDLE-AGED) 

+ (Y)UPPIE.]

Mur (mtr) also Mu·ra (mtrùN)  A river, about 483 km (300 mi) long, of 

south-central Austria and northern Yugoslavia flowing east, northeast, south, and 

southeast to the Drava River. 

mu·ral (mytrùNl) n.  A very large image, such as a painting or an enlarged pho-

tograph, applied directly to a wall or ceiling.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resem-

bling a wall.  2. Painted on or applied to a wall.  [Middle English, of a wall, from 

Old French, from Latin m7r7lis, from m7rus, wall.] —muùral·ist n. 

mu·raled also mu·ralled (mytrùNld) adj.  Decorated with murals or a mural:  

muraled halls. 



mu·ram·ic acid (myt-r4mùVk 4sùVd) n.  An amino sugar, C9H17NO7, found in 

the peptidoglycan layer of the cell walls of many bacteria.  [Latin m7rus, wall + 

AM(IDE) + -IC.]

Mu·ra·sa·ki Shi·ki·bu (muÙrä-säùkK shKùkK-buÙ), Baroness. 978?-1031?.  

Japanese writer whose masterpiece The Tale of Genji is considered to be the great-

est work of Japanese fiction and the first full novel. 

Mu·rat (myt-räù, mü-), Joachim. 1767?-1815.  French marshal who aided 

Napoleon’s coup d’état (1799) and was appointed king of Naples (1808). 

Mur·chi·son River (mûrùchV-sNn rVvùNr)  An intermittent river of western 

Australia flowing about 708 km (440 mi) generally southwest to the Indian 

Ocean. 

Mur·cia (mûrùshN, -shK-N, murùthyä)  1. A region and former kingdom of 

southeast Spain on the Mediterranean Sea. Settled by Carthaginians, it was con-

quered by the Moors in the 8th century and became an independent Moorish 

kingdom in the 11th century. It was annexed by Castile in 1266.  2. A city of 

southeast Spain north-northwest of Cartagena. Originally a Roman settlement, it 

was the capital of the ancient kingdom of Murcia. Population, 200,300. 

mur·der (mûrùdNr) n.  1. The unlawful killing of one human being by another, 

especially with premeditated malice.  2. Slang. Something that is very uncomfort-

able, difficult, or hazardous:  The rush hour traffic is murder.   —  v.  mur·dered, 
mur·der·ing, mur·ders.  —  v.  tr. 1. To kill (another human being) unlawfully.  

2. To kill brutally or inhumanly.  3. To put an end to; destroy:  murdered their 

chances.  4. To spoil by ineptness; mutilate:  a speech that murdered the English 

language.  5. Slang. To defeat decisively; trounce.   —  v.  intr. To commit murder.   
—idioms. get away with murder. Informal. To escape punishment for or 

detection of an egregiously blameworthy act.  murder will out. Secrets or mis-

deeds will eventually be disclosed.  [Middle English murther, from Old English 

morthor. See mer- in Appendix.] —murùder·er n.  —murùder·ess n. 

mur·der·ous (mûrùdNr-Ns) adj.  1. Capable of, guilty of, or intending murder:  

a group of murderous thugs.  2. Characteristic of or giving rise to murder or 

bloodshed:  murderous mistrust.  3. Informal. Capable of devastating or over-

whelming:  a murderous exam.   —murùder·ous·ly adv.  —murùder·ous·ness 
n. 

Mur·doch (mûrùdmkÙ), (Jean) Iris. Born 1919.  Irish-born writer whose intri-

cate and philosophical novels include Under the Net (1954) and The Sea, the Sea 

(1978). 

Mur·dock (mûrùdmkÙ), William. 1754-1839.  British engineer and inventor 

who was the first to use coal gas for illumination. 

mu·re·in (mytrùK-Vn, mytrùKnÙ) n.  See peptidoglycan.  [MUR(AMIC ACID) + 

-EIN.]



Mu·re·zul (murÙN-sulù, muÙrH-shulù)  or Mu·rez (muùrHsh)  A river rising 

in the Carpathian Mountains of north-central Romania and flowing about 756 

km (470 mi) generally westward into southern Hungary. 

mu·rex (mytrùHks) n.  pl. mu·ri·ces (mytrùV-sKzÙ)  or mu·rex·es. Any of var-

ious marine gastropods of the genus Murex common in tropical seas and having 

rough, spiny shells, especially M. trunculus, the source of Tyrian purple.  [New 

Latin M7rex, genus name, from Latin m7rex, purple-fish.]

Mur·free (mûrùfrK), Mary Noailles. Pen name Charles Egbert Craddock. 

1850-1922.  American writer of short stories and novels, such as Down the Ravine 

(1885), set in the mountains of Tennessee. 

Mur·frees·bor·o (mûrùfrKz-bûrÙo, -bƒrÙo)  A city of central Tennessee south-

east of Nashville. The state capital from 1819 to 1825, it was the site of a hard-

fought Union victory in the Battle of Murfreesboro (December 31, 1862-January 

2, 1863). Population, 44,922. 

Mur·gab also Mur·ghab (mtr-gäbù)  A river rising in northeast Afghanistan 

and flowing about 853 km (530 mi) generally west and northwest into the Kara 

Kum Desert in southeast Turkmenistan. 

mu·ri·at·ic acid (mytrÙK-4tùVk 4sùVd) n.  Hydrochloric acid.  [Latin 

muri7ticus, pickled, from muria, brine.]

mu·ri·cate (mytrùV-k7tÙ) also mu·ri·cat·ed (-k7ÙtVd) adj.  Covered with many 

short spines.  [Latin m7ric7tus, shaped like a murex, pointed, from m7rex, 

murex.]

mu·ri·ces (mytrùV-sKzÙ) n.  A plural of murex. 
Mu·ril·lo (myu-rVlùo, mu-rKùlyô), Bartolomé Esteban. 1617-1682.  Spanish 

painter of genre scenes, portraits, and religious subjects, such as Immaculate Con-

ception (1668). 

mu·rine (mytrùXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to a member of the rodent family 

Muridae, including rats and mice.  2. Caused, transmitted, or affected by rodents 

of the family Muridae:  a murine plague.   —  n.  A murine rodent.  [Latin 

m7rXnus, of mice, from m7s, m7r-, mouse. See m7777s- in Appendix.]

murine typhus (mytrùXnÙ tXùfNs) n.  A comparatively mild, acute, endemic 

form of typhus caused by the microorganism Rickettsia typhi, transmitted from 

rats to human beings by fleas and characterized by fever, headache, and muscular 

pain. 

murk also mirk (mûrk) n.  Partial or total darkness; gloom.   —  adj.  Archaic. 

Partially or totally dark; gloomy.  [Middle English mirke, from Old Norse myrkr, 

or Old English mirce.]

murk·y also mirk·y (mûrùkK) adj.  murk·i·er, murk·i·est. 1. Dark, dim, or 

gloomy:  a murky dungeon.  See Synonyms at dark.  2. a. Heavy and thick with 

smoke, mist, or fog; hazy.  b. Darkened or clouded with sediment:  murky waters.   



3. Lacking clarity or distinctness; cloudy or obscure.   —murkùi·ly adv.  

—murkùi·ness n. 

Mur·mansk (mtr-mänskù, murùmNnsk)  A city of northwest Russia on the 

northern Kola Peninsula on an inlet of the Barents Sea. A major ice-free port, it 

was the terminus of an important supply line to the U.S.S.R. in World Wars I and 

II. Population, 419,000. 

mur·mur (mûrùmNr) n.  1. A low, indistinct, continuous sound:  spoke in a mur-

mur; the murmur of the waves.  2. An indistinct, whispered, or confidential com-

plaint; a mutter.  3. Medicine. An abnormal sound, usually emanating from the 

heart, that sometimes indicates a diseased condition.   —  v.  mur·mured, 
mur·mur·ing, mur·murs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a low, continuous, indistinct 

sound or succession of sounds.  2. To complain in low mumbling tones; grumble.   
—  v.  tr. To say in a low indistinct voice; utter indistinctly:  murmured his 

approval.  [Middle English murmure, from Old French, from Latin murmur, a 

humming, roaring.] —murùmur·er n.  —murùmur·ing·ly adv.  

—murùmur·ous adj.  —murùmur·ous·ly adv. 

Mu·rom (mtrùNm)  A city of west-central Russia on the Oka River southwest of 

Gorky. One of the oldest cities in Russia, it was first mentioned in a chronicle of 

862. Population, 121,000. 

Mur·phy (mûrùfK) n.  pl. Mur·phies. Slang. 1.  Also murphy. A Murphy game.  

2. murphy. A potato.  [From Murphy, a common Irish name.]

Mur·phy (mûrùfK), William Francis. Known as “Frank.” 1890-1949.  Ameri-

can jurist who served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1940-

1949). 

Mur·phy (mûrùfK), William Parry. 1892-1987.  American physician. He shared 

a 1934 Nobel Prize for discovering that a diet of liver relieves anemia. 

Mur·phy bed (mûrùfK bHd) n.  A bed that folds or swings into a closet for con-

cealment.  [After William Lawrence Murphy (1876-1959), American inventor.]

Mur·phy game also mur·phy game (mûrùfK g7m) n.  Slang. Any of various 

confidence games often having the services of a prostitute as a lure and brought 

off by switching an envelope containing the victim’s cash with one containing 

scrap paper. 

Mur·phy’s Law (mûrùfKz lô) n.  Any of certain humorous axioms stating that 

anything that can possibly go wrong, will go wrong.  [From the name Murphy.]

mur·rain (mûrùVn) n.  1. Any of various highly infectious diseases of cattle, as 

anthrax.  2. Obsolete. A pestilence or dire disease.  [Middle English moreine, from 

Old French morine, from Medieval Latin morina, from Latin morX, to die. See 

mer- in Appendix.]

Mur·ray (mûrùK)  A city of northern Utah, an industrial suburb of Salt Lake 

City. Population, 31,282. 



Mur·ray (mûrùK), (George) Gilbert (Aimé). 1866-1957.  Australian-born 

British classical scholar and pacifist noted for his verse translations of Greek dra-

mas and for his advocacy of the League of Nations and the United Nations. 

Mur·ray (mûrùK), Sir James Augustus Henry. 1837-1915.  British philologist 

and the original lexicographer (1879-1915) of the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Mur·ray (mûrùK), Joseph E. Born 1919.  American physician. He shared a 1990 

Nobel Prize for developing organ transplant techniques. 

Mur·ray (mûrùK), Lindley. 1745-1826.  American grammarian who wrote sev-

eral widely used schoolbooks, including Grammar of the English Language (1795). 

Mur·ray (mûrùK), Philip. 1886-1952.  British-born American labor leader who 

was president of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (1940-1952) and the 

United Steel Workers of America (1942-1952). 

Murray River (mûrùK rVvùNr)  A river of southeast Australia rising in the Aus-

tralian Alps and flowing about 2,589 km (1,609 mi) northwest then south to an 

arm of the Indian Ocean south of Adelaide. 

murre (mûr) n.  pl. murre or murres. Any of several large auks of the genus 

Uria, having black plumage and white markings.  [Origin unknown.]

mur·rey (mûrùK) n.  Color. See mulberry (n., sense 3).  [Middle English murrei, 

from Old French more, from Latin morum, mulberry, blackberry.] —murùrey 
adj. 

Mur·row (mûrùo, mƒrùo), Edward R(oscoe). 1908-1965.  American broad-

cast journalist noted for his dramatic factual reports from London during World 

War II. 

Mur·rum·bidg·ee (mûrÙNm-bVjùK)  A river of southeast Australia rising in the 

Australian Alps and flowing about 1,689 km (1,050 mi) westward to the Murray 

River. 

Mur·rys·ville (mûrùKz-vVlÙ, mƒrù-)  A borough of southwest Pennsylvania, a 

suburb of Pittsburgh. Population, 17,240. 

mur·ther (mûrùthNr) n.  & v.  Obsolete. Variant of murder. 
mus. abbr.  1. Museum.  2. Music; musical; musician. 

Mus.B. abbr.  Latin. Musicae Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Music). 

Mus·ca (mƒsùkN) n.  A constellation in the polar region of the Southern Hemi-

sphere near Apus and Carina.  [Latin musca, fly.]

Mus·ca·det (mƒsÙkN-d7ù) n.  A dry white wine made from grapes originating in 

the Loire River valley.  [French, from Old French, from musc, musky odor. See 

MUSK.]

mus·ca·dine (mƒsùkN-dXnÙ, -dVn) n.  A woody vine (Vitis rotundifolia) of the 

southeast United States, bearing a musky grape used to make wine.  Also called 

scuppernong [Alteration of MUSCATEL.]

mus·ca·rine (mƒsùkN-rKnÙ) n.  A highly toxic alkaloid, C9H20NO2, related to the 

cholines, derived from the red form of the mushroom Amanita muscaria and 



found in decaying animal tissue.  [New Latin muscaria, Amanita species (from 

Latin musc7rius, of flies, from musca, fly) + -INE
2.] —musÙca·rinùic (-rVnùVk) 

adj. 

mus·cat (mƒsùk4tÙ, -kNt) n.  1. Any of various sweet white grapes used for mak-

ing wine or raisins.  2. Muscatel wine.  [French, from Old French, from Old 

Provençal *muscat, from musc, musk, from Late Latin muscus. See MUSK.]

Mus·cat (mƒsùk4tÙ, -kNt, mƒs-k4tù)  The capital of Oman, in the northern part 

of the country on the Gulf of Oman. Held by Portugal from 1508 to 1648, it 

became the capital of Oman in 1741. Population, 30,000. 

Muscat and O·man (mƒsùk4tÙ Nnd o-mänù)  See Oman. 
mus·ca·tel (mƒsÙkN-tHlù) n.  1. A rich, sweet wine made from muscat grapes.  

2. A muscat grape or raisin.  [Middle English muscadelle, partly from Medieval 

Latin musc7tellum (from musc7tus, nutmeg, musky, from Late Latin muscus, 

musk); see MUSK, and partly from Old French muscadel (from Old Provençal, 

diminutive of *muscat, muscat). See MUSCAT.]

Mus·ca·tine (mƒsÙkN-tKnù)  A city of southeast Iowa on the Mississippi River 

west-southwest of Davenport. Founded in 1833, it grew as a river port and lum-

ber center. Population, 22,881. 

mus·cid (mƒsùVd) n.  A fly of the family Muscidae, which includes the common 

housefly.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the family Muscidae.  [From New Latin 

Muscidae, family name, from Musca, type genus, from Latin musca, fly.]

mus·cle (mƒsùNl) n.  1. A tissue composed of fibers capable of contracting to 

effect bodily movement.  2. A contractile organ consisting of a special bundle of 

muscle tissue, which moves a particular bone, part, or substance of the body:  the 

heart muscle; the muscles of the arm.  3. Muscular strength:  enough muscle to be a 

high jumper.  4. Informal. Power or authority:  put some muscle into law enforce-

ment.   —  v.  intr. mus·cled, mus·cling, mus·cles. Informal. To make one’s 

way by or as if by force:  muscled into the conversation.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin m7sculus, diminutive of m7s, mouse. See m7777s- in Appendix.] 
—musùcly adj. 

mus·cle·bound also mus·cle-bound (mƒsùNl-boundÙ) adj.  1. Having inelas-

tic, overdeveloped muscles, usually as the result of excessive exercise.  

2. a. Hindered by or as if by overdeveloped muscles.  b. Characterized by inflex-

ibility; rigid.  

muscle car (mƒsùNl kär) n.  A high-performance automobile, often with flashy, 

sporty styling. 

muscle fiber (mƒsùNl fXùbNr) n.  A cylindrical, multinucleate cell composed of 

numerous myofibrils that contracts when stimulated. 

mus·cle·man also mus·cle man (mƒsùNl-m4nÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A man who is 

physically powerful, especially one with well-developed muscles.  2. A strong 

man hired as a bodyguard or thug. 



muscle spindle (mƒsùNl spVnùdl) n.  A stretch receptor in vertebrate muscle. 

mus·co·vite (mƒsùkN-vXtÙ) n.  A potassium aluminum silicate mineral, 

KAl2(AlSi3O10)(OH)2, the most common form of mica, which ranges from color-

less or pale yellow to gray and brown, has a pearly luster, and is used as an insula-

tor.  Also called white mica [Muscovy glass, its former name + -ITE
1.]

Mus·co·vite (mƒsùkN-vXtÙ) n.  A native or resident of Moscow or Muscovy.   —  
adj.  Of or relating to Moscow, Muscovy, or the Muscovites. 

Mus·co·vy (mƒsùkN-vK)  A former principality in west-central Russia. Centered 

on Moscow, it was founded c. 1280 and existed as a separate entity until the 16th 

century, when it was united with another principality to form the nucleus of the 

early Russian empire. The name was then used for the expanded territory. 

Muscovy duck (mƒsùkN-vK dƒk) n.  A greenish-black, gooselike duck (Cairina 

moschata), having heavy red wattles and found wild from Mexico to northern 

Argentina but widely domesticated around the world for its succulent flesh.  Also 

called musk duck [Alteration (influenced by Muscovy), of musk duck.]

mus·cu·lar (mƒsùkyN-lNr) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or consisting of muscle:  mus-

cular contraction.  2. Having well-developed muscles:  a muscular build.  

3. Having or suggesting great power; forceful or vigorous:  muscular advocacy 

groups.  4. Having or suggesting an emphasis on hard physical activity, as at the 

expense of subtlety:  muscular religion; muscular reasoning that does not take the 

details into account.  [From Latin m7sculus, muscle. See MUSCLE.] 
—musÙcu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —musùcu·lar·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: muscular, athletic, brawny, burly, sinewy. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “strong and powerfully built”: a muscular boxer; a

robust and athletic young woman; brawny arms; a burly stevedore; a lean and sinewy

frame.

muscular dystrophy (mƒsùkyN-lNr dVsùtrN-fK) n.  Abbr. MD 1. Any of a 

group of progressive muscle disorders caused by a defect in one or more genes 

that control muscle function and characterized by gradual irreversible wasting of 

skeletal muscle.  2. Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy. 

mus·cu·la·ture (mƒsùkyN-lN-chtrÙ) n.  The system or arrangement of muscles 

in a body or a body part.  [French, from Latin m7sculus, muscle. See MUSCLE.]

mus·cu·lo·skel·e·tal (mƒsÙkyN-lo-skHlùV-tl) adj.  Relating to or involving the 

muscles and the skeleton.  [Latin m7sculus, muscle; see MUSCLE + SKELETAL.]

Mus.D. abbr.  Latin. Musicae Doctor (Doctor of Music). 

Mus.Dr. abbr.  Latin. Musicae Doctor (Doctor of Music). 

muse (myuz) v.  mused, mus·ing, mus·es.  —  v.  intr. To be absorbed in 

one’s thoughts; engage in meditation.  See Synonyms at ponder.   —  v.  tr. To 

consider or say thoughtfully:  mused that it might take longer to drive than walk.   



—  n.  A state of meditation.  [Middle English musen, from Old French muser 

(possibly from mus, snout, from Medieval Latin m7sum), or of Germanic origin.] 
—musùing·ly adv. 

Muse (myuz) n.  1. Greek Mythology. Any of the nine daughters of Mnemosyne 

and Zeus, each of whom presided over a different art or science.  2. muse. a. A 

guiding spirit.  b. A source of inspiration.   3. muse. A poet.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin M7sa, from Greek Mousa. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mu·se·ol·o·gy (myuÙzK-mlùN-jK) n.  The discipline of museum design, organi-

zation, and management.   —muÙse·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—muÙse·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —muÙse·olùo·gist n. 

mu·sette (myu-zHtù) n.  1. Music. a. A small French bagpipe operated with a 

bellows and having a soft sound.  b. A soft pastoral air that imitates bagpipe 

music.   2. A musette bag.  [Middle English, from Old French, diminutive of 

muse, from muser, to play the musette, muse. See MUSE.]

musette bag (myu-zHtù b4g) n.  A small canvas or leather bag with a shoulder 

strap, as one used by soldiers or travelers. 

mu·se·um (myu-zKùNm) n.  Abbr. mus. A building, place, or institution 

devoted to the acquisition, conservation, study, exhibition, and educational inter-

pretation of objects having scientific, historical, or artistic value.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  museum exhibits; museum tours.  [Latin 

M7sKum, from Greek Mouseion, shrine of the Muses, from Mouseios, of the 

Muses, from Mousa, Muse. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mu·se·um·go·er (myu-zKùNm-goÙNr) n.  1. A visitor to a museum.  2. One 

who visits museums frequently. 

mush1 (mƒsh) n.  1. A thick porridge or pudding of cornmeal boiled in water or 

milk.  2. Something thick, soft, and pulpy.  3. Informal. Mawkish sentimentality, 

affection, or amorousness.   —  v.  tr. mushed, mush·ing, mush·es. To reduce 

to mush; mash or crush.  [Probably alteration of MASH.]

mush2 (mƒsh) v.  mushed, mush·ing, mush·es.  —  v.  intr. To travel, espe-

cially over snow with a dogsled.   —  v.  tr. To drive (a dogsled or team of dogs).   
—  n.  A journey, especially by dogsled.   —  interj.  Used to command a team of 

dogs to begin pulling or move faster.  [Possibly alteration of French marchons, 

first person pl. imperative of marchier, to walk, go, from Old French. See 

MARCH
1.] —mushùer n. 

mush bread (mƒsh brHd) n.  Midland U.S. & Lower Southern U.S. See johnny-
cake. See Regional note at johnnycake. 

Mu·shin (muùshVnÙ)  A city of southwest Nigeria, an industrial and residential 

suburb of Lagos. Population, 234,500. 

mush·room (mƒshùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  1. Any of various fleshy fungi of the 

class Basidiomycota, characteristically having an umbrella-shaped cap borne on a 

stalk, especially any of the edible kinds, as those of the genus Agaricus.  



2. Something shaped like one of these fungi.   —  v.  intr. mush·roomed, 
mush·room·ing, mush·rooms. 1. To multiply, grow, or expand rapidly:  The 

population mushroomed in the postwar decades.  2. To swell or spread out into a 

shape similar to a mushroom.   —  adj.  1. Relating to, consisting of, or contain-

ing mushrooms:  mushroom sauce.  2. Resembling a mushroom in shape:  a mush-

room cloud.  3. Resembling mushrooms in rapidity of growth or evanescence:  

mushroom towns.  [Middle English musheron, from Anglo-Norman moscheron, 

musherum, from Old French mousseron, from Medieval Latin musario, musarion-

.]

mush·y (mƒshùK, mtshùK) adj.  mush·i·er, mush·i·est. 1. Resembling mush 

in consistency; soft.  2. Informal. a. Excessively sentimental.  See Synonyms at 

sentimental.  b. Given to or displaying mawkish affection or amorousness.    
—mushùi·ly adv.  —mushùi·ness n. 

Mu·si·al (myuùzK-Nl), Stanley Frank. Known as “Stan the Man.” Born 1920.  

American baseball player who as an outfielder and first baseman for the St. Louis 

Cardinals (1941-1963) accrued a lifetime batting average of.331 and hit 475 home 

runs and 3,630 base hits. 

mu·sic (myuùzVk) n.  Abbr. mus. 1. The art of arranging sounds in time so as to 

produce a continuous, unified, and evocative composition, as through melody, 

harmony, rhythm, and timbre.  2. Vocal or instrumental sounds possessing a 

degree of melody, harmony, or rhythm.  3. a. A musical composition.  b. The 

written or printed score for such a composition.  c. Such scores considered as a 

group:  We keep our music in a stack near the piano.   4. A musical accompani-

ment.  5. A particular category or kind of music.  6. An aesthetically pleasing or 

harmonious sound or combination of sounds:  the music of the wind in the pines.  

[Middle English, from Old French musique, from Latin m7sica, from Greek (hK) 

mousikK (tekhnK), (art) of the Muses, feminine of mousikos, of the Muses, from 

Mousa, Muse. See men-1 in Appendix.]

mu·si·cal (myuùzV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. mus. 1. Of, relating to, or capable of pro-

ducing music:  a musical instrument.  2. Characteristic of or resembling music; 

melodious:  a musical speaking voice.  3. Set to or accompanied by music:  a musi-

cal revue.  4. Devoted to or skilled in music.   —  n.  Abbr. mus. 1. A play or 

movie in which an often simple plot, developed by dialogue, is interspersed with 

songs and sometimes dances.  2. Archaic. A musicale.   —muùsi·cal·ly adv. 

musical chairs (myuùzV-kNl chârz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. Games. A 

game in which players walk to music around a group of chairs containing one 

chair fewer than the number of players and rush to sit down when the music 

stops. The player left standing in each round is eliminated.  2. Informal. A rear-

rangement, as of the elements of a problem, having little practical influence or 

significance. 



musical comedy (myuùzV-kNl kmmùV-dK) n.  A play or movie in which dia-

logue is interspersed with songs; a musical. 

mu·si·cale (myuÙzV-k4lù) n.  A program of music performed at a party or social 

gathering.  [French, from (soirée) musicale, musical (evening), from musique, 

music. See MUSIC.]

mu·si·cal·i·ty (myuÙzV-k4lùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or condition of being musi-

cal.  2. Musical sensitivity or talent. 

mu·si·cal·ize (myuùzV-kN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. mu·si·cal·ized, mu·si·cal·iz·ing, 
mu·si·cal·iz·es. To adapt for performance with singing and musical accompani-

ment; set to music:  to musicalize a play by Shakespeare.   —muÙsi·cal·i·zaùtion 
(-kN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

musical saw (myuùzV-kNl sô) n.  Music. A handsaw on which varying musical 

tones are produced by flexing the blade and stroking it with a violin bow or strik-

ing it with a hammer. 

music box (myuùzVk bmks) n.  Music. A music-making device consisting of a 

housing or box enclosing a sounding mechanism, especially one in which a row of 

tuned steel teeth are plucked by pins set in a revolving cylinder to produce a mel-

ody. 

music drama (myuùzVk dräùmN) n.  Music. An opera in which the continuity 

is not interrupted by arias, recitatives, or ensembles, and in which the music 

reflects or embodies the action of the drama. 

music hall (myuùzVk hôl) n.  1. An auditorium for musical performances.  

2. Chiefly British. a. A vaudeville theater.  b. Vaudeville.  

mu·si·cian (myu-zVshùNn) n.  Abbr. mus. One who composes, conducts, or 

performs music, especially instrumental music.  [Middle English musicien, from 

Old French, from Latin m7sica, music. See MUSIC.] —mu·siùcian·ly adj.  

—mu·siùcian·shipÙ n. 

music of the spheres (myuùzVk ƒv thK sfVrz) n.  A perfectly harmonious 

music, inaudible on Earth, thought by Pythagoras and later classical and medieval 

philosophers to be produced by the movement of celestial bodies. 

mu·si·col·o·gy (myuÙzV-kmlùN-jK) n.  The historical and scientific study of 

music.   —muÙsi·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —muÙsi·co·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—muÙsi·colùo·gist n. 

music video (myuùzVk vVdùK-oÙ) n.  A filmed or videotaped rendition of a 

recorded song, often portraying musicians performing the song or including 

visual images interpreting the lyrics. 

mu·sique con·crète (mu-zKkÙ kmn-krHtù, mü-zKk kôN-krHtù) n.  Music. Elec-

tronic music composed of instrumental and natural sounds often altered or dis-

torted in the recording process.  [French  : musique, music + concrète, concrete.]

musk (mƒsk) n.  1. a. A greasy secretion with a powerful odor, produced in a 

glandular sac beneath the skin of the abdomen of the male musk deer and used in 



the manufacture of perfumes.  b. A similar secretion produced by certain other 

animals, such as the otter or civet.  c. A synthetic chemical resembling natural 

musk in odor or use.   2. a. The odor of musk.  b. An odor similar to musk.   3. A 

musk deer.  [Middle English, from Old French musc, from Late Latin muscus, 

from Greek moskhos, from Persian mu≥k, probably from Sanskrit mu}kaU, testi-

cle.]

musk deer (mƒsk dîr) n.  A small, antlerless deer (Moschus moschiferus) of the 

mountainous regions of central and northeast Asia, the male of which secretes 

musk. 

musk duck (mƒsk dƒk) n.  1.  See Muscovy duck.  2. A waterfowl (Biziura 

lobata) of Australia, the male of which has a leathery chin lobe and emits a musky 

odor during the breeding season. 

mus·keg (mƒsùkHgÙ) also mas·keg (m4sù-) n.  A swamp or bog formed by an 

accumulation of sphagnum moss, leaves, and decayed matter resembling peat.  

[Cree maskek.]

Mus·ke·go (mƒ-skKùgo)  A city of southeast Wisconsin, a suburb of Milwaukee. 

Population, 16,813. 

Mus·ke·gon (mƒ-skKùgNn)  A city of southwest Michigan west-northwest of 

Grand Rapids at the mouth of the Muskegon River, which flows about 365 km 

(227 mi) from west-central Michigan southwest to Lake Michigan. The city was 

founded on the site of a fur-trading post established c. 1810. Population, 40,283. 

mus·kel·lunge  or mus·ke·lunge (mƒsùkN-lƒnjÙ) also mas·ki·nonge 
(m4sùkN-nmngÙ, -nmnjÙ) n.  pl. muskellunge or mus·kel·lung·es  or muskel-
unge  or mus·ke·lung·es also maskinonge  or mas·ki·nong·es. A large food 

and game fish (Esox masquinongy), the largest member of the pike family, found 

in lakes and rivers of the northern United States and southern Canada.  [Cana-

dian French maskinongé, from Ojibwa maashkinoozhe.]

mus·ket (mƒsùkVt) n.  A smoothbore shoulder gun used from the late 16th 

through the 18th century.  [French mousquet, from Italian moschetto, a type of 

crossbow, musket, diminutive of mosca, fly, from Latin musca.]

mus·ket·eer (mƒsÙkV-tîrù) n.  1. A soldier armed with a musket.  2. A member 

of the French royal household bodyguard in the 17th and 18th centuries.  [French 

mousquetaire, from mousquet, musket. See MUSKET.]

mus·ket·ry (mƒsùkV-trK) n.  1. The technique of using small arms.  2. Muskets 

considered as a group.  3. Musketeers considered as a group. 

Mus·kho·ge·an (mƒs-koùgK-Nn) n.  Variant of Muskogean. 
mus·kie  or mus·ky (mƒsùkK) n.  pl. mus·kies. The muskellunge. 

Mus·kie (mƒsùkK), Edmund Sixtus. 1914-1996.  American politician. A Dem-

ocratic U.S. senator from Maine (1958-1980), he also served as U.S. secretary of 

state (1980-1981). 



Mus·king·um River (mN-skVngùNm rVvùNr, -gNm)  A river of eastern Ohio 

flowing about 179 km (111 mi) south and southeast to the Ohio River at Mari-

etta. 

musk mallow (mƒsk m4lùo) n.  1.  See abelmosk.  2. A European and North 

African herb (Malva moschata) naturalized in eastern North America. 

musk·mel·on (mƒskùmHlÙNn) n.  1. Any of several varieties of the melon Cucu-

mis melo, such as the cantaloupe, having fruit characterized by a netted rind and 

edible flesh with a musky aroma.  2. The fruit of any of these plants. 

Mus·ko·ge·an also Mus·kho·ge·an (mƒs-koùgK-Nn) n.  A family of Native 

American languages of the southeast United States that includes Choctaw, Chick-

asaw, Creek, and Alabama. 

Mus·ko·gee1 (mƒs-koùgK) n.  See Creek.  [Creek maaskóoki.]

Mus·ko·gee2 (mN-skoùgK)  A city of eastern Oklahoma on the Arkansas River 

southeast of Tulsa. Founded in 1872, it is a trade and industrial center. Popula-

tion, 37,708. 

musk ox  or musk·ox (mƒskùmksÙ) n.  pl. musk oxen or musk·ox·en (-

mkÙsNn). A large, stocky ox (Ovibos moschatus) native to the coastal regions of 

northern Canada and Greenland, having broad flat horns with curved tips and a 

long, shaggy, brown or black coat and emitting a musky odor. 

musk·rat (mƒsùkr4tÙ) n.  pl. muskrat or musk·rats. 1. A large aquatic rodent 

(Ondatra zibethica) of North America, related to the lemming and the vole and 

having a dense brown coat and musk glands under a broad, flat tail.  Also called 

musquash, water rat.  2. The fur of this rodent. 

musk·root (mƒskùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  See moschatel. 
musk rose (mƒsk roz) n.  A prickly Mediterranean shrub (Rosa moschata) culti-

vated for its clustered, musk-scented white flowers. 

musk turtle (mƒsk tûrùtl) n.  Any of several small freshwater turtles of the 

genus Sternotherus of the eastern United States and Canada, which emit a musky 

odor when disturbed. 

musk·y1 (mƒsùkK) adj.  musk·i·er, musk·i·est. Of, relating to, or having the 

odor of musk.   —muskùi·ness n. 

mus·ky2 (mƒsùkK) n.  Variant of muskie. 
Mus·lim (mƒzùlNm, mtzù-, mƒsù-, mtsù-)  or Moslem (mmzùlNm, mmsù-) n.  

1. A believer in or adherent of Islam.  2. A Black Muslim.  [Arabic muslim, one 

who surrenders, active participle of 1aslama, to surrender, from Syriac 1a≥lem.] 
—Musùlim adj. 

Muslim calendar (mƒzùlNm k4lùNn-dNr) n.  The lunar calendar used by Mus-

lims, reckoned from the year of the Hegira in A.D. 622.  See Table at calendar. 
mus·lin (mƒzùlVn) n.  Any of various sturdy cotton fabrics of plain weave, used 

especially for sheets.  [French mousseline, from Italian mussolina, from Mussolo, 

Mosul, Iraq, from Arabic Al-Maw}il.]



Mus.M. abbr.  Latin. Musicae Magister (Master of Music). 

mus·quash (mƒsùkwmshÙ, -kwôshÙ) n.  See muskrat (n., sense 1).  [Perhaps of 

Massachusett origin; akin to Western Abenaki mòskwas.]

muss (mƒs) v.  tr. mussed, muss·ing, muss·es. To make messy or untidy; 

rumple.   —  n.  A state of disorder; a mess.  [Probably alteration of MESS.] 
—mussùi·ly adv.  —mussùi·ness n.  —mussùy adj. 

mus·sel (mƒsùNl) n.  1. Any of several marine bivalve mollusks, especially the 

edible members of the family Mytilidae and in particular Mytilus edulis, a blue-

black species raised commercially in Europe. Mussels are often found attached to 

rocky surfaces or the sides of ships.  2. Any of several freshwater bivalve mollusks 

of the genera Anodonta and Unio, found in the central United States, that burrow 

in the sand or mud of lakes and streams.  [Alteration (possibly influenced by 

Dutch mossel, from Middle Dutch mosscele), of Middle English muscle, from Old 

English muscelle, from Medieval Latin m7scula, from Latin m7sculus, sea mussel. 

See MUSCLE.]

Mus·sel·shell (mƒsùNl-shHlÙ)  A river of central Montana flowing about 483 

km (300 mi) east then north to the Missouri River. 

Mus·set (mu-s7ù, mü-), (Louis Charles) Alfred de. 1810-1857.  French 

writer. A leading poet of the French romantic movement, he also wrote comedies 

of manners, such as Lorenzaccio (1834). 

Mus·so·li·ni (muÙsN-lKùnK, mtsÙN-, musÙsô-), Benito. Known as “Il Duce.” 

1883-1945.  Italian Fascist dictator and prime minister (1922-1943) who con-

ducted an expansionist foreign policy, formalized an alliance with Germany 

(1939), and brought Italy into World War II (1940). Dismissed by Victor Emman-

uel III (1943), he led a puppet Nazi government in northern Italy until 1945, 

when he was assassinated. 

Mus·sorg·sky (mN-zôrgùskK, -sôrgù-, muùsNrg-), Modest Petrovich. 1839-

1881.  Russian composer whose works include the opera Boris Godunov and the 

piano suite Pictures at an Exhibition (both 1874). 

Mus·sul·man (mƒsùNl-mNn) n.  pl. mus·sul·men or mus·sul·mans. Archaic. 

A Moslem.  [Turkish musulm7n, probably alteration of Arabic muslim, Muslim. 

See MUSLIM.]

must1 (mƒst) v.  aux. 1. To be obliged or required by morality, law, or custom:  

Citizens must register in order to vote.  2. To be compelled, as by a physical neces-

sity or requirement:  Plants must have oxygen in order to live.  3. Used to express a 

command or an admonition:  You must not go there alone. You simply must be care-

ful.  4. To be determined to; have as a fixed resolve:  If you must leave, do it quietly.  

5. a. Used to indicate inevitability or certainty:  We all must die.  b. Used to indi-

cate logical probability or presumptive certainty:  If the lights were on, they must 

have been at home.    —  v.  intr. Archaic. To be required or obliged to go: “I must 

from hence” (Shakespeare).   —  n.  Something that is absolutely required or 



indispensable:  Promptness on the job is a must. Comfortable shoes are a must when 

taking a walking tour of Wales.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a new book that is must reading; a list of must legislation for the session.  

[Middle English moste, from Old English moste, past tense of motan, to be 

allowed. See med- in Appendix.]

must2 (mƒst) n.  The quality or condition of being stale or musty.  [Probably 

back-formation from MUSTY.]

must3 (mƒst) n.  The unfermented or fermenting juice expressed from fruit, 

especially grapes.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Latin mustum, neuter 

of mustus, new, fresh.]

must4 (mƒst) n.  Variant of musth. 
must5 (mƒst) n.  Musk.  [Scottish, from Old French, variant of musc. See MUSK.]

mus·tache also mous·tache (mƒsùt4shÙ, mN-st4shù) n.  1. The hair growing 

on the human upper lip, especially when cultivated and groomed.  2. Something 

similar to the cultivated, groomed hair on the human upper lip, as: a. A group of 

bristles or hairs about the mouth of an animal.  b. Distinctive coloring or feathers 

near the beak of a bird.  c. Food or drink sticking conspicuously to the upper lip, 

as after a deep draft:  a milk mustache.   [French moustache, from Italian dialectal 

mustaccio, from Medieval Greek moustakion, from Greek mustax, mustache, 

upper lip.]

mus·tached (mƒsùt4sht) adj.  Variant of mustachioed. 
mus·ta·chio (mN-st4shùo, -st4shùK-oÙ, -stäùsho, -shK-oÙ) n.  pl. mus·ta·chios. 

A mustache, especially a luxuriant one.  [Ultimately from Italian dialectal mustac-

cio, mustache. See MUSTACHE.]

mus·ta·chioed also mous·ta·chioed (mN-st4shùod, -st4shùK-odÙ, -stäùshod, -

shK-odÙ)  or mus·tached (mƒsùt4sht) adj.  Having or wearing a mustache. 

mus·tang (mƒsùt4ngÙ) n.  A small, hardy wild horse of the North American 

plains, descended from Arabian horses and brought to the New World by Spanish 

explorers.  [American Spanish mesteño, mestengo, stray animal, from Old Spanish, 

from mesta, association of livestock owners, from Medieval Latin (animalia) 

mixta, assorted (animals), from Latin, neuter pl. past participle of miscKre, to mix. 

See meik- in Appendix.]

mus·tard (mƒsùtNrd) n.  1. a. Any of various Eurasian plants of the genus Bras-

sica, especially B. nigra and B. juncea, which are cultivated for their pungent seeds.  

b. A condiment made from the powdered seeds of some of these plants.   2. A 

member of the mustard family.  3. Color. A dark yellow to light olive brown.   
—idiom. cut the mustard. To perform up to expectations or to a required 

standard.  [Middle English, from Old French mustarde, from Latin mustum, 

must, unfermented wine. See MUST
3.] —musùtard·y adj. 

mustard family (mƒsùtNrd f4mùN-lK) n.  A large family of herbs, the Cru-

ciferae (Brassicaceae), characterized by pungent juice and four-petaled flowers 



arranged in a cross and including important vegetables such as broccoli, Brussels 

sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, kale, radishes, and watercress. 

mustard gas (mƒsùtNrd g4s) n.  An oily, volatile liquid, (ClCH2CH2)2S, that is 

corrosive to the skin and mucous membranes and causes severe, sometimes fatal 

respiratory damage. It was introduced in World War I as a chemical warfare 

agent.  [From its smell.]

mustard oil (mƒsùtNrd oil) n.  An oil obtained from mustard seeds, used in 

making soap. 

mustard plaster (mƒsùtNrd pl4sùtNr) n.  A medicinal plaster made with a pas-

telike mixture of powdered black mustard, flour, and water, used especially as a 

counterirritant.  Also called sinapism 

mus·te·line (mƒsùtN-lXnÙ, -lVn) adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to Mustelidae, 

the family of fur-bearing mammals that includes the badger, mink, otter, and 

weasel.  [Latin m7stKlXnus, of a weasel, from m7stKla, weasel, probably from m7s, 

mouse. See m7777s- in Appendix.]

mus·ter (mƒsùtNr) v.  mus·tered, mus·ter·ing, mus·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To call 

(troops) together, as for inspection.  2. To cause to come together; gather:  Bring 

all the volunteers you can muster.  3. To call forth; summon up:  mustering up her 

strength for the ordeal.  See Synonyms at call.   —  v.  intr. To assemble or gather:  

mustering for inspection.   —  n.  1. a. A gathering, especially of troops, for ser-

vice, inspection, review, or roll call.  b. The persons assembled for such a gather-

ing.   2. A muster roll.  3. A gathering or collection:  a muster of business leaders at 

a luncheon.  4. A flock of peacocks.  See Synonyms at flock1.  —phrasal verbs. 
muster in. To enlist in military service:  She mustered in at the age of 18.  muster 
out. To leave or be discharged from military service:  He mustered out when the 

war ended.  [Middle English mustren, from Old French moustrer, from Latin 

monstr7re, to show, from monstrum, sign, portent, from monKre, to warn. See 

men-1 in Appendix.]

muster roll (mƒsùtNr rol) n.  1. The official roll of persons in a military or naval 

unit.  2. An inventory; a roster. 

musth also must (mƒst) n.  An annual period of heightened aggressiveness and 

sexual activity in male elephants, during which violent frenzies occur.  [Urdu 

mast, from Persian, drunk.]

must·n’t (mƒsùNnt)  Must not. 

must-read (mƒstùrKdù) n.  Slang. A piece of writing, such as a book, an article, 

or a salient part of one of these, that should or must be read:  Not many must-

reads were published this summer.   —mustù-readù adj. 

must-see (mƒstùsKù) n.  Slang. Something that should or must be seen:  a brief 

sightseeing tour hitting the must-sees; a movie that’s a must-see.   —mustù-seeù 
adj. 



must·y (mƒsùtK) adj.  must·i·er, must·i·est. 1. Stale or moldy in odor or taste.  

2. a. Hackneyed or trite; dull.  b. Out of date; antiquated.  c. Out of use or prac-

tice; rusty.   [Alteration of obsolete moisty, from MOIST.] —mustùi·ly adv.  

—mustùi·ness n. 

mu·ta·ble (myuùtN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Capable of or subject to change or alter-

ation.  b. Prone to frequent change; inconstant:  mutable weather patterns.   

2. Tending to undergo genetic mutation:  a mutable organism; a mutable gene.  

[Middle English, from Latin m7t7bilis, from m7t7re, to change. See MUTATE.] 
—muÙta·bilùi·ty, muùta·ble·ness n.  —muùta·bly adv. 

mu·ta·gen (myuùtN-jNn, -jHnÙ) n.  An agent, such as ultraviolet light or a radio-

active element, that can induce or increase the frequency of mutation in an 

organism.  [MUTA(TION) + -GEN.] —muÙta·genùic adj.  —muÙta·genùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —muÙta·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

mu·ta·gen·e·sis (myuÙtN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  pl. mu·ta·gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). Forma-

tion or development of a mutation.  [MUTA(TION) + -GENESIS.]

mu·ta·gen·ize (myuÙtN-jHnùXz) v.  tr. mu·ta·gen·ized, mu·ta·gen·iz·ing, 
mu·ta·gen·iz·es. To cause or induce mutation in (a cell or an organism). 

Mu·tan·chiang (muùtänùchyängù)  See Mudanjiang. 
mu·tant (myutùnt) n.  1. An individual, an organism, or a new genetic charac-

ter arising or resulting from mutation.  2. Slang. One that is suggestive of a 

genetic mutant, as in bizarre appearance, inaptitude, or genesis in an unhealthy 

environment: “These... remakes are neither dreams nor recognizable reality. They’re 

mutants.” (Vincent Canby).   —  adj.  1. Resulting from or undergoing mutation:  

a mutant strain of bacteria.  2. Slang. Suggestive of a genetic mutant, as in appear-

ance, inaptitude, or genesis in an unhealthy environment:  gangs of disaffected 

mutant teenagers.  [Latin m7t7ns, m7tant-, present participle of m7t7re, to 

change. See MUTATE.]

mu·tase (myuùt7s, -t7z) n.  Any enzyme that catalyzes the rearrangement of 

atoms within a molecule, especially one that causes the transfer of a phosphate 

group from one carbon atom to another.  [Latin m7t7re, to change, move; see 

MUTATE + -ASE.]

mu·tate (myuùt7t, myu-t7tù) v.  intr. tr. mu·tat·ed, mu·tat·ing, mu·tates. 
To undergo or cause to undergo mutation.  [Latin m7t7re, m7t7t-, to change. See 

mei-1 in Appendix.] —muùtaÙtive (-t7ÙtVv, -tN-tVv) adj. 

mu·ta·tion (myu-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of being altered or 

changed.  2. An alteration or change, as in nature, form, or quality.  3. Genetics. 

a. A sudden structural change within a gene or chromosome of an organism 

resulting in the creation of a new character or trait not found in the parental type.  

b. The process by which such a sudden structural change occurs, either through 

an alteration in the nucleotide sequence of the DNA coding for a gene or through 

a change in the physical arrangement of a chromosome.  c. A mutant.   



4. Linguistics. The change, especially an umlaut, that is caused in a sound by its 

assimilation to another sound.  [Middle English mutacioun, from Old French 

mutacion, from Latin m7t7tio, m7t7tion- from past participle of m7t7re, to 

change. See MUTATE.] —mu·taùtion·al adj.  —mu·taùtion·al·ly adv. 

mu·ta·tis mu·tan·dis (mu-täùtVs mu-tänùdVs) adv.  Abbr. m.m. The neces-

sary changes having been made; having substituted new terms.  [Latin m7t7tXs 
m7tandXs : m7t7tXs, ablative pl. past participle of m7t7re, to change + m7tandXs, 
ablative pl. gerundive of m7t7re.]

mutch·kin (mƒchùkVn) n.  Scots. A unit of liquid measure equal to 0.9 U.S. pint 

(0.42 liter).  [Middle English muchekyn, from Middle Dutch mudseken, diminu-

tive of mutse, a kind of measure, from Latin modius, grain measure. See med- in 

Appendix.]

mute (myut) adj.  mut·er, mut·est. 1. Refraining from producing speech or 

vocal sound.  2. a. Unable to speak.  b. Unable to vocalize, as certain animals.  

See Synonyms at dumb.   3. Expressed without speech; unspoken:  a mute 

appeal.  4. Law. Refusing to plead when under arraignment.  5. Linguistics. 

a. Not pronounced; silent, as the e in the word house.  b. Pronounced with a tem-

porary stoppage of breath, as the sounds (p) and (b); plosive; stopped.    —  n.  

1. Offensive. One who is incapable of speech.  2. Law. A defendant who refuses to 

plead when under arraignment.  3. Music. Any of various devices used to muffle 

or soften the tone of an instrument.  4. Linguistics. a. A silent letter.  b. A plosive; 

a stop.    —  v.  tr. mut·ed, mut·ing, mutes. 1. To soften or muffle the sound 

of.  2. To soften the tone, color, shade, or hue of.  [Middle English muet, from 

Old French, from diminutive of mu, from Latin m7tus.] —muteùly adv.  

—muteùness n. 

mut·ed (myuùtVd) adj.  1. a. Muffled; indistinct:  a muted voice.  b. Mute or 

subdued; softened:  muted colors.   2. Music. Produced by or provided with a 

mute.   —mutùed·ly adv. 

mute swan (myut swmn) n.  A white swan (Cygnus olor) native to Europe and 

Asia and widely introduced elsewhere, having an orange bill with a black knob at 

the base and being much less vocal than most swans. 

mu·ti·late (myutùl-7tÙ) v.  tr. mu·ti·lat·ed, mu·ti·lat·ing, mu·ti·lates. 1. To 

deprive of a limb or an essential part; cripple.  2. To disfigure by damaging irrep-

arably:  mutilate a statue.  See Synonyms at batter1.  3. To make imperfect by 

excising or altering parts.  [Latin mutil7re, mutil7t-, from mutilus, maimed.] 
—muÙti·laùtion n.  —muùti·laÙtive adj.  —muùti·laÙtor n. 

mu·ti·neer (myutÙn-îrù) n.  One who takes part in a mutiny.  [Obsolete French 

mutinier, from Old French mutin, rebellious. See MUTINY.]

mu·ti·nous (myutùn-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, engaged in, disposed to, or 

constituting mutiny.  See Synonyms at insubordinate.  2. Unruly; disaffected:  

a mutinous child.  3. Turbulent and uncontrollable: “mutinous passions, and con-



flicting fears” (Percy Bysshe Shelley).  [From obsolete mutine, mutiny. See 

MUTINY.] —muùti·nous·ly adv.  —muùti·nous·ness n. 

mu·ti·ny (myutùn-K) n.  pl. mu·ti·nies. Open rebellion against constituted 

authority, especially rebellion of sailors against superior officers.  See Synonyms 

at rebellion.   —  v.  intr. mu·ti·nied, mu·ti·ny·ing, mu·ti·nies. To engage in 

mutiny.  [Obsolete mutine, from Old French mutin, rebellious, from muete, 

revolt, from Vulgar Latin *movita, from Latin movKre, to move. See MOVE.]

mut·ism (myuùtVzÙNm) n.  The condition of being unable to speak as a result of 

a physical or psychological disorder. 

mu·ton (myuùtmnÙ) n.  The smallest unit of DNA at which a mutation can 

occur; a nucleotide.  [MUT(ATION) + -ON
1.]

Mu·tsu·hi·to (muÙtsu-hKùto), Imperial name Mei·ji (m7ùjKÙ) 1852-1912.  

Emperor of Japan (1867-1912) who presided over the transformation of feudal 

Japan into a modern constitutional state. 

mutt (mƒt) n.  Informal. 1. A mongrel dog.  2. A person regarded as stupid.  

[Short for MUTTONHEAD.]

WORD HISTORY: Clipping not of sheep but of a word having to do with sheep

has given us our term mutt for a mongrel dog. Clipping or abbreviating words, a

standard process of word formation, sheared mutt from muttonhead, a pejorative

term meaning “a stupid person,” based on the notion that sheep are stupid. Mutt

in its first recorded use in 1901 is used in the same senses as muttonhead, but it

is soon recorded (1904) as a term of contempt for a horse and then (1906) for a

dog. We can be reasonably certain that the New Yorker critic writing in 1970 that

“The cast includes a Sheepdog... a Mutt Bitch,” had no awareness that a sheepdog

would make the ideal mutt.

mut·ter (mƒtùNr) v.  mut·tered, mut·ter·ing, mut·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

speak indistinctly in low tones.  2. To complain or grumble morosely.   —  v.  tr. 

To utter or say in low, indistinct tones.   —  n.  A low grumble or indistinct utter-

ance.  [Middle English muttren, possibly from Latin muttXre.] —mutùter·er n. 

mut·ton (mƒtùn) n.  The flesh of fully grown sheep.  [Middle English, from Old 

French mouton, moton, from Medieval Latin multo, multon-, of Celtic origin. See 

mel-1 in Appendix.]

mut·ton-bird (mƒtùn-bûrdÙ) n.  See sooty shearwater. 
mut·ton·chops (mƒtùn-chmpsÙ) pl.n.  Side whiskers that are narrow at the 

temple, broad along the lower cheek or jawline, and separated by a shaven chin. 

mut·ton·fish (mƒtùn-fVshÙ) n.  pl. muttonfish or mut·ton·fish·es. 1. An 

eelpout (Macrozoarces americanus) of the coastal waters of northeast North 

America.  2. Mutton snapper. 



mut·ton·head (mƒtùn-hHdÙ) n.  Informal. A person regarded as stupid; a fool.  

[From the proverbial stupidity of sheep.] —mutùton·headÙed adj. 

mutton snapper (mƒtùn sn4pùNr) n.  An olive-green snapper (Lutjanus ana-

lis) of warm western Atlantic waters, valued as a source of food and as a game 

fish. 

Mut·tra (mƒtùrN)  See Mathura. 
mu·tu·al (myuùchu-Nl) adj.  1. Having the same relationship each to the 

other:  mutual predators.  2. Directed and received in equal amount; reciprocal:  

mutual respect.  3. Possessed in common:  mutual interests.  4. Of, relating to, or 

in the form of mutual insurance.   —  n.  A mutual fund.  [French mutuel, from 

Old French, from Latin m7tuus, borrowed. See mei-1 in Appendix.] 
—muÙtu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  —muùtu·al·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Mutual is uncontroversially used to describe a reciprocal rela-

tionship between two or more things, in which use it can be paraphrased by ex-

pressions involving between or each other. Thus their mutual animosity means

“their animosity for each other” or “the animosity between them,” and a mutual

defense treaty is one in which each party agrees to come to the defense of the other.

But mutual is also widely used where one might expect “common,” as in The bill

serves the mutual interests of management and labor and particularly in the expres-

sion our mutual friend, which was widespread even before Charles Dickens used

it as the title of a novel. Critics have often objected to this use, but it is well es-

tablished in reputable writing. However, mutual in this latter sense is reserved to

describe relations that hold between two or more specific parties and a third per-

son or thing. It cannot be used as a substitute for common in the sense “general”:

English is the common (not mutual) language of the island. It is commonly (not

mutually) believed that Spanish is an easier language than French.

mutual assured destruction (myuùchu-Nl N-shtrdù dV-strƒkùshNn) n.  

Abbr. MAD Severe, unavoidable reciprocal damage that superpowers are likely to 

inflict on each other or their allies in a nuclear war, conceived as the heart of a 

doctrine of nuclear deterrence. 

mutual fund (myuùchu-Nl fƒnd) n.  An investment company that continu-

ally offers new shares and buys existing shares back on demand and uses its capi-

tal to invest in diversified securities of other companies.   —muùtu·al-fundÙ 
(myuùchu-Nl-fƒndÙ) adj. 

mutual inductance (myuùchu-Nl Vn-dƒkùtNns) n.  Abbr. M The ratio of the 

electromotive force in a circuit to the corresponding change of current in a neigh-

boring circuit. 



mutual induction (myuùchu-Nl Vn-dƒkùshNn) n.  The production of an 

electromotive force in a circuit resulting from a change of current in a neighbor-

ing cirucuit. 

mutual insurance (myuùchu-Nl Vn-shtrùNns) n.  An insurance system in 

which the insured persons become company members, each paying specified 

amounts into a common fund from which members are entitled to indemnifica-

tion in case of loss. 

mu·tu·al·ism (myuùchu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  An association between organisms of 

two different species in which each member benefits.   —muùtu·al·isùtic adj. 

mu·tu·al·ize (myuùchu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. mu·tu·al·ized, mu·tu·al·iz·ing, 
mu·tu·al·iz·es. 1. To make mutual.  2. To set up or reorganize (a corporation) 

so that the majority of common stock is owned by customers or employees.   —  
v.  intr. To become mutual.   —muÙtu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

muu·muu (muùmuÙ) n.  A long, loose dress that hangs free from the shoul-

ders.  [Hawaiian mu’umu’u, cut off, muumuu.]

Muy·bridge (mXùbrVjÙ), Eadweard. Originally Edward James Muggeridge. 

1830-1904.  British-born American motion-picture pioneer noted for his photo-

graphs of horses in motion, taken by a series of still cameras. 

Mu·zak (myuùz4kÙ)  A trademark used for recorded background music trans-

mitted by wire or radio, as to places of business, on a subscription basis. 

mu·zhik also mou·jik  or mu·jik  or mu·zjik (mu-zhKkù, -zhVkù) n.  A peasant 

in czarist Russia.  [Russian, from muzh, man. See man-1 in Appendix.]

Mu·zo·re·wa (mtzÙN-r7ùwN), Abel Tendekayi. Born 1925.  Zimbabwean 

clergyman and political leader who advocated a peaceful transition from the 

white-minority government of Rhodesia to an independently ruled Zimbabwe. 

He served as Zimbabwe’s prime minister (1979-1980). 

Muz·tag  or Muz·tagh (mus-täù, -tägù)  A mountain, 7,286.8 m (23,891 ft) 

high, in the Kunlun Range of western China near the Indian border. 

Muz·tag·a·ta also Muz·tagh A·ta (mus-täÙN-täù, mus-tägÙ-)  A mountain, 

7,550.9 m (24,757 ft) high, of the Muztagata Range in western China near 

Tadzhikistan. 

Muz·tagh (mus-täù, -tägù)  See Muztag. 
muz·zle (mƒzùNl) n.  1. The forward, projecting part of the head of certain ani-

mals, such as dogs, including the mouth, nose, and jaws; the snout.  2. A leather 

or wire restraining appliance that, when fitted over an animal’s snout, prevents 

biting and eating.  3. The forward, discharging end of the barrel of a firearm.  

4. A restraint on free movement or expression:  had a muzzle put on their high 

spirits.   —  v.  tr. muz·zled, muz·zling, muz·zles. 1. To put a muzzle on (an 

animal).  2. To restrain from expression:  tried to muzzle the opposition.  [Middle 

English mosel, from Old French musel, from Medieval Latin m7sellum, diminu-

tive of m7sus, snout, from Latin m7sum.] —muzùzler n. 



muz·zle·load·er (mƒzùNl-loÙdNr) n.  A firearm that is loaded at the muzzle.   
—muzùzle·loadÙing adj. 

muz·zy (mƒzùK) adj.  muz·zi·er, muz·zi·est. 1. Mentally confused; muddled.  

2. Blurred; indistinct.  [Origin unknown.] —muzùzi·ly adv.  —muzùzi·ness n. 

mV abbr.  Millivolt. 

MV abbr.  1. Mean variation.  2. Megavolt. 

MVP abbr.  Sports. Most valuable player. 

mW abbr.  Milliwatt. 

MW abbr.  Megawatt. 

Mwe·ru (mw7ùru), Lake. A lake of central Africa on the Zaire-Zambia border 

west of the southern end of Lake Tanganyika. 

Mx abbr.  Maxwell (measurement). 

MX abbr.  Sports. Motocross. 

mxd. abbr.  Mixed. 

my (mX) adj.  The possessive form of I. 1. Used as a modifier before a noun:  my 

boots; my accomplishments.  2. Used preceding various forms of polite, affection-

ate, or familiar address:  My friend, you are so right.  3. Used in various interjec-

tional phrases:  My word! My goodness!   —  interj.  Used as an exclamation of 

surprise, pleasure, or dismay:  Oh, my! What a tiring day!  [Middle English mi, 

from Old English mXn. See me-1 in Appendix.]

m.y. abbr.  Million years. 

my- pref.  Variant of myo-. 
my·al·gi·a (mX-4lùjK-N, -jN) n.  Muscular pain or tenderness, especially when dif-

fuse and nonspecific.   —my·alùgic (-jVk) adj. 

Myan·mar (myän-märù)  See Burma. 
my·as·the·ni·a (mXÙNs-thKùnK-N) n.  1. Abnormal muscular weakness or 

fatigue.  2. Myasthenia gravis.   —myÙas·thenùic (-thHnùVk) adj. 

myasthenia gra·vis (mXÙNs-thKùnK-N gr4vùVs) n.  A disease characterized by 

progressive fatigue and generalized weakness of the skeletal muscles, especially 

those of the face, neck, arms, and legs, caused by impaired transmission of nerve 

impulses following an autoimmune attack on acetylcholine receptors.  [New 

Latin  : MYASTHENIA + Latin gravis, heavy, severe.]

myc (mVk) n.  Any of a group of vertebrate oncogenes whose product, a DNA 

binding protein, is thought to promote the growth of tumor cells.  [Possibly from 

my(elo)c(ytomatosis virus).]

myc. abbr.  1. Mycological.  2. Mycology. 

myc- pref.  Variant of myco-. 
Myc·a·le (mVkùN-lK)  A promontory of western Asia Minor. In 479 B.C. it was the 

site of a major Greek victory over the Persian fleet. 

my·ce·li·um (mX-sKùlK-Nm) n.  pl. my·ce·li·a (-lK-N). 1. The vegetative part of a 

fungus, consisting of a mass of branching, threadlike hyphae.  2. A similar mass 



of fibers formed by certain bacteria.  [New Latin  : MYC(O)- + Greek hKlos, wart.] 
—my·ceùli·al (-lK-Nl) adj. 

My·ce·nae (mX-sKùnK)  An ancient Greek city in the northeast Peloponnesus 

that flourished during the Bronze Age as the center of an early civilization. It was 

the legendary capital of Agamemnon. 

My·ce·nae·an (mXÙsN-nKùNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Mycenae or its inhabit-

ants.  2. Of, relating to, or being the Aegean civilization that spread its influence 

from Mycenae to many parts of the Mediterranean region from about 1580 to 

1120 B.C.  3. Of, relating to, or being the archaic dialect of Greek written in the 

Linear B script.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Mycenae.  2. Mycenaean 

Greek. 

-mycete suff.  Fungus:  basidiomycete.  [New Latin -mycKtKs, from Greek mukKs, 

mukKt-, fungus.]

my·ce·to·ma (mXÙsV-toùmN) n.  pl. my·ce·to·mas or my·ce·to·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). A chronic, slowly progressing bacterial or fungal infection usually of the foot 

or leg, characterized by nodules that discharge an oily pus.  [Greek mukKs, mukKt-

, fungus + -OMA.] —myÙce·toùma·tous (-toùmN-tNs, -tmmùN-) adj. 

-mycin suff.  A substance derived from a bacterium in the order Actinomyce-

tales:  neomycin.  [MYC(O)- (so called because the bacteria from which the sub-

stances were first derived were originally mistaken for fungi) + -IN.]

myco-  or myc- pref.  Fungus:  mycology.  [From Greek mukKs, fungus.]

my·co·bac·te·ri·um (mXÙko-b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. my·co·bac·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-

N). Any of various slender, rod-shaped, aerobic bacteria of the genus Mycobacte-

rium, which includes the bacteria that cause tuberculosis and leprosy.   
—myÙco·bac·terùi·al adj. 

mycol. abbr.  1. Mycological.  2. Mycology. 

my·col·o·gy (mX-kmlùN-jK) n.  pl. my·col·o·gies. Abbr. myc., mycol. 1. The 

branch of botany that deals with fungi.  2. The fungi native to a region.  3. The 

composition or characteristics of a particular fungus:  the mycology of rusts and 

mildews.   —myÙco·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl), myÙco·logùic adj.  —myÙ-
col·ogùi·cal·ly adv.  —my·colùo·gist n. 

my·coph·a·gous (mX-kmfùN-gNs) adj.  Fungivorous.   —my·cophùa·gy (-N-jK) 

n. 

my·co·plas·ma (mXÙko-pl4zùmN) n.  Any of numerous parasitic, pathogenic 

microorganisms of the genus Mycoplasma that lack a true cell wall, are gram-neg-

ative, and need sterols such as cholesterol for growth. In human beings, one spe-

cies is a primary cause of nonbacterial pneumonia.  Also called pleuropneumonia-

like organism  —myÙco·plasùmal adj. 

my·cor·rhi·za  or my·co·rhi·za (mXÙkN-rXùzN) n.  pl. my·cor·rhi·zae (-zK)  or 

my·cor·rhi·zas. Botany. The symbiotic association of the mycelium of a fungus 



with the roots of certain plants, such as conifers, beeches, or orchids.  [MYCO- + 

Greek rhiza, root; see wr7d- in Appendix.] —myÙcor·rhiùzal adj. 

my·co·sis (mX-koùsVs) n.  pl. my·co·ses (-sKz). 1. A fungal infection in or on a 

part of the body.  2. A disease caused by a fungus. 

my·co·tox·i·co·sis (mXÙko-tmkÙsV-koùsVs) n.  Poisoning caused by ingestion of a 

mycotoxin. 

my·co·tox·in (mXÙko-tmkùsVn) n.  A toxin produced by a fungus. 

my·dri·a·sis (mV-drXùN-sVs) n.  Prolonged, abnormal dilatation of the pupil of 

the eye caused by disease or a drug.  [Latin, from Greek mudriasis.]

myd·ri·at·ic (mVdÙrK-4tùVk) adj.  Causing dilatation of the pupils.   —  n.  A 

mydriatic drug.  [From MYDRIASIS.]

myel- pref.  Variant of myelo-. 
my·e·len·ceph·a·lon (mXÙN-lHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ) n.  The posterior portion of the 

embryonic hindbrain, from which the medulla oblongata develops.   
—myÙe·len·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

my·e·lin (mXùN-lVn) also my·e·line (-lVn, -lKnÙ) n.  A white fatty material, com-

posed chiefly of lipids and lipoproteins, that encloses certain axons and nerve 

fibers.  Also called medulla  —myÙe·linùic adj. 

my·e·li·nat·ed (mXùN-lN-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Having a myelin sheath:  myelinated nerve 

fibers. 

my·e·li·na·tion (mXÙN-lN-n7ùshNn) n.  Variant of myelinization. 
my·e·line (mXùN-lVn, -lKnÙ) n.  Variant of myelin. 
my·e·li·ni·za·tion (mXÙN-lN-nV-z7ùshNn) also my·e·li·na·tion (-n7ùshNn) n.  

The process of forming a myelin sheath. 

myelin sheath (mXùN-lVn shKth) n.  The insulating envelope of myelin that sur-

rounds the core of a nerve fiber or axon and facilitates the transmission of nerve 

impulses. In the peripheral nervous system, the sheath is formed from the cell 

membrane of the Schwann cell and, in the central nervous system, from oligo-

dendrocytes.  Also called medullary sheath 

my·e·li·tis (mXÙN-lXùtVs) n.  1. Inflammation of the spinal column.  

2. Osteomyelitis. 

myelo-  or myel- pref.  1. Spinal cord:  myelitis.  2. Bone marrow:  myeloma.  

[New Latin, from Greek muelos, marrow, probably from mus, muscle. See m7777s- 
in Appendix.]

my·e·lo·blast (mXùN-lN-bl4stÙ) n.  An immature cell of the bone marrow that is 

the precursor of a myelocyte.   —myÙe·lo·blasùtic adj. 

my·e·lo·cyte (mXùN-lN-sXtÙ) n.  A large cell of the bone marrow that is a precur-

sor of the mature granulocyte of the blood.   —myÙe·lo·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

my·e·lo·fi·bro·sis (mXÙN-lo-fX-broùsVs) n.  Proliferation of fibroblastic cells in 

bone marrow, causing anemia and sometimes enlargement of the spleen and liver. 



my·e·log·e·nous (mXÙN-lmjùN-nNs) also my·e·lo·gen·ic (-lN-jHnùVk) adj.  Orig-

inating in or produced by the bone marrow. 

my·e·lo·gram (mXùN-lN-gr4mÙ) n.  An x-ray of the spinal cord after injection of 

air or a radiopaque substance into the subarachnoid space.   —myÙe·logùra·phy 
(-lmgùrN-fK) n. 

my·e·loid (mXùN-loidÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or derived from the bone mar-

row.  2. Of or relating to the spinal cord. 

my·e·lo·ma (mXÙN-loùmN) n.  pl. my·e·lo·mas or my·e·lo·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A 

malignant tumor formed by the cells of the bone marrow.   —myÙe·loùma·toidÙ 
(-toidÙ) adj. 

my·e·lo·pro·lif·er·a·tive (mXÙN-lo-prN-lVfùN-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  Relating to 

or characterized by the proliferation of cells of the bone marrow:  myeloprolifera-

tive syndromes. 

my·ia·sis (mXùN-sVs, mX-XùN-sVs) n.  pl. my·ia·ses (mXùN-sKzÙ). 1. Infestation of 

tissue by fly larvae.  2. A disease resulting from infestation of tissue by fly larvae.  

[Greek muia, mua, fly + -IASIS.]

Myk·o·nos (mVkùN-nmsÙ, -nosÙ, mKùkô-nôsÙ) also Mí·ko·nos (mKùkô-nôsÙ)  An 

island of southeast Greece in the Cyclades Islands of the Aegean Sea. It is a popu-

lar resort. 

My Lai (mKù lXù)  A village of southern Vietnam where more than 300 unarmed 

civilians, including women and children, were massacred by U.S. troops (March 

1968) during the Vietnam War. 

My·lar (mXùlärÙ)  A trademark used for a thin strong polyester film. This trade-

mark often occurs in print as an attributive: “Mylar star balloons dangle from the 

ceiling, the pianist strokes her ivories, and waiters... waltz through the crowd” (San 

Francisco Chronicle). It also occurs in lowercase: “The [printers] use standard 

fabric ribbon cartridges or high-carbon mylar cartridges” (Byte). 

my·lo·nite (mXùlN-nXtÙ) n.  A fine-grained laminated rock formed by the shift-

ing of rock layers along faults.  [Greek mulon, mill (from mulK, handmill); see 

melN- in Appendix + -ITE
1.]

my·na  or my·nah also mi·na (mXùnN) n.  Any of various starlings of southeast 

Asia, having bluish-black or dark brown coloration and yellow bills. Certain spe-

cies, especially the hill myna (Gracula religiosa), are known for mimicry of human 

speech.  [Hindi main7, perhaps from Sanskrit madanaU, from madana-, delight-

ful, joyful, from madati, it bubbles.]

myn·heer also men·eer (mN-nîrù) n.  1.  Often Mynheer. also Meneer. 
a. Used as a courtesy title before the name of a man in a Dutch-speaking area.  

b. Used as a form of polite address for a man in a Dutch-speaking area.   

2. Informal. A Dutchman.  [Dutch mijnheer : mijn, my (from Middle Dutch); see 

me-1 in Appendix + heer, lord (from Middle Dutch here).]



myo-  or my- pref.  Muscle:  myograph.  [New Latin, from Greek mus, muscle. 

See m7777s- in Appendix.]

myocardial infarction (mXÙo-kärùdK-Nl Vn-färkùshNn) n.  Abbr. MI Necrosis 

of a region of the myocardium caused by an interruption in the supply of blood 

to the heart. 

my·o·car·di·tis (mXÙo-kär-dXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the myocardium. 

my·o·car·di·um (mXÙo-kärùdK-Nm) n.  pl. my·o·car·di·a (-dK-N). The muscu-

lar tissue of the heart.  [New Latin  : MYO- + Greek kardia, heart; see kerd- in 

Appendix.] —myÙo·carùdi·al adj. 

my·oc·lo·nus (mX-mkùlN-nNs) n.  A sudden twitching of muscles or parts of 

muscles, without any rhythm or pattern, occurring in various brain disorders.   
—myÙo·clonùic (mXÙN-klmnùVk) adj. 

my·o·e·lec·tric (mXÙo-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  Of or relating to the electrical properties 

of muscle tissue from which impulses may be amplified, used especially in the 

control or operation of prosthetic devices. 

my·o·fib·ril (mXÙN-fXùbrNl, -fVbùrNl) n.  Any of the threadlike fibrils that make up 

the contractile part of a striated muscle fiber.  Also called sarcostyle 

my·o·fil·a·ment (mXÙN-fVlùN-mNnt) n.  Any of the ultramicroscopic filaments, 

made up of actin and myosin, that are the structural units of a myofibril. 

my·o·gen·ic (mXÙN-jHnùVk) also my·o·ge·net·ic (mXÙo-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  1. Giving 

rise to or forming muscular tissue.  2. Of muscular origin; arising from the mus-

cles. 

my·o·glo·bin (mXùN-gloÙbVn) n.  The form of hemoglobin found in muscle 

fibers, having a higher affinity for oxygen than hemoglobin of the blood. 

my·o·graph (mXùN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument for recording muscular contrac-

tions. 

my·ol·o·gy (mX-mlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of muscles.   —myÙo·logùic 
(mXÙN-lmjùVk) adj.  —my·olùo·gist n. 

my·o·ma (mX-oùmN) n.  pl. my·o·mas or my·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A tumor com-

posed of muscle tissue.   —my·oùma·tous (-oùmN-tNs, -mmùN-) adj. 

my·o·neu·ral (mXÙN-ntrùNl, -nytrù-) adj.  Of or relating to both muscles and 

nerves, especially to nerve endings in muscle tissue. 

my·op·a·thy (mX-mpùN-thK) n.  pl. my·op·a·thies. A disease of muscle or mus-

cle tissue.   —myÙo·pathùic (mXÙN-p4thùVk) adj. 

my·ope (mXùopÙ) n.  One who is affected by myopia.  [French, from Late Latin 

myops, near-sighted, from Greek muops. See MYOPIA.]

my·o·pi·a (mX-oùpK-N) n.  1. A visual defect in which distant objects appear 

blurred because their images are focused in front of the retina rather than on it; 

nearsightedness.  Also called short sight 2. Lack of discernment or long-range per-

spective in thinking or planning: “For Lorca, New York is a symbol of spiritual myo-

pia” (Edwin Honig).  [Greek muopia, from muops, near-sighted  : muein, to close 



the eyes + ops, eye; see okw- in Appendix.] —my·opùic (-mpùVk, -oùpVk) adj.  

—my·opùi·cal·ly adv. 

my·o·sin (mXùN-sVn) n.  The commonest protein in muscle cells, responsible for 

the elastic and contractile properties of muscle. It combines with actin to form 

actomyosin.  [Greek muos, genitive of mus, muscle; see MYO- + -in.]

my·o·sis (mX-oùsVs) n.  Variant of miosis. 
my·o·si·tis (mXÙN-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a muscle, especially a voluntary 

muscle, characterized by pain, tenderness, and sometimes spasm in the affected 

area. 

my·o·so·tis (mXÙN-soùtVs) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Myosotis, such 

as the forget-me-not.  [New Latin Myosotis, genus name, from Latin myosotis, 

mouse-ear, a kind of plant, from Greek muosotis : muos, genitive of mus, mouse; 

see m7777s- in Appendix + ous, ot-, ear; see ous- in Appendix.]

my·o·tome (mXùN-tomÙ) n.  1. The segment of a somite in a vertebrate embryo 

that differentiates into skeletal muscle.  2. A muscle or group of muscles derived 

from one somite and innervated by a single segment of a spinal nerve. 

my·o·to·ni·a (mXÙN-toùnK-N) n.  Tonic spasm or temporary rigidity of one or 

more muscles, often characteristic of various muscular disorders.   
—myÙo·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

My·ra (mXùrN)  An ancient Lycian city of southern Asia Minor. A major seaport, 

it was one of the chief cities of the region. 

Myr·dal (mürùdälÙ, mîrù-), Alva. 1902-1986.  Swedish sociologist and diplomat. 

She shared the 1982 Nobel Peace Prize for her role in the United Nations nuclear 

disarmament negotiations. 

Myr·dal (mürùdälÙ, mîrù-), (Karl) Gunnar. 1898-1987.  Swedish economist. He 

shared a 1974 Nobel Prize for work on the theory of optimum allocation of 

resources. 

myr·i·ad (mVrùK-Nd) adj.  1. Constituting a very large, indefinite number; innu-

merable:  the myriad fish in the ocean.  2. Composed of numerous diverse ele-

ments or facets:  the myriad life of the metropolis.   —  n.  1. A vast number:  the 

myriads of bees in the hive.  2. Archaic. Ten thousand.  [Greek murias, muriad-, ten 

thousand, from murios, countless.]

USAGE NOTE: Throughout most of its history in English myriad was used as

a noun, as in a myriad of men. In the 19th century it began to be used as an ad-

jective, as in myriad men; this usage became so well entrenched that many people

came to consider it as the only correct possibility. In fact, both uses have not only

ample precedent in English but also etymological justification from Greek, inas-

much as the Greek word murias from which myriad derives could be used as either

a noun or an adjective. Both uses may be considered equally acceptable, as in Sam-



uel Taylor Coleridge’s “Myriad myriads of lives.”

myr·i·a·pod also myr·i·o·pod (mVrùK-N-pmdÙ) n.  Any of several arthropods, 

such as the centipede or millipede, having segmented bodies, one pair of anten-

nae, and at least nine pairs of legs.  [From New Latin Myriapoda, class name  : 

Greek murias, ten thousand; see MYRIAD + New Latin -poda, -pod.] 
—myrÙi·apùo·dous (-4pùN-dNs) adj. 

my·ris·tic acid (mN-rVsùtVk 4sùVd, mX-) n.  A fatty acid, CH3(CH2)12COOH, 

occurring in animal and vegetable fats and used in the manufacture of cosmetics, 

soaps, perfumes, and flavorings.  [Greek muristikos, fragrant, from muron, per-

fume.]

myrmeco- pref.  Ant:  myrmecology.  [Greek murmKko-, from murmKx, ant.]

myr·me·col·o·gy (mûrÙmV-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of entomology that deals 

with ants.   —myrÙme·co·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —myrÙme·colùo·gist 
n. 

myr·me·co·phile (mûrùmV-kN-fXlÙ) n.  An organism, such as a beetle, that 

habitually shares the nest of an ant colony.   —myrÙme·cophùi·lous (-kmfùN-lNs) 

adj.  —myrÙme·cophùi·ly (-kmfùN-lK) n. 

Myr·mi·don (mûrùmN-dmnÙ, -dn) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A member of a war-

like Thessalian people who were ruled by Achilles and followed him on the expe-

dition against Troy.  2. myrmidon. A faithful follower who carries out orders 

without question.  [From Middle English Mirmidones, Myrmidons, from Latin 

Myrmidones, from Greek Murmidones.]

my·rob·a·lan (mX-rmbùN-lNn, mN-) n.  1.  See cherry plum.  2.  See Indian 
almond.  3. The fruit of any of these plants.  [Obsolete French mirobolan, from 

Latin myrobalanum, fragrant oil of the ben-nut, from Greek murobalanos : 

muron, perfume + balanos, acorn.]

myrobalan plum (mX-rmbùN-lNn plƒm) n.  See cherry plum. 
My·ron (mXùrNn), Fifth century B.C.  Greek sculptor of the Discus Thrower. 

myrrh (mûr) n.  1. An aromatic gum resin obtained from several trees and 

shrubs of the genus Commiphora of India, Arabia, and eastern Africa, used in 

perfume and incense.  Also called balm of Gilead 2.  See sweet cicely (n., sense 

2).  [Middle English mirre, from Old English myrrha, from Latin, from Greek 

murrha, probably of Semitic origin.]

myr·tle (mûrùtl) n.  1. Any of several evergreen shrubs or trees of the genus 

Myrtus, especially M. communis, an aromatic shrub native to the Mediterranean 

region and western Asia, having pink or white flowers and blue-black berries and 

widely cultivated as a hedge plant.  2.  See periwinkle2 (n., sense 1).  [Middle 

English mirtille, from Old French, from Medieval Latin myrtillus, diminutive of 

Latin myrtus, from Greek murtos.]



Myr·tle Beach (mûrùtl bKch)  A city of eastern South Carolina on the Atlantic 

Ocean east of Columbia. It is a popular resort. Population, 24,848. 

my·self (mX-sHlfù) pron.  1. That one identical with me. a. Used reflexively as the 

direct or indirect object of a verb or as the object of a preposition:  I bought myself 

a new car.  b. Used for emphasis:  I myself was certain of the facts.  c. Used in an 

absolute construction:  In office myself, I helped her get a job.   2. My normal or 

healthy condition or state:  I’m feeling myself again.  [Middle English mi-self, 

from Old English mK selfum, mK selfne : mK, me; see me-1 in Appendix + selfum, 

selfne, dative and accusative of self; see SELF.]

USAGE NOTE: The reflexive pronouns, such as myself, ourselves, yourself, your-

selves, himself, and herself, are often used as emphatic forms: Like yourself, I have

no apologies to make. The practice is particularly common in compound phrases:

Mrs. Evans or yourself will have to pick them up at the airport. These usages have

been common in the writing of reputable authors for several centuries: “Let me

say to you and to myself in one breath, Cultivate the tree which you have found to

bear fruit in your soil” (Henry David Thoreau). The strongest criticism that can

be made of these uses of reflexives is that like other emphatic devices they may

easily be overused, and when the pronoun refers to the writer or speaker, the result

of the emphasis may be an implication of pomposity or self-importance.

My·si·a (mVshùK-N)  An ancient region of northwest Asia Minor. It passed succes-

sively to Lydia, Persia, Macedon, Syria, Pergamum, and Rome.   —Myùsi·an adj.  

& n. 

my·sid (mXùsVd) n.  Any of various small, shrimplike, chiefly marine crustaceans 

of the order Mysidacea, the females of which carry their eggs in a pouch beneath 

the thorax.  Also called opossum shrimp [From New Latin Mysis, Mysid-, type 

genus, from Greek musis, a closing, from muein, to close the lips or eyes.]

my·so·pho·bi·a (mXÙso-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of dirt or contamina-

tion.  [Greek musos, uncleanness + -PHOBIA.]

My·sore (mX-sôrù, -sorù)  A city of southern India southwest of Bangalore. 

Inhabited before the 3rd century B.C., it was the center of a Muslim state after the 

late 16th century and was occupied by the British in 1831. Today it is an impor-

tant industrial city. Population, 441,754. 

mys·ta·gogue (mVsùtN-gmgÙ, -gôgÙ) n.  1. One who prepares candidates for ini-

tiation into a mystery cult.  2. One who holds or spreads mystical doctrines.  

[From Latin mystagogus, from Greek mustagogos : mustKs, an initiate; see MYSTERY
1 

+ agogos, guide, leader (from agein, to lead); see ag- in Appendix.] 
—mysÙta·gogùic (-gmjùVk) adj.  —mysùta·goÙgy (-goÙjK) n. 

mys·te·ri·ous (mV-stîrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a mystery:  myste-

rious and infinite truths.  2. Simultaneously arousing wonder and inquisitiveness, 



and eluding explanation or comprehension:  a mysterious visitor; mysterious con-

duct.  [French mystérieux, from mystère, secret, from Latin mystKrium. See 

MYSTERY
1.] —mys·teùri·ous·ly adv.  —mys·teùri·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: mysterious, esoteric, arcane, occult, inscrutable. These adjectives

mean beyond human power to explain or understand. Something mysterious

arouses wonder and inquisitiveness and at the same time eludes explanation or

comprehension: a mysterious noise; mysterious symbols. “The sea lies all about us....

In its mysterious past it encompasses all the dim origins of life” (Rachel Carson).

What is esoteric is mysterious because it is known and understood by only a small,

select group, as by a circle of initiates or the members of a profession: a compila-

tion of esoteric philosophical theories. Arcane applies to what is hidden from the

knowledge of all but those having the key to a secret: the arcane science of dowsing.

Occult suggests knowledge reputedly gained only by secret, magical, or supernat-

ural means: occult powers; the occult sciences. Something that is inscrutable cannot

be fathomed by means of investigation or scrutiny: an inscrutable smile. “It is not

for me to attempt to fathom the inscrutable workings of Providence” (Earl of Birken-

head).

mys·ter·y1 (mVsùtN-rK) n.  pl. mys·ter·ies. 1. Something that is not fully under-

stood or that baffles or eludes the understanding; an enigma:  How he got in is a 

mystery. Even after all the testimonies, the murder remained a mystery.  2. A myste-

rious character or quality:  a landscape with mystery and charm.  3. A work of fic-

tion, drama, or film dealing with a puzzling crime.  4.  Often mysteries. The 

skills, lore, or practices that are peculiar to a particular activity or group and are 

regarded as the special province of initiates:  the mysteries of Freemasonry; the 

mysteries of cooking game.  5. Theology. A religious truth that is incomprehensible 

to the reason and knowable only through divine revelation.  6. a. An incident 

from the life of Jesus, especially the Incarnation, Passion, Crucifixion, or Resur-

rection, of particular importance for redemption.  b. Roman Catholic Church. 

One of the 15 incidents from the lives of Jesus or the Blessed Virgin Mary, such as 

the Annunciation or the Ascension, serving as the subject of meditation during 

recitation of the rosary.   7. a. One of the Christian sacraments, especially the 

Eucharist.  b. mysteries. The consecrated elements of the Eucharist.   8. a. A 

religious cult practicing secret rites to which only initiates are admitted.  b. A 

secret rite of such a cult.   [Middle English misterie, from Latin mystKrium, from 

Greek mustKrion, secret rite, from mustKs, an initiate, from muein, to close the 

eyes, initiate.]

mys·ter·y2 (mVsùtN-rK) n.  pl. mys·ter·ies. 1. Archaic. A trade or an occupation.  

2. Archaic. A guild, as of merchants or artisans.  3. A mystery play.  [Middle 

English misterie, service, craft, from Medieval Latin misterium, craft-guild, from 



Late Latin, alteration of Latin ministerium, occupation, from minister, assistant, 

servant. See mei-2 in Appendix.]

mystery play (mVsùtN-rK pl7) n.  A medieval drama based on scriptural events 

especially in the life of Jesus.  [From MYSTERY
1, or MYSTERY

2.]

mys·tic (mVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to religious mysteries or occult rites and 

practices.  2. Of or relating to mysticism or mystics.  3. Inspiring a sense of mys-

tery and wonder.  4. a. Mysterious; strange.  b. Enigmatic; obscure.   5. Mystical.   
—  n.  One who practices or believes in mysticism or a given form of mysticism:  

Protestant mystics.  [Middle English mystik, from Latin mysticus, from Greek mus-

tikos, from mustKrion, secret rite. See MYSTERY
1.]

mys·ti·cal (mVsùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or having a spiritual reality or import not 

apparent to the intelligence or senses.  2. Of, relating to, or stemming from direct 

communion with ultimate reality or God:  a mystical religion.  3. Of or founded 

on subjective experience:  mystical theories about the securities market.  4. Of or 

relating to mystic rites or practices.  5. Unintelligible; cryptic.   —mysùti·cal·ly 
adv.  —mysùti·cal·ness n. 

mys·ti·cete (mVsùtV-sKtÙ) n.  See baleen whale.  [New Latin mysticKtus, from 

Greek mustikKtos, alteration of (ho) mus to kKtos, (the) whale (called) the mouse  : 

mus, mouse; see m7777s- in Appendix + kKtos, whale.] —mysÙti·ceùtous (-sKùtNs) 

adj. 

mys·ti·cism (mVsùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. a. Immediate consciousness of the transcen-

dent or ultimate reality or God.  b. The experience of such communion as 

described by mystics.   2. A belief in the existence of realities beyond perceptual 

or intellectual apprehension that are central to being and directly accessible by 

subjective experience.  3. Vague, groundless speculation. 

mys·ti·fi·ca·tion (mVsÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of mystify-

ing.  2. The fact or condition of being mystified.  3. Something intended to mys-

tify. 

mys·ti·fy (mVsùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. mys·ti·fied, mys·ti·fy·ing, mys·ti·fies. 1. To 

confuse or puzzle mentally; bewilder.  See Synonyms at puzzle.  2. To make 

obscure or mysterious.  [French mystifier : mystère, mystery (from Latin myst-

Krium); see MYSTERY
1 + -fier, -fy.] —mysùti·fiÙer n.  —mysùti·fyÙing·ly adv. 

mys·tique (mV-stKkù) n.  An aura of heightened value, interest, or meaning sur-

rounding something, arising from attitudes and beliefs that impute special power 

or mystery to it:  the cowboy mystique; the mystique of existentialism.  [French, 

mystical, mystique, from Latin mysticus. See MYSTIC.]

myth (mVth) n.  1. a. A traditional, typically ancient story dealing with supernat-

ural beings, ancestors, or heroes that serves as a fundamental type in the world 

view of a people, as by explaining aspects of the natural world or delineating the 

psychology, customs, or ideals of society:  the myth of Eros and Psyche; a creation 

myth.  b. Such stories considered as a group:  the realm of myth.   2. A story, a 



theme, an object, or a character regarded as embodying an aspect of a culture:  a 

star whose fame turned her into a myth; the pioneer myth of suburbia.  3. A fiction 

or half-truth, especially one that forms part of an ideology.  4. A fictitious story, 

person, or thing: “German artillery superiority on the Western Front was a myth” 

(Leon Wolff).  [New Latin m«thus, from Late Latin m«thos, from Greek muthos.]

myth. abbr.  Mythological; mythology. 

myth·i·cal (mVthùV-kNl) also myth·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Of or existing in myth:  the 

mythical unicorn.  2. Imaginary; fictitious.  3.  Often mythic. Of, relating to, or 

having the nature of a myth:  a novel of profound, almost mythic consequence.   
—mythùi·cal·ly adv. 

myth·i·cize (mVthùV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. myth·i·cized, myth·i·ciz·ing, myth·i·ciz·es. 
1. To turn (a person or an event) into myth:  mythicizing the American trucker.  

2. To interpret as a myth or in terms of mythology. 

myth·mak·er (mVthùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that creates myths or mythical situations.   
—mythùmak·ing n. 

my·thog·ra·pher (mV-thmgùrN-fNr) n.  One who records, narrates, or com-

ments on myths.  [From Greek muthographos, writer of legends  : muthos, word, 

story + -graphos, -grapher.]

my·thog·ra·phy (mV-thmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. my·thog·ra·phies. 1. The artistic 

representation of mythical subjects.  2. A collection of myths, often with critical 

commentary. 

my·thoi (mXùthoi, mVthùoi) n.  Plural of mythos. 
mythol. abbr.  Mythological; mythology. 

myth·o·log·i·cal (mVthÙN-lmjùV-kNl) also myth·o·log·ic (-Vk) adj.  Abbr. 

myth., mythol. 1. Of, relating to, or recorded in myths or mythology.  

2. Fabulous; imaginary.   —mythÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

my·thol·o·gist (mV-thmlùN-jVst) n.  A student or scholar of mythology. 

my·thol·o·gize (mV-thmlùN-jXzÙ) v.  my·thol·o·gized, my·thol·o·giz·ing, 
my·thol·o·giz·es.  —  v.  tr. To convert into myth; mythicize.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

construct or relate a myth.  2. To interpret or write about myths or mythology.   
—my·tholùo·gizÙer n. 

my·thol·o·gy (mV-thmlùN-jK) n.  pl. my·thol·o·gies. Abbr. myth., mythol. 
1. a. A body or collection of myths belonging to a people and addressing their 

origin, history, deities, ancestors, and heroes.  b. A body of myths concerning an 

individual, event, or institution: “A new mythology, essential to the... American 

funeral rite, has grown up” (Jessica Mitford).   2. The field of scholarship dealing 

with the systematic collection and study of myths.  [French mythologie, from Late 

Latin m«thologia, from Greek muthologia, story-telling  : muthos, story + -logia, -

logy.]

myth·o·ma·ni·a (mVthÙN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  A compulsion to embroider 

the truth, engage in exaggeration, or tell lies.   —mythÙo·maùni·acÙ (-4kÙ) n. 



myth·o·poe·ic  or myth·o·pe·ic (mVthÙN-pKùVk) also myth·o·po·et·ic (-po-

HtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the making of myths.  2. Serving to create or 

engender myths; productive in mythmaking.  [From Greek muthopoios, composer 

of fiction, from muthopoiein, to relate a story  : muthos, story + poiein, to make; 

see kwei-2 in Appendix.] —mythÙo·poeùia (-pKùN), mythÙo·po·eùsis (-po-

KùsVs)  n. 

my·thos (mXùthms, mVthùms) n.  pl. my·thoi (mXùthoi, mVthùoi). 1. Myth.  

2. Mythology.  3. The pattern of basic values and attitudes of a people, character-

istically transmitted through myths and the arts.  [Greek muthos.]

myx- pref.  Variant of myxo-. 
myx·a·moe·ba also myx·a·me·ba (mVkÙsN-mKùbN) n.  pl. myx·a·moe·bas 

also myx·a·moe·bae (-bK). A slime mold at a stage when it is an amoebalike 

free-swimming cell and before it fuses to form a plasmodium. 

myx·e·de·ma  or myx·oe·de·ma (mVkÙsV-dKùmN) n.  A disease caused by 

decreased activity of the thyroid gland in adults and characterized by dry skin, 

swellings around the lips and nose, mental deterioration, and a subnormal basal 

metabolic rate.   —myxÙe·demùa·tous (-dHmùN-tNs, -dKùmN-), myxÙe·demùic 

(-dHmùVk)  adj. 

myxo-  or myx- pref.  Mucus:  myxoma.  [New Latin, from Greek muxa, mucus, 

slime.]

myx·o·bac·te·ri·um (mVkÙso-b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. myx·o·bac·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-

N). Any of numerous gram-negative, rod-shaped saprophytic bacteria of the phy-

lum Myxobacteria, typically found embedded in slime in which they form com-

plex colonies and noted for their ability to move by gliding along surfaces without 

any known organ of locomotion. 

myx·oe·de·ma (mVkÙsV-dKùmN) n.  Variant of myxedema. 
myx·oid (mVkùsoidÙ) adj.  Containing mucus; mucoid. 

myx·o·ma (mVk-soùmN) n.  pl. myx·o·mas or myx·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A 

benign tumor, most often found in the heart, that is composed of connective tis-

sue embedded in mucus.   —myx·oùma·tous (-soùmN-tNs, -smmùN-) adj. 

myx·o·ma·to·sis (mVk-soÙmN-toùsVs) n.  pl. myx·o·ma·to·ses (-sKz). 1. A 

highly infectious, usually fatal disease of rabbits that is caused by a pox virus and 

is characterized by many skin tumors similar to myxomas.  2. A condition char-

acterized by the growth of many myxomas. 

myx·o·my·cete (mVkÙso-mXùsKt) n.  See slime mold (n., sense 2).  [MYXO- + 

MYC(O)- + -ote, n. suff. (from Greek -otos, adj. suff.).]

myx·o·vi·rus (mVkùsN-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. myx·o·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of RNA-

containing viruses, including those that cause influenza, typically having an affin-

ity for certain mucins and causing agglutination of red blood cells. 



                                                                                                                                                                                       
n1  or N (Hn) n.  pl. n’s or N’s. 1. The 14th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter n.  3. The 14th in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter N. 

n2 abbr.  1.  Or N. Printing. En.  2. Mathematics. Indefinite number.  3. Neutron.  

4.  Also N  or n.. Chemistry. Normal. 

N1  1.  The symbol for the element nitrogen. 2.  The symbol for Avogadro’s 
number. 

N2 abbr.  1. Games. Knight.  2. Newton.  3.  Also N.  or n  or n.. North; northern. 

n. abbr.  1. Latin. Natus (born).  2. Business. Net.  3.  Or N.. Noon.  4. Note.  

5. Grammar. Noun.  6. Number. 

N. abbr.  Norse. 

’n’  or ’n conj.  Informal. And:  scratch ’n sniff. 

Na  The symbol for the element sodium. [From New Latin natrium, from French 

natron, natron. See NATRON.]

Na. abbr.  Bible. Nahum. 

N.A. abbr.  1. Narcotics Anonymous.  2. National Academician; National Acad-

emy.  3. North America.  4.  Or n/a. Not applicable. 

NAACP  or N.A.A.C.P. abbr.  National Association for the Advancement of Col-

ored People. 

nab (n4b) v.  tr. nabbed, nab·bing, nabs. Informal. 1. To seize (a fugitive or 

wrongdoer); arrest.  2. To grab; snatch.  [Perhaps variant of dialectal nap, to seize, 

probably of Scandinavian origin.] —nabùber n. 

NAB abbr.  New American Bible. 

Nab·a·tae·a (n4bÙN-tKùN)  An ancient kingdom of Arabia in present-day Jordan. 

It flourished from the fourth century B.C. to A.D. 106, when it was conquered by 

Rome. The “rose-red city” of Petra was its capital. 

Nab·a·tae·an also Nab·a·te·an (n4bÙN-tKùNn) n.  1. A subject of the kingdom 

of Nabataea.  2. The Aramaic dialect of the Nabataeans.   —NabÙa·taeùan adj. 

Na·blus (n4bùlNs, näùblNs) also Nab·u·lus (n4bùN-ltsÙ)  A city in the West Bank 

north of Jerusalem. An ancient Canaanite town, it was the biblical home of Jacob 

and the chief city of Samaria. Population, 64,000. 

na·bob (n7ùbmbÙ) n.  1. A governor in India under the Mogul Empire.  Also 

called nawab 2. A person of wealth and prominence.  [Hindi naw7b, nab7b, from 

Arabic nuww7b, pl. of n7’ib, deputy.]

Na·bo·kov (nN-bôùkNf, näùbN-kôfÙ, n4bùN-), Vladimir Vladimirovich. 1899-

1977.  Russian-born American writer of poetry, short stories, and novels, most 

notably the satirical Lolita (1955). 

Nab·u·lus (n4bùN-ltsÙ)  See Nablus. 
na·celle (nN-sHlù) n.  A separate streamlined enclosure on an aircraft for shelter-

ing the crew or cargo or housing an engine.  [French, dinghy, gondola, from Old 



French nacele, small boat, from Late Latin n7vicella, diminutive of Latin n7vis, 

ship. See n7u- in Appendix.]

na·cho (näùchoÙ) n.  pl. na·chos. A small, often triangular piece of tortilla 

topped with cheese or chili-pepper sauce and broiled.  [American Spanish, possi-

bly diminutive of the name Ignacio, or alteration of ñato, pug-nosed, ugly, poor 

(alteration of Spanish chato, flat, snub-nosed, from Vulgar Latin *plattus, flat); 

see PLATE.]

Nack·a (näùkN, -kä)  A city of eastern Sweden, an industrial suburb of Stockholm 

near the Baltic Sea. Population, 59,009. 

Nac·og·do·ches (n4kÙN-doùchVz)  A city of eastern Texas east of Waco. Settled 

in 1779 on the site of a Spanish mission founded in 1716, it is today a processing 

and manufacturing center. Population, 30,872. 

na·cre (n7ùkNr) n.  See mother-of-pearl.  [French, from Old French nacle, 

from Old Italian naccaro, drum, nacre, from Arabic naqq7rah, small drum.] 
—naùcred (-kNrd), naùcre·ous (-krK-Ns)  adj. 

nacreous cloud (n7ùkrK-Ns kloud) n.  A cloud resembling a cirrus, showing 

iridescent coloration when the sun is several degrees below the horizon.  [From 

NACRE (from the iridescent coloring of mother-of-pearl).]

NACU abbr.  National Association of Colleges and Universities. 

NAD (HnÙ7-dKù) n.  A coenzyme, C21H27N7O14P2, occurring in most living cells 

and utilized alternately as an oxidizing or reducing agent in various metabolic 

processes.  [From n(icotinamide) a(denine) d(inucleotide), one of its chemical 

names.]

Na-Den·e also Na·Dé·né (nä-dHnùK) n.  A proposed phylum of North Ameri-

can Indian languages including Athabaskan, Tlingit, and possibly Haida.  [Haida 

náa-, house, to live and Tlingit naa, tribe  + Proto-Athabaskan *dNnæ, person.] 
—Na-Denùe adj. 

Na·der (n7ùdNr), Ralph. Born 1934.  American lawyer and pioneer in the field 

of consumer protectionism. 

NADH (HnÙ7-dK-7chù) n.  The reduced form of NAD.  [NAD + H1.]

na·dir (n7ùdNr, -dîrÙ) n.  1. Astronomy. A point on the celestial sphere directly 

below the observer, diametrically opposite the zenith.  2. The lowest point:  the 

nadir of their fortunes.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin, from Arabic naÆXr 

(as-samt), opposite (the zenith).]

NADP (Hn-7ÙdK-pKù) n.  A coenzyme, C21H28N7O17P3, occurring in most living 

cells and utilized similarly to NAD but interacting with different metabolites.  

[From n(icotinamide) a(denine) d(inucleotide) p(hosphate), one of its chemical 

names.]

NADPH (HnÙ7-dKÙpK-7chù) n.  The reduced form of NADP.  [NADP + H1.]

nae (n7) adv.  Scots. 1. No.  2. Not. 



naff1 (n4f) adj.  Chiefly British. Unstylish, clichéd, or outmoded.  [Possibly of 

dialectal origin.]

naff2 (n4f) v.  intr. naff·ed, naff·ing, naffs. Chiefly British. To fool around or 

go about: “naffing about in a tutu” (Suzanne Lowry).   —phrasal verb. naff 
off. Used in the imperative as a signal of angry dismissal.  [Origin unknown.]

WORD HISTORY: In the dual tradition of looking to one’s betters for models

of how to use language and American obeisance to British usage, let us look at

two British words spelled naff. One is an adjective, meaning “clichéd, unstylish”

(first recorded in 1969), that may be derived from dialectal words such as naff-

head, “simpleton,” or niffy-naffy, “stupid.” The other naff is a verb, usually used

in the imperative in combination with off (first recorded in 1959). This is the del-

icate injunction that members of the royal family such as Princess Anne have used

in requesting members of the press to beat it. The origin of naff is unknown, but

it has been suggested that naff may be related to an older English slang term naf,

meaning “the female sexual organ.” Naf has been derived from a backward spell-

ing of fan, from fanny.

Na·fud (n4-fudù)  See Nefud. 
nag1 (n4g) v.  nagged, nag·ging, nags.  —  v.  tr. 1. To annoy by constant 

scolding, complaining, or urging.  2. To torment persistently, as with anxiety or 

pain.   —  v.  intr. 1. To scold, complain, or find fault constantly:  nagging at the 

children.  2. To be a constant source of anxiety or annoyance:  The half-remem-

bered quotation nagged at my mind.   —  n.  One who nags.  [Probably of Scandi-

navian origin; akin to Old Norse gnaga, to bite, gnaw.] —nagùger n.  

—nagùging·ly adv. 

nag2 (n4g) n.  1. A horse, especially: a. An old or worn-out horse.  b. Slang. A 

racehorse.   2. Archaic. A small saddle horse or pony.  [Middle English nagge, pos-

sibly of Low German origin.]

Na·ga Hills (näùgN hVlz) also Na·ga·land (-l4ndÙ)  A region on the India-

Burma border. Its people were subdued by the British from 1865 to 1880. 

na·ga·na also n’ga·na (nN-gäùnN) n.  An often fatal disease of African ungu-

lates caused by various species of trypanosomes and transmitted by the bite of the 

tsetse fly.  Also called tsetse disease [Nguni (Zulu) u-nakane.]

Na·ga·no (nä-gäùno)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, northwest of Tokyo. It is 

a religious center with diverse industries in a silk-producing region. Population, 

336,967. 

Na·ga·sa·ki (näÙgN-säùkK, n4gÙN-s4kùK)  A city of western Kyushu, Japan, on 

Nagasaki Bay, an inlet of the East China Sea. The first Japanese port to be 

opened to foreign trade in the 16th century, Nagasaki was devastated by the sec-

ond atomic bomb used in World War II (August 9, 1945). Population, 449,382. 



Na·go·ya (nN-goiùN, näùgô-yäÙ)  A city of central Honshu, Japan, at the head of 

Ise Bay east of Kyoto. A fortress town in the 16th century, it was rebuilt after 

heavy bombing in World War II. Population, 2,116,350. 

Nag·pur (nägùptrÙ)  A city of central India northeast of Bombay. Founded in 

the 18th century, it passed to the British in 1853 and is today an important com-

mercial and industrial center. Population, 1,219,461. 

Nah. abbr.  Bible. Nahum. 

Na·ha (näùhä)  A city of southwest Okinawa, Japan, in the Ryukyu Islands on the 

East China Sea. It is a port and the commercial center of the islands. Population, 

303,680. 

Na·hua·tl (näùwätÙl) n.  pl. Nahuatl or Na·hua·tls. 1. A member of any of 

various Indian peoples of central Mexico, including the Aztecs.  2. The Uto-

Aztecan language of the Nahuatl.  [Spanish náhuatl, from Nahuatl, that which 

pleases the ear.]

Na·hum (n7ùhNm, n7ùNm) n.  Bible. 1. A Hebrew prophet of the seventh century 

B.C. who predicted the fall of Nineveh.  2.  Abbr. Na., Nah. A book of the Bible.  

See Table at Bible. 
NAIA abbr.  National Association of Intercollegiate Athletes. 

nai·ad (n7ùNd, -4dÙ, nXù-) n.  pl. nai·a·des (-N-dKzÙ)  or nai·ads. 1. Greek 

Mythology. One of the nymphs who lived in and presided over brooks, springs, 

and fountains.  2. The aquatic nymph of certain insects, such as the mayfly, dam-

selfly, or dragonfly.  3. An aquatic plant of the genus Naias.  [Middle English, 

from Latin n7ias, n7iad-, from Greek naias, probably from naein, to flow. See 

(s)n7u- in Appendix.]

Nai·du (nXùdu), Sarojini. 1879-1949.  Indian poet and reformer noted for her 

famine-relief efforts and her delicate, sentimental poetry, written in English. 

na·if  or na·ïf (nä-Kfù) adj.  & n.   Variants of naive. 
nail (n7l) n.  1. A slim, pointed piece of metal hammered into material as a fas-

tener.  2. a. A fingernail or toenail.  b. A claw or talon.   3. Something resembling 

a nail in shape, sharpness, or use.  4. A measure of length formerly used for cloth, 

equal to 16 yard (5.7 cm).   —  v.  tr. nailed, nail·ing, nails. 1. To fasten, join, 

or attach with or as if with a nail.  2. To cover, enclose, or shut by fastening with 

nails:  nail up a window.  3. To keep fixed, motionless, or intent:  Fear nailed me to 

my seat.  4. Slang. a. To stop and seize; catch:  Police nailed the suspect.  b. To 

detect and expose:  nailed the senator in a lie; nail corruption before it gets out of 

control.   5. Slang. a. To strike or bring down, especially with something shot or 

hurled:  nail a bird in flight.  b. To gain thorough understanding of; master:  a 

brilliant student who nailed all her courses in thermodynamics.   6. Baseball. To put 

out (a base runner).   —phrasal verb. nail down. 1. To discover or establish 

conclusively:  nailed down the story by checking all the facts.  2. To win:  nailed 



down another victory in the golf tournament.  [Middle English, from Old English 

nægl, fingernail, toenail. See nogh- in Appendix.] —nailùer n. 

nail bed (n7l bHd) n.  The formative layer of cells at the base of the fingernail or 

toenail; the matrix. 

nail·brush (n7lùbrƒshÙ) n.  A small brush with firm bristles used for scrubbing 

the hands and cleaning the fingernails. 

nail file (n7l fXl) n.  A small flat file used for shaping and smoothing the finger-

nails. 

nail fold (n7l fold) n.  A fold of hard skin overlapping the base and sides of a 

fingernail or toenail. 

nail polish (n7l pmlùVsh) n.  A clear or colored cosmetic lacquer applied to the 

fingernails or toenails. 

nail punch (n7l pƒnch) n.  See nail set. 
nail scissors (n7l sVzùNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Small scissors with 

short, curved blades for trimming and shaping fingernails or toenails. 

nail set (n7l sHt) n.  A tool used for driving a nail so that its head is below or 

flush with a surface.  Also called nail punch 

nain·sook (n7nùstkÙ) n.  A soft, light cotton material, often with a woven 

stripe.  [Hindi nainsukh, pleasant  : nain, eye (from Sanskrit nayanam, from 

nayati, he leads) + sukh, pleasure (from Sanskrit sukha-, pleasant).]

Nai·paul (nXùpôl), V(idiadhar) S(urajprasad). Born 1932.  West Indian-born 

British writer whose short stories, travel essays, and novels, such as A Bend in the 

River (1979), present an increasingly pessimistic view of the Third World. 

nai·ra (nXùrN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Nigeria.  See Table at currency.  
[Alteration of Nigeria.]

Nai·ro·bi (nX-roùbK)  The capital and largest city of Kenya, in the south-central 

part of the country. Founded in 1899, it became the seat of government for Brit-

ish East Africa in 1905 and capital of independent Kenya in 1963. Population, 

827,775. 

Nai·smith (n7ùsmVthÙ), James. 1861-1939.  Canadian-born American sports 

educator who originated the game of basketball (1891). 

na·ive  or na·ïve (nä-Kvù) also na·if  or na·ïf (nä-Kfù) adj.  1. a. Lacking world-

liness and sophistication; artless.  b. Simple and credulous as a child; ingenu-

ous.   2. Lacking critical ability or analytical insight; not subtle or learned: “this 

extravagance of metaphors, with its naive bombast” (H.L. Mencken).  3. a. Not 

previously subjected to experiments:  testing naive mice.  b. Not having previously 

taken or received a particular drug:  persons naive to marijuana.    —  n.  One who 

is artless, credulous, or uncritical.  [French naïve, feminine of naïf, from Old 

French, natural, native, from Latin n7tXvus, native, rustic, from n7tus, past parti-

ciple of n7scX, to be born. See genN- in Appendix.] —na·iveùly adv.  —na·iveù-
ness n.  



SYNONYMS: naive, simple, ingenuous, unsophisticated, natural, unaffected,

guileless, artless. These adjectives mean free from guile, cunning, or sham. Naive

suggests the simplicity of nature; it sometimes connotes a credulity that impedes

effective functioning in a practical world: “this naive simple creature, with his

straightforward and friendly eyes so eager to believe appearances” (Arnold Bennett).

Simple stresses absence of complexity, artifice, pretentiousness, or dissimulation;

it may imply a favorable quality, such as openness of character, or an unfavorable

one, such as lack of good sense: “Those of highest worth and breeding are most

simple in manner and attire” (Francis Parkman). “He was one of those simple men

that love and sympathize with children” (W.H. Hudson). “Among simple people she

had the reputation of being a prodigy of information” (Harriet Beecher Stowe). In-

genuous denotes childlike directness, simplicity, and innocence; it connotes an in-

ability to mask one’s feelings: an ingenuous admission of responsibility. Unsophis-

ticated indicates absence of worldly wisdom: The sights of Paris bowled over the

unsophisticated tourists. Natural stresses spontaneity that is the result of freedom

from self-consciousness or inhibitions: “When Kavanagh was present, Alice was

happy, but embarrassed; Cecelia, joyous and natural” (Henry Wadsworth Longfel-

low). Unaffected implies sincerity and lack of affectation: “With men he can be

rational and unaffected, but when he has ladies to please, every feature works” (Jane

Austen). Guileless signifies absence of insidious or treacherous cunning: a harm-

less, honest, guileless creature; a guileless, disarming look. Artless stresses absence of

plan or purpose, as to mislead, and suggests a lack of concern for or awareness of

the reaction produced in others: a woman of artless grace and simple goodness.

na·ive·té  or na·ïve·té (näÙKv-t7ù, nä-KùvV-t7Ù) n.  1. The state or quality of 

being artless, credulous, or uncritical.  2. An artless, credulous, or uncritical 

statement or act.  [French naïveté, from Old French naivete, native disposition, 

from naif, artless. See NAIVE.]

na·ive·ty  or na·ïve·ty (nä-KvùtK, -KùvV-tK) n.  Artlessness or credulity; naiveté. 

Najd (n4jd)  See Nejd. 
na·ked (n7ùkVd) adj.  1. Having no clothing on the body; nude.  2. Having no 

covering, especially the usual one:  a naked sword.  3. Devoid of vegetation, trees, 

or foliage:  the naked ground; naked tree limbs.  4. Being without addition, con-

cealment, disguise, or embellishment:  the naked facts; naked ambition.  5. Devoid 

of a specified quality, characteristic, or element:  a look that was naked of all pre-

tense.  6. Exposed to harm; vulnerable: “naked to mine enemies” (Shakespeare).  

7. Botany. a. Not encased in ovaries:  naked seeds.  b. Unprotected by scales:  

naked buds.  c. Lacking a perianth:  naked flowers.  d. Without leaves or pubes-

cence:  naked stalks.   8. Zoology. Lacking outer covering such as scales, fur, feath-



ers, or a shell.  [Middle English, from Old English nacod. See nogw- in 

Appendix.] —naùked·ly adv.  —naùked·ness n. 

naked eye (n7ùkVd X) n.  The eye unassisted by an optical instrument. 

naked option (n7ùkVd mpùshNn) n.  An opening transaction in an option when 

the underlying asset is not owned by the investor writing the option. If a stock on 

which such an investor has written a call option is then called by the option 

holder, the investor must purchase shares in the market for delivery and is there-

fore caught naked.  Also called uncovered option 

Nal·chik (nälùchVk)  A city of southwest Russia southeast of Rostov. Founded as 

a fortress town c. 1818, it is now an industrial center and a health resort. Popula-

tion, 227,000. 

na·led (n7ùlHdÙ) n.  A nonpersistent chemical, C4H7O4PBr2Cl2, used for mos-

quito control and as an insecticide against crop pests.  [Origin unknown.]

na·li·dix·ic acid (n7ÙlV-dVkùsVk 4sùVd) n.  A compound, C12H12N2O3, used to 

treat infections of the genital and urinary tracts caused by gram-negative bacte-

ria.  [Shortening and alteration of naphthyridin, and carboxylic acid, elements of 

one of its chemical names.]

nal·or·phine (n4lùNr-fKnÙ, n4l-ôrùfKn) n.  A drug, C19H21NO3, derived from 

morphine, used to treat respiratory depression and other effects of an overdose of 

narcotics.  [Short for N-allylnormorphine, its chemical name.]

nal·ox·one (n4lùNk-sonÙ, nN-lmkùson) n.  A drug, C19H21NO4, used as an antag-

onist to narcotic drugs, such as morphine.  [Short for N-allyldihydrohydroxynor-

morphinone, its chemical name.]

nal·trex·one (n4l-trHkùson) n.  A drug, C20H23NO4, used as an antagonist to 

narcotic drugs.  [N-allyl (N1 + AL(LYL)) + trex- (of unknown origin) + -ONE.]

Nam (näm, n4m)  Vietnam. 

NAM  or N.A.M. abbr.  National Association of Manufacturers. 

Na·ma (näùmä, -mN) n.  pl. Nama or Na··mas. 1. A member of a Khoikhoin 

people of southwest Africa.  2. The Khoikhoin language of the Nama. 

Na·ma·land (näùmN-l4ndÙ)  See Namaqualand. 
Na·man·gan (näÙmNn-gänù, nN-mNn-)  A city of eastern Uzbekistan east of 

Tashkent. It has textile and food-processing industries. Population, 275,000. 

Na·ma·qua·land (nN-mäùkwN-l4ndÙ)  or Na·ma·land (näùmN-)  A mostly 

arid region of southwest Africa divided by the Orange River into Great Nama-
qualand in Namibia and Little Namaqualand in South Africa. 

nam·ay·cush (n4mùV-kƒshÙ, n4mù7-) n.  See lake trout.  [Cree namekos.]

nam·by-pam·by (n4mÙbK-p4mùbK) adj.  1. Insipid and sentimental.  

2. Lacking vigor or decisiveness; spineless.   —  n.  pl. nam·by-pam·bies. One 

that is insipid, sentimental, or weak.  [After Namby-Pamby, a satire on the poetry 

of Ambrose Philips (1674-1749) by Henry Carey (1687?-1743).]



WORD HISTORY: We are being very literary when we call someone a namby-

pamby. This word is derived from the name of Ambrose Philips, a little-known

poet who wrote verse that incurred the sharp ridicule of two other 18th-century

poets, Alexander Pope and his friend Henry Carey. Their ridicule, inspired by po-

litical differences and literary rivalry, actually had little to do with the quality of

Philips’s poetry. In poking fun at some children’s verse written by Philips, Carey

used the nickname Namby Pamby: “So the Nurses get by Heart Namby Pamby’s

Little Rhimes.” Pope then used the name in the 1733 edition of his satirical epic

The Dunciad. The first part of Carey’s coinage came from Amby, or Ambrose.

Pamby repeated the sound and form but added the initial of Philips’s name. Such

a process of repetition is called reduplication. After being popularized by Pope,

namby-pamby went on to be used generally for people or things that are insipid,

sentimental, or weak.

name (n7m) n.  1. A word or words by which an entity is designated and distin-

guished from others:  some of the most famous names of the 20th century.  2. A 

word or group of words used to describe or evaluate, often disparagingly.  

3. Representation or repute, as opposed to reality:  a democracy in name, a police 

state in fact.  4. a. General reputation:  a bad name.  b. A distinguished reputa-

tion; renown.   5. An illustrious or outstanding person:  some of the most famous 

names of the 20th century.   —  v.  tr. named, nam·ing, names. 1. To give a 

name to:  named the child after both grandparents.  2. To mention, specify, or cite 

by name:  named the primary colors.  3. To call by an epithet:  named them all cow-

ards.  4. To nominate for or appoint to a duty, an office, or an honor.  5. To spec-

ify or fix:  We need to name the time for our meeting.   —  adj.  Informal. Well-

known by a name:  a name performer.   —idioms. in the name of. By the 

authority of:  Open up in the name of the law!  to (one’s) name. Belonging to 

one:  I don’t have a hat to my name.  [Middle English, from Old English nama. See 

np-men- in Appendix.] —namùa·ble, nameùa·ble adj.  —namùer n.  

SYNONYMS: name, designation, denomination, title, appellation, cognomen.

These nouns all denote the word or words by which someone or something is

called and identified. Name is the general term: I can’t recall the child’s name.

“What is friendship but a name?” (Oliver Goldsmith). A designation is a name giv-

en principally to classify according to distinguishing characteristics: During the

Depression a shantytown was known by the designation “Hooverville.” Denomina-

tion, also a categorizing term, is applied especially to classes of persons or things:

pickpockets, formerly known by the denomination “cutpurse.” Title, applied to peo-

ple, indicates rank or position and generally connotes distinction and respect (a

prince who renounced his title when he became an American citizen); applied to en-



tities such as literary or musical forms, it is a distinguishing name (looking for a

colorful and evocative title for the book). An appellation is a name other than a

proper name that describes or characterizes and that gains currency primarily

through use: hasn’t yet earned the appellation of expert. Cognomen is frequently

used as the equivalent of a first name or a surname or often a nickname: Rufus,

an unusual cognomen; a king renowned under the cognomen “the Just.” See also Syn-

onyms at appoint celebrity

name brand (n7m br4nd) n.  1. A trademark or distinctive name identifying a 

product or manufacturer.  2. The product or its manufacturer.   —nameù-
brandÙ (n7mùbr4ndÙ) adj. 

name-call·ing (n7mùkôÙlVng) n.  Verbal abuse; insulting language: “name-call-

ing, mud-slinging, suits and countersuits” (Wall Street Journal). 

name day (n7m d7) n.  1. The feast day of the saint after whom one is named.  

2. The day on which one is baptized. 

name-drop (n7mùdrmpÙ) v.  intr. name-·dropped, name-·drop·ping, 
name-·drops. To mention casually the names of illustrious or famous people in 

order to imply that one is on familiar terms with them, intended as a means of 

self-promotion.   —nameù-dropÙper n.  —nameù-dropÙping n. 

name·less (n7mùlVs) adj.  1. Having or bearing no name:  nameless stars.  

2. Unknown by name; obscure:  the nameless dead.  3. Not designated by name; 

anonymous:  a nameless benefactor.  4. Defying description; inexpressible:  name-

less horror.   —nameùless·ly adv.  —nameùless·ness n. 

name·ly (n7mùlK) adv.  That is to say; specifically. 

name of the game (n7m ƒv thK g7m) n.  Slang. The essential or indispens-

able part or quality necessary for success of an activity or enterprise or the fulfill-

ment of a goal: “The name of the game was to get the story” (David Fitzpatrick). 

name·plate (n7mùpl7tÙ) n.  1. A plate or plaque, as on an office door, inscribed 

with a name.  2.  See masthead (n., sense 3). 

name·sake (n7mùs7kÙ) n.  One that is named after another.  [From the phrase 

for the name’s sake.]

name·tag (n7mùt4gÙ) n.  A badge of personal identification worn to permit 

access to areas, such as government installations or industrial plants, or gather-

ings, such as conventions or sales meetings. 

name·tape (n7mùt7pÙ) n.  A small strip of cloth showing the owner’s name, 

sewn or glued to a garment. 

Na·mib Desert (näùmVb dHzùNrt)  A dry region of southwest Africa extending 

along the coast of Namibia between the Atlantic Ocean and the interior plateau. 

Na·mib·i·a (nN-mVbùK-N) Formerly South-West Af·ri·ca (southùwHstÙ 4fùrV-
kN).  A country of southwest Africa on the Atlantic Ocean. A German protector-

ate after 1884, it was occupied in 1915 by South Africa, which governed it under a 



League of Nations mandate from 1920 to 1946 but refused to accept the United 

Nations trusteeship that replaced the mandate. After many years of turmoil, 

Namibia achieved full independence in March 1990. Windhoek is the capital. 

Population, 1,099,000.   —Na·mibùi·an adj.  & n. 

Nam·oi (n4mùoiÙ)  A river, about 846 km (526 mi) long, of southeast Australia 

flowing generally northwest to a tributary of the Darling River. 

Nam·pa (n4mùpN)  A city of southwest Idaho west-southwest of Boise. It is a 

processing and shipping center for an irrigated farming region. Population, 

28,365. 

Na·mur (n4-mtrù, nä-mürù)  A city of south-central Belgium on the Meuse 

River southeast of Brussels. Strategically located, it has been the scene of numer-

ous sieges and battles, notably in the 17th century and in World Wars I and II. 

Population, 101,860. 

Nan (nän)  A river of western Thailand flowing about 563 km (350 mi) generally 

southward to join the Ping River and form the Chao Phraya. 

nan·a (n4nùN, näùnN) n.  1. A grandmother.  2. A nurse or nursemaid.  [Of baby-

talk origin.]

Na·nai·mo (nN-nXùmo)  A city of southwest British Columbia, Canada, on Van-

couver Island and the Strait of Georgia west of Vancouver. The Hudson’s Bay 

Company erected a blockhouse here in 1833. Population, 47,069. 

Na·nak (näùnNk), 1469-1538?.  Indian religious leader who broke from orthodox 

Hinduism to found Sikhism. 

nance (n4ns) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for an effeminate 

man, especially a gay or homosexual man.  [Short for the name Nancy.]

Nan·chang (nänùchängù)  A city of southeast China on the Gan Jiang southeast 

of Wuhan. Dating from the 12th century, it is the capital of Jiangxi province. Pop-

ulation, 1,088,800. 

Nan·cy (n4nùsK, näN-sKù)  A city of northeast France east of Paris. The capital of 

the duchy and region of Lorraine, the city passed to France in 1766. It was heavily 

bombed in World War II. Population, 96,317. 

NAND gate (n4nd g7t) n.  Computer Science. A logic circuit that produces an 

output inverse to that of an AND gate.  [N(OT) + AND.]

Nan·da De·vi (nƒnùdN d7ùvK)  A peak, 7,821.7 m (25,645 ft) high, of the Hima-

laya Mountains in northern India. It was first scaled in 1936. 

na·nism (n7ùnVzÙNm, n4nùVzÙ-) n.  1. Ecology. The condition of being stunted or 

dwarfed, as in certain climates.  2.  See dwarfism.  [French nanisme, from Latin 

n7nus, dwarf, from Greek nanos. See NANO-.]

Nan·ga Par·bat (nƒngùgN pûrùbNt)  A peak, 8,131.3 m (26,660 ft) high, of the 

Himalaya Mountains in northwest Kashmir. 

Nan·jing (nänùjVngù) also Nan·king (n4nùkVngù, nänù-)  A city of east-central 

China on the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang) northwest of Shanghai. The capital of 



China from the third to the sixth century A.D. and again from 1368 to 1421, it was 

opened to foreign trade by the Treaty of Nanking in 1842. It was Sun Yat-sen’s 

capital from 1912 to 1927 and Chiang Kai-shek’s capital from 1928 to 1937, when 

it was captured by the Japanese. Reclaimed by Chinese forces in 1946, it is now the 

capital of Jiangsu province. Population, 2,250,000. 

nan·keen (n4n-kKnù) also nan·kin (-kKnù, -kVnù) n.  1. a. A sturdy yellow or 

buff cotton cloth.  b. nankeens. Trousers made of this cloth.   2. Nankeen. A 

Chinese porcelain with a blue-and-white pattern.  [After Nanjing.]

Nan·king (n4nùkVngù, nänù-)  See Nanjing. 
Nan Ling (nänù lVngù)  A mountain range of southeast China running roughly 

east to west along the northern border of Guangdong province. 

Nan·ning (nänùnVngù)  A city of extreme southern China west of Guangzhou. 

The capital of Guangxi Zhuangzu, it is highly industrialized. Population, 564,900. 

nanno- pref.  Variant of nano- (pref., sense 1). 

nan·no·fos·sil also nan·o·fos·sil (n4nùN-fmsÙNl) n.  A very small fossil organ-

ism, especially one of the nannoplankton. 

nan·no·plank·ton also nan·o·plank·ton (n4nùN-pl4ngkÙtNn) n.  Aquatic 

organisms constituting very small or the smallest forms of plankton. 

nan·ny also nan·nie (n4nùK) n.  pl. nan·nies. A children’s nurse.  [Alteration of 

NANA.] —nanùny·ish adj. 

nan·ny·ber·ry (n4nùK-bHrÙK) n.  See sheepberry.  [From nanny goats’ taste 

for them.]

nanny goat (n4nùK got) n.  A female goat.  [From Nanny, nickname for Anne.]

nano- pref.  1.  Often nanno-. Extremely small:  nannoplankton.  2. One-bil-

lionth (10–9):  nanosecond.  [Greek nanos, nannos, little old man, dwarf, from 

nannas, uncle, from nanna, aunt.]

nan·o·fos·sil (n4nùN-fmsÙNl) n.  Variant of nannofossil. 
nan·o·gram (n4nùN-gr4mÙ) n.  Abbr. ng One billionth (10–9) of a gram. 

nan·o·me·ter (n4nùN-mKÙtNr) n.  Abbr. nm One billionth (10–9) of a meter. 

nan·o·plank·ton (n4nùN-pl4ngkÙtNn) n.  Variant of nannoplankton. 
nan·o·sec·ond (n4nùN-sHkÙNnd) n.  Abbr. ns, nsec One billionth (10–9) of a 

second. 

nan·o·tech·nol·o·gy (n4nÙN-tHk-nmlùN-jK) n.  The science and technology of 

building electronic circuits and devices from single atoms and molecules.   
—nanÙo·tech·nolùo·gist n. 

Nan·sen (n4nùsNn, nänù-), Fridtjof. 1861-1930.  Norwegian explorer, zoologist, 

and politician who led an Arctic expedition (1893-1896) and directed the League 

of Nations relief programs for refugees of World War I. He won the 1922 Nobel 

Peace Prize. 

Nansen bottle (n4nùsNn bmtùl) n.  An ocean-water sampling bottle with 

spring-loaded valves at both ends that are closed at an appropriate depth by a 



messenger device sent down the wire connecting the bottle to the surface.  [After 

Fridtjof NANSEN.]

Nan Shan (nänù shänù)  See Qilian Shan. 
Nan·terre (näN-tHrù)  A city of north-central France, an industrial suburb of 

Paris on the Seine River. Population, 88,578. 

Nantes (n4nts, näNt)  A city of western France on the Loire River west of Tours. 

Dating to pre-Roman times, it was captured by Norse raiders in the ninth century 

and later fell to the dukes of Brittany. The Edict of Nantes, granting limited reli-

gious and civil liberties to the Huguenots, was issued in 1598 by Henry IV of 

France and revoked in 1685 by Louis XIV. Population, 240,539. 

Nan·ti·coke1 (n4nùtV-kokÙ) n.  pl. Nanticoke or Nan·ti·cokes. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting Delaware and eastern Maryland between 

the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic coast.  b. A member of this people.   2. The 

Algonquian language of the Nanticoke. 

Nan·ti·coke2 (n4nùtV-kokÙ)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Lake Erie 

south-southeast of Hamilton. It is in a resort region. Population, 19,816. 

Nan·tong also Nan·tung (nänùttngù)  A city of east-central China on the 

northern bank of the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang) estuary east of Nanjing. It is an 

industrial center. Population, 300,000. 

Nan·tuck·et (n4n-tƒkùVt)  An island of southeast Massachusetts south of Cape 

Cod, from which it is separated by Nantucket Sound, an arm of the Atlantic 

Ocean. Settled in 1659, the island was part of New York from 1660 to 1692, when 

it was ceded to Massachusetts. It was a whaling center until the mid-1850’s and is 

now a popular resort.   —Nan·tuckùet·er n. 

Nan·tung (nänùttngù)  See Nantong. 
Naoi·se (nKùsK, n7ù-) n.  The husband of Deidre in Irish legend. 

Na·o·mi (n7-oùmK)  In the Old Testament, the mother-in-law of Ruth. 

nap1 (n4p) n.  A brief sleep, often during the day.   —  v.  intr. napped, 
nap·ping, naps. 1. To sleep for a brief period, often during the day; doze.  2. To 

be unaware of imminent danger or trouble.  [Middle English, from nappen, to 

doze, from Old English hnappian.]

WORD HISTORY: The famous verse 4 in Psalm 121, rendered in the King

James Version as “Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep,”

is rendered in a Middle English translation as “Loo, ha shal not nappen ne slepen

that kepeth ireal.” The word nappen is indeed the Middle English ancestor of our

word nap. Lest it be thought undignified to say that God could nap, it must be

realized that our word nap was at one time not associated only with the younger

and older members of society nor simply with short periods of rest. The ancestors

of our word, Old English hnappian and its descendant, Middle English nappen,

could both refer to prolonged periods of sleep as well as short ones and also, as



in the quotation from Psalm 121, to sleepiness. But these senses have been lost.

Since the word has become less dignified, we would not find nap used in a trans-

lation of Psalm 121 any longer.

nap2 (n4p) n.  A soft or fuzzy surface on fabric or leather.   —  v.  tr. napped, 
nap·ping, naps. To form or raise a soft or fuzzy surface on (fabric or leather).  

[Alteration (perhaps influenced by obsolete French nape, tablecloth), of Middle 

English noppe, from Middle Dutch.]

nap3 (n4p) v.  tr. napped, nap·ping, naps. To pour or put a sauce or gravy 

over (a cooked dish): “a stuffed veal chop napped with an elegant Port sauce” (Jay 

Jacobs).  [French napper, from nappe, cover. See NAPPE.]

nap4 (n4p) n.  1. Games. a. A card game that resembles whist.  b. The highest 

bid in this game, announcing the intention to win five tricks, the maximum num-

ber in a hand.  Also called napoleon  2.  See napoleon (n., sense 2).  [Short for 

NAPOLEON.]

na·pa  or nap·pa (n4pùN, näùpN) n.  See Chinese cabbage.  [Probably Japanese 

nappa, greens.]

Nap·a (n4pùN)  A city of western California north of Oakland. It is a center of the 

Napa Valley, a mountainous region that is famous for its vineyards. Population, 

61,842. 

NAPA abbr.  National Association of Performing Artists. 

na·palm (n7ùpämÙ) n.  1. a. An aluminum soap of various fatty acids that when 

mixed with gasoline makes a firm jelly used in some bombs and in flamethrow-

ers.  b. This jelly.   2. An incendiary mixture of polystyrene, benzene, and gaso-

line.  [naphthenate, salt of naphthenic acid (from NAPHTHENE) + PALM(ITATE).] 
—naùpalmÙ v. 

Nap·a·ta (n4pùN-tN)  An ancient city of Nubia near the Fourth Cataract of the 

Nile River in modern-day Sudan. It flourished during the eighth century B.C. 

nape (n7p, n4p) n.  The back of the neck.  [Middle English.]

Na·per·ville (n7ùpNr-vVlÙ)  A city of northeast Illinois, a manufacturing suburb 

of Chicago. Population, 85,351. 

na·per·y (n7ùpN-rK) n.  pl. na·per·ies. Household linen, especially table linen.  

[Middle English naperie, from Old French, from nape, nappe, tablecloth. See 

NAPPE.]

Naph·ta·li (n4fùtN-lXÙ)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and the forebear of 

one of the tribes of Israel. 

naph·tha (n4fùthN, n4pù-) n.  1. Any of several highly volatile, flammable liquid 

mixtures of hydrocarbons distilled from petroleum, coal tar, and natural gas and 

used as fuel, as solvents, and in making various chemicals.  2. Obsolete. Petro-

leum.  [Latin, from Greek, liquid bitumen, of Persian origin.] —naphùthous 
adj. 



naph·tha·lene also naph·tha·line (n4fùthN-lKnÙ, n4pù-)  or naph·tha·lin (-

lVn) n.  A white crystalline compound, C10H8, derived from coal tar or petroleum 

and used in manufacturing dyes, moth repellents, and explosives and as a solvent.  

Also called tar camphor [NAPHTH(A) + AL(COHOL) + -ENE.] —naphÙtha·lenùic (-

lHnùVk) adj. 

naph·thene (n4fùthKnÙ, n4pù-) n.  Any of several cycloalkane hydrocarbons 

having the general formula CnH2n and found in various petroleums.  [NAPHTH(A) 

+ -ENE.] —naph·thenùic (-thHnùVk) adj. 

naph·thol (n4fùthôlÙ, -tholÙ, -thmlÙ, n4pù-) also naph·tol (-tôl, -tol, -tml) n.  An 

organic compound, C10H7OH, occurring in two isomeric forms, alpha-naphthol 

and beta-naphthol.  [NAPHTH(ALENE) + -OL
2.]

Na·pi·er (n7ùpK-Nr, nN-pîrù), Sir Charles James. 1782-1853.  British general 

who conquered (1843) and governed (1843-1847) Sind in present-day Pakistan. 

Na·pi·er (n7ùpK-Nr, nN-pîrù), John Laird of Merchiston. 1550-1617.  Scottish 

mathematician who invented logarithms and introduced the use of the decimal 

point in writing numbers. 

Na·pi·er (n7ùpK-Nr, nN-pîrù), Robert Cornelis First Baron Napier of Magdala. 

1810-1890.  British general, civil engineer, and colonial administrator in India 

who also led military expeditions into Ethiopia and China. 

Na·pier·i·an logarithm (nN-pîrùK-Nn lôùgN-rVthÙNm, n7-) n.  Abbr. ln Mathe-

matics. See natural logarithm.  [After John NAPIER.]

Na·pi·er’s bones (n7ùpK-Nrz bonz, nN-pîrzù) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

Mathematics. A set of graduated rods used to perform multiplication quickly.  

[After John NAPIER.]

na·pi·form (n7ùpN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a turnip:  napiform roots.  [Latin 

n7pus, turnip + -FORM.]

nap·kin (n4pùkVn) n.  1. A piece of cloth or absorbent paper used at table to pro-

tect the clothes or wipe the lips and fingers.  2. A cloth or towel.  3. A sanitary 

napkin.  4. Chiefly British. A diaper.  [Middle English  : Old French nape, nappe, 

tablecloth; see NAPPE + -kin, -kin.]

Na·ples (n7ùpNlz)  1.  Also Na·po·li (näùpô-lK). A city of south-central Italy on 

the Bay of Naples, an arm of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Founded by Greeks c. 600 B.C., 

Naples was conquered by the Romans in the fourth century B.C. and eventually 

became an independent duchy (eighth century A.D.) and capital of the kingdom 

of Naples (1282-1860). It is a major seaport and a commercial, cultural, and tour-

ist center. Population, 1,210,503.  2. A city of southwest Florida on the Gulf of 

Mexico south of Fort Myers. It is a resort and has a shrimp-fishing industry. Pop-

ulation, 19,505. 

Na·po (näùpo)  A river of northeast Ecuador and northern Peru flowing about 

1,126 km (700 mi) east and southeast to the Amazon River. 



na·po·le·on (nN-poùlK-Nn, -polùyNn) n.  1. A rectangular piece of pastry made 

with crisp, flaky layers filled with custard cream.  2. A 20-franc gold coin for-

merly used in France.  Also called nap4 3. Games. See nap4 (n., sense 1).  [After 

NAPOLEON I.]

Na·po·le·on I (nN-poùlK-Nn, -polùyNn), Originally Napoleon Bonaparte. Called 

“the Little Corporal.” 1769-1821.  Emperor of the French (1804-1814). A brilliant 

military strategist, he deposed the French Directory (1799) and proclaimed him-

self first consul and, later, emperor (1804). His military and political might 

gripped Continental Europe but failed to encompass Great Britain. After a disas-

trous winter campaign in Russia (1812), he was forced to abdicate by a coalition 

of French marshals (1814). Having been exiled to the island of Elba, he escaped, 

briefly regained power, and was ultimately defeated at Waterloo (1815) and exiled 

for life to the island of St. Helena. His codification of laws, the Napoleonic Code, 

still forms the basis of French civil law.   —Na·poÙle·onùic (-mnùVk) adj. 

Na·po·le·on II (nN-poùlK-Nn, -polùyNn), Originally François Charles Joseph 

Bonaparte. Called “the Eaglet.” 1811-1832.  Titular king of Rome who succeeded 

his father, Napoleon I, as emperor of the French (1814) but remained a politically 

powerless figure. 

Na·po·le·on III (nN-poùlK-Nn, -polùyNn), Originally Charles Louis Napoleon 

Bonaparte. Known as Louis Napoleon. 1808-1873.  Emperor of the French (1852-

1871). A nephew of Napoleon I, he led the Bonapartist opposition to Louis Phil-

ippe and became president of the Second Republic (1848). After proclaiming 

himself emperor (1852), he instituted reforms and rebuilt Paris. His successful 

imperialist ventures were overshadowed by a failed campaign in Mexico (1861-

1867) and the Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871), which resulted in his deposi-

tion. 

Na·po·li (näùpô-lK)  See Naples (sense 1). 

nap·pa (n4pùN, näùpN) n.  Variant of napa. 
nappe (n4p) n.  1. A sheet of water flowing over a dam or similar structure.  

2. Geology. A large sheetlike body of rock that has been moved far from its origi-

nal position.  3. Mathematics. Either of the two parts into which a cone is divided 

by the vertex.  [French, tablecloth, nappe, from Old French, tablecloth, from 

Latin mappa, napkin. See MAP.]

nap·py1 (n4pùK) adj.  nap·pi·er, nap·pi·est. 1. Having a nap; fuzzy.  2. Kinky; 

frizzy. 

nap·py2 (n4pùK) n.  pl. nap·pies. A round, shallow cooking or serving dish with 

a flat bottom and sloping sides.  [Probably from dialectal nap, bowl, from Middle 

English, from Old English hnæp.]

nap·py3 (n4pùK) n.  pl. nap·pies. Chiefly British. A diaper.  [Alteration of NAP-

KIN.]



na·prap·a·thy (nN-pr4pùN-thK) n.  pl. na·prap·a·thies. Treatment of disease 

by manipulation of joints, muscles, and ligaments, based on the belief that many 

diseases are caused by displacement of connective tissues.  [Czech naprava, cor-

rection (from Slavic pravƒ, right); see per1 in Appendix + -PATHY.] 
—napùra·pathÙ (n4pùrN-p4thÙ) n. 

na·prox·en (nN-prmkùsNn) n.  A drug, C14H14O3, used to reduce inflammation 

and pain, especially in the treatment of arthritis.  [Shortening and alteration of 

methoxynaphthylpropionic acid, one of its chemical names.]

nap·time (n4pùtXmÙ) n.  The usual time for taking a nap. 

Na·ra (närùN)  A city of south-central Honshu, Japan, east of Osaka. An ancient 

cultural and religious center, it was founded in 706 and was the first permanent 

capital of Japan (710-784). Population, 327,702. 

Nar·ba·da (nNr-bƒdùN)  See Narmada. 
Nar·bonne (när-bmnù, -bônù)  A city of southern France near the Mediterra-

nean coast southwest of Montpellier. Thought to have been the first Roman col-

ony established in Transalpine Gaul (118 B.C.), it was an important seaport until 

its harbor silted up in the 14th century. It is now the commercial center of a wine-

growing region. Population, 41,565. 

narc  or nark (närk) n.  Slang. A law enforcement officer who deals with narcot-

ics violations.  [Short for narcotics agent.]

nar·ce·ine (närùsK-KnÙ, -VnÙ) n.  A bitter crystalline alkaloid, C23H27NO8, 

obtained from opium and formerly used in medicine as a substitute for mor-

phine.  [French narcéine : Greek narkK, numbness + -ine, alkaloid; see -INE
2.]

nar·cism (närùsVzÙNm) n.  Variant of narcissism. 
nar·cis·si (när-sVsùXÙ, -sVsùK) n.  A plural of narcissus. 
nar·cis·sism (närùsV-sVzÙNm) also nar·cism (-sVzÙNm) n.  1. Excessive love or 

admiration of oneself.  See Synonyms at conceit.  2. Erotic pleasure derived 

from contemplation or admiration of one’s own body or self, especially as a fixa-

tion on or a regression to an infantile stage of development.  [After NARCISSUS.] 
—narùcis·sist n.  —narÙcis·sisùtic adj.  —narÙcis·sisùti·cal·ly adv. 

nar·cis·sus (när-sVsùNs) n.  pl. nar·cis·sus·es or nar·cis·si (-sVsùXÙ, -sVsùK). Any 

of several widely cultivated bulbous plants of the genus Narcissus, having long 

narrow leaves and usually white or yellow flowers characterized by a cup-shaped 

or trumpet-shaped central crown.  [Latin, from Greek narkissos (influenced by 

narkK, numbness, from its narcotic properties).]

Nar·cis·sus (när-sVsùNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A youth who pined away in love for 

his own image in a pool of water and was transformed into the flower that bears 

his name. 

narco- pref.  1. Numbness; stupor; lethargy:  narcolepsy.  2. Narcotic drug:  nar-

coanalysis.  [Greek narko-, from narkoun, to numb, from narkK, numbness.]



nar·co·a·nal·y·sis (närÙko-N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. nar·co·a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Psy-

chotherapy conducted while the patient is in a sleeplike state induced by barbitu-

rates or other drugs, especially as a means of releasing repressed feelings or 

thoughts.   —narÙco·anÙa·lytùic (-4nÙN-lVtùVk) adj. 

nar·co·dol·lar (närùko-dmlÙNr) n.  A U.S. dollar acquired from illegal drug traf-

fic. Often used in the plural. 

nar·co·klep·toc·ra·cy (närÙko-klHp-tmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. 

nar·co·klep·toc·ra·cies. 1. A group of people within a country engaged with 

drug dealers in large-scale narcotics traffic, theft, corruption, and violence.  2. A 

country or government in which such activities are widespread.  [NARCO(TIC) + 

KLEPTO(MANIA) + -CRACY.]

nar·co·lep·sy (närùkN-lHpÙsK) n.  pl. nar·co·lep·sies. A disorder characterized 

by sudden and uncontrollable, though often brief, attacks of deep sleep, some-

times accompanied by paralysis and hallucinations.   —narÙco·lepùtic (-lHpùtVk) 

adj. 

nar·co·ma (när-koùmN) n.  pl. nar·co·mas also nar·co·ma·ta (-mN-tN). Stupor 

induced by a narcotic.  [New Latin narcoma, from Greek narkoun, to benumb. See 

NARCOSIS.]

nar·co·sis (när-koùsVs) n.  pl. nar·co·ses (-sKz). A condition of deep stupor or 

unconsciousness produced by a drug or other chemical substance.  [New Latin 

narcosis, from Greek narkosis, a numbing, from narkoun, to benumb, from narkK, 

numbness.]

nar·co·syn·the·sis (närÙko-sVnùthV-sVs) n.  pl. nar·co·syn·the·ses (-sKzÙ). 
Narcoanalysis directed toward making the patient recall repressed memories and 

emotional traumas. 

nar·cot·ic (när-kmtùVk) n.  1. An addictive drug, such as opium, that reduces 

pain, alters mood and behavior, and usually induces sleep or stupor. Natural and 

synthetic narcotics are used in medicine to control pain.  2. A soothing, numbing 

agent or thing: “There was the blessed narcotic of bridge, at the Colony or at the 

home of friends” (Louis Auchincloss).   —  adj.  1. Inducing sleep or stupor; caus-

ing narcosis.  2. Of or relating to narcotics, their effects, or their use.  3. Of, relat-

ing to, or intended for one addicted to a narcotic.  [Middle English narcotik, from 

Old French narcotique, from Medieval Latin narcoticum, from Greek narkotikon, 

neuter of narkotikos, numbing, from narkosis, a numbing. See NARCOSIS.] 
—nar·cotùi·cal·ly adv. 

nar·co·tism (närùkN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Addiction to narcotics such as opium, her-

oin, or morphine.  2. Narcosis.  [French narcotisme, from narcotique, narcotic. 

See NARCOTIC.]

nar·co·tize (närùkN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. nar·co·tized, nar·co·tiz·ing, nar·co·tiz·es. 
1. To place under the influence of a narcotic.  2. To put to sleep; lull.  3. To dull; 

deaden.   —narÙco·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 



nard (närd) n.  See spikenard (n., sense 1).  [Middle English narde, from Old 

French, from Latin nardus, from Greek nardos, probably ultimately from Sanskrit 

naladam, Indian spikenard.]

nar·es (nârùKz) n.  Plural of naris. 
Na·rew also Na·rev (näùrNf)  A river rising in western Belarus and flowing 

about 442 km (275 mi) to northeast Poland and then generally west and south-

west to the Western Bug River near its confluence with the Vistula River. 

nar·ghi·le also nar·gi·leh (närùgN-lKÙ) n.  See hookah.  [French narghilé, 

obsolete variant of narguilé, from Persian n7rgXleh, from n7rgXl, coconut, of Indic 

origin.]

nar·is (nârùVs) n.  pl. nar·es (-Kz). An external opening in the nasal cavity of a 

vertebrate; a nostril.  [Latin n7ris. See nas- in Appendix.] —narùi·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

nark1 (närk) n.  Slang. Variant of narc. 
nark2 (närk) Chiefly British. n.  An informer, especially a police informer.   —  v.  

intr. narked, nark·ing, narks. To be an informer.  [Perhaps from Romany n7k, 

nose. See nas- in Appendix.]

Nar·ma·da (nNr-mƒdùN) also Nar·ba·da (-bƒdùN)  A river of central India flow-

ing about 1,247 km (775 mi) westward to the Gulf of Cambay. Sacred to Hindus, 

it is said to have sprung from the body of the god Shiva. 

Nar·ra·gan·sett also Nar·ra·gan·set (n4rÙN-g4nùsVt) n.  pl. Narragansett or 

Nar·ra·gan·setts also Narraganset  or Nar·ra·gan·sets. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting Rhode Island west of Narragansett Bay, 

with present-day descendants in the same area. The Narragansett were nearly 

exterminated during King Philip’s War in 1675-1676.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.  c. The Algonquian language of the Narragansett.   2. Any of a breed of small 

sturdy saddle horse developed in Rhode Island.  [From a Narragansett place 

name.] —NarÙra·ganùsett adj. 

Narragansett Bay (n4rÙN-g4nùsVt b7)  A deep inlet of the Atlantic Ocean in 

eastern Rhode Island. There are many good harbors and resort areas along its 

shores. 

nar·rate (n4rù7tÙ, n4-r7tù) v.  nar·rat·ed, nar·rat·ing, nar·rates.  —  v.  tr. 

a. To tell (a story, for example) in speech or writing.  b. To give an account of 

(events, for example).  See Synonyms at describe.    —  v.  intr. 1. To give an 

account or a description.  2. To supply a running commentary for a movie or per-

formance.  [Latin narr7re, narr7t-, from gn7rus, knowing. See gno- in Appen-

dix.] —narÙrat·a·bilùi·ty n.  —narùrat·a·ble adj.  —narùraÙtor, narùratÙer n. 

nar·ra·tion (n4-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or an instance of narrating.  

2. Narrated material.   —nar·raùtion·al adj.  —nar·raùtion·al·ly adv. 

nar·ra·tive (n4rùN-tVv) n.  1. A narrated account; a story.  2. The art, technique, 

or process of narrating.  3. Computer Science. A comment.   —  adj.  



1. Consisting of or characterized by the telling of a story:  narrative poetry.  2. Of 

or relating to narration:  narrative skill.   —narùra·tive·ly adv. 

nar·row (n4rùo) adj.  nar·row·er, nar·row·est. 1. Of small or limited width, 

especially in comparison with length.  2. Limited in area or scope; cramped.  

3. Lacking flexibility; rigid:  narrow opinions.  4. Barely sufficient; close:  a nar-

row margin of victory.  5. Painstakingly thorough or attentive; meticulous:  narrow 

scrutiny.  6. Linguistics. Tense.   —  v.  nar·rowed, nar·row·ing, nar·rows.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To reduce in width or extent; make narrower.  2. To limit or restrict:  

narrowed the possibilities down to three.   —  v.  intr. To become narrower; con-

tract.   —  n.  1. A part of little width, as a pass through mountains.  2. narrows. 

(used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. A body of water with little width that connects 

two larger bodies of water.  b. A part of a river or an ocean current that is not 

wide.   [Middle English narwe, from Old English nearu.] —narùrow·ish adj.  

—narùrow·ly adv.  —narùrow·ness n. 

nar·row·back (n4rùo-b4kÙ) n.  Slang. A person whose parents were born in the 

United States and who is considered unfit for the hard physical labor typically 

performed by those in the country of ancestral origin. 

nar·row-bod·ied (n4rùo-bmdÙKd) adj.  Being or designating a jet aircraft hav-

ing a narrow fuselage with seats for passengers on either side of a single aisle run-

ning the length of the fuselage. 

nar·row·cast (n4rùo-k4stÙ) v.  intr. nar·row·cast, nar·row·cast·ing, 
nar·row·casts. To transmit, as by cable, programs confined to the interests of a 

specific group of viewers, subscribers, or listeners, such as physicians, business-

people, or teenagers.  [NARROW + (BROAD)CAST.] —narùrow·castÙer n. 

narrow gauge (n4rùo g7j) n.  1. A distance between the rails of a railroad 

track that is less than the standard width of 562 inches (143.5 centimeters).  2. A 

locomotive, car, or railway line of this gauge.   —narùrow-gaugeÙ (n4rùo-g7jÙ), 
narùrow-gaugedÙ (-g7jdÙ)  adj. 

nar·row-mind·ed (n4rùo-mXnùdVd) adj.  Lacking tolerance, breadth of view, 

or sympathy; petty.   —narùrow-mindùed·ly adv.  —narùrow-mindùed·ness 
n. 

Nar·rows (n4rùoz)  A strait of southeast New York between Brooklyn and Staten 

Island in New York City and connecting Upper and Lower New York Bay. The 

Narrows is spanned by the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, completed in 1964 and 

one of the longest suspension bridges in the world. 

nar·thex (närùthHksÙ) n.  Architecture. 1. A portico or lobby of an early Chris-

tian or Byzantine church or basilica, originally separated from the nave by a rail-

ing or screen.  2. An entrance hall leading to the nave of a church.  [Late Greek 

narthK, from Greek, box, giant fennel, of Indic origin.]

Nar·vá·ez (när-väù7sÙ, -Hth), Pánfilo de. 1470?-1528.  Spanish conquistador 

who was sent to capture and replace the disloyal Hernando Cortés in Mexico but 



was himself captured and imprisoned by Cortés (1520-1522). He later led an 

expedition to Florida (1528). 

nar·whal also nar·wal (närùwNl)  or nar·whale (-hw7lÙ, -w7lÙ) n.  An Arctic 

whale (Monodon monoceros) that has a spotted pelt and is characterized in the 

male by a long spirally twisted ivory tusk projecting from the left side of its head.  

[Alteration of Norwegian, or Danish narhval from Old Norse n7hvalr : n7r, 

corpse (from its whitish color) + hvalr, whale.]

nar·y (nârùK) adj.  Not one: “Frequently, measures of major import... glide through 

these chambers with nary a whisper of debate” (George B. Merry).  [Alteration of 

ne’er a.]

NASA (n4sùN) abbr.  National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

na·sal (n7ùzNl) adj.  1. Of, in, or relating to the nose.  2. Linguistics. Articulated 

by lowering the soft palate so that air resonates in the nasal cavities and passes out 

the nose, as in the pronunciation of the nasal consonants (m), (n), and (ng) or 

the nasalized vowel of French bon.  3. Characterized by or resembling a resonant 

sound produced through the nose:  a nasal whine.   —  n.  1. Linguistics. A nasal 

consonant.  2. A nasal part or bone, forming part of the bridge of the nose.  

3. The nosepiece of a helmet.  [Possibly from Middle English nasale, from Medi-

eval Latin n7s7lis, from Latin n7sus, nose. See nas- in Appendix.] —na·salùi·ty 
(n7-z4lùV-tK) n.  —naùsal·ly adv. 

nasal index (n7ùzNl VnùdHksÙ) n.  The ratio of the width to the height of the 

nose, multiplied by 100, used in anthropological measurements. 

na·sal·ize (n7ùzN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. na·sal·ized, na·sal·iz·ing, na·sal·iz·es. Lin-

guistics. To make nasal or produce nasal sounds.   —naÙsal·i·zaùtion (n7ÙzN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

Nas·by (n4zùbK), Petroleum V.  See David Ross Locke. 
NASCAR abbr.  National Association of Stock Car Auto Racing. 

nas·cence (n4sùNns, n7ùsNns) n.  A coming into being; birth.  See Synonyms at 

beginning. 
nas·cent (n4sùNnt, n7ùsNnt) adj.  Coming into existence; emerging: “the moral 

shock of our nascent imperialism” (Richard Hofstadter).  [Latin n7scKns, n7scent- 

present participle of n7scX, to be born. See genN- in Appendix.] —nasùcen·cy n. 

NASD abbr.  National Association of Securities Dealers. 

NASDAQ abbr.  National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quota-

tion System. 

nase·ber·ry (n7zùbHrÙK) n.  See sapodilla.  [Alteration of Spanish néspera, 

from Latin mespila, medlar. See MEDLAR.]

Nase·by (n7zùbK)  A village of central England near Northampton. Nearby on 

June 14, 1645, Oliver Cromwell’s Parliamentarian forces decisively defeated Roy-

alist troops led by Charles I and Prince Rupert. 



Nash (n4sh), Ogden. 1902-1971.  American writer known for his droll epigram-

matic verse, much of which appeared in the New Yorker. 

Nash  or Nashe (n4sh), Thomas. 1567-1601.  English writer noted for his witty, 

often invective literary criticism and for The Unfortunate Traveller (1594), possi-

bly the best Elizabethan narrative work. 

Nash·u·a (n4shùu-N)  A city of southern New Hampshire on the Merrimack 

River south of Manchester. Settled c. 1655, it developed as a textile center in the 

early 19th century. Population, 79,662. 

Nash·ville1 (n4shùvVlÙ)  The capital of Tennessee, in the north-central part of 

the state northeast of Memphis. Founded in 1779 as Fort Nashborough, it was 

renamed in 1784 and became the permanent capital in 1843. Nashville is a port of 

entry and major commercial center known especially for its music industry. Pop-

ulation, 488,374. 

Nash·ville2 (n4shùvVlÙ) n.  Music. 1. Country music.  2. The country music 

industry.  [After Nashville1.]

Na·sik (näùsVk)  A town of west-central India northeast of Bombay. It is a Hindu 

pilgrimage center noted for its brass and copper ware. Population, 262,428. 

na·si·on (n7ùzX-mnÙ) n.  The point in the skull where the nasal and frontal bones 

unite.  [New Latin n7sion : NAS(O)- + Greek -ion, diminutive suff.]

Nas·ka·pi (n4sùkN-pK) n.  pl. Naskapi or Nas·ka·pis. 1. a. A Native American 

people inhabiting northern Quebec and Labrador.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The variety of Montagnais spoken by the Naskapi.  [French, of Montagnais 

origin.]

naso- pref.  Nose:  nasopharynx.  [New Latin, from Latin n7sus, nose. See nas- in 

Appendix.]

na·so·fron·tal (n7Ùzo-frƒnùtNl) adj.  Of or relating to the nasal and frontal 

bones. 

na·so·phar·ynx (n7Ùzo-f4rùVngks) n.  pl. na·so·pha·ryn·ges (-fN-rVnùjKz)  or 

na·so·phar·ynx·es. The part of the pharynx above the soft palate that is contin-

uous with the nasal passages.   —naÙso·pha·rynùge·al (-fN-rVnùjK-Nl, -jNl, -

f4rÙNn-jKùNl) adj. 

Nas·sau (n4sùôÙ)  1.  (also näùsouÙ) A region and former duchy of central Ger-

many north and east of the Main and Rhine rivers. The region became a duchy in 

1806 and was absorbed by Prussia in 1866. Members of the original dynasty sub-

sequently ruled Luxembourg and the Netherlands (as the house of Orange).  

2. The capital and largest city of the Bahamas, on the northeast coast of New 

Providence Island in the Atlantic Ocean east of Miami, Florida. Settled in the 17th 

century, it was a haven for pirates in the 18th century. Population, 135,000. 

Nas·ser (n4sùNr, näùsNr), Gamal Abdel. 1918-1970.  Egyptian army officer and 

politician who served as prime minister (1954-1956) and president (1956-1958) 



of Egypt and as president of the United Arab Republic (1958-1970). His national-

ization of the Suez Canal precipitated an international crisis (1956). 

Nasser, Lake.  A lake of southeast Egypt and northern Sudan. It was formed in 

the 1960’s by the construction of the Aswan High Dam on the Nile river. The ris-

ing waters of the lake submerged many historic sites. 

Nass River (n4s rVvùNr)  A river of western British Columbia, Canada, flowing 

about 380 km (236 mi) southwest through the Coast Mountains to the Pacific 

Ocean north of Prince Rupert. 

Nast (n4st), Thomas. 1840-1902.  German-born American editorial cartoonist 

whose caricatures in Harper’s Weekly contributed to the downfall of the Tweed 

Ring in New York City. He also established the donkey and the elephant as sym-

bols of the Democratic and Republican parties. 

nas·tic (n4sùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by the tendency in plant 

parts to move in a direction determined by an internal stimulus, as an increased 

rate of cellular growth on one surface or side of the plant part.  [Greek nastos, 

pressed close (from nassein, to press) + -IC.]

nas·tur·tium (nN-stûrùshNm, n4-) n.  1. Any of various New World plants of 

the genus Tropaeolum, having pungent juice and long-spurred, usually yellow, 

orange, or red irregular flowers.  2. Color. A brilliant orange yellow.  [Middle 

English nasturcium, a kind of cress, from Latin nasturtium : perhaps n7sus, nose; 

see nas- in Appendix + *tort7re, frequentative of torquKre, to twist (from its pun-

gent smell); see terkw- in Appendix.]

nas·ty (n4sùtK) adj.  nas·ti·er, nas·ti·est. 1. a. Disgustingly dirty.  b. Physically 

repellent.   2. Morally offensive; indecent.  See Synonyms at offensive.  
3. Malicious; spiteful: “Will he say nasty things at my funeral?” (Ezra Pound).  

4. Very unpleasant or annoying:  nasty weather; a nasty trick.  See Synonyms at 

dirty.  5. Painful or dangerous; grave:  a nasty accident.  6. Exasperatingly diffi-

cult to solve or handle:  a nasty puzzle; a nasty problem.   —  n.  pl. nas·ties. One 

that is nasty: “It is the business of museums to present us with nasties as well as with 

fine things” (Country Life).  [Middle English nasti, possibly alteration of Old 

French nastre, bad, short for villenastre : vilein, bad; see VILLAIN + -astre, pejora-

tive suff. (from Latin -aster).] —nasùti·ly adv.  —nasùti·ness n. 

-nasty suff.  Nastic response or change:  epinasty.  [Greek nastos, pressed down; 

see NASTIC + -Y
2.]

nat. abbr.  1. National.  2. Native.  3. Natural. 

na·tal (n7tùl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or accompanying birth:  natal injuries.  

2. Of or relating to the time or place of one’s birth.  [Middle English, from Latin 

n7t7lis, from n7tus, past participle of n7scX, to be born. See genN- in Appendix.]

Na·tal (nN-t4lù, -tälù, -tôlù)  1. A region of southeast Africa on the Indian Ocean. 

First sighted by Vasco da Gama on Christmas Day 1497 and named Terra Natalis, 

it was acquired by the British in the 1820’s and 1830’s and settled by the Boers 



after 1836. Natal became a British colony in 1843 and was later a separate colony 

(after 1856) and then a founding province of the country of South Africa (1910).  

2. A city of northeast Brazil on the Atlantic Ocean north of Recife. Founded in 

the late 1590’s, it was occupied by the Dutch from 1633 to 1654. The city grew 

rapidly in World War II as a base for flights connecting with Africa. Population, 

376,446. 

Na·tal brown (nN-t4lù broun, -tälù) n.  Color. A grayish brown. 

na·tal·i·ty (n7-t4lùV-tK, nN-) n.  pl. na·tal·i·ties. See birthrate.  [NATAL + (MOR-

TAL)ITY.]

Na·tal plum (nN-t4lù plƒm, -tälù) n.  A South African evergreen shrub (Carissa 

grandiflora) often cultivated as a hedge plant, having forked spines, white flowers, 

and an edible scarlet berry. 

na·tant (n7tùnt) adj.  Floating or swimming in water.  [Latin nat7ns, natant- 

present participle of nat7re, to swim. See sn7- in Appendix.]

Na·tash·quan  or Na·tash·kwan (nN-t4shùkwNn)  A river of eastern Canada 

rising in southern Labrador and flowing about 388 km (241 mi) southward across 

eastern Quebec to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

na·ta·tion (n7-t7ùshNn, n4-) n.  The act or skill of swimming.  [Latin nat7tio, 

nat7tion-, from nat7tus, past participle of nat7re, to swim. See sn7- in Appendix.]

na·ta·to·ri·al (n7ÙtN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-, n4tÙN-) also na·ta·to·ry (n7ùtN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK, n4tùN-) adj.  Of, relating to, adapted for, or characterized by swimming:  a 

natatorial appendage; natatorial birds.  [From Late Latin nat7torius, from Latin 

nat7tor, swimmer, from nat7tus, past participle of nat7re, to swim. See sn7- in 

Appendix.]

natch (n4ch) adv.  Slang. Of course; naturally.  [Shortening and alteration of 

NATURALLY.]

Natch·ez1 (n4chùVz) n.  pl. Natchez. 1. a. A Native American people formerly 

located on the lower Mississippi River near present-day Natchez. The Natchez 

ceased to exist as a people after war with the French in the early 18th century.  

b. A member of this people.   2. The language of the Natchez.  [French, from 

Natchez.] —Natchùez adj. 

Natch·ez2 (n4chùVz)  A city of southwest Mississippi on the Mississippi River 

south-southwest of Vicksburg. Founded as a fortified settlement in 1716, it was 

held successively by France, Great Britain, Spain, and the United States. Natchez 

prospered especially as the southern terminus of the Natchez Trace, an old road 

connecting the city with Nashville, Tennessee, that was commercially and strategi-

cally important in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Population, 19,460. 

Natch·i·toches (n4kùV-tmshÙ)  A city of northwest-central Louisiana southeast 

of Shreveport. It was founded c. 1714 as a French military and trading post. Pop-

ulation, 16,609. 

NATE abbr.  National Association of Teachers of English. 



na·tes (n7ùtKz) pl.n.  The buttocks.  [Latin natKs, pl. of natis, buttock.]

Na·than (n7ùthNn)  In the Old Testament, a prophet during the reigns of David 

and Solomon. 

Na·than (n7ùthNn), George Jean. 1882-1958.  American writer, editor, and 

critic who founded and edited (1924-1930) the American Mercury with H.L. 

Mencken and was a widely influential drama critic. 

Na·than (n7ùthNn), Maud. 1862-1946.  American reformer who was a founder 

and director (1898-1917) of the National Consumer’s League, which pressured 

industry by the threat of consumer boycotts to institute better working condi-

tions. 

Na·than·ael (nN-th4nùyNl)  See Saint. Bartholomew. 
Na·thans (n7ùthNnz), Daniel. Born 1928.  American microbiologist. He shared 

a 1978 Nobel Prize for the discovery of restriction enzymes and their application 

to molecular genetics. 

nathe·less (n7thùlVs) also nath·less (n4thù-) adv.  Archaic. Nevertheless; not-

withstanding.  [Middle English, from Old English n7 thK l<s, not less by that  : n7, 

no; see NO
1 + thK, th«, instrumental case of se, this, that; see to- in Appendix + 

l<s, less; see LESS.]

Na·tick1 (n7ùtVk) n.  The variety of Massachusett presumed to have been spoken 

in the mission town of Natick, Massachusetts, and used in the Massachusett Bible. 

Na·tick2 (n7ùtVk)  A town of northeast Massachusetts, a residential and industrial 

suburb of Boston. Population, 30,510. 

na·tion (n7ùshNn) n.  1. A relatively large group of people organized under a sin-

gle, usually independent government; a country.  2. The government of a sover-

eign state.  3. A people who share common customs, origins, history, and 

frequently language; a nationality: “Historically the Ukrainians are an ancient 

nation which has persisted and survived through terrible calamity” (Robert Con-

quest).  4. a. A federation or tribe, especially one composed of Native Americans.  

b. The territory occupied by such a federation or tribe.   [Middle English 

nacioun, from Old French nation, from Latin n7tio, n7tion-, from n7tus, past par-

ticiple of n7scX, to be born. See genN- in Appendix.] —naùtion·hoodÙ n.  

—naùtion·less adj. 

Na·tion (n7ùshNn), Carry Amelia Moore. 1846-1911.  American temperance 

crusader who conducted a series of raids on saloons, in which she would break 

bottles of liquor and destroy barroom furniture with a hatchet. 

na·tion·al (n4shùN-nNl, n4shùnNl) adj.  Abbr. nat., natl. 1. Of, relating to, or 

belonging to a nation as an organized whole:  a national anthem.  2. Of or relating 

to nationality:  their national origin.  3. Characteristic of or peculiar to the people 

of a nation:  a national trait.  4. Of or maintained by the government of a nation:  

a national landmark.  5. Being in the interest of one’s own nation:  Isolationism is 

a strictly national policy.  6. Devoted to one’s own nation or its interests; patriotic.   



—  n.  1. A citizen of a particular nation.  See Synonyms at citizen.  2.  Often 

nationals. Sports & Games. A contest or tournament involving participants from 

all parts of a nation.   —naùtion·al·ly adv. 

national bank (n4shùN-nNl b4ngk) n.  1. A bank in a system of federally char-

tered privately owned banks in the United States, each required by law to be an 

investing member of its district Federal Reserve Bank and insured by the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation.  2. A bank associated with national finances and 

usually owned or controlled by a government. 

Na·tion·al City (n4shùN-nNl sVtùK, n4shùnNl)  A city of southern California, a 

residential and industrial suburb of San Diego on San Diego Bay. Population, 

54,249. 

national debt (n4shùN-nNl dHt) n.  The total financial obligations of a national 

government. 

national forest (n4shùN-nNl fôrùVst) n.  A large expanse of forest that is pro-

tected by a government and may be harvested or hunted in only under controlled 

conditions. 

National Guard (n4shùN-nNl gärd) n.  Abbr. NG, N.G. The military reserve 

units controlled by each state of the United States, equipped by the federal gov-

ernment, and subject to the call of either the federal or the state government. 

National Guardmember (n4shùN-nNl gärdùmHmÙbNr) n.  A member of a 

National Guard unit. 

national income (n4shùN-nNl VnùkƒmÙ) n.  The total net value of all goods and 

services produced within a nation over a specified period of time, representing 

the sum of wages, profits, rents, interest, and pension payments to residents of 

the nation. 

na·tion·al·ism (n4shùN-nN-lVzÙNm, n4shùnN-) n.  1. Devotion to the interests or 

culture of a particular nation.  2. The belief that nations will benefit from acting 

independently rather than collectively, emphasizing national rather than interna-

tional goals.  3. Aspirations for national independence in a country under foreign 

domination.   —naùtion·al·ist n.  —naÙtion·al·isùtic adj.  —naÙ-
tion·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

na·tion·al·i·ty (n4shÙN-n4lùV-tK, n4sh-n4lù-) n.  pl. na·tion·al·i·ties. 1. The 

status of belonging to a particular nation by origin, birth, or naturalization.  2. A 

people having common origins or traditions and often constituting a nation.  

3. Existence as a politically autonomous entity; national independence.  

4. National character.  5. Nationalism. 

na·tion·al·ize (n4shùN-nN-lXzÙ, n4shùnN-) v.  tr. na·tion·al·ized, 
na·tion·al·iz·ing, na·tion·al·iz·es. 1. To convert from private to governmental 

ownership and control:  nationalize the steel industry.  2. a. To make national in 

character, scope, or notoriety: “His high profile on such issues as abortion... has 

already begun to nationalize his image” (Kenneth L. Woodward).  b. To render dis-



tinctively national:  characteristics and issues that have tended to nationalize Amer-

ican political life.    —naÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—naùtion·al·izÙer n. 

national monument (n4shùN-nNl mmnùyN-mNnt) n.  A natural landmark or a 

structure or site of historic interest set aside by a national government and main-

tained for public enjoyment or study. 

national park (n4shùN-nNl pärk) n.  A tract of land declared public property by 

a national government with a view to its preservation and development for pur-

poses of recreation and culture. 

national seashore (n4shùN-nNl sKùshôrÙ) n.  A seacoast recreational area that 

is protected and maintained by the federal government for public use. 

National Socialism (n4shùN-nNl soùshN-lVzÙNm) n.  Nazism. 

na·tion-state (n7ùshNn-st7tÙ) n.  A political unit consisting of an autonomous 

state inhabited especially by a predominantly homogeneous people. 

na·tion·wide (n7ÙshNn-wXdù) adv.  & adj.  Throughout a whole nation:  a 

speech that was broadcast nationwide; nationwide opposition to the tax hike. 

na·tive (n7ùtVv) adj.  Abbr. nat. 1. Existing in or belonging to one by nature; 

innate:  native ability.  2. Being such by birth or origin:  a native Scot.  3. Being 

one’s own because of the place or circumstances of one’s birth:  our native land.  

4. Originating, growing, or produced in a certain place or region; indigenous:  a 

plant native to Asia.  5. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the original inhabit-

ants of a particular place.  6. Occurring in nature pure or uncombined with other 

substances:  native copper.  7. Natural; unaffected:  native beauty.  8. Archaic. 

Closely related, as by birth or race.   —  n.  Abbr. nat. 1. a. One born in or con-

nected with a place by birth:  a native of Scotland now living in the United States.  

b. One of the original inhabitants or lifelong residents of a place.   2. An animal 

or a plant that originated in a particular place or region.  [Middle English, from 

Old French natif, from Latin n7tXvus, from n7tus, past participle of n7scX, to be 

born. See genN- in Appendix.] —naùtive·ly adv.  —naùtive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: native, indigenous, endemic, autochthonous, aboriginal. These ad-

jectives mean of, belonging to, or connected with a specific place or country by

virtue of birth or origin. Native implies birth or origin in the specified place: a

native Frenchman; the native North American sugar maple. Indigenous specifies

that something or someone is native rather than coming or being brought in from

elsewhere: The tomato is indigenous to South America. The Ainu are indigenous to

the northernmost islands of Japan. Something endemic is prevalent in or peculiar

to a particular locality or people: Food shortages and starvation are endemic in cer-

tain parts of the world. Autochthonous applies to what arises in the locality where

it is found and has not been exposed to or has resisted change from outside sourc-

es: Bartók collected autochthonous folk melodies and used them in his compositions.



Aboriginal describes what has existed from the beginning; it is often applied to

the earliest known inhabitants of a place: aboriginal chiefs; the aboriginal popula-

tion; aboriginal nature. See also Synonyms at crude

Na·tive American (n7ùtVv N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  A member of any of the aboriginal 

peoples of the Western Hemisphere. The ancestors of the Native Americans are 

generally considered to have entered the Americas from Asia by way of the Bering 

Strait sometime during the late glacial epoch.  Also called American Indian, Amer-

indian, Indian.  —Native American adj.  

USAGE NOTE: The term Indian has always been a misnomer for the earliest

inhabitants of the Americas. Many people now prefer Native American both as a

corrective to Columbus’s mistaken appellation and as a means of avoiding the ro-

mantic and generally offensive stereotypes associated with phrases such as wild

Indian or cowboys and Indians. Certainly there is great merit in a term that distin-

guishes the peoples indigenous to the Americas from the inhabitants of India, and

wherever such confusion might exist Native American is an obvious choice. It is

also preferred by many contemporary writers when emphasizing ethnic pride, as

in “Only the Native American can lay claim to equality in suffering with the Afro-

American in this nation” (S. Allen Counter). However, it should not be assumed

that Indian is necessarily offensive or out of date. On the contrary, Indian is firmly

rooted in English in neutral terms such as Plains Indian, Paleo-Indian, and Indian

summer, as well as in numerous plant and place names, and in locutions of this

kind there is no possibility of substitution. Furthermore, many Native Americans

and others sympathetic to Native American issues continue to use Indian as a term

of pride and respect, as in “It was about this time that [my mother] began to see

herself as an Indian. That dim native heritage became a fascination and a cause for

her” (N. Scott Momaday) and “The desperate struggles of the Indian people for sur-

vival in this century are too widespread and various to be treated in a single volume”

(Peter Matthiessen). • The compound terms American Indian and the less fre-

quent Amerindian offer an unambiguous and unproblematic alternative where

Native American might seem out of place, as in certain historical contexts or in

references to groups outside the boundaries of the United States. Indian is also a

useful adjunct to the name of a people when it cannot be assumed that the reader

is familiar with their cultural identity; thus one might say the Wampanoag Indians

or the Quiché Indians of Guatemala rather than adding a gloss such as the Quiché,

a Native American people of Guatemala. • Native American and Indian are not ex-

act equivalents when referring to the aboriginal peoples of Canada and Alaska.

Native American, the broader term, is properly used of all such peoples, whereas

Indian is customarily used of the northern Athabaskan and Algonquian peoples



in contrast to the Eskimo and the Aleut.

na·tive-born (n7ùtVv-bôrnù) adj.  Belonging to a place by birth. 

na·tiv·ism (n7ùtV-vVzÙNm) n.  1. A sociopolitical policy, especially in the United 

States in the 19th century, favoring the interests of indigenous inhabitants over 

those of immigrants.  2. The reestablishment or perpetuation of native cultural 

traits, especially in opposition to acculturation.  3. Philosophy. The doctrine that 

the mind produces ideas that are not derived from external sources.   —naù-
tiv·ist n.  —naÙtiv·isùtic adj. 

na·tiv·i·ty (nN-tVvùV-tK, n7-) n.  pl. na·tiv·i·ties. 1. Birth, especially the place, 

conditions, or circumstances of being born.  2. Nativity. a. The birth of Jesus.  

b. A representation, such as a painting, of Jesus’s birth.  c. Christmas.   3. A horo-

scope for the time of one’s birth.  [Middle English nativite, from Old French, 

from Latin n7tXvit7s, from n7tXvus, born. See NATIVE.]

natl. abbr.  National. 

NATO abbr.  North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

na·tri·u·re·sis (n7ÙtrN-yt-rKùsVs) n.  Excretion of excessive amounts of sodium 

in the urine.  [New Latin natri7rKsis : natrium, sodium (from French natron, 

natron); see NATRON + 7rKsis, urination (from Greek ourKsis, from ourein, to uri-

nate); see URETIC.] —naÙtri·u·retùic (-rHtùVk) adj. 

na·tro·lite (n7ùtrN-lXtÙ) n.  A mineral in the zeolite family with composition 

Na2(Al2Si3O10)·2H2O.  [NATRO(N) + -LITE.]

na·tron (n7ùtrmnÙ, -trNn) n.  A mineral of hydrous sodium carbonate, 

Na2CO3·10H2O, often found crystallized with other salts.  [French, from Spanish 

natrón, from Arabic na£r7n, niter, from Greek nitron. See NITER.]

Nat·ta (näùtä), Giulio. 1903-1979.  Italian chemist. He shared a 1963 Nobel 

Prize for research on polymers. 

nat·ter (n4tùNr) v.  intr. nat·tered, nat·ter·ing, nat·ters. To talk idly; chatter.  

[Variant of gnatter.]

nat·ty (n4tùK) adj.  nat·ti·er, nat·ti·est. Neat, trim, and smart; dapper.  [Per-

haps variant of obsolete netty, from net, elegant, from Middle English, from Old 

French. See NEAT
1.] —natùti·ly adv.  —natùti·ness n. 

nat·u·ral (n4chùNr-Nl, n4chùrNl) adj.  Abbr. nat. 1. Present in or produced by 

nature:  a natural pearl.  2. Of, relating to, or concerning nature:  a natural envi-

ronment.  3. Conforming to the usual or ordinary course of nature:  a natural 

death.  4. a. Not acquired; inherent:  Love of power is natural to some people.  

b. Having a particular character by nature:  a natural leader.  See Synonyms at 

normal.  c. Biology. Not produced or changed artificially; not conditioned:  nat-

ural immunity; a natural reflex.   5. Characterized by spontaneity and freedom 

from artificiality, affectation, or inhibitions.  See Synonyms at naive.  6. Not 

altered, treated, or disguised:  natural coloring; natural produce.  7. Faithfully rep-



resenting nature or life.  8. Expected and accepted: “In Willie’s mind marriage 

remained the natural and logical sequence to love” (Duff Cooper).  9. Established 

by moral certainty or conviction:  natural rights.  10. Being in a state regarded as 

primitive, uncivilized, or unregenerate.  11. a. Related by blood:  the natural par-

ents of the child.  b. Born of unwed parents; illegitimate:  a natural child.   

12. Mathematics. Of or relating to positive integers.  13. Music. a. Not sharped 

or flatted.  b. Having no sharps or flats.    —  n.  1. a. One having all the qualifi-

cations necessary for success:  You are a natural for this job.  b. One suited by 

nature for a certain purpose or function:  She is a natural at mathematics.   

2. Music. a. The sign (Ë) placed before a note to cancel a preceding sharp or flat.  

b. A note so affected.   3. Color. A yellowish gray to pale orange yellow.  

4. Games. A combination in certain card and dice games that wins immediately.  

5. An Afro hairstyle.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin n7t7r7lis, 

from n7t7ra, nature. See NATURE.] —natùu·ral·ness n. 

natural childbirth (n4chùNr-Nl chXldùbûrthÙ) n.  A method of childbirth in 

which medical intervention is minimized and the mother often practices relax-

ation and breathing techniques to control pain and ease delivery. 

natural food (n4chùNr-Nl fud) n.  Food that does not contain any additives, 

such as preservatives or artificial coloring. 

natural gas (n4chùNr-Nl g4s) n.  Abbr. NG, N.G. A mixture of hydrocarbon 

gases that occurs with petroleum deposits, principally methane together with 

varying quantities of ethane, propane, butane, and other gases, and is used as a 

fuel and in the manufacture of organic compounds. 

natural history (n4chùNr-Nl hVsùtN-rK) n.  1. The study and description of 

organisms and natural objects, especially their origins, evolution, and interrela-

tionships.  2. A collection of facts about the development of a natural process or 

object:  the natural history of a fossil or an insect. 

nat·u·ral·ism (n4chùNr-N-lVzÙNm, n4chùrN-) n.  1. Factual or realistic representa-

tion, especially: a. The practice of describing precisely the actual circumstances 

of human life in literature.  b. The practice of reproducing subjects as precisely as 

possible in the visual arts.   2. a. A movement or school advocating such precise 

representation.  b. The principles and methods of such a movement or of its 

adherents.   3. Philosophy. The system of thought holding that all phenomena can 

be explained in terms of natural causes and laws without attributing moral, spiri-

tual, or supernatural significance to them.  4. Theology. The doctrine that all reli-

gious truths are derived from nature and natural causes and not from revelation.  

5. Conduct or thought prompted by natural desires or instincts. 

nat·u·ral·ist (n4chùNr-N-lVst, n4chùrN-) n.  1. One versed in natural history, 

especially in zoology or botany.  2. One who believes in and follows the tenets of 

naturalism. 



nat·u·ral·is·tic (n4chÙNr-N-lVsùtVk, n4chÙrN-) adj.  1. Imitating or producing the 

effect or appearance of nature.  2. Of, relating to, or being in accordance with the 

doctrines of naturalism.   —natÙu·ral·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

nat·u·ral·ize (n4chùNr-N-lXzÙ, n4chùrN-) v.  nat·u·ral·ized, nat·u·ral·iz·ing, 
nat·u·ral·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To grant full citizenship to (one of foreign birth).  

2. To adopt (something foreign) into general use.  3. To adapt or acclimate (a 

plant or an animal) to a new environment; introduce and establish as if native.  

4. To cause to conform to nature.   —  v.  intr. To become naturalized or accli-

mated; undergo adaptation.   —natÙu·ral·izùa·ble adj.  —natÙu·ral·i·zaùtion 
(-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

natural killer cell (n4chùNr-Nl kVlùNr sHl) n.  A killer cell that is activated by 

double-stranded RNA and fights off viral infections and tumors. 

natural language (n4chùNr-Nl l4ngùgwVj) n.  A human written or spoken lan-

guage as opposed to a computer language. 

natural law (n4chùNr-Nl lô) n.  A law or body of laws that derives from nature 

and is believed to be binding upon human actions apart from or in conjunction 

with laws established by human authority. 

natural logarithm (n4chùNr-Nl lôùgN-rVthÙNm) n.  Symbol ln Mathematics. A 

logarithm in which the base is the irrational number e (= 2.71828...). For exam-

ple, ln 10 = loge10 = 2.30258.  Also called Napierian logarithm 

nat·u·ral·ly (n4chùNr-N-lK, n4chùrN-) adv.  1. In a natural manner.  2. By nature; 

inherently.  3. Without a doubt; surely. 

natural number (n4chùNr-Nl nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. One of the set of pos-

itive whole numbers; a positive integer. 

natural philosophy (n4chùNr-Nl fV-lmsùN-fK) n.  The study of nature and the 

physical universe.   —natural philosopher n. 

natural resource (n4chùNr-Nl rKùsôrsÙ) n.  A material source of wealth, such as 

timber, fresh water, or a mineral deposit, that occurs in a natural state and has 

economic value. 

natural science (n4chùNr-Nl sXùNns) n.  A science, such as biology, chemistry, or 

physics, that deals with the objects, phenomena, or laws of nature and the physi-

cal world.   —natural scientist n. 

natural selection (n4chùNr-Nl sV-lHkùshNn) n.  The process in nature by which, 

according to Darwin’s theory of evolution, only the organisms best adapted to 

their environment tend to survive and transmit their genetic characters in 

increasing numbers to succeeding generations while those less adapted tend to be 

eliminated. 

natural theology (n4chùNr-Nl thK-mlùN-jK) n.  A theology holding that knowl-

edge of God may be acquired by human reason alone without the aid of revealed 

knowledge. 

natural virtue (n4chùNr-Nl vûrùchu) n.  Cardinal virtue. 



na·ture (n7ùchNr) n.  1. The material world and its phenomena.  2. The forces 

and processes that produce and control all the phenomena of the material world:  

the laws of nature.  3. The world of living things and the outdoors:  the beauties of 

nature.  4. A primitive state of existence, untouched and uninfluenced by civiliza-

tion or artificiality:  couldn’t tolerate city life anymore and went back to nature.  

5. Theology. Humankind’s natural state as distinguished from the state of grace.  

6. A kind or sort:  confidences of a personal nature.  See Synonyms at type.  
7. The essential characteristics and qualities of a person or thing: “She was only 

strong and sweet and in her nature when she was really deep in trouble” (Gertrude 

Stein).  8. The fundamental character or disposition of a person; temperament: 

“Strange natures made a brotherhood of ill” (Percy Bysshe Shelley).  9. The natural 

or real aspect of a person, place, or thing.  See Synonyms at disposition.  
10. The processes and functions of the body.  [Middle English, essential proper-

ties of a thing, from Old French, from Latin n7t7ra, from n7tus, past participle of 

n7scX, to be born. See genN- in Appendix.]

na·tured (n7ùchNrd) adj.  Having a nature or temperament of a specified kind. 

Often used in combination:  mean-natured; sweet-natured. 

nature study (n7ùchNr stƒdùK) n.  The study of natural objects and phenom-

ena, especially animal and plant life, often as an introductory subject in school. 

nature trail (n7ùchNr tr7l) n.  A trail, as through woods or by a seashore, usually 

with natural features labeled especially for study. 

na·tur·ism (n7ùchN-rVzÙNm) n.  Nudism.   —naùtur·ist n. 

na·tur·op·a·thy (n7ÙchN-rmpùN-thK) n.  pl. na·tur·op·a·thies. A system of 

therapy that relies on natural remedies, such as sunlight supplemented with diet 

and massage, to treat illness.  [NATUR(E) + -PATHY.] —naùtur·o·pathÙ (n7ùchNr-

N-p4thÙ, nN-chtrù-) n.  —na·turÙo·pathùic (nN-chtrÙN-p4thùVk) adj. 

Nau·cra·tis (nôùkrN-tVs)  An ancient city of Egypt in the Nile River delta south-

east of Alexandria. Greek colonists probably settled here in the seventh century 

B.C. 

Nau·ga·hyde (nôùgN-hXdÙ)  A trademark used for an artificial leather made of 

vinyl-coated fabric. This trademark, which often occurs in print as an attributive, 

sometimes occurs in figurative contexts as well: “We sat down on a Naugahyde 

couch and beanbag chair” (New York Times). “A good sun block lotion is recom-

mended because most race fans get so engrossed they hardly notice their faces turning 

to Naugahyde” (AutoWeek). 

Nau·ga·tuck (nôùgN-tƒkÙ)  A town of west-central Connecticut south of Water-

bury on the Naugatuck River, about 105 km (65 mi) long. Naugatuck is an 

industrial center. Population, 30,625. 

naught also nought (nôt) n.  1. Nonexistence; nothingness.  2. The figure 0; a 

cipher; a zero.   —  pron.  Nothing:  All their work was for naught.   —  adj.  



1. Nonexistent.  2. Insignificant.  [Middle English, from Old English n7wiht : n7, 

no; see ne in Appendix + wiht, thing; see wekti- in Appendix.]

naugh·ty (nôùtK) adj.  naugh·ti·er, naugh·ti·est. 1. Behaving disobediently 

or mischievously:  a naughty child.  2. Indecent; improper:  a naughty wink.  

3. Archaic. Wicked; immoral.   —  n.  pl. naugh·ties. One that is naughty.  

[Middle English noughti, wicked, from nought, nothing, evil, from Old English 

n7wiht, nothing. See NAUGHT.] —naughùti·ly adv.  —naughùti·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: Words have changes in their fortunes over time just as peo-

ple and institutions do. The word naughty at one time might have been high on

one’s list as an all-purpose word similar to bad or nice. During the 16th century

one could use naughty to mean “unhealthy, unpleasant, bad (with respect to

weather), vicious (of an animal), inferior, or bad in quality” (one could say “very

naughtie figes” or “naughty corrupt water”). All of these senses have disappeared,

however, and naughty is now used mainly in contexts involving mischief or inde-

cency. This recalls its early days in Middle English (with the form noughti), when

the word was restricted to the senses “evil, hostile, ineffectual, and needy.” Middle

English noughti, first recorded in works written in the last quarter of the 14th

century, was derived from nought, which as a noun had senses such as “evil,” as a

pronoun meant “nothing,” and as an adjective could mean such things as “im-

moral, weak, useless.” Nought was descended from Old English n7wiht, with sim-

ilar senses, a compound made up of n7, “no,” and wiht, “thing, being.” Thus

naughty, in a sense, has risen from nothing, but its fortunes have been better than

they are at present.

nau·pli·us (nôùplK-Ns) n.  pl. nau·pli·i (-plK-XÙ). The free-swimming first stage 

of the larva of certain crustaceans, having an unsegmented body with three pairs 

of appendages and a single median eye.  [Latin, a kind of shellfish, from Greek 

nauplios.] —nauùpli·al (-Nl) adj. 

Na·u·ru (nä-uùru) Formerly Pleas·ant Island (plHzùNnt).  An island country 

of the central Pacific Ocean just south of the equator and west of Kiribati. Dis-

covered by the British in 1798, the coral atoll was annexed by Germany in 1888 

and administered by Australia from 1919 until it became independent in 1968. 

Yaren is the capital. Population, 8,000.   —Na·uùru·an adj.  & n. 

nau·se·a (nôùzK-N, -zhN, -sK-N, -shN) n.  1. A feeling of sickness in the stomach 

characterized by an urge to vomit.  See Usage Note at nauseous.  2. Strong aver-

sion; disgust.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek nautia, nausiK, seasick-

ness, from nautKs, sailor, from naus, ship. See n7u- in Appendix.]

nau·se·ant (nôùzK-Nnt, -zhK-, -sK-, -shK-) adj.  Inducing nausea or vomiting.   
—nauùse·ant n. 



nau·se·ate (nôùzK-7tÙ, -zhK-, -sK-, -shK-) v.  intr. tr. nau·se·at·ed, 
nau·se·at·ing, nau·se·ates. 1. To feel or cause to feel nausea.  2. To feel or 

cause to feel loathing or disgust.  See Synonyms at disgust. See Usage Note at 

nauseous.  [Latin nause7re, nause7t-, from nausea, nausea. See NAUSEA.] 
—nauùse·atÙing·ly adv.  —nauÙse·aùtion n. 

nau·seous (nôùshNs, -zK-Ns) adj.  1. Causing nausea; sickening: “the most nau-

seous offal fit for the gods” (John Fowles).  2. Usage Problem. Affected with nau-

sea.   —nauùseous·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Traditional critics have insisted that nauseous is appropriately

used only to mean “causing nausea” and that it is incorrect to use it to mean “af-

fected with nausea,” as in Roller coasters make me nauseous. In this example, nau-

seated is preferred by 72 percent of the Usage Panel. What is curious, however, is

that 88 percent of the Panelists indicated that they would prefer nauseating in the

sentence The children looked a little green from too many candy apples and nauseous

rides. Thus it appears that like a handful of other words such as transpire, nauseous

is actively used mainly in the sense in which it is considered incorrect. • While the

use of nauseous to mean “affected with nausea” may incur critical displeasure, it

should be pointed out in its defense not only that it is quite common among ed-

ucated speakers but that it is subtly distinct from nauseated in this sense. Nause-

ated is a passive participle, and hence suggests a condition induced by a specific

external cause. By contrast, nauseous is an adjective that refers to an occurrent

state whose cause may be nonspecific or unknown. The person who reports that

I woke up this morning feeling nauseous might not be willing to accept that he or

she had been nauseated by any external agent.

Nau·sic·a·a (nô-sVkùK-N, -7-N, nou-) n.  Greek Mythology. In the Odyssey, a 

maiden who befriended the stranded Odysseus. 

naut. abbr.  Nautical. 

nau·ti·cal (nôùtV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. naut. Of, relating to, or characteristic of ships, 

shipping, sailors, or navigation on a body of water.  [From Latin nauticus, from 

Greek nautikos, from nautKs, sailor, from naus, ship. See n7u- in Appendix.] 
—nauùti·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: nautical, marine, maritime, naval. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “of or relating to the sea, ships, shipping, sailors, or navigation”:

nautical charts; marine insurance; maritime law; a naval officer.

nautical mile (nôùtV-kNl mXl) n.  Abbr. nm, n.m., NM A unit of length used in 

sea and air navigation, based on the length of one minute of arc of a great circle, 

especially an international and U.S. unit equal to 1,852 meters (about 6,076 feet).  

Also called sea mile 



nau·ti·li (nôtùl-XÙ) n.  A plural of nautilus. 
nau·ti·loid (nôtùl-oidÙ) n.  A mollusk of the subclass Nautiloidea, which 

includes the nautiluses and numerous extinct species known only from fossils.  

[From New Latin Nautiloidea, subclass name  : Latin nautilus, nautilus; see NAUTI-

LUS + Greek -oidKs, -oid.] —nauùti·loid adj. 

nau·ti·lus (nôtùl-Ns) n.  pl. nau·ti·lus·es or nau·ti·li (nôtùl-XÙ). 1. A cephalo-

pod mollusk of the genus Nautilus, especially N. pompilius, found in the Indian 

and Pacific oceans and having a spiral, pearly-lined shell with a series of air-filled 

chambers.  Also called chambered nautilus, pearly nautilus.  2. The paper nautilus.  

[Latin, from Greek nautilos, sailor, nautilus, from nautKs, mariner, from naus, 

ship. See n7u- in Appendix.]

nav. abbr.  1. Naval.  2. Navigable.  3. Navigation. 

Nav·a·jo also Nav·a·ho (n4vùN-hoÙ, näùvN-) n.  pl. Navajo or Nav·a·jos also 

Navaho  or Nav·a·hos. 1. a. A Native American people inhabiting extensive 

reservation lands in Arizona, New Mexico, and southeast Utah. The most popu-

lous of contemporary Native American groups in the United States, the Navajo 

are noted as stockbreeders and skilled weavers, potters, and silversmiths.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The Apachean language of the Navajo.  [American 

Spanish Navajó, originally a place-name, from Tewa navah7, large arroyo with 

cultivated fields.] —Navùa·joÙ adj. 

Navajo Mountain (n4vùN-hoÙ mounùtNn)  A peak, 3,168.3 m (10,388 ft) 

high, of southeast Utah on the Arizona border. 

na·val (n7ùvNl) adj.  Abbr. nav. 1. Of or relating to ships or shipping.  See Syn-

onyms at nautical.  2. Of or relating to a navy.  3. Having a navy:  a great naval 

power.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin n7v7lis, from n7vis, ship. 

See n7u- in Appendix.]

naval architect (n7ùvNl ärùkV-tHktÙ) n.  One who designs ships. 

naval stores (n7ùvNl storz) pl.n.  Nautical. Products, such as turpentine or 

pitch, originally used to caulk the seams of wooden ships. 

Na·varre (nN-värù, nä-)  A historical region and former kingdom of southwest 

Europe in the Pyrenees of northern Spain and southwest France. Inhabited from 

early times by ancestors of the Basques, it was ruled by a Basque dynasty from the 

9th to the 13th century. The southern part was annexed to Spain (1512-1515), 

while the northern part remained an independent kingdom until it was incorpo-

rated into the French crown lands in 1589. 

Nav·a·so·ta (n4vÙN-soùtN)  A river of east-central Texas flowing about 209 km 

(130 mi) southward to the Brazos River. 

nave1 (n7v) n.  The central part of a church, extending from the narthex to the 

chancel and flanked by aisles.  [Medieval Latin n7vis, from Latin, ship (probably 

from its shape). See n7u- in Appendix.]



nave2 (n7v) n.  The hub of a wheel.  [Middle English, from Old English nafu. See 

nobh- in Appendix.]

na·vel (n7ùvNl) n.  1. The mark on the surface of the abdomen of mammals 

where the umbilical cord was attached during gestation.  Also called umbilicus 

2. A central point; a middle.  [Middle English, from Old English nafela. See 

nobh- in Appendix.]

na·vel-gaz·ing (n7ùvNl-g7ÙzVng) n.  Slang. Excessive introspection, self-absorp-

tion, or a concentration on a single issue to the detriment of a broad view and a 

full grasp of problems or circumstances: “The optimistic trend masks a looming 

problem, which has sent the travel industry into a renewed bout of navel-gazing” 

(Financial Times). 

navel orange (n7ùvNl ôrùVnj) n.  A sweet, usually seedless orange having at its 

apex a navellike formation enclosing an underdeveloped fruit. 

na·vel·wort (n7ùvNl-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  1.  See pennywort (n., sense 1a).  

2. Any of various Eurasian plants of the genus Omphalodes, having one-sided 

cymes of usually blue flowers.  3.  See water pennywort.  [From the navellike 

depression on its leaves.]

na·vic·u·lar (nN-vVkùyN-lNr) n.  Anatomy. 1. A comma-shaped bone of the 

human wrist, located in the first row of carpals.  2. A concave bone of the human 

foot, located between the talus and the metatarsals.  Also called scaphoid  —  adj.  

Shaped like a boat; scaphoid.  [From Latin n7vicula, boat, diminutive of n7vis, 

ship. See n7u- in Appendix.]

nav·i·ga·ble (n4vùV-gN-bNl) adj.  Abbr. nav. 1. Sufficiently deep or wide to pro-

vide passage for vessels:  navigable waters; a navigable river.  2. That can be 

steered. Used of boats, ships, or aircraft.   —navÙi·ga·bilùi·ty, 
navùi·ga·ble·ness n.  —navùi·ga·bly adv. 

nav·i·gate (n4vùV-g7tÙ) v.  nav·i·gat·ed, nav·i·gat·ing, nav·i·gates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To plan, record, and control the course and position of (a ship or an air-

craft).  2. To follow a planned course on, across, or through:  navigate a stream.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To control the course of a ship or an aircraft.  2. To voyage over 

water in a boat or ship; sail.  3. a. To make one’s way:  navigated with difficulty 

through the crowd.  b. Informal. To walk:  He was too unsteady on his legs to navi-

gate.   [Latin n7vig7re, n7vig7t-  : n7vis, ship; see n7u- in Appendix + agere, to 

drive, lead; see ag- in Appendix.]

nav·i·ga·tion (n4vÙV-g7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. nav. 1. The theory and practice of nav-

igating, especially the charting of a course for a ship or an aircraft.  2. Travel or 

traffic by vessels, especially commercial shipping.   —navÙi·gaùtion·al adj. 

nav·i·ga·tor (n4vùV-g7ÙtNr) n.  1. One who navigates.  2. A device that directs 

the course of an aircraft or a missile. 

Nav·ra·ti·lo·va (n4vÙrN-tV-loùvN, näÙvrN-), Martina. Born 1956.  Czechoslova-

kian-born American tennis player who won nine Wimbledon women’s singles 



championships (1978, 1979, 1982-1987, and 1990), more singles titles than any 

other player. 

nav·vy (n4vùK) n.  pl. nav·vies. Chiefly British. A laborer, especially one 

employed in construction or excavation projects.  [Short for NAVIGATOR, canal 

laborer (obsolete).]

na·vy (n7ùvK) n.  pl. na·vies. 1. All of a nation’s warships.  2.  Often Navy. A 

nation’s entire military organization for sea warfare and defense, including ves-

sels, personnel, and shore establishments.  3. A group of ships; a fleet.  4. Color. 

Navy blue.  [Middle English, from Old French navie, from Latin n7vigia, pl. of 

n7vigium, ship, from n7vig7re, to sail. See NAVIGATE.]

navy bean (n7ùvK bKn) n.  Any of several varieties of the kidney bean, culti-

vated for their edible white seeds.  [From its former use as a standard provision of 

the U.S. Navy.]

navy blue (n7ùvK blu) n.  Color. A dark grayish blue.  [From the color of the 

British naval uniform.]

Navy Cross (n7ùvK krôs) n.  A decoration awarded by the U.S. Navy for excep-

tional heroism in action. 

navy gray (n7ùvK gr7) n.  Color. A dark gray. 

navy junior (n7ùvK junùyNr) n.  The child of a member of the U.S. Navy, typi-

cally a career officer. 

navy yard (n7ùvK yärd) n.  A dockyard for the construction, repair, equipping, 

or docking of naval vessels. 

na·wab (nN-wmbù) n.  See nabob (n., sense 1). 

Nax·os  or Náx·os (n4kùsms, -sos, -sNs, näkùsôs)  An island of southeast Greece 

in the Aegean Sea. The largest of the Cyclades, it was famous in ancient times as a 

center of Dionysian worship. The island belonged to Venice and then Turkey 

before it became part of independent Greece in 1829. 

nay (n7) adv.  1. No:  All but four Democrats voted nay.  2. And moreover:  He was 

ill-favored, nay, hideous.   —  n.  1. A denial or refusal.  2. A negative vote or 

voter.  [Middle English, from Old Norse nei : ne, not; see ne in Appendix + ei, 

ever; see aiw- in Appendix.]

nay·say (n7ùs7Ù) v.  tr. nay·said (-sHdÙ), nay·say·ing, nay·says (-sHzÙ). To say 

no to; deny or oppose:  They will naysay any policy that includes the use of nuclear 

weapons. 

nay·say·er (n7ùs7ÙNr) n.  1. One who is assertively negative in attitude.  2. One 

who critically disagrees. 

Naz·a·rene (n4zÙN-rKnù, n4zùN-rKnÙ) n.  1. a. A native or inhabitant of Naza-

reth.  b. Jesus.   2. A member of a sect of early Christians of Jewish origin who 

retained many of the prescribed Jewish observances.  3. A member of an Ameri-

can Protestant denomination, the Church of the Nazarene, that follows many of 

the doctrines of early Methodism.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Nazareth or its 



inhabitants.  [Middle English, from Late Latin NazarKnus, from Greek NazarKnos, 

from Nazaret, Nazareth.]

Naz·a·reth (n4zùNr-Nth)  A town of northern Israel southeast of Haifa. Settled 

in prehistoric times, it is first mentioned in the New Testament as the boyhood 

home of Jesus. The modern town is a trade center and pilgrimage site. Popula-

tion, 46,300. 

Na·zi (nätùsK, n4tù-) n.  pl. Na·zis. 1. A member of the National Socialist Ger-

man Workers’ Party, founded in Germany in 1919 and brought to power in 1933 

under Adolf Hitler.  2.  Often nazi. An adherent or advocate of policies charac-

teristic of Nazism; a fascist.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, controlled by, or typical of 

the National Socialist German Workers’ Party.  [German, short for Nationalsozial-

istische deutsche Arbeiter-Partei, National Socialist German Workers’ Party.] 
—NaÙzi·fi·caùtion (-sN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —Naùzi·fyÙ (-sN-fXÙ) v. 

Na·zi·mo·va (nN-zVmùN-vN, -zyKùmN-), Alla. 1879-1945.  Russian-born Ameri-

can actress noted as an interpreter of the works of Ibsen, Chekhov, and O’Neill. 

Na·zism (nätùsVzÙNm, n4tù-) also Na·zi·ism (-sK-VzÙNm) n.  The ideology and 

practice of the Nazis, especially the policy of racist nationalism, national expan-

sion, and state control of the economy. 

Nb  The symbol for the element niobium. 
NB also N.B. abbr.  New Brunswick. 

Nb. abbr.  Bible. Numbers. 

n.b.  or N.B. abbr.  Nota bene. 

NBA also N.B.A. abbr.  1. National Basketball Association.  2. National Boxing 

Association. 

NbE abbr.  North by east. 

NbW abbr.  North by west. 

NC abbr.  1. No charge.  2. No credit.  3. Business. Noncallable.  4.  Or N.C.. 
North Carolina. 

NC-17 (HnÙsK-sHvÙNn-tKnù) n.  A movie rating that allows admission to no one 

under the age of 17.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  an 

NC-17 movie.  [N(o) c(hildren under) 17 (admitted).]

NCAA  or N.C.A.A. abbr.  National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

NCC abbr.  National Council of Churches. 

NCO  or N.C.O. abbr.  Noncommissioned officer. 

NCTE abbr.  National Council of Teachers of English. 

NCTM abbr.  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 

Nd  The symbol for the element neodymium. 
ND  or N.D. abbr.  North Dakota. 

n.d.  or N.D. abbr.  No date. 

N.Dak. abbr.  North Dakota. 

NDEA abbr.  National Defense Education Act. 



Nde·be·le (NnÙdN-bHlù7) n.  pl. Ndebele or Nde·be·les. 1. A member of a 

Zulu people of southwest Zimbabwe.  2. The Nguni language of the Ndebele.  

Also called Matabele 

Ndja·me·na  or N’dja·me·na  or N’Dja·me·na (Nn-jäùmN-nN) Formerly Fort-
La·my (fôr-lä-mKù).  The capital and largest city of Chad, in the southwest part 

of the country on the Shari River. Founded by the French in 1900, it was renamed 

in 1973. Population, 303,000. 

Ndo·la (Nn-doùlN)  A city of north-central Zambia north of Lusaka on the border 

with Zaire. It is a commercial and manufacturing center in a copper-mining 

region. Population, 250,490. 

Ndong·o (Nn-dôngùgo) n.  pl. Ndongo or Ndong·os. See Mbundu (n., sense 

3). 

Ne  The symbol for the element neon (n., sense 1). 

NE abbr.  1. Nebraska.  2.  Or N.E.. New England.  3. a. Northeast.  

b. Northeastern.   4. Not equal to. 

Ne. abbr.  Bible. Nehemiah. 

NEA abbr.  National Education Association. 

Ne·an·der·thal (nK-4nùdNr-thôlÙ, -tôlÙ, n7-änùdNr-tälÙ) n.  1. Neanderthal 

man.  2. Slang. A crude or boorish person.   —  adj.  1. Of, having to do with, or 

resembling Neanderthal man.  2. Slang. Crude or boorish.   
—Ne·anÙder·thalùoidÙ (-thôùloidÙ, -tôù-, -täù-) adj. 

Neanderthal man (nK-4nùdNr-thôlÙ m4n) n.  An extinct species or race of 

human beings, Homo neanderthalensis, living during the late Pleistocene Age in 

the Old World and associated with Middle Paleolithic tools.  [After Neanderthal, 

a valley of western Germany west of Düsseldorf.]

ne·an·throp·ic (nKÙNn-thrmpùVk) adj.  Of or relating to members of the extant 

species Homo sapiens as compared with other, now extinct species of Homo.  

[NE(O)- + ANTHROP(O)- + -IC.]

Ne·a·pol·i·tan (nKÙN-pmlùV-tNn) adj.  Of, belonging to, or characteristic of 

Naples, Italy.   —  n.  A native or resident of Naples, Italy.  [Middle English, from 

Latin Neapolit7nus, from Greek neapolitKs, from Neapolis, Naples, Italy.]

Neapolitan ice cream (nKÙN-pmlùV-tNn Xs krKm) n.  Ice cream in brick form, 

with layers of different colors and flavors. 

neap tide (nKp tXd) n.  A tide that occurs when the difference between high and 

low tide is least; the lowest level of high tide. Neap tide comes twice a month, in 

the first and third quarters of the moon.  [Middle English neep, from Old English 

nKp(flod), neap (tide).]

near (nîr) adv.  near·er, near·est. Abbr. nr 1. To, at, or within a short distance 

or interval in space or time.  2. Just about; almost; nearly:  was near exhausted 

from the labor; near dead after the assault.  3. With or in a close relationship.   —  
adj.  nearer, nearest. Abbr. nr 1. Close in time, space, position, or degree:  near 



equals.  2. Closely related by kinship or association; intimate:  a near relative; a 

near and dear friend.  See Synonyms at close.  3. a. Nearly occurring but not 

actually happening:  a near victory; a near disaster.  b. Just barely avoided:  a near 

hit by the incendiary bomb.   4. a. Closely corresponding to or resembling an orig-

inal:  a near likeness.  b. Closely resembling the genuine article:  a dress of near 

satin; near silver beads.   5. a. Closer of two or more:  Take the near street and then 

turn right.  b. Being on the left side of an animal or a vehicle.  c. Being the animal 

or vehicle on the left.   6. Short and direct:  the nearest route to town.  7. Stingy; 

parsimonious.   —  prep.  Close to:  an inn near London.   —  v.  neared, 
near·ing, nears.  —  v.  tr. To come close or closer to.   —  v.  intr. To draw near 

or nearer; approach.  [Middle English ner, from Old English nKar, from compara-

tive of nKah, close, near. See nKhw-iz in Appendix.] —nearùness n. 

near beer (nîr bîr) n.  A malt liquor that does not contain enough alcohol to be 

considered an alcoholic beverage. 

near·by (nîrùbXù) adj.  Located a short distance away; close at hand.  See Syn-

onyms at close.   —  adv.  Not far away. 

Ne·arc·tic (nK-ärkùtVk, -ärùtVk) adj.  Of or designating the biogeographic region 

that includes the Arctic and Temperate areas of North America and Greenland.  

[NE(O)- + ARCTIC.]

Near East (nîr Kst)  A region of southwest Asia generally thought to include 

Turkey, Lebanon, Israel, Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and the other countries of the 

Arabian Peninsula. Egypt and Sudan in northeast Africa are sometimes consid-

ered part of the region.   —Near Eastùern adj. 

near gale (nîr g7l) n.  Meteorology. See moderate gale. 
Near Islands (nîr XùlNndz)  A group of islands of southwest Alaska. The west-

ernmost of the Aleutian Islands, they were occupied by Japan from June 1942 

until May-June 1943. Attu is the chief island of the group. 

near·ly (nîrùlK) adv.  1. Almost but not quite:  The coat nearly fits.  2. In a close 

manner; intimately:  a matter nearly affecting our interests. 

near miss (nîr mVs) n.  1. A narrowly avoided collision involving two or more 

aircraft, ships, boats, or motor vehicles.  2. A missile strike that is extremely close 

to but not directly on target. 

near point (nîr point) n.  The nearest point at which an object can be seen dis-

tinctly by the eye. 

near rhyme (nîr rXm) n.  See off rhyme. 
near·sight·ed (nîrùsXÙtVd) adj.  Unable to see distant objects clearly; myopic.   
—nearùsightÙed·ly adv.  —nearùsightÙed·ness n. 

near-term (nîrùtûrmù) adj.  Of, for, or involving a short period of time in the 

near future. 

neat1 (nKt) adj.  neat·er, neat·est. 1. Orderly and clean; tidy.  2. Orderly and 

precise in procedure; systematic.  3. Marked by ingenuity and skill; adroit:  a neat 



turn of phrase.  4. Not diluted or mixed with other substances:  neat whiskey.  

5. Left after all deductions; net:  neat profit.  6. Slang. Wonderful; terrific:  That 

was a neat party.  [Anglo-Norman neit, clear, pure, variant of Old French net, 

from Latin nitidus, elegant, gleaming, from nitKre, to shine.] —neatùly adv.  

—neatùness n.  

SYNONYMS: neat, tidy, trim, shipshape, spick-and-span, spruce, trig. These ad-

jectives mean marked by good order and cleanliness. Neat implies a pleasingly

clean and orderly condition: a neat room; neat hair. Tidy emphasizes precise ar-

rangement and order: “When she saw me come in tidy and well dressed, she even

smiled” (Charlotte Brontë). Trim stresses especially smart appearance resulting

from neatness, tidiness, and pleasing proportions: “A trim little sailboat was danc-

ing out at her moorings” (Herman Melville). Shipshape evokes the meticulous or-

der and neatness that might be found aboard a ship: “We’ll try to make this barn

a little more shipshape” (Rudyard Kipling). Spick-and-span suggests the immacu-

late freshness and cleanliness of something new: “young men in spick-and-span

uniforms” (Edith Wharton). Spruce implies neatness and smartness, as of dress or

appearance: “a good-looking man; spruce and dapper, and very tidy” (Anthony

Trollope). Trig suggests sprightly smartness: “the trig corporal, with the little visor-

less cap worn so jauntily” (William Dean Howells).

neat2 (nKt) n.  pl. neat. Archaic. A cow or other domestic bovine animal.  [Mid-

dle English net, from Old English nKat.]

neat·en (nKtùn) v.  tr. neat·ened, neat·en·ing, neat·ens. To put into order; 

make neat. 

neath  or ’neath (nKth) prep.  Beneath. 

neat·herd (nKtùhûrdÙ) n.  Archaic. A cowherd. 

neat’s-foot oil (nKtsùfttÙ oil) n.  A light yellow oil obtained from the feet and 

shinbones of cattle, used chiefly to dress leather. 

neb (nHb) n.  1. a. A beak of a bird.  b. A nose; a snout.   2. A projecting part, 

especially a nib.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

NEB abbr.  New English Bible. 

neb·bish (nHbùVsh) n.  A person regarded as weak-willed or timid.  [Yiddish 

nebekh, poor, unfortunate, of Slavic origin. See bhag- in Appendix.] 
—nebùbish·y adj. 

NEbE abbr.  Northeast by east. 

NEbN abbr.  Northeast by north. 

Ne·bras·ka (nN-br4sùkN) Abbr. NE, Nebr.  A state of the central United States in 

the Great Plains. It was admitted as the 37th state in 1867. The region became part 

of the United States through the Louisiana Purchase of 1803 and was made a sep-

arate territory by the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854. Its present boundaries were 



established in 1861. Lincoln is the capital and Omaha the largest city. Population, 

1,584,617. 

Ne·bras·kan (nN-br4sùkNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Nebraska.  2. Geology. Of 

or relating to the first glacial stage of the Pleistocene in North America.   —  n.  A 

native or resident of Nebraska. 

Neb·u·chad·nez·zar II (nHbÙN-kNd-nHzùNr, nHbÙyN-), 630?-562 B.C.  King of 

Babylonia (605-562) who captured (597) and destroyed (586) Jerusalem and car-

ried the Israelites into captivity in Babylonia. 

neb·u·la (nHbùyN-lN) n.  pl. neb·u·lae (-lKÙ)  or neb·u·las. 1. Astronomy. a. A 

diffuse mass of interstellar dust or gas or both, visible as luminous patches or 

areas of darkness depending on the way the mass absorbs or reflects incident 

radiation.  b.  See galaxy (n., sense 1a).   2. Pathology. a. A cloudy spot on the 

cornea.  b. Cloudiness in the urine.   3. A liquid medication applied by spraying.  

[Middle English nebule, cloud, mist, from Latin nebula. See nebh- in Appendix.] 
—nebùu·lar adj. 

nebular hypothesis (nHbùyN-lNr hX-pmthùV-sVs) n.  A theory of the origin of 

the solar system according to which a rotating nebula cooled and contracted, 

throwing off rings of matter that contracted into the planets and their moons, 

while the great mass of the condensing nebula became the sun. 

neb·u·lize (nHbùyN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. neb·u·lized, neb·u·liz·ing, neb·u·liz·es. 1. To 

convert (a liquid) to a fine spray; atomize.  2. To treat with a medicated spray.   
—nebÙu·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —nebùu·lizÙer n. 

neb·u·los·i·ty (nHbÙyN-lmsùV-tK) n.  pl. neb·u·los·i·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being nebulous.  2. Astronomy. a. A nebula.  b. A mass of material con-

stituting a nebula.  

neb·u·lous (nHbùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Cloudy, misty, or hazy.  2. Lacking definite 

form or limits; vague:  nebulous assurances of future cooperation.  3. Of, relating 

to, or characteristic of a nebula.  [Middle English, from Latin nebulosus, from 

nebula, cloud. See nebh- in Appendix.] —nebùu·lous·ly adv.  

—nebùu·lous·ness n. 

nec·es·sar·i·ly (nHsÙV-sârùN-lK, -sHrù-) adv.  Of necessity; inevitably. 

nec·es·sar·y (nHsùV-sHrÙK) adj.  1. Absolutely essential.  See Synonyms at indis-
pensable.  2. Needed to achieve a certain result or effect; requisite:  the necessary 

tools.  3. a. Unavoidably determined by prior conditions or circumstances; inevi-

table:  the necessary results of overindulgence.  b. Logically inevitable.   4. Required 

by obligation, compulsion, or convention:  made the necessary apologies.   —  n.  

pl. nec·es·sar·ies. Something indispensable.  [Middle English necessarie, from 

Old French necessaire, from Latin necess7rius, from necesse. See ked- in Appen-

dix.]



ne·ces·si·tar·i·an·ism (nN-sHsÙV-târùK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The doctrine 

holding that events are inevitably determined by preceding causes.   
—ne·cesÙsi·tarùi·an adj.  & n. 

ne·ces·si·tate (nN-sHsùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. ne·ces·si·tat·ed, ne·ces·si·tat·ing, 
ne·ces·si·tates. 1. To make necessary or unavoidable.  2. To require or compel.  

[Medieval Latin necessit7re, necessit7t-, from Latin necessit7s, necessity. See NECES-

SITY.] —ne·cesÙsi·taùtion n.  —ne·cesùsi·taÙtive adj. 

ne·ces·si·tous (nN-sHsùV-tNs) adj.  1. Needy; indigent.  2. Compelling; urgent.  

[French nécessiteux, from Old French, necessary, from necessite, necessity. See 

NECESSITY.] —ne·cesùsi·tous·ly adv. 

ne·ces·si·ty (nN-sHsùV-tK) n.  pl. ne·ces·si·ties. 1. a. The condition or quality of 

being necessary.  b. Something necessary:  The necessities of life include food, 

clothing, and shelter.   2. a. Something dictated by invariable physical laws.  

b. The force exerted by circumstance.   3. The state or fact of being in need.  

4. Pressing or urgent need, especially that arising from poverty.  See Synonyms at 

need.  —idiom. of necessity. As an inevitable consequence; necessarily.  

[Middle English necessite, from Old French, from Latin necessit7s, from necesse, 

necessary. See NECESSARY.]

Ne·chak·o (nN-ch4kùo)  A river, about 462 km (287 mi) long, of central British 

Columbia, Canada, flowing northeast then east to the Fraser River at Prince 

George. 

Nech·es (nHchùVz)  A river of eastern Texas flowing about 669 km (416 mi) south 

and southeast to Sabine Lake. 

neck (nHk) n.  1. The part of the body joining the head to the shoulders or trunk.  

2. The part of a garment around or near the neck.  3. Anatomy. a. A narrow or 

constricted part of a structure, as of a bone or an organ, that joins its parts; a cer-

vix.  b. The part of a tooth between the crown and the root.   4. A relatively nar-

row elongation, projection, or connecting part:  a neck of land; the neck of a flask.  

5. Music. The narrow part along which the strings of an instrument extend to the 

pegs.  6. Geology. Solidified lava filling the vent of an extinct volcano.  7. The 

siphon of a bivalve mollusk, such as a clam.  8. A narrow margin:  won by a neck.   
—  v.  necked, neck·ing, necks.  —  v.  intr. Informal. To kiss and caress amo-

rously.   —  v.  tr. To strangle or decapitate (a fowl).  [Middle English nekke, from 

Old English hnecca.] —neckùless adj. 

neck and neck (nHk Nnd nHk) adv.  & adj.  Nip and tuck, as in a race. 

Neck·ar (nHkùNr, -är)  A river of southwest Germany rising in the Black Forest 

and flowing about 337 km (228 mi) generally north and west to the Rhine River 

at Mannheim. 

neck·band (nHkùb4ndÙ) n.  The band around the collar of a garment. 

necked (nHkt) adj.  Having a neck or neckline of a specified kind. Often used in 

combination:  a long-necked bird; a low-necked dress. 



Neck·er (nHkùNr, nH-kHrù), Jacques. 1732-1804.  French financier and politician 

who advocated the formation of the States-General to effect financial reform. His 

brief dismissal by Louis XVI (1789) precipitated the storming of the Bastille. 

neck·er·chief (nHkùNr-chVf, -chKfÙ) n.  A kerchief worn around the neck. 

neck·ing (nHkùVng) n.  1. Architecture. A molding between the upper part of a 

column and the projecting part of the capital.  2. Informal. The act or practice of 

amorously kissing and caressing. 

neck·lace (nHkùlVs) n.  1. An ornament worn around the neck.  2. Something 

felt to resemble this neck ornament, as in shape:  a necklace of hundreds of tiny 

islands. 

neck·line (nHkùlXnÙ) n.  The line formed by the edge of a garment at or near the 

neck. 

neck of the woods (nHk ƒv thK wtdz) n.  pl. necks of the woods. Infor-

mal. A region; a neighborhood. 

neck·piece (nHkùpKsÙ) n.  A scarf, often of fur. 

neck·tie (nHkùtXÙ) n.  A narrow fabric band of varying length worn around the 

neck and tied in a knot or bow close to the throat. 

neck·wear (nHkùwârÙ) n.  Articles, such as neckties worn around the neck. 

necro-  or necr- pref.  1. Dead body; corpse:  necrophilia.  2. Death:  necrobiosis.  

[Greek nekro-, from nekros. See nek-1 in Appendix.]

nec·ro·bi·o·sis (nHkÙro-bX-oùsVs) n.  The natural death of cells or tissues 

through aging, as distinguished from necrosis or pathological death.   
—necÙro·bi·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 

ne·crol·o·gy (nN-krmlùN-jK, nH-) n.  pl. ne·crol·o·gies. 1. A list of people who 

have died, especially in the recent past or during a specific period.  2. An obitu-

ary.   —necÙro·logùic (nHkÙrN-lmjùVk), necÙro·logùi·cal adj.  —ne·crolùo·gist 
n. 

nec·ro·man·cy (nHkùrN-m4nÙsK) n.  1. The practice of supposedly communi-

cating with the spirits of the dead in order to predict the future.  2. Black magic; 

sorcery.  3. Magic qualities.  [Alteration of Middle English nigromancie, from Old 

French nigremancie, from Medieval Latin nigromantia, alteration (influenced by 

Latin niger, black), of Late Latin necromantia, from Greek nekromanteia : nekros, 

corpse; see nek-1 in Appendix + manteia, divination; see -MANCY.] 
—necùro·manÙcer n.  —necÙro·manùtic (-m4nùtVk) adj. 

nec·ro·pha·gia (nHkÙrN-f7ùjN) n.  The act or practice of feeding on dead bodies 

or carrion. 

ne·croph·a·gous (nN-krmfùN-gNs, nH-) adj.  Feeding on carrion or corpses:  

necrophagous organisms. 

nec·ro·phil·i·a (nHkÙrN-fVlùK-N) also nec·roph·i·lism (nV-krofùN-lVzÙNm, nH-) n.  

1. Obsessive fascination with death and corpses.  2. Erotic attraction to or sexual 



contact with corpses.   —necÙro·philùi·acÙ (-K-4kÙ) adj. , n.  —necùro·phileÙ (-

fXlÙ) n.  —necÙro·philùic (-fVlùVk) adj. 

nec·ro·pho·bi·a (nHkÙrN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of death or corpses.   
—necÙro·phoùbic adj. 

ne·crop·o·lis (nN-krmpùN-lVs, nH-) n.  pl. ne·crop·o·lis·es or ne·crop·o·leis (-

l7sÙ). A cemetery, especially a large and elaborate one belonging to an ancient city.  

[Greek nekropolis : nekro-, necro- + polis, city; see pelN-3 in Appendix.]

nec·rop·sy (nHkùrmpÙsK) n.  pl. nec·rop·sies. See autopsy (n., sense 1).  

—necùropÙsy v. 

ne·crose (nH-krosù, -krozù, nHkùrosÙ, -rozÙ) v.  intr. tr. ne·crosed, ne·cros·ing, 
ne·cros·es. To undergo or cause to undergo necrosis.  [Back-formation from 

NECROSIS.]

ne·cro·sis (nN-kroùsVs, nH-) n.  pl. ne·cro·ses (-sKzÙ). Death of cells or tissues 

through injury or disease, especially in a localized area of the body.  [Late Latin 

necrosis, a causing to die, killing, from Greek nekrosis, death, from nekroun, to 

make dead, from nekros, corpse. See nek-1 in Appendix.] —ne·crotùic (-krmtùVk) 

adj. 

nec·ro·tize (nHkùrN-tXzÙ) v.  intr. tr. nec·ro·tized, nec·ro·tiz·ing, 
nec·ro·tiz·es. To undergo necrosis or cause to necrose. 

ne·crot·o·my (nV-krmtùN-mK, nH-) n.  pl. ne·crot·o·mies. 1. Surgical excision 

of dead tissue.  2. Dissection of a dead body. 

nec·tar (nHkùtNr) n.  1. A sweet liquid secreted by flowers of various plants, con-

sumed by pollinators, such as hummingbirds and insects, and gathered by bees 

for making honey.  2. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The drink of the 

gods.  3. A delicious or invigorating drink.  [Latin, from Greek nektar. See nek-1 

in Appendix.] —necùtar·ous adj. 

nec·tar·ine (nHkÙtN-rKnù) n.  A variety of aromatic peach of ancient origin, hav-

ing a smooth, waxy skin.  [From obsolete nectarine, sweet as nectar, from NEC-

TAR.]

nec·ta·ry (nHkùtN-rK) n.  pl. nec·ta·ries. A glandlike organ, located outside or 

within a flower, that secretes nectar.  [New Latin nect7rium, from NECTAR.] 
—nec·tarùi·al (-târùK-Nl) adj. 

Ne·der·land (nKùdNr-l4ndÙ)  A city of southeast Texas between Beaumont and 

Port Arthur. Founded by Dutch settlers, it is an industrial and residential commu-

nity. Population, 16,192. 

née also nee (n7) adj.  1. Born. Used to indicate the maiden name of a married 

woman.  2. Usage Problem. Formerly known as.  [French, feminine past participle 

of naître, to be born, from Old French naistre, from Latin n7scX. See genN- in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The traditional conventions of address dictate that née or nee



be followed only by a family name (which is, to be sure, the only name one has

at birth): Mrs. Mary Parks, née Case, not née Mary Case. • Née is a feminine form

in French, and both its spelling and its pronunciation indicate that it has not been

fully nativized. Its use to describe men who have changed their names is likely to

raise eyebrows among people who recognize the etymology of the word, unless

the intention is clearly jocular. A phrase like John Smith, née Schmidt, would be

more accurately—and less affectedly—paraphrased with an unexceptionally En-

glish word such as born or formerly known as.

need (nKd) n.  1. A lack of something required or desirable:  crops in need of 

water; a need for affection.  2. Something required or wanted; a requisite:  Our 

needs are modest.  3. Necessity; obligation:  There is no need for you to go.  4. A 

condition of poverty or misfortune:  The family is in dire need.   —  v.  need·ed, 
need·ing, needs.  —  aux.  To be under the necessity of or the obligation to:  

They need not come.   —  v.  tr. To have need of; require:  The family needs money.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To be in need or want.  2. To be necessary.  [Middle English nede, 

from Old English nKod, nKd, distress, necessity.]

SYNONYMS: need, necessity, exigency, requisite. These nouns denote a condi-

tion in which something essential is required or wanted; they also refer to that

which is required or wanted. Need is the most general: There’s no need to be con-

cerned. She is serene and contented; her emotional and spiritual needs are being met.

Necessity more strongly than need suggests urgency, inevitability, or unavoidable

obligation: “I think the necessity of being ready increases.—Look to it” (Abraham

Lincoln). “The rehabilitation of the cabin became a necessity” (Bret Harte). Exigen-

cy implies acute urgency, especially that arising from conditions or circumstances

such as those of an emergency: “No... more pernicious [doctrine] was ever invent-

ed... than that any of [the Constitution’s] provisions can be suspended during any

of the great exigencies of government” (David Davis) Requisite applies to something

indispensable: “a place where the three grand requisites of water, fuel and fodder

were to be obtained” (James Fenimore Cooper). See also Synonyms at lack 
USAGE NOTE: Depending on the sense, the verb need behaves sometimes like

an auxiliary verb (such as can or may) and sometimes like a main verb (such as

want or try). When used as a main verb, need agrees with its subject, takes to be-

fore the verb following it, and combines with do in questions, negations, and cer-

tain other constructions: He needs to go. Does he need to go so soon? He doesn’t need

to go. When used as an auxiliary verb, need does not agree with its subject, does

not take to before the verb following it, and does not combine with do: He needn’t

go. Need he go so soon? The auxiliary forms of need are used primarily in present-

tense questions, negations, and conditional clauses. They differ subtly in meaning

from the main verb forms in that they always refer to an externally imposed ob-



ligation. Hence one might say You needn’t (or less formally, don’t need to) fill out

both forms, but where the sense of necessity is internal to the subject, only the

main verb can be used: I don’t need to (not needn’t) be told how to manage my own

affairs. Note also that the use of need as an auxiliary is often accompanied by a

presupposition that the activity in question has in fact been performed. The boys

needn’t have spoken frankly implies that they did in fact speak frankly, whereas the

sentence The boys did not need to speak frankly does not; only the latter could be

followed by a clause like they conveyed their meanings by indirection.

need·ful (nKdùfNl) adj.  Necessary; required.  See Synonyms at indispensable.  
—needùful·ly adv.  —needùful·ness n. 

Need·ham (nKùdNm)  A town of eastern Massachusetts, a mainly residential 

suburb of Boston. Population, 27,557. 

nee·dle (nKdùl) n.  1. a. A small, slender implement used for sewing or surgical 

suturing, made usually of polished steel and having an eye at one end through 

which a length of thread is passed and held.  b. Any one of various other imple-

ments, such as one used in knitting or crocheting.   2. A small, pointed stylus 

used to transmit vibrations from the grooves of a phonograph record.  3. a. A 

slender pointer or indicator on a dial, scale, or similar part of a mechanical 

device.  b. A magnetic needle.   4. a. A hypodermic needle.  b. Informal. A hypo-

dermic injection; a shot.   5. A narrow stiff leaf, as those of conifers.  6. A fine, 

sharp projection, as a spine of a sea urchin or a crystal.  7. A sharp-pointed 

instrument used in engraving.  8. Informal. A goading, provoking, or teasing 

remark or act.   —  v.  nee·dled, nee·dling, nee·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To prick, 

pierce, or stitch with a small, slender, sharp-pointed implement.  2. Informal. To 

goad, provoke, or tease.  3. Slang. To increase the alcoholic content of (a bever-

age).   —  v.  intr. To sew or do similar work with a small, slender, sharp-pointed 

implement.  [Middle English nedle, from Old English n<dl. See (s)nK- in Appen-

dix.] —neeùdler n. 

nee·dle·craft (nKdùl-kr4ftÙ) n.  The art or process of needlework. 

nee·dle·fish (nKdùl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. needlefish or nee·dle·fish·es. 1. Any of 

several marine fishes of the family Belonidae, having slender bodies, needlelike 

teeth, and narrow jaws.  2. Any of various other fishes, such as the pipefish, hav-

ing projecting jaws. 

needle grass (nKdùl gr4s) n.  See feather grass. 
nee·dle·point (nKdùl-pointÙ) n.  1. Decorative needlework on canvas, usually 

in a diagonal stitch covering the entire surface of the material.  2. A type of lace 

worked on paper patterns with a needle. In this sense, also calledpoint lace  
—neeùdle·pointÙ v. 

need·less (nKdùlVs) adj.  Not needed or wished for; unnecessary.   —needù-
less·ly adv.  —needùless·ness n. 



needle valve (nKdùl v4lv) n.  A valve having a slender point fitting into a coni-

cal seat, used to regulate accurately the flow of a liquid or gas. 

nee·dle·work (nKdùl-wûrkÙ) n.  Work, such as sewing or embroidery, that is 

done with a needle. 

need·n’t (nKdùnt)  Need not. 

needs (nKdz) adv.  Of necessity; necessarily:  We must needs go.  [Middle English 

nedes, from nede, from Old English nKde, genitive of nKd, necessity. See NEED.]

need·y (nKùdK) adj.  need·i·er, need·i·est. Being in need; impoverished.  See 

Synonyms at poor.  —needùi·ness n. 

Né·el (n7-Hlù), Louis Eugène Félix. Born 1904.  French physicist. He shared a 

1970 Nobel Prize for his research on magnetism. 

neem (nKm) n.  A tall, usually evergreen East Indian tree (Azadirachta indica) 

widely cultivated in tropical Asia for its timber, resin, bitter bark, and aromatic 

seed oil.  [Hindi nXm, from Sanskrit nimbaU.]

Nee·nah (nKùnN)  A city of eastern Wisconsin on Lake Winnebago north-north-

east of Oshkosh. Settled c. 1840, it now includes paper and paper products among 

its manufactured goods. Population, 23,219. 

ne’er (nâr) adv.  Never. 

ne’er-do-well (nârùdu-wHlÙ) n.  An idle, irresponsible person.   —ne’erù-
do-wellÙ adj. 

ne·far·i·ous (nN-fârùK-Ns) adj.  Infamous by way of being extremely wicked.  

[Latin nef7rius, from nef7s, crime, transgression  : ne-, not; see ne in Appendix + 

f7s, divine law; see dhK- in Appendix.] —ne·farùi·ous·ly adv.  

—ne·farùi·ous·ness n. 

Nef·er·ti·ti (nHfÙNr-tKùtK), 14th century B.C.  Queen of Egypt as the wife of 

Akhenaton. 

Ne·fud (nH-fudù) also Na·fud (n4-)  A desert region of northern Saudi Arabia. 

It is noted for its red sand and sudden violent winds. 

neg. abbr.  Negative. 

ne·gate (nV-g7tù) v.  tr. ne·gat·ed, ne·gat·ing, ne·gates. 1. To make ineffec-

tive or invalid; nullify.  See Synonyms at neutralize.  2. To rule out; deny.  See 

Synonyms at deny.  3. Computer Science. To perform the machine logic opera-

tion NOT gate.  [Latin neg7re, neg7t-, to deny. See ne in Appendix.] —ne·gaù-
tor, ne·gatùer n. 

ne·ga·tion (nV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of negating.  2. A denial, con-

tradiction, or negative statement.  3. The opposite or absence of something 

regarded as actual, positive, or affirmative.   —ne·gaùtion·al adj. 

neg·a·tive (nHgùN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. neg. 1. a. Expressing, containing, or consist-

ing of a negation, refusal, or denial:  gave a negative answer to our request for fund-

ing.  b. Indicating opposition or resistance:  a negative reaction to the new 

advertising campaign.   2. Having no positive features:  negative ideas; a negative 



outlook on life.  3. Marked by or exhibiting features, such as hostility, that cannot 

be deemed positive or constructive:  conducted a negative campaign against his 

opponent.  4. Medicine. Not indicating the presence of microorganisms, disease, 

or a specific condition.  5. Logic. Designating a proposition that denies agreement 

between a subject and its predicate.  6. Mathematics. a. Relating to or designating 

a quantity less than zero.  b. Relating to or designating the sign (–).  c. Relating to 

or designating a quantity to be subtracted from another.  d. Relating to or desig-

nating a quantity, a number, an angle, a velocity, or a direction in a sense opposite 

to another of the same magnitude indicated or understood to be positive.   

7. Physics. a. Relating to or designating an electric charge of the same sign as that 

of an electron, indicated by the symbol (–).  b. Relating to or designating a body 

having an excess of electrons.   8. Chemistry. Of or designating an ion, the anion, 

that is attracted to a positive electrode.  9. Biology. Moving or turning away from 

a stimulus, such as light:  a negative tropism.   —  n.  1. A statement or an act indi-

cating or expressing a contradiction, denial, or refusal.  See Usage Note at affir-
mative.  2. a. A statement or an act that is highly critical of another or of others:  

campaign advertising that was based solely on negatives.  b. Something that lacks 

all positive, affirmative, or encouraging features; an element that is the counter-

point of the positive: “Life is full of overwhelming odds. You can’t really eliminate 

the negatives but you can diminish them” (Art Linkletter).  c. A feature or charac-

teristic that is not deemed positive, affirmative, or desirable: “As voters get to know 

his liberal views, his negatives will rise” (Richard M. Nixon). “I’m known for being 

very forthright and honest in my opinions. If that’s a negative, it’s a negative” (Kitty 

Dukakis).   3. Grammar. A word or part of a word, such as no, not, or non-, that 

indicates negation.  See Usage Note at double negative.  4. The side in a debate 

that contradicts or opposes the question being debated.  5. a. An image in which 

the light areas of the object rendered appear dark and the dark areas appear light.  

b. A film, plate, or other photographic material containing such an image.   

6. Mathematics. A negative quantity.   —  v.  tr. neg·a·tived, neg·a·tiv·ing, 
neg·a·tives. 1. To refuse to approve; veto.  2. To deny; contradict.  See Syn-

onyms at deny.  3. To demonstrate to be false; disprove.  4. To counteract or 

neutralize.  [Middle English, from Old French negatif, from Latin neg7tXvus, from 

neg7tus, past participle of neg7re, to deny. See NEGATE.] —negùa·tive·ly adv.  

—negùa·tive·ness, negÙa·tivùi·ty (-tVvùV-tK)  n. 

negative feedback (nHgùN-tVv fKdùb4kÙ) n.  Feedback that reduces the output 

of a system, as the action of heat on a thermostat to limit the output of a furnace. 

negative prescription (nHgùN-tVv prV-skrVpùshNn) n.  Law. See prescription 
(n., sense 5). 

negative transfer (nHgùN-tVv tr4ns-fûrù) n.  The interference of previous 

learning in the process of learning something new, such as switching from an old 

manual typewriter to a computer keyboard. 



neg·a·tiv·ism (nHgùN-tV-vVzÙNm) n.  1. A habitual attitude of skepticism or 

resistance to the suggestions, orders, or instructions of others.  2. Behavior char-

acterized by persistent refusal, without apparent or logical reasons, to act on or 

carry out suggestions, orders, or instructions of others.   —negùa·tiv·ist n.  

—negÙa·tiv·isùtic adj. 

neg·a·tron (nHgùN-trmnÙ) n.  An electron with a negative charge, as contrasted 

with a positron.  [NEGA(TIVE) + (ELEC)TRON.]

Ne·gev (nHgùHv) also Ne·geb (-Hb)  A hilly desert region of southern Israel. 

Assigned to Israel after the partition of Palestine in 1948, it has various mineral 

resources. 

ne·glect (nV-glHktù) v.  tr. ne·glect·ed, ne·glect·ing, ne·glects. 1. To pay lit-

tle or no attention to; fail to heed; disregard:  neglected their warnings.  2. To fail 

to care for or attend to properly:  neglects her appearance.  3. To fail to do or carry 

out, as through carelessness or oversight:  neglected to return the call.   —  n.  

1. The act or an instance of neglecting something.  2. The state of being 

neglected.  3. Habitual lack of care.  [Latin neglegere, neglKct-  : neg-, not; see ne 

in Appendix + legere, to choose, pick up; see leg- in Appendix.] —ne·glectùer n. 

ne·glect·ful (nV-glHktùfNl) adj.  Characterized by neglect; heedless:  neglectful of 

their responsibilities.  See Synonyms at negligent.  —ne·glectùful·ly adv.  

—ne·glectùful·ness n. 

neg·li·gee also neg·li·gée  or neg·li·gé (nHgÙlV-zh7ù, nHgùlV-zh7Ù) n.  1. A 

woman’s loose dressing gown, often of soft, delicate fabric.  2. Informal or 

incomplete attire.  [French négligée, from feminine past participle of négliger, to 

neglect, from Latin neglegere. See NEGLECT.]

neg·li·gence (nHgùlV-jNns) n.  1. The state or quality of being negligent.  2. A 

negligent act or a failure to act.  3. Law. Failure to exercise the degree of care con-

sidered reasonable under the circumstances, resulting in an unintended injury to 

another party. 

neg·li·gent (nHgùlV-jNnt) adj.  1. Characterized by or inclined to neglect, espe-

cially habitually.  2. Characterized by careless ease or informality; casual.  3. Law. 

Guilty of negligence.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin neglegKns, 

neglegent- present participle of neglegere, to neglect. See NEGLECT.] 
—negùli·gent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: negligent, derelict, lax, neglectful, remiss, slack. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “guilty of a lack of due care or concern”: an acci-

dent caused by a negligent driver; was derelict in his civic responsibilities; lax in at-

tending classes; neglectful of her own financial security; remiss of you not to pay your

bill; slack in maintaining discipline.



neg·li·gi·ble (nHgùlV-jN-bNl) adj.  Not significant or important enough to be 

worth considering; trifling.  [NEGLIG(ENT) + -IBLE.] —negÙli·gi·bilùi·ty, 
negùli·gi·ble·ness n.  —negùli·gi·bly adv. 

ne·go·tia·ble (nV-goùshN-bNl, -shK-N-) adj.  1. Easy or possible to negotiate or 

be negotiated:  negotiable demands; a negotiable road.  2. Transferable from one 

person to another by delivery or by delivery and endorsement:  negotiable securi-

ties.   —ne·goÙtia·bilùi·ty n.  —ne·goùtia·bly adv. 

ne·go·ti·ant (nV-goùshK-Nnt, -shNnt) n.  One that negotiates. 

ne·go·ti·ate (nV-goùshK-7tÙ) v.  ne·go·ti·at·ed, ne·go·ti·at·ing, 
ne·go·ti·ates.  —  v.  intr. To confer with another or others in order to come to 

terms or reach an agreement: “It is difficult to negotiate where neither will trust” 

(Samuel Johnson).   —  v.  tr. 1. To arrange or settle by discussion and mutual 

agreement:  negotiate a contract.  2. a. To transfer title to or ownership of (a 

promissory note, for example) to another party by delivery or by delivery and 

endorsement in return for value received.  b. To sell or discount (assets or securi-

ties, for example).   3. a. To succeed in going over or coping with:  negotiate a 

sharp curve.  b. To succeed in accomplishing or managing:  negotiate a difficult 

musical passage.   [Latin negoti7rX, negoti7t-, to transact business, from negotium, 

business  : neg-, not; see ne in Appendix + otium, leisure.] —ne·goùti·aÙtor n.  

—ne·goùtia·toÙry (-shN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -shK-N-) adj. 

ne·go·ti·a·tion (nV-goÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  The act or process of negotiating:  suc-

cessful negotiation of a contract; entered into labor negotiations. 

Ne·gress (nKùgrVs) n.  Offensive. A Black woman or girl.  

USAGE NOTE: Like the feminine forms of other ethnic terms, such as Jewess,

the word Negress is now widely regarded as offensive, since it seems to imply that

Black women constitute a distinct racial category. Where reference to gender is

relevant, the phrase Black (or African-American or Afro-American) woman should

be used: The program will particularly benefit Black women, for whom higher edu-

cation opportunities have been severely limited. See Usage Note at Jewess.

Ne·gri·to (nV-grKùto) n.  pl. Ne·gri·tos or Ne·gri·toes. A member of any of 

various peoples of short stature inhabiting parts of Malaysia, the Philippines, and 

southeast Asia.  [Spanish, diminutive of negro, Black person. See NEGRO.]

ne·gri·tude  or Ne·gri·tude (nKùgrV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ, nHgùrV-) n.  An aesthetic 

and ideological concept affirming the independent nature, quality, and validity of 

Black culture.  [French négritude, from nègre, Black person, from Spanish negro. 

See NEGRO.]

Ne·gro (nKùgro) n.  pl. Ne·groes. 1. A member of a major human racial divi-

sion traditionally distinguished by physical characteristics such as brown to black 

pigmentation and often tightly curled hair, especially one of various peoples of 



sub-Saharan Africa.  2. A person of Negro descent: “Discrimination is a hellhound 

that gnaws at Negroes in every waking moment of their lives to remind them that the 

lie of their inferiority is accepted as truth in the society dominating them” (Martin 

Luther King, Jr.).  See Usage Note at black.  [Spanish, and Portuguese negro, 

black, Black person  from Latin niger, nigr-, black.] —Neùgro adj. 

Ne·gro (n7ùgro, nHùgrô, -grt), Rio. 1. A river rising in central Argentina and 

flowing about 644 km (400 mi) eastward to the Atlantic Ocean.  2. A river rising 

in southern Brazil and flowing about 805 km (500 mi) generally southwest to the 

Uruguay River in central Uruguay.  3. A river of northwest South America flow-

ing about 2,253 km (1,400 mi) from eastern Colombia to the Amazon River near 

Manaus, Brazil. Part of its course forms a section of the Colombia-Venezuela bor-

der. 

Ne·groid (nKùgroidÙ) Anthropology. adj.  Of, relating to, or being a major human 

racial classification traditionally distinguished by physical characteristics such as 

brown to black pigmentation and often tightly curled hair and including peoples 

indigenous to sub-Saharan Africa. No longer in scientific use.   —  n.  A member 

of this racial division. No longer in scientific use.  [NEGR(O) + -OID.]

Ne·gro·phile (nKùgrN-fXlÙ) n.  One who admires and supports Black people and 

their culture.   —neùgro·philÙism (nKùgrN-fXÙlVzÙNm, nV-grmfùN-) n. 

Ne·gro·phobe (nKùgrN-fobÙ) n.  One who fears or dislikes Black people and 

their culture.   —NeÙgro·phoùbi·a (-foùbK-N) n. 

Ne·gros (n7ùgros, nHùgrôs)  An island of the central Philippines in the Visayan 

Islands between Panay and Cebu. Sugar cane is important to its economy. 

ne·gus (nKùgNs) n.  A beverage made of wine, hot water, lemon juice, sugar, and 

nutmeg.  [After Francis Negus (died 1732), English army officer.]

Ne·gus (nKùgNs, nV-gusù) n.  Used formerly as a title for emperors of Ethiopia.  

[Amharic neg7s, from Ethiopic nIg7s5, king of kings.]

Neh. abbr.  Bible. Nehemiah. 

Ne·he·mi·ah (nKÙhN-mXùN, nKÙN-) n.  Bible. 1. A Jewish leader and governor of 

Judea in the fifth century B.C.  2.  Abbr. Neh. A book of the Bible.  See Table at 

Bible. 
Neh·ru (n7ùru), Pandit Motilal. 1861-1931.  Indian nationalist politician who 

was an associate of Mahatma Gandhi and an influential leader in the years lead-

ing to India’s independence. His son Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964), also 

greatly involved in the movement for self-governance, was the political heir to 

Gandhi and the first prime minister of independent India (1947-1964). 

neigh (n7) n.  The long, high-pitched sound made by a horse.   —  v.  intr. 

neighed, neigh·ing, neighs. To utter the characteristic sound of a horse; 

whinny.  [From Middle English neighen, to neigh, from Old English hn<gan, 

probably of imitative origin.]



neigh·bor (n7ùbNr) n.  1. One who lives near or next to another.  2. A person, 

place, or thing adjacent to or located near another.  3. A fellow human being.  

4. Used as a form of familiar address.   —  v.  neigh·bored, neigh·bor·ing, 
neigh·bors.  —  v.  tr. To lie close to or border directly on.   —  v.  intr. To live or 

be situated close by.   —  adj.  Situated or living near another:  a neighbor state.  

[Middle English neighebor, from Old English nKahgeb7r : nKah, near; see nKhw-iz 

in Appendix + geb7r, dweller; see bheuN- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Loving one’s neighbor as oneself would be much easier, or

perhaps much more difficult, if the word neighbor had kept to its etymological

meaning. The source of our word, the assumed West Germanic form ·n7hgab7r,

was a compound of the words ·nKhwiz, “near,” and ·b7ram, “dweller, especially a

farmer.” A neighbor, then, was a near dweller. NKahgeb7r, the Old English descen-

dant of this West Germanic word, and its descendant in Middle English, neighe-

bor, and our Modern English neighbor have all retained the literal notion, even

though one can now have many neighbors whom one does not know, a situation

that would have been highly unlikely in earlier times. The extension of this word

to mean “fellow” is probably attributable to the Christian concern with the treat-

ment of one’s fellow human beings, as in the passage in Matthew 19:19 that urges

love of one’s neighbor.

neigh·bor·hood (n7ùbNr-htdÙ) n.  1. A district or an area with distinctive 

characteristics:  a neighborhood of fine homes; an ethnic neighborhood.  2. The 

people who live near one another or in a particular district or area:  The noise 

upset the entire neighborhood.  3. The surrounding area; vicinity:  happened to be 

in the neighborhood.  4. Informal. Approximate amount or range:  in the neighbor-

hood of five million dollars.  5. Friendliness appropriate to a neighbor:  a feeling of 

neighborhood.  6. Mathematics. The set of points surrounding a specified point, 

each of which is within a certain, usually small distance from the specified point.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  neighborhood schools; 

neighborhood housing. 

neigh·bor·ly (n7ùbNr-lK) adj.  Having or exhibiting the qualities of a friendly 

neighbor.   —neighùbor·li·ness n. 

neigh·bour (n7ùbNr) n. , v.  & adj.  Chiefly British. Variant of neighbor. 
Neil·son (nKlùsNn), William Allan. 1869-1946.  British-born American scholar 

and lexicographer noted for his editions of Shakespeare (1906 and 1942) and as 

the editor in chief of Webster’s Second International Dictionary (1934). 

Nei Mong·gol (n7ù mmnùgolù, mmngù-) also In·ner Mon·go·li·a (VnùNr 

mmng-goùlK-N, -golùyN, mmn-)  An autonomous region of northeast China. Origi-

nally the southern section of Mongolia, it was annexed by the Manchus in 1635 



and became an integral part of China in 1911. Hohhot is the capital. Population, 

20,070,000. 

Neis·se (nXùsN)  A river, about 225 km (140 mi) long, rising in northern Czech 

Republic and flowing generally north along the border of Germany and Poland to 

the Oder River. 

nei·ther (nKùthNr, nXù-) adj.  Not one or the other; not either:  Neither shoe feels 

comfortable.   —  pron.  Not either one; not the one or the other:  Neither of the 

twins is here. Neither will do. Neither of them is incorrect.   —  conj.  1. Not either; 

not in either case. Used with the correlative conjunction nor:  Neither we nor they 

want it. She neither called nor wrote. I got neither the gift nor the card.  2. Also not:  

If he won’t go, neither will she.   —  adv.  Similarly not; also not:  Just as you would 

not, so neither would they.  [Middle English, from Old English n7wther, 

n7hwæther (influenced by æghwæther, ægther, either); see EITHER  : n7, not; see ne 

in Appendix + hwæther, which of two; see kwo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: According to the traditional rule, neither is used only to mean

“not one or the other of two.” To refer to “none of several,” none is preferred:

None (not neither) of the three opposition candidates would make a better president

than the incumbent. • The traditional rule also holds that neither is grammatically

singular: Neither candidate is having an easy time with the press. However, it is of-

ten used with a plural verb, especially when followed by of and a plural: Neither

of the candidates are really expressing their own views. • As a conjunction neither

is properly followed by nor, not or, in formal style: Neither prayers nor curses (not

or curses) did any good. See Usage Note at either. See Usage Note at every. See

Usage Note at he1. See Usage Note at none. See Usage Note at nor1. See Usage

Note at or1.

Nei·va (n7ùvN, -vä)  A city of south-central Colombia on the Magdalena River 

south-southwest of Bogotá. It is a processing center in a cattle-ranching and cof-

fee-growing region. Population, 179,609. 

Nejd (nHjd) also Najd (n4jd)  A vast plateau region of the central Arabian Penin-

sula. Formerly a separate kingdom, it was the nucleus for the modern state of 

Saudi Arabia. 

nek·ton (nHkùtNn, -tmnÙ) n.  The collection of marine and freshwater organisms 

that can swim freely and are generally independent of currents, ranging in size 

from microscopic organisms to whales.  [Greek nKkton, neuter of nKktos, swim-

ming, from nKkhein, to swim. See sn7- in Appendix.] —nek·tonùic (-tmnùVk) 

adj. 

Nel·lore (nH-lôrù, -lorù)  A town of southeast India north of Madras. One of the 

chief ports along the Coromandel Coast, it is also a market and processing center. 

Population, 237,065. 



nel·ly  or nel·lie (nHlùK) n.  pl. nel·lies. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging 

term for an effeminate gay or homosexual man.  [Probably from the name Nelly, 

nickname for Helen.]

nel·son (nHlùsNn) n.  Sports. Any of several wrestling holds in which the user 

places an arm under the opponent’s upper arm or armpit and presses the wrist or 

the palm of the hand against the back of the opponent’s neck.  [Perhaps from the 

name Nelson.]

Nel·son (nHlùsNn), Horatio Viscount Nelson. 1758-1805.  British admiral who 

defeated the French fleet in the Battle of the Nile (1798), thus ending Napoleon’s 

attempt to conquer Egypt, and destroyed French and Spanish naval forces at Tra-

falgar (1805), where he was mortally wounded. 

Nel·son (nHlùsNn), Samuel. 1792-1873.  American jurist who served as an asso-

ciate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1845-1872). 

Nelson River (nHlùsNn rVvùNr)  A river of Manitoba, Canada, flowing about 644 

km (400 mi) generally north and northeast from Lake Winnipeg to Hudson Bay. 

Discovered by European explorers in 1612, the river was long an important route 

for fur traders. 

Nem·an (nHmùNn, nyHùmNn) also Nie·men (nKùmNn, nyHù-)  A river of western 

Belarus flowing about 933 km (580 mi) west then north through Lithuania and 

west to the Baltic Sea. 

nemat- pref.  Variant of nemato-. 
nem·a·ti·cide (nHmùN-tV-sXdÙ, nN-m4tùV-) n.  Variant of nematocide. 
nemato-  or nemat- pref.  Thread; threadlike:  nematocyst.  [New Latin nKmato-

, from Greek nKma, nKmat-, thread. See (s)nK- in Appendix.]

nem·a·to·cide also nem·a·ti·cide (nHmùN-tV-sXdÙ, nN-m4tùV-) n.  A substance 

or preparation used to kill nematodes.   —nemÙa·to·cid·al (-sXdùl) adj. 

nem·a·to·cyst (nHmùN-tN-sVstÙ, nV-m4tùN-) n.  A capsule within specialized cells 

of certain coelenterates, such as jellyfish, containing a barbed, threadlike tube 

that delivers a paralyzing sting when propelled into attackers and prey.  Also 

called stinging cell  —nemÙa·to·cysùtic adj. 

nem·a·tode (nHmùN-todÙ) n.  Any of several worms of the phylum Nematoda, 

having unsegmented, cylindrical bodies, often narrowing at each end, and includ-

ing parasitic forms such as the hookworm and pinworm.  Also called roundworm 

[From New Latin NKmatoda, phylum name  : NEMATO- + New Latin -oda (alter-

ation of Greek -oeidKs, -oid).] —nemùa·todeÙ adj. 

nem·a·tol·o·gy (nHmÙN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of zoology that deals with 

nematodes.   —nemÙa·to·logùi·cal (nHmÙN-tl-mjùVkNl) adj.  —nemÙa·tolùo·gist 
n. 

Nem·bu·tal (nHmùbyN-tôlÙ)  A trademark used for the sedative pentobarbital 

sodium. 



Ne·me·a (nKùmK-N)  A valley of northern Argolis in ancient Greece. Its temple of 

Zeus was the site of the Nemean games after 573 B.C.   —Neùme·an adj.  & n. 

ne·mer·te·an (nV-mûrùtK-Nn) also nem·er·tine (nHmùNr-tXnÙ) n.  Any of sev-

eral velvety, usually brightly colored worms of the phylum Nemertina (or Nem-

ertea) that have a flat, unsegmented body with an extensible proboscis and live in 

the sea or in the mud of the intertidal zone.  Also called ribbon worm  —  adj.  Of 

or belonging to the phylum Nemertina (or Nemertea).  [From New Latin 

NKmertKs, type genus, from Greek, name of a Nereid.]

nem·e·sis (nHmùV-sVs) n.  pl. nem·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. A source of harm or ruin:  

Uncritical trust is my nemesis.  2. Retributive justice in its execution or outcome:  

To follow the proposed course of action is to invite nemesis.  3. An opponent that 

cannot be beaten or overcome.  4. One that inflicts retribution or vengeance.  

5. Nemesis. Greek Mythology. The goddess of retributive justice or vengeance.  

[Greek, retribution, the goddess Nemesis, from nemein, to allot. See nem- in 

Appendix.]

Nen Chiang (nƒnù chyängù)  See Nen Jiang. 
ne·ne (n7ùn7) n.  A rare wild goose (Branta sandvicensis) of the Hawaiian Islands, 

having a grayish-brown body with a black face.  [Hawaiian nKnK.]

Nen·ets (nHnùHts) n.  pl. Nenets. 1. A member of a reindeer-herding people of 

north-central Russia.  2. The Uralic language of this people.  Also called Samoyed 

[Nenets, human being, Nenets.]

Nen Jiang (nƒnù jyängù) also Nen Chiang (chyängù)  A river, about 1,191 km 

(740 mi) long, of northeast China flowing generally southward to the Songhua 

Jiang. 

neo- pref.  1. New; recent:  Neolithic.  2. a. New and different:  neoimpressionism.  

b. New and abnormal:  neoplasm.   3. New World:  Neotropical.  [Greek, from 

neos, new. See newo- in Appendix.]

ne·o·ars·phen·a·mine (nKÙo-ärs-fHnùN-mKnÙ) n.  A yellow powder, 

C13H13As2N2NaO4S, containing arsenic, formerly used in the treatment of syphi-

lis and yaws. 

ne·o·clas·si·cism also Ne·o·clas·si·cism (nKÙo-kl4sùV-sVzÙNm) n.  A revival of 

classical aesthetics and forms, especially: a. A revival in literature in the late 17th 

and 18th centuries, characterized by a regard for the classical ideals of reason, 

form, and restraint.  b. A revival in the 18th and 19th centuries in architecture 

and art, especially in the decorative arts, characterized by order, symmetry, and 

simplicity of style.  c. A movement in music in the late 19th and early 20th centu-

ries that sought to avoid subjective emotionalism and to return to the style of the 

pre-Romantic composers.    —neÙo·clasùsic, neÙo·clasùsi·cal adj. 

ne·o·co·lo·ni·al·ism (nKÙo-kN-loùnK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  A policy whereby a major 

power uses economic and political means to perpetuate or extend its influence 

over underdeveloped nations or areas: “Strong elements of neocolonialism persist in 



the economic relations of the rich and poor countries” (Scientific American).   
—neÙo·co·loùni·al adj.  —neÙo·co·loùni·al·ist n. 

ne·o·con (nKÙo-kmnù) n.  Informal. A neoconservative: “The neocons and hard-

liners have long felt that no Soviet leader could be trusted” (New York Times). 

ne·o·con·ser·va·tism also ne·o-con·ser·va·tism (nKÙo-kNn-sûrùvN-tVzÙNm) 

n.  An intellectual and political movement in favor of political, economic, and 

social conservatism that arose in opposition to the perceived liberalism of the 

1960’s: “The neo-conservatism of the 1980s is a replay of the New Conservatism of 

the 1950s, which was itself a replay of the New Era philosophy of the 1920s” (Arthur 

M. Schlesinger, Jr.). 

ne·o·con·ser·va·tive (nKÙo-kNn-sûrùvN-tVv) n.  One who follows or supports 

neoconservatism: “Neoconservatives are heavily represented at the White House and 

exert maximum pressure on presidential policy” (Joseph C. Harsch).   
—neÙo·con·serùva·tive adj. 

ne·o·cor·tex (nKÙo-kôrùtHksÙ) n.  pl. ne·o·cor·ti·ces (-tV-sKzÙ)  or 

ne·o·cor·tex·es. The dorsal region of the cerebral cortex, especially large in 

higher mammals and the most recently evolved part of the brain.  Also called 

neopallium  —neÙo·corùti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj. 

Ne·o-Dar·win·ism (nKÙo-därùwN-nVzÙNm) n.  Darwinism as modified by the 

findings of modern genetics.   —NeÙo-Dar·winùi·an (-där-wVnùK-Nn) adj.  

—NeÙo-Darùwin·ist n. 

ne·o·dym·i·um (nKÙo-dVmùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Nd A bright, silvery rare-earth 

metal element, found in monazite and bastnaesite and used for coloring glass and 

for doping some glass lasers. Atomic number 60; atomic weight 144.24; melting 

point 1,024˚C; boiling point 3,027˚C; specific gravity 6.80 or 7.004 (depending on 

allotropic form); valence 3.  [NEO- + (DI)DYMIUM.]

ne·o-ex·pres·sion·ism (nKÙo-Vk-sprHshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  An art movement 

based on expressionism that developed in the early 1980’s in Germany, Italy, and 

the United States and is characterized by crudely drawn, garishly colored canvases 

depicting violent or erotic subject matter.   —neÙo-ex·presùsion·ist adj.  & n. 

ne·o·fas·cism (nKÙo-f4shùVzÙNm) n.  A fringe movement inspired by the tenets 

and methods of fascism or Nazism.   —neÙo·fasùcist adj.  & n. 

Ne·o-Freud·i·an (nKÙo-froiùdK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterizing any 

psychoanalytic system based on but modifying Freudian doctrine by emphasizing 

social factors, interpersonal relations, or other cultural influences in personality 

development or in causation of the neuroses.   —NeÙo-Freudùi·an n. 

Ne·o·gae·a also Ne·o·ge·a (nKÙN-jKùN) n.  A region that is coextensive with the 

Neotropical region and is considered one of the primary biogeographic realms.  

[New Latin  : NEO- + Greek gaia, earth.] —NeÙo·gaeùan adj. 



ne·o·gen·e·sis (nKÙo-jHnùV-sVs) n.  1. Biology. Regeneration of tissue.  

2. Mineralogy. The formation of new minerals.   —neÙo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) 

adj. 

ne·o·im·pres·sion·ism  or ne·o-im·pres·sion·ism (nKÙo-Vm-prHshùN-

nVzÙNm) n.  A movement in late 19th-century painting led by Georges Seurat that 

was stricter and more formal than impressionism in composition and employed 

pointillism as a technique.   —neÙo·im·presùsion·ist adj.  & n. 

Ne·o-La·marck·ism (nKÙo-lN-märùkVzÙNm) n.  The theory, based on Lamarck-

ism, that response to environmental influence can be inherited and transmitted 

through the action of natural selection.   —NeÙo-La·marckùi·an (-märùkK-Nn) 

adj.  & n. 

ne·o·lib·er·al (nKÙo-lVbùNr-Nl, -lVbùrNl) n.  One who follows or supports neolib-

eralism: “Old liberals esteem big institutions (except big business); neoliberals dis-

dain bureaucracy and champion the entrepreneur” (Jonathan Alter).   
—neoliberal adj. 

ne·o·lib·er·al·ism (nKÙo-lVbùNr-N-lVzÙNm, -lVbùrN-) n.  A political movement 

beginning in the 1960’s that blends traditional liberal concerns for social justice 

with an emphasis on economic growth. 

ne·o·lith (nKùN-lVthÙ) n.  A stone implement of the Neolithic Period.  [Back-for-

mation from NEOLITHIC.]

Ne·o·lith·ic (nKÙN-lVthùVk) adj.  Archaeology. Of or relating to the cultural period 

beginning around 10,000 B.C. in the Middle East and later elsewhere, character-

ized by the development of agriculture and the making of polished stone imple-

ments. 

ne·ol·o·gism (nK-mlùN-jVzÙNm) n.  1. A new word, expression, or usage.  2. The 

creation or use of new words or senses.  3. Psychiatry. A meaningless word used 

by a psychotic.  4. Theology. A new doctrine or a new interpretation of scrip-

ture.   —ne·olùo·gist n.  —ne·olÙo·gisùtic, ne·olÙo·gisùti·cal adj. 

ne·ol·o·gize (nK-mlùN-jXzÙ) v.  intr. ne·ol·o·gized, ne·ol·o·giz·ing, 
ne·ol·o·giz·es. To coin or use neologisms. 

ne·ol·o·gy (nK-mlùN-jK) n.  pl. ne·ol·o·gies. Neologism.   —neÙo·logùi·cal 
(nKÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —neÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ne·o-Mal·thu·sian·ism (nKÙo-m4l-thuùzhN-nVzÙNm, -môl-) n.  A doctrine 

advocating control of population growth.   —NeÙo-Mal·thuùsian adj.  & n. 

ne·o·my·cin (nKÙN-mXùsVn) n.  A broad-spectrum antibiotic produced from 

strains of the actinomycete Streptomyces fradiae and used especially in the form 

of its sulfate as an intestinal antiseptic in surgery. 

ne·on (nKùmnÙ) n.  1.  Symbol Ne A rare, inert gaseous element occurring in the 

atmosphere to the extent of 18 parts per million and obtained by fractional distil-

lation of liquid air. It is colorless but glows reddish orange in an electric discharge 

and is used in display and television tubes. Atomic number 10; atomic weight 



20.183; melting point –248.67˚C; boiling point –245.95˚C.  2. Neon tetra.  

[Greek, neuter of neos, new. See newo- in Appendix.]

ne·o·na·tal (nKÙo-n7tùl) adj.  Of or relating to newborn infants or an infant:  

neonatal care; neonatal disorders.   —neÙo·naùtal·ly adv. 

ne·o·nate (nKùN-n7tÙ) n.  A newborn infant, especially one less than four weeks 

old.  [NEO- + Latin n7tus, past participle of n7scX, to be born; see genN- in Appen-

dix.]

ne·o·na·tol·o·gy (nKÙo-n7-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of pediatrics that deals 

with the diseases and care of newborn infants.   —neÙo·na·tolùo·gist n. 

ne·o-Na·zi (nKÙo-nätùsK, -n4tù-) n.  A member of a fringe group inspired by 

Adolf Hitler’s Nazis.   —neÙo-Naùzism n. 

neon tetra (nKùmnÙ tHtùrN) n.  A small tropical American freshwater fish 

(Hyphessobrycon innesi) of the upper Amazon River, having blue and red mark-

ings and often kept in aquariums. 

ne·o-or·tho·dox·y (nKÙo-ôrùthN-dmkÙsK) n.  A Protestant movement that 

arose during World War I and is closely associated with Karl Barth. It opposes lib-

eralism and aims to revive adherence to certain theological, especially Calvinist 

doctrines of the Reformation.   —neÙo-orùtho·doxÙ adj. 

ne·o·pal·li·um (nKÙo-p4lùK-Nm) n.  pl. ne·o·pal·li·a (-p4lùK-N)  or 

ne·o·pal·li·ums. See neocortex. 
ne·o·phyte (nKùN-fXtÙ) n.  1. A recent convert to a belief; a proselyte.  2. A 

beginner or novice:  a neophyte at politics.  3. a. Roman Catholic Church. A newly 

ordained priest.  b. A novice of a religious order or congregation.   [Middle 

English, from Late Latin neophytus, from Greek neophutos : neo-, neo- + -phutos, 

planted (from phuein, to bring forth); see bheuN- in Appendix.]

ne·o·pla·sia (nKÙo-pl7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  1. Formation of new tissue.  

2. Formation of a neoplasm or neoplasms. 

ne·o·plasm (nKùN-pl4zÙNm) n.  An abnormal new growth of tissue in animals or 

plants; a tumor.   —neÙo·plasùtic (-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

Ne·o-Pla·to·nism also Ne·o·pla·to·nism (nKÙo-pl7tùn-VzÙNm) n.  1. A philo-

sophical system developed at Alexandria in the third century A.D. by Plotinus and 

his successors. It is based on Platonism with elements of mysticism and some 

Judaic and Christian concepts and posits a single source from which all existence 

emanates and with which an individual soul can be mystically united.  2. A 

revival of Neo-Platonism or a system derived from it, as in the Middle Ages.   
—NeÙo-Pla·tonùic (-plN-tmnùVk) adj.  —NeÙo-Plaùto·nist n. 

ne·o·prene (nKùN-prKnÙ) n.  A synthetic rubber produced by polymerization of 

chloroprene and used in weather-resistant products, adhesives, shoe soles, paints, 

and rocket fuels.  [NEO- + (CHLORO)PRENE.]

Ne·op·tol·e·mus (nKÙmp-tmlùN-mNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Achilles 

who killed Priam during the taking of Troy. 



Ne·o-Scho·las·ti·cism (nKÙo-skN-l4sùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  A chiefly Roman Catholic 

intellectual movement that arose in the late 19th century and seeks to revive 

medieval Scholasticism by infusing it with modern concepts.   —NeÙo-
Scho·lasùtic (-l4sùtVk) adj. 

Ne·o·sho (nK-oùsho, -shN)  A river rising in east-central Kansas and flowing 

about 740 km (460 mi) southeast and south to the Arkansas River in eastern 

Oklahoma. 

ne·o·stig·mine (nKÙo-stVgùmKn, -mVn) n.  Either of two related white crystal-

line compounds, C12H19BrN2O2 or C13H22N2O6S, that opposes the action of ace-

tylcholinesterase and is used in the treatment of glaucoma, myasthenia gravis, 

and various postoperative conditions.  [NEO- + (PHYSO)STIGMINE.]

Ne·o-Sur·re·al·ism  or ne·o·sur·real·ism also ne·o-sur·real·ism (nKÙo-sN-

rKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  A revival of surrealism mixed with pop art in the late 1970’s and 

the 1980’s, marked by an attempt to illustrate the bizarre imagery of dreams or 

the subconscious mind in painting and photography.   —NeÙo-Sur·reùal·ist n.  

—NeÙo-Sur·re·al·isùtic adj. 

ne·ot·e·ny (nK-mtùn-K) n.  1. Retention of juvenile characteristics in the adults 

of a species, as among certain amphibians.  2. The attainment of sexual maturity 

by an organism still in its larval stage.  [New Latin neotenia : NEO- + Greek teinein, 

ten-, to extend; see TENESMUS.] —neÙo·tenùic (nKÙN-tHnùVk, -tKùnVk), 
ne·otùe·nous (-mtùn-Ns)  adj. 

ne·o·ter·ic (nKÙN-tHrùVk) adj.  Of recent origin; modern.   —  n.  A modern 

writer or philosopher.  [Late Latin neotericus, from Greek neoterikos, from neot-

eros, younger, comparative of neos, new. See newo- in Appendix.]

Ne·o·trop·i·cal (nKÙo-trmpùV-kNl) adj.  Of or designating the biogeographic 

region stretching southward from the Tropic of Cancer and including southern 

Mexico, Central and South America, and the West Indies:  Neotropical flora and 

fauna. 

ne·o·type (nKùN-tXpÙ) n.  A new specimen selected to replace a holotype that has 

been lost or destroyed. 

NEP  or N.E.P. abbr.  1. New Economic Policy.  2. N.E.P.. Non-English proficient. 

Ne·pal (nN-pôlù, -pälù, -p4lù, n7-) Abbr. Nep.  A country of central Asia in the 

Himalaya Mountains between India and southwest China. Inhabited since 

ancient times, the region was ruled in the medieval era by a Rajput dynasty. Great 

Britain recognized Nepal’s full sovereignty in 1923, and it was a constitutional 

monarchy from 1951 to 1991. Katmandu is the capital and the largest city. Popu-

lation, 15,022,839. 

Nep·al·ese (nHpÙN-lKzù, -lKsù) n.  pl. Nepalese. 1. A native or inhabitant of 

Nepal.  2. The Nepali language.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Nepal or its people, 

language, or culture. 



Ne·pal·i (nN-pôùlK, -päù-, -p4lùK) n.  pl. Ne·pal·is. 1. A native or inhabitant of 

Nepal.  2. The Indic language of Nepal, closely related to Hindi.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to Nepal or its people, language, or culture. 

Ne·pe·an (nN-pKùNn)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, a suburb of Ottawa. 

Population, 84,361. 

ne·pen·the (nV-pHnùthK) n.  1. A drug mentioned in the Odyssey as a remedy 

for grief.  2. Something that induces forgetfulness of sorrow or eases pain.  

[Alteration of Latin nKpenthes, from Greek nKpenthes (pharmakon), grief-banish-

ing (drug), nepenthe  : nK-, not; see ne in Appendix + penthos, grief; see 

kwent(h)- in Appendix.] —ne·penùthe·an (-thK-Nn) adj. 

neph·e·line (nHfùN-lKnÙ, -lVn) also neph·e·lite (-lXtÙ) n.  A mineral of sodium-

aluminum or potassium-aluminum silicate, occurring worldwide in igneous 

rocks and used in the manufacture of ceramics and enamels.  [From Greek 

nephelK, cloud (because its fragments become cloudy when placed in nitric acid). 

See nebh- in Appendix.] —nephÙe·linùic (-lVnùVk) adj. 

neph·e·lin·ite (nHfùN-lV-nXtÙ) n.  An igneous rock consisting chiefly of pyroxene 

and nepheline. 

neph·e·lite (nHfùN-lXtÙ) n.  Variant of nepheline. 
neph·e·lom·e·ter (nHfÙN-lmmùV-tNr) n.  An apparatus used to measure the size 

and concentration of particles in a liquid by analysis of light scattered by the liq-

uid.  [Greek nephelK, cloud; see nebh- in Appendix + -METER.] 
—nephÙe·lo·metùric (-lo-mHtùrVk) adj.  —nephÙe·lomùe·try n. 

neph·ew (nHfùyu) n.  1. A son of one’s brother or sister or the brother or sister 

of one’s spouse.  2. The illegitimate son of an ecclesiastic who has taken a vow of 

celibacy.  [Middle English neveu, nepheu, from Old French nevo, neveu, from 

Latin nepos. See nepot- in Appendix.]

ne·phol·o·gy (nH-fmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of meteorology that deals with 

clouds.  [Greek nephos, cloud; see nebh- in Appendix + -LOGY.] 
—nephÙo·logùi·cal (nHfÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

nephr- pref.  Variant of nephro-. 
ne·phrec·to·my (nN-frHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. ne·phrec·to·mies. Surgical removal 

of a kidney. 

neph·ric (nHfùrVk) adj.  Relating to or connected with a kidney. 

ne·phrid·i·um (nN-frVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. ne·phrid·i·a (-K-N). 1. A tubular excre-

tory organ in many invertebrates, such as mollusks and earthworms.  2. The 

excretory organ of a vertebrate embryo from which the kidney develops.  

[NEPHR(O)- + New Latin -idium, having a small form (from Greek -idion).] 
—ne·phridùi·al adj. 

neph·rite (nHfùrXtÙ) n.  A white to dark green variety of jade, chiefly a metasili-

cate of iron, calcium, and magnesium.  [Greek nephros, kidney (from the belief 

that it cured kidney diseases) + -ITE
1.]



ne·phrit·ic (nN-frVtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the kidneys; renal.  2. Of, relat-

ing to, or affected with nephritis. 

ne·phri·tis (nN-frXùtVs) n.  pl. ne·phrit·i·des (-frVtùV-dKzÙ)  or ne·phri·tis·es. 
Any of various acute or chronic inflammations of the kidneys, such as Bright’s 

disease. 

nephro-  or nephr- pref.  Kidney; kidneylike structure:  nephrotomy.  [From 

Greek nephros, kidney.]

ne·phrog·e·nous (nN-frmjùN-nNs)  or neph·ro·gen·ic (nHfÙrN-jHnùVk) adj.  

1. Originating in the kidney.  2. Able to develop into kidney tissue. 

ne·phrol·o·gy (nN-frmlùN-jK) n.  The science that deals with the kidneys, espe-

cially their functions or diseases.   —ne·phrolùo·gist n. 

neph·ron (nHfùrmn) n.  Any of the numerous filtering units of the vertebrate 

kidney that remove waste matter from the blood.  [German, from Greek nephros, 

kidney.]

ne·phrop·a·thy (nN-frmpùN-thK) n.  pl. ne·phrop·a·thies. A disease or an 

abnormality of the kidney.   —nephÙro·pathùic (nHfÙrN-p4thùVk) adj. 

ne·phro·sis (nN-froùsVs) n.  pl. ne·phro·ses (-sKz). A disease of the kidneys 

marked by degenerative lesions, especially of the winding uriniferous tubules.   
—ne·phrotùic (-frmtùVk) adj. 

neph·ro·stome (nHfùrN-stomÙ) n.  The ciliated funnel-shaped inner opening 

of a nephridium into the coelom in some invertebrates and lower vertebrates.  

[NEPHRO- + Greek stoma, mouth.]

ne·phrot·o·my (nN-frmtùN-mK) n.  pl. ne·phrot·o·mies. Surgical incision into 

the kidney. 

ne plus ul·tra (nKÙ plƒs ƒlùtrN, n7Ù plts tlùträ) n.  1. The highest point, as of 

excellence or achievement; the ultimate.  2. The most profound degree, as of a 

condition or quality.  [Latin nK pl7s ultr7, (go) no more beyond (this point)  : nK, 

no + pl7s, more + ultr7, beyond.]

Ne·pos (nKùpms, nHpùms), Cornelius. First century B.C.  Roman historian whose 

only extant work is a series of biographies of statesmen and soldiers. 

nep·o·tism (nHpùN-tVzÙNm) n.  Favoritism shown or patronage granted to rela-

tives, as in business.  [French népotisme, from Italian nepotismo, from nepote, 

nephew, from Latin nepos, nepot-. See nepot- in Appendix.] —nepùo·tist n.  

—nepÙo·tisùtic, nepÙo·tisùti·cal adj. 

Nep·tune1 (nHpùtunÙ, -tyunÙ) n.  1. a. Roman Mythology. The god of the sea.  

b. The sea.   2. The eighth planet from the sun, having a sidereal period of revo-

lution around the sun of 164.8 years at a mean distance of 4.5 billion kilometers 

(2.8 billion miles), a mean radius of 24,000 kilometers (15,000 miles), and a mass 

17.2 times that of Earth.  [Latin Nept7nus.] —Nep·tuùni·an (-tuùnK-Nn, -tyuù-

) adj. 



Nep·tune2 (nHpùtunÙ, -tyunÙ)  A community of east-central New Jersey 

south of Asbury Park. It is an industrial center in a coastal resort area. Population, 

28,366. 

nep·tu·ni·um (nHp-tuùnK-Nm, -tyuù-) n.  Symbol Np A silvery, metallic, nat-

urally radioactive element, atomic number 93, the first of the transuranium ele-

ments. Its longest-lived isotope is Np-237 with a half-life of 2.1 million years. 

Found in trace quantities in uranium ores, it is produced synthetically by nuclear 

reactions.  [After the planet NEPTUNE
1 (from the fact that it follows uranium in 

the periodic table).]

ne·ral (nîrù4l) n.  Chemistry. A structural isomer of citral that is obtained from 

the oxidation of nerol and is used to make perfumes and flavorings.  [NER(OL) + -

AL
3.]

nerd also nurd (nûrd) n.  Slang. 1. A person regarded as stupid, inept, or unat-

tractive.  2. A person who is single-minded or accomplished in scientific pursuits 

but is felt to be socially inept.  [Perhaps after Nerd, a character in If I Ran the Zoo, 

by Theodor Seuss Geisel.] —nerdùy adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The word nerd and a nerd, undefined but illustrated, first

appeared in 1950 in Dr. Seuss’s If I Ran the Zoo: “And then, just to show them, I’ll

sail to Ka-Troo And Bring Back an It-Kutch a Preep and a Proo a Nerkle a Nerd

and a Seersucker, too!” (The nerd itself is a small humanoid creature looking com-

ically angry, like a thin, cross Chester A. Arthur.) Nerd next appears, with a gloss,

in the February 10, 1957, issue of the Glasgow, Scotland, Sunday Mail in a regular

column entitled “ABC for SQUARES”: “Nerd—a square, any explanation need-

ed?” Many of the terms defined in this “ABC” are unmistakable Americanisms,

such as hep, ick, and jazzy, as is the gloss “square,” the current meaning of nerd.

The third appearance of nerd in print is back in the United States in 1970 in Cur-

rent Slang: “Nurd [sic], someone with objectionable habits or traits.... An unin-

teresting person, a ‘dud.’” Authorities disagree on whether the two nerds—Dr.

Seuss’s small creature and the teenage slang term in the Glasgow Sunday Mail—are

the same word. Some experts claim there is no semantic connection and the iden-

tity of the words is fortuitous. Others maintain that Dr. Seuss is the true originator

of nerd and that the word nerd (“comically unpleasant creature”) was picked up

by the five- and six-year-olds of 1950 and passed on to their older siblings, who

by 1957, as teenagers, had restricted and specified the meaning to the most com-

ically obnoxious creature of their own class, a “square.”

Ne·re·id (nîrùK-Vd) n.  1. Greek Mythology. Any of the sea nymphs, the 50 daugh-

ters of Nereus.  2. The satellite of Neptune that is third in distance from the 

planet.  [Latin NKrKïs, NKrKïd-, from Greek, from NKreus, Nereus.]



ne·re·is (nîrùK-Vs) n.  pl. ne·re·i·des (nN-rKùV-dKzÙ). See clamworm.  [Latin 

NKrKïs, Nereid. See NEREID.]

Ne·re·us (nîrùK-Ns, nîrùyusÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A sea god, son of Oceanus 

and Gaea and father of the Nereids. 

Ne·ri (n7ùrK), Saint Philip. Italian name Filippo Neri. 1515-1595.  Italian ecclesi-

astic who founded (1564) a religious order, the Fathers of the Oratory, and 

advised the Holy See to absolve Henry IV of France. 

ne·rit·ic (nN-rVtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or inhabiting the ocean waters between 

the low tide mark and a depth of about a hundred fathoms (200 meters):  neritic 

plankton.  [German neritisch, perhaps ultimately from NKreus, Nereus.]

Nernst (nHrnst), Walther Hermann. 1864-1941.  German physicist and chem-

ist. He won a 1920 Nobel Prize for his work in thermochemistry, particularly his 

proposal of the third law of thermodynamics (1906). 

Ne·ro (nîrùo, nKùro), A.D. 37-68.  Emperor of Rome (54-68) whose early reign 

was dominated by his mother, Agrippina the Younger. He had his mother and 

wife murdered, and he may have set the Great Fire of Rome (64). His cruelty and 

irresponsibility provoked widespread revolts, which led to his suicide.   
—Ne·roùni·an (nV-roùnK-Nn) adj. 

ne·rol (nîrùôl, -ml, -ol, nHrù-) n.  Chemistry. A colorless liquid, C9H17COH, 

derived from orange blossoms and used in perfumery.  [NER(OLI OIL) + -OL
1.]

ner·o·li oil (nHrùN-lK oil) n.  An essential oil distilled from orange flowers and 

used in perfumery.  [French néroli, from Italian neroli, after Anna Maria de la 

Trémoille, 17th-century princess of Nerola.]

nerts (nûrts) interj.  Slang. Used to express disgust, contempt, or refusal.  [Alter-

ation of NUTS.]

Ne·ru·da (nH-ruùdN, -thä), Pablo. 1904-1973.  Chilean poet and diplomat 

whose literary tone of despair, evident in his early works, evolved into one reflect-

ing the socialist commitment of the government of Salvador Allende. He won the 

1971 Nobel Prize for literature. 

ner·vate (nûrùv7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having veins. Used of leaves. 

ner·va·tion (nûr-v7ùshNn) n.  A pattern of veins or nerves; venation. 

nerve (nûrv) n.  1. Any of the cordlike bundles of fibers made up of neurons 

through which sensory stimuli and motor impulses pass between the brain or 

other parts of the central nervous system and the eyes, glands, muscles, and other 

parts of the body. Nerves form a network of pathways for conducting informa-

tion throughout the body.  2. The sensitive tissue in the pulp of a tooth.  3. A sore 

point or sensitive subject:  The criticism touched a nerve.  4. a. Courage and con-

trol under pressure:  lost his nerve at the last minute.  b. Fortitude; stamina.  

c. Forceful quality; boldness.  d. Brazen boldness; effrontery:  had the nerve to 

deny it.  See Synonyms at temerity.   5. nerves. Nervous agitation caused by 

fear, anxiety, or stress:  an attack of nerves.  6. A vein or rib in the wing of an 



insect.  7. The midrib and larger veins in a leaf.   —  v.  tr. nerved, nerv·ing, 
nerves. To give strength or courage to.   —idioms. get on (someone’s) 
nerves. To irritate or exasperate.  strain every nerve. To make every effort.  

[Middle English, sinew, nerve, from Old French nerf, from Medieval Latin ner-

vus, from Latin. See (s)neNu- in Appendix.]

nerve block (nûrv blmk) n.  A blocking of the passage of impulses along a 

nerve, especially by administration of a local anesthetic. 

nerve cell (nûrv sHl) n.  1.  See neuron.  2. The body of a neuron without its 

axon and dendrites. 

nerve center (nûrv sHnùtNr) n.  1. A group of closely connected nerve cells that 

perform a specific function.  2. A source of power or control:  Our Boston office is 

the nerve center of the corporation. 

nerve fiber (nûrv fXùbNr) n.  A threadlike process of a neuron, especially the 

prolonged axon that conducts nerve impulses. 

nerve gas (nûrv g4s) n.  Any of various poisonous gases that interfere with the 

functioning of nerves by inhibiting cholinesterase. 

nerve growth factor (nûrv groth f4kùtNr) n.  Abbr. NGF A protein that 

stimulates the growth of sympathetic and sensory nerve cells. 

nerve impulse (nûrv VmùpƒlsÙ) n.  A wave of physical and chemical excitation 

along a nerve fiber in response to a stimulus, accompanied by a transient change 

in electric potential in the membrane of the fiber. 

nerve·less (nûrvùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking strength or energy; spiritless; weak.  

2. Lacking courage; spineless or cowardly.  3. Calm and controlled in trying cir-

cumstances; cool.   —nerveùless·ly adv.  —nerveùless·ness n. 

nerve net (nûrv nHt) n.  A diffuse network of cells that conducts impulses in all 

directions from the area stimulated, forming a primitive nervous system in cteno-

phores, coelenterates, and certain other organisms. 

nerve-rack·ing  or nerve-wrack·ing (nûrvùr4kÙVng) adj.  Intensely distress-

ing or irritating to the nerves. 

nerve trunk (nûrv trƒngk) n.  The main stem of a nerve, consisting of a bundle 

of nerve fibers bound together by a tough sheet of connective tissue. 

Ner·vi (nHrùvK), Pier Luigi. 1891-1979.  Italian architect and pioneer in the dec-

orative use of reinforced concrete. 

ner·vos·i·ty (nûr-vmsùV-tK) n.  The quality or state of being nervous.  [Latin 

nervosit7s, sinewy strength, from nervosus, sinewy. See NERVOUS.]

nerv·ous (nûrùvNs) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the nerves or nervous system:  

nervous tissue.  b. Stemming from or affecting the nerves or nervous system:  a 

nervous disorder.   2. Easily agitated or distressed; high-strung or jumpy.  

3. Marked by or having a feeling of unease or apprehension:  nervous moments 

before takeoff.  4. Vigorous in style or feeling; spirited: “the nervous thrust of a 

modern creation” (Henry A. Kissinger).  5. Archaic. Strong; sinewy.  [Middle 



English, sinewy, containing nerves, from Latin nervosus, sinewy, from nervus, 

sinew. See NERVE.] —nervùous·ly adv.  —nervùous·ness n. 

nervous breakdown (nûrùvNs br7kùdounÙ) n.  A severe or incapacitating 

emotional disorder, especially when occurring suddenly and marked by depres-

sion. 

nervous Nel·lie  or nervous Nel·ly (nûrùvNs nHlùK) n.  pl. nervous Nel·lies. 
Informal. An unduly timid or anxious person. 

nervous system (nûrùvNs sVsùtNm) n.  Anatomy. The system of cells, tissues, 

and organs that regulates the body’s responses to internal and external stimuli. In 

vertebrates it consists of the brain, spinal cord, nerves, ganglia, and parts of the 

receptor and effector organs. 

ner·vure (nûrùvyNr) n.  1. Botany. See vein (n., sense 2).  2. Zoology. See vein 
(n., sense 3).  [French, from Old French nerveure, strap, from nerf, sinew, from 

Latin nervus. See NERVE.]

nerv·y (nûrùvK) adj.  nerv·i·er, nerv·i·est. 1. Arrogantly impudent; brazen.  

2. Showing or requiring courage and fortitude; bold.  3. Chiefly British. Jumpy; 

nervous.  4. Archaic. Full of muscular force; sinewy.   —nervùi·ness n. 

n.e.s.  or N.E.S. abbr.  Not elsewhere specified. 

nes·cience (nHshùNns, nHshùK-Nns, nKshù-, nHsùK-Nns, nKùsK-) n.  1. Absence of 

knowledge or awareness; ignorance.  2. Agnosticism.  [Late Latin nescientia, from 

Latin nesciKns, nescient- present participle of nescXre, to be ignorant  : ne-, not; see 

ne in Appendix + scXre, to know; see skei- in Appendix.] —nesùcient adj.  & n. 

ness (nHs) n.  A cape or headland.  [Middle English ness, from Old English næss. 

See nas- in Appendix.]

Ness (nHs), Loch. A lake of north-central Scotland. It drains through the Ness 
River into the Moray Firth and is part of the Caledonian Canal system. The Loch 

Ness Monster is reputed to inhabit its deep waters. 

-ness suff.  State; quality; condition; degree:  brightness.  [Middle English -nes, 

from Old English.]

Nes·sel·rode (nHsùNl-rodÙ) n.  A mixture of chopped and boiled chestnuts, 

maraschino cherries, candied fruits, and liqueur or rum, used as a sauce or in 

puddings, ice cream, or pies.  [After Count Karl Robert von Nesselrode (1780-

1862), Russian politician.]

nest (nHst) n.  1. a. A container or shelter made by a bird out of twigs, grass, or 

other material to hold its eggs and young.  b. A similar structure in which fish, 

insects, or other animals deposit eggs or keep their young.  c. A place in which 

young are reared; a lair.  d. A number of insects, birds, or other animals occupy-

ing such a place:  a nest of hornets.   2. A place affording snug refuge or lodging; a 

home.  3. a. A place or an environment that fosters rapid growth or develop-

ment, especially of something undesirable; a hotbed:  a nest of criminal activity.  

b. Those who occupy or frequent such a place or environment.   4. a. A set of 



objects of graduated size that can be stacked together, each fitting within the one 

immediately larger:  a nest of tables.  b. A cluster of similar things.   5. Computer 

Science. A subroutine or set of data contained sequentially within another.  6. A 

group of weapons in a prepared position:  a machine-gun nest.   —  v.  nest·ed, 
nest·ing, nests.  —  v.  intr. 1. To build or occupy a nest.  2. To create and settle 

into a warm and secure refuge.  3. To hunt for birds’ nests, especially in order to 

collect the eggs.  4. To fit together in a stack.   —  v.  tr. 1. To place in or as if in a 

nest.  2. To put snugly together or inside one another:  to nest boxes.  [Middle 

English, from Old English.]

nest egg (nHst Hg) n.  1. An artificial or natural egg placed in a nest to induce a 

bird to continue to lay eggs in that place.  2. A sum of money put by as a reserve. 

nest·er (nHsùtNr) n.  1. One, such as a bird, that nests.  2. Western U.S. A squat-

ter, homesteader, or farmer who settles in cattle-grazing territory. 

nes·tle (nHsùNl) v.  nes·tled, nes·tling, nes·tles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To settle snugly 

and comfortably:  The cat nestled among the pillows.  2. To lie in a sheltered posi-

tion:  a cottage that nestles in the wood.  3. To draw or press close, as in affection; 

snuggle:  The child nestled up to her mother.  4. Archaic. To nest.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

snuggle or press contentedly:  The baby nestled its head on my shoulder.  2. To 

place or settle as if in a nest:  I nestled the puppy in my arms.  [Middle English 

nestlen, to make a nest, from Old English nestlian, from nest, nest.] —nesùtler n. 

nest·ling (nHstùlVng, nHsù-) n.  1. A bird too young to leave its nest.  2. A young 

child. 

Nes·tor (nHsùtNr, -tôrÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. 1. A hero celebrated as an elderly 

and wise counselor to the Greeks at Troy.  2.  Often nestor. A venerable and wise 

old man.  [Greek Nestor.]

Nes·to·ri·an (nH-stôrùK-Nn, -storù-) adj.  Theology. 1. Of or relating to the doc-

trine of Nestorius, declared heretical in 431, that two distinct persons, divine and 

human, existed within Jesus.  2. Of, relating to, or being an Eastern church that 

adheres to this doctrine.   —  n.  A member of the Nestorian church.   
—Nes·toùri·an·ism n. 

Nes·to·ri·us (nH-stôrùK-Ns, -storù-), Died A.D. 451.  Syrian-born patriarch of 

Constantinople whose belief that Jesus had two distinct natures, human and 

divine, and that Mary was the mother of only his human nature was declared 

heretical (431). 

net1 (nHt) n.  1. An openwork fabric made of threads or cords that are woven or 

knotted together at regular intervals.  2. Something made of openwork fabric, 

especially: a. A device for capturing birds, fish, or insects.  b. A barrier against 

flying insects:  a mosquito net.  c. A mesh for holding the hair in place.  

d. Something that entraps; a snare.  e. A fine mesh fabric used as curtain or dress 

material or as the foundation for various laces.   3. Sports. a. A barrier of mesh-

work cord or rope strung between two posts to divide a court in half, as in tennis 



and badminton.  b. A ball that is hit into this meshwork barrier.  c. The goal in 

soccer, hockey, and lacrosse.   4. A meshed network of lines, figures, or fibers.  

5. A radio, television, or telephone network.  6. Computer Science. See network 
(n., sense 4b).   —  v.  tr. net·ted, net·ting, nets. 1. To catch or ensnare in or as 

if in a net.  2. To cover, protect, or surround with or as if with a net.  3. Sports. To 

hit (a ball) into the net.  4. To make into a net.  [Middle English, from Old 

English. See ned- in Appendix.] —netùter n. 

net2 (nHt) adj.  1.  Abbr. n. Business. a. Remaining after all deductions have been 

made, as for expenses:  net profit.  b. Remaining after tare is deducted:  net weight.   

2. Ultimate; final:  the net result.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. n. Business. A net amount, as of 

profit or weight.  2. The main point; the essence:  the net of our discussion.   —  v.  

tr. net·ted, net·ting, nets. 1. To bring in or yield as profit.  2. To clear as 

profit.  [Middle English, elegant, remaining after deductions, from Old French, 

elegant, and from Old Italian netto, remaining after deductions  both from Latin 

nitidus, clean, elegant. See NEAT
1.]

NET abbr.  National Educational Television. 

net asset value (nHt 4sùHtÙ v4lùyu) n.  The market value of all securities 

owned by a mutual fund, minus its total liabilities, divided by the number of 

shares issued. 

net·back (nHtùb4kÙ) n.  Linkage of the price of crude oil to the market price of 

products refined from it.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

netback deals; netback agreements. 

Neth. abbr.  Netherlands. 

neth·er (nHthùNr) adj.  Located beneath or below; lower or under:  the nether 

regions of the earth.  [Middle English, from Old English neothera, from neother, 

down.]

Neth·er·lands (nHthùNr-lNndz) Often called Hol·land (hmlùNnd). Abbr. Neth.  
A country of northwest Europe on the North Sea. Inhabited by Germanic tribes 

during Roman times, the region passed to the Franks (4th-8th century), the Holy 

Roman Empire (10th century), the dukes of Burgundy (14th-15th century), and 

then to the house of Hapsburg. The northern part of the region formed the 

Union of Utrecht in 1579 and achieved its independence as the United Provinces 

in 1648 after the Thirty Years’ War. In the 17th century the country enjoyed great 

commercial prosperity and expanded its territories in the East and West Indies 

and elsewhere, although it lost this supremacy to Great Britain and France in the 

18th century. The kingdom of the Netherlands, proclaimed at the Congress of 

Vienna (1814-1815), included Belgium until 1830. Amsterdam is the constitu-

tional capital and the largest city; The Hague is the seat of government. Popula-

tion, 14,394,600.   —Nethùer·landÙish (-l4nÙdVsh) adj. 

Netherlands An·til·les (nHthùNr-lNndz 4n-tVlùKz) Formerly Dutch West 
In·dies (dƒch; VnùdKz).  An autonomous territory of the Netherlands consisting 



of several islands in the Caribbean Sea, including Curaçao and Bonaire off the 

coast of Venezuela and Saba, St. Eustatius, and the southern portion of St. Martin 

in the northern Windward Islands. Willemstad, on Curaçao, is the capital. Popu-

lation, 192,056. 

neth·er·most (nHthùNr-mostÙ) adj.  Farthest down; lowest. 

neth·er·world also neth·er world (nHthùNr-wûrldÙ) n.  1. The world of the 

dead; Hades.  2. The underworld; hell.  3. The lower depths of society: “In this 

black-white nether world, nobody judged the customers” (Malcolm X).   —neth-
Ùer·worldùly adj. 

net·keep·er (nHtùkKÙpNr) n.  Sports. See goalkeeper. 
net knot (nHt nmt) n.  See karyosome. 
net·su·ke (nHtùsN-kKÙ) n.  A small toggle, often in the form of an elaborately 

carved ivory or wood figure, used to secure a purse or small container suspended 

on a silk cord from the sash of a kimono.  [Japanese.]

Net·til·ling Lake (nHchùN-lVng l7k)  A freshwater lake of south-central Baffin 

Island in the eastern Northwest Territories, Canada. It is frozen most of the year. 

net·ting (nHtùVng) n.  1. An openwork fabric; a net.  2. The act or process of 

making a net.  3. The act or process of fishing with a net. 

net·tle (nHtùl) n.  1. Any of numerous plants of the genus Urtica, having toothed 

leaves, unisexual apetalous flowers, and stinging hairs that cause skin irritation on 

contact.  2. Any of various hairy, stinging, or prickly plants.   —  v.  tr. net·tled, 
net·tling, net·tles. 1. To sting with or as if with a nettle.  2. To irritate; vex.  

[Middle English, from Old English netele. See ned- in Appendix.]

nettle rash (nHtùl r4sh) n.  See hives. 
net·tle·some (nHtùl-sNm) adj.  Causing irritation or distress; vexatious. 

net ton (nHt tƒn) n.  See ton (n., sense 1). 

net·work (nHtùwûrkÙ) n.  1. An openwork fabric or structure in which cords, 

threads, or wires cross at regular intervals.  2. Something resembling an open-

work fabric or structure in form or concept, especially: a. A system of lines or 

channels that cross or interconnect:  a network of railroads.  b. A complex, inter-

connected group or system:  an espionage network.  c. An extended group of peo-

ple with similar interests or concerns who interact and remain in informal 

contact for mutual assistance or support.   3. a. A chain of radio or television 

broadcasting stations linked by wire or microwave relay.  b. A company that pro-

duces the programs for these stations.   4. a. A group or system of electric com-

ponents and connecting circuitry designed to function in a specific manner.  

b. Computer Science. A system of computers interconnected by telephone wires 

or other means in order to share information.  Also called net1   —  v.  

net·worked, net·work·ing, net·works.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with or as if 

with an openwork fabric or structure.  2. To broadcast over a radio or television 

network.  3. Computer Science. To connect (computers) into a network.   —  v.  



intr. To interact or engage in informal communication with others for mutual 

assistance or support.   —netùworkÙer n. 

net·work·ing (nHtùwûrÙkVng) n.  An informal system whereby persons having 

common interests or concerns assist each other, as in the exchange of information 

or the development of professional contacts. 

Ne·tza·hual·có·yotl (nH-tsäÙwäl-koùyotÙl)  A city of south-central Mexico, a 

suburb of Mexico City. Population, 1,341,230. 

Neu·bran·den·burg (noi-bränùdNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A city of northeast Ger-

many north of Berlin. Founded in 1248, it is an industrial center. Population, 

82,451. 

Neu·châ·tel (nuÙshN-tHlù, nyuÙ-, nœ-shä-), Lake of. A narrow lake of north-

west Switzerland near the French border. It is in a picturesque region with notable 

vineyards. 

Neuf·châ·tel (nuÙshN-tHlù, nœÙshä-) n.  A soft, white cheese made from 

skimmed or whole milk.  [After Neufchâtel, a town of northeast France.]

Neuil·ly (nœ-yKù)  or Neuil·ly-sur-Seine (-yK-str-sHnù, -sür-)  A city of 

north-central France, a residential and industrial suburb of Paris. Population, 

64,170. 

Neu·mann (noiùmänÙ), John von. 1903-1957.  Hungarian-born American 

mathematician who contributed to the game theory and cybernetics. 

neume  or neum (num, nyum) n.  Music. A sign used in the notation of 

plainsong during the Middle Ages, surviving today in transcriptions of Gregorian 

chants.  [Middle English, series of notes sung on one syllable, from Medieval 

Latin pneuma, from Greek, breath. See PNEUMA.] —neu·matùic (nu-m4tùVk, 

nyu-) adj. 

Neu·mün·ster (noi-münùstNr)  A city of north-central Germany south-south-

west of Kiel. Founded in the 12th century, it is a transportation and industrial 

center. Population, 78,743. 

Neun·kir·chen (noinùkîr-kNn, -KHNn)  A city of southwest Germany northeast 

of Saarbrücken. It is a center for heavy industry in a coal-mining area. Popula-

tion, 50,382. 

neur. abbr.  1. Neurological.  2. Neurology. 

neur- pref.  Variant of neuro-. 
neu·ral (ntrùNl, nytrù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a nerve or the nervous sys-

tem.  2. Of, relating to, or located on the same side of the body as the spinal cord; 

dorsal.   —neuùral·ly adv. 

neural arch (ntrùNl ärch) n.  A bony or cartilaginous arch that arises from the 

dorsal side of a vertebra to enclose the spinal cord. 

neural crest (ntrùNl krHst) n.  The part of the ectoderm in a vertebrate 

embryo that lies on either side of the neural tube and develops into the cranial, 

spinal, and autonomic ganglia. 



neu·ral·gia (nt-r4lùjN, nyt-) n.  Sharp, severe paroxysmal pain extending 

along a nerve or group of nerves.   —neu·ralùgic adj. 

neural plate (ntrùNl pl7t) n.  The thickened dorsal plate of ectoderm that dif-

ferentiates into the neural tube and neural crest. 

neural tube (ntrùNl tub) n.  A dorsal tubular structure in the vertebrate 

embryo formed by longitudinal folding of the neural plate and differentiating 

into the brain and spinal cord. 

neural tube defect (ntrùNl tub dKùfHktÙ) n.  Any of various congenital 

defects of the brain and spinal cord, such as spina bifida, resulting from incom-

plete closing of the neural tube in an embryo. 

neu·ra·min·i·dase (ntrÙN-mVnùV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ, nytrÙ-) n.  A hydrolytic 

enzyme that breaks down mucoproteins and is found chiefly in microorganisms 

of the respiratory and intestinal tracts.  [neuraminic acid (NEUR(O)- + amin(e) + -

IC) + -ID(E) + -ASE.]

neu·ras·the·ni·a (ntrÙNs-thKùnK-N, nytrÙ-) n.  A neurotic disorder charac-

terized by chronic fatigue and weakness, loss of memory, and generalized aches 

and pains. It was formerly thought to result from exhaustion of the nervous sys-

tem.   —neuÙras·thenùic (-thHnùVk) adj. , n.  —neuÙras·thenùi·cal·ly adv. 

neu·rec·to·my (nt-rHkùtN-mK, nyt-) n.  pl. neu·rec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of a nerve or part of a nerve. 

neu·ri·lem·ma (ntrÙN-lHmùN, nytrÙ-) n.  The delicate membranous covering 

of a nerve fiber.  [Alteration (influenced by Greek lemma, husk); see LEMMA
2, of 

French névrilème : névr-, nerve (from Greek neuro-, neuro-) + Greek eilKma, veil 

(from eilein, to wind, turn); see wel-2 in Appendix.] —neuÙri·lemùmal adj. 

neu·ris·tor (nt-rVsùtNr, nyt-) n.  An electronic device that is capable of relay-

ing a signal without attenuation in velocity.  [NEUR(ON) + (TRANS)ISTOR.]

neu·ri·tis (nt-rXùtVs, nyt-) n.  Inflammation of a nerve or group of nerves, 

characterized by pain, loss of reflexes, and atrophy of the affected muscles.   
—neu·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

neuro-  or neur- pref.  1. Nerve:  neuroblast.  2. Neural:  neuropathology.  [Greek 

sinew, string, from neuron. See (s)neNu- in Appendix.]

neu·ro·a·nat·o·my (ntrÙo-N-n4tùN-mK, nytrÙ-) n.  pl. 

neu·ro·a·nat·o·mies. 1. The branch of anatomy that deals with the nervous 

system.  2. The neural structure of an organ or a part:  the neuroanatomy of the 

eye.   —neuÙro·anÙa·tomùi·cal (-4nÙN-tmmùV-kNl) adj.  —neuÙro·a·natÙo·mist 
n. 

neu·ro·bi·ol·o·gy (ntrÙ-o-bX-mlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  The biological study of the 

nervous system or any part of it.   —neuÙro·biÙo·logùi·cal (-bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—neuÙro·bi·olùo·gist n. 

neu·ro·blast (ntrùN-bl4stÙ, nytrù-) n.  An embryonic cell from which a nerve 

cell develops. 



neu·ro·blas·to·ma (ntrÙo-bl4-stoùmN, nytrÙ-) n.  pl. neu·ro·blas·to·mas 

or neu·ro·blas·to·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A malignant tumor composed of neuro-

blasts, originating in the autonomic nervous system or the adrenal medulla and 

occurring chiefly in infants and young children. 

neu·ro·chem·is·try (ntrÙo-kHmùV-strK, nytrÙ-) n.  The study of the chemi-

cal composition and processes of the nervous system and the effects of chemicals 

on it.   —neuÙro·chemùi·cal (-kNl) adj.  —neuÙro·chemùist n. 

neu·ro·en·do·crine (ntrÙo-HnùdN-krVn, -krKnÙ, -krXnÙ, nytrÙ-) adj.  Of, 

relating to, or involving the interaction between the nervous system and the hor-

mones of the endocrine glands:  the neuroendocrine apparatus in birds. 

neu·ro·en·do·cri·nol·o·gy (ntrÙo-HnÙdN-krN-nmlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  The 

study of the interaction between the nervous system and the endocrine glands 

and their secretions.   —neuÙro·enÙdo·cri·no·logùi·cal (-krVnÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—neuÙro·enÙdo·cri·nolùo·gist n. 

neu·ro·fi·bril (ntrÙN-fXùbrNl, -fVbùrNl, nytrÙ-) n.  Any of the long, thin, 

microscopic fibrils that run through the body of a neuron and extend into the 

axon and dendrites.   —neuÙro·fiùbril·larÙy (-brN-lHrÙK) adj. 

neu·ro·fi·bro·ma (ntrÙo-fX-broùmN, nytrÙ-) n.  pl. neu·ro·fi·bro·mas or 

neu·ro·fi·bro·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A usually benign tumor originating in peripheral 

nerve fibers and composed chiefly of Schwann cells. 

neu·ro·fi·bro·ma·to·sis (ntrÙo-fXÙbro-mN-toùsVs, nytrÙ-) n.  Abbr. NF A 

genetic disease characterized by the formation of neurofibromas, sometimes 

accompanied by physical deformation and a predisposition to brain tumors and 

various forms of cancer. 

neu·ro·fil·a·ment (ntrÙN-fVlùN-mNnt, nytrÙ-) n.  Any of the long, fine 

threads that make up a neurofibril.   —neuÙro·filÙa·menùtous (-mHnùtNs) adj. 

neu·ro·gen·e·sis (ntrÙN-jHnùV-sVs, nytrÙ-) n.  pl. neu·ro·gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 
Formation of nervous tissue. 

neu·ro·ge·net·ics (ntrÙo-jN-nHtùVks, nytrÙ-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

study of the genetic factors that contribute to the development of neurological 

disorders. 

neu·ro·gen·ic (ntrÙN-jHnùVk, nytrÙ-) adj.  1. Originating in the nerves or 

nervous tissue:  a neurogenic tumor.  2. Caused or affected by the nerves or ner-

vous system:  neurogenic disorders.   —neuÙro·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

neu·rog·li·a (nt-rmgùlK-N, nyt-, ntrÙN-glKùN, -glXù-, nytrÙ-) n.  The delicate 

network of branched cells and fibers that supports the tissue of the central ner-

vous system.  Also called glia [NEURO- + Medieval Greek glia, glue; see ZOOGLEA.] 
—neu·rogùli·al adj. 

neu·ro·hor·mone (ntrÙo-hôrùmon, nytrÙ-) n.  A hormone secreted by or 

acting on a part of the nervous system.   —neuÙro·hor·moùnal adj. 



neu·ro·hy·poph·y·sis (ntrÙo-hX-pmfùV-sVs, -hV-, nytrÙ-) n.  pl. 

neu·ro·hy·poph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). The posterior portion of the pituitary gland, 

having a rich supply of nerve fibers and releasing oxytocin and vasopressin.   
—neuÙro·hyÙpo·physùe·al, neuÙro·hyÙpo·physùi·al (-hXÙpN-fVzùK-Nl, -hVpÙN-, 

-hV-pmfÙN-sKùNl)  adj. 

neurol. abbr.  Neurology. 

neu·ro·lep·tic (ntrÙN-lHpùtVk, nytrÙ-) n.  A tranquilizing drug, especially one 

used in treating mental disorders.   —  adj.  Having a tranquilizing effect.  

[French neuroleptique : neuro-, nerve (from Greek); see NEURO- + -leptique, 

affecting (from Greek lKptikos, seizing, from lKptos, seized, from lambanein, lKp-, 

to seize, take).]

neu·rol·o·gy (nt-rmlùN-jK, nyt-) n.  Abbr. neur., neurol. The medical sci-

ence that deals with the nervous system and disorders affecting it.   —neu-
Ùro·logùic (ntrÙN-lmjùVk, nytrÙ-), neuÙro·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—neuÙro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —neu·rolùo·gist n. 

neu·ro·ma (nt-roùmN, nyt-) n.  pl. neu·ro·mas or neu·ro·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 
A tumor composed of nerve tissue. 

neu·ro·mus·cu·lar (ntrÙo-mƒsùkyN-lNr, nytrÙ-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

affecting both nerves and muscles.  2. Having the characteristics of both nervous 

and muscular tissue. 

neu·ron (ntrùmnÙ, nytrù-) also neu·rone (-onÙ) n.  Any of the impulse-con-

ducting cells that constitute the brain, spinal column, and nerves, consisting of a 

nucleated cell body with one or more dendrites and a single axon.  Also called 

nerve cell [Greek, sinew, string, nerve. See (s)neNu- in Appendix.] —neuùron·al 
(nt-ronùl, nyt-, ntrùN-nNl, nytrù-), neu·ronùic adj.  —neu·ronùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

neu·ro·pa·thol·o·gy (ntrÙo-pN-thmlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  The scientific study 

of diseases of the nervous system.   —neuÙro·pathÙo·logùic (-p4thÙN-lmjùVk), 
neuÙro·pathÙo·logùi·cal (-V-Nl)  adj.  —neuÙro·pa·tholùo·gist n. 

neu·rop·a·thy (nt-rmpùN-thK, nyt-) n.  pl. neu·rop·a·thies. A disease or an 

abnormality of the nervous system. 

neu·ro·phar·ma·col·o·gy (ntrÙo-färÙmN-kmlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  The study 

of the action of drugs on the nervous system.   —neuÙro·pharÙma·co·logùi·cal 
(-kN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —neuÙro·pharÙma·colùo·gist n. 

neu·ro·phys·i·ol·o·gy (ntrÙo-fVzÙK-mlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  The branch of phys-

iology that deals with the functions of the nervous system.   —neu-
Ùro·physÙi·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), neuÙro·physÙi·o·logùi·cal adj.  

—neuÙro·physÙi·olùo·gist n. 

neu·ro·psy·chi·a·try (ntrÙo-sV-kXùN-trK, -sX-, nytrÙ-) n.  Abbr. NP The com-

bined medical study of neurological and psychiatric disorders.   —neuÙro·psyÙ-
chi·atùric (-sXÙkK-4tùrVk) adj.  —neuÙro·psy·chiùa·trist n. 



neu·ro·psy·chol·o·gy (ntrÙo-sX-kmlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  The branch of psy-

chology that deals with the relationship between the nervous system, especially 

the brain, and cerebral or mental functions such as language, memory, and per-

ception.   —neuÙro·psyÙcho·logùi·cal (-sXÙkN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —neu-
Ùro·psy·cholùo·gist n. 

neu·rop·ter·an (nt-rmpùtNr-Nn, nyt-) n.  A carnivorous insect of the order 

Neuroptera, such as the ant lion or dobsonfly, having four net-veined wings and 

mouthparts adapted for chewing.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the Neuroptera.  

[From New Latin Neuroptera, order name  : Greek neuron, vein, tendon; see NEU-

RON + Greek ptera, pl. of pteron, wing; see -PTER.] —neu·ropùter·ous adj. 

neu·ro·ra·di·ol·o·gy (ntrÙo-r7ÙdK-mlùN-jK, nytrÙ-) n.  1. The branch of 

radiology that deals with the nervous system.  2. The use of x-rays in diagnosis 

and treatment of disorders of the nervous system.   —neuÙro·raÙdi·o·logùi·cal 
(-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —neuÙro·raÙdi·olùo·gist n. 

neu·ro·sci·ence (ntrÙo-sXùNns, nytrÙ-) n.  Any of the sciences, such as neu-

roanatomy and neurobiology, that deal with the nervous system.   —neu-
Ùro·sciÙen·tifùic (-sXÙNn-tVfùVk) adj.  —neuÙro·sciùen·tist (-sXùNn-tVst) n. 

neu·ro·se·cre·tion (ntrÙo-sV-krKùshNn, nytrÙ-) n.  1. The secretion of sub-

stances, such as hormones, by nerve cells.  2. A substance secreted by this process.   
—neuÙro·se·creùto·ry (-krKùtN-rK) adj. 

neu·ro·sen·so·ry (ntrÙo-sHnùsN-rK, nytrÙ-) adj.  Of or relating to the sen-

sory activity or functions of the nervous system:  neurosensory cells. 

neu·ro·sis (nt-roùsVs, nyt-) n.  pl. neu·ro·ses (-sKz). Any of various mental 

or emotional disorders, such as hypochondria or neurasthenia, arising from no 

apparent organic lesion or change and involving symptoms such as insecurity, 

anxiety, depression, and irrational fears. 

neu·ro·sur·ger·y (ntrÙo-sûrùjN-rK, nytrÙ-) n.  pl. neu·ro·sur·ger·ies. Sur-

gery on any part of the nervous system.   —neuÙro·surùgeon (-jNn) n.  —neu-
Ùro·surùgi·cal (-jV-kNl) adj. 

neu·rot·ic (nt-rmtùVk, nyt-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, derived from, or affected 

with a neurosis:  a neurotic disorder; neurotic symptoms.  2. Informal. Overanx-

ious:  neurotic about punctuality.   —  n.  1. A person suffering from a neurosis.  

2. Informal. A person prone to excessive anxiety and emotional upset.   
—neu·rotùi·cal·ly adv. 

neu·rot·o·my (nt-rmtùN-mK, nyt-) n.  pl. neu·rot·o·mies. The surgical cut-

ting or stretching of a nerve, usually to relieve pain. 

neu·ro·tox·in (ntrùo-tmkÙsVn, nytrù-) n.  A toxin that damages or destroys 

nerve tissue.   —neuÙro·toxùic (-tmkùsVk) adj.  —neuÙro·tox·icùi·ty (-tmk-sVsùV-
tK) n. 



neu·ro·trans·mit·ter (ntrÙo-tr4nsùmVt-Nr, -tr4nzù-, nytrÙ-) n.  A chemical 

substance, such as acetylcholine or dopamine, that transmits nerve impulses 

across a synapse. 

neu·ro·trop·ic (ntrÙN-trmpùVk, -troùpVk, nytrÙ-) adj.  Tending to affect or 

attack nervous tissue:  a neurotropic venom.   —neu·rotùro·pism (nt-rmtùrN-

pVzÙNm, nyt-) n. 

neus·ton (nuùstmn, nyuù-) n.  The collection of minute or microscopic organ-

isms that inhabit the surface layer of a body of water.  [Greek neuston, neuter of 

neustos, swimming, from nein, to swim. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.]

Neuse (nus, nyus)  A river of east-central North Carolina flowing about 442 

km (275 mi) generally southeast to Pamlico Sound. 

Neuss (nois)  A city of west-central Germany across the Rhine River from Düs-

seldorf. Built on the site of a Roman camp, it was chartered in the 12th century 

and held by France from 1794 to 1815, when it passed to Prussia. Population, 

143,762. 

Neus·tri·a (nuùstrK-N, nyuù-)  The western part of the kingdom of the Merov-

ingian Franks from the sixth to the eighth century, in present-day northwest 

France. It engaged in almost constant warfare with Austrasia, the eastern portion 

of the realm. After 912 the name was applied to Normandy.   —Neuùstri·an adj.  

& n. 

neut. abbr.  1. Neuter.  2. Neutral. 

neu·ter (nuùtNr, nyuù-) adj.  Abbr. neut. 1. Grammar. a. Neither masculine 

nor feminine in gender.  b. Neither active nor passive; intransitive. Used of verbs.   

2. a. Biology. Having undeveloped or imperfectly developed sexual organs:  the 

neuter caste in social insects.  b. Botany. Having no pistils or stamens; asexual.  

c. Zoology. Sexually undeveloped.   3. Taking no side; neutral.   —  n.  

1. Grammar. a. The neuter gender.  b. A neuter word.  c. A neuter noun.   2. A 

castrated animal.  3. A sexually undeveloped or imperfectly developed insect, 

such as a worker bee.  4. A plant without stamens or pistils.  5. One that is neu-

tral.   —  v.  tr. neu·tered, neu·ter·ing, neu·ters. To castrate or spay.  [Middle 

English neutre, from Old French, from Latin neuter, neither, neuter  : ne-, not; see 

ne in Appendix + uter, either; see kwo- in Appendix.]

neu·tral (nuùtrNl, nyuù-) adj.  Abbr. neut. 1. Not aligned with, supporting, or 

favoring either side in a war, dispute, or contest.  2. Belonging to neither side in a 

controversy:  on neutral ground.  3. Belonging to neither kind; not one thing or 

the other; indifferent.  4. Sexless; neuter.  5. Chemistry. a. Of or relating to a 

solution or compound that is neither acidic nor alkaline.  b. Of or relating to a 

compound that does not ionize in solution.   6. Physics. a. Of or relating to a par-

ticle, an object, or a system that has neither positive nor negative electric charge.  

b. Of or relating to a particle, an object, or a system that has a net electric charge 

of zero.   7. Color. Of or indicating a color, such as gray, black, or white, that lacks 



hue; achromatic.  8. Linguistics. Pronounced with the tongue in a middle posi-

tion, neither high nor low, as the a in around.   —  n.  1. a. A nation nonaligned 

with either side in a war.  b. A citizen of such a nation.   2. One who takes no side 

in a controversy: “I am by disposition one of life’s neutrals, a human Switzerland” 

(John Gregory Dunne).  3. Color. A neutral hue.  4. A position in which a set of 

gears is disengaged so that power cannot be transmitted.  [Middle English neu-

teral, from Old French neutral, from Latin neutr7lis, grammatically neuter, from 

neuter, neutr-. See NEUTER.] —neuùtral·ly adv. 

Neu·tral (nuùtrNl, nyuù-) n.  pl. Neutral or Neu·trals. 1. A confederacy of 

Iroquoian-speaking Native American peoples formerly inhabiting the northern 

shore of Lake Erie. The Neutral were destroyed by the Iroquois in the mid-17th 

century.  2. A member of this people. 

neutral ground (nuùtrNl ground) n.  Louisiana & Southern Mississippi. See 

median strip.  

REGIONAL NOTE: The strip of grass dividing the opposing lanes of an avenue

or a highway is known by a variety of terms in the United States. The most com-

mon term is median strip or median. In upstate New York it is called a mall, and

in Pennsylvania, a medial strip. In the Upper Midwest the strip is known as a me-

ridian, a boulevard, or a boulevard strip. In Louisiana and southern Mississippi the

term used is neutral ground—“as if the highway were a battle zone,” observes Craig

M. Carver in American Regional Dialects.

neu·tral·ism (nuùtrN-lVzÙNm, nyuù-) n.  1. The state of being neutral; neutral-

ity.  2. A political policy or advocacy of nonalignment or noninvolvement in con-

flicting alliances and of attempting to mediate or conciliate in conflicts between 

states: “Neutralism differs from neutrality in that it is an attitude of mind in time of 

peace rather than a legal status in time of war” (London Times).   —neuùtral·ist 
adj. , n.  —neuÙtral·isùtic adj. 

neu·tral·i·ty (nu-tr4lùV-tK, nyu-) n.  The state or policy of being neutral, espe-

cially nonparticipation in war. 

neu·tral·i·za·tion (nuÙtrN-lV-z7ùshNn, nyuÙ-) n.  1. a. The act or process of 

neutralizing.  b. The state or quality of being neutralized.   2. Chemistry. A reac-

tion between an acid and a base that yields a salt and water. 

neu·tral·ize (nuùtrN-lXzÙ, nyuù-) v.  tr. neu·tral·ized, neu·tral·iz·ing, 
neu·tral·iz·es. 1. To make neutral.  2. To counterbalance or counteract the 

effect of; render ineffective.  3. To declare neutral and therefore inviolable during 

a war.  4. Chemistry. a. To make (a solution) neutral.  b. To cause (an acid or a 

base) to undergo neutralization.   5. Medicine. To counteract the effect of (a drug 

or toxin).  6. Slang. To remove as a threat, especially by killing.   —neuùtral·izÙer 
n.  



SYNONYMS: neutralize, negate, nullify, counteract. These verbs mean to make

something ineffective by or as if by applying an opposite or counterbalancing

force. Neutralize implies a state of ineffectiveness, inaction, or inoperativeness:

“American life is a powerful solvent. It seems to neutralize every intellectual ele-

ment... and to fuse it in the native good will, complacency, thoughtlessness, and op-

timism” (George Santayana). Negate and nullify suggest cancellation of validity,

force, usefulness, value, consequence, or significance: Terror momentarily negated

the effects of his injury. “The [15th] Amendment nullifies sophisticated as well as

simple-minded modes of discrimination” (Felix Frankfurter). Counteract frequent-

ly implies the opposition of forces thought of as being desirable and undesirable;

it may suggest action taken as a corrective measure: The prime minister addressed

the nation in an effort to counteract the damage the scandal had done to his credi-

bility.

neutral spirits (nuùtrNl spVrùVts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Ethyl 

alcohol distilled at or above 190 proof and used frequently in blended alcoholic 

beverages. 

neu·tri·no (nu-trKùno, nyu-) n.  pl. neu·tri·nos. Any of three electrically 

neutral subatomic particles in the lepton family.  [Italian, from neutro, neuter, 

from Latin neuter, neutr-. See NEUTER.]

neu·tron (nuùtrmnÙ, nyuù-) n.  Abbr. n An electrically neutral subatomic par-

ticle in the baryon family, having a mass 1,839 times that of the electron, stable 

when bound in an atomic nucleus, and having a mean lifetime of approximately 

1.0∞103 seconds as a free particle. It and the proton form nearly the entire mass 

of atomic nuclei.  [NEUTR(AL) + -ON
1.]

neutron bomb (nuùtrmnÙ bmm) n.  A nuclear bomb that would produce 

great numbers of neutrons but little blast and thus destroy life but spare property. 

neutron star (nuùtrmnÙ stär) n.  A celestial body hypothesized to occur in a 

terminal stage of stellar evolution, essentially consisting of a superdense mass of 

neutrons and having a powerful gravitational attraction from which only neutri-

nos and high-energy photons can escape, thus rendering the body invisible except 

to x-ray detection. 

neu·tro·phil (nuùtrN-fVlÙ, nyuù-) adj.  Not stained strongly or definitely by 

either acid or basic dyes but stained readily by neutral dyes. Used especially of 

white blood cells.   —  n.  A neutrophil cell, especially an abundant type of granu-

lar white blood cell that is highly destructive of microorganisms.  [NEUTR(AL) + -

PHIL(E).] —neuùtro·phileÙ (-fXlÙ), neuÙtro·philùic (-fVlùVk)  adj. 

Neu·wied (noi-vKdù, -vKtù)  A city of west-central Germany on the Rhine River 

southeast of Bonn. It developed around a palace built in 1648. Population, 

58,795. 



Nev. abbr.  Nevada. 

Ne·va (nKùvN, nyV-väù)  A river of northwest Russia flowing about 74 km (46 mi) 

from Lake Ladoga to the Gulf of Finland, an arm of the Baltic Sea. 

Ne·vad·a (nN-v4dùN, -väùdN) Abbr. NV, Nev.  A state of the western United 

States. It was admitted as the 36th state in 1864. Part of the area ceded by Mexico 

to the United States in 1848, it was made into a separate territory in 1861 after an 

influx of settlers who were drawn by the discovery (1859) of the Comstock Lode. 

Carson City is the capital and Las Vegas the largest city. Population, 1,206,152.   
—Ne·vadùan, Ne·vadùi·an adj.  & n. 

né·vé (n7-v7ù) n.  1. The upper part of a glacier where the snow turns into ice.  

2. a. A snow field at the head of a glacier.  b. The granular snow typically found 

in such a field.   [French, from French dialectal névi, from Vulgar Latin *niv7tum, 

from neuter of Latin niv7tus, cooled by snow, from nix, niv-, snow.]

Nev·el·son (nHvùNl-sNn), Louise. 1899-1988.  Russian-born American sculptor 

whose massive works, often of wood, cast metal, and found objects, are character-

ized by complex and rhythmic abstract shapes. 

nev·er (nHvùNr) adv.  1. Not ever; on no occasion; at no time:  He had never been 

there before. You never can be sure.  2. Not at all; in no way; absolutely not:  Never 

fear. That will never do.  [Middle English, from Old English n<fre : ne, not; see ne 

in Appendix + <fre, ever; see aiw- in Appendix.]

nev·er-end·ing (nHvùNr-HnùdVng) adj.  Having no foreseeable end:  the never-

ending search for happiness. 

nev·er·more (nHvÙNr-môrù, -morù) adv.  Never again. 

nev·er-nev·er land (nHvÙNr-nHvùNr l4nd) n.  An imaginary and wonderful 

place; a fantasy land.  [After Never-Never Land, fictional setting used in the play 

Peter Pan by J.M. Barrie.]

nev·er·the·less (nHvÙNr-thN-lHsù) adv.  In spite of that; nonetheless; however:  a 

small, nevertheless fatal error. 

Nev·ins (nHvùVnz), Allan. 1890-1971.  American historian noted for his political 

biographies and The Ordeal of the Union (1947-1971), a history of the U.S. Civil 

War. 

Ne·vis (nKùvVs, nHvùVs)  One of the Leeward Islands of the eastern West Indies in 

the Caribbean Sea. Discovered by Columbus in 1493, it was colonized by the 

English after 1628 and is now part of St. Christopher-Nevis. 

ne·vus (nKùvNs) n.  pl. ne·vi (-vXÙ). A congenital growth or mark on the skin, 

such as a mole or birthmark.  [Latin naevus.] —neùvoidÙ (-voidÙ) adj. 

new (nu, nyu) adj.  new·er, new·est. 1. Having been made or come into 

being only a short time ago; recent:  a new law.  2. a. Still fresh:  a new coat of 

paint.  b. Never used or worn before now:  a new car; a new hat.   3. Just found, 

discovered, or learned:  new information.  4. Not previously experienced or 

encountered; novel or unfamiliar:  ideas new to her; visiting new places.  



5. Different from the former or the old:  the new morality.  6. Recently obtained 

or acquired:  new political power; new money.  7. Additional; further:  new sources 

of energy.  8. Recently arrived or established in a place, position, or relationship:  

new neighbors; a new president.  9. Changed for the better; rejuvenated:  The nap 

has made a new person of me.  10. Being the later or latest in a sequence:  a new 

edition.  11. Currently fashionable:  a new dance.  12. New. In the most recent 

form, period, or development.  13. Inexperienced or unaccustomed:  new at the 

job; new to the trials of parenthood.   —  adv.  Freshly; recently. Often used in com-

bination:  new-mown.  [Middle English newe, from Old English nXwe, nKowe. See 

newo- in Appendix.] —newùness n.  

SYNONYMS: new, fresh, novel, newfangled, original. These adjectives describe

what has existed for only a short time, has only lately come into use, or has only

recently arrived at a state or position, as of prominence. New is the most general:

a new movie; new clothes; a new friend; a new popular hero. “It is time for a new

generation of leadership, to cope with new problems and new opportunities. For there

is a new world to be won” (John F. Kennedy). Something fresh has or has retained

qualities of newness such as briskness, brightness, or purity: The police found fresh

fingerprints on the light switch. Identifying the virus gave scientists fresh hope of

discovering a vaccine. Novel applies to what is both new and strikingly unusual:

“The Spaniards were astonished at these novel maneuvers [by musketeers on skates]

upon the ice” (John Lothrop Motley). Newfangled suggests that something is need-

lessly novel; the term is often derogatory: “the newfangled doctrine of utility”

(John Galt). Something that is original is novel and the first of its kind: “The sci-

ence of pure mathematics, in its modern development, may claim to be the most orig-

inal creation of the human spirit” (Alfred North Whitehead).

New Age (nu 7j) adj.  Of or relating to a complex of spiritual and conscious-

ness-raising movements of the 1980’s covering a range of themes from a belief in 

spiritualism and reincarnation to advocacy of holistic approaches to health and 

ecology.   —  n.  Music. Modern music characterized by quiet improvisation on 

instruments such as the acoustic piano, the guitar, or a synthesizer and marked by 

a dreamy texture and touches of ethnic instrumentation.   —New Ager n. 

New Al·ba·ny (nu ôlùbN-nK)  A city of southern Indiana on the Ohio River 

opposite Louisville, Kentucky. It was a shipbuilding center in the 19th century. 

Population, 36,322. 

New Am·ster·dam (nu 4mùstNr-d4mÙ)  A settlement established in 1624 by 

the Dutch at the mouth of the Hudson River on the southern end of Manhattan 

Island. It was the capital of New Netherland from 1626 to 1664, when it was cap-

tured by the British and renamed New York. 



New·ark (nuùNrk, nyuù-)  1. A city of western California south-southeast of 

Oakland. On the eastern coast of San Francisco Bay, it is largely residential. Popu-

lation, 37,861.  2.  (also -ärkÙ) A city of northwest Delaware west-southwest of 

Wilmington. Settled c. 1694, it is the seat of the University of Delaware (estab-

lished 1743). Population, 25,098.  3. A city of northeast New Jersey on Newark 
Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean, opposite Jersey City and west of New York 

City. It was settled by Puritans in 1666 and is today a heavily industrialized port of 

entry. Population, 275,221.  4. A city of central Ohio east of Columbus. It is an 

industrial and processing center in an area marked by notable earthworks erected 

by the Mound Builders. Population, 44,389. 

New Bed·ford (nu bHdùfNrd)  A city of southeast Massachusetts on Buzzards 

Bay east-southeast of Fall River. Settled in the mid-1600’s, it was a major whaling 

port in the first half of the 19th century. Fishing and diversified manufacturing 

are important to its economy. Population, 99,922. 

New Ber·lin (nu bûr-lVnù)  A city of southeast Wisconsin, a suburb of Mil-

waukee. Population, 33,592. 

New Bern (nu bûrn)  A city of eastern North Carolina on the Neuse River 

southeast of Raleigh. Settled in 1710 by Swiss and German colonists, it was an 

early colonial capital as the seat of royal governors (1770-1774) and site of the 

first provincial convention (1774). Population, 17,363. 

new blood (nu blƒd) n.  New people considered as a revitalizing force, as in 

an organization. 

New·bolt (nuùboltÙ, nyuù-), Sir Henry John. 1862-1938.  British writer and 

editor known for his patriotic poetry and naval histories. 

new·born (nuùbôrnÙ, nyuù-) adj.  1. Very recently born:  a newborn baby.  

2. Born anew:  newborn courage.   —  n.  A neonate. 

New Braun·fels (nu brounùfNlz)  A city of south-central Texas northeast of 

San Antonio. Founded by German immigrants, it has a textile industry. Popula-

tion, 27,334. 

New Brigh·ton (nu brXtùn)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a manufacturing 

suburb of Minneapolis-St. Paul. Population, 22,207. 

New Brit·ain1 (nu brVtùn)  A volcanic island of Papua New Guinea, in the 

southwest Pacific Ocean. The largest island in the Bismarck Archipelago, it was 

first visited and named by William Dampier in 1700 and was controlled by Ger-

many after 1884 and by Australia from 1920 until 1975, when Papua New Guinea 

achieved independence. 

New Brit·ain2 (nu brVtùn)  A city of central Connecticut south-southwest of 

Hartford. Tin and brass industries were established here in the 18th century. Pop-

ulation, 75,491. 

New Bruns·wick (nu brƒnzùwVk)  1.  Abbr. NB, N.B. A province of eastern 

Canada on the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Part of French Acadia and then the province 



of Nova Scotia, it became a separate province in 1784 after an influx of Loyalists 

from the newly independent United States. New Brunswick joined Nova Scotia, 

Quebec, and Ontario to form the confederated Dominion of Canada in 1867. 

Fredericton is the capital and St. John the largest city. Population, 696,405.  2. A 

city of central New Jersey on the Raritan River southwest of Newark. Settled in 

1681, it served as headquarters for both the British and Continental armies dur-

ing the American Revolution. Population, 41,711. 

New·burg also New·burgh (nuùbûrgÙ, nyuù-) adj.  Served in a rich sauce 

made of cream, egg yolks, butter, and sherry:  lobster Newburg; seafood Newburg.  

[Origin unknown.]

Newburgh  A city of southeast New York on the Hudson River south-south-

west of Poughkeepsie. Founded c. 1709, it was George Washington’s headquarters 

from April 1782 until August 1783. Population, 26,454. 

New·bur·y·port (nuùbN-rK-pôrtÙ, -portÙ, nyuù-)  A city of northeast Massa-

chusetts at the mouth of the Merrimack River east-northeast of Lawrence. Settled 

in 1635, it was a shipbuilding and whaling port in early times and is now a resort 

community with varied light industries. Population, 16,317. 

New Cal·e·do·ni·a (nu k4lÙV-doùnK-N, -donùyN)  A French overseas territory 

in the southwest Pacific Ocean consisting of the island of New Caledonia and 

several smaller islands. The island of New Caledonia was discovered and named 

by Capt. James Cook in 1774 and annexed by France in 1853. It was a penal col-

ony from 1864 to 1894. Nouméa is the territorial capital. Population, 145,368. 

New Ca·naan (nu k7ùnNn)  A town of southwest Connecticut north-north-

east of Stamford. It is mainly residential. Population, 17,864. 

New Cas·tile (nu k4s-tKlù)  A historical region of central Spain that combined 

with Old Castile to the north to form the kingdom of Castile. It was united with 

Aragon after the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella (1479). 

New·cas·tle (nuùk4sÙNl, nyuù-)  1. A town of southern Ontario, Canada, on 

Lake Ontario east of Toronto. It was established in a dairy and farm region. Popu-

lation, 32,229.  2.  Or New·cas·tle-un·der-Lyme (-ƒnÙdNr-lXmù). A municipal 

borough of west-central England south-southwest of Stoke. It has brick, tile, and 

clothing industries. Population, 74,200.  3.  Or Newcastle upon Tyne (tXn). A 

borough of northeast England on the Tyne River north of Leeds. Built on the site 

of a Roman military station, it became a coal-shipping port in the 13th century 

and was the principal center for coal exports after the 16th century. Its promi-

nence in the trade gave rise to the expression to carry coals to Newcastle, meaning 

“to do something superfluous or unnecessary.” Population, 285,300. 

New Cas·tle (nu k4sùNl)  1. A city of east-central Indiana south of Muncie. It 

is a trade center in an agricultural region. There are prehistoric mounds in the 

area. Population, 17,753.  2. A city of western Pennsylvania north-northwest of 



Pittsburgh. Various mineral deposits and manufactures are important to its econ-

omy. Population, 28,334. 

New·cas·tle-un·der-Lyme (nuùk4sÙNl-ƒnÙdNr-lXmù, nyuù-)  See Newcas-
tle (sense 2). 

Newcastle upon Tyne (nuùk4sÙNl N-pmnù tXn)  See Newcastle (sense 3). 

New Cit·y (nu sVtùK)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York 

on the western side of the Hudson River north of New York City. It is mainly resi-

dential. Population, 33,673. 

new-col·lar (nuùkmlÙNr, nyuù-) adj.  Of or relating to a class of workers 

between blue-collar and white-collar who hold primarily service and clerical jobs. 

New·comb (nuùkNm, nyuù-), Simon. 1835-1909.  American astronomer 

who updated the tables indicating the position of the moon, the planets, and 

important stars. 

new·com·er (nuùkƒmÙNr, nyuù-) n.  One who has only recently arrived. 

New Criticism (nu krVtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  A method of literary evaluation and 

interpretation practiced chiefly in the mid-20th century that emphasizes close 

examination of a text with minimum regard for the biographical or historical cir-

cumstances in which it was produced.   —New Critic n. 

New Deal (nu dKl) n.  1. The programs and policies to promote economic 

recovery and social reform introduced during the 1930’s by President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt.  2. The period during which these programs and policies were devel-

oped.   —New Dealer n. 

New Del·hi (nu dHlùK)  The capital of India, in the north-central part of the 

country south of Delhi. It was constructed between 1912 and 1929 to replace Cal-

cutta as the capital of British India and officially inaugurated in 1931. New Delhi 

is also a trade center and transportation hub. Population, 273,036. 

new·el (nuùNl, nyuù-) n.  1. A vertical support at the center of a circular stair-

case.  2. A post that supports a handrail at the bottom or at the landing of a stair-

case.  [Middle English nouel, niewel, from Old French noiel, from Vulgar Latin 

*nodellus, little knot, diminutive of Latin nodulus, diminutive of nodus, knot. See 

NODE.]

New Eng·land (nu VngùglNnd) Abbr. NE, N.E.  A region of the northeast 

United States comprising the modern-day states of Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island.   —New Engùland·er n. 

New England boiled dinner (nu VngùglNnd boild dVnùNr) n.  A dish con-

sisting of meat simmered with carrots, potatoes, and cabbage. 

New England clam chowder (nu VngùglNnd kl4m chouùdNr) n.  A thick 

soup made with clams, onions, salt pork, potatoes, and milk. 

New England Range (nu VngùglNnd r7nj)  A mountain range and plateau 

of southeast Australia in the northern part of the Great Dividing Range. 

New English (nu VngùglVsh) n.  See Modern English. 



New English Bible (nu VngùglVsh bXùbNl) n.  A modern translation of the 

Bible prepared by a British interdenominational team and published in 1970. 

Newf. abbr.  Newfoundland. 

new·fan·gled (nuùf4ngùgNld, nyuù-) adj.  1. New and often needlessly 

novel.  See Synonyms at new.  2. Fond of novelty.  [Middle English newfanglyd, 

fond of novelty, alteration of neufangel : new, new; see NEW + *-fangel, taken; see 

pag- in Appendix.] —newùfanùgled·ness n. 

new-fash·ioned (nuùf4shÙNnd, nyuù-) adj.  1. Up-to-date; current.  

2. Created in a new form or fashion. 

New For·est (nu fôrùVst, fmrù-)  A region of southern England. Set aside as a 

hunting ground by William the Conqueror in 1079, it is mostly administrated as 

public parkland. 

new·found (nuùfoundÙ, nyuù-) adj.  Recently discovered:  a newfound pas-

time. 

New·found·land1 (nuùfNn-lNnd, -l4ndÙ, -fNnd-, nyuù-) Abbr. NF, Newf., 
Nfld.  A province of eastern Canada including the island of Newfoundland 

and nearby islands and the mainland area of Labrador with its adjacent islands. 

Newfoundland joined the confederation in 1949. Vikings probably visited the 

region c. 1000, but the area was not known to European fishermen and explorers 

until John Cabot’s voyages in the late 15th century. England claimed Newfound-

land in 1583, although the claims were disputed by France until the Treaty of 

Paris (1763). The province of Quebec continued to claim Labrador until 1927. St. 

John’s is the capital and the largest city. Population, 567,681.   —Newù-
found·land·er n. 

New·found·land2 (nuùfNn-lNnd, nyuù-) n.  Any of a breed of large, strong 

dog developed in Newfoundland and having a thick, usually black coat. 

New France (nu fr4ns)  The possessions of France in North America from 

the 16th century until the Treaty of Paris (1763), when the French holdings were 

awarded to Great Britain and Spain. At its greatest extent it included much of 

southeast Canada, the Great Lakes region, and the Mississippi Valley. British and 

French rivalry for control of the territory led to the four conflicts known collec-

tively in the New World as the French and Indian Wars (1689-1763). 

New Geor·gia Island (nu jôrùjN XùlNnd)  An island of the Solomon Islands 

in the southwest Pacific Ocean. It was occupied by the Japanese in 1942 and 

recaptured by the Allies in August 1943. 

New Gra·na·da (nu grN-näùdN)  A former Spanish colony of northern South 

America including present-day Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, and Venezuela. It 

was under Spanish rule from the 1530’s to 1819. 

New Greek (nu grKk) n.  See Modern Greek. 
New Guin·ea (nu gVnùK)  An island in the southwest Pacific Ocean north of 

Australia. The western half is part of Indonesia, and the eastern half forms the 



major portion of Papua New Guinea. It was probably first sighted by the Portu-

guese in 1511 and named for the Guinea coast of western Africa.   —New 
Guinùe·an adj.  & n. 

New Guinea, Trust Territory of. (nu gVnùK)  A former trust territory of 

Australia consisting of northeast New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, and 

Bougainville in the Solomon Islands. It was placed under Australian jurisdiction 

after World War II and was gradually broken up between 1963 and 1973. 

New Hamp·shire (nu h4mpùshNr, -shîrÙ, h4mù-) Abbr. NH, N.H.  A state of 

the northeast United States between Vermont and Maine. It was admitted as one 

of the original Thirteen Colonies in 1788. First explored in 1603, it was settled by 

colonists from Massachusetts during the 1620’s and 1630’s and became a separate 

colony in 1741. New Hampshire was the first colony to declare its independence 

from Great Britain and the first to establish its own government (January 1776). 

Concord is the capital and Manchester the largest city. Population, 1,113,915.   
—New Hampùshir·iteÙ n. 

New Har·mo·ny (nu härùmN-nK)  A village of southwest Indiana on the 

Wabash River west-northwest of Evansville. It was founded in 1814 by the Har-

mony Society led by George Rapp and was the site (1825-1828) of a utopian com-

munity established by Robert Owen. The colony was known for its progressive 

educational, intellectual, and scientific ideas. Population, 945. 

New Ha·ven (nu h7ÙvNn)  A city of southern Connecticut on Long Island 

Sound northeast of Bridgeport. Settled 1637-1638 by Puritans, it was the center 

of a theocratic colony that was joined with Connecticut in 1664. From 1701 to 

1875 it was joint capital with Hartford. New Haven is the seat of Yale University, 

founded in 1701 and moved here permanently in 1716. Population, 130,474. 

New Hebrew (nu hKùbru) n.  The Hebrew language as used from the mid-

18th century until 1948.  Also called Modern Hebrew 

New Heb·ri·des (nu hHbùrV-dKzÙ)  See Vanuatu. 
New Hope (nu hop)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a residential suburb of 

Minneapolis. Population, 21,853. 

New·house (nuùhousÙ, nyuù-), S(amuel) I(rving). 1895-1979.  American 

publisher who built and controlled a vast media conglomerate, based on 31 news-

papers nationwide. 

New I·be·ri·a (nu X-bîrùK-N)  A city of southern Louisiana southwest of Baton 

Rouge. Settled by Acadians after c. 1765, it is a processing and shipping center. 

Population, 31,828. 

New·ing·ton (nuùVng-tNn, nyuù-)  A town of north-central Connecticut 

southwest of Hartford. It is mainly residential. Population, 29,208. 

New Ire·land (nu XrùlNnd)  A volcanic island of the southwest Pacific Ocean 

in the Bismarck Archipelago. First sighted in 1616, it was thought to be part of the 



island of New Britain until 1797. New Ireland was a German protectorate from 

1884 to 1914 and now belongs to Papua New Guinea. 

new·ish (nuùVsh, nyuù-) adj.  Fairly new. 

New Jer·sey (nu jûrùzK) Abbr. NJ, N.J.  A state of the east-central United 

States on the Atlantic Ocean. It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen Col-

onies in 1787. The region was settled by Dutch and Swedish colonists in the 1620’s 

and 1630’s, was ceded to the English as part of New Netherland in 1664, and 

became a royal province in 1702. The colony was strategically important in the 

American Revolution and was the site of a number of major battles, including the 

engagements at Trenton, Princeton, and Monmouth. Trenton is the capital and 

Newark the largest city. Population, 7,748,634.   —New Jerùsey·iteÙ n. 

New Je·ru·sa·lem (nu jN-ruùsN-lNm, -zN-) n.  1. Theology. The final resting 

place of souls redeemed by Jesus.  2. An ideal community on earth. 

New Journalism (nu jûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  Journalism that is characterized by 

the reporter’s subjective interpretations and often features fictional dramatized 

elements to emphasize personal involvement.   —New Journalist n. 

New Ken·sing·ton (nu kHnùzVng-tNn)  A city of southwest Pennsylvania on 

the Allegheny River east-northeast of Pittsburgh. Aluminum products were first 

manufactured here in 1892. Population, 15,894. 

New Kingdom (nu kVngùdNm)  Ancient Egypt during the XVIII-XX Dynas-

ties, from c. 1580 to 1090 B.C. The New Kingdom was noted for its territorial 

expansion and richness of art and architecture under rulers such as Amenhotep 

III and Rameses II. 

New Latin (nu l4tùn) n.  Latin as used since about 1500. 

New Left (nu lHft) n.  A political movement originating in the United States in 

the 1960’s, especially among college students, marked by active advocacy of radi-

cal changes in government, politics, and society.   —New Leftist n. 

New Lon·don (nu lƒnùdNn)  A city of southeast Connecticut at the mouth of 

the Thames River near Long Island Sound. Laid out by John Winthrop in 1646, it 

was an important whaling center during the 19th century and is today the site of a 

U.S. submarine base. Population, 28,540. 

new·ly (nuùlK, nyuù-) adv.  1. Not long ago; recently:  newly baked bread.  

2. Once more; anew:  a newly painted room.  3. In a new or different way; freshly:  

an old idea newly phrased. 

new·ly·wed (nuùlK-wHdÙ, nyuù-) n.  A person recently married. 

New·man (nuùmNn, nyuù-), John Henry. 1801-1890.  British prelate and 

theologian. A founder of the Oxford movement, he converted to Roman Catholi-

cism (1845) and was made a cardinal (1879). 

New·mar·ket (nuùmärÙkVt, nyuù-)  1. A town of southeast Ontario, Canada, 

north of Toronto. It is an industrial community. Population, 29,753.  2. An urban 



district of eastern England east of Cambridge. It has been a center for horseracing 

since the early 17th century. Population, 16,235. 

new math (nu m4th) n.  Mathematics taught in elementary and secondary 

schools that constructs mathematical relationships from set theory.  Also called 

new mathematics 

New Mex·i·co (nu mHkùsV-koÙ) Abbr. NM, N.M., N.Mex.  A state of the 

southwest United States on the Mexican border. It was admitted as the 47th state 

in 1912. Site of prehistoric cultures that long preceded the Pueblo civilization 

encountered by the Spanish in the 16th century, the region was governed as a 

province of Mexico after 1821 and ceded to the United States by the Treaty of 

Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. The original territory (established 1850) included 

Arizona and part of Colorado and was enlarged by the Gadsden Purchase of 1853. 

Sante Fe is the capital and Albuquerque the largest city. Population, 1,521,779.   
—New Mexùi·can adj.  & n. 

New Mil·ford (nu mVlùfNrd)  1. A town of western Connecticut on the Hou-

satonic River north-northeast of Danbury. Founded in the early 1700’s, it is a 

manufacturing center in a summer resort region. Population, 23,629.  2. A bor-

ough of northeast New Jersey east-northeast of Paterson. Settled in 1695 by 

French Huguenots, it is primarily residential. Population, 15,990. 

new moon (nu mun) n.  1. The phase of the moon occurring when it passes 

between the earth and the sun and is invisible or visible only as a narrow crescent 

at sunset.  2. The crescent moon. 

New Neth·er·land (nu nHthùNr-lNnd)  A Dutch colony in North America 

along the Hudson and lower Delaware rivers. The first settlement was made at 

Fort Orange (now Albany, New York) in 1624, although the colony centered on 

New Amsterdam at the tip of Manhattan Island after 1625-1626. New Netherland 

was annexed by the English and renamed New York in 1664. 

New Norwegian (nu nôr-wKùjNn) n.  A Norwegian national standard lan-

guage based on the spoken, especially rural dialects, devised in 1853 and recog-

nized as a second national language in 1885.  Also called Landsmål, Nynorsk. 

New Or·leans (nu ôrùlK-Nnz, ôrùlNnz, ôr-lKnzù)  A city of southeast Louisiana 

between the Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain. Founded in 1718, it 

became the capital of a French colony in 1722 and passed to the United States as 

part of the Louisiana Purchase of 1803. French influence continued to dominate 

the city, however, especially in the Vieux Carré and in the celebration of Mardi 

Gras. New Orleans is the largest city in Louisiana. Population, 496,938.   —New 
Or·leaùni·an (ôr-lKùnK-Nn, -lKnùyNn) n. 

new penny (nu pHnùK) n.  See penny (n., sense 3a). 

New Phil·a·del·phi·a (nu fVlÙN-dHlùfK-N)  A city of northeast central Ohio 

south of Canton. Ceramics and machinery are among its manufactures. Popula-

tion, 15,698. 



New·port (nuùpôrtÙ, -portÙ, nyuù-)  1. A municipal borough of southern 

England. It is the administrative and commercial center of the Isle of Wight in the 

English Channel. Population, 23,570.  2. A city of northern Kentucky on the 

Ohio River opposite Cincinnati, Ohio. Laid out in 1791, it is an industrial center. 

Population, 18,871.  3. A city of southeast Rhode Island at the mouth of Nar-

ragansett Bay south-southeast of Providence. Settled in 1639, it was an important 

economic center in pre-Revolutionary times and in the 19th century became a 

fashionable summer resort where the wealthy built palatial “cottages” such as the 

Breakers and Marble House. The mansions and restored colonial buildings still 

attract tourists to the city, as do its tennis museum and yachting facilities. Popula-

tion, 28,227.  4. A borough of southeast Wales on an inlet of the Severn estuary 

northeast of Cardiff. It is an industrial and manufacturing center. Population, 

134,200. 

Newport Beach (nuùpôrtÙ bKch)  A city of southern California on the 

Pacific Ocean south of Santa Ana. It is a popular seaside and yachting resort. Pop-

ulation, 66,643. 

Newport News (nuùpôrtÙ nuz)  An independent city of southeast Virginia 

at the mouth of the James River off Hampton Roads north-northwest of Norfolk. 

Settled c. 1620, it gained economic importance with the beginning of its ship-

building industry in the 1880’s. Population, 170,045. 

New Prov·i·dence (nu prmvùV-dNns)  An island of the Bahamas in the West 

Indies. Nassau is on the island, which is a popular tourist resort. 

New River (nu rVvùNr)  A river of the southeast United States flowing about 

515 km (320 mi) from the Blue Ridge in northwest North Carolina northeast 

across southwest Virginia then northwest to the Allegheny Plateau in south-cen-

tral West Virginia. 

New Ro·chelle (nu rN-shHlù, ro-)  A city of southeast New York on Long 

Island Sound east of Mount Vernon. Settled by Huguenots in 1688, it is mainly 

residential with some light industry. Population, 67,265. 

news (nuz, nyuz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. a. Information about recent 

events or happenings, especially as reported by newspapers, periodicals, radio, or 

television.  b. A presentation of such information, as in a newspaper or on a 

newscast.   2. New information of any kind:  The requirement was news to him.  

3. Newsworthy material: “a public figure on a scale unimaginable in America; 

whatever he did was news” (James Atlas).  [Middle English newes, new things, tid-

ings, pl. of newe, new thing, new. See NEW.] —newsùless adj.  

SYNONYMS: news, advice, intelligence, tidings, word. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “information about hitherto unknown events and hap-

penings”: just heard the good news; sent advice that the mortgage would be fore-

closed; a source of intelligence about the negotiations; tidings of victory; received word



of the senator’s death. 

WORD HISTORY: If you take the first letters of the directions North, East,

West, and South, it is true that you have the letters of the word news, but it is not

true that you have the etymology of news, contrary to what has often been

thought. The history of the word is much less clever than this and not at all un-

expected. News is simply the plural of the noun new, which we use, for example,

in the adage “Out with the old, in with the new.” The first recorded user of this

plural to mean “tidings” may have been James I of Scotland; a work possibly writ-

ten by him around 1437 contains the words “Awak... I bring The [thee] newis

[news] glad.” It is pleasant to see that the first news was good. However, his de-

scendant James I of England is the first person recorded (1616) to have said “No

newis is better than evill newis,” or as we would put it, “No news is good news.”

news agency (nuz 7ùjNn-sK) n.  An organization that provides news coverage 

to subscribers, as to newspapers or periodicals.  Also called press agency, press asso-

ciation. 

news·boy (nuzùboiÙ, nyuzù-) n.  A boy who sells or delivers newspapers. 

news·break (nuzùbr7kÙ, nyuzù-) n.  1. An urgent or immediate item of 

news.  2. The act or an instance of interrupting previously scheduled radio or 

television programming in order to report a newsworthy event or story.  Also 

called news flash 

news·cast (nuzùk4stÙ, nyuzù-) n.  A radio or television broadcast of the news.  

[NEWS + (BROAD)CAST.] —newsùcastÙer n. 

news conference (nuz kmnùfNr-Nns) n.  See press conference. 
news flash (nuz fl4sh) n.  See newsbreak. 
news·gath·er·ing (nuzùg4thÙNr-Vng, nyuzù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or involv-

ing the research and reportage of news:  a worldwide newsgathering operation.   
—newsùgathÙer·ing n. 

news·girl (nuzùgûrlÙ, nyuzù-) n.  A girl who sells or delivers newspapers. 

New Si·be·ri·an Islands (nu sX-bîrùK-Nn XùlNndz)  An archipelago of north-

east Russia in the Arctic Ocean between the Laptev and East Siberian seas. Discov-

ered in the 1770’s, they are used for meteorological and other scientific stations. 

news·let·ter (nuzùlHtÙNr, nyuzù-) n.  A printed report giving news or infor-

mation of interest to a special group. 

news·mag·a·zine (nuzùm4gÙN-zKnÙ, nyuzù-) n.  A magazine, usually pub-

lished weekly, that contains reports and analyses of current events. 

news·mak·er (nuzùm7ÙkNr, nyuzù-) n.  One that is newsworthy. 

news·man (nuzùm4nÙ, -mNn, nyuzù-) n.  A man who gathers, reports, or 

edits news. 

news·mon·ger (nuzùmƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-, nyuzù-) n.  One who spreads 

news, especially a gossip. 



New Spain (nu sp7n)  1. A former Spanish viceroyalty (1521-1821) in North 

America, including the southwest United States, Mexico, Central America north 

of Panama, and some West Indian islands. It also included the islands of the Phil-

ippines and was administered from Mexico City.  2. The former Spanish posses-

sions in the New World. At its greatest extent, New Spain comprised South 

America (except Brazil), Central America, Mexico, the West Indies, Florida, and 

much of the land west of the Mississippi River. 

news·pa·per (nuzùp7ÙpNr, nyuzù-) n.  1. A publication, usually issued daily 

or weekly, containing current news, editorials, feature articles, and usually adver-

tising.  2.  See newsprint.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a newspaper reporter; newspaper sales. 

news·pa·per·ing (nuzùp7ÙpNr-Vng, nyuzù-) n.  Journalism. 

news·pa·per·man (nuzùp7ÙpNr-m4nÙ, nyuzù-) n.  1. A man who owns or 

publishes a newspaper.  2. A man who is a newspaper reporter, writer, or editor. 

news·pa·per·wom·an (nuzùp7ÙpNr-wtmÙNn, nyuzù-) n.  1. A woman 

who owns or publishes a newspaper.  2. A woman who is a newspaper reporter, 

writer, or editor. 

new·speak (nuùspKkÙ, nyuù-) n.  Deliberately ambiguous and contradictory 

language used to mislead and manipulate the public.  [From Newspeak, a lan-

guage invented by George Orwell in the novel 1984.]

news·peo·ple (nuzùpKÙpNl, nyuzù-) pl.n.  Newspersons considered as a 

group. 

news·per·son (nuzùpûrÙsNn, nyuzù-) n.  A newsman or a newswoman. 

news·print (nuzùprVntÙ, nyuzù-) n.  Inexpensive paper made from wood 

pulp and used chiefly for printing newspapers.  Also called newspaper 

news·reel (nuzùrKlÙ, nyuzù-) n.  A short film dealing with recent or current 

events. 

news release (nuz rV-lKsù) n.  A prepared publicity or news announcement; a 

handout. 

news·room (nuzùrumÙ, -rtmÙ, nyuzù-) n.  A room, as in a newspaper 

office or radio or television station, where news stories are written and edited. 

news·stand (nuzùst4ndÙ, nyuzù-) n.  An open booth or stand at which news-

papers and periodicals are sold. 

New Style (nu stXl) n.  Abbr. N.S. The current method of reckoning the 

months and days of the year according to the Gregorian calendar. 

New Swe·den (nu swKdùn)  A Swedish colony in North America on the Del-

aware River. Founded in 1638, it included parts of present-day Pennsylvania, New 

Jersey, and Delaware. The Dutch under Peter Stuyvesant took the colony in 1655. 

news·week·ly (nuzùwKkÙlK, nyuzù-) n.  pl. news·week·lies. A weekly 

newsmagazine or newspaper that reports current events. 



news·wom·an (nuzùwtmÙNn, nyuzù-) n.  A woman who gathers, reports, 

or edits news. 

news·wor·thy (nuzùwûrÙthK, nyuzù-) adj.  news·wor·thi·er, 
news·wor·thi·est. Of sufficient interest or importance to the public to warrant 

reporting in the media.   —newsùworÙthi·ness n. 

news·y (nuùzK, nyuù-) adj.  news·i·er, news·i·est. Informal. Full of news; 

informative.   —newsùi·ness n. 

newt (nut, nyut) n.  Any of several small, slender, often brightly colored sala-

manders of the genus Triturus and related genera, living chiefly on land but 

becoming aquatic during the breeding season.  [Middle English neute, from the 

phrase an eute, variant of evete, from Old English efete.]

New Testament (nu tHsùtN-mNnt) n.  Bible. 1.  Abbr. New Test., NT, N.T. 
The Gospels, Acts, Pauline and other Epistles, and the Book of Revelation, 

together viewed by Christians as forming the record of the new dispensation 

belonging to the Church.  2. The Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and the Book of Revela-

tion, together viewed by Christians as forming the record of the new dispensation 

belonging to the Church.  See Table at Bible. 
New Thought (nu thôt) n.  A modern religious movement that emphasizes 

spiritual healing and the creative power of positive thought. 

new·ton (nutùn, nyutùn) n.  Abbr. N In the meter-kilogram-second system, 

the unit of force required to accelerate a mass of one kilogram one meter per sec-

ond per second, equal to 100,000 dynes.  See Table at measurement.  [After Sir 

Isaac NEWTON.]

New·ton (nutùn, nyutùn)  1. A city of south-central Iowa east-northeast of 

Des Moines. It is an industrial center. Population, 15,292.  2. A city of south-cen-

tral Kansas north of Wichita. Russian Mennonites settled here in the early 1870’s. 

Population, 16,700.  3. A city of eastern Massachusetts, a mainly residential sub-

urb of Boston. The city comprises a number of villages, including Newton Cor-
ner, Newton Center, Newton Upper Falls, and Newton Lower Falls. 
Population 82,585. 

New·ton (nutùn, nyutùn), Sir Isaac. 1642-1727.  English mathematician and 

scientist who invented differential calculus and formulated the theories of univer-

sal gravitation, terrestrial mechanics, and color. His treatise on gravitation, pre-

sented in Principia Mathematica (1687), was supposedly inspired by the sight of a 

falling apple.   —New·toùni·an adj. 

new town (nu toun) n.  A planned urban community designed for self-suffi-

ciency and providing housing, educational, commercial, and recreational facili-

ties for its residents. 

New·town (nuùtounÙ, nyuù-)  A town of southwest Connecticut on the 

Housatonic River east-northeast of Danbury. It is a manufacturing center in a 

farm and dairy region. Population, 20,779. 



New·town·ab·bey (nutÙn-4bùK, nyutÙ-)  An urban district of eastern 

Northern Ireland, an industrial and residential suburb of Belfast. Population, 

72,400. 

new wave (nu w7v) n.  1.  Often New Wave. A movement in French cin-

ema in the 1960’s, led by directors such as Jean Luc Godard and François Truffaut, 

that abandoned traditional narrative techniques in favor of greater use of sym-

bolism and abstraction and dealt with themes of social alienation, psychopathol-

ogy, and sexual love.  Also called nouvelle vague 2. An avant-garde or 

experimental movement, as in the arts.  3. Music. An emotionally detached style 

of rock music marked by the use of synthesized sound and a repetitive beat.  

[Translation of French nouvelle vague : nouvelle, new + vague, wave.]

New West·min·ster (nu wHst-mVnùstNr)  A city of southwest British Colum-

bia, Canada, a suburb of Vancouver on the Fraser River. It was the capital of the 

province from 1860 to 1866. Population, 38,550. 

New World (nu wûrld)  The Western Hemisphere. The term was first used by 

the Italian historian Peter Martyr (1457-1526), whose De Rebus Oceanicis et Novo 

Orbe (1516) chronicled the discovery of America. 

New Year (nu yîr) n.  The first day or days of the calendar year. 

New Year’s Day (nu yîrz d7) n.  January 1, the first day of the year, cele-

brated as a holiday in many countries. 

New Year’s Eve (nu yîrz Kv) n.  The eve of New Year’s Day. 

New York (nu yôrk) Abbr. NY, N.Y.  1. A state of the northeast United States. 

It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen Colonies in 1788. First explored by 

Samuel de Champlain and Henry Hudson, the region was claimed by the Dutch 

in 1624 but fell to the English in 1664-1667. The building of the Erie Canal and 

railroad lines in the 1820’s and 1830’s led to development of the western part of 

the state and great economic prosperity, establishing New York City as the finan-

cial center of the nation. Albany is the capital and New York City the largest 

metropolis. Population, 18,044,505.  2.  Or New York City. A city of southern 

New York on New York Bay at the mouth of the Hudson River. Founded by the 

Dutch as New Amsterdam, it was renamed by the English in honor of the Duke of 

York. It is the largest city in the country and a financial, cultural, trade, shipping, 

and communications center. Originally consisting only of Manhattan Island, it 

was rechartered in 1898 to include the five present-day boroughs of Manhattan, 

the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten Island. Population, 7,322,564.   —New 
Yorkùer n. 

New York aster (nu yôrk 4sùtNr) n.  A wild aster (Aster novi-belgi) of eastern 

North America, with pointed leaves and bluish-violet flowers. 

New York Bay (nu yôrk b7)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean at the mouth of 

the Hudson River between western Long Island and northeast New Jersey. It is 



divided into Upper New York Bay and Lower New York Bay by the Nar-

rows. 

New York City (nu yôrk sVtùK) Abbr. NYC, N.Y.C.  See New York (sense 2). 

New York minute (nu yôrk mVnùVt) n.  Slang. An extremely short period of 

time: “If we could find [a merger in another city] that would work as well, we’d do 

it in a New York minute” (Jonathan Golden). 

New York State Barge Canal (nu yôrk st7t bärj kN-n4lù)  A system of 

inland waterways, about 845 km (525 mi) long, traversing New York State and 

connecting the Great Lakes with the Hudson River and Lake Champlain. Autho-

rized in 1903 as a modification and expansion of the Erie Canal, it was begun in 

1905 and completed in 1918. 

New Zea·land (nu zKùlNnd) Abbr. N.Z.  An island country in the southern 

Pacific Ocean southeast of Australia. Discovered by Abel Tasman in 1642, the 

islands were visited and explored by Capt. James Cook four times between 1769 

and 1777. The first settlements were made in 1840 by the British, who claimed the 

region as a crown colony. New Zealand was set off from Australia in 1841, 

received dominion status in 1907, and became fully independent in 1931. Well-

ington is the capital and Auckland the largest city. Population, 3,265,300.   
—New Zeaùland·er n. 

NEX abbr.  Navy exchange. 

next (nHkst) adj.  1. Nearest in space or position; adjacent:  the next room.  

2. Immediately following, as in time, order, or sequence:  next week; the next item 

on the list.   —  adv.  1. In the time, order, or place nearest or immediately follow-

ing:  reading this book next; our next oldest child.  2. On the first subsequent occa-

sion:  when next I write.   —  n.  The next person or thing:  The next will be better.   
—idiom. next to. 1. Adjacent to:  the car next to hers.  2. Following in order or 

degree:  Next to skiing, she likes hiking.  3. Almost; practically:  next to impossible.  

[Middle English nexte, from Old English nXehsta, nKhst, superlative of nKah, near. 

See nKhw-iz in Appendix.]

next door (nHkst dôr) adv.  To or in the adjacent house, building, apartment, or 

room.   —nextù-doorù (nHkstùdôrù, -dorù) adj. 

next friend (nHkst frHnd) n.  Law. A person appointed by or admitted to a 

court to act in behalf of a minor or other party under legal disability. 

next of kin (nHkst ƒv kVn) n.  pl. next of kin. 1. The person or persons most 

closely related by blood to another person.  2. Law. a. The closest relative of a 

deceased person.  b. (used with a pl. verb). The relative or relatives entitled to 

share in the personal property of one who dies intestate.  

nex·us (nHkùsNs) n.  pl. nexus or nex·us·es. 1. A means of connection; a link 

or tie: “this nexus between New York’s... real-estate investors and its... politicians” 

(Wall Street Journal).  2. A connected series or group.  3. The core or center: “The 



real nexus of the money culture [was] Wall Street” (Bill Barol).  [Latin, past partici-

ple of nectere, to bind. See ned- in Appendix.]

Ney (n7), Michel Duc d’Elchingen and Prince de la Moskowa. 1769-1815.  

French marshal who brilliantly commanded the rear guard in Napoleon I’s retreat 

from Moscow (1812) and later deserted Louis XVIII to aid Napoleon at Waterloo 

(1815). 

Ne·ya·ga·wa (nHÙyN-gäùwN)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, a commercial 

suburb of Osaka. Population, 258,230. 

Nez Perce (nHzù pûrsù, nHsù) also Nez Per·cé (pNr-s7ù) n.  pl. Nez Perce or 

Nez Per·ces (pûrùsVz) also Nez Percé  or Nez Per·cés (-s7zù). 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting the lower Snake River and its tributaries in 

western Idaho, northeast Oregon, and southeast Washington, with present-day 

populations in western Idaho and northeast Washington.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Sahaptian language of the Nez Perce.  [French Nez-Percé : nez, 

nose + percé, past participle of percer, to pierce.]

NF abbr.  1. N.F.. National Formulary.  2. Neurofibromatosis.  3. Newfoundland. 

n/f abbr.  No funds. 

NFC abbr.  Sports. National Football Conference. 

NFL abbr.  Sports. National Football League. 

Nfld. abbr.  Newfoundland. 

ng abbr.  Nanogram. 

NG  or N.G. abbr.  1. National Guard.  2. No good.  3. Natural gas. 

Nga·mi (Nng-gäùmK), Lake. A lake of northern Botswana north of the Kalahari 

Desert. The marshy lake covered an extensive area during the Pleistocene epoch 

but was greatly reduced in size during the 1880’s, when papyrus growth blocked 

the mouth of its main tributary. 

n’ga·na (nN-gäùnN) n.  Variant of nagana. 
NGF abbr.  Nerve growth factor. 

NGU abbr.  Nongonococcal urethritis. 

ngul·trum (Nng-gƒlùtrNm) n.  A basic unit of currency in Bhutan.  See Table at 

currency.  [Bhutanese.]

Ngu·ni (Nng-guùnK) n.  pl. Nguni or Ngu·nis. 1. A member of a group of peo-

ples of southern and southeast Africa, including the Swazi, Ndebele, Xhosa, and 

Zulu.  2. Any of the Bantu languages of the Nguni. 

ngwee (Nng-gwKù) n.  pl. ngwee. A unit of currency in Zambia.  See Table at 

currency.  [Nyanja, bright, ngwee.]

NH  or N.H. abbr.  New Hampshire. 

NHI abbr.  National Health Insurance. 

NHL abbr.  Sports. National Hockey League. 

NHS abbr.  National Health Service. 

Ni  The symbol for the element nickel (n., sense 1). 



ni·a·cin (nXùN-sVn) n.  A white crystalline acid, C5H4NCOOH, that is a compo-

nent of the vitamin B complex found in meat, wheat germ, dairy products, and 

yeast and is used to treat and prevent pellagra.  Also called nicotinic acid 

[NI(COTINIC) AC(ID) + -IN.]

Ni·ag·a·ra (nX-4gùrN, -Nr-N) n.  A torrent or flood: “engulfed by the Niagara of 

Americanisms that flowed over them” (Wall Street Journal).  [After Niagara 
(Falls)1.]

Ni·ag·a·ra Falls1 (nX-4gùrN fôlz, -Nr-N)  Falls in the Niagara River between the 

cities of Niagara Falls, New York, and Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada. The falls 

are divided by Goat Island into the American Falls, 50.9 m (167 ft) high, and the 

Canadian, or Horseshoe, Falls, 48.2 m (158 ft) high. 

Ni·ag·a·ra Falls2 (nX-4gùrN fôlz, -Nr-N)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, 

on the Niagara River opposite Niagara Falls, New York. It is a port of entry and an 

important industrial center. Population, 70,960.  2. A city of western New York 

on the Niagara River north-northwest of Buffalo. Occupied by the French in the 

1680’s, captured by the British in 1759, and settled by Americans in 1805, it was 

held by the British during the War of 1812. Tourism is a mainstay of its economy. 

Population, 61,840. 

Ni·ag·a·ra River (nX-4gùrN rVvùNr, -Nr-N)  A river flowing about 55 km (34 mi) 

from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario. It forms part of the boundary between western 

New York and Ontario, Canada. 

Nia·mey (nK-äùm7, nyä-m7ù)  The capital and largest city of Niger, in the south-

west part of the country on the Niger River. It is an important commercial center. 

Population, 399,100. 

nib (nVb) n.  1. a. The sharpened point of a quill pen.  b. A tapered point of a 

pen, designed to be inserted into a penholder or fountain pen.   2. A sharp point 

or tip.  3. A bird’s beak or bill.  [Alteration of NEB.]

nib·ble (nVbùNl) v.  nib·bled, nib·bling, nib·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bite at gently 

and repeatedly.  2. To eat with small, quick bites or in small morsels:  nibble a 

cracker.  3. To wear away or diminish bit by bit: “If you start compromising too 

early... they nibble you to death” (People).   —  v.  intr. To take small or hesitant 

bites:  fish nibbling at the bait.   —  n.  1. A very small quantity, especially of food; 

a morsel.  2. The act or an instance of nibbling.  [Middle English nebyllen;; akin 

to Low German nibbelen.]

Ni·be·lung (nKùbN-ltngÙ) n.  Mythology. 1. Any of a race of subterranean 

dwarfs whose hoard of riches and magic ring were taken from them by Siegfried.  

2. A follower of Siegfried.  3. One of the Burgundian kings in the Nibelungenlied.  

[German, from Middle High German Nibelunc, from Old High German Nibu-

lunc, Nibilung.]



Ni·be·lung·en·lied (nKùbN-ltngÙNn-lKdÙ) n.  Mythology. A Middle High Ger-

man epic poem written in the early 13th century and based on the legends of 

Siegfried and of the Burgundian kings. 

nib·lick (nVbùlVk) n.  Sports. An iron-headed golf club with the face slanted at a 

greater angle than any other iron except a wedge; a nine iron.  [Origin unknown.]

nibs (nVbz) n.  Informal. A person in authority, especially one who is self-impor-

tant. Used with his or her:  His nibs says we must do it.  [Perhaps alteration of 

NOB
2.]

Nic. abbr.  Nicaragua. 

Ni·cae·a (nX-sKùN)  An ancient city of Bithynia in northwest Asia Minor. Dating 

from the fourth century B.C., it flourished during Roman times. The Nicene 

Creed was adopted at an ecumenical council convened here by Constantine I in 

A.D. 325.   —Ni·caeùan adj. 

Nic·a·ra·gua (nVkÙN-räùgwN) Abbr. Nic.  A country of Central America on the 

Caribbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean. Its Caribbean coastline was discovered by 

Columbus in 1502, and the first settlements were made by the Spanish in 1524. 

Nicaragua was ruled as part of Guatemala until it declared its independence from 

Spain in 1821. Since its designation as a republic in 1838, Nicaragua has had a tur-

bulent history, with frequent intervention by foreign powers. Managua is the cap-

ital and the largest city. Population, 2,823,979.   —NiÙca·raùguan adj.  & n. 

Nicaragua, Lake.  The largest lake of Central America, in southwest Nicaragua. 

The freshwater lake contains fish, such as tuna and sharks, usually found only in 

salt water because it was part of the Caribbean Sea until landmasses rose around it 

in prehistoric times. 

nic·co·lite (nVkùN-lXtÙ) n.  A nickel ore, essentially nickel arsenide, NiAs, found in 

America and Europe.  [New Latin niccolum, nickel (perhaps from Swedish nickel); 

see NICKEL + -ITE
1.]

nice (nXs) adj.  nic·er, nic·est. 1. Pleasing and agreeable in nature:  had a nice 

time.  2. Having a pleasant or attractive appearance:  a nice dress; a nice face.  

3. Exhibiting courtesy and politeness:  a nice gesture.  4. Of good character and 

reputation; respectable.  5. Overdelicate or fastidious; fussy.  6. Showing or 

requiring great precision or sensitive discernment; subtle:  a nice distinction; a nice 

sense of style.  7. Done with delicacy and skill:  a nice bit of craft.  8. Used as an 

intensive with and:  nice and warm.  9. Obsolete. a. Wanton; profligate: “For when 

mine hours/Were nice and lucky, men did ransom lives/Of me for jests” (Shakes-

peare).  b. Affectedly modest; coy: “Ere... /The nice Morn on th’ Indian steep,/From 

her cabin’d loop-hole peep” (John Milton).   [Middle English, foolish, from Old 

French, from Latin nescius, ignorant, from nescXre, to be ignorant. See NESCIENCE.] 
—niceùly adv.  —niceùness n. 

Nice (nKs)  A city of southeast France on the Mediterranean Sea northeast of 

Cannes. Controlled by various royal houses after the 13th century, the city was 



finally ceded to France in 1860. It is the leading resort city of the French Riviera 

and is known for its beaches, casinos, and luxurious hotels. Population, 337,085. 

Ni·cene Creed (nXùsKnÙ krKd, nX-sKnù) n.  Theology. A formal statement of doc-

trine of the Christian faith adopted at the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325 to defend 

orthodoxy from Arianism and expanded in later councils. 

nice-nel·ly (nXsùnHlùK) adj.  1. Priggish.  2. Marked by the use of euphemism:  

nice-nelly language.  [From the name Nelly, nickname for Helen.] —niceù-
nelùly·ism n. 

ni·ce·ty (nXùsV-tK) n.  pl. ni·ce·ties. 1. The quality of showing or requiring care-

ful, precise treatment:  the nicety of a diplomatic exchange.  2. Delicacy of charac-

ter or feeling; fastidiousness; scrupulousness.  3. A fine point, small detail, or 

subtle distinction:  the niceties of etiquette.  4. An elegant or refined feature; an 

amenity:  the niceties of civilized life.  [Middle English nicete, silliness, exactitude, 

from Old French, silliness, from nice, silly. See NICE.]

niche (nVch, nKsh) n.  1. A recess in a wall, as for holding a statue or an urn.  2. A 

cranny, hollow, or crevice, as in rock.  3. a. A situation or an activity specially 

suited to a person’s interests, abilities, or nature:  found her niche in life.  b. A spe-

cial area of demand for a product or service: “One niche that is approaching mass-

market proportions is held by regional magazines” (Brad Edmondson).   4. Ecology. 

a. The function or position of an organism or a population within an ecological 

community.  b. The particular area within a habitat occupied by an organism.    
—  v.  tr. niched, nich·ing, nich·es. To place in a niche.  [French, from Old 

French, from nichier, to nest (from Vulgar Latin *nXdic7re, from Latin nXdus, 

nest), or from Old Italian nicchio, seashell (perhaps from Latin mXtulus, mussel).]

Nich·o·las (nVkùN-lNs), Saint. Fourth century A.D.  Bishop of Myra in Asia Minor 

who is often associated with Santa Claus and the custom of gift-giving at Christ-

mas. 

Nich·o·las I (nVkùN-lNs), 1796-1855.  Czar of Russia (1825-1855) who sup-

pressed the Decembrist movement and led Russia into the Crimean War (1853-

1856). 

Nich·o·las II (nVkùN-lNs), 1868-1918.  The last czar of Russia (1894-1917), whose 

reign was marked by defeat in the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), the 1905 

Revolution, the court influence of the unpopular Rasputin, involvement in World 

War I, and governmental incompetence, all of which helped precipitate the Revo-

lution of 1917. Forced to abdicate, he and his family were executed by the Bolshe-

viks. 

Nicholas of Cu·sa (nVkùN-lNs ƒv kyuùzN, -sN), 1401-1464.  German prelate, 

scientist, and philosopher who emphasized the incompleteness of the human 

knowledge of God and nature. 



Ni·ci·as (nVshùK-Ns, nVsù-), Died 413 B.C.  Athenian general and politician who 

arranged (421) a briefly observed truce with Sparta during the Peloponnesian 

War and was captured and killed during his command of the siege of Syracuse. 

nick (nVk) n.  1. A shallow notch, cut, or indentation on an edge or a surface:  

nicks in the table; razor nicks on his chin.  2. Chiefly British. A prison or police sta-

tion.  3. Printing. A groove down the side of a piece of type used to ensure that it 

is correctly placed.   —  v.  tr. nicked, nick·ing, nicks. 1. a. To cut a nick or 

notch in.  b. To cut into and wound slightly:  A sliver of glass nicked my hand.   

2. To cut short; check:  nicked an impulse to flee.  3. Slang. To cheat, especially by 

overcharging.  4. Chiefly British. a. To steal.  b. To arrest.    —idiom. in the 
nick of time. Just at the critical moment; just in time.  [Middle English nik, pos-

sibly alteration (influenced by nokke, notch); see NOCK, of niche. See NICHE.]

nick·el (nVkùNl) n.  1.  Symbol Ni A silvery, hard, ductile, ferromagnetic metallic 

element used in alloys, in corrosion-resistant surfaces and batteries, and for elec-

troplating. Atomic number 28; atomic weight 58.71; melting point 1,453˚C; boil-

ing point 2,732˚C; specific gravity 8.902; valence 0, 1, 2, 3.  2. A U.S. coin worth 

five cents, made of a nickel and copper alloy.  3. Slang. A nickel bag.   —  v.  tr. 

nick·eled or nick·elled, nick·el·ing or nick·el·ling, nick·els or nick·els. To 

coat with nickel.  [Swedish, short for kopparnickel, niccolite, partial translation of 

German Kupfernickel : Kupfer, copper + Nickel, demon, rascal, from the deceptive 

copper color of the ore (from the name Nikolaus, Nicholas).]

nick·el-and-dime (nVkÙNl-Nn-dXmù) Informal. adj.  1. Involving or paying only 

a small amount of money:  a nickel-and-dime job.  2. Minor; small-time: “a 

nickel-and-dime operation run out of a single borrowed room” (New York).   —  v.  

nick·el-and-dimed or nick·eled-and-dimed, nick·el-and-dim·ing or 

nick·el·ing-and-dim·ing, nick·el-and-dimes or nick·els-and-dimes.  —  v.  

intr. To spend very little money.   —  v.  tr. 1. To drain or destroy bit by bit, espe-

cially financially:  nickel-and-dimed the project to death.  2. To accumulate in 

small amounts: “nickel-and-diming a substantial bankroll together” (Newsweek). 

nickel bag (nVkùNl b4g) n.  Slang. A specified amount of an unlawful drug, 

packaged and sold for a fixed price, usually about five dollars.  [NICKEL, five dol-

lars (slang).]

nick·el·ic (nV-kHlùVk) adj.  1. Of or containing nickel.  2. Of or containing triva-

lent nickel, Ni3+. 

nick·el·if·er·ous (nVkÙN-lVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing or containing nickel. Used of 

ores. 

nick·el·o·de·on (nVkÙN-loùdK-Nn) n.  1. An early movie theater charging an 

admission price of five cents.  2. A player piano.  3. A jukebox.  [NICKEL + 

(Mel)odeon, music hall; see MELODEON.]

nick·el·ous (nVkùN-lNs) adj.  1. Of or containing nickel.  2. Of or containing 

bivalent nickel, Ni2+. 



nickel silver (nVkùNl sVlùvNr) n.  A silvery, hard, corrosion-resistant, ductile, 

malleable alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel, used in tableware and as a structural 

material for hospital and restaurant equipment.  Also called German silver 

nick·er (nVkùNr) v.  intr. nick·ered, nick·er·ing, nick·ers. To neigh softly.  [Per-

haps alteration of neigher, nicher, frequentative of NEIGH.] —nickùer n. 

Nick·laus (nVkùlNs), Jack William. Born 1940.  American golfer who won 17 

major international tournaments, including 6 Masters’ championships. 

nick·nack (nVkùn4kÙ) n.  Variant of knickknack. 
nick·name (nVkùn7mÙ) n.  1. A descriptive name added to or replacing the 

actual name of a person, place, or thing.  2. A familiar or shortened form of a 

proper name.   —  v.  tr. nick·named, nick·nam·ing, nick·names. 1. To give a 

nickname to.  2. Archaic. To call by an incorrect name; misname.  [Middle 

English neke name, from the phrase an eke name : eke, addition (from Old English 

Kaca); see aug- in Appendix + name, name; see NAME.] —nickùnamÙer n. 

Nic·o·bar Islands (nVkùN-bärÙ XùlNndz)  An island group in the Bay of Bengal 

northwest of Sumatra. They are part of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 

belonging to India. 

Nic·o·lay (nVkùN-l7Ù), John George. 1832-1901.  American biographer and edi-

tor who collaborated with John Hay on a biography of Abraham Lincoln (1890) 

and produced an edition of Lincoln’s complete works. 

Nic·o·let (nVkÙN-l7ù, nK-kô-lHù), Jean. 1598-1642.  French explorer who was the 

first European to reach the Great Lakes region (1634). 

Ni·colle (nK-kôlù), Charles Jean Henri. 1866-1936.  French bacteriologist. He 

won a 1928 Nobel Prize for discovering the carrier of typhus. 

Nic·ol·son (nVkùNl-sNn), Sir Harold George. 1886-1968.  British diplomat and 

writer noted for his literary criticism and his biographies of Tennyson, Swin-

burne, and George V. 

Nic·o·me·di·a (nVkÙN-mKùdK-N)  An ancient city of northwest Asia Minor near 

the Bosporus in present-day Turkey. It flourished from 264 B.C. until it was 

sacked by Goths in A.D. 258. Diocletian chose it for the capital of his Eastern 

Roman Empire, but it was soon superseded by Byzantium. 

Nic·o·si·a (nVkÙN-sKùN)  The capital and largest city of Cyprus, in the north-cen-

tral part of the island. Founded probably before the seventh century B.C., it fell to 

the Venetians in 1489 and the Turks in 1571. It became the capital when Cyprus 

gained independence in 1960. Population, 48,221. 

ni·co·ti·an·a (nV-koÙshK-4nùN, -äùnN, -7ùnN) n.  Any of various flowering annual 

or perennial herbs of the genus Nicotiana, native to the Americas and including 

the tobacco plant and ornamental species with fragrant flowers.  [New Latin 

(herba) nicoti7na, (herb of) Nicot, nicotiana, after Jean Nicot (1530?-1600), 

French diplomat.]



nicotin- pref.  1. Nicotine:  nicotinic.  2. Nicotinic acid:  nicotinamide.  [From 

NICOTINE.]

nic·o·tin·a·mide adenine dinucleotide (nVkÙN-tVnÙN-mXdÙ 4dùn-KnÙ dX-
nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, -tKÙnN-) n.  NAD. 

nic·o·tine (nVkùN-tKnÙ) n.  A colorless, poisonous alkaloid, C10H14N2, derived 

from the tobacco plant and used as an insecticide. It is the substance in tobacco to 

which smokers can become addicted.  [French, from New Latin nicoti7na. See 

NICOTIANA.]

nic·o·tin·ic (nVkÙN-tVnùVk, -tKùnVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to nicotine.  2. Of or 

relating to niacin. 

nicotinic acid (nVkÙN-tVnùVk 4sùVd) n.  See niacin.  [So called because it is often 

obtained by oxidizing nicotine.]

nic·o·tin·ism (nVkùN-tK-nVzÙNm) n.  Nicotine poisoning, caused by excessive use 

of tobacco and marked by depression of the central and autonomic nervous sys-

tems. 

Ni·co·ya (nV-koùyN, nK-kôùyä), Gulf of. An inlet of the Pacific Ocean between 

Nicoya Peninsula and the northwest mainland of Costa Rica. 

nic·tate (nVkùt7tÙ) v.  Variant of nictitate. 
nic·tat·ing membrane (nVkùt7ÙtVng mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  Variant of nictitating 
membrane. 

nic·ti·tate (nVkùtV-t7tÙ) also nic·tate (nVkùt7tÙ) v.  intr. nic·ti·tat·ed, 
nic·ti·tat·ing, nic·ti·tates. To wink.  See Synonyms at blink.  [Medieval Latin 

nictit7re, nictit7t-, frequentative of Latin nict7re.] —nicÙti·taùtion n. 

nic·ti·tat·ing membrane (nVkùtV-t7ÙtVng mHmùbr7nÙ) also nic·tat·ing 
membrane (nVkùt7ÙtVng) n.  A transparent inner eyelid in birds, reptiles, and 

some mammals that closes to protect and moisten the eye.  Also called third eyelid 

ni·date (nXùd7t) v.  tr. ni·dat·ed, ni·dat·ing, ni·dates. To become implanted 

in the uterus. Used of a fertilized cell.  [NID(US) + -ATE
1.] —ni·daùtion n. 

nid·der·ing (nVdùNr-Vng) n.  Archaic. A cowardly person; a wretch.  [Misreading 

of Middle English nithing, from Old English nXthing, from Old Norse nXdhingr, 

from nXdh, scorn.]

nide (nXd) n.  A nest or brood of pheasants.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Latin 

nXdus, nest.]

ni·di (nXùdX) n.  A plural of nidus. 
ni·dic·o·lous (nX-dVkùN-lNs) adj.  Remaining in the nest after hatching until able 

to fly. Used of a bird.  [Latin nXdus, nest + -COLOUS.]

ni·dif·u·gous (nX-dVfùyN-gNs) adj.  Leaving the nest a short time after hatching. 

Used of a bird.  [Latin nXdus, nest + Latin -fugus, fleeing (from fugere, to flee); see 

FUGITIVE.]

nid·i·fy (nVdùN-fXÙ) v.  intr. nid·i·fied, nid·i·fy·ing, nid·i·fies. To build a nest.  

[Latin nXdific7re : nXdus, nest + -fic7re, -fy.] —nidÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 



ni·dus (nXùdNs) n.  pl. ni·dus·es or ni·di (-dX). 1. A nest, especially one for the 

eggs of insects, spiders, or small animals.  2. A cavity where spores develop.  

3. Pathology. A central point or focus of bacterial growth in a living organism.  

4. A point or place at which something originates, accumulates, or develops, as 

the center around which salts of calcium, uric acid, or bile acid form calculi.  

[Latin nXdus.]

Nie·buhr (nKùbtrÙ, -bNr), Barthold George. 1776-1831.  German historian 

whose greatly influential history of Rome (published 1811-1832) established the 

modern scientific study of history. 

Nie·buhr (nKùbtrÙ, -bNr), Reinhold. 1892-1971.  American theologian who 

wrote primarily about morality and Christianity’s refusal to confront social prob-

lems. 

niece (nKs) n.  1. The daughter of one’s brother or sister or of the brother or sis-

ter of one’s spouse.  2. The illegitimate daughter of an ecclesiastic who has taken a 

vow of celibacy.  [Middle English nece, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*neptia, from Latin neptis. See nepot- in Appendix.]

ni·el·lo (nK-Hlùo) n.  pl. ni·el·li (-HlùK)  or ni·el·los. 1. Any of several black 

metallic alloys of sulfur with copper, silver, or lead, used to fill an incised design 

on the surface of another metal.  2. A surface or an object decorated with one of 

these alloys.  3. The art or process of ornamenting metal surfaces with one of 

these alloys.   —  v.  tr. ni·el·loed, ni·el·lo·ing, ni·el·los. To decorate or inlay 

with niello.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin nigellum, from neuter of Latin nigellus, 

diminutive of niger, black.] —ni·elùlist n. 

niels·bohr·i·um (nKlz-bôrùK-Nm, -borù-) n.  Element 105.  [After Niels Hen-
rik David BOHR.]

Niel·sen (nKlùsNn), Carl August. 1865-1931.  Danish composer whose poly-

tonal and contrapuntal works include several symphonies, the opera Saul and 

David (1903), and chamber works. 

Nie·men (nKùmNn, nyHù-)  See Neman. 
Nie·mey·er Soa·res Fil·ho (nKùmXÙNr swäùrHsh fKlùyu), Oscar. Born 1907.  

Brazilian architect. Influenced by Le Corbusier, he directed the creation of Brazil’s 

capital, Brasília (1950-1960). 

Nie·tzsche (nKùchN, -chK), Friedrich Wilhelm. 1844-1900.  German philoso-

pher who reasoned that Christianity’s emphasis on the afterlife makes its believ-

ers less able to cope with earthly life. He argued that the ideal human being, the 

Ubermensch, would be able to channel passions creatively instead of suppressing 

them. His written works include Beyond Good and Evil (1886) and Thus Spake 

Zarathustra (1883-1892).   —Nieùtzsche·an adj.  & n. 

Nif·l·heim (nVvùNl-h7mÙ) n.  Mythology. The realm of the dead in Norse myth.  

[Old Norse niflheimr : nifl-, mist, dark; see nebh- in Appendix + heimr, home; 

see tkei- in Appendix.]



nif·ty (nVfùtK) Slang. adj.  nif·ti·er, nif·ti·est. First-rate; great:  a nifty idea.   —  
n.  pl. nif·ties. A nifty person or thing, especially a clever joke.  [Origin 

unknown.] —nifùti·ly adv.  —nifùti·ness n. 

Nig. abbr.  Nigeria. 

ni·gel·la (nX-jHlùN) n.  See wild fennel.  [Middle English, from Late Latin, black 

cumin, fennel, from feminine of Latin nigellus, blackish, diminutive of niger, 

black.]

Ni·ger (nXùjNr)  A country of west-central Africa. Niger came under the French 

sphere of influence after the Conference of Berlin (1884-1885) and was made a 

separate colony within French West Africa in 1922. It achieved independence in 

1960. Niamey is the capital and the largest city. Population, 5,772,000. 

Ni·ger-Con·go (nXÙjNr-kmngùgo) n.  A large and widely dispersed language 

family of sub-Saharan Africa that includes the Mande, West Atlantic, and Central 

Niger-Congo branches. 

Ni·ge·ri·a (nX-jîrùK-N) Abbr. Nig.  A country of western Africa on the Gulf of 

Guinea. Exploited by Portuguese, British, French, and Dutch traders in the 17th 

and 18th centuries, Nigeria was eventually claimed by the British, who consoli-

dated the northern and southern sections into one colony in 1914. The country 

attained its independence in 1960. Abuja became the capital on December 12, 

1991. Lagos is the former capital and the largest city. Population, 89,117,500.   
—Ni·geùri·an adj.  & n. 

Ni·ger-Kor·do·fan·i·an (nXÙjNr-kôrÙdN-f4nùK-Nn, -f4nùyNn) n.  The largest 

language family of sub-Saharan Africa, consisting of the Niger-Congo and Kord-

ofanian branches. 

Niger River (nXùjNr rVvùNr)  A river of western Africa rising in Guinea and flow-

ing about 4,183 km (2,600 mi) in a wide arc through Mali, Niger, and Nigeria to 

the Gulf of Guinea. 

nig·gard (nVgùNrd) n.  A stingy, grasping person; a miser.   —  adj.  Stingy; 

miserly.  [Middle English nigard, perhaps from nig, stingy person, of Scandina-

vian origin.]

nig·gard·ly (nVgùNrd-lK) adj.  1. Grudging and petty in giving or spending.  See 

Synonyms at stingy.  2. Meanly small; scanty or meager:  left the waiter a nig-

gardly tip.   —nigùgard·li·ness n.  —nigùgard·ly adv. 

nig·ger (nVgùNr) n.  Offensive Slang. 1. a. Used as a disparaging term for a Black 

person: “You can only be destroyed by believing that you really are what the white 

world calls a nigger” (James Baldwin).  b. Used as a disparaging term for a mem-

ber of any dark-skinned people.   2. Used as a disparaging term for a member of 

any socially, economically, or politically deprived group of people: “Gun owners 

are the new niggers... of society” (John Aquilino).  [Alteration of dialectal neger, 

black person, from French nègre, from Spanish negro. See NEGRO.]



nig·gle (nVgùNl) v.  intr. nig·gled, nig·gling, nig·gles. 1. To be preoccupied 

with trifles or petty details.  2. To find fault constantly and trivially; carp.  See 

Synonyms at quibble.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —nigùgler n. 

nig·gling (nVgùlVng) adj.  1. Petty, especially in a nagging or annoying way; tri-

fling:  a pointless dispute over niggling details.  2. Overly concerned with details; 

exacting and fussy.   —nigùgling n.  —nigùgling·ly adv. 

nigh (nX) adv.  nigh·er, nigh·est. 1. Near in time, place, or relationship:  

Evening draws nigh.  2. Nearly; almost:  talked for nigh onto two hours.   —  adj.  

nigher, nighest. 1. Being near in time, place, or relationship; close.  See Syn-

onyms at close.  2. a. Being on the left side of an animal or a vehicle:  pulling 

hard on the nigh rein.  b. Being the animal or vehicle on the left:  the nigh horse.    
—  prep.  Not far from; near.   —  v.  tr. intr. nighed, nigh·ing, nighs. To come 

near to or draw near.  [Middle English neigh, from Old English nKah, nKh. See 

nKhw-iz in Appendix.]

night (nXt) n.  1. a. The period between sunset and sunrise, especially the hours 

of darkness.  b. This period considered as a unit of time:  for two nights running.  

c. This period considered from its conditions:  a rainy night.   2. The period 

between dusk and midnight of a given day:  either late Thursday night or early Fri-

day morning.  3. a. The period between evening and bedtime.  b. This period 

considered from its activities:  a night at the opera.  c. This period set aside for a 

specific purpose:  Parents’ Night at school.   4. a. The period between bedtime and 

morning:  spent the night at a motel.  b. One’s sleep during this period:  had a rest-

less night.   5. Nightfall:  worked from morning to night.  6. Darkness:  vanished 

into the night.  7. a. A time or condition of gloom, obscurity, ignorance, or 

despair: “In a real dark night of the soul it is always three o’clock in the morning” (F. 

Scott Fitzgerald).  b. A time or condition marked by absence of moral or ethical 

values: “He never would have let us go untroubled into the night of private greed” 

(Anthony Lewis).    —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the night:  the night air.  

2. Intended for use at night:  a night light.  3. Working during the night:  the night 

nurse.  4. Active chiefly at night:  night prowlers.  5. Occurring after dark:  night 

baseball.  [Middle English, from Old English niht. See nekw-t- in Appendix.]

night-blind (nXtùblXndÙ) adj.  Affected with night blindness. 

night blindness (nXt blXndùnVs) n.  A condition of the eyes in which vision is 

normal in daylight or other strong light but is abnormally weak or completely lost 

at night or in dim light. The condition may result from vitamin A deficiency, dis-

ease, or hereditary factors.  Also called nyctalopia 

night-bloom·ing cereus (nXtùbluÙmVng sîrùK-Ns) n.  Any of various night-

blooming cacti of the genera Hylocereus, Nyctocereus, Peniocereus, and Selen-

icereus, having large fragrant flowers. 



night·cap (nXtùk4pÙ) n.  1. A usually alcoholic drink taken just before bedtime.  

2. Sports & Games. The last event in a day’s competition, especially the final game 

in a baseball double-header.  3. A cloth cap worn especially in bed. 

night·clothes (nXtùklozÙ, -klothzÙ) pl.n.  Clothes, such as pajamas or a night-

gown, worn in bed.  Also called nightdress, nightwear. 

night·club (nXtùklƒbÙ) n.  An establishment that stays open late at night and 

provides food, drink, entertainment, and music for dancing.  Also called nightspot  
—nightùclubÙber n.  —nightùclubÙby adj. 

night court (nXt kôrt) n.  Law. A criminal court holding sessions at night for 

routine disposition of charges and granting of bail. 

night crawler (nXt krôùlNr) n.  Any of various large earthworms that crawl out 

from the ground at night and are often used as fish bait.  Also called nightwalker 

night·dress (nXtùdrHsÙ) n.  1.  See nightgown.  2.  See nightclothes. 
night·fall (nXtùfôlÙ) n.  The approach of darkness; dusk. 

night·glow (nXtùgloÙ) n.  Airglow occurring at night. 

night·gown (nXtùgounÙ) n.  A loose garment worn in bed by women and girls.  

Also called nightdress 

night·hawk (nXtùhôkÙ) n.  1. a. Any of several chiefly nocturnal birds of the 

genus Chordeiles, especially C. minor, having mottled grayish-brown feathers with 

a white spot on the wings.  Also called bullbat, mosquito hawk.  b. The European 

nightjar.   2. Informal. A night owl. 

night heron (nXt hHrùNn) n.  Any of several nocturnal or crepuscular herons of 

the genus Nycticorax, especially the black-crowned heron, N. nycticorax. 

night·ie  or night·y (nXùtK) n.  pl. night·ies. Informal. A nightgown. 

night·in·gale (nXtùn-g7lÙ, nXùtVng-) n.  1. A European songbird (Luscinia mega-

rhynchos) with reddish-brown plumage, noted for the melodious song of the 

male at night during the breeding season.  2. Any of various other nocturnal 

songbirds of the genus Luscinia.  [Middle English, from Old English nihtegale : 

niht, night; see NIGHT + galan, to sing; see ghel-1 in Appendix.]

Night·in·gale (nXtùn-g7lÙ, nXùtVng-), Florence. Known as “the Lady with the 

Lamp.” 1820-1910.  British nurse who organized (1854) and directed a unit of 

field nurses during the Crimean War and is considered the founder of modern 

nursing. 

night·jar (nXtùjärÙ) n.  A goatsucker, especially Caprimulgus europaeus of 

Europe, having gray and brown mottled plumage with long, slender white wings 

and a short bill.  [NIGHT + JAR
2 (from its harsh call).]

night jasmine (nXt j4zùmVn) n.  1. An Asian shrub or small tree (Nyctanthes 

arbortristis) having opposite leaves and small, fragrant flowers with an orange 

corolla tube and white corolla lobes.  2. A West Indian shrub (Cestrum noctur-

num) having small greenish-white flowers that are very fragrant at night. 



night latch (nXt l4ch) n.  A spring lock that can be opened from the inside by 

turning a knob but from the outside only with a key. 

night letter (nXt lHtùNr) n.  Abbr. NLT A telegram sent at night at a reduced rate 

for delivery the next morning. 

night·life (nXtùlXfÙ) n.  Social activities or entertainment available or pursued in 

the evening. 

night-light (nXtùlXtÙ) n.  A small, dim light left on all night. 

night·long (nXtùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) adj.  Lasting through the night.   —  adv.  

Through the night; all night. 

night·ly (nXtùlK) adj.  1. Of or occurring during the night; nocturnal:  the cat’s 

nightly prowl.  2. Happening or done every night:  the physician’s nightly rounds.   
—nightùly adv. 

night·mare (nXtùmârÙ) n.  1. A dream arousing feelings of intense fear, horror, 

and distress.  2. An event or experience that is intensely distressing.  3. A demon 

or spirit once thought to plague sleeping people.  [Middle English, a female 

demon that afflicts sleeping people  : night, night; see NIGHT + mare, goblin (from 

Old English); see mer- in Appendix.] —nightùmarÙish adj.  —nightù-
marÙish·ly adv.  —nightùmarÙish·ness n. 

night owl (nXt oul) n.  Informal. A person who habitually stays up and is active 

late into the night. 

night·rid·er (nXtùrXÙdNr) n.  One of a secret band of mounted, usually masked 

white men who engaged in nocturnal terrorism for revenge or intimidation in the 

southern United States especially during Reconstruction. 

night·scape (nXtùsk7pÙ) n.  1. A view or representation of a night scene.  2. A 

night scene considered together with all the elements and features constituting it: 

“a nightscape of black shiny streets and glistening light” (David Denby).  3. A situa-

tion likened to a scene late at night: “His trip... is an eerie nightscape full of rubble 

and reflexive violence” (Time). 

night school (nXt skul) n.  A school that holds classes in the evening. 

night·shade (nXtùsh7dÙ) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Solanum, such 

as the bittersweet nightshade, most of which have a poisonous juice.  2. Any of 

various similar or related plants, such as belladonna.  [Middle English, from Old 

English nihtscada : niht, night; see NIGHT + sceadu, shade.]

night shift  or night·shift (nXtùshVftÙ) n.  1. A group of employees working 

during the night in a factory or business.  2. The period of time for such work. 

night·shirt (nXtùshûrtÙ) n.  A long, loose shirt worn in bed, especially by men. 

night soil (nXt soil) n.  Human excrement collected for use as fertilizer. 

night·spot (nXtùspmtÙ) n.  See nightclub. 
night·stand (nXtùst4ndÙ) n.  See night table. 
night·stick (nXtùstVkÙ) n.  A club carried by a police officer. 



night table (nXt t7ùbNl) n.  A small table or stand placed at a bedside.  Also 

called nightstand 

night terror (nXt tHrùNr) n.  A state of intense fear and agitation sometimes 

experienced, especially by children, on awakening from a stage of sleep not asso-

ciated with dreaming but characterized by extremely vivid hallucinations. 

night·time (nXtùtXmÙ) n.  The time between sunset and sunrise.   —  adj.  

Occurring in or appropriate for use during the night:  nighttime activities; night-

time attire. 

night·walk·er (nXtùwôÙkNr) n.  1. One, especially a robber or prostitute, who 

walks the streets at night.  2.  See night crawler. 
night watch (nXt wmch) n.  1. A watch or guard kept during the night.  2. The 

person or persons on such a watch. 

night watchman (nXt wmchùmNn) n.  A man who serves as a guard during the 

night. 

night·wear (nXtùwârÙ) n.  See nightclothes. 
night·y (nXùtK) n.  Variant of nightie. 
ni·gres·cence (nX-grHsùNns) n.  1. The process of becoming black or dark.  

2. Blackness or darkness, as of complexion.  [From nigrescent, blackish, from 

Latin nigrKscKns, nigrKscent- present participle of nigrKscere, to become black, from 

niger, nigr-, black.] —ni·gresùcent adj. 

ni·gro·sine (nXùgrN-sKnÙ, -sVn) n.  Any of a class of dyes, varying from blue to 

black, used in the manufacture of inks and for dyeing wood and textiles.  [Latin 

niger, nigr-, black + -OS(E)2 + -INE
2.]

NIH abbr.  National Institutes of Health. 

ni·hil·ism (nXùN-lVzÙNm, nKù-) n.  1. Philosophy. a. An extreme form of skepti-

cism that denies all existence.  b. A doctrine holding that all values are baseless 

and that nothing can be known or communicated.   2. Rejection of all distinc-

tions in moral or religious value and a willingness to repudiate all previous theo-

ries of morality or religious belief.  3. The belief that destruction of existing 

political or social institutions is necessary for future improvement.  4.  Also 

Nihilism. A diffuse, revolutionary movement of mid 19th-century Russia that 

scorned authority and tradition and believed in reason, materialism, and radical 

change in society and government through terrorism and assassination.  

5. Psychiatry. A delusion, experienced in some mental disorders, that the world or 

one’s mind, body, or self does not exist.  [Latin nihil, nothing; see ne in Appendix 

+ -ISM.] —niùhil·ist n.  —niÙhil·isùtic adj.  —niÙhil·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

ni·hil·i·ty (nX-hVlùV-tK, nK-) n.  Nonexistence; nothingness.  [French nihilité, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin nihilit7s, from Latin nihil, nothing. See NIHIL-

ISM.]

ni·hil ob·stat (nXÙhVl mbùstätÙ, -st4tÙ, nKÙ-) n.  1. Roman Catholic Church. An 

attestation by a church censor that a book contains nothing damaging to faith or 



morals.  2. Official approval, especially of an artistic work.  [Latin, nothing hin-

ders  : nihil, nothing + obstat, third person sing. present tense of obst7re, to 

hinder.]

Ni·i·ga·ta (nKÙK-gäùtN, -tä)  A city of northwest Honshu, Japan, on the Sea of 

Japan north-northwest of Tokyo. It is a leading port with a major chemical indus-

try. Population, 475,633. 

Ni·i·ha·u (nKùK-houÙ, nKùhouÙ)  An island of northwest Hawaii west of Kauai 

Island. It is used mainly for cattle grazing. 

Ni·jin·sky (nV-zhVnùskK, -jVnù-), Vaslav or Waslaw. 1890-1950.  Russian-born 

dancer and choreographer noted for his leading roles with Diaghilev’s Ballets 

Russes in Paris and for his choreography of The Rites of Spring (1913) and other 

ballets. 

Nij·me·gen (nXùm7ÙgNn, -KHNn)  A city of eastern Netherlands on the Waal 

River near the German border. Founded in Roman times, it flourished under 

Charlemagne (eighth-ninth century) and later became a free imperial city and a 

member of the Hanseatic League. Population, 147,102. 

-nik suff.  One associated with or characterized by:  beatnik; peacenik.  [Yiddish, 

Russian (Yiddish, from Russian) of Slavic origin.]

Ni·ke (nXùkK) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of victory. 

Nik·ko (nVkùo, nKùko)  A town of central Honshu, Japan, north of Tokyo. It is a 

pilgrimage center famed for its ornate temples and shrines. Population, 21,705. 

Ni·ko·la·yev (nVkÙN-läùyNf, nyV-kN-)  A city of southern Ukraine at the mouth of 

the Western Bug River northeast of Odessa. Founded c. 1784 as a fortress, it 

became a shipbuilding center in the 1780’s. Population, 486,000. 

Ni·ko·pol (nV-kôùpNl, nyKù-kN-)  A city of southern Ukraine on the Dneiper 

River. It is an industrial center in a rich manganese-mining area. Population, 

155,000. 

nil (nVl) n.  Nothing; zero.  [Latin nXl, contraction of nihil. See ne in Appendix.] 
—nil adj. 

Nile (nXl)  The longest river in the world, flowing about 6,677 km (4,150 mi) 

through eastern Africa from its most remote sources in Burundi to a delta on the 

Mediterranean Sea in northeast Egypt. The main headstreams, the Blue Nile and 

the White Nile, join at Khartoum in Sudan to form the Nile proper. The river 

has been used for irrigation in Egypt since at least 4000 B.C., a function now regu-

lated largely by the Aswan High Dam. 

Nile blue (nXl blu) n.  Color. A light greenish blue. 

Nile crocodile (nXl krmkùN-dXlÙ) n.  A large crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus) 

common in all parts of Africa except the Sahara and the northern coast and 

known to attack domestic animals and human beings. 

Nile green (nXl grKn) n.  Color. A moderate yellow green to vivid light green. 



Niles (nXlz)  1. A village of northeast Illinois, an industrial suburb of Chicago on 

the Chicago River. Population, 28,284.  2. A city of northeast Ohio north-north-

west of Youngstown. It is an iron and steel center. Population, 21,128. 

nil·gai (nVlùgX) n.  pl. nil·gais or nilgai. A large, long-legged antelope (Bosela-

phus tragocamelus) of India, the male of which has short, sturdy horns and a tuft 

of long hair under the chin.  [Hindi nXlg7X, feminine of nXlg7w : Sanskrit nXla-, 

dark blue + Sanskrit gauU, ox, cow; see GAYAL.]

nill (nVl) v.  nilled, nill·ing, nills. Obsolete.  —  v.  tr. Not to will; not to wish.   
—  v.  intr. To be unwilling; will not.  [Middle English nilen, from Old English 

nyllan : ne, not; see ne in Appendix + willan, to desire; see wel-1 in Appendix.]

Ni·ló·po·lis (nV-lôùpt-lVs) abbr.  A city of southeast Brazil, an industrial suburb 

of Rio de Janeiro. Population, 102,959. 

Ni·lo-Sa·har·an (nXùlo-sN-h4rùNn, -häùrNn) n.  A language family of sub-

Saharan Africa spoken in the interior from Nigeria to Kenya and including 

Kanuri, Nubian, and the Nilotic languages. 

Ni·lot·ic (nX-lmtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Nile or the Nile Valley.  2. Of or 

relating to the peoples who speak Nilotic languages.   —  n.  A large group of 

Nilo-Saharan languages, spoken in southern Sudan, Uganda, Kenya, and north-

ern Tanzania and including Masai.  [Latin NXloticus, from NXlotis, from Greek 

Neilotis, from Neilos, Nile.]

nil·po·tent (nVl-potùnt, nVlùpotÙnt) n.  Mathematics. An algebraic quantity that 

when raised to a certain power equals zero.  [NIL + Latin potKns, potent-, having 

power; see POTENT.] —nil·poùten·cy n. 

Nils·son (nVlùsNn), Birgit. Born 1918.  Swedish operatic soprano noted for her 

Wagnerian roles. 

nim1 (nVm) v.  tr. intr. nimmed, nim·ming, nims. Archaic. To steal; pilfer.  

[Middle English nimen, to take, from Old English niman. See nem- in Appen-

dix.]

nim2 (nVm) n.  Games. A game in which players in turn remove small objects 

from a collection, such as matchsticks arranged in rows, and attempt to take, or 

avoid taking, the last one.  [Perhaps from German nimm, third person sing. 

imperative of nehmen, to take, from Middle High German nemen, from Old High 

German neman. See nem- in Appendix.]

nim·bi (nVmùbXÙ) n.  A plural of nimbus. 
nim·ble (nVmùbNl) adj.  nim·bler, nim·blest. 1. Quick, light, or agile in move-

ment or action; deft:  nimble fingers.  2. Quick, clever, and acute in devising or 

understanding:  nimble wits.  [Middle English nemel, from Old English n<mel, 

quick to seize, and numol, quick at learning; see nem- in Appendix.] 
—nimùble·ness n.  —nimùbly adv.  

SYNONYMS: nimble, agile, quick, brisk, facile, spry. These adjectives mean mov-



ing, performing, or done quickly, lightly, and adroitly. Nimble suggests rapidity,

ease, and deftness: as nimble as a deer; nimble feet. “For nimble thought can jump

both sea and land” (Shakespeare). Agile implies dexterity, as in the use of the

hands: as sleek and agile as a gymnast; an agile intellect. Quick connotes readiness,

liveliness, energy, and speed: a quick mind; “quick of foot” (Charles Dickens). Brisk

suggests sprightliness and a spirited quality: played the concerto at a brisk tempo.

“Tom Birch is as brisk as a bee in conversation” (Samuel Johnson). Facile implies

ease and fluency of performance; sometimes it has the disparaging implications

of superficiality, cursoriness, or glibness: a facile hand; the gift of facile expression:

“can dazzle anyone anywhere with his facile tongue” (Suzanne Perney). Spry usually

suggests unexpected speed and energy of motion: The old dog was so spry that it

was in the door and halfway up the stairs before we could stop it. See also Synonyms

at dexterous

nim·bo·stra·tus (nVmÙbo-str7ùtNs, -str4tùNs) n.  pl. nim·bo·stra·ti (-str7ùtX, -
str4tùX). A low, gray, often dark cloud that precipitates rain, snow, or sleet.  

[NIMB(US) + STRATUS.]

nim·bus (nVmùbNs) n.  pl. nim·bi (-bXÙ)  or nim·bus·es. 1. A cloudy radiance 

said to surround a classical deity when on earth.  2. A radiant light that appears 

usually in the form of a circle or halo about or over the head in the representation 

of a god, demigod, saint, or sacred person such as a king or an emperor.  3. A 

splendid atmosphere or aura, as of glamour, that surrounds a person or thing.  

4. A rain cloud, especially a low dark layer of clouds such as a nimbostratus.  

[Latin, cloud. See nebh- in Appendix.]

NIM·BY also nim·by (nVmùbK) n.  pl. NIM·BYs also nim·bys. Slang. One who 

objects to the establishment in one’s neighborhood of projects, such as incinera-

tors, prisons, or shelters for the homeless, that are believed to be dangerous, 

unsightly, or otherwise undesirable.  [N(ot) i(n) m(y) b(ack) y(ard).] 
—nimùby·ness n. 

Nîmes (nKm)  A city of southern France northeast of Montpellier. Thought to 

have been founded by Greek colonists, it was one of the leading cities of Roman 

Gaul and has many important ruins dating from the first and second centuries 

A.D. Population, 124,220. 

ni·mi·e·ty (nV-mXùV-tK) n.  Superfluity; excess.  [Late Latin nimiet7s, from Latin 

nimius, excessive, from nimis, excessively. See ne in Appendix.]

nim·i·ny-pim·i·ny (nVmÙN-nK-pVmùN-nK) adj.  Affectedly delicate or refined; 

mincing.  [Perhaps alteration of NAMBY-PAMBY.] —nimÙi·ny-pimùi·ny n. 

Nim·itz (nVmùVts), Chester William. 1885-1966.  American admiral of the 

Pacific fleet during World War II who halted Japanese expansion and ultimately 

destroyed the Japanese fleet with a strategy based largely on the use of aircraft 

carriers. 



nim·rod also Nim·rod (nVmùrmdÙ) n.  A hunter. 

Nimrod  In the Old Testament, a mighty hunter and king of Shinar who was a 

grandson of Ham and a great-grandson of Noah. 

Nim·rud (nVm-rudù)  An ancient city of Assyria south of present-day Mosul, 

Iraq. 

Nin (nKn, nVn), Anaïs. 1903-1977.  French-born American writer and diarist 

known for her novels, including Winter of Artifice (1939), and The Diary of Anaïs 

Nin 1931-1966 (published 1966-1980). 

nin·com·poop (nVnùkNm-pupÙ, nVngù-) n.  A person regarded as silly, foolish, 

or stupid.  [Origin unknown.] —ninùcom·poopÙer·y n. 

nine (nXn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 8 + 1.  2. The ninth in a set or 

sequence.  3. Something having nine parts, units, or members.  4. Games. A play-

ing card marked with nine pips.  5. A set of nine persons or things, especially: 

a. Baseball. The nine players on a side, or the whole team.  b. Nine. Greek 

Mythology. The nine Muses.   6. A size, as in clothing or shoes, designated as nine.  

7. Sports. The first or second 9 holes of an 18-hole golf course.   —idiom. to the 
nines. Informal. To the highest degree:  dressed to the nines.  [Middle English, 

from Old English nigon. See newi in Appendix.] —nine adj.  & pron. 

nine-band·ed armadillo (nXnùb4nÙdVd ärÙmN-dVlùo) n.  The most common 

species of armadillo, Dasypus novemcinctus, usually having nine jointed bands of 

bony plates. The females give birth to quadruplets from one egg. 

nine·bark (nXnùbärkÙ) n.  Any of several shrubs of the genus Physocarpus, espe-

cially P. opulifolius of eastern North America, having peeling or shredding bark 

and clusters of small white flowers.  [From the many layers in its bark.]

nine days’ wonder (nXn d7z wƒnùdNr) n.  A thing or an event that creates a 

brief sensation. 

nine·pin (nXnùpVnÙ) n.  Sports. 1. ninepins. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

bowling game in which nine wooden pins are the target.  2. A wooden pin used in 

the game of ninepins. 

nine·teen (nXn-tKnù) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 18 + 1.  2. The 19th in 

a set or sequence.  [Middle English nintene, from Old English nigontKne. See 

newi in Appendix.] —nine·teenù adj.  & pron. 

nine·teenth (nXn-tKnthù) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 19 

in a series.  2. One of 19 equal parts.   —nine·teenthù adv.  & adj. 

nine·ti·eth (nXnùtK-Vth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 90 in a 

series.  2. One of 90 equal parts.   —nineùti·eth adv.  & adj. 

nine-to-fiv·er (nXnÙtN-fXùvNr) n.  One who works regular daytime hours, as in 

an office. 

nine·ty (nXnùtK) n.  pl. nine·ties. 1. The cardinal number equal to 9 ∞ 10.  

2. nineties. a.  Often Nineties. The decade from 90 to 99 in a century.  b. A 

decade or the numbers from 90 to 99:  My grandparents are in their nineties. Dur-



ing the heat wave, the temperature stayed in the nineties.   [Middle English ninti, 

from Old English nigontig. See newi in Appendix.] —nineùty adj.  & pron. 

Nin·e·veh (nVnùN-vN)  An ancient city of Assyria on the Tigris River opposite the 

site of present-day Mosul, Iraq. As capital of the Assyrian Empire, it enjoyed great 

influence and prosperity, especially under Sennacherib and Ashurbanipal (sev-

enth century B.C.). The city was captured and destroyed by Babylonia and its allies 

in 612 B.C. 

Ning·bo (nVngùboù) also Ning·po (-poù)  A city of eastern China east-southeast 

of Hangzhou on Hangzhou Bay. Built on a site occupied since the eighth century, 

it was used as a trading post by the Portuguese from 1520 to 1545 and became a 

treaty port in 1842. Population, 350,000. 

Ning·xia Hui·zu (nVngùshyäù hwKùdzuù) also Ning·sia Hui (hwKù)  An 

autonomous region of northern China. Formerly a province, it was incorporated 

into Gansu in 1954 but reconstituted as a region in 1958. Yinchuan is the capital. 

Population, 4,150,000. 

nin·ja (nVnùjN) n.  pl. ninja or nin·jas. A member of a class of 14th-century Jap-

anese mercenary agents who were trained in the martial arts and hired for covert 

operations such as assassination and sabotage.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  ninja weapons.  [Japanese  : nin, to endure + ja, person.]

nin·ny (nVnùK) n.  pl. nin·nies. A fool; a simpleton.  [Perhaps alteration of INNO-

CENT.]

Ni·ño (nKnùyo) n.  El Niño. 

ni·non (nKùnmnÙ) n.  A sheer fabric of silk, rayon, or nylon made in a variety of 

tight smooth weaves or open lacy patterns.  [Probably from French Ninon, nick-

name for Anne.]

ninth (nXnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number nine in a series.  

2. One of nine equal parts.  3. Music. a. A harmonic or melodic interval of an 

octave and a second.  b. The tone at the upper limit of such an interval.  c. A 

chord consisting of a root with its third, seventh, and ninth.   [Middle English 

ninthe, from Old English nigonthe, from nigon, nine. See newi in Appendix.] 
—ninth adv.  & adj. 

Ni·o·be (nXùN-bK) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Tantalus who turned to 

stone while bewailing the loss of her children. 

ni·o·bite (nXùN-bXtÙ) n.  Columbite.  [NIOB(IUM) + -ITE
1.]

ni·o·bi·um (nX-oùbK-Nm) n.  Symbol Nb A silvery, soft, ductile metallic element 

that occurs chiefly in columbite-tantalite and is used in steel alloys, arc welding, 

and superconductivity research. Atomic number 41; atomic weight 92.906; melt-

ing point 2,468˚C; boiling point 4,927˚C; specific gravity 8.57; valence 2, 3, 5.  

[After NIOBE (so called because it is extracted from tantalite).]



Ni·o·brar·a (nXÙN-brârùN)  A river, about 692 km (430 mi) long, rising in eastern 

Wyoming and flowing generally eastward to the Missouri River in northeast 

Nebraska. 

Niort (nyôr)  A city of western France southeast of Nantes. Originally a Gallo-

Roman town, it was a stronghold of the Huguenots in the 16th and 17th centu-

ries. Population, 58,203. 

nip1 (nVp) v.  nipped, nip·ing, nips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To seize and pinch or bite:  

The fish nipped the wader’s toe.  2. To remove or sever by pinching or snipping:  

nipped off the plant leaf.  3. To bite or sting with the cold; chill.  4. To check or cut 

off the growth or development of:  a conspiracy that was nipped in the bud by the 

police.  See Synonyms at blast.  5. Slang. a. To snatch up hastily.  b. To take (the 

property of another) unlawfully; steal.    —  v.  intr. Chiefly British. To move 

quickly; dart.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of seizing or pinching.  2. a. A 

pinch or snip that cuts off or removes a small part:  He gave a small nip to each 

corner of the cloth.  b. The small bit or portion so removed:  There were nips of 

construction paper all over the child’s table.   3. a. A sharp, stinging quality, as of 

frosty air.  b. Severely sharp cold or frost.   4. A cutting remark.  5. A sharp, bit-

ing flavor; a tang:  the nip of Mexican salsa.  [Middle English nippen, perhaps from 

Middle Dutch nipen.]

nip2 (nVp) Informal. n.  A small amount of liquor.   —  v.  nipped, nip·ping, 
nips.  —  v.  tr. To sip (alcoholic liquor) in small amounts:  had been nipping 

brandy.   —  v.  intr. To take a sip or sips of alcoholic liquor:  nips all day long.  

[Probably short for nipperkin, of Dutch or Low German origin.]

ni·pa (nKùpN) n.  1. A large palm (Nipa frutescens) of the Philippines and Austra-

lia, having long leaves often used for thatching.  2. An alcoholic beverage made 

from the sap of this plant.  [New Latin, from Malay nipah.]

nip and tuck (nVp Nnd tƒk) adv.  & adj.  So close that the advantage or lead 

shifts from one to another and is virtually indeterminable; neck and neck. 

Nip·i·gon (nVpùV-gmnÙ), Lake. A lake of southwest-central Ontario, Canada, 

north of Lake Superior. It is a popular resort center. 

Nip·is·sing (nVpùV-sVngÙ), Lake. A lake of southeast Ontario, Canada, between 

the Ottawa River and Georgian Bay. 

nip·per (nVpùNr) n.  1. A tool, such as pliers or pincers, used for squeezing or 

nipping. Often used in the plural.  2. A pincerlike part, such as the large claw of a 

crustacean.  3. Chiefly British. A small boy. 

nip·ping (nVpùVng) adj.  1. Sharp and biting, as the cold.  2. Bitingly sarcastic.   
—nipùping·ly adv. 

nip·ple (nVpùNl) n.  1. The small projection near the center of the mammary 

gland containing the outlets of the milk ducts through which young mammals 

obtain milk from the adult female; a teat.  2. a. The rubber cap on a bottle from 

which a baby nurses.  b. A pacifier for an infant.   3. Any of various devices func-



tioning like or resembling a nipple, especially: a. A regulated opening for dis-

charging a liquid, as in a small stopcock.  b. A pipe coupling threaded on both 

ends.  c. A short extension of pipe to which a nozzle can be attached.  d. A small 

projection through which grease in a grease gun can be forced into a bearing.   

4. A natural or geographic projection resembling a nipple, as a mountain crest.  

[From obsolete neble, diminutive of NEB.]

nip·ple·wort (nVpùNl-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  A European annual plant (Lapsana 

communis) naturalized in eastern North America, having a milky juice and small 

yellow flower heads.  [From its former use in folk medicine to treat breast 

tumors.]

Nip·pon (nV-pmnù, nVpùmn, nK-pônù)  Japan. The name was derived from the 

Chinese characters for “the place where the sun comes from,” or the Land of the 

Rising Sun. 

Nip·pon·ese (nVpÙN-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n.  Japanese. 

Nip·pur (nV-ptrù)  An ancient city of Babylonia on the Euphrates River south-

east of Babylon. It was an important religious center in Sumerian times. 

nip·py (nVpùK) adj.  nip·pi·er, nip·pi·est. 1. Tending to nip:  an exuberant, 

nippy puppy.  2. Sharp or biting:  nippy cheese.  3. Bitingly cold:  a nippy fall day.   
—nipùpi·ly adv.  —nipùpi·ness n. 

nip-up (nVpùƒpÙ) n.  Sports. An acrobatic spring from a supine to an upright 

position. 

N.Ire. abbr.  Northern Ireland. 

Nir·en·berg (nîrùVn-bûrgÙ), Marshall Warren. Born 1927.  American bio-

chemist. He shared a 1968 Nobel Prize for the study of genetic codes. 

nir·va·na (nîr-väùnN, nNr-) n.  1.  Often Nirvana. a. Buddhism. The ineffable 

ultimate in which one has attained disinterested wisdom and compassion.  

b. Hinduism. Emancipation from ignorance and the extinction of all attachment.   

2. An ideal condition of rest, harmony, stability, or joy.  [Sanskrit nirv7ham, a 

blowing out, extinction, nirvana  : nis-, nir-, out, away + v7ti, it blows; see wK- in 

Appendix.]

Ni≥ also Nish (nVsh)  A city of southeast Serbia near the Bulgarian border. The 

birthplace of Constantine the Great, it was held at various times by Bulgarians, 

Hungarians, Turks, and Serbians. Population, 151,600. 

Ni·san (nVsùNn, nK-sänù) n.  The seventh month of the year in the Jewish calendar.  

See Table at calendar.  [Hebrew nîs7n, from Akkadian nissanu, the first month 

of the year, from Sumerian nisag, first fruits.]

Ni·sei (nK-s7ù, nKùs7Ù) n.  pl. Nisei or Ni·seis. A person born in America of par-

ents who emigrated from Japan.  [Japanese  : ni, second + sei, generation.]

Nish (nVsh)  See Ni≥. 



Ni·shi·no·mi·ya (nVshÙN-noùmK-ä, nKÙshK-nôùmK-yäÙ)  A city of southern 

Honshu, Japan, on Osaka Bay east of Kobe. It is a resort and an industrial center. 

Population, 421,267. 

ni·si (nXùsXÙ) adj.  Law. Taking effect at a specified date unless cause is shown for 

modification or nullification:  a decree nisi.  [Latin nXsX, unless. See ne in Appen-

dix.]

Nis·ka·yu·na (nVsÙkN-yuùnN)  An unincorporated community of east-central 

New York, a suburb between Albany and Schenectady. There are research labora-

tories in the town. Population, 17,471. 

Nis·sen hut (nVsùNn hƒt) n.  A prefabricated building of corrugated steel in the 

shape of a half cylinder, used especially by military personnel as a shelter.  [After 

Peter Norman Nissen (1871-1930), British army officer and mining engineer.]

ni·sus (nXùsNs) n.  pl. nisus. An effort or endeavor to realize an aim.  [Latin nXsus, 

from past participle of nXtX, to strive.]

nit1 (nVt) n.  The egg or young of a parasitic insect, such as a louse.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hnitu.] —nitùty adj. 

nit2 (nVt) n.  A unit of illuminative brightness equal to one candle per square 

meter, measured perpendicular to the rays of the source.  [From Latin nitor, 

brightness, from nitKre, to shine.]

NIT abbr.  1. National Intelligence Test.  2. Sports. National Invitational Tourna-

ment. 

ni·ter (nXùtNr) n.  A white, gray, or colorless mineral of potassium nitrate, KNO3, 

used in making gunpowder.  Also called saltpeter [Middle English nitre, sodium 

carbonate, natron, from Old French, from Latin nitrum, from Greek nitron, from 

Egyptian ntr.]

Ni·te·rói (nKÙtN-roiù)  A city of southeast Brazil on Guanabara Bay opposite Rio 

de Janeiro. Founded in 1671, it is a residential and industrial center. Population, 

382,736. 

nit·pick (nVtùpVkÙ) v.  intr. nit·picked, nit·pick·ing, nit·picks. To be concerned 

with or find fault with insignificant details.  See Synonyms at quibble.  
—nitùpickÙer n. 

nit·pick·ing (nVtùpVkÙVng) n.  Minute, trivial, unnecessary, and unjustified criti-

cism or faultfinding. 

nitr- pref.  Variant of nitro-. 
Ni·tra (nKùtrN)  A city of western Slovakia on the Nitra River, a tributary of the 

Danube. Dating from Roman times, Nitra was a religious center after the ninth 

century and became a free city in 1248. Population, 83,338. 

ni·trate (nXùtr7tÙ, -trVt) n.  1. The univalent radical NO3 or a compound contain-

ing it, as a salt or an ester of nitric acid.  2. Fertilizer consisting of sodium nitrate 

or potassium nitrate.   —  v.  tr. ni·trat·ed, ni·trat·ing, ni·trates. To treat with 



nitric acid or a nitrate, usually to change (an organic compound) into a nitrate.   
—ni·traùtion n.  —niùtraÙtor n. 

nitrate bacterium (nXùtr7tÙ b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  Any of several nitrobacteria 

that convert nitrites to nitrates by oxidation.  Also called nitric bacterium 

ni·tre (nXùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of niter. 
ni·tric (nXùtrVk) adj.  Of, derived from, or containing nitrogen, especially in a 

valence state higher than that in a comparable nitrous compound. 

nitric acid (nXùtrVk 4sùVd) n.  A transparent, colorless to yellowish, fuming corro-

sive liquid, HNO3, a highly reactive oxidizing agent used in the production of fer-

tilizers, explosives, and rocket fuels and in a wide variety of industrial 

metallurgical processes.  Also called aqua fortis 

nitric bacterium (nXùtrVk b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  See nitrate bacterium. 
nitric oxide (nXùtrVk mkùsXdÙ) n.  A colorless, poisonous gas, NO, produced as an 

intermediate during the manufacture of nitric acid from ammonia or atmo-

spheric nitrogen. 

ni·tride (nXùtrXdÙ) n.  A compound containing nitrogen with another more elec-

tropositive element, such as phosphorus or a metal. 

ni·tri·fy (nXùtrN-fXÙ) v.  tr. ni·tri·fied, ni·tri·fy·ing, ni·tri·fies. 1. To oxidize (an 

ammonia compound) into nitric acid, nitrous acid, or any nitrate or nitrite, espe-

cially by the action of nitrobacteria.  2. To treat or combine with nitrogen or 

compounds containing nitrogen.   —niÙtri·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—niùtri·fiÙer n. 

ni·trile also ni·tril (nXùtrNl) n.  An organic cyanide containing a CN group.  

[NITR(O)- + -ile, chemical suff. (probably variant of -YL).]

ni·trite (nXùtrXtÙ) n.  The univalent radical NO2 or a compound containing it, 

such as a salt or an ester of nitrous acid. 

nitrite bacterium (nXùtrXtÙ b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  Any of several nitrobacteria that 

convert ammonia to nitrites by oxidation.  Also called nitrous bacterium 

nitro-  or nitr- pref.  1. Nitrate; niter:  nitrobacterium.  2. a. Nitrogen:  nitrile.  

b. Containing the univalent group NO2:  nitromethane.   [New Latin, from Latin 

nitrum, natron. See NITER.]

ni·tro·bac·te·ri·um (nXÙtro-b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. ni·tro·bac·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-N). 
Any of various soil bacteria that take part in the nitrogen cycle, oxidizing ammo-

nium compounds into nitrites or nitrites into nitrates. 

ni·tro·ben·zene (nXÙtro-bHnùzKnÙ, -bHn-zKnù) n.  A poisonous organic com-

pound, C6H5NO2, either bright yellow crystals or an oily liquid, having the odor 

of almonds and used in the manufacture of aniline, insulating compounds, and 

polishes. 

ni·tro·cel·lu·lose (nXÙtro-sHlùyN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  A pulpy or cottonlike polymer 

derived from cellulose treated with sulfuric and nitric acids and used in the man-



ufacture of explosives, collodion, plastics, and solid monopropellants.  Also called 

guncotton, cellulose nitrate.  —niÙtro·celÙlu·losùic (-loùsVk, -zVk) adj. 

ni·tro·chlo·ro·form (nXÙtro-klôrùN-fôrmÙ, -klorù-) n.  See chloropicrin. 
ni·tro·fu·ran (nXÙtro-fytrù4nÙ, -fyt-r4nù) n.  Any of several drugs derived 

from furan that are used to inhibit bacterial growth. 

ni·tro·fur·an·to·in (nXÙtro-fyt-r4nùto-Vn) n.  A derivative of nitrofuran, 

C8H6N4O5, used in the treatment of bacterial infections of the urinary tract.  

[NITROFURAN + (hydan)toin, a chemical compound; see DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN.]

ni·tro·gen (nXùtrN-jNn) n.  Symbol N A nonmetallic element that constitutes 

nearly four fifths of the air by volume, occurring as a colorless, odorless, almost 

inert diatomic gas, N2, in various minerals and in all proteins and used in a wide 

variety of important manufactures, including ammonia, nitric acid, TNT, and 

fertilizers. Atomic number 7; atomic weight 14.0067; melting point –209.86˚C; 

boiling point –195.8˚C; valence 3, 5.  [French nitrogène : nitro-, nitric acid (from 

New Latin); see NITRO- + -gène, -gen.] —ni·trogùe·nous (nX-trmjùN-nNs) adj. 

ni·trog·e·nase (nX-trmjùN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ, nXùtrN-jN-) n.  An enzyme of nitrogen-fix-

ing bacteria that activates the conversion of nitrogen to ammonia. 

nitrogen balance (nXùtrN-jNn b4lùNns) n.  The difference between the amount 

of nitrogen taken into the body or the soil and the amount excreted or lost. 

nitrogen cycle (nXùtrN-jNn sXùkNl) n.  1. Ecology. The circulation of nitrogen in 

nature, consisting of a cycle of chemical reactions in which atmospheric nitrogen 

is compounded, dissolved in rain, and deposited in the soil, where it is assimilated 

and metabolized by bacteria and plants, eventually returning to the atmosphere 

by bacterial decomposition of organic matter.  2. Physics. See carbon-nitrogen 
cycle. 

nitrogen dioxide (nXùtrN-jNn dX-mkùsXd) n.  A poisonous brown gas, NO2, 

often found in smog and automobile exhaust fumes and synthesized for use as a 

nitrating agent, a catalyst, and an oxidizing agent. 

nitrogen fixation (nXùtrN-jNn fVk-s7ùshNn) n.  1. The conversion of atmo-

spheric nitrogen into compounds, such as ammonia, by natural agencies or vari-

ous industrial processes.  2. The conversion by certain soil microorganisms, such 

as rhizobia, of atmospheric nitrogen into compounds that plants and other 

organisms can assimilate.   —niùtro·gen-fixÙer (nXùtrN-jNn-fVkÙsNr) n.  

—niùtro·gen-fixÙing adj. 

ni·trog·en·ize (nX-trmjùN-nXzÙ, nXùtrN-jN-) v.  tr. ni·trog·en·ized, 
ni·trog·en·iz·ing, ni·trog·en·iz·es. To combine or treat with nitrogen or a 

nitrogen compound. 

nitrogen narcosis (nXùtrN-jNn när-koùsVs) n.  A condition of confusion or stu-

por resulting from increased levels of dissolved nitrogen in the blood, as that 

occurring in deep-sea divers breathing air under high pressure. 



ni·tro·glyc·er·in also ni·tro·glyc·er·ine (nXÙtro-glVsùNr-Vn, -trN-) n.  A thick, 

pale yellow liquid, CH2NO3CHNO3CH2NO3, that is explosive on concussion or 

exposure to sudden heat. It is used in the production of dynamite and blasting 

gelatin and as a vasodilator in medicine. 

ni·tro·hy·dro·chlo·ric acid (nXÙtro-hXÙdrN-klôrùVk 4sùVd, -klorù-) n.  See 

aqua regia. 
ni·tro·meth·ane (nXÙtro-mHthù7nÙ) n.  A colorless, oily liquid, CH3NO2, used 

in making dyes and resins, in organic synthesis, and as a rocket propellant. 

ni·tro·par·af·fin (nXÙtro-p4rùN-fVn) n.  Any of a group of organic compounds 

formed by replacing one or more of the hydrogen atoms of a paraffin hydrocar-

bon with the univalent group, NO2, as in nitromethane, CH3NO2. 

ni·tros·a·mine (nX-troùsN-mKnÙ, nXÙtros-4mùKn) n.  Any of a class of organic 

compounds with the general formula R2NNO or RNHNO, present in various 

foods and other products and found to be carcinogenic in laboratory animals.  

[Latin nitrosus, full of natron (from nitrum, natron); see NITER + AMINE.]

ni·tro·starch (nXùtrN-stärchÙ) n.  A highly explosive orange powder, 

C12H12(NO2)8O10, derived from starch and used for demolition. 

ni·trous (nXùtrNs) adj.  Of, derived from, or containing nitrogen, especially in a 

valence state lower than that in a comparable nitric compound. 

nitrous acid (nXùtrNs 4sùVd) n.  A weak inorganic acid, HNO2, existing only in 

solution or in the form of its salts. 

nitrous bacterium (nXùtrNs b4k-tîrùK-Nm) n.  See nitrite bacterium. 
nitrous oxide (nXùtrNs mkùsXdÙ) n.  A colorless, sweet-tasting gas, N2O, used as a 

mild anesthetic in dentistry and surgery. 

nits-and-lice (nVtsÙNn-lXsù) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A plant (Hypericum 

drummondii) of the central United States having narrow leaves and yellow flow-

ers. 

Nit·ti (nVtùK, nKtùtK), Francesco Saverio. 1868-1953.  Italian economist and 

politician who served as prime minister (1919-1920) and was exiled in 1924 by 

Mussolini. 

nit·ty-grit·ty (nVtùK-grVtùK) n.  Informal. The specific or practical details; the 

heart of a matter.  [Origin unknown.]

nit·wit (nVtùwVtÙ) n.  A person regarded as stupid or silly.  [Probably obsolete nit, 

nothing (from German dialectal, from Middle High German niht, nit); see NIX
2 + 

WIT
1.]

Ni·u·e (nK-uù7)  An island dependency of New Zealand in the south-central 

Pacific Ocean east of Tonga. Discovered by Capt. James Cook in 1774, it became 

internally self-governing in 1974. Alofi is the capital. Population, 3,578. 

ni·val (nXùvNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or growing in or under snow:  nival species of 

plants.  [Latin niv7lis, from nix, niv-, snow.]



niv·e·ous (nVvùK-Ns) adj.  Resembling snow; snowy.  [From Latin niveus, from 

nix, niv-, snow.]

Ni·ver·nais (nVvÙNr-n7ù, nK-vHr-nHù)  A historical region and former province of 

central France. A countship after the ninth century, it passed to various noble 

families before being incorporated into the royal domain by Louis XIV in 1669. 

nix1 (nVks) n.  Mythology. A water sprite of German mythology, usually in human 

form or half-human and half-fish.  [German, from Middle High German nickes, 

from Old High German nihhus.]

nix2 (nVks) Slang. n.  Nothing.   —  adv.  Not so; no.   —  v.  tr. nixed, nix·ing, 
nix·es. To forbid, refuse, or veto:  Congress nixed the tax hike.  [German dialectal, 

from Middle High German nihtes, genitive of niht, from Old High German 

niwiht : ni, not, no; see ne in Appendix + wiht, thing; see wekti- in Appendix.]

nix·ie also nix·y (nVkùsK) n.  pl. nix·ies. Slang. A misaddressed or illegibly 

addressed piece of mail, therefore undeliverable.  [From NIX
2.]

Nix·on (nVkùsNn), Richard Milhous. 1913-1994.  The 37th President of the 

United States (1969-1974). Vice President (1953-1961) under Dwight D. Eisen-

hower, he lost the 1960 presidential election to John F. Kennedy. Elected President 

in 1968, he visited China (1972) and established détente with the U.S.S.R. 

Although he increased U.S. military involvement in Southeast Asia, he was also 

responsible for the eventual withdrawal of U.S. troops. When Congress recom-

mended three articles of impeachment for Nixon’s involvement in the Watergate 

scandal, he resigned from office (August 9, 1974). 

Nix·on (nVkùsNn), Thelma Catherine Ryan. Known as “Pat.” 1912-1993.  First 

Lady of the United States (1969-1974) as the wife of President Richard M. Nixon. 

She worked to make the White House more accessible for disabled and sightless 

people and restored original antiques to many of the state rooms. 

Ni·zam (nV-zämù, -z4mù, nX-) n.  1. Used formerly as a title for rulers of Hydera-

bad, India.  2. nizam. pl. nizam. A Turkish soldier, especially in the 19th cen-

tury.  [Urdu niz7m(-almulk), governor (of the empire), from Arabic niÆ7m, order, 

arrangement, from naÆama, to arrange.]

Nizh·ne·var·tovsk (nVzhÙnN-vär-tôfskù, nyVzh-)  A city of central Russia on 

the Ob River. A huge oil field was discovered nearby in 1965 and led to the rapid 

growth of the former village. Population, 190,000. 

Nizh·niy Ta·gil (nVzhùnK tN-gKlù, nyKùzhnK tN-gyKlù)  A city of central Russia in 

the east-central Ural Mountains. Founded in 1725, it is a leading metallurgical 

center. Population, 419,000. 

Nizh·ny Nov·go·rod (nVzhÙnK nmvùgN-rmdÙ, nyKùzhnK nôvùgN-rNt)  See 

Gorky. 
NJ  or N.J. abbr.  New Jersey. 



Nkru·mah (Nn-kruùmN, Nng-), Kwame. 1909-1972.  Ghanaian politician. 

Instrumental in achieving Ghana’s independence from Great Britain (1957), he 

became president (1960) but was deposed in a coup d’état (1966). 

NKVD  or N.K.V.D. abbr.  Narodny Kommissariat Vnutrennikh Del (Peoples’ 

Commissariat of Internal Affairs). 

NL  or N.L. abbr.  1. Baseball. National League.  2.  Also n.l.. New line.  3. New 

Latin.  4. Latin. Non licet (not permitted).  5. Latin. Non liquet (not clear). 

NLF abbr.  National Liberation Front. 

NLRB  or N.L.R.B. abbr.  National Labor Relations Board. 

NLT abbr.  Night letter. 

nm abbr.  1. Nanometer.  2. Nuclear magneton.  3.  Also n.m.  or NM. Nautical 

mile. 

NM  or N.M. abbr.  New Mexico. 

N.Mex. abbr.  New Mexico. 

NMI abbr.  No middle initial. 

NMR abbr.  Nuclear magnetic resonance. 

NNE abbr.  North-northeast. 

NNW abbr.  North-northwest. 

no1 (no) adv.  1. Used to express refusal, denial, disbelief, emphasis, or disagree-

ment:  No, I’m not going. No, you’re wrong.  2. Not at all; not by any degree. Often 

used with the comparative:  no better; no more.  3. Not:  whether or no.   —  n.  pl. 

noes (noz). 1. A negative response; a denial or refusal:  The proposal produced 

only noes.  2. A negative vote or voter.  [Middle English, from Old English n7 : ne, 

not; see ne in Appendix + 7, ever; see aiw- in Appendix.]

no2 (no) adj.  1. Not any; not one; not a:  No cookies are left.  2. Not at all; not 

close to being:  He is no child.  3. Hardly any:  got there in no time flat.  See Usage 

Note at nor1.  [Middle English, variant of non, from Old English n7n, none  : ne, 

not; see ne in Appendix + 7n, one; see ONE.]

No1 also Noh (no) n.  pl. No also Noh. The classical drama of Japan, with music 

and dance performed in a highly stylized manner by elaborately dressed perform-

ers on an almost bare stage.  [Japanese no, talent, ability, No, from Chinese néng.]

No2  The symbol for the element nobelium. 
No (no), Lake. A lake of south-central Sudan. Formed by the flood waters of the 

White Nile, it varies in size seasonally. 

no.  or No. abbr.  1. North; northern.  2. Number. 

NOAA abbr.  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

no-ac·count (noùN-kountÙ) adj.  Informal. Worthless; good-for-nothing:  my 

no-account brother-in-law. 

No·a·chi·an (no-7ùkK-Nn) also No·ach·ic (-4kùVk)  or No·ach·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

1. Bible. Of or relating to Noah or his time.  2. Antiquated; ancient; long obso-

lete. 



No·ah (noùN)  In the Old Testament, the patriarch who was chosen by God to 

build an ark, in which he, his family, and a pair of every animal were saved from 

the Flood. 

No·a·tak (no-äùtNk, -täk)  A river of northwest Alaska rising in the Brooks Range 

and flowing about 644 km (400 mi) westward to Kotzebue Sound. 

nob1 (nmb) n.  1. Slang. The human head.  2. Games. The jack of the suit turned 

up by the dealer in cribbage, scoring one point for the holder:  one for his nob.  

[Perhaps variant of KNOB.]

nob2 (nmb) n.  Chiefly British. A person of wealth or social standing: “The nobs 

were forever snubbing the snobs” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  [Possibly from NOB
1, or 

KNOB.]

nob·ble (nmbùNl) v.  tr. nob·bled, nob·bling, nob·bles. Chiefly British. 1. To 

disable (a racehorse), especially by drugging.  2. To win (a person) over.  3. To 

outdo or get the better of by devious means.  4. To filch or steal.  5. To kidnap.  

[Origin unknown.] —nobùbler n. 

nob·by (nmbùK) adj.  nob·bi·er, nob·bi·est. Fashionable; stylish.  [From NOB
2.]

No·bel (no-bHlù), Alfred Bernhard. 1833-1896.  Swedish chemist and engineer 

who invented dynamite (1866) and bequeathed his fortune to institute the Nobel 

Prizes. 

No·bel·ist (no-bHlùVst) n.  A recipient of a Nobel prize. 

no·bel·i·um (no-bHlùK-Nm) n.  Symbol No A radioactive transuranic element in 

the actinide series, artificially produced in trace amounts. Its longest-lived isotope 

is No 255 with a half-life of 3 minutes. Atomic number 102.  [After Alfred 
Bernhard NOBEL.]

Nobel Prize (no-bHlù prXz) n.  Any of the six international prizes awarded 

annually by the Nobel Foundation for outstanding achievements in the fields of 

physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine, literature, and economics and for the 

promotion of world peace.  [After Alfred Bernhard NOBEL.]

No·bi·le (noùbN-l7, nôùbK-lH), Umberto. 1885-1978.  Italian aeronautical engi-

neer and Arctic explorer who designed several airships, including the semirigid 

dirigible Norge in which he flew over the North Pole with Roald Amundsen 

(1926). 

no·bil·i·ar·y (no-bVlùK-HrÙK, -bVlùyN-rK) adj.  Of or relating to the nobility.  

[French nobiliaire, from Latin nobilis, noble. See NOBLE.]

nobiliary particle (no-bVlùK-HrÙK pärùtV-kNl) n.  A preposition used as a mark 

of noble rank before a title or surname, as German van in Ludwig van Beethoven 

and French de in Simone de Beauvoir. 

no·bil·i·ty (no-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. no·bil·i·ties. 1. A class of persons distinguished 

by high birth or rank and in Great Britain including dukes and duchesses, mar-

quises and marchionesses, earls and countesses, viscounts and viscountesses, and 

barons and baronesses: “The old English nobility of office made way for the Nor-



man nobility of faith and landed wealth” (Winston S. Churchill).  2. Noble rank or 

status:  Congress may not grant titles of nobility.  3. The state or quality of being 

exalted in character.  [Middle English nobilite, the quality of being noble, from 

Old French, from Latin nobilit7s, from nobilis, noble. See NOBLE.]

no·ble (noùbNl) adj.  no·bler, no·blest. 1. Possessing hereditary rank in a polit-

ical system or social class derived from a feudalistic stage of a country’s develop-

ment.  2. a. Having or showing qualities of high moral character, such as 

courage, generosity, or honor:  a noble spirit.  b. Proceeding from or indicative of 

such a character; showing magnanimity: “What poor an instrument/May do a 

noble deed!” (Shakespeare).   3. Grand and stately in appearance; majestic: “a 

mighty Spanish chestnut, bare now of leaves, but in summer a noble tree” (Richard 

Jeffries).  4. Chemistry. Inactive or inert.   —  n.  1. A member of the nobility.  

2. A gold coin formerly used in England, worth half of a mark.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin nobilis. See gno- in Appendix.] —noùble·ness n.  

—noùbly adv. 

noble gas (noùbNl g4s) n.  Any of the elements in Group O of the periodic table, 

including helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and radon, which are monatomic 

and with limited exceptions chemically inert.  Also called inert gas 

no·ble·man (noùbNl-mNn) n.  A man of noble rank. 

noble metal (noùbNl mHtùl) n.  A metal or an alloy, such as gold, that is highly 

resistant to oxidation and corrosion. 

noble rot (noùbNl rmt) n.  A parasitic fungus (Botrytis cinerea) that attacks ripe 

grapes and causes an increase in their sugar content. Certain wines, such as the 

French Sauternes and the Hungarian Tokay, are produced from such grapes. 

no·blesse (no-blHsù) n.  1. Noble birth or condition.  2. The members of the 

nobility, especially the French nobility.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

noble, noble, from Latin nobilis. See NOBLE.]

noblesse o·blige (no-blHsù o-blKzhù) n.  Benevolent, honorable behavior con-

sidered to be the responsibility of persons of high birth or rank.  [French, nobility 

obligates  : noblesse, nobility + oblige, third person sing. present tense of obliger, to 

obligate.]

no·ble·wom·an (noùbNl-wtmÙNn) n.  A woman of noble rank. 

no·bod·y (noùbmdÙK, -bƒdÙK, -bN-dK) pron.  No person; not anyone:  Nobody told 

you to go.   —  n.  pl. no·bod·ies. A person of no importance or influence. 

no·cent (noùsNnt) adj.  Causing injury; harmful.  [Middle English nocent, guilty, 

from Latin nocKns, nocent- present participle of nocKre, to harm. See nek-1 in 

Appendix.]

no·ci·cep·tive (noÙsV-sHpùtVv) adj.  1. Causing pain. Used of a stimulus.  

2. Caused by or responding to a painful stimulus:  a nociceptive spinal reflex.  

[From NOCICEPTOR.]



no·ci·cep·tor (noÙsV-sHpùtNr) n.  A sensory receptor that responds to pain.  

[Latin nocKre, to hurt; see NOCENT + (RE)CEPTOR.]

nock (nmk) n.  1. The groove at either end of a bow for holding the bowstring.  

2. The notch in the end of an arrow that fits on the bowstring.   —  v.  tr. 

nocked, nock·ing, nocks. 1. To put a nock in (a bow or an arrow).  2. To fit 

(an arrow) to a bowstring.  [Middle English nokke.]

noct- pref.  Variant of nocti-. 
noc·tam·bu·lism (nmk-t4mùbyN-lVzÙNm) also noc·tam·bu·la·tion (-t4mÙbyN-

l7ùshNn) n.  See sleepwalking.  [NOCT(I)- + Latin ambul7re, to walk + -ISM.] 
—noc·tamùbu·list n. 

nocti-  or noct- pref.  Night:  noctilucent.  [New Latin, from Latin nox, noct-, 

night. See nekw-t- in Appendix.]

noc·ti·lu·ca (nmkÙtN-luùkN) n.  Any of various bioluminescent dinoflagellates 

of the genus Noctiluca that when grouped in large numbers make the sea phos-

phorescent.  [New Latin Noctil7ca, genus name, from Latin noctil7ca, lantern, 

moon  : nocti-, nocti- + l7cKre, to shine; see leuk- in Appendix.]

noc·ti·lu·cent (nmkÙtN-luùsNnt) adj.  Luminous at night. Used especially of 

certain high clouds. 

noc·tu·id (nmkùchu-Vd) n.  Any of numerous, usually dull-colored night-flying 

moths of the family Noctuidae, having a well-developed proboscis for sucking 

nectar and larvae such as the cutworms and armyworms that are destructive to 

young trees and other crops.  Also called owlet moth  —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

belonging to the family Noctuidae.  [From New Latin Noctuidae, family name, 

from Noctua, type genus, from Latin noctua, night owl. See nekw-t- in Appen-

dix.]

noc·tule (nmkùchulÙ) n.  A large, reddish-brown insectivorous bat of the genus 

Nyctalus, found in Eurasia, Indonesia, and the Philippines and typically dwelling 

in the hollows of trees.  [French, from Italian nottola, bat, owl, from Late Latin 

noctula, from Latin, diminutive of noctua, night owl. See nekw-t- in Appendix.]

noc·turn (nmkùtûrnÙ) n.  Any of the three canonical divisions of the office of 

matins.  [Middle English nocturne, from Medieval Latin nocturna, from Latin, 

feminine of nocturnus, of the night. See NOCTURNAL.]

noc·tur·nal (nmk-tûrùnNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or occurring in the night:  

nocturnal stillness.  2. Botany. Having flowers that open during the night.  

3. Zoology. Most active at night:  nocturnal animals.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin nocturn7lis, from Latin nocturnus, from nox, noct-, night. 

See nekw-t- in Appendix.] —noc·turùnal·ly adv. 

noc·turne (nmkùtûrnÙ) n.  1. A painting of a night scene.  2. Music. An instru-

mental composition of a pensive, dreamy mood, especially one for the piano.  

[French, from Old French, nocturnal, from Latin nocturnus. See NOCTURNAL.]



noc·u·ous (nmkùyu-Ns) adj.  Harmful; noxious.  [From Latin nocuus, from 

nocKre, to harm. See nek-1 in Appendix.] —nocùu·ous·ly adv. 

nod (nmd) v.  nod·ded, nod·ding, nods.  —  v.  intr. 1. To lower and raise the 

head quickly, as in agreement or acknowledgment.  2. To let the head fall forward 

when sleepy; doze momentarily:  nodded off on the train.  3. To be careless or 

momentarily inattentive as if sleepy; lapse:  Even Homer nods.  4. To sway, move 

up and down, or droop, as flowers in the wind.   —  v.  tr. 1. To lower and raise 

(the head) quickly in agreement or acknowledgment.  2. To express by lowering 

and raising the head:  He nodded his agreement.  3. To summon, guide, or send by 

nodding the head:  The chairperson nodded us into the room.   —  n.  1. A forward 

or up-and-down movement of the head, usually expressive of drowsiness or 

agreement:  gave a nod of affirmation.  2. An indication of approval or assent:  

The contestant got the nod from the judges.  [Middle English nodden; perhaps akin 

to Middle High German notten.] —nodùder n. 

nod·al (nodùl) adj.  Of, relating to, resembling, being, or situated near or at a 

node.   —nodùal·ly adv. 

nod·ding pogonia (nmdùVng pN-goùnK-N) n.  A North American orchid 

(Triphora trianthophora) having nodding flower buds and ascending, pink or 

white flowers. 

nod·dle (nmdùl) n.  The head.  [Middle English noddel, back of the head, perhaps 

from Latin nodulus, lump, knob. See NODULE.]

nod·dy (nmdùK) n.  pl. nod·dies. 1. A dunce or fool; a simpleton.  2. Any of sev-

eral terns of the genera Anous and Micranous, found in tropical waters and having 

a dark brown or black color with a white or gray head.  [Perhaps from obsolete 

noddy, foolish, possibly from NOD.]

node (nod) n.  1. A knob, knot, protuberance, or swelling.  2. a. Botany. The 

point on a stem where a leaf is attached or has been attached; a joint.  b.  See 

knot1 (n., sense 7).   3. Physics. A point or region of virtually zero amplitude in a 

periodic system.  4. Mathematics. The point at which a continuous curve crosses 

itself.  5. Computer Science. A terminal in a computer network.  6. Astronomy. 

a. Either of two diametrically opposite points at which the orbit of a planet inter-

sects the ecliptic.  b. Either of two points at which the orbit of a satellite intersects 

the orbital plane of a planet.   [Middle English, lump in the flesh, from Latin 

nodus, knot. See ned- in Appendix.]

node of Ran·vier (nod ƒv ränùvy7, rän-vy7ù, räN-) n.  pl. nodes of Ranvier. 
A constriction in the myelin sheath, occurring at varying intervals along the 

length of a nerve fiber.  [After Louis Antoine Ranvier (1835-1922), French histol-

ogist.]

no·di (noùdX) n.  Plural of nodus. 
no·dose (noùdosÙ) adj.  Characterized by or having many nodes or protuber-

ances, jointed or knobby at intervals.   —no·dosùi·ty (-dmsùV-tK) n. 



nod·ule (nmjùul) n.  1. A small knotlike protuberance.  2. Anatomy. A small 

mass of tissue or aggregation of cells.  3. Botany. A small knoblike outgrowth, as 

those found on the roots of many leguminous plants.  4. Mineralogy. A small 

rounded lump of a mineral or mixture of minerals, usually harder than the sur-

rounding rock or sediment.  [Middle English, from Latin nodulus, diminutive of 

nodus, knot. See ned- in Appendix.] —nodùu·lar (nmjùN-lNr), nodùu·loseÙ (-

losÙ) , nodùu·lous (-lNs)  adj. 

no·dus (noùdNs) n.  pl. no·di (-dX). A difficult situation or problem; a complica-

tion.  [Latin nodus, knot. See ned- in Appendix.]

NOED also N.O.E.D. abbr.  New Oxford English Dictionary. 

No·ël also No·el (no-Hlù) n.  1. Christmas.  2. noël. also noel. A Christmas 

carol.  [Middle English noel, from Old French, variant of nael, from Latin n7t7lis 

(diKs), (day) of birth, from n7tus, past participle of n7scX, to be born. See genN- in 

Appendix.]

No·el-Ba·ker (noÙNl-b7ùkNr), Philip John. 1889-1982.  British politician who 

helped draft the Covenant of the League of Nations (1919) and the United 

Nations Charter (1945). He won the 1959 Nobel Peace Prize. 

noes (noz) n.  Plural of no1. 
no·e·sis (no-KùsVs) n.  Psychology. The cognitive process; cognition.  [Greek noK-

sis, understanding, from noein, to perceive, from nous, mind.]

no·et·ic (no-HtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, originating in, or apprehended by the 

intellect.  [Greek noKtikos, from noKsis, understanding. See NOESIS.]

no-fault (noùfôltÙ) adj.  1. Of, indicating, or being a system of motor vehicle 

insurance in which accident victims are compensated by their insurance compa-

nies without assignment of blame.  2. Law. Of, indicating, or being a type of 

divorce in which blame is assigned to neither party. 

no-frills (noùfrVlzù) adj.  Informal. Marked by the absence of extra or special fea-

tures; basic:  no-frills housing; no-frills airline service. 

nog1 (nmg) n.  1. A wooden block built into a masonry wall to hold nails that 

support joinery structures.  2. A wooden peg or pin.  [Origin unknown.]

nog2 (nmg) n.  Eggnog. 

No·gal·es (no-g4lùVs, -gäùlVs)  A city of southern Arizona south of Tucson on the 

Mexican border adjacent to Nogales, Mexico. Both cities are ports of entry and 

tourist centers. Nogales, Arizona, has a population of 19,489; Nogales, Mexico, 

has 14,254 inhabitants. 

nog·gin (nmgùVn) n.  1. A small mug or cup.  2. A unit of liquid measure equal 

to one quarter of a pint.  3. Slang. The human head.  [Origin unknown.]

no-go (noùgoÙ) adj.  Not in a suitable condition for proceeding or functioning 

properly:  The space launch was no-go.   —  n.  pl. no-goes. A situation in which 

planned operations cannot be effectuated, as in the case of the launch of space-

craft:  The flight is a no-go because of technical problems. 



no-good (noùgtdÙ) adj.  Having no value, use, merit, or virtue.   —  n.  One 

that is worthless. 

No·gu·chi (no-guùchK), Hideyo. 1876-1928.  Japanese-born American bacte-

riologist who discovered the cause and worked toward a treatment of syphilis and 

yellow fever. 

No·gu·chi (no-guùchK), Isamu. Born 1904.  American sculptor noted for his 

abstract works of bronze, stone, and terra cotta. 

Noh (no) n.  Variant of No1. 
no-hit (noùhVtù) adj.  Baseball. Of, relating to, or being a no-hitter. 

no-hit·ter (noùhVtùNr) n.  Baseball. A game in which one pitcher allows the 

opposing team no hits. 

no-holds-barred (noùholdzùbärdù) adj.  Informal. Open and unrestrained: 

“These paintings and charcoal drawings... are slightly tame compared with the no-

holds-barred forcefulness of his self-generated vision” (Christopher Andreae). 

no·how (noùhouÙ) adv.  Non-Standard. In no way; not at all. 

noil (noil) n.  A short fiber combed from long fibers during the preparation of 

textile yarns.  [Perhaps from Middle English *noil, from Old French noel, from 

Medieval Latin nodellus, from Latin, diminutive of nodus, knot. See NODE.]

noise (noiz) n.  1. a. Sound or a sound that is loud, unpleasant, unexpected, or 

undesired.  b. Sound or a sound of any kind:  The only noise was the wind in the 

pines.   2. A loud outcry or commotion: “Whatever the fate of Eureka, it should 

have some positive effects, even if modest in comparison to its political noise, for the 

technological cooperation of European firms” (Foreign Affairs).  3. Physics. A dis-

turbance, especially a random and persistent disturbance, that obscures or 

reduces the clarity of a signal.  4. Computer Science. Irrelevant or meaningless 

data generated by a computer along with desired data.  5. Informal. a. A com-

plaint or protest.  b. Rumor; talk.  c. noises. Remarks or actions intended to 

convey a specific impression or to attract attention: “The U.S. is making appropri-

ately friendly noises to the new Socialist Government” (Flora Lewis).    —  v.  

noised, nois·ing, nois·es.  —  v.  tr. To spread the rumor or report of.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To talk much or volubly.  2. To be noisy; make noise.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *nausea, discomfort, from Latin 

nausea, seasickness. See NAUSEA.]

SYNONYMS: noise, din, racket, uproar, pandemonium, hullabaloo, hubbub,

clamor, babel. These nouns refer to loud, confused, or disagreeable sound or

sounds. Noise is the least specific: deafened by the noise in the subway; the noise of

cannon fire. A din is a jumble of loud, usually discordant sounds: The din in the

factory ends abruptly when the noon whistle sounds. Racket is loud, distressing

noise: Can you imagine the racket made by a line of empty trailer trucks rolling along

cobblestone streets? Uproar, pandemonium, and hullabaloo imply disorderly tumult



together with loud, bewildering sound: “The evening uproar of the howling mon-

keys burst out” (W.H. Hudson). “When night came, it brought with it a pandemo-

nium of dancing and whooping, drumming and feasting” (Francis Parkman). The

first performance of the iconoclastic composition caused a tremendous hullabaloo in

the audience. Hubbub emphasizes turbulent activity, as of those engaged in com-

merce, and concomitant din: We couldn’t hear the starting announcement above the

hubbub of bettors, speculators, tipsters, and touts. Clamor is loud, usually sustained

noise, as of a public outcry of dissatisfaction: “not in the clamor of the crowded

street” (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow). The debate was interrupted by a clamor of

opposition. Babel stresses confusion of vocal sounds arising from simultaneous

utterance and random mixture of languages: My outstanding memory of the dip-

lomatic reception is of elegantly dressed guests chattering in a babel of tongues. 

WORD HISTORY: For those who find that too much noise makes them ill, it

will come as no surprise that the word noise possibly can be traced back to the

Latin word nausea, “seasickness, feeling of sickness.” Our words nausea and noise

are doublets, that is, words borrowed in different forms from the same word.

Nausea, first recorded probably before 1425, was borrowed directly from Latin.

Noise, on the other hand, first recorded around the beginning of the 13th century,

came to us through Old French, probably ultimately from Latin, which explains

its change in form. The unrecorded change in sense probably took place in Vulgar

Latin. Old French nois, descended from Latin nausea, meant “sound, din, uproar,

quarrel,” all senses that came into Middle English with the word. Noise, however,

is an example of how words can change for the better, for a noise can be pleasant

as well as unpleasant, as in the sentence “The only noise was the wind in the

pines.”

noise·less (noizùlVs) adj.  Making or marked by no noise.  See Synonyms at 

still1.  —noiseùless·ly adv.  —noiseùless·ness n. 

noise·mak·er (noizùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes noise, especially a device such 

as a horn or rattle used to make noise at a party.   —noiseùmakÙing n. 

noise pollution (noiz pN-luùshNn) n.  Environmental noise that is annoying, 

distracting, or physically harmful.  Also called sound pollution 

noi·sette (nwä-zHtù) n.  A small round piece of meat, especially loin or fillet of 

lamb, veal, or pork.   —  adj.  Made or flavored with hazelnuts.  [French, from 

Old French, diminutive of nois, nut, from Latin nux.]

noi·some (noiùsNm) adj.  1. Offensive to the point of arousing disgust; foul:  a 

noisome odor.  2. Harmful or dangerous:  noisome fumes.  [Middle English 

noiesom : noie, harm (short for anoi, annoyance, from Old French, from anoier, to 

annoy); see ANNOY + -som, adj. suff.; see -SOME
1.] —noiùsome·ly adv.  —noiù-

some·ness n. 



nois·y (noiùzK) adj.  nois·i·er, nois·i·est. 1. Making noise:  a small, noisy dog.  

2. Full of, characterized by, or accompanied by noise:  a noisy cafeteria.   
—noisùi·ly adv.  —noisùi·ness n. 

no·lens vo·lens (noùlHnz voùlHnz, noùlHns woùlHns) adv.  Whether willing or 

unwilling.  [Latin nolKns volKns : nolKns, present participle of nolle, to be unwilling 

+ volKns, present participle of velle, to wish, be willing.]

Nol·i·chuck·y (nmlÙN-chƒkùK)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, rising in the 

Blue Ridge of western North Carolina and flowing northwest and west to the 

French Broad River in eastern Tennessee. 

no·li-me-tan·ge·re (noùlK-mK-t4nùjN-rK, noùlX-) n.  1. A warning or prohibi-

tion against meddling, touching, or interfering.  2. A representation of Jesus 

appearing to Mary Magdalen after his resurrection.  [Late Latin nolX mK tangere, 

do not touch me (Jesus’s words to Mary Magdalene, John 20:17)  : Latin nolX, do 

not, imperative of nolle, to be unwilling + Latin mK, me + Latin tangere, to touch.]

nol·le pros·e·qui (nmlÙK prmsùV-kwXÙ, -kwKÙ) n.  Abbr. nol. pros. Law. A decla-

ration that the plaintiff in a civil case or the prosecutor in a criminal case will 

drop prosecution of all or part of a suit or an indictment.  [Latin nolle prosequX, to 

be unwilling to pursue  : nolle, to be unwilling + prosequX, to pursue.]

no·lo (noùlo) n.  pl. no·los. Law. Nolo contendere. 

no-load (noùlodÙ) adj.  Business. Sold directly to customers at net asset value 

without a sales commission:  a no-load mutual fund. 

no·lo con·ten·de·re (noÙlo kNn-tHnùdN-rK) n.  Law. A plea made by the defen-

dant in a criminal action that is substantially but not technically an admission of 

guilt and subjects the defendant to punishment but permits denial of the alleged 

facts in other proceedings.  [Latin nolo contendere, I do not wish to contend  : 

nolo, first person sing. present tense of nolle, to be unwilling + contendere, to con-

tend.]

no-lose (noùluzù) adj.  Slang. Certain to end happily or successfully: “It is a no-

lose situation: The hungry get the food, the donors get a tax deduction” (Los Angeles 

Times). 

nol-pros (nmlùprmsù) v.  tr. nol-·prossed, nol-·pros·sing, nol-·pros·ses. Law. 

To drop prosecution of by entering a nolle prosequi in court records. 

nol. pros. abbr.  Law. Nolle prosequi. 

nom. abbr.  Nominative. 

no·ma (noùmN) n.  A severe, often gangrenous inflammation of the mouth or 

genitals, occurring usually after an infectious disease and found most often in 

children in poor hygienic or malnourished condition.  [Latin nomK, ulcer, from 

Greek. See nem- in Appendix.]

no·mad (noùm4dÙ) n.  1. A member of a group of people who have no fixed 

home and move according to the seasons from place to place in search of food, 

water, and grazing land.  2. A person with no fixed residence who roams about; a 



wanderer.  [French nomade, from Latin nomas, nomad-, from Greek nomas, wan-

dering in search of pasture. See nem- in Appendix.] —no·madùic adj.  

—no·madùi·cal·ly adv.  —noùmadÙism n. 

no man’s land (no m4nz l4nd) n.  1. Land under dispute by two opposing 

parties, especially the field of battle between the lines of two opposing entrenched 

armies.  2. An area of uncertainty or ambiguity.  3. An unclaimed or unowned 

piece of land. 

nom·ar·chy (nmmùärÙkK) n.  pl. nom·ar·chies. Any of the administrative prov-

inces of the modern Greek state.  [Modern Greek nomarkhia, from Greek, district 

 : nomos, district; see NOME + -arkhia, -archy.]

nom·bril (nmmùbrNl) n.  Heraldry. The point on an escutcheon between the fess 

point and the base point; the midpoint in the lower half of the escutcheon.  

[French, from Old French, from (un) ombril, (a) navel, from Vulgar Latin 

*umbilXculus, from Latin, diminutive of umbilXcus. See nobh- in Appendix.]

nom de guerre (nmmÙ dN gârù) n.  pl. noms de guerre (nmmÙ). A fictitious 

name; a pseudonym.  [French  : nom, name + de, of + guerre, war.]

nom de plume (nmmÙ dN plumù) n.  pl. noms de plume (nmmÙ). See pen 
name.  [French  : nom, name + de, of + plume, pen.]

nome (nom) n.  1. A province of Pharaonic, Hellenistic, and Roman Egypt.  

2. A nomarchy.  [Greek nomos, district, custom. See nem- in Appendix.]

Nome (nom)  A city of western Alaska on Norton Sound and the southern coast 

of Seward Peninsula. It was founded as a gold-mining camp in 1896 and was an 

important center of the Alaskan gold rush from 1899 to 1903. Population, 3,500. 

no·men·cla·tor (noùmNn-kl7ÙtNr) n.  One who assigns names, as in scientific 

classification.  [Latin nomencl7tor, a slave who accompanied his master to tell him 

the names of people he met, variant of nomencul7tor : nomen, name; see np-
men- in Appendix + cal7tor, servant, crier (from cal7re, to call); see kelN-2 in 

Appendix.]

no·men·cla·to·ri·al (noÙmNn-klN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Of or relating to 

nomenclature. 

no·men·cla·ture (noùmNn-kl7ÙchNr, no-mHnùklN-) n.  1. A system of names 

used in an art or a science:  the nomenclature of mineralogy.  2. The procedure of 

assigning names to the kinds and groups of organisms listed in a taxonomic clas-

sification:  the rules of nomenclature in botany.  [Latin nomencl7t7ra, from 

nomencl7tor, nomenclator. See NOMENCLATOR.]

no·men·kla·tu·ra (noÙmNn-klä-ttrùN, nôÙmyHn-klä-turùä) n.  1. The sys-

tem of patronage to senior positions in the bureaucracy of the Soviet Union and 

some other Communist states, controlled by committees at various levels of the 

Communist Party.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The lists of appointees matching the 

lists of patronage positions in such a system.  3. (used with a pl. verb). The 

appointees to these positions: “The... nomenklatura are perceived as draft-



immune” (Anthony Arnold).  4. The stratified, privileged class composed of these 

appointees.  [Russian, from Latin nomencl7t7ra, list of names. See NOMENCLA-

TURE.]

nom·i·nal (nmmùN-nNl) adj.  1. a. Of, resembling, relating to, or consisting of a 

name or names.  b. Assigned to or bearing a person’s name:  nominal shares.   

2. Existing in name only.  3. Philosophy. Of or relating to nominalism.  

4. Insignificantly small; trifling:  a nominal sum.  5. Business. a. Of, relating to, 

or being the amount or face value of a sum of money or a stock certificate, for 

example, and not the purchasing power or market value.  b. Of, relating to, or 

being the rate of interest or return without adjustment for compounding or infla-

tion.   6. Grammar. Of or relating to a noun or word group that functions as a 

noun.  7. Aerospace & Engineering. According to plan or design:  a nominal flight 

check.   —  n.  Grammar. A word or group of words functioning as a noun.  [Mid-

dle English nominalle, of nouns, from Latin nomin7lis, of names, from nomen, 

nomin-, name. See np-men- in Appendix.] —nomùi·nal·ly adv. 

nom·i·nal·ism (nmmùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The doctrine holding that 

abstract concepts, general terms, or universals have no objective reference but 

exist only as names.   —nomùi·nal·ist n.  —nomÙi·nal·isùtic adj. 

nominal quote (nmmùN-nNl kwot) n.  The approximate price of a security 

when there is no firm bid or asking price.  Also called subject quote 

nominal value (nmmùN-nNl v4lùyu) n.  See par value. 
nominal wages (nmmùN-nNl w7ùjVz) pl.n.  Wages measured in terms of money 

paid, not in terms of purchasing power. 

nom·i·nate (nmmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. nom·i·nat·ed, nom·i·nat·ing, nom·i·nates. 
1. To propose by name as a candidate, especially for election.  2. To designate or 

appoint to an office, a responsibility, or an honor.  See Synonyms at appoint.  
[Latin nomin7re, nomin7t-, to name, from nomen, nomin-, name. See np-men- 
in Appendix.] —nomùi·naÙtor n. 

nom·i·na·tion (nmmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of appointing a 

person to office.  2. The act or an instance of submitting a name for candidacy or 

appointment.  3. The state of being nominated. 

nom·i·na·tive (nmmùN-n7ÙtVv) adj.  Abbr. nom. 1. a. Appointed to office.  

b. Nominated as a candidate for office.   2. Having or bearing a person’s name:  

nominative shares.  3.  (-nN-tVv) Grammar. Of, relating to, or belonging to a case 

of the subject of a finite verb (as I in I wrote the letter) and of words identified 

with the subject of a copula, such as a predicate nominative (as children in These 

are his children).   —  n.  (-nN-tVv) Grammar. The nominative case. 

nom·i·nee (nmmÙN-nKù) n.  1. One who has been nominated to an office or for a 

candidacy.  2. A person or an organization in whose name a security is registered 

though true ownership is held by another party.  [NOMIN(ATE) + -EE
1.]



nom·o·graph (nmmùN-gr4fÙ, noùmN-)  or nom·o·gram (-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A 

graph consisting of three coplanar curves, each graduated for a different variable 

so that a straight line cutting all three curves intersects the related values of each 

variable.  2. A chart representing numerical relationships.  [Greek nomos, law; see 

nem- in Appendix + -GRAPH.] —nomÙo·graphùic adj.  —no·mogùra·phy 
(no-mmgùrN-fK) n. 

no·mol·o·gy (no-mmlùN-jK) n.  The study and discovery of general physical and 

logical laws.  [Greek nomos, law; see nem- in Appendix + -LOGY.] 
—nomÙo·logùic (nmmÙN-lmjùVk, noÙmN-), nomÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—nomÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —no·molùo·gist n. 

nom·o·thet·ic (nmmÙN-thHtùVk)  or nom·o·thet·ic·al (-Vk-Nl) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to lawmaking; legislative.  2. Based on a system of law.  3. Of or relating 

to the philosophy of law.  4. Of or relating to the study or discovery of general sci-

entific laws.  [Greek nomothetikos : nomos, law; see nem- in Appendix + thetikos, 

thetic; see THETIC.] —nom·o·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

-nomy suff.  A system of laws governing or a body of knowledge about a speci-

fied field:  aeronomy.  [Greek -nomia, from nomos, law. See nem- in Appendix.]

non- pref.  Not:  noncombatant.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

non, not. See ne in Appendix.]

nona- pref.  Ninth; nine:  nonagon.  [From Latin nonus, ninth. See newi in 

Appendix.]

non·age (nmnùVj, noùnVj) n.  1. The period during which one is legally underage.  

2. A period of immaturity: “The bravest achievements were always accomplished in 

the nonage of a nation” (Thomas Paine).  [Middle English nounage, from Anglo-

Norman, variant of Old French nonaage : non-, non- + aage, age; see AGE.]

non·a·ge·nar·i·an (nmnÙN-jN-nârùK-Nn, noÙnN-) n.  A person 90 years old or 

between 90 and 100 years old.  [From Latin non7gKn7rius, from non7gKnX, ninety 

each, from non7gint7, ninety  : nonus, ninth; see NONA- + -gint7, ten times; see 

dekc in Appendix.] —nonÙa·ge·narùi·an adj. 

non·ag·gres·sion (nmnÙN-grHshùNn) n.  Lack of intention to show aggression 

against a foreign government or nation.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a nonaggression policy; nonaggression treaties. 

non·a·gon (nmnùN-gmnÙ, noùnN-) n.  A polygon with nine sides. 

non·al·co·hol·ic (nmnÙ4l-kN-hôùlVk, -hmlùVk) n.  A beverage usually containing 

less than 0.5 percent alcohol by volume.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a 

beverage whose alcohol content is very low or negligible.  2. Containing no alco-

hol:  nonalcoholic medication.  3. Dealcoholized. 

non·a·ligned (nmnÙN-lXndù) adj.  Not allied with any other nation or bloc; neu-

tral:  A group of 20 nonaligned nations urged a treaty to ban space weapons.   
—nonÙa·lignùment n. 



non·a·no·ic acid (nmnÙN-noùVk 4sùVd) n.  See pelargonic acid.  [nonane, a 

paraffin (NONA- + -ANE, so called because it is ninth in the methane series) + -

OIC.]

non·ap·pear·ance (nmnÙN-pîrùNns) n.  Law. 1. Failure of a defendant to 

appear in an action.  2. Failure of a witness or party to appear in response to a 

subpoena or notice. 

non·as·sess·a·ble (nmnÙN-sHsùN-bNl) adj.  1. Impossible to estimate, set, or 

determine:  nonassessable damages.  2. Of or relating to capital stock for which 

owners cannot be assessed additional funds to cover any liabilities of the firm and 

therefore cannot lose any more than their original investments. 

non·bank (nmnùb4ngkÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or done by a business or an insti-

tution that is not a bank but performs similar services. 

non·be·liev·er (nmnÙbH-lKùvNr) n.  One who does not believe or have faith, as 

in God or a philosophy. 

non·black  or non-Black  or non-black (nmn-bl4kù) n.  A person who is not 

Black.   —non·blackù adj. 

non·book (nmnùbtkÙ) n.  A book having little or no literary merit or sub-

stance, often published to exploit a fad.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or being some-

thing other than a book, such as microfilm or microfiche in a library. 

non·busi·ness (nmnùbVzÙnVs) adj.  1. Unrelated to business or industry.  

2. Unrelated to one’s own business or employment. 

non·call·a·ble (nmn-kôùlN-bNl) adj.  Abbr. NC Business. Of or relating to a pro-

vision of some bond and preferred stock issues that prohibits the issuer from 

redeeming the security before a certain date or until maturity. 

non·ca·lor·ic (nmnÙkN-lôrùVk, -lmrù-) adj.  Having few or no calories:  a nonca-

loric soft drink. 

non·can·di·date (nmn-k4nùdV-d7tÙ, -dVt) n.  Informal. A person who has 

announced that he or she is not a candidate, especially for political office. 

nonce (nmns) n.  The present or particular occasion: “Her tendency to discover a 

touch of sadness had for the nonce disappeared” (Theodore Dreiser).  [From Mid-

dle English for the nones, for the occasion, alteration of for then anes : for, for; see 

FOR + then, neuter dative sing. of the; see THE
1 + ones, anes, once; see ONCE.]

nonce word (nmns wûrd) n.  A word occurring, invented, or used just for a 

particular occasion; for example, the word mileconsuming in “the wagon beginning 

to fall into its slow and mileconsuming clatter” (William Faulkner). 

non·cha·lance (nmnÙshN-länsù) n.  Casual lack of concern: “The contemptuous 

nonchalance of her trailed hand irritated him” (Elizabeth Bowen). 

non·cha·lant (nmnÙshN-läntù) adj.  Seeming to be coolly unconcerned or indif-

ferent.  See Synonyms at cool.  [French, from Old French, present participle of 

nonchaloir, to be unconcerned  : non-, non- + chaloir, to cause concern to (from 



Latin calKre, to be warm, heat up); see kelN-1 in Appendix.] —nonÙcha·lantùly 
adv.  

WORD HISTORY: A nonchalant person is not likely to become warm or heated

about anything, a fact that is underscored by the etymology of the word noncha-

lant. Non-, the first part of the word, is easy to spot as a familiar negative prefix;

since this word was formed in Old French, we have non-, the Old French descen-

dant of Latin non-. The second element, chalant, is the Old French present parti-

ciple of the verb chaloir, meaning “to be concerned.” This in turn came from the

Latin word calKre, which from its concrete sense “to be hot or warm” developed

the figurative sense “to be roused or fired with hope, zeal, or anger.” Obviously

the Old French verb chaloir has lost some of the warmth of Latin calKre, but then,

the nonchalant person has little warmth or concern. The word nonchalant is first

recorded in English before 1734, although French nonchalance, a derivative of

French nonchalant, seems to have entered English first. English nonchalance is first

recorded in 1678.

non·chro·mo·som·al (nmnÙkro-mN-soùmNl) adj.  Not situated on or involv-

ing a chromosome:  nonchromosomal DNA. 

non·cit·i·zen (nmn-sVtùV-zNn) n.  See alien (n., sense 1). 

non·clear·ing member (nmn-klîrùVng mHmùbNr) n.  A member of a securi-

ties exchange that does not belong to the exchange’s clearing facility but pays 

another firm to provide the service. 

non·com (nmnùkmmÙ) n.  Informal. A noncommissioned officer. 

non·com·bat·ant (nmnÙkNm-b4tùnt, -kmmùbN-tnt) n.  1. A member of the 

armed forces, such as a chaplain or surgeon, whose duties lie outside combat.  

2. A civilian in wartime, especially one in a war zone. 

non·com·mis·sioned officer (nmnÙkN-mVshùNnd ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. NCO, 
N.C.O. An enlisted member of the armed forces, such as a corporal, sergeant, or 

petty officer, appointed to a rank conferring leadership over other enlisted per-

sonnel. 

non·com·mit·tal (nmnÙkN-mVtùl) adj.  Refusing commitment to a particular 

opinion or course of action; not revealing what one feels or thinks: “His face was 

the color of a freshly baked pork pie and as noncommittal” (Thomas Pynchon).   
—nonÙcom·mitùtal·ly adv. 

non·com·pet·i·tive bid (nmnÙkNm-pHtùV-tVv bVd) n.  A method of purchasing 

U.S. Treasury bills at the weekly public auction by agreeing to purchase a given 

amount of securities at the average price set at the auction. 

non·com·pli·ance (nmnÙkNm-plXùNns) n.  Failure or refusal to comply.   
—nonÙcom·pliùant adj.  & n. 



non com·pos men·tis (nmn kmmÙpNs mHnùtVs) adj.  Law. Not of sound mind 

and hence not legally responsible; mentally incompetent.  [Latin non compos 

mentis : non, not + compos, in control + mentis, genitive sing. of mKns, mind.]

non·con·duc·tor (nmnÙkNn-dƒkùtNr) n.  A material that conducts little or no 

electricity, heat, or sound. 

non·con·form·ist (nmnÙkNn-fôrùmVst) n.  1. One who does not conform to, or 

refuses to be bound by, accepted beliefs, customs, or practices.  2.  Often Non-
conformist. A member of a Protestant church not observing the doctrines, 

usage, or polity of a national or established church, especially the Church of 

England.   —nonÙcon·formùist adj.  —nonÙcon·formùism n. 

non·con·form·i·ty (nmnÙkNn-fôrùmV-tK) n.  1. Refusal or failure to conform 

to accepted customs, beliefs, or practices.  2.  Often Nonconformity. Refusal to 

accept or conform to the doctrines, usage, or polity of the Church of England. 

non·con·trib·u·to·ry (nmnÙkNn-trVbùyN-tôrÙK, -torùK) adj.  Of or relating to a 

pension plan in which participating members or employees are not required to 

support the plan with their own contributions. 

non·co·op·er·a·tion (nmnÙko-mpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Failure or refusal to cooper-

ate, especially nonviolent civil disobedience against a government or an occupy-

ing power.   —nonÙco·opÙer·aùtion·ist n.  —nonÙco·opùer·a·tive (-mpùNr-N-

tVv, -mpùN-r7Ù-) adj.  —nonÙco·opùer·aÙtor n. 

non·count·a·ble noun (nmn-kounùtN-bNl noun) n.  Linguistics. A mass 

noun. 

non·cred·it (nmn-krHdùVt) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting an educational 

course that does not offer credit toward an academic degree. 

non·cus·to·di·al (nmnÙkƒ-stoùdK-Nl) adj.  1. Not having custody of one’s chil-

dren after a divorce or separation:  a noncustodial parent.  2. Of or relating to a 

lack of child custody:  noncustodial households. 

non·dair·y (nmn-dârùK) adj.  Containing no milk or dairy products:  nondairy 

coffee creamer. 

non·de·duct·i·ble (nmnÙdV-dƒkùtN-bNl) adj.  Not deductible, especially for 

income-tax purposes. 

non·de·nom·i·na·tion·al (nmnÙdV-nmmÙN-n7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Not restricted to 

or associated with a religious denomination. 

non·de·script (nmnÙdV-skrVptù) adj.  Lacking distinctive qualities; having no 

individual character or form: “This expression gave temporary meaning to a set of 

features otherwise nondescript” (Katherine Anne Porter).  [NON- + Latin dKscrXp-

tus, past participle of dKscrXbere, to describe; see DESCRIBE.] —nonÙde·scriptù n. 

non·de·struc·tive (nmnÙdV-strƒkùtVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a process 

that does not result in damage to the material under investigation or testing.   
—nonÙde·strucùtive·ly adv. 



non·di·rec·tive (nmnÙdV-rHkùtVv, -dX-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a psycho-

therapeutic or counseling technique in which the therapist takes an unobtrusive 

role in order to encourage free expression by the client or patient. 

non·dis·crim·i·na·tion (nmnÙdV-skrVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. Absence of discrimi-

nation.  2. The practice or policy of refraining from discrimination.   —nonÙ-
dis·crimùi·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

non·dis·junc·tion (nmnÙdVs-jƒngkùshNn) n.  Biology. The failure of paired 

chromosomes or sister chromatids to separate and go to different cells during 

meiosis.   —nonÙdis·juncùtion·al adj. 

non·dis·tinc·tive (nmnÙdV-stVngkùtVv) adj.  Linguistics. Not phonemically dis-

tinctive; not serving to distinguish meaning. 

non·drink·er (nmn-drVngùkNr) n.  One who does not drink alcoholic beverages. 

non·dur·a·ble (nmn-dtrùN-bNl, -dytrù-) adj.  Not enduring; being in a state 

of constant consumption:  nondurable items such as paper products.   —  n.  A con-

sumable item:  nondurables such as food. 

none (nƒn) pron.  1. No one; not one; nobody:  None dared to do it.  2. Not any:  

None of my classmates survived the war.  3. No part; not any:  none of your busi-

ness.   —  adv.  1. Not at all:  He is none too ill.  2. In no way:  The jeans looked 

none the better for having been washed.  [Middle English, from Old English n7n : 

ne, no, not; see ne in Appendix + 7n, one; see oi-no- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: It is widely asserted that none is equivalent to no one, and hence

requires a singular verb and singular pronoun: None of the prisoners was given his

soup. It is true that none is etymologically derived from the Old English word 7n,

“one,” but the word has been used as both a singular and a plural noun from Old

English onward. The plural use can be found in reputable sources such as the King

James Bible, Dryden, and Burke; and H.W. Fowler described the traditional rule

as “a mistake.” Either a singular or a plural verb is acceptably used in a sentence

such as None of the conspirators has (or have) been brought to trial. When none is

modified by almost, however, it is difficult to avoid treating the word as a plural:

Almost none of the officials were (not was) interviewed by the committee. None can

only be plural in its use in sentences such as None but his most loyal supporters

believe (not believes) his story. See Usage Note at every. See Usage Note at nei-
ther.

non·e·go (nmn-Kùgo, -Hgùo) n.  All that is not part of the ego or the conscious 

self.  [Translation of German Nichtich : nicht, not + Ich, I, ego.]

non·e·las·tic (nmnÙV-l4sùtVk) adj.  Having or exhibiting no elasticity. 

non·e·lect·ed (nmnÙV-lHkùtVd) adj.  Having reached an office or an official posi-

tion without going through the elective process:  powerful nonelected bureaucrats. 



non·en·ti·ty (nmn-HnùtV-tK) n.  pl. non·en·ti·ties. 1. A person regarded as 

being of no importance or significance.  2. Nonexistence.  3. Something that 

does not exist or that exists only in the imagination. 

nones (nonz) pl.n.  1. The ninth day before the ides of a month; in the ancient 

Roman calendar, the seventh day of March, May, July, or October and the fifth 

day of the other months.  2. Ecclesiastical. a. The fifth of the seven canonical 

hours. No longer in liturgical use.  b. The time of day appointed for this service, 

usually the ninth hour after sunrise.   [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin nonae, feminine pl. of nonus, ninth. See newi in Appendix.]

non·es·sen·tial (nmnÙV-sHnùshNl) adj.  1. Having little or no importance; not 

essential.  2. Biochemistry. Being a substance that is required for normal function-

ing but does not need to be included in the diet because of the body’s ability to 

synthesize it from other nutrients. 

none·such also non·such (nƒnùsƒchÙ) n.  1. A person or thing without equal.  

See Synonyms at paragon.  2.  See black medic.  —noneùsuchÙ adj. 

no·net (no-nHtù) n.  Music. 1. A combination of nine instruments or voices.  

2. A composition written for such a combination.  [Italian nonetto, from diminu-

tive of nono, ninth, from Latin nonus. See NONES.]

none·the·less (nƒnÙthN-lHsù) adv.  Nevertheless; however. 

non-Eu·clid·e·an (nmnÙyu-klVdùK-Nn) adj.  Mathematics. Of, relating to, or 

being any of several modern geometries that are not based on the postulates of 

Euclid. 

non·e·vent (nmnùV-vHntÙ) n.  Informal. An anticipated or highly publicized 

event that does not occur or proves anticlimactic or boring. 

non·ex·ist·ence (nmnÙVg-zVsùtNns) n.  1. The condition of not existing.  

2. Something that does not exist.   —nonÙex·istùent adj. 

non·ex·plo·sive (nmnÙVk-sploùsVv) adj.  That will not explode:  a nonexplosive 

fuel; nonexplosive gases.   —nonÙex·ploùsive n. 

non·fat (nmnùf4tù) adj.  Lacking fat solids or having the fat content removed:  

nonfat milk. 

non·fea·sance (nmn-fKùzNns) n.  Law. Failure to perform an act that is either 

an official duty or a legal requirement.  [NON- + (MIS)FEASANCE.]

non·fer·rous (nmn-fHrùNs) adj.  1. Not composed of or containing iron.  2. Of 

or relating to metals other than iron. 

non·fic·tion (nmn-fVkùshNn) n.  1. Prose works other than fiction:  I’ve read her 

novels but not her nonfiction.  2. The category of literature consisting of works of 

this kind.   —non·ficùtion·al adj. 

nonfiction novel (nmn-fVkùshNn nmvùNl) n.  A factual or historical narrative 

written in the form of a novel:  Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood is a nonfiction 

novel. 



non·flam·ma·ble (nmn-fl4mùN-bNl) adj.  Not flammable, especially not readily 

ignited and not rapidly burned. 

non·food (nmnùfudÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being something that is not food 

but is sold in a supermarket, as housewares, stationery, and school supplies.   —  
n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  nonfood items; nonfood sales. 

non·gon·o·coc·cal urethritis (nmnÙgmn-N-kmkùNl ytrÙV-thrXùtVs) n.  Abbr. 

NGU An inflammation of the urethra similar to that of gonorrhea but caused by 

the rickettsia Chlamydia trachomatis and occurring mostly among males as an 

early symptom of chlamydia. 

non·grad·ed (nmn-gr7ùdVd) adj.  1. Being without grade levels:  a nongraded 

elementary school.  2. Consisting of particles of essentially the same size, as soil. 

non gra·ta (nmn gräùtN, gr4tùN, non) adj.  Not welcome; not approved:  The 

aide, having been declared non grata, was expelled from the country.  [From PER-

SONA NON GRATA.]

non·he·ro (nmn-hîrùo) n.  pl. non·he·roes. An antihero. 

non·i·den·ti·cal (nmnÙX-dHnùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Not being the same; different.  

2. Fraternal:  nonidentical twins. 

no·nil·lion (no-nVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1030.  2. Chiefly 

British. The cardinal number equal to 1054.  [French  : Latin nonus, ninth; see 

NONA- + French million, million (from Old French milion); see MILLION.] 
—no·nilùlion adj. 

no·nil·lionth (no-nVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number nonillion in a series.  

2. One of nonillion equal parts.   —no·nilùlionth adv.  & adj. 

non·im·mi·grant (nmn-VmùV-grNnt) n.  1. An alien, such as a tourist or a mem-

ber of a ship’s crew, who enters a country for a temporary stay.  2. An alien who 

returns to his or her own country after a stay abroad.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  nonimmigrant status. 

non·in·duc·tive (nmnÙVn-dƒkùtVv) adj.  Electricity. Having low or zero induc-

tance. 

non-in·su·lin-de·pen·dent diabetes (nmn-VnùsN-lVn-dV-pHnùdNnt dXÙN-

bKùtVs) n.  See diabetes mellitus (n., sense 2). 

non·in·ter·ven·tion (nmnÙVn-tNr-vHnùshNn) n.  Failure or refusal to intervene, 

especially in the affairs of another nation.   —nonÙin·ter·venùtion·ist n. 

non·in·tro·spec·tive (nmnÙVn-trN-spHkùtVv) adj.  Unable or unwilling to 

examine one’s conscience or soul. 

non·in·va·sive (nmnÙVn-v7ùsVv) adj.  1. Not penetrating the body, as by incision 

or injection:  noninvasive surgery; a noninvasive diagnostic method.  2. Not invad-

ing healthy tissue:  noninvasive cancer of the bladder. 

non·in·volve·ment (nmnÙVn-vmlvùmNnt) n.  1. Lack of emotional involve-

ment.  2. Failure or refusal to become involved, especially in the affairs of another 

nation; nonintervention. 



non·is·sue (nmnùVshÙu) n.  A matter of so little import that it ought not 

become a focus of controversy and comment:  She felt that the matter of her attire 

should have been a nonissue. 

non·join·der (nmn-joinùdNr) n.  Law. Omission of a party, plaintiff, defendant, 

or cause of action that should have been included as a part of an action or a suit. 

non·judg·men·tal (nmnÙjƒj-mHnùtl) adj.  Refraining from judgment, espe-

cially one based on personal ethical standards. 

non·ju·ror (nmn-jtrùNr, -ôrÙ) n.  1. One who refuses to take an oath, as of alle-

giance.  2. Nonjuror. A beneficed Anglican clergyman who refused to take the 

Oaths of Allegiance and Supremacy to William and Mary and their successors 

after the Glorious Revolution of 1688.  [NON- + JUROR, one who takes an oath 

(obsolete).] —non·jurùing adj. 

non·lead·ed (nmn-lHdùVd) adj.  Containing no lead; lead-free. 

non·lin·e·ar (nmn-lVnùK-Nr) adj.  1. Not in a straight line.  2. Mathematics. 

a. Occurring as a result of a nonadditive operation.  b. Containing a variable 

with an exponent other than one. Used of an equation.  

non·lit·er·ate (nmn-lVtùNr-Vt) adj.  Having no written language; preliterate.   
—non·litùer·ate n. 

non·mar·ket·a·ble (nmn-märùkV-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a security 

that may not be sold by one investor to another but is generally redeemable by the 

issuer within limitations; nonnegotiable.  2. Difficult or impossible to market:  a 

nonmarketable product. 

non·mem·ber firm (nmn-mHmùbNr fûrm) n.  A firm that is not a member of 

a securities exchange and must work through member firms to have its orders 

executed on the exchange floor. 

non·met·al (nmn-mHtùl) n.  Any of a number of elements, such as oxygen or 

sulfur, that lack the physical and chemical properties of metals. 

non·me·tal·lic (nmnÙmN-t4lùVk) adj.  1. Not metallic.  2. Chemistry. Of, relating 

to, or being a nonmetal. 

non·mor·al (nmn-môrùNl, -mmrù-) adj.  1. Unrelated to moral or ethical consid-

erations.  2. Having no moral or ethical standards; lacking a moral sense. 

non·neg·a·tive (nmn-nHgùN-tVv) adj.  Mathematics. Of, relating to, or being a 

quantity that is either positive or zero. 

non·ne·go·tia·ble (nmnÙnV-goùshN-bNl, -shK-N-) adj.  1. Difficult or impossi-

ble to settle by arbitration, mediation, or mutual concession:  a nonnegotiable 

demand.  2. Nonmarketable. 

non·nu·cle·ar (nmn-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  1. Not causing, involving, or 

operated by nuclear energy.  2. Not possessing nuclear weapons. 

no-no (noùnoÙ) n.  pl. no-·noes. Informal. 1. Something unacceptable or 

impermissible: “Even though his company wasn’t the one involved in the case, what 



he did is considered a definite no-no” (Mike Royko).  2. A social blunder; a faux 

pas. 

non·ob·jec·tive (nmnÙNb-jHkùtVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a style of art in 

which natural objects are not represented realistically; abstract. 

non·ob·serv·ance (nmnÙNb-zûrùvNns) n.  Failure or refusal to observe, as a 

religious custom or holiday.   —nonÙob·servùant adj.  —nonÙob·servùant·ly 
adv. 

non ob·stan·te (nmnÙ Nb-st4nùtK, -stänù-, nonÙ) prep.  Abbr. non obs., non 
obst. Notwithstanding.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin non obstante (ali-

quo stat7to in contr7rium), notwithstanding (any statute to the contrary)  : Latin 

non, not + Latin obstante, ablative present participle of obst7re, to withstand.]

no-non·sense (no-nmnùsHnsÙ, -sNns) adj.  Not tolerating irrelevancies; direct, 

efficient, and practical:  the no-nonsense tones of a stern parent; plain, no-nonsense 

meals at a diner. 

non·ox·y·nol-9 (nmn-mkùsN-nôlÙnXnù, -nmlÙ-, -nolÙ-) n.  A spermicide widely 

used in contraceptive creams, foams, and lubricants.  [By shortening and rear-

rangement of nonylphenylhydroxynonaoxyethylene.]

non·pa·reil (nmnÙpN-rHlù) adj.  Having no equal; peerless:  the Yankees’ nonpareil 

center fielder.   —  n.  1. A person or thing that has no equal; a paragon.  See Syn-

onyms at paragon.  2.  See painted bunting.  3. A small, flat chocolate drop 

covered with white pellets of sugar.  [Middle English nounparalle, from Old 

French nonpareil : non-, non- + pareil, equal (from Vulgar Latin *pariculus, 

diminutive of Latin p7r, equal); see perN-2 in Appendix.]

non·par·ti·san (nmn-pärùtV-zNn, -sNn) adj.  Based on, influenced by, affiliated 

with, or supporting the interests or policies of no single political party:  a nonpar-

tisan commission; nonpartisan opinions.   —non·parùti·san n.  

—non·parùti·san·shipÙ n. 

non·per·sis·tent (nmnÙpNr-sVsùtNnt) adj.  Having a short life or existence under 

natural conditions:  a nonpersistent pesticide; a nonpersistent infection. 

non·per·son (nmn-pûrùsNn) n.  A person whose existence is systematically 

ignored or concealed, especially one whose removal from the attention and mem-

ory of the public is sought for reasons of ideological or political deviation. 

non·plus (nmn-plƒsù) v.  tr. non·plused also non·plussed, non·plus·ing also 

non·plus·sing, non·plus·es also non·plus·ses. To put at a loss as to what to 

think, say, or do; bewilder.   —  n.  A state of perplexity, confusion, or bewilder-

ment.  [From Latin non pl7s, no more  : non, not; see NON- + pl7s, more; see pelN-
1 in Appendix.]

non·pre·scrip·tion (nmnÙprV-skrVpùshNn) adj.  Sold legally without a physi-

cian’s prescription; over-the-counter:  nonprescription drugs. 

non·pro·duc·tive (nmnÙprN-dƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Not yielding or producing:  non-

productive land.  2. Not engaged in the direct production of goods:  nonproductive 



personnel.   —  n.  A person who produces no useful work.   —nonÙpro·ducù-
tive·ly adv. 

non·pro·fes·sion·al (nmnÙprN-fHshùN-nNl) n.  One who is not a professional.   
—nonÙpro·fesùsion·al adj.  —nonÙpro·fesùsion·al·ly adv. 

non·prof·it (nmn-prmfùVt) adj.  Not seeking or producing a profit or profits:  a 

nonprofit organization. 

non·pro·lif·er·a·tion (nmnÙprN-lVfÙN-r7ùshNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or calling 

for an end to the acquisition of nuclear weapons by additional nations:  a nonpro-

liferation treaty. 

non·pros (nmnùprmsù) v.  tr. non·prossed, non·pros·sing, non·pros·ses. 
Law. To enter a judgment of non prosequitur against (a plaintiff).  [Short for NON 

PROSEQUITUR.]

non pro·se·qui·tur (nmnÙ prN-sHkùwV-tNr, nonÙ) n.  Law. The judgment 

entered against a plaintiff who fails to appear in court to prosecute a suit.  [Late 

Latin non prosequitur, he does not prosecute  : Latin non, not + prosequitur, third 

person sing. present tense of prosequX, to prosecute.]

non·read·er (nmn-rKùdNr) n.  A person who cannot or does not read, especially 

a child who takes a long time learning to read. 

non·re·com·bi·nant (nmnÙrK-kmmùbN-nNnt) adj.  Not resulting from or 

involved in genetic recombination:  nonrecombinant microbial cells. 

non·re·cov·er·a·ble (nmnÙrV-kƒvùNr-N-bNl) adj.  That cannot be recovered, 

especially from waste materials or ore. 

non·rep·re·sen·ta·tion·al (nmn-rHpÙrV-zHn-t7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, 

or being a style of art in which natural objects are not represented realistically; 

nonobjective. 

non·res·i·dent (nmn-rHzùV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) adj.  1. Not living in a particular place:  

nonresident students who commute to classes.  2. Chiefly New England. Of, relating 

to, or being real estate owned by persons who are resident only in the summer.  

See Regional note at summercater.  —non·resùi·dence, non·resùi·den·cy n.  

—non·resùi·dent n. 

non·re·sis·tance (nmnÙrV-zVsùtNns) n.  1. The practice or principle of complete 

obedience to authority even if unjust or arbitrary.  2. The practice or principle of 

refusing to resort to force even in defense against violence. 

non·re·sis·tant (nmnÙrV-zVsùtNnt) adj.  1. Not resistant, especially to a disease 

or an environmental factor, such as heat or moisture.  2. Submissively obedient.   
—nonÙre·sisùtant n. 

non·re·stric·tive (nmnÙrV-strVkùtVv) adj.  1. Not restrictive:  nonrestrictive zon-

ing.  2. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a subordinate clause or phrase that 

describes but does not identify or restrict the meaning of the noun, phrase, or 

clause it modifies, as the clause who live in a small condo in the sentence The 

Smiths, who live in a small condo, have 11 cats. 



non·re·turn·a·ble (nmnÙrV-tûrùnN-bNl) adj.  1. That cannot be returned:  Mer-

chandise on sale is generally nonreturnable.  2. Not exchangeable for a deposit:  

nonreturnable bottles. 

non·rig·id (nmn-rVjùVd) adj.  1. Not rigid:  a nonrigid frame.  2. Of, relating to, 

or being a lighter-than-air aircraft that holds its shape by gas pressure. 

non·sched·uled (nmn-skHjùuld) adj.  Operating without a regular schedule of 

passenger or cargo flights:  a nonscheduled airline. 

non·sec·tar·i·an (nmnÙsHk-târùK-Nn) adj.  Not limited to or associated with a 

particular religious denomination.   —nonÙsec·tarùi·an·ism n. 

non·self (nmn-sHlfù) n.  That which the immune system identifies as foreign to 

the body. 

non·sense (nmnùsHnsÙ, -sNns) n.  1. Words or signs having no intelligible mean-

ing:  a message that was nonsense until decoded.  2. Subject matter, behavior, or 

language that is foolish or absurd.  3. Extravagant foolishness or frivolity:  a 

clown’s exuberant nonsense.  4. Matter of little or no importance or usefulness:  a 

chatty letter full of gossip and nonsense.  5. Insolent talk or behavior; impudence:  

wouldn’t take any nonsense from the children.  6. Genetics. A section within a 

strand of messenger RNA containing a nucleotide triplet that codes for no amino 

acid. Nonsense cannot be read during protein synthesis and so terminates the 

polypeptide chain. 

nonsense verse (nmnùsHnsÙ vûrs) n.  Verse characterized by humor or whimsy 

and often featuring nonce words. 

non·sen·si·cal (nmn-sHnùsV-kNl) adj.  1. Lacking intelligible meaning:  a nonsen-

sical jumble of words.  2. Foolish; absurd:  nonsensical ideas.   
—non·senÙsi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), non·senùsi·cal·ness (-kNl-nVs)  n.  

—non·senùsi·cal·ly adv. 

non se·qui·tur (nmn sHkùwV-tNr, -ttrÙ) n.  1. An inference or conclusion that 

does not follow from the premises or evidence.  2. A statement that does not fol-

low logically from what preceded it.  [Latin non sequitur, it does not follow  : non, 

not + sequitur, third person sing. present tense of sequX, to follow.]

non·sex·ist (nmn-sHkùsVst) adj.  1. Not discriminating on the basis of gender:  

nonsexist hiring policies.  2. Not promoting sexual stereotypes:  nonsexist terminol-

ogy such as firefighter and flight attendant. 

non·sig·nif·i·cant (nmnÙsVg-nVfùV-kNnt) adj.  1. Not significant.  2. Having, 

producing, or being a value obtained from a statistical test that lies within the 

limits for being of random occurrence.   —nonÙsig·nifùi·cance n.  —non-
Ùsig·nifùi·cant·ly adv. 

non·sked (nmnùskHdù) n.  Informal. A nonscheduled airline or cargo plane.  

[Shortening and alteration of NONSCHEDULED.]

non·skid (nmnùskVdù) adj.  Designed to prevent or inhibit skidding:  nonskid 

tires. 



non·smok·er (nmnÙsmoùkNr) n.  One who does not smoke tobacco. 

non·smok·ing (nmnÙsmoùkVng) adj.  1. Not engaging in the smoking of 

tobacco:  nonsmoking passengers.  2. Designated or reserved for nonsmokers:  the 

nonsmoking section of a restaurant.  3. Of or relating to abstinence from smoking 

tobacco:  corporate nonsmoking policies. 

non·stan·dard also non-stan·dard (nmn-st4nùdNrd) adj.  1. Varying from or 

not adhering to the standard:  nonstandard lengths of board.  2. Linguistics. Asso-

ciated with a language variety used by uneducated speakers or socially disfavored 

groups.  

USAGE NOTE: The term nonstandard was introduced by linguists and lexicog-

raphers to describe usages and language varieties that had previously been labeled

with terms such as vulgar and illiterate. Nonstandard is not simply a euphemism

but reflects the empirical discovery that the varieties used by low-prestige groups

have rich and systematic grammatical structures and that their stigmatization

more often reflects a judgment about their speakers rather than any inherent de-

ficiencies in logic or expressive power. Note, however, that the use of nonstandard

forms is not necessarily restricted to the communities with which they are asso-

ciated in the public mind. Many educated speakers freely use forms such as can’t

hardly or ain’t I to set a popular or informal tone. • Some dictionaries use the

term substandard to describe forms, such as ain’t, associated with uneducated

speech, while reserving nonstandard for forms such as irregardless, which are com-

mon in writing but are still regarded by many as uneducated. But substandard is

itself susceptible of disparaging interpretation, and most linguists and lexicogra-

phers now use only nonstandard, the practice followed in this Dictionary.

non·start·er (nmn-stärùtNr) n.  1. One that fails to start.  2. An idea, a proposal, 

or a candidate with no chance of being accepted or successful: “Many lawmakers 

are pronouncing the budget a nonstarter” (Christian Science Monitor). 

non·ste·roi·dal (nmnÙstV-roidùl, -stH-) also non·ster·oid (nmn-stîrùoid, -stHrù-

) adj.  Not being or containing a steroid:  a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug.   
—  n.  A drug or other substance not containing a steroid. 

non·stick (nmnùstVkÙ) adj.  Permitting easy removal of adherent food particles:  

a frying pan with a nonstick surface. 

non·stop (nmnùstmpù) adj.  1. Made or done without stops:  a nonstop flight.  

2. Unceasing; unremitting:  nonstop criticism.   —nonùstopù adv. 

non·such (nƒnùsƒchÙ) n.  Variant of nonesuch. 
non·suit (nmn-sutù) Law. n.  A judgment against a plaintiff for failure to prose-

cute the case or to introduce sufficient evidence.   —  v.  tr. non·suit·ed, 
non·suit·ing, non·suits. To render a judgment of nonsuit against (a plaintiff).  



[Middle English, failure of a plaintiff to prosecute, from Anglo-Norman 

nounsuite : noun-, no (from Latin non); see NON- + suite, suit; see SUIT.]

non·sup·port (nmnÙsN-pôrtù, -portù) n.  Law. Failure to provide for the mainte-

nance of one’s legal dependents. 

non·tar·get (nmn-tärùgVt) adj.  Not being the target, as of an agent or a weapon:  

effects of radiotherapy on nontarget cells. 

non·ten·ured (nmn-tHnùyNrd, -ytrdÙ) adj.  Not having or leading to tenure:  a 

nontenured academic post. 

non·triv·i·al (nmn-trVvùK-Nl) adj.  1. Not trivial; of some importance.  

2. Mathematics. Of, relating to, or being an expression in which at least one vari-

able is not equal to zero. 

non trop·po (nmn trôùpo, non) adv.  & adj.  Music. In moderation. Used to 

modify a direction:  adagio non troppo.  [Italian  : non, not + troppo, too much.]

non-U (nmn-yuù) adj.  Chiefly British. Not characteristic of the upper class, 

especially in language usage.  [NON- + U2.]

non·un·ion (nmn-yunùyNn) adj.  1. Not belonging to a labor union:  nonunion 

plumbers.  2. Not recognizing or dealing with a labor union or employing union 

members:  a nonunion shop. 

non·u·ple (nmnùyN-pNl) adj.  1. Consisting of nine members, parts, or elements.  

2. Multiplied by nine.   —  n.  A number or total that is nine times as great as 

another.  [French nonuple (on the model of quadruple, quadruple); see QUADRU-

PLE, from Latin nonus, nine. See NONA-.]

non·us·er (nmn-yuùzNr) n.  One who refrains from the use of something, as of 

narcotic drugs or alcohol. 

non·ver·bal (nmn-vûrùbNl) adj.  1. Being other than verbal:  nonverbal commu-

nication.  2. Involving little use of language:  a nonverbal intelligence test.  

3. Measuring low on a scale of verbal ability. 

non·vi·a·ble (nmn-vXùN-bNl) adj.  1. Not capable of living or developing:  a non-

viable fetus.  2. Not workable or practicable:  a nonviable idea. 

non·vi·o·lence (nmn-vXùN-lNns) n.  1. Lack of violence.  2. The doctrine, policy, 

or practice of rejecting violence in favor of peaceful tactics as a means of gaining 

political objectives.   —non·viùo·lent adj.  —non·viùo·lent·ly adv. 

non·vot·er (nmn-voùtNr) n.  A person who does not vote or has no right to vote. 

non·white (nmn-hwXtù, -wXtù) n.  A person who is not white.   —nonùwhiteù 
adj. 

non·wo·ven (nmn-woùvNn) adj.  Made by a process not involving weaving. 

Used of textiles.   —  n.  Material or a fabric made by a process not involving 

weaving. 

non·ze·ro (nmn-zîrùo, -zKùro) adj.  Mathematics. Not equal to zero. 

noo·dle1 (nudùl) n.  A narrow, ribbonlike strip of dried dough, usually made 

of flour, eggs, and water.  [German Nudel.]



noo·dle2 (nudùl) n.  Slang. 1. The human head.  2. A person regarded as weak, 

foolish, or stupid.  [Probably alteration of NODDLE.]

noo·dle3 (nudùl) v.  intr. noo·dled, noo·dling, noo·dles. Music. To impro-

vise music on an instrument in an idle, haphazard fashion.  [Imitative.]

nook (ntk) n.  1. A small corner, alcove, or recess, especially one in a large 

room.  2. A hidden or secluded spot.  [Middle English nok, probably of Scandina-

vian origin; akin to Norwegian dialectal nok, hook.]

noon (nun) n.  Abbr. n., N. 1. a. Twelve o’clock in the daytime; midday.  

b. The time or point in the sun’s path at which the sun is on the local meridian.  

Also called noontide, noontime.   2. The highest point; the zenith.  3. Archaic. 

Midnight.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  noon meals; 

noon meetings.  [Middle English non, from Old English non, canonical hour of 

nones (3 P.M. in early Middle Ages), from Late Latin nona (hora), ninth (hour 

after sunrise), nones, feminine sing. of Latin nonus, ninth. See newi in Appen-

dix.]

noon·day (nunùd7Ù) n.  Midday; noon. 

no one (no wƒn) pron.  No person; nobody. 

noon·tide (nunùtXdÙ) n.  See noon (n., sense 1). 

noon·time (nunùtXmÙ) n.  See noon (n., sense 1). 

noose (nus) n.  1. A loop formed in a rope by means of a slipknot so that it 

binds tighter as the rope is pulled.  Also called running noose 2. A snare or trap.   
—  v.  tr. noosed, noos·ing, noos·es. 1. To capture or hold by or as if by a 

noose.  2. To make a noose of or in.  [Middle English nose, probably from Old 

French nos, nous, knot, from Latin nodus. See NODE.]

Noot·ka (nutùkN, nttù-) n.  pl. Nootka or Noot·kas. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people inhabiting Vancouver Island in British Columbia and Cape Flattery in 

northwest Washington.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Wakashan language 

of the Nootka.  [After Nootka (Sound).] —Nootùka adj. 

Nootka cypress (nutùkN sXùprVs) n.  See Alaska cedar (n., sense 1).  [After 

Nootka (Sound).]
Nootka Sound (nutùkN sound)  An inlet of the Pacific Ocean on the western 

coast of Vancouver Island in southwest British Columbia, Canada. It was explored 

by Capt. James Cook in 1778. 

n.o.p. abbr.  Not otherwise provided for. 

no·pal (noùpNl, no-pälù, -p4lù) n.  Any of several cacti of the genus Nopalea, espe-

cially N. cochenillifera, found chiefly in Mexico and having reddish flowers with 

an erect perianth and long, exserted stamens.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl 

nopalli.]

no-par (noùpärÙ) adj.  Being without face value; having no par value:  a no-par 

stock certificate. 

nope (nop) adv.  Informal. No.  [Alteration of NO
1.]



nor1 (nôr; nNr when unstressed) conj.  And not; or not; not either:  has neither 

phoned nor written us; life forms that are neither plants nor animals.  [Middle 

English, blend of ne, no; see NO
1, and or, or; see OR

1.]

USAGE NOTE: The traditional rule requires that nor be used following neither

in expressions in which the negation is carried over to the second element: He is

neither able nor (not or) willing to go. Nor is likewise required when a negation is

carried over into the second of two independent clauses, in which case it also trig-

gers inversion of the subject and the auxiliary verb in the second clause: He cannot

find anyone now, nor does he expect to find anyone in the future; Jane will never

compromise with Bill, nor will Bill compromise with Jane. When the first negative

is expressed by not or never, however, and when the second conjoined element is

a verb phrase, the use of nor is often optional: He will not permit the change, or

(or nor) even consider it. When a noun phrase of the type no this or that is intro-

duced by no, or is more common than nor: He has no experience or interest (less

frequently nor interest) in chemistry. Or is also more common than nor when such

a noun phrase, adjective phrase, or adverb phrase is introduced by not: He is not

a philosopher or a statesman. We were not rich or happy. See Usage Note at neither.
See Usage Note at or1.

nor2 (nôr, nNr when unstressed) conj.  Regional. Than.  [Middle English, perhaps 

ultimately from nor, nor. See NOR
1.]

Nor. abbr.  1. Norman.  2. North.  3. Norway; Norwegian. 

nor- pref.  An unaltered parent compound:  norepinephrine.  [Short for NORMAL.]

NORAD abbr.  North American Air Defense Command. 

nor·a·dren·a·lin (nôrÙN-drHnùN-lVn) n.  See norepinephrine. 
nor·ad·ren·er·gic (nôrÙ4d-rN-nûrùjVk) adj.  Stimulated by or releasing norepi-

nephrine:  noradrenergic neurons.   —norÙad·ren·erùgi·cal·ly adv. 

Noraid  or NORAID abbr.  Irish Northern Aid Committee. 

Nor·co (nôrùko, norù-)  A city of southern California west-southwest of River-

side. It is an industrial center in an agricultural region. Population, 23,302. 

Nor·dau (nôrùdouÙ), Max Simon. 1849-1923.  Hungarian-born German 

writer and Zionist leader in Europe (1895-1923) whose written works concern 

social and moral questions. 

Nor·den·skjöld (nôrùdn-sholdÙ, -shNld, ntrùdNn-shœldÙ), Baron Nils Adolf 
Erik. 1832-1901.  Finnish-born Swedish explorer and geologist who was the first 

to navigate the Northeast Passage (1878-1880). 

Nor·der·stedt (nôrùdNr-stHtÙ, -shtHtÙ)  A city of northern Germany, a suburb 

of Hamburg. Population, 66,680. 

Nor·dic (nôrùdVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Scandinavia or its 

peoples, languages, or cultures.  2. Of or relating to a human physical type exem-



plified by the tall, narrow-headed, light-skinned, blond-haired peoples of Scandi-

navia.  3. Sports. Of or relating to ski competition featuring ski jumping and 

cross-country racing.   —  n.  A person of the Nordic physical type.  [French nor-

dique, from nord, north, from Old French nort, from Old English north. See ner-
1 in Appendix.]

Nor·di·ca (nôrùdV-kN), Lillian. 1857-1914.  American operatic soprano. Noted 

for her Wagnerian roles, she was the first American opera singer to be acclaimed 

by European critics. 

Nord·kyn (nôrùkNn, -kün), Cape. The northernmost point of the European 

mainland, in northern Norway east of North Cape. 

Nord·mann fir (nôrdùmNn fûr) n.  A widely planted evergreen tree (Abies nor-

dmanniana) native to Greece, Turkey, and the Caucasus, having erect, reddish-

brown cones.  [After Alexander von Nordmann (1803-1866), Finnish naturalist.]

Nord-Ost·see Ka·nal (nôrt-ôstùz7 kä-nälù)  See Kiel Canal. 
nor’east·er (nôr-KùstNr) n.  A northeaster. 

nor·ep·i·neph·rine (nôrÙHp-N-nHfùrVn) n.  A substance, C8H11NO3, both a 

hormone and neurotransmitter, secreted by the adrenal medulla and the nerve 

endings of the sympathetic nervous system to cause vasoconstriction and 

increases in heart rate, blood pressure, and the sugar level of the blood.  Also 

called noradrenalin 

nor·eth·in·drone (nôr-HthùVn-dronÙ) n.  A progestational hormone, 

C20H26O2, similar in effect to progesterone, used especially in oral contraceptives.  

[Alteration and rearrangement of chemical name, such as norethynylandros-

tenolone.]

Nor·folk (nôrùfNk, -fôk)  1. A historical region of eastern England bordering on 

the North Sea. Settled in prehistoric times, it was part of the Anglo-Saxon king-

dom of East Anglia. Its name means the “northern people,” as opposed to the 

“southern people” of Suffolk.  2. A city of northeast Nebraska northwest of 

Omaha. It is a processing and trade center in an agricultural region. Population, 

21,476.  3. An independent city of southeast Virginia on Hampton Roads south-

east of Richmond. Founded in 1682 and today the largest city of Virginia, it has 

been a major naval base since the American Revolution. Population, 261,229. 

Norfolk Island (nôrùfNk XùlNnd)  An island territory of Australia in the south-

ern Pacific Ocean northeast of Sydney. Discovered by Capt. James Cook in 1774, 

it was formerly a British penal colony. 

Norfolk Island pine (nôrùfNk XùlNnd pXn) n.  An evergreen tree (Araucaria 

heterophylla) with incurved, decurrent needles, native to Norfolk Island in the 

South Pacific and widely grown as an indoor plant. 

Norfolk jacket (nôrùfNk j4kùVt) n.  A belted jacket with two box pleats in front 

and back.  [After Norfolk, England.]



Norfolk terrier (nôrùfNk tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of an English breed of small, sturdy, 

short-legged terriers identical with the Norwich terrier except for ears that bend 

forward.  [After Norfolk, England.]

NOR gate (nôr g7t) n.  Computer Science. A logic circuit that produces an out-

put inverse to that of an OR gate.  [N(OT) + OR GATE.]

Nor·gay (nôrùg7), Tenzing. 1914-1986.  Sherpa guide who with Sir Edmund 

Hillary made the first ascent of Mount Everest (1953). 

no·ri (nôrùK) n.  pl. no·ris. An edible, dried preparation of red algae of the genus 

Porphyra.  [Japanese.]

no·ri·a (nôrùK-N, norù-) n.  A water wheel with buckets attached to its rim, used 

to raise water from a stream, especially for transfer to an irrigation channel.  

[Spanish, from Arabic n717rah.]

Nor·i·cum (nôrùV-kNm, nmrù-)  An ancient country and province of the Roman 

Empire south of the Danube River in present-day Austria west of Vienna. It was 

incorporated into the Roman Empire in the first century B.C. and prospered as a 

frontier colony until it was overrun by Germanic peoples in the fifth century A.D. 

No·rilsk (nN-rKlskù)  A city of north-central Russia. Founded in 1935, it is the 

center of an important mining region. Population, 180,000. 

nor·ite (nôrùXt) n.  See gabbro.  [Norwegian Norge, Norway + -ITE
1.] 

—nor·itùic (nô-rVtùVk) adj. 

norm (nôrm) n.  1. A standard, model, or pattern regarded as typical:  the cur-

rent middle-class norm of two children per family.  2. Mathematics. a. A mode.  

b. An average.  c. The length of a vector.   [French norme, from Old French, from 

Latin norma, carpenter’s square, norm. See gno- in Appendix.]

norm. abbr.  Normal. 

Norm. abbr.  Norman. 

Nor·ma (nôrùmN) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere within the 

Milky Way near Lupus and Ara.  [Latin norma, carpenter’s square. See gno- in 

Appendix.]

nor·mal (nôrùmNl) adj.  1.  Abbr. norm. Conforming with, adhering to, or con-

stituting a norm, standard, pattern, level, or type; typical:  normal room tempera-

ture; one’s normal weight; normal diplomatic relations.  2.  Abbr. norm. Biology. 

Functioning or occurring in a natural way; lacking observable abnormalities or 

deficiencies.  3.  Abbr. n, N, n. Chemistry. a. Designating a solution having one 

gram equivalent weight of solute per liter of solution.  b. Designating an aliphatic 

hydrocarbon having a straight and unbranched chain of carbon atoms.   4.  Abbr. 

norm. Mathematics. Being at right angles; perpendicular.  5.  Abbr. norm. 
a. Relating to or characterized by average intelligence or development.  b. Free 

from emotional disorder.    —  n.  Abbr. norm. 1. Something normal; the stan-

dard:  scored close to the normal.  2. The usual or expected state, form, amount, or 

degree.  3. a. Correspondence to a norm.  b. An average.   4. Mathematics. A per-



pendicular, especially a perpendicular to a line tangent to a plane curve or to a 

plane tangent to a space curve.  [Middle English, from Late Latin norm7lis, from 

Latin, made according to the square, from norma, carpenter’s square. See gno- in 

Appendix.] —norùmal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: normal, regular, natural, typical. These adjectives mean not devi-

ating from what is common, usual, or to be expected. Normal stresses adherence

to an established standard, model, or pattern: normal body temperature; normal

curiosity. Regular indicates unvarying conformity with a fixed rule or principle or

a uniform procedure: her regular bedtime; regular attendance at school. What is

natural is proper to, consonant with, or in accord with one’s inherent nature or

character: a natural fear of nuclear war; a grandparent’s natural affection for a

grandchild. Typical stresses adherence to those qualities, traits, or characteristics

that identify a kind, group, or category: a typical American; a painting typical of

the Impressionist school.

Nor·mal (nôrùmNl)  A town of central Illinois north-northeast of Bloomington. 

It is the seat of Illinois State University (founded 1857). Population, 40,023. 

nor·mal·cy (nôrùmNl-sK) n.  Normality. 

normal distribution (nôrùmNl dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  A theoretical fre-

quency distribution for a set of variable data, usually represented by a bell-shaped 

curve symmetrical about the mean.  Also called Gaussian distribution 

nor·mal·i·ty (nôr-m4lùV-tK) n.  1. The state or fact of being normal; normalcy.  

2. Chemistry. The concentration of a solution, expressed in gram equivalent 

weights of solute per liter of solution. 

nor·mal·ize (nôrùmN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. nor·mal·ized, nor·mal·iz·ing, 
nor·mal·iz·es. 1. To make normal, especially to cause to conform to a standard 

or norm:  normalize a patient’s temperature; normalizing relations with a former 

enemy nation.  2. To make (a text or language) regular and consistent, especially 

with respect to spelling or style.  3. To remove strains and reduce coarse crystal-

line structures in (metal), especially by heating and cooling.   —norÙmal·i·zaù-
tion (-mN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —norùmal·izÙer n. 

normal school (nôrùmNl skul) n.  A school that trains teachers, chiefly for the 

elementary grades.  [Translation of French école normale (so called because the 

first school so named was intended as a model) : école, school + normal, normal.]

Nor·man1 (nôrùmNn) n.  Abbr. Norm., Nor. 1. a. A member of a Scandinavian 

people who settled in northern France in the tenth century.  b. A descendant of 

this people, especially one ruling or inhabiting England from the time of the Nor-

man Conquest.   2. A native or inhabitant of Normandy.   —  adj.  Abbr. Norm., 
Nor. 1. Of or relating to Normandy, the Normans, their culture, or their lan-

guage.  2. Of or being a style of Romanesque architecture that was introduced 



from Normandy into England before 1066 and that flourished until about 1200.  

[Middle English, from Old French Normant, from Old Norse Nordhmadhr (nor-

dhr, north + madhr, man), and from Old English Norman (variant of Northman : 

north, north; see ner-1 in Appendix + man, man); see man-1 in Appendix.]

Nor·man2 (nôrùmNn)  A city of central Oklahoma south of Oklahoma City. The 

University of Oklahoma opened here in 1892. Population, 80,071. 

Norman Conquest (nôrùmNn kmnùkwHstÙ) n.  The conquest of England by 

the Normans under William the Conqueror beginning in 1066. 

Nor·man·dy (nôrùmNn-dK)  A historical region and former province of north-

west France on the English Channel. Part of ancient Gaul, the region was succes-

sively conquered by the Romans, Franks, and Norse; passed to England after the 

Norman Conquest (1066) and during the Hundred Years’ War (1337-1453); and 

was restored to France in 1450. Its beaches were the focal point of Allied landings 

on D-day (June 6, 1944) in World War II. 

Norman French (nôrùmNn frHnch) n.  The dialect of Old French used in 

medieval Normandy. 

nor·ma·tive (nôrùmN-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or prescribing a norm or stan-

dard:  normative grammar.   —norùma·tive·ly adv.  —norùma·tive·ness n. 

nor·mo·cyte (nôrùmN-sXtÙ) n.  A red blood cell having normal size, shape, or 

color.  [Latin norma, norm; see NORM + -CYTE.]

nor·mo·ten·sive (nôrÙmo-tHnùsVv) adj.  Having normal blood pressure; not 

hypertensive or hypotensive.  [Latin norma, norm; see NORM + (HYPER)TENSIVE.] 
—norÙmo·tenùsive n. 

nor·mo·ther·mi·a (nôrÙmo-thûrùmK-N) n.  A condition of normal body tem-

perature.  [Latin norma, norm; see NORM + THERM(O)- + -IA
1.] 

—norÙmo·therùmic adj. 

Norn (nôrn) n.  Mythology. Any of the three goddesses of fate in Norse myth. 

nor·nic·o·tine (nôr-nVkùN-tKnÙ) n.  A colorless liquid alkaloid, C9H12N2, 

extracted from tobacco and used as a plant insecticide. 

Nor·ridge (nôrùVj, nmrù-)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. 

Population, 16,483. 

Nor·ris (nôrùVs, nmrù-), Benjamin Franklin Jr. Known as “Frank.” 1870-1902.  

American writer noted for his naturalistic novels about American life, including 

McTeague (1899). His brother Charles Gilman Norris (1881-1945) and sister-

in-law Kathleen Thompson Norris (1880-1966) were also writers. 

Nor·ris (nôrùVs, nmrù-), George William. 1861-1944.  American politician. A 

U.S. representative (1903-1913) and senator (1913-1943) from Nebraska, he was 

instrumental in the founding of the Tennessee Valley Authority (1933) and 

drafted the 20th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which limits the President 

to two full terms. 



Nor·rish (nôrùVsh, nmrù-), Ronald George Wreyford. 1897-1978.  British 

chemist. He shared a 1967 Nobel Prize for research on high-speed chemical reac-

tions. 

Nor·ris·town (nôrùVs-tounÙ, nmrù-)  A borough of southeast Pennsylvania on 

the Schuylkill River northwest of Philadelphia. Settled in the early 1700’s, it is a 

trade and manufacturing center. Population, 30,749. 

Norr·kö·ping (nôrùchœÙpVng)  A city of southeast Sweden on Norrköping 
Bay, an inlet of the Baltic Sea southwest of Stockholm. The city was chartered in 

1384 and is today a major manufacturing center with a thriving textile industry. 

Population, 118,451. 

Norse (nôrs) adj.  Abbr. N. 1. Of or relating to medieval Scandinavia or its peo-

ples, languages, or cultures.  2. Of or relating to Norway or its people, language, 

or culture.  3. Of, relating to, or being the branch of the North Germanic lan-

guages that includes Norwegian, Icelandic, and Faeroese.   —  n.  Abbr. N. 
1. a. The people of Scandinavia; the Scandinavians.  b. The people of Norway; 

the Norwegians.  c. Speakers of Norwegian, Icelandic, and Faeroese.   2. a.  See 

North Germanic.  b. Any of the West Scandinavian languages, especially Nor-

wegian.   [Probably Dutch Noorsch, Scandinavian, from Middle Dutch Noortsch, 

from nort, north. See ner-1 in Appendix.]

Norse·man (nôrsùmNn) n.  A member of any of the peoples of medieval Scan-

dinavia. 

north (nôrth) n.  Abbr. N, N., n, n., No., no., Nor. 1. a. The direction along a 

meridian 90˚ counterclockwise from east; the direction to the left of sunrise.  

b. The cardinal point on the mariner’s compass located at 0˚.   2. An area or a 

region lying in the north.  3.  Often North. a. The northern part of the earth.  

b. The northern part of a region or country.   4. North. The northern part of the 

United States, especially the states that fought for the Union in the Civil War.   —  
adj.  Abbr. N, N., n, n., No., no., Nor. 1. To, toward, of, facing, or in the north.  

2. Originating in or coming from the north:  a cold north wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. N, 
N., n, n., No., no., Nor. In, from, or toward the north.  [Middle English, from 

Old English north. See ner-1 in Appendix.]

North (nôrth), Frederick Second Earl of Guilford. Known as “Lord North.” 

1732-1792.  British politician who served as prime minister (1770-1782) under 

George III and instituted policies that led to the rebellion of the American colo-

nies. 

North (nôrth), Sir Thomas. 1535?-1601?.  English translator whose edition of 

the works of Plutarch served as a source for many of Shakespeare’s plays. 

North Ad·ams (nôrth 4dùNmz)  A city of northwest Massachusetts north-

northeast of Pittsfield. It was settled c. 1737. Population, 16,797. 



North Af·ri·ca (nôrth 4fùrV-kN)  A region of northern Africa generally consid-

ered to include the modern-day countries of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and 

Libya.   —North Afùri·can adj.  & n. 

North A·mer·i·ca (nôrth N-mHrùV-kN) Abbr. N.A.  The northern continent of 

the Western Hemisphere, extending northward from the Colombia-Panama bor-

der and including Central America, Mexico, the islands of the Caribbean Sea, the 

United States, Canada, the Arctic Archipelago, and Greenland.   —North 
A·merùi·can adj.  & n. 

North·amp·ton (nôr-th4mpùtNn, nôrth-h4mpù-)  1. A borough of central 

England north-northwest of London. Its Norman castle was the meeting place for 

parliaments from the 12th to the 14th century. Population, 158,900.  2. A city of 

west-central Massachusetts on the Connecticut River north of Springfield. It is 

the seat of Smith College (founded 1875). Population, 29,289. 

North An·do·ver (nôrth 4nùdoÙvNr)  A town of northeast Massachusetts on 

the Merrimack River east-northeast of Lowell. It was a textile center in the 19th 

century. Population, 22,792. 

North Ar·ling·ton (nôrth ärùlVng-tNn)  A borough of northeast New Jersey, a 

residential and industrial suburb of Newark on the Passaic River. Population, 

16,587. 

North At·lan·ta (nôrth 4t-l4nùtN)  A community of northwest Georgia, a sub-

urb of Atlanta. Population, 22,800. 

North At·lan·tic Ocean (nôrth 4t-l4nùtVk oùshNn)  The northern part of the 

Atlantic Ocean, extending northward from the equator to the Arctic Ocean. 

North At·tle·bor·o (nôrth 4tùl-bûrÙo, -bƒrÙo)  A town of southeast Massa-

chusetts north-northeast of Providence, Rhode Island. It was settled in 1669 and 

has long been a jewelry-manufacturing center. Population, 16,178. 

North Bay (nôrth b7)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Lake Nipissing 

east-southeast of Sudbury. It is a trade center in a lumber and mining region. 

Population, 51,268. 

North Bell·more (nôrth bHlùmôrÙ, -morÙ)  An unincorporated community of 

southeast New York on Long Island near Hempstead. It is mainly residential. Pop-

ulation, 23,600. 

North Ber·gen (nôrth bûrùgNn)  A community of northeast New Jersey north 

of Jersey City and across the Hudson River from Manhattan Island. Population, 

48,414. 

north·bound (nôrthùboundÙ) adj.  Going toward the north. 

North·brook (nôrthùbrtkÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Chicago. Population, 32,308. 

North Bruns·wick (nôrth brƒnzùwVk)  A community of central New Jersey 

southwest of New Brunswick. Population, 31,287. 



north by east (nôrth bX Kst) n.  Abbr. NbE The direction or point on the mar-

iner’s compass halfway between due north and north-northeast, or 11˚15' east of 

due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. NbE Toward or from north by east. 

north by west (nôrth bX wHst) n.  Abbr. NbW The direction or point on the 

mariner’s compass halfway between due north and north-northwest, or 11˚15' 

west of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. NbW Toward or from north by west. 

North Ca·na·di·an River (nôrth kN-n7ùdK-Nn rVvùNr)  A river rising in north-

east New Mexico and flowing about 1,223 km (760 mi) generally southeast to the 

Canadian River in eastern Oklahoma. 

North Cape (nôrth k7p)  1. The northernmost point of North Island, New 

Zealand, projecting into the southern Pacific Ocean.  2. A promontory on an 

island of northern Norway west of Cape Nordkyn. It is considered the northern-

most important extremity of the continent of Europe. 

North Car·o·li·na (nôrth k4rÙN-lXùnN) Abbr. NC, N.C.  A state of the southeast 

United States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean. It was admitted as one of the orig-

inal Thirteen Colonies in 1789. First settled c. 1653, it was part of the province of 

Carolina until 1691 and became a separate colony in 1711 and a royal colony in 

1729. North Carolina seceded in May 1861 and was readmitted to the Union in 

1868. The state has long been a center of tobacco growing and processing. Raleigh 

is the capital and Charlotte the largest city. Population, 6,657,630.   —North 
Car·o·linùi·an (-lVnùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

North Channel (nôrth ch4nùNl)  A strait between Scotland and Northern Ire-

land. It connects the Atlantic Ocean with the Irish Sea. 

North Charles·ton (nôrth chärlùstNn)  A city of southeast South Carolina, a 

suburb of Charleston. Population, 70,218. 

North Chi·ca·go (nôrth shV-käùgo, -kôù-)  A city of northeast Illinois, an 

industrial suburb of Waukegan on Lake Michigan. Population, 34,978. 

North·cliffe (nôrthùklVfÙ), Viscount.  See Alfred Charles William Harm-
sworth. 

North Country (nôrth kƒnùtrK)  1. The northern section of England north of 

the Humber estuary.  2. A geographic and economic region comprising Alaska 

and the Yukon Territory of Canada. 

North Da·ko·ta (nôrth dN-koùtN) Abbr. ND, N.D., N.Dak.  A state of the 

north-central United States bordering on Canada. It was admitted as the 39th 

state in 1889. Acquired through the Louisiana Purchase (1803) and a border 

treaty with Great Britain (1818), the region became part of the Dakota Territory 

in 1861. It was set off from South Dakota when statehood was achieved. Bismarck 

is the capital and Fargo the largest city. Population, 641,364.   —North 
Da·koùtan adj.  & n. 

North Downs (nôrth dounz)  See Downs. 



north·east (nôrth-Kstù, nôr-Kstù) n.  Abbr. NE 1. The direction or point on the 

mariner’s compass halfway between due north and due east, or 45˚ east of due 

north.  2. An area or a region lying in the northeast.  3. Northeast. A region of 

the northeast United States, generally including the New England states, New 

York, and sometimes Pennsylvania and New Jersey.   —  adj.  Abbr. NE 1. To, 

toward, of, facing, or in the northeast.  2. Originating in or coming from the 

northeast:  a northeast wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. NE In, from, or toward the north-

east.   —north·eastùern adj. 

northeast by east (nôrth-Kstù bX Kst) n.  Abbr. NEbE The direction or point 

on the mariner’s compass halfway between northeast and east-northeast, or 

56˚15' east of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. NEbE Toward or from northeast 

by east. 

northeast by north (nôrth-Kstù bX nôrth) n.  Abbr. NEbN The direction or 

point on the mariner’s compass halfway between northeast and north-northeast, 

or 33˚45' east of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. NEbN Toward or from north-

east by north. 

north·east·er (nôrth-KùstNr, nôr-Kù-) n.  A storm or gale blowing from the 

northeast. 

north·east·er·ly (nôrth-KùstNr-lK, nôr-Kù-) adj.  1. Situated toward the north-

east.  2. Coming or being from the northeast.   —north·eastùer·ly adv. 

Northeast Pas·sage (nôrth-Kstù p4sùVj)  A water route along the northern 

coast of Europe and Asia between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. A goal of navi-

gators since the 15th century, it was first traversed by the Swedish explorer Nils 

A.E. Nordenskjöld in 1878 to 1880. 

north·east·ward (nôrth-KstùwNrd, nôr-Kstù-) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in the 

northeast.   —  n.  A northeastward direction, point, or region.   —north·east-
ùward·ly adv. , adj.  —north·eastùwards adv. 

north·er (nôrùthNr) n.  A sudden cold gale coming from the north. 

north·er·ly (nôrùthNr-lK) adj.  1. Situated toward the north.  2. Coming or 

being from the north:  northerly winds.   —  n.  pl. north·er·lies. A storm or 

wind coming from the north.   —northùer·ly adv. 

north·ern (nôrùthNrn) adj.  Abbr. N, N., n, n., No., no. 1. Situated in, toward, 

or facing the north.  2. Coming from the north:  northern breezes.  3. Native to or 

growing in the north.  4.  Often Northern. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

northern regions or the North.  5. Being north of the equator.  [Middle English 

northerne, from Old English. See ner-1 in Appendix.] —northùern·nessÙ n. 

Northern Cross (nôrùthNrn krôs) n.  See Cygnus. 
Northern Crown (nôrùthNrn kroun) n.  See Corona Borealis. 
Northern Dvi·na (nôrùthNrn dvK-näù)  See Dvina (sense 1). 

north·ern·er also North·ern·er (nôrùthNr-nNr) n.  A native or inhabitant of 

the north, especially the northern United States. 



northern harrier (nôrùthNrn h4rùK-Nr) n.  A slim-bodied hawk (Circus cya-

neus) found in marshy areas of northern North America and Eurasia, having an 

owllike face and a white patch on the tail.  Also called hen harrier, marsh hawk. 

Northern Hemisphere (nôrùthNrn hHmùV-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The half of the earth 

north of the equator.  2. Astronomy. The half of the celestial sphere north of the 

celestial equator. 

Northern Ire·land (nôrùthNrn XrùlNnd) Abbr. N.Ire.  A division of the United 

Kingdom in the northeast section of the island of Ireland. The province occupies 

much of the ancient Irish kingdom of Ulster and is often known by that name. It 

was colonized by the British in the 17th century and became a part of the United 

Kingdom in 1920. Civil strife between the Protestant majority of Northern Ire-

land and the largely Catholic population of the Republic of Ireland has erupted 

frequently since the late 1960’s. Belfast is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 1,488,077. 

Northern Kingdom (nôrùthNrn kVngùdNm)  See Israel2. 
northern lights (nôrùthNrn lXts) pl.n.  See aurora borealis. 
Northern Mar·i·an·a Islands (nôrùthNrn m4rÙK-4nùN XùlNndz, mârÙ-, 

mäÙrK-äùnä)  See Mariana Islands. 
north·ern·most (nôrùthNrn-mostÙ) adj.  Farthest north. 

northern oriole (nôrùthNrn ôrùK-olÙ) n.  A species of American songbird(Ict-

erus galbula) composed of two subspecies, the Baltimore and Bullock’s orioles. 

Northern Paiute (nôrùthNrn pXùyutÙ) n.  1.  See Paiute (n., sense 1a).  

2. The Uto-Aztecan language of the Northern Paiute. 

northern pike (nôrùthNrn pXk) n.  See pike2 (n., sense 1). 

Northern prickly ash (nôrùthNrn prVkùlK 4sh) n.  See toothache tree. 
Northern Shoshone (nôrùthNrn sho-shoùnK) n.  See Shoshone (n., sense 

1a). 

Northern Spor·a·des (nôrùthNrn spôrùN-dKzÙ, spô-räùthHs)  See Sporades. 
Northern Spy (nôrùthNrn spX) n.  A large, yellowish-red, late-ripening apple.  

[Origin unknown.]

North Fork (nôrth fôrk)  A river rising in the Ozark Mountains of southern 

Missouri and flowing about 161 km (100 mi) southward to the White River in 

northern Arkansas. 

North Fort My·ers (nôrth fôrt mXùNrz)  A community of southwest Florida 

on the Caloosahatchee River opposite Fort Myers. Population, 30,027. 

North Frig·id Zone (nôrth frVjùVd zon)  See Frigid Zone. 
North Fri·sian Islands (nôrth frVzhùNn XùlNndz, frKùzhNn)  See Frisian 
Islands. 

North Germanic (nôrth jNr-m4nùVk) n.  A subdivision of the Germanic lan-

guages that includes Norwegian, Icelandic, Swedish, Danish, and Faeroese.  Also 

called Norse, Scandinavian. 



North·glenn (nôrth-glHnù)  A city of north-central Colorado, a residential sub-

urb of Denver. Population, 27,195. 

North Ha·ven (nôrth h7ùvNn)  A town of southern Connecticut north-north-

east of New Haven. Settled c.1650, it is mainly residential. Population, 22,249. 

North High·lands (nôrth hXùlNndz)  An unincorporated community of 

north-central California, a residential suburb of Sacramento. Population, 42,105. 

north·ing (nôrùthVng, -thVng) n.  1. The difference in latitude between two posi-

tions as a result of a movement to the north.  2. Progress toward the north. 

North Island (nôrth XùlNnd)  An island of New Zealand separated from South 

Island by Cook Strait. It is the smaller but more populous of the country’s two 

principal islands. 

North Kar·roo (nôrth kN-ruù)  See Karroo. 
North Kings·town (nôrth kVngùstNn)  A town of south-central Rhode Island 

on Narragansett Bay south-southwest of Providence. The site was settled by Roger 

Williams in 1641. Population, 23,786. 

North Ko·re·a (nôrth kN-rKùN, kô-, ko-)  A country of northeast Asia on the 

Korean Peninsula. Inhabited since ancient times, the region was occupied by 

Japan from 1910 to 1945. The Soviet-controlled northern territory attained its 

present-day boundaries after the cease-fire ending the Korean War (1950-1953). 

Pyongyang is the capital and the largest city. Population, 18,317,000.   —North 
Ko·reùan adj.  & n. 

north·land also North·land (nôrthùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  A region in the north of a 

country or an area.   —northùlandÙer n. 

North Las Ve·gas (nôrth läs v7ùgNs)  A city of southeast Nevada, a residential 

suburb of Las Vegas. Population, 47,707. 

North Lau·der·dale (nôrth lôùdNr-d7lÙ)  A city of southeast Florida near the 

Everglades northwest of Fort Lauderdale. Population, 26,506. 

North Lit·tle Rock (nôrth lVtùl rmkÙ)  A city of central Arkansas on the Arkan-

sas River opposite Little Rock. Originally named Silver City after a small vein of 

ore discovered in the area, it is now a trade and manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 61,741. 

North Loup (nôrth lup)  A river, about 341 km (212 mi) long, of north-cen-

tral Nebraska flowing southeast to unite with the Middle Loup and South Loup 

rivers and form the Loup River. 

North·man (nôrthùmNn) n.  A Norseman. 

North Mas·sa·pe·qua (nôrth m4sÙN-pKùkwN)  A community of southeast 

New York on Long Island near Massapequa. It is mainly residential. Population, 

23,100. 

North Mi·am·i (nôrth mX-4mùK, -4mùN)  A city of southeast Florida, a residen-

tial suburb of Miami on Biscayne Bay. Population, 49,998. 



North Miami Beach (nôrth mX-4mùK bKch)  A city of southeast Florida, a 

resort community on the Atlantic Ocean north of Miami Beach. Population, 

35,359. 

North Minch (nôrth mVnch)  See Minch. 
North New Hyde Park (nôrth nu hXd pärk, nyu)  An unincorporated 

community of southeast New York on western Long Island east of New York City. 

Population, 16,100. 

north-north·east (nôrthÙnôrth-Kstù, nôrÙnôr-Kstù) n.  Abbr. NNE The direc-

tion or point on the mariner’s compass halfway between due north and north-

east, or 22˚30' east of due north.   —  adj.  Abbr. NNE To, toward, of, facing, or in 

the north-northeast.   —  adv.  Abbr. NNE In, from, or toward the north-north-

east. 

north-north·west (nôrthÙnôrth-wHstù, nôrÙnôr-wHstù) n.  Abbr. NNW The 

direction or point on the mariner’s compass halfway between due north and 

northwest, or 22˚30' west of due north.   —  adj.  Abbr. NNW To, toward, of, fac-

ing, or in the north-northwest.   —  adv.  Abbr. NNW In, from, or toward the 

north-northwest. 

North Olm·sted (nôrth ƒmùstHdÙ)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Cleveland. Population, 34,204. 

North Pa·ci·fic Ocean (nôrth pN-sVfùVk oùshNn)  The northern part of the 

Pacific Ocean, extending northward from the equator to the Arctic Ocean. 

North Park (nôrth pärk)  A community of north-central Illinois, a suburb of 

Rockford near the Wisconsin border. Population, 15,806. 

North Plain·field (nôrth pl7nùfKldÙ)  A borough of northeast-central New 

Jersey west-southwest of Elizabeth. It is mainly residential. Population, 18,820. 

North Platte (nôrth pl4t)  A city of west-central Nebraska at the confluence of 

the North Platte and South Platte rivers west of Grand Island. It is a processing 

and shipping center. Population, 22,605. 

North Platte River (nôrth pl4t rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Park Range of 

northern Colorado and flowing about 1,094 km (680 mi) north into southeast 

Wyoming then east and southeast through west-central Nebraska, where it joins 

the South Platte River to form the Platte River. 

North Po·lar Region (nôrth poùlNr rKùjNn)  See Polar Regions. 
North Pole (nôrth pol) n.  1. a. The northern end of Earth’s axis of rotation, a 

point in the Arctic Ocean.  b. The celestial zenith of this terrestrial point.  

c. north pole. The northern end of the axis of rotation of a planet or other 

celestial body.   2. north pole. The north-seeking magnetic pole of a straight 

magnet. 

North Prov·i·dence (nôrth prmvùV-dNns)  A town of northeast Rhode Island, 

a mainly residential suburb of Providence. Population, 32,090. 



North Rich·land Hills (nôrth rVchùlNnd hVlz, -lNn)  A city of northeast Texas, 

a residential suburb of Fort Worth. Population, 45,895. 

North Ridge·ville (nôrth rVjùvVlÙ)  A city of northeast Ohio west-southwest of 

Cleveland. It is mainly residential. Population, 21,564. 

North River (nôrth rVvùNr)  An estuary of the Hudson River between New Jer-

sey and New York City flowing into Upper New York Bay. It was so named by the 

Dutch to distinguish it from the “South River,” known today as the Delaware 

River. 

Nor·throp (nôrùthrNp), John Howard. 1891-1987.  American biochemist. He 

shared a 1946 Nobel Prize for discovering methods of producing pure enzymes 

and virus proteins. 

North Roy·al·ton (nôrth roiùNl-tNn)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential 

suburb of Cleveland. Population, 23,197. 

North Sas·katch·e·wan (nôrth s4-sk4chùN-wänÙ, -wNn)  A river of south-

central Canada flowing about 1,223 km (760 mi) generally eastward from the 

Rocky Mountains in western Alberta to central Saskatchewan where it joins the 

South Saskatchewan to form the Saskatchewan River. 

North Sea (nôrth sK)  An arm of the Atlantic Ocean between Great Britain and 

northwest Europe. It is connected with the English Channel by the Strait of 

Dover. Major reserves of oil and natural gas were discovered beneath its waters in 

the late 1960’s. 

North Slope (nôrth slop)  A region of northern Alaska between the Brooks 

Range and the Arctic Ocean. There are oil and natural gas reserves in the area 

around Prudhoe Bay. 

North Star (nôrth stär) n.  See Polaris. 
North Tem·per·ate Zone (nôrth tHmùpNr-Vt zon, tHmùprVt)  See Temperate 
Zone. 

North Ton·a·wan·da (nôrth tmnÙN-wmnùdN)  A city of western New York on 

the Niagara River north of Buffalo. It is a port of entry and manufacturing center. 

Population, 34,989. 

North Tru·chas Peak (nôrth truùchNs pKk)  See Truchas Peaks. 
North·um·ber·land Strait (nôr-thƒmùbNr-lNnd str7t)  An arm of the Gulf 

of St. Lawrence separating Prince Edward Island from New Brunswick and Nova 

Scotia in southeastern Canada. 

North·um·bri·a (nôr-thƒmùbrK-N)  An Anglo-Saxon kingdom of northern 

England formed in the seventh century by the union of Bernicia and Deira, Angle 

kingdoms originally established c. A.D. 500. Much of Northumbria fell to invad-

ing Danes in the ninth century and was annexed to Wessex in 954. 

North·um·bri·an (nôr-thƒmùbrK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Northumbria 

or its Old English dialect.  2. Of or relating to the former or present-day county 

of Northumberland in northeast England.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of 



Northumbria.  2. A native or inhabitant of Northumberland.  3. The Old English 

dialect of Northumbria. 

North Van·cou·ver (nôrth v4n-kuùvNr)  A city of southwest British Colum-

bia, Canada, on an inlet of the Strait of Georgia opposite Vancouver. It is a resi-

dential and industrial suburb. Population, 33,952. 

North Vi·et·nam (nôrth vK-HtÙnämù, -n4mù, vKÙVt-, vyHtÙ-)  A former country 

of southeast Asia. It existed from 1954, after the fall of the French at Dien Bien 

Phu, to 1975, when the South Vietnamese government collapsed at the end of the 

Vietnam War. It is now part of the country of Vietnam.   —North 
Vi·etÙnam·eseù (-nN-mKzù, -mKsù) adj.  & n. 

north·ward (nôrthùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in the north.   —  n.  A 

northern direction, point, or region.   —northùward·ly adv. , adj.  

—northùwards adv. 

North Wa·zir·i·stan (nôrth wN-zîrÙV-st4nù, -stänù)  See Waziristan. 
north·west (nôrth-wHstù, nôr-wHstù) n.  Abbr. NW 1. The direction or point 

on the mariner’s compass halfway between due north and due west, or 45˚ west of 

due north.  2. An area or a region lying in the northwest.  3. Northwest. a. A 

historical region of the north-central United States west of the Mississippi River 

and north of the Missouri River.  b. A region of the northwest United States, gen-

erally including Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.    —  adj.  Abbr. NW 1. To, 

toward, of, facing, or in the northwest.  2. Originating in or coming from the 

northwest:  a northwest wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. NW In, from, or toward the north-

west.   —north·westùern adj. 

northwest by north (nôrth-wHstù bX nôrth) n.  Abbr. NWbN The direction 

or point on the mariner’s compass halfway between northwest and north-north-

west, or 33˚45' west of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. NWbN Toward or from 

northwest by north. 

northwest by west (nôrth-wHstù bX wHst) n.  Abbr. NWbW The direction or 

point on the mariner’s compass halfway between northwest and west-northwest, 

or 56˚15' west of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. NWbW Toward or from 

northwest by west. 

north·west·er (nôrth-wHsùtNr, nôr-wHsù-) n.  A storm or gale blowing from the 

northwest. 

north·west·er·ly (nôrth-wHsùtNr-lK, nôr-wHsù-) adj.  1. Situated toward the 

northwest.  2. Coming or being from the northwest.   —north·westùer·ly adv. 

North-West Fron·tier Province (nôrth-wHstù frƒn-tîrù frƒn-tîrù)  A his-

torical region of northwest Pakistan on the Afghanistan border. Long a strategic 

area because of its proximity to the Khyber Pass, it is the traditional home of the 

Pathans, an Indo-Iranian people. The region was annexed by the British in 1849 

and became part of Pakistan after independence was achieved in 1947. 



Northwest Pas·sage (nôrth-wHstù p4sùVj)  A water route from the Atlantic to 

the Pacific through the Arctic Archipelago of northern Canada and along the 

northern coast of Alaska. Sought by navigators since the 16th century, the exist-

ence of such a route was proved in the early 19th century, but the passage was not 

traversed until the Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen led an expedition across 

it in 1903 to 1906. The ice-breaking tanker Manhattan was the first commercial 

ship to cross the passage (1969), after the discovery of oil in northern Alaska. 

Northwest Territories (nôrth-wHstù tHrùV-tôrÙKz) Abbr. NT, NWT, N.W.T.  
A territory of northern Canada including the Arctic Archipelago, islands in the 

northern Hudson Bay, and the mainland north of latitude 60˚ north. It joined the 

confederation in 1870. Sir Martin Frobisher was the first European to reach the 

area, but major exploration of the region was spearheaded by Henry Hudson in 

the 17th century, Alexander Mackenzie in the 18th century, and Sir John Franklin 

in the 19th century. The Hudson’s Bay Company transferred its holdings to Can-

ada in 1869-1870, leading to the formation of the territory and the creation of the 

provinces of Manitoba (1870) and Alberta and Saskatchewan (1905). Yellowknife 

is the capital and the largest city. Population, 45,741. 

Northwest Territory (nôrth-wHstù tHrùV-tôrÙK) Formerly Old Northwest..  
A historical region of the north-central United States extending from the Ohio 

and Mississippi rivers to the Great Lakes. The area was ceded to the United States 

by the Treaty of Paris in 1783. It was officially designated a territory in 1787 and 

later split up into the territories and present-day states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 

Michigan, Wisconsin, and part of Minnesota. Control over the territory was a 

major issue in the War of 1812. 

north·west·ward (nôrth-wHstùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in the north-

west.   —  n.  A northwestward direction, point, or region.   
—north·westùward·ly adv. , adj.  —north·westùwards adv. 

North Yem·en (nôrth yHmùNn, y7ùmNn)  The former country of Yemen (1962-

1990). 

Nor·ton (nôrùtn), Charles Eliot. 1827-1908.  American educator, writer, and 

editor who founded the Nation (1865) and edited the North American Review 

(1864-1868). 

Norton Shores (nôrùtn shorz)  A city of western Michigan on Lake Michigan 

south of Muskegon. Population, 21,755. 

Norton Sound (nôrùtn sound)  An inlet of the Bering Sea in western Alaska 

south of Seward Peninsula. 

nor·trip·ty·line (nôr-trVpùtN-lKnÙ) n.  A tricyclic compound, C19H21N, used as 

a tranquilizer and an antidepressant.  [NOR- + (AMI)TRIPTYLINE.]

Norw. abbr.  Norway; Norwegian. 

Nor·walk (nôrùwôkÙ)  1. A city of southern California north-northeast of Long 

Beach. It was settled in the 1850’s. Population, 94,279.  2. A city of southwest 



Connecticut on Long Island Sound northeast of Stamford. Founded in the mid-

1600’s, it was burned by the British in the American Revolution. Population, 

78,331. 

Nor·way (nôrùw7Ù) Abbr. Nor., Norw.  A country of northern Europe in the 

western part of the Scandinavian Peninsula. Beginning in the 9th century, Nor-

way was ruled by numerous petty kingdoms, and raiding parties reached Nor-

mandy, Iceland, Greenland, islands off Scotland and Ireland, and the coast of the 

New World. Norway was finally unified in the 12th century and reached the 

height of its medieval prosperity in the 13th century. After 1397 it was controlled 

at various times by Denmark and Sweden. Independence was achieved in 1905. 

Oslo is the capital and the largest city. Population, 4,122,707. 

Norway maple (nôrùw7Ù m7ùpNl) n.  A tall Eurasian tree (Acer platanoides) 

having greenish-yellow flowers and drooping fruits with horizontally spreading 

wings, widely cultivated in North America as a shade tree. 

Norway pine (nôrùw7Ù pXn) n.  See red pine.  [After Norway, a town of 

southwest Maine.]

Norway rat (nôrùw7Ù r4t) n.  The common domestic rat (Rattus norvegicus), 

which is highly destructive and found worldwide, especially in populated areas.  

Also called brown rat 

Norway spruce (nôrùw7Ù sprus) n.  A tall evergreen tree (Picea abies) with 

long, dark green needles, native to Europe and widely cultivated in North Amer-

ica. 

Nor·we·gian (nôr-wKùjNn) adj.  Abbr. Norw., Nor. Of or relating to Norway or 

its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Norw., Nor. 1. A native or inhab-

itant of Norway.  2. a. Dano-Norwegian.  b. New Norwegian.   [From Medieval 

Latin Norvegia, Norway (influenced by Norway), from Old Norse Norvegr : nor-

dhr, north; see ner-1 in Appendix + vegr, region; see wegh- in Appendix.]

Norwegian elkhound (nôr-wKùjNn HlkùhoundÙ) n.  Any of a Scandinavian 

breed of hunting dog, having a compact body, heavy grayish coat, and a tail that 

curls over the back. 

Norwegian Sea (nôr-wKùjNn sK)  A section of the Atlantic Ocean off the coast 

of Norway north of the North Sea. 

Nor·wich  1.  (nmrùVch) A borough of eastern England northeast of London. 

The city was sacked by Danes in the 11th century and devastated by the Black 

Death in 1348. Population, 125,900.  2.  (nôrùwVchÙ, nmrù-) A city of southeast 

Connecticut north of New London. It is an industrial center and the birthplace of 

Benedict Arnold. Population, 37,391. 

Norwich terrier (nôrùwVchÙ tHrùK-Nr) n.  Any of an English breed of small, 

sturdy, short-legged terriers, identical with the Norfolk terrier except for ears that 

stand straight up.  [After Norwich, England.]



Nor·wood (nôrùwtdÙ)  1. A town of eastern Massachusetts, a chiefly residen-

tial suburb of Boston. Population, 28,700.  2. A city of southwest Ohio sur-

rounded by Cincinnati, of which it is a residential suburb with various light 

industries. Population, 23,674. 

nos.  or Nos. abbr.  Numbers. 

n.o.s. abbr.  Not otherwise specified. 

nose (noz) n.  1. The part of the human face or the forward part of the head of 

other vertebrates that contains the nostrils and organs of smell and forms the 

beginning of the respiratory tract.  2. The sense of smell:  a dog with a good nose.  

3. The ability to detect, sense, or discover as if by smell:  has a nose for gossip.  

4. The characteristic smell of a wine or liqueur; bouquet.  5. Informal. The nose 

considered as a symbol of prying:  Keep your nose out of my business.  

6. Something, such as the forward end of an aircraft, a rocket, or a submarine, 

that resembles a nose in shape or position.   —  v.  nosed, nos·ing, nos·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To find out by or as if by smell:  nosed out the thieves’ hiding place.  2. To 

touch with the nose; nuzzle.  3. To move, push, or make with or as if with the 

nose.  4. To advance the forward part of cautiously:  nosed the car into the flow of 

traffic.   —  v.  intr. 1. To smell or sniff.  2. Informal. To search or inquire meddle-

somely; snoop or pry:  nosing around looking for opportunities.  3. To advance 

with caution:  The ship nosed into its berth.   —phrasal verb. nose out. To 

defeat by a narrow margin.   —idioms. down (one’s) nose. Informal. With 

disapproval, contempt, or arrogance:  Year-round residents here look down their 

noses at the summer people.  on the nose. Exactly; precisely:  predicted the final 

score on the nose.  under (someone’s) nose. In plain view:  The keys are right 

under your nose.  [Middle English, from Old English nosu. See nas- in Appendix.]

nose·bag (nozùb4gÙ) n.  See feedbag. 
nose·band (nozùb4ndÙ) n.  The part of a bridle or halter that passes over an 

animal’s nose.  Also called nosepiece 

nose·bleed (nozùblKdÙ) n.  A nasal hemorrhage; bleeding from the nose. 

nose cone (noz kon) n.  The forwardmost, usually separable section of a rocket 

or guided missile that is shaped to offer minimum aerodynamic resistance and 

often bears protective cladding against heat. 

nose·dive (nozùdXvÙ) n.  1. A very steep dive of an aircraft.  2. A sudden, swift 

drop or plunge:  Stock prices took a nosedive. 

nose-dive (nozùdXvÙ) v.  intr. nose-·dived or nose-·dove (-dovÙ), nose-
·div·ing, nose-·dives. To perform a nosedive.   —noseù-divÙer n. 

no-see-um (no-sKùNm) n.  See punkie.  [Alteration of you can’t see ’em.]

nose·gay (nozùg7Ù) n.  A small bunch of flowers.  See Synonyms at bouquet.  
[Middle English  : nose, nose; see NOSE + gai, joyous, ornament; see GAY.]

nose job (noz jmb) n.  Informal. Plastic surgery on the nose, especially to 

improve its appearance; rhinoplasty. 



nose·piece (nozùpKsÙ) n.  1. A piece of armor that forms part of a helmet and 

protects the nose.  2. The part of a pair of eyeglasses that fits across the nose.  3.  
See noseband.  4. The part of a microscope, often rotatable, to which one or 

more objective lenses are attached. 

nose ring (noz rVng) n.  1. A ring inserted in an animal’s nose.  2. A ring worn 

as an ornament in the nose. 

nos·ey (noùzK) adj.  Variant of nosy. 
nosh (nmsh) Informal. n.  A snack or light meal.   —  v.  intr. noshed, nosh·ing, 
nosh·es. To eat a snack or light meal:  noshed on a bagel between classes.  [Yiddish 

nash, from nashn, to eat sweets, nibble on, from Middle High German naschen, to 

nibble, from Old High German hnascon.] —noshùer n. 

no-show (noùshoÙ) Informal. n.  One that is expected but does not appear, espe-

cially: a. A person who reserves a place, as on an airplane, but neither uses nor 

cancels the reservation.  b. A person who buys a ticket for an event but does not 

attend.  c. A person who unexplainedly fails to keep an appointment.    —  adj.  

Requiring little or no actual attendance or work:  a no-show political patronage 

job. 

nos·ing (noùzVng) n.  1. a. The horizontally projecting edge of a stair tread.  

b. A shield covering this edge.   2. A projecting edge of a molding. 

noso- pref.  Disease:  nosography.  [Greek, from nosos, a disease.]

no·sog·ra·phy (no-smgùrN-fK, -zmgù-) n.  The systematic description of dis-

eases.   —no·sogùra·pher n.  —noÙso·graphùic (noÙsN-gr4fùVk), 
noÙso·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

no·sol·o·gy (no-smlùN-jK, -zmlù-) n.  pl. no·sol·o·gies. 1. The branch of medi-

cine that deals with the classification of diseases.  2. A classification of diseases.   
—noÙso·logùi·cal (-sN-lmjùV-kNl), noÙso·logùic (-Vk)  adj.  —noÙso·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —no·solùo·gist n. 

nos·tal·gi·a (nm-st4lùjN, nN-) n.  1. A bittersweet longing for things, persons, or 

situations of the past.  2. The condition of being homesick; homesickness.  

[Greek nostos, a return home; see nes-1 in Appendix + -ALGIA.] —nos·talùgic (-

jVk) adj.  —nos·talùgi·cal·ly adv. 

nos·toc (nmsùtmkÙ) n.  A freshwater blue-green alga of the genus Nostoc, forming 

spherical colonies of filaments embedded in a gelatinous substance.  [New Latin, 

coined by Paracelsus.]

Nos·tra·da·mus (nmsÙtrN-d7ùmNs, -däù-, noÙstrN-), Originally Michel de 

Notredame. 1503-1566.  French physician and astrologer who wrote Centuries 

(1555), a book of prophecies. 

nos·tril (nmsùtrNl) n.  Either of the external openings of the nose; a naris.  [Mid-

dle English nostrille, from Old English nosthyrl : nosu, nose; see nas- in Appendix 

+ thyrl, hole; see terN-2 in Appendix.]



nos·trum (nmsùtrNm) n.  1. A medicine whose effectiveness is unproved and 

whose ingredients are usually secret; a quack remedy.  2. A favorite but untested 

remedy for problems or evils.  [From Latin nostrum (remedium), our (remedy), 

neuter of noster. See nes-2 in Appendix.]

nos·y  or nos·ey (noùzK) adj.  nos·i·er, nos·i·est. Informal. 1. Given to prying 

into the affairs of others; snoopy.  See Synonyms at curious.  2. Prying; inquisi-

tive.   —nosùi·ly adv.  —nosùi·ness n. 

not (nmt) adv.  In no way; to no degree. Used to express negation, denial, refusal, 

or prohibition:  I will not go. You may not have any.  [Middle English, alteration of 

naught, nought. See NAUGHT.]

USAGE NOTE: Care should be taken with the placement of not and other neg-

atives in a sentence in order to avoid ambiguity. All elephants are not friendly could

be taken to mean either “All elephants are unfriendly” or “Not all elephants are

friendly.” Similarly, the sentence Kim didn’t sleep until noon could mean either

“Kim went to sleep at noon” or “Kim got up before noon.” • In formal writing

the not only... but also construction should be used in such a way that each of its

elements is followed by a construction of the same type. Instead of She not only

bought a new car but also a new lawnmower, write She bought not only a new car

but also a new lawnmower; in the second version, both not only and but also are

followed by noun phrases. • In the not only construction also is often omitted

when the second part of the sentence merely intensifies the first: She is not only

smart but brilliant. He not only wanted the diamond but wanted it desperately. See

Usage Note at only.

no·ta (noùtN) n.  Plural of notum. 
no·ta be·ne (noÙtN bHnùK, bKùnK) v.  Abbr. n.b., N.B. Used to direct attention to 

something particularly important.  [Latin not7 bene, note well  : not7, sing. imper-

ative of not7re, to note + bene, well.]

no·ta·bil·i·ty (noÙtN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. no·ta·bil·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of 

being eminent or worthy of notice.  2. A prominent or notable person. 

no·ta·ble (noùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Worthy of note or notice; remarkable:  notable 

beauty; sled dogs that are notable for their stamina.  2. Characterized by excellence 

or distinction; eminent:  formed a commission of notable citizens.  See Synonyms at 

noted.   —  n.  1. A person of distinction or great reputation.  See Synonyms at 

celebrity.  2.  Often Notable. One of a council of prominent persons in pre-

Revolutionary France called into assembly to deliberate at times of emergency.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin not7bilis, from not7re, to note, 

from nota, note. See NOTE.] —noùta·ble·ness n.  —noùta·bly adv. 

no·tar·i·al (no-târùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a notary public.  2. Executed or 

drawn up by a notary public.   —no·tarùi·al·ly adv. 



no·ta·rize (noùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. no·ta·rized, no·ta·riz·ing, no·ta·riz·es. To cer-

tify or attest to (the validity of a signature on a document, for example) as a 

notary public.   —noÙta·ri·zaùtion (-rV-z7ùshNn) n. 

no·ta·ry (noùtN-rK) n.  pl. no·ta·ries. A notary public.  [Middle English notarie, 

from Old French notaire, notarie, from Latin not7rius, relating to shorthand, 

shorthand writer, from nota, mark. See NOTE.]

notary public (noùtN-rK pƒbùlVk) n.  pl. notaries public. Abbr. N.P. A person 

legally empowered to witness and certify the validity of documents and to take 

affidavits and depositions. 

no·tate (noùt7t) v.  tr. no·tat·ed, no·tat·ing, no·tates. To put into notation.  

[Back-formation from NOTATION.]

no·ta·tion (no-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. A system of figures or symbols used in a spe-

cialized field to represent numbers, quantities, tones, or values:  musical notation.  

b. The act or process of using such a system.   2. A brief note; an annotation:  

marginal notations.  [Latin not7tio, not7tion-, from not7tus, past participle of 

not7re, to note, from nota, note. See NOTE.] —no·taùtion·al adj. 

notch (nmch) n.  1. a. A V-shaped cut.  b. Such a cut used for keeping a record.   

2. A narrow pass between mountains.  3. Informal. A level or degree:  a notch or 

two higher in quality.   —  v.  tr. notched, notch·ing, notch·es. 1. To cut a 

notch in.  2. To record by or as if by making notches:  notched the score on a stick.  

3. Informal. To achieve; score:  notched 30 wins in a single season.  [Probably from 

the phrase *an otch, from French oche, from Old French, from ochier, to notch.]

notch·back (nmchùb4kÙ) n.  An automobile having a roof that drops off sharply 

to the top of the rear compartment. 

note (not) n.  Abbr. n. 1. A brief record, especially one written down to aid the 

memory:  took notes during the lecture.  2. A brief informal letter.  See Synonyms 

at letter.  3. A formal written diplomatic or official communication.  4. A com-

ment or an explanation, as on a passage in a text.  5. a. A piece of paper currency.  

b. A certificate issued by a government or a bank and sometimes negotiable as 

money.  c. A promissory note.   6. Music. a. A tone of definite pitch.  b. A sym-

bol for such a tone, indicating pitch by its position on the staff and duration by its 

shape.  c. A key of an instrument, such as a piano.   7. The characteristic vocal 

sound made by a songbird or other animal:  the clear note of a cardinal.  8. The 

sign of a particular quality or emotion:  ended his plea on a note of despair; a note 

of gaiety in her manner.  See Synonyms at sign.  9. Importance; consequence:  

Nothing of note happened.  10. Notice; observation:  quietly took note of the scene.  

11. Obsolete. A song, melody, or tune.   —  v.  tr. not·ed, not·ing, notes. 1. To 

observe carefully; notice.  See Synonyms at see1.  2. To make a note of; write 

down:  noted the time of each arrival.  3. To show; indicate:  a reporter who is care-

ful to note sources of information.  4. To make mention of; remark:  noted the late-



ness of their arrival.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin nota, 

annotation. See gno- in Appendix.] —notùer n. 

note·book (notùbtkÙ) n.  A book of blank pages for notes. 

No·te> (nôùtHchÙ)  A river of northwest Poland flowing about 434 km (270 mi) 

generally westward. It is connected by canal with the Vistula River. 

not·ed (noùtVd) adj.  Distinguished by reputation; famous:  a noted physician.   
—notùed·ly adv.  —notùed·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: noted, celebrated, eminent, famed, famous, illustrious, notable, pre-

eminent, renowned. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “widely

known and esteemed”: a noted author; a celebrated musician; an eminent scholar;

a famed scientist; a famous actor; an illustrious judge; a notable historian; a preem-

inent archaeologist; a renowned painter. 

ANTONYM: obscure

note of hand (not ƒv h4nd) n.  pl. notes of hand. See promissory note. 
note·wor·thy (notùwûrÙthK) adj.  note·wor·thi·er, note·wor·thi·est. 

Deserving notice or attention; notable:  a noteworthy advance in cancer research.   
—noteùworÙthi·ly adv.  —noteùworÙthi·ness n. 

NOT gate (nmt g7t) n.  Computer Science. A logic circuit that produces an out-

put inverse to the input.  [From NOT.]

noth·ing (nƒthùVng) pron.  1. No thing; not anything:  The box contained noth-

ing. I’ve heard nothing about it.  2. No part; no portion:  Nothing remains of the old 

house but the cellar hole.  3. One of no consequence, significance, or interest:  The 

new nonsmoking policy is nothing to me.   —  n.  1. Something that has no exist-

ence.  2. Something that has no quantitative value; zero:  a score of two to nothing.  

3. One that has no substance or importance; a nonentity: “A nothing is a dreadful 

thing to hold onto” (Edna O’Brien).   —  adj.  Insignificant or worthless: “the 

utterly nothing role of a wealthy suitor” (Bosley Crowther).   —  adv.  In no way or 

degree; not at all:  She looks nothing like her sister.   —idiom. nothing doing. 
Informal. Certainly not.  [Middle English, from Old English n7thing : n7, no; see 

NO
2 + thing, thing; see THING.]

USAGE NOTE: According to the traditional rule, nothing is invariably treated

as a singular, even when followed by an exception phrase containing a plural

noun: Nothing except your fears stands (not stand) in your way. Nothing but roses

meets (not meet) the eye.

noth·ing·ness (nƒthùVng-nVs) n.  1. The condition or quality of being nothing; 

nonexistence.  2. Empty space; a void.  3. Lack of consequence; insignificance.  

4. Something inconsequential or insignificant. 



no·tice (noùtVs) n.  1. The act of noting or observing; perception or attention:  

That detail escaped my notice.  2. Respectful attention or consideration:  grateful 

for the teacher’s notice.  3. A written or printed announcement:  a notice of sale.  

4. a. A formal announcement, notification, or warning, especially an announce-

ment of one’s intention to withdraw from an agreement or leave a job:  give one’s 

employer two weeks’ notice; raised the price without notice.  b. The condition of 

being formally warned or notified:  put us on notice for chronic lateness.   5. A 

printed critical review, as of a play or book.   —  v.  tr. no·ticed, no·tic·ing, 
no·tic·es. 1. To take notice of; observe:  noticed a figure in the doorway.  See Syn-

onyms at see1.  2. To perceive with the mind; detect:  noticed several discrepan-

cies.  3. To comment on; mention.  4. To treat with courteous attention.  5. To 

give or file a notice of:  noticed the court case for next Tuesday.  [Middle English, 

knowledge, from Old French, from Latin notitia, from notus, known, past partici-

ple of noscere, to get to know. See gno- in Appendix.]

no·tice·a·ble (noùtV-sN-bNl) adj.  1. Evident; observable:  noticeable changes in 

temperature; a noticeable lack of friendliness.  2. Worthy of notice; significant.   
—noÙtice·a·bilùi·ty n.  —noùtice·a·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: noticeable, observable, marked, conspicuous, prominent, outstand-

ing, salient, remarkable, signal, arresting, striking. These adjectives mean attracting

notice. Noticeable and observable both refer to something that can be readily no-

ticed or observed: “His long, feminine eyelashes were very noticeable” (Joseph Con-

rad). The movements of the prowler were observable from the window. What is

marked is emphatically evident: He walks with a marked limp. The play is a marked

success. Conspicuous applies to what is immediately apparent and noteworthy: Her

outlandish attire made her conspicuous in the crowd. “Conspicuous consumption of

valuable goods is a means of reputability to the gentleman of leisure” (Thorstein

Veblen). Prominent and outstanding connote a standing out among others, espe-

cially others of its kind: A new theory of the origin of language is the most prominent

feature of the book. Einstein and Churchill were among the outstanding figures of

the 20th century. What is salient is so prominent and consequential that it seems

to leap out and claim the attention: “Defenders of the pit bull always seem to miss

the salient point that it is the ferocity of the bite, not the number of bites, that has

made the dog so feared today” (Sports Illustrated). Remarkable describes what elic-

its comment because it is unusual or extraordinary: “This story of Mongolian con-

quests is surely the most remarkable in all history” (H.G. Wells). Signal suggests that

something is notably remarkable: “I had an Opportunity of doing his Majesty... a

most signal Service” (Jonathan Swift). Arresting applies to what attracts and holds

the attention: The Miraculous Mandarin is one of Bartók’s most arresting compo-

sitions. Striking describes something that seizes the attention and produces a vivid

impression on the sight or the mind: The child bears a striking resemblance to the



parents. See also Synonyms at perceptible

no·ti·fi·ca·tion (noÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of notifying.  

2. Something, such as a letter, by which notice is given. 

no·ti·fy (noùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. no·ti·fied, no·ti·fy·ing, no·ti·fies. 1. To give notice 

to; inform:  notified the citizens of the curfew by posting signs.  2. Chiefly British. 

To give notice of; make known.  [Middle English notifien, from Old French noti-

fier, from Latin notific7re : notus, known, past participle of noscere, to get to 

know; see gno- in Appendix + -fic7re, -fy.] —noùti·fiÙer n. 

no·tion (noùshNn) n.  1. A belief or opinion.  2. A mental image or representa-

tion; an idea or conception.  3. A fanciful impulse; a whim.  See Synonyms at 

idea.  4. notions. Small lightweight items for household use, such as needles, 

buttons, and thread.  [Middle English nocioun, concept, from Latin notio, notion-

, from notus, known, past participle of noscere, to get to know. See gno- in 

Appendix.]

no·tion·al (noùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, containing, or being a notion; mental or 

imaginary.  2. Speculative or theoretical.  3. Linguistics. Conveying an idea of a 

thing or an action; having full lexical meaning as distinguished from relational 

meaning. The word did is notional in We did the work and relational in We did not 

agree.   —noùtion·al·ly adv. 

no·to·chord (noùtN-kôrdÙ) n.  1. A flexible rodlike structure that forms the 

main support of the body in the lowest chordates, such as the lancelet; a primitive 

backbone.  2. A similar structure in embryos of higher vertebrates, from which 

the spinal column develops.  [Greek noton, back + CHORD
2.] —noÙto·chordùal 

adj. 

No·to·gae·a  or No·to·ge·a (noÙtN-jKùN)  A zoogeographic region including 

Australia, New Zealand, and the islands of the southwest Pacific Ocean. 

no·to·ri·e·ty (noÙtN-rXùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being notorious; ill 

fame. 

no·to·ri·ous (no-tôrùK-Ns, -torù-) adj.  Known widely and usually unfavorably; 

infamous:  a notorious gangster; a district notorious for vice.  [From Medieval Latin 

notorius, well-known, from Latin notus, known, past participle of noscere, to get 

to know. See gno- in Appendix.] —no·toùri·ous·ly adv.  —no·toùri·ous·ness 
n. 

no·tor·nis (no-tôrùnVs) n.  pl. notornis. Any of several flightless New Zealand 

birds, now rare, of the genus Notornis, especially the takahe.  [New Latin Notornis, 

genus name  : Greek notos, south + Greek ornis, bird; see or- in Appendix.]

No·tre Dame Mountains (noùtrN d7mù mounùtNnz, dämù, noÙtNr)  A sec-

tion of the Appalachian Mountains extending about 805 km (500 mi) from the 

Green Mountains of Vermont into the Gaspé Peninsula of southeast Quebec, 

Canada. 



no-trump (noùtrƒmpù) n.  Games. 1. A declaration to play a hand without a 

trump suit in bridge and other card games.  2. A hand played without a trump 

suit.   —noù-trumpù adj. 

Not·ta·way (nmtùN-w7Ù)  A river, about 644 km (400 mi) long, of southwest 

Quebec, Canada, flowing northwest into James Bay. 

Not·ting·ham (nmtùVng-Nm)  A borough of central England north of Leicester. 

Charles I raised his standard here in 1642, marking the beginning of the English 

Civil War. The city has long been a center for the manufacture of textiles, lace, 

and hosiery. According to tradition, it is the birthplace of Robin Hood. Popula-

tion, 277,500. 

Not·to·way (nmtùN-w7Ù)  A river of southern Virginia flowing about 282 km 

(175 mi) southeast to the North Carolina border. 

no·tum (noùtNm) n.  pl. no·ta (-tN). The dorsal part of the thoracic segment of 

an insect.  [New Latin notum, from Greek noton, back.]

not·with·stand·ing (nmtÙwVth-st4nùdVng, -wVth-) prep.  In spite of:  The teams 

played on, notwithstanding the rain.   —  adv.  All the same; nevertheless:  We pro-

ceeded, notwithstanding.   —  conj.  In spite of the fact that; although.  [Middle 

English notwithstandinge (translation of Medieval Latin non obstante); see NON 

OBSTANTE  : not, not; see NOT + withstanding, present participle of withstanden, to 

resist; see WITHSTAND.]

Nouak·chott (nwäk-shmtù)  The capital and largest city of Mauritania, in the 

western part of the country on the Atlantic Ocean. It was chosen as capital in 

1957. Population, 150,000. 

nou·gat (nuùgNt) n.  A confection made from a sugar or honey paste into 

which nuts are mixed.  [French, from Provençal, from nougo, nut, from Old 

Provençal noga, from Vulgar Latin *nuca, from Latin nux, nuc-, nut.]

nought (nôt) n. , pron.  & adj.   Variant of naught. 
Nou·mé·a (nu-m7ùN)  The capital of New Caledonia, on the southwest coast of 

the island of New Caledonia in the southwest Pacific Ocean. It was an Allied air 

base in World War II. Population, 60,112. 

nou·me·non (nuùmN-nmnÙ) n.  pl. nou·me·na (-nN). Philosophy. 1. An object 

that can be intuited only by the intellect and not perceived by the senses.  2. An 

object independent of intellectual intuition of it or of sensuous perception of it.  

Also called thing-in-itself 3. In the philosophy of Kant, an object, such as the soul, 

that cannot be known through perception, although its existence can be demon-

strated.  [German, from Greek noumenon, from neuter present middle participle 

of noein, to perceive by thought, from nous, mind.] —nouùmen·al (-mN-nNl) 

adj. 

noun (noun) n.  Abbr. n. Grammar. A word that is used to name a person, place, 

thing, quality, or action and can function as the subject or object of a verb, the 



object of a preposition, or an appositive.  [Middle English, name, noun, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Latin nomen, nomin-. See np-men- in Appendix.]

nour·ish (nûrùVsh, nƒrù-) v.  tr. nour·ished, nour·ish·ing, nour·ish·es. 1. To 

provide with food or other substances necessary for life and growth; feed.  2. To 

foster the development of; promote: “Athens was an imperial city, nourished by the 

tribute of subjects” (V. Gordon Childe).  3. To keep alive; maintain:  nourish a 

hope.  [Middle English norishen, from Old French norrir, norriss-, from Vulgar 

Latin *nutrXre, from Latin n7trXre. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.] —nourùish·er n. 

nour·ish·ment (nûrùVsh-mNnt, nƒrù-) n.  1. a. The act of nourishing.  b. The 

state of being nourished.   2. Something that nourishes; food. 

nous (nus, nous) n.  1. Philosophy. a. Reason and knowledge as opposed to 

sense perception.  b. The rational part of the individual human soul.  c. The 

principle of the cosmic mind or soul responsible for the rational order of the cos-

mos.  d. In Stoicism, the equivalent of Logos.  e. In Neo-Platonism, the image of 

the absolute good, containing the cosmos of intelligible beings.   2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. Good sense; shrewdness: “Hillela had the nous to take up with the General 

when he was on the up-and-up again” (Nadine Gordimer).  [Greek.]

nou·veau riche (nuÙvo rKshù) n.  pl. nou·veaux riches (nuÙvo rKshù). 
One who has recently become rich, especially one who flaunts newly acquired 

wealth.  [French  : nouveau, new + riche, rich.]

nou·velle cuisine (nu-vHlù kwV-zKnù) n.  A contemporary school of French 

cooking that seeks to bring out the natural flavors of foods and substitutes light, 

low-calorie sauces and stocks for the traditional heavy butter-based and cream-

based preparations.  [French  : nouvelle, new + cuisine, cuisine.]

nouvelle vague (nu-vHlù vägù) n.  See new wave (n., sense 1).  [French  : 

nouvelle, new + vague, wave.]

Nov.  or Nov abbr.  November. 

no·va (noùvN) n.  pl. no·vae (-vK)  or no·vas. A star that suddenly becomes 

much brighter and then gradually returns to its original brightness over a period 

of weeks to years.  [New Latin (stKlla) nova, new (star), nova, feminine of Latin 

novus, new. See newo- in Appendix.]

no·vac·u·lite (no-v4kùyN-lXtÙ) n.  A very hard, dense, even-textured, silica-bear-

ing sedimentary rock used in whetstones.  [Latin nov7cula, razor + -ITE
1.]

no·vae (noùvK) n.  A plural of nova. 
No·va I·gua·çu (nôùvä KÙgwä-suù)  A city of southeast Brazil, an industrial 

suburb of Rio de Janeiro. Population, 491,766. 

No·va·ra (no-värùN, -väùrä)  A city of northwest Italy west of Milan. The Austri-

ans defeated the Piedmontese here in 1849. Population, 101,635. 

No·va Sco·tia (noùvN skoùshN) Abbr. NS, N.S.  A province of eastern Canada 

comprising a mainland peninsula and the adjacent Cape Breton Island. It joined 

the confederation in 1867. The first successful settlement was made by the French 



at Port Royal (now Annapolis Royal) in 1610. France and Great Britain bitterly 

contested the area, part of Acadia, until 1763, when the Treaty of Paris awarded 

the French possessions in North America to the British. During the 18th century 

many Scots immigrated to the region, leading to its name, a Latinized version of 

“New Scotland.” Halifax is the capital and the largest city. Population, 847,442.   
—Noùva Scoùtian adj.  & n. 

no·va·tion (no-v7ùshNn) n.  Law. Substitution of a new obligation for an old 

one.  [Late Latin nov7tio, nov7tion-, from Latin, a renewing, from nov7tus, past 

participle of nov7re, to make new, from novus, new. See newo- in Appendix.]

No·va·to (nN-väùto)  A city of western California north of San Rafael. It is 

mainly residential. Population, 47,585. 

No·va·ya Zem·lya (noùvN-yN zHmÙlK-äù, zVm-lyäù)  An archipelago of north-

central Russia in the Arctic Ocean between the Barents and Kara seas. Consisting 

of two main islands and many smaller ones, the archipelago has mineral deposits 

and an economy based on fishing, sealing, and trapping. 

nov·el1 (nmvùNl) n.  1. A fictional prose narrative of considerable length, typi-

cally having a plot that is unfolded by the actions, speech, and thoughts of the 

characters.  2. The literary genre represented by novels.  [Ultimately from Italian 

novella, from Old Italian, piece of news, chit-chat, tale, from Vulgar Latin 

*novella, from neuter pl. of Latin novellus, diminutive of novus, new. See newo- 
in Appendix.]

nov·el2 (nmvùNl) adj.  Strikingly new, unusual, or different.  See Synonyms at 

new.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin novellus, diminutive of 

novus. See newo- in Appendix.] —novùel·ly adv. 

nov·el·ette (nmvÙN-lHtù) n.  A short novel. 

nov·el·ist (nmvùN-lVst) n.  A writer of novels. 

nov·el·is·tic (nmvÙN-lVsùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of novels.   
—novÙel·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

nov·el·ize (nmvùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. nov·el·ized, nov·el·iz·ing, nov·el·iz·es. 1. To 

write a novel based on:  novelize a popular movie.  2. To turn into fiction; fiction-

alize:  novelize one’s personal experiences.   —novÙel·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—novùel·izÙer n. 

no·vel·la (no-vHlùN) n.  pl. no·vel·las or no·vel·le (-vHlùK, -vHlù7). 1. A short 

prose tale often characterized by moral teaching or satire.  2. A short novel.  [Ital-

ian. See NOVEL
1.]

nov·el·ty (nmvùNl-tK) n.  pl. nov·el·ties. 1. The quality of being novel; newness.  

2. Something new and unusual; an innovation.  3. A small mass-produced arti-

cle, such as a toy or trinket. 

No·vem·ber (no-vHmùbNr) n.  Abbr. Nov., Nov The 11th month of the year in 

the Gregorian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English Novembre, from 



Old French, from Latin November, ninth month, from novem, nine. See newi in 

Appendix.]

no·ve·na (no-vKùnN) n.  pl. no·ve·nas or no·ve·nae (-nK). Roman Catholic 

Church. A recitation of prayers and devotions for a special purpose during nine 

consecutive days.  [Medieval Latin novKna, from feminine of Latin novKnus, nine 

each, from novem, nine. See newi in Appendix.]

no·ver·cal (no-vûrùkNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a stepmother.  

[Latin noverc7lis, from noverca, stepmother. See newo- in Appendix.]

Nov·go·rod (nmvùgN-rmdÙ, nôvùgN-rNt)  A city of northwest Russia south-south-

east of St.Petersburg One of the oldest cities in Russia, it was strategically and eco-

nomically important in the Middle Ages because of its location on the chief trade 

routes of eastern Europe. The city was overrun by Moscow in 1478 and lost its 

commercial dominance to St. Petersburg after 1703. Population, 220,000. 

No·vi (noùvXÙ)  A village of southeast Michigan northwest of Detroit. Metal prod-

ucts are among its manufactures. Population, 32,998. 

nov·ice (nmvùVs) n.  1. A person new to a field or activity; a beginner.  2. A per-

son who has entered a religious order but has not yet taken final vows. In this 

sense, also callednovitiate [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval 

Latin novXcius, from Latin, recently entered into a condition, from Latin novus, 

new. See newo- in Appendix.]

No·vi Sad (noùvK sädù)  A city of northern Serbia on the Danube River north-

west of Belgrade. It became a free city of Austria-Hungary in 1748 and was the 

center of a Serbian literary revival in the 18th and early 19th centuries. Popula-

tion, 170,800. 

no·vi·ti·ate also no·vi·ci·ate (no-vVshùK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  1. The period of being a 

novice.  2. A place where novices live.  3.  See novice (n., sense 2).  [Medieval 

Latin novXci7tus, from novXcius, novice. See NOVICE.]

no·vo·bi·o·cin (noÙvN-bXùN-sVn) n.  An antibiotic, C31H36N2O11, produced by 

the actinomycete Streptomyces nivens and used to treat infections by gram-posi-

tive bacteria.  [Probably Latin novus, new; see NOVICE + (ANTI)BIO(TIC) + -IN.]

No·vo·cain (noùvN-k7nÙ)  A trademark used for an anesthetic preparation of 

procaine. 

No·vo·cher·kassk (noÙvN-chNr-käskù, nN-vN-chVr-)  A city of southwest Russia 

northeast of Rostov. Founded in 1805, it is a commercial and manufacturing cen-

ter. Population, 186,000. 

No·vo Ham·bur·go (nôùvt äNm-burùgt)  A city of southern Brazil north 

of Pôrto Alegre. It was founded by German immigrants in the 19th century. Pop-

ulation, 133,221. 

No·vo·kuz·netsk (noÙvN-ktz-nHtskù, nN-vN-kuz-nyHtskù)  A city of south-

central Russia southeast of Novosibirsk. Founded by Cossacks in 1617, it was 

developed as an iron and steel center in the 1930’s. Population, 577,000. 



No·vo·ros·siysk (noÙvN-rN-sKskù, nN-vN-)  A city of southwest Russia on the 

Black Sea south-southwest of Rostov. It is a naval base and shipbuilding center. 

Population, 175,000. 

No·vo·si·birsk (noÙvN-sN-bîrskù, nN-vN-sV-)  A city of south-central Russia on 

the Ob River east of Omsk. An important transportation hub on the Trans-Sibe-

rian Railroad, it prospered after the development of the Kuznetsk Basin. Popula-

tion, 1,393,000. 

now (nou) adv.  1. At the present time:  goods now on sale; the now aging dictator.  

2. At once; immediately:  Stop now.  3. In the immediate past; very recently:  left 

the room just now.  4. At this point in the series of events; then:  The ship was now 

listing to port.  5. Nowadays.  6. In these circumstances; as things are:  Now we 

won’t be able to stay.  7. a. Used to introduce a command, reproof, or request:  

Now pay attention.  b. Used to indicate a change of subject or to preface a remark:  

Now, let’s get down to work.    —  conj.  Seeing that; since:  Now that spring is here, 

we can expect milder weather.   —  n.  The present time or moment:  wouldn’t work 

up to now.   —  adj.  1. Of the present time; current:  our now governor.  2. Slang. 

Currently fashionable; trendy:  the now sound of this new rock band.   —idiom. 
now and again (or now and then). Occasionally.  [Middle English, from Old 

English n7. See nu- in Appendix.] —nowùness n. 

NOW abbr.  National Organization for Women. 

NOW account (nou N-kountù) n.  An interest-bearing savings account against 

which drafts may be written.  [n(egotiable) o(rder of) w(ithdrawal).]

now·a·days (nouùN-d7zÙ) adv.  During the present time; now.  [Middle English 

nouadaies : nou, now; see NOW + a (variant of on, on); see ON + daies, genitive of 

dai, day; see DAY.]

no·way (noùw7Ù) also no·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  Informal. In no way or degree; 

nowise.   —  interj.  also no way Used to express emphatic negation. 

no·where (noùhwârÙ, -wârÙ) adv.  1. Not anywhere.  2. To no place or result:  

protested the ruling but got nowhere.   —  n.  A remote or unknown place:  a cabin 

in the middle of nowhere. 

no·wheres (noùhwârzÙ, -wârzÙ) adv.  Non-Standard. Nowhere. 

no·whith·er (noùhwVthÙNr, -wVthÙ-) adv.  In no definite direction. 

no-win (noùwVnÙ) adj.  Informal. Certain to end in failure or disappointment:  

trapped in a no-win situation. 

no·wise (noùwXzÙ) adv.  In no way, manner, or degree; not at all. 

nox·ious (nmkùshNs) adj.  1. Harmful to living things; injurious to health:  nox-

ious chemical wastes.  2. Harmful to the mind or morals; corrupting:  noxious 

ideas.  [Middle English noxius, from Latin, from noxa, damage. See nek-1 in 

Appendix.] —nox·ious·ly adv.  —noxùious·ness n. 

Noyes (noiz), Alfred. 1880-1958.  British poet whose works, traditional in style, 

concern nature and science, English history, and his conversion to Catholicism. 



Noyes (noiz), John Humphrey. 1811-1886.  American religious leader who 

founded (1848) an experimental community at Oneida, New York, based on his 

belief in perfectionism and communal living. 

noz·zle (nmzùNl) n.  1. A projecting part with an opening, as at the end of a hose, 

for regulating and directing a flow of fluid.  2. Slang. The human nose.  [Middle 

English noselle, socket on a candlestick, diminutive of nose. See NOSE.]

Np  The symbol for the element neptunium. 
NP abbr.  1. Neuropsychiatry.  2. Grammar. Noun phrase.  3. Nurse practitioner. 

N.P. abbr.  Notary public. 

NPN abbr.  Nonprotein nitrogen. 

NPR abbr.  National Public Radio. 

nr abbr.  Near. 

NRA abbr.  1. National Recovery Administration.  2. National Rifle Association.  

3. Naval Reserve Association. 

NRC abbr.  1. National Research Council.  2. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

ns abbr.  Nanosecond. 

NS abbr.  1.  Also N.S.. Nova Scotia.  2. Nuclear ship. 

n.s. abbr.  1. New series.  2. Not specified. 

N.S. abbr.  New Style. 

n/s abbr.  Not sufficient. 

NSA abbr.  National Security Agency. 

NSC abbr.  National Security Council. 

NSE abbr.  National Stock Exchange. 

nsec abbr.  Nanosecond. 

NSF abbr.  National Science Foundation. 

n.s.f.  or N.S.F. abbr.  Not sufficient funds. 

N.S.P.C.A. abbr.  National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

NT abbr.  1.  Also N.T.. Bible. New Testament.  2. Northwest Territories. 

-n’t  Not. 

nth (Hnth) adj.  1. Relating to an indefinitely large ordinal number:  ten to the nth 

power.  2. Highest; utmost:  delighted to the nth degree.  [N
2, indefinite number + -

TH
3.]

nth root (Hnth rut) n.  Mathematics. See root1 (n., sense 9a). 

n.t.p.  or N.T.P. abbr.  Normal temperature and pressure. 

NTSB abbr.  National Transportation Safety Board. 

nt.wt. abbr.  Net weight. 

nu (nu, nyu) n.  The 13th letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek, of Semitic ori-

gin; akin to Hebrew nûn, nun.]

nu·ance (nuùänsÙ, nyuù-, nu-änsù, nyu-) n.  1. A subtle or slight degree of 

difference, as in meaning, feeling, or tone; a gradation.  2. Expression or appreci-

ation of subtle shades of meaning, feeling, or tone:  a rich artistic performance, 



full of nuance.  [French, from Old French, from nuer, to shade, cloud, from nue, 

cloud, from Vulgar Latin *n7ba, from Latin n7bKs.] —nu·ancedù adj.  

SYNONYMS: nuance, gradation, shade. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a slight variation or differentiation between nearly identical entities”:

sensitive to delicate nuances of style; gradations of feeling from infatuation to deep

affection; subtle shades of meaning.

nub (nƒb) n.  1. A protuberance or knob.  2. A small lump.  3. The essence; the 

core:  the nub of a story.  [Variant of knub, probably from Low German knubbe, 

from Middle Low German, variant of knobbe.] —nubùby adj. 

Nu·ba (nuùbN, nyuù-) n.  pl. Nuba. 1. A member of any of several peoples 

inhabiting the hills of south-central Sudan.  2.  See Nubian (n., sense 2). 

Nu·bi·a (nuùbK-N, nyuù-)  A desert region and ancient kingdom in the Nile 

River valley of southern Egypt and northern Sudan. After the 20th century B.C. it 

was controlled by the rulers of Egypt, although in the 8th and 7th centuries an 

independent kingdom arose that conquered Eygpt and ruled as the XXV Dynasty 

(712-663). Converted to Christianity in the 6th century A.D., Nubia united with 

Ethiopia but fell to the Muslims in the 14th century. Much of the region was 

flooded by the completion of the Aswan High Dam in the 1960’s. 

Nu·bi·an (nuùbK-Nn, nyuù-) adj.  Of or relating to Nubia or its peoples, lan-

guages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Nubia.  2. Any of a group 

of closely related Nilo-Saharan languages spoken in the Sudan. In this sense, also 

calledNuba 

Nubian Desert (nuùbK-Nn dHzùNrt)  A desert region of northeast Sudan 

extending east of the Nile River to the Red Sea. 

nu·bile (nuùbVl, -bXlÙ, nyuù-) adj.  1. Ready for marriage; of a marriageable age 

or condition. Used of young women.  2. Sexually mature and attractive. Used of 

young women.  [Latin n7bilis, from n7bere, to take a husband.] —nu·bilùi·ty 
(nu-bVlùV-tK, nyu-) n. 

nu·cel·lus (nu-sHlùNs, nyu-) n.  pl. nu·cel·li (-sHlùX). Botany. The central por-

tion of an ovule in which the embryo sac develops; the megasporangium.  [New 

Latin, from nux, nuc-, nut.] —nu·celùlar adj. 

nu·cha (nuùkN, nyuù-) n.  The nape of the neck.  [Middle English, spinal cord, 

from Medieval Latin, from Arabic nuTT, marrow.] —nuùchal adj. 

nucle- pref.  Variant of nucleo-. 
nu·cle·ar (nuùklK-Nr, nyuù-) adj.  1. Biology. Of, relating to, or forming a 

nucleus:  a nuclear membrane.  2. Physics. Of or relating to atomic nuclei.  

3. Using or derived from the energy of atomic nuclei; atomic.  4. Of, using, or 

possessing atomic or hydrogen bombs:  nuclear war; nuclear nations.  [From 

NUCLEUS.]



nuclear age (nuùklK-Nr 7j) n.  The atomic age. 

nuclear emulsion (nuùklK-Nr V-mƒlùshNn) n.  Physics. Any of several photo-

graphic emulsions used to detect and visually display the paths of charged sub-

atomic particles, especially of charged cosmic ray particles. 

nuclear energy (nuùklK-Nr HnùNr-jK) n.  1. The energy released by a nuclear 

reaction, especially by fission or fusion.  2. Nuclear energy regarded as a source of 

power.  Also called atomic energy 

nuclear envelope (nuùklK-Nr HnùvN-lopÙ) n.  See nuclear membrane. 
nuclear family (nuùklK-Nr f4mùN-lK) n.  A family unit consisting of a mother 

and father and their children. 

nuclear force (nuùklK-Nr fôrs) n.  Physics. Strong interaction. 

nu·cle·ar-free zone (nuùklK-Nr-frKù zon, nyuù-) n.  An area in which the 

siting of nuclear weapons or reactors is banned. 

nu·cle·ar·ize (nuùklK-N-rXzÙ, nyuù-) v.  tr. nu·cle·ar·ized, nu·cle·ar·iz·ing, 
nu·cle·ar·iz·es. To equip with nuclear weapons.   —nuÙcle·ar·i·zaùtion (-Nr-V-
z7ùshNn) n. 

nuclear magnetic resonance (nuùklK-Nr m4g-nHtùVk rHzùN-nNns) n.  

Abbr. NMR The absorption of electromagnetic radiation of a specific frequency 

by an atomic nucleus that is placed in a strong magnetic field, used especially in 

spectroscopic studies of molecular structure and in medicine to measure rates of 

metabolism. 

nuclear magneton (nuùklK-Nr m4gùnV-tmnÙ) n.  Physics. A unit of the mag-

netic moment of a nucleon. 

nuclear medicine (nuùklK-Nr mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine that 

deals with the use of radionuclides in diagnosis and treatment of disease. 

nuclear membrane (nuùklK-Nr mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  The double-layered mem-

brane enclosing the nucleus of a cell.  Also called nuclear envelope 

nuclear physics (nuùklK-Nr fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The scientific 

study of the forces, reactions, and internal structures of atomic nuclei. 

nuclear power (nuùklK-Nr pouùNr) n.  Power, especially electricity, the source 

of which is nuclear fission or fusion. 

nuclear reaction (nuùklK-Nr rK-4kùshNn) n.  A reaction, as in fission, fusion, 

or radioactive decay, that alters the energy, composition, or structure of an atomic 

nucleus. 

nuclear reactor (nuùklK-Nr rK-4kùtNr) n.  Any of several devices in which a 

chain reaction is initiated and controlled, with the resulting heat typically used 

for power generation and the neutrons and fission products used for military, 

experimental, and medical purposes. 

nuclear weapon (nuùklK-Nr wHpùNn) n.  A device, such as a bomb or war-

head, whose great explosive power derives from the release of nuclear energy. 



nuclear winter (nuùklK-Nr wVnùtNr) n.  A worldwide darkening and cooling 

of the atmosphere with consequent devastation of surviving life forms, believed 

by some scientists to be a probable outcome of large-scale nuclear war. 

nu·cle·ase (nuùklK-7sÙ, -7zÙ, nyuù-) n.  Any of several enzymes, such as endo-

nucleases and exonucleases, that hydrolize nucleic acids. 

nu·cle·ate (nuùklK-Vt, nyuù-) adj.  Nucleated.   —  v.  nu·cle·at·ed, 
nu·cle·at·ing, nu·cle·ates (-7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring together into a nucleus.  

2. To act as a nucleus for.  3. To provide a nucleus for.   —  v.  intr. To form a 

nucleus.   —nuÙcle·aùtion n.  —nuùcle·aÙtor n. 

nu·cle·at·ed (nuùklK-7ÙtVd, nyuù-) adj.  Having a nucleus or nuclei:  the nucle-

ated cell of a spermatozoon. 

nu·cle·i (nuùklK-XÙ, nyuù-) n.  A plural of nucleus. 
nu·cle·ic acid (nu-klKùVk 4sùVd, -kl7ù-, nyu-) n.  Any of a group of complex 

compounds found in all living cells and viruses, composed of purines, pyrim-

idines, carbohydrates, and phosphoric acid. Nucleic acids in the form of DNA 

and RNA control cellular function and heredity. 

nu·cle·in (nuùklK-Vn, nyuù-) n.  Any of the substances present in the nucleus of 

a cell, consisting chiefly of proteins, phosphoric acids, and nucleic acids.   —nuÙ-
cle·inùic adj. 

nucleo-  or nucle- pref.  1. Nucleus:  nucleon; nucleoplasm.  2. Nucleic acid:  

nucleoprotein.  [From NUCLEUS.]

nu·cle·o·cap·sid (nuÙklK-o-k4pùsVd, nyuÙ-) n.  The basic structure of a virus, 

consisting of a core of nucleic acid enclosed in a protein coat. 

nu·cle·o·his·tone (nuÙklK-o-hVsùtonÙ, nyuÙ-) n.  A nucleoprotein whose 

protein component is a histone. 

nu·cle·oid (nuùklK-oidÙ, nyuù-) n.  The part of a bacterium or virus that con-

tains nucleic acid and is analogous in function to the nucleus of a eucaryotic cell. 

nu·cle·o·late (nuùklK-N-l7tÙ, nyuù-) also nu·cle·o·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Hav-

ing a nucleolus or nucleoli.  [NUCLEOL(US) + -ATE
1.]

nu·cle·o·lus (nu-klKùN-lNs, nyu-) n.  pl. nu·cle·o·li (-lXÙ). Biology. A small, 

typically round, granular body composed of protein and RNA in the nucleus of a 

cell, usually associated with a specific chromosomal site and involved in riboso-

mal RNA synthesis and the formation of ribosomes.  [Latin, diminutive of 

nucleus, kernel. See NUCLEUS.] —nu·cleùo·lar (-lNr) adj. 

nu·cle·on (nuùklK-mnÙ, nyuù-) n.  A proton or a neutron, especially as part of 

an atomic nucleus.   —nuÙcle·onùic adj. 

nu·cle·on·ics (nuÙklK-mnùVks, nyuÙ-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The study 

of the behavior and characteristics of nucleons or atomic nuclei.  2. Development 

of instruments for use in nuclear research.  [From NUCLEON.]

nucleon number (nuùklK-mnÙ nƒmùbNr) n.  See mass number. 



nu·cle·o·phile (nuùklK-N-fXlÙ, nyuù-) n.  A chemical compound or group that 

is attracted to nuclei and tends to donate or share electrons. 

nu·cle·o·plasm (nuùklK-N-pl4zÙNm, nyuù-) n.  The protoplasm of a cell 

nucleus.  Also called karyoplasm  —nuÙcle·o·plasùmic, nuÙcle·o·plas·matùic 

(-o-pl4z-m4tùVk)  adj. 

nu·cle·o·pro·tein (nuÙklK-o-proùtKnÙ, -proùtK-Vn, nyuÙ-) n.  Any of a group 

of substances found in the nuclei of all living cells and in viruses, composed of a 

protein and a nucleic acid. 

nu·cle·o·side (nuùklK-N-sXdÙ, nyuù-) n.  Any of various compounds consist-

ing of a sugar, usually ribose or deoxyribose, and a purine or pyrimidine base, 

especially a compound obtained by hydrolysis of a nucleic acid, such as adenosine 

or guanine. 

nu·cle·o·some (nuùklK-N-somÙ, nyuù-) n.  Any of the repeating subunits of 

chromatin, consisting of a DNA chain coiled around a core of histones.   —nuÙ-
cle·o·somùal (-soùmNl) adj. 

nu·cle·o·syn·the·sis (nuÙklK-o-sVnùthV-sVs, nyuÙ-) n.  The process by which 

heavier chemical elements are synthesized from hydrogen nuclei in the interiors 

of stars.   —nuÙcle·o·syn·thetùic (-sVn-thHtùVk) adj. 

nu·cle·o·tid·ase (nuÙklK-N-tXùd7s, -d7z, nyuÙ-) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes 

the hydrolysis of a nucleotide to a nucleoside and phosphoric acid. 

nu·cle·o·tide (nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, nyuù-) n.  Any of various compounds consisting 

of a nucleoside combined with a phosphate group and forming the basic constit-

uent of DNA and RNA.  [Alteration of NUCLEOSIDE.]

nu·cle·us (nuùklK-Ns, nyuù-) n.  pl. nu·cle·i (-klK-XÙ)  or nu·cle·us·es. 1. A 

central or essential part around which other parts are gathered or grouped; a core:  

the nucleus of a city.  2. Something regarded as a basis for future development and 

growth; a kernel:  a few paintings that formed the nucleus of a great art collection.  

3. Biology. A large, membrane-bound, usually spherical protoplasmic structure 

within a living cell, containing the cell’s hereditary material and controlling its 

metabolism, growth, and reproduction.  4. Botany. a. The central kernel of a nut 

or seed.  b. The center of a starch granule.   5. Anatomy. A group of specialized 

nerve cells or a localized mass of gray matter in the brain or spinal cord.  

6. Physics. The positively charged central region of an atom, composed of protons 

and neutrons and containing almost all of the mass of the atom.  7. Chemistry. A 

group of atoms bound in a structure, such as a benzene ring, that is resistant to 

alteration in chemical reactions.  8. Astronomy. a. The central portion of the head 

of a comet.  b. The central or brightest part of a nebula or galaxy.   

9. Meteorology. A particle on which water vapor molecules accumulate in free air 

to form a droplet or ice crystal.  [Latin nuculeus, nucleus, kernel, from nucula, lit-

tle nut, diminutive of nux, nuc-, nut.]



nu·clide (nuùklXdÙ, nyuù-) n.  A type of atom specified by its atomic number, 

atomic mass, and energy state, such as carbon 14.   —nu·clidùic (nu-klVdùVk, 

nyu-) adj. 

nude (nud, nyud) adj.  nud·er, nud·est. 1. Being without clothing; naked.  

2. Law. Lacking any of various legal requisites, such as evidence.   —  n.  1. An 

unclothed human figure, especially an artistic representation.  2. The condition 

of being unclothed.  [Latin n7dus. See nogw- in Appendix.] —nudeùly adv.  

—nuùdi·ty (nuùdV-tK, nyuù-), nudeùness n. 

nudge1 (nƒj) v.  tr. nudged, nudg·ing, nudg·es. 1. To push against gently, 

especially in order to gain attention or give a signal.  2. To come close to; near: 

“The temperature was nudging 105 degrees in the shade” (Scouting).   —  n.  A gen-

tle push.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.] —nudgùer n. 

nudge2  or nudzh (ntj) Slang. n.  One who persistently pesters, annoys, or 

complains.   —  v.  nudged or nudzhed, nudg·ing or nudzh·ing, nudg·es 

or nudzh·es.  —  v.  tr. To annoy persistently; pester.   —  v.  intr. To complain or 

carp persistently.  [From Yiddish nudyen, to pester, bore, from Polish nudzi>.]

nudi- pref.  Naked; bare:  nudibranch.  [Latin n7di-, from n7dus, naked. See 

nogw- in Appendix.]

nu·di·branch (nuùdN-br4ngkÙ, nyuù-) n.  See sea slug.  [From New Latin 

Nudibranchia, order name  : NUDI- + BRANCHIA.] —nuÙdi·branùchi·ate (-

br4ngùkK-Vt), nuÙdi·branùchi·an (-kK-Nn)  adj.  & n. 

nud·ism (nuùdVzÙNm, nyuù-) n.  The belief in or practice of going nude, espe-

cially in secluded, sexually mixed groups for reasons of health.   —nudùist adj.  & 

n. 

nud·nik also nud·nick (ntdùnVk) n.  Slang. An obtuse, boring, or bothersome 

person; a pest.  [Yiddish, nudne, boring (from nudyen, to bore); see NUDGE
2 + -

nik, -nik.]

nudzh (ntj) n.  & v.  Slang. Variant of nudge2. 
Nu·e·ces (nu-7ùsVs, nyu-)  A river of southern Texas flowing about 507 km 

(315 mi) to Nueces Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico near Corpus Christi. 

Nue·vo La·re·do (nt-7ùvo lN-r7ùdo, nwHùvô lä-rHùthô)  A city of northeast 

Mexico across the Rio Grande from Laredo, Texas. Founded in 1755, it was part 

of Laredo until the end of the Mexican War in 1848. Population, 201,731. 

nu·ga·to·ry (nuùgN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, nyuù-) adj.  1. Of little or no importance; 

trifling.  2. Having no force; invalid.  See Synonyms at vain.  [Latin n7g7torius, 

from n7g7tor, trifler, from n7g7rX, to trifle, from n7gae, jokes.]

nug·get (nƒgùVt) n.  1. A small, solid lump, especially of gold.  2. A small com-

pact portion or unit:  nuggets of information.  [Perhaps diminutive of English dia-

lectal nug, lump.]

nui·sance (nuùsNns, nyuù-) n.  1. One that is inconvenient, annoying, or vex-

atious; a bother:  Having to stand in line was a nuisance. The disruptive child was a 



nuisance to the class.  2. Law. A use of property or course of conduct that inter-

feres with the legal rights of others by causing damage, annoyance, or inconve-

nience.  [Middle English, from Old French, from nuire, nuis-, to harm, from 

Vulgar Latin *nocere, from Latin nocKre. See nek-1 in Appendix.]

nuisance tax (nuùsNns t4ks) n.  A small excise tax levied on separate pur-

chases and collected directly from the purchaser. 

nuke (nuk, nyuk) Slang. n.  1. A nuclear device or weapon.  2. A nuclear-pow-

ered electric generating plant.   —  v.  tr. nuked, nuk·ing, nukes. 1. To attack 

with nuclear weapons.  2. To heat in a microwave oven: “I obtained this soup by 

nuking one cup of water and mixing that with... bouillon” (Judy Markey).  [Short-

ening and alteration of NUCLEAR.]

Nu·ku·a·lo·fa (nuÙku-N-lôùfN)  The capital of Tonga in the southwest Pacific 

Ocean. Population, 21,745. 

null (nƒl) adj.  1. Having no legal force; invalid:  render a contract null and void.  

2. Of no consequence, effect, or value; insignificant.  3. Amounting to nothing; 

absent or nonexistent:  a null result.  4. Mathematics. Of or relating to a set having 

no members or to zero magnitude.   —  v.  tr. nulled, null·ing, nulls. To make 

null.   —  n.  1. Zero; nothing.  2. An instrument reading of zero.  [French nul, 

from Old French, from Latin n7llus. See ne in Appendix.]

nul·lah (nƒlùN) n.  A ravine or gully, especially in southern Asia.  [Hindi n7l7, 

rivulet, probably of Dravidian origin.]

Null·ar·bor Plain (nƒlùN-bôrÙ pl7n, nƒl-ärùbNr)  A region of south-central 

Australia south of the Great Victoria Desert and north of the Great Australian 

Bight. It is the site of a major rocket research center. 

null character (nƒl k4rùNk-tNr) n.  Computer Science. A data control character 

that fills computer time by adding nonsignificant zeros to a data sequence. 

nul·li·fi·ca·tion (nƒlÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of nullifying.  b. The state 

of being nullified.   2. Refusal or failure of a U.S. state to recognize or enforce a 

federal law within its boundaries.   —nulÙli·fi·caùtion·ist n. 

nul·li·fi·er (nƒlùN-fXÙNr) n.  1. One that nullifies.  2. One who believes in nullifi-

cation as a means by which U.S. states may resist federal laws. 

nul·li·fy (nƒlùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. nul·li·fied, nul·li·fy·ing, nul·li·fies. 1. To make null; 

invalidate.  2. To counteract the force or effectiveness of.  See Synonyms at neu-
tralize.  [Latin n7llific7re, to despise  : n7llus, none; see ne in Appendix + -fic7re, 

-fy.]

nul·lip·a·ra (nN-lVpùNr-N) n.  A woman who has never given birth.  [Latin n7llus, 

none; see ne in Appendix + -PARA.] —nul·lipùa·rous adj. 

nul·li·ty (nƒlùV-tK) n.  pl. nul·li·ties. 1. The state or quality of being null.  

2. Something that is null, especially an act having no legal validity. 

num. abbr.  1. Number.  2. Numeral. 

Num. abbr.  Bible. Numbers. 



Nu·ma·zu (nu-mäùzu)  A city of south-central Honshu, Japan, southwest of 

Yokohama. It is a popular resort. Population, 210,484. 

numb (nƒm) adj.  numb·er, numb·est. 1. Deprived of the power to feel or 

move normally; benumbed:  toes numb with cold; too numb with fear to cry out.  

2. Emotionally unresponsive; indifferent:  numb to yet another appeal.   —  v.  tr. 

intr. numbed, numb·ing, numbs. To make or become numb.  [Middle English 

nome, variant of nomin, past participle of nimen, to seize, from Old English 

niman. See nem- in Appendix.] —numbùly adv.  —numbùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: One of the more frequently used words in English, take, is

evidence of the importance of the Scandinavian influence on English. Chiefly

Danes and Norwegians, the invaders and settlers of the 8th through the 11th cen-

tury contributed more than 900 words to the English language, but perhaps few

so important as take. The Old Norse word taka was adopted as Old English tacan,

the ancestor of our take. But Old English already had a word that paralleled tacan

in sense, and that was niman. In Middle English nimen, from niman, still thrived,

but by the 16th century the word had all but disappeared, surviving today only as

nim in the archaic sense “to steal.” However, all was not lost, for the past participle

of nimen, nomin, was used as an adjective, meaning “deprived of the power of

movement, unable to move, paralyzed.” We know this word in the form numb,

from which the new verb numb has been derived.

num·ber (nƒmùbNr) n.  1. Mathematics. a. A member of the set of positive inte-

gers; one of a series of symbols of unique meaning in a fixed order that can be 

derived by counting.  b. A member of any of the further sets of mathematical 

objects, such as negative integers and real numbers, that can be derived from the 

positive integers by induction.   2. numbers. Arithmetic.  3.  Abbr. no., n., 
num., No. a. A symbol or word used to represent a number.  b. A numeral or a 

series of numerals used for reference or identification:  his telephone number; the 

apartment number.   4. a. A position in an ordered sequence that corresponds to 

one of the positive integers:  the house that is number three from the corner; ranked 

number six in her class.  b. One item in a group or series considered to be in 

numerical order:  an old number of a magazine.   5. A total; a sum:  the number of 

feet in a mile.  6. An indefinite quantity of units or individuals:  The crowd was 

small in number. A number of people complained about the poor lighting in the 

museum.  7. numbers. a. A large quantity; a multitude:  Numbers of people vis-

ited the fair.  b. Numerical superiority:  The South had leaders, the North numbers.   

8. Grammar. The indication, as by inflection, of the singularity or plurality of a 

linguistic form.  9. numbers. a. Metrical feet or lines; verses: “These numbers 

will I tear, and write in prose” (Shakespeare).  b. Obsolete. Poetic meter.   

10. numbers. Archaic. Musical periods or measures.  11. numbers. (used with 



a sing. or pl. verb). Games. A numbers game.  12. Numbers. (used with a sing. 

verb). Abbr. Nb., Num. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  13. One of the 

separate offerings in a program of music or other entertainment:  The band’s sec-

ond number was a ballad.  14. Slang. A frequently repeated, characteristic speech, 

argument, or performance:  The suspects will do their usual number—protesting 

innocence—and then confess.  15. Slang. A person or thing singled out for a par-

ticular characteristic:  a suspect who was a crafty number.   —  v.  num·bered, 
num·ber·ing, num·bers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To assign a number to.  2. To determine 

the number or amount of; count.  3. To total in number or amount; add up to.  

4. To include in a group or category:  He was numbered among the lost.  5. To 

mention one by one; enumerate.  6. To limit or restrict in number:  Our days are 

numbered.   —  v.  intr. 1. To call off numbers; count:  numbering to ten.  2. To 

constitute a group or number:  The applicants numbered in the thousands.   —idi-
oms. by the numbers. 1. In unison as numbers are called out by a leader:  per-

forming calisthenics by the numbers.  2. In a strict, step-by-step or mechanical way.  

do a number on. Slang. To defeat, abuse, or humiliate in a calculated and thor-

ough way.  get (someone’s) number (or have (someone’s) number). To 

determine or know someone’s real character or motives.  without number (or 

beyond number). Too many to be counted; countless:  Mosquitoes without 

number filled the yard.  [Middle English nombre, from Old French, from Latin 

numerus. See nem- in Appendix.] —numùber·er n.  

USAGE NOTE: As a collective noun number may take either a singular or a plu-

ral verb. It takes a singular verb when it is preceded by the definite article the: The

number of skilled workers is small. It takes a plural verb when preceded by the in-

definite article a: A number of the workers are unskilled.

number cruncher (nƒmùbNr crƒnchùNr) n.  Slang. 1. A computer that is able 

to perform complex, lengthy calculations.  2. A person who is able to perform 

complex, lengthy calculations.   —number crunching n. 

num·ber·less (nƒmùbNr-lVs) adj.  Innumerable; countless:  numberless lies and 

other prevarications. 

number line (nƒmùbNr lXn) n.  Mathematics. A line that graphically expresses 

the real numbers as a series of points distributed about a point arbitrarily desig-

nated as zero and in which the magnitude of each number is represented by the 

distance of the corresponding point from zero. 

number one (nƒmùbNr wƒn) n.  1. One that is first in rank, order, or impor-

tance.  2. Slang. One’s own interests; oneself:  watching out for number one.   —  
adj.  1. First in rank, order, or importance:  the number one team in the nation; our 

number one problem.  2. Foremost in quality; first-rate:  bought some number one 

farmland. 



num·bers game (nƒmùbNrz g7m) n.  Games. A lottery in which bets are made 

on an unpredictable number, such as a daily stock quotation. 

number system (nƒmùbNr sVsùtNm) n.  Mathematics. Any system of naming or 

representing numbers, as the decimal system or the binary system.  Also called 

numeral system 

numb·fish (nƒmùfVshÙ) n.  pl. numbfish or numb·fish·es. See electric ray. 
numb·skull (nƒmùskƒlÙ) n.  Variant of numskull. 
nu·men (nuùmNn, nyuù-) n.  pl. nu·mi·na (-mN-nN). 1. A presiding divinity 

or spirit of a place.  2. A spirit believed by animists to inhabit certain natural phe-

nomena or objects.  3. Creative energy; genius.  [Latin n7men, nod of the head, 

divine power, numen.]

nu·mer·a·ble (nuùmNr-N-bNl, nyuù-) adj.  That can be counted; countable:  

numerable assets.  [Latin numer7bilis, from numer7re, to count, from numerus, 

number. See NUMBER.]

nu·mer·al (nuùmNr-Nl, nyuù-) n.  Abbr. num. 1. A symbol or mark used to 

represent a number.  2. numerals. The numbers, usually the last two digits, indi-

cating by year a graduating class in a school or college.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

representing numbers.  [From Middle English, of number, from Late Latin 

numer7lis, from Latin numerus, number. See NUMBER.] —nuùmer·al·ly adv. 

numeral system (nuùmNr-Nl sVsùtNm) n.  Mathematics. See number sys-
tem. 

nu·mer·ar·y (nuùmN-rHrÙK, nyuù-) adj.  Of or relating to a number or num-

bers.  [Medieval Latin numer7rius, from Late Latin, an accountant, from Latin 

numerus, number. See NUMBER.]

nu·mer·ate (nuùmN-r7tÙ, nyuù-) v.  tr. nu·mer·at·ed, nu·mer·at·ing, 
nu·mer·ates. To enumerate; count.   —  adj.  (-mNr-Vt) Able to think and express 

oneself effectively in quantitative terms.  [Latin numer7re, numer7t-, from 

numerus, number. See NUMBER.] —nuùmer·a·cy (-mNr-N-sK) n. 

nu·mer·a·tion (nuÙmN-r7ùshNn, nyuÙ-) n.  1. The act or process of counting 

or numbering; enumeration.  2. A system of numbering. 

nu·mer·a·tor (nuùmN-r7ÙtNr, nyuù-) n.  1. Mathematics. a. The expression 

written above the line in a common fraction to indicate the number of parts of 

the whole.  b. An expression to be divided by another; a dividend.   2. One that 

numbers; an enumerator. 

nu·mer·ic (nu-mHrùVk, nyu-) n.  A number or numeral.   —  adj.  Variant of 

numerical. [Probably back-formation from NUMERICAL.]

nu·mer·i·cal (nu-mHrùV-kNl, nyu-) also nu·mer·ic (-mHrùVk) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to a number or series of numbers:  numerical order.  2. Designating num-

ber or a number:  a numerical symbol.  3. Expressed in or counted by numbers:  

numerical strength.  [From Latin numerus, number. See NUMBER.] 
—nu·merùi·cal·ly adv. 



numerical analysis (nu-mHrùV-kNl N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  The study of approxima-

tion techniques for solving mathematical problems, taking into account the 

extent of possible errors. 

numerical control (nu-mHrùV-kNl kNn-trolù) n.  Control of a process or 

machine by encoded commands that are commonly prepared by a computer. 

numerical taxonomy (nu-mHrùV-kNl t4k-smnùN-mK) n.  The branch of tax-

onomy that uses mathematical methods to evaluate observable differences and 

similarities between taxonomic groups.  Also called taximetrics 

numerical value (nu-mHrùV-kNl v4lùyu) n.  See absolute value (n., sense 

1). 

numeric keypad (nu-mHrùVk kKùp4dÙ) n.  Computer Science. A keypad. 

nu·mer·ol·o·gy (nuÙmN-rmlùN-jK, nyuÙ-) n.  The study of the occult mean-

ings of numbers and their supposed influence on human life.  [Latin numerus, 

number; see NUMBER + -LOGY.] —nuÙmer·o·logùi·cal (-mNr-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—nuÙmer·olùo·gist n. 

nu·mer·ous (nuùmNr-Ns, nyuù-) adj.  Amounting to a large number; many.  

[Middle English, from Latin numerosus, from numerus, number. See NUMBER.] 
—nuùmer·ous·ly adv.  —nuùmer·ous·ness n. 

Nu·mid·i·a (nu-mVdùK-N, nyu-)  An ancient country of northwest Africa cor-

responding roughly to present-day Algeria. It was part of the Carthaginian 

empire before the Punic Wars and became a separate kingdom after 201 B.C. Con-

quered by Rome in 46 B.C. and invaded by the Vandals in the fifth century A.D., 

Numidia was overrun by the Arabs in the eighth century.   —Nu·midùi·an adj.  & 

n. 

nu·mi·na (nuùmN-nN, nyuù-) n.  Plural of numen. 
nu·mi·nous (nuùmN-nNs, nyuù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a numen; supernat-

ural.  2. Filled with or characterized by a sense of a supernatural presence:  a 

numinous place.  3. Spiritually elevated; sublime.  [From Latin n7men, n7min-, 

numen.]

numis. abbr.  Numismatic; numismatics. 

nu·mis·mat·ic (nuÙmVz-m4tùVk, -mVs-, nyuÙ-) adj.  Abbr. numis. 1. Of or 

relating to coins or currency.  2. Of or relating to numismatics.  [French numis-

matique, from Late Latin numisma, numismat-, coin, variant of Latin nomisma, 

from Greek, custom, current coin, from nomizein, to have in use, from nomos, 

custom. See nem- in Appendix.] —nuÙmis·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

nu·mis·mat·ics (nuÙmVz-m4tùVks, -mVs-, nyuÙ-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

Abbr. numis. The study or collection of money, coins, and often medals.   
—nu·misùma·tist (nu-mVzùmN-tVst, -mVsù-, nyu-) n. 

num·mu·lar (nƒmùyN-lNr) adj.  Shaped like a coin; oval or circular.  [From Latin 

nummulus, diminutive of nummus, coin, probably from Greek nomimos, custom-

ary, legal. See nem- in Appendix.]



num·mu·lite (nƒmùyN-lXtÙ) n.  A large, coin-shaped, fossil foraminifer of the 

genus Nummulites, widely distributed in limestone formations from the Eocene 

Epoch to the Miocene Epoch of the Cenozoic.  [From New Latin NummulXtKs, 

type genus, from Latin nummulus, diminutive of nummus, coin, probably from 

Greek nomimos, customary, legal. See nem- in Appendix.] —numÙmu·litùic (-

lVtùVk) adj. 

num·skull also numb·skull (nƒmùskƒlÙ) n.  A person regarded as stupid. 

nun1 (nƒn) n.  A woman who belongs to a religious order or congregation 

devoted to active service or meditation, living under vows of poverty, chastity, 

and obedience.  [Middle English, from Old English nunne, and from Old French 

nonne both from Late Latin nonna, feminine of nonnus, tutor, monk.]

nun2 (ntn) n.  The 14th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew nûn.]

Nunc Di·mit·tis (nƒngkÙ dV-mVtùVs, ntngkÙ) n.  A Christian canticle or hymn 

using the words of Simeon in Luke 2:29-32, beginning “Nunc dimittis servum 

tuum” (“Now lettest thou thy servant depart”).  [Late Latin  : Latin nunc, now + 

Latin dXmittis, second person sing. present tense of dXmittere, to send away.]

nun·cha·ku (nƒn-chäùku) n.  A pair of hardwood sticks joined by a chain or 

cord and used as a weapon.  [Origin unknown.]

nun·ci·a·ture (nƒnùsK-N-chtrÙ, -chNr, ntnù-) n.  The office or term of office 

of a nuncio.  [Italian nunciatura, from nuncio, nuncio. See NUNCIO.]

nun·ci·o (nƒnùsK-oÙ, ntnù-) n.  pl. nun·ci·os. A papal ambassador or represen-

tative.  [Italian, from Latin n7ntius, messenger. See neu- in Appendix.]

nun·cle (nƒngùkNl) n.  Chiefly British. An uncle: “Can you make no use of noth-

ing, nuncle?” (Shakespeare).  [From the phrase an uncle.]

nun·cu·pa·tive (nƒnùkyN-p7ÙtVv, nƒngù-, nƒn-kyuùpN-tVv) adj.  Law. Deliv-

ered orally to witnesses rather than written:  a nuncupative will.  [Medieval Latin 

n7ncup7tXvus, from Late Latin, so-called, from Latin n7ncup7tus, past participle 

of n7ncup7re, to name  : nomen, name; see np-men- in Appendix + capere, to 

take; see kap- in Appendix.]

Nun·ea·ton (nƒ-nKtùn)  A municipal borough of central England north of 

Coventry. It is a textile center in a coal-mining region. Population, 113,200. 

Nu·ni·vak (nuùnN-v4kÙ)  An island off western Alaska in the Bering Sea. It was 

first sighted by Russian explorers in 1821. 

nun·ner·y (nƒnùN-rK) n.  pl. nun·ner·ies. A convent of nuns. 

nup·tial (nƒpùshNl, -chNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to marriage or the wedding cer-

emony.  2. Of, relating to, or occurring during the mating season:  the nuptial 

plumage of male birds.   —  n.  Often nuptials. A wedding ceremony.  [Middle 

English nupcialle, from Old French nuptial, from Latin nupti7lis, from nuptiae, 

wedding, from nupta, feminine past participle of n7bere, to take a husband.] 
—nupùtial·ly adv. 

nurd (nûrd) n.  Slang. Variant of nerd. 



Nu·rem·berg (ntrùNm-bûrgÙ, nytrù-) also Nürn·berg (ntrnùbHrkÙ, 

nürnù-)  A city of southeast Germany north-northwest of Munich. First men-

tioned in 1050, it became a free imperial city in the 13th century and was a center 

of the German cultural renaissance in the 15th and 16th centuries. From 1933 to 

1938 it was the site of annual Nazi party congresses. Largely destroyed in World 

War II, the city served as the venue for the Allied trials of war criminals (1945-

1946). Population, 468,352. 

Nu·re·yev (ntrùV-yHf, nt-r7ù-), Rudolf. 1938-1993.  Russian-born ballet 

dancer and choreographer. Noted for his athletic grace, stage presence, and part-

nership with Margot Fonteyn, he was the most celebrated male dancer of his day. 

Nu·ri·stan (ntrÙV-st4nù, -stänù)  A region of northeast Afghanistan on the 

southern slopes of the Hindu Kush. 

Nu·ri·sta·ni (ntrÙV-stäùnK) n.  pl. Nuristani or Nu·ri·sta·nis. A member of a 

Dardic-speaking people inhabiting parts of the Hindu Kush in northeast Afghan-

istan.  Also called Kafir 

Nürn·berg (ntrnùbHrkÙ, nürnù-)  See Nuremberg. 
nurse (nûrs) n.  1. A person educated and trained to care for the sick or disabled.  

2. a. A woman employed to suckle children other than her own; a wet nurse.  

b. A woman employed to take care of a child; a nursemaid.   3. One that serves as 

a nurturing or fostering influence or means: “Town life is the nurse of civilization” 

(C.L.R. James).  4. Zoology. A worker ant or bee that feeds and cares for the col-

ony’s young.   —  v.  nursed, nurs·ing, nurs·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To serve as a nurse 

for:  nursed the patient back to health.  2. To feed at the breast; suckle.  3. To try to 

cure by special care or treatment:  nurse a cough with various remedies.  4. To treat 

carefully, especially in order to prevent pain:  He nursed his injured knee by shifting 

his weight to the other leg.  5. To manage or guide carefully; look after with care; 

foster:  nursed her business through the depression.  See Synonyms at nurture.  
6. To bear privately in the mind:  nursing a grudge.  7. To consume slowly, espe-

cially in order to conserve:  nursed one drink for the whole evening.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To serve as a nurse.  2. To take nourishment from the breast; suckle.  [Middle 

English norice, nurse, wet nurse, from Old French norrice, from Vulgar Latin 

*nutrXcia, from Late Latin n7trXcia, from feminine of Latin n7trXcius, that suckles, 

from n7trXx, n7trXc-, wet nurse. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.] —nursùer n. 

nurse·maid (nûrsùm7dÙ) n.  A woman employed to take care of children. 

nurse practitioner (nûrs pr4k-tVshùN-nNr) n.  Abbr. NP A registered nurse 

with special training for providing primary health care, including many tasks cus-

tomarily performed by a physician. 

nurs·er·y (nûrùsN-rK, nûrsùrK) n.  pl. nurs·er·ies. 1. A room or area in a house-

hold set apart for the use of children.  2. a. A place for the temporary care of chil-

dren in the absence of their parents.  b. A nursery school.   3. A place where 

plants are grown for sale, transplanting, or experimentation.  4. A place in which 



something is produced, fostered, or developed.  [Middle English noricerie, proba-

bly from Old French norricerie, from norrice, nursemaid. See NURSE.]

nursery rhyme (nûrùsN-rK rXm) n.  A short, rhymed poem or tale for children. 

nursery school (nûrùsN-rK skul) n.  A school for children, usually between 

the ages of three and five, who are not old enough to attend kindergarten.   
—nursery schooler n. 

nurse’s aide (nûrùsVz 7d) n.  pl. nurses’ aides. A person who assists nurses at 

a hospital or other medical facility in tasks requiring little or no formal training 

or education. 

nurs·ing (nûrùsVng) n.  1. The profession of a nurse.  2. The tasks or care of a 

nurse. 

nursing home (nûrùsVng hom) n.  A private establishment that provides living 

quarters and care for the elderly or the chronically ill. 

nurs·ling (nûrsùlVng) n.  1. A nursing infant or young animal.  2. A carefully 

nurtured person or thing. 

nur·tur·ance (nûrùchNr-Nns) n.  The providing of loving care and attention.   
—nurùtur·ant adj. 

nur·ture (nûrùchNr) n.  1. Something that nourishes; sustenance.  2. The act of 

bringing up.  3. Biology. The sum of environmental influences and conditions 

acting on an organism.   —  v.  tr. nur·tured, nur·tur·ing, nur·tures. 1. To 

nourish; feed.  2. To educate; train.  3. To help grow or develop; cultivate:  nur-

ture a student’s talent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

n7trXt7ra, act of suckling, from Latin n7trXtus, past participle of n7trXre, to suckle. 

See (s)n7u- in Appendix.] —nurùtur·er n.  

SYNONYMS: nurture, cultivate, foster, nurse. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to promote and sustain the growth and development of”: nurturing

hopes; cultivating tolerance; foster friendly relations; nursed the fledgling business

through an economic downturn.

nut (nƒt) n.  1. a. An indehiscent, hard-shelled, one-loculated, one-seeded fruit, 

such as an acorn or a hazelnut.  b. A seed borne within a fruit having a hard shell, 

as in the peanut, almond, or walnut.  c. The kernel of any of these.   2. Slang. a. A 

crazy or eccentric person.  b. An enthusiast; a buff:  a movie nut.   3. Informal. A 

difficult endeavor or problem:  Painting the closet was a tough nut to crack.  

4. Slang. The human head.  5. Music. a. A ridge of wood at the top of the finger-

board or neck of a stringed instrument, over which the strings pass.  b. A device 

at the lower end of the bow for a stringed instrument, used for tightening the 

hairs.   6. A small block of metal or wood with a central, threaded hole that is 

designed to fit around and secure a bolt or screw.  7. Slang. a. The cost of launch-

ing a business venture.  b. The operating expenses of a theater, theatrical produc-



tion, or similar enterprise: “The [theater] has simply failed to attract enough 

paying customers per week to meet its nut” (Variety).   8. nuts. Vulgar Slang. The 

testicles.   —  v.  intr. nut·ted, nut·ting, nuts. To gather or hunt for nuts.  

[Middle English nute, from Old English hnutu.] —nutùter n. 

nu·ta·tion (nu-t7ùshNn, nyu-) n.  1. The act or an instance of nodding the 

head.  2. A wobble in a spinning gyroscope or other rotating body.  3. Astronomy. 

A small periodic motion of the celestial pole of Earth with respect to the pole of 

the ecliptic.  4. Botany. A slight curving or circular movement in a stem, as of a 

twining plant, caused by irregular growth rates of different parts.  [Latin n7t7tio, 

n7t7tion-, from n7t7tus, past participle of n7t7re frequentative of -nuere, to nod.] 
—nu·taùtion·al adj. 

nut case (nƒt k7s) n.  Slang. A person regarded as eccentric or crazy. 

nut·crack·er (nƒtùkr4kÙNr) n.  1. An implement used to crack nuts, typically 

consisting of two hinged metal levers between which the nut is squeezed.  

2. a. Any of various birds of the genus Nucifraga, especially N. caryocatactes of 

northern Eurasia and N. columbiana of western North America, that are related to 

the crow and feed chiefly on the seeds of pine cones.  b.  See nuthatch.  
nut·gall (nƒtùgôlÙ) n.  A nutlike swelling produced on an oak or other tree by 

certain parasitic wasps.  Also called gallnut 

nut·hatch (nƒtùh4chÙ) n.  Any of several small, short-tailed birds of the family 

Sittidae, having a long sharp bill and known for climbing down trees headfirst.  

Also called nutcracker [Middle English notehache : note, nut; see NUT + hache, 

hatchet from Old French, perhaps of Germanic origin (from its habit of wedging 

nuts in bark and hacking them open).]

nut house (nƒt hous) n.  Slang. A mental health facility. 

nut·let (nƒtùlVt) n.  1. A small nut.  2. The stone or pit of certain fruits such as 

the peach or cherry. 

Nut·ley (nƒtùlK)  A town of northeast New Jersey, a residential suburb of New-

ark. Population, 27,099. 

nut·meat (nƒtùmKtÙ) n.  The edible kernel of a nut. 

nut·meg (nƒtùmHgÙ) n.  1. An evergreen tree (Myristica fragrans) native to the 

East Indies and cultivated for its spicy seeds.  2. The hard, aromatic seed of this 

tree, used as a spice when grated or ground.  3. Color. A grayish to moderate 

brown.  [Middle English notemuge, probably ultimately from Old French nois 

mugede, alteration of nois muscade, nut smelling like musk, from Old Provençal 

notz muscada : notz, nut (from Latin nux, nuc-, nut) + muscada, smelling like 

musk (from musc, musk, from Late Latin muscus); see MUSK.]

nut pick also nut·pick (nƒtùpVkÙ) n.  A small, sharp-pointed tool used for dig-

ging the meat from nuts. 

nut pine (nƒt pXn) n.  See piñon. 



nu·tri·a (nuùtrK-N, nyuù-) n.  1.  See coypu.  2. The light brown fur of the 

coypu.  [Spanish, from Vulgar Latin *nutria, variant of Latin lutra. See wed-1 in 

Appendix.]

nu·tri·ent (nuùtrK-Nnt, nyuù-) n.  A source of nourishment, especially a nour-

ishing ingredient in a food.   —  adj.  Providing nourishment.  [Latin n7triKns, 

nutrient- present participle of n7trXre, to suckle. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.]

nu·tri·ment (nuùtrN-mNnt, nyuù-) n.  1. A source of nourishment; food.  

2. An agent that promotes growth or development.  [Middle English, from Latin 

n7trXmentum, from n7trXre, to suckle. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.] 
—nuÙtri·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj. 

nu·tri·tion (nu-trVshùNn, nyu-) n.  1. The process of nourishing or being 

nourished, especially the process by which a living organism assimilates food and 

uses it for growth and for replacement of tissues.  2. The science or study that 

deals with food and nourishment, especially in human beings.  3. A source of 

nourishment; food.  [Middle English nutricion, from Old French nutrition, from 

Late Latin n7trXtio, n7trXtion-, from Latin n7trXtus, past participle of n7trXre, to 

suckle. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.] —nu·triùtion·al adj.  —nu·triùtion·al·ly adv. 

nu·tri·tion·ist (nu-trVshùN-nVst, nyu-) n.  One who is trained or an expert in 

the field of nutrition. 

nu·tri·tion·ist’s calorie (nu-trVshùN-nVsts k4lùN-rK, nyu-) n.  See calorie 
(n., sense 3b). 

nu·tri·tious (nu-trVshùNs, nyu-) adj.  Providing nourishment; nourishing.  

[From Latin n7trXtius, from n7trXx, n7trXc-, nurse. See (s)n7u- in Appendix.] 
—nu·triùtious·ly adv.  —nu·triùtious·ness n. 

nu·tri·tive (nuùtrV-tVv, nyuù-) adj.  1. Nutritious; nourishing.  2. Of or relat-

ing to nutrition.  [Middle English nutritif, from Old French, from Late Latin 

n7trXtXvus, from Latin n7trXtus, past participle of n7trXre, to suckle. See (s)n7u- in 

Appendix.] —nuùtri·tive·ly adv. 

nuts (nƒts) Slang. adj.  1. Crazy; insane.  2. Extremely enthusiastic:  I’m nuts 

about opera.   —  interj.  Used to express contempt, disappointment, or refusal.  

[From NUT.]

nuts and bolts (nƒts Nnd bolts) pl.n.  Slang. The basic working components or 

practical aspects: “[proposing] lofty goals without specifying the nuts and bolts of 

how they are to be achieved” (Village Voice).   —nutsù-and-boltsù (nƒtsùNn-

boltsù) adj. 

nut sedge (nƒt sHj) n.  Either of two Old World sedges (Cyperus esculentus or C. 

rotundus) having aromatic tubers.  [From the shape of the tubers.]

nut·shell (nƒtùshHlÙ) n.  The shell enclosing the meat of a nut.   —idiom. in a 
nutshell. In a few words; concisely:  Just give me the facts in a nutshell. 

nut·ty (nƒtùK) adj.  nut·ti·er, nut·ti·est. 1. Containing or producing nuts:  

nutty trees.  2. Having a flavor like that of nuts:  The wild turkey often has a nutty 



taste when cooked.  3. Slang. Crazy; idiotic:  a nutty idea.   —nutùti·ly adv.  

—nutùti·ness n. 

nux vom·i·ca (nƒks vmmùV-kN) n.  A tree (Strychnos nux-vomica) native to 

southeast Asia, having poisonous seeds that are the source of the medicinal alka-

loids strychnine and brucine.  [Medieval Latin  : Latin nux, nut + Medieval Latin 

vomica, feminine of vomicus, emetic (from Latin vomere, to vomit); see wemN- 
in Appendix.]

nuz·zle (nƒzùNl) v.  nuz·zled, nuz·zling, nuz·zles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rub or 

push against gently with or as if with the nose or snout:  stroked and nuzzled the 

kitten.  2. To root or move with the snout.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make rubbing or 

pressing motions with or as if with the nose or snout.  2. To nestle together.  

[Middle English noselen, to bend down, perhaps back-formation from noselyng, 

on the face, prostrate, from nose, nose. See NOSE.] —nuzùzler n. 

NV abbr.  1. Nevada.  2. Not voting. 

NW abbr.  1. Northwest.  2. Northwestern. 

NWbN abbr.  Northwest by north. 

NWbW abbr.  Northwest by west. 

NWT  or N.W.T. abbr.  Northwest Territories. 

n.wt. abbr.  Net weight. 

NY  or N.Y. abbr.  New York. 

nya·la (nyäùlN) n.  pl. nyala or nya·las. Any of several African antelopes of the 

genus Tragelophus, having vertical stripes on the sides of the body, including espe-

cially T. angasi of southeast Africa, the male of which has spiral horns and long 

black hair along the neck and the underside.  [Probably of Bantu origin.]

Nyan·ja (ny4nùjN) n.  A Bantu language closely related to Chewa and spoken in 

Malawi. 

Ny·as·a (nX-4sùN, nyäùsä), Lake. Also, Lake. Ma·la·wi (mN-läùwK).  A lake of 

southeast-central Africa between Tanzania, Mozambique, and Malawi. It was 

named by David Livingstone in 1899. 

Ny·as·a·land (nX-4sùN-l4ndÙ, nyäùsä-)  See Malawi. 
NYC  or N.Y.C. abbr.  New York City. 

nyc·ta·lo·pi·a (nVkÙtN-loùpK-N) n.  See night blindness.  [Late Latin nyctalo-

pia, from Greek nuktalops, night-blind  : nux, nukt-, night; see nekw-t- in Appen-

dix + alaos, blind + ops, op-, eye; see okw- in Appendix.] —nycÙta·loùpic (-

loùpVk, -lmpùVk) adj. 

nyc·tit·ro·pism (nVk-tVtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Botany. The tendency of the leaves of 

some plants to change their position at nightfall.  [Greek nux, nukt-, night; see 

nekw-t- in Appendix + -TROPISM.] —nycÙti·troùpic (-tV-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj. 

nyc·to·pho·bi·a (nVkÙtN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of the night or dark-

ness.  [Greek nux, nukt-, night; see NYCTALOPIA + -PHOBIA.]



Nye (nX), Edgar Wilson. Known as “Bill.” 1850-1896.  American humorist. 

Many of his anecdotes of American life were first published in the Laramie, Wyo-

ming, Boomerang. 

Nyí·regy·há·za (nKùrHj-häÙzô, nyKùrHd-yN-)  A city of northeast Hungary north 

of Debrecen. Inhabited since the 13th century, it was destroyed by the Turks in the 

16th century and rebuilt in the 18th century. Population, 90,200. 

ny·lon (nXùlmnÙ) n.  1. a. Any of a family of high-strength, resilient synthetic 

polymers, the molecules of which contain the recurring amide group CONH.  

b. Cloth or yarn made from one of these synthetic materials.   2. nylons. Stock-

ings made of one of these synthetic materials.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  nylon stockings; a nylon curtain.  [Coined by its inventors, 

E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc.]

nymph (nVmf) n.  1. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. Any of numerous 

minor deities represented as beautiful maidens inhabiting and sometimes person-

ifying features of nature such as trees, waters, and mountains.  2. A girl, espe-

cially a beautiful one.  3. The larval form of certain insects, such as silverfish and 

grasshoppers, usually resembling the adult form but smaller and lacking fully 

developed wings. In this sense, also callednympha [Middle English nimphe, from 

Old French, from Latin nympha, from Greek numphK.] —nymphùal (nVmùfNl) 

adj. 

nym·pha (nVmùfN) n.  pl. nym·phae (-fK). 1.  See nymph (n., sense 3).  

2. nymphae. The labia minora.  [Latin, from Greek numphK.]

nym·pha·lid (nVmùfN-lVd) n.  Any of various medium to large butterflies of the 

family Nymphalidae, found worldwide and characterized by vestigial forelegs and 

often brilliant coloring.  [From New Latin Nymph7lidae, family name, from 

Nymph7lis, type genus, ultimately from Latin nympha, nymph, from Greek 

numphK.]

nym·phet (nVm-fHtù, nVmùfVt) n.  A pubescent girl regarded as sexually desir-

able. 

nym·pho·lep·sy (nVmùfN-lHpÙsK) n.  pl. nym·pho·lep·sies. 1. A frenzy sup-

posed by ancient peoples to have been induced by nymphs.  2. An emotional 

frenzy.  [From NYMPHOLEPT.] —nymÙpho·lepùtic (-lHpùtVk) adj. 

nym·pho·lept (nVmùfN-lHptÙ) n.  One who is in a state of nympholepsy.  [Greek 

numpholKptos, caught by nymph, frenzied  : numphK, nymph + lKptos, seized 

(from lambanein, lKp-, to seize).]

nym·pho·ma·ni·a (nVmÙfN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  Excessive sexual desire in a 

female.  [New Latin  : Greek numphK, nymph + -MANIA.] —nymÙpho·maùni·acÙ 
(-nK-4kÙ) adj. , n.  —nymÙpho·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl) adj. 

Ny·norsk (nu-nôrskù, nüùnôshkÙ) n.  See New Norwegian.  [Norwegian  : 

ny, new (from Old Norse n«r); see SPAN-NEW + norsk, Norwegian (from *noregsk, 

from Old Norse Noregr, Norway).]



NYP abbr.  Not yet published. 

NYSE abbr.  New York Stock Exchange. 

nys·tag·mus (nV-st4gùmNs) n.  A rapid, involuntary, oscillatory motion of the 

eyeball.  [New Latin, from Greek nustagmos, drowsiness.] —nys·tagùmic (-mVk) 

adj. 

nys·ta·tin (nVsùtN-tVn) n.  An antibiotic, C46H77NO19, produced by the actino-

mycete Streptomyces noursei and used especially in the treatment of fungal infec-

tions.  [N(ew) Y(ork) Stat(e) + -IN.]

N.Z. abbr.  New Zealand. 



                                                                                                                                                                                        
o1  or O (o) n.  pl. o’s or O’s. 1. The 15th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter o.  3. The 15th in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter O.  5. A zero.  6. O. A human blood type of 

the ABO system. 

o2 abbr.  1. O  or O.. Printing. Octavo.  2. Ohm. 

O1 (o) interj.  1. Used before the name of or a pronoun referring to a person or 

thing being formally addressed: “How can I put it to you, O you who prepare to 

travel with important matters on your mind?” (Jo Durden-Smith).  2. Used to 

express surprise or strong emotion: “O how I laugh when I think of my vague 

indefinite riches” (Henry David Thoreau). 

O2  The symbol for the element oxygen. 
O3 abbr.  1.  Or O.. Ocean.  2.  Also o.. Old.  3.  Also O.  or o.. Order.  

4. Baseball. Out. 

o. abbr.  Latin. Octarius (pint). 

O. abbr.  Ohio. 

-o suff.  Used to form an informal, abbreviated, or slang word or variant:  ammo.  

[Perhaps from OH.]

-o-  Used as a connective to join word elements:  acidophilic.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin, from Greek, thematic vowel of nouns and adjec-

tives used in combination.]

o/a abbr.  On or about. 

oaf (of) n.  A person regarded as stupid or clumsy.  [Old Norse alfr, elf, silly per-

son. See albho- in Appendix.] —oafùish adj.  —oafùish·ly adv.  —oaf-
ùish·ness n. 

O·a·hu (o-äùhu)  An island of central Hawaii between Molokai and Kauai. It is 

the chief island of the state, with major tourist areas, including Waikiki Beach and 

Diamond Head, and a U.S. naval base at Pearl Harbor. 

oak (ok) n.  1. a. Any of numerous monoecious deciduous or evergreen trees or 

shrubs of the genus Quercus, bearing acorns as fruit.  b. The durable wood of any 

of these trees or shrubs.  c. Something made of this wood.   2. Any of various 

similar trees or shrubs, such as the poison oak.  3. Color. Any of various brown 

shades resembling the wood of an oak in color.  [Middle English ok, from Old 

English 7c.] —oakùen (oùkNn) adj. 

oak apple (ok 4pùNl) n.  An insect gall on oak trees, caused by certain wasp lar-

vae. 

Oak Creek (ok krKk)  A city of southeast Wisconsin, an industrial suburb of 

Milwaukee on Lake Michigan. Population, 19,513. 

Oak Forest (ok fôrùVst)  A city of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of Chi-

cago. Population, 26,203. 

Oak·land (okùlNnd)  A city of western California on San Francisco Bay opposite 

San Francisco. Founded on a site settled by Spanish colonists in 1820, it is a port 



and rail terminus connected with other communities in the Bay Area by bridge, 

tunnel, and rapid transit. Population, 372,242. 

Oakland Park (okùlNnd pärk)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic 

Ocean north of Fort Lauderdale. It is a resort center. Population, 23,035. 

Oak Lawn (ok lôn)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of Chi-

cago with some light industry. Population, 56,182. 

oak leaf cluster (ok lKf klƒsùtNr) n.  A decoration of bronze or silver oak 

leaves and acorns given to holders of various U.S. military medals in recognition 

of acts entitling them to another award of the same medal. 

Oak·ley (okùlK), Annie. 1860-1926.  American sharpshooter. She was the star 

attraction of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show. 

Oak Park (ok pärk)  1. A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Ernest Hemingway was born here. Population, 53,648.  2. A city of 

southeast Michigan, a mainly residential suburb of Detroit. Population, 30,462. 

Oak Ridge (ok rVj)  A city of eastern Tennessee west of Knoxville. It was 

founded in 1942 as a research facility to produce materials needed for the first 

atomic bomb. Population, 27,310. 

oa·kum (oùkNm) n.  Loose hemp or jute fiber, sometimes treated with tar, creo-

sote, or asphalt, used chiefly for caulking seams in wooden ships and packing 

pipe joints.  [Middle English okom, from Old English 7cumba. See gembh- in 

Appendix.]

Oak·ville (okùvVlÙ)  A town of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Lake Ontario 

southwest of Toronto. It is a summer resort and manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 75,773. 

oak wilt (ok wVlt) n.  A disease of oak trees caused by the fungus Chalara 

quercina and often resulting in wilting and dropping of leaves. 

oar (ôr, or) n.  Nautical. 1. A long, thin, usually wooden pole with a blade at one 

end, used to row or steer a boat.  2. A person who rows a boat.   —  v.  oared, 
oar·ing, oars.  —  v.  tr. 1. To propel with or as if with oars or an oar.  2. To 

traverse with or as if with oars or an oar:  an hour to oar the strait.   —  v.  intr. To 

move forward by or as if by rowing:  oared strongly across the finish line.  [Middle 

English or, from Old English 7r.] —oared adj.  —oarùless adj. 

oar·fish (ôrùfVshÙ, orù-) n.  pl. oarfish or oar·fish·es. A widely distributed 

marine fish (Regalecus glesne) having a slender, silvery body up to 11 meters (36 

feet) in length, a bright red dorsal fin along its entire length, and an undulating 

motion in swimming resembling that of a snake. 

oar·lock (ôrùlmkÙ, orù-) n.  Nautical. A device, usually a U-shaped metal hoop on 

a swivel in the gunwale, used to hold an oar in place and as a fulcrum in rowing. 

oars·man (ôrzùmNn, orzù-) n.  Nautical. A man who rows, especially an expert 

in rowing; a rower. 



oars·wom·an (ôrzùwtmÙNn) n.  Nautical. A woman who rows, especially an 

expert in rowing; a rower. 

OAS abbr.  Organization of American States. 

o·a·sis (o-7ùsVs) n.  pl. o·a·ses (-sKz). 1. A fertile or green spot in a desert or 

wasteland, made so by the presence of water.  2. A situation or place preserved 

from surrounding unpleasantness; a refuge:  an oasis of serenity amid chaos.  [Late 

Latin, from Greek, probably of Egyptian origin.]

oast (ost) n.  A kiln for drying hops or malt or drying and curing tobacco.  [Mid-

dle English ost, from Old English 7st.]

oat (ot) n.  1.  Often oats. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. Any of various grasses 

of the genus Avena, especially A. sativa, widely cultivated for their edible grains.  

b. The grain of any of these plants, used as food and fodder.   2. Archaic. A musi-

cal pipe made of an oat straw.  [Middle English ote, from Old English 7te.]

oat·cake (otùk7kÙ) n.  A flattened cake of baked oatmeal. 

oat·en (otùn) adj.  Of, made of, or containing oats, oatmeal, or oat straw:  oaten 

fodder. 

oat·er (oùtNr) n.  Slang. A movie about frontier or cowboy life; a western.  [From 

the prominence of horses, known for their taste for oats, in such films.]

Oates (ots), Joyce Carol. Born 1938.  American writer whose works often con-

cern love and violence in American society. Among her novels are A Garden of 

Earthly Delights (1967) and Bellefleur (1980). 

Oates (ots), Titus. 1649-1705.  English conspirator. His story of a Jesuit plot to 

assassinate Charles II (1678) resulted in the execution of many innocent Catho-

lics. 

oat grass (ot gr4s) n.  1. Any of various grasses of the genera Arrhenatherum 

and Danthonia.  2. Any of several oatlike grasses. 

oath (oth) n.  pl. oaths (othz, oths). 1. a. A solemn, formal declaration or 

promise to fulfill a pledge, often calling on God or a sacred object as witness.  

b. The words or formula of such a declaration or promise.  c. Something 

declared or promised.   2. An irreverent or blasphemous use of the name of God 

or something held sacred.  3. An imprecation; a curse.  [Middle English oth, from 

Old English 7th.]

oat·meal (otùmKlÙ) n.  1. Meal made from oats; rolled or ground oats.  2. A 

porridge made from rolled or ground oats. 

Oa·xa·ca (wN-häùkN)  A city of southeast Mexico south of Orizaba. It was proba-

bly founded in 1486 as an Aztec garrison post and was conquered by the Spanish 

in 1521. Population, 154,223. 

Ob (mb, ôb, ôp)  A river, about 3,700 km (2,300 mi) long, of western and central 

Russia flowing generally northward to the Gulf of Ob, an arm of the Arctic 

Ocean. 

OB  or Ob. also ob. abbr.  Obstetric; obstetrician; obstetrics. 



ob. abbr.  1. Latin. Obiit (he or she died).  2. Latin. Obiter (incidentally).  

3. Music. Oboe. 

Ob. abbr.  Bible. Obadiah. 

ob- pref.  Inverse; inversely:  obcordate.  [New Latin, short for obversK, obversely, 

from Latin obversus, past participle of obvertere, to turn toward  : ob-, toward, 

against (from ob, toward, against, before); see epi in Appendix + vertere, to turn; 

see VERSUS.]

o·ba (oùbN) n.  A hereditary chief or king among various peoples of Benin and 

Nigeria.  [Of African origin.]

O·ba·di·ah (oÙbN-dXùN) n.  Bible. 1.  Also Ab·di·as (4b-dXùNs). A Hebrew 

prophet of the sixth century B.C.  2.  Abbr. Ob., Obad. A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible. 
ob·bli·ga·to also ob·li·ga·to (mbÙlV-gäùto) Music. adj.  Not to be left out; indis-

pensable. Used of an accompaniment that is an integral part of a piece.   —  n.  pl. 

ob·bli·ga·tos or ob·bli·ga·ti (-tK). An obbligato accompaniment.  [Italian, past 

participle of obbligare, to obligate, from Latin oblig7re, to oblige. See OBLIGE.]

ob·com·pressed (mbÙkNm-prHstù) adj.  Flattened from back to front rather 

than from side to side, as in the fruits of pennycress or peppergrass. 

ob·cor·date (mb-kôrùd7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Heart-shaped, with the point of attach-

ment at the narrow end:  an obcordate leaf. 

ob·du·ra·cy (mbùdtr-N-sK, -dytr-) n.  The state or quality of being intractable 

or hardened. 

ob·du·rate (mbùdt-rVt, -dyt-) adj.  1. a. Hardened in wrongdoing or wicked-

ness; stubbornly impenitent: “obdurate conscience of the old sinner” (Sir Walter 

Scott).  b. Hardened against feeling; hardhearted:  an obdurate miser.   2. Not giv-

ing in to persuasion; intractable.  See Synonyms at inflexible.  [Middle English 

obdurat, from Late Latin obd7r7tus, past participle of obd7r7re, to harden, from 

Latin, to be hard, endure  : ob-, intensive pref.; see OB- + d7rus, hard; see deru- in 

Appendix.] —obùdu·rate·ly adv.  —obùdu·rate·ness n. 

O.B.E. abbr.  Order of the British Empire. 

o·be·ah (oùbK-N) also o·bi (oùbK) n.  1. A form of religious belief of African ori-

gin, practiced in some parts of the West Indies, Jamaica, and nearby tropical 

America, involving sorcery.  2. An object, a charm, or a fetish used in the practice 

of this religion.  [Black and West Indian English, of West African origin; akin to 

Efik ubio, anything noxious, something put in the ground to cause sickness or 

death, bad omen.]

o·be·di·ence (o-bKùdK-Nns) n.  1. a. The quality or condition of being obedi-

ent.  b. The act of obeying.   2. a. A sphere of ecclesiastical authority.  b. A group 

of people under such authority.  

o·be·di·ent (o-bKùdK-Nnt) adj.  Dutifully complying with the commands, 

orders, or instructions of one in authority.  [Middle English, from Old French, 



from Latin oboediKns, oboedient- present participle of oboedXre, to obey. See OBEY.] 
—o·beùdi·ent·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: obedient, biddable, compliant, acquiescent, submissive, docile, ame-

nable, tractable. These adjectives mean carrying or willing to carry out the orders,

requests, or wishes of another. Obedient implies acceptance of and submission to

authority: an obedient pupil; an obedient soldier. “The obedient colonies in this

scheme are heavily taxed; the refractory remain unburdened” (Edmund Burke). One

who is biddable follows directions or obeys commands: “A more gentle and bidda-

ble invalid... can hardly be conceived” (Henry Kingsley). Compliant and acquiescent

suggest a disposition to yield to authority meekly and without protest: children

compliant with the parental will; too acquiescent to challenge the propriety of offer-

ing a bribe. Submissive implies an inclination or a willingness to submit without

resistance and sometimes with deference to the control of another: “replacing the

troublemakers with more submissive people from the masses of unemployed” (Su-

zanne Muchnic). One who is docile is receptive to being taught and willing to be

led, supervised, or directed by another: “A State which dwarfs its men, in order that

they may be more docile instruments in its hands even for beneficial purposes—will

find that with small men no great thing can really be accomplished” (John Stuart

Mill). Amenable suggests an agreeable responsiveness to authority, advice, or sug-

gestion: a high-spirited and rebellious girl not at all amenable to persuasion. Trac-

table applies to those who can be handled, dealt with, or managed, especially with

ease: “the natives... being... of an intelligent tractable disposition” (Samuel Butler).

o·bei·sance (o-b7ùsNns, o-bKù-) n.  1. A gesture or movement of the body, such 

as a curtsy, that expresses deference or homage.  2. An attitude of deference or 

homage.  [Middle English obeisaunce, from Old French obeissance, from obeis-

sant, present participle of obeir, to obey. See OBEY.] —o·beiùsant adj. 

ob·e·li (mbùN-lXÙ) n.  Plural of obelus. 
o·be·lia (o-bKlùyN) n.  Any of various colonial marine hydroids of the genus Obe-

lia, having various specialized feeding and reproductive polyps and growing in a 

branchlike form. Colonies of obelia are found as a delicate furlike growth on the 

wooden piles of piers and wharves.  [New Latin Obelia, genus name, probably 

from Greek obelias, a loaf baked on a spit, from obelos, a spit.]

ob·e·lisk (mbùN-lVsk) n.  1. A tall, four-sided shaft of stone, usually tapered and 

monolithic, that rises to a point.  2. Printing. The dagger sign (†), used especially 

as a reference mark. In this sense, also calleddagger, obelus.  [Latin obeliscus, from 

Greek obeliskos, diminutive of obelos, a spit, obelisk.] —obÙe·lisùcal (-lVsùkNl) 

adj.  —obÙe·lisùkoidÙ (-koidÙ) adj. 

ob·e·lize (mbùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. ob·e·lized, ob·e·liz·ing, ob·e·liz·es. To mark or 

annotate with an obelus.  [Greek obelizein, from obelos, obelus.]



ob·e·lus (mbùN-lNs) n.  pl. ob·e·li (-lXÙ). 1. A mark (— or ÷) used in ancient 

manuscripts to indicate a doubtful or spurious passage.  2. Printing. See obelisk 
(n., sense 2).  [Middle English, from Late Latin obelus, from Greek obelos, a spit, 

obelus.]

o·ben·to (o-bHnùto)  or ben·to (bHnù-) n.  pl. o·ben·tos. A Japanese meal that 

is packed in a partitioned lacquered box.  [Japanese obento : o, pref. + bento, box 

lunch.]

O·ber·am·mer·gau (oÙbNr-ämùNr-gouÙ)  A town of southern Germany in the 

Bavarian Alps south-southwest of Munich. It is famed for its Passion plays, held 

every ten years since 1634 in thanksgiving for deliverance from the Black Death in 

1633. 

O·ber·hau·sen (oùbNr-houÙzNn)  A city of west-central Germany in the Ruhr 

Valley west-northwest of Essen. It is a port, rail junction, and industrial center. 

Population, 223,265. 

O·ber·on (oùbN-rmnÙ, -rNn) n.  1. The king of the fairies and husband of Titania 

in medieval folklore.  2. The satellite of Uranus that is fifth in distance from the 

planet.  [French, from Old French Auberon, of Germanic origin. See albho- in 

Appendix.]

o·bese (o-bKsù) adj.  Extremely fat; grossly overweight.  See Synonyms at fat.  
[Latin obKsus, from past participle of ·obedere, to eat away  : ob-, away; see OB- + 

edere, to eat; see ed- in Appendix.] —o·beseùly adv.  —o·beseùness n. 

o·be·si·ty (o-bKùsV-tK) n.  The condition of being obese; increased body weight 

caused by excessive accumulation of fat. 

o·bey (o-b7ù) v.  o·beyed, o·bey·ing, o·beys.  —  v.  tr. 1. To carry out or ful-

fill the command, order, or instruction of.  2. To carry out or comply with (a 

command, for example).   —  v.  intr. To behave obediently.  [Middle English 

obeien, from Old French obeir, from Latin oboedXre, to listen to  : ob-, to; see OB- + 

audXre, to hear; see au- in Appendix.] —o·beyùer n. 

ob·fus·cate (mbùfN-sk7tÙ, mb-fƒsùk7tÙ) v.  tr. ob·fus·cat·ed, ob·fus·cat·ing, 
ob·fus·cates. 1. To make so confused or opaque as to be difficult to perceive or 

understand: “A great effort was made... to obscure or obfuscate the truth” (Robert 

Conquest).  2. To render indistinct or dim; darken:  The fog obfuscated the shore.  

[Latin obfusc7re, obfusc7t-, to darken  : ob-, over; see OB- + fusc7re, to darken 

(from fuscus, dark).] —obÙfus·caùtion n.  —ob·fusùca·toÙry (mb-fƒsùkN-tôrÙK, 

-torÙK, Nb-) adj. 

ob-gyn (oùbK-jKÙwX-Hnù) n.  Informal. 1. The combined practice or field of 

obstetrics and gynecology.  2. A specialist in this field; an obstetrician-gynecolo-

gist. 

o·bi1 (oùbK) n.  A wide sash fastened in the back with a large flat bow, worn by 

women in Japan as a part of the traditional dress.  [Japanese.]

o·bi2 (oùbK) n.  Variant of obeah. 



O·bie (oùbK) n.  An award that is given annually for exceptional achievement in 

off-Broadway theater.  [From O.B., abbr. for OFF-BROADWAY.]

o·bit (oùbVt, o-bVtù) n.  Informal. An obituary.  [Middle English, death, record of 

date of death, from Old French, death, from Latin obitus. See OBITUARY.]

o·bi·ter dic·tum (oÙbV-tNr dVkùtNm) n.  pl. obiter dic·ta (dVkùtN). 1. Law. An 

opinion voiced by a judge that has only incidental bearing on the case in question 

and is therefore not binding.  Also called dictum 2. An incidental remark or 

observation; a passing comment.  [Latin, something said in passing  : obiter, in 

passing + dictum, from neuter past participle of dXcere, to say.]

o·bit·u·ar·y (o-bVchùu-HrÙK) n.  pl. o·bit·u·ar·ies. A published notice of a 

death, sometimes with a brief biography of the deceased.  [Medieval Latin 

obitu7rius, (report) of death, from Latin obitus, death, from past participle of 

obXre, to meet, meet one’s death  : ob-, toward; see OB- + Xre, to go; see ei- in 

Appendix.] —o·bitùu·arÙy adj. 

obj. abbr.  1. Grammar. Object; objective.  2. Objection. 

ob·ject (mbùjVkt, -jHktÙ) n.  1. Something perceptible by one or more of the 

senses, especially by vision or touch; a material thing.  2. A focus of attention, 

feeling, thought, or action:  an object of contempt.  3. The purpose, aim, or goal of 

a specific action or effort:  the object of the game.  4.  Abbr. obj. Grammar. a. A 

noun or substantive that receives or is affected by the action of a verb within a 

sentence.  b. A noun or substantive following and governed by a preposition.   

5. Philosophy. Something intelligible or perceptible by the mind.   —  v.  

ob·ject·ed, ob·ject·ing, ob·jects (Nb-jHktù).  —  v.  intr. 1. To present a dis-

senting or opposing argument; raise an objection:  objected to the testimony of the 

witness.  2. To be averse to or express disapproval of something:  objects to modern 

materialism.   —  v.  tr. To put forward in or as a reason for opposition; offer as 

criticism:  They objected that discipline was lacking.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin obiectum, thing put before the mind, from neuter 

past participle of Latin obicere, to put before  : ob-, before, toward; see OB- + 

iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix. V., from Middle English obiecten from Old 

French objecter, from Latin obiect7re, frequentative of obicere, to hinder, oppose.] 
—ob·jecùtor n.  

SYNONYMS: object, protest, kick, demur, remonstrate, expostulate. These verbs

mean to express opposition to something, most often by presenting arguments

against it. Object implies the expression of disapproval or distaste: The general

public objects to the use of drugs. “Freedom of the press in Britain is freedom to print

such of the proprietor’s prejudices as the advertisers don’t object to” (Hannen Swaf-

fer). Protest suggests strong opposition, usually forthrightly expressed: The patient

protested to the receptionist when he was kept waiting. “We should, therefore, protest

openly everything... that smacks of discrimination or slander” (Mary McLeod Be-



thune). Kick implies the expression of strong negative feelings, often of anger or

rebellion: “a rampant heresy, such as... Would make all women kick against their

Lords” (Tennyson). I won’t kick if you insist on paying the bill. To demur is to raise

an objection that may delay decision or action: We proposed that dinner be served

before the last guest arrived, but the hostess demurred. Remonstrate implies the pre-

sentation of objections, complaints, or reproof in the form of argument or plead-

ing: “The people of Connecticut... remonstrated against the bill” (George Bancroft).

To expostulate is to express objection in the form of earnest reasoning: Her parents

expostulated with her on the foolhardiness of her behavior. See also Synonyms at

intention

object ball (mbùjVkt bôl) n.  Games. The ball in billiards or pool that a player hits 

or intends to hit first with the cue ball. 

object glass (mbùjVkt gl4s) n.  See objective (n., sense 4). 

ob·jec·ti·fy (Nb-jHkùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. ob·jec·ti·fied, ob·jec·ti·fy·ing, 
ob·jec·ti·fies. 1. To present (something or someone) as an object; depersonalize: 

“Because we have objectified animals, we are able to treat them impersonally” 

(Barry Lopez).  2. To impart reality to; make objective; externalize.   
—ob·jecÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —ob·jecùti·fiÙer n. 

ob·jec·tion (Nb-jHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. obj. 1. The act of objecting.  2. A statement 

presented in opposition.  3. A ground, reason, or cause for expressing opposition. 

ob·jec·tion·a·ble (Nb-jHkùshN-nN-bNl) adj.  Arousing disapproval; offensive:  

objectionable behavior.   —ob·jecÙtion·a·bilùi·ty, ob·jecùtion·a·ble·ness n.  

—ob·jecùtion·a·bly adv. 

ob·jec·tive (Nb-jHkùtVv) adj.  1. Of or having to do with a material object.  

2. Having actual existence or reality.  3. a. Uninfluenced by emotions or personal 

prejudices:  an objective critic.  See Synonyms at fair1.  b. Based on observable 

phenomena; presented factually:  an objective appraisal.   4. Medicine. Indicating a 

symptom or condition perceived as a sign of disease by someone other than the 

person affected.  5.  Abbr. obj. Grammar. a. Of, relating to, or being the case of a 

noun or pronoun that serves as the object of a verb.  b. Of or relating to a noun 

or pronoun used in this case.    —  n.  1. Something that actually exists.  

2. Something worked toward or striven for; a goal.  See Synonyms at intention.  
3.  Abbr. obj. Grammar. a. The objective case.  b. A noun or pronoun in the 

objective case.   4. The lens or lens system in a microscope or other optical instru-

ment that first receives light rays from the object and forms the image. In this 

sense, also calledobject glass, objective lens, object lens.  —ob·jecùtive·ly adv.  

—ob·jecùtive·ness n. 

objective complement (Nb-jHkùtVv kmmùplN-mNnt) n.  Grammar. A noun, 

an adjective, or a pronoun serving as a complement to a verb and qualifying its 

direct object, as governor in They elected him governor. 



objective correlative (Nb-jHkùtVv kN-rHlùN-tVv) n.  A situation or a sequence 

of events or objects that evokes a particular emotion in a reader or an audience. 

objective lens (Nb-jHkùtVv lHnz) n.  See objective (n., sense 4). 

ob·jec·tiv·ism (mb-jHkùtN-vVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. One of several doctrines 

holding that all reality is objective and external to the mind and that knowledge is 

reliably based on observed objects and events.  2. An emphasis on objects rather 

than feelings or thoughts in literature or art.   —ob·jecùtiv·ist n.  —ob·jecÙ-
tiv·isùtic adj. 

ob·jec·tiv·i·ty (mbÙjHk-tVvùV-tK) n.  1. The state or quality of being objective.  

2. External or material reality. 

ob·jec·ti·vize (Nb-jHkùtN-vXzÙ) v.  tr. ob·jec·ti·vized, ob·jec·ti·viz·ing, 
ob·jec·ti·viz·es. To make objective or impersonal; objectify.   
—ob·jecÙti·vi·zaùtion (-vV-z7ùshNn) n. 

object language (mbùjVkt l4ngùgwVj) n.  See target language. 
object lens (mbùjVkt lHnz) n.  See objective (n., sense 4). 

object lesson (mbùjVkt lHsùNn) n.  1. A concrete illustration of a moral or prin-

ciple.  2. A lesson taught by using a material object. 

ob·jet d’art (ôbÙzhH därù) n.  pl. ob·jets d’art (ôbÙzhH därù). An object of 

artistic merit.  [French  : objet, object + de, of + art, art.]

ob·jet trou·vé (ôb-zh7Ù tru-v7ù) n.  pl. ob·jets trou·vés (ôb-zh7Ù tru-v7ù). 
See found object.  [French  : objet, object + trouvé, past participle of trouver, to 

find.]

ob·jur·gate (mbùjNr-g7tÙ, mb-jûrùg7tÙ) v.  tr. ob·jur·gat·ed, ob·jur·gat·ing, 
ob·jur·gates. To scold or rebuke sharply; berate.  [Latin obi7rg7re, obi7rg7t-  : 

ob-, against; see OB- + i7rg7re, to scold, sue at law (probably i7s, i7r-, law; see 

yewes- in Appendix + agere, to do, proceed); see ag- in Appendix.] —obÙ-
jur·gaùtion n.  —ob·jurùga·toÙri·ly (mb-jûrÙgN-tôrÙN-lK, -torÙ-) adv.  

—ob·jurùga·toÙry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

obl. abbr.  1. Oblique.  2. Oblong. 

ob·lan·ce·o·late (mb-l4nùsK-N-l7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Lance-shaped but broadest 

above the middle and tapering toward the base:  an oblanceolate leaf. 

o·blast (ôùblNst, ôùblästÙ) n.  An administrative territorial division within a con-

stituent republic of the Soviet Union.  [Russian oblast’, from Old Church Slavonic 

 : ob, on; see epi in Appendix + vlastV, power; see wal- in Appendix.]

ob·late1 (mbùl7tÙ, m-bl7tù) adj.  1. Having the shape of a spheroid generated by 

rotating an ellipse about its shorter axis.  2. Having an equatorial diameter greater 

than the distance between poles; compressed along or flattened at the poles:  

Planet Earth is an oblate solid.  [Probably New Latin obl7tus : Latin ob-, toward; 

see OB- + Latin l7tus, past participle of ferre, to carry (as in Latin prol7tus, pro-

late); see PROLATE. See telN- in Appendix.] —obùlateÙly adv.  —obùlateÙness n. 



ob·late2 (mbùl7tÙ) n.  1. A layperson dedicated to religious life.  2. Oblate. 

Roman Catholic Church. A member of one of various religious communities for 

men or women.  [Medieval Latin obl7tus, from Latin, past participle of offerre, to 

offer. See OFFER.]

ob·la·tion (N-bl7ùshNn, o-bl7ù-) n.  1. The act of offering something, such as 

worship or thanks, to a deity.  2. Oblation. a. The act of offering the bread and 

wine of the Eucharist.  b. Something offered, especially the bread and wine of the 

Eucharist.   3. A charitable offering or gift.  [Middle English oblacioun, from Old 

French oblacion, from Late Latin obl7tio, obl7tion-, from Latin obl7tus, past parti-

ciple of offerre, to offer. See OFFER.] —ob·laùtion·al, obùla·toÙry (mbùlN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK)  adj. 

ob·li·gate (mbùlV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. ob·li·gat·ed, ob·li·gat·ing, ob·li·gates. 1. To 

bind, compel, or constrain by a social, legal, or moral tie.  See Synonyms at force.  
2. To cause to be grateful or indebted; oblige.  3. To commit (money, for exam-

ple) in order to fulfill an obligation.   —  adj.  (-gVt, -g7tÙ) 1. Biology. Able to exist 

or survive only in a particular environment or by assuming a particular role:  an 

obligate parasite; an obligate anaerobe.  2. Absolutely indispensable; essential.  

[Latin oblig7re, oblig7t-. See OBLIGE.] —obùli·ga·ble (-gN-bNl) adj.  

—obùli·gate·ly adv.  —obùli·gaÙtor n. 

ob·li·ga·tion (mbÙlV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of binding oneself by a social, legal, 

or moral tie.  2. a. A social, legal, or moral requirement, such as a duty, contract, 

or promise that compels one to follow or avoid a particular course of action.  b. A 

course of action imposed by society, law, or conscience by which one is bound or 

restricted.   3. The constraining power of a promise, contract, law, or sense of 

duty.  4. Law. a. A legal agreement stipulating a specified payment or action, 

especially if the agreement also specifies a penalty for failure to comply.  b. The 

document containing the terms of such an agreement.   5. a. Something owed as 

payment or in return for a special service or favor.  b. The service or favor for 

which one is indebted to another.   6. The state, fact, or feeling of being indebted 

to another for a special service or favor received.   —obÙli·gaùtion·al adj.  

SYNONYMS: obligation, responsibility, duty. These nouns refer to a course of

action that is demanded of a person, as by law or conscience. Obligation usually

applies to a specific constraint arising from a particular cause: “Then in the mar-

riage union, the independence of the husband and wife will be equal, their depen-

dence mutual, and their obligations reciprocal” (Lucretia Mott). Responsibility

stresses accountability for the fulfillment of an obligation: “I believe that every

right implies a responsibility; every opportunity, an obligation; every possession, a

duty” (John D. Rockefeller, Jr.). Duty applies especially to constraint deriving

from moral or ethical considerations: “I therefore believe it is my duty to my coun-

try to love it, to support its Constitution, to obey its laws, to respect its flag, and to



defend it against all enemies” (William Tyler Page).

ob·li·ga·to (mbÙlV-gäùto) adj.  & n.  Music. Variant of obbligato. 
o·blig·a·to·ry (N-blVgùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, mbùlV-gN-) adj.  1. Morally or legally con-

straining; binding.  2. Imposing or recording an obligation:  a bill obligatory.  

3. Of the nature of an obligation; compulsory:  Attendance is obligatory. Mathe-

matics is an obligatory course.  4. Biology. Obligate.   —o·bligÙa·toùri·ly adv. 

o·blige (N-blXjù) v.  o·bliged, o·blig·ing, o·blig·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To constrain 

by physical, legal, social, or moral means.  2. To make indebted or grateful:  I am 

obliged to you for your gracious hospitality.  3. To do a service or favor for:  They 

obliged us by arriving early.   —  v.  intr. To do a service or favor:  The soloist 

obliged with yet another encore.  [Middle English obligen, from Old French obligier, 

from Latin oblig7re : ob-, to; see OB- + lig7re, to bind; see leig- in Appendix.] 
—o·bligùer n.  

SYNONYMS: oblige, accommodate, favor. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to perform a service or a courteous act for”: obliged me by keeping the

matter quiet; accommodating her by lending her money; favor an audience with an

encore. See also Synonyms at force 
ANTONYM: disoblige

ob·li·gee (mbÙlN-jKù) n.  Law. One to whom another is bound by contract or legal 

agreement. 

o·blig·ing (N-blXùjVng) adj.  Ready to do favors for others; accommodating.  See 

Synonyms at amiable.  —o·bligùing·ly adv.  —o·bligùing·ness n. 

ob·li·gor (mbÙlV-gôrù, -jôrù) n.  Law. One who binds oneself to another by con-

tract or legal agreement. 

o·blique (o-blKkù, N-blKkù) adj.  Abbr. obl. 1. a. Having a slanting or sloping 

direction, course, or position; inclined.  b. Mathematics. Designating geometric 

lines or planes that are neither parallel nor perpendicular.   2. Botany. Having 

sides of unequal length or form:  an oblique leaf.  3. Anatomy. Situated in a slant-

ing position; not transverse or longitudinal:  oblique muscles or ligaments.  

4. a. Indirect or evasive:  oblique political maneuvers.  b. Devious, misleading, or 

dishonest:  gave oblique answers to the questions.   5. Not direct in descent; collat-

eral.  6. Grammar. Designating any noun case except the nominative or the voca-

tive.   —  n.  1. An oblique thing, such as a line, direction, or muscle.  2. Nautical. 

The act of changing course by less than 90˚.   —  adv.  (o-blXkù, N-blXkù) At an 

angle of 45˚.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin oblXquus.] 
—o·bliqueùly adv.  —o·bliqueùness n. 

oblique angle (o-blKkù 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle, such as an acute or 

obtruse angle, that is not a right angle or a multiple of a right angle. 



oblique rhyme (o-blKkù rXm) n.  See off rhyme. 
oblique triangle (o-blKkù trXù4ngÙgNl) n.  Mathematics. A triangle having no 

right angle. 

o·bliq·ui·ty (o-blVkùwV-tK, N-blVkù-) n.  pl. o·bliq·ui·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being oblique.  2. a. A deviation from a vertical or horizontal line, 

plane, position, or direction.  b. The angle or extent of such a deviation.   3. a. A 

mental deviation or aberration.  b. Immoral conduct.   4. a. Obscurity in con-

duct or verbal expression: “It may be that the candor of contemporary literature cre-

ates a nostalgia for indirection, obliquity and deferral” (Anatole Broyard).  b. An 

obscure statement.    —o·bliqùui·tous adj. 

o·blit·er·ate (N-blVtùN-r7tÙ, o-blVtù-) v.  tr. o·blit·er·at·ed, o·blit·er·at·ing, 
o·blit·er·ates. 1. To do away with completely so as to leave no trace.  See Syn-

onyms at abolish.  2. To wipe out, rub off, or erase (writing or other markings).  

3. Medicine. To remove completely (a body organ or part), as by surgery, disease, 

or radiation.  [Latin oblitter7re, oblitter7t-, to erase, from ob litter7s, in ob litter7s 

scrXbere, to write over letters (ob, over; see ob- + litter7s, accusative pl. of littera, 

letter), and from oblXtus, past participle of oblXvXscX, to forget; see OBLIVION.] 
—o·blitÙer·aùtion n.  —o·blitùer·aÙtive (-N-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  

—o·blitùer·aÙtor n. 

o·bliv·i·on (N-blVvùK-Nn) n.  1. The condition or quality of being completely for-

gotten: “He knows that everything he writes is consigned to posterity (oblivion’s 

other, seemingly more benign, face)” (Joyce Carol Oates).  2. The act or an instance 

of forgetting; total forgetfulness:  sought the great oblivion of sleep.  3. Official 

overlooking of offenses; amnesty.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

oblXvio, oblXvion-, from oblXvXscX, to forget. See lei- in Appendix.]

o·bliv·i·ous (N-blVvùK-Ns) adj.  1. Lacking all memory; forgetful.  2. Lacking 

conscious awareness; unmindful.  See Synonyms at forgetful.  
—o·blivùi·ous·ly adv.  —o·blivùi·ous·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: In an earlier survey a majority of the Usage Panel accepted the

use of both of and to with oblivious: The party appeared oblivious to (or of) the

mounting pressures for political reform.

ob·long (mbùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) adj.  Abbr. obl. 1. Deviating from a square, circular, 

or spherical form by being elongated in one direction.  2. Having the shape of or 

resembling a rectangle or an ellipse.  3. Botany. Having a somewhat elongated 

form with approximately parallel sides:  an oblong leaf.   —  n.  An object or a fig-

ure, such as a rectangle, with an elongated shape.  [Middle English, from Latin 

oblongus : ob-, intensive pref. (sense uncertain); see OB- + longus, long; see del-1 

in Appendix.]



ob·lo·quy (mbùlN-kwK) n.  pl. ob·lo·quies. 1. Abusively detractive language or 

utterance; calumny: “I have had enough obloquy for one lifetime” (Anthony Eden).  

2. The condition of disgrace suffered as a result of abuse or vilification; ill repute.  

See Synonyms at disgrace.  [Middle English obloqui, from Late Latin obloquium, 

abusive contradiction, from Latin obloquX, to interrupt  : ob-, against; see OB- + 

loquX, to speak; see tolkw- in Appendix.]

ob·nox·ious (mb-nmkùshNs, Nb-) adj.  1. Very objectionable; odious.  See Syn-

onyms at hateful.  2. Exposed to harm, injury, or evil: “The town... now lies 

obnoxious to its foes” (John Bunyan).  3. Archaic. Deserving of or liable to censure.  

[Latin obnoxiosus, subordinate, from obnoxius, subject, liable  : ob-, to; see OB- + 

noxa, injury; see nek-1 in Appendix.] —ob·noxùious·ly adv.  

—ob·noxùious·ness n. 

o·boe (oùbo) n.  Abbr. ob. Music. 1. A slender woodwind instrument with a con-

ical bore and a double reed mouthpiece, having a range of three octaves and a 

penetrating, poignant sound.  2. A reed stop in an organ that produces a sound 

similar to that of the oboe.  [Italian, from French hautbois. See HAUTBOY.] 
—oùbo·ist n. 

ob·ol (mbùNl) also ob·o·lus (mbùN-lNs) n.  pl. ob·ols also ob·o·li (-N-lXÙ). A silver 

coin or unit of weight equal to one sixth of a drachma, formerly used in ancient 

Greece.  [Latin obolus, from Greek obolos, variant of obelos, spit, obol.]

ob·o·vate (mb-oùv7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Egg-shaped and flat, with the narrow end 

attached to the stalk:  an obovate leaf. 

ob·o·void (mb-oùvoidÙ) adj.  Botany. Egg-shaped and solid, with the narrow end 

attached to the stem:  an obovoid fruit. 

O·bre·gón (o-br7-gônù, ô-vrH-), Álvaro. 1880-1928.  Mexican soldier and pol-

itician who overthrew Venustiano Carranza in 1920. As president (1920-1924 and 

1928) he initiated numerous social reforms before he was assassinated. 

O’Bri·en (o-brXùNn), Edna. Born 1932.  Irish writer whose works, including The 

Lonely Girl (1962) and Johnny I Hardly Knew You (1977), explore the lives of 

women in modern-day Ireland. 

obs. abbr.  1. Obscure.  2. Observation.  3.  Or Obs.. Observatory.  4. Obsolete.  

5. Obstetric; obstetrician; obstetrics. 

ob·scene (mb-sKnù, Nb-) adj.  1. Offensive to accepted standards of decency or 

modesty.  See Synonyms at coarse.  2. Inciting lustful feelings; lewd.  

3. Offensive or repulsive to the senses; loathsome: “The way he writes about the 

disease that killed her is simply obscene” (Michael Korda).  [Latin obscKnus.] 
—ob·sceneùly adv. 

ob·scen·i·ty (mb-sHnùV-tK, Nb-) n.  pl. ob·scen·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of 

being obscene.  2. Indecency, lewdness, or offensiveness in behavior, expression, 

or appearance.  3. Something, such as a word, an act, or an expression, that is 

indecent or lewd.  4. Something that is offensive or repulsive to the senses: “What 



had once been a gentle hill covered with lush grass turned into a brown obscenity of 

bare earth and smoke” (Tom Clancy). 

ob·scur·ant (mb-skytrùNnt, Nb-) n.  One who opposes intellectual advance-

ment and political reform.   —  adj.  1. Characterized by opposition to intellec-

tual advancement and political reform.  2. Tending to make obscure:  an 

obscurant bank of clouds. 

ob·scur·ant·ism (mb-skytrùNn-tVzÙNm, Nb-, mbÙskyt-r4nù-) n.  1. The prin-

ciples or practice of obscurants.  2. A policy of withholding information from the 

public.  3. a. A style in art and literature characterized by deliberate vagueness or 

obliqueness.  b. An example or instance of this style.    —ob·scurùant·ist n. 

ob·scure (mb-skytrù, Nb-) adj.  ob·scur·er, ob·scur·est. Abbr. obs. 
1. Deficient in light; dark.  2. a. So faintly perceptible as to lack clear delineation; 

indistinct.  See Synonyms at dark.  b. Indistinctly heard; faint.  c. Linguistics. 

Having the reduced, neutral sound represented by schwa (N).   3. a. Far from cen-

ters of human population:  an obscure village.  b. Out of sight; hidden:  an obscure 

retreat.   4. Not readily noticed or seen; inconspicuous:  an obscure flaw.  5. Of 

undistinguished or humble station or reputation:  an obscure poet; an obscure 

family.  6. Not clearly understood or expressed; ambiguous or vague: “an impulse 

to go off and fight certain obscure battles of his own spirit” (Anatole Broyard).  See 

Synonyms at ambiguous.   —  v.  tr. ob·scured, ob·scur·ing, ob·scures. 
1. To make dim or indistinct:  Smog obscured our view.  See Synonyms at block.  
2. To conceal in obscurity; hide: “Unlike the origins of most nations, America’s ori-

gins are not obscured in the mists of time” (National Review).  3. Linguistics. To 

reduce (a vowel) to the neutral sound represented by schwa (N).   —  n.  Some-

thing obscure or unknown.  [Middle English, from Old French obscur, from Latin 

obsc7rus. See (s)keu- in Appendix.] —ob·scureùly adv.  —ob·scureùness n. 

ob·scu·ri·ty (mb-skytrùV-tK, Nb-) n.  pl. ob·scu·ri·ties. 1. Deficiency or 

absence of light; darkness.  2. a. The quality or condition of being unknown: 

“Even utter obscurity need not be an obstacle to [political] success” (New Republic).  

b. One that is unknown.   3. a. The quality or condition of being imperfectly 

known or difficult to understand: “writings meant to be understood... by all, com-

posed without deliberate obscurity or hidden motives” (National Review).  b. An 

instance of being imperfectly known or difficult to understand.  

ob·se·qui·ous (mb-sKùkwK-Ns, Nb-) adj.  Full of or exhibiting servile compli-

ance; fawning.  [Middle English, from Latin obsequiosus, from obsequium, com-

pliance, from obsequX, to comply  : ob-, to; see OB- + sequX, to follow; see sekw-1 in 

Appendix.] —ob·seùqui·ous·ly adv.  —ob·seùqui·ous·ness n. 

ob·se·quy (mbùsV-kwK) n.  pl. ob·se·quies. A funeral rite or ceremony. Often 

used in the plural.  [Middle English obsequi, from Old French obseque, from 

Medieval Latin obsequiae, alteration (influenced by Latin exsequiae, funeral rites), 

of Latin obsequia, pl. of obsequium, compliance, dutiful service. See OBSEQUIOUS.]



ob·serv·a·ble (Nb-zûrùvN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to observe:  observable phenom-

ena; an observable change in demeanor.  See Synonyms at noticeable.  
2. Deserving or worthy of note; noteworthy:  an observable anniversary.   —  n.  

Physics. A physical property, such as weight or temperature, that can be observed 

or measured directly, as distinguished from a quantity, such as work or entropy, 

that must be derived from observed quantities.   —ob·servùa·bly adv. 

ob·ser·vance (Nb-zûrùvNns) n.  1. The act or practice of observing or comply-

ing with a law, custom, command, or rule.  2. The act or custom of keeping or 

celebrating a holiday or other ritual occasion.  3. A customary rite or ceremony.  

4. The act of watching; observation: “Consider how much intellect was needed in 

the architect, and how much observance of nature” (John Ruskin).  5. Roman Cath-

olic Church. The rule governing a religious order. 

ob·ser·vant (Nb-zûrùvNnt) adj.  1. Quick to perceive or apprehend; alert:  an 

observant traveler.  See Synonyms at careful.  2. Diligent in observing a law, cus-

tom, duty, or principle:  observant of the speed limit.   —ob·serùvant·ly adv. 

ob·ser·va·tion (mbÙzNr-v7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. obs. 1. a. The act or faculty of 

observing.  b. The fact of being observed.   2. a. The act of noting and recording 

something, such as a phenomenon, with instruments.  b. The result or record of 

such notation:  a meteorological observation.   3. A comment or remark.  See Syn-

onyms at comment.  4. An inference or a judgment that is acquired from or 

based on observing.   —obÙser·vaùtion·al adj.  —obÙser·vaùtion·al·ly adv. 

ob·ser·va·to·ry (Nb-zûrùvN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. ob·ser·va·to·ries. Abbr. obs., 
Obs. 1. A building, a place, or an institution designed and equipped for making 

observations of astronomical, meteorological, or other natural phenomena.  2. A 

structure overlooking an extensive view.  [French observatoire (influenced by 

CONSERVATORY), from observer, to observe, from Old French. See OBSERVE.]

ob·serve (Nb-zûrvù) v.  ob·served, ob·serv·ing, ob·serves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

be or become aware of, especially through careful and directed attention; notice.  

2. To watch attentively:  observe a child’s behavior.  3. To make a systematic or sci-

entific observation of:  observe the orbit of the moon.  4. To say casually; remark.  

5. To adhere to or abide by:  observe the terms of a contract.  6. To keep or cele-

brate (a holiday, for example):  observe an anniversary.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take 

notice.  2. To say something; make a comment or remark.  3. To watch or be 

present without participating actively:  We were invited to the conference solely to 

observe.  [Middle English observen, to conform to, from Old French observer, 

from Latin observ7re, to abide by, watch  : ob-, over; see OB- + serv7re, to keep, 

watch; see ser-1 in Appendix.] —ob·servùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: observe, keep, celebrate, commemorate, solemnize. These verbs are

compared as they mean to give proper heed to or show proper reverence for some-

thing, such as a rule, custom, or holiday. Observe stresses respectful adherence, as



to law or tradition, often in the form of compliance with prescribed rites: observe

the speed limit; observe the Sabbath. Keep contrasts with break and violate; it im-

plies actions such as the discharge of a duty or the fulfillment of a promise: He

said he would help, and he kept his word. Celebrate in this comparison emphasizes

observance in the form of rejoicing or festivity: We are planning a surprise party

to celebrate her birthday. To commemorate is to honor the memory of a past event;

solemnize implies dignity and gravity in the celebration of an occasion: “It [July

2, 1776] ought to be commemorated as the day of deliverance... It ought to be solem-

nized with pomp and parade... from one end of this continent to the other, from this

time forward forevermore” (John Adams). See also Synonyms at see1

ob·serv·er (Nb-zûrùvNr) n.  1. One that observes:  an observer of local customs; 

observers of religious holidays.  2. A delegate sent to observe and report on the 

proceedings of an assembly or a meeting but not vote or otherwise participate.  

3. a. A crew member on a military aircraft who makes observations.  b. A mem-

ber of an armed force who watches and reports from an observation post.  

ob·sess (Nb-sHsù, mb-) v.  ob·sessed, ob·sess·ing, ob·sess·es.  —  v.  tr. To 

preoccupy the mind of excessively.   —  v.  intr. To have the mind excessively pre-

occupied with a single emotion or topic: “She’s dead. And you’re still obsessing” 

(Scott Turow).  [Latin obsidKre, obsess-, to beset, occupy  : ob-, on; see OB- + sedKre, 

to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] —ob·sesùsor n. 

ob·ses·sion (Nb-sHshùNn, mb-) n.  1. Compulsive preoccupation with a fixed 

idea or an unwanted feeling or emotion, often accompanied by symptoms of anx-

iety.  2. A compulsive, often unreasonable idea or emotion.   —ob·sesùsion·al 
adj.  —ob·sesùsion·al·ly adv. 

ob·ses·sive (Nb-sHsùVv, mb-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, characteristic of, or causing 

an obsession:  obsessive gambling.  2. Excessive in degree or nature:  an obsessive 

need to win.   —ob·sesùsive n.  —ob·sesùsive·ly adv.  —ob·sesùsive·ness n. 

ob·ses·sive-com·pul·sive (Nb-sHsùVv-kNm-pƒlùsVv, mb-) adj.  Relating to or 

characterized by a tendency to dwell on unwanted thoughts or ideas or perform 

certain repetitious rituals, especially as a defense against anxiety from uncon-

scious conflicts:  obsessive-compulsive behavior.   —  n.  An obsessive-compulsive 

person. 

ob·sid·i·an (mb-sVdùK-Nn) n.  A usually black or banded, hard volcanic glass that 

displays shiny, curved surfaces when fractured and is formed by rapid cooling of 

lava.  [Latin obsidi7nus, misreading of obsi7nus (lapis), Obsian (stone), obsidian, 

after Obsius, a Roman who supposedly discovered it or a similar mineral.]

ob·so·lesce (mbÙsN-lHsù) v.  intr. ob·so·lesced, ob·so·lesc·ing, ob·so·lesc·es. 
To undergo the process of becoming obsolete.  [Latin obsolKscere. See OBSOLES-

CENT.]



ob·so·les·cent (mbÙsN-lHsùNnt) adj.  1. Being in the process of passing out of 

use or usefulness; becoming obsolete.  2. Biology. Gradually disappearing; imper-

fectly or only slightly developed. Used of an organ or other part of an animal or a 

plant.  [Latin obsolKscKns, obsolKscent- present participle of obsolKscere, to fall into 

disuse  : ob-, away; see OB- + solKre, to be accustomed to.] —obÙso·lesùcence n.  

—obÙso·lesùcent·ly adv. 

ob·so·lete (mbÙsN-lKtù, mbùsN-lKtÙ) adj.  1.  Abbr. obs. No longer in use:  an obso-

lete word.  See Synonyms at old.  2. Outmoded in design, style, or construction:  

an obsolete locomotive.  3. Biology. Vestigial or imperfectly developed, especially in 

comparison with other individuals or related species; not clearly marked or seen; 

indistinct. Used of an organ or other part of an animal or a plant.   —  v.  tr. 

ob·so·let·ed, ob·so·let·ing, ob·so·letes. To cause to become obsolete.  [Latin 

obsolKtus, past participle of obsolKscere, to fall into disuse. See OBSOLESCENT.] 
—obÙso·leteùly adv.  —obÙso·leteùness n.  —obùso·letÙism n. 

ob·sta·cle (mbùstN-kNl) n.  One that opposes, stands in the way of, or holds up 

progress.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin obst7culum, from 

obst7re, to hinder  : ob-, against; see OB- + st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: obstacle, obstruction, bar, barrier, block, hindrance, impediment,

snag. All of these nouns refer to something that prevents action or slows progress.

Obstacle applies to something that stands in the way and must be removed, cir-

cumvented, or surmounted: “We combat obstacles in order to get repose” (Henry

Adams). An obstruction makes passage or progress difficult: a sandbar that is an

obstruction to navigation. Bar and barrier suggest an obstruction that confines or

prevents exit or entry: “Tyranny may always enter—there is no charm, no bar

against it—the only bar against it is a large resolute breed of men” (Walt Whitman).

“Literature is my Utopia... No barrier of the senses shuts me out from the sweet, gra-

cious discourse of my book friends” (Helen Keller). Block suggests obstruction that

effectively prevents all passage: The student failed the examination because of a

mental block. Hindrance and impediment are applied to something that interferes

with or delays passage or progress: “an attachment that would be a hindrance to

him in any honorable career” (Thomas Hardy). Overcrowded prisons are an imped-

iment to the rehabilitation of criminals. A snag is an unforeseen or hidden, often

transitory obstacle: The tourist ran up against a snag in the form of a lost passport.

obstacle course (mbùstN-kNl kôrs) n.  1. A training course filled with obsta-

cles, such as ditches and walls, that must be negotiated speedily by troops under-

going training or participants in an obstacle race.  2. A situation full of obstacles 

that must be overcome. 

obstacle race (mbùstN-kNl r7s) n.  Sports. A race in which the participants are 

required to go through, under, or over a number of obstacles. 



obstet. abbr.  Obstetric; obstetrics. 

ob·stet·ric (mb-stHtùrVk, Nb-) also ob·stet·ri·cal (-rV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. OB, ob., 
Ob., obs., obstet. Of or relating to the profession of obstetrics or the care of 

women during and after pregnancy.  [Latin obstetrXcius, pertaining to a midwife, 

from obstetrXx, obstetrXc-, midwife, from obst7re, to stand opposite to  : ob-, oppo-

site to; see OB- + st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —ob·stetùri·cal·ly adv. 

ob·ste·tri·cian (mbÙstV-trVshùNn) n.  Abbr. OB, ob., Ob., obs. A physician who 

specializes in obstetrics. 

ob·stet·rics (mb-stHtùrVks, Nb-) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Abbr. OB, ob., 
Ob., obs., obstet. The branch of medicine that deals with the care of women 

during pregnancy, childbirth, and the recuperative period following delivery. 

ob·sti·na·cy (mbùstN-nN-sK) n.  pl. ob·sti·na·cies. 1. The state or quality of 

being stubborn or refractory.  2. The act or an instance of being stubborn or 

refractory. 

ob·sti·nate (mbùstN-nVt) adj.  1. Stubbornly adhering to an attitude, an opinion, 

or a course of action; obdurate.  2. Difficult to manage, control, or subdue; 

refractory.  3. Difficult to alleviate or cure:  an obstinate headache.  [Middle 

English obstinat, from Latin obstin7tus, past participle of obstin7re, to persist. See 

st7- in Appendix.] —obùsti·nate·ly adv.  —obùsti·nate·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: obstinate, stubborn, headstrong, stiff-necked, bullheaded, pighead-

ed, mulish, dogged, pertinacious. These adjectives are compared as they mean te-

naciously unwilling or marked by tenacious unwillingness to yield. Obstinate im-

plies unreasonable rigidity, as in the face of argument, persuasion, entreaty, or

attack: “Mr. Quincy labored hard with the governor to obtain his assent, but he was

obstinate” (Benjamin Franklin). Stubborn pertains to innate, often perverse reso-

luteness or unyieldingness: “She was very stubborn when her mind was made up”

(Samuel Butler). One who is headstrong is stubbornly, often recklessly willful: The

headstrong young couple entered into a marriage doomed to failure. Stiff-necked im-

plies stubbornness combined with arrogance or aloofness: The stiff-necked old

Brahmin returned to Boston. Bullheaded suggests foolish or irrational obstinacy,

and pigheaded, stupid obstinacy: Don’t be bullheaded; see a doctor. “It’s a pity pious

folks are so apt to be pigheaded” (Harriet Beecher Stowe). Mulish implies the ob-

stinacy and intractability associated with a mule: “Obstinate is no word for it, for

she is mulish” (Ouida). Dogged emphasizes stubborn perseverance: dogged persis-

tence; “two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it

from being torn asunder” (W.E.B. Du Bois). Pertinacious stresses a tenacity of pur-

pose, opinion, or course of action that is sometimes viewed as vexatious: She is

the most vocal and pertinacious of all the critics of the policy.



ob·strep·er·ous (mb-strHpùNr-Ns, Nb-) adj.  1. Noisily and stubbornly defiant.  

2. Aggressively boisterous.  [From Latin obstreperus, noisy, from obstrepere, to 

make a noise against  : ob-, against; see OB- + strepere, to make a noise (of imita-

tive origin).] —ob·strepùer·ous·ly adv.  —ob·strepùer·ous·ness n. 

ob·struct (Nb-strƒktù, mb-) v.  tr. ob·struct·ed, ob·struct·ing, ob·structs. 
1. To block or fill (a passage) with obstacles or an obstacle.  See Synonyms at 

block.  2. To impede, retard, or interfere with; hinder:  obstructed my progress.  

See Synonyms at hinder1.  3. To get in the way of so as to hide from sight.  [Latin 

obstruere, obstr7ct-  : ob-, against; see OB- + struere, to pile up; see ster-2 in 

Appendix.] —ob·structùer, ob·strucùtor n.  —ob·strucùtive adj.  

—ob·strucùtive·ly adv.  —ob·strucùtive·ness n. 

ob·struc·tion (Nb-strƒkùshNn, mb-) n.  1. One that obstructs; an obstacle.  See 

Synonyms at obstacle.  2. a. The act or an instance of obstructing.  b. The con-

dition of being obstructed.   3. The act of causing a delay or an attempt to cause a 

delay in the conduct of business, especially in a legislative body.  4. Sports. The act 

of impeding another player in a match or race. 

ob·struc·tion·ist (Nb-strƒkùshN-nVst, mb-) n.  One who systematically blocks or 

interrupts a process, especially one who attempts to impede passage of legislation 

by the use of delaying tactics, such as a filibuster.   —ob·strucùtion·ism n.  

—ob·strucÙtion·isùtic adj. 

obstruction of justice (Nb-strƒkùshNn ƒv jƒsùtVs) n.  Law. The criminal 

offense, under common law and according to the statutes of many jurisdictions, 

of obstructing the administration and due process of law: “the violations of the 

Constitution, the abuse of power, the obstruction of justice, the subversion of govern-

ment, the lies to Congress and the American people” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.). 

ob·stru·ent (mbùstru-Nnt) adj.  Obstructing or closing natural openings or 

passages of the body.   —  n.  1. An obstruent medicine or agent.  2. Linguistics. A 

sound, such as a stop, a fricative, or an affricate, that is produced with complete 

blockage or at least partial constriction of the airflow through the nose or mouth.  

[Latin obstruKns, obstruent- present participle of obstruere, to obstruct. See 

OBSTRUCT.]

ob·tain (Nb-t7nù, mb-) v.  ob·tained, ob·tain·ing, ob·tains.  —  v.  tr. To suc-

ceed in gaining possession of as the result of planning or endeavor; acquire.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To be established, accepted, or customary: “standards, proprieties that 

no longer obtain” (Meg Greenfield).  2. Archaic. To succeed.  [Middle English 

obteinen, from Old French obtenir, from Latin obtinKre : ob-, intensive pref.; see 

OB- + tenKre, to hold; see ten- in Appendix.] —ob·tainùa·ble adj.  —ob·tainùer 
n. 

ob·tect (mb-tHktù) also ob·tect·ed (-tHkùtVd) adj.  Having the wings and 

appendages enclosed or covered by a secretion that forms a hard shell or horny 

case, as the pupae of most butterflies and moths.  [Latin obtKctus, past participle 



of obtegere, to cover over  : ob-, over; see OB- + tegere, to cover; see (s)teg- in 

Appendix.]

ob·test (mb-tHstù) v.  tr. ob·test·ed, ob·test·ing, ob·tests. To supplicate; 

entreat.  [Latin obtest7rX : ob-, to; see OB- + test7rX, to call as a witness (from testis, 

witness); see trei- in Appendix.] —obÙtes·taùtion n. 

ob·trude (mb-trudù, Nb-) v.  ob·trud·ed, ob·trud·ing, ob·trudes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To impose (oneself or one’s ideas) on others with undue insistence or without 

invitation.  See Synonyms at intrude.  2. To thrust out; push forward.   —  v.  

intr. To impose oneself on others.  [Latin obtr7dere : ob-, against; see OB- + 

tr7dere, to thrust; see treud- in Appendix.] —ob·trudùer n.  —ob·truùsion (-

truùzhNn) n. 

ob·tru·sive (mb-truùsVv, -zVv, Nb-) adj.  1. Thrusting out; protruding:  an obtru-

sive rock formation.  2. Tending to push self-assertively forward; brash:  the obtru-

sive behavior of a spoiled child.  3. Undesirably noticeable:  an obtrusive scar.  

[From Latin obtr7sus, past participle of obtr7dere, to obtrude. See OBTRUDE.] 
—ob·truùsive·ly adv.  —ob·truùsive·ness n. 

ob·tund (mb-tƒndù) v.  tr. ob·tund·ed, ob·tund·ing, ob·tunds. To make less 

intense; dull or deaden.  [Middle English obtunden, from Latin obtundere : ob-, 

against; see OB- + tundere, to beat.] —ob·tundùent adj.  —ob·tunùdi·ty n. 

ob·tu·rate (mbùtN-r7tÙ, -tyN-) v.  tr. ob·tu·rat·ed, ob·tu·rat·ing, ob·tu·rates. 
To close or obstruct.  [Latin obt7r7re, obt7r7t-  : ob-, ob- + -t7r7re, to stop up; see 

teuN- in Appendix.] —obÙtu·raùtion n. 

ob·tu·ra·tor (mbùtN-r7ÙtNr, -tyN-) n.  1. An organic structure, such as the soft 

palate, that closes an opening in the body.  2. A prosthetic device serving to close 

an opening in the body. 

ob·tuse (mb-tusù, -tyusù, Nb-) adj.  ob·tus·er, ob·tus·est. 1. Lacking quick-

ness of perception or intellect.  See Synonyms at stupid.  2. a. Not sharp, 

pointed, or acute in form; blunt.  b. Botany. Having a blunt or rounded tip:  an 

obtuse leaf.   [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin obt7sus, past partici-

ple of obtundere, to blunt. See OBTUND.] —ob·tuseùly adv.  —ob·tuseùness n. 

obtuse angle (mb-tusù 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle greater than 90˚ 

and less than 180˚. 

ob·verse (mb-vûrsù, Nb-, mbùvûrsÙ) adj.  Abbr. obv. 1. Facing or turned toward 

the observer:  the obverse side of a statue.  2. Serving as a counterpart or comple-

ment.   —  n.  (mbùvûrsÙ, mb-vûrsù, Nb-) 1. The side of a coin, medal, or badge that 

bears the principal stamp or design.  2. The more conspicuous of two possible 

alternatives, cases, or sides:  the obverse of this issue.  3. Logic. The counterpart of a 

proposition obtained by exchanging the affirmative for the negative quality of the 

whole proposition and then negating the predicate:  The obverse of “Every act is 

predictable” is “No act is unpredictable.”  [Latin obversus, past participle of obvert-

ere, to turn toward. See OBVERT.] —ob·verseùly adv. 



ob·ver·sion (mb-vûrùzhNn, -shNn, Nb-) n.  1. The process of obverting or the 

condition so resulting.  2. Logic. Inference of the obverse of a proposition. 

ob·vert (mb-vûrtù, Nb-) v.  tr. ob·vert·ed, ob·vert·ing, ob·verts. 1. To turn 

(something) so as to present another side or aspect to view.  2. To alter the 

appearance of.  3. Logic. To subject (a proposition) to obversion.  [Latin obvertere, 

to turn toward  : ob-, toward; see OB- + vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.]

ob·vi·ate (mbùvK-7tÙ) v.  tr. ob·vi·at·ed, ob·vi·at·ing, ob·vi·ates. To antici-

pate and dispose of effectively; render unnecessary.  See Synonyms at prevent.  
[Latin obvi7re, obvi7t-, to hinder, from obvius, in the way. See OBVIOUS.] 
—obÙvi·aùtion n.  —obùvi·aÙtor n. 

ob·vi·ous (mbùvK-Ns) adj.  1. Easily perceived or understood; quite apparent.  

See Synonyms at apparent.  2. Easily seen through because of a lack of subtlety; 

transparent:  an obvious political ploy.  3. Archaic. Standing in the way or in front.  

[From Latin obvius, from obviam, in the way, within reach  : ob-, against; see OB- 

+ viam, accusative sing. of via, way; see wegh- in Appendix.] —obùvi·ous·ly 
adv.  —obùvi·ous·ness n. 

oc.  or Oc. abbr.  Ocean. 

o.c. abbr.  Latin. Opere citato (in the work cited). 

O.C. abbr.  1. Officer Commanding.  2. Old Catholic. 

o/c abbr.  Overcharge. 

o·ca (oùkN) n.  1. A perennial plant (Oxalis tuberosa) of the high Andes, grown 

for its edible tubers.  2. The tubers of this plant.  [Spanish, possibly from Que-

chua oqa.]

O·cal·a (o-k4lùN)  A city of north-central Florida south-southeast of Gainesville. 

It is a trade, processing, and shipping center in a citrus-growing region. Popula-

tion, 42,045. 

oc·a·ri·na (mkÙN-rKùnN) n.  Music. A small terra-cotta or plastic wind instrument 

with finger holes, a mouthpiece, and an elongated ovoid shape.  [Italian, from 

dialectal ucarenna, diminutive of Italian oca, goose (from the fact that its mouth-

piece is shaped like a goose’s beak), from Vulgar Latin *auca, from *avica, from 

Latin avis, bird. See awi- in Appendix.]

OCAS abbr.  Organization of Central American States. 

O’Ca·sey (o-k7ùsK), Sean. 1880-1964.  Irish playwright. His dramas, including 

Juno and the Paycock (1924) and The Plough and the Stars (1926), show compas-

sion for the poor and concern over Irish political issues. 

occ. abbr.  1. Occident; occidental.  2. Occupation. 

Oc·cam (mkùNm), William of.  See William of Ockham. 
Oc·cam’s razor (mkùNmz r7ùzNr) n.  Variant of Ockham’s razor. 
occas. abbr.  Occasional; occasionally. 

oc·ca·sion (N-k7ùzhNn) n.  1. a. An event or a happening; an incident.  b. The 

time at which an event occurs.   2. A significant event.  3. A favorable or appro-



priate time or juncture; an opportunity.  See Synonyms at opportunity.  
4. Something that brings on or precipitates an action, a condition, or an event, 

especially the immediate cause.  See Synonyms at cause.  5. Something that pro-

vides a reason or justification; a ground.  6. A need created by a particular cir-

cumstance: “He must buy what he has little occasion for” (Laurence Sterne).  7. A 

large or important social gathering.  8. occasions. Archaic. Personal require-

ments or necessities.   —  v.  tr. oc·ca·sioned, oc·ca·sion·ing, oc·ca·sions. To 

provide occasion for; cause: “The year’s annual reports occasion an especially 

revealing glimpse of how corporations lend... embellishment to the stark numbers of 

the comptroller’s office” (Mark Muro).   —idiom. on occasion. From time to 

time; now and then.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin occ7sio, 

occ7sion-, from occ7sus, past participle of occidere, to fall  : ob-, down; see OB- + 

cadere, to fall; see kad- in Appendix.]

oc·ca·sion·al (N-k7ùzhN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. occas. 1. a. Occurring from time to 

time.  See Synonyms at periodic.  b. Not habitual; infrequent:  took an occasional 

glass of wine.   2. Created for a special occasion:  occasional verse.  3. Intended for 

use as the occasion requires:  an occasional chair.  4. Acting as a cause.  5. Acting 

in a specified capacity from time to time:  an occasional hunter. 

oc·ca·sion·al·ly (N-k7ùzhN-nN-lK) adv.  Abbr. occas. Now and then; from time 

to time. 

oc·ci·dent (mkùsV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) n.  Abbr. occ. 1. Western lands or regions; the 

west.  2. Occident. The countries of Europe and the Western Hemisphere.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin occidKns, occident- from present 

participle of occidere, to set (used of the sun). See OCCASION.]

oc·ci·den·tal  or Oc·ci·den·tal (mkÙsV-dHnùtl) adj.  Abbr. occ. Of or relating to 

the countries of the Occident or their peoples or cultures; western.   —  n.  A 

native or inhabitant of an Occidental country; a westerner. 

Oc·ci·den·tal·ism (mkÙsV-dHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  The characteristic traits or customs 

of Occidental peoples. 

oc·ci·den·tal·ize  or Oc·ci·den·tal·ize (mkÙsV-dHnùtl-XzÙ) v.  tr. 

oc·ci·den·tal·ized, oc·ci·den·tal·iz·ing, oc·ci·den·tal·iz·es. To make Occi-

dental in character, outlook, or way of life.   —ocÙci·denÙtal·i·zaùtion (-V-
z7ùshNn) n. 

oc·cip·i·ta (mk-sVpùV-tN) n.  A plural of occiput. 
oc·cip·i·tal (mk-sVpùV-tl) adj.  Of or relating to the occiput or to the occipital 

bone:  an occipital fracture.   —  n.  The occipital bone.   —oc·cipùi·tal·ly adv. 

occipital bone (mk-sVpùV-tl bon) n.  A curved, trapezoid compound bone that 

forms the lower posterior part of the skull; the occipital. 

occipital lobe (mk-sVpùV-tl lob) n.  The posterior lobe of each cerebral hemi-

sphere, having the shape of a three-sided pyramid and containing the visual cen-

ter of the brain. 



oc·ci·put (mkùsN-pƒtÙ, -pNt) n.  pl. oc·cip·i·ta (mk-sVpùV-tN)  or oc·ci·puts. The 

back part of the head or skull.  [Middle English, from Latin occiput, occipit-  : ob-, 

against; see OB- + caput, head; see kaput- in Appendix.]

Oc·cleve (mkùlKvÙ), Thomas.  See Thomas Hoccleve. 
oc·clude (N-kludù) v.  oc·clud·ed, oc·clud·ing, oc·cludes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to become closed; obstruct:  occlude an artery.  2. To prevent the passage of:  

occlude light; occlude the flow of blood.  3. Chemistry. To absorb or adsorb and 

retain (a substance).  4. Meteorology. To force (air) upward from Earth’s surface, 

as when a cold front overtakes and undercuts a warm front.  5. Dentistry. To 

bring together (the upper and lower teeth) in proper alignment for chewing.   —  
v.  intr. Dentistry. To close so that the cusps fit together. Used of the teeth of the 

upper and lower jaws.  [Latin occl7dere : ob-, intensive pref.; see OB- + claudere, to 

close.] —oc·cludùent adj. 

oc·clud·ed front (N-kluùdVd frƒnt) n.  Meteorology. The front formed when a 

cold front occludes a warm front. 

oc·clu·sal (N-kluùzNl, -sNl) adj.  Of or relating to occlusions of the teeth, espe-

cially the chewing or biting surfaces:  occlusal wear. 

oc·clu·sion (N-kluùzhNn) n.  1. a. The process of occluding.  b. Something 

that occludes.   2. Medicine. An obstruction or a closure of a passageway or vessel.  

3. Dentistry. The alignment of the teeth of the upper and lower jaws when 

brought together.  4. Meteorology. a. The process of occluding air masses.  b. An 

occluded front.   5. Linguistics. Closure at some point in the vocal tract that 

blocks the flow of air in the production of an oral or a nasal stop.  [From Latin 

occl7sus, past participle of occl7dere, to occlude. See OCCLUDE.]

oc·clu·sive (N-kluùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Occluding or tending to occlude.   —  n.  Lin-

guistics. An oral or a nasal stop. 

oc·cult (N-kƒltù, mkùƒltÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or dealing with supernatural 

influences, agencies, or phenomena.  2. Beyond the realm of human comprehen-

sion; inscrutable.  3. Available only to the initiate; secret:  occult lore.  See Syn-

onyms at mysterious.  4. Hidden from view; concealed.  5. a. Medicine. 

Detectable only by microscopic examination or chemical analysis, as a minute 

blood sample.  b. Not accompanied by readily detectable signs or symptoms:  

occult carcinoma.    —  n.  Occult practices or techniques:  a student of the occult.   
—  v.  oc·cult·ed, oc·cult·ing, oc·cults (N-kƒltù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To conceal or 

cause to disappear from view.  2. Astronomy. To conceal by occultation:  The 

moon occulted Mars.   —  v.  intr. To become concealed or extinguished at regular 

intervals:  a lighthouse beacon that occults every 45 seconds.  [Latin occultus, secret, 

past participle of occulere, to cover over. See kel-1 in Appendix.] —oc·cultùly 
adv.  —oc·cultùness n. 

oc·cul·ta·tion (mkÙƒl-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of occulting or the state of being 

occulted.  2. Astronomy. a. The passage of a celestial body across a line between 



an observer and another celestial object, as when the moon moves between the 

earth and the sun in a solar eclipse.  b. The progressive blocking of light, radio 

waves, or other radiation from a celestial source during such a passage.  c. An 

observational technique for determining the position or radiant structure of a 

celestial source so occulted:  a lunar occultation of a quasar.   [Middle English 

occultacion, from Latin occult7tio, occult7tion-, from occult7tus, past participle of 

occult7re frequentative of occulere, to conceal. See OCCULT.]

oc·cult·ism (N-kƒlùtVzÙNm, mkùƒl-) n.  1. The study of the supernatural.  2. A 

belief in occult powers and the possibility of bringing them under human con-

trol.   —oc·cultùist n. 

oc·cu·pan·cy (mkùyN-pNn-sK) n.  pl. oc·cu·pan·cies. 1. a. The act of occupying 

or the condition of being occupied.  b. The state of being an occupant or a ten-

ant.   2. a. The period during which one owns, rents, or uses certain premises or 

land.  b. The use to which something occupied is put:  a building for commercial 

occupancy.   3. Law. The act of taking possession of previously unowned property 

with the intent of obtaining the right to own it. 

oc·cu·pant (mkùyN-pNnt) n.  1. One that occupies a position or place:  the occu-

pant of the honorary professorial chair; the occupants of a beehive.  2. One who has 

certain legal rights to or control over the premises occupied; a tenant or an owner.  

3. Law. One that is the first to take possession of something previously unowned. 

oc·cu·pa·tion (mkÙyN-p7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. occ. 1. a. An activity that serves as 

one’s regular source of livelihood; a vocation.  b. An activity engaged in especially 

as a means of passing time; an avocation.   2. a. The act or process of holding or 

possessing a place.  b. The state of being held or possessed.   3. a. Invasion, con-

quest, and control of a nation or territory by foreign armed forces.  b. The mili-

tary government exercising control over an occupied nation or territory.   [Middle 

English occupacioun, from Old French occupacion, from Latin occup7tio, 

occup7tion-, from occup7tus, past participle of occup7re, to occupy. See OCCUPY.]

oc·cu·pa·tion·al (mkÙyN-p7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or caused by engage-

ment in a particular occupation:  occupational hazards.   —ocÙcu·paùtion·al·ly 
adv. 

occupational disease (mkÙyN-p7ùshN-nNl dV-zKzù) n.  A disease, such as byssi-

nosis or black lung, resulting from the conditions of a person’s work, trade, or 

occupation. 

occupational medicine (mkÙyN-p7ùshN-nNl mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of 

medicine that deals with the prevention and treatment of diseases and injuries 

occurring at work or in specific occupations. 

occupational therapy (mkÙyN-p7ùshN-nNl thHrùN-pK) n.  Abbr. OT The use of 

productive or creative activity in the treatment or rehabilitation of physically or 

emotionally disabled people.   —occupational therapist n. 



oc·cu·py (mkùyN-pXÙ) v.  tr. oc·cu·pied, oc·cu·py·ing, oc·cu·pies. 1. To fill up 

(time or space):  a lecture that occupied three hours.  2. To dwell or reside in.  3. To 

hold or fill (an office or a position).  4. To seize possession of and maintain con-

trol over by or as if by conquest.  5. To engage, employ, or busy (oneself):  occu-

pied himself with sculpting.  [Middle English occupien, alteration of Old French 

occuper, from Latin occup7re, to seize  : ob-, intensive pref.; see OB- + capere, to 

take; see kap- in Appendix.] —ocùcu·piÙer n. 

oc·cur (N-kûrù) v.  intr. oc·curred, oc·cur·ring, oc·curs. 1. To take place; come 

about.  See Synonyms at happen.  2. To be found to exist or appear:  Heavy rains 

occur during a summer monsoon.  3. To come to mind:  The idea never occurred to 

me.  [Latin occurrere : ob-, toward; see OB- + currere, to run; see kers- in Appen-

dix.]

oc·cur·rence (N-kûrùNns) n.  1. The act or an instance of occurring.  

2. Something that takes place.   —oc·curùrent adj.  

SYNONYMS: occurrence, happening, event, incident, episode, circumstance.

These nouns all refer to something that takes place or comes to pass. Occurrence

and happening are the most general: an everyday occurrence; a happening of no

great importance. Event usually signifies a notable occurrence: The events of the

day are reported on the evening news. “Great events make me quiet and calm; it is

only trifles that irritate my nerves” (Victoria). Incident may apply to a minor oc-

currence: Errors are inescapable incidents in the course of scientific research. The

term may also refer to a distinct event of sharp identity and significance: His debut

at Carnegie Hall was the first of a succession of exciting incidents in his life. An ep-

isode is an incident in the course of a progression or within a larger sequence:

“Happiness was but the occasional episode in a general drama of pain” (Thomas

Hardy). Circumstance in this comparison denotes a particular incident or occur-

rence: “What schoolboy of fourteen is ignorant of this remarkable circumstance?”

(Macaulay).

o·cean (oùshNn) n.  1.  Abbr. oc. The entire body of salt water that covers more 

than 70 percent of the earth’s surface.  2.  Often Ocean. Abbr. O, O., Oc. Any of 

the principal divisions of the ocean, including the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian 

oceans, their southern extensions in Antarctica, and the Arctic Ocean.  3. A great 

expanse or amount: “that ocean of land which is Russia” (Henry A. Kissinger).  

[Middle English occean, from Old French, from Latin oceanus, from Greek 

„keanos, the god Oceanus, a great river encircling the earth.]

o·cean·ar·i·um (oÙshN-nârùK-Nm) n.  pl. o·cean·ar·i·ums or o·cean·ar·i·a (-

K-N). A large aquarium for the study or display of marine life. 

o·cea·naut (oùshN-nôtÙ, -nmtÙ) n.  See aquanaut. 



o·cean·front (oùshNn-frƒntÙ) n.  Land bordering an ocean:  Condominiums 

crowd the oceanfront.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

oceanfront cottages; oceanfront promenades. 

o·cean·go·ing (oùshNn-goÙVng) adj.  Made or used for ocean voyages. 

O·ce·an·i·a (oÙshK-4nùK-N, -7ùnK-N, -äùnK-N)  The islands of the southern, west-

ern, and central Pacific Ocean, including Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia. 

The term is sometimes extended to encompass Australia, New Zealand, and the 

Malay Archipelago.   —OÙce·anùi·an adj.  & n. 

o·ce·an·ic (oÙshK-4nùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the ocean: “Like many oceanic 

islands, Bermuda was originally free of all mammals except the bat” (Dwight Hol-

ing).  2. Produced by or living in an ocean, especially in the open sea rather than 

in shallow coastal waters.  3. Resembling an ocean in expanse; vast:  oceanic 

steppes. 

O·ce·a·nid (o-sKùN-nVd) n.  pl. O·ce·an·i·des (oÙsK-4nùV-dKzÙ). Greek Mythology. 

Any of the ocean nymphs believed to be the daughters of Oceanus and Tethys.  

[Greek okeanis, okeanid-, from „keanos, Oceanus.]

o·cean·og·ra·phy (oÙshN-nmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. oceanog. The exploration and 

scientific study of the ocean and its phenomena.  Also called oceanology  
—oÙcean·ogùra·pher n.  —oÙcean·o·graphùic (oÙshN-nN-gr4fùVk), 
oÙcean·o·graphùi·cal adj.  —oÙcean·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

o·cean·ol·o·gy (oÙshN-nmlùN-jK) n.  See oceanography.  —oÙcean·o·logùic 
(oÙshN-nN-lmjùVk), oÙcean·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —oÙcean·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—oÙcean·olùo·gist n. 

ocean perch (oùshNn pûrch) n.  See rosefish. 
O·cean·side (oùshNn-sXdÙ)  1. A city of southern California north-northwest of 

San Diego. It is a seaside resort and trade center for nearby Camp Pendleton, a 

U.S. Marine Corps base. Population, 128,398.  2. An unincorporated community 

of southeast New York on the southern shore of Long Island. Oceanside is a resi-

dential and resort town. Population, 32,423. 

ocean sunfish (oùshNn sƒnùfVshÙ) n.  A marine fish (Mola mola) with a large 

globular body, found in warm and temperate seas.  Also called mola2 

O·ce·a·nus (o-sKùN-nNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A Titan god of the outer sea encir-

cling the earth and the father of the Oceanides and the river gods. 

oc·el·lat·ed (msùN-l7ÙtVd, oùsN-, o-sHlù7Ù-) also oc·el·late (-l7tÙ) adj.  1. Having 

an ocellus or ocelli.  2. Resembling an ocellus.  3. Having spots.  [Latin ocell7tus, 

having little eyes, from ocellus, diminutive of oculus, eye. See OCELLUS.] 
—ocÙel·laùtion n. 

o·cel·lus (o-sHlùNs) n.  pl. o·cel·li (o-sHlùXÙ). 1. A small simple eye, found in 

many invertebrates, usually consisting of a few sensory cells and a single lens.  

2. A marking that resembles an eye, as on the tail feathers of a male peacock; an 



eyespot.  [Latin, diminutive of oculus, eye. See okw- in Appendix.] —o·celùlar 
(o-sHlùNr) adj. 

oc·e·lot (msùN-lmtÙ, oùsN-) n.  A nocturnal wildcat (Felis pardalis or Leopardus 

pardalis) of the brush and forests of the southwest United States and Central and 

South America, having a grayish or yellow coat with black spots.  [French, from 

Nahuatl ocelotl.]

o·cher  or o·chre (oùkNr) n.  1. Any of several earthy mineral oxides of iron 

occurring in yellow, brown, or red and used as pigments.  2. Color. A moderate 

orange yellow, from moderate or deep orange to moderate or strong yellow.  

[Middle English oker, from Old French ocre, from Late Latin ocra, from Latin 

ochra, from Greek okhra, from okhros, pale yellow.] —oùcher·ous, oùcher·y 

(oùkrK)  adj. 

och·loc·ra·cy (mk-lmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. och·loc·ra·cies. Government by the 

masses; mob rule.  [French ochlocratie, from Greek okhlokratia : okhlos, mob; see 

wegh- in Appendix + -kratia, -cracy.] —ochùlo·cratÙ (mkùlN-kr4tÙ) n.  

—ochÙlo·cratùic, ochÙlo·cratùi·cal adj.  —ochÙlo·cratùi·cal·ly adv. 

och·lo·pho·bi·a (mkÙlN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal fear of crowds.  [Greek okh-

los, crowd; see wegh- in Appendix + -PHOBIA.] —ochÙlo·phoùbic adj.  & n. 

O·cho·a (o-choùN), Severo. 1905-1993.  Spanish-born American biochemist. 

He shared a 1959 Nobel Prize for work on the biological synthesis of nucleic 

acids. 

o·chre (oùkNr) n.  Variant of ocher. 
Ochs (mks), Adolph Simon. 1858-1935.  American newspaper publisher who 

published the New York Times (1896-1935) and directed the Associated Press 

(1900-1935). 

Ock·ham also Oc·cam (mkùNm), William of. 1285?-1349?.  English scholastic 

philosopher who rejected the reality of universal concepts. 

Ock·ham’s razor also Oc·cam’s razor (mkùNmz r7ùzNr) n.  A rule in science 

and philosophy stating that entities should not be multiplied needlessly. This rule 

is interpreted to mean that the simplest of two or more competing theories is 

preferable and that an explanation for unknown phenomena should first be 

attempted in terms of what is already known.  Also called law of parsimony [After 

William of OCKHAM.]

o’clock (N-klmkù) adv.  1. Of or according to the clock:  three o’clock.  

2. According to an imaginary clock dial with the observer at the center and 12 

o’clock considered as straight ahead in horizontal position or straight up in verti-

cal position. Used to indicate relative position:  enemy planes at 10 o’clock.  [Short 

for of the clock.]

Oc·mul·gee (ok-mƒlùgK)  A river, about 410 km (255 mi) long, of Georgia ris-

ing near Atlanta and flowing southeast to join the Oconee River and form the 

Altahama River. 



O·co·nee (N-koùnK)  A river rising in the Blue Ridge of northern Georgia and 

flowing about 454 km (282 mi) generally south to join the Ocmulgee River and 

form the Altahama River. 

O’Con·nor (o-kmnùNr), Flannery. 1925-1964.  American writer whose novels, 

including Wise Blood (1952) and The Violent Bear It Away (1960), and short sto-

ries, collected in such works as A Good Man is Hard to Find (1955), are noted for 

their explorations of religious faith and spare literary style. 

O’Con·nor (o-kmnùNr), Sandra Day. Born 1930.  American jurist. In 1981 she 

was appointed the first woman associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court. 

O’Con·nor (o-kmnùNr), Thomas Power. Known as “Tay Pay.” 1848-1929.  Irish 

journalist and politician who entered Parliament in 1880 and served for 49 years, 

leading to his nickname “the Father of the House of Commons.” 

o·co·til·lo (oÙkN-tKùyo) n.  pl. o·co·til·los. A cactuslike tree (Fouquieria splen-

dens) of Mexico and the southwest United States, having clusters of scarlet tubu-

lar flowers.  [American Spanish, diminutive of ocote, a Mexican pine, from 

Nahuatl ocotl, pitch pine.]

OCR abbr.  Computer Science. 1. Optical character reader.  2. Optical character 

recognition. 

oc·re·a (mkùrK-N) n.  pl. oc·re·ae (-rK-KÙ). Botany. A sheath formed at the node of 

a stem by the fusion of two stipules, as in the rhubarb plant.  [Latin, greave.]

OCS abbr.  Officer Candidate School. 

oct. abbr.  Printing. Octavo. 

Oct.  or Oct abbr.  October. 

oct-  or octa- pref.  Variants of octo-. 
oc·tad (mkùt4dÙ) n.  A group or sequence of eight.  [Greek oktas, oktad-, from 

okto, eight. See okto(u) in Appendix.] —oc·tadùic adj. 

oc·ta·gon (mkùtN-gmnÙ) n.  A polygon with eight sides and eight angles. 

oc·tag·o·nal (mk-t4gùN-nNl) adj.  Having eight sides and eight angles.   
—oc·tagùo·nal·ly adv. 

oc·ta·he·dra (okÙtN-hKùdrN) n.  A plural of octahedron. 
oc·ta·he·dral (mkÙtN-hKùdrNl) adj.  Having eight plane surfaces.   
—ocÙta·heùdral·ly adv. 

oc·ta·he·dron (mkÙtN-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. oc·ta·he·drons or oc·ta·he·dra (-drN). 
A polyhedron with eight plane surfaces. 

oc·tal (mkùtNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or based on the number eight:  an octal num-

ber system. 

oc·tam·e·ter (mk-t4mùV-tNr) also oc·tom·e·ter (-tmmù-) n.  A line of verse con-

sisting of eight metrical feet. 

oc·tan·dri·ous (mk-t4nùdrK-Ns) adj.  Botany. Having eight stamens. 



oc·tane (mkùt7nÙ) n.  1. Any of various isomeric paraffin hydrocarbons with the 

formula C8H18, found in petroleum and used as a fuel and solvent.  2. An octane 

number. 

octane number (mkùt7nÙ nƒmùbNr) n.  A numerical representation of the 

antiknock properties of motor fuel, compared with a standard reference fuel, 

such as isooctane, which has an octane number of 100.  Also called octane rating 

Oc·tans (mkùt4nzÙ) n.  The constellation that includes the southern celestial pole.  

[Latin, half quadrant, from octo, eight. See okto(u) in Appendix.]

oc·tant (mkùtNnt) n.  1. One eighth of a circle.  2. a. A 45˚ arc.  b. The area 

enclosed by two radii at a 45˚ angle and the intersected arc.   3. An instrument 

based on the principle of the sextant but employing only a 45˚ angle, used as an 

aid in navigation.  4. Astronomy. The position of a celestial body when it is sepa-

rated from another by a 45˚ angle.  5. One of eight parts into which three-dimen-

sional space is divided by three usually perpendicular coordinate planes.  [Latin 

oct7ns, octant-, from octo, eight. See okto(u) in Appendix.] —oc·tanùtal (mk-

t4nùtNl) adj. 

oc·ta·pep·tide (mkÙtN-pHpùtXd) n.  A polypeptide, such as angiotensin, that is 

composed of eight amino acids. 

oc·tave (mkùtVv, -t7vÙ) n.  1. Music. a. The interval of eight diatonic degrees 

between two tones, one of which has twice as many vibrations per second as the 

other.  b. A tone that is eight full tones above or below another given tone.  

c. Two tones eight diatonic degrees apart that are sounded together.  d. The con-

sonance that results when two tones eight diatonic degrees apart are sounded.  

e. A series of tones included within this interval or the keys of an instrument that 

produce such a series.  f. An organ stop that produces tones an octave above those 

usually produced by the keys played.  g. The interval between any two frequen-

cies having a ratio of 2 to 1.   2. Ecclesiastical. a. The eighth day after a feast day, 

counting the feast day as one.  b. The entire period between a feast day and the 

eighth day following it.   3. A group or series of eight.  4. a. A group of eight lines 

of poetry, especially the first eight lines of a Petrarchan sonnet.  Also called octet 

b. A poem or stanza containing eight lines.   5. Sports. A rotating parry in fenc-

ing.  [Middle English, eighth day after a feast day, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin oct7va (diKs), from Latin, feminine of oct7vus, eighth, from octo, eight. 

See okto(u) in Appendix.] —oc·taùval (mk-t7ùvNl, mkùtN-vNl) adj. 

Oc·ta·vi·an (mk-t7ùvK-Nn)  See Augustus. 
oc·ta·vo (mk-t7ùvo, -täù-) n.  pl. oc·ta·vos. Abbr. o, O, O., oct. Printing. 1. The 

page size, from 5 by 8 inches to 6 by 92 inches, of a book composed of printer’s 

sheets folded into eight leaves.  2. A book composed of octavo pages.  Also called 

eightvo [Medieval Latin (in) oct7vo, (in) an eighth, from Latin, ablative sing. of 

oct7vus, eighth, from octo, eight. See okto(u) in Appendix.]



oc·tet (mk-tHtù) n.  1. Music. a. A composition written for eight voices or eight 

instruments.  b. A group of eight singers or eight instrumentalists.   2. A group of 

eight: “A train of heavy wagons rumbled north on the Winnipeg Trail, drawn by 

octets of oxen, the drovers walking alongside” (Garrison Keillor).  3.  See octave 
(n., sense 4a).  4. A set of eight valence electrons in an atom or ion, forming a sta-

ble configuration.  [Alteration (influenced by OCTO-, and DUET ), of Italian ottetto, 

from otto, eight, from Latin octo. See okto(u) in Appendix.]

oc·til·lion (mk-tVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1027.  2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. The cardinal number equal to 1048.  [OCT(O)- + (M)ILLION.] —oc·tilùlion adj. 

oc·til·lionth (mk-tVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number that matches the number 

octillion in a series.  2. One of an octillion equal parts.   —oc·tilùlionth adv.  & 

adj. 

octo-  or octa-  or oct- pref.  Eight:  octane.  [Greek okta-, okto- (from okto), 

Latin octo- (from octo); see okto(u) in Appendix.]

Oc·to·ber (mk-toùbNr) n.  1.  Abbr. Oct., Oct The tenth month of the year in the 

Gregorian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  2. Chiefly British. Ale brewed in 

October.  [Middle English Octobre, from Old French, and from Old English Octo-

ber both from Latin October, eighth month, from octo, eight. See okto(u) in 

Appendix.]

oc·to·dec·i·mo (mkÙtN-dHsùN-moÙ) n.  pl. oc·to·dec·i·mos. Printing. 1. The 

page size, 4 by 62 inches, of a book composed of printer’s sheets folded into 18 

leaves or 36 pages.  2. A book composed of octodecimo pages.  Also called eigh-

teenmo [Late Latin (in) octodecimo, (in) an eighteenth, ablative sing. of octodeci-

mus, eighteenth, from Latin octodecim, eighteen  : octo, eight; see okto(u) in 

Appendix + decem, ten; see dekc in Appendix.]

oc·to·ge·nar·i·an (mkÙtN-jN-nârùK-Nn) adj.  Being between 80 and 90 years of 

age.   —  n.  A person between 80 and 90 years of age.  [From French octogénaire, 

from Latin octogKn7rius, containing eighty, from octogKnX, eighty each, from 

octogint7, eighty  : octo, eight; see okto(u) in Appendix + -gint7, ten times; see 

dekc in Appendix.]

oc·to·nar·y (mkùtN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to the number eight.  

2. Consisting of eight members or of groups containing eight.   —  n.  pl. 

oc·to·nar·ies. A group or set of eight.  [Latin octon7rius, containing eight, from 

octonX, eight each, from octo, eight. See okto(u) in Appendix.]

oc·to·pi (mkùtN-pXÙ) n.  A plural of octopus. 
oc·to·ploid (mkùtN-ploidÙ) adj.  Having eight haploid sets of chromosomes in a 

body cell.   —  n.  An octoploid organism. 

oc·to·pod (mkùtN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various cephalopod mollusks of the order 

Octopoda, such as an octopus, having eight tentacles.  [From New Latin Octo-

poda, order name, from Greek oktopoda, neuter pl. of oktopous, octopus. See 

OCTOPUS.] —ocùto·podÙ, ocÙto·podùous adj. 



oc·to·pus (mkùtN-pNs) n.  pl. oc·to·pus·es or oc·to·pi (-pXÙ). 1. Any of numer-

ous carnivorous marine mollusks of the genus Octopus or related genera, found 

worldwide. The octopus has a rounded soft body, eight tentacles with each bear-

ing two rows of suckers, a large distinct head, and a strong beaklike mouth.  Also 

called devilfish 2. Something, such as a multinational corporation, that has many 

powerful, centrally controlled branches.  [New Latin Octopus, genus name, from 

Greek oktopous, eight-footed  : okto, eight; see okto(u) in Appendix + pous, foot; 

see ped- in Appendix.]

oc·to·roon (mkÙtN-runù) n.  A person whose ancestry is one-eighth Black.  

[OCTO- + (QUAD)ROON.]

oc·to·syl·la·ble (mkùtN-sVlÙN-bNl) n.  1.  Also oc·to·syl·lab·ic (mkÙto-sV-l4bùVk). 
a. A line of verse containing eight syllables.  b. A poem having eight syllables in 

each line.   2. A word of eight syllables.   —ocÙto·syl·labùic adj. 

oc·tu·ple (mkùtN-pNl, -tuùpNl, -tyuù-) adj.  1. Having eight parts, members, or 

copies.  2. Multiplied by eight; eightfold.   —  n.  A quantity eight times as great 

as another.   —  v.  tr. oc·tu·pled, oc·tu·pling, oc·tu·ples. To multiply by eight.  

[Latin octuplus : octo-, octo- + -plus, fold; see pel-2 in Appendix.]

oc·u·lar (mkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to the eye:  ocular exercises; ocular 

muscles.  b. Resembling the eye in form or function:  ocular spots; an ocular organ.   

2. Of or relating to the sense of sight:  an ocular aberration.  3. Seen by the eye; 

visual:  ocular proof.   —  n.  The eyepiece of an optical instrument.  [Late Latin 

ocul7ris, from Latin oculus, eye. See okw- in Appendix.]

oc·u·list (mkùyN-lVst) n.  1. A physician who treats diseases of the eyes; an oph-

thalmologist.  2. An optometrist.  [From Latin oculus, eye. See okw- in Appen-

dix.]

oc·u·lo·gy·ric (mkÙyN-lo-jXùrVk) adj.  Of or relating to the turning of the eyeballs 

in the sockets.  [Latin oculus, eye; see OCULIST + GYR(O)- + -IC.]

oculogyric crisis (mkÙyN-lo-jXùrVk krXùsVs) n.  A spasmodic movement of the 

eyeballs into a fixed position, usually upward, that persists for several minutes or 

hours. 

oc·u·lo·mo·tor (mkÙyN-lo-moùtNr) adj.  1. Of or relating to movements of the 

eyeball:  an oculomotor muscle.  2. Of or relating to the oculomotor nerve.  [Latin 

oculus, eye; see okw- in Appendix + MOTOR.]

oculomotor nerve (mkÙyN-lo-moùtNr nûrv) n.  Either of the third pair of cra-

nial nerves, which originate in the mesencephalon and control most of the mus-

cles that move the eyeballs. 

Od  or Odd (md) interj.  Archaic. Used as a mild oath.  [Alteration of GOD.]

OD (oùdKù) Slang. n.  1. a. An overdose of a drug.  b. An overdose of a substance 

or thing.   2. One who has taken an overdose.   —  v.  intr. OD’d, OD’ing, OD’s. 
To overdose:  OD’d on chocolate cake.  [O(VER)D(OSE).]



o.d. abbr.  1. Latin. Oculus dexter (right eye).  2. Olive drab.  3. On demand.  

4. Outside diameter. 

O.D. abbr.  1. Doctor of Optometry.  2. Officer of the day.  3.  Also o/d. Over-

draft.  4. Overdrawn. 

o·da·lisque also o·da·lisk (oùdN-lVskÙ) n.  A concubine or woman slave in a 

harem.  [French, from Turkish odalik, chambermaid  : odah, room + -lik, suff. 

expressing function.]

odd (md) adj.  odd·er, odd·est. 1. Deviating from what is ordinary, usual, or 

expected; strange or peculiar:  an odd name; odd behavior.  See Synonyms at 

strange.  2. Being in excess of the indicated or approximate number, extent, or 

degree. Often used in combination:  invited 30-odd guests.  3. a. Constituting a 

remainder:  had some odd dollars left over.  b. Small in amount:  jingled the odd 

change in his pockets.   4. a. Being one of an incomplete pair or set:  an odd shoe.  

b. Remaining after others have been paired or grouped.   5. Mathematics. Desig-

nating an integer not divisible by two, such as 1, 3, and 5.  6. Not expected, regu-

lar, or planned:  called at odd intervals.  7. Remote; out-of-the-way:  found the 

antique shop in an odd corner of town.   —  n.  1. Something odd.  2. Sports. a. In 

the United States, a golf score one stroke higher than the score of one’s opponent.  

b. In Great Britain, a golfing handicap of one stroke given to a superior player or 

an advantage of one stroke taken away from an inferior player’s score in order to 

equalize the chances of winning.   [Middle English odde, from Old Norse oddi, 

point of land, triangle, odd number.] —oddùly adv.  —oddùness n. 

Odd (md) interj.  Variant of Od. 
odd·ball (mdùbôlÙ) n.  Informal. A person regarded as eccentric. 

Odd Fellow (md fHlùo) n.  A member of the Independent Order of Odd Fel-

lows, a fraternal and benevolent secret society. 

odd·ish (mdùVsh) adj.  Somewhat odd. 

odd·i·ty (mdùV-tK) n.  pl. odd·i·ties. 1. One that is odd.  2. The state or quality 

of being odd; strangeness. 

odd job (md jmb) n.  Any of various nonspecialized, unrelated jobs, usually 

domestic, unskilled, or menial. 

odd·job·ber also odd-job·ber (mdùjmbÙNr) n.  One who performs casual and 

occasional work, especially unskilled or domestic jobs, for a living. 

odd lot (md lmt) n.  A quantity that differs from a standard trading unit, espe-

cially an amount of stock of fewer than 100 shares.   —oddù-lotù (mdùlmtù) adj. 

odd man out (md m4n out) n.  pl. odd men out. One who, because of 

strangeness of behavior or belief, stands alone in or out from a group. 

odd·ment (mdùmNnt) n.  1. a. Something left over.  b. oddments. Odds and 

ends.   2. An oddity. 

odd-pin·nate (mdùpVnù7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Pinnately compound with a single ter-

minal leaflet, as in the leaves of the rose plant.   —oddù-pinùnateÙly adv. 



odds (mdz) pl.n.  1. A certain number of points given beforehand to a weaker 

side in a contest to equalize the chances of all participants.  See Synonyms at 

advantage.  2. a. The ratio of the probability of an event’s occurring to the 

probability of its not occurring.  b. The likelihood of the occurrence of one thing 

rather than the occurrence of another thing, as in a contest:  The odds are that she 

will get the nomination on the first ballot.   3. Games. A ratio expressing the 

amount by which the stake of one bettor differs from that of an opposing bettor.  

4. An amount or a degree by which one thing exceeds or falls short of another:  

won the contest by considerable odds.   —idioms. at odds. In disagreement; in 

conflict: “The artist and the self-critic... are, with a few felicitous exceptions, forever 

at odds” (Joyce Carol Oates).  by all odds. In every possible way; unquestion-

ably:  By all odds it is the best film of the year.  [Pl. of ODD.]

odds and ends (mdz Nnd Hndz) pl.n.  Miscellaneous items, remnants, or 

pieces. 

odds·mak·er (mdzùm7ÙkNr) n.  Games. One who calculates and sets betting 

odds based on the prediction of the result of a contest such as a horserace or an 

election. 

odds-on (mdzùmnù, -ônù) adj.  Informal. More likely than others to win; having a 

good chance of success: “I was the odds-on favorite to become the next president of 

the Ford Motor Company” (Lee Iacocca). 

ode (od) n.  1. A lyric poem of some length, usually of a serious or meditative 

nature and having an elevated style and formal stanzaic structure.  2. a. A choric 

song of classical Greece, often accompanied by a dance and performed at a public 

festival or as part of a drama.  b. A classical Greek poem modeled on the choric 

ode and usually having a three-part structure consisting of a strophe, an antistro-

phe, and an epode.   [French, choric song, from Old French, from Late Latin odK, 

oda, from Greek aoidK, oidK, song. See wed-2 in Appendix.] —odùic (oùdVk) adj. 

-ode suff.  1. Way; path:  electrode.  2. Electrode:  dynode.  [Greek -odos, from 

hodos.]

o·de·a (o-dKùN, oùdK-N) n.  Plural of odeum. 
O·den·se (odùn-sN, udù-)  A city of southern Denmark on Fyn Island near the 

Odense Fjord, an arm of the Kattegat. Founded in the tenth century, Odense is 

the birthplace of Hans Christian Andersen. Population, 170,961. 

O·der (oùdNr)  A river of central Europe flowing about 904 km (562 mi) from 

northeast Czech Republilc through Poland and Germany to the Baltic Sea. It is a 

major waterway of Eastern Europe. 

O·des·sa (o-dHsùN)  1.  (also N-dyHùsN) A city of southern Ukraine on Odessa 
Bay, an arm of the Black Sea. Said to occupy the site of an ancient Greek colony 

that disappeared between the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D., Odessa was established 

as a Tartar fortress in the 14th century, passed to Turkey in 1764, and was cap-

tured by Russia in the 1790’s. It is a major port, naval base, and resort. Population, 



1,126,000.  2. A city of western Texas south-southwest of Lubbock. It was a small 

ranching town until the discovery of oil in the area. Population, 89,699. 

O·dets (o-dHtsù), Clifford. 1906-1963.  American playwright known for his 

powerful works of the Depression era, including Waiting for Lefty (1935) and 

Golden Boy (1937). 

o·de·um (o-dKùNm, oùdK-) n.  pl. o·de·a (o-dKùN, oùdK-N). 1. A small building of 

ancient Greece and Rome used for public performances of music and poetry.  

2. A contemporary theater or concert hall.  [Latin odKum, from Greek oideion, 

from aoidK, oidK, song. See ODE.]

O·din (oùdVn) n.  Mythology. The Norse god of wisdom, war, art, culture, and the 

dead and the supreme deity and creator of the cosmos and human beings.  [Old 

Norse „dhinn. See wet-1 in Appendix.]

o·di·ous (oùdK-Ns) adj.  Arousing or meriting strong dislike, aversion, or intense 

displeasure.  See Synonyms at hateful.  [Middle English, from Old French 

odieus, from Latin odiosus, from odium, hatred. See ODIUM.] —oùdi·ous·ly adv.  

—oùdi·ous·ness n. 

o·di·um (oùdK-Nm) n.  1. The state or quality of being odious.  2. Strong dislike, 

contempt, or aversion.  3. A state of disgrace resulting from hateful or detestable 

conduct.  See Synonyms at disgrace.  [Latin, hatred. See od- in Appendix.]

O·do·a·cer (oÙdo-7ùsNr) also O·do·va·car  or O·do·va·kar (-v7ùkNr), A.D. 

434?-493.  Germanic tribal leader who in 476 deposed Romulus Augustulus 

(reigned 475-476), bringing the Western Roman Empire to an end. 

o·do·graph (oùdN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument for recording the distance and 

course traveled by a vehicle.  [Greek hodos, journey + -GRAPH.]

o·dom·e·ter (o-dmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument that indicates distance traveled by 

a vehicle.  [French odomètre, from Greek hodometron : Greek hodos, journey + 

Greek metron, measure; see -METER.] —o·domùe·try n. 

-odon suff.  An animal having a specified kind of teeth:  sphenodon.  [New Latin, 

from Greek odon, tooth. See dent- in Appendix.]

o·do·nate (odùn-7tÙ, o-dmnù-) n.  Any of the large predacious winged insects of 

the order Odonata, which includes the dragonflies and damselflies, characterized 

by long brightly colored bodies, two pairs of membranous wings, and large com-

pound eyes.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the order Odonata.  [From New Latin 

Odonata, order name, from Greek odon, tooth. See -ODON.]

odont- pref.  Variant of odonto-. 
-odont suff.  Having teeth of a specified kind:  pleurodont.  [From Greek odous, 

odont-, tooth. See dent- in Appendix.]

o·don·tal·gia (oÙdmn-t4lùjN, -jK-N) n.  A toothache.   —oÙdon·talùgic adj. 

-odontia suff.  The form of, condition of, or manner of treating the teeth:  orth-

odontia. 



odonto-  or odont- pref.  Tooth:  odontophore.  [Greek, from odous, odont-, 

tooth. See dent- in Appendix.]

o·don·to·blast (o-dmnùtN-bl4stÙ) n.  One of the cells forming the outer surface 

of dental pulp that produces the dentin of a tooth.   —o·donÙto·blasùtic adj. 

o·don·toid (o-dmnùtoidÙ) adj.  1. Resembling a tooth.  2. Of or relating to the 

odontoid process:  the odontoid ligaments. 

odontoid process (o-dmnùtoidÙ prmsùHsÙ) n.  A small, toothlike, upward pro-

jection from the second vertebra of the neck around which the first vertebra 

rotates. 

o·don·tol·o·gy (oÙdmn-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the structure, development, 

and abnormalities of the teeth.   —o·donÙto·logùi·cal (-tN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—o·donÙto·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —oÙdon·tolùo·gist n. 

o·don·to·phore (o-dmnùtN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A structure at the base of the mouth 

of most mollusks over which the radula is drawn back and forth in breaking up 

food.   —oÙdon·tophùo·ral (oÙdmn-tmfùNr-Nl), oÙdon·tophùo·rineÙ (-N-rXnÙ, -

rVn) , oÙdon·tophùo·rous (-Nr-Ns)  adj. 

o·dor (oùdNr) n.  1. The property or quality of a thing that affects, stimulates, or 

is perceived by the sense of smell.  See Synonyms at smell.  2. A sensation, stim-

ulation, or perception of the sense of smell.  3. A strong, pervasive quality:  An 

odor of sadness permeated the gathering.  4. Esteem; repute:  a doctrine that is not 

currently in good odor.  [Middle English odour, from Old French, from Latin 

odor.]

o·dor·if·er·ous (oÙdN-rVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Having or giving off an odor.   
—oÙdor·ifùer·ous·ly adv.  —oÙdor·ifùer·ous·ness n. 

o·dor·less (oùdNr-lVs) adj.  Having no odor.   —oùdor·less·ly adv.  

—oùdor·less·ness n. 

o·dor·ous (oùdNr-Ns) adj.  Having a distinctive odor:  odorous jasmine flowers; 

odorous garbage.   —oùdor·ous·ly adv.  —oùdor·ous·ness n. 

o·dour (oùdNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of odor. 
O·do·va·car  or O·do·va·kar (oÙdo-v7ùkNr)  See Odoacer. 
O·dys·seus (o-dVsùyusÙ, o-dVsùK-Ns) n.  Greek Mythology. The king of Ithaca, a 

leader of the Greeks in the Trojan War, who reached home after ten years of wan-

dering. 

od·ys·sey (mdùV-sK) n.  pl. od·ys·seys. 1. An extended adventurous voyage or 

trip.  2. An intellectual or spiritual quest:  an odyssey of discovery.  [After the 

Odyssey a Homeric epic recounting the wanderings of Odysseus after the fall of 

Troy, from Greek Odusseia, from Odusseus, Odysseus.]

Oe abbr.  Oersted. 

OE also O.E. abbr.  Old English. 

OECD abbr.  Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 

oe·de·ma (V-dKùmN) n.  Pathology & Botany. Variant of edema. 



oed·i·pal also Oed·i·pal (HdùN-pNl, KùdN-) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic 

of the Oedipus complex:  oedipal conflicts.   —oedùi·pal·ly adv. 

Oed·i·pus (HdùN-pNs, KùdN-) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Laius and Jocasta, 

who was abandoned at birth and unwittingly killed his father and then married 

his mother.  [Latin, from Greek Oidipous : oidein, to swell + pous, foot; see OCTO-

PUS.]

Oedipus complex (HdùN-pNs kNm-plHksù) n.  In psychoanalysis, a subcon-

scious sexual desire in a child, especially a male child, for the parent of the oppo-

site sex, usually accompanied by hostility to the parent of the same sex. If 

unresolved naturally, this complex may result in neurosis and an inability to form 

normal sexual relationships in adulthood. 

OEM abbr.  Original equipment manufacturer. 

oe·nol·o·gy (K-nmlùN-jK) n.  Variant of enology. [Greek oinos, wine + -LOGY.] 
—oeÙno·logùi·cal (KÙnN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —oe·nolùo·gist n. 

oe·no·mel (KùnN-mHlÙ) n.  An ancient Greek beverage consisting of wine and 

honey.  [Late Latin oenomeli, from Greek oinomeli : oinos, wine + meli, honey; see 

melit- in Appendix.]

OEO abbr.  Office of Economic Opportunity. 

o’er (ôr, or) prep.  & adv.  Over. 

oer·sted (ûrùstHdÙ) n.  Abbr. Oe The centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic 

unit of magnetic intensity, equal to the magnetic intensity one centimeter from a 

unit magnetic pole.  [After Hans Christian Oersted (1777-1851), Danish physi-

cist.]

oe·soph·a·gus (X-smfùN-gNs) n.  Variant of esophagus. 
oes·tro·gen (HsùtrN-jNn) n.  Variant of estrogen. 
oes·trus (HsùtrNs) n.  Variant of estrus. 
oeu·vre (œùvrN) n.  pl. oeu·vres (œùvrN). 1. A work of art.  2. The sum of the 

lifework of an artist, a writer, or a composer.  [French, from Old French uevre, 

work, from Latin opera, from pl. of opus, work. See OPUS.]

of (ƒv, mv; Nv when unstressed) prep.  1. Derived or coming from; originating at or 

from:  men of the north.  2. Caused by; resulting from:  a death of tuberculosis.  

3. Away from; at a distance from:  a mile east of here.  4. So as to be separated or 

relieved from:  robbed of one’s dignity; cured of distemper.  5. From the total or 

group comprising:  give of one’s time; two of her friends; most of the cases.  

6. Composed or made from:  a dress of silk.  7. Associated with or adhering to:  a 

man of your religion.  8. Belonging or connected to:  the rungs of a ladder.  

9. a. Possessing; having:  a person of honor.  b. On one’s part:  very nice of you.   

10. Containing or carrying:  a basket of groceries.  11. Specified as; named or 

called:  a depth of ten feet; the Garden of Eden.  12. Centering on; directed toward:  

a love of horses.  13. Produced by; issuing from:  products of the vine.  

14. Characterized or identified by:  a year of famine.  15. a. With reference to; 



about:  think highly of her proposals; will speak of it later.  b. In respect to:  slow of 

speech.   16. Set aside for; taken up by:  a day of rest.  17. Before; until:  five min-

utes of two.  18. During or on a specified time:  of recent years.  19. By:  beloved of 

the family.  20. Used to indicate an appositive:  that idiot of a driver.  21. Archaic. 

On: “A plague of all cowards, I say” (Shakespeare).  [Middle English, from Old 

English. See apo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Grammarians have sometimes condemned categorically the so-

called double genitive construction, as in a friend of my father’s; a book of mine.

The construction is well supported by literary precedent, however, and serves a

useful purpose. Thus there is no substitute for the double genitive in a sentence

such as That’s the only friend of yours that I’ve ever met, since sentences such as

That’s your only friend that I’ve ever met and That’s your only friend, whom I’ve

ever met are obviously impossible.

OF abbr.  Baseball. Outfield; outfielder. 

O’Fao·lain (o-f4lùNn, o-f7ùlNn), Sean. 1900-1991.  Irish writer. His short stories 

are contained in volumes such as Midsummer Night Madness (1932) and The Heat 

of the Sun (1966). O’Faolain’s novels include A Nest of Simple Folk (1934). 

o·fay (oùf7Ù) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a white person.  

[Possibly of West African origin.]

WORD HISTORY: The commonly seen etymology of ofay—Pig Latin for

foe—is perhaps of less interest than the more likely story of this word’s origins.

The word, which is first recorded in the first quarter of the 20th century, must

have been in use much longer if it is, as some scholars think, borrowed from an

African source. Although this source has not been pinned down, the suggested

possibilities are in themselves interesting. One would trace it to the Ibibio word

afia, “white or light-colored.” Another would have it come from Yoruba ofe, a

word that was said in order to protect oneself from danger. The term was then

transferred to white people, regarded as a danger to Black people throughout the

wretched days of slavery and beyond.

off (ôf, mf) adv.  1. From a place or position:  drove off.  2. a. At a certain distance 

in space or time:  a mile off; a week off.  b. From a given course or route; aside:  

swerved off into a ditch.  c. Into a state of unconsciousness:  I must have dozed off.   

3. a. So as to be no longer on, attached, or connected:  shaved off his mustache.  

b. So as to be divided:  marked off the playing field by yards.   4. So as to be no 

longer continuing, operating, or functioning:  switched off the radio.  5. So as to 

be completely removed, finished, or eliminated:  kill off the mice.  6. So as to be 

smaller, fewer, or less:  Sales dropped off.  7. So as to be away from work or duty:  

They took a day off.  8. Offstage.   —  adj.  1. a. Distant or removed; farther:  the 



off side of the barn.  b. Remote; slim:  stopped by on the off chance that they’re 

home.   2. Not on, attached, or connected:  with his shoes off.  3. Not operating or 

operational:  The oven is off.  4. No longer taking place; canceled:  The wedding is 

off.  5. Slack:  Production was off this year.  6. a. Not up to standard; below a nor-

mal or satisfactory level:  Your pitching is off today.  b. Not accurate; incorrect:  

Your statistical results are off.  c. Somewhat crazy; eccentric:  I think that person is a 

little off.   7. Started on the way; going:  I’m off to see the president.  8. a. Absent or 

away from work or duty:  He’s off every Tuesday.  b. Spent away from work or 

duty:  My off day is Saturday.   9. a. Being on the right side of an animal or a vehi-

cle.  b. Being the animal or vehicle on the right.   10. Nautical. Farthest from the 

shore; seaward.  11. Sports. Toward or designating the side of the field facing the 

batsman in cricket.  12. Off-color.   —  prep.  1. So as to be removed or distant 

from:  The bird hopped off the branch.  2. Away or relieved from:  off duty.  

3. a. By consuming:  living off locusts and honey.  b. With the means provided by:  

living off my pension.  c. Informal. From: “What else do you want off me?” (Jimmy 

Breslin).   4. Extending or branching out from:  an artery off the heart.  5. Not up 

to the usual standard of:  off his game.  6. So as to abstain from:  went off narcotics.  

7. Nautical. To seaward of:  a mile off Sandy Hook.   —  v.  offed, off·ing, offs.  
—  v.  intr. To go away; leave:  Off with you or I’ll call the police.   —  v.  tr. Slang. 

To murder.  [Variant of Middle English of, from Old English. See apo- in Appen-

dix.]

USAGE NOTE: In Modern English the compound preposition off of is generally

regarded as informal and is best avoided in formal speech and writing: He stepped

off (not off of) the platform. Off is informal as well in its use to indicate a source:

formal style requires I borrowed it from (not off) my brother.

off. abbr.  Office; officer; official. 

Of·fa (ôùfN), Died 796.  King of Mercia (757-796). With Charlemagne he signed 

the first recorded English commercial treaty (796). 

off-air (ôfùârù, mfù-) adj.  Spoken, occurring, or used not during broadcasting or 

not while being recorded for broadcasting:  an off-air argument; off-air discussion. 

of·fal (ôùfNl, mfùNl) n.  1. Waste parts, especially of a butchered animal.  

2. Refuse; rubbish.  [Middle English  : of-, off (from Old English, from of); see 

apo- in Appendix + fal, fall.]

off and on (ôf Nnd mn) adv.  In an intermittent manner:  slept off and on last 

night. 

off·beat (ôfùbKtÙ, mfù-) n.  Music. An unaccented beat in a measure.   —  adj.  

(ôfùbKtù, mfù-) Slang. Not conforming to an ordinary type or pattern; unconven-

tional:  offbeat humor. 



off-Broad·way (ôfùbrôdùw7Ù, mfù-) n.  Theatrical work, often experimental 

and inexpensive, presented outside the Broadway entertainment district of New 

York City.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being theatrical activity that is chiefly 

experimental and inexpensive, carried on outside the New York City entertain-

ment district.  2. Located outside the Broadway entertainment district.   —offù-
BroadùwayÙ adv. 

off-col·or (ôfùkƒlùNr, mfù-) adj.  1. Exhibiting bad taste:  an off-color joke.  

2. Varying from the usual, expected, or required color.  3. Not in good health or 

spirits. 

Of·fen·bach (ôfùNn-bäkÙ, -bäKHÙ)  A city of central Germany north-northeast 

of Mannheim on the Main River. First mentioned in the tenth century, it is an 

industrial center noted for its leather goods. Population, 107,378. 

Of·fen·bach (ôùfNn-bäkÙ, mfùNn-, ô-fHn-bäkù), Jacques. 1819-1880.  French 

composer noted for his operettas and the opera Tales of Hoffman (performed 

1881). 

Of·fen·burg (ôùfNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ, mfù-Nn-)  A city of southwest Germany at 

the edge of the Black Forest north of Freiburg. It became a free imperial city in 

1235. Population, 50,048. 

of·fence (N-fHnsù) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of offense. 
of·fend (N-fHndù) v.  of·fend·ed, of·fend·ing, of·fends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause displeasure, anger, resentment, or wounded feelings in.  2. To be displeas-

ing or disagreeable to:  Onions offend my sense of smell.  3. a. To transgress; vio-

late:  offend all laws of humanity.  b. To cause to sin.    —  v.  intr. 1. To result in 

displeasure:  Bad manners may offend.  2. a. To violate a moral or divine law; sin.  

b. To violate a rule or law:  offended against the curfew.   [Middle English 

offenden, from Old French offendre, from Latin offendere. See gwhen- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: offend, insult, affront, outrage. These verbs mean to cause resent-

ment, humiliation, or hurt. To offend is to cause displeasure, wounded feelings,

or repugnance in another: “He often offended men who might have been useful

friends” (John Lothrop Motley). Insult implies gross insensitivity, insolence, or

contemptuous rudeness resulting in shame or embarrassment: “His letters... boil

with sarcastic gibes and insulting remarks on the subject of universal suffrage” (Mar-

io Vargas Llosa). To affront is to insult openly, usually intentionally: Affronted at

his impertinence, she stared at him coldly and wordlessly. Outrage implies the fla-

grant violation of a person’s integrity, pride, or sense of right and decency:

“Agnes... was outraged by what seemed to her Rose’s callousness” (Mrs. Humphry

Ward).



of·fend·er (N-fHnùdNr) n.  One that offends, especially one that breaks a public 

law:  a corrections institution for youthful offenders. 

of·fense (N-fHnsù) n.  1. a. The act of causing anger, resentment, displeasure, or 

affront.  b. The state of being offended.   2. a. A violation or an infraction of a 

moral or social code; a transgression or a sin.  b. A transgression of law; a crime.   

3. Something that outrages moral sensibilities:  Genocide is an offense to all civi-

lized human beings.  4.  (mfùHnsÙ) The act of attacking or assaulting.  5.  (mfùHnsÙ) 

Sports. a. A team in possession of the ball or puck.  b. Scoring ability or potential.  

c. The means or tactics used in an attempt to score points.   [Middle English, 

from Old French ofense, from Latin offKnsa, from feminine past participle of 

offendere, to offend. See OFFEND.]

SYNONYMS: offense, crime, sin, error. These nouns are related in denoting a

violation or an infraction of a moral, social, or legal code. Offense applies most

broadly: The phrase between you and I is often considered an offense against proper

usage. Juveniles convicted of criminal offenses are sent to reformatories. Crime refers

both to an act committed or omitted in violation of—and punishable by—law

and to a serious or grave offense: “treason, bribery, or other high crimes and mis-

demeanors” (U.S. Constitution, Article II) “Is it... a crime to love too well?” (Alex-

ander Pope). A sin is a transgression of religious or moral law; more loosely it

applies to something regarded as being utterly wrong: “The sins of the fathers are

to be laid upon the children” (Shakespeare). “The only deadly sin I know is cynicism”

(Henry L. Stimson). Error is departure from what is morally right; the term often

suggests bad judgment or lack of awareness rather than willful violation: “All men

are liable to error; and most men are... under temptation to it” (John Locke).

of·fen·sive (N-fHnùsVv) adj.  1. Disagreeable to the senses:  an offensive odor.  

2. Causing anger, displeasure, resentment, or affront:  an offensive gesture.  

3. a. Making an attack:  The offensive troops gained ground quickly.  b. Of, relat-

ing to, or designed for attack:  offensive weapons.   4.  (mfùHn-) Sports. Of or relat-

ing to a team having possession of a ball or puck:  the offensive line.   —  n.  1. An 

attitude or a position of attack:  a peace offensive.  2. An attack or assault:  led a 

massive military offensive.   —of·fenùsive·ly adv.  —of·fenùsive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: offensive, disgusting, loathsome, nasty, repellent, repulsive, revolt-

ing, vile. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “extremely unpleasant

to the senses or feelings”: an offensive remark; disgusting language; a loathsome

disease; a nasty smell; a repellent demand; repulsive behavior; revolting food; vile

thoughts. See also Synonyms at hateful

of·fer (ôùfNr, mfùNr) v.  of·fered, of·fer·ing, of·fers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To present for 

acceptance or rejection; proffer:  offered me a drink.  2. a. To put forward for 



consideration; propose:  offer an opinion.  b. To present in order to meet a need or 

satisfy a requirement:  offered new statistics in order to facilitate the decision-mak-

ing process.   3. a. To present for sale.  b. To provide; furnish:  a hotel that offers 

conference facilities.   4. To propose as payment; bid.  5. To present as an act of 

worship:  offer up prayers.  6. To exhibit readiness or desire to do; volunteer:  

offered to carry the packages.  7. To put up; mount:  partisans who offered strong 

resistance to the invaders.  8. To threaten:  offered to leave without them if they 

didn’t hurry.  9. To produce or introduce on the stage:  The repertory group is 

offering two new plays this season.   —  v.  intr. 1. To present an offering in wor-

ship or devotion.  2. To make an offer or a proposal, especially of marriage.  3. To 

present itself: “This plan was dropped, because of its risk, and because a better 

offered” (T.E. Lawrence).   —  n.  1. The act of offering:  an offer of assistance.  

2. Something, such as a suggestion, proposal, bid, or recommendation, that is 

offered.  3. Law. A proposal that if accepted constitutes a legally binding contract.  

4. The condition of being offered, especially for sale:  thousands of bushels of 

wheat on offer.  5. a. An attempt; a try.  b. A show of intention.   [Middle English 

offren, from Old English offrian, to present in worship, and from Old French 

offrir, to propose, present  both from Latin offerre, to present, offer  : ob-, to; see 

OB- + ferre, to bring; see bher-1 in Appendix.] —ofùfer·er, ofùfer·or n.  

SYNONYMS: offer, proffer, tender, present. These verbs are compared as they

mean to put before another for acceptance or rejection. Offer is the basic general

term in this group: the hostess offered us a cup of coffee. Many department stores

offer television sets. I offered him some money for his help. “She offered no response”

(Arnold Bennett). Proffer implies voluntary action motivated especially by cour-

tesy or generosity: “Mr. van der Luyden... proffered to Newland low-voiced congrat-

ulations” (Edith Wharton). To tender is to offer formally; it may connote polite

observance of amenities: She tendered her respects. The chief of staff is expected to

tender his resignation this week. Present suggests formality and often a measure of

ceremony: The impresario will present an expanded series of concerts next season.

The ambassador presented her credentials to the monarch. “A footman entered, and

presented... some mail on a silver tray” (Winston Churchill).

of·fer·ing (ôùfNr-Vng, mfùNr-) n.  1. The act of making an offer.  2. Something, 

such as stock, that is offered.  3. A presentation made to a deity as an act of reli-

gious worship or sacrifice; an oblation.  4. A contribution or gift, especially one 

made at a religious service. 

of·fer·to·ry (ôùfNr-tôrÙK, -torÙK, mfùNr-) n.  pl. of·fer·to·ries. 1.  Often Offer-
tory. a. One of the principal parts of the Eucharistic liturgy at which bread and 

wine are offered to God by the celebrant.  b. A musical setting for this part of the 



liturgy.   2. A collection of offerings at a religious service.  [Middle English offer-

tori, from Late Latin offertorium, from Latin offerre, to offer. See OFFER.]

off·hand (ôfùh4ndù, mfù-) adv.  Without preparation or forethought; extempo-

raneously.   —  adj.  also off·hand·ed (-h4ndùVd) Performed or expressed with-

out preparation or forethought.  See Synonyms at extemporaneous.  
—offùhandùed·ly adv.  —offùhandùed·ness n. 

off-hour (ôfùourÙ, mfù-) n.  A period of time during which motor vehicular and 

pedestrian traffic is light. 

of·fice (ôùfVs, mfùVs) n.  Abbr. off. 1. a. A place in which business, clerical, or 

professional activities are conducted.  b. The administrative personnel, execu-

tives, or staff working in such a place.   2. A duty or function assigned to or 

assumed by someone.  See Synonyms at function.  3. A position of authority, 

duty, or trust given to a person, as in a government or corporation:  the office of 

vice president.  4. a. A subdivision of a governmental department:  the U.S. Patent 

Office.  b. A major executive division of a government:  the British Home Office.   

5. A public position:  seek office.  6. offices. Chiefly British. The parts of a house, 

such as the laundry and kitchen, in which servants carry out household work.  7.  
Often offices. A usually beneficial act performed for another.  8. Ecclesiastical. A 

ceremony, rite, or service, usually prescribed by liturgy, especially: a. The canoni-

cal hours.  b. A prayer service in the Anglican Church, such as Morning or 

Evening Prayer.  c. A ceremony, rite, or service for a special purpose, especially a 

rite for the dead.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  office 

furniture; office buildings.  [Middle English, from Old French, duty, from Latin 

officium. See dhK- in Appendix.]

office boy (ôùfVs boi) n.  A boy or young man employed in a business office to 

do odd jobs. 

office girl (ôùfVs gûrl) n.  A girl or young woman employed in a business office 

to do odd jobs. 

of·fice·hold·er (ôùfVs-holÙdNr, mfùVs-) n.  One who holds public office. 

office park (ôùfVs pärk) n.  An area in a suburb or a town in which a number of 

office buildings are constructed together with ancillary structures such as those 

housing health clubs, day-care centers, and restaurants. 

of·fi·cer (ôùfV-sNr, mfùV-) n.  Abbr. off. 1. One who holds an office of authority or 

trust in an organization, such as a corporation or government.  2. One who holds 

a commission in the armed forces.  3. A person licensed in the merchant marine 

as master, mate, chief engineer, or assistant engineer.  4. A police officer.  [Middle 

English, from Old French officier, from Medieval Latin offic7rius, from Latin offi-

cium, service, duty. See OFFICE.]

officer of the day (ôùfV-sNr ƒv thK d7) n.  pl. officers of the day. Abbr. 

O.D. A military officer who, for a given day, assumes responsibility for security, 

order, and supervision of the guard. 



officer of the deck (ôùfV-sNr ƒv thK dHk) n.  pl. officers of the deck. A 

naval officer assigned to represent the commanding officer of a vessel or an 

installation for a specified period during which he or she is superior to all officers 

below the executive officer. 

of·fi·cial (N-fVshùNl) adj.  Abbr. off. 1. Of or relating to an office or a post of 

authority:  official duties.  2. Authorized by a proper authority; authoritative:  

official permission.  3. Holding office or serving in a public capacity:  an official 

representative.  4. Characteristic of or befitting a person of authority; formal:  an 

official banquet.  5. Authorized by or contained in the U.S. Pharmacopoeia or 

National Formulary. Used of drugs.   —  n.  Abbr. off. 1. One who holds an office 

or a position, especially one who acts in a subordinate capacity for an institution 

such as a corporation or governmental agency.  2. Sports. A referee or an umpire.  

[From Middle English, ecclesiastical officer, from Old French, from Latin 

offici7lis, an attendant of an office, from officium, duty, service. See OFFICE.] 
—of·fiùcial·dom n.  —of·fiùcial·ly adv. 

of·fi·cial·ese (N-fVshÙN-lKzù, -lKsù) n.  Language characteristic of official docu-

ments or statements, especially when obscure, pretentiously wordy, or excessively 

formal. 

of·fi·cial·ism (N-fVshùN-lVzÙNm) n.  Rigid adherence to official regulations, 

forms, and procedures. 

of·fi·ci·ant (N-fVshùK-Nnt) n.  One who performs a religious rite or presides over 

a religious service or ceremony. 

of·fi·ci·ar·y (N-fVshùK-HrÙK) n.  pl. of·fi·ci·ar·ies. 1. A body of officials or offic-

ers.  2. An official or officer.   —  adj.  1. Attached to or resulting from an office 

held. Used of a title.  2. Having a title resulting from the holding of an office. 

Used of a dignitary. 

of·fi·ci·ate (N-fVshùK-7tÙ) v.  intr. of·fi·ci·at·ed, of·fi·ci·at·ing, of·fi·ci·ates. 
1. To perform the duties and functions of an office or a position of authority.  

2. To serve as an officiant.  3. Sports. To serve as a referee or an umpire.  [Medi-

eval Latin offici7re, offici7t-, to conduct, from Latin officium, service, duty. See 

OFFICE.] —of·fiÙci·aùtion n.  —of·fiùci·aÙtor n. 

of·fic·i·nal (N-fVsùN-nNl, ôÙfV-sXùnNl, mfÙV-) adj.  1. Readily available in pharma-

cies; not requiring special preparation.  2. Recognized by a pharmacopoeia:  an 

officinal herb.   —  n.  An officinal drug.  [French, from Medieval Latin officXn7lis, 

of a storeroom or workshop, from Latin officXna, workshop, alteration of opi-

ficXna, from opifex, opific-, workman  : opus, work; see op- in Appendix + facere, 

to do; see dhK- in Appendix.] —of·ficùi·nal·ly adv. 

of·fi·cious (N-fVshùNs) adj.  1. Marked by excessive eagerness in offering 

unwanted services or advice to others:  an officious host; officious attention.  

2. Informal; unofficial.  3. Archaic. Eager to render services or help others.  [Latin 



officiosus, obliging, dutiful, from officium, duty. See OFFICE.] —of·fiùcious·ly 
adv.  —of·fiùcious·ness n. 

off·ing (ôùfVng, mfùVng) n.  Nautical. The part of the sea visible from shore that is 

very distant or beyond anchoring ground.   —idiom. in the offing. 1. In the 

near or immediate future; soon to come:  with exams finished and graduation in 

the offing.  2. Nearby; at hand. 

off·ish (ôùfVsh, mfùVsh) adj.  Inclined to be distant and reserved; aloof.   
—offùish·ly adv.  —offùish·ness n. 

off-key (ôfù-kKù, mfù-) adj.  1. Music. Pitched higher or lower than the correct 

notes of a melody.  2. Being out of accord with what is considered normal or 

appropriate:  a high-flown, off-key speech by a newcomer.   —offùkeyù adv. 

off-lim·its (ôf-lVmùVts, mf-) adj.  Not to be entered or frequented by a designated 

group:  a bar that is off-limits to military personnel. 

off-line (ôfùlXnù, mfù-) adj.  Computer Science. 1. Not under the control of a cen-

tral computer, as in a manufacturing process or an experiment.  2. Not connected 

to a computer or computer network. 

off·load  or off-load (ôfùlodÙ, mfù-) v.  off·load·ed, off·load·ing, off·loads.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To unload (a vehicle or container).  2. Computer Science. To transfer 

(data) to a peripheral device.  3. Slang. To get rid of and pass on to another: “He 

does come close to offloading some of the blame for the launch on... the dear old 

media” (Meg Greenfield).   —  v.  intr. To unload a vehicle or container. 

off of (ôf ƒv) prep.  Informal. Off.  See Usage Note at off. 
off-off-Broad·way also Off-Off-Broad·way (ôfÙôf-brôdùw7Ù, mfÙmf-) n.  

The avant-garde or experimental theatrical productions of New York City, typi-

cally performed in small or multipurpose venues.   —offÙ-off-Broadùway adv.  

& adj. 

off-peak (ôfùpKkù, mfù-) adj.  Not in the period of most frequent or heaviest use:  

lower rates for telephone calls made during off-peak hours; travelers who take advan-

tage of off-peak fares. 

off-piste (ôfùpKstù, mfù-) adj.  Sports. Existing or taking place on snow that has 

not been compacted into tracks:  off-piste skiing. 

off-price (ôfùprXsù, mfù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a retail store that sells 

merchandise at prices lower than usual.  2. For sale at prices lower than usual:  

off-price assortments of women’s clothing. 

off·print (ôfùprVntÙ, mfù-) Printing. n.  A reproduction of or an excerpt from an 

article that was originally contained in a larger publication.   —  v.  tr. 

off·print·ed, off·print·ing, off·prints. To reproduce or reprint (an article or 

excerpt). 

off-put·ting (ôfùpttÙVng, mfù-) adj.  Tending to disconcert or repel: “The trap-

pings of upper-class life are off-putting and sterile” (Elizabeth Hess). 



off rhyme (ôf rXm) n.  A partial or imperfect rhyme, often using assonance or 

consonance only, as in dry and died or grown and moon.  Also called half rhyme, 

near rhyme, oblique rhyme, slant rhyme. 

off-road (ôfùrodù, mfù-) adj.  Existing, taking place, or designed for use off 

paved or public roads or in rugged terrain:  off-road sports such as snowmobiling.   
—offù-roadù adv. 

off-road vehicle (ôfùrodù vKùV-kNl) n.  Abbr. ORV A vehicle, such as a dune 

buggy, designed for use off paved or public roads or in rough terrain. 

off·scour·ing (ôfùskourÙVng, mfù-) n.  1. Something that is scoured off or dis-

posed of; refuse. Often used in the plural.  2. A person regarded as fallen from 

society; an outcast. Often used in the plural. 

off-screen  or off·screen (ôfù-skrKnù, mfù-) adj.  1. Existing or occurring out-

side the frame of a movie or television screen:  sounds of off-screen mayhem.  

2. Existing or occurring out of public view or knowledge; private.   —offù-
screenù adv. 

off-sea·son (ôfù-sKÙzNn, mfù-) n.  A part of the year marked by a cessation or 

lessening of normal activity, as of a business.   —offù-seaÙson adv.  & adj. 

off·set (ôfùsHtÙ, mfù-) n.  1. An agent, an element, or a thing that balances, coun-

teracts, or compensates for something else.  2. One thing set off or developed 

from something else.  3. The start or initial stage; the outset.  4. Architecture. A 

ledge or recess in a wall formed by a reduction in thickness above; a setoff.  

5. Botany. A shoot that develops laterally at the base of a plant, often rooting to 

form a new plant.  6. Geology. A spur of a mountain range or hills.  7. A bend in a 

pipe, bar, or other straight continuous piece made to allow it to pass around an 

obstruction.  8. A short distance measured perpendicularly from the main line in 

surveying, used to help in calculating the area of an irregular plot.  9. A descen-

dant of a race or family; an offshoot.  10. Printing. a. An unintentional or faulty 

transfer of wet ink from a printed sheet to another surface in contact with it.  

Also called setoff b. Offset printing.    —  v.  off·set, off·set·ting, off·sets 

(ôfùsHtÙ, mfù-, ôf-sHtù, mf-).  —  v.  tr. 1. To counterbalance, counteract, or com-

pensate for:  fringe benefits designed to offset low salaries.  2. Printing. a. To cause 

(printed matter) to transfer or smear on another surface.  b. To produce by offset 

printing.   3. To make or form an offset in (a wall, bar, or pipe).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

develop, project, or be situated as an offset.  2. Printing. To become marked by or 

cause an unintentional transfer of ink.   —offùsetÙ adv.  & adj. 

offset printing (ôfùsHtÙ prVnùtVng) n.  The process of printing by indirect 

image transfer, especially by using a metal or paper plate to ink a smooth rubber 

cylinder that transfers the ink to the paper. 

off·shoot (ôfùshutÙ, mfù-) n.  1. Something that branches out or derives its 

existence or origin from a particular source.  See Synonyms at branch.  2. A 



branch, descendant, or member of a family or social group.  3. Botany. A lateral 

shoot from the main stem of a plant. 

off·shore (ôfùshôrù, -shorù, mfù-) adj.  1. Moving or directed away from the 

shore:  an offshore wind.  2. a. Located at a distance from the shore:  an offshore 

mooring; offshore oil-drilling platforms.  b. Located or based in a foreign country 

and not subject to tax laws:  offshore bank accounts; offshore investments.    —  adv.  

1. Away from the shore:  The storm moved offshore.  2. At a distance from the 

shore:  a boat moored offshore. 

off·side (ôfùsXdù, mfù-) also off·sides (-sXdzù) Sports. adv.  & adj.  Illegally ahead 

of the ball or puck.   —  n.  An offside motion or play. 

off-site (ôfùsXtù, mfù-) adj.  Taking place or located away from the site, as of a 

particular activity:  an off-site waste treatment operation.   —offù-siteù adv. 

off-speed (ôfùspKdù, mfù-) adj.  Sports. Slower than expected:  an off-speed pitch; 

an off-speed backhand. 

off·spring (ôfùsprVngÙ, mfù-) n.  pl. offspring. 1. The progeny or descendants 

of a person, an animal, or a plant considered as a group.  2. A child of particular 

parentage.  3. A result; a product.  [Middle English ofspring, from Old English  : 

of, off; see OFF + springan, to rise.]

off-stage  or off·stage (ôfùst7jù, mfù-) adj.  1. Situated or taking place in the 

area of a stage that is invisible to the audience.  2. Of, relating to, or taking place 

in private life:  an off-stage persona.   —  adv.  1. Away from the area of a stage 

visible to the audience.  2. a. In private life:  an actor known off-stage by another 

name.  b. Behind the scenes; not visible to the public:  The meetings between the 

leaders took place off-stage.  

off-the-cuff (ôfùthN-kƒfù, mfù-) adv.  & adj.  Without preparation; impromptu:  

answered off-the-cuff; an off-the-cuff toast. 

off-the-rack (ôfÙthN-r4kù, mfÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being merchandise, 

especially clothing, made in standard sizes; ready-made. 

off-the-rec·ord (ôfùthN-rHkùNrd, mfù-) adv.  & adj.  Not for publication or attri-

bution:  spoke off-the-record to the press; off-the-record comments by the senator. 

off-the-shelf (ôfÙthN-shHlfù, mfÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or being merchandise 

carried in stock that is usable without modification.   —offÙ-the-shelfù adv. 

off-the-wall (ôfÙthN-wôlù, mfÙ-) adj.  Informal. 1. Very unconventional or 

unusual:  manic, off-the-wall creativity; off-the-wall humor.  2. Exhibiting bizarre 

behavior; crazy:  their off-the-wall friends. 

off-track (ôfùtr4kÙ, mfù-) adj.  Sports & Games. Of or relating to gambling on 

races that is conducted away from a racetrack. 

off-track bet·ting (ôfùtr4kÙ bHtùVng) n.  Abbr. OTB Sports & Games. A system 

of placing bets away from a racetrack. 

off-white (ôfùhwXtù, -wXtù, mfù-) n.  Color. A grayish or yellowish white.   
—offù-whiteù adj. 



off year (ôf yîr) n.  1. A year in which no major political elections occur.  2. A 

year of reduced activity or production:  an off year for soybean crops. 

O’Fla·her·ty (o-fl4ùhNr-tK), Liam. 1896-1984.  Irish writer known especially for 

his short stories, collected in Two Lovely Beasts (1948) and The Pedlar’s Revenge 

(1976). 

O.F.M. abbr.  Order of Friars Minor. 

oft (ôft, mft) adv.  Often. Often used in combination:  his oft-expressed philosophy; 

oft-repeated tales.  [Middle English, from Old English. See upo in Appendix.]

of·ten (ôùfNn, mfùNn, ôfùtNn, mfù-) adv.  of·ten·er, of·ten·est. Many times; fre-

quently.  [Middle English, alteration (probably influenced by selden, seldom), of 

oft, from Old English. See upo in Appendix.]

of·ten·times (ôùfNn-tXmzÙ, ôfùtNn-, mfùNn-, mfùtNn-) also oft·times (ôfùtXmzÙ, 

mfù-) adv.  Frequently; repeatedly. 

OG  or O.G. abbr.  Officer of the guard. 

og·am (mgùNm, oùNm) n.  Variant of ogham. 
Og·bo·mo·sho (mgÙbN-moùsho)  A city of southwest Nigeria north-northeast 

of Ibadan. It is a trade center in a farming region. Population, 514,400. 

Og·den (mgùdNn, mgù-)  A city of northern Utah north of Salt Lake City. Settled 

by Mormons in the 1840’s, it is a railroad junction with aerospace and other var-

ied industries. Population, 63,909. 

Og·den (mgùdNn, mgù-), Charles Kay. 1889-1957.  British psychologist and edu-

cator who designed Basic English, a simplified form of English made up of 850 

words. 

o·gee (oùjKÙ) n.  Architecture. 1. A double curve with the shape of an elongated S.  

2. A molding having the profile of an S-shaped curve.  3. An arch formed by two 

S-shaped curves meeting at a point.  [Middle English oggifs, ogeus, pl. of ogif, 

ogive. See OGIVE.]

O·gee·chee (o-gKùchK)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, of eastern Georgia 

flowing generally southeast to the Atlantic Ocean. 

og·ham  or og·am (mgùNm, oùNm) n.  1. a. An alphabetic system of inscribed 

notches for vowels and lines for consonants used to write Old Irish, chiefly on the 

edges of memorial stones, from the fifth to the early seventh century.  b. A char-

acter used in this alphabet.   2. a. An inscription in the ogham alphabet.  b. A 

stone inscribed in the ogham alphabet.   [Irish Gaelic, from Old Irish ogom, after 

Ogma, name of a Celtic god.]

o·give (oùjXvÙ) n.  1. Statistics. a. A distribution curve in which the frequencies 

are cumulative.  b. A frequency distribution.   2. Architecture. a. A diagonal rib 

of a Gothic vault.  b. A pointed arch.   [Middle English ogif, and French ogive, 

diagonal rib of a vault  both from Old French augive, probably from Vulgar Latin 

*obvi7tXva, from Late Latin obvi7ta, feminine past participle of obvi7re, to resist. 

See OBVIATE.] —o·giùval adj. 



O·gla·la (o-gläùlN) n.  pl. Oglala or O·gla·las. 1. A Native American people 

constituting a subdivision of the Teton Sioux, formerly inhabiting the Black Hills 

region of western South Dakota, with a present-day population mainly in south-

west South Dakota.  2. A member of this people. 

o·gle (oùgNl, ôùgNl) v.  o·gled, o·gling, o·gles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stare at.  2. To 

stare at impertinently, flirtatiously, or amorously.   —  v.  intr. To stare in an 

impertinent, flirtatious, or amorous manner.  See Synonyms at gaze.   —  n.  An 

impertinent, flirtatious, or amorous stare.  [Perhaps from Low German oghelen, 

oegeln, frequentative of oegen, to eye, from oghe, oge, eye. See okw- in Appendix.] 
—oùgler n. 

O·gle·thorpe (oùgNl-thôrpÙ), James Edward. 1696-1785.  English soldier, 

philanthropist, and colonizer. He secured a charter for the colony of Georgia 

(1732) as a refuge for unemployed debtors newly released from prison. 

o·gre (oùgNr) n.  1. A giant or monster in legends and fairy tales that eats human 

beings.  2. A person who is felt to be particularly cruel, brutish, or hideous.  

[French, probably ultimately from Latin Orcus, god of the underworld.] 
—oùgre·ish (oùgNr-Vsh, oùgrVsh) adj. 

o·gress (oùgrVs) n.  1. A female giant or monster in legends and fairy tales that 

eats human beings.  2. A woman who is felt to be particularly cruel, brutish, or 

hideous. 

oh (o) interj.  1. Used to express strong emotion, such as surprise, fear, anger, or 

pain.  2. Used in direct address:  Oh, sir! You forgot your keys.  3. Used to indicate 

understanding or acknowledgment of a statement. 

OH abbr.  Ohio. 

O’Hair (o-hârù), Madalyn Murray. Born 1919.  American reformer who won 

the 1963 U.S. Supreme Court case Murray v. Curlett, in which prayer exercises in 

public schools were declared unconstitutional. 

O’Ha·ra (o-hârùN, o-h4rùN), John Henry. 1905-1970.  American writer who 

contributed short stories to the New Yorker and wrote novels such as Butterfield 8 

(1935) and Ten North Frederick (1955). 

O. Hen·ry (o hHnùrK)  See William Sydney Porter. 
O’Hig·gins (o-hVgùVnz), Bernardo. 1778-1842.  Chilean general and politician 

who ruled Chile (1817-1823) after its revolt against the Spanish. 

O·hi·o (o-hXùo) Abbr. OH, O.  A state of the north-central United States in the 

Great Lakes region. It was admitted as the 17th state in 1803. In prehistoric times 

Mound Builders inhabited the region, which was first explored by La Salle in 

1669. The French-British rivalry for control of the area led to the last of the 

French and Indian Wars (1754-1763), in which the French were defeated. Ohio 

was part of the vast area ceded to the United States by the Treaty of Paris in 1783 

and became part of the Old Northwest by the Ordinance of 1787. It became a sep-



arate territory in 1799. Columbus is the capital and Cleveland the largest city. 

Population, 10,887,325.   —O·hiùo·an adj.  & n. 

Ohio buckeye (o-hXùo bƒkùXÙ) n.  A large shrub or tree (Aesculus glabra) of the 

central United States, having compound leaves and yellowish-green flowers. 

Ohio River (o-hXùo rVvùNr)  A river formed by the confluence of the Allegheny 

and Monongahela rivers in western Pennsylvania and flowing about 1,578 km 

(981 mi) to the Mississippi River at Cairo in southern Illinois. Control of the river 

was contested by the British and French until 1763. The region was ceded to the 

United States at the end of the Revolutionary War (1783). 

Oh·lin (oùlVn), Bertil Gottard. 1899-1979.  Swedish economist. He shared a 

1977 Nobel Prize for contributions to the theories of international trade and 

finance. 

ohm (om) n.  Abbr. o A unit of electrical resistance equal to that of a conductor 

in which a current of one ampere is produced by a potential of one volt across its 

terminals.  See Table at measurement.  [After Georg Simon OHM.] —ohm-
ùic adj.  —ohmùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ohm (om), Georg Simon. 1789-1854.  German physicist noted for his contri-

butions to mathematics, acoustics, and the measurement of electrical resistance. 

ohm·me·ter (omùmKÙtNr) n.  An instrument for direct measurement in ohms 

of the resistance of a conductor in ohms. 

OHMS  or O.H.M.S. abbr.  1. On Her Majesty’s Service.  2. On His Majesty’s 

Service. 

o·ho (o-hoù) interj.  Used to express surprise or mock astonishment. 

-oic suff.  Containing a carboxyl group or one of its derivatives:  decanoic acid.  [-

O- + -IC.]

-oid suff.  1. Resembling; having the appearance of; related to:  acanthoid.  2. One 

that resembles something specified or has a specified quality:  humanoid.  [Greek 

-oeidKs, from eidos, shape, form. See weid- in Appendix.]

o·id·i·um (o-VdùK-Nm) n.  pl. o·id·i·a (-K-N). A thin-walled spore produced by 

fragmentation in certain filamentous fungi.  [New Latin Oidium, fungus genus, 

from Greek oion, egg. See OO-.]

oil (oil) n.  1. Any of numerous mineral, vegetable, and synthetic substances and 

animal and vegetable fats that are generally slippery, combustible, viscous, liquid 

or liquefiable at room temperatures, soluble in various organic solvents such as 

ether but not in water, and used in a great variety of products, especially lubri-

cants and fuels.  2. a. Petroleum.  b. A petroleum derivative, such as a machine 

oil or lubricant.   3. A substance with an oily consistency.  4. Oil paint.  5. A 

painting done in oil paint.  6. Insincere flattery.   —  v.  tr. oiled, oil·ing, oils. 
To lubricate, supply, cover, or polish with oil.   —idiom. oil (someone’s) hand 
(or oil (someone’s) palm). Informal. 1. To bribe:  an attorney who tried to oil 

the judge’s hand in order to obtain a directed verdict favorable to his client.  2. To 



give a tip to:  oiled the headwaiter’s palm.  [Middle English, from Old French oile, 

from Latin oleum, olive oil, from Greek elaion, ·elaiwon, from elaia, elaiw7, olive.]

oil beetle (oil bKtùl) n.  Any of various blister beetles of the genus Meloe that 

exude an oily yellow substance from the joints of the legs when disturbed. 

oil·bird (oilùbûrdÙ) n.  See guacharo. 
oil cake (oil k7k) n.  The solid residue that is left after certain oily seeds, such as 

cottonseed and linseed, have been pressed free of their oil. It is ground and used 

as cattle feed or fertilizer. 

oil·can (oilùk4nÙ) n.  A can for oil, especially a can with a spout constructed to 

release oil drop by drop, as for lubricating machinery.  Also called oiler 

oil·cloth (oilùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  Fabric treated with clay, oil, and pigments to 

make it waterproof. 

oil color (oil kƒlùNr) n.  See oil paint. 
Oil·dale (oilùd7lÙ)  A community of south-central California, an oil-producing 

suburb of Bakersfield. Population, 26,553. 

oiled (oild) adj.  1. Treated with oil.  2. Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 

oil·er (oiùlNr) n.  1. One that oils engines or machinery.  2. Nautical. a. An oil 

tanker.  b. A ship that burns oil as fuel.   3.  See oilcan.  4.  See oil well.  
5. Informal. An oilskin garment. 

oil field (oil fKld) n.  An area with reserves of recoverable petroleum, especially 

one with several oil-producing wells. 

oil gland (oil gl4nd) n.  1. A gland, such as a sebaceous gland, that secretes an 

oily substance.  2.  See uropygial gland. 
oil of turpentine (oil ƒv tûrùpNn-tXnÙ) n.  See turpentine (n., sense 1). 

oil of vitriol (oil ƒv vVtùrK-olÙ) n.  See sulfuric acid. 
oil paint (oil p7nt) n.  A paint in which the vehicle is a drying oil.  Also called oil 

color 

oil painting (oil p7nùtVng) n.  1. A painting done in oil paints.  2. The art or 

practice of painting with oils. 

oil palm (oil päm) n.  1. A tall palm tree (Elaeis guineensis) native to tropical 

Africa, having nutlike fruits that yield a commercially valuable oil.  Also called 

African oil palm 2. Any of several palms that yield oil. 

oil pan (oil p4n) n.  The bottom of the crankcase in an internal-combustion 

engine, serving as an oil reservoir. 

oil·pa·per (oilùp7ÙpNr) n.  Paper that is soaked in oil to make it transparent and 

water-resistant. 

oil patch (oil p4ch) n.  Informal. The oil-producing region of the United States 

that includes Texas, Oklahoma, and Louisiana. 

Oil Rivers (oil rVvùNrz)  A large delta region of the Niger River in southern Nige-

ria. The Oil Rivers Protectorate was administered by the British Royal Niger 

Company from 1885 to 1893. 



oil sand (oil s4nd) n.  A stratum of sand or sandstone containing petroleum. 

oil-seed rape (oilùsKdÙ r7p) n.  See rape2. 
oil shale (oil sh7l) n.  A black or dark brown shale containing hydrocarbons that 

yield petroleum by distillation. 

oil·skin (oilùskVnÙ) n.  1. Cloth treated with oil to make it waterproof.  2. A gar-

ment made of oilskin. 

oil slick (oil slVk) n.  A layer of oil floating on the surface of water. 

oil·stone (oilùstonÙ) n.  A fine-grained whetstone lubricated with oil, used for 

fine sharpening. 

oil well (oil wHl) n.  A hole drilled or dug in the earth from which petroleum 

flows or is pumped.  Also called oiler 

oil·y (oiùlK) adj.  oil·i·er, oil·i·est. 1. Of or relating to oil.  2. Impregnated, 

smeared with, or containing oil; greasy.  3. Excessively suave in action or behav-

ior; unctuous.  See Synonyms at unctuous.  —oilùi·ly adv.  —oilùi·ness n. 

oink (oingk) n.  The characteristic grunting noise of a hog.  [Imitative.] —oink 
v. 

oint·ment (ointùmNnt) n.  A highly viscous or semisolid substance used on the 

skin as a cosmetic, an emollient, or a medicament; a salve.  [Middle English oine-

ment, from Old French oignement, from Vulgar Latin *unguimentum, from Latin 

unguentum. See UNGUENT.]

Oise (wäz)  A river rising in the Ardennes Mountains of southern Belgium and 

flowing about 299 km (186 mi) generally southwest to the Seine River in northern 

France. It is an important commercial waterway. 

O·i·ta (oùV-täÙ, o-Kùtä)  A city of northeast Kyushu, Japan, east-northeast of 

Nagasaki. It was a castle town in the 16th century and traded extensively with the 

Portuguese. Population, 390,105. 

OJ abbr.  Orange juice. 

O·jib·wa (o-jVbùw7Ù, -wN) also O·jib·way (-w7Ù) n.  pl. Ojibwa or O·jib·was 
also Ojibway  or O·jib·ways. 1. a. A Native American people originally located 

north of Lake Huron before moving westward in the 17th and 18th centuries into 

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, western Ontario, and Manitoba, with later 

migrations onto the northern Great Plains in North Dakota, Montana, and 

Saskatchewan.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the 

Ojibwa.  Also called Chippewa [Ojibwa ojibwe.]

O·jos Del Sa·la·do (oÙhoz dHlÙ sN-läùdo, ôùhôs dHl sä-läùthô)  A peak, 6,874.3 

m (22,539 ft) high, in the Andes on the border between Argentina and Chile. 

OK1  or O.K.  or o·kay (o-k7ù) Informal. n.  pl. OK’s or O.K.’s  or o·kays. 
Approval; agreement:  got her supervisor’s OK before taking a day off.   —  v.  tr. 

OK’d or O.K.’d  or o·kayed, OK’ing or O.K.’ing  or o·kay·ing, OK’s or 

O.K.’s  or o·kays. To approve of or agree to; authorize.   —  interj.  Used to 



express approval or agreement.  [Abbreviation of oll korrect, slang respelling of all 

correct.] —OK adv.  & adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Although we use this word hundreds of times a week wheth-

er things are OK or not, we have probably rarely wondered about its history. That

history is in fact a brief one, the word being first recorded in 1839, though it was

no doubt in circulation before then. Much scholarship has been expended on the

origins of OK, but Allen Walker Read has conclusively proved that OK is based

on a sort of joke. Someone pronounced the phrase all correct as oll (or orl) correct,

and the same person or someone else spelled it oll korrect, which abbreviated gives

us OK. This term gained wide currency by being used as a political slogan by the

1840 Democratic candidate Martin Van Buren, who was nicknamed Old Kinder-

hook because he was born in Kinderhook, New York. An editorial of the same year,

referring to the receipt of a pin with the slogan O.K., had this comment: “frightful

letters... significant of the birth-place of Martin Van Buren, old Kinderhook, as

also the rallying word of the Democracy of the late election, ‘all correct’... Those

who wear them should bear in mind that it will require their most strenuous ex-

ertions... to make all things O.K.”

OK2 abbr.  Oklahoma. 

O·ka (o-käù)  1. A river, about 1,488 km (925 mi) long, of western Russia flowing 

north, east, and northeast to join the Volga River near Gorky.  2. A river rising in 

the Sayan Mountains of south-central Russia and flowing about 965 km (600 mi) 

generally north to the Angara River. 

O·ka·nog·an (oÙkN-nmgùNn) Also in Canada O·ka·na·gan (oÙkN-nmgùNn).  A 

river, about 483 km (300 mi) long, flowing southward from Lake Okanagan in 

southern British Columbia, Canada, to the Columbia River in north-central 

Washington. 

o·ka·pi (o-käùpK) n.  pl. okapi or o·ka·pis. A ruminant forest mammal (Okapia 

johnstoni) of the Congo River basin in Africa, related to the giraffe but smaller 

and having a short neck, reddish-brown body, creamy white cheeks, and whitish 

stripes and bands on the legs.  [Perhaps of Mbuba origin.]

O·ka·van·go (oÙkN-v4ngùgo)  A river of southwest-central Africa flowing about 

1,609 km (1,000 mi) from central Angola to the Okavango Basin or Oka-
vango Swamp, a marshy region of northern Botswana. 

o·kay (o-k7ù) n. , v.  & interj.   Variant of OK1. 
O·ka·ya·ma (oÙkä-yäùmä)  A city of western Honshu, Japan, on an inlet of the 

Inland Sea west of Kobe. It is an industrial center and a railroad hub. Population, 

572,423. 

O·ka·za·ki (o-käùzä-kK, oÙkN-zäùkK)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, south-

east of Nagoya. It is a textile center. Population, 284,996. 



O·kee·cho·bee (oÙkV-choùbK), Lake. A lake of southeast Florida north of the 

Everglades. It is a link in the Okeechobee Waterway, or Cross-Florida 
Waterway, a water route from the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. The 

waterway is used by small commercial and pleasure craft. 

O’Keeffe (o-kKfù), Georgia. 1887-1986.  American painter known especially 

for her sensuous close-up paintings of flowers. 

O·ke·fe·no·kee Swamp (oÙkN-fN-noùkK swmmp)  A large swampy area of 

southeast Georgia and northeast Florida. The region has small islands rising 

above the water and vegetation cover. 

O’Kel·ly (o-kHlùK), Seán Thomas. 1883-1966.  Irish political leader. A founder 

of Sinn Fein, he later served as president of Ireland (1945-1959). 

O·khotsk (o-kmtskù, N-KHôtskù), Sea of. An arm of the northwest Pacific 

Ocean west of the Kamchatka Peninsula and Kuril Islands. It is connected with 

the Sea of Japan by narrow straits. 

O·kie (oùkK) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a migrant farm 

worker, especially one from Oklahoma during the 1930’s.  [Ok(lahoma) + -IE.]

O·ki·na·wa (oÙkV-näùwN, -nouù-)  An island group of the central Ryukyu 

Islands in the western Pacific Ocean southwest of Japan. In World War II Oki-
nawa, the largest island in the group, was the scene of fierce combat between the 

Japanese and U.S. Army and Marine forces (April 1-June 21, 1945). The islands 

were returned to the Japanese in 1972. 

O·kla·ho·ma (oÙklN-hoùmN) Abbr. OK, Okla.  A state of the south-central 

United States. It was admitted as the 46th state in 1907. First explored by the 

Spanish, it was opened to settlement in 1889. The western part was organized in 

1890 as the Oklahoma Territory, which was merged with the adjoining Indian 

Territory to form the present state boundaries. The Dust Bowl of the 1930’s 

forced many farmers to move west as migrant laborers. Oklahoma City is the cap-

ital and the largest city. Population, 3,157,604.   —OÙkla·hoùman adj.  & n. 

Oklahoma City (oÙklN-hoùmN sVtùK)  The capital and largest city of Oklahoma, 

in the central part of the state. It was settled during the land rush of April 1889 

and became the capital in 1910. Population, 444,719. 

Ok·mul·gee (ok-mƒlùgK)  A city of east-central Oklahoma south of Tulsa. Oil 

was discovered in the area in 1907. Population, 16,263. 

O·ko·lo·na (oÙkN-loùnN)  A community of northwest Kentucky, a suburb of 

Louisville. Population, 18,902. 

o·kra (oùkrN) n.  1. A tall tropical Asian annual plant (Abelmoschus esculentus) 

widely cultivated in warm regions for its edible, mucilaginous green pods.  Also 

called gumbo 2. The edible pods of this plant, used in soups and as a vegetable. 

Regional. Also called gumbo 3.  See gumbo (n., sense 2).  [Of West African ori-

gin; akin to Akan (Twi) nkruma.]



Ok·to·ber·fest (mk-toùbNr-fHstÙ) n.  An autumn festival that usually empha-

sizes merrymaking and the consumption of beer.  [German  : Oktober, October 

(from Latin October); see OCTOBER + Fest, festival (from Middle High German 

vëst, from Latin fKstum, from neuter of fKstus, festive); see dhKs- in Appendix.]

-ol1 suff.  An alcohol or a phenol:  glycerol.  [From (ALCOH)OL.]

-ol2 suff.  Variant of -ole. 
O·laf II (oùläf, oùlNf, uùläf)  or O·lav II (oùläv), Known as Saint Olaf. 995?-

1030.  Patron saint and king of Norway (1016-1028). He was converted to Chris-

tianity in 1013. 

Ö·land (œùländÙ)  A narrow island of southeast Sweden in the Baltic Sea. It is a 

summer resort with an important fishing fleet. There are numerous Stone Age 

monuments on the island. 

O·la·the (o-l7ùthN)  A city of eastern Kansas southwest of Kansas City. It has var-

ied manufacturing industries. Population, 63,352. 

O·lav II (oùläv)  See Olaf II. 
old (old) adj.  old·er, old·est. 1. a. Having lived or existed for a relatively long 

time; far advanced in years or life.  b. Relatively advanced in age:  Pamela is our 

oldest child.   2. Made long ago; in existence for many years:  an old book.  3. Of or 

relating to a long life or to people who have had long lives:  a ripe old age.  

4. Having or exhibiting the physical characteristics of age:  a prematurely old face.  

5. Having or exhibiting the wisdom of age; mature:  a child who is old for his years.  

6. Having lived or existed for a specified length of time:  She was 12 years old.  

7. a. Belonging to a remote or former period in history; ancient:  old fossils.  

b. Belonging to or being of an earlier time:  her old classmates.   8.  Often Old. 

Abbr. O, o. Being the earlier or earliest of two or more related objects, stages, ver-

sions, or periods.  9. Geology. a. Having become slower in flow and less vigorous 

in action. Used of a river.  b. Having become simpler in form and of lower relief. 

Used of a landform.   10. Exhibiting the effects of time or long use; worn:  an old 

coat.  11. Known through long acquaintance; long familiar:  an old friend.  

12. Skilled or able through long experience; practiced.  13.  Often ol’ (ol). 
a. Used as an intensive:  Come back any old time. Don’t give me any ol’ excuse.  

b. Used to express affection or familiarity:  Good ol’ Sam.    —  n.  1. An individ-

ual of a specified age:  a five-year-old.  See Usage Note at elder1.  2. Old people 

considered as a group. Used with the:  caring for the old.  3. Former times; yore:  in 

days of old.  [Middle English, from Old English eald. See al-2 in Appendix.] 
—oldùness n.  

SYNONYMS: old, ancient, archaic, antediluvian, obsolete, antique, antiquated.

These adjectives describe what belongs to or dates from an earlier time or period.

Old is the most general term: old lace; an old saying; old colleagues; an old Dutch

painting. Ancient pertains to the distant past: “the hills,/Rock-ribbed, and ancient



as the sun” (William Cullen Bryant). Archaic implies a very remote, often primitive

period: an archaic Greek bronze of the seventh century B.C. He was convicted under

an archaic statute that had never been repealed. Antediluvian applies to what is so

old and outdated that it seems to belong to the period preceding the biblical

Flood: lived in a ramshackle, antediluvian tenement; “a branch of one of your ante-

diluvian families” (William Congreve). Obsolete indicates the fact of having fallen

into disuse: an obsolete custom; obsolete methods of research. “Either man is obsolete

or war is” (R. Buckminster Fuller). Antique is applied both to what is very old and

to what is especially appreciated or valued because of its age: “in hat of antique

shape” (Matthew Arnold). She collects antique French furniture and porcelains. An-

tiquated describes what is out of date, no longer fashionable, or discredited: “No

idea is so antiquated that it was not once modern. No idea is so modern that it will

not someday be antiquated” (Ellen Glasgow). See also Synonyms at elderly

old boy (old boi) n.  Chiefly British. A graduate of a public school for boys. 

old-boy network (oldùboiù nHtùwûrkÙ) n.  An informal, exclusive system of 

mutual assistance and friendship through which men belonging to a particular 

group, such as the alumni of a school, exchange favors and connections, as in pol-

itics or business: “Working-class kids... had no old-boy network to turn to in times of 

trouble” (Bill Barich). 

Old Bulgarian (old bƒl-gârùK-Nn) n.  See Old Church Slavonic. 
Old Cas·tile (old k4s-tKlù)  A historical region of north-central Spain that com-

bined with New Castile to the south to form the kingdom of Castile. It was united 

with Aragon after the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella (1479). 

Old·cas·tle (oldùk4sÙNl, -käÙsNl), Sir John Lord Cobham. 1377?-1417.  English 

Lollard conspirator who was burned alive for heresy. 

Old Catholic (old k4thùN-lVk) n.  A member of an independent religious orga-

nization formed by a group of German Roman Catholics who refused to accept 

the doctrine of papal infallibility proclaimed by the Vatican Council in 1870. 

Old Church Slavonic (old chûrch slN-vmnùVk) n.  The language used by Cyril 

and Methodius in their translation of the Bible and still used as a liturgical lan-

guage by several churches of Eastern Orthodoxy in Slavic countries and else-

where. This language was used in early literary manuscripts.  Also called Church 

Slavonic, Old Bulgarian. 

old country (old kƒnùtrK) n.  The native country of an immigrant. 

Old Danish (old d7ùnVsh) n.  The Danish language from the beginning of the 

12th to the end of the 14th century. 

Old Dutch (old dƒch) n.  The Dutch language from the beginning of the 12th 

to the middle of the 13th century. 

old·en (olùdNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to time long past; old or 

ancient:  olden days.  [Middle English  : old, old; see OLD + -en, adj. suff.; see -EN
2.]



Ol·den·burg (olùdNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ)  A city of northwest Germany west of 

Bremen. First mentioned in 1108, it was chartered in 1345. It is now an industrial 

and transportation center. Population, 138,469. 

Ol·den·burg (olùdNn-bûrgÙ, -btrkÙ), Claes Thure. Born 1929.  Swedish-

born American sculptor best known for his “soft sculptures” of household objects 

made from stuffed vinyl and canvas. 

Old English (old VngùglVsh) n.  Abbr. OE, O.E. 1. The English language from 

the middle of the 5th to the beginning of the 12th century.  Also called Anglo-

Saxon 2. Printing. See black letter. 
Old English sheepdog (old VngùglVsh shKpùdôgÙ) n.  Any of an English 

breed of sturdy dog, having a docked tail and a thick, shaggy, bluish-gray and 

white coat with fur that hangs over the eyes. 

Old Faith·ful (old f7thùfNl)  A geyser in Yellowstone National Park in northwest 

Wyoming. Its eruptions, which last about 4 minutes, occur on the average of once 

every 65 minutes (the intervals can vary from 33 to 90 minutes). The geyser sends 

up a column of hot water and steam ranging from 35.4 to 53.4 m (116 to 175 ft) 

high. 

old-fash·ioned (oldùf4shùNnd) adj.  1. Of a style or method formerly in 

vogue; outdated.  2. Attached to or favoring methods, ideas, or customs of an 

earlier time:  old-fashioned parents.   —  n.  A cocktail made of whiskey, bitters, 

sugar, and fruit. 

old-field (oldùfKldÙ) n.  Virginia. An overcultivated field allowed to lie fallow. 

Old·field (oldùfKldÙ), Berna Eli. Known as “Barney.” 1878-1946.  American 

automobile racer who was the first driver to break the mile-a-minute speed bar-

rier (1903). 

old-field colt (oldùfKldÙ kolt) n.  Virginia. An illegitimate child. Regional. Also 

called catch coltRegional., woods colt.  [From the unsupervised breeding of horses 

in unfrequented fields.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Old-field colt is one of several old-fashioned regional eu-

phemisms for an illegitimate child. The term is native to the Virginia Piedmont,

where old-field refers to an overcultivated field allowed to lie fallow. Being isolated

and usually undisturbed, these fields provided a place for unplanned breeding of

horses and, figuratively, of children. A related Southern expression is woods colt.

The Western U.S. equivalent is catch colt.

Old French (old frHnch) n.  The French language from the 9th to the early 16th 

century. 

Old Frisian (old frVzhùNn) n.  The Frisian language until about 1575. 

old girl (old gûrl) n.  Chiefly British. A graduate of a public school for girls. 



old-girl network (oldù-gûrlù nHtùwûrkÙ) n.  An informal, exclusive system of 

mutual assistance and friendship through which women belonging to a particular 

group, such as the alumnae of a school, exchange favors and connections, as in 

politics or business: “Companies rely on an old-girl network whereby representatives 

use friends as contacts” (New York Times). 

Old Glory (old glôrùK) n.  The flag of the United States. 

old gold (old gold) n.  Color. A dark yellow, from light olive or olive brown to 

deep or strong yellow.   —oldù-goldù (oldùgoldù) adj. 

old growth (old groth) n.  Forest or woodland having a mature ecosystem 

characterized by the presence of old woody plants and the wildlife and smaller 

plants associated with them.   —oldù-growthù (oldùgrothù) adj. 

old guard also Old Guard (old gärd) n.  A conservative, often reactionary ele-

ment of a class, society, or political group.  [Translation of French Vieille Garde, 

the imperial guard of Napoleon I.]

Old·ham (olùdNm)  A borough of northwest England northeast of Manchester. 

It is a manufacturing center with a textile industry. Population, 221,800. 

old hand (old h4nd) n.  One who is experienced; a veteran:  an old hand at inter-

national politics. 

old hat (old h4t) adj.  1. Behind the times; old-fashioned:  Last year’s styles will 

be old hat soon.  2. Overused; trite:  That prank is old hat. 

Old High German (old hX jûrùmNn) n.  High German from the middle of the 

9th to the end of the 11th century. 

Old Icelandic (old Xs-l4nùdVk) n.  Icelandic from the middle of the 12th to the 

middle of the 16th century. 

old·ie (olùdK) n.  Something old, especially a song that was once popular. 

Old Iranian (old V-r7ùnK-Nn) n.  Any of the Iranian languages in use before the 

beginning of the Christian era. 

Old Irish (old XùrVsh) n.  The Irish language from 725 to about 950. 

Old Italian (old V-t4lùyNn) n.  The Italian language until the middle of the 16th 

century. 

Old Kingdom (old kVngùdNm)  Ancient Egypt during the III-VI Dynasties, 

from c. 2980 to 2475 B.C. The Old Kingdom was noted as “the Age of the Pyra-

mids,” with magnificent monuments built by rulers such as Cheops. 

old lady (old l7ùdK) n.  Slang. 1. One’s mother.  2. a. One’s wife.  b. One’s girl-

friend, especially a lover with whom one lives.  

Old Latin (old l4tùn) n.  The earliest recorded Latin, found in inscriptions from 

the beginning of the sixth century B.C. and in literature from the middle of the 

third century B.C. until the middle of the first century B.C. 

old-line (oldùlXnù) adj.  1. Adhering to conservative or reactionary principles:  

an old-line senator.  2. Long established:  an old-line New England family. 



old maid (old m7d) n.  1. Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a woman, 

especially an older woman, who is not married.  2. Informal. A person regarded 

as being primly fastidious.  3. Games. a. A card game in which the player who 

holds a designated card at the end is the loser.  b. The loser of this game.   

4. Chiefly Southern U.S. See zinnia.  —oldù-maidùish (oldùm7ùdVsh) adj. 

old maid flower (old m7d flouùNr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See zinnia. 
old man (old m4n) n.  1. Slang. One’s father.  2. Slang. a. One’s husband.  

b. One’s boyfriend, especially a lover with whom one lives.   3. Informal. a. A 

man in authority; a boss.  b.  Often Old Man. The commanding officer, espe-

cially of a U.S. naval vessel.   4.  See southernwood. 
old-man-and-wom·an (oldùm4nùNnd-wtmùNn) n.  pl. old-man-and-
wom·ans (-wtmùNnz). See houseleek. 

old-man cactus (mldùm4nÙ k4kùtNs) n.  A treelike central Mexican cactus 

(Cephalocereus senilis) having rose-colored flowers and tufts of long, white hair 

on the tips of its branches. 

old-man’s-beard (oldÙm4nz-bîrdù) n.  1. Any of various plants having parts 

suggestive of a beard, as Spanish moss.  2.  See fringe tree.  3.  See virgin’s 
bower. 

old master (old m4sùtNr) n.  1. A distinguished European artist of the period 

from about 1500 to the early 1700’s, especially one of the great painters of this 

period.  2. A work created by one of these artists. 

old money (old mƒnùK) n.  1. The inherited wealth of established upper-class 

families.  2. A person, family, or lineage possessing inherited wealth:  married old 

money. 

old moon (old mun) n.  The waning moon. 

Old Nick (old nVk) n.  The Devil; Satan.  See Regional note at Old Scratch. 
Old Norse (old nôrs) n.  Abbr. ON, O.N. 1. The North Germanic languages 

until the middle of the 14th century.  2. a. Old Icelandic.  b. Old Norwegian.  

Old North French (old nôrth frHnch) n.  The dialects of Old French spoken 

in northern France, especially in Normandy and Picardy. 

Old Northwest (old nôrth-wHstù)  See Northwest Territory. 
Old Norwegian (old nôr-wKùjNn) n.  The Norwegian language from the mid-

dle of the 12th to the end of the 14th century. 

Old Persian (old pûrùzhNn) n.  An Old Iranian language attested in cuneiform 

inscriptions dating from the sixth to the fifth century B.C. 

Old Portuguese (old pôrÙchN-gKzù) n.  The Portuguese language until the 

middle of the 16th century. 

Old Provençal (old proÙvNn-sälù) n.  The Provençal language before the mid-

dle of the 16th century. 

Old Prussian (old prƒshùNn) n.  The Baltic language of eastern Prussia that 

became extinct in the 18th century. 



old rose (old roz) n.  Color. A dark pink to grayish or moderate red. 

Old Russian (old rƒshùNn) n.  The Russian language as used in documents 

from the middle of the 11th to the end of the 16th century. 

Olds (oldz), Ransom Eli. 1864-1950.  American automobile inventor and man-

ufacturer who founded (1899) the Olds Motor Works, manufacturer of the Olds-

mobile. 

Old Saxon (old s4kùsNn) n.  The Low German language of the continental Sax-

ons until the 12th century. 

old school (old skul) n.  A group committed to traditional ideas or practices:  

a diplomat of the old school. 

old-school tie (oldùskulÙ tX) n.  1. A necktie that has the colors of a British 

public school.  2. The upper-middle-class solidarity and system of mutual assis-

tance attributed to alumni of British public schools.  3. The narrow, clannish atti-

tudes characteristic of the members of a clique. 

Old Scratch (old skr4ch) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. The Devil; Satan.  [Probably 

alteration of scrat, from Middle English, hermaphrodite goblin, from Old Norse 

skratte, wizard, goblin.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Old Scratch, like Old Nick, is a nickname for the devil. In

the last century it was widely used in the eastern United States, especially in New

England, as is evident from the Devil’s name for himself in the well-known

Stephen Vincent Benét short story, “The Devil and Daniel Webster.” Now the term

has been regionalized to the South. Old Scratch is attested in the Oxford English

Dictionary from the 18th century onward in Great Britain as a colloquialism:

“He’d have pitched me to Old Scratch” (Anthony Trollope). The source of the name

is probably the Old Norse word skratte, meaning “a wizard, goblin, monster, or

devil.”

old snow (old sno) n.  See firn. 
Old Spanish (old sp4nùVsh) n.  Spanish before the middle of the 16th century. 

old·squaw (oldùskwôÙ) n.  A marine duck (Clangula hyemalis) that is black 

with a white breast and is found in Arctic and North Temperate regions.  Also 

called long-tailed duck, oldwife. 

old·ster (oldùstNr) n.  Informal. An elderly person. 

Old Stone Age (old ston 7j) n.  The Paleolithic Age. 

old style (old stXl) n.  1. Printing. A style of type originating in the 18th century 

and characterized by slight contrast between light and heavy strokes and slanting 

serifs.  2. Old Style. Abbr. O.S. The method of reckoning dates according to the 

Julian calendar. 

Old Swedish (old swKùdVsh) n.  Swedish from the early 13th to the late 14th 

century. 



Old Testament (old tHsùtN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. OT, O.T. 1. Bible. The first of the 

two main divisions of the Christian Bible, corresponding to the Hebrew Scrip-

tures.  See Table at Bible.  2. The covenant of God with Israel as distinguished in 

Christianity from the dispensation of Jesus constituting the New Testament. 

old-time (oldùtXmù) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a time in the past. 

old-tim·er (oldùtXùmNr) n.  Informal. 1. a. An elderly person.  b. A person with 

considerable tenure or experience in a given place or activity; a veteran.   

2. Something very old or antiquated. 

Old Turkic (old tûrùkVk) n.  The language of the oldest texts of the Turkic dia-

lects, written in a variety of scripts from the 7th to the 12th century. 

Ol·du·vai Gorge (olùdN-vXÙ gôrj, ôlùdt-)  A ravine in northern Tanzania west 

of Mount Kilimanjaro. It contains archaeological sites rich in fossils and Pale-

olithic implements. 

Old Welsh (old wHlsh) n.  The Welsh language before the 12th century. 

old·wife (oldùwXfÙ) n.  pl. old·wives (-wXvzÙ). 1.  See oldsquaw.  2. Any of 

various fishes such as the alewife and the menhaden. 

old wives’ tale (old wXvz t7l) n.  A superstitious belief or story belonging to 

traditional folklore. 

Old World (old wûrld)  The Eastern Hemisphere. The term is often used to 

refer specifically to Europe. 

ole- pref.  Variant of oleo-. 
-ole  or -ol suff.  1. A usually heterocyclic chemical compound containing a five-

membered ring:  pyrrole.  2. A chemical compound, especially an ether, that does 

not contain hydroxyl:  eucalyptol.  [French, from Latin oleum, oil. See OIL-.]

o·lé (o-l7ù) interj.  Used to express excited approval.   —  n.  A cry of “olé.”  [Span-

ish, perhaps from Arabic w7llah, by God!, used as an expression of admiration.]

o·le·a (oùlK-N) n.  A plural of oleum. 
o·le·ag·i·nous (oÙlK-4jùN-nNs) adj.  1. Of or relating to oil.  2. Falsely or smugly 

earnest; unctuous:  oleaginous flattery.  See Synonyms at unctuous.  [From Mid-

dle English oliaginose, and from French oléagineux (from Old French) both from 

Latin ole7ginus, of the olive tree, from olea, olive tree, alteration (influenced by 

oleum, olive oil), of olXva. See OLIVE.] —oÙle·agùi·nous·ly adv.  

—oÙle·agùi·nous·ness n. 

O·le·an (oùlK-4nÙ, oÙlK-4nù)  A city of western New York on the Allegheny River 

near the Pennsylvania border. It produces varied manufactures. Population, 

16,946. 

o·le·an·der (oùlK-4nÙdNr, oÙlK-4nùdNr) n.  A poisonous Eurasian evergreen shrub 

(Nerium oleander) having fragrant white, rose, or purple flowers, whorled leaves, 

and long follicles containing numerous comose seeds.  Also called rosebay [Medi-

eval Latin, probably alteration of Late Latin lorandrum, alteration (influenced by 

laurea, laurel), of Latin rhododendron. See RHODODENDRON.]



o·le·as·ter (oÙlK-4sùtNr) n.  1. A small Eurasian tree (Elaeagnus angustifolia) 

having oblong silvery leaves, fragrant greenish flowers, and olivelike fruit.  2. The 

fruit of this tree.  Also called Russian olive, silverberry.  [Middle English, from 

Latin, from olea, olive tree. See OLEAGINOUS.]

o·le·ate (oùlK-7tÙ) n.  An ester or a salt of oleic acid. 

o·lec·ra·non (o-lHkùrN-nmnÙ) n.  The large process on the upper end of the ulna 

that projects behind the elbow joint and forms the point of the elbow.  [Greek 

olekranon : olenK, elbow; see el- in Appendix + kranion, skull, head; see ker-1 in 

Appendix.] —o·lecùra·nal (-nNl), oÙle·craùni·al (oÙlV-kr7ùnK-Nl) , 
oÙle·craùni·an (-nK-Nn)  adj. 

o·le·fin (oùlN-fVn) n.  Any of a class of unsaturated open-chain hydrocarbons 

such as ethylene, having the general formula CnH2n; an alkene with only one car-

bon-carbon double bond.  [French (gaz) oléfiant, oil-forming (gas), ethylene  : 

Latin oleum, oil; see OIL + -fiant, present participle of -fier, -fy.] —oÙle·finùic adj. 

o·le·ic (o-lKùVk) adj.  Chemistry. 1. Of, relating to, or derived from oil.  2. Of or 

relating to oleic acid. 

oleic acid (o-lKùVk 4sùVd) n.  An oily liquid, C17H33COOH, occurring in animal 

and vegetable oils and used in making soap. 

o·le·in (oùlK-Vn) also o·le·ine (-Vn, -KnÙ) n.  An oily yellow liquid, 

(C17H33COO)3C3H5, occurring naturally in most fats and oils and used as a tex-

tile lubricant. 

O·lek·ma (m-lHkùmN)  A river, about 1,319 km (820 mi) long, of eastern Russia 

flowing north to the Lena River. 

O·le·nek (mlÙNn-yôkù, N-lN-nyôkù)  A river of northwest Russia flowing about 

2,172 km (1,350 mi) east then north to the Laptev Sea. 

o·le·o (oùlK-oÙ) n.  pl. o·le·os. Margarine.  [Short for OLEOMARGARINE.]

oleo-  or ole- pref.  Oil:  oleoresin.  [French oléo-, from oléine, olein, from Latin 

oleum, oil. See OIL.]

o·le·o·graph (oùlK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  A chromolithograph printed with oil paint on 

canvas in imitation of an oil painting.   —oÙle·ogùra·pher (-mgùrN-fNr) n.  

—oÙle·o·graphùic adj.  —oÙle·ogùra·phy n. 

o·le·o·mar·ga·rine (oÙlK-o-märùjN-rVn, -rKnÙ) n.  Margarine. 

o·le·o·res·in (oÙlK-o-rHzùVn) n.  A naturally occurring mixture of an oil and a 

resin extracted from various plants, such as pine or balsam fir.   
—oÙle·o·resùin·ous adj. 

o·le·um (oùlK-Nm) n.  pl. o·le·a (oùlK-N)  or o·le·ums. A corrosive solution of 

sulfur trioxide in sulfuric acid.  [Latin, olive oil. See OIL.]

O level (où lHvùNl) n.  Chiefly British. 1. The earlier of two standardized tests in a 

secondary school subject.  2. The educational background and skills required to 

pass this test.  [O(RDINARY) LEVEL.]



ol·fac·tion (ml-f4kùshNn, ol-) n.  1. The sense of smell.  2. The act or process of 

smelling.  [Latin olfactus, past participle of olfacere, to smell; see OLFACTORY + -

ION.]

ol·fac·tom·e·ter (mlÙf4k-tmmùV-tNr, olÙ-) n.  An apparatus for measuring the 

acuity of the sense of smell.  [OLFACT(ION) + -METER.] —ol·facÙto·metùric (-tN-

mHtùrVk) adj.  —olÙfac·tomùe·try n. 

ol·fac·to·ry (ml-f4kùtN-rK, -trK, ol-) adj.  Of, relating to, or contributing to the 

sense of smell.  [Latin olfactorius, used to sniff at, from olfactus, past participle of 

olfacere, to smell  : olKre, to smell + facere, to do; see FACT.]

olfactory bulb (ml-f4kùtN-rK bƒlb) n.  The bulblike distal end of the olfactory 

lobe, where the olfactory nerves begin. 

olfactory lobe (ml-f4kùtN-rK lob) n.  A projection of the lower anterior portion 

of each cerebral hemisphere, functioning in the sense of smell. 

olfactory nerve (ml-f4kùtN-rK nûrv) n.  Either of the first pair of cranial 

nerves that conduct impulses from the mucous membranes of the nose to the 

olfactory bulb. 

ol·i·cook (oùlV-ktkÙ, mlùV-) n.  Hudson Valley. See doughnut (n., sense 1).  

[Dutch oliekoek : olie, oil (from Middle Dutch, from Latin oleum, olium); see OIL 

+ koeke, cake.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Originally brought to the Hudson Valley of New York by

settlers from the Netherlands, a few items of Dutch vocabulary have survived

there from colonial times until the present. The word olicook, meaning “dough-

nut,” comes from Dutch oliekoek—literally, “oil cake.” And the Dutch word kill

for a small running stream is used throughout New York State. Stoop, “a small

porch,” comes from Dutch stoep; this word is now in general use in the Northeast

and beyond.

olig- pref.  Variant of oligo-. 
ol·i·garch (mlùV-gärkÙ, oùlV-) n.  A member of a small governing faction.  [Greek 

oligarkhKs : oligos, few + -arkhKs, -arch.]

ol·i·gar·chy (mlùV-gärÙkK, oùlV-) n.  pl. ol·i·gar·chies. 1. a. Government by a 

few, especially by a small faction of persons or families.  b. Those making up 

such a government.   2. A state governed by a few persons.   —olÙi·garùchic, 
olÙi·garùchi·cal adj. 

oligo-  or olig- pref.  Few:  oligosaccharide.  [Greek, from oligos, little, few.]

Ol·i·go·cene (mlùV-go-sKnÙ, oùlV-) Geology. adj.  Of, relating to, or being the geo-

logic time and deposits of the epoch in the Tertiary Period of the Cenozoic Era 

that extended from the Eocene Epoch to the Miocene Epoch.   —  n.  1. The Oli-

gocene Epoch.  2. The deposits of the Oligocene Epoch. 



ol·i·go·chaete  or ol·i·go·chete (mlùV-go-kKtÙ, oùlV-) n.  Any of various annelid 

worms of the class Oligochaeta, including the earthworms and a few small fresh-

water forms.  [From New Latin Oligochaeta, class name  : OLIGO- + CHAETA.] 
—olÙi·go·chaeùtous (-kKùtNs) adj. 

ol·i·go·clase (mlùV-go-kl7sÙ, -kl7zÙ, oÙlV-) n.  Geology. See plagioclase.  [OLIGO- 

+ Greek klasis, cleavage; see PLAGIOCLASE.]

ol·i·go·den·dro·cyte (mlÙV-go-dHnùdrN-sXtÙ, oÙlV-) n.  One of the cells compris-

ing the oligodendroglia. 

ol·i·go·den·drog·li·a (mlÙV-go-dHn-drmgùlK-N, oÙlV-) n.  Neuroglia consisting 

of cells similar to but smaller than astrocytes, found in the central nervous system 

and associated with the formation of myelin.  [OLIGO- + DENDRO- + (NEURO)GLIA.]

o·lig·o·mer (N-lVgùN-mNr) n.  A polymer that consists of two, three, or four 

monomers.   —o·ligÙo·merùic (-mHrùVk) adj.  —o·ligÙo·merÙi·zaùtion n. 

ol·i·go·nu·cle·o·tide (mlÙV-go-nuùklK-N-tXd, -nyuù-, oÙlV-) n.  A short poly-

meric chain of two to ten nucleotides. 

ol·i·goph·a·gous (mlÙV-gmfùN-gNs, oÙlV-) adj.  Feeding on a restricted range of 

food substances, especially a limited number of plants. Used chiefly of insects.   
—olÙi·gophùa·gy (-jK) n. 

ol·i·gop·o·ly (mlÙV-gmpùN-lK, oÙlV-) n.  pl. ol·i·gop·o·lies. A market condition in 

which sellers are so few that the actions of any one of them will materially affect 

price and have a measurable impact on competitors.  [OLIGO- + (MONO)POLY.] 
—olÙi·gopÙo·lisùtic (-lVsùtVk) adj. 

ol·i·gop·so·ny (mlÙV-gmpùsN-nK, oÙlV-) n.  pl. ol·i·gop·so·nies. A market condi-

tion in which purchasers are so few that the actions of any one of them can mate-

rially affect price and the costs that competitors must pay.  [OLIG(O)- + 

(MON)OPSONY.] —olÙi·gopÙso·nisùtic (-nVsùtVk) adj. 

ol·i·go·sac·cha·ride (mlÙV-go-s4kùN-rXdÙ, oÙlV-) n.  A carbohydrate that consists 

of a relatively small number of monosaccharides. 

ol·i·go·tro·phic (mlÙV-go-troùfVk, -trmfùVk, oÙlV-) adj.  Lacking in plant nutrients 

and having a large amount of dissolved oxygen throughout. Used of a pond or 

lake.   —olÙi·gotùro·phy (-gmtùrN-fK) n. 

O·lin·da (o-lVnùdN, t-lKNùdä)  A city of northeastern Brazil, a suburb of Recife 

on the Atlantic Ocean. It was founded in 1537 as a colonial capital and held by the 

Dutch from 1630 to 1654. Population, 266,751. 

o·lin·go (o-lVngùgo) n.  pl. o·lin·gos. A small, nocturnal, chiefly arboreal mam-

mal of the genus Bassaricyon native to Central and South America, resembling the 

kinkajou but having a nonprehensile tail.  [American Spanish, howler monkey.]

o·li·o (oùlK-oÙ) n.  pl. o·li·os. 1. A heavily spiced stew of meat, vegetables, and 

chickpeas.  2. a. A mixture or medley; a hodgepodge.  b. A collection of various 

artistic or literary works or musical pieces; a miscellany.   3. Vaudeville or musical 



entertainment presented between the acts of a burlesque or minstrel show.  

[Alteration of Spanish olla, pot. See OLLA.]

ol·i·va·ceous (mlÙN-v7ùshNs) adj.  Color. Olive-green. 

ol·ive (mlùVv) n.  1. A Mediterranean evergreen tree (Olea europaea) having fra-

grant white flowers, usually lance-shaped leathery leaves, and edible drupes.  

2. The small, ovoid fruit of this tree, an important food and source of oil.  

3. Color. A yellow green of low to medium lightness and low to moderate satura-

tion.  [Middle English, from Latin olXva, from Greek elaia, elaiw7.] —olùive adj. 

ol·ive-backed thrush (mlùVv-b4ktÙ thrƒsh) n.  A North American thrush 

(Hylocichla ustulata) having a dark olive-brown back and common in spruce and 

fir forests.  Also called Swainson’s thrush 

olive branch (mlùVv br4nch) n.  1. A branch of an olive tree regarded as an 

emblem of peace.  2. An offer of peace:  bore an olive branch to the new round of 

negotiations. 

olive drab (mlùVv dr4b) n.  Abbr. o.d. 1. Color. A grayish olive to dark olive 

brown or olive gray.  2. a. Cloth of this color, often used in military uniforms.  

b.  Also olive drabs. A uniform made from cloth of this color.    —olùive-
drabù (mlùVv-dr4bù) adj. 

olive green (mlùVv grKn) n.  Color. A green-yellow hue of low to medium light-

ness and low to moderate saturation.   —olùive-greenù (mlùVv-grKnù) adj. 

o·liv·e·nite (o-lVvùN-nXtÙ) n.  A mineral, Cu2(AsO4)(OH), a basic arsenate of 

copper, that is brown, olive green, or gray in color and found in copper deposits.  

[German Olivenit : Olive, olive (from Latin olXva); see OLIVE + -it, n. suff. (from 

Latin -Xta); see -ITE
1.]

olive oil (mlùVv oil) n.  Oil pressed from olives, used in salad dressings, for cook-

ing, as an ingredient in soaps, and as an emollient. 

Ol·i·ver (mlùN-vNr), Joseph. Known as “King Oliver.” 1885?-1938.  American 

jazz musician and composer who had a great influence on the style of Louis Arm-

strong. His Creole Jazz Band was the first Black group to make jazz recordings. 

Ol·ives (mlùivz), Mount of. Also Ol·i·vet (mlùN-vHtÙ).  A ridge of hills in the 

West Bank east of Jerusalem. At its western foot is the biblical site of the Garden 

of Gethsemane. 

ol·ive·wood (mlùVv-wtdÙ) n.  An evergreen tree (Cassine laneana) native to 

Bermuda, having oblanceolate leaves, unisexual flowers, and creamy-white fruit. 

O·liv·i·er (o-lVvùK-7Ù), Sir Laurence Kerr Baron Olivier of Brighton. 1907-

1989.  British actor and director best known for his interpretations of Shakes-

peare’s Othello and Richard III. He was knighted in 1947 for his contributions to 

the theater and directed the National Theatre of Great Britain from 1962 to 1973. 

ol·i·vine (mlùN-vKnÙ) n.  A mineral silicate of iron and magnesium, principally 

(Mg, Fe)2SiO4, found in igneous and metamorphic rocks and used as a structural 



material in refractories and in cements.  Also called chrysolite [OLIVE (from its 

color) + -INE
1.] —olÙi·vinùic (-vVnùVk), olÙi·vi·nitùic (-vN-nVtùVk)  adj. 

ol·la (mlùN, ôùyä) n.  1. South Texas. An earthenware crock.  2. An olla podrida.  

[Spanish, from Old Spanish, from Latin, variant of aula, aulla, pot, jar.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The unglazed earthenware olla, a large crock or jar, was

used for generations in parts of the United States where Spanish language and

culture predominate, particularly in South Texas and California. The olla was usu-

ally used to store water on a patio and was wrapped in burlap to keep the water

cool.

olla po·dri·da (mlùN pN-drKùdN, pô-thrKùthä) n.  pl. ol·la po·dri·das also ol·las 
po·dri·das. 1. A stew of highly seasoned meat and vegetables.  2. An assorted 

mixture; a miscellany: “All the conversations were in English... the whole olla podr-

ida spiced with the latest gossip” (William Pearson).  [Spanish  : olla, olla; see OLLA 

+ podrida, feminine of podrido, rotten (from Latin putridus); see PUTRID.]

Ol·mec (mlùmHk, olù-) n.  pl. Olmec or Ol·mecs. 1. An early Mesoamerican 

Indian civilization centered in the Veracruz region of southeast Mexico that 

flourished before the Maya and whose cultural influence was widespread 

throughout southern Mexico and Central America.  2. A member of any of vari-

ous peoples who contributed to the Olmec civilization. 

Olm·sted (omùstHdÙ, -stVd), Frederick Law. 1822-1903.  American landscape 

architect who was the chief designer of Central Park in New York City (1858-

1861). 

ol·o·gy (mlùN-jK) n.  pl. ol·o·gies. Informal. A branch of learning: “amphibology, 

parisology, and other ologies” (Evan Esar).  [From -ology (as in BIOLOGY, GEOLOGY, 

etc.).]

O·lo·mouc (ôùlô-motsÙ)  A city of northeast Czech Republic on the Morava 

River northeast of Brno. Possibly founded as a Roman fortress, it was ceded to 

Hungary in 1478 and was the capital of Moravia until c. 1640. Population, 

105,516. 

Ol·sen, Tillie. Born 1913.  American writer whose short story “Tell Me a Riddle,” 

published in a collection of the same name (1961), depicts the embittered deter-

mination of a woman who has lived her life for others. 

Olsz·tyn (ôlùshtVn)  A city of northern Poland southeast of Gdadsk. Founded by 

the Teutonic Knights in 1348, it was ceded to Poland in 1466 and to Prussia in 

1772. It reverted to Poland in 1945. Population, 147,100. 

O·lym·pi·a1 (o-lVmùpK-N, N-lVmù-)  A plain of southern Greece in the northwest 

Peleponnesus. It was a religious center devoted to the worship of Zeus and the site 

of the ancient Olympic games. The statue of the Olympian Zeus by Phidias was 

one of the Seven Wonders of the World. 



O·lym·pi·a2 (o-lVmùpK-N, N-lVmù-)  The capital of Washington, in the western 

part of the state on the southern end of Puget Sound. Settled in 1845, it became 

the territorial capital in 1853. Population, 33,840. 

O·lym·pi·ad (o-lVmùpK-4dÙ) n.  1. An interval of four years between celebra-

tions of the Olympic games, by which the ancient Greeks reckoned dates.  

2. Sports. A celebration of the modern Olympic games.  [Back-formation from 

Middle English Olympiades, Olympiads, from Latin Olympias, Olympiad-, from 

Greek Olumpias, from Olumpia, Olympia, Greece, site of the Olympic games.]

Olympia Heights (o-lVmùpK-N hXts)  A community of southeast Florida, a 

suburb of Miami. Population, 33,112. 

O·lym·pi·an (o-lVmùpK-Nn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or relating to the 

greater gods and goddesses of the ancient Greek pantheon, whose abode was 

Mount Olympus.  2. a. Majestic in manner.  b. Superior to mundane affairs.  

c. Surpassing all others in scope and effect:  Olympian efforts were mounted to 

keep the city from going bankrupt.   3. Sports. Of or relating to the Olympic games.  

4. Of or relating to the region of Olympia in Greece or its inhabitants.   —  n.  

1. Greek Mythology. One of the 12 major gods and goddesses inhabiting Mount 

Olympus.  2. One who is superior to all others:  an intellectual Olympian.  3. A 

contestant in either the ancient or the modern Olympic games.  4. A native or 

inhabitant of the region of Olympia in Greece. 

Olympian games (o-lVmùpK-Nn g7mz) pl.n.  See Olympic games (pl.n., 

sense 2). 

Olympia oyster (o-lVmùpK-N oiùstNr) n.  A small oyster (Ostrea lurida) native 

to the Pacific coast of North America.  [After Olympia2.]

O·lym·pic (o-lVmùpVk) adj.  Sports. Of or relating to the Olympic games. 

Olympic games (o-lVmùpVk g7mz) pl.n.  1. Sports. A group of modern inter-

national athletic contests held every four years in a different city.  Also called 

Olympics 2. A Pan-Hellenic festival in ancient Greece consisting of athletic games 

and contests of choral poetry and dance, first celebrated in 776 B.C. and held peri-

odically until A.D. 393 on the plain of Olympia in honor of the Olympian Zeus.  

Also called Olympian games 

Olympic lift·ing (o-lVmùpVk lVfùtVng) n.  Sports. A weightlifting competition in 

which participants compete in the snatch and the clean and jerk. 

Olympic Mountains (o-lVmùpVk mounùtNnz)  A range of the Coast Ranges 

on the Olympic Peninsula of northwest Washington. The rugged peninsula is 

bounded by the Pacific Ocean, the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and Puget Sound. On 

the western slope of the mountains is a rain forest with an annual precipitation of 

more than 330 cm (130 in). Mount Olympus, in the center of the range, is the 

highest peak, rising to 2,429.3 m (7,965 ft). 

O·lym·pics (o-lVmùpVks) pl.n.  Sports. See Olympic games (pl.n., sense 1). 



O·lym·pus (N-lVmùpNs, o-lVmù-)  A mountain range of northern Greece near the 

Aegean coast. It rises to 2,918.9 m (9,570 ft) at Mount Olympus, the highest 

point in Greece and home of the mythical Greek gods. 

O·lyn·thus (o-lVnùthNs)  An ancient city of northeast Greece on the coast of 

Macedonia. As head of the Chalcidian League after the late fifth century B.C., it 

opposed the threats of Athens and Sparta but was captured briefly by Athens and 

subjugated by Sparta in 379. Philip of Macedon destroyed the city in 348. 

Om1 (ôm)  A river, about 724 km (450 mi) long, of south-central Russia flowing 

westward to join the Irtysh River at Omsk. 

Om2 also Aum (om) n.  Hinduism & Buddhism. The supreme and most sacred 

syllable, consisting in Sanskrit of the three sounds (a), (u), and (m), representing 

various fundamental triads and believed to be the spoken essence of the universe. 

It is uttered as a mantra and in affirmations and blessings.  [Sanskrit om.]

OM. abbr.  Ostmark. 

O.M. abbr.  Order of Merit. 

-oma suff.  Tumor:  lipoma.  [New Latin -oma, from Greek -oma, -omat-, n. suff.]

O·ma·ha1 (oùmN-hôÙ, -häÙ) n.  pl. Omaha or O·ma·has. 1. a. A Native Amer-

ican people inhabiting northeast Nebraska since the late 17th century. The 

Omaha are closely related to the Ponca in language and history.  b. A member of 

this people.   2. The Siouan language of the Omaha.  [Omaha umóNhoN.] 
—Oùma·haÙ adj. 

O·ma·ha2 (oùmN-hôÙ, -häÙ)  A city of eastern Nebraska on the Missouri River 

and the Iowa border. Founded in 1854 with the opening of the Nebraska Terri-

tory, it grew as a supply point for westward migration, especially after the coming 

of the railroad in 1869. It was territorial capital from 1855 to 1867. Population, 

335,795. 

O·man (o-mänù) Formerly Mus·cat and Oman (mƒsùk4tÙ, -kNt, mƒs-k4tù).  A 

sultanate of the southeast Arabian Peninsula on the Gulf of Oman, an arm of 

the Arabian Sea. Much of the area was controlled by the Portuguese from 1508 to 

1659 and the Turks until 1741, when the present royal line was founded. Oman 

established close ties with Great Britain in the late 18th century. Muscat is the 

capital. Population, 891,000.   —O·manùi (o-mäùnK) adj.  & n. 

O·mar Khay·yám (oùmär kX-yämù, -4mù), 1050?-1123.  Persian poet, mathe-

matician, and astronomer remembered for his collection of quatrains The 

Rubáiyat of Omar Khayyám, translated by Edward FitzGerald (1859). 

o·ma·sum (o-m7ùsNm) n.  pl. o·ma·sa (-sN). The third division of the stomach 

of a ruminant animal, located between the abomasum and the reticulum.  Also 

called manyplies [Latin om7sum, bullock’s tripe, probably of Celtic origin.]

O·may·yad (o-mXù4d)  See Umayyad. 
OMB abbr.  Office of Management and Budget. 



om·bre also om·ber (mmùbNr)  or hom·bre (hmmùbNr, mmù-) n.  Games. A card 

game, played by three players with 40 cards, that was popular in Europe during 

the 17th and 18th centuries.  [Spanish hombre, man, ombre, from Latin homo. See 

dhghem- in Appendix.]

om·buds·man (mmùbƒdzÙmNn, -bNdz-, -btdzÙ-) n.  1. A man who investi-

gates complaints, reports findings, and mediates fair settlements, especially 

between aggrieved parties such as consumers or students and an institution, an 

organization, or a company.  2. A government official, especially in Scandinavian 

countries, who investigates citizens’ complaints against the government or its 

functionaries.  [Swedish, from Old Norse umbodhsmadhr, deputy, plenipoten-

tiary  : umbodh, commission (um, about; see ambhi in Appendix + bodh, com-

mand); see bheudh- in Appendix + madhr, man; see man-1 in Appendix.] 
—omùbudsÙman·shipÙ n.  

WORD HISTORY: The word ombudsman looks as if its constituents would be

familiar, judging from the element man, but it is difficult to think of what ombuds

could mean. Ombudsman is from Swedish, a Germanic language in the same fam-

ily as English, and man in Swedish corresponds to our word man. Ombud means

“commissioner, agent,” coming from Old Norse umbodh, “charge, commission,

administration by a delegacy,” umbodh being made up of um, “regarding,” and

bodh, “command.” In Old Norse an umbodhsmadhr was a “trusty manager, com-

missary.” In Swedish an ombudsman was a deputy who looked after the interests

and legal affairs of a group such as a trade union or business. In 1809 the office

of riksdagens justitieombudsman was created to act as an agent of justice, that is,

to see after the interests of justice in affairs between the government and its citi-

zens. This office of ombudsman and the word ombudsman have been adopted

elsewhere, as in individual states in the United States. The term has also been ex-

panded in sense to include people who perform the same function for business

corporations or newspapers.

om·buds·per·son (mmùbƒdz-pûrÙsNn, -bNdz-, -btdz-) n.  An ombudsman or 

ombudswoman.  [OMBUDS(MAN) + PERSON.] —omùbuds·perÙson·shipÙ n. 

om·buds·wom·an (mmùbƒdz-wtmùNn, -bNdz-, -btdz-) n.  A woman who 

investigates complaints, reports findings, and mediates fair settlements between 

aggrieved persons such as consumers or students and an institution, an organiza-

tion, or a company.  [OMBUDS(MAN) + WOMAN.] —omùbuds·womÙan·shipÙ n. 

Om·dur·man (mmÙdtr-mänù)  A city of northeast-central Sudan on the 

White Nile opposite Khartoum. Anglo-Egyptian troops defeated Mahdi forces 

near here on September 2, 1898. Population, 526,287. 

-ome suff.  Mass:  biome.  [New Latin -oma, -omat-, from Greek, n. suff.]



o·me·ga (o-mHgùN, o-mKùgN, o-m7ù-) n.  1. The 24th letter of the Greek alpha-

bet.  2. The end.  3.  See omega hyperon.  4.  See omega meson.  [Greek o 

mega : o, the letter o + mega, neuter of megas, large, great; see meg- in Appen-

dix.]

omega hyperon (o-mHgùN hXùpN-rmnÙ) n.  A subatomic particle in the baryon 

family having a rest mass of 3,272 times that of the electron, a unit negative elec-

tron charge, and an average lifetime of 8 ∞ 10–11 second.  Also called omega 

omega meson (o-mHgùN mHzùmnÙ) n.  A neutral meson having a rest mass 

1,532 times that of the electron and an average lifetime of 606 ∞ 10–23 second.  

Also called omega 

om·e·let also om·e·lette (mmùN-lVt, mmùlVt) n.  A dish consisting of beaten eggs 

cooked until set and folded over, often around a filling.  [French omelette, from 

Old French amlette, alteration of alumette, variant of alumelle, probably from (la) 

lemelle, (the) knife blade, from Latin l7mella, diminutive of l7mina, thin plate.]

o·men (oùmNn) n.  1. A phenomenon supposed to portend good or evil; a pro-

phetic sign.  2. Prognostication; portent:  birds of ill omen.   —  v.  tr. o·mened, 
o·men·ing, o·mens. To be a prophetic sign of; portend.  [Latin omen.]

o·men·tum (o-mHnùtNm) n.  pl. o·men·ta (-tN)  or o·men·tums. Anatomy. 

One of the folds of the peritoneum that connect the stomach with other abdomi-

nal organs, especially: a. The greater omentum.  b. The lesser omentum.   [Latin 

omentum.] —o·menùtal (-tNl) adj. 

o·mer (oùmNr, oùmHr) n.  Judaism. 1. An ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure 

equal to 10 ephah, about 3.5 liters (3.7 quarts).  2. a. An offering of a sheaf or an 

omer of the first harvest of barley to a priest in the Temple on the second day of 

Passover.  b. Omer. A 49-day liturgical season, originally a harvest festival, from 

the second day of Passover to the first day of Shavuot, during which marriages are 

prohibited and signs of mourning are observed, except during Passover and on 

Lag b’Omer.   [Hebrew 1omer, a measure.]

om·i·cron (mmùV-krmnÙ, oùmV-) n.  The 15th letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek 

o mikron : o, the letter o + mikron, neuter of mikros, small.]

om·i·nous (mmùN-nNs) adj.  1. Menacing; threatening:  ominous black clouds; 

ominous rumblings of discontent.  2. Of or being an omen, especially an evil one.  

[Latin ominosus, from omen, omin-, omen.] —omùi·nous·ly adv.  

—omùi·nous·ness n. 

o·mis·si·ble (o-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Possible to omit:  an omissible passage in the text.  

[From Latin omissus, past participle of omittere, to disregard. See OMIT.]

o·mis·sion (o-mVshùNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of omitting.  2. The state 

of having been omitted.  3. Something omitted or neglected.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin omissio, omission-, from Latin omissus, past 

participle of omittere, to disregard. See OMIT.]



o·mis·sive (o-mVsùVv) adj.  Characterized by omission or omitting:  omissive 

crimes; was omissive of responsibility. 

o·mit (o-mVtù) v.  tr. o·mit·ted, o·mit·ting, o·mits. 1. To fail to include or 

mention; leave out:  omit a word.  2. a. To pass over; neglect.  b. To desist or fail 

in doing; forbear.   [Middle English omitten, from Latin omittere : ob-, against, 

away; see OB- + mittere, to send.]

O·mi·ya (o-mKùN, ôÙmK-yäù)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, a commercial 

suburb of Tokyo. Population, 373,015. 

om·ma·tid·i·um (mmÙN-tVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. om·ma·tid·i·a (-K-N). One of the 

structural elements, resembling a single simplified eye, that make up the com-

pound eye of insects and other arthropods.  [New Latin, diminutive of Greek 

omma, ommat-, eye. See okw- in Appendix.] —omÙma·tidùi·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

om·mat·o·phore (o-m4tùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A movable stalk ending with an eye, 

as found in certain snails.  [Greek omma, ommat-, eye; see okw- in Appendix + -

PHORE.] —omÙma·tophùo·rous (mmÙN-tmfùNr-Ns) adj. 

Om·mi·ad (o-mXù4d)  See Umayyad. 
omni- pref.  All:  omnidirectional.  [Latin, from omnis, all. See op- in Appendix.]

om·ni·bus (mmùnV-bƒsÙ, -bNs) n.  1. A long motor vehicle for passengers; a bus.  

2. A printed anthology of the works of one author or of writings on related sub-

jects.   —  adj.  Including or covering many things or classes:  an omnibus trade 

bill.  [French, from Latin, for all, dative pl. of omnis, all. See op- in Appendix.]

om·ni·di·rec·tion·al (mmÙnK-dV-rHkùshN-nNl, -dX-) adj.  Capable of transmit-

ting or receiving signals in all directions, as an antenna. 

omnidirectional radio range (mmÙnK-dV-rHkùshN-nNl r7ùdK-o r7nj) n.  See 

omnirange. 
om·ni·far·i·ous (mmÙnV-fârùK-Ns) adj.  Of all kinds:  omnifarious knowledge.  

[From Latin omnif7riam, on every side  : omni-, omni- + -f7riam, adv. suff.; see 

dhK- in Appendix.] —omÙni·farùi·ous·ly adv.  —omÙni·farùi·ous·ness n. 

om·nip·o·tent (mm-nVpùN-tNnt) adj.  Having unlimited or universal power, 

authority, or force; all-powerful.  See Usage Note at infinite.   —  n.  1. One hav-

ing unlimited power or authority:  the bureaucratic omnipotents.  

2. Omnipotent. God. Used with the.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin omnipotKns, omnipotent-  : omni-, omni- + potKns, present participle of 

posse, to be able; see poti- in Appendix.] —om·nipùo·tence, om·nipùo·ten·cy 

n.  —om·nipùo·tent·ly adv. 

om·ni·pres·ent (mmÙnV-prHzùNnt) adj.  Present everywhere simultaneously.  

[Medieval Latin omnipresKns, omnipresent-  : Latin omni-, omni- + Latin praesKns, 

present participle of praeesse, to be present; see PRESENT
1.] —omÙni·presùence 

n. 

om·ni·range (mmùnV-r7njÙ, -nK-) n.  A radio network that provides aircraft 

with complete information on bearings.  Also called omnidirectional radio range 



om·nis·cient (mm-nVshùNnt) adj.  Having total knowledge; knowing everything:  

an omniscient deity; the omniscient narrator.   —  n.  1. One having total knowl-

edge.  2. Omniscient. God. Used with the.  [Medieval Latin omnisciKns, omni-

scient-  : Latin omni-, omni- + Latin sciKns (present participle of scXre, to know); 

see skei- in Appendix.] —om·nisùcience, om·nisùcien·cy n.  

—om·nisùcient·ly adv. 

om·ni·um-gath·er·um (mmùnK-Nm-g4thùNr-Nm) n.  A miscellaneous collec-

tion; a hodgepodge.  [Latin omnium, genitive pl. of omnis, all; see op- in Appen-

dix + gatherum (alteration of GATHER).]

om·ni·vore (mmùnN-vôrÙ, -vorÙ) n.  1. An omnivorous person or animal.  

2. One that takes in everything available, as with the mind.  [From New Latin 

Omnivora, omnivores, from neuter pl. of Latin omnivorus, omnivorous. See 

OMNIVOROUS.]

om·niv·o·rous (mm-nVvùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Eating both animal and vegetable foods.  

2. Taking in everything available:  an inquiring, omnivorous mind.  [From Latin 

omnivorus : omni-, omni- + -vorus, -vorous.] —om·nivùo·rous·ly adv.  

—om·nivùo·rous·ness n. 

Om·o·lon (mmÙN-lônù)  A river, about 965 km (600 mi) long, of northeast Russia 

flowing northward to the Kolyma River. 

om·pha·los (mmùfN-lmsÙ, -lNs) n.  pl. om·pha·li (-lK). 1. The navel.  2. A central 

part; a focal point.  [Greek. See nobh- in Appendix.]

Omsk (ômsk)  A city of south-central Russia at the confluence of the Irtysh and 

Om rivers. On the Trans-Siberian Railroad, it is a major river port and transpor-

tation hub. The city was founded in 1716. Population, 1,108,000. 

on (mn, ôn) prep.  1. a. Used to indicate position above and supported by or in 

contact with:  The vase is on the table. We rested on our hands and knees.  b. Used 

to indicate contact with or extent over (a surface) regardless of position:  a picture 

on the wall; a rash on my back.  c. Used to indicate location at or along:  the pasture 

on the south side of the river; a house on the highway.  d. Used to indicate proxim-

ity:  a town on the border.  e. Used to indicate attachment to or suspension from:  

beads on a string.  f. Used to indicate figurative or abstract position:  on the young 

side, but experienced; on her third beer; stopped on chapter two.   2. a. Used to indi-

cate actual motion toward, against, or onto:  jumped on the table; the march on 

Washington.  b. Used to indicate figurative or abstract motion toward, against, or 

onto:  going on six o’clock; came on the answer by accident.   3. a. Used to indicate 

occurrence at a given time:  on July third; every hour on the hour.  b. Used to indi-

cate the particular occasion or circumstance:  On entering the room, she saw him.   

4. a. Used to indicate the object affected by actual, perceptible action:  The spot-

light fell on the actress. He knocked on the door.  b. Used to indicate the object 

affected by a figurative action:  Have pity on them.  c. Used to indicate the object 

of an action directed, tending, or moving against it:  an attack on the fortress.  



d. Used to indicate the object of perception or thought:  gazed on the vista; medi-

tated on his actions.   5. Used to indicate the agent or agency of a specified action:  

cut his foot on the broken glass; talked on the telephone.  6. a. Used to indicate a 

medicine or other corrective taken or undertaken routinely:  went on a strict diet.  

b. Used to indicate a substance that is the cause of an addiction, a habit, or an 

altered state of consciousness:  high on dope.   7. Used to indicate a source or 

basis: “We will reach our judgments not on intentions or on promises but on deeds 

and on results” (Margaret Thatcher).  8. a. Used to indicate the state or process 

of:  on leave; on fire; on the way.  b. Used to indicate the purpose of:  travel on 

business.  c. Used to indicate a means of conveyance:  ride on a train.  d. Used to 

indicate availability by means of:  beer on tap; a physician on call.   9. Used to indi-

cate belonging to:  a nurse on the hospital staff.  10. Used to indicate addition or 

repetition:  heaped error on error.  11. a. Concerning; about:  a book on astronomy.  

b. Concerning and to the disadvantage of:  We have some evidence on him.   

12. Informal. In one’s possession; with:  I haven’t a cent on me.  13. At the expense 

of; compliments of:  drinks on the house.   —  adv.  1. In or into a position or con-

dition of being supported by or in contact with something:  Put the coffee on.  

2. In or into a position of being attached to or covering something:  Put your 

clothes on.  3. In the direction of something:  He looked on while the ship docked.  

4. a. Toward or at a point lying ahead in space or time; forward:  The play moved 

on to the next city.  b. At or to a more distant point in time or space:  I’ll do it later 

on.   5. In a continuous course:  He worked on quietly.  6. a. In or into perfor-

mance or operation:  Turn on the radio.  b. In progress or action; in a state of 

activity:  The show must go on.   7. In or at the present position or condition:  stay 

on; hang on.  8. In a condition of being scheduled for or decided upon:  There is a 

party on tonight.   —  adj.  1. Being in operation:  The television is on.  

2. a. Engaged in a given function or activity, such as a vocal or dramatic role:  

You’re on in five minutes!  b. Under or behaving as if under observation:  A minis-

ter is always on.   3. Slang. Functioning or performing at a high degree of compe-

tence or energy:  The goalie is really on.  4. a. Planned; intended:  Our calendar is 

open; we have nothing on for this weekend.  b. Happening; taking place:  The 

parade is on.    —idioms. be on to. Slang. To be aware of or have information 

about:  You’ll never deceive us again; we’re on to you.  on and off. Intermittently.  

on and on. Without stopping; continuously.  [Middle English, from Old 

English an, on. See an- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: To indicate motion toward a position, both on and onto can be

used: The cat jumped on the table. The cat jumped onto the table. Onto is more

specific, however, in indicating that the motion was initiated from an outside

point. He wandered onto the battlefield means that he began his wandering at some

point off the battlefield. He wandered on the battlefield may mean that his wan-



dering began on the battlefield. • In constructions where on is an adverb attached

to a verb, it should not be joined with to to form the single word onto: move on

to (not onto) new subjects; hold on to (not onto) our gains. • In their uses to indicate

spatial relations, on and upon are often interchangeable: It was resting on (or upon)

two supports. She took it on (or upon) herself to finish the project. We saw a finch

light on (or upon) a bough. To indicate a relation between two things, however,

instead of between an action and an end point, upon cannot always be used: Hand

me the book on (not upon) the table. It was the only town on (not upon) the main

line. Similarly, upon cannot always be used in place of on when the relation is not

spatial: He wrote a book on (not upon) alchemy. She will be here on (not upon)

Tuesday.

ON abbr.  1.  Also O.N.. Old Norse.  2. Ontario. 

-on1 suff.  1. a. Subatomic particle:  baryon.  b. Unit; quantum:  photon.   

2. Basic hereditary unit:  codon.  [From ION.]

-on2 suff.  Inert gas:  radon.  [New Latin, from (ARG)ON.]

-on3 suff.  A chemical compound that is not a ketone or a compound that con-

tains oxygen in a carbonyl group:  parathion.  [Alteration of -ONE.]

on-a·gain, off-a·gain (mnùN-gHnÙ ôfùN-gHnÙ, mf-, ônù-) adj.  Informal. Exist-

ing or continuing sporadically; intermittent or occasional:  an on-again, off-again 

correspondence. 

on·a·ger (mnùN-jNr) n.  1. A fast-running wild ass (Equus hemionus subsp. 

onager) of central Asia, having an erect mane and a broad black stripe along its 

back.  2. An ancient and medieval stone-propelling siege engine.  [Middle 

English, from Late Latin, from Latin, wild ass, from Greek onagros : onos, ass + 

agrios, wild; see agro- in Appendix.]

on-air (mnùârù, ônù-) adj.  Spoken, occurring, or used during broadcasting or 

while being recorded for broadcasting:  an on-air argument; changed his on-air 

name. 

o·nan·ism (oùnN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Masturbation.  2. Coitus interruptus.  [After 

Onan, son of Judah (Genesis 38:9).] —oùnan·ist n.  —oÙnan·isùtic adj. 

O·nas·sis (o-n4sùVs, o-näùsVs), Aristotle. 1906?-1975.  Turkish-born Greek fin-

ancier and shipping magnate who pioneered the use of oil supertankers. 

O·nas·sis (o-n4sùVs, o-näùsVs), Jacqueline Lee Bouvier Kennedy.  See Jac-
queline Lee Bouvier Kennedy. 

O·ña·te (ô-nyäùtH), Juan de. 1550?-1630?.  Spanish explorer and conquistador. 

He claimed New Mexico for Spain in 1598 and served as its governor until 1607. 

on·board  or on-board (mn-bôrdù, -bordù, ôn-) adj.  Carried aboard a vehicle 

or vessel.   —on·boardù adv. 

once (wƒns) adv.  1. One time only:  once a day.  2. At one time in the past; for-

merly.  3. At any time; ever:  Once known, his face is never forgotten.  4. By one 



degree of relationship:  my first cousin once removed.   —  n.  A single occurrence; 

one time:  Once will have to do. You can go just this once.   —  conj.  As soon as; if 

ever; when:  Once he goes, we can clean up.   —  adj.  Having been formerly; 

former:  the once capital of the nation.   —idiom. at once. 1. All at one time; 

simultaneously:  Everything happened at once. The view of the skyline is at once 

awesome, grand, and disappointing.  2. Immediately; instantly:  Leave the room at 

once.  [Middle English ones, from on, one, from Old English 7n. See oi-no- in 

Appendix.]

once-o·ver (wƒnsùoÙvNr) n.  Informal. A quick but comprehensive survey or 

performance:  Let’s give this memorandum the once-over. 

on·cho·cer·ci·a·sis (mngÙko-sNr-kXùN-sVs) n.  A disease caused by infestation 

with filarial worms of the genus Onchocerca, especially a disease of human beings 

caused by O. volvulus and characterized by nodular swellings on the skin and 

lesions of the eyes. Transmitted by black flies, the disease occurs in tropical 

regions of Africa and Central America.  Also called river blindness [New Latin  : 

Onchocerca, genus name (Greek onkos, barb + Greek kerkos, tail) + -IASIS.]

on·co·gene (mnùkN-jKn, mngÙ-) n.  A gene that causes the transformation of 

normal cells into cancerous tumor cells, especially a viral gene that transforms a 

host cell into a tumor cell.  [Greek onkos, mass, tumor; see ONCOLOGY + GENE.]

on·co·gen·e·sis (mnÙko-jHnùV-sVs, mngÙ-) n.  The formation and development 

of tumors.  [Greek onkos, mass, tumor; see nek-2 in Appendix + -GENESIS.]

on·co·gen·ic (mnÙko-jHnùVk, mngÙ-) adj.  Tending to cause or give rise to tumors:  

an oncogenic virus.  [Greek onkos, mass, tumor; see ONCOLOGY + -GENIC.] 
—onÙco·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

on·col·o·gy (mn-kmlùN-jK, mng-) n.  The branch of medicine that deals with 

tumors, including study of their development, diagnosis, treatment, and preven-

tion.  [Greek onkos, mass, tumor; see nek-2 in Appendix + -LOGY.] 
—onÙco·logùi·cal (-kN-lmjùV-kNl), onÙco·logùic (-lmjùVk)  adj.  —on·colùo·gist 
n. 

on·com·ing (mnùkƒmÙVng, ônù-) adj.  Coming nearer; approaching:  an oncom-

ing storm.   —  n.  An approach; an advance. 

on·cor·na·vi·rus (mn-kôrÙnN-vXùrNs, mng-) n.  Any of a group of viruses that 

contain single-stranded RNA and produce tumors in birds and mammals.  

[Greek onkos, mass, tumor; see ONCOLOGY + RNA + VIRUS.]

one (wƒn) adj.  1. Being a single entity, unit, object, or living being; not two or 

more.  2. Characterized by unity; undivided:  They spoke with one voice.  3. a. Of 

the same kind or quality:  two animals of one species.  b. Forming a single entity of 

two or more components:  three chemicals combining into one solution.   4. Being a 

single member or element of a group, category, or kind:  I’m just one player on the 

team.  5. Being a single thing in contrast with or relation to another or others of 

its kind:  One day is just like the next.  6. Occurring or existing as something 



indefinite, as in time or position:  He will come one day.  7. Occurring or existing 

as something particular but unspecified, as in time past:  late one evening.  

8. Informal. Used as an intensive:  That is one fine dog.  9. Being the only individ-

ual of a specified or implied kind:  the one person I could marry; the one horse that 

can win this race.   —  n.  1. The cardinal number, represented by the symbol 1, 

designating the first such unit in a series.  2. A single person or thing; a unit:  This 

is the one I like best.   —  pron.  1. An indefinitely specified individual:  She visited 

one of her cousins.  2. An unspecified individual; anyone: “The older one grows the 

more one likes indecency” (Virginia Woolf).   —idioms. at one. In accord or 

unity.  one and all. Everyone.  one by one. Individually in succession.  [Mid-

dle English on, from Old English 7n. See oi-no- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: When constructions headed by one appear as the subject of a

sentence or relative clause, there may be a question as to whether the verb should

be singular or plural. Such a construction is exemplified in the sentence One of

every ten rotors was found defective. Although the plural were is sometimes used

in such sentences, an earlier survey found that the singular was preferred by a

large majority of the Usage Panel. • Another problem is raised by constructions

such as one of those people who or its variants. In the sentence The defeat turned

out to be one of the most costly blows that were ever inflicted on our forces, most

grammarians would hold that the plural were is correct, inasmuch as the subject

of the verb is the plural noun blows. However, constructions of this sort are often

used with a singular verb even by the best writers. Note also that when the phrase

containing one is introduced by the definite article, the verb in the relative clause

must be singular: He is the only one of the students who has (not have) already taken

Latin. See Usage Note at he1.

-one suff.  1. A ketone:  acetone.  2. A chemical compound containing oxygen, 

especially in a carbonyl group:  lactone.  [Perhaps from Greek -onK, feminine pat-

ronymic suff.]

one-act·er (wƒnù4kùtNr) n.  A play consisting of only one act. 

one another (wƒn N-nƒthùNr) pron.  Used to indicate a reciprocal relationship 

or reciprocal actions among the members of the set referred to by the antecedent, 

often with the implication that the actions are temporally ordered:  The students 

help one another. The waiters followed one another into the room.  See Usage Note 

at each other. 
one-armed bandit (wƒnùärmdÙ b4nùdVt) n.  Games. A slot machine for gam-

bling operated by pulling a lever on the side. 

one-base hit (wƒnùb7sÙ hVt) n.  Baseball. A base hit by which a batter can reach 

first base safely. 



one-di·men·sion·al (wƒnÙdV-mHnùshN-nNl, -dX-) adj.  1. Having or existing in 

one dimension only.  2. Lacking depth; superficial. 

O·ne·ga (o-nKùgN, N-nyHù-), Lake. A lake of northwest Russia between Lake 

Ladoga and the White Sea. It remains frozen from November to May. 

Onega Bay (o-nKùgN b7)  An arm of the White Sea in northwest Russia. It 

receives the Onega River, about 418 km (260 mi) long. 

one-hand·ed (wƒnùh4nÙdVd) adj.  1. Having or making use of only one hand.  

2. Calling for or brought about by the use of only one hand.   —oneù-handÙed 
adv. 

one-horse (wƒnùhôrsù) adj.  1. Drawn by or using only one horse:  a one-horse 

carriage.  2. Very small or insignificant:  a one-horse town. 

O·nei·da1 (o-nXùdN) n.  pl. Oneida or O·nei·das. 1. a. A Native American peo-

ple formerly inhabiting central New York south of Oneida Lake, with present-day 

populations in Wisconsin, New York, and Ontario. The Oneida are one of the 

original members of the Iroquois confederacy.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Iroquoian language of the Oneida.  [Oneida one·Nyóte’, erected stone, a vil-

lage name.]

O·nei·da2 (o-nXùdN)  A city of central New York east-northeast of Syracuse. The 

Oneida Community, a Utopian society established in 1848 by John Humphrey 

Noyes, was nearby. It prospered through its manufacture of silverware and was 

reorganized in 1881 as a joint stock company. Population, 10,810. 

Oneida Lake (o-nXùdN l7k)  A lake of central New York northeast of Syracuse. 

It is part of the New York State Barge Canal system. 

O’Neill (o-nKlù), Eugene Gladstone. 1888-1953.  American playwright. 

Among his works are Mourning Becomes Electra (1931) and Long Day’s Journey 

into Night (produced 1956). He won the 1936 Nobel Prize for literature. 

O’Neill (o-nKlù), Thomas Philip, Jr. Known as “Tip.” 1912-1994.  American 

politician who served as a U.S. representative from Massachusetts (1952-1986) 

and was speaker from 1977 to 1986. 

o·nei·ric (o-nXùrVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or suggestive of dreams.  [Greek oneiros, 

dream + -IC.]

o·nei·ro·man·cy (o-nXùrN-m4nÙsK) n.  The practice of predicting the future 

through interpretation of dreams.  [Greek oneiros, dream + -MANCY.] 
—o·neiùro·manÙcer n. 

one-lin·er (wƒnùlXùnNr) n.  A short joke or witticism, usually expressed in a sin-

gle sentence. 

one-man (wƒnùm4nÙ) adj.  1. Consisting of a single man:  a one-man bobsled 

team; built a one-man business empire.  2. Designed for or restricted to one per-

son:  a one-man tent. 

one-man show (wƒnùm4nÙ sho) n.  1. An exhibition or a performance fea-

turing the artistic work of one man.  2. An effort or operation controlled by one 



person: “The magazine has been a one-man show, with no editorial conferences and 

with every ultimate decision coming from our... secretive leader” (Brendan Gill). 

one·ness (wƒnùnVs) n.  1. The quality or state of being one; singleness:  the infi-

nite oneness of God.  2. Singularity; uniqueness.  3. The condition of being undi-

vided; wholeness.  4. Sameness of character:  the disagreeable oneness of roadside 

landscapes.  5. Unison; agreement:  oneness of mind and purpose. 

one-night stand (wƒnùnXtÙ st4nd) n.  1. a. A performance by a traveling 

musical or dramatic performer or group in one place on one night only.  b. The 

place at which such a performance is given.   2. Slang. A sexual encounter that is 

limited to only one occasion. 

one-off (wƒnùôfÙ, -mfÙ) adj.  Chiefly British. Happening, done, or made only 

once.   —  n.  Something that is not repeated or reproduced. 

one-on-one (wƒnùmn-wƒnù, -ôn-) adj.  1. Consisting of or being direct com-

munication or exchange between two people:  one-on-one instruction.  2. Sports. 

Man-to-man.   —oneù-on-oneù adv. 

one-per·son (wƒnùpûrÙsNn) adj.  1. Consisting of a single person.  2. Designed 

for or restricted to one person. 

one-piece (wƒnùpKsÙ) adj.  Consisting of or fashioned in a single whole piece:  

a one-piece swimsuit. 

on·er·ous (mnùNr-Ns, oùnNr-) adj.  1. Troublesome or oppressive; burdensome.  

See Synonyms at burdensome.  2. Law. Entailing obligations that exceed 

advantages.  [Middle English, from Old French onereus, from Latin onerosus, 

from onus, oner-, burden.] —onùer·ous·ly adv.  —onùer·ous·ness n. 

one·self (wƒn-sHlfù) also one’s self (wƒn sHlfù, wƒnz sHlfù) pron.  1. One’s own 

self: a. Used reflexively as the direct or indirect object of a verb or the object of a 

preposition:  One can congratulate oneself on one’s victories.  b. Used in an abso-

lute construction:  When in charge oneself, one may rearrange the committees as 

one pleases.   2. One’s normal or healthy condition or state. 

one-shot (wƒnùshmtÙ) adj.  Informal. 1. Becoming effective after only one 

attempt:  looked for a one-shot solution to the problem.  2. Being the only one and 

unlikely to be repeated:  The funding was a one-shot deal. 

one-sid·ed (wƒnù-sXùdVd) adj.  1. Favoring one side or group; partial or biased:  

a one-sided view.  2. Larger or more developed on one side:  a one-sided pattern.  

3. Existing or occurring on one side only.   —oneù-sidùed·ly adv.  —oneù-
sidùed·ness n. 

one-size-fits-all (wƒnùsXz-fVts-ôlù) adj.  1. Relating to or being a garment or 

covering designed to accommodate a wide range of sizes.  2. Informal. Appealing 

or answering to a wide range of tastes or needs:  a one-size-fits-all candidate. 

one-step (wƒnùstHpÙ) n.  1. A ballroom dance consisting of a series of unbro-

ken rapid steps in 2/4 time.  2. A piece of music for this dance.   —  v.  intr. one-
·stepped, one-·step·ping, one-·steps. To perform this dance. 



one·time (wƒnùtXmÙ) adj.  Former:  a onetime boxing champion. 

one-time (wƒnùtXmÙ) adj.  Only once:  a one-time winner in 1970. 

one-to-one (wƒnùtN-wƒnù) adj.  1. Allowing the pairing of each member of a 

class uniquely with a member of another class.  2. Mathematics. Relating to or 

being a correspondence that assigns to each member of one set a unique member 

of another set. 

one-track (wƒnùtr4kÙ) adj.  Obsessively limited to a single idea or purpose:  a 

one-track mind. 

one-two (wƒnùtuù) n.  A one-two punch. 

one-two punch (wƒnùtuù pƒnch) n.  1. Sports. A combination of two blows 

delivered in rapid succession in boxing, especially a left lead followed by a right 

cross.  2. Informal. An especially forceful or effective combination or sequence of 

two things. 

one-up (wƒnùƒpù) v.  tr. one-·upped, one-·up·ping, one-·ups. Informal. To 

keep one step ahead of (a competitor or an opponent, for example). 

one-up·man·ship (wƒn-ƒpùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  Informal. The art of outdoing or 

showing up a rival or competitor, as in exploits, privileges, or honors. 

one-way (wƒnùw7ù) adj.  Abbr. OW 1. Moving or permitting movement in one 

direction only:  a one-way street.  2. Providing for travel in one direction only:  a 

one-way ticket. 

one-wom·an (wƒnùwtmÙNn) adj.  Consisting of a single woman:  a one-

woman bobsled team; built a one-woman business empire. 

one-woman show (wƒnùwtmÙNn sho) n.  An exhibition or a performance 

featuring the artistic work of one woman. 

on·go·ing (mnùgoÙVng, ônù-) adj.  1. Currently taking place:  an ongoing festival.  

2. In progress or evolving. 

ONI abbr.  Office of Naval Intelligence. 

on·ion (ƒnùyNn) n.  1. A bulbous plant (Allium cepa) cultivated worldwide as a 

vegetable.  2. The rounded, edible bulb of this plant, composed of fleshy, tight, 

concentric leaf bases having a pungent odor and taste.  [Middle English oinyon, 

from Old French oignon, from Latin unio, union-.]

On·ions (ƒnùyNnz), Charles Talbut. 1873-1965.  British philologist and lexi-

cographer who was coeditor of the Oxford English Dictionary from 1914 to 1933. 

on·ion·skin (ƒnùyNn-skVnÙ) n.  A thin, strong, translucent paper. 

O·nit·sha (o-nVchùN)  A city of southeast Nigeria on the Niger River. It is a mar-

ket town and manufacturing center. Population, 262,100. 

on·lay (mnùl7Ù, ônù-) n.  1. Something laid or applied over something else, as to 

add relief to a surface.  2. Medicine. A graft applied to the surface of the recipient 

organ or structure.  3. Dentistry. A cast, usually made of gold, attached to the 

occlusal surface of a tooth. 



on-line (mnùlXnÙ, ônù-) adj.  1. Computer Science. a. Under the control of a cen-

tral computer, as in a manufacturing process or an experiment.  b. Connected to 

a computer network.  c. Accessible via a computer or computer network:  an on-

line database.   2. In progress; ongoing:  on-line editorial projects. 

on·load (mnùlodÙ, ônù-) v.  on·load·ed, on·load·ing, on·loads.  —  v.  tr. To 

load (a vehicle or container).   —  v.  intr. To load a vehicle or container. 

on·look·er (mnùltkÙNr, ônù-) n.  One that looks on; a spectator. 

on·ly (onùlK) adj.  1. Alone in kind or class; sole.  2. Standing alone by reason of 

superiority or excellence.   —  adv.  1. Without anyone or anything else; alone:  

room for only one passenger.  2. a. At the very least:  If you would only come home. 

The story was only too true.  b. And nothing else or more:  I only work here.   

3. Exclusively; solely:  facts known only to us.  4. a. In the last analysis or final 

outcome:  actions that will only make things worse.  b. With the final result; never-

theless:  received a raise only to be laid off.   5. a. As recently as:  called me only last 

month.  b. In the immediate past:  only just saw her.    —  conj.  1. Were it not that; 

except.  2. a. With the restriction that; but:  You may go, only be careful.  

b. However; and yet:  The merchandise is well made, only we can’t use it.   [Middle 

English, from Old English 7nlXc : 7n, one; see ONE + -lXc, having the form of; see -

LY
1.]

USAGE NOTE: When used as an adverb, only should be placed with care to

avoid ambiguity. Generally this means having only adjoin the word or words that

it limits. Variation in the placement of only can change the meaning of the sen-

tence, as the following examples show: Dictators respect only force; they are not

moved by words. Dictators only respect force; they do not worship it. She picked up

the receiver only when he entered, not before. She only picked up the receiver when

he entered; she didn’t dial the number. Though strict grammarians insist that the

rule for placement of only should always be followed, there are occasions when

placement of only earlier in the sentence seems much more natural. In the follow-

ing example only is placed according to the rule: The committee can make its deci-

sion by Friday of next week only if it receives a copy of the latest report. Placement

of only earlier in the sentence, immediately after can, would serve the rhetorical

function of warning the reader that a condition on the statement follows. See Us-

age Note at not.

on·o·mas·tic (mnÙN-m4sùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or explaining a name or 

names.  2. Of or relating to onomastics.  [French onomastique, from Greek ono-

mastikos, from onomazein, to name, from onoma, name. See np-men- in Appen-

dix.]

on·o·mas·tics (mnÙN-m4sùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. a. The study 

of the origins and forms of proper names.  b. The study of the origins and forms 



of terms used in specialized fields.   2. The system that underlies the formation 

and use of proper names or terms used in specialized fields. 

on·o·mat·o·poe·ia (mnÙN-m4tÙN-pKùN, -mäÙtN-) n.  The formation or use of 

words such as buzz or murmur that imitate the sounds associated with the objects 

or actions they refer to.  [Late Latin, from Greek onomatopoiia, from onomato-

poios, coiner of names  : onoma, onomat-, name; see np-men- in Appendix + 

poiein, to make; see kwei-2 in Appendix.] —onÙo·matÙo·poeùic, 
onÙo·matÙo·po·etùic (-po-HtùVk)  adj.  —onÙo·matÙo·poeùi·cal·ly, 
onÙo·matÙo·po·etùi·cal·ly adv. 

On·on·da·ga (mnÙNn-dôùgN, -däù-, -d7ù-) n.  pl. Onondaga or On·on·da·gas. 
1. a. A Native American people formerly inhabiting the eastern Finger Lakes 

region of west-central New York, with present-day populations in this same area 

and in southeast Ontario. The Onondaga are one of the original members of the 

Iroquois confederacy.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Iroquoian language 

of the Onondaga.  [Onondaga onó·Ntà’ke, on the hill, a village name.] 
—OnÙon·daùgan adj. 

on·rush (mnùrƒshÙ, ônù-) n.  1. A forward rush or flow.  2. A violent physical or 

verbal attack; an assault.   —onùrushÙing adj. 

On·sa·ger (ônùsäÙgNr), Lars. 1903-1976.  Norwegian-born American chemist. 

He won a 1968 Nobel Prize for the development of a system of equations in ther-

modynamics. 

on-screen  or on·screen (mnùskrKnù, ônù-) adj.  & adv.  1. Within sight of the 

viewer of a movie or television screen.  2. Within public view; in public. 

on·set (mnùsHtÙ, ônù-) n.  1. An onslaught; an assault.  2. A beginning; a start:  

the onset of a cold. 

on·shore (mnùshôrù, -shorù, ônù-) adj.  1. Moving or directed toward the shore:  

an onshore wind.  2. Located on the shore:  an onshore beacon; an onshore patrol.   
—  adv.  Toward the shore:  The wind shifted onshore. 

on·side (mnùsXdù, ônù-) adv.  & adj.  Sports. In such a position as to be able to play 

or receive a ball or puck legally. 

on-site (mnùsXtÙ, ônù-) adj.  Done or located at the site, as of a particular activity:  

an on-site filming.   —onù-siteù adv. 

on·slaught (mnùslôtÙ, ônù-) n.  1. A violent attack.  2. An overwhelming out-

pouring:  an onslaught of third-class mail.  [Alteration (influenced by obsolete 

slaughte, slaughter), of Dutch aanslag, a striking at, from Middle Dutch aenslach : 

aen, on; see an- in Appendix + slach, a striking.]

on-stage  or on·stage (mn-st7jù, ôn-) adj.  Situated or taking place in the area 

of a stage that is visible to the audience.   —  adv.  In or into the area of a stage 

that is visible to the audience. 

on-stream (mnùstrKmÙ, ônù-) adv.  & adj.  In or into operation or production. 

Ont. abbr.  Ontario. 



ont- pref.  Variant of onto-. 
-ont suff.  Cell; organism:  -biont.  [From Greek on, ont- present participle of 

einai, to be. See es- in Appendix.]

On·tar·i·o (mn-târùK-oÙ)  1.  Abbr. ON, Ont. A province of east-central Canada. 

It joined the confederation in 1867. First visited by French explorers in the early 

1600’s, it passed to the British in 1763 and became part of the province of Quebec 

in 1774. It was called Upper Canada after its division from Quebec (then Lower 

Canada) in 1791. Reunited with Lower Canada in 1841, it became a separate 

province with the formation of the confederation. Toronto is the capital and the 

largest city. Population, 8,625,107.  2. A city of southern California east of Los 

Angeles. It is a residential and industrial center in a citrus-growing region. Popu-

lation, 133,179. 

Ontario, Lake.  The smallest of the Great Lakes, between southeast Ontario, 

Canada, and northwest New York. The St. Lawrence Seaway and Welland Ship 

Canal connect with the lake to afford passage by oceangoing vessels to the other 

Great Lakes. 

on-the-job (mnùthN-jmbÙ, ônù-) adj.  Acquired or learned while working at a job:  

on-the-job training. 

on-the-rec·ord (ônùthN-rHkùNrd, mnù-) adj.  Intended for publication or attri-

bution:  on-the-record comments by the senator.   —onù-the-recùord adv. 

on-the-scene (mnùthN-sKnÙ, ônù-) adj.  Being at the site of an action or event:  

an on-the-scene reporter. 

on·tic (mnùtVk) adj.  Philosophy. Relating to or possessing real existence. 

on·to (mnùtuÙ, -tN, ônù-) prep.  1. On top of; to a position on; upon:  The dog 

jumped onto the chair.  See Usage Note at on.  2. Informal. Fully aware of; 

informed about:  The police are onto the robbers’ plans.   —  adj.  Mathematics. Of, 

relating to, or being a mapping such that every element of the set referred to is the 

image of an element in another. 

onto-  or ont- pref.  1. Existence; being:  ontology.  2. Organism:  ontogeny.  [Late 

Greek, from Greek on, ont- present participle of einai, to be. See es- in Appen-

dix.]

on·to·gen·e·sis (mnÙto-jHnùV-sVs) n.  pl. on·to·gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). See ontog-
eny. 

on·tog·e·ny (mn-tmjùN-nK) n.  pl. on·tog·e·nies. The origin and development 

of an individual organism from embryo to adult.  Also called ontogenesis  
—onÙto·ge·netùic (mnÙto-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —onÙto·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

on·tol·o·gy (mn-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of metaphysics that deals with the 

nature of being.   —onÙto·logùi·cal (mnÙtN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —onÙto·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —on·tolùo·gist n. 



o·nus (oùnNs) n.  1. A difficult or disagreeable responsibility or necessity; a bur-

den or an obligation.  2. a. A stigma.  b. Blame.   3. The burden of proof:  The 

onus was on the defense attorney.  [Latin.]

on·ward (mnùwNrd, ônù-) adj.  Moving or tending forward.   —  adv.  also 

on·wards (-wNrdz) In a direction or toward a position that is ahead in space or 

time; forward. 

on·y·chol·y·sis (mnÙV-kmlùV-sVs) n.  The separation or loosening of a fingernail 

or toenail from its nail bed.  [New Latin  : Greek onux, onukh-, nail, claw; see 

ONYX + -LYSIS.]

on·y·choph·o·ran (mnÙV-kmfùNr-Nn) n.  Any of numerous wormlike carnivo-

rous animals of the phylum Onychophora, common in tropical and temperate 

forest regions and having characteristics of both arthropods and annelid worms.  

Also called peripatus, velvet worm.  [From New Latin Onychophora, phylum name 

 : Greek onux, onukh-, nail, claw; see ONYX + Greek -phora, neuter pl. of -phoros, -

phore.] —onÙy·chophùo·ran adj. 

-onym suff.  Word; name:  acronym.  [Greek -onumon, neuter of -onumos, having 

a specified kind of name, from onuma, name. See np-men- in Appendix.]

-onymy suff.  A set of names; the study of a kind of names:  toponymy.  [Greek -

onumia, from -onumos, having a specified kind of name, from onuma, name. See 

np-men- in Appendix.]

on·yx (mnùVks) n.  A chalcedony that occurs in bands of different colors and is 

used as a gemstone, especially in cameos and intaglios.  [Middle English onix, 

from Old French, from Latin onyx, from Greek onux, nail, onyx. See nogh- in 

Appendix.]

oo- pref.  Egg; ovum:  oogenesis.  [Greek oio-, from oion, egg. See awi- in Appen-

dix.]

o·o·cyst (oùN-sVstÙ) n.  A thick-walled structure in which sporozoan zygotes 

develop and that serves to transfer them to new hosts. 

o·o·cyte (oùN-sXtÙ) n.  A cell from which an egg or ovum develops by meiosis; a 

female gametocyte. 

O.O.D. abbr.  Officer of the deck. 

O’o·dham (oùN-däm) n.  pl. O’odham or O’o·dhams. See Papago. 
oo·dles (udùlz) pl.n.  Informal. A great amount or number:  oodles of fun.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

o·o·ga·mete (oÙN-g4mùKtÙ, -gN-mKtù) n.  A female gamete, especially the larger 

of two gametes produced by an oogamous species. 

o·og·a·mous (o-mgùN-mNs) adj.  Characterized by or having small motile male 

gametes and large nonmotile female gametes.   —o·ogùa·my n. 

o·o·gen·e·sis (oÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The formation, development, and maturation 

of an ovum.   —oÙo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 



o·o·go·ni·um (oÙN-goùnK-Nm) n.  pl. o·o·go·ni·a (-nK-N)  or o·o·go·ni·ums. 
1. A cell that arises from a primordial germ cell and differentiates into an oocyte 

in the ovary.  2. A female reproductive structure in certain thallophytes, usually a 

rounded cell or sac containing one or more oospheres.  [OO- + New Latin gonium, 

cell (from Greek gonos, seed); see GONO-.] —oÙo·goùni·al (-nK-Nl) adj. 

ooh (u) interj.  Used to express pleasure, satisfaction, surprise, or great joy.   —  
v.  intr. oohed, ooh·ing, oohs. To exclaim in pleasure, satisfaction, surprise, or 

great joy:  The crowd was oohing and aahing at the panda’s enclosure.   —ooh n. 

o·o·lem·ma (oÙN-lHmùN) n.  See zona pellucida.  [OO- + Greek lemma, husk; 

see LEMMA
2.]

o·o·lite (oùN-lXtÙ) also o·o·lith (-lVthÙ) n.  1. A small round calcareous grain 

found, for example, in limestones.  2. Rock, usually limestone, composed of 

oolites.   —oÙo·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

o·ol·o·gy (o-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of zoology that deals with the study of eggs, 

especially birds’ eggs.   —oÙo·logùic (oÙN-lmjùVk), oÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—oÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —o·olùo·gist n. 

oo·long (uùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) n.  A dark Chinese tea that has been partially fer-

mented before drying.  [Chinese (Mandarin) w7 lóng : w7, dark, black + lóng, 

dragon.]

oo·mi·ak (uùmK-4kÙ) n.  Variant of umiak. 
oom·pah (umùpä, tmù-) also oom·pah-pah (umÙpä-päù) n.  Music. A 

rhythmic sound made by a tuba or other brass instrument.  [Imitative.]

oomph (tmf) n.  Slang. 1. Spirited vigor: “There is not much oomph in the 

economy, but there is nothing seriously pushing it down” (Murray L. Weidenbaum).  

2. Physical or sexual attractiveness.  [Expressive of exertion.]

o·o·pho·rec·to·my (oÙN-fN-rHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. o·o·pho·rec·to·mies. See ova-
riectomy. 

o·o·pho·ri·tis (oÙN-fN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of an ovary.  Also called ovaritis 

Oort cloud (ôrt kloud, ort) n.  A swarm of comets orbiting the sun at a distance 

of one to two light-years, proposed as a source of comets that pass near the sun.  

[After Jan Hendrix Oort (born 1900), Dutch astronomer.]

o·o·sphere (oùN-sfîrÙ) n.  A large nonmotile female gamete or egg cell, formed 

in an oogonium and ready for fertilization. 

o·o·spore (oùN-spôrÙ, -sporÙ) n.  A fertilized female cell or zygote, especially one 

with thick chitinous walls, developed from a fertilized oosphere.   —oÙo·sporùic 
(-spôrùVk, -spmrù-), o·osùpo·rous (o-msùpNr-Ns, oÙN-spôrùNs, -sporù-)  adj. 

Oost·en·de (o-stHnùdN)  See Ostend. 
o·o·the·ca (oÙN-thKùkN) n.  pl. o·o·the·cae (-sK). The egg case of certain insects 

and mollusks.   —oÙo·theùcal adj. 

o·o·tid (oùN-tVdÙ) n.  A haploid cell that results from the meiotic division of an 

oocyte and becomes a female gamete or an ovum.  [OO- + (SPERMA)TID.]



ooze1 (uz) v.  oozed, ooz·ing, ooz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To flow or leak out 

slowly, as through small openings.  2. To disappear or ebb slowly:  His courage 

oozed away.  3. To progress slowly but steadily: “Over grass bleached colorless by 

strong outback sun, the herd oozes forward” (Geraldine Brooks).  4. To exude 

moisture.  5. To emit a particular essence or quality:  The house oozed with charm.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To give off; exude.  2. To emit or radiate in abundance:  She oozes con-

fidence.   —  n.  1. The act of oozing.  2. Something that oozes.  3. An infusion of 

vegetable matter, as from oak bark, used in tanning.  [Middle English wosen, 

from wose, juice, from Old English wos.]

ooze2 (uz) n.  1. Soft mud or slime.  2. A layer of mudlike sediment on the 

floor of oceans and lakes, composed chiefly of remains of microscopic sea ani-

mals.  3. Muddy ground.  [Middle English wose, from Old English w7se.]

ooz·y1 (uùzK) adj.  ooz·i·er, ooz·i·est. Exuding moisture.   —oozùi·ly adv.  

—oozùi·ness n. 

ooz·y2 (uùzK) adj.  ooz·i·er, ooz·i·est. Of, resembling, or containing ooze:  

soft, oozy ground.   —oozùi·ly adv.  —oozùi·ness n. 

OP abbr.  1. Observation post.  2. Out of print. 

op.  or Op. abbr.  1. Operation.  2. Opus. 

O.P. abbr.  Roman Catholic Church. Order of Preachers (Dominican). 

o·pac·i·fi·er (o-p4sùN-fXÙNr) n.  A chemical agent added to a material, such as 

rocket propellant, to make it opaque. 

o·pac·i·ty (o-p4sùV-tK) n.  pl. o·pac·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of being 

opaque.  2. Something opaque.  3. a. Obscurity; impenetrability.  b. Dullness of 

mind.   [French opacité, from Old French, from Latin op7cit7s, from op7cus, 

dark.]

o·pah (oùpN) n.  A large, oval-shaped, vividly colored marine fish (Lampris 

regius) that has edible red flesh.  Also called moonfish [Of West African origin; 

akin to Ibo uba.]

o·pal (oùpNl) n.  A translucent mineral of hydrated silica, often used as a gem.  

[Middle English opalus, from Latin, alteration of Greek opallios, probably from 

Sanskrit upalaU, from upara-, lower, from upa, below. See upo in Appendix.] 
—oùpal·ineÙ (oùpN-lXnÙ, -lKnÙ) adj. 

o·pal·esce (oÙpN-lHsù) v.  intr. o·pal·esced, o·pal·esc·ing, o·pal·lesc·es. To 

exhibit an iridescent shimmer of colors.  [Back-formation from OPALESCENCE.]

o·pal·es·cent (oÙpN-lHsùNnt) adj.  Exhibiting a milky iridescence like that of an 

opal.   —oÙpal·esùcence n. 

o·paque (o-p7kù) adj.  1. a. Impenetrable by light; neither transparent nor 

translucent.  b. Not reflecting light; having no luster:  an opaque finish.   

2. Impenetrable by a form of radiant energy other than visible light:  a chemical 

solution opaque to x-rays.  3. a. So obscure as to be unintelligible: “opaque, elusive, 

minimal meanings” (John Simon).  b. Obtuse of mind; dense.  See Synonyms at 



dark.    —  n.  Something that is opaque, especially an opaque pigment used to 

darken parts of a photographic print or negative.  [Middle English opake, shady, 

and French opaque, opaque (from Old French, shady) both from Latin op7cus.] 
—o·paqueùly adv.  —o·paqueùness n. 

op art also Op Art (mp ärt) n.  A school of abstract art characterized by the use 

of geometric shapes and brilliant colors to create optical illusions, as of motion, 

and free the art of all but visual associations.  [OP(TICAL) ART.]

op. cit. abbr.  Latin. Opere citato (in the work cited). 

OPEC (oùpHkÙ) n.  Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. 

op-ed page  or Op-Ed page (mpù-Hdù p7j) n.  A newspaper page, usually 

opposite the editorial page, that features articles expressing personal viewpoints.  

[OP(POSITE) + ED(ITORIAL).]

O·pe·li·ka (oÙpN-lXùkN)  A city of eastern Alabama east-northeast of Montgom-

ery. It is a trade center with varied industries. Population, 22,122. 

Op·e·lou·sas (mpÙN-luùsNs)  A city of south-central Louisiana west-northwest 

of Baton Rouge. It was founded by French traders c. 1756 and served briefly as 

the state capital in 1862. Population, 18,151. 

o·pen (oùpNn) adj.  1. a. Affording unobstructed entrance and exit; not shut or 

closed.  b. Affording unobstructed passage or view:  open waters; the open coun-

tryside.   2. a. Having no protecting or concealing cover:  an open wound; an open 

sports car.  b. Completely obvious; blatant:  open disregard of the law.  c. Carried 

on in full view:  open warfare; open family strife.   3. a. Not sealed or tied:  an 

open package.  b. Spread out; unfolded:  an open book.   4. Having interspersed 

gaps, spaces, or intervals:  open ranks; an open weave.  5. a. Accessible to all; unre-

stricted as to participants:  an open competition.  b. Free from limitations, bound-

aries, or restrictions:  open registration.  c. Enterable by registered voters 

regardless of political affiliation:  an open primary.   6. a. Lacking effective regu-

lation:  an open town in which gambling predominated.  b. Not legally repressed:  

open drug trafficking.   7. a. Susceptible; vulnerable:  open to interpretation; an 

issue that is open to question.  b. Willing to consider or deal with:  open to sugges-

tions.   8. a. Available; obtainable:  The job is still open.  b. Available for use:  an 

open account; the only course open to us.   9. Ready to transact business:  The store 

is open.  10. Not engaged or filled:  has an open hour for emergency cases.  11. Not 

yet decided; subject to further thought:  an open question.  12. a. Characterized 

by lack of pretense or reserve; candid:  Please be open with me.  See Synonyms at 

frank1.  b. Free of prejudice; receptive to new ideas and arguments:  She listened 

to the proposal with an open mind.  c. Generous:  He is very open with his time.   

13. Printing. a. Widely spaced or leaded. Used of typeset or other printed matter.  

b. Having constituent elements separated by a space in writing or printing:  The 

word sea gull is an open compound.   14. Music. a. Not stopped by a finger. Used 

of a string or hole of an instrument.  b. Produced by an unstopped string or hole 



or without the use of slides, valves, or keys:  an open note on a trumpet.  c. Played 

without a mute:  an open wind instrument.   15. a. Articulated with the tongue in 

a low position, as the vowel in far.  b. Ending in a vowel or diphthong:  an open 

syllable.   16. Designating a method of punctuation in which commas and other 

marks are used sparingly.  17. Being in operation; live:  an open microphone.  

18. New England. Clear. Used of weather.  See Regional note at fair1.  
19. Electricity. Containing a gap across which electricity cannot pass.  

20. Mathematics. a. Of or relating to an interval containing neither of its end-

points.  b. Of, relating to, or being a set such that at least one neighborhood of 

every point in the set is within the set.  c. Of, relating to, or being a set that is the 

complement of a closed set.    —  v.  o·pened, o·pen·ing, o·pens.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To release from a closed or fastened position.  2. To remove obstructions 

from; clear.  3. To make or force an opening in:  open an old wound.  4. To form 

spaces or gaps between:  soldiers opening ranks.  5. a. To remove the cover, cork, 

or lid from.  b. To remove the wrapping from; undo.   6. To unfold so that the 

inner parts are displayed; spread out:  open a newspaper.  7. a. To get (something) 

going; initiate:  open a campaign.  b. To commence the operation of:  open a new 

business.   8. Games. To begin (the action in a game of cards) by making the first 

bid, placing the first bet, or playing the first lead.  9. To make available for use:  

opened the area to commercial development.  10. To make more responsive or 

understanding.  11. To reveal the secrets of; bare.  12. Law. To recall (an order or 

a judgment) for a reexamination of its merits.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become open:  

The door opened slowly.  2. To draw apart; separate:  The wound opened under pres-

sure.  3. To spread apart; unfold.  4. To come into view; become revealed:  The 

plain opened before us.  5. To become receptive or understanding.  6. a. To begin; 

commence:  The meeting opened with a call to order.  b. To begin business or oper-

ation.   7. To give the first public performance:  The play opens next week.  

8. Games. To make a bid, bet, or lead in starting a game of cards.  9. To give 

access:  The room opens onto a terrace.   —  n.  1. An unobstructed area of land or 

water.  2. The outdoors:  camping in the open.  3. An undisguised or unconcealed 

state:  brought the problem out into the open.  4. Sports & Games. A tournament or 

contest in which both professional and amateur players may participate.   
—phrasal verb. open up. 1. To spread out; unfold:  A green valley opened up 

before us.  2. a. To begin operation:  The new store opens up next month.  b. To 

begin firing:  The artillery opened up at dawn.   3. Informal. To speak freely and 

candidly:  At last the frightened witness opened up and told the truth.  4. To make 

an opening in by cutting:  The surgeon opened up the patient’s chest.  5. To make 

available or accessible:  open up new markets.  6. Informal. To accelerate. Used of a 

motor vehicle.  7. a. To begin operation:  The new store opens up next month.  

b. To begin firing:  The artillery opened up at dawn.    —idioms. open fire. To 

begin firing on.  open (one’s) eyes. To become aware of the truth of a situa-



tion.  [Middle English, from Old English. See upo in Appendix.] —oùpen·ly 
adv.  —oùpen·ness n. 

open admissions (oùpNn 4d-mVshùNnz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

policy that permits enrollment of a student in a college or university without 

regard to academic qualifications.  Also called open enrollment 

open adoption (oùpNn N-dmpùshNn) n.  An adoption arrangement in which 

contact between the adoptive and biological parents is allowed or maintained. 

o·pen-air (oùpNn-ârù) adj.  Outdoor:  an open-air concert. 

o·pen-and-shut (oùpNn-Nn-shƒtù) adj.  So obvious as to present no difficul-

ties; easily settled or determined:  an open-and-shut case. 

open chain (oùpNn ch7n) n.  An arrangement of atoms that does not form a 

ring, as in silicon compounds and various carbon compounds, such as aliphatic 

hydrocarbons. 

open city (oùpNn sVtùK) n.  A city that is declared demilitarized during a war, 

thus gaining immunity from attack under international law. 

open classroom (oùpNn kl4sùrumÙ) n.  1. A system of elementary education 

in which instruction and activities are informally structured, flexible, and indi-

vidualized.  2. A school or classroom in which this system is practiced. 

open door (oùpNn dôr) n.  1. Unhindered opportunity; free access.  

2. Admission to all on equal terms.  3. A policy whereby a nation trades with all 

other nations on equal terms.   —oùpen-doorù (oùpNn-dôrù, -dorù) adj. 

o·pen-end (oùpNn-Hndù) adj.  1. Having no definite limit of duration or 

amount:  an open-end contract.  2. Permitting the borrowing of additional funds 

under existing terms:  an open-end mortgage. 

o·pen-end·ed (oùpNn-HnùdVd) adj.  1. Not restrained by definite limits, restric-

tions, or structure.  2. Allowing for or adaptable to change.  3. Inconclusive or 

indefinite: “faintly bemused and uneasily open-ended about the whole horrible 

business” (Charles Michener).  4. Allowing for a spontaneous, unstructured 

response:  an open-ended question. 

open-end investment company (oùpNn-Hndù Vn-vHstùmNnt kƒmùpN-nK) 

n.  A mutual fund. 

open enrollment (oùpNn Hn-rolùmNnt) n.  See open admissions. 
o·pen·er (oùpN-nNr) n.  1. One that opens, especially a device used to cut open 

cans or pry up bottle caps.  2. Games. a. The player who starts the betting in 

cards.  b. openers. Cards of sufficient value to enable the holder to open the 

betting.   3. The first act in a theatrical variety show.  4. Sports. The first game in 

a series.   —idiom. for openers. Informal. To begin with: “Out of 54 potential 

jurors, they knocked 20 off... just for openers” (Joseph DiMona). 

o·pen-eyed (oùpNn-Xdù) adj.  1. Having the eyes wide open, as in surprise.  

2. Watchful and alert. 



o·pen-faced (oùpNn-f7stù) adj.  1. Having a face that seems to exhibit honesty 

and sincerity.  2. Having a side uncovered:  an open-faced sandwich. 

o·pen·hand·ed (oùpNn-h4nùdVd) adj.  Giving freely; generous.  See Synonyms 

at liberal.  —oùpen·handùed·ly adv.  —oùpen·handùed·ness n. 

o·pen·heart·ed (oùpNn-härùtVd) adj.  1. Frank.  2. Kindly.   
—oùpen·heartùed·ly adv.  —oùpen·heartùed·ness n. 

o·pen-hearth (oùpNn-härthù) adj.  1. Designating or being a reverberatory 

furnace used in the production of high-quality steel.  2. Of or relating to the steel 

produced in such a furnace. 

o·pen-heart surgery (oùpNn-härtù sûrùjN-rK) adj.  Surgery in which the tho-

racic cavity is opened to expose the heart and the blood is recirculated and oxy-

genated by a heart-lung machine. 

open house (oùpNn hous) n.  1. A social event in which hospitality is extended 

to all.  2. An occasion when a school or an institution is open for visiting and 

observation by the public.  3. a. A period of time during which a house or an 

apartment for sale is held open for public viewing.  b. A house or an apartment 

open for such viewing.  

o·pen·ing (oùpN-nVng) n.  1. The act or an instance of becoming open or being 

made to open.  2. An open space serving as a passage or gap.  3. A breach or an 

aperture.  4. A clearing in the woods.  5. The first part or stage, as of a book.  

6. The first performance:  the opening of a play.  7. A formal commencement of 

operation:  attended the opening of the new museum.  8. Games. A specific pattern 

or series of beginning moves in certain games, especially chess.  9. An opportu-

nity affording a chance of success.  See Synonyms at opportunity.  10. An 

unfilled job or position; a vacancy. 

opening transaction (oùpN-nVng tr4n-s4kùshNn) n.  1. The first transaction 

for a security during a trading day.  2. An option order that establishes a new 

investment position or increases the size of an existing investment position. 

open interval (oùpNn VnùtNr-vNl) n.  Mathematics. See interval (n., sense 5). 

open letter (oùpNn lHtùNr) n.  A published letter on a subject of general interest, 

addressed to a person but intended for general readership. 

open loop (oùpNn lup) n.  Computer Science. A control system that is not self-

correcting. 

open market (oùpNn märùkVt) n.  A freely competitive market operating with-

out restrictions. 

open marriage (oùpNn m4rùVj) n.  A marriage in which the partners agree that 

each is free to engage in extramarital relationships. 

o·pen-mind·ed (oùpNn-mXnùdVd) adj.  Having or showing receptiveness to new 

and different ideas or the opinions of others.  See Synonyms at broad-minded.  
—oùpen-mindùed·ly adv.  —oùpen-mindùed·ness n. 



o·pen-mouthed (oùpNn-mouthdù, -mouthtù) adj.  1. Having the mouth open.  

2. Gaping in astonishment or wonder.  3. Loudly insistent.   —oùpen-
mouthùed·ly adv.  —oùpen-mouthùed·ness n. 

open season (oùpNn sKùzNn) n.  1. The period during which it is legal to hunt 

or catch game or fish.  2. Informal. A time of unrestrained harassment, criticism, 

or attack: “By 1950 it was open season on Communists and their fellow travelers” 

(Boston). 

open secret (oùpNn sKùkrVt) n.  Something supposedly secret but in fact gener-

ally known. 

open sentence (oùpNn sHnùtNns) n.  Mathematics. An expression that contains 

at least one unknown quantity and becomes true or false when a test value is sub-

stituted for the unknown. 

open sesame (oùpNn sHsùN-mK) n.  A means of attaining a goal that has been 

repeatedly successful.  [From the magical formula Open Sesame used by Ali Baba 

in the Arabian Nights to open the door of the robbers’ cave.]

open shop (oùpNn shmp) n.  A business or factory in which workers are 

employed without regard to union membership. 

open stock (oùpNn stmk) n.  Merchandise kept in stock so as to enable custom-

ers to replace or supplement articles, such as dishes, purchased in sets. 

o·pen·work (oùpNn-wûrkÙ) n.  Ornamental or structural work, as of embroi-

dery or metal, containing numerous openings, usually in set patterns. 

op·er·a1 (mpùNr-N, mpùrN) n.  Music. 1. A theatrical presentation in which a dra-

matic performance is set to music.  2. The score of such a work.  3. A theater 

designed primarily for operas.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  opera stars; an opera libretto.  [Italian, work, opera, from Latin, work, ser-

vice. See op- in Appendix.]

o·pe·ra2 (oùpNr-N, mpùNr-N) n.  A plural of opus. 
op·er·a·ble (mpùNr-N-bNl, mpùrN-) adj.  1. Being such that use or operation is 

possible:  an operable machine.  2. Possible to put into practice; practicable:  an 

operable plan.  3. Treatable by surgical operation with a reasonable degree of 

safety and chance of success:  an operable cancer.   —opÙer·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—opùer·a·bly adv. 

o·pé·ra bouffe (mpùNr-N bufù, mpùrN, ô-p7-rä buù) n.  Music. A comic, often 

farcical opera.  [French, from Italian opera buffa. See OPERA BUFFA.]

o·pe·ra buf·fa (mpùNr-N buùfN, mpùrN, ôùpH-rä bufùfä) n.  Music. A comic 

opera of the 18th century.  [Italian  : opera, opera + buffa, feminine of buffo, 

comic.]

o·pé·ra co·mique (mpùNr-N km-mKkù, mpùrN, ô-p7-rä kô-mKkù) n.  Music. See 

comic opera.  [French  : opéra, opera + comique, comic.]

opera glass (mpùNr-N gl4s, mpùrN) n.  A pair of small, low-powered binoculars 

for use especially at a theatrical performance. Often used in the plural. 



op·er·a·go·er (mpùNr-N-goÙNr, mpùrN-) n.  One who frequently attends operas. 

opera house (mpùNr-N hous) n.  A theater designed chiefly for the performance 

of operas. 

op·er·and (mpùNr-Nnd) n.  Mathematics. A quantity on which an operation is 

performed.  [From Latin operandum, neuter gerundive of oper7rX, to operate. See 

OPERATE.]

op·er·ant (mpùNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Operating to produce effects; effective.  

2. Psychology. Of, relating to, or being a response that occurs spontaneously and 

is identified by its reinforcing or inhibiting effects.   —  n.  1. One that operates.  

2. Psychology. An element of operant behavior.  [Latin oper7ns, operant- present 

participle of oper7rX, to work. See OPERATE.] —opùer·ant·ly adv. 

operant conditioning (mpùNr-Nnt kNn-dVshùN-nVng) n.  Psychology. A process 

of behavior modification in which a subject is encouraged to behave in a desired 

manner through positive or negative reinforcement each time a specific behavior 

is exhibited, so that the subject comes to associate the pleasure or displeasure of 

the reinforcement with the behavior. 

op·er·ate (mpùN-r7tÙ) v.  op·er·at·ed, op·er·at·ing, op·er·ates.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To perform a function; work:  The motor operates smoothly.  2. To perform sur-

gery.  3. a. To exert an influence:  forces operating on the economy.  b. To produce 

a desired or proper effect:  a drug that operates quickly.   4. To carry on a military 

or naval action or campaign.  5. Informal. To conduct business in an irregular or 

devious manner:  drug dealers operating in residential and urban areas.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To control the functioning of; run:  operate a sewing machine.  2. To conduct 

the affairs of; manage:  operate a business.  [Latin oper7rX, oper7t-, from opera, 

work. See op- in Appendix.]

op·er·at·ic (mpÙN-r4tùVk) adj.  Music. Of, related to, or typical of the opera:  an 

operatic aria.  [From OPERA
1.] —opÙer·atùi·cal·ly adv. 

op·er·at·ics (mpÙN-r4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Exaggerated behav-

ior of a type associated with grand opera; histrionics. 

op·er·at·ing room (mpùN-r7ÙtVng rum) n.  Abbr. O.R., OR A room equipped 

for performing surgical operations. 

operating system (mpùN-r7ÙtVng sVsùtNm) n.  Computer Science. Software 

designed to control the hardware of a specific data-processing system in order to 

allow users and application programs to employ it easily. 

op·er·a·tion (mpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. op., Op. 1. The act or process of operat-

ing or functioning.  2. The state of being operative or functional:  a factory in 

operation.  3. A process or series of acts involved in a particular form of work:  the 

operation of building a house.  4. An instance or a method of efficient, productive 

activity:  That restaurant is quite an operation.  5. An unethical or illegal business:  

a fencing operation for stolen goods.  6. Medicine. A surgical procedure for reme-

dying an injury, an ailment, a defect, or a dysfunction.  7. Mathematics. A process 



or an action, such as addition, substitution, transposition, or differentiation, per-

formed in a specified sequence and in accordance with specific rules.  

8. Computer Science. An action resulting from a single instruction.  9. a. A mili-

tary or naval action, campaign, or mission.  b. operations. The headquarters or 

center from which a military action, flights into and out of an airfield, or other 

activities are controlled.   10. operations. The division of an organization that 

carries out the major planning and operating functions. 

op·er·a·tion·al (mpÙN-r7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to an operation or a 

series of operations.  2. Of, intended for, or involved in military operations.  

3. Fit for proper functioning; ready for use:  an operational aircraft.  4. Being in 

effect or operation: “de facto apartheid still operational even in the ‘new’ African 

nations” (Leslie Marmon Silko).   —opÙer·aùtion·al·ly adv. 

op·er·a·tion·al·ism (mpÙN-r7ùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The view that all 

theoretical terms in science must be defined only by their procedures or opera-

tions.   —opÙer·aùtion·al·ist n. 

operation code (mpÙN-r7ùshNn kod) n.  Computer Science. 1. The portion of a 

set of operation descriptions that specifies the operation to be performed.  2. The 

set of operations in a computer.  Also called order code 

op·er·a·tions research (mpÙN-r7ùshNnz rV-sûrchù) n.  Abbr. OR Mathematical 

or scientific analysis of a process or an operation, used in making decisions. 

op·er·a·tive (mpùNr-N-tVv, -N-r7ÙtVv, mpùrN-) adj.  1. Being in effect; having force; 

operating: “Two major tendencies are operative in the American political system” 

(Heinz Eulau).  2. Functioning effectively; efficient.  3. Engaged in or concerned 

with physical or mechanical activity.  4. Of, relating to, or resulting from a surgi-

cal operation.   —  n.  1. A skilled worker, especially in industry.  2. a. A secret 

agent; a spy.  b. A private detective.    —opùer·a·tive·ly adv. 

op·er·a·tor (mpùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  1. One who operates a machine or device:  a 

switchboard operator.  2. The owner or manager of a business or an industrial 

enterprise.  3. One who deals aggressively in stocks or commodities.  4. Informal. 

A person who is adept at accomplishing goals through shrewd or unscrupulous 

maneuvers.  5. Mathematics. A symbol, such as a plus sign, that represents an 

operation.  6. A chromosomal segment of DNA that regulates the activity of the 

structural genes of an operon by interacting with a specific repressor. 

o·per·cu·la (o-pûrùkyN-lN) n.  Biology. A plural of operculum. 
o·per·cu·late (o-pûrùkyN-lVt) also o·per·cu·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Biology. Hav-

ing an operculum. 

o·per·cu·lum (o-pûrùkyN-lNm) n.  pl. o·per·cu·la (-lN)  or o·per·cu·lums. 
Biology. A lid or flap covering an aperture, such as the gill cover in some fishes or 

the horny shell cover in snails or other mollusks.  [Latin, lid, from operXre, to 

cover. See wer-4 in Appendix.] —o·perùcu·lar (-lNr) adj.  —o·perùcu·lar·ly 
adv. 



op·e·ret·ta (mpÙN-rHtùN) n.  Music. A theatrical production that has many of the 

musical elements of opera but is lighter and more popular in subject and style 

and contains spoken dialogue.  Also called light opera [Italian, diminutive of 

opera, opera. See OPERA
1.]

op·er·on (mpùN-rmnÙ) n.  A unit of gene activity consisting of a sequence of 

genetic material that functions in a coordinated manner by means of an operator, 

a promoter, and one or more structural genes.  [OPER(ATOR) + -ON
1.]

op·er·ose (mpùN-rosÙ) adj.  1. Involving great labor; laborious.  2. Industrious; 

diligent.  [Latin operosus, from opus, oper-, work. See op- in Appendix.] 
—opùer·oseÙly adv.  —opùer·oseÙness n. 

o·phid·i·an (o-fVdùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling snakes.   —  n.  A 

member of the suborder Ophidia or Serpentes; a snake.  [From New Latin 

Ophidia, suborder name, from Greek ophis, snake.]

oph·i·o·lite (mfùK-N-lXtÙ, oùfK-) n.  Any of a group of igneous and metamorphic 

rocks, rich in iron and magnesium, whose origin is associated with an early phase 

of the development of a geosyncline.  [Greek ophis, snake + -LITE.]

oph·i·ol·o·gy (mfÙK-mlùN-jK, oÙfK-) n.  The branch of herpetology that deals with 

snakes.  [Greek ophis, snake + -LOGY.] —ophÙi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—ophÙi·olùo·gist n. 

oph·i·oph·a·gous (mfÙK-mfùN-gNs, oÙfK-) adj.  Feeding on snakes.  [From Greek 

ophiophagos : ophis, snake + -phagos, -phagous.]

oph·ite (mfùXtÙ, oùfXtÙ) n.  1. A mottled green rock composed of diabase.  2. Any 

of various green rocks, such as serpentine.  [Middle English ophites, from Latin 

ophXtKs, from Greek ophitKs (lithos), serpentlike (stone), from ophis, serpent.]

o·phit·ic (m-fVtùVk, o-fVtù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to ophite.  2. Having a texture 

composed of lath-shaped plagioclase crystals in a matrix of pyroxene crystals. 

Oph·i·u·chus (mfÙK-yuùkNs, oÙfK-) n.  A constellation in the equatorial region 

near Hercules and Scorpius.  [Latin Ophi7chus, from Greek ophioukhos : ophis, 

serpent + okhos, holder from ekhein, to hold. See segh- in Appendix.]

oph·i·ur·oid (mfÙK-ytrùoid, oÙfK-) n.  See brittle star.  [From New Latin 

Ophi7roidea, class name  : Ophi7ra, type genus (Greek ophis, snake + Greek -oura, 

neuter pl. of -ouros, tailed from oura, tail); see OXYURIASIS + Greek -oeidKs, -oid.]

ophthalm- pref.  Variant of ophthalmo-. 
oph·thal·mi·a (mf-th4lùmK-N, mp-) n.  Inflammation of the eye, especially of 

the conjunctiva.  [Middle English obtalmia, from Old French obtalmie, and Medi-

eval Latin obtalmia both from Late Latin ophthalmia, from Greek, from ophthal-

mos, eye. See OPHTHALMO-.]

oph·thal·mic (mf-th4lùmVk, mp-) adj.  Of or relating to the eye; ocular. 

oph·thal·mi·tis (mfÙthNl-mXùtVs, -th4l-, mpÙ-) n.  Inflammation of the eye. 

ophthalmo-  or ophthalm- pref.  Eye; eyeball:  ophthalmoscope.  [Greek, from 

ophthalmos, eye. See okw- in Appendix.]



oph·thal·mol·o·gist (mfÙthNl-mmlùN-jVst, -th4l-, mpÙ-) n.  A physician who 

specializes in ophthalmology. 

oph·thal·mol·o·gy (mfÙthNl-mmlùN-jK, -th4l-, mpÙ-) n.  The branch of medi-

cine that deals with the anatomy, functions, pathology, and treatment of the eye.   
—oph·thalÙmo·logùic (-th4lÙmN-lmjùVk), oph·thalÙmo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—oph·thalÙmo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

oph·thal·mo·scope (mf-th4lùmN-skopÙ, mp-) n.  An instrument for examin-

ing the interior structures of the eye, especially the retina, consisting essentially of 

a mirror that reflects light into the eye and a central hole through which the eye is 

examined.   —oph·thalÙmo·scopùic (-skmpùVk), oph·thalÙmo·scopùi·cal (-V-
kNl)  adj.  —ophÙthal·mosùco·py (mfÙth4l-mmsùkN-pK, mpÙ-) n. 

-opia suff.  A visual condition or defect of a specified kind:  anisometropia.  

[Greek -opia, from ops, op-, eye. See PELOPS.]

o·pi·ate (oùpK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  1. Any of various sedative narcotics containing opium 

or one or more of its natural or synthetic derivatives.  2. A drug, hormone, or 

other chemical substance having sedative or narcotic effects similar to those con-

taining opium or its derivatives:  a natural brain opiate.  Also called opioid 

3. Something that dulls the senses and induces relaxation or torpor.   —  adj.  

1. a. Containing opium or any of its derivatives.  b. Resembling opium or its 

derivatives in activity.   2. Inducing sleep or sedation; soporific.  3. Causing dull-

ness or apathy; deadening.   —  v.  tr. o·pi·at·ed, o·pi·at·ing, o·pi·ates (-7tÙ). 
1. To subject to the action of an opiate.  2. To dull or deaden as if with a narcotic 

drug.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin opi7tum, from Latin opium, opium. 

See OPIUM.]

o·pine (o-pXnù) v.  tr. o·pined, o·pin·ing, o·pines. To hold or state as an opin-

ion.  [Middle English opinen, from Old French opiner, from Latin opXn7rX, to sup-

pose.]

o·pin·ion (N-pVnùyNn) n.  1. A belief or conclusion held with confidence but not 

substantiated by positive knowledge or proof: “The world is not run by thought, 

nor by imagination, but by opinion” (Elizabeth Drew).  2. A judgment based on 

special knowledge and given by an expert:  a medical opinion.  3. A judgment or 

an estimation of the merit of a person or thing:  has a low opinion of braggarts.  

4. The prevailing view:  public opinion.  5. Law. A formal statement by a court or 

other adjudicative body of the legal reasons and principles for the conclusions of 

the court.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin opXnio, opXnion-.]

SYNONYMS: opinion, view, sentiment, feeling, belief, conviction, persuasion.

These nouns signify something a person believes or accepts as being sound or

true. Opinion is applicable to a judgment, especially a personal judgment, based

on grounds insufficient to rule out the possibility of dispute: It is wise to seek a

second medical opinion before submitting to surgery. “A little group of willful men,



representing no opinion but their own, have rendered the great Government of the

United States helpless and contemptible” (Woodrow Wilson). View stresses individ-

uality of outlook: “My view is... that freedom of speech means that you shall not do

something to people either for the views they have or the views they express” (Hugo

L. Black). Sentiment and especially feeling stress the role of emotion as a determi-

nant: “If men are to be precluded from offering their sentiments on a matter which

may involve the most serious and alarming consequences... reason is of no use to us”

(George Washington). The economist gave us her feelings on the causes of inflation.

A belief is a conclusion, not necessarily derived firsthand, to which one subscribes

strongly: “Our belief in any particular natural law cannot have a safer basis than

our unsuccessful critical attempts to refute it” (Karl Popper). Conviction is a belief

that excludes doubt: “Responsible journalism is journalism responsible in the last

analysis to the editor’s own conviction of what, whether interesting or only important,

is in the public interest” (Walter Lippmann). Persuasion applies to a confidently

held opinion not necessarily based on intellectual considerations: “He had a strong

persuasion that Likeman was wrong” (H.G. Wells).

o·pin·ion·at·ed (N-pVnùyN-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Holding stubbornly and often unrea-

sonably to one’s own opinions.  [Probably from obsolete opinionate : OPINION + -

ATE
1.] —o·pinùion·atÙed·ly adv.  —o·pinùion·atÙed·ness n. 

o·pin·ion·a·tive (N-pVnùyN-n7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Of, based on, or of the nature of an 

opinion.  2. Opinionated.   —o·pinùion·aÙtive·ly adv. 

o·pi·oid (oùpK-oidÙ) n.  See opiate (n., sense 2).   —  adj.  Opiate.  [OPI(UM) + -

OID.]

o·pis·tho·branch (N-pVsùthN-br4ngkÙ) n.  pl. o·pis·tho·branchs. Any of vari-

ous marine gastropod mollusks of the subclass or order Opisthobranchia, charac-

terized by gills, a shell that is reduced or absent, and two pairs of tentacles.  [From 

New Latin Opisthobranchia, order name  : Greek opistho- (from opisthen, behind); 

see epi in Appendix + Greek brankhia, pl. of brankhion, gill.]

op·is·thog·na·thous (mpÙVs-thmgùnN-thNs) adj.  Having receding jaws.  [Greek 

opistho- (from opisthen, behind); see epi in Appendix + -GNATHOUS.] 
—opÙis·thogùna·thism n. 

o·pi·um (oùpK-Nm) n.  1. A bitter, yellowish-brown, strongly addictive narcotic 

drug prepared from the dried juice of unripe pods of the opium poppy and con-

taining alkaloids such as morphine, codeine, and papaverine.  2. Something that 

numbs or stupefies.  [Middle English, from Latin, from Greek opion, diminutive 

of opos, vegetable juice.]

opium poppy (oùpK-Nm pmpùK) n.  An annual plant (Papaver somniferum) 

native to Turkey and adjacent areas, having grayish-green leaves and variously 

colored flowers. 



O·po·le (ô-pôùlN)  A city of southern Poland on the Oder River southeast of 

Wroclaw. Originally a Slavic settlement, it passed to Prussia in 1742 and was 

assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference of 1945. Population, 124,000. 

O·por·to (o-pôrùto, o-porù-) also Por·to  or Pôr·to (pôrùtt)  A city of north-

west Portugal near the mouth of the Douro River north of Lisbon. Probably of 

pre-Roman origin, it was captured by the Moors in 716. Its wine trade was estab-

lished in 1678. Population, 327,368. 

o·pos·sum (N-pmsùNm, pmsùNm) n.  pl. opossum or o·pos·sums. 1. Any of 

various nocturnal, usually arboreal marsupials of the family Didelphidae, espe-

cially Didelphis marsupialis of the Western Hemisphere, having a thick coat of 

hair, a long snout, and a long prehensile tail.  See Regional note at possum.  
2. Any of several similar marsupials of Australia belonging to the family Pha-

langeridae.  [Virginia Algonquian.]

WORD HISTORY: The word opossum takes us back to the earliest days of the

United States. The settlement of Jamestown, Virginia, was founded in 1607 by the

London Company, chartered for the planting of colonies. Even though the first

years were difficult, promotional literature was glowing. In one such piece, A True

Declaration of the Estate of the Colonie in Virginia, published in 1610, we find this

passage: “There are... Apossouns, in shape like to pigges.” This is the first recorded

use of opossum, although in a spelling that differs from the one later settled on to

reproduce the sound of the Virginia Algonquian word from which our word

came. The word opossum and its shortened form possum, first recorded in 1613

in more promotional literature, remind us of a time when the New World was still

very new, settlers were few, and the inhabitants for whom the New World was not

new were plentiful.

opossum shrimp (N-pmsùNm shrVmp) n.  See mysid. 
opp. abbr.  Opposite. 

Op·pen·heim (mpùNn-hXmÙ), E(dward) Phillips. 1866-1946.  British writer 

noted for his thrillers, including The Moving Finger (1911) and The Great Imper-

sonation (1920). 

Op·pen·heim (mpùNn-hXmÙ), Méret. Born 1913.  Swiss artist whose Object 

(Breakfast in Fur) (1936) has become emblematic of surrealist sculpture. 

Op·pen·hei·mer (mpùNn-hXÙmNr), J(ulius) Robert. 1902-1967.  American 

physicist who directed the Los Alamos, New Mexico, laboratory during the devel-

opment of the first atomic bomb (1942-1945). 

op·po·nent (N-poùnNnt) n.  One that opposes another or others in a battle, con-

test, controversy, or debate.   —  adj.  1. Acting against an antagonist or opposing 

force:  opponent armies.  2. Located in front.  [Latin opponKns, opponent- present 

participle of opponere, oppose. See OPPOSE.] —op·poùnen·cy n.  



SYNONYMS: opponent, adversary, antagonist. These nouns all mean one who

offers opposition. An opponent opposes, resists, or combats: “two men, one... a

zealous supporter and the other a zealous opponent of the system pursued” (Macaul-

ay). Adversary suggests a more formidable opponent and can imply animosity:

“the Adversary of God and Man,/Satan” (John Milton). “And do as adversaries do

in law,/Strive mightily, but eat and drink as friends” (Shakespeare). An antagonist

is an actively hostile opponent: “He that wrestles with us strengthens our nerves,

and sharpens our skill. Our antagonist is our helper” (Edmund Burke). See also Syn-

onyms at enemy

op·por·tune (mpÙNr-tunù, -tyunù) adj.  1. Suited or right for a particular pur-

pose:  an opportune place to make camp.  2. Occurring at a fitting or advantageous 

time:  an opportune arrival.  [Middle English, from Old French opportun, from 

Latin opport7nus, from ob portum (veniKns), (coming) toward port  : ob, to; see 

OB- + portum, accusative of portus, harbor; see per-2 in Appendix.] 
—opÙpor·tuneùly adv.  —opÙpor·tuneùness n.  

SYNONYMS: opportune, seasonable, timely, well-timed. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “occurring, coming, or done at the right, fitting, or

favorable time”: waited for the opportune moment; seasonable summer storms; a

timely warning; a well-timed attack. 

ANTONYM: inopportune

op·por·tun·ist (mpÙNr-tuùnVst, -tyuù-) n.  One who takes advantage of any 

opportunity to achieve an end, often with no regard for principles or conse-

quences.   —opÙpor·tunùism n. 

op·por·tun·is·tic (mpÙNr-tu-nVsùtVk, -tyu-) adj.  Taking immediate advan-

tage, often unethically, of any circumstance of possible benefit. 

opportunistic infection (mpÙNr-tu-nVsùtVk Vn-fHkùshNn) n.  An infection by 

a microorganism that normally does not cause disease but becomes pathogenic 

when the body’s immune system is impaired and unable to fight off infection, as 

in AIDS and certain other diseases. 

op·por·tu·ni·ty (mpÙNr-tuùnV-tK, -tyuù-) n.  pl. op·por·tu·ni·ties. 1. a. A 

favorable or advantageous circumstance or combination of circumstances.  b. A 

favorable or suitable occasion or time.   2. A chance for progress or advancement.  

SYNONYMS: opportunity, occasion, opening, chance, break. All these nouns re-

fer to a favorable or advantageous circumstance or combination of circumstances.

Opportunity is an auspicious state of affairs or a suitable time: “He would... trust

to time and opportunity for the gratification of his revenge” (Frederick Marryat).

“If you prepare yourself... you will be able to grasp opportunity for broader experi-



ence when it appears” (Eleanor Roosevelt). Occasion suggests the proper time for

action: “Who would do ill ne’er wants [lacks] occasion” (George Herbert). I seized

the occasion to set the record straight. An opening is an opportunity affording a

good possibility of success: The lawyer waited patiently for her opening, then ex-

posed the inconsistency in the testimony. Chance often implies an opportunity that

arises through luck or accident: This is a chance for the two of you to get acquainted.

Don’t throw this chance away; it won’t come around again. A break is an often sud-

den piece of luck, especially good luck: When the star was taken ill, the understudy

finally got her first big break. “The best you get is an even break” (Franklin P. Ad-

ams).

Op·por·tu·ni·ty (mpÙNr-tuùnV-tK, -tyuù-)  An unincorporated community of 

eastern Washington, a residential suburb of Spokane. Population, 22,326. 

op·pos·a·ble (N-poùzN-bNl) adj.  1. Possible to oppose or resist.  2. That can be 

placed opposite something else:  The thumb is an opposable digit.   
—op·posÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

op·pose (N-pozù) v.  op·posed, op·pos·ing, op·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be in 

contention or conflict with:  oppose the enemy force.  2. To be resistant to:  opposes 

new ideas.  3. To place opposite in contrast or counterbalance.  4. To place so as to 

be opposite something else.   —  v.  intr. To act or be in opposition.  [Middle 

English opposen, to question, interrogate, from Old French opposer, alteration 

(influenced by poser, to place); see POSE
1, of Latin opponere, to oppose (ob-, 

against; see ob- + ponere, to put). See apo- in Appendix.] —op·posùer n.  

SYNONYMS: oppose, fight, combat, resist, withstand, contest. These verbs are

compared as they mean to set someone or something in opposition to another, as

in an effort to overcome or defeat. Oppose has the fewest connotations: oppose a

legislative bill; was opposed to nuclear reactors. “The idea is inconsistent with our

constitutional theory and has been stubbornly opposed... since the early days of the

Republic” (E.B. White). Fight and combat suggest vigor and aggressiveness: fight

corruption; combating disease. “All my life I have fought against prejudice and in-

tolerance” (Harry S Truman). “We are not afraid... to tolerate any error so long as

reason is left free to combat it” (Thomas Jefferson). To resist is to strive to fend off

or offset the actions, effects, or force of: “Pardon was freely extended to all who

had resisted the invasion” (John R. Green). “My servants... resisted the adoption of

this plan” (A.W. Kinglake). Withstand often implies successful resistance: “Neither

the southern provinces, nor Sicily, could have withstood his power” (Henry Hallam).

To contest is to call something into question and take an active stand against it: I

don’t contest your right to dispose of your property as you see fit, but I doubt the

propriety of this bequest.



op·po·site (mpùN-zVt) adj.  Abbr. opp. 1. Placed or located directly across from 

something else or from each other:  opposite sides of a building.  2. Facing the 

other way; moving or tending away from each other:  opposite directions.  

3. Altogether different, as in nature, quality, or significance:  The effect of the 

medication was opposite to that intended.  4. Botany. Growing in pairs on either 

side of a stem:  opposite leaves.   —  n.  1. One that is opposite or contrary to 

another.  2. An opponent or antagonist.  3. An antonym.   —  adv.  In an opposite 

position:  They sat opposite at the table.   —  prep.  1. Across from or facing:  

parked the car opposite the bank.  2. In a complementary dramatic role to:  He 

played opposite her.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin oppositus, past 

participle of opponere, oppose. See OPPOSE.] —opùpo·site·ly adv.  

—opùpo·site·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: opposite, contrary, antithetical, contradictory. These adjectives

mean marked by a natural or innate and irreconcilable opposition. Two things

that are altogether different are opposite: Antonyms are words of opposite meaning.

“It is said that opposite characters make a union happiest” (Charles Reade). Con-

trary stresses extreme divergence: Democrats and Republicans often hold contrary

opinions. Antithetical emphasizes diametrical opposition: She engaged in practices

entirely antithetical to her professed beliefs. Contradictory implies denial or incon-

sistency: “contradictory attributes of unjust justice and loving vindictiveness” (John

Morley).

opposite number (mpùN-zVt nƒmùbNr) n.  A person who holds a position in 

an organization or a system that corresponds to that of a person in another orga-

nization or system; a counterpart: “had a face-to-face... conference with his oppo-

site number at the American Embassy” (Frederick Forsyth). 

op·po·si·tion (mpÙN-zVshùNn) n.  1. a. The act of opposing or resisting.  b. The 

condition of being in conflict; antagonism: “The history of men’s opposition to 

women’s emancipation is more interesting perhaps than the story of that emancipa-

tion itself” (Virginia Woolf).   2. Placement opposite to or in contrast with 

another.  3. Something that serves as an obstacle.  4.  Often Opposition. A 

political party or an organized group opposed to the group, party, or government 

in power.  5. Astronomy. a. The position of two celestial bodies when their longi-

tude differs by 180˚, especially a configuration in which the earth lies on a straight 

line between the sun and a superior planet or the moon.  b. The position of the 

superior planet or the moon in this configuration.   6. Logic. The relation existing 

between two propositions having an identical subject and predicate but differing 

in quantity, quality, or both.  7. Linguistics. Contrast in a language between two 

phonemes or other linguistically important elements.   —opÙpo·siùtion·al adj. 



op·po·si·tion·ist (mpÙN-zVshùN-nVst) n.  A member of an opposition.   
—opÙpo·siùtion·ist adj. 

op·press (N-prHsù) v.  tr. op·pressed, op·press·ing, op·press·es. 1. To keep 

down by severe and unjust use of force or authority:  a people who were oppressed 

by tyranny.  2. To weigh heavily on:  Poverty oppresses the spirit.  3. Obsolete. To 

overwhelm or crush.  [Middle English oppressen, from Old French opresser, back-

formation from oppression, oppression, from Latin oppressio, oppression-, from 

oppressus, past participle of opprimere : ob-, against; see OB- + premere, to press; 

see per-4 in Appendix.] —op·presùsor n. 

op·pres·sion (N-prHshùNn) n.  1. a. The act of oppressing; arbitrary and cruel 

exercise of power: “There can be no really pervasive system of oppression... without 

the consent of the oppressed” (Florynce R. Kennedy).  b. The state of being 

oppressed.   2. Something that oppresses.  3. A feeling of being heavily weighed 

down in mind or body. 

op·pres·sive (N-prHsùVv) adj.  1. Difficult to bear; burdensome:  oppressive laws.  

2. Exercising power arbitrarily and often unjustly; tyrannical.  3. Weighing 

heavily on the senses or spirit:  oppressive weather.  See Synonyms at burden-
some.  —op·presùsive·ly adv.  —op·presùsive·ness n. 

op·pro·bri·ous (N-proùbrK-Ns) adj.  1. Expressing contemptuous reproach; 

scornful or abusive:  opprobrious epithets.  2. Bringing disgrace; shameful or infa-

mous:  opprobrious conduct.   —op·proùbri·ous·ly adv. 

op·pro·bri·um (N-proùbrK-Nm) n.  1. Disgrace arising from exceedingly 

shameful conduct; ignominy.  See Synonyms at disgrace.  2. Scornful reproach 

or contempt:  a term of opprobrium.  3. A cause of shame or disgrace.  [Latin, 

from opprobr7re, to reproach  : ob-, against; see OB- + probum, reproach; see 

bher-1 in Appendix.]

op·pugn (N-pyunù) v.  tr. op·pugned, op·pugn·ing, op·pugns. To oppose, 

contradict, or call into question.  [Middle English oppugnen, from Latin 

oppugn7re, to attack  : ob-, against; see OB- + pugn7re, to fight with the fist; see 

peuk- in Appendix.] —op·pugnùer n. 

op·sin (mpùsVn) n.  A protein of the retina, especially the protein constituent of 

rhodopsin, that makes up one of the visual pigments.  [Probably back-formation 

from RHODOPSIN.]

-opsis suff.  Something resembling a specified thing:  caryopsis.  [Greek, sight, 

seeing, like, from opsis, sight, appearance. See okw- in Appendix.]

op·son·ic (mp-smnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or produced by opsonins.  [OPSON(IN) 

+ -IC.]

op·so·nin (mpùsN-nVn) n.  An antibody in blood serum that causes bacteria or 

other foreign cells to become more susceptible to the action of phagocytes.  [Latin 

opson7re, to buy provisions (from Greek opsonein, from opson, condiment, deli-

cacy) + -IN.]



op·so·nize (mpùsN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. op·so·nized, op·so·niz·ing, op·so·niz·es. To 

make (bacteria or other cells) more susceptible to the action of phagocytes.  

[From OPSONIN.] —opÙso·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

-opsy suff.  Examination:  biopsy.  [Greek -opsia, sight, seeing, from opsis. See 

okw- in Appendix.]

opt (mpt) v.  intr. opt·ed, opt·ing, opts. To make a choice or decision:  opted for 

early retirement; opted not to go.   —phrasal verb. opt out. Slang. To choose 

not to participate in something: “give individual schools the right to opt out of the 

local educational authority” (Newsweek).  [French opter, from Old French, from 

Latin opt7re.]

opt. abbr.  1. Grammar. Optative.  2. Optical; optician; optics.  3. Optimum.  

4. Optional. 

op·ta·tive (mpùtN-tVv) adj.  1. Expressing a wish or choice.  2.  Abbr. opt. Gram-

mar. a. Of, relating to, or being a mood of verbs in some languages, such as 

Greek, used to express a wish.  b. Designating a statement using a verb in the sub-

junctive mood to indicate a wish or desire, as in Had I the means, I would do it.    
—  n.  Abbr. opt. Grammar. 1. The optative mood.  2. A verb or an expression in 

the optative mood.  [Middle English optatif, from Old French, from Late Latin 

opt7tXvus, from Latin opt7tus, past participle of opt7re, to wish.] —opùta·tive·ly 
adv. 

op·tic (mpùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the eye or vision.  2. Of or relating to the 

science of optics or optical equipment.   —  n.  1. An eye.  2. Any of the lenses, 

prisms, or mirrors of an optical instrument.  [Middle English optik, from Old 

French optique, from Medieval Latin opticus, from Greek optikos, from optos, vis-

ible. See okw- in Appendix.]

op·ti·cal (mpùtV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. opt. 1. Of or relating to sight; visual:  an optical 

defect.  2. Designed to assist sight:  optical instruments.  3. Of or relating to optics.  

4. Relating to or using visible light:  optical astronomy.  5. Using light-sensitive 

devices.   —opùti·cal·ly adv. 

optical activity (mpùtV-kNl 4k-tVvùV-tK) n.  Chemistry. A property caused by 

asymmetrical molecular structure that enables a substance to rotate the plane of 

incident polarized light. 

optical art (mpùtV-kNl ärt) n.  Op art. 

optical character reader (mpùtV-kNl k4rùNk-tNr rKùdNr) n.  Abbr. OCR Com-

puter Science. A device used for optical character recognition. 

optical character recognition (mpùtV-kNl k4rùNk-tNr rHkÙNg-nVshùNn) n.  

Abbr. OCR Computer Science. The use of light-sensitive devices to identify and 

encode printed or handwritten characters. 

optical computer (mpùtV-kNl kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  Computer Science. A com-

puter that uses holograms for compact data storage and laser beams for connec-

tions. Most optical computers use electronic components for computation. 



optical disk  or optical disc (mpùtV-kNl dVsk) n.  Computer Science. A plastic-

coated disk that stores digital data, such as music or text, as tiny pits etched into 

the surface and is read with a laser scanning the surface.  Also called laser disk 

optical fiber (mpùtV-kNl fXùbNr) n.  A flexible optically transparent fiber, usually 

made of glass or plastic, through which light can be transmitted by successive 

internal reflections. 

optical illusion (mpùtV-kNl V-luùzhNn) n.  A visually perceived image that is 

deceptive or misleading. 

optical maser (mpùtV-kNl m7ùzNr) n.  A laser, especially one that produces visi-

ble radiation. 

optic axis (mpùtVk 4kùsVs) n.  An optical path through a crystal along which a ray 

of light can pass without undergoing double refraction. 

optic chiasma (mpùtVk kX-4zùmN) n.  A structure in the brain forming the par-

tial intersection or crossing of the optic nerve fibers on the underside of the 

hypothalamus.  Also called optic chiasm 

optic cup (mpùtVk kƒp) n.  Embryology. A two-walled cuplike depression, formed 

by invagination of the optic vesicle, that develops into the pigmented and sensory 

layers of the retina.  Also called eyecup 

optic disk (mpùtVk dVsk) n.  Anatomy. See blind spot (n., sense 1). 

op·ti·cian (mp-tVshùNn) n.  Abbr. opt. 1. One that makes lenses and eyeglasses.  

2. One that sells lenses, eyeglasses, and other optical instruments. 

optic lobe (mpùtVk lob) n.  Either of two lobes of the dorsal part of the mesen-

cephalon, containing primary visual centers. 

optic nerve (mpùtVk nûrv) n.  Either of the second pair of cranial nerves that 

arise from the retina and carry visual information to the thalamus and other parts 

of the brain. 

op·tics (mpùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. opt. The branch of physics 

that deals with light and vision, chiefly the generation, propagation, and detec-

tion of electromagnetic radiation having wavelengths greater than x-rays and 

shorter than microwaves. 

optic vesicle (mpùtVk vHsùV-kNl) n.  Embryology. An evagination on either side of 

the embryonic forebrain from which the optic nerve and retina develop. 

op·ti·ma (mpùtN-mN) n.  A plural of optimum. 
op·ti·mal (mpùtN-mNl) adj.  Most favorable or desirable; optimum.   
—opùti·mal·ly adv. 

op·ti·mism (mpùtN-mVzÙNm) n.  1. A tendency to expect the best possible out-

come or dwell on the most hopeful aspects of a situation: “There is a touch of opti-

mism in every worry about one’s own moral cleanliness” (Victoria Ocampo).  

2. Philosophy. a. The doctrine, asserted by Leibnitz, that this world is the best of 

all possible worlds.  b. The belief that the universe is improving and that good 



will ultimately triumph over evil.   [French optimisme, from New Latin optimum, 

the greatest good. See OPTIMUM.]

op·ti·mist (mpùtN-mVst) n.  1. One who usually expects a favorable outcome.  

2. A believer in philosophical optimism.   —opÙti·misùtic adj.  —opÙti·mis-
ùti·cal·ly adv. 

op·ti·mi·za·tion (mpÙtN-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  The procedure or procedures used to 

make a system or design as effective or functional as possible, especially the 

mathematical techniques involved. 

op·ti·mize (mpùtN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. op·ti·mized, op·ti·miz·ing, op·ti·miz·es. 
1. To make as perfect or effective as possible.  2. To make the most of. 

op·ti·mum (mpùtN-mNm) n.  pl. op·ti·ma (-mN)  or op·ti·mums. Abbr. opt. 
1. The point at which the condition, degree, or amount of something is the most 

favorable.  2. Biology. The most favorable condition for growth and reproduc-

tion.   —  adj.  Most favorable or advantageous; best.  [Latin, neuter sing. of opti-

mus, best. See op- in Appendix.]

op·tion (mpùshNn) n.  1. The act of choosing; choice.  See Synonyms at choice.  
2. The power or freedom to choose.  3. a. The exclusive right, usually obtained 

for a fee, to buy or sell something within a specified time at a set price.  b. The 

privilege of demanding fulfillment of a contract at a specified time.  c. A right to 

buy or sell specific securities or commodities at a stated price within a specified 

time.  d. The right of the holder of an insurance policy to specify the manner in 

which payments are to be made or credited to the policyholder.   4. Something 

chosen or available as a choice.  5. An item or a feature that may be chosen to 

replace or enhance standard equipment, as in a car.   —  v.  tr. op·tioned, 
op·tion·ing, op·tions. 1. To acquire or grant an option on: “had optioned for a 

film several short stories about two policemen” (Barbara Goldsmith).  2. Baseball. 

To transfer (a player) to a minor-league club with the option of recalling him 

within a specified period of time.  [Latin optio, option-.]

op·tion·al (mpùshN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. opt. Left to choice; not compulsory or auto-

matic.   —opùtion·al·ly adv. 

option play (mpùshNn pl7) n.  Football. An offensive play in which a back has 

the choice of running with the ball or throwing a forward pass. 

op·tom·e·trist (mp-tmmùV-trVst) n.  A person who is professionally trained and 

licensed to examine the eyes for visual defects, diagnose problems or impair-

ments, and prescribe corrective lenses or provide other types of treatment. 

op·tom·e·try (mp-tmmùV-trK) n.  The practice or profession of an optometrist.  

[Greek optos, visible; see okw- in Appendix + -METRY.] —opÙto·metùric (mpÙtN-

mHtùrVk), opÙto·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj. 

op·u·lence (mpùyN-lNns) also op·u·len·cy (-lNn-sK) n.  1. Wealth; affluence.  

2. Great abundance; profusion. 



op·u·lent (mpùyN-lNnt) adj.  1. Possessing or exhibiting great wealth; affluent.  

2. Characterized by rich abundance; luxuriant.  [Latin opulentus. See op- in 

Appendix.] —opùu·lent·ly adv. 

o·pun·ti·a (o-pƒnùshK-N, -shN) n.  Any of various cacti of the genus Opuntia, 

especially the prickly pear.  [Latin (herba) Opuntia, Opuntian (herb), after Op7s 

Op7nt-, an ancient town of east-central Greece.]

o·pus (oùpNs) n.  pl. o·pe·ra (oùpNr-N, mpùNr-N)  or o·pus·es. Abbr. op., Op. A 

creative work, especially a musical composition numbered to designate the order 

of a composer’s works.  [Latin. See op- in Appendix.]

o·pus·cule (o-pƒsùkyul) n.  A small, minor work.  [Latin opusculum, diminu-

tive of opus, work. See OPUS.]

o·quas·sa (o-kw4sùN, o-kwäùsN) n.  pl. oquassa or o·quas·sas. A freshwater 

trout (Salvelinus oquassa) found in the Rangeley Lakes in western Maine.  [After 

Lake Oquassa, a lake of western Maine.]

or1 (ôr; Nr when unstressed) conj.  1. a. Used to indicate an alternative, usually 

only before the last term of a series:  hot or cold; this, that, or the other.  b. Used to 

indicate the second of two alternatives, the first being preceded by either or 

whether:  Your answer is either ingenious or wrong. She didn’t know whether to 

laugh or cry.  c. Archaic. Used to indicate the first of two alternatives, with the 

force of either or whether.   2. Used to indicate a synonymous or equivalent 

expression:  acrophobia, or fear of great heights.  3. Used to indicate uncertainty or 

indefiniteness:  two or three.  [Middle English, from other, or (from Old English 

other, from oththe), and from outher (from Old English 7hwæther, 7ther); see 

EITHER.]

USAGE NOTE: When all the elements in a series connected by or are singular,

the verb they govern is singular: Tom or Jack is coming. Beer, ale, or wine is included

in the charge. When all the elements are plural, the verb is plural. When the ele-

ments do not agree in number, some grammarians have suggested that the verb

be governed by the element to which it is nearer: Tom or his sisters are coming. The

girls or their brother is coming. Cold symptoms or headache is the usual first sign.

Other grammarians, however, have argued that such constructions must be avoid-

ed and that substitutes be found in which the problem of agreement does not

arise: Either Tom is coming or his sisters are. The usual first sign may be either cold

symptoms or a headache. See Usage Note at and/or. See Usage Note at either. See

Usage Note at neither. See Usage Note at nor1.

or2 (ôr) Archaic. conj.  Before. Followed by ever or ere: “I doubt he will be dead or 

ere I come” (Shakespeare).   —  prep.  Before.  [Middle English, variant of er, from 

Old English <r, soon, early, and from Old Norse 7r; see ayer- in Appendix.]



or3 (ôr) n.  Heraldry. Gold, represented in heraldic engraving by a white field 

sprinkled with small dots.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

aurum.]

OR abbr.  1.  Or O.R.. Operating room.  2. Operations research.  3. Oregon.  

4. Owner’s risk. 

-or1 suff.  One that performs a specified action:  accelerator.  [Middle English -or, 

-our, from Old French -eor, -eur, and Anglo-Norman -our, -ur all from Latin -or, -

or-.]

-or2 suff.  State; quality; activity:  valor.  [Middle English -our, from Old French -

eur, from Latin -or, -or-.]

o·ra (ôrùN, orùN) n.  Plural of os1. 
or·ach also or·ache (ôrùVch, mrù-) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Atriplex, 

especially A. hortensis, having edible, spinachlike leaves.  [Middle English orage, 

arage, from Old French arrache, from Vulgar Latin *7tripica, from Latin 7triplex, 

7triplic-, from Greek atraphaxus.]

or·a·cle (ôrùN-kNl, mrù-) n.  1. a. A shrine consecrated to the worship and consul-

tation of a prophetic deity, as that of Apollo at Delphi.  b. A person, such as a 

priestess, through whom a deity is held to respond when consulted.  c. The 

response given through such a medium, often in the form of an enigmatic state-

ment or allegory.   2. a. A person considered to be a source of wise counsel or 

prophetic opinions.  b. An authoritative or wise statement or prediction.   

3. Theology. A command or revelation from God.  4. In the Old Testament, the 

sanctuary of the Temple.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

or7culum, from or7re, to speak.]

o·rac·u·lar (ô-r4kùyN-lNr, o-r4kù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being an oracle.  

2. Resembling or characteristic of an oracle: a. Solemnly prophetic.  

b. Enigmatic; obscure.   [From Latin or7culum, oracle, from or7re, to speak.] 
—o·racÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —o·racùu·lar·ly adv. 

O·ra·dea (ô-rädùyä)  A city of northwest Romania near the Hungarian border. It 

was destroyed by the Tartars in 1241 and held by the Turks from 1660 to 1692. 

Hungary ceded it to Romania in 1919 and again after World War II. Population, 

206,206. 

o·ral (ôrùNl, orù-) adj.  1. Spoken rather than written.  See Usage Note at verbal.  
2. Of or relating to the mouth:  oral surgery.  3. Used in or taken through the 

mouth:  an oral thermometer; an oral vaccine.  4. Consisting of or using speech:  

oral instruction.  5. Linguistics. Articulated through the mouth only, with the 

nasal passages closed.  6. Psychology. Of or relating to the first stage of psychosex-

ual development in psychoanalytic theory, during which the mouth is the chief 

focus of exploration and pleasure.   —  n.  An academic examination in which 

questions and answers are spoken rather than written. Often used in the plural.  



[Late Latin or7lis, from Latin os, or-, mouth. See os- in Appendix.] —oùral·ly 
adv. 

oral contraceptive (ôrùNl kmnÙtrN-sHpùtVv) n.  A pill, typically containing 

estrogen or progesterone, that inhibits ovulation and thereby prevents concep-

tion.  Also called birth control pill 

o·ral-for·mu·la·ic (ôrùNl-fôrÙmyN-l7ùVk, orù-) adj.  Of or relating to poetry in 

which traditional material is improvised at each performance by using verbal for-

mulas as an aid to memory. 

oral history (ôrùNl hVsùtN-rK) n.  1. Historical information, usually tape-

recorded, obtained in interviews with persons having firsthand knowledge.  2. An 

audiotape or a written account of such an interview or interviews. 

oral hygiene (ôrùNl hXùjKnÙ) n.  See dental hygiene. 
oral sex (ôrùNl sHks) n.  Sexual activity involving oral stimulation of one’s part-

ner’s sex organs. 

oral tradition (ôrùNl trN-dVshùNn) n.  The spoken relation and preservation, 

from one generation to the next, of a people’s cultural history and ancestry, often 

by a storyteller in narrative form. 

O·ran (o-ränù, ô-räNù)  A city of northwest Algeria on the Gulf of Oran, an 

inlet of the Mediterranean Sea west-southwest of Algiers. Built on a site occupied 

since prehistoric times, Oran was captured by the Spanish in 1509 and by the 

Turks in 1708. It was occupied by the French in 1831 and held by Vichy France 

during World War II. Allied troops liberated the city in November 1942. Popula-

tion, 409,788. 

o·rang (o-r4ngù, ôùr4ng) n.  Informal. An orangutan. 

or·ange (ôrùVnj, mrù-) n.  1. a. Any of several southeast Asian evergreen trees of 

the genus Citrus, widely cultivated in warm regions and having fragrant white 

flowers and round fruit with a yellowish or reddish rind and a sectioned, pulpy 

interior, especially C. sinensis, the sweet orange, and C. aurantium, the Seville or 

sour orange.  b. The fruit of any of these trees, having a sweetish, acidic juice.   

2. Any of several similar plants, such as the Osage orange and the mock orange.  

3. Color. The hue of that portion of the visible spectrum lying between red and 

yellow, evoked in the human observer by radiant energy with wavelengths of 

approximately 590 to 630 nanometers; any of a group of colors between red and 

yellow in hue, of medium lightness and moderate saturation.  [Middle English, 

from Old French pume orenge, translation and alteration (influenced by Orenge, 

Orange, a town in France), of Old Italian melarancio : mela, fruit + arancio, 

orange tree (alteration of Arabic n7ranj, from Persian n7rang, from Sanskrit 

n7raggaU, possibly of Dravidian origin).] —orùange adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Oranges imported to China from the United States reflect

a journey come full circle, for the orange had worked its way westward for cen-



turies, originating in China, then being introduced to India, and traveling on to

the Middle East, into Europe, and finally to the New World. The history of the

word orange keeps step with this journey only part of the way. The word is possibly

ultimately of Dravidian origin, that is, it comes from a language or languages in

a large non-Indo-European family of languages, including Tamil and Telugu, that

are spoken in southern India and northern Sri Lanka. The Dravidian word or

words were adopted into the Indo-European language Sanskrit with the form

n7raggaU. As the fruit passed westward, so did the word, as evidenced by Persian

n7rang and Arabic n7ranj. Arabs brought the first oranges to Spain, and the fruit

rapidly spread throughout Europe. The important word for the development of

our term is Old Italian melarancio, derived from mela, “fruit,” and arancio, “or-

ange tree,” from Arabic n7ranj. Old Italian melarancio was translated into Old

French as pume orenge, the o replacing the a because of the influence of the name

of the town of Orange, from which oranges reached the northern part of France.

The final stage of the odyssey of the word was its borrowing into English from

the Old French form orenge. Our word is first recorded in Middle English in a text

probably composed around 1380, a time preceding the arrival of the orange in

the New World.

Or·ange1 (ôrùVnj, mù-)  Princely family of Europe ruling continously in the 

Netherlands since 1815. The name was first used for a former principality of 

southeast France that passed to the house of Nassau in 1530. 

Or·ange2 (ôrùVnj, mrù-)  1. A city of southern California north-northeast of 

Santa Ana. It is a manufacturing center in a citrus-growing area. Population, 

110,658.  2. A city of northeast New Jersey, a chiefly residential suburb of Newark 

and New York City. Population, 29,925.  3. A city of southeast Texas east of Beau-

mont. It is a port and processing center. Population, 19,381. 

or·ange·ade (ôrÙVn-j7dù, mrÙ-) n.  A beverage of orange juice, sugar, and water. 

Orange Free State (ôrùVnj frK st7t)  A province and historical region of east-

central South Africa. European settlement of the area began early in the 1800’s 

and accelerated with an influx of Boer farmers after 1835. Great Britain annexed 

the region as the Orange River Sovereignty in 1848 and granted it indepen-

dence as the Orange Free State in 1854. In 1900, during the Boer War, Great Brit-

ain once again annexed the territory, this time as the Orange River Colony. 
The renamed Orange Free State formed an independent government in 1907 and 

became a founding province of South Africa in 1910. 

orange hawkweed (ôrùVnj hôkùwKdÙ) n.  A European perennial weed 

(Hieracium aurantiacum) common on the Pacific coast and the eastern regions of 

North America, having hairy leaves and clusters of orange-red flower heads.  Also 

called devil’s paintbrush 



Or·ange·man (ôrùVnj-mNn, mrù-) n.  1. A member of a secret society founded 

in Northern Ireland in 1795 to maintain the political and religious ascendancy of 

Protestantism.  2. A Protestant Irishman.  [After William, Prince of ORANGE
1, 

later King William III of England, Scotland, and Ireland.]

orange milkweed (ôrùVnj mVlkùwKdÙ) n.  See butterfly weed. 
orange pekoe (ôrùVnj pKùko) n.  A grade of black tea consisting of the end 

buds of the shoot or their surrounding two full leaves.  [From the orange color of 

its infusion.]

Orange River (ôrùVnj rVvùNr)  A river, about 2,092 km (1,300 mi) long, of 

Lesotho, South Africa, and Namibia flowing southwest, northwest, and west to 

the Atlantic Ocean. It is used extensively for irrigation. 

or·ange·root (ôrùNnj-rutÙ, -rttÙ, mrù-) n.  See goldenseal. 
or·ange·ry (ôrùVnj-rK, mrù-) n.  pl. or·ange·ries. A sheltered place, especially a 

greenhouse, used for the cultivation of orange trees in cool climates. 

orange stick (ôrùVnj stVk) n.  A stick of orangewood with tapered ends, used in 

manicuring. 

Or·ange·vale (ôrùVnj-v7lÙ, mrù-)  A community of north-central California, a 

suburb of Sacramento. Population, 20,585. 

or·ange·wood (ôrùVnj-wtdÙ, mrù-) n.  The fine-grained wood of the orange 

tree, used in fine woodwork. 

o·rang·u·tan (ô-r4ngùN-t4nÙ, o-r4ngù-, N-r4ngù-) also o·rang·ou·tang (-N-

t4ngù) n.  An arboreal anthropoid ape (Pongo pygmaeus) of Borneo and Sumatra, 

having a shaggy reddish-brown coat, very long arms, and no tail.  [Malay orang 

h7tan : orang, man + h7tan, wilderness, jungle.]

o·rate (ô-r7tù, o-r7tù, ôrù7tÙ, orù-) v.  intr. o·rat·ed, o·rat·ing, o·rates. To 

speak in a formal, pompous manner.  [Latin or7re, or7t-, to pray, speak publicly.]

o·ra·tion (ô-r7ùshNn, o-r7ù-) n.  1. A formal speech, especially one given on a 

ceremonial occasion.  2. A speech delivered in a high-flown or pompous manner.  

[Middle English oracion, prayer, from Late Latin or7tio, or7tion-, from Latin, dis-

course, from or7tus, past participle of or7re, to speak.]

or·a·tor (ôrùN-tNr, mrù-) n.  1. One who delivers an oration.  2. An eloquent and 

skilled public speaker.   —orùa·tor·shipÙ n. 

Or·a·to·ri·an (ôrÙN-tôrùK-Nn, -torù-) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A member of 

an Oratory. 

or·a·tor·i·cal (ôrÙN-tôrùV-kNl, mrÙN-tmrù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

an orator or oratory.   —orÙa·torùi·cal·ly adv. 

or·a·to·ri·o (ôrÙN-tôrùK-oÙ, -torù-, mrÙ-) n.  pl. or·a·to·ri·os. Music. A composi-

tion for voices and orchestra, telling a sacred story without costumes, scenery, or 

dramatic action.  [Italian, after Oratorio, the Oratory of Saint Philip Neri at 

Rome, where famous musical services were held in the 16th century.]



or·a·to·ry1 (ôrùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, mrù-) n.  1. The art of public speaking.  

2. Eloquence or skill in making speeches to the public.  3. Public speaking 

marked by the use of overblown rhetoric.  [Latin (ars) or7toria, (art) of speaking, 

feminine sing. of or7torius, oratorical, from or7tor, speaker, from or7re, to speak.]

or·a·to·ry2 (ôrùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, mrù-) n.  pl. or·a·to·ries. 1. A place for prayer, 

such as a small private chapel.  2.  Also Oratory. a. A Roman Catholic religious 

society founded in 1575 by Saint Philip Neri and consisting of secular priests.  

b. A branch or church of this society.   [Middle English oratorie, from Old 

French, from Late Latin or7torium, place of prayer, from Latin, neuter of 

or7torius, for praying, from or7re, to pray.]

orb (ôrb) n.  1. A sphere or spherical object.  2. a. A celestial body, such as the 

sun or moon.  b. Archaic. The planet Earth.   3. One of a series of concentric 

transparent spheres thought by ancient and medieval astronomers to revolve 

about Earth and carry the celestial bodies.  4. A globe surmounted by a cross, 

used as a symbol of monarchial power and justice.  5. An eye or eyeball.  

6. Archaic. Something of circular form; a circle or an orbit.  7. Archaic. A range of 

endeavor or activity; a province.   —  v.  orbed, orb·ing, orbs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

shape into a circle or sphere.  2. Archaic. To encircle; enclose.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. 

To move in an orbit.  [Middle English orbe, orbit, from Old French, from Latin 

orbis, circle, disk, orbit.]

or·bic·u·lar (ôr-bVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Circular or spherical.  2. Botany. Circular 

and flat. Used especially of leaves.  [Middle English orbiculer, from Old French 

orbiculaire, from Late Latin orbicul7ris, from Latin orbiculus, diminutive of orbis, 

circle, disk.] —or·bicÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —or·bicùu·lar·ly adv. 

or·bic·u·late (ôr-bVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) also or·bic·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Orbicular.  

[Latin orbicul7tus, from orbiculus, diminutive of orbis, circle, disk.] 
—or·bicùu·late·ly adv. 

Or·bi·son (ôrùbV-sNn), Roy. 1936-1988.  American singer and songwriter noted 

for his smooth tenor voice. Many of his ballads were made popular by later musi-

cians. 

or·bit (ôrùbVt) n.  1. a. The path of a celestial body or an artificial satellite as it 

revolves around another body.  b. One complete revolution of such a body.   

2. The path of a body in a field of force surrounding another body; for example, 

the movement of an atomic electron in relation to a nucleus.  3. a. A range of 

activity, experience, or knowledge.  b. A range of control or influence: “What 

magnetism drew these quaking ruined creatures into his orbit?” (Malcolm Lowry).  

See Synonyms at range.   4. Either of two bony cavities in the skull containing an 

eye and its external structures; an eye socket.   —  v.  or·bit·ed, or·bit·ing, 
or·bits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put into an orbit:  orbit a satellite.  2. To revolve around 

(a center of attraction):  The moon orbits Earth.   —  v.  intr. To move in an orbit.  



[Middle English orbite, eye socket, from Old French, from Latin orbita, orbit, 

probably from orbis.]

or·bit·al (ôrùbV-tl) adj.  Of or relating to an orbit.   —  n.  The wave function of 

an electron in an atom or molecule, indicating the electron’s probable location. 

orbital velocity (ôrùbV-tl vN-lmsùV-tK) n.  1. The velocity at which a body 

revolves about another body.  2. The minimum velocity required to place or 

maintain a satellite in orbit. 

or·bi·teer (ôrÙbV-tîrù) v.  or·bi·teered, or·bi·teer·ing, or·bi·teers. Sports.  
—  v.  tr. To make one’s way up (tall mountains) by walking around instead of 

scaling.   —  v.  intr. To engage in the sport of walking around tall mountains.   
—orÙbi·teerùing n. 

or·bit·er (ôrùbV-tNr) n.  Something that orbits, especially a spacecraft that orbits 

a planet or moon without landing on it. 

or·ca (ôrùkN) n.  See killer whale.  [Latin orca, whale, probably alteration (prob-

ably influenced by orca, vessel), of Greek orux, orug-, pickax, a kind of large fish 

or whale, perhaps from orussein, to dig.]

orch. abbr.  Music. Orchestra. 

or·chard (ôrùchNrd) n.  1. An area of land devoted to the cultivation of fruit or 

nut trees.  2. The trees cultivated in such an area.  [Middle English, from Old 

English orceard, alteration of ortgeard : perhaps wyrt, wort, plant; see WORT
1 + 

geard, yard; see gher-1 in Appendix.]

orchard grass (ôrùchNrd gr4s) n.  A Eurasian grass (Dactylis glomerata) widely 

planted in pastures. 

or·char·dist (ôrùchNr-dVst) n.  One who owns or cultivates an orchard. 

or·ches·tra (ôrùkV-strN, -kHsÙtrN) n.  Abbr. orch. 1. Music. a. A large group of 

musicians who play together on various instruments, usually including strings, 

woodwinds, brass instruments, and percussion instruments.  b. The instruments 

played by such a group.   2. The area in a theater or concert hall where the musi-

cians sit, immediately in front of and below the stage.  3. a. The front section of 

seats nearest the stage in a theater.  b. The entire main floor of a theater.   4. A 

semicircular space in front of the stage used by the chorus in ancient Greek the-

aters.  [Latin orchKstra, the space in front of the stage in Greek theaters where the 

chorus performed, from Greek orkhKstra, from orkheisthai, to dance.] 
—or·chesùtral (ôr-kHsùtrNl) adj.  —or·chesùtral·ly adv. 

or·ches·trate (ôrùkV-str7tÙ) v.  tr. or·ches·trat·ed, or·ches·trat·ing, 
or·ches·trates. 1. Music. To compose or arrange (music) for performance by an 

orchestra.  2. To arrange or control the elements of, as to achieve a desired overall 

effect:  orchestrated a successful political campaign.   —orùches·traÙtor n. 

or·ches·tra·tion (ôrÙkV-str7ùshNn) n.  1. Music. a. A composition that has 

been orchestrated.  b. Arrangement of music for performance by an orchestra.   

2. Arrangement or control:  orchestration of events. 



or·ches·tri·on (ôr-kHsùtrK-Nn) also or·ches·tri·na (ôrÙkV-strKùnN) n.  Music. A 

large mechanical instrument resembling a barrel organ that produces sound in 

imitation of an orchestra.  [ORCHESTR(A) + (MELOD)EON.]

or·chid (ôrùkVd) n.  1. a. A member of the orchid family.  b. The flower of any 

of these plants, especially one cultivated for ornament.   2. Color. A pale to light 

purple, from grayish to purplish pink to strong reddish purple.  [From New Latin 

Orchideae, family name, from Latin orchis, from Greek orkhis, testicle, orchid 

(from the slope of its root).] —orùchid adj. 

or·chi·da·ceous (ôrÙkV-d7ùshNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the 

orchid family.  2. Suggesting ostentatious luxury; showy.  [From New Latin 

Orchidaceae, family name, from Latin orchis, orchid. See ORCHID.]

or·chi·dec·to·my (ôrÙkV-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. or·chi·dec·to·mies. Variant of 

orchiectomy. 
orchid family (ôrùkVd f4mùN-lK) n.  A large family of epiphytic or terrestial 

perennial herbs, the Orchidaceae, found chiefly in the tropics and subtropics and 

characterized by bilaterally symmetrical, showy flowers with an inferior ovary 

and dustlike seeds. 

orchid tree (ôrùkVd trK) n.  1. A small southeast Asian tree (Bauhinia variegata) 

in the pea family, having showy, irregular lavender or purple flowers and deeply 

emarginate leaves.  2. A tree (Amherstia nobilis) of Burma, having compound 

leaves and a great profusion of large, irregular, yellow-spotted, scarlet flowers. 

or·chi·ec·to·my (ôrÙkK-HkùtN-mK)  or or·chi·dec·to·my (-kV-dHkù-) n.  pl. 

or·chi·ec·to·mies. Surgical removal of one or both testes.  [Greek orkhis, orkhi-, 

testicle + -ECTOMY.]

or·chil (ôrùkVl, -chVl) also ar·chil (ärù-) n.  1. Any of several lichens, chiefly of the 

genera Roccella and Lecanora, from which a dye is obtained.  2. The reddish dye-

stuff obtained from any of these organisms.  [Middle English orchell, ultimately 

from Old Catalan orxella, from Mozarabic ’urPâla.]

or·chis (ôrùkVs) n.  Any of numerous orchids of the genus Orchis, having 

magenta, white, or magenta-spotted flowers.  [Latin, orchid. See ORCHID.]

Or·cus (ôrùkNs) n.  Roman Mythology. 1. The world of the dead; Hades.  2. Pluto, 

the god of the underworld. 

Or·czy (ôrùtsK), Baroness Emmuska. 1865-1947.  Hungarian-born English 

writer known especially for her adventure novel The Scarlet Pimpernel (1905). 

ord. abbr.  1. Order.  2. Ordinal.  3. Ordinance.  4. Ordnance. 

or·dain (ôr-d7nù) v.  tr. or·dained, or·dain·ing, or·dains. 1. a. To invest with 

ministerial or priestly authority; confer holy orders on.  b. To authorize as a 

rabbi.   2. To order by virtue of superior authority; decree or enact.  3. To prear-

range unalterably; predestine:  by fate ordained.  See Synonyms at dictate.  [Mid-

dle English ordeinen, from Old French ordener, ordein-, from Latin ordin7re, to 



organize, appoint to office, from ordo, ordin-, order. See ar- in Appendix.] 
—or·dainùer n.  —or·dainùment n. 

or·deal (ôr-dKlù) n.  1. A difficult or painful experience, especially one that 

severely tests character or endurance.  See Synonyms at trial.  2. A method of 

trial in which the accused was subjected to physically painful or dangerous tests, 

the result being regarded as a divine judgment of guilt or innocence.  [Alteration 

(influenced by DEAL
1), of Middle English ordal, trial by ordeal, from Old English 

ord7l. See dail- in Appendix.]

ordeal bean (ôr-dKlù bKn) n.  See Calabar bean.  [So called from its alleged 

use as a test for witchcraft.]

or·der (ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. ord., O, O., o. 1. A condition of logical or comprehen-

sible arrangement among the separate elements of a group.  2. a. A condition of 

methodical or prescribed arrangement among component parts such that proper 

functioning or appearance is achieved: “Order, cleanliness, seemliness make a 

structure that is half support, half ritual” (Florida Scott-Maxwell).  b. Condition 

or state in general:  in good order.   3. a. The established system of social organiza-

tion: “Every revolution exaggerates the evils of the old order” (C. Wright Mills).  

b. A condition in which freedom from disorder or disruption is maintained 

through respect for established authority:  finally restored order in the rebellious 

provinces.   4. A sequence or an arrangement of successive things.  5. The pre-

scribed form or customary procedure:  the order of worship.  6. An authoritative 

indication to be obeyed; a command or direction.  7. a. A command given by a 

superior military officer requiring obedience, as in the execution of a task.  

b. orders. Formal written instructions to report for military duty at a specified 

time and place.   8. a. A commission or an instruction to buy, sell, or supply 

something.  b. That which is supplied, bought, or sold.   9. a. A request made by 

a customer at a restaurant for a portion of food.  b. The food requested.   

10. Law. A direction or command delivered by a court or other adjudicative body 

and entered into the record but not necessarily included in the final judgment or 

verdict.  11. Ecclesiastical. a. Any of several grades of the Christian ministry:  the 

order of priesthood.  b.  Often orders. The rank of an ordained Christian minis-

ter or priest.  c.  Often orders. The sacrament or rite of ordination.   12. Any of 

the nine grades or choirs of angels.  13. A group of persons living under a reli-

gious rule:  Order of Saint Benedict.  14. An organization of people united by a 

common fraternal bond or social aim.  15. a. A group of people upon whom a 

government or sovereign has formally conferred honor for unusual service or 

merit, entitling them to wear a special insignia:  the Order of the Garter.  b. The 

insignia worn by such people.   16.  Often orders. A social class:  the lower orders.  

17. A class defined by the common attributes of its members; a kind.  18. Degree 

of quality or importance; rank:  poetry of a high order.  19. Architecture. a. Any of 

several styles of classical architecture characterized by the type of column 



employed:  the Corinthian order.  b. A style of building:  a cathedral of the Gothic 

order.   20. Biology. A taxonomic category of organisms ranking above a family 

and below a class.  See Table at taxonomy.  21. Mathematics. a. The sum of the 

exponents to which the variables in a term are raised; degree.  b. An indicated 

number of successive differentiations to be performed.  c. The number of ele-

ments in a finite group.  d. The number of rows or columns in a determinant or 

matrix.    —  v.  or·dered, or·der·ing, or·ders.  —  v.  tr. 1. To issue a com-

mand or an instruction to.  See Synonyms at command.  2. To give a command 

or an instruction for:  The judge ordered a recount of the ballots.  3. To direct to 

proceed as specified:  ordered them off the property.  4. To give an order for; 

request to be supplied with.  5. To put into a methodical, systematic arrangement.  

See Synonyms at arrange.  6. To predestine; ordain.   —  v.  intr. To give an order 

or orders; request that something be done or supplied.   —idioms. in order 
that. So that.  in order to. For the purpose of.  in short order. With no delay; 

quickly.  on order. Requested but not yet delivered.  on the order of. 5. Of a 

kind or fashion similar to; like:  a house on the order of a mountain lodge.  

6. Approximately; about:  equipment costing on the order of a million dollars.  to 
order. According to the buyer’s specifications.  [Middle English ordre, from Old 

French, variant of ordene, from Latin ordo, ordin-. See ar- in Appendix.] 
—orùder·er n. 

order arms (ôrùdNr ärmz) n.  1. A position in the military manual of arms in 

which the rifle is held vertically next to the right leg with its butt resting on the 

ground.  2. A command to assume order arms. 

order code (ôrùdNr kod) n.  Computer Science. See operation code. 
or·der·ly (ôrùdNr-lK) adj.  1. a. Free from disorder; neat:  an orderly room.  

b. Having a systematic arrangement:  an orderly universe.   2. Marked by or 

adhering to method or system:  orderly in the upkeep of his rooms.  3. Devoid of 

violence or disruption; peaceful:  an orderly transition of governments.   —  n.  pl. 

or·der·lies. 1. An attendant who does routine, nonmedical work in a hospital.  

2. A soldier assigned to attend a superior officer and perform various tasks.   —  
adv.  Systematically; regularly.   —orùder·li·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: orderly, methodical, systematic. These adjectives mean proceeding

in or observant of a prescribed pattern or arrangement. Orderly especially implies

correct or customary procedure or proper or harmonious arrangement: Firefight-

ers supervised the orderly evacuation of the building. Workers set up chairs on the

stage in orderly and symmetrical rows. Methodical stresses adherence to a logically

and carefully planned succession of steps: The pattern supplies methodical instruc-

tions for cutting and assembling the parts of the garment. The methodical housekeep-

er performs tasks according to a schedule. Systematic emphasizes observance of a

coordinated and orderly set of procedures constituting part of a complex but uni-



tary whole: Scientists are conducting systematic research into antigens to combat im-

mune disorders.

order of battle (ôrùdNr ƒv b4tùl) n.  pl. orders of battle. The identification, 

command structure, strength, and disposition of personnel, equipment, and 

units of an armed force. 

order of business (ôrùdNr ƒv bVzùnVs) n.  pl. orders of business. A matter, 

such as a task, that must be addressed. 

order of magnitude (ôrùdNr ƒv m4gùnV-tudÙ) n.  pl. orders of magni-
tude. 1. An estimate of size or magnitude expressed as a power of ten:  Earth’s 

mass is of the order of magnitude of 1022 tons; that of the sun is 1027 tons.  2. A 

range of values between a designated lower value and an upper value ten times as 

large:  The masses of Earth and the sun differ by five orders of magnitude. 

order of the day (ôrùdNr ƒv thK d7) n.  pl. orders of the day. 1. The busi-

ness to be considered or done by a legislature or other body on a particular day. 

Often used in the plural.  2. The characteristic or most significant aspect or activ-

ity:  Volatility is the order of the day in the stock market. 

or·di·nal (ôrùdn-Nl) adj.  Abbr. ord. 1. Being of a specified position in a num-

bered series:  an ordinal rank of seventh.  2. Of or relating to a taxonomic order.   
—  n.  Abbr. ord. 1. An ordinal number.  2. Ecclesiastical. a. A book of instruc-

tions for daily services.  b. A book of forms for ordination.   [Middle English 

ordinel, orderly, regular, from Late Latin ordin7lis, ordinal, from Latin ordo, 

ordin-, order; see ar- in Appendix. N., sense 2, from Middle English  from Medi-

eval Latin ordin7le, from Late Latin, neuter sing. of ordin7lis, ordinal.]

ordinal number (ôrùdn-Nl nƒmùbNr) n.  A number indicating position in a 

series or order. The ordinal numbers are first (1st), second (2nd), third (3rd), and 

so on. 

or·di·nance (ôrùdn-Nns) n.  Abbr. ord. 1. An authoritative command or order.  

2. A custom or practice established by long usage.  3. A Christian rite, especially 

the Eucharist.  4. A statute or regulation, especially one enacted by a city govern-

ment.  [Middle English ordinaunce, from Old French ordenance, from Medieval 

Latin ordinantia, from Latin ordin7ns, ordinant- present participle of ordin7re, to 

ordain, from ordo, ordin-, order. See ar- in Appendix.]

or·di·nar·i·ly (ôrÙdn-ârùN-lK, ôrùdn-HrÙ-) adv.  1. As a general rule; usually:  

ordinarily home by six.  2. In the commonplace or usual manner:  ordinarily 

dressed pedestrians on the street.  3. To the usual extent or degree:  an ordinarily 

small profit. 

or·di·nar·y (ôrùdn-HrÙK) adj.  1. Commonly encountered; usual.  See Synonyms 

at common.  2. a. Of no exceptional ability, degree, or quality; average.  b. Of 

inferior quality; second-rate.   3. Having immediate rather than delegated juris-

diction, as a judge.  4. Mathematics. Designating a differential equation contain-



ing no more than two variables and derivatives of one with respect to the other.   
—  n.  pl. or·di·nar·ies. 1. The usual or normal condition or course of events:  

Nothing out of the ordinary occurred.  2. Law. a. A judge or other official with 

immediate rather than delegated jurisdiction.  b. The judge of a probate court in 

some states of the United States.   3.  Often Ordinary. Ecclesiastical. a. The part 

of the Mass that remains unchanged from day to day.  b. A division of the Roman 

Breviary containing the unchangeable parts of the office other than the Psalms.  

c. A cleric, such as the residential bishop of a diocese, with ordinary jurisdiction 

over a specified territory.   4. Heraldry. One of the simplest and commonest 

charges, such as the bend and the cross.  5. Chiefly British. a. A complete meal 

provided at a fixed price.  b. A tavern or an inn providing such a meal.   [Middle 

English ordinarie, from Old French, from Latin ordin7rius, from ordo, ordin-, 

order. See ar- in Appendix.] —orÙdi·narùi·ness n. 

Ordinary level (ôrùdn-HrÙK lHvùNl) n.  Chiefly British. O level. 

ordinary seaman (ôrùdn-HrÙK sKùmNn) n.  Abbr. O.S. A seaman of the lowest 

grade in the merchant marine. 

or·di·nate (ôrùdn-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Arranged in regular rows, as the spots on the 

wings of an insect.   —  n.  Symbol y Mathematics. The plane Cartesian coordi-

nate representing the distance from a specified point to the x-axis, measured par-

allel to the y-axis.  [Middle English, properly ordered, from Latin ordin7tus, past 

participle of ordin7re, to set in order, from ordo, ordin-, order. See ar- in Appen-

dix.]

or·di·na·tion (ôrÙdn-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of ordaining or the state of being 

ordained.  2. Ecclesiastical. The ceremony of consecration to the ministry.  3. An 

arrangement or ordering. 

or·di·nes (ôrùdN-nKzÙ) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A plural of ordo. 
ordn. abbr.  Ordnance. 

ord·nance (ôrdùnNns) n.  Abbr. ord., ordn. 1. Military materiel, such as weap-

ons, ammunition, combat vehicles, and equipment.  2. The branch of an armed 

force that procures, maintains, and issues weapons, ammunition, and combat 

vehicles.  3. Cannon; artillery.  [Middle English ordnaunce, variant of ordinaunce, 

order, military provision. See ORDINANCE.]

or·do (ôrùdo) n.  pl. or·di·nes (-dN-nKzÙ)  or or·dos. Roman Catholic Church. 

An annual calendar containing instructions for the Mass and office to be cele-

brated on each day of the year.  [Medieval Latin ordo, from Latin, order. See ar- in 

Appendix.]

or·don·nance (ôrùdn-Nns, ôrÙdô-näNsù) n.  The arrangement of elements in a 

literary or artistic composition or an architectural plan.  [French, variant of Old 

French ordenance, an arranging. See ORDINANCE.]

Or·dos (ôrùdms)  A sandy desert plateau region of Nei Monggol (Inner Mongo-

lia) in northern China bounded on the south and east by the Great Wall. 



Or·do·vi·cian (ôrÙdN-vVshùNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating the geologic 

time, system of rocks, and sedimentary deposits of the second period of the Pale-

ozoic Era, characterized by the appearance of primitive fishes.   —  n.  The 

Ordovician Period.  [From Latin OrdovicKs, an ancient Celtic tribe of Wales, from 

Celtic Ordovices. See weik-3 in Appendix.]

or·dure (ôrùjNr) n.  1. Excrement; dung.  2. Something morally offensive; filth.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from ord, filthy, from Latin horridus, fright-

ful, from horrKre, to shudder.]

Or·dzho·ni·kid·ze (ôrÙjmn-V-kVdùzN, Nr-jN-nyV-kyKùdzV)  A city of southwest 

Russia at the foot of the Caucasus Mountains southwest of Grozny. Founded in 

1784 as a fortress, it is a metallurgical and industrial center. Population, 303,000. 

ore (ôr, or) n.  A mineral or an aggregate of minerals from which a valuable con-

stituent, especially a metal, can be profitably mined or extracted.  [Middle 

English, from Old English ora, and from Old English 7r, brass, copper, bronze.]

Ore. abbr.  Oregon. 

ö·re (œùrN) n.  pl. öre. A unit of currency in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.  See 

Table at currency.  [Danish, and Norwegian ore and Swedish öre all from Latin 

aureus, gold coin, from aurum, gold.]

o·re·ad (ôrùK-4dÙ, orù-) n.  Greek Mythology. Any of a group of mountain 

nymphs.  [Latin OrKas, OrKad-, from Greek Oreias, from oreios, of a mountain, 

from oros, mountain.]

Ör·e·bro (œÙrN-bruù)  A city of south-central Sweden west of Stockholm. 

Known since the 11th century, it has often been the site of national assemblies. 

Population, 117,569. 

o·reg·a·no (N-rHgùN-noÙ, ô-rHgù-) n.  A perennial Eurasian herb (Origanum vul-

gare) of the mint family, having aromatic leaves that are used as a seasoning.  

[Spanish orégano, wild marjoram, from Latin orXganum, from Greek origanon, 

probably of North African origin.]

Or·e·gon (ôrùV-gNn, -gmnÙ, mrù-)  1.  Abbr. OR, Ore. A state of the northwest 

United States in the Pacific Northwest. It was admitted as the 33rd state in 1859. 

Claimed by the United States after Capt. Robert Gray explored the mouth of the 

Columbia River in 1792, the area was further explored by Lewis and Clark in 1805 

and was soon the site of fur-trading posts. The Oregon Country, a region 

encompassing all the land from the California border to Alaska and the Pacific 

Ocean to the Rocky Mountains, was held jointly by Great Britain and the United 

States from 1818 until 1846, when the international boundary was fixed at the 

49th parallel. In 1848 the Oregon Territory was created, including all of 

present-day Washington and Idaho. The state’s current boundaries were estab-

lished in 1853. Salem is the capital and Portland the largest city. Population, 

2,853,733.  2. A city of northwest Ohio, an industrial suburb of Toledo on Lake 

Erie. Population, 18,334.   —OrÙe·goùni·an (-goùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 



Oregon grape (ôrùV-gNn gr7p) n.  Any of various evergreen shrubs of the 

genus Mahonia, especially M. aquifolium of northwest North America, having 

compound leaves with spiny-toothed leaflets and black berries with blue bloom. 

Oregon myrtle (ôrùV-gNn mûrùtl) n.  See California laurel. 
Oregon pine (ôrùV-gNn pXn) n.  The wood of the Douglas fir. 

Oregon Trail (ôrùV-gNn tr7l)  A historical overland route to the western United 

States extending from various cities on the Missouri River to the Oregon Country 

and later Oregon Territory. The trail was opened in 1842, and by 1845 more than 

3,000 migrants had made the arduous journey. After the coming of the railroad, 

the trail fell into disuse and was finally abandoned in the 1870’s. 

o·re·ide (ôrùK-XdÙ, orù-) n.  Variant of oroide. 
O·re·kho·vo-Zu·ye·vo (ôrÙV-kôvÙN-zt-yHvùo, N-ryHùKHN-vN-zuùyV-vN)  A 

city of western Russia east of Moscow. Its textile industry dates from the 18th cen-

tury. Population, 136,000. 

O·rel (ô-rHlù, o-rHlù, ôr-yôlù)  A city of western Russia on the Oka River south of 

Moscow. Founded in 1564 as a fortified settlement to protect the southern border 

of Muscovy against the Tartars, it is today an industrial center and a railroad junc-

tion. Population, 328,000. 

O·rem (ôrùNm, orù-)  A city of north-central Utah north-northwest of Provo. It is 

a manufacturing center in an irrigated farming area. Population, 67,561. 

O·ren·burg (ôrùNn-bûrgÙ, orù-, N-rVn-btrkù) Formerly (1938-1957) Chka·lov 
(chN-käùlNf, chkäù-).  A city of western Russia on the Ural River. Founded as a for-

tress in 1735, it is a rail junction and processing center. Population, 519,000. 

O·ren·se (ô-rHnùsH)  A city of northwest Spain east of Vigo. Its hot sulfur springs 

have been known since Roman times. Population, 85,500. 

O·res·tes (ô-rHsùtKz) n.  Greek Mythology. The son of Agamemnon and Clytem-

nestra, who with his sister Electra avenged the murder of his father by murdering 

his mother and her lover Aegisthus. 

O·re·sund  or Ø·re·sund (œùrN-sƒnÙ, -stndÙ)  A narrow strait between south-

ern Sweden and eastern Denmark connecting the Baltic Sea with the Kattegat. 

Orff (ôrf), Carl. 1895-1982.  German composer and educator who developed a 

well-known system of music instruction for children, using percussion instru-

ments and motion. 

or·fray (ôrùfr7Ù) n.  Variant of orphrey. 
org. abbr.  1. Organic.  2. a. Organization.  b. Organized.  

or·gan (ôrùgNn) n.  1. Music. a. An instrument consisting of a number of pipes 

that sound tones when supplied with air and a keyboard that operates a mecha-

nism controlling the flow of air to the pipes.  Also called pipe organ b. Any one of 

various other instruments, such as the electronic organ, that resemble a pipe 

organ either in mechanism or sound.   2. Biology. A differentiated part of an 

organism, such as an eye, a wing, or a leaf, that performs a specific function.  



3. An instrument or agency dedicated to the performance of specified functions:  

The FBI is an organ of the Justice Department.  4. An instrument or a means of 

communication, especially a periodical issued by a political party, business firm, 

or other group.  [Middle English, from Old French organe, and from Old English 

organe both from Latin organum, tool, instrument, from Greek organon. See 

werg- in Appendix.]

organ- pref.  Variant of organo-. 
or·ga·na1 (ôrùgN-nN) n.  A plural of organon. 
or·ga·na2 (ôrùgN-nN) n.  A plural of organum1. 
or·gan·dy also or·gan·die (ôrùgNn-dK) n.  pl. or·gan·dies. A stiff transparent 

fabric of cotton or silk, used for trim, curtains, and light apparel.  [French 

organdi, perhaps after Old French Organzi (Urgench), a city of western Uzbeki-

stan.]

or·gan·elle (ôrÙgN-nHlù) n.  A differentiated structure within a cell, such as a 

mitochondrion, vacuole, or chloroplast, that performs a specific function.  [New 

Latin organella, diminutive of Medieval Latin organum, organ of the body, from 

Latin, implement, tool. See ORGAN.]

organ grinder (ôrùgNn grXnùdNr) n.  A musician who plays a hurdy-gurdy and 

usually performs on the street. 

or·gan·ic (ôr-g4nùVk) adj.  Abbr. org. 1. Of, relating to, or affecting organs or an 

organ of the body:  an organic disease.  2. Of, relating to, or derived from living 

organisms:  organic matter.  3. a. Using or produced with fertilizers of animal or 

vegetable matter, using no synthetic fertilizers or pesticides:  organic gardening; 

organic vegetables.  b. Free from chemical injections or additives, such as antibiot-

ics or hormones:  organic chicken.  c. Simple, healthful, and close to nature:  an 

organic lifestyle.   4. a. Having properties associated with living organisms.  

b. Resembling a living organism in organization or development; interconnected:  

society as an organic whole.   5. Constituting an integral part of a whole; funda-

mental.  6. Law. Denoting or relating to the fundamental or constitutional laws 

and precepts of a government or an organization.  7. Chemistry. Of or designat-

ing carbon compounds.   —or·ganùi·cal·ly adv.  —orÙgan·icùi·ty (ôrÙgN-nVsùV-
tK) n. 

organic chemistry (ôr-g4nùVk kHmùV-strK) n.  The chemistry of carbon com-

pounds. 

or·gan·i·cism (ôr-g4nùV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. The theory that all disease is associated 

with structural alterations of organs.  2. The theory that the total organization of 

an organism, rather than the functioning of individual organs, is the principal or 

exclusive determinant of every life process.  3. The concept that society is analo-

gous to a biological organism.   —or·ganùi·cist n. 

or·gan·ism (ôrùgN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. An individual form of life, such as a plant, an 

animal, a bacterium, a protist, or a fungus; a body made up of organs, organelles, 



or other parts that work together to carry on the various processes of life.  2. A 

system regarded as analogous in its structure or functions to a living body:  the 

social organism.   —orÙgan·isùmal (-nVzùmNl), orÙgan·isùmic (-mVk)  adj.  

—orÙgan·isùmi·cal·ly adv. 

or·gan·ist (ôrùgN-nVst) n.  Music. One who plays the organ. 

or·gan·i·za·tion (ôrÙgN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. org. 1. a. The act or process of 

organizing.  b. The state or manner of being organized:  a high degree of organiza-

tion.   2. Something that has been organized or made into an ordered whole.  

3. Something made up of elements with varied functions that contribute to the 

whole and to collective functions; an organism.  4. A group of persons organized 

for a particular purpose; an association:  a benevolent organization.  5. a. A struc-

ture through which individuals cooperate systematically to conduct business.  

b. The administrative personnel of such a structure.    —orÙgan·i·zaùtion·al 
adj.  —orÙgan·i·zaùtion·al·ly adv. 

or·gan·ize (ôrùgN-nXzÙ) v.  or·gan·ized, or·gan·iz·ing, or·gan·iz·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To put together into an orderly, functional, structured whole.  2. a. To 

arrange in a coherent form; systematize:  organized her thoughts before speaking.  

b. To arrange in a desired pattern or structure: “The painting is organized about a 

young reaper enjoying his noonday rest” (William Carlos Williams).   3. To arrange 

systematically for harmonious or united action:  organize a strike.  See Synonyms 

at arrange.  4. a. To establish as an organization:  organize a club.  See Synonyms 

at found1.  b. To induce (employees) to form or join a labor union.  c. To induce 

the employees of (a business or an industry) to form or join a union:  organize a 

factory.    —  v.  intr. 1. To develop into or assume an organic structure.  2. To 

form or join an activist group, especially a labor union.  [Middle English organ-

isen, from Old French organiser, from Medieval Latin organiz7re, from Latin 

organum, tool, instrument. See ORGAN.] —orùgan·izÙer n. 

or·gan·ized (ôrùgN-nXzdÙ) adj.  Abbr. org. 1. Functioning within a formal 

structure, as in the coordination and direction of activities.  2. Affiliated in an 

organization, especially a union.  3. Efficient and methodical. 

organized crime (ôrùgN-nXzdÙ krXm) n.  1. Widespread criminal activities, 

such as prostitution, interstate theft, or illegal gambling, that occur within a cen-

trally controlled formal structure.  2. The people and the groups involved in such 

criminal activities. 

organo-  or organ- pref.  1. Organ:  organotherapy.  2. Organic:  organomercu-

rial.  [Greek, from organon. See ORGAN.]

or·gan·o·chlo·rine (ôr-g4nÙN-klôrùKnÙ, -Vn, -klorù-) n.  Any of various hydro-

carbon pesticides, such as DDT, that contain chlorine.   —or·gan·o·chloùrine 
adj. 

organ of Cor·ti (ôrùgNn ƒv kôrùtK) n.  A specialized structure located on the 

inner surface of the basilar membrane of the cochlea containing hair cells that 



transmit sound vibrations to the nerve fibers.  [After Alfonso Corti (1822-1888), 

Italian anatomist.]

or·gan·o·gen·e·sis (ôrÙgN-no-jHnùV-sVs, ôr-g4nÙN-) n.  pl. or·gan·o·gen·e·ses 

(-sKzÙ). The formation and development of the organs of living things.   —orÙ-
gan·o·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —orÙgan·o·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

or·gan·og·ra·phy (ôrÙgN-nmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. or·gan·og·ra·phies. Scientific 

description of the organs of living things.   —orÙgan·o·graphùic (-nN-gr4fùVk) 

adj.  —orÙgan·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

or·gan·o·lep·tic (ôrÙgN-no-lHpùtVk, ôr-g4nÙN-) adj.  1. Relating to perception 

by a sensory organ.  2. Involving the use of sense organs:  organoleptic tests.  

[French organoleptique : Greek organo-, organo- + Greek lKptikos, receptive (from 

lKptos, taken, seized, from lambanein, to take).] —orÙgan·o·lepùti·cal·ly adv. 

or·gan·ol·o·gy (ôrÙgN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of biology that deals with the 

structure and function of organs.   —orÙgan·o·logùic (ôrÙgN-nN-lmjùVk, ôr-

g4nÙN-), orÙgan·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

or·gan·o·mer·cu·ri·al (ôr-g4nÙo-mNr-kytrùK-Nl) n.  An organic compound 

that contains mercury.   —or·gan·o·mer·cuùri·al adj. 

or·gan·o·me·tal·lic (ôrÙgN-no-mN-t4lùVk, ôr-g4nÙo-) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

constituting an organic compound containing a metal, especially a compound in 

which a metal atom is bonded directly to a carbon atom. 

or·ga·non (ôrùgN-nmnÙ) also or·ga·num (-nNm) n.  pl. or·ga·na (-nN)  or 

or·ga·nons also or·ga·na  or or·ga·nums. A set of principles for use in scien-

tific or philosophical investigation.  [Greek, tool, organ of the body, instrument. 

See werg- in Appendix.]

or·gan·o·phos·phate (ôrÙgN-no-fmsùf7t, ôr-g4nÙN-) n.  Any of several 

organic compounds containing phosphorus, some of which are used as fertilizers 

and pesticides.   —orÙgan·o·phosùphate adj. 

or·gan·o·phos·pho·rus (ôrÙgN-no-fmsùfNr-Ns, -fms-fôrùNs, -forù-, ôr-g4nÙN-) 

n.  An organophosphate.   —orÙgan·o·phosùpho·rus, orÙgan·o·phosù-
pho·rous (ôrÙgN-no-fmsùfNr-Ns, -fms-fôrùNs, -forù-, ôr-g4nÙN-)  adj. 

or·gan·o·ther·a·py (ôrÙgN-no-thHrùN-pK, ôr-g4nÙo-) n.  pl. 

or·gan·o·ther·a·pies. Treatment of disease with animal endocrine organs or 

extracts such as insulin and thyroxin.   —orÙgan·o·therÙa·peuùtic (-thHrÙN-

pyuùtVk) adj. 

or·gan·ot·ro·pism (ôrÙgN-nmtùrN-pVzÙNm) also or·gan·ot·ro·py (-pK) n.  The 

attraction of certain chemical compounds or microorganisms to specific tissues 

or organs of the body.   —orÙgan·o·tropùic (ôrÙgN-no-trmpùVk, -troùpVk, ôr-

g4nÙo-) adj.  —orÙgan·o·tropùi·cal·ly adv. 

or·gan-pipe cactus (ôrùgNn-pXpÙ k4kùtNs) n.  A tall, treelike cactus (Lemaireo-

cereus marginatus) native to central Mexico and the southwest United States. 

organ point (ôrùgNn point) n.  Music. See pedal point. 



or·ga·num1 (ôrùgN-nNm) n.  pl. or·ga·na (-nN)  or or·ga·nums. Music. Any of 

several types of vocal polyphonic music, in two, three, or four parts, of the 9th to 

the early 13th century.  [Medieval Latin, from Late Latin, church organ. See 

ORGAN.]

or·ga·num2 (ôrùgN-nNm) n.  pl. or·ga·nums. Variant of organon. 
or·gan·za (ôr-g4nùzN) n.  A sheer, stiff fabric of silk or synthetic material used 

for trimming, neckwear, or evening dresses.  [Probably after Organzi (Urgench), 

a city of western Uzbekistan.]

or·gan·zine (ôrùgNn-zKnÙ) n.  A raw-silk thread, usually used as a warp thread.  

[French organsin, from Italian organzino, probably after Organzi (Urgench), a 

city of western Uzbekistan.]

or·gasm (ôrùg4zÙNm) n.  1. The highest point of sexual excitement, character-

ized by strong feelings of pleasure and marked normally by ejaculation of semen 

by the male and by vaginal contractions in the female.  Also called climax 2. A 

similar point of intensity of emotional excitement.  [French orgasme, or New 

Latin orgasmus both from Greek orgasmos, swelling, excitement, from organ, to 

swell up, be excited.] —or·gasùmic (ôr-g4zùmVk), or·gasùtic (-tVk)  adj.  

—or·gasùmi·cal·ly, or·gasùti·cal·ly adv. 

OR gate (ôr g7t) n.  Computer Science. A logic circuit that emits a signal if either 

or both of its input wires receive a signal.  [From OR
1.]

or·geat (ôrùzhäÙ) n.  A sweet flavoring of orange and almond used in cocktails 

and food.  [French, from Old French, from Old Provençal orjat, from ordj, orge, 

barley, from Latin hordeum.]

or·gi·as·tic (ôrÙjK-4sùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of an orgy.  

[Greek orgiastikos, from orgiastKs, celebrant of orgies, from orgiazein, to celebrate 

orgies, from orgia, orgies. See ORGY.] —orùgi·astÙ n.  —orÙgi·asùti·cal·ly adv. 

or·gone (ôrùgon) n.  A theoretical universal life force emanating from all 

organic material that purportedly can be captured with a boothlike device and 

used to restore psychological well-being.  [Probably  : ORG(ANISM) + -ONE.]

or·gy (ôrùjK) n.  pl. or·gies. 1. A revel involving unrestrained indulgence, espe-

cially sexual activity.  2. Uncontrolled or immoderate indulgence in an activity:  

an orgy of spending.  See Synonyms at binge.  3. A secret rite in the cults of 

ancient Greek or Roman deities, typically involving frenzied singing, dancing, 

drinking, and sexual activity.  [From orgies, secret rites, from Old French, from 

Latin orgia, from Greek. See werg- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The word orgy has become connected in the minds of many

of us with unrestrained sexual activity, but its origins are much less licentious. We

can trace the word as far back as the Indo-European root werg-, meaning “to do”

and the source of our word work. Greek orgia, “secret rites, worship,” also comes

from the root werg-, by way of the form ·worg-. The Greek word was used with



reference to the worship and the rites practiced in the worship of various deities,

such as Orpheus and Dionysus. The word in Greek did not denote sexual activity,

although this was a part of some of the various rites. The rites of Dionysus, for

example, included only music, dancing, drinking, and the eating of animal sacri-

fices. Having passed through Latin and Old French into English the word orgy is

first recorded in English with reference to the secret rites of the Greek and Roman

religions in 1589. It is interesting to note that the word is first recorded with its

modern sense in 18th-century English and perhaps in 17th-century French.

Whether this speaks to a greater licentiousness in society or not must be left to

the historian, but certainly the religious nature of the word has gone into eclipse.

or·i·bi (ôrùN-bK, mrù-) n.  pl. oribi or or·i·bis. A small, brownish African antelope 

(Ourebia ourebia) having long legs, short horns, and a short tail.  [Afrikaans, 

from Khoikhoin arab : ara, to provide with stripes + -b, masculine n. suff.]

o·ri·el (ôrùK-Nl, orù-) n.  A projecting bay window, supported from below with a 

corbel or bracket.  [Middle English, from Old French oriol, porch, from Medieval 

Latin oriolum.]

o·ri·ent (ôrùK-Nnt, -HntÙ, orù-) n.  1. Orient. The countries of Asia, especially of 

eastern Asia.  2. a. The luster characteristic of a pearl of high quality.  b. A pearl 

having exceptional luster.   3. Archaic. The place on the horizon where the sun 

rises; the east.   —  adj.  1. Having exceptional luster:  orient gemstones.  

2. Archaic. Eastern; oriental.  3. Archaic. Rising in the sky; ascending.   —  v.  

or·i·ent·ed, or·i·ent·ing, or·i·ents (ôrùK-HntÙ, orù-).  —  v.  tr. 1. To locate or 

place in a particular relation to the points of the compass:  orient the swimming 

pool north and south.  2. To locate or place (something) so as to face the east, 

especially to build (a church) with the nave laid out west to east and the main 

altar at the eastern end.  3. To align or position with respect to a point or system 

of reference:  oriented the telescope toward the moon; oriented her interests toward 

health care.  4. To determine the bearings of.  5. To make familiar with or 

adjusted to facts, principles, or a situation.  6. To focus (the content of a story or 

film, for example) toward the concerns and interests of a specific group.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To turn toward the east.  2. To become adjusted or aligned.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin oriKns, orient-, rising sun, east, from 

present participle of orXrX, to arise, be born. See er-1 in Appendix.]

o·ri·en·tal (ôrÙK-Hnùtl, orÙ-) adj.  1.  Often Oriental. Of or relating to the coun-

tries of the Orient or their peoples or cultures; eastern: “Oriental immigration” 

(S.I. Hayakawa).  2. Oriental. Of or designating the biogeographic region that 

includes Asia south of the Himalaya Mountains and the islands of the Malay 

Archipelago.  3. Lustrous and valuable:  oriental pearls.  4. a. Of or relating to a 

genuine or superior gem:  an oriental ruby.  b. Relating to or designating corun-

dum that resembles another stone in color.    —  n.  Often Oriental. Offensive. 



Used as a disparaging term for an Asian person.  See Usage Note at Asian.  
—oÙri·enùtal·ly adv. 

Oriental black mushroom (ôrÙK-Hnùtl bl4k mƒshùrumÙ) n.  See shiitake. 
Oriental garlic (ôrÙK-Hnùtl gärùlVk) n.  See Chinese chive. 
o·ri·en·ta·li·a  or O·ri·en·ta·li·a (ôrÙK-Hn-t7ùlK-N, -t7lùyN, orÙ-) pl.n.  Things, 

especially decorative objects, produced in or associated with eastern Asia. 

O·ri·en·tal·ism also o·ri·en·tal·ism (ôrÙK-Hnùtl-VzÙNm, orÙ-) n.  1. A quality, 

mannerism, or custom specific to or characteristic of the Orient.  2. Scholarly 

knowledge of eastern cultures, languages, and peoples.   —OÙri·enùtal·ist n. 

o·ri·en·tal·ize also O·ri·en·tal·ize (ôrÙK-Hnùtl-XzÙ, orÙ-) v.  o·ri·en·tal·ized, 
o·ri·en·tal·iz·ing, o·ri·en·tal·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To give an oriental character or 

appearance to.   —  v.  intr. To become oriental in character. 

Oriental poppy (ôrÙK-Hnùtl pmpùK) n.  A southwest Asian plant (Papaver ori-

entale) widely cultivated for its brilliant scarlet and black flowers. 

Oriental radish (ôrÙK-Hnùtl r4dùVsh) n.  See daikon. 
Oriental rug (ôrÙK-Hnùtl rƒg) n.  Any of numerous kinds of rugs made by hand 

in the Orient. 

or·i·en·tate (ôrùK-Hn-t7tÙ, -Nn-, orù-) v.  or·i·en·tat·ed, or·i·en·tat·ing, 
or·i·en·tates.  —  v.  tr. To orient: “He... stood for a moment, orientating himself 

exactly in the light of his knowledge” (John le Carré).   —  v.  intr. To face or turn to 

the east. 

o·ri·en·ta·tion (ôrÙK-Hn-t7ùshNn, -Nn-, orÙ-) n.  1. The act of orienting or the 

state of being oriented.  2. Location or position relative to the points of the com-

pass.  3. The construction of a church so that its longitudinal axis is from west to 

east and its main altar is at the eastern end.  4. The direction followed in the 

course of a trend, movement, or development.  5. a. A tendency of thought; a 

general inclination:  a Marxist orientation.  b. Sexual orientation.   6. a. An 

adjustment or adaptation to a new environment, situation, custom, or set of 

ideas.  b. Introductory instruction concerning a new situation:  orientation for 

incoming students.   7. Psychology. Awareness of the objective world in relation to 

one’s self. 

or·i·en·teer·ing (ôrÙK-Hn-tîrùVng, -Nn-, orÙ-) n.  Sports. A cross-country race in 

which competitors use a map and compass to find their way through unfamiliar 

territory.  [Alteration of Swedish orientering, from orientera, to orient, from 

French orienter, from orient, east. See ORIENT.] —orÙi·en·teerù n. 

or·i·fice (ôrùN-fVs, mrù-) n.  An opening, especially to a cavity or passage of the 

body; a mouth or vent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

orificium : Latin os, or-, mouth; see os- in Appendix + Latin -ficium, a making, 

doing (from facere, to make); see dhK- in Appendix.] —orÙi·fiùcial (-fVshùNl) adj. 

or·i·flamme (ôrùN-fl4mÙ, mrù-) n.  1. An inspiring standard or symbol.  2. The 

red or orange-red flag of the Abbey of Saint Denis in France, used as a standard 



by the early kings of France.  [Middle English oriflamble, banner of St. Denis, 

from Old French, variant of oriflambe, possibly from Medieval Latin aurea 

flamma, auriflamma (Latin aurea, feminine of aureus, golden from aurum, gold 

+ Latin flamma, flame); see FLAME, or alteration of Old French *lorie flambe from 

Late Latin laurea flammula, laureled standard (Latin laureus, of laurel; see laure-
ate + Latin flammula, banner, diminutive of flamma, flame).]

orig. abbr.  Origin; original; originally. 

o·ri·ga·mi (ôrÙV-gäùmK) n.  pl. o·ri·ga·mis. 1. The art or process, originating in 

Japan, of folding paper into shapes representing flowers and birds, for example.  

2. A decorative object made by folding paper.  [Japanese  : ori, to fold + kami, 

paper.]

Or·i·gen (ôrùV-jHnÙ, -jNn, mrù-), A.D. 185?-254?.  Greek Christian philosopher 

known for his interpretations of the Old Testament, contained in Hexapla. 

or·i·gin (ôrùN-jVn, mrù-) n.  Abbr. orig. 1. The point at which something comes 

into existence or from which it derives or is derived.  2. Ancestry: “We cannot 

escape our origins, however hard we try” (James Baldwin).  3. The fact of originat-

ing; rise or derivation:  The rumor had its origin in an impulsive remark.  

4. Anatomy. The point of attachment of a muscle that remains relatively fixed 

during contraction.  5. Mathematics. The point of intersection of coordinate axes, 

as in the Cartesian coordinate system.  [Middle English origine, ancestry, from 

Latin orXgo, orXgin-, from orXrX, to arise, be born. See er-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: origin, inception, source, root. These nouns signify the point at

which something originates. Origin is the point at which something comes into

existence: The origins of some words are unknown. “Man with all his noble quali-

ties... still bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his lowly origin” (Charles

Darwin). When origin refers to people, it means parentage or ancestry: “He

came... of mixed French and Scottish origin” (Charlotte Brontë). Inception is the

beginning, as of an action or process: Between the inception of the litigation and

its final disposition the plaintiff’s first attorney retired. Source can refer to the point

of origin of a stream or a river: “the Alpine sources of the Rhine” (John Foster Kirk).

In another sense the term signifies the point at which something springs into be-

ing or from which it derives or is obtained: “one great original source of revenue...

the wages of labor” (Adam Smith). “The mysterious... is the source of all true art

and science” (Albert Einstein). Root often denotes what is considered the funda-

mental cause of or basic reason for something: “Lack of money is the root of all

evil” (George Bernard Shaw). “Most of the problems a President has to face have

their roots in the past” (Harry S Truman).

o·rig·i·nal (N-rVjùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. orig. 1. Preceding all others in time; first.  

2. a. Not derived from something else; fresh and unusual:  an original play, not 



an adaptation.  b. Showing a marked departure from previous practice; new:  a 

truly original approach.  See Synonyms at new.   3. Productive of new things or 

new ideas; inventive:  an original mind.  4. Being the source from which a copy, 

reproduction, or translation is made.   —  n.  1. A first form from which other 

forms are made or developed:  Later models of the car retained many features of the 

original.  2. a. An authentic work of art:  bought an original, not a print.  b. Work 

that has been composed firsthand:  kept the original but sent a photocopy to his 

publisher.   3. A person who is appealingly odd or curious; a character.  4. Archaic. 

The source from which something arises; an originator.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin orXgin7lis, from orXgo, orXgin-, source. See ORIGIN.]

original equipment manufacturer (N-rVjùN-nNl V-kwVpùmNnt m4nÙyN-

f4kùchNr-Nr) n.  Abbr. OEM A company that purchases computers or other com-

plex components from manufacturers, adds other hardware or software, and sells 

the systems, often for specific applications. 

o·rig·i·nal·ism (N-rVjùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  The belief that the U.S. Constitution 

should be interpreted according to the intent of those who composed and 

adopted it.   —o·rigùi·nal·ist adj.  & n. 

o·rig·i·nal·i·ty (N-rVjÙN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. o·rig·i·nal·i·ties. 1. The quality of being 

original.  2. The capacity to act or think independently.  3. Something original. 

o·rig·i·nal·ly (N-rVjùN-nN-lK) adv.  Abbr. orig. 1. With reference to origin:  origi-

nally named Johnston.  2. At first:  not what I had originally expected.  3. In a 

highly distinctive manner:  interpreted the flute solo most originally. 

original sin (N-rVjùN-nNl sVn) n.  According to Christian theology, the condition 

of sin that marks all human beings as a result of Adam’s first act of disobedience. 

o·rig·i·nate (N-rVjùN-n7tÙ) v.  o·rig·i·nat·ed, o·rig·i·nat·ing, o·rig·i·nates.  
—  v.  tr. To bring into being; create:  originated the practice of monthly reports.   
—  v.  intr. To come into being; start.  See Synonyms at stem1.  —o·rigÙi·naù-
tion n.  —o·rigùi·naÙtive adj.  —o·rigùi·naÙtive·ly adv.  —o·rigùi·naÙtor n. 

origination fee (N-rVjÙN-n7ùshNn fK) n.  A fee, often a percentage of the total 

principal of a loan, charged by a lender to a borrower on initiation of the loan. 

O·ril·lia (ô-rVlùyN, o-rVlù-)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, north of Toronto. 

It is a summer resort and has varied light industries. Population, 23,955. 

o·ri·na·sal (ôrÙN-n7ùzNl, mrÙ-) Linguistics. adj.  Pronounced with both nasal and 

oral passages open.   —  n.  An orinasal speech sound, such as a French nasal 

vowel.  [Latin os, or-, mouth; see os- in Appendix + NASAL.]

O·rin·da (N-rVnùdN, ô-rVnù-, o-rVnù-)  An unincorporated community of western 

California, a residential suburb of the Oakland-Berkeley metropolitan area. Pop-

ulation, 16,642. 

O-ring (oùrVngÙ) n.  A flat ring made of rubber or plastic, used as a gasket. 



O·ri·no·co (ôrÙN-noùko, orÙ-)  A river of Venezuela flowing more than 2,414 km 

(1,500 mi), partly along the Colombia-Venezuela border, to the Atlantic Ocean. 

The mouth of the river was probably discovered by Columbus in 1498. 

o·ri·ole (ôrùK-olÙ, orù-) n.  1. Any of various Old World passerine birds of the 

family Oriolidae, of which the males are characteristically black and bright yellow 

or orange.  2. Any of various similar New World birds of the family Icteridae.  

[Obsolete French oriol, from Old French, from Latin aureolus, diminutive of 

aureus, golden, from aurum, gold.]

O·ri·on (o-rXùNn, N-rXù-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A giant hunter, pursuer of the 

Pleiades and lover of Eos, killed by Artemis.  2. A constellation in the celestial 

equator near Gemini and Taurus, containing the stars Betelgeuse and Rigel.  

[Middle English Orioun, from Latin „rXon, from Greek.]

or·i·son (ôrùV-sNn, -zNn, mrù-) n.  A prayer.  [Middle English orisoun, from Old 

French orison, from Late Latin or7tio, or7tion-. See ORATION.]

O·ri·ya (ô-rKùyN) n.  The Indic language of Orissa, a state in eastern India. 

O·ri·za·ba (ôrÙV-zäùbN, orÙ-, ôÙrK-säùvä)  A city of east-central Mexico west of 

Veracruz. It is a manufacturing center and popular resort. Population, 114,848. 

Orizaba, Mount.  See Citlaltépetl. 
Ork·ney Islands (ôrkùnK XùlNndz)  An archipelago comprising about 70 islands 

in the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea off the northeast coast of Scotland. Orig-

inally settled by Picts, the islands were a Norse dependency after 875 and became 

part of Scotland in 1472. 

Or·lan·do (ôr-l4nùdo)  A city of central Florida east-northeast of Tampa. It is a 

trade and processing center with aerospace and electronics industries. The prox-

imity of Disney World has made the city a popular tourist area. Population, 

164,693. 

Or·lan·do (ôr-l4nùdo, -länù-), Vittorio Emanuele. 1860-1952.  Italian politi-

cian who served as prime minister of Italy (1917-1919) and was the Italian dele-

gate at the Paris Peace Conference (1919-1920). 

Or·land Park (ôrùlNnd pärk)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential and 

manufacturing suburb of Chicago. Population, 35,720. 

Or·lé·a·nais (ôrÙlK-N-n7ù, ôr-l7-ä-nHù)  A historical region and former province 

of north-central France. Most of the area has been part of the royal domain since 

the tenth century. 

Or·le·an·ist (ôrùlK-N-nVst) n.  A supporter of the Orléans branch of the French 

royal family, descended from a younger brother of Louis XIV. 

Or·lé·ans (ôr-l7-äNù)  A city of north-central France on the Loire River south-

southwest of Paris. Founded by Celts and conquered by Julius Caesar in 52 B.C., 

the city was taken by Clovis I in A.D. 498 and became the center of the Frankish 

kingdom of Orléans in 511. It became a principal residence of the Capetian 



kings in the tenth century. The siege of Orléans by the English (1428-1429) was 

lifted by troops led by Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orléans. Population, 102,117. 

Or·lon (ôrùlmnÙ)  A trademark used for an acrylic fiber or yarns made from this 

fiber. 

or·lop (ôrùlmpÙ) n.  Nautical. The lowest deck of a ship, especially a warship, hav-

ing at least four decks.  [Middle English overlop, floor covering a ship’s hold, from 

Middle Low German overlop : over, over; see uper in Appendix + lop, a running.]

Or·ly (ôrùlK, ôr-lKù)  A city of north-central France, a suburb of Paris. Orly Field 

is a major international airport serving the Paris region. Population, 23,766. 

Or·man·dy (ôrùmNn-dK), Eugene. 1899-1985.  Hungarian-born American 

conductor who directed the Philadelphia Orchestra from 1938 to 1980. 

Or·mazd also Or·muzd (ôrùmNzd) n.  The chief deity of Zoroastrianism, the 

creator of the world, the source of light, and the embodiment of good.  [Persian 

Ormazd, from Old Persian Auramazda, from Avestan ahuro mazdå. See AHURA 

MAZDA.]

or·mer (ôrùmNr) n.  Chiefly British. An abalone, especially of the species Haliotis 

tuberculata, found chiefly in the Channel Islands.  [French dialectal, from French 

ormier, short for oreille-de-mer, translation of Latin auris maris, sea-ear  : auris, 

ear; see ous- in Appendix + maris, genitive of mare, sea; see mori- in Appendix.]

or·mo·lu (ôrùmN-luÙ) n.  1. Any of several copper and zinc or tin alloys resem-

bling gold in appearance and used to ornament furniture, moldings, architectural 

details, and jewelry.  2. An imitation of gold.  [French or moulu : or, gold (from 

Old French); see OR
3 + obsolete French molu, past participle of moudre, to grind 

up (from Old French, from Latin molere); see melN- in Appendix.]

Or·mond Beach (ôrùmNnd bKch)  A city of northeast Florida on the Atlantic 

Ocean north of Daytona Beach. It was founded as a health resort in 1873. Popula-

tion, 29,721. 

Or·muz (ôrùmƒzÙ, ôr-muzù), Strait of. See Strait of Hormuz. 
Or·muzd (ôrùmNzd) n.  Variant of Ormazd. 
or·na·ment (ôrùnN-mNnt) n.  1. Something that decorates or adorns; an embel-

lishment.  2. A person considered as a source of pride, honor, or credit:  a balle-

rina who is an ornament to the world of dance.  3. Music. A note or group of notes 

that embellishes a melody.   —  v.  tr. or·na·ment·ed, or·na·ment·ing, 
or·na·ments (-mHntÙ). 1. To furnish with ornaments:  ornamented the windows 

with hanging plants.  2. To be an ornament to: “The babies ornament her ankles, 

dangle from her pant legs” (Carolyn Chute).  [Middle English ournement, from 

Old French ornement, from Latin orn7mentum, from orn7re, to adorn. See ar- in 

Appendix.] —orùna·mentÙer n. 

or·na·men·tal (ôrÙnN-mHnùtl) adj.  Of, relating to, or serving as an ornament 

or a decoration.   —  n.  Something that serves as ornamentation, especially a 

plant grown for its beauty.   —orÙna·menùtal·ly adv. 



or·na·men·ta·tion (ôrÙnN-mHn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of deco-

rating, adorning, or embellishing.  b. The state of being decorated, adorned, or 

embellished.   2. Something that decorates or adorns; an embellishment. 

or·nate (ôr-n7tù) adj.  1. Elaborately, heavily, and often excessively ornamented.  

2. Flashy, showy, or florid in style or manner; flowery.  [Middle English, from 

Latin orn7tus, past participle of orn7re, to embellish. See ar- in Appendix.] 
—or·nateùly adv.  —or·nateùness n.  

SYNONYMS: ornate, florid, flamboyant, baroque, rococo. These adjectives mean

elaborately, often excessively ornamented. Ornate implies lavishness and heavi-

ness: a building with an ornate façade; “ornate rhetoric taught out of the rule of

Plato” (John Milton). Something florid is both ornate and flowery: The senator

gave a florid speech. Flamboyant relates to a French Gothic architectural style

marked by wavy flamelike forms; in a less technical sense the term suggests exces-

sively vivid color, overwrought design, or striking audacity or verve: flamboyant

red hair; flamboyant handwriting; “that flamboyant but egotistical figure, Alexander

the Great” (H.G. Wells). Baroque applies to a European artistic style marked by

ornate scrolls and curves. It often connotes rich, sometimes bizarre or incongru-

ous ornamentation: “the building... coldly classical or frantically baroque” (William

Dean Howells). Rococo describes the 18th-century European style that grew out

of the baroque and is characterized by profuse ornamentation, such as graceful

and delicate shells and foliage. It can also connote immoderate, perhaps even ri-

diculous complexity: an exquisite gilded rococo mirror; rococo notions of an impe-

rial presidency; “a rococo combination of warm slivers of buttery Scotch salmon en-

circling dollops of crème fraîche, each speckled with a different caviar” (Bryan

Miller).

or·ner·y (ôrùnN-rK) adj.  or·ner·i·er, or·ner·i·est. Mean-spirited, disagreeable, 

and contrary in disposition; cantankerous.  See Synonyms at contrary.  [Alter-

ation of ORDINARY.] —orùner·i·nessÙ n. 

ornith. abbr.  1. Ornithologic; ornithological.  2. Ornithology. 

ornith- pref.  Variant of ornitho-. 
or·nith·ic (ôr-nVthùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of birds. 

or·ni·thine (ôrùnN-thKnÙ) n.  An amino acid, C5H12N2O2, formed by hydrolyz-

ing arginine and important in the formation of urea.  [ornithuric acid, an acid 

found in birds’ urine (ORNITH(O)- + URIC ACID) + -INE
2.]

or·nith·is·chi·an (ôrÙnN-thVsùkK-Nn) n.  A dinosaur of the order Ornithischia, 

having a pelvic structure similar to that of birds.   —  adj.  Of, belonging to, or 

characteristic of the order Ornithischia.  [From New Latin Ornithischia, order 

name  : ORNITH(O)- + Greek iskhion, hip joint.]



ornitho-  or ornith- pref.  Bird:  ornithosis.  [New Latin, from Greek, from 

ornis, ornith-, bird. See or- in Appendix.]

or·ni·thol·o·gy (ôrÙnN-thmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. ornith. The branch of zoology that 

deals with the study of birds.   —orÙni·tho·logùic (-thN-lmjùVk), 
orÙni·tho·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —orÙni·tho·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—orÙni·tholùo·gist n. 

or·ni·thop·ter (ôrÙnN-thmpùtNr) n.  A machine shaped like an aircraft that is 

held aloft and propelled by wing movements. 

or·ni·tho·sis (ôrÙnN-thoùsVs) n.  Psittacosis, especially as contracted by human 

beings from birds. 

oro- pref.  Mountain:  orogeny.  [Greek, from oros, mountain.]

o·rog·e·ny (ô-rmjùN-nK) also or·o·gen·e·sis (ôrÙN-jHnùV-sVs, orÙ-) n.  The pro-

cess of mountain formation, especially by a folding and faulting of the earth’s 

crust.   —orÙo·genùic (ôrÙN-jHnùVk, orÙ-) adj.  —orÙo·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

o·rog·ra·phy (ô-rmgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the physical geography of moun-

tains and mountain ranges.   —orÙo·graphùic (ôrÙN-gr4fùVk, orÙ-), 
orÙo·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —orÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

o·ro·ide (ôrùo-XdÙ, orù-) also o·re·ide (-K-XdÙ) n.  An alloy of copper, zinc, and 

tin, used in imitation gold jewelry.  [Alteration of French oréide : or, gold; see OR
3 

+ -éide, resembling (from Greek -oeidKs, -oid).]

o·rol·o·gy (ô-rmlùN-jK) n.  The study of mountains.   —oÙro·logùi·cal (ôrÙN-

lmjùV-kNl, orÙ-) adj.  —oÙro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —o·rolùo·gist n. 

O·ro·mo (ô-roùmo) n.  pl. Oromo or O·ro·mos. 1. A member of a widely 

acculturated people of southern and central Ethiopia and northern Kenya.  

2. The Cushitic language of the Oromo.  Also called Galla 

O·ron·tes (ô-rmnùtKz)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, flowing through 

Lebanon, Syria, and southern Turkey to the Mediterranean Sea. It is used exten-

sively for irrigation. 

o·ro·phar·ynx (ôrÙo-f4rùVngks, orÙ-) n.  pl. o·ro·pha·ryn·ges (-fN-rVnùjKz)  or 

o·ro·phar·ynx·es. The part of the pharynx between the soft palate and the epig-

lottis.  [Latin os, or-, mouth; see OS
1 + PHARYNX.] —oÙro·pha·rynùge·al (-fN-

rVnùjK-Nl, -f4rÙNn-jKùNl) adj. 

o·ro·tund (ôrùN-tƒndÙ, orù-) adj.  1. Pompous and bombastic:  orotund talk.  

2. Full in sound; sonorous:  orotund tones.  [From alteration of Latin ore rotundo, 

with a round mouth  : ore, ablative of os, mouth; see os- in Appendix + rotundo, 

ablative of rotundus, round; see ROTUND.] —oÙro·tunùdi·ty (ôrÙN-tƒnùdV-tK, orÙ-

) n. 

O·roz·co (o-rôsùko), José Clemente. 1883-1949.  Mexican painter noted for 

his frescoes dealing with political and social themes. 

or·phan (ôrùfNn) n.  1. a. A child whose parents are dead.  b. A child who has 

been deprived of parental care and has not been adopted.   2. A young animal 



without a mother.  3. One that lacks support, supervision, or care:  A lack of cor-

porate interest has made the subsidiary an orphan.   —  adj.  1. Deprived of par-

ents.  2. Intended for orphans:  an orphan home.  3. Lacking support or 

supervision; abandoned: “an aggregation of every orphan technology at the Penta-

gon, stuff that’s been around for years that nobody would buy” (Harper’s).   —  v.  

tr. or·phaned, or·phan·ing, or·phans. To deprive (a child) of one parent or 

both parents.  [Middle English, from Late Latin orphanus, from Greek orphanos, 

orphaned. See orbh- in Appendix.] —orùphan·hoodÙ n. 

or·phan·age (ôrùfN-nVj) n.  1. A public institution for the care and protection 

of children without parents.  2. The condition of being a child without parents. 

Or·phe·us (ôrùfK-Ns, -fyusÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A legendary Thracian poet 

and musician whose music had the power to move even inanimate objects and 

who almost succeeded in rescuing his wife Eurydice from Hades.  [Greek.] 
—Or·pheùan (ôr-fKùNn, ôrùfK-Nn) adj. 

Or·phic (ôrùfVk) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or ascribed to Orpheus:  the Orphic 

poems; Orphic mysteries.  2. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the dogmas, mys-

teries, and philosophical principles set forth in the poems ascribed to Orpheus.  

3. Capable of casting a charm or spell; entrancing.  4.  Often orphic. Mystic or 

occult.  [Greek Orphikos, from Orpheus, Orpheus.] —Orùphi·cal·ly adv. 

Or·phism (ôrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. An ancient Greek mystery religion arising in the 

sixth century B.C. from a synthesis of pre-Hellenic beliefs with the Thracian cult 

of Zagreus and soon becoming mingled with the Eleusinian mysteries and the 

doctrines of Pythagoras.  2.  Often orphism. A short-lived movement in early 

20th-century painting, derived from cubism but marked by a lyrical style and the 

use of bold color.  [French orphisme, from Orphée, Orpheus, from Greek 

Orpheus.] —Orùphist n. 

or·phrey (ôrùfrK) also or·fray (-fr7Ù) n.  pl. or·phreys also or·frays. 1. A 

band of elaborate embroidery decorating the front of certain ecclesiastical vest-

ments.  2. Elaborate embroidery, especially when made of gold.  [Middle English 

orfrey, alteration of orfreis, from Old French, from Medieval Latin aurifrigium : 

Latin aurum, gold + Latin Phrygius, Phrygian.]

or·pi·ment (ôrùpN-mNnt) n.  Arsenic trisulfide, As2S3, a yellow mineral used as a 

pigment.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin auripigmentum : aurum, 

gold + pigmentum, pigment; see PIGMENT.]

or·pine (ôrùpVn) n.  Any of several succulent plants of the genus Sedum, espe-

cially the Eurasian species S. telephium, having clusters of reddish-purple flowers.  

Also called live-forever [Middle English orpin, from Old French, from orpiment, 

orpiment. See ORPIMENT.]

Or·ping·ton (ôrùpVng-tNn) n.  Any of a breed of large, white-skinned domestic 

fowls having a single comb and unfeathered legs, originally bred in England for 

both meat and eggs.  [After Orpington, a district of southeast England.]



Orr (ôr), James Lawrence. 1822-1873.  American politician and diplomat who 

served as governor of South Carolina (1865-1868) and minister to Russia (1872-

1873). 

Orr (ôr), Robert. Called “Bobby.” Born 1948.  Canadian-born hockey player. He 

led the National Hockey League in scoring in 1970 and 1975 and was the first 

defenseman to score more than 100 points in a season. 

or·re·ry (ôrùN-rK, mrù-) n.  pl. or·re·ries. A mechanical model of the solar sys-

tem.  [After Charles Boyle, Fourth Earl of Orrery (1676-1731), for whom one was 

made.]

or·ris (ôrùVs, mrù-) n.  1. Any of several species of iris having a fragrant rootstock, 

especially a variety of the hybrid Iris germanica.  2. The fragrant rootstock of the 

orris, used in perfumes and cosmetics. In this sense, also calledorrisroot [Probably 

alteration of Middle English yreos, from Medieval Latin, alteration of Latin Xris. 

See IRIS.]

or·ris·root (ôrùVs-rutÙ, -rttÙ, mrù-) n.  See orris (n., sense 2). 

Orsk (ôrsk)  A city of western Russia on the Ural River east-southeast of Oren-

burg. It is an industrial center in an area with rich mineral deposits. Population, 

266,000. 

ort (ôrt) n.  1. A small scrap or leaving of food after a meal is completed. Often 

used in the plural.  2. A scrap; a bit.  [Middle English orte, food left by animals, 

probably from Middle Dutch  : oor, out; see ud- in Appendix + eten, to eat; see 

ed- in Appendix.]

Or·te·ga (ôr-t7ùgN, -tHùgä), Daniel. Born 1945.  Nicaraguan revolutionary 

leader and politician. He helped establish the Government of National Recon-

struction after the overthrow of the Somoza regime (1979) and later served as 

president (1984-1990). 

Or·te·ga y Gas·set (ôr-t7ùgN K gä-sHtù), José. 1883-1955.  Spanish philoso-

pher. His most famous work, The Revolt of the Masses (1929), argues that human 

beings are essentially unequal and that an intellectual elite is necessary. 

orth. abbr.  1. Orthopedic.  2. Orthopedics. 

orth- pref.  Variant of ortho-. 
or·thi·con (ôrùthV-kmnÙ) n.  A television camera pickup tube, more sensitive 

than the iconoscope, that uses a low-velocity electron beam to scan a photoactive 

mosaic.  Also called image orthicon [ORTH(O)- + ICON(OSCOPE).]

or·tho (ôrùtho) adj.  Orthochromatic.  [From ORTHO-.]

ortho-  or orth- pref.  1. Straight; upright; vertical:  orthotropous.  

2. Perpendicular:  orthorhombic.  3. Correct; correction:  orthopsychiatry.  4. The 

most fully hydrated form of an acid or of its salts:  orthoboric acid.  5. Diatomic 

molecules in which the nuclei have the same spin direction:  orthohydrogen.  6. Of 

or relating to one of three possible isomers of a benzene ring with two attached 

chemical groups in which the carbon atoms with attached groups are adjacent:  



ortho-dibromobenzene.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin, from 

Greek, from orthos, straight, correct, right.]

or·tho·cen·ter (ôrùtho-sHnÙtNr) n.  The point of intersection of the three alti-

tudes of a triangle. 

or·tho·chro·mat·ic (ôrÙtho-kro-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, having, or accurately 

reproducing the colors of nature.  2. Of or relating to a film, plate, or emulsion 

that is sensitive to all colors except red and renders red as dark gray and blue and 

green as light gray.   —orÙtho·chroùma·tism (-kroùmN-tVzÙNm) n. 

or·tho·clase (ôrùthN-kl7sÙ, -kl7zÙ) n.  A variety of feldspar, essentially potas-

sium aluminum silicate, KAlSi3O8, characterized by a monoclinic crystalline 

structure and found in igneous or granitic rock.  Also called potash feldspar 

[Greek ortho-, ortho- + Greek klasis, a breaking (from klan, to break).]

or·tho·clas·tic (ôrÙthN-kl4sùtVk) adj.  Geology. Having right-angled cleavage. 

or·tho·don·tia (ôrÙthN-dmnùshN)  or or·tho·don·ture (-dmnùchNr) n.  Orth-

odontics. 

or·tho·don·tics (ôrÙthN-dmnùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The dental spe-

cialty and practice of preventing and correcting irregularities of the teeth, as by 

the use of braces.   —orÙtho·donùtic adj.  —orÙtho·donùti·cal·ly adv.  

—orÙtho·donùtist n. 

or·tho·don·ture (ôrÙthN-dmnùchNr) n.  Variant of orthodontia. 
or·tho·dox (ôrùthN-dmksÙ) adj.  1. Adhering to the accepted or traditional and 

established faith, especially in religion.  2. Adhering to the Christian faith as 

expressed in the early Christian ecumenical creeds.  3. Orthodox. a. Of or relat-

ing to any of the churches or rites of the Eastern Orthodox Church.  b. Of or 

relating to Orthodox Judaism.   4. Adhering to what is commonly accepted, cus-

tomary, or traditional:  an orthodox view of world affairs.   —  n.  1. One that is 

orthodox.  2. Orthodox. A member of an Eastern Orthodox church.  [Middle 

English orthodoxe, from Old French, from Late Latin orthodoxus, from Late Greek 

orthodoxos : Greek ortho-, ortho- + Greek doxa, opinion (from dokein, to think); 

see dek- in Appendix.] —orùtho·doxÙly adv. 

Orthodox Church (ôrùthN-dmksÙ chûrch) n.  The Eastern Orthodox Church. 

Orthodox Judaism (ôrùthN-dmksÙ juùdK-VzÙNm) n.  The branch of Judaism 

that is governed by adherence to the Torah as interpreted in the Talmud. 

orthodox sleep (ôrùthN-dmksÙ slKp) n.  Sleep characterized by a slow alpha 

rhythm and the absence of REM. 

or·tho·dox·y (ôrùthN-dmkÙsK) n.  pl. or·tho·dox·ies. 1. The quality or state of 

being orthodox.  2. Orthodox practice, custom, or belief.  3. Orthodoxy. a. The 

beliefs and practices of the Eastern Orthodox Church.  b. Orthodox Judaism.  

or·tho·e·py (ôr-thoùN-pK, ôrùtho-HpÙK) n.  Linguistics. 1. The study of the pro-

nunciation of words.  2. The customary pronunciation of words.  [Greek orthoe-

peia, correctness of diction  : ortho-, ortho- + epos, epe-, word; see wekw- in 



Appendix.] —orÙtho·epùic (-HpùVk), orÙtho·epùi·cal (-HpùV-kNl)  adj.  

—or·thoùe·pist n. 

or·tho·gen·e·sis (ôrÙtho-jHnùV-sVs) n.  1. Biology. The theory that the evolution 

of a species is influenced most strongly by internal factors and is not subject to 

the external forces of natural selection.  2. The theory that all cultures pass 

through sequential periods in the same order.   —orÙtho·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) 

adj.  —orÙtho·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

or·thog·o·nal (ôr-thmgùN-nNl) adj.  Mathematics. Relating to or composed of 

right angles.  [From Greek orthogonios : ortho-, ortho- + gonia, angle; see genu-1 

in Appendix.] —or·thogùo·nal·ly adv. 

orthogonal projection (ôr-thmgùN-nNl prN-jHkùshNn) n.  The two-dimen-

sional graphic representation of an object formed by the perpendicular intersec-

tions of lines drawn from points on the object to a plane of projection.  Also 

called orthographic projection 

or·tho·graph·ic (ôrÙthN-gr4fùVk) also or·tho·graph·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of 

or relating to orthography.  2. Spelled correctly.  3. Mathematics. Having perpen-

dicular lines.   —orÙtho·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

orthographic projection (ôrÙthN-gr4fùVk prN-jHkùshNn) n.  See orthogo-
nal projection. 

or·thog·ra·phy (ôr-thmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. or·thog·ra·phies. 1. The art or study 

of correct spelling according to established usage.  2. The aspect of language 

study concerned with letters and their sequences in words.  3. A method of repre-

senting the sounds of language or a language by letters and diacritics; spelling.   
—or·thogùra·pher, or·thogùra·phist n. 

or·tho·mo·lec·u·lar (ôrÙtho-mN-lHkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a 

theory holding that mental diseases or abnormalities result from various chemi-

cal imbalances or deficiencies and can be cured by restoring proper levels of 

chemical substances, such as vitamins and minerals, in the body. 

or·tho·pe·dics also or·tho·pae·dics (ôrÙthN-pKùdVks) n.  (used with a sing. 

verb). Abbr. orth. The branch of medicine that deals with the prevention or cor-

rection of injuries or disorders of the skeletal system and associated muscles, 

joints, and ligaments.  [From orthopedic, from French orthopédique, from ortho-

pédie, orthopedic surgery  : Greek ortho-, ortho- + Greek paideia, child-rearing 

(from pais, paid-, child); see pau- in Appendix.] —orÙtho·peùdic adj.  

—orÙtho·peùdi·cal·ly adv.  —orÙtho·peùdist n. 

or·tho·psy·chi·a·try (ôrÙtho-sV-kXùN-trK, -sX-) n.  The psychiatric study, treat-

ment, and prevention of emotional and behavioral problems, especially of those 

that arise during early development.   —orÙtho·psyÙchi·atùric (-sXÙkK-4tùrVk), 
orÙtho·psyÙchi·atùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —orÙtho·psy·chiùa·trist n. 

or·thop·ter·an (ôr-thmpùtNr-Nn) also or·thop·ter·on (-tN-rmnÙ, -tNr-Nn) n.  An 

insect of the order Orthoptera, characterized by folded membranous hind wings 



covered by narrow, leathery forewings and mouthparts that are adapted for chew-

ing. Insects of this order include the locusts, cockroaches, crickets, and grasshop-

pers.  [From New Latin Orthoptera, order name  : Greek ortho-, ortho- + Greek 

ptera, neuter pl. of pteron, wing; see pet- in Appendix.] —or·thopùter·an, 
or·thopùter·ous, or·thopùter·al adj. 

or·tho·rhom·bic (ôrÙtho-rmmùbVk) adj.  Of or relating to a crystalline struc-

ture of three mutually perpendicular axes of different length. 

or·tho·scop·ic (ôrÙthN-skmpùVk) adj.  1. Having normal vision; free from visual 

distortion.  2. Giving an undistorted image. Used of an optical instrument. 

or·tho·stat·ic (ôrÙthN-st4tùVk) adj.  Relating to or caused by standing upright:  

orthostatic hypotension.  [ORTHO- + Greek statos, standing; see STATIC + -IC.]

or·thot·ics (ôr-thmtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science that deals with 

the use of specialized mechanical devices to support or supplement weakened or 

abnormal joints or limbs.  [From New Latin orthosis, orthot-, artificial support, 

brace, from Greek, a straightening, from orthoun, to straighten, from orthos, 

straight.] —or·thotùic adj. , n.  —or·thotùist (ôr-thmtùVst, ôrùthN-tVst) n. 

or·tho·trop·ic (ôrÙthN-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj.  1. Tending to grow or form along 

a vertical axis.  2. Of or relating to a bridge deck consisting of steel plates sup-

ported by ribs underneath.   —orÙtho·tropùi·cal·ly adv.  —or·thotùro·pism 
(ôr-thmtùrN-pVzÙNm) n. 

or·thot·ro·pous (ôr-thmtùrN-pNs) adj.  Botany. Growing straight, so that the 

micropyle is at the end opposite the stalk. Used of an ovule. 

Ort·les (ôrtùl7s) also Ort·ler (-lNr)  A range of the Alps in northern Italy rising 

to 3,901.6 m (12,792 ft) at Ortles peak. 

or·to·lan (ôrùtl-Nn) n.  1. A small, brownish Old World bunting (Emberiza 

hortulana), eaten as a delicacy.  2. Any of several New World birds, such as the 

bobolink and the sora.  [French, from Provençal, gardener, ortolan, from Latin 

hortul7nus, from hortulus, diminutive of hortus, garden. See gher-1 in Appen-

dix.]

Or·ton (ôrùtn), Joe. Full name John Kingsley Orton. 1933-1967.  British play-

wright noted for his black comedies, including Entertaining Mr. Sloane (1964) 

and What the Butler Saw (1969). 

O·ru·ro (ô-ruùrô)  A city of western Bolivia southeast of La Paz. At an altitude 

of 3,708.5 m (12,159 ft), it depends on mineral deposits found in the area for its 

economy. Population, 178,393. 

ORV abbr.  Off-road vehicle. 

Or·well (ôrùwHlÙ, -wNl), George. Pen name of Eric Arthur Blair. 1903-1950.  

British writer whose imaginative fiction attacks totalitarianism and reflects his 

concern with social justice. His works include Animal Farm (1945) and 1984 

(1949). 



Or·well·i·an (ôr-wHlùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or evocative of the works of 

George Orwell, especially the satirical novel 1984, which depicts a futuristic total-

itarian state. 

-ory suff.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by:  advisory.  2. A place or thing 

used for or connected with:  crematory.  [Middle English -orie, from Old North 

French, and Anglo-Norman  from Latin -orius, adj. suff., and -orium, n. suff.]

o·ryx (ôrùVks, orù-, mrù-) n.  pl. oryx or o·ryx·es. Any of several African ante-

lopes of the genus Oryx, including the gemsbok, having long, straight or slightly 

curved horns and a hump above the shoulders.  [Latin, from Greek orux, pickax, 

gazelle (from its sharp horns), perhaps from orussein, to dig.]

or·zo (ôrùzo) n.  A kind of pasta shaped like pearls of barley, frequently prepared 

with lamb in Greek cuisine.  [Italian, barley, orzo, from Latin hordeum.]

os1 (ms) n.  pl. o·ra (ôrùN, orùN). A mouth or an opening.  [Latin os, mouth. See 

os- in Appendix.]

os2 (ms) n.  pl. os·sa (msùN). A bone.  [Latin, bone. See ost- in Appendix.]

os3 (os) n.  pl. os·ar (oùsärÙ). See esker.  [Swedish ås, ridge, from Old Norse 7ss.]

Os  The symbol for the element osmium. 
o.s. abbr.  1. Latin. Oculus sinister (left eye).  2. Old series.  3.  Or o/s. Out of 

stock. 

O.S. abbr.  1.  Or O/S. Old Style.  2. Ordinary seaman. 

OSA  or O.S.A. abbr.  Order of Saint Augustine. 

O·sage (oùs7jÙ, o-s7jù) n.  pl. Osage or O·sag·es. 1. a. A Native American peo-

ple formerly inhabiting western Missouri and later southeast Kansas, with a 

present-day population in north-central Oklahoma. Substantial oil reserves were 

discovered on Osage lands in the early 20th century.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Siouan language of the Osage.  [French, from Osage wazházhe, tribal 

name.] —OùsageÙ adj. 

Osage orange (oùs7jÙ ôrùVnj) n.  A dioecious spiny tree (Maclura pomifera), 

native to Arkansas and Texas and having pulpy, inedible, orangelike multiple 

fruit. 

Osage River (oùs7jÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 579 km (360 mi) long, of central 

Missouri rising as the confluence of two smaller streams on the Kansas border 

and flowing east and northeast through the Lake of the Ozarks and on to the Mis-

souri River near Jefferson City. 

O·sa·ka (o-säùkN, ôÙsä-käù)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, on Osaka Bay, 
an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. Osaka was the leading commercial center of Japan 

during the feudal period and today is highly industrialized. Population, 

2,636,260. 

os·ar (oùsärÙ) n.  Plural of os3. 
O·sas·co (t-säsùkt)  A city of southeast Brazil, an industrial suburb of São 

Paulo. Population, 474,543. 



OSB  or O.S.B. abbr.  Order of Saint Benedict. 

Os·born (mzùbNrn, -bôrnÙ), Henry Fairfield. 1857-1935.  American paleontol-

ogist who was president (1908-1935) of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory in New York City. 

Os·borne (mzùbNrn, -bôrnÙ, -bornÙ), John James. 1929-1994.  British play-

wright and member of the Angry Young Men who is best known for his first play, 

Look Back in Anger (1956). 

Os·borne (mzùbNrn, -bôrnÙ, -bornÙ), Thomas Mott. 1859-1926.  American 

prison reformer. As a member of the New York State Commission on Prison 

Reform (1913) and warden of Sing Sing state prison (1914-1916) he introduced a 

number of self-help programs for prisoners. 

Os·can (msùkNn) n.  1. A member of an ancient people of Campania.  2. The 

Italic language of the Oscans.   —Osùcan adj. 

Os·car (msùkNr) n.  A trademark for a statuette awarded annually by the Academy 

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for achievement in movies. 

Oscar II also Os·kar II (ôsùkär), 1829-1907.  King of Sweden from 1872 to 1907 

and of Norway from 1872 to 1905, when he gave up the throne to Haakon VII. 

Os·ce·o·la (msÙK-oùlN, oÙsK-), 1804?-1838.  Seminole leader who resisted the 

removal of his people from Florida in the 1830’s. He died under suspicious cir-

cumstances after being tricked into surrendering (1837). 

os·cil·late (msùN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. os·cil·lat·ed, os·cil·lat·ing, os·cil·lates. 1. To 

swing back and forth with a steady, uninterrupted rhythm.  2. To waver, as 

between conflicting opinions or courses of action; vacillate: “The court has oscil-

lated over the decades from more liberal to less, more conservative to less, depending 

upon who was president at the time of vacancies” (Gordon J. Humphrey).  See Syn-

onyms at swing.  3. Physics. To vary between alternate extremes, usually within a 

definable period of time.  [Latin oscill7re, oscill7t-, from oscillum, swing, probably 

from oscillum, small mask of Bacchus, diminutive of os, mouth. See os- in 

Appendix.] —osùcil·laÙtor n.  —osùcil·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The rather dry word oscillate may become a bit less dry as

we learn its story. It is possible that it goes back to the Latin word oscillum, a di-

minutive of os, “mouth,” meaning “small mouth.” In a passage in the Georgics,

Virgil applies the word to a small mask of Bacchus hung from trees to move back

and forth in the breeze. From this word oscillum may have come another word

oscillum, meaning “something, such as a swing, that moves up and down or back

and forth.” And this oscillum was the source of the verb oscill7re, “to ride in a

swing,” and the noun (from the verb) oscill7tio, “the action of swinging or oscil-

lating.” The words have given us, respectively, our verb oscillate, first recorded in

1726, and our noun oscillation, first recorded in 1658. The next time one sees

something oscillating, one might think of that small mask of Bacchus swinging



from a pine tree in the Roman countryside.

os·cil·la·tion (msÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of oscillating.  b. The state of 

being oscillated.   2. A single oscillatory cycle.   —osÙcil·laùtion·al adj. 

os·cil·lo·gram (N-sVlùN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. The graph traced by an oscillograph.  

2. An instantaneous oscilloscope trace or photograph.  [OSCILLO(GRAPH) + -

GRAM.]

os·cil·lo·graph (N-sVlùN-gr4fÙ) n.  A device that records oscillations, as of an 

electric current and voltage.  [OSCILL(ATION) + -GRAPH.] —os·cilÙlo·graphùic adj.  

—os·cilÙlo·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —osÙcil·logùra·phy (msÙN-lmgùrN-fK) n. 

os·cil·lo·scope (N-sVlùN-skopÙ) n.  An electronic instrument that produces an 

instantaneous trace on the screen of a cathode-ray tube corresponding to oscilla-

tions of voltage and current.  [OSCILL(ATION) + -SCOPE.] —os·cilÙlo·scopùic (-

skmpùVk) adj. 

os·cine (msùXnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or belonging to the Oscines, a large subor-

der of passerine birds that includes most songbirds.   —  n.  A bird of the subor-

der Oscines.  [From New Latin OscinKs, suborder name, from Latin oscinKs, pl. of 

oscen, bird used in augury. See kan- in Appendix.]

os·ci·tance (msùV-tNns) n.  Oscitancy. 

os·ci·tan·cy (msùV-tNn-sK) n.  pl. os·ci·tan·cies. 1. The act of yawning.  2. The 

state of being drowsy or inattentive; dullness.  [From oscitant, yawning, from 

Latin oscit7ns, oscitant- present participle of oscit7re, to yawn  : os, mouth; see os- 
in Appendix + cit7re, to move; see kei-2 in Appendix.] —osùci·tant adj. 

Os·co-Um·bri·an (msùko-ƒmùbrK-Nn) n.  A subdivision of the Italic languages 

that consists of Oscan and Umbrian. 

os·cu·la (msùkyN-lN) n.  Plural of osculum. 
os·cu·lant (msùkyN-lNnt) adj.  1. Biology. Intermediate in characteristics between 

two similar or related taxonomic groups.  2. Closely adhering or joined; embrac-

ing.  [Latin oscul7ns, osculant- present participle of oscul7rX, to kiss. See OSCU-

LATE.]

os·cu·late (msùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  os·cu·lat·ed, os·cu·lat·ing, os·cu·lates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To kiss.  2. Mathematics. To have three or more points coincident with.   —  v.  

intr. To come together; contact.  [Latin oscul7rX, oscul7t-, from osculum, kiss, 

diminutive of os, mouth. See os- in Appendix.]

os·cu·la·tion (msÙkyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of kissing.  b. A kiss.   

2. Mathematics. A contact, as between two curves or surfaces, at three or more 

common points.   —osùcu·la·toÙry (msùkyN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

os·cu·lum (msùkyN-lNm) also os·cule (-kyulÙ) n.  pl. os·cu·la (-kyN-lN) also 

os·cules. The mouthlike opening in a sponge, used to expel water.  [Latin, 

diminutive of os, mouth. See os- in Appendix.] —osùcu·lar adj. 



-ose1 suff.  Possessing; having the characteristics of; full of:  cymose.  [Middle 

English, variant of -ous, from Latin -osus.]

-ose2 suff.  1. Carbohydrate:  fructose.  2. Product of protein hydrolysis:  proteose.  

[French, from glucose, glucose. See GLUCOSE.]

OSF  or O.S.F. abbr.  Order of Saint Francis. 

Osh (ôsh)  A city of western Kirghiz southwest of Frunze. One of the oldest set-

tlements of central Asia, it was long a major silk-producing center. Population, 

199,000. 

OSHA (oùshN) n.  Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 

Osh·a·wa (mshùN-wäÙ, -wN)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Lake 

Ontario east-northeast of Toronto. Founded on the site of a French trading post, 

it is a manufacturing center. Population, 117,519. 

Osh·kosh (mshùkmsh)  A city of eastern Wisconsin on Lake Winnebago north-

northwest of Fond du Lac. It grew as a lumber town in the latter half of the 19th 

century and today is a resort center with varied industries. Population, 55,006. 

O·shog·bo (o-shmgùbo)  A city of southwest Nigeria northeast of Ibadan. It is 

primarily a farm trade and commercial center. Population, 336,000. 

o·sier (oùzhNr) n.  1. a. Any of several willows having long rodlike twigs used in 

basketry, especially the Eurasian Salix viminalis and S. purpurea.  b. A twig of one 

of these trees.   2. Any of various similar or related trees.  [Middle English, from 

Old English oser, and Old French osier both from Medieval Latin osera, osiera.]

O·si·jek (ôùsK-Hk, -yHkÙ)  A city of northern Yugoslavia on the Drava River east-

southeast of Zagreb. The city grew on the site of a Roman colony and fortress and 

was under Turkish rule from 1526 to 1687. Population, 103,600. 

O·si·ris (o-sXùrVs) n.  Mythology. The ancient Egyptian god whose annual death 

and resurrection personified the self-renewing vitality and fertility of nature. 

-osis suff.  1. Condition; process; action:  osmosis.  2. Diseased or abnormal con-

dition:  neurosis.  3. Increase; formation:  leukocytosis.  [Latin -osis, from Greek, n. 

suff.]

Os·kar II (ôsùkär)  See Oscar II. 
Os·ler (osùlNr, ozù-), Sir William. 1849-1919.  Canadian-born British physician 

and educator who was known as the most brilliant teacher of medicine in his 

time. His Principles and Practices of Medicine (1892) was an influential textbook. 

Os·lo (mzùlo, msù-) Formerly (1624-1925) Chris·ti·a·ni·a (krVsÙtK-4nùK-N, -änù-, 

krVsÙchK-).  The capital and largest city of Norway, in the southeast part of the 

country at the head of the Oslo Fjord, a deep inlet of the Skagerrak. Founded c. 

1050, Oslo was rebuilt and renamed in 1624 by Christian IV (1577-1648; reigned 

1588-1648). It has been the capital of the country since 1299. The Winter Olym-

pics were held here in 1952. Population, 448,747. 



Os·man I (mzùmNn, ôsù-, os-mänù) also Oth·man I (mthùmNn, uth-mänù), 

1258-1326?.  Founder of the Ottoman dynasty that ruled Turkey after the 13th 

century. He controlled most of northwest Asia Minor. 

Os·man·li (mz-m4nùlK, ms-) n.  pl. Os·man·lis. 1. An Ottoman Turk.  

2. Ottoman Turkish.   —  adj.  Ottoman.  [Turkish osm7nli : OSMAN (I) + -li, adj. 

suff.]

os·mat·ic (mz-m4tùVk) adj.  Having or characterized by a well-developed sense of 

smell.  [From Greek osmK, smell.]

os·me·te·ri·um (mzÙmV-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. os·me·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-N). An eversible 

glandular sac on the first thoracic segment of many caterpillars that secretes an 

unpleasant-smelling substance to ward off predators.  [New Latin osmKtKrium, 

from Greek osmK, smell.]

os·mic1 (mzùmVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing osmium, especially in a 

compound with a valence of 4 or a valence higher than that in a comparable 

osmous compound.  [OSM(IUM) + -IC.]

os·mic2 (mzùmVk) adj.  Of or relating to odors or the sense of smell.  [Greek osmK, 

smell + -IC.] —osùmi·cal·ly adv. 

osmic acid (mzùmVk 4sùVd) n.  See osmium tetroxide. 
os·mics (mzùmVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science that deals with smells 

and the olfactory sense. 

os·mi·ous (mzùmK-Ns) adj.  Variant of osmous. 
os·mi·rid·i·um (mzÙmN-rVdùK-Nm) n.  A mineral that is a natural alloy of 

osmium and iridium with small inclusions of platinum, rhodium, and other met-

als, used in needles and wearing points.  Also called iridosmine [OSM(IUM) + IRID-

IUM.]

os·mi·um (mzùmK-Nm) n.  Symbol Os A bluish-white, hard metallic element, 

found in small amounts in osmiridium, nickel, and platinum ores. It is used as a 

platinum hardener and in making pen points, phonograph needles, and instru-

ment pivots. Atomic number 76; atomic weight 190.2; melting point 3,000˚C; 

boiling point 5,000˚C; specific gravity 22.57; valence 2, 3, 4, 8.  [From Greek osmK, 

smell (from the strong odor of osmium tetroxide).]

osmium tetroxide (mzùmK-Nm tH-trmkùsXdÙ) n.  A poisonous compound, 

OsO4, with a pungent smell, used in solution to stain and fix biological material, 

especially lipids.  Also called osmic acid 

os·mom·e·ter (mz-mmmùV-tNr, ms-) n.  A device for measuring osmotic pres-

sure.  [OSMO(SIS) + -METER.] —osÙmo·metùric (mzÙmN-mHtùrVk, msÙ-) adj.  

—os·momùe·try n. 

os·mo·reg·u·la·tion (mzÙmN-rHgÙyN-l7ùshNn, msÙ-) n.  Physiology. Maintenance 

of an optimal, constant osmotic pressure in the body of a living organism.  

[OSMO(SIS) + REGULATION.] —osÙmo·regùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 



os·mose (mzùmosÙ, msù-) v.  intr. tr. os·mosed, os·mos·ing, os·mos·es. To 

diffuse or cause to diffuse by osmosis.  [Back-formation from OSMOSIS.]

os·mo·sis (mz-moùsVs, ms-) n.  pl. os·mo·ses (-sKz). 1. a. Diffusion of fluid 

through a semipermeable membrane until there is an equal concentration of 

fluid on both sides of the membrane.  b. The tendency of fluids to diffuse in such 

a manner.   2. A gradual, often unconscious process of assimilation or absorp-

tion:  learned French by osmosis while residing in Paris for 15 years.  [From obsolete 

osmose, from earlier endosmose, from French  : Greek endo-, endo- + Greek 

osmos, thrust, push (from othein, to push).] —os·motùic (-mmtùVk) adj.  

—os·motùi·cal·ly adv. 

osmotic pressure (mz-mmtùVk prHshùNr) n.  The pressure exerted by the flow 

of water through a semipermeable membrane separating two solutions with dif-

ferent concentrations of solute. 

osmotic shock (mz-mmtùVk shmk) n.  The rupture of bacterial or other cells in a 

solution following a sudden reduction in osmotic pressure. Osmotic shock is 

sometimes induced to release cellular components for biochemical analysis. 

os·mous (mzùmNs) also os·mi·ous (-mK-Ns) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing 

osmium in a compound with a valence lower than that in a comparable osmic 

compound.  [OSM(IUM) + -OUS.]

os·mun·da (mz-mƒnùdN) also os·mund (mzùmNnd) n.  Any of several ferns of 

the genus Osmunda, having erect, bipinnately compound fronds and deeply con-

tracted fertile pinnules. The fibrous roots are sometimes used as a potting 

medium for cultivated plants, and the young crosiers are used as food.  [New 

Latin Osmunda, genus name, from Middle English osmunde, a kind of fern, from 

Old French osmonde.]

Os·na·brück (mzùnN-brtkÙ, ôsÙnä-brükù)  A city of northwest Germany north-

east of Münster. On the site of an ancient Saxon settlement, it was a member of 

the Hanseatic League and an important center of the linen trade in the Middle 

Ages. Population, 153,587. 

os·na·burg (mzùnN-bûrgÙ) n.  A heavy, coarse cotton fabric, used for grain sacks, 

upholstery, and draperies.  [After Osnaburg (Osnabrück).]

os·prey (msùprK, -pr7) n.  pl. os·preys. 1. A fish-eating hawk (Pandion haliae-

tus) having plumage that is dark on the back and white below.  Also called fish 

hawk 2. A plume formerly used to trim women’s hats.  [Middle English osprai, 

from Anglo-Norman ospreit, from Medieval Latin avis prede, bird of prey  : Latin 

avis, bird; see awi- in Appendix + Latin praedae, genitive of praeda, booty, prey; 

see ghend- in Appendix.]

Oss (ôs)  A city of southern Netherlands southwest of Nijmegen. Chartered in 

1399, it is an industrial and processing center. Population, 50,086. 

OSS abbr.  Office of Strategic Services. 

os·sa (msùN) n.  Plural of os2. 



Os·sa (msùN), Mount. A peak, 1,979.1 m (6,489 ft) high, of the Olympus Moun-

tains in northern Greece. 

os·sa·ture (msùN-churÙ, -chNr) n.  A framework or skeleton, as for a building or 

statue.  [French, from Latin os, oss-, bone. See OS
2.]

os·se·in (msùK-Vn) n.  The collagen component of bone.  [OSSE(OUS) + -IN.]

os·se·ous (msùK-Ns) adj.  Composed of, containing, or resembling bone; bony.  

[From Latin osseus, from os, oss-, bone. See ost- in Appendix.] —osùse·ous·ly 
adv. 

Os·set (msùVt, m-sHtù) also Os·sete (msùKtÙ, m-sKtù) n.  A member of a people of 

mixed Iranian and Caucasian origin inhabiting Ossetia. 

Os·se·tia (o-sKùshN, N-syHùtV-yN)  A region of the central Caucasus in Georgia and 

southwest Russia. The area was annexed by Russia between 1801 and 1806 and is 

now split into an autonomous republic in the north and an autonomous oblast in 

the south.   —Os·seùtian adj.  & n. 

Os·set·ic (m-sHtùVk) adj.  Of or relating to Ossetia, the Ossets, or their language or 

culture.   —  n.  The Iranian language of the Ossets. 

os·si·a (o-sKùN) conj.  Music. Or else. Used to designate an alternate section or 

passage.  [Italian, from o sia, or let it be  : o, or (from Latin aut) + sia, third person 

sing. present subjunctive of essere, to be (from Latin esse); see es- in Appendix.]

Os·sian (mshùNn, msùK-Nn) n.  A legendary Gaelic hero and bard of the third cen-

tury A.D. 

os·si·cle (msùV-kNl) n.  A small bone, especially one of the three bones of the mid-

dle ear.  [Latin ossiculum, diminutive of os, bone. See ost- in Appendix.] 
—os·sicùu·lar (m-sVkùyN-lNr), os·sicùu·late (-lVt)  adj. 

Os·si·etz·ky (msÙK-HtùskK ôÙsK-), Carl von. 1889-1938.  German journalist and 

pacifist who was imprisoned (1931-1932 and 1933-1936) for exposing Germany’s 

military buildup. He won the 1935 Nobel Peace Prize. 

os·si·fi·ca·tion (msÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The natural process of bone formation.  

2. a. The hardening or calcification of soft tissue into a bonelike material.  b. A 

mass or deposit of such material.   3. a. The process of becoming set in a rigidly 

conventional pattern, as of behavior, habits, or beliefs.  b. Rigid, unimaginative 

convention.  

os·si·frage (msùN-frVj, -fr7jÙ) n.  1.  See lammergeier.  2. Archaic. An osprey.  

[Latin ossifraga, from ossifragus, bone-breaking  : os, oss-, bone; see ost- in 

Appendix + frangere, to break; see bhreg- in Appendix.]

os·si·fy (msùN-fXÙ) v.  os·si·fied, os·si·fy·ing, os·si·fies.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

change into bone; become bony.  2. To become set in a rigidly conventional pat-

tern: “The central ideas of liberalism have ossified” (Jeffrey Hart).   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

convert (a membrane or cartilage, for example) into bone.  2. To mold into a rig-

idly conventional pattern.  [Latin os, oss-, bone; see ost- in Appendix + -FY.] 
—os·sifùic (m-sVfùVk) adj. 



Os·si·ning (msùN-nVngÙ)  A village of southeast New York on the Hudson River 

north of White Plains. Incorporated in 1813 as Sing Sing, it was renamed in 1901. 

Sing Sing state prison, established in 1824 and built from 1825 to 1828, is here. 

Population, 22,582. 

os·so bu·co (oÙso buùko, msùso) n.  pl. osso bu·cos. An Italian dish consisting 

of braised veal shanks in white wine.  [Italian ossobuco, marrowbone  : osso, bone 

+ buco, hole.]

os·su·ar·y (mshùu-HrÙK, msùyu-) n.  pl. os·su·ar·ies. A container or receptacle, 

such as an urn or a vault, for holding the bones of the dead.  [Late Latin 

ossu7rium, from neuter of Latin ossu7rius, of bones, from os, oss-, bone. See ost- 
in Appendix.]

oste- pref.  Variant of osteo-. 
os·te·al (msùtK-Nl) adj.  1. Bony; osseous.  2. Relating to bone or to the skeleton. 

os·te·i·tis (msÙtK-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of bone or bony tissue. 

Ost·end (ms-tHndù, msùtHndÙ) also Oost·en·de (o-stHnùdN)  A city of northwest 

Belgium on the North Sea west-southwest of Bruges. It was a German submarine 

base during World War I and was severely damaged by Allied bombing during 

World War II. Population, 69,129. 

os·ten·si·ble (m-stHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Represented or appearing as such; ostensive:  

His ostensible purpose was charity, but his real goal was popularity.  [French, from 

Medieval Latin ostKnsibilis, from Latin ostKnsus, past participle of ostendere, to 

show  : ob-, ob- + tendere, to stretch; see ten- in Appendix.] —os·tenùsi·bly adv. 

os·ten·sive (m-stHnùsVv) adj.  Seeming or professed; ostensible.  [Late Latin ost-

KnsXvus, from Latin ostKnsus, past participle of ostendere, to show. See OSTENSIBLE.] 
—os·tenùsive·ly adv. 

os·ten·so·ri·um (msÙtNn-sôrùK-Nm, -sorù-) also os·ten·so·ry (m-stHnùsN-rK) n.  

pl. os·ten·so·ri·a (-sôrùK-N, -sorù-) also os·ten·so·ries. Roman Catholic Church. 

See monstrance.  [Medieval Latin ostKnsorium, from Latin ostKnsus, past partici-

ple of ostendere, to show. See OSTENSIBLE.]

os·ten·ta·tion (msÙtHn-t7ùshNn, -tNn-) n.  1. Pretentious display meant to 

impress others; boastful showiness.  2. Archaic. The act or an instance of show-

ing; an exhibition.  [Middle English ostentacioun, from Old French ostentacion, 

from Latin ostent7tio, ostent7tion-, from ostent7re, frequentative of ostendere, to 

show. See OSTENSIBLE.]

os·ten·ta·tious (msÙtHn-t7ùshNs, -tNn-) adj.  Characterized by or given to osten-

tation; pretentious.  See Synonyms at showy.  —osÙten·taùtious·ly adv. 

osteo-  or oste- pref.  Bone:  osteoarthritis.  [Greek, from osteon, bone. See ost- 
in Appendix.]

os·te·o·ar·thri·tis (msÙtK-o-är-thrXùtVs) n.  A form of arthritis, occurring 

mainly in older persons, that is characterized by chronic degeneration of the car-



tilage of the joints.  Also called degenerative joint disease  —osÙte·o·ar·thritùic (-

thrVtùVk) adj. 

os·te·o·blast (msùtK-N-bl4stÙ) n.  A cell from which bone develops; a bone-

forming cell.   —osÙte·o·blasùtic adj. 

os·te·oc·la·sis (msÙtK-mkùlN-sVs) n.  pl. os·te·oc·la·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The process of 

dissolution and resorption of bony tissue.  2. Surgical fracture of a bone, per-

formed to correct a deformity.  [OSTEO- + Greek klasis, breakage (from klan, to 

break).]

os·te·o·clast (msùtK-N-kl4stÙ) n.  1. A large multinucleate cell found in growing 

bone that resorbs bony tissue, as in the formation of canals and cavities.  2. An 

instrument used in surgical osteoclasis.  [OSTEO- + Medieval Latin -clastKs, breaker 

(from Late Greek -klastKs, from Greek klastos, broken, from klan, to break).] 
—osÙte·o·clasùtic adj. 

os·te·o·cyte (msùtK-N-sXtÙ) n.  A branched cell embedded in the matrix of bone 

tissue. 

os·te·o·gen·e·sis (msÙtK-N-jHnùV-sVs) n.  pl. os·te·o·gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). The for-

mation and development of bony tissue.   —osÙte·o·ge·netùic (-o-jN-nHtùVk) 

adj.  —osÙte·ogùe·nous (-mjùN-nNs) adj. 

osteogenesis im·per·fec·ta (msÙtK-N-jHnùV-sVs VmÙpNr-fHkùtN) n.  A heredi-

tary disease characterized by abnormally brittle, easily fractured bones.  [New 

Latin  : OSTEOGENESIS + Latin imperfecta, feminine of imperfectus, incomplete.]

os·te·o·gen·ic (msÙtK-N-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Derived from or composed of bone-

forming tissue.  2. Of or relating to osteogenesis. 

osteogenic sarcoma (msÙtK-N-jHnùVk sär-koùmN) n.  See osteosarcoma. 
os·te·oid (msùtK-oidÙ) adj.  Resembling bone.   —  n.  The bone matrix, espe-

cially before calcification. 

os·te·ol·o·gy (msÙtK-mlùN-jK) n.  pl. os·te·ol·o·gies. 1. The branch of anatomy 

that deals with the structure and function of bones.  2. The bone structure or sys-

tem of an animal.   —osÙte·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —osÙte·o·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —osÙte·olùo·gist n. 

os·te·ol·y·sis (msÙtK-mlùV-sVs) n.  Dissolution or degeneration of bone tissue 

through disease.   —osÙte·o·lytùic (-N-lVtùVk) adj. 

os·te·o·ma (msÙtK-oùmN) n.  pl. os·te·o·mas or os·te·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A 

benign tumor composed of bony tissue, often developing on the skull. 

os·te·o·ma·la·cia (msÙtK-o-mN-l7ùshN, -shK-N) n.  A disease occurring mostly in 

adult women that results from a deficiency in vitamin D or calcium and is char-

acterized by a softening of the bones with accompanying pain and weakness.  

[New Latin  : OSTEO- + Greek malakia, softness (from malakos, soft); see mel-1 in 

Appendix.]

os·te·o·ma·ta (msÙtK-oùmN-tN) n.  A plural of osteoma. 



os·te·o·my·e·li·tis (msÙtK-o-mXÙN-lXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of bone and bone 

marrow. 

os·te·o·path (msùtK-N-p4thÙ) also os·te·op·a·thist (msÙtK-mpùN-thVst) n.  A phy-

sician who practices osteopathy. 

os·te·op·a·thy (msÙtK-mpùN-thK) n.  A system of medicine based on the theory 

that disturbances in the musculoskeletal system affect other bodily parts, causing 

many disorders that can be corrected by various manipulative techniques in con-

junction with conventional medical, surgical, pharmacological, and other thera-

peutic procedures.   —osÙte·o·pathùic (-N-p4thùVk) adj.  

—osÙte·o·pathùi·cal·ly adv. 

os·te·o·phyte (msùtK-N-fXtÙ) n.  A small, abnormal bony outgrowth.   
—osÙte·o·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

os·te·o·plas·tic (msÙtK-N-pl4sùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to osteoplasty.  

2. Relating to or functioning in bone formation. 

os·te·o·plas·ty (msùtK-N-pl4sÙtK) n.  pl. os·te·o·plas·ties. Surgical repair or 

alteration of bone. 

os·te·o·po·ro·sis (msÙtK-o-pN-roùsVs) n.  pl. os·te·o·po·ro·ses (-sKz). A disease 

in which the bones become extremely porous, are subject to fracture, and heal 

slowly, occurring especially in women following menopause and often leading to 

curvature of the spine from vertebral collapse.  [New Latin  : OSTEO- + Greek 

poros, passage, pore; see PORE
2 + -OSIS.] —osÙte·o·po·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj. 

os·te·o·sar·co·ma (msÙtK-o-sär-koùmN) n.  pl. os·te·o·sar·co·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  

or os·te·o·sar·co·mas. A malignant bone tumor.  Also called osteogenic sarcoma 

os·te·o·sis (msÙtK-oùsVs) also os·to·sis (-toùsVs) n.  The formation of bony tissue, 

especially over connective or other tissue. 

os·te·ot·o·my (msÙtK-mtùN-mK) n.  pl. os·te·ot·o·mies. Surgical division or sec-

tioning of bone.   —osÙte·otùo·mist n. 

os·ti·a (msùtK-N) n.  Plural of ostium. 
Os·ti·a (msùtK-N, ôùstyä)  An ancient city of west-central Italy at the mouth of the 

Tiber River. According to legend, it was founded in the seventh century B.C. Ostia 

developed as a port after the first century B.C. and declined after the third century 

A.D. 

Os·ti·ak (msùtK-4kÙ) n.  Variant of Ostyak. 
os·ti·ar·y (msùtK-HrÙK) n.  pl. os·ti·ar·ies. 1. Roman Catholic Church. One who is 

ordained in the lowest of the former minor orders.  2. A church doorkeeper.  

[Middle English hostiary, from Latin osti7rius, doorkeeper, from ostium, door, 

from os, mouth. See os- in Appendix.]

os·ti·na·to (msÙtV-näùto) n.  pl. os·ti·na·tos. Music. A short melody or phrase 

that is constantly repeated, usually the same part at the same pitch.  [Italian, from 

Latin obstin7tus, stubborn, past participle of obstin7re, to persist. See OBSTINATE.]



os·ti·ole (msùtK-olÙ) n.  A small opening or pore, as of a fruiting body.  [Latin 

ostiolum, diminutive of ostium, opening. See OSTIUM.] —osùti·oÙlar (msùtK-oÙlNr, 

m-stXùN-) adj. 

os·ti·um (msùtK-Nm) n.  pl. os·ti·a (-tK-N). 1. A small opening or orifice, as in a 

body organ or passage.  2. Any of the small openings or pores in a sponge.  [Latin 

ostium, door, opening, from os, mouth. See os- in Appendix.]

os·tler (msùlNr) n.  Variant of hostler. 
ost·mark (ôstùmärkÙ, mstù-) n.  Abbr. OM. A former monetary unit of East Ger-

many worth 100 pfennigs.  [German  : Ost, east (from Middle High German ost, 

osten, from Old High German ostan); see aus- in Appendix + Mark, mark (from 

Middle High German marke, marc); see MARK
2.]

os·to·mate (msùtN-m7tÙ) n.  One who has undergone an ostomy. 

os·to·my (msùtN-mK) n.  pl. os·to·mies. Surgical construction of an artificial 

excretory opening, as a colostomy or ileostomy.  [From (COL)OSTOMY.]

os·to·sis (ms-toùsVs) n.  Variant of osteosis. 
os·tra·cism (msùtrN-sVzÙNm) n.  1. a. The act of banishing or excluding.  

b. Banishment or exclusion from a group; disgrace.   2. In Athens and other cities 

of ancient Greece, the temporary banishment by popular vote of a citizen consid-

ered dangerous to the state.  [French ostracisme, from Greek ostrakismos, from 

ostrakizein, to ostracize. See OSTRACIZE.]

os·tra·cize (msùtrN-sXzÙ) v.  tr. os·tra·cized, os·tra·ciz·ing, os·tra·ciz·es. 
1. To exclude from a group.  See Synonyms at blackball.  2. To banish by ostra-

cism, as in ancient Greece.  [Greek ostrakizein, from ostrakon, shell, potsherd 

(from the potsherds used as ballots in voting for ostracism). See ost- in Appen-

dix.]

os·tra·cod (msùtrN-kmdÙ) n.  Any of various minute, chiefly freshwater crusta-

ceans of the subclass Ostracoda, having a bivalve carapace.  [New Latin Ostracoda, 

subclass name, from Greek ostrakodKs, testaceous, from ostrakon, shell. See ost- 
in Appendix.]

Os·tra·va (ôùsträ-vä)  A city of northeast Czech Republic near the Oder River. It 

is a manufacturing center in a coal-mining area. Population, 325,431. 

os·trich (msùtrVch, ôsù-) n.  pl. ostrich or os·trich·es. 1. a. A large, swift-run-

ning flightless bird (Struthio camelus) of Africa, characterized by a long bare 

neck, small head, and two-toed feet. It is the largest living bird.  b. A rhea.   

2. One who tries to avoid disagreeable situations by refusing to face them.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French ostrusce, ostrice, and Medieval Latin ostrica both 

from Vulgar Latin *avis str7thio : Latin avis, bird; see awi- in Appendix + Late 

Latin str7thio, ostrich; see STRUTHIOUS.]

ostrich fern (msùtrVch fûrn) n.  A fern (Matteuccia struthiopteris) of northern 

temperate regions, having long plumelike fronds that form a crown. 



Os·tro·goth (msùtrN-gmthÙ) n.  One of a tribe of eastern Goths that conquered 

and ruled Italy from A.D. 493 to 555.  [From Middle English Ostrogotes, 

Ostrogoths, from Late Latin OstrogothX : ostro-, eastern (of Germanic origin); see 

aus- in Appendix + GothX, Goths (of Germanic origin).] —OsÙtro·gothùic adj. 

Ost·wald (ostùwôldÙ, ôstùvält), Wilhelm. 1853-1932.  German chemist. He 

won a 1909 Nobel Prize for work on catalysis and chemical equilibrium. 

Os·ty·ak also Os·ti·ak (msùtK-4kÙ) n.  1. A member of a Finno-Ugric people 

inhabiting western Siberia.  2. The Ugric language of this people.  [Russian, from 

Ostyak 7syakh, pl. of 7skho, person from the Ob River, from –s, the Ob River.]

OSU  or O.S.U. abbr.  Order of Saint Ursula. 

Os·wald (mzùwôldÙ), Lee Harvey. 1939-1963.  American alleged assassin of 

President John F. Kennedy (November 22, 1963). He was shot while under arrest 

(November 24). 

Os·we·go (ms-wKùgo)  A city of north-central New York at the mouth of the 

Oswego River, about 37 km (23 mi) long, on Lake Ontario northwest of Syra-

cuse. A British trading post was founded in Oswego c. 1722. It is now a trade, 

shipping, and industrial center. Population, 19,195. 

O{·wiE·cim (ôsh-vyHnùchKm, -tsKm) Formerly Ausch·witz (oushùvVtsÙ).  A city 

of southern Poland west of Cracow. During World War II it was the site of the 

largest Nazi concentration camp. Population, 45,700. 

OT1 also O.T. abbr.  Bible. Old Testament. 

OT2 abbr.  1. Occupational therapy.  2.  also o.t.  or O.T.. Overtime. 

ot- pref.  Variant of oto-. 
O·ta·hei·te apple (oÙtN-hKùtK 4pùNl, -h7ù-) n.  See ambarella.  [After Ota-

heite (Tahiti).]

Otaheite orange (oÙtN-hKùtK ôrùVnj) n.  A widely cultivated house plant, 

believed to be a hybrid between Citrus limon and C. reticulata, resembling a min-

iature orange tree and having lemon-shaped, insipid fruit.  [After Otaheite 

(Tahiti).]

o·tal·gi·a (o-t4lùjK-N, -jN) n.  Pain in the ear; earache.   —o·talùgic adj. 

OTB abbr.  Sports & Games. Off-track betting. 

OTC also O.T.C. abbr.  1. Officers’ Training Corps.  2. Over-the-counter. 

oth·er (ƒthùNr) adj.  1. a. Being the remaining one of two or more:  the other ear.  

b. Being the remaining ones of several:  His other books are still in storage.   

2. Different from that or those implied or specified:  Any other person would tell 

the truth.  3. Of a different character or quality: “a strange, other dimension... 

where his powers seemed to fail” (Lance Morrow).  4. Of a different time or era 

either future or past:  other centuries; other generations.  5. Additional; extra:  I 

have no other shoes.  6. Opposite or contrary; reverse:  the other side.  7. Alternate; 

second:  every other day.  8. Of the recent past:  just the other day.   —  n.  

1. a. The remaining one of two or more:  One took a taxi, and the other walked 



home.  b. others. The remaining ones of several:  After her departure the others 

resumed the discussion.   2. a. A different person or thing:  one hurricane after the 

other.  b. An additional person or thing:  How many others will come later?    —  
pron.  1. A different or an additional person or thing:  We’ll get someone or other to 

replace him.  2. others. People aside from oneself: “the eyes of others our prisons; 

their thoughts our cages” (Virginia Woolf).   —  adv.  In another way; otherwise; 

differently:  She performed other than perfectly.  [Middle English, from Old 

English other. See al-1 in Appendix.]

oth·er-di·rect·ed (ƒthÙNr-dV-rHkùtVd, -dX-) adj.  Directed or guided chiefly by 

external standards as opposed to one’s own standards or values.   —othÙer-
di·rectùed·ness n. 

oth·er·ness (ƒthùNr-nVs) n.  The quality or condition of being other or differ-

ent, especially if exotic or strange: “We’re going to see in Europe... religion, royalty, 

picturesqueness, otherness” (Anatole Broyard). 

oth·er·wise (ƒthùNr-wXzÙ) adv.  1. In another way; differently:  She thought oth-

erwise.  2. Under other circumstances:  Otherwise I might have helped.  3. In other 

respects:  an otherwise logical mind.   —  adj.  Other than supposed; different:  The 

evidence is otherwise.  [Middle English, from Old English (on) othere wXsan, (in) 

another manner  : othre, dative of other, other + wXsan, dative of wXse, manner; see 

WISE
2.]

oth·er·world (ƒthùNr-wûrldÙ) n.  A world or existence beyond earthly reality. 

oth·er·world·ly (ƒthÙNr-wûrldùlK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

another world, especially a mystical or transcendental world: “The effect was 

dreamy, otherworldy” (Gioia Diliberto).  2. Devoted to the world of the mind; 

concerned with intellectual or imaginative things.  3. Concerned with an after-

life, especially when inattentive to the present.   —othÙer·worldùli·ness n. 

Oth·man (mthùmNn) n.  pl. Oth·mans. Archaic. An Ottoman Turk; a Turk.  

[After Othman, variant of OSMAN (I).] —Othùman adj. 

Oth·man I (mthùmNn, uth-mänù)  See Osman I. 
O·tho I (oùtho, oùto)  See Otto I. 
o·tic (oùtVk, mtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or located near the ear; auricular.  [Greek 

otikos, from ous, ot-, ear. See ous- in Appendix.]

-otic suff.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by a specified condition or process:  

anabiotic.  2. Having a specified disease or abnormal condition:  epizootic.  

3. Characterized by an increase or formation of a specified kind:  leukocytotic.  

[French -otique, from Latin -oticus, from Greek -otikos, adj. suff.]

o·ti·ose (oùshK-osÙ, oùtK-) adj.  1. Lazy; indolent.  2. Of no use.  3. Ineffective; 

futile.  See Synonyms at vain.  [Latin otiosus, idle, from otium, leisure.] 
—oùti·oseÙly adv.  —oÙti·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK) n. 

O·tis (oùtVs), Elisha Graves. 1811-1861.  American inventor of the first passen-

ger elevator (installed 1857). 



O·tis (oùtVs), James. 1725-1783.  American Revolutionary politician and publi-

cist whose speeches and pamphlets influenced American sentiment against the 

British. 

o·ti·tis (o-tXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the ear.   —o·titùic (o-tVtùVk) adj. 

otitis media (o-tXùtVs mKùdK-N) n.  Inflammation of the middle ear, occurring 

commonly in children as a result of infection and often causing pain and tempo-

rary hearing loss.  [New Latin  : OTITIS + Latin media, feminine of medius, mid-

dle.]

O·to (oùto) n.  pl. Oto or O·tos. 1. a. A Native American people formerly 

inhabiting eastern Nebraska along the Platte River, with present-day descendants 

living with the Missouri in north-central Oklahoma.  b. A member of this peo-

ple.   2. The Siouan language of the Oto, dialectically related to Iowa. 

oto-  or ot- pref.  Ear:  otology.  [New Latin, from Greek ous, ot-, ear. See ous- in 

Appendix.]

o·to·cyst (oùtN-sVstÙ) n.  1. The structure formed by invagination of the embry-

onic ectodermal tissue that develops into the inner ear.  2.  See statocyst.  
—oÙto·cysùtic adj. 

otol. abbr.  Otology. 

o·to·lar·yn·gol·o·gy (oÙto-l4rÙVng-gmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of medicine that 

deals with diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the ear, nose, and throat.  Also 

called otorhinolaryngology  —oÙto·lar·ynÙgo·logùi·cal (-lN-rVngÙgN-lmjùV-kNl) 

adj.  —oÙto·larÙyn·golùo·gist n. 

o·to·lith (oùtN-lVthÙ) n.  One of many minute calcareous particles found in the 

inner ear of certain lower vertebrates and in the statocysts of many invertebrates.   
—oÙto·lithùic adj. 

o·tol·o·gy (o-tmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. otol. The branch of medicine that deals with 

the structure, function, and pathology of the ear.   —oÙto·logùi·cal (oÙtN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —o·tolùo·gist n. 

o·to·rhi·no·lar·yn·gol·o·gy (oÙto-rXÙno-l4rÙVng-gmlùN-jK) n.  See otolaryn-
gology.  —oÙto·rhiÙno·la·rynÙgo·logùi·cal (-lN-rVngÙgN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—oÙto·rhiÙno·larÙyn·golùo·gist n.  

WORD HISTORY: Otorhinolaryngology is the type of medical specialty that

drives the layperson to despair, both of pronouncing the word properly (oÙto-

rXÙno-l4rÙVng-gmlùN-jK) and of having any notion of what it means. The words ear,

nose, and throat are quite clear, however, and that is what is meant by oto-, rhino-

, and laryngo-, which are the forms of Greek ous, “ear,” rhis, “nose,” and larunx,

“larynx or upper part of the windpipe,” respectively, when used in combination

with other word forms.



o·to·scle·ro·sis (oÙto-sklN-roùsVs) n.  A disease of the ear in which the move-

ment of the stapes within the oval window becomes impeded by abnormal depos-

its of spongy bone, leading to a progressive loss of hearing.   —oÙto·scle·rotùic 
(-rmtùVk) adj. 

o·to·scope (oùtN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument for examining the interior of the ear, 

especially the eardrum, consisting essentially of a magnifying lens and a light. 

o·to·tox·ic (oÙtN-tmkùsVk) adj.  Having a toxic effect on the structures of the ear, 

especially on its nerve supply.   —oÙto·tox·icùi·ty (-tmk-sVsùV-tK) n. 

O·tran·to (o-tränùto), Strait of. A passage between southeast Italy and western 

Albania connecting the Adriatic Sea with the Ionian Sea. 

OTS also O.T.S. abbr.  Officers’ Training School. 

O·tsu (oùtsu)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, on the southern shore of Lake 

Biwa near Kyoto. It was an imperial seat in the second and seventh centuries A.D. 

Population, 234,547. 

ot·tar (mtùNr) n.  Variant of attar. 
ot·ta·va (o-täùvN) adv.  & adj.  Music. At an octave higher or lower than the notes 

written. Used chiefly as a direction, positioned above or below a staff.  [Italian 

(all’)ottava, (at the) octave, from Medieval Latin oct7va, from Latin, feminine of 

oct7vus, eighth. See OCTAVE.]

ottava ri·ma (o-täùvN rKùmN) n.  A stanza of verse consisting of eight lines in 

iambic pentameter rhyming abababcc.  [Italian  : ottava, feminine of ottavo, 

eighth + rima, rhyme.]

Ot·ta·wa1 (mtùN-wN, -wäÙ, -wôÙ) n.  pl. Ottawa or Ot·ta·was. 1. a. A Native 

American people formerly inhabiting the northern shore of Lake Huron, with 

later settlements throughout the upper Great Lakes region. Present-day Ottawa 

populations are located mainly in southern Ontario, northern Michigan, and 

Oklahoma.  b. A member of this people.   2. The dialect of Ojibwa spoken by the 

Ottawa.  [Ojibwa odaawaa.]

Ot·ta·wa2 (mtùN-wN)  1. The capital of Canada, in southeast Ontario at the con-

fluence of the Ottawa River and the Rideau Canal. It was founded as Bytown dur-

ing the construction of the Rideau Canal and renamed Ottawa in 1854. Victoria 

chose it as the capital of the United Provinces of Canada in 1858. In 1867 it 

became the capital of the newly formed confederation. Population, 295,163.  2. A 

city of north-central Illinois southwest of Chicago. It was the site of the first Lin-

coln-Douglas debate (1858). Population, 17,451. 

Ottawa River (mtùN-wN rVvùNr)  A river, about 1,126 km (700 mi) long, rising in 

the Laurentian Plateau of southwest Quebec, Canada, and flowing west and 

southeast in a V-shaped course to the St. Lawrence River near Montreal. It was an 

important waterway for early fur traders and missionaries. 

ot·ter (mtùNr) n.  pl. otter or ot·ters. 1. Any of various aquatic, carnivorous 

mammals of the genus Lutra and allied genera, related to the minks and weasels 



and having webbed feet and dense, dark brown fur.  2. The fur of this mammal.  

[Middle English oter, from Old English otor. See wed-1 in Appendix.]

Ot·ter·bein (mtùNr-bXnÙ), Philip William. 1726-1813.  German-born American 

religious leader who was a founder (1789) of the United Brethren in Christ. 

otter hound (mtùNr hound) n.  Any of a breed of hardy dog developed in 

England for hunting otters, having slightly webbed feet and a thick, coarse coat 

with an oily undercoat. 

ot·to (mtùo) n.  Variant of attar. 
Ot·to I (mtùo, ôtùo) also O·tho I (oùtho, oùto), Known as “Otto the Great.” 912-

973.  King of Germany (936-973) and first Holy Roman emperor (962-973). He 

united Italy and Burgundy under German control. 

ot·to·man (mtùN-mNn) n.  pl. ot·to·mans. 1. a. An upholstered sofa or divan 

without arms or a back.  b. An upholstered low seat or cushioned footstool.   2. A 

heavy silk or rayon fabric with a corded texture, usually used for coats and trim-

mings.  [French ottomane, feminine of ottoman, Ottoman. See OTTOMAN.]

Ot·to·man (mtùN-mNn) n.  pl. Ot·to·mans. A Turk, especially a member of the 

family or tribe of Osman I.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the Ottoman Empire or 

its people, language, or culture.  2. Turkish.  [French, from Italian ottomano, 

from Arabic 1u¢m7nX, of Uthman, from 1U¢man, Osman I.]

Ottoman Empire (mtùN-mNn HmùpXrÙ) Also called Turk·ish Empire 
(tûrùkVsh).  A vast Turkish sultanate of southwest Asia, northeast Africa, and 

southeast Europe. It was founded in the 13th century by Osman I and ruled by his 

descendents until its dissolution after World War I. Originally a small state con-

trolled by Ottoman or Osmanli Turks, it spread rapidly, superseding the Byzan-

tine Empire in the east. 

Ottoman Turkish (mtùN-mNn tûrùkVsh) n.  The Turkic language spoken in Tur-

key, the Balkan Peninsula, Cyprus, the Soviet Union, West Germany, and else-

where. 

Ot·tum·wa (N-tƒmùwN, o-tƒmù-)  A city of southeast Iowa southeast of Des 

Moines. It is a commercial center in a farming and coal-mining area. Population, 

24,488. 

Ot·way (mtùw7), Thomas. 1652-1685.  English writer noted especially for his 

tragedies The Orphan (1680) and Venice Preserved (1682). 

oua·ba·in (wä-b7ùVn) n.  A white poisonous glycoside, C29H44O12·8H2O, 

extracted from the seeds of the African trees Strophanthus gratus and Acokanthera 

ouabaio, that is used as a heart stimulant and by some African peoples as a dart 

poison.  [From French ouabaïo, from Somali wabayo.]

Ouach·i·ta Mountains (wmshùV-tôÙ mounùtNnz)  A low mountain range 

between the Arkansas and Red rivers extending about 322 km (200 mi) from cen-

tral Arkansas to southeast Oklahoma. Magazine Mountain, 839.7 m (2,753 ft), is 

the highest point in the range and the highest elevation in Arkansas. 



Ouachita River (wmshùV-tôÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 965 km (600 mi) long, ris-

ing in the Ouachita Mountains of western Arkansas and flowing east, southeast, 

and south into eastern Louisiana. 

Oua·ga·dou·gou (wäÙgN-duùgu)  The capital and largest city of Burkina 

Faso, in the central part of the country. It was founded in the late 11th century 

and is today a trade and distribution center. Population, 345,150. 

ou·bli·ette (uÙblK-Htù) n.  A dungeon with a trap door in the ceiling as its only 

means of entrance or exit.  [French, from oublier, to forget, from Old French 

oblider, from Vulgar Latin *oblXt7re, from Latin oblXtus, past participle of oblXvXscX. 
See lei- in Appendix.]

ouch1 (ouch) interj.  Used to express sudden pain or displeasure. 

ouch2 (ouch) n.  1. A setting for a precious stone.  2. A brooch or buckle set with 

jewels.  3. Obsolete. A clasp; a brooch.  [Middle English ouche, from Anglo-Nor-

man, alteration of (une) nouch, (a) brooch, of Germanic origin. See ned- in 

Appendix.]

oud (ud) n.  Music. An instrument of northern Africa and southwest Asia 

resembling a lute.  [Arabic 17d.]

Oudh (oud)  A historical region of north-central India. Dating from at least the 

4th century A.D., it was ruled by the Moguls after the 16th century and annexed by 

Great Britain in 1856. The annexation was a major cause of the Indian Mutiny 

(1857-1858). 

ought1 (ôt) v.  aux. 1. Used to indicate obligation or duty:  You ought to work 

harder than that.  2. Used to indicate advisability or prudence:  You ought to wear 

a raincoat.  3. Used to indicate desirability:  You ought to have been there; it was 

great fun.  4. Used to indicate probability or likelihood:  She ought to finish by next 

week.  [Middle English oughten, to be obliged to, from oughte, owned, from Old 

English 7hte, past tense of 7gan, to possess. See Kik- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Ought to is sometimes used without a following verb if the

meaning is clear: Should we begin soon? Yes, we ought to. In questions and negative

sentences, especially those with contractions, to is also sometimes omitted:

Oughtn’t we be going soon? Although the omission of to was formerly possible in

English, it is now considered nonstandard. • Usages such as He hadn’t ought to

come and She shouldn’t ought to say that are common in many varieties of Amer-

ican English. They should be avoided in written English, however, in favor of the

more standard variant ought not to.

ought2 (ôt) pron.  & adv.   Variant of aught1. 
ought3 (ôt) n.  Variant of aught2. 
ought4 (ôt) v.  Obsolete. A past participle of owe. 



ou·gui·ya (u-gKùyN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Mauritania.  See Table at 

currency.  [Native word in Mauritania.]

Oui·da (wKùdN)  See Marie Louise de la Ramée. 
Oui·ja (wKùjN, -jK)  A trademark used for a board with the alphabet and other 

symbols on it, and a planchette that is thought, when touched with the fingers, to 

move in such a way as to spell out spiritualistic and telepathic messages on the 

board. 

Ouj·da (uj-däù)  A city of northeast Morocco near the Algerian border. 

Founded in 944, it was occupied by the French in 1844, 1859, and 1907. Popula-

tion, 260,082. 

Ou·lu (oùlu, ouù-)  A city of west-central Finland on the Gulf of Bothnia at the 

mouth of the Oulu River, about 105 km (65 mi) long. Oulu grew around a castle 

built in 1590 and was chartered in 1610. Population, 96,525. 

ounce1 (ouns) n.  Abbr. oz, oz. 1. a. A unit of weight in the U.S. Customary 

System, an avoirdupois unit equal to 437.5 grains (28.35 grams).  b. A unit of 

apothecary weight, equal to 480 grains (31.10 grams).  See Table at measure-
ment.   2. A fluid ounce.  See Table at measurement.  3. A tiny bit:  not an 

ounce of sympathy.  [Middle English unce, from Old French, from Latin uncia. See 

oi-no- in Appendix.]

ounce2 (ouns) n.  See snow leopard.  [Middle English unce, from Old French 

once, alteration of lonce, from Vulgar Latin *luncea, from Latin lynx, lync-, lynx, 

from Greek lunx. See leuk- in Appendix.]

our (our) adj.  The possessive form of we. Used as a modifier before a noun:  our 

accomplishments; our hometown.  [Middle English, from Old English 7re. See 

nes-2 in Appendix.]

Our Father (our fäùthNr) n.  See Lord’s Prayer. 
Our Lady (our l7ùdK) n.  The Virgin Mary. 

ours (ourz) pron.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Used to indicate the one or ones 

belonging to us:  The original of the painting is ours. If your car doesn’t start, take 

ours.  [Middle English oures, from oure, our, from Old English 7re. See nes-2 in 

Appendix.]

our·self (our-sHlfù, är-) pron.  Myself. Used as a reflexive when we is used instead 

of I by a singular speaker or author, as in an editorial or a royal proclamation.  See 

Usage Note at myself. 
our·selves (our-sHlvzù, är-) pron.  1. Those ones identical with us. a. Used 

reflexively as the direct or indirect object of a verb or the object of a preposition:  

We bought ourselves an espresso machine.  b. Used for emphasis:  We ourselves were 

certain of the facts.  c. Used in an absolute construction:  Feeling chilly ourselves, 

we moved the party indoors.   2. Our normal or healthy condition or state:  We’re 

feeling ourselves again after our bout with the flu.  See Usage Note at myself. 



-ous suff.  1. Possessing; full of; characterized by:  joyous.  2. Having a valence 

lower than that of a specified element in compounds or ions named with adjec-

tives ending in -ic:  ferrous.  [Middle English, from Old French -ous, -eus, -eux, 

from Latin -osus, and -us, adj. suff.]

ou·sel (uùzNl) n.  Variant of ouzel. 
Ouse River (uz rVvùNr)  1.  Also Great Ouse River. A river, about 249 km 

(155 mi) long, rising in south-central England and meandering east and north-

east to the Wash, an inlet of the North Sea.  2. A river, about 97 km (60 mi) long, 

of northeast England flowing southeast to join the Trent River and form the 

Humber River. It is an important commercial waterway. 

oust (oust) v.  tr. oust·ed, oust·ing, ousts. 1. To eject from a position or 

place; force out: “the American Revolution, which ousted the English” (Virginia S. 

Eifert).  2. To take the place of, especially by force; supplant.  See Synonyms at 

eject.  [Middle English ousten, from Anglo-Norman ouster, from Latin obst7re, 

to hinder. See OBSTACLE.]

oust·er (ousùtNr) n.  1. a. The act of ejecting, forcing out, or supplanting.  

b. The state of being ejected, forced out, or supplanted.   2. One that ejects, forces 

out, or supplants another.  3. Law. The act of forcing one out of possession or 

occupancy of material property to which one is entitled; illegal or wrongful dis-

possession.  [Anglo-Norman, to oust, ouster. See OUST.]

out (out) adv.  1. In a direction away from the inside:  go out of the office.  

2. Away from the center or middle:  The troops fanned out.  3. a. Away from a 

usual place:  stepped out for a drink of water; went out for the evening.  b. Out of 

normal position:  threw his back out.   4. a. From inside a building or shelter into 

the open air; outside:  The boy went out to play.  b. In the open air; outside:  Is it 

snowing out?   5. a. From within a container or source:  drained the water out.  

b. From among others:  picked out the thief in the crowd.   6. a. To exhaustion or 

depletion:  The supplies have run out.  b. Into extinction or imperceptibility:  The 

fire has gone out.  c. To a finish or conclusion:  Play the game out.  d. To the fullest 

extent or degree:  all decked out for the dance.  e. In or into competition or 

directed effort:  went out for the basketball team; was out to win.   7. a. Into being 

or evident existence:  The new car models have come out.  b. Into public circula-

tion:  The paper came out early today.   8. Into view:  The moon came out.  

9. Without inhibition; boldly:  Speak out.  10. Into possession of another or oth-

ers; into distribution:  giving out free passes.  11. a. Into disuse or an unfashion-

able status:  Narrow ties have gone out.  b. Into a state of deprivation or loss:  voted 

the incompetent governor out.  c. Out of consideration:  A taxi is out, because we 

haven’t the money.   12. In the time following; afterward: “to gauge economic con-

ditions six months out” (Christian Science Monitor).  13. Baseball. So as to be 

retired, or counted as an out:  He grounded out to the shortstop.  14. Used in two-

way radio to indicate that a transmission is complete and no reply is expected.   



—  adj.  1. Exterior; external:  the out surface of a ship’s hull.  2. Directed away 

from a place or center; outgoing:  the out doorway.  3. No longer fashionable.  

4. Baseball. Not allowed to continue to bat or run; retired.   —  prep.  1. Forth 

from; through:  He fell out the window.  2. Beyond or outside of:  Out this door is 

the garage.   —  n.  1. One that is out, especially one who is out of power.  

2. Informal. A means of escape:  The window was my only out.  3.  Abbr. O Base-

ball. a. A play in which a batter or base runner is retired.  b. The player retired in 

such a play.   4. Sports. A serve or return that falls out of bounds in a court game.  

5. Printing. A word or other part of a manuscript omitted from the printed copy.   
—  v.  out·ed, out·ing, outs.  —  v.  intr. To be disclosed or revealed; come out:  

Truth will out.   —  v.  tr. 1. Sports. To send (a tennis ball, for example) outside the 

court or playing area.  2. Chiefly British. To knock unconscious.   —idiom. on 
the outs. Informal. Not on friendly terms; disagreeing.  [Middle English, from 

Old English 7t. See ud- in Appendix.]

out- pref.  In a way that surpasses, exceeds, or goes beyond:  outdistance.  [From 

OUT.]

out·age (ouùtVj) n.  1. A quantity or portion of something lacking after delivery 

or storage.  2. A temporary suspension of operation, especially of electric power. 

out and away (out Nnd N-w7ù) adv.  By far:  She’s out and away the best swim-

mer on the team. 

out-and-out (outùn-outù) adj.  Complete; thoroughgoing:  An out-and-out 

capitalist. 

out-and-out·er (outÙNn-ouùtNr) n.  One who goes to extremes. 

out·back (outÙb4kù) adv.  Out to or in remote, rural country, especially in Aus-

tralia or New Zealand.   —  n.  (outùb4kÙ) The remote, rural part of a country, 

especially of Australia or New Zealand.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  outback life; outback ranches.   —outùbackÙer n. 

out·bal·ance (out-b4lùNns) v.  tr. out·bal·anced, out·bal·anc·ing, 
out·bal·anc·es. To exceed in influence or significance; outweigh. 

out·bid (out-bVdù) v.  tr. out·bid, out·bid·den (-bVdùn)  or out·bid, 
out·bid·ding, out·bids. To bid higher than:  We outbid our rivals at the auction. 

out·board (outùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) adj.  1. Nautical. a. Situated or positioned out-

side the hull of a vessel.  b. Being in a position that is away from the center line of 

the hull of a ship.   2. Situated or positioned toward or nearer the end of a wing of 

an aircraft.   —  n.  1. An outboard motor.  2. A boat with an outboard motor.   
—outùboardÙ adv. 

outboard motor (outùbôrdÙ moùtNr) n.  Nautical. A detachable engine 

mounted on outboard brackets or on the stern of a boat. 

out·bound (outùboundÙ) adj.  Outward bound; headed away:  outbound trains. 



out·break (outùbr7kÙ) n.  1. A sudden increase:  an outbreak of influenza.  2. A 

sudden eruption; an outburst: “an outbreak of strikes, violent agitation, and 

arrests” (Samuel Chew). 

out·breed (outùbrKdÙ) v.  tr. out·bred (-brHdÙ), out·breed·ing, out·breeds. 
To subject to outbreeding. 

out·breed·ing (outùbrKÙdVng) n.  1. The breeding of distantly related or unre-

lated individuals, often producing a hybrid of superior quality.  2. Anthropology. 

The mating of persons from different groups, often as a consequence of taboos 

against marriage within the group. 

out·build·ing (outùbVlÙdVng) n.  A building separate from but associated with a 

main building. 

out·burst (outùbûrstÙ) n.  A sudden, violent display, as of activity or emotion:  

an outburst of indignation. 

out·call (outùkôlÙ) n.  A visit by a professional person to a client or patient’s 

home; a house call. 

out·cast (outùk4stÙ) n.  One that has been excluded from a society or system.   
—outùcastÙ adj. 

out·caste (outùk4stÙ) n.  In India, one who has been expelled from or has aban-

doned one’s caste. 

out·class (out-kl4sù) v.  tr. out·classed, out·class·ing, out·class·es. To sur-

pass decisively, so as to appear of a higher class. 

out·come (outùkƒmÙ) n.  A natural result; a consequence.  See Synonyms at 

effect. 
out·crop (outùkrmpÙ) n.  A portion of bedrock or other stratum protruding 

through the soil level.   —  v.  intr. out·cropped, out·crop·ping, out·crops 

(out-krmpù). To protrude above the soil, as rock formations. 

out·cross (outùkrôsÙ, -krmsÙ) v.  tr. out·crossed, out·cross·ing, out·cross·es. 
To cross (animals or plants) by breeding individuals of different strains but usu-

ally of the same breed.   —  n.  1. The process of outcrossing.  2. Offspring pro-

duced by outcrossing. 

out·cry (outùkrXÙ) n.  pl. out·cries. 1. A loud cry or clamor.  2. A strong protest 

or objection:  public outcry over the rise in prices. 

out·curve (outùkûrvÙ) n.  Baseball. A pitched ball that curves away from the 

batter. 

out·date (out-d7tù) v.  tr. out·dat·ed, out·dat·ing, out·dates. To replace or 

make obsolete or old-fashioned. 

out·dat·ed (out-d7ùtVd) adj.  Out-of-date; old-fashioned. 

out·did (out-dVdù) v.  Past tense of outdo. 
out·dis·tance (out-dVsùtNns) v.  tr. out·dis·tanced, out·dis·tanc·ing, 
out·dis·tanc·es. 1. To outrun, especially in a long-distance race.  2. To surpass 



by a wide margin, especially through superior skill or endurance:  a sales force that 

outdistanced its competitors in volume sold. 

out·do (out-duù) v.  tr. out·did (-dVdù), out·done (-dƒnù), out·do·ing, 
out·does (-dƒzù). To do more or better than in performance or action.  See Syn-

onyms at excel. 
out·door (outùdôrÙ, -dorÙ) also out-of-door (outÙNv-dôrù, -dorù) adj.  Located 

in, done in, or suited to the open air:  badminton and other outdoor games. 

out·doors (out-dôrzù, -dorzù) also out-of-doors (outÙNv-dôrzù, -dorzù) adv.  

In or into the open; outside:  walking outdoors for fresh air.   —  n.  1. The open 

air.  2. An area away from human settlements. 

out·doors·man (out-dôrzùmNn, -dorzù-) n.  A man who spends considerable 

time in outdoor pursuits, such as hunting or fishing. 

out·doors·wo·man (out-dôrzùwtmÙNn, -dorzù-) n.  A woman who spends 

considerable time in outdoor pursuits, such as hunting and fishing. 

out·door·sy (out-dôrùzK, -dorù-) adj.  Informal. 1. Associated with the out-

doors:  outdoorsy hobbies such as fishing.  2. Showing a liking for the outdoors: 

“backpackers, mountain climbers, cross-country skiers, and other no-nonsense out-

doorsy types” (New Yorker). 

out·er (ouùtNr) adj.  1. Located on the outside; external.  2. Farther than another 

from the center or middle.  3. Relating to the body or its appearance rather than 

the mind or spirit. 

outer ear (ouùtNr îr) n.  See external ear. 
Out·er Heb·ri·des (outùNr hHbùrV-dKzÙ)  See Hebrides. 
Outer Mon·go·li·a (ouùtNr mmng-goùlK-N, -golùyN, mmn-)  See Mongolia 

(sense 2). 

out·er·most (ouùtNr-mostÙ) adj.  Most distant from the center or inside; out-

most. 

outer planet (ouùtNr pl4nùVt) n.  Any of the five planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Ura-

nus, Neptune, and Pluto, with orbits outside that of Mars. 

outer space (ouùtNr sp7s) n.  Any region of space beyond limits determined 

with reference to the boundaries of a celestial body or system, especially: a. The 

region of space immediately beyond Earth’s atmosphere.  b. Interplanetary or 

interstellar space.  

out·er·wear (ouùtNr-wârÙ) n.  Clothing, such as hats, coats, and gloves, for use 

outdoors. 

out·face (out-f7sù) v.  tr. out·faced, out·fac·ing, out·fac·es. 1. To overcome 

with a bold or self-assured look; stare down.  2. To defy or resist. 

out·fall (outùfôlÙ) n.  The place where a sewer, drain, or stream discharges. 

out·field (outùfKldÙ) n.  Abbr. OF Baseball. 1. The playing area extending out-

ward from the diamond, divided into left, center, and right field.  2. The position 

played by an outfielder.  3. The members of a team playing in the outfield. 



out·field·er (outùfKlÙdNr) n.  Abbr. OF Baseball. A player who defends left, cen-

ter, or right field. 

out·fit (outùfVtÙ) n.  1. A set of tools or equipment for a specialized purpose:  a 

welder’s outfit.  See Synonyms at equipment.  2. A set of clothing, often with 

accessories.  3. Informal. An association of persons, especially a military unit or a 

business organization.  4. The act of equipping.   —  v.  tr. out·fit·ted, 
out·fit·ting, out·fits. To provide with necessary equipment:  This store outfits 

skiers.  See Synonyms at furnish.  —outùfitÙter n. 

out·flank (out-fl4ngkù) v.  tr. out·flanked, out·flank·ing, out·flanks. 1. To 

maneuver around and behind the flank of (an opposing force).  2. To gain a tacti-

cal advantage over (a competitor, for example). 

out·flow (outùfloÙ) n.  1. The act or the process of flowing out:  watched the 

heavy outflow of the tide.  2. a. Something that flows out:  an outflow of water 

from a power plant.  b. The amount flowing out:  a heavy outflow of cash from the 

country.    —  v.  intr. out·flowed, out·flow·ing, out·flows. To issue or 

stream out, in or as if in a flow:  Too much money is outflowing from our house-

hold. 

out·fox (out-fmksù) v.  tr. out·foxed, out·fox·ing, out·fox·es. To surpass 

(another) in cleverness or cunning; outsmart. 

out-front (outùfrƒntù) adj.  Informal. Straightforward, frank, and candid:  out-

front news reporting. 

out·gas (outùg4sÙ) v.  out·gassed, out·gas·sing, out·gas·ses.  —  v.  tr. To 

remove embedded gas from (a solid), as by heating or reducing the pressure.   —  
v.  intr. To lose gas, as from a solid. 

out·gen·er·al (out-jHnùNr-Nl) v.  tr. out·gen·er·aled, out·gen·er·al·ing, 
out·gen·er·als. To surpass (another, especially an opponent) in leadership. 

out·giv·ing (outùgVvÙVng) adj.  Friendly and responsive; outgoing. 

out·go (out-goù) v.  tr. out·went (-wHntù), out·gone (-gônù, -gmnù), 
out·go·ing, out·goes (-gozù). To go beyond; exceed or surpass.   —  n.  pl. 

out·goes (outùgoÙ). 1. Something that goes out, especially an expenditure or a 

cost.  2. The act or process of going out. 

out·go·ing (outùgoÙVng) adj.  1. a. Going out or away; departing:  an outgoing 

passenger train.  b. Retiring from or relinquishing a place, a position, or an office:  

the outgoing chairperson.  c. Addressed for sending:  outgoing mail.   2. Sociable 

and responsive to others; friendly:  a warm, outgoing personality.  3. Intended to 

be taken out, as from a restaurant:  outgoing orders of Chinese food.   
—out·goùing·ness n. 

out·gone (out-gônù, -gmnù) v.  Past participle of outgo. 
out·grew (out-gruù) v.  Past tense of outgrow. 



out-group (outùgrupÙ) n.  A group of people excluded from or not belonging 

to one’s own group, especially when viewed as subordinate or contemptibly dif-

ferent. 

out·grow (out-groù) v.  tr. out·grew (-gruù), out·grown (-gronù), 
out·grow·ing, out·grows. 1. To grow too large for:  The child outgrew all his 

clothes.  2. To lose or discard in the course of maturation:  She outgrew her youth-

ful idealism.  3. To surpass in growth:  Spring lambs were outgrowing the piglets. 

out·growth (outùgrothÙ) n.  1. The act or process of growing out.  2. A prod-

uct of growing out; an offshoot:  an outgrowth of new shoots on a branch.  3. A 

result or consequence:  Inflation is an outgrowth of war. 

out·guess (out-gHsù) v.  tr. out·guessed, out·guess·ing, out·guess·es. 
1. To anticipate correctly the actions of.  2. To gain the advantage over (another) 

by cleverness or forethought; outwit. 

out·gun (outùgƒnù) v.  tr. out·gunned, out·gun·ning, out·guns. 1. To sur-

pass in military force.  2. To overwhelm or defeat. 

out·haul (outùhôlÙ) n.  Nautical. A rope used to extend a sail along a spar or 

boom. 

out·house (outùhousÙ) n.  1. A small, enclosed structure having one or two 

holes in a seat built over a pit and serving as an outdoor toilet.  2. An outbuilding, 

as on a farm. 

out·ing (ouùtVng) n.  1. An excursion, typically a pleasure trip.  2. A walk out-

doors. 

outing flannel (ouùtVng fl4nùNl) n.  A soft, lightweight cotton fabric, usually 

with a short nap on both sides. 

out·laid (out-l7dù) v.  Past tense and past participle of outlay. 
out·land (outùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  1. A foreign land.  2. outlands. The outlying 

areas of a country; the provinces.   —outùlandÙ adj. 

out·land·er (outùl4nÙdNr) n.  1. A person from a foreign country; a foreigner.  

2. A stranger. 

out·land·ish (out-l4nùdVsh) adj.  1. Conspicuously unconventional; bizarre.  

See Synonyms at strange.  2. Strikingly unfamiliar.  3. Located far from civi-

lized areas.  4. Archaic. Of foreign origin; not native.   —out·landùish·ly adv.  

—out·landùish·ness n. 

out·last (out-l4stù) v.  tr. out·last·ed, out·last·ing, out·lasts. To last longer 

than.  See Synonyms at outlive. 
out·law (outùlôÙ) n.  1. a. A fugitive from the law.  b. A habitual criminal.  c. A 

rebel; a nonconformist:  a social outlaw.   2. A person excluded from normal legal 

protection and rights.  3. A wild or vicious horse or other animal.   —  v.  tr. 

out·lawed, out·law·ing, out·laws. 1. To declare illegal:  outlawed the sale of 

firearms.  2. To place under a ban; prohibit:  outlawed smoking in the house.  3. To 

deprive (one declared to be a criminal fugitive) of the protection of the law.  



[Middle English outlaue, from Old English 7tlaga, from Old Norse 7tlagi, from 

7tlagr, outlawed, banished  : 7t, out; see ud- in Appendix + lög, law; see legh- in 

Appendix.] —outùlawÙ adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The word outlaw brings to mind cattle rustlers and gun-

slingers of the Wild West, but it comes to us from a much earlier time, when guns

were not yet invented but cattle stealing was. Outlaw can be traced back to the Old

Norse word 7tlagr, “outlawed, banished,” made up of 7t, “out,” and lög, “law.” An

7tlagi (derived from 7tlagr) was someone outside the protection of the law. The

Scandinavians, who invaded and settled in England during the 8th through the

11th century, gave us the Old English word 7tlaga, which designated someone

who because of criminal acts must give up his property to the crown and could

be killed without recrimination. The legal status of the outlaw became less severe

over the course of the Middle Ages. However, the looser use of the word to des-

ignate criminals in general, which arose in Middle English, lives on in tales of the

Wild West.

out·law·ry (outùlôÙrK) n.  pl. out·law·ries. 1. The act or process of outlawing 

or the state of having been outlawed.  2. Defiance of the law.  [Middle English 

outlauerie, from Anglo-Norman utlagerie, and from Medieval Latin 7tlag7ria 

both from Old English 7tlaga, outlaw. See OUTLAW.]

out·lay (outùl7Ù) n.  1. The spending or disbursement of money:  the weekly out-

lay on groceries.  2. An amount spent; an expenditure: “huge new outlays for the 

military” (New York Times).   —  v.  tr. out·laid (-l7dù), out·lay·ing, out·lays 

(out-l7ù). To spend or disburse (money). 

out·let (outùlHtÙ, -lVt) n.  1. a. A passage for escape or exit; a vent.  b. A means of 

release or gratification, as for energies, drives, or desires:  exercised as an outlet for 

frustration.   2. a. A stream that flows out of a lake or pond.  b. The mouth of a 

river where it flows into a larger body of water.  c. The point of intersection of a 

driveway and a road, especially in a rural area.   3. a. A commercial market for 

goods or services.  b. A store that sells the goods of a particular manufacturer or 

wholesaler.   4. A receptacle, especially one mounted in a wall, that is connected 

to a power supply and equipped with a socket for a plug. 

out·li·er (outùlXÙNr) n.  1. One whose domicile lies at an appreciable distance 

from one’s place of business.  2. Geology. A portion of stratified rock separated 

from a main formation by erosion. 

out·line (outùlXnÙ) n.  1. a. A line marking the outer contours or boundaries of 

an object or a figure.  b. The shape of an object or a figure.   2. a. A style of 

drawing in which objects are delineated in contours without shading.  b. A sketch 

done in this style.   3. a. A general description covering the main points of a sub-

ject:  an outline of American literature.  b. A statement summarizing the impor-



tant points of a text.  c. A summary of a written work or speech, usually analyzed 

in headings and subheadings.   4. A preliminary draft or plan, as of a project or 

proposal.   —  v.  tr. out·lined, out·lin·ing, out·lines. 1. To draw an outline of.  

2. To display or accentuate the outline of.  3. To give the main features or various 

aspects of; summarize:  outlined the major provisions of the tax bill.  

SYNONYMS: outline, contour, profile, silhouette. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a line defining the boundary and shape of an object, a mass, or a

figure”: the outline of the mountains against the sunset; saw the contour of the island

from the airplane; the profile of a king on a coin; saw the dark silhouette of the family

waving farewell.

out·live (out-lVvù) v.  tr. out·lived, out·liv·ing, out·lives. 1. To live longer 

than:  She outlived her son.  2. To continue in use or existence long enough to sur-

vive (something else):  a regulation that has outlived its usefulness.  

SYNONYMS: outlive, outlast, survive. These verbs all mean to live or exist long-

er than another person or thing. Outlive frequently implies the capacity for en-

during after the death of another or after a particular time: outlived her friends.

Outlast, often interchangeable with outlive, more commonly stresses longer dura-

tion in time: anxiety that outlasted its cause. Survive may also be used with refer-

ence merely to living longer than another: He is survived by his wife and children.

Frequently, however, to survive is to remain alive following something potentially

destructive to life: She survived the plane crash.

out·look (outùltkÙ) n.  1. A point of view; an attitude:  a positive outlook.  

2. Expectation for the future:  the long-term outlook for economic growth.  3. a. A 

place where something can be viewed.  b. The view seen from such a place.   

4. The act of looking out. 

out loud (out loud) adv.  Loud enough to be audible; aloud:  read the poem out 

loud. 

out·ly·ing (outùlXÙVng) adj.  Relatively distant or remote from a center or mid-

dle:  outlying regions. 

out·man (out-m4nù) v.  tr. out·manned, out·man·ning, out·mans. 1. To 

exceed in manpower; outnumber:  The country’s army was outmanned and out-

gunned.  2. To get the better of; overwhelm or defeat:  Our team was outmanned 

six to one. 

out·ma·neu·ver (outÙmN-nuùvNr, -nyuù-) v.  tr. out·ma·neu·vered, 
out·ma·neu·ver·ing, out·ma·neu·vers. 1. To overcome (an opponent) by 

artful, clever maneuvering.  2. To excel in maneuverability:  The car outmaneuvers 

all others of its class. 



out·match (out-m4chù) v.  tr. out·matched, out·match·ing, out·match·es. 
To prove greater or better than; surpass. 

out-mi·grant (outùmXÙgrNnt) n.  One that out-migrates. 

out-mi·grate (outùmXÙgr7t) v.  intr. out-mi·grat·ed, out-mi·grat·ing, out-
mi·grates. To move out of one community, region, or country in order to reside 

in another.   —outù-mi·graùtion n. 

out·mode (out-modù) v.  tr. out·mod·ed, out·mod·ing, out·modes. To 

cause to become unfashionable or obsolete. 

out·mod·ed (out-moùdVd) adj.  1. Not in fashion; unfashionable:  outmoded 

attire; outmoded ideas.  2. No longer usable or practical; obsolete:  outmoded 

machinery. 

out·most (outùmostÙ) adj.  Farthest out; outermost. 

out·mus·cle (out-mƒsùNl) v.  tr. out·mus·cled, out·mus·cling, 
out·mus·cles. Informal. To dominate or defeat by means of superior strength or 

power. 

out·num·ber (out-nƒmùbNr) v.  tr. out·num·bered, out·num·ber·ing, 
out·num·bers. To exceed the number of; be more numerous than. 

out of (out ƒv) prep.  1. a. From within to the outside of:  got out of the car.  

b. From a given condition:  came out of her trance.  c. From an origin, a source, or 

a cause:  made out of wood.  d. In, especially intermittently in:  works out of the 

main office.   2. a. In a position or situation beyond the range, boundaries, limits, 

or sphere of:  The plane flew out of sight.  b. In a state or position away from the 

expected or usual:  out of practice; out of touch with reality.   3. From among:  five 

out of six votes.  4. In or into a condition of no longer having:  We’re out of coffee; 

We were tricked out of our savings.   —idiom. out of it. Slang. Not aware of or 

participating in a particular group, pursuit, or trend. 

out-of-bod·y (outùNv-bmdùK) adj.  Of, relating to, or marked by the psycholog-

ical sensation of perceiving oneself from an external perspective, as though the 

mind or soul has left the physical body and is acting of its own volition:  convinced 

she had an out-of-body experience while undergoing surgery. 

out-of-bounds (outùNv-boundzù) adv.  Beyond the designated boundaries or 

limits. 

out-of-court (outùNv-kôrtù, -kort) adj.  Law. Managed or agreed upon between 

disputing parties without a judicial decision:  reached an out-of-court settlement. 

out-of-date (outùNv-d7tù) adj.  Out of style or use; outmoded. 

out-of-door (outùNv-dôrù, -dorù) adj.  Variant of outdoor. 
out-of-doors (outùNv-dôrzù, -dorzù) adv.  & n.   Variant of outdoors. 
out of pocket (out ƒv pmkùVt) adv.  1. Without funds or assets:  a traveler who 

was caught out of pocket.  2. In a state of having experienced a loss, especially a 

financial one. 



out-of-pock·et (outùNv-pmkùVt) adj.  1. Calling for the spending of cash:  out-

of-pocket expenses.  2. Lacking funds:  hungry, cold, and out-of-pocket travelers. 

out-of-state (outùNv-st7tù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being from another state. 

out-of-stat·er (outÙNv-st7ùtNr) n.  1. A visitor, such as a tourist, from another 

state.  2. A legal resident of one state who lives for a period of time in another 

state in order to attend school, for example. 

out-of-the-way (outùNv-thN-w7ù) adj.  1. Being in a remote or secluded loca-

tion:  a quiet, out-of-the-way resort.  2. Being out of the ordinary; unusual:  out-

of-the-way memorabilia.  3. Improper; offensive:  out-of-the-way remarks. 

out-of-town (outùNv-tounù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being from another 

town or city.  2. Happening in another town or city:  the out-of-town début of a 

new musical. 

out-of-town·er (outÙNv-touùnNr) n.  A visitor from another town or city. 

out·pace (out-p7sù) v.  tr. out·paced, out·pac·ing, out·pac·es. To surpass or 

outdo (another), as in speed, growth, or performance. 

out·pa·tient (outùp7ÙshNnt) n.  A patient who is admitted to a hospital or clinic 

for treatment that does not require an overnight stay.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  outpatient wards; outpatient facilities. 

out·per·form (outÙpNr-fôrmù) v.  tr. out·per·formed, out·per·form·ing, 
out·per·forms. To surpass (another) in performance. 

out·place (outùpl7sÙ) v.  tr. out·placed, out·plac·ing, out·plac·es. To termi-

nate the employment of.   —outùplacedÙ adj. 

out·place·ment (outùpl7sÙmNnt) n.  The process of facilitating a terminated 

employee’s search for a new job by provision of professional services, such as 

counseling, paid for by the employing company. 

out·plac·er (outùpl7ÙsNr) n.  A specialist in outplacement services. 

out·play (out-pl7ù) v.  tr. out·played, out·play·ing, out·plays. Sports & 

Games. To surpass (an opponent) in skill or technique or in scoring points. 

out·point (out-pointù) v.  tr. out·point·ed, out·point·ing, out·points. 
1. Nautical. To sail closer to the wind than (another vessel).  2. Sports. To surpass 

(an opponent) in the number of points won. 

out·poll (out-polù) v.  tr. out·polled, out·poll·ing, out·polls. To win more 

votes than:  She outpolled her rival by a wide margin. 

out·post (outùpostÙ) n.  1. a. A detachment of troops stationed at a distance 

from a main force to guard against surprise attacks.  b. The station occupied by 

such troops.  c. A usually small military base established in another country.   

2. An outlying settlement. 

out·pour (out-pôrù, -porù) v.  tr. out·poured, out·pour·ing, out·pours. To 

flow out rapidly; pour out.   —  n.  (outùpôrÙ, -porÙ) A rapid outflow; an out-

pouring:  an outpour of sympathy.   —out·pourùer n. 



out·pour·ing (outùpôrÙVng, -porÙ-) n.  1. The act of pouring out.  

2. Something that pours out or is poured out; an outflow:  an outpouring of lava; 

an outpouring of charges and countercharges. 

out-proc·ess (out-prmsùHs, -proùsHs) v.  tr. out-proc·essed, out-
proc·ess·ing, out-proc·ess·es. To generate the required paperwork in order to 

process (military personnel) out of one tour of duty into another or out of the 

armed forces: “[He] was now out-processed from Vietnam duty via Okinawa” 

(W.E.B. Griffin). 

out·put (outùpttÙ) n.  1. The act or process of producing; production.  

2. a. An amount produced or manufactured during a certain time.  

b. Intellectual or creative production:  literary output; artistic output.   3. a. The 

energy, power, or work produced by a system.  b. Computer Science. The informa-

tion produced by a computer from a specific input.    —  v.  tr. out·put·ted or 

out·put, out·put·ting, out·puts. To produce or manufacture (something) 

during a certain time. 

out·race (out-r7sù) v.  tr. out·raced, out·rac·ing, out·rac·es. To surpass in 

speed or performance. 

out·rage (outùr7jÙ) n.  1. An act of extreme violence or viciousness.  2. An act 

grossly offensive to decency, morality, or good taste.  3. A deplorable insult.  

4. Resentful anger aroused by a violent or offensive act.   —  v.  tr. out·raged, 
out·rag·ing, out·rag·es. 1. To offend grossly against (standards of decency or 

morality); commit an outrage on.  2. To produce anger or resentment in:  Incom-

petence outraged him.  See Synonyms at offend.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from outre, beyond. See OUTRÉ.]

out·ra·geous (out-r7ùjNs) adj.  1. a. Grossly offensive to decency or morality.  

b. Being well beyond the bounds of good taste:  outrageous epithets.   2. Having 

no regard for morality.  3. Violent or unrestrained in temperament or behavior.  

4. a. Extremely unusual or unconventional; extraordinary:  loved to dress in out-

rageous clothing; found some outrageous bargains.  b. Being beyond all reason; 

extravagant or immoderate:  spends an outrageous amount on entertainment.    
—out·raùgeous·ly adv.  —out·raùgeous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: outrageous, flagrant, atrocious, monstrous. These adjectives mean

grievously or conspicuously bad or appalling; the terms are often used inter-

changeably. Something outrageous is grossly offensive to decency, morality, or

good taste: an outrageous lie; was subjected to outrageous cruelty. What is flagrant

is glaringly or scandalously reprehensible: “The adherence of the United States to

the Monroe Doctrine may force the United States... in flagrant cases of such wrong-

doing... to the exercise of an international police power” (Theodore Roosevelt).

Atrocious means extremely wicked or cruel: Murder is an atrocious crime. Mon-

strous describes what is shockingly hideous or frightful: “There was no excess too



monstrous for them to commit” (Nicholas P.S. Wiseman).

out·ran (out-r4nù) v.  Past tense of outrun. 
out·range (out-r7njù) v.  tr. out·ranged, out·rang·ing, out·rang·es. To 

exceed (another) in range:  a ballistic missile that outranged all others in its class. 

out·rank (out-r4ngkù) v.  tr. out·ranked, out·rank·ing, out·ranks. To rank 

higher than. 

ou·tré (u-tr7ù) adj.  Highly unconventional; eccentric or bizarre: “outré and 

affected stage antics” (Michael Heaton).  [French, from Old French, defeated, past 

participle of outrer, to pass someone, from outre, beyond, from Latin ultr7. See 

al-1 in Appendix.]

out·reach (out-rKchù) v.  tr. out·reached, out·reach·ing, out·reach·es. 
1. To surpass (another) in reach:  She had to outreach her opponent to win the fenc-

ing match.  2. To be more or greater than; exceed:  Demand has outreached supply.   
—  n.  (outùrKchÙ) 1. The act or process of reaching out:  could not allay the out-

reach of human intellect.  2. Extent or length of reach:  the vast outreach of technol-

ogy; the outreach of a forest fire from mountains to suburbs.  3. A systematic 

attempt to provide services beyond conventional limits, as to particular segments 

of a community:  an educational outreach to illiterate adults. 

Ou·tre·mont (uùtrN-mmntÙ, u-trN-môNù)  A city of southern Quebec, Can-

ada, a residential section of Greater Montreal on Montreal Island. Population, 

24,338. 

out·ride (out-rXdù) v.  tr. out·rode (-rodù), out·rid·den (-rVdùn), out·rid·ing, 
out·rides. 1. To ride faster, farther, or better than; outstrip.  2. To withstand 

successfully; ride out:  outride a storm at sea.   —  n.  An unstressed syllable or 

cluster of syllables within a given metrical unit that is omitted from the scansion 

pattern in sprung rhythm.  [N., coined by Gerard Manley HOPKINS.]

out·rid·er (outùrXÙdNr) n.  1. A guide; an escort.  2. One that goes in advance; a 

forerunner.  3. A mounted attendant who rides in front of or beside a carriage. 

out·rig·ger (outùrVgÙNr) n.  1. Nautical. a. A projecting beam or spar run out 

from the side of a vessel to help in securing the masts or from a mast to be used in 

extending a rope or sail.  b. A long, thin float attached parallel to a seagoing 

canoe by projecting spars as a means of preventing it from capsizing.  c. A vessel 

fitted with such a float or beam.  d. A support for an oarlock projecting from the 

side of a racing shell.  e. A racing shell fitted with such a support.   2. A project-

ing frame extending laterally beyond the main structure of a vehicle, an aircraft, 

or a machine to stabilize the structure or support an extending part. 

out·right (outùrXtù, -rXtÙ) adv.  1. Without reservation or qualification; openly:  

finally responded outright to the question.  2. Completely and entirely; wholly:  

denied the charges outright.  3. At once; straightway:  were killed outright in the 

crash.  4. Without additional payments owing, constraints, or stipulations:  owns 



the property outright.   —  adj.  (outùrXtÙ) 1. Presented without reservation; 

unqualified:  an outright gift.  2. a. Complete; total:  outright victory.  

b. Thoroughgoing; out-and-out:  outright viciousness; an outright coward.   

3. Made without constraints, stipulations, or additional payments owed:  outright 

sale of the property.  4. Archaic. Moving straight onward.   —outùrightÙly adv.  

—outùrightÙness n. 

out·rode (out-rodù) v.  Past tense of outride. 
out·run (out-rƒnù) v.  tr. out·ran (-r4nù), out·run, out·run·ning, out·runs. 
1. a. To run faster than.  b. To escape from:  outrun one’s creditors.   2. To go 

beyond; exceed: “Man’s ingenuity has outrun his intelligence” (Joseph Wood 

Krutch). 

out·sell (out-sHlù) v.  tr. out·sold (-soldù), out·sell·ing, out·sells. 1. To sur-

pass (another) in an amount sold:  a book that outsold all others of its kind.  2. To 

outdo (another) in selling:  a salesperson who outsold her colleagues. 

out·set (outùsHtÙ) n.  1. The beginning; the start:  Problems arose at the very out-

set.  2. An initial stage, as of an activity:  The outset of any major project can be dif-

ficult. 

out·shine (out-shXnù) v.  out·shone (-shonù), out·shin·ing, out·shines.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To shine brighter than.  b. To be more beautiful, splendid, or flamboy-

ant than.   2. To surpass in obvious excellence; outdo.   —  v.  intr. To shine forth. 

out·shoot (out-shutù) v.  tr. out·shot (-shmtù), out·shoot·ing, out·shoots. 
To shoot better than (another):  a pistol that easily outshoots others in its class; a 

basketball player who outshot all others on the team.   —  n.  (outùshutÙ) A protu-

berance, a projection, or an outgrowth:  outshoots of brush on the high mountain 

slopes. 

out·side (out-sXdù, outùsXdÙ) n.  1. The part or parts that face out; the outer sur-

face.  2. a. The part or side of an object that is presented to the viewer; the exter-

nal aspect.  b. Outward aspect or appearance: “You’ll never persuade me that I 

can’t tell what men are by their outsides” (George Eliot).   3. The space beyond a 

boundary or limit.  4. Sports. A position at a distance from the inside or center, as 

of a playing field or racetrack.  5. The utmost limit; the maximum:  We’ll be leav-

ing in ten days at the outside.   —  adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or being on or near 

the outer side; outer:  the outside margin.  b. Of, restricted to, or situated on the 

outer side of an enclosure or a boundary; external:  an outside door lock; an outside 

antenna.   2. Located away from the inside or center:  the outside traffic lane.  

3. a. Acting, occurring, originating, or being at a place beyond certain limits:  

knew little of the outside world.  b. Gaining or providing access to the external 

side:  an outside telephone line.   4. a. Not belonging to or originating in a certain 

group or association:  requested outside assistance; deplored outside interference.  

b. Being beyond the limits of one’s usual work or responsibilities:  My outside 

interests are skiing and sailing.   5. Extreme, uttermost:  The costs have exceeded 



even our outside estimates.  6. Very unlikely; remote:  only an outside possibility of 

winning the tournament.  7. Baseball. Passing on the side of home plate away 

from the batter. Used of a pitch.   —  adv.  1. On or to the outer or external side.  

2. Outdoors.   —  prep.  1. On or to the outer or external side of:  saw someone 

outside the window.  2. Beyond the limits of:  a little place outside the city.  3. With 

the exception of; except:  We have no other information outside the figures already 

given. 

outside of (out-sXdù ƒv) prep.  Outside. 

out·sid·er (out-sXùdNr) n.  1. a. One who is excluded from a party, an associa-

tion, or a set.  b. One who is isolated or detached from the activities or concerns 

of one’s own community.   2. A contestant given little chance of winning; a long 

shot.   —out·siùder·ness n. 

out·sight (outùsXtÙ) n.  The faculty or act of clearly perceiving and understand-

ing external things. 

out·size (outùsXzÙ) n.  1. An unusual size, especially a very large size.  2. A gar-

ment of unusual size.   —  adj.  also out·sized (-sXzdÙ) Unusually large, weighty, 

or extensive. 

out·skirt (outùskûrtÙ) n.  The part or region remote from a central district, as of 

a city or town. Often used in the plural:  on the outskirts of Paris. 

out·smart (out-smärtù) v.  tr. out·smart·ed, out·smart·ing, out·smarts. To 

gain the advantage over by cunning; outwit. 

out·soar (out-sôrù, -sorù) v.  tr. out·soared, out·soar·ing, out·soars. To 

soar beyond or to a higher place than. 

out·sold (out-soldù) v.  Past tense and past participle of outsell. 
out·sole (outùsolÙ) n.  The outer sole of a shoe or boot. 

out·source (outùsôrsÙ, -sorsÙ) v.  tr. out·sourced, out·sourc·ing, 
out·sourc·es. To farm out (work, for example) to an outside provider or manu-

facturer in order to cut costs. 

out·sourc·ing (outùsôrÙsVng, -sorÙ-) n.  The procuring of services or products, 

such as the parts used in manufacturing a motor vehicle, from an outside sup-

plier or manufacturer in order to cut costs. 

out·speak (out-spKkù) v.  out·spoke (-spokù), out·spo·ken (-spoùkNn), 
out·speak·ing, out·speaks.  —  v.  tr. Archaic. To speak better or more 

cogently than (another).   —  v.  intr. To speak out. 

out·spend (out-spHndù) v.  tr. out·spent (-spHnt), out·spend·ing, 
out·spends. 1. To spend beyond the limits of:  outspends his earnings.  2. To 

outdo in spending:  outspends all her relatives at Christmas. 

out·spent (out-spHntù) adj.  Completely exhausted. 

out·spoke (out-spokù) v.  Past tense of outspeak. 



out·spo·ken (out-spoùkNn) v.  Past participle of outspeak.  —  adj.  

1. Spoken without reserve; candid.  2. Frank and unreserved in speech.  See Syn-

onyms at frank1.  —out·spoùken·ly adv.  —out·spoùken·ness n. 

out·spread (out-sprHdù) v.  tr. intr. out·spread, out·spread·ing, 
out·spreads. To stretch or extend or to be stretched or extended.   —  n.  (out-

ùsprHdÙ) 1. The act of spreading out.  2. Something spread out; an expanse.   —  
adj.  Spread out; extended. 

out·stand (out-st4ndù) v.  intr. out·stood (-sttdù), out·stand·ing, 
out·stands. To stand out plainly. 

out·stand·ing (out-st4nùdVng, outùst4nÙ-) adj.  1. Standing out among others 

of its kind; prominent.  See Synonyms at noticeable.  2. Superior to others of its 

kind; distinguished.  3. Projecting upward or outward; standing out.  4. Still in 

existence; not settled or resolved:  outstanding debts; a long outstanding problem.  

5. Publicly issued and sold:  outstanding stocks and bonds.   —out·standùing·ly 
adv. 

out·stare (out-stârù) v.  tr. out·stared, out·star·ing, out·stares. To over-

come by or as if by staring; stare down. 

out·sta·tion (outùst7ÙshNn) n.  A remote station or post. 

out·stay (out-st7ù) v.  tr. out·stayed, out·stay·ing, out·stays. 1. To stay 

longer than (another or others); overstay:  guests who outstayed their welcome.  

2. To show greater endurance than:  She outstayed her opponents and won the race. 

out·stood (out-sttdù) v.  Past tense and past participle of outstand. 
out·stretch (out-strHchù) v.  tr. out·stretched, out·stretch·ing, 
out·stretch·es. To stretch out; extend. 

out·strip (out-strVpù) v.  tr. out·stripped, out·strip·ping, out·strips. 1. To 

leave behind; outrun.  2. To exceed or surpass: “Material development outstripped 

human development” (Edith Hamilton).  See Synonyms at excel. 
out·stroke (outùstrokÙ) n.  An outward stroke, especially the stroke of an 

engine piston moving toward the crankshaft. 

out·take (outùt7kÙ) n.  1. a. A section or scene, as of a movie, that is filmed but 

not used in the final version.  b. A complete version, as of a recording, that is 

dropped in favor of another version.   2. An opening for outward discharge; a 

vent. 

out·talk (out-tôkù) v.  tr. out·talked, out·talk·ing, out·talks. 1. To outdo 

(another) in talking.  2. To outwit by talking. 

out·think (out-thVngkù) v.  tr. out·thought (-thôt), out·think·ing, 
out·thinks. 1. To outdo (another) in thinking.  2. To outwit by thinking. 

out·thrust (out-thrƒstù) v.  intr. tr. out·thrust·ed, out·thrust·ing, 
out·thrusts. To extend or cause to extend outward.   —  n.  (outùthrƒstÙ) Some-

thing, such as an outcropping of rocks, that extends outward. 



out·turn (outùtûrnÙ) n.  A total amount produced during a given period; out-

put. 

out·vote (out-votù) v.  tr. out·vot·ed, out·vot·ing, out·votes. 1. To outdo 

in voting:  The county seat outvoted the smaller towns.  2. To defeat (an opponent 

or a proposal, for example) in voting. 

out·wait (out-w7tù) v.  tr. out·wait·ed, out·wait·ing, out·waits. 1. To 

delay until the end of; wait out:  had to outwait the traffic jam.  2. To get the better 

of or overcome by refraining from action:  sat back and decided to outwait my 

opponent. 

out·ward (outùwNrd) adj.  1. Of, located on, or moving toward the outside or 

exterior; outer.  2. Relating to the physical self:  a concern with outward beauty 

rather than with inward reflections.  3. Purely external; superficial:  outward com-

posure.   —  adv.  1.  Also out·wards (-wNrdz). Toward the outside; away from a 

central point.  2. Archaic. On the outside; externally.   —  n.  The material or 

external world: “There is nothing here,/Which, from the outward to the inward 

brought,/Molded thy baby thought” (Tennyson).  [Middle English, from Old 

English 7tweard : 7t, out; see OUT + -weard, -ward.] —outùward·ness n. 

out·ward-bound (outùwNrd-boundù) adj.  Headed out, as toward the open 

sea:  an outward-bound tanker. 

out·ward·ly (outùwNrd-lK) adv.  1. On the outside or exterior; externally.  

2. Toward the outside.  3. In regard to outward condition, conduct, or manifesta-

tion:  outwardly a perfect gentleman. 

out·wash (outùwmshÙ, -wôshÙ) n.  Sediment deposited by streams flowing away 

from a melting glacier. 

out·wear (out-wârù) v.  tr. out·wore (-wôrù, -worù), out·worn (-wôrnù, -

wornù), out·wear·ing, out·wears. 1. To last longer than; outlast:  durable 

clothing that outwears other brands.  2. To get over (something) by the passage of 

time; outgrow: “He... may outwear those unattractive qualities of character” (West-

minster Gazette). 

out·weigh (out-w7ù) v.  tr. out·weighed, out·weigh·ing, out·weighs. 
1. To weigh more than.  2. To be more significant than; exceed in value or impor-

tance:  The benefits outweigh the risks. 

out·went (out-wHntù) v.  Past tense of outgo. 
out·wit (out-wVtù) v.  tr. out·wit·ted, out·wit·ting, out·wits. 1. To surpass 

in cleverness or cunning; outsmart.  2. Archaic. To surpass in intelligence. 

out·wore (out-wôrù, -worù) v.  Past tense of outwear. 
out·work (out-wûrkù) v.  tr. out·worked or out·wrought (-rôtù), 
out·work·ing, out·works. 1. To work better or faster than.  2. To complete 

(something); work (something) out.   —  n.  (outùwûrkÙ) A minor fortification 

constructed beyond a main defensive position or fortification. 



out·worn (out-wôrnù, -wornù) v.  Past participle of outwear.  —  adj.  No 

longer acceptable, usable, or practical:  an outworn penal code; outworn clothes. 

out·wrought (out-rôtù) v.  A past tense and a past participle of outwork. 
ou·zel also ou·sel (uùzNl) n.  A water ouzel.  [Middle English osel, from Old 

English osle.]

ou·zo (uùzo) n.  pl. ou·zos. A colorless, unsweetened Greek liqueur flavored 

with anise.  [Modern Greek.]

ov- pref.  Variant of ovi-. 
o·va (oùvN) n.  Plural of ovum. 
o·val (oùvNl) adj.  1. Resembling an egg in shape.  2. Resembling an ellipse in 

shape; elliptical.   —  n.  1. An egg-shaped or elliptical form or figure.  2. An 

elliptical track, as for racing or athletic events.  [Medieval Latin ov7lis, from Latin 

ovum, egg. See awi- in Appendix.] —oùval·ly adv.  —oùval·ness n. 

ov·al·bu·min (mvÙNl-byuùmVn, oÙvNl-) n.  The albumin of egg white.  [Alter-

ation of Late Latin ovX alb7men : Latin ovX, genitive sing. of ovum, egg; see OVUM + 

alb7men, white of an egg; see ALBUMEN.]

O·val Office (oùvNl ôùfVs) n.  1. The office of the President of the United States, 

situated in the White House.  2. The office, authority, or executive power of the 

President of the United States; the presidency. 

oval window (oùvNl wVnùdo) n.  The oval opening in the middle ear to which 

the base of the stapes is connected and through which the ossicles of the ear 

transmit sound vibrations to the cochlea. 

o·var·i·ec·to·my (o-vârÙK-HkùtN-mK) n.  pl. o·var·i·ec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of one ovary or both.  Also called oophorectomy 

o·var·i·ot·o·my (o-vârÙK-mtùN-mK) n.  pl. o·var·i·ot·o·mies. 1. An ovariec-

tomy.  2. Surgical incision into an ovary, as to perform a biopsy or remove a 

tumor. 

o·va·ri·tis (oÙvN-rXùtVs) n.  See oophoritis. 
o·va·ry (oùvN-rK) n.  pl. o·va·ries. 1. The usually paired female or hermaphro-

ditic reproductive organ that produces ova and, in vertebrates, estrogen and 

progesterone.  2. Botany. The ovule-bearing lower part of a pistil that ripens into 

a fruit.  [New Latin ov7rium, from Latin ovum, egg. See awi- in Appendix.] 
—o·varùi·an (o-vârùK-Nn), o·varùi·al (-K-Nl)  adj. 

o·vate (oùv7tÙ) adj.  1. Shaped like an egg; oval.  2. Botany. Broad and rounded 

at the base and tapering toward the end:  an ovate leaf.  [Latin ov7tus, from ovum, 

egg. See awi- in Appendix.] —oùvateÙly adv. 

o·va·tion (o-v7ùshNn) n.  1. Enthusiastic, prolonged applause.  2. A show of 

public homage or welcome.  3. An ancient Roman victory ceremony of somewhat 

less importance than a triumph.  [Latin ov7tio, ov7tion-, a Roman victory cere-

mony, from ov7tus, past participle of ov7re, to rejoice.] —o·vaùtion·al adj. 



ov·en (ƒvùNn) n.  A chamber or enclosed compartment for heating, baking, or 

roasting food, as in a stove, or for firing, baking, hardening, or drying objects, as 

in a kiln.  [Middle English, from Old English ofen.]

ov·en·a·ble (ƒvùN-nN-bNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being heat-resistant paper 

packaging, as for use in a kitchen oven, especially a microwave oven:  ovenable 

paperboard trays. 

ov·en·bird (ƒvùNn-bûrdÙ) n.  1. A thrushlike North American warbler (Seiurus 

aurocapillus) having a shrill call and characteristically building a domed, oven-

shaped nest on the ground.  Also called teacher bird 2. Any of various South 

American birds of the family Furnariidae, especially of the genus Furnarius.  

[From its oven-shaped nest.]

ov·en·proof (ƒvùNn-prufÙ) adj.  Capable of resisting the heat produced in a 

kitchen oven:  an ovenproof casserole dish. 

ov·en·ware (ƒvùNn-wârÙ) n.  Baking dishes, as of glass or pottery, that are heat-

resistant and can be used for baking and serving food. 

o·ver (oùvNr) prep.  1. In or at a position above or higher than:  a sign over the 

door; a hawk gliding over the hills.  2. a. Above and across from one end or side to 

the other:  a jump over the fence.  b. To the other side of; across:  strolled over the 

bridge.  c. Across the edge of and down:  fell over the cliff.   3. On the other side of:  

a village over the border.  4. a. Upon the surface of:  put a coat of varnish over the 

woodwork.  b. On top of or down upon:  clubbed him over the head; tripped over 

the toys.   5. a. Through the extent of; all through:  walked over the grounds; looked 

over the report.  b. Through the medium of; via:  addressed us over the loudspeaker; 

can’t tell you over the phone.   6. So as to cover:  put rocks over a cave entrance; 

threw a shawl over her shoulders.  7. Up to or higher than the level or height of:  

The water was over my shoulders.  8. a. Through the period or duration of:  

records maintained over two years.  b. Until or beyond the end of:  stayed over the 

holidays.   9. More than in degree, quantity, or extent:  over ten miles; over a thou-

sand dollars.  10. a. In superiority to:  won a narrow victory over her rival; a dis-

tinct advantage over our competitors.  b. In preference to:  selected him over all the 

others.   11. In a position to rule or control:  The director presides over the meeting. 

There is no one over him in the department.  12. So as to have an effect or influ-

ence on:  the change that came over you.  13. While occupied with or engaged in:  

a chat over coffee.  14. With reference to; concerning:  an argument over methods.   
—  adv.  1. Above the top or surface:  climbed the ladder and peered over.  

2. a. Across to another or opposite side:  stopped at the curb, then crossed over.  

b. Across the edge, brink, or brim:  The coffee spilled over.  c. Across an interven-

ing space:  Throw the ball over.   3. a. Across a distance in a particular direction or 

at a location:  lives over in England.  b. To another often specified place or posi-

tion:  Move your chair over toward the fire.  c. To one’s place of residence or busi-

ness:  invited us over for cocktails.   4. Throughout an entire area or region:  



wandered all over.  5. a. To a different opinion or allegiance:  win someone over.  

b. So as to be comprehensible, acceptable, or effective; across:  eventually got my 

point over.   6. To a different person, condition, or title:  sign the property over.  

7. So as to be completely enclosed or covered:  The river froze over. Engineers 

sealed the tunnel entrance over.  8. Completely through; from beginning to end:  

Think the problem over. Let’s read the memo over.  9. a. From an upright position:  

kicked the bookstand over.  b. From an upward position to an inverted or reversed 

position:  turn the paper over.   10. Another time; again:  counted his cards over; 

had to do it over.  11. In repetition:  made me write it ten times over.  12. In addi-

tion or excess; in surplus:  lots of food left over.  13. Beyond or until a specified 

time:  stay a day over.  14. a. At an end:  Summer is over.  b. Used in two-way 

radio to indicate that a transmission is complete and a reply is awaited.    —  adj.  

1. External; outer.  2. Excessive; extreme.  3. a. Not yet used up; remaining.  

b. Extra; surplus.    —  n.  Sports. A series of six balls bowled from one end of a 

cricket pitch.   —  v.  tr. o·vered, o·ver·ing, o·vers. To jump over:  Horse and 

rider overed the stile with ease.   —idioms. over against. As opposed to; con-

trasted with.  over with. Completely finished; done:  Let’s get the shopping over 

with. Are we over with all this shopping?  [Middle English, from Old English ofer. 

See uper in Appendix.]

o·ver·a·bun·dance (oÙvNr-N-bƒnùdNns) n.  A going or being beyond what is 

needed, desired, or appropriate; an excess:  teenagers with an overabundance of 

energy.   —oÙver·a·bunùdant adj.  —oÙver·a·bunùdant·ly adv. 

o·ver·a·chieve (oÙvNr-N-chKvù) v.  intr. o·ver·a·chieved, o·ver·a·chiev·ing, 
o·ver·a·chieves. To perform better or achieve more success than expected.   
—oÙver·a·chieveùment n.  —oÙver·a·chievùer n. 

o·ver·act (oÙvNr-4ktù) v.  o·ver·act·ed, o·ver·act·ing, o·ver·acts.  —  v.  tr. 

To act (a dramatic role) with unnecessary exaggeration.   —  v.  intr. 1. To exag-

gerate a role; overplay.  2. To act over and above what is required; overdo in act-

ing.   —oÙver·acùtion n. 

o·ver·ac·tive (oÙvNr-4kùtVv) adj.  Active to an excessive or abnormal degree:  an 

overactive child.   —oÙver·ac·tivùi·ty n. 

o·ver·age1 (oùvNr-Vj) n.  1. An amount, as of money or goods, that is actually on 

hand and exceeds the listed amount in records or books.  2. A surplus; an excess. 

o·ver·age2 (oÙvNr-7jù) adj.  1. Beyond the proper or required age.  2. Older 

than usual for a particular position or activity.  3. Too old to be of use or service:  

an overage vehicle. 

o·ver·ag·gres·sive (oÙvNr-N-grHsùVv) adj.  Aggressive to an excessive degree.   
—oÙver·ag·gresùsive·ly adv.  —oÙver·ag·gresùsive·ness n. 

o·ver·all (oùvNr-ôlÙ) adj.  1. From one end to the other:  the overall length of the 

house.  2. Including everything; comprehensive:  the overall costs of medical care.  

3. Regarded as a whole; general:  My overall impression was favorable.   —  adv.  



(oùvNr-ôlù) On the whole; generally:  enjoyed the performance overall.   —  n.  

1. Chiefly British. A loose-fitting protective outer garment; a smock.  

2. overalls. Loose-fitting trousers, usually of strong fabric, with a bib front and 

shoulder straps, often worn over regular clothing as protection from dirt. 

o·ver·am·bi·tious (oÙvNr-4m-bVshùNs) adj.  Ambitious to an excessive degree.   
—oÙver·am·biùtion n.  —oÙver·am·biùtious·ly adv.  —oÙver·am·biù-
tious·ness n. 

over and above (oùvNr Nnd N-bƒvù) prep.  In addition to:  travel expenses over 

and above entertainment costs. 

over and over (oùvNr Nnd oùvNr) adv.  Again and again; repeatedly. 

o·ver·anx·ious (oÙvNr-4ngkùshNs, -4ngùshNs) adj.  Anxious to an excessive 

degree.   —oÙver·anx·iùe·ty (-4ng-zXùV-tK), oÙver·anxùious·ness (-4ngkùshNs-

nVs, -4ngù-)  n.  —oÙver·anxùious·ly adv. 

o·ver·arch (oÙvNr-ärchù) v.  tr. o·ver·arched, o·ver·arch·ing, o·ver·arch·es. 
To form an arch over:  Grape vines overarched the garden path. 

o·ver·arch·ing (oÙvNr-ärùchVng) adj.  1. Forming an arch overhead or above:  

overarching branches.  2. Extending over or throughout: “I am not sure whether the 

missing ingredient... is surprise or an overarching radiance” (John Simon).   
—oÙver·archùing·ly adv. 

o·ver·arm1 (oùvNr-ärmÙ) adj.  Sports. 1. Executed with the arm raised above the 

shoulder; overhand:  an overarm throw.  2. Of, relating to, or being a stroke in 

swimming that is begun with the arm lifted and stretched forward over the shoul-

der. 

o·ver·arm2 (oÙvNr-ärmù) v.  tr. o·ver·armed, o·ver·arm·ing, o·ver·arms. To 

supply (a nation, for example) with an excess of weaponry, especially nuclear 

missiles. 

o·ver·armed (oùvNr-ärmdù) adj.  Supplied with excessive weaponry: “parallels 

between the overarmed Britain and Germany of 1914 and the overarmed United 

States and Soviet Union of today” (Tony Gibbs). 

o·ver·as·sess (oÙvNr-N-sHsù) v.  tr. o·ver·as·sessed, o·ver·as·sess·ing, 
o·ver·as·sess·es. To assess (property or a property owner) at too high a tax fig-

ure; overtax.   —oÙver·as·sessùment n. 

o·ver·ate (oÙvNr-7tù) v.  Past tense of overeat. 
o·ver·awe (oÙvNr-ôù) v.  tr. o·ver·awed, o·ver·aw·ing, o·ver·awes. To con-

trol or subdue by inspiring awe. 

o·ver·bal·ance (oÙvNr-b4lùNns) v.  o·ver·bal·anced, o·ver·bal·anc·ing, 
o·ver·bal·anc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To have greater weight or importance than.  2. To 

throw off balance.   —  v.  intr. To lose one’s balance.   —  n.  (oùvNr-b4lÙNns) 

1. An excess in weight or quantity.  2. Something that overbalances or more than 

equals something else. 



o·ver·bear (oÙvNr-bârù) v.  o·ver·bore (-bôrù, -borù), o·ver·borne (-bôrnù), 
o·ver·bear·ing, o·ver·bears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To crush or press down on with 

physical force.  2. To prevail over, as if by superior weight or force; dominate.  

3. To be more important than; outweigh.   —  v.  intr. To bear an overabundance 

of fruit or offspring. 

o·ver·bear·ing (oÙvNr-bârùVng) adj.  1. Domineering in manner; arrogant:  an 

overbearing person.  See Synonyms at dictatorial.  2. Overwhelming in power or 

significance; predominant.   —oÙver·bearùing·ly adv.  —oÙver·bearùing·ness 
n. 

o·ver·bid (oÙvNr-bVdù) v.  o·ver·bid, o·ver·bid·den (-bVdùn)  or o·ver·bid, 
o·ver·bid·ding, o·ver·bids.  —  v.  tr. 1. To outbid (a person) for something, as 

at an auction.  2. Games. To bid more than the value of (one’s hand in bridge, for 

example).   —  v.  intr. To bid higher than the actual value of something.   —  n.  

(oùvNr-bVdÙ) A bid higher than another bid.   —oÙver·bidùder n. 

o·ver·bite (oùvNr-bXtÙ) n.  A malocclusion of the teeth in which the front upper 

incisor and canine teeth project over the lower. 

o·ver·blew (oÙvNr-bluù) v.  Past tense of overblow. 
o·ver·blouse (oùvNr-blousÙ, -blouzÙ) n.  A blouse fashioned for wearing out-

side the waistband of a skirt or slacks. 

o·ver·blow (oÙvNr-bloù) v.  tr. o·ver·blew (-bluù), o·ver·blown (-blonù), 
o·ver·blow·ing, o·ver·blows. To blow (a wind instrument) so as to produce 

an overtone instead of a fundamental tone. 

o·ver·blown (oÙvNr-blonù) v.  Past participle of overblow.  —  adj.  

1. a. Done to excess; overdone:  overblown decorations.  b. Full of empty or pre-

tentious language; bombastic:  overblown oratory.   2. Past the stage of full bloom:  

overblown roses.  3. Very fat; obese.  4. Having been blown down or over:  a pile of 

overblown saplings. 

o·ver·board (oùvNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) adv.  Over or as if over the side of a boat or 

ship.   —idiom. go overboard. To go to extremes, especially as a result of 

enthusiasm. 

o·ver·book (oÙvNr-btkù) v.  o·ver·booked, o·ver·book·ing, o·ver·books.  
—  v.  tr. To take reservations for (an airline flight, for example) beyond the 

capacity for accommodation.   —  v.  intr. To take reservations beyond the capac-

ity for accommodation:  a restaurant that regularly overbooks for dinner.   
—oÙver·bookùing n. 

o·ver·bore (oÙvNr-bôrù, -borù) v.  Past tense of overbear. 
o·ver·borne (oÙvNr-bôrnù) v.  Past participle of overbear.  —  adj.  Overpow-

ered or overcome:  hikers overborne by fatigue. 

o·ver·bought (oÙvNr-bôtù) v.  Past tense and past participle of overbuy.  —  
adj.  Characterized by excessively high prices owing to prior heavy buying and a 

concomitant rise in prices:  an overbought stock market. 



o·ver·build (oÙvNr-bVldù) v.  o·ver·built (-bVltù), o·ver·build·ing, 
o·ver·builds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To build over or on top of.  2. To construct more 

buildings in (an area) than necessary.  3. To build with excessive size or elabora-

tion.   —  v.  intr. To construct more homes, office buildings, or commercial com-

plexes than necessary in an area. 

o·ver·bur·den (oÙvNr-bûrùdn) v.  tr. o·ver·bur·dened, o·ver·bur·den·ing, 
o·ver·bur·dens. 1. To burden with too much weight; overload.  2. To subject to 

an excessive burden or strain; overtax.   —  n.  (oùvNr-bûrÙdn) 1. An excessive 

burden; an overload.  2. Geology. a. Material overlying a useful mineral deposit.  

b. Sedimentary rock covering older crystalline layers.   3. Archaeology. A sterile 

stratum overlying a stratum bearing traces of the culture being studied. 

o·ver·buy (oÙvNr-bXù) v.  o·ver·bought (-bôtù), o·ver·buy·ing, o·ver·buys.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To buy in excessive amounts.  2. To buy (stock) on margin in excess of 

one’s ability to provide further security if prices drop.   —  v.  intr. To buy goods 

beyond one’s means or needs. 

o·ver·call (oÙvNr-kôlù) v.  o·ver·called, o·ver·call·ing, o·ver·calls. Games.  
—  v.  tr. To bid beyond or in excess of (a previous bid or player) in a game of 

cards.   —  v.  intr. To bid higher than one’s opponent when one’s partner has not 

bid in bridge.   —  n.  (oùvNr-kôlÙ) 1. Games. a. An overbid.  b. An instance of 

overcalling in bridge.   2. The amount of additional money, often 10 to 20 percent 

of the original amount invested, that can be requested from the financial backers 

of a theatrical production. 

o·ver·came (oÙvNr-k7mù) v.  Past tense of overcome. 
o·ver·ca·pac·i·ty (oÙvNr-kN-p4sùV-tK) n.  Too great a capacity for production of 

commodities or delivery of services in relation to actual need:  the problem of 

overcapacity in many large industries. 

o·ver·cap·i·tal·ize (oÙvNr-k4pùV-tl-XzÙ) v.  tr. o·ver·cap·i·tal·ized, 
o·ver·cap·i·tal·iz·ing, o·ver·cap·i·tal·iz·es. 1. To provide an excess amount of 

capital for (a business enterprise).  2. To estimate the value of (property) too 

highly.  3. To place an unlawfully or unreasonably high value on the nominal cap-

ital of (a corporation).   —oÙver·capÙi·tal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

o·ver·cast (oùvNr-k4stÙ, oÙvNr-k4stù) adj.  1. a. Covered or obscured, as with 

clouds or mist.  b. Clouded over.   2. Gloomy; melancholy.  3. Sewn with long, 

overlying stitches in order to prevent raveling, as the raw edges of fabric.   —  n.  

(oùvNr-k4stÙ) 1. A covering, as of mist or clouds.  2. An arch or a support for a 

passage over another passage in a mine.  3. A cast made in fishing that falls 

beyond the point intended.  4. An overcast stitch or seam.   —  v.  o·ver·cast, 
o·ver·cast·ing, o·ver·casts (oÙvNr-k4stù, oùvNr-k4stÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

cloudy or gloomy.  2. To cast beyond (the intended point) with a fishing rod.  

3. To sew with long, overlying stitches.   —  v.  intr. To become cloudy or gloomy. 



o·ver·cast·ing (oùvNr-k4sÙtVng) n.  1. a. The act of sewing raw edges of mate-

rial with long, overlying stitches to prevent raveling.  b. The stitching so done.   

2. The stitch used to overcast. 

o·ver·cau·tious (oÙvNr-kôùshNs) adj.  Excessively cautious; unduly careful.   
—oÙver·cauùtious·ly adv.  —oÙver·cauùtious·ness n. 

o·ver·charge (oÙvNr-chärjù) v.  o·ver·charged, o·ver·charg·ing, 
o·ver·charg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To charge (a party) an excessive price for some-

thing.  2. To fill too full; overload.  3. To overstate or exaggerate.   —  v.  intr. To 

charge too much.   —  n.  (oùvNr-chärjÙ) 1.  Abbr. o/c An excessive charge or 

price.  2. A load or burden that is too full or heavy. 

o·ver·cloud (oÙvNr-kloudù) v.  o·ver·cloud·ed, o·ver·cloud·ing, 
o·ver·clouds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with clouds.  2. To make dark and gloomy.   
—  v.  intr. To become cloudy. 

o·ver·coat (oùvNr-kotÙ) n.  1. A heavy coat worn over ordinary clothing in cold 

weather.  2. An additional, protective coating, as of paint. 

o·ver·coat·ing (oùvNr-koÙtVng) n.  An overcoat, as of varnish or paint. 

o·ver·come (oÙvNr-kƒmù) v.  o·ver·came (-k7mù), o·ver·come, 
o·ver·com·ing, o·ver·comes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To defeat (another) in competition 

or conflict; conquer.  See Synonyms at defeat.  2. To prevail over; surmount:  

tried to overcome the obstacles of poverty.  3. To overpower, as with emotion; affect 

deeply.   —  v.  intr. To surmount opposition; be victorious. 

o·ver·com·mit (oÙvNr-kN-mVtù) v.  o·ver·com·mit·ted, o·ver·com·mit·ting, 
o·ver·com·mits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bind or obligate (oneself, for example) beyond 

the capacity for realization.  2. To allocate or apportion (money, goods, or 

resources) in amounts incapable of replacement.   —  v.  intr. To be or become 

overcommitted.   —oÙver·com·mitùment n. 

o·ver·com·pen·sate (oÙvNr-kmmùpNn-s7tÙ) v.  o·ver·com·pen·sat·ed, 
o·ver·com·pen·sat·ing, o·ver·com·pen·sates.  —  v.  intr. To engage in over-

compensation.   —  v.  tr. To pay (someone) too much; compensate excessively.   
—oÙver·com·penùsa·toÙry (-kNm-pHnùsN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

o·ver·com·pen·sa·tion (oÙvNr-kmmÙpNn-s7ùshNn) n.  Excessive compensa-

tion, especially the exertion of effort in excess of that needed to compensate for a 

physical or psychological characteristic or defect. 

o·ver·con·fi·dent (oÙvNr-kmnùfV-dNnt) adj.  Excessively confident; presumptu-

ous.   —oÙver·conùfi·dence n.  —oÙver·conùfi·dent·ly adv. 

o·ver·cor·rect (oÙvNr-kN-rHktù) v.  o·ver·cor·rect·ed, o·ver·cor·rect·ing, 
o·ver·cor·rects.  —  v.  tr. To correct beyond what is needed, appropriate, or 

usual, especially when resulting in a mistake.   —  v.  intr. To correct something to 

an excessive or unusual degree.   —oÙver·cor·recùtion n. 

o·ver·crit·i·cal (oÙvNr-krVtùV-kNl) adj.  Inclined to judge too severely; hypercriti-

cal.   —oÙver·critùi·cal·ly adv.  —oÙver·critùi·cal·ness n. 



o·ver·crop (oÙvNr-krmpù) v.  tr. o·ver·cropped, o·ver·crop·ping, 
o·ver·crops. To exhaust the fertility of (land) by continuous cultivation of 

crops. 

o·ver·crowd (oÙvNr-kroudù) v.  o·ver·crowd·ed, o·ver·crowd·ing, 
o·ver·crowds.  —  v.  tr. To cause to be excessively crowded:  a system of consoli-

dation that only overcrowded the classrooms.   —  v.  intr. To crowd together exces-

sively. 

o·ver·de·vel·op (oÙvNr-dV-vHlùNp) v.  tr. o·ver·de·vel·oped, 
o·ver·de·vel·op·ing, o·ver·de·vel·ops. 1. To develop to excess:  muscles that 

were overdeveloped by weightlifting.  2. To process (a photographic plate or film) 

too long or in too concentrated a solution.   —oÙver·de·velùop·ment n. 

o·ver·do (oÙvNr-duù) v.  o·ver·did (-dVdù), o·ver·done (-dƒnù), 
o·ver·do·ing, o·ver·does (-dƒzù).  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To do, use, or stress to excess; 

carry (something) too far:  overdid the diet and became malnourished.  b. To exag-

gerate:  overdid the compliments.   2. To wear out the strength of; overtax.  3. To 

cook (food) too long.   —  v.  intr. To do too much; go to extremes:  We always 

overdo at Christmas.   —oÙver·doùer n. 

o·ver·dog (oùvNr-dôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  Informal. One that has a significant advan-

tage: “a champion of the overdog who provides tax breaks for the rich while cutting 

social services for the poor” (Leon Daniel).  [OVER + (UNDER)DOG.]

o·ver·dom·i·nance (oÙvNr-dmmùN-nNns) n.  The condition of a heterozygote 

having a phenotype that is more pronounced or better adapted than that of either 

homozygote.   —oÙver·domùi·nant adj. 

o·ver·done (oÙvNr-dƒnù) v.  Past participle of overdo. 
o·ver·dose (oùvNr-dosÙ) n.  An excessive dose, especially of a narcotic.   —  v.  

o·ver·dosed, o·ver·dos·ing, o·ver·dos·es (oÙvNr-dosù).  —  v.  intr. To take an 

overdose.   —  v.  tr. To administer too large a dose or too many doses to. 

o·ver·draft (oùvNr-dr4ftÙ) n.  1. a. The act of overdrawing a bank account.  b.  
Abbr. O.D., o/d The amount overdrawn.  c. The maximum amount of credit 

extended to a customer.   2.  Also o·ver·draught (-dr4ftÙ). a. A current of air 

made to pass over the ignited fuel in a furnace.  b. A series of flues in a brick kiln 

designed to force air down from the top.  c. The air so forced.  

o·ver·draw (oÙvNr-drôù) v.  o·ver·drew (-druù), o·ver·drawn (-drônù), 
o·ver·draw·ing, o·ver·draws.  —  v.  tr. 1. To draw against (a bank account) 

in excess of credit.  2. To pull back too far:  overdraw a bow.  3. To spoil the effect 

of by exaggeration in telling or describing.   —  v.  intr. To make an overdraft. 

o·ver·dress (oÙvNr-drHsù) v.  o·ver·dressed, o·ver·dress·ing, 
o·ver·dress·es.  —  v.  intr. To dress oneself more formally or elaborately than 

appropriate or desirable.   —  v.  tr. To dress (oneself) more formally or elabo-

rately than appropriate or desirable.   —  n.  (oùN-drHsÙ) A skirted garment, such 

as a pinafore, worn over other outer clothing. 



o·ver·drew (oÙvNr-druù) v.  Past tense of overdraw. 
o·ver·drive (oùvNr-drXvÙ) n.  1. A gearing mechanism of a motor vehicle engine 

that reduces the power output required to maintain driving speed in a specific 

range by lowering the gear ratio.  2. Informal. A state of heightened activity or 

concentration:  shifted into overdrive toward the end of the semester.   —  v.  tr. 

o·ver·drove (-drovù), o·ver·driv·en (-drVvÙNn), o·ver·driv·ing, o·ver·drives 

(oÙvNr-drXvù). 1. To drive (a vehicle) too far or too long.  2. To push (oneself) too 

far, as in the performance of tasks. 

o·ver·dub (oùvNr-dƒbÙ) v.  tr. o·ver·dubbed, o·ver·dub·bing, o·ver·dubs. 
To add (supplementary recorded sound) to a previously taped musical recording 

especially in order to heighten the total effect.   —  n.  Additional recorded sound 

that is blended into a musical recording:  instrumental overdubs. 

o·ver·due (oÙvNr-duù, -dyuù) adj.  1. Being unpaid when due:  an overdue bill.  

2. Coming or arriving after the scheduled or expected time:  an overdue train.  

3. a. Expected or required but not yet having come about.  b. Being something 

that should have occurred earlier.  See Synonyms at tardy.  
o·ver·ea·ger (oÙvNr-KùgNr) adj.  Excessively eager; too ardent or impatient:   
—oÙver·eaùger·ly adv.  —oÙver·eaùger·ness n. 

o·ver·eat (oÙvNr-Ktù) v.  intr. o·ver·ate (-7tù), o·ver·eat·en (-Ktùn), 
o·ver·eat·ing, o·ver·eats. To eat to excess, especially when habitual.   
—oÙver·eatùer n. 

o·ver·em·pha·size (oÙvNr-HmùfN-sXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. o·ver·em·pha·sized, 
o·ver·em·pha·siz·ing, o·ver·em·pha·siz·es. To place too much emphasis on 

or employ too much emphasis.   —oÙver·emùpha·sis (-sVs) n. 

o·ver·es·ti·mate (oÙvNr-HsùtN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. o·ver·es·ti·mat·ed, 
o·ver·es·ti·mat·ing, o·ver·es·ti·mates. 1. To estimate too highly.  2. To 

esteem too greatly.   —oÙver·esùti·mate (-mVt) n.  —oÙver·esÙti·maùtion n. 

o·ver·ex·ert (oÙvNr-Vg-zûrtù) v.  tr. o·ver·ex·ert·ed, o·ver·ex·ert·ing, 
o·ver·ex·erts. To exert (oneself) too much; overtax.   —oÙver·ex·erùtion n. 

o·ver·ex·pose (oÙvNr-Vk-spozù) v.  tr. o·ver·ex·posed, o·ver·ex·pos·ing, 
o·ver·ex·pos·es. 1. To expose too long or too much:  Don’t overexpose the chil-

dren to television.  2. To expose (a photographic film or plate) too long or with 

too much light.   —oÙver·ex·poùsure (-Vk-spoùzhNr) n. 

o·ver·ex·tend (oÙvNr-Vk-stHndù) v.  tr. o·ver·ex·tend·ed, o·ver·ex·tend·ing, 
o·ver·ex·tends. 1. To expand or disperse beyond a safe or reasonable limit:  

overextended their defenses.  2. To obligate (oneself) beyond a limit, especially a 

financial one.   —oÙver·ex·tenùsion n. 

o·ver·fa·mil·iar (oÙvNr-fN-mVlùyNr) adj.  Too familiar, as: a. Exceedingly com-

mon or ordinary:  overfamiliar sayings.  b. Unduly forward or brash; offensively 

presumptuous:  She displayed an overfamiliar attitude toward her superiors.    
—oÙver·fa·milÙiarùi·ty (-mVlÙy4rùV-tK, -mVlÙK-4rù-) n. 



o·ver·fa·tigue (oÙvNr-fN-tKgù) n.  Excessive fatigue. 

o·ver·feed (oÙvNr-fKdù) v.  tr. intr. o·ver·fed (-fHdù), o·ver·feed·ing, 
o·ver·feeds. To feed or eat too often or too much. 

o·ver·fill (oÙvNr-fVlù) v.  o·ver·filled, o·ver·fill·ing, o·ver·fills.  —  v.  tr. To 

fill (something) to overflowing.   —  v.  intr. To become too full. 

o·ver·fish (oÙvNr-fVshù) v.  o·ver·fished, o·ver·fish·ing, o·ver·fish·es.  —  v.  

tr. To fish (a body of water) to such a degree as to upset the ecological balance or 

cause depletion of living creatures.   —  v.  intr. To fish a body of water so exten-

sively as to exhaust the supply of fish or shellfish. 

o·ver·flew (oÙvNr-fluù) v.  Past tense of overfly. 
o·ver·flight (oùvNr-flXtÙ) n.  An aircraft flight over a particular area, especially 

over foreign territory. 

o·ver·flow (oÙvNr-floù) v.  o·ver·flowed, o·ver·flow·ing, o·ver·flows.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To flow or run over the top, brim, or banks.  2. To be filled beyond 

capacity, as a container or waterway.  3. To have a boundless supply; be super-

abundant.  See Synonyms at teem1.   —  v.  tr. 1. To flow over the top, brim, or 

banks of.  2. To spread or cover over; flood.  3. To cause to fill beyond capacity.   
—  n.  (oùvNr-floÙ) 1. The act of overflowing.  2. Something that flows over; an 

excess.  3. An outlet or a vent through which excess liquid may escape.  

4. Computer Science. A condition in which a calculation produces a unit of data 

too large to be stored in the location allotted to it. 

o·ver·fly (oÙvNr-flXù) v.  tr. o·ver·flew (-fluù), o·ver·flown (-flonù), 
o·ver·fly·ing, o·ver·flies. 1. To fly over (a particular area or territory) in an air-

craft or a spacecraft.  2. To fly beyond or past; overshoot:  The plane overflew the 

runway and crashed. 

o·ver·gar·ment (oùvNr-gärÙmNnt) n.  An outer garment. 

o·ver·glaze (oùvNr-gl7zÙ) n.  1. An outer coat of glaze on a piece of pottery.  

2. A painted or printed decoration applied over a glaze.   —  v.  tr. o·ver·glazed, 
o·ver·glaz·ing, o·ver·glaz·es (oÙvNr-gl7zù, oùvNr-gl7zÙ). To apply an overglaze 

to.   —  adj.  Applied or designed for applying over a ceramic glaze. 

o·ver·graze (oÙvNr-gr7zù) v.  tr. o·ver·grazed, o·ver·graz·ing, 
o·ver·graz·es. To permit animals to graze (vegetational cover) excessively, to the 

detriment of the vegetation. 

o·ver·grow (oÙvNr-groù, oùvNr-groÙ) v.  o·ver·grew (-gruù), o·ver·grown (-

gronù), o·ver·grow·ing, o·ver·grows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To grow over with herbage 

or foliage.  2. To grow beyond or too large for.   —  v.  intr. 1. To grow beyond 

normal or usual size.  2. To become grown over, as with unwanted vegetation or 

weeds. 

o·ver·growth (oùvNr-grothÙ) n.  A usually abundant, luxurious growth over or 

on something else:  an overgrowth of ivy on the old house. 



o·ver·hand (oùvNr-h4ndÙ) also o·ver·hand·ed (oÙvNr-h4nùdVd) adj.  

1. Executed with the hand brought forward and down from above the level of the 

shoulder:  an overhand pitch; an overhand stroke.  2. Sewn with close, vertical 

stitches drawing two edges together, with each stitch passing over the seam 

formed by the edges.   —  adv.  In an overhand manner.   —  n.  1. An overhand 

throw, stroke, or delivery.  2. An overhand stitch or seam.   —  v.  tr. 

o·ver·hand·ed, o·ver·hand·ing, o·ver·hands. To sew with overhand stitches. 

overhand knot (oùvNr-h4ndÙ nmt) n.  A knot formed by making a loop in a 

piece of cord and pulling the end through it.  Also called single knot 

o·ver·hang (oÙvNr-h4ngù) v.  o·ver·hung (-hƒngù), o·ver·hang·ing, 
o·ver·hangs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To project or extend beyond.  2. To loom over:  The 

threat of nuclear war overhangs modern society.  3. To ornament with hangings.   
—  v.  intr. To project over something that lies beneath.  See Synonyms at bulge.   
—  n.  (oùvNr-h4ngÙ) 1. A projecting part, such as an architectural structure or a 

rock formation.  2. An amount of projection:  an overhang of six inches.  

3. Nautical. The part of a bow or stern that projects over the water. 

o·ver·haul (oÙvNr-hôlù, oùvNr-hôlÙ) v.  tr. o·ver·hauled, o·ver·haul·ing, 
o·ver·hauls. 1. a. To examine or go over carefully for needed repairs.  b. To dis-

mantle in order to make repairs.  c. Nautical. To slacken (a line) or to release and 

separate the blocks of (a tackle).   2. To make extensive renovations or revisions 

on; renovate:  proposals to overhaul the health care system.  3. To catch up with; 

overtake.   —  n.  (oùvNr-hôlÙ) 1. An act of overhauling.  2. A repair job.   
—oÙver·haulùer n. 

o·ver·head (oùvNr-hHdÙ) adj.  1. Located, functioning, or originating from 

above.  2. Of or relating to the operating expenses of a business.   —  n.  1. The 

operating expenses of a business, including the costs of rent, utilities, interior 

decoration, and taxes, exclusive of labor and materials.  2. Nautical. The top sur-

face in an enclosed space of a ship.  3. Something, such as a light fixture, that is 

located above head height.  4. Sports. A stroke in a game, such as tennis or bad-

minton, that is made with a hard downward motion from above the head.  5. An 

overhead projector.   —  adv.  (oÙvNr-hHdù) Over or above the level of the head; 

high or higher up:  look overhead. 

overhead projector (oùvNr-hHdÙ prN-jHkùtNr) n.  A projector capable of pro-

jecting enlarged images of written or pictorial material onto a screen or wall from 

a transparency placed horizontally below the projector and lighted from under-

neath. 

o·ver·hear (oÙvNr-hîrù) v.  o·ver·heard (-hûrdù), o·ver·hear·ing, 
o·ver·hears.  —  v.  tr. To hear (speech or someone speaking) without the 

speaker’s awareness or intent.   —  v.  intr. To hear something without the 

speaker’s awareness or intent.   —oÙver·hearùer n. 



o·ver·heat (oÙvNr-hKtù) v.  o·ver·heat·ed, o·ver·heat·ing, o·ver·heats.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To heat too much.  2. To cause to become excited, agitated, or overstimu-

lated.   —  v.  intr. To become too hot or very excited. 

o·ver·hit (oÙvNr-hVtù) v.  o·ver·hit, o·ver·hit·ting, o·ver·hits. Sports.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To hit (a tennis ball, for example) too hard or too far.  2. To hit beyond, as 

in golf:  overhit his approach.   —  v.  intr. To overhit a ball. 

o·ver·hung (oÙvNr-hƒngù) v.  Past tense and past participle of overhang.  —  
adj.  (oùvNr-hƒngÙ) Suspended from above:  an overhung door. 

o·ver·hy·drate (oÙvNr-hXùdr7t) v.  tr. o·ver·hy·drat·ed, o·ver·hy·drat·ing, 
o·ver·hy·drates. To cause to take excessive fluids into the body, as through 

intravenous injection.   —oÙver·hy·draùtion n. 

o·ver·hype (oÙvNr-hXpù) v.  tr. o·ver·hyped, o·ver·hyp·ing, o·ver·hypes. 
Slang. To promote or publicize to excess:  Promoters grossly overhyped the movie. 

o·ver·in·dulge (oÙvNr-Vn-dƒljù) v.  o·ver·in·dulged, o·ver·in·dulg·ing, 
o·ver·in·dulg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To indulge (a desire, craving, or habit) to excess:  

overindulging a fondness for chocolate.  2. To indulge (a person) excessively:  over-

indulges his children.   —  v.  intr. To indulge in something to excess.   
—oÙver·in·dulùgence n.  —oÙver·in·dulùgent adj.  —oÙver·in·dulùgent·ly 
adv. 

o·ver·joy (oÙvNr-joiù) v.  tr. o·ver·joyed, o·ver·joy·ing, o·ver·joys. To fill 

with joy; delight.   —oÙver·joyedù (-joidù) adj. 

o·ver·kill (oùvNr-kVlÙ) n.  1. Destructive nuclear capacity exceeding the amount 

needed to destroy an enemy.  2. Excessive killing.  3. An excess of what is neces-

sary or appropriate for a particular end: “government overkill in dealing with dis-

sent” (Jesse Unruh).   —  v.  tr. o·ver·killed, o·ver·kill·ing, o·ver·kills (oÙvNr-

kVlù). To destroy (an enemy or enemy target) with more nuclear force than neces-

sary. 

o·ver·lad·en (oÙvNr-l7dùn) adj.  Loaded or burdened too heavily. 

o·ver·laid (oÙvNr-l7dù) v.  Past tense and past participle of overlay1. 
o·ver·lain (oÙvNr-l7nù) v.  Past participle of overlie. 
o·ver·land (oùvNr-l4ndÙ, -lNnd) adj.  Accomplished, traversing, or passing over 

the land instead of the ocean:  an overland journey; an overland route.   —  adv.  By 

way of land:  traveled overland to the ranch. 

O·ver·land (oùvNr-lNnd)  A city of eastern Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. Pop-

ulation, 17,987. 

Overland Park (oùvNr-l4ndÙ pärk)  A city of northeast Kansas, a residential 

suburb of Kansas City. Population, 111,790. 

Overland Trail (oùvNr-l4ndÙ tr7l)  Any of several trails, such as the Oregon 

Trail or the Santa Fe Trail, of westward migration in the United States. The term is 

sometimes used to refer collectively to all the overland migration routes from the 

Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean. 



o·ver·lap (oÙvNr-l4pù) v.  o·ver·lapped, o·ver·lap·ping, o·ver·laps.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To lie or extend over and cover part of.  2. To have an area or a range in 

common with.   —  v.  intr. 1. To lie over and partly cover something.  2. To cor-

respond in character or function:  Their duties overlap.  3. Mathematics. To have 

one or more elements in common. Used of sets.   —  n.  (oùvNr-l4pÙ) 1. A part or 

portion that overlaps or is overlapped.  2. An instance of overlapping. 

o·ver·lay1 (oÙvNr-l7ù) v.  tr. o·ver·laid (-l7dù), o·ver·lay·ing, o·ver·lays. 
1. To lay or spread over or on.  2. a. To cover the surface of with a decorative 

layer or design:  overlay wood with silver.  b. To embellish superficially:  a simple 

tune that was overlaid with ornate harmonies.   3. Printing. To put an overlay on.   
—  n.  (oùvNr-l7Ù) 1. Something that is laid over or covers something else.  2. A 

layer of decoration, such as gold leaf or wood veneer, applied to a surface.  

3. Printing. A piece of paper used on a press tympan to vary the pressure that 

produces light and dark tones.  4. A transparent sheet containing graphic matter, 

such as labels or colored areas, placed on illustrative matter to be incorporated 

into it. 

o·ver·lay2 (oÙvNr-l7ù) v.  Past tense of overlie. 
o·ver·leaf (oùvNr-lKfÙ) adv.  On the other side of the page or leaf. 

o·ver·leap (oÙvNr-lKpù) v.  tr. o·ver·leaped or o·ver·leapt (-lHptù), 
o·ver·leap·ing, o·ver·leaps. 1. To leap across or over.  2. To defeat (oneself or 

one’s purpose) by going too far. 

o·ver·learn (oÙvNr-lûrnù) v.  tr. o·ver·learned also o·ver·learnt (-lûrntù), 
o·ver·learn·ing, o·ver·learns. To continue working at (a skill, for example) 

after becoming proficient. 

o·ver·lie (oÙvNr-lXù) v.  tr. o·ver·lay (-l7ù), o·ver·lain (-l7nù), o·ver·ly·ing, 
o·ver·lies. 1. To lie over or on.  2. To smother (a newborn infant or an animal) 

by lying upon. 

o·ver·load (oÙvNr-lodù) v.  tr. o·ver·load·ed, o·ver·load·ing, o·ver·loads. 
To load too heavily.   —  n.  (oùvNr-lodÙ) An excessive load. 

o·ver·long (oÙvNr-lôngù, -lmngù) adj.  Excessively long:  an overlong play.   —  
adv.  For too long:  talked overlong. 

o·ver·look (oÙvNr-ltkù) v.  tr. o·ver·looked, o·ver·look·ing, o·ver·looks. 
1. a. To look over or at from a higher place.  b. To rise above, especially so as to 

afford a view over:  The tower overlooks the sea.   2. a. To fail to notice or consider; 

miss.  b. To ignore deliberately or indulgently; disregard.   3. To look over; exam-

ine.  4. To watch over; oversee.  See Synonyms at supervise.   —  n.  (oùvNr-

ltkÙ) An elevated place that affords an extensive view:  a scenic overlook. 

o·ver·lord (oùvNr-lôrdÙ) n.  1. A lord having power or supremacy over other 

lords.  2. One in a position of supremacy or domination over others.   
—oùver·lordÙship n. 

o·ver·ly (oùvNr-lK) adv.  To an excessive degree:  overly protective. 



o·ver·man (oùvNr-mNn) n.  1. A person having authority over others, especially 

an overseer or a shift supervisor.  2.  (oùvNr-m4nÙ) See superman (n., sense 2).   
—  v.  tr. o·ver·manned, o·ver·man·ning, o·ver·mans (oÙvNr-m4nù). To pro-

vide with more personnel than necessary.  [Sense 2, translation of German 

Übermensch : über, higher + Mensch, man.]

o·ver·man·tel (oùvNr-m4nÙtl) n.  A decorative structure or an ornamental 

panel situated above a mantelpiece.   —oùver·manÙtel adj. 

o·ver·mas·ter (oÙvNr-m4sùtNr) v.  tr. o·ver·mas·tered, o·ver·mas·ter·ing, 
o·ver·mas·ters. To overpower by superior force; overcome. 

o·ver·match (oÙvNr-m4chù) v.  tr. o·ver·matched, o·ver·match·ing, 
o·ver·match·es. 1. To be more than a match for; exceed or defeat.  2. To match 

with a superior opponent.   —  n.  (oùvNr-m4chÙ) A contest in which one oppo-

nent is distinctly superior. 

o·ver·med·i·cate (oÙvNr-mHdùV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. o·ver·med·i·cat·ed, 
o·ver·med·i·cat·ing, o·ver·med·i·cates. To medicate (a patient) excessively.   
—oÙver·medÙi·caùtion n. 

o·ver·much (oÙvNr-mƒchù) adj.  Too much; excessive.   —  adv.  In excess.   —  
n.  (oùvNr-mƒchÙ, oÙvNr-mƒchù) An excessive amount. 

o·ver·night (oùvNr-nXtÙ) adj.  1. Lasting for, extending over, or remaining dur-

ing a night:  an overnight trip; an overnight guest.  2. For use over a single night or 

for a short journey:  overnight supplies.  3. Mailed for guaranteed delivery on the 

next day:  an overnight package.  4. Happening as if in a single night; sudden:  an 

overnight success.   —  adv.  (oÙvNr-nXtù) 1. During or for the length of the night:  

Let the meat marinate overnight.  2. In or as if in the course of one night; sud-

denly:  became a sensation overnight.   —  n.  An overnight stay or trip.   —  v.  

intr. o·ver·night·ed, o·ver·night·ing, o·ver·nights (oÙvNr-nXtù). To spend the 

night:  overnighting at a country inn. 

overnight bag (oùvNr-nXtÙ b4g) n.  A small piece of luggage used to carry 

items needed for an overnight stay.  Also called overnight case 

o·ver·night·er (oÙvNr-nXùtNr) n.  1. An overnight.  2. One making an overnight 

stay or trip.  3. Something relating to or used for overnight travel. 

o·ver·op·ti·mis·tic (oÙvNr-mpÙtN-mVsùtVk) adj.  Excessively optimistic.   
—oÙver·opùti·mism n.  —oÙver·opÙti·misùti·cal·ly adv. 

o·ver·paid (oÙvNr-p7dù) v.  Past tense and past participle of overpay. 
o·ver·pass (oùvNr-p4sÙ) n.  A passage, roadway, or bridge that crosses above 

another roadway or thoroughfare.   —  v.  tr. o·ver·passed or o·ver·past (-

p4stÙ), o·ver·pass·ing, o·ver·pass·es (oÙvNr-p4sù). 1. To pass over or across; 

traverse.  2. To go beyond; surpass.  3. To go over (a limit or boundary); trans-

gress.  4. To overlook or disregard. 



o·ver·pay (oÙvNr-p7ù) v.  o·ver·paid (-p7dù), o·ver·pay·ing, o·ver·pays.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To pay (a party) too much.  2. To pay an amount in excess of (a sum 

due).   —  v.  intr. To pay too much.   —oÙver·payùment n. 

o·ver·per·suade (oÙvNr-pNr-sw7dù) v.  tr. o·ver·per·suad·ed, 
o·ver·per·suad·ing, o·ver·per·suades. To persuade (someone) to act contrary 

to inclination or choice.   —oÙver·per·suaùsion n. 

o·ver·play (oÙvNr-pl7ù) v.  o·ver·played, o·ver·play·ing, o·ver·plays.  —  v.  

tr. 1. a. To present (a dramatic role, for example) in an exaggerated manner.  

b. To emphasize or stress unduly.   2. To overestimate the strength of (one’s hold-

ing or position) with resulting defeat:  overplayed his hand and lost the game.  

3. Sports. To hit (a golf ball) beyond the green.   —  v.  intr. To overdo a role or an 

effect. 

o·ver·plus (oùvNr-plƒsÙ) n.  An amount in excess of need; a surplus. 

o·ver·pop·u·late (oÙvNr-pmpùyN-l7tÙ) v.  o·ver·pop·u·lat·ed, 
o·ver·pop·u·lat·ing, o·ver·pop·u·lates.  —  v.  tr. To fill (an area, for exam-

ple) with excessive population to the detriment of the inhabitants, resources, or 

environment.   —  v.  intr. To breed to excess:  wild animals that overpopulated and 

then starved. 

o·ver·pop·u·la·tion (oÙvNr-pmpÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Excessive population of an 

area to the point of overcrowding, depletion of natural resources, or environmen-

tal deterioration. 

o·ver·pow·er (oÙvNr-pouùNr) v.  tr. o·ver·pow·ered, o·ver·pow·er·ing, 
o·ver·pow·ers. 1. To overcome or vanquish by superior force; subdue.  2. To 

affect so strongly as to make helpless or ineffective; overwhelm.  3. To supply 

with excessive mechanical power. 

o·ver·pow·er·ing (oÙvNr-pouùNr-Vng) adj.  So strong as to be overwhelming:  

an overpowering need for solitude.   —oÙver·powùer·ing·ly adv. 

o·ver·praise (oÙvNr-pr7zù) v.  tr. o·ver·praised, o·ver·prais·ing, 
o·ver·prais·es. To praise excessively. 

o·ver·pre·scribe (oÙvNr-prV-skrXbù) v.  o·ver·pre·scribed, 
o·ver·pre·scrib·ing, o·ver·pre·scribes.  —  v.  intr. To prescribe an excessive 

amount of a medication.   —  v.  tr. To prescribe (a medication) in excess of the 

amount needed.   —oÙver·pre·scripùtion (-skrVpùshNn) n. 

o·ver·pres·sure (oÙvNr-prHshùNr) n.  A transient air pressure, such as the shock 

wave from an explosion, that is greater than the surrounding atmospheric pres-

sure.   —  v.  tr. o·ver·pres·sured, o·ver·pres·sur·ing, o·ver·pres·sures. To 

cause or subject to overpressure.   —oÙver·presÙsur·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

o·ver·price (oÙvNr-prXsù) v.  tr. o·ver·priced, o·ver·pric·ing, o·ver·pric·es. 
To put too high a price or value on. 

o·ver·print (oÙvNr-prVntù) v.  tr. o·ver·print·ed, o·ver·print·ing, 
o·ver·prints. To imprint over with something more, especially to print over with 



another color.   —  n.  (oùvNr-prVntÙ) 1. A mark or an impression made by over-

printing.  2. a. A mark or words printed over a postage stamp to note a change in 

use or a special occasion.  b. A stamp so marked.  

o·ver·priv·i·leged (oÙvNr-prVvùN-lVjd) adj.  Having an excess of opportunities 

or advantages.   —oÙver·privùi·leged n. 

o·ver·prize (oÙvNr-prXzù) v.  tr. o·ver·prized, o·ver·priz·ing, o·ver·priz·es. 
To value too highly. 

o·ver·pro·duce (oÙvNr-prN-dusù, -dyusù) v.  tr. o·ver·pro·duced, 
o·ver·pro·duc·ing, o·ver·pro·duc·es. To produce in excess of need or demand.   
—oÙver·pro·ducùer n.  —oÙver·pro·ducùtion (-dƒkùshNn) n. 

o·ver·proof (oÙvNr-prufù) adj.  Containing a greater proportion of alcohol 

than proof spirit, especially containing more than 50 percent alcohol by volume. 

o·ver·pro·por·tion (oÙvNr-prN-pôrùshNn, -porù-) v.  tr. 

o·ver·pro·por·tioned, o·ver·pro·por·tion·ing, o·ver·pro·por·tions. To 

make larger and out of proportion to what is normal, desired, or appropriate.   
—oÙver·pro·porùtion n.  —oÙver·pro·porùtion·ate (-shN-nVt) adj.  

—oÙver·pro·porùtion·ate·ly adv. 

o·ver·pro·tect (oÙvNr-prN-tHktù) v.  tr. o·ver·pro·tect·ed, 
o·ver·pro·tect·ing, o·ver·pro·tects. To protect too much; coddle:  overpro-

tected their children.   —oÙver·pro·tecùtion n.  —oÙver·pro·tecùtive adj.  

—oÙver·pro·tecùtive·ness n. 

o·ver·qual·i·fied (oÙvNr-kwmlùN-fXdÙ) adj.  Educated or skilled beyond what is 

necessary or desired for a particular job. 

o·ver·ran (oÙvNr-r4nù) v.  Past tense of overrun. 
o·ver·rate (oÙvNr-r7tù) v.  tr. o·ver·rat·ed, o·ver·rat·ing, o·ver·rates. To 

overestimate the merits of; rate too highly. 

o·ver·reach (oÙvNr-rKchù) v.  o·ver·reached, o·ver·reach·ing, 
o·ver·reach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reach or extend over or beyond.  2. To miss by 

reaching too far or attempting too much:  overreach a goal.  3. To defeat (oneself) 

by going too far or by doing or trying to gain too much.  4. To get the better of, 

especially by deceitful cleverness; outwit.   —  v.  intr. 1. To reach or go too far.  

2. To overreach oneself.  3. To outwit or cheat others.  4. To strike the front part 

of a hind foot against the rear or side part of a forefoot or foreleg on the same side 

of the body. Used of a horse.   —oùver·reachÙ n.  —oÙver·reachùer n. 

o·ver·re·act (oÙvNr-rK-4ktù) v.  intr. o·ver·re·act·ed, o·ver·re·act·ing, 
o·ver·re·acts. To react with unnecessary or inappropriate force, emotional dis-

play, or violence.   —oÙver·re·acùtion n.  —oÙver·re·acùtive adj. 

o·ver·re·fine (oÙvNr-rV-fXnù) v.  tr. o·ver·re·fined, o·ver·re·fin·ing, 
o·ver·re·fines. To refine beyond a desired or appropriate point.   
—oÙver·re·finedù adj.  —oÙver·re·fineùment n. 



o·ver·reg·u·late (oÙvNr-rHgùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. o·ver·reg·u·lat·ed, 
o·ver·reg·u·lat·ing, o·ver·reg·u·lates. To burden excessively with rules and 

regulations:  did not want to overregulate the airlines.   —oÙver·regÙu·laùtion n. 

o·ver·rep·re·sent·ed (oÙvNr-rHpÙrV-zHnùtVd) adj.  Represented in excessive or 

disproportionately large numbers: “Some groups, and most notably some races, 

may be overrepresented and others may be underrepresented” (Scientific Ameri-

can).   —oÙver·repÙre·sen·taùtion (-zHn-t7ùshNn, -zNn-) n. 

o·ver·ride (oÙvNr-rXdù) v.  tr. o·ver·rode (-rodù), o·ver·rid·den (-rVdùn), 
o·ver·rid·ing, o·ver·rides. 1. a. To ride across.  b. To ride beyond.   2. To 

trample on.  3. To ride (a horse) too hard.  4. a. To prevail over; conquer:  Bud-

getary concerns overrode all other considerations.  b. To declare null and void; set 

aside:  overrode the President’s veto.  c. To counteract the normal operation of (an 

automatic control).   5. To extend over; overlap.   —  n.  (oùvNr-rXdÙ) 1. A sales 

commission collected by an executive in addition to the commission received by a 

subordinate salesperson.  2.  See royalty (n., sense 9).  3. A mechanism or sys-

tem used to counteract an automatic control.  4. The act or an instance of nullify-

ing. 

o·ver·rid·ing (oÙvNr-rXùdVng) adj.  First in priority; more important than all 

others:  Our overriding concern is the eradication of illiteracy.   —oÙver·ridùing·ly 
adv. 

o·ver·ripe (oÙvNr-rXpù) adj.  1. Too ripe.  2. Marked by decay or decline.   
—oÙver·ripeùly adv.  —oÙver·ripeùness n. 

o·ver·rode (oÙvNr-rodù) v.  Past tense of override. 
o·ver·ruff (oÙvNr-rƒfù) v.  intr. tr. o·ver·ruffed, o·ver·ruff·ing, o·ver·ruffs. 

Games. To overtrump.   —oùver·ruffÙ n. 

o·ver·rule (oÙvNr-rulù) v.  tr. o·ver·ruled, o·ver·rul·ing, o·ver·rules. 
1. a. To disallow the action or arguments of, especially by virtue of higher 

authority:  The defense attorney’s objection was overruled by the judge.  b. To 

decide or rule against:  overrule a policy decision.  c. To declare null and void; 

reverse.   2. To rule over:  a powerful empire that overruled the continent.  3. To 

dominate by strong influence; prevail over. 

o·ver·run (oÙvNr-rƒnù) v.  o·ver·ran (-r4nù), o·ver·run, o·ver·run·ning, 
o·ver·runs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To seize the positions of and defeat conclusively:  The 

position of the forward infantry was overrun by large numbers of enemy troops at 

dawn.  b. To spread or swarm over destructively:  Locusts overran the prairie.   

2. To spread swiftly throughout:  The new fashion overran the country.  3. To 

overflow:  The river overran its banks.  4. a. To run beyond or past; overshoot:  

The plane overran the end of the runway.  b. To run or extend beyond a limit set 

by; exceed:  Your speech has overrun the time limit.   5. Printing. a. To rearrange or 

move (set type or pictures) from one column, line, or page to another.  b. To set 

too much type for.  c. To print (a job order) in a quantity larger than that ordered.    



—  v.  intr. 1. To run over; overflow.  2. To go beyond the normal or desired limit.   
—  n.  (oùvNr-rƒnÙ) 1. An act of overrunning.  2. The amount by which some-

thing overruns.  3. a. The exceeding of estimated costs for product development 

and manufacture covered by contract.  b. The amount by which actual costs 

exceed estimates.   4. Printing. A run over and above the quantity ordered by a 

customer. 

o·ver·saw (oÙvNr-sôù) v.  Past tense of oversee. 
o·ver·scale (oùvNr-sk7lÙ)  or o·ver·scaled (-sk7ldÙ) adj.  Being of a size or 

scope that is greater than usual; unusually large or extensive:  overscale furniture; 

an overscaled jacket. 

o·ver·score (oÙvNr-skôrù, -skorù) v.  tr. o·ver·scored, o·ver·scor·ing, 
o·ver·scores. To cross out by drawing a line or lines over or through. 

o·ver·sea (oÙvNr-sKù, oùvNr-sKÙ) adv.  & adj.  Overseas. 

o·ver·seas (oÙvNr-sKzù, oùvNr-sKzÙ) adv.  Beyond the sea; abroad.   —  adj.  Of, 

relating to, originating in, or situated in countries across the sea. 

overseas cap (oÙvNr-sKzù k4p) n.  See garrison cap. 
o·ver·see (oÙvNr-sKù) v.  tr. o·ver·saw (-sôù), o·ver·seen (-sKnù), 
o·ver·see·ing, o·ver·sees. 1. To watch over and direct; supervise.  See Syn-

onyms at supervise.  2. To subject to scrutiny; examine or inspect. 

o·ver·se·er (oùvNr-sKÙNr) n.  1. One who keeps watch over and directs the work 

of others, especially laborers.  2. A supervisor or superintendent. 

o·ver·sell (oÙvNr-sHlù) v.  tr. o·ver·sold (-soldù), o·ver·sell·ing, o·ver·sells. 
1. To contract to sell more of (a stock or commodity) than can be delivered.  

2. To be too eager or insistent in attempting to sell something to.  3. To present 

with excessive or unwarranted enthusiasm; overpraise.   —oùver·sellÙ n. 

o·ver·sen·si·tive (oÙvNr-sHnùsV-tVv) adj.  Extremely or excessively sensitive.   
—oÙver·senùsi·tive·ness, oÙver·senÙsi·tivùi·ty n. 

o·ver·set (oÙvNr-sHtù) v.  o·ver·set, o·ver·set·ting, o·ver·sets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

throw into a confused or disturbed state; upset: “The news is sure to overset him” 

(Charles Dickens).  2. Printing. a. To set (type or copy) in excess of what is 

needed.  b. To set too much type for (a given space).    —  v.  intr. Printing. To set 

too much material for a given space.   —  n.  (oùvNr-sHtÙ) Printing. Too much 

typeset matter. 

o·ver·sew (oùvNr-soÙ, oÙvNr-soù) v.  tr. o·ver·sewed, o·ver·sewn (-sonÙ)  or 

o·ver·sewed, o·ver·sew·ing, o·ver·sews. To sew with overhand stitches. 

o·ver·sexed (oÙvNr-sHkstù) adj.  Having or showing an excessive sexual appetite 

or interest in sexual matters. 

o·ver·shad·ow (oÙvNr-sh4dùo) v.  tr. o·ver·shad·owed, 
o·ver·shad·ow·ing, o·ver·shad·ows. 1. To cast a shadow over; darken or 

obscure.  2. To make insignificant by comparison; dominate. 



o·ver·shirt (oùvNr-shûrtÙ) n.  A shirt worn over another shirt or over other 

clothing without being tucked into the waistband. 

o·ver·shoe (oùvNr-shuÙ) n.  An article of footwear worn over a shoe as protec-

tion from water, snow, or cold. 

o·ver·shoot (oÙvNr-shutù) v.  o·ver·shot (-shmtù), o·ver·shoot·ing, 
o·ver·shoots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To shoot or pass over or beyond.  2. To miss by or as 

if by shooting, hitting, or propelling something too far.  3. To fly beyond or past; 

overrun:  The plane overshot the runway.  4. To go beyond; exceed.   —  v.  intr. To 

shoot or go too far.   —oùver·shootÙ n. 

o·ver·shot (oÙvNr-shmtù) v.  Past tense and past participle of overshoot.  —  
adj.  (oùvNr-shmtÙ) Having an upper part projecting beyond the lower:  an overshot 

jaw.   —  n.  (oùvNr-shmtÙ) A pattern in weaving made when filling threads are 

passed over two or more warp threads at a time. 

o·ver·sight (oùvNr-sXtÙ) n.  1. An unintentional omission or mistake.  See Syn-

onyms at error.  2. Watchful care or management; supervision. 

o·ver·sim·ple (oÙvNr-sVmùpNl) adj.  Too simple; not thoroughgoing:  an over-

simple explanation of a complex phenomenon.   —oÙver·simùply adv. 

o·ver·sim·pli·fy (oÙvNr-sVmùplN-fXÙ) v.  o·ver·sim·pli·fied, 
o·ver·sim·pli·fy·ing, o·ver·sim·pli·fies.  —  v.  tr. To simplify to the point of 

causing misrepresentation, misconception, or error.   —  v.  intr. To cause distor-

tion or error by extreme simplification of a subject.   —oÙver·simÙpli·fi·caùtion 
(-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —oÙver·simùpli·fiÙer n. 

o·ver·size (oùvNr-sXzÙ) n.  1. A size that is larger than usual.  2. An oversize arti-

cle or object.   —  adj.  also o·ver·sized (-sXzdù; oùvNr-sXzù) Larger in size than 

usual or necessary. 

o·ver·skirt (oùvNr-skûrtÙ) n.  An outer skirt, especially a shorter one worn 

draped over another skirt. 

o·ver·sleep (oÙvNr-slKpù) v.  o·ver·slept (-slHptù), o·ver·sleep·ing, 
o·ver·sleeps.  —  v.  intr. To sleep beyond one’s usual or intended time for wak-

ing.   —  v.  tr. To sleep beyond the time for:  I overslept my appointment. 

o·ver·sold (oÙvNr-soldù) v.  Past tense and past participle of oversell.  —  adj.  

Characterized by prices regarded as excessively low because of prior heavy selling 

and a concomitant decline in prices:  an oversold stock market. 

o·ver·soul (oùvNr-solÙ) n.  In New England transcendentalism, a spiritual 

essence or vital force in the universe in which all souls participate and that there-

fore transcends individual consciousness. 

o·ver·spe·cial·ize (oÙvNr-spHshùN-lXzÙ) v.  intr. o·ver·spe·cial·ized, 
o·ver·spe·cial·iz·ing, o·ver·spe·cial·iz·es. To specialize to an extreme degree.   
—oÙver·speÙcial·i·zaùtion (-spHshÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —oÙver·speùcial·izedÙ 
adj. 



o·ver·spend (oÙvNr-spHndù) v.  o·ver·spent (-spHntù), o·ver·spend·ing, 
o·ver·spends.  —  v.  intr. To spend more than is prudent or necessary.   —  v.  

tr. 1. To spend in excess of:  overspend one’s income.  2. To tire out; exhaust:  was 

overspent with toil.   —oÙver·spendùer n. 

o·ver·spill (oÙvNr-spVlù) v.  intr. o·ver·spilled or o·ver·spilt (-spVlt), 
o·ver·spill·ing, o·ver·spills. To spill over.   —  n.  (oùvNr-spVlÙ) 1. The act of 

spilling over.  2. Something that spills over:  an overspill of milk.  3. Chiefly Brit-

ish. Movement of people from overcrowded cities to less populated areas. 

o·ver·spread (oÙvNr-sprHdù) v.  tr. o·ver·spread, o·ver·spread·ing, 
o·ver·spreads. To spread or extend over the surface of:  Dark clouds are over-

spreading the sky.   —oùver·spreadÙ n. 

o·ver·staff (oÙvNr-st4fù) v.  tr. o·ver·staffed, o·ver·staff·ing, o·ver·staffs. 
To supply with too many employees:  Management was careful not to overstaff the 

agency. 

o·ver·state (oÙvNr-st7tù) v.  tr. o·ver·stat·ed, o·ver·stat·ing, o·ver·states. 
To state in exaggerated terms.  See Synonyms at exaggerate.  —oùver·stateù-
ment n. 

o·ver·stay (oÙvNr-st7ù) v.  tr. o·ver·stayed, o·ver·stay·ing, o·ver·stays. To 

stay beyond the set limits or expected duration of; outstay:  The guests overstayed 

their welcome. 

o·ver·step (oÙvNr-stHpù) v.  tr. o·ver·stepped, o·ver·step·ping, o·ver·steps. 
To go beyond (a limit); exceed:  overstepped the bounds of taste. 

o·ver·stock (oÙvNr-stmkù) v.  tr. o·ver·stocked, o·ver·stock·ing, 
o·ver·stocks. To stock more of (something) than necessary or desirable.   —  n.  

(oùvNr-stmkÙ) An excessive supply. 

o·ver·sto·ry (oùvNr-stôrÙK, -storÙK) n.  The uppermost layer of foliage that 

forms a forest canopy. 

o·ver·strain (oÙvNr-str7nù) v.  o·ver·strained, o·ver·strain·ing, 
o·ver·strains.  —  v.  tr. To subject to excessive strain, especially to force beyond 

a natural or proper limit:  overstraining the environment.   —  v.  intr. To put forth 

too much physical effort. 

o·ver·stress (oÙvNr-strHsù) v.  tr. o·ver·stressed, o·ver·stress·ing, 
o·ver·stress·es. 1. To place too much emphasis on.  2. To subject to excessive 

physical or emotional stress.  3. To subject to mechanical force or pressure to the 

point of deformation.   —oùver·stressÙ n. 

o·ver·stretch (oÙvNr-strHchù) v.  o·ver·stretched, o·ver·stretch·ing, 
o·ver·stretch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stretch excessively; overstrain.  2. To stretch or 

extend over.   —  v.  intr. To stretch one’s body or muscles to the point of strain or 

injury. 

o·ver·stride (oÙvNr-strXdù) v.  tr. o·ver·strode (-strodù), o·ver·strid·den (-

strVdùn), o·ver·strid·ing, o·ver·strides. 1. To stride over, across, or farther 



than.  2. To sit or stand astride.  3. To stride faster than or beyond, as in a compe-

tition.  4. To go beyond; surpass. 

o·ver·strung (oÙvNr-strƒngù) adj.  1. Too sensitive, nervous, or tense.  2. Too 

tightly strung:  an overstrung archery bow. 

o·ver·stuff (oÙvNr-stƒfù) v.  tr. o·ver·stuffed, o·ver·stuff·ing, over·stuffs. 
1. To stuff too much into:  overstuff a suitcase.  2. To upholster (an armchair, for 

example) deeply and thickly. 

o·ver·sub·scribe (oÙvNr-sNb-skrXbù) v.  tr. o·ver·sub·scribed, 
o·ver·sub·scrib·ing, o·ver·sub·scribes. To subscribe for (something) in excess 

of available supply:  The opera season was oversubscribed.   —oÙver·sub·scripù-
tion (-skrVpùshNn) n. 

o·ver·sup·ply (oùvNr-sN-plXÙ) n.  pl. o·ver·sup·plies. A supply in excess of 

what is appropriate or required.   —  v.  tr. o·ver·sup·plied, o·ver·sup·ply·ing, 
o·ver·sup·plies (oÙvNr-sN-plXù). To supply in excess of what is appropriate or 

required:  oversupplied the troops with blankets; oversupplied blankets to the troops. 

o·vert (o-vûrtù, oùvûrtÙ) adj.  1. Open and observable; not hidden, concealed, or 

secret:  overt hostility; overt intelligence gathering.  2. Of, relating to, or being mili-

tary or intelligence operations sanctioned or mandated by Congress:  overt aid to 

the rebels.  [Middle English, from Old French, past participle of ovrir, to open, 

from Vulgar Latin *operXre, alteration (influenced by Latin coperXre, to cover), of 

Latin aperXre. See wer-4 in Appendix.] —o·vertùly adv.  —o·vertùness n. 

o·ver·take (oÙvNr-t7kù) v.  tr. o·ver·took (-ttkù), o·ver·tak·en (-t7ùkNn), 
o·ver·tak·ing, o·ver·takes. 1. a. To catch up with; draw even or level with.  

b. To pass after catching up with.   2. To come upon unexpectedly; take by sur-

prise:  geopolitical strategists who were overtaken by events in the Middle East. 

o·ver·tax (oÙvNr-t4ksù) v.  tr. o·ver·taxed, o·ver·tax·ing, o·ver·tax·es. 1. To 

subject to an excessive burden or strain.  2. To tax in excess of what is considered 

appropriate or just.   —oÙver·tax·aùtion n. 

o·ver-the-air (oùvNr-thK-ârù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a medium of broad-

cast transmission, such as radio or television:  over-the-air programming. 

o·ver-the-count·er (oùvNr-thN-kounùtNr) adj.  Abbr. OTC, O.T.C. 1. Not 

listed or available on an officially recognized stock exchange but traded in direct 

negotiation between buyers and sellers:  over-the-counter stocks.  2. That can be 

sold legally without a doctor’s prescription:  over-the-counter drugs. 

o·ver-the-hill (oùvNr-thN-hVlù) adj.  Informal. 1. Past the peak of one’s youthful 

vigor and freshness.  2. Far along in life; old. 

o·ver·throw (oÙvNr-throù) v.  tr. o·ver·threw (-thruù), o·ver·thrown (-

thronù), o·ver·throw·ing, o·ver·throws. 1. To throw over; overturn.  2. To 

bring about the downfall or destruction of, especially by force or concerted 

action:  a plot to overthrow the government.  3. Sports. To throw an object over and 

beyond (an intended mark):  The infielder overthrew first base.   —  n.  (oùvNr-



throÙ) 1. An instance of overthrowing, especially one that results in downfall or 

destruction.  2. Sports. The throwing of a ball over and beyond a target, especially 

in baseball.  

SYNONYMS: overthrow, overturn, subvert, topple, upset. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to cause the downfall, destruction, abolition, or undoing

of”: overthrow an empire; overturn existing institutions; subverting civil order; top-

pled the government; unable to upset the will.

o·ver·thrust fault (oùvNr-thrƒstÙ fôlt) n.  Geology. A fault in which one sec-

tion of crust has ridden up over another. 

o·ver·time (oùvNr-tXmÙ) n.  Abbr. OT, o.t., O.T. 1. Time beyond an established 

limit, as: a. Working hours in addition to those of a regular schedule.  b. Sports. A 

period of playing time added after the expiration of the set time limit.   

2. Payment for additional work done outside of regular working hours.   —  adv.  

Beyond the established time limit, especially that of the normal working day:  The 

newspaper staff worked overtime.   —  v.  tr. o·ver·timed, o·ver·tim·ing, 
o·ver·times (oÙvNr-tXmù). To exceed the desired timing for:  overtime a photo-

graphic exposure. 

o·ver·tone (oùvNr-tonÙ) n.  1.  Often overtones. An ulterior, usually implicit 

meaning or quality; an implication or a hint:  an overtone of anger barely masked; 

praise with overtones of envy.  2.  See harmonic (n., sense 1). 

o·ver·took (oÙvNr-ttkù) v.  Past tense of overtake. 
o·ver·top (oÙvNr-tmpù) v.  tr. o·ver·topped, o·ver·top·ping, o·ver·tops. 
1. To extend or rise over or beyond the top of; tower above.  2. To take prece-

dence over; override: “Religion overtopped the common affairs of life” (Albert C. 

Baugh).  3. To be greater or better than; surpass. 

o·ver·trade (oÙvNr-tr7dù) v.  o·ver·trad·ed, o·ver·trad·ing, o·ver·trades.  
—  v.  intr. To engage in trading to a degree that is in excess of one’s finances or 

the demands of the market.   —  v.  tr. To trade (stock, for example) in this man-

ner. 

o·ver·train (oÙvNr-tr7nù) v.  o·ver·trained, o·ver·train·ing, o·ver·trains. 
Sports.  —  v.  tr. To train too much:  a coach who overtrained the athletes before the 

championship.   —  v.  intr. To engage in excessive training:  a boxer who over-

trained. 

o·ver·trick (oùvNr-trVkÙ) n.  Games. A card trick won in excess of contract or 

game, as in bridge. 

o·ver·trump (oÙvNr-trƒmpù, oùvNr-trƒmpÙ) v.  o·ver·trumped, 
o·ver·trump·ing, o·ver·trumps. Games.  —  v.  intr. To play a trump higher 

than one previously played on a trick.   —  v.  tr. To trump with a higher trump 

card than any played on the same trick. 



o·ver·ture (oùvNr-chtrÙ) n.  1. Music. a. An instrumental composition 

intended especially as an introduction to an extended work, such as an opera or 

oratorio.  b. A similar orchestral work, such as one written as a concert piece or 

an introduction to a play.   2. An introductory section or part, as of a poem; a 

prelude.  3. An act, an offer, or a proposal that indicates readiness to undertake a 

course of action or open a relationship.   —  v.  tr. o·ver·tured, o·ver·tur·ing, 
o·ver·tures. 1. To present as an introduction or a proposal.  2. To present or 

make an offer or a proposal to.  [Middle English, opening, from Old French, 

from Vulgar Latin *opert7ra, alteration (influenced by Latin coperXre, to cover), of 

Latin apert7ra, from apertus, past participle of aperXre, to open. See wer-4 in 

Appendix.]

o·ver·turn (oÙvNr-tûrnù) v.  o·ver·turned, o·ver·turn·ing, o·ver·turns.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cause to turn over or capsize; upset.  2. a. To cause the ruin or 

destruction of; overthrow.  See Synonyms at overthrow.  b. Law. To invalidate 

or reverse (a decision) by legal means: “his continuing legal battles to overturn a 

draft-evasion conviction” (Robert Lipsyte).    —  v.  intr. To turn over or capsize.   
—  n.  (oùvNr-tûrnÙ) 1. The act or process of overturning.  2. The state of having 

been overturned. 

o·ver·use (oÙvNr-yuzù) v.  tr. o·ver·used, o·ver·us·ing, o·ver·us·es. To use 

to excess.   —  n.  (oÙvNr-yusù) Excessive use. 

o·ver·val·ue (oÙvNr-v4lùyu) v.  tr. o·ver·val·ued, o·ver·val·u·ing, 
o·ver·val·ues. To assign too high a value to:  overvalued the painting.   
—oÙver·valÙu·aùtion n. 

o·ver·view (oùvNr-vyuÙ) n.  1. A broad, comprehensive view; a survey.  2. A 

summary or review. 

o·ver·wear (oÙvNr-wârù) v.  tr. o·ver·wore (-wôrù, -worù), o·ver·worn (-

wôrnù, -wornù), o·ver·wear·ing, o·ver·wears. To wear out; exhaust. 

o·ver·wea·ry (oÙvNr-wîrùK) adj.  So weary as to be totally exhausted.   —  v.  tr. 

o·ver·wea·ried, o·ver·wea·ry·ing, o·ver·wea·ries. To tire out utterly; 

exhaust. 

o·ver·ween·ing (oÙvNr-wKùnVng) adj.  1. Presumptuously arrogant; overbear-

ing:  had a witty but overweening manner about him.  2. Excessive; immoderate:  

overweening ambition.   —oÙver·weenùing·ly adv. 

o·ver·weigh (oÙvNr-w7ù) v.  tr. o·ver·weighed, o·ver·weigh·ing, 
o·ver·weighs. 1. To have more weight than.  2. To weigh down excessively; 

overburden or oppress. 

o·ver·weight (oÙvNr-w7tù) adj.  Weighing more than is normal, necessary, or 

allowed, especially having more body weight than is considered normal or healthy 

for one’s age or build.   —  n.  (oùvNr-w7tÙ) 1. More weight than is normal, neces-

sary, or allowed.  2. Greater weight or importance; preponderance.   —  v.  tr. 

o·ver·weight·ed, o·ver·weight·ing, o·ver·weights (oÙvNr-w7tù). 1. To 



weigh down too heavily; overload.  2. To give too much emphasis, importance, or 

consideration to. 

o·ver·whelm (oÙvNr-hwHlmù, -wHlmù) v.  tr. o·ver·whelmed, 
o·ver·whelm·ing, o·ver·whelms. 1. To surge over and submerge; engulf:  

waves overwhelming the rocky shoreline.  2. a. To defeat completely and decisively:  

Our team overwhelmed the visitors by 40 points.  b. To affect deeply in mind or 

emotion:  Despair overwhelmed me.   3. To present with an excessive amount:  

They overwhelmed us with expensive gifts.  4. To turn over; upset:  The small craft 

was overwhelmed by the enormous waves. 

o·ver·whelm·ing (oÙvNr-hwHlùmVng, -wHlù-) adj.  Overpowering in effect or 

strength:  overwhelming joy; an overwhelming majority.   —oÙver·whelmùing·ly 
adv. 

o·ver·wind (oÙvNr-wXndù) v.  tr. o·ver·wound (-woundù), o·ver·wind·ing, 
o·ver·winds. To wind too tightly:  overwound the watch and broke the spring. 

o·ver·win·ter (oÙvNr-wVnùtNr) v.  intr. o·ver·win·tered, o·ver·win·ter·ing, 
o·ver·win·ters. 1. To remain alive through the winter:  sheep that overwintered 

on the steppe.  2. To pass or spend the winter:  We usually overwinter in the Baha-

mas.   —  adj.  (oùvNr-wVnùtNr) Occurring during the period of winter. 

o·ver·with·hold (oÙvNr-wVth-holdù, -wVth-) v.  o·ver·with·held (-hHldù), 
o·ver·with·hold·ing, o·ver·with·holds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To deduct (an amount in 

withholding tax) beyond the tax owed.  2. To subject to overwithholding.   —  v.  

intr. To deduct too much withholding tax. 

o·ver·wore (oÙvNr-wôrù, -worù) v.  Past tense of overwear. 
o·ver·work (oÙvNr-wûrkù) v.  o·ver·worked, o·ver·work·ing, o·ver·works.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To force to work too hard or too long.  2. a. To rework to excess:  

overwork a speech.  b. To use too often: “‘Vulnerable’ and ‘volatile’ were the most 

overworked adjectives of the ’70s” (David Ansen).   3. To decorate the entire sur-

face of.   —  v.  intr. To work too long or too hard.   —  n.  (oùvNr-wûrkÙ) Exces-

sive work. 

o·ver·worn (oÙvNr-wôrnù, -wornù) v.  Past participle of overwear. 
o·ver·wound (oÙvNr-woundù) v.  Past tense and past participle of overwind. 
o·ver·write (oÙvNr-rXtù) v.  o·ver·wrote (-rotù), o·ver·writ·ten (-rVtùn), 
o·ver·writ·ing, o·ver·writes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover (something) with writing.  

2. To write about in an artificial or an excessively elaborate, wordy style.   —  v.  

intr. To write artificial, excessively elaborate, or wordy prose. 

o·ver·wrought (oÙvNr-rôtù) adj.  1. Excessively nervous or excited; agitated.  

2. Extremely elaborate or ornate; overdone:  overwrought prose style. 

o·ver·zeal·ous (oÙvNr-zHlùNs) adj.  Excessively enthusiastic:  overzealous movie 

fans; an overzealous manager.   —oÙver·zealùous·ly adv.  

—oÙver·zealùous·ness n. 



ovi-  or ovo-  or ov- pref.  Egg; ovum:  oviferous.  [Latin ovi-, from ovum, egg. 

See awi- in Appendix.]

o·vi·cide (oùvV-sXdÙ) n.  A chemical agent that kills eggs, especially the eggs of 

insects.   —oÙvi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

Ov·id (mvùVd), 43 B.C.-A.D. 17.  Roman poet known for his explorations of love, 

especially the Art of Love (c. 1 B.C.) and Metamorphoses (c. A.D. 8).   —O·vidùi·an 
(o-vVdùK-Nn) adj. 

o·vi·duct (oùvV-dƒktÙ) n.  A tube through which the ova pass from the ovary to 

the uterus or to the outside.   —oÙvi·ducùtal adj. 

O·vie·do (o-vy7ùdo, ô-vyHùthô)  A city of northwest Spain near the Cantabrian 

Mountains. Founded c. 760, it flourished as the capital of Asturian kings until 

910. The city was severely damaged during the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939). 

Population, 189,376. 

o·vif·er·ous (o-vVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing or producing ova. 

o·vi·form (oùvN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like an egg; ovoid. 

O·vim·bun·du (oÙvVm-btnùdu) n.  pl. Ovimbundu or O·vim·bun·dus. 
See Mbundu (n., sense 1). 

o·vine (oùvXnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of sheep; sheeplike.   —  n.  

An ovine animal.  [Late Latin ovXnus, from Latin ovis, sheep. See owi- in Appen-

dix.]

o·vip·a·ra (o-vVpùNr-N) pl.n.  Oviparous animals considered as a group.  [Latin 

ovipara, neuter pl. of oviparus, egg-laying  : ovi-, ovi- + -parus, -parous.]

o·vip·a·rous (o-vVpùNr-Ns) adj.  Producing eggs that hatch outside the body.   
—oÙvi·parùi·ty (oÙvN-p4rùV-tK) n.  —o·vipùa·rous·ly adv. 

o·vi·pos·it (oÙvN-pmzùVt) v.  intr. o·vi·pos·it·ed, o·vi·pos·it·ing, o·vi·pos·its. 
To lay eggs, especially by means of an ovipositor.   —oÙvi·po·siùtion (-pN-

zVshùNn) n.  —oÙvi·po·siùtion·al adj. 

o·vi·pos·i·tor (oÙvN-pmzùV-tNr) n.  1. A tubular structure, usually concealed but 

sometimes extending outside the abdomen, with which many female insects 

deposit eggs.  2. A similar organ of certain fishes. 

o·vi·sac (oùvV-s4kÙ) n.  An egg-containing capsule, such as an ootheca or a Graa-

fian follicle. 

ovo- pref.  Variant of ovi-. 
o·void (oùvoidÙ) also o·voi·dal (o-voidùl) adj.  Shaped like an egg; ovate.   —  n.  

Something that is shaped like an egg. 

o·vo·lac·to·veg·e·tar·i·an (oÙvo-l4kÙto-vHjÙV-târùK-Nn) n.  A vegetarian 

whose diet includes milk or milk products and eggs. 

o·vo·lo (oùvN-loÙ) n.  pl. o·vo·li (-lXÙ). Architecture. A rounded convex molding, 

often a quarter section of a circle or an ellipse.  [Obsolete Italian, diminutive of 

uovo, ovo, egg, from Latin ovum. See awi- in Appendix.]



o·von·ic (o-vmnùVk) adj.  Of or relating to a device whose operation is based on 

the Ovshinsky effect.  [OV(SHINSKY EFFECT) + (ELECTR)ONIC.]

o·vo·tes·tis (oÙvo-tHsùtVs) n.  pl. o·vo·tes·tes (-tKzÙ). A hermaphroditic repro-

ductive organ that produces both sperm and eggs, found in certain gastropods. 

o·vo·vi·vip·a·rous (oÙvo-vX-vVpùNr-Ns) adj.  Producing eggs that hatch within 

the female’s body without obtaining nourishment from it. Used of certain fishes 

and reptiles and many invertebrates.   —oÙvo·viÙvi·parùi·ty (-vXÙvN-p4rùV-tK), 
oÙvo·vi·vipùa·rous·ness (-vVpùNr-Ns-nVs)  n.  —oÙvo·vi·vipùa·rous·ly adv. 

Ov·shin·sky effect (mv-shVnùskK V-fHktù, ôv-) n.  The effect by which a spe-

cific glassy thin film switches from a nonconductor to a semiconductor upon 

application of a minimum voltage.  [After Stanford R. Ovshinsky (born 1922), 

American inventor.]

o·vu·late (oùvyN-l7tÙ, mvùyN-) v.  intr. o·vu·lat·ed, o·vu·lat·ing, o·vu·lates. 
To produce ova; discharge eggs from the ovary.  [From OVULE.] —oÙvu·laùtion 
n.  —oùvu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

o·vule (oùvyul, mvùyul) n.  1. Botany. A minute structure in seed plants, con-

taining the embryo sac and surrounded by the nucellus, that develops into a seed 

after fertilization.  2. Zoology. A small or immature ovum.  [New Latin ovulum, 

diminutive of Latin ovum, egg. See awi- in Appendix.] —oùvu·lar (oùvyN-lNr, 

mvùyN-), oùvu·larÙy (-lHrÙK)  adj. 

o·vum (oùvNm) n.  pl. o·va (oùvN). The female reproductive cell or gamete of 

animals; egg.  [Latin ovum, egg. See awi- in Appendix.]

ow (ou) interj.  Used especially in response to sudden pain. 

OW abbr.  One-way. 

O·wa·ton·na (oÙwN-tmnùN)  A city of southeast Minnesota south of Minneapo-

lis. It has diversified industries. Population, 19,386. 

owe (o) v.  owed, ow·ing, owes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To be indebted to the amount 

of:  He owes me five dollars.  2. To have a moral obligation to render or offer:  I 

owe them an apology.  3. To be in debt to:  We owe the plumber for services ren-

dered.  4. To be indebted or obliged for:  owed their riches to oil; owes her good 

health to diet and exercise.  5. To bear (a certain feeling) toward a person or per-

sons:  You seem to owe your neighbors a grudge.  6. Archaic. To have as a posses-

sion; own.   —  v.  intr. To be in debt:  She still owes for the car.  [Middle English 

owen, from Old English 7gan, to possess. See Kik- in Appendix.]

Ow·en (oùVn), Sir Richard. 1804-1892.  British anatomist and paleontologist 

who was superintendent of the natural history department at the British Museum 

(1856-1884) and an early opponent of Darwin’s theories of evolution. 

Ow·en (oùVn), Robert. 1771-1858.  Welsh-born British manufacturer and social 

reformer who attempted to establish a cooperative community at New Harmony 

in Indiana (1825-1828). 



Ow·en (oùVn), Robert Dale. 1801-1877.  Scottish-born American social 

reformer and politician. He served as U.S. representative from Indiana (1843-

1847) and wrote the influential Policy of Emancipation (1863). 

Ow·en (oùVn), Wilfred. 1893-1918.  British poet whose work reflects his experi-

ences in World War I. He was killed in battle. 

Ow·ens (oùVnz), Jesse. 1913-1980.  American track star. He won four gold 

medals at the 1936 Olympics, upsetting Adolf Hitler’s plans to use the games as 

evidence of Aryan superiority. 

O·wens·bor·o (oùVnz-bûrÙo, -bƒÙo)  A city of northwest Kentucky on the Ohio 

River west-southwest of Louisville. Settled c. 1800, it is a tobacco market and 

shipping point for a farm region. Population, 53,549. 

Owen Sound (oùVn sound)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on Owen 
Sound, an inlet of Georgian Bay. It is a port and railroad terminal with varied 

industries. Population, 19,883. 

Owens River (oùVnz rVvùNr)  A river, about 193 km (120 mi) long, of eastern 

California rising in the Sierra Nevada and flowing generally southward, formerly 

to Owens Lake, now a dry lake bed near Mount Whitney, and currently via 

aqueduct to the reservoirs of Los Angeles. 

Owen Stan·ley Range (oùVn st4nùlK r7nj)  A mountain range extending 

about 483 km (300 mi) southeast to northwest on New Guinea Island in Papua 

New Guinea. It rises to 4,075.7 m (13,363 ft). 

ow·ing (oùVng) adj.  Still to be paid; due. 

owing to (oùVng tu) prep.  Because of; on account of:  I couldn’t attend, owing 

to illness. 

owl (oul) n.  1. Any of various often nocturnal birds of prey of the order Strigi-

formes, having hooked and feathered talons, large heads with short hooked 

beaks, large eyes set forward, and fluffy plumage that allows for almost noiseless 

flight.  2. Any of a breed of domestic pigeons resembling owls.  [Middle English 

owle, from Old English 7le, of imitative origin.]

owl·et (ouùlVt) n.  A small or young owl. 

owlet moth (ouùlVt môth) n.  See noctuid. 
owl·ish (ouùlVsh) adj.  Resembling or characteristic of an owl.   —owlùish·ly 

adv.  —owlùish·ness n. 

owl’s claws (oulz klôz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A perennial plant 

(Helenium hoopesii) of western North America, having large, rayed, yellow flower 

heads clustered in loose corymbs. 

owl’s clover (oulz kloùvNr) n.  Any of various New World plants of the genus 

Orthocarpus, having bracteate spikes, variously colored flowers, and tubular bila-

biate corolla.  [From the resemblance of the flowers of some species to owls’ 

faces.]



own (on) adj.  Of or belonging to oneself or itself:  She makes her own clothes.   
—  n.  That which belongs to one:  It is my own.   —  v.  owned, own·ing, 
owns.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To have or possess as property:  owns a chain of restau-

rants.  b. To have control over:  For a time, enemy planes owned the skies.   2. To 

admit as being in accordance with fact, truth, or a claim; acknowledge.   —  v.  

intr. To make a full confession or acknowledgment:  When confronted with the 

evidence the thief owned up.  See Synonyms at acknowledge.  —idioms. of 
(one’s) own. Belonging completely to oneself:  a room of one’s own.  on (one’s) 
own. 2. By one’s own efforts:  She got the job on her own.  3. Responsible for one-

self; independent of outside help or control:  He is now out of college and on his 

own.  [Middle English owen, from Old English 7gen. See Kik- in Appendix.] 
—ownùer n. 

own·er·ship (oùnNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The state or fact of being an owner.  2. Legal 

right to the possession of a thing. 

O·wos·so (o-wmsùo)  A city of central Michigan west of Flint. It is a trade center 

in a farming region. Population, 16,322. 

O·wy·hee (o-wXùK, -hK)  A river, about 483 km (300 mi) long, of southwest 

Idaho, northern Nevada, and southeast Oregon. It empties into the Snake River. 

ox (mks) n.  pl. ox·en (mkùsNn). 1. An adult castrated bull of the genus Bos, espe-

cially B. taurus, used chiefly as a draft animal.  2. A bovine mammal.  [Middle 

English, from Old English oxa.]

ox- pref.  Variant of oxo-. 
ox·a·cil·lin (mkÙsN-sVlùVn) n.  A semisynthetic penicillin effective against penicil-

lin-resistant infections, especially those of staphylococci.  [OX(O)- + A(ZOLE) + 

(PENI)CILLIN.]

ox·al·ac·e·tate (mkÙsNl-4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  Variant of oxaloacetate. 
ox·al·a·cet·ic acid (mk-s4lÙN-sKùtVk 4sùVd, mkÙsN-lN-) n.  Variant of oxaloacetic 
acid. 

ox·a·late (mkùsN-l7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of oxalic acid.   —  v.  tr. ox·a·lat·ed, 
ox·a·lat·ing, ox·a·lates. To treat (a specimen) with an oxalate or oxalic acid.  

[OXAL(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

ox·al·ic acid (mk-s4lùVk 4sùVd) n.  A poisonous, colorless crystalline organic acid, 

HOOCCOOH·2H2O, found in many plants, such as spinach, and used as a bleach 

and rust remover.  [Latin oxalis, wood sorrel; see OXALIS + -IC.]

ox·a·lis (mkùsN-lVs, mk-s4lùVs) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Oxalis, 

having often cloverlike compound leaves with three leaflets and variously colored 

flowers that are usually clustered in umbels.  Also called wood sorrel [Latin oxalis, 

wood sorrel, from Greek, from oxus, sour. See ak- in Appendix.]

ox·a·lo·ac·e·tate (mkÙsN-lo-4sùV-t7tÙ)  or ox·al·ac·e·tate (-4sùV-t7tÙ) n.  A salt 

or an ester of oxaloacetic acid.  [OXAL(IC ACID) + ACET(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]



ox·a·lo·a·ce·tic acid (mkÙsN-lo-N-sKùtVk 4sùVd, mk-s4lÙo-)  or ox·al·a·ce·tic 
acid (mk-sHlÙN-sKùtVk, mkÙsN-lN-) n.  A colorless crystalline dicarboxylic acid, 

C4H4O5, that is formed by oxidation of malic acid in the Krebs cycle and by tran-

samination from aspartic acid. It is important as an intermediate in the metabo-

lism of carbohydrates and a precursor in the synthesis of amino acids.  [OXAL(IC 

ACID) + ACETIC ACID.]

ox·az·e·pam (mk-s4zùN-p4mÙ) n.  A tranquilizing drug, C15H11ClN2O2, related 

to benzodiazepine and used especially in the treatment of insomnia and alcohol 

withdrawal.  [(HYDR)OX(Y) + (BENZODI)AZEP(INE) + AM(INE).]

ox·blood red (mksùblƒdÙ rHd) n.  Color. A dark or deep red to medium reddish 

brown. 

ox·bow (mksùboÙ) n.  1. A U-shaped piece of wood that fits under and around 

the neck of an ox, with its upper ends attached to the bar of the yoke.  2. a. A U-

shaped bend in a river.  b. The land within such a bend of a river.    —oxùbowÙ 
adj. 

oxbow lake (mksùboÙ l7k) n.  A crescent-shaped lake formed when a meander 

of a river or stream is cut off from the main channel. 

Ox·bridge (mksùbrVjÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Oxford and Cambridge universities, 

especially when regarded as the seat of traditional academic and social excellence, 

privilege, and exclusiveness.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

Oxbridge:  spoke with an Oxbridge accent. 

ox·en (mkùsNn) n.  Plural of ox. 
Ox·en·stier·na also Ox·en·stjer·na (tkùsNn-shHrÙnN, mkù-), Count Axel 
Gustafsson. 1583-1654.  Swedish politician who virtually ruled Sweden as 

leader of the council of regency during the minority of Christina (1632-1644). 

ox·eye (mksùXÙ) n.  1. Either of two Eurasian plants of the genus Buphthalum, 

having daisylike flowers with yellow rays and dark centers.  2. Any of various New 

World plants of the genus Heliopsis, having similar flowers.  3. A round or oval 

dormer window. 

oxeye daisy (mksùXÙ d7ùzK) n.  See daisy (n., sense 1). 

ox·ford (mksùfNrd) n.  1. A sturdy, low shoe that laces over the instep.  2. A cot-

ton cloth of a tight basket weave, used primarily for shirts.  [After Oxford, 

England.]

Ox·ford (mksùfNrd)  1. A borough of south-central England on the Thames 

River west-northwest of London. First mentioned in 912, it was chartered in 

1605. Oxford University, with its famed “dreaming spires,” was founded in the 

12th century and still dominates the center of the city. Population, 114,400.  2. A 

city of northern Mississippi south-southeast of Memphis, Tennessee. It is the seat 

of the University of Mississippi (“Old Miss”), established in 1844, and was Will-

iam Faulkner’s home town. Population, 9,882.  3. A village of southwest Ohio 



northwest of Hamilton near the Indiana border. Mainly residential, it is the seat 

of Miami University (founded 1809). Population, 18,937. 

oxford gray (mksùfNrd gr7) n.  Color. A dark gray.  [After Oxford, England.]

Oxford movement (mksùfNrd muvùmNnt) n.  A movement within the 

Church of England, originating at Oxford University in 1833, that sought to link 

the Anglican Church more closely to the Roman Catholic Church. 

ox·heart (mksùhärtÙ) n.  A variety of cultivated cherry having sweet, juicy fruit.  

[From its shape.]

ox·i·dant (mkùsV-dNnt) n.  See oxidizer.  [French oxidant, present participle of 

oxider, to oxidize, from oxide, oxide. See OXIDE.]

ox·i·dase (mkùsV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  Any of a group of enzymes that catalyze oxida-

tion, especially an enzyme that reacts with molecular oxygen to catalyze the oxi-

dation of a substrate.  [OXID(ATION) + -ASE.] —oxÙi·daùsic adj. 

ox·i·da·tion (mkÙsV-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The combination of a substance with oxy-

gen.  2. A reaction in which the atoms in an element lose electrons and the 

valence of the element is correspondingly increased.  [French, from oxider, to oxi-

dize, from oxide, oxide. See OXIDE.] —oxùi·daÙtive adj.  —oxùi·daÙtive·ly adv. 

ox·i·da·tion-re·duc·tion (mkÙsV-d7ùshNn-rV-dƒkùshNn) n.  A chemical reac-

tion in which an atom or ion loses electrons to another atom or ion.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  an oxidation-reduction reaction; 

oxidation-reduction equilibrium. 

oxidative phosphorylation (mkÙsVdùN-tVv fmsÙfNr-N-l7ùshNn) n.  The pro-

cess in cell metabolism by which respiratory enzymes in the mitochondria syn-

thesize ATP from ADP during the oxidation of reduced NAD by molecular 

oxygen. 

ox·ide (mkùsXdÙ) n.  A binary compound of an element or a radical with oxygen.  

[French  : ox(ygène), oxygen; see OXYGEN + (ac)ide, acid (from Latin acidus, tart, 

acid); see ACID.] —ox·idùic (mk-sVdùVk) adj. 

ox·i·dize (mkùsV-dXzÙ) v.  ox·i·dized, ox·i·diz·ing, ox·i·diz·es. Chemistry.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To combine with oxygen; make into an oxide.  2. To increase the positive 

charge or valence of (an element) by removing electrons.  3. To coat with oxide.   
—  v.  intr. To become oxidized.   —oxùi·dizÙa·ble adj.  —oxÙi·di·zaùtion (-dV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

ox·i·diz·er (mkùsV-dXÙzNr) n.  A substance that oxidizes another substance; an 

oxidizing agent.  Also called oxidant 

ox·i·do·re·duc·tase (mkÙsV-do-rV-dƒkùt7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes 

an oxidation-reduction reaction.  [OXID(ATION) + REDUCT(ION) + -ASE.]

ox·ime (mkùsKm) n.  Any of a group of compounds containing a CNOH group, 

formed by treating aldehydes or ketones with hydroxylamine.  [OX(O)- + IM(ID)E.]



ox·im·e·ter (mk-sVmùV-tNr) n.  A device for measuring the oxygen saturation of 

arterial blood.   —oxÙi·metùric (-mHtùrVk) adj.  —oxÙi·metùri·cal·ly adv.  

—ox·imùe·try n. 

ox·lip (mksùlVpÙ) n.  A Eurasian primrose (Primula elatior) having yellow flowers 

clustered in a one-sided umbel.  [Middle English oxeslippe, from Old English 

oxanslyppe : oxan, genitive sing. of oxa, ox + slyppe, slimy substance; see sleubh- 
in Appendix.]

Ox·nard (mksùnärdÙ)  A city of southern California west-northwest of Los Ange-

les on the Pacific coast. It is a commercial and industrial center. Population, 

142,216. 

oxo-  or ox- pref.  Oxygen:  oxime.  [From OXYGEN.]

Ox·on Hill (mkùsmn hVl, -sNn)  A community of central Maryland, a suburb of 

Washington, D.C. Population, 35,794. 

Ox·o·ni·an (mk-soùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of Oxford or 

Oxford University.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Oxford.  2. A person who 

studies or has studied at Oxford University.  [From Medieval Latin Oxonia, 

Oxford, from Old English Oxnaford : oxena, genitive pl. of oxa, ox; see OX + ford, 

ford; see FORD.]

ox·peck·er (mksùpHkÙNr) n.  Either of two African starlings (Buphagus africanus 

or B. erythrorhyncus) that feed on the ticks found on the hides of large wild or 

domestic animals.  Also called tickbird 

ox·tail (mksùt7lÙ) n.  The tail of an ox, especially when used for food.   —oxùtailÙ 
adj. 

Ox·us (mkùsNs)  See Amu Darya. 
oxy- pref.  Oxygen, especially additional oxygen:  oxyacetylene.  [From OXYGEN.]

ox·y·a·cet·y·lene (mkÙsK-N-sHtùl-Vn, -KnÙ) adj.  Of or using a mixture of acety-

lene and oxygen:  an oxyacetylene torch. 

ox·y·ac·id (mkùsK-4sÙVd) n.  An oxygen-containing acid. 

ox·y·ceph·a·ly (mkÙsK-sHfùN-lK) n.  pl. ox·y·ceph·a·lies. A congenital abnor-

mality of the skull in which the top of the head assumes a conical or pointed 

shape.  Also called acrocephaly [From Greek oxukephalos, sharp-headed  : oxus, 

sharp; see OXYGEN + -kephalos, -cephalous.] —oxÙy·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk), 
oxÙy·cephùa·lous adj. 

ox·y·co·done (mkÙsV-koùdonÙ) n.  A narcotic alkaloid, C18H21NO4, related to 

codeine, used as an analgesic and a sedative chiefly in the form of its hydrochlo-

ride salt.  [From chemical name (dihydrohydr)oxycod(ein)one.]

ox·y·gen (mkùsV-jNn) n.  Symbol O A nonmetallic element constituting 21 per-

cent of the atmosphere by volume that occurs as a diatomic gas, O2, and in many 

compounds such as water and iron ore. It combines with most elements, is essen-

tial for plant and animal respiration, and is required for nearly all combustion. 

Atomic number 8; atomic weight 15.9994; melting point –218.4˚C; boiling point 



–183.0˚C; gas density at 0˚C 1.429 grams per liter; valence 2.  [French oxygène : 

Greek oxus, sharp, acid; see ak- in Appendix + French -gène, -gen.] 
—oxÙy·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj.  —oxÙy·genùi·cal·ly adv.  —ox·ygùe·nous (mk-

sVjùN-nNs) adj. 

ox·y·gen·ase (mkùsV-jN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  An oxidoreductase that catalyzes the 

incorporation of molecular oxygen into its substrate. 

ox·y·gen·ate (mkùsV-jN-n7tÙ) also ox·y·gen·ize (-jN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. 

ox·y·gen·at·ed also ox·y·gen·ized, ox·y·gen·at·ing also ox·y·gen·iz·ing, 
ox·y·gen·ates also ox·y·gen·iz·es. To treat, combine, or infuse with oxygen.   
—oxÙy·gen·aùtion n.  —oxùy·gen·aÙtor n. 

oxygen debt (mkùsV-jNn dHt) n.  The amount of extra oxygen required by mus-

cle tissue during recovery from vigorous exercise. 

oxygen demand (mkùsV-jNn dV-m4ndù) n.  Biochemical oxygen demand. 

oxygen mask (mkùsV-jNn m4sk) n.  A masklike device placed over the mouth 

and nose and through which oxygen is supplied from an attached storage tank. 

oxygen tent (mkùsV-jNn tHnt) n.  A canopy placed over the head and shoulders 

or over the entire body of a patient to provide oxygen at a higher level than nor-

mal. 

ox·y·he·mo·glo·bin (mkÙsK-hKùmN-gloÙbVn) n.  A bright-red chemical com-

plex of hemoglobin and oxygen that transports oxygen to the tissues. 

ox·y·hy·dro·gen (mkÙsK-hXùdrN-jNn) adj.  Of or using a mixture of hydrogen 

and oxygen:  an oxyhydrogen torch. 

ox·y·me·taz·o·line (mkÙsK-mV-t4zùN-lKnÙ, -mHtùN-zo-) n.  A vasoconstricting 

drug, C16H24N2O, that is used topically in the form of its hydrochloride salt to 

reduce nasal congestion.  [Alteration of chemical name (tertbutyldi)met(hyl-

hydr)oxy(benzylimid)azoline.]

ox·y·mo·ron (mkÙsK-môrùmnÙ, -morù-) n.  pl. ox·y·mo·ra (-môrùN, -morùN)  or 

ox·y·mo·rons. A rhetorical figure in which incongruous or contradictory terms 

are combined, as in a deafening silence and a mournful optimist.  [Greek oxumo-

ron, from neuter of oxumoros, pointedly foolish  : oxus, sharp; see OXYGEN + 

moros, foolish, dull.] —oxÙy·mo·ronùic (-mN-rmnùVk) adj.  

—oxÙy·mo·ronùi·cal·ly adv. 

ox·y·sul·fide (mkÙsK-sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A sulfide compound in which part of the sul-

fur has been replaced by oxygen. 

ox·y·tet·ra·cy·cline (mkÙsK-tHtÙrN-sXùklVn, -klKnÙ) n.  A broad-spectrum antibi-

otic, C22H24N2O9, derived from the actinomycete Streptomyces rimosus and used 

to treat a variety of bacterial infections. 

ox·y·to·ci·a (mkÙsV-toùshK-N, -shN) n.  An unusually rapid childbirth. 

ox·y·to·cic (mkÙsV-toùsVk) adj.  Hastening or facilitating childbirth, especially by 

stimulating contractions of the uterus. Used of a drug.   —  n.  An oxytocic drug.  

[From alteration (influenced by Late Greek *oxutokia, sudden delivery), of Greek 



okutokios, oxytocic  : Greek okus, swift; see oku- in Appendix + tokos, birth; see 

tek- in Appendix.]

ox·y·to·cin (mkÙsV-toùsVn) n.  A short polypeptide hormone, C43H66N12O12S2, 

released from the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland, that stimulates the con-

traction of smooth muscle of the uterus during labor and facilitates ejection of 

milk from the breast during nursing. 

ox·y·tone (mkùsV-tonÙ) adj.  1. Relating to or being a Greek word that has an 

acute accent on its last syllable.  2. Relating to or being a word that has a heavy 

stress accent on its last syllable.   —  n.  A word having the stress or the acute 

accent on the last syllable.  [Greek oxutonos : oxus, sharp; see OXYURIASIS + tonos, 

tone; see TONE.]

ox·y·u·ri·a·sis (mkÙsK-yt-rXùN-sVs) n.  Infestation with pinworms.  [New Latin 

Oxyuris, type genus (Greek oxus, sharp; see ak- in Appendix + Greek oura, tail); 

see ors- in Appendix + -IASIS.]

oy·er and ter·mi·ner (oiùNr Nnd tûrùmN-nNr) n.  Law. 1. A hearing or trial.  

2. A court of general criminal jurisdiction in some states of the United States.  

3. a. A commission empowering a judge in Great Britain to hear and rule on a 

criminal case at the assizes.  b. The court in Great Britain where such a hearing is 

held.   [Middle English, partial translation of Anglo-Norman oyer et terminer, to 

hear and determine  : oyer, to hear + terminer, to determine.]

o·yez (oùyHsÙ, oùyHzÙ, oÙy7ù) also o·yes (oùyHsÙ) Law. interj.  Used three times in 

succession to introduce the opening of a court of law.   —  n.  pl. o·yes·ses (oùyH-

sÙVz). This cry, used to open a court.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, hear 

ye, imperative pl. of oyer, to hear, from Latin audXre. See au- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Hearing the cry “Oyez, oyez, oyez,” in a courtroom may

have puzzled more than one auditor, especially if pronounced “O yes.” (Many

people have thought that in fact it is like O yes.) This cry serves to remind us that

up until the 18th century, speaking English in a British court of law was not re-

quired and one could instead use Law French, a form of French that evolved after

the Norman Conquest, when Anglo-Norman became the language of the official

class in England. Oyez descends from the Anglo-Norman oyez, the plural imper-

ative form of oyer, “to hear”; thus oyez means “hear ye” and was used as a call for

silence and attention. Although it would have been much heard in Medieval En-

gland, it is first recorded as an English word fairly late in the Middle English pe-

riod, in a work composed around 1425.

oys·ter (oiùstNr) n.  1. a. Any of several edible bivalve mollusks of the family 

Ostreidae, especially of the genera Crassostrea and Ostrea, that live chiefly in shal-

low marine waters and have a rough, irregularly shaped shell.  b. Any of various 

similar or related bivalve mollusks, such as the pearl oyster.   2. An edible bit of 



muscle found in the hollow of the pelvic bone of a fowl.  3. a. A special delicacy.  

b. Something from which benefits may be extracted.   4. Slang. A close-mouthed 

person.   —  v.  intr. oys·tered, oys·ter·ing, oys·ters. To gather, dredge for, or 

raise oysters.  [Middle English oistre, from Old French, from Latin ostreum, 

ostrea, from Greek ostreon. See ost- in Appendix.]

Oys·ter Bay (oiùstNr b7)  A village of southeast New York on northeast Long 

Island on an inlet of Long Island Sound. Nearby is Sagamore Hill, Theodore 

Roosevelt’s estate, which is now a national historic site. Population, 7,200. 

oyster bed (oiùstNr bHd) n.  A place where oysters breed or are raised. 

oys·ter·catch·er (oiùstNr-k4chÙNr) n.  Any of several wading birds of the genus 

Haematopus, having black and white plumage and a long orange bill and feeding 

on oysters, clams, and limpets. 

oyster crab (oiùstNr kr4b) n.  A small crab (Pinnotheres ostreum) that lives com-

mensally inside the shell of a bivalve mollusk such as an oyster or a clam. 

oyster cracker (oiùstNr kr4kùNr) n.  A small, dry, usually round soda cracker. 

oys·ter·man (oiùstNr-mNn) n.  1. One who gathers, cultivates, or sells oysters.  

2. Nautical. An oyster-dredging vessel. 

oyster mushroom (oiùstNr mƒshùrumÙ) n.  Any of several edible mush-

rooms of the genus Pleurotus, having a soft, flavorful, grayish cap. 

oyster plant (oiùstNr pl4nt) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See salsify. 
oys·ters Rockefeller (oiùstNrz rmkùN-fHlÙNr) pl.n.  Oysters cooked with spin-

ach and a seasoned cream sauce.  [Perhaps after John Davison ROCKEFELLER.]

oyster white (oiùstNr hwXt) n.  Color. A pale yellowish green to light gray. 

oz also oz. abbr.  Ounce. 

Oz (mz) n.  An unreal, magical, often bizarre place:  regarded New York City as the 

Oz of the Northeast.  Also called Land of Oz [After the fantasy land Oz created by 

L. Frank Baum in The Wonderful World of Oz and other novels.]

oz ap abbr.  Apothecaries’ ounce. 

O·zark Plateau  or O·zark Mountains (oùzärkÙ pl4-toù)  An upland region 

of the south-central United States extending from southwest Missouri across 

northwest Arkansas into eastern Oklahoma. Parts of the Ozarks are scenic tourist 

attractions. 

O·zarks (oùzärksÙ), Lake of the. A lake of central Missouri formed by Bagnell 

Dam (completed 1931) on the Osage River. 

oz av abbr.  Avoirdupois ounce. 

O·za·wa (o-zäùwN), Seiji. Born 1935.  Japanese-born conductor. He directed the 

San Francisco Symphony (1970-1976) and was named conductor and director of 

the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1973. 

o·zo·ce·rite (oÙzo-sîrùXtÙ) also o·zo·ke·rite (-kîrù-) n.  A yellow-brown to black 

or green hydrocarbon wax, found in irregular veins in sandstones and used in 



making electrical insulation and polishes.  [Greek ozein, to smell + Greek kKros, 

wax + -ITE
1.]

o·zone (oùzonÙ) n.  1. A blue gaseous allotrope of oxygen, O3, formed naturally 

from diatomic oxygen by electric discharge or exposure to ultraviolet radiation. It 

is an unstable, powerfully bleaching, poisonous oxidizing agent with a pungent, 

irritating odor, used to deodorize air, purify water, treat industrial wastes and as a 

bleach.  2. Informal. Fresh, pure air.  [German Ozon, from Greek ozon, neuter 

present participle of ozein, to smell.] —o·zoùnic (o-zoùnVk, o-zmnùVk), 
oùzonÙous (oùzoÙnNs)  adj. 

ozone layer (oùzonÙ l7ùNr) n.  A region of the upper atmosphere, between 

about 15 and 30 kilometers (10 and 20 miles) in altitude, containing a relatively 

high concentration of ozone that absorbs solar ultraviolet radiation in a wave-

length range not screened by other atmospheric components.  Also called ozono-

sphere 

o·zo·nide (oùzo-nXdÙ, -zN-) n.  Any of various, often explosive chemicals formed 

by attachment of ozone to the double bond of an unsaturated compound and 

used in analytical chemistry to locate such bonds. 

o·zo·nize (oùzo-nXzÙ, -zN-) v.  tr. o·zo·nized, o·zo·niz·ing, o·zo·niz·es. 1. To 

treat or impregnate with ozone.  2. To convert (oxygen) to ozone.   
—oùzon·izÙer n. 

o·zo·no·sphere (o-zoùnN-sfîrÙ) n.  See ozone layer.  —o·zoÙno·spherùic (-

sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-), o·zoÙno·spherùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

o·zo·sto·mi·a (oÙzN-stoùmK-N) n.  Foul-smelling breath; halitosis.  [From Greek 

ozostomos, having bad breath  : ozein, to smell + -stomos, mouthed (from stoma, 

mouth).]

oz t abbr.  Troy ounce. 



                                                                                                                                                                                     
p1  or P (pK) n.  pl. p’s or P’s. 1. The 16th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter p.  3. The 16th in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter P. 

p2  Physics. The symbol for momentum (n., sense 1). 

p3 abbr.  1.  Or p.. Music. Piano (a direction).  2. Physics. Proton. 

P1  The symbol for the element phosphorus. 
P2 abbr.  1. Genetics. Parental generation.  2. Physics. Parity.  3. Games. Pawn.  

4. Bible. Peter.  5. Petite.  6. Physics. Pressure. 

P3 abbr.  First class (airline transportation). 

p. abbr.  1. Page.  2. Part.  3. Grammar. Participle.  4. Grammar. Past.  5. Penny.  

6. Per.  7. Peseta.  8. Peso.  9. Pint.  10. Pipe.  11. Pole.  12. Population.  13.  Or 

P.. President.  14.  Or P.. Prince.  15. Pro.  16. Purl. 

P. abbr.  Priest. 

pa (pä) n.  Informal. Father; papa.  [Short for PAPA.]

Pa1  The symbol for the element protactinium. 
Pa2 abbr.  Pascal. 

PA abbr.  1.  Or Pa.. Pennsylvania.  2. Public-address system. 

p.a. abbr.  Per annum. 

P.A. abbr.  1. Physician’s assistant.  2.  Or P/A. Law. Power of attorney.  3.  Or PA. 

Press agent.  4.  Or PA. Law. Prosecuting attorney. 

pa’an·ga (pängùgN, pä-ängù-) n.  A basic unit of currency in Tonga.  See Table at 

currency.  [Tongan.]

Paa·si·ki·vi (päùsV-kKÙvK, -kV-vV), Juho Kusti. 1870-1956.  Finnish politician 

who served as prime minister (1918 and 1944-1946) and president (1946-1956). 

PABA (päùbN) n.  A crystalline para form of aminobenzoic acid that is part of the 

vitamin B complex and is widely used in sunscreens to absorb ultraviolet light.  

[P(ARA)-A(MINO)B(ENZOIC) A(CID).]

pab·lum (p4bùlNm) n.  Trite, insipid, or simplistic writing, speech, or conceptu-

alization: “We have to settle for the pablum that passes for the inside dope” (Julie 

Salamon).  [From PABLUM.]

Pab·lum (p4bùlNm)  A trademark used for a bland, soft cereal for infants. 

pab·u·lum (p4bùyN-lNm) n.  1. A substance that gives nourishment; food.  

2. Insipid intellectual nourishment: “TV... gobbled up comedy material and spat it 

out as pabulum” (Ralph Corliss).  [Latin p7bulum; see p7- in Appendix. Sense 2, 

by confusion with PABLUM.]

pac also pack (p4k) n.  1. A moccasin or soft shoe designed to be worn inside a 

boot.  2. A shoepac.  [Short for shoepac, alteration (influenced by SHOE), of pid-

gin Delaware seppock, shoe, from Unami Delaware chípahko, shoes.]

PAC (p4k) n.  pl. PAC’s or PACs. A political action committee. 

Pac. abbr.  Pacific. 



pa·ca (päùkN, p4kùN) n.  A large nocturnal burrowing rodent of the genus Cunicu-

lus, found in South and Central America and similar to the agouti, especially the 

spotted species C. paca that lives on plants and fruit and is hunted for its edible 

flesh.  [Portuguese, and American Spanish  both from Tupi páca.]

pace1 (p7s) n.  1. A step made in walking; a stride.  2. A unit of length equal to 

30 inches (0.76 meter).  3. The distance spanned by a step or stride, especially: 

a. The modern version of the Roman pace, measuring five English feet.  Also 

called geometric pace b. Thirty inches at quick marching time or 36 at double 

time.  c. Five Roman feet or 58.1 English inches, measured from the point at 

which the heel of one foot is raised to the point at which it is set down again after 

an intervening step by the other foot.   4. a. The rate of speed at which a person, 

an animal, or a group walks or runs.  b. The rate of speed at which an activity or a 

movement proceeds.   5. A manner of walking or running:  a jaunty pace.  6. A 

gait of a horse in which both feet on one side leave and return to the ground 

together.   —  v.  paced, pac·ing, pac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To walk or stride back 

and forth across:  paced the floor nervously.  2. To measure by counting the num-

ber of steps needed to cover a distance.  3. To set or regulate the rate of speed for.  

4. To train (a horse) in a particular gait, especially the pace.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

walk with long, deliberate steps.  2. To go at the pace. Used of a horse or rider.  

[Middle English, from Old French pas, from Latin passus, from past participle of 

pandere, to stretch, spread out. See petN- in Appendix.]

pa·ce2 (p7ùsK, päùch7, -k7) prep.  With the permission of; with deference to. Used 

to express polite or ironically polite disagreement:  I have not, pace my detractors, 

entered into any secret negotiations.  [Latin p7ce, ablative of p7x, peace. See pag- in 

Appendix.] —paùce adv. 

pace car (p7s kär) n.  Sports. A usually high-performance automobile that leads 

a group of competing cars through the pace lap of a race but does not participate 

in the race. 

pace lap (p7s l4p) n.  Sports. The initial lap of a motor vehicle race in which the 

racers warm up their engines and prepare for a fast start. 

pace·mak·er (p7sùm7ÙkNr) n.  1. Sports. One who sets the pace in a race.  Also 

called pacer, pacesetter.  2. A leader in a field:  the fashion house that is the pace-

maker.  Also called pacesetter 3. a. Biology. A part of the body, such as the mass of 

muscle fibers of the sinoatrial node, that sets the pace or rhythm of physiological 

activity.  b. Medicine. Any of several usually miniaturized and surgically 

implanted electronic devices used to stimulate or regulate contractions of the 

heart muscle.   4. Biochemistry. A substance that regulates a series of related reac-

tions.   —paceùmakÙing adj.  & n. 

pac·er (p7ùsNr) n.  1. A horse trained to pace.  2. Sports. See pacemaker (n., 

sense 1). 



pace·set·ter (p7sùsHtÙNr) n.  1. Sports. See pacemaker (n., sense 1).  2.  See 

pacemaker (n., sense 2).  —paceùsetÙting adj.  & n. 

pa·cha (päùshN, p4shùN, pN-shäù) n.  Variant of pasha. 
pa·chin·ko (pN-chVngùko) n.  Games. A Japanese gambling game played on a 

vertical pinball machine.  [Japanese.]

pa·chi·si (pN-chKùzK) n.  An ancient game of India similar to backgammon that 

uses cowrie shells instead of dice.  [Hindi pacXsX, from pacXs, twenty-five  : Sanskrit 

pañca, five; see penkwe in Appendix + Sanskrit via{atiU, twenty; see wXkctX in 

Appendix.]

pach·ou·li (pN-chuùlK, p4chùt-lK) n.  Variant of patchouli. 
Pa·chu·ca (pN-chuùkN, pä-chuùkä) also Pachuca de So·to (dV soùto, dH)  A 

city of central Mexico north-northeast of Mexico City. It was founded in 1534 as 

a silver-mining center on the site of an ancient Toltec city. Population, 110,351. 

pa·chu·co (pN-chuùko) n.  pl. pa·chu·cos. A Mexican-American youth or 

teenager, especially one who dresses in flamboyant clothes and belongs to a 

neighborhood gang.  [American Spanish, possibly alteration of payuco, yokel, 

from payo, rustic.]

pach·y·derm (p4kùV-dûrmÙ) n.  Any of various large, thick-skinned, hoofed 

mammals such as the elephant, rhinoceros, or hippopotamus.  [French pachy-

derme, from New Latin *Pachyderma, sing. of Pachydermata, obsolete order 

name, from Greek pakhudermos, thick-skinned  : pakhus, thick + derma, skin; see 

DERMA
1.] —pachÙy·derùmal, pachÙy·derùmic, pachÙy·derùmous adj. 

pach·y·der·ma·tous (p4kÙV-dûrùmN-tNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or character-

istic of a pachyderm.  2. Thick-skinned; insensitive.  [New Latin Pachydermata, 

obsolete order name; see PACHYDERM + -OUS.]

pach·y·san·dra (p4kÙV-s4nùdrN) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Pachys-

andra, especially the evergreen P. terminalis native to Japan, having toothed leaves 

and inconspicuous white unisexual flowers.  Also called Japanese spurge [New 

Latin Pachysandra, genus name  : Greek pakhus, thick + New Latin -andrus, -

androus (after its thick stamens).]

pach·y·tene (p4kùV-tKnÙ) n.  The third stage of the prophase of meiosis during 

which the homologous chromosomes become short and thick and divide into 

four distinct chromatids.  [French pachytène : Greek pakhus, thick + -tène, ribbon 

(from Latin taenia); see TAENIA.]

pa·cif·a·rin (pN-sVfùNr-Vn) n.  Any of various bacterial products that, introduced 

in small amounts, protect an organism from an infection or a disease without 

killing the infectious agent.  [Origin unknown.]

Pacif. abbr.  Pacific. 

pa·cif·ic (pN-sVfùVk) also pa·cif·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Tending to diminish or put 

an end to conflict; appeasing.  2. Of a peaceful nature; tranquil.  [French paci-



fique, from Old French pacifice, from Latin p7cificus : p7x, p7c-, peace; see pag- 
in Appendix + -ficus, -fic.] —pa·cifùi·cal·ly adv. 

Pa·cif·i·ca (pN-sVfùV-kN)  A city of western California on the Pacific coast south of 

San Francisco. It is mainly residential. Population, 37,670. 

pac·i·fi·ca·tion (p4sÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of pacifying or the condition 

of being pacified; appeasement.  2. a. Reduction, as of a rebellious district, to 

peaceful submission: “Real pacification is hard to get in the Vietnamese country-

side” (McGeorge Bundy).  b. Practical measures or policy aiming to effect this 

type of submission.   3.  Often Pacification. A peace treaty:  the Pacification of 

Ghent.   —pa·cifùi·caÙtor (pN-sVfùV-k7ÙtNr) n.  —pa·cifùi·ca·toÙry (-kN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

Pa·cif·ic Grove (pN-sVfùVk grov)  A city of western California at the southern 

end of Monterey Bay. It is a residential and resort community. Population, 16,117. 

Pacific Islands, Trust Territory of the. (pN-sVfùVk XùlNndz)  A group of more 

than 2,000 islands and islets of the northwest Pacific Ocean administered by the 

United States as a United Nations trust territory from 1947 to 1978. It originally 

included the Caroline, Marianas (excluding Guam), and Marshall islands. Parts of 

the territory are now self-governing.   —Pacific Islander n. 

pa·cif·i·cism (pN-sVfùV-sVzÙNm) n.  Pacifism.   —pa·cifùi·cist n. 

Pacific Northwest (pN-sVfùVk nôrth-wHstù)  A region of the northwest United 

States usually including the states of Washington and Oregon. The term is also 

used to refer to the southwest part of British Columbia, Canada. 

Pacific Ocean (pN-sVfùVk oùshNn)  The largest of the world’s oceans, divided 

into theNorth Pacific and the South Pacific. It extends from the western 

Americas to eastern Asia and Australia. 

Pacific Rim (pN-sVfùVk rVm)  The countries and landmasses surrounding the 

Pacific Ocean, often considered as a socioeconomic region. 

Pacific Standard Time (pN-sVfùVk st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Abbr. PST, P.S.T. Stan-

dard time in the eighth time zone west of Greenwich, England, reckoned at 120˚ 

west and used, for example, in the Pacific coastal states of the United States.  Also 

called Pacific Time 

pac·i·fi·er (p4sùN-fXÙNr) n.  A rubber or plastic nipple or teething ring for a baby 

to suck or chew on. 

pac·i·fism (p4sùN-fVzÙNm) n.  1. The belief that disputes between nations should 

and can be settled peacefully.  2. a. Opposition to war or violence as a means of 

resolving disputes.  b. Such opposition demonstrated by refusal to participate in 

military action.   [French pacifisme, from pacifique, pacific. See PACIFIC.] 
—pacùi·fist n.  —pacÙi·fisùtic adj.  —pacÙi·fisùti·cal·ly adv. 

pac·i·fy (p4sùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. pac·i·fied, pac·i·fy·ing, pac·i·fies. 1. To ease the 

anger or agitation of.  2. To end war, fighting, or violence in; establish peace in.  



[Middle English pacifien, from Old French pacifier, from Latin p7cific7re : p7x, 

p7c-, peace; see pag- in Appendix + -fic7re, -fy.] —pacÙi·fiùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: pacify, mollify, conciliate, appease, placate. These verbs all refer to

allaying another’s anger, belligerence, discontent, or agitation. To pacify is to re-

store calm to or establish peace in: “The explanation... was merely an invention

framed to pacify his guests” (Charlotte Brontë). An army was required in order to

pacify the islands. Mollify stresses the soothing of hostile feelings: “In that case go

ahead with the project,” she said, mollified by his agreeable manner. Conciliate usu-

ally implies winning over, often by reasoning and with mutual concessions: “A

wise government knows how to enforce with temper or to conciliate with dignity”

(George Grenville). Appease and placate suggest the satisfaction of claims or de-

mands or the tempering of antagonism, often through the granting of conces-

sions: The child is adept at appeasing her parents’ anger with a joke or compliment.

Even a written apology failed to placate the indignant hostess.

Pa·cin·i·an corpuscle (pN-sVnùK-Nn kôrùpN-sNl) n.  An encapsulated receptor 

found in deep layers of the skin that senses vibratory pressure and touch.  [After 

Filippo Pacini (1812-1883), Italian anatomist.]

pack1 (p4k) n.  Abbr. pk. 1. a. A collection of items tied up or wrapped; a bun-

dle.  b. A container made to be carried on the back of a person or an animal.   

2. The amount, as of food, that is processed and packaged at one time or in one 

season.  3. A small package containing a standard number of identical or similar 

items:  a pack of matches.  4. a. A complete set of related items:  a pack of cards.  

b. Informal. A large amount; a heap:  earned a pack of money.   5. a. A group of 

animals, such as dogs or wolves, that run and hunt together.  See Synonyms at 

flock1.  b. A gang of people:  a pack of hoodlums.  c. An organized troop having 

common interests:  a Cub Scout pack.   6. A mass of large pieces of floating ice 

driven together.  7. Medicine. a. The swathing of a patient or a body part in hot, 

cold, wet, or dry materials, such as cloth towels, sheets, or blankets.  b. The mate-

rials so used.  c. A material, such as gauze, that is therapeutically inserted into a 

body cavity or wound; packing.   8. An ice pack; an ice bag.  9. A cosmetic paste 

that is applied to the skin, allowed to dry, and then rinsed off.   —  v.  packed, 
pack·ing, packs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fold, roll, or combine into a bundle; wrap up.  

2. a. To put into a receptacle for transporting or storing:  pack one’s belongings.  

b. To fill up with items:  pack one’s trunk.   3. To process and put into containers 

in order to preserve, transport, or sell:  packed the fruit in jars.  4. a. To bring 

together (persons or things) closely; crowd together:  managed to pack 300 stu-

dents into the lecture hall.  b. To fill up tight; cram.   5. Medicine. a. To wrap (a 

patient) in a pack.  b. To insert a pack into a body cavity or wound.   6. To wrap 

tightly for protection or to prevent leakage:  pack a valve stem.  7. To press 



together; compact firmly:  packed the clay and straw into bricks.  8. Informal. To 

carry, deliver, or have available for action:  a thug who packed a pistol; a fighter 

who packs a hard punch; a storm that packed winds in excess of 75 miles an hour.  

9. To send unceremoniously:  The parents packed both children off to bed.  10. To 

constitute (a voting panel) by appointment, selection, or arrangement in such a 

way that it is favorable to one’s purposes or point of view; rig: “In 1937 Roosevelt 

threatened to pack the court” (New Republic).   —  v.  intr. 1. To place one’s 

belongings in boxes or luggage for transporting or storing.  2. To be susceptible of 

compact storage:  Dishes pack more easily than glasses.  3. To form lumps or 

masses; become compacted.   —idiom. pack it in. Informal. To cease work or 

activity:  Let’s pack it in for the day.  [Middle English pak, possibly of Low German 

origin.] —packÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —packùa·ble adj. 

pack2 (p4k) n.  Variant of pac. 
pack·age (p4kùVj) n.  Abbr. pkg. 1. A wrapped or boxed object; a parcel.  2. A 

container in which something is packed for storage or transportion.  3. a. A pre-

assembled unit.  b. A commodity, such as food, uniformly processed and con-

tainerized.   4. A proposition or an offer composed of several items, each of 

which must be accepted.   —  v.  tr. pack·aged, pack·ag·ing, pack·ag·es. To 

place into a package or make a package of.   —packùag·er n. 

package store (p4kùVj stôr) n.  A store that sells sealed bottles of alcoholic bev-

erages for consumption off the premises. 

pack·ag·ing (p4kùN-jVng) n.  1. The act, process, industry, art, or style of pack-

ing.  2. Material used for making packages.  3. The manner in which something, 

such as a proposal or product, or someone, such as a candidate or an author, is 

presented to the public. 

pack animal (p4k 4nùN-mNl) n.  An animal, such as a mule, used to carry loads. 

packed (p4kt) adj.  1. Crowded to capacity:  a packed theater.  2. Compressed:  

ground covered with wet, heavily packed leaves.  3. Informal. Filled with. Often 

used in combination:  a thrill-packed television series. 

pack·er (p4kùNr) n.  1. One that packs:  a packer of boxes in a warehouse.  2. One 

whose occupation is the processing and packing of wholesale goods, usually meat 

products:  meat packers. 

pack·et (p4kùVt) n.  Abbr. pkt. 1. A small package or bundle.  2. Informal. A siz-

able sum of money.  3. Nautical. A boat, usually a coastal or river steamer, that 

plies a regular route and carries passengers, freight, and mail.  4. Computer Sci-

ence. A short block of data transmitted in a packet switching network.  [Middle 

English pekette, probably diminutive of pak, pack. See PACK
1.]

packet switch·ing (p4kùVt swVchùVng) n.  Computer Science. A method of data 

transmission in which small blocks of data are transmitted rapidly over a channel 

dedicated to the connection only for the duration of the packet’s transmission. 

pack·horse (p4kùhôrsÙ) n.  A horse used as a pack animal. 



pack ice (p4k Xs) n.  Floating ice that has been driven together into a single mass. 

pack·ing (p4kùVng) n.  1. The act or process of one that packs.  2. The process-

ing and packaging of manufactured products, especially food products.  3. A 

material used to prevent leakage or seepage, as around a pipe joint.  4. a. The 

insertion of gauze or other material into a body cavity or wound for therapeutic 

purposes.  b. The material so used; a pack.  

packing fraction (p4kùVng fr4kùshNn) n.  Physics. The quotient of the alge-

braic difference between the isotopic mass and the mass number of a nuclide, 

divided by its mass number, often interpreted as a measure of stability. 

pack·ing·house (p4kùVng-housÙ) n.  1. A firm that slaughters, processes, and 

packs livestock into meat and meat products.  2. A firm that processes and packs 

food products other than meat. 

pack·man (p4kùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A peddler. 

pack rat (p4k r4t) n.  1. Any of various small North American rodents of the 

genus Neotoma that collect in or around their nests a great variety of small 

objects.  Also called trade rat, wood rat.  2. Western U.S. A petty thief.  3. Slang. A 

collector of miscellaneous objects. 

pack·sack (p4kùs4kÙ) n.  A canvas or leather traveling bag designed to be carried 

while strapped to the shoulders. 

pack·sad·dle (p4kùs4dÙl) n.  A saddle on which loads can be secured. 

pack·thread (p4kùthrHdÙ) n.  A strong two-ply or three-ply twine for sewing or 

tying packages or bundles. 

pack train (p4k tr7n) n.  A line of animals, such as horses or mules, loaded with 

supplies for an expedition. 

pact (p4kt) n.  1. A formal agreement, such as one between nations; a treaty.  

2. A compact; a bargain.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin pactum, 

from neuter sing. past participle of pacXscX, to agree. See pag- in Appendix.]

pad1 (p4d) n.  1. A thin, cushionlike mass of soft material used to fill, to give 

shape, or to protect against jarring, scraping, or other injury.  2. A flexible saddle 

without a frame.  3. An ink-soaked cushion used to ink a rubber stamp.  4. A 

number of sheets of paper of the same size stacked one on top of the other and 

glued together at one end; a tablet.  5. The broad, floating leaf of an aquatic plant 

such as the water lily.  6. a. The cushionlike flesh on the underpart of the toes 

and feet of many animals.  b. The foot of such an animal.   7. The fleshy under-

side of the end of a finger or toe.  8. a. A launch pad.  b. A helipad.   9. A keypad.  

10. Slang. One’s apartment or room.   —  v.  tr. pad·ded, pad·ding, pads. 
1. To line or stuff with soft material.  2. To lengthen (something written or spo-

ken) with extraneous material:  pad a résumé; pad an expense account.   —idiom. 
on the pad. Slang. Taking bribes.  [Origin unknown.] —padùless adj. 

pad2 (p4d) v.  pad·ded, pad·ding, pads.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go about on foot.  

2. To move or walk about almost inaudibly.   —  v.  tr. To go along (a route) on 



foot:  padding the long road into town.   —  n.  1. A muffled sound resembling 

that of soft footsteps.  2. A horse with a plodding gait.  [Probably of Low German 

origin akin to path.] —padùder n. 

Pa·dang (päùdängÙ, pä-dängù)  A city of western Indonesia on the Indian Ocean 

and the west-central coast of Sumatra Island. It is a major port, trading in tea, 

coffee, and spices. Population, 296,680. 

pa·dauk (pN-dôkù) also pa·douk (-dukù) n.  1. A tropical tree (Pterocarpus 

indicus) native to southeast Asia, having reddish wood with a mottled or striped 

black grain.  2. The wood of this tree, used mainly for decorative cabinetwork.  

Also called amboyna [Burmese.]

pad·ding (p4dùVng) n.  1. The act of stuffing, filling, or lining.  2. A soft mate-

rial used to make pads or a pad.  3. Extraneous material added to written work, 

such as a speech, to make it longer. 

pad·dle1 (p4dùl) n.  1. Nautical. A wooden implement having a blade at one end 

or sometimes at both ends, used without an oarlock to propel a canoe or small 

boat.  2. Any of various implements resembling the paddle of a boat or canoe, as: 

a. An iron tool for stirring molten ore in a furnace.  b. A tool with a shovellike 

blade used to mix materials in glassmaking.  c. A potter’s pallet.  d. A narrow 

board used to beat clothes in laundering by hand.  e. A flattened board used to 

administer physical punishment.  f. Sports. A light wooden racket used in playing 

table tennis.   3. A board on a paddle wheel.  4. A flipper or flattened appendage 

of certain animals.  5. The act of paddling.   —  v.  pad·dled, pad·dling, 
pad·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. Nautical. a. To propel a watercraft with paddles or a 

paddle.  b. To row slowly and gently.   2. To move through water by means of 

repeated short strokes of the limbs.   —  v.  tr. 1. Nautical. a. To propel (a water-

craft) with paddles or a paddle.  b. To convey in a watercraft propelled by pad-

dles.   2. To spank with a paddle, especially as a punishment.  3. To stir or shape 

(material) with a paddle.  [Middle English padell, implement used for cleaning a 

plowshare, perhaps from Medieval Latin padela.] —padùdler n. 

pad·dle2 (p4dùl) v.  intr. pad·dled, pad·dling, pad·dles. 1. To dabble about 

in shallow water; splash gently with the hands or feet.  2. To move with a wad-

dling motion; toddle.  [Perhaps of Low German origin.]

pad·dle·ball (p4dùl-bôlÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A game for two to four participants 

played with a wooden or plastic perforated paddle and a ball similar to a tennis 

ball on a court having one, three, or four walls.  2. The ball used in this game. 

pad·dle·board (p4dùl-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Sports. A long, narrow, floatable 

board used especially in surfing. 

pad·dle·boat (p4dùl-botÙ) n.  Nautical. A boat, especially a steamship, pro-

pelled through the water by paddle wheels on each side or by one paddle wheel 

astern.  Also called paddle wheeler 



pad·dle·fish (p4dùl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. paddlefish or pad·dle·fish·es. A fish of the 

family Polyodontidae, having a long paddle-shaped snout, especially Polyodon 

spathula of the Mississippi River basin.  Also called spoonbill 

paddle wheel (p4dùl hwKl) n.  Nautical. A wheel with boards or paddles 

affixed around its circumference, usually driven by steam to propel a ship.   
—padùdle-wheelÙ (p4dùl-hwKlÙ, -wKlÙ) adj. 

paddle wheeler (p4dùl hwKùlNr) n.  Nautical. See paddleboat. 
pad·dling (p4dùlVng, p4dùl-Vng) n.  1. Nautical. The act of moving a boat by 

means of a paddle.  2. A whipping with a paddle. 

pad·dock (p4dùNk) n.  1. A fenced area, usually near a stable, used chiefly for 

grazing horses.  2. Sports. a. An enclosure at a racetrack where the horses are 

assembled, saddled, and paraded before each race.  b. An area of an automobile 

racetrack where cars are prepared before a race.   3. Australian. A piece of fenced-

in land.   —  v.  tr. pad·docked, pad·dock·ing, pad·docks. To confine in a 

paddock.  [Alteration of Middle English parrok, from Old English pearroc.]

pad·dy (p4dùK) n.  pl. pad·dies. 1. Rice, especially in the husk, whether gath-

ered or still in the field.  2. A specially irrigated or flooded field where rice is 

grown.  [Malay padi.]

Pad·dy (p4dùK) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for an Irishman.  

[Nickname for Irish Gaelic Pádraig, Patrick.]

paddy field (p4dùK fKld) n.  A rice paddy. 

paddy wagon (p4dùK w4gùNn) n.  Slang. A van used by police for taking sus-

pects into custody.  [Origin unknown.]

Pa·der·born (päÙdNr-bôrnù)  A city of west-central Germany northwest of Kas-

sel. It joined the Hanseatic League in the 13th century and passed to Prussia in 

1802. Population, 109,514. 

Pa·de·rew·ski (p4dÙN-rHfùskK, -rHvù-, päÙdN-), Ignace Jan. 1860-1941.  Polish 

pianist and politician who served as prime minister (1919-1920) and led (1940-

1941) the exiled Polish government. 

Pa·di·shah (päùdV-shäÙ) n.  1. Used formerly as a title for the monarch of Iran.  

2. Used formerly as a title for the sultan of Turkey.  [Persian p7dsh7h : Old Persian 

pati-, master; see poti- in Appendix + Persian sh7h, king.]

pad·lock (p4dùlmkÙ) n.  A detachable lock with a U-shaped bar hinged at one 

end, designed to be passed through the staple of a hasp or a link in a chain and 

then snapped shut.   —  v.  tr. pad·locked, pad·lock·ing, pad·locks. To lock 

up with or as if with a padlock.  [Middle English padlok : pad-, of unknown 

meaning + lok, lock; see LOCK
1.]

pa·douk (pN-dukù) n.  Variant of padauk. 
pa·dre (päùdr7, -drK) n.  1. Father. Used as a form of address for a priest in Italy, 

Spain, Portugal, and Latin America.  2. Informal. A military chaplain.  3. Chiefly 



British. A parson.  [Spanish, Italian,, or Portuguese  all from Latin pater, patr-, 

father. See pNter- in Appendix.]

Pa·dre Island (päùdrK XùlNnd)  A low, sandy barrier island off the southern 

coast of Texas. First charted in 1519, it is famous as a graveyard for Spanish trea-

sure ships wrecked during a hurricane in 1553. Part of the island is a wildlife pre-

serve. 

pa·dro·ne (pN-droùnK, -n7) n.  pl. pa·dro·nes (-nKz, -n7z)  or pa·dro·ni (-nK). 
1. An owner or a manager, especially of an inn; a proprietor.  2. A man who 

exploitatively employs or finds work for Italian immigrants in America.  [Italian, 

from Latin patronus, patron. See PATRON.] —pa·droùnism n. 

Pad·u·a (p4jùu-N, p4dùyu-N)  A city of northeast Italy west of Venice. An 

important cultural center during the Middle Ages, it was known for its artistic 

and architectural works by Giotto, Mantegna, and Donatello. Galileo taught at its 

university from 1592 to 1610. Population, 231,337. 

pad·u·a·soy (p4jùu-N-soiÙ) n.  1. A rich, heavy silk fabric with a corded effect.  

2. A hanging or garment made of this fabric.  [Alteration (influenced by Padua), 

of French pou-de-soie, from Old French pout-de-soie : pout, of uncertain meaning 

+ de, of (from Latin dK, of); see DE- + soie, silk (from Vulgar Latin *sKta, from 

Late Latin saeta, raw silk, from Latin, bristle).]

Pa·du·cah (pN-duùkN, -dyuù-)  A city of western Kentucky on the Ohio River 

and the Illinois border. It is a tobacco market and manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 27,256. 

pae·an also pe·an (pKùNn) n.  1. Music. A song of joyful praise or exultation.  

2. A fervent expression of joy or praise: “The art... was a paean to paganism” (Will 

Durant).  3. An ancient Greek hymn of thanksgiving or invocation, especially to 

Apollo.  [Latin pae7n, hymn of thanksgiving, often addressed to Apollo, from 

Greek paian, from Paian, a title of Apollo.] —paeÙan·isùtic (-VsùtVk) adj. 

paed-  or paedo- pref.  Variants of pedo-2. 
pae·do·gen·e·sis also pe·do·gen·e·sis (pKÙdo-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Reproduction of 

young during the larval or preadult stage, occurring chiefly in insects.   
—paeÙdo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 

paed·o·morph also ped·o·morph (pHdùN-môrfÙ, pKùdN-) n.  An organism 

that retains juvenile characteristics in the adult form. 

paed·o·mor·phism also ped·o·mor·phism (pHdÙN-môrùfVzÙNm, pKÙdN-) n.  

Retention of juvenile characteristics in the adult, occurring in mammals.   
—paedÙo·morùphic (-fVk) adj. 

paed·o·mor·pho·sis also ped·o·mor·pho·sis (pHdÙN-môrùfN-sVs, pKÙdN-) n.  

pl. pae·do·mor·pho·ses (-sKzÙ). Phylogenetic change in which juvenile charac-

teristics are retained in the adult form of an organism. 

pa·el·la (pä-HlùN, pä-7ùlyä, -7ùyä) n.  A saffron-flavored Spanish dish made with 

varying combinations of rice, vegetables, meat, chicken, and seafood.  [Catalan, 



frying pan, paella, from Old French paelle, frying pan, pot, from Latin patella, 

diminutive of patina, pan. See PATEN.]

pae·on (pKùNn, -mnÙ) n.  In quantitative verse, a foot of one long syllable and 

three short syllables occurring in any order.  [Latin paeon, from Greek paion, 

from paian, paion, paean. See PAEAN.]

Paes·tum (pHsùtNm, pKùstNm)  An ancient city of southern Italy on the Gulf of 

Salerno. Founded as a Greek colony before 600 B.C., it flourished as part of Magna 

Graecia and was taken by Rome in 273 B.C. 

pa·gan (p7ùgNn) n.  1. One who is not a Christian, Muslim, or Jew; a heathen.  

2. One who has no religion.  3. A non-Christian.  4. A hedonist.   —  adj.  1. Not 

Christian, Muslim, or Jewish.  2. Professing no religion; heathen.  [Middle 

English, from Late Latin p7g7nus, from Latin, country-dweller, civilian, from 

p7gus, country, rural district. See pag- in Appendix.] —paùgan·dom (-dNm) n.  

—paùgan·ish adj.  —paùgan·ism n. 

Pa·ga·ni·ni (p4gÙN-nKùnK, päÙgä-), Nicolo. 1782-1840.  Italian violinist and 

composer whose works include six violin concertos and many other virtuoso vio-

lin pieces. 

pa·gan·ize (p7ùgN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. pa·gan·ized, pa·gan·iz·ing, 
pa·gan·iz·es. To make or become pagan.   —paÙgan·i·zaùtion (-gN-nV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

page1 (p7j) n.  1.  Abbr. p., pg. a. One side of a leaf, as of a book, letter, news-

paper, or manuscript, especially the entire leaf:  tore a page from the book.  b. The 

writing or printing on one side of a leaf.  c. The type set for printing one side of a 

leaf.   2. A noteworthy or memorable event:  a new page in history.  3. Computer 

Science. a. A quantity of memory storage equal to between 512 and 4,096 bytes.  

b. A quantity of source program coding equal to between 8 and 64 lines.   

4. pages. A source or record of knowledge:  in the pages of science.   —  v.  tr. 

paged, pag·ing, pag·es. 1. To number the pages of; paginate.  2. To turn the 

pages of:  page through a magazine.  [French, alteration of Old French pagine, 

from Latin p7gina. See pag- in Appendix.] —pageùfulÙ n. 

page2 (p7j) n.  1. A boy who acted as a knight’s attendant as the first stage of 

training for chivalric knighthood.  2. A youth in ceremonial employment or 

attendance at court.  3. a. One who is employed to run errands, carry messages, 

or act as a guide in a hotel, theater, or club.  b. One who is similarly employed in 

the U.S. Congress or another legislature.   4. A boy who holds the bride’s train at a 

wedding.   —  v.  tr. paged, pag·ing, pag·es. 1. To summon or call (a person) 

by name.  2. To summon or call (a person) by means of a beeper.  3. To attend as 

a page.  [Middle English, from Old French, possibly from Italian paggio, perhaps 

ultimately from Greek paidion, diminutive of pais, paid-, child. See pau- in 

Appendix.]



Page (p7j), Thomas Nelson. 1853-1922.  American writer and diplomat 

remembered for his nostalgic works about the Old South, such as Two Little Con-

federates (1888) and Red Rock (1898). 

Page (p7j), Walter Hines. 1855-1918.  American journalist and diplomat. As 

U.S. ambassador to Great Britain (1913-1918) he encouraged American partici-

pation in World War I. 

pag·eant (p4jùNnt) n.  1. An elaborate public dramatic presentation that usually 

depicts a historical or traditional event.  2. A spectacular procession or celebra-

tion.  3. Colorful, showy display; pageantry or pomp.  [Middle English pagin, 

pagent, moveable stage for a mystery play, mystery play, alteration of Medieval 

Latin p7gina, probably from Latin, page. See pag- in Appendix.]

pag·eant·ry (p4jùNn-trK) n.  pl. pag·eant·ries. 1. Pageants and their presenta-

tion.  2. a. Grand display; pomp.  b. Empty pomp or show; flashy display.  

page·boy (p7jùboiÙ) n.  1. One, usually a boy, who acts or serves as a page.  2. A 

hairstyle, usually shoulder-length, with the ends of the hair curled under 

smoothly in a loose roll. 

pag·er (p7ùjNr) n.  See beeper (n., sense 2). 

Pag·et (p4jùVt), Sir James. 1814-1899.  British surgeon and pathologist who dis-

covered (1834) the cause of trichinosis. 

Pag·et’s disease (p4jùVts dV-zKzù) n.  1. A disease, occurring chiefly in old age, 

in which the bones become enlarged and weakened, often resulting in fracture or 

deformation.  2. A form of breast cancer affecting the areola and nipple.  [After 

Sir James PAGET.]

page-turn·er (p7jùtûrÙnNr) n.  Informal. A very interesting, exciting, or sus-

penseful book, usually a novel: “The book is a page-turner” (Frank Conroy). 

pag·i·nal (p4jùN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or consisting of pages.  2. Page for 

page:  a paginal facsimile.  [Late Latin p7gin7lis, from Latin p7gina, page. See 

PAGE
1.]

pag·i·nate (p4jùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. pag·i·nat·ed, pag·i·nat·ing, pag·i·nates. To 

number the pages of; page.  [From Latin p7gina, page. See PAGE
1.]

pag·i·na·tion (p4jÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The system by which pages are numbered.  

2. The arrangement and number of pages in a book, as noted in a catalog or bib-

liography. 

pag·ing (p7ùjVng) n.  Computer Science. The transfer of pages of data between a 

computer’s main memory and an auxiliary memory. 

pa·go·da (pN-goùdN) n.  1. A religious building of the Far East, especially a 

many-storied Buddhist tower, erected as a memorial or shrine.  2. A structure, 

such as a garden pavilion, built in imitation of a many-storied Buddhist tower.  

[Portuguese pagode, perhaps from Tamil pagavadi, from Sanskrit bhagavatX, god-

dess, from bhagavant-, blessed, from bhagaU, good fortune. See bhag- in Appen-

dix.]



Pa·go Pa·go (pängùo-pängùo, p4ngùgo-p4ngùgo, pängùgo-pängùgo, päùgo-

päùgo, p7ùgo-p7ùgo) also Pan·go Pan·go (pängùo pängùo, p4ngùgo p4ngùgo, 

pängùgo pängùgo)  The capital of American Samoa, on the southern coast of 

Tutuila Island. It is a port and naval station. Population, 3,075. 

pah (pä) interj.  Used to express disgust or irritation. 

pah·la·vi (päùlN-vKÙ) n.  pl. pah·la·vis. A gold coin formerly used in Iran.  [Per-

sian pahlawX, after Reza Shah Pahlavi (1878-1944), Shah of Iran.]

Pah·la·vi (päùlN-vKÙ) also Peh·le·vi (p7ù-) n.  An Iranian language used in Persia 

during the reign of the Sassanids.  [Persian pahlawX, from Pahlav, Parthia, from 

Old Persian Parthava-.]

Pah·la·vi (päùlN-vKÙ), Mohammed Reza. 1919-1980.  Shah of Iran from 1941 

to 1979, when he was deposed by Islamic fundamentalists. 

paid1 (p7d) v.  Past tense and past participle of pay1. 
paid2 (p7d) v.  Nautical. A past tense and a past participle of pay2. 
Paige (p7j), Leroy Robert. Known as “Satchel.” 1906-1982.  American baseball 

player who became the first Black pitcher in the American League when he joined 

the Cleveland Indians (1948). 

pail (p7l) n.  1. A watertight cylindrical vessel, open at the top and fitted with a 

handle; a bucket.  2. The amount that a pail can hold.  [Middle English paile, 

probably from Old French paele, warming pan, perhaps from Latin patella, small 

pan. See PAELLA.] —pailùfulÙ n. 

pail·lard (pX-yärù) n.  A slice of veal, chicken, or beef that is pounded until very 

thin and quickly grilled, broiled, or sautéed with high heat.  [Origin unknown.]

pail·lasse also pal·liasse (p4l-y4sù, p4lùy4sÙ) n.  A thin mattress filled with 

straw or sawdust.  [French, from Old French, from paille, straw, from Late Latin 

palea, from Latin, chaff.]

pail·lette (pä-yHtù, p7-, p4-lHtù) n.  1. A small piece of metal or foil used in 

painting with enamel.  2. A spangle used to ornament a dress or costume.  

[French, from Old French, diminutive of paille, straw. See PAILLASSE.] 
—pail·letùted adj. 

pain (p7n) n.  1. An unpleasant sensation occurring in varying degrees of sever-

ity as a consequence of injury, disease, or emotional disorder.  2. Suffering or dis-

tress.  3. pains. The pangs of childbirth.  4. pains. Great care or effort:  take 

pains with one’s work.  5. Informal. A source of annoyance; a nuisance.   —  v.  

pained, pain·ing, pains.  —  v.  tr. To cause pain to; hurt or injure.   —  v.  intr. 

To be the cause of pain.   —idiom. on pain of (or under pain of). Subject to 

the penalty of a specified punishment, such as death.  [Middle English, from Old 

French peine, from Latin poena, penalty, pain, from Greek poinK, penalty. See 

kwei-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: pain, ache, pang, smart, stitch, throe, twinge. The central meaning



shared by these nouns is “a sensation of severe physical discomfort”: abdominal

pain; aches and cramps in a leg; the pangs of childbirth; aspirin that alleviated the

smart; a stitch in the side; the throes of dying; a twinge of arthritis. See also Syn-

onyms at effort

Paine (p7n), Robert Treat. 1731-1814.  American Revolutionary leader and 

jurist. A signer of the Declaration of Independence, he later served as a justice of 

the Massachusetts supreme court (1790-1804). 

Paine (p7n), Thomas. 1737-1809.  British-born American writer and Revolu-

tionary leader who wrote the pamphlet Common Sense (1776) arguing for Ameri-

can independence from Britain. In England he published The Rights of Man 

(1791-1792), a defense of the French Revolution. 

Paines·ville (p7nzùvVlÙ)  A city of northeast Ohio northeast of Cleveland. It is a 

trade center in a farming area. Population, 15,699. 

pain·ful (p7nùfNl) adj.  1. Causing pain.  2. Full of pain.  3. Requiring care and 

labor; irksome:  a painful task.  4. Archaic. Diligent; careful.   —painùful·ly adv.  

—painùful·ness n. 

pain in the neck (p7n Vn thK nHk) n.  pl. pains in the neck. Informal. One 

that is a source of annoyance; a nuisance. 

pain·kill·er (p7nùkVlÙNr) n.  An agent, such as an analgesic drug, that relieves 

pain.   —painùkillÙing adj. 

pain·less (p7nùlVs) adj.  Free from complication or pain:  a painless operation.   
—painùless·ly adv.  —painùless·ness n. 

pains·tak·ing (p7nzùt7ÙkVng) adj.  Marked by or requiring great pains; very 

careful and diligent.  See Synonyms at meticulous.   —  n.  Extremely careful 

and diligent work or effort.   —painsùtakÙing·ly adv. 

paint (p7nt) n.  1. a. A liquid mixture, usually of a solid pigment in a liquid 

vehicle, used as a decorative or protective coating.  b. The thin, dry film formed 

by such a mixture when applied to a surface.  c. The solid pigment before it is 

mixed with a vehicle.   2. A cosmetic, such as rouge, that is used to give color to 

the face; makeup.  3.  See pinto.   —  v.  paint·ed, paint·ing, paints.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make (a picture) with paints.  2. a. To represent in a picture with paints.  

b. To depict vividly in words.   3. To coat or decorate with paint:  paint a house.  

4. To apply cosmetics to.  5. To apply medicine to; swab:  paint a wound.  

6. Computer Science. To display (graphic data) on a video terminal.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To practice the art of painting pictures.  2. To cover something with paint.  

3. To apply cosmetics to oneself: “Let her paint an inch thick, to this favor she must 

come” (Shakespeare).  4. To serve as a surface to be coated with paint:  These non-

porous surfaces paint badly with a brush.   —idiom. paint the town red. Slang. 

To go on a spree.  [From Middle English painten, to paint, from Old French pein-



tier, from peint, past participle of peindre, from Latin pingere. See peig- in 

Appendix.] —paintÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —paintùa·ble adj. 

paint·brush (p7ntùbrƒshÙ) n.  1. A brush for applying paint.  2. The Indian 

paintbrush. 

paint·ed (p7nùtVd) adj.  1. Represented in paint.  2. a. Covered or decorated 

with paint.  b. Brightly colored; gaudy.   3. Excessively or improperly made up 

with cosmetics. 

painted bunting (p7nùtVd bƒnùtVng) n.  A small finch (Passerina ciris) of the 

southern United States and Mexico, the male of which has brilliant multicolored 

plumage.  Also called nonpareil 

painted cup (p7nùtVd kƒp) n.  See Indian paintbrush. 
Paint·ed Desert (p7nùtVd dHzùNrt)  A plateau region of north-central Arizona 

east of the Colorado and Little Colorado rivers. Irregularly eroded layers of red 

and yellow sediment and clay have left striking bands of color. 

painted lady (p7nùtVd l7ùdK) n.  A widely distributed butterfly (Vanessa cardui) 

having brown, black, and orange markings.  Also called cosmopolite, thistle butter-

fly. 

paint·er1 (p7nùtNr) n.  One who paints, either as an artist or a worker. 

pain·ter2 (p7nùtNr) n.  Nautical. A rope attached to the bow of a boat, used for 

tying up, as when docking or towing.  [Middle English peintour, probably from 

Old French pentoir, strong rope, from pendre, to hang, from Vulgar Latin *pen-

dere, from Latin pendKre. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]

pain·ter3 (p7nùtNr) n.  Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. See mountain lion.  [Alter-

ation of PANTHER.]

paint·er·ly (p7nùtNr-lK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a painter; 

artistic.  2. a. Having qualities unique to the art of painting.  b. Of, relating to, or 

being a style of painting marked by openness of form, with shapes distinguished 

by variations of color rather than by outline or contour.    —paintùer·li·ness n. 

paint·er’s colic (p7nùtNrz kmlùVk) n.  Chronic intestinal pains and constipation 

caused by lead poisoning.  Also called lead colic [So called because the disease is 

often caused by exposure to lead-base paint.]

paint·ing (p7nùtVng) n.  1. The process, art, or occupation of coating surfaces 

with paint for a utilitarian or an artistic effect.  2. A picture or design in paint. 

pair (pâr) n.  pl. pair or pairs. Abbr. pr. 1. Two corresponding persons or items, 

similar in form or function and matched or associated:  a pair of shoes.  2. One 

object composed of two joined, similar parts that are dependent upon each other:  

a pair of pliers.  3. a. Two persons who are joined in marriage or engagement.  

b. Two persons who have something in common and are considered together:  a 

pair of hunters.  c. Two mated animals.  d. Two animals joined together in work.  

See Synonyms at couple.   4. Games. Two playing cards of the same denomina-

tion.  5. Two members of a deliberative body with opposing opinions on a given 



issue who agree to abstain from voting on the issue, thereby offsetting each other.  

6. Chemistry. An electron pair.   —  v.  paired, pair·ing, pairs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

arrange in sets of two; couple.  2. To join in a pair; mate.  3. To provide a partner 

for.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form pairs or a pair.  2. To join in marriage; mate.  [Middle 

English, from Old French paire, from Latin paria, equals, pl. of p7r, a pair, from 

p7r, equal. See perN-2 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Pair as a noun can be followed by a singular or plural verb. The

singular is always used when pair denotes the set taken as a single entity: This pair

of shoes is on sale. A plural verb is used when the members are considered as in-

dividuals: The pair are working more harmoniously now. After a number other than

one pair itself can be either singular or plural, but the plural is now more com-

mon: She bought six pairs (or pair) of stockings.

pair bond (pâr bmnd) n.  The temporary or permanent association formed 

between a female and male animal during courtship and mating.   —pair bond-
ing n. 

pair of compasses (pâr ƒv kƒmùpNs-Vz) n.  See compass (n., sense 2). 

pair of virginals (pâr ƒv vûrùjN-nNlz) n.  Music. See virginal2. 
pair production (pâr prN-dƒkùshNn) n.  The simultaneous creation of a sub-

atomic particle and its antiparticle from another form of energy, especially the 

production of a positron and an electron from a gamma ray photon in a strong 

electric field, such as that surrounding a nucleus. 

pai·sa (pX-säù) n.  pl. pai·se (-s7ù)  or pai·sas (-säsù). A unit of currency in 

Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan.  See Table at currency.  [Hindi pais7, 

perhaps from p7’X, unit of currency. See PIE
3.]

pai·sa·no (pX-zäùno) also pai·san (-zänù) n.  pl. pai·sa·nos also pai·sans. 1. A 

countryman; a compatriot.  2. Slang. A friend; a pal.  [Spanish, from French pay-

san, from Old French paisant, peasant. See PEASANT.]

pai·se (pX-s7ù) n.  A plural of paisa. 
pais·ley (p7zùlK) adj.  1. Made of a soft wool fabric with a colorful, woven or 

printed and swirled pattern of abstract, curved shapes.  2. Marked with this pat-

tern.   —  n.  pl. pais·leys. An article of clothing made of paisley fabric.  [After 

Paisley.]

Pais·ley (p7zùlK)  A burgh of southwest Scotland west of Glasgow. It has been a 

textile center since the early 18th century and became famous in the 19th century 

for its colorful patterned shawls. Population, 86,100. 

Pai·ute also Pi·ute (pXùyutÙ) n.  pl. Paiute or Pai·utes also Piute  or Pi·utes. 
1. Either of two distinct Native American peoples inhabiting parts of the Great 

Basin, specifically: a. A group occupying eastern Oregon, western Nevada, and 

adjacent areas of northeast California.  Also called Northern Paiute b. A group 



occupying southern Utah and Nevada, northern Arizona, and adjacent areas of 

southeast California.  Also called Southern Paiute  2. A member of either of these 

peoples.   —PaiùuteÙ adj. 

pa·ja·ma (pN-jäùmN, -j4mùN) n.  1. A loose-fitting garment consisting of trousers 

and a jacket, worn for sleeping or lounging. Often used in the plural.  2. Loose-

fitting trousers worn in the Far East by men and women. Often used in the plural.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a pajama top; a pajama 

party.  [Hindi p7ij7ma, loose-fitting trousers  : Persian p7X, leg (from Middle Per-

sian); see ped- in Appendix + Persian j7mah, garment.]

Pak. abbr.  Pakistan. 

pak choi (bmkù choiù) n.  Variant of bok choy. 
Pak·i·stan (p4kùV-st4nÙ, päÙkV-stänù) Abbr. Pak.  A country of southern Asia. 

Occupying land crisscrossed by ancient invasion paths, Pakistan was the home of 

the prehistoric Indus Valley civilization, which flourished until overrun by Ary-

ans c. 1500 B.C. After being conquered by numerous rulers and powers, it passed 

to the British as part of India and became a separate Muslim state in 1947. The 

country originally included what is now Bangladesh, which declared its indepen-

dence in 1971. Islamabad is the capital and Karachi the largest city. Population, 

83,782,000.   —PakÙi·stanùi (-st4nùK, -stäùnK) adj.  & n. 

pal (p4l) Informal. n.  A friend; a chum.   —  v.  intr. palled, pal·ling, pals. To 

associate as friends or chums. Often used with around.  [Romany phral, phal;; 

akin to Sanskrit bhr7t7, brother. See bhr7ter- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Pal, like buddy and chum, has an informal, thoroughly

“American” ring to it. One might think that pal had been a fixture in the English

language forever. In fact, pal is a fairly recent acquisition from a rather exotic

source—the language of the Gypsies. First recorded in English in the 17th century,

pal was borrowed from Romany, the Indic language of the Gypsies, specifically

from a word meaning “brother, comrade,” which occurs as phal in the Romany

spoken in England and phral in the Romany spoken in Europe. Gypsies speak an

Indic language because they originally migrated to Europe from the border region

between Iran and India. In other Indic languages we find related words meaning

“brother,” such as Hindustani bh7i, Prakrit bh7da or bh7y7, and Sanskrit bhr7t7.

All these terms trace their ancestry to the same Indo-European word that our

word brother does.

Pal. abbr.  Palestine. 

pal·ace (p4lùVs) n.  1. The official residence of a royal personage.  2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. The official residence of a high dignitary, such as a bishop or an archbishop.  

3. a. A large or splendid residence.  b. A large, often gaudily ornate building used 

for entertainment or exhibitions.   [Middle English, from Old French palais, from 



Pal7tium, Palatine Hill, Rome (from its being the site where emperors built their 

homes), imperial residence.]

Pa·la·de (pN-läùdK), George Emil. Born 1912.  Russian-born American biolo-

gist. He shared a 1974 Nobel Prize for contributions to the understanding of liv-

ing cells. 

pal·a·din (p4lùN-dVn) n.  1. A paragon of chivalry; a heroic champion.  2. A 

strong supporter or defender of a cause: “the paladin of plain speaking” (Arthur 

M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  3. Any of the 12 peers of Charlemagne’s court.  [French, 

from Italian paladino, from Late Latin pal7tXnus, palatine. See PALATINE
1.]

palae-  or palaeo- pref.  Variants of paleo-. 
pa·laes·tra (pN-lHsùtrN) n.  Variant of palestra. 
pal·an·quin also pal·an·keen (p4lÙNn-kKnù) n.  A covered litter carried on 

poles on the shoulders of two or four men, formerly used in eastern Asia.  [Portu-

guese palanquim, from Javanese pëlangki, from Pali pallagko, from Sanskrit pary-

agkaU, palyagkaU, couch, bed.]

pa·la·pa (pN-läùpN) n.  1. An open-sided dwelling with a thatched roof made of 

dried palm leaves.  2. A structure, such as a bar or restaurant in a tropical resort, 

that is open-sided and thatched with palm leaves.  [Perhaps from American Span-

ish, a kind of palm tree.]

pal·at·a·ble (p4lùN-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Acceptable to the taste; sufficiently agreeable 

in flavor to be eaten.  2. Acceptable or agreeable to the mind or sensibilities:  a 

palatable solution to the problem.   —palÙat·a·bilùi·ty, palùat·a·ble·ness n.  

—palÙat·a·bly adv. 

pal·a·tal (p4lùN-tNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the palate.  2. Linguistics. 

a. Produced with the front of the tongue near or against the hard palate, as the 

(y) in English young.  b. Produced with the blade of the tongue near the hard pal-

ate, as the (ch) in English chin.  c. Produced with the front of the tongue in a for-

ward position. Used of a vowel.    —  n.  Linguistics. A palatal sound.   
—palùa·tal·ly adv. 

pal·a·tal·ize (p4lùN-tN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. pal·a·tal·ized, pal·a·tal·iz·ing, 
pal·a·tal·iz·es. Linguistics. To pronounce as or alter to a palatal sound.   
—palÙa·tal·i·zaùtion (-tN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pal·ate (p4lùVt) n.  1. The roof of the mouth in vertebrates having a complete or 

partial separation of the oral and nasal cavities and consisting of the hard palate 

and the soft palate.  2. Botany. The projecting part on the lower lip of a bilabiate 

corolla that closes the throat, as in a snapdragon.  3. The sense of taste:  delicacies 

pleasing to the most refined palate.  [Middle English, from Old French palat, from 

Latin pal7tum, perhaps of Etruscan origin.]

pa·la·tial (pN-l7ùshNl) adj.  1. Of or suitable for a palace:  palatial furnishings.  

2. Of the nature of a palace, as in spaciousness or ornateness:  a palatial yacht.  



[From Latin Pal7tium, imperial residence. See PALACE.] —pa·laùtial·ly adv.  

—pa·laùtial·ness n. 

pa·lat·i·nate (pN-l4tùn-7tÙ, -Vt) n.  The office, powers, or territory of a palatine. 

Pa·lat·i·nate (pN-l4tùn-Vt)  Either of two historical districts and former states of 

southern Germany. The Lower Palatinate is in southwest Germany between 

Luxembourg and the Rhine River; the Upper Palatinate is to the east in eastern 

Bavaria. They were once under the jurisdiction of the counts palatine, who 

became electors of the Holy Roman Empire in 1356 and were then known as elec-

tors palatine. 

pal·a·tine1 (p4lùN-tXnÙ) n.  1. a. A soldier of the palace guard of the Roman 

emperors, formed in the time of Diocletian.  b. A soldier of a major division of 

the Roman army formed in the time of Constantine I.   2. Used as a title for vari-

ous administrative officials of the late Roman and Byzantine empires.  3. A feu-

dal lord exercising sovereign power over his lands. In this sense, also 

calledpalsgrave  —  adj.  1. Belonging to or fit for a palace.  2. Of or relating to a 

palatine or palatinate.  [From Middle English, ruled by an independent lord, 

from Old French palatin, from Late Latin pal7tXnus, palace official, from Latin 

pal7tXnus, from Pal7tium, imperial residence. See PALACE.]

pal·a·tine2 (p4lùN-tXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to the palate:  the palatine tonsils.  

2. Of or relating to either of two bones that make up the hard palate.   —  n.  

Either of the two bones that make up the hard palate. 

Pal·a·tine1 (p4lùN-tXnÙ)  The most important of the seven hills of ancient Rome. 

Traditionally the location of the earliest Roman settlement, it was the site of many 

imperial palaces, including ones built by Tiberius, Nero, and Domitian.   
—Palùa·tine adj. 

Pal·a·tine2 (p4lùN-tXnÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 39,253. 

Pa·lau (pä-louù, pN-)  See Belau. 
pa·lav·er (pN-l4vùNr, -läùvNr) n.  1. a. Idle chatter.  b. Talk intended to charm or 

beguile.   2. Obsolete. A parley between European explorers and representatives of 

local populations, especially in Africa.   —  v.  pa·lav·ered, pa·lav·er·ing, 
pa·lav·ers.  —  v.  tr. To flatter or cajole.   —  v.  intr. To chatter idly.  [Portu-

guese palavra, speech, alteration of Late Latin parabola, speech, parable. See PARA-

BLE.]

Pa·la·wan (pN-läùwNn, pä-läùwän)  A long, narrow island of the southwest Phil-

ippines north of Borneo. It lies between the Sulu Sea and the Palawan Passage 

of the South China Sea. 

pa·laz·zo (pN-lätùso) n.  pl. pa·laz·zi (-sK)  or pa·laz·zos. A large, splendid res-

idence or public building, such as a palace or museum.  [Italian, from Latin 

Pal7tium, imperial residence. See PALACE.]



pale1 (p7l) n.  1. A stake or pointed stick; a picket.  2. A fence enclosing an area.  

3. The area enclosed by a fence or boundary.  4. Heraldry. A wide vertical band in 

the center of an escutcheon.  5. Pale. The medieval dominions of the English in 

Ireland. Used with the.   —  v.  tr. paled, pal·ing, pales. To enclose with pales; 

fence in.   —idiom. beyond the pale. Irrevocably unacceptable or unreason-

able:  behavior that was quite beyond the pale.  [Middle English, from Old French 

pal, from Latin p7lus. See pag- in Appendix.]

pale2 (p7l) adj.  pal·er, pal·est. 1. Whitish in complexion; pallid.  2. Color. 

a. Of a low intensity of color; light.  b. Having high lightness and low saturation.   

3. Of a low intensity of light; dim or faint: “a late afternoon sun coming through 

the el tracks and falling in pale oblongs on the cracked, empty sidewalks” (Jimmy 

Breslin).  4. Feeble; weak:  a pale rendition of the aria.   —  v.  paled, pal·ing, 
pales.  —  v.  tr. To cause to turn pale.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become pale; blanch:  

paled with fright.  2. To decrease in relative importance.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin pallidus, from pallKre, to be pale. See pel-1 in Appendix.] 
—paleùly adv.  —paleùness n. 

pale- pref.  Variant of paleo-. 
pa·le·a (p7ùlK-N) n.  pl. pa·le·ae (-lK-KÙ). 1. A small chafflike bract enclosing the 

flower of a grass.  2. The chaffy scales on the receptacle of a flower head in a plant 

of the composite family, as the sunflower.  [Latin, chaff.]

Pa·le·arc·tic (p7ÙlK-ärkùtVk, -ärùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to the biogeographic 

region that includes Europe, the northwest coast of Africa, and Asia north of the 

Himalaya Mountains, especially with respect to distribution of animals. 

pale-dry (p7lùdrXÙ) adj.  Light in color and dry in flavor:  pale-dry ginger ale. 

pa·le·eth·nol·o·gy (p7ÙlK-Hth-nmlùN-jK) n.  pl. pa·le·eth·nol·o·gies. The eth-

nology of early human beings.   —paÙle·ethÙno·logùic (-HthÙnN-lmjùVk), 
paÙle·ethÙno·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

pale·face (p7ùf7sÙ) n.  Slang. A white person. 

Pa·lem·bang (päÙlNm-bängù, -lHm-)  A city of Indonesia on southeast Sumatra 

Island. Center of a powerful Hindu kingdom in the seventh and eighth centuries, 

it became a Dutch trading post in 1617 and was later occupied intermittently by 

the British. Population, 787,187. 

Pa·len·cia (pN-lHnùchN, pä-lHnùsyä)  A city of northern Spain north-northeast of 

Valladolid. Site of an ancient Roman settlement, it was recovered from the Moors 

in the tenth century. Spain’s first university was founded here in 1208 but moved 

to Salamanca in 1238. Population, 74,311. 

Pa·len·que (pä-lHngùkH)  An ancient Mayan city of southern Mexico southeast 

of Villahermosa. The Temple of Inscriptions is noted for its hieroglyphic tablets. 

paleo-  or pale-  or palaeo-  or palae- pref.  1. Ancient; prehistoric; old:  pale-

obotany.  2. Early; primitive:  paleoanthropology.  [Greek palaio-, from palaios, 

ancient, from palai, long ago. See kwel-2 in Appendix.]



pa·le·o·an·throp·ic (p7ÙlK-o-4n-thrmpùVk) adj.  Of or relating to extinct mem-

bers of the genus Homo that preceded H. sapiens. 

pa·le·o·an·thro·pol·o·gy (p7ÙlK-o-4nÙthrN-pmlùN-jK) n.  The study of 

humanlike creatures more primitive than Homo sapiens.   
—paÙle·o·anÙthro·po·logùic (-pN-lmjùVk), paÙle·o·anÙthro·po·logùi·cal (-V-
kNl)  adj.  —paÙle·o·anÙthro·polùo·gist n. 

pa·le·o·bi·o·chem·is·try (p7ÙlK-o-bXÙo-kHmùV-strK) n.  pl. 

pa·le·o·bi·o·chem·is·tries. 1. The biochemical constituents of fossil organisms.  

2. The study of the development and evolution of biochemicals and biochemical 

processes.   —paÙle·o·biÙo·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj. 

pa·le·o·bi·o·ge·og·ra·phy (p7ÙlK-o-bXÙo-jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the 

geographic distribution of fossil organisms.   —paÙle·o·biÙo·geÙo·graphùic (-

jKÙN-gr4fùVk), paÙle·o·biÙo·geÙo·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

pa·le·o·bot·a·ny (p7ÙlK-o-bmtùn-K) n.  The branch of paleontology that deals 

with plant fossils and ancient vegetation.   —paÙle·o·bo·tanùic (-bN-t4nùVk), 
paÙle·o·bo·tanùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —paÙle·o·bo·tanùi·cal·ly adv.  

—paÙle·o·botùa·nist n. 

Pa·le·o·cene (p7ùlK-N-sKnÙ) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the geologic 

time, rock series, and sedimentary deposits of the first epoch of the Tertiary 

Period, preceding the Eocene Epoch and characterized by the appearance of pla-

cental mammals.   —  n.  1. The Paleocene Epoch.  2. The deposits of the Pale-

ocene Epoch. 

pa·le·o·e·col·o·gy (p7ÙlK-o-V-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of ecology that deals 

with the interaction between ancient or prehistoric organisms and their environ-

ment.   —paÙle·o·ecÙo·logùi·cal (-HkÙN-lmjùV-kNl, -KÙkN-), paÙle·o·ecÙo·logùic 

(-lmjùVk)  adj.  —paÙle·o·e·colùo·gist n. 

pa·le·og·ra·phy (p7ÙlK-mgùrN-fK) n.  1. The study and scholarly interpretation 

of ancient written documents.  2. The documents so studied.   
—paÙle·ogùra·pher n.  —paÙle·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk), paÙle·o·graphùi·cal 
(-V-kNl)  adj. 

Pa·le·o-In·di·an (p7ÙlK-o-VnùdK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to prehistoric human 

culture in the Western Hemisphere from the earliest habitation to around 5,000 

B.C. Paleo-Indian cultures are distinguished especially by the various projectile 

points they produced.   —PaÙle·o-Inùdi·an n. 

pa·le·o·lith (p7ùlK-N-lVthÙ) n.  A stone implement of the Paleolithic Age.  [Back-

formation from PALEOLITHIC.]

Pa·le·o·lith·ic (p7ÙlK-N-lVthùVk) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the cul-

tural period beginning with the earliest chipped stone tools, about 750,000 years 

ago, until the beginning of the Mesolithic Age, about 15,000 years ago.   —  n.  

The Paleolithic Age. 



pa·le·on·tol·o·gy (p7ÙlK-mn-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the forms of life existing 

in prehistoric or geologic times, as represented by the fossils of plants, animals, 

and other organisms.   —paÙle·onÙto·logùic (-mnÙtN-lmjùVk), 
paÙle·onÙto·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —paÙle·on·tolùo·gist n. 

Pa·le·o·zo·ic (p7ÙlK-N-zoùVk) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the era of 

geologic time that includes the Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Mis-

sissippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian periods and is characterized by the 

appearance of marine invertebrates, primitive fishes, land plants, and primitive 

reptiles.   —  n.  The Paleozoic Era. 

pa·le·o·zo·ol·o·gy (p7ÙlK-o-zo-mlùN-jK) n.  The branch of paleontology that 

deals with animal fossils and ancient animal life.   —paÙle·o·zoÙo·logùi·cal (-

zoÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —paÙle·o·zo·olùo·gist n. 

Pa·ler·mo (pN-lûrùmo, -lârù-, pä-lHrùmô)  A city of northwest Sicily, Italy, on the 

Tyrrhenian Sea. Founded by Phoenicians c. eighth century B.C., it later became a 

Carthaginian military base and was conquered by Rome in 254-253. The Arabs 

held the city from A.D. 831 until 1072, when it became capital of the independent 

kingdom of Sicily (until 1194). Population, 699,691. 

Pal·es·tine1 (p4lùV-stXnÙ) Often called “the Holy Land.”. Abbr. Pal.  A histori-

cal region of southwest Asia between the eastern Mediterranean shore and the 

Jordan River roughly coextensive with modern Israel and the West Bank. Occu-

pied since prehistoric times, it has been ruled by Hebrews, Egyptians, Romans, 

Byzantines, Arabs, and Turks. A British League of Nations mandate oversaw the 

affairs of the area from 1920 until 1948, when Israel declared itself a separate 

state and the West Bank territory was awarded to Jordan. Israel occupied the Jor-

danian area west of the Jordan River in 1967. In November 1988 the Palestine Lib-

eration Organization under Yasir Arafat declared its intention of forming an Arab 

state of Palestine, probably including the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and the Arab 

sector of Jerusalem.   —PalÙes·tinùi·an (-stVnùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Pal·es·tine2 (p4lùV-stXnÙ)  A city of eastern Texas southeast of Dallas. It is a mar-

ket and processing center. Population, 18,042. 

pa·les·tra also pa·laes·tra (pN-lHsùtrN) n.  pl. pa·les·trae (-trK)  or pa·les·tras. 
A public place in ancient Greece for training and practice in wrestling and other 

athletics.  [Middle English palestre, from Old French, from Latin palaestra, from 

Greek palaistra, from palaiein, to wrestle.] —pa·lesùtral, pa·lesùtri·an adj. 

Pa·le·stri·na (p4lÙV-strKùnN, päÙlH-strKùnä), Giovanni Pierluigi da. 1526?-

1594.  Italian composer known especially for his Masses. His other works include 

motets and madrigals. 

pal·ette (p4lùVt) n.  1. A board, typically with a hole for the thumb, which an 

artist can hold while painting and on which the artist mixes colors.  2. a. The 

range of colors used in a particular painting or by a particular artist:  a limited 

palette.  b. The range of qualities inherent in nongraphic art forms such as music 



and literature.   [French, from Old French, small potter’s shovel, diminutive of 

pale, shovel, spade, from Latin p7la. See pag- in Appendix.]

palette knife (p4lùVt nXf) n.  A knife with a thin flexible blade, used by artists 

for mixing, scraping, or applying paint. 

Pa·ley (p7ùlK), William. 1743-1805.  British theologian and utilitarian philoso-

pher. Among his works are The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy (1785) 

and A View of the Evidences of Christianity (1794). 

Pa·ley (p7ùlK), William S. 1901-1990.  American broadcasting executive who 

founded the Columbia Broadcasting System (1929). 

pal·frey (pôlùfrK) n.  pl. pal·freys. Archaic. A saddle horse, especially one for a 

woman to ride.  [Middle English, from Old French palefrei, from Medieval Latin 

palafrKdus, alteration of Late Latin paraverKdus, post horse for secondary routes, 

extra horse  : Greek para, extra, beyond; see per1 in Appendix + Latin verKdus, 

post horse of Celtic origin. See reidh- in Appendix.]

Pal·grave (p4lùgr7vÙ, pôlù-), Francis Turner. 1824-1897.  British poet and 

anthologist known for his Golden Treasury of the Best Songs and Lyrical Poems in 

the English Language (1861). 

Pa·li (päùlK) n.  A Prakit language that is a scriptural and liturgical language of 

Hinayana Buddhism.  [Short for Sanskrit p7li-bh7}7, language of the row, series 

of Buddhist sacred texts, from p7liU, row, perhaps of Dravidian origin.]

pal·i·mo·ny (p4lùN-moÙnK) n.  Informal. An allowance for support made under 

court order and given usually by one person to his or her former lover or live-in 

companion after they have separated.  [Blend of PAL, and ALIMONY.]

pal·imp·sest (p4lùVmp-sHstÙ) n.  1. A manuscript, typically of papyrus or 

parchment, that has been written on more than once, with the earlier writing 

incompletely erased and often legible.  2. An object, a place, or an area that 

reflects its history: “Spaniards in the sixteenth century... saw an ocean moving 

south... through a palimpsest of bayous and distributary streams in forested paludal 

basins” (John McPhee).  [Latin palimpsKstum, from Greek palimpsKston, neuter of 

palimpsKstos, scraped again  : palin, again; see kwel-1 in Appendix + psKn, to 

scrape.]

pal·in·drome (p4lùVn-dromÙ) n.  1. A word, phrase, verse, or sentence that 

reads the same backward or forward. For example:  A man, a plan, a canal, Pan-

ama!  2. A segment of double-stranded DNA in which the nucleotide sequence of 

one strand reads in reverse order to that of the complementary strand.  [From 

Greek palindromos, running back again, recurring  : palin, again; see kwel-1 in 

Appendix + dromos, a running.] —palÙin·droùmic (-droùmVk, -drmmùVk) adj. 

pal·ing (p7ùlVng) n.  1. One of a row of upright, pointed sticks forming a fence; a 

pale.  2. Pointed sticks used in making fences; pales.  3. A fence made of pales or 

pickets. 



pal·in·gen·e·sis (p4lÙVn-jHnùV-sVs) n.  pl. pal·in·gen·e·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The doc-

trine of transmigration of souls; metempsychosis.  2. Biology. The repetition by a 

single organism of various stages in the evolution of its species during embryonic 

development.  [Greek palin, again; see kwel-1 in Appendix + -GENESIS.] 
—palÙin·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —palÙin·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

pal·i·node (p4lùN-nodÙ) n.  1. A poem in which the author retracts something 

said in a previous poem.  2. A formal statement of retraction.  [From Late Latin 

palinodia, from Greek palinoidia : palin, again; see kwel-1 in Appendix + oidK, 

song; see PARODY.]

pal·i·sade (p4lÙV-s7dù) n.  1. a. A fence of pales forming a defense barrier or 

fortification.  b. One of the pales of such a fence.   2. palisades. A line of lofty, 

steep cliffs, usually along a river.   —  v.  tr. pal·i·sad·ed, pal·i·sad·ing, 
pal·i·sades. To equip or fortify with palisades or a palisade.  [French palissade, 

from Old French, from Old Provençal palissada, from palissa, stake, from Vulgar 

Latin *p7lXcea, from Latin p7lus. See pag- in Appendix.]

palisade cell (p4lÙV-s7dù sHl) n.  Botany. One of the columnar cells of palisade 

parenchyma. 

palisade parenchyma (p4lÙV-s7dù pN-rHngùkN-mN) n.  Botany. A leaf tissue 

composed of columnar cells containing numerous chloroplasts in which the long 

axis of each cell is perpendicular to the leaf surface. 

Pal·i·sades (p4lÙV-s7dzù)  A row of cliffs in northeast New Jersey along the west-

ern bank of the Hudson River. Much of the area is parkland. 

pal·ish (p7ùlVsh) adj.  Slightly pale. 

Palk Strait (pôk str7t, pôlk)  A waterway between southeast India and northern 

Sri Lanka. It is known for its reefs and treacherous waters. 

pall1 (pôl) n.  1. A cover for a coffin, bier, or tomb, often made of black, purple, 

or white velvet.  2. A coffin, especially one being carried to a grave or tomb.  

3. a. A covering that darkens or obscures:  a pall of smoke over the city.  b. A 

gloomy effect or atmosphere: “A pall of depressed indifference hung over Petrograd 

during February and March 1916” (W. Bruce Lincoln).   4. Ecclesiastical. a. A 

linen cloth or a square of cardboard faced with cloth used to cover the chalice.  b.  
See pallium (n., sense 2).    —  v.  tr. palled, pall·ing, palls. To cover with or as 

if with a pall.  [Middle English pal, from Old English pæll, cloak, covering, from 

Latin pallium.]

pall2 (pôl) v.  palled, pall·ing, palls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To become insipid, boring, 

or wearisome.  2. To have a dulling, wearisome, or boring effect.  3. To become 

cloyed or satiated.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cloy; satiate.  2. To make vapid or wearisome.  

[Middle English pallen, to grow feeble, probably short for appallen. See APPALL.]

pal·la·di·a (pN-l7ùdK-N) n.  A plural of palladium2. 



Pal·la·di·an1 (pN-l7ùdK-Nn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of, relating to, or charac-

teristic of Athena.  2. Of, relating to, or characterized by wisdom or study.  [From 

Latin Palladius, from Greek Palladios, from Pallas, Pallad-, Pallas Athena.]

Pal·la·di·an2 (pN-l7ùdK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of the Renaissance 

architectural style of Palladio.  2. Of or characteristic of an architectural style of 

the mid 18th century derived from that of Palladio, especially in Britain. 

pal·la·dic (pN-l7ùdVk, -l4dùVk) adj.  Of or designating compounds that contain 

palladium, especially with valence 4. 

Pal·la·dio (pN-l7ùdK-o, pä-läùdyô), Andrea. 1508-1580.  Italian architect who 

developed a style based on the classicism of ancient Rome, breaking with the 

ornate conventions of the Italian Renaissance. His works include the Villa 

Rotonda and the Palazzo Chiericati in Vicenza. 

pal·la·di·um1 (pN-l7ùdK-Nm) n.  Symbol Pd A soft, ductile, steel-white, tarnish-

resistant, metallic element occurring naturally with platinum, especially in gold, 

nickel, and copper ores. Because it can absorb large amounts of hydrogen, it is 

used as a purification filter for hydrogen and a catalyst in hydrogenation. It is 

alloyed for use in electric contacts, jewelry, nonmagnetic watch parts, and surgical 

instruments. Atomic number 46; atomic weight 106.4; melting point 1,552˚C; 

boiling point 3,140˚C; specific gravity 12.02 (20˚C); valence 2, 3, 4.  [From PAL-

LAS, (discovered at the same time as the element).]

pal·la·di·um2 (pN-l7ùdK-Nm) n.  pl. pal·la·di·a (-dK-N)  or pal·la·di·ums. 1. A 

safeguard, especially one viewed as a guarantee of the integrity of social institu-

tions:  the Bill of Rights, palladium of American civil liberties.  2. A sacred object 

that was believed to have the power to preserve a city or state possessing it.  [Mid-

dle English Palladion, a statue of Pallas Athena believed to protect Troy, from Old 

French palladion, from Latin Palladium, from Greek Palladion, from Pallas, Pal-

lad-, Pallas Athena.]

pal·la·dous (pN-l7ùdNs, p4lùN-dNs) adj.  Of or designating compounds that con-

tain palladium, especially with valence 2. 

Pal·las (p4lùNs) n.  1. One of the largest asteroids, the second to be discovered.  

2. Greek Mythology. Athena.  [After PALLAS (ATHENA).]

Pallas A·the·na (p4lùNs N-thKùnN) also Pallas A·the·ne (-nK) n.  Greek 

Mythology. Athena. 

pall·bear·er (pôlùbârÙNr) n.  One of the persons carrying or attending a coffin 

at a funeral. 

pal·let1 (p4lùVt) n.  1. A projection on a machine part, such as a pawl for control-

ling the motion of a ratchet wheel in a watch escapement, that engages the teeth 

of a ratchet wheel to convert reciprocating motion to rotary motion or vice versa.  

2. A wooden, shovellike potter’s tool used for mixing and shaping clay.  3. A tool 

used for printing or gilding letters on book bindings or taking up and applying 

gold leaf.  4. A portable platform used for storing or moving cargo or freight.  



5. A painter’s palette.  [Middle English palet, tongue depressor, from Old French 

palete, small potter’s shovel. See PALETTE.]

pal·let2 (p4lùVt) n.  1. A narrow, hard bed or straw-filled mattress.  2. Chiefly 

Southern U.S. A temporary bed made from bedding arranged on the floor, espe-

cially for a child.  [Middle English paillet, from Anglo-Norman, bundle of straw, 

from paille, straw, from Late Latin palea. See PAILLASSE.]

pal·li·a (p4lùK-N) n.  A plural of pallium. 
pal·li·al (p4lùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the cerebral cortex.  2. Of or relating 

to the mantle of a mollusk, brachiopod, or bird.  [PALLIUM + -AL
1.]

pal·liasse (p4l-y4sù, p4lùy4sÙ) n.  Variant of paillasse. 
pal·li·ate (p4lùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. pal·li·at·ed, pal·li·at·ing, pal·li·ates. 1. To make 

(an offense or crime) seem less serious; extenuate.  2. To make less severe or 

intense; mitigate:  tried unsuccessfully to palliate the widespread discontent.  3. To 

relieve the symptoms of a disease or disorder.  [Middle English palliaten, from 

Late Latin palli7re, palli7t-, to cloak, palliate, from Latin pallium, cloak.] 
—palÙli·aùtion n.  —palùli·aÙtor n.  

SYNONYMS: palliate, extenuate, gloss, gloze, whitewash. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to cause a fault or offense to seem less grave or less rep-

rehensible”: palliate a crime; couldn’t extenuate the malfeasance; glossing over an

unethical transaction; glozing sins and iniquities; whitewashed official complicity in

political extortion. See also Synonyms at relieve

pal·li·a·tive (p4lùK-7ÙtVv, -K-N-tVv) adj.  1. Tending or serving to palliate.  

2. Relieving or soothing the symptoms of a disease or disorder without effecting 

a cure.   —  n.  One that palliates, especially a palliative drug or medicine.   
—palùli·aÙtive·ly adv. 

pal·lid (p4lùVd) adj.  1. Having an abnormally pale or wan complexion:  the pallid 

face of the invalid.  2. Lacking intensity of color or luminousness.  3. Lacking in 

radiance or vitality; dull:  pallid prose.  [Latin pallidus, from pallKre, to be pale. See 

pel-1 in Appendix.] —palùlid·ly adv.  —palùlid·ness n. 

pal·li·um (p4lùK-Nm) n.  pl. pal·li·ums or pal·li·a (p4lùK-N). 1. A cloak or man-

tle worn by the ancient Greeks and Romans.  2. Ecclesiastical. A vestment worn by 

the pope and conferred by him on archbishops and sometimes on bishops.  Also 

called pall1 3. a. The mantle of gray matter forming the cerebral cortex.  b. The 

mantle of a mollusk, brachiopod, or bird.   [Latin.]

pall-mall (pHlùmHlù, p4lùm4lù, pôlùmôlù) n.  Games. 1. A 17th-century game in 

which a boxwood ball was struck with a mallet to drive it through an iron ring 

suspended at the end of an alley.  2. The alley in which this game was played.  

[Obsolete French pallemaille, from Italian pallamaglio : palla, ball (of Germanic 



origin); see bhel-2 in Appendix + maglio, mallet (from Latin malleus); see melN- 
in Appendix.]

Pall Mall (p4lù m4lù, pHlù mHlù)  A fashionable street in London, England, noted 

as the site of St. James’s Palace and many private clubs. It derives its name from 

the game pall-mall, which was played on the grounds in front of the palace in the 

17th century. 

pal·lor (p4lùNr) n.  Extreme or unnatural paleness.  [Middle English pallour, from 

Old French palor, from Latin pallor, from pallKre, to be pale. See pel-1 in Appen-

dix.]

pal·ly (p4lùK) adj.  pal·li·er, pal·li·est. Informal. Having the relationship of 

friends or chums. 

palm1 (päm) n.  1. a. The inner surface of the hand that extends from the wrist 

to the base of the fingers.  b. The similar part of the forefoot of a quadruped.   

2. A unit of length equal to either the width or the length of the hand.  3. The 

part of a glove or mitten that covers the palm of the hand.  4. Nautical. A metal 

shield worn by sailmakers over the palm of the hand and used to force a needle 

through heavy canvas.  5. Nautical. The blade of an oar or paddle.  6. The flat-

tened part of the antlers of certain animals, such as the moose.   —  v.  tr. 

palmed, palm·ing, palms. 1. To conceal (something) in the palm of the hand, 

as in cheating at dice or cards or in a sleight-of-hand trick.  2. To pick up fur-

tively.  3. Basketball. To commit a violation by letting (the ball) rest momentarily 

in the palm of the hand while dribbling.   —phrasal verb. palm off. To dis-

pose of or pass off by deception.  [Middle English paume, from Old French, from 

Latin palma, palm tree, palm of the hand. See pelN-2 in Appendix.] —palmùfulÙ 
n. 

palm2 (päm) n.  1. Any of various chiefly tropical evergreen trees, shrubs, or 

woody vines of the family Palmae (or Arecaceae), characteristically having 

unbranched trunks with a crown of large pinnate or palmate leaves having con-

spicuous parallel venation.  2. A leaf of a palm tree, carried as an emblem of vic-

tory, success, or joy.  3. Triumph; victory.  4. A small metallic representation of a 

palm leaf added to a military decoration that has been awarded more than one 

time.  [Middle English, from Old English, and from Old French palme both from 

Latin palma, palm of the hand, palm tree (from the shape of the tree’s leaves). See 

pelN-2 in Appendix.]

Pal·ma (pälùmä) also Palma de Mal·lor·ca (dN mä-yôrùkä, thH mä-lyôrùkä)  A 

city of western Majorca Island, Spain, on the Bay of Palma, an inlet of the Med-

iterranean Sea. Population, 311,197. 

pal·mar (p4lùmNr, pälù-, päùmNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or corresponding to the 

palm of the hand or an animal’s paw:  palmar folds. 

pal·ma·ry (p4lùmN-rK, pälù-, päùmN-) adj.  Outstanding; great. 



pal·mate (p4lùm7tÙ, pälù-, päùm7tÙ) also pal·mat·ed (-m7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having 

a shape similar to that of a hand with the fingers extended:  palmate antlers; pal-

mate coral.  2. Botany. Having three or more veins, leaflets, or lobes radiating 

from one point; digitate:  a palmate leaf.  3. Zoology. Having webbed toes, as the 

feet of many water birds.   —palùmateÙly adv. 

pal·ma·ti·fid (p4l-m7ùtN-fVd, pä-m7ù-) adj.  Botany. Divided palmately about 

halfway to the base:  a palmatifid leaf. 

pal·ma·tion (p4l-m7ùshNn, päl-, pä-m7ù-) n.  1. The state of being palmate.  

2. a. A palmate structure or form.  b. A division or part of a palmate structure.  

pal·ma·ti·sect (p4l-m7ùtV-sHktÙ, päl-, pä-m7ù-) adj.  Divided deeply in a pal-

mate fashion, almost to the base:  the palmatisect leaves of the Japanese maple. 

Palm Bay (päm b7)  A city of eastern Florida on the Indian River lagoon south-

east of Orlando. It is a resort. Population, 62,632. 

Palm Beach (päm bKch)  A city of southeast Florida on a barrier beach of the 

Atlantic Ocean north of Fort Lauderdale. It was developed as a fashionable resort 

by Henry Flagler in the 1890’s. Population, 9,814. 

palm civet (päm sVvùVt) n.  Any of various large nocturnal, arboreal civets of the 

subfamily Paradoxurinae of southern Asia and tropical Africa, especially the 

common Asian species Paradoxurus hermaphroditus, having spotted fur and a 

long tail. 

palm crab (päm kr4b) n.  A large crab (Birgus latro) of the islands of the South 

Pacific that lives in burrows and feeds mainly on coconuts. 

Pal·me (pälùmN), Olaf. 1927-1986.  Swedish politician. As premier (1969-1976 

and 1982-1986) he was widely respected for his efforts toward peace and disarma-

ment. Palme was assassinated in 1986. 

palm·er (päùmNr) n.  A medieval European pilgrim who carried a palm branch 

as a token of having visited the Holy Land. 

Pal·mer (päùmNr, pälù-), Alice Elvira Freeman. 1855-1902.  American educa-

tor who was president of Wellesley College (1882-1888) and dean of women at 

the University of Chicago (1892-1895). 

Pal·mer (päùmNr, pälù-), Arnold. Born 1929.  American golfer who was the first 

to win four Masters championships (1958, 1960, 1962, and 1964). 

Pal·mer (päùmNr, pälù-), Daniel David. 1845-1913.  Canadian-born American 

founder of chiropractic. In 1898 he established the Palmer School of Chiropractic 

in Iowa. 

Pal·mer (päùmNr, pälù-), Frances Flora Bond. Known as “Fanny.” 1812-1876.  

English-born American graphic artist whose numerous lithographs for Currier 

and Ives expressed a spirit of optimism and adventure along the Western frontier. 

Pal·mer (päùmNr, pälù-), George Herbert. 1842-1933.  American scholar and 

educator. Among his works are The Field of Ethics (1901) and The Autobiography 

of a Philosopher (1930). 



Palmer Archipelago (päùmNr ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ) Formerly Ant·arc·tic Archi-
pelago (4nt-ärkùtVk, -ärùtVk).  An island group between the southern tip of South 

America and the northwest coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. The islands are 

claimed by Great Britain. 

Palmer Peninsula (päùmNr pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  See Antarctic Peninsula. 
Pal·mer·ston (päùmNr-stNn, pälù-), Third Viscount Title of Henry John Temple. 

1784-1865.  British politician remembered for his efforts to maintain the balance 

of power in Europe. He served as foreign secretary (1830-1834, 1835-1841, and 

1846-1851) and prime minister (1855-1858 and 1859-1865). 

palm·er·worm (päùmNr-wûrmÙ) n.  Any of several caterpillars that injure fruit 

trees by feeding on their leaves, especially the small green caterpillar of the North 

American moth Dichomeris ligulella.  [From the way they suddenly appear in 

large numbers like a throng of pilgrims.]

pal·mette (p4l-mHtù) n.  A stylized palm leaf used as a decorative element, nota-

bly in Persian rugs and in classical moldings, reliefs, frescoes, and vase paintings.  

[French, diminutive of palme, palm, from Old French, from Latin palma. See 

PALM
2.]

pal·met·to (p4l-mHtùo) n.  pl. pal·met·tos or pal·met·toes. 1. Any of several 

small, mostly tropical palms having fan-shaped leaves, especially one of the genus 

Sabal, such as S. palmetto of the southeast United States.  Also called sabal 2. Leaf 

strips of any of these plants, used in weaving.  [Spanish palmito, diminutive of 

palma, palm tree, from Latin. See PALM
2.]

Pal·mi·ra (päl-mîrùN, -mKùrä)  A city of western Colombia southwest of Bogotá 

on the Pan-American Highway. Coffee and tobacco are grown in the area. Popu-

lation, 174,425. 

palm·ist (päùmVst) also palm·is·ter (-mV-stNr) n.  One who practices palmistry.  

[Probably back-formation from PALMISTRY.]

palm·is·try (päùmV-strK) n.  The practice or art of telling fortunes from the 

lines, marks, and patterns on the palms of the hands.  [Middle English palmestrie, 

from palme, paume, palm. See PALM
1.]

pal·mi·tate (p4lùmV-t7tÙ, pälù-, päùmV-) n.  An ester or salt of palmitic acid.  

[PALMIT(IC) ACID + -ATE
2.]

pal·mit·ic acid (p4l-mVtùVk 4sùVd, päl-, pä-mVtù-) n.  A fatty acid, 

C15H31COOH, occurring in many natural oils and fats and used in making soaps.  

[French palmitique, from palmite, pith of the palm tree. See PALMITIN.]

pal·mi·tin (p4lùmV-tVn, pälù-, päùmV-) n.  The glyceryl ester, C3H5(OOC16H31)3, 

of palmitic acid, found in palm oil and animal fats and used to manufacture soap.  

Also called tripalmitin [French palmitine, perhaps from palmite, pith of the palm 

tree, from Portuguese palmito, diminutive of palma, palm, from Latin palma. See 

PALM
2.]



palm oil (päm oil) n.  A yellowish fatty oil obtained especially from the crushed 

nuts of an African palm (Elaeis guineensis) and used in the manufacture of soaps, 

chocolates, cosmetics, and candles. 

Palm Springs (päm sprVngz)  A city of southeast California east-southeast of 

Riverside. It is a desert oasis and popular resort with hot springs known to the 

Spanish as early as 1774. Population, 40,181. 

palm sugar (päm shtgùNr) n.  Sugar made from the sap of various palm trees. 

Palm Sunday (päm sƒnùdK) n.  The Sunday before Easter, observed by Chris-

tians in commemoration of Jesus’s entry into Jerusalem, when palm fronds were 

strewn before him. 

palm·y (päùmK) adj.  palm·i·er, palm·i·est. 1. Of or relating to palm trees.  

2. Covered with palm trees.  3. Prosperous; flourishing:  palmy times for stockbro-

kers. 

pal·my·ra (p4l-mXùrN) n.  A tall, dioecious palm (Borassus flabellifer) of tropical 

Africa and Asia that has large fanlike leaves.  Also called palmyra palm [Alteration 

(influenced by Palmyra), of Portuguese palmeira, from palma, palm tree, from 

Latin. See PALM
2.]

Pal·my·ra (p4l-mXùrN)  An ancient city of central Syria northeast of Damascus. 

Said to have been built by Solomon, it prospered under the Romans because of its 

location on the trade route from Egypt to the Persian Gulf. The city was partially 

destroyed by the emperor Aurelian after a people’s revolt in A.D. 273. 

Pal·o Al·to (p4lÙo 4lùto)  A city of western California northwest of San Jose. It is 

a residential community with an electronics industry. Population, 55,900. 

Pal·o·mar (p4lùN-märÙ), Mount. A peak, 1,868.4 m (6,126 ft) high, of southern 

California northeast of San Diego. It is the site of an observatory with one of the 

world’s largest reflecting telescopes. 

pal·o·mi·no (p4lÙN-mKùno) n.  pl. pal·o·mi·nos. A horse with a golden or tan 

coat and a white or cream-colored mane and tail, thought to have been developed 

from Arabian stock.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, young dove, perhaps 

from Italian palombino, dove-colored, from Latin palumbXnus, pertaining to ring-

doves, from palumbKs, ringdove. See pel-1 in Appendix.]

pa·loo·ka (pN-luùkN) n.  1. Sports. An incompetent or easily defeated athlete, 

especially a prizefighter.  2. Slang. A stupid or clumsy person.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Pa·los Hills (p7ùlNs hVlz)  A city of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Pop-

ulation, 17,803. 

Pa·lo·u (pN-loùu, pN-loù), Francisco. 1722-1789.  Spanish missionary in Amer-

ica. He set a boundary between Alta California and Baja California (1773) that 

was later used to set the boundary between the United States and Mexico. 

Pa·louse (pN-lusù) n.  pl. Palouse or Pa·louses. 1. A Sahaptin-speaking 

Native American people formerly inhabiting an area of southeast Washington 



and northwest Idaho, with present-day descendants in northeast Washington.  

2. A member of this people. 

Palouse River (pN-lusù rVvùNr)  A river, about 225 km (140 mi) long, rising in 

northwest Idaho and flowing west and south to the Snake River in southeast 

Washington. 

pa·lo ver·de (p4lùo vûrùdK, vûrdù) n.  1. A spiny, nearly leafless, bushy tree 

(Cercidium floridum) of the southwest United States, having showy yellow flowers 

and blue-green bark.  2. Any of several similar or related shrubs.  [American 

Spanish  : Spanish palo, tree (from Latin p7lus, stake); see PALE
1 + Spanish verde, 

green (from Latin viridis).]

palp (p4lp) n.  Zoology. An elongated, often segmented appendage usually found 

near the mouth in invertebrate organisms such as mollusks, crustaceans, and 

insects, the functions of which may include sensation, locomotion, and feeding.  

Also called palpus [French palpe, from New Latin palpus, from Latin, a touching. 

See pol- in Appendix.]

pal·pa·ble (p4lùpN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being handled, touched, or felt; tan-

gible: “Anger rushed out in a palpable wave through his arms and legs” (Herman 

Wouk).  2. Easily perceived; obvious: “There was a palpable sense of expectation in 

the court” (Nelson DeMille).  See Synonyms at perceptible.  3. Medicine. That 

can be felt by palpating:  a palpable tumor.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Late Latin palp7bilis, from Latin palp7re, to touch gently. See pol- in Appen-

dix.] —palÙpa·bilùi·ty n.  —palùpa·bly adv. 

pal·pal (p4lùpNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a palp. 

pal·pate1 (p4lùp7tÙ) v.  tr. pal·pat·ed, pal·pat·ing, pal·pates. To examine or 

explore by touching (an organ or area of the body), usually as a diagnostic aid.  

See Synonyms at touch.  [Latin palp7re, palp7t-, to touch gently. See pol- in 

Appendix.] —pal·paùtion n.  —palùpaÙtor n.  —palùpa·torÙy (-pN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

pal·pate2 (p4lùp7tÙ) adj.  Having a palp or palps. 

pal·pe·bra (p4lùpN-brN, p4l-pKù-) n.  pl. pal·pe·brae (-pN-brKÙ, -pKùbrK) also 

pal·pe·bras. Anatomy. An eyelid.  [Latin. See pol- in Appendix.] —palùpe·bral 
(p4lùpN-brNl, p4l-pKùbrNl, -pHbùrNl) adj. 

pal·pi (p4lùpXÙ) n.  Zoology. Plural of palpus. 
pal·pi·tant (p4lùpV-tNnt) adj.  1. Shaking; trembling.  2. Undergoing pulsation; 

pulsating.  [Latin palpit7ns, palpitant- present participle of palpit7re, to palpitate. 

See PALPITATE.]

pal·pi·tate (p4lùpV-t7tÙ) v.  intr. pal·pi·tat·ed, pal·pi·tat·ing, pal·pi·tates. 
1. To move with a slight tremulous motion; tremble, shake, or quiver.  2. To beat 

with excessive rapidity; throb.  See Synonyms at pulsate.  [Latin palpit7re, 

palpit7t- frequentative of palp7re, to touch gently. See pol- in Appendix.] 
—palùpi·tatÙing·ly adv. 



pal·pi·ta·tion (p4lÙpV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A trembling or shaking.  2. Irregular, 

rapid beating or pulsation of the heart. 

pal·pus (p4lùpNs) n.  pl. pal·pi (-pX). Zoology. See palp.  [Latin, a toweling, the 

soft palm of the hand. See PALP.]

pals·grave (pôlzùgr7vÙ) n.  See palatine1 (n., sense 3).  [Obsolete Dutch palts-

grave, from Middle Dutch palsgrKve, palsgrave : pals, palatine (from Vulgar Latin 

*palantia, palace, from Latin pal7tia, pl. of Pal7tium, imperial palace); see PALACE 

+ Middle Dutch grKve, grave, count.]

pal·sied (pôlùzKd) adj.  1. Affected with palsy.  2. Trembling or shaking. 

pal·sy (pôlùzK) n.  pl. pal·sies. 1. Complete or partial muscle paralysis, often 

accompanied by loss of sensation and uncontrollable body movements or trem-

ors.  2. a. A weakening or debilitating influence.  b. An enfeebled condition or 

debilitated state thought to result from such an influence.   3. A fit of strong 

emotion marked by the inability to act: “Flaherty dithered in a little palsy of indig-

nation” (Anthony Burgess).   —  v.  tr. pal·sied, pal·sy·ing, pal·sies. 1. a. To 

paralyze.  b. To deprive of strength.   2. To make helpless, as with fear.  [Middle 

English palsie, alteration of Old French paralisie, alteration of Latin paralysis. See 

PARALYSIS.]

pal·sy-wal·sy (p4lÙzK-w4lùzK) adj.  Slang. Having or appearing to have the close 

relationship of chums.  [Reduplication of palsy, alteration of PALLY.]

pal·ter (pôlùtNr) v.  intr. pal·tered, pal·ter·ing, pal·ters. 1. To talk or act 

insincerely or misleadingly; equivocate.  See Synonyms at lie2.  2. To be capri-

cious; trifle.  3. To quibble, especially in bargaining.  [Origin unknown.] 
—palùter·er n. 

pal·try (pôlùtrK) adj.  pal·tri·er, pal·tri·est. 1. Lacking in importance or worth; 

trivial.  See Synonyms at trivial.  2. Wretched or contemptible.  [Probably from 

obsolete and dialectal paltry, trash, perhaps from Low German paltrig, ragged, 

from palte, rag.] —palùtri·ly adv.  —palùtri·ness n. 

pa·lu·dal (pN-ludùl, p4lùyN-dNl) adj.  Of or relating to a swamp; marshy.  [Latin 

pal7s, pal7d-, marsh. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

pal·u·dism (p4lùyN-dVzÙNm) n.  See malaria (n., sense 1).  [From Latin pal7s, 

pal7d-, marsh. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

pal·y1 (p7ùlK) adj.  pal·i·er, pal·i·est. Archaic. Pale. 

pal·y2 (p7ùlK) adj.  Heraldry. Divided into several equal parts by perpendicular 

lines. Used of a field.  [Middle English, from Old French pale, from pal, stake. See 

PALE
1.]

pal·y·nol·o·gy (p4lÙN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study of spores and pollen.  

[Greek palunein, to sprinkle + -LOGY.] —palÙy·no·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-kNl), 
palÙy·no·logùic adj.  —palÙy·no·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —palÙy·nolùo·gist n. 

pam (p4m) n.  Games. The jack of clubs and highest trump in certain variations 

of loo.  [Probably ultimately from the Greek name Pamphilos.]



pam. abbr.  Pamphlet. 

Pa·mir (pN-mîrù, pä-)  A mountainous region of south-central Asia mostly in 

Tadzhikistan with extensions in northern Afghanistan, northern Kashmir, and 

western China. The Pamirs rise to 7,500 m (24,590 ft). 

Pam·li·co Sound (p4mùlV-koÙ sound)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean between 

the eastern coast of North Carolina and a row of low, sandy barrier islands. Fish, 

oysters, and wildlife abound. 

pam·pa (p4mùpN) n.  pl. pam·pas (-pNz, -pNs). In South America, a treeless, 

grassland area.  [American Spanish, from Quechua, flat field.]

Pam·pa (p4mùpN)  A city of northwest Texas in the Panhandle east-northeast of 

Amarillo. It is an industrial and shipping center in a cattle and oil area. Popula-

tion, 19,959. 

Pam·pas (p4mùpNz, -pNs)  A vast plain of south-central South America. The 

Pampas extend for about 1,610 km (1,000 mi) from the lower Paraná River to 

south-central Argentina. 

pam·pas grass (p4mùpNs gr4s) n.  A grass (Cortaderia selloana) of southern 

South America, having silvery plumes and growing in large clumps more than 

three meters (ten feet) tall. 

pam·pe·an also Pam·pe·an (p4mùpK-Nn, p4m-pKùNn) adj.  Of or relating to a 

pampa or the Pampas or their inhabitants. 

pam·per (p4mùpNr) v.  tr. pam·pered, pam·per·ing, pam·pers. 1. To treat 

with excessive indulgence:  pampered their child.  2. To give in to; gratify:  He 

pampered his ambition for wealth and fame.  3. Archaic. To indulge with rich food; 

glut.  [Middle English pamperen, probably of Low German origin.] —pam-
ùper·er n.  

SYNONYMS: pamper, indulge, humor, spoil, coddle, mollycoddle, baby. These

verbs all mean to cater excessively to someone or to his or her desires or feelings.

To pamper is to gratify appetites, tastes, or desires, as for rich food or luxurious

comforts: Cosseted and pampered from earliest childhood, he believed the world had

been invented for his entertainment. “He was pampering the poor girls’s lust for sin-

gularity and self-glorification” (Charles Kingsley). Indulge suggests a kindly or ex-

cessive lenience in yielding to wishes, inclinations, or impulses, especially those

better left unfulfilled: “The truth is, I do indulge myself a little the more in pleasure”

(Samuel Pepys). “Pelham... felt that an ally so little used to control... might well be

indulged in an occasional fit of waywardness” (Macaulay). Humor implies compli-

ance with or accommodation to another’s mood or idiosyncrasies: “Human life

is... but like a froward child, that must be played with and humored a little to keep

it quiet till it falls asleep” (William Temple). Spoil implies oversolicitude or exces-

sive indulgence that adversely affects the character, nature, or attitude: “He seems

to be in no danger of being spoilt by good fortune” (George Gissing). Coddle and



mollycoddle point to tender, overprotective care that often leads to weakening of

character: “I would not coddle the child” (Samuel Johnson). Stop mollycoddling me;

I’m a grown person. Baby suggests bestowing on someone the indulgence and at-

tention one might give to an infant: “I should like to be made much of, and tend-

ed—yes, babied” (Adeline D.T. Whitney).

pam·pe·ro (p4m-pârùo, päm-) n.  pl. pam·pe·ros. A strong, cold southwest 

wind that blows across the Pampas.  [American Spanish, from pampa, pampa. See 

PAMPA.]

pam·phlet (p4mùflVt) n.  Abbr. pam., pph. 1. An unbound printed work, usu-

ally with a paper cover.  2. A short essay or treatise, usually on a current topic, 

published without a binding.  [Middle English pamflet, from Medieval Latin 

pamfletus, from Pamphiletus, diminutive of Pamphilus, a short amatory Latin 

poem of the 12th century, from Greek pamphilos, beloved by all  : pan-, pan- + 

philos, beloved.] —pamùphlet·arÙy (p4mùflV-tHrÙK) adj. 

pam·phlet·eer (p4mÙflV-tîrù) n.  A writer of pamphlets or other short works 

taking a partisan stand on an issue.   —  v.  intr. pam·phlet·eered, 
pam·phlet·eer·ing, pam·phlet·eers. To write and publish pamphlets. 

Pam·plo·na (p4m-ploùnN, päm-plôùnä)  A city of northern Spain east-south-

east of Bilbao. An ancient Basque city, it was captured by the Visigoths, Franks, 

and Moors and became the capital of the kingdom of Navarre (824-1512). The 

annual running of the bulls during the feast of San Fermin was celebrated in 

Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises (1926). Population, 181,688. 

pam·pro·dac·ty·lous (p4mÙpro-d4kùtN-lNs) adj.  Having all toes pointing for-

wards. Used of certain birds.  [PAN- + PRO-2 + DACTYL(O)- + -OUS.]

pan1 (p4n) n.  1. A shallow, wide, open container, usually of metal and without a 

lid, used for holding liquids, cooking, and other domestic purposes.  2. A vessel 

similar in form to a pan, especially: a. An open, metal dish used to separate gold 

or other metal from gravel or waste by washing.  b. Either of the receptacles on a 

balance or pair of scales.  c. A vessel used for boiling and evaporating liquids.   

3. a. A basin or depression in the earth, often containing mud or water.  b. A 

natural or artificial basin used to obtain salt by evaporating brine.  c. Hardpan.   

4. A freely floating piece of ice that has broken off a larger floe.  5. The small cav-

ity in the lock of a flintlock used to hold powder.  6. Slang. The face.  See Syn-

onyms at face.  7. Informal. Severe criticism, especially a negative review:  gave 

the film a pan.   —  v.  panned, pan·ning, pans.  —  v.  tr. 1. To wash (gravel, 

for example) in a pan for gold or other precious metal.  2. To cook (food) in a 

pan:  panned the fish right after catching it.  3. Informal. To criticize or review 

harshly.   —  v.  intr. 1. To wash gravel, sand, or other sediment in a pan.  2. To 

yield gold as a result of washing in a pan.   —phrasal verb. pan out. To turn 

out well; be successful: “If I don’t pan out as an actor I can still go back to school” 



(Saul Bellow).  [Middle English, from Old English panne, from West Germanic 

*panna, probably from Vulgar Latin *patna, from Latin patina, shallow pan, plat-

ter, from Greek patanK. See petN- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: “But Dr. Brett cautioned that what sounds exciting from the

Moon does not always pan out in the laboratory” (London Daily Telegraph, De-

cember 14, 1972). If Dr. Brett had been talking about hunting for gold on the

moon, there would be a solid connection between his use of the expression pan

out and its original use in gold mining. Pan out, like the verb pan itself, comes

from the noun pan in the sense “a shallow circular metal vessel used in washing

gold from gravel.” The expression pan out was used in a variety of senses, includ-

ing “to wash gold-bearing earth in a pan”; “to obtain gold by washing ore in a

miner’s pan”; and with reference to a mine or mineral-bearing soil, “to produce

gold or minerals.” From such literal usages pan out was transferred to other situ-

ations. In Frederick Whymper’s Travel and Adventure in the Territory of Alaska,

published in 1868, we are told that “‘It panned out well’ means that ‘it gave good

returns.’” All these uses occurred first in American English, making the expression

a true Americanism.

pan2 (pän) n.  1. A leaf of the betel vine.  2. A chewing preparation of this leaf 

with betel nuts, spices, and lime, used in the Far East.  [Hindi p7n, from Sanskrit 

parham, feather, betel leaf. See per-2 in Appendix.]

pan3 (p4n) v.  panned, pan·ning, pans.  —  v.  intr. To move a movie or tele-

vision camera to follow an object or create a panoramic effect.   —  v.  tr. To move 

(a camera) so as to follow a moving object or create a panoramic effect.  [Short 

for PANORAMA, or PANORAMIC.]

Pan (p4n) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of woods, fields, and flocks, having a 

human torso and head with a goat’s legs, horns, and ears.  [Middle English, from 

Latin P7n, from Greek Pan.]

Pan. abbr.  Panama. 

pan- pref.  1. All:  panorama.  2. Pan-. Involving all of or the union of a specified 

group:  Pan-Hellenic.  3. General; whole:  panleukopenia.  [Greek, from pan, neu-

ter of pas, pant-, all. See pant- in Appendix.]

pan·a·ce·a (p4nÙN-sKùN) n.  A remedy for all diseases, evils, or difficulties; a 

cure-all.  [Latin panacKa, from Greek panakeia, from panakKs, all-healing  : pan-, 

pan- + akos, cure.] —panÙa·ceùan adj. 

pa·nache (pN-n4shù, -näshù) n.  1. Dash; verve.  2. A bunch of feathers or a 

plume, especially on a helmet.  [French, plume, verve, from Italian pinnacchio, 

plume, from Late Latin pinn7culum, diminutive of Latin pinna, feather, wing. See 

pet- in Appendix.]



pa·na·da (pN-näùdN) n.  A paste or gruel of bread crumbs, toast, or flour com-

bined with milk, stock, or water and used for making soups, binding forcemeats, 

or thickening sauces.  [Spanish, from pan, bread, from Latin p7nis. See p7- in 

Appendix.]

Pan·a·ma (p4nùN-mäÙ, -môÙ)  1.  Abbr. Pan. A country of southeast Central 

America. Columbus landed on the Caribbean coast in 1502, and Vasco Núñez de 

Balboa first crossed the isthmus to gaze on the Pacific Ocean in 1513. Controlled 

by Spain until 1821, the area then became part of Colombia. U.S. desires for an 

isthmanian canal led to a revolution and independence in 1903. Panama is the 

capital. Population, 1,795,012.  2.  Also Panama City. The capital and largest 

city of Panama, in the central part of the country on the Gulf of Panama. The 

original city was founded in 1519, destroyed in 1671, and rebuilt a short distance 

away in 1673. Population, 389,172.   —PanÙa·maùni·an (-m7ùnK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Pan·a·ma (p4nùN-mäÙ, -môÙ), Gulf of. A wide inlet of the Pacific Ocean on the 

southern coast of Panama. 

Pan·a·ma (p4nùN-mäÙ, -môÙ), Isthmus of. Formerly, Isthmus of. Da·ri·én 
(dârÙK-Hnù, där-yHnù).  An isthmus of Central America connecting North and 

South America and separating the Pacific Ocean from the Caribbean Sea. 

Pan·a·ma Canal (p4nùN-mäÙ kN-n4lù, -môÙ)  A ship canal, about 82 km (51 

mi) long, crossing the Isthmus of Panama in the Canal Zone and connecting the 

Caribbean Sea with the Pacific Ocean. It was begun by the French in 1881, but the 

project was abandoned in 1889. The United States gained construction rights 

after Panama declared its independence in 1903, and the canal was opened to 

traffic on August 15, 1914. A 1977 treaty stipulated that the Panamanians gain 

full rights of sovereignty over the canal on December 31, 1999. 

Pan·a·ma Canal Zone (p4nùN-mäÙ kN-n4lù zon, -môÙ)  See Canal Zone. 
Pan·a·ma City (p4nùN-mäÙ sVtùK, -môÙ)  1. A city of northwest Florida on the 

Gulf of Mexico east-southeast of Pensacola. It is a resort and fishing center and a 

port of entry. Population, 34,378.  2.  See Panama (sense 2). 

Pan·a·ma hat (p4nùN-mäÙ h4t, -môÙ) n.  A natural-colored, hand-plaited hat 

made from leaves of the jipijapa plant of South and Central America. 

Pan·a·ma Red (p4nùN-mäÙ rHd, -môÙ) n.  Marijuana of Panamanian origin that 

is slightly red and very potent. 

Pan-A·mer·i·can (p4nÙN-mHrùV-kNn) adj.  Of or relating to North, South, and 

Central America. 

Pan-American Highway (p4nÙN-mHrùV-kNn hXùw7Ù)  A system of roadways, 

about 25,744 km (16,000 mi) long, extending from Alaska to Chile and linking 

the nations of the Western Hemisphere. 

Pan·a·mint Range (p4nùN-mVntÙ r7nj)  A rugged range of mountains in east-

ern California between Death Valley and the Panamint Valley. Telescope Peak, 

3,370 m (11,049 ft), is the highest elevation. 



pan·a·tel·a (p4nÙN-tHlùN) also pan·e·tel·a  or pan·e·tel·la (p4nÙV-) n.  A long, 

slender cigar.  [Spanish, biscuit, cigar, from American Spanish, long thin biscuit, 

from Italian panatella, diminutive of panata, panada, from pane, bread, from 

Latin p7nis. See p7- in Appendix.]

Pa·nay (pN-nXù, pä-)  An island of the central Philippines in the Visayan Islands 

northwest of Negros. Corn and rice are among its crops. 

pan-broil (p4nùbroilÙ) v.  tr. pan-·broiled, pan-·broil·ing, pan-·broils. To 

cook (steak, for example) over direct heat in an uncovered, usually ungreased 

skillet. 

pan·cake (p4nùk7kÙ) n.  A thin cake made of batter that is poured onto a hot, 

greased surface and cooked on both sides until brown. Regional. Also called bat-

tercake, flannel cake, flapjack, griddlecake, hotcake.   —  v.  pan·caked, 
pan·cak·ing, pan·cakes.  —  v.  intr. To make a pancake landing in an aircraft.   
—  v.  tr. To cause (an aircraft) to make a pancake landing. 

Pan-Cake (p4nùk7kÙ)  A trademark used for a semisolid cosmetic or theatrical 

makeup pressed into a flat cake and usually applied with a damp sponge. 

pancake landing (p4nùk7kÙ l4nùdVng) n.  An irregular or emergency landing 

in which an aircraft drops flat to the ground from a low altitude. 

pan·cet·ta (p4n-chHtùN) n.  Italian bacon that has been cured in salt and spices 

and then air-dried.  [Italian, diminutive of pancia, belly, from Latin pantex, 

pantic-.]

pan·chax (p4nùch4ksÙ) n.  Any of various small, brightly colored Old World 

tropical fishes of the genus Aplocheilus and related genera, often kept in home 

aquariums.  [New Latin, former genus name.]

Pan·chen La·ma (pänùchNn läùmN) n.  One of Tibet’s two grand lamas, the 

other being the Dalai Lama.  [Tibetan  : pahchen, great scholar (Sanskrit pahCitaU, 

scholar; see pundit + Tibetan chen-po, great) + Tibetan bla-ma, monk.]

pan·chro·mat·ic (p4nÙkro-m4tùVk) adj.  Sensitive to all colors:  panchromatic 

film.   —pan·chroùma·tism (-kroùmN-tVzÙNm) n. 

pan·cra·ti·um (p4n-kr7ùshK-Nm) n.  An athletic contest in ancient Greece that 

involved boxing and wrestling.  [Latin, from Greek pankration : pan-, all (from 

neuter of pas, pant-); see pant- in Appendix + kratos, strength; see -CRACY.]

pan·cre·as (p4ngùkrK-Ns, p4nù-) n.  A long, irregularly shaped gland in verte-

brates, lying behind the stomach, that secretes pancreatic juice into the duode-

num and insulin, glucagon, and somatostatin into the bloodstream.  [Greek 

pankreas : pan-, all (from neuter of pas, pant-); see pant- in Appendix + kreas, 

flesh; see kreuN- in Appendix.] —panÙcre·atùic (p4ngÙkrK-4tùVk, p4nÙ-) adj. 

pancreat- pref.  Variant of pancreato-. 
pan·cre·a·tec·to·my (p4ngÙkrK-N-tHkùtN-mK, p4nÙ-) n.  pl. 

pan·cre·a·tec·to·mies. Surgical removal of all or part of the pancreas. 



pancreatic juice (p4ngÙkrK-4tùVk jus) n.  A clear, alkaline secretion of the 

pancreas containing enzymes that aid in the digestion of proteins, carbohydrates, 

and fats. 

pan·cre·a·tin (p4ngùkrK-N-tVn, p4nù-, p4n-krKùN-tVn) n.  A mixture of the 

enzymes of pancreatic juice, such as amylase, lipase, and trypsin, extracted from 

animals such as cattle or hogs and used as a digestive aid. 

pan·cre·a·ti·tis (p4ngÙkrK-N-tXùtVs, p4nÙ-) n.  Inflammation of the pancreas. 

pancreato-  or pancreat- pref.  Pancreas:  pancreatin.  [From Greek pankreas, 

pankreat-, pancreas. See PANCREAS.]

pan·cre·o·zy·min (p4ngÙkrK-o-zXùmVn, p4nÙ-) n.  See cholecystokinin.  
[PANCRE(AS) + ZYM(O)- + -IN.]

pan·cy·to·pe·ni·a (p4nÙsX-tN-pKùnK-N) n.  See aplastic anemia. 
pan·da (p4nùdN) n.  1. A rare, bearlike mammal (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) of the 

mountains of China and Tibet (Xizang), having woolly fur with distinctive black 

and white markings.  Also called giant panda, panda bear.  2. A small, raccoonlike 

mammal (Ailurus fulgens) of northeast Asia, having reddish fur, white face mark-

ings, and a long ringed tail.  Also called lesser panda, red panda.  [French, perhaps 

of Nepalese origin.]

panda car (p4nùdN kär) n.  Chiefly British. A police cruiser.  [From a similarity 

of color tone distribution.]

pan·dae·mo·ni·um (p4nÙdN-moùnK-Nm) n.  Variant of pandemonium. 
pan·da·nus (p4n-d7ùnNs, -d4nùNs) n.  Any of numerous palmlike dioecious 

trees and shrubs of the genus Pandanus of the Old World tropics, having large 

prop roots and a crown of narrow, spiny leaves that yield a fiber used in weaving 

mats and similar articles.  Also called screw pine [New Latin Pandanus, genus 

name, from Malay pandan, screw pine.] —panÙda·naùceous (p4nÙdN-n7ùshNs) 

adj. 

panda plant (p4nùdN pl4nt) n.  A succulent perennial herb (Kalanchoe tomen-

tosa) native to Madagascar, having usually oblong obovate leaves covered with a 

dense silvery felt and surrounded by a rusty brown crenate margin.  [From the 

color pattern of the leaves.]

Pan·da·rus (p4nùdNr-Ns) also Pan·dar (-dNr) n.  1. The leader of the Lycians, 

slain by Diomedes in the Iliad.  2. The procurer of Cressida for Troilus in medi-

eval romance. 

Pan·de·an pipe (p4n-dKùNn pXp) n.  Music. See panpipe.  [From PAN.]

pan·dect (p4nùdHktÙ) n.  1. A comprehensive digest or complete treatise.  

2. pandects. A complete body of laws; a legal code.  3. Pandects. A digest of 

Roman civil law, compiled for the emperor Justinian in the sixth century A.D. and 

part of the Corpus Juris Civilis. In this sense, also calledDigest [Latin pandectKs, 

encyclopedia, from Greek pandektKs, all-receiving  : pan-, pan- + dektKs, receiver 

(from dekhesthai, to receive, accept); see dek- in Appendix.]



pan·dem·ic (p4n-dHmùVk) adj.  1. Widespread; general.  2. Medicine. Epidemic 

over a wide geographic area:  pandemic influenza.   —  n.  A pandemic disease.  

[From Late Latin pandKmus, from Greek pandKmos, of all the people  : pan-, pan- 

+ dKmos, people; see d7- in Appendix.]

pan·de·mo·ni·um also pan·dae·mo·ni·um (p4nÙdN-moùnK-Nm) n.  1. A 

very noisy place: “The whole lobby was a perfect pandemonium, and the din was 

terrific” (Jerome K. Jerome).  2. Wild uproar or noise.  See Synonyms at noise.  
[From Pandæmonium, capital of Hell in Paradise Lost, an epic poem by John Mil-

ton  : Greek pan-, pan- + Late Latin daemonium, demon (from Greek daimonion, 

from daimon, lesser god, demon); see DEMON.] —panÙde·moùni·ac (-nK-4kÙ) 

adj. 

pan·der (p4nùdNr) v.  intr. pan·dered, pan·der·ing, pan·ders. 1. To act as a 

go-between or liaison in sexual intrigues; function as a procurer.  2. To cater to 

the lower tastes and desires of others or exploit their weaknesses: “He refused to 

pander to nostalgia and escapism” (New York Times).  [Middle English Pandare, 

Pandarus, from Old Italian Pandaro, from Latin Pandarus, from Greek Pandaros.] 
—panùder n. 

pan·der·er (p4nùdNr-Nr) n.  1. A sexual procurer.  2. One who caters to or 

exploits the lower tastes and desires of others. 

P and H  or p. and h. abbr.  Postage and handling. 

pan·dit (p4nùdVt)  or pun·dit (pƒnù-) n.  1. A Brahman scholar or learned man.  

2. Used as a title of respect for a learned man in India.  [Hindi pahCit, from San-

skrit pahCitaU. See PUNDIT.]

P and L  or p. and l. abbr.  Accounting. Profit and loss. 

Pan·do·ra (p4n-dôrùN, -dorùN) n.  Greek Mythology. The first woman, bestowed 

upon humankind as a punishment for Prometheus’s theft of fire. Entrusted with 

a box containing all the ills that could plague people, she opened it out of curios-

ity and thereby released all the evils of human life. 

Pan·do·ra’s box (p4n-dôrùNz bmks, -dorù-) n.  A source of many unforeseen 

troubles: “Reform is a Pandora’s box; opening up the system can lead to a loss of eco-

nomic and political control” (Russell Watson). 

pan·dore (p4nùdôrÙ, -dorÙ) n.  Music. See bandore.  [Ultimately Greek pan-

doura.]

pan·dow·dy (p4n-douùdK) n.  pl. pan·dow·dies. Sliced fruit baked with 

sugar and spices in a deep dish, with a thick top crust.  [Perhaps from obsolete 

dialectal pandoulde, custard  : PAN
1 + dialectal dowl, to mix dough in a hurry 

(probably variant of DOUGH).]

pan·du·rate (p4n-dtrùVt, -dytrù-) also pan·du·ri·form (-N-fôrmÙ) adj.  

Botany. Having rounded ends and a contracted center; fiddle-shaped:  pandurate 

leaves.  [From Late Latin pand7ra, three-string lute, from Greek pandoura.]



pane (p7n) n.  1. a. One of the glass-filled divisions of a window or door.  

b. The glass used in such a division.   2. A panel, as of a door or wall.  3. One of 

the flat surfaces or facets of an object, such as a bolt, having many sides.  [Middle 

English, section, pane of glass, from Old French pan, piece of cloth, panel, from 

Latin pannus, cloth. See pan- in Appendix.]

paned (p7nd) adj.  Having a specified kind or number of panes. Often used in 

combination:  clear-paned windows; double-paned French doors. 

pan·e·gyr·ic (p4nÙN-jVrùVk, -jXùrVk) n.  1. A formal eulogistic composition 

intended as a public compliment.  2. Elaborate praise or laudation; an enco-

mium.  [Latin panKgyricus, from Greek panKgurikos (logos), (speech) at a public 

assembly, panegyric, from panKguris, public assembly  : pan-, pan- + aguris, 

assembly, marketplace; see ger- in Appendix.] —panÙe·gyrùi·cal adj.  

—panÙe·gyrùi·cal·ly adv. 

pan·e·gyr·ist (p4nÙN-jVrùVst, -jXùrVst) n.  One who writes or delivers panegyrics; a 

eulogist. 

pan·e·gy·rize (p4nùN-jN-rXzÙ) v.  pan·e·gy·rized, pan·e·gy·riz·ing, 
pan·e·gy·riz·es.  —  v.  tr. To eulogize.   —  v.  intr. To compose, deliver, or 

indulge in panegyrics. 

pan·el (p4nùNl) n.  1. A flat, usually rectangular piece forming a raised, recessed, 

or framed part of the surface in which it is set.  2. The space or section in a fence 

or railing between two posts.  3. A vertical section of fabric; a gore.  4. a. A thin 

wooden board, used as a surface for an oil painting.  b. A painting on such a 

board.   5. a. A board having switches or buttons to control an electric device.  

b. An instrument panel.   6. A section of a telephone switchboard.  7. Law. 

a. The complete list of persons summoned for jury duty.  b. Those persons 

selected from this list to compose a jury.  c. A jury.   8. a. A group of people gath-

ered to plan or discuss an issue, judge a contest, or act as a team on a radio or tele-

vision quiz program.  b. A discussion by such a group.    —  v.  tr. pan·eled or 

pan·elled, pan·el·ing or pan·el·ling, pan·els or pan·els. 1. To cover or fur-

nish with panels.  2. To decorate with panels.  3. To separate into panels.  4. Law. 

To select or impanel (a jury).  [Middle English, piece of cloth, from Old French, 

probably from Vulgar Latin *pannellus, diminutive of Latin pannus, cloth. See 

pan- in Appendix.]

panel discussion (p4nùNl dV-skƒshùNn) n.  A discussion of a subject of public 

interest by a group of persons forming a panel, often before an audience. 

pan·el·ing (p4nùN-lVng) n.  A section of panels or paneled wall. 

pan·el·ist (p4nùN-lVst) n.  A member of a panel. 

pan·el·ized (p4nùN-lXzdÙ) adj.  Consisting of or characterized by prefabricated 

wall, floor, and roof sections that are shipped to and assembled at the building 

site:  panelized housing.   —panÙel·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

panel truck (p4nùNl trƒk) n.  A small delivery truck with a fully enclosed body. 



pan·en·ceph·a·li·tis (p4nÙHn-sHfÙN-lXùtVs) n.  1. Encephalitis that affects both 

the gray and white matter of the brain, resulting in progressive loss of mental and 

motor functions.  2. Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis. 

pan·e·tel·a  or pan·e·tel·la (p4nÙV-tHlùN) n.  Variants of panatela. 
pan·et·to·ne (p4nÙV-toùnK) n.  pl. pan·et·to·nes or pan·et·to·ni (-nK). A fes-

tive Italian yeast cake flavored with candied fruit peels and raisins.  [Italian, aug-

mentative of panetto, a small loaf diminutive of pane, bread, from Latin p7nis. See 

PANADA.]

pan fish (p4n fVsh) n.  A fish small enough to be fried whole in a pan. 

pan-fry also pan·fry (p4nùfrXÙ) v.  tr. pan-·fried, pan-·fry·ing, pan-·fries. 
To fry in a frying pan or skillet with a small amount of fat. 

pan·ful (p4nùftlÙ) n.  The amount that a pan can hold. 

pang (p4ng) n.  1. A sudden sharp spasm of pain.  See Synonyms at pain.  2. A 

sudden, sharp feeling of emotional distress.   —  v.  tr. panged, pang·ing, 
pangs. To cause to feel pangs; distress acutely.  [Origin unknown.]

Pan·gae·a also Pan·ge·a (p4n-jKùN) n.  A hypothetical supercontinent that 

included all the landmasses of the earth before the Triassic Period. When conti-

nental drift began, Pangaea broke up into Laurasia and Gondwanaland.  [PAN- + 

Greek gaia, earth.]

pan·gen·e·sis (p4n-jHnùV-sVs) n.  A theory of heredity proposed by Charles 

Darwin in which gemmules containing hereditary information from every part of 

the body coalesce in the gonads and are incorporated into the reproductive cells.   
—panÙge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —panÙge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

Pan·gloss·i·an (p4n-glmsùK-Nn, -glôsù-, p4ng-) adj.  Blindly or naively optimis-

tic.  [After Pangloss, an optimist in Candide, a satire by Voltaire.]

pan·go·lin (p4ngùgN-lVn, p4nù-) n.  Any of several long-tailed, scale-covered 

mammals of the order Pholidota of tropical Africa and Asia, having a long snout 

and a sticky tongue for catching and eating ants and termites.  Also called scaly 

anteater [Malay pêngguling : pêng-, instrumental pref. + guling, to roll over (from 

its habit of rolling up into a ball when frightened).]

Pan·go Pan·go (pängùo pängùo, p4ngùgo p4ngùgo, pängùgo pängùgo)  See 

Pago Pago. 
pan·gram (p4nùgr4mÙ, -grNm, p4ngù-) n.  A sentence that uses all the letters of 

the alphabet.   —panÙgram·matùic (-grN-m4tùVk) adj. 

pan·han·dle1 (p4nùh4nÙdl) v.  pan·han·dled, pan·han·dling, 
pan·han·dles. Informal.  —  v.  intr. To approach strangers and beg for money 

or food.   —  v.  tr. 1. To approach and beg from (a stranger).  2. To obtain by 

approaching and begging from a stranger:  panhandled money.  See Synonyms at 

cadge.  [Back-formation from panhandler, beggar  : perhaps PAN
1 + HANDLER.] 

—panùhanÙdler n. 



pan·han·dle2 (p4nùh4nÙdl) n.  1. The handle of a pan.  2.  Often Panhandle. 

A narrow strip of territory projecting from a larger, broader area, as in Alaska, 

Idaho, Oklahoma, Texas, and West Virginia. 

Pan-Hel·len·ic also Pan·hel·len·ic (p4nÙhN-lHnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to all 

Greek peoples or a movement to unify them.  2. Of or relating to all Greek-letter 

fraternities and sororities. 

pan·hu·man (p4n-hyuùmNn) adj.  Of or relating to all humanity. 

pan·ic (p4nùVk) n.  1. A sudden, overpowering terror, often affecting many peo-

ple at once.  See Synonyms at fear.  2. A sudden widespread alarm concerning 

finances, often resulting in a rush to sell property:  a stock-market panic.  3. Slang. 

One that is uproariously funny.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resulting from 

sudden, overwhelming terror:  panic flight.  2. Of or resulting from a financial 

panic:  panic selling of securities.  3.  Often Panic. Mythology. Of or relating to 

Pan.   —  v.  tr. intr. pan·icked, pan·ick·ing, pan·ics. To affect or be affected 

with panic.  See Synonyms at frighten.  [From French panique, terrified, from 

Greek Panikos, of Pan (a source of terror, as in flocks or herds), groundless (used 

of fear), from Pan, Pan. See PAN.] —panùick·y adj. 

panic button (p4nùVk bƒtùn) n.  Slang. A signal for a hasty, emotional response 

to an emergency:  Stay calm; there’s no need to hit the panic button. 

panic disorder (p4nùVk dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  A psychological disorder characterized 

by the occurrence of intense attacks of anxiety in specific circumstances and situ-

ations, usually resulting in the development of one or more phobias. 

panic grass (p4nùVk gr4s) n.  Any of numerous grasses of the genus Panicum, 

many of which are grown for grain and fodder.  [Middle English panik, from Old 

French, from Latin p7nicum.]

pan·i·cle (p4nùV-kNl) n.  Botany. A branched cluster of flowers in which the 

branches are racemes.  [Latin p7nicula, feminine diminutive of p7nus, a swelling, 

main stalk of a panicle.] —panùi·cled adj. 

pan·ic-strick·en (p4nùVk-strVkÙNn) also pan·ic-struck (-strƒkÙ) adj.  Over-

come by panic; terrified. 

pa·nic·u·late (pN-nVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) also pa·nic·u·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Botany. 

Growing or arranged in a panicle.  [New Latin p7nicul7tus, from Latin p7nicula, 

panicle. See PANICLE.] —pa·nicùu·late·ly adv. 

Pa·ni·ni (pä-nKùnK), fl. 400 B.C.  Indian grammarian. His Ashtadhyayi, one of the 

first works of descriptive linguistics, presents grammatical rules for Sanskrit. 

Pan·ja·bi (pƒn-jäùbK, -j4bùK) n.  & adj.   Variant of Punjabi. 
pan·jan·drum (p4n-j4nùdrNm) n.  An important or self-important person: “a 

panjandrum of the publishing business” (Nat Hentoff).  [After the Grand Panjan-

drum, a character in a nonsense farrago written by Samuel Foote (1720-1777).]

Pank·hurst (p4ngkùhûrstÙ), Emmeline Goulden. 1858-1928.  British suf-

frage leader who advocated militancy and violence in order to gain public recog-



nition. With her daughters Christabel Pankhurst (1880-1958) and Sylvia 
Pankhurst (1882-1960) she founded (1903) the Women’s Social and Political 

Union, a women-only, nonpartisan group whose motto was “Deeds, not Words.” 

pan·leu·ko·pe·ni·a also pan·leu·co·pe·ni·a (p4nÙlu-kN-pKùnK-N) n.  See 

distemper1 (n., sense 1b). 

pan·mic·tic (p4n-mVkùtVk) adj.  Of or relating to panmixia.  [PAN- + Greek mik-

tos, mixed (from mignunai, to mix); see meik- in Appendix + -IC.]

pan·mix·i·a (p4n-mVkùsK-N) also pan·mix·is (-mVkùsVs) n.  Random mating 

within a breeding population.  [From PAN- + Greek mixis, act of mingling (from 

mignunai, to mix); see meik- in Appendix.]

Pan·mun·jom (pänùmtnùjƒmù)  A village of northwest South Korea just 

south of the 38th parallel. Truce negotiations for the Korean War were held here 

from October 1951 to July 27, 1953, when the truce was officially signed. 

panne (p4n) n.  A special finish for velvet and satin that produces a high luster.  

[French, a soft cloth, from Old French penne, pane, fur lining, from Latin pinna, 

penna, feather. See PENNA.]

pan·nier (p4nùyNr, p4nùK-Nr) n.  1. A large wicker basket, especially: a. One of a 

pair of baskets carried on the shoulders of a person or on either side of a pack 

animal.  b. A basket carried on a person’s back.   2. A basket or pack, usually one 

of a pair, that fastens to the rack of a bicycle and hangs over the side of one of the 

wheels.  3. a. A framework of wire, bone, or other material formerly used to 

expand a woman’s skirt at the hips.  b. A skirt or an overskirt puffed out at the 

hips.   [Middle English panier, from Old French, from Latin p7n7rium, breadbas-

ket, from p7nis, bread. See p7- in Appendix.] —panùniered adj. 

Pan·no·ni·a (pN-noùnK-N)  An ancient Roman province of central Europe 

including present-day western Hungary and the northwest Balkan Peninsula. Its 

people were finally subjugated by Rome in A.D. 9, although the province was 

abandoned after 395.   —Pan·noùni·an adj.  & n. 

pa·no·cha (pN-noùchN) also pa·no·che (-chK) n.  1. A coarse grade of Mexican 

sugar.  2.  Variants of penuche. [American Spanish, probably from Spanish 

panoja, panocha, ear of grain, panicle, from Latin p7nicula. See PANICLE.]

Pa·nof·sky (pN-nmfùskK), Erwin. 1892-1968.  German-born American art his-

torian whose works include Studies in Iconology (1939) and Early Netherlandish 

Painting (1953). 

pan·o·ply (p4nùN-plK) n.  pl. pan·o·plies. 1. A splendid or striking array:  a 

panoply of colorful flags.  See Synonyms at display.  2. Ceremonial attire with all 

accessories:  a portrait of the general in full panoply.  3. Something that covers and 

protects:  a porcupine’s panoply of quills.  4. The complete arms and armor of a 

warrior.  [Greek panoplia : pan-, pan- + hopla, arms, armor, pl. of hoplon, 

weapon.]



pan·op·tic (p4n-mpùtVk) also pan·op·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Including everything 

visible in one view.  [From Greek panoptos, seen of all  : pan-, pan- + optos, visi-

ble; see okw- in Appendix.]

pan·o·ram·a (p4nÙN-r4mùN, -räùmN) n.  1. An unbroken view of an entire sur-

rounding area.  2. A comprehensive presentation; a survey:  a panorama of Amer-

ican literature.  3. A picture or series of pictures representing a continuous scene, 

often exhibited a part at a time by being unrolled and passed before the spectator.  

4. A mental vision of a series of events.  [PAN- + Greek horama, sight (from 

horan, to see); see wer-3 in Appendix.] —panÙo·ramùic (-r4mùVk) adj.  

—panÙo·ramùi·cal·ly adv. 

pan·pipe (p4nùpXpÙ) n.  Music. A primitive wind instrument consisting of a 

series of pipes or reeds of graduated length bound together, played by blowing 

across the top open ends. Often used in the plural.  Also called mouth organ, Pan-

dean pipe, syrinx.  [PAN + PIPE.]

pan·sex·u·al (p4n-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  Exhibiting or suggesting a sexuality that 

has many different forms, objects, and outlets.   —panÙsex·u·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n. 

pan·sper·mi·a (p4n-spûrùmK-N) n.  The theory that microorganisms or bio-

chemical compounds from outer space are responsible for originating life on 

Earth and possibly in other parts of the universe where suitable atmospheric con-

ditions exist.  [Greek, mixture of all seeds  : pan-, pan- + sperma, seed; see 

SPERM
1.]

pan·sy (p4nùzK) n.  pl. pan·sies. 1. Any of various plants of the genera 

Achimenes or Viola, especially V. tricolor or its hybrids, having flowers with velvety 

petals of various colors.  2. Color. A deep to strong violet.  3. Offensive Slang. 

a. Used as a disparaging term for a man or boy who is considered effeminate.  

b. Used as a disparaging term for a gay or homosexual man.   [Middle English 

pancy, from Old French pensee, thought, remembrance, pansy, from feminine 

past participle of penser, to think. See PENSIVE.]

pant1 (p4nt) v.  pant·ed, pant·ing, pants.  —  v.  intr. 1. To breathe rapidly in 

short gasps, as after exertion.  2. To beat loudly or heavily; throb or pulsate.  3. To 

give off loud puffs, especially while moving.  4. To long demonstratively; yearn:  

was panting for a chance to play.   —  v.  tr. To utter hurriedly or breathlessly:  I 

panted my congratulations to the winner of the race.   —  n.  1. A short, labored 

breath; a gasp.  2. A throb; a pulsation.  3. A short, loud puff, as of steam from an 

engine.  [Middle English panten, perhaps alteration of Old French pantaisier, 

from Vulgar Latin *pantasi7re, from Greek phantasioun, to form images, from 

phantasia, appearance. See FANTASY.] —pantùing·ly adv. 

pant2 (p4nt) n.  1. Trousers. Often used in the plural.  2. Underpants. Often 

used in the plural.   —idiom. with (one’s) pants down. Slang. In an embar-

rassing position.  [Short for pantaloon.]



WORD HISTORY: It would seem unlikely that the name of a 4th-century Ro-

man Catholic saint should be the ultimate source of a word for a modern article

of clothing commonly worn by both men and women. Pants, however, can be

traced back to Pantaleon, the patron saint of Venice. He became so closely asso-

ciated with the inhabitants of that city that the Venetians became popularly

known as Pantaloni. Consequently, among the commedia dell’arte’s stock charac-

ters the representative Venetian (a stereotypically wealthy but miserly merchant)

was called Pantalone. His name in French, Pantalon, was borrowed into English

(first recorded around 1590). During the middle of the 17th century the French

came to identify him with one particular style of trousers, and this same style

became known as pantaloons in English. Pantaloons was later applied to another

style of trousers that came into fashion toward the end of the 18th century, tight-

fitting garments that had begun to replace knee breeches. After that pantaloons

was used to refer to trousers in general. The last step in the development of the

word pants met with some resistance. This abbreviation of pantaloon was consid-

ered vulgar and, as Oliver Wendell Holmes put it, “a word not made for gentle-

men, but ‘gents.’” First found in the writings of Edgar Allan Poe in 1840, pants

has replaced the “gentleman’s word” in English and has lost all obvious connec-

tion to Saint Pantaleon.

pan·ta·let also pan·ta·lette (p4nÙtN-lHtù) n.  1. Long underpants trimmed 

with ruffles extending below the skirt, worn by women in the mid-19th century. 

Often used in the plural.  2. A frill attached to the leg of underpants. Often used 

in the plural.  [From PANTALOON.]

Pan·ta·lo·ne (p4nÙtN-loùn7, pänÙtä-lôùnH) n.  Variant of Pantaloon (n., sense 

1). 

pan·ta·loon (p4nÙtN-lunù) n.  1. a. Men’s wide breeches extending from waist 

to ankle, worn especially in England in the late 17th century. Often used in the 

plural.  b. Tight trousers extending from waist to ankle with straps passing under 

the instep, worn especially in the 19th century. Often used in the plural.   

2. Trousers; pants. Often used in the plural.  [French pantalon, a kind of trouser, 

from Pantalon, Pantaloon. See PANTALOON.]

Pan·ta·loon (p4nùtN-lunÙ) n.  1.  Often Pan·ta·lo·ne (p4nÙtN-loùn7, pänÙtä-

lôùnH). A character in the commedia dell’arte, portrayed as a foolish old man in 

tight trousers and slippers.  2. A stock character in modern pantomine, the butt 

of a clown’s jokes.  [French Pantalon, from Italian Pantalone, after San Pantalone, 

or Saint Pantaleon (died A.D. 303), Roman physician and martyr.]

pan·the·ism (p4nùthK-VzÙNm) n.  1. A doctrine identifying the Deity with the 

universe and its phenomena.  2. Belief in and worship of all gods.   



—panùthe·ist n.  —panÙthe·isùtic, panÙthe·isùti·cal adj.  

—panÙthe·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

pan·the·on (p4nùthK-mnÙ, -Nn) n.  1. Pantheon. A circular temple in Rome, 

completed in 27 B.C. and dedicated to all the gods.  2. A temple dedicated to all 

gods.  3. All the gods of a people.  4. A public building commemorating and ded-

icated to the heroes and heroines of a nation.  5. A group of persons most highly 

regarded for contributions to a field or an endeavor:  the pantheon of modern 

physics.  [Middle English Panteon, Pantheon, from Latin Pantheon, from Greek 

Pantheion, shrine of all the gods, from neuter sing. of pantheios, of all the gods  : 

pan-, pan- + theos, god; see dhKs- in Appendix.]

pan·ther (p4nùthNr) n.  1. The leopard, especially in its black, unspotted form.  

2.  See mountain lion.  [Middle English pantere, from Old French, and from 

Old English panthera both from Latin panthKra, from Greek panthKr.]

pant·ie  or pant·y (p4nùtK) n.  pl. pant·ies. Short underpants for women or 

children. Often used in the plural.  [Diminutive of PANT
2.]

pan·tile (p4nùtXlÙ) n.  A roofing tile with an S-shaped profile, laid so that the 

down curve of one tile overlaps the up curve of the next one.  [PAN
1 + TILE.] 

—panùtiledÙ adj. 

pan·tof·fle also pan·to·fle (p4n-tmfùNl, -toùfNl, -tuùfNl, p4nùtN-fNl) n.  A slip-

per.  [Middle English pantufle, from Old French pantoufle.]

pan·to·graph (p4nùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. An instrument for copying a plane figure to 

a desired scale, consisting of styluses for tracing and copying mounted on four 

jointed rods in the form of a parallelogram with extended sides.  2. A similarly 

jointed framework, such as a power-collecting trolley on an electric locomotive or 

an extensible telephone arm.  [Greek panto-, all (from pas, pant-); see PAN- + -

GRAPH.] —panÙto·graphùic adj. 

pan·to·mime (p4nùtN-mXmÙ) n.  1. Communication by means of gesture and 

facial expression:  Some tourists make themselves understood abroad by pantomime.  

2. a. The telling of a story without words, by means of bodily movements, ges-

tures, and facial expressions.  b. A play, dance, or other theatrical performance 

characterized by such wordless storytelling.  c. An ancient Roman theatrical per-

formance in which one actor played all the parts by means of gesture and move-

ment, accompanied by a narrative chorus.  d. A player in such a performance.   

3. A traditional British Christmas entertainment for children, usually based on 

nursery tales and featuring stock characters in costume who sing, dance, and per-

form skits.   —  v.  pan·to·mimed, pan·to·mim·ing, pan·to·mimes.  —  v.  

tr. To represent or express by pantomime:  pantomine a story on the stage; panto-

mimed “baby” by cradling an imaginary infant.   —  v.  intr. To express oneself in 

pantomime.  [Latin pantomXmus, a pantomimic actor, from Greek pantomimos : 

panto-, all (from pas, pant-); see PAN- + mimos, mime.] —panÙto·mimùic (-

mVmùVk) adj.  —panÙto·mimùist (-mXÙmVst) n. 



pan·to·then·ate (p4nÙtN-thHnù7tÙ, p4n-tmthùN-n7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of 

pantothenic acid.  [PANTOTHEN(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

pan·to·then·ic acid (p4nÙtN-thHnùVk 4sùVd) n.  A yellow, oily acid, C9H17NO5, 

belonging to and found widely in plant and animal tissues.  [From Greek pan-

tothen, from all sides  : panto-, all (from pas, pant-); see PAN- + -othen, adverbial 

suff. (for motion from).]

pan·toum (p4n-tumù) n.  A verse form composed of quatrains in which the 

second and fourth lines are repeated as the first and third lines of the following 

quatrain.  [French, from Malay pantun, verse composed using metonymy.]

pan·trop·ic (p4n-trmpùVk, -troùpVk) adj.  Having an affinity for or indiscrimi-

nately affecting many kinds of tissue:  pantropic viruses. 

pan·try (p4nùtrK) n.  pl. pan·tries. 1. A small room or closet, usually off a 

kitchen, where food, tableware, linens, and similar items are stored.  2. A small 

room used for the preparation of cold foods.  [Middle English pantrie, from Old 

French paneterie, bread-closet, from panetier, pantry servant, from pan, bread, 

from Latin p7nis. See p7- in Appendix.]

pant·suit also pants suit (p4ntùsutÙ) n.  A woman’s suit having trousers 

instead of a skirt.   —pantùsuitÙed adj. 

pant·y (p4nùtK) n.  Variant of pantie. 
pant·y·hose  or pant·y hose (p4nùtK-hozÙ) pl.n.  A woman’s one-piece under-

garment consisting of underpants and stretchable stockings. 

panty raid (p4nùtK r7d) n.  A raid on a girls’ dormitory by college boys to 

obtain undergarments as trophies. 

pant·y·waist (p4nùtK-w7stÙ) n.  1. A child’s undergarment consisting of a shirt 

and pants buttoned together at the waist.  2. Slang. A boy or man who is consid-

ered weak or effeminate.   —pantùy·waistÙ adj. 

pan·zer (p4nùzNr, päntùsNr) n.  A German armored vehicle, such as a tank, espe-

cially of the type used during World War II.   —  adj.  1. Of or equipped with 

armored vehicles:  a panzer division.  2. Of or relating to an armored division.  

[German, short for Panzerdivision, armored unit, from Panzer, tank, armor, from 

Middle High German panzier, armor, from Old French pancier, armor for the 

belly, from pance, belly. See PAUNCH.]

Pao·ki (bouùjKù)  See Baoji. 
Pa·o·li (pouùlK, päùo-), Pasquale di. 1725-1807.  Corsican patriot who led 

(from 1755) the struggle for independence from Genoa. 

Pao·ting (bouùdVngù)  See Baoding. 
Pao·tow (bouùtoù)  See Baotou. 
pap1 (p4p) n.  1. Midland U.S. A teat or nipple.  2. Something resembling a nip-

ple.  [Middle English pappe, probably from Latin papilla. See PAPILLA.]

pap2 (p4p) n.  1. Soft or semiliquid food, as for infants.  2. Material lacking real 

value or substance:  TV shows that offer nothing but pap.  3. Slang. Money and 



favors obtained as political patronage: “self-seeking politicians primarily interested 

in patronage, privilege, and pap” (Fiorello H. La Guardia).  [Middle English, from 

Old French papa, from Latin, children’s word for food.]

pa·pa (päùpN, pN-päù) also pop·pa (päùpN) n.  Informal. Father.  [French. See 

papa in Appendix.]

pa·pa·cy (p7ùpN-sK) n.  pl. pa·pa·cies. 1. The office and jurisdiction of a pope.  

2. The period of time during which a pope is in office.  3. A succession or line of 

popes:  the Medici papacy.  4. Papacy. Roman Catholic Church. The system of 

church government headed by the pope.  [Middle English papacie, from Medieval 

Latin p7p7tia, from Late Latin p7pa, pope. See POPE.]

Pa·pa·do·pou·los (p4pÙN-dmpùN-lNs, päÙpä-dôùpu-lôs), George. Born 1919.  

Greek military officer and politician who became premier after a 1967 coup. He 

was overthrown in 1973. 

Pa·pa·go (p4pùN-goÙ, päùpN-) n.  pl. Papago or Pa·pa·gos. 1. a. A Native 

American people inhabiting desert regions of southern Arizona and northern 

Sonora, a state of northwest Mexico.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Uto-

Aztecan language of this people, dialectically related to Pima.  Also called 

O’odham, Tohono O’odham. 

pa·pa·in (pN-p7ùVn, -pXùVn) n.  An enzyme capable of digesting protein, obtained 

from the unripe fruit of the papaya and used as a meat tenderizer and in medi-

cine as a digestive aid.  [PAPA(YA) + -IN.]

pa·pal (p7ùpNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or issued by a pope:  the papal succession; a 

papal bull.  2. Of or relating to the Roman Catholic Church.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin p7p7lis, from Late Latin p7pa, pope. See 

POPE.] —paùpal·ly adv. 

Pa·pal States (p7ùpNl st7ts)  A group of territories in central Italy ruled by the 

popes from 754 until 1870. They were originally given to the papacy by Pepin the 

Short and reached their greatest extent in 1859. The last papal state—the Vatican 

City—was formally established as a separate state by the Lateran Treaty of 1929. 

Pap·an·dre·ou (p4pÙNn-dr7ùu, päÙpän-drHù-), Andreas George. 1919-

1996.  Greek politician who served as premier (1981-1989). 

Pa·pa·ni·co·laou test (päÙpN-nKÙkN-louù tHst, p4pÙN-nVkùN-louÙ) n.  The Pap 

smear. 

pa·pa·raz·zo (päÙpN-rätùso) n.  pl. pa·pa·raz·zi (-sK). A freelance photogra-

pher who doggedly pursues celebrities to take candid pictures for sale to maga-

zines and newspapers.  [After Signor Paparazzo, a character in La Dolce Vita, a 

movie by Federico Fellini.]

pa·pav·er·ine (pN-p4vùN-rKnÙ, -Nr-Vn) n.  A nonaddictive opium derivative, 

C20H21NO4, used medicinally to relieve spasms of smooth muscle.  [Latin 

pap7ver, poppy + -INE
2.]



pa·paw also paw·paw (pôùpôÙ) n.  1. A deciduous tree (Asimina triloba) of 

the eastern and southeast United States, having flowers with three sepals, three 

petals, and numerous stamens and fleshy, edible fruit.  2. The fruit of this tree.  

3.  See papaya.  [Ultimately from Spanish, and obsolete Portuguese papaya, 

papaya; see PAPAYA.]

pa·pa·ya (pN-päùyN) n.  1. An evergreen, usually dioecious, tropical American 

tree (Carica papaya) having a crown of palmately divided leaves with pinnate 

lobes and large, yellow, edible fruit.  2. The fruit of this tree.  Also called papaw 

[Spanish, and Portuguese both of Cariban origin.]

Pa·pe·e·te (päÙpK-7ùt7, pN-pKùtK)  The capital of the overseas territory of French 

Polynesia, a port on the northwest coast of Tahiti in the Society Islands of the 

southern Pacific Ocean. It is a commercial and tourist center. Population, 23,496. 

Pa·pen (päùpNn), Franz von. 1879-1969.  German politician and diplomat who 

served as vice chancellor (1933-1934) and ambassador to Austria (1934-1938) 

and Turkey (1939-1944). 

pa·per (p7ùpNr) n.  1. A material made of cellulose pulp, derived mainly from 

wood, rags, and certain grasses, processed into flexible sheets or rolls by deposit 

from an aqueous suspension, and used chiefly for writing, printing, drawing, 

wrapping, and covering walls.  2. A single sheet of this material.  3. One or more 

sheets of paper bearing writing or printing, especially: a. A formal written com-

position intended to be published, presented, or read aloud; a scholarly essay or 

treatise.  b. A piece of written work for school; a report or theme.  c.  Often 

papers. An official document, especially one establishing the identity of the 

bearer.   4. papers. A collection of letters, diaries, and other writings, especially 

by one person:  the Madison papers.  5. Commercial documents that represent 

value and can be transferred from owner to owner; negotiable instruments con-

sidered as a group: “billions more invested in American stocks, bonds, certificates of 

deposit, and other paper” (Christian Science Monitor).  6. A newspaper.  

7. Wallpaper.  8. A wrapper made of paper, often with its contents:  a paper of 

pins.  9. Slang. a. A free pass to a theater.  b. The audience admitted with free 

passes.    —  v.  tr. pa·pered, pa·per·ing, pa·pers. 1. To cover, wrap, or line 

with paper.  2. To cover with wallpaper.  3. To supply with paper.  4. Slang. To 

issue free passes for (a theater, for example).  5. To construct (something) in 

haste and with little forethought:  papered together a new coalition of political con-

venience.   —  adj.  1. Made of paper.  2. Resembling paper, as in thinness or flim-

siness.  3. Of or relating to clerical work:  paper duties.  4. a. Existing only in 

printed or written form:  paper profits; a paper corporation.  b. Planned but not 

realized; theoretical.    —phrasal verb. paper over. 1. To put or keep out of 

sight; conceal:  paper over a deficit with accounting gimmicks.  2. To downplay or 

gloss over (differences, for example), especially in order to maintain a nominal, 

apparent, or temporary unity.   —idiom. on paper. 1. In writing or print.  2. In 



theory, as opposed to actual performance or fact:  It is a good team on paper, but 

its members play poorly together.  [Middle English, from Old French papier, from 

Latin pap«rus, papyrus plant, papyrus paper, from Greek papuros.] —paùper·er 
n. 

pa·per·back (p7ùpNr-b4kÙ) n.  A book having a flexible paper binding.   
—paùper·backÙ, paùper·backedÙ adj. 

paper birch (p7ùpNr bûrch) n.  A North American birch tree (Betula papy-

rifera) having paperlike white bark used to make baskets, toy canoes, and other 

articles.  Also called canoe birch 

pa·per·board (p7ùpNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Cardboard; pasteboard. 

pa·per·bound (p7ùpNr-boundÙ) adj.  Bound in paper; paperback. 

pa·per·boy (p7ùpNr-boiÙ) n.  A boy who sells or delivers newspapers. 

paper clip also pa·per·clip (p7ùpNr-klVpÙ) n.  A wire or plastic clip for holding 

sheets of paper together. Regional. Also called gem clip 

paper cutter (p7ùpNr kûtùNr) n.  A device for trimming paper to desired 

dimensions, typically a ruled board with a long pivoted cutting knife attached to 

one side. 

pa·per·girl (p7ùpNr-gûrlÙ) n.  A girl who sells or delivers newspapers. 

pa·per·hang·er (p7ùpNr-h4ngÙNr) n.  1. One whose occupation is covering or 

decorating walls with wallpaper; a paperer.  2. Slang. One who passes bad checks.   
—paùper·hangÙing n. 

pa·per·knife (p7ùpNr-nXfÙ) n.  A thin, dull knife used for opening sealed enve-

lopes, slitting uncut pages of books, and creasing paper. 

pa·per·mak·ing (p7ùpNr-m7ÙkVng) n.  The process or craft of making paper.   
—paùper·makÙer n. 

paper money (p7ùpNr mƒnùK) n.  Currency in the form of government notes 

and bank notes. 

paper mulberry (p7ùpNr mƒlùbHrÙK) n.  An eastern Asian ornamental decidu-

ous tree (Broussonetia papyrifera) having bark that can be processed into a paper-

like fabric. 

paper nautilus (p7ùpNr nôtùl-Ns) n.  A cephalopod mollusk (Argonauta argo) 

with eight tentacles, the female of which inhabits a paper-thin shell that later acts 

as an egg case.  Also called argonaut 

paper plant (p7ùpNr pl4nt) n.  See papyrus (n., sense 1). 

pa·per-thin (p7ÙpNr-thVnù) adj.  Very thin or shallow:  a paper-thin membrane. 

paper tiger (p7ùpNr tXùgNr) n.  One that is seemingly dangerous and powerful 

but is in fact timid and weak: “They are paper tigers, weak and indecisive” (Freder-

ick Forsyth). 

paper trail (p7ùpNr tr7l) n.  Informal. Documentary evidence of one’s actions: 

“Judges leave a paper trail, a track record of opinions that tell, literally, where they 

are coming from” (Ellen Goodman). 



pa·per-train (p7ùpNr-tr7nÙ) v.  tr. pa·per-·trained, pa·per-·train·ing, 
pa·per-·trains. To train (a dog, for example) to urinate and defecate indoors on 

paper. 

paper wasp (p7ùpNr wmsp) n.  Any of various social wasps, such as the hornet, 

that builds papery nests from chewed wood pulp. 

pa·per·weight (p7ùpNr-w7tÙ) n.  A small, heavy, often decorative object that is 

placed on loose papers to hold them down. 

pa·per·work also pa·per work (p7ùpNr-wûrkÙ) n.  Work involving the han-

dling of reports, letters, and forms. 

pa·per·y (p7ùpN-rK) adj.  Resembling paper, as in thickness or texture.   
—paùper·i·ness n. 

pap·e·terie (p4pùV-trK, p4p-trKù) n.  A box used to hold stationery and other 

writing materials.  [French, from Old French papetier, papermaking, from papier, 

paper. See PAPER.]

Pa·pia·men·tu (päÙpyN-mHnùtu) also Pa·pia·men·to (-to) n.  A creole based 

on Portuguese and pidginized Spanish and spoken in the Netherlands Antilles.  

[From Papiamentu papia, talk, probably from Portuguese papaguear, papear, to 

chatter, from papagaio, parrot.]

pa·pier-mâ·ché (p7ùpNr-mN-sh7ù, p4-py7ù-) n.  A material, made from paper 

pulp or shreds of paper mixed with glue or paste, that can be molded into various 

shapes when wet and becomes hard and suitable for painting and varnishing 

when dry.  [French  : papier, paper; see PAPER + mâché, past participle of mâcher, 

to chew (from Old French maschier, from Latin mastic7re); see MASTICATE.] 
—paùpier-mâ·ché adj. 

pa·pil·i·o·na·ceous (pN-pVlÙK-N-n7ùshNs) adj.  Having a bilaterally symmetrical 

corolla somewhat resembling a butterfly, characteristic of most plants of the pea 

family.  [Latin p7pilio, p7pilion-, butterfly; see PAVILION + -ACEOUS.]

pa·pil·la (pN-pVlùN) n.  pl. pa·pil·lae (-pVlùK). 1. A small nipplelike projection, 

such as a protuberance on the skin, at the root of a hair or feather, or at the base 

of a developing tooth.  2. One of the small, round or cone-shaped protuberances 

on the top of the tongue that contain taste buds.  3. A pimple or pustule.  

4. Botany. A minute projection on the surface of a stigma, petal, or leaf.  [Latin, 

nipple, diminutive of papula, swelling, pimple.] —papùil·larÙy (p4pùN-lHrÙK, pN-

pVlùN-rK) adj.  —papùil·lateÙ (p4pùN-l7tÙ, pN-pVlùVt) adj.  —pap·il·lose (p4pùN-

losÙ, pN-pVlùosÙ) adj. 

pap·il·lo·ma (p4pÙN-loùmN) n.  pl. pap·il·lo·mas or pap·il·lo·ma·ta (-mN-tN). 
A small benign epithelial tumor, such as a wart, consisting of an overgrowth of 

cells on a core of smooth connective tissue.   —papÙil·loùma·tous adj. 

pap·il·lon (p4pùN-lmnÙ, päÙpK-yôN) n.  Any of a breed of small dog related to the 

spaniel, having a long silky coat, a bushy tail that curves over its back, and large 



ears shaped like the wings of a butterfly.  [French, from Old French, butterfly, 

from Latin p7pilio, p7pilion-. See PAVILION.]

pap·il·lote (päÙpK-yotù, p4pÙK-) n.  1. A frilled paper cover used to decorate the 

bone end of a cooked chop or cutlet.  2. An oiled paper or foil wrapper in which 

certain foods are baked.  [French, from Old French, ornament for the hair, from 

feminine of papillot diminutive of papillon, butterfly, from Latin p7pilio, 

p7pilion-. See PAVILION.]

pa·pist (p7ùpVst) n.  Offensive. A Roman Catholic.  [New Latin p7pista, from Late 

Latin p7pa. See POPE.] —paùpist, pa·pisùtic (pN-pVsùtVk)  adj.  —paùpist·ry n. 

pa·poose (p4-pusù, pN-) n.  A Native American infant or very young child.  

[Narragansett papoòs, child.]

pa·po·va·vi·rus (pN-poùvN-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. pa·po·va·vi·rus·es. Any of a group 

of DNA-containing viruses that are associated with or cause papillomas or polyo-

mas in animals.  [PA(PILLOMA) + PO(LYOMA) + VA(CUOLATION) + VIRUS.]

Papp (p4p), Joseph. 1921-1991.  American stage producer and director known 

for his productions of Hair (1967) and A Chorus Line (1975). His New York 

Shakespeare Festival made the works of the Bard accessible to the public. 

pap·pa·ta·ci fever (päÙpN-täùchK fKùvNr) n.  See sandfly fever.  [Italian pap-

pataci, sandfly  : pappare, to eat (from Latin papp7re, from pappa, food) + -taci, 

silently (from tacito, past participle of tacere, to be silent, from Latin tacKre).]

pap·pus (p4pùNs) n.  pl. pap·pi (p4pùX). A modified calyx, composed of scales, 

bristles, or featherlike hairs, in plants of the composite family, such as the dande-

lion and the thistle.  [Latin, old man, down on certain seeds, from Greek pappos. 

See papa in Appendix.] —papùpose (-os), papùpous (-Ns)  adj. 

pap·py1 (p4pùK) adj.  pap·pi·er, pap·pi·est. Of or resembling pap; mushy. 

pap·py2 (p4pùK) n.  pl. pap·pies. Informal. Father.  [Diminutive of PAPA.]

pa·pri·ka (p4-prKùkN, pN-, p4pùrV-kN) n.  1. A mild, powdered seasoning made 

from sweet red peppers.  2. Color. A dark to deep or vivid reddish orange.  [Hun-

garian, from Serbian, from papar, ground pepper, from Slavic *pipru, from Latin 

piper. See PEPPER.]

Pap smear (p4p smîr) n.  A test for cancer, especially of the female genital tract, 

in which a smear of exfoliated cells is specially stained and examined under a 

microscope for pathological changes.  Also called Pap test, smear test.  [After 

George Papanicolaou (1883-1962), American anatomist.]

Pap·u·a (p4pùyu-N, päùpu-äÙ), Gulf of. A large inlet of the Coral Sea on the 

southeast coast of New Guinea. 

Pap·u·an (p4pùyu-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the peoples, languages, or cul-

tures of Papua New Guinea or New Guinea.  2. Of or relating to the Papuan lan-

guage.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Papua New Guinea or New Guinea.  

2. A member of any of the indigenous peoples of New Guinea and neighboring 



islands.  3. Any of the indigenous languages of New Guinea, New Britain, and the 

Solomon Islands. 

Papua New Guin·ea (p4pùyu-N nu gVnùK)  An island country of the south-

west Pacific Ocean comprising the eastern half of New Guinea, the Bismarck 

Archipelago, the western Solomons, and adjacent islands. Formerly an Australian 

territory, the country became self-governing in 1973 and fully independent in 

1975. Port Moresby, on New Guinea, is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

3,010,727.   —Papùu·a New Guinùe·an adj.  & n. 

pap·ule (p4pùyul) also pap·u·la (-yN-lN) n.  pl. pap·ules also pap·u·lae (-yN-

lKÙ). A small, solid, usually inflammatory elevation of the skin that does not con-

tain pus.  [Latin papula.] —papùu·lar (-yN-lNr) adj. 

pa·py·ri (pN-pXùrXÙ) n.  A plural of papyrus. 
pap·y·rol·o·gy (p4pÙN-rmlùN-jK) n.  The study of papyrus manuscripts.   
—papÙy·ro·logùic (p4pÙNr-N-lmjùVk, pN-pXùrN-), papÙy·ro·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

pa·py·rus (pN-pXùrNs) n.  pl. pa·py·rus·es or pa·py·ri (-rXÙ). 1. A tall, aquatic, 

Mediterranean sedge (Cyperus papyrus) having numerous drooping rays grouped 

in umbels.  Also called Egyptian paper rush, paper plant.  2. a. A material on 

which to write made from the pith or the stems of this sedge, used especially by 

the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans.  b. A document written on this 

material.   [Middle English papirus, from Latin pap«rus, from Greek papuros.]

par (pär) n.  1. An amount or a level considered to be average; a standard:  per-

forming up to par; did not yet feel up to par.  2. An equality of status, level, or 

value; equal footing:  a local product on a par with the best foreign makes.  3. The 

established value of a monetary unit expressed in terms of a monetary unit of 

another country using the same metal standard.  4. The face value of a stock, 

bond, or other negotiable instrument:  sold the bond at par.  5. Sports. The num-

ber of golf strokes considered necessary to complete a hole or course in expert 

play.   —  v.  tr. parred, par·ring, pars. Sports. To score par on (a hole or 

course) in golf.   —  adj.  1. Equal to the standard; normal:  a solid, par perfor-

mance.  2. Of or relating to monetary face value.  [From Latin p7r, equal, that 

which is equal. See perN-2 in Appendix.]

par. abbr.  1. Paragraph.  2. Parallel.  3. Parenthesis.  4. Parish. 

Par. abbr.  Paraguay. 

par- pref.  Variant of para-1. 
pa·ra (pä-räù, päùrä) n.  A unit of currency in Yugoslavia.  See Table at currency.  

[Serbo-Croatian, from Turkish, from Persian par7h, piece, para.]

para-1  or par- pref.  1. Beside; near; alongside:  parathyroid.  2. Beyond:  paran-

ormal.  3. Incorrect; abnormal:  paresthesia.  4. Similar to; resembling:  paraty-

phoid fever.  5. Subsidiary; assistant:  paraprofessional.  6. Isomeric; polymeric:  

paraldehyde.  7. A diatomic molecule in which the nuclei have opposite spin 

directions:  parahydrogen.  8. Of or relating to one of three possible isomers of a 



benzene ring with two attached chemical groups in which the carbon atoms with 

attached groups are separated by two unsubstituted carbon atoms:  para-bro-

moiodobenzene.  [Greek, from para, beside. See per1 in Appendix.]

para-2 pref.  Parachute; parachutist:  paratroops.  [From PARACHUTE.]

-para suff.  A woman who has given birth to a specified number of children:  

multipara.  [Latin, from parere, to give birth. See perN-1 in Appendix.]

Pa·rá (pN-räù)  See Belém. 
par·a-a·mi·no·ben·zo·ic acid (p4rùN-N-mKÙno-bHn-zoÙVk 4sùVd, -4mÙN-) n.  

PABA. 

par·a·bi·o·sis (p4rÙN-bX-oùsVs) n.  pl. par·a·bi·o·ses (-sKz). 1. The natural or 

surgical union of anatomical parts of two organisms, usually involving exchange 

of blood, as in the development of Siamese twins or in certain transplant opera-

tions.  2. A temporary suspension of conductivity or excitability in a nerve.   
—parÙa·bi·otùic (-mtùVk) adj.  —parÙa·bi·otùi·cal·ly adv. 

par·a·blast (p4rùN-bl4stÙ) n.  The nutritive yolk of a meroblastic egg.   
—parÙa·blasùtic adj. 

par·a·ble (p4rùN-bNl) n.  A simple story illustrating a moral or religious lesson.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin parabola, from Greek 

parabolK, from paraballein, to compare  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + ballein, to 

throw; see gwelN- in Appendix.]

pa·rab·o·la (pN-r4bùN-lN) n.  1. A plane curve formed by the intersection of a 

right circular cone and a plane parallel to an element of the cone.  2. A plane 

curve formed by the locus of points equidistant from a fixed line and a fixed 

point not on the line.  [New Latin, from Greek parabolK, comparison, application, 

parabola (from the relationship between the line joining the vertices of a conic 

and the line through its focus and parallel to its directrix), from paraballein, to 

compare. See PARABLE.]

par·a·bol·ic (p4rÙN-bmlùVk) also par·a·bol·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of or similar to 

a parable.  2. Of or having the form of a parabola or paraboloid.  [Ultimately 

from Greek parabolK, comparison; see PARABLE. Sense 2, from PARABOLA.] 
—parÙa·bolùi·cal·ly adv. 

pa·rab·o·loid (pN-r4bùN-loidÙ) n.  A surface having parabolic sections parallel 

to a single coordinate axis and elliptic sections perpendicular to that axis.   
—pa·rabÙo·loiùdal (-loidùl) adj. 

Par·a·cel·sus (p4rÙN-sHlùsNs), Philippus Aureolus. 1493-1541.  German-Swiss 

alchemist and physician who introduced the concept of disease to medicine. He 

held that illness was the result of external agents attacking the body rather than 

imbalances within the body and advocated the use of chemicals against disease-

causing agents. 

par·a·chute (p4rùN-shutÙ) n.  1. An apparatus used to retard free fall from an 

aircraft, consisting of a light, usually hemispherical canopy attached by cords to a 



harness and worn or stored folded until deployed in descent.  2. Any of various 

similar unpowered devices that are used for retarding free-speeding or free-fall-

ing motion.  3.  See patagium (n., sense 1).   —  v.  par·a·chut·ed, 
par·a·chut·ing, par·a·chutes.  —  v.  tr. To drop (supplies or troops, for exam-

ple) by means of a parachute.   —  v.  intr. To descend by means of a parachute.  

[French  : para(sol), parasol; see PARASOL + chute, fall; see CHUTE.] 
—parÙa·chutùic adj.  —parùa·chutÙist, parùa·chutÙer n. 

parachute spinnaker (p4rùN-shutÙ spVnùN-kNr) n.  Nautical. An oversize 

spinnaker used on racing yachts. 

Par·a·clete (p4rùN-klKtÙ) n.  The Holy Spirit.  [Middle English Paraclit, from Old 

French Paraclet, from Latin ParaclKtus, from Greek ParaklKtos, from parakalein, to 

invoke  : para-, to the side of; see PARA-1 + kalein, klK-, to call; see kelN-2 in Appen-

dix.]

pa·rade (pN-r7dù) n.  1. a. An organized public procession on a festive or cere-

monial occasion.  b. The participants in such a procession.   2. a. A regular place 

of assembly for reviews of troops.  Also called parade ground b. A ceremonial 

review of troops.  c. The troops taking part in such a review.   3. A line or 

extended group of moving persons or things:  a parade of strollers on the mall.  

4. An extended, usually showy succession:  a parade of fads and styles.  5. An 

ostentatious show; an exhibition:  make a parade of one’s talents.  See Synonyms at 

display.  6. A public square or promenade.   —  v.  pa·rad·ed, pa·rad·ing, 
pa·rades.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take part in a parade; march in a public procession:  

The circus performers and animals paraded down Main Street.  2. To assemble for a 

ceremonial military review.  3. To stroll in public, especially so as to be seen; 

promenade.  4. To behave so as to attract attention; show off.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to take part in a parade:  paraded the floats past city hall.  2. To assemble 

(troops) for a ceremonial review.  3. To march or walk through or around:  

parade the campus.  4. To exhibit ostentatiously; flaunt:  paraded their wealth.  See 

Synonyms at show.  [Probably French, from Old French, exhibition, from parer, 

to embellish, from Latin par7re, to prepare. See perN-1 in Appendix.] 
—pa·radùer n. 

par·a·di·chlo·ro·ben·zene (p4rÙN-dX-klôrÙN-bHnùzKnÙ, -bHn-zKnù, -klorÙ-) n.  

A white crystalline compound, C6H4Cl2, used as a germicide and an insecticide. 

par·a·did·dle (p4rùN-dVdÙl) n.  Music. A pattern of drumbeats characterized by 

four basic beats and alternating left-handed and right-handed strokes on the suc-

cessive primary beats.  [Probably imitative.]

par·a·digm (p4rùN-dXmÙ, -dVmÙ) n.  1. An example that serves as pattern or 

model.  2. A list of all the inflectional forms of a word taken as an illustrative 

example of the conjugation or declension to which it belongs.  [Middle English, 

example, from Late Latin paradXgma, from Greek paradeigma, from paradeik-



nunai, to compare  : para-, alongside; see PARA-1 + deiknunai, to show; see deik- 
in Appendix.] —parÙa·dig·matùic (-dVg-m4tùVk) adj. 

par·a·dise (p4rùN-dXsÙ, -dXzÙ) n.  1.  Often Paradise. The Garden of Eden.  

2. Theology. a. The abode of righteous souls after death; heaven.  b. An interme-

diate resting place for righteous souls awaiting the Resurrection.   3. A place of 

ideal beauty or loveliness.  4. A state of delight.  [Middle English paradis, from 

Old French, from Late Latin paradXsus, from Greek paradeisos, garden, enclosed 

park, paradise, from Avestan pairi-daKza-, enclosure, park  : pairi-, around; see 

per1 in Appendix + daKza-, wall; see dheigh- in Appendix.] —parÙa·di·siùa·cal 
(-dV-sXùN-kNl, -zXù-), parÙa·di·siùac (-4k) , parÙa·di·saùi·cal (-dV-s7ùV-kNl, -z7ù-) , 
parÙa·di·saùic (-Vk) , parÙa·disùal (-dXùsNl, -zNl)  adj.  —parÙa·di·siùa·cal·ly, 
parÙa·di·saùi·cal·ly, parÙa·disùal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps the supreme example of the semantic process

known as melioration is the word paradise. In tracing this word from its origins

to its present status, we see an elevation, or melioration, of meaning that raises

the word to new heights. The history begins with the Avestan (the eastern dialect

of Old Iranian) word pairi-daKza-, “enclosure,” made up of pairi, “around,” and

daKza-, “wall.” The Greek military leader and historian Xenophon, who served

with Greek mercenaries in Persia, first used the Greek word paradeisos adopted

from the Avestan word to refer to the Persian kings’ and nobles’ parks or pleasure

grounds. This Greek word extended to mean “garden” or “orchard” was an obvi-

ous choice for translators of the Bible into Greek to use both for the Garden of

Eden and the Abode of the Blessed, or heaven. The Greek word was adopted into

Late Latin and was used much as we might expect in its biblical senses in ecclesi-

astical Latin (Late Latin paradXsus). The Old English word paradis taken from Lat-

in is found, but our word probably really established itself in Middle English (first

recorded before 1200), derived both from Latin and from Old French, which had

adopted the word from Latin.

Paradise  An unincorporated community of north-central California in the 

foothills of the Sierra Nevada north of Sacramento. Population, 25,408. 

par·a·dor (p4rùN-dôrÙ, päÙrä-thôrù) n.  pl. par·a·dors or par·a·dor·es (-

thôùrHs). A government-run country hotel in Spain or Latin America.  [Spanish, 

from parar, to stop, from Latin par7re, to prepare. See PARADE.]

par·a·dox (p4rùN-dmksÙ) n.  1. A seemingly contradictory statement that may 

nonetheless be true:  the paradox that standing is more tiring than walking.  2. One 

exhibiting inexplicable or contradictory aspects: “You have the paradox of a Celt 

being the smooth Oxonian” (Anthony Burgess).  3. An assertion that is essentially 

self-contradictory, though based on a valid deduction from acceptable premises.  

4. A statement contrary to received opinion.  [Latin paradoxum, from Greek par-



adoxon, from neuter sing. of paradoxos, conflicting with expectation  : para-, 

beyond; see PARA-1 + doxa, opinion (from dokein, to think); see dek- in Appen-

dix.] —parÙa·doxùi·cal adj.  —parÙa·doxùi·cal·ly adv.  

—parÙa·doxùi·cal·ness n. 

paradoxical sleep (p4rÙN-dmksùV-kNl slKp) n.  See REM sleep. 
par·a·drop (p4rùN-drmpÙ) n.  Delivery of supplies to a place by parachute.   —  v.  

tr. par·a·dropped, par·a·drop·ping, par·a·drops. To deliver by parachute. 

par·aes·the·sia (p4rÙVs-thKùzhN) n.  Variant of paresthesia. 
par·af·fin (p4rùN-fVn) n.  1. A waxy, white or colorless, solid hydrocarbon mix-

ture used to make candles, wax paper, lubricants, and sealing materials.  Also 

called paraffin wax 2. Chemistry. A member of the alkane series.  3. Chiefly Brit-

ish. Kerosene.   —  v.  tr. par·af·fined, par·af·fin·ing, par·af·fins. To saturate, 

impregnate, or coat with paraffin.  [German Paraffin : Latin parum, little, not 

very; see pau- in Appendix + Latin affXnis, associated with (from its lack of affin-

ity with other material); see AFFINED.] —parÙaf·finùic adj. 

paraffin series (p4rùN-fVn sîrùKz) n.  Chemistry. See alkane series. 
paraffin wax (p4rùN-fVn w4ks) n.  See paraffin (n., sense 1). 

par·a·for·mal·de·hyde (p4rÙN-fôr-m4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A white solid polymer of 

formaldehyde, (HCHO)n, where n is at least 6, used as a disinfectant, fumigant, 

and fungicide. 

par·a·gen·e·sis (p4rÙN-jHnùV-sVs) also par·a·ge·ne·sia (-jN-nKùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  

The order in which a formation of associated minerals is generated.   
—parÙa·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj. 

par·a·gon (p4rùN-gmnÙ, -gNn) n.  1. A model of excellence or perfection of a 

kind; a peerless example:  a paragon of virtue.  2. a. An unflawed diamond weigh-

ing at least 100 carats.  b. A very large spherical pearl.   3. Printing. A type size of 

20 points.   —  v.  tr. par·a·goned, par·a·gon·ing, par·a·gons. 1. To com-

pare; parallel.  2. To equal; match.  [Obsolete French, from Old French, from Old 

Italian paragone, from paragonare, to test on a touchstone, perhaps from Greek 

parakonan, to sharpen  : para-, alongside; see PARA-1 + akonK, whetstone; see ak- 
in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: paragon, nonesuch, nonpareil. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a person or thing so excellent as to have no equal”: Paris, the par-

agon of cities; a suspension bridge that is the nonesuch of beauty and utility; thought

her grandchildren were nonpareils.

Par·a·gould (p4rùN-guldÙ)  A city of northeast Arkansas northeast of Jones-

boro. It is a processing and trade center. Population, 18,540. 

par·a·graph (p4rùN-gr4fÙ) n.  Abbr. par. 1. A distinct division of written or 

printed matter that begins on a new, usually indented line, consists of one or 



more sentences, and typically deals with a single thought or topic or quotes one 

speaker’s continuous words.  2. A mark (¶) used to indicate where a new para-

graph should begin or to serve as a reference mark.  3. A brief article, notice, or 

announcement, as in a newspaper.   —  v.  tr. par·a·graphed, par·a·graph·ing, 
par·a·graphs. To divide or arrange into paragraphs.  [Middle English paragraf, 

from Old French paragrafe, from Medieval Latin paragraphus, from Greek para-

graphos, line showing a break in sense or a change of speakers in a dialogue, from 

paragraphein, to write beside  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + graphein, to write; see 

gerbh- in Appendix.] —parÙa·graphùic, parÙa·graphùi·cal adj. 

Par·a·guay (p4rùN-gwXÙ, -gw7Ù) Abbr. Par.  A country of south-central South 

America. Entirely landlocked, the region was first explored in 1516 and grew 

around the colony of Asunción (founded in the 1530’s). Full independence from 

Spain was achieved in 1811. Asunción is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 3,026,165.   —ParÙa·guayùan adj.  & n. 

Paraguay River (p4rùN-gwXÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in southwest Brazil and 

flowing about 2,574 km (1,600 mi) southward to the Paraná River in southwest 

Paraguay. Part of its course forms the border between the two countries. 

Paraguay tea (p4rùN-gwXÙ tK) n.  See maté (n., sense 2). 

Pa·ra·í·ba (p4rÙN-KùbN, päÙrä-Kùbä) also Paraíba do Sul (dt sulù)  A river, 

about 1,046 km (650 mi) long, of southeast Brazil emptying into the Atlantic 

Ocean near Campos. 

par·a·in·flu·en·za (p4rÙN-VnÙflu-HnùzN) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating 

any of a group of paramyxoviruses that are similar to the viruses that cause influ-

enza and are associated with various respiratory infections, especially in children. 

par·a·jour·nal·ism (p4rÙN-jûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  Subjective journalism that uses 

some of the techniques or license of fiction.   —parÙa·jourùnal·ist n.  

—parÙa·jourÙnal·isùtic adj. 

par·a·keet (p4rùN-kKtÙ) n.  Any of various small slender parrots, usually having 

long tapering tails and often kept as pets.  [Spanish periquito, probably diminutive 

of Perico, diminutive of Pedro, Peter.]

par·al·de·hyde (pN-r4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A colorless liquid polymer, C6H12O3, of 

acetaldehyde, used as a solvent and a sedative. 

par·a·le·gal (p4rÙN-lKùgNl) adj.  Law. Of, relating to, or being a person with spe-

cialized training who assists an attorney.   —parÙa·leùgal n. 

par·al·lax (p4rùN-l4ksÙ) n.  An apparent change in the direction of an object, 

caused by a change in observational position that provides a new line of sight.  

[French parallaxe, from Greek parallaxis, from parallassein, to change  : para-, 

among; see PARA-1 + allassein, to exchange (from allos, other); see al-1 in Appen-

dix.] —parÙal·lacùtic (-l4kùtVk) adj. 

par·al·lel (p4rùN-lHlÙ) adj.  Abbr. par. 1. Being an equal distance apart every-

where:  dancers in two parallel rows.  2. Mathematics. a. Of, relating to, or desig-



nating two or more straight coplanar lines that do not intersect.  b. Of, relating 

to, or designating two or more planes that do not intersect.  c. Of, relating to, or 

designating a line and a plane that do not intersect.  d. Of, relating to, or desig-

nating curves or surfaces everywhere equidistant.   3. a. Having comparable 

parts, analogous aspects, or readily recognized similarities:  the parallel lives of two 

contemporaries.  b. Having the same tendency or direction:  parallel motives and 

aims.   4. Grammar. Having identical or equivalent syntactic constructions in cor-

responding clauses or phrases.  5. Music. Moving consistently by the same inter-

vals:  harmony with parallel voices.  6. Electronics. Denoting a circuit or part of a 

circuit connected in parallel.  7. Computer Science. a. Of or relating to the simul-

taneous transmission of all the bits of a byte over separate wires:  a parallel part; a 

parallel printer.  b. Of or relating to the simultaneous performance of multiple 

operations:  parallel processing.    —  adv.  In a parallel relationship or manner:  a 

road and a railway that run parallel.   —  n.  Abbr. par. 1. Mathematics. One of a 

set of parallel geometric figures, such as lines or planes.  2. a. One that closely 

resembles or is analogous to another:  a unique event, without parallel in history.  

b. A comparison indicating likeness; an analogy.   3. The condition of being par-

allel; near similarity or exact agreement in particulars; parallelism.  4. Any of the 

imaginary lines representing degrees of latitude that encircle the earth parallel to 

the plane of the equator.  5. Printing. A sign indicating material referred to in a 

note or reference.  6. Electronics. An arrangement of components in a circuit that 

splits the current into two or more paths. Used chiefly in the phrase in parallel.   
—  v.  tr. par·al·leled also par·al·lelled, par·al·lel·ing also par·al·lel·ling, 
par·al·lels also par·al·lels. 1. To make or place parallel to something else:  par-

alleled the ditch to the highway.  2. To be or extend parallel to:  a trail that parallels 

the crater rim.  3. To be similar or analogous to:  claimed that fetal development 

parallels the evolution of the species.  4. To be or provide an equal for; match.  

5. To show to be analogous; compare or liken:  critics who have paralleled the 

novel’s plot to an ancient myth.  [Latin parallKlus, from Greek parallKlos : para, 

beside; see PARA-1 + allKlon, of one another (from allos, other); see al-1 in Appen-

dix.]

USAGE NOTE: In its mathematical usage parallel is an absolute term—two lines

either do or do not intersect—and as such does not admit of qualification as to

degree. Some grammarians have argued that this restriction should apply as well

to nontechnical uses of the word. According to this logic, one may not say The

two roads have been made more parallel, except perhaps as a loose way of saying

what is rendered more precisely by expressions such as more nearly parallel. Like

the analogous objection that has been made to the comparison of equal, the point

betrays a misconception about the relation between mathematical concepts and

their ordinary-language equivalents. Applied to objects in the world, parallel can



only denote a rough approximation to a geometric ideal. A pair of rails or parked

cars cannot be truly parallel in the mathematician’s sense of the term but only

more or less so, just as a road or shelf cannot be truly straight in the geometric

sense but nonetheless may be described as very straight or relatively straight. The

grammarians’ compunctions make even less sense when applied to metaphorical

uses of parallel, as in The difficulties faced by the Republicans are quite parallel to

those that confronted the Democrats four years ago, in which the intended meaning

has nothing to do with the possibility of intersection but instead suggests the

structural correspondence of two distinct situations. In this sense, parallelism is

clearly a matter of degree and the word parallel can be modified accordingly. See

Usage Note at equal. See Usage Note at perfect. See Usage Note at unique.

parallel bars (p4rùN-lHlÙ bärz) pl.n.  Sports. An apparatus for gymnastic exer-

cises consisting of two horizontal bars set parallel to each other in adjustable 

upright supports. 

parallel cousin (p4rùN-lHlÙ kƒzùVn) n.  A cousin who is the child of one’s 

mother’s sister or one’s father’s brother. 

par·al·lel·e·pi·ped (p4rÙN-lHlÙN-pXùpVd, -pVpùVd) n.  A solid with six faces, each 

a parallelogram and each being parallel to the opposite face.  [Greek 

parallKlepipedon : parallKlos, parallel; see PARALLEL + epipedon, plane surface, from 

neuter sing. of epipedos, level (epi-, epi- + pedon, ground); see ped- in Appendix.]

par·al·lel·ism (p4rùN-lHl-VzÙNm) n.  1. The quality or condition of being paral-

lel; a parallel relationship.  2. Likeness, correspondence, or similarity in aspect, 

course, or tendency.  3. Grammar. The use of identical or equivalent syntactic 

constructions in corresponding clauses.  4. Philosophy. The doctrine that to every 

mental change there corresponds a concomitant but causally unconnected physi-

cal alteration. 

par·al·lel·o·gram (p4rÙN-lHlùN-gr4mÙ) n.  A four-sided plane figure with oppo-

site sides parallel.  [Late Latin parallKlogrammum, from Greek parallKlogrammon, 

from neuter sing. of parallKlogrammos, bounded by parallel lines  : parallKlos, par-

allel; see PARALLEL + grammK, line; see gerbh- in Appendix.]

pa·ral·o·gism (pN-r4lùN-jVzÙNm) n.  A fallacious or illogical argument or con-

clusion.  [Late Latin paralogismus, from Greek paralogismos, from paralogos, 

unreasonable  : para-, beyond; see PARA-1 + logos, reason; see leg- in Appendix.] 
—pa·ralùo·gist n.  —pa·ralÙo·gisùtic adj. 

Par·a·lym·pic Games (p4rÙN-lVmùpVk g7mz) pl.n.  Sports. An international 

competition for physically impaired athletes.  [PARA-1 + (O)LYMPIC.] 
—parÙa·lymùpi·an adj.  & n. 

par·a·lyse (p4rùN-lXzÙ) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of paralyze. 
pa·ral·y·sis (pN-r4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. pa·ral·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. a. Loss or impairment 

of the ability to move a body part, usually as a result of damage to its nerve sup-



ply.  b. Loss of sensation over a region of the body.   2. Inability to move or func-

tion; total stoppage or severe impairment of activity:  fear that led to national 

paralysis.  [Latin, from Greek paralusis, from paraluein, to disable, loosen  : para-, 

on one side; see PARA-1 + luein, to release; see leu- in Appendix.]

paralysis ag·i·tans (pN-r4lùV-sVs 4jùV-t4nzÙ) n.  See Parkinson’s disease.  
[New Latin paralysis agit7ns : Latin paralysis, palsy + Latin agit7ns, present parti-

ciple of agit7re, to shake.]

par·a·lyt·ic (parÙN-lVtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to paralysis.  2. Characteristic of 

or resembling paralysis.  3. Affected with paralysis; paralyzed.   —  n.  A person 

affected with paralysis.   —parÙa·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

par·a·lyze (p4rùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. par·a·lyzed, par·a·lyz·ing, par·a·lyz·es. 1. To 

affect with paralysis; cause to be paralytic.  2. To make unable to move or act:  

paralyzed by fear.  3. To impair the progress or functioning of; make inoperative 

or powerless:  strict regulations that paralyze economic activity.  [French paralyser, 

from paralysie, paralysis, from Old French, from Latin paralysis. See PARALYSIS.] 
—parÙa·ly·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —parùa·lyzÙer n.  —parùa·lyzÙing·ly adv. 

par·a·mag·net (p4rùN-m4gÙnVt) n.  A paramagnetic substance.  [Back-forma-

tion from PARAMAGNETIC.]

par·a·mag·net·ic (p4rÙN-m4g-nHtùVk) adj.  Relating to or being a substance in 

which an induced magnetic field is parallel and proportional to the intensity of 

the magnetizing field but is much weaker than in ferromagnetic materials.   
—parÙa·mag·netùi·cal·ly adv.  —parÙa·magùnet·ism (-m4gùnV-tVzÙNm) n. 

Par·a·mar·i·bo (p4rÙN-m4rùN-boÙ)  The capital and largest city of Suriname, on 

the Suriname River near its mouth on the Atlantic Ocean. Settled by the British 

from Barbados in the 1630’s, it came under Dutch rule in 1815. Population, 

67,905. 

par·a·mat·ta  or par·ra·mat·ta (p4rÙN-m4tùN) n.  A fine, lightweight, silk and 

wool or cotton and wool dress fabric.  [After Parramatta.]

par·a·me·ci·um (p4rÙN-mKùshK-Nm, -sK-Nm) n.  pl. par·a·me·ci·a (-shK-N, -sK-

N)  or par·a·me·ci·ums. Any of various freshwater ciliate protozoans of the 

genus Paramecium, usually oval and having an oral groove for feeding.  [New 

Latin ParamKcium, genus name, from Greek paramKkKs, oblong in shape  : para-, 

alongside; see PARA-1 + mKkos, length; see m7k- in Appendix.]

par·a·med·ic (p4rÙN-mHdùVk) n.  A person who is trained to give emergency 

medical treatment or assist medical professionals. 

par·a·med·i·cal (p4rÙN-mHdùV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a person 

trained to give emergency medical treatment or assist medical professionals. 

par·a·ment (p4rùN-mNnt) n.  pl. par·a·ments or par·a·men·ta (-mHnùtN). An 

ecclesiastical vestment or hanging.  [From Middle English paramentes, ornamen-

tation, adornments, from Old French parement, ornament, from Medieval Latin 

par7mentum, from par7re, to decorate, from Latin, to prepare. See PARE.]



pa·ram·e·ter (pN-r4mùV-tNr) n.  1. Mathematics. a. A constant in an equation 

that varies in other equations of the same general form, especially such a constant 

in the equation of a curve or surface that can be varied to represent a family of 

curves or surfaces.  b. One of a set of independent variables that express the coor-

dinates of a point.   2. a. One of a set of measurable factors, such as temperature 

and pressure, that define a system and determine its behavior and are varied in an 

experiment.  b. Usage Problem. A factor that restricts what is possible or what 

results: “all the parameters of shelter—where people will live, what mode of housing 

they will choose, and how they will pay for it” (New York).  c. A factor that deter-

mines a range of variations; a boundary:  an experimental school that keeps 

expanding the parameters of its curriculum.   3. Statistics. A quantity, such as a 

mean, that is calculated from data and describes a population.  4. Usage Problem. 

A distinguishing characteristic or feature.  [New Latin parametrum, a line 

through the focus and parallel to the directrix of a conic  : Greek para-, beside; see 

PARA-1 + Greek metron, measure; see -METER.] —parÙa·metùric (p4rÙN-mHtùrVk), 
parÙa·metùri·cal adj.  —parÙa·metùri·cal·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: In recent years parameter has become the archetype for the bor-

rowing of scientific terms into general usage and as such has occasioned a good

deal of skeptical comment. Some of its new uses can be justified as useful exten-

sions of the technical senses of the word. For example, the provisions of a zoning

ordinance that limit the height or density of new construction can be reasonably

likened to mathematical parameters that establish the limits of other variables.

Therefore one can properly say The zoning commission announced new planning

parameters for the historic Lamping district of the city. But other uses suggest that

the writer has not understood the technical sense and has chosen it primarily as

a way of injecting an aura of scientific precision into what would otherwise be a

pedestrian communication. Thus there is no semantic justification for using pa-

rameter as a general substitute for characteristic, as in The Judeo-Christian ethic is

one of the important parameters of Western culture, an example found unaccept-

able by 80 percent of the Usage Panel. • Some of the difficulties with nontechnical

use of parameter appear to arise from its resemblance to the word perimeter, with

which it shares the sense “limit,” though the two words differ in their precise

meaning. This confusion doubtless explains the use of parameter in a sentence

such as U.S. forces report that the parameters of the mine area in the Gulf are fairly

well established, where the word perimeter would have expressed the intended

sense more exactly. This example of a use of parameter was unacceptable to 61

percent of the Usage Panel.

par·a·mil·i·tar·y (p4rÙN-mVlùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a group of 

civilians organized in a military fashion, especially to operate in place of or assist 



regular army troops.   —  n.  pl. par·a·mil·i·tar·ies. A member of a paramilitary 

force. 

par·am·ne·sia (p4rÙ4m-nKùzhN) n.  1. A distortion of memory in which fan-

tasy and objective experience are confused.  2. An inability to recall the meanings 

of common words. 

pa·ra·mo (päùrN-moÙ, p4rùN-) n.  pl. pa·ra·mos. A treeless alpine plateau of the 

Andes and tropical South America.  [American Spanish páramo, from Spanish, 

wasteland.]

par·a·morph (p4rùN-môrfÙ) n.  A mineral crystal formed or affected by par-

amorphism.  Also called allomorph1 

par·a·mor·phine (p4rÙN-môrùfKnÙ) n.  See thebaine. 
par·a·mor·phism (p4rÙN-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  Structural alteration of a mineral 

without change of chemical composition.   —parÙa·morùphic (-fVk), 
parÙa·morùphous (-fNs)  adj. 

par·a·mount (p4rùN-mountÙ) adj.  1. Of chief concern or importance:  tending 

first to one’s paramount needs.  2. Supreme in rank, power, or authority.  See Syn-

onyms at dominant.   —  n.  One that has the highest rank, power, or authority.  

[Anglo-Norman paramont, above  : par, by (from Latin per); see per1 in Appen-

dix + amont, above, upward; see AMOUNT.] —parùa·mountÙcy n.  

—parùa·mountÙly adv. 

Par·a·mount (p4rùN-mountÙ)  A city of southern California southeast of Los 

Angeles. Originally a dairy center, it became industrialized after the 1950’s. Popu-

lation, 47,669. 

par·a·mour (p4rùN-mtrÙ) n.  A lover, especially one in an adulterous relation-

ship.  [Middle English, from par amour, by way of love, passionately, from Anglo-

Norman  : par, by (from Latin per); see per1 in Appendix + amour, love (from 

Latin amor, from am7re, to love).]

Pa·ram·us (pN-r4mùNs)  A borough of northeast New Jersey northeast of Pater-

son. It is mainly residential. Population, 25,067. 

par·am·y·lum (p4-r4mùN-lNm) also par·am·y·lon (-lNn) n.  A carbohydrate 

resembling starch that is composed of glucose and forms the reserve foodstuff of 

certain algae. 

par·a·myx·o·vi·rus (p4rÙN-mVkùsN-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. par·a·myx·o·vi·rus·es. Any 

of a group of viruses that contain RNA and are similar to but larger and more 

variable in size than the related myxovirus. The paramyxoviruses include the Sen-

dai virus, the parainfluenza viruses, and the viruses that cause measles and 

mumps. 

Pa·ra·ná (p4rÙN-näù, päÙrä-)  A city of northeast Argentina on the Paraná River 

north of Rosario. It is a river port accessible for oceangoing vessels. Population, 

161,638. 



Pa·ra·na·í·ba (p4rÙN-nN-KùbN, päÙrä-nä-Kùbä)  A river, about 805 km (500 mi) 

long, of south-central Brazil. It is one of the headstreams of the Paraná River. 

Pa·ra·ña·que (päÙrä-nyäùkH)  A city of southwest Luzon Island, Philippines, a 

residential suburb of Manila on southeast Manila Bay. Population, 208,552. 

Paraná River (p4rÙN-näù rVvùNr)  A river of central South America rising in 

east-central Brazil at the confluence of the Rio Grande and the ParanaXba and 

flowing about 2,896 km (1,800 mi) generally southwest to its junction with the 

Paraguay River then south and east to join the Uruguay River and form the Río de 

la Plata estuary in eastern Argentina. It was first ascended by Sebastian Cabot in 

1526. 

pa·rang (päùr4ngÙ) n.  A short, heavy, straight-edged knife used in Malaysia and 

Indonesia as a tool and weapon.  [Malay.]

par·a·noi·a (p4rÙN-noiùN) n.  1. A psychotic disorder characterized by delusions 

of persecution or grandeur, often strenuously defended with apparent logic and 

reason.  2. Extreme, irrational distrust of others.  [Greek, madness, from para-

noos, demented  : para-, beyond; see PARA-1 + nous, noos, mind.]

par·a·noi·ac (p4rÙN-noiù4kÙ, -noiùVk) n.  A paranoid.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, 

or resembling paranoia. 

par·a·noid (p4rùN-noidÙ) adj.  1. Relating to, characteristic of, or affected with 

paranoia.  2. Exhibiting or characterized by extreme fear or distrust of others:  a 

paranoid suspicion that the phone might be bugged.   —  n.  One affected with 

paranoia. 

par·a·nor·mal (p4rÙN-nôrùmNl) adj.  Beyond the range of normal experience or 

scientific explanation:  such paranormal phenomena as telepathy; a medium’s para-

normal powers.   —parÙa·nor·malùi·ty (-nôr-m4lùV-tK) n.  —parÙa·norùmal·ly 
adv. 

par·a·pa·re·sis (p4rÙN-pN-rKùsVs, -p4rùV-sVs) n.  pl. par·a·pa·re·ses (-sKz). Par-

tial paralysis of the lower extremities. 

par·a·pet (p4rùN-pVt, -pHtÙ) n.  1. A low protective wall or railing along the edge 

of a raised structure such as a roof or balcony.  2. An earthen or stone embank-

ment protecting soldiers from enemy fire.  See Synonyms at bulwark.  [French, 

from Italian parapetto : parare, to shield; see PARASOL + petto, chest (from Latin 

pectus).]

par·aph (p4rùNf, pN-r4ù) n.  A flourish made after or below a signature, origi-

nally to prevent forgery.  [French paraphe, from Old French paraffe, abbreviated 

signature, from Medieval Latin paraphus, paragraph sign, short for paragraphus. 

See PARAGRAPH.]

par·a·pher·na·lia (p4rÙN-fNr-n7lùyN, -fN-n7lùyN) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). 1. Personal belongings.  2. The articles used in a particular activity; equip-

ment:  a photographer’s paraphernalia.  See Synonyms at equipment.  3. Law. A 

married woman’s personal property exclusive of her dowry, according to com-



mon law.  [Medieval Latin paraphern7lia, neuter pl. of paraphern7lis, pertaining 

to a married woman’s property exclusive of her dowry, from Late Latin para-

pherna, a married woman’s property exclusive of her dowry, from Greek  : para-, 

beyond; see PARA-1 + phernK, dowry; see bher-1 in Appendix.]

par·a·phrase (p4rùN-fr7zÙ) n.  1. A restatement of a text or passage in another 

form or other words, often to clarify meaning.  2. The restatement of texts in 

other words as a studying or teaching device.   —  v.  par·a·phrased, 
par·a·phras·ing, par·a·phras·es.  —  v.  tr. To restate in a paraphrase.   —  v.  

intr. To compose a paraphrase.  [French, from Latin paraphrasis, from Greek, 

from paraphrazein, to paraphrase  : para-, alongside; see PARA-1 + phrazein, to 

show, explain; see gwhren- in Appendix.] —parùa·phrasÙa·ble adj.  

—parùa·phrasÙer n. 

par·a·phras·tic (p4rÙN-fr4sùtVk)  or par·a·phras·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Of, relat-

ing to, or having the nature of paraphrase.  [Medieval Latin paraphrasticus, from 

Greek paraphrastikos, from paraphrazein, to paraphrase. See PARAPHRASE.] 
—parÙa·phrasùti·cal·ly adv. 

pa·raph·y·sis (pN-r4fùV-sVs) n.  pl. pa·raph·y·ses (-sKzÙ). One of the erect, ster-

ile filaments often occurring among the reproductive organs of certain fungi, 

algae, and mosses.  [New Latin  : PARA-1 + Greek phusis, nature, growth; see 

PHYSIC.]

par·a·ple·gi·a (p4rÙN-plKùjK-N, -jN) n.  Complete paralysis of the lower half of 

the body including both legs, usually caused by damage to the spinal cord.  [Greek 

paraplKgiK, hemiplegia, from paraplKssesthai, to be paralyzed, from paraplKssein, 

to strike on one side  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + plKssein, to strike; see pl7k-2 in 

Appendix.] —parÙa·pleùgic (-plKùjVk) adj.  & n. 

par·a·po·di·um (p4rÙN-poùdK-Nm) n.  pl. par·a·po·di·a (-dK-N). One of the 

fleshy paired appendages of polychete annelids that function in locomotion and 

breathing. 

par·a·prax·is (p4rÙN-pr4kùsVs) n.  pl. par·a·prax·es (-pr4kùsKz). Psychology. A 

minor error, such as a slip of the tongue, thought to reveal a subconscious motive.  

[PARA-1 + Greek praxis, act, action; see PRAXIS.]

par·a·pro·fes·sion·al (p4rÙN-prN-fHshùN-nNl) n.  A trained worker who is not 

a member of a given profession but assists a professional.   —  adj.  Of, relating 

to, or performing the work of a paraprofessional. 

par·a·psy·chol·o·gy (p4rÙN-sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the evidence for psy-

chological phenomena, such as telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis, that 

are inexplicable by science.   —parÙa·psyÙcho·logùi·cal (-sXÙkN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—parÙa·psy·cholùo·gist n. 

par·a·quat (p4rùN-kwmtÙ) n.  A colorless compound, C12H14Cl2N2, or a related 

yellow compound, C12H14N2(CH3SO4)2, used as a herbicide.  [PARA-1 + 

QUAT(ERNARY).]



Pa·rá rubber (pN-räù rƒbùNr, p4rùN) n.  Rubber obtained from various tropical 

South American trees of the genus Hevea, especially H. brasiliensis.  [After Pará, a 

state of northern Brazil.]

par·a·sail (p4rùN-s7lÙ) n.  A special parachute with winglike extensions that lifts 

a rider in its harness up and through the air when towed by an automobile or 

motorboat.   —  v.  intr. par·a·sailed, par·a·sail·ing, par·a·sails. To be pulled 

into the air while harnessed to such a parachute.   —parùa·sailÙer n. 

par·a·sang (p4rùN-s4ngÙ) n.  An ancient Persian unit of distance, usually esti-

mated at 3.5 miles (5.6 kilometers).  [Latin parasanga, from Greek parasangKs, of 

Iranian origin.]

par·a·se·le·ne (p4rÙN-sV-lKùnK) n.  pl. par·a·se·le·nae (-nK). A luminous spot 

on a lunar halo.  [PARA-1 + Greek selKnK, moon.] —parÙa·se·leùnic (-lKùnVk, -

lHnùVk) adj. 

par·a·sen·so·ry (p4rÙN-sHnùsN-rK) adj.  Extrasensory.   —parÙa·sen·soùri·ly (-

sôrùN-lK, -sorù-) adv. 

par·a·sex·u·al (p4rÙN-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving a form of 

reproduction in which recombination of genes from different individuals occurs 

without meiosis and fertilization.   —parÙa·sexÙu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n. 

par·a·site (p4rùN-sXtÙ) n.  1. Biology. An organism that grows, feeds, and is shel-

tered on or in a different organism while contributing nothing to the survival of 

its host.  2. a. One who habitually takes advantage of the generosity of others 

without making any useful return.  b. One who lives off and flatters the rich; a 

sycophant.   3. A professional dinner guest, especially in ancient Greece.  [Latin 

parasXtus, a person who lives by amusing the rich, from Greek parasitos, person 

who eats at someone else’s table, parasite  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + sitos, grain, 

food.]

par·a·sit·ic (p4rÙN-sVtùVk) also par·a·sit·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of a parasite.  2. Caused by a parasite:  parasitic diseases.   
—parÙa·sitùi·cal·ly adv. 

par·a·sit·i·cide (p4rÙN-sVtùV-sXdÙ) n.  An agent or a preparation used to destroy 

parasites.   —  adj.  Destructive to parasites.   —parÙa·sitÙi·ciùdal (-sXdùl) adj. 

par·a·sit·ism (p4rùN-sV-tVzÙNm, -sX-) n.  1. The characteristic behavior or mode 

of existence of a parasite or parasitic population.  2. Parasitosis. 

par·a·sit·ize (p4rùN-sV-tXzÙ, -sX-) v.  tr. par·a·sit·ized, par·a·sit·iz·ing, 
par·a·sit·iz·es. To live on or in (a host) as a parasite. 

par·a·sit·oid (p4rùN-sV-toidÙ, -sXÙtoid) n.  Any of various insects, such as the ich-

neumon fly, whose larvae are parasites that eventually kill their hosts.   —  adj.  

Of or relating to a parasitic insect of this kind. 

par·a·si·tol·o·gy (p4rÙN-sV-tmlùN-jK, -sX-) n.  The scientific study of parasit-

ism.   —parÙa·siÙto·logùic (-sXÙtN-lmjùVk), parÙa·siÙto·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—parÙa·si·tolùo·gist n. 



par·a·si·to·sis (p4rÙN-sV-toùsVs, -sX-) n.  pl. par·a·si·to·ses (-sKz). A disease 

resulting from parasitic infestation. 

par·a·sol (p4rùN-sôlÙ, -smlÙ) n.  A light, usually small umbrella carried as protec-

tion from the sun.  [French, from Italian parasole : parare, to shield (from Latin 

par7re, to prepare); see perN-1 in Appendix + sole, sun (from Latin sol); see 

s7wel- in Appendix.] —parùa·soledÙ adj. 

par·a·som·ni·a (p4rÙN-smmùnK-N) n.  Any of several disorders that frequently 

interfere with sleep, occurring especially among children and including sleep-

walking, night terrors, and bed-wetting.  [Probably PARA-1 + (IN)SOMNIA.]

par·a·stat·al (p4rÙN-st7tùl) adj.  Owned or controlled wholly or partly by the 

government:  a parastatal mining corporation.   —  n.  A company or an agency 

owned or controlled wholly or partly by the government. 

par·a·sym·pa·thet·ic (p4rÙN-sVmÙpN-thHtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or affecting 

the parasympathetic nervous system:  parasympathetic activity; parasympathetic 

agents.   —  n.  1. The parasympathetic nervous system.  2. Any of the nerves of 

this system.   —parÙa·symÙpa·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

parasympathetic nervous system (p4rÙN-sVmÙpN-thHtùVk nûrùvNs 

sVsùtNm) n.  The part of the autonomic nervous system originating in the brain 

stem and the lower part of the spinal cord that, in general, inhibits or opposes the 

physiological effects of the sympathetic nervous system, as in tending to stimulate 

digestive secretions, slow the heart, constrict the pupils, and dilate blood vessels. 

par·a·sym·pa·tho·mi·met·ic (p4rÙNsVmÙpN-tho-mV-mHtùVk, -mX-) adj.  Pro-

ducing effects similar to those produced when a parasympathetic nerve is stimu-

lated.   —  n.  A drug or an agent that produces such effects. 

par·a·syn·the·sis (p4rÙN-sVnùthV-sVs) n.  pl. par·a·syn·the·ses (-sKzÙ). The 

formation of words by a combination of compounding and adding an affix, as in 

downhearted, formed from down plus heart plus -ed, not down plus hearted.   
—parÙa·syn·thetùic (-thHtùVk) adj. 

par·a·tax·is (p4rÙN-t4kùsVs) n.  The juxtaposition of clauses or phrases without 

the use of coordinating or subordinating conjunctions, as It was cold; the snows 

came.  [Greek, a placing side by side, from paratassein, to arrange side by side  : 

para-, beside; see PARA-1 + tassein, to arrange.] —parÙa·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk), 
parÙa·tacùti·cal (-tV-kNl)  adj.  —parÙa·tacùti·cal·ly adv. 

par·a·thi·on (p4rÙN-thXùmn) n.  A highly poisonous yellowish liquid agricultural 

insecticide, (C2H5O)2P(S)OC6H4NO2.  [PARA-1 + thio(phosphate), phosphoric 

acid salt (THIO- + PHOSPHATE) + -ON
3.]

par·a·thy·roid (p4rÙN-thXùroid) adj.  Of, relating to, or obtained from the par-

athyroid glands:  a parathyroid extract.   —  n.  1. The parathyroid gland.  2. A 

parathyroid hormone. 

par·a·thy·roid·ec·to·my (p4rÙN-thXÙroi-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. 

par·a·thy·roid·ec·to·mies. Surgical removal of the parathyroid glands. 



parathyroid gland (p4rÙN-thXùroid gl4nd) n.  Any of usually four small kid-

ney-shaped glands that lie in pairs near or within the posterior surface of the thy-

roid gland and secrete a hormone necessary for the metabolism of calcium and 

phosphorus. 

parathyroid hormone (p4rÙN-thXùroid hôrùmonÙ) n.  Abbr. PTH A hormone 

produced by the parathyroid glands that regulates the amount of calcium in the 

body. 

par·a·troop·er (p4rùN-truÙpNr) n.  A member of the paratroops. 

par·a·troops (p4rùN-trupsÙ) pl.n.  Infantry trained and equipped to para-

chute.   —parùa·troopÙ adj. 

par·a·ty·phoid fever (p4rÙN-tXùfoidÙ fKùvNr) n.  An acute intestinal disease, 

similar to typhoid fever but less severe, caused by food contaminated with certain 

bacteria of the genus Salmonella. 

par·a·vane (p4rùN-v7nÙ) n.  A device equipped with sharp teeth and towed 

alongside a ship to cut the mooring cables of submerged mines. 

par·boil (pärùboilÙ) v.  tr. par·boiled, par·boil·ing, par·boils. 1. To cook 

partially by boiling for a brief period:  parboiled and then sautéed the new potatoes.  

2. To subject to intense, often uncomfortable heat.  [Middle English parboilen, to 

boil partly, to boil thoroughly (influenced by part, part), from Old French par-

boillir, to boil thoroughly, from Late Latin perbullXre : Latin per-, thoroughly; see 

PER- + Latin bullXre, to boil.]

par·buck·le (pärùbƒkÙNl) n.  1. A rope sling for rolling cylindrical objects up or 

down an inclined plane.  2. A sling for raising or lowering an object vertically.   
—  v.  tr. par·buck·led, par·buck·ling, par·buck·les. To raise or lower with 

such a sling.  [Alteration (influenced by BUCKLE), of parbunkel.]

Par·cae (pärùsK) pl.n.  Roman Mythology. The Fates.  [Latin. See perN-1 in 

Appendix.]

par·cel (pärùsNl) n.  1. Something wrapped up or packaged; a package.  2. A plot 

of land, usually a division of a larger area.  3. A quantity of merchandise offered 

for sale.  4. A group or company; a pack: “this youthful parcel of noble bachelors” 

(Shakespeare).   —  v.  tr. par·celed also par·celled, par·cel·ing also 

par·cel·ling, par·cels also par·cels. 1. To divide into parts and distribute:  par-

celed out the land to their three children.  2. To make into a parcel; package.  

3. Nautical. To wind protective strips of canvas around (rope).  [Middle English, 

from Old French, portion, from Vulgar Latin *particella, diminutive of Latin par-

ticula, diminutive of pars, part-, part. See perN-2 in Appendix.]

parcel post (pärùsNl post) n.  Abbr. p.p., P.P. A postal service or department 

that handles and delivers packages. 

par·ce·nar·y (pärùsN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. par·ce·nar·ies. Law. See coparcenary (n., 

sense 1).  [Anglo-Norman parcenarie, from parcen, portion, division. See PARCE-

NER.]



par·ce·ner (pärùsN-nNr) n.  Law. See coparcener.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman, from parcen, portion, division, from Vulgar Latin *partio, par-

tion-, from Latin partitio, partition-. See PARTITION.]

parch (pärch) v.  parched, parch·ing, parch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

extremely dry, especially by exposure to heat:  The midsummer sun parched the 

earth.  See Synonyms at burn1.  2. To make thirsty.  3. To dry or roast (corn, for 

example) by exposing to heat.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become very dry.  See Synonyms 

at dry.  2. To become thirsty.  [Middle English parchen.]

Par·chee·si (pär-chKùzK)  A trademark used for a board game based on the 

ancient game of pachisi. 

parch·ment (pärchùmNnt) n.  1. The skin of a sheep or goat prepared as a 

material on which to write or paint.  2. A written text or drawing on a sheet of 

this material.  3. Paper made in imitation of this material.  [Middle English 

parchemin, parchement (influenced by Medieval Latin pergamentum, from Late 

Latin pergamXna), from Old French parchemin, from Late Latin pergamXna, vari-

ant of Latin pergamKna, parchment, from feminine of PergamKnus, of Pergamum, 

from Greek PergamKnos, after Pergamon (Pergamum), an ancient Greek city and 

kingdom of Asia Minor.]

pard (pärd) n.  A leopard or other large cat.  [Middle English parde, from Old 

French, from Latin pardus, from Greek pardos, probably of Iranian origin.]

pard·ner (pärdùnNr) n.  Regional. A partner, companion, or friend.  [Variant of 

PARTNER.]

par·don (pärùdn) v.  tr. par·doned, par·don·ing, par·dons. 1. To release (a 

person) from punishment; exempt from penalty:  a convicted criminal who was 

pardoned by the governor.  2. To let (an offense) pass without punishment.  3. To 

make courteous allowance for; excuse:  Pardon me, I’m in a hurry.  See Synonyms 

at forgive.   —  n.  1. The act of pardoning.  2. Law. a. Exemption of a con-

victed person from the penalties of an offense or a crime by the power of the 

executor of the laws.  b. An official document or warrant declaring such an 

exemption.   3. Allowance or forgiveness for an offense or a discourtesy:  begged 

the host’s pardon for leaving early.  4. Roman Catholic Church. An indulgence.  

[Middle English pardonen, from Old French pardoner, from Vulgar Latin 

*perdon7re, to give wholeheartedly  : Latin per-, intensive pref.; see PER- + Latin 

don7re, to present, forgive (from donum, gift); see do- in Appendix.] —parù-
don·a·ble adj.  —parùdon·a·ble·ness n.  —parùdon·a·bly adv. 

par·don·er (pärùdn-Nr) n.  1. One that pardons:  a pardoner of the sins of others.  

2. A medieval ecclesiastic authorized to raise money for religious works by grant-

ing papal indulgences to contributors. 

Par·du·bi·ce (pärùdu-bVÙtsN)  A city of north-central Czech Republic on the 

Elbe River east of Prague. It is an industrial center. Population, 93,822. 



pare (pâr) v.  tr. pared, par·ing, pares. 1. To remove the outer covering or skin 

of with a knife or similar instrument:  pare apples.  2. To remove by or as if by 

cutting, clipping, or shaving:  pared off the excess dough.  3. To reduce as if by cut-

ting off outer parts; trim:  pare expenses.  [Middle English paren, from Old French 

parer, to prepare, trim, from Latin par7re, to prepare. See perN-1 in Appendix.] 
—parùer n. 

Pa·ré (pä-r7ù), Ambroise. 1517?-1590.  French surgeon known especially for 

improving techniques of amputation. 

par·e·gor·ic (p4rÙN-gôrùVk, -gmrù-) n.  A camphorated tincture of opium, taken 

internally for the relief of diarrhea and intestinal pain.  [Late Latin parKgoricus, 

soothing, from Greek parKgorikos, from parKgorein, to talk over, soothe, from 

parKgoros, consoling  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + agora, agora; see AGORA
1.]

paren. abbr.  Parenthesis. 

pa·ren·chy·ma (pN-rHngùkN-mN) n.  1. Anatomy. The tissue characteristic of an 

organ, as distinguished from associated connective or supporting tissues.  

2. Botany. The primary tissue of higher plants, composed of thin-walled cells and 

forming the greater part of leaves, roots, the pulp of fruit, and the pith of stems.  

[New Latin, from Greek parenkhuma, visceral flesh, from parenkhein, to pour in 

beside  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + en-, in; see en in Appendix + khein, to pour; 

see gheu- in Appendix.] —pa·renùchy·mal, parÙen·chymùa·tous (p4rÙHn-

kVmùN-tNs)  adj.  —parÙen·chymùa·tous·ly adv. 

par·ent (pârùNnt, p4rù-) n.  1. One who begets, gives birth to, or nurtures and 

raises a child; a father or a mother.  2. An ancestor; a progenitor.  3. An organism 

that produces or generates offspring.  4. A guardian; a protector.  5. A source or 

cause; an origin:  Despair is the parent of rebellion.   —  v.  par·ent·ed, 
par·ent·ing, par·ents.  —  v.  tr. 1. Usage Problem. To act as a parent to; raise 

and nurture: “A genitor who does not parent the child is not its parent” (Ashley 

Montagu).  2. To cause to come into existence; originate.   —  v.  intr. Usage Prob-

lem. To act as a parent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin parKns, 

parent- from past active participle of parere, to give birth. See perN-1 in Appen-

dix.] —parùent·hoodÙ n.  

USAGE NOTE: The Usage Panel is better disposed to accept the verb parent

than in previous surveys, though a majority continues to find it unacceptable. In

1968 it was acceptable to only 19 percent of the Panel; in the most recent survey

45 percent accepted it in the sentence In looking for foster homes, we give preference

first to relatives and second to families with prior experience in parenting. • The use

of the verb parent to mean “act as a parent to” is not entirely new: it occurs as

early as 1884 in a metaphorical context. But its use in a literal sense with respect

to children is a recent development and reflects a modern reconceptualization of

family life. The word is not completely synonymous with the traditional expres-



sion raise a child, though the precise nature of the differences may depend on the

context. For some speakers, use of the word suggests a self-conscious shift from

child to parent as the focus of the parental relationship, and it may be this impli-

cation that feeds critical reservations about the verb. But the usage also reflects a

widespread practical realization that the activities required of a parent extend well

beyond the direct interaction with the child emphasized in child raising. Thus the

parenting classes for young parents offered by schools and state agencies encom-

pass not only the activities traditionally associated with raising a child but also

topics such as personal self-sufficiency, household financial management, and

methods of dealing with schools and health care agencies. See Usage Note at fa-
ther.

par·ent·age (pârùNn-tVj, p4rù-) n.  1. Descent from parents; lineage:  of humble 

parentage.  2. The state or relationship of being a parent.  3. Derivation from a 

source; origin. 

pa·ren·tal (pN-rHnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a parent.  

2. Genetics. Of or designating the generation of organisms from which hybrid 

offspring are produced.   —pa·renùtal·ly adv. 

par·en·ter·al (p4-rHnùtNr-Nl) adj.  1. Physiology. Located outside the alimentary 

canal.  2. Medicine. Taken into the body or administered in a manner other than 

through the digestive tract, as by intravenous or intramuscular injection.   
—par·enùter·al·ly adv. 

pa·ren·the·sis (pN-rHnùthV-sVs) n.  pl. par·en·the·ses (-sKzÙ). Abbr. par., 
paren. 1. Either or both of the upright curved lines, (or), used to mark off 

explanatory or qualifying remarks in writing or printing or enclose a sum, prod-

uct, or other expression considered or treated as a collective entity in a mathemat-

ical operation.  2. a. A qualifying or amplifying word, phrase, or sentence 

inserted within written matter in such a way as to be independent of the sur-

rounding grammatical structure.  b. A comment departing from the theme of 

discourse; a digression.   3. An interruption of continuity; an interval: “This is one 

of the things I wasn’t prepared for—the amount of unfilled time, the long parenthe-

ses of nothing” (Margaret Atwood).  [Late Latin, insertion of a letter or syllable in 

a word, from Greek, from parentithenai, to insert  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + en-

, in; see en in Appendix + tithenai, to put; see dhK- in Appendix.]

par·en·thet·i·cal (p4rÙNn-thHtùV-kNl) also par·en·thet·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Set off 

within or as if within parentheses; qualifying or explanatory:  a parenthetical 

remark.  2. Using or containing parentheses.   —parÙen·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

par·ent·ing (pârùNn-tVng, p4rù-) n.  Usage Problem. The rearing of a child or 

children, especially the care, love, and guidance given by a parent.  See Usage Note 

at parent. 



parent language (pârùNnt l4ngùgwVj) n.  A language from which a later lan-

guage is derived:  Latin is the parent language of Italian and French. 

pa·ren·ty (pN-rHnùtK) n.  Variant of perentie. 
pa·re·sis (pN-rKùsVs, p4rùV-sVs) n.  pl. pa·re·ses (-sKz). 1. Slight or partial paraly-

sis.  2. General paresis.  [Greek, act of letting go, paralysis, from parienai, to let 

fall  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + hienai, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.] 
—pa·retùic (pN-rHtùVk) adj. , n.  —pa·retùi·cal·ly adv. 

par·es·the·sia also par·aes·the·sia (p4rÙVs-thKùzhN) n.  A skin sensation, such 

as burning, prickling, itching, or tingling, with no apparent physical cause.  [New 

Latin  : PARA-1 + Greek aisthKsis, feeling; see ANESTHESIA + -IA
1.] —parÙes·thetùic 

(-thHtùVk) adj. 

Pa·re·to (pN-r7ùto, pä-rHùtô), Vilfredo. 1848-1923.  Italian economist and soci-

ologist whose theories influenced the development of Italian fascism. 

pa·re·u (päùr7-uÙ) n.  A rectangular piece of cloth worn especially in Polynesia 

as a wraparound skirt or loincloth.  [Tahitian.]

pa·re·ve (päùrN-vN) also par·ve (pärùvN) adj.  Judaism. Prepared without meat, 

milk, or their derivatives and therefore permissible to be eaten with both meat 

and dairy dishes according to dietary laws:  pareve margarine.  [Yiddish páreve.]

par ex·cel·lence (pär Hk-sN-läNsù) adj.  Being the best or truest of a kind; 

quintessential:  a diplomat par excellence.  [French  : par, by + excellence, preemi-

nence.]

par·fait (pär-f7ù) n.  1. A dessert made of cream, eggs, sugar, and flavoring fro-

zen together and served in a tall glass.  2. A dessert made of several layers of dif-

ferent flavors of ice cream or ices, variously garnished and served in a tall glass.  

[French, from Old French, perfect, from Latin perfectus. See PERFECT.]

parfait glass (pär-f7ù gl4s) n.  A tall, slender glass with a short stem, used in 

serving a parfait. 

par·fleche (pärùflHshÙ) n.  1. An untanned animal hide soaked in lye and water 

to remove the hair and then dried on a stretcher.  2. An article, such as a shield, 

made of this hide.  [Canadian French parflèche : French parer, to parry, defend; 

see PARRY + French flèche, arrow; see FLÈCHE.]

par·get (pärùjVt) n.  1. A mixture, such as plaster or roughcast, used to coat walls 

and line chimneys.  2. Ornamental work in plaster.  3. A cement mixture used to 

waterproof outer walls.   —  v.  tr. par·get·ed also par·get·ted, par·get·ing 

also par·get·ting, par·gets also par·gets. To cover or adorn with parget.  

[Middle English, probably from pargetten, to parget, from Old French pargeter, 

parjeter, to throw about (par-, intensive pref. from Latin per; see per1 in Appen-

dix + jeter, to throw from Latin iact7re, frequentative of iacere); see yK- in Appen-

dix, and from Old French porgeter, to roughcast a wall (por-, forward ultimately 

from Latin porro; see per1 in Appendix + iact7re, to throw).] —parùget·ing n. 

par·he·li·a (pär-hKùlK-N, -hKlùyN) n.  Plural of parhelion. 



par·he·lic circle (pär-hKùlVk sûrùkNl) n.  A luminous halo visible at the height 

of the sun and parallel to the horizon, caused by the sun’s rays reflecting off 

atmospheric ice crystals.  Also called parhelic ring 

par·he·li·on (pär-hKùlK-Nn, -hKlùyNn) n.  pl. par·he·li·a (-hKùlK-N, -hKlùyN). A 

bright spot sometimes appearing on either side of the sun, often on a luminous 

ring or halo.  [Latin parKlion, from Greek  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + hKlios, sun; 

see s7wel- in Appendix.] —par·heùlic (-hKùlVk) adj. 

pa·ri·ah (pN-rXùN) n.  1. A social outcast: “Shortly Tom came upon the juvenile 

pariah of the village, Huckleberry Finn, son of the town drunkard” (Mark Twain).  

2. A member of a low caste of agricultural and domestic workers in southern 

India and Burma.  [Tamil paxaiyar, pl. of paxaiyan, pariah caste, from paxai, festi-

val drum.]

WORD HISTORY: In the word pariah, which can be used for anyone who is a

social outcast, independent of social position, we have a reminder of a much more

rigid social system, where only certain people could be pariahs. The caste system

of India placed members of the pariah caste very low in society; until 1949 they

were also known as untouchables. The word pariah, however, which we have ex-

tended in meaning, came into English from Tamil paxaiyar, the plural of paxaiyan,

the caste name, which literally means “(hereditary) drummer” and comes from

the word paxai, the name of a drum used at certain festivals. The word is first

recorded in English in 1613. Its use in English and its extension in use probably

owe much to the close relationship that developed between Great Britain and In-

dia. Indeed, many of the British servants in India were from the pariah caste.

Par·i·an (pârùK-Nn, p4rù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the island of Páros or its 

inhabitants.  2. Of or being a type of white, semitranslucent marble quarried at 

Páros and highly valued in ancient times for making sculptures.  3. Of or being a 

fine white porcelain.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Páros.  2. Parian mar-

ble.  3. Parian porcelain. 

Pa·ri·cu·tin (pä-rKÙku-tKnù)  A volcano, 2,272.3 m (7,450 ft) high, of west-cen-

tral Mexico west of Mexico City. It erupted from a cornfield in February 1943 and 

grew more than 458 m (1,500 ft) in that year alone. 

pa·ri·es (pârùK-KzÙ) n.  pl. pa·ri·e·tes (pN-rXùV-tKzÙ). A wall of a body part, organ, 

or cavity. Often used in the plural.  [Latin pariKs, wall.]

pa·ri·e·tal (pN-rXùV-tNl) adj.  1. Relating to or forming the wall of a body part, 

organ, or cavity.  2. Of or relating to either of the parietal bones.  3. Botany. 

Borne on the inside of the ovary wall. Used of the ovules or placentas in flowering 

plants.  4. Dwelling within or having authority within the walls or buildings of a 

college.   —  n.  1. A parietal part, such as a wall or bone.  2. parietals. The rules 

governing the visiting privileges of members of the opposite sex in college or uni-



versity dormitories.  [Middle English, from Late Latin pariet7lis, of a wall, from 

Latin pariKs, pariet-, wall.]

parietal bone (pN-rXùV-tNl bon) n.  Either of two large, irregularly quadrilateral 

bones between the frontal and occipital bones that together form the sides and 

top of the skull. 

parietal cell (pN-rXùV-tNl sHl) n.  One of the large peripheral cells of the mucous 

membrane of the stomach that secrete hydrochloric acid. 

parietal lobe (pN-rXùV-tNl lob) n.  The division of each hemisphere of the brain 

that lies beneath each parietal bone. 

pa·ri·e·tes (pN-rXùV-tKzÙ) n.  Plural of paries. 
par·i-mu·tu·el (p4rÙV-myuùchu-Nl) n.  Sports & Games. 1. A system of bet-

ting on races whereby the winners divide the total amount bet, after deducting 

management expenses, in proportion to the sums they have wagered individually.  

2. A machine that records such bets and computes the payoffs.  [French pari-

mutuel : pari, wager (from parier, to wager, from Latin pari7re, to settle a debt, 

from p7r, par-, equal); see perN-2 in Appendix + mutuel, mutual (from Old 

French); see MUTUAL.]

par·ing (pârùVng) n.  Something, such as a skin or peel, that has been pared off. 

paring knife (pârùVng nXf) n.  A small knife with a short blade and a firm han-

dle, used in paring fruit and vegetables. 

pa·ri pas·su (p4rùK p4sùu, p4rùX, pärùK) adv.  At an equal pace; side by side:  

inflation and interest rates increasing pari passu.  [Latin parX pass7 : parX, ablative 

of p7r, equal + pass7, ablative of passus, step.]

par·i·pin·nate (p4rùV-pVnù7t, -Vt) adj.  Botany. Pinnately compound with two 

terminal leaflets:  paripinnate leaves.  [Latin p7r, par-, equal, a pair + PINNATE.]

Par·is1 (p4rùVs) n.  Greek Mythology. The prince of Troy whose abduction of 

Helen provoked the Trojan War. 

Par·is2 (p4rùVs)  1. The capital and largest city of France, in the north-central part 

of the country on the Seine River. Founded as a fishing village on the Île de la 

Cité, Paris (then called Lutetia) was captured and fortified by the Romans in 52 

B.C. Clovis I made it the capital of his kingdom after A.D. 486, and Hugh Capet 

established it as the capital of France after his accession to the throne in 987. 

Through the succeeding centuries, Paris grew rapidly as a commercial, cultural, 

and industrial center. The city was occupied by the Germans in World War II 

from June 14, 1940, to August 25, 1944. Population, 2,149,900.  2. A city of 

northeast Texas northeast of Dallas. It is a trade and processing center in the Red 

River valley. Population, 24,699. 

Par·is (p4rùVs), Matthew. 1200?-1259.  English monk and chronicler. His 

Chronica Majora traced the history of the world from the creation to 1259. 

Paris daisy (p4rùVs d7ùzK) n.  See marguerite (n., sense 1). 



Paris green (p4rùVs grKn) n.  A poisonous emerald-green powder, 

(CuO)3As2O3·Cu(C2H3O2)2, used as a pigment, an insecticide, and a wood pre-

servative. 

par·ish (p4rùVsh) n.  Abbr. par. 1. a. An administrative part of a diocese that has 

its own church in the Anglican, Roman Catholic, and some other churches.  

b. The members of such a parish; a religious community attending one church.   

2. A political subdivision of a British county, usually corresponding in bound-

aries to an original ecclesiastical parish.  3. An administrative subdivision in Lou-

isiana that corresponds to a county in other U.S. states.  [Middle English, from 

Old French parroche, from Late Latin parochia, diocese, alteration of paroecia, 

from Late Greek paroikia, from Greek, a sojourning, from paroikos, neighboring, 

neighbor, sojourner  : para-, near; see PARA-1 + oikos, house; see weik-1 in 

Appendix.]

pa·rish·ion·er (pN-rVshùN-nNr) n.  A member of a parish.  [Middle English, 

from parishon, parishioner, from Old French parochien, from parroche, parish. 

See PARISH.]

par·i·ty1 (p4rùV-tK) n.  pl. par·i·ties. 1. Equality, as in amount, status, or value.  

2. Functional equivalence, as in the weaponry or military strength of adversaries: 

“A problem that has troubled the U.S.-Soviet relationship from the beginning has 

been the issue of parity” (Charles William Maynes).  3. The equivalent in value of 

a sum of money expressed in terms of a different currency at a fixed, official rate 

of exchange.  4. Equality of prices of goods or securities in two different markets.  

5. A level for farm-product prices maintained by governmental support and 

intended to give farmers the same purchasing power they had during a chosen 

base period.  6. Mathematics. The even or odd quality of an integer. If two inte-

gers are both odd or both even, they are said to have the same parity; if one is odd 

and one even, they have different parity.  7.  Abbr. P Physics. a. An intrinsic sym-

metry property of subatomic particles that is characterized by the behavior of the 

wave function of such particles under reflection through the origin of spatial 

coordinates.  b. A quantum number, either +1 (even) or –1 (odd), that mathe-

matically describes this property.   8. Computer Science. a. The even or odd qual-

ity of the number of 1’s or 0’s in a binary code, often used to determine the 

integrity of data especially after transmission.  b. A parity bit.   [French parité, 

from Old French parite, from Late Latin parit7s, from p7r, par-, equal. See PAIR.]

par·i·ty2 (p4rùV-tK) n.  Medicine. 1. The condition of having given birth.  2. The 

number of children borne by one woman.  [Latin parere, to give birth, bring 

forth; see perN-1 in Appendix + -ITY.]

parity bit (p4rùV-tK bVt) n.  Computer Science. A bit added to a binary code that 

indicates parity and is used to check the integrity of data. 

park (pärk) n.  Abbr. pk. 1. An area of land set aside for public use, as: a. A piece 

of land with few or no buildings within or adjoining a town, maintained for rec-



reational and ornamental purposes.  b. A landscaped city square.  c. A large tract 

of rural land kept in its natural state and usually reserved for the enjoyment and 

recreation of visitors.   2. A broad, fairly level valley between mountain ranges:  

the high parks of the Rocky Mountains.  3. A tract of land attached to a country 

house, especially when including extensive gardens, woods, pastures, or a game 

preserve.  4. Sports. A stadium or an enclosed playing field:  a baseball park.  

5. a. An area where military vehicles or artillery are stored and serviced.  b. The 

materiel kept in such an area.   6. An area in or near a town designed and usually 

zoned for a certain purpose:  a commercial park.  7.  See parking lot (n., sense 

1).   —  v.  parked, park·ing, parks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put or leave (a vehicle) for 

a time in a certain location.  2. Aerospace. To place (a spacecraft or satellite) in a 

usually temporary orbit.  3. Informal. To place or leave temporarily:  parked the 

baby with neighbors; parking cash in a local bank account.  4. To assemble (artillery 

or other equipment) in a military park.   —  v.  intr. 1. To park a motor vehicle:  

pulled over and parked next to the curb.  2. Slang. To engage in kissing and caress-

ing in a vehicle stopped in a secluded spot.  [Middle English, game preserve, 

enclosed tract of land, from Old French parc, of Germanic origin.] —parkùer n. 

Park (pärk), Mungo. 1771-1806.  Scottish explorer in Africa known for his 

expeditions on the Niger River (1795-1796 and 1805). 

Park (pärk), Robert Ezra. 1864-1944.  American sociologist who wrote author-

itative studies of ethnic minorities in the United States, such as Race and Culture 

(1950). 

par·ka (pärùkN) n.  1. A hooded fur pullover outer garment worn in the Arctic.  

2. A coat or jacket with a hood and usually a warm lining for cold-weather wear.  

[Alaskan Russian, pelt, ultimately of Nenets origin.]

Park Avenue (pärk 4vùN-nuÙ)  A wide thoroughfare extending north to south 

on the East Side of Manhattan Island. Traditionally associated with luxurious 

apartment houses, it is now the location of many high-rise commercial buildings. 

Park Chung Hee (pärkù chƒngù hKù), 1917-1979.  South Korean politician 

who became president of South Korea after a military coup (1961) and assumed 

dictatorial powers in 1972. He was assassinated in 1979. 

Par·ker (pärùkNr), Charlie. Known as “Bird.” 1920-1955.  American musician 

and composer. A leader of the bop movement in jazz, Parker is best remembered 

for his smooth, moody improvisations. 

Par·ker (pärùkNr), Dorothy Rothschild. 1893-1967.  American writer noted 

for her satirical wit. She was drama critic for Vanity Fair (1916-1917) and book 

critic for the New Yorker (1927-1933). 

Par·ker (pärùkNr), Sir (Horatio) Gilbert (George). 1862-1932.  Canadian 

writer whose works include The Seats of the Mighty (1896) and The Power and the 

Glory (1925). 



Par·ker (pärùkNr), Matthew. 1504-1575.  English prelate who served as arch-

bishop of Canterbury from 1559 until his death and was instrumental in estab-

lishing ecclesiastical forms for the Anglican Church. 

Par·ker (pärùkNr), Theodore. 1810-1860.  American cleric and social reformer 

known for his abolitionist activities. 

Parker House roll (pärùkNr hous rol) n.  A yeast-leavened roll, shaped by 

folding a flat round of dough in half.  [After the Parker House, a hotel in Boston, 

Massachusetts.]

Par·kers·burg (pärùkNrz-bûrgÙ)  A city of northwest West Virginia at the con-

fluence of the Little Kanawha and Ohio rivers north of Charleston. It is an indus-

trial and commercial center in a coal region. Population, 33,862. 

Park Forest (pärk fôrùVst)  A village of northeast Illinois, a residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 24,656. 

park·ing (pärùkVng) n.  1. The act or practice of temporarily leaving a vehicle or 

maneuvering a vehicle into a certain location.  2. Space in which to park vehicles 

or a vehicle:  ample parking behind the building.  3. Upper Midwest. The grass 

strip, often planted with shade trees, between a sidewalk and a street.  4. Slang. 

Kissing or caressing in a vehicle stopped in a secluded spot.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Parking is an Upper Midwestern term for the grass strip,

often planted with shade trees, between a sidewalk and a street. The presence of

this word also in Western states attests to the close linguistic connection, owing

to settlement patterns, between the Upper Midwest and the West.

parking lot (pärùkVng lmt) n.  1. An area for parking motor vehicles.  Also 

called park 2. Slang. A traffic jam. 

parking meter (pärùkVng mKùtNr) n.  A coin-operated device that registers the 

amount of time purchased for the parking of a motor vehicle, at the expiration of 

which the driver is liable for a fine. 

parking orbit (pärùkVng ôrùbVt) n.  Aerospace. A temporary orbit for a space-

craft. 

Par·kin·son (pärùkVn-sNn), C(yril) Northcote. 1909-1993.  British historian 

noted for his humorous works that ridicule the inefficiency of bureaucracies. 

Par·kin·son·ism (pärùkVn-sN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Any of a group of nervous disor-

ders similar to Parkinson’s disease, marked by muscular rigidity, tremor, and 

impaired motor control and often having a specific cause, such as the use of cer-

tain drugs or frequent exposure to toxic chemicals.  Also called Parkinson’s syn-

drome 2. Parkinson’s disease.  [From PARKINSON’S DISEASE.]

Par·kin·son’s disease (pärùkVn-sNnz dV-zKzù) n.  A progressive nervous dis-

ease occuring most often after the age of 50, associated with the destruction of 

brain cells that produce dopamine and characterized by muscular tremor, slowing 



of movement, partial facial paralysis, peculiarity of gait and posture, and weak-

ness.  Also called paralysis agitans, shaking palsy.  [After James Parkinson (1755-

1824), British physician.]

Parkinson’s Law (pärùkVn-sNnz lô) n.  Any of several satirical observations 

propounded as economic laws, especially “Work expands to fill the time available 

for its completion.”  [After C PARKINSON(YRIL) NORTHCOTE.]

Parkinson’s syndrome (pärùkVn-sNnz sVnùdromÙ) n.  See Parkinsonism 
(n., sense 1). 

park·land (pärkùl4ndÙ) n.  1. Land within or suitable for public parks:  Alaska’s 

vast federal parkland.  2. Grassland with scattered clusters of trees or shrubs. 

Park·land (pärkùlNnd)  A community of west-central Washington, a residential 

suburb of Tacoma. Population, 20,882. 

Park·man (pärkùmNn), Francis. 1823-1893.  American historian whose works 

include The California and Oregon Trail (1849) and Pioneers of France in the New 

World (1865). 

Park Range (pärk r7nj)  A range of the Rocky Mountains in north-central Col-

orado and southern Wyoming rising to 4,357.2 m (14,286 ft) at Mount Lincoln in 

Colorado. 

Park Ridge (pärk rVj)  A city of northeast Illinois, a chiefly residential suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 36,175. 

Park·rose (pärkùrozÙ)  A community of northwest Oregon, a suburb of Port-

land. Population, 21,103. 

Parks (pärks), Rosa. Born 1913.  American civil rights leader. Her refusal to give 

up her seat on a bus to a white man in Montgomery, Alabama, resulted in a city-

wide boycott of the bus company and stirred the civil rights movement across the 

nation. 

Park·ville (pärkùvVlÙ)  An unincorporated community of north-central Mary-

land, a chiefly residential suburb of Baltimore. Population, 31,617. 

park·way (pärkùw7Ù) n.  Abbr. pkwy, pky A broad landscaped highway, often 

divided by a planted median strip. 

parl. abbr.  1.  Also Parl.. Parliament.  2. Parliamentary. 

par·lance (pärùlNns) n.  1. A particular manner of speaking; idiom:  legal par-

lance.  2. Speech, especially a conversation or parley.  [Old French, from parler, to 

speak. See PARLEY.]

par·lan·do (pär-länùdo) also par·lan·te (-t7) adv.  & adj.  Music. To be sung in 

a style suggestive of speech. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, present participle 

of parlare, to speak, from Vulgar Latin *paraul7re. See PARLEY.]

par·lay (pärùl7Ù, -lK) v.  tr. par·layed, par·lay·ing, par·lays. 1. Games. To bet 

(an original wager and its winnings) on a subsequent event.  2. To maneuver (an 

asset) to great advantage:  parlayed some small investments into a large fortune.   
—  n.  Games. A bet comprising the sum of a prior wager plus its winnings or a 



series of bets made in such a manner.  [Alteration of paroli, staking of double the 

sum staked before in faro, from French, from obsolete Italian, probably from 

Italian parare, to place a bet, from Latin par7re, to prepare. See PARE.]

par·ley (pärùlK) n.  pl. par·leys. A discussion or conference, especially one 

between enemies over terms of truce or other matters.   —  v.  intr. par·leyed, 
par·ley·ing, par·leys. To have a discussion, especially with an enemy.  See Syn-

onyms at confer.  [Middle English, from Old French parlee, from feminine past 

participle of parler, to talk, from Vulgar Latin *paraul7re, from Late Latin 

parabol7re, from Late Latin parabola, discourse. See PARABLE.]

par·lia·ment (pärùlN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. parl., Parl. 1. A national representative 

body having supreme legislative powers within the state.  2. Parliament. The 

national legislature of various countries, especially that of the United Kingdom, 

made up of the House of Lords and the House of Commons.  [Middle English, a 

meeting about national concerns, from Old French parlement, from parler, to 

talk. See PARLEY.]

par·lia·men·tar·i·an (pärÙlN-mHn-târùK-Nn) n.  1. One who is expert in parlia-

mentary procedures, rules, or debate.  2. A member of a parliament.  

3. Parliamentarian. A supporter of the Long Parliament during the English 

Civil War and the Commonwealth; a Roundhead. 

par·lia·men·ta·ry (pärÙlN-mHnùtN-rK, -mHnùtrK) adj.  Abbr. parl. 1. Of, relat-

ing to, or resembling a parliament.  2. Enacted or decreed by a parliament.  

3. Being in accord with the rules and customs of a parliament.  4. a. Having a 

parliament.  b. Characterized by an executive consisting of cabinet ministers 

selected from and responsible to the parliament:  parliamentary government.  

parliamentary law (pärÙlN-mHnùtN-rK lô) n.  A body of rules governing pro-

cedure in legislative and deliberative assemblies. 

par·lor (pärùlNr) n.  1. A room in a private home set apart for the entertainment 

of visitors.  2. A small lounge or sitting room affording limited privacy, as at an 

inn or a tavern.  3. A room equipped and furnished for a special function or busi-

ness:  a tanning parlor.  [Middle English parlur, from Old French, from parler, to 

talk. See PARLEY.]

parlor car (pärùlNr kär) n.  A railroad car for day travel fitted with individual 

reserved seats.  Also called chair car 

parlor game (pärùlNr g7m) n.  Games. A game that can be played indoors. 

parlor grand (pärùlNr gr4nd) n.  Music. A grand piano shorter in length than a 

concert grand yet longer than a baby grand. 

par·lour (pärùlNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of parlor. 
par·lous (pärùlNs) adj.  1. Perilous; dangerous:  a parlous journey on stormy seas.  

2. Obsolete. Dangerously cunning.  [Middle English, variant of perilous, perilous, 

from peril, peril. See PERIL.] —parùlous·ly adv. 



Par·ma (pärùmN)  1. A city of north-central Italy southeast of Milan. Founded 

by Romans in 183 B.C., it became a free city in the 12th century and was the center 

of the duchy of Parma and Piacenza after 1545. It became part of the kingdom of 

Sardinia in 1860 and of Italy in 1861. Population, 176,750.  2. A city of northeast 

Ohio, a chiefly residential suburb of Cleveland. Population, 87,876. 

Parma Heights (pärùmN hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb 

of Cleveland. Population, 21,448. 

Par·men·i·des (pär-mHnùV-dKzÙ), Born 515? B.C.  Greek philosopher and a 

founder of the Eleatic school. 

Par·me·san (pärùmN-zänÙ, -z4nÙ, -zNn) n.  A hard, sharp, dry Italian cheese 

made from skim milk and usually served grated as a garnish.  [French, from Old 

French permigean, of Parma, from Old Italian parmigiano. See PARMIGIANA.]

par·mi·gia·na (pärÙmV-zhäùnN, -jäù-) adj.  Made or covered with Parmesan 

cheese:  eggplant parmigiana.  [Italian, feminine of parmigiano, of Parma, after 

Parma, Italy.]

Par·mi·gia·ni·no (pärÙmV-jä-nKùno, -mK-)  or Par·mi·gia·no (-jäùno), Il. 
1503-1540.  Italian Mannerist painter and etcher whose work is characterized by 

elongation of form and includes Vision of Saint Jerome (1527) and The Madonna 

of the Long Neck (1534). 

Par·na·í·ba (pärÙnN-KùbN, -nä-Kùbä)  A river, about 1,287 km (800 mi) long, of 

northeast Brazil flowing generally northward to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Par·nas·si·an (pär-n4sùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to poetry.   —  n.  A member 

of a school of late 19th-century French poets whose work is characterized by 

detachment and emphasis on metrical form.  [From Latin Parnassius, of Parnas-

sus, from Greek parnasios, after Parnasos (Parnassus), a mountain in Greece 

sacred to Apollo and the Muses. N., from French parnassien after Le Parnasse con-

temporain, the group’s first anthology of poetry (1866), from Parnasse, Parnas-

sus, from Latin Parnassus, from Greek Parnasos.] —Par·nasùsi·an adj. 

Par·nas·sus (pär-n4sùNs) also Par·nas·sós (-nä-sôsù)  A mountain, about 2,458 

m (8,060 ft) high, of central Greece north of the Gulf of Corinth. In ancient times 

it was sacred to Apollo, Dionysus, and the Muses. Delphi was at the foot of the 

mountain. 

Par·nell (pär-nHlù, pärùnNl), Charles Stewart. 1846-1891.  Irish nationalist 

leader who served as a member of the British parliament (1875-1891) and led Ire-

land’s Home Rule Movement. 

pa·ro·chi·al (pN-roùkK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, supported by, or located in a 

parish.  2. Narrowly restricted in scope or outlook; provincial:  parochial atti-

tudes.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin parochi7lis, from paro-

chia, diocese. See PARISH.] —pa·roùchi·al·ism n.  —pa·roùchi·al·ist n.  

—pa·roùchi·al·ly adv. 



parochial school (pN-roùkK-Nl skul) n.  A school supported by a church par-

ish. 

par·o·dy (p4rùN-dK) n.  par·o·dies. 1. a. A literary or artistic work that imitates 

the characteristic style of an author or a work for comic effect or ridicule.  See 

Synonyms at caricature.  b. The genre of literature comprising such works.   

2. Something so bad as to be equivalent to intentional mockery; a travesty:  The 

trial was a parody of justice.  3. Music. The practice, popular in the 15th and 16th 

centuries, of significantly reworking an already established composition, espe-

cially the incorporation into the Mass of material borrowed from other works, 

such as motets or madrigals.   —  v.  tr. par·o·died, par·o·dy·ing, par·o·dies. 
To make a parody of.  See Synonyms at imitate.  [Latin parodia, from Greek 

paroidia : para-, subsidiary to; see PARA-1 + oidK, song; see wed-2 in Appendix.] 
—pa·rodùic (pN-rmdùVk), pa·rodùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —parùo·dist n.  

—parÙo·disùtic adj. 

pa·rol (pN-rolù, p4rùNl) Law. n.  An oral statement or utterance:  by parol.   —  adj.  

Expressed or evidenced by word of mouth; not written.  [Middle English parole, 

from Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar Latin *paraula. See PAROLE.]

pa·role (pN-rolù) n.  1. Law. a. The release of a prisoner whose term has not 

expired on condition of sustained lawful behavior that is subject to regular moni-

toring by an officer of the law for a set period of time.  b. The duration of such 

conditional release.   2. A password used by an officer of the day, an officer on 

guard, or the personnel commanded by such an officer.  3. Word of honor, espe-

cially that of a prisoner of war who is granted freedom only after promising to lay 

down arms.  4. Linguistics. The act of speaking; a particular utterance or word.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a parole board; parole vio-

lations.   —  v.  tr. pa·roled, pa·rol·ing, pa·roles. To release (a prisoner) on 

parole.  [French, promise, word, from Vulgar Latin *paraula, from Latin parab-

ola, discourse. See PARABLE.]

pa·rol·ee (pN-roÙlKù) n.  One who is released on parole. 

par·o·no·ma·sia (p4rÙN-no-m7ùzhN, -zhK-N) n.  1. Word play; punning.  2. A 

pun.  [Latin, from Greek, from paronomazein, to call by a different name  : para-, 

beside; see PARA-1 + onomazein, to name; see ONOMASTIC.] —parÙo·no·masùtic 
(-m4sùtVk), parÙo·no·maùsial (-m7ùzhNl, -zhK-Nl)  adj.  

—parÙo·no·masùti·cal·ly adv. 

par·o·nych·i·a (p4rÙN-nVkùK-N) n.  Medicine. Inflammation of the tissue sur-

rounding a nail.  [Latin paronychia, from Greek paronukhia : para-, around; see 

PARA-1 + onux, onukh-, nail; see nogh- in Appendix.] —parÙo·nychùi·al adj. 

par·o·nym (p4rùN-nVmÙ) n.  A paronymous word.  [Greek paronumon, from 

neuter sing. of paronumos, derivative. See PARONYMOUS.] —parÙo·nymùic adj. 



pa·ron·y·mous (pN-rmnùN-mNs) adj.  Allied by derivation from the same root; 

having the same stem; for example, beautiful and beauteous.  [Greek paronumos, 

derivative  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + onuma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.]

Pá·ros also Par·os (pârùms, päùrôs)  An island of southeast Greece in the Aegean 

Sea. One of the Cyclades, it was settled by Ionians and later founded colonies of 

its own in the seventh century B.C. The island was held by the Ottoman Turks 

from 1537 to 1832, when it became part of Greece. A fine white, semitranslucent 

marble quarried on the island was used by sculptors as early as the sixth century 

B.C. The marble tablet known as the Parian Chronicle (found in 1627) outlines in 

two fragments the history of Greece from 1581 to 299 B.C. 

pa·ros·mi·a (pN-rmzùmK-N) n.  A distortion of the sense of smell, as in smelling 

odors that are not present.  [PAR(A)-1 + Greek osmK, smell + -IA
1.]

pa·rot·id (pN-rmtùVd) n.  A parotid gland.   —  adj.  1. Situated near the ear:  the 

parotid region of the face.  2. Of or relating to a parotid gland. 

pa·rot·i·dec·to·my (pN-rmtÙV-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. pa·rot·i·dec·to·mies. Surgi-

cal removal of the parotid gland. 

parotid gland (pN-rmtùVd gl4nd) n.  Either of the pair of salivary glands situ-

ated below and in front of each ear.  [New Latin parotis, parotid-, from Latin, 

tumor near the ear, from Greek  : para-, beside; see PARA-1 + ous, ot-, ear; see ous- 
in Appendix.]

par·o·ti·tis (p4rÙN-tXùtVs) also pa·rot·i·di·tis (pN-rmtÙV-dXùtVs) n.  Inflammation 

of the parotid glands, as in mumps.   —parÙo·titùic (-tVtùVk) adj. 

par·ous (p4rùNs, pârù-) adj.  Having given birth one or more times.  [From -

PAROUS.]

-parous suff.  Giving birth to; producing:  multiparous.  [From Latin -parus, 

from parere, to give birth. See perN-1 in Appendix.]

Par·ou·si·a (pärÙu-sKùN, pN-ruùzK-N) n.  The Second Coming.  [Greek, pres-

ence, Parousia, from feminine present participle of pareinai, to be present  : para-

, beside; see PARA-1 + einai, to be; see es- in Appendix.]

par·ox·ysm (p4rùNk-sVzÙNm) n.  1. A sudden outburst of emotion or action:  a 

paroxysm of laughter.  2. Medicine. a. A sudden attack, recurrence, or intensifica-

tion of a disease.  b. A spasm or fit; a convulsion.   [Middle English paroxism, 

periodic attack of a disease, from Medieval Latin paroxysmus, from Greek parox-

usmos, from paroxunein, to stimulate, irritate  : para-, intensive pref.; see PARA-1 + 

oxunein, to goad, sharpen (from oxus, sharp); see ak- in Appendix.] 
—parÙox·ysùmal (-Nk-sVzùmNl) adj.  —parÙox·ysùmal·ly adv. 

par·ox·y·tone (p4-rmkùsV-tonÙ) adj.  Having an acute accent on the next to last 

syllable. Used of some words in Greek and certain Romance languages, such as 

French and Portuguese.   —  n.  A paroxytone word.  [Greek paroxutonos : para-, 

beside; see PARA-1 + oxutonos, oxytone; see OXYTONE.]



par·quet (pär-k7ù) n.  1. A floor made of parquetry.  2. The art or process of 

making parquetry.  3. a. The part of the main floor of a theater between the 

orchestra pit and the parquet circle.  b. The entire main floor of a theater.    —  v.  

tr. par·queted (-k4dù), par·quet·ing (-k7ùVng), par·quets (-k7zù). 1. To fur-

nish with a floor of parquetry.  2. To make (a floor, for example) of parquetry.  

[French, parquetry, from Old French, diminutive of parc, enclosure. See PARK.]

parquet circle (pär-k7ù sûrùkNl) n.  The part of the main floor of a theater that 

lies under the balcony section.  Also called parterre 

par·quet·ry (pärùkV-trK) n.  pl. par·quet·ries. Inlay of wood, often of different 

colors, that is worked into a geometric pattern or mosaic and is used especially for 

floors.  [French parqueterie, from parquet. See PARQUET.]

parr (pär) n.  pl. parr or parrs. 1. A young salmon during its first two years of 

life, when it lives in fresh water.  2. The young of various other fishes.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Parr (pär), Catherine. 1512-1548.  Queen of England as the sixth and last wife 

of Henry VIII. 

par·ral (p4rùNl) n.  Nautical. Variant of parrel. 
par·ra·mat·ta (p4rÙN-m4tùN) n.  Variant of paramatta. 
Par·ra·mat·ta (p4rÙN-m4tùN)  A city of southeast Australia, a manufacturing 

suburb of Sydney. It was founded in 1788. Population, 131,800. 

par·rel also par·ral (p4rùNl) n.  Nautical. A sliding loop of rope or chain by 

which a running yard or gaff is connected to, while still being able to move verti-

cally along, the mast.  [Middle English perel, parrail, short for appareil, apparel, 

rigging. See APPAREL.]

par·ri·cide (p4rùV-sXdÙ) n.  1. The murdering of one’s father, mother, or other 

near relative.  2. One who commits such a murder.  [Latin parricXda, and parricX-
dium p7ri-, parri-, kin + -cXda, -cXdium, -cide.] —parÙri·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj.  

—parÙri·cidùal·ly adv. 

Par·ring·ton (p4rùVng-tNn), Vernon Louis. 1871-1929.  American literary his-

torian and philosopher known especially for his three-volume study Main Cur-

rents in American Thought (1927-1930). 

Par·rish (p4rùVsh), Anne. 1760-1800.  American philanthropist who founded 

(1795) the Philadelphia House of Industry, the first charitable institution for 

women in the United States. 

Par·rish (p4rùVsh), Celestia Susannah. 1853-1918.  American educator noted 

for her efforts to improve the quality and accessibility of college education for 

women. 

Par·rish (p4rùVsh), Maxfield Frederick. 1870-1966.  American artist known 

for his colorful murals, magazine covers, and book illustrations. 

Par·ris Island (p4rùVs XùlNnd)  An island of the Sea Islands off southern South 

Carolina. It has been a U.S. Marine Corps training installation since 1915. 



par·rot (p4rùNt) n.  1. Any of numerous tropical and semitropical birds of the 

order Psittaciformes, characterized by a short hooked bill, brightly colored plum-

age, and, in some species, the ability to mimic human speech or other sounds.  

2. One who imitates the words or actions of another, especially without under-

standing them.   —  v.  tr. par·rot·ed, par·rot·ing, par·rots. To repeat or imi-

tate, especially without understanding.  [Probably from French dialectal Perrot, 

diminutive of Pierre, Peter.] —parùrot·er n. 

parrot fever (p4rùNt fKùvNr) n.  See psittacosis. 
par·rot·fish (p4rùNt-fVshÙ) n.  pl. parrotfish or par·rot·fish·es. Any of various 

brightly colored tropical marine fishes, especially of the family Scaridae, having 

fused teeth resembling a parrot’s beak. 

par·ry (p4rùK) v.  par·ried, par·ry·ing, par·ries.  —  v.  tr. 1. To deflect or ward 

off (a fencing thrust, for example).  2. To deflect, evade, or avoid:  He skillfully 

parried the question with a clever reply.   —  v.  intr. To deflect or ward off a thrust 

or blow.   —  n.  pl. par·ries. 1. The deflecting or warding off of a thrust or blow, 

as in fencing.  2. An evasive answer or action.  [Probably from French parez, 

imperative of parer, to defend, from Italian parare, from Latin par7re, to prepare. 

See perN-1 in Appendix.]

Par·ry (p4rùK), Sir William Edward. 1790-1855.  British navigator who com-

manded three expeditions in search of the Northwest Passage (1819-1820, 1821-

1823, and 1824-1825). 

Parry Channel (p4rùK ch4nùNl)  A water route through the central Arctic 

Archipelago of Northwest Territories, Canada, linking Baffin Bay on the east with 

the Beaufort Sea on the west. 

Parry Islands (p4rùK XùlNndz)  A group of islands of northern Northwest Terri-

tories, Canada, in the Arctic Ocean north of Victoria Island. 

parse (pärs) v.  parsed, pars·ing, pars·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break (a sentence) 

down into its component parts of speech with an explanation of the form, func-

tion, and syntactical relationship of each part.  2. To describe (a word) by stating 

its part of speech, form, and syntactical relationships in a sentence.  3. To exam-

ine closely or subject to detailed analysis, especially by breaking up into compo-

nents: “What are we missing by parsing the behavior of chimpanzees into the 

conventional categories recognized largely from our own behavior?” (Stephen Jay 

Gould).  4. Computer Science. To analyze or separate (input, for example) into 

more easily processed components. Used of software.   —  v.  intr. To admit of 

being parsed:  sentences that do not parse easily.  [Probably from Middle English 

pars, part of speech, from Latin pars (or7tionis), part (of speech). See perN-2 in 

Appendix.] —parsùer n. 

par·sec (pärùsHkÙ) n.  A unit of astronomical length based on the distance from 

Earth at which stellar parallax is one second of arc and equal to 3.258 light-years, 

3.086∞1013 kilometers, or 1.918 ∞ 1013 miles.  [PAR(ALLAX) + SEC(OND)1.]



Par·see also Par·si (pärùsK, pär-sKù) n.  pl. Par·sees also Par·sis. 1. A member 

of a Zoroastrian religious sect in India, descended from Persians.  2. The Iranian 

dialect used in the religious literature of the Parsees.  [Persian P7rsX, from P7rs, 

Persia, from Old Persian P7rs7.] —ParùseeÙism n. 

par·si·mo·ni·ous (pärÙsN-moùnK-Ns) adj.  Excessively sparing or frugal.  See 

Synonyms at stingy.  —parÙsi·moùni·ous·ly adv.  —parÙsi·moùni·ous·ness 
n. 

par·si·mo·ny (pärùsN-moÙnK) n.  1. Unusual or excessive frugality; extreme 

economy or stinginess.  2. Adoption of the simplest assumption in the formula-

tion of a theory or in the interpretation of data, especially in accordance with the 

rule of Ockham’s razor.  [Middle English parcimony, from Latin parsimonia, from 

parsus, past participle of parcere, to spare.]

pars·ley (pärùslK) n.  pl. pars·leys. 1. A member of the parsley family.  2. A 

cultivated Eurasian herb (Petroselinum crispum) having flat or curled, ternately 

compound leaves that are used for seasoning or as a garnish.  [Middle English 

persely, from Old English petersilie, and Old French persil both ultimately from 

Late Latin petrosillum, alteration of Latin petroselXnum, from Greek petroselinon : 

petra, rock + selinon, celery.]

pars·leyed (pärùslKd) adj.  Prepared or garnished with parsley:  parsleyed pota-

toes; a parsleyed rack of lamb. 

parsley family (pärùslK f4mùN-lK) n.  A large family of aromatic herbs, the 

Umbelliferae (Apiaceae), characterized by compound leaves and small flowers 

grouped in umbels and including vegetables such as carrots, celery, dill, parsley, 

and parsnips and spices such as anise, coriander, and cumin. 

pars·nip (pärùsnVp) n.  1. A strong-scented plant (Pastinaca sativa) cultivated 

for its long, white, edible, fleshy root.  2. The root of this plant.  [Middle English 

pasnepe, alteration (influenced by nep, turnip), of Old French pasnaie, from Latin 

pastin7ca, from pastinum, a kind of two-pronged dibble.]

par·son (pärùsNn) n.  1. An Anglican cleric with full legal control of a parish 

under ecclesiastical law; a rector.  2. A member of the clergy, especially a Protes-

tant minister.  [Middle English, parish priest, from Old French persone, from 

Medieval Latin persona, from Latin, character. See PERSON.]

par·son·age (pärùsN-nVj) n.  The official residence usually provided by a church 

for its parson; a rectory. 

parson bird (pärùsNn bûrd) n.  See tui. 
Par·sons (pärùsNnz), Betty. Born 1900.  American artist and arts patron whose 

New York gallery was a center of the abstract expressionist movement in the late 

1940’s. 

Par·sons (pärùsNnz), Louella. 1893-1972.  American journalist who began 

(1914) the first movie column in the country. She was influential as a syndicated 

Hollywood journalist (1925-1965). 



Par·sons (pärùsNnz), Talcott. 1902-1979.  American sociologist noted for devel-

oping the structural-functional approach to studying social systems.   
—Par·sonùi·an (pär-soùnK-Nn) adj. 

Par·sons (pärùsNnz), William Third Earl of Rosse. 1800-1867.  British astrono-

mer known for his improvements to telescope construction. 

par·son’s nose (pärùsNnz noz) n.  Informal. See pope’s nose. 
Parsons table (pärùsNnz t7ùbNl) n.  A sturdy, usually rectangular table with 

flush surfaces and straight, block legs that are equal in thickness to the top of the 

table and form its four corners.  [After the Parsons School of Design in New York 

City.]

part (pärt) n.  Abbr. p., pt. 1. A portion, division, piece, or segment of a whole.  

2. Any of several equal portions or fractions that can constitute a whole or into 

which a whole can be divided:  a mixture of two parts flour to one part sugar.  3. A 

division of a literary work:  a novel in three parts.  4. a. An organ, a member, or 

another division of an organism.  b. parts. The external genitalia.   5. A compo-

nent that can be separated from or attached to a system; a detachable piece:  spare 

parts for cars.  6. A role:  She has the main part in the play.  7. One’s responsibility, 

duty, or obligation; share:  We each do our part to keep the house clean.  8.  Often 

parts. Individual endowment or ability; talent.  9.  Often parts. A region, area, 

land, or territory: “Minding your own business is second nature in these parts” 

(Boston).  10. The line where the hair on the head is parted.  11. Music. a. The 

music or score for a particular instrument, as in an orchestra.  b. One of the 

melodic divisions or voices of a contrapuntal composition.    —  v.  part·ed, 
part·ing, parts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To divide or break into separate parts.  2. To break 

up (a relationship) by separating the elements involved:  parted company.  3. To 

put or keep apart:  No one could part the two friends.  4. To comb (hair, for exam-

ple) away from a dividing line, as on the scalp.  5. Archaic. To divide into shares or 

portions.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become divided or separated:  The curtain parted in 

the middle.  2. To go apart from one another; separate:  They parted as friends. 

They were forced to part from one another.  3. To separate or divide into ways 

going in different directions:  The road parts about halfway into the forest.  4. To 

go away; depart.  See Synonyms at separate.  5. To disagree by factions:  The 

committee parted over the issue of pay raises for employees.  6. Archaic. To die.   —  
adv.  Partially; in part:  part yellow, part green.   —  adj.  Not full or complete; par-

tial:  a part owner of the business.   —phrasal verb. part with. To give up or let 

go of; relinquish.   —idioms. for (one’s) part. So far as one is concerned.  for 
the most part. To the greater extent; generally or mostly.  in good part. 
Good-naturedly or with good grace; without taking offense:  take a joke in good 

part.  in part. To some extent; partly.  on the part of. Regarding or with 

respect to the one specified:  Brilliant strategy on the part of Confederate forces 

ensured their victory at Chancellorsville.  part and parcel. A basic or essential 



part:  Working overtime is part and parcel of his job.  take part. To join in; partic-

ipate:  He took part in the celebration.  take (someone’s) part. To side with in a 

disagreement; support.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin pars, part-

. See perN-2 in Appendix.]

part. abbr.  1. Particle.  2. Particular. 

par·take (pär-t7kù) v.  par·took (-ttkù), par·tak·en (-t7ùkNn), par·tak·ing, 
pa·takes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take or have a part or share; participate.  2. To take 

or be given part or portion:  The guests partook of a delicious dinner.  3. To have 

part of the quality, nature, or character of something.  See Synonyms at share1.   
—  v.  tr. To take or have a part in; share in.  [Back-formation from partaker, one 

who partakes, from Middle English part-taker (translation of Latin particeps, par-

ticipant).] —par·takùer n. 

part·ed (pärùtVd) adj.  1. Separated or divided into parts.  2. Being or kept apart; 

separated.  3. Botany. Cleft almost to the base, so as to have distinct divisions or 

lobes.  4. Archaic. Deceased. 

par·terre (pär-târù) n.  1. An ornamental flower garden having the beds and 

paths arranged to form a pattern.  2.  See parquet circle.  [French, from Old 

French, ornamental garden, from par terre, on the ground  : par, over, on; see PAR-

AMOUNT + terre, ground (from Old French, from Latin terra, earth); see ters- in 

Appendix.]

par·the·no·car·py (pärùthN-no-kärÙpK) n.  The production of fruit without 

fertilization.  [Greek parthenos, virgin + Greek karpos, fruit; see -CARP + -Y
2.] 

—parÙthe·no·carùpic adj.  —parÙthe·no·carùpi·cal·ly adv. 

par·the·no·gen·e·sis (pärÙthN-no-jHnùV-sVs) n.  A form of reproduction in 

which an unfertilized egg develops into a new individual, occurring commonly 

among insects and certain other arthropods.  [New Latin  : Greek parthenos, vir-

gin + GENESIS.] —parÙthe·no·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  

—parÙthe·no·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

par·the·nog·e·none (pärÙthN-nmjùN-nonÙ) n.  An organism produced by par-

thenogenesis.  [PARTHENOGEN(ESIS) + -one, basic unit (variant of -ON
1).]

Par·the·non (pärùthN-nmnÙ, -nNn) n.  The chief temple of the goddess Athena 

built on the acropolis at Athens between 447 and 432 B.C. and considered a 

supreme example of Doric architecture.  [Latin Parthenon, from Greek, from par-

thenos, virgin.]

Par·thi·a (pärùthK-N)  An ancient country of southwest Asia corresponding to 

modern northeast Iran. It was included in the Assyrian and Persian empires, the 

Macedonian empire of Alexander the Great, and the Syrian empire. A Parthian 

kingdom lasted from c. 250 B.C. to A.D. 226, reaching the height of its influence 

and land holdings at the beginning of the first century B.C. Its people, of Scythian 

stock, were noted as horsemen and archers. 



Par·thi·an (pärùthK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Parthia or its people, language, 

or culture.  2. Delivered in or as if in retreat: “a Parthian volley of expletives from 

Uncle Billy” (Bret Harte).   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Parthia.  2. The Ira-

nian language of the Parthians. 

par·tial (pärùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, being, or affecting only a part; not 

total; incomplete:  The plan calls for partial deployment of missiles. The police have 

only a partial description of the suspect.  2. Favoring one person or side over 

another or others; biased or prejudiced:  a decision that was partial to the plaintiff.  

3. Having a particular liking or fondness for something or someone:  partial to 

detective novels.  4. Mathematics. Of, relating to, or being operations or sequences 

of operations, such as differentiation and integration, when applied to only one 

of several variables at a time.   —  n.  1. Music. See harmonic (n., sense 1).  

2. Mathematics. A partial derivative.  [Middle English parcial, from Old French, 

from Late Latin parti7lis, from Latin pars, part-, part. See PART.] —parùtial·ness 
n. 

partial derivative (pärùshNl dV-rVvùN-tVv) n.  Mathematics. The derivative with 

respect to a single variable of a function of two or more variables, regarding other 

variables as constants. 

partial differential equation (pärùshNl dVfÙN-rHnùshNl V-kw7ùzhNn) n.  

Mathematics. A differential equation containing at least one partial derivative. 

partial differentiation (pärùshNl dVf-N-rHnÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. 

Differentiation with respect to a single variable in a function of several variables, 

regarding other variables as constants. 

partial fraction (pärùshNl fr4kùshNn) n.  One of a set of fractions having an 

algebraic sum equal to a specified fraction. 

par·ti·al·i·ty (pärÙshK-4lùV-tK, pär-sh4lù-) n.  pl. par·ti·al·i·ties. 1. The state of 

being partial.  2. Favorable prejudice or bias.  3. A special fondness; a predilec-

tion:  a child with a grown-up partiality for rare and expensive foods.  See Syn-

onyms at predilection. 
par·tial·ly (pärùshN-lK) adv.  To a degree; not totally. 

partial pressure (pärùshNl prHshùNr) n.  The pressure that one component of a 

mixture of gases would exert if it were alone in a container. 

partial tone (pärùshNl ton) n.  Music. See harmonic (n., sense 1). 

par·ti·ble (pärùtN-bNl) adj.  That can be parted, divided, or separated; divisible:  

a partible estate. 

par·tic·i·pant (pär-tVsùN-pNnt) n.  One that participates, shares, or takes part in 

something.   —  adj.  Sharing in or taking part; participating.   —par·ticùi·pance 
n. 

par·tic·i·pate (pär-tVsùN-p7tÙ) v.  par·tic·i·pat·ed, par·tic·i·pat·ing, 
par·tic·i·pates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take part in something:  participated in the fes-

tivities.  2. To share in something:  If only I could participate in your good fortune.  



See Synonyms at share1.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To partake of.  [Latin particip7re, 

particip7t-, from particeps, particip-, partaker  : pars, part-, part; see PART + capere, 

to take; see kap- in Appendix.] —par·ticùi·paÙtive adj.  —par·ticùi·paÙtor n. 

par·tic·i·pa·tion (pär-tVsÙN-p7ùshNn) n.  The act of taking part or sharing in 

something:  Teachers often encourage class participation.   —par·ticÙi·paùtion·al 
adj. 

par·tic·i·pa·to·ry (pär-tVsùN-pN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Marked by, requiring, or 

involving participation, especially affording the opportunity for individual par-

ticipation:  a participatory democracy. 

par·ti·cip·i·al (pärÙtV-sVpùK-Nl) Grammar. adj.  Of, relating to, consisting of, or 

formed with a participle.   —  n.  A participle.  [Latin participi7lis, from particip-

ium, participle. See PARTICIPLE.] —parÙti·cipùi·al·ly adv. 

par·ti·ci·ple (pärùtV-sVpÙNl) n.  Abbr. p. Grammar. A form of a verb that in some 

languages, such as English, can function independently as an adjective, as the past 

participle baked in We had some baked beans, and is used with an auxiliary verb to 

indicate tense, aspect, or voice, as the past participle baked in the passive sentence 

The beans were baked too long.  [Middle English, from Old French, variant of par-

ticipe, from Latin participium, from particeps, particip-, partaker. See PARTICI-

PATE.]

USAGE NOTE: The “dangling participle” is quite common in speech, where it

often passes unremarked; but its use in writing can lead to unintentional absur-

dities, as in He went to watch his horse take a turn around the track carrying a copy

of the breeders’ guide under his arm. Even when the construction occasions no am-

biguity, it is likely to distract the reader, who will ordinarily be operating on the

assumption that a participle or other modifying phrase will be associated with the

noun phrase that is immediately adjacent to it. Thus the sentence Turning the cor-

ner, the view was quite different would be better rewritten as The view was quite

different when we turned the corner or Turning the corner, we saw a different view.

• A number of expressions originally derived from active participles are now well

established as prepositions of a kind, and these may be used freely to introduce

phrases that are not associated with the immediately adjacent noun phrase. Such

expressions include concerning, considering, failing, granting, judging by, and

speaking of. Thus one may write Speaking of politics, the elections have been post-

poned or Considering the hour, it is surprising that he arrived at all.

par·ti·cle (pärùtV-kNl) n.  Abbr. part. 1. A very small piece or part; a tiny portion 

or speck.  2. A very small or the smallest possible amount, trace, or degree:  not a 

particle of doubt.  3. Physics. a. A body whose spatial extent and internal motion 

and structure, if any, are irrelevant in a specific problem.  b. An elementary parti-

cle.  c. A subatomic particle.   4. Grammar & Linguistics. a. An uninflected item 



that has grammatical function but does not clearly belong to one of the major 

parts of speech, such as up in look up or to in English infinitives.  b. In some sys-

tems of grammatical analysis, any short function word, including articles, prepo-

sitions, and conjunctions.   5. Roman Catholic Church. a. A small piece of a 

consecrated host.  b. One of the smaller, individual hosts.   6. Archaic. A small 

division or section of something written, such as a clause of a document.  [Middle 

English, from Latin particula, diminutive of pars, part-, part. See PART.]

particle beam (pärùtV-kNl bKm) n.  A beam of atoms or subatomic particles 

that have been accelerated by a particle accelerating device, aimed by magnets, 

and focused by a lens. 

par·ti·cle·board (pärùtV-kNl-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A structural material made of 

wood fragments, such as chips or shavings, that are mechanically pressed into 

sheet form and bonded together with resin. 

particle physics (pärùtV-kNl fVzùVks) n.  The branch of physics that deals with 

subatomic particles. 

par·ti-col·ored (pärùtK-kƒlÙNrd) adj.  Having parts, sections, or areas colored 

differently from each other; pied:  Shapes seem to emerge from the painting’s parti-

colored ground.  [From Obsolete party, variegated, from Middle English parti, 

from Old French, divided, striped, past participle of partir, to divide. See PARTY.]

par·tic·u·lar (pNr-tVkùyN-lNr, pN-tVkù-) adj.  Abbr. part. 1. Of, belonging to, or 

associated with a specific person, group, thing, or category; not general or univer-

sal:  She has a particular preference for Chinese art.  2. Separate and distinct from 

others of the same group, category, or nature:  We will make an exception in this 

particular case.  3. Worthy of note; exceptional:  a piano performance of particular 

depth and fluidity.  4. a. Of, relating to, or providing details:  gave a particular 

description of the room.  b. Attentive to or concerned with details or niceties, often 

excessively so; meticulous or fussy.  See Synonyms at detailed.   5. Logic. 

Encompassing some but not all of the members of a class or group. Used of a 

proposition.   —  n.  1. An individual item, fact, or detail:  correct in every partic-

ular.  See Synonyms at item.  2.  Often particulars. An item or a detail of infor-

mation or news:  The police refused to divulge the particulars of the case.  3.  Often 

particulars. A separate case or an individual thing or instance, especially one 

that can be distinguished from a larger category or class: “What particulars were 

ambushed behind these generalizations?” (Aldous Huxley).  4. Logic. A particular 

proposition.   —idiom. in particular. Particularly; especially.  [Middle English 

particuler, from Old French, from Late Latin particul7ris, from Latin particula, 

diminutive of pars, part-, part. See PART.]

par·tic·u·lar·ism (pNr-tVkùyN-lN-rVzÙNm, pN-tVk-) n.  1. Exclusive adherence to, 

dedication to, or interest in one’s own group, party, sect, or nation.  2. A principle 

of allowing each state in a nation or federation to act independently of the central 

authority, especially in promoting its own economic interests.  3. Theology. The 



belief that a person can gain salvation only by God’s free choice.   
—par·ticùu·lar·ist n.  —par·ticÙu·lar·isùtic adj. 

par·tic·u·lar·i·ty (pNr-tVkÙyN-l4rùV-tK, pN-tVkù-) n.  pl. par·tic·u·lar·i·ties. 
1. The quality or state of being particular rather than general.  2. Exactitude of 

detail, especially in description:  a travel account written with almost excruciating 

particularity.  3. Attention to or concern with detail; fastidiousness:  a scholar 

known for her particularity.  4. A specific point or detail; a particular.  5. An indi-

vidual characteristic; a peculiarity:  each small town with its special particularities 

and ancient customs. 

par·tic·u·lar·ize (pNr-tVkùyN-lN-rXzÙ, pN-tVk-) v.  par·tic·u·lar·ized, 
par·tic·u·lar·iz·ing, par·tic·u·lar·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mention, describe, or 

treat individually; itemize or specify.  2. To make particular as opposed to general 

or universal.   —  v.  intr. To go into or give details or particulars.   
—par·ticÙu·lar·i·zaùtion (-lNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —par·ticùu·lar·izÙer n. 

par·tic·u·lar·ly (pNr-tVkùyN-lNr-lK, pN-tVkù-) adv.  1. To a great degree; especially:  

I particularly like the brown shoes.  2. With particular reference or emphasis; indi-

vidually or specifically: “Everyone has a moment in history which belongs particu-

larly to him” (John Knowles).  3. With regard to particulars; in detail. 

par·tic·u·late (pNr-tVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ, pär-) adj.  Of, relating to, or formed of sepa-

rate particles.   —  n.  A particulate substance.  [From Latin particula, a small 

part. See PARTICLE.]

part·ing (pärùtVng) n.  1. a. The act or process of separating or dividing.  b. The 

state of being separated or divided.   2. A departure or leave-taking.   —  adj.  

Given, received, or done on departing or separating:  a parting gift.   —idiom. 
parting of the ways. A point of divergence, especially one of great moment. 

parting shot (pärùtVng shmt) n.  An act of aggression or retaliation, such as a 

retort or threat, that is made upon one’s departure or at the end of a heated dis-

cussion.  [Perhaps alteration of PARTHIAN.]

par·ti pris (pärÙtK prKù) n.  pl. par·tis pris (pärÙtK). An inclination for or 

against something or someone that affects judgment; prejudice or bias.  [French  : 

parti, decision, side + pris, taken.]

par·ti·san1 (pärùtV-zNn) n.  1. A fervent, sometimes militant supporter or pro-

ponent of a party, cause, faction, person, or idea.  2. A member of an organized 

body of fighters who attack or harass an enemy, especially within occupied terri-

tory; a guerrilla.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a partisan or par-

tisans.  2. Devoted to or biased in support of a party, group, or cause:  partisan 

politics.  [French, from Old French, from Old Italian dialectal partisano, variant 

of Old Italian partigiano, from parte, part, from Latin pars, part-. See PART.] 
—parùti·san·shipÙ n. 

par·ti·san2 also par·ti·zan (pärùtV-zNn) n.  A weapon having a blade with lateral 

projections mounted on the end of a long shaft, used chiefly in the 16th and 17th 



centuries.  [French partizane, from Italian dialectal *(arma) partisana, partisan 

(weapon), feminine sing. of partisano, supporter. See PARTISAN
1.]

par·ti·ta (pär-tKùtN) n.  Music. 1. An instrumental piece composed of a series of 

variations, as a suite.  2. One of the variations contained in such a piece.  [Italian, 

from feminine past participle of partire, divide, from Latin partXre. See PARTITE.]

par·tite (pärùtXtÙ) adj.  Divided into parts.  [Latin partXtus, past participle of 

partXre, to divide, from pars, part-, part. See PART.]

par·ti·tion (pär-tVshùNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of dividing something into 

parts.  b. The state of being so divided.   2. a. Something that divides or sepa-

rates, as a wall dividing one room or cubicle from another.  b. A wall, septum, or 

other separating membrane in an organism.   3. A part or section into which 

something has been divided.  4. Division of a country into separate, autonomous 

nations.  5. Mathematics. a. An expression of a positive integer as a sum of posi-

tive integers.  b. The decomposition of a set into a family of mutually exclusive 

sets.   6. Computer Science. A location in memory assigned to a program.  7. Law. 

Division of property, especially real estate.   —  v.  tr. par·ti·tioned, 
par·ti·tion·ing, par·ti·tions. 1. To divide into parts, pieces, or sections.  2. To 

divide or separate by means of a partition:  We partitioned off the alcove to make 

another bedroom.  3. To divide (a country) into separate, autonomous nations.  

[Middle English particioun, from Old French partition, from Latin partXtio, partX-
tion-, from partXtus, past participle of partXre, to divide, from pars, part-, part. See 

PART.] —par·tiùtion·er n.  —par·tiùtion·ment n. 

par·ti·tion·ist (pär-tVshùN-nVst) n.  One who advocates partition of a country. 

par·ti·tive (pärùtV-tVv) adj.  1. Dividing or serving to divide something into 

parts; marked by division.  2. Grammar. Indicating a part as distinct from a 

whole, as some of the coffee in the sentence She drank some of the coffee.   —  n.  

Grammar. 1. A partitive word, such as many or less.  2. A partitive construction 

or case.  [Middle English, from Old French partitif, from Medieval Latin partXtX-
vus, from Latin partXtus, past participle of partXre, to divide. See PARTITE.] 
—parùti·tive·ly adv. 

par·ti·zan (pärùtV-zNn) n.  Variant of partisan2. 
part·let (pärtùlVt) n.  A collared, usually ruffled covering for the neck and shoul-

ders, popular in 16th-century Europe and worn especially by women.  [Alteration 

of Middle English patelet, from Old French patelete, band of cloth, diminutive of 

pate, paw. See PATOIS.]

part·ly (pärtùlK) adv.  In part or in some degree; not completely. 

part·ner (pärtùnNr) n.  1. One that is united or associated with another or others 

in an activity or a sphere of common interest, especially: a. A member of a busi-

ness partnership.  b. A spouse.  c. Either of two persons dancing together.  

d. Sports & Games. One of a pair or team in a sport or game, such as tennis or 

bridge.   2.  Often partners. Nautical. A wooden framework used to strengthen a 



ship’s deck at the point where a mast or other structure passes through it.   —  v.  

part·nered, part·ner·ing, part·ners.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a partner of.  2. To 

bring together as partners.  3. To be the partner of.   —  v.  intr. To work or per-

form as a partner.  [Middle English partener, alteration (influenced by part, part), 

of parcener, parcener. See PARCENER.]

SYNONYMS: partner, colleague, ally, confederate. These nouns all denote one

who is united or associated with another, as in a venture or relationship. A partner

participates in a relationship in which each member has equal status: a partner in

a law firm; husbands and wives who are ideal partners. A colleague is an associate

in an occupation, such as a profession: a colleague and fellow professor. An ally is

one who associates with another, at least temporarily in a common cause: The

United States and the Soviet Union were allies in World War II. A confederate is a

member of a confederacy, a league, or an alliance; sometimes the term signifies a

collaborator in a suspicious venture: The confederates, undefeated, pushed onward.

The burglar was caught, but his confederate got away.

part·ner·ship (pärtùnNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The state of being a partner.  2. a. A legal 

contract entered into by two or more persons in which each agrees to furnish a 

part of the capital and labor for a business enterprise, and by which each shares a 

fixed proportion of profits and losses.  b. The persons bound by such a contract.   

3. A relationship between individuals or groups that is characterized by mutual 

cooperation and responsibility, as for the achievement of a specified goal:  Neigh-

borhood groups formed a partnership to fight crime. 

part of speech (pärt ƒv spKch) n.  pl. parts of speech. 1. One of a group of 

traditional classifications of words according to their functions in context, 

including the noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, 

and interjection, and sometimes the article.  2. A word considered as a part of 

speech. 

par·ton (pärùtmnÙ) n.  A hypothetical elementary particle believed to be a con-

stituent of hadrons.  [PART(ICLE) + -ON
1.]

Par·ton (pärùtn), James. 1822-1891.  American biographer. Among his works 

are Aaron Burr (1857) and Thomas Jefferson (1874). 

Par·ton (pärùtn), Sara Payson Willis. 1811-1872.  American writer noted for 

her weekly column in the New York Ledger (1856-1872) and her novel Ruth Hall 

(1855). 

par·took (pär-ttkù) v.  Past tense of partake. 
par·tridge (pärùtrVj) n.  pl. partridge or par·tridg·es. 1. Any of several 

plump-bodied Old World game birds, especially of the genera Perdix and Alec-

toris, related to the pheasants and grouse.  2. Any of several birds, such as the 

ruffed grouse or the bobwhite, similar or related to the partridge.  [Middle 



English partrich, from Old French perdriz, alteration of perdis, from Latin perdXx, 

from Greek perdix. See perd- in Appendix.]

par·tridge·ber·ry (pärùtrVj-bHrÙK) n.  A creeping, evergreen, perennial plant 

(Mitchella repens) of eastern North America, having small white flowers and scar-

let berries.  Also called twinberry 

partridge pea (pärùtrVj pK) n.  An annual plant (Cassia fasciculata) of eastern 

and central North America in the pea family, having yellow flowers and sensitive 

leaves with numerous leaflets. 

part song (pärt sông) n.  Music. 1. A homophonic choral composition, espe-

cially of the 19th century.  2. A polyphonic song of the premadrigal period. 

part-time (pärtùtXmÙ) adj.  For or during less than the customary or standard 

time:  a part-time job.   —partù-timeù adv.  —partù-timùer n. 

par·tu·ri·ent (pär-ttrùK-Nnt, -tytrù-) adj.  1. About to bring forth young; 

being in labor.  2. Of or relating to giving birth.  3. About to produce or come 

forth with something, such as an idea or a discovery.  [Latin parturiKns, parturi-

ent- present participle of parturXre, to be in labor, from partus, past participle of 

parere, to give birth. See perN-1 in Appendix.] —par·tuùri·en·cy n. 

par·tu·ri·fa·cient (pär-ttrÙN-f7ùshNnt, -tytrÙ-) adj.  Inducing or facilitating 

childbirth.   —  n.  A drug facilitating childbirth.  [Latin parturXre, to be in labor; 

see PARTURIENT + -FACIENT.]

par·tu·ri·tion (pärÙtyt-rVshùNn, -tt-, pärÙchN-) n.  The act or process of giv-

ing birth; childbirth.  [Late Latin parturXtio, parturXtion-, from Latin parturXtus, 

past participle of parturXre, to be in labor. See PARTURIENT.]

part·way (pärtùw7Ù) adv.  Informal. To a certain degree or distance; in part:  

partway to town; not even partway reasonable. 

par·ty (pärùtK) n.  pl. par·ties. 1. a. A social gathering especially for pleasure or 

amusement:  a cocktail party.  b. A group of people who have gathered to partici-

pate in an activity.  See Synonyms at band2.   2. An established political group 

organized to promote and support its principles and candidates for public office.  

3. a. A person or group involved in an enterprise; a participant or an accessory:  I 

refuse to be a party to your silly scheme.  b. Law. A person or group involved in a 

legal proceeding as a litigant.   4. a. A subscriber to a telephone party line.  b. A 

person using a telephone.   5. A person: “And though Grainger was a spry old party, 

such steps couldn’t be his” (Anthony Hyde).  6. A selected group of soldiers:  a 

raiding party.  7. Slang. a. An act of sexual intercourse.  b. An orgy.    —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or participating in an established political organization:  party 

members; party politics.  2. Suitable for use at a social gathering:  party dresses; a 

party hat.  3. Characteristic of a pleasurable social gathering:  a party atmosphere.   
—  v.  intr. par·tied, par·ty·ing, par·ties. Informal. To celebrate or carouse at 

or as if at a party:  That night we partied until dawn.  [Middle English partie, part, 



side, group, from Old French, from feminine past participle of partir, to divide, 

from Latin partXre, from pars, part-, part. See PART.]

USAGE NOTE: Party is unexceptionable when used to refer to a participant in

a social arrangement, as in She was not named as a party in the conspiracy. It is this

sense that underlies the legal use of the term, as when one speaks of the parties to

a contract. The legal use has in turn led to the presence of the word in many fixed

expressions, such as injured party and third party. But party is also widely used as

a general substitute for person, as in Would all parties who left packages at the desk

please reclaim their property. This usage has been established for many centuries,

but in the Victorian era it came to be associated with the language of the semied-

ucated (the Oxford English Dictionary describes it as “shoppy”), and it has been

the subject of many later criticisms. This use of party may have been reinforced

by its modern adoption by telephone operators. In other contexts, when used in

earnest, it may be perceived as a superfluous variant for person. But the jocular

use of the term is well established, particular in references such as a wise old party.

par·ty·go·er (pärùtK-goÙNr) n.  One who attends parties or a party:  The lobby 

was filled with partygoers. 

party line (pärùtK lXn) n.  1. A telephone circuit connecting two or more sub-

scribers with the same exchange.  2. One or more of the policies or principles of a 

political party to which loyal members are expected to adhere.   —party liner, 
parùty-linùer (pärùtK-lXùnNr)  n. 

par·ty poop·er also par·ty-poop·er (pärùtK-puÙpNr) n.  Slang. One who 

declines to participate with enthusiasm, especially in the recreational activities of 

a group. 

party wall (pärùtK wôl) n.  Law. A wall built on the boundary line of adjoining 

properties and shared by both owners.  [Obsolete party, shared, divided, from 

Old French parti. See PARTI-COLORED.]

pa·rure (pN-rtrù) n.  A set of matched jewelry or other ornaments.  [French, 

from Old French, adornment, from parer, to adorn. See PARE.]

par value (pär v4lùyu) n.  The value imprinted on a security, such as a stock 

certificate or bond, used to calculate a payment, such as a dividend or interest; 

face value.  Also called nominal value 

par·ve (pärùvN) adj.  Judaism. Variant of pareve. 
par·ve·nu (pärùvN-nuÙ, -nyuÙ) n.  A person who has suddenly risen to a 

higher social and economic class and has not yet gained social acceptance by oth-

ers in that class.  [French, from past participle of parvenir, to arrive, from Latin 

pervenXre : per, through; see per1 in Appendix + venXre, to come; see gw7- in 

Appendix.] —parùve·nuÙ adj. 



par·vis (pärùvVs) n.  1. An enclosed courtyard or space at the entrance to a build-

ing, especially a cathedral, that is sometimes surrounded by porticoes or colon-

nades.  2. One of the porticoes or colonnades surrounding such a space.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, alteration of pareis, paradise, from Late Latin paradX-
sus, garden, paradise. See PARADISE.]

par·vo (pärùvo) n.  pl. par·vos. A parvovirus. 

par·vo·vi·rus (pärùvo-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. par·vo·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of small 

viruses that contain DNA in an icosahedral protein shell and cause disease in 

many vertebrates, especially mammals such as dogs and cattle.  [Latin parvus, 

small; see pau- in Appendix + VIRUS.]

pas (pä) n.  pl. pas (pä). 1. A step or dance.  2. The right to go before; prece-

dence.  [French, from Old French, from Latin passus, step. See PACE
1.]

Pas·a·de·na (p4sÙN-dKùnN)  1. A city of southern California northeast of Los 

Angeles. It is famous for its Rose Bowl and annual Tournament of Roses parade. 

Population, 131,591.  2. A city of southeast Texas, an industrial suburb of Hous-

ton. The Lyndon B. Johnson Manned Space Center is nearby. Population, 

119,363. 

Pa·sar·ga·dae (pN-särùgN-dKÙ)  A ruined city of ancient Persia northeast of Per-

sepolis. It was Cyrus the Great’s capital and is said to have been founded by him in 

550 B.C. 

Pa·say (päùsX)  A city of southwest Luzon, Philippines, a suburb of Manila on the 

eastern shore of Manila Bay. Population, 287,770. 

Pas·ca·gou·la (p4sÙkN-guùlN)  A city of extreme southeast Mississippi east of 

Biloxi on Mississippi Sound. It is a port of entry, fishing center, and coastal resort. 

Population, 25,899. 

pas·cal (p4-sk4lù, pä-skälù) n.  1.  Abbr. Pa A unit of pressure equal to one new-

ton per square meter.  See Table at measurement.  2. Pascal  or PASCAL. A 

high-level computer programming language designed to support structured pro-

gramming and used in teaching, applications, and systems programming.  [After 

Blaise PASCAL.]

Pas·cal (p4-sk4lù, pä-skälù), Blaise. 1623-1662.  French philosopher and mathe-

matician. Among his achievements are the invention of an adding machine and 

the development of the modern theory of probability. 

pas·cal celery also Pas·chal celery (p4sùkNl sHlùN-rK) n.  Any of several types 

of commercially grown celery having unblanched green stalks.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Pasch (p4sk) n.  1. Passover.  2. Easter.  [Middle English, from Old French pas-

che, from Late Latin pascha, Passover, Easter, from Late Greek paskha, from Ara-

maic pasU7, passover; akin to Hebrew pesaU, Pesach. See PESACH.] —Pasùchal, 
pasùchal adj. 

Paschal celery (p4sùkNl sHlùN-rK) n.  Variant of pascal celery. 



paschal lamb (p4sùkNl l4m) n.  1. The lamb sacrificed at the first Passover.  

2. Paschal Lamb. Jesus.  3. Paschal Lamb. See Agnus Dei (n., sense 1). 

Pas·co (p4sùko)  A city of southeast Washington on the Columbia River near its 

confluence with the Snake and Yakima rivers. It grew during World War II as a 

supply center for the nearby Hanford Atomic Works. Population, 20,337. 

pas de bour·rée (pä dN bt-r7ù, bu-) n.  pl. pas de bourrée. A short run-

ning or walking step in ballet, usually executed on pointe.  [French  : pas, step + 

de, of + bourrée, bourrée.]

Pas de Ca·lais (pä dN k4-l7ù, k4lù7, kä-lHù)  The Strait of Dover. 

pas de chat (pä dN shä) n.  pl. pas de chat. A ballet jump in which the feet are 

lifted, one after the other, to the level of the opposite knee.  [French  : pas, step + 

de, of + chat, cat.]

pas de deux (pä dN dœ) n.  pl. pas de deux. 1. A dance for two, especially in 

ballet.  2. A close relationship between two people or things, as during an activity.  

[French  : pas, step + de, of, for + deux, two.]

pas de quat·re (pä dN k4tùrN) n.  pl. pas de quatre. A dance for four.  

[French  : pas, step + de, of, for + quatre, four.]

pas de trois (pä dN trwä) n.  pl. pas de trois. A dance for three.  [French  : pas, 

step + de, of, for + trois, three.]

pa·se (päùs7) n.  One of several usually one-handed maneuvers in bullfighting in 

which the matador presents and moves the cape to attract a close, passing charge 

of the bull.  [Spanish, from pasar, to pass, from Vulgar Latin *pass7re. See PASS.]

pa·se·o (pä-s7ùo) n.  pl. pa·se··os. 1. A slow, easy stroll or walk outdoors.  

2. The street, series of streets, or walkway along which such a walk is taken.  3. In 

bullfighting, the formal procession into the ring of the players, including the mat-

adors, banderilleros, and horses, that occurs just before the first bull is fought.  

[Spanish, from pasear, to take a stroll, frequentative of pasar, to go, pass. See 

PASE.]

pash (p4sh) n.  Slang. a. A romantic infatuation: “She develops a sudden pash for 

Richard... a widower with a... son” (Los Angeles Times).  b. The object of such an 

infatuation.   [Short for PASSION.]

pa·sha also pa·cha (päùshN, p4shùN, pN-shäù) n.  Used formerly as a title for mil-

itary and civil officers, especially in Turkey and northern Africa.  [Turkish paza.]

Pash·to (pƒshùto) also Push·tu (pƒshùtu) n.  An Iranian language that is the 

principal vernacular language of Afghanistan and parts of western Pakistan.  Also 

called Afghan [Persian pashtu, from Pashto.]

Pa·≥i> (päùshVch), Nikola. 1845?-1926.  Serbian politician who helped found 

(1881) the Serbian Radical Party and establish (1918) the country now called 

Yugoslavia. 

Pa·sig (päùsVg)  A city of southwest Luzon, Philippines, a suburb of Manila. It is 

an important market town. Population, 268,570. 



Pa·siph·a·ë (pN-sVfùN-KÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. 1. The wife of Minos and mother, 

by a white bull, of the Minotaur.  2. Pasiphae. The satellite of Jupiter that is 16th 

in distance from the planet. 

pa·so do·ble also pa·so·do·ble (päùso-doùbl7, -dôùvlH) n.  pl. paso do·bles 

also pa·so·do·bles (-bl7z, -vlHs). 1. A lively Spanish dance.  2. Music for or in 

the rhythm of this dance, set in march time and often played at bullfights.  [Span-

ish  : paso, step + doble, double.]

pasque·flow·er (p4skùflouÙNr) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Anemone, 

especially A. patens, having large blue, purple, or white flowers, each producing 

many conspicuously plumed achenes.  [Alteration (influenced by pasque, Easter, 

from their flowering in April), of obsolete passeflower, from French passefleur : 

passer, to pass; see PASS + fleur, flower; see FLOWER.]

pas·qui·nade (p4sÙkwN-n7dù) n.  A satire or lampoon, especially one that ridi-

cules a specific person, traditionally written and posted in a public place.   —  v.  

tr. pas·qui·nad·ed, pas·qui·nad·ing, pas·qui·nades. To ridicule with a pas-

quinade; satirize or lampoon.  [French, from Italian pasquinata, after Pasquino, 

nickname given to a statue in Rome, Italy, on which lampoons were posted.] 
—pasÙqui·nadùer n. 

pass (p4s) v.  passed, pass·ing, pass·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move on or ahead; 

proceed.  2. To extend; run:  The river passes through our land.  3. a. To move by:  

The band passed and the crowd cheered.  b. To move past another vehicle:  The 

sports car passed on the right.   4. To gain passage despite obstacles:  pass through 

difficult years.  5. To move past in time; elapse:  The days passed quickly.  6. a. To 

be transferred from one to another; circulate:  The wine passed around the table.  

b. Sports. To transfer a ball or puck to a teammate.   7. To be communicated or 

exchanged between persons:  Loud words passed in the corridor.  8. To be trans-

ferred or conveyed to another by will or deed:  The title passed to the older heir.  

9. To undergo transition from one condition, form, quality, or characteristic to 

another:  Daylight passed into darkness.  10. To come to an end:  My anger sud-

denly passed. The headache finally passed.  11. To cease to exist; die:  The patient 

passed on during the night.  12. To happen; take place:  What passed during the 

day?  13. a. To be allowed to happen without notice or challenge:  Let their rude 

remarks pass.  b. Games. To decline one’s turn to play or bid.   14. To undergo an 

examination or a trial with favorable results.  15. a. To serve as a barely accept-

able substitute:  The spare tire was nearly bald but would pass until we bought a new 

one.  b. To be accepted as a member of a group by denying one’s own ancestry or 

background.   16. To be approved or adopted:  The motion to adjourn passed.  

17. Law. a. To pronounce an opinion, a judgment, or a sentence.  b. To sit in 

adjudication.   18. To be voided:  Luckily the kidney stone passed before she had to 

be hospitalized.  19. Sports. To thrust or lunge in fencing.   —  v.  tr. 1. To go by 

without stopping; leave behind.  2. a. To go by without paying attention to; disre-



gard or ignore:  If you pass the new photographs in the collection, you’ll miss some 

outstanding ones.  b. To fail to pay (a dividend).   3. To go beyond; surpass:  The 

inheritance passed my wildest dreams.  4. To go across; go through:  We passed the 

border into Mexico.  5. a. To undergo (a trial or an examination) with favorable 

results:  She passed every test.  b. To cause or allow to go through a trial, a test, or 

an examination successfully:  The instructor passed all the candidates.   6. a. To 

cause to move:  We passed our hands over the fabric.  b. To cause to move into a 

certain position:  pass a ribbon around a package.  c. To cause to move as part of a 

process:  pass liquid through a filter.  d. To cause to go by:  The officers passed their 

troops in review before the general.  e. Baseball. To walk (a batter).   7. To allow to 

go by or elapse; spend:  He passed his winter in Vermont.  8. a. To cause to be 

transferred from one to another; circulate:  They passed the news quickly.  b. To 

hand over to someone else:  Please pass the bread.  c. Sports. To transfer (a ball, for 

example) to a teammate, as by throwing.  d. To cause to be accepted; circulate 

fraudulently:  pass counterfeit money.  e. Law. To transfer title or ownership of.   

9. To discharge (body waste, for example); void.  10. a. To approve; adopt:  The 

legislature passed the bill.  b. To be sanctioned, ratified, or approved by:  The bill 

passed the House of Representatives.   11. To pronounce; utter:  pass judgment; pass 

sentence on an offender.   —  n.  1. The act of passing; passage.  2. A way, such as a 

narrow gap between mountains, that affords passage around, over, or through a 

barrier.  See Synonyms at way.  3. a. A permit, a ticket, or an authorization to 

come and go at will.  b. A free ticket entitling one to transportation or admiss-

sion.  c. Written leave of absence from military duty.   4. a. A sweep or run by an 

aircraft over an area or a target.  b. A single complete cycle of operations, as by a 

machine or computer program.   5. A condition or situation, often critical in 

nature; a predicament.  See Synonyms at crisis.  6. A sexual invitation or over-

ture.  7. A motion of the hand or the waving of a wand.  8. a. Sports. A transfer 

of a ball or puck between teammates.  b. Sports. A lunge or thrust in fencing.  

c. Baseball. A base on balls.   9. Games. a. A refusal to bid, draw, bet, or play.  

b. A winning throw of the dice in craps.   10. A pase.   —phrasal verbs. pass 
away. 1. To pass out of existence; end.  2. To die.  pass for. To be accepted as or 

believed to be:  You could pass for a teenager. The fake painting passed for an origi-

nal.  pass off. To offer, sell, or put into circulation (an imitation) as genuine:  

pass off glass as a gemstone.  pass out. To lose consciousness.  pass over. To 

leave out; disregard.  pass up. Informal. To let go by; reject:  pass up a chance for 

promotion; an opportunity too good to pass up.   —idioms. bring to pass. To 

cause to happen.  come to pass. To occur.  pass muster. To pass an examina-

tion or inspection; measure up to a given standard.  pass (one’s) lips. 4. To be 

eaten or drunk.  5. To issue or be spoken:  Rumors never passed her lips.  pass the 
buck. Slang. To shift responsibility or blame to another.  pass the time of day. 
To exchange greetings or engage in pleasantries.  pass the torch. To relinquish 



(responsibilities, for example) to another or others.  [Middle English passen, from 

Old French passer, from Vulgar Latin pass7re, from Latin passus, step. See PACE
1.] 

—passùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: The past tense and past participle of pass is passed: They passed

(or have passed) our home. Time had passed slowly. Past is the corresponding ad-

jective (in centuries past), adverb (drove past), preposition (past midnight; past the

crisis), and noun (lived in the past).

pass. abbr.  1. Passage; passenger.  2. Grammar. Passive. 

pass·a·ble (p4sùN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be passed, traversed, or crossed; naviga-

ble:  a passable road.  2. Acceptable for general circulation:  passable currency.  

3. Satisfactory but not outstanding; adequate:  The actors gave passable perfor-

mances but the singers seemed unrehearsed.  4. That can be legislated:  a passable 

bill.   —passùa·ble·ness n.  —passùa·bly adv. 

pas·sa·ca·glia (päÙsN-kälùyN, p4sÙN-k4lùyN) n.  1. Music. A musical form of the 

17th and 18th centuries consisting of continuous variations on a ground bass in 

3/4 time and similar to the chaconne.  2. A courtly dance of the period that was 

performed to such music.  [Italian, From Spanish pasacalle : pasar, to pass, step; 

see PASE + calle, street (from Latin callis, call-, path).]

pas·sade (pN-sädù) n.  1. A dressage technique in which the horse is made to 

course repeatedly over the same spot.  2. A passing flirtation or romance: “How 

can it be that the sympathy between two people like ourselves... should end from one 

day to another like a mere passade?” (Edith Wharton).  [French, passado, passade, 

from Italian passata, from passare, to pass. See PASSAGE
2.]

pas·sa·do (pN-säùdo) n.  pl. pas·sa·dos or pas·sa·does. A fencing maneuver 

in which the foil is thrust forward and one foot advanced at the same time.  

[Alteration of French passade. See PASSADE.]

pas·sage1 (p4sùVj) n.  Abbr. pass. 1. The act or process of passing, especially: 

a. A movement from one place to another, as by going by, through, over, or 

across; transit or migration.  b. The process of elapsing:  the passage of time.  

c. The process of passing from one condition or stage to another; transition:  the 

passage from childhood to adulthood.  d. Enactment into law of a legislative mea-

sure.   2. A journey, especially one by air or water:  a rough passage on the stormy 

sea.  3. The right to travel as a passenger, especially on a ship:  book passage; pay 

for one’s passage.  4. The right, permission, or power to come and go freely:  Only 

medical supply trucks were granted safe passage through enemy territory.  5. a. A 

path, channel, or duct through, over, or along which something may pass:  the 

nasal passages.  b. A corridor.  See Synonyms at way.   6. a. An occurrence or 

event: “Another encouraging passage took place... when heads of state... took note of 

the extraneous factors affecting their economies that are beyond their control” 



(Helen Kitchen).  b. Something, such as an exchange of words or blows, that 

occurs between two persons:  a passage at arms.   7. a. A segment of a written 

work or speech:  a celebrated passage from Shakespeare.  b. Music. A segment of a 

composition, especially one that demonstrates the virtuousity of the composer or 

performer:  a passage of exquisite beauty, played to perfection.  c. A section of a 

painting or other piece of artwork; a detail.   8. Physiology. An act of emptying, as 

of the bowels.  9. Biology. The process of passing or maintaining a group of 

microorganisms or cells through a series of hosts or cultures.  10. Obsolete. 

Death.  [Middle English, from Old French, from passer, to pass. See PASS.]

pas·sage2 (p4sùVj, pN-säzhù) n.  A slow, cadenced trot in which the horse alter-

nately raises and returns to the ground first one diagonal pair of feet, then the 

other.   —  v.  pas·saged, pas·sag·ing, pas·sag·es.  —  v.  intr. To execute 

such a trot in dressage.   —  v.  tr. To cause (a horse) to execute such a trot in dres-

sage.  [French, from passager, to execute a passage, alteration (influenced by 

passer, to pass), of passéger, from Italian passeggiare, from passare, to pass, from 

Vulgar Latin *pass7re, from Latin passus, step. See PACE
1.]

pas·sage·way (p4sùVj-w7Ù) n.  A way allowing passage, especially a corridor. 

pas·sage·work (p4sùVj-wûrkÙ) n.  Music. 1. A portion of a composition of lit-

tle thematic or structural importance that permits a performer to make a display 

of technique, especially in the rapid execution of scales and arpeggios:  the intri-

cate passagework of a Beethoven pastorale.  2. A musician’s performance of this 

portion of a composition:  her virtuosic passagework. 

Pas·sa·ic (pN-s7ùVk)  A city of northeast New Jersey south of Paterson on the 

Passaic River, about 129 km (80 mi) long. Settled by Dutch traders in 1678, the 

city is highly industrialized. Population, 58,041. 

pass-a·long also pass·a·long (p4sùN-lôngÙ, -lmngÙ) n.  The policy, practice, or 

act of paying for an increased cost by raising the price charged to one’s customers 

or clients: “Landlords... went to court... to allow a fuel cost pass-along to tenants in 

rent-controlled apartments” (New York Post).  Also called pass-through 

Pas·sa·ma·quod·dy (p4sÙN-mN-kwmdùK) n.  pl. Passamaquoddy or 

Pas·sa·ma·quod·dies. 1. a. A Native American people formerly inhabiting 

parts of coastal Maine and New Brunswick along the Bay of Fundy, with present-

day descendants in eastern Maine. The Passamaquoddy helped form the Abenaki 

confederacy in the mid-18th century.  b. A member of this people.   2. The 

Algonquian language of the Passamaquoddy, dialectally related to Malecite.  [Of 

Micmac origin.]

Passamaquoddy Bay (p4sÙN-mN-kwmdùK b7)  An arm of the Bay of Fundy 

between southern New Brunswick, Canada, and eastern Maine. It is studded with 

islands, including Campobello. 



pas·sant (p4sùNnt) adj.  Heraldry. Being a beast facing and walking toward the 

viewer’s left with one front leg raised.  [Middle English, from Old French, present 

participle of passer, to pass. See PASS.]

Pas·sau (päsùouÙ)  A city of southeast Germany at the confluence of the Danube 

and Inn rivers near the Austrian border. Of ancient Celtic origin, it was a frontier 

outpost in Roman times. Population, 52,356. 

pass·book (p4sùbtkÙ) n.  Abbr. P.B. 1.  See bankbook.  2. A book in which a 

merchant records credit sales.  3. An obligatory document in South Africa that 

identifies a Black person by tribe and enumerates official restrictions placed on 

the person regarding the right to work, travel, or establish residence. In this sense, 

also calledreference book 

pas·sé (p4-s7ù) adj.  1. No longer current or in fashion; out-of-date.  2. Past the 

prime; faded or aged.  [French, past participle of passer, to pass, from Old French. 

See PASS.]

passed ball (p4st bôl) n.  Baseball. A pitch that should have been fielded by the 

catcher but was missed, allowing a runner to advance a base. 

pas·sel (p4sùNl) n.  Informal. A large quantity or group: “The President faces a 

passel of domestic issues” (Christian Science Monitor).  [Alteration of PARCEL.]

passe·men·terie (p4s-mHnùtrK) n.  Ornamental trimming for a garment, as 

braid, lace, or metallic beads.  [French, from passement, ornamental braid, cloth, 

from Old French, a passing, from passer, to pass. See PASS.]

pas·sen·ger (p4sùNn-jNr) n.  Abbr. pass. 1. A person who travels in a convey-

ance, such as a car or train, without participating in its operation.  2. Informal. 

One that participates only passively in an activity.  3. A wayfarer or traveler.  

[Middle English passinger, alteration of passager, from Old French passageor, from 

passager, passing, from passage, passage. See PASSAGE
1.]

passenger pigeon (p4sùNn-jNr pVjùNn) n.  An extinct migratory bird (Ecto-

pistes migratorius) abundant in eastern North America until the latter part of the 

19th century. 

passe-par·tout (p4s pär-tuù) n.  1. Something, such as a master key, that per-

mits one to pass or go at will.  2. a. A border, such as a mat, that is used to frame 

or mount a picture.  b. An adhesive tape or a gummed paper used for a similar 

purpose.   [French  : passer, to pass + partout, everywhere.]

passe·pied (päs-py7ù) n.  1. A spirited court dance, popular in France and 

England in the 17th and 18th centuries, resembling a minuet but faster.  2. Music 

for or in the rhythm of this dance.  [French  : passer, to pass; see PASS + pied, foot 

(from Old French, from Latin pKs, ped-); see PEDAL.]

pas·ser·by also pas·ser-by (p4sùNr-bXÙ, -bXù) n.  pl. pas·sers·by also pas·sers-
by (p4sùNrz-). A person who passes by, especially casually or by chance. 

pas·ser·ine (p4sùN-rXnÙ) adj.  Of or relating to birds of the order Passeriformes, 

which includes perching birds and songbirds such as the jays, blackbirds, finches, 



warblers, and sparrows.   —  n.  A bird of the order Passeriformes.  [Latin passerX-
nus, of sparrows, from passer, sparrow.]

pas·sers·by also pas·sers-by (p4sùNrz-bXÙ, -bXù) n.  Plurals of passerby. 
pas seul (pä sœlù) n.  pl. pas seuls (pä sœlù). A dance for one person.  [French 

 : pas, step + seul, solo.]

pass-fail (p4sùf7lù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a system of grading in which a 

student simply passes or fails instead of receiving a traditional letter grade:  a 

pass-fail course.   —  n.  This kind of a grading system. 

pas·si·ble (p4sùN-bNl) adj.  Capable of feeling or suffering; sensitive:  a passible 

type of personality.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin passibilis, from 

Latin passus, past participle of patX, to suffer. See pK(i)- in Appendix.] 
—pasÙsi·bilùi·ty n. 

pas·sim (p4sùVm) adv.  Throughout or frequently; here and there. Used in tex-

tual annotation to indicate that something, such as a word or passage, occurs fre-

quently in the work cited.  [Latin, from passus, past participle of pandere, to 

scatter, spread out. See petN- in Appendix.]

pass·ing (p4sùVng) adj.  1. Moving by; going past:  A small child waved to the 

passing cars.  2. Of brief duration; transitory:  a passing fancy.  3. Cursory or 

superficial; casual:  a passing glance.  4. Allowing one to pass a test, a course of 

study, an inspection, or an examination; satisfactory:  a passing grade.  5. Archaic. 

Very or great; surpassing: “’Tis a passing shame” (Shakespeare).   —  adv.  Very; 

surpassingly: “I will mention only one particular aspect of the current mess 

because... this one is surely something new and passing strange” (Walker Percy).   —  
n.  1. The act of one that passes or the fact of having passed:  the passing of 

another summer.  2. A place where or a means by which one can pass.  3. Death.   
—idiom. in passing. While going by; incidentally.   —passùing·ly adv. 

passing note (p4sùVng not) n.  Music. A note that is not part of a particular 

chord but is placed between two chords to provide a smooth melodic transition 

from one to the other.  Also called passing tone 

passing shot (p4sùVng shmt) n.  Sports. A forceful shot, as in tennis or handball, 

that travels to one side out of the reach of one’s opponent. 

passing tone (p4sùVng ton) n.  Music. See passing note. 
pas·sion (p4shùNn) n.  1. A powerful emotion, such as love, joy, hatred, or anger.  

2. a. Ardent love.  b. Strong sexual desire; lust.  c. The object of such love or 

desire.   3. a. Boundless enthusiasm:  His skills as a player don’t quite match his 

passion for the game.  b. The object of such enthusiasm:  soccer is her passion.   

4. An abandoned display of emotion, especially of anger:  He’s been known to fly 

into a passion without warning.  5. Passion. a. The sufferings of Jesus in the 

period following the Last Supper and including the Crucifixion.  b. A narrative, 

musical setting, or pictorial representation of Jesus’s sufferings.   6. Archaic. Mar-

tyrdom.  7. Archaic. Passivity.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval 



Latin passio, passion-, sufferings of Jesus or a martyr, from Late Latin, physical 

suffering, martyrdom, sinful desire, from Latin, an undergoing, from passus, past 

participle of patX, to suffer. See pK(i)- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: passion, fervor, fire, zeal, ardor. These nouns all denote powerful,

intense emotion. Passion is a deep, overwhelming emotion: “an ardent, generous,

perhaps an immoderate passion for fame” (Edmund Burke). “There is not a passion

so strongly rooted in the human heart as envy” (Richard Brinsley Sheridan). The

term may signify sexual desire but can also refer to anger: “He flew into a violent

passion and abused me mercilessly” (H.G. Wells). Fervor is great warmth and in-

tensity of feeling: “The union of the mathematician with the poet, fervor with mea-

sure, passion with correctness, this surely is the ideal” (William James). Fire is burn-

ing passion: “In our youth our hearts were touched with fire” (Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Jr.). Zeal is strong, enthusiastic devotion to a cause, an ideal, or a goal

and tireless diligence in its furtherance: “his fervent zeal for the interests of the

state” (Macaulay). “We are sometimes stirred by emotion and take it for zeal” (Th-

omas à Kempis). Ardor is fiery intensity of feeling: “the furious ardor of my zeal

repressed” (Charles Churchill). See also Synonyms at feeling

pas·sion·al (p4shùN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or filled with passion.   —  n.  A 

book of the sufferings of saints and martyrs. 

pas·sion·ate (p4shùN-nVt) adj.  1. Capable of, having, or dominated by power-

ful emotions:  a family of passionate personalities.  2. Wrathful by temperament; 

choleric.  3. Marked by strong sexual desire; amorous or lustful.  4. Showing or 

expressing strong emotion; ardent:  a passionate speech against injustice.  

5. Arising from or marked by passion:  a teacher who is passionate about her sub-

ject.   —pasùsion·ate·ly adv.  —pasùsion·ate·ness n. 

pas·sion·flow·er (p4shùNn-flouÙNr) n.  Any of various climbing, tendril-bear-

ing, chiefly tropical American vines of the genus Passiflora, having large, showy 

flowers with a fringelike crown and a conspicuous stalk that bears the stamens 

and pistil.  [From the resemblance of its parts to the instruments of the Passion.]

passion fruit (p4shùNn frut) n.  The edible fruit of the passionflower. 

Pas·sion·ist (p4shùN-nVst) n.  A member of a Roman Catholic religious order 

founded in Italy in 1720 by Saint Paul of the Cross (1694-1775) and dedicated to 

promoting devotion to the Passion of Christ chiefly by missionary work. 

pas·sion·less (p4shùNn-lVs) adj.  1. Lacking strong emotion or feeling:  a rather 

passionless plea for clemency.  2. Unbiased or impartial; detached:  a newspaper’s 

passionless account of a sensational trial. 

Passion play (p4shùNn pl7) n.  A dramatic performance, of medieval origin, 

that represents the events associated with the Passion of Jesus. 

Passion Sunday (p4shùNn sƒnùdK) n.  The second Sunday before Easter. 



Pas·sion·tide (p4shùNn-tXdÙ) n.  The two weeks between Passion Sunday and 

Easter. 

Passion Week (p4shùNn wKk) n.  The week between Passion Sunday and Palm 

Sunday. 

pas·si·vate (p4sùN-v7tÙ) v.  pas·si·vat·ed, pas·si·vat·ing, pas·si·vates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To treat or coat (a metal) in order to reduce the chemical reactivity of its 

surface.  2. To coat (a semiconductor, for example) with an oxide layer to protect 

against contamination and increase electrical stability.   —pasÙsi·vaùtion n.  

—pasùsi·va·tor n. 

pas·sive (p4sùVv) adj.  1. Receiving or subjected to an action without responding 

or initiating an action in return.  2. Accepting or submitting without objection or 

resistance; compliant.  3. Not participating, acting, or operating; inert.  See Syn-

onyms at inactive.  4. Of, relating to, or being certain bonds or shares that do 

not bear financial interest.  5. Of, relating to, or being a solar heating or cooling 

system that uses no external mechanical power.  6.  Abbr. pass. Grammar. Of, 

relating to, or being a verb form or voice used to indicate that the grammatical 

subject is the object of the action or the effect of the verb. For example, in the 

sentence They were impressed by his manner, were impressed is in the passive voice.  

7. Chemistry. Unreactive except under special or extreme conditions; inert.  

8. Electronics. Exhibiting no gain or contributing no energy:  a passive circuit ele-

ment.  9. Psychology. Relating to or characteristic of an inactive or submissive role 

in a relationship, especially a sexual relationship.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. pass. Gram-

mar. a. The passive voice.  b. A verb or construction in the passive voice.   2. One 

that is submissive or inactive. Often used in the plural: “And the rest of us, we pas-

sives of the world, proceeded... as if nothing untoward had happened” (Martin Got-

tfried).  [Middle English, from Old French passif, from Latin passXvus, capable of 

suffering, from passus, past participle of patX, to suffer. See pK(i)- in Appendix.] 
—pasùsive·ly adv.  —pasùsive·ness n. 

passive immunity (p4sùVv V-myuùnV-tK) n.  Immunity acquired by the trans-

fer of antibodies from another individual, as through injection or placental trans-

fer to a fetus.   —passive immunization n. 

passive resistance (p4sùVv rV-zVsùtNns) n.  Resistance by nonviolent methods 

to a government, an occupying power, or specific laws, as refusing to comply, 

demonstrating in protest, or fasting.   —passive resister n. 

passive restraint (p4sùVv rV-str7ntù) n.  An automatic safety device, such as an 

air bag, in a motor vehicle that protects a person during a crash. 

passive smoking (p4sùVv smoùkVng) n.  The involuntary inhalation of tobacco 

smoke by a person, especially a nonsmoker, who occupies an area with smokers or 

a smoker. 



passive transfer (p4sùVv tr4ns-fûrù) n.  The transfer of skin-sensitizing anti-

bodies from the blood of an allergic individual to that of a nonallergic individual 

in order to test the sensitized area for an allergic reaction to specific allergens. 

passive transport (p4sùVv tr4ns-pôrtù) n.  The movement of a chemical sub-

stance across a cell membrane without expenditure of energy by the cell, as in dif-

fusion. 

pas·siv·ism (p4sùN-vVzÙNm) n.  Passive character, attitude, quality, or behavior.   
—pasùsiv·ist n. 

pas·siv·i·ty (p4-sVvùV-tK) n.  The condition or quality of being passive; inactivity, 

quiescence, or submissiveness. 

pass·key (p4sùkKÙ) n.  1.  See master key.  2.  See skeleton key. 
Pas·so Fun·do (päùst fuNùdt)  A city of southern Brazil northwest of 

Pôrto Alegre. Settled in the 1830’s, it is a trade and processing center. Population, 

103,064. 

Pass·o·ver (p4sùoÙvNr) n.  Judaism. A holiday beginning on the 14th of Nisan 

and traditionally continuing for eight days, commemorating the exodus of the 

Hebrews from Egypt.  [Translation of Hebrew pesaU, Pesach. See PESACH.]

pass·port (p4sùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  1. An official government document that certi-

fies one’s identity and citizenship and permits a citizen to travel abroad.  2. An 

official permit issued by a foreign country allowing one to transport goods or to 

travel through that country.  3. An official document issued by an allied foreign 

government to a ship, especially a neutral merchant ship in time of war, authoriz-

ing it to enter and travel through certain waters freely.  4. Something that gives 

one the right or privilege of passage, entry, or acceptance:  Hard work was her 

passport to success.  [French passeport, from Old French  : passer, to pass; see PASS + 

port, port; see PORT
1.]

pass-through (p4sùthruÙ) n.  1. An opening between two rooms, especially a 

shelved space between a kitchen and dining room that is used for passing food.  

2. A route through which something is permitted to pass.  3. A security that 

passes through payments made by debtors, thus providing investors with regular 

returns.  Also called pass-through security 4.  See pass-along.  —pass-through 
adj. 

pass·word (p4sùwûrdÙ) n.  1. A secret word or phrase that one uses to gain 

admittance or access to information.  2. Computer Science. A sequence of charac-

ters required to gain access to a computer system. 

Pas·sy (p4-sKù, pä-), Frédéric. 1822-1912.  French economist and pacifist who 

founded the International League for Permanent Peace (1867). In 1901 he shared 

the first Nobel Peace Prize. 

Pas·sy (p4-sKù, pä-), Paul Édouard. 1859-1940.  French philologist who 

founded the International Phonetic Association (1894). 



past (p4st) adj.  1. No longer current; gone by; over:  His youth is past.  2. Having 

existed or occurred in an earlier time; bygone:  past events; in years past.  

3. a. Earlier than the present time; ago:  40 years past.  b. Just gone by or elapsed:  

in the past few days.   4. Having served formerly in a given capacity, especially an 

official one:  a past president; a past inmate of a cell.  5.  Abbr. p. Grammar. Of, 

relating to, or being a verb tense or form used to express an action or a condition 

prior to the time it is expressed.   —  n.  1. The time before the present.  

2. a. Previous background, career, experiences, and activities:  an elderly person 

with a distinguished past.  b. A former period of someone’s life kept secret or 

thought to be shameful:  a family with a checkered past.   3.  Abbr. p. Grammar. 

a. The past tense.  b. A verb form in the past tense.    —  adv.  So as to pass by or 

go beyond:  He waved as he walked past.   —  prep.  1. Beyond in time; later than 

or after:  past midnight; a quarter past two.  2. Beyond in position; farther than:  

The house is about a mile past the first stoplight. They walked past the memorial in 

silence.  3. a. Beyond the power, scope, extent, or influence of:  The problem is 

past the point of resolution.  b. Beyond in development or appropriateness:  The 

child is past drinking from a bottle. You’re past sucking your thumb, so don’t do it.   

4. Beyond the number or amount of:  The child couldn’t count past 20.  See Usage 

Note at pass.  [Middle English, from past participle of passen, to pass. See PASS.]

pas·ta (päsùtN) n.  1. Paste or dough made of wheat flour, eggs, and water, often 

formed into shapes and dried and used in a variety of recipes after being boiled.  

2. A prepared dish containing pasta as its main ingredient.  [Italian, from Late 

Latin, paste, pastry cake. See PASTE
1.]

paste1 (p7st) n.  1. A smooth viscous mixture, as of flour and water or of starch 

and water, that is used as an adhesive for joining light materials, such as paper and 

cloth.  2. A soft, smooth, thick mixture, as: a. A smooth dough of water, flour, 

and butter or other shortening, used in making pastry.  b. A food that has been 

pounded until it is reduced to a smooth, creamy mass:  anchovy paste.  c. A sweet, 

doughy candy or confection:  rolled apricot paste.   3. The moist clay or clay mix-

ture used in making porcelain or pottery.  Also called pâte 4. a. A hard, brilliant, 

lead-containing glass used in making artificial gems.  b. A gem made of this glass. 

In this sense, also calledstrass   —  v.  tr. past·ed, past·ing, pastes. 1. To cause 

to adhere by or as if by applying paste.  2. To cover with something by or as if by 

pasting:  He pasted the wall with burlap. The wall is pasted with splotches.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Late Latin pasta, from Greek, barley-porridge, 

from neuter pl. of pastos, sprinkled, salted, from passein, to sprinkle. See kwKt- 
in Appendix.]

paste2 (p7st) v.  tr. past·ed, past·ing, pastes. Slang. To punch or strike.   —  
n.  A hard blow.  [Probably alteration of BASTE

3.]

paste·board (p7stùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A thin, firm board made of sheets of 

paper pasted together or pressed paper pulp.  2. A card, especially: a. A ticket.  



b. Games. A playing card.  c. A visiting card.    —  adj.  1. Made of pasteboard.  

2. Of inferior quality; flimsy or unsubstantial. 

paste·down (p7stùdounÙ) n.  The portion of the endpaper that is pasted to the 

cover of a book. 

pas·tel (p4-stHlù) n.  1. a. A drawing medium of dried paste made of ground 

pigments and a water-based binder that is manufactured in crayon form.  b. A 

crayon of this material.   2. a. A picture or sketch drawn with this type of crayon.  

b. The art or process of drawing with pastels.   3. A soft, delicate hue; a pale 

color:  a room done all in pastels.  4. A sketchy or brief prose work.   —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or made of pastel.  2. Pale and soft in color.  [French, from Ital-

ian pastello, material made into a paste, from Late Latin pastellus, woad dye, 

diminutive of pasta, paste. See PASTE
1.] —pas·telùist, pas·telùlist n. 

past·er (p7ùstNr) n.  1. One that applies or covers with paste.  2. A paper sticker. 

pas·tern (p4sùtNrn) n.  1. The part of a horse’s foot between the fetlock and 

hoof.  2. An analogous part of the leg of a dog or other quadruped.  [Alteration 

of Middle English pastron, hobble, pastern, from Old French pasturon, diminu-

tive of pasture, pasture, tether, alteration of *pastoire, from Latin p7storia, femi-

nine sing. of p7storius, of herdsmen, from p7stor, shepherd. See PASTOR.]

Pas·ter·nak (p4sùtNr-n4kÙ, pN-styVr-näkù), Boris Leonidovich. 1890-1960.  

Russian writer whose Doctor Zhivago (1957), a novel of disillusionment with the 

Russian Revolution, was banned by Soviet authorities. He was forced to refuse the 

1958 Nobel Prize for literature. 

paste-up (p7stùƒpÙ) n.  1. A composition of light, flat objects pasted onto a 

sheet of paper, board, or other backing, as: a. A layout of an image to be printed, 

such as a book cover.  b. A collage.   2. The art or process of making such a com-

position. 

Pas·teur (p4s-tûrù, pä-stœrù), Louis. 1822-1895.  French chemist who founded 

modern microbiology, invented the process of pasteurization, and developed vac-

cines for anthrax, rabies, and chicken cholera.   —Pas·teurùi·an adj. 

Pasteur effect (p4s-tûrù V-fHktù) n.  The inhibiting effect of oxygen on the 

process of fermentation.  [After Louis PASTEUR.]

pas·teur·i·za·tion (p4sÙchNr-V-z7ùshNn, p4sÙtNr-) n.  1. The act or process of 

heating a beverage or other food, such as milk or beer, to a specific temperature 

for a specific period of time in order to kill microorganisms that could cause dis-

ease, spoilage, or undesired fermentation.  2. The act or process of destroying 

most microorganisms in certain foods, such as fish or clam meat, by irradiating 

them with gamma rays or other radiation to prevent spoilage.  [After Louis PAS-

TEUR.]

pas·teur·ize (p4sùchN-rXzÙ, p4sùtN-) v.  tr. pas·teur·ized, pas·teur·iz·ing, 
pas·teur·iz·es. To subject (a beverage or other food) to pasteurization.   —pasù-
teur·izÙer n. 



Pasteur treatment (p4s-tûrù trKtùmNnt) n.  A treatment for infection by the 

rabies virus in which a series of increasingly strong inoculations with attenuated 

virus is given to stimulate antibody production during the incubation period of 

the disease.  [After Louis PASTEUR.]

pas·tic·cio (p4-stKùcho, -chK-o, pä-) n.  pl. pas·tic·ci (-chK). A work or style 

produced by borrowing fragments, ingredients, or motifs from various sources; a 

potpourri.  [Italian, from Vulgar Latin *pastXcium, pasty. See PATISSERIE.]

pas·tiche (p4-stKshù, pä-) n.  1. A dramatic, literary, or musical piece openly 

imitating the previous works of other artists, often with satirical intent.  2. A pas-

ticcio of incongruous parts; a hodgepodge: “In... a city of splendid Victorian archi-

tecture... there is a rather pointless pastiche of Dickensian London down on the 

waterfront” (Economist).  [French, from Italian pasticcio. See PASTICCIO.]

past·ies (p7ùstKzÙ) pl.n.  A pair of adhesive patches used to conceal a woman’s 

nipples and worn principally by exotic dancers or striptease performers. 

pas·tille (p4-stKlù) also pas·til (p4sùtVl) n.  1. A small medicated or flavored tab-

let; a troche.  2. A tablet containing aromatic substances that is burned to fumi-

gate or deodorize the air.  3. A pastel paste or crayon.  [French, from Spanish 

pastilla, perfume pellet, and Italian pastillo, pastille  both from Latin pastillus, lit-

tle loaf, medicine tablet, diminutive of p7nis, bread. See p7- in Appendix.]

pas·time (p4sùtXmÙ) n.  An activity that occupies one’s spare time pleasantly:  

Sailing is her favorite pastime.  [Middle English passe tyme, translation of French 

passe temps : passer, to pass + temps, time.]

pas·ti·na (p4-stKùnN) n.  Tiny pieces of pasta, often cooked in soups or used as 

baby food.  [Italian, diminutive of pasta, pasta. See PASTA.]

pas·tis (p4-stKsù) n.  A French licorice-flavored liqueur, usually drunk as an 

apéritif.  [French, muddle, pastis, from Old Provençal pastitz, paste, pasty, from 

Vulgar Latin *pastXcium. See PATISSERIE.]

past master (p4st m4sùtNr) n.  Abbr. PM, P.M. 1. One who has formerly held 

the position of master in an organization, especially a social one such as a lodge or 

club.  2. One who is thoroughly experienced and skilled in a particular craft or 

activity. 

past·ness (p4stùnVs) n.  1. The quality or condition of being past.  2. The emo-

tion or feeling evoked by memory: “the one wave of recaptured pastness with which 

many a gifted writer makes his debut” (John Simon). 

Pas·to (päsùto)  A city of southwest Colombia near the Ecuadorian border. 

Founded in 1539, it was the site of an 1832 treaty by which Colombia and Ecua-

dor became separate states. Population, 196,800. 

pas·tor (p4sùtNr) n.  1. A Christian minister or priest having spiritual charge 

over a congregation or other group.  2. A layperson having spiritual charge over a 

person or group.  3. A shepherd.   —  v.  tr. pas·tored, pas·tor·ing, pas·tors. 



To serve or act as pastor of.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin p7stor, 

shepherd. See p7- in Appendix.] —pasùtor·shipÙ n. 

pas·tor·al (p4sùtNr-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to shepherds or herders.  b. Of, 

relating to, or used for animal husbandry.   2. a. Of or relating to the country or 

country life; rural.  b. Charmingly simple and serene; idyllic.  See Synonyms at 

rural.   3. Of, relating to, or being a literary or other artistic work that portrays or 

evokes rural life, usually in an idealized manner.  4. Of or relating to a pastor or 

the duties of a pastor:  pastoral duties; a pastoral letter.   —  n.  1. A literary or 

other artistic work that portrays or evokes rural life, usually in an idealized man-

ner.  2. Music. A pastorale.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

p7stor7lis, from p7stor, shepherd. See PASTOR.] —pasùtor·al·ly adv. 

pas·to·rale (p4sÙtN-rälù, -r4lù, -räùlK, päÙstN-) n.  pl. pas·to·ra·li (-räùlK)  or 

pas·to·rales. 1. Music. An instrumental or vocal composition with a tender mel-

ody in a moderately slow rhythm, suggestive of traditional shepherds’ music and 

idyllic rural life.  2. A dramatic performance or opera, popular in the 16th and 

17th centuries, that was based on a rural theme or subject.  [Italian, of herdsmen, 

pastorale, from Latin p7stor7lis. See PASTORAL.]

Pas·tor·al Epistles (p4sùtNr-Nl V-pVsùNlz) n.  Bible. The three New Testament 

Epistles, two addressed to Timothy and one to Titus, that are attributed to Saint 

Paul and concerned with the duties of ministers and certain issues of Church doc-

trine. 

pas·to·ra·li (p4sÙtN-räùlK, päÙstN-) n.  A plural of pastorale. 
pas·tor·al·ism (p4sùtNr-N-lVzÙNm, päùstNr-) n.  1. The quality or state of being 

pastoral. Used especially of a literary work.  2. A social and economic system 

based on the raising and herding of livestock.   —pasùtor·al·ist n. 

pas·tor·al·ize (p4sùtNr-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. pas·tor·al·ized, pas·tor·al·iz·ing, 
pas·tor·al·iz·es. 1. To make pastoral, especially to convert (an industrial society 

or economy) to an agricultural society or economy.  2. To set in or render into a 

pastoral form.   —pasÙtor·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pas·tor·ate (p4sùtNr-Vt) n.  1. The office, rank, or jurisdiction of a pastor.  2. A 

pastor’s term of office with one congregation.  3. A body of pastors. 

pas·to·ri·um (p4-stôrùK-Nm, -storù-) n.  pl. pas·to·ri·ums. Chiefly Southern 

U.S. The residence of a pastor; a parsonage.  [PAST(OR) + Latin -orium, n. suff.; see 

-ORY.]

past participle (p4st pärùtV-sVpÙNl) n.  Abbr. pp., p.p., P.P. Grammar. A verb 

form indicating past or completed action or time that is used as a verbal adjective 

in phrases such as baked beans and finished work and with auxiliaries to form the 

passive voice or perfect and pluperfect tenses in constructions such as She had 

baked the beans and The work was finished.  Also called perfect participle 

past perfect (p4st pûrùfVkt) n.  Grammar. See pluperfect (n., sense 1). 



pas·tra·mi (pN-sträùmK) n.  pl. pas·tra·mis. A highly seasoned smoked cut of 

beef, usually taken from the shoulder.  [Yiddish pastrame, from Romanian 

pastrám4.]

pas·try (p7ùstrK) n.  pl. pas·tries. 1. Dough or paste consisting primarily of 

flour, water, and shortening that is baked and often used as a crust for foods such 

as pies and tarts.  2. a. Baked sweet foods made with pastry:  Viennese pastry.  

b. One of these baked foods.   [Middle English pastree, from paste, paste, dough. 

See PASTE
1.]

past tense (p4st tHns) n.  Grammar. A verb tense used to express an action or a 

condition that occurred in or during the past. For example, in While she was sew-

ing, he read aloud, was sewing and read are in the past tense. 

pas·tur·age (p4sùchNr-Vj) n.  1. The grass or other vegetation eaten by grazing 

animals.  2. Land covered with grass or vegetation suitable for grazing animals.  

3. The business of grazing cattle. 

pas·ture (p4sùchNr) n.  1. a. Grass or other vegetation eaten as food by grazing 

animals.  b. Ground on which such vegetation grows, especially that which is set 

aside for use by domestic grazing animals.   2. The feeding or grazing of animals.   
—  v.  pas·tured, pas·tur·ing, pas·tures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To herd (animals) into a 

pasture to graze.  2. To provide (animals) with pasturage. Used of land.  3. a. To 

graze on (land or vegetation).  b. To use (land) as pasture.    —  v.  intr. To graze 

in a pasture.   —idiom. put out to pasture. 1. To herd (grazing animals) into 

pasturable land.  2. Informal. To retire or compel to retire from work or a full 

workload.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin p7st7ra, from 

Latin p7stus, past participle of p7scere, to feed. See p7- in Appendix.] —pasù-
tur·a·ble adj.  —pasùtur·er n. 

pas·ture·land (p4sùchNr-l4ndÙ) n.  Land suitable for grazing. 

past·y1 (p7ùstK) adj.  past·i·er, past·i·est. 1. Resembling paste in consistency.  

2. Having a pale, lifeless appearance; pallid:  an unhealthy, pasty complexion.   
—pastùi·ness n. 

pas·ty2 (p4sùtK) n.  pl. pas·ties. Chiefly British. A pie or turnover, especially one 

filled with seasoned meat or fish.  [Middle English pastey, from Old French paste, 

from Vulgar Latin *past7tum, from Late Latin pasta, paste. See PASTE
1.]

PA system (pKù7ù sVsùtNm) n.  A public-address system. 

pat1 (p4t) v.  pat·ted, pat·ting, pats.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To tap gently with the 

open hand or with something flat.  b. To stroke lightly as a gesture of affection.   

2. To mold by tapping gently with the hands or a flat implement.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To run or walk with a tapping sound.  2. To hit something or against some-

thing gently or lightly.   —  n.  1. A light, gentle stroke or tap.  2. The sound made 

by a light stroke or tap or by light footsteps.  3. A small mass shaped by or as if by 

patting:  a pat of butter.   —idiom. pat on the back. A word or gesture of 



praise or approval:  received a pat on the back for doing a good job.  [From Middle 

English, a blow, perhaps of imitative origin.]

pat2 (p4t) adj.  1. Trite or glib; superficially complete or satisfactory:  A pat 

answer is not going to satisfy an inquisitive audience.  2. a. Timely or opportune.  

b. Suitable; fitting.   3. Games. Being a poker hand that is strong enough to make 

drawing cards unlikely to improve it.   —  adv.  Informal. Completely, exactly, or 

perfectly:  They’ve got the system down pat. He has the lesson pat.  [From PAT
1.] 

—patùly adv.  —patùness n. 

pat. abbr.  Patent. 

pa·ta·ca (pN-täùkN) n.  A basic unit of currency in Macao.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Portuguese, from Arabic ’ab7 £7qah.]

pa·ta·gi·um (pN-t7ùjK-Nm) n.  pl. pa·ta·gi·a (-jK-N). 1. A thin membrane 

extending between the body and a limb to form a wing or winglike extension, as 

in bats and flying squirrels.  Also called parachute 2. An expandable, membra-

nous fold of skin between the wing and body of a bird.  [Latin patagium, gold 

edging on a woman’s tunic, perhaps from Greek *patageion, from patagos, clatter, 

of imitative origin.] —pa·taùgi·al (-jK-Nl) adj. 

Pat·a·go·ni·a (p4tÙN-goùnK-N, -gonùyN)  A tableland region of South America in 

southern Argentina and Chile extending from the Río Colorado to the Straits of 

Magellan and from the Andes to the Atlantic Ocean. The study of its original 

inhabitants, the Tehuelche (“the Patagonian giants”), and its unusual wildlife 

have attracted many scientific expeditions, including that of Charles Darwin 

(1831-1836).   —PatÙa·goùni·an adj.  & n. 

Patagonian hare (p4tÙN-goùnK-Nn hâr) n.  See mara. 
pa·ta·phys·ics (päÙtN-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The French absurdist 

concept of a philosophy or science dedicated to studying what lies beyond the 

realm of metaphysics, intended as a parody of the methods and theories of mod-

ern science and often expressed in nonsensical language.  [French pataphysique, 

alteration of Greek ta epi ta metaphusika, things after the metaphysics  : epi, after; 

see EPI- + metaphusika, metaphysics; see METAPHYSICS.]

pa·tas (päùtNs) n.  pl. patas. Any of several long-tailed terrestrial monkeys of the 

genus Erythrocebus of western Africa that are closely related to the guenons, espe-

cially E. patas, which has reddish fur and a black nose.  [French, from Wolof 

pata.]

patch1 (p4ch) n.  1. a. A small piece of material affixed to another, larger piece 

to conceal, reinforce, or repair a worn area, hole, or tear.  b. A small piece of cloth 

used for patchwork.   2. A small cloth badge affixed to a garment as a decoration 

or an insignia, as of a military unit.  3. a. A dressing or covering applied to pro-

tect a wound or sore.  b. A pad or shield of cloth worn over an eye socket or an 

injured eye.  c. A transdermal patch.   4. A beauty spot applied to a woman’s face 

or shoulder to conceal an imperfection or to enhance the fairness of her skin.  



5. a. A small piece, part, or section, especially that which differs from or con-

trasts with the whole:  a patch of thin ice; patches of sunlight.  b. A small plot or 

piece of land, especially one that produces or is used for growing specific vegeta-

tion:  a briar patch; a bean patch.   6. A temporary, removable electronic connec-

tion, as one between two components in a communications system.   —  v.  

patched, patch·ing, patch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a patch or patches on.  

2. To make by sewing scraps of material together:  patch a quilt.  3. To mend, 

repair, or put together, especially hastily, clumsily, or poorly:  They patched 

together the broken statues with glue and plaster. The delegates will be forced to 

patch up their differences.  4. To connect temporarily (electronic components), as 

with a patch cord.   —  v.  intr. Electronics. To be connected temporarily.  [Middle 

English pacche, perhaps alteration of pece, pieche, piece. See PIECE.] 
—patchùa·ble adj.  —patchùer n. 

patch2 (p4ch) n.  A fool or clown; a dolt.  [Perhaps from Italian dialectal paccio, 

from Old Italian.]

Patch (p4ch), Edith Marion. 1876-1954.  American entomologist known for 

her works characterizing the insect family Aphidae. In 1930 she became the first 

woman president of the Entomological Association of America. 

Patch (p4ch), Sam. 1807?-1829.  American daredevil. He was killed diving into 

the Genesee River at Rochester, New York. 

patch cord (p4ch kôrd) n.  A conductor with a plug at each end that is used to 

temporarily connect components of an electronic system. 

patch·ou·li also patch·ou·ly  or pach·ou·li (pN-chuùlK, p4chùt-lK) n.  pl. 

patch·ou·lis also patch·ou·lies  or pach·ou·lis. 1. A small southeast Asian 

shrub (Pogostemon cablin) in the mint family, having leaves that yield a fragrant 

oil used in the manufacture of perfumes.  2. A perfume made from the oil of this 

plant.  [Tamil paccu^i.]
patch pocket (p4ch pmkùVt) n.  An unfitted flat pocket on the outside of a gar-

ment. 

patch test (p4ch tHst) n.  A test for allergic sensitivity in which a suspected 

allergen is applied to the skin on a small surgical pad. 

patch·work (p4chùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Needlework consisting of varicolored patches 

of material sewn together, as in a quilt.  2. A collection of miscellaneous or incon-

gruous parts; a jumble. 

patch·y (p4chùK) adj.  patch·i·er, patch·i·est. 1. Made up of or marked by 

patches:  patchy trousers.  2. Uneven in quality or performance:  Their work is 

patchy at best.   —patchùi·ly adv.  —patchùi·ness n. 

patd. abbr.  Patented. 

pate (p7t) n.  1. The human head, especially the top of the head:  a bald pate.  

2. The intellect; one’s brains.  [Middle English.] —patùed adj 



pâte (pät) n.  See paste1 (n., sense 3).  [French, from Old French paste, paste. 

See PASTE
1.]

pâ·té (pä-t7ù) n.  1. A meat paste, such as pâté de foie gras.  2. A small pastry 

filled with meat or fish.  [French, from Old French paste, paste, pâté. See PASTE
1.]

pâ·té de foie gras (pä-t7ù dN fwä gräù) n.  pl. pâtés de foie gras (pä-t7ù). 
A paste made from goose liver, pork fat, onions, mushrooms, and often truffles.  

[French  : pâté, pâté + de, of + foie, liver + gras, fat.]

pa·tel·la (pN-tHlùN) n.  pl. pa·tel·lae (-tHlùK). 1. a. A flat triangular bone located 

at the front of the knee joint.  Also called kneecap b. A dish-shaped anatomical 

formation.   2. A pan or dish in ancient Rome.  [Latin, diminutive of patina, 

plate, pan. See PATEN.] —pa·telùlar, pa·telùlate (-tHlùVt, -7tÙ)  adj. 

pa·tel·li·form (pN-tHlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a pan, dish, or cup:  the patelli-

form shell of the limpet.  [Latin patella, small plate, pan; see PATELLA + -FORM.]

pat·en also pat·in (p4tùn) n.  1. A plate, usually of gold or silver, that is used to 

hold the host during the celebration of the Eucharist.  Also called patina1 2. A 

plate or shallow dish, especially an artifact from an ancient civilization.  3. A thin 

disk of or resembling metal.  [Middle English, from Old French patene, from 

Medieval Latin patina, from Latin, pan, from Greek patanK, platter. See petN- in 

Appendix.]

pa·ten·cy (p7tùn-sK) n.  1. The state or quality of being obvious.  2. Biology. The 

state or quality of being open, expanded, or unblocked. 

pat·ent (p4tùnt) n.  Abbr. pat. 1. a. A grant made by a government that confers 

upon the creator of an invention the sole right to make, use, and sell that inven-

tion for a set period of time.  b. Letters patent.  c. An invention protected by such 

a grant.   2. a. A grant made by a government that confers on an individual fee-

simple title to public lands.  b. The official document of such a grant.  c. The 

land so granted.   3. An exclusive right or title.   —  adj.  1.  Abbr. pat. 
a. Protected or conferred by a patent or letters patent:  a patent right.  b. Of, 

relating to, or dealing in patents:  patent law.   2.  (also p7tùnt) Obvious; plain.  

See Synonyms at apparent.  3.  (p7tùnt) Biology. a. Not blocked; open.  

b. Spreading open; expanded.   4. Of, relating to, or being a nonprescription 

drug or other medical preparation that is often protected by a trademark.  5. Of 

high quality. Used of flour.  6.  (also p7tùnt) Archaic. Open to general inspection. 

Used especially of documents.   —  v.  tr. pat·ent·ed, pat·ent·ing, pat·ents. 
1. To obtain a patent on or for (an invention, for example).  2. To invent, origi-

nate, or be the proprietor of (an idea, for example).  3. To grant a patent to or for.  

[Middle English, document granting a right, short for (lettre) patent, open (let-

ter), from Old French (lettre) patente, from Latin patKns, patent-, open, present 

participle of patKre, to be open. See petN- in Appendix.] —patÙent·a·bilùi·ty n.  

—patùent·a·ble adj. 



pat·ent·ed (p4tùn-tVd) adj.  1. Characteristic of, unique to, or originated by a 

particular person or group:  Throughout the campaign, the candidate refuted his 

rival’s criticisms with a series of patented responses.  2. Protected or conferred by a 

patent or letters patent:  a patented process. 

pat·ent·ee (p4tÙn-tKù) n.  The party that possesses or has been granted a patent. 

patent leather (p4tùnt lHthùNr) n.  Black leather finished to a hard, glossy sur-

face and used especially for shoes and clothing accessories.  [So called because it is 

made by a once-patented process.]

patent log (p4tùnt lôg) n.  Nautical. A torpedo-shaped instrument with rotary 

fins that is dragged from the stern of a vessel to measure the speed or distance 

traveled.  Also called screw log, taffrail log. 

pat·ent·ly (p7tùnt-lK, p4tù-) adv.  In a patent manner; openly, plainly, or clearly:  

a patently false statement. 

patent office (p4tùnt ôùfVs) n.  A government bureau that studies claims for, 

grants, and maintains records of patents. 

pat·en·tor (p4tùn-tNr, p4tÙn-tôrù) n.  One that grants a patent. 

pa·ter (p7ùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Father.  [Latin. See pNter- in Appendix.]

Pa·ter (p7ùtNr), Walter Horatio. 1839-1894.  British writer remembered for his 

volumes of criticism, including Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873) 

and Appreciations (1889). 

pa·ter·fa·mil·i·as (p7ÙtNr-fN-mVlùK-Ns, päÙ-, p4tÙNr-) n.  pl. pa·tres·fa·mil·i·as 

(p7ÙtrKz-fN-mVlùK-Ns, päÙ-, p4tÙrKz-). A man who is the head of a household or the 

father of a family.  [Latin paterfamili7s : pater, father; see PATER + famili7s, 

archaic genitive of familia, family; see FAMILY.]

pa·ter·nal (pN-tûrùnNl) adj.  1. Relating to or characteristic of a father or father-

hood; fatherly.  2. Received or inherited from a father:  a paternal trait.  

3. Related through one’s father:  my paternal aunt.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin patern7lis, from Latin paternus, from pater, father. See 

pNter- in Appendix.] —pa·terùnal·ly adv. 

pa·ter·nal·ism (pN-tûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  A policy or practice of treating or gov-

erning people in a fatherly manner, especially by providing for their needs with-

out giving them rights or responsibilities.   —pa·terùnal·ist adj. , n.  

—pa·terÙnal·isùtic adj.  —pa·terÙnal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

pa·ter·ni·ty (pN-tûrùnV-tK) n.  pl. pa·ter·ni·ties. 1. The state of being a father; 

fatherhood.  2. Descent on a father’s side; paternal descent.  3. Authorship; ori-

gin.   —  adj.  Of or relating to a lawsuit brought by a woman attempting to estab-

lish that a particular man is the father of her child and so must provide the child 

with financial support:  paternity case; paternity suit.  [Middle English paternite, 

from Old French, from Late Latin paternit7s, from Latin paternus, paternal. See 

PATERNAL.]



paternity leave (pN-tûrùnV-tK lKv) n.  A leave of absence from work granted to 

a father to care for an infant. 

paternity test (pN-tûrùnV-tK tHst) n.  A test using blood group identification of 

a mother, child, and putative father to establish the probability of paternity.   
—paternity testing n. 

pa·ter·nos·ter (p7ÙtNr-nmsùtNr, päÙ-, p4tÙNr-) n.  1.  Often Paternoster. The 

Lord’s Prayer.  2. One of the large beads on a rosary on which the Lord’s Prayer is 

said.  3. A sequence of words spoken as a prayer or a magic formula.  4. A 

weighted fishing line having several jointed attachments for hooks connected by 

beadlike swivels.  5. An elevator constructed of a series of doorless compartments 

hung on chains that move slowly and continuously, allowing passengers to step 

on and off at will.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin  : Latin 

pater, father; see PATER + Latin noster, our; see nes-2 in Appendix.]

Pat·er·son (p4tùNr-sNn)  A city of northeast New Jersey at the falls of the Passaic 

River north of Newark. It was founded in 1791 as an industrial settlement of the 

Society for Establishing Useful Manufactures, chartered by Alexander Hamilton 

and others to promote independent American enterprise. Population, 140,891. 

Pat·er·son (p4tùNr-sNn), William. 1745-1806.  Irish-born American Revolu-

tionary leader and jurist. A member of the Constitutional Convention (1787), he 

later served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1793-1806). 

path (p4th, päth) n.  pl. paths (p4thz, päthz, p4ths, päths). 1. A trodden track or 

way.  2. A road, way, or track made for a particular purpose:  a bicycle path.  

3. The route or course along which something travels or moves:  the path of a hur-

ricane.  4. A course of action or conduct:  the path of righteousness.  [Middle 

English, from Old English pæth. See pent- in Appendix.]

path.  or pathol. abbr.  1. Pathological.  2. Pathology. 

path- pref.  Variant of patho-. 
-path suff.  1. A practitioner of a specified kind of medical treatment:  naturo-

path.  2. One affected by a specified kind of disorder:  sociopath.  [Back-forma-

tion from -PATHY.]

Pa·than (pN-tänù) n.  A member of a Pashto-speaking people of eastern Afghan-

istan and northwest Pakistan, constituting the majority population of Afghani-

stan.  [Hindi Pa£h7n, from Pashto Pë}tana, pl. of Pë}t7n, an Afghan, from pa≥tu, 

Pashto.]

pa·thet·ic (pN-thHtùVk) also pa·thet·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Arousing or capable of 

arousing sympathetic sadness and compassion.  2. Arousing or capable of arous-

ing scornful pity.  [French pathétique, from Late Latin pathKticus, from Greek 

pathKtikos, sensitive, from pathKtos, liable to suffer, from pathos, suffering. See 

kwent(h)- in Appendix.] —pa·thetùi·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: pathetic, pitiful, pitiable, piteous, lamentable. These adjectives de-



scribe one that inspires or deserves pity. Something pathetic elicits sympathetic

sadness and compassion: “Everything human is pathetic” (Mark Twain). Often the

word refers to what is so poor that it arouses scornful pity: The academic standards

in the school were pathetic. Both pitiful and pitiable apply to what is touchingly

sad: “She told a most pitiful story” (Samuel Butler). “The emperor had been in a

state of pitiable vacillation” (William Hickling Prescott). Sometimes the terms

connote contemptuous pity, as for what is hopelessly inept or inadequate: “If

when the chips are down, the world’s most powerful nation... acts like a pitiful, help-

less giant, the forces of totalitarianism and anarchy will threaten free nations and

free institutions throughout the world” (Richard M. Nixon). “That cold accretion

called the world, which, so terrible in the mass, is so unformidable, even pitiable, in

its units” (Thomas Hardy). Piteous applies to what cries out for pity: “They... made

piteous lamentation to us to save them” (Daniel Defoe). Lamentable suggests the

evocation of pity mixed with sorrow: “Tell thou the lamentable tale of me,/And

send the hearers weeping to their beds” (Shakespeare). See also Synonyms at mov-
ing

pathetic fallacy (pN-thHtùVk f4lùN-sK) n.  The attribution of human emotions 

or characteristics to inanimate objects or to nature; for example, angry clouds; a 

cruel wind. 

path·find·er (p4thùfXnÙdNr, päthù-) n.  One that discovers a new course or way, 

especially through or into unexplored regions.   —pathùfindÙing adj. 

patho-  or path- pref.  Disease; suffering:  pathogen.  [New Latin, from Greek, 

from pathos, suffering. See kwent(h)- in Appendix.]

path·o·bi·ol·o·gy (p4thÙo-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  See pathology (n., sense 1). 

path·o·gen (p4thùN-jNn) n.  An agent that causes disease, especially a living 

microorganism such as a bacterium or fungus. 

path·o·gen·e·sis (p4thÙN-jHnùV-sVs) also pa·thog·e·ny (p4-thmjùN-nK) n.  The 

development of a diseased or morbid condition. 

path·o·gen·ic (p4thÙN-jHnùVk) also path·o·ge·net·ic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  

1. Capable of causing disease.  2. Originating or producing disease.  3. Of or 

relating to pathogenesis.   —pathÙo·genùi·cal·ly adv.  —pathÙo·ge·nicùi·ty (-

jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

pa·thog·e·ny (p4-thmjùN-nK) n.  Variant of pathogenesis. 
pa·thog·no·mon·ic (pN-thmgÙnN-mmnùVk, p4thÙNg-no-) adj.  Characteristic or 

symptomatic of a particular disease or condition.  [Greek pathognomonikos : 

patho-, patho- + gnomonikos, able to judge (from gnomon, interpreter); see gno- 
in Appendix.]

pa·thog·ra·phy (p4-thmgùrN-fK) n.  1. The retrospective study, often by a phy-

sician, of the possible influence and effects of disease on the life and work of a 

historical personage or group.  2. A style of biography that overemphasizes the 



negative aspects of a person’s life and work, such as failure, unhappiness, illness, 

and tragedy: “[It] falls into pathography’s technique of emphasizing the sensational 

underside of its subject’s life” (Joyce Carol Oates). 

path·o·log·i·cal (p4thÙN-lmjùV-kNl) also path·o·log·ic (-Vk) adj.  Abbr. path., 
pathol. 1. Of or relating to pathology.  2. Relating to or caused by disease.  

3. Of, relating to, or manifesting behavior that is habitual and compulsive:  a 

pathological liar.   —pathÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

pa·thol·o·gy (p4-thmlùN-jK) n.  pl. pa·thol·o·gies. Abbr. path., pathol. 
1. The scientific study of the nature of disease and its causes, processes, develop-

ment, and consequences.  Also called pathobiology 2. The anatomic or functional 

manifestations of a disease:  the pathology of cancer.  3. A departure or deviation 

from a normal condition: “Neighborhoods plagued by a self-perpetuating pathol-

ogy of joblessness, welfare dependency, crime” (Time).   —pa·tholùo·gist n. 

path·o·phys·i·ol·o·gy (p4thÙo-fVzÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The functional changes 

associated with or resulting from disease or injury.  2. The scientific study of such 

changes.  Also called physiopathology  —pathÙo·physÙi·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), 
pathÙo·physÙi·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —pathÙo·physÙi·olùo·gist n. 

pa·thos (p7ùthmsÙ, -thôsÙ) n.  1. A quality, as of an experience or a work of art, 

that arouses feelings of pity, sympathy, tenderness, or sorrow.  2. The feeling, as 

of sympathy or pity, so aroused.  [Greek, suffering. See kwent(h)- in Appendix.]

path·way (p4thùw7Ù, päthù-) n.  1. A path.  2. Physiology. a. A course usually 

followed by a body part or process.  b. A chain of nerve fibers along which 

impulses normally travel.  c. A sequence of enzymatic or other reactions by which 

one biological material is converted to another.  

-pathy suff.  1. Feeling; suffering; perception:  telepathy.  2. a. Disease:  neurop-

athy.  b. A system of treating disease:  homeopathy.   [Greek -patheia, from pathos. 

See kwent(h)- in Appendix.]

Pa·ti·a·la (pƒtÙK-äùlN)  A city of northwest India north-northwest of Delhi. It 

was the center of a former princely state founded by a Sikh chieftain c. 1763. Pop-

ulation, 205,141. 

pa·tience (p7ùshNns) n.  1. The capacity, quality, or fact of being patient.  

2. Chiefly British. The game solitaire.  

SYNONYMS: patience, long-suffering, resignation, forbearance. These nouns all

denote the capacity to endure hardship, difficulty, or inconvenience without com-

plaint. Patience emphasizes calmness, self-control, and the willingness or ability

to tolerate delay: “Our patience will achieve more than our force” (Edmund Burke).

“No fear can stand up to hunger, no patience can wear it out” (Joseph Conrad).

Long-suffering is long and patient endurance, as of wrong or provocation: The

general, a man by no means notable for docility and long-suffering, flew into a rage.

Resignation implies an unresisting acceptance of or submission to something try-



ing, as out of despair or necessity: Too timorous to protest the disrespect with which

she was being treated, the young woman could only accept it with resignation. For-

bearance denotes restraint, as in retaliating, demanding what is due, or voicing

disapproval or condemnation: “It is the mutual duty of all to practice Christian

forbearance, love, and charity towards each other” (Patrick Henry). The parents

showed remarkable forbearance toward their defiant and unruly son.

pa·tient (p7ùshNnt) adj.  1. Bearing or enduring pain, difficulty, provocation, or 

annoyance with calmness.  2. Marked by or exhibiting calm endurance of pain, 

difficulty, provocation, or annoyance.  3. Tolerant; understanding:  an unfailingly 

patient leader and guide.  4. Persevering; constant:  With patient industry, she 

revived the failing business and made it thrive.  5. Capable of calmly awaiting an 

outcome or a result; not hasty or impulsive.  6. Capable of bearing or enduring 

pain, difficulty, provocation, or annoyance: “My uncle Toby was a man patient of 

injuries” (Laurence Sterne).   —  n.  1. One who receives medical attention, care, 

or treatment.  2. Archaic. One who suffers.  [Middle English pacient, from Old 

French, from Latin patiKns, patient- present participle of patX, to endure. See 

pK(i)- in Appendix.] —paùtient·ly adv. 

pat·in (p4tùn) n.  Variant of paten. 
pat·i·na1 (p4tùn-N) n.  pl. pat·i·nae (p4tùn-K). See paten (n., sense 1).  [Medi-

eval Latin, from Latin, plate. See PATEN.]

pat·i·na2 (p4tùn-N, pN-tKùnN) also pa·tine (p4-tKnù) n.  1. A thin greenish layer, 

usually basic copper sulfate, that forms on copper or copper alloys, such as 

bronze, as a result of corrosion.  2. The sheen on any surface, produced by age 

and use.  3. A change in appearance produced by long-standing behavior, prac-

tice, or use:  a face etched with a patina of fine lines and tiny wrinkles.  [Italian, 

from Latin, plate (from the incrustation on ancient metal plates and dishes). See 

PATEN.]

pat·i·naed (p4tùn-Vd, pN-tKùnVd) adj.  Having a coating, covering, or sheen; pati-

nated. Used especially to describe the corrosive green layer that forms on copper 

and its alloys. 

pat·i·nate (p4tùn-7tÙ) v.  pat·i·nat·ed, pat·i·nat·ing, pat·i·nates.  —  v.  tr. 

To furnish with a patina.   —  v.  intr. To acquire or become covered with a patina. 

pa·tine (p4-tKnù) v.  tr. pa·tined, pa·tin·ing, pa·tines. To coat with a patina.   
—  n.  Variant of patina2. [French patiner, from patine, patina, from Italian 

patina. See PATINA
2.]

pat·i·o (p4tùK-oÙ, päùtK-oÙ) n.  pl. pat·i·os. 1. An outdoor space for dining or 

recreation that adjoins a residence and is often paved.  2. A roofless inner court-

yard, typically found in Spanish and Spanish-style dwellings.  [Spanish, from Old 

Spanish, possibly from Old Provençal patu, pati, pasture, perhaps from Latin pac-

tum, agreement. See PACT.]



pa·tis·se·rie (pN-tVsùN-rK, pä-tKs-rKù) n.  A bakery specializing in French pastry.  

[French pâtisserie, from Old French pastiserie, from pasticier, to make pastry, 

from *pastitz, pastry, from Vulgar Latin *pastXcium, from Late Latin pasta, dough. 

See PASTE
1.]

Pat·more (p4tùmôrÙ, -morÙ), Coventry Kersey Dighton. 1823-1896.  British 

poet associated with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. His works include The 

Angel in the House (1854-1863) and The Unknown Eros (1877). 

Pát·mos also Pat·mos (p4tùmms, -mNs, pätùmôs)  An island of southeast Greece 

in the Dodecanese Islands of the Aegean Sea. Saint John was exiled to the island c. 

A.D. 95 and according to tradition wrote the Book of Revelation here. 

Pat·na (pƒtùnN)  A city of northeast India on the Ganges River northwest of Cal-

cutta. It served as Asoka’s capital in the 3rd century B.C. and as a Mogul viceregal 

capital in the 16th century. Population, 776,371. 

pat·ois (p4tùwäÙ, p4-twäù) n.  pl. pat·ois (p4tùwäzÙ, p4-twäù). 1. A regional dia-

lect, especially one without a literary tradition.  2. a. A creole.  b. Nonstandard 

speech.   3. The special jargon of a group; cant.  See Synonyms at dialect.  
[French, from Old French, possibly from pate, paw, from Vulgar Latin *patta, 

perhaps of imitative origin.]

Pa·ton (p7tùn), Alan Stewart. 1903-1988.  South African writer noted for his 

novels Cry, the Beloved Country (1948) and Too Late the Phalarope (1953). He was 

a founder and leader (1953-1968) of the Liberal Party of South Africa. 

Pa·tos (p4tùNs, päùtts), Lagoa dos. A shallow tidal lagoon of southeast Brazil. 

Separated from the Atlantic Ocean by a wide sandbar, it is an important fishing 

ground. 

patr- pref.  Variant of patri-. 
Pá·trai (päùtrH)  also Pa·tras (pN-tr4sù, p4tùrNs)  A city of southern Greece in the 

northwest Peloponnesus on the Gulf of Pátrai, or Gulf of Patras, an inlet of 

the Ionian Sea. The city was an important trade center by the fifth century B.C. 

but declined before the Roman conquest of Greece (146 B.C.). Its commercial 

importance revived during the Middle Ages. Population, 142,163. 

pa·tres·fa·mil·i·as (p7ÙtrKz-fN-mVlùK-Ns, päÙ-, p4tÙrKz-) n.  Plural of paterfa-
milias. 

patri-  or patr- pref.  Father, paternal:  patrilineal.  [Latin (from pater, patr-, 

father), Greek (from patKr, patr-, father); see pNter- in Appendix.]

pa·tri·arch (p7ùtrK-ärkÙ) n.  1. A man who rules a family, clan, or tribe.  2. In 

the Old Testament: a. One of the antediluvian progenitors of the human race, 

from Adam to Noah.  b. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, or any of Jacob’s 12 sons, the 

eponymous progenitors of the 12 tribes of Israel.   3. Used formerly as a title for 

the bishops of Rome, Constantinople, Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria.  

4. Roman Catholic Church. A bishop who holds the highest episcopal rank after 

the pope.  5. Eastern Orthodox Church. Any one of the bishops of the sees of Con-



stantinople, Antioch, Alexandria, Moscow, and Jerusalem who has authority over 

other bishops.  6. Judaism. The head of the Sanhedrin in Syrian Palestine from 

about 180 B.C. to A.D. 429.  7. Mormon Church. A high dignitary of the priesthood 

empowered to invoke blessings.  8. One who is regarded as the founder or origi-

nal head of an enterprise, an organization, or a tradition.  9. A very old, venerable 

man; an elder.  10. The oldest member of a group:  the patriarch of the herd.  

[Middle English patriarche, from Old French, from Late Latin patriarcha, from 

Greek patriarkhKs : patria, lineage (from patKr, patr-, father); see pNter- in 

Appendix + -arkhKs, -arch.]

pa·tri·ar·chal (p7ÙtrK-ärùkNl) also pa·tri·ar·chic (-ärùkVk) adj.  1. Of, relating 

to, or characteristic of a patriarch.  2. Of or relating to a patriarchy:  a patriarchal 

social system.  3. Ruled by a patriarch:  a patriarchal see.   —paÙtri·arùchal·ism n.  

—paÙtri·arùchal·ly adv. 

patriarchal cross (p7ÙtrK-ärùkNl krôs) n.  A Latin cross having two horizontal 

bars, of which the upper is the shorter. 

pa·tri·ar·chate (p7ÙtrK-ärùkVt, -k7tÙ) n.  1. The territory, rule, or rank of a 

patriarch.  2.  See patriarchy. 
pa·tri·ar·chic (p7ÙtrK-ärùkVk) adj.  Variant of patriarchal. 
pa·tri·ar·chy (p7ùtrK-ärÙkK) n.  pl. pa·tri·ar·chies. 1. A social system in which 

the father is the head of the family and descent is traced through the father’s side 

of the family.  2. A family, community, or society based on this system or gov-

erned by men.  Also called patriarchate 

pa·tri·cian (pN-trVshùNn) n.  1. A person of refined upbringing, manners, and 

tastes.  2. A member of an aristocracy; an aristocrat.  3. A member of one of the 

noble families of the ancient Roman Republic, which before the third century B.C. 

had exclusive rights to the Senate and the magistracies.  4. Used as a title for 

members of a class of honorary nobility appointed by the Byzantine emperors.  

5. A member of the hereditary ruling class in the medieval free cities of Italy and 

Germany.  [Middle English patricion, from Old French patricien, from Latin patr-

icius, from patrKs (conscrXptX), enrolled fathers, senators, pl. of pater, patr-, father. 

See pNter- in Appendix.] —pa·triùcian adj.  —pa·triùcian·ly adv. 

pa·tri·ci·ate (pN-trVshùK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  1. Nobility or aristocracy.  2. The rank, 

position, or term of office of a patrician.  [Latin patrici7tus, from patricius, patri-

cian. See PATRICIAN.]

pat·ri·cide (p4tùrV-sXdÙ) n.  1. The act of murdering one’s father.  2. One who 

murders one’s father.  [Late Latin patricXdium, and patricXda Latin patri-, patri- + 

-cXdium, -cXda, -cide.] —patÙri·cidùal (p4tÙrV-sXdùl) adj. 

Pat·rick (p4tùrVk), Saint. A.D. 389?-461?.  Christian missionary and patron saint 

of Ireland. 

pat·ri·cli·nous (p4tÙrV-klXùnNs) adj.  Variant of patroclinous. 



pat·ri·lin·e·age (p4tÙrN-lVnùK-Vj) n.  The line of descent as traced through the 

paternal side of a family. 

pat·ri·lin·e·al (p4tÙrN-lVnùK-Nl) adj.  Relating to, based on, or tracing ancestral 

descent through the paternal line. 

pat·ri·lo·cal (p4tÙrN-loùkNl) adj.  Anthropology. Of or relating to the residence of 

a husband’s kin group or clan.   —patÙri·loùcal·ly adv. 

pat·ri·mo·ny (p4tùrN-moÙnK) n.  pl. pat·ri·mo·nies. 1. a. An inheritance from 

a father or other ancestor.  b. An inheritance or a legacy; heritage.   2. An endow-

ment or estate belonging to an institution, especially a church.  [Middle English, 

from Old French patrimoine, from Latin patrimonium, from pater, patr-, father. 

See pNter- in Appendix.] —patÙri·moùni·al adj.  —patÙri·moùni·al·ly adv. 

pa·tri·ot (p7ùtrK-Nt, -mtÙ) n.  One who loves, supports, and defends one’s coun-

try.  [French patriote, from Old French, compatriot, from Late Latin patriota, 

from Greek patriotKs, from patrios, of one’s fathers, from patKr, patr-, father. See 

pNter- in Appendix.]

pa·tri·ot·ic (p7ÙtrK-mtùVk) adj.  Feeling, expressing, or inspired by love for one’s 

country.   —paÙtri·otùi·cal·ly adv. 

pa·tri·ot·ism (p7ùtrK-N-tVzÙNm) n.  Love of and devotion to one’s country. 

Pa·tri·ots’ Day (p7ùtrK-Nts d7, -mtsÙ) n.  The third Monday in April, a holiday 

in Maine and Massachusetts commemorating the battles of Lexington and Con-

cord in 1775, which began the American Revolution. 

pa·tris·tic (pN-trVsùtVk) also pa·tris·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to the 

fathers of the early Christian church or their writings.   —pa·trisùti·cal·ly adv. 

pa·tris·tics (pN-trVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The study of the lives, 

writings, and doctrines of the Church fathers.  2. The writings of the Church 

fathers. 

pat·ro·cli·nous (p4tÙrN-klXùnNs) also pat·ri·cli·nous (-rV-) adj.  Having inher-

ited characteristics that more closely resemble the father’s side than the mother’s 

side.  [PATR(I)- + Greek klinein, to lean; see klei- in Appendix + -OUS.]

Pa·tro·clus (pN-troùklNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A Greek warrior, attendant, and 

friend to Achilles, who was killed by Hector in the Trojan War. 

pa·trol (pN-trolù) n.  1. The act of moving about an area especially by an autho-

rized and trained person or group, for purposes of observation, inspection, or 

security.  2. A person or group of persons who perform such an act.  3. a. A mil-

itary unit sent out on a reconnaissance or combat mission.  b. One or more mili-

tary vehicles, boats, ships, or aircraft assigned to guard or reconnoiter a given 

area.   4. A division of a Boy Scout troop consisting of between six and eight boys.   
—  v.  pa·trolled, pa·trol·ling, pa·trols.  —  v.  tr. To engage in a patrol of.   
—  v.  intr. To engage in a patrol.  [French patrouille, from patrouiller, to patrol, 

alteration of Old French patouiller, to paddle about in mud, patrol, probably from 

pate, paw. See PATOIS.] —pa·trolùler n. 



patrol car (pN-trolù kär) n.  See squad car. 
pa·trol·man (pN-trolùmNn) n.  1. A policeman who patrols or polices an 

assigned area.  2. One who patrols an assigned area. 

patrol torpedo boat (pN-trolù tôr-pKùdo bot) n.  A PT boat. 

patrol wagon (pN-trolù w4gùNn) n.  An enclosed police truck used to convey 

prisoners. 

pa·trol·wom·an (pN-trolùwtmÙNn) n.  A policewoman who patrols or polices 

an assigned area. 

pa·tron (p7ùtrNn) n.  1. One that supports, protects, or champions someone or 

something, such as an institutuion, an event, or a cause; a sponsor or benefactor:  

a patron of the arts.  2. A customer, especially a regular customer.  3.  (also pä-

tronù) The owner or manager of an establishment, especially a restaurant or an 

inn of France or Spain.  4. a. A noble or wealthy person in ancient Rome who 

granted favor and protection to someone in exchange for certain services.  b. A 

slave owner in ancient Rome who freed a slave without relinquishing all legal 

claim to him.   5. One who possesses the right to grant an ecclesiastical benefice 

to a member of the clergy.  6. A patron saint.  7. Nautical. The captain or master 

of a ship, especially a barge.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval 

Latin patronus, from Latin, from pater, patr-, father. See pNter- in Appendix.] 
—paùtron·al (p7ùtrN-nNl) adj. 

pa·tron·age (p7ùtrN-nVj, p4tùrN-) n.  1. Support, encouragement, or champion-

ship, as of a person, an institution, an event, or a cause, from a patron.  

2. Support or encouragement proffered in a condescending manner:  It seems our 

little establishment has finally been deemed worthy of the bank’s patronage.  3. The 

trade given to a commercial establishment by its customers:  Shopkeepers thanked 

Christmas shoppers for their patronage.  4. Customers or patrons considered as a 

group; clientele:  The grand old hotel has a loyal but demanding patronage.  

5. a. The power to distribute or appoint people to governmental or political posi-

tions.  b. The act of distributing or appointing people to such positions.  c. The 

positions so distributed or filled.   6. The right to grant an ecclesiastical benefice 

to a member of the clergy. 

pa·tron·ess (p7ùtrN-nVs) n.  1. A woman who supports, protects, or champions 

someone or something, such as an institution, an event, or a cause; a sponsor or 

benefactor.  2. A woman who possesses the right to grant an ecclesiastical bene-

fice to a member of the clergy.  3. A female patron saint. 

pa·tron·ize (p7ùtrN-nXzÙ, p4tùrN-) v.  tr. pa·tron·ized, pa·tron·iz·ing, 
pa·tron·iz·es. 1. To act as a patron to; support or sponsor.  2. To go to as a cus-

tomer, especially on a regular basis.  3. To treat in a condescending manner.   
—paÙtron·i·zaùtion (-trN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —paùtron·izÙing·ly adv. 

patron saint (p7ùtrNn s7nt) n.  A saint who is regarded as the intercessor and 

advocate in heaven of a nation, place, craft, activity, class, or person. 



pat·ro·nym·ic (p4tÙrN-nVmùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or derived from the name 

of one’s father or a paternal ancestor.   —  n.  A name so derived.  [Late Latin pat-

ronymicus, from Greek patronumikos, from patronumos, named after one’s father 

 : patKr, patr-, father + onuma, name; see np-men- in Appendix.] 
—patÙro·nymùi·cal·ly adv. 

pa·troon (pN-trunù) n.  A landholder in New Netherland who, under Dutch 

colonial rule, was granted proprietary and manorial rights to a large tract of land 

in exchange for bringing 50 new settlers to the colony.  [Dutch, from French 

patron, patron, master, from Old French. See PATRON.]

pat·sy (p4tùsK) n.  pl. pat·sies. Slang. A person easily taken advantage of, 

cheated, blamed, or ridiculed.  [Perhaps from Italian pazzo, fool, from Old Italian 

paccio.]

pat·ten (p4tùn) n.  Any one of various types of wooden-soled footwear, such as a 

sandal, shoe, or clog, worn to increase one’s height or to keep one’s feet out of the 

mud.  [Middle English patin, from Old French, perhaps from pate, paw, hoof. See 

PATOIS.]

Pat·ten (p4tùn), Gilbert. Pen name Burt L. Standish. 1866-1945.  American 

writer who created the hero Frank Merriwell and wrote numerous children’s 

adventure stories. 

pat·ter1 (p4tùNr) v.  pat·tered, pat·ter·ing, pat·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a 

quick succession of light, soft tapping sounds:  Rain pattered steadily against the 

glass.  2. To move with quick, light, softly audible steps.   —  v.  tr. To cause to pat-

ter.   —  n.  A quick succession of light, soft tapping sounds:  the patter of rain on 

the rooftops.  [Frequentative of PAT
1.]

pat·ter2 (p4tùNr) v.  pat·tered, pat·ter·ing, pat·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speak 

or chatter glibly and rapidly.  2. To mumble prayers in a mechanical manner.   —  
v.  tr. To utter in a glib, rapid, or mechanical manner.   —  n.  1. The jargon of a 

particular group; cant.  2. Glib, rapid speech, as of an auctioneer, a salesperson, 

or a comedian.  3. Meaningless talk; chatter.  [Middle English patren, from pater-

noster, paternoster (from the mechanical and rapid recitation of the prayer). See 

PATERNOSTER.] —patùter·er n. 

pat·tern (p4tùNrn) n.  1. a. A model or an original used as an archetype.  b. A 

person or thing considered worthy of imitation.   2. A plan, diagram, or model to 

be followed in making things:  a dress pattern.  3. A representative sample; a spec-

imen.  See Synonyms at ideal.  4. a. An artistic or decorative design:  a paisley 

pattern.  See Synonyms at figure.  b. A design of natural or accidental origin:  

patterns of bird formations.   5. A consistent, characteristic form, style, or method, 

as: a. A composite of traits or features characteristic of an individual or a group:  

one’s pattern of behavior.  b. Form and style in an artistic work or body of artistic 

works.   6. a. The configuration of gunshots upon a target that is used as an indi-

cation of skill in shooting.  b. The distribution and spread, around a targeted 



region, of spent shrapnel, bomb fragments, or shot from a shotgun.   7. Enough 

material to make a complete garment.  8. A test pattern.  9. The flight path of an 

aircraft about to land:  a flight pattern.   —  v.  pat·terned, pat·tern·ing, 
pat·terns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make, mold, or design by following a pattern:  We pat-

terned this plan on the previous one. My daughter patterned her military career after 

her father’s.  2. To cover or ornament with a design or pattern.   —  v.  intr. To 

make a pattern.  [Middle English patron, from Old French. See PATRON.]

pat·tern·ing (p4tùNr-nVng) n.  1. Design, structure, or configuration of a form, 

style, or method.  2. A method of physical therapy in which a rigid pattern of 

exercises is imposed to stimulate weak or paralyzed nerves and muscles to act on 

their own. 

pat·tern·mak·er also pattern maker (p4tùNrn-m7ÙkNr) n.  One who makes 

patterns, as for sewing, carpentry, or industrial machinery.   
—patùtern·makÙing n. 

Pat·ter·son (p4tùNr-sNn)  American family of journalists, including Robert 
Wilson Patterson (1850-1910), editor in chief of the Chicago Tribune (1899-

1910). His son Joseph Medill Patterson (1879-1946) founded (1919) the New 

York Daily News, and his daughter Eleanor Medill Patterson (1884-1948) 

founded (1939) the Washington Times-Herald. 

Pat·ter·son (p4tùNr-sNn), Floyd. Born 1935.  American prizefighter who held 

the world heavyweight title from 1956 to 1959 and 1960 to 1962. 

Pat·ti (p4tùK, päùtK), Adelina. 1843-1919.  Spanish-born Italian operatic 

soprano. She was the most celebrated coloratura soprano of the 19th century. 

Pat·ton (p4tùn), George Smith, Jr. 1885-1945.  American general. In World 

War II he led the Third Army’s sweep across France and into Germany (1944-

1945). 

pat·ty (p4tùK) n.  pl. pat·ties. 1. A small rounded, flattened cake of food, espe-

cially one made from ingredients that have been previously ground, chopped, or 

minced:  a hamburger patty; a peppermint patty.  2. A patty shell.  3. A small pie; a 

pasty.  [French pâté, pâté, from Old French paste, paste. See PASTY
2.]

pat·ty·pan squash (p4tùK-p4nÙ skwmsh) n.  A variety of squash (Cucurbita 

Pepo) having a wheel-shaped fruit about three inches high and nine inches in 

diameter, ribbed white skin, and creamy white flesh. 

patty shell (p4tùK shHl) n.  A decorative, edible shell of baked puff pastry that is 

made to be filled with other food, such as creamed meat, seafood, vegetables, or 

fruit. 

pat·u·lous (p4chùN-lNs) also pat·u·lent (-lNnt) adj.  Botany. Spreading or 

expanded:  patulous branches.  [From Latin patulus, from patKre, to be open. See 

petN- in Appendix.] —patùu·lous·ly adv.  —patùu·lous·ness n. 

pat·zer (p4tùsNr, pätù-) n.  Slang. A poor or amateurish chess player.  [Probably 

from German, bungler, from patzen, to bungle.]



Pau (po)  A city of southwest France in the foothills of the Pyrenees south of Bor-

deaux. It is a year-round tourist center noted for its scenery and winter sports. 

Population, 83,790. 

PAU also P.A.U. abbr.  Pan American Union. 

pau·ci·ty (pôùsV-tK) n.  1. Smallness of number; fewness.  2. Scarcity; dearth:  a 

paucity of natural resources.  [Middle English paucite, from Old French, from 

Latin paucit7s, from paucus, few. See pau- in Appendix.]

Paul (pôl), Saint. A.D. 5?-67?.  Apostle to the Gentiles whose life and teachings are 

set forth in his epistles and the Acts of the Apostles.   —Paulùine (-Xn, -Kn) adj. 

Paul I1 (pôl), 1754-1801.  Russian czar (1796-1801) who led the first Russian 

military campaigns against Napoleonic France (1798-1800). His tyrannical reign 

was ended the following year in a coup d’état. 

Paul I2 (pôl), 1901-1964.  King of Greece (1947-1964). After taking refuge in 

South Africa during World War II he returned to Greece in 1946 and succeeded to 

the throne the following year. 

Paul III (pôl), Originally Alessandro Farnese. 1468-1549.  Pope (1534-1549) who 

initiated the Catholic Reformation and accepted (1545) the Jesuit order into the 

Church. 

Paul VI (pôl), Originally Giovanni Battista Montini. 1897-1978.  Pope (1963-

1978) noted for easing regulations on fasting and interfaith marriages. 

Paul (pôl), Alice. 1885-1977.  American feminist who founded (1916) the sepa-

ratist National Woman’s Party and wrote (1923) the first equal rights amendment 

to be considered by the U.S. Congress. 

Paul-Bon·cour (pôl-boN-ktrù), Joseph. 1873-1972.  French politician and 

diplomat who served as minister of foreign affairs (1932-1934, 1936, and 1938) 

and premier (1932-1933). 

Paul Bun·yan (pôlù bƒnùyNn) n.  A giant lumberjack who performs superhu-

man acts in American folklore. 

Paul·ding (pôlùdVng), James Kirke. 1778-1860.  American writer and public 

official. He collaborated with Washington Irving and others on the periodical Sal-

magundi (1807-1808). 

Pau·li (pouùlK), Wolfgang. 1900-1958.  Austrian-born American physicist. He 

won a 1945 Nobel Prize for work on atomic fissions. 

Pau·li exclusion principle (pôùlK Vk-skluùzhNn prVnùsN-pNl, pouù-) n.  See 

exclusion principle.  [After Wolfgang PAULI.]

Pau·ling (pôùlVng), Linus Carl. 1901-1994.  American chemist. He won a 1954 

Nobel Prize for work on the nature of chemical bonding and the 1962 Nobel 

Peace Prize for his efforts toward disarmament. 

Paul·ist (pôùlVst) n.  A member of the Roman Catholic Missionary Society of 

Saint Paul the Apostle, founded in New York in 1858. 



pau·low·ni·a (pô-loùnK-N) n.  Any of several Chinese deciduous trees of the 

genus Paulownia, having large, heart-shaped, opposite leaves and pyramidal pan-

icles of purplish or white flowers with a spotted interior.  Also called princess tree 

[New Latin, genus name, after Princess Anna Paulovna (1795-1865), Russian 

princess and queen of William II of the Netherlands.]

paunch (pônch, pänch) n.  1. The belly, especially a protuding one; a potbelly.  

2.  See rumen.  [Middle English paunche, from Old French panche, from Latin 

pantex.]

paunch·y (pônùchK, pänù-) adj.  paunch·i·er, paunch·i·est. Having a pot-

belly.   —paunchùi·ness n. 

pau·per (pôùpNr) n.  1. One who is extremely poor.  2. One living on or eligible 

for public charity.  [From Latin, poor. See pau- in Appendix.]

pau·per·ism (pôùpN-rVzÙNm) n.  The quality or state of being a pauper. 

pau·per·ize (pôùpN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. pau·per·ized, pau·per·iz·ing, pau·per·iz·es. 
To make a pauper of; impoverish.   —pauÙper·i·zaùtion (-pNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

pau·piette (po-pyHtù) n.  A thin slice of meat or fish wrapped around a force-

meat or vegetable filling.  [French, probably from obsolete poulpe, fleshy part, 

from Old French polpe, from Latin pulpa.]

Pau·sa·ni·as (pô-s7ùnK-Ns), fl. second century A.D.  Greek geographer and his-

torian who wrote Periegesis of Greece, a valuable source on the topography and 

history of ancient Greece. 

pause (pôz) v.  intr. paused, paus·ing, paus·es. 1. To cease or suspend an 

action temporarily.  2. To linger; tarry:  paused for a while under the huge oak tree.  

3. To hesitate:  He paused before replying.   —  n.  1. A temporary cessation.  2. A 

delay or suspended reaction, as from uncertainty; a hesitation:  After a pause the 

audience broke into cheers.  3. A break, stop, or rest, often for a calculated purpose 

or effect:  After a dramatic pause, the lawyer finished her summation.  4. a. Music. 

A sign indicating that a note or rest is to be held.  b. A break or rest in a line of 

poetry; a caesura.   5. Reason for hesitation:  The immensity of the task gives one 

pause.  [From Middle English, pause, from Old French, from Latin pausa, from 

Greek pausis, from pauein, to stop.]

SYNONYMS: pause, intermission, recess, respite, suspension. The central mean-

ing shared by these nouns is “a temporary stop, as in activity”: a short pause in the

conversation; a concert with the usual 15-minute intermission; the legislature’s sum-

mer recess; toiling without respite; a suspension of work.

pa·vane also pa·van (pN-vänù, -v4nù) n.  1. A slow, stately court dance of the 

16th and 17th centuries.  2. A piece of music for this dance.  [French pavane, 

from Italian pavana, from feminine of pavano, of Padua, from dialectal pavàn, 

from Pava, dialectal variant of Padova, Padua.]



Pav·a·rot·ti (p4vÙN-rmtùK, päÙvä-rôtùtK), Luciano. Born 1935.  Italian-born 

tenor whose notable operatic roles include the Duke of Mantua in Rigoletto and 

Radames in Aïda. 

pave (p7v) v.  tr. paved, pav·ing, paves. 1. To cover with a pavement.  2. To 

cover uniformly, as if with pavement.  3. To be or compose the pavement of.   
—idiom. pave the way. To make progress or development easier:  experiments 

that paved the way for future research.  [Middle English paven, from Old French 

paver, from Latin pavXre, to beat, tread down. See peu- in Appendix.] —pavùer 
n. 

pa·vé (p4-v7ù, p4vù7) n.  A setting of precious stones placed together so closely 

that no metal shows:  diamonds in pavé.  [French, from past participle of paver, to 

pave, from Old French. See PAVE.] —pa·vé adj. 

pave·ment (p7vùmNnt) n.  1. a. A hard, smooth surface, especially of a public 

area or thoroughfare, that will bear travel.  b. The material with which such a sur-

face is made.   2. Chiefly British. A sidewalk. 

Pa·vi·a (pN-vKùN, pä-vKùä)  A city of northwest Italy south of Milan. Originally a 

Roman stronghold known as Ticinum, it served as capital of the Lombard kings 

before 1359 and later became a leading Italian city-state. Population, 85,056. 

pav·id (p4vùVd) adj.  Exhibiting or experiencing fear; timid.  [Latin pavidus, from 

pavKre, to fear. See peu- in Appendix.]

pa·vil·ion (pN-vVlùyNn) n.  1. An ornate tent.  2. a. A light, sometimes ornamen-

tal roofed structure, used for amusement or shelter, as at parks or fairs:  a picnic 

pavilion.  b. A usually temporary structure erected at a fair or show for use by an 

exhibitor:  the French pavilion at the World’s Fair.  c. A large structure housing 

sports or entertainment facilities; an arena.   3. A structure or another building 

connected to a larger building; an annex.  4. One of a group of related buildings 

forming a complex, as of a hospital.  5. The lower surface of a brilliant-cut gem, 

slanting outward from the culet to the girdle.   —  v.  tr. pa·vil·ioned, 
pa·vil·ion·ing, pa·vil·ions. 1. To cover or furnish with or as if with a pavilion.  

2. To put in or as if in a pavilion.  [Middle English pavilon, from Old French 

pavillon, from Latin p7pilio, p7pilion-, butterfly, tent.]

pav·ing (p7ùvVng) n.  1. The act or technique of laying pavement.  2. A pave-

ment.  3. Material used for pavement. 

pav·is also pav·isse (p4vùVs) n.  A medieval shield large enough to protect the 

whole body.  [Middle English, from Old French pavais, from Old Italian pavese, 

from Pavia.]

Pav·lo·dar (p4vÙlN-därù, pN-vlN-)  A town of northeast Kazakhstan on the Irtysh 

River southeast of Omsk. It is a processing and shipping center in a rich agricul-

tural region. Population, 315,000. 

Pav·lov (p4vùlôfÙ, -lôvÙ, pävùlNf), Ivan Petrovich. 1849-1936.  Russian physiol-

ogist who is best known for discovering the conditioned response. He won a 1904 



Nobel Prize for research on the nature of digestion.   —Pav·loùvi·an (p4v-loùvK-

Nn, -lôù-) adj. 

Pav·lo·va (p4v-loùvN, päv-, p4vùlN-, pävù-), Anna. 1882-1931.  Russian ballerina 

famous for her roles in Swan Lake and Les Sylphides. 

Pavlovian conditioning (p4v-loùvK-Nn kNn-dVshùN-nVng) n.  Classical con-

ditioning.  [After Ivan Petrovich PAVLOV.]

Pa·vo (p7ùvo) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Apus and 

Indus.  [Latin p7vo, peacock.]

pav·o·nine (p4vùN-nXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or resembling a peacock.  2. Resembling a 

peacock’s tail in color, design, or iridescence.  [Latin p7vonXnus, from p7vo, pea-

cock.]

paw (pô) n.  1. The nailed or clawed foot of an animal, especially of a quadru-

ped.  2. Informal. A human hand, especially a large, clumsy one: “Lennie dabbled 

his big paw in the water” (John Steinbeck).   —  v.  pawed, paw·ing, paws.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To strike with the paw or paws.  2. To strike or scrape with a beating 

motion:  The bull pawed the ground before charging.  3. To handle clumsily, rudely, 

or with too much familiarity.  See Synonyms at touch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To scrape 

the ground with the forefeet:  The horse pawed restlessly.  2. To handle someone or 

something clumsily, rudely, or with too much familiarity:  Don’t paw at everything 

you see.  [Middle English pawe, from Old French powe.] —pawùer n. 

pawk·y (pôùkK) adj.  pawk·i·er, pawk·i·est. Chiefly British. Shrewd and cun-

ning, often in a humorous manner.  [From English dialectal pawk, a trick.]

pawl (pôl) n.  A hinged or pivoted device adapted to fit into a notch of a ratchet 

wheel to impart forward motion or prevent backward motion.  [Probably from 

Dutch pal, from Latin p7lus, stake. See pag- in Appendix.]

pawn1 (pôn) n.  1. Something given as security for a loan; a pledge or guaranty.  

2. The condition of being held as a pledge against the payment of a loan:  jewels in 

pawn.  3. A person serving as security; a hostage.  4. The act of pawning.   —  v.  

tr. pawned, pawn·ing, pawns. 1. To give or deposit (personal property) as 

security for the payment of money borrowed.  2. To risk; hazard:  pawn one’s 

honor.  [Middle English paun, from Old French pan, of Germanic origin.] 
—pawnùa·ble adj.  —pawnùage n.  —pawnùer (pôùnNr), pawùnorÙ (-nôrÙ)  

n. 

pawn2 (pôn) n.  1.  Abbr. P Games. A chess piece of lowest value that may move 

forward one square at a time or two squares in the first move, capture other 

pieces only on a one-space diagonal forward move, and be promoted to any piece 

other than a king upon reaching the eighth rank.  2. A person or an entity used to 

further the purposes of another:  an underdeveloped nation that was a pawn in 

international politics.  [Middle English, from Old French pedon, paon, from Medi-

eval Latin pedo, pedon-, foot soldier, from Late Latin, one who has wide feet, 

from Latin pKs, ped-, foot. See ped- in Appendix.]



pawn·bro·ker (pônùbroÙkNr) n.  One that lends money at interest in exchange 

for personal property deposited as security.   —pawnùbroÙking n. 

Paw·nee (pô-nKù) n.  pl. Pawnee or Paw·nees. 1. a. A Native American peo-

ple formerly inhabiting the Platte River valley in south-central Nebraska and 

northern Kansas, with a present-day population in north-central Oklahoma. The 

Pawnee comprised a confederation of four relatively independent tribes living in 

permanent villages.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Caddoan language of 

the Pawnee.  [North American French Pani, of Illinois origin, ultimately of 

Siouan origin.]

pawn·shop (pônùshmpÙ) n.  The shop of a pawnbroker. 

pawn ticket (pôn tVkùVt) n.  A receipt for goods pawned. 

paw·paw (pôùpô) n.  Variant of papaw. 
Paw·tuck·et (pô-tƒkùVt, pN-)  A city of northeast Rhode Island, an industrial 

suburb of Providence. The first successful water-powered cotton mill in the 

United States was built here (1790-1793) by Samuel Slater. Population, 72,644. 

pay1 (p7) v.  paid (p7d), pay·ing, pays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give money to in return 

for goods or services rendered:  pay the cashier.  2. To give (money) in exchange 

for goods or services:  paid three dollars for a hamburger; paid an hourly wage.  

3. To discharge or settle (a debt or an obligation):  paying taxes; paid the bill.  

4. a. To give recompense for; requite:  a kindness that cannot be paid back.  b. To 

give recompense to; reward or punish:  I’ll pay him back for his insults.   5. To bear 

(a cost or penalty, for example) in recompense:  She paid the price for her unpopu-

lar opinions.  6. To yield as a return:  a savings plan that paid 12 percent interest.  

7. To afford an advantage to; profit:  It paid us to be generous.  8. To give or 

bestow:  paying compliments; paying attention.  9. To make (a visit or call).  

10. past tense and past participle. paid or payed (p7d). To let out (a line or 

cable) by slackening.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give money in exchange for goods or ser-

vices.  2. To discharge a debt or an obligation.  3. To bear a cost or penalty in rec-

ompense:  You’ll pay for this mischief!  4. To be profitable or worthwhile:  It doesn’t 

pay to get angry.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, giving, or receiving payments.  

2. Requiring payment to use or operate:  a pay telephone.  3. Yielding valuable 

metal in mining:  a pay streak.   —  n.  1. The act of paying or state of being paid.  

2. Money given in return for work done; salary; wages.  3. a. Recompense or 

reward:  Your thanks are pay enough.  b. Retribution or punishment.   4. Paid 

employment:  the workers in our pay.  5. A person considered with regard to his or 

her credit or reliability in discharging debts.   —phrasal verbs. pay off. 1. To 

pay the full amount on (a debt).  2. To effect profit:  a bet that paid off poorly.  

3. To get revenge for or on; requite.  4. To pay the wages due to (an employee) 

upon discharge.  5. Informal. To bribe.  6. Nautical. To turn or cause to turn (a 

vessel) to leeward.  pay out. 7. To give (money) out; spend.  8. To let out (a line 

or rope) by slackening.  pay up. To give over the full monetary amount 



demanded.   —idioms. pay (one’s) dues. To earn a given right or position 

through hard work, long-term experience, or suffering:  She paid her dues in 

small-town theaters before getting a part in a Broadway play.  pay (one’s) way. 
To contribute one’s own share; pay for oneself.  pay the piper. To bear the con-

sequences of something.  pay through the nose. Informal. To pay excessively.  

[Middle English paien, from Old French paiier, from Late Latin, to appease, from 

Latin p7c7re, to pacify, from p7x, p7c-, peace. See pag- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Given the unpeaceful feelings one often has in paying bills

or income taxes, it is difficult to believe that the word pay ultimately derives from

the Latin word p7x, “peace.” However, it is not the peace of the one who pays that

is involved in this development of meaning. From p7x, meaning “peace” and also

“a settlement of hostilities,” was derived the word p7c7re, “to impose a settlement

on peoples or territories.” In Late Latin p7c7re was extended in sense to mean “to

appease.” The Old French word paiier that developed from Latin p7c7re came to

have the specific application “to pacify or satisfy a creditor,” a sense that came

into Middle English along with the word paien (first recorded around the begin-

ning of the 13th century), the ancestor of our word pay.

pay2 (p7) v.  tr. payed or paid (p7d), pay·ing, pays. Nautical. To coat or cover 

(seams of a ship, for example) with waterproof material such as tar or asphalt.  

[Obsolete French peier, from Old French, from Latin pic7re, from pix, pic-, pitch.]

pay·a·ble (p7ùN-bNl) adj.  1. Requiring payment on a certain date; due.  

2. Requiring payment to a particular person or entity.  3. Capable of producing 

profit:  a payable business venture.   —  n.  Money owed to a creditor. Often used 

in the plural:  tried to balance inventory, payables, and receivables. 

pay-as-you-go also pay as you go (p7ùNz-yt-goù) n.  The system or prac-

tice of paying debts as they are incurred.   —payù-as-you-goù adj. 

pay·back (p7ùb4kÙ) n.  1. a. The return gained from or paid on an investment: 

“One problem with space ventures is that the up-front costs are enormous and the 

paybacks uncertain and far off at best” (Eric Gelman).  b. The return on an invest-

ment equal to the amount invested:  expect a payback within six years.   2. A bene-

fit gained as the result of a previous action.  3. The act or process of paying back. 

pay cable (p7 k7ùbNl) n.  Pay-TV that is received over a cable. 

pay·check (p7ùchHkÙ) n.  1. A check issued to an employee in payment of salary 

or wages.  2. Salary or wages:  The new appropriations bill could mean a larger pay-

check for state employees. 

pay·day (p7ùd7Ù) n.  The day on which employees’ salaries or wages are paid. 

pay dirt (p7 dûrt) n.  1. Earth, ore, or gravel that is profitable to mine.  

2. Informal. A useful or profitable discovery or venture. 

PAYE  or P.A.Y.E. abbr.  1. Pay as you earn.  2. Pay as you enter. 



payed1 (p7d) v.  A past tense and a past participle of pay1 (v. tr., sense 10). 

payed2 (p7d) v.  Nautical. A past tense and a past participle of pay2. 
pay·ee (p7-Kù) n.  One to whom money is paid. 

pay equity (p7 HkùwV-tK) n.  Comparable worth. 

pay·er (p7ùNr) n.  1. One that pays:  a prompt payer of bills.  2. One named 

responsible for paying a bill or note. 

pay·load (p7ùlodÙ) n.  1. The revenue-producing part of a cargo.  2. a. The 

total weight of passengers and cargo that an aircraft carries or can carry.  b. The 

total weight of the instruments, crew, and life-support systems that a spacecraft 

carries or can carry.  c. The passengers, crew, instruments, or equipment carried 

by an aircraft, a spacecraft, or a rocket.   3. The explosive charge carried in the 

warhead of a missile. 

Pay·load·er (p7ùloÙdNr)  A trademark used for an excavating machine with a 

large scoop in front for moving and lifting earth, rocks, and rubble. 

pay·mas·ter (p7ùm4sÙtNr) n.  A person in charge of paying wages and salaries. 

pay·ment (p7ùmNnt) n.  Abbr. pmt., pt., payt. 1. The act of paying or the 

state of being paid.  2. An amount paid:  received a large payment.  3. One’s due, 

reward, or punishment; requital. 

Payne (p7n), John Howard. 1791-1852.  American actor and playwright. 

Among his works are Brutus, or the Fall of Tarquin (1818) and Thérèse, the Orphan 

of Geneva (1821). 

pay·nim (p7ùnVm) n.  Archaic. 1. A non-Christian, especially a Muslim.  2. A 

pagan or heathen.  [Middle English painim, from Old French paienime, heathen-

dom, from Late Latin p7g7nismus, from p7g7nus, pagan. See PAGAN.]

pay·off (p7ùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. a. Full payment of a salary or wages.  b. The time of 

such payment.   2. Informal. a. A final settlement or reckoning.  b. The climax of 

a narrative or sequence of events.   3. Final retribution or revenge.  4. Informal. A 

bribe. 

pay·o·la (p7-oùlN) n.  1. Bribery, especially the bribing of disc jockeys to pro-

mote records.  2. A bribe, especially one given to a disc jockey.  [Probably 

PAY(OFF) + (Victr)ola, a phonograph.]

pay·out (p7ùoutÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of paying out.  2. A percentage of 

corporate earnings that is paid as dividends to shareholders. 

pay-per-view (p7ùpNr-vyuÙ) n.  A service offered by cable telvision compa-

nies that allows subscribers to view special programs for an additional charge. 

pay·roll also pay roll (p7ùrolÙ) n.  Abbr. PR 1. A list of employees receiving 

wages or salaries, with the amounts due to each.  2. The total sum of money to be 

paid out to employees at a given time. 

pay station (p7 st7ùshNn) n.  A coin-operated telephone for public use. 

payt. abbr.  Payment. 



pay-TV (p7ùtK-vKù) n.  A system for receiving television broadcasts by making 

subscription payments, as by renting a device that unscrambles the broadcaster’s 

scrambled signal.  Also called pay television 

Paz (päz, päs), Octavio. Born 1914.  Mexican writer whose essays, including The 

Labyrinth of Solitude (1950), and volumes of poetry, such as Sun Stone (1957), 

often explore the Mexican identity. He won the 1990 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Pb  The symbol for the element lead2 (n., sense 1). [Latin plumbum, lead.]

P.B. abbr.  1. Passbook.  2. Prayer book. 

PBS abbr.  Public Broadcasting Service. 

PBX also P.B.X. abbr.  Private branch exchange. 

PC abbr.  1. Computer Science. Personal computer.  2.  or p.c. a. Politically cor-

rect.  b. Political correctness.  

p.c. abbr.  1. Percent.  2. Post card.  3. Latin. Post cibum (after meals). 

P.C. abbr.  1. Past Commander.  2. Police constable.  3. Post commander.  4. Privy 

Council. 

p/c  or P/C abbr.  1.  Also p.c.. Petty cash.  2. Prices current. 

PCB (pKÙsK-bKù) n.  Any of a family of industrial compounds produced by chlori-

nation of biphenyl, noted primarily as an environmental pollutant that accumu-

lates in animal tissue with resultant pathogenic and teratogenic effects.  

[P(OLY)C(HLORINATED) B(IPHENYL).]

PCP1 (pKÙsK-pKù) n.  Phencyclidine.  [From the chemical name p(henyl)c(yclo-

hexyl)p(iperidine).]

PCP2 abbr.  1. Pneumocystis pneumonia.  2. Progressive-Conservative Party. 

pct. abbr.  Percent. 

Pd  The symbol for the element palladium1. 
pd. abbr.  Paid. 

p.d.  or P.D. abbr.  Per diem. 

P.D. abbr.  1. Police Department.  2. Postal district.  3. Potential difference. 

Pd.B. abbr.  Latin. Pedagogiae Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Pedagogy). 

Pd.D. abbr.  Latin. Pedagogiae Doctor (Doctor of Pedagogy). 

Pd.M. abbr.  Latin. Pedagogiae Magister (Master of Pedagogy). 

PDT  or P.D.T. abbr.  Pacific Daylight Time. 

pe1 (p7) n.  The 17th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew pê, mouth, pe.]

pe2 also p.e. abbr.  Printer’s error. 

PE abbr.  Prince Edward Island. 

P.E. abbr.  1. Physical Education.  2. Statistics. Probable error.  3. Professional 

Engineer. 

pea (pK) n.  1. A member of the pea family.  2. A Eurasian climbing annual vine 

(Pisum sativum) cultivated in all temperate zones, having compound leaves with 

terminal leaflets modified into tendrils and globose, edible seeds enclosed in a 

green, elongated pod.  3. The seed of this plant, used as a vegetable.  4.  Also 



peas. The unopened pods of this plant.  5. Any of several plants of the genus 

Lathyrus, such as the sweet pea or the beach pea.  [Back-formation from Middle 

English pease (mistaken for pl.), from Old English pise, piose, from Late Latin 

pXsa, variant of Latin pXsum, from Greek pison.]

pea bean (pK bKn) n.  The navy bean. 

Pea·bod·y (pKùbmdÙK, -bN-dK)  A city of northeast Massachusetts west of Salem. 

Settled c. 1633 and later called South Danvers, it was renamed after George Pea-

body in 1868. Population, 47,039. 

Pea·bod·y (pKùbmdÙK, -bN-dK), Elizabeth Palmer. 1804-1894.  American edu-

cator and writer who founded the first kindergarten in the United States (1860). 

Pea·bod·y (pKùbmdÙK, -bN-dK), George. 1795-1869.  American merchant and 

philanthropist. He established numerous museums and libraries, including the 

Peabody Institute of Baltimore and the Peabody Museum at Harvard University. 

Pea·bod·y (pKùbmdÙK, -bN-dK), Josephine Preston. 1874-1922.  American 

writer. Among her collections of poetry are The Wayfarers (1898) and The Singing 

Leaves (1903). 

pea·bod·y bird (pKùbmdÙK bûrd, -bN-dK) n.  The white-throated sparrow.  

[Probably imitative of its song.]

peace (pKs) n.  1. The absence of war or other hostilities.  2. An agreement or a 

treaty to end hostilities.  3. Freedom from quarrels and disagreement; harmoni-

ous relations:  roommates living in peace with each other.  4. Public security and 

order:  was arrested for disturbing the peace.  5. Inner contentment; serenity:  peace 

of mind.   —  interj.  Used as a greeting or farewell, and as a request for silence.   
—idioms. at peace. 1. In a state of tranquillity; serene:  She is at peace with her-

self and her friends.  2. Free from strife:  Everyone wants to live in a world at peace.  

keep one’s peace (or hold one’s peace). To be silent.  keep the peace. To 

maintain or observe law and order:  officers who were sworn to keep the peace.  

[Middle English pes, from Old French pais, pes, from Latin p7x, p7c-. See pag- in 

Appendix.]

peace·a·ble (pKùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Inclined or disposed to peace; promoting calm:  

They met in a peaceable spirit.  2. Peaceful; undisturbed.   —peaceùa·ble·ness 
n.  —peaceùa·bly adv. 

Peace Corps (pKs kôr) n.  A federal government organization, set up in 1961, 

that trains and sends American volunteers abroad to work with people of devel-

oping countries on projects for technological, agricultural, and educational 

improvement. 

peace·ful (pKsùfNl) adj.  1. Undisturbed by strife, turmoil, or disagreement; 

tranquil.  See Synonyms at calm.  2. Inclined or disposed to peace; peaceable.  

3. Of or characteristic of a condition of peace.   —peaceùful·ly adv.  —peaceù-
ful·ness n. 



peace·keep·er (pKsùkKÙpNr) n.  1. One that preserves or promotes peace:  the 

peacekeeper in the family.  2. A member of a military force engaging in peacekeep-

ing activities, often under international sanction. 

peace·keep·ing (pKsùkKÙpVng) adj.  Of or relating to the preservation of peace, 

especially the supervision by international forces of a truce between hostile 

nations.   —peaceùkeepÙing n. 

peace·mak·er (pKsùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes peace, especially by settling 

disputes.   —peaceùmakÙing adj.  & n. 

peace·nik (pKsùnVk) n.  Informal. A political activist who publicly opposes war, a 

particular war, or the proliferation of weapons; a pacifist. 

peace offering (pKs ôùfNr-Vng) n.  An offering made to an adversary in the 

interests of peace or reconciliation. 

peace officer (pKs ôùfV-sNr) n.  A law enforcement officer, such as a sheriff, 

who is responsible for maintaining civil peace. 

peace pipe (pKs pXp) n.  A calumet. 

Peace River (pKs rVvùNr)  A river, about 1,521 km (945 mi) long, rising in cen-

tral British Columbia, Canada, and flowing east to Alberta then northeast to the 

Slave River near Lake Athabasca. It was long an important waterway for fur trad-

ers. 

peace sign (pKs sXn) n.  A hand sign made with the palm forward and the mid-

dle and index fingers forming a V, used to express a desire for peace. 

peace·time (pKsùtXmÙ) n.  A time free from war.   —peaceùtimeÙ adj. 

peach1 (pKch) n.  1. a. A small Chinese tree (Prunus persica) widely cultivated 

throughout temperate regions, having pink flowers and edible fruit.  b. The soft, 

juicy fruit of this tree, having yellow flesh, downy, red-tinted yellow skin, and a 

deeply sculptured stone containing a single seed.   2. Color. A light moderate to 

strong yellowish pink to light orange.  3. Informal. A particularly admirable or 

pleasing person or thing.  [Middle English peche, from Old French, a peach, from 

Latin persica, peach tree, ultimately from persicus, Persian, from Persia.]

peach2 (pKch) v.  peached, peach·ing, peach·es.  —  v.  intr. To inform on 

someone; turn informer: “Middle-level bureaucrats cravenly peach on their bosses 

[when] one of them does something the tiniest bit illegal” (National Observer).   —  
v.  tr. To inform against: “He has peached me and all the others, to save his life” 

(Daniel Defoe).  [Middle English pechen, from apechen, to accuse (probably from 

Anglo-Norman *anpecher, from Late Latin impedic7re, to entangle); see IMPEACH, 

and from empechen, to accuse; see IMPEACH.]

peach palm (pKch päm) n.  A densely spiny Amazonian palm (Bactris gasipaes) 

widely cultivated in the New World tropics as an ornamental and a food plant, 

having an edible heart and a highly nutritious, mealy fruit wall. 

peach·y (pKùchK) adj.  peach·i·er, peach·i·est. 1. Resembling a peach, espe-

cially in color or texture.  2. Informal. Splendid; fine.   —peachùi·ness n. 



pea coat (pK kot) n.  See pea jacket. 
pea·cock (pKùkmkÙ) n.  1. a. A male peafowl, distinguished by its crested head, 

brilliant blue or green plumage, and long modified back feathers that are marked 

with iridescent eyelike spots and that can be spread in a fanlike form.  b. A pea-

fowl, either male or female.   2. A vain person; a dandy.   —  v.  intr. pea·cocked, 
pea·cock·ing, pea·cocks. To strut about like a peacock; exhibit oneself vainly.  

[Middle English pocock, pecok : po, peacock (from Old English pawa, pKa, pea-

fowl, from Latin p7vo, peacock) + Middle English cok; see COCK
1.] —peaùcock-

Ùish, peaùcockÙy adj. 

Pea·cock (pKùkmkÙ), Thomas Love. 1785-1866.  British writer noted for his 

satirical novels, including Headlong Hall (1816) and Nightmare Abbey (1818). 

peacock blue (pKùkmkÙ blu) n.  Color. A moderate to dark or strong greenish 

blue.   —peaùcock-blueù (pKùkmk-bluù) adj. 

peacock orchid (pKùkmkÙ ôrùkVd) n.  See acidanthera. 
pea family (pK f4mùN-lK) n.  A large and widespread family of plants, the Legu-

minosae (Fabaceae), characterized by stipulate, usually compound leaves, often 

bilaterally symmetrical flowers, and legume fruits and including important food 

plants such as beans, peas, and soybeans. 

pea·fowl (pKùfoulÙ) n.  pl. peafowl or pea·fowls. Either of two large pheas-

ants, Pavo cristatus of India and Sri Lanka or P. muticus of southeast Asia.  

[PEA(COCK) + FOWL.]

peag also peage (pKg) n.  See wampum (n., sense 1).  [Short for WAMPUM-

PEAG.]

pea green (pK grKn) n.  Color. A moderate, strong, or brilliant yellow green.   
—peaù-greenù (pKùgrKnù) adj. 

pea·hen (pKùhHnÙ) n.  A female peafowl.  [Middle English pohen, pehenne : po, 

peacock; see PEACOCK + hen, female bird; see HEN.]

pea jacket (pK j4kùVt) n.  A short, warm, double-breasted coat of heavy wool, 

worn especially by sailors.  Also called pea coat [Probably translation of Dutch 

pijjekker : pij, a kind of coarse cloth (from Middle Dutch pXe) + jekker, jacket.]

peak1 (pKk) n.  Abbr. pk. 1. A tapering, projecting point; a pointed extremity:  

the peak of a cap; the peak of a roof.  2. a. The pointed summit of a mountain.  

b. The mountain itself.   3. a. The point of a beard.  b. A widow’s peak.   4. The 

point of greatest development, value, or intensity:  a novel written at the peak of 

the writer’s career.  See Synonyms at summit.  5. Physics. The highest value 

attained by a varying quantity:  a peak in current.  6. Nautical. a. The narrow por-

tion of a ship’s hull at the bow or stern.  b. The upper after corner of a fore-and-

aft sail.  c. The outermost end of a gaff.    —  v.  peaked, peak·ing, peaks.  —  
v.  tr. 1. Nautical. To raise (a gaff) above the horizontal.  2. To bring to a maxi-

mum of development, value, or intensity.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be formed into a peak 

or peaks:  Beat the egg whites until they peak.  2. To achieve a maximum of devel-



opment, value, or intensity:  Sales tend to peak just before the holidays.   —  adj.  

Approaching or constituting the maximum:  working at peak efficiency.  [Probably 

Middle English pike, peke. See PIKE
5.]

peak2 (pKk) v.  intr. peaked, peak·ing, peaks. To become sickly, emaciated, 

or pale.  [Origin unknown.]

peaked1 (pKkt, pKùkVd) adj.  Ending in a peak; pointed:  a peaked cap. 

peak·ed2 (pKùkVd) adj.  Having a sickly appearance:  You’re looking a little peaked 

today. 

peak flow meter (pKk flo mKùtNr) n.  A portable instrument that detects 

minute decreases in air flow, used by people with asthma to monitor small 

changes in breathing capacity. 

peal (pKl) n.  1. A ringing of a set of bells, especially a change or set of changes 

rung on bells.  2. A set of bells tuned to each other; a chime.  3. A loud burst of 

noise:  peals of laughter.   —  v.  pealed, peal·ing, peals.  —  v.  intr. To sound 

in a peal; ring.   —  v.  tr. To sound loudly and sonorously.  [Middle English pele, a 

bell peal, especially as a summons to church, short for apel, appeal. See APPEAL.]

Peale (pKl)  American family of painters, including Charles Willson Peale 

(1741-1827) and his brother James Peale (1749-1831). Four of Charles’s chil-

dren became painters: Raphael Peale (1774-1825), Rembrandt Peale (1778-

1860), Rubens Peale (1784-1865), and Titian Peale (1799-1885). James’s two 

daughters, Anna Claypoole Peale (1791-1878) and Sarah Miriam Peale 

(1800-1885), were also artists. 

Peale (pKl), Norman Vincent. 1898-1993.  American cleric known for his pop-

ular self-help book The Power of Positive Thinking (1952). 

pe·an (pKùNn) n.  Variant of paean. 
pea·nut (pKùnƒtÙ) n.  1. A prostrate southern Brazilian plant (Arachis hypogaea) 

widely cultivated in tropical and warm temperate regions, having yellow flowers 

on stalks that bend over so that the seed pods ripen underground.  2. The edible, 

nutlike, oily seed of this plant, used for food and as a source of oil. Regional. Also 

called gooberRegional., goober pea.  3. Slang. a. A person small in stature.  b. A 

person who is regarded as being insignificant.   4. peanuts. Informal. A very 

small amount of money; a trifling sum.   —  adj.  Slang. Having little or no 

importance; insignificant:  peanut politicians. 

peanut brittle (pKùnƒtÙ brVtùl) n.  A hard toffee containing peanuts. 

peanut butter (pKùnƒtÙ bƒtùNr) n.  A paste made from ground roasted pea-

nuts. 

peanut oil (pKùnƒtÙ oil) n.  The oil pressed from peanuts, used for cooking, in 

soaps, and as a solvent for pharmaceutical preparations. 

pear (pâr) n.  1. A widely cultivated tree (Pyrus communis) in the rose family, 

having glossy leaves, white flowers grouped in a corymb, and edible fruit.  2. The 

fruit of this tree, spherical at the base and tapering toward the stalk.  [Middle 



English pere, from Old English peru, a pear, ultimately from Vulgar Latin *pira, 

from Latin, pl. of pirum.]

pearl1 (pûrl) n.  1. A smooth, lustrous, variously colored deposit, chiefly cal-

cium carbonate, formed around a grain of sand or other foreign matter in the 

shells of certain mollusks and valued as a gem.  2. Mother-of-pearl; nacre.  

3. One that is highly regarded for one’s beauty or value.  4. Printing. A type size 

measuring approximately five points.  5. Color. A yellowish white.   —  v.  

pearled, pearl·ing, pearls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To decorate or cover with or as if with 

pearls.  2. To make into the shape or color of pearls.   —  v.  intr. 1. To dive or fish 

for pearls or pearl-bearing mollusks.  2. To form beads resembling pearls.  [Mid-

dle English perle, from Old French, from Latin *pernula, diminutive of perna, 

ham, seashell (from the shape of the shell).]

pearl2 (pûrl) v.  & n.   Variant of purl2. 
Pearl (pûrl)  A city of central Mississippi, a suburb of Jackson. Population, 

19,588. 

pearl ash (pûrl 4sh) n.  An impure form of potassium carbonate. 

Pearl City (pûrl sVtùK)  A village of Hawaii on Pearl Harbor in southern Oahu. It 

was severely damaged during the attack on Pearl Harbor (December 7, 1941). 

Population, 30,993. 

pearl danio (pûrl d7ùnK-oÙ) n.  A slender freshwater tropical fish (Brachydanio 

albolineatus), having silvery scales and popular as an aquarium fish. 

pearl diver (pûrl dXùvNr) n.  A person who dives in search of mollusks contain-

ing pearls. 

pearl·er (pûrùlNr) n.  1. A pearl diver.  2. A boat engaged in seeking or trading 

pearls. 

pearl·es·cent (pûr-lHsùNnt) adj.  Having a luster resembling that of pearls. 

pearl gray (pûrl gr7) n.  Color. A light gray, from yellowish to light bluish gray.   
—pearlù-grayù (pûrlùgr7ù) adj. 

Pearl Harbor1 (pûrl härùbNr)  An inlet of the Pacific Ocean on the southern 

coast of Oahu, Hawaii, west of Honolulu. It became the site of a naval base after 

the United States annexed Hawaii in 1900. On Sunday, December 7, 1941, Japa-

nese planes attacked the base without warning, destroying or severely damaging 

19 naval vessels and some 200 aircraft. The United States entered World War II 

the following day. 

Pearl Harbor2 (pûrl härùbNr) n.  A swift surprise attack that usually causes 

great destruction: “The Teheran takeover was the Pearl Harbor of the Foreign Ser-

vice” (Moorhead Kennedy).  [After Pearl Harbor1.]

pearl·ite (pûrùlXtÙ) n.  1. A mixture of ferrite and cementite forming distinct 

layers or bands in slowly cooled carbon steels.  2.  Variant of perlite. 



pearl millet (pûrl mVlùVt) n.  A tropical Old World grass (Pennisetum ameri-

canum) having long, dense flowering panicles and whitish grains that are used as 

food.  Also called African millet 

pearl oyster (pûrl oiùstNr) n.  Any of several bivalve marine mollusks of the 

genus Pinctada and related genera of tropical waters, especially P. margaritifera, a 

major commercial source of pearls. 

Pearl River1 (pûrl rVvùNr)  A river, about 780 km (485 mi) long, of central and 

southern Mississippi flowing southwest then south to the Gulf of Mexico. Its 

lower course forms part of the Mississippi-Louisiana border. 

Pearl River2 (pûrl rVvùNr)  An unincorporated community of southeast New 

York, a residential suburb of New York City near the New Jersey border. Popula-

tion, 15,314. 

pearl·y (pûrùlK) adj.  pearl·i·er, pearl·i·est. 1. Resembling pearls.  2. Covered 

or decorated with pearls or mother-of-pearl. 

pearly everlasting (pûrùlK HvÙNr-l4sùtVng) n.  A rhizomatous plant (Anaphalis 

margaritacea) having woolly, gray-green foliage and long-lasting, whitish flower 

heads. 

pearly nautilus (pûrùlK nôtùl-Ns) n.  See nautilus (n., sense 1). 

pear psylla (pâr sVlùN) n.  A small plant louse (Psylla pyricola) that is a destruc-

tive pest of pear trees, especially in the northeast United States. 

Pear·son (pîrùsNn), Andrew Russell. Known as “Drew.” 1897-1969.  Ameri-

can journalist famous for exposing political corruption in Washington, D.C. He 

was the coauthor of Washington Merry-Go-Round (1931). 

Pear·son (pîrùsNn), Karl. 1857-1936.  British eugenicist and mathematician 

who developed a number of standard statistical methods. 

Pear·son (pîrùsNn), Lester Bowles. 1897-1972.  Canadian politician who 

served as prime minister (1963-1968). He won the 1957 Nobel Peace Prize for his 

role in the negotiation of a solution to the Suez crisis (1956). 

pear thrips (pâr thrVps) n.  A minute leaf-eating insect (Taeniothrips inconse-

quens), originally native to Europe, that is a common pest of pear, maple, almond, 

and other trees in the eastern United States. 

Pea·ry (pîrùK), Robert Edwin. 1856-1920.  American naval officer and Arctic 

explorer who led the expedition credited with first reaching the North Pole 

(1909). 

Peary Land (pîrùK l4nd)  A peninsula of northern Greenland extending into the 

Arctic Ocean. Robert E. Peary first explored it on his 1891-1892 expedition. 

peas·ant (pHzùNnt) n.  1. A member of the class constituted by small farmers 

and tenants, sharecroppers, and laborers on the land where they form the main 

labor force in agriculture.  2. A country person; a rustic.  3. An uncouth, crude, 

or ill-bred person; a boor.  [Middle English paissaunt, from Old French paisant, 



from pais, country, from Late Latin p7gKnsis, inhabitant of a district, from Latin 

p7gus, district. See pag- in Appendix.]

peas·ant·ry (pHzùNn-trK) n.  1. The social class constituted by peasants.  2. The 

condition, rank, or conduct of a peasant. 

peas·cod (pKzùkmdÙ) n.  Variant of peasecod. 
pease (pKz) n.  pl. pease or peas·en (pKùzNn). Archaic. A pea.  [Middle English. 

See PEA.]

pease·cod also peas·cod (pKzùkmdÙ) n.  The pod of the pea. 

peas·en (pKùzNn) n.  Archaic. A plural of pease. 
pea·shoot·er (pKùshuÙtNr) n.  A toy consisting of a small tube through which 

dried peas or other pellets are blown. 

pea soup (pK sup) n.  1. A purée or soup made of cooked dried peas.  2. Slang. 

Dense fog. 

peat (pKt) n.  Partially carbonized vegetable matter, usually mosses, found in 

bogs and used as fertilizer and fuel.  [Middle English pete, perhaps from Medieval 

Latin peta.] —peatùy adj. 

peat bog (pKt bôg) n.  See bog (n., sense 1). 

peat moss (pKt môs) n.  1. Any of various mosses of the genus Sphagnum, 

growing in very wet places.  2. The partly carbonized remains of these plants, 

used as a mulch and plant food. 

peau de soie (poù dN-swäù) n.  A soft silk fabric of satin weave having a dull 

finish.  [French  : peau, skin + de, of + soie, silk.]

pea·vey also pea·vy (pKùvK) n.  pl. pea·veys also pea·vies. An implement 

consisting of a wooden shaft with a metal point and a hinged hook near the end, 

used to handle logs.  [After Joseph Peavey (fl. 1875), American inventor.]

peb·ble (pHbùNl) n.  1. A small stone, especially one worn smooth by erosion.  

2. a. Clear, colorless quartz; rock crystal.  b. A lens made of such quartz.   

3. Geology. A rock fragment between 4 and 64 millimeters (0.16 and 2.51 inches) 

in diameter, especially one that has been naturally rounded.  4. An irregularly 

rough, grainy surface, as on leather or paper.   —  v.  tr. peb·bled, peb·bling, 
peb·bles. 1. To pave with pebbles.  2. To impart an irregularly rough, grainy 

surface to (leather or paper).  3. To pelt with pebbles.  [Middle English pobble, 

pibel, pebul, from Old English papol-, as in papolst7n, pebblestone.] —pebùbly 
adj. 

pebble plant (pHbùNl pl4nt) n.  See fig marigold. 
pec (pHk) n.  Slang. A pectoral muscle. Often used in the plural: “Beneath those 

pecs there beats a heart” (Leon Wieseltier). 

pe·can (pV-känù, -k4nù, pKùk4n) n.  1. A deciduous tree (Carya illinoinensis) of 

the central and southern United States, having deeply furrowed bark, pinnately 

compound leaves, and edible nuts.  2. The smooth, thin-shelled oval nut of this 

tree.  [North American French pacane, from Illinois pakani.]



pec·ca·ble (pHkùN-bNl) adj.  Liable to sin.  [Medieval Latin pecc7bilis, from Latin 

pecc7re, to sin. See ped- in Appendix.] —pecÙca·bilùi·ty n. 

pec·ca·dil·lo (pHkÙN-dVlùo) n.  pl. pec·ca·dil·loes or pec·ca·dil·los. A small sin 

or fault.  [Spanish pecadillo, diminutive of pecado, sin,, and Italian peccadiglio, 

diminutive of peccato, sin  both from Latin pecc7tum, from neuter of pecc7tus past 

participle of pecc7re, to sin. See ped- in Appendix.]

pec·cant (pHkùNnt) adj.  1. Sinful; guilty.  2. Violating a rule or an accepted 

practice; erring.  [Latin pecc7ns, peccant- present participle of pecc7re, to sin. See 

ped- in Appendix.] —pecùcan·cy n.  —pecùcant·ly adv. 

pec·ca·ry (pHkùN-rK) n.  pl. pec·ca·ries. Any of several piglike hoofed mammals 

of the family Tayassuidae, found in North, Central, and South America and hav-

ing long, dark, dense bristles.  [Ultimately from Carib pakira.]

pec·ca·vi (pH-käùwK, -vK, -k7ùvXÙ) n.  pl. pec·ca·vis. A confession of sin.  [Latin 

pecc7vi, I have sinned, first person sing. perfect tense of pecc7re, to sin. See PECCA-

BLE.]

Pe·cho·ra (pN-chôrùN, -chorùN, pyV-)  A river of west-central Russia flowing 

about 1,802 km (1,120 mi) northward into Pechora Bay, an arm of the Barents 

Sea. 

peck1 (pHk) v.  pecked, peck·ing, pecks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike with the beak 

or a pointed instrument.  2. To make (a hole, for example) by striking repeatedly 

with the beak or a pointed instrument.  3. To grasp and pick up with the beak:  

The bird pecked insects from the log.  4. Informal. To kiss briefly and casually.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To make strokes with the beak or a pointed instrument.  2. To eat in 

small, sparing bits; nibble:  He pecked at his dinner.  3. To criticize repeatedly; 

carp.   —  n.  1. a. A stroke or light blow with the beak or a pointed instrument.  

b. A mark or hole made by such a stroke.   2. Informal. A light, quick kiss.  [Mid-

dle English pecken, probably variant of piken, to peck (perhaps influenced by 

Middle Low German pekken). See PICK
1.]

peck2 (pHk) n.  Abbr. pk. 1. a. A unit of dry volume or capacity in the U.S. Cus-

tomary System equal to 8 quarts or approximately 537.6 cubic inches.  b. A unit 

of dry volume or capacity in the British Imperial System equal to 8 quarts or 

approximately 554.8 cubic inches.  See Table at measurement.   2. A container 

holding or measuring a peck.  3. Informal. A large quantity; a lot:  a peck of trou-

bles.  [Middle English.]

Peck (pHk), Annie Smith. 1850-1935.  American explorer and mountain 

climber. Her most notable ascents include the volcano Popocatépetl in Mexico 

(1897) and Huascarán in the Peruvian Andes (1908). 

Peck (pHk), Gregory. Born 1916.  American actor who is best known for his por-

trayals of strong and courageous characters. Among his films are Spellbound 

(1950) and To Kill a Mockingbird (1962). 



peck·er (pHkùNr) n.  1. One that pecks, as a bird’s bill.  2. Chiefly British Slang. 

Courage; pluck.  3. Vulgar Slang. The penis. 

peck·er·wood (pHkùNr-wtdÙ) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See woodpecker. 
See Regional note at everwhere. 

Peck·ham (pHkùNm), Rufus Wheeler. 1838-1909.  American jurist who served 

as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1896-1909). 

peck·ing order (pHkùVng ôrùdNr) n.  1. A hierarchy among a group, as of peo-

ple, classes, or nations: “The astronauts had developed a pecking order that was mil-

itary in its rigidity” (Tom Wolfe).  2. The social hierarchy in a flock of domestic 

fowl in which each bird pecks subordinate birds and submits to being pecked by 

dominant birds. 

peck·ish (pHkùVsh) adj.  1. Ill-tempered; irritable.  2. Chiefly British. Somewhat 

hungry.  [From PECK
1, to eat.]

Peck’s bad boy (pHks b4d boi) n.  A person whose bad behavior embarrasses 

and annoys others.  [After Peck’s Bad Boy and His Pa, by George Wilbur Peck 

(1840-1916), American writer.]

Peck·sniff·i·an (pHk-snVfùK-Nn) adj.  Hypocritically benevolent; sanctimonious.  

[After Seth Pecksniff, a character in Martin Chuzzlewit, a novel by Charles Dick-

ens.]

pe·co·ri·no (pHkÙN-rKùno) n.  pl. pe·co·ri·nos. An Italian cheese, especially 

Romano, made from ewe’s milk.  [Italian, of ewes, pecorino, from pecora, ewe, 

sheep, from Latin, cattle, pl. of pecus, pecor-. See peku- in Appendix.]

Pe·cos (p7ùkNs)  A river of eastern New Mexico and western Texas flowing about 

1,490 km (926 mi) south and southeast to the Rio Grande. 

Pécs (p7ch)  A city of southwest Hungary near the Yugoslavian border south-

southwest of Budapest. It was a Celtic settlement and later the capital of a Roman 

province. Population, 175,477. 

pec·tase (pHkùt7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  See pectinesterase.  [PECT(IN) + -ASE.]

pec·tate (pHkùt7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of pectic acid.  [PECT(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

pec·ten (pHkùtNn) n.  pl. pec·tens or pec·ti·nes (-tN-nKzÙ). 1. A body structure 

or an organ resembling a comb, as the ridged part of the eyelid of reptiles and 

birds.  2. A scallop of the genus Pecten.  [Latin pecten, pectin-, comb.]

pec·tic acid (pHkùtVk 4sùVd) n.  A transparent gelatinous acid, C17H24O16, insolu-

ble in water, formed by the hydrolysis of certain esters of pectin.  [French pec-

tique, related to pectin, from Greek pKktikos, coagulating, from pKktos, coagulated. 

See PECTIN.]

pec·tin (pHkùtVn) n.  Any of a group of water-soluble colloidal carbohydrates of 

high molecular weight found in ripe fruits, such as apples, plums, and grapefruit, 

and used to jell various foods, drugs, and cosmetics.  [French pectine, from Greek 

pKktos, coagulated, from pKgnunai, to coagulate. See pag- in Appendix.] 
—pecùtic, pecùtin·ous adj. 



pec·ti·nate (pHkùtN-n7tÙ) also pec·ti·nat·ed (-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Having projections 

resembling the teeth of a comb; comblike.   —pecÙti·naùtion n. 

pec·ti·nes (pHkùtN-nKzÙ) n.  A plural of pecten. 
pec·tin·es·ter·ase (pHkÙtN-nHsùtN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  An enzyme found in certain 

plants, bacteria, and fungi that catalyzes the hydrolysis of pectin to pectic acid 

and methanol.  Also called pectase 

pec·to·ral (pHkùtNr-Nl) adj.  1. Relating to or situated in the breast or chest:  a 

pectoral muscle; the pectoral cavity.  2. Useful in relieving disorders of the chest or 

respiratory tract.  3. Worn on the chest or breast:  a pectoral cross.   —  n.  1. A 

muscle or an organ of the chest.  2. A pectoral fin.  3. A medicine for relieving 

disorders of the chest or respiratory tract.  4. An ornament or a decoration worn 

on the chest.  [Probably Latin pector7lis, from pectus, pector-, breast. N., sense 4, 

Middle English  from Old French, from Latin pector7le, breastplate, from neuter 

of pector7lis, pectoral.]

pectoral arch (pHkùtNr-Nl ärch) n.  See pectoral girdle. 
pectoral fin (pHkùtNr-Nl fVn) n.  Either of the anterior pair of fins attached to 

the pectoral girdle of fishes, corresponding to the forelimbs of higher vertebrates. 

pectoral girdle (pHkùtNr-Nl gûrùdl) n.  A bony or cartilaginous structure in ver-

tebrates, attached to and supporting the forelimbs or anterior fins.  Also called 

pectoral arch 

pectoral sandpiper (pHkùtNr-Nl s4ndùpXÙpNr) n.  A New World sandpiper 

(Calidris melanotos) with brownish streaks on the upper part of the breast. The 

male inflates its breast during courtship. 

pec·u·late (pHkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. intr. pec·u·lat·ed, pec·u·lat·ing, pec·u·lates. 
To embezzle (funds) or engage in embezzlement.  [Latin pecul7rX, pecul7t-, from 

pec7lium, private property. See peku- in Appendix.] —pecÙu·laùtion n.  

—pecùu·laÙtor n. 

pe·cu·liar (pV-kyulùyNr) adj.  1. Unusual or eccentric; odd.  2. Distinct from all 

others.  See Synonyms at strange.  3. Belonging distinctively or primarily to one 

person, group, or kind; special or unique:  rights peculiar to the rich; a species pecu-

liar to this area.   —  n.  1. A privilege or property that is exclusively one’s own.  

2. Chiefly British. A church or parish under the jurisdiction of a diocese different 

from that in which it lies.  [Middle English peculier, personal, from Latin 

pec7li7ris, from pec7lium, private property. See peku- in Appendix.] 
—pe·cuùliar·ly adv. 

pe·cu·li·ar·i·ty (pV-kyuÙlK-4rùV-tK, -kyul-y4rù-) n.  pl. pe·cu·li·ar·i·ties. 
1. The quality or state of being peculiar.  2. A notable or distinctive feature or 

characteristic.  3. An eccentricity; an idiosyncrasy. 

pe·cu·ni·ar·y (pV-kyuùnK-HrÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to money:  a pecuniary 

loss; pecuniary motives.  See Synonyms at financial.  2. Requiring payment of 



money:  a pecuniary offense.  [Latin pec7ni7rius, from pec7nia, property, wealth. 

See peku- in Appendix.]

ped-1 pref.  Variant of pedo-1. 
ped-2 pref.  Variant of pedo-2. 
-ped  or -pede suff.  Foot:  maxilliped.  [From Latin pKs, ped-, foot. See ped- in 

Appendix.]

ped·a·gog·ic (pHdÙN-gmjùVk, -goùjVk) also ped·a·gog·i·cal (-gmjùV-kNl, -goùjV-) 

adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of pedagogy.  2. Characterized by pedan-

tic formality:  a haughty, pedagogic manner.   —pedÙa·gogùi·cal·ly adv. 

ped·a·gog·ics (pHdÙN-gmjùVks, -goùjVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The art of 

teaching; pedagogy. 

ped·a·gogue (pHdùN-gmgÙ, -gôgÙ) n.  1. A schoolteacher; an educator.  2. One 

who instructs in a pedantic or dogmatic manner.  [Middle English pedagoge, from 

Old French, from Latin paedagogus, slave who supervised children, including tak-

ing them to and from school, from Greek paidagogos : paido-, boy; see PEDO-1 + 

agogos, leader (from agein, to lead); see ag- in Appendix.] —pedùa·goguÙish 
adj. 

ped·a·go·gy (pHdùN-goÙjK, -gmjÙK) n.  1. The art or profession of teaching.  

2. Preparatory training or instruction.  [French pédagogie, from Old French, 

from Greek paidagogia, from paidagogos, slave who took children to and from 

school. See PEDAGOGUE.]

ped·al (pHdùl) n.  1. a. A foot-operated lever used for actuating or controlling a 

mechanism, as in a loom, a sewing machine, a piano, or an organ.  b. A similar 

foot-operated part attached to a crank and used for powering various devices, 

such as a bicycle.   2. Music. a. A pedal point.  b. A pedal keyboard.    —  adj.  

1. Of or relating to a pedal.  2.  (also pKdùl) Of or relating to a foot or footlike 

part:  the pedal extremities.   —  v.  ped·aled or ped·alled, ped·al·ing or 

ped·al·ling, ped·als or ped·als.  —  v.  intr. 1. To use or operate a pedal or 

pedals.  2. To ride a bicycle.   —  v.  tr. To operate the pedals of.  [French pédale, 

from Italian pedale, from Latin ped7lis, one foot long, from pKs, ped-, foot. See 

ped- in Appendix.]

ped·al·er also ped·al·ler (pHdùl-Nr) n.  One who rides a pedal-driven vehicle, 

such as a bicycle. 

pe·dal·fer (pV-d4lùfNr) n.  Soil rich in alumina and iron and deficient in carbon-

ates, found in and characteristic of humid regions.  [PED(O)-1 + AL(UMINUM) + 

Latin ferrum, iron.]

pedal keyboard (pHdùl kKùbôrdÙ) n.  Music. A keyboard of pedals in an 

instrument such as a pipe organ. 

ped·al·ler (pHdùl-Nr) n.  Variant of pedaler. 
pedal piano (pHdùl pK-4nùo) n.  Music. A piano with a pedal keyboard. 



pedal point (pHdùl point) n.  Music. A note, usually in the bass and on the tonic 

or the dominant, sustained through harmonic changes in the other parts.  Also 

called organ point [POINT, musical note.]

pedal pushers (pHdùl ptshùNrz) pl.n.  Calf-length slacks worn by women and 

girls.  [From their originally being worn by bicyclists.]

pedal steel (pHdùl stKl) n.  Music. An electronically amplified guitar mounted 

on legs, with up to ten strings whose pitch can be altered by sliding a steel bar 

across them or by depressing pedals attached to them.  Also called pedal steel gui-

tar 

ped·ant (pHdùnt) n.  1. One who pays undue attention to book learning and for-

mal rules.  2. One who exhibits one’s learning or scholarship ostentatiously.  

3. Obsolete. A schoolmaster.  [French pédant, or Italian pedante (French, from 

Italian) possibly from Vulgar Latin *paedKns, ·paedent- present participle of ·pae-

dere, to instruct, probably from Greek paiduein, from pais, paid-, child. See PEDO-
2.]

pe·dan·tic (pN-d4nùtVk) adj.  Characterized by a narrow, often ostentatious con-

cern for book learning and formal rules:  a pedantic attention to details.   
—pe·danùti·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: pedantic, academic, bookish, donnish, scholastic. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “marked by a narrow, often tiresome focus

on or display of learning and especially its trivial aspects”: a pedantic style of writ-

ing; an academic insistence on precision; a bookish vocabulary; donnish refinement

of speech; scholastic and excessively subtle reasoning.

ped·ant·ry (pHdùn-trK) n.  pl. ped·ant·ries. 1. Pedantic attention to detail or 

rules.  2. An instance of pedantic behavior.  3. The habit of mind or manner 

characteristic of a pedant. 

ped·ate (pHdù7tÙ) adj.  1. Resembling or functioning as a foot:  pedate append-

ages.  2. Zoology. Having feet:  pedate larvae.  3. Botany. Having palmately divided 

lobes with the lateral lobes cleft or divided:  a pedate leaf.  [Latin ped7tus, past 

participle of ped7re, to furnish with feet, from pKs, ped-, foot. See ped- in Appen-

dix.]

ped·dle (pHdùl) v.  ped·dled, ped·dling, ped·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To travel 

about selling (wares):  peddling goods from door to door.  b. To engage in the illicit 

sale of (narcotics).   2. Informal. To seek to disseminate; give out:  peddling lies.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To travel about selling wares.  2. To occupy oneself with trifles.  

[Back-formation from PEDDLER. V., intr., sense 2, probably influenced by PIDDLE.]

ped·dler (pHdùlNr) n.  One who travels about selling wares for a living; a hawker.  

[Middle English pedlere, probably alteration of peddere, from Medieval Latin 

ped7rius, crozier bearer, from Latin pKs, ped-, foot. See PEDI-.]



-pede suff.  Variant of -ped. 
ped·er·ast (pHdùN-r4stÙ) n.  A man who has a sexual relationship with a boy.  

[Greek paiderastKs : pais, paid-, child; see PEDO-2 + erastKs, lover (from erasthai, to 

love).] —pedùer·asÙty n. 

Pe·der·son (pKùdNr-sNn), Charles. Born 1904.  American chemist. He shared a 

1987 Nobel Prize for creating artificial molecules that can mimic vital chemical 

reactions. 

pe·des (pHdù7sÙ) n.  Plural of pes. 
ped·es·tal (pHdùV-stNl) n.  1. An architectural support or base, as for a column 

or statue.  2. A support or foundation.  3. A position of high regard or adoration.   
—  v.  tr. ped·es·taled or ped·es·talled, ped·es·tal·ing or ped·es·tal·ling, 
ped·es·tals or ped·es·tals. To place on or provide with a pedestal.  [Obsolete 

French pedestal, from Italian piedestallo : piede, foot (from Latin pKs); see PEDI- + 

di, of (from Latin dK); see DE- + stallo, stall (of Germanic origin); see stel- in 

Appendix.]

pe·des·tri·an (pN-dHsùtrK-Nn) n.  A person traveling on foot; a walker.   —  adj.  

1. Of, relating to, or made for pedestrians:  a pedestrian bridge.  2. Going or per-

formed on foot:  a pedestrian journey.  3. Undistinguished; ordinary:  pedestrian 

prose.  See Synonyms at dull.  [From Latin pedester, pedestr-, going on foot, from 

pedes, a pedestrian, from pKs, ped-, foot. See ped- in Appendix.] 
—pe·desùtri·an·ism n. 

pe·des·tri·an·ize (pV-dHsùtrK-N-nXzÙ) v.  tr. pe·des·tri·an·ized, 
pe·des·tri·an·iz·ing, pe·des·tri·an·iz·es. To convert (a street) into a mall or 

pedestrian walkway.   —pe·desÙtri·an·i·zaùtion (-N-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pedi- pref.  Foot:  pediform.  [Latin, from pKs, ped-, foot. See ped- in Appendix.]

pe·di·a·tri·cian (pKÙdK-N-trVshùNn) also pe·di·at·rist (-4tùrVst) n.  A physician 

who specializes in pediatrics. 

pe·di·at·rics (pKÙdK-4tùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of medicine 

that deals with the care of infants and children and the treatment of their dis-

eases.   —peÙdi·atùric adj. 

pe·di·at·rist (pKÙdK-4tùrVst) n.  Variant of pediatrician. 
ped·i·cab (pHdùV-k4bÙ) n.  A small three-wheeled vehicle having a seat, pedals, 

and handlebars in front for the operator and a usually hooded cab in back for 

passengers. 

ped·i·cel (pHdùV-sNl, -sHlÙ) n.  1. Biology. A small stalk, part, or organ, especially 

one serving as a support.  2. Botany. a. A stalk bearing a single flower in an inflo-

rescence.  b. A support for a fern sporangium or moss capsule.  Also called pedi-

cle  [New Latin pedicellus, diminutive of Latin pediculus, diminutive of pKs, ped-, 

foot. See ped- in Appendix.] —pedÙi·celùlar (-sHlùNr) adj. 

ped·i·cel·late (pHdÙV-sHlùVt, -7tÙ) adj.  Biology. Having or supported by a pedicel. 



ped·i·cle (pHdùV-kNl) n.  1.  See pedicel.  2. A slender, footlike or stemlike part, 

as at the base of a tumor.  [Latin pediculus, diminutive of pKs, ped-, foot. See 

PEDICEL.]

pe·dic·u·lar (pN-dVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or caused by lice.  [Latin 

pKdicul7ris, from pKdiculus, diminutive of pKdis, louse. See pezd- in Appendix.]

pe·dic·u·late (pN-dVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the marine 

teleost fishes of the order Pediculati, characterized by pectoral fins extending 

from an armlike process and a dorsal fin ray that serves as a lure for prey.   —  n.  

A pediculate fish.  [From New Latin Pedicul7tX, order name, from Latin pediculus, 

diminutive of pKs, ped-, foot. See PEDI-.]

pe·dic·u·lo·sis (pN-dVkÙyN-loùsVs) n.  Infestation with lice.  [Latin pKdiculus, 

diminutive of pKdis, louse; see PEDICULAR + -OSIS.] —pe·dicùu·lous (-lNs) adj. 

ped·i·cure (pHdùV-kytrÙ) n.  1. a. Cosmetic care of the feet and toenails.  b. A 

cosmetic treatment of the feet and toenails.   2. A podiatrist.  [French pédicure : 

Latin pKs, ped-, foot; see PEDI- + Latin c7ra, care; see CURE.] —pedùi·cureÙ v.  

—pedùi·curÙist n. 

ped·i·form (pHdùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a foot. 

ped·i·gree (pHdùV-grKÙ) n.  1. a. A line of ancestors; a lineage.  b. A list of 

ancestors; a family tree.   2. A chart of an individual’s ancestors used in human 

genetics to analyze Mendelian inheritance of certain traits, especially of familial 

diseases.  3. A list of the ancestors of a purebred animal.  [Middle English pede-

gru, from Anglo-Norman pe de grue : pe, foot (from Latin pKs); see PEDI- + de, of 

(from Latin dK); see DE- + grue, crane (from the resemblance of a crane’s foot to 

the lines of succession on a genealogical chart) (from Vulgar Latin *gr77, from 

Latin gr7s, gru-); see gerN-2 in Appendix.] —pedùi·greedÙ adj. 

ped·i·ment (pHdùN-mNnt) n.  1. a. A wide, low-pitched gable surmounting the 

façade of a building in the Grecian style.  b. A triangular element, similar to or 

derivative of a Grecian pediment, used widely in architecture and decoration.   

2. Geology. A broad, gently sloping rock surface at the base of a steeper slope, 

often covered with alluvium, formed primarily by erosion.  [Alteration (influ-

enced by Latin pKs, ped-, foot); see PEDI-, of earlier perement, probably alteration 

of PYRAMID.] —pedÙi·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj.  —pedùi·mentÙed adj. 

ped·i·palp (pHdùN-p4lpÙ) n.  One of the second pair of appendages near the 

mouth of a spider or other arachnid that are modified for various reproductive, 

predatory, or sensory functions. 

ped·lar (pHdùlNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of peddler. 
pedo-1  or ped- pref.  Soil:  pedocal.  [From Greek pedon, soil, earth. See ped- in 

Appendix.]

pedo-2  or ped-  or paed-  or paedo- pref.  Child; children:  pedodontics.  

[Greek paido-, from pais, paid-, child. See pau- in Appendix.]



ped·o·cal (pHdùN-k4lÙ) n.  A soil of semiarid and arid regions that is rich in cal-

cium carbonate and lime.  [PEDO-1 + CAL(CIUM).] —pedÙo·calùic adj. 

pe·do·don·tia (pKÙdN-dmnùshN) n.  Pedodontics. 

pe·do·don·tics (pKÙdN-dmnùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

dentistry that deals with the care and treatment of children’s teeth.   
—peÙdo·donùtist (-dmnùtVst) n. 

ped·o·gen·e·sis1 (pHdÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The process of soil formation. 

pe·do·gen·e·sis2 (pKÙdo-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Variant of paedogenesis. 
pe·dol·o·gy1 (pK-dmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the physical and mental develop-

ment and characteristics of children.   —peÙdo·logùic (-dN-lmjùVk), 
peÙdo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —peÙdo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —pe·dolùo·gist n. 

pe·dol·o·gy2 (pV-dmlùN-jK, pH-) n.  The scientific study of soils, including their 

origins, characteristics, and uses.   —pedÙo·logùic (pHdÙl-mjùVk), 
pedÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —pedÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —pe·dolùo·gist n. 

pe·dom·e·ter (pV-dmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument that gauges the approximate 

distance traveled on foot by registering the number of steps taken. 

ped·o·morph (pHdùN-môrfÙ, pKùdN-) n.  Variant of paedomorph. 
pe·do·mor·phism (pHdÙN-môrùfVzÙNm, pKÙdN-) n.  Variant of paedomor-
phism. 

ped·o·mor·pho·sis (pHdÙN-môrùfN-sVs, pKÙdN-) n.  Variant of paedomor-
phosis. 

ped·o·phile (pHdùN-fXlÙ, pKùdN-) n.  An adult who is sexually attracted to a child 

or children.   —pedÙo·philùic (-fVlùVk) adj. 

ped·o·phil·i·a (pHdÙN-fVlùK-N, pKÙdN-) n.  Sexual attraction felt by an adult 

toward a child or children.   —pedÙo·philùi·ac (-4k) adj.  & n. 

Pe·dro I (p7ùdro, pHùdrt), 1798-1834.  Brazilian political leader who declared 

Brazil’s independence from Portugal in 1822 and served as the country’s first 

emperor from 1822 until 1831, when he abdicated and fled to Europe. 

Pe·dro II (p7ùdro, pHùdrt), 1825-1891.  Brazilian emperor (1831-1889) who 

assumed the throne after the abdication of his father, Pedro I. His later reign was 

marked by the abolition of slavery. 

pe·dun·cle (pV-dƒngùkNl, pKùdƒngÙkNl) n.  1. Botany. The stalk of an inflores-

cence or a stalk bearing a solitary flower in a one-flowered inflorescence.  

2. Zoology. A stalklike structure in invertebrate animals, usually serving as an 

attachment for a larger part or structure.  3. Anatomy. A stalklike bundle of nerve 

fibers connecting different parts of the brain.  4. Medicine. The stalklike base to 

which a polyp or tumor is attached.  [New Latin pedunculus, diminutive of Latin 

pKs, ped-, foot. See ped- in Appendix.] —pe·dunùcu·lar (pV-dƒngùkyN-lNr) adj. 

pe·dun·cu·late (pV-dƒngùkyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) also pe·dun·cu·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  

Having or supported on a peduncle. 

pee1 (pK) n.  The letter p. 



pee2 (pK) Slang. v.  intr. peed, pee·ing, pees. To urinate.   —  n.  1. Urine.  

2. An act of urination.  [From the first letter of PISS.]

Pee Dee (pKù dKÙ) also Great Pee Dee (gr7t)  A river, about 375 km (233 mi) 

long, of south-central North Carolina and northeast South Carolina. 

peek (pKk) v.  intr. peeked, peek·ing, peeks. 1. To glance quickly.  2. To look 

or peer furtively, as from a place of concealment.  3. To be only partially visible, 

as if peering or emerging from hiding:  Tiny crocuses peeked through the snow in 

March.   —  n.  A brief or furtive look.  [Middle English piken, perhaps alteration 

of Middle Dutch kieken, variant of kXken.]

peek·a·boo (pKkùN-buÙ) n.  A game for amusing a small child, in which one 

covers one’s face or hides and then returns to view saying “Peekaboo!”   —  adj.  

1. Decorated with embroidered holes or eyelets.  2. Made of a sheer or transpar-

ent fabric.  [PEEK + BOO
1.]

Peeks·kill (pKkùskVlÙ)  A city of southeast New York on the Hudson River north 

of White Plains. Strategically important in the American Revolution, it was 

burned by the British in 1777. Population, 19,536. 

peel1 (pKl) n.  The skin or rind of certain fruits and vegetables.   —  v.  peeled, 
peel·ing, peels.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strip or cut away the skin, rind, or bark from; 

pare.  2. To strip away; pull off:  peeled the label from the jar.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

lose or shed skin, bark, or other covering.  2. To come off in thin strips or pieces, 

as bark, skin, or paint:  Her sunburned skin began to peel.  3. Slang. To remove 

one’s clothes; undress.   —phrasal verb. peel off. 1. To leave flight formation 

in order to land or make a dive. Used of an aircraft.  2. To leave or depart.  [From 

Middle English pilen, pelen, to peel, from Old French peler, Old English pilian 

(both from Latin pil7re, to deprive of hair, from pilus, hair)  and from Old French 

pillier, to tug, pull, plunder (from Latin pilleum, felt cap).]

peel2 (pKl) n.  1. A long-handled, shovellike tool used by bakers to move bread or 

pastries into and out of an oven.  2. Printing. A T-shaped pole used for hanging 

up freshly printed sheets of paper to dry.  [Middle English, from Old French pele, 

from Latin p7la, spade, peel. See pag- in Appendix.]

peel3 (pKl) n.  A fortified house or tower of a kind constructed in the borderland 

of Scotland and England in the 16th century.  [Middle English pel, stake, small 

castle, from Anglo-Norman, stockade, variant of Old French, stake, from Latin 

p7lus. See pag- in Appendix.]

Peel (pKl), Sir Robert. 1788-1850.  British politician. As home secretary (1822-

1827 and 1828-1830) he established the London police force (1829) and helped 

pass the Catholic Emancipation Act (1829). He later served as prime minister 

(1834-1835 and 1841-1846). 

peel·a·ble (pKlùN-bNl) adj.  1. Having a peel or rind that can be peeled off:  peel-

able fruits and vegetables.  2. That can be removed and used again:  peelable 

address labels. 



Peele (pKl), George. 1556?-1596.  English playwright. Among his works are The 

Arraignment of Paris (1594) and The Battle of Alcazar (1591). 

peel·er1 (pKùlNr) n.  1. One that peels, especially a kitchen implement for peeling 

the rinds or skins from fruits or vegetables.  2. Slang. A stripteaser. 

peel·er2 (pKùlNr) n.  Chiefly British. A police officer.  [After Sir Robert PEEL.]

peel·ing (pKùlVng) n.  A piece or strip, as of skin or vegetable rind, that has been 

peeled off. 

Peel River (pKl rVvùNr)  A river, about 644 km (400 mi) long, of northern Yukon 

Territory and western Northwest Territories, Canada, flowing east and north to 

the Mackenzie River. 

peen (pKn) n.  The end of a hammerhead opposite the flat striking surface, often 

wedge-shaped or ball-shaped and used for chipping, indenting, and metalwork-

ing.   —  v.  tr. peened, peen·ing, peens. To hammer, bend, or shape with a 

peen.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.]

Pee·ne·mün·de (p7ÙnN-munùdN, -münù-)  A village of northeast Germany on 

an offshore island in the Baltic Sea. It was a center for the development of guided 

missiles, especially the V-1 and V-2, prior to and during World War II (1937-

1945). 

peep1 (pKp) v.  intr. peeped, peep·ing, peeps. 1. To utter short, soft, high-

pitched sounds, like those of a baby bird; cheep.  2. To speak in a hesitant, thin, 

high-pitched voice.   —  n.  1. A short, soft, high-pitched sound or utterance, like 

that of a baby bird.  2. A slight sound or utterance:  I don’t want to hear a peep out 

of you.  3. Any of various small North American sandpipers.  [Middle English 

*pepen, probably alteration of pipen, from Old English pXpian, to pipe, from Old 

English pXpe, tube, musical instrument, and from Latin pXp7re, to peep; see PIPE.]

peep2 (pKp) v.  peeped, peep·ing, peeps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To peek furtively; 

steal a quick glance.  2. To peer through a small aperture or from behind some-

thing.  3. To appear as though emerging from a hiding place:  the moon peeping 

through the clouds.   —  v.  tr. To cause to emerge or become partly visible:  He 

peeped his head through the door.   —  n.  1. A quick or furtive look or glance.  

2. A first glimpse or appearance:  the peep of dawn.  [Middle English pepen, per-

haps alteration of piken, to peek. See PEEK.]

peep·er1 (pKùpNr) n.  A creature that makes short, high-pitched sounds, espe-

cially a frog. 

peep·er2 (pKùpNr) n.  1. One who peeks furtively.  2. Slang. An eye. 

peep·hole (pKpùholÙ) n.  A small hole or crevice through which one may peep.  

Also called eyehole 

peep·ing Tom (pKùpVng tmm) n.  A person who gets pleasure, especially sexual 

pleasure, from secretly watching others; a voyeur.  [After the legendary Peeping 

Tom of Coventry, England, who was the only person to see the naked Lady 

Godiva.]



WORD HISTORY: In an age when we can speak of peeping Tom cameras or

electronic peeping Toms we have indeed come far from the time of the legendary

peeping Tom. Godgifu (fl. 1040-1080), Lady Godiva to us, pledged her legendary

ride as a means of persuading her husband, Leofric, Earl of Mercia, to lower taxes.

In the original version of the story she was observed by all the townspeople as she

disrobed, but in a much later version of the story a tailor or butcher named Tom

was the only person to observe her as she rode by, everyone else having shuttered

their windows as they had been asked. Peeping Tom, first recorded around 1796,

has become a term for a voyeur, not at all a pleasant fate for this legendary fellow.

As W.H. Auden has said, “Peeping Toms Are never praised, like novelists or bird

watchers,/For their keenness of observation.”

peep·show also peep show (pKpùshoÙ) n.  1. An exhibition of pictures or 

objects viewed through a small hole or magnifying glass.  Also called raree show 

2. A short pornographic film presentation seen usually in a small coin-operated 

projection booth. 

peep sight (pKp sXt) n.  A rear sight of a firearm consisting of an adjustable eye-

piece with a small opening through which the front sight and the target are 

aligned. 

pee·pul also pi·pal (pKùpNl) n.  A fig tree (Ficus religiosa) native to India, having 

broadly ovate leaves with a long terminal projection. It is regarded as sacred by 

Buddhists.  Also called bo tree [Hindi pXpal, from Sanskrit pippalam.]

peer1 (pîr) v.  intr. peered, peer·ing, peers. 1. To look intently, searchingly, 

or with difficulty.  See Synonyms at gaze.  2. To be partially visible; show:  The 

moon peered from behind dark clouds.  [Middle English piren (probably from Fri-

sian piren), peren (short for aperen, to appear); see APPEAR.]

peer2 (pîr) n.  1. A person who has equal standing with another or others, as in 

rank, class, or age:  children who are easily influenced by their peers.  2. a. A noble-

man.  b. A man who holds a peerage by descent or appointment.   3. Archaic. A 

companion; a fellow: “To stray away into these forests drear,/Alone, without a peer” 

(John Keats).  [Middle English, from Old French per, equal, peer, from Latin p7r. 

See perN-2 in Appendix.]

peer·age (pîrùVj) n.  1. The rank, title, or jurisdiction of a peer or peeress; a 

duchy, marquisate, county, viscountcy, or barony.  2. Peers and peeresses consid-

ered as a group.  3. A book listing peers, peeresses, and their families. 

Peerce (pîrs), Jan. Born 1904.  American tenor known for his radio perfor-

mances as well as his operatic roles. 

peer·ess (pîrùVs) n.  1. a. A noblewoman.  b. A woman who holds a peerage by 

descent or appointment.   2. A woman who holds a title by association, as the 

wife or widow of a peer. 



peer·less (pîrùlVs) adj.  Being such as to have no match; incomparable.   
—peerùless·ly adv.  —peerùless·ness n. 

peet·weet (pKtùwKtÙ) n.  See spotted sandpiper.  [Imitative of its call.]

peeve (pKv) v.  tr. peeved, peev·ing, peeves. To cause to be annoyed or 

resentful.  See Synonyms at annoy.   —  n.  1. A vexation; a grievance.  2. A 

resentful mood:  in a peeve about the delays.  [Back-formation from PEEVISH.]

pee·vish (pKùvVsh) adj.  1. a. Querulous or discontented.  b. Ill-tempered.   

2. Contrary; fractious.  [Middle English pevish, possibly from Latin perversus, 

past participle of perversus. See PERVERSE.] —peeùvish·ly adv.  —peeùvish·ness 
n. 

pee·wee1 (pKùwK) n.  Informal. One, such as a child, that is relatively or unusu-

ally small.  [Probably reduplication of WEE.] —peeùwee adj. 

pee·wee2 (pKùwK) n.  Variant of pewee. 
pee·wit (pKùwVtÙ, pyuùVt) n.  Variant of pewit. 
peg (pHg) n.  1. a. A small cylindrical or tapered pin, as of wood, used to fasten 

things or plug a hole.  b. A similar pin forming a projection that may be used as a 

support or boundary marker.   2. Music. One of the pins of a stringed instrument 

that are turned to tighten or slacken the strings so as to regulate their pitch.  3. A 

degree or notch, as in estimation:  Our opinion of him went up a few pegs after he 

did the dishes.  4. Chiefly British. A drink of liquor.  5. Baseball. A low and fast 

throw made to put a base runner out.  6. Informal. A leg, especially a wooden one.   
—  v.  pegged, peg·ging, pegs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fasten or plug with a peg or 

pegs.  2. To designate or mark by means of a peg or pegs.  3. To fix (a price) at a 

certain level or within a certain range.  4. Informal. To classify; categorize:  I 

pegged her as an opportunist. Why do you have me pegged as the rowdy one?  

5. Informal. To throw.   —  v.  intr. To work steadily; persist:  pegged away until 

our luck turned.   —idiom. take (someone) down a peg. To reduce the pride 

of; humble.  [Middle English pegge, from Middle Dutch.]

Peg·a·sus (pHgùN-sNs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A winged horse that with a stroke 

of his hoof caused the fountain Hippocrene to spring forth from Mount Helicon.  

2. A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Aquarius and Andromeda.  

[Middle English, from Latin PKgasus, from Greek PKgasos.]

peg·board (pHgùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. Games. a. A board perforated with a pat-

tern of holes into which pegs can be fitted for playing certain games.  b. A game 

played by fitting pegs into holes in a board.   2. A board fitted with pegs for hang-

ing clothing. 

Peg-Board (pHgùbôrdÙ, -boÙrd)  A trademark used for a type of hardboard with 

rows of regularly spaced holes into which hooks may be inserted for storing or 

displaying objects. 

peg leg (pHg lHg) n.  Informal. An artificial leg. 



Peg·ler (pHgùlNr), Westbrook. 1894-1969.  American journalist who wrote for 

the United Press (1916-1918), the Chicago Tribune (1925-1933), and the New York 

World-Telegram (1933-1944). 

peg·ma·tite (pHgùmN-tXtÙ) n.  A coarse-grained granite, sometimes rich in rare 

elements such as uranium, tungsten, and tantalum.  [Greek pKgma, pKgmat-, 

something fastened together (from pKgnunai, to fasten); see pag- in Appendix + 

-ITE
1.] —pegÙma·titùic (-tVtùVk) adj. 

Peh·le·vi (p7ùlN-vKÙ) n.  Variant of Pahlavi. 
Pei (p7), I(eoh) M(ing). Born 1917.  Chinese-born American architect who 

designed Government Center in Boston and Place Ville Marie in Montreal. 

P.E.I. abbr.  Prince Edward Island. 

pei·gnoir (p7n-wärù, pHn-) n.  A woman’s loose-fitting dressing gown.  [French, 

from Old French peignouer, linen covering used while combing oneself, from 

peigner, to comb the hair, from Latin pectin7re, from pecten, pectin-, comb.]

Pei·ping (p7ùpVngù)  See Beijing. 
Pei·pus (pXùpNs), Lake. A lake lying between eastern Estonia and western Russia. 

Alexander Nevski defeated the Teutonic Knights on the frozen lake in 1242. 

Peirce (pîrs, pûrs), Benjamin. 1809-1880.  American mathematician and 

astronomer known for his studies of Uranus, Neptune, and Saturn’s rings. 

Peirce (pîrs, pûrs), Charles Sanders. 1839-1914.  American philosopher, 

mathematician, and scientist who cofounded pragmatism and made numerous 

contributions to logic. 

Pei·sis·tra·tus (pX-sVsùtrN-tNs, pV-)  See Pisistratus. 
pej·o·ra·tion (pHjÙN-r7ùshNn, pKÙjN-) n.  1. The process or condition of worsen-

ing or degenerating.  2. Linguistics. The process by which the meaning of a word 

becomes negative or less elevated over a period of time, as silly, which formerly 

meant “deserving sympathy, helpless or simple,” has come to mean “showing a 

lack of good sense, frivolous.”  [Medieval Latin pKior7tio, pKior7tion-, from Late 

Latin pKior7tus, past participle of pKior7re, to make worse, from Latin pKior, worse. 

See ped- in Appendix.]

pe·jor·a·tive (pV-jôrùN-tVv, -jmrù-, pHjùN-r7ÙtVv, pKùjN-) adj.  1. Tending to make 

or become worse.  2. Disparaging; belittling.   —  n.  A disparaging or belittling 

word or expression.   —pe·jorùa·tive·ly adv. 

pek·an (pHkùNn) n.  See fisher (n., sense 2a).  [Canadian French pékan, from 

Eastern Abenaki pékané.]

pe·kin (pKùkVnù) n.  1. A striped or figured silk fabric.  2.  Also Pekin. A large 

white duck of a Chinese breed, widely raised in the United States for food.  

[French pékin, after Pékin (Beijing), China.]

Pe·kin (pKùkVn)  A city of central Illinois, an industrial suburb of Peoria on the 

Illinois River. Population, 32,254. 

Pe·king (pKùkVngù, p7ù-)  See Beijing. 



Peking duck (pKùkVngù dƒk) n.  A Chinese dish of roast duck with crispy skin.  

[After Peking (Beijing), China.]

Pe·king·ese (pKÙkVng-Kzù, -Ksù) also Pe·kin·ese (pKÙkN-nKzù, -nKsù) n.  pl. 

Pekingese also Pekinese. 1. A native or resident of Peking (Beijing).  2. The 

Chinese dialect of Peking.  3.  (pKÙkN-nKzù, -nKsù) Any of a breed of small dog 

developed in China, having a flat nose, a long-haired coat, short bowed forelegs, 

and a tail that curls over its back.   —PeÙking·eseù adj. 

Peking man (pKùkVngù m4n) n.  An early member of an extinct species of 

human beings, considered a subspecies of Homo erectus and known from fossil 

remains of the Pleistocene Epoch.  Also called sinanthropus [After Peking 

(Beijing), China.]

pe·koe (pKùko) n.  A grade of black tea consisting of the leaves around the buds.  

[Chinese (Amoy) pek ho : pek, white + ho, down, fine feathers.]

pel·age (pHlùVj) n.  1. The coat of a mammal, consisting of hair, fur, wool, or 

other soft covering, as distinct from bare skin.  2. Something felt to resemble the 

coat of a mammal: “The hardwoods were a soft pale green in the dark pelage of the 

conifers” (Peter Matthiessen).  [French, from Old French, from peil, pel, hair, 

from Latin pilus.]

Pe·la·gi·an·ism (pN-l7ùjK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  The theological doctrine propounded 

by Pelagius, a British monk, and condemned as heresy by the Roman Catholic 

Church in A.D. 416. It denied original sin and affirmed the ability of human 

beings to be righteous by the exercise of free will.   —Pe·laùgi·an adj.  & n. 

pe·lag·ic (pN-l4jùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or living in open oceans or seas rather 

than waters adjacent to land or inland waters:  pelagic birds.  [Latin pelagicus, 

from Greek pelagikos, from pelagos, sea. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

pel·ar·gon·ic acid (pHlÙär-gmnùVk 4sùVd, -goùnVk) n.  A colorless or yellow oil, 

CH3(CH2)7COOH, used in the manufacture of lacquers, plastics, and pharma-

ceuticals.  Also called nonanoic acid [PELARGON(IUM) + -IC.]

pel·ar·go·ni·um (pHlÙär-goùnK-Nm) n.  Any of various herbs and shrubs of the 

genus Pelargonium, which includes the geraniums.  [New Latin Pelargonium, 

genus name, from Greek pelargos, stork (from the resemblance of a stork’s bill to 

its capsules). See pel-1 in Appendix.]

Pe·las·gi·an (pN-l4zùjK-Nn) n.  A member of a people living in the region of the 

Aegean Sea before the coming of the Greeks.  [Middle English, from Latin Pelas-

gus, from Greek Pelasgos.] —Pe·lasùgi·an, Pe·lasùgic (-jVk)  adj. 

Pe·lé (p7ùl7), Real name Edson Arantes do Nascimento. Born 1940.  Brazilian 

soccer player who led his national team to three World Cup championships 

(1958, 1962, and 1970). He later played for the New York Cosmos (1975-1977). 

pe·lec·y·pod (pN-lHsùN-pmdÙ) n.  See lamellibranch.  [From New Latin Pelecy-

poda, class name  : Greek pelekus, ax + New Latin -poda, -pod.]



Pe·lée (pN-l7ù), Mount. A volcano, about 1,373 m (4,500 ft) high, on northern 

Martinique in the French West Indies. Its eruption on May 8, 1902, killed some 

40,000 people. 

pel·er·ine (pHlÙN-rKnù, pHlùNr-Vn) n.  A woman’s cape, usually short, with points 

in front.  [French pèlerine, from feminine of pèlerin, pilgrim, from Late Latin 

pelegrXnus. See PILGRIM.]

Pe·le·us (pKùlK-Ns, pKlùyusÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Aeacus and the father 

of Achilles. 

Pe·lew (pN-luù, pK-)  See Belau. 
pelf (pHlf) n.  Wealth or riches, especially when dishonestly acquired.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin pelfra, pelfa, probably from Old French pelfre.]

pel·i·can (pHlùV-kNn) n.  Any of various large, web-footed birds of the genus Pele-

canus of tropical and warm regions, having a long straight bill from which hangs 

a distensible pouch of skin for catching and holding fish.  [Middle English, from 

Old English pellican, and from Old French pelican both from Late Latin pelic7nus, 

from Greek pelekan.]

Pe·li·on (pKùlK-Nn, -ônÙ), Mount. A peak, 1,601.9 m (5,252 ft) high, of north-

east Greece in eastern Thessaly. According to Greek legend, it was the home of the 

centaurs, especially Chiron. 

pe·lisse (pN-lKsù) n.  1. A long cloak or outer robe, usually of fur or with a fur 

lining.  2. A woman’s loose, light cloak, often with openings for the arms.  

[French, from Old French pelice, from Late Latin pellXcia, from Latin, feminine of 

pellXcius, made of skin, from pellis, skin. See pel-3 in Appendix.]

pe·lite (pKùlXtÙ) n.  Sedimentary rock composed of fine fragments, as of clay or 

mud.  [Greek pKlos, clay + -ITE
1.] —pe·litùic (pV-lVtùVk) adj. 

Pel·la (pHlùN)  An ancient city of Greek Macedonia. It was the capital of Mace-

donia from the fourth century to 168 B.C., when the territory was conquered by 

the Romans. 

pel·lag·ra (pN-l4gùrN, -l7ù-, -läùgrN) n.  A disease caused by a deficiency of niacin 

and protein in the diet and characterized by skin eruptions, digestive and nervous 

system disturbances, and eventual mental deterioration.  [Italian  : pelle, skin 

(from Latin pellis); see pel-3 in Appendix + -agra, a seizure (from Latin, from 

Greek, from agra, a seizing); see ag- in Appendix.] —pel·lagùrous adj. 

pel·lag·rin (pN-l4gùrVn, -l7ù-, -läùgrVn) n.  A person affected with pellagra.  

[From PELLAGRA.]

pel·let (pHlùVt) n.  1. A small, solid or densely packed ball or mass, as of food, 

wax, or medicine.  2. a. A bullet or piece of small shot.  b. A stone ball, used as a 

catapult missile or a primitive cannonball.    —  v.  tr. pel·let·ed, pel·let·ing, 
pel·lets. 1. To make or form into pellets.  2. To strike with pellets.  [Middle 

English pelet, from Old French pelote, from Vulgar Latin *pilotta, diminutive of 

Latin pila, ball.]



pel·li·cle (pHlùV-kNl) n.  A thin skin or film, such as an organic membrane or a 

liquid film.  [French, from Latin pellicula, husk, diminutive of pellis, skin. See 

pel-3 in Appendix.] —pel·licùu·lar (pN-lVkùyN-lNr) adj. 

pel·li·to·ry (pHlùV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. pel·li·to·ries. 1. A small Mediterranean 

plant (Anacyclus pyrethrum) containing a volatile oil once used for the relief of 

toothache and facial neuralgia.  2. Any of various monoecious plants of the genus 

Parietaria, having long, narrow leaves with hairy tufts at the base and apetalous 

flowers.  [Middle English peletre, peletori, from Old French piretre, peletre, from 

Latin pyrethrum. See PYRETHRUM.]

pell-mell also pell·mell (pHlùmHlù) adv.  1. In a jumbled, confused manner; 

helter-skelter.  2. In frantic, disorderly haste; headlong: “I went to work pell-mell, 

blotted several sheets of paper with choice floating thoughts” (Washington Irving).  

[French pêle-mêle, from Old French pesle mesle, probably reduplication of mesle 

imperative of mesler, to mix. See MEDDLE.] —pellù-mellù adj.  & n. 

pel·lu·cid (pN-luùsVd) adj.  1. Admitting the passage of light; transparent or 

translucent.  See Synonyms at clear.  2. Transparently clear in style or meaning:  

pellucid prose.  [Latin pell7cidus, from pell7cKre, to shine through  : per-, through; 

see PER- + l7cKre, to shine; see leuk- in Appendix.] —pel·lu·cidùi·ty, pel·luù-
cid·ness n.  —pel·luùcid·ly adv. 

Pel·ly (pHlùK)  A river, about 531 km (330 mi) long, of central Yukon Territory, 

Canada, flowing generally northwest to the Yukon River. 

Pe·lop·i·das (pN-lmpùV-dNs), Died 364 B.C.  Theban general who helped liberate 

Thebes from the Spartans in 379. He was killed in battle at Cynoscephalae. 

Pel·o·pon·ne·sus  or Pel·o·pon·ne·sos (pHlÙN-pN-nKùsNs) also 

Pel·o·pon·nese (pHlùN-pN-nKzÙ, -nKsÙ)  A peninsula forming the southern part 

of Greece south of the Gulf of Corinth. It was dominated by Sparta until the 

fourth century B.C.   —PelÙo·pon·neùsian (-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  & n. 

Pe·lops (pKùlmpsÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. The son of Tantalus and father of Atreus.  

[Latin, from Greek  : pelios, dark; see pel-1 in Appendix + ops, face, eye; see okw- 
in Appendix.]

pe·lo·ri·a (pN-lôrùK-N, -lorù-) n.  Unusual regularity in the form of a flower that 

is normally irregular.  [New Latin, from Greek peloros, monstrous, from pelor, 

monster. See kwer- in Appendix.] —pe·lorùic (-lôrùVk, -lmrù-) adj. 

pe·lo·rus (pN-lôrùNs, -lorù-) n.  pl. pe·lo·rus·es. Nautical. A fixed compass card 

on which bearings relative to a ship’s heading are taken.  [Origin unknown.]

pe·lo·ta (pN-loùtN) n.  Sports. 1. Jai alai.  2. The ball used in jai alai.  [Spanish, 

from Old French pelote, pellet. See PELLET.]

Pe·lo·tas (pN-loùtNs, pV-lôùtäs)  A city of southeast Brazil on a lagoon south-

southwest of Pôrto Alegre. It is a major producer of dried beef. Population, 

196,919. 



pelt1 (pHlt) n.  1. The skin of an animal with the fur or hair still on it.  2. A 

stripped animal skin ready for tanning.  [Middle English, probably from Old 

French pelete, diminutive of pel, skin, from Latin pellis. See PELTRY.]

pelt2 (pHlt) v.  pelt·ed, pelt·ing, pelts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike or assail repeat-

edly with or as if with blows or missiles; bombard:  pelted each other with snow-

balls.  2. To cast, hurl, or throw (missiles):  children who pelted stones at the 

neighbors’ windows.  3. To strike repeatedly:  Hailstones pelted the tent.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To beat or strike heavily and repeatedly.  2. To move at a vigorous gait.   
—  n.  1. A sharp blow; a whack.  2. A rapid pace:  galloped away at a pelt.  [Mid-

dle English pelten, variant of pilten, perhaps ultimately from Latin pult7re, to 

beat, variant of puls7re, frequentative of pellere, to strike. See pel-5 in Appendix.] 
—peltùer n. 

pel·tate (pHlùt7tÙ) adj.  Having a flat circular structure attached to a stalk near 

the center, rather than at or near the margin; shield-shaped:  the peltate leaf of the 

nasturtium.  [Latin pelt7tus, armed with a small shield, from Latin pelta, small 

shield, from Greek peltK. See pel-3 in Appendix.] —pelùtateÙly adv. 

pelt·ing (pHlùtVng) adj.  Archaic. Paltry; petty: “This land... /Is now leas’d out... /

Like to a tenement or pelting farm” (Shakespeare).  [Perhaps from dialectal pelt, 

trash.]

pel·try (pHlùtrK) n.  Undressed pelts considered as a group.  [Middle English, 

from Old French peleterie, from peletier, furrier, from pel, skin, from Latin pellis. 

See pel-3 in Appendix.]

pel·ves (pHlùvKz) n.  A plural of pelvis. 
pel·vic (pHlùvVk) adj.  Of, in, near, or relating to the pelvis:  a pelvic artery. 

pelvic arch (pHlùvVk ärch) n.  See pelvic girdle. 
pelvic fin (pHlùvVk fVn) n.  Either of a pair of lateral hind fins of fishes, attached 

to the pelvic girdle and corresponding to the hind limbs of higher vertebrates. 

pelvic girdle (pHlùvVk gûrùdl) n.  A bony or cartilaginous structure in verte-

brates, attached to and supporting the hind limbs or fins.  Also called pelvic arch 

pelvic inflammatory disease (pHlùvVk Vn-fl4mùN-tôrÙK dV-zKzù) n.  Abbr. 

PID Inflammation of the female genital tract, especially of the fallopian tubes, 

caused by any of several microorganisms, chiefly chlamydia and gonococci, and 

characterized by severe abdominal pain, high fever, vaginal discharge, and in 

some cases destruction of tissue that can result in sterility. 

pel·vim·e·try (pHl-vVmùV-trK) n.  Measurement of the dimensions and capacity 

of the pelvis, especially of the adult female pelvis.   —pel·vimùe·ter n. 

pel·vis (pHlùvVs) n.  pl. pel·vis·es or pel·ves (-vKz). 1. a. A basin-shaped struc-

ture of the vertebrate skeleton, composed of the innominate bones on the sides, 

the pubis in front, and the sacrum and coccyx behind, that rests on the lower 

limbs and supports the spinal column.  b. The cavity formed by this structure.   

2. The hollow funnel in the outlet of the kidney, into which urine is discharged 



before entering the ureter. In this sense, also calledrenal pelvis [Latin pKlvis, 

basin.]

Pem·ba (pHmùbN)  An island of Tanzania in the Indian Ocean north of Zanzibar. 

In the 16th and 17th centuries the Portuguese occupied the island, which passed 

under British control in 1890. 

Pem·broke Pines (pHmùbrtkÙ pXnz, -brokÙ)  A city of southeast Florida, a 

residential suburb of Fort Lauderdale. Population, 65,452. 

pem·mi·can also pem·i·can (pHmùV-kNn) n.  1. A food prepared by Native 

Americans from lean, dried strips of meat pounded into paste, mixed with fat 

and berries, and pressed into small cakes.  2. A food made chiefly from beef, 

dried fruit, and suet, used as emergency rations.  [Cree pimihkaam, pemmican.]

pem·o·line (pHmùN-lKnÙ) n.  A white, crystalline synthetic compound, 

C9H8N2O2, used as a mild stimulant of the central nervous system, usually in 

combination with magnesium hydroxide, especially in treating depression.  

[From chemical name p(h)e(nyli)m(inooxooxaz)ol(id)ine.]

pem·phi·gus (pHmùfV-gNs, pHm-fXùgNs) n.  Any of several acute or chronic skin 

diseases characterized by groups of itching blisters.  [New Latin, from Greek pem-

phix, pemphig-, pustule.] —pemùphi·gous adj. 

pen1 (pHn) n.  1. An instrument for writing or drawing with ink or similar fluid, 

especially: a. A ballpoint pen.  b. A fountain pen.  c. A pen point.  d. A pen-

holder and its pen point.  e. A quill.   2. An instrument for writing regarded as a 

means of expression: “Tyranny has no enemy so formidable as the pen” (William 

Cobbett).  3. A writer or an author:  a hired pen.  4. A style of writing:  wrote plays 

with a witty pen.  5. pens. Pinions.  6. The chitinous internal shell of a squid.   
—  v.  tr. penned, pen·ning, pens. To write or compose with or as if with a 

pen.  [Middle English penne, from Old French, from Late Latin penna, from 

Latin, feather. See pet- in Appendix.] —penùner n. 

pen2 (pHn) n.  1. a. A fenced enclosure for animals.  b. The animals kept in such 

an enclosure.  c. Any of various enclosures, such as a bullpen or playpen, used for 

a variety of purposes.   2. A repair dock for submarines.   —  v.  tr. penned or 

pent (pHnt), pen·ning, pens. To confine in or as if in a pen.  See Synonyms at 

enclose.  [Middle English, from Old English penn.]

pen3 (pHn) n.  A female swan.  [Origin unknown.]

pen4 (pHn) n.  Informal. A penitentiary; a prison.  [Short for PENITENTIARY.]

pe·nal (pKùnNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or prescribing punishment, as for break-

ing the law.  2. Subject to punishment; legally punishable:  a penal offense.  

3. Serving as or constituting a means or place of punishment:  penal servitude; a 

penal colony.  [Middle English, from Old French peinal, and from Medieval Latin 

pKn7lis both from Latin poen7lis, from poena, penalty, from Greek poinK. See 

kwei-1 in Appendix.] —peùnal·ly adv. 



penal code (pKùnNl kod) n.  Law. A body of laws relating to crimes and offenses 

and the penalties for their commission. 

pe·nal·ize (pKùnN-lXzÙ, pHnùN-) v.  tr. pe·nal·ized, pe·nal·iz·ing, pe·nal·iz·es. 
1. To subject to a penalty, especially for infringement of a law or an official regu-

lation.  See Synonyms at punish.  2. To impose a handicap on; place at a disad-

vantage.   —peÙnal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pen·al·ty (pHnùNl-tK) n.  pl. pen·al·ties. 1. A punishment established by law or 

authority for a crime or an offense.  2. Something, especially a sum of money, 

required as a forfeit for an offense.  3. The disadvantage or painful consequences 

resulting from an action or a condition:  neglected his health and paid the penalty.  

4. Sports. A punishment, handicap, or loss of advantage imposed on a team or 

competitor for infraction of a rule.  5.  Often penalties. Games. Points scored in 

contract bridge by the opponents when the declarer fails to make a bid.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a penalty kick; a penalty stroke.  

[Middle English penalte, from Old French penalite, from Medieval Latin 

poen7lit7s, from Latin poen7lis, penal. See PENAL.]

penalty box (pHnùNl-tK bmks) n.  Sports. An area to the side of an ice-hockey 

rink in which penalized players wait out the time of their penalties. 

pen·ance (pHnùNns) n.  1. An act of self-mortification or devotion performed 

voluntarily to show sorrow for a sin or other wrongdoing.  2. A sacrament in 

some Christian churches that includes contrition, confession to a priest, accep-

tance of punishment, and absolution. In this sense, also calledreconciliation  —  v.  

tr. pen·anced, pen·anc·ing, pen·anc·es. To impose penance upon.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin paenitentia, penitence, from paenitKns, 

paenitent-, penitent. See PENITENT.]

Pe·nang (pN-n4ngù, pKùnängù)  See George Town (sense 1). 

Pe·na·tes (pN-n7ùtKz, -näù-) pl.n.  Roman Mythology. The Roman gods of the 

household, tutelary deities of the home and of the state, whose cult was closely 

connected and often identified with that of the Lares.  [Latin Pen7tKs, from penus, 

foodstuff, interior of a house.]

pence (pHns) n.  Chiefly British. A plural of penny (n., sense 3). 

pen·cel also pen·sil (pHnùsNl) n.  A narrow flag, streamer, or pennon, especially 

one carried at the top of a lance or spear.  [Middle English, from Old French 

penoncel, diminutive of penon, pennon. See PENNON.]

pen·chant (pHnùchNnt) n.  A definite liking; a strong inclination.  See Synonyms 

at predilection.  [French, from present participle of pencher, to incline, from 

Old French, from Vulgar Latin *pendic7re, from Latin pendKre, to hang. See 

(s)pen- in Appendix.]

pen·cil (pHnùsNl) n.  1. A narrow, generally cylindrical implement for writing, 

drawing, or marking, consisting of a thin rod of graphite, colored wax, or similar 

substance encased in wood or held in a mechanical holder.  2. Something shaped 



or used like a pencil, especially a narrow medicated or cosmetic stick:  an eyebrow 

pencil.  3. a. A style or technique in drawing or delineating.  b. Descriptive skill: 

“His characters are drawn with a strong pencil” (Henry Hallam).  c. An artist’s 

brush, especially a fine one.   4. Physics. A beam of radiant energy in the form of 

a narrow cone or cylinder.  5. Mathematics. A family of geometric objects, such as 

lines, that have a common property, such as passage through a given line in a 

given plane.   —  v.  tr. pen·ciled also pen·cilled, pen·cil·ing also pen·cil·ling, 
pen·cils also pen·cils. 1. To write or produce by using a pencil.  2. To mark or 

color with or as if with a pencil.  [Middle English pencel, artist’s brush, from Old 

French pincel, peincel, from Vulgar Latin *pKnicellus, alteration of Latin pKnicillus, 

diminutive of pKniculus diminutive of pKnis, tail, brush. See pes- in Appendix.] 
—penùcil·er, penùcil·ler n. 

pencil pusher (pHnùsNl ptshùNr) n.  Informal. One whose job involves writing 

and other paperwork. 

pen·dant1 also pen·dent (pHnùdNnt) n.  1. Something suspended from some-

thing else, especially an ornament or a piece of jewelry attached to a necklace or 

bracelet.  2. A hanging lamp or chandelier.  3. A sculptured ornament suspended 

from a vaulted Gothic roof or ceiling.  4. One of a matched pair; a companion 

piece.  [Middle English pendaunt, from Old French pendant, from present parti-

ciple of pendre, to hang, from Vulgar Latin *pendere, from Latin pendKre. See 

(s)pen- in Appendix.]

pen·dant2 (pHnùdNnt) adj.  Variant of pendent1. 
Pen·del·i·kón (pHn-dHlùV-kmnÙ, pHnÙdH-lK-kônù)  A mountain, about 1,119 m 

(3,670 ft) high, of east-central Greece northeast of Athens. White marble quar-

ried here was used for many of the buildings of ancient Athens. 

pen·dent1 also pen·dant (pHnùdNnt) adj.  1. Hanging down; dangling; sus-

pended.  2. Projecting; overhanging.  3. Awaiting settlement; pending.  [Middle 

English pendant (influenced by Latin pendKns, pendent- present participle of 

pendKre, to hang), from Old French. See PENDANT
1.] —penùdent·ly adv. 

pen·dent2 (pHnùdNnt) n.  Variant of pendant1. 
pen·den·tive (pHn-dHnùtVv) n.  Architecture. A triangular section of vaulting 

between the rim of a dome and each adjacent pair of the arches that support it.  

[French pendentif, from Latin pendKns, pendent-, hanging, present participle of 

pendKre, to hang. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]

pend·ing (pHnùdVng) adj.  1. Not yet decided or settled; awaiting conclusion or 

confirmation.  2. Impending; imminent.   —  prep.  1. While in the process of; 

during.  2. While awaiting; until.  [French pendant, pendant, pending (from Old 

French); see PENDENT
1 + -ING

1.]

Pen·dle·ton (pHnùdl-tNn), Edmund. 1721-1803.  American Revolutionary 

leader and jurist. He was governor of Virginia (1774-1776) and president of Vir-

ginia’s Supreme Court of Appeals (1799-1803). 



Pend O·reille (pmnÙdN-r7ù)  A river, about 161 km (100 mi) long, rising in 

Pend Oreille Lake in northern Idaho and flowing generally northwest through 

northeast Washington to the Columbia River just north of the British Columbia, 

Canada, border. 

pen·du·lar (pHnùjN-lNr, pHnùdyN-, -dN-) adj.  Of or resembling the motion of a 

pendulum; swinging back and forth. 

pen·du·lous (pHnùjN-lNs, pHnùdyN-, -dN-) adj.  1. Hanging loosely; suspended so 

as to swing or sway.  2. Wavering; undecided.  [From Latin pendulus, from pend-

Kre, to hang. See (s)pen- in Appendix.] —penùdu·lous·ly adv.  

—penùdu·lous·ness n. 

pen·du·lum (pHnùjN-lNm, pHnùdyN-, pHnùdN-) n.  1. A body suspended from a 

fixed support so that it swings freely back and forth under the influence of grav-

ity, commonly used to regulate various devices, especially clocks.  Also called sim-

ple pendulum 2. Something that swings back and forth from one course, opinion, 

or condition to another:  the pendulum of public opinion.  [New Latin, probably 

from Italian pendolo, pendulous, pendulum, from Latin pendulus, hanging. See 

PENDULOUS.]

Pe·nel·o·pe (pN-nHlùN-pK) n.  Greek Mythology. The wife of Odysseus and 

mother of Telemachus. Penelope was made immortal by Circe. 

pe·ne·plain also pe·ne·plane (pKùnN-pl7nÙ) n.  Geology. A nearly flat land sur-

face representing an advanced stage of erosion.  [Latin paene, pKne, almost + 

PLAIN.]

pe·nes (pKùnKz) n.  Anatomy. A plural of penis. 
pen·e·tra·ble (pHnùV-trN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being penetrated:  penetrable 

defenses; a penetrable wall.   —penÙe·tra·bilùi·ty n.  —penùe·tra·bly adv. 

pen·e·tra·li·a (pHnÙV-tr7ùlK-N) pl.n.  1. The innermost parts of a building, espe-

cially the sanctuary of a temple.  2. The most private or secret parts; recesses:  the 

penetralia of the soul.  [Latin penetr7lia, from neuter pl. of penetr7lis, inner, from 

penetr7re, to penetrate. See PENETRATE.]

pen·e·tram·e·ter (pHnÙV-tr4mùV-tNr) n.  Variant of penetrometer. 
pen·e·trance (pHnùV-trNns) n.  The frequency, under given environmental con-

ditions, with which a specific genotype is expressed by those individuals that pos-

sess it. 

pen·e·trant (pHnùV-trNnt) adj.  Penetrating; piercing:  a penetrant wind from the 

north.   —  n.  Something that penetrates or is capable of penetrating. 

pen·e·trate (pHnùV-tr7tÙ) v.  pen·e·trat·ed, pen·e·trat·ing, pen·e·trates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To enter or force a way into; pierce.  2. a. To enter into and permeate:  

The insistent rhythm of piano practice penetrated each room of the house.  b. To 

cause to be permeated or diffused; steep.   3. To insert the penis into the vagina or 

anus of.  4. To enter (an organization, for example), usually surreptitiously, so as 

to gain influence or information; infiltrate.  5. To enter and gain a share of (a 



market):  penetrated the home-computer market with an affordable new model.  

6. To grasp the inner significance of; understand.  7. To see through:  keen eyes 

that penetrate the darkness.  8. To affect deeply, as by piercing the consciousness 

or emotions.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pierce or enter into something; make a way in or 

through something.  2. To gain admittance or access.  3. To gain insight.  [Latin 

penetr7re, penetr7t-, from penitus, deeply.] —penùe·traÙtor n. 

pen·e·trat·ing (pHnùV-tr7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Able or seeming to penetrate:  The pen-

etrating odor of garlic soon filled the entire apartment.  2. Keenly perceptive or 

understanding; acute:  The lecture provided penetrating insight into foreign affairs.   
—penùe·tratÙing·ly adv. 

pen·e·tra·tion (pHnÙV-tr7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of piercing or pene-

trating something, especially: a. The act of entering a country or an organization 

so as to establish influence or gain information: “If the policy is accepted that the 

Soviet Union has a right to penetrate her immediate neighbors for security, penetra-

tion of the next immediate neighbors becomes... equally logical” (W. Averell Harri-

man).  b. An attack that penetrates enemy territory or a military front.  

c. Insertion of the penis into the vagina or anus.   2. The power or ability to pen-

etrate.  3. The depth reached by a projectile after hitting its target.  4. a. The 

degree to which a commodity, for example, is sold or recognized in a particular 

market.  b. The extent of influence that one culture or nation has on another.   

5. The capacity or action of understanding; insight. 

pen·e·tra·tive (pHnùV-tr7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Tending to penetrate; penetrant.  

2. Displaying keen insight; acute. 

pen·e·trom·e·ter (pHnÙV-trmmùV-tNr) also pen·e·tram·e·ter (-tr4mùV-tNr) n.  

1. A device for measuring the penetrating power of radiation, especially x-rays.  

2. A device for measuring the penetrability of semisolids. 

Peng·hu (pƒngùhuù)  See Pescadores. 
Peng·pu (pƒngùpuù)  See Bengbu. 
pen·guin (pHngùgwVn, pHnù-) n.  1. Any of various stout, flightless marine birds 

of the family Spheniscidae, of cool regions of the Southern Hemisphere, having 

flipperlike wings and webbed feet adapted for swimming and diving, and short 

scalelike feathers that are white in front and black on the back.  2. Obsolete. The 

great auk.  [Possibly from Welsh pen gwyn, White Head (name of an island in 

Newfoundland), great auk  : pen, chief, head + gwynn, white; see weid- in 

Appendix.]

pen·hold·er (pHnùholÙdNr) n.  1. A holder for a pen point.  2. A rack or cup for 

holding a pen or pens. 

-penia suff.  Lack; deficiency:  leukopenia.  [New Latin, from Greek penia, pov-

erty, lack. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]



pen·i·cil·la·mine (pHnÙV-sVlùN-mKnÙ) n.  A degradation product of penicillin, 

C5H11NO2S, that is used as a chelating agent and in the treatment of rheumatoid 

arthritis and copper poisoning.  [PENICILL(IN) + -AMINE.]

pen·i·cil·late (pHnÙV-sVlùVt, -7tÙ) adj.  Having or resembling a tuft or brush of 

fine hairs, as those on caterpillars and certain grasses.  [Latin pKnicillus, brush; see 

PENCIL + -ATE
2.] —penÙi·cilùlate·ly adv.  —penÙi·cil·laùtion n. 

pen·i·cil·li·a (pHnÙV-sVlùK-N) n.  A plural of penicillium. 
pen·i·cil·lin (pHnÙV-sVlùVn) n.  Any of a group of broad-spectrum antibiotic drugs 

obtained from penicillium molds or produced synthetically, most active against 

gram-positive bacteria and used in the treatment of various infections and dis-

eases.  [PENICILL(IUM) + -IN.]

pen·i·cil·lin·ase (pHnÙV-sVlùV-n7sÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes, produced by 

certain bacteria, that hydrolyze penicillin and are used in medicine to treat aller-

gic reactions to penicillin. 

pen·i·cil·li·um (pHnÙV-sVlùK-Nm) n.  pl. pen·i·cil·li·ums or pen·i·cil·li·a (-sVlùK-

N). Any of various characteristically bluish-green fungi of the genus Penicillium 

that grow as molds on decaying fruits and ripening cheese and are used in the 

production of penicillin and in making cheese.  [New Latin PKnicillium, genus 

name, from Latin pKnicillus, brush. See PENCIL.]

pe·nile (pKùnXlÙ, -nNl) adj.  Of or relating to the penis. 

pen·in·su·la (pN-nVnùsyN-lN, -sN-lN) n.  A piece of land that projects into a body 

of water and is connected with the mainland by an isthmus.  [Latin paenXnsula : 

paene, almost + Xnsula, island.] —pen·inùsu·lar adj. 

pe·nis (pKùnVs) n.  pl. pe·nis·es or pe·nes (-nKz). Anatomy. 1. The male organ 

of copulation in higher vertebrates, homologous with the clitoris. In mammals, it 

also serves as the male organ of urinary excretion.  2. Any of various copulatory 

organs in males of lower animals.  [Latin pKnis. See pes- in Appendix.]

penis envy (pKùnVs HnùvK) n.  Psychology. The wish of a girl or woman to have a 

penis, postulated by Sigmund Freud as a cause of feelings of inferiority and neu-

rotic behavior. 

pen·i·tence (pHnùV-tNns) n.  The condition or quality of being penitent; regret 

for wrongdoing.  

SYNONYMS: penitence, compunction, contrition, remorse, repentance. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these nouns is “a feeling of regret for one’s sins or mis-

deeds”: showed no penitence; ended the relationship without compunction; pangs of

contrition; tears of remorse; sincere repentance.

pen·i·tent (pHnùV-tNnt) adj.  Feeling or expressing remorse for one’s misdeeds or 

sins.   —  n.  1. One who is penitent.  2. A person performing penance under the 

direction of a confessor.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 



pKnitKns, pKnitent-, from Latin paenitKns, present participle of paenitKre, to 

repent.] —penùi·tent·ly adv. 

Pen·i·ten·te (pHnÙV-tHnùt7, -tK) n.  A member of a Roman Catholic brotherhood 

in parts of the Southwest, of Native American and Hispanic origin, that celebrates 

the Passion with rites involving fasting and self-flagellation.  [Spanish, from 

Latin paenitKns, paenitent-, penitent. See PENITENT.]

pen·i·ten·tial (pHnÙV-tHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or expressing penitence.  

2. Of or relating to penance.   —  n.  1. A book or set of church rules concerning 

the sacrament of penance.  2. A penitent.   —penÙi·tenùtial·ly adv. 

pen·i·ten·tia·ry (pHnÙV-tHnùshN-rK) n.  pl. pen·i·ten·tia·ries. 1. A prison for 

those convicted of major crimes.  2. Roman Catholic Church. a. A tribunal of the 

Roman Curia having jurisdiction in matters relating to penance, dispensations, 

and papal absolutions.  b. A priest whose special function is the administration 

of the sacrament of penance in a particular church or diocese.    —  adj.  1. Of or 

for the purpose of penance; penitential.  2. Relating to or used for punishment or 

reform of criminals or wrongdoers.  3. Resulting in or punishable by imprison-

ment in a penitentiary:  a penitentiary offense.  [Middle English penitenciarie, 

penance officer, episcopal prison, from Medieval Latin pKnitenti7ria, feminine of 

pKnitenti7rius, from Latin paenitentia, penitence, from paenitKns, penitent. See 

PENITENT.]

Pen·ki (bƒnùjKù)  See Benxi. 
pen·knife (pHnùnXfÙ) n.  A small pocketknife.  [So called because it was origi-

nally used for cutting quill pens.]

pen·light (pHnùlXtÙ) n.  A small flashlight having the size and shape of a fountain 

pen. 

pen·man (pHnùmNn) n.  1. A copyist; a scribe.  2. An expert in penmanship.  

3. An author; a writer. 

pen·man·ship (pHnùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  The art, skill, style, or manner of hand-

writing; calligraphy. 

Penn (pHn), Arthur. Born 1922.  American filmmaker whose works critically 

examine American history and society. His films include Bonnie and Clyde 

(1967), Alice’s Restaurant (1969), and Little Big Man (1970). 

Penn (pHn), William. 1644-1718.  English Quaker colonizer in America. He 

founded the colony of Pennsylvania in 1681. 

Penn (pHn), Sir William. 1621-1670.  English admiral who led the English fleet 

during the Dutch War (1665-1667). 

Penn. abbr.  Pennsylvania. 

pen·na (pHnùN) n.  pl. pen·nae (pHnùK). A contour feather of a bird, as distin-

guished from a down feather or a plume.  [Latin, feather. See pet- in Appendix.] 
—pen·naùceous (pH-n7ùshNs) adj. 

Penna. abbr.  Pennsylvania. 



pen·nae (pHnùK) n.  Plural of penna. 
pen name also pen·name (pHnùn7mÙ) n.  A pseudonym used by a writer.  Also 

called nom de plume 

pen·nant (pHnùNnt) n.  1. Nautical. A long, tapering, usually triangular flag, 

used on ships for signaling or identification.  2. A flag or an emblem similar in 

shape to a ship’s pennant.  3. Sports. a. A flag that symbolizes the championship 

of a league, especially a professional baseball league.  b. The championship sym-

bolized by such a flag.   [Blend of PENDANT
1, and PENNON.]

pen·nate (pHnù7tÙ) also pen·nat·ed (pHnù7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having feathers or 

wings.  2. Botany. Pinnate.  3. Of or relating to diatoms of the class Pennales, dis-

tinguished by bilaterally symmetrical form.  [Latin penn7tus, from penna, feather. 

See pet- in Appendix.]

pen·ne (pHnù7) n.  pl. penne. Short, tubular pasta with diagonally cut ends.  

[Italian, pl. of penna, feather, quill pen, from Latin. See PENNA.]

Pen·nell (pHnùNl, pN-nHlù), Elizabeth Robins. 1855-1936.  American writer 

known for her art and cooking columns. She collaborated with her husband 

Joseph Pennell (1857-1956), an illustrator, on a number of works, including 

Lithography and Lithographers (1898). 

Pen·ney (pHnùK), James Cash. 1875-1971.  American business executive who 

built the J.C. Penney chain and pioneered the practice of employee profit-sharing. 

Penn Hills (pHn hVlz)  A community of southwest Pennsylvania, a residential 

suburb of Pittsburgh. Population, 51,430. 

pen·ni (pHnùK) n.  pl. pen·nis or pen·ni·a (pHnùK-N). A unit of currency in Fin-

land.  See Table at currency.  [Finnish, possibly from Swedish penning.]

pen·ni·less (pHnùK-lVs, pHnùN-) adj.  1. Entirely without money.  2. Very poor.  

See Synonyms at poor.  —penùni·less·ly adv.  —penùni·less·ness n. 

Pen·nine Alps (pHnùXnÙ 4lps)  A range of the Alps extending southwest to 

northeast along the Swiss-Italian border from Great St. Bernard Pass to Simplon 

Pass. It rises to 4,636.9 m (15,203 ft) at Monte Rosa. 

Pen·nines (pHnùXnzÙ) also Pennine Chain  A range of hills extending about 

257 km (160 mi) southward from the Cheviot Hills on the Scottish border to cen-

tral England. Sometimes called “the backbone of England,” it rises to 893.7 m 

(2,930 ft) at Cross Fell. 

pen·non (pHnùNn) n.  1. A long, narrow banner or streamer borne upon a lance.  

2. A pennant, banner, or flag.  3. A pinion; a wing.  [Middle English, from Old 

French penon, streamer, feather of an arrow, augmentative of penne, feather, 

from Latin penna. See pet- in Appendix.] —penùnoned adj. 

pen·non·cel also pen·on·cel  or pen·non·celle (pHnùNn-sHlÙ) n.  A small pen-

non, flag, or streamer borne on a lance.  [Middle English penoncel, from Old 

French, diminutive of penon, pennon. See PENNON.]



Penn·sau·ken (pHn-sôùkVn)  A community of southwest New Jersey, an indus-

trial and residential suburb of Camden and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Popula-

tion, 34,733. 

Penn·syl·va·nia (pHnÙsNl-v7nùyN, -v7ùnK-N) Abbr. PA, Pa., Penn., Penna.  A 

state of the eastern United States. It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen 

Colonies in 1787. First explored in the early 1600’s, the region was settled by 

Swedes in 1634 and granted by royal charter to William Penn in 1681. The 

Mason-Dixon Line (surveyed in 1763-1767) established the colony’s southern 

boundary and was extended westward in 1784. Pennsylvania played a crucial role 

in the American Revolution and in the formation of the new republic. Harrisburg 

is the capital and Philadelphia the largest city. Population, 11,924,710. 

Pennsylvania Dutch (pHnÙsNl-v7nùyN dƒch) n.  1. The descendants of Ger-

man and Swiss immigrants who settled in Pennsylvania in the 17th and 18th cen-

turies.  2. The dialect of High German spoken by the Pennsylvania Dutch.  Also 

called Dutch, Pennsylvania German.  3. The style of folk art and decorative arts 

developed by the Pennsylvania Dutch.  [Alteration of German Deutsch, German. 

See PLATTDEUTSCH.]

Penn·syl·va·nian (pHnÙsNl-v7nùyNn, -v7ùnK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Penn-

sylvania.  2. Geology. Of, belonging to, or being the geologic time, system of 

rocks, and sedimentary deposits of the sixth period of the Paleozoic Era, charac-

terized by the development of coal-bearing rock formations.   —  n.  1. A native 

or resident of Pennsylvania.  2. Geology. The Pennsylvanian Period.  [After Penn-
sylvania.]

pen·ny (pHnùK) n.  pl. pen·nies. 1. A unit of currency in Ireland and the United 

Kingdom.  See Table at currency.  2.  Abbr. p. In the United States and Canada, 

the coin that is worth one cent.  3. pl. pence (pHns). a.  Abbr. p. A coin used in 

Great Britain since 1971, worth 100 of a pound.  Also called new penny b.  Abbr. 

d. A coin formerly used in Great Britain, worth 12 of a shilling or 240 of a pound.   

4. Any of various coins of small denomination.  5. A sum of money.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a penny arcade; penny candy.   
—idiom. pretty penny. A considerable sum of money:  I paid a pretty penny 

for that ring.  [Middle English, an English coin, from Old English penig.]

penny ante (pHnùK 4nùtK) n.  1. Games. A poker game in which the highest bet 

is limited to a penny or another small sum.  2. Informal. A business transaction 

on a trivial scale.   —penùny-anùte (pHnùK-4nùtK) adj. 

pen·ny·cress (pHnùK-krHsÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Thlaspi, hav-

ing small, flattened seed pods with winglike margins, especially the Eurasian spe-

cies T. arvense, a weed naturalized throughout North America. 

penny pincher (pHnùK pVnchùNr) n.  Informal. A very stingy person. 

pen·ny-pinch·ing (pHnùK-pVnÙchVng) adj.  Giving or spending money grudg-

ingly; niggardly.  See Synonyms at stingy.  —penùny-pinchÙing n. 



pen·ny·roy·al (pHnÙK-roiùNl) n.  1. A Eurasian mint (Mentha pulegium) having 

small lilac-blue flowers and ovate or nearly orbicular leaves that yield a useful, 

aromatic oil.  2. An aromatic plant (Hedeoma pulegioides) of eastern North 

America, having purple-blue flowers and glabrous leaves that yield an oil used as 

an insect repellent.  [Probably by folk etymology from Middle English puliol real, 

from Anglo-Norman  : puliol, thyme (from Latin p7legium) + real, royal (from 

Latin rKg7lis); see REGAL.]

pen·ny·weight (pHnùK-w7tÙ) n.  Abbr. dwt., pwt. A unit of troy weight equal 

to 24 grains, 20 of a troy ounce or approximately 1.555 grams. 

pen·ny·whis·tle also pen·ny whis·tle (pHnùK-hwVsÙNl, -wVsÙ-) n.  Music. An 

inexpensive fipple flute, usually having a plastic mouthpiece and a tin body. 

pen·ny-wise  or pen·ny·wise (pHnùK-wXzÙ) adj.  Careful in dealing with small 

sums of money or small matters. 

pen·ny·wort (pHnùK-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several plants having rounded 

leaves suggestive of pennies, as: a. A Eurasian plant (Umbilicus rupestris) having 

thick, peltate leaves and yellowish-green flowers.  Also called navelwort b. A 

North American plant (Obolaria virginica) having fleshy leaves and small white or 

purplish flowers.  

pen·ny·worth (pHnùK-wûrthÙ) n.  1. As much as a penny will buy.  2. A small 

amount; a modicum.  3. A bargain:  got my pennyworth at that price. 

Pe·nob·scot (pN-nmbùskNt, -skmtÙ) n.  pl. Penobscot or Pe·nob·scots. 1. a. A 

Native American people inhabiting Penobscot Bay and the Penobscot River valley 

in Maine. The Penobscot, who joined the Abenaki confederacy in the mid-18th 

century, are represented in the Maine legislature by a nonvoting delegate.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Penobscot, a dialect 

of Eastern Abenaki.  [From a Penobscot place name.] —Pe·nobùscot adj. 

Penobscot River (pN-nmbùskNt rVvùNr)  A river rising in several lakes and trib-

utaries in western and central Maine and flowing about 563 km (350 mi) to 

Penobscot Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. The river is an important source 

of power for pulpwood and paper mills. The bay was first explored by English 

navigators in 1603. 

pe·nol·o·gy also poe·nol·o·gy (pK-nmlùN-jK) n.  The study, theory, and practice 

of prison management and criminal rehabilitation.  [Latin poena, penalty (from 

Greek poinK); see kwei-1 in Appendix + -LOGY.] —peÙno·logùi·cal (pKÙnN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —peÙno·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —pe·nolùo·gist n. 

pen·on·cel (pHnùNn-sHlÙ) n.  Variant of pennoncel. 
pen pal (pHn p4l) n.  A person with whom one becomes acquainted through a 

friendly, regular correspondence. 

pen point (pHn point) n.  1. A tapering metal device with a split point that fits 

into a holder and is used for writing; a nib.  2. The point or tip of a pen. 



Pen·sa·co·la (pHnÙsN-koùlN)  A city of extreme northwest Florida on Pensacola 
Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. Originally settled by the Spanish in 1559, the 

city passed back and forth between the Spanish, French, and British until it was 

captured by Andrew Jackson in 1814 during the War of 1812. It formally became 

part of the United States in 1821. Population, 58,165. 

pen·sil (pHnùsNl) n.  Variant of pencel. 
pen·sile (pHnùsXlÙ) adj.  1. Hanging loosely; suspended:  the pensile nest of the 

Baltimore oriole.  2. Having or building a hanging nest. Used of birds.  [Latin pKn-

silis, from pKnsus, past participle of pendKre, to hang. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]

pen·sion1 (pHnùshNn) n.  A sum of money paid regularly as a retirement benefit 

or by way of patronage.   —  v.  tr. pen·sioned, pen·sion·ing, pen·sions. 
1. To grant a pension to.  2. To retire or dismiss with a pension: “Some French 

farmers suggest that the Government pension off the older and less efficient farmers” 

(E.J. Dionne, Jr.).  [Middle English pensioun, payment, from Old French pension, 

from Latin pKnsio, pKnsion-, from pKnsus, past participle of pendere, to weigh, pay. 

See (s)pen- in Appendix.] —penùsion·a·ble adj. 

pen·sion2 (päN-syôNù) n.  1. A boarding house or small hotel in Europe: “A pen-

sion had somewhat less to offer than a hotel; it was always smaller, and never ele-

gant; it sometimes offered breakfast, and sometimes not” (John Irving).  

2. Accommodations or the payment for accommodations, especially at a board-

ing house or small hotel in Europe.  3. Room and board.  [French, from Old 

French, payment. See PENSION
1.]

pen·sion·ar·y (pHnùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Constituting a pension.  2. Mercenary; 

venal.   —  n.  pl. pen·sion·ar·ies. 1. A pensioner.  2. A hireling. 

pen·sion·er (pHnùshN-nNr) n.  1. One who receives a pension.  2. One who is 

dependent on the bounty of another.  3. Obsolete. a. A gentleman-at-arms.  

b. An attendant; a retainer.  

pen·sive (pHnùsVv) adj.  1. Deeply, often wistfully or dreamily thoughtful.  

2. Suggestive or expressive of melancholy thoughtfulness.  [Middle English pen-

sif, from Old French, from penser, to think, from Latin pKns7re, frequentative of 

pendere, to weigh. See (s)pen- in Appendix.] —penùsive·ly adv.  —penù-
sive·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: pensive, contemplative, reflective, meditative, thoughtful. These

adjectives mean characterized by or disposed to thought, especially serious or

deep thought. Pensive often connotes thought of a wistful, dreamy, or sad quality:

“while pensive poets painful vigils keep” (Alexander Pope). Seeing the depth of her

despair, he grew pensive. Contemplative implies slow, directed consideration, often

with conscious intent of achieving better understanding or spiritual or aesthetic

enrichment: “The Contemplative Atheist is rare... And yet they seem to be more than

they are” (Francis Bacon). Reflective suggests careful, analytical deliberation, as in



reappraising past experience: “Cromwell was of the active, not the reflective temper”

(John Morley). Meditative implies earnest, sustained thought: The scholar was ret-

icent, aloof, and meditative. Thoughtful can refer to absorption in thought or to

the habit of reflection and circumspection: The judge looked thoughtful, then

granted the motion. Thoughtful voters viewed the proposed legislation with alarm.

pen·ste·mon (pHn-stKùmNn, pHnùstN-mNn) n.  Any of numerous plants of the 

genus Penstemon, native to North America and eastern Asia, having opposite 

leaves, flowers with a usually two-lipped, variously colored corolla, and capsules 

containing many seeds.  Also called beardtongue [New Latin PKnstKmon, genus 

name  : Greek pente, five; see penkwe in Appendix + Greek stKmon, thread; see 

st7- in Appendix.]

pen·stock (pHnùstmkÙ) n.  1. A sluice or gate used to control a flow of water.  

2. A pipe or conduit used to carry water to a water wheel or turbine. 

pent (pHnt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of pen2.  —  adj.  Penned or 

shut up; closely confined. 

penta-  or pent- pref.  Five:  pentamerous.  [Greek, from pente, five. See pen-
kwe in Appendix.]

pen·ta·chlo·ro·phe·nol (pHnÙtN-klôrÙN-fKùnolÙ, -nôlÙ, -nmlÙ, -klorÙ-) n.  A 

toxic white crystalline compound, C6Cl5OH, used in solution as a fungicide and 

wood preservative. 

pen·ta·cle (pHnùtN-kNl) n.  A five-pointed star formed by five straight lines con-

necting the vertices of a pentagon and enclosing another pentagon in the com-

pleted figure.  Also called pentagram [Medieval Latin *pentaculum : Greek penta-, 

penta- + Latin -culum, diminutive suff.]

pen·tad (pHnùt4dÙ) n.  A group of five.  [Greek pentas, pentad-, group of five, 

from pente, five. See penkwe in Appendix.]

pen·ta·dac·tyl (pHnÙtN-d4kùtNl) also pen·ta·dac·ty·late (-tN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  

Having five fingers or toes on each hand or foot.  [Latin pentadactylus, from 

Greek pentadaktulos : penta-, penta- + daktulos, finger.] —penÙta·dacùtyl·ism 
n. 

pen·ta·gon (pHnùtN-gmnÙ) n.  1. A polygon having five sides and five interior 

angles.  2. Pentagon. The United States military establishment. Used with the.  

[Late Latin pentagonum, from Greek pentagonon : penta-, penta- + -gonon, -gon.] 
—pen·tagùo·nal (pHn-t4gùN-nNl) adj.  —pen·tagùo·nal·ly adv. 

Pen·ta·gon·ese (pHnÙtN-gmn-Kzù, -Ksù) n.  United States military jargon: “Being 

open and egalitarian, Americans characteristically speak in a straight-forward, 

declarative manner—discounting Pentagonese and other jargon” (Jack Pitman). 

pen·ta·gram (pHnùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  See pentacle. 
pen·ta·he·dron (pHnÙtN-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. pen·ta·he·drons or pen·ta·he·dra 

(-drN). A solid having five plane faces.   —penÙta·heùdral (-drNl) adj. 



pen·tam·er·ous (pHn-t4mùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having five similar parts.  2. Having 

flower parts, such as petals, sepals, and stamens, in sets of five, as in the gera-

nium.   —pen·tamùer·ism n. 

pen·tam·e·ter (pHn-t4mùV-tNr) n.  1. A line of verse consisting of five metrical 

feet.  2. English verse composed in iambic pentameter.  [Latin, from Greek 

pentametros : penta-, penta- + metron, measure; see METER
1.]

pen·tane (pHnùt7nÙ) n.  Any of three colorless, flammable isomeric hydrocar-

bons, C5H12, derived from petroleum and used as solvents. 

pen·tan·gu·lar (pHn-t4ngùgyN-lNr) adj.  Having five angles. 

pen·ta·pep·tide (pHnÙtN-pHpùtXd) n.  A polypeptide composed of five amino 

acids. 

pen·ta·ploid (pHnùtN-ploidÙ) adj.  Having five haploid sets of chromosomes.   
—  n.  A pentaploid individual. 

pen·ta·quine (pHnùtN-kwKnÙ, -kwVn) also pen·ta·quin (-kwVn) n.  A synthetic 

drug, C18H27N3O, used with quinine in the prevention or treatment of malaria.  

[PENTA- + QUIN(OLIN)E.]

pen·tar·chy (pHnùtärÙkK) n.  pl. pen·tar·chies. 1. Government by five rulers.  

2. A body of five joint rulers.  3. An association or federation of five govern-

ments, each ruled by a different leader.  [Greek pentarkhia : penta-, penta- + -

arkhia, -archy.] —pen·tarùchi·cal (pHn-tärùkV-kNl) adj. 

pen·ta·stich (pHnùtN-stVkÙ) n.  A poem or stanza having five lines.  [From Late 

Greek pentastikhos, of five lines  : penta-, penta- + stikhos, line; see steigh- in 

Appendix.]

pen·ta·stome (pHnùtN-stomÙ) n.  See tongue worm.  [From New Latin Pen-

tastomum, genus name  : PENTA- + -stomum, neuter of -stomus, mouthed (from 

STOMA).]

Pen·ta·teuch (pHnùtN-tukÙ, -tyukÙ) n.  The first five books of the Hebrew 

Scriptures.  [Middle English Pentateuke, from Late Latin Pentateuchus, from 

Greek Pentateukhos : penta-, penta- + teukhos, implement, vessel, scroll case; see 

dheugh- in Appendix.] —Penùta·teuchÙal adj. 

pen·tath·lete (pHn-t4thùlKt) n.  Sports. An athlete who participates in a pen-

tathlon. 

pen·tath·lon (pHn-t4thùlNn, -lmnÙ) n.  Sports. 1. An athletic contest in which 

each participant competes in five track and field events, usually sprinting, hur-

dling, long jumping, and discus and javelin throwing.  2. The modern pentath-

lon.  [Greek  : penta-, penta- + athlon, contest.]

pen·ta·ton·ic (pHnÙtN-tmnùVk) adj.  Music. Of or using only five tones, especially 

the first, second, third, fifth, and sixth tones of a diatonic scale. 

pen·ta·va·lent (pHnÙtN-v7ùlNnt) adj.  Having a valence of 5. 



pen·taz·o·cine (pHn-t4zùN-sKnÙ) n.  A synthetic narcotic drug, C19H27NO, used 

as a nonaddictive analgesic, often in place of morphine.  [PENT(A)- + AZO- + -

INE
2.]

Pen·te·cost (pHnùtV-kôstÙ, -kmstÙ) n.  1. The seventh Sunday after Easter, com-

memorating the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the disciples.  Also called Whit-

sunday 2. Judaism. See Shavuot.  [Middle English pentecoste, from Old English 

Pentecosten, from Late Latin PentKcostK, from Greek pentKkostK (hKmera), fiftieth 

(day), feminine of pentKkostos, fiftieth, from pentKkonta, fifty. See penkwe in 

Appendix.]

Pen·te·cos·tal (pHnÙtV-kmsùtNl, -kôùstNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or occurring at 

Pentecost.  2. Of, relating to, or being any of various Christian religious congre-

gations whose members seek to be filled with the Holy Spirit, in emulation of the 

Apostles at Pentecost.   —  n.  A member of a Pentecostal congregation: “Pentecos-

tals rejected the belief of many fundamentalists that... God had ceased to reveal him-

self to man” (John B. Judis).   —PenÙte·cosùtal·ism n.  —PenÙte·cosùtal·ist 
adj.  & n. 

pent·house (pHntùhousÙ) n.  1. a. An apartment or dwelling situated on the 

roof of a building.  b. A residence, often with a terrace, on the top floor or floors 

of a building.  c. A structure housing machinery on the roof of a building.   2. A 

shed or sloping roof attached to the side of a building or wall.  3. Sports. The slop-

ing roof that rises from the inner wall to the outer wall surrounding three sides of 

the court in court tennis, off which the ball is served.  [Alteration of Middle 

English pentis, pentace, a shed attached to a wall of a building, from Anglo-Nor-

man pentiz, penthouses, from Old French apentiz, penthouse, from apent, past 

participle of apendre, to belong, depend, from Medieval Latin appendere, from 

Latin, to hang, suspend. See APPEND.]

WORD HISTORY: The word penthouse and the structure it denotes have both

come a long way. The word goes back to Latin appendere, “to cause to be suspend-

ed.” In Medieval Latin appendere developed the sense “to belong, depend,” a sense

that passed into apendre, the Old French development of appendere. From apent,

the past participle of apendre, came the derivative apentiz, “low building behind

or beside a house,” and the Anglo-Norman plural form pentiz. The form without

the a- was then borrowed into Middle English, giving us pentis (first recorded

about 1300), which was applied to sheds or lean-tos added on to buildings. Be-

cause these structures often had sloping roofs, the word was connected with the

French word pente, “slope,” and the second part of the word changed to house,

which could mean simply “a building for human use.” The use of the term with

reference to fancy penthouse apartments developed from the application of the

word to a structure built on the roof to cover such things as a stairway or an ele-

vator shaft. Penthouse then came to mean an apartment built on a rooftop and



finally the top floor of an apartment building.

Pen·tic·ton (pHn-tVkùtNn)  A city of southern British Columbia, Canada, east of 

Vancouver at the southern shore of Okanagan Lake. It is a trade center in a resort 

area. Population, 23,181. 

pen·ti·men·to (pHnÙtN-mHnùto) n.  pl. pen·ti·men·ti (-tK). An underlying 

image in a painting, as an earlier painting, a part of a painting, or an original 

draft, that shows through, usually when the top layer of paint has become trans-

parent with age.  [Italian, correction, pentimento, from pentire, to repent, from 

Latin paenitKre.]

Pent·land Firth (pHntùlNnd fûrth)  A narrow channel between northeast Scot-

land and the Orkney Islands. 

pent·land·ite (pHntùlNn-dXtÙ) n.  A yellowish-brown nickel iron sulfide that is 

the principal ore of nickel.  [French, after Joseph B. Pentland (1797-1873), Irish 

scientist.]

pen·to·bar·bi·tal sodium (pHnÙtN-bärùbV-tôlÙ soùdK-Nm, -t4lÙ) n.  A white 

crystalline or powdery barbiturate, C11H17N2O3Na, used as a hypnotic, a sedative, 

and an anticonvulsive drug.  Also called pentobarbitone 

pen·to·bar·bi·tone (pHnÙtN-bärùbV-tonÙ) n.  See pentobarbital sodium.  
[PENT(A)- + BARBIT(URIC ACID) + -ONE.]

pen·to·san (pHnùtN-s4nÙ) n.  Any of a group of polysaccharides found with cel-

lulose in many woody plants and yielding pentoses on hydrolysis. 

pen·tose (pHnùtosÙ, -tozÙ) n.  Any of a class of monosaccharides having five car-

bon atoms per molecule and including ribose and several other sugars. 

Pen·to·thal (pHnùtN-thôlÙ)  A trademark used for thiopental sodium. 

pent·ox·ide (pHnt-mkùsXdÙ) n.  A compound having five atoms of oxygen com-

bined with another element or radical. 

pent-up (pHntùƒpù) adj.  Not given expression; repressed:  pent-up emotions. 

pen·tyl (pHnùtNl) n.  See amyl. 
pen·tyl·ene·tet·ra·zol (pHnùtN-lKnÙtHtùrN-zôlÙ, -zolÙ, -zmlÙ) n.  A drug, 

C6H10N4, that is a stimulant of the central nervous system and is used chiefly as 

an analeptic.  [PENT(A)- + (METH)YLENE + TETR(A)- + AZ(O)- + -OL(E).]

pe·nu·che also pe·nu·chi (pN-nuùchK)  or pa·no·cha (-noùchN)  or also 

pa·no·che (-chK) n.  A fudgelike confection of brown sugar, cream or milk, and 

chopped nuts.  [Variant of PANOCHA.]

pe·nuch·le  or pe·nuck·le (pKùnƒkÙNl) n.  Games. Variants of pinochle. 
pe·nult (pKùnƒltÙ, pV-nƒltù) also pe·nul·ti·ma (pV-nƒlùtN-mN) n.  1. The next to 

the last item in a series.  2. Linguistics. The next to the last syllable in a word.  

[Short for penultima, from Latin paenultima, feminine of paenultimus, next to 

last  : paene, almost + ultimus, last; see ULTIMATE.]



pe·nul·ti·mate (pV-nƒlùtN-mVt) adj.  1. Next to last.  2. Linguistics. Of or relat-

ing to the penult of a word:  penultimate stress.   —  n.  The next to the last.  [From 

Latin paenultimus. See PENULT.] —pe·nulùti·mate·ly adv. 

pe·num·bra (pV-nƒmùbrN) n.  pl. pe·num·brae (-brK)  or pe·num·bras. 1. A 

partial shadow, as in an eclipse, between regions of complete shadow and com-

plete illumination.  See Synonyms at shade.  2. The grayish outer part of a sun-

spot.  3. An area in which something exists to a lesser or an uncertain degree: 

“The First Amendment has a penumbra where privacy is protected from governmen-

tal intrusion” (Joseph A. Califano, Jr.).  4. An outlying, surrounding region; a 

periphery: “Downtown Chicago and its penumbra also stand rejuvenated” (John 

McCormick).  [New Latin  : Latin paene, almost + Latin umbra, shadow.] 
—pe·numùbral, pe·numùbrous adj. 

pe·nu·ri·ous (pN-ntrùK-Ns, -nytrù-) adj.  1. Ungenerously or pettily unwill-

ing to spend money.  See Synonyms at stingy.  2. Yielding little; barren:  a penu-

rious land.  3. Poverty-stricken; destitute.  [From Medieval Latin pKn7riosus, from 

Latin pKn7ria, want.] —pe·nuùri·ous·ly adv.  —pe·nuùri·ous·ness n. 

pen·u·ry (pHnùyN-rK) n.  1. Extreme want or poverty; destitution.  2. Extreme 

dearth; barrenness or insufficiency.  [Middle English penurie, from Latin pKn7ria, 

want.]

Pe·nu·ti·an (pN-nuùtK-Nn, -shNn) n.  A proposed stock of North American 

Indian languages spoken in Pacific coastal areas from California into British 

Columbia.  [From the reconstructed words for “two” in two of its subgroups.]

Pen·za (pHnùzN, pyHnù-)  A city of west-central Russia south-southwest of Kazan. 

Founded as a fortress in 1666, it is a railroad junction and major industrial center. 

Population, 527,000. 

Pen·zance (pHn-z4nsù)  A municipal borough of southwest England west-

southwest of Plymouth. It is a port and summer resort and was frequently raided 

by pirates until the 18th century. Population, 19,521. 

Pen·zi·as (pHntùsK-Ns), Arno Allan. Born 1933.  German-born American phys-

icist. He shared a 1978 Nobel Prize for work on cosmic microwave radiation. 

pe·on (pKùmnÙ, pKùNn) n.  1. a. An unskilled laborer or farm worker of Latin 

America or the southwest United States.  b. Such a worker bound in servitude to 

a landlord creditor.   2. A menial worker; a drudge.  3.  (also pyun) An Indian or 

Ceylonese messenger, servant, or foot soldier.  [Spanish, day laborer, from Medi-

eval Latin pedo, pedon-, foot soldier; see PIONEER. Sense 3, possibly from Portu-

guese peão from Medieval Latin pedo.]

pe·on·age (pKùN-nVj) n.  1. The condition of being a peon.  2. A system by 

which debtors are bound in servitude to their creditors until their debts are paid. 

pe·o·ny (pKùN-nK) n.  pl. pe·o·nies. Any of various garden plants of the genus 

Paeonia, having large, variously colored flowers with numerous stamens and sev-

eral pistils.  [Middle English pione, from Old English pKonie, and Anglo-Norman 



peonie both from Medieval Latin peonia, from Latin paeonia, from Greek paionia, 

perhaps from Paion, Apollo, physician of the gods.]

peo·ple (pKùpNl) n.  pl. people. 1. Human beings considered as a group or in 

indefinite numbers:  People were dancing in the street. I met all sorts of people.  2. A 

body of persons living in the same country under one national government; a 

nationality.  3. pl. peo·ples. A body of persons sharing a common religion, cul-

ture, language, or inherited condition of life.  4. Persons with regard to their resi-

dence, class, profession, or group:  city people.  5. The mass of ordinary persons; 

the populace. Used with the: “those who fear and distrust the people, and wish to 

draw all powers from them into the hands of the higher classes” (Thomas Jefferson).  

6. The citizens of a political unit, such as a nation or a state; the electorate. Used 

with the.  7. Persons subordinate to or loyal to a ruler, a superior, or an employer:  

The queen showed great compassion for her people.  8. Family, relatives, or ances-

tors.  9. Informal. Animals or other beings distinct from human beings:  Rabbits 

and squirrels are the furry, little people of the woods.   —  v.  tr. peo·pled, 
peo·pling, peo·ples. To furnish with or as if with people; populate.  [Middle 

English peple, from Old French pueple, from Latin populus, of Etruscan origin.] 
—peoùpler n.  

USAGE NOTE: Used as a plural people is a form with no exactly corresponding

singular. (English is not odd in this respect: the equivalent word is anomalous in

Spanish, Italian, Russian, and many other languages.) In the past, grammarians

have sometimes insisted that people is a collective noun that should not be used

as a substitute for persons when referring to a specific number of individuals, as

in Six people were arrested. But people has always been used in such contexts, and

the distinction is now so widely ignored in general writing that it seems pedantic

to insist on it. Persons is still preferred in quasilegal contexts, however, as in Vehi-

cles containing fewer than three persons may not use the left lane during rush hours.

Only the singular person is used in compounds involving a specific numeral: a six-

person car; a two-person show. But people is used in other compounds: people mov-

er; people power. These examples are exceptions to the general rule that plural

nouns cannot be used in such compounds; note that we do not say teethpaste or

books-burning. See Usage Note at man.

peo·ple·hood (pKùpNl-htdÙ) n.  The state or condition of being a people or 

one of a people: “As symbols go, few are as national and sectarian as the menorah. It 

is the symbol of Jewish peoplehood” (Charles Krauthammer). 

people mover (pKùpNl muùvNr) n.  A means of mass transit, such as a moving 

sidewalk or a monorail, used to transport people, usually along a fixed route. 

Peo·ple’s Party (pKùpNlz pärùtK) n.  See Populist Party. 



People’s Republic (pKùpNlz rV-pƒbùlVk) n.  A political organization founded 

and controlled by a national Communist party. 

Pe·or·i·a1 (pK-ôrùK-N, -orù-) n.  pl. Peoria or Pe·or·i·as. 1. A Native American 

people forming part of the Illinois confederacy.  2. A member of this people. 

Pe·or·i·a2 (pK-ôrùK-N, -orù-)  A city of northwest-central Illinois on the Illinois 

River north of Springfield. Founded on the site of a French fort established by La 

Salle in 1680, it is a transportation and industrial center. Population, 113,504. 

pep (pHp) Informal. n.  Energy and high spirits; vim: “The duchess is full of pep, 

that particularly American word that expresses precisely her energy and gaiety” 

(Suzy Menkes).   —  v.  tr. pepped, pep·ping, peps. To bring energy or liveli-

ness to; invigorate:  The good news pepped him up.  [Short for PEPPER.]

pep·er·o·mi·a (pHpÙN-roùmK-N) n.  Any of numerous succulent tropical herbs 

of the genus Peperomia, having simple, entire, palmately veined leaves and 

numerous minute, unisexual flowers densely grouped in cylindrical spikes.  [New 

Latin Peperomia, genus name  : from Greek peperi, pepper; see PEPPER + Greek 

homos, same; see HOMO-.]

pe·pi·no (pN-pKùno) n.  pl. pe·pi·nos. 1. A spiny Andean shrub (Solanum muri-

catum) having bright blue flowers and ovoid, violet-purple fruits with edible, yel-

low, aromatic, acid flesh.  2. The fruit of this plant.  [American Spanish, from 

Spanish, cucumber, from Latin pepo, melon. See PEPO.]

Pep·in the Short (pHpùVn thK shôrt), Also known as Pepin III. 714?-768.  King 

of the Franks (751-768). He defended papal interests and established the core ter-

ritory of the Papal States. 

pep·los (pHpùlNs, -lmsÙ) also pep·lus (-lNs) n.  pl. pep·los·es also pep·lus·es. A 

loose outer robe worn by women in ancient Greece.  Also called peplum [Greek.]

pep·lum (pHpùlNm) n.  pl. pep·lums. 1. A short overskirt or ruffle attached at 

the waistline of a jacket, blouse, or dress.  2.  See peplos.  [Latin, robe of state, 

from Greek peplon, neuter of peplos, peplos.] —pepùlumed adj. 

pep·lus (pHpùlNs) n.  Variant of peplos. 
pe·po (pKùpo) n.  pl. pe·pos. The fruit of any of various related plants, such as 

the cantaloupe, watermelon, cucumber, squash, pumpkin, and melon, having a 

hard or leathery rind, fleshy pulp, and numerous flattened seeds.  [Latin, a kind 

of melon, from Greek pepon, ripe. See pekw- in Appendix.]

pep·per (pHpùNr) n.  1. Black pepper.  2. Any of several plants of the genus Piper, 

as cubeb, betel, and kava.  3. a. Any of several tropical American, cultivated 

forms of Capsicum frutescens or C. annuum, having podlike, many-seeded, vari-

ously colored berries.  b. The podlike fruit of any of these plants, varying in size, 

shape, and degree of pungency, with the milder types including the bell pepper 

and pimiento, and the more pungent types including the cherry pepper.   4. Any 

of various condiments made from the more pungent varieties of Capsicum frute-

scens, such as cayenne pepper, tabasco pepper, and chili.  Also called hot pepper 



5. Baseball. A warm-up exercise in which players standing a short distance from a 

batter field the ball and toss it to the batter, who hits each toss back to the fielders.  

Also called pepper game  —  v.  tr. pep·pered, pep·per·ing, pep·pers. 1. To 

season or sprinkle with pepper.  2. To sprinkle liberally; dot.  3. To shower with 

or as if with small missiles.  See Synonyms at barrage2.  4. To make (a speech, 

for example) lively and vivid with wit or invective.  [Middle English peper, from 

Old English pipor, from Latin piper, from Greek peperi, from Sanskrit pippalX, 
from pippalam, pepper tree.]

pep·per-and-salt (pHpÙNr-Nn-sôltù) adj.  Having a close mixture of black and 

white:  a pepper-and-salt beard. 

pep·per·box (pHpùNr-bmksÙ) n.  See peppershaker. 
pep·per·bush (pHpùNr-btshÙ) n.  Botany. Sweet pepperbush. 

pep·per·corn (pHpùNr-kôrnÙ) n.  1. A dried berry of the pepper vine Piper 

nigrum.  2. A small or insignificant thing. 

pep·per·cress (pHpùNr-krHsÙ) n.  See peppergrass. 
pepper game (pHpùNr g7m) n.  Baseball. See pepper (n., sense 5). 

pep·per·grass (pHpùNr-gr4sÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Lepidium, 

especially the North American species L. virginicum, having small white flowers 

and pungent foliage and seeds.  Also called peppercress, pepperwort. 

pep·per·idge (pHpùNr-Vj) n.  See sour gum.  [Origin unknown.]

pepper mill (pHpùNr mVl) n.  A utensil for grinding peppercorns. 

pep·per·mint (pHpùNr-mVntÙ) n.  1. A plant, Mentha piperita, having small pur-

ple or white flowers and downy leaves that yield a pungent oil.  2. The oil from 

this plant or a preparation made from it, used as a flavoring.  3. A candy or loz-

enge flavored with this oil. 

pep·per·o·ni (pHpÙN-roùnK) n.  pl. pep·per·o·nis. 1. A highly spiced pork and 

beef sausage.  2. A slice of this type of sausage.  [Italian peperoni, pl. of peperone, 

pimento, red pepper augmentative of pepe, pepper, from Latin piper. See PEPPER.]

pepper pot (pHpùNr pmt) n.  1. A soup made with vegetables and tripe or other 

meat, seasoned with pepper, and often containing dumplings.  Also called Phila-

delphia pepper pot 2. A thick West Indian stew of meat or fish, vegetables, and 

regional condiments.  3.  See peppershaker. 
Pep·per·rell (pHpùNr-Nl), Sir William. 1696-1759.  American merchant and 

colonial official. After his defeat of French forces at Louisbourg on Cape Breton 

Island (1745) he was the first American to be made a baronet by the British 

Crown (1746). 

pep·per·shak·er (pHpùNr-sh7ÙkNr) n.  A container with small holes in the top 

for sprinkling ground pepper.  Also called pepperbox, pepper pot. 

pepper tree also pep·per·tree (pHpùNr-trKÙ) n.  Any of several evergreen trees 

of the genus Schinus, especially S. molle, native to South America, having com-



pound leaves, yellowish-white flowers clustered in branching panicles, and small 

rose-colored drupes.  Also called California pepper tree 

pep·per·wood (pHpùNr-wtdÙ) n.  See Hercules’ club (n., sense 2). 

pep·per·wort (pHpùNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  1. Any of various aquatic or marsh 

ferns of the genus Marsilea, having floating, four-parted palmate leaves rising 

from long runners.  Also called water clover 2.  See peppergrass. 
pep·per·y (pHpùN-rK) adj.  1. Of, containing, or resembling pepper; sharp or 

pungent in flavor.  2. Vigorously sharp-tempered:  a peppery sales clerk.  3. Sharp 

and stinging in style or content; vivid or fiery:  peppery criticism.   —pep-
ùper·i·ness n. 

pep pill (pHp pVl) n.  Slang. A tablet or capsule containing a stimulant drug, espe-

cially an amphetamine. 

pep·py (pHpùK) adj.  pep·i·er, pep·i·est. Informal. Full of or characterized by 

energy and high spirits; lively.   —pepùpi·ly adv.  —pepùpi·ness n. 

pep·sin also pep·sine (pHpùsVn) n.  1. A digestive enzyme found in gastric juice 

that catalyzes the breakdown of protein to peptides.  2. A substance containing 

pepsin, obtained from the stomachs of hogs and calves and used as a digestive aid.  

[Greek pepsis, digestion (from peptein, to digest); see pekw- in Appendix + -IN.]

pep·sin·o·gen (pHp-sVnùN-jNn) n.  The inactive precursor to pepsin, formed in 

the cells of the mucous membrane of the stomach and converted to pepsin by 

hydrochloric acid during digestion. 

pep talk (pHp tôk) n.  Informal. A speech of exhortation, as to a team or staff, 

meant to instill enthusiasm or bolster morale. 

pep·tic (pHpùtVk) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or assisting digestion:  peptic secre-

tion.  b. Induced by or associated with the action of digestive secretions:  a peptic 

ulcer.   2. Of, relating to, or involving pepsin.  3. Capable of digesting.   —  n.  A 

digestive agent.  [Latin pepticus, from Greek peptikos, digested, from peptos, from 

peptein, to digest. See pekw- in Appendix.]

pep·ti·dase (pHpùtV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that hydrolyzes peptides into 

amino acids. 

pep·tide (pHpùtXdÙ) n.  Any of various natural or synthetic compounds contain-

ing two or more amino acids linked by the carboxyl group of one amino acid and 

the amino group of another.  [PEPT(ONE) + -IDE.] —pep·tidùic (-tVdùVk) adj.  

—pep·tidùi·cal·ly adv. 

peptide bond (pHpùtXdÙ bmnd) n.  The chemical bond formed between the 

carboxyl groups and amino groups of neighboring amino acids, constituting the 

primary linkage of all protein structures. 

pep·ti·do·gly·can (pHpÙtV-do-glXùkNn, -k4nÙ) n.  A polymer found in the cell 

walls of prokaryotes that consists of polysaccharide and peptide chains in a strong 

molecular network.  Also called mucopeptide, murein.  [PEPTIDE + glycan, a 

polysaccharide.]



pep·tize (pHpùtXzÙ) v.  tr. pep·tized, pep·tiz·ing, pep·tiz·es. To disperse (a 

precipitate) to form a colloid.  [Greek peptein, to digest; see pekw- in Appendix + 

-IZE.] —pepÙti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  —pepùtizÙer n. 

pep·tone (pHpùtonÙ) n.  Any of various compounds obtained by acid or enzyme 

hydrolysis of natural protein and used as nutrients in culture media.  [German 

Pepton, from Greek peptos, digested, from peptein, to digest. See pekw- in Appen-

dix.] —pep·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

pep·to·nize (pHpùtN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. pep·to·nized, pep·to·niz·ing, 
pep·to·niz·es. 1. To convert (protein) into a peptone.  2. To dissolve (food) by 

means of a proteolytic enzyme.  3. To combine with peptone.   —pepÙto·ni·zaù-
tion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Pepys (pKps, pHpùVs), Samuel. 1633-1703.  English civil servant whose diary 

includes detailed descriptions of the Great Fire of London (1665) and the Great 

Plague (1666).   —Pepysùi·an adj. 

Pe·quot (pKùkwmtÙ) n.  pl. Pequot or Pe·quots. 1. a. A Native American peo-

ple formerly inhabiting eastern Connecticut, with present-day descendants in the 

same area. The Pequot and the Mohegan were the same people until the Mohegan 

broke away under Uncas in the early 17th century.  b. A member of this people.   

2. The Algonquian language of the Pequot, dialectally related to Mohegan and 

Montauk.   —Peùquot adj. 

per (pûr) prep.  Abbr. p. 1. To, for, or by each; for every:  Gasoline once cost 40 

cents per gallon.  2. Usage Problem. According to; by:  Changes were made to the 

manuscript per the author’s instructions.  3. By means of; through.   —  adv.  Infor-

mal. 1. For each one; apiece:  sold the cookies for one dollar per.  2. Per hour:  was 

driving at 60 miles per.  [Latin. See per1 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Per is appropriately used in the description of ratios (five miles

per day; 20 dollars per person). In its more general use to mean “according to” (as

in per the terms of the contract), it is best reserved for business and legal commu-

nications, unless the writer seeks a tone of jocular formality.

per. abbr.  1. Period.  2. Person. 

per- pref.  1. Thoroughly; completely; intensely:  perfervid.  2. Containing an ele-

ment in its highest oxidation state:  perchloric acid.  3. Containing a large or the 

largest possible proportion of an element:  peroxide.  4. Containing the peroxy 

group:  peracid.  [Latin, from per, through. See per1 in Appendix.]

per·ac·id (pûrù4sÙVd) n.  1. Any of various acids containing the peroxy group.  

2. An inorganic acid, such as perchloric acid, containing the largest proportion of 

oxygen in a series of related acids. 

per·ad·ven·ture (pûrÙNd-vHnùchNr, pHrÙ-) adv.  Archaic. Perhaps; perchance.   
—  n.  Chance or uncertainty; doubt.  [Middle English per aventure, from Old 



French, by chance  : per, through (from Latin); see PER + aventure, chance; see 

ADVENTURE.]

per·am·bu·late (pN-r4mùbyN-l7tÙ) v.  per·am·bu·lat·ed, per·am·bu·lat·ing, 
per·am·bu·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To walk through.  2. To inspect (an area) on foot.   
—  v.  intr. To walk about; roam or stroll.  [Latin perambul7re, perambul7t-  : per-, 

per- + ambul7re, to walk.] —per·amÙbu·laùtion n.  —per·amùbu·la·toÙry (-

lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

per·am·bu·la·tor (pN-r4mùbyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  Chiefly British. A baby carriage. 

per an·num (pNr 4nùNm) adv.  Abbr. p.a. By the year; annually:  A subscription 

costs 12 dollars per annum.  [Latin  : per, per + annum, accusative of annus, year.]

per·bo·rate (pNr-bôrù7tÙ, -borù-) n.  A salt containing the radical BO3, formed 

from a borate and hydrogen peroxide. 

per·cale (pNr-k7lù) n.  A closely woven cotton fabric used for sheets and cloth-

ing.  [French, from Persian parg7lah, rag.]

per·ca·line (pûrÙkN-lKnù) n.  A fine cotton fabric, usually glazed, used especially 

for linings and in the bindings of books.  [French, diminutive of percale, percale. 

See PERCALE.]

per cap·i·ta (pNr k4pùV-tN) adv.  & adj.  1. Per unit of population; per person:  In 

that year, Americans earned $15,304 per capita. Among the states, Connecticut has a 

high per capita income.  2. Equally to each individual.  [Medieval Latin, by heads  : 

Latin per, per + Latin capita, accusative pl. of caput, head.]

per·ceive (pNr-sKvù) v.  tr. per·ceived, per·ceiv·ing, per·ceives. 1. To 

become aware of directly through any of the senses, especially sight or hearing.  

2. To achieve understanding of; apprehend.  See Synonyms at see1.  [Middle 

English perceiven, from Old French perceivre, from Latin percipere : per-, per- + 

capere, to seize; see kap- in Appendix.] —per·ceivùa·ble adj.  —per·ceivùa·bly 
adv.  —per·ceivùer n. 

per·cent also per cent (pNr-sHntù) adv.  Abbr. p.c., pct. Out of each hundred; 

per hundred.   —  n.  1. pl. percent also per cent. One part in a hundred:  The 

report states that 42 percent of the alumni contributed to the endowment.  Also 

called per centum 2. pl. percents. A percentage or portion:  She has invested a 

large percent of her salary.  3. percents. Chiefly British. Public securities yielding 

interest at a specified percentage.   —  adj.  Paying or demanding interest at a 

specified percentage:  a 52 percent checking account.  [From per cent., abbreviation 

of per centum, by the hundred  : per, per; see PER + centum, hundred; see dekc in 

Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Statistically speaking, a quantity can be increased by any per-

centage but cannot be decreased by more than 100 percent. Once pollution has

been reduced by 100 percent, for example, it ceases to exist, and no further re-

duction is possible. In defiance of this logic, however, advertisers sometimes refer



to a 150 percent decrease in lost luggage or a new dental rinse that reduces plaque

on teeth by over 300 percent. On reflection, it is possible to infer the intended

meaning in these examples—presumably the rinse is three times as effective as

some other tooth-cleaning procedure—but the ostensible claim is logically non-

sensical, and the phrasing serves mostly to obscure the fact that the standard of

comparison has not been made explicit. The latter phrase was unacceptable to 66

percent of the Usage Panel.

per·cent·age (pNr-sHnùtVj) n.  1. a. A fraction or ratio with 100 understood as 

the denominator; for example, 0.98 equals a percentage of 98.  b. The result 

obtained by multiplying a quantity by a percent.   2. A proportion or share in 

relation to a whole; a part:  The hecklers constituted only a small percentage of the 

audience.  3. An amount, such as an allowance, a duty, or a commission, that var-

ies in proportion to a larger sum, such as total sales:  work for a percentage.  

4. Informal. Advantage; gain:  There is no percentage in work without pay.  

USAGE NOTE: Percentage, when preceded by the, takes a singular verb: The per-

centage of unskilled workers is small. When preceded by a, it takes either a singular

or plural verb, depending on the number of the noun in the prepositional phrase

that follows: A small percentage of the workers are unskilled. A large percentage of

the crop has spoiled.

per·cen·tile (pNr-sHnùtXlÙ) n.  One of a set of points on a scale arrived at by 

dividing a group into parts in order of magnitude. For example, a score higher 

than 97 percent of those attained on an examination is said to be in the 97th per-

centile. 

per cen·tum (pNr sHnùtNm) n.  See percent (n., sense 1).  [Latin. See PERCENT.]

per·cept (pûrùsHptÙ) n.  1. The object of perception.  2. A mental impression of 

something perceived by the senses, viewed as the basic component in the forma-

tion of concepts; a sense datum.  [From Latin perceptum, neuter past participle of 

percipere, to perceive. See PERCEIVE.]

per·cep·ti·ble (pNr-sHpùtN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being perceived by the senses or 

the mind:  perceptible sounds in the night.  [Late Latin perceptibilis, from Latin per-

ceptus, past participle of percipere, to perceive. See PERCEIVE.] 
—per·cepÙti·bilùi·ty n.  —per·cepùti·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: perceptible, palpable, appreciable, noticeable, discernible. These ad-

jectives apply to what is capable of being apprehended with the mind or through

the senses as being real. Perceptible is the least specific: After quite a perceptible

pause, during which he consulted his notes, the lecturer continued. Palpable applies

both to what is perceptible by means of the sense of touch and to what is readily

perceived by the mind: “I felt as if my soul were grappling with a palpable enemy”



(Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley). “The advantages Mr. Falkland possessed... are pal-

pable” (William Godwin). What is appreciable is capable of being estimated or

measured: Appreciable amounts of noxious waste are still being dumped into the

harbor. Noticeable means easily observed: noticeable shadows under her eyes; a no-

ticeable tremor in his voice. Discernible means distinguishable, especially by the

faculty of vision or the intellect: The skyline is easily discernible even at a distance

of several miles. The newspaper reports no discernible progress in the negotiations.

per·cep·tion (pNr-sHpùshNn) n.  1. The process, act, or faculty of perceiving.  

2. The effect or product of perceiving.  3. Psychology. a. Recognition and inter-

pretation of sensory stimuli based chiefly on memory.  b. The neurological pro-

cesses by which such recognition and interpretation are effected.   4. a. Insight, 

intuition, or knowledge gained by perceiving.  b. The capacity for such insight.   

[Middle English percepcioun, from Old French percepcion, from Latin perceptio, 

perception-, from perceptus, past participle of percipere, to perceive. See PERCEIVE.] 
—per·cepùtion·al adj. 

per·cep·tive (pNr-sHpùtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to perception:  perceptive facul-

ties.  2. a. Having the ability to perceive; keen in discernment.  b. Marked by dis-

cernment and understanding; sensitive.    —per·cepùtive·ly adv.  

—perÙcep·tivùi·ty (pûrÙsHp-tVvùV-tK), per·cepùtive·ness (pNr-sHpùtVv-nVs)  n. 

per·cep·tu·al (pNr-sHpùchu-Nl) adj.  Of, based on, or involving perception.   
—per·cepùtu·al·ly adv. 

perch1 (pûrch) n.  1. A rod or branch serving as a roost for a bird.  2. a. An ele-

vated place for resting or sitting.  b. A position that is secure, advantageous, or 

prominent.   3. A pole, stick, or rod.  4. Chiefly British. a. A linear measure equal 

to 5.50 yards or 16.5 feet (5.03 meters); a rod.  b. One square rod of land.   5. A 

unit of cubic measure used in stonework, usually 16.5 feet by 1.0 foot by 1.5 feet, 

or 24.75 cubic feet (0.70 cubic meter).  6. A frame on which cloth is laid for 

examination of quality.   —  v.  perched, perch·ing, perch·es.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To alight or rest on a perch; roost:  A raven perched high in the pine.  2. To 

stand, sit, or rest on an elevated place or position.   —  v.  tr. 1. To place on or as if 

on a perch:  The child perched the glass on the edge of the counter.  2. To lay (cloth) 

on a perch in order to examine it.  [Middle English perche, from Old French, from 

Latin pertica, stick, pole.]

perch2 (pûrch) n.  pl. perch or perch·es. 1. Any of various spiny-finned fresh-

water fishes of the genus Perca, especially either of two edible species, P. flave-

scens, of North America, and P. fluviatilis, of Europe.  2. Any of various similar or 

related fishes, such as the pike perch or the grouper.  [Middle English perche, 

from Old French, from Latin perca, from Greek perkK.]



per·chance (pNr-ch4nsù) adv.  Perhaps; possibly.  [Middle English, from Anglo-

Norman par chance : par, by (from Latin per); see PER + chance, chance (from Old 

French); see CHANCE.]

perch·er (pûrùchNr) n.  1. One that perches.  2. A bird whose feet are adapted 

for perching. 

Per·che·ron (pûrùchN-rmnÙ, -shN-) n.  Any of a breed of gray or black draft 

horse originally used in France for drawing artillery and heavy coaches but now 

bred in other countries for general purposes.  [French, from Perche, a historical 

region of northwest France.]

per·chlo·rate (pNr-klôrù7tÙ, -klorù-) n.  An ester or a salt of perchloric acid. 

per·chlo·ric acid (pNr-klôrùVk 4sùVd, -klorù-) n.  A clear, colorless liquid, 

HClO4, explosively unstable under some conditions, that is a powerful oxidant 

used as a catalyst and in explosives. 

per·chlo·ride (pNr-klôrùXdÙ, -klorù-) also per·chlo·rid (-klôrùVd, -klorù-) n.  A 

chloride having more chlorine than other chlorides of the same element. 

per·chlor·o·eth·yl·ene (pNr-klôrÙo-HthùN-lKnÙ, -klorÙ-) n.  A colorless, non-

flammable organic solvent, Cl2C:CCl2, used in dry-cleaning solutions and as an 

industrial solvent. 

per·cia·tel·li (pûrÙchN-tHlùK, pHrÙchä-tHlùlK) n.  Long tubular pasta thicker than 

spaghetti.  [Italian dialectal, diminutive pl. of perciato past participle of perciare, 

to pierce, from Old French percer, percier. See PIERCE.]

per·cip·i·ent (pNr-sVpùK-Nnt) adj.  Having the power of perceiving, especially 

perceiving keenly and readily.   —  n.  One that perceives.  [Latin percipiKns, per-

cipient- present participle of percipere, to perceive. See PERCEIVE.] 
—per·cipùi·ence, per·cipùi·en·cy n. 

per·coid (pûrùkoidÙ) also per·coi·de·an (pNr-koiùdK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to 

the Percoidea, a large suborder of spiny-finned fishes that includes the perches, 

sunfishes, groupers, and grunts.   —  n.  A fish belonging to the suborder Per-

coidea.  [From New Latin Percoidea, suborder name  : Latin perca, perch; see 

PERCH
2 + New Latin -oidea, pl. of -oidKs, resembling (from Greek -oeidKs); see -

OID.]

per·co·late (pûrùkN-l7tÙ) v.  per·co·lat·ed, per·co·lat·ing, per·co·lates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To cause (liquid, for example) to pass through a porous substance or 

small holes; filter.  2. To pass or ooze through:  Water percolated the sand.  3. To 

make (coffee) in a percolator.   —  v.  intr. 1. To drain or seep through a porous 

material or filter.  2. Informal. To become lively or active.   —  n.  (-lVt, -l7tÙ) A 

liquid that has been percolated.  [Latin percol7re, percol7t-  : per-, per- + col7re, to 

filter (from colum, sieve).] —perÙco·laùtion n. 

per·co·la·tor (pûrùkN-l7ÙtNr) n.  A coffeepot in which boiling water is forced 

repeatedly up through a central tube to filter back down through a basket of 

ground coffee beans. 



per con·tra (pNr kmnùtrN) adv.  1. On the contrary.  2. By way of contrast.  

[Latin  : per, per + contr7, against.]

per·cur·rent (pNr-kûrùNnt) adj.  Of or relating to a midrib that extends 

throughout the entire length of a leaf.  [Latin percurrKns, percurrent- present par-

ticiple of percurrere, to run through  : per-, per- + currere, to run; see kers- in 

Appendix.]

per·cuss (pNr-kƒsù) v.  tr. per·cussed, per·cuss·ing, per·cuss·es. To strike or 

tap firmly, as in medical percussion:  The doctor percussed the patient’s chest.  

[Latin percutere, percuss-, to strike hard  : per-, per- + quatere, to strike; see kwKt- 
in Appendix.]

per·cus·sion (pNr-kƒshùNn) n.  1. The striking together of two bodies, espe-

cially when noise is produced.  2. The sound, vibration, or shock caused by the 

striking together of two bodies.  3. The act of detonating a percussion cap in a 

firearm.  4. A method of medical diagnosis in which various areas of the body, 

especially the chest, back, and abdomen, are tapped to determine by resonance 

the condition of internal organs.  5. Music. a. The section of a band or an orches-

tra composed of percussion instruments.  b. Percussion instruments or their 

players considered as a group.   [Latin percussio, percussion-, from percussus, past 

participle of percutere, to percuss. See PERCUSS.]

percussion cap (pNr-kƒshùNn k4p) n.  A thin metal cap containing gunpowder 

or another detonator that explodes on being struck. 

percussion instrument (pNr-kƒshùNn VnùstrN-mNnt) n.  Music. An instru-

ment, such as a drum, xylophone, piano, or maraca, in which sound is produced 

by one object striking another. 

per·cus·sion·ist (pNr-kƒshùN-nVst) n.  Music. One who plays percussion instru-

ments. 

per·cus·sive (pNr-kƒsùVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by percussion.   
—per·cusùsive·ly adv.  —per·cusùsive·ness n. 

per·cu·ta·ne·ous (pûrÙkyu-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  Medicine. Passed, done, or effected 

through the skin.   —perÙcu·taùne·ous·ly adv. 

Per·cy (pûrùsK), Sir Henry. Known as “Hotspur.” 1364-1403.  English soldier 

who was killed while leading an uprising against Henry IV (1403). 

Per·cy (pûrùsK), Thomas. 1729-1811.  English prelate, antiquary, and poet who 

edited Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (1765). 

per di·em (pNr dKùNm, dXùNm) adv.  Abbr. p.d., P.D. By the day; per day.   —  
adj.  1. Reckoned on a daily basis; daily.  2. Paid by the day.   —  n.  pl. per 
diems. An allowance for daily expenses.  [Latin  : per, per + diem, accusative of 

diKs, day.]

per·di·tion (pNr-dVshùNn) n.  1. a. Loss of the soul; eternal damnation.  b. Hell: 

“Him the Almighty Power/Hurl’d headlong... /To bottomless perdition, there to 

dwell” (John Milton).   2. Archaic. Utter ruin.  [Middle English perdicion, from 



Old French perdicion, from Late Latin perditio, perdition-, from Latin perditus, 

past participle of perdere, to lose  : per-, per- + dare, to give; see do- in Appendix.]

per·du  or per·due (pNr-duù, -dyuù) n.  Obsolete. A soldier sent on an espe-

cially dangerous mission.  [From French sentinelle perdue, forward sentry  : senti-

nelle, sentinel + perdu, past participle of perdre, to lose (from Latin perdere); see 

PERDITION.]

per·du·ra·ble (pNr-dtrùN-bNl, -dytrù-) adj.  Extremely durable; permanent.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin perd7r7bilis, from Latin 

perd7r7re, to endure  : per-, per- + d7r7re, to last; see deuN- in Appendix.] 
—per·duÙra·bilùi·ty n.  —per·duùra·bly adv. 

per·dure (pNr-dtrù, -dytrù) v.  intr. per·dured, per·dur·ing, per·dures. To 

last permanently; endure.  [Middle English perduren, from Old French pardurer, 

from Latin perd7r7re. See PERDURABLE.]

père (pHr) n.  1. Used after a man’s surname to distinguish between father and 

son:  Dumas père primarily wrote novels, while dramas occupied Dumas fils.  

2. Père. Roman Catholic Church. Used as a title for certain priests.  [French, from 

Old French pedre, from Latin pater. See pNter- in Appendix.]

Père Da·vid’s deer (pârù dä-vKdzù dîr, d7ùvVdz) n.  A large reddish-brown 

Chinese deer (Elaphurus davidianus) surviving only in domesticated herds and 

having antlers whose tips point backward, a long donkeylike tail, and hoofs that 

make a cracking sound in walking.  [After Père Armand David (1826-1900), 

French missionary and naturalist.]

per·e·gri·nate (pHrùV-grN-n7tÙ) v.  per·e·gri·nat·ed, per·e·gri·nat·ing, 
per·e·gri·nates.  —  v.  intr. To journey or travel from place to place, especially 

on foot.   —  v.  tr. To travel through or over; traverse.  [Latin peregrXn7rX, 
peregrXn7t-, from peregrXnus, foreigner. See PEREGRINE.] —perÙe·gri·naùtion n.  

—perùe·gri·naÙtor n. 

per·e·grine (pHrùN-grVn, -grKnÙ) adj.  1. Foreign; alien.  2. Roving or wander-

ing; migratory.   —  n.  A peregrine falcon.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin peregrXnus, wandering, pilgrim, from Latin, foreigner, from 

pereger, being abroad  : per, through; see PER + ager, land; see agro- in Appendix.]

peregrine falcon (pHrùN-grVn f4lùkNn) n.  A widely distributed, swift-flying 

bird of prey (Falco peregrinus), having gray and white plumage, much used in fal-

conry.  Also called duck hawk [Middle English, translation of Medieval Latin falco 

peregrXnus (so called because they were caught in passage rather than taken from 

the nest as were eyas falcons).]

Pe·rei·ra (pN-rHrùN, pH-r7ùrä)  A city of west-central Colombia west of Bogotá. It 

is a distribution center for a coffee, livestock, and mineral region. Population, 

232,311. 

Pe·rei·ra (pN-rârùN), Irene Rice. 1907-1971.  American artist who executed 

abstract, spiritual paintings on a variety of nontraditional surfaces. 



Per·el·man (pHrùNl-mNn), S(idney) J(oseph). 1904-1979.  American writer 

known especially for his satirical pieces in the New Yorker. 

per·emp·to·ry (pN-rHmpùtN-rK) adj.  1. Putting an end to all debate or action:  

a peremptory decree.  2. Not allowing contradiction or refusal; imperative:  The 

officer issued peremptory commands.  3. Having the nature of or expressing a com-

mand; urgent:  The teacher spoke in a peremptory tone.  4. Offensively self-

assured; dictatorial:  a swaggering, peremptory manner.  [Latin peremptorius, from 

peremptus, past participle of perimere, to take away  : per-, per- + emere, to obtain; 

see em- in Appendix.] —per·empùto·ri·ly adv.  —per·empùto·ri·ness n. 

per·en·nate (pHrùN-n7tÙ, pN-rHnù7t) v.  intr. per·en·nat·ed, per·en·nat·ing, 
per·en·nates. To survive from one growing season to the next, often with a 

period of reduced or arrested growth between seasons. Used of plants or plant 

parts.  [Latin perenn7re, perenn7t-, to last many years, from perennis, lasting for 

years. See PERENNIAL.] —perÙen·naùtion n. 

per·en·ni·al (pN-rHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Lasting or active through the year or through 

many years.  2. a. Lasting an indefinitely long time; enduring:  perennial happi-

ness.  b. Appearing again and again; recurrent.  See Synonyms at continual.   
3. Botany. Living three or more years.   —  n.  1. Botany. A perennial plant.  

2. Something that recurs or seems to recur on a yearly or continual basis: “that 

hardy perennial, the budget deficit” (David S. Broder).  [Latin perennis (per-, 

throughout; see per + annus, year); see at- in Appendix + -AL
1.] 

—per·enùni·al·ly adv. 

pe·ren·tie also pa·ren·ty (pN-rHnùtK) n.  pl. pe·ren·ties. A monitor (Varanus 

giganteus) of Australia that burrows in desert areas and often grows to a length of 

2.5 meters (8 feet) or more. It is the largest Australian lizard.  [Probably from 

Diyari (Aboriginal language of south-central Australia) pirindi.]

per·e·stroi·ka (pHrÙV-stroiùkN, pyH-ryV-stroiùkä) n.  1. The organizational 

restructuring of the Soviet economy and bureaucracy that was begun in the mid 

1980’s.  2. An economic and bureaucratic restructuring: “For several years now... 

the U.S. has been going through its own perestroika at the cost of unemployment and 

all kinds of painful but ultimately beneficial change” (Peter Fuhrman).  [Russian 

perestroVka : pere-, around, again (from Old Russian); see per1 in Appendix + 

stroVka, construction (from stroit’, to build, from Old Russian stroiti, from strojV, 
order); see ster-2 in Appendix.]

Pe·rez Es·qui·vel (pHrùNs HsÙkK-vHlù, pHrùHs), Adolfo. Born 1932.  Argentine 

civil rights leader. He won the 1980 Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to promote 

human rights in Latin America. 

Pérez Gal·dós (gäl-dosù gäl-dosù), Benito. 1843-1920.  Spanish writer known 

especially for his Episodios Nacionales (1873-1912), a series of 46 historical novels. 

per·fect (pûrùfVkt) adj.  Abbr. perf. 1. Lacking nothing essential to the whole; 

complete of its nature or kind.  2. Being without defect or blemish:  a perfect spec-



imen.  3. Thoroughly skilled or talented in a certain field or area; proficient.  

4. Completely suited for a particular purpose or situation:  She was the perfect 

actress for the part.  5. a. Completely corresponding to a description, standard, or 

type:  a perfect circle; a perfect gentleman.  b. Accurately reproducing an original:  

a perfect copy of the painting.   6. Complete; thorough; utter:  a perfect fool.  

7. Pure; undiluted; unmixed:  perfect red.  8. Excellent and delightful in all 

respects:  a perfect day.  9. Botany. Having both stamens and pistils in the same 

flower; monoclinous.  10. Grammar. Of, relating to, or constituting a verb form 

expressing action completed prior to a fixed point of reference in time.  

11. Music. a. Designating the three basic intervals of the octave, fourth, and 

fifth.  b. Designating a cadence or chord progression from the dominant to the 

tonic at the end of a phrase or piece of music.    —  n.  Abbr. perf. 1. Grammar. 

The perfect tense.  2. A verb or verb form in the perfect tense.   —  v.  tr. 

per·fect·ed, per·fect·ing, per·fects (pNr-fHktù). To bring to perfection or 

completion.  [Middle English perfit, from Old French parfit, from Latin perfectus, 

past participle of perficere, to finish  : per-, per- + facere, to do; see dhK- in 

Appendix.] —per·fectùer n.  —perùfect·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: perfect, consummate, faultless, flawless, impeccable. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “being wholly without flaw”: a perfect dia-

mond; a consummate performer; faultless logic; a flawless instrumental technique;

speaks impeccable French. 

ANTONYM: imperfect

USAGE NOTE: Perfect has often been described as an absolute term like chief

and prime, hence not allowing modification by more, quite, relatively, and other

qualifiers of degree. But the qualification of perfect has numerous reputable pre-

cedents (most notably in the preamble to the U.S. Constitution in the phrase “in

order to form a more perfect Union”). What is more, the stricture is philosophically

dubious. There can be no mathematically perfect forms in nature; therefore to say

that any actual circle is “perfect” can mean only that it approximates the geomet-

ric ideal of circularity, a quality that it can obviously have to a greater or lesser

degree. By the same token, perfect freely allows comparison in examples such as

There could be no more perfect spot for the picnic, where it is used to mean “ideal

for the purposes.” See Usage Note at complete. See Usage Note at equal. See

Usage Note at parallel. See Usage Note at unique.

per·fec·ta (pNr-fHkùtN) n.  Sports & Games. See exacta.  [From American Span-

ish (quiniela) perfecta, perfect (quinella), feminine of perfecto, perfect, from 

Latin perfectus. See PERFECT.]



perfect game (pûrùfVkt g7m) n.  1. Baseball. A complete game in which no 

opposing batter reaches first base.  2. Sports. A game in bowling in which a player 

bowls 12 successive strikes. 

per·fect·i·ble (pNr-fHkùtN-bNl) adj.  Capable of becoming perfect or being made 

perfect:  perfectible prose.   —per·fectÙi·bilùi·ty n. 

per·fec·tion (pNr-fHkùshNn) n.  1. The quality or condition of being perfect.  

2. The act or process of perfecting:  Perfection of the invention took years.  3. A 

person or thing considered to be perfect.  4. An instance of excellence. 

per·fec·tion·ism (pNr-fHkùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. A propensity for being displeased 

with anything that is not perfect or does not meet extremely high standards.  2. A 

belief that moral or spiritual perfection can be achieved by people in this life.   
—per·fecùtion·ist adj. , n.  —per·fecÙtion·istùic adj. 

per·fec·tive (pNr-fHkùtVv) adj.  1. Tending toward perfection.  2. Grammar. Of 

or being a verb in the perfective aspect.   —  n.  Grammar. 1. The perfective 

aspect.  2. A verb in the perfective aspect.   —per·fecùtive·ly adv.  —per·fecù-
tive·ness, perÙfec·tivùi·ty (pûrÙfHk-tVvùV-tK)  n. 

perfective aspect (pNr-fHkùtVv 4sùpHkt) n.  Grammar. An aspect of verbs that 

expresses a completed action as distinct from a continuing or not necessarily 

completed action. 

per·fect·ly (pûrùfVkt-lK) adv.  1. In a perfect manner or to a perfect degree.  

2. To a complete or full degree or extent; wholly:  The diners were perfectly satis-

fied with the meal.  See Usage Note at perfect. 
perfect number (pûrùfVkt nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A positive integer that is 

equal to the sum of its integral factors, including 1 but excluding itself. 

per·fec·to (pNr-fHkùto) n.  pl. per·fec·tos. A cigar of standard length, thick in 

the center and tapered at each end.  [From Spanish, perfect, from Latin perfectus. 

See PERFECT.]

perfect participle (pûrùfVkt pärùtV-sVpÙNl) n.  Grammar. See past participle. 
perfect pitch (pûrùfVkt pVch) n.  Music. See absolute pitch (n., sense 2). 

perfect rhyme (pûrùfVkt rXm) n.  1. Rhyme in which the final accented vowel 

and all succeeding consonants or syllables are identical, while the preceding con-

sonants are different, for example, great, late; rider, beside her; dutiful, unbeauti-

ful.  Also called full rhyme, true rhyme.  2. Rime riche. 

perfect square (pûrùfVkt skwâr) n.  Mathematics. An integer that is the square 

of an integer. 

perfect year (pûrùfVkt yîr) n.  In the Jewish calendar, an ordinary year of 355 

days or a leap year of 385 days. 

per·fer·vid (pNr-fûrùvVd) adj.  Extremely or extravagantly eager; impassioned or 

zealous.   —per·ferùvid·ly adv.  —per·ferùvid·ness n. 

per·fid·i·ous (pNr-fVdù-K-Ns) adj.  Of, relating to, or marked by perfidy; treach-

erous.  See Synonyms at faithless.  —per·fidùi·ous·ly adv. 



per·fi·dy (pûrùfV-dK) n.  pl. per·fi·dies. 1. Deliberate breach of faith; calculated 

violation of trust; treachery.  2. The act or an instance of treachery.  [Latin per-

fidia, from perfidus, treacherous  : per, through; see PER + fidKs, faith; see bheidh- 
in Appendix.]

per·fo·li·ate (pNr-foùlK-Vt) adj.  Of or relating to a sessile leaf or bract that com-

pletely clasps the stem and is apparently pierced by it.  [New Latin perfoli7tus : 

Latin per, through; see PER + Latin foli7tus, bearing leaves (from folium, leaf); see 

bhel-3 in Appendix.] —per·foÙli·aùtion n. 

per·fo·rate (pûrùfN-r7tÙ) v.  per·fo·rat·ed, per·fo·rat·ing, per·fo·rates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To pierce, punch, or bore a hole or holes in; penetrate.  2. To pierce or 

stamp with rows of holes, as those between postage stamps, to allow easy separa-

tion.   —  v.  intr. To pass into or through something.   —  adj.  (pûrùfNr-Vt, -fN-

r7tÙ) Having been perforated.  [Latin perfor7re, perfor7t-  : per-, per- + for7re, to 

bore.] —perùfo·ra·ble (-fNr-N-bNl) adj.  —perùfo·raÙtive adj.  —perùfo·raÙ-
tor n. 

per·fo·ra·ted (pûrùfN-r7ÙtVd) adj.  Having a hole or holes, especially a row of 

small holes. 

per·fo·ra·tion (pûrÙfN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. A hole or series of holes punched or 

bored through something, especially a hole in a series, separating sections in a 

sheet or roll.  2. a. The act of perforating.  b. The state of being perforated.  

per·force (pNr-fôrsù, -forsù) adv.  By necessity; by force of circumstance.  [Mid-

dle English par force, from Old French  : par, by (from Latin per); see PER + force, 

force; see FORCE.]

per·form (pNr-fôrmù) v.  per·formed, per·form·ing, per·forms.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To begin and carry through to completion; do:  The surgeon performed the 

operation.  2. To take action in accordance with the requirements of; fulfill:  per-

form one’s contractual obligations.  3. a. To enact (a feat or role) before an audi-

ence.  b. To give a public presentation of; present:  The theater group performed a 

three-act play.    —  v.  intr. 1. To carry on; function:  a car that performs well on 

curves.  2. To fulfill an obligation or requirement; accomplish something as 

promised or expected.  3. To portray a role or demonstrate a skill before an audi-

ence:  The juggler performed atop a unicycle.  4. To present a dramatic or musical 

work or other entertainment before an audience.  [Middle English performen, 

from Anglo-Norman performer, from Old French parfornir : par-, intensive pref. 

(from Latin per-, per-) + fournir, to furnish; see FURNISH.] —per·formùa·ble adj.  

—per·formùer n.  

SYNONYMS: perform, execute, accomplish, achieve, effect, fulfill, discharge.

These verbs signify to carry through to completion. To perform is to carry out an

action, an undertaking, or a procedure; the word often connotes observance of

due form or the exercise of skill or care: The ship’s captain performed the wedding



ceremony. The orchestra and chorus performed an Easter oratorio. Sophisticated laser

experiments are performed regularly in the laboratory. Execute implies performing

a task or putting something into effect in accordance with a plan or design: “To

execute laws is a royal office; to execute orders is not to be a king” (Edmund Burke).

The violinist had the technical skill to execute the cadenza, with its double stops and

harmonics, with brilliance. Accomplish connotes the successful completion of

something, often of something that requires tenacity or talent: “Make one brave

push and see what can be accomplished in a week” (Robert Louis Stevenson). He

accomplished his purpose, the rapid acquisition of enormous profits, only by making

risky investments. To achieve is to accomplish something especially by dint of ef-

fort or despite difficulty; the term often implies a significant result: “Some are

born great... Some achieve greatness... And some have greatness thrust upon them”

(Shakespeare). Greater benefits can be achieved through diplomatic channels than

by acts of aggression. Effect suggests the power of an agent to bring about a desired

result: Even the antibiotics the doctor prescribed didn’t effect a complete cure. To ful-

fill is to live up to expectations or satisfy demands, wishes, or requirements: It is

unrealistic to hope that all one’s desires can be fulfilled. She fulfilled her obligations

to her parents. To discharge an obligation or duty is to perform all the steps nec-

essary for its fulfillment: “I have found it impossible to carry the heavy burden of

responsibility and to discharge my duties as King as I would wish to do” (Edward

VIII).

per·form·ance (pNr-fôrùmNns) n.  1. The act of performing or the state of 

being performed.  2. The act or style of performing a work or role before an audi-

ence.  3. The way in which someone or something functions:  The pilot rated the 

airplane’s performance in high winds.  4. A presentation, especially a theatrical 

one, before an audience.  5. Something performed; an accomplishment. 

performance art (pNr-fôrùmNns ärt) n.  A form of theatrical art in which the-

matically related works in a variety of media are presented simultaneously or suc-

cessively to an audience.   —performance artist n. 

per·form·ing arts (pNr-fôrùmVng ärts) pl.n.  Arts, such as dance, drama, and 

music, that are performed before an audience. 

per·fume (pûrùfyumÙ, pNr-fyumù) n.  1. A substance that emits and diffuses 

a fragrant odor, especially a volatile liquid distilled from flowers or prepared syn-

thetically.  2. A pleasing, agreeable scent or odor.  See Synonyms at fragrance.   
—  v.  tr. per·fumed, per·fum·ing, per·fumes (pNr-fyumù). To impregnate 

with fragrance; impart a pleasant odor to.  [French parfum, from Old Italian par-

fumo, from parfumare, to fill with smoke  : par-, intensive pref. (from Latin per-, 

per-) + fumare, to smoke (from Latin f7m7re, from f7mus, smoke).]

per·fum·er (pNr-fyuùmNr) n.  One that makes or sells perfumes. 



per·fum·er·y (pNr-fyuùmN-rK) n.  pl. per·fum·er·ies. 1. Perfumes.  2. An 

establishment that makes or sells perfume.  3. The art of making perfume. 

per·func·to·ry (pNr-fƒngkùtN-rK) adj.  1. Done routinely and with little interest 

or care:  The operator answered the phone with a perfunctory greeting.  2. Acting 

with indifference; showing little interest or care.  [Late Latin perf7nctorius, from 

Latin perf7nctus, past participle of perfungX, to get through with  : per-, per- + 

fungX, to perform.] —per·funcùto·ri·ly adv.  —per·funcùto·ri·ness n. 

per·fuse (pNr-fyuzù) v.  tr. per·fused, per·fus·ing, per·fus·es. 1. To coat or 

permeate with liquid, color, or light; suffuse.  2. To pour or diffuse (a liquid, for 

example) over or through something.  [Latin perfundere, perf7s-, to pour over  : 

per-, per- + fundere, to pour; see gheu- in Appendix.] —per·fuùsive (pNr-

fyuùsVv, -zVv) adj. 

per·fu·sion (pNr-fyuùzhNn) n.  1. The act of perfusing.  2. The injection of 

fluid into a blood vessel in order to reach an organ or tissues, usually to supply 

nutrients and oxygen. 

Per·ga·mum (pûrùgN-mNm)  An ancient Greek city and kingdom of western 

Asia Minor in modern-day western Turkey. It passed to Rome in the second cen-

tury B.C. and was noted for its sculpture and its library, which Mark Antony gave 

to Cleopatra. 

per·go·la (pûrùgN-lN) n.  An arbor or a passageway of columns supporting a roof 

of trelliswork on which climbing plants are trained to grow.  [Italian, from Latin 

pergula.]

Per·go·le·si (pHrÙgN-l7ùzK, -gô-lHù-), Giovanni Battista. 1710-1736.  Italian 

composer who wrote the comic opera The Maid as Mistress (1733). 

per·haps (pNr-h4psù) adv.  Maybe; possibly.  [From Middle English perhap : per, 

by (from Latin); see PER + hap, chance; see HAP.]

peri- pref.  1. Around; about; enclosing:  perimysium.  2. Near:  perinatal.  

[Greek, from peri, around, near. See per1 in Appendix.]

per·i·anth (pHrùK-4nthÙ) n.  The outer envelope of a flower, consisting of either 

the calyx or the corolla, or both.  [French périanthe, from New Latin perianthum : 

Greek peri-, peri- + Greek anthos, flower.]

per·i·apt (pHrùK-4ptÙ) n.  A charm worn as protection against mischief and dis-

ease; an amulet.  [French périapte, from Greek periapton, from periaptos, hung 

around  : peri-, peri- + haptos, fastened (from haptein, to fasten).]

per·i·aq·ue·duc·tal (pHrÙK-4kÙwV-dƒkùtNl) adj.  Situated around the aqueduct 

of the brain:  the periaqueductal gray matter. 

Per·i·bon·ca (pHrÙN-bmngùkN)  A river, about 451 km (280 mi) long, of central 

Quebec, Canada, flowing southward through Peribonca Lake to Lake St. John. 

per·i·car·di·a (pHrÙV-kärù-dK-N) n.  Plural of pericardium. 
per·i·car·di·tis (pHrÙV-kär-dXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the pericardium. 



per·i·car·di·um (pHrÙV-kärùdK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·car·di·a (-dK-N). The membra-

nous sac filled with serous fluid that encloses the heart and the roots of the aorta 

and other large blood vessels.  [New Latin, from Greek perikardion, from perikar-

dios, around the heart  : peri-, peri- + kardia, heart; see kerd- in Appendix.] 
—perÙi·carùdi·al (-dK-Nl), perÙi·carùdi·acÙ (-dK-4kÙ)  adj. 

per·i·carp (pHrùV-kärpÙ) n.  1. Botany. The wall of a ripened ovary; fruit wall.  

2. A membranous structure surrounding the cystocarp of red algae.   
—perÙi·carùpi·al adj. 

per·i·chon·dri·um (pHrÙV-kmnùdrK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·chon·dri·a (-drK-N). The 

fibrous membrane of connective tissue covering the surface of cartilage except at 

the endings of joints.  [New Latin  : PERI- + Greek khondrion, diminutive of khon-

dros, cartilage; see CHONDRO-.] —perÙi·chonùdri·al (-drK-Nl) adj. 

per·i·clase (pHrùV-kl7sÙ, -kl7zÙ) n.  A mineral form of magnesium oxide, MgO, 

usually occurring in cubic crystals or grains.  [German Periklas : Greek peri-, 

intensive pref.; see PERI- + Greek klasis, breaking (from its perfect cleavage).]

Per·i·cles (pHrùV-klKzÙ), Died 429 B.C.  Athenian leader noted for advancing 

democracy in Athens and for ordering the construction of the Parthenon.   
—PerÙi·cleùan (-klKùNn) adj. 

per·i·cline (pHrùV-klXnÙ) n.  A variety of albite occurring as elongated white crys-

tals.  [From Greek periklinKs, sloping on all sides  : peri-, peri- + klinein, to slope; 

see klei- in Appendix.]

per·i·cra·ni·um (pHrÙV-kr7ùnK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·cra·ni·a (-nK-N). The external 

periosteum that covers the outer surface of the skull.  [New Latin, from Greek 

perikranion, from perikranios, around the skull  : peri-, peri- + kranion, cranium; 

see CRANIUM.] —perÙi·craùni·al adj. 

per·i·cy·cle (pHrùV-sXÙkNl) n.  A plant tissue characteristic of the roots, located 

between the endodermis and phloem.  [French péricycle, from Greek perikuklos, 

spherical  : peri-, peri- + kuklos, circle; see CYCLE.] —perÙi·cyùclic (-sXùklVk, -

sVkùlVk) adj. 

per·i·derm (pHrùV-dûrmÙ) n.  The outer layers of tissue of woody roots and 

stems, consisting of the cork cambium and the tissues produced by it, such as 

cork.   —perÙi·derùmal, perÙi·derùmic adj. 

pe·rid·i·um (pN-rVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. pe·rid·i·a (-K-N). The covering of the spore-

bearing organ in many fungi.  [New Latin pKridium, from Greek pKridion, dimin-

utive of pKra, leather pouch.] —pe·ridùi·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

per·i·dot (pHrùV-dmtÙ, -doÙ) n.  A yellowish-green variety of olivine used as a 

gem.  [Middle English, from Old French.] —perÙi·dotùic (-dmtùVk, -doùtVk) adj. 

per·i·do·tite (pHrùV-do-tXtÙ, pN-rVdùN-) n.  Any of a group of igneous rocks com-

posed mainly of olivine and various pyroxenes and having a granitelike texture. 

per·i·gee (pHrùN-jK) n.  1. The point nearest the earth’s center in the orbit of the 

moon or a satellite.  2. The point in any orbit nearest to the body being orbited.  



[French périgée, from Medieval Latin perigKum, from Late Greek perigeion : Greek 

peri-, peri- + Greek gK, earth.] —perÙi·geùal (-jKùNl), perÙi·geùan (-jKùNn)  adj. 

pe·rig·y·nous (pN-rVjùN-nNs) adj.  Botany. 1. Having sepals, petals, and stamens 

around the edge of a cuplike receptacle containing the ovary, as in flowers of the 

rose or cherry.  2. Of or being perigynous flower parts:  perigynous stamens.   
—pe·rigùy·ny (-N-nK) n. 

per·i·he·li·on (pHrÙN-hKùlK-Nn, -hKlùyNn) n.  pl. per·i·he·li·a (-hKùlK-N, -hKlùyN). 
The point nearest the sun in the orbit of a planet or other celestial body.  [Alter-

ation of New Latin perihKlium : PERI- + Greek hKlios, sun; see s7wel- in Appen-

dix.] —perÙi·heùli·al (-hKùlK-Nl, -hKlùyNl) adj. 

per·i·kar·y·on (pHrÙV-k4rùK-mnÙ, -Nn) n.  pl. per·i·kar·y·a (-k4rùK-N). The cell 

body of a neuron, containing the nucleus and organelles.  [PERI- + Greek karuon, 

nut; see KARYO-.] —perÙi·karùy·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

per·il (pHrùNl) n.  1. a. Imminent danger.  b. Exposure to the risk of harm or loss.   

2. Something that endangers or involves risk.   —  v.  tr. per·iled also per·illed, 
per·il·ing also per·il·ling, per·ils also per·ils. To expose to danger or the 

chance of injury; imperil.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin perXcu-

lum. See per-3 in Appendix.]

pe·ril·la (pN-rVlùN) n.  1. An annual Asian plant (Perilla frutescens) having oppo-

site leaves, a bell-shaped calyx, and flowers with a short, white, tubular corolla. It 

is widely cultivated as an ornamental and for its oily seeds.  2. The oil from the 

seeds of this plant, widely used in the manufacture of paint, varnish, and artificial 

leather and as a substitute for linseed oil.  [New Latin, genus name.]

per·il·ous (pHrùN-lNs) adj.  Full of or involving peril; dangerous.   
—perùil·ous·ly adv.  —perùil·ous·ness n. 

per·i·lymph (pHrùN-lVmfÙ) n.  The fluid in the space between the membranous 

and bony labyrinths of the inner ear.   —perÙi·lym·phatùic (-lVm-f4tùVk) adj. 

pe·rim·e·ter (pN-rVmùV-tNr) n.  1. Mathematics. a. A closed curve bounding a 

plane area.  b. The length of such a boundary.   2. The outer limits of an area.  See 

Synonyms at circumference.  3. A fortified strip or boundary usually protect-

ing a military position.  [Middle English perimetre, from Latin perimetros, from 

Greek  : peri-, peri- + metron, measure; see METER
2.] —perÙi·metùric (pHrÙN-

mHtùrVk), perÙi·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —perÙi·metùri·cal·ly adv. 

per·i·morph (pHrùN-môrfÙ) n.  A mineral that encloses a different mineral.   
—perÙi·morùphic, perÙi·morùphous adj.  —perÙi·morùphism n. 

per·i·my·si·um (pHrÙN-mVzhùK-Nm, -mVzùK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·my·si·a (-mVzhùK-

N, -mVzùK-N). The sheath of connective tissue enveloping bundles of muscle fibers.  

[New Latin  : PERI- + Greek mus, muscle; see m7777s- in Appendix.]

per·i·na·tal (pHrÙN-n7tùl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the period around child-

birth, especially the five months before and one month after birth:  perinatal mor-

tality; perinatal care.   —perÙi·naùtal·ly adv. 



per·i·na·tol·o·gy (pHrÙN-n7-tmlùN-jK) n.  The medical study of the life and 

development of fetuses and infants during the perinatal period. 

per·i·ne·a (pHrÙN-nKùN) n.  Plural of perineum. 
per·i·neph·ri·um (pHrÙN-nHfùrK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·neph·ri·a (-rK-N). The con-

nective and fatty tissue surrounding a kidney.  [New Latin, from Greek perineph-

ros, fat around the kidneys  : peri-, peri- + nephros, kidney.] —perÙi·nephùral (-

nHfùrNl), perÙi·nephùri·al (-rK-Nl) , perÙi·nephùric (-rVk)  adj. 

per·i·ne·um (pHrÙN-nKùNm) n.  pl. per·i·ne·a (-nKùN). 1. The portion of the 

body in the pelvis occupied by urogenital passages and the rectum, bounded in 

front by the pubic arch, in the back by the coccyx, and laterally by part of the hip-

bone.  2. The region between the scrotum and the anus in males, and between the 

posterior vulva junction and the anus in females.  [Middle English, from Medi-

eval Latin perinaeon, from Greek perinaion : peri-, peri- + inan, to excrete.] 
—perÙi·neùal (-nKùNl) adj. 

per·i·neu·ri·um (pHrÙN-ntrùK-Nm, -nytrù-) n.  pl. per·i·neu·ri·a (-ntrùK-N, 

-nytrù-). The sheath of connective tissue enclosing a bundle of nerve fibers.  

[New Latin  : PERI- + Greek neuron, nerve; see NEURON.] —perÙi·neuùri·al adj. 

pe·ri·od (pVrùK-Nd) n.  Abbr. per. 1. An interval of time characterized by the 

occurrence of a certain condition, event, or phenomenon:  a period of economic 

prosperity.  2. An interval of time characterized by the prevalence of a specified 

culture, ideology, or technology:  artifacts of the pre-Columbian period.  3. An 

interval regarded as a distinct evolutionary or developmental phase:  Picasso’s 

early career is divided into his blue period and rose period.  4. Geology. A unit of 

time, longer than an epoch and shorter than an era.  5. Any of various arbitrary 

units of time, especially: a. Any of the divisions of the academic day.  b. Sports & 

Games. A division of the playing time of a game.   6. Physics & Astronomy. The 

time interval between two successive occurrences of a recurrent event or phases of 

an event; a cycle.  7. An instance or occurrence of menstruation.  8. A point or 

portion of time at which something is ended; a completion or conclusion.  9. The 

full pause at the end of a spoken sentence.  10. A punctuation mark (.) indicating 

a full stop, placed at the end of declarative sentences and other statements 

thought to be complete, and after many abbreviations.  11. A sentence of several 

carefully balanced clauses in formal writing.  12. a. A metrical unit of quantita-

tive verse consisting of two or more cola.  b. An analogous unit or division of 

classical Greek or Latin prose.   13. Music. A group of two or more phrases within 

a composition, made up of 8 or 16 measures and terminating with a cadence.  

14. Mathematics. a. The least interval in the range of the independent variable of 

a periodic function of a real variable in which all possible values of the dependent 

variable are assumed.  b. A group of digits separated by commas in a written 

number.  c. The number of digits that repeat in a repeating decimal. For example, 

7 = 0.142857142857... has a six-digit period.   15. Chemistry. A sequence of ele-



ments arranged in order of increasing atomic number and forming one of the 

horizontal rows in the periodic table.   —  adj.  Of, belonging to, or representing a 

certain historical age or time:  a period piece; period furniture.  [Middle English 

periode, from Old French, from Medieval Latin periodus, from Latin perihodos, 

rhetorical period, from Greek periodos, circuit  : peri-, peri- + hodos, way.]

SYNONYMS: period, epoch, era, age, term. These nouns refer to a portion or

length of time. Period is the most general: a short waiting period; one of the most

difficult periods of her life; worked for a period of ten years; the Romantic period in

music. Epoch refers to a period regarded as being remarkable or memorable: “We

enter on an epoch of constitutional retrogression” (John R. Green). An era is a pe-

riod of time notable because of new or different aspects or events: “How many a

man has dated a new era in his life from the reading of a book” (Henry David Tho-

reau). An age is usually a period marked by a particular distinctive characteristic:

the age of Newton; the Iron Age. “These principles form the bright constellation which

has... guided our steps through an age of revolution and reformation” (Thomas Jef-

ferson). A term is a period of time to which limits have been set: Senators are

elected for a term of six years. 

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps more than once one may have wondered why the

word period has the sense “punctuation mark (.)” as well as some of its other sens-

es having to do with time. The answer to this question lies in the senses of the

Greek word periodos from which our word is descended. Periodos, made up of

peri-, “around,” and hodos, “way,” meant such things as “going round, way round,

going round in a circle, circuit,” and with regard to time “cycle or period of time.”

The word also meant “the period of menstruation.” In rhetoric it referred to “a

group of words organically related in grammar and sense.” The Greek word was

adopted into Latin as perihodos with only its rhetorical sense and one other sense,

but in Medieval Latin it reacquired senses it had in Greek, such as “cycle,” and

acquired a new sense, “a punctuation mark used at the end of a rhetorical period.”

Although this sense is recorded in Medieval Latin, it is not recorded in English

until 1609. But the word period had entered Middle English from Medieval Latin

and Old French, first being recorded in a work written around 1425 in the sense

“a cycle of recurrence of a disease.”

pe·ri·od·ic (pVrÙK-mdùVk) adj.  1. Having or marked by repeated cycles.  

2. Happening or appearing at regular intervals.  3. Recurring or reappearing 

from time to time; intermittent.  4. Characterized by periodic sentences.   
—peÙri·odùi·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: periodic, sporadic, intermittent, occasional, fitful. These adjectives

all mean recurring or reappearing now and then. Something periodic occurs at



regular or at least generally predictable intervals: periodic feelings of anxiety. Spo-

radic implies appearance or occurrence in scattered, irregular, unpredictable, or

isolated instances: a city subjected to sporadic bombing raids. Intermittent describes

something that stops and starts at intervals: intermittent rain showers. What is oc-

casional happens at random and irregularly: occasional outbursts of temper. Some-

thing fitful occurs in spells and often abruptly: fitful bursts of energy. 

USAGE NOTE: Periodic has long been used loosely to mean “occasional, inter-

mittent,” but this usage may be confusing for readers who are accustomed to using

the word only in its narrower sense of “at regular or predictable intervals.” Thus

the writer who said Parker’s losses at the track were not covered by his periodic win-

ners invited the (most likely unintended) inference that Parker had a system that

enabled him to pick winners at regular intervals. Substitution of occasional in this

context would have resolved the ambiguity.

per·i·od·ic acid (pûrÙX-mdùVk 4sùVd) n.  A white, crystalline inorganic acid, 

HIO4·2H2O, used as an oxidizer. 

pe·ri·od·i·cal (pVrÙK-mdùV-kNl) adj.  1. Periodic.  2. a. Published at regular inter-

vals of more than one day.  b. Of or relating to a publication issued at such inter-

vals.    —  n.  A publication issued at regular intervals of more than one day. 

periodical cicada (pVrÙK-mdùV-kNl sV-k7ùdN) n.  A cicada of the genus Magici-

cada of the eastern United States whose 17-year or 13-year life cycle consists 

almost entirely of a nymphal stage spent underground. Upon emerging from this 

stage, the periodical cicada transforms into a winged adult, mates, lays eggs, and 

dies shortly thereafter.  Also called seventeen-year locust 

pe·ri·o·dic·i·ty (pVrÙK-N-dVsùV-tK) n.  pl. pe·ri·o·dic·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

state of being periodic; recurrence at regular intervals.  2. The tendency of chem-

ical elements with similar positions in the periodic table to have similar proper-

ties.  3. The position of an element in the periodic table. 

pe·ri·od·ic law (pVrÙK-mdùVk lô) n.  Chemistry. The principle that the properties 

of the elements recur periodically as their atomic numbers increase. 

pe·ri·od·ic sentence (pVrÙK-mdùVk sHnùtNns) n.  A sentence in which the main 

clause or its predicate is withheld until the end; for example,  Despite heavy winds 

and nearly impenetrable ground fog, the plane landed safely. 

pe·ri·od·ic table (pVrÙK-mdùVk t7ùbNl) n.  Chemistry. A tabular arrangement of 

the elements according to their atomic numbers so that elements with similar 

properties are in the same column. 

per·i·o·don·tal (pHrÙK-N-dmnùtl) adj.  1. Surrounding or encasing a tooth:  a 

periodontal ligament.  2. Relating to or affecting tissue and structures surround-

ing and supporting the teeth.   —perÙi·o·donùtal·ly adv. 

per·i·o·don·tia (pHrÙK-N-dmnùshN) n.  Periodontics. 



per·i·o·don·tics (pHrÙK-N-dmnùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

dentistry that deals with the study and treatment of periodontal disease.   
—perÙi·o·donùtic, perÙi·o·donùti·cal adj.  —perÙi·o·donùtist n. 

per·i·o·nych·i·um (pHrÙK-o-nVkùK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·o·nych·i·a (-K-N). The bor-

der of epidermal tissue surrounding a fingernail or toenail.  [New Latin  : PERI- + 

Greek onux, nail; see nogh- in Appendix.]

per·i·os·te·um (pHrÙK-msùtK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·os·te·a (-tK-N). The dense fibrous 

membrane covering the surface of bones except at the joints and serving as an 

attachment for muscles and tendons.  [New Latin, from Late Latin periosteon, 

from Greek, from periosteos, around the bone  : peri-, peri- + osteon, bone; see 

ost- in Appendix.] —perÙi·osùte·al (-tK-Nl), perÙi·osùte·ous (-tK-Ns)  adj. 

per·i·os·ti·tis (pHrÙK-ms-tXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the periosteum.   
—perÙi·os·titùic (-tVtùVk) adj. 

per·i·os·tra·cum (pHrÙK-msùtrN-kNm) n.  pl. per·i·os·tra·ca (-kN). The hard 

chitinous outer covering of the shell of many mollusks, especially freshwater 

ones, that protects the shell from the erosive action of water.  [New Latin  : PERI- + 

Greek ostrakon, shell; see OSTRACOD.]

per·i·o·tic (pHrÙK-oùtVk) adj.  1. Situated around the ear.  2. Of or relating to the 

bones immediately around the inner ear. 

per·i·pa·tet·ic (pHrÙN-pN-tHtùVk) adj.  1. Walking about or from place to place; 

traveling on foot.  2. Peripatetic. Of or relating to the philosophy or teaching 

methods of Aristotle, who conducted discussions while walking about in the 

Lyceum of ancient Athens.   —  n.  1. One who walks from place to place; an itin-

erant.  2. Peripatetic. A follower of the philosophy of Aristotle; an Aristotelian.  

[Middle English peripatetik, from Latin peripatKticus, from Greek peripatKtikos, 

from peripatein, to walk about  : peri-, peri- + patein, to walk; see pent- in 

Appendix.]

pe·rip·a·tus (pN-rVpùN-tNs) n.  See onychophoran.  [New Latin Peripatus, 

genus name, from Greek peripatos, walking about, from peripatein, to walk 

about. See PERIPATETIC.]

per·i·pe·te·ia also per·i·pe·ti·a (pHrÙN-pN-tKùN, -tXùN) n.  A sudden change of 

events or reversal of circumstances, especially in a literary work.  [Greek, from 

peripiptein, to change suddenly  : peri-, peri- + piptein, to fall; see pet- in Appen-

dix.]

pe·rip·e·ty (pN-rVpùV-tK) n.  Peripeteia.  [French péripétie, from Greek peripeteia. 

See PERIPETEIA.]

pe·riph·er·al (pN-rVfùNr-Nl) adj.  1. Related to, located in, or constituting an 

outer boundary or periphery.  2. Perceived or perceiving near the outer edges of 

the retina:  peripheral vision.  3. Anatomy. a. Of the surface or outer part of a 

body or organ; external.  b. Of, relating to, or being part of the peripheral ner-

vous system.   4. Of minor relevance or importance.  5. Auxiliary.   —  n.  Com-



puter Science. An auxiliary device, such as a printer, modem, or storage system, 

that works in conjunction with a computer.   —pe·riphùer·al·ly adv. 

peripheral nervous system (pN-rVfùNr-Nl nûrùvNs sVsùtNm) n.  The part of 

the vertebrate nervous system constituting the nerves outside the central nervous 

system and including the cranial nerves, the spinal nerves, and the sympathetic 

and parasympathetic nervous systems. 

pe·riph·er·y (pN-rVfùN-rK) n.  pl. pe·riph·er·ies. 1. A line that forms the 

boundary of an area; a perimeter.  See Synonyms at circumference.  2. The sur-

face of a solid.  3. a. The outermost part or region within a precise boundary.  

b. A zone constituting an imprecise boundary.   [Middle English periferie, from 

Medieval Latin periferia, from Late Latin peripheria, from Greek periphereia, 

from peripherKs, carrying around  : peri-, peri- + pherein, to carry; see bher-1 in 

Appendix.]

pe·riph·ra·sis (pN-rVfùrN-sVs) n.  pl. pe·riph·ra·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. The use of cir-

cumlocution.  2. A circumlocution.  [Latin, from Greek, from periphrazein, to 

express periphrastically  : peri-, peri- + phrazein, to say; see gwhren- in Appen-

dix.]

per·i·phras·tic (pHrÙN-fr4sùtVk) adj.  1. Having the nature of or characterized 

by periphrasis.  2. Grammar. Constructed by using an auxiliary word rather than 

an inflected form; for example, of father is the periphrastic possessive case of 

father but father’s is the inflected possessive case, and did say is the periphrastic 

past tense of say but said is the inflected past tense.   —perÙi·phrasùti·cal·ly adv. 

pe·riph·y·ton (pN-rVfùV-tmnÙ) n.  Sessile organisms, such as algae and small 

crustaceans, that live attached to surfaces projecting from the bottom of a fresh-

water aquatic environment.  [New Latin, from Greek periphuton, from neuter 

sing. of periphutos, planted all over, from periphuein, to grow around, cling to  : 

peri-, peri- + phuein, to grow; see bheuN- in Appendix.]

per·i·plasm (pHrùN-pl4zÙNm) n.  The region near or immediately within a bacte-

rial or other cell wall, outside the plasma membrane.   —perÙi·plasùmic adj. 

per·i·plast (pHrùN-pl4stÙ) n.  1. An outer layer surrounding the cell membrane 

of certain microorganisms, such as a spirochete.  2. A cell membrane or cell wall. 

per·i·proct (pHrùN-prmktÙ) n.  The area around the anus in certain invertebrates, 

such as echinoderms.  [PERI- + Greek proktos, anus.]

pe·rip·ter·al (pN-rVpùtNr-Nl) adj.  Architecture. Having a single row of columns 

on all sides.  [From Latin peripteros, from Greek  : peri-, peri- + pteron, wing; see 

pet- in Appendix.]

pe·rique (pN-rKkù) n.  A strongly flavored black tobacco grown in Louisiana and 

used in various blends.  [Louisiana French, perhaps from Périque, nickname of 

Pierre Chenet, a Louisiana tobacco grower.]



per·i·sarc (pHrùV-särkÙ) n.  A horny external covering that encloses the polyp col-

onies of certain hydrozoans.  [PERI- + Greek sarx, sark-, flesh.] —perÙi·sarùcal, 
perÙi·sarùcous adj. 

per·i·scope (pHrùV-skopÙ) n.  Any of various tubular optical instruments that 

contain reflecting elements, such as mirrors and prisms, to permit observation 

from a position displaced from a direct line of sight.   —perÙi·scopùic (-

skmpùVk), perÙi·scopùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

per·ish (pHrùVsh) v.  per·ished, per·ish·ing, per·ish·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To die 

or be destroyed, especially in a violent or untimely manner: “Must then a Christ 

perish in torment in every age to save those who have no imagination?” (George 

Bernard Shaw).  2. To pass from existence; disappear gradually: “Man will go 

down into the pit, and all his thoughts will perish” (A.J. Balfour).  3. Chiefly British. 

To spoil or deteriorate.   —  v.  tr. To bring to destruction; destroy: “Many foul 

blights/Perish’d his hard won gains” (Thomas Hood).   —idiom. perish the 
thought. Used to express the wish that one not even think about something.  

[Middle English perishen, from Old French perir, periss-, to perish, from Latin 

perXre : per-, per- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix.]

per·ish·a·ble (pHrùV-shN-bNl) adj.  Subject to decay, spoilage, or destruction.   
—  n.  Something, especially foodstuff, subject to decay or spoilage. Often used in 

the plural.   —perÙish·a·bilùi·ty, perùish·a·ble·ness n.  —perùish·a·bly adv. 

per·i·sperm (pHrùV-spûrmÙ) n.  Botany. The nutritive tissue that is derived from 

the nucleus and surrounds the embryo of the seed. 

pe·ris·so·dac·tyl (pN-rVsÙo-d4kùtNl) Zoology. adj.  1. Having an uneven num-

ber of toes.  2. Of or relating to certain hoofed mammals, such as horses and rhi-

noceroses, of the order Perissodactyla, that have an uneven number of toes.   —  
n.  A hoofed mammal of the order Perissodactyla.  [New Latin perissodactylus, 

from Greek perissodaktulos : perissos, irregular, uneven (from peri, beyond); see 

per1 in Appendix + daktulos, finger.] —pe·risÙso·dacùty·lous (-d4kùtN-lNs) adj. 

per·i·stal·sis (pHrÙV-stôlùsVs, -st4lù-) n.  pl. per·i·stal·ses (-sKz). The wavelike 

muscular contractions of the alimentary canal or other tubular structures by 

which contents are forced onward toward the opening.  [New Latin, from Greek 

peristaltikos, peristaltic, from peristellein, to wrap around  : peri-, peri- + stellein, 

to place; see stel- in Appendix.] —perÙi·stalùtic (-stôlùtVk, -st4lù-) adj.  

—perÙi·stalùti·cal·ly adv. 

per·i·stome (pHrùV-stomÙ) n.  1. Botany. A fringe of toothlike appendages sur-

rounding the mouth of a moss capsule.  2. Zoology. The area or parts around the 

mouth in certain invertebrates.   —perÙi·stoùmal (-stoùmNl), perÙi·stoùmi·al (-

stoùmK-Nl)  adj. 

per·i·style (pHrùV-stXlÙ) n.  Architecture. 1. A series of columns surrounding a 

building or enclosing a court.  2. A court enclosed by columns.  [French péristyle, 

from Latin perist«lum, from Greek peristulon, from neuter of peristulos, sur-



rounded by columns  : peri-, peri- + stulos, pillar; see st7- in Appendix.] 
—perÙi·styùlar (-stXùlNr) adj. 

per·i·the·ci·um (pHrÙN-thKùshK-Nm, -sK-Nm) n.  pl. per·i·the·ci·a (-shK-N, -sK-

N). A small flask-shaped fruiting body in ascomycetous fungi that contains the 

ascospores.  [New Latin  : PERI- + Greek thKkion, diminutive of thKkK, case; see 

dhK- in Appendix.] —perÙi·theùci·al (-shK-Nl, -sK-Nl) adj. 

per·i·to·ne·um also per·i·to·nae·um (pHrÙV-tn-KùNm) n.  pl. per·i·to·ne·a 

also per·i·to·nae·a (-tn-KùN). The serous membrane that lines the walls of the 

abdominal cavity and folds inward to enclose the viscera.  [Middle English, from 

Late Latin peritonaeum, from Greek peritonaion, from peritonaios, stretched 

across, from peritonos, stretched around  : peri-, peri- + teinein, to stretch; see 

ten- in Appendix.] —perÙi·to·neùal adj.  —perÙi·to·neùal·ly adv. 

per·i·to·ni·tis (pHrÙV-tn-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the peritoneum. 

per·i·trich (pHrùV-trVkÙ) n.  pl. pe·rit·richs also pe·rit·ri·cha (pN-rVtùrV-kN). Any 

of various protozoans, such as the vorticella, having a wide oral opening sur-

rounded by cilia.  [From New Latin Peritrichida, former order name  : PERI- + 

Greek thrix, trikh-, hair.]

pe·rit·ri·chous (pN-rVtùrV-kNs) adj.  1. Having flagella uniformly distributed 

over the body surface, as certain bacteria.  2. Having a band of cilia around the 

mouth, as certain protozoans.  3. Of or relating to peritrichs.   
—pe·ritùri·chous·ly adv. 

per·i·vis·cer·al (pHrÙN-vVsùNr-Nl) adj.  Surrounding the viscera:  a perivisceral 

sinus. 

per·i·wig (pHrùV-wVgÙ) n.  A wig, especially a peruke.  [Alteration of Old French 

perruque. See PERUKE.]

per·i·win·kle1 (pHrùV-wVngÙkNl) n.  1. Any of several small, often edible marine 

snails, especially of the genus Littorina, having thick, cone-shaped, whorled shells.  

2. The shell of any of the periwinkles.  [Middle English *periwinkle, probably 

alteration (influenced by pervinkle, periwinkle (plant)); see PERIWINKLE
2, of Old 

English pXnewincle : Latin pXna, mussel (from Greek pinK) + Old English -wincel, 

snail shell.]

per·i·win·kle2 (pHrùV-wVngÙkNl) n.  1. Any of several shrubby, trailing, ever-

green plants of the genus Vinca, especially V. minor, having glossy, dark green, 

opposite leaves and flowers with a blue, funnel-shaped corolla.  Also called myrtle 

2. Any of several erect herbs of the genus Catharanthus, especially C. roseus, hav-

ing flowers with a rose-pink or white salverform corolla and a closed throat.  

[Middle English pervinkle, diminutive of pervinke, from Old English pervince, 

from Latin (vinca) pervinca, from pervincXre, to wind about.]

per·jure (pûrùjNr) v.  tr. per·jured, per·jur·ing, per·jures. Law. To render 

(oneself) guilty of perjury by deliberately testifying falsely under oath.  [Middle 



English perjuren, from Old French perjurer, from Latin peri7r7re : per-, per- + 

i7r7re, to swear; see yewes- in Appendix.] —perùjur·er n. 

per·ju·ry (pûrùjN-rK) n.  pl. per·ju·ries. 1. Law. The deliberate, willful giving of 

false, misleading, or incomplete testimony under oath.  2. The breach of an oath 

or a promise.  [Middle English periurie, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin 

peri7rium, from peri7r7re, to perjure. See PERJURE.] —per·juùri·ous (pNr-jtrùK-

Ns) adj.  —per·juùri·ous·ly adv. 

perk1 (pûrk) v.  perked, perk·ing, perks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To stick up or jut out:  

dogs’ ears that perk.  2. To carry oneself in a lively and jaunty manner.   —  v.  tr. 

To cause to stick up quickly:  The dog perked its ears at the noise.   —  adj.  Perky.   
—phrasal verb. perk up. 1. To regain or cause to regain one’s good spirits or 

liveliness.  2. To refresh the appearance of:  New furniture and paint perked up the 

room.  [Possibly Middle English perken, to perch, from perk, rod, perch, probably 

from Medieval Latin perca, and from Old French perche, perce both from Latin 

pertica, rod. See PERCH
1.]

perk2 (pûrk) n.  Informal. A perquisite: “Temper tantrums over perks are more 

common than the American taxpayer might like to believe” (Maureen Dowd). 

perk3 (pûrk) v.  intr. perked, perk·ing, perks. Informal. To percolate:  The cof-

fee was perking on the stove. 

Per·kin (pûrùkVn), Sir William Henry. 1838-1907.  British chemist who pro-

duced mauve, the first synthetic dye (1856). 

Per·kins (pûrùkVnz), Frances. 1882-1965.  American social reformer and public 

official. As U.S. secretary of labor (1933-1945) she was the first woman to hold a 

cabinet position. 

Per·kins (pûrùkVnz), George Walbridge. 1862-1920.  American financier and 

executive noted for introducing the agency system to the insurance industry. 

Per·kins (pûrùkVnz), Maxwell Evarts. 1884-1946.  American editor who 

helped develop the talents of a number of great writers, including F. Scott Fitzger-

ald, Ernest Hemingway, and Thomas Wolfe. 

perk·y (pûrùkK) adj.  perk·i·er, perk·i·est. 1. Having a buoyant or self-confi-

dent air; briskly cheerful.  2. Jaunty; sprightly.   —perkùi·ly adv.  —perkùi·ness 
n. 

per·lite also pearl·ite (pûrùlXtÙ) n.  A natural volcanic glass similar to obsidian 

but having distinctive concentric cracks and a relatively high water content. In a 

fluffy heat-expanded form perlite is used as a lightweight aggregate, in fire-resis-

tant insulation, and in soil for potted plants.  [French (from perle, pearl, from 

Old French); see PEARL
1, or German Perlite (from Perle, pearl, ultimately from 

Vulgar Latin *pernula).] —per·litùic (pNr-lVtùVk) adj. 

Perl·man (pûrlùmNn), Itzhak. Born 1945.  Israeli-born American violinist 

noted for his technical brilliance. 



perm (pûrm) Informal. n.  A permanent.   —  v.  tr. permed, perm·ing, 
perms. To give (hair) a permanent. 

Perm (pHrm, pyHrm)  A city of west-central Russia on the Kama River in the foot-

hills of the Ural Mountains. Settled since early times, it grew rapidly as an indus-

trial center in the 19th century. Population, 1,056,000. 

perm. abbr.  Permanent. 

per·ma·cul·ture (pûrùmN-kƒlÙchNr) n.  A system of perennial agriculture 

emphasizing the use of renewable natural resources and the enrichment of local 

ecosystems.  [PERMA(NENT) + (AGRI)CULTURE.]

per·ma·frost (pûrùmN-frôstÙ, -frmstÙ) n.  Permanently frozen subsoil, occur-

ring throughout the Polar Regions and locally in perennially frigid areas.  

[PERMA(NENT) + FROST.]

Perm·al·loy (pûrùmN-loiÙ, pûrm-4lùoiÙ)  A trademark used for any of several 

alloys of nickel and iron having high magnetic permeability. This trademark 

often occurs in lowercase in print: “Structures of permalloy... form input/output 

tracks and storage loops” (Aviation Week & Space Technology). “The record and 

playback heads... are made of hardened permalloy” (Stereo Review). “They are 

hard, strong... permalloys” (High Technology). 

per·ma·nence (pûrùmN-nNns) n.  The quality or condition of being perma-

nent; permanency. 

per·ma·nen·cy (pûrùmN-nNn-sK) n.  Permanence:  the permanency of the 

Roman Forum. 

per·ma·nent (pûrùmN-nNnt) adj.  Abbr. perm. 1. Lasting or remaining without 

essential change: “the universal human yearning for something permanent, endur-

ing, without shadow of change” (Willa Cather).  2. Not expected to change in sta-

tus, condition, or place:  a permanent address; permanent secretary to the president.   
—  n.  A long-lasting hair wave produced by applying a chemical lotion to the hair 

while wet, winding the hair on rollers, and drying it with heat.  Also called perma-

nent wave [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin permanKns, permanent- 

present participle of permanKre, to endure  : per-, throughout; see PER- + manKre, 

to remain; see men-3 in Appendix.] —perùma·nent·ly adv.  

—perùma·nent·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: In this world of impermanence it seems that we have tried

to hold on to a few things at least by using the word permanent. Coming ultimate-

ly from the present participle permanKns of Latin permanKre, “to endure,” Middle

English permanent (first recorded around 1425) also had to do with the enduring

and the stable. When we consider some of the applications of this adjective, as in

permanent press, permanent tooth, we are struck by the relative evanescence of the

so-called permanent. But perhaps never more so than in the case of the perma-

nent wave. When asked what this phenomenon was, one journalist wrote in 1932,



“(so far as my experience goes): a wave that is anything but permanent.”

permanent magnet (pûrùmN-nNnt m4gùnVt) n.  A piece of magnetic material 

that retains its magnetism after it is removed from a magnetic field. 

permanent press (pûrùmN-nNnt prHs) n.  1. A chemical process in which fab-

rics are permanently shaped and treated for wrinkle resistance.  2. A fabric 

treated by permanent press.  Also called durable press  —perùma·nent-pressù 
(pûrùmN-nNnt-prHsù) adj. 

permanent tooth (pûrùmN-nNnt tuth) n.  One of the second set of teeth in 

mammals that grow as the milk teeth are shed. Human beings have 32 permanent 

teeth. 

permanent wave (pûrùmN-nNnt w7v) n.  See permanent. 
per·man·ga·nate (pNr-m4ngùgN-n7tÙ) n.  Any of the salts of permanganic 

acid, all of which are strong oxidizing agents.  [PERMANGAN(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

per·man·gan·ic acid (pûrÙm4n-g4nùVk 4sùVd, -m4ng-) n.  An unstable inor-

ganic acid, HMnO4, existing only in dilute solution. Its purple aqueous solution is 

used as an oxidizing agent. 

per·me·a·bil·i·ty (pûrÙmK-N-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. per·me·a·bil·i·ties. 1. The prop-

erty or condition of being permeable.  2. The rate of flow of a liquid or gas 

through a porous material. 

per·me·a·ble (pûrùmK-N-bNl) adj.  That can be permeated or penetrated, espe-

cially by liquids or gases:  permeable membranes; rock that is permeable by water.   
—perùme·a·bly adv. 

per·me·ance (pûrùmK-Nns) n.  A measure of the ability of a magnetic circuit to 

conduct magnetic flux; the reciprocal of reluctance.  [From Latin perme7re, to 

penetrate. See PERMEATE.]

per·me·ase (pûrùmK-7sÙ) n.  An enzyme that promotes the passage of a sub-

stance across a cell membrane.  [PERME(ATE) + -ASE.]

per·me·ate (pûrùmK-7tÙ) v.  per·me·at·ed, per·me·at·ing, per·me·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To spread or flow throughout; pervade: “Our thinking is permeated by 

our historical myths” (Freeman J. Dyson).  See Synonyms at charge.  2. To pass 

through the openings or interstices of:  liquid permeating a membrane.   —  v.  

intr. To spread through or penetrate something.  [Latin perme7re, perme7t-, to 

penetrate  : per-, through; see PER- + me7re, to pass; see mei-1 in Appendix.] 
—perùme·ant (-Nnt), perùme·aÙtive (-7ÙtVv)  adj.  —perÙme·aùtion n. 

Per·mi·an (pûrùmK-Nn, pHrù-) Geology. adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the 

geologic time, system of rocks, and sedimentary deposits of the seventh and last 

period of the Paleozoic Era.   —  n.  The Permian Period.  [After Perm in west-

central Russia.]



per·mis·si·ble (pNr-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Permitted; allowable:  permissible tax 

deductions; permissible behavior in school.   —per·misÙsi·bilùi·ty, per·mis-
ùsi·ble·ness n.  —per·misùsi·bly adv. 

per·mis·sion (pNr-mVshùNn) n.  1. The act of permitting.  2. Consent, especially 

formal consent; authorization.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

permissio, permission-, from permissus, past participle of permittere, to permit. 

See PERMIT.]

SYNONYMS: permission, authorization, consent, leave, license, sanction. The

central meaning shared by these nouns is “approval for a course of action that is

granted by one in authority”: was refused permission to smoke; seeking authoriza-

tion to begin construction; gave their consent to the marriage; will ask leave to re-

spond to the speaker; was given license to depart; gave sanction to the project. 

ANTONYM: prohibition

per·mis·sive (pNr-mVsùVv) adj.  1. Granting or inclined to grant permission; tol-

erant or lenient.  2. Permitting discretion; optional.  3. Archaic. Not forbidden; 

permitted.   —per·misùsive·ly adv.  —per·misùsive·ness n. 

per·mit (pNr-mVtù) v.  per·mit·ted, per·mit·ting, per·mits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

allow the doing of (something); consent to:  permit the sale of alcoholic beverages.  

2. To grant consent or leave to (someone); authorize:  permitted him to explain.  

3. To afford opportunity or possibility for:  weather that permits sailing.   —  v.  

intr. To afford opportunity; allow:  if circumstances permit.   —  n.  (pûrùmVt, pNr-

mVtù) 1. Permission, especially in written form.  2. A document or certificate giv-

ing permission to do something; a license or warrant:  a building permit.  [Middle 

English permitten, from Latin permittere : per-, through; see PER- + mittere, to let 

go.] —perÙmit·teeù (pûrÙmV-tKù) n.  —per·mitùter n.  

USAGE NOTE: In the sense “to allow for, be consistent with,” permit is often

accompanied by of when its subject is inanimate: The wording of the note permits

of several interpretations. But permit of should not be used in the sense “to give

permission”: The law permits (not permits of) camping on the beach.

per·mit·tiv·i·ty (pûrÙmV-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. per·mit·tiv·i·ties. Physics. A measure 

of the ability of a material to resist the formation of an electric field within it.  

Also called dielectric constant, relative permittivity. 

per·mu·ta·tion (pûrÙmyt-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A complete change; a transforma-

tion.  2. The act of altering a given set of objects in a group.  3. Mathematics. An 

ordered arrangement of the elements of a set.   —perÙmu·taùtion·al adj. 

per·mute (pNr-myutù) v.  tr. per·mut·ed, per·mut·ing, per·mutes. 1. To 

change the order of.  2. Mathematics. To subject to permutation.  [Middle English 



permuten, from Old French permuter, from Latin perm7t7re : per-, per- + m7t7re, 

to change; see mei-1 in Appendix.] —per·mutÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —per·mutùa·ble 
adj.  —per·mutùa·bly adv. 

per·ni·cious (pNr-nVshùNs) adj.  1. a. Tending to cause death or serious injury; 

deadly:  a pernicious virus.  b. Causing great harm; destructive:  pernicious rumors.   

2. Archaic. Evil; wicked.  [Middle English, from Old French pernicios, from Latin 

perniciosus, from perniciKs, destruction  : per-, per- + nex, nec-, violent death; see 

nek-1 in Appendix.] —per·niùcious·ly adv.  —per·niùcious·ness n. 

pernicious anemia (pNr-nVshùNs N-nKùmK-N) n.  A severe anemia most often 

affecting older adults, caused by failure of the stomach to absorb vitamin B12 and 

characterized by abnormally large red blood cells, gastrointestinal disturbances, 

and lesions of the spinal cord. 

per·nick·e·ty (pNr-nVkùV-tK) adj.  Persnickety.  [Origin unknown.]

Pe·rón (pN-ronù, pH-rônù), Juan Domingo. 1895-1974.  Argentine soldier and 

president (1946-1955 and 1973-1974). His second wife, (Maria) Eva Duarte de 
Perón (1919-1952), known as “Evita,” was popular for her charitable works. 

Perón was succeeded in office by his third wife, Maria Estela Martínez de 
Perón (born 1931), known as “Isabelita,” who was ousted by the military in 1976. 

per·o·ne·al (pHrÙN-nKùNl) adj.  Of or relating to the fibula or to the outer por-

tion of the leg.  [From Greek peronK, pin of a brooch, fibula. See per-2 in Appen-

dix.]

per·o·ral (pNr-ôrùNl, -orù-) adj.  Through or by way of the mouth:  a peroral 

infection; peroral administration of fluids.   —per·oùral·ly adv. 

per·o·rate (pHrùN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. per·o·rat·ed, per·o·rat·ing, per·o·rates. 
1. To conclude a speech with a formal recapitulation.  2. To speak at great length, 

often in a grandiloquent manner; declaim.  [Latin peror7re, peror7t-  : per-, per- + 

or7re, to speak.] —perÙo·raùtion n.  —perÙo·raùtion·al adj. 

per·ox·i·dase (pN-rmkùsV-d7sÙ, -d7zÙ) n.  Any of a group of enzymes that occur 

especially in plant cells and catalyze the oxidation of a substance by a peroxide. 

per·ox·ide (pN-rmkùsXdÙ) n.  1. A compound, such as sodium peroxide, Na2O2, 

that contains a peroxyl group and yields hydrogen peroxide when treated with an 

acid.  2. Hydrogen peroxide.   —  v.  tr. per·ox·id·ed, per·ox·id·ing, 
per·ox·ides. 1. To treat with peroxide.  2. To bleach (hair) with hydrogen perox-

ide.   —per·oxùideÙ adj.  —perÙox·idùic (pûrÙmk-sVdùVk) adj. 

per·ox·i·some (pN-rmkùsV-somÙ) n.  A cell organelle containing enzymes, such 

as catalase and oxidase, that catalyze the production and breakdown of hydrogen 

peroxide.  [PEROXI(DE) + -SOME
3.] —per·oxÙi·somùal (-soùmNl) adj. 

peroxy- pref.  Containing the bivalent group O2:  peroxybenzoic acid.  [PER- + 

OXY-.]

perp (pûrp) n.  Slang. One who perpetrates a crime. 

perp. abbr.  Perpendicular. 



per·pend (pNr-pHndù) v.  per·pend·ed, per·pend·ing, per·pends.  —  v.  tr. 

To consider carefully; ponder.   —  v.  intr. To be attentive; reflect.  [Latin 

perpendere : per-, per- + pendere, to weigh; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

per·pen·dic·u·lar (pûrÙpNn-dVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. perp. 1. Mathematics. 

Intersecting at or forming right angles.  2. Being at right angles to the horizontal; 

vertical.  See Synonyms at vertical.  3.  Often Perpendicular. Of or relating to a 

style of English Gothic architecture of the 14th and 15th centuries, characterized 

by emphasis of the vertical element.   —  n.  1. Mathematics. A line or plane per-

pendicular to a given line or plane.  2. A perpendicular position.  3. A device, 

such as a plumb line, used in marking the vertical from a given point.  4. A verti-

cal or nearly vertical line or plane.  [Middle English perpendiculer, from Old 

French, from Latin perpendicul7ris, from perpendiculum, plumb line, from per-

pendere, to weigh carefully  : per-, per- + pendere, to weigh; see (s)pen- in Appen-

dix.] —perÙpen·dicÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —perÙpen·dicùu·lar·ly adv. 

per·pe·trate (pûrùpV-tr7tÙ) v.  tr. per·pe·trat·ed, per·pe·trat·ing, 
per·pe·trates. To be responsible for; commit:  perpetrate a crime; perpetrate a 

practical joke.  [Latin perpetr7re, perpetr7t-, to accomplish  : per-, per- + patr7re, to 

bring about (from pater, father); see pNter- in Appendix.] —perÙpe·traùtion n.  

—perùpe·traÙtor n. 

per·pet·u·al (pNr-pHchùu-Nl) adj.  1. Lasting for eternity.  2. Continuing or 

lasting for an indefinitely long time.  3. Instituted to be in effect or have tenure 

for an unlimited duration:  a treaty of perpetual friendship.  4. Continuing with-

out interruption.  See Synonyms at continual.  5. Flowering throughout the 

growing season.  [Middle English perpetuel, from Old French, from Latin 

perpetu7lis, from perpetuus, continuous  : per-, per- + petere, to go toward; see 

pet- in Appendix.] —per·petùu·al·ly adv. 

perpetual calendar (pNr-pHchùu-Nl k4lùNn-dNr) n.  A chart or mechanical 

device that indicates the day of the week corresponding to any given date over a 

period of many years. 

perpetual motion (pNr-pHchùu-Nl moùshNn) n.  The hypothetical continu-

ous operation of an isolated mechanical device or other closed system without a 

sustaining energy source. 

per·pet·u·ate (pNr-pHchùu-7tÙ) v.  tr. per·pet·u·at·ed, per·pet·u·at·ing, 
per·pet·u·ates. 1. To cause to continue indefinitely; make perpetual.  2. To pro-

long the existence of; cause to be remembered:  The new library will perpetuate its 

founder’s great love of learning.  [Latin perpetu7re, perpetu7t-, from perpetuus, 

continuous. See PERPETUAL.] —per·petùu·ance, per·petÙu·aùtion n.  

—per·petùu·aÙtor n. 

per·pe·tu·i·ty (pûrÙpV-tuùV-tK, -tyuù-) n.  pl. per·pe·tu·i·ties. 1. The quality 

or condition of being perpetual: “The perpetuity of the Church was an article of 

faith” (Morris L. West).  2. Time without end; eternity.  3. Law. a. The condition 



of an estate that is limited so as to be inalienable either perpetually or longer than 

the period determined by law.  b. An estate so limited.   4. An annuity payable 

indefinitely.   —idiom. in perpetuity. For an indefinite period of time; forever. 

per·phen·a·zine (pNr-fHnùN-zKnÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, C21H26ClN3OS, 

used as a tranquilizer especially in the treatment of psychosis and to prevent or 

alleviate nausea and vomiting.  [Shortening and rearrangement of chemical name 

(chloro)phen(othiazinpropylpi)perazine(ethanol).]

Per·pi·gnan (pHr-pK-nyäNù)  A city of southern France near the Spanish border 

and the Mediterranean Sea. Probably founded in the 10th century, it was capital 

of the Spanish kingdom of Roussillon after the 12th century and became part of 

France in 1659. Population, 111,669. 

per·plex (pNr-plHksù) v.  tr. per·plexed, per·plex·ing, per·plex·es. 1. To 

confuse or trouble with uncertainty or doubt.  See Synonyms at puzzle.  2. To 

make confusedly intricate; complicate.  [Back-formation from Middle English 

perplexed, puzzled. See PERPLEXED.] —per·plexùing·ly adv. 

per·plexed (pNr-plHkstù) adj.  1. Filled with confusion or bewilderment; puz-

zled.  2. Full of complications or difficulty; involved.  [Middle English, from per-

plex, confused, from Old French perplexe, from Latin perplexus : per-, per- + 

plexus, past participle of plectere, to entwine; see plek- in Appendix.] 
—per·plexùed·ly (-plHkùsVd-lK) adv. 

per·plex·i·ty (pNr-plHkùsV-tK) n.  pl. per·plex·i·ties. 1. The state of being per-

plexed or puzzled.  2. The state of being intricate or complicated: “the perplexity 

of life in twentieth-century America” (Daniel J. Boorstin).  3. Something that per-

plexes. 

per·qui·site (pûrùkwV-zVt) n.  1. A payment or profit received in addition to a 

regular wage or salary, especially a benefit expected as one’s due.  See Synonyms at 

right.  2. A tip; a gratuity.  3. Something claimed as an exclusive right: “Politics 

was the perquisite of the upper class” (Richard B. Sewall).  [From Middle English 

perquisites, property acquired otherwise than by inheritance, from Medieval Latin 

perquXsXtum, acquisition, from Latin, neuter past participle of perquXrere, to search 

diligently for  : per-, per- + quaerere, to seek.]

Per·rault (pN-roù, pH-), Charles. 1628-1703.  French writer. His Contes de ma 

Mère l’Oye (c. 1697) includes “Tom Thumb” and “Sleeping Beauty.” 

Per·rin (pH-r4Nù), Jean Baptiste. 1870-1942.  French physicist and chemist. He 

won a 1926 Nobel Prize for work on the discontinuous structure of matter and 

his discovery of the equilibrium of sedimentation. 

Per·rine (pûrùXnÙ)  An unincorporated community of southeast Florida south-

west of Miami on Biscayne Bay. Population, 15,576. 

Per·rot (pN-roù, pH-), Nicolas. 1644-1717.  French explorer and trader. In 1689 

he claimed the upper Mississippi River region for France. 



per·ry (pHrùK) n.  pl. per·ries. A fermented, often effervescent beverage made 

from pears.  [Middle English pere, from Old French pere, from Vulgar Latin 

*pir7tum, from Latin pirum, pear.]

Per·ry (pHrùK), Antoinette. 1888-1946.  American actress and director. The 

Antoinette Perry Awards, or Tony Awards, are named for her. 

Per·ry (pHrùK), Bliss. 1860-1954.  American educator, editor, and critic who 

edited the Atlantic Monthly from 1899 to 1909. 

Per·ry (pHrùK), Matthew Calbraith. 1794-1858.  American naval officer who 

opened diplomatic and trade relations between the United States and Japan 

(1854). 

Per·ry (pHrùK), Oliver Hazard. 1785-1819.  American naval officer who led the 

fleet that defeated the British in the Battle of Lake Erie (1813) during the War of 

1812. 

Per·ry (pHrùK), Ralph Barton. 1876-1957.  American philosopher and educator. 

Among his works are The New Realism (1912) and Thought and Character of Wil-

liam James (1935), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize. 

pers. abbr.  1. Person.  2. Personal. 

Pers. abbr.  Persia; Persian. 

perse (pûrs) adj.  Color. Dark grayish blue or purple.  [Middle English pers, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin persus, back-formation from Latin Persicus, 

Persian, from Persa, a Persian.]

per se (pNr s7ù, sKù) adv.  Of, in, or by itself or oneself; intrinsically.  [Latin per 

sK : per, per + sK, itself.]

Perse (pHrs, pûrs), Saint-John.  See Alexis Saint-Léger Léger. 
per·se·cute (pûrùsV-kyutÙ) v.  tr. per·se·cut·ed, per·se·cut·ing, 
per·se·cutes. 1. To oppress or harass with ill-treatment, especially because of 

race, religion, sexual orientation, or beliefs.  2. To annoy persistently; bother.  

[Middle English, from Old French persecuter, back-formation from persecuteur, 

persecutor, from Late Latin persec7tor, from persec7tus, past participle of perse-

quX, to persecute, from Latin, to pursue  : per-, per- + sequX, to follow; see sekw-1 

in Appendix.] —perÙse·cu·teeù (-kyu-tKù) n.  —perùse·cuÙtive, 
perùse·cu·toÙry (-kyt-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -kyuÙtN-rK)  adj.  —perùse·cuÙtor n. 

per·se·cu·tion (pûrÙsV-kyuùshNn) n.  1. The act or practice of persecuting on 

the basis of race, religion, sexual orientation, or beliefs that differ from those of 

the persecutor.  2. The condition of being persecuted.   —perÙse·cuùtion·al adj. 

Per·se·id (pûrùsK-Vd) n.  pl. Per·se·ids or Per·se·i·des (pNr-sKùV-dKzÙ). One of a 

shower of meteors that appears to originate in the vicinity of the constellation 

Perseus during the second week of August.  [From Latin Perseus, the constellation 

Perseus; see PERSEUS, or from Greek PersKides, pl. of PersKis, offspring of Perseus 

(from Perseus, Perseus).]



Per·seph·o·ne (pNr-sHfùN-nK) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Demeter 

and Zeus who was abducted by Hades but rescued by her mother and thereafter 

spent six months of the year on earth and six months in the underworld. 

Per·sep·o·lis (pNr-sHpùN-lVs)  An ancient city of Persia northeast of modern 

Shiraz in southwest Iran. It was the ceremonial capital of Darius I and his succes-

sors. Its ruins include the palaces of Darius and Xerxes and a citadel that con-

tained the treasury looted by Alexander the Great. 

Per·se·us (pûrùsK-Ns, -syusÙ) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The son of Danaë and 

Zeus and husband of Andromeda who killed the Gorgon Medusa.  2. A constella-

tion in the Northern Hemisphere near Andromeda and Auriga.  [Latin, from 

Greek.]

per·se·ver·ance (pûrÙsN-vîrùNns) n.  1. Steady persistence in adhering to a 

course of action, a belief, or a purpose; steadfastness.  2. Theology. The Calvinis-

tic doctrine that those who have been chosen by God will continue in a state of 

grace to the end and will finally be saved.  

SYNONYMS: perseverance, persistence, tenacity, pertinacity. Each of these nouns

means steadfast singleness of purpose, as in the pursuit of a goal, despite difficul-

ties or obstacles. Perseverance suggests praiseworthy and enduring patience: “’Tis

known by the name of perseverance in a good cause,—and of obstinacy in a bad one”

(Laurence Sterne). “Great works are performed, not by strength, but perseverance”

(Samuel Johnson). Persistence always implies firm resolve but may connote an ob-

stinate, annoying quality: “Persistence and courage are the most womanly no less

than the most manly qualities” (Margaret Fuller). Tenacity and especially pertinac-

ity suggest stubborn, often perverse persistence: “The Scots fought with desperate

tenacity” (John Morley). “Again and again... with the inexorable pertinacity of a

child intent upon some object important to itself, did he renew his efforts” (Nathaniel

Hawthorne).

per·sev·er·ate (pNr-sHvùN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. per·sev·er·at·ed, per·sev·er·at·ing, 
per·sev·er·ates. Psychology. To manifest or experience perseveration.  [Back-

formation from PERSEVERATION.] —per·sevùer·aÙtive adj. 

per·sev·er·a·tion (pNr-sHvÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. Psychology. a. Uncontrollable rep-

etition of a particular response, such as a word, phrase, or gesture, despite the 

absence or cessation of a stimulus, usually caused by brain injury or other organic 

disorder.  b. The tendency to continue or repeat an act or activity after the cessa-

tion of the original stimulus.   2. The act or an instance of persevering; persever-

ance. 

per·se·vere (pûrÙsN-vîrù) v.  intr. per·se·vered, per·se·ver·ing, 
per·se·veres. To persist in or remain constant to a purpose, an idea, or a task in 

the face of obstacles or discouragement.  [Middle English perseveren, from Old 



French perseverer, from Latin persevKr7re, from persevKrus, very serious  : per-, 

per- + sevKrus, severe; see wKro- in Appendix.] —perÙse·verùing·ly adv. 

Per·shing (pûrùshVng, -zhVng), John Joseph. Known as “Black Jack.” 1860-

1948.  American general who commanded the American Expeditionary Force in 

Europe during World War I and served as army chief of staff (1921-1924). 

Per·sia (pûrùzhN, -shN) Abbr. Pers.  1.  Also Per·sian Empire (-zhNn, -shNn). A 

vast empire of southwest Asia founded by Cyrus II after 546 B.C. and brought to 

the height of its power and glory by Darius I and his son Xerxes. Alexander the 

Great conquered the empire in 334 B.C. A later empire was established by the Sas-

sanids (A.D. 226-637).  2.  See Iran. 
Per·sian (pûrùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Abbr. Pers. Of or relating to Persia or Iran, or to 

their peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Persia or 

Iran.  2. Any of the western Iranian dialects or languages of ancient or medieval 

Persia and modern Iran. 

Persian cat (pûrùzhNn k4t) n.  A stocky domestic cat having long silky fur, short 

legs, and a broad, round head with small ears. 

Persian Empire (pûrùzhNn HmùpXrÙ)  See Persia (sense 1). 

Persian Gulf (pûrùzhNn gƒlf) also A·ra·bi·an Gulf (N-r7ùbK-Nn gƒlf)  An arm 

of the Arabian Sea between the Arabian Peninsula and southwest Iran. It has been 

an important trade route since ancient times and gained added strategic signifi-

cance after the discovery of oil in the Gulf States in the 1930’s. 

Persian lamb (pûrùzhNn l4m) n.  1. The lamb of the karakul sheep of Asia.  

2. The pelt of a Persian lamb, having glossy, tightly curled fur. 

Persian melon (pûrùzhNn mHlùNn) n.  A variety of melon (Cucumis melo) hav-

ing a strongly netted, unridged rind and musky, orange-colored flesh. 

per·si·flage (pûrùsN-fläzhÙ) n.  1. Light good-natured talk; banter.  2. Light or 

frivolous manner of discussing a subject.  [French, from persifler, to banter  : per-

, intensive pref. (from Latin); see PER- + siffler, to whistle (from Old French, from 

Late Latin sXfil7re, alteration of Latin sXbil7re).]

per·sim·mon (pNr-sVmùNn) n.  1. Any of various chiefly tropical trees of the 

genus Diospyros, having hard wood and orange-red fruit that is edible only when 

completely ripe.  2. The fruit of any of these trees.  [Of Virginia Algonquian ori-

gin.]

per·sist (pNr-sVstù, -zVstù) v.  intr. per·sist·ed, per·sist·ing, per·sists. 1. To be 

obstinately repetitious, insistent, or tenacious.  2. To hold firmly and steadfastly 

to a purpose, a state, or an undertaking despite obstacles, warnings, or setbacks.  

3. To continue in existence; last:  hostilities that have persisted for years.  [Latin 

persistere : per-, per- + sistere, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —per·sisùter n. 

per·sist·ence (pNr-sVsùtNns, -zVsù-) n.  1. The act of persisting.  2. The state or 

quality of being persistent; persistency.  See Synonyms at perseverance.  
3. Continuance of an effect after the cause is removed:  persistence of vision. 



per·sist·en·cy (pNr-sVsùtNn-sK) n.  Persistence. 

per·sist·ent (pNr-sVsùtNnt, -zVsù-) adj.  1. Refusing to give up or let go; persever-

ing obstinately.  2. Insistently repetitive or continuous:  a persistent ringing of the 

telephone.  3. Existing or remaining in the same state for an indefinitely long 

time; enduring:  persistent rumors; a persistent infection.  4. Botany. Lasting past 

maturity without falling off, as the calyx on an eggplant or the scales of a pine 

cone.  5. Zoology. Retained permanently, rather than disappearing in an early 

stage of development:  the persistent gills of fishes.   —per·sistùent·ly adv. 

per·snick·e·ty (pNr-snVkùV-tK) adj.  1. a. Overparticular about trivial details; 

fastidious.  b. Snobbish; pretentious.   2. Requiring strict attention to detail; 

demanding:  a persnickety job.  [Alteration of pernickety. See PERNICKETY.] 
—per·snickùe·ti·ness n. 

per·son (pûrùsNn) n.  Abbr. per., pers. 1. A living human being. Often used in 

combination:  chairperson; spokesperson; salesperson.  2. An individual of speci-

fied character:  a person of importance.  See Usage Note at man.  3. The compos-

ite of characteristics that make up an individual personality; the self.  4. The 

living body of a human being:  searched the prisoner’s person.  5. Physique and 

general appearance.  6. Law. A human being or an organization with legal rights 

and duties.  7. Theology. The separate individualities of the Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit, as distinguished from the essence of the Godhead that unites them.  

8. Grammar. a. Any of three groups of pronoun forms with corresponding verb 

inflections that distinguish the speaker (first person), the individual addressed 

(second person), and the individual or thing spoken of (third person).  b. Any of 

the different forms or inflections expressing these distinctions.   9. A character or 

role, as in a play; a guise: “Well, in her person, I say I will not have you” (Shakes-

peare).   —idiom. in person. In one’s physical presence; personally:  applied for 

the job in person.  [Middle English, from Old French persone, from Latin persona, 

mask, role, person, probably from Etruscan phersu, mask.]

per·so·na (pNr-soùnN) n.  1. pl. per·so·nas or per·so·nae (-nK). A voice or 

character representing the speaker in a literary work.  2. personae. The charac-

ters in a dramatic or literary work.  3. pl. personas. The role that one assumes or 

displays in public or society; one’s public image or personality, as distinguished 

from the inner self.  [Latin. See PERSON.]

per·son·a·ble (pûrùsN-nN-bNl) adj.  Pleasing in personality or appearance; 

attractive.   —perùson·a·ble·ness n.  —perùson·a·bly adv. 

per·son·age (pûrùsN-nVj) n.  1. A character in a literary work.  2. a. A person.  

b. A person of distinction.  See Synonyms at celebrity.   [Middle English, per-

son, from Old French, from persone, person. See PERSON.]

persona gra·ta (pNr-soùnN gräùtN, gr4tùN) adj.  Fully acceptable or welcome, 

especially to a foreign government:  The diplomat was persona grata.  [Latin per-

sona, person + grata, acceptable.]



per·son·al (pûrùsN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. pers. 1. Of or relating to a particular person; 

private: “Like their personal lives, women’s history is fragmented, interrupted” (Eliz-

abeth Janeway).  2. a. Done, made, or performed in person:  a personal appear-

ance.  b. Done to or for or directed toward a particular person:  a personal favor.   

3. Concerning a particular person and his or her private business, interests, or 

activities; intimate:  I have something personal to tell you.  4. a. Aimed pointedly at 

the most intimate aspects of a person, especially in a critical or hostile manner:  

an uncalled-for, highly personal remark.  b. Tending to make remarks, or be 

unduly questioning, about another’s affairs:  She always becomes personal in an 

argument.   5. Of or relating to the body or physical being:  personal cleanliness.  

6. Relating to or having the nature of a person or self-conscious being:  belief in a 

personal God.  7. Law. Relating to a person’s movable property:  personal posses-

sions.  8. Grammar. Indicating grammatical person.   —  n.  Abbr. pers. 1. A per-

sonal item or notice in a newspaper.  2. personals. A column in a newspaper or 

magazine featuring personal notices. 

personal care (pûrùsN-nNl kâr) n.  The occupation of attending to the physical 

needs of people who are disabled or otherwise unable to take care of themselves, 

including tasks such as bathing, management of bodily functions, and cooking. 

personal computer (pûrùsN-nNl kNm-pyuùtNr) n.  Abbr. PC Computer Sci-

ence. A microcomputer for use by an individual, as in an office or at home or 

school. 

personal effects (pûrùsN-nNl ibreve/-fHktsù) pl.n.  Privately owned items, such 

as keys, an identification card, or a wallet or watch, that are regularly worn or car-

ried on one’s person. 

personal equation (pûrùsN-nNl V-kw7ùzhNn) n.  Psychology. 1. Those charac-

teristics of a person that cause variation in observation, judgment, and reasoning.  

2. An allowance or adjustment made for such variation. 

personal foul (pûrùsN-nNl foul) n.  Sports. A foul in a game, such as basketball 

or football, that usually involves body contact with or willful roughing of an 

opponent. 

per·son·a·li·a (pûrÙsN-n7ùlK-N, -n7lùyN) pl.n.  1. Personal allusions or refer-

ences.  2. Personal belongings or affairs.  [Latin person7lia, neuter pl. of 

person7lis, relating to a person. See PERSONALITY.]

per·son·al·ism (pûrùsN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The quality of being characterized by 

purely personal modes of expression or behavior; idiosyncrasy.  2. Philosophy. 

Any of various theories of subjective idealism regarding personality as the key to 

the interpretation of reality.   —perùson·al·ist adj. , n.  —perÙson·al·isùtic adj. 

per·son·al·i·ty (pûrÙsN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. per·son·al·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being a person.  2. The totality of qualities and traits, as of character 

or behavior, that are peculiar to a specific person.  3. The pattern of collective 

character, behavioral, temperamental, emotional, and mental traits of a person:  



Though their personalities differed, they got along as friends.  4. Distinctive quali-

ties of a person, especially those distinguishing personal characteristics that make 

one socially appealing:  won the election more on personality than on capability.  

See Synonyms at disposition.  5. a. A person as the embodiment of distinctive 

traits of mind and behavior.  b. Usage Problem. A person of prominence or noto-

riety:  television personalities.   6.  Often personalities. An offensively personal 

remark:  Let’s not engage in personalities.  7. The distinctive characteristics of a 

place or situation:  furnishings that give a room personality.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  personality disorders; a personality problem.  

[Middle English personalite, from Old French, from Late Latin person7lit7s, from 

Latin person7lis, personal, from persona, person. See PERSON.]

USAGE NOTE: Personality is often used to mean “celebrity,” particularly in

popular journalism, as in The show features interviews with entertainment person-

alities. A case can be made for the usage, since many of the persons so described

are best known simply for who they are rather than what they have done. Thus

personality may be an appropriate description of someone who is best known by

virtue of his or her frequent appearances as a television host or an advertising

spokesperson, but it is slighting when used of people whose renown is based on

substantive achievements. Perhaps for this reason, the word was unacceptable to

57 percent of the Usage Panel in an earlier survey.

personality inventory (pûrÙsN-n4lùV-tK VnùvNn-tôrÙK) n.  A questionnaire 

that is scored to yield a profile of the particular traits or characteristics that make 

up the respondent’s personality. 

personality test (pûrÙsN-n4lùV-tK tHst) n.  A test, usually involving a standard-

ized series of questions or tasks, used to describe or evaluate a subject’s personal-

ity characteristics. 

per·son·al·ize (pûrùsN-nN-lXz) v.  tr. per·son·al·ized, per·son·al·iz·ing, 
per·son·al·iz·es. 1. To take (a general remark or characterization) in a personal 

manner.  2. To attribute human or personal qualities to; personify.  3. To have 

printed, engraved, or monogrammed with one’s name or initials:  personalized the 

stationery; personalized the bath towels.   —perÙson·al·i·zaùtion (-sN-nN-lV-
z7ùshNn) n. 

per·son·al·ly (pûrùsN-nN-lK) adv.  1. Without the intervention of another; in 

person:  I thanked them personally.  2. As far as oneself is concerned:  Personally, I 

don’t mind.  3. As a person:  I admire his skill but dislike him personally.  4. In a 

personal manner:  Don’t take the disparaging remarks personally. 

personal pronoun (pûrùsN-nNl proùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. A pronoun desig-

nating the person speaking (I, me, we, us), the person spoken to (you), or the per-

son or thing spoken about (he, she, it, they, him, her, them). 



personal property (pûrùsN-nNl prmpùNr-tK) n.  Law. Temporary or movable 

property. 

per·son·al·ty (pûrùsN-nNl-tK) n.  pl. per·son·al·ties. Law. Personal property; 

chattels.  [Anglo-Norman personalte, from Late Latin person7lit7s, personality. 

See PERSONALITY.]

persona non gra·ta (pNr-soùnN nmn gräùtN, gr4tùN) adj.  Fully unacceptable 

or unwelcome, especially to a foreign government:  The diplomat was persona non 

grata.  [Latin persona, person + non, not + grata, acceptable.]

per·son·ate1 (pûrùsN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. per·son·at·ed, per·son·at·ing, 
per·son·ates. 1. To play the role or portray the part of (a character); imperson-

ate.  2. To endow with personal qualities; personify.  3. Law. To assume the iden-

tity of, with intent to deceive.  [Late Latin person7re, person7t-, to bear the 

character of, represent, from Latin persona, person. See PERSON.] —perÙ-
son·aùtion n.  —perùson·aÙtive adj.  —perùson·aÙtor n. 

per·son·ate2 (pûrùsN-nVt) adj.  Botany. Having two lips, with the throat closed 

by a prominent palate. Used of a corolla, such as that of the snapdragon.  [Latin 

person7tus, masked, from persona, mask. See PERSON.]

per·son·hood (pûrùsNn-htdÙ) n.  The state or condition of being a person, 

especially having those qualities that confer distinct individuality: “finding her 

own personhood as a campus activist” (Walter Shapiro). 

per·son·i·fi·ca·tion (pNr-smnÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of personifying.  

2. A person or thing typifying a certain quality or idea; an embodiment or exem-

plification: “He’s invisible, a walking personification of the Negative” (Ralph Elli-

son).  3. A figure of speech in which inanimate objects or abstractions are 

endowed with human qualities or are represented as possessing human form, as 

in Hunger sat shivering on the road or Flowers danced about the lawn.  Also called 

prosopopeia 4. Artistic representation of an abstract quality or idea as a person. 

per·son·i·fy (pNr-smnùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. per·son·i·fied, per·son·i·fy·ing, 
per·son·i·fies. 1. To think of or represent (an inanimate object or abstraction) 

as having personality or the qualities, thoughts, or movements of a living being: 

“To make history or psychology alive I personify it” (Anaïs Nin).  2. To represent 

(an object or abstraction) by a human figure.  3. To represent (an abstract quality 

or idea):  This character personifies evil.  4. To be the embodiment or perfect 

example of: “Stalin now personified bolshevism in the eyes of the world” (A.J.P. Tay-

lor).  [French personnifier, from personne, person, from Old French persone. See 

PERSON.] —per·sonùi·fiÙer n. 

per·son·nel (pûrÙsN-nHlù) n.  1. a. The body of persons employed by or active 

in an organization, business, or service.  b. (used with a pl. verb). Persons.   2. An 

administrative division of an organization concerned with the body of persons 

employed by or active in it and often acting as a liaison between different depart-

ments.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  personnel prob-



lems; personnel matters.  [French, from Old French, personal, from Latin 

person7lis. See PERSONALITY.]

per·son-to-per·son (pûrùsNn-tN-pûrùsNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to a long-dis-

tance telephone call chargeable only when the caller speaks to an indicated person 

at the number reached.  2. Involving direct communication or contact between 

persons:  a person-to-person interview.   —perùson-to-perùson adv. 

per·spec·tive (pNr-spHkùtVv) n.  1. The technique of representing three-dimen-

sional objects and depth relationships on a two-dimensional surface.  2. a. A 

view or vista.  b. A mental view or outlook: “It is useful occasionally to look at the 

past to gain a perspective on the present” (Fabian Linden).   3. The appearance of 

objects in depth as perceived by normal binocular vision.  4. a. The relationship 

of aspects of a subject to each other and to a whole:  a perspective of history; a need 

to view the problem in the proper perspective.  b. Subjective evaluation of relative 

significance; a point of view:  the perspective of the displaced homemaker.  c. The 

ability to perceive things in their actual interrelations or comparative importance:  

tried to keep my perspective throughout the crisis.    —  adj.  Of, relating to, seen, or 

represented in perspective.  [Middle English, science of optics (influenced by 

French perspective, perspective, alteration of Italian prospettiva, from prospetto, 

new, from Latin prospectus); see PROSPECT, from Medieval Latin perspectXva (ars), 

feminine of perspectXvus, optical, from perspectus, past participle of perspicere, to 

inspect  : per-, per- + specere, to look; see spek- in Appendix.] —per·specùtiv·al 
adj.  —per·specùtive·ly adv. 

per·spi·ca·cious (pûrÙspV-k7ùshNs) adj.  Having or showing penetrating mental 

discernment; clear-sighted.  See Synonyms at shrewd.  [From Latin perspic7x, 

perspic7c-, from perspicere, to look through. See PERSPECTIVE.] —perÙspi·caù-
cious·ly adv.  —perÙspi·caùcious·ness n. 

per·spi·cac·i·ty (pûrÙspV-k4sùV-tK) n.  Acuteness of perception, discernment, or 

understanding. 

per·spi·cu·i·ty (pûrÙspV-kyuùV-tK) n.  1. The quality of being perspicuous; 

clearness and lucidity: “He was at pains to insist on the perspicuity of what he 

wrote” (Lionel Trilling).  2. Perspicacity. 

per·spic·u·ous (pNr-spVkùyu-Ns) adj.  Clearly expressed or presented; easy to 

understand.  [From Latin perspicuus, from perspicere, to see through. See PERSPI-

CACIOUS.] —per·spicùu·ous·ly adv.  —per·spicùu·ous·ness n. 

per·spi·ra·tion (pûrÙspN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The fluid, consisting of water with 

small amounts of urea and salts, that is excreted through the pores of the skin by 

the sweat glands; sweat.  2. The act or process of perspiring.   —per·spirùa·toÙry 
(pNr-spXrùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, pûrùspNr-N-) adj. 

per·spire (pNr-spXrù) v.  per·spired, per·spir·ing, per·spires.  —  v.  intr. To 

excrete perspiration through the pores of the skin.   —  v.  tr. To expel through 



external pores; exude.  [Latin perspXr7re, to blow steadily  : per-, through; see PER- 

+ spXr7re, to breathe.]

per·suade (pNr-sw7dù) v.  tr. per·suad·ed, per·suad·ing, per·suades. To 

induce to undertake a course of action or embrace a point of view by means of 

argument, reasoning, or entreaty: “to make children fit to live in a society by per-

suading them to learn and accept its codes” (Alan W. Watts).  See Usage Note at 

convince.  [Latin persu7dKre : per-, per- + su7dKre, to urge; see sw7d- in Appen-

dix.] —per·suadùa·ble adj.  —per·suadùer n.  

SYNONYMS: persuade, induce, prevail, convince. These verbs are compared as

they mean to succeed in causing a person to do or consent to something. Persuade

means to win someone over, as by reasons, advice, urging, or personal forceful-

ness: Nothing can persuade her to change her mind once it is made up. To induce is

to lead, as to a course of action, by means of influence or persuasion: “Pray what

could induce him to commit so rash an action?” (Oliver Goldsmith). One prevails

on somebody who resists: “He had prevailed upon the king to spare them” (Daniel

Defoe). To convince is to persuade by the use of argument or evidence: “In science

the credit goes to the man who convinces the world, not to the man to whom the idea

first occurs” (Francis Darwin).

per·sua·si·ble (pNr-sw7ùzN-bNl, -sN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being persuaded; per-

suadable.   —per·suaÙsi·bilùi·ty, per·suaùsi·ble·ness n. 

per·sua·sion (pNr-sw7ùzhNn) n.  1. The act of persuading or the state of being 

persuaded: “The persuasion of a democracy to big changes is at best a slow process” 

(Harold J. Laski).  2. The ability or power to persuade: “Three foremost aids to 

persuasion which occur to me are humility, concentration, and gusto” (Marianne 

Moore).  3. A strongly held opinion; a conviction.  See Synonyms at opinion.  
4. a. A body of religious beliefs; a religion:  worshipers of various persuasions.  

b. A party, faction, or group holding to a particular set of ideas or beliefs.   

5. Informal. Kind; sort.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin persu7sio, 

persu7sion-, from persu7sus, past participle of persu7dKre, to persuade. See PER-

SUADE.]

per·sua·sive (pNr-sw7ùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Tending or having the power to persuade:  

a persuasive argument.   —per·suaùsive·ly adv.  —per·suaùsive·ness n. 

pert (pûrt) adj.  pert·er, pert·est. 1. Trim and stylish in appearance; jaunty:  a 

pert hat.  2. High-spirited; vivacious.  3. Impudently bold; saucy.  [Middle 

English, unconcealed, bold, short for apert, obvious, frank (probably influenced 

by Old French aspert, espert, clever, from Latin expertus, expert); see EXPERT, from 

Old French, from Latin apertus, open, past participle of aperXre, to open. See 

wer-4 in Appendix.] —pertùly adv.  —pertùness n. 

pert. abbr.  Pertaining. 



per·tain (pNr-t7nù) v.  intr. per·tained, per·tain·ing, per·tains. 1. To have 

reference; relate:  evidence that pertains to the accident.  2. To belong as an 

adjunct, part, holding, or quality.  3. To be fitting or suitable.  [Middle English 

pertenen, pertainen, from Old French partenir, from Latin pertinKre : per-, per- + 

tenKre, to hold; see ten- in Appendix.]

Perth (pûrth)  1. A city of southwest Australia near the Indian Ocean. Founded 

in 1829, it grew rapidly after the discovery of gold in the region in the 1890’s. 

Population, 82,600.  2. A burgh of central Scotland on the Tay River north-north-

west of Edinburgh. The capital of Scotland from the 11th to the mid-15th cen-

tury, it was the site of John Knox’s sermon against idolatry in 1559. Population, 

42,000. 

Perth Am·boy (pûrth 4mùboiÙ)  A city of east-central New Jersey on Raritan 

Bay opposite Staten Island. It was settled in the late 17th century and is today an 

industrial center and port of entry. The city was a summer resort during the first 

half of the 19th century. Population, 41,967. 

per·ti·na·cious (pûrÙtn-7ùshNs) adj.  1. Holding tenaciously to a purpose, 

belief, opinion, or course of action.  2. Stubbornly or perversely persistent.  See 

Synonyms at obstinate.  [From Latin pertin7x, pertin7c-  : per-, per- + ten7x, 

tenacious (from tenKre, to hold); see ten- in Appendix.] —perÙti·naùcious·ly 
adv.  —perÙti·naùcious·ness n. 

per·ti·nac·i·ty (pûrÙtn-4sùV-tK) n.  The quality or state of being pertinacious.  

See Synonyms at perseverance. 
per·ti·nent (pûrùtn-Nnt) adj.  Having logical, precise relevance to the matter at 

hand.  See Synonyms at relevant.  [Middle English, from Old French partenant, 

pertinent, from Latin pertinKns, pertinent- present participle of pertinKre, to per-

tain. See PERTAIN.] —perùti·nence, perùti·nen·cy n.  —perùti·nent·ly adv. 

per·turb (pNr-tûrbù) v.  tr. per·turbed, per·turb·ing, per·turbs. 1. To dis-

turb greatly; make uneasy or anxious.  2. To throw into great confusion.  

3. Physics & Astronomy. To cause perturbation, as of a celestial orbit.  [Middle 

English perturben, from Old French perturber, from Latin perturb7re : per-, per- + 

turb7re, to throw into disorder (from turba, confusion, perhaps from Greek 

turbK).] —per·turbùa·ble adj. 

per·tur·ba·tion (pûrÙtNr-b7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of perturbing.  b. The state 

of being perturbed; agitation.   2. a. A small change in a physical system.  

b. Physics & Astronomy. Variation in a designated orbit, as of a planet, resulting 

from the influence of one or more external bodies.    —perÙtur·baùtion·al adj. 

per·tus·sis (pNr-tƒsùVs) n.  See whooping cough.  —per·tusùsal adj. 

Pe·ru (pN-ruù)  A country of western South America on the Pacific Ocean. 

Inhabited since at least the 9th millennium B.C., it was the center of an Incan 

empire established after the 12th century A.D. The Spanish under Pizarro con-

quered the empire in 1533 and set up in 1542 the viceroyalty of Peru, which at 



one time included Panama and all of Spanish South America. Peru achieved full 

independence from Spain in 1824. Lima is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 17,031,221.   —Pe·ruùvi·an (-vK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Peru Current (pN-ruù kûrùNnt) n.  See Humboldt Current. 
Pe·ru·gia (pN-ruùjN, -jK-N, pH-ruùjä)  A city of central Italy on a hill overlook-

ing the Tiber River north of Rome. An important Etruscan settlement, it fell to 

the Romans c. 310 B.C. and became a Lombard duchy in A.D. 592 and a free city in 

the 12th century. Population, 142,522.   —Pe·ruùgian adj.  & n. 

Pe·ru·gi·no (pHrÙN-jKùno, pHÙru-), Il. 1445-1523?.  Italian painter whose best-

known work is a fresco in the Sistine Chapel, Christ Giving the Keys to Saint Peter 

(1481-1482). 

pe·ruke (pN-rukù) n.  A wig, especially one worn by men in the 17th and 18th 

centuries; a periwig.  [French perruque, from Old French, head of hair, from Old 

Italian perrucca.]

pe·ruse (pN-ruzù) v.  tr. pe·rused, pe·rus·ing, pe·rus·es. To read or exam-

ine, typically with great care.  [Middle English perusen, to use up  : Latin per-, per- 

+ Middle English usen, to use; see USE.] —pe·rusùa·ble adj.  —pe·rusùal n.  

—pe·rusùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Peruse has long meant “to read thoroughly” and is often used

loosely when one could use the word read instead. The worst that can be said

about the latter use is that it is excessively literary or precious. However, common

misuse of the word in the sense “to glance over, skim,” as in I only had a moment

to peruse the manual quickly, was unacceptable to 66 percent of the Usage Panel.

Per·utz (pN-rutsù, pHrùNts), Max Ferdinand. Born 1914.  Austrian-born 

English biochemist. He shared a 1962 Nobel Prize for determining the molecular 

structure of blood components. 

Peruvian balsam (pN-ruùvK-Nn bôlùsNm) n.  Balsam of Peru. 

Peruvian bark (pN-ruùvK-Nn bärk) n.  See cinchona (n., sense 2). 

Pe·ruz·zi (pN-rutùsK, pH-), Baldassare. 1481-1536.  Italian architect and 

painter. In 1520 he was appointed architect for Saint Peter’s in Rome. 

per·vade (pNr-v7dù) v.  tr. per·vad·ed, per·vad·ing, per·vades. To be 

present throughout; permeate.  See Synonyms at charge.  [Latin perv7dere : per-, 

through; see PER- + v7dere, to go.] —per·vadùer n.  —per·vaùsion (-v7ùzhNn) 

n. 

per·va·sive (pNr-v7ùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Having the quality or tendency to pervade or 

permeate:  the pervasive odor of garlic.  [From Latin perv7sus, past participle of 

perv7dere, to pervade. See PERVADE.] —per·vaùsive·ly adv.  —per·vaùsive·ness 
n. 



per·verse (pNr-vûrsù, pûrùvûrsÙ) adj.  1. Directed away from what is right or 

good; perverted.  2. Obstinately persisting in an error or a fault; wrongly self-

willed or stubborn.  3. a. Marked by a disposition to oppose and contradict.  

b. Arising from such a disposition.  See Synonyms at contrary.   4. Cranky; pee-

vish.  [Middle English pervers, from Old French, from Latin perversus, past parti-

ciple of pervertere, to pervert. See PERVERT.] —per·verseùly adv.  

—per·verseùness n. 

per·ver·sion (pNr-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. a. The act of perverting.  b. The state 

of being perverted.   2. A sexual practice or act considered abnormal or deviant.   
—per·verùsive (-sVv, -zVv) adj. 

per·ver·si·ty (pNr-vûrùsV-tK) n.  pl. per·ver·si·ties. 1. The quality or state of 

being perverse.  2. An instance of being perverse. 

per·vert (pNr-vûrtù) v.  tr. per·vert·ed, per·vert·ing, per·verts. 1. To cause 

to turn away from what is right, proper, or good; corrupt.  2. To bring to a bad or 

worse condition; debase.  3. To put to a wrong or improper use; misuse.  See Syn-

onyms at corrupt.  4. To interpret incorrectly; misconstrue or distort:  an analy-

sis that perverts the meaning of the poem.   —  n.  (pûrùvûrtÙ) One who practices 

sexual perversion.  [Middle English perverten, from Old French pervertir, from 

Latin pervertere : per-, per- + vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] 
—per·vertùer n.  —per·vertùi·ble adj. 

per·vert·ed (pNr-vûrùtVd) adj.  1. Deviating from what is considered right and 

correct:  a perverted idea of justice.  2. Of, relating to, or practicing sexual perver-

sion.  3. Marked by misinterpretation or distortion:  a perverted translation of an 

epic poem.   —per·vertùed·ly adv.  —per·vertùed·ness n. 

per·vi·ous (pûrùvK-Ns) adj.  1. Open to passage or entrance; permeable.  

2. Open to arguments, ideas, or change; approachable.  [From Latin pervius : per-

, through; see PER- + via, way; see wegh- in Appendix.] —perùvi·ous·ly adv.  

—perùvi·ous·ness n. 

pes (p7s) n.  pl. pe·des (pHdù7sÙ). A foot or footlike part, especially the foot of a 

four-footed vertebrate.  [Latin pKs. See ped- in Appendix.]

Pe·sach (p7ùsäKHÙ, pHù-) n.  Judaism. Passover.  [Hebrew pesaU, from p7saU, to 

pass over.]

pe·sade (pN-s7dù, -zädù) n.  The act or position of a horse when rearing on its 

hind legs with its forelegs in the air.  [French, alteration (influenced by peser, to 

weigh, from Old French poiser, peser); see POISE
1, of obsolete posade, from Old 

Italian posata, a pause, from posare, to pause, from Late Latin paus7re. See POSE
1.]

Pe·sa·ro (p7ùzN-roÙ, pHùzä-rô)  A city of north-central Italy on the Adriatic Sea 

west of Florence. On the site of a Roman colony, it became part of the Papal States 

in 1631. Population, 90,147. 

Pes·ca·do·res (pHsÙkN-dôrùKz, -Vs, -dorù-) In Pinyin Peng·hu (pƒngùhuù).  An 

island group of Taiwan in Taiwan Strait between the western coast of Taiwan and 



southwest China. The name, meaning “fishermen’s islands,” was given to the 

group by the Portuguese in the 16th century. Ceded to Japan in 1895 and 

returned to China after World War II, the islands have been administered by Tai-

wan since 1949. 

Pes·ca·ra (pN-skärùN, pH-skäùrä)  A city of central Italy on the Adriatic Sea east-

northeast of Rome. It is an industrial and commercial center. Population, 

131,345. 

pe·se·ta (pN-s7ùtN) n.  Abbr. p., pta. A basic unit of currency in Andorra and 

Spain.  See Table at currency.  [Spanish, diminutive of peso, peso. See PESO.]

pe·se·wa (p7-s7ùwä) n.  pl. pesewa or pe·se·was. A unit of currency in 

Ghana.  See Table at currency.  [From Akan pésewabo, dark blue seed of a plant, 

formerly used as the smallest gold weight.]

Pe·sha·war (pN-shäùwNr)  A city of northwest Pakistan northwest of Lahore. It 

has long been strategically important for its proximity to the Khyber Pass. Popu-

lation, 500,000. 

pes·ky (pHsùkK) adj.  pes·ki·er, pes·ki·est. Informal. Troublesome; annoying:  a 

pesky mosquito.  [Probably alteration of PEST.] —pesùki·ly adv.  —pesùki·ness 
n. 

pe·so (p7ùso) n.  pl. pe·sos. Abbr. p. A unit of currency in Chile, Colombia, 

Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guinea-Bissau, Mexico, Philippines, and Uruguay.  

See Table at currency.  [Spanish, from Latin pKnsum, something weighed, from 

neuter past participle of pendere, to weigh. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]

Pes·sac (pH-s4kù, pN-säkù)  A city of southwest France, a suburb of Bordeaux. It 

is a distributing center of a wine-producing area. Population, 50,267. 

pes·sa·ry (pHsùN-rK) n.  pl. pes·sa·ries. 1. Any of various devices worn in the 

vagina to support or correct the position of the uterus or rectum.  2. A contracep-

tive diaphragm.  3. A medicated vaginal suppository.  [Middle English pessarie, 

from Late Latin pess7rium, from pessus, pessum, from Greek pessos, oval-shaped 

stone, pessary.]

pes·si·mism (pHsùN-mVzÙNm) n.  1. A tendency to stress the negative or unfa-

vorable or to take the gloomiest possible view: “We have seen too much defeatism, 

too much pessimism, too much of a negative approach” (Margo Jones).  2. The doc-

trine or belief that this is the worst of all possible worlds and that all things ulti-

mately tend toward evil.  3. The doctrine or belief that the evil in the world 

outweighs the good.  [French pessimisme (on the model of French optimisme, 

optimism), from Latin pessimus, worst. See ped- in Appendix.] —pesùsi·mist n.  

—pesÙsi·misùtic adj.  —pesÙsi·misùti·cal·ly adv. 

pest (pHst) n.  1. An annoying person or thing; a nuisance.  2. An injurious plant 

or animal, especially one harmful to human beings.  3. A deadly epidemic dis-

ease; a pestilence.  [French peste, pestilence, from Old French, from Latin pestis.]



Pest (pHst, pHsht)  A former town of north-central Hungary on the left bank of 

the Danube River. Since 1873 it has been part of Budapest. 

Pes·ta·loz·zi (pHsÙtN-lmtùsK, -tä-lôtù-), Johann Heinrich. 1746-1827.  Swiss 

educational reformer whose teaching theories, based on respect and attention to 

the individual, laid the foundation for the reform of education in the 19th cen-

tury. 

pes·ter (pHsùtNr) v.  tr. pes·tered, pes·ter·ing, pes·ters. To harass with petty 

annoyances; bother.  See Synonyms at harass.  [Probably short for French 

empestrer, to constrain, embarrass (probably also influenced by PEST), from Old 

French, from Vulgar Latin *imp7stori7re : Latin in-, in; see IN-2 + Vulgar Latin 

*pastoria, a hobble from Latin, feminine of p7storius, of a herdsman, from Latin 

p7stor, herdsman. See p7- in Appendix.] —pesùter·er n. 

pest·hole (pHstùholÙ) n.  A place that is considered a breeding ground for epi-

demic disease. 

pest house (pHst hous) n.  A hospital for patients affected with plague or other 

infectious disease. 

pes·ti·cide (pHsùtV-sXdÙ) n.  A chemical used to kill pests, especially insects.   
—pesÙti·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

pes·tif·er·ous (pH-stVfùNr-Ns) adj.  1. a. Producing or breeding infectious dis-

ease.  b. Infected with or contaminated by an epidemic disease.   2. Morally evil 

or deadly; pernicious.  3. Bothersome; annoying.  [Middle English, from Latin 

pestiferus, variant of pestifer : pestis, pestilence; see PEST + -fer, -fer.] 
—pes·tifùer·ous·ly adv.  —pes·tifùer·ous·ness n. 

pes·ti·lence (pHsùtN-lNns) n.  1. a. A usually fatal epidemic disease, especially 

bubonic plague.  b. An epidemic of such a disease.   2. A pernicious, evil influ-

ence or agent. 

pes·ti·lent (pHsùtN-lNnt) adj.  1. Tending to cause death; deadly.  2. Likely to 

cause an epidemic disease.  3. Infected or contaminated with a contagious dis-

ease.  4. Morally, socially, or politically harmful; pernicious.  See Synonyms at 

poisonous.  5. Causing annoyance or disapproval.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin pestilKns, pestilent-, from pestis, pestilence. See PEST.]

pes·ti·len·tial (pHsÙtN-lHnùshNl) adj.  Pestilent.  See Synonyms at poisonous.  
—pesÙti·lenùtial·ly adv. 

pes·tle (pHsùNl, pHsùtNl) n.  1. A club-shaped, hand-held tool for grinding or 

mashing substances in a mortar.  2. A large bar moved vertically to stamp or 

pound, as in a press or mill.   —  v.  pes·tled, pes·tling, pes·tles.  —  v.  tr. To 

pound, grind, or mash with or as if with a pestle.   —  v.  intr. To use a pestle.  

[Middle English pestel, from Old French, from Latin pistillum.]

pes·to (pHsùto) n.  A sauce consisting of usually fresh basil, garlic, pine nuts, 

olive oil, and grated cheese.  [Italian, from past participle of pistare, pestare, to 

pound. See PISTON.]



pet1 (pHt) n.  1. An animal kept for amusement or companionship.  2. An object 

of the affections.  3. A person especially loved or indulged; a favorite:  the 

teacher’s pet.   —  adj.  1. Kept as a pet:  a pet cat.  2. a. Particularly cherished or 

indulged:  a pet grandchild.  b. Expressing or showing affection:  a pet name.   

3. Being a favorite:  a pet topic.   —  v.  pet·ted, pet·ting, pets.  —  v.  tr. To 

stroke or caress gently; pat.  See Synonyms at caress.   —  v.  intr. Informal. To 

make love by fondling and caressing.  [Scottish Gaelic peata, tame animal, pet, 

from Old Irish.] —petùter n. 

pet2 (pHt) n.  A fit of bad temper or pique.   —  v.  intr. pet·ted, pet·ting, pets. 
To be sulky and peevish.  [Origin unknown.]

PET abbr.  Positron emission tomography. 

pet. abbr.  Petroleum. 

Pet. abbr.  Bible. Peter. 

Pe·tah Tiq·wa (pHtÙN tVkùvN, -vä, pHùtäKH)  A city of central Israel east of Tel 

Aviv-Jaffa. Founded in 1878, it is an industrial center in an agricultural region. 

Population, 128,300. 

Pé·tain (p7-t4Nù), Henri Philippe. 1856-1951.  French soldier and politician 

who led the pro-German government of unoccupied Vichy France (1940-1944). 

pet·al (pHtùl) n.  A unit of a corolla, usually showy and colored.  [New Latin peta-

lum, from Greek petalon, leaf. See petN- in Appendix.] —petùaled, petùalled 

adj. 

-petal suff.  Moving toward:  basipetal.  [From New Latin -petus, from Latin 

petere, to seek. See pet- in Appendix.]

pet·al·if·er·ous (pHtÙl-VfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing petals. 

pet·al·ine (pHtùl-Vn, -XnÙ) adj.  Of or resembling a petal. 

pet·al·oid (pHtùl-oidÙ) adj.  Resembling a petal. 

pet·al·ous (pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Having petals. 

Pet·a·lu·ma (pHtÙl-uùmN)  A city of western California north-northwest of San 

Rafael. Founded in 1833, it is a trade and processing center. Population, 43,184. 

pe·tard (pV-tärdù) n.  1. A small bell-shaped bomb used to breach a gate or wall.  

2. A loud firecracker.  [French pétard, from Old French, from peter, to break 

wind, from pet, a breaking of wind, from Latin pKditum, from neuter past partici-

ple of pKdere, to break wind. See pezd- in Appendix.]

pet·a·sos  or pet·a·sus (pHtùN-sNs) n.  1. A wide-brimmed hat worn by ancient 

Greeks and Romans.  2. Greek Mythology. The winged hat of Hermes.  [Greek. See 

petN- in Appendix.]

pet·cock (pHtùkmkÙ) n.  A small valve or faucet used to drain or reduce pressure, 

as from a boiler.  [Perhaps PET
1 + COCK

1.]

pe·te·chi·a (pN-tKùkK-N) n.  pl. pe·te·chi·ae (-kK-XÙ). A small purplish spot on a 

body surface, such as the skin or a mucous membrane, caused by a minute hem-

orrhage and often seen in typhus.  [New Latin, from Italian petecchie, pl. of petec-



chia, spot on skin, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *petXcula, short for *impetXcula, 

diminutive of Latin impetXx, impetXc-, variant of impetigo. See IMPETIGO.] 
—pe·teùchi·al adj.  —pe·teùchi·ate (-Vt) adj. 

pe·ter1 (pKùtNr) v.  intr. pe·tered, pe·ter·ing, pe·ters. 1. To diminish slowly 

and come to an end; dwindle. Often used with out:  Their enthusiasm soon petered 

out.  2. To become exhausted. Used with out.  [Origin unknown.]

pe·ter2 (pKùtNr) n.  Vulgar Slang. The penis.  [From the name Peter.]

Pe·ter (pKùtNr) n.  Abbr. P., Pet. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Pe·ter (pKùtNr), Saint. Died c. A.D. 67.  The chief of the 12 Apostles. He is tradi-

tionally regarded as the first bishop of Rome. 

Pe·ter I (pKùtNr), Known as “Peter the Great.” 1672-1725.  Russian czar (1682-

1725) who extended his territory around the Baltic and Caspian shores and 

reformed the administration of the state. 

Pe·ter I Ka·ra·geor·ge·vich (pKùtNr k4rÙN-jôrùjN-vVchÙ, käÙrä-), 1844-1921.  

Serbian king (1903-1918) and first monarch (1918-1921) of the Kingdom of the 

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, now called Yugoslavia. 

Pe·ter II (pKùtNr), 1923-1970.  Yugoslavian king (1934-1945). After spending 

World War II in exile, he was forced to abdicate by the Communist government. 

Pe·ter·bor·ough (pKùtNr-bûrÙN, -bNr-N, -bƒrÙo)  1. A city of southeast Ontario, 

Canada, northeast of Toronto. Settled in the 1820’s as a lumbering town, it is now 

an industrial center and a railroad junction. Population, 60,620.  2. A municipal 

borough of east-central England east of Leicester. Catherine of Aragon is buried 

in the cathedral here. Population, 126,200. 

Peter Pan collar (pKùtNr p4n kmlùNr) n.  A small, close-fitting, usually flat col-

lar with rounded ends meeting in front.  [After Peter Pan, the boy protagonist of 

Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldn’t Grow Up, a play by J.M. Barrie.]

Peter Principle (pKùtNr prVnùsN-pNl) n.  The theory that an employee within an 

organization will advance to his or her level of incompetence and remain there.  

[After Laurence Johnston Peter (1919-1990).]

Pe·ters (p7ùtNrz, -tNrs), Karl. 1856-1918.  German explorer and colonial official 

who established (1884) the German East African protectorate of Tanganyika. 

Pe·ters·burg (pKùtNrz-bûrgÙ)  An independent city of southeast Virginia on the 

Appomattox River south of Richmond. A prolonged siege (June 15, 1864-April 3, 

1865) during the Civil War led to the fall of Richmond and the subsequent sur-

render of the Confederate general Robert E. Lee. Population, 38,386. 

Pe·ter·son (pKùtNr-sNn), Roger Tory. 1908-1996.  American ornithologist and 

artist noted for his bird paintings and guidebooks. 

Pe·ter’s pence (pKtNrz pHns) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. A tax of one penny 

per household paid in medieval England to the Papal See.  2. An annual volun-

tary contribution made by Roman Catholics toward the expenses of the Holy See. 

In this sense, also calledhearth money [Middle English Peteres pens, pl. of Peteres 



peni : Peteres, genitive of Peter, Saint Peter + peni, penny (from the tradition that 

Saint Peter founded the papacy); see PENNY.]

Pe·ter the Her·mit (pKùtNr thN hûrùmVt), Also called “Peter of Amiens.” 

1050?-1115?.  French monk and preacher of the First Crusade (1095) who 

founded (c. 1100) the Augustinian monastery of Neufmoutier in Belgium. 

pet·i·o·lar (pHtÙK-oùlNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or growing on a petiole:  a petiolar 

sheath. 

pet·i·o·late (pHtùK-N-l7tÙ, pHtÙK-oùlVt) adj.  Having a petiole. 

pet·i·ole (pHtùK-olÙ) n.  1. Botany. The stalk by which a leaf is attached to a stem.  

Also called leafstalk 2. Zoology. A slender, stalklike part, as that connecting the 

thorax and abdomen in certain insects.  [Latin petiolus, variant of peciolus, little 

foot, fruit stalk, probably from *pediciolus, diminutive of pediculus. See PEDICEL.] 
—petùi·oledÙ adj. 

pet·i·o·lule (pHtùK-o-lulÙ, pHtÙK-olùyul) n.  The stalk of a leaflet in a com-

pound leaf. 

pet·it also pet·ty (pHtùK) adj.  Law. Lesser; minor.  [Middle English, from Old 

French.]

pet·it bourgeois (pHtùK btr-zhwäù) n.  A member of the petite bourgeoisie.  

[French petit-bourgeois : petit, small + bourgeois, bourgeois.] —pet·itù-
bour·geoisù adj. 

pe·tite (pN-tKtù) adj.  Small, slender, and trim. Used of a girl or woman.  See Syn-

onyms at small.   —  n.  Abbr. P A clothing size for short, slender women.  

[French, feminine of petit. See PETIT.] —pe·titeùness n. 

petite bourgeoisie (pN-tKtù btrÙzhwä-zKù) n.  The lower middle class, 

including small businesspeople, tradespeople, and craftworkers.  [French petite-

bourgeoisie : petite, small + bourgeoisie, bourgeoisie.]

petite mar·mite (pN-tKtù mär-mKtù) n.  1. Broth made and served in a small, 

covered earthenware casserole.  2. The casserole used for cooking and serving this 

broth.  [French  : petite, little + marmite, kettle.]

pet·it four (pHtùK fôrù, forù) n.  pl. pe·tits fours or pet·it fours (pHtùK fôrzù, 

forzù). A small, square-cut, frosted and decorated piece of pound cake or sponge 

cake.  [French  : petit, little + four, oven.]

pe·ti·tion (pN-tVshùNn) n.  1. A solemn supplication or request to a superior 

authority; an entreaty.  2. A formal written document requesting a right or bene-

fit from a person or group in authority.  3. Law. a. A formal written application 

requesting a court for a specific judicial action:  a petition for appeal.  b. The judi-

cial action asked for in any such request.   4. Something requested or entreated.   
—  v.  pe·ti·tioned, pe·ti·tion·ing, pe·ti·tions.  —  v.  tr. 1. To address a peti-

tion to.  2. To ask for by petition; request formally.   —  v.  intr. To make a request, 

especially formally:  petitioned for retrial.  [Middle English peticion, from Old 

French petition, from Latin petXtio, petXtion-, from petXtus, past participle of 



petere, to request. See pet- in Appendix.] —pe·tiùtion·arÙy (pN-tVshùN-nHrÙK) 

adj.  —pe·tiùtion·er n. 

pe·ti·ti·o prin·ci·pi·i (pN-tVshùK-oÙ prVn-sVpùK-KÙ, -K-XÙ) n.  Logic. The fallacy of 

assuming in the premise of an argument that which one wishes to prove in the 

conclusion; a begging of the question.  [Medieval Latin petXtio principiX : Latin 

petXtio, request + Latin principiX, genitive of principium, beginning.]

pet·it juror also pet·ty juror (pHtùK jtrùNr) n.  Law. A member of a petit jury. 

pet·it jury also pet·ty jury (pHtùK jtrùK) n.  Law. A jury that sits at civil and 

criminal trials.  Also called trial jury 

pet·it larceny also pet·ty larceny (pHtùK lärùsN-nK) n.  Law. The theft of 

objects whose value is below a certain arbitrary standard. 

pet·it mal (pHtùK mälù, m4lù) n.  A form of epilepsy, occurring most often in 

adolescents and children, characterized by frequent but transient lapses of con-

sciousness and only rare spasms or falling.  [French  : petit, small + mal, illness.]

pet·it point (pHtùK pointÙ) n.  1. A small stitch used in needlepoint.  

2. Needlepoint done with a small stitch.  [French  : petit, small + point, stitch.]

pet·its pois (pHtùK pwäù, pN-tKù) pl.n.  Very small green peas.  [French  : petits, 

pl. of petit, little + pois, pl. of pois, pea.]

pet·nap·ping (pHtùn4pÙVng) n.  The stealing of a pet, such as a dog or cat, usu-

ally for sale to experimental laboratories or for ransom.  [PET
1 + (KID)NAP.] 

—petùnapÙper n. 

Pe·tö·fi (pHtùN-fK, pHùtœ-), Sándor. 1823-1849.  Hungarian lyric poet and revo-

lutionary hero best known for his patriotic songs and the epic poem Janos the 

Hero (1845). 

pet peeve (pHt pKv) n.  Informal. Something about which one frequently com-

plains; a particular personal vexation. 

petr. abbr.  Petrology. 

petr- pref.  Variant of petro-. 
Pe·tra (pKùtrN, pHtùrN)  An ancient ruined city of Edom in present-day southwest 

Jordan. It flourished as a trade center from the 4th century B.C. until its capture 

by the Romans in A.D. 106. The city was taken by Muslims in the 7th century and 

by Crusaders in the 12th century. The ruins of the “rose-red city” were discovered 

in 1812. 

Pe·trarch (pKùträrkÙ, pHtùrärkÙ)  or Pe·trar·ca (pH-trärùkä), Francesco. 1304-

1374.  Italian poet, scholar, and humanist who is famous for Canzoniere, a collec-

tion of love lyrics.   —Pe·trarchùan (pV-trärùkNn) adj. 

Petrarchan sonnet (pV-trärùkNn smnùVt) n.  A sonnet containing an octave 

with the rhyme pattern abbaabba and a sestet of various rhyme patterns such as 

cdecde or cdcdcd.  Also called Italian sonnet [After Francesco PETRARCH.]

pet·rel (pHtùrNl) n.  Any of numerous black, gray, or white sea birds of the order 

Procellariiformes, especially the storm petrel.  [Perhaps alteration (perhaps influ-



enced by Saint PETER walking on the water, from the fact that the bird flies so 

close to the water as to appear to be walking on the water), of earlier pitteral.]

petri- pref.  Variant of petro-. 
pe·tri dish (pKùtrK dVsh) n.  A shallow circular dish with a loose-fitting cover, 

used to culture bacteria or other microorganisms.  [After Julius R. Petri (1852-

1921), German bacteriologist.]

Pe·trie (pKùtrK), Sir (William Matthew) Flinders. 1853-1942.  British Egyp-

tologist known especially for his excavations at Memphis and Thebes. 

pet·ri·fac·tion (pHtÙrN-f4kùshNn) also pet·ri·fi·ca·tion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. A 

process of fossilization in which dissolved minerals replace organic matter.  

2. The state of being stunned or paralyzed with fear. 

Pet·ri·fied Forest (pHtùrN-fXdÙ fôrùVst)  A section of the Painted Desert in east-

ern Arizona reserved for its stonelike trees dating from the Triassic Period. 

pet·ri·fy (pHtùrN-fXÙ) v.  pet·ri·fied, pet·ri·fy·ing, pet·ri·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

convert (wood or other organic matter) into a stony replica by petrifaction.  2. To 

cause to become stiff or stonelike; deaden.  3. To stun or paralyze with terror; 

daze.   —  v.  intr. To become stony, especially by petrifaction.  [Middle English 

petrifien, to harden, from Old French petrifier : Latin petra, rock (from Greek) + 

Old French -fier, -fy.]

Pe·trine (pKùtrXnÙ) adj.  Of or relating to Saint Peter.  [Late Latin Petrus, Saint 

Peter + -INE
1.]

petro-  or petri-  or petr- pref.  1. Rock; stone:  petroglyph.  2. Petroleum:  pet-

rochemistry.  [Greek, from petros, stone.]

pet·ro·chem·i·cal (pHtÙro-kHmùV-kNl) n.  A chemical derived from petroleum 

or natural gas.   —petÙro·chemùi·cal adj. 

pet·ro·chem·is·try (pHtÙro-kHmùV-strK) n.  1. The chemistry of petroleum and 

its derivatives.  2. The branch of geochemistry that deals with the chemical com-

position of rocks. 

pet·ro·dol·lars (pHtùro-dmlÙNrz) pl.n.  Money in any number of currencies that 

is paid to oil-producing countries, which then deposit it into Western banks. 

petrog. abbr.  Petrography. 

pet·ro·gen·e·sis (pHtÙro-jHnùV-sVs) n.  The branch of petrology that deals with 

the origin of rocks, especially igneous rocks.   —petÙro·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) 

adj. 

pet·ro·glyph (pHtùrN-glVfÙ) n.  Archaeology. A carving or line drawing on rock, 

especially one made by prehistoric people.   —petÙro·glyphùic adj. 

Pet·ro·grad (pHtùrN-gr4dÙ, pyV-trN-grätù)  See Saint Petersburg. 
pe·trog·ra·phy (pN-trmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. petrog. The description and classifi-

cation of rocks.   —pe·trogùra·pher n.  —petÙro·graphùic (pHtÙrN-gr4fùVk), 
petÙro·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —petÙro·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 



pet·rol (pHtùrNl) n.  Chiefly British. Gasoline.  [French (essence de) pétrole, 

(essence of) petroleum, gasoline, from Old French petrole, petroleum, from 

Medieval Latin petroleum. See PETROLEUM.]

petrol. abbr.  Petrology. 

pet·ro·la·tum (pHtÙrN-l7ùtNm, -läùtNm) n.  See petroleum jelly.  [From 

PETROL.]

pe·tro·le·um (pN-troùlK-Nm) n.  Abbr. pet. A thick, flammable, yellow-to-black 

mixture of gaseous, liquid, and solid hydrocarbons that occurs naturally beneath 

the earth’s surface, can be separated into fractions including natural gas, gasoline, 

naphtha, kerosene, fuel and lubricating oils, paraffin wax, and asphalt and is used 

as raw material for a wide variety of derivative products.  [Middle English, from 

Medieval Latin petroleum : Latin petra, rock (from Greek) + Latin oleum, oil; see 

OIL.]

petroleum jelly (pN-troùlK-Nm jHlùK) n.  A colorless-to-amber semisolid mix-

ture of hydrocarbons obtained from petroleum and used in lubricants and 

medicinal ointments.  Also called petrolatum 

pe·trol·ic (pN-trmlùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or derived from petroleum. 

pe·trol·o·gy (pN-trmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. petr., petrol. The branch of geology that 

deals with the origin, composition, structure, and alteration of rocks.   
—petÙro·logùic (pHtÙrN-lmjùVk), petÙro·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—petÙro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —pe·trolùo·gist n. 

Pe·tro·ni·us (pV-troùnK-Ns), Gaius. Known as “Petronius Arbiter.” Died A.D. 66.  

Roman writer and courtier who is credited with writing the Satyricon. 

Pet·ro·pav·lovsk (pHtÙrN-p4vùlôfskÙ, pyV-trN-pävùlNfsk)  1. A city of north-

central Kazakhstan west of Novosibirsk. It was founded as a fort in 1752. Popula-

tion, 226,000.  2.  Or Pet·ro·pav·lovsk-Kam·chat·ski (-k4m-chätùskK, -kN-

chyätù-). A city of eastern Russia on the Pacific coast of the Kamchatka Peninsula. 

Ice-free seven months a year, it is a major port and naval base. Population, 

245,000. 

Pe·tróp·o·lis (pN-trmpùN-lVs, pV-trôùpt-)  A city of southeast Brazil north of 

Rio de Janeiro. Mainly residential with some light industry, it was formerly the 

summer residence of Emperor Dom Pedro II. Population, 150,249. 

pet·ro·pol·i·tics (pHtÙro-pmlùV-tVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The strate-

gic practice of controlling petroleum sales so as to achieve international political 

and economic ends. 

pe·tro·sal (pN-troùsNl) adj.  Relating to or located near the petrous portion of 

the temporal bone.  [From Latin petrosus, rocky. See PETROUS.]

pet·rous (pHtùrNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling rock, especially in hard-

ness; stony.  2. Of or relating to the very dense, hard portion of the temporal 

bone that forms a protective case for the inner ear.  [Middle English, from Old 

French petros, from Latin petrosus, rocky, from petra, rock, from Greek.]



Pet·ro·za·vodsk (pHtÙrN-zN-vmtskù, pyV-trN-zN-vôtskù)  A city of northwest 

Russia on Lake Onega northeast of St. Petersburg. Peter the Great built an iron-

works here in 1703. Population, 255,000. 

pe-tsai (b7ùtsXù) n.  See Chinese cabbage.  [Alteration of Chinese (Mandarin) 

bái cài. See BOK CHOY.]

PET scan (pHt sk4n) n.  A cross-sectional image produced by a PET scanner. 

PET scanner (pHt sk4nùNr) n.  A device that produces cross-sectional x-rays of 

metabolic processes by means of positron emission tomography.  [P(OSITRON) 

E(MISSION) T(OMOGRAPHY).]

PET scanning (pHt sk4nùVng) n.  The act or process of using a PET scanner. 

pet·ti (pHtùK) n.  pl. pet·tis. 1. A woman’s petticoat.  2. A pettislip. 

pet·ti·coat (pHtùK-kotÙ) n.  1. A woman’s slip or underskirt that is often full and 

trimmed with ruffles or lace.  Also called pettiskirt 2. Something, such as a deco-

rative valance or flounce, that resembles a woman’s underskirt.  3. Offensive 

Slang. A woman or girl.   —  adj.  Slang. 1. Female; feminine.  2. Of, relating to, 

or carried out by women.  [Middle English peticote : peti, small; see PETTY + cote, 

coat; see COAT.] —petùti·coatÙed adj. 

petticoat narcissus (pHtùK-kotÙ när-sVsùNs) n.  A small southwest European 

daffodil (Narcissus bulbocodium) having yellow flowers with narrow perianth seg-

ments and a longer corona. 

pet·ti·fog (pHtùK-fmgÙ, -fôgÙ) v.  intr. pet·ti·fogged, pet·ti·fog·ging, 
pet·ti·fogs. To act like a pettifogger.  See Synonyms at quibble.  [Back-forma-

tion from PETTIFOGGER.]

pet·ti·fog·ger (pHtùK-fmgÙNr, -fôÙgNr) n.  1. A petty, quibbling, unscrupulous 

lawyer.  2. One who quibbles over trivia.  [Probably PETTY + obsolete fogger, petti-

fogger.] —petùti·fogÙger·y n. 

pet·ting (pHtùVng) n.  Informal. The act or practice of amorously embracing, 

kissing, and caressing one’s partner. 

petting zoo (pHtùVng zu) n.  A collection of farm animals, such as goats, 

ducks, and sheep, and sometimes docile wild animals such as turtles or deer, for 

children to feed and pet. 

pet·tish (pHtùVsh) adj.  Ill-tempered; peevish.  [Probably from PET
2.] 

—petùtish·ly adv.  —petùtish·ness n. 

pet·ti·skirt (pHtùK-skûrtÙ) n.  See petticoat (n., sense 1). 

pet·ti·slip (pHtùK-slVpÙ) n.  A half-slip usually trimmed with a decorative edging. 

pet·ti·toes (pHtùK-tozÙ) pl.n.  1. The feet of a pig used as food.  2. Human feet 

or toes, especially those of a child.  [Possibly from earlier pettytoe, offal (influ-

enced by PETTY, and TOE ), possibly from Old French petite oye, giblets of a goose  : 

petite, small + oye, goose (from Late Latin auca); see OCARINA.]

pet·ty (pHtùK) adj.  pet·ti·er, pet·ti·est. 1. Of small importance; trivial:  a petty 

grievance.  2. Marked by narrowness of mind, ideas, or views.  3. Marked by 



meanness or lack of generosity, especially in trifling matters.  4. Secondary in 

importance or rank; subordinate.  See Synonyms at trivial.  5. Law. Variant of 

petit. [Middle English peti, from Old French, variant of petit. See PETIT.] 
—petùti·ly adv.  —petùti·ness n. 

Pet·ty (pHtùK), Sir William. 1623-1687.  English political economist who wrote 

Treatises of Taxes and Contributions (1662-1685). 

petty apartheid (pHtùK N-pärtùhXtÙ) n.  A system of racial segregation that 

focuses principally on public places, such as restaurants, hotels, and public trans-

portation. 

petty cash (pHtùK k4sh) n.  Abbr. p/c, P/C, p.c. A small fund of money for inci-

dental expenses, as in an office. 

petty juror (pHtùK jtrùNr) n.  Law. Variant of petit juror. 
petty jury (pHtùK jtrùK) n.  Law. Variant of petit jury. 
petty larceny (pHtùK lärùsN-nK) n.  Law. Variant of petit larceny. 
petty officer (pHtùK ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. PO, P.O. A noncommissioned naval 

officer intermediate in rank between enlisted personnel and commissioned offic-

ers. 

pet·u·lant (pHchùN-lNnt) adj.  1. Unreasonably irritable or ill-tempered; peevish.  

2. Contemptuous in speech or behavior.  [Latin petul7ns, petulant-, insolent, 

from petere, to assail. See pet- in Appendix.] —petùu·lance, petùu·lan·cy n.  

—petùu·lant·ly adv. 

pe·tu·nia (pV-tunùyN, -tyunù-) n.  1. Any of various widely cultivated South 

American plants of the genus Petunia, having alternate, entire leaves and funnel-

shaped flowers in colors from white to purple.  2. Color. A moderate to dark pur-

ple.  [New Latin Petunia, genus name, from obsolete French pétun, tobacco, from 

Portuguese petum, of Tupi-Guarani origin.]

WORD HISTORY: “Tobacco is a dirty weed,” as the song goes (it also perversely

admits “I like it, I like it”), but tobacco has some nice relatives in the nightshade

family, such as the tomato, red pepper, and eggplant. One of its more beautiful

relatives, the petunia, is actually named for tobacco. This curious story begins

when the Portuguese in South America picked up their word petum, meaning “to-

bacco,” from a Tupi-Guarani word, such as Tupi petyn. From Portuguese the word

made its way into French (pétun), from which English borrowed the word (petun

remains an archaic word for tobacco). The name of the genus petunia was formed

in New Latin (1789) from French pétun because of the close relationship of the

petunia genus to tobacco. English petunia, taken from Modern Latin, is first re-

corded around 1825.



pe·tun·tze  or pe·tun·tse (pN-ttnùtsH) n.  A variety of feldspar sometimes 

mixed with kaolin and used in Chinese porcelain.  [Chinese (Mandarin) b7i 

d7nzi : b7i, white + d7nzi, block of stone.]

Pevs·ner (pHvzùnNr, pyHfùsnVr), Antoine. 1886-1962.  Russian artist. With his 

brother Naum Gabo he set forth the principles of constructivism in the Realist 

Manifesto (1920). 

pew (pyu) n.  1. One of the long, fixed benches with backs that are arranged in 

rows for the seating of a congregation in church.  2. An enclosed compartment in 

a church that provides seating for a number of people, such as a family.  [Middle 

English pewe, probably from Old French puie, balcony, from Latin podia, pl. of 

podium, balcony. See PODIUM.]

pe·wee also pee·wee (pKùwK) n.  Any of various small, olive-gray North Amer-

ican flycatchers of the genus Contopus, especially a wood pewee.  [Imitative of its 

call.]

pe·wit also pee·wit (pKùwVtÙ, pyuùVt) n.  See lapwing.  [Imitative of its call.]

pew·ter (pyuùtNr) n.  1. Any of numerous silver-gray alloys of tin with various 

amounts of antimony, copper, and sometimes lead, used widely for fine kitchen 

utensils and tableware.  2. Pewter articles considered as a group.  [Middle English 

pewtre, from Old French peutre, from Vulgar Latin *peltrum.] —pewùter adj. 

pe·yo·te (p7-oùtK) also pe·yo·tl (-otùl) n.  1. A spineless, dome-shaped cactus 

(Lophophora williamsii) native to Mexico and the southwest United States, having 

buttonlike tubercles that are chewed fresh or dry as a narcotic drug by certain 

Native American peoples.  Also called mescal 2.  See mescal button.  3.  See 

mescaline.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl peyotl.]

pf. abbr.  1. Preferred.  2. Pfennig. 

PFC also Pfc abbr.  Private first class. 

pfd. abbr.  Preferred. 

pfen·nig (fHnùVg) n.  pl. pfen·nigs or pfen·ni·ge (fHnùV-gN). Abbr. pf., pfg. A 

unit of currency in Germany.  See Table at currency.  [German, from Middle 

High German pfennic, from Old High German pfenning.]

pfft (ft, pft) interj.  Used to express or indicate a usually sudden disappearance or 

ending. 

pfg. abbr.  Pfennig. 

Pforz·heim (fôrtsùhXm, fortsù-, pfôrtsù-)  A city of southwest Germany west-

northwest of Stuttgart. Chartered c. 1195, it has a noted jewelry and watchmaking 

industry. Population, 104,023. 

PG (pKùjKù) n.  A movie rating that allows admission of persons of all ages but sug-

gests parental guidance in the case of children.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  a PG movie.  [P(ARENTAL) + G(UIDANCE).]

pg. abbr.  Page. 

Pg. abbr.  Portuguese. 



PG-13 (pKùjKùthûr-tKnù) n.  A movie rating that allows admission of persons of all 

ages but suggests parental guidance in the case of children under the age of 13.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a PG-13 movie. 

P.G. abbr.  1. Paying guest.  2. Postgraduate. 

PGA abbr.  Professional Golfers’ Association. 

pH (pKù7chù) n.  Chemistry. A measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution, 

numerically equal to 7 for neutral solutions, increasing with increasing alkalinity 

and decreasing with increasing acidity. The pH scale commonly in use ranges 

from 0 to 14.  [p(otential of) h(ydrogen).]

Ph abbr.  Bible. Philippians. 

PH also P.H. abbr.  1. Public Health.  2. Purple Heart. 

ph. abbr.  Phase. 

PHA abbr.  Public Housing Administration. 

phac·o·e·mul·si·fi·ca·tion (f4kÙo-V-mƒlÙsN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Removal of a cat-

aract by emulsifying the lens ultrasonically.  [Greek phakos, lentil, lentil-shaped 

object; see bha-bh7- in Appendix + EMULSIFICATION.]

Phae·dra (fKùdrN, fHdùrN) n.  Greek Mythology. The daughter of Pasiphaë and 

wife of Theseus who killed herself after accusing her stepson Hippolytus of rape. 

Phae·drus (fKùdrNs, fHdùrNs), fl. first century A.D.  Roman fabulist who wrote a 

collection of fables based on those attributed to Aesop. 

Pha·ë·thon (f7ùN-thmnÙ, -thNn) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of the sun god Helios 

who was killed by Zeus while trying to drive his father’s chariot across the sky.  

[Latin Phaeton, Phaethon, from Greek Phaethon.]

pha·e·ton (f7ùV-tn) n.  1. A light, four-wheeled open carriage, usually drawn by 

a pair of horses.  2. A touring car.  [French phaéton, from Phaeton, Phaethon, 

from Old French, from Latin Phaethon. See PHAËTHON.]

phage (f7j) n.  A bacteriophage. 

-phage suff.  One that eats:  macrophage.  [From Greek -phagos, eating, from 

phagein, to eat. See bhag- in Appendix.]

-phagia  or -phagy suff.  The eating of a specified substance or eating in a spec-

ified manner:  dysphagia.  [Greek, from phagein, to eat. See bhag- in Appendix.]

phago- pref.  Eating; consuming:  phagocyte.  [Greek, from phagein, to eat. See 

bhag- in Appendix.]

phag·o·cyte (f4gùN-sXtÙ) n.  A cell, such as a white blood cell, that engulfs and 

absorbs waste material, harmful microorganisms, or other foreign bodies in the 

bloodstream and tissues.   —phagÙo·cytùic (-sVtùVk) adj. 

phagocytic index (f4gÙN-sVtùVk VnùdHksÙ) n.  The average number of bacteria 

ingested by each phagocyte in an individual’s blood after a mixture of the blood 

serum, bacteria, and phagocytes has been incubated. 

phag·o·cy·tize (f4gùN-sV-tXzÙ, -sXÙ-) v.  tr. phag·o·cy·tized, 
phag·o·cy·tiz·ing, phag·o·cy·tiz·es. To ingest by phagocytosis; phagocytose. 



phag·o·cy·tose (f4gùN-sV-tosÙ, -tozÙ, -sXÙtos, -toz) v.  tr. phag·o·cy·tosed, 
phag·o·cy·tos·ing, phag·o·cy·tos·es. To phagocytize.  [Back-formation from 

PHAGOCYTOSIS.]

phag·o·cy·to·sis (f4gÙN-sX-toùsVs) n.  The engulfing and ingestion of bacteria 

or other foreign bodies by phagocytes.   —phagÙo·cy·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj. 

phag·o·some (f4gùN-somÙ) n.  A membrane-bound vesicle found in a cell by 

an inward folding of the cell membrane to hold foreign matter taken into the cell 

by phagocytosis. 

-phagous suff.  Eating; feeding on:  ichthyophagous.  [From Latin -phagus, from 

Greek -phagos, from phagein, to eat. See bhag- in Appendix.]

-phagy suff.  Variant of -phagia. 
pha·lan·gal (fN-l4ngùgNl, f7-) adj.  Anatomy. Variant of phalangeal. 
pha·lange (f7ùl4njÙ, fN-l4njù) n.  See phalanx (n., sense 3).  [French, from Old 

French, body of infantrymen, from Latin, from Greek phalanx, phalang-, log, 

battle array, bone between the finger and toe joints. See PHALANX.]

pha·lan·ge·al (fN-l4nùjK-Nl, f7-) also pha·lan·gal (fN-l4ngùgNl, f7-)  or 

pha·lan·ge·an (fN-l4nùjK-Nn, f7-) adj.  Anatomy. Of or relating to a phalanx or 

phalanges. 

pha·lan·ger (fN-l4nùjNr) n.  Any of various small arboreal marsupials of the 

family Phalangeridae, of Australia and adjacent islands, having a long tail and 

dense woolly fur and including the cuscus and the flying phalanger.  [New Latin, 

from Greek phalanx, phalang-, toe bone (from its fused hind toes). See PHALANX.]

pha·lan·ges (fN-l4nùjKz, f7-) n.  A plural of phalanx. 
phal·an·ster·y (f4lùNn-stHrÙK) n.  phal·an·ster·ies. 1. a. A self-sustaining 

cooperative community of the followers of Fourierism.  Also called phalanx 

b. The buildings in such a community.   2. An association resembling a Fourierist 

phalanstery.  [French phalanstère : phalange, phalanx (from Latin phalanx, pha-

lang-); see PHALANX + monastère, monastery (from Late Latin monastKrium); see 

MONASTERY.] —phalÙan·steùri·an (-stîrùK-Nn) adj. , n.  

—phalÙan·steùri·an·ism n. 

pha·lanx (f7ùl4ngksÙ, f4lù4ngksÙ) n.  pl. pha·lanx·es or pha·lan·ges (fN-

l4nùjKz, f7-). 1. A compact or close-knit body of people: “formed a solid phalanx 

in defense of the Constitution and Protestant religion” (G.M. Trevelyan).  2. A for-

mation of infantry carrying overlapping shields and long spears, developed by 

Philip II of Macedon and used by Alexander the Great.  3. pl. phalanges. Anat-

omy. A bone of a finger or toe.  Also called phalange 4.  See phalanstery (n., 

sense 1a).  [Latin phalanx, phalang-, from Greek.]

phal·a·rope (f4lùN-ropÙ) n.  Any of several small wading birds of the family 

Phalaropodidae, resembling sandpipers but having lobed toes that enable them to 

swim.  [French, from New Latin phalaropus : Greek phalaris, coot (from phalaros, 



having a white spot); see bhel-1 in Appendix + Greek pous, foot; see ped- in 

Appendix.]

phal·li (f4lùXÙ) n.  A plural of phallus. 
phal·lic (f4lùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a phallus.  2. Of or relating 

to the cult of the phallus as an embodiment of generative power:  phallic worship.  

3. Of or relating to the third stage of psychosexual development in psycholana-

lytic theory during which the genital organs first become the focus of sexual feel-

ing.  [Greek phallikos, from phallos, phallus. See PHALLUS.] —phalùli·cal·ly adv. 

phal·lus (f4lùNs) n.  pl. phal·li (f4lùXÙ)  or phal·lus·es. 1. Anatomy. a. The 

penis.  b. The sexually undifferentiated tissue in an embryo that becomes the 

penis or clitoris.   2. A representation of the penis and testes as an embodiment of 

generative power.  3. The immature penis considered in psychoanalysis as the 

libidinal object of infantile sexuality in the male.  [Late Latin, from Greek phallos. 

See bhel-2 in Appendix.]

-phane  or -phan suff.  A substance resembling something specified:  tryp-

tophan.  [From Greek -phanKs, appearing, from phainesthai, to appear. See bh7-1 

in Appendix.]

phan·er·o·gam (f4nùNr-N-g4mÙ, fN-nârùN-) n.  A plant that produces seeds.  

[New Latin phanerogamus : Greek phaneros, visible (from phainein, to cause to 

appear); see bh7-1 in Appendix + Greek gamos, marriage; see -GAMOUS.] 
—phanÙer·o·gamùic, phanÙer·ogùa·mous (f4nÙN-rmgùN-mNs)  adj. 

phan·tasm (f4nùt4zÙNm) n.  1. Something apparently seen but having no phys-

ical reality; a phantom or an apparition.  Also called phantasma 2. An illusory 

mental image.  Also called phantasma 3. In Platonic philosophy, objective reality 

as perceived and distorted by the five senses.  [Middle English fantasme, from Old 

French, from Latin phantasma, from Greek, from phantazein, to make visible, 

from phantos, visible, from phainein, to show. See bh7-1 in Appendix.] 
—phan·tasùmal (f4n-t4zùmNl), phan·tasùmic (-t4zùmVk)  adj. 

phan·tas·ma (f4n-t4zùmN) n.  pl. phan·tas·ma·ta (-mN-tN). See phantasm.  
[Ultimately from Greek phantasma. See PHANTASM.]

phan·tas·ma·go·ri·a (f4n-t4zÙmN-gôrùK-N, -gorù-) also phan·tas·ma·go·ry 
(f4n-t4zùmN-gôrÙK, -gorÙK) n.  pl. phan·tas·ma·go·ri·as also 

phan·tas·ma·go·ries. 1. a. A fantastic sequence of haphazardly associative 

imagery, as seen in dreams or fever.  b. A constantly changing scene composed of 

numerous elements.   2. Fantastic imagery as represented in art.  [Alteration of 

obsolete French phantasmagorie, art of creating supernatural illusions  : perhaps 

fantasme, illusion (from Old French); see PHANTASM + allégorie, allegory, allegori-

cal visual representation (from Old French, allegory, from Latin allKgoria); see 

ALLEGORY.] —phan·tasÙma·gorùic (-gôrùVk, -gmrù-) adj.  

—phan·tasÙma·gorùi·cal·ly adv. 



phan·tom also fan·tom (f4nùtNm) n.  1. a. Something apparently seen, heard, 

or sensed, but having no physical reality; a ghost or an apparition.  b. Something 

elusive or delusive.   2. An image that appears only in the mind; an illusion.  

3. Something dreaded or despised.   —  adj.  1. Resembling, characteristic of, or 

being a phantom; illusive.  2. Fictitious; nonexistent:  phantom employees on the 

payroll.  [Middle English fantom, from Old French fantosme, probably from Vul-

gar Latin *phantauma, from Greek dialectal *phantagma, from Greek phantasma. 

See PHANTASM.]

phantom limb pain (f4nùtNm lVm p7n) n.  Pain or discomfort felt by an 

amputee in the area of the missing limb. 

phar.  or Phar. abbr.  1. Pharmaceutical.  2. Pharmacist.  3. Pharmacopoeia.  

4. Pharmacy. 

Phar·aoh also phar·aoh (fârùo, f7ùro) n.  1. A king of ancient Egypt.  2. A 

tyrant.  [Middle English Pharao, from Late Latin Pharao, from Greek Pharao, 

from Hebrew Par1oh, from Egyptian pr-1o : pr, house + 1o, great.] —PharÙa·onùic 
(fârÙ7-mnùVk) adj. 

pharaoh ant (fârùo 4nt) n.  A tiny, yellowish-red ant (Monomorium pharaonis) 

that infests human dwellings throughout the world. 

Pharaoh hound (fârùo hound) n.  Any of a breed of sleek, swift-running 

hunting dog originating in Egypt and having a short, glossy, tan coat and large, 

pointed ears. 

Phar.B. abbr.  Latin. Pharmaciae Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Pharmacy). 

Phar.D. abbr.  Latin. Pharmaciae Doctor (Doctor of Pharmacy). 

phar·i·sa·ic (f4rÙV-s7ùVk) also phar·i·sa·i·cal (-s7ùV-kNl) adj.  1. Pharisaic. also 

Pharisaical. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the Pharisees.  2. Hypocritically 

self-righteous and condemnatory.   —pharÙi·saùi·cal·ly adv.  

—pharÙi·saùi·cal·ness n. 

phar·i·sa·ism (f4rùV-s7-VzÙNm) also phar·i·see·ism (-sK-VzÙNm) n.  

1. Pharisaism. also Phariseeism. The doctrines and practices of the Pharisees.  

2. Hypocritical observance of the letter of religious or moral law without regard 

for the spirit; sanctimoniousness. 

phar·i·see (f4rùV-sK) n.  1. Pharisee. A member of an ancient Jewish sect that 

emphasized strict interpretation and observance of the Mosaic law in both its oral 

and written form.  2. A hypocritically self-righteous person.  [Middle English 

pharise, from Old English fariseus, and from Old French pharise both from Late 

Latin pharXsaeus, from Greek pharisaios, from Aramaic pHrX≥ayy7.]

phar·i·see·ism (f4rùV-sK-VzÙNm) n.  Variant of pharisaism. 
pharm.  or Pharm. abbr.  1. Pharmaceutical.  2. Pharmacist.  

3. Pharmacopoeia.  4. Pharmacy. 

Phar.M. abbr.  Latin. Pharmaciae Magister (Master of Pharmacy). 



phar·ma·ceu·ti·cal (färÙmN-suùtV-kNl) also phar·ma·ceu·tic (-tVk) adj.  

Abbr. phar., Phar., pharm., Pharm. Of or relating to pharmacy or pharmacists.   
—  n.  Abbr. phar., Phar., pharm., Pharm. A pharmaceutical product or prepa-

ration.  [From Late Latin pharmaceuticus, from Greek pharmakeutikos, from 

pharmakeutKs, preparer of drugs, variant of pharmakeus, from pharmakon, drug.] 
—pharÙma·ceuùti·cal·ly adv. 

phar·ma·ceu·tics (färÙmN-suùtVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The science 

of preparing and dispensing drugs.  2. (used with a pl. verb). Pharmaceutical 

preparations; medicinal drugs. 

phar·ma·cist (färùmN-sVst) n.  Abbr. phar., Phar., pharm., Pharm. A person 

trained in pharmacy; a druggist. 

pharmaco- pref.  Drug; medicine:  pharmacognosy.  [Greek, from pharmakon, 

poison, drug.]

phar·ma·co·dy·nam·ics (färÙmN-koÙdX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The study of the action or effects of drugs on living organisms.   
—pharÙma·coÙdy·namùic adj.  —pharÙma·coÙdy·namùi·cal·ly adv. 

phar·ma·co·ge·net·ics (färÙmN-ko-jN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The study of genetic factors that influence an organism’s reaction to a drug.   
—pharÙma·co·ge·netùic adj. 

phar·ma·cog·no·sy (färÙmN-kmgùnN-sK) n.  The branch of pharmacology that 

deals with drugs in their crude or natural state.  [PHARMACO- + Greek gnosis, 

knowledge; see GNOSIS.] —pharÙma·cogùno·sist n.  —pharÙma·cog·nosùtic 
(-kmg-nmsùtVk) adj. 

phar·ma·co·ki·net·ics (färÙmN-ko-kV-nHtùVks, -kX-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

1. The process by which a drug is absorbed, distributed, metabolized and elimi-

nated by the body.  2. The study of this process.   —pharÙma·co·ki·netùic adj. 

phar·ma·col·o·gy (färÙmN-kmlùN-jK) n.  1. The science of drugs, including 

their composition, uses, and effects.  2. The characteristics or properties of a 

drug, especially those that make it medically effective.   —pharÙma·co·logùic (-

kN-lmjùVk), pharÙma·co·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —pharÙma·co·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—pharÙma·colùo·gist n. 

phar·ma·co·poe·ia also phar·ma·co·pe·ia (färÙmN-kN-pKùN) n.  Abbr. phar., 
Phar., pharm., Pharm. 1. A book containing an official list of medicinal drugs 

together with articles on their preparation and use.  2. A collection or stock of 

drugs.  [New Latin, from Greek pharmakopoiia, preparation of drugs, from phar-

makopoios, preparing drugs  : pharmako-, pharmaco- + -poios, preparing (from 

poiein, to make); see kwei-2 in Appendix.] —pharÙma·co·poeùial (-pKùNl) adj.  

—pharÙma·co·poeùist (-pKùVst) n. 

phar·ma·co·ther·a·py (färÙmN-ko-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. 

phar·ma·co·ther·a·pies. Treatment of disease through the use of drugs. 



phar·ma·cy (färùmN-sK) n.  pl. phar·ma·cies. Abbr. phar., Phar., pharm., 
Pharm. 1. The art of preparing and dispensing drugs.  2. A place where drugs 

are sold; a drugstore. In this sense, also calledapothecary [Middle English farma-

cie, a purgative, from Old French, from Medieval Latin pharmacXa, a medicine, 

from Greek pharmakeia, use of drugs, from pharmakon, drug. See PHARMACO-.]

pha·ros (fârùmsÙ) n.  A lighthouse.  [Latin, from Greek, after Pharos, a penin-

sula, formerly an island, in the Mediterranean Sea at Alexandria, Egypt, and the 

site of an ancient lighthouse, one of the Seven Wonders of the World.]

Pharr (fär)  A city of extreme southern Texas west-northwest of Brownsville. It is 

a processing and distribution center. Population, 32,921. 

Phar·sa·lus (fär-s7ùlNs)  or Phar·sa·la (färùsä-lä)  An ancient city of Thessaly in 

northeast Greece. Julius Caesar decisively defeated Pompey nearby in 48 B.C. 

pharyng- pref.  Variant of pharyngo-. 
pha·ryn·ge·al (fN-rVnùjK-Nl, -jNl, f4rÙVn-jKùNl) also pha·ryn·gal (fN-rVngùgNl) 

adj.  Of, relating to, located in, or coming from the pharynx.   —  n.  Linguistics. A 

speech sound produced in the pharynx.  [From New Latin pharyngeus, from 

pharynx, pharyng-, pharynx. See PHARYNX.]

phar·yn·gec·to·my (f4rÙNn-jHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. phar·yn·gec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of part or all of the pharynx. 

pha·ryn·ges (fN-rVnùjKz) n.  A plural of pharynx. 
phar·yn·gi·tis (f4rÙVn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the pharynx. 

pharyngo-  or pharyng- pref.  Pharynx:  pharyngoscope.  [New Latin, from 

Greek pharungo-, from pharunx, pharung-. See PHARYNX.]

pha·ryn·go·cele (fN-rVngùgN-sKlÙ) n.  Protrusion of mucous membrane 

through the wall of the pharynx; hernia of the pharynx. 

phar·yn·gol·o·gy (f4rÙVn-gmlùN-jK, f4rÙVng-) n.  The medical study of the phar-

ynx and its diseases. 

pha·ryn·go·scope (fN-rVngùgN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument used in examining 

the pharynx.   —pharÙyn·gosùco·py (f4rÙVn-gmsùkN-pK, f4rÙVng-) n. 

phar·ynx (f4rùVngks) n.  pl. pha·ryn·ges (fN-rVnùjKz)  or phar·ynx·es. The 

section of the alimentary canal that extends from the mouth and nasal cavities to 

the larynx, where it becomes continuous with the esophagus.  [New Latin phar-

ynx, pharyng-, from Greek pharunx.]

phase (f7z) n.  Abbr. ph. 1. A distinct stage of development: “The American 

occupation of Japan fell into three successive phases” (Edwin O. Reischauer).  2. A 

temporary manner, attitude, or pattern of behavior:  just a passing phase.  3. An 

aspect; a part:  every phase of the operation.  4. Astronomy. One of the cyclically 

recurring apparent forms of the moon or a planet.  5. Physics. a. A particular 

stage in a periodic process or phenomenon.  b. The fraction of a complete cycle 

elapsed as measured from a specified reference point and often expressed as an 

angle.   6. Chemistry. a. Any of the forms or states, solid, liquid, gas, or plasma, in 



which matter can exist, depending on temperature and pressure.  b. A discrete 

homogeneous part of a material system that is mechanically separable from the 

rest, as is ice from water.   7. Biology. A characteristic form, appearance, or stage 

of development that occurs in a cycle or that distinguishes some individuals of a 

group:  the white color phase of a weasel; the swarming phase of locusts.   —  v.  tr. 

phased, phas·ing, phas·es. 1. To plan or carry out systematically by phases.  

2. To set or regulate so as to be synchronized.   —phrasal verbs. phase in. To 

introduce, one stage at a time.  phase out. To bring or come to an end, one stage 

at a time.   —idioms. in phase. In a correlated or synchronized way.  out of 
phase. In an unsynchronized or uncorrelated way.  [Back-formation from New 

Latin phasKs, phases of the moon, from Greek, pl. of phasis, appearance, from 

phainein, to show. See bh7-1 in Appendix.] —phaùsic (f7ùzVk) adj.  

SYNONYMS: phase, aspect, facet, angle, side. These nouns refer to a particular

or possible way of viewing something, such as an object, a situation, or a process.

Phase may denote a change in an object itself rather than in the viewpoint of an

observer (an ermine in its winter color phase), but the term also refers to a stage

or period of change or development: “A phase of my life was closing tonight, a new

one opening tomorrow” (Charlotte Brontë). Aspect is the way something appears

to an observer at a specific vantage point: “In our description of nature the purpose

is... to track down... relations between the manifold aspects of our experience” (Niels

Bohr). A facet is one of numerous aspects, as of a problem: studying the many

facets of life in manufacturing towns after the Industrial Revolution. Angle  suggests

a limitation of perspective, frequently with emphasis on the observer’s own point

of view: an account of the causes of World War II from the angle of the Allies. Side

refers to something having two or more parts or aspects: “Much might be said on

both sides” (Joseph Addison).

phase contrast microscope (f7z kNn-tr4stù mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A micro-

scope that uses the differences in the phase of light transmitted or reflected by a 

specimen to form distinct, contrasting images of different parts of the specimen. 

phased array (f7zd N-r7ù) n.  An arrangement of dipoles on a radar antenna, 

in which the phase of each dipole is controlled by a computer so that the beam 

can scan very rapidly. 

phase·down (f7zùdounÙ) n.  A gradual reduction. 

phase-in (f7zùVnÙ) n.  A gradual introduction:  a phase-in of new personal poli-

cies. 

phase microscope (f7z mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A phase contrast microscope. 

phase modulation (f7z mmjÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. pm, p-m A type of elec-

tronic modulation in which the phase of a carrier wave is varied in order to trans-

mit the information contained in the signal. 



phase·out (f7zùoutÙ) n.  A gradual discontinuation. 

phase rule (f7z rul) n.  Physics. A rule stating that the number of degrees of 

freedom in a material system at equilibrium is equal to the number of compo-

nents minus the number of phases plus the constant 2. For example, the system of 

water vapor, liquid water, and solid ice has zero degrees of freedom because the 

three phases of vapor, liquid, and solid coexist in the one component, water. 

-phasia suff.  A speech disorder of a specified kind:  dysphasia.  [Greek, speech, 

from phasis, utterance, from phanai, to say, speak. See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

phas·mid (f4zùmVd) n.  Any of various insects of the order Phasmida, including 

the leaf insects and walking sticks, especially common in tropical areas and 

resembling foliage in color and form.  [From New Latin Phasmida, order name, 

from Phasma, type genus, from Greek phasma, apparition, from phainein, to 

show. See PHASE.]

phat·ic (f4tùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being speech used to share feelings or to 

establish a mood of sociability rather than to communicate information or ideas.  

[From Greek phatos, spoken, from phanai, to speak. See -PHASIA.] 
—phatùi·cal·ly adv. 

Ph.B. abbr.  Latin. Philosophiae Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Philosophy). 

Ph.C. abbr.  Pharmaceutical Chemist. 

Ph.D. abbr.  Latin. Philosophiae Doctor (Doctor of Philosophy). 

pheas·ant (fHzùNnt) n.  pl. pheas·ants or pheasant. 1. Any of various Old 

World birds of the family Phasianidae, especially the ring-necked pheasant intro-

duced in North America, characteristically having long tails and, in the males of 

many species, brilliantly colored plumage.  2. Any of several other birds that 

resemble the pheasant, such as the partridge.  [Middle English fesaunt, from Old 

French fesan, from Latin ph7si7nus, from Greek phasianos (ornis), (bird) of the 

Phasis River, pheasant, from Phasis, the Phasis River of western Georgia.]

phel·lem (fHlùNm, -HmÙ) n.  Botany. See cork (n., sense 4).  [German  : Greek 

phellos, cork; see bhel-2 in Appendix + -em (as in Phloëm, phloem); see PHLOEM.]

phel·lo·derm (fHlùN-dûrmÙ) n.  A tissue produced inwardly by the cork cam-

bium.  [Greek phellos, cork; see bhel-2 in Appendix + -DERM.] —phelÙlo·derù-
mal adj. 

phel·lo·gen (fHlùN-jNn) n.  See cork cambium.  [Greek phellos, cork; see bhel-
2 in Appendix + -GEN.] —phelÙlo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), phelÙlo·genùic (-

jHnùVk)  adj. 

phen- pref.  Variant of pheno-. 
phe·na·caine (fKùnN-k7nÙ, fHnùN-) n.  A white crystalline compound, 

C18H22N2O2, used in the form of its hydrochloride as a local anesthetic in oph-

thalmology.  [PHEN(O)- + A(CETO-) + -CAINE.]

phe·nac·e·tin (fN-n4sùV-tVn) n.  See acetophenetidin.  [Rearrangement of 

chemical name ACETOPHENETIDIN.]



phen·a·cite (fHnùN-sXtÙ)  or phen·a·kite (-kXtÙ) n.  A natural beryllium silicate, 

Be2SiO4, occurring as vitreous crystals sometimes used as gems.  [Greek phenax, 

phenak-, impostor + -ITE
1.]

phe·nan·threne (fN-n4nùthrKnÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline hydrocarbon, 

C14H10, obtained by fractional distillation of coal-tar oils and used in dyes, drugs, 

and explosives.  [PHEN(O)- + ANTHR(AC)ENE.]

phen·ar·sa·zine chloride (fN-närùsN-zKnÙ klôrùXdÙ) n.  A highly poisonous 

yellow crystalline compound, C12H9AsClN, used as a poison gas and sometimes 

with tear gas.  Also called diphenylaminechloroarsine [PHEN(O)- + ARS(ENIC) + 

AZINE.]

phen·a·zine (fHnùN-zKnÙ) also phen·a·zin (-zVn) n.  A yellow crystalline com-

pound, C6H4N2C6H4, used in the manufacture of dyes. 

phen·cy·cli·dine (fHn-sXùklV-dKnÙ, -dVn, -sVkùlV-) n.  A drug, C17H25N, used in 

veterinary medicine as an anesthetic and illegally as a hallucinogen; PCP.  

[PHEN(O)- + CYCL(O)- + -ID(E) + -INE
2.]

phen·el·zine (fHnùNl-zKnÙ) n.  A monoamine oxidase inhibitor, C8H12N2, used 

especially in the form of its sulfate as an antidepressant.  [PHEN(O)- + E(THY)L + 

(HYDRA)ZINE.]

phe·net·ic (fV-nHtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating a system of classifica-

tion of organisms based on overall or observable similarities rather than on phy-

logenetic or evolutionary relationships.  [PHEN(OTYPE) + -ETIC.] 
—phe·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

phe·net·ics (fV-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The phenetic system of taxo-

nomic classification.   —phe·netùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

phe·nix (fKùnVks) n.  Variant of phoenix. 
Phe·nix City (fKùnVks sVtùK)  A city of eastern Alabama on the Chattahoochee 

River across from Columbus, Georgia. It is a processing center in a cotton-grow-

ing area. Population, 25,312. 

pheno-  or phen- pref.  1. Showing; displaying:  phenotype.  2. a. Related to or 

derived from benzene:  phenol.  b. Containing phenyl:  phenothiazine.   [Greek 

phaino-, from phainein, to show. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

phe·no·bar·bi·tal (fKÙno-bärùbV-tôlÙ, -t4lÙ) n.  A crystalline barbiturate, 

C12H12N2O3, used medicinally as a sedative, a hypnotic, and an anticonvulsant. 

phe·no·bar·bi·tone (fKÙno-bärùbV-tonÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Phenobarbital. 

phe·no·cop·y (fKùnN-kmpÙK) n.  pl. phe·no·cop·ies. An environmentally 

induced, nonhereditary variation in an organism, closely resembling a genetically 

determined trait.  [PHENO(TYPE) + COPY.]

phe·no·cryst (fKùnN-krVstÙ) n.  A conspicuous, usually large, crystal embedded 

in porphyritic igneous rock.  [PHENO- + CRYST(AL).] —pheÙno·crysùtic adj. 

phe·nol (fKùnôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  1. A caustic, poisonous, white crystalline com-

pound, C6H5OH, derived from benzene and used in resins, plastics, and pharma-



ceuticals and in dilute form as a disinfectant and antiseptic.  Also called carbolic 

acid 2. Any of a class of aromatic organic compounds having at least one 

hydroxyl group attached directly to the benzene ring. 

phe·no·late (fKùnN-l7tÙ) n.  A salt of phenol.  Also called phenoxide 

phe·no·lic (fV-noùlVk, -nmlùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, containing, or derived from 

phenol.   —  n.  Any of various synthetic thermosetting resins, obtained by the 

reaction of phenols with simple aldehydes and used to make molded products 

and as coatings and adhesives.  Also called phenolic resin 

phe·nol·o·gy (fV-nmlùN-jK) n.  1. The scientific study of periodic biological phe-

nomena, such as flowering, breeding, and migration, in relation to climatic con-

ditions.  2. The relationship between a periodic biological phenomenon and 

climatic conditions.  [PHENO(MENON) + -LOGY.] —pheÙno·logùi·cal (fKÙnN-lmjùV-
kNl) adj.  —pheÙno·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —phe·nolùo·gist n. 

phe·nol·phthal·ein (fKÙnol-th4lùKnÙ, -th4lùK-Vn, -th7ùlKnÙ, -th7ùlK-Vn) n.  A 

white or pale yellow crystalline powder, C20H14O4, used as an acid-base indicator, 

in making dyes, and in medicine as a laxative. 

phenol red (fKùnôlÙ rHd) n.  A red, water-soluble dye, C19H14O5S, used as an 

acid-base indicator and in medicine to test kidney function and renal blood flow. 

phe·nom (fV-nmmù) n.  Slang. A phenomenon, especially a remarkable or out-

standing person. 

phe·nom·e·na (fV-nmmùN-nN) n.  Plural of phenomenon. 
phe·nom·e·nal (fV-nmmùN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or constituting phe-

nomena or a phenomenon.  2. Extraordinary; outstanding:  a phenomenal feat of 

memory.  3. Philosophy. Known or derived through the senses rather than through 

the mind.   —phe·nomùe·nal·ly adv. 

phe·nom·e·nal·ism (fV-nmmùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The doctrine, set 

forth by David Hume and his successors, that percepts and concepts actually 

present in the mind constitute the sole object of knowledge, with the objects of 

perception themselves, their origin outside the mind, or the nature of the mind 

itself remaining forever beyond inquiry.   —phe·nomùe·nal·ist n.  

—phe·nomÙe·nal·isùtic adj.  —phe·nomÙe·nal·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

phe·nom·e·nol·o·gy (fV-nmmÙN-nmlùN-jK) n.  Philosophy. 1. The study of all 

possible appearances in human experience, during which considerations of 

objective reality and of purely subjective response are left out of account.  2. A 

movement based on this study, originated about 1905 by Edmund Husserl.   
—phe·nomÙe·no·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —phe·nomÙe·no·logùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —phe·nomÙe·nolùo·gist n. 

phe·nom·e·non (fV-nmmùN-nmnÙ, -nNn) n.  pl. phe·nom·e·na (-nN). 1. An 

occurrence, a circumstance, or a fact that is perceptible by the senses.  2. pl. 

phe·nom·e·nons. a. An unusual, significant, or unaccountable fact or occur-

rence; a marvel.  b. A remarkable or outstanding person; a paragon.  See Syn-



onyms at wonder.   3. Philosophy. a. That which appears real to the mind, 

regardless of whether its underlying existence is proved or its nature understood.  

b. In Kantian philosophy, the appearance of an object to the mind as opposed to 

its existence in and of itself, independent of the mind.   4. Physics. An observable 

event.  [Late Latin phaenomenon, from Greek phainomenon, from neuter present 

participle of phainesthai, to appear. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Phenomenon is the only singular form of this noun; phenomena

is the usual plural. Phenomenons may also be used as the plural in nonscientific

writing when the meaning is “extraordinary things, occurrences, or persons”:

They were phenomenons in the history of music.

phe·no·thi·a·zine (fKÙno-thXùN-zKnÙ, -nN-) n.  1. A yellow organic compound, 

C12H9NS, used in insecticides, livestock anthelmintics, and dyes.  2. Any of a 

group of drugs derived from this compound and used as major tranquilizers in 

the treatment of psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia. 

phe·no·type (fKùnN-tXpÙ) n.  1. a. The observable physical or biochemical 

characteristics of an organism, as determined by both genetic makeup and envi-

ronmental influences.  b. The expression of a specific trait, such as stature or 

blood type, based on genetic and environmental influences.   2. An individual or 

group of organisms exhibiting a particular phenotype.   —pheÙno·typùic (-

tVpùVk), pheÙno·typùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —pheÙno·typùi·cal·ly adv. 

phe·nox·ide (fV-nmkùsXdÙ) n.  See phenolate. 
phe·nox·y·ben·za·mine (fK-nmkÙsK-bHnùzN-mKnÙ) n.  A long-acting alpha-

adrenergic blocking agent, C18H22ClNO·HCl, used to treat high blood pressure, 

excessive sweating, and tachycardia caused by pheochromocytoma. 

phen·tol·a·mine (fHn-tmlùN-mKnÙ) n.  An adrenergic blocking agent, 

C17H19N3O, used especially in the diagnosis and treatment of pheochromocy-

toma.  [PHEN(O)- + TOL(UIDINE) + AMINE.]

phen·yl (fHnùNl, fKùnNl) n.  The univalent organic radical C6H5, derived from 

benzene by removal of one hydrogen atom.   —phe·nylùic (fV-nVlùVk) adj. 

phen·yl·al·a·nine (fHnÙNl-4lùN-nKnÙ, fKÙnNl-) n.  An essential amino acid, 

C6H5CH2CH(NH2)COOH, that occurs as a constituent of many proteins and is 

normally converted to tyrosine in the human body. It is necessary for growth in 

infants and for nitrogen equilibrium in adults. 

phen·yl·bu·ta·zone (fHnÙNl-byuùtN-zonÙ) n.  A white or light yellow com-

pound, C19H20N2O2, used as an anti-inflammatory and analgesic drug in the 

treatment of arthritis, bursitis, and gout.  [PHENYL + BUT- + AZO- + -ONE.]

phen·yl·ene (fHnùN-lKnÙ, fKùnN-) n.  A bivalent organic radical, C6H4, derived 

from benzene by removal of two hydrogen atoms. 



phen·yl·eph·rine (fHnÙNl-HfùrKn, fKÙnNl-) n.  An adrenergic drug, C9H13NO2, 

that is a powerful vasoconstrictor and is used to relieve nasal congestion, dilate 

the pupils, and maintain blood pressure during anesthesia.  [PHENYL + (EPIN)EPH-

RINE.]

phen·yl·ke·to·nur·i·a (fHnÙNl-kKtÙn-trùK-N, -ytrù-, fKÙnNl-) n.  Abbr. PKU 

A genetic disorder in which the body lacks the enzyme necessary to metabolize 

phenylalanine to tyrosine. Left untreated, the disorder can cause brain damage 

and progressive mental retardation as a result of the accumulation of phenylala-

nine and its breakdown products.   —phenÙyl·keÙto·nurùic adj.  & n. 

phen·yl·pro·pa·nol·a·mine (fHnÙNl-proÙpN-nmlùN-mKnÙ, fKÙnNl-) n.  Abbr. 

PPA An adrenergic drug, C9H13NO, that acts as a vasoconstrictor and is used as a 

nasal decongestant, a bronchodilator, an appetite suppressant, and a mild stimu-

lant. 

phen·yl·thi·o·car·ba·mide (fHnÙNl-thXÙo-kärùbN-mXdÙ, -kär-b4mùXd, fKÙnNl-

) n.  Abbr. PTC A crystalline compound, C6H5NHCSNH2, that tastes intensely bit-

ter to people with a specific dominant gene and is used to test for the presence of 

the gene.  Also called phenylthiourea 

phen·yl·thi·o·u·rea (fHnÙNl-thXÙo-yt-rKùN, fKÙnNl-) n.  See phenylthiocar-
bamide. 

phen·y·to·in (fHnÙV-toùVn, fN-nVtùo-) n.  An anticonvulsant drug, C15H12N2O2, 

chemically related to the barbiturates and used most commonly in the treatment 

of epilepsy.  Also called diphenylhydantoin [(DI)PHENY(LHYDAN)TOIN.]

phe·o·chro·mo·cy·to·ma (fKÙo-kroÙmo-sX-toùmN) n.  pl. 

phe·o·chro·mo·cy·to·mas or phe·o·chro·mo·cy·to·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A usu-

ally benign tumor of the adrenal medulla or the sympathetic nervous system in 

which the affected cells secrete increased amounts of epinephrine or norepineph-

rine.  [pheochromocyte, chromaffin cell (Greek phaios, dusky + CHROMO- + -CYTE) 

+ -OMA.]

phe·re·sis (fN-rKùsVs, fHrùN-) n.  Informal. Apheresis. 

pher·o·mone (fHrùN-monÙ) n.  A chemical secreted by an animal, especially an 

insect, that influences the behavior or development of others of the same species.  

[Greek pherein, to carry; see bher-1 in Appendix + (HOR)MONE.] 
—pherÙo·monùal adj. 

phew (fyu) interj.  Used to express relief, fatigue, surprise, or disgust. 

Ph.G. abbr.  Graduate in Pharmacy. 

phi (fX) n.  The 21st letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Late Greek, from Greek phei.]

phi·al (fXùNl) n.  A vial.  [Middle English fiole, from Old French, from Late Latin 

fiola, shallow vessel, alteration of Latin phiala, from Greek phialK.]

Phi Be·ta Kap·pa (fXù b7ùtN k4pùN, bKùtN) n.  1. An honorary society, founded 

in 1776, of college students and graduates whose members are chosen on the basis 

of high academic standing.  2. A member of this society.  [From the initials of the 



society’s motto in Greek philosophia biou kubernKtKs, philosophy the guide of life 

 : philosophia, philosophy + biou, genitive of bios + kubernKtKs, guide.]

Phid·i·as (fVdùK-Ns), fl. fifth century B.C.  Athenian sculptor who supervised 

work on the Parthenon. His statue of Zeus at Olympia was one of the Seven Won-

ders of the World. 

phil. abbr.  Philosopher; philosophical; philosophy. 

Phil. abbr.  1. Bible. Philippians.  2. Philippines. 

phil- pref.  Variant of philo-. 
-phil suff.  Variant of -phile. 
Phil·a·del·phi·a (fVlÙN-dHlùfK-N)  1. An ancient city of Asia Minor northeast of 

the Dead Sea in modern-day Jordan. The chief city of the Ammonites, it was 

enlarged and embellished by Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246 B.C.) and named 

in honor of him. Amman, the capital of Jordan, is now on the site.  2. The largest 

city of Pennsylvania, in the southeast part of the state on the Delaware River. It 

was founded as a Quaker colony by William Penn in 1681 on the site of an earlier 

Swedish settlement. The First and Second Continental Congresses (1774 and 

1775-1776) and the Constitutional Convention (1787) met in the city, which 

served as the capital of the United States from 1790 to 1800. Population, 

1,585,577.   —PhilÙa·delùphi·an adj.  & n. 

Philadelphia lawyer (fVlÙN-dHlùfK-N lôùyNr) n.  A shrewd attorney adept at 

the discovery and manipulation of legal technicalities.  [After Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania.]

Philadelphia pepper pot (fVlÙN-dHlùfK-N pHpùNr pmt) n.  See pepper pot 
(n., sense 1). 

Phi·lae (fXùlK)  A former island in the Nile River of southeast Egypt. Site of many 

ancient temples and monuments, it was particularly noted for its temple dedi-

cated to Isis. The island is now covered by the waters of Lake Nasser. 

phi·lan·der (fV-l4nùdNr) v.  intr. phi·lan·dered, phi·lan·der·ing, 
phi·lan·ders. 1. To carry on a sexual affair, especially an extramarital affair, with 

a woman one cannot or does not intend to marry.  2. To engage in many love 

affairs, especially with a frivolous or casual attitude.  [From philander, lover, from 

Philander, former literary name for a lover, from Greek philandros, loving or fond 

of men  : phil-, philo-, philo- + anKr, andr-, man; see ner-2 in Appendix.] 
—phi·lanùder·er n. 

phil·an·throp·ic (fVlÙNn-thrmpùVk) also phil·an·throp·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, 

relating to, or marked by philanthropy; humanitarian.  2. Organized to provide 

humanitarian or charitable assistance:  a philanthropic society.  See Synonyms at 

benevolent.  —philÙan·thropùi·cal·ly adv. 

phi·lan·thro·py (fV-l4nùthrN-pK) n.  pl. phi·lan·thro·pies. 1. The effort or 

inclination to increase the well-being of humankind, as by charitable aid or dona-

tions.  2. Love of humankind in general.  3. Something, such as an activity or 



institution, intended to promote human welfare.  [Late Latin philanthropia, from 

Greek, from philanthropos, humane, benevolent  : phil-, philo-, philo- + anthro-

pos, man, mankind.] —phi·lanùthro·pist n. 

phi·lat·e·ly (fV-l4tùl-K) n.  The collection and study of postage stamps, post-

marks, and related materials; stamp collecting.  [French philatélie : Greek phil-, 

philo-, philo- + Greek ateleia, exemption from payment (because a postage stamp 

indicates prepayment of postage) (a-, without; see a-1 + telos, tax, charge); see 

telN- in Appendix.] —philÙa·telùic (fVlÙN-tHlùVk), philÙa·telùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—philÙa·telùi·cal·ly adv.  —phi·latùe·list n. 

-phile  or -phil suff.  1. One that loves or has a strong affinity or preference for:  

audiophile.  2. Loving; having a strong affinity or preference for:  Francophile.  

[New Latin -philus, from Greek -philos, beloved, dear, from philos, beloved, lov-

ing.]

Phi·le·mon (fV-lKùmNn, fX-) n.  1.  Abbr. Philem., Phm A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible.  2. Greek Mythology. A poor elderly man who, with his wife Bau-

cis, treated the disguised Zeus so hospitably that as a reward their humble cottage 

was transformed into a magnificent temple. 

phil·har·mon·ic (fVlÙhär-mmnùVk, fVlÙNr-) Music. adj.  1. Devoted to or appre-

ciative of music.  2. Relating to a symphony orchestra.   —  n.  also Philhar-
monic A symphony orchestra or the group that supports it.  [French 

philharmonique, from Italian filarmonico : Greek phil-, philo-, philo- + Greek har-

monika, theory of music, from neuter pl. of harmonikos, musical; see HARMONIC.]

phil·hel·lene (fVl-hHlùKnÙ) also phil·hel·len·ist (-hHlùN-nVst) n.  One who 

admires Greece or the Greeks.  [Greek philellKn : phil-, philo- + HellKn, Greek.] 
—philÙhel·lenùic (fVlÙhH-lHnùVk) adj.  —phil·helùlen·ism n. 

Phil. I. abbr.  Philippine Islands. 

-philia suff.  1. Tendency toward:  hemophilia.  2. Abnormal attraction to:  necro-

philia.  [New Latin, from Greek philia, friendship, from philos, loving.]

-philiac suff.  1. One that has a tendency toward:  hemophiliac.  2. One that has 

an abnormal attraction to:  coprophiliac.  [-PHILIA + -AC.]

-philic suff.  Variant of -philous. 
Phil·ip (fVlùVp), Died 1676.  Wampanoag leader who waged King Philip’s War 

(1675-1676) against New England colonists who had encroached on Native 

American territory. 

Phil·ip (fVlùVp), Prince Duke of Edinburgh. Born 1921.  Husband of Elizabeth II 

of Great Britain. The great-great-grandson of Victoria, he was given the title 

Prince in 1957. 

Phil·ip (fVlùVp), Saint. fl. first century A.D.  One of the 12 Apostles. In the New 

Testament he is present at the feeding of the 5,000. 



Phil·ip II1 (fVlùVp), 382-336 B.C.  King of Macedon (359-336) who built the army 

that defeated a Greek coalition at Chaeronea (338) and achieved a peace settle-

ment in which all the states except Sparta participated. 

Phil·ip II2 (fVlùVp)  or Philip Au·gus·tus (ô-gƒsùtNs), 1165-1223.  King of 

France (1180-1223). His reign was marked by greater control over feudal lords 

and an expansion of royal territories. 

Phil·ip II3 (fVlùVp), 1527-1598.  King of Spain (1556-1598), of Naples and Sicily 

(1554-1598), and of Portugal (1580-1598) as Philip I. In 1588 he launched the 

Spanish Armada in an unsuccessful attempt to invade England. 

Phil·ip IV (fVlùVp), Known as “Philip the Fair.” 1268-1314.  King of France (1285-

1314) and of Navarre (1284-1305) as the husband of Joan I of Navarre (1273-

1305). His reign was marked by controversy with the papacy and expansion of 

royal prerogative. 

Phil·ip V (fVlùVp), 238-179 B.C.  King of Macedon (221-179) who won the First 

Macedonian War with Rome (205) but was defeated in the Second Macedonian 

War (197). 

Phil·ip VI (fVlùVp), 1293-1350.  King of France (1328-1350). The first Valois king, 

his reign was dominated by the Hundred Years’ War. 

Phil·ip Au·gus·tus (fVlùVp ô-gƒsùtNs)  See Philip II2. 
Phi·lip·pi (fV-lVpùX)  An ancient town of north-central Macedonia, Greece, near 

the Aegean Sea. It was the site of Antony and Octavian’s decisive defeat of Brutus 

and Cassius in 42 B.C.   —Phi·lipùpi·an (-lVpùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

Phi·lip·pi·ans (fV-lVpùK-Nnz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Ph, Phil. Bible. 

A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Phi·lip·pic (fV-lVpùVk) n.  1. Any of the orations of Demosthenes against Philip of 

Macedon in the fourth century B.C.  2. Any of the orations of Cicero against Ant-

ony in 44 B.C.  3. philippic. A verbal denunciation characterized by harsh, often 

insulting language; a tirade. 

Philippine mahogany (fVlùN-pKnÙ mN-hmgùN-nK) n.  1. Any of various 

southeast Asian hardwood trees of the genus Shorea and related genera.  2. The 

wood of any of these trees. 

Phil·ip·pines (fVlùN-pKnzÙ, fVlÙN-pKnzù) Abbr. Phil.  A country of eastern Asia 

consisting of the Philippine Islands, an archipelago in the western Pacific 

Ocean southeast of China. First sighted by Magellan’s expedition in 1521, the 

islands were colonized by the Spanish after 1565 and came under U.S. control in 

1898 after the Spanish-American War. A commonwealth was created in 1935 and 

full independence achieved in 1946. The islands were occupied by Japan during 

much of World War II. Political turmoil led to the dictatorship of Ferdinand Mar-

cos after 1965 and his exile in 1986 following the election of Corazón Aquino. 

Manila is the capital and the largest city. Population, 48,098,460.   —Philùip·pine 
adj. 



Philippine Sea (fVlùN-pKnÙ sK)  A section of the western Pacific Ocean east of 

the Philippines and west of the Marianas. 

Phil·ips (fVlùVps), Ambrose. Called “Namby Pamby.” 1674-1749.  British poet 

known especially for his collection Pastorals (1709). 

Phil. Is. abbr.  Philippine Islands. 

Phi·lis·ti·a (fV-lVsùtK-N)  An ancient region of southwest Palestine. Strategically 

located on a trade route from Egypt to Syria, the cities of the region formed a 

loose confederacy important in biblical times. 

Phil·is·tine (fVlùV-stKnÙ, fV-lVsùtVn, -tKnÙ) n.  1. A member of an Aegean people 

who settled ancient Philistia around the 12th century B.C.  2. a. A smug, igno-

rant, especially middle-class person who is regarded as being indifferent or antag-

onistic to artistic and cultural values.  b. One who lacks knowledge in a specific 

area.    —  adj.  1. Of or relating to ancient Philistia.  2.  Often philistine. Boor-

ish; barbarous: “our plastic, violent culture, with its philistine tastes and hunger for 

novelty” (Lloyd Rose).  [From Middle English Philistines, Philistines, from Late 

Latin PhilistXnX, from Greek Philistinoi, from Hebrew PHli≥tîm, from PHle≥et, Phi-

listia.]

WORD HISTORY: It has never been good to be a Philistine. Samson, Saul, and

David in the Bible helped bring the Philistines into prominence because they were

such prominent opponents. Even though the Philistines have long since disap-

peared, their name has lived on in the Old Testament. The English name for them,

Philistines, which goes back through Late Latin and Greek to Hebrew, is first

found in Middle English, where Philistiens, the ancestor of our word, is recorded

in a work composed before 1325. Beginning in the 17th century philistine was

used as a common noun usually in the plural to refer to various groups considered

the enemy, such as literary critics. In Germany in the same century it is said that

in a memorial at Jena for a student who had been killed in a town-gown quarrel,

the minister preached a sermon from the text “Philister über dir Simson! [The

Philistines be upon thee, Samson!],” the words of Delilah to Samson after she at-

tempted to render him powerless before his Philistine enemies. From this usage

it is said that German students came to use Philister, the German equivalent of

Philistine, to denote nonstudents and hence uncultured or materialistic people.

Both usages were picked up in English in the early 19th century.

Phil·is·tin·ism also phi·lis·tin·ism (fVlùV-stK-nVzÙNm, fV-lVsùtN-nVzÙNm, -tK-

nVzÙNm) n.  An attitude of smug ignorance and conventionalism, especially 

toward artistic and cultural values. 

Phil·lips (fVlùVps)  A trademark used for a screw with a head having two intersect-

ing perpendicular slots and for a screwdriver with a tip shaped to fit into these 

slots. 



Phil·lips (fVlùVps), Wendell. 1811-1884.  American abolitionist who served as 

president of the American Antislavery Society from 1865 to 1870. 

Phil·lips·burg (fVlùVps-bûrgÙ)  A town of northwest New Jersey on the Delaware 

River northwest of Trenton. Settled in the early 1700’s, it is an industrial center. 

Population, 15,757. 

phil·lu·men·ist (fN-luùmN-nVst) n.  One who collects matchbooks or match-

boxes.  [PHIL(O)- + Latin l7men, light; see leuk- in Appendix + -IST.]

philo-  or phil- pref.  Having a strong affinity or preference for; loving:  philopro-

genitive.  [Greek, from philos, beloved, loving.]

phil·o·den·dron (fVlÙN-dHnùdrNn) n.  pl. phil·o·den·drons or phil·o·den·dra 
(-drN). Any of various climbing tropical American plants of the genus Philoden-

dron, many of which are cultivated as houseplants.  [From Greek, neuter of philo-

dendros, fond of trees (from the fact that in its tropical American habitat it twines 

around trees)  : philo-, philo- + dendron, tree; see deru- in Appendix.]

Phi·lo Ju·dae·us (fXùlo ju-dKùNs, -d7ù-), Also Philo of Alexandria. 30? B.C.-A.D. 

45?.  Alexandrian Jewish philosopher known for his attempts to reconcile reli-

gious faith and philosophical reason. 

phi·lol·o·gy (fV-lmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. philol. 1. Literary study or classical scholar-

ship.  2.  See historical linguistics.  [Middle English philologie, from Latin 

philologia, love of learning, from Greek, from philologos, fond of learning or of 

words  : philo-, philo- + logos, reason, speech; see -LOGY.] —phi·lolùo·ger, 
phi·lolùo·gist n.  —philÙo·logùic (fVlÙN-lmjùVk), philÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—philÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

phil·o·mel (fVlùN-mHlÙ) n.  A nightingale.  [Alteration (influenced by French 

philomèle, from Latin PhilomKla, Philomela), of Middle English phylomene, from 

Medieval Latin philomKna, from Latin PhilomKla, Philomela. See PHILOMELA.]

Phil·o·me·la (fVlÙN-mKùlN) n.  Greek Mythology. A princess of Athens who, after 

being raped by her brother-in-law, Tereus, was avenged by her sister, Procne, and 

was later turned into a swallow or nightingale while fleeing Tereus.  [Latin Philo-

mKla, from Greek PhilomKlK.]

phil·o·pro·gen·i·tive (fVlÙo-pro-jHnùV-tVv) adj.  1. Producing many offspring; 

prolific.  2. Loving one’s own offspring or children in general.  3. Of or relating 

to love of children.   —philÙo·pro·genùi·tive·ly adv.  

—philÙo·pro·genùi·tive·ness n. 

philos. abbr.  Philosopher; philosophical; philosophy. 

phi·lo·sophe (fVlùN-smfÙ, fKÙlô-zôfù) n.  Any of the leading philosophical, polit-

ical, and social writers of the 18th-century French Enlightenment.  [French, from 

Old French, philosopher. See PHILOSOPHER.]

phi·los·o·pher (fV-lmsùN-fNr) n.  Abbr. phil., philos. 1. A student of or special-

ist in philosophy.  2. A person who lives and thinks according to a particular phi-

losophy.  3. A person who is calm and rational under any circumstances.  [Middle 



English philosophre, from Old French philosophe, from Latin philosophus, from 

Greek philosophos, lover of wisdom, philosopher  : philo-, philo- + sophia, knowl-

edge, learning.]

phi·los·o·phers’ stone also phi·los·o·pher’s stone (fV-lmsùN-fNrz ston) n.  

A substance that was believed to have the power of transmuting base metal into 

gold.  Also called elixir 

phil·o·soph·i·cal (fVlÙN-smfùV-kNl) also phil·o·soph·ic (-Vk) adj.  Abbr. phil., 
philos. 1. Of, relating to, or based on a system of philosophy.  2. Characteristic 

of a philosopher, as in equanimity, enlightenment, and wisdom.   
—philÙo·sophùi·cal·ly adv. 

phi·los·o·phize (fV-lmsùN-fXzÙ) v.  phi·los·o·phized, phi·los·o·phiz·ing, 
phi·los·o·phiz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speculate in a philosophical manner.  2. To 

set forth or express a moralistic, often superficial philosophy.   —  v.  tr. To con-

sider (a matter) from a philosophical standpoint.   —phi·losùo·phizÙer n. 

phi·los·o·phy (fV-lmsùN-fK) n.  pl. phi·los·o·phies. Abbr. phil., philos. 
1. a. Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means and moral self-discipline.  

b. The investigation of causes and laws underlying reality.  c. A system of philo-

sophical inquiry or demonstration.   2. Inquiry into the nature of things based on 

logical reasoning rather than empirical methods.  3. The critique and analysis of 

fundamental beliefs as they come to be conceptualized and formulated.  4. The 

synthesis of all learning.  5. All learning except technical precepts and practical 

arts.  6. All the disciplines presented in university curriculums of science and the 

liberal arts, except medicine, law, and theology.  7. The science comprising logic, 

ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics, and epistemology.  8. A system of motivating con-

cepts or principles:  the philosophy of a culture.  9. A basic theory; a viewpoint:  an 

original philosophy of advertising.  10. The system of values by which one lives:  

has an unusual philosophy of life.  [Middle English philosophie, from Old French, 

from Latin philosophia, from Greek, from philosophos, lover of wisdom, philoso-

pher. See PHILOSOPHER.]

-philous  or -philic suff.  Having a strong affinity or preference for; loving:  

anemophilous.  [From New Latin -philus, from Greek philos, beloved, loving.]

phil·ter also phil·tre (fVlùtNr) n.  1. A love potion.  2. A magic potion or charm.   
—  v.  tr. phil·tered also phil·tred, phil·ter·ing also phil·tring, phil·ters also 

phil·tres. To enchant with or as if with a philter.  [French philtre, from Old 

French, from Latin philtrum, from Greek philtron : philein, to love (from philos, 

beloved, loving) + -tron, instrumental suff.]

phi·mo·sis (fX-moùsVs, fV-) n.  pl. phi·mo·ses (-sKz). An abnormal constriction 

of the foreskin that prevents it from being drawn back to uncover the glans penis.  

[New Latin phimosis, from Greek, a muzzling, phimosis, from phimoun, to muz-

zle, from phimos, muzzle.]



Phips (fVps), Sir William. 1651-1695.  English colonial administrator in Amer-

ica. As royal governor of Massachusetts (1692-1694) he was responsible for 

appointing a commission to try Salem witchcraft cases. 

Phiz (fVz)  See Hablot Knight Browne. 
phleb- pref.  Variant of phlebo-. 
phle·bi·tis (flV-bXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a vein.   —phle·bitùic (-bVtùVk) adj. 

phlebo-  or phleb- pref.  Vein:  phlebology.  [Greek, from phleps, phleb-, blood 

vessel, vein.]

phle·bog·ra·phy (flV-bmgùrN-fK) n.  See venography.  —phleùbo·gram 
(flKùbN-gr4mÙ) n.  —phleÙbo·graphùic (-gr4fùVk) adj. 

phle·bol·o·gy (flV-bmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of medicine that deals with veins 

and their diseases. 

phleb·o·scle·ro·sis (flHbÙo-sklN-roùsVs) n.  The thickening or hardening of the 

walls of veins. 

phle·bot·o·mist (flN-bmtùN-mVst) n.  1. One who practices phlebotomy.  

2. One who draws blood for analysis or transfusion. 

phle·bot·o·mize (flV-bmtùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. phle·bot·o·mized, 
phle·bot·o·miz·ing, phle·bot·o·miz·es. To perform a phlebotomy on; bleed. 

phle·bot·o·mus fever (flN-bmtùN-mNs fKùvNr) n.  See sandfly fever.  [New 

Latin Phlebotomus, sandfly genus (from Late Latin phlebotomus, lancet, from 

Greek phlebotomos, opening a vein). See PHLEBOTOMY.]

phle·bot·o·my (flV-bmtùN-mK) n.  pl. phle·bot·o·mies. The act or practice of 

opening a vein by incision or puncture to remove blood as a therapeutic treat-

ment.  Also called venesection [Middle English flebotomie, from Old French fle-

bothomie, from Late Latin phlebotomia, from Greek, from phlebotomos, opening a 

vein  : phlebo-, phlebo- + -tomos, cutting; see -TOME.] —phlebÙo·tomùic (flHbÙN-

tmmùVk), phlebÙo·tomùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

Phleg·e·thon (flHgùN-thmnÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A river of fire, one of the five 

rivers of Hades.  [Middle English Flegeton, from Latin Phlegethon, from Greek, 

from the present participle of phlegethein, to blaze, variant of phlegein, to burn. 

See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

phlegm (flHm) n.  1. Thick, sticky, stringy mucus secreted by the mucous mem-

brane of the respiratory tract, as during a cold or other respiratory infection.  

2. One of the four humors of ancient physiology, described as cold and moist and 

thought to cause sluggishness, apathy, and evenness of temper.  3. Sluggishness of 

temperament.  4. Calm self-possession; equanimity.  [Middle English fleume, 

mucous discharge, the humor phlegm, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

phlegma, flegma, from Late Latin phlegma, the humor phlegm, from Greek, heat, 

the humor phlegm, from phlegein, to burn. See bhel-1 in Appendix.] —phleg-
mùy adj. 



phleg·mat·ic (flHg-m4tùVk) also phleg·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating 

to phlegm; phlegmy.  2. Having or suggesting a calm, sluggish temperament; 

unemotional.  [Middle English fleumatik, from Old French fleumatique, from 

Late Latin phlegmaticus, full of phlegm, from Greek phlegmatikos, from phlegma, 

phlegmat-, heat, the humor phlegm, from phlegein, to burn. See bhel-1 in Appen-

dix.] —phleg·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

phlo·em (floùHmÙ) n.  The food-conducting tissue of vascular plants, consisting 

of sieve tubes, fibers, parenchyma, and sclereids.  [German, from Greek phloios, 

bark. See bhleu- in Appendix.]

phlo·gis·tic (flo-jVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to phlogiston.  2. Medicine. Of, 

relating to, or inducing inflammation or fever; inflammatory. 

phlo·gis·ton (flo-jVsùtmnÙ, -tNn) n.  A hypothetical substance formerly thought 

to be a volatile constituent of all combustible substances released as flame in 

combustion.  [From Greek, neuter of phlogistos, inflammable, from phlogizein, to 

set on fire, from phlox, phlog-, flame. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

phlog·o·pite (flmgùN-pXtÙ) n.  A yellow to dark brown mica, 

K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi3O10(OH)2, used in insulation.  [Greek phlogopos, fiery-looking 

(phlox, phlog-, flame; see bhel-1 in Appendix + ops, eye, face); see okw- in 

Appendix + -ITE
1.]

phlox (flmks) n.  pl. phlox or phlox·es. Any of various North American plants 

of the genus Phlox, having opposite leaves and flowers with a variously colored 

salverform corolla.  [Latin phlox, a kind of flame-colored flower, from Greek, 

flame, wallflower. See bhel-1 in Appendix.]

phlyc·te·na also phlyc·tae·na (flVk-tKùnN) n.  pl. phlyc·te·nae (-nK). A small 

blister or vesicle, especially one of multiple blisters caused by a mild burn.  [New 

Latin, from Greek phluktaina, blister, from phluzein, to boil over. See bhleu- in 

Appendix.] —phlycùtenÙar (flVkùtHnÙNr) adj. 

Phm abbr.  Bible. Philemon. 

Ph.M. abbr.  Latin. Philosophiae Magister (Master of Philosophy). 

Phnom Penh (pN-nômù pHnù, nmmù)  The capital and largest city of Cambodia, 

in the southwest part of the country on the Mekong River. It was founded in the 

14th century and became the capital of the Khmer after c. 1432 and the capital of 

Cambodia in 1867. The city suffered greatly during civil strife in the country 

beginning in 1970. Population, 400,000. 

-phobe suff.  One that fears or is averse to a specified thing:  ailurophobe.  

[French, from Latin -phobus, from Greek -phobos, fearing, from phobos, fear. See 

bhegw- in Appendix.]

pho·bi·a (foùbK-N) n.  1. A persistent, abnormal, or irrational fear of a specific 

thing or situation that compels one to avoid the feared stimulus.  2. A strong fear, 

dislike, or aversion.  [From Late Latin -phobia, -phobia.]



-phobia suff.  An intense, abnormal, or illogical fear of a specified thing:  xeno-

phobia.  [Late Latin, from Greek, from phobos, fear. See bhegw- in Appendix.]

pho·bic (foùbVk) adj.  Of, relating to, arising from, or having a phobia.   —  n.  

One who has a phobia. 

-phobic  or -phobous suff.  1. Having a fear of or an aversion for:  xenophobic.  

2. Lacking an affinity for:  lyophobic.  [Late Latin -phobicus, from Greek -phobi-

kos, from -phobia, -phobia.]

Pho·bos (foùbNs) n.  The larger and inner of the two planetary satellites of Mars.  

[Greek, fear, deity who personifies fear, from phobos, fear. See -PHOBE.]

-phobous suff.  See -phobic. 
Pho·cae·a (fo-sKùN)  An ancient Ionian Greek city of western Asia Minor on the 

Aegean Sea in present-day Turkey. It was an important maritime state c. 1000 to 

600 B.C. but declined after a Persian siege in 540. 

pho·cine (foùsXn) adj.  Zoology. Of, relating to, or resembling seals.  [From Latin 

phoca, seal, from Greek phokK.]

Pho·cis (foùsVs)  A historical region of central Greece north of the Gulf of 

Corinth. In early times (before 590 B.C.) it controlled the oracle at Delphi. The 

region was ultimately conquered by Philip II of Macedon. 

pho·co·me·li·a (foÙko-mKùlK-N, -mKlùyN) n.  A birth defect in which the upper 

portion of a limb is absent or poorly developed, so that the hand or foot attaches 

to the body by a short, flipperlike stump.  [New Latin phocomelia : Greek phokK, 

seal + Greek melos, limb.]

phoe·be (fKùbK) n.  Any of several medium-sized birds of the genus Sayornis, of 

North America, noted for the flicking motion of the tail.  [Imitative of its song 

(influenced by the name Phoebe).]

Phoe·be (fKùbK) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The goddess Artemis.  2. The moon.  

3. The satellite of Saturn that is 17th in distance from the planet.  [Middle 

English phebe, from Latin PhoebK, from Greek PhoibK, from feminine of phoibos, 

shining.]

Phoe·bus (fKùbNs) n.  1. Greek Mythology. Apollo, the god of the sun.  2. The 

sun.  [Middle English phebus, from Latin Phoebus, from Greek phoibos, shining, 

Apollo.]

Phoe·ni·cia (fV-nVshùN, -nKùshN)  An ancient maritime country of southwest 

Asia consisting of city-states along the eastern Mediterranean Sea in present-day 

Syria and Lebanon. Its people became the foremost navigators and traders of the 

Mediterranean by 1250 B.C. and established numerous colonies, including 

Carthage in northern Africa. The Phoenicians traveled to the edges of the known 

world at the time and introduced their alphabet, based on symbols for sounds 

rather than cuneiform or hieroglyphic representations, to the Greeks and other 

early peoples. Phoenicia’s culture was gradually absorbed by Persian and later 

Hellenistic civilizations. 



Phoe·ni·cian (fV-nVshùNn, -nKùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to ancient Phoenicia or 

its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of ancient Phoe-

nicia.  2. The Semitic language of ancient Phoenicia.  [Middle English Phenicien, 

from Latin PhoenXcia, feminine of PhoenXcius, from PhoenXcK, Phoenicia.]

phoe·nix also phe·nix (fKùnVks) n.  1. Mythology. A bird in Egyptian mythology 

that lived in the desert for 500 years and then consumed itself by fire, later to rise 

renewed from its ashes.  2. A person or thing of unsurpassed excellence or 

beauty; a paragon.  3. Phoenix. A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere 

near Tucana and Sculptor.  [Middle English fenix, from Old English, and Old 

French  both from Medieval Latin fKnix, from Latin phoenix, from Greek 

phoinix.]

Phoenix  The capital and largest city of Arizona, in the south-central part of the 

state northwest of Tucson. Settled c. 1868, it became territorial capital in 1889 and 

state capital in 1912. The city is noted as a winter and health resort. Population, 

983,403. 

Phoenix Islands (fKùnVks XùlNndz)  A group of eight small islands in the cen-

tral Pacific Ocean north of Samoa. Discovered between 1823 and 1840 by British 

and American explorers, they were administered at various times by one or both 

of the countries and are now part of Kiribati. 

phon (fmn) n.  A unit of apparent loudness, equal in number to the intensity in 

decibels of a 1,000-hertz tone judged to be as loud as the sound being measured.  

[German, from Greek phonK, sound. See PHONE
1.]

phon. abbr.  1. Phonetic; phonetics.  2. Phonology. 

phon- pref.  Variant of phono-. 
pho·nate (foùn7tÙ) v.  intr. pho·nat·ed, pho·nat·ing, pho·nates. To utter 

speech sounds; vocalize.   —pho·naùtion n. 

phone1 (fon) Informal. n.  1. A telephone.  2. An earphone.   —  v.  phoned, 
phon·ing, phones.  —  v.  intr. To telephone.   —  v.  tr. 1. To get in touch with 

by telephone.  2. To impart (information or news, for example) by telephone.  

[Short for TELEPHONE.]

phone2 (fon) n.  Linguistics. A speech sound considered without reference to its 

status as a phoneme or an allophone in a language.  [Greek phonK, sound, voice. 

See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

-phone suff.  1. Sound:  homophone.  2. Device that receives or emits sound:  

geophone.  3. Speaker of a language:  Anglophone.  [From Greek phonK, sound, 

voice. See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

phone book (fon btk) n.  Informal. A telephone book. 

phone booth (fon buth) n.  Informal. A telephone booth. 

pho·ne·mat·ic (foÙnV-m4tùVk) adj.  Linguistics. Phonemic. 

pho·neme (foùnKmÙ) n.  Linguistics. The smallest phonetic unit in a language 

that is capable of conveying a distinction in meaning, as the m of mat and the b of 



bat in English.  [French phonème, from Greek phonKma, phonKmat-, utterance, 

sound produced, from phonein, to produce a sound, from phonK, sound, voice. 

See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

pho·ne·mic (fN-nKùmVk, fo-) adj.  Linguistics. 1. Of or relating to phonemes.  

2. Of or relating to phonemics.  3. Serving to distinguish phonemes or distinctive 

features.   —pho·neùmi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·ne·mics (fN-nKùmVks, fo-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Linguistics. The study 

and establishment of the phonemes of a language.   —pho·neùmi·cist (-mV-sVst) 

n. 

pho·net·ic (fN-nHtùVk) adj.  Abbr. phon. Linguistics. 1. Of or relating to phonet-

ics.  2. Representing the sounds of speech with a set of distinct symbols, each des-

ignating a single sound:  phonetic spelling.  3. Of, relating to, or being features of 

pronunciation that are not phonemically distinctive in a language, as aspiration 

of consonants or vowel length in English.  [New Latin phonKticus, representing 

speech sounds, from Greek phonKtikos, vocal, from phonKtos, to be spoken, from 

phonein, to produce a sound, from phonK, sound, voice. See bh7-2 in Appendix.] 
—pho·netùi·cal adj.  —pho·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

phonetic alphabet (fN-nHtùVk 4lùfN-bHtÙ) n.  1. Linguistics. A standardized set 

of symbols used in phonetic transcription.  2. Any of various systems of code 

words for identifying letters in voice communication. 

pho·ne·ti·cian (foÙnV-tVshùNn) also pho·net·i·cist (fN-nHtùV-sVst) n.  Linguistics. 

An expert in phonetics. 

pho·net·ics (fN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. phon. Linguistics. 

1. The branch of linguistics that deals with the sounds of speech and their pro-

duction, combination, description, and representation by written symbols.  

2. The system of sounds of a particular language. 

pho·ney (foùnK) adj.  & n.   Variant of phony. 
phon·ic (fmnùVk) adj.  Linguistics. Of, relating to, or having the nature of sound, 

especially speech sounds.   —phonùi·cal·ly adv. 

phon·ics (fmnùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. A method of teaching elemen-

tary reading and spelling based on the phonetic interpretation of ordinary spell-

ing.  2. Phonetics. 

pho·no (foùno) n.  pl. pho·nos. Informal. A phonograph. 

phono-  or phon- pref.  Sound; voice; speech:  phonology.  [Greek phono-, from 

phonK, sound, voice. See bh7-2 in Appendix.]

pho·no·car·di·o·gram (foÙnN-kärùdK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A graphic record of heart 

sounds and murmurs that is produced by a phonocardiograph. 

pho·no·car·di·o·graph (foÙnN-kärùdK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument consisting 

of microphones and recording equipment used to monitor and record heart 

sounds and murmurs.   —phoÙno·carÙdi·o·graphùic adj.  

—phoÙno·carÙdi·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) n. 



pho·no·gram (foùnN-gr4mÙ) n.  Linguistics. A character or symbol, as in a pho-

netic alphabet, representing a word or phoneme in speech.   —phoÙno·gramùic, 
phoÙno·gramùmic adj.  —phoÙno·gramùi·cal·ly, phoÙno·gramùmi·cal·ly 

adv. 

pho·no·graph (foùnN-gr4fÙ) n.  A machine that reproduces sound by means of 

a stylus in contact with a grooved rotating disk.   —phoÙno·graphùic adj.  

—phoÙno·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: In considering the makeup of the word phonograph or the

related word gramophone, one has no difficulty understanding why they contain

phono- or -phone, both going back to Greek phonK, “sound, voice.” Why, however,

do these words contain -graph and gram-, which have to do with writing, going

back to Greek graphein, “to write,” and Greek gramma, “something written, letter

of the alphabet,” respectively? Gramophone is in fact simply an inversion of the

earlier phonogram, the more important word to explain therefore. Both phono-

gram and phonograph were first used to denote characters that represented speech

sounds, phonograph being found in such a use earlier (1835-1840) than phono-

gram (1860). But in the second half of the 19th century sounds were reproduced

in ways other than writing. The earliest device to be called a phonograph was a

machine that picked up sound vibrations by means of a membrane and recorded

them with a point that traced them on a cylinder. Thomas Edison’s famous device

was also known as the phonograph (first reference found in 1877, the year of its

invention); it too used the principle of tracing sound on a cylinder. After this the

word phonogram, probably under the influence of the word telegram, was used to

refer to a sound recording made by a phonograph (first such use found in 1879),

and in 1884 the gramophone, whose name was formed by inverting the term pho-

nogram, was patented by Emile Berliner.

pho·nog·ra·phy (fN-nmgùrN-fK, fo-) n.  1. Linguistics. The science or practice 

of transcribing speech by means of symbols representing elements of sound; pho-

netic transcription.  2. A system of shorthand based on phonetic transcription.   
—pho·nogùra·pher, pho·nogùra·phist n. 

pho·no·lite (foùnN-lXtÙ) n.  A light-colored volcanic rock composed largely of 

feldspars.   —phoÙno·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

pho·nol·o·gy (fN-nmlùN-jK, fo-) n.  pl. pho·nol·o·gies. Abbr. phon. Linguis-

tics. 1. The study of speech sounds in language or a language with reference to 

their distribution and patterning and to tacit rules governing pronunciation.  

2. The sound system of a language:  the phonology of English.   —pho·no·logùic 
(foÙnN-lmjùVk), phoÙno·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —phoÙno·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—pho·nolùo·gist n. 



pho·non (foùnmnÙ) n.  Physics. The quantum of acoustic or vibrational energy, 

considered a discrete particle and used especially in mathematical models to cal-

culate thermal and vibrational properties of solids. 

pho·no·re·cep·tion (foÙno-rV-sHpùshNn) n.  Perception of or response to 

sound waves.   —phoÙno·re·cepùtor (-tNr) n. 

pho·no·scope (foùnN-skopÙ) n.  A device that produces a visible display of the 

mechanical properties of a sounding body, especially of musical instruments. 

pho·no·type (foùnN-tXpÙ) n.  1. A phonetic symbol used in printing.  2. Text 

printed in phonetic symbols.   —phoÙno·typùic (foÙnN-tVpùVk), 
phoÙno·typùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —phoÙno·typùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·no·typ·y (foùnN-tXÙpK) n.  Linguistics. The practice of transcribing speech 

sounds by means of phonetic symbols.   —phoùno·typÙist n. 

pho·ny also pho·ney (foùnK) adj.  pho·ni·er, pho·ni·est. 1. a. Not genuine or 

real; counterfeit:  a phony credit card.  b. False; spurious:  a phony name.   2. Not 

honest or truthful; deceptive:  a phony excuse.  3. a. Insincere or hypocritical.  

b. Giving a false impression of truth or authenticity; specious.    —  n.  pl. 

pho·nies also pho·neys. 1. Something not genuine; a fake.  2. a. One who is 

insincere or pretentious.  b. An impostor; a hypocrite.   [Alteration of fawney, gilt 

brass ring used by swindlers, from Irish Gaelic fáinne, ring, from Old Irish.] 
—phoùni·ly adv.  —phoùni·ness n. 

-phony suff.  Sound:  telephony.  [Greek -phonia, from phonK, sound, voice. See 

bh7-2 in Appendix.]

phoo·ey (fuùK) interj.  Used to express disgust, disbelief, or contempt. 

pho·rate (fôrù7tÙ, forù-) n.  A toxic liquid, C7H17O2PS3, used as an insecticide 

especially in soil treatment.  [From chemical name (phos)phor(odithio)ate : PHOS-

PHORUS + dithioate (DI-1 + THIO- + -ATE
2).]

-phore suff.  Bearer; carrier:  chromatophore.  [From Greek -phoros, bearing, 

from pherein, to carry. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

-phoresis suff.  Transmission:  electrophoresis.  [From Greek phorKsis, a carrying, 

from phorein, frequentative of pherein, to bear. See bher-1 in Appendix.]

phor·e·sy (fôrùV-sK) n.  A symbiotic relationship, especially among arthropods 

and some fishes, in which one organism transports another organism of a differ-

ent species.  [New Latin phorKsia, from Greek phorKsis, a carrying. See -PHORESIS.]

pho·ro·nid (fN-roùnVd) n.  Any of the small, wormlike marine animals of the 

phylum Phoronida, inhabiting a chitinous tube and having a U-shaped digestive 

tract.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the phylum Phoronida.  [From New Latin 

Phoronida, phylum name, from Phoronis, type genus, probably from Latin, Phor-

onean, Argive (name of Io, priestess of Argos), from Phoroneus, son of Inachus, 

king of Argos, from Greek.]

-phorous suff.  Bearing:  gonophorous.  [From Greek -phoros, from pherein, to 

carry. See bher-1 in Appendix.]



phos- pref.  Light:  phosgene.  [From Greek phos, light. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

phos·gene (fmsùjKnÙ, fmzù-) n.  A colorless volatile liquid or gas, COCl2, used as 

a poison gas and in making glass, dyes, resins, and plastics. 

phosph- pref.  Variant of phospho-. 
phos·pham·i·don (fms-f4mùV-dmnÙ) n.  A colorless insecticide, 

C10H19ClNO5P, used to control mites, beetles, aphids, and other plant pests.  

[PHOSPH(ATE) + AMID(E) + -ON
3.]

phos·pha·tase (fmsùfN-t7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  Any of numerous enzymes that catalyze 

the hydrolysis of esters of phosphoric acid and are important in the absorption 

and metabolism of carbohydrates, nucleotides, and phospholipids and in the cal-

cification of bone.  [PHOSPHAT(E) + -ASE.]

phos·phate (fmsùf7tÙ) n.  1. A salt or an ester of phosphoric acid.  2. A fertil-

izer containing phosphorus compounds.  3. Chicago. A soda fountain drink made 

by blending carbonated water with flavored syrup.  [PHOSPH(O)- + -ATE
2.] 

—phos·phatùic (fms-f4tùVk) adj. 

phosphate rock (fmsùf7tÙ rmk) n.  Any of various rocks composed largely of 

phosphate minerals, especially apatite, used as fertilizer and as a source of phos-

phorous compounds. 

phos·pha·tide (fmsùfN-tXdÙ) n.  See phospholipid.  [PHOSPHAT(E) + -IDE.] 
—phosÙpha·tidùic (-tVdùVk) adj. 

phos·pha·tize (fmsùfN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. phos·pha·tized, phos·pha·tiz·ing, 
phos·pha·tiz·es. 1. To change into phosphates or a phosphate.  2. To treat with 

phosphate or phosphoric acid.   —phosÙpha·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

phos·pha·tu·ri·a (fmsÙfN-ttrùK-N, -tytrù-) n.  An excess of phosphates in the 

urine.  [PHOSPHAT(E) + -URIA.] —phosÙpha·tuùric adj. 

phos·phene (fmsùfKnÙ) n.  A sensation of light caused by excitation of the ret-

ina by mechanical or electrical means rather than by light, as when the eyeballs 

are pressed through closed lids.  [French phosphène : Greek phos, light; see PHOS- + 

Greek phainein, to cause to appear, to show; see bh7-1 in Appendix.]

phos·phide (fmsùfXdÙ) also phos·phid (-fVd) n.  A compound of phosphorus 

and a more electropositive element or radical. 

phos·phine (fmsùfKnÙ) also phos·phin (-fVn) n.  1. A colorless, spontaneously 

flammable poisonous gas, PH3, having a fishy odor and used as a doping agent 

for solid-state components.  2. Any of several organic compounds having the 

structure of an amine but with phosphorus in place of nitrogen. 

phos·phite (fmsùfXtÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of phosphorous acid. 

phospho-  or phosph- pref.  1. Phosphorus:  phosphine.  2. Phosphate:  phos-

pholipid.  [From PHOSPHORUS.]

phos·pho·cre·a·tine (fmsÙfo-krKùN-tKnÙ) also phos·pho·cre·a·tin (-tVn) n.  

An organic compound, C4H10N3O5P, found in muscle tissue and capable of stor-



ing and providing energy for muscular contraction.  Also called creatine phos-

phate 

phos·pho·fruc·to·ki·nase (fmsÙfo-frƒkÙto-kXùn7s, -frtkÙ-) n.  A glycolytic 

enzyme that catalyzes the phosphorylation of fructose phosphate.  [PHOSPHO- + 

Latin fructus, fruit; see FRUIT + KINASE.]

phos·pho·lip·id (fmsÙfo-lVpùVd) n.  Any of various phosphorous-containing 

lipids, such as lecithin and cephalin, that are composed mainly of fatty acids, a 

phosphate group, and a simple organic molecule.  Also called phosphatide 

phos·pho·ni·um (fms-foùnK-Nm) n.  A univalent radical, PH4, derived from 

phosphine.  [PHOSPH(O)- + (AMM)ONIUM.]

phos·pho·pro·tein (fmsÙfo-proùtKnÙ, -tK-Vn) n.  Any of a group of proteins, 

such as casein, containing chemically bound phosphoric acid. 

phos·phor (fmsùfNr, -fôrÙ) n.  1. A substance that exhibits phosphorescence.  

2. The phosphorescent coating on the inside of the screen of a cathode-ray tube.  

[Latin Phosphorus, the morning star. See PHOSPHORUS.]

phosphor bronze (fmsùfNr brmnz) n.  A hard, strong, corrosion-resistant 

bronze containing tin and a small amount of phosphorus, used in machine parts, 

springs, and fine tubing. 

phos·pho·resce (fmsÙfN-rHsù) v.  intr. phos·pho·resced, 
phos·pho·resc·ing, phos·pho·resc·es. To persist in emitting light, unaccom-

panied by sensible heat or combustion, after exposure to and removal of a source 

of radiation.  [Probably back-formation from PHOSPHORESCENT.]

phos·pho·res·cence (fmsÙfN-rHsùNns) n.  1. Persistent emission of light fol-

lowing exposure to and removal of incident radiation.  2. Emission of light with-

out burning or by very slow burning without appreciable heat, as from the slow 

oxidation of phosphorous: “He saw the phosphorescence of the Gulf weed in the 

water” (Ernest Hemingway).   —phosÙpho·resùcent adj.  —phosÙpho·resù-
cent·ly adv. 

phos·phor·ic (fms-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing phospho-

rus, especially with a valence of 5 or a valence higher than that of a comparable 

phosphorous compound. 

phosphoric acid (fms-fôrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A clear colorless liquid, H3PO4, used in 

fertilizers, detergents, food flavoring, and pharmaceuticals. 

phos·pho·rism (fmsùfN-rVzÙNm) n.  Chronic phosphorus poisoning. 

phos·pho·rite (fmsùfN-rXtÙ) n.  A sedimentary rock consisting predominantly of 

apatite and other phosphates.  [PHOSPHOR(US) + -ITE
1.]

phos·pho·rous (fmsùfNr-Ns, fms-fôrùNs, -forù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or contain-

ing phosphorus, especially with a valence of 3 or a valence lower than that of a 

comparable phosphoric compound. 

phosphorous acid (fmsùfNr-Ns 4sùVd) n.  A white or yellowish hygroscopic 

crystalline solid, H3PO3, used as a reducing agent and to produce phosphite salts. 



phos·pho·rus (fmsùfNr-Ns) n.  1.  Symbol P A highly reactive, poisonous, non-

metallic element occurring naturally in phosphates, especially apatite, and exist-

ing in three allotropic forms, white (or sometimes yellow), red, and black. An 

essential constituent of protoplasm, it is used in safety matches, pyrotechnics, 

incendiary shells, and fertilizers and to protect metal surfaces from corrosion. 

Atomic number 15; atomic weight 30.9738; melting point (white) 44.1˚C; boiling 

point 280˚C; specific gravity (white) 1.82; valence 3, 5.  2. A phosphorescent sub-

stance.  [Latin Phosphorus, morning star, from Greek, bringing light, morning 

star  : phos, light; see bh7-1 in Appendix + -phoros, -phorous.]

phos·pho·ryl·ase (fmsùfNr-N-l7sÙ, -l7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes the pro-

duction of glucose phosphate from glycogen and inorganic phosphate. 

phos·pho·ryl·ate (fmsùfNr-N-l7tÙ) v.  tr. phos·pho·ryl·at·ed, 
phos·pho·ryl·at·ing, phos·pho·ryl·ates. To add a phosphate group to (an 

organic molecule).   —phosÙpho·ryl·aùtion n.  —phosùpho·ryl·aÙtive adj. 

phot (fot) n.  Physics. A unit of illumination equal to one lumen per square cen-

timeter.  [Greek phos, phot-, light. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

phot- pref.  Variant of photo-. 
pho·tic (foùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to light.  2. Penetrated by or receiving 

light.  3. Designating or relating to the layer of a body of water that is penetrated 

by sufficient sunlight for photosynthesis:  the photic zone of the ocean. 

pho·to (foùto) Informal. n.  pl. pho·tos. A photograph.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

pho·toed, pho·to·ing, pho·tos. To photograph or take photographs. 

photo-  or phot- pref.  1. Light; radiant energy:  photosynthesis.  

2. Photographic:  photomontage.  3. Photoelectric:  photoemission.  [Greek photo-

, from phos, phot-. See bh7-1 in Appendix.]

pho·to·ac·tive (foÙto-4kùtVv) adj.  1. Capable of responding to light photoelec-

trically.  2. Capable of responding to sunlight or ultraviolet radiation by chemical 

reaction.   —phoÙto·ac·tivùi·ty n. 

pho·to·au·to·troph (foÙto-ôùtN-trmfÙ, -trofÙ) n.  An organism capable of syn-

thesizing its own food from inorganic substances using light as an energy source. 

Green plants and photosynthetic bacteria are photoautotrophs.   
—phoÙto·auÙto·trophùic adj.  —phoÙto·auÙto·trophùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·bi·ol·o·gy (foÙto-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of the effects of light on liv-

ing organisms and biological processes.   —phoÙto·biÙo·logùic (-bXÙN-lmjùVk), 
phoÙto·biÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

pho·to·bi·ot·ic (foÙto-bX-mtùVk) adj.  Biology. Depending on light for life and 

growth. 

pho·to·cell (foùto-sHlÙ) n.  A photoelectric cell. 

photochemical smog (foÙto-kHmùV-kNl smmg) n.  Air pollution produced by 

the action of sunlight on hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and other pollutants. 



pho·to·chem·is·try (foÙto-kHmùV-strK) n.  The chemistry of the effects of light 

on chemical systems.   —phoÙto·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

—phoÙto·chemùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·co·ag·u·la·tion (foÙto-ko-4gÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Surgical coagulation of 

tissue by means of intense light energy, such as a laser beam, performed to destroy 

abnormal tissues or to form adhesive scars, especially in ophthalmology.   
—phoÙto·co·agùu·late v. 

pho·to·com·pose (foÙto-kNm-pozù) v.  tr. pho·to·com·posed, 
pho·to·com·pos·ing, pho·to·com·pos·es. Printing. To prepare (written mat-

ter) for printing by photocomposition.   —phoÙto·com·posùer n. 

pho·to·com·po·si·tion (foÙto-kmmÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  Printing. The preparation 

of manuscript for printing by the projection of images of type characters on pho-

tographic film, which is then used to make printing plates.  Also called phototype-

setting 

pho·to·con·duc·tiv·i·ty (foÙto-kmnÙdƒk-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. 

pho·to·con·duc·tiv·i·ties. Electrical conductivity affected by exposure to light.   
—phoÙto·con·ducùtion n.  —phoÙto·con·ducùtive adj. 

pho·to·cop·i·er (foùtN-kmpÙK-Nr) n.  A machine for photographically repro-

ducing written, printed, or graphic material, especially by xerography. 

pho·to·cop·y (foùtN-kmpÙK) v.  tr. pho·to·cop·ied, pho·to·cop·y·ing, 
pho·to·cop·ies. To make a photographic reproduction of (printed or graphic 

material), especially by xerography.   —  n.  pl. pho·to·cop·ies. A photographic 

or xerographic reproduction. 

pho·to·cur·rent (foùto-kûrÙNnt, -kƒrÙ-) n.  An electric current produced by 

illumination of a photoelectric material. 

pho·to·de·com·po·si·tion (foÙto-dK-kmmÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  Chemical break-

down caused by radiant energy. 

pho·to·de·grad·a·ble (foÙto-dV-gr7ùdN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being chemi-

cally broken down by light:  photodegradable plastic. 

pho·to·dis·in·te·gra·tion (foÙto-dVs-VnÙtV-gr7ùshNn) n.  Nuclear disintegra-

tion or transformation caused by absorption of high-energy radiation, as of 

gamma rays. 

pho·to·dra·ma (foùtN-dräÙmN, -dr4mÙN) n.  See photoplay. 
pho·to·du·pli·cate (foÙto-duùplV-k7tÙ, -dyuù-) v.  tr. 

pho·to·du·pli·cat·ed, pho·to·du·pli·cat·ing, pho·to·du·pli·cates. To pho-

tocopy.   —  n.  (-kVt) A photocopy.   —phoÙto·duÙpli·caùtion n. 

pho·to·dy·nam·ic (foÙto-dX-n4mùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the energy of 

light.  2. Enhancing the effects of or inducing a toxic reaction to light, especially 

to ultraviolet light.   —phoÙto·dy·namùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·dy·nam·ics (foÙto-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science 

that deals with the activating effects of light on living organisms. 



pho·to·e·lec·tric (foÙto-V-lHkùtrVk) also pho·to·e·lec·tri·cal (-trV-kNl) adj.  Of 

or relating to the electric effects, especially increased conductivity, caused by 

light.   —phoÙto·e·lecùtri·cal·ly adv. 

photoelectric cell (foÙto-V-lHkùtrVk sHl) n.  An electronic device having an 

electrical output that varies in response to incident radiation, especially to visible 

light.  Also called electric eye 

photoelectric effect (foÙto-V-lHkùtrVk V-fHktù) n.  Ejection of electrons from a 

substance by incident electromagnetic radiation, especially by visible light. 

pho·to·e·lec·tron (foÙto-V-lHkùtrmnÙ) n.  An electron released or ejected from 

a substance by photoelectric effect. 

pho·to·e·mis·sion (foÙto-V-mVshùNn) n.  Emission of photoelectrons, espe-

cially from metallic surfaces. 

pho·to·en·grave (foÙto-Hn-gr7vù) v.  tr. pho·to·en·graved, 
pho·to·en·grav·ing, pho·to·en·graves. To reproduce by photoengraving; 

make a photoengraving of.   —phoÙto·en·gravùer n. 

pho·to·en·grav·ing (foÙto-Hn-gr7ùvVng) n.  1. The process of reproducing 

graphic material by transferring the image photographically to a plate or another 

surface, which is then etched for printing.  2. A plate prepared by this process.  

3. A reproduction made by this process. 

pho·to-es·say also pho·to es·say (foùto-HsÙ7Ù) n.  A story told chiefly 

through photographs usually supplemented by a written commentary.   
—phoùto-esÙsay·ist n. 

photo finish (foùto fVnùVsh) n.  1. Sports. A race in which the leading contes-

tants cross the finish line so close together that the winner must be determined by 

a photograph taken at the moment of crossing.  2. Informal. An extremely close 

competition. 

pho·to·fin·ish·ing (foÙto-fVnùV-shVng) n.  The act or business of developing 

camera films and printing photographs for customers.   —phoÙto·finùish·er n. 

pho·to·flash (foùto-fl4shÙ) n.  See flashbulb. 
pho·to·flood (foùto-flƒdÙ) n.  A reusable electric lamp that produces a bright 

continuous light for photographic illumination.  Also called photoflood lamp 

pho·to·fluor·o·gram (foÙtN-fltrùN-gr4mÙ, -flôrù-, -florù-) n.  A photograph 

made by photofluorography. 

pho·to·fluor·og·ra·phy (foÙto-flt-rmgùrN-fK, -flô-, -flo-) n.  The photo-

graphic record of x-ray images produced by a fluoroscope.  Also called fluorogra-

phy  —phoÙto·fluor·o·graphùic (-fltrÙN-gr4fùVk, -flôrÙ-, -florÙ-) adj. 

pho·tog (fN-tmgù) n.  Informal. A person who takes photographs, especially as a 

profession; a photographer. 

photog. abbr.  Photograph; photographic; photography. 

pho·to·gel·a·tin process (foÙto-jHlùN-tVn prmsùHsÙ) n.  See collotype (n., 

sense 1). 



pho·to·gene (foùtN-jKnÙ) n.  See afterimage. 
pho·to·gen·ic (foÙtN-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Attractive as a subject for photography.  

2. Biology. Producing or emitting light; phosphorescent:  photogenic bacteria.  

3. Caused or produced by light:  photogenic seizures.   —phoÙto·genùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

pho·to·gram (foùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. An image produced without a camera by 

placing an object in contact with film or photosensitive paper and exposing it to 

light.  2. A photograph. 

pho·to·gram·me·try (foÙtN-gr4mùV-trK) n.  1. The process of making maps 

or scale drawings from photographs, especially aerial photographs.  2. The pro-

cess of making precise measurements by means of photography.   
—phoÙto·gram·metùric (-grN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —phoÙto·gramùme·trist n. 

pho·to·graph (foùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  Abbr. photog. An image, especially a positive 

print, recorded by a camera and reproduced on a photosensitive surface.   —  v.  

pho·to·graphed, pho·to·graph·ing, pho·to·graphs.  —  v.  tr. To take a 

photograph of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To practice photography.  2. To be the subject for 

photographs:  She photographs well.   —phoùto·graphÙa·ble adj.  

—pho·togùra·pher (fN-tmgùrN-fNr) n. 

pho·to·graph·ic (foÙtN-gr4fùVk) also pho·to·graph·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Abbr. 

photog. 1. Of, relating to, or consisting of photography or a photograph.  

2. Used in photography:  a photographic lens.  3. Resembling a photograph, espe-

cially representing or simulating something with great accuracy and fidelity of 

detail.  4. Capable of forming accurate and lasting impressions:  a photographic 

memory.   —phoÙto·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·tog·ra·phy (fN-tmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. photog. 1. The art or process of pro-

ducing images of objects on photosensitive surfaces.  2. The art, practice, or 

occupation of taking and printing photographs.  3. A body of photographs. 

pho·to·gra·vure (foÙtN-grN-vytrù) n.  The process of printing from an inta-

glio plate, etched according to a photographic image. 

pho·to·he·li·o·graph (foÙto-hKùlK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  A telescope equipped to pho-

tograph the sun. 

pho·to·jour·nal·ism (foÙto-jûrùnN-lVzÙNm) n.  Journalism in which a news 

story is presented primarily through photographs with supplementary written 

copy.   —phoÙto·jourùnal·ist n.  —phoÙto·jourÙnal·isùtic adj. 

pho·to·ki·ne·sis (foÙto-kV-nKùsVs, -kX-) n.  Movement as a response to light.   
—phoÙto·ki·netùic (-nHtùVk) adj. 

pho·to·lith·o·graph (foÙto-lVthùN-gr4fÙ) n.  A picture made by photolithogra-

phy.   —  v.  tr. pho·to·lith·o·graphed, pho·to·lith·o·graph·ing, 
pho·to·lith·o·graphs. To reproduce by means of photolithography; make a 

photolithograph of.   —phoÙto·li·thogùra·pher (-lV-thmgùrN-fNr) n. 



pho·to·li·thog·ra·phy (foÙto-lV-thmgùrN-fK) n.  A planographic printing pro-

cess using plates made according to a photographic image.   
—phoÙto·lithÙo·graphùic (-lVthÙN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—phoÙto·lithÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·tol·y·sis (fo-tmlùV-sVs) n.  Chemical decomposition induced by light or 

other radiant energy.   —phoÙto·lytùic (foÙtN-lVtùVk) adj.  —phoÙto·lytùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

photom. abbr.  Physics. Photometry. 

pho·to·map (foùtN-m4pÙ) n.  A map made by superimposing orienting data 

and markings on an aerial photograph.   —  v.  pho·to·mapped, 
pho·to·map·ping, pho·to·maps.  —  v.  tr. To make a photomap of.   —  v.  

intr. To make a photomap. 

pho·to·me·chan·i·cal (foÙto-mV-k4nùV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving 

any of various methods by which plates are prepared for printing by means of 

photography.   —phoÙto·me·chanùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·tom·e·ter (fo-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring a property of 

light, especially luminous intensity or flux. 

pho·tom·e·try (fo-tmmùV-trK) n.  Abbr. photom. Physics. Measurement of the 

properties of light, especially luminous intensity.   —phoÙto·metùric (foÙtN-

mHtùrVk), phoÙto·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —phoÙto·metùri·cal·ly adv.  

—pho·tomùe·trist n. 

pho·to·mi·cro·graph (foÙto-mXùkrN-gr4fÙ) n.  A photograph made through a 

microscope.  Also called microphotograph  —  v.  tr. pho·to·mi·cro·graphed, 
pho·to·mi·cro·graph·ing, pho·to·mi·cro·graphs. To photograph (an object) 

through a microscope.   —phoÙto·mi·crogùra·pher (-mX-krmgùrN-fNr) n.  

—phoÙto·miÙcro·graphùic adj.  —phoÙto·mi·crogùra·phy n. 

pho·to·mi·cro·scope (foÙto-mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument consisting of a 

microscope, camera apparatus, and light source used for making photomicro-

graphs.   —phoÙto·miÙcro·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj. 

pho·to·mon·tage (foÙto-mmn-täzhù, -môn-) n.  1. The technique of making 

a picture by assembling pieces of photographs, often in combination with other 

types of graphic material.  2. The composite picture produced by this technique. 

pho·to·mu·ral (foùto-mytrÙNl) n.  A greatly enlarged photograph or series of 

photographs placed on a wall especially as decoration.   —phoùto·muùral·ist n. 

pho·ton (foùtmnÙ) n.  1. The quantum of electromagnetic energy, generally 

regarded as a discrete particle having zero mass, no electric charge, and an indefi-

nitely long lifetime.  2. A unit of retinal illumination, equal to the amount of 

light that reaches the retina through 1 square millimeter of pupil area from a sur-

face having a brightness of 1 candela per square meter.   —pho·tonùic adj. 

pho·to·neg·a·tive (foùto-nHgùN-tVv) adj.  Biology. Repelled by light; exhibiting 

a negative phototactic or phototropic response. 



pho·to·nu·cle·ar (foÙto-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  Of or relating to a nuclear 

reaction induced by photons. 

pho·to-off·set (foÙto-ôfùsHtÙ, -mfù-) n.  A method of offset printing using 

photomechanical plates. 

photo opportunity (foùto mpÙNr-tuùnV-tK) n.  A brief period reserved for 

the press to photograph the participants in a newsworthy event. 

pho·to·pe·ri·od (foÙto-pVrùK-Nd) n.  The duration of an organism’s daily expo-

sure to light, considered especially with regard to the effect of the exposure on 

growth and development.   —phoÙto·peÙri·odùic (-mdùVk), 
phoÙto·peÙri·odùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

pho·to·pe·ri·od·ism (foÙto-pîrùK-N-dVzÙNm) also pho·to·pe·ri·o·dic·i·ty (-

dVsùV-tK) n.  pl. pho·to·pe·ri·od·isms also pho·to·pe·ri·o·dic·i·ties. The 

response of an organism to changes in its photoperiod, especially as indicated by 

vital processes. 

pho·to·phil·ic (foÙtN-fVlùVk) also pho·toph·i·lous (fo-tmfùN-lNs) adj.  Biology. 

Growing or functioning best in strong light. 

pho·to·pho·bi·a (foÙtN-foùbK-N) n.  1. An abnormal sensitivity to or intoler-

ance of light, especially by the eyes, as may be caused by eye inflammation, lack of 

pigmentation in the iris, or various diseases.  2. An abnormal or irrational fear of 

light. 

pho·to·pho·bic (foÙtN-foùbVk) adj.  1. Exhibiting photophobia.  2. Avoiding 

light.  3. Growing best in the absence of light; photonegative. 

pho·to·phore (foùtN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A light-producing organ found especially 

in marine fishes that emits light from specialized structures or derives light from 

symbiotic luminescent bacteria. 

pho·to·phos·phor·y·la·tion (foÙto-fmsÙfôr-N-l7ùshNn, -fNr-) n.  Phosphory-

lation induced by radiant energy in photosynthesis. 

pho·to·pi·a (fo-toùpK-N) n.  Vision in bright light, mediated by cone cells of the 

retina; daylight vision.   —pho·toùpic (-toùpVk, -tmpùVk) adj. 

pho·to·play (foùtN-pl7Ù) n.  A play filmed or arranged for filming as a movie.  

Also called photodrama 

pho·to·pos·i·tive (foÙto-pmzùV-tVv) adj.  Biology. Drawn to light; exhibiting a 

positive phototactic or phototropic response. 

pho·to·prod·uct (foÙto-prmdùNkt) n.  The product of a photochemical reac-

tion. 

pho·to·re·ac·tion (foÙto-rK-4kùshNn) n.  A photochemical reaction. 

pho·to-re·al·ism (foÙto-rKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  A style of painting that resembles 

photography in its meticulous attention to realistic detail.   —phoÙto-reùal·ist 
adj. , n.  —phoÙto·reÙal·isùtic adj. 



pho·to·re·cep·tion (foÙto-rV-sHpùshNn) n.  The detection, absorption, and use 

of light, as for vision in animals or phototropism and photosynthesis in plants.   
—phoÙto·re·cepùtive adj. 

pho·to·re·cep·tor (foÙto-rV-sHpùtNr) n.  A nerve ending, cell, or group of cells 

specialized to sense or receive light. 

pho·to·re·con·nais·sance (foÙto-rV-kmnùN-sNns, -zNns) n.  Photographic 

aerial reconnaissance especially of military targets. 

pho·to·res·pi·ra·tion (foÙto-rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  Oxidation of carbohydrates 

in plants with the release of carbon dioxide during photosynthesis. 

pho·to·sen·si·tive (foÙto-sHnùsV-tVv) adj.  1. Sensitive or responsive to light or 

other radiant energy.  2. Medicine. Abnormally sensitive or reactive to light. 

pho·to·sen·si·tiv·i·ty (foÙto-sHnÙsV-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. pho·to·sen·si·tiv·i·ties. 
1. Sensitivity or responsiveness to light.  2. Medicine. An abnormally heightened 

response, especially of the skin, to sunlight or ultraviolet radiation, caused by cer-

tain disorders or chemicals and characterized by a toxic or allergic reaction. 

pho·to·sen·si·ti·za·tion (foÙto-sHnÙsV-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  The act or process of 

inducing photosensitivity. 

pho·to·sen·si·tize (foÙto-sHnùsV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. pho·to·sen·si·tized, 
pho·to·sen·si·tiz·ing, pho·to·sen·si·tiz·es. To make (an organism, a cell, or a 

substance) photosensitive. 

pho·to·set (foùto-sHtÙ) v.  tr. pho·to·set, pho·to·set·ting, pho·to·sets. 
Printing. To photocompose.   —phoùto·setÙter n. 

pho·to·sphere (foùtN-sfîrÙ) n.  The visible outer layer of a star, especially of the 

sun.   —phoÙto·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrùVk) adj. 

Pho·to·stat (foùtN-st4tÙ)  A trademark used for a photographic device for mak-

ing positive or negative copies of graphic matter. This trademark often occurs in 

lowercase in print: “denying into evidence photostats produced of insurance claims 

filed for stolen property” (United States Law Week). “a framed photostat of the 1901 

school-system payroll” (U.S. News & World Report). “displayed a photostat copy of 

a certified letter” (Los Angeles Times). 

pho·to·syn·thate (foÙto-sVnùth7t) n.  A chemical product of photosynthesis. 

pho·to·syn·the·sis (foÙto-sVnùthV-sVs) n.  The process in green plants and cer-

tain other organisms by which carbohydrates are synthesized from carbon diox-

ide and water using light as an energy source. Most forms of photosynthesis 

release oxygen as a byproduct.   —phoÙto·syn·thetùic (-sVn-thHtùVk) adj.  

—phoÙto·syn·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·syn·the·size (foÙto-sVnùthV-sXzÙ) v.  pho·to·syn·the·sized, 
pho·to·syn·the·siz·ing, pho·to·syn·the·siz·es.  —  v.  tr. To synthesize by the 

process of photosynthesis.   —  v.  intr. To perform the process of photosynthesis. 



pho·to·tax·is (foÙto-t4kùsVs) n.  Biology. The movement of an organism or a 

cell toward or away from a source of light.   —phoÙto·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk) adj.  

—phoÙto·tacùti·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·ther·a·py (foÙto-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. pho·to·ther·a·pies. The treatment 

of a disorder, especially of the skin, by exposure to light, including ultraviolet and 

infrared radiation.   —phoÙto·therÙa·peuùtic (-thHrÙN-pyuùtVk) adj. 

pho·tot·o·nus (fo-tmtùn-Ns) n.  Biology. The state of being sensitive to or irri-

tated by light.   —phoÙto·tonùic (foÙtN-tmnùVk) adj. 

pho·to·tox·ic (foùto-tmkÙsVk) adj.  Rendering the skin susceptible to damage by 

light. Used of certain medications and cosmetics.   —phoÙto·tox·icùi·ty (-tmk-

sVsùV-tK) n. 

pho·to·tran·sis·tor (foÙto-tr4n-zVsùtNr) n.  A transistor having highly photo-

sensitive electrical characteristics. 

pho·to·troph (foùtN-trmfÙ, -trofÙ) n.  A photoautotroph.  [PHOTO- + Greek tro-

phK, nourishment.] —phoÙto·trophùic adj.  —phoÙto·trophùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·tot·ro·pism (fo-tmtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Growth or movement of a sessile 

organism toward or away from a source of light.   —phoÙto·troùpic (foÙtN-

troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  —phoÙto·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·tube (foùto-tubÙ, -tyubÙ) n.  An electron tube with a photosensitive 

cathode. 

pho·to·type·set·ter (foÙto-tXpùsHtÙNr) n.  Printing. 1. Any of various 

machines used in photocomposition.  2. The operator of one of these machines. 

pho·to·type·set·ting (foÙto-tXpùsHtÙVng) n.  Printing. See photocomposi-
tion. 

pho·to·ty·pog·ra·phy (foÙto-tX-pmgùrN-fK) n.  Printing. Photomechanical 

printing that resembles metal typography.   —phoÙto·tyÙpo·graphùic (-tXÙpN-

gr4fùVk), phoÙto·tyÙpo·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—phoÙto·tyÙpo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

pho·to·vol·ta·ic (foÙto-vml-t7ùVk, -vol-) adj.  Capable of producing a voltage 

when exposed to radiant energy, especially light.   —phoÙto·vol·taùic n. 

photovoltaic cell (foÙto-vml-t7ùVk sHl) n.  See solar cell. 
phr. abbr.  Phrase. 

phrag·mi·tes (fr4g-mXùtKz) n.  Any of several perennial reeds of the genus 

Phragmites in the grass family, found worldwide in marshes and wetlands and 

having stems up to nearly 6 meters (20 feet) long.  [Latin phragmitKs, kind of reed 

growing in hedges, from Greek phragmitKs, fencing in, from phragma, fence, 

from phrassein, to fence in.]

phrasal verb (fr7ùzNl vûrb) n.  An English verb complex consisting of a verb 

and one or more following particles and acting as a complete syntactic and 

semantic unit, as look up in She looked up the word in the dictionary or She looked 

the word up in the dictionary. 



phrase (fr7z) n.  Abbr. phr. 1. A sequence of words intended to have meaning.  

2. a. A characteristic way or mode of expression.  b. A brief, apt, and cogent 

expression.   3. A word or group of words read or spoken as a unit and separated 

by pauses or other junctures.  4. Grammar. Two or more words in sequence that 

form a syntactic unit that is less than a complete sentence.  5. Music. A segment of 

a composition, usually consisting of four or eight measures.  6. A series of dance 

movements forming a unit in a choreographic pattern.   —  v.  phrased, 
phras·ing, phras·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To express orally or in writing:  The speaker 

phrased several opinions.  2. To pace or mark off (something read aloud or spo-

ken) by pauses.  3. Music. a. To divide (a passage) into phrases.  b. To combine 

(notes) in a phrase.    —  v.  intr. 1. To make or render phrases, as in reading 

aloud.  2. Music. To perform a passage with the correct phrasing.  [Latin phrasis, 

diction, from Greek, speech, diction, phrase, from phrazein, to point out, show. 

See gwhren- in Appendix.] —phrasùal adj.  —phrasùal·ly adv. 

phrase book (fr7z btk) n.  A book of idiomatic foreign language expressions 

and their translations. 

phrase·mak·er (fr7zùm7ÙkNr) n.  1. One, such as a speechwriter, who com-

poses memorable or effective phrases.  2. One who makes attractive but often 

meaningless phrases. In this sense, also calledphrasemonger  —phraseùmakÙing 
n. 

phrase marker (fr7z märùkNr) n.  Grammar. In generative grammar, a repre-

sentation in the form of a tree diagram or labeled brackets of the constituent 

structure of a sentence. 

phrase·mon·ger (fr7zùmƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  See phrasemaker (n., sense 

2).  —phraseùmonÙger·ing n. 

phra·se·o·gram (fr7ùzK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A symbol, such as one used in shorthand, 

that designates a particular phrase. 

phra·se·o·graph (fr7ùzK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  A phrase represented by a phraseogram.   
—phraÙse·o·graphùic adj. 

phra·se·ol·o·gy (fr7ÙzK-mlùN-jK) n.  pl. phra·se·ol·o·gies. 1. The way in 

which words and phrases are used in speech or writing; style.  2. A set of expres-

sions used by a particular person or group:  nautical phraseology.  See Synonyms 

at diction.  —phraÙse·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —phraÙse·olùo·gist n. 

phras·ing (fr7ùzVng) n.  1. The act of making phrases.  2. The manner in which 

an expression is phrased.  See Synonyms at diction.  3. Music. The manner in 

which a phrase is rendered or interpreted. 

phra·try (fr7ùtrK) n.  pl. phra·tries. 1. A kinship group constituting an inter-

mediate division in the primitive structure of the Hellenic tribe or phyle, consist-

ing of several patrilinear clans, and surviving in classical times as a territorial 

subdivision in the political and military organization of the Athenian state.  

2. Anthropology. An exogamous subdivision of the tribe, constituting two or 



more related clans.  [Greek phratria, from phratKr, phratr-, fellow member of a 

clan. See bhr7ter- in Appendix.] —phraùtric adj. 

phre·at·ic (frK-4tùVk) adj.  Of or relating to ground water.  [From Greek phrear, 

phreat-, well, spring. See bhreu- in Appendix.]

phre·at·o·phyte (frK-4tùN-fXtÙ) n.  A deep-rooted plant that obtains water 

from a permanent ground supply or from the water table.   —phre·atÙo·phytùic 
(-fVtùVk) adj. 

phren. abbr.  Phrenology. 

phren- pref.  Variant of phreno-. 
phre·net·ic (frN-nHtùVk)  or phre·net·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Variants of frenetic. 
-phrenia suff.  Mental disorder:  schizophrenia.  [From Greek phrKn, mind. See 

gwhren- in Appendix.]

phren·ic (frHnùVk, frKùnVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the mind.  2. Anatomy. Of or 

relating to the diaphragm:  the phrenic nerve. 

phre·ni·tis (frV-nXùtVs) n.  1. Inflammation of the diaphragm.  2. Encephalitis. 

No longer in scientific use.   —phre·nitùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

phreno-  or phren- pref.  1. Mind:  phrenology.  2. Diaphragm:  phrenic.  

[Greek, from phrKn, phren-, diaphragm, midriff, heart, mind. See gwhren- in 

Appendix.]

phre·nol·o·gy (frV-nmlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. phren. The study of the shape and pro-

tuberances of the skull, based on the now discredited belief that they reveal char-

acter and mental capacity.   —phrenÙo·logùic (frHnÙN-lmjùVk, frKÙnN-), 
phrenÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —phre·nolùo·gist n. 

phren·sy (frHnùzK) n.  & v.  Archaic. Variant of frenzy. 
Phryg·i·a (frVjùK-N)  An ancient region of central Asia Minor in modern-day cen-

tral Turkey. It was settled c. 1200 B.C. and flourished from the eighth to the sixth 

century, after which it came under the influence of Lydia, Persia, Greece, Rome, 

and Byzantium. 

Phryg·i·an (frVjùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Phrygia or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Phrygia.  2. The Indo-European lan-

guage of the Phrygians. 

Phrygian cap (frVjùK-Nn k4p) n.  See liberty cap. 
PHS abbr.  Public Health Service. 

phthal·ein also phthal·eine (th4lùKnÙ, th4lùK-Vn, th7ùlKnÙ, th7ùlK-Vn, -fth4lù-) 

n.  Any of a group of chemical compounds formed by a reaction of phthalic anhy-

dride with a phenol, from which certain synthetic dyes are derived.  [PHTHAL(IC) 

+ -EIN.]

phthal·ic (th4lùVk, fth4lù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or derived from naphthalene.  

2. Relating to phthalic acid.  [Short for naphthalic acid : NAPHTHAL(ENE) + -IC.]



phthalic acid (th4lùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless crystalline organic acid, 

C6H4(COOH)2, prepared from naphthalene and used in the synthesis of dyes, 

perfumes, and other organic compounds. 

phthalic anhydride (th4lùVk 4n-hXùdrXdÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, 

C6H4(CO)2O, prepared by oxidizing naphthalene and used in the manufacture of 

phthaleins and other dyes, resins, plasticizers, and insecticides. 

phthal·in (th4lùVn, fth4lù-) n.  Any of various colorless compounds derived 

from the reduction of phthaleins. 

phthal·o·cy·a·nine (th4lÙo-sXùN-nKnÙ, fth4lÙ-) n.  Any of several stable, light-

fast, blue or green organic pigments derived from the basic compound 

(C6H4C2N)4N4 and used in enamels, printing inks, linoleum, and plastics.  

[PHTHAL(IC) + CYANINE.]

phthi·ri·a·sis (thV-rXùN-sVs, thX-) n.  Infestation with lice, especially crab lice; 

pediculosis.  [Latin phthXri7sis, from Greek phtheiriasis, from phtheirian, to be 

lousy, from phtheir, louse.]

phthis·ic (tVzùVk, thVzù-) n.  1.  Variant of phthisis. 2. Archaic. Any illness of the 

lungs or throat, such as asthma or a cough.  [Middle English ptisike, from Old 

French ptisique, from phthisicus, consumptive, from Greek phthisikos, from 

phthisis, wasting away, consumption. See PHTHISIS.] —phthisùic, phthisùi·cal 
adj. 

phthi·sis (thXùsVs, tXù-) also phthis·ic (tVzùVk, thVzù-) n.  1. A disease character-

ized by the wasting away or atrophy of the body or a part of the body.  

2. Tuberculosis of the lungs. No longer in scientific use.  [Latin, from Greek, 

from phthinein, to waste away.]

phyco- pref.  Seaweed; algae:  phycology.  [Greek phuko-, from phukos, seaweed.]

phy·co·bi·lin (fXÙko-bXùlVn) n.  Any of a group of water-soluble proteinaceous 

pigments that occur in red algae and cyanobacteria.  [PHYCO- + Latin bXlis, bile + -

IN.]

phy·co·cy·a·nin (fXÙko-sXùN-nVn) n.  A blue phycobilin occurring especially in 

the cells of cyanobacteria. 

phy·co·er·y·thrin (fXÙko-HrùV-thrVn) n.  A red phycobilin occurring especially 

in the cells of red algae. 

phy·col·o·gy (fX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of botany that deals with algae.  Also 

called algology  —phyÙco·logùi·cal (fXÙkN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —phy·colùo·gist n. 

phy·co·my·cete (fXÙko-mXùsKtÙ, -mX-sKtù) n.  Any of various fungi that resem-

ble algae, including certain molds and mildews.  [From New Latin Phycomycetes, 

class name  : PHYCO- + -MYCETE.] —phyÙco·my·ceùtous adj. 

Phyfe (fXf), Duncan. 1768?-1854.  Scottish-born American cabinetmaker. His 

shop was one of the first to use factory methods of furniture construction. 

phy·la (fXùlN) n.  Plural of phylum. 



phy·lac·ter·y (fV-l4kùtN-rK) n.  pl. phy·lac·ter·ies. 1. Judaism. Either of two 

small leather boxes, each containing strips of parchment inscribed with quota-

tions from the Hebrew Scriptures, one of which is strapped to the forehead and 

the other to the left arm by Orthodox and Conservative Jewish men during 

morning worship, except on the Sabbath and holidays.  2. a. An amulet.  b. A 

reminder.   [Middle English filaterie, philacterie, from Old French filatiere, from 

Late Latin phylactKrium, from Greek phulaktKrion, guard’s post, safeguard, phy-

lactery, from phulaktKr, guard, from phulax, phulak-.]

phy·le (fXùlK) n.  pl. phy·lae (-lK). A large citizens’ organization based on kin-

ship, constituting the largest political subdivision of an ancient Greek city-state.  

[Greek phulK, tribe, phyle. See bheuN- in Appendix.] —phyùlic adj. 

phy·let·ic (fX-lHtùVk) adj.  Of or relating to the evolutionary descent and develop-

ment of a species or group of organisms; phylogenetic.  [From Greek phuletikos, 

of or for a tribesman, from phuletKs, tribesman, from phulK, tribe. See bheuN- in 

Appendix.] —phy·letùi·cal·ly adv. 

phyll- pref.  Variant of phyllo-. 
-phyll suff.  Leaf:  sporophyll.  [From Greek phullon, leaf. See PHYLLO-.]

phyl·lite (fVlùXtÙ) n.  A green, gray, or red metamorphic rock, similar to slate but 

often having a wavy surface and a distinctive micaceous luster.   —phyl·litùic (fV-
lVtùVk) adj. 

phyl·lo (fKùlo) n.  Very thin sheets of pastry dough that make a flaky pastry used 

especially in Greek dishes.  [Modern Greek phullon, from Greek, leaf. See PHYLLO-

.]

phyllo-  or phyll- pref.  Leaf:  phylloid.  [Greek, from phullon, leaf. See bhel-3 in 

Appendix.]

phyl·lo·clade (fVlùN-kl7dÙ) also phyl·lo·clad (-kl4dÙ) n.  A flattened branch or 

stem that performs the function of or resembles a leaf, as in the Christmas cactus.  

[New Latin phyllocladium : PHYLLO- + Greek klados, branch.]

phyl·lode (fVlùod) also phyl·lo·di·um (fV-loùdK-Nm) n.  pl. phyl·lodes also 

phyl·lo·di·a (-loùdK-N). A flattened leafstalk that functions as a leaf, as in an aca-

cia.  [New Latin phyllodium, from Greek phullodKs, leaflike  : phullon, leaf; see 

PHYLLO- + -odKs variant of -oeidKs, -oid (probably related to ozein, od-, to smell).] 
—phyl·loùdi·al adj. 

phyl·loid (fVlùoidÙ) adj.  Resembling a leaf; leaflike. 

phyl·lome (fVlùomÙ) n.  A leaf or a plant part that evolved from a leaf.   
—phyl·loùmic (fV-loùmVk, -lmmùVk) adj. 

phyl·loph·a·gous (fV-lmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on leaves. 

phyl·lo·pod (fVlùN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various branchiopod crustaceans having 

swimming and respiratory appendages that resemble leaves.   —  adj.  also 

phyl·lop·o·dous (fV-lmpùN-dNs) Of or relating to the phyllopods.   
—phyl·lopùo·dan (fV-lmpùN-dNn) adj.  & n. 



phyl·lo·tax·y (fVlùN-t4kÙsK) also phyl·lo·tax·is (fVlÙN-t4kùsVs) n.  pl. 

phyl·lo·tax·ies also phyl·lo·tax·es. 1. The arrangement of leaves on a stem.  

2. The principles governing leaf arrangement.   —phylÙlo·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk), 
phylÙlo·tacùti·cal adj. 

-phyllous suff.  Having a specified kind or number of leaves:  gamophyllous.  

[From New Latin -phyllus, from Greek -phullos, from phullon, leaf. See bhel-3 in 

Appendix.]

phyl·lox·e·ra (fVlÙmk-sîrùN, fV-lmkùsNr-N) n.  pl. phyl·lox·e·rae (-rK). Any of 

several small insects of the genus Phylloxera that are related to aphids, especially P. 

vitifoliae, a widely distributed species very destructive to grape crops.  [New Latin 

Phylloxera, genus name  : Greek phullo-, phyllo- + Greek xKros, dry.] 
—phylÙlox·eùran adj.  & n. 

phy·lo·gen·e·sis (fXÙlo-jHnùV-sVs) n.  See phylogeny (n., sense 1). 

phy·lo·ge·net·ic (fXÙlo-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to phylogeny or phylo-

genetics.  2. Relating to or based on evolutionary development or history:  a phy-

logenetic classification of species.   —phyÙlo·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

phy·lo·ge·net·ics (fXÙlo-jN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of 

phylogeny. 

phy·log·e·ny (fX-lmjùN-nK) n.  pl. phy·log·e·nies. 1. The evolutionary devel-

opment and history of a species or higher taxonomic grouping of organisms.  

Also called phylogenesis 2. The evolutionary development of an organ or other 

part of an organism:  the phylogeny of the amphibian intestinal tract.  3. The his-

torical development of a tribe or racial group.  [Greek phulon, race, class; see 

bheuN- in Appendix + -GENY.] —phyÙlo·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

phy·lum (fXùlNm) n.  pl. phy·la (-lN). 1. Biology. A primary division of a king-

dom, as of the animal kingdom, ranking next above a class in size.  See Table at 

taxonomy.  2. Linguistics. A large division of possibly genetically related fami-

lies of languages or linguistic stocks.  [New Latin, from Greek phulon, class. See 

bheuN- in Appendix.]

phys. abbr.  1. Physical.  2. Physician.  3. Physicist; physics.  4. Physiological; 

physiology. 

phys- pref.  Variant of physio-. 
phys. ed.  or phys ed abbr.  Physical education. 

physi- pref.  Variant of physio-. 
phys·i·at·rics (fVzÙK-4tùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1.  See physical med-
icine.  2. Physical therapy. 

phys·i·at·rist (fVzÙK-4tùrVst, fV-zXùN-trVst) n.  1. A physician who specializes in 

physical medicine.  2. A health care professional who administers physical ther-

apy; a physical therapist. 

phys·i·at·ry (fVzÙK-4tùrK, fV-zXùN-trK) n.  1.  See physical medicine.  
2. Physical therapy. 



phys·ic (fVzùVk) n.  1. A medicine or drug, especially a cathartic.  2. Archaic. The 

art or profession of medicine.   —  v.  tr. phys·icked, phys·ick·ing, phys·ics. 
1. To act on as a cathartic.  2. To cure or heal.  3. To treat with or as if with medi-

cine.  [Middle English phisik, from Old French fisique, medical science, natural 

science, from Latin, natural science, from Greek phusikK, feminine of phusikos, of 

nature, from phusis, nature. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

phys·i·cal (fVzùV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. phys. 1. a. Of or relating to the body as distin-

guished from the mind or spirit.  See Synonyms at bodily.  b. Involving or char-

acterized by vigorous bodily activity:  a physical dance performance.  c. Slang. 

Involving or characterized by violence: “A real cop would get physical” (TV Guide).   

2. Of or relating to material things:  our physical environment.  3. Of or relating to 

matter and energy or the sciences dealing with them, especially physics.   —  n.  A 

physical examination.  [Middle English phisical, medical, from Medieval Latin 

physic7lis, from Latin physica, physics. See PHYSICS.] —physÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) 

n.  —physùi·cal·ly adv. 

physical anthropology (fVzùV-kNl 4nÙthrN-pmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of 

anthropology that deals with human evolutionary biology, racial variation, and 

classification.  Also called somatology  —physical anthropologist n. 

physical chemistry (fVzùV-kNl kHmùV-strK) n.  Scientific analysis of the proper-

ties and behavior of chemical systems primarily by physical theory and technique 

as, for example, the thermodynamic analysis of macroscopic chemical phenom-

ena. 

physical education (fVzùV-kNl HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. P.E., phys. ed., phys 
ed Education in the care and development of the human body, stressing athletics 

and including hygiene. 

physical examination (fVzùV-kNl Vg-z4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  A medical examina-

tion to determine the condition of a person’s health or physical fitness, especially 

for a specified activity or service. 

physical geography (fVzùV-kNl jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the natural fea-

tures of the earth’s surface, especially in its current aspects, including land forma-

tion, climate, currents, and distribution of flora and fauna.  Also called 

physiography 

phys·i·cal·ism (fVzùV-kN-lVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The doctrine that all phenom-

ena can be described in spatiotemporal terms and consequently that any descrip-

tive scientific statement can in principle be reduced to an empirically verifiable 

physical statement.   —physùi·cal·ist n.  —physÙi·cal·isùtic adj. 

phys·i·cal·ize (fVzùV-kN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. phys·i·cal·ized, phys·i·cal·iz·ing, 
phys·i·cal·iz·es. 1. To express with the body:  physicalize one’s emotions.  2. To 

describe or interpret in physical terms: “a writer who physicalizes everything he 

feels” (James Wolcott).   —physÙi·cal·i·zaùtion (-kN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 



physical medicine (fVzùV-kNl mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine that deals 

with the treatment, prevention, and diagnosis of disease by essentially physical 

means, including manipulation, massage, and exercise, often with mechanical 

devices, and the application of heat, cold, electricity, radiation, and water.  Also 

called physiatrics, physiatry. 

physical science (fVzùV-kNl sXùNns) n.  Any of the sciences, such as physics, 

chemistry, astronomy, and geology, that analyze the nature and properties of 

energy and nonliving matter. 

physical therapy (fVzùV-kNl thHrùN-pK) n.  Abbr. P.T. The treatment of physical 

dysfunction or injury by the use of therapeutic exercise and the application of 

modalities, intended to restore or facilitate normal function or development.  

Also called physiotherapy  —physical therapist n. 

phy·si·cian (fV-zVshùNn) n.  1.  Abbr. phys. A person licensed to practice medi-

cine; a medical doctor.  2. A person who practices general medicine as distinct 

from surgery.  3. A person who heals or exerts a healing influence.  [Middle 

English fisicien, from Old French, from fisique, medical science. See PHYSIC.]

phy·si·cian’s assistant (fV-zVshùNnz N-sVsùtNnt) n.  pl. physicians’ assis-
tants. Abbr. P.A. A person trained to provide basic medical services, usually 

under the supervision of a physician. 

phys·i·cist (fVzùV-sVst) n.  Abbr. phys. A scientist who specializes in physics. 

phys·i·co·chem·i·cal (fVzÙV-ko-kHmùV-kNl) adj.  1. Relating to both physical 

and chemical properties.  2. Relating to physical chemistry. 

phys·ics (fVzùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. phys. The science of mat-

ter and energy and of interactions between the two, grouped in traditional fields 

such as acoustics, optics, mechanics, thermodynamics, and electromagnetism, as 

well as in modern extensions including atomic and nuclear physics, cryogenics, 

solid-state physics, particle physics, and plasma physics.  2. (used with a pl. verb). 

Physical properties, interactions, processes, or laws:  the physics of supersonic 

flight.  3. (used with a sing. verb). Archaic. The study of the natural or material 

world and phenomena; natural philosophy.  [From Latin physica, from Greek (ta) 

phusika, from neuter pl. of phusikos, of nature, from phusis, nature. See bheuN- 
in Appendix.]

physio-  or physi-  or phys- pref.  1. Nature; natural:  physiography.  

2. Physical:  physiotherapy.  [Greek phusio-, from phusis, nature. See bheuN- in 

Appendix.]

phys·i·og·no·my (fVzÙK-mgùnN-mK, -mnùN-mK) n.  pl. phys·i·og·no·mies. 
1. a. The art of judging human character from facial features.  b. Divination 

based on facial features.   2. a. Facial features, especially when regarded as reveal-

ing character.  See Synonyms at face.  b. Aspect and character of an inanimate or 

abstract entity:  the physiognomy of New England.   [Middle English phisonomie, 

from Old French phisionomie, from Late Latin physiognomia, from Greek phusi-



ognomia, variant of phusiognomonia : phusio-, physio- + gnomon, gnomon-, inter-

preter; see gno- in Appendix.] —physÙi·og·nomùic (-mg-nmmùVk, -N-nmmùVk), 
physÙi·og·nomùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —physÙi·og·nomùi·cal·ly adv.  

—physÙi·ogùno·mist n. 

phys·i·og·ra·phy (fVzÙK-mgùrN-fK) n.  See physical geography.  
—physÙi·ogùra·pher n.  —physÙi·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk), 
physÙi·o·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —physÙi·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

physiol. abbr.  Physiological; physiology. 

phys·i·o·log·i·cal (fVzÙK-N-lmjùV-kNl) also phys·i·o·log·ic (-Vk) adj.  Abbr. 

phys., physiol. 1. Of or relating to physiology.  2. Being in accord with or char-

acteristic of the normal functioning of a living organism.  3. Color. Of or being 

an additive primary color.   —physÙi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

physiological psychology (fVzÙK-N-lmjùV-kNl sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  See psycho-
physiology.  —physiological psychologist n. 

physiological saline (fVzÙK-N-lmjùV-kNl s7ùlKnÙ) n.  A sterile solution of 

sodium chloride that is isotonic to body fluids, used to maintain living tissue 

temporarily and as a solvent for parenterally administered drugs. 

phys·i·ol·o·gy (fVzÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  Abbr. phys., physiol. 1. The biological study 

of the functions of living organisms and their parts.  2. All the functions of a liv-

ing organism or any of its parts.   —physÙi·olùo·gist n. 

phys·i·o·pa·thol·o·gy (fVzÙK-o-pN-thmlùN-jK) n.  See pathophysiology.  
—physÙi·o·pathÙo·logùic (-p4thÙN-lmjùVk), physÙi·o·pathÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  

adj.  —physÙi·o·pa·tholùo·gist n. 

phys·i·o·ther·a·py (fVzÙK-o-thHrùN-pK) n.  See physical therapy.  
—physÙi·o·therÙa·peuùtic (-thHrÙN-pyuùtVk) adj.  —physÙi·o·therùa·pist n. 

phy·sique (fV-zKkù) n.  The body considered with reference to its proportions, 

muscular development, and appearance: “a short man with... the physique of a 

swimmer” (John le Carré).  [French, physical, physique, from Latin physicus, of 

nature, from Greek phusikos, from phusis, nature. See bheuN- in Appendix.] 
—phy·siquedù adj.  

SYNONYMS: physique, build, constitution. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “bodily structure or development”: a child of delicate physique; a stocky

build; a robust constitution.

phy·so·stig·mine (fXÙso-stVgùmKnÙ) also phy·so·stig·min (-mVn) n.  A crys-

talline alkaloid, C15H21N3O2, extracted from the Calabar bean, used in medicine 

as a miotic and cholinergic agent and to enhance memory in patients with Alzhe-

imer’s disease.  Also called eserine [New Latin Physostigma, genus name of the 

Calabar bean (Greek phusa, bellows + STIGMA) + -INE
2.]



phy·sos·to·mous (fX-smsùtN-mNs) adj.  Having a connecting tube between the 

air bladder and a part of the alimentary canal, as in certain fishes.  [From Greek 

phusa, bladder + Greek stoma, mouth.]

phyt- pref.  Variant of phyto-. 
-phyte suff.  1. A plant with a specified character or habitat:  halophyte.  2. A 

pathological growth:  osteophyte.  [From Greek phuton, plant, from phuein, to 

make grow. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

phyto-  or phyt- pref.  Plant:  phytogenesis.  [New Latin, from Greek phuto-, 

from phuton, plant, from phuein, to make grow. See bheuN- in Appendix.]

phy·to·chem·is·try (fXÙto-kHmùV-strK) n.  The chemistry of plants.   
—phyÙto·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  —phyÙto·chemùi·cal·ly adv.  

—phyÙto·chemùist n. 

phy·to·chrome (fXùtN-kromÙ) n.  A cytoplasmic pigment of green plants that 

absorbs light and regulates dormancy, seed germination, and flowering. 

phy·to·gen·e·sis (fXÙto-jHnùV-sVs) also phy·tog·e·ny (fX-tmjùN-nK) n.  The ori-

gin and evolutionary development of plants.   —phyÙto·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), 
phyÙto·ge·netùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —phyÙto·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

phy·to·gen·ic (fXÙto-jHnùVk) also phy·tog·e·nous (fX-tmjùN-nNs) adj.  Having a 

plant origin, as coal. 

phy·tog·e·ny (fX-tmjùN-nK) n.  Variant of phytogenesis. 
phy·to·ge·og·ra·phy (fXÙto-jK-mgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the geographic dis-

tribution of plants.  Also called geobotany  —phyÙto·ge·ogùra·pher n.  

—phyÙto·geÙo·graphùi·cal (-jKÙN-gr4fùV-kNl), phyÙto·geÙo·graphùic (-

gr4fùVk)  adj. 

phy·tog·ra·phy (fX-tmgùrN-fK) n.  The science of plant description; descriptive 

botany. 

phy·to·he·mag·glu·ti·nin (fXÙto-hKÙmN-glutùn-Vn) n.  A hemagglutinin 

extracted from a plant. 

phy·to·hor·mone (fXÙto-hôrùmonÙ) n.  See plant hormone. 
phy·tol (fXùtôlÙ, -tmlÙ) n.  A liquid alcohol, C20H40O, used in the synthesis of vita-

mins E and K. 

phy·tol·o·gy (fX-tmlùN-jK) n.  The study of plants; botany.   —phyÙto·logùic 
(fXÙtN-lmjùVk), phyÙto·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

phy·ton (fXùtmnÙ) n.  The smallest unit of plant structure.  [New Latin, from 

Greek phuton, plant. See PHYTO-.] —phy·tonùic adj. 

phy·to·path·o·gen (fXÙto-p4thùN-jNn) n.  An organism that is pathogenic to a 

plant.   —phyÙto·pathÙo·genùic (-jHnùVk) adj. 

phy·to·pa·thol·o·gy (fXÙto-pN-thmlùN-jK) n.  The science of plant diseases.   
—phyÙto·pathÙo·logùic (-p4thÙN-lmjùVk), phyÙto·pathÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  

adj.  —phyÙto·pa·tholùo·gist n. 



phy·toph·a·gous (fX-tmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on plants, including shrubs and 

trees. Used especially of certain insects. 

phy·to·plank·ton (fXÙto-pl4ngkùtNn) n.  Minute, free-floating aquatic plants.   
—phyÙto·plank·tonùic (-pl4ngk-tmnùVk) adj. 

phy·to·so·ci·ol·o·gy (fXÙto-soÙsK-mlùN-jK, -shK-) n.  The branch of ecology that 

deals with the characteristics, classification, relationships, and distribution of 

plant communities.   —phyÙto·soÙci·o·logùi·cal (-soÙsK-N-lmjùV-kNl, -shK-) adj.  

—phyÙto·soÙci·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —phyÙto·soÙci·olùo·gist n. 

phy·to·tox·ic (fXÙto-tmkùsVk) adj.  Poisonous to plants.   —phyÙto·tox·icùi·ty 
(-tmk-sVsùV-tK) n. 

pi1 (pX) n.  pl. pis. 1. The 16th letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. Mathematics. A 

transcendental number, approximately 3.14159, represented by the symbol π, that 

expresses the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle and appears as 

a constant in many mathematical expressions.  [Medieval Greek, from Greek pei, 

of Phoenician origin; akin to Hebrew pK.]

pi2 also pie (pX) Printing. n.  pl. pis also pies. An amount of type that has been 

jumbled or thrown together at random.   —  v.  pied (pXd) also pied, pi·ing also 

pie·ing, pies also pies.  —  v.  tr. To jumble or mix up (type).   —  v.  intr. To 

become jumbled.  [Origin unknown.]

PI abbr.  Private investigator. 

pi·a (pXùN, pKùN) n.  The pia mater.   —piùal adj. 

Pia·cen·za (pyä-chHnùzN, -tsä)  A town of northern Italy on the Po River south-

east of Milan. Founded by Romans as Placentia in 218 B.C., it was occupied by 

Goths, Franks, and Lombards and became a free city and part of the Lombard 

League in the 12th century. Population, 108,177. 

pi·ac·u·lar (pX-4kùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Making expiation or atonement for a sacrilege:  

piacular sacrifice.  2. Requiring expiation; wicked or blameworthy.  [Latin 

pi7cul7ris, from pi7culum, propitiatory sacrifice, from pi7re, to appease, from 

pius, dutiful.]

Pi·af (pK-äfù, pKùäfÙ), Edith. 1915-1963.  French cabaret singer. Her best-remem-

bered songs include La Vie en Rose and Non, Je ne Regrette Rien. 

piaffe (py4f) v.  intr. piaffed, piaf·fing, piaffes. To perform the piaffer.  

[French piaffer.]

piaf·fer (py4fùNr) n.  A movement in which a horse trots in place with high 

action of the legs.  [French, from piaffer, to strut, piaffe.]

Pia·get (pKÙN-zh7ù, pyä-), Jean. 1896-1980.  Swiss child psychologist noted for 

his studies of intellectual and cognitive development in children. 

pia ma·ter (pXùN m7ùtNr, mäùtNr) n.  The fine vascular membrane that closely 

envelops the brain and spinal cord under the arachnoid and the dura mater.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin pia m7ter : Latin pia, tender + Latin m7ter, 

mother (translation of Arabic ’umm raqXqah).]



pi·an·ism (pK-4nùVzÙNm, pKùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Music. The technique or execution of 

piano playing. 

pi·a·nis·si·mo (pKÙN-nVsùN-moÙ) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. pp, pp. In a very soft 

or quiet tone. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. pi·a·nis·si·mos. A part of a 

composition played very softly or quietly.  [Italian, superlative of piano, soft. See 

PIANO
2.]

pi·an·ist (pK-4nùVst, pKùN-nVst) n.  Music. One who plays the piano. 

pi·a·nis·tic (pKÙN-nVsùtVk) adj.  Music. 1. Of or relating to the piano.  2. Well 

adapted to the piano.   —piÙa·nisùti·cal·ly adv. 

pi·a·nis·tics (pKÙN-nVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Music. 1. The art or 

principles of piano playing.  2. A show of virtuosity in playing the piano. 

pi·an·o1 (pK-4nùo, py4nùo) n.  pl. pi·an·os. Music. An instrument with a manual 

keyboard actuating hammers that strike wire strings, producing sounds that may 

be softened or sustained by means of pedals.  Also called pianoforte [Italian, short 

for pianoforte. See PIANOFORTE.]

pi·a·no2 (pK-äùno, pyäù-) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. p, p. In a soft or quiet tone. 

Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. pi·a·nos. A passage to be played softly or 

quietly.  [Italian, from Late Latin pl7nus, smooth, graceful, from Latin, flat. See 

pelN-2 in Appendix.]

piano bar (pK-4nùo bär) n.  A cocktail lounge featuring entertainment by a pia-

nist. 

pi·an·o·for·te (pK-4nÙo-fôrùt7, -fôrùtK, pK-4nùo-fôrtÙ) n.  Music. See piano1.  
[Italian, from (clavicembalo con) piano (e) forte, (harpsichord with) soft (and) 

loud  : piano, soft; see PIANO
2 + forte, loud; see FORTE

2.]

piano hinge (pK-4nùo hVnj) n.  A long narrow hinge with a pin running the 

entire length of its joint. 

pi·as·sa·va (pKÙN-säùvN) also pi·as·sa·ba (-säùbN) n.  1. Either of two South 

American palm trees, Attalea funifera or Leopoldinia piassaba, from which a 

strong, coarse fiber is obtained.  2. The fiber of either of these plants, used for 

making ropes, brushes, and brooms.  [Portuguese, from Tupi plaçaba.]

pi·as·ter also pi·as·tre (pK-4sùtNr, -äùstNr) n.  1. A unit of currency in Egypt, 

Lebanon, Sudan, and Syria.  See Table at currency.  2. Piece of eight.  [French 

piastre, from Italian piastra, thin metal plate, from Latin emplastrum, medical 

dressing. See PLASTER.]

Pi·at·ra Ne·amt (pK-äÙtrN nK-4msù, pyäÙträ nyämtsù)  A city of northeast 

Romania in the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains. It is a processing and 

industrial center. Population, 102,584. 

pi·az·za (pK-4zùN, -äùzN) n.  pl. pi·az·zas. 1. pl. pi·az·ze (pK-ätùsN, pyätùsH; also 

pK-ätùsN, pyätùsä). A public square in an Italian town.  2. A roofed and arcaded 

passageway; a colonnade.  3. A verandah.  [Italian, from Latin platKa, street, from 



Greek plateia (hodos), broad (way), feminine of platus, broad. See plat- in 

Appendix.]

Piaz·zi (pyätùsK), Giuseppi. 1746-1826.  Italian astronomer who discovered 

(1801) the first asteroid, Ceres. 

pi·broch (pKùbrmKHÙ) n.  Music. A series of variations on a traditional dirge or 

martial theme for the highland bagpipes.  [Scottish Gaelic pìobaireachd, pipe 

music, from pìobair, piper, from pìob, pipe, from Middle Irish píp, from Medieval 

Latin pXpa, from Vulgar Latin. See PIPE.]

pic (pVk) n.  pl. pics or pix (pVks). Slang. 1. A photograph.  2. A movie.  [Short 

for PICTURE.]

pi·ca1 (pXùkN) n.  Printing. 1. a. A printer’s unit of type size, equal to 12 points or 

about 6 of an inch.  b. An equivalent unit of composition measurement used in 

determining the dimensions of lines, illustrations, or printed pages.   2. A type 

size for typewriters, providing ten characters to the inch.  [Probably from Medi-

eval Latin pXca, list of church services (perhaps from the typeface used to print 

it).]

pi·ca2 (pXùkN) n.  An abnormal craving or appetite for nonfood substances, such 

as dirt, paint, or clay.  [New Latin pXca, from Latin, magpie (from its omnivorous 

nature).]

pic·a·dor (pVkùN-dôrÙ, pKÙkä-thôrù) n.  pl. pic·a·dors or pic·a·do·res (pVkÙN-

dôrù7s, pKÙkä-thôùrHs). A horseman in a bullfight who lances the bull’s neck mus-

cles so that it will tend to keep its head low for the subsequent stages of the fight.  

[Spanish, from picar, to prick. See PICARO.]

pi·can·te (pV-känùt7) adj.  Prepared in such a way as to be spicy; having a sauce 

typically containing tomatoes, onions, peppers, vinegar, and other condiments.  

[Spanish, present participle of picar, to bite, prick. See PICARO.]

pi·ca·ra (pKùkä-räÙ) n.  pl. pi·ca·ras (-räzÙ, -räsÙ). An adventuress.  [Spanish 

pícara, feminine of pícaro, rogue. See PICARO.]

Pi·card (pK-kärù), Jean. 1620-1682.  French cleric and astronomer who made an 

accurate measurement of a degree of meridian and subsequently calculated the 

circumference of the earth (1668-1670). 

Pic·ar·dy (pVkùNr-dK)  A historical region of northern France bordering on the 

English Channel. The name was first used in the 13th century for a number of 

small feudal holdings. Picardy was contested by France and England during the 

Hundred Years’ War and became part of the French crown lands in 1477. 

pic·a·resque (pVkÙN-rHskù, pKÙkN-) adj.  1. Of or involving clever rogues or 

adventurers.  2. Of or relating to a genre of prose fiction that originated in Spain 

and depicts in realistic detail the adventures of a roguish hero, often with satiric 

or humorous effects.   —  n.  One that is picaresque.  [French, from Spanish 

picaresco, from pícaro, picaro. See PICARO.]



pi·ca·ro (pKùkä-ro) n.  pl. pi·ca·ros (-rozÙ, -rosÙ). A bohemian adventurer; a 

rogue.  Also called picaroon [Spanish pícaro, perhaps from picar, to prick, from 

Vulgar Latin *picc7re. See PIQUE.]

pic·a·roon (pVkÙN-runù) n.  1. a. A pirate.  b. A pirate ship.   2.  See picaro.   
—  v.  intr. pic·a·rooned, pic·a·roon·ing, pic·a·roons. To act as a pirate.  

[Spanish picarón, augmentative of pícaro, picaro. See PICARO.]

Pi·cas·so (pV-käùso, -k4sùo), Pablo. 1881-1973.  Spanish artist. One of the most 

prolific and influential artists of the 20th century, Picasso excelled in painting, 

sculpture, etching, stage design, and ceramics. With Georges Braque he launched 

cubism (1906-1925), and he introduced the technique of collage. Among Pic-

asso’s masterpieces are Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907) and Guernica (1937). 

pic·a·yune (pVkÙN-yunù) adj.  1. Of little value or importance; paltry.  See Syn-

onyms at trivial.  2. Petty; mean.   —  n.  1. A Spanish-American half-real piece 

formerly used in parts of the southern United States.  2. A five-cent piece.  

3. Something of very little value; a trifle:  not worth a picayune.  [Louisiana 

French picaillon, small coin, from French, from Provençal picaioun, from picaio, 

money, perhaps from Old Provençal piquar, to jingle, clink, from Vulgar Latin 

*picc7re, to pierce. See PIQUE.] —picÙa·yunùish adj. 

Pic·ca·dil·ly Circus (pVkùN-dVlÙK sûrùkNs)  A traffic junction and popular meet-

ing place in western London, England, noted for the statue known as Eros. 

pic·ca·lil·li (pVkùN-lVlÙK) n.  pl. pic·ca·lil·lis. A pickled relish made of various 

chopped vegetables.  [Probably alteration of PICKLE.]

Pic·card (pK-kärdù, -kärù), Auguste. 1884-1962.  Swiss physicist and aeronaut 

known for his experiments at extreme altitudes and depths. He designed a bal-

loon that in 1932 carried him to 16,946.7 meters (55,563 feet) and invented a 

bathyscaphe that in 1953 reached a depth of 3,151.3 meters (10,332 feet). 

Pic·card (pK-kärdù, -kärù), Jean Felix. 1884-1963.  Swiss-born American chem-

ist and aeronautical engineer. In 1934 he reached a height of 17,557 meters 

(57,564 feet) in a balloon of his own design. 

pic·ca·ta (pV-käùtN) adj.  Sliced, sautéed, and served in a sauce containing lemon, 

butter, and spices. Used of meat or fish.  [Italian, feminine of piccato, larded, 

from French piqué, past participle of piquer, to prick, lard. See PIQUE.]

pic·co·lo1 (pVkùN-loÙ) n.  pl. pic·co·los. Music. A small flute pitched an octave 

above a regular flute.  [French, from Italian, short for (flauto) piccolo, small 

(flute).] —picùco·loÙist n. 

pic·co·lo2 (pVkùN-loÙ) adj.  Music. Of, relating to, or being an instrument consid-

erably smaller than the usual size:  a piccolo trumpet; a piccolo concertina.  [Italian, 

small.]

pice (pXs) n.  pl. pice. A monetary unit worth 64 of a rupee, formerly used in 

India.  [Hindi pais7. See PAISA.]



pi·ce·ous (pXùsK-Ns) adj.  1. Botany. Of or relating to pitch.  2. Color. Glossy 

black.  [From Latin piceus, from pix, pic-, pitch.]

pich·i·ci·e·go (pVchÙV-sK-7ùgo) also pich·i·ci·a·go (-äùgo, -7ùgo) n.  pl. 

pich·i·ci·e·gos. 1. A small armadillo (Chlamyphorus truncatus) of Argentina, 

having pale pink armor and thick, silky white hair.  2. A South American arma-

dillo (Burmeisteria retusa) having yellow-brown armor and whitish hair.  [Ameri-

can Spanish  : Araucanian pichi, armadillo + Spanish ciego, blind (from Latin 

caecus).]

pick1 (pVk) v.  picked, pick·ing, picks.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To select from a group:  

The best swimmer was picked.  See Synonyms at choose.  b. To select or cull.   

2. a. To gather in; harvest:  They were picking cotton.  b. To gather the harvest 

from:  We picked the whole field in one day.   3. a. To remove the outer covering 

of; pluck:  pick a chicken clean of feathers.  b. To tear off bit by bit:  pick meat from 

the bones.   4. To remove extraneous matter from (the teeth).  5. To poke and pull 

at (something) with the fingers.  6. To break up, separate, or detach by means of a 

sharp, pointed instrument.  7. To pierce or make (a hole) with a sharp, pointed 

instrument.  8. To take up (food) with the beak; peck:  The parrot picked its seed.  

9. To steal the contents of:  My pocket was picked.  10. To open (a lock) without 

the use of a key.  11. To provoke:  pick a fight.  12. Music. a. To pluck (the strings) 

of an instrument:  picked the guitar while sitting alone on the deck.  b. To play (a 

tune) by plucking strings:  picked a melody out on the guitar.    —  v.  intr. 1. To 

decide with care or forethought.  2. To work with a pick.  3. To find fault or make 

petty criticisms; carp:  He’s always picking about something.  4. To be harvested or 

gathered:  The ripe apples picked easily.   —  n.  1. The act of picking, especially 

with a sharp, pointed instrument.  2. The act of selecting or choosing; choice:  got 

first pick of the desserts.  3. Something selected as the most desirable; the best or 

choicest part:  the pick of the crop.  4. The amount or quantity of a crop that is 

picked by hand.   —phrasal verbs. pick apart. To refute or find flaws in by 

close examination:  The lawyer picked the testimony apart.  pick at. 2. To pluck or 

pull at, especially with the fingers.  3. To eat sparingly or without appetite:  The 

child just picked at her food.  4. Informal. To nag:  Don’t pick at me day and night.  

pick off. 5. To shoot after singling out:  The hunter picked the ducks off one by 

one.  6. Baseball. To catch (a base runner) off base and put out with a quick throw, 

as from the pitcher or catcher, often to a specified base.  7. Sports. To intercept, as 

a football pass.  pick on. To tease or bully.  pick out. 9. To choose or select:  

picked out the best piece of silk.  10. To discern from the surroundings; distinguish:  

picked out their cousins from the crowd.  pick over. To sort out or examine item 

by item:  a shopper who picked over the grapes before purchasing them.  pick up. 
12. a. To take up (something) by hand:  pick up a book.  b. To collect or gather:  

picked up the broken pieces of glass.  c. To tidy up:  Let’s pick up the living room.   

13. To take on (passengers or freight, for example):  The bus picks up commuters 



at three stops.  14. Informal. a. To acquire casually or by accident:  picked up a 

mink coat on sale.  b. To acquire (knowledge) by learning or experience:  picked up 

French very quickly.  c. To claim:  picked up her shoes at the repair shop.  d. To buy:  

picked up some beverages on the way home.  e. To accept (a bill or charge) in order 

to pay it:  Let me pick up the tab.  f. To come down with (a disease):  picked up a 

virus in the office.  g. To gain:  picked up five yards on that play.   15. Informal. To 

take into custody:  The coast guard picked up five smugglers.  16. Slang. To make 

casual acquaintance with, usually in anticipation of sexual relations.  17. a. To 

come upon and follow:  The dog picked up the scent.  b. To come upon and 

observe:  We picked up two submarines on sonar.   18. To continue after a break:  

Let’s pick up the discussion after lunch.  19. Informal. To improve in condition or 

activity:  Sales picked up last fall.  20. Slang. To pack one’s belongings:  She just 

picked up and left.   —idioms. pick and choose. To select with great care.  pick 
holes in. To seek and discover flaws or a flaw in:  picked holes in the argument.  

pick (one’s) way. To find passage and make careful progress through it:  picked 

her way down the steep bank.  pick (someone) to pieces. To criticize sharply.  

pick up on. Informal. 5. To take into the mind and understand, typically with 

speed:  picked up on the new approach and applied it to the project.  6. To notice:  

learned to pick up on his superior’s moods and act accordingly.  [Middle English 

piken, to prick, from Old English *pXcian, to prick, and from Old French piquer, 

to pierce (from Vulgar Latin *picc7re); see PIQUE.] —pickùer n. 

pick2 (pVk) n.  1. A tool for breaking hard surfaces, consisting of a curved bar 

sharpened at both ends and fitted to a long handle.  2. a. Something, such as an 

ice pick, a toothpick, or a picklock, that is used for picking.  b. A long-toothed 

comb, usually designed for use on curly hair.  c. Sports. A pointed projection on 

the front of the blade of a figure skate.   3. Music. A plectrum.  [Middle English 

pik, variant of pike, sharp point. See PIKE
5.]

pick3 (pVk) n.  1. A weft thread in weaving.  2. A passage or throw of the shuttle 

in a loom.   —  v.  tr. picked, pick·ing, picks. 1. To throw (a shuttle) across a 

loom.  2. Archaic. To cast; pitch.  [Dialectal, from pick, to pitch, thrust, variant of 

PITCH
2.]

pick·a·nin·ny (pVkùN-nVnÙK) n.  pl. pick·a·nin·nies. Offensive. Used as a dispar-

aging term for a young Black child.  [Possibly from Spanish pequeño, small + 

niño, child  or Portuguese pequenino, diminutive of pequeno, small.]

pick·ax  or pick·axe (pVkù4ksÙ) n.  A pick, especially with one end of the head 

pointed and the other end with a chisel edge for cutting through roots.   —  v.  

pick·axed, pick·ax·ing, pick·ax·es.  —  v.  intr. To use a pickax.   —  v.  tr. To 

use a pickax on.  [Middle English picax, alteration (influenced by ax, ax), of picas, 

from Old French picois (from pic, pick), and from Medieval Latin pXcosa both 

probably from Latin pXcus, woodpecker.]



picked1 (pVkt) adj.  1. Chosen by careful selection:  a racing yacht sailed by a 

picked crew.  2. Gathered, harvested, or plucked:  baskets of picked cotton; a picked 

turkey. 

picked2 (pVkt) adj.  Regional. Pointed:  a picked cap.  [From PICK
2.]

pick·er·el (pVkùNr-Nl, pVkùrNl) n.  pl. pickerel or pick·er·els. 1. Any of several 

small North American freshwater game and food fishes of the genus Esox, espe-

cially E. reticulatus, of the eastern and southern United States.  2. Any of various 

fishes, such as the walleye, similar or related to the pickerel.  3. Chiefly British. A 

young pike.  [Middle English pikerel, diminutive of pike, pike. See PIKE
2.]

pick·er·el·weed (pVkùNr-Nl-wKdÙ, pVkùrNl-) n.  A freshwater plant (Pontederia 

cordata) of eastern North America, having heart-shaped leaves with long petioles 

and spikes of violet-blue flowers. 

Pick·er·ing (pVkùNr-Vng)  A town of southern Ontario, Canada, a suburb of Tor-

onto on Lake Ontario. Population, 37,754. 

Pick·er·ing (pVkùNr-Vng), Edward Charles. 1846-1919.  American astronomer 

noted for his work on stellar photometry. His brother William Henry Picker-
ing (1858-1938) discovered Phoebe, the ninth moon of Saturn (1899), and pre-

dicted the existence of Pluto (1919). 

Pick·er·ing (pVkùNr-Vng), Timothy. 1745-1829.  American Revolutionary leader 

and politician. He served as U.S. secretary of state (1795-1800) and as a U.S. sena-

tor from Massachusetts (1803-1811). 

pick·et (pVkùVt) n.  1. A pointed stake often driven into the ground to support a 

fence, secure a tent, tether animals, mark points in surveying, or, when pointed at 

the top, serve as a defense.  2. A detachment of one or more troops, ships, or air-

craft held in readiness or advanced to warn of an enemy’s approach: “The outlying 

sonar picket.... was to detect, localize, and engage any submarine trying to close the 

convoy” (Tom Clancy).  3. a. A person or group of persons stationed outside a 

place of employment, usually during a strike, to express grievance or protest and 

discourage entry by nonstriking employees or customers.  b. A person or group 

of persons present outside a building to protest.    —  v.  pick·et·ed, pick·et·ing, 
pick·ets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To enclose, secure, tether, mark out, or fortify with pickets.  

2. a. To post as a picket.  b. To guard with a picket.   3. To post a picket or pickets 

during a strike or demonstration.   —  v.  intr. To act or serve as a picket.  [French 

piquet, from Old French, from piquer, to prick. See PIQUE.] —pickùet·er n. 

picket fence (pVkùVt fHns) n.  A fence of upright pointed pickets. 

picket line (pVkùVt lXn) n.  A line or procession of people picketing a place of 

business or otherwise staging a public protest. 

Pick·ett (pVkùVt), George Edward. 1825-1875.  American Confederate general 

known for leading the disastrous Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg (1863), in which 

three fourths of his troops were lost. 



Pick·ford (pVkùfNrd), Mary. 1893-1979.  Canadian-born American actress who 

received an Academy Award for her performance in Coquette (1929). She was a 

founder of the United Artists Corporation (1919). 

pick·ing (pVkùVng) n.  1. The act of one that picks.  2. pickings. Something or a 

group of things that are or may be picked.  3.  Often pickings. a. Leftovers.  b. A 

share of spoils.  

pick·le (pVkùNl) n.  1. An edible product, such as a cucumber, that has been pre-

served and flavored in a solution of brine or vinegar.  2. A solution of brine or 

vinegar, often spiced, for preserving and flavoring food.  3. A chemical solution, 

such as an acid, that is used as a bath to remove scale and oxides from the surface 

of metals before plating or finishing.  4. Informal. A disagreeable or troublesome 

situation; a plight.  See Synonyms at predicament.   —  v.  tr. pick·led, 
pick·ling, pick·les. 1. To preserve or flavor (food) in a solution of brine or vin-

egar.  2. To treat (metal) in a chemical bath.  [Middle English pikle, highly-sea-

soned sauce, probably from Middle Dutch pekel, pickle, brine.]

WORD HISTORY: Trade with the Low Countries across the North Sea was im-

portant to England in the later Middle Ages, and it is perhaps because of this trade

that we have the word pickle. Middle English pikel, the ancestor of our word, is

first recorded around 1400 with the meaning “a spicy sauce or gravy served with

meat or fowl.” This is a different sense from the one the word brings to mind now,

but it is related somewhat in sense to its possible Middle Dutch source pekel, a

solution, such as spiced brine, for preserving and flavoring food. After coming

into English the word pickle expanded its sense range in several ways. It was ap-

plied, as it had been in Middle Dutch, to a pickling solution. Later pickle was used

to refer to something so treated, such as a cucumber. The word also took on a

figurative sense, “a troublesome situation,” perhaps under the influence of a sim-

ilar Dutch usage in the phrase in de pekel zitten, “sit in the pickle,” and iemand in

de pekel laten zitten, “let someone sit in the pickle.”

pick·led (pVkùNld) adj.  1. Preserved in or treated with pickle.  2. Slang. Intoxi-

cated; drunk. 

pick·le·worm (pVkùNl-wûrmÙ) n.  The larva of a pyralid moth (Diaphania niti-

dalis) of the southern Atlantic and Gulf states of the United States, that feeds 

destructively on cucumbers, squash, pumpkins, and other gourds. 

pick·lock (pVkùlmkÙ) n.  1. A person who picks locks, especially a thief.  2. An 

instrument for picking a lock. 

pick-me-up (pVkùmK-ƒpÙ) n.  Informal. A drink, often an alcoholic beverage, 

taken as a stimulant or a cure for a hangover. 



pick·off (pVkùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Baseball. A play in which a runner is caught off 

base and is put out by a quick throw, as from the pitcher or catcher.  2. Sports. An 

interception, as in football. 

pick·pock·et (pVkùpmkÙVt) n.  One who steals from pockets. 

pick·proof (pVkùprufÙ) adj.  Designed to prevent picking:  a pickproof lock. 

pick·up (pVkùƒpÙ) n.  1. a. The act or process of picking up:  the pickup and 

delivery of farm produce.  b. Sports. The act of striking or fielding a ball after it 

has touched the ground:  a good pickup and throw from third base.  c. Capacity for 

acceleration:  a sports car with good pickup.  d. Informal. An improvement in con-

dition or activity:  a pickup in sales.  e. Slang. An arrest by a law enforcement 

officer.   2. One that is picked up, especially: a. Passengers or freight:  Taxi drivers 

expect good tips from airport pickups.  b. Informal. A hitchhiker.  c. Slang. A 

stranger with whom casual acquaintance is made, usually in anticipation of sex-

ual relations.   3. Accounting. A balance brought forward.  4. Previous journalistic 

copy to which succeeding copy is added.  5. Music. The unstressed note or notes 

introductory to a phrase or composition.  6. One that picks up, especially: a. A 

pickup truck.  b. The rotary rake on a piece of machinery, such as a harvester, 

that picks up windrowed hay or straw.   7. Electronics. a. A device that converts 

the oscillations of a phonograph needle into electrical impulses for subsequent 

conversion into sound.  b. The tone arm of a record player.   8. a. The reception 

of light or sound waves for conversion to electrical impulses.  b. The apparatus 

used for such reception.  c. A telecast originating outside a studio.  d. The appa-

ratus for transmitting a broadcast from an outside place to the broadcasting sta-

tion.    —  adj.  Being, relating to, or involving a group of people assembled 

informally for a temporary purpose:  a pickup orchestra; a pickup baseball game. 

pickup truck (pVkùƒpÙ trƒk) n.  A light truck with an open body and low sides. 

pick·y (pVkùK) adj.  pick·i·er, pick·i·est. Informal. Excessively meticulous; fussy. 

pic·lo·ram (pVkùlN-r4mÙ, pXùklN-) n.  A colorless compound, C6H3Cl3N2O2, used 

as a herbicide.  [PIC(OLINE) + (CH)LOR(O)- + AM(INE).]

pic·nic (pVkùnVk) n.  1. A meal eaten outdoors, as on an excursion.  2. Slang. An 

easy task or a pleasant experience.  3. A shoulder of pork from which most of the 

butt has been removed.   —  v.  intr. pic·nicked, pic·nick·ing, pic·nics. To go 

on or participate in a picnic.  [French piquenique, probably reduplication of 

piquer, to pick. See PIQUE.] —picùnick·er n.  —picùnick·y adj. 

pico- pref.  1. One-trillionth (10–12):  picosecond.  2. Very small:  picornavirus.  

[Spanish pico, beak, small quantity, from Latin beccus, beak, of Celtic origin 

(influenced by Spanish picar, to prick). See PICARO.]

Pi·co del·la Mi·ran·do·la (pKùko dHlÙN mN-r4nùdN-lN, dHlùlä mK-ränùdô-lä), 

Count Giovanni. 1463-1494.  Italian Neo-Platonist philosopher famous for his 

900 theses on a variety of scholarly subjects (1486). 

pi·co·far·ad (pKùkN-f4rÙNd, -4d, pXù-) n.  One trillionth (10–12) of a farad. 



pi·co·gram (pKùkN-gr4mÙ, pXù-) n.  One trillionth (10–12) of a gram. 

pic·o·line (pVkùN-lKnÙ, pXùkN-) n.  Any of three isomeric liquids, C5H4N(CH3), 

derived from coal tar, horse urine, and bone oil and used as an industrial solvent.  

[Latin pix, pic-, pitch + -OL
1 + -INE

2.]

pi·co·mole (pKùkN-molÙ, pXù-) n.  One trillionth (10–12) of a mole. 

Pico Ri·ve·ra (pKùko rN-vîrùN)  A city of southern California, an industrial sub-

urb of Los Angeles. Population, 59,177. 

pi·cor·na·vi·rus (pK-kôrùnN-vXÙrNs, pV-) n.  pl. pi·cor·na·vi·rus·es. Any of a 

group of very small viruses, including the enteroviruses and the rhinoviruses, that 

infect animals and consist of RNA surrounded by an icosahedral protein shell.  

[PICO- + RNA + VIRUS.]

pi·co·sec·ond (pKùkN-sHkÙNnd, pXù-) n.  Abbr. psec. One trillionth (10–12) of a 

second. 

pi·cot (pKùko, pK-koù) n.  A small embroidered loop forming an ornamental edg-

ing on some ribbon and lace.   —  v.  tr. pi·coted (-kod), pi·cot·ing (-ko-Vng), 
pi·cots (-koz). To trim with small embroidered loops.  [French, from Old 

French, from pic, point, from piquer, to prick. See PIQUE.]

pic·o·tee (pVkÙN-tKù) n.  A carnation having pale petals bordered by a darker 

color.  [French picoté, marked with points, past participle of picoter, to mark with 

points, from picot, point, picot. See PICOT.]

pi·co·wave (pKùkN-w7vÙ, pXù-) v.  tr. pi·co·waved, pi·co·wav·ing, 
pi·co·waves. To irradiate (food) with gamma rays in order to kill insects or 

worms.  [PICO- + WAVE (from the extremely short wavelength of gamma radia-

tion).]

pic·quet (pV-k7ù) n.  Variant of piquet. 
picr- pref.  Variant of picro-. 
pic·rate (pVkùr7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of picric acid. 

pic·ric acid (pVkùrVk 4sùVd) n.  A poisonous, explosive yellow crystalline solid, 

C6H2(NO2)3OH, used in explosives, dyes, and antiseptics. 

picro-  or picr- pref.  1. Bitter:  picrotoxin.  2. Picric acid:  picrate.  [Greek pikro-, 

from pikros, bitter. See peig- in Appendix.]

pic·ro·tox·in (pVkÙrN-tmkùsVn) n.  A bitter crystalline compound, C30H34O13, 

derived from the seed of an East Indian woody vine (Animirta cocculus) and used 

as a stimulant, especially in treating barbiturate poisoning.   —picÙro·toxùic adj. 

Pict (pVkt) n.  One of an ancient people of northern Britain. They remained unde-

feated by the Romans and in the ninth century joined with the Scots to form a 

kingdom later to become Scotland.  [From Middle English Pictes, Picts, from Late 

Latin PictX, from Latin pictX, pl. of pictus, painted. See PICTURE.]

Pict·ish (pVkùtVsh) adj.  Of or relating to the Picts or their language or culture.   
—  n.  The language of the Picts, of uncertain affiliation, known chiefly from 

place names and extinct by the tenth century. 



pic·to·gram (pVkùtN-gr4mÙ) n.  See pictograph.  [Latin pictus, past participle 

of pingere, to paint; see PICTOGRAPH + -GRAM.]

pic·to·graph (pVkùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A picture representing a word or idea; a 

hieroglyph.  2. A record in hieroglyphic symbols.  3. A pictorial representation of 

numerical data or relationships, especially a graph, but having each value repre-

sented by a proportional number of pictures.  Also called pictogram [Latin pictus, 

past participle of pingere, to paint; see peig- in Appendix + -GRAPH.] 
—picÙto·graphùic adj.  —picÙto·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —pic·togùra·phy (pVk-

tmgùrN-fK) n. 

Pic·tor (pVkùtNr) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Columba 

and Dorado.  [Latin pictor, painter, from pingere, to paint. See peig- in Appen-

dix.]

pic·to·ri·al (pVk-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Relating to, characterized by, or com-

posed of pictures.  2. Represented as if in a picture:  pictorial prose.  3. Illustrated 

by pictures:  a pictorial history.   —  n.  An illustrated periodical.  [From Latin pic-

torius, from pictor, painter. See PICTOR.] —pic·toÙ·ri·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK), 
pic·toùri·al·ness (-Nl-nVs)  n.  —pic·toùri·al·ly adv. 

pic·to·ri·al·ize (pVk-tôrùK-N-lXzÙ, -torù-) v.  tr. pic·to·ri·al·ized, 
pic·to·ri·al·iz·ing, pic·to·ri·al·iz·es. To show in pictures; illustrate:  pictorialized 

the changing seasons.   —pic·toÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pic·ture (pVkùchNr) n.  1. A visual representation or image painted, drawn, pho-

tographed, or otherwise rendered on a flat surface.  2. A visible image, especially 

one on a flat surface:  the picture reflected in the lake.  3. a. A vivid or realistic ver-

bal description:  a Shakespearean picture of guilt.  b. A vivid mental image.   4. A 

person or an object bearing a marked resemblance to another:  She’s the picture of 

her mother.  5. A person, an object, or a scene that typifies or embodies an emo-

tion, a state of mind, or a mood:  Your face was the very picture of horror.  6. The 

chief circumstances of an event or time; a situation.  7. A movie.  8. A tableau 

vivant.   —  v.  tr. pic·tured, pic·tur·ing, pic·tures. 1. To make a visible repre-

sentation of.  2. To form a mental image of; visualize.  3. To describe vividly in 

words; make a verbal picture of:  He pictured her heroism in glowing language.  See 

Synonyms at represent.  [Middle English, from Latin pict7ra, from pictus, 

painted, past participle of pingere, to paint. See peig- in Appendix.]

picture card (pVkùchNr kärd) n.  Games. See face card. 
picture hat (pVkùchNr h4t) n.  An elaborately decorated, broad-brimmed hat for 

women. 

Pic·ture·phone (pVkùchNr-fonÙ)  A trademark used for a videophone. 

picture puzzle (pVkùchNr pƒzùNl) n.  Games. See jigsaw puzzle. 
pic·tur·esque (pVkÙchN-rHskù) adj.  1. Of, suggesting, or suitable for a picture:  

picturesque rocky shores.  2. Striking or interesting in an unusual way; irregularly 

or quaintly attractive:  a picturesque French café.  3. Strikingly expressive or vivid:  



picturesque language.  [Alteration of French pittoresque, from Italian pittoresco, 

from pittore, painter, from Latin pictor, from pingere, to paint. See peig- in 

Appendix.] —picÙtur·esqueùly adv.  —picÙtur·esqueùness n. 

picture tube (pVkùchNr tub) n.  A cathode-ray tube in a television receiver that 

translates received electrical signals into a visible picture on a luminescent screen.  

Also called kinescope 

picture window (pVkùchNr wVnùdo) n.  A large, usually single-paned window 

that provides a broad outside view. 

pic·ul (pVkùNl) n.  Any of various units of weight used in southeast Asia and China 

and equal to 100 catties, especially a Chinese unit equal to 1333 pounds (about 60 

kilograms).  [Malay pikul, to carry the heaviest load a man can carry.]

PID abbr.  Pelvic inflammatory disease. 

pid·dle (pVdùl) v.  pid·dled, pid·dling, pid·dles.  —  v.  tr. To use triflingly; 

squander:  piddle away one’s time.   —  v.  intr. 1. To spend time aimlessly; diddle.  

2. Informal. To urinate.  [Origin unknown.]

pid·dling (pVdùlVng) adj.  So trifling or trivial as to be beneath one’s consider-

ation. 

pid·dock (pVdùNk) n.  A marine bivalve mollusk of the family Pholadidae, having 

a long shell with which it bores into wood, rock, and clay, often causing destruc-

tion of wharf pilings.  [Origin unknown.]

pidg·in (pVjùNn) n.  A simplified form of speech that is usually a mixture of two 

or more languages, has a rudimentary grammar and vocabulary, is used for com-

munication between groups speaking different languages, and is not spoken as a 

first or native language.  [From PIDGIN ENGLISH.] —pidgÙin·i·zaùtion n.  —pid-
gùin·izeÙ v. 

Pid·gin English  also pid·gin English (pVjùNn VngùglVsh) n.  Any of several 

pidgins based on English and now spoken mostly on the Pacific islands and in 

West Africa.  [Alteration of pigeon English, from Pidgin English pigeon, business, 

perhaps from the Chinese pronunciation of English BUSINESS.]

pi-dog (pXùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  Variant of pye-dog. 
pie1 (pX) n.  1. A baked food composed of a shell of pastry that is filled with fruit, 

meat, cheese, or other ingredients, and usually covered with a pastry crust.  2. A 

layer cake having cream, custard, or jelly filling.  3. A whole that can be shared: 

“That would... enlarge the economic pie by making the most productive use of every 

investment dollar” (New York Times).   —idiom. pie in the sky. An empty wish 

or promise: “To outlaw deficits... is pie in the sky” (Howard H. Baker, Jr.).  [Middle 

English.]

WORD HISTORY: The etymology of the word pie turns etymologists into Sim-

ple Simons, that is, we do not know what it is for certain. It may come from Me-

dieval Latin pica or pia, “pie, pasty,” but we do not know the origins of these words



and the earliest use of the Middle English word pie is earlier (1199) than the first

use of Medieval Latin pica (c. 1310) or pia (1230). It has been suggested that Me-

dieval Latin pica may be from Latin pXca, “magpie.” The connection could have

been made because the miscellaneous nature of pie ingredients might have

brought to mind either the magpie’s piebald coloration or its habit of collecting

miscellaneous items. In any case, the first pies contained fowl, fish, or meat; the

first certain recorded mention of a fruit pie is in Robert Greene’s Arcadia, pub-

lished in 1590: “Thy breath is like the steame of apple-pyes.”

pie2 (pX) n.  See magpie (n., sense 1).  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin pXca.]

pie3 (pX) n.  A monetary unit formerly in use in India and Pakistan.  [Hindi p7’X, 
from Sanskrit p7dik7, quarter, from p7t, p7d-, foot, leg. See ped- in Appendix.]

pie4 (pX) n.  An almanac of services used in the English church before the Refor-

mation.  [Medieval Latin pXca.]

pie5 (pX) n.  & v.  Printing. Variant of pi2. 
pie·bald (pXùbôldÙ) adj.  Spotted or patched, especially in black and white:  a pie-

bald horse.   —  n.  A piebald animal, especially a horse.  [PIE
2 + BALD.]

piece (pKs) n.  1. A thing considered as a unit or an element of a larger thing, 

quantity, or class; a portion:  a piece of string.  2. A portion or part that has been 

separated from a whole:  a piece of cake.  3. An object that is one member of a 

group or class:  a piece of furniture.  4. An artistic, musical, or literary work or 

composition: “They are lively and well-plotted pieces, both in prose” (Tucker 

Brooke).  5. An instance; a specimen:  a piece of sheer folly.  6. A declaration of 

one’s opinions or findings:  speak one’s piece.  7. A coin:  a ten-cent piece.  

8. Games. a. One of the counters or figures used in playing various board games.  

b. Any one of the chess figures other than a pawn.   9. Slang. A firearm, especially 

a rifle.  10. Informal. A given distance: “There was farm country down the road on 

the right a piece” (James Agee).  11. Vulgar Slang. A sexually attractive person.   
—  v.  tr. pieced, piec·ing, piec·es. 1. To mend by adding pieces or a piece to.  

2. To join or unite the pieces of:  He pieced together the vase. She pieced together an 

account of what had gone on during the stormy meeting.   —idioms. a piece of 
(one’s) mind. Frank and severe criticism; censure.  of a piece. Belonging to the 

same class or kind.  piece by piece. In stages:  took the clock apart piece by piece.  

piece of the action. Slang. A share of an activity or of profits: “a piece of the 

action in a Florida land deal” (Shana Alexander).  [Middle English pece, from Old 

French, from Vulgar Latin *pettia, probably of Celtic origin.]

pièce de ré·sis·tance (pyHs dN r7-zK-stäNsù) n.  pl. pièces de ré·sis·tance 

(pyHs). 1. An outstanding accomplishment: “The bison is an evolutionary pièce de 

résistance, the result of thousands of years of genetic development under the toughest 



weather and geographical conditions” (B.J. Roche).  2. The principal dish of a 

meal.  [French  : pièce, piece + de, of, with + résistance, staying power, lastingness.]

piece goods (pKs gtdz) pl.n.  Fabrics made and sold in standard lengths.  Also 

called yard goods 

piece·meal (pKsùmKlÙ) adv.  1. By a small amount at a time; in stages:  articles 

acquired piecemeal.  2. In pieces; apart.   —  adj.  Accomplished or made in stages.  

[Middle English pecemeale : pece, piece; see PIECE + -mele, by a fixed measure 

(from Old English -m<lum, at a time, from dative pl. of m<l, appointed time); 

see mK-2 in Appendix.]

piece of cake (pKs ƒv k7k) n.  Informal. Something very easy to do: “Relearning 

to fly was a piece of cake” (Burton Bernstein). 

piece of eight (pKs ƒv 7t) n.  pl. pieces of eight. An old Spanish silver coin.  

[From its original value of eight reals.]

piece of work (pKs ƒv wûrk) n.  A remarkable person, achievement, or prod-

uct: “He’s a very tough piece of work” (Ted Koppel). 

piece·work (pKsùwûrkÙ) n.  Work paid for according to the number of units 

turned out.   —pieceùworkÙer n. 

pie chart (pX chärt) n.  A circular graph having radii dividing the circle into sec-

tors proportional in angle and area to the relative size of the quantities repre-

sented.  Also called circle graph 

pied1 (pXd) adj.  Patchy in color; splotched or piebald.  [Middle English, from pie, 

magpie. See PIE
2.]

pied2 (pXd) v.  Printing. Past tense and past participle of pi2. 
pied-à-terre (py7-dä-târù) n.  pl. pieds-à-terre (py7-dä-târù). A secondary or 

temporary place of lodging.  [French  : pied, foot + à, to, on + terre, ground.]

pied-billed grebe (pXdùbVldÙ grKb) n.  A small, brown, North American div-

ing bird (Podilymbus podiceps) having a short, heavy, whitish bill, found in fresh-

water ponds and marshes. 

pied·mont (pKdùmmntÙ) n.  An area of land formed or lying at the foot of a 

mountain or mountain range.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting such an 

area of land.  [After Piedmont.]

Pied·mont (pKdùmmntÙ)  1. A historical region of northwest Italy bordering on 

France and Switzerland. Occupied by Rome in the 1st century B.C., it passed to 

Savoy in the 11th century and was the center of the Italian Risorgimento after 

1814.  2. A plateau region of the eastern United States extending from New York 

to Alabama between the Appalachian Mountains and the Atlantic coastal plain.   
—PiedÙmon·teseù (-tKzù, -tKsù) adj.  & n. 

pied piper (pXd pXùpNr) n.  1. A person who offers others strong yet delusive 

enticements.  2. One, such as a leader, who makes irresponsible promises.  [After 

The Pied Piper of Hamelin, title and hero of a poem by Robert Browning.]

pie-eyed (pXùXdÙ) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 



Pie·gan (pK-g4nù) n.  pl. Piegan or Pie·gans. 1. The southernmost tribe of the 

Blackfoot confederacy, inhabiting northwest Montana and southern Alberta.  

2. A member of this tribe. 

pie plant (pX pl4nt) n.  See rhubarb (n., sense 1). 

pier (pîr) n.  1. a. A platform extending from a shore over water and supported 

by piles or pillars, used to secure, protect, and provide access to ships or boats.  

b. Such a structure used predominantly for entertainment.   2. A supporting 

structure at the junction of connecting spans of a bridge.  3. Architecture. Any of 

various vertical supporting structures, especially: a. A pillar, rectangular in cross 

section, supporting an arch or roof.  b. The portion of a wall between windows.  

c. A reinforcing structure that projects from a wall; a buttress.   [Middle English 

per, bridge support, partly from Norman French pere, piere (from Old French 

puiere, a support, from puie, support, from puier, to support, from Vulgar Latin 

*podi7re, from Latin podium, platform); see PODIUM, and partly from Medieval 

Latin pera (from Old North French pire, piere, breakwater, possibly from Latin 

petra, rock, from Greek).]

pierce (pîrs) v.  pierced, pierc·ing, pierc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut or pass 

through with or as if with a sharp instrument; stab or penetrate.  2. To make a 

hole or opening in; perforate.  3. To make a way through:  The path pierced the 

wilderness.  4. To sound sharply through:  His shout pierced the din.  5. To succeed 

in penetrating (something) with the eyes or the intellect:  Large glowing yellow 

eyes pierced the darkness.   —  v.  intr. To penetrate into or through something:  

The rocket pierced through space.  [Middle English percen, from Old French percer, 

probably from Vulgar Latin *pert7si7re, from Latin pert7sus, past participle of 

pertundere, to bore through  : per-, per- + tundere, to beat.] —piercùer n.  

—piercùing adj.  —piercùing·ly adv. 

Pierce (pîrs), Franklin. 1804-1869.  The 14th President of the United States 

(1853-1857). He was unable to reconcile the issue of slavery that divided the 

United States. 

Pi·e·ri·a (pX-îrùK-N)  A region of ancient Macedonia. It included Mount Olympus 

and Mount Pierus, seat of the worship of Orpheus and the Muses. 

Pi·e·ri·an Spring (pX-îrùK-Nn sprVng) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A spring in Mace-

donia, sacred to the Muses.  2. A source of inspiration.  [From Latin PXerius, 

sacred to the Muses, from Greek Pieria, a region of Macedonia. See peiN- in 

Appendix.]

Pie·ro del·la Fran·ce·sca (pyârùo dHlùN fr4n-chHsùkN, frän-), 1420?-1492.  

Italian painter of the quattrocento whose works, including the fresco cycle Legend 

of the True Cross (1452-1459), show a mastery of geometric perspective. 

Piero di Co·si·mo (pyârùo dK kôùzK-mo), 1462-1521.  Florentine painter. 

Among his works are Vulcan and Aeolus (c. 1486) and Discovery of Wine (c. 1500). 



Pierre (pîr)  The capital of South Dakota, in the central part of the state on the 

Missouri River. Originally a small trading center, it thrived after the coming of the 

railroad and was chosen as state capital in 1889. Population, 12,906. 

Pierre·fonds (pK-Hr-fôNù, pyHr-)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on Mon-

treal Island west of Montreal. Population, 38,390. 

Pier·rot (pKùN-roÙ, pyH-roù) n.  A character in French pantomime, dressed in a 

floppy white outfit.  [French, diminutive of the name Pierre, Peter, from Old 

French, from Latin Petrus.]

pie·tà also Pie·tà (py7-täù) n.  A painting or sculpture of the Virgin Mary hold-

ing and mourning over the dead body of Jesus.  [Italian, pity, a pietà, from Latin 

piet7s, pXet7s. See PIETY.]

pi·e·tism (pXùV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Stress on the emotional and personal aspects of 

religion.  2. Affected or exaggerated piety.  3. Pietism. A reform movement in 

the German Lutheran Church during the 17th and 18th centuries, which strove to 

renew the devotional ideal in the Protestant religion.  [German Pietismus, from 

Latin piet7s, pXet7s, piety. See PIETY.] —piùe·tist n.  —piÙe·tisùtic, piÙe·tisùti·cal 
adj.  —piÙe·tisùti·cal·ly adv. 

pi·e·ty (pXùV-tK) n.  pl. pi·e·ties. 1. The state or quality of being pious, especially: 

a. Religious devotion and reverence to God.  b. Devotion and reverence to par-

ents and family:  filial piety.   2. A devout act, thought, or statement.  3. a. A 

position held conventionally or hypocritically.  b. A statement of such a position: 

“the liberated pieties of people who believe that social attitudes have kept pace with 

women’s aspirations” (Erica Abeel).   [Middle English piete, mercy, pity, from Old 

French, from Latin piet7s, pXet7s, dutiful conduct, from pius, pXus, dutiful.]

piezo- pref.  Pressure:  piezoelectricity.  [From Greek piezein, to press tight, 

squeeze. See sed- in Appendix.]

pi·e·zo·e·lec·tric·i·ty (pX-KÙzo-V-lHk-trVsùV-tK, -KÙlHk-, pK-7Ùzo-) n.  The genera-

tion of electricity or of electric polarity in dielectric crystals subjected to mechan-

ical stress, or the generation of stress in such crystals subjected to an applied 

voltage.   —pi·eÙzo·e·lecùtric, pi·eÙzo·e·lecùtri·cal adj.  

—pi·eÙzo·e·lecùtri·cal·ly adv. 

pi·e·zom·e·ter (pXÙV-zmmùV-tNr, pKÙV-) n.  An instrument for measuring pres-

sure, especially high pressure.   —pi·eÙzo·metùric (pX-KÙzN-mHtùrVk, pK-7ÙzN-), 
piÙeÙzo·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —pi·eÙzomùe·try n. 

pif·fle (pVfùNl) v.  intr. pif·fled, pif·fling, pif·fles. To talk or act in a feeble or 

futile way.   —  n.  Foolish or futile talk or ideas; nonsense.  [Origin unknown.]

pig (pVg) n.  1. a. Any of several mammals of the family Suidae, having short 

legs, cloven hoofs, bristly hair, and a cartilaginous snout used for digging, espe-

cially the domesticated hog, Sus scrofa, when young or of comparatively small 

size.  b. The edible parts of one of these mammals.   2. Informal. A person 

regarded as being piglike, greedy, or gross.  3. a. A crude block of metal, chiefly 



iron or lead, poured from a smelting furnace.  b. A mold in which such metal is 

cast.  c. Pig iron.   4. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a police 

officer.  5. Slang. A member of the social or political establishment, especially one 

holding sexist or racist views.   —  v.  intr. pigged, pig·ging, pigs. To give birth 

to pigs; farrow.   —phrasal verb. pig out. Slang. To eat ravenously; gorge one-

self: “a parent who asks a child, ‘Would you like to pig out on pizza?’” (George F. 

Will).   —idioms. in a pig’s eye. Slang. Under no condition; never.  pig in a 
poke. Something that is offered in a manner that conceals its true nature or 

value.  pig it. Slang. To live in a piglike fashion.  [Middle English pigge, young 

pig, probably from Old English *picga.]

pig bed (pVg bHd) n.  A bed of sand in which pigs of iron are cast. 

pig·boat (pVgùbotÙ) n.  Slang. A submarine. 

pi·geon (pVjùNn) n.  1. Any of various birds of the widely distributed family 

Columbidae, characteristically having deep-chested bodies, small heads, and 

short legs, especially the rock dove or any of its domesticated varieties.  2. Slang. 

One who is easily swindled; a dupe.  [Middle English, from Old French pijon, 

probably from Vulgar Latin *pXbio, pXbion-, alteration of Late Latin pXpio, young 

chirping bird, squab, from pXpXre, to chirp.]

pigeon breast (pVjùNn brHst) n.  A chest deformity marked by a projecting ster-

num, often occurring as a result of infantile rickets.  Also called chicken breast  
—piùgeon-breastÙed (pVjùNn-brHsÙtVd) adj. 

pigeon hawk (pVjùNn hôk) n.  See merlin. 
pi·geon·hole (pVjùNn-holÙ) n.  1. A small compartment or recess, as in a desk, 

for holding papers; a cubbyhole.  2. A specific, often oversimplified category.  

3. The small hole or holes in a pigeon loft for nesting.   —  v.  tr. pi·geon·holed, 
pi·geon·hol·ing, pi·geon·holes. 1. To place or file in a small compartment or 

recess.  2. To classify mentally; categorize.  3. To put aside and ignore; shelve. 

pigeon pea (pVjùNn pK) n.  See cajan pea.  [From the use of its seeds as pigeon 

feed.]

pi·geon-toed (pVjùNn-todÙ) adj.  Having the toes turned inward. 

pig·fish (pVgùfVshÙ) n.  pl. pigfish or pig·fish·es. A North American grunt 

(Orthopristis chrysoptera) with a piglike mouth, found along the Atlantic and 

Gulf coasts of the United States and important as a food fish.  Also called hogfish 

[From the grunting sound it makes.]

pig·ger·y (pVgùN-rK) n.  pl. pig·ger·ies. 1. A place where pigs are raised or kept.  

2. Piggish conduct. 

pig·gish (pVgùVsh) adj.  1. Greedy:  a piggish appetite.  2. Stubborn; pigheaded.   
—pigùgish·ly adv.  —pigùgish·ness n. 

pig·gy (pVgùK) n.  pl. pig·gies. Informal. A little pig. 

pig·gy·back (pVgùK-b4kÙ) adv.  & adj.  1. On the shoulders or back:  ride piggy-

back; a piggyback ride.  2. By or relating to a method of transportation in which 



truck trailers are carried on trains, or cars on specially designed trucks.  3. In con-

nection with something larger or more important:  a tariff provision that came 

piggyback with the tax bill; a piggyback provision to a new piece of legislation.   —  
n.  The act of transporting piggyback.   —  v.  pig·gy·backed, 
pig·gy·back·ing, pig·gy·backs.  —  v.  tr. To cause to be aligned with an issue, 

for example, that is larger or more important: “a $21.5-million federal grant to 

piggyback city and state subsidies” (New York).   —  v.  intr. To function as if car-

ried on the back of another: “This reagent will piggyback onto an enzyme” (Seth 

Rolbein).  [Alteration of dialectal pig back, alteration of pickaback, pickback, pick 

pack : probably dialectal pick, to throw (variant of PITCH
2) + BACK

1  or PACK
1.]

piggy bank (pVgùK b4ngk) n.  A child’s coin bank shaped like a pig. 

pig·head·ed (pVgùhHdÙVd) adj.  Stupidly obstinate.  See Synonyms at obsti-
nate.  —pigùheadÙed·ly adv.  —pigùheadÙed·ness n. 

pig iron (pVg XùNrn) n.  Crude iron cast in blocks. 

pig Latin (pVg l4tùn) n.  A jargon systematically formed by the transposition of 

the initial consonant to the end of the word and the suffixation of an additional 

syllable, as igpay atinlay for pig Latin. 

pig lead (pVg lHd) n.  Crude lead cast in blocks. 

pig·let (pVgùlVt) n.  A young pig. 

pig·ment (pVgùmNnt) n.  1. A substance used as coloring.  2. Dry coloring mat-

ter, usually an insoluble powder to be mixed with water, oil, or another base to 

produce paint and similar products.  3. A substance, such as chlorophyll or mela-

nin, that produces a characteristic color in plant or animal tissue.   —  v.  tr. 

pig·ment·ed, pig·ment·ing, pig·ments. To color with pigment.  [Middle 

English, spice, red dye, from Latin pigmentum, from pingere, to paint. See peig- 
in Appendix.] —pigùmen·tarÙy (pVgùmNn-tHrÙK) adj. 

pig·men·ta·tion (pVgÙmNn-t7ùshNn) n.  Biology. 1. Coloration of tissues by 

pigment.  2. Deposition of pigment by cells. 

pigment cell (pVgùmNnt sHl) n.  Biology. See chromatophore (n., sense 1). 

Pig·my (pVgùmK) n.  & adj.   Variant of Pygmy. 
pigmy hippopotamus (pVgùmK hVpÙN-pmtùN-mNs) n.  A small hippopotamus 

(Choeropsis liberiensis) of Liberia and the Ivory Coast, found in lowland forests 

and swamps. 

pig·nut (pVgùnƒtÙ) n.  1. Either of two deciduous trees (Carya glabra or C. ova-

lis) of the eastern United States, having pinnately compound leaves, male flowers 

grouped in catkins, and nuts with somewhat bitter kernels.  2. The nut of either 

of these trees.  3. The wood of either of these trees. 

pig-out (pVgùoutÙ) n.  Slang. The act or an instance of voracious eating by a per-

son or group. 

pig·pen (pVgùpHnÙ) n.  1. A pen for pigs.  2. Slang. A dirty or very untidy place. 



Pigs (pVgz), Bay of. A small inlet of the Caribbean Sea on the southern coast of 

western Cuba. It was the site of an ill-fated invasion on April 17, 1961, when a 

force of 1,500 U.S.-trained guerrilla troops landed in an attempt to overthrow the 

government of Fidel Castro. 

pig·skin (pVgùskVnÙ) n.  1. The skin of a pig.  2. Leather made from the skin of a 

pig.  3. Sports. A football.  4. Informal. A saddle. 

pigs·ney (pVgzùnK) n.  pl. pigs·neys. Obsolete. 1. A darling.  2. An eye.  [Mid-

dle English piggesnye : pigges, genitive of pigge, pig; see PIG + nye (from an eye, an 

eye); see EYE.]

pig·sty (pVgùstXÙ) n.  pl. pig·sties. 1. A shelter where pigs are kept.  2. Slang. A 

dirty or very untidy place. 

pig·tail (pVgùt7lÙ) n.  1. A plait of braided hair.  2. A twisted roll of tobacco.  3.  
See flamingo flower.  —pigùtailedÙ adj. 

pig·weed (pVgùwKdÙ) n.  1. A common weed (Chenopodium album) having 

lance-shaped leaves with a mealy surface and small green flowers.  Also called 

lamb’s quarters 2. A coarse cosmopolitan weed (Amaranthus retroflexus) having 

hairy leaves and stout, terminal panicles with dense, lateral spikes of green flow-

ers.  Also called redroot 

pi·ka (pKùkN) n.  Any of several small, tailless, furry mammals of the genus 

Ochotona of the mountains of North America and Eurasia, resembling guinea 

pigs but belonging to the order of lagomorphs that includes the hares and rabbits.  

Also called coney1, rock rabbit.  [Tungus piika, perhaps from Russian pikat’, to 

squeak.]

pike1 (pXk) n.  A long spear formerly used by infantry.   —  v.  tr. piked, pik·ing, 
pikes. To attack or pierce with a pike.  [French pique, from Old French, from 

piquer, to prick. See PIQUE.] —piked adj. 

pike2 (pXk) n.  pl. pike or pikes. 1. A freshwater game and food fish (Esox 

lucius) of the Northern Hemisphere that has a long snout and attains a length of 

over 1.2 meters (4 feet).  Also called northern pike 2. Any of various similar or 

related fishes.  [Middle English, perhaps from Old English pXc, sharp point (from 

its shape).]

pike3 (pXk) n.  1. A turnpike.  2. a. A tollgate on a turnpike.  b. A toll paid.    —  
v.  intr. piked, pik·ing, pikes. To move quickly.   —idiom. come down the 
pike. Slang. To come into prominence: “a policy... allowing for little flexibility if 

an important new singer comes down the pike” (Christian Science Monitor).  

[Short for TURNPIKE.]

pike4 (pXk) n.  Chiefly British. A hill with a pointed summit.  [Middle English, 

possibly of Scandinavian origin.]

pike5 (pXk) n.  A spike or sharp point, as on the tip of a spear.  [Middle English, 

from Old English pXc.]



Pike (pXk), Zebulon Montgomery. 1779-1813.  American army officer and 

explorer noted for his expedition up the Arkansas River to the Rocky Mountains 

(1806-1807). Pikes Peak is named for him. 

piked whale (pXkt hw7l) n.  A small, dark gray whale (Balaenoptera acutoros-

trata) having a white underside and white bands on the flippers.  Also called 

minke whale 

pike·perch (pXkùpûrchÙ) n.  pl. pikeperch or pike·perch·es. A fish, such as 

the walleye, that is related to the perch and resembles the pike. 

pik·er (pXùkNr) n.  Slang. 1. A cautious gambler.  2. A person regarded as petty or 

stingy.  [Possibly from Piker, a poor migrant to California, after Pike County in 

eastern Missouri.]

Pikes Peak (pXks pKk)  A mountain, 4,303.6 m (14,110 ft) high, in the Front 

Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. It was discovered in 1806 by 

Zebulon M. Pike and is noted for the spectacular view from its summit. 

pike·staff (pXkùst4fÙ) n.  1. The shaft of a pike.  2. A walking stick tipped with a 

metal spike. 

Pikes·ville (pXksùvVlÙ)  An unincorporated community of north-central Mary-

land, a residential suburb of Baltimore. Population, 24,815. 

pi·laf  or pi·laff (pV-läfù, pKùläfÙ) also pi·lau (pV-läfù, -lôù, -louù, pKùläfÙ, -lôÙ, -

louÙ) n.  A steamed rice dish often with meat, shellfish, or vegetables in a sea-

soned broth.  [Persian pil7w, from Turkish pilâv.]

pi·lar (pXùlNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or covered with hair.  [New Latin pil7ris, from 

Latin pilus, hair.]

pi·las·ter (pV-l4sùtNr) n.  Architecture. A rectangular column with a capital and 

base, set into a wall as an ornamental motif.  [French pilastre, from Old French, 

from Old Italian pilastro, from Medieval Latin pXlaster : Latin pXla, pillar + Latin -

aster, n. suff.,  or blend of Latin pXla, pillar  Late Latin parastatKs, pilaster (from 

Greek, stay, supporter  : para-, beside; see para-1 + -statKs, -stat).]

Pi·late (pXùlNt), Pontius. fl. first century A.D.  Roman governor of Judea who 

ordered Christ’s crucifixion. 

Pi·la·tus (pV-läùtNs, pK-läùtts)  A peak, 2,121.3 m (6,955 ft) high, in the Alps of 

central Switzerland south-southwest of Lucerne. According to medieval folklore, 

the body of Pontius Pilate was thrown into a small lake on the mountain. 

pi·lau (pV-läfù, -lôù, -louù, pKùläfÙ, -lôÙ, -louÙ) n.  Variant of pilaf. 
pil·chard (pVlùchNrd) n.  Any of various small marine fishes related to the her-

rings, especially a commercially important edible species, Sardina pilchardus, of 

European waters.  [Origin unknown.]

Pil·co·ma·yo (pVlÙko-mäùyo, pKlÙ-)  A river of central South America rising in 

central Bolivia and flowing about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) southeast along the Argen-

tina-Paraguay border to the Paraguay River. 



pile1 (pXl) n.  1. A quantity of objects stacked or thrown together in a heap.  See 

Synonyms at heap.  2. Informal. A large accumulation or quantity:  a pile of trou-

ble.  3. Slang. A large sum of money; a fortune:  made their pile in the commodities 

market.  4. A funeral pyre.  5. A very large building or complex of buildings.  See 

Synonyms at building.  6. A nuclear reactor.  7. A voltaic pile.   —  v.  piled, 
pil·ing, piles.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To place or lay in or as if in a pile or heap:  piled 

books onto the table.  b. To load (something) with a heap or pile:  piled the table 

with books.   2. To heap (something) in abundance:  piled potato salad onto the 

plate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form a heap or pile.  2. To move in, out, or forward in a 

disorderly mass or group:  pile into a bus; pile out of a car.   —phrasal verb. pile 
up. 1. To accumulate.  2. Informal. To undergo a serious vehicular collision.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin pXla, pillar.]

pile2 (pXl) n.  1. A heavy beam of timber, concrete, or steel, driven into the earth 

as a foundation or support for a structure.  2. Heraldry. A wedge-shaped charge 

pointing downward.  3. A Roman javelin.   —  v.  tr. piled, pil·ing, piles. 1. To 

drive piles into.  2. To support with piles.  [Middle English, from Old English pXl, 
shaft, stake, from Latin pXlum, spear, pestle.]

pile3 (pXl) n.  1. a. Cut or uncut loops of yarn forming the surface of certain fab-

rics, such as velvet, plush, and carpeting.  b. The surface so formed.   2. Soft, fine 

hair, fur, or wool.  [From Middle English piles, hair, plumage, probably from 

Middle Dutch pijl, fine hair, and Middle Low German pile, downy plumage  both 

from Latin pilus, hair.] —piled adj. 

pi·le·a (pXùlK-N) n.  Plural of pileum. 
pi·le·at·ed (pXùlK-7ÙtVd) also pi·le·ate (-Vt) adj.  1. Botany. Having a pileus.  

2. Having a crest covering the pileum. Used of a bird.  [From Latin pXle7tus, wear-

ing a pileus, from pXleus, felt cap.]

pileated woodpecker (pXùlK-7ÙtVd wtdùpHkÙNr) n.  A large North Ameri-

can woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus) having black and white plumage and a 

bright red crest. 

pile driver (pXl drXùvNr) n.  1. A machine that drives a pile by raising a weight 

between guideposts and dropping it on the head of the pile.  2. One who operates 

such a machine. 

pi·le·i (pXùlK-XÙ) n.  Plural of pileus. 
piles (pXlz) pl.n.  See hemorrhoid (n., sense 2).  [Middle English piles, from 

Medieval Latin pilX, from Latin pila, ball.]

pi·le·um (pXùlK-Nm) n.  pl. pi·le·a (-lK-N). The top of a bird’s head, extending 

from the base of the bill to the nape.  [New Latin pXleum, from Latin pXleus, felt 

cap.]

pile·up  or pile-up (pXlùƒpÙ) n.  1. Informal. A serious collision usually involv-

ing several motor vehicles.  2. An accumulation: “the pile-up of unsold autos” 

(New York Times). 



pi·le·us (pXùlK-Ns) n.  pl. pi·le·i (-lK-XÙ). 1. Botany. The umbrellalike fruiting 

structure forming the top of a stalked, fleshy fungus, such as a mushroom; the 

cap.  2. A brimless, round skullcap worn by ancient Romans.  3.  See caul (n., 

sense 1).  [New Latin pXleus, from Latin, cap.]

pile·wort (pXlùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several plants, such as the lesser celand-

ine and the fireweed, that are reputed to be effective in treating hemorrhoids.  

[From its use in treating piles.]

pil·fer (pVlùfNr) v.  pil·fered, pil·fer·ing, pil·fers.  —  v.  tr. To steal (a small 

amount or item).  See Synonyms at steal.   —  v.  intr. To steal or filch.  [From 

Middle English pilfre, spoils, from Old French pelfre.] —pilùfer·age (-Vj) n.  

—pilùfer·er n. 

pil·grim (pVlùgrNm) n.  1. A religious devotee who journeys to a shrine or sacred 

place.  2. One who embarks on a quest for something conceived of as sacred.  

3. A traveler.  4. Pilgrim. One of the English Separatists who founded the colony 

of Plymouth in New England in 1620.  [Middle English, from Old French peli-

grin, from Late Latin pelegrXnus, alteration of Latin peregrXnus, foreigner. See PER-

EGRINE.]

pil·grim·age (pVlùgrN-mVj) n.  1. A journey to a sacred place or shrine.  2. A 

long journey or search, especially one of exalted purpose or moral significance.   
—  v.  intr. pil·grim·aged, pil·grim·ag·ing, pil·grim·ag·es. To go on a pil-

grimage. 

pilgrim bottle (pVlùgrNm bmtùl) n.  A costrel. 

pi·li (pXùlXÙ) n.  Plural of pilus. 
pi·lif·er·ous (pX-lVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing or producing hair.  [Latin pilus, hair + -

FEROUS.]

pil·i·form (pVlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the form of a hair.  [Latin pilus, hair + -

FORM.]

pil·ing (pXùlVng) n.  1. The act of driving piles.  2. Piles considered as a group.  

3. A structure composed of piles. 

Pil·i·pi·no (pVlÙN-pKùno) n.  The Filipino language.  [Tagalog, from pilipino, Fili-

pino, from Spanish filipino, from Filipinas, the Philippines.]

pill1 (pVl) n.  1. A small pellet or tablet of medicine, often coated, taken by swal-

lowing whole or by chewing.  2. Informal. An oral contraceptive. Used with the.  

3. Slang. Something, such as a baseball, that resembles a pellet of medicine.  

4. Something both distasteful and necessary.  5. Slang. An insipid or ill-natured 

person.   —  v.  pilled, pil·ling, pills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dose with pills.  2. To make 

into pills.  3. Slang. To blackball.   —  v.  intr. To form small balls resembling pills:  

a sweater that pills.  [Middle English pille, from Middle Dutch or Middle Low 

German pille, and Old French pile all from Latin pilula, diminutive of pila, ball.]

pill2 (pVl) v.  pilled, pil·ling, pills.  —  v.  intr. Chiefly British. To come off, as in 

flakes or scales.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To subject to extortion.  [Middle English pillen, 



to plunder, peel, from Old English pilian; see PEEL
1, and from Old French piller, to 

plunder; see PILLAGE.]

pil·lage (pVlùVj) v.  pil·laged, pil·lag·ing, pil·lag·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rob of 

goods by force, especially in time of war; plunder.  2. To take as spoils.   —  v.  

intr. To take spoils by force.   —  n.  1. The act of pillaging.  2. Something pil-

laged; spoils.  [From Middle English, booty, from Old French, from piller, to 

plunder, from Vulgar Latin *pXli7re, from peille, rag (probably from Latin pilleus, 

pXleus, felt cap).] —pilùlag·er n. 

pil·lar (pVlùNr) n.  1. a. A slender, freestanding, vertical support; a column.  

b. Such a structure or one similar to it used for decoration.   2. One who occupies 

a central or responsible position:  a pillar of the state.   —  v.  tr. pil·lared, 
pil·lar·ing, pil·lars. To support or decorate with pillars or a pillar.   —idiom. 
from pillar to post. From one place to another; hither and thither.  [Middle 

English, from Old French pilier, from Medieval Latin pXl7re, from Latin pXla.]

Pil·lars of Her·cu·les (pVlùNrz ƒf hûrùkyN-lKzÙ)  The ancient name for two 

promontories at the eastern end of the Strait of Gibraltar and the entrance to the 

Mediterranean Sea. They are usually identified as Gibraltar in Europe and Jebel 

Musa in North Africa. 

pill·box (pVlùbmksÙ) n.  1. A small box for pills.  2. A woman’s small hat with 

upright sides and a flat crown.  3. A low-roofed concrete emplacement for a 

machine gun or antitank gun. 

pill bug (pVl bƒg) n.  A small terrestrial isopod crustacean of the genus Armadil-

lidium closely related to the sow bug and having a convex, segmented, flexible 

body enabling it to curl into a ball when disturbed. 

pil·lion (pVlùyNn) n.  1. A pad or cushion for an extra rider behind the saddle on 

a horse or motorcycle.  2. A bicycle or motorcycle saddle.  [Probably from Scot-

tish Gaelic pillean, diminutive of peall, rug, or Irish Gaelic pillín, diminutive of 

pell, rug  both from Old Irish pell, from Latin pellis, animal skin. See pel-3 in 

Appendix.]

pil·lo·ry (pVlùN-rK) n.  pl. pil·lo·ries. A wooden framework on a post, with holes 

for the head and hands, in which offenders were formerly locked to be exposed to 

public scorn as punishment.   —  v.  tr. pil·lo·ried, pil·lo·ry·ing, pil·lo·ries. 
1. To expose to ridicule and abuse.  2. To put in a pillory as punishment.  [Middle 

English, from Old French pilori, probably from Latin pXla, pillar.]

pil·low (pVlùo) n.  1. A cloth case, stuffed with something soft, such as down, 

feathers, or foam rubber, used to cushion the head, especially during sleep.  2. A 

decorative cushion.  3. The pad on which bobbin lace is made.   —  v.  

pil·lowed, pil·low·ing, pil·lows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rest (one’s head) on or as if 

on a pillow.  2. To serve as a pillow for:  Grass pillowed my head.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

rest on or as if on a pillow.  2. To assume the shape of a pillow.  [Middle English, 



from Old English pyle, from West Germanic *pulwX, from Latin pulvXnus.] 
—pilùlow·y adj. 

pillow block (pVlùo blmk) n.  A block that encloses and supports a journal or 

shaft; a bearing. 

pil·low·case (pVlùo-k7sÙ) n.  A removable covering for a pillow.  Also called pil-

lowslip 

pillow lace (pVlùo l7s) n.  See bobbin lace. 
pillow sham (pVlùo sh4m) n.  A decorative covering for a pillow on a bed. 

pil·low·slip (pVlùo-slVpÙ) n.  See pillowcase. 
pillow talk (pVlùo tôk) n.  Intimate conversation between lovers, typically tak-

ing place in bed. 

Pills·bur·y (pVlzùbHrÙK, -bN-rK), Charles Alfred. 1842-1899.  American manu-

facturer who founded (1869) C.A. Pillsbury and Company, one of the largest 

flour-milling enterprises of the 19th century. 

pi·lo·car·pine (pXÙlo-kärùpKnÙ) n.  A colorless or yellow poisonous compound, 

C11H16N2O2, obtained from the leaves of the jaborandi and used to induce sweat-

ing, promote salivation, and treat glaucoma.  [New Latin Pilocarpus, jaborandi 

genus (Greek pilos, wool, felt + Greek karpos, fruit); see -CARP + -INE
2.]

pi·lose (pXùlos) also pi·lous (-lNs) adj.  Covered with fine, soft hair.  [Latin pilo-

sus, from pilus, hair.] —pi·losùi·ty (-lmsùV-tK) n. 

pi·lot (pXùlNt) n.  1. One who operates or is licensed to operate an aircraft in 

flight.  2. Nautical. a. One who, though not belonging to a ship’s company, is 

licensed to conduct a ship into and out of port or through dangerous waters.  

b. The helmsman of a ship.   3. One who guides or directs a course of action for 

others.  4. The part of a tool, device, or machine that leads or guides the whole.  

5. A pilot light, as in a stove.  6. A television program produced as a prototype of 

a series being considered for adoption by a network.   —  v.  tr. pi·lot·ed, 
pi·lot·ing, pi·lots. 1. To serve as the pilot of.  2. To steer or control the course 

of.  See Synonyms at guide.   —  adj.  1. Serving as a tentative model for future 

experiment or development:  a pilot project.  2. Serving or leading as guide.  

[Obsolete French, helmsman, from Old French, from Old Italian pilota, alter-

ation of pedota, probably from Medieval Greek *pKdotKs, from Greek pKdon, steer-

ing oar. See ped- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The pilot of an aircraft flying through the air has a foot on

the ground not literally but etymologically. If we poke around in the etymological

soil for the roots of the word pilot, we find that it goes back to the Indo-European

root ped-, meaning “foot.” From the lengthened-grade suffixed form pKdo- came

the Greek word pKdon, “blade of an oar,” and in the plural, “rudder.” In Medieval

Greek there is assumed to have existed the derivative pKdotKs, “steersman,” which

passed into Old Italian and acquired several forms, including pedota, and pilota,



the form that was borrowed into Old French as pilot. English borrowed the word

from French, and as pilot it has moved from the water to the air, first being re-

corded in 1848 with reference to an airborne pilot—a balloonist.

pi·lot·age (pXùlN-tVj) n.  1. Nautical. a. The technique or act of piloting.  b. The 

fee paid to a pilot.   2. Aerial navigation by visual identification of landmarks. 

pilot balloon (pXùlNt bN-lunù) n.  A small balloon used to determine wind 

velocity. 

pilot bread (pXùlNt brHd) n.  Hardtack. 

pilot burner (pXùlNt bûrùnNr) n.  1. A small service burner, as in a boiler system, 

kept lighted to ignite main fires.  2.  See pilot light (n., sense 1). 

pilot cell (pXùlNt sHl) n.  A storage battery cell tested to determine the condition 

of the entire battery. 

pilot engine (pXùlNt HnùjVn) n.  A locomotive sent ahead of a train to check the 

track for safety and clearance. 

pilot fish (pXùlNt fVsh) n.  A small, slender marine fish (Naucrates ductor) that 

often swims in company with larger fishes, especially sharks and mantas. 

pi·lot·house (pXùlNt-housÙ) n.  Nautical. An enclosed area, usually on the bridge 

of a vessel, from which the vessel is controlled when under way.  Also called 

wheelhouse 

pi·lot·ing (pXùlN-tVng) n.  1. The occupation or service of a pilot.  2. Nautical. 

Coastal navigation, as by reference to buoys and soundings. 

pilot lamp (pXùlNt l4mp) n.  A small electric lamp used to indicate that an elec-

tric circuit is energized.  Also called pilot light 

pilot light (pXùlNt lXt) n.  1. A small jet of gas that is kept burning in order to 

ignite a gas burner, as in a stove.  Also called pilot burner 2.  See pilot lamp. 
pilot whale (pXùlNt hw7l) n.  Any of several large, usually black dolphins of the 

genus Globicephala, having an outward-curving globular forehead and noted for 

their occasional mass strandings.  Also called blackfish 

pi·lous (pXùlNs) adj.  1.  Variant of pilose. 2. Of the nature of hair; consisting of 

hair; hairlike.  [From Latin pilosus. See PILOSE.]

Pil·sud·ski (pVl-sutùskK), Jozef. 1867-1935.  Polish revolutionary leader and 

politician who was the first president (1918-1922) of independent Poland. 

Pilt·down man (pVltùdounÙ m4n) n.  A supposed early species of human being 

postulated from a skull allegedly found in a gravel bed in about 1912 but deter-

mined in 1953 to be a fake constructed from a human cranium and the jawbone 

of an ape.  [After Piltdown Common in southeast England.]

pil·ule (pVlùyul) n.  A small pill or pellet.  [French, from Old French pillule, 

from Latin pilula. See PILL
1.] —pilùu·lar (pVlùyN-lNr) adj. 

pi·lus (pXùlNs) n.  pl. pi·li (-lXÙ). A hair or hairlike structure, especially on the sur-

face of a cell or microorganism.  [Latin.]



Pi·ma (pKùmN) n.  pl. Pima or Pi·mas. 1. a. A Native American people inhabit-

ing south-central Arizona along the Gila and Salt rivers.  b. A member of this 

people.   2. The Uto-Aztecan language of the Pima, dialectally related to Papago.  

[From American Spanish Pimahitos, Pimas, from obsolete Pima pimahaitu, noth-

ing.] —Piùman adj. 

pi·ma cotton (pKùmN kmtùn) n.  A very strong, high-grade cotton of medium 

staple developed from selected Egyptian cottons in the southwest United States.  

[After Pima County in southern Arizona.]

pi·men·to (pV-mHnùto) n.  pl. pi·men·tos. 1.  See allspice.  2.  Variant of 

pimiento. [Spanish pimiento, red or green pepper, pepper plant, from pimienta, 

black pepper, pepper fruit, from Late Latin pigmenta, pl. of pigmentum, vegetable 

juice, condiment, pigment, from Latin, pigment, from pingere, to paint. See 

peig- in Appendix.]

pi meson (pX mHzùmnÙ) n.  Physics. See pion. 
pi·mien·to (pV-mHnùto, -myHnùto) also pi·men·to (-mHnùto) n.  pl. 

pi·mien·tos. 1. A garden pepper (Capsicum annuum) having a mild, ripe, red 

fruit.  2. The fruit of this plant, used in cookery, salad, and as stuffing for green 

olives.  [Spanish. See PIMENTO.]

pimp (pVmp) n.  One who finds customers for a prostitute; a procurer.   —  v.  

intr. pimped, pimp·ing, pimps. To serve as a procurer of prostitutes.  [Origin 

unknown.]

pim·per·nel (pVmùpNr-nHlÙ, -nNl) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Anagal-

lis, especially the scarlet pimpernel (A. arvensis) having opposite, entire leaves and 

small red, purple, or white flowers.  [Middle English pimpernelle, from Old 

French, alteration of piprenelle, from Late Latin pimpinella, perhaps from Latin 

piper, pepper. See PEPPER.]

pim·ple (pVmùpNl) n.  A small red swelling of the skin, usually caused by acne; a 

papule or pustule.  [Middle English.] —pimùpled, pimùply adj. 

pimp·mo·bile (pVmpùmo-bKlÙ, -mN-) n.  Slang. A flashy, oversize automobile 

used by or deemed suitable for use by a pimp. 

pin (pVn) n.  1. a. A short, straight, stiff piece of wire with a blunt head and a 

sharp point, used especially for fastening.  b. Something, such as a safety pin, 

that resembles such a piece of wire in shape or use.  c. A whit; a jot:  didn’t care a 

pin about the matter.   2. A slender, usually cylindrical piece of wood or metal for 

holding or fastening parts together, or serving as a support for suspending one 

thing from another, as: a. A thin rod for securing the ends of fractured bones.  

b. A peg for fixing the crown to the root of a tooth.  c. A cotter pin.  d. The part 

of a key stem entering a lock.  e. Music. One of the pegs securing the strings and 

regulating their tension on a stringed instrument.  f. Nautical. A belaying pin.  

g. Nautical. A thole pin.   3. An ornament fastened to clothing by means of a 

clasp.  4. A rolling pin.  5. Sports. a. One of the wooden clubs at which the ball is 



aimed in bowling.  b. A flagstick.  c.  See fall (n., sense 14a).   6. pins. Informal. 

The legs:  spry for his age, and steady on his pins.  7. Electronics. A lead on a device 

that plugs into a socket to connect the device to a system.  8. Computer Science. 

a. Any of the pegs on the platen of a printer, which engage holes at the edges of 

paper.  b. Any of the styluses that form a dot matrix on a printer.    —  v.  tr. 

pinned, pin·ning, pins. 1. To fasten or secure with or as if with a pin or pins.  

2. To transfix.  3. To place in a position of trusting dependence:  He pinned his 

faith on an absurdity.  4. a. To hold fast; immobilize:  The passenger was pinned 

under the wreckage of the truck.  b. Sports. To win a fall from in wrestling.   5. To 

give (a woman) a fraternity pin in token of attachment.   —  adj.  Having a grain 

suggestive of the heads of pins. Used of leather.   —phrasal verbs. pin down. 
1. To fix or establish clearly:  was finally able to pin down the cause of the disease.  

2. To force (someone) to give firm opinions or precise information:  The reporter 

pinned the governor down on the issue of capital punishment.  pin on. To attribute 

(a wrongdoing or crime):  The murder was pinned on the wrong defendant.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English pinn, perhaps from Latin pinna, feather. See pet- 
in Appendix.]

pi·ña cloth (pKnùyN klôth) n.  A soft, sheer fabric made from the fibers of pine-

apple leaves.  [Spanish piña, pine cone, pineapple, from Latin pXnea, pine cone, 

from pXnus, pine. See peiN- in Appendix.]

pi·ña co·la·da (pKnÙyN ko-läùdN, kN-, pVnÙ-) n.  A mixed drink made of rum, 

coconut cream, and unsweetened pineapple juice.  [Spanish, strained pineapple  : 

piña, pineapple + colada, strained.]

pin·a·fore (pVnùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  A sleeveless garment similar to an apron, worn 

especially by small girls as a dress or an overdress.  [PIN + AFORE (so called because 

formerly pinned to the front of the dress).]

Pi·nang (pN-nängù, pKùnängÙ)  See George Town (sense 1). 

pi·nas·ter (pX-n4sùtNr) n.  A Mediterranean pine tree (Pinus pinaster) having a 

characteristic pyramidal form and needles clustered in fascicles of two.  [Latin, 

wild pine, from pXnus, pine. See PINE
1.]

pi·ña·ta (pKn-yäùtN) n.  Games. A decorated container filled with candy and toys 

suspended from a height, intended to be broken by blindfolded children with 

sticks, and used as part of Christmas and birthday celebrations in certain Latin-

American countries or at children’s parties.  [Spanish, from Italian pignatta, a 

kind of pot, probably from dialectal pigna, pine cone (from its shape), from Latin 

pXnea. See PINEAL.]

pin·ball (pVnùbôlÙ) n.  Games. A game played on a device in which the player 

operates a plunger to shoot a ball down or along a slanted surface having obsta-

cles and targets. 



pince-nez (p4nsùn7ù, pVnsù-) n.  pl. pince-nez (-n7zù, -n7ù). Eyeglasses clipped 

to the bridge of the nose.  [French  : pincer, to pinch (from Old French pincier); 

see PINCH + nez, nose (from Latin n7sus); see nas- in Appendix.]

pin·cer (pVnùsNr) n.  1. An object resembling one of the grasping parts of a set of 

pincers.  2. A maneuver in which an enemy force is attacked from two flanks and 

the front. 

pin·cers (pVnùsNrz) also pinch·ers (pVnùchNrz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). 1. A grasping tool having a pair of jaws and handles pivoted together to 

work in opposition.  2. The articulated, prehensile claws of certain arthropods, 

such as the lobster.  [Middle English pinsours, from Old French pinceure, from 

Old French pincier, to pinch. See PINCH.]

pinch (pVnch) v.  pinched, pinch·ing, pinch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To squeeze 

between the thumb and a finger, the jaws of a tool, or other edges.  2. To squeeze 

or bind (a part of the body) in such a way as to cause discomfort or pain:  These 

shoes pinch my toes.  3. To nip, wither, or shrivel:  buds that were pinched by the 

frost; a face that was pinched with grief.  4. To straiten: “A year and a half of the 

blockade has pinched Germany” (William L. Shirer).  5. Slang. To take (money or 

property) unlawfully; steal.  See Synonyms at steal.  6. Slang. To take into cus-

tody; arrest.  7. To move (something) by means of a pinch bar.  8. Nautical. To 

head (a boat) very close into the wind.   —  v.  intr. 1. To press, squeeze, or bind 

painfully:  This collar pinches.  2. To be miserly.  3. Nautical. To drag an oar at the 

end of a stroke.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of pinching.  2. An amount that 

can be held between thumb and forefinger:  a pinch of rosemary.  3. A painful, 

difficult, or straitened circumstance:  felt the pinch of the recession.  4. An emer-

gency situation:  This coat will do in a pinch.  5. A narrowing of a mineral deposit, 

as in a mine.  6. Informal. A theft.  7. Slang. An arrest by a law enforcement 

officer.   —  adj.  Baseball. Relating to pinch-hitting or pinch runners:  a pinch sin-

gle; a pinch steal of second base.   —idiom. pinch pennies. Informal. To be 

thrifty or miserly.  [Middle English pinchen, from Old North French *pinchier, 

variant of Old French pincier, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *pXncti7re.]

pinch bar (pVnch bär) n.  A crowbar with a pointed projection at one end. 

pinch·beck (pVnchùbHkÙ) n.  1. An alloy of zinc and copper used as imitation 

gold.  2. A cheap imitation.   —  adj.  1. Made of pinchbeck.  2. Imitation; spuri-

ous.  [After Christopher Pinchbeck (1670?-1732), English watchmaker.]

pinch·cock (pVnchùkmkÙ) n.  A clamp used to regulate or close a flexible tube, 

especially in laboratory apparatus. 

pinch effect (pVnch V-fHktù) n.  Physics. Radial constriction of flowing plasma 

or other matter carrying an electric current, caused by the magnetic field that is 

produced by the current. 

pinch·ers (pVnùchNrz) pl.n.  Variant of pincers. 



pinch-hit (pVnchùhVtÙ) v.  intr. pinch-·hit, pinch-·hit·ting, pinch-·hits. 
1. Baseball. To bat in place of a player scheduled to bat, especially when a hit is 

badly needed.  2. Informal. To substitute for another in a time of need.   —pinch 
hitter n. 

Pin·chot (pVnùshoÙ), Gifford. 1865-1946.  American conservationist and politi-

cian who served as chief of the U.S. Forest Service (1898-1910) and later helped 

found the Progressive Party (1912). 

pinch·pen·ny (pVnchùpHnÙK) adj.  1. Unwilling to give or spend money; penny-

pinching.  2. Characterized by scarcity of money:  a pinchpenny economy.   —  n.  

pl. pinch·pen·nies. A penny pincher. 

pinch runner (pVnch rƒnùNr) n.  Baseball. A substitute base runner. 

Pinck·ney (pVngkùnK), Charles Cotesworth. 1746-1825.  American diplomat. 

As a minister to France (1797) he refused to offer a bribe to French negotiators, 

causing the conflict known as the XYZ Affair. His cousin Charles Pinckney 

(1757-1824) made important contributions to the U.S. Constitution. 

pin clover (pVn kloùvNr) n.  See alfilaria. 
pin curl (pVn kûrl) n.  A usually damp, coiled strand of hair secured with a bobby 

pin or clip and combed into a wave or curl when dry. 

pin·cush·ion (pVnùktshÙNn) n.  A small, firm cushion into which pins are 

stuck when not in use. 

Pin·dar (pVnùdNr), 522?-443? B.C.  Greek lyric poet remembered especially for his 

Odes. 

Pin·dar·ic (pVn-d4rùVk) adj.  1. Relating to or characteristic of the poetic style of 

Pindar.  2. Of or characteristic of a Pindaric ode.   —  n.  A Pindaric ode. 

Pindaric ode (pVn-d4rùVk od) n.  An ode in the form used by Pindar, consisting 

of a series of triads in which the strophe and antistrophe have the same stanza 

form and the epode has a different form. 

Pin·dus Mountains (pVnùdNs mounùtNnz)  A range of mountains extending 

about 161 km (100 mi) south from the southern border of Albania to northwest 

Greece and rising to 2,638.3 m (8,650 ft). They formed the border between 

ancient Thessaly and Epirus. 

pine1 (pXn) n.  1. Any of various evergreen trees of the genus Pinus, having fasci-

cles of needle-shaped leaves and producing woody, seed-bearing cones. These 

trees are widely cultivated for ornament and shade and for their timber and resin-

ous sap, which yields turpentine and pine tar.  2. Any of various other coniferous 

trees, such as the Norfolk Island pine.  3. The wood of any of these trees.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  pine floors; pine walls.  [Middle 

English, from Old English pXn- (as in pXntreow, pine tree), from Latin pXnus. See 

peiN- in Appendix.]

pine2 (pXn) v.  pined, pin·ing, pines.  —  v.  intr. 1. To feel a lingering, often 

nostalgic desire.  See Synonyms at yearn.  2. To wither or waste away from long-



ing or grief:  pined away and died.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To grieve or mourn for.   —  
n.  Archaic. Intense longing or grief.  [Middle English pinen, from Old English 

pXnian, to cause to suffer, from *pXne, pain, from Vulgar Latin *pKna, penalty, 

variant of Latin poena, from Greek poinK. See kwei-1 in Appendix.]

pin·e·al (pVnùK-Nl, pXùnK-) adj.  1. Having the form of a pine cone.  2. Of or relat-

ing to the pineal body.  [French pinéal, from Latin pXnea, pine cone, from femi-

nine of pXneus, of pine, from pXnus, pine tree. See peiN- in Appendix.]

pineal body (pVnùK-Nl bmdùK) n.  See pineal gland. 
pineal eye (pVnùK-Nl X) n.  See third eye. 
pineal gland (pVnùK-Nl gl4nd) n.  A small, cone-shaped organ in the brain of 

most vertebrates that secretes the hormone melatonin.  Also called epiphysis, 

pineal body, pineal organ. 

pine·ap·ple (pXnù4pÙNl) n.  1. a. A tropical American plant (Ananas comosus) 

having large swordlike leaves and a large, fleshy, edible, multiple fruit with a ter-

minal tuft of leaves.  b. The fruit of this plant.   2. Slang. A hand grenade.  [Mid-

dle English pinappel, pine cone  : pine, pine; see PINE
1 + appel, apple; see APPLE.]

pineapple weed (pXnù4pÙNl wKd) n.  A strongly aromatic, western North 

American plant (Matricaria matricarioides) having greenish-yellow discoid flower 

heads and an odor of pineapple when crushed. 

Pine Bar·rens (pXn b4rùNnz)  A coastal plain region of southeast-central and 

southern New Jersey. Its extensive forests of pine, cedar, and oak were all but 

exhausted by the 1860’s as the result of indiscriminate cutting for shipbuilding 

and charcoal making. 

Pine Bluff (pXn blƒfÙ)  A city of southeast-central Arkansas south-southeast of 

Little Rock. Founded c. 1820 as Mount Marie, it was renamed in 1832. Popula-

tion, 57,140. 

pine·drops (pXnùdrmpsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A purplish-brown, 

leafless, North American plant (Pterospora andromedea) living as a parasite on 

roots and having urn-shaped, reddish or white flowers arranged in a terminal 

raceme. 

pine finch (pXn fVnch) n.  See pine siskin. 
Pine Hills (pXn hVlz)  A community of central Florida, a suburb of Orlando. 

Population, 35,322. 

pine·land (pXnùl4ndÙ, lNnd) also pine·lands (-lNndz) n.  A forested area in 

which pine trees predominate. 

Pi·nel·las Park (pX-nHlùNs pärk)  A city of west-central Florida, an industrial 

suburb of St. Petersburg. Population, 43,426. 

pine mouse (pXn mous) n.  Any of various voles of the genus Pitymys, espe-

cially P. pinetorum, a tiny forest animal of eastern North America.  Also called 

pine vole 



pi·nene (pXùnKnÙ) n.  Either of two isomeric terpene liquids, C10H16, used as sol-

vents and in making resins. 

pine needle (pXn nKdùl) n.  The needle-shaped leaf of a pine tree. 

pine nut (pXn nƒt) n.  The edible seed of certain pines, such as the piñon. 

Pi·ne·ro (pN-nîrùo), Sir Arthur Wing. 1855-1934.  British playwright noted for 

his farces, including Dandy Dick (1887). 

pin·er·y (pXùnN-rK) n.  pl. pin·er·ies. 1. A hothouse or plantation where pineap-

ples are grown.  2. A forest of pine trees. 

Pines (pXnz), Isle of. An island in the Caribbean Sea off southwest Cuba. Dis-

covered by Columbus in 1494, it was later a penal colony and a rendezvous for 

pirates. It was claimed by both the United States and Cuba until a 1925 treaty con-

firmed Cuba’s sovereignty. 

pine·sap (pXnùs4pÙ) n.  A fleshy white or reddish plant (Monotropa hypopithys) 

growing as a saprophyte or parasite on tree roots and having racemes with a few 

drooping flowers. 

pine siskin (pXn sVsùkVn) n.  A North American finch (Carduelis pinus) having 

streaked, brownish plumage.  Also called pine finch 

pine snake (pXn sn7k) n.  Any of various bull snakes common in pine woods, 

especially Pituophis melanoleucus, of the eastern United States. 

pine straw (pXn strô) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Dead, fallen pine needles. 

pi·ne·ta (pX-nKùtN) n.  Plural of pinetum. 
pine tar (pXn tär) n.  A viscous or semisolid brown-to-black substance produced 

by the destructive distillation of pine wood and used in roofing compositions and 

as an expectorant and antiseptic. 

pi·ne·tum (pX-nKùtNm) n.  pl. pi·ne·ta (-tN). An area planted with pine trees or 

related conifers, especially for botanical study.  [Latin pXnKtum, pine grove, from 

pXnus, pine. See PINE
1.]

pine vole (pXn vol) n.  See pine mouse. 
pine warbler (pXn wôrùblNr) n.  A small, yellow-breasted songbird (Dendroica 

pinus) found in pine forests of the eastern United States. 

pine·wood (pXnùwtdÙ) n.  1. The wood of the pine tree.  2.  Often 

pine·woods (-wtdzÙ). A forest of pines. 

pine·y (pXùnK) adj.  Variant of piny. 
pin·feath·er (pVnùfHthÙNr) n.  A growing feather still enclosed in its horny 

sheath, especially one just emerging through the skin. 

pin·fish (pVnùfVshÙ) n.  pl. pinfish or pin·fish·es. A small, spiny-finned fish 

(Lagodon rhomboides) found along the southeast coast of the United States. 

pin·fold (pVnùfoldÙ) n.  An enclosure where stray animals are confined.   —  v.  

tr. pin·fold·ed, pin·fold·ing, pin·folds. To confine in or as if in a pinfold.  

[Middle English pynfold, alteration of Old English pundfald : pund-, enclosure + 

fald, fold.]



ping (pVng) n.  1. A sharp, high-pitched sound, as that made by a bullet striking 

metal.  2.  See knock (n., sense 3).   —  v.  intr. pinged, ping·ing, pings. To 

make a sharp, high-pitched, metallic sound.  [Imitative.]

Ping (pVng)  A river, about 563 km (350 mi) long, of western Thailand. It is a 

major tributary of the Chao Phraya. 

ping·er (pVngùNr) n.  A device used underwater to produce pulses of sound, as 

for an echo sounder. 

pin·go (pVngùgo) n.  pl. pin·gos or pin·goes. An Arctic mound or conical hill, 

consisting of an outer layer of soil covering a core of solid ice.  [Inupiaq, or Inuit 

pinguq.]

Ping-Pong (pVngùpôngÙ, -pmngÙ)  A trademark used for table tennis and associ-

ated equipment. This trademark, variously styled, often occurs in figurative con-

texts and sometimes as a verb in print: “Their dialogue is oblique and defensive, a 

Ping-Pong game of intellectual ploys, tiny digs and arch, veiled emotional prods” 

(New York Times). “The Q and A format gives the book a jerky, ping-pong rhythm” 

(Nation). “In fact, [the movie] pingpongs interminably between two basic situa-

tions” (Washington Times). 

pin·guid (pVnùgwVd) adj.  Fat; oily.  [Latin pinguis + -id (as in LIQUID).]

pin·head (pVnùhHdÙ) n.  1. The head of a pin.  2. Something very small or insig-

nificant.  3. Slang. A person regarded as stupid.   —pinùheadÙed adj.  —pinù-
headÙed·ness n. 

pin·hole (pVnùholÙ) n.  A tiny puncture made by or as if by a pin. 

pin·ion1 (pVnùyNn) n.  1. The wing of a bird.  2. The outer rear edge of the wing 

of a bird, containing the primary feathers.  3. A primary feather of a bird.   —  v.  

tr. pin·ioned, pin·ion·ing, pin·ions. 1. a. To remove or bind the wing feathers 

of (a bird) to prevent flight.  b. To cut or bind (the wings of a bird).   2. a. To 

restrain or immobilize (a person) by binding the arms.  b. To bind (a person’s 

arms).   3. To bind fast or hold down; shackle.  [Middle English, from Old French 

pignon, from Vulgar Latin *pinnio, pinnion-, from Latin penna, pinna, feather. 

See PINNA.]

pin·ion2 (pVnùyNn) n.  A small cogwheel that engages or is engaged by a larger 

cogwheel or a rack.  [French pignon, from Old French peignon, probably from 

peigne, comb, from Latin pecten, from pectere, to comb.]

pin·ite (pVnùXtÙ, pKùnXtÙ) n.  A gray, green, or brown mineral similar to mica, 

formed by chemical alteration of other minerals, such as cordierite.  [After Pini, a 

mine in Saxony.]

pink1 (pVngk) n.  1. Color. Any of a group of colors reddish in hue, of medium to 

high lightness, and of low to moderate saturation.  2. a. Any of various plants of 

the genus Dianthus, such as the carnation and sweet William, often cultivated for 

their showy, fragrant flowers.  b. Any of various other plants, such as the wild 

pink and the moss pink.  c. A flower of any of these plants.   3. The highest or 



best degree:  in the pink of health.  4. pinks. a. Light-colored trousers formerly 

worn as part of the winter semidress uniform by U.S. Army officers.  b. The scar-

let coat worn by fox hunters.   5. Slang. A pinko.   —  adj.  pink·er, pink·est. 
1. Color. Of the color pink.  2. Slang. Having moderately leftist political opinions.  

[Origin unknown.] —pinkùness n. 

pink2 (pVngk) v.  tr. pinked, pink·ing, pinks. 1. To stab lightly with a pointed 

weapon; prick.  2. To decorate with a perforated pattern.  3. To cut with pinking 

shears.  [Middle English pinken.]

pink3 (pVngk) also pink·ie  or pink·y (pVngùkK) n.  pl. pinks also pink·ies. 
Nautical. A sailing vessel with a narrow overhanging stern.  [Middle English, from 

Middle Dutch pinke.]

pink bollworm (pVngk bolùwûrmÙ) n.  The pinkish larva of a moth (Pectino-

phora gossypiella) that is destructive to the flowers and bolls of growing cotton. 

pink-col·lar (pVnkùkmlÙNr) adj.  Of or relating to a class of jobs, such as typist or 

telephone operator, once traditionally filled by women. 

Pin·ker·ton (pVngùkNr-tNn), Allan. 1819-1884.  Scottish-born American detec-

tive. His agency was notorious for breaking strikes and disrupting labor efforts to 

unionize. 

pink·eye (pVngkùXÙ) n.  An acute, very contagious form of conjunctivitis, caused 

by the hemophilic bacterium Hemophilus aegyptius and characterized by inflam-

mation of the eyelids and eyeballs. 

Pink·ham (pVngùkNm), Lydia Estes. 1819-1883.  American patent-medicine 

manufacturer. Her Vegetable Compound became the most widely advertised 

product of its time. 

pink·ie1 also pink·y (pVngùkK) n.  pl. pink·ies. Informal. The little finger.  

[Probably from Dutch pinkje, diminutive of pink, little finger.]

pink·ie2 (pVngùkK) n.  Nautical. Variant of pink3. 
pink·ing shears (pVngùkVng shîrz) pl.n.  Shears with notched blades, used to 

finish edges of cloth with a zigzag cut for decoration or to prevent raveling or 

fraying. 

pink·ish (pVngùkVsh) adj.  Color. Somewhat pink.   —pinkùish·ness n. 

pink lady (pVngk l7ùdK) n.  A cocktail of gin, brandy, lemon or lime juice, egg 

white, and grenadine, shaken with cracked ice and strained. 

pink·o (pVngùko) n.  pl. pink·os. Slang. A person who holds moderately leftist 

political views; a pink. 

pink·root (pVngkùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A perennial plant (Spigelia marilandica) 

native to the southeast United States having flowers with a tubular corolla that is 

red outside and yellow inside. The rhizomes and roots were once used as a vermi-

fuge.  Also called wormgrass 



pink root (pVngk rut) n.  A disease of onions and related bulbous plants caused 

by a fungus (Pyrenochaeta terrestris) and resulting in stunted growth and shriv-

eled pink roots. 

pink salmon (pVngk s4mùNn) n.  A small salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) of 

Pacific waters, the male of which has a pink color and a conspicuous dorsal hump 

during the spawning season.  Also called humpback salmon 

pink slip (pVngk slVp) n.  Informal. A notice of termination of employment.   
—pinkù-slipù (pVngkùslVpù) v. 

Pink·ster also Pinx·ter (pVngkùstNr) n.  Regional. Whitsunday or Whitsuntide.  

[Dutch, from Middle Dutch pinxter, ultimately from Gothic paintekuste, from 

Greek pentKkostK, fiftieth. See PENTECOST.]

pink·ster flower (pVngkùstNr flouùNr) n.  Variant of pinxter flower. 
pink·y1 (pVngùkK) n.  Variant of pinkie1. 
pink·y2 (pVngùkK) n.  Nautical. Variant of pink3. 
pin money (pVn mƒnùK) n.  Money for incidental expenses. 

pin·na (pVnùN) n.  pl. pin·nae (pVnùK)  or pin·nas. 1. Botany. A leaflet or pri-

mary division of a pinnately compound leaf.  2. Zoology. A feather, wing, fin, or 

similar appendage.  3. Anatomy. See auricle (n., sense 1a).  [Latin, feather. See 

pet- in Appendix.] —pinùnal adj. 

pin·nace (pVnùVs) n.  Nautical. 1. A small sailing boat formerly used as a tender 

for merchant and war vessels.  2. A small ship or ship’s boat.  [French pinace, 

from Old French, probably from Old Spanish pinaza, from pino, pine tree, boat, 

from Latin pXnus. See peiN- in Appendix.]

pin·na·cle (pVnùN-kNl) n.  1. Architecture. A small turret or spire on a roof or 

buttress.  2. A tall, pointed formation, such as a mountain peak.  3. The highest 

point; the culmination.  See Synonyms at summit.   —  v.  tr. pin·na·cled, 
pin·na·cling, pin·na·cles. 1. To furnish with a pinnacle.  2. To place on or as if 

on a pinnacle.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin pinn7culum, 

diminutive of Latin pinna, feather. See pet- in Appendix.]

pin·nae (pVnùK) n.  A plural of pinna. 
pin·nate (pVnù7tÙ) also pin·nat·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  Resembling a feather; having 

parts or branches arranged on each side of a common axis:  a polyp with a pinnate 

form; pinnate leaves.  [Latin pinn7tus, feathered, from pinna, feather. See pet- in 

Appendix.] —pinùnateÙly adv. 

pinnati- pref.  Resembling a feather:  pinnatifid.  [From Latin pinn7tus, feath-

ered. See PINNATE.]

pin·nat·i·fid (pV-n4tùN-fVd) adj.  Divided or cleft in a pinnate fashion. Used of 

certain leaves.   —pin·natùi·fid·ly adv. 

pin·nat·i·ped (pV-n4tùN-pHdÙ) adj.  Having lobate toes. Used of birds. 

pin·nat·i·sect (pV-n4tùV-sHktÙ) adj.  Divided pinnately nearly to the midrib. 

Used of certain leaves. 



pin·ni·grade (pVnùV-gr7dÙ) adj.  Walking by means of finlike organs or flippers, 

as the seals and walruses.  [PINN(A) + Latin -gradus, going (from gradX, to step); 

see ghredh- in Appendix.]

pin·ni·ped (pVnùN-pHdÙ) adj.  Of or belonging to the Pinnipedia, a suborder of 

carnivorous aquatic mammals that includes the seals, walruses, and similar ani-

mals having finlike flippers as organs of locomotion.   —  n.  A mammal of the 

suborder Pinnipedia.  [From New Latin Pinnipedia, order name  : Latin pinna, 

feather; see PINNA + Latin pKs, ped-, foot; see -PED.]

pin·nule (pVnùyul) also pin·nu·la (pVnùyN-lN) n.  pl. pin·nules also pin·nu·lae 
(pVnùyN-lKÙ). 1. Botany. Any of the ultimate leaflets of a bipinnately compound 

leaf.  2. Zoology. A featherlike or plumelike organ or part, such as a small fin, or 

one of the appendages of a crinoid.  [Latin pinnula, diminutive of pinna, feather. 

See pet- in Appendix.] —pinùnu·lar adj. 

pin oak (pVn ok) n.  A deciduous tree (Quercus palustris) of eastern North 

America, having horizontal or drooping branches, sharply lobed leaves, and small 

acorns with a saucer-shaped cup. 

pi·noch·le  or pi·noc·le (pKùnƒkÙNl, -nmkÙNl)  also pe·nuch·le  or pe·nuck·le 
(pKùnƒkÙNl) n.  Games. 1. A game of cards for two to four persons, played with a 

special deck of 48 cards, with points being scored by taking tricks and forming 

certain combinations.  2. The combination of the queen of spades and jack of 

diamonds in this game.  [Perhaps from German dialectal Binokel, beziquelike 

card game, from French dialectal binocle, spectacles, from New Latin binoculus, 

the two eyes  : BI-1 + Latin oculus, eye; see okw- in Appendix.]

pin·o·cy·to·sis (pVnÙN-sV-toùsVs, -sX-, pXÙnN-) n.  Introduction of fluids into a cell 

by invagination of the cell membrane, followed by formation of vesicles within 

the cells.  [Greek pinein, to drink; see po(i)- in Appendix + CYT(O)- + -OSIS.] 
—pinÙo·cy·totùic (-tmtùVk) adj.  —pinÙo·cy·totùi·cal·ly adv. 

pi·no·le (pV-noùlK) n.  Meal made of ground corn or wheat and mesquite beans.  

[American Spanish, from Nahuatl pinolli, mixture of vanilla powder, spices, and 

ground toasted chocolate beans.]

pi·ñon also pin·yon (pVnùyonÙ, -yNn) n.  pl. pi·ñons or pi·ño·nes (pVn-yoùnKz) 

also pin·yons. Any of several pine trees bearing edible, nutlike seeds, especially 

Pinus edulis, of the western United States and Mexico.  Also called nut pine [Span-

ish piñón, pine nut, pine cone, augmentative of piña, from Latin pXnea, from fem-

inine of pXneus, of pine, from pXnus, pine tree. See peiN- in Appendix.]

piñon jay also pinyon jay (pVnùyonÙ j7) n.  A small, dull blue, uncrested jay 

(Gymnorhinus cyanocephala) of western North America. 

pi·not (pKùno, pK-noù) n.  1. Any of several related white or red grapes chiefly 

grown in California and France and used for making wine.  2. A white or red 

wine made from these grapes.  [French, variant of pineau, diminutive of pin, pine 



tree (from the shape of the clusters of grapes), from Latin pXnus. See peiN- in 

Appendix.]

pin·point (pVnùpointÙ) n.  1. Something extremely small or trifling.  2. A very 

small or sharp point:  a pinpoint of light.  3. A point on a map marking a precise 

location or target.   —  v.  tr. pin·point·ed, pin·point·ing, pin·points. 1. To 

locate or identify with precision.  2. To take precise aim at:  pinpoint a target.  

3. To direct attention to:  We pinpointed the flaws in his argument.   —  adj.  

1. Meticulously precise:  measured the line with pinpoint accuracy.  2. Extremely 

small; minuscule:  pinpoint creatures. 

pin·prick (pVnùprVkÙ) n.  1. A slight puncture made by or as if by a pin.  2. An 

insignificant wound.  3. A minor annoyance.   —  v.  tr. pin·pricked, 
pin·prick·ing, pin·pricks. To puncture with or as if with a pin. 

pins and need·les (pVnz Nnd nKdùlz) pl.n.  A tingling sensation felt in a part 

of the body numbed from lack of circulation.   —idiom. on pins and nee-
dles. In a state of tense anticipation. 

pin·scher (pVnùshNr) n.  A Doberman pinscher. 

pin·set·ter (pVnùsHtÙNr) n.  An employee or a mechanical apparatus that sets up 

pins in a bowling alley. 

Pinsk (pVnsk, pyKnsk)  A city of southwest Belarus south-southwest of Minsk. 

First mentioned in chronicles in 1097, it was the capital of the Pinsk duchy in the 

13th century. Pinsk passed to Lithuania in 1320, to Poland in 1569, to Russia in 

1793, back to Poland in 1921, and to the U.S.S.R. in 1945. Population, 109,000. 

pin·stripe also pin stripe (pVnùstrXpÙ) n.  1. A very thin stripe, especially on a 

fabric.  2. a. A fabric with very thin stripes, often used for suits.  b. A suit made 

of such fabric. Often used in the plural.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  pinstripe suits; pinstripe fabric.   —pinùstripedÙ adj. 

pint (pXnt) n.  Abbr. p., pt. 1. a. A unit of volume or capacity in the U.S. Cus-

tomary System, used in liquid measure, equal to 8 gallon or 16 ounces (0.473 

liter).  b. A unit of volume or capacity in the U.S. Customary System, used in dry 

measure, equal to 16 peck or 2 quart (0.551 liter).  c. A unit of volume or capacity 

in the British Imperial System, used in dry and liquid measure, equal to 0.568 

liter.  See Table at measurement.   2. a. A container with a pint capacity.  

b. The amount of a substance that can be held in such a container.    —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  pint bottles; pint capacity.  [Middle 

English pinte, a unit of volume, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *pXncta, 

mark on a container, from feminine of ·pXnctus, past participle of Latin pingere, to 

paint. See peig- in Appendix.]

pin·ta (pVnùtN, pKnùtä) n.  A contagious skin disease prevalent in tropical Amer-

ica, caused by a spirochete (Treponema carateum) and characterized by extreme 

thickening and spotty discoloration of the skin.  [Spanish, painted mark, colored 

spot, from Vulgar Latin *pXncta. See PINT.]



pin·tail (pVnùt7lÙ) n.  pl. pintail or pin·tails. A duck (Anas acuta) of the North-

ern Hemisphere, having gray, brown, and white plumage and a sharply pointed 

tail.  Also called sprigtail 

pin·ta·no (pVn-täùno) n.  pl. pintano or pin·ta·nos. Any of various brilliantly 

colored damselfishes of the genus Abudefduf, especially the sergeant major.  

[American Spanish.]

Pin·ter (pVnùtNr), Harold. Born 1930.  British playwright whose works, includ-

ing The Dumbwaiter (1957) and Birthday Party (1958), create an atmosphere of 

menace.   —PinÙter·esqueù (-Hskù) adj. 

pin·tle (pVnùtl) n.  1. A pin or a bolt on which another part pivots.  2. Nautical. 

The pin on which a rudder turns.  3. The pin on which a gun carriage revolves.  

4. A hook or a bolt on the rear of a towing vehicle for attaching a gun or trailer.  

[Middle English pintel, from Old English, penis.]

pin·to (pVnùto) n.  pl. pin·tos or pin·toes. A horse with patchy markings of 

white and another color.  Also called paint  —  adj.  Mottled; pied.  [Spanish, pie-

bald, spotted, from Vulgar Latin *pXnctus, past participle of Latin pingere, to 

paint. See peig- in Appendix.]

pinto bean (pVnùto bKn) n.  A form of the common string bean that has mot-

tled seeds and is grown chiefly in the southwest United States. 

pint·size (pXntùsXzÙ) also pint·sized (-sXzdÙ) adj.  Informal. Of small dimen-

sions; diminutive. 

Pin·tu·ric·chio (pVnÙtN-rKùkK-oÙ, pKÙtu-rKkùkyô), 1454-1513.  Italian painter 

known especially for his series of frescoes depicting the life of Pope Pius II. 

pin·up (pVnùƒpÙ) n.  1. a. A picture, especially of a sexually attractive person, 

that is displayed on a wall.  b. A person considered a suitable model for such a 

picture.   2. Something intended to be affixed to a wall.   —  adj.  1. Suitable for a 

pinup.  2. Designed to be attached to a wall. 

pin·wale (pVnùw7lÙ) adj.  Made with narrow wales:  pinwale corduroy. 

pin·weed (pVnùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various North American perennial plants of the 

genus Lechea, having narrow leaves and numerous small flowers. 

pin·wheel (pVnùhwKlÙ, -wKlÙ) n.  1. A toy consisting of vanes of colored paper 

or plastic pinned to a stick so that they revolve when blown on.  2. A firework 

that forms a rotating wheel of colored flames.  Also called catherine wheel 3. A 

wheel with a circle of pins at right angles to its face, used as a tripping device. 

pin·work (pVnùwûrkÙ) n.  Fine stitches raised from the surface of the design in 

the embroidery of needlepoint lace. 

pin·worm (pVnùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various small nematode worms of the family 

Oxyuridae that are parasitic on horses, rabbits, and other mammals, especially 

Enterobius vermicularis, a species that infests the human intestines and rectum.  

Also called threadworm 



pin·wrench (pVnùrHnchÙ) n.  A wrench having a projection designed to fit a 

hole in the object to be turned. 

pinx. abbr.  Latin. Pinxit (He or she painted it). 

Pinx·ter (pVngkùstNr) n.  Regional. Variant of Pinkster. 
pinx·ter flower also pink·ster flower (pVngkùstNr flouùNr) n.  A deciduous 

shrub (Rhododendron periclymenoides) of the southeast United States, having a 

funnel-shaped pink or purple corolla and flowers that bloom before the leaves 

appear. 

pin·y also pine·y (pXùnK) adj.  pin·i·er, pin·i·est. Relating to, suggestive of, or 

abounding in pines. 

Pin·yin  or pin·yin (pVnùyVnù, -yVn) n.  A system for transliterating Chinese ideo-

grams into the Roman alphabet, officially adopted by the People’s Republic of 

China in 1979.  [Chinese (Mandarin) pXn yXn, to combine sounds into syllables  : 

pXn, to combine + yXn, sound.]

pin·yon (pVnùyonÙ, -yNn) n.  Variant of piñon. 
pinyon jay (pVnùyonÙ j7) n.  Variant of piñon jay. 
Pin·za (pVnùzN), Ezio. 1895-1957.  Italian-born American operatic performer 

who was the leading basso at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City 

(1926-1948). 

Pin·zón (pVn-zonù, pKn-thônù), Martín Alonso. 1440?-1493.  Spanish naviga-

tor who commanded the Pinta on Christopher Columbus’s first voyage to Amer-

ica (1492-1493). His brother Vicente Yáñez Pinzón (1460?-1524) was the first 

European explorer of the Amazon River (1500). 

pi·o·let (pKÙN-l7ù) n.  An ice ax used in mountain climbing.  [French, from 

French dialectal, diminutive of piola, small axe, from Old French *piola, from Old 

Provençal, diminutive of apcha, apia, of Germanic origin; akin to Old High Ger-

man happa, sickle.]

pi·on (pXùmnÙ) n.  Physics. A semistable meson produced either in a neutral form 

with a mass 264 times that of an electron and a mean lifetime of 8.4 ∞ 10–17 sec-

ond or in a positively charged form with a mass 273 times that of an electron and 

a mean lifetime of 2.6 ∞ 10–8 second.  Also called pi meson [Contraction of PI 

MESON.]

pi·o·neer (pXÙN-nîrù) n.  1. One who ventures into unknown or unclaimed terri-

tory to settle.  2. One who opens up new areas of thought, research, or develop-

ment:  a pioneer in aviation.  3. A soldier who performs construction and 

demolition work in the field to facilitate troop movements.  4. Ecology. An animal 

or plant species that establishes itself in a previously barren environment.   —  
adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of early settlers:  the pioneer spirit.  

2. Leading the way; trailblazing:  a pioneer treatment for cancer.   —  v.  

pi·o·neered, pi·o·neer·ing, pi·o·neers.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To open up (an area) 

or prepare (a way):  rockets that pioneered outer space.  b. To settle (a region).   



2. To initiate or participate in the development of:  surgeons who pioneered organ 

transplants.   —  v.  intr. To act as a pioneer:  pioneered in development of the laser.  

[French pionnier, from Old French peonier, foot soldier, from peon, from Medi-

eval Latin pedo, pedon-, from Late Latin, one who has broad feet, from Latin pKs, 

ped-, foot. See ped- in Appendix.]

pi·os·i·ty (pX-msùV-tK) n.  pl. pi·os·i·ties. An exaggerated display of piety.  [From 

PIOUS.]

pi·ous (pXùNs) adj.  1. Having or exhibiting religious reverence; earnestly compli-

ant in the observance of religion; devout.  See Synonyms at religious.  
2. a. Marked by conspicuous devoutness:  a pious and holy observation.  

b. Marked by false devoutness; solemnly hypocritical:  a pious fraud.   

3. Devotional:  pious readings.  4. Professing or exhibiting a strict, traditional 

sense of virtue and morality; high-minded.  5. Commendable; worthy:  a pious 

effort.  [From Latin pius, dutiful.] —piùous·ly adv.  —piùous·ness n. 

Pioz·zi (pyôtùsK), Hester Lynch. Known as “Mrs. Thrale.” 1741-1821.  British 

writer whose books Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson (1786) and Letters to and 

from the Late Samuel Johnson (1788) recount her friendship with the famed lexi-

cographer. 

pip1 (pVp) n.  The small seed of a fruit, as that of an apple or orange.  [Short for 

PIPPIN.]

pip2 (pVp) v.  tr. pipped, pip·ping, pips. Chiefly British. 1. To wound or kill 

with a bullet.  2. To get the better of; defeat.  3. To blackball.  [Possibly from PIP
3.]

pip3 (pVp) n.  1. Games. a. A dot indicating a unit of numerical value on dice or 

dominoes.  b. A mark indicating the suit or numerical value of a playing card.   

2. A spot or a speck.  3. A rootstock of certain flowering plants, especially the lily 

of the valley.  4. Any of the small segments that make up the surface of a pineap-

ple.  5. Informal. A shoulder insignia indicating the rank of certain officers, as in 

the British Army.  6.  See blip (n., sense 1).  [Origin unknown.]

pip4 (pVp) v.  pipped, pip·ping, pips.  —  v.  tr. To break through (the shell) in 

hatching. Used of a chick.   —  v.  intr. To peep or chirp, as a chick does.   —  n.  A 

short, high-pitched radio signal.  [Variant of PEEP
1, and PEEP

2.]

pip5 (pVp) n.  1. a. A disease of birds, characterized by a thick mucous discharge 

that forms a crust in the mouth and throat.  b. The crust symptomatic of this dis-

ease.   2. Slang. A minor, unspecified human ailment.  [Middle English pippe, 

from Middle Dutch, phlegm, pip, from Medieval Latin *pippXta, alteration of 

Latin pXtuXta. See peiN- in Appendix.]

pi·pal (pKùpNl) n.  Variant of peepul. 
pipe (pXp) n.  1. a. A hollow cylinder or tube used to conduct a liquid, gas, or 

finely divided solid.  b. A section or piece of such a tube.   2. a. A device for 

smoking, consisting of a tube of wood, clay, or other material with a small bowl at 

one end.  b. An amount of smoking material, such as tobacco, needed to fill the 



bowl of a pipe; a pipeful.   3. Informal. a. A tubular part or organ of the body.  

b. pipes. The passages of the human respiratory system.   4.  Abbr. p. a. A wine 

cask having a capacity of 126 gallons or 2 hogsheads (478 liters).  b. This volume 

as a unit of liquid measure.   5.  Abbr. p. Music. a. A tubular wind instrument, 

such as a flute.  b. Any of the tubes in an organ.  c. pipes. A small wind instru-

ment, consisting of tubes of different lengths bound together.  d. pipes. A bag-

pipe.   6. pipes. Informal. The vocal cords; the voice, especially as used in singing.  

7. A birdcall.  8. Nautical. A whistle used for signaling crew members:  a boat-

swain’s pipe.  9. Geology. a. A vertical, cylindrical vein of ore.  b. One of the verti-

cal veins of eruptive origin in which diamonds are found in South Africa.   

10. Geology. An eruptive passageway opening into the crater of a volcano.  

11. Metallurgy. A cone-shaped cavity in a steel ingot, formed during cooling by 

escaping gases.   —  v.  piped, pip·ing, pipes.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To convey (liquid 

or gas) by means of pipes.  b. To convey as if by pipes, especially to transmit by 

wire or cable:  piped music into the store.   2. To provide with pipes or connect 

with pipes.  3. a. To play (a tune) on a pipe or pipes.  b. To lead by playing on 

pipes.   4. Nautical. a. To signal (crew members) with a boatswain’s pipe.  b. To 

receive aboard or mark the departure of by sounding a boatswain’s pipe.   5. To 

utter in a shrill, reedy tone.  6. To furnish (a garment or fabric) with piping.  

7. To force through a pastry tube, as frosting onto a cake.  8. Slang. To take a look 

at; notice.   —  v.  intr. 1. To play on a pipe.  2. To speak shrilly; make a shrill 

sound.  3. To chirp or whistle, as a bird does.  4. Nautical. To signal the crew with 

a boatswain’s pipe.  5. Metallurgy. To develop conical cavities during solidifica-

tion.   —phrasal verbs. pipe down. Slang. To stop talking; be quiet.  pipe up. 
To speak up.  [Middle English, from Old English pXpe, from Vulgar Latin *pXpa, 

from Latin pXp7re, to chirp.]

pipe bomb (pXp bmm) n.  An explosive device contained in a metal pipe. 

pipe clay (pXp kl7) n.  A fine white clay used in making tobacco pipes and pot-

tery and in whitening leather. 

pipe cleaner (pXp klKùnNr) n.  A pliant, tufted, narrow rod used for cleaning 

the stem of a tobacco pipe. 

pipe dream (pXp drKm) n.  A fantastic notion or vain hope.  [From the fanta-

sies induced by smoking a pipe of opium.]

pipe·fish (pXpùfVshÙ) n.  pl. pipefish or pipe·fish·es. Any of various slim, 

elongated fishes of the family Syngnathidae, living in temperate and warm seas 

and characterized by a tubelike snout and an external covering of bony plates. 

pipe fitter (pXp fVtùNr) n.  One that installs and repairs piping systems. 

pipe·fit·ting (pXpùfVtÙVng) n.  1. The act of connecting pipes.  2. A trade that 

deals with the installation and repair of piping systems.  3. A section of pipe, such 

as an elbow, used to connect two or more pipes. 

pipe·ful (pXpùftlÙ) n.  The amount of smoking material that a pipe can hold. 



pipe·line (pXpùlXnÙ) n.  1. A conduit of pipe, especially one used for the convey-

ance of water, gas, or petroleum products.  2. A direct channel by which informa-

tion is privately transmitted.  3. A system through which something is conducted, 

especially as a means of supply: “Farther down the pipeline are three other 

approaches to vaccine development” (Boston Globe).   —  v.  tr. pipe·lined, 
pipe·lin·ing, pipe·lines. 1. To convey by or as if by a system of pipes.  2. To lay 

a system of pipes through. 

pipe organ (pXp ôrùgNn) n.  Music. See organ (n., sense 1a). 

pip·er (pXùpNr) n.  Music. 1. One who plays on a pipe.  2. One who plays the bag-

pipe. 

pi·per·a·zine (pX-pHrùN-zKnÙ, pV-) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, 

C4H10N2, used as a hardener for epoxy resins, an antihistamine, and an anthelm-

intic.  [PIPER(INE) + AZ(O)- + -INE
2.]

pi·per·i·dine (pX-pHrùV-dKnÙ, pV-) n.  A strongly basic, colorless liquid, 

C5H10NH, used in the manufacture of rubber and as a curing agent in epoxy res-

ins.  [PIPER(INE) + -ID(E) + -INE
2.]

pip·er·ine (pVpùN-rKnÙ) n.  A crystalline solid, C17H19NO3, extracted from black 

pepper and used as flavoring and as an insecticide.  [Latin piper, pepper; see PEP-

PER + -INE
2.]

pi·per·o·nal (pX-pHrùN-n4lÙ, pV-) n.  A white powder, C8H6O3, having a floral 

odor, used as flavoring and in perfume.  [PIPER(INE) + -ON(E) + -AL
3.]

pipe·stone (pXpùstonÙ) n.  A heat-hardened, compacted, red or pink clay stone 

used by Native American peoples for making tobacco pipes. 

pi·pette also pi·pet (pX-pHtù) n.  A narrow, usually calibrated glass tube into 

which small amounts of liquid are suctioned for transfer or measurement.  

[French, from Old French, tube, diminutive of pipe, pipe, from Vulgar Latin 

*pXpa. See PIPE.] —pi·petteù v. 

pipe vine (pXp vXn) n.  A deciduous woody vine (Aristolochia durior) of the east-

ern United States, having greenish, brown-mottled flowers shaped like a curved 

pipe.  Also called Dutchman’s pipe 

pipe wrench (pXp rHnch) n.  A wrench with two serrated jaws, one adjustable, 

for gripping and turning pipe. 

pip·ing (pXùpVng) n.  1. A system of pipes, such as those used in plumbing.  

2. Music. a. The act of playing on a pipe.  b. The music produced by a pipe when 

played.   3. A shrill, high-pitched sound.  4. A narrow tube of fabric, sometimes 

enclosing a cord, used for trimming seams and edges, as of slipcovers.  5. A tubu-

lar ribbon of icing on a pastry.   —  adj.  1. Music. Playing on a pipe.  2. Having a 

high-pitched sound:  the piping voices of children.  3. Tranquil; peaceful: “in this 

weak piping time of peace” (Shakespeare).   —idiom. piping hot. Very hot:  pip-

ing hot biscuits. 



pip·i·strelle also pip·i·strel (pVpÙV-strHlù, pVpùV-strHlÙ) n.  Any of various very 

small insectivorous bats of the genus Pipistrellus, found throughout the world.  

[French, from Italian pipistrello, bat, alteration of Old Italian vipistrello, from 

Latin vespertilio. See VESPERTILIONID.]

pip·it (pVpùVt) n.  Any of various widely distributed songbirds of the genus 

Anthus, characteristically having brownish upper plumage and a streaked breast.  

Also called titlark [Imitative of its call.]

pip·kin (pVpùkVn) n.  A small earthenware or metal cooking pot.  [Possibly PIP(E), 

cask + -KIN.]

pip·pin (pVpùVn) n.  1. Any of several varieties of apple.  2. The seed of a fleshy 

fruit; a pip.  3. Informal. A person or a thing that is admired.  [Middle English 

pipin, from Old French pepin.]

pip·sis·se·wa (pVp-sVsùN-wôÙ, -wN) n.  Any of several evergreen plants of the 

genus Chimaphila, especially the Eurasian species C. umbellata, having white or 

pinkish flowers grouped in a terminal corymb.  Also called prince’s pine [Perhaps 

Eastern Abenaki kpi-pskwáhsawe, woods flower, pipsissewa.]

pip-squeak (pVpùskwKkÙ) n.  Informal. One that is small or insignificant. 

Piq·ua (pVkùw7Ù, -wN)  A city of west-central Ohio north of Dayton. A supply 

base in the War of 1812, it is now an industrial center. Population, 20,612. 

pi·quant (pKùkNnt, -käntÙ, pK-käntù) adj.  1. Pleasantly pungent or tart in taste; 

spicy.  2. a. Appealingly provocative:  a piquant wit.  b. Charming, interesting, or 

attractive:  a piquant face.   3. Archaic. Causing hurt feelings; stinging.  [French, 

from Old French, present participle of piquer, to prick. See PIQUE.] 
—piùquan·cy, piùquant·ness n.  —piùquant·ly adv. 

pique (pKk) n.  A state of vexation caused by a perceived slight or indignity; a 

feeling of wounded pride.   —  v.  tr. piqued, piqu·ing, piques. 1. To cause to 

feel resentment or indignation.  2. To provoke; arouse:  The portrait piqued her 

curiosity.  3. To pride (oneself):  He piqued himself on his stylish attire.  [French, a 

prick, irritation, from Old French, from piquer, to prick, from Vulgar Latin 

*picc7re, ultimately of imitative origin.]

pi·qué (pV-k7ù, pK-) n.  A tightly woven fabric with various raised patterns, pro-

duced especially by a double warp.  [French, past participle of piquer, to quilt, 

from Old French, to backstitch, prick. See PIQUE.]

pi·quet also pic·quet (pV-k7ù) n.  Games. A card game for two people, played 

with a deck from which all cards below the seven, aces being high, are omitted.  

[French.]

Pi·ra·ci·ca·ba (pVrÙN-sV-käùbN, pKÙrä-sV-käùbä)  A city of southeast Brazil north-

west of São Paulo. It is a trade and shipping center with a noted agricultural insti-

tute. Population, 179,380. 

pi·ra·cy (pXùrN-sK) n.  pl. pi·ra·cies. 1. a. Robbery committed at sea.  b. A simi-

lar act of robbery, as the hijacking of an airplane.   2. The unauthorized use or 



reproduction of copyrighted or patented material.  3. The operation of an unli-

censed, illegal radio or television station.  [Medieval Latin pXr7tia, from Late 

Greek peirateia, from Greek peiratKs, pirate. See PIRATE.]

Pi·rae·us (pX-rKùNs, pV-r7ù-)  A city of east-central Greece on the Saronic Gulf 

southwest of Athens. Its port was built in the 5th century B.C. and after extensive 

development in the mid-19th century became the principal seaport of the coun-

try. In ancient times it was connected with Athens by the Long Walls, two parallel 

walls some 183 m (600 ft) apart. Population, 196,389. 

pi·ra·gua (pV-räùgwN) n.  Nautical. 1. A canoe made by hollowing out a tree 

trunk; a dugout.  2. A flat-bottomed sailing boat with two masts.  [Spanish, from 

Carib.]

Pi·ran·del·lo (pîrÙNn-dHlùo, pKÙrän-dHlùlô), Luigi. 1867-1936.  Italian writer 

best known for his plays Six Characters in Search of an Author (1921) and Tonight 

We Improvise (1930). Pirandello won the 1934 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Pi·ra·ne·si (pîrÙN-n7ùzK, pKÙrä-nHù-), Giambattista. 1720-1778.  Italian archi-

tect and artist. His etchings of Rome and its ruins contributed to the revival of 

neoclassicism.   —PiÙra·neùsi·an adj. 

pi·ra·nha also pi·ra·ña (pV-ränùyN, -r4nùyN, -räùnN, -r4nùN) n.  Any of several 

tropical American freshwater fishes of the genus Serrasalmus that are voraciously 

carnivorous and often attack and destroy living animals.  Also called caribe [Por-

tuguese, from Tupi  : pirá, fish + ánha, to cut.]

pi·ra·ru·cu (pV-rärÙN-kuù) n.  See arapaima.  [Portuguese pirarucú, from Tupi 

pirá-rucú : pirá, fish + urucú, red.]

pi·rate (pXùrVt) n.  1. a. One who robs at sea or plunders the land from the sea 

without commission from a sovereign nation.  b. A ship used for this purpose.   

2. One who preys on others; a plunderer.  3. One who makes use of or repro-

duces the work of another without authorization.  4. One that operates an unli-

censed, illegal television or radio station.   —  v.  pi·rat·ed, pi·rat·ing, pi·rates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To attack and rob (a ship at sea).  2. To take (something) by piracy.  

3. To make use of or reproduce (another’s work) without authorization.   —  v.  

intr. To act as a pirate; practice piracy.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin pXr7ta, from Greek peiratKs, from peiran, to attempt, from peira, trial. See 

per-3 in Appendix.] —pi·ratùic (pX-r4tùVk), pi·ratùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—pi·ratùi·cal·ly adv. 

pirate perch (pXùrVt pûrch) n.  A small North American freshwater fish (Aphre-

doderus sayanus) noted for having the anal opening near the throat. 

Pire (pîr), Dominique Georges. 1910-1969.  Belgian priest and humanitarian 

noted for his work with refugees after World War II. He won the 1958 Nobel 

Peace Prize. 

pi·rog (pV-rogù) n.  pl. pi·ro·ghi or pi·ro·gi (-roùgK). A large, flat, usually square 

or rectangular Russian pastry filled with finely chopped meat or cabbage often 



mixed with chopped hard-boiled eggs.  [Russian, probably from pir, feast, from 

Old Church Slavonic pirƒ. See po(i)- in Appendix.]

pi·rogue (pV-rogù) n.  Nautical. A canoe made from a hollowed tree trunk; a 

piragua.  [French, from Spanish piragua. See PIRAGUA.]

pir·o·plasm (pVrùN-pl4zÙNm) n.  See babesia.  [New Latin Piroplasma, genus 

name  : Latin pirum, pear + Greek plasma, image; see PLASMA.]

pir·o·plas·mo·sis (pVrÙN-pl4z-moùsVs) n.  See babesiosis. 
pi·rosh·ki (pV-rôshùkK, -rmshù-) pl.n.  Variant of pirozhki. 
pir·ou·ette (pVrÙu-Htù) n.  A full turn of the body on the point of the toe or the 

ball of the foot in ballet.   —  v.  intr. pir·ou·et·ted, pir·ou·et·ting, 
pir·ou·ettes. To execute a pirouette.  [French, from Old French pirouet, spin-

ning top.]

pi·rozh·ki also pi·rosh·ki (pV-rôshùkK, -rmshù-) pl.n.  Small Russian pastries 

filled with finely chopped meat or cabbage, baked or fried.  [Russian, pl. of 

pirozhok diminutive of pirog, pirog. See PIROG.]

Pi·sa (pKùzN, -zä)  A city of western Italy on the Arno River near the Tyrrhenian 

Sea. An important Etruscan town, it developed into a powerful maritime republic 

in the 9th to 11th centuries but was crushed by Genoa in 1284. Florence con-

trolled the city from 1406 to 1509. The campanile of its cathedral, built 1174-c. 

1350, is the famed Leaning Tower of Pisa. Population, 104,334.   —Piùsan adj.  & 

n. 

pis al·ler (pK z4-l7ù) n.  The final recourse or expedient; the last resort.  [French 

 : pis, worse + aller, to go.]

Pi·sa·no (pK-zäùno), Andrea. 1270?-1348.  Italian sculptor. His best-known 

work is the depiction of the life of John the Baptist on the bronze doors of the 

Baptistery in Florence. 

Pi·sa·no (pK-zäùno), Nicola or Niccolò. 1220-1284?.  Italian sculptor noted for 

combining classical and French Gothic styles. His works include the hexagonal 

pulpit of the Baptistry in Pisa. Nicola’s son Giovanni (1245?-1314?), a sculptor 

and architect, designed the Church of the Franciscans in Naples (1268). 

pis·ca·ry (pVsùkN-rK) n.  pl. pis·ca·ries. 1. Law. The right to fish in waters owned 

by another.  2. A fishery.  [From Middle English piscaries, fishing rights, from 

Medieval Latin pisc7ria, from Latin, neuter pl. of pisc7rius, of fish, from piscis, 

fish. Sense 2, Medieval Latin pisc7rium Latin piscis, fish + Latin -7rium, -arium.]

Pis·cat·a·way (pVs-k4tùN-w7Ù)  A community of north-central New Jersey 

north of New Brunswick. Founded before 1693, it is a manufacturing center. 

Population, 42,223. 

pis·ca·to·ri·al (pVsÙkN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-)  or pis·ca·to·ry (pVsùkN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) 

adj.  1. Of or relating to fish or fishing.  2. Involved in or dependent on fishing.  

[From Latin pisc7torius, from pisc7tor, fisherman, from pisc7rX, to fish, from pis-

cis, fish.] —pisÙca·toùri·al·ly adv. 



Pi·sce·an (pXùsK-Nn) n.  One who is born under the sign of Pisces.   —Piùsce·an 
adj. 

Pi·sces (pXùsKz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. A constellation in the equatorial 

region of the Northern Hemisphere near Aries and Pegasus.  Also called Fishes 

2. a. The 12th sign of the zodiac in astrology.  Also called Fishes b. One who is 

born under this sign.   [Middle English, from Medieval Latin PiscKs, from Latin 

piscKs, pl. of piscis, fish.]

pisci- pref.  Fish:  piscivorous.  [From Latin piscis, fish.]

pi·sci·cul·ture (pXùsV-kƒlÙchNr, pVsùV-) n.  The breeding, hatching, and rearing of 

fish under controlled conditions.   —piÙsci·culùtur·al adj.  —piÙsci·culùtur·ist 
n. 

pi·sci·form (pXùsV-fôrmÙ, pVsùV-) adj.  Having the shape of a fish. 

pi·sci·na (pV-sKùnN, -sXùnN, -shKùnN) n.  pl. pi·sci·nae (-nK). Ecclesiastical. A stone 

basin with a drain for carrying away the water used in ceremonial ablutions.  

[Middle English piscine, from Medieval Latin piscXna, from Latin, fish-pond, 

pool, from piscis, fish.] —pisùci·nal (pVsùN-nNl) adj. 

pi·scine (pXùsKnÙ, pVsùXnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of a fish or fishes.  

[Medieval Latin piscXnus, from Latin piscis, fish.]

Pi·scis Aus·tri·nus (pXùsVs ô-strXùnNs) n.  A constellation in the Southern 

Hemisphere near Aquarius and Grus.  [New Latin  : Latin piscis, fish + Latin aus-

trinus, southern.]

pi·sciv·o·rous (pV-sVvùNr-Ns, pX-) adj.  Habitually feeding on fish; fish-eating. 

pish (pVsh) interj.  Used to express disdain. 

pi·shogue also pi·shoge (pV-shogù) n.  Irish. 1. Black magic; sorcery.  2. An 

evil spell; an incantation.  [Irish Gaelic pìseog, from Middle Irish pisóc, piseóc.]

pi·si·form (pXùsN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Resembling a pea in size or shape.   —  n.  Anat-

omy. A small bone at the junction of the ulna and the carpus.  [Latin pXsum, pea; 

see PEA + -FORM.]

Pi·sis·tra·tus  or Pei·sis·tra·tus (pX-sVsùtrN-tNs, pV-), Died 527 B.C.  Athenian 

tyrant (560-527) remembered for encouraging athletic contests and literary 

efforts. 

pis·mire (pVsùmXrÙ, pVzù-) n.  An ant.  [Middle English pissemyre : pisse, urine 

(from the smell of the formic acid that ants secrete); see PISS + mire, ant (probably 

of Scandinavian origin; akin to Danish myre).]

pis·mo clam (pVzùmo kl4m) n.  A large, thick-shelled, edible marine clam 

(Tivela stultorum) of the southern Pacific coast of North America.  [After Pismo 

Beach, a city of southwest California.]

pi·so·lite (pXùsN-lXtÙ) n.  Geology. 1. Rock, usually limestone, composed of 

pisoliths.  2.  See pisolith.  [Greek pisos, pea + -LITE.] —piÙso·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 



pi·so·lith (pXùsN-lVthÙ, -zN-, pVsùN-, pVzùN-) n.  Geology. A small rounded accre-

tionary mass, usually of calcium carbonate, larger and less regular than an oolite.  

Also called pisolite [Greek pisos, pea + -LITH.]

piss (pVs) Vulgar Slang. v.  pissed, piss·ing, piss·es.  —  v.  intr. To urinate.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To urinate on or in.  2. To discharge (blood, for example) in the urine.   
—  n.  1. Urine.  2. The act or an instance of urinating.   —phrasal verb. piss 
off. To make or become angry.  [Middle English pissen, from Old French pissier, 

from Vulgar Latin *pissi7re, of imitative origin.]

piss·ant also piss-ant  or piss ant (pVsù4ntÙ) Slang. n.  A stickler for petty 

details.   —  adj.  Exhibiting elaborate concern for petty details; niggling: “Some 

pissant Texas court wants to make [the company] pay... more than $10 billion in 

reparations” (New Republic). 

Pis·sar·ro (pV-särùo, pK-), Camille. 1830-1903.  French impressionist painter 

known for his rural scenes, including Orchard in Blossom (1877). 

pissed (pVst) adj.  Vulgar Slang. 1. Extremely irritated or angry.  2. Intoxicated; 

drunk. 

piss·er (pVsùNr) n.  Vulgar Slang. 1. One that is extremely disagreeable.  2. One 

that is extraordinary or remarkable. 

pis·soir (pK-swärù) n.  A public urinal located on the street in some European 

countries.  [French, from Old French, from pissier, to urinate. See PISS.]

pis·ta·chi·o (pV-st4shùK-oÙ, -stäùshK-oÙ) n.  pl. pis·ta·chi·os. 1. a. A deciduous 

tree (Pistacia vera) of central and western Asia, having pinnately compound 

leaves and dry, drupaceous, nutlike fruits.  b. The nutlike fruit of this tree, having 

an edible, oily, green or yellow kernel.   2. The flavor of these nuts.  [Italian pistac-

chio, from Latin pistacium, pistachio nut, from Greek pistakion, from pistakK, pis-

tachio tree, perhaps from Middle Persian *pistak.]

pistachio green (pV-st4shùK-oÙ grKn) n.  Color. A moderate to light yellowish 

or yellow green. 

pis·ta·reen (pVsÙtN-rKnù) n.  A small silver coin used in America and the West 

Indies during the 18th century.  [Probably alteration of Spanish peseta, peseta. See 

PESETA.]

piste (pKst) n.  Sports. A ski trail densely packed with snow.  [French, from Italian 

pista, from obsolete pistare, to trample down, variant of pestare. See PISTON.]

pis·til (pVsùtNl) n.  The female, ovule-bearing organ of a flower, including the 

stigma, style, and ovary.  [French, from New Latin pistillum, from Latin, pestle 

(from its shape).]

pis·til·late (pVsùtN-l7tÙ, -lVt) adj.  1. Having one or more pistils.  2. Having pistils 

but no stamens:  pistillate flowers. 

Pis·to·ia (pV-stoiùN, pK -stoùyä)  A city of north-central Italy northwest of Flo-

rence. Settled by Romans in the 6th century B.C., it was an important banking 



center in the 13th century A.D. and came under the influence of Florence in the 

14th century. Population, 83,600. 

pis·tol (pVsùtNl) n.  A firearm designed to be held and fired with one hand.   —  v.  

tr. pis·toled, pis·tol·ing, pis·tols. To shoot with such a handgun.  [French pis-

tole, from German, from Middle High German pischulle, from Czech pi≥’tala, 

pipe, whistle, firearm, from pi≥tIti, to whistle, of imitative origin.]

pis·tole (pV-stolù) n.  1. A gold coin equal to two escudos, formerly used in 

Spain.  2. Any of several gold coins used in various European countries until the 

late 19th century.  [French, back-formation from pistolet, diminutive of pistole, 

pistol. See PISTOL.]

pistol grip (pVsùtNl grVp) n.  1. a. The grip of a pistol, shaped to fit the hand.  

b. A similar grip sometimes used on a rifle or other firearm.   2. A grip used on 

certain tools, such as a saw, shaped to fit the hand. 

pis·tol-whip (pVsùtNl-hwVpÙ, -wVpÙ) v.  tr. pis·tol-·whipped, pis·tol-
·whip·ping, pis·tol-·whips. To beat with a pistol. 

pis·ton (pVsùtNn) n.  1. A solid cylinder or disk that fits snugly into a larger cylin-

der and moves under fluid pressure, as in a reciprocating engine, or displaces or 

compresses fluids, as in pumps and compressors.  2. Music. A valve mechanism in 

brass instruments for altering the pitch.  [French, from Italian pistone, pestone, 

large pestle, from pestare, to pound, crush, from Late Latin pist7re, frequentative 

of Latin pXnsere, pXns7re.]

piston ring (pVsùtNn rVng) n.  An adjustable split metal ring that fits around a 

piston and seals the gap between the piston and the cylinder wall. 

piston rod (pVsùtNn rmd) n.  A connecting rod that transmits power to or is 

powered by a piston. 

pis·tou (pK-stuù) n.  A sauce made of garlic, basil, tomato, Parmesan, and olive 

oil, used on pasta or in soups and stews.  [French, from Provençal, from pestar, to 

crush, from Old Provençal, from Late Latin pist7re. See PISTON.]

pit1 (pVt) n.  1. A natural or artificial hole or cavity in the ground.  2. a. An exca-

vation for the removal of mineral deposits; a mine.  b. The shaft of a mine.   3. A 

concealed hole in the ground used as a trap; a pitfall.  4. a. Hell.  b. A miserable 

or depressing place or situation.  c. pits. Slang. The worst. Used with the: “New 

York politics are the pits” (Washington Star).   5. A small indentation in a surface:  

pits in a windshield.  6. a. A natural hollow or depression in the body or an organ.  

b. A small indented scar left in the skin by smallpox or other eruptive disease; a 

pockmark.  c. Informal. An armpit. Often used in the plural.   7. An enclosed, 

usually sunken area in which animals, such as dogs or gamecocks, are placed for 

fighting.  8. a. The section directly in front of and below the stage of a theater, in 

which the musicians sit.  b. Chiefly British. The ground floor of a theater behind 

the stalls.   9. a. The section of an exchange where trading in a specific commod-

ity is carried on.  b. The gambling area of a casino.   10. a. A sunken area in a 



garage floor from which mechanics may work on cars.  b.  Often pits. Sports. An 

area beside an auto racecourse where cars may be refueled or serviced during a 

race. Used with the.   11. Football. The middle areas of the defensive and offensive 

lines.  12. Botany. A cavity in the wall of a plant cell where there is no secondary 

wall, as in fibers, tracheids, and vessels.   —  v.  pit·ted, pit·ting, pits.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To mark with cavities, depressions, or scars:  a surface pitted with craters.  2. To 

set in direct opposition or competition:  a war that pitted brother against brother.  

3. To place, bury, or store in a pit.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become marked with pits.  

2. To retain an impression after being indented. Used of the skin.  3. To stop at a 

refueling area during an auto race.  [Middle English, from Old English pytt, ulti-

mately from Latin puteus, well. See peu- in Appendix.]

pit2 (pVt) n.  The single, central kernel or stone of certain fruits, such as a peach or 

cherry.   —  v.  tr. pit·ted, pit·ting, pits. To extract the pit from (a fruit).  

[Dutch, from Middle Dutch.]

pi·ta1 (pKùtN) n.  A round, flat bread of Middle Eastern origin that can be opened 

into a pocket for filling.  Also called pocket bread [Modern Greek pKtta, pita, pie, 

cake, bread.]

pi·ta2 (pKùtN) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Agave that yield strong leaf 

fibers.  Also called istle 2. The fiber of any of these plants, used in making cord-

age and paper.  [Spanish, from Quechua, to complicate, discord, bother.]

pit·a·pat (pVtùN-p4tÙ) v.  intr. pit·a·pat·ted, pit·a·pat·ting, pit·a·pats. 1. To 

move with a series of quick, tapping steps.  2. To make a repeated tapping sound.   
—  n.  A series of quick steps, taps, or beats.   —  adv.  With a rapid tapping 

sound.  [Imitative.]

pit boss (pVt bôs) n.  An employee who supervises the gambling in a casino. 

pit bull (pVt btl) n.  See American Staffordshire terrier. 
pit-bull (pVtùbtlÙ) adj.  Slang. Marked by or exhibiting great aggression, ruth-

lessness, and often bitterness: “Pit-bull conservatives harbor the suspicion that their 

mission has been usurped by unbelievers” (James Wolcott). 

pit bull terrier (pVt btl tHrùK-Nr) n.  See American Staffordshire terrier. 
Pit·cairn Island (pVtùkârnÙ XùlNnd)  A volcanic island of the southern Pacific 

Ocean east-southeast of Tahiti. Discovered by a British navigator in 1767, it was 

settled in 1790 by mutineers from H.M.S. Bounty and has been administered by 

the British since 1839. Descendants of the original settlers still live on the island. 

pitch1 (pVch) n.  1. Any of various thick, dark, sticky substances obtained from 

the distillation residue of coal tar, wood tar, or petroleum and used for water-

proofing, roofing, caulking, and paving.  2. Any of various natural bitumens, 

such as mineral pitch or asphalt.  3. A resin derived from the sap of various conif-

erous trees, as the pines.   —  v.  tr. pitched, pitch·ing, pitch·es. To smear or 

cover with or as if with pitch.  [Middle English pich, from Old English pic, and 

from Anglo-Norman piche both from Latin pix, pic-.]



pitch2 (pVch) v.  pitched, pitch·ing, pitch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To throw, usually 

with careful aim.  See Synonyms at throw.  b. To discard by throwing:  pitched 

the can out the window.   2. Baseball. a. To throw (the ball) from the mound to 

the batter.  b. To play (a game) as pitcher.  c. To assign as pitcher.   3. To erect or 

establish; set up:  pitched a tent; pitch camp.  4. To set firmly; implant; embed:  

pitched stakes in the ground.  5. To set at a specified downward slant:  pitched the 

roof at a steep angle.  6. a. To set at a particular level, degree, or quality:  pitched 

her expectations too high.  b. Music. To set the pitch or key of.  c. To adapt so as to 

be applicable; direct:  pitched his speech to the teenagers in the audience.   

7. Informal. To attempt to promote or sell, often in a high-pressure manner: 

“showed up on local TV to pitch their views” (Business Week).  8. Sports. To hit (a 

golf ball) in a high arc with backspin so that it does not roll very far after striking 

the ground.  9. Games. To lead (a card), thus establishing the trump suit.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To throw or toss something, such as a ball, horseshoe, or bale.  2. Baseball. 

To play in the position of pitcher.  3. To plunge headlong:  He pitched over the rail-

ing.  4. a. To stumble around; lurch.  b. To buck, as a horse.   5. a. Nautical. To 

dip bow and stern alternately.  b. To oscillate about a lateral axis so that the nose 

lifts or descends in relation to the tail. Used of an aircraft.  c. To oscillate about a 

lateral axis that is both perpendicular to the longitudinal axis and horizontal to 

the earth. Used of a missile or spacecraft.   6. To slope downward:  The hill pitches 

steeply.  7. To set up living quarters; encamp; settle.  8. Sports. To hit a golf ball in 

a high arc with backspin so that it does not roll very far after striking the ground.   
—  n.  1. The act or an instance of pitching.  2. Baseball. a. A throw of the ball by 

the pitcher to the batter.  b. A ball so thrown.   3. Sports. The rectangular area 

between the wickets in cricket, 22 yards (20.1 meters) by 10 feet (3.1 meters).  

Also called wicket 4. a. Nautical. The alternate dip and rise of the bow and stern 

of a ship.  b. The alternate lift and descent of the nose and tail of an airplane.   

5. a. A steep downward slope.  b. The degree of such a slope.   6. Architecture. 

a. The angle of a roof.  b. The highest point of a structure:  the pitch of an arch.   

7. A level or degree, as of intensity:  worked at a feverish pitch.  8. a. Acoustics. 

The distinctive quality of a sound, dependent primarily on the frequency of the 

sound waves produced by its source.  b. Music. The relative position of a tone 

within a range of musical sounds, as determined by this quality.  c. Music. Any of 

various standards for this quality associating each tone with a particular fre-

quency.   9. a. The distance traveled by a machine screw in a single revolution.  

b. The distance between two corresponding points on adjacent screw threads or 

gear teeth.  c. The distance between two corresponding points on a helix.   

10. The distance that a propeller would travel in an ideal medium during one 

complete revolution, measured parallel to the shaft of the propeller.  

11. Informal. a. A line of talk designed to persuade: “[his] pious pitch for... auster-

ity” (Boston Globe).  b. An advertisement.   12. Chiefly British. The stand of a 



vender or hawker.  13. Games. See seven-up.  14. Printing. The density of char-

acters in a printed line, usually expressed as characters per inch.   —phrasal 
verbs. pitch in. Informal. 1. To set to work vigorously.  2. To join forces with 

others; help or cooperate.  pitch into. Informal. To attack verbally or physically; 

assault.  pitch on (or pitch upon). Informal. To succeed in choosing or achiev-

ing, usually quickly:  pitched on the ideal solution.  [Middle English pichen, proba-

bly from Old English *piccean, causative of ·pXcian, to prick.]

pitch accent (pVch 4kùsHntÙ) n.  Linguistics. See tonic accent. 
pitch-black (pVchùbl4kù) adj.  Color. Extremely dark; black as pitch. 

pitch·blende (pVchùblHndÙ) n.  A massive variety of the mineral uraninite.  

[Partial translation of German Pechblende : Pech, pitch + Blende, blende; see 

BLENDE.]

pitch-dark (pVchùdärkù) adj.  Extremely dark. 

pitched battle (pVcht b4tùl) n.  1. An intense battle fought in close contact by 

troops arranged in a predetermined formation.  2. A fiercely waged battle or 

struggle between opposing forces. 

pitch·er1 (pVchùNr) n.  1. One that pitches.  2. Baseball. The player who throws 

the ball from the mound to the batter.  3. Sports. A seven iron used in golf. 

pitch·er2 (pVchùNr) n.  1. A container for liquids, usually having a handle and a 

lip or spout for pouring.  2. Botany. A pitcherlike part, such as the leaf of a 

pitcher plant.  [Middle English picher, from Old French pichier, alteration of bich-

ier, from Medieval Latin bic7rium, drinking cup, probably from Greek bikos, jar, 

possibly from Egyptian bi\, oil vessel.]

Pitch·er (pVchùNr), Molly.  See Mary Ludwig Hays McCauley. 
pitcher plant (pVchùNr pl4nt) n.  Any of various insectivorous plants of the 

genera Sarracenia, Nepenthes, or Darlingtonia, having pitcherlike leaves that 

attract and trap insects. 

pitch·fork (pVchùfôrkÙ) n.  A large, long-handled fork with sharp, widely spaced 

prongs for lifting and pitching hay.   —  v.  tr. pitch·forked, pitch·fork·ing, 
pitch·forks. To lift or toss with or as if with a pitchfork.  [Alteration (influenced 

by pichen, to throw), of Middle English pikforke : pik, pick; see PICK
2  or pik, spike; 

see PIKE
5  + forke, fork; see FORK.]

pitch·ing niblick (pVchùVng nVbùlVk) n.  Sports. An eight iron used in golf. 

pitch·man (pVchùmNn) n.  1. A hawker of small wares, as on the streets or at a 

carnival.  2. One who makes aggressive selling or promotional efforts.  3. One 

who delivers commercials on radio or television. 

pitch·out (pVchùoutÙ) n.  1. Baseball. A pitch deliberately thrown high and away 

from the batter to make it easier for the catcher to throw out a base runner who is 

standing off a base or attempting to steal.  2. Football. A lateral pass from the back 

receiving the snap from the center to another back behind the line of scrimmage. 



pitch pine (pVch pXn) n.  An eastern North American pine tree (Pinus rigida) 

that yields pitch or turpentine. 

pitch pipe (pVch pXp) n.  Music. A small pipe that, when sounded, gives the stan-

dard pitch for a piece of music or for tuning an instrument. 

pitch·stone (pVchùstonÙ) n.  Any of various volcanic glasses distinguished by 

their dull pitchlike luster.  [Translation of German Pechstein.]

pitch·y (pVchùK) adj.  pitch·i·er, pitch·i·est. 1. Full of or covered with pitch.  

2. Resembling pitch in consistency.  3. Extremely dark; black.   —pitchùi·ness n. 

pit·e·ous (pVtùK-Ns) adj.  1. Demanding or arousing pity:  a piteous appeal for 

help.  See Synonyms at pathetic.  2. Archaic. Pitying; compassionate.  [Middle 

English, from Old French piteus, from Late Latin pietosus, pXetosus, merciful, 

from Latin piet7s, pXet7s, compassion. See PIETY.] —pitùe·ous·ly adv.  

—pitùe·ous·ness n. 

Pi·tez·ti (pV-tHshùtV)  A city of south-central Romania west-northwest of Buchar-

est. It is a commercial and manufacturing center. Population, 149,684. 

pit·fall (pVtùfôlÙ) n.  1. An unapparent source of trouble or danger; a hidden haz-

ard: “potential pitfalls stemming from their optimistic inflation assumptions” (New 

York Times).  2. A concealed hole in the ground that serves as a trap. 

pith (pVth) n.  1. Botany. The soft, spongelike, central cylinder of the stems of 

most flowering plants, composed mainly of parenchyma.  2. Zoology. The soft 

inner substance of a feather or hair.  3. The essential or central part; the heart or 

essence.  See Synonyms at substance.  4. Strength; vigor; mettle.  

5. Significance; importance.  6. Archaic. Spinal cord or bone marrow.   —  v.  tr. 

pithed, pith·ing, piths. 1. To remove the pith from (a plant stem).  2. To sever 

or destroy the spinal cord of, usually by means of a needle inserted into the verte-

bral canal.  3. To kill (cattle) by cutting the spinal cord.  [Middle English, from 

Old English pitha.]

pith·e·can·thro·pus (pVthÙV-k4nùthrN-pNs, -k4n-throùpNs) n.  An extinct pri-

mate postulated from bones found in Java in 1891 and originally designated Pith-

ecanthropus erectus because it was thought to represent a species evolutionarily 

between apes and human beings. Pithecanthropus is now classified as Homo erec-

tus.  [New Latin, genus name  : Greek pithKkos, ape + Greek anthropos, man.] 
—pithÙe·can·thropùic (-kNn-thrmpùVk) adj.  —pithÙe·canùthro·pine (-

k4nùthrN-pXnÙ) adj. 

pith·e·coid (pVthùV-koidÙ, pX-thKùkoid) adj.  1. Resembling or relating to the 

apes, especially the anthropoid apes.  2. Of or belonging to a genus (Pithecia) of 

small, slender South American monkeys related to the titi.  [Greek pithKkos, ape + 

-OID.]

pith helmet (pVth hHlùmVt) n.  A lightweight hat made from dried pith and 

worn in tropical countries for protection from the sun. 



pith ray (pVth r7) n.  The parenchymatous tissue that extends between the vas-

cular bundles of a stem or root. 

pith·y (pVthùK) adj.  pith·i·er, pith·i·est. 1. Precisely meaningful; forceful and 

brief:  a pithy comment.  2. Consisting of or resembling pith.   —pithùi·ly adv.  

—pithùi·ness n. 

pit·i·a·ble (pVtùK-N-bNl) adj.  1. Arousing or deserving of pity or compassion; 

lamentable.  2. Arousing disdainful pity.  See Synonyms at pathetic.  
—pitùi·a·ble·ness n.  —pitùi·a·bly adv. 

pit·i·ful (pVtùV-fNl) adj.  1. Inspiring or deserving pity.  2. Arousing contemptu-

ous pity, as through ineptitude or inadequacy.  See Synonyms at pathetic.  
3. Archaic. Filled with pity or compassion.   —pitùi·ful·ly adv.  —pitùi·ful·ness 
n. 

pit·i·less (pVtùV-lVs) adj.  Having no pity; merciless.   —pitùi·less·ly adv.  

—pitùi·less·ness n. 

Pit·kin (pVtùkVn), Walter Broughton. 1878-1953.  American journalist and 

educator who wrote the popular Life Begins at Forty (1932). 

pit·man (pVtùmNn) n.  1. pl. pit·men (-mHn). A worker employed inside a pit in 

various industrial operations, as in a coal mine.  2. pl. pit·mans (-mNnz). See 

connecting rod. 
Pit·man (pVtùmNn), Sir Isaac. 1813-1897.  British educator and inventor (1837) 

of a system of shorthand. 

Pit·ney (pVtùnK), Mahlon. 1858-1924.  American jurist who served as an associ-

ate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1912-1922). 

pi·ton (pKùtmnÙ) n.  Sports. A metal spike fitted at one end with an eye for secur-

ing a rope and driven into rock or ice as a support in mountain climbing.  

[French, from Old French, nail.]

Pi·tot-stat·ic tube (pKùto-st4tùVk tub, pK-toù-) n.  A device consisting of a 

Pitot tube and a static tube combined to measure simultaneously the total and 

static pressure in a fluid stream. It can be used in aircraft to determine relative 

wind speed. 

Pi·tot tube (pKùto tub, pK-toù) n.  A device, essentially a tube set parallel to the 

direction of fluid-stream movement and attached to a manometer, used to mea-

sure the total pressure of the fluid stream.  [After Henri Pitot (1695-1771), 

French physicist.]

Pit River1 (pVt rVvùNr) n.  See Achomawi (n., sense 1). 

Pit River2 (pVt rVvùNr)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, of northern Califor-

nia flowing south and west to the Sacramento River. 

pit·saw also pit saw (pVtùsôÙ) n.  A large headsaw for cutting logs, operated 

jointly by a person standing above the log and another in a pit underneath. 



pit stop (pVt stmp) n.  Sports. 1. A stop at a pit for refueling or service during an 

automobile race.  2. Informal. a. A brief stop for rest and refreshment, especially 

during an automobile trip.  b. A place where such a stop is made.  

Pitt1 (pVt), William First Earl of Chatham. Known as “Pitt the Elder.” 1708-1778.  

British political leader and orator who directed his country’s military effort dur-

ing the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763). 

Pitt2 (pVt), William Second Earl of Chatham. Known as “Pitt the Younger.” 1759-

1806.  British prime minister (1783-1801 and 1804-1806). He accomplished the 

Act of Union between Ireland and Britain (1800) but was unsuccessful in his 

efforts to achieve Catholic emancipation. 

pit·ta (pVtùN) n.  Any of several brightly colored perching birds of the family Pitti-

dae that live in forests of Asia, Australia, and Africa and have a strong bill, short 

tail, and long legs.  [Telugu pi££a, bird.]

pit·tance (pVtùns) n.  1. A meager monetary allowance, wage, or remuneration.  

2. A very small amount:  not a pittance of remorse.  [Middle English pitance, from 

Old French, allowance of food to a monk or poor person, from Medieval Latin 

pXetantia, from *pXet7ns, pXetant- present participle of ·pXet7re, to show compas-

sion, from Latin piet7s, pXet7s, piety. See PITY.]

pit·ted (pVtùVd) adj.  1. Marked by pits.  2. Having the pit removed:  pitted dates. 

pit·ter-pat·ter (pVtùNr-p4tùNr) n.  A rapid series of light, tapping sounds.   —  v.  

intr. pit·ter-pat·tered, pit·ter-pat·ter·ing, pit·ter-pat·ters. To make or 

move with a series of light, tapping sounds:  rain pitter-pattering on the roof.  

[Imitative.]

pit·tos·po·rum (pV-tmsùpNr-Nm, pVtÙN-spôrùNm, -sporù-) n.  Any of various 

evergreen shrubs or plants of the genus Pittosporum, native to the warmer regions 

of the Old World and grown as ornamental or hedge plants in the southern 

United States and Pacific coastal states.  [New Latin, genus name  : Greek pissa, 

pitta, pitch + New Latin spora, spore; see SPORE.]

Pitts·burg (pVtsùbûrgÙ)  1. A city of western California at the junction of the 

Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers northeast of Oakland. It is a manufacturing 

center in a fishing and farming region. Population, 47,564.  2. A city of southeast 

Kansas near the Missouri border. Founded in 1876 as a mining town, it now has 

diversified industries. Population, 17,775. 

Pitts·burgh (pVtsùbûrgÙ)  A city of southwest Pennsylvania at the point where 

the confluence of the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers forms the Ohio River. 

Fort Duquesne was built on the site by the French c. 1750 and fell to the British in 

1758, when it was renamed Fort Pitt. The village surrounding the fort grew rap-

idly after the opening of the Northwest Territory. The city today is highly indus-

trialized. Population, 369,879. 



Pitts·field (pVtsùfKldÙ)  A city of western Massachusetts northwest of Springfield 

near the New York border. It is a center of the Berkshire Hills resort area. Popula-

tion, 48,622. 

pi·tu·i·cyte (pV-tuùV-sXtÙ, -tyuù-) n.  A small branching cell of the posterior 

lobe of the pituitary gland.  [PITUI(TARY) + -CYTE.]

pi·tu·i·tar·y (pV-tuùV-tHrÙK, -tyuù-) n.  pl. pi·tu·i·tar·ies. 1. The pituitary 

gland.  2. Medicine. An extract from the anterior or posterior lobes of the pitu-

itary gland, prepared for therapeutic use.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the pitu-

itary gland.  2. Of or secreting phlegm or mucus; mucous.  [From Latin 

pXtuXt7rius, of phlegm (from the early belief that it produced mucus), from 

pXtuXta, phlegm. See peiN- in Appendix.]

pituitary gland (pV-tuùV-tHrÙK gl4nd) n.  A small, oval endocrine gland 

attached to the base of the vertebrate brain and consisting of an anterior and a 

posterior lobe, the secretions of which control the other endocrine glands and 

influence growth, metabolism, and maturation.  Also called hypophysis, pituitary 

body. 

pit viper (pVt vXùpNr) n.  Any of various venomous snakes of the family Crotal-

idae, such as a copperhead, rattlesnake, or fer-de-lance, characterized by a small 

sensory pit below each eye. 

pit·y (pVtùK) n.  pl. pit·ies. 1. Sympathy and sorrow aroused by the misfortune or 

suffering of another.  2. A matter of regret:  It’s a pity she can’t attend the recep-

tion.   —  v.  pit·ied, pit·y·ing, pit·ies.  —  v.  tr. To feel pity for.   —  v.  intr. To 

feel pity.   —idiom. have pity on (or take pity on). To show compassion for.  

[Middle English pite, from Old French, from Latin piet7s, piety, compassion, 

from pius, dutiful.] —pitùy·ing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: pity, compassion, commiseration, sympathy, condolence, empathy.

These nouns signify sympathetic, kindly concern aroused by the misfortune, af-

fliction, or suffering of another. Pity often implies a feeling of sorrow that inclines

one to help or to show mercy: “Pity is the feeling which arrests the mind in the

presence of whatsoever is grave and constant in human sufferings and unites it with

the human sufferer” (James Joyce). Compassion denotes deep awareness of the suf-

fering of another and the wish to relieve it: “Compassion is not weakness, and con-

cern for the unfortunate is not socialism” (Hubert H. Humphrey). Commiseration

signifies the expression of pity or sorrow: “They not unfrequently wonder why,

from being born blind, they should be held to be objects of commiseration” (Ben-

jamin C. Brodie). Sympathy as it is compared here denotes the act of or capacity

for sharing in the sorrows or troubles of another: “They had little sympathy to

spare for their unfortunate enemies” (William Hickling Prescott). Condolence is a

formal, conventional expression of pity, usually to relatives upon a death: We ex-

tended our condolences to the bereaved family. Empathy is a vicarious identification



with and understanding of another’s situation, feelings, and motives: Empathy for

the criminal’s childhood misery does not imply exoneration of the crimes he commit-

ted as an adult.

pit·y·ri·a·sis (pVtÙV-rXùN-sVs) n.  pl. pit·y·ri·a·ses (-sKzÙ). Any of various skin dis-

eases of humans and animals, characterized by epidermal shedding of flaky 

scales.  [Greek pituriasis, from pituron, grain husk, dandruff.]

più (pyu) adv.  Music. More. Used to qualify an adjective or another adverb in 

directions.  [Italian, from Latin pl7s. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

Piu·ra (pytrùN, pyuùrä)  A city of northwest Peru near the Pacific Ocean. 

Founded by Pizarro in 1532, it is the oldest Spanish settlement in Peru. Popula-

tion 144,609. 

Pi·us II (pXùNs), Originally Enea Silvio Piccolomini. 1405-1464.  Pope (1458-

1464) noted for his unsuccessful attempt to lead a crusade against the Turks. 

Pi·us V (pXùNs), Saint Originally Antonio Ghislieri. 1504-1572.  Pope (1566-

1572). A leading figure of the Catholic Reformation, he excommunicated Eliza-

beth I of England. 

Pi·us VII (pXùNs), Originally Barnaba Gregorio Chiaramonti. 1742-1823.  Pope 

(1800-1823) who was forced to crown Napoleon emperor in 1804. 

Pi·us IX (pXùNs), Originally Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti. 1792-1878.  Pope 

(1846-1878) who summoned the First Vatican Council (1869-1870). 

Pi·us X (pXùNs), Saint Originally Giuseppe Melchiorre Sarto. 1835-1914.  Pope 

(1903-1914) who was strongly opposed to religious modernism. 

Pi·us XI (pXùNs), Originally Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti. 1857-1939.  Pope 

(1922-1939) who signed a treaty with Benito Mussolini granting papal sover-

eignty over Vatican City. 

Pi·us XII (pXùNs), Originally Eugenio Pacelli. 1876-1958.  Pope (1939-1958) who 

maintained neutrality during World War II. He was later severely criticized for 

not taking forceful measures to aid European Jews. 

Pi·ute (pXùyutÙ) n.  Variant of Paiute. 
piv·ot (pVvùNt) n.  1. A short rod or shaft on which a related part rotates or 

swings.  2. A person or thing on which something depends or turns; the central 

or crucial factor.  3. The act of turning on or as if on a pivot.   —  v.  piv·ot·ed, 
piv·ot·ing, piv·ots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mount on, attach by, or provide with a pivot 

or pivots.  2. To cause to rotate, revolve, or turn.   —  v.  intr. To turn on or as if 

on a pivot: “The plot... lacks direction, pivoting on Hamlet’s incertitude” (G. Wilson 

Knight).  [French, from Old French.] —pivùot·a·ble adj. 

piv·ot·al (pVvùN-tl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or serving as a pivot.  2. Being of vital 

or central importance; crucial: “Its pivotal location has also exposed it to periodic 

invasions” (Henry A. Kissinger).   —pivùot·al·ly adv. 



pivot joint (pVvùNt joint) n.  A joint in which a bone rotates around another; a 

joint permitting only rotating movement. 

pix1 (pVks) n.  A plural of pic. 
pix2 (pVks) n.  Ecclesiastical. Variant of pyx. 
pix·el (pVkùsNl, -sHlÙ) n.  Computer Science. The smallest image-forming unit of a 

video display.  [PIX
1 + EL(EMENT).]

pix·ie (pVkùsK) n.  Variant of pixy. 
pix·i·lat·ed  or pix·il·lat·ed (pVkùsN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Behaving as if mentally 

unbalanced; very eccentric.  2. Whimsical; prankish.  3. Slang. Intoxicated; 

drunk.  [From PIXY.] —pixÙi·laùtion n. 

pix·y  or pix·ie (pVkùsK) n.  pl. pix·ies. A fairylike or elfin creature, especially one 

that is mischievous; a playful sprite.   —  adj.  Playfully mischievous.  [Origin 

unknown.] —pixùy·ish adj. 

Pi·zar·ro (pV-zärùo, pK-thärùo, -särù-), Francisco. 1475?-1541.  Spanish explorer 

and conqueror of the Inca Empire of Peru (1531-1533). He founded the city of 

Lima in 1535. 

pizz. abbr.  Music. Pizzicato. 

piz·za (pKtùsN) n.  A baked pie of Italian origin consisting of a shallow breadlike 

crust covered with seasoned tomato sauce, cheese, and often other toppings, such 

as sausage or olives.  [Italian, pie, tart, pizza.]

piz·zazz  or piz·zaz (pV-z4zù) n.  Slang. 1. Dazzling style; flamboyance; flair.  

2. Vigorous spirit; energy or excitement.  [Origin unknown.]

piz·ze·ri·a (pKtÙsN-rKùN) n.  A place where pizzas are made and sold.  [Italian, 

from pizza, pizza, pie.]

piz·zi·ca·to (pVtÙsV-käùto) Music. adj.  Abbr. pizz. Played by plucking rather 

than bowing the strings.   —  n.  pl. piz·zi·ca·ti (-tK). A pizzicato note or passage.  

[Italian, past participle of pizzicare, to pluck, from pizzare, to prick, from pizzo, 

point.] —pizÙzi·caùto adv. 

piz·zle (pVzùNl) n.  1. The penis of an animal, especially a bull.  2. A whip made 

from a bull’s penis.  [Possibly from Low German pKsel, diminutive of Middle Low 

German pese, penis, tendon.]

PK abbr.  Psychokinesis. 

pk. abbr.  1. Pack.  2. Park.  3. Peak.  4. Peck. 

pkg. abbr.  Package. 

pkt. abbr.  Packet. 

PKU abbr.  Phenylketonuria. 

pkwy abbr.  Parkway. 

pky abbr.  Parkway. 

pl. abbr.  1.  Or Pl.. Place.  2. Printing & Photography. Plate.  3. Plural. 



PL/1 (pKÙHl-wƒnù) n.  Computer Science. A programming language designed for 

scientific and commercial uses at varying levels of complexity.  [p(rogramming) 

l(anguage) 1.]

plac·a·ble (pl4kùN-bNl, pl7ùkN-) adj.  Easily calmed or pacified; tolerant.  [Mid-

dle English, agreeable, from Old French, from Latin pl7c7bilis, from pl7c7re, to 

calm. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.] —placÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —placùa·bly adv. 

plac·ard (pl4kùärdÙ, -Nrd) n.  1. A sign or notice for display in a public place.  

2. A small card or plaque, such as a nameplate on a door.   —  v.  tr. plac·ard·ed, 
plac·ard·ing, plac·ards. 1. To announce or advertise by means of placards.  

2. To post placards on or in.  3. To display as a placard.  [Middle English, official 

document, from Old French, from plaquier, to plaster, piece together, from Mid-

dle Dutch placken, to patch.] —placùardÙer n. 

pla·cate (pl7ùk7tÙ, pl4kù7tÙ) v.  tr. pla·cat·ed, pla·cat·ing, pla·cates. To allay 

the anger of, especially by making concessions; appease.  See Synonyms at pacify.  
[Latin pl7c7re, pl7c7t-, to calm. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.] —plaùcatÙer n.  

—pla·caùtion (pl7-k7ùshNn) n.  —plaùca·toÙry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK), plaùcaÙtive (-

k7ÙtVv)  adj. 

place (pl7s) n.  1. a. An area with definite or indefinite boundaries; a portion of 

space.  b. Room or space, especially adequate space:  There is place for everyone at 

the back of the room.   2. a. The particular portion of space occupied by or allo-

cated to a person or thing.  b. A building or an area set aside for a specified pur-

pose:  a place of worship.   3. a. A dwelling; a house:  bought a place on the lake.  

b. A business establishment or office.  c. A locality, such as a town or a city:  vis-

ited many places.   4.  Often Place. Abbr. pl., Pl. A public square or street with 

houses in a town.  5. a. A space in which one person, such as a passenger or a 

spectator, can sit or stand.  b. A setting for one person at a table.   6. A position 

regarded as belonging to someone or something else; stead:  She was chosen in his 

place.  7. A particular point that one has reached, as in a book:  I have lost my 

place.  8. A particular spot, as on the body:  the place that hurts.  9. a. The proper 

or designated role or function:  the place of the media in a free society.  b. The 

proper or customary position or order:  These books are out of place.  c. A suitable 

setting or occasion:  not the place to argue.  d. The appropriate right or duty:  not 

her place to criticize.   10. Social station:  He overstepped his place.  11. A particu-

lar situation or circumstance:  Put yourself in my place.  12. High rank or status.  

13. A job, post, or position:  found a place in the company.  14. Relative position 

in a series; standing.  15. Games. Second position for betting purposes, as in a 

horserace.  16. The specified stage in a list of points to be made, as in an argu-

ment:  in the first place.  17. Mathematics. The position of a figure in a numeral or 

series.   —  v.  placed, plac·ing, plac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put in or as if in a par-

ticular place or position; set.  2. To put in a specified relation or order:  Place the 

words in alphabetical order.  3. To offer for consideration:  placed the matter before 



the board.  4. To find accommodation or employment for.  5. To put into a par-

ticular condition:  placed him under arrest.  6. To arrange for the publication or 

display of:  place an advertisement in the newspaper.  7. To appoint to a post:  

placed her in a key position.  8. a. To rank in an order or a sequence:  I’d place him 

second best.  b. To estimate:  placed the distance at 100 feet.   9. To identify or clas-

sify in a particular context:  could not place that person’s face.  10. a. To give an 

order for:  place a bet.  b. To apply or arrange for:  place an order.   11. To adjust 

(one’s voice) for the best possible effects.   —  v.  intr. Sports & Games. To arrive 

among the first three finishers in a race, especially to finish second.   —idioms. 
in place. 1. In the appropriate or usual position or order:  With everything in 

place, she started the slide show.  2. In the same spot; without moving forwards or 

backwards:  While marching in place, the band played a popular tune.  in place of. 
Instead of.  keep (one’s) place (or know (one’s) place). To recognize one’s 

social position and act according to traditional decorum.  put (someone) in 
his or her place. To lower the dignity of (someone); humble.  place in the 
sun. A dominant or favorable position or situation.  [Middle English, from Old 

English plæce, Old French, open space (from Medieval Latin placea, from Vulgar 

Latin *plattea) both from Latin platKa, broad street, from Greek plateia (hodos), 

broad (street), feminine of platus. See plat- in Appendix.] —placeùa·ble adj.  

—placùer n. 

pla·ce·bo (plN-sKùbo) n.  pl. pla·ce·bos or pla·ce·boes. 1. a. Medicine. A sub-

stance containing no medication and prescribed or given to reinforce a patient’s 

expectation to get well.  b. An inactive substance or preparation used as a control 

in an experiment or test to determine the effectiveness of a medicinal drug.   

2. Something of no intrinsic remedial value that is used to appease or reassure 

another.  3.  (plä-ch7ùbo) Roman Catholic Church. The service or office of vespers 

for the dead.  [Middle English, from Late Latin placKbo, I shall please (the first 

word of the first antiphon of the service), first person sing. future tense of Latin 

placKre, to please. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

placebo effect (plN-sKùbo V-fHktù) n.  A beneficial effect in a patient following 

a particular treatment that arises from the patient’s expectations concerning the 

treatment rather than from the treatment itself. 

place·hold·er (pl7sùholÙdNr) n.  1. One who holds an office or a place, espe-

cially: a. One who acts as a deputy or a proxy.  b. One who holds an appointed 

office in a government.   2. In a mathematical or logical expression, a symbol that 

may be replaced by the name of any element of a set.  3. In the decimal form of a 

number, a digit that is not significant. 

place kick (pl7s kVk) n.  Football. A kick, as for a field goal, for which the ball is 

held or propped up in a fixed position on the ground.   —placeùkickÙ (pl7sùkVkÙ) 

v.  —placeù-kickÙer n. 



place·man (pl7sùmNn) n.  Chiefly British. One who has a political appointment 

in the government. 

place mat (pl7s m4t) n.  A protective table mat for a single setting of dishes and 

flatware. 

place·ment (pl7sùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of placing or arranging.  b. The state 

of being placed or arranged.   2. a. The finding of suitable accommodation or 

employment for applicants.  b. Assignment of students to appropriate classes or 

programs.   3. Football. a. The setting of the ball in position for a place kick.  b. A 

place kick.  

pla·cen·ta (plN-sHnùtN) n.  pl. pla·cen·tas or pla·cen·tae (-tK). 1. a. A mem-

branous vascular organ that develops in female mammals during pregnancy, lin-

ing the uterine wall and partially enveloping the fetus, to which it is attached by 

the umbilical cord. Following birth, the placenta is expelled.  b. An organ with 

similar functions in some nonmammalian animals, such as certain sharks and 

reptiles.   2. Botany. The part within the ovary of a flowering plant to which the 

ovules are attached.  [New Latin, from Latin, flat cake, alteration of Greek pla-

koenta, from accusative of plakoeis, flat, from plax, plak-, flat land, surface. See 

pl7k-1 in Appendix.] —pla·cenùtal adj. 

plac·en·ta·tion (pl4sÙNn-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Formation of a placenta in the 

uterus.  b. The type or structure of a placenta.   2. Botany. Arrangement of pla-

centas within the ovary. 

Pla·cen·tia (plN-sHnùchN, -shN)  A city of southern California east-northeast of 

Long Beach. It is a residential community with light industries. Population, 

41,259. 

Placentia Bay (plN-sHnùchN b7)  An inlet of the Atlantic Ocean in southeast 

Newfoundland, Canada. On August 14, 1941, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston 

Churchill signed the Atlantic Charter, setting forth the Allied aims for a postwar 

settlement, while aboard the British battleship Prince of Wales anchored in the 

bay. 

plac·er (pl4sùNr) n.  1. A glacial or alluvial deposit of sand or gravel containing 

eroded particles of valuable minerals.  2. A place where a placer deposit is washed 

to extract its mineral content.  [Spanish, shoal, placer, from Catalan placer, shoal, 

from plassa, place, from Medieval Latin placea. See PLACE.]

placer mining (pl4sùNr mXùnVng) n.  The obtaining of minerals from placers by 

washing or dredging.   —placer miner n. 

Plac·er·ville (pl4sùNr-vVlÙ)  A city of east-central California east-northeast of 

Sacramento. It grew with the discovery of gold nearby in 1848 and is still a mining 

center. Population, 6,739. 

place setting (pl7s sHtùVng) n.  A table service for one person. 

plac·id (pl4sùVd) adj.  1. Undisturbed by tumult or disorder; calm or quiet.  See 

Synonyms at calm.  2. Satisfied; complacent.  [Latin placidus, from placKre, to 



please. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.] —pla·cidùi·ty (plN-sVdùV-tK), placùid·ness 

(pl4sùVd-nVs)  n.  —placùid·ly adv. 

Plac·id (pl4sùVd), Lake. A lake of northeast New York in the Adirondack Moun-

tains. It is a noted winter sports center. 

plack·et (pl4kùVt) n.  1. A slit in a dress, blouse, or skirt.  2. A pocket, especially 

in a woman’s skirt.  [Origin unknown.]

plac·oid (pl4kùoid) adj.  Platelike, as the hard toothlike scales of sharks, skates, 

and rays.  [Greek plax, plak-, flat land, surface; see pl7k-1 in Appendix + -OID.]

pla·fond (plN-fmnù, plä-fôNù) n.  A decorated ceiling.  [French  : plat, flat; see 

PLATE + fond, base, bottom; see FOND
2.]

pla·gal (pl7ùgNl) adj.  Music. 1. Of or being a medieval mode having a range 

from the fourth below to the fifth above its final tone.  2. Of or being a cadence 

with the subdominant chord immediately preceding the tonic chord.  [Medieval 

Latin plag7lis, from plaga, plagal mode, from plagius, plagal, from Medieval 

Greek plagios (Kkhos), plagal (mode), from Greek, oblique, from plagos, side. See 

pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

plage (pläzh) n.  1. A sandy beach at a seaside resort.  2. A bright and intensely 

hot area in the sun’s chromosphere, usually associated with a sunspot.  [French, 

from Italian piaggia, ultimately from Greek plagia, neuter pl. of plagios, oblique, 

slanting. See PLAGAL.]

pla·gia·rism (pl7ùjN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. The act of plagiarizing.  2. Something pla-

giarized.  [From PLAGIARY.] —plaùgia·rist n.  —plaÙgia·risùtic adj. 

pla·gia·rize (pl7ùjN-rXzÙ) v.  pla·gia·rized, pla·gia·riz·ing, pla·gia·riz·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To use and pass off as one’s own (the ideas or writings of another).  

2. To appropriate for use as one’s own passages or ideas from (another).   —  v.  

intr. To put forth as original to oneself the ideas or words of another.   —plaù-
gia·rizÙer n. 

pla·gia·ry (pl7ùjN-rK) n.  pl. pla·gia·ries. 1. Plagiarism.  2. Archaic. One who 

plagiarizes.  [Latin plagi7rius, kidnapper, plagiarist, from plagium, kidnapping, 

from plaga, net. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

plagio- pref.  Slanting; inclining:  plagiotropism.  [Greek, oblique, from plagios, 

from plagos, side. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

pla·gi·o·clase (pl7ùjK-N-kl7sÙ, -kl7zÙ, pl4jùK-) n.  Any of a common rock-form-

ing series of triclinic feldspars, consisting of mixtures of sodium and calcium alu-

minum silicates.  Also called oligoclase [Greek plagio-, plagio- + Greek klasis, 

breaking (from klan, to break).]

pla·gi·ot·ro·pism (pl7ÙjK-mtùrN-pVzÙNm) n.  Botany. The tendency to grow at an 

oblique or horizontal angle. Used of roots, stems, or branches.   
—plaÙgi·o·troùpic (-N-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  —plaÙgi·o·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

plague (pl7g) n.  1. A widespread affliction or calamity, especially one seen as 

divine retribution.  2. A sudden destructive influx or injurious outbreak:  a 



plague of locusts; a plague of accidents.  3. A cause of annoyance; a nuisance: “the 

plague of social jabbering” (George Santayana).  4. A highly infectious, usually 

fatal, epidemic disease, especially bubonic plague.   —  v.  tr. plagued, 
plagu·ing, plagues. 1. To pester or annoy persistently or incessantly.  See Syn-

onyms at harass.  2. To afflict with or as if with a disease or calamity: “Runaway 

inflation further plagued the wage- or salary-earner” (Edwin O. Reischauer).  

[Middle English plage, blow, calamity, plague, from Late Latin pl7ga, from Latin, 

blow, wound; see pl7k-2 in Appendix. V., Middle English plaghen from Middle 

Dutch, from plaghe, plague, from Late Latin pl7ga.] —plaguùer n. 

pla·guy also pla·guey (pl7ùgK) adj.  Vexatious; bothersome.   —plaùguy, 
plaùgui·ly adv. 

plaice (pl7s) n.  pl. plaice or plaic·es. 1. A large edible marine flatfish (Pleu-

ronectes platessa) of western European waters.  2. Any of various flatfishes, such 

as Hippoglossoides platessoides of North American Atlantic waters, related to the 

plaice.  [Middle English, from Old French plais, from Vulgar Latin *platXx, alter-

ation of Late Latin platessa, probably ultimately from Greek platus, broad. See 

plat- in Appendix.]

plaid (pl4d) n.  1. A rectangular woolen scarf of a tartan pattern worn over the 

left shoulder by Scottish Highlanders.  2. a. Cloth with a tartan or checked pat-

tern.  b. A pattern of this kind.   [Scottish Gaelic plaide.] —plaid adj. 

plaid·ed (pl4dùVd) adj.  1. Made of plaid or having a plaid pattern.  2. Wearing a 

plaid. 

plain (pl7n) adj.  plain·er, plain·est. Abbr. pln. 1. Free from obstructions; 

open; clear:  in plain view.  2. Obvious to the mind; evident:  make one’s intention 

plain.  See Synonyms at apparent.  3. Not elaborate or complicated; simple:  

plain food.  4. Straightforward; frank or candid:  plain talk.  5. Not mixed with 

other substances; pure:  plain water.  6. Common in rank or station; average; 

ordinary:  a plain man.  7. Not pretentious; unaffected.  8. Marked by little or no 

ornamentation or decoration.  9. Not dyed, twilled, or patterned:  a plain fabric.  

10. Lacking beauty or distinction:  a plain face.  11. Sheer; utter; unqualified:  

plain stupidity.  12. Archaic. Having no visible elevation or depression; flat; level.   
—  n.  Abbr. pln. 1. a. An extensive, level, usually treeless area of land.  b. A 

broad, level expanse, as a part of the sea floor or a lunar mare.   2. Something free 

of ornamentation or extraneous matter.   —  adv.  Informal. Clearly; simply:  

plain stubborn.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin pl7nus. See pelN-2 

in Appendix.] —plainùly adv.  —plainùness n.  

SYNONYMS: plain, modest, simple, unostentatious, unpretentious. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “not ornate, ostentatious, or showy”: a plain

hair style; a modest cottage; a simple dark suit; an unostentatious office; an unpre-

tentious country church. 



ANTONYM: ornate

plain·chant (pl7nùch4ntÙ) n.  Roman Catholic Church. See plainsong (n., 

sense 2).  [French plain-chant (translation of Medieval Latin cantus pl7nus) : 

plain, plain; see PLAIN + chant, song; see CHANT.]

plain·clothes man  or plain·clothes·man (pl7nùklozùmNn, -klothzù-) n.  A 

member of a police force, especially a detective, who wears civilian clothes on 

duty. 

Plain·field (pl7nùfKldÙ)  A city of northeast New Jersey southwest of Newark. 

Settled in 1684, it was formerly a residential town but has now become a trade 

and industrial center in a thickly populated area. Population, 46,567. 

plain-Jane (pl7nùj7nù) adj.  Lacking adornment or pretension; basic or simple. 

plain-laid (pl7nùl7dù) adj.  Made of three strands laid together with a right-

hand twist. Used of a rope. 

Plain People (pl7n pKùpNl) pl.n.  Members of the Mennonites, Amish, or 

Dunkers, noted for their plain dress and simple style of life. 

plain sailing (pl7n s7ùlVng) n.  Informal. Easy progress over a smooth and direct 

course:  After the editing of the book had been finished, it was plain sailing to the 

end of the project.  [Possibly variant of plane sailing, navigation as if on a plane 

surface, disregarding the curvature of the earth.]

Plains Indian (pl7nz VnùdK-Nn) n.  A member of any of the Native American 

peoples inhabiting the Great Plains of the United States and Canada. The Plains 

Indians spoke a variety of unrelated languages but shared certain cultural features 

such as nomadic buffalo hunting, the use of conical tepees, and a reliance on the 

horse in hunting and warfare. 

plains·man (pl7nzùmNn) n.  An inhabitant or a settler of the plains, especially 

of the prairie regions of the United States. 

plain·song (pl7nùsôngÙ, -smngÙ) n.  Roman Catholic Church. 1. a. A Gregorian 

chant.  b. A melody to which contrapuntal voices are added in Gregorian chant.   

2. Any medieval liturgical music without strict meter and traditionally sung with-

out accompaniment. In this sense, also calledplainchant [Translation of Medieval 

Latin cantus pl7nus.]

plain·spo·ken (pl7nùspoùkNn) adj.  Frank; straightforward; blunt.   
—plainùspoùken·ness n. 

plaint (pl7nt) n.  1. A complaint.  2. An utterance of grief or sorrow; a lamenta-

tion.  [Middle English, from Old French plainte, from Latin pl7nctus, lament, 

from past participle of plangere, to strike one’s breast, lament. See pl7k-2 in 

Appendix.]

plain text  or plain·text (pl7nùtHkstÙ) n.  The original form of a message as 

opposed to the encrypted form. 



plain·tiff (pl7nùtVf) n.  Abbr. plf. Law. The party that institutes a suit in a court.  

[Middle English plaintif, from Anglo-Norman pleintif, from Old French plaintif, 

aggrieved. See PLAINTIVE.]

plain·tive (pl7nùtVv) adj.  Expressing sorrow; mournful or melancholy.  [Middle 

English plaintif, from Old French, aggrieved, lamenting, from plaint, complaint. 

See PLAINT.] —plainùtive·ly adv.  —plainùtive·ness n. 

Plain·view (pl7nùvyuÙ)  1. An unincorporated community of southeast New 

York on western Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 26,207.  2. A 

city of northwest Texas south of Amarillo. The city has large meat-packing and 

meat-processing industries. Population, 21,700. 

Plain·ville (pl7nùvVlÙ)  A town of central Connecticut southwest of Hartford. It 

is a manufacturing center in a farming area. Population, 17,392. 

plain weave (pl7n wKv) n.  A weave in which the filling threads and the warp 

threads interlace alternately, forming a checkerboard pattern.  Also called taffeta 

weave 

plain-wo·ven (pl7nùwoùvNn) adj.  Made in plain weave. 

plait (pl7t, pl4t) n.  1. A braid, especially of hair.  2. A pleat.   —  v.  tr. plait·ed, 
plait·ing, plaits. 1. To braid.  2. To pleat.  3. To make by braiding.  [Middle 

English pleit, fold, braid, possibly from pleiten, to fold, braid, alteration (influ-

enced by Old French pleit, fold), of Old French plier, pleiir, from Latin plic7re, to 

fold. See plek- in Appendix.] —plaitùer n. 

plan (pl4n) n.  1. A scheme, program, or method worked out beforehand for the 

accomplishment of an objective:  a plan of attack.  2. A proposed or tentative 

project or course of action:  had no plans for the evening.  3. A systematic arrange-

ment of important parts; an outline or a sketch:  the plan of a story.  4. A drawing 

or diagram made to scale showing the structure or arrangement of something.  

5. In perspective rendering, one of several imaginary planes perpendicular to the 

line of vision between the viewer and the object being depicted.   —  v.  planned, 
plan·ning, plans.  —  v.  tr. 1. To formulate a scheme or program for the 

accomplishment, enactment, or attainment of:  plan a campaign.  2. To have as a 

specific aim or purpose; intend:  They plan to buy a house.  3. To draw or make a 

graphic representation of.   —  v.  intr. To make plans.  [French, alteration (influ-

enced by plan, flat surface); see PLAIN, of plant, ground plan, map (from planter, 

to plant, from Latin plant7re, from planta, sole of the foot). See plat- in Appen-

dix.] —planùner n.  

SYNONYMS: plan, blueprint, design, project, scheme, strategy. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “a method or program in accordance with

which something is to be done or accomplished”: has no vacation plans; a blueprint

for the reorganization of the company; social conventions that are a product of hu-

man design; an urban-renewal project; a new scheme for power conservation; a strat-



egy for capturing a major market share.

plan- pref.  Variant of plano-. 
pla·nar (pl7ùnNr, -närÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or situated in a plane.  2. Flat:  a 

planar surface.  3. Having a two-dimensional characteristic.  [Late Latin pl7n7ris, 

flat, from Latin pl7nus. See PLAIN.] —pla·narùi·ty (pl7-n4rùV-tK) n. 

pla·nar·i·an (plN-nârùK-Nn) n.  Any of various small, chiefly freshwater turbel-

larian flatworms of the order Tricladida, having soft, broad, ciliated bodies, a 

three-branched digestive cavity, and the ability to regenerate body parts.  [From 

New Latin Pl7n7ria, genus name, from feminine of Late Latin pl7n7rius, on level 

ground, from pl7nus, flat. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

pla·na·tion (pl7-n7ùshNn) n.  The process of erosion and deposition in which a 

nearly level surface is produced, as by streams, wind, or ocean currents.  [Latin 

pl7num, flat surface; see PLANE
1 + -ATION.]

planch·et (pl4nùchVt) n.  1. A flat disk of metal ready for stamping as a coin; a 

coin blank.  2. A small shallow metal container in which a radioactive substance is 

deposited for measurement of its activity.  [Diminutive of planch, flat plate, slab, 

from Middle English plaunche, plank, from Old French planche, from Late Latin 

planca, from feminine of Latin plancus, flat. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

plan·chette (pl4n-shHtù) n.  A small triangular board supported by two casters 

and a vertical pencil which, when lightly touched by the fingertips, is said to spell 

out subconscious or supernatural messages.  [French, from Old French, diminu-

tive of planche, board. See PLANCHET.]

Planck (plängk), Max Karl Ernst Ludwig. 1858-1947.  German physicist. He 

won a 1918 Nobel Prize for discoveries in connection with quantum theory. 

Planck’s constant (plängks kmnùstNnt) n.  Symbol h The constant of propor-

tionality relating the energy of a photon to the frequency of that photon. Its value 

is approximately 6.626 ∞ 10–34 joule-second.  [After Max Karl Ernst Ludwig 
PLANCK.]

plane1 (pl7n) n.  1. Mathematics. A surface containing all the straight lines that 

connect any two points on it.  2. A flat or level surface.  3. A level of develop-

ment, existence, or achievement:  scholarship on a high plane.  4. An airplane or a 

hydroplane.  5. A supporting surface of an airplane; an airfoil or a wing.   —  adj.  

1. Mathematics. Of or being a figure lying in a plane:  a plane curve.  2. Flat; level.  

See Synonyms at level.  [Latin pl7num, flat surface, from neuter of pl7nus, flat; 

see pelN-2 in Appendix. N., sense 4, short for AEROPLANE.] —planeùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The plane in which we fly is properly named for a very im-

portant element of its structure—the wing that keeps it in the air. But the story

behind this name is slightly complicated. To begin with, plane in the sense

“winged vehicle,” first recorded in April 1908, is a shortened form of aeroplane.



In June of that year plane appeared in a quotation from the London Times that

mentioned Mr. Wright. Aeroplane, first recorded in 1866, is made up of the prefix

aero-, “air, aviation,” and the word plane, referring to the structure designed to

keep an air vehicle aloft. Originally the plane in such contexts was imagined as

flat, hence the choice of the word plane; in practice this surface must curve slightly

in order to work. The word aeroplane for the vehicle is first found in 1873. The

first recorded appearance of the form airplane in our current sense, which uses

air- instead of aero-, is found in 1907. An American flies in an airplane while a

Briton still travels in an aeroplane, but both can catch a plane.

plane2 (pl7n) n.  1. A carpenter’s tool with an adjustable blade for smoothing 

and leveling wood.  2. A trowel-shaped tool for smoothing the surface of clay, 

sand, or plaster in a mold.   —  v.  planed, plan·ing, planes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

smooth or finish with or as if with a plane.  2. To remove with a plane:  plane off 

the rough edges on a board.   —  v.  intr. 1. To work with a plane.  2. To act as a 

plane.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin pl7na, from pl7n7re, 

to plane, from pl7nus, flat. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

plane3 (pl7n) v.  intr. planed, plan·ing, planes. 1. To rise partly out of the 

water, as a hydroplane does at high speeds.  2. To soar or glide.  3. To travel by 

airplane.  [Middle English planen, to glide, soar, from Old French planer, from 

plain, flat, level, from Latin pl7nus. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

plane4 (pl7n) n.  The plane tree.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

platanus, from Greek platanos, perhaps from platus, broad. See plat- in Appen-

dix.]

plane angle (pl7n 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle formed by two straight 

lines in the same plane. 

plane geometry (pl7n jK-mmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. The geometry of planar 

figures. 

plane·load (pl7nùlodÙ) n.  The load that an airplane is capable of carrying. 

plan·er (pl7ùnNr) n.  1. One that planes, especially a machine tool that is used to 

smooth or finish the surfaces of wood or metal.  2. Printing. A smooth block of 

wood used to level a form of type. 

pla·ner tree (pl7ùnNr trK) n.  A small, deciduous, elmlike swamp tree (Planera 

aquatica) of the southern United States, having small, ribbed, nutlike fruit.  Also 

called water elm [After Johann Jacob Planer (1743-1789), German botanist.]

plane·side (pl7nùsXdÙ) n.  The area adjacent to an airplane. 

plan·et (pl4nùVt) n.  1. A nonluminous celestial body larger than an asteroid or a 

comet, illuminated by light from a star, such as the sun, around which it revolves. 

In the solar system there are nine known planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.  2. One of the seven celestial bodies, 

Mercury, Venus, the moon, the sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, visible to the naked 



eye and thought by ancient astronomers to revolve in the heavens about a fixed 

Earth and among fixed stars.  3. One of the seven revolving astrological celestial 

bodies that in conjunction with the stars are believed to influence human affairs 

and personalities.  [Middle English, from Old French planete, from Late Latin 

planKta, from Greek planKtKs, variant of planKs, planKt-, from planasthai, to wan-

der. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

plane table (pl7n t7ùbNl) n.  A portable surveying instrument consisting essen-

tially of a drawing board and a ruler mounted on a tripod and used to sight and 

map topographical details. 

plan·e·tar·i·um (pl4nÙV-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. plan·e·tar·i·ums or plan·e·tar·i·a (-

K-N). 1. An apparatus or a model representing the solar system.  2. a. An optical 

device for projecting images of celestial bodies and other astronomical phenom-

ena onto the inner surface of a hemispherical dome.  b. A building or room con-

taining a planetarium, with seats for an audience.  

plan·e·tar·y (pl4nùV-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling the physical or 

orbital characteristics of a planet or the planets.  2. a. Of or relating to the earth; 

terrestrial or earthly:  measured the planetary tilt in degrees.  b. Of or affecting the 

entire world; global:  a planetary consensus.   3. Wandering; erratic:  a planetary 

life.  4. Being or relating to a gear train consisting of a central gear with an inter-

nal ring gear and one or more pinions. 

planetary nebula (pl4nùV-tHrÙK nHbùyN-lN) n.  A nebula, such as the Ring Neb-

ula, consisting of a hot, blue-white, central star surrounded by an envelope of 

expanding gas. 

plan·e·tes·i·mal (pl4nÙV-tHsùN-mNl) n.  Any of innumerable small bodies 

thought to have orbited the sun during the formation of the planets.  [PLANET + 

(INFINIT)ESIMAL.] —planÙe·tesùi·mal adj. 

planetesimal hypothesis (pl4nÙV-tHsùN-mNl hX-pmthùV-sVs) n.  The hypothe-

sis that the planets and satellites of the solar system were formed by gravitational 

aggregation of planetesimals. 

plan·e·toid (pl4nùV-toidÙ) n.  Astronomy. See asteroid (n., sense 1).  

—planÙe·toiùdal (-toidùl) adj. 

plan·e·tol·o·gy (pl4nÙV-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of astronomy that deals with 

the planets, satellites, and meteors of the solar system.   —planÙe·to·logùi·cal 
(pl4nÙV-tl-mjùV-kNl) adj.  —planÙe·tolùo·gist n. 

plane tree (pl7n trK) n.  Any of several trees of the genus Platanus, having ball-

shaped fruit clusters and, usually, outer bark that flakes off in patches. 

planet wheel (pl4nùVt hwKl) n.  One of the small gear wheels in an epicyclic 

train. 

plan·gent (pl4nùjNnt) adj.  1. Loud and resounding:  plangent bells.  

2. Expressing or suggesting sadness; plaintive: “From a doorway came the plangent 

sounds of a guitar” (Malcolm Lowry).  [Latin plangKns, plangent- present partici-



ple of plangere, to strike, lament. See pl7k-2 in Appendix.] —planùgen·cy n.  

—planùgent·ly adv. 

plani- pref.  Variant of plano-. 
pla·nim·e·ter (plN-nVmùV-tNr, pl7-) n.  An instrument that measures the area of 

a plane figure as a mechanically coupled pointer traverses the perimeter of the 

figure.   —plaÙni·metùric (pl7ÙnN-mHtùrVk), plaÙni·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  

—plaÙni·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —pla·nimùe·try n. 

plan·ish (pl4nùVsh) v.  tr. plan·ished, plan·ish·ing, plan·ish·es. To smooth 

(metal) by rolling or hammering.  [Middle English *planishen, from Old French 

planir, planiss-, to make smooth, from plan, level, from Latin pl7nus. See pelN-2 

in Appendix.] —planùish·er n. 

pla·ni·sphere (pl7ùnV-sfîrÙ) n.  1. A representation of a sphere or part of a 

sphere on a plane surface.  2. Astronomy. A polar projection of half or more of 

the celestial sphere on a chart equipped with an adjustable overlay to show the 

stars visible at a particular time and place.   —plaÙni·spherùic (-sfîrùVk, -sfHrù-), 
plaÙni·spherùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

plank (pl4ngk) n.  1. a. A piece of lumber cut thicker than a board.  b. Such 

pieces of lumber considered as a group; planking.   2. A foundation; a support.  

3. One of the articles of a political platform: “Planks had been published by the 

subcommittees on farm policy, on education, on national defense” (Theodore H. 

White).   —  v.  tr. planked, plank·ing, planks. 1. To furnish or cover with 

planks:  plank a muddy pathway.  2. To bake or broil and serve (fish or meat) on a 

plank: “Boards specially made for planking food have grooves... to hold juices” 

(Springfield MA Daily News).  3. To put or set down emphatically or with force.  

[Middle English, from Old North French planke, from Late Latin planca, from 

plancus, flat. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

plank·ing (pl4ngùkVng) n.  1. Planks considered as a group.  2. An object or a 

structure made of planks. 

plank·ter (pl4ngkùtNr) n.  One of the minute organisms that collectively consti-

tute plankton.  [Greek planktKr, wanderer, from planktos, wandering. See PLANK-

TON.]

plank·ton (pl4ngkùtNn) n.  The collection of small or microscopic organisms, 

including algae and protozoans, that float or drift in great numbers in fresh or 

salt water, especially at or near the surface, and serve as food for fish and other 

larger organisms.  [German, from Greek, neuter of planktos, wandering, from 

plazein, to turn aside. See pl7k-2 in Appendix.] —plank·tonùic (-tmnùVk) adj. 

Planned Parenthood (pl4nd pârùNnt-htd)  A service mark used for an 

organization that provides family planning services. 

Pla·no (pl7ùno)  A city of northeast Texas, a manufacturing suburb of Dallas. 

Population, 128,713. 



plano-  or plani-  or plan- pref.  Flat:  planoconvex.  [From Latin pl7nus, flat. 

See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

plan·o·blast (pl4nùN-bl4stÙ) n.  The medusa of certain hydrozoans.  [Greek 

planos, wandering (from planasthai, to wander); see PLANET + -blast.]

pla·no·con·cave (pl7Ùno-kmn-k7vù, -kmnùk7vÙ) adj.  Flat on one side and con-

cave on the other:  a planoconcave lens. 

pla·no·con·vex (pl7Ùno-kmn-vHksù, -kmnùvHksÙ) adj.  Flat on one side and con-

vex on the other:  a planoconvex lens. 

plan·o·gam·ete (pl4nÙo-g4mùKt, -gN-mKtù) n.  A motile gamete, especially one 

having undulipodia.  [Greek planos, wandering; see PLANOBLAST + GAMETE.]

pla·nog·ra·phy (plN-nmgùrN-fK, pl7-) n.  A process for printing from a smooth 

surface, as lithography or offset.   —plaÙno·graphùic (pl7ÙnN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—plaÙno·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

pla·nom·e·ter (plN-nmmùV-tNr, pl7-) n.  A flat metal plate for gauging the accu-

racy of a plane surface in precision metalworking.  Also called surface plate  
—pla·nomùe·try n. 

plant (pl4nt) n.  1. Botany. a. Any of various photosynthetic, eukaryotic, multi-

cellular organisms of the kingdom Plantae characteristically producing embryos, 

containing chloroplasts, having cellulose cell walls, and lacking the power of loco-

motion.  b. A plant having no permanent woody stem; an herb.   2. a. A building 

or group of buildings for the manufacture of a product; a factory.  b. The equip-

ment, including machinery, tools, instruments, and fixtures and the buildings 

containing them, necessary for an industrial or manufacturing operation.   

3. The buildings, equipment, and fixtures of an institution:  the entire plant of a 

university.  4. A person or thing put into place in order to mislead or function 

secretly, especially: a. A person placed in a group of spectators to influence 

behavior.  b. A person stationed in a given location as a spy or an observer.  c. A 

misleading piece of evidence placed so as to be discovered.  d. A remark or an 

action in a play or narrative that becomes important later.   5. Slang. A scheming 

trick; a swindle.   —  v.  tr. plant·ed, plant·ing, plants. 1. a. To place or set 

(seeds, for example) in the ground to grow.  b. To place seeds or young plants in 

(land); sow:  plant a field in corn.   2. a. To place (spawn or young fish) in water 

or an underwater bed for cultivation:  plant oysters.  b. To stock with spawn or 

fish.   3. To introduce (an animal) into an area.  4. To set firmly in position; fix:  

planted both feet on the ground.  5. To establish; found:  plant a colony.  6. To fix 

firmly in the mind; implant: “The right of revolution is planted in the heart of 

man” (Clarence Darrow).  7. a. To station (a person) for the purpose of func-

tioning in secret, as by observing, spying, or influencing behavior:  Detectives were 

planted all over the store.  b. To place so as to be discovered and to mislead:  

planted a gun on the corpse to make the death look like suicide.   8. Slang. To con-

ceal; hide.  9. Slang. To deliver (a blow or punch).  [Middle English plante, from 



Old English, and Old French  both from Latin planta, shoot, sole of the foot. See 

plat- in Appendix.] —plantùa·ble adj. 

Plan·tag·e·net (pl4n-t4jùN-nVt)  Family name of a line of English kings from 

Henry II to Richard III (1154-1485). 

plan·tain1 (pl4nùtNn) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Plantago that pro-

duce dense spikes of small greenish flowers, especially either of two Eurasian 

weeds, P. major or P. lanceolata.  Also called ribwort [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin plant7go, plant7gin-, from planta, sole of the foot (from its 

broad leaves). See plat- in Appendix.]

plan·tain2 (pl4nùtNn) n.  1. A large, tropical, treelike herb (Musa paradisiaca) of 

southeast Asia, resembling the banana and bearing similar fruit.  2. The fruit of 

this plant, used as a staple food in tropical regions.  [Spanish plátano, plántano, 

plane tree, plantain, from Latin platanus. See PLANE
4.]

plantain lily (pl4nùtNn lVlùK) n.  Any of several eastern Asian plants of the genus 

Hosta, widely cultivated for their large white, blue, or lilac flowers that are borne 

in a terminal, scapose, one-sided raceme.  Also called hosta 

plan·tar (pl4nùtNr, -tärÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or occurring on the sole of the 

foot:  plantar warts.  [Latin plant7ris, from planta, sole of the foot. See plat- in 

Appendix.]

plan·ta·tion (pl4n-t7ùshNn) n.  1. An area under cultivation.  2. A group of cul-

tivated trees or plants.  3. A large estate or farm on which crops are raised, often 

by resident workers.  4. A newly established settlement; a colony.  

WORD HISTORY: It has probably seemed ironic to more than one reader that

the same word plantation appears in the name Plimoth Plantation, a settlement of

people seeking freedom of religion, albeit their particular form of religion, and

also as the term for the estates of the pre-Civil War South with their beautiful

mansions for the white elite and their hovels for the oppressed Black slaves. These

two uses of the word plantation illustrate two sense developments of the word,

which is first recorded in Middle English as plantacioun in a work probably writ-

ten during the first quarter of the 15th century. Latin plant7tio, the source of our

English word, originally meant “propagation of a plant, as from cuttings,” but in

Medieval Latin developed other related senses, such as “planting,” “foundation,

establishment,” and “nursery, or collection of growing plants that have been

planted.” The two senses that were used in New England and in the South can

thus be explained. The Plimoth sense is derived from the notion of a settlement

or colony that has been established or planted in a new country. The Southern

sense goes back to the notion of simply planting crops, in this case crops such as

tobacco or cotton that are grown on estates or farms in subtropical or tropical

climates and were at one time worked by slave labor.



Plan·ta·tion (pl4n-t7ùshNn)  A city of southeast Florida, a residential suburb of 

Fort Lauderdale. Population, 48,501. 

plant bug (pl4nt bƒg) n.  An insect of the order Hemiptera whose mouthparts 

are adapted for piercing plants and sucking their juices. 

Plant City (pl4nt sVtùK)  A city of west-central Florida east of Tampa. It is a pro-

cessing and shipping center in a farming region. Population, 22,754. 

plant·er (pl4nùtNr) n.  1. a. One who plants:  a planter of beautiful gardens.  b. A 

machine or tool for planting seeds.   2. The owner or manager of a plantation:  

cotton and rice planters.  3. An early settler or colonist.  4. A decorative container 

for a plant or small tree. 

plant·er’s punch (pl4nùtNrz pƒnch) n.  A drink of rum with lemon or lime 

juice, sugar syrup, water or soda, bitters, and grenadine. 

plant hormone (pl4nt hôrùmonÙ) n.  Any of various hormones produced by 

plants that control or regulate germination, growth, metabolism, or other physio-

logical activities.  Also called phytohormone 

plan·ti·grade (pl4nùtV-gr7dÙ) adj.  Walking with the entire sole of the foot on 

the ground, as human beings, bears, raccoons, and rabbits do.   —  n.  A planti-

grade animal.  [French  : Latin planta, sole of the foot; see plat- in Appendix + 

Latin -gradus, going (from gradX, to walk, go); see ghredh- in Appendix.]

plant·let (pl4ntùlVt) n.  A young or small plant. 

plant louse (pl4nt lous) n.  See aphid. 
plan·u·la (pl4nùyN-lN) n.  pl. plan·u·lae (-lKÙ). The flat, free-swimming, ciliated 

larva of a coelenterate.  [New Latin, from Latin, feminine diminutive of pl7nus, 

flat (from its shape). See pelN-2 in Appendix.] —planùu·lar, planùu·lateÙ (-

l7tÙ)  adj. 

plaque (pl4k) n.  1. A flat plate, slab, or disk that is ornamented or engraved for 

mounting, as on a wall for decoration or on a monument for information.  2. A 

small pin or brooch worn as an ornament or a badge of membership.  

3. a. Pathology. A small disk-shaped formation or growth; a patch.  b. A deposit 

of fatty material on the inner lining of an arterial wall, characteristic of athero-

sclerosis.  c. A scaly patch formed on the skin by psoriasis.  d. A film of mucus 

and bacteria on a tooth surface.  e. A clear, often round patch of lysed cells in an 

otherwise opaque layer of a bacteria or cell culture.   [French, from Old French, 

metal plate, perhaps from Middle Dutch placke, disk, patch.]

plash (pl4sh) n.  1. A light splash.  2. The sound of a light splash.   —  v.  

plashed, plash·ing, plash·es.  —  v.  tr. To spatter (liquid) about; splash.   —  
v.  intr. To cause a light splash.  [Possibly from Middle English plashe, pool of 

water, from Old English plæsc.]

-plasia  or -plasy suff.  Growth; development:  achondroplasia.  [New Latin, 

from Greek plasis, molding, from plassein, to mold. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

plasm (pl4zùNm) n.  1.  See germ plasm (n., sense 3).  2.  Variant of plasma. 



plasm- pref.  Variant of plasmo-. 
-plasm suff.  Material forming cells or tissue:  cytoplasm.  [From PLASMA.]

plas·ma (pl4zùmN) also plasm (pl4zùNm) n.  1. a. The clear, yellowish fluid por-

tion of blood, lymph, or intramuscular fluid in which cells are suspended.  

b. Blood plasma.   2. Medicine. Cell-free, sterilized blood plasma, used in trans-

fusions.  3. Protoplasm or cytoplasm.  4. The fluid portion of milk from which 

the curd has been separated by coagulation; whey.  5. Physics. An electrically neu-

tral, highly ionized gas composed of ions, electrons, and neutral particles. It is a 

phase of matter distinct from solids, liquids, and normal gases.  [New Latin, from 

Late Latin, image, figure, from Greek, from plassein, to mold. See pelN-2 in 

Appendix.] —plas·matùic (pl4z-m4tùVk), plasùmic (-mVk)  adj. 

plas·ma·blast (pl4zùmN-bl4stÙ) n.  The precursor or stem cell of a plasma cell. 

plasma cell (pl4zùmN sHl) n.  An antibody-producing cell found in lymphoid 

tissue and derived from a B cell upon reaction with a specific antigen.  Also called 

plasmacyte 

plas·ma·cyte (pl4zùmN-sXtÙ) n.  See plasma cell. 
plas·ma·gel (pl4zùmN-jHlÙ) n.  A jellylike state of cytoplasm, characteristically 

occurring in the pseudopod of the amoeba. 

plas·ma·gene (pl4zùmN-jKnÙ) n.  A self-replicating hereditary structure 

thought to exist in cytoplasm and function in a manner analogous to, but inde-

pendent of, chromosomal genes.   —plasÙma·genùic (-jKùnVk, -jHnùVk) adj. 

plas·ma·lem·ma (pl4zÙmN-lHmùN) n.  See cell membrane.  [PLASMA + Greek 

lemma, husk; see LEMMA
2.]

plasma membrane (pl4zùmN mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  See cell membrane. 
plas·ma·pher·e·sis (pl4zÙmN-fHrùV-sVs, -fN-rKù-) n.  A process in which plasma 

is taken from donated blood and the remaining components, mostly red blood 

cells, are returned to the donor.  [PLASM(A) + Greek aphairesis, removal; see APH-

AERESIS.]

plas·ma·sol (pl4zùmN-sôlÙ, -smlÙ, -solÙ) n.  A state of cytoplasm that is more liq-

uid than plasmagel. 

plas·mid (pl4zùmVd) n.  A circular, double-stranded unit of DNA that replicates 

within a cell independently of the chromosomal DNA. Plasmids are most often 

found in bacteria and are used in recombinant DNA research to transfer genes 

between cells. 

plas·min (pl4zùmVn) n.  A proteolytic enzyme in plasma that dissolves fibrin and 

other blood clotting factors.  Also called fibrinolysin 

plas·min·o·gen (pl4z-mVnù-N-jNn) n.  The inactive precursor to plasmin that is 

found in body fluids and blood plasma. 

plasmo-  or plasm- pref.  Plasma:  plasmin.  [From PLASMA.]

plas·mo·des·ma (pl4zÙmN-dHzùmN) also plas·mo·desm (pl4zùmN-dHzÙNm) n.  

pl. plas·mo·des·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or plas·mo·des·mas also plas·mo·desms. 



Botany. A strand of cytoplasm that passes through openings in cell walls and con-

nects the protoplasts of adjacent living plant cells.  [PLASMO- + Greek desma, bond 

(from dein, to bind).]

plasmodial slime mold (pl4z-moùdK-Nl slXm mold) n.  See slime mold (n., 

sense 2). 

plas·mo·di·um (pl4z-moùdK-Nm) n.  pl. plas·mo·di·a (-dK-N). 1. A multinu-

cleate mass of cytoplasm formed by the aggregation of a number of amoeboid 

cells, as that characteristic of the vegetative phase of the slime molds.  2. A proto-

zoan of the genus Plasmodium, which includes the parasites that cause malaria.  

[New Latin Plasmodium, genus name  : PLASM(O)- + -odium, resembling (from 

Greek -odKs, variant of -oeidKs, -oid).] —plas·moùdi·al (-dK-Nl) adj. 

plas·mog·a·my (pl4z-mmgùN-mK) n.  pl. plas·mog·a·mies. Fusion of two or 

more cells or protoplasts without fusion of the nuclei, as occurs in higher terres-

trial fungi. 

plas·mol·y·sis (pl4z-mmlùV-sVs) n.  pl. plas·mol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Shrinkage or 

contraction of the protoplasm away from the wall of a living plant or bacterial 

cell, caused by loss of water through osmosis.   —plasÙmo·lytùic (pl4zÙmN-lVtùVk) 

adj.  —plasÙmo·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

plas·mo·lyze (pl4zùmN-lXzÙ) v.  plas·mo·lyzed, plas·mo·lyz·ing, 
plas·mo·lyz·es.  —  v.  tr. To subject to plasmolysis.   —  v.  intr. To undergo 

plasmolysis. 

plas·mon (pl4zùmmnÙ) n.  The aggregate of cytoplasmic or extranuclear genetic 

material in an organism.  [German, from New Latin plasma, plasma. See PLASMA.]

-plast suff.  A small body, structure, particle, or granule, especially of living mat-

ter; cell:  chloroplast.  [From Greek plastos, molded, from plassein, to mold. See 

pelN-2 in Appendix.]

plas·ter (pl4sùtNr) n.  1. A mixture of lime or gypsum, sand, and water, some-

times with fiber added, that hardens to a smooth solid and is used for coating 

walls and ceilings.  2. Plaster of Paris.  3. A pastelike mixture applied to a part of 

the body for healing or cosmetic purposes.  Also called sticking plaster 4. Chiefly 

British. An adhesive bandage.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  plaster bandages; plaster walls.   —  v.  plas·tered, plas·ter·ing, 
plas·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover, coat, or repair with plaster.  2. To cover or hide 

with or as if with a coat of plaster:  plastered over our differences.  3. To apply a 

plaster to:  plaster an aching muscle.  4. a. To cover conspicuously, as with things 

pasted on; overspread:  plaster the walls with advertising.  b. To affix conspicu-

ously, usually with a paste:  plaster notices on all the doors.   5. To make smooth by 

applying a sticky substance:  plaster one’s hair with pomade.  6. To make adhere to 

another surface: “His hair was plastered to his forehead” (William Golding).  

7. Informal. a. To inflict heavy damage or injury on.  b. To defeat decisively.    —  
v.  intr. To apply plaster.  [Middle English, from Old English, medical dressing, 



and from Old French plastre, cementing material  both from Latin emplastrum, 

medical dressing, from Greek emplastron, from emplassein, to plaster on  : en-, in, 

on; see EN-2 + plassein, to mold; see pelN-2 in Appendix.] —plasùter·er n.  

—plasùter·y adj. 

plas·ter·board (pl4sùtNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A rigid board made of layers of 

fiberboard or paper bonded to a gypsum plaster core, used instead of plaster or 

wood panels in construction to form walls.  Also called gypsum board, wallboard. 

plaster cast (pl4sùtNr k4st) n.  1. A sculptured mold or cast in plaster of Paris.  

2.  See cast (n., sense 11). 

plas·tered (pl4sùtNrd) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 

plas·ter·ing (pl4sùtNr-Vng) n.  1. A layer or coating of plaster.  2. Informal. A 

resounding defeat; a beating. 

plaster of Par·is (pl4sùtNr ƒv p4rùVs) n.  Any of a group of gypsum cements, 

essentially hemihydrated calcium sulfate, CaSO4·2H2O, a white powder that 

forms a paste when mixed with water and hardens into a solid, used in making 

casts, molds, and sculpture.  [Middle English, after Paris2, France.]

plas·ter·work (pl4sùtNr-wûrkÙ) n.  Construction or ornamental work done 

with plaster. 

plas·tic (pl4sùtVk) adj.  1. Capable of being shaped or formed:  plastic material 

such as clay.  See Synonyms at malleable.  2. Relating to or dealing with shaping 

or modeling:  the plastic art of sculpture.  3. Having the qualities of sculpture; 

well-formed: “the astonishing plastic beauty of the chorus girls” (Frank Harris).  

4. Giving form or shape to a substance:  the plastic forces that create and wear 

down a mountain range.  5. Easily influenced; impressionable.  6. Made of a plas-

tic or plastics:  a plastic garden hose.  7. Physics. Capable of undergoing continu-

ous deformation without rupture or relaxation.  8. Biology. Capable of building 

tissue; formative.  9. Marked by artificiality or superficiality; synthetic:  a TV 

host’s plastic smile; a plastic world of fad, hype, and sensation.  10. Informal. Of or 

obtained by means of credit cards:  plastic money.   —  n.  1. Any of various 

organic compounds produced by polymerization, capable of being molded, 

extruded, cast into various shapes and films, or drawn into filaments used as tex-

tile fibers.  2. Objects made of plastic.  3. Informal. A credit card or credit cards:  

would accept cash or plastic in payment.  [Latin plasticus, from Greek plastikos, 

from plastos, molded, from plassein, to mold. See pelN-2 in Appendix.] 
—plasùti·cal·ly adv.  —plas·ticùi·ty (pl4s-tVsùV-tK) n. 

-plastic suff.  Forming; growing; changing; developing:  metaplastic.  [Greek 

plastikos, fit for molding. See PLASTIC.]

plastic explosive (pl4sùtVk Vk-sploùsVv) n.  A versatile explosive substance in 

the form of a moldable doughlike solid, used in bombs detonated by fuse or elec-

trical impulse.  Also called plastique 



plas·ti·cize (pl4sùtV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. plas·ti·cized, plas·ti·ciz·ing, 
plas·ti·ciz·es. To make or become plastic.   —plasÙti·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

plas·ti·ciz·er (pl4sùtV-sXÙzNr) n.  Any of various substances added to plastics or 

other materials to make or keep them soft or pliable. 

plastic surgery (pl4sùtVk sûrùjN-rK) n.  Surgery to remodel, repair, or restore 

body parts, especially by the transfer of tissue.   —plastic surgeon n. 

plas·tid (pl4sùtVd) n.  Any of several pigmented cytoplasmic organelles found in 

plant cells and other organisms, having various physiological functions, such as 

the synthesis and storage of food.  [From Greek plastis, plastid- feminine of plas-

tKs, molder, from plastos, molded. See PLASTIC.] —plas·tidùi·al (pl4s-tVdùK-Nl) 

adj. 

plas·tique (pl4-stKkù) n.  See plastic explosive.  [French, from Latin plasticus, 

plastic, of modeling. See PLASTIC.]

plas·tron (pl4sùtrNn) n.  1. A metal breastplate worn under a coat of mail.  2. A 

quilted pad worn by fencers to protect the torso and side.  3. A trimming on the 

front of a bodice.  4. The front of a man’s dress shirt.  5. Zoology. The ventral part 

of the shell of a turtle or tortoise.  [French, from Old French, from Old Italian 

piastrone, augmentative of piastra, thin metal plate. See PIASTER.] —plasùtral (-

trNl) adj. 

-plasty suff.  Molding or forming surgically; plastic surgery:  dermatoplasty.  

[Greek -plastia, from plastos, molded, from plassein, to mold. See pelN-2 in 

Appendix.]

-plasy suff.  Variant of -plasia. 
plat1 (pl4t) v.  tr. plat·ted, plat·ting, plats. To plait or braid.   —  n.  A braid.  

[Middle English platen, alteration of plaiten, to fold, braid. See PLAIT.]

plat2 (pl4t) n.  1. A piece of land; a plot.  2. A map showing actual or planned 

features, such as streets and building lots.   —  v.  tr. plat·ted, plat·ting, plats. 
To make a plat of:  plat a new town.  [Middle English, probably alteration (influ-

enced by plat, something flat), of plot. See PLOT.]

plat. abbr.  1. Plateau.  2. Platform.  3. Platoon. 

Pla·ta (pläùtN, -tä), Río de la. A wide estuary of southeast South America 

between Argentina and Uruguay formed by the Paraná and Uruguay rivers and 

opening on the Atlantic Ocean. It was explored by Magellan in 1520 and Sebas-

tian Cabot from 1526 to 1529. 

Pla·tae·a (plN-tKùN)  An ancient city of central Greece southwest of Thebes. It 

was the site of a major Greek victory over the Persians in 479 B.C. 

plat du jour (pläÙ dN zhtrù) n.  pl. plats du jour (pläÙ dN zhtrù). A featured 

dish of the day at a restaurant.  [French  : plat, plate + du, of the + jour, day.]

plate (pl7t) n.  1. A smooth, flat, relatively thin, rigid body of uniform thickness.  

2. a. A sheet of hammered, rolled, or cast metal.  b. A very thin applied or depos-

ited coat of metal.   3. a. A flat piece of metal forming part of a machine:  a boiler 



plate.  b. A flat piece of metal on which something is engraved.   4. a. A thin 

piece of metal used for armor.  b. Armor made of such pieces.   5.  Abbr. pl. 
Printing. a. A sheet of metal, plastic, rubber, paperboard, or other material pre-

pared for use as a printing surface, such as an electrotype or a stereotype.  b. A 

print of a woodcut, lithograph, or other engraved material, especially when 

reproduced in a book.  c. A full-page book illustration, often in color and printed 

on paper different from that used on the text pages.   6.  Abbr. pl. Photography. A 

light-sensitive sheet of glass or metal on which a photographic image can be 

recorded.  7. Dentistry. A thin metallic or plastic support fitted to the gums to 

anchor artificial teeth.  8. Architecture. In wood-frame construction, a horizontal 

member, capping the exterior wall studs, upon which the roof rafters rest.  

9. Baseball. Home plate.  10. a. A shallow dish in which food is served or from 

which it is eaten.  b. The contents of such a dish:  ate a plate of spaghetti.  c. A 

whole course served on such a dish.   11. Service and food for one person at a 

meal:  dinner at a set price per plate.  12. Household articles, such as hollowware, 

covered with a precious metal, such as silver or gold.  13. A dish passed among 

the members of a group or congregation for the collection of offerings.  

14. Sports. a. A dish, cup, or other article of silver or gold offered as a prize.  b. A 

contest, especially a horserace, offering such a prize.   15. A thin cut of beef from 

the brisket.  16. Anatomy & Zoology. a. A thin, flat layer or scale, as that of a fish.  

b. A platelike part, organ, or structure, such as that covering some reptiles.   

17. Electricity. a. An electrode, as in a storage battery or capacitor.  b. The anode 

in an electron tube.   18. Geology. In the theory of plate tectonics, one of the sec-

tions into which the earth’s crust is divided and that is in constant motion relative 

to other plates, which are also in motion.   —  v.  tr. plat·ed, plat·ing, plates. 
1. To coat or cover with a thin layer of metal.  2. To cover with armor plate:  plate 

a warship.  3. Printing. To make a stereotype or electrotype from.  4. To give a 

glossy finish to (paper) by pressing between metal sheets or rollers.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from feminine of plat, flat, from Vulgar Latin *plattus, 

from Greek platus. See plat- in Appendix.] —platùer n. 

pla·teau (pl4-toù) n.  pl. pla·teaus or pla·teaux (-tozù). 1.  Abbr. plat. An 

elevated, comparatively level expanse of land; a tableland.  2. A relatively stable 

level, period, or state:  Mortgage rates declined, then reached a plateau.   —  v.  intr. 

pla·teaued, pla·teau·ing, pla·teaus. To reach a stable level; level off: “The 

tension seemed to grow by degrees, then it plateaued” (Tom Clancy).  [French, from 

Old French platel, platter, from plat, flat. See PLATE.]

plat·ed (pl7ùtVd) adj.  1. Coated with a thin adherent layer of metal. Often used 

in combination:  a gold-plated ceramic bowl; a silver-plated pen.  2. Covered with 

protective plates or sheets of metal. Often used in combination:  an armor-plated 

truck; a steel-plated safe.  3. Knitted with two kinds of yarn, one on the face and 

one on the back. 



plate·ful (pl7tùftlÙ) n.  pl. plate·fuls. 1. The amount that a plate can hold.  

2. A generous portion of food. 

plate glass (pl7t gl4s) n.  A strong rolled and polished glass containing few 

impurities, used for mirrors and large windows. 

plate·let (pl7tùlVt) n.  A minute, disklike cytoplasmic body found in the blood 

plasma of mammals that promotes blood clotting.  Also called blood platelet, 

thrombocyte. 

plat·en (pl4tùn) n.  1. The roller in a typewriter that serves as the backing for the 

paper against which the type bars strike.  2. Computer Science. The roller in a 

computer printer against which the print head strikes.  3. A flat plate or rolling 

cylinder in a printing press that positions the paper and holds it against the inked 

type.  [Middle English plateine, paten, from Old French platine, metal plate, from 

plat, flat. See PLATE.]

plate proof (pl7t pruf) n.  Printing. A proof taken from a master plate. 

plate tectonics (pl7t tHk-tmnùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). A theory of 

global dynamics having to do with the movement of a small number of semirigid 

sections of the earth’s crust, with seismic activity and volcanism occurring prima-

rily at the margins of these sections. This movement has resulted in continental 

drift and changes in the shape and size of ocean basins and continents.  2. (used 

with a sing. or pl. verb). The dynamics of plate movement.   —plateù-tec·tonùic 
(pl7tùtHk-tmnùVk) adj. 

plat·form (pl4tùfôrmÙ) n.  Abbr. plat. 1. a. A horizontal surface raised above 

the level of the adjacent area, as a stage for public speaking or a landing alongside 

railroad tracks.  b. A vessel, such as a submarine or an aircraft carrier, from 

which weapons can be deployed.  c. An oil platform.   2. A place, a means, or an 

opportunity for public expression of opinion:  a journal that served as a platform 

for radical views.  3. A vestibule at the end of a railway car.  4. A formal declara-

tion of the principles on which a group, such as a political party, makes its appeal 

to the public.  5. a. A thick layer, as of leather or cork, between the inner and 

outer soles of a shoe, giving added height.  b. A shoe having such a construction.   

[French plate-forme, diagram, from Old French  : plat, flat; see PLATE + forme, 

form (from Latin forma).]

platform bed (pl4tùfôrmÙ bHd) n.  A bed consisting of a mattress on a plat-

form supported off the floor by legs, with the floor space beneath the platform 

used for living space or storage. 

platform scale (pl4tùfôrmÙ sk7l) n.  An industrial weighing instrument con-

sisting of a platform coupled to an automatic system of levers and adjustable 

weights, used to weigh large or heavy objects. 

platform tennis (pl4tùfôrmÙ tHnùVs) n.  Sports. An outdoor court game played 

with paddles and a rubber ball on a raised and fenced wooden floor that is 

smaller than a tennis court. 



Plath (pl4th), Sylvia. 1932-1963.  American writer. Her poems, collected in 

Colossus (1960) and Ariel (1965), are noted for their technical excellence and their 

disturbing images of alienation. Plath’s other works include the semiautobio-

graphical novel The Bell Jar (1963). 

platin- pref.  Variant of platino-. 
pla·ti·na (plN-tKùnN) n.  Platinum, especially as found naturally in impure form.  

[Spanish, diminutive of plata, silver, plate, from Vulgar Latin *plattus. See PLATE.]

plat·ing (pl7ùtVng) n.  1. A thin layer of metal, such as gold or silver, deposited 

on or applied to a surface.  2. A coating of metal sheets or plates. 

platini- pref.  Variant of platino-. 
pla·tin·ic (plN-tVnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing platinum, especially 

with valence 4. 

plat·i·nize (pl4tùn-XzÙ) v.  tr. plat·i·nized, plat·i·niz·ing, plat·i·niz·es. To 

electroplate with platinum. 

platino-  or platini-  or platin- pref.  Platinum:  platinotype.  [From PLATINUM.]

plat·i·no·cy·a·nide (pl4tÙn-o-sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  A double salt of platinous cyanide 

and another cyanide. 

plat·i·noid (pl4tùn-oidÙ) adj.  Resembling platinum.   —  n.  1. An alloy of cop-

per, nickel, tungsten, and zinc, formerly used in electric coils.  2. A metal chemi-

cally resembling platinum, especially osmium, iridium, or palladium. 

plat·i·no·type (pl4tùn-o-tXpÙ) n.  1. A process formerly used for making pho-

tographic prints, using a finely precipitated platinum salt and an iron salt in the 

sensitizing solution to produce prints in platinum black.  2. A print produced by 

platinotype. 

plat·i·nous (pl4tùn-Ns) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing platinum, especially 

with valence 2. 

plat·i·num (pl4tùn-Nm) n.  1.  Symbol Pt A silver-white metallic element occur-

ring worldwide, usually mixed with other metals such as iridium, osmium, or 

nickel. It is ductile and malleable, does not oxidize in air, and is used as a catalyst 

and in electrical components, jewelry, dentistry, and electroplating. Atomic num-

ber 78; atomic weight 195.09; melting point 1,772˚C; boiling point 3,827˚C; spe-

cific gravity 21.45; valence 2, 3, 4.  2. Color. A medium to light gray.  [New Latin, 

from Spanish platina, platinum. See PLATINA.]

platinum black (pl4tùn-Nm bl4k) n.  A fine black powder of metallic plati-

num, used as a catalyst and as a gas absorbent. 

platinum blond (pl4tùn-Nm blmnd) n.  1. A very light silver-blond hair color, 

especially when artificially produced.  2. A person having hair of this color. 

plat·i·tude (pl4tùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. A trite or banal remark or statement, 

especially one expressed as if it were original or significant.  See Synonyms at cli-
ché.  2. Lack of originality; triteness.  [French, from plat, flat, from Old French. 



See PLATE.] —platÙi·tuùdi·nous (-tudùn-Ns, -tyudù-), platÙi·tuùdi·nal (-

tudùn-Nl, -tyudù-)  adj.  —platÙi·tuùdi·nous·ly adv. 

plat·i·tu·di·nar·i·an (pl4tÙV-tudÙn-ârùK-Nn, -tyudÙ-) n.  One who habitually 

uses platitudes.  [PLATITUDIN(OUS) + -ARIAN.]

plat·i·tu·di·nize (pl4tÙV-tudùn-XzÙ, -tyudù-) v.  intr. plat·i·tu·di·nized, 
plat·i·tu·di·niz·ing, plat·i·tu·di·niz·es. To use platitudes in speaking or writ-

ing. 

Pla·to (pl7ùto), 427?-347? B.C.  Greek philosopher. A follower of Socrates, he 

founded the Academy (386), where he taught and wrote for much of the rest of 

his life. Plato presented his ideas in the form of dramatic dialogues, as in The 

Republic. 

Pla·ton·ic (plN-tmnùVk, pl7-) adj.  1.  Often Pla·ton·i·cal (-V-kNl). Of, relating to, 

or characteristic of Plato or his philosophy:  Platonic dialogues; Platonic ontology.  

2.  Often platonic. Transcending physical desire and tending toward the purely 

spiritual or ideal:  platonic love.  3.  Often platonic. Speculative or theoretical.  

[After PLATO.] —Pla·tonùi·cal·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: Plato did not invent the term or the concept that bears his

name, but he did see sexual desire as the germ for higher loves. Marsilio Ficino, a

Renaissance follower of Plato, used the terms amor socraticus and amor platonicus

interchangeably for a love between two human beings that was preparatory for

the love of God. From Ficino’s usage Platonic (already present in English as an

adjective to describe what related to Plato and first recorded in 1533) came to be

used for a spiritual love between persons of opposite sexes. In our own century

Platonic has been used of relationships between members of the same sex. Though

the concept is an elevated one, the term has perhaps more often been applied in

ways that led Samuel Richardson to have one of his characters in Pamela say, “I

am convinced, and always was, that Platonic love is Platonic nonsense.”

Pla·to·nism (pl7tùn-VzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The philosophy of Plato, especially 

insofar as it asserts ideal forms as an absolute and eternal reality of which the phe-

nomena of the world are an imperfect and transitory reflection.   —Plaùto·nist 
n.  —PlaÙto·nisùtic adj. 

pla·toon (plN-tunù) n.  1.  Abbr. plat. A subdivision of a company of troops 

consisting of two or more sections and usually commanded by a lieutenant.  2. A 

group of people working, traveling, or assembled together:  a platoon of firefight-

ers; buses carrying platoons of tourists.  3. Sports. A group of players within a team, 

especially a football team, that is trained and sent into or withdrawn from play as 

a unit:  the defensive platoon.   —  v.  pla·tooned, pla·toon·ing, pla·toons. 
Sports.  —  v.  tr. To play (a player) in alternation with another player in the same 

position:  platooned the two catchers.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use alternate players at the 



same position.  2. To take turns playing a position with another player.  [French 

peloton, from Old French, diminutive of pelote, ball. See PELLET.]

platoon sergeant (plN-tunù särùjNnt) n.  The senior noncommissioned 

officer in an army platoon or comparable unit. 

Platt (pl4t), Orville Hitchcock. 1827-1905.  American legislator. As a U.S. sena-

tor from Connecticut (1879-1905) he sponsored the Platt Amendment (1901), 

which increased American control over Cuban affairs. 

Platt·deutsch (plätùdoichÙ) n.  See Low German (n., sense 1).  [German 

(partial translation of Dutch Platduits, Low German) : Dutch plat, low, flat (from 

Middle Dutch, from Old French); see PLATE + German Deutsch, German (from 

Middle High German diutsch, from Old High German diutisc, of the people); see 

teut7- in Appendix.]

Platte (pl4t)  A river, about 499 km (310 mi) long, of central Nebraska formed 

by the confluence of the North Platte and South Platte rivers and flowing east-

ward to the Missouri River at the Iowa border below Omaha. 

plat·ter (pl4tùNr) n.  1. A large shallow dish or plate, used especially for serving 

food.  2. A meal or course served on a platter.  3. Slang. A phonograph record.   
—idiom. on a platter. Without exertion; effortlessly:  always got what they 

wanted on a platter.  [Middle English plater, from Anglo-Norman, from Old 

French plate, plate. See PLATE.]

Platts·burgh (pl4tsùbûrgÙ)  A city of extreme northeast New York on Lake 

Champlain northwest of Burlington, Vermont. During the War of 1812 an Amer-

ican fleet decisively defeated the British in a naval battle here on September 11, 

1814. Population, 21,255. 

plat·y1 (pl7ùtK) adj.  plat·i·er, plat·i·est. Designating soil or minerals occurring 

in flaky layers. 

plat·y2 (pl4tùK) n.  pl. plat·ys or plat·ies. Any of several small freshwater live-

bearing fishes of the genus Xiphophorus of southern North America, especially X. 

maculatus and X. variatus, popular in aquariums for their bright and variable col-

ors.  Also called platyfish [Short for New Latin Platypoecilus, former genus name 

 : PLATY- + Greek poikilos, many-colored; see peig- in Appendix.]

platy- pref.  Flat:  platyhelminth.  [Greek platu-, from platus. See plat- in Appen-

dix.]

plat·y·fish (pl4tùK-fVshÙ) n.  pl. platyfish or plat·y·fish·es. See platy2. 
plat·y·hel·minth (pl4tÙV-hHlùmVnth) n.  See flatworm.  [From New Latin 

Platyhelminthes, phylum name  : PLATY- + Greek helmis, helminth-, parasitic 

worm; see wel-2 in Appendix.] —platÙy·hel·minùthic adj. 

plat·y·pus (pl4tùV-pNs) n.  pl. plat·y·pus·es. A semiaquatic egg-laying mammal 

(Ornithorhynchus anatinus) of Australia and Tasmania, having a broad flat tail, 

webbed feet, and a snout resembling a duck’s bill.  Also called duckbill, duck-billed 



platypus.  [New Latin, from Greek platupous, flat-footed  : platu-, platy- + pous, 

foot; see ped- in Appendix.]

plat·yr·rhine (pl4tùV-rXnÙ) also plat·yr·rhin·i·an (pl4tÙV-rVnùK-Nn) adj.  

1. Having a broad, flat nose.  2. Of or designating the New World monkeys, dis-

tinguished from the Old World monkeys by widely separated nostrils that gener-

ally open to the side.   —  n.  1. A platyrrhine person.  2. A platyrrhine monkey.  

[New Latin Platyrrhina, group name, from Greek platurrhis, broad-nosed  : 

platu-, platy- + rhis, rhin-, nose.] —platùyr·rhiÙny (-rXÙnK) n. 

plau·dit (plôùdVt) n.  Enthusiastic expression of praise or approval:  a new play 

that opened to the plaudits of the critics.  [Short for Latin plaudite, pl. imperative of 

plaudere, to applaud.]

Plau·en (plouùNn)  A city of east-central Germany south-southwest of Leipzig. 

Founded by Slavs in the 12th century, it passed to Bohemia in 1327 and to Saxony 

in 1466 and became a textile-milling center in the 15th century. Population, 

78,797. 

plau·si·ble (plôùzN-bNl) adj.  1. Seemingly or apparently valid, likely, or accept-

able; credible:  a plausible excuse.  2. Giving a deceptive impression of truth, 

acceptability, or reliability; specious:  the plausible talk of a crafty salesperson.  

[Latin plausibilis, deserving applause, from plausus, past participle of plaudere, to 

applaud.] —plauÙsi·bilùi·ty, plauùsi·ble·ness n.  —plauùsi·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: plausible, believable, colorable, credible. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “appearing to merit belief or acceptance”: a plausible

pretext; a believable excuse; a colorable explanation; a credible assertion. 

ANTONYM: implausible

plau·sive (plôùzVv, -sVv) adj.  1. Showing or expressing praise or approbation; 

applauding.  2. Obsolete. Plausible.  [From Latin plaudere, plaus-, to applaud.]

Plau·tus (plôùtNs), Titus Maccius. 254?-184 B.C.  Roman comic playwright 

whose works influenced Shakespeare and Molière. 

play (pl7) v.  played, play·ing, plays.  —  v.  intr. 1. To occupy oneself in 

amusement, sport, or other recreation:  children playing with toys.  2. a. Games. 

To take part in a game:  No minors are eligible to play.  b. To participate in betting; 

gamble.   3. To act in jest or sport:  They’re not quarreling in earnest, they’re just 

playing.  4. To deal or behave carelessly or indifferently; toy.  See Synonyms at 

flirt.  5. To behave or converse in a sportive or playful way.  6. To act or conduct 

oneself in a specified way:  play fair; an investor who plays cautiously.  7. To act, 

especially in a dramatic production.  8. Music. a. To perform on an instrument:  

play on an accordion.  b. To emit sound or be sounded in performance:  The band 

is playing.   9. To be performed, as in a theater or on television:  A good movie is 

playing tonight.  10. To be received or accepted:  a speech that played poorly with 



the voters.  11. To move or seem to move quickly, lightly, or irregularly:  The 

breeze played on the water.  12. To function or discharge uninterruptedly:  The 

fountains played in the courtyard.  13. To move or operate freely within a 

bounded space, as machine parts do.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To perform or act (a role or 

part) in a dramatic performance.  b. To assume the role of; act as:  played the 

peacemaker at the conference.   2. To perform (a theatrical work) on or as if on the 

stage.  3. To present a theatrical performance in (a given place):  The company 

played Detroit last week.  4. To pretend to be; mimic the activities of:  played cow-

boy; played the star.  5. Sports & Games. a. To engage in (a game or sport):  play 

hockey; play chess.  b. To compete against in a game or sport.  c. To occupy or 

work at (a position) in a game:  Lou Gehrig played first base.  d. To employ (a 

player) in a game or position:  Let’s play her at first base.  e. To use or move (a 

card, piece, or ball) in a game or sport:  play the queen of hearts.  f. To make (a 

shot or stroke), as in tennis:  played a strong backhand.   6. Games. a. To bet; 

wager:  played five dollars on the roan horse.  b. To make bets on:  play the races.   

7. To perform or put into effect, especially as a jest or deception:  play a joke on a 

friend.  8. To handle; manage:  played the matter quietly.  9. To use or manipulate, 

especially for one’s own interests:  He played his two opponents against each other.  

10. Music. a. To perform on (an instrument):  play the guitar.  b. To perform (a 

piece) on instruments or an instrument.   11. To cause (a record or phonograph, 

for example) to emit recorded sounds.  12. To discharge or direct in or as if in a 

continuous stream:  play a hose on a fire.  13. To cause to move rapidly, lightly, or 

irregularly:  play lights over the dance floor.  14. To exhaust (a hooked fish) by 

allowing it to pull on the line.   —  n.  1. a. A literary work written for perfor-

mance on the stage; a drama.  b. The performance of such a work.   2. Activity 

engaged in for enjoyment or recreation.  3. Fun or jesting:  It was all done in play.  

4. Sports & Games. a. The act or manner of engaging in a game or sport:  After a 

time-out, play resumed. The golf tournament featured expert play.  b. The act or 

manner of using a card, piece, or ball in a game or sport:  my partner’s play of the 

last trump; his clumsy play of the rebound.  c. A move or an action in a game:  It’s 

your play. The runner was thrown out in a close play.   5. Games. Participation in 

betting; gambling.  6. Manner of dealing with others; conduct:  fair play.  7. An 

attempt to obtain something; a bid:  a play for sympathy.  8. a. Action, motion, or 

use:  the play of the imagination.  b. Freedom or occasion for action; scope:  give 

full play to an artist’s talents.  See Synonyms at room.   9. Movement or space for 

movement, as of mechanical parts.  10. Quick, often irregular movement or 

action, especially of light or color:  the play of color on iridescent feathers.   
—phrasal verbs. play along. Informal. To cooperate or pretend to cooperate:  

decided to play along with the robbers for a while.  play at. 2. To participate in; 

engage in.  3. To do or take part in half-heartedly.  play back. To replay (a 

recently recorded tape, for example).  play down. To minimize the importance 



of; make little of:  played down the defect to protect the troops’ morale.  play off. 
6. Sports. a. To establish the winner of (a tie) by playing in an additional game or 

series of games.  b. To participate in a playoff.   7. To set (one individual or party) 

in opposition to another so as to advance one’s own interests:  a parent who played 

off one child against another.  play on (or play upon). To take advantage of 

(another’s attitudes or feelings) for one’s own interests:  demagogues who play on 

popular fears.  play out. To use up; exhaust:  Our strength was played out early in 

the contest.  play up. To emphasize or publicize:  She played up her experience 

during the employment interview.   —idioms. in play. 1. Sports. In a position to 

be legally or feasibly played:  The ball is now in play.  2. In a position, or rumored 

to be in a position of possible corporate takeover:  The company’s stock rose in 

price when news stories stated that it was in play.  out of play. Sports. Not in a 

position to be legally or feasibly played.  play ball. Slang. To cooperate:  The 

opposing attorneys refused to play ball with us.  play both ends against the 
middle. To set opposing parties or interests against one another so as to advance 

one’s own goals.  play fast and loose. To behave in a recklessly irresponsible or 

deceitful manner:  played fast and loose with the facts.  play for time. To use 

delaying tactics; temporize.  play games. Slang. To be evasive or deceptive:  Quit 

playing games and tell me what you want.  play in Peoria. Slang. To be acceptable 

to average constituents or consumers:  an elitist political campaign that could never 

play in Peoria.  play into the hands of. To act or behave so as to give an advan-

tage to (an opponent).  play (one’s) cards. Informal. To use the resources or 

strategies at one’s disposal:  played her cards right and got promoted.  play pos-
sum. To pretend to be sleeping or dead.  play the field. To date more than one 

person.  play the game. Informal. To behave according to the accepted customs 

or standards.  play up to. To curry favor with.  play with fire. To take part in 

a dangerous or risky undertaking.  play with (oneself). Vulgar Slang. To mas-

turbate.  [Middle English playen, from Old English plegian.] —playÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—playùa·ble adj. 

pla·ya (plXùN) n.  A nearly level area at the bottom of an undrained desert basin, 

sometimes temporarily covered with water.  [Spanish, from Late Latin plagia, 

hillside, shoreline, probably from Greek, sides, from neuter pl. of plagios, oblique, 

sideways, from plagos, side. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

play-act (pl7ù4ktÙ) v.  intr. play-·act·ed, play-·act·ing, play-·acts. 1. To play 

a role in a dramatic performance.  2. To play a pretended role; make believe.  

3. To behave in an overdramatic or artificial manner. 

play·back (pl7ùb4kÙ) n.  1. The act or process of replaying a newly made record 

or tape.  2. A method of or an apparatus for reproducing sound recordings: 

“switches on the playback of a telephone-answering machine” (Vanity Fair). 

play·bill (pl7ùbVlÙ) n.  A poster announcing a theatrical performance. 



Play·bill (pl7ùbVlÙ)  A trademark used for a program of a theatrical performance. 

This trademark often occurs in lowercase in print: “The typical hot, humid night... 

had most of the audience fanning themselves with their playbills” (Washington 

Times). “The playbill somehow listed the movement headings for the wrong 

Beethoven symphony” (Los Angeles Times). 

play·book (pl7ùbtkÙ) n.  1. A book containing the scripts of dramatic plays.  

2. Sports. A notebook containing descriptions and diagrams of the plays of a 

team, especially a football team. 

play·boy (pl7ùboiÙ) n.  A man who is devoted to the pursuit of pleasurable 

activities. 

play-by-play (pl7ùbX-pl7ù) adj.  Being or giving a detailed running account of 

the action of an event, especially a sports event, as it occurs.   —  n.  A detailed 

commentary of an event as it unfolds. 

play·er (pl7ùNr) n.  1. One that plays, especially: a. Sports & Games. One who 

participates in a game or sport.  b. A gambler.  c. One who performs in theatrical 

roles.  d. Music. One who plays an instrument.   2. An active participant:  a major 

player in world affairs.  3. Music. The mechanism actuating a player piano.  4. A 

phonograph. 

Play·er (pl7ùNr), Gary. Born 1935.  South African-born American golfer. He is 

one of the few athletes to have captured all four titles in the Grand Slam of golf. 

player piano (pl7ùNr pK-4nùo) n.  Music. A mechanically operated piano that 

uses a perforated paper roll to actuate the keys. 

play·ful (pl7ùfNl) adj.  1. Full of fun and high spirits; frolicsome or sportive:  a 

playful kitten.  2. Humorous; jesting: “He meant to be conversationally playful but 

his voice had no tone” (Saul Bellow).   —playùful·ly adv.  —playùful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: playful, mischievous, impish, waggish, frolicsome. These adjectives

mean inclined to or marked by lighthearted fun. Playful, the most general, sug-

gests high spirits, gaiety, and often lively humor: “the playful children just let loose

from school” (Oliver Goldsmith). Mischievous usually implies naughty and some-

times annoying or embarrassing playfulness: “A mischievous excitability is the most

obvious expression of [his face]. If he were a horse, nobody would buy him; with that

eye no one could answer for his temper” (Walter Bagehot). Impish suggests an ap-

pealingly bold and devilish or rascally quality: “teasing and worrying with impish

laughter half suppressed” (Thomas Hardy). Waggish stresses wittiness or joculari-

ty: “Muskrat Castle, as the house had been facetiously named by some waggish of-

ficer” (James Fenimore Cooper). Frolicsome suggests high-spirited, carefree, and

uninhibited merriment: Frolicsome students celebrated their graduation with par-

ties and practical jokes.



play·girl (pl7ùgûrlÙ) n.  A woman devoted to the pursuit of pleasurable activi-

ties. 

play·go·er (pl7ùgoÙNr) n.  One who attends the theater.   —playùgoÙing n. 

play·ground (pl7ùgroundÙ) n.  1. An outdoor area set aside for recreation and 

play, especially one containing equipment such as seesaws and swings.  2. A field 

or sphere of unrestricted pleasurable activity: “Foreign affairs had been T.R.’s per-

sonal playground during his Presidency” (John Dos Passos). 

play·house (pl7ùhousÙ) n.  pl. play·hous·es (-houÙzVz, -sVz). 1. A theater.  

2. A small house for children to play in.  3. A child’s toy house; a dollhouse. 

play·ing card (pl7ùVng kärd) n.  Games. A card marked with its rank and suit 

and belonging to any of several decks used in playing various games. 

playing field (pl7ùVng fKld) n.  Sports. A field for games such as football and 

soccer. 

play·let (pl7ùlVt) n.  A short play. 

play·mak·er (pl7ùm7ÙkNr) n.  Sports. A player, especially a guard in basketball, 

who calls the signals for and initiates offensive plays.   —playùmakÙing n. 

play·mate (pl7ùm7tÙ) n.  A companion in play or recreation. 

play·off also play-off (pl7ùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A final game or series of 

games played to break a tie.  2. A series of games played to determine a champi-

onship. 

play·pen (pl7ùpHnÙ) n.  A portable enclosure in which a baby or young child can 

be safely left to play. 

play·room (pl7ùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room designed or set aside for recreation 

or playing. 

play·suit (pl7ùsutÙ) n.  A woman’s or child’s play outfit consisting of shorts and 

a blouse, sometimes in one piece. 

play therapy (pl7 thHrùN-pK) n.  A form of psychotherapy used with children 

to help them express or act out their experiences, feelings, and problems by play-

ing with dolls, toys, and other play material, under the guidance or observation of 

a therapist.   —play therapist n. 

play·thing (pl7ùthVngÙ) n.  1. Something to play with; a toy.  2. One treated as a 

toy:  a plaything of fate. 

play·wear (pl7ùwârÙ) n.  Garments suitable for recreational activities. 

play·wright (pl7ùrXtÙ) n.  One who writes plays; a dramatist. 

pla·za (pläùzN, pl4zùN) n.  1. A public square or similar open area in a town or 

city.  2. a. A widened roadway forming the approach to tollbooths on a highway.  

b. A parking or service area next to a highway.   3. A shopping center.  [Spanish, 

from Vulgar Latin *plattea, from Latin platea, broad street. See PLACE.]

plea (plK) n.  1. An earnest request; an appeal:  spoke out in a plea for greater toler-

ance.  2. An excuse; a pretext: “necessity,/The Tyrant’s plea” (John Milton).  

3. Law. a. An allegation offered in pleading a case.  b. A defendant’s answer to 



the declaration made by the plaintiff in a civil action.  c. The answer of the 

accused to a criminal charge or indictment:  entered a plea of not guilty.  d. A spe-

cial answer depending on or demonstrating one or more reasons why a suit 

should be delayed, dismissed, or barred in equity law.  e. An action or a suit.   

[Middle English plai, lawsuit, from Old French plai, plaid, from Late Latin placi-

tum, decree, from Latin, from neuter past participle of placKre, to please. See 

pl7k-1 in Appendix.]

plea-bar·gain (plKùbärÙgNn) v.  intr. plea-bar·gained, plea-bar·gain·ing, 
plea-bar·gains. Law. To make an agreement in which a defendant pleads guilty 

to a lesser charge and the prosecutor in return drops more serious charges.   
—pleaù-barÙgain·ing n. 

pleach (plKch, pl7ch) v.  tr. pleached, pleach·ing, pleach·es. 1. To plait or 

interlace (branches or vines, for example), especially in making a hedge or an 

arbor.  2. To shade or border with interlaced branches or vines.  [Middle English 

plechen, from Old North French plechier, probably from Latin plectere. See plek- 
in Appendix.]

plead (plKd) v.  plead·ed or pled (plHd), plead·ing, pleads.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

appeal earnestly; beg:  plead for more time.  2. To offer reasons for or against 

something; argue earnestly:  plead against a bill.  3. To provide an argument or 

appeal:  Your youth and simplicity plead for you in this instance.  4. Law. a. To put 

forward a plea of a specific nature in court:  plead guilty.  b. To make or answer an 

allegation in a legal proceeding.  c. To address a court as a lawyer or an advo-

cate.    —  v.  tr. 1. To assert as defense, vindication, or excuse; claim as a plea:  

plead illness.  2. Law. a. To present as an answer to a charge, an indictment, or a 

declaration made against one.  b. To argue or present (a case) in a court or similar 

tribunal.   [Middle English pleden, plaiden, from Old French plaidier, from Medi-

eval Latin placit7re, to appeal to the law, from Late Latin placitum, decree, opin-

ion. See PLEA.] —pleadùa·ble adj.  —pleadùer n.  —pleadùing·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: In strict legal usage, one is said to plead guilty or plead not guilty

but not to plead innocent. In nonlegal contexts, however, plead innocent is well

established.

plead·ing (plKùdVng) n.  1. A plea; an entreaty.  2. Law. Advocacy of causes in 

court.  3. Law. a. A formal statement, generally written, propounding the cause 

of action or the defense in a case.  b. pleadings. The consecutive statements, 

allegations, and counterallegations made in turn by plaintiff and defendant, or 

prosecutor and accused, in a legal proceeding.  

pleas·ance (plHzùNns) n.  1. A secluded garden or landscaped area.  2. Archaic. 

Pleasure or a source of pleasure. 



pleas·ant (plHzùNnt) adj.  pleas·ant·er, pleas·ant·est. 1. Giving or affording 

pleasure or enjoyment; agreeable:  a pleasant scene; pleasant sensations.  

2. Pleasing in manner, behavior, or appearance.  See Synonyms at amiable.  
3. Fair and comfortable:  pleasant weather.  4. Merry; lively.  [Middle English ple-

saunt, from Old French plaisant, present participle of plaisir, to please, from Latin 

placKre. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.] —pleasùant·ly adv.  —pleasùant·ness n. 

Pleas·ant Hill (plHzùNnt hVl)  A city of western California northeast of Berkeley. 

It is mainly residential. Population, 31,585. 

Pleasant Island (plHzùNnt XùlNnd)  See Nauru. 
Pleas·an·ton (plHzùNn-tNn)  A city of western California southeast of Oakland. 

It is a residential and processing center in a grape-growing region. Population, 

50,553. 

pleas·ant·ry (plHzùNn-trK) n.  pl. pleas·ant·ries. 1. A humorous remark or 

act; a jest.  2. A polite social utterance; a civility:  exchanged pleasantries before get-

ting down to business.  3. A good-humored or playful manner in conversation or 

social relations.  [French plaisanterie, from Old French plesanterie, from plaisant, 

pleasant. See PLEASANT.]

please (plKz) v.  pleased, pleas·ing, pleas·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give enjoyment, 

pleasure, or satisfaction to; make glad or contented.  2. To be the will or desire of:  

May it please the court to admit this firearm as evidence.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give sat-

isfaction or pleasure; be agreeable:  waiters who try hard to please.  2. To have the 

will or desire; wish:  Do as you please. Sit down, if you please.   —  adv.  1. If it is 

your desire or pleasure; if you please. Used in polite requests:  Please stand back. 

Pay attention, please.  2. Yes. Used in polite affirmative replies to offers:  May I 

help you? Please.  [Middle English plesen, from Old French plaisir, from Latin 

placKre. See pl7k-1 in Appendix.] —pleasùer n.  

SYNONYMS: please, delight, gladden, gratify, tickle. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to give pleasure to”: was pleased by their success; a gift that would

delight any child; praise that gladdens the spirit; progress that gratified all concerned;

compliments that tickle their vanity. 

ANTONYM: displease

pleas·ing (plKùzVng) adj.  Giving pleasure or enjoyment; agreeable.   
—pleasùing·ly adv.  —pleasùing·ness n. 

pleas·ur·a·ble (plHzhùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Agreeable; gratifying.   
—pleasÙur·a·bilùi·ty, pleasùur·a·ble·ness n.  —pleasùur·a·bly adv. 

pleas·ure (plHzhùNr) n.  1. The state or feeling of being pleased or gratified.  

2. A source of enjoyment or delight:  The graceful skaters were a pleasure to watch.  

3. Amusement, diversion, or worldly enjoyment: “Pleasure... is a safer guide than 

either right or duty” (Samuel Butler).  4. Sensual gratification or indulgence.  



5. One’s preference or wish:  What is your pleasure?   —  v.  pleas·ured, 
pleas·ur·ing, pleas·ures.  —  v.  tr. To give pleasure or enjoyment to; gratify:  

Our host pleasured us with his company.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take pleasure; delight:  

The hiker paused, pleasuring in the sounds of the forest.  2. To go in search of plea-

sure or enjoyment.  [Middle English, from Old French plaisir, from plaisir, to 

please. See PLEASE.] —pleasùure·less adj.  

SYNONYMS: pleasure, enjoyment, delight, delectation, joy. These nouns denote

a pleasant feeling, as of happiness or personal satisfaction, evoked by something

that is to one’s liking. Pleasure is the least specific: “One of the greatest pleasures

of life is conversation” (Sydney Smith). “Pleasure without joy is as hollow as passion

without tenderness” (Alan Jay Lerner). Enjoyment suggests pleasure, often abiding

pleasure, arising from something gratifying or beneficial: Books are her major

source of enjoyment. “Was it [ornament] done with enjoyment—was the carver hap-

py while he was about it?” (John Ruskin). Delight and delectation imply keen but

sometimes transitory pleasure: “There is delight in singing” (Walter Savage

Landor). “Certified ‘masterpieces’ by dead composers, manipulated by charismatic

star performers for the delectation of an increasingly passive and uninquisitive au-

dience” (Will Crutchfield). Joy suggests an intense and especially an ecstatic or

exultant state; the word is often associated with sharing, self-realization, or high-

mindedness: “The deep joy we take in the company of people with whom we have

just recently fallen in love is undisguisable” (John Cheever). “The rule of joy and the

law of duty seem to me all one” (Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.).

pleasure principle (plHzhùNr prVnùsN-pNl) n.  In psychoanalysis, the tendency 

or drive to achieve pleasure and avoid pain as the chief motivating force in behav-

ior. 

Pleas·ure Ridge Park (plHzhùNr rVj pärk)  An unincorporated community of 

north-central Kentucky, a residential suburb of Louisville. Population, 25,131. 

pleat (plKt) n.  A fold in cloth made by doubling the material upon itself and 

then pressing or stitching it into place.   —  v.  tr. pleat·ed, pleat·ing, pleats. 
To press or arrange in pleats:  pleat a skirt; pleat curtains.  [Middle English plet, 

variant of plait, pleat, fold. See PLAIT.] —pleatùer n. 

pleb (plHb) n.  1. A commoner; a plebeian.  2. A freshman; a plebe.  [Short for 

PLEBEIAN, or perhaps from PLEBS (taken as pl.).]

plebe (plKb) also pleb (plHb) n.  A first-year student at the U.S. Military Acad-

emy or the U.S. Naval Academy.  [Probably short for PLEBEIAN.]

ple·be·ian (plV-bKùNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to the common people of ancient 

Rome:  a plebeian magistrate.  2. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of common-

ers.  3. Unrefined or coarse in nature or manner; common or vulgar:  plebeian 

tastes.   —  n.  1. One of the common people of ancient Rome.  2. A member of 



the lower classes.  3. A vulgar or coarse person.  [From Latin plKbius, from plKbs, 

plKb-, the common people. See pelN-1 in Appendix.] —ple·beùian·ism n.  

—ple·beùian·ly adv. 

ple·bes (plKùbKz) n.  Plural of plebs. 
pleb·i·scite (plHbùV-sXtÙ, -sVt) n.  1. A direct vote in which the entire electorate is 

invited to accept or refuse a proposal: “a new constitution, which his people duti-

fully ratified in a plebiscite” (New York Times).  2. A vote in which a population 

exercises the right of national self-determination.  [French plébiscite, from Latin 

plKbiscXtum : plKbis, genitive of plKbs, the people; see pelN-1 in Appendix + scXtum, 

decree, from neuter past participle of scXscere, to vote for inchoative of scXre, to 

know; see skei- in Appendix.] —ple·bisùci·tarÙy (plN-bVsùV-tHrÙK, plHbÙV-sVtùN-rK) 

adj. 

plebs (plHbz) n.  pl. ple·bes (plKùbKz). 1. The common people of ancient Rome:  

the plebs and the patricians.  2. The common people; the populace.  [Latin plKbs. 

See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

ple·cop·ter·an (plV-kmpùtNr-Nn) n.  See stonefly.  [From New Latin Plecoptera, 

order name  : Greek plekein, to plait, twist; see plek- in Appendix + Greek pteron, 

wing; see pet- in Appendix.] —ple·copùter·an adj. 

plec·tog·nath (plHkùtmg-n4thÙ) n.  Any of various tropical marine fishes of the 

order Tetraodontiformes or Plectognathi, which includes the triggerfishes, puff-

ers, and trunkfishes.  [From New Latin PlectognathX, order name  : Greek plektos, 

twisted; see plek- in Appendix + Greek gnathos, jaw; see -GNATHOUS.] —plecù-
tog·nathÙ adj. 

plec·trum (plHkùtrNm) n.  pl. plec·trums or plec·tra (-trN). Music. A small, 

thin piece of metal, plastic, bone, or similar material, used to pluck the strings of 

certain instruments, such as the guitar or lute.  [Latin plKctrum, from Greek plKk-

tron, from plKssein, plKg-, to strike. See pl7k-2 in Appendix.]

pled (plHd) v.  A past tense and a past participle of plead. 
pledge (plHj) n.  1. A solemn binding promise to do, give, or refrain from doing 

something:  signed a pledge never to reveal the secret; a pledge of money to a charity.  

2. a. Something given or held as security to guarantee payment of a debt or ful-

fillment of an obligation.  b. The condition of something thus given or held:  put 

an article in pledge.   3. Law. a. Delivery of goods or personal property as security 

for a debt or an obligation:  a loan that required a pledge of property.  b. The con-

tract by which such delivery is made.   4. A token or sign: “fair pledges of a fruitful 

tree” (Robert Herrick).  5. A person who has been accepted for membership in a 

fraternity or similar organization and has promised to join but has not yet been 

initiated.  6. The act of drinking in honor of someone; a toast.  7. A vow to 

abstain from alcoholic liquor:  ex-drinkers who have taken the pledge.   —  v.  

pledged, pledg·ing, pledg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To offer or guarantee by a solemn 

binding promise:  pledge loyalty to a nation; pledged their cooperation.  See Syn-



onyms at devote.  2.  See Synonyms at promise.  3. To bind or secure by or as 

if by a pledge:  pledged themselves to the cause.  4. To deposit as security; pawn.  

5. a. To promise to join (a fraternity or similar organization).  b. To accept as a 

prospective member of such an organization.   6. To drink a toast to.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To make a solemn binding promise; swear.  2. To drink a toast.  [Middle 

English, from Old French plege, probably from Late Latin plevium, a security, of 

Germanic origin.]

pledg·ee (plHj-Kù) n.  1. A person to whom something is pledged.  2. A person 

with whom something is deposited as a pledge. 

pledge·or (plHjùNr, plHj-ôrù) n.  Law. Variant of pledgor. 
pledg·er (plHjùNr) n.  One who makes or gives a pledge. 

pled·get (plHjùVt) n.  A small, flat absorbent pad used to medicate, drain, or pro-

tect a wound or sore.  [Origin unknown.]

pledg·or also pledge·or (plHjùNr, plHj-ôrù) n.  Law. A person who deposits 

property as a pledge. 

-plegia suff.  Paralysis:  monoplegia.  [Greek -plKgia, from plKgK, a blow, from 

plKssein, plKg-, to strike. See pl7k-2 in Appendix.]

Ple·iad (plKùNd, -4dÙ, plXù-) n.  pl. Ple·ia·des (plKùN-dKzÙ, plXù-). 1. One of the 

Pleiades.  2.  Often pleiad. A group of seven illustrious persons.  [Back-forma-

tion from PLEIADES.]

Ple·ia·des (plKùN-dKzÙ, plXù-) pl.n.  1. Greek Mythology. The seven daughters of 

Atlas (Maia, Electra, Celaeno, Taygeta, Merope, Alcyone, and Sterope), who were 

metamorphosed into stars.  2. An open star cluster in the constellation Taurus, 

consisting of several hundred stars, of which six are visible to the naked eye.  

[Middle English Pliades, from Latin PlKïades, from Greek Pleiades.]

pleio- pref.  Variant of pleo-. 
plei·o·tax·y (plXùN-t4kÙsK) n.  Botany. An increase in the number of whorls in an 

inflorescence.  [Greek pleion, more; see pelN-1 in Appendix + -TAXY.]

plei·ot·ro·pism (plX-mtùrN-pVzÙNm) also plei·ot·ro·py (-pK) n.  The control by 

a single gene of several distinct and seemingly unrelated phenotypic effects.  

[Greek pleion, more; see pelN-1 in Appendix + -TROPISM.] —pleiÙo·troùpic 
(plXÙN-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  —pleiÙo·troùpi·cal·ly adv. 

Pleis·to·cene (plXùstN-sKnÙ) adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the geologic 

time, rock series, and sedimentary deposits of the earlier of the two epochs of the 

Quaternary Period, characterized by the alternate appearance and recession of 

northern glaciation and the appearance of the progenitors of human beings.   —  
n.  The Pleistocene Epoch or system of deposits.  [Greek pleistos, most; see pelN-1 

in Appendix + -CENE.]

Ple·kha·nov (plV-käùnôfÙ, -KHäùnNf), Georgi Valentinovich. 1857-1918.  

Russian revolutionary and political philosopher. The founder of the Marxist 

movement in Russia, he was also a leading Menshevik. 



ple·na (plKùnN, plHnùN) n.  A plural of plenum. 
ple·na·ry (plKùnN-rK, plHnùN-) adj.  1. Complete in all respects; unlimited or full:  

a diplomat with plenary powers.  2. Fully attended by all qualified members:  a 

plenary session of the council.  [Late Latin plKn7rius, from Latin plKnus, full. See 

pelN-1 in Appendix.] —pleùna·ri·ly adv.  —pleùna·ri·ness n. 

plenary indulgence (plKùnN-rK Vn-dƒlùjNns) n.  Roman Catholic Church. An 

indulgence that remits the full temporal punishment incurred by a sinner. 

plen·i·po·ten·ti·ar·y (plHnÙN-pN-tHnùshK-HrÙK, -shN-rK) adj.  Invested with or 

conferring full powers:  a plenipotentiary deputy.   —  n.  pl. 

plen·i·po·ten·ti·ar·ies. A diplomatic agent, such as an ambassador, fully autho-

rized to represent his or her government.  [Medieval Latin plKnipotenti7rius, from 

Late Latin plKnipotKns, plKnipotent-, invested with full power  : Latin plKnus, full; 

see pelN-1 in Appendix + Latin potKns, powerful; see POTENT.]

plen·i·tude (plHnùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. An ample amount or quantity; an 

abundance:  this midsummer plenitude of fruits and vegetables.  2. The condition 

of being full, ample, or complete:  granaries filled to plenitude.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin plKnit7do, from plKnus, full. See pelN-1 in Appen-

dix.] —plenÙi·tuùdi·nous (-tudùn-Ns, -tyudù-) adj. 

plen·te·ous (plHnùtK-Ns) adj.  1. Abundant; copious.  2. Producing or yielding 

in abundance.  See Synonyms at plentiful.  [Middle English, alteration of plen-

tivous, from Old French plentiveus, from plentif, from plente, plenty. See PLENTY.] 
—plenùte·ous·ly adv.  —plenùte·ous·ness n. 

plen·ti·ful (plHnùtV-fNl) adj.  1. Existing in great quantity or ample supply.  

2. Providing or producing an abundance:  a plentiful harvest.   —plenùti·ful·ly 
adv.  —plenùti·ful·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: plentiful, abundant, ample, copious, plenteous. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “being fully as much as one needs or desires”: a

plentiful supply of stationery; her abundant talent; ample space; copious provisions;

a plenteous crop of wheat. 

ANTONYM: scant

plen·ty (plHnùtK) n.  1. A full or completely adequate amount or supply:  plenty 

of time.  2. A large quantity or amount; an abundance: “Awards and honors came 

to her in plenty” (Joyce Carol Oates).  3. A condition of general abundance or 

prosperity: “fruitful regions gladdened by plenty and lulled by peace!” (Samuel 

Johnson).   —  adj.  Plentiful; abundant: “Ships were then not so plenty in those 

waters as now” (Herman Melville).   —  adv.  Informal. Sufficiently; very:  It’s 

plenty hot.  [Middle English, from Old French plente, from Latin plKnit7s, from 

plKnus, full. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]



ple·num (plKùnNm, plHnùNm) n.  pl. ple·nums or ple·na (plKùnN, plHnùN). 1. An 

assembly or a meeting with all members present.  2. A condition, space, or enclo-

sure in which air or other gas is at a pressure greater than that of the outside 

atmosphere.  3. The condition of being full; fullness.  4. A space completely filled 

with matter.  [Latin plKnum (spatium), full (space), neuter of plKnus. See pelN-1 in 

Appendix.]

pleo-  or pleio-  or plio- pref.  More:  pleopod.  [From Greek pleion, pleon, more. 

See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

ple·och·ro·ism (plK-mkùro-VzÙNm) n.  The property possessed by some crystals 

of exhibiting different colors, especially three different colors, when viewed along 

different axes.  [PLEO- + Greek khros, color + -ISM.] —pleÙo·chroùic (plKÙN-

kroùVk) adj. 

ple·o·mor·phism (plKÙN-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. Chemistry. See polymorphism 
(n., sense 2).  2. Biology. The occurrence of two or more structural forms during a 

life cycle, especially of certain plants.   —pleÙo·morùphic adj. 

ple·o·nasm (plKùN-n4zÙNm) n.  1. a. The use of more words than are required 

to express an idea; redundancy.  b. An instance of pleonasm.   2. A superfluous 

word or phrase.  [Late Latin pleonasmus, from Greek pleonasmos, from pleon-

azein, to be excessive, from pleon, more. See pelN-1 in Appendix.] 
—pleÙo·nasùtic (-n4sùtVk) adj.  —pleÙo·nasùti·cal·ly adv. 

ple·o·pod (plKùN-pmdÙ) n.  See swimmeret. 
ple·ro·cer·coid (plîrÙo-sûrùkoidÙ) n.  The infective larva of some tapeworms, 

characterized by its solid elongated body.  [Greek plKrKs, full, infected; see pelN-1 

in Appendix + kerkos, tail + -OID.]

ple·si·o·saur (plKùsK-N-sôrù, plKùzK-) also ple·si·o·sau·rus (plKÙsK-N-sôrùNs, 

plKÙzK-) n.  pl. ple·si·o·saurs also ple·si·o·saur·i (-sôrùX). Paleontology. A large 

extinct marine reptile having paddlelike limbs that was common in Europe and 

North America during the Mesozoic Era.  [New Latin Plesiosaurus, type genus  : 

Greek plKsios, near; see pel-5 in Appendix + New Latin saurus, lizard; see SAU-

RIAN.]

ples·sim·e·ter (plH-sVmùV-tNr) n.  See pleximeter.  [Greek plKssein, to strike; 

see PLEXOR + -METER.]

ples·sor (plHsùNr) n.  Variant of plexor. 
pleth·o·ra (plHthùNr-N) n.  1. A superabundance; an excess.  2. An excess of 

blood in the circulatory system or in one organ or area.  [Late Latin plKthora, 

from Greek, from plKthein, to be full. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

ple·thor·ic (plH-thôrùVk, -thmrù-, plHthùN-rVk) adj.  1. a. Excessive in quantity; 

superabundant: “this successful industry of England, with its plethoric wealth” 

(Thomas Carlyle).  b. Excessive in style; turgid:  plethoric prose.   2. Characterized 

by an overabundance of blood.   —ple·thorùi·cal·ly adv. 



ple·thys·mo·gram (plK-thVzùmN-gr4mÙ, plN-) n.  A record or tracing pro-

duced by a plethysmograph. 

ple·thys·mo·graph (plH-thVzùmN-gr4fÙ, plN-) n.  An instrument that measures 

variations in the size of an organ or body part on the basis of the amount of blood 

passing through or present in the part.  [Greek plKthusmos, increase (from plKthu-

nein, to increase, from plKthus, quantity, from plKthein, to be full); see pelN-1 in 

Appendix + -GRAPH.] —ple·thysÙmo·graphùic adj.  —ple·thys-
Ùmo·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —plethÙys·mogùra·phy (plHthÙVz-môgùrN-fK) n. 

pleur- pref.  Variant of pleuro-. 
pleu·ra1 (pltrùN) n.  pl. pleu·rae (pltrùK). A thin serous membrane in mam-

mals that envelops each lung and folds back to make a lining for the chest cavity.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin, from Greek, side, rib.] —pleuùral adj. 

pleu·ra2 (pltrùN) n.  Plural of pleuron. 
pleu·rae (pltrùK) n.  Plural of pleura1. 
pleu·ri·sy (pltrùV-sK) n.  Inflammation of the pleura, usually occurring as a 

complication of a disease such as pneumonia, accompanied by accumulation of 

fluid in the pleural cavity, chills, fever, and painful breathing and coughing.  

[Middle English pluresy, from Old French pleuresie, from Late Latin pleurisis, 

alteration of Latin pleurXtis, from Greek pleuritis : pleura, side + -itis, -itis.] 
—pleu·ritùic (plt-rVtùVk) adj. 

pleurisy root (pltrùV-sK rut) n.  See butterfly weed. 
pleuro-  or pleur- pref.  1. Side; lateral:  pleurodont.  2. Pleura; pleural:  pleurot-

omy.  [Greek, from pleura, side, rib.]

pleu·ro·dont (pltrùN-dmntÙ) adj.  Having the teeth attached by their sides to 

the inner side of the jaw, as in some lizards.   —  n.  A lizard with pleurodont 

teeth. 

pleu·ro·dyn·i·a (pltrÙN-dVnùK-N) n.  1. Paroxysmal pain and soreness of the 

muscles between the ribs.  2. An epidemic disease caused by a coxsackievirus, 

characterized by paroxysmal pain in the lower chest and accompanied by fever, 

headache, and malaise.  [New Latin  : PLEUR(O)- + Greek odunK, pain; see ed- in 

Appendix + -IA
1.]

pleu·ron (pltrùmnÙ) n.  pl. pleu·ra (pltrùN). An external, lateral part of the 

body segments of arthropods.  [New Latin, from Greek, side, rib.]

pleu·ro·pneu·mo·nia (pltrÙo-nt-monùyN, -nyt-) n.  1. Inflammation of 

the pleura and lungs; pneumonia aggravated by pleurisy.  2. An infectious febrile 

disease of cattle, caused by a mycoplasma and characterized by inflammation of 

the pleura and lungs. 

pleu·ro·pneu·mo·nia-like organism (pltrÙo-nt-monùyN-lXkÙ ôrùgN-

nVzÙNm, -nyt-) n.  Abbr. PPLO See mycoplasma. 
pleu·rot·o·my (plt-rmtùN-mK) n.  pl. pleu·rot·o·mies. Surgical incision of 

the pleura. 



pleus·ton (pluùstNn, -stmnÙ) n.  Plants that float on the surface of bodies of 

fresh water.  [Greek pleusis, sailing; see pleu- in Appendix + (PLANK)TON.] 
—pleus·tonùic (plu-stmnùVk) adj. 

Plev·en (plHvùNn, -Hn)  or Plev·na (-nN, -nä)  A city of northern Bulgaria north-

east of Sofia. Settled by Thracians, it was ruled by Turkey from the 15th to the 

19th century. Population, 144,000. 

plex·i·form (plHkùsN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Similar to or having the form of a plexus:  the 

plexiform layers of the retina.  [PLEX(US) + -FORM.]

Plex·i·glas (plHkùsV-gl4sÙ)  A trademark used for a light, transparent, weather-

resistant thermoplastic. This trademark, which often occurs in attributive con-

texts, also occurs in many instances lowercased and spelled plexiglass: “The emer-

gency room receptionist laments the construction of a Plexiglas divider at her 

counter” (New York Times). “The display pieces are double sealed inside plexiglass 

cases” (Los Angeles Times). “The tower was operating with interim lighting, no ceil-

ing and a pane of plexiglass” (Aviation Week & Space Technology). 

plex·im·e·ter (plHk-sVmùV-tNr) n.  A small, thin plate held against the body and 

struck with a plexor in diagnosis by percussion.  Also called plessimeter [Greek 

plKxis, a blow; see PLEXOR + -METER.] —plexÙi·metùric (plHkÙsN-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—plex·imùe·try n. 

plex·or (plHkùsNr) also ples·sor (plHsùNr) n.  A small, rubber-headed hammer 

used in examination or diagnosis by percussion.  [From Greek plKxis, a blow, 

from plKssein, plKg-, to strike. See pl7k-2 in Appendix.]

plex·us (plHkùsNs) n.  pl. plexus or plex·us·es. 1. A structure in the form of a 

network, especially of nerves, blood vessels, or lymphatics:  the cardiac plexus; the 

pelvic plexus.  2. A combination of interlaced parts; a network.  [New Latin, from 

Latin, braid, from past participle of plectere, to plait. See plek- in Appendix.]

plf. abbr.  Law. Plaintiff. 

pli·a·ble (plXùN-bNl) adj.  1. Easily bent or shaped.  See Synonyms at malleable.  
2. Receptive to change; adaptable:  pliable attitudes.  3. Easily influenced, per-

suaded, or swayed; tractable.  [Middle English, from Old French, from plier, to 

bend. See PLIANT.] —pliÙa·bilùi·ty, pliùa·ble·ness n.  —pliùa·bly adv. 

pli·ant (plXùNnt) adj.  1. Easily bent or flexed; pliable.  See Synonyms at mallea-
ble.  2. Easily altered or modified to fit conditions; adaptable.  3. Yielding 

readily to influence or domination; compliant.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, present participle of plier, to fold, bend, from Latin plic7re. See plek- in 

Appendix.] —pliùan·cy, pliùant·ness n.  —pliùant·ly adv. 

pli·ca (plXùkN) n.  pl. pli·cae (plXùsK, -kK). A fold or ridge, as of skin, membrane, 

or shell.  [Medieval Latin, fold, from Latin plic7re, to fold. See plek- in Appen-

dix.] —pliùcal adj. 



pli·cate (plXùk7tÙ) also pli·cat·ed (-k7ÙtVd) adj.  Arranged in folds like those of a 

fan; pleated.  [Latin plic7tus, past participle of plic7re, to fold. See plek- in 

Appendix.] —pliùcateÙly adv.  —pliùcateÙness n. 

pli·ca·tion (plX-k7ùshNn) also plic·a·ture (plVkùN-chtrÙ) n.  1. a. The act or 

process of folding.  b. The state of being folded.   2. A fold. 

pli·é (plK-7ù) n.  A movement in ballet performance and exercise, in which the 

knees are bent while the back is held straight.  [French, from past participle of 

plier, to fold, bend, from Old French. See PLIANT.]

plied1 (plXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of ply1. 
plied2 (plXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of ply2. 
pli·er also ply·er (plXùNr) n.  1. One who plies a trade.  2. pliers. A variously 

shaped hand tool having a pair of pivoted jaws, used for holding, bending, or cut-

ting. 

plies1 (plXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of ply1.  —  n.  Plural of 

ply1. 
plies2 (plXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of ply2. 
plight1 (plXt) n.  A situation, especially a bad or unfortunate one.  See Synonyms 

at predicament.  [Middle English, alteration (influenced by plight, risky prom-

ise or pledge), of plit, fold, wrinkle, situation, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin 

plicitum, neuter past participle of plic7re, to fold. See plek- in Appendix.]

plight2 (plXt) v.  tr. plight·ed, plight·ing, plights. 1. To promise or bind by a 

solemn pledge, especially to betroth.  See Synonyms at promise.  2. To give or 

pledge (one’s word or oath, for example).   —  n.  A solemn pledge, as of faith.   
—idiom. plight (one’s) troth. 1. To become engaged to marry.  2. To give 

one’s solemn oath.  [Middle English plighten, from Old English plihtan, to endan-

ger, put at risk, from pliht, danger, risk.] —plightùer n. 

Plimp·ton (plVmpùtNn), George Ames. Born 1927.  American writer and edi-

tor known for participating in various sports with professional athletes and writ-

ing about his experiences. 

plim·soll (plVmùsNl, -sôlÙ) also plim·sol  or plim·sole (-solÙ) n.  Chiefly British. 

A rubber-soled cloth shoe; a sneaker.  [Probably from the resemblance of its 

mudguard to a PLIMSOLL MARK.]

Plim·soll (plVmùsNl, -sôlÙ), Samuel. 1824-1898.  British merchant and shipping 

reformer. He introduced the Merchant Shipping Act of 1876, establishing safe 

load limits for cargo ships. 

Plimsoll mark (plVmùsNl märk) n.  Nautical. Any of a set of lines on the hull of 

a merchant ship that indicate the depth to which it may be legally loaded under 

specified conditions.  Also called load line, Plimsoll line.  [After Samuel PLIM-

SOLL.]



plink (plVngk) v.  plinked, plink·ing, plinks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to make a 

soft, sharp, metallic sound; clink.  2. To shoot at casually.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make 

a soft, sharp, metallic sound.  2. To shoot casually at random targets.  [Imitative.]

plinth (plVnth) n.  1. Architecture. A block or slab on which a pedestal, column, 

or statue is placed.  2. The base block at the intersection of the baseboard and the 

vertical trim around an opening.  3. A continuous course of stones supporting a 

wall.  Also called plinth course 4. A square base, as for a vase.  [French plinthe, 

from Latin plinthus, from Greek plinthos, tile, plinth.]

Plin·y1 (plVnùK), Known as “the Elder.” A.D. 23-79.  Roman scholar and naturalist. 

He wrote the 37-volume Historia Naturalis. 

Plin·y2 (plVnùK), Known as “the Younger.” A.D. 62?-113?.  Roman consul and 

writer, the nephew of Pliny the Elder. His letters provide valuable information 

about Roman life. 

plio- pref.  Variant of pleo-. 
Pli·o·cene (plXùN-sKnÙ) Geology. adj.  Of, belonging to, or designating the geo-

logic time, rock series, and sedimentary deposits of the last of the five epochs of 

the Tertiary Period, characterized by the appearance of distinctly modern ani-

mals.   —  n.  The Pliocene Epoch or its system of deposits.  [Greek pleion, more; 

see pelN-1 in Appendix + -CENE.]

Pli·o·film (plXùN-fVlmÙ)  A trademark used for a pliant, transparent rubber com-

pound employed in making waterproof fabrics and packaging materials. 

plis·sé also plis·se (plV-s7ù) n.  1. A puckered finish given to fabric by treating it 

with a caustic soda.  2. Fabric having such a finish.  [French, from past participle 

of plisser, to pleat, from Old French, from pli, fold, from plier, to fold, from Latin 

plic7re. See plek- in Appendix.]

pln. abbr.  Plain. 

PLO abbr.  Palestine Liberation Organization. 

Plock (pwôtsk)  A city of central Poland on the Vistula River west-southwest of 

Warsaw. Known since the tenth century, it passed to Prussia in 1793 and to Russia 

in 1815. It reverted to Poland after World War I. Population, 114,500. 

plod (plmd) v.  plod·ded, plod·ding, plods.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move or walk 

heavily or laboriously; trudge: “donkeys that plodded wearily in a circle round a 

gin” (D.H. Lawrence).  2. To work or act perseveringly or monotonously; drudge:  

plodding through a mountain of paperwork.   —  v.  tr. To trudge along or over.   
—  n.  1. The act of moving or walking heavily and slowly.  2. The sound made by 

a heavy step.  [Perhaps imitative.] —plodùder n.  —plodùding·ly adv. 

Plo·ez·ti (plô-yHshtù, -yHshùtK)  See Ploiezti. 
-ploid suff.  Having a number of chromosomes that has a specified relationship 

to, or is a multiple of, the basic number of chromosomes of a group:  heteroploid.  

[From DIPLOID, and HAPLOID.]



ploi·dy (ploiùdK) n.  A multiple of the basic number of chromosomes in a cell.  

[From DIPLOIDY, and HAPLOIDY.]

Plo·iez·ti  or Plo·ez·ti (plô-yHshtù, -yHshùtK)  A city of southeast-central Roma-

nia north of Bucharest. Founded in 1596, it is the center of a major oil-producing 

region. Population, 229,915. 

plonk1 (plmngk, plƒngk) v. , n.  & adv.   Variant of plunk. 
plonk2 (plmngk) n.  Chiefly British. Cheap or inferior wine.  [Short for earlier 

plink-plonk, perhaps alteration of French vin blanc, white wine  : vin, wine (from 

Old French); see VINEGAR + blanc, white (from Old French); see BLANK.]

plop (plmp) v.  plopped, plop·ping, plops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fall with a sound 

like that of an object falling into water without splashing.  2. To let the body drop 

heavily:  Exhausted, I plopped into the armchair.   —  v.  tr. To drop or set heavily, 

with or as if with a plopping sound.   —  n.  A plopping sound or movement.  

[Imitative.] —plop adv. 

plo·sion (ploùzhNn) n.  Linguistics. 1. The articulation of a plosive sound.  

2. The sudden release of occluded air characteristically occurring in the articula-

tion of certain stop consonants.  Also called explosion [From EXPLOSION.]

plo·sive (ploùsVv, -zVv) Linguistics. adj.  Of, relating to, or being a speech sound 

produced by complete closure of the oral passage and subsequent release accom-

panied by a burst of air, as in the sound (p) in pit or (d) in dog.   —  n.  A plosive 

speech sound.  Also called stop [From EXPLOSIVE.]

plot (plmt) n.  1. a. A small piece of ground, generally used for a specific pur-

pose:  a garden plot; a cemetery plot.  b. A measured area of land; a lot.   2. A 

ground plan, as for a building; a diagram.  3.  See graph1 (n., sense 1).  4. The 

plan of events or main story in a narrative or drama.  5. A secret plan to accom-

plish a hostile or illegal purpose; a scheme.  See Synonyms at conspiracy.   —  v.  

plot·ted, plot·ting, plots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To represent graphically, as on a chart:  

plot a ship’s course.  2. Mathematics. a. To locate (points or other figures) on a 

graph by means of coordinates.  b. To draw (a curve) connecting points on a 

graph.   3. To conceive and arrange the action and incidents of: “I began plotting 

novels at about the time I learned to read” (James Baldwin).  4. To form a plot for; 

prearrange secretly or deviously:  plot an assassination.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be 

located by means of coordinates, as on a chart or with data.  2. To form or take 

part in a plot; scheme.  [Middle English, from Old English.] —plotùless·ness n. 

Plo·ti·nus (plo-tXùnNs), A.D. 205-270.  Egyptian-born Roman philosopher who 

founded Neo-Platonism. His writings are collected in The Enneads. 

plot line  or plot·line (plmtùlXnÙ) n.  1. A literary or dramatic plot; a story line.  

2.  Often plot lines. Dialogue essential to the development of a plot in a drama. 

plot·tage (plmtùVj) n.  The area of land in a plot or group of plots. 



plot·ter (plmtùNr) n.  Computer Science. A computer output device that draws 

graphs or pictures, usually by moving a pen.  Also called plotting board, plotting 

table. 

plot·ting board (plmtùVng bôrd) n.  Computer Science. See plotter. 
plotting table (plmtùVng t7ùbNl) n.  Computer Science. See plotter. 
plough (plou) n.  & v.   Variant of plow. 
Plov·div (plôvùdVfÙ)  A city of south-central Bulgaria on the Maritsa River 

southeast of Sofia. Originally built by Thracians, it fell to Macedonia in 341 B.C. 

and to Rome in 46. The city changed hands frequently in the Middle Ages and 

was controlled by Russia from 1877 to 1885. Population, 378,000. 

plov·er (plƒvùNr, ploùvNr) n.  pl. plover or plov·ers. 1. Any of various widely 

distributed wading birds of the family Charadriidae, having rounded bodies, 

short tails, and short bills.  2. Any of various similar or related birds.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar Latin *pluvi7rius, from Latin pluvia, 

rain. See PLUVIAL.]

plow also plough (plou) n.  1. A farm implement consisting of a heavy blade at 

the end of a beam, usually hitched to a draft team or motor vehicle and used for 

breaking up soil and cutting furrows in preparation for sowing.  2. An implement 

of similar function, such as a snowplow.   —  v.  plowed also ploughed, 
plow·ing also plough·ing, plows also ploughs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To break and 

turn over (earth) with a plow.  b. To form (a furrow, for example) with a plow.  

c. To form furrows in with or as if with a plow:  plow a field.   2. To make or form 

with driving force:  I plowed my way through the crowd.  3. To cut through 

(water):  plow the high seas.   —  v.  intr. 1. To break and turn up earth with a 

plow.  2. To admit of plowing:  Rocky earth plows poorly.  3. To move or progress 

with driving force:  The attackers formed a wedge and plowed through the enemy 

line.  4. To proceed laboriously; plod:  plowed through the backlog of work.   
—phrasal verbs. plow back. To reinvest (earnings or profits) in one’s busi-

ness.  plow into. Informal. 2. To strike with force.  3. To undertake (a task, for 

example) with eagerness and vigor.  plow under. 4. To cause to vanish under 

something piled up.  5. To overwhelm, as with burdens.  [Middle English plough, 

plouw, from Old English ploh, plog, plow, plowland.] —plowùa·ble adj.  

—plowùer n. 

Plow (plou) n.  See Big Dipper. 
plow·back (plouùb4kÙ) n.  1. Reinvestment of profits in the business that 

earned them.  2. An amount of profits thus reinvested. 

plow·boy (plouùboiÙ) n.  1. A boy who leads or guides a team of animals in 

plowing.  2. A country boy. 

plow·man (plouùmNn) n.  1. A man who plows.  2. A farmer or rustic. 

plow·share (plouùshârÙ) n.  The cutting blade of a plow; a share. 



plow steel (plou stKl) n.  A high-strength steel having a carbon content of 0.5 

to 0.95 percent and used primarily to make wire rope. 

ploy (ploi) n.  An action calculated to frustrate an opponent or gain an advantage 

indirectly or deviously; a maneuver: “A typical ploy is to feign illness, procure med-

icine, then sell it on the black market” (Jill Smolowe).  [Perhaps from EMPLOY, 

employment (obsolete).]

PLSS abbr.  Portable life-support system. 

plu. abbr.  Plural. 

pluck (plƒk) v.  plucked, pluck·ing, plucks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove or detach 

by grasping and pulling abruptly with the fingers; pick:  pluck a flower; pluck 

feathers from a chicken; plucked a rabbit from the hat.  2. To pull out the hair or 

feathers of:  pluck a chicken.  3. To remove abruptly or forcibly:  plucked the child 

from school in midterm.  4. To give an abrupt pull to; tug at:  pluck a sleeve.  

5. Music. To sound (the strings of an instrument) by pulling and releasing them 

with the fingers or a plectrum.   —  v.  intr. To give an abrupt pull; tug.   —  n.  

1. The act or an instance of plucking.  2. Resourceful courage and daring in the 

face of difficulties; spirit.  3. The heart, liver, windpipe, and lungs of a slaugh-

tered animal.  [Middle English plukken, from Old English pluccian, probably 

from Vulgar Latin *pilucc7re, ultimately from Latin pil7re, from pilus, hair.] 
—pluckùer n. 

pluck·y (plƒkùK) adj.  pluck·i·er, pluck·i·est. Having or showing courage and 

spirit in trying circumstances.  See Synonyms at brave.  —pluckùi·ly adv.  

—pluckùi·ness n. 

plug (plƒg) n.  1. An object, such as a cork or a wad of cloth, used to fill a hole 

tightly; a stopper.  2. A dense mass of material that obstructs a passage.  3. A usu-

ally cylindrical or conic piece cut from something larger, often as a sample.  

4. Electricity. a. A fitting, commonly with two metal prongs for insertion in a 

fixed socket, used to connect an appliance to a power supply.  b. A spark plug.   

5. A hydrant.  6. a. A flat cake of pressed or twisted tobacco.  b. A piece of chew-

ing tobacco.   7. Geology. A mass of igneous rock filling the vent of a volcano.  

8. Informal. A favorable public mention of a commercial product, business, or 

performance, especially when broadcast.  9. Slang. Something inferior, useless, or 

defective, especially an old, worn-out horse.  10. Slang. A gunshot or bullet:  a 

plug in the back.  11. Sports. A lure to which hooks are attached, used especially in 

angling.   —  v.  plugged, plug·ging, plugs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fill (a hole) tightly 

with or as if with a plug; stop up.  2. To insert (something) as a plug:  plugged a 

cork in the bottle.  3. Slang. a. To hit with a bullet; shoot.  b. To hit with the fist; 

punch.   4. Informal. To publicize (a product, for example) favorably, as by men-

tioning on a broadcast:  authors who plug their latest books on TV talk shows.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To become stopped up or obstructed:  alveoli that plug up with phlegm.  

2. Informal. To work doggedly and persistently: “You may plug along fifty years 



before you get anywhere” (Saul Bellow).   —phrasal verbs. plug in. 1. To con-

nect (an appliance) to an electrical outlet.  2. To function by being connected to 

an electrical outlet:  a power drill that plugs in.  plug into. 3. To connect or be 

connected to in the manner of an electrical appliance:  The local system is plugged 

into the national telephone network. This computer plugs into a data bank.  

4. Slang. To cause to be closely attuned or responsive to:  connoisseurs who are 

plugged into the current art scene.  [Dutch, from Middle Dutch plugge.] 
—plugùger n. 

plug board (plƒg bôrd) n.  1. A control panel or wiring panel.  2. Computer 

Science. A removable panel in a computing device that may be rewired at will to 

sort data by a prescribed pattern. 

plug-com·pat·i·ble (plƒgÙkNm-p4tùN-bNl) adj.  Computer Science. Capable of 

being connected peripherally to a computer without modification. Used of hard-

ware. 

plug-in (plƒgùVnÙ) adj.  Designed to be plugged in to an electric circuit:  a plug-in 

game. 

plug-ug·ly (plƒgùƒgÙlK) n.  pl. plug-ug·lies. Slang. A gangster or ruffian.  

[From the Plug Uglies, a gang active in several East Coast cities in the 1850’s.]

plum1 (plƒm) n.  1. a. Any of several shrubs or small trees of the genus Prunus, 

bearing smooth-skinned, fleshy, edible fruit with a single hard-shelled stone that 

encloses the seed.  b. The fruit of any of these trees.   2. a. Any of several trees 

bearing plumlike fruit.  b. The fruit of such a tree.   3. A raisin, when added to a 

pudding or cake.  4. A sugarplum.  5. Color. A dark purple to deep reddish pur-

ple.  6. An especially desirable position, assignment, or reward:  an ambassador-

ship granted as a political plum.  [Middle English, from Old English pl7me, from 

Vulgar Latin *pr7na, from neuter pl. of Latin pr7num.]

plum2 (plƒm) Informal. adv.  Variant of plumb (adv., sense 3).  —  adj.  Variant 

of plumb (adj., sense 2). 

Plum (plƒm)  A borough of southwest Pennsylvania, a suburb of Pittsburgh. 

Population, 25,609. 

plum·age (pluùmVj) n.  1. The covering of feathers on a bird.  2. Feathers used 

ornamentally.  3. Elaborate dress; finery.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from plume, plume, from Latin pl7ma.] —plumùaged adj. 

plu·mate (pluùm7tÙ) adj.  Resembling a plume or feather.  [Latin pl7m7tus, 

feathered, from pl7ma, feather.]

plumb (plƒm) n.  1. A weight on the end of a line, used to determine water 

depth.  2. A weight on the end of a line, used especially by masons and carpenters 

to establish a true vertical.   —  adv.  1. In a vertical or perpendicular line.  

2. Informal. Directly; squarely:  fell plumb in the middle of the puddle.  3.  Also 

plum. Informal. Utterly; completely:  plumb worn out.   —  adj.  1. Exactly verti-

cal.  See Synonyms at vertical.  2.  Also plum. Informal. Utter; absolute; sheer:  a 



plumb fool.   —  v.  plumbed, plumb·ing, plumbs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To determine 

the depth of with a plumb; sound.  2. To test the verticality or alignment of with a 

plumb.  3. To straighten or make perpendicular:  plumb up the wall.  4. To exam-

ine closely or deeply; probe: “Shallow ideas are plumbed and discarded” (Gilbert 

Highet).  5. To seal with lead.   —  v.  intr. To work as a plumber.   —idiom. out 
of plumb (or off plumb). Not vertical.  [Middle English, lead, a plumb, from 

Old French plomb, from Latin plumbum, lead.] —plumbùa·ble adj. 

plum·ba·go (plƒm-b7ùgo) n.  pl. plum·ba·gos. 1.  See graphite.  2. Any of 

various plants of the genus Plumbago; leadwort.  [Latin plumb7go, lead ore, from 

plumbum, lead.]

plumb bob (plƒm bmb) n.  A usually conical metal weight attached to the end 

of a plumb line. 

plumb·er (plƒmùNr) n.  1. One that installs and repairs pipes and plumbing.  

2. Slang. An employee assigned to investigate and stop leaks of sensitive informa-

tion: “The plumbers pushed the departments to investigate with interviews and poly-

graph tests” (Richard M. Nixon).  [Middle English plummer, from Old French 

plomier, from Latin plumb7rius, lead worker, from Latin plumbum, lead.]

plumb·er’s helper (plƒmùNrz hHlùpNr) n.  See plunger (n., sense 2). 

plumber’s snake (plƒmùNrz sn7k) n.  See snake (n., sense 3). 

plumb·er·y (plƒmùN-rK) n.  pl. plumb·er·ies. 1. A plumber’s workshop or 

place of business.  2. A plumber’s work; plumbing. 

plum·bif·er·ous (plƒm-bVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing lead.  [Latin plumbum, lead 

+ -FEROUS.]

plumb·ing (plƒmùVng) n.  1. The pipes, fixtures, and other apparatus of a 

water, gas, or sewage system in a building.  2. The work or trade of a plumber. 

plum·bism (plƒmùbVzÙNm) n.  Chronic lead poisoning.  [From Latin plumbum, 

lead.]

plumb line (plƒm lXn) n.  1. A line from which a weight is suspended to deter-

mine verticality or depth.  2. A line regarded as directed exactly toward the earth’s 

center of gravity. 

plumb rule (plƒm rul) n.  A narrow strip of wood with a plumb line and bob 

attached, used to test verticality. 

plume (plum) n.  1. A feather, especially a large and showy one:  the long 

plumes of a heron in the breeding season.  2. A large feather or cluster of feathers 

worn as an ornament or symbol of rank, as on a helmet.  3. A token of honor or 

achievement.  4. A structure or form that is like a long feather:  a plume of smoke.  

5. Ecology. A space in air, water, or soil containing pollutants released from a 

point source.  6. Geology. An upwelling of molten material from the earth’s man-

tle.   —  v.  tr. plumed, plum·ing, plumes. 1. To decorate, cover, or supply 

with or as if with plumes.  2. To smooth (feathers); preen.  3. To congratulate 



(oneself) in a self-satisfied way:  plumed himself on his victory.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin pl7ma.]

plume·let (plumùlVt) n.  A small plume. 

plum·met (plƒmùVt) n.  1. A plumb bob.  2. Something that weighs down or 

oppresses; a burden.   —  v.  intr. plum·met·ed, plum·met·ing, plum·mets. 
1. To fall straight down; plunge.  2. To decline suddenly and steeply:  Stock prices 

plummeted.  [Middle English plomet, from Old French, ball of lead, diminutive of 

plom, plomb, sounding lead, from Latin plumbum.]

plum·my (plƒmùK) adj.  plum·mi·er, plum·mi·est. 1. a. Filled with plums.  

b. Smelling or tasting of plums.   2. Choice; desirable:  a plummy leading role; a 

plummy job.  3. Exceedingly or affectedly mellow and rich:  a radio announcer’s 

plummy voice. 

plu·mose (pluùmosÙ) adj.  1. Having feathers or featherlike growths; feath-

ered.  2. Resembling a plume; feathery.  [Latin pl7mosus, from pl7ma, feather.] 
—pluùmoseÙly adv.  —plu·mosùi·ty (-mmsùV-tK) n. 

plump1 (plƒmp) adj.  plump·er, plump·est. 1. Well-rounded and full in 

form; chubby.  See Synonyms at fat.  2. Abundant; ample:  a plump reward.   —  
v.  plumped, plump·ing, plumps.  —  v.  tr. To make well-rounded or full in 

form:  plumped up the pillows.   —  v.  intr. To become well-rounded, chubby, or 

full in form.  [Middle English, dull, probably from Middle Low German plomp, 

blunt, thick.] —plumpùish adj.  —plumpùly adv.  —plumpùness n. 

plump2 (plƒmp) v.  plumped, plump·ing, plumps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To drop 

abruptly or heavily:  plumped into the easy chair.  2. To give full support or praise:  

plumped for the candidate throughout the state.   —  v.  tr. To throw down or drop 

(something) abruptly or heavily:  plumped the books onto the table.   —  n.  1. A 

heavy or abrupt fall or collision.  2. The sound of a heavy fall or collision.   —  
adj.  Blunt; direct.   —  adv.  1. With a heavy or abrupt drop:  We dropped the rock 

plump into the water.  2. Straight down:  The anchor fell plump into the sea.  

3. Without qualification; bluntly:  spoke out plump for the tax bill.  [Middle 

English plumpen, to immerse quickly, perhaps from Middle Low German, proba-

bly of imitative origin.]

plum pudding (plƒm ptdùVng) n.  A rich boiled or steamed pudding made 

with flour, suet, raisins, currants, citron, and spices. 

plum tomato (plƒm tN-m7ùto) n.  A form of the cherry tomato, having some-

what oblong fruit. 

plu·mule (plumùyul) n.  1. A down feather.  2. Botany. The rudimentary bud 

of a plant embryo.  [Latin pl7mula, diminutive of pl7ma, feather.] 
—pluùmu·loseÙ (plumùyN-losÙ) adj. 

plum·y (pluùmK) adj.  plum·i·er, plum·i·est. 1. Consisting of or covered with 

feathers.  2. Resembling a feather or plume. 



plun·der (plƒnùdNr) v.  plun·dered, plun·der·ing, plun·ders.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To rob of goods by force, especially in time of war; pillage.  2. To seize wrong-

fully or by force; steal.   —  v.  intr. To take booty; rob.   —  n.  1. The act or prac-

tice of plundering.  2. Property stolen by fraud or force; booty.  [German 

plündern, from Middle High German plundern, from Middle Low German plun-

der, household goods.] —plunùder·a·ble adj.  —plunùder·er n.  

—plunùder·ous adj. 

plunge (plƒnj) v.  plunged, plung·ing, plung·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To thrust or 

throw forcefully into a substance or place: “Plunge the lobsters, head first, into a 

large pot of rapidly boiling salted water” (Craig Claiborne).  2. To cast suddenly, 

violently, or deeply into a given state or situation: “The street was plunged in cool 

shadow” (Richard Wright).   —  v.  intr. 1. To fall or throw oneself into a sub-

stance or place:  We plunged into the icy mountain lake.  2. To throw oneself ear-

nestly or wholeheartedly into an activity or a situation:  The students plunged into 

their examinations.  3. To enter or move headlong through something:  The hunt-

ing dogs plunged into the forest in pursuit of game.  4. To descend steeply; fall pre-

cipitously:  a cliff that plunges to the sea.  5. To move forward and downward 

violently:  The disabled aircraft plunged to the ground and burst into flames.  6. To 

speculate or gamble extravagantly.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of plunging.  

2. a. A place or an area, such as a swimming pool, for diving or plunging.  b. A 

swim; a dip.    —idiom. take the plunge. Informal. To begin an unfamiliar 

venture, especially after hesitating:  After a three-year engagement, they’re finally 

taking the plunge.  [Middle English plungen, from Old French plongier, from Vul-

gar Latin *plumbic7re, to heave a sounding lead, from Latin plumbum, lead.]

plung·er (plƒnùjNr) n.  1. One who plunges or dives.  2. A device consisting of a 

rubber suction cup attached to the end of a stick, used to clean out clogged drains 

and pipes.  Also called plumber’s helper 3. A machine part, such as a piston, that 

operates with a thrusting or plunging movement. 

plunk (plƒngk) also plonk (plmngk, plƒngk) v.  plunked also plonked, 
plunk·ing also plonk·ing, plunks also plonks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw or place 

heavily or abruptly:  plunked the money down on the counter.  2. Music. To strum 

or pluck (a stringed instrument).   —  v.  intr. 1. To drop or fall abruptly or 

heavily; plump:  plunked into the armchair with a sigh of relief.  2. To emit a hol-

low, twanging sound.   —  n.  1. Informal. A heavy blow or stroke.  2. A short, 

hollow, twanging sound.   —  adv.  Informal. 1. With a short, hollow thud.  

2. Exactly; precisely:  The dart landed plunk in the center of the target.  [Imitative.] 
—plunkùer n.  —plunkùy adj. 

plu·per·fect (plu-pûrùfVkt) adj.  1. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a verb 

tense used to express action completed before a specified or implied past time.  

2. More than perfect; supremely accomplished; ideal: “He has won a reputation as 

[a] pluperfect bureaucrat” (New York Times).   —  n.  Grammar. 1. The pluperfect 



tense, formed in English with the past participle of a verb and the auxiliary had, 

as had learned in the sentence He had learned to type by the time the semester was 

over.  Also called past perfect 2. A verb or form in the pluperfect tense.  [Middle 

English pluperfyth, alteration of Latin pl7s quam perfectum, more than perfect  : 

pl7s, more; see pelN-1 in Appendix + quam, than + perfectum, neuter past partici-

ple of perficere, to complete; see PERFECT.]

plu·ral (pltrùNl) adj.  1. Relating to or composed of more than one member, 

set, or kind:  the plural societies of the world.  2.  Abbr. pl., plu. Grammar. Of, 

relating to, or being a grammatical form that designates more than one of the 

things specified.   —  n.  Abbr. pl., plu. Grammar. 1. The plural number or form.  

2. A word or term in the plural form.  [Middle English plurel, from Old French, 

from Latin pl7r7lis, from pl7s, pl7r-, more. See pelN-1 in Appendix.] 
—pluùral·ly adv. 

plu·ral·ism (pltrùN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The condition of being plural.  2. A condi-

tion of society in which numerous distinct ethnic, religious, or cultural groups 

coexist within one nation.  3. Ecclesiastical. The holding by one person of two or 

more positions or offices, especially two or more ecclesiastical benefices, at the 

same time.  4. Philosophy. a. The doctrine that reality is composed of many ulti-

mate substances.  b. The belief that no single explanatory system or view of real-

ity can account for all the phenomena of life.  

plu·ral·ist (pltrùN-lVst) n.  1. Ecclesiastical. A person who holds two or more 

offices, especially two or more benefices, at the same time.  2. Philosophy. One 

who adheres to pluralism.   —pluÙral·isùtic adj.  —pluÙral·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

plu·ral·i·ty (plt-r4lùV-tK) n.  pl. plu·ral·i·ties. 1. The state or fact of being plu-

ral.  2. A large number or amount; a multitude.  3. Ecclesiastical. a. Pluralism.  

b. The offices or benefices held by a pluralist.   4. a. In a contest of more than 

two choices, the number of votes cast for the winning choice if this number is not 

more than one half of the total votes cast.  b. The number by which the vote of 

the winning choice in such a contest exceeds that of the closest opponent.   5. The 

larger or greater part. 

plu·ral·ize (pltrùN-lXzÙ) v.  plu·ral·ized, plu·ral·iz·ing, plu·ral·iz·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make plural.  2. Grammar. To express in the plural.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

become plural.  2. Ecclesiastical. To hold more than one position or benefice at 

one time.   —pluÙral·i·zaùtion (pltrÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

plural marriage (pltrùNl m4rùVj) n.  See polygamy (n., sense 1). 

plus (plƒs) conj.  1. Mathematics. Increased by the addition of:  Two plus two is 

four.  2. Added to; along with:  Their strength plus their spirit makes them formida-

ble. Intelligence plus wit makes for an interesting person.  3. Usage Problem. And: 

“[He] is a committed man, plus he has imagination, vitality and national stature” 

(Merv Griffin).   —  adj.  1. Positive or on the positive part of a scale:  a plus 

value; a temperature of plus five degrees.  2. Added or extra:  a plus benefit.  



3. Informal. Increased to a further degree or number: “At 70 plus, [he] is old 

enough to be metaphysical” (Anatole Broyard).  4. Ranking on the higher end of a 

designated scale:  a grade of C plus.  5. Physics. Positive.   —  n.  pl. plus·es or 

plus·ses. 1. Mathematics. The plus sign (+).  2. A positive quantity.  3. A favor-

able condition or factor:  The clear weather was a plus for the golf tournament.  

[Latin pl7s, more. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Philosophers of mathematics have long debated the proper

analysis of the relation denoted by the + sign in equations such as 2 + 2 = 4, so it

is not surprising that the syntactic status of its natural language equivalent, the

word plus, should be similarly problematic—though to be sure, the questions are

primarily of theoretical interest. When mathematical equations are pronounced

as English sentences, the verb is usually in the singular: Two plus two is (or equals)

four. By the same token, subjects containing two noun phrases joined by plus are

usually construed as singular: The construction slowdown plus the bad weather has

made for a weak market. This observation has suggested to some that plus should

be regarded as a preposition in these uses, on the model of expressions such as

together with or in addition to. But the phrases introduced by plus do not behave

like prepositional phrases in other respects. They cannot be moved to the begin-

ning of the sentence, for example. We do not say Plus the bad weather, the con-

struction slowdown has made for a weak market (contrast the acceptable sentence

beginning with Together with the bad weather). What is more, subjects containing

two noun phrases connected by plus are usually singular even when the first noun

phrase is plural: Our contacts plus their capital makes (more common than make)

for a formidable marketing organization (compare Two cows plus two cows makes

four cows). This situation suggests that plus in these uses should be regarded as a

particular kind of conjunction, which joins two elements that are taken together

as a single entity, the way the conjunction and does in a sentence such as Peas and

carrots is Sophie’s favorite combination. • The usage of plus in The construction

industry has been hurt by the rise in rates. Plus which, bad weather has affected hous-

ing starts is not well established in formal writing, nor is the use of plus introduc-

ing an independent clause, as in She has a great deal of talent, plus she is willing to

work hard.

plus fours (plƒs forz) pl.n.  Loose knickers bagging below the knees, worn for-

merly for sports.  [From the fact that they were four inches longer than ordinary 

knickers.]

plush (plƒsh) n.  A fabric of silk, rayon, cotton, or other material, having a thick, 

deep pile.   —  adj.  plush·er, plush·est. 1. Made of or covered with plush.  

2. Luxurious.  [French pluche, variant of peluche, from pelucher, to become fluffy, 



shed, from Old French peluchier, to pluck, probably from Vulgar Latin *pilucc7re. 

See PLUCK.] —plushùly adv.  —plushùness n. 

plush·y (plƒshùK) adj.  plush·i·er, plush·i·est. 1. Resembling plush in texture.  

2. Informal. Ostentatiously luxurious:  a plushy office.   —plushùi·ly adv.  

—plushùi·ness n. 

plus sign (plƒs sXn) n.  Mathematics. The symbol (+), as in 2 + 2 = 4, that is used 

to indicate addition or a positive quantity. 

Plu·tarch (pluùtärkÙ), A.D. 46?-120?.  Greek biographer and philosopher. He 

wrote Parallel Lives, a collection of biographies that Shakespeare used in his 

Roman plays.   —Plu·tarchùan (-tärùkNn), Plu·tarchùi·an (-tärùkK-Nn)  adj. 

Plu·to (pluùto) n.  1. Roman Mythology. The god of the dead and the ruler of 

the underworld.  2. The ninth and usually farthest planet from the sun, having a 

sidereal period of revolution about the sun of 248.4 years, 4.5 billion kilometers 

or 2.8 billion miles distant at perihelion and 7.4 billion kilometers or 4.6 billion 

miles at aphelion, and a diameter less than half that of Earth.  [Latin Pl7to, 

Pl7ton-, from Greek Plouton, from ploutos, wealth. See pleu- in Appendix.]

plu·toc·ra·cy (plu-tmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. plu·toc·ra·cies. 1. Government by the 

wealthy.  2. A wealthy class that controls a government.  3. A government or state 

in which the wealthy rule.  [Greek ploutokratia : ploutos, wealth; see pleu- in 

Appendix + -kratia, -cracy.] —pluùto·cratÙ (pluùtN-kr4tÙ) n.  —pluÙto·cratùic, 
pluÙto·cratùi·cal adj.  —pluÙto·cratùi·cal·ly adv. 

plu·tog·ra·phy (plu-tmgùrN-fK) n.  Depiction of the lives of the very rich, as in 

writing, in dramatic productions, or on television: “It is the age of plutography, 

where the acts of the rich turn them into great stars” (Tom Wolfe).  [Greek ploutos, 

wealth; see pleu- in Appendix + -GRAPHY.] —pluÙto·graphùic (-tN-gr4fùVk) adj. 

plu·ton (pluùtmnÙ) n.  A body of igneous rock formed beneath the surface of 

the earth by consolidation of magma.  [German, back-formation from plutonisch, 

plutonic, from Latin Pl7to, Pl7ton-, Pluto. See PLUTO.]

Plu·to·ni·an (plu-toùnK-Nn) also Plu·ton·ic (-tmnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to 

the god Pluto or the underworld; infernal.  2. Of or relating to the planet Pluto. 

plu·ton·ic (plu-tmnùVk) adj.  Of deep igneous or magmatic origin:  plutonic 

rocks.  [From Latin Pl7to, Pl7ton-, Pluto. See PLUTO.]

Plu·ton·ic (plu-tmnùVk) adj.  Variant of Plutonian. 
plu·to·ni·um (plu-toùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Pu A naturally radioactive, silvery, 

metallic transuranic element, occurring in uranium ores and produced artificially 

by neutron bombardment of uranium. Its longest-lived isotope is Pu 244 with a 

half-life of 76 million years. It is a radiological poison, specifically absorbed by 

bone marrow, and is used, especially the highly fissionable isotope Pu 239, as a 

reactor fuel and in nuclear weapons. Atomic number 94; melting point 640˚C; 

boiling point 3,235˚C; specific gravity 19.84; valence 3, 4, 5, 6.  [After the planet 

PLUTO (from the fact that it follows neptunium in the periodic table).]



plu·vi·al (pluùvK-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to rain; rainy.  2. Geology. Caused by 

rain.  [Latin pluvi7lis, from pluvia, rain. See PLUVIOUS.]

plu·vi·om·e·ter (pluÙvK-mmùV-tNr) n.  See rain gauge.  [Probably from 

French pluviomètre : Latin pluvia, rain; see PLUVIOUS + -mètre, -meter.] 
—pluÙvi·o·metùric (-N-mHtùrVk), pluÙvi·o·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  

—pluÙvi·o·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —pluÙvi·omùe·try n. 

plu·vi·ous (pluùvK-Ns) also plu·vi·ose (-osÙ) adj.  Characterized by heavy rain-

fall; rainy.  [Middle English, from Old French pluvieus, from Latin pluviosus, 

from (aqua) pluvia, rain (water), feminine of pluvius, of rain, from pluere, to 

rain. See pleu- in Appendix.] —pluÙvi·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK) n. 

ply1 (plX) v.  tr. plied (plXd), ply·ing, plies (plXz). 1. To join together, as by 

molding or twisting.  2. To double over (cloth, for example).   —  n.  pl. plies 

(plXz). 1. A layer, as of doubled-over cloth or of paperboard.  2. One of the sheets 

of wood glued together to form plywood.  3. One of the strands twisted together 

to make yarn, rope, or thread. Often used in combination:  three-ply cord.  4. A 

bias; an inclination.  [Middle English plien, from Old French plier, alteration of 

pleier, from Latin plic7re, to fold. See plek- in Appendix.]

ply2 (plX) v.  plied (plXd), ply·ing, plies (plXz).  —  v.  tr. 1. To use diligently; 

wield:  plies a needle.  2. To engage in diligently; practice:  plies the carpenter’s 

trade.  See Synonyms at handle.  3. To traverse or sail over regularly:  Trading 

ships plied the routes between coastal ports.  4. To continue supplying or offering 

to:  plied their guests with excellent food.  5. To assail vigorously.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

traverse a route or course regularly:  The boat plies between the islands on a weekly 

schedule.  2. To perform or work diligently or regularly:  a person who had plied at 

the weaver’s trade for 20 years.  3. Nautical. To work against the wind by a zigzag 

course; tack.  [Middle English plien, from applien, to apply. See APPLY.]

ply·er (plXùNr) n.  Variant of plier. 
Plym·outh (plVmùNth)  1. A borough of southwest England on Plymouth 
Sound, an inlet of the English Channel. A major port, it was the embarkation 

point for the fleet that fought the Spanish Armada (1588) and for Drake, Raleigh, 

and several other early explorers. Population, 250,300.  2. A town of southeast 

Massachusetts on Plymouth Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean, southeast of 

Boston. Founded in 1620 by Pilgrims, who supposedly set foot on Plymouth 
Rock when disembarking from the Mayflower, it was the center of Plymouth 
Colony. The colony was governed under precepts laid down in the Mayflower 

Compact until 1691, when it was absorbed by the royal colony of Massachusetts. 

Population, 45,608.  3. A city of southeast Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis-

St. Paul. Population, 50,889. 

Plymouth Rock (plVmùNth rmk) n.  Any of an American breed of medium-

sized domestic fowl raised for both meat and eggs.  [After Plymouth Rock, leg-

endary landing place of the Pilgrims in 1620.]



ply·wood (plXùwtdÙ) n.  A structural material made of layers of wood glued 

together, usually with the grains of adjoining layers at right angles to each other.  

[PLY
1 + WOOD

1.]

Plzef (pNlùzHnÙ, -zHnÙyN)  A city of western Czech Republic west-southwest of 

Prague. Famed for its beer, it was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire until its 

inclusion in newly formed Czechoslovakia in 1918. Population, 174,555. 

pm also p-m abbr.  Phase modulation. 

Pm  The symbol for the element promethium. 
PM  or P.M. abbr.  1. Past master.  2. Police magistrate.  3. a. Postmaster.  

b. Postmistress.   4. Prime minister.  5. Provost marshal. 

pm. abbr.  Premium. 

p.m. also P.M. abbr.  Postmortem. 

P.M. also p.m.  or P.M. abbr.  Post meridiem. See Usage Note at ante meridiem. 
P-mark·er (pKùmärÙkNr) n.  Grammar. A phrase marker. 

P.M.G. abbr.  Postmaster general. 

pmk. abbr.  Postmark. 

PMS abbr.  Premenstrual syndrome. 

pmt. abbr.  Payment. 

p.n.  or P/N abbr.  Promissory note. 

pneum. abbr.  Pneumatic; pneumatics. 

pneum- pref.  Variant of pneumo-. 
pneu·ma (nuùmN, nyuù-) n.  The soul or vital spirit.  [Greek. See pneu- in 

Appendix.]

pneumat- pref.  Variant of pneumato-. 
pneu·mat·ic (nu-m4tùVk, nyu-) also pneu·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Abbr. 

pneum. 1. Of or relating to air or other gases.  2. Of or relating to pneumatics.  

3. a. Run by or using compressed air:  a pneumatic drill.  b. Filled with air, espe-

cially compressed air:  a pneumatic tire.   4. Zoology. Having cavities filled with 

air, as the bones of certain birds.  5. Theology. Of or relating to the pneuma; spir-

itual.  [French pneumatique, from Latin pneumaticus, from Greek pneumatikos, 

from pneuma, pneumat-, wind. See pneu- in Appendix.] —pneu·matùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —pneuÙma·ticùi·ty (nuÙmN-tVsùV-tK, nyuÙ-) n. 

pneu·mat·ics (nu-m4tùVks, nyu-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. pneum. 
The study of the mechanical properties of air and other gases. 

pneumato-  or pneumat- pref.  1. Air; gas:  pneumatolysis.  2. Breath; respira-

tion:  pneumatometer.  [From Greek pneuma, pneumat-, wind, breath. See pneu- 
in Appendix.]

pneu·mat·o·graph (nu-m4tùN-gr4fÙ, nyu-) n.  Variant of pneumograph. 
pneu·ma·tol·o·gy (nuÙmN-tmlùN-jK, nyuÙ-) n.  1. The doctrine or study of 

spiritual beings and phenomena, especially the belief in spirits intervening 

between human beings and God.  2. The Christian doctrine of the Holy Ghost.   



—pneuÙma·to·logùic (-tN-lmjùVk), pneuÙma·to·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—pneuÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

pneu·ma·tol·y·sis (nuÙmN-tmlùV-sVs, nyuÙ-) n.  A process of rock alteration 

or mineral formation brought about by the action of gases emitted from solidify-

ing magma.   —pneuÙma·to·lytùic (-tN-lVtùVk) adj. 

pneu·ma·tom·e·ter (nuÙmN-tmmùV-tNr, nyuÙ-) n.  An instrument for mea-

suring the force or volume of inspiration or expiration in the lungs.   
—pneuÙma·tomùe·try n. 

pneu·mat·o·phore (nu-m4tùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ, nyu-, nuùmN-tN-, nyuù-) n.  

1. A gas-filled sac serving as a float in some colonial marine hydrozoans, such as 

the Portuguese man-of-war.  2. Botany. A specialized respiratory root structure in 

certain aquatic plants, such as the bald cypress.   —pneu·matÙo·phorùic (-

fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj. 

pneu·mec·to·my (nu-mHkùtN-mK, nyu-) n.  Variant of pneumonectomy. 
pneumo-  or pneum- pref.  1. Air; gas:  pneumothorax.  2. Lung; pulmonary:  

pneumoconiosis.  3. Respiration:  pneumograph.  4. Pneumonia:  pneumococcus.  

[From Greek pneuma, wind, breath; see pneu- in Appendix, and from Greek 

pneumon alteration (influenced by pneuma), of pleumon, lung. See pleu- in 

Appendix.]

pneu·mo·ba·cil·lus (nuÙmo-bN-sVlùNs, nyuÙ-) n.  pl. pneu·mo·ba·cil·li (-

sVlùXÙ). A nonmotile, gram-negative bacterium (Klebsiella pneumoniae) that 

causes a severe form of pneumonia and is associated with other respiratory infec-

tions. 

pneu·mo·coc·cus (nuÙmN-kmkùNs, nyuÙ-) n.  pl. pneu·mo·coc·ci (-kmkùsXÙ, 

-kmkùXÙ). A nonmotile, gram-positive bacterium (Streptococcus pneumoniae) that 

is the most common cause of bacterial pneumonia, associated with meningitis 

and other infectious diseases.   —pneuÙmo·cocùcal (-kmkùNl) adj. 

pneu·mo·co·ni·o·sis (nuÙmo-koÙnK-oùsVs, nyuÙ-) n.  A disease of the lungs, 

such as asbestosis or silicosis, caused by long-continued inhalation of dusts, espe-

cially mineral or metallic dusts.  [PNEUMO- + Greek konis, konia, dust + -OSIS.] 
—pneuÙmo·coÙni·otùic (-mtùVk) adj.  & n. 

pneu·mo·cys·tis (nuÙmN-sVsùtVs, nyuù-) n.  A severe lung infection caused 

by the parasitic protozoan Pneumocystis pneumonia and affecting primarily indi-

viduals with an immunodeficiency disease, such as AIDS.  Also called pneumocys-

tis pneumonia [From New Latin Pneumocystis, genus name  : PNEUMO- + New 

Latin cystis, cyst; see CYST.]

pneu·mo·gas·tric (nuÙmo-g4sùtrVk, nyuÙ-) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving 

the lungs and the stomach. 

pneumogastric nerve (nuÙmo-g4sùtrVk nûrv) n.  See vagus nerve. 



pneu·mo·graph (nuùmN-gr4fÙ, nyuù-) also pneu·mat·o·graph (nu-

m4tùN-gr4fÙ, nyu-) n.  A device for recording the force and speed of chest move-

ments during respiration.   —pneuÙmo·graphùic adj. 

pneu·mo·nec·to·my (nuÙmN-nHkùtN-mK, nyuÙ-) also pneu·mec·to·my 
(nu-mHkùtN-mK, nyu-) n.  pl. pneu·mo·nec·to·mies. Surgical removal of all 

or part of a lung.  [Greek pneumon, lung; see PNEUMONIC + -ECTOMY.]

pneu·mo·nia (nt-monùyN, nyt-) n.  An acute or chronic disease marked by 

inflammation of the lungs and caused by viruses, bacteria, or other microorgan-

isms and sometimes by physical and chemical irritants.  [New Latin, from Greek, 

lung disease, alteration (influenced by pneuma, breath), of pleumonia, from pleu-

mon, lung. See pleu- in Appendix.]

pneu·mon·ic (nt-mmnùVk, nyt-) adj.  1. Of, affecting, or relating to the 

lungs; pulmonary.  2. Relating to, affected by, or similar to pneumonia.  [New 

Latin pneumonicus, from Greek pneumonikos, of the lungs, from pneumon, lung. 

See pleu- in Appendix.]

pneu·mo·ni·tis (nuÙmN-nXùtVs, nyuÙ-) n.  Inflammation of lung tissue.  

[Greek pneumon, lung; see PNEUMONIC + -ITIS.]

pneu·mo·stome (nuùmN-stomÙ, nyuù-) n.  A small opening in the mantle 

of a gastropod through which air passes.  [From New Latin pneumostoma : 

PNEUMO- + STOMA.]

pneu·mo·tach·o·gram (nuÙmN-t4kùN-gr4mÙ, nyuÙ-) n.  A record pro-

duced by a pneumotachograph. 

pneu·mo·tach·o·graph (nuÙmN-t4kùN-gr4fÙ, nyuÙ-) n.  An apparatus for 

recording the rate of airflow to and from the lungs.  [PNEUMO- + Greek takhos, 

speed + -GRAPH.] —pneuÙmo·tachÙo·graphùic adj.  

—pneuÙmo·ta·chogùra·phy (-tN-kmgùrN-fK) n. 

pneu·mo·tho·rax (nuÙmo-thôrù4ksÙ, -thorù-, nyuÙ-) n.  Accumulation of 

air or gas in the pleural cavity, occurring as a result of disease or injury, or some-

times induced to collapse the lung in the treatment of tuberculosis and other lung 

diseases. 

po  or p.o. abbr.  Baseball. Putout. 

Po1 (po)  A river of northern Italy flowing about 652 km (405 mi) generally east-

ward to the Adriatic Sea. The Po Valley is a major industrial and agricultural area. 

Po2  The symbol for the element polonium. 
PO  or P.O. abbr.  1. Personnel officer.  2. Petty officer.  3. Postal order.  4.  Also 

p.o.. Post office. 

poach1 (poch) v.  tr. poached, poach·ing, poach·es. To cook in a boiling or 

simmering liquid:  Poach the fish in wine.  [Back-formation from Middle English 

poched, poached, from poche, dish of poached eggs, from Old French, from past 

participle of pochier, to poach eggs, from poche, pocket, bag (from their appear-

ance), of Germanic origin.] —poachùa·ble adj. 



poach2 (poch) v.  poached, poach·ing, poach·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To trespass 

on another’s property in order to take fish or game.  2. To take fish or game in a 

forbidden area.  3. To become muddy or broken up from being trampled. Used 

of land.  4. To sink into soft earth when walking.  5. a. To take or appropriate 

something unfairly or illegally.  b. Sports. To play a ball out of turn or in another’s 

territory, as in doubles tennis.    —  v.  tr. 1. To trespass on (another’s property) 

for fishing or hunting.  2. To take (fish or game) illegally.  3. To make (land) 

muddy or broken up by trampling.  4. a. To take or appropriate unfairly or ille-

gally.  b. Sports. To play (a ball) out of turn or in another’s territory.   [Obsolete 

French pocher, to poke, thrust, intrude, from Old French pochier, to poke, gouge, 

of Germanic origin.] —poachùa·ble adj. 

poach·er1 (poùchNr) n.  A vessel or dish designed for the poaching of food, such 

as eggs or fish. 

poach·er2 (poùchNr) n.  1. One who hunts or fishes illegally on the property of 

another.  2. Any of various elongated marine fishes of the family Agonidae, 

chiefly of northern Pacific waters, having an external covering of bony plates. 

Po·be·da Peak (po-bHdùN pKk, pN-byHùdN)  A mountain, 7,443.8 m (24,406 ft) 

high, of the Tien Shan on the border between eastern Kirghiz and western China. 

It is the highest elevation in the range. 

po·bla·no pepper (po-bläùno pHpùNr) n.  A mild or fairly pungent dark green 

pepper with a thick, leathery skin.  [American Spanish, of the village, from 

pueblo, people, village. See PUEBLO.]

Po·ca·hon·tas (poÙkN-hmnùtNs), 1595?-1617.  Powhatan princess who 

befriended the English colonists at Jamestown and is said to have saved Capt. 

John Smith from execution by her people. 

Po·ca·tel·lo (poÙkN-tHlùo, -tHlùN)  A city of southeast Idaho south-southwest of 

Idaho Falls. It has been a railroad junction since 1882 and is the seat of Idaho 

State University (founded 1901). Population, 46,080. 

po·chard (poùchNrd) n.  Any of various diving ducks of the genus Aythya, espe-

cially A. ferina of Europe and Asia, which has gray and black plumage and a red-

dish head.  [Origin unknown.]

pock (pmk) n.  1. A pustule caused by smallpox or a similar eruptive disease.  2. A 

mark or scar left in the skin by such a pustule; a pockmark.   —  v.  tr. pocked, 
pock·ing, pocks. To mark with pocks; pit.  [Middle English pokke, from Old 

English pocc.] —pockùy adj. 

pock·et (pmkùVt) n.  1. A small baglike attachment forming part of a garment 

and used to carry small articles, as a flat pouch sewn inside a pair of pants or a 

piece of material sewn on its sides and bottom to the outside of a shirt.  2. A small 

sack or bag.  3. A receptacle, a cavity, or an opening.  See Synonyms at hole.  
4. Financial means; money supply:  The cost of the trip must come out of your own 

pocket.  5. a. A small cavity in the earth, especially one containing ore.  b. A small 



body or accumulation of ore.   6. A pouch in an animal body, such as the cheek 

pouch of a rodent or the abdominal pouch of a marsupial.  7. Games. One of the 

pouchlike receptacles at the corners and sides of a billiard or pool table.  8. Sports. 

A racing position in which a contestant has no room to pass a group of contes-

tants immediately to his or her front or side.  9. A small, isolated, or protected 

area or group.  10. An air pocket.  11. A bin for storing ore, grain, or other mate-

rials.   —  adj.  1. Suitable for or capable of being carried in one’s pocket:  a pocket 

handkerchief; a pocket edition of a dictionary.  2. Small; miniature:  a pocket back-

yard; a pocket museum.   —  v.  tr. pock·et·ed, pock·et·ing, pock·ets. 1. To 

place in or as if in a pocket.  2. To take possession of for oneself, especially dis-

honestly:  pocketed the receipts from the charity dance.  3. a. To accept or tolerate 

(an insult, for example).  b. To conceal or suppress:  I pocketed my pride and asked 

for a raise.   4. To prevent (a bill) from becoming law by failing to sign until the 

adjournment of the legislature.  5. Sports. To hem in (a competitor) in a race.  

6. Games. To hit (a ball) into a pocket of a pool or billiard table.   —idioms. in 
(one’s) pocket. In one’s power, influence, or possession:  The defendant had the 

jury in his pocket.  in pocket. 2. Having funds.  3. Having gained or retained 

funds of a specified amount:  was a hundred dollars in pocket after a day at the 

races.  line (one’s) pockets. To make a profit, especially by illegitimate means.  

[Middle English, pouch, small bag, from Anglo-Norman pokete, diminutive of 

Old North French poke, bag, of Germanic origin.] —pockùet·a·ble adj.  

—pockùet·less adj. 

pocket billiards (pmkùVt bVlùyNrdz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Games. 

See pool2 (n., sense 7). 

pock·et·book (pmkùVt-btkÙ) n.  1. A pocket-sized folder or case used to hold 

money and papers; a billfold.  2. A purse; a handbag.  3. Financial resources; 

money supply:  prices to fit your pocketbook.  4.  Often pocket book. A pocket-

sized, usually paperbound book. In this sense, also calledpocket edition 

WORD HISTORY: The link between the senses “billfold, purse,” and “pocket-

sized book” of the word pocketbook can be clarified with a little historical infor-

mation. The compound is first recorded in 1617 in the sense of “a small book

designed to be carried in a pocket.” It is only recently that such books have looked

like the paperbound books we are familiar with; these early paperbacks were

bound like any book but were smaller in size. The next recorded use of pocketbook

(1685) is again for a book designed to fit in the pocket but this time used for notes

or memoranda. The same word was then applied to a case that was shaped like a

book and in which money or papers could be kept. Finally, the word pocketbook

was transferred to yet another container for keeping things, a purse or handbag,

rarely fitting in the pocket and not necessarily shaped like a book.



pocket borough (pmkùVt bûrùo) n.  A borough in England, before the parlia-

mentary reform of 1832, whose representation was controlled by a single person 

or family. 

pocket bread (pmkùVt brHd) n.  See pita1. 
pocket calculator (pmkùVt k4lùkyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  A small calculator designed to be 

carried in a pocket. 

pocket edition (pmkùVt V-dVshùNn) n.  See pocketbook (n., sense 4). 

pock·et·ful (pmkùVt-ftlÙ) n.  pl. pock·et·fuls or pock·ets·ful (pmkùVts-ftlÙ). 
The amount that a pocket can hold. 

pocket gopher (pmkùVt goùfNr) n.  See gopher (n., sense 1). 

pock·et·knife (pmkùVt-nXfÙ) n.  A small knife with blades or a blade that can 

fold into the handle when not in use. 

pocket money (pmkùVt mƒnùK) n.  Money for incidental or minor expenses. 

pocket mouse (pmkùVt mous) n.  Any of various small, nocturnal North 

American burrowing rodents of the genus Perognathus, related to the kangaroo 

rat and having fur-lined external cheek pouches, small ears, and a very long tail. 

pocket park (pmkùVt pärk) n.  See minipark. 
pock·ets·ful (pmkùVts-ftlÙ) n.  A plural of pocketful. 
pock·et-sized (pmkùVt-sXzdÙ)  or pock·et·size (-sXzÙ) adj.  1. Of a size suitable 

to be carried in a pocket:  a pocket-sized radio.  2. Small: “a pocket-sized riot in the 

Lower House” (Terence Smith). 

pocket veto (pmkùVt vKùto) n.  1. The President’s indirect veto of a bill that has 

been presented to him within ten days of adjournment, by the retention of the bill 

unsigned until Congress adjourns.  2. A similar action exercised by a state gover-

nor or other chief executive.   —pockùet-veÙto (pmkùVt-vKÙto) v. 

pock·mark (pmkùmärkÙ) n.  1. A pitlike scar left on the skin by smallpox or 

another eruptive disease.  2. A small pit on a surface:  The gophers left the lawn 

covered with pockmarks.   —  v.  tr. pock·marked, pock·mark·ing, 
pock·marks. To cover with pockmarks; pit.   —pockùmarkedÙ adj. 

po·co (poùko) adv.  Music. To a slight degree or amount; somewhat. Used chiefly 

as a direction.  [Italian, from Latin paucus. See pau- in Appendix.]

po·co a po·co (poùko ä poùko) adv.  Music. Little by little; gradually. Used 

chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : poco, little + a, by + poco, little.]

po·co·cu·ran·te (poÙko-kt-r4nùtK, -ränùtH) adj.  Indifferent; apathetic.   —  
n.  One who does not care.  [Italian  : poco, little; see POCO + curante, present par-

ticiple of curare, to care for (from Latin c7r7re, from c7ra, care).] 
—poÙco·cu·ranùtism n. 

Po·co·no Mountains (poùkN-noÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of the Appalachian 

system in northeast Pennsylvania rising to about 488 m (1,600 ft). The Poconos 

are a popular year-round resort area. 



po·co·sin (pN-koùsVn) n.  Chiefly South Atlantic U.S. A swamp in an upland 

coastal region. Regional. Also called dismal [Possibly of Virginia Algonquian ori-

gin.]

REGIONAL NOTE: In coastal Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and the Carolinas,

a swamp or marsh can be called a pocosin or a dismal, the second term illustrated

in the name of the Dismal Swamp on the border of North Carolina and Virginia.

The word pocosin possibly comes from Virginia Algonquian. The early settlers

used pocosin as a designation for low, swampy ground, especially a wooded

swamp.

pod1 (pmd) n.  1. Botany. a. A dehiscent fruit of a leguminous plant such as the 

pea.  b. A dry, several-seeded, dehiscent fruit.  Also called seedpod  2. Zoology. A 

protective covering that encases the eggs of some insects and fish.  3. A casing or 

housing forming part of a vehicle, as: a. A streamlined external housing that 

encloses engines, machine guns, or fuel.  b. Aerospace. A detachable compart-

ment on a spacecraft for carrying personnel or instrumentation.   4. Something 

resembling a pod, as in compactness.   —  v.  pod·ded, pod·ding, pods.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To bear or produce pods.  2. To expand or swell like a pod.   —  v.  tr. To 

remove (seeds) from a pod.  [Origin unknown.]

pod2 (pmd) n.  A school of marine mammals, such as seals, whales, or dolphins.  

See Synonyms at flock1.  [Origin unknown.]

pod3 (pmd) n.  1. The lengthwise groove in certain boring tools such as augers.  

2. The socket for holding the bit in a boring tool.  [Origin unknown.]

-pod  or -pode suff.  Foot; footlike part:  pleopod.  [From New Latin -podium 

(from Greek podion); see PODIUM, and from New Latin -poda (from Greek, pl. of 

pous, pod-, foot); see ped- in Appendix.]

po·dag·ra (pN-d4gùrN) n.  Gout, especially of the big toe.  [Middle English, from 

Latin, from Greek  : pous, pod-, foot; see ped- in Appendix + agra, trap, seizing; 

see ag- in Appendix.] —po·dagùral, po·dagùric adj. 

-pode suff.  Variant of -pod. 
po·des·ta (po-dHsùtN, poÙdH-stäù) n.  The chief magistrate in any of the repub-

lics of medieval Italy.  [Italian podestà, from Old Italian podestate, from Latin 

potest7s, power, from potis, powerful, able. See poti- in Appendix.]

po·de·ti·um (pN-dKùshK-Nm, -shNm) n.  pl. po·de·ti·a (-shK-N, -shN). 1. A stalk-

like outgrowth of the thallus of certain lichens, bearing the apothecium.  2. A 

stalklike growth or process.  [New Latin, from Greek pous, pod-, foot. See -POD.]

Pod·gor·ny (pmd-gôrùnK), Nikolai Viktorovich. 1903-1983.  Soviet politician 

who was president of the U.S.S.R. from 1965 to 1977, when he was displaced by 

Leonid Brezhnev. 

po·di·a (poùdK-N) n.  A plural of podium. 



po·di·a·try (pN-dXùN-trK) n.  The branch of medicine that deals with the diagno-

sis, treatment, and prevention of diseases of the human foot.  Also called chirop-

ody [Greek pous, pod-, foot; see ped- in Appendix + -IATRY.] —poÙdi·atùric 
(poÙdK-4tùrVk) adj.  —po·diùa·trist n. 

pod·ite (pmdùXtÙ) n.  A segment of the limb of an arthropod.  [Greek pous, pod-, 

foot; see ped- in Appendix + -ITE
1.] —po·ditùic (pN-dVtùVk) adj. 

po·di·um (poùdK-Nm) n.  pl. po·di·a (-dK-N)  or po·di·ums. 1. An elevated 

platform, as for an orchestra conductor or a public speaker.  2. A stand for hold-

ing the notes of a public speaker; a lectern.  3. Architecture. a. A low wall serving 

as a foundation.  b. A wall circling the arena of an ancient amphitheater.   

4. Biology. A structure resembling or functioning as a foot.  [Latin, from Greek 

podion, base, diminutive of pous, pod-, foot. See ped- in Appendix.]

Po·dolsk (pN-dôlskù)  A city of west-central Russia south of Moscow. It was a 

frequent meeting place for Lenin and his followers prior to the Bolshevik Revolu-

tion. Population, 208,000. 

pod·o·phyl·lin (pmdÙN-fVlùVn) n.  A bitter-tasting resin obtained from the dried 

root of the May apple and used in medicine as a cathartic and caustic.  [From 

New Latin Podophyllum, genus name  : Greek pous, pod-, foot; see ped- in Appen-

dix + Greek phullon, leaf; see bhel-3 in Appendix.]

-podous suff.  Having a specified kind or number of feet or footlike parts:  poly-

podous. 

pod·sol (pmdùsôlÙ) n.  Variant of podzol. 
pod·sol·i·za·tion (pmdÙsô-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  Variant of podzolization. 
Po·dunk (poùdƒngkÙ) n.  Slang. A small isolated town, region, or place that is 

regarded as unimportant.  [After Podunk, name of two New England towns, of 

southern New England Algonquian origin.]

pod·zol (pmdùzôlÙ) also pod·sol (-sôlÙ) n.  A leached soil formed mainly in cool, 

humid climates.  [Russian  : pod, under; see ped- in Appendix + zola, ashes; see 

ghel-2 in Appendix.] —pod·zolùic adj. 

pod·zol·i·za·tion (pmdÙzô-lV-z7ùshNn) also pod·sol·i·za·tion (pmdÙsô-) n.  

1. The process by which soils are depleted of bases and become acidic.  2. The 

development of a podzol. 

Poe (po), Edgar Allan. 1809-1849.  American writer known especially for his 

macabre poems, such as “The Raven” (1845), and short stories, including “The 

Fall of the House of Usher” (1839). 

POE  or P.O.E. abbr.  Port of entry. 

po·em (poùNm) n.  1. A verbal composition designed to convey experiences, 

ideas, or emotions in a vivid and imaginative way, characterized by the use of 

condensed language chosen for its sound and suggestive power and by the use of 

literary techniques such as meter, metaphor, and rhyme.  2. A composition in 

verse rather than in prose.  3. A literary composition written with an intensity or 



beauty of language more characteristic of poetry than of prose.  4. A creation, an 

object, or an experience having beauty suggestive of poetry.  [French poème, from 

Old French, from Latin poKma, from Greek poiKma, from poiein, to create. See 

kwei-2 in Appendix.]

poe·nol·o·gy (pK-nmlùN-jK) n.  Variant of penology. 
po·e·sy (poùV-zK, -sK) n.  pl. po·e·sies. 1. Poetical works; poetry.  2. The art or 

practice of composing poems.  3. The inspiration involved in composing poetry.  

[Middle English poesie, from Old French, from Latin poKsis, from Greek poiKsis, 

from poiein, to create. See kwei-2 in Appendix.]

po·et (poùVt) n.  1. A writer of poems.  2. One who demonstrates great imagina-

tive power, insight, or beauty of expression:  a poet of the classical ballet.  [Middle 

English, from Old French poete, from Latin poKta, from Greek poiKtKs, maker, 

composer, from poiein, to create. See kwei-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: poet, bard, versifier, rhymer, rhymester, poetaster. These nouns de-

note persons who write verse. Poet is the most inclusive but usually applies to one

who writes poetry of merit, as in being eloquent in expression, imaginative, and

creative: “Every man, that writes in verse is not a Poet” (Ben Jonson). Bard in its

original meaning denoted a Celtic poet who composed and sang verses dealing

with legendary heroes or events; now the term applies especially to a lyric poet:

In reading their verse aloud, few bards can compare to Dylan Thomas. Versifier,

rhymer, and rhymester refer principally to minor or inferior poets: He dismissed

her work as that of a mere versifier. How could the critics praise such a rhymer? This

rhymster has written mainly doggerel. Poetaster, the most pejorative of these terms,

applies to a writer of insignificant, meretricious, or shoddy verse: His verse has the

sing-song rhythm of a poetaster.

poet. abbr.  Poetic; poetical; poetry. 

po·et·as·ter (poùVt-4sÙtNr) n.  A writer of insignificant, meretricious, or shoddy 

poetry.  See Synonyms at poet.  [New Latin  : Latin poKta, poet; see POET + Latin -

aster, pejorative suff.]

po·et·ess (poùV-tVs) n.  A woman who writes poems. 

po·et·ic (po-HtùVk) adj.  Abbr. poet. 1. Of or relating to poetry:  poetic works.  

2. Having a quality or style characteristic of poetry:  poetic diction.  3. Suitable as 

a subject for poetry:  a poetic romance.  4. Of, relating to, or befitting a poet:  

poetic insight.  5. Characterized by romantic imagery: “Turner’s vision of the rain-

bow... was poetic, and he knew it” (Lawrence Gowing).   —  n.  The theory or prac-

tice of writing poetry; poetics.  [Latin poKticus, from Greek poiKtikos, inventive, 

from poiein, to make. See kwei-2 in Appendix.]



po·et·i·cal (po-HtùV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. poet. 1. Poetic.  2. Fancifully depicted or 

embellished; idealized:  a poetical description of the jungle.   —po·etùi·cal·ly adv.  

—po·etùi·cal·ness, po·etÙi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK)  n. 

po·et·i·cism (po-HtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  A poetic expression that is hackneyed, archaic, 

or excessively artificial. 

po·et·i·cize (po-HtùV-sXzÙ) v.  po·et·i·cized, po·et·i·ciz·ing, po·et·i·ciz·es.  
—  v.  tr. To describe or express in poetry or in a poetic manner.   —  v.  intr. To 

write poetry. 

poetic justice (po-HtùVk jƒsùtVs) n.  An outcome in which virtue is rewarded 

and vice punished, often in an especially appropriate or ironic manner. 

poetic license (po-HtùVk lXùsNns) n.  The liberty taken by an artist or a writer in 

deviating from conventional form or fact to achieve a desired effect. 

po·et·ics (po-HtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. Literary criticism that 

deals with the nature, forms, and laws of poetry.  2. A treatise on or study of 

poetry or aesthetics.  3. The practice of writing poetry; poetic composition. 

po·et·ize (poùV-tXzÙ) v.  po·et·ized, po·et·iz·ing, po·et·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To 

describe or express in poetry or a poetic manner.   —  v.  intr. To write poetry.   
—poùet·izÙer n. 

poet laureate (poùVt lôrùK-Vt) n.  pl. poets laureate or poet laureates. 
1. A poet appointed for life by a British monarch as a member of the royal house-

hold and formerly expected to write poems celebrating occasions of national 

importance and honoring the royal family.  2. A poet appointed to a similar hon-

orary position or honored for artistic excellence.  3. A poet acclaimed as the most 

excellent or most representative of a locality or group. 

po·et·ry (poùV-trK) n.  Abbr. poet. 1. The art or work of a poet.  2. a. Poems 

regarded as forming a division of literature.  b. The poetic works of a given 

author, group, nation, or kind.   3. A piece of literature written in meter; verse.  

4. Prose that resembles a poem in some respect, as in form or sound.  5. The 

essence or characteristic quality of a poem.  6. The quality of a poem, as pos-

sessed by an object, act, or experience:  the poetry of the dance movements.  [Mid-

dle English poetrie, from Old French, from Medieval Latin poKtria, from Latin 

poKta, poet. See POET.]

po·go·ni·a (pN-goùnK-N, -gonùyN) n.  Any of various small terrestrial orchids of 

the genus Pogonia, of the North Temperate Zone, having pink or whitish flowers.  

[New Latin Pogonia, genus name, from Greek pogon, beard.]

pog·o·nip (pmgùN-nVpÙ) n.  See ice fog.  [Shoshone pakenappeh.]

po·go·noph·o·ran (poÙgN-nmfùNr-Nn) also po·gon·o·phore (po-gmnùN-fôrÙ, 

-forÙ) n.  Any of various wormlike marine invertebrates of the phylum Pogono-

phora that grow in upright chitin tubes, usually at depths greater than 100 meters 

(330 feet), have tentacles attached to the head region, and lack a digestive system.  

[From New Latin Pogonophora, phylum name  : Greek pogon, beard + Greek -



phora, neuter pl. of -phoros, -phore.] —poÙgo·nophùo·ran, 
poÙgo·nophùo·rous adj. 

po·go stick (poùgo stVk) n.  Sports & Games. A strong stick with footrests and a 

heavy spring set into the bottom end, used to propel oneself along the ground by 

hopping.  [From Pogo, a former trademark.]

po·grom (pN-grmmù, poùgrNm) n.  An organized, often officially encouraged 

massacre or persecution of a minority group, especially one conducted against 

Jews.  [Russian, outrage, havoc, from pogromit’, to wreak havoc  : po-, adverbial 

pref. (from po, next to); see apo- in Appendix + gromit’, to outrage, wreak havoc 

(from grom, thunder).] —po·gromù v. 

po·gy (poùgK) n.  pl. pogy or po·gies. See menhaden.  [Alteration of dialectal 

poghaden, perhaps of Eastern Abenaki origin.]

Po Hai (boù hXù)  See Bo Hai. 
Po·hang (poùhängù)  A city of southeast South Korea on an inlet of the Sea of 

Japan north-northeast of Pusan. It is a processing center with heavy industries. 

Population, 200,500. 

poi (poi) n.  A Hawaiian food made from taro corm that is cooked, pounded to a 

paste, and fermented.  [Hawaiian.]

-poiesis suff.  Production; creation; formation:  hematopoiesis.  [From Greek 

poiKsis, creation, from poiein, to make. See kwei-2 in Appendix.]

-poietic suff.  Productive; formative:  galactopoietic.  [From Greek poiKtikos, cre-

ative, from poiKtKs, maker, from poiein, to make. See kwei-2 in Appendix.]

poign·ant (poinùyNnt) adj.  1. a. Physically painful: “Keen, poignant agonies 

seemed to shoot from his neck downward” (Ambrose Bierce).  b. Keenly distressing 

to the mind or feelings:  poignant anxiety.  c. Profoundly moving; touching:  a 

poignant memory.  See Synonyms at moving.   2. Piercing; incisive:  poignant 

criticism.  3. a. Neat, skillful, and to the point:  poignant illustrations supplement-

ing the text.  b. Astute and pertinent; relevant:  poignant suggestions.   4. Agreeably 

intense or stimulating:  poignant delight.  5. Archaic. a. Sharp or sour to the taste; 

piquant.  b. Sharp or pungent to the smell.   [Middle English poinaunt, from Old 

French poignant, present participle of poindre, to prick, from Latin pungere. See 

peuk- in Appendix.] —poignùance, poignùan·cy n.  —poignùant·ly adv. 

poi·kil·o·therm (poi-kVlùN-thûrmÙ) n.  An organism, such as a fish or reptile, 

having a body temperature that varies with the temperature of its surroundings; 

an ectotherm.  [Greek poikilos, spotted, various; see peig- in Appendix + -

THERM.]

poi·ki·lo·ther·mic (poiÙkN-lo-thûrùmVk) also poi·ki·lo·ther·mal (-mNl) also 

poi·ki·lo·ther·mous (-mNs) adj.  Of or relating to an organism having a body 

temperature that varies with the temperature of its surroundings; cold-blooded.   
—poiÙki·lo·therùmi·a, poiÙki·lo·therùmism n. 



poi·lu (pwä-lüù) n.  Slang. A French soldier, especially in World War I.  [French, 

hairy, tough, poilu, from Old French pelu, hairy, from Vulgar Latin *pil7tus, from 

Latin pilus, hair.]

Poin·ca·ré (pw4N-kä-r7ù), Jules Henri. 1854-1912.  French mathematician and 

physicist who made a number of contributions to the field of celestial mechanics. 

Poin·ca·ré (pw4N-kä-r7ù), Raymond. 1860-1934.  French politician who 

served as president (1913-1920) and premier (1912-1913, 1922-1923, and 1926-

1929). 

poin·ci·an·a (poinÙsK-4nùN, -äùnN) n.  See royal poinciana.  [New Latin Poin-

ciana, genus name, after M. De Poinci, 17th-century governor of French West 

Indies.]

Poin·sett (poinùsHtÙ, -sVt), Joel Roberts. 1779-1851.  American diplomat who 

served as minister to Mexico (1825-1829) and U.S. secretary of war (1837-1841). 

poin·set·ti·a (poin-sHtùK-N, -sHtùN) n.  A tropical American shrub (Euphorbia 

pulcherrima) that has showy, usually scarlet bracts beneath the small yellow flow-

erlike inflorescences.  [New Latin, after Joel Roberts POINSETT.]

point (point) n.  Abbr. pt. 1. A sharp or tapered end:  the point of a knife; the 

point of the antenna.  2. An object having a sharp or tapered end:  a stone projectile 

point.  3. A tapering extension of land projecting into water; a peninsula, cape, or 

promontory.  4. A mark formed by or as if by a sharp end.  5. A mark or dot used 

in printing or writing for punctuation, especially a period.  6. A decimal point.  

7. Linguistics. A vowel point.  8. One of the protruding marks used in certain 

methods of writing and printing for the sightless.  9. Mathematics. A dimension-

less geometric object having no properties except location.  10. a. A place or 

locality considered with regard to its position:  connections to Chicago and points 

west.  b. A narrowly particularized and localized position or place; a spot:  The 

troops halted at a point roughly 1,000 yards from the river.   11. A specified degree, 

condition, or limit, as in a scale or course:  the melting point of a substance.  

12. a. Any of the 32 equal divisions marked at the circumference of a mariner’s 

compass card that indicate direction.  b. The interval of 11˚15' between any two 

adjacent markings.   13. a. A distinct condition or degree:  finally reached the 

point of exhaustion.  b. The interval of time immediately before a given occur-

rence; the verge:  on the point of resignation; at the point of death.   14. A specific 

moment in time:  At this point, we are ready to proceed.  15. An objective or a pur-

pose to be reached or achieved, or one that is worth reaching or achieving:  What 

is the point of discussing this issue further?  16. The major idea or essential part of 

a concept or narrative:  You have missed the whole point of the novel.  17. A signif-

icant, outstanding, or effective idea, argument, or suggestion:  Your point is well 

taken.  18. A separate, distinguishing item or element; a detail:  Diplomacy is cer-

tainly not one of his strong points. Your weak point is your constant need for 

approval.  19. A quality or characteristic that is important or distinctive, espe-



cially a standard characteristic used to judge an animal.  20. A single unit, as in 

counting, rating, or measuring.  21. a. A unit of academic credit usually equal to 

one hour of class work per week during one semester.  b. A numerical unit of 

academic achievement equal to a letter grade.   22. Sports & Games. A unit of 

scoring or counting.  23. a. A unit equal to one dollar, used to quote or state vari-

ations in the current prices of stocks or commodities.  b. A unit equal to one per-

cent, used to quote or state interest rates or shares in gross profits.   24. One 

percent of the total principal of a loan, paid up front to the lender and considered 

separately from the interest.  25. Music. A phrase, such as a fugue subject, in con-

trapuntal music.  26. Printing. A unit of type size equal to 0.01384 inch, or 

approximately 72 of an inch.  27. A jeweler’s unit of weight equal to 2 milligrams 

or 0.01 carat.  28. a. The act or an instance of pointing.  b. The stiff and attentive 

stance taken by a hunting dog.   29. a. Needlepoint.  b.  See bobbin lace.   
30. a. A reconnaissance or patrol unit that moves ahead of an advance party or 

guard, or that follows a rear guard.  b. The position occupied by such a unit or 

guard:  A team of Rangers were walking point at the outset of the operation.   

31. a. An electrical contact, especially one in the distributor of an automobile 

engine.  b. Chiefly British. An electrical socket or outlet.   32. points. The 

extremities of an animal, such as a horse or dog.  33. a. A movable rail, tapered at 

the end, such as that used in a railroad switch.  b. The vertex of the angle created 

by the intersection of rails in a frog or switch.   34. A ribbon or cord with a metal 

tag at the end, used to fasten clothing in the 16th and 17th centuries.   —  v.  

point·ed, point·ing, points.  —  v.  tr. 1. To direct or aim:  point a weapon.  

See Synonyms at aim.  2. To bring (something) to notice:  pointed out an error in 

their reasoning.  3. To indicate the position or direction of:  pointed out the oldest 

buildings on the skyline.  4. To sharpen (a pencil, for example); provide with a 

point.  5. To separate with decimal points:  pointing off the hundredths place in a 

column of figures.  6. To mark (text) with points; punctuate.  7. Linguistics. To 

mark (a consonant) with a vowel point.  8. To give emphasis to; stress:  comments 

that simply point up flawed reasoning.  9. To indicate the presence and position of 

(game) by standing immobile and directing the muzzle toward it. Used of a hunt-

ing dog.  10. To fill and finish the joints of (masonry) with cement or mortar.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To direct attention or indicate position with or as if with the finger.  

2. To turn the mind or thought in a particular direction or to a particular conclu-

sion:  All indications point to an early spring.  3. To be turned or faced in a given 

direction; aim.  4. To indicate the presence and position of game. Used of a hunt-

ing dog.  5. Nautical. To sail close to the wind.   —idioms. beside the point. 
Irrelevant to the matter at hand.  in point. Having relevance or pertinence.  in 
point of. With reference to; in the matter of:  In point of fact, I never lived at the 

address stated on the form.  make a point of. To consider or treat (an action or 

activity) as indispensable:  made a point of visiting their niece on the way home.  



stretch a point. To make an exception.  to the point. Concerning or with rel-

evance to the matter at hand:  remarks that were to the point; rambled and would 

not speak to the point.  [Middle English, partly from Old French point, prick, 

mark, moment (from Vulgar Latin *punctum, from Latin p7nctum, from neuter 

past participle of pungere, to prick), and partly from Old French pointe, sharp end 

(from Vulgar Latin *puncta, from Latin p7ncta, feminine past participle of pung-

ere, to prick); see peuk- in Appendix.]

point-and-shoot (pointùNn-shutù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a camera 

that adjusts settings such as focus and exposure automatically. 

point-blank (pointùbl4ngkù) adj.  1. Aimed straight at the mark or target with-

out allowing for the drop in a projectile’s course.  2. a. So close to a target that a 

weapon may be aimed directly at it:  point-blank range.  b. Close enough so that 

missing the target is unlikely or impossible:  a point-blank shot.   

3. Straightforward; blunt:  a point-blank accusation.   —  adv.  1. With a straight 

aim; directly:  fired point-blank at the intruder.  2. Without hesitation, delibera-

tion, or equivocation:  answered point-blank.  [Perhaps from French point (de tir), 

(firing) point  or point (visé), (aiming) point (from Old French); see POINT  + 

French blanc, bullseye, target (from Old French, white); see BLANK.]

point defect (point dKùfHktÙ) n.  A departure from symmetry in the alignment 

of atoms in a crystal that affects only one or two lattice sites. 

point-de·vice (pointÙdV-vXsù) adj.  Scrupulously correct or neat; precise or 

meticulous.  [Middle English at point devis, probably from Old French *a point 

devis : a, to + point, point, moment + devis, fixed, arranged.] —pointÙ-de·viceù 
adv. 

pointe (pwäNt) n.  In ballet, dancing that is performed on the tips of the toes.  

[From French pointe (des pieds), point (of the feet), tiptoe. See POINT.]

Pointe aux Trem·bles (pw4Nt o träNùblN)  A city of southern Quebec, Can-

ada, a residential suburb of Montreal on northeast Montreal Island. Population, 

36,270. 

Pointe Claire (pointÙ klârù, pw4Nt)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, a sub-

urb of Montreal on southwest Montreal Island. It is mainly residential. Popula-

tion, 24,571. 

point·ed (poinùtVd) adj.  1. Having an end coming to a point:  a pointed stick.  

2. Sharp; cutting:  a pointed critique.  3. Obviously directed at or making refer-

ence to a particular person or thing:  a pointed comment.  4. Clearly evident or 

conspicuous; marked:  a pointed lack of interest.  5. Characterized by the use of a 

pointed crown, as in Gothic architecture:  a pointed arch.   —pointùed·ly adv.  

—pointùed·ness n. 

point·er (poinùtNr) n.  1. One that directs, indicates, or points.  2. A scale indi-

cator on a watch, balance, or other measuring instrument.  3. A long, tapered 

stick for indicating objects, as on a chart or blackboard.  4. Any of a breed of 



hunting dogs that points game, typically having a smooth, short-haired coat that 

is usually white with black or brownish spots.  5. a. A piece of advice; a sugges-

tion.  b. A piece of indicative information:  interest rates and other pointers in the 

economic forecast.   6. Computer Science. A word that gives the address of a core 

storage location.  7. Either of the two stars in the Big Dipper that are aligned so as 

to point to Polaris. 

poin·til·lism (pw4nùtK-VzÙNm, pointùl-VzÙ-) n.  A postimpressionist school of 

painting exemplified by Georges Seurat and his followers in late 19th-century 

France, characterized by the application of paint in small dots and brush strokes.  

[French pointillisme, from pointiller, to paint small dots, stipple, from Old French 

*pointille, engraved with small dots, from point, point, from Latin p7nctum, from 

neuter past participle of pungere, to prick. See peuk- in Appendix.] 
—poinùtil·list adj.  & n. 

poin·til·lis·tic (pw4nÙtK-VsùtVk, pointÙl-Vsù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to point-

illism.  2. Minutely particularized:  a pointillistic short story; pointillistic piano 

music. 

point lace (point l7s) n.  See needlepoint (n., sense 2). 

point·less (pointùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking meaning; senseless.  See Synonyms at 

meaningless.  2. Ineffectual:  pointless attempts to rescue the victims of the raging 

fire.   —pointùless·ly adv.  —pointùless·ness n. 

point man (point m4n) n.  1. A soldier who is assigned to a position some dis-

tance ahead of a patrol as a lookout.  2. A man who has a crucial, often hazardous 

role in the forefront of an enterprise: “[He] has traditionally been the administra-

tion’s point man on affirmative-action issues, making frequent public appearances to 

present and clarify the administration’s views” (Christian Science Monitor). 

point mutation (point myu-t7ùshNn) n.  A mutation that affects only one or 

a few nucleotides in a gene. 

point of accumulation (point ƒv N-kyumÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. See 

limit (n., sense 6). 

point of honor (point ƒv mnùNr) n.  pl. points of honor. A matter that 

affects one’s honor or reputation. 

point of no return (point ƒv no rV-tûrnù) n.  1. The point in a course of 

action beyond which reversal is not possible.  2. The point in the flight of an air-

craft beyond which there is insufficient fuel for return to the starting point. 

point of order (point ƒv ôrùdNr) n.  pl. points of order. A question as to 

whether the present proceedings are in order or allowed by the rules of parlia-

mentary procedure. 

point-of-sale (pointÙNv-s7lù) adj.  Abbr. POS Of, relating to, or being the phys-

ical place where an item or service is purchased:  a point-of-sale questionnaire. 

point of view (point ƒv vyu) n.  pl. points of view. 1. A manner of view-

ing things; an attitude.  2. a. A position from which something is observed or 



considered; a standpoint.  b. The attitude or outlook of a narrator or character in 

a piece of literature, a movie, or another art form.  

Point Pleas·ant (point plHzùNnt)  A borough of eastern New Jersey near the 

Atlantic Ocean south of Asbury Park. It is a residential and resort community. 

Population, 18,177. 

point source (point sôrs) n.  A source, especially of pollution or radiation, 

occupying a very small area and having a concentrated output. 

Point Suc·cess (point sNk-sHsù)  A peak, 4,318.2 m (14,158 ft) high, in the Cas-

cade Range of west-central Washington near Mount Rainier. 

point system (point sVsùtNm) n.  1. A system of evaluating academic achieve-

ment based on grade points.  2. Any of various systems of printing or writing for 

sightless people, as Braille, that uses an alphabet of raised symbols or dots that 

correspond to letters.  3. Printing. A system of graduating sizes of type in multi-

ples of the point.  4. A system of penalizing drivers of motor vehicles for traffic 

violations by assigning points for each type of violation and revoking the driver’s 

license if a certain number of points are accrued. 

point woman (point wtmùNn) n.  A woman who has a crucial, often hazard-

ous role in the forefront of an enterprise: “They are the point men and women in 

the industry’s drive to sell wine” (New York Times). 

point·y (poinùtK) adj.  point·i·er, point·i·est. Having an end tapering to a 

point. 

point·y-head (poinùtK-hHdÙ) n.  Slang. An intellectual.   —pointùy-headÙed 
adj. 

poise1 (poiz) v.  poised, pois·ing, pois·es.  —  v.  tr. To carry or hold in equi-

librium; balance.   —  v.  intr. To be balanced or held in suspension; hover.   —  n.  

1. A state of balance or equilibrium; stability.  See Synonyms at balance.  
2. Freedom from affectation or embarrassment; composure.  3. The bearing or 

deportment of the head or body; mien.  4. A state or condition of hovering or 

being suspended.  [Middle English poisen, to balance, weigh, from Old French 

peser, pois-, from Vulgar Latin *pKs7re, from Latin pKns7re. See (s)pen- in Appen-

dix.]

poise2 (poVz) n.  A centimeter-gram-second unit of dynamic viscosity equal to 

one dyne-second per square centimeter.  [French, after Jean Louis Marie Poi-

seuille (1799-1869), French physician and physiologist.]

poi·son (poiùzNn) n.  1. A substance that causes injury, illness, or death, espe-

cially by chemical means.  2. Something destructive or fatal.  3. Chemistry & 

Physics. A substance that inhibits another substance or a reaction:  a catalyst poi-

son.   —  v.  tr. poi·soned, poi·son·ing, poi·sons. 1. To kill or harm with poi-

son.  2. To put poison on or into:  poisoning arrows; poisoned the drink.  3. a. To 

pollute:  Noxious fumes poison the air.  See Synonyms at contaminate.  b. To 

have a harmful influence on; corrupt:  Jealousy poisoned their friendship.   



4. Chemistry & Physics. To inhibit (a substance or reaction).   —  adj.  Poisonous.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin potio, potion-, drink. See po(i)- in 

Appendix.] —poiùson·er n.  

WORD HISTORY: The phrase poison potion besides being alliterative also con-

sists of doublets, that is, two words that go back ultimately to the same source in

another language. The source for both words is Latin potio, which meant “the act

of drinking, a drink, or a liquid dose, as of a medicine or poison.” Our word potion

retains the form of the Latin word (actually the form of the stem potion-) and the

“dose” sense, although it passed through Old French (pocion) on its way to Middle

English (pocion), first recorded in a work composed around 1300. In Old French

pocion is a learned borrowing, one that was deliberately taken from Latin in a

form corresponding to the Latin form. But the Latin word had also passed

through Vulgar Latin into Old French in the different form poison. This word

meant “beverage,” “liquid dose,” and also “poison beverage, poison.” The word

poison is first recorded in Middle English in a work composed around 1200.

poison elder (poiùzNn HlùdNr) n.  See poison sumac. 
poison gas (poiùzNn g4s) n.  A gas or vapor used especially in chemical warfare 

to injure, disable, or kill upon inhalation or contact. 

poison hemlock (poiùzNn hHmùlmkÙ) n.  A deadly poisonous European plant 

(Conium maculatum) widely naturalized in North America, having bipinnately 

compound leaves and compound umbels of small, white flowers. 

poison ivy (poiùzNn XùvK) n.  A North American shrub or vine (Rhus radicans) 

that has compound leaves with three leaflets, small green flowers, and whitish 

berries and that causes a rash on contact.  Also called poison oak 

poison oak (poiùzNn ok) n.  1. Either of two shrubs, Rhus toxicodendron of the 

southeast United States or R. diversiloba of western North America, related to poi-

son ivy and causing a rash on contact.  2.  See poison ivy. 
poi·son·ous (poiùzN-nNs) adj.  1. Having the capability of harming or killing by 

or as if by poison; toxic or venomous.  2. Containing a poison.  3. Marked by 

apparent ill will: “poisonous hate... in his eyes” (Ernest Hemingway).   —poiù-
son·ous·ly adv.  —poiùson·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: poisonous, mephitic, pestilent, pestilential, toxic, venomous, viru-

lent. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “having the destructive or

fatal effect of a poison”: a poisonous snake; a mephitic vapor; a pestilent agitator;

pestilential jungle mists; toxic fumes; venomous jealousy; a virulent form of cancer.

poi·son-pen letter (poiùzNn-pHnù lHtùNr) n.  A usually anonymous letter or 

note containing abusive or malicious statements or accusations about the recipi-

ent or a third party. 



poison pill (poiùzNn pVl) n.  Informal. A plan or tactic intended to make a hos-

tile corporate takeover prohibitively expensive, as one in which a company’s 

stockholders are offered shares of stock at a bargain price in the event that a single 

suitor acquires a high percentage of the stock. 

poison sumac (poiùzNn suùm4k) n.  A swamp shrub (Rhus vernix) of the 

southeast United States, having compound leaves and greenish-white berries and 

causing an itching rash on contact with the skin.  Also called poison elder 

poi·son·wood (poiùzNn-wtdÙ) n.  A poisonous dioecious tree (Metopium 

toxiferum) of southern Florida and the West Indies, having pinnately compound 

leaves, yellow-green flowers clustered in axillary panicles, and yellow-orange 

drupes. It causes a rash on contact. 

Pois·son distribution (pwä-sôNù dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  A probability distri-

bution that can be applied to distributions that are not continuous.  [After 

Siméon Denis Poisson (1781-1840), French mathematician.]

Poi·tier (pwäùty7), Sidney. Born 1927.  American actor and director whose film 

credits include The Defiant Ones (1958) and Lilies of the Field (1963). 

Poi·tiers (pwä-ty7ù)  A city of west-central France east-southeast of Nantes. Set-

tled by a Gallic people, it was an early Christian center with important monaster-

ies. Nearby, Edward the Black Prince defeated and captured John II of France on 

September 19, 1356. Population, 79,350. 

Poi·tou (pwä-tuù)  A historical region of west-central France bordering on the 

Bay of Biscay. A part of the Roman province of Aquitania, it fell to the Visigoths 

(A.D. 418) and the Franks (507) and was frequently contested by France and 

England until the end of the Hundred Years’ War, when it was incorporated into 

the French crown lands. 

poke1 (pok) v.  poked, pok·ing, pokes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To push or jab at, as with 

a finger or an arm; prod.  2. To make (a hole or pathway, for example) by or as if 

by prodding, elbowing, or jabbing:  I poked my way to the front of the crowd.  3. To 

push; thrust:  A seal poked its head out of the water.  4. To stir (a fire) by prodding 

the wood or coal with a poker or stick.  5. Slang. To strike; punch.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To make thrusts or jabs, as with a stick or poker.  2. To pry or meddle; intrude:  

poking into another’s business.  3. To search or look curiously in a desultory man-

ner:  poked about in the desk.  4. To proceed in a slow or lazy manner; putter:  just 

poked along all morning.  5. To thrust forward; appear:  The child’s head poked 

from under the blankets.   —  n.  1. A push, thrust, or jab.  2. Slang. A punch or 

blow with the fist:  a poke in the jaw.  3. One who moves slowly or aimlessly; a 

dawdler.   —idiom. poke fun at. To ridicule in a mischievous manner; tease.  

[Middle English poken, probably from Middle Low German, or Middle Dutch.]

poke2 (pok) n.  1. A projecting brim at the front of a bonnet.  2. A large bonnet 

having a projecting brim.  [From POKE
1.]



poke3 (pok) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. A sack; a bag.  [Middle English, probably 

from Old North French. See POCKET.]

REGIONAL NOTE: A pig in a poke is concealed in a sack from the buyer. The

noun poke—meaning a bag or sack—dates from the 14th century in English. In

many parts of Scotland poke means a little paper bag for carrying purchases or a

cone-shaped piece of paper for an ice-cream cone. The Oxford English Dictionary

gives similar forms in other languages: Icelandic poki, Gaelic poc or poca, and

French poche. Pouch and pocket are undoubtedly cognates.

poke4 (pok) n.  Pokeweed.  [Short for dialectal pocan, of Virginia Algonquian 

origin akin to puccoon.]

poke·ber·ry (pokùbHrÙK) n.  1. The blackish-red berry of the pokeweed.  2.  See 

pokeweed. 
pok·er1 (poùkNr) n.  One that pokes, especially a metal rod used to stir a fire. 

pok·er2 (poùkNr) n.  Games. Any of various card games played by two or more 

players who bet on the value of their hands.  [Origin unknown.]

poker face (poùkNr f7s) n.  A face lacking any interpretable expression, as that 

of an expert poker player.   —pokùer·facedÙ (poùkNr-f7stÙ) adj. 

poke·root (pokùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  See pokeweed. 
poke sal·lit (pok s4lùVt) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Greens of the wild pokeweed 

eaten boiled.  [Variant of poke salad.]

poke·weed (pokùwKdÙ) n.  A tall North American plant (Phytolacca americana) 

having small white flowers, blackish-red berries clustered on long, drooping 

racemes, and a poisonous root.  Also called pokeberry, pokeroot.  [POKE
4 + WEED

1.]

po·key1 also po·ky (poùkK) n.  pl. po·keys also po·kies. Slang. A jail or prison.  

[Origin unknown.]

poke·y2 (poùkK) adj.  Informal. Variant of poky1. 
pok·y1 also poke·y (poùkK) adj.  pok·i·er, pok·i·est. Informal. 1. Dawdling; 

slow:  a lazy, poky person.  2. Frumpish; shabby:  always wearing those poky old 

clothes.  3. Small and cramped:  a poky apartment.  [From POKE
1.] —pokùi·ly adv.  

—pokùi·ness n. 

po·ky2 (poùkK) n.  Slang. Variant of pokey1. 
pol (pôl) n.  Informal. A politician. 

pol. abbr.  Political; politics. 

Pol. abbr.  Poland; Polish. 

Po·lack (poùlmkÙ, -l4kÙ) n.  1. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a 

person of Polish birth or descent.  2. Obsolete. A native of Poland; a Pole.  [Polish 

Polak, from Slavic polje, field. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

Po·land (poùlNnd) Abbr. Pol.  A country of central Europe bordering on the Bal-

tic Sea. Unified as a kingdom in the 10th century, it was a major power in the 15th 



and 16th centuries but was carved up among other states in three partitions 

(1772, 1793, and 1795) and then disappeared as a geographic entity until its 

reconstitution as a republic in 1918. Its present boundaries date from the end of 

World War II. Warsaw is the capital and the largest city. Population, 37,063,000. 

Poland China (poùlNnd chXùnN) n.  Any of a breed of large black-and-white 

hogs developed in North America. 

Po·lan·yi (pN-l4nùK), John C. Born 1929.  Canadian chemist. He shared a 1986 

Nobel Prize for developing methods of tracking chemical reactions. 

po·lar (poùlNr) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to a pole.  b. Measured from or referred 

to a pole:  polar distance; polar diameter.   2. Relating to, connected with, or 

located near the North Pole or South Pole.  3. a. Passing over a planet’s north and 

south poles:  a polar orbit.  b. Traveling in an orbit that passes over a planet’s 

north and south poles.   4. Serving as a guide, as a polestar or a pole of the earth.  

5. Occupying or characterized by opposite extremes: “In creative territory [they] 

make a strange yet ineluctable couple, more complementary, even polar, than twin-

like” (Josh Rubins).  6. Central or pivotal.  7. Chemistry. Having to do with or 

characterized by a dipole:  a polar molecule. 

polar angle (poùlNr 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. The angle formed by the polar 

axis and the radius vector in a polar coordinate system. 

polar axis (poùlNr 4kùsVs) n.  Mathematics. The fixed reference axis from which 

the polar angle is measured in a polar coordinate system. 

polar bear (poùlNr bâr) n.  A large, white-furred bear (Ursus maritimus or Thal-

arctos maritimus) living in Arctic regions.  Also called white bear 

polar body (poùlNr bmdùK) n.  A minute cell produced and ultimately discarded 

in the development of an oocyte, containing little or no cytoplasm but having one 

of the nuclei derived from the first or second meiotic division. 

polar cap (poùlNr k4p) n.  1. a. Either of the regions around the poles of the 

earth that are permanently covered with ice.  b. A high-altitude icecap.   

2. Astronomy. Either of the regions around the poles of Mars that are covered 

with frozen carbon dioxide and water. 

polar circle (poùlNr sûrùkNl) n.  1. The Arctic Circle.  2. The Antarctic Circle. 

polar coordinate (poùlNr ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ) n.  Mathematics. Either of two coor-

dinates, the radius vector or the polar angle, that together specify the position of a 

point in a plane. 

po·lar·im·e·ter (poÙlN-rVmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure the rota-

tion of the plane of polarization of polarized light passing through an optical 

structure or sample.   —poÙlar·i·metùric (-lNr-N-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—poÙlar·imùe·try n. 

Po·lar·is (pN-l4rùVs) n.  A star of the second magnitude, at the end of the handle 

of the Little Dipper and almost at the north celestial pole.  Also called North Star, 



polar star, polestar.  [New Latin (Stella) Pol7ris, polar (star), from Latin polus, 

pole. See POLE
1.]

po·lar·i·scope (po-l4rùV-skopÙ) n.  An instrument for ascertaining, measuring, 

or exhibiting the properties of polarized light or for studying the interactions of 

polarized light with optically transparent media. 

po·lar·i·ty (po-l4rùV-tK, pN-) n.  pl. po·lar·i·ties. 1. Intrinsic polar separation, 

alignment, or orientation, especially of a physical property:  magnetic polarity; 

ionic polarity.  2. An indicated polar extreme:  an electric terminal with positive 

polarity.  3. The possession or manifestation of two opposing attributes, tenden-

cies, or principles:  political polarity. 

po·lar·i·za·tion (poÙlNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The production or condition of 

polarity, as: a. A process or state in which rays of light exhibit different properties 

in different directions, especially the state in which all the vibration takes place in 

one plane.  b. Chemistry & Physics. The partial or complete polar separation of 

positive and negative electric charge in a nuclear, atomic, molecular, or chemical 

system.   2. A concentration, as of groups, forces, or interests, about two conflict-

ing or contrasting positions. 

po·lar·ize (poùlN-rXzÙ) v.  po·lar·ized, po·lar·iz·ing, po·lar·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To induce polarization in; impart polarity to.  2. To cause to concentrate about 

two conflicting or contrasting positions.   —  v.  intr. 1. To acquire polarity.  2. To 

cause polarization of light.   —poùlar·izÙa·ble adj.  —poùlar·izÙer n. 

po·lar·iz·ing microscope (poùlN-rXÙzVng mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A microscope in 

which the object viewed is illuminated by polarized light. 

polar nucleus (poùlNr nuùklK-Ns) n.  Botany. Either of two nuclei located cen-

trally in a flowering plant embryo sac that eventually fuse to form the endosperm 

nucleus. 

po·lar·og·ra·phy (poÙlN-rmgùrN-fK) n.  Chemistry. An electrochemical method 

of quantitative or qualitative analysis based on the relationship between an 

increasing current passing through the solution being analyzed and the increasing 

voltage used to produce the current.  [POLAR(IZATION) + -GRAPHY.] 
—po·larÙo·graphùic (-l4rÙN-gr4fùVk) adj.  —po·larÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

Po·lar·oid (poùlN-roidÙ)  1. A trademark used for a specially treated, transparent 

plastic capable of polarizing light passing through it, used in glare-reducing opti-

cal devices.  2. A trademark used for a camera and film that produce instant pho-

tographs. 

Po·lar Regions (poùlNr rKùjNnz)  The various lands and waters surrounding the 

North Pole and the South Pole, known respectively as the North Polar Region 

and the South Polar Region. 
polar star (poùlNr stär) n.  See Polaris. 



pol·der (polùdNr) n.  An area of low-lying land, especially in the Netherlands, 

that has been reclaimed from a body of water and is protected by dikes.  [Dutch, 

from Middle Dutch.]

pole1 (pol) n.  Abbr. p. 1. Either extremity of an axis through a sphere.  

2. Geography. Either of the regions contiguous to the extremities of the earth’s 

rotational axis, the North Pole or the South Pole.  3. Physics. A magnetic pole.  

4. Either of two oppositely charged terminals, as in an electric cell or battery.  

5. Astronomy. A celestial pole.  6. Biology. a. Either extremity of the main axis of 

a nucleus, a cell, or an organism.  b. Either end of the spindle formed in a cell 

during mitosis.  c. The point on a nerve cell where a process originates.   7. Either 

of two antithetical ideas, propensities, forces, or positions: “the moral poles of 

modern medicine: on the one hand, a tinkering with procreation with at best ambig-

uous, at worst monstrous moral possibilities. On the other hand, scientific skill and 

cunning unambiguously in the service of hope” (Charles Krauthammer).  8. A fixed 

point of reference.  9. Mathematics. The origin in a polar coordinate system; the 

vertex of a polar angle.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin polus, 

from Greek polos, axis, sky. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

pole2 (pol) n.  1. A long, relatively slender, generally rounded piece of wood or 

other material.  2. The long, tapering wooden shaft extending up from the front 

axle of a vehicle to the collars of the animals drawing it; a tongue.  3. a.  See rod 
(n., sense 6a).  b. A unit of area equal to a square rod.   4. Nautical. A small or 

light spar.  5. Sports. The inside position on the starting line of a racetrack:  quali-

fied in the time trials to start on the pole.   —  v.  poled, pol·ing, poles.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. Nautical. To propel with a pole:  boatmen poling barges up a placid river.  

b. To propel (oneself) or make (one’s way) by the use of ski poles: “We ski through 

the glades on corn snow, then pole our way over a long one-hour runout to a road” 

(Frederick Selby).   2. To support (plants) with a pole.  3. To strike, poke, or stir 

with a pole.   —  v.  intr. 1. Nautical. To propel a boat or raft with a pole.  

2. Sports. To use ski poles to maintain or gain speed.  [Middle English, from Old 

English p7l, from Latin p7lus, stake. See pag- in Appendix.]

Pole (pol) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Poland.  2. A person of Polish descent. 

Pole (pol), Reginald. 1500-1558.  English prelate. The last Roman Catholic 

archbishop of Canterbury (1556), he was a leading figure in the Counter Refor-

mation. 

pole·ax  or pole·axe (polù4ksÙ) n.  1. An ax having a hammer face opposite the 

blade, used to slaughter cattle.  2. A battle-ax used in the Middle Ages consisting 

of a long shaft ending in an ax or a combination of an ax, a hammer, and a pick.   
—  v.  tr. pole·axed, pole·ax·ing, pole·ax·es. To strike or fell with or as if 

with a poleax: “When a gang of doves circled above the flowing water and swooped 

in to feed, he poleaxed the leader with a clean head shot” (William Hoffman).  



[Middle English, alteration (influenced by pole, long piece of wood), of pollax : 

poll, head; see POLL + ax, ax; see AX.]

pole bean (pol bKn) n.  Any of various cultivated climbing beans that grow on 

poles or supports. 

pole·cat (polùk4tÙ) n.  1. a. A chiefly nocturnal European carnivorous mammal 

(Mustela putorius) of the weasel family that ejects a malodorous fluid to mark its 

territory and ward off enemies.  Also called fitch b. Any of various related mam-

mals of Asia, especially Mustela eversmanni of central Asia.   2.  See skunk (n., 

sense 1a).  [Middle English polcat : possibly Old French poll, poule, fowl, hen; see 

PULLET + cat, cat; see CAT.]

pole horse (pol hôrs) n.  A horse harnessed to the pole of a vehicle. 

po·leis (poùl7sÙ) n.  Plural of polis. 
pole jump (pol jƒmp) n.  Sports. See pole vault (n., sense 1).  —poleù-jumpÙ 

(polùjƒmpÙ) v.  —poleù-jumpÙer n. 

pole lamp (pol l4mp) n.  A lighting unit consisting of a usually spring-loaded 

pole extending from the ceiling to the floor and having attached lamp fixtures. 

po·lem·ic (pN-lHmùVk) n.  1. A controversial argument, especially one refuting or 

attacking a specific opinion or doctrine.  2. A person engaged in or inclined to 

controversy, argument, or refutation.   —  adj.  also po·lem·i·cal (-V-kNl) Of or 

relating to a controversy, an argument, or a refutation.  [French polémique, from 

Greek polemikos, hostile, from polemos, war.] —po·lemùi·cal·ly adv. 

po·lem·i·cist (pN-lHmùV-sVst) also po·lem·ist (pN-lHmùVst, pmlùN-mVst) n.  A per-

son skilled or involved in polemics. 

po·lem·i·cize (pN-lHmùV-sXzÙ) v.  intr. po·lem·i·cized, po·lem·i·ciz·ing, 
po·lem·i·ciz·es. To write or deliver an argument; engage in disputation or con-

troversy. 

po·lem·ics (pN-lHmùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. The art or practice 

of argumentation or controversy.  2. The practice of theological controversy to 

refute errors of doctrine. 

po·lem·ist (pN-lHmùVst, pmlùN-mVst) n.  Variant of polemicist. 
po·len·ta (po-lHnùtN) n.  A thick mush made of cornmeal boiled in water or 

stock.  [Italian, from Latin, crushed grain, barley meal.]

pol·er (poùlNr) n.  1. One that propels, supports, conveys, or strikes with a pole.  

2. A pole horse. 

pole·star (polùstärÙ) n.  1.  See Polaris.  2. A guiding principle. 

pole vault (pol vôlt) n.  Sports. 1. A field event in which the contestant jumps 

or vaults over a high crossbar with the aid of a long pole.  Also called pole jump 

2. A vault made with the aid of a long pole.   —poleù-vaultÙ (polùvôltÙ) v.  

—poleù-vaultÙer n. 

po·lice (pN-lKsù) n.  pl. police. 1. The governmental department charged with 

the regulation and control of the affairs of a community, now chiefly the depart-



ment established to maintain order, enforce the law, and prevent and detect 

crime.  2. a. A body of persons making up such a department, trained in meth-

ods of law enforcement and crime prevention and detection and given the 

authority to maintain the peace, safety, and order of the community.  b. A body 

of persons having similar organization and function:  campus police.  Also called 

police force  3. (used with a pl. verb). Police officers considered as a group.  

4. Regulation and control of the affairs of a community, especially with respect to 

maintenance of order, law, health, morals, safety, and other matters affecting the 

public welfare.  5. a. The cleaning of a military base or other military area:  Police 

of the barracks must be completed before inspection can take place.  b. The soldier 

or soldiers assigned to a specified maintenance duty.    —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  police uniforms; the police department.   —  v.  tr. 

po·liced, po·lic·ing, po·lic·es. 1. To regulate, control, or keep in order with or 

as if with a law enforcement agency.  2. To make (a military area, for example) 

neat in appearance:  policed the barracks; policing up one’s room.  [French, from 

Old French policie, civil organization, from Late Latin polXtXa, from Latin, the 

State, from Greek politeia, from politKs, citizen, from polis, city. See pelN-3 in 

Appendix.] —po·liceùa·ble adj.  —po·licùer n. 

police action (pN-lKsù 4kùshNn) n.  A localized military action undertaken 

without a formal declaration of war. 

police court (pN-lKsù kôrt) n.  Law. An inferior court having the power to pros-

ecute minor criminal offenses and to hold for trial persons charged with more 

serious offenses. 

police dog (pN-lKsù dôg) n.  1. A dog trained to aid the police, as in tracking 

criminals or detecting controlled substances.  2.  See German shepherd. 
police force (pN-lKsù fôrs) n.  See police (n., sense 2). 

po·lice·man (pN-lKsùmNn) n.  A man who is a member of a police force. 

police officer (pN-lKsù ôùfV-sNr) n.  A policeman or policewoman. 

police power (pN-lKsù pouùNr) n.  The inherent authority of a government to 

impose restrictions on private rights for the sake of public welfare, order, and 

security. 

police procedural (pN-lKsù prN-sKùjNr-Nl) n.  A story or drama about the inves-

tigation of a crime by the police. 

police reporter (pN-lKsù rV-pôrùtNr) n.  A newspaper reporter whose assign-

ment is to obtain and cover news in a local police department. 

police state (pN-lKsù st7t) n.  A state in which the government exercises rigid 

and repressive controls over the social, economic, and political life of the people, 

especially by means of a secret police force. 

police station (pN-lKsù st7ùshNn) n.  The headquarters of a unit of a police 

force, where those under arrest are first charged. 



po·lice·wom·an (pN-lKsùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a member of a police 

force. 

pol·i·clin·ic (pmlÙK-klVnùVk) n.  The department of a hospital or health care facil-

ity that treats outpatients.  [German Poliklinik : Greek polis, city; see pelN-3 in 

Appendix + Klinik, clinic (from Greek klinikos, of a bed); see CLINIC.]

pol·i·cy1 (pmlùV-sK) n.  pl. pol·i·cies. 1. A plan or course of action, as of a gov-

ernment, political party, or business, intended to influence and determine deci-

sions, actions, and other matters:  American foreign policy; the company’s personnel 

policy.  2. a. A course of action, guiding principle, or procedure considered expe-

dient, prudent, or advantageous:  Honesty is the best policy.  b. Prudence, shrewd-

ness, or sagacity in practical matters.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  policy statements; policy issues.  [Middle English policie, art of gov-

ernment, civil organization, from Old French. See POLICE.]

pol·i·cy2 (pmlùV-sK) n.  pl. pol·i·cies. 1. A written contract or certificate of insur-

ance.  2. A numbers game.  [Obsolete police, from French, contract, bill of lading, 

from Old French, from Old Italian polizza, alteration of Medieval Latin apodixa, 

receipt, from Medieval Greek apodeixis, from Greek, proof, from apodeiknunai, 

to prove  : apo-, intensive pref.; see APO- + deiknunai, to show; see deik- in 

Appendix.]

pol·i·cy·hol·der (pmlùV-sK-holÙdNr) n.  One that holds an insurance contract or 

policy. 

pol·i·cy·mak·ing  or pol·i·cy-mak·ing (pmlùV-sK-m7ÙkVng) n.  High-level 

development of policy, especially official government policy.   —  adj.  Of, relat-

ing to, or involving the making of high-level policy:  policymaking committees; 

policymaking decisions.   —polùi·cy·makÙer n. 

po·li·o (poùlK-oÙ) n.  Poliomyelitis. 

po·li·o·my·e·li·tis (poÙlK-o-mXÙN-lXùtVs) n.  A highly infectious viral disease that 

chiefly affects children and, in its acute forms, causes inflammation of motor 

neurons of the spinal cord and brainstem, leading to paralysis, muscular atrophy, 

and often deformity. Through vaccination, the disease is preventable.  Also called 

infantile paralysis [New Latin  : Greek polios, gray; see pel-1 in Appendix + MYELI-

TIS.] —poÙli·o·myÙe·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

po·li·o·vi·rus (poùlK-o-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. po·li·o·vi·rus·es. An enterovirus, separa-

ble into three serotypes, that is the causative agent of poliomyelitis. 

po·lis (poùlVs) n.  pl. po·leis (-l7sÙ). A city-state of ancient Greece.  [Greek. See 

pelN-3 in Appendix.]

pol·ish (pmlùVsh) v.  pol·ished, pol·ish·ing, pol·ish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

smooth and shiny by rubbing or chemical action:  polished the silver and the brass.  

2. To remove the outer layers from (grains of rice) by rotation in drums.  3. To 

free from coarseness; refine:  Four years of prep school should polish those children.  

4. To remove flaws from; perfect or complete:  polishing one’s piano technique; 



polished up the lyrics.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become smooth or shiny by or as if by 

being rubbed:  The surface on our dining table polishes easily.  2. To become per-

fect or refined.   —  n.  1. Smoothness or shininess of surface or finish:  satin 

with a polish.  2. A substance containing chemical agents or abrasive particles and 

applied to smooth or shine a surface.  3. The act or process of polishing.  

4. Elegance of style or manner.  See Synonyms at elegance.  —phrasal verb. 
polish off. Informal. To finish or dispose of quickly and easily.  [Middle English 

polisshen, from Old French polir, poliss-, from Latin polXre. See pel-5 in Appen-

dix.] —polùish·er n. 

Po·lish (poùlVsh) adj.  Abbr. Pol. Of or relating to Poland or its people, their lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  The Slavic language of the Poles. 

Polish Corridor (pmlùVsh kôrùV-dNr)  A former strip of land between the Ger-

man territories of Pomerania and East Prussia awarded to Poland by the Treaty of 

Versailles (1919) to afford access to the Baltic Sea. Friction over control of the area 

was an immediate cause of the German invasion of Poland (September 1, 1939) 

that marked the beginning of World War II. 

pol·ished (pmlùVsht) adj.  1. a. Made shiny and smooth by or as if by rubbing or 

chemical action.  b. Naturally shiny and smooth.   2. Having the husk or outer 

layers removed. Used of grains of rice.  3. Refined; cultured:  a polished manner.  

4. Having no imperfections or errors; flawless:  a polished oration. 

polit. abbr.  Political; politics. 

pol·it·bu·ro (pmlùVt-bytrÙo, pN-lVtù-) n.  pl. pol·it·bu·ros. The chief political 

and executive committee of a Communist party.  [Russian, contraction of 

Polit(icheskoe) Buro, political bureau.]

po·lite (pN-lXtù) adj.  po·lit·er, po·lit·est. 1. Marked by or showing consider-

ation for others, tact, and observance of accepted social usage.  2. Refined; ele-

gant:  polite society.  [Middle English polit, polished, from Latin polXtus, past 

participle of polXre, to polish. See POLISH.] —po·liteùly adv.  —po·liteùness n.  

SYNONYMS: polite, mannerly, civil, courteous, genteel. All these adjectives mean

mindful of, conforming to, or marked by good manners. Polite and mannerly im-

ply consideration for others and the adherence to conventional social standards

expected of a well-bred person: “The English are busy; they don’t have time to be

polite” (Montesquieu). “It costs nothing to be polite” (Winston S. Churchill). The

child was scolded by his grandmother for not being more mannerly. Civil suggests

only the barest observance of accepted social usages; it often means merely neither

polite nor rude: “‘Always be civil to the girls, you never know who they may marry’

is an aphorism which has saved many an English spinster from being treated like an

Indian widow” (Nancy Mitford). Courteous implies courtliness and dignity: “If a

man be gracious and courteous to strangers, it shows he is a citizen of the world”

(Francis Bacon). Genteel, which originally meant well-bred and refined, now usu-



ally suggests excessive and affected refinement: “A man, indeed, is not genteel when

he gets drunk; but most vices may be committed very genteelly” (James Boswell).

pol·i·tesse (pmlÙV-tHsù, pôÙlK-) n.  Courteous formality; politeness: “the soul of 

uptown refinement and... politesse” (Russell Baker).  [French, from Old French, 

cleanliness, from Italian pulitezza, politezza, from pulire, to polish, clean, from 

Latin polXre. See POLITE.]

Po·li·tian (pN-lVshùNn, po-), 1454-1494.  Italian scholar and poet who translated 

Homer’s Iliad into Latin and wrote Orfeo (1475), the first play in Italian. 

pol·i·tic (pmlùV-tVk) adj.  1. Using or marked by prudence, expedience, and 

shrewdness; artful.  See Synonyms at suave.  2. Using, displaying, or proceeding 

from policy; judicious:  a politic decision.  3. Crafty; cunning.  [Middle English 

politik, from Old French politique, from Latin polXticus, political, from Greek poli-

tikos, from politKs, citizen, from polis, city. See pelN-3 in Appendix.] 
—polùi·tic·ly adv. 

po·lit·i·cal (pN-lVtùV-kNl) adj.  Abbr. pol., polit. 1. Of, relating to, or dealing 

with the structure or affairs of government, politics, or the state.  2. Relating to, 

involving, or characteristic of politics, parties, or politicians: “Calling a meeting is 

a political act in itself” (Daniel Goleman).  3. Having or marked by a definite or 

organized policy or structure with regard to government:  the union’s political 

machine; political pressure.  4. Relating to or involving acts regarded as damaging 

to a government or state:  political crimes.   —po·litÙi·cal·i·zaùtion (-Vz7ùshNn) n.  

—po·litùi·cal·izeÙ (-kN-lXzÙ) v.  —po·litùi·cal·ly adv. 

political action committee (pN-lVtùV-kNl 4kùshNn kN-mVtùK) n.  A commit-

tee formed by business, labor, or other special-interest groups to raise money and 

make contributions to the campaigns of political candidates whom they support. 

political economy (pN-lVtùV-kNl V-kmnùN-mK) n.  1. The social science that 

deals with political science and economics as a unified subject; the study of the 

interrelationships between political and economic processes.  2. The early science 

of economics through the 19th century. 

politically correct (pN-lVtùV-kNl kN-rHktù) adj.  Abbr. PC, p.c. 1. Of, relating to, 

or supporting a program of broad social, political, and educational change, espe-

cially to redress historical injustices in matters such as race, class, gender, and sex-

ual orientation.  2. Being or perceived as being overconcerned with this program, 

often to the exclusion of other matters.   —political correctness n. 

political science (pN-lVtùV-kNl sXùNns) n.  The study of the processes, principles, 

and structure of government and of political institutions; politics. 

political terrorism (pN-lVtùV-kNl tHrùN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. Violent acts, such as kid-

nappings, arson, bombings, or assassinations, undertaken for political reasons 

especially by a person, group, or state seeking the overthrow of a government.  



2. Informal. Intimidation or verbal abuse used by a politician to frighten another 

politician or other politicians.   —political terrorist n. 

pol·i·ti·cian (pmlÙV-tVshùNn) n.  1. a. One who is actively involved in politics, 

especially party politics.  b. One who holds or seeks a political office.   2. One 

who seeks personal or partisan gain, often by scheming and maneuvering: “Moth-

ers may still want their favorite sons to grow up to be President, but... they do not 

want them to become politicians in the process” (John F. Kennedy).  3. One who is 

skilled or experienced in the science or administration of government. 

po·lit·i·cize (pN-lVtùV-sXzÙ) v.  po·lit·i·cized, po·lit·i·ciz·ing, po·lit·i·ciz·es.  
—  v.  intr. To engage in or discuss politics.   —  v.  tr. To make political: “The 

mayor was given authority to appoint police commissioners and by virtue of that 

power was able to politicize the department” (Connie Paige).   —po·litÙi·ci·zaù-
tion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pol·i·tick (pmlùV-tVk) v.  intr. pol·i·ticked, pol·i·tick·ing, pol·i·ticks. To engage 

in or discuss politics.   —polùi·tickÙer n. 

po·lit·i·co (pN-lVtùV-koÙ) n.  pl. po·lit·i·cos. A politician.  [From Italian, or from 

Spanish político both from Latin polXticus, political. See POLITIC.]

pol·i·tics (pmlùV-tVks) n.  Abbr. pol., polit. 1. (used with a sing. verb). a. The art 

or science of government or governing, especially the governing of a political 

entity, such as a nation, and the administration and control of its internal and 

external affairs.  b. Political science.   2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). a. The 

activities or affairs engaged in by a government, politician, or political party: “All 

politics is local” (Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.). “Politics have appealed to me since I was at 

Oxford because they are exciting morning, noon, and night” (Jeffrey Archer).  

b. The methods or tactics involved in managing a state or government:  The poli-

tics of the former regime were rejected by the new government leadership. If the poli-

tics of the conservative government now borders on the repressive, what can be 

expected when the economy falters?   3. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Political life:  

studied law with a view to going into politics; felt that politics was a worthwhile 

career.  4. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Intrigue or maneuvering within a political 

unit or a group in order to gain control or power:  Partisan politics is often an 

obstruction to good government. Office politics are often debilitating and counter-

productive.  5. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Political attitudes and positions:  His 

politics on that issue is his own business. Your politics are clearly more liberal than 

mine.  6. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The often internally conflicting interrela-

tionships among people in a society.  

USAGE NOTE: Politics, although etymologically plural, takes a singular verb

when used to refer to the art or science of governing or to political science: Politics

has been a concern of philosophers since Plato. But in its other senses politics can

take either a singular or plural verb. Many other nouns that end in -ics behave



similarly, and the user is advised to consult specific entries for precise informa-

tion.

pol·i·ty (pmlùV-tK) n.  pl. pol·i·ties. 1. The form of government of a nation, a 

state, a church, or an organization.  2. An organized society, such as a nation, 

having a specific form of government: “His alien philosophy found no roots in the 

American polity” (New York Times).  [Obsolete French politie, from Old French, 

from Late Latin polXtXa, the Roman government. See POLICE.]

Polk (pok), James Knox. 1795-1849.  The 11th President of the United States 

(1845-1849), whose term was marked by the establishment of the 49th parallel as 

the country’s northern border (1846). 

pol·ka (polùkN, poùkN) n.  1. A lively round dance originating in Bohemia and 

performed by couples.  2. Music for this dance, having duple meter.   —  v.  intr. 

pol·kaed, pol·ka·ing, pol·kas. To dance the polka.  [Czech, probably from 

Polish, from Polka, Polish woman, feminine of Polak, Pole, from Slavic polje, 

field. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

pol·ka dot (poùkN dmt) n.  1. One of a number of dots or round spots forming 

a pattern, as on cloth.  2. A pattern or fabric with such dots. 

poll (pol) n.  1. The casting and registering of votes in an election.  2. The num-

ber of votes cast or recorded.  3.  Often polls. The place where votes are cast and 

registered. Used with the.  4. A survey of the public or of a sample of public opin-

ion to acquire information.  5. The head, especially the top of the head where hair 

grows.  6. The blunt or broad end of a tool such as a hammer or an ax.   —  v.  

polled, poll·ing, polls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To receive (a given number of votes).  2. To 

receive or record the votes of:  polling a jury.  3. To cast (a vote or ballot).  4. To 

question in a survey; canvass.  5. To cut off or trim (hair, horns, or wool, for 

example); clip.  6. To trim or cut off the hair, wool, branches, or horns of:  polled 

the sheep; polled the trees.   —  v.  intr. To vote at the polls in an election.  [Middle 

English pol, head, from Middle Low German, or Middle Dutch.] —pollùer n. 

pol·lack also pol·lock (pmlùNk) n.  pl. pollack or pol·lacks also pollock  or 

pol·locks. A marine food fish (Pollachius virens) of northern Atlantic waters, 

related to the cod.  [Alteration of Scots podlok.]

pol·lard (pmlùNrd) n.  1. A tree whose top branches have been cut back to the 

trunk so that it may produce a dense growth of new shoots.  2. An animal, such as 

an ox, a goat, or a sheep, that no longer has its horns.   —  v.  tr. pol·lard·ed, 
pol·lard·ing, pol·lards. To convert or make into a pollard.  [From POLL.]

polled (pold) adj.  Having no horns; hornless. 

pol·len (pmlùNn) n.  The fine, powderlike material consisting of pollen grains 

that is produced by the anthers of seed plants.  [Latin, fine flour.]

pol·len·ate (pmlùN-n7tÙ) v.  Variant of pollinate. 



pollen count (pmlùNn kount) n.  The average number of pollen grains, usually 

of ragweed, in a cubic yard or other standard volume of air over a 24-hour period 

at a specified time and place. 

pollen grain (pmlùNn gr7n) n.  A microspore of seed plants, containing a male 

gametophyte. 

pol·len·if·er·ous (pmlÙN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Variant of polliniferous. 
pollen mother cell (pmlùNn mƒthùNr sHl) n.  The microspore mother cell of a 

seed plant. 

pol·len·o·sis (pmlÙN-noùsVs) n.  Variant of pollinosis. 
pollen sac (pmlùNn s4k) n.  The microsporangium of a seed plant in which pol-

len is produced. 

pollen tube (pmlùNn tub) n.  The slender tube formed by the pollen grain that 

penetrates an ovule and releases the male gametes. 

pol·lex (pmlùHksÙ) n.  pl. pol·li·ces (pmlùV-sKzÙ). See thumb (n., sense 1).  [Latin, 

thumb, big toe.]

pollin- pref.  Variant of pollini-. 
pol·li·nate also pol·len·ate (pmlùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. pol·li·nat·ed also 

pol·len·at·ed, pol·li·nat·ing also pol·len·at·ing, pol·li·nates also 

pol·len·ates. To transfer pollen from an anther to the stigma of (a flower).  

[New Latin pollen, pollin-, pollen (from Latin, fine flour) + -ATE
1.] —polÙli·naù-

tion n.  —polùli·naÙtor n. 

pollini-  or pollin- pref.  Pollen:  polliniferous.  [From New Latin pollen, pollin-, 

pollen. See POLLINATE.]

pol·lin·i·a (pm-lVnùK-N) n.  Plural of pollinium. 
pol·li·nif·er·ous also pol·len·if·er·ous (pmlÙN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Producing or 

yielding pollen.  2. Adapted for carrying pollen. 

pol·lin·i·um (pm-lVnùK-Nm) n.  pl. pol·lin·i·a (-K-N). A mass of coherent pollen 

grains, found in the flowers of orchids and milkweeds.  [New Latin, from pollen, 

pollin-, pollen. See POLLINATE.]

pol·li·nize (pmlùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. pol·li·nized, pol·li·niz·ing, pol·li·niz·es. To 

pollinate.   —polÙli·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  —polùli·nizÙer n. 

pol·li·no·sis also pol·len·o·sis (pmlÙN-noùsVs) n.  See hay fever. 
pol·li·wog also pol·ly·wog (pmlùK-wmgÙ, -wôgÙ) n.  See tadpole.  [Variant of 

polliwig, from Middle English polwigle : pol, head; see POLL + wiglen, to wiggle; see 

WIGGLE.]

pol·lock (pmlùNk) n.  Variant of pollack. 
Pol·lock (pmlùNk), Jackson. 1912-1956.  American artist. Using his drip tech-

nique of painting, he became a leader of abstract expressionism in America. 

poll·ster (polùstNr) n.  One that takes public-opinion surveys.  Also called poll-

taker 



WORD HISTORY: An understanding of the history of the -ster in pollster may

perhaps raise more questions than it answers. In the first place a pollster does not

have to be a woman, despite the fact that the suffix -ster, originally -estre in Old

English, was used to form feminine agent nouns. Hoppestere, for example, meant

“female dancer.” But in Old English -estre was occasionally applied to men, al-

though perhaps largely or completely in the case of translations of Latin mascu-

line nouns denoting occupations that were held by women in Anglo-Saxon soci-

ety. An example is bæcester, “baker,” glossing Latin pistor; it survives as the Modern

English name Baxter. In Middle English the suffix was still largely feminine in the

south of England but masculine and feminine in the north, a tendency that be-

came general in English starting with the 16th century. As an example of this ten-

dency seamster was remade into the feminine seamstress. In Modern English the

suffix is usually derogatory. This use probably arose from the occurrence of the

suffix with ambiguous verbs, such as game, “to play at sports, to play at sex,” or

with pejorative verbs, such as rime or rhyme. In some modern formations on neu-

tral words -ster is not derogatory, as in youngster (1589), but in most cases, as with

pollster (1939), -ster has pejorative force.

poll·tak·er (polùt7ÙkNr) n.  See pollster. 
poll tax (pol t4ks) n.  A tax levied on people rather than on property, often as a 

requirement for voting. 

pol·lut·ant (pN-lutùnt) n.  Something that pollutes, especially a waste material 

that contaminates air, soil, or water. 

pol·lute (pN-lutù) v.  tr. pol·lut·ed, pol·lut·ing, pol·lutes. 1. To make unfit 

for or harmful to living things, especially by the addition of waste matter.  See 

Synonyms at contaminate.  2. To make less suitable for an activity, especially by 

the introduction of unwanted factors:  The stadium lights polluted the sky around 

the observatory.  3. To render impure or morally harmful; corrupt.  4. To make 

ceremonially impure; profane: “Churches and altars were polluted by atrocious 

murders” (Edward Gibbon).  [Middle English polluten, from Latin polluere, 

poll7t-.] —pol·lutùer n. 

pol·lu·tion (pN-luùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of polluting or the state of 

being polluted, especially the contamination of soil, water, or the atmosphere by 

the discharge of harmful substances.  2. Something that pollutes; a pollutant or a 

group of pollutants:  Pollution in the air reduced the visibility near the airport. 

Pol·lux (pmlùNks) n.  Greek Mythology. 1. One of the Dioscuri.  2. A bright star in 

the constellation Gemini.  [Latin, from Greek PoludeukKs.]

Pol·ly·an·na (pmlÙK-4nùN) n.  A person regarded as being foolishly or blindly 

optimistic.  [After the heroine of the novel Pollyanna, by Eleanor Hodgman Por-

ter (1868-1920), American writer.]



pol·ly·wog (pmlùK-wmgÙ, -wôgÙ) n.  Variant of polliwog. 
po·lo (poùlo) n.  Sports. 1. A game played by two teams of three or four players 

on horseback who are equipped with long-handled mallets for driving a small 

wooden ball through the opponents’ goal.  2. Water polo.  [Anglo-Indian polo, of 

Tibeto-Burman origin.] —poùlo·ist n. 

Po·lo (poùlo), Marco. 1254-1324.  Venetian traveler who explored Asia from 

1271 to 1295. His Travels of Marco Polo was the only account of the Far East avail-

able to Europeans until the 17th century. 

polo coat (poùlo kot) n.  A loose-fitting, tailored overcoat made from camel’s 

hair or a similar material. 

pol·o·naise (pmlÙN-n7zù, poÙlN-) n.  1. A stately, marchlike Polish dance, prima-

rily a promenade by couples.  2. Music for or in the style of this dance, having tri-

ple meter.  3. A woman’s dress of the 18th century, having a fitted bodice and 

draped cutaway skirt, worn over an elaborate underskirt.  [French, from feminine 

of polonais, Polish, from Medieval Latin Polonia, Poland.]

po·lo·ni·um (pN-loùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Po A naturally radioactive metallic ele-

ment, occurring in minute quantities as a product of radium disintegration and 

produced by bombarding bismuth or lead with neutrons. It has 27 isotopes rang-

ing in mass number from 192 to 218, of which Po 210, with a half-life of 138.39 

days, is the most readily available. Atomic number 84; melting point 254˚C; boil-

ing point 962˚C; specific gravity 9.32; valence 2, 4.  [From Medieval Latin Polonia, 

Poland.]

polo shirt (poùlo shûrt) n.  A pullover sport shirt of knitted cotton. 

Pol Pot (pml pmtù), Born 1928.  Cambodian political leader whose Khmer Rouge 

movement overthrew the Cambodian government in 1975. Under his regime exe-

cutions and famine killed an estimated three million people. He fled the capital in 

1979 when Vietnamese forces overthrew his government. 

Pol·ta·va (pNl-täùvN)  A city of central Ukraine west-southwest of Kharkov. 

Probably settled by Slavic peoples in the 8th or 9th century, it was a Cossack 

stronghold in the 17th century. Population, 302,000. 

pol·ter·geist (polùtNr-gXstÙ) n.  A ghost that manifests itself by noises, rappings, 

and the creation of disorder.  [German  : poltern, to make noises (from Middle 

High German boldern) + Geist, ghost (from Middle High German, from Old 

High German).]

pol·troon (pml-trunù) n.  A base coward: “Every moment of the fashion indus-

try’s misery is richly deserved by the designers... and magazine poltroons who perpet-

uate this absurd creation” (Nina Totenberg).  [French poltron, from Old Italian 

poltrone, coward, idler, perhaps augmentative of poltro, unbroken colt (from Vul-

gar Latin *pulliter, from Latin pullus, young animal); see pau- in Appendix, or 

from poltro, bed, lazy.] —pol·troonùer·y n. 

pol·y (pmlùK) n.  1. Polyester.  2. Polyethylene. 



poly- pref.  1. More than one; many; much:  polyatomic.  2. More than usual; 

excessive; abnormal:  polydipsia.  3. Polymer; polymeric:  polyethylene.  [Greek 

polu-, from polus, much, many. See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

pol·y·a·cryl·a·mide (pmlÙK-N-krVlùN-mXdÙ) n.  A white polyamide, 

($CH2CHCONH2$), related to acrylic acid.  [POLY- + ACRYL(IC ACID) + AMIDE.]

polyacrylamide gel (pmlÙK-N-krVlùN-mXdÙ jHl) n.  A hydrated polyacrylamide 

of stiff consistency used as a medium for electrophoresis because of its white col-

oring and thickening action in water-based solutions. 

pol·y·ad·e·nyl·ic acid (pmlÙK-4dÙn-VlùVk 4sùVd) n.  A polymer of adenylic acid 

attached to messenger RNA that stabilizes the molecule before transport from the 

nucleus into the cytoplasm. 

pol·y·al·co·hol (pmlÙK-4lùkN-hôlÙ, -hmlÙ) n.  An alcohol, such as glycerol, con-

taining more than two hydroxy groups. 

pol·y·am·ide (pmlÙK-4mùXdÙ) n.  A polymer containing repeated amide groups, 

as in various kinds of nylon. 

pol·y·a·mine (pmlÙK-N-mKnù, -4mùKn) n.  Any of a group of organic com-

pounds that contain two or more amino groups. 

pol·y·an·drous (pmlÙK-4nùdrNs) adj.  1. Relating to, characterized by, or prac-

ticing polyandry.  2. Botany. Having an indefinite number of stamens. 

pol·y·an·dry (pmlùK-4nÙdrK) n.  1. The condition or practice of having more 

than one husband at one time.  2. Zoology. A mating pattern in which a female 

mates with more than one male in a single breeding season.  3. Botany. The con-

dition of being polyandrous.   —polÙy·anùdric adj. 

pol·y·an·thus (pmlÙK-4nùthNs) n.  pl. pol·y·an·thus·es. Any of a group of 

hybrid garden primroses having clusters of variously colored flowers.  [New 

Latin, from Greek poluanthos, having many flowers  : polu-, poly- + anthos, 

flower.]

polyanthus narcissus (pmlÙK-4nùthNs när-sVsùNs) n.  A bulbous Mediterra-

nean plant (Narcissus tazetta) having clusters of fragrant flowers with white peri-

anths and yellow coronas. 

pol·y·a·tom·ic (pmlÙK-N-tmmùVk) adj.  Of or relating to a molecule that has three 

or more atoms as constituents. 

pol·y·ba·sic (pmlÙK-b7ùsVk) adj.  Of or relating to an acid that has two or more 

hydrogen atoms that can be replaced by basic atoms or radicals. 

pol·y·ba·site (pmlÙK-b7ùsXtÙ) n.  A black mineral with a metallic luster, essen-

tially (Ag,Cu)16Sb2S11, that is an ore of silver.  [POLY- + BAS(IS) + -ITE
1.]

Po·lyb·i·us (pN-lVbùK-Ns), 200?-118? B.C.  Greek historian. Only five books of his 

40-volume history of Rome are extant. 

pol·y·car·bon·ate (pmlÙK-kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  Any of a family of thermoplastics 

characterized by a high-impact strength, used in making unbreakable windows. 



Pol·y·carp (pmlùK-kärpÙ), Saint. A.D. 69?-155?.  Christian martyr. A student of 

the Apostle John, he was burned at the stake during a period of persecution of 

Christians in Smyrna. 

pol·y·car·pel·lar·y (pmlÙK-kärùpN-lHrÙK) adj.  Botany. Having or consisting of 

many carpels. 

pol·y·car·pous (pmlÙK-kärùpNs) also po·ly·car·pic (-pVk) adj.  Botany. Having 

fruit or pistils with two or more carpels.   —polùy·carÙpy n. 

pol·y·cen·tric (pmlÙK-sHnùtrVk) adj.  1. Having many centers, especially of 

authority or control:  the shift from Soviet-American hegemony to a polycentric 

world.  2. Having several central parts, such as centrosomes or chromatids.   —  
n.  A polycentric chromosome.   —polÙy·cenùtrism n. 

pol·y·chete also pol·y·chaete (pmlùV-kKtÙ) n.  Any of various annelid worms of 

the class Polychaeta, including mostly marine worms such as the lugworm, and 

characterized by fleshy paired appendages tipped with bristles on each body seg-

ment.  [New Latin Polychaeta, class name, from Greek polukhaitKs, with much 

hair  : polu-, poly- + khaitK, long hair.] —polùy·cheteÙ, polÙy·cheùtous adj. 

pol·y·chlo·rin·at·ed biphenyl (pmlÙK-klôrùN-n7ÙtVd bX-fHnùNl, -klorù-) n.  

PCB. 

pol·y·chro·mat·ic (pmlÙK-kro-m4tùVk) also pol·y·chro·mic (-kroùmVk)  or 

pol·y·chro·mous (-kroùmNs) adj.  1. Having or exhibiting many colors.  2. Of 

or composed of radiation of more than one wavelength:  polychromatic light. 

pol·y·chro·mat·o·phil·i·a (pmlÙK-kro-m4tÙN-fVlùK-N) also 

pol·y·chro·mo·phil·i·a (-kroÙmN-fVlùK-N) n.  Affinity for more than one type of 

stain, especially for both basic and acidic stains.   —polÙy·chro·matÙo·philùic (-

fVlùVk), polÙy·chro·matùo·phileÙ adj. 

pol·y·chrome (pmlùK-kromÙ) adj.  1. Having many or various colors; polychro-

matic.  2. Made or decorated in many or various colors:  polychrome tiles.   —  n.  

An object or a work composed of or decorated in many colors. 

pol·y·chro·mic (pmlÙK-kroùmVk)  or pol·y·chro·mous (-mNs) adj.  Variants of 

polychromatic. 
pol·y·chro·mo·phil·i·a (pmlÙK-kroÙmN-fVlùK-N) n.  Variant of polychro-
matophilia. 

pol·y·chro·my (pmlùK-kroÙmK) n.  The use of many colors in decoration, espe-

cially in architecture and sculpture. 

Pol·y·clei·tus (pmlÙV-klXùtNs)  See Polyclitus. 
pol·y·clin·ic (pmlÙK-klVnùVk) n.  A clinic, hospital, or health care facility that 

treats various types of diseases and injuries.  [Alteration of POLICLINIC.]

Pol·y·cli·tus  or Pol·y·clei·tus (pmlÙV-klXùtNs), fl. fifth century B.C.  Greek sculp-

tor and architect known for his bronze and marble statues of athletes. 



pol·y·clone (pmlùK-klonÙ) n.  A clone descended from one or more small groups 

of cells, especially ones of genetically different origins.   —polÙy·cloùnal adj.  

—polÙy·cloùnal·ly adv. 

pol·y·con·ic projection (pmlÙK-kmnùVk prN-jHkùshNn) n.  A conic map projec-

tion having distances between meridians along every parallel equal to those dis-

tances on a globe. The central geographic meridian is a straight line, whereas the 

others are curved and the parallels are arcs of circles. 

pol·y·cot·y·le·don (pmlÙK-kmtÙl-Kdùn) also pol·y·cot (-kmtÙ) n.  A plant whose 

seed contains more than two cotyledons.   —polÙy·cotÙy·leùdon·ous adj. 

pol·y·cy·clic (pmlÙV-sXùklVk, -sVkùlVk) adj.  Chemistry. Having two or more atomic 

rings in a molecule. 

pol·y·cys·tic (pmlÙK-sVsùtVk) adj.  Having or containing many cysts:  polycystic 

kidney disease. 

pol·y·cy·the·mi·a (pmlÙK-sX-thKùmK-N) n.  A condition marked by an abnor-

mally large number of red blood cells in the circulatory system. 

pol·y·dac·tyl (pmlÙK-d4kùtNl) also pol·y·dac·ty·lous (-tN-lNs) Biology. adj.  

Having more than the normal number of digits.   —  n.  A person or an animal 

having more than the normal number of digits.   —polÙy·dacùtyl·ism, 
polÙy·dacùty·ly n. 

pol·y·dem·ic (pmlÙK-dHmùVk) adj.  Occurring in or inhabiting two or more 

regions:  polydemic species.  [POLY- + (EN)DEMIC.]

pol·y·dip·si·a (pmlÙK-dVpùsK-N) n.  Excessive or abnormal thirst.  [POLY- + Greek 

dipsa, thirst + -IA
1.] —polÙy·dipùsic adj. 

pol·y·e·lec·tro·lyte (pmlÙK-V-lHkùtrN-lXtÙ) n.  An electrolyte, such as a protein 

or polysaccharide, having a high molecular weight. 

pol·y·em·bry·o·ny (pmlÙK-HmùbrK-N-nK, -Hm-brXù-) n.  Development of more 

than one embryo from a single egg or ovule.   —polÙy·emÙbry·onùic (-brK-

mnùVk) adj. 

pol·y·ene (pmlùK-KnÙ) n.  An organic compound containing many double 

bonds. 

pol·y·es·ter (pmlùK-HsÙtNr, pmlÙK-HsùtNr) n.  1. Any of numerous synthetic poly-

mers produced chiefly by reaction of dibasic acids with dihydric alcohols and 

used primarily as light, strong, weather-resistant resins in boat hulls, swimming 

pools, textile fibers, adhesives, and molded parts.  2. A wrinkle-resistant fabric of 

fibers made from any of these resins.   —polùy·esÙter adj.  

—polÙy·esÙter·i·fi·caùtion (-N-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

pol·y·es·trous (pmlÙK-HsùtrNs) adj.  1. Having several estrous cycles during a 

single breeding season.  2. Ovulating more than once a year. 

pol·y·e·ther (pmlùK-KÙthNr) n.  A polymer in which the repeating unit contains 

two carbon atoms linked by an oxygen atom. 



pol·y·eth·yl·ene (pmlÙK-HthùN-lKnÙ) n.  A polymerized ethylene resin, used 

especially for containers, kitchenware, and tubing, or in the form of films and 

sheets for packaging. 

polyethylene glycol (pmlÙK-HthùN-lKnÙ glXùkôlÙ) n.  Any of a family of color-

less liquids with high molecular weight that are soluble in water and in many 

organic solvents and are used in detergents and as emulsifiers and plasticizers. 

po·lyg·a·la (pN-lVgùN-lN) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Polygala, which 

constitutes the milkworts.  [New Latin Polygala, genus name, from Greek polug-

alon, milkwort  : polu-, poly- + gala, milk; see melg- in Appendix.]

po·lyg·a·mist (pN-lVgùN-mVst) n.  One who practices polygamy. 

po·lyg·a·mous (pN-lVgùN-mNs) adj.  1. Relating to, characterized by, or practic-

ing polygamy.  2. Botany. Having both hermaphroditic and unisexual flowers on 

the same plant or on separate plants of the same species.   —po·lygùa·mous·ly 
adv. 

po·lyg·a·my (pN-lVgùN-mK) n.  1. The condition or practice of having more than 

one spouse at one time.  Also called plural marriage 2. Zoology. A mating pattern 

in which a single individual mates with more than one individual of the opposite 

sex.  [French polygamie, from Late Latin polygamia, from Greek polugamia : polu-

, poly- + -gamia, -gamy.]

pol·y·gene (pmlùK-jKnÙ) n.  Any of a group of nonallelic genes, each having a 

small quantitative effect, that together produce a wide range of phenotypic varia-

tion.  Also called multiple factor, quantitative gene. 

pol·y·gen·e·sis (pmlÙK-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Derivation of a species or type from more 

than one ancestor or germ cell.   —polÙy·genùe·sist n. 

pol·y·gen·et·ic (pmlÙK-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to polygenesis; poly-

phyletic.  2. Having more than one source or origin. 

pol·y·gen·ic (pmlÙK-jHnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or determined by polygenes:  

polygenic inheritance.   —polÙy·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

pol·y·glot (pmlùK-glmtÙ) adj.  Speaking, writing, written in, or composed of sev-

eral languages.   —  n.  1. A person having a speaking, reading, or writing knowl-

edge of several languages.  2. A book, especially a Bible, containing several 

versions of the same text in different languages.  3. A mixture or confusion of 

languages.  [French polyglotte, from Greek poluglottos : polu-, poly- + glotta, 

tongue, language.] —polùy·glotÙism, polùy·glotÙtism n. 

pol·y·gon (pmlùK-gmnÙ) n.  A closed plane figure bounded by three or more line 

segments.   —po·lygùo·nal (pN-lVgùN-nNl) adj.  —po·lygùo·nal·ly adv. 

po·lyg·o·num (pN-lVgùN-nNm) n.  Any of numerous plants of the widely distrib-

uted genus Polygonum, characterized by stems with knotlike joints and conspicu-

ous sheathlike stipules.  [New Latin Polygonum, genus name, from Greek 

polugonon, knotgrass  : polu-, poly- + gonu, knee; see genu-1 in Appendix.]



pol·y·graph (pmlùK-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument that simultaneously records 

changes in physiological processes such as heartbeat, blood pressure, and respira-

tion, often used as a lie detector.   —  v.  tr. pol·y·graphed, pol·y·graph·ing, 
pol·y·graphs. To test (a criminal suspect, for example) with a polygraph.   
—po·lygùra·pher (pN-lVgùrN-fNr), po·lygùra·phist (-fVst)  n.  

—polÙy·graphùic adj. 

po·lyg·y·ny (pN-lVjùN-nK) n.  1. The condition or practice of having more than 

one wife at one time.  2. Zoology. A mating pattern in which a male mates with 

more than one female in a single breeding season.   —po·lygùy·nous adj. 

pol·y·he·dra (pmlÙK-hKùdrN) n.  A plural of polyhedron. 
polyhedral angle (pmlÙK-hKùdrNl 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. A shape formed 

by three or more planes intersecting at a common point. 

pol·y·he·dron (pmlÙK-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. pol·y·he·drons or pol·y·he·dra (-drN). 
A solid bounded by polygons.   —polÙy·heùdral adj. 

pol·y·he·dro·sis (pmlÙK-hK-droùsVs) n.  pl. pol·y·he·dro·ses (-sKz). Any of 

several diseases of insect larvae, caused by infestation with polyhedral virus parti-

cles. 

pol·y·his·tor (pmlÙK-hVsùtNr) n.  A person with broad knowledge.  [Latin Poly-

histor, from Greek poluistor, very learned  : polu-, poly- + histor, learned; see 

weid- in Appendix.] —polÙy·his·torùic (-hV-stôrùVk, -stmrù-) adj. 

pol·y·hy·dric (pmlÙK-hXùdrVk) adj.  Chemistry. Containing at least two hydroxyl 

groups. 

Pol·y·hym·ni·a (pmlÙK-hVmùnK-N) also Po·lym·ni·a (pN-lVmùnK-N) n.  Greek 

Mythology. The Muse of sacred song and oratory. 

pol·y I:C (pmlùK XùsKù) n.  A synthetic chemical that resembles the RNA of infec-

tious viruses and is used to stimulate the production of interferon by the immune 

system.  [POLY- + i(nosinic acid) (Greek inos, genitive of is, sinew; see inositol + -

INE
2 + -IC) + c(ytidylic acid) (CYTIDINE + -YL + -IC).]

pol·y·im·ide (pmlÙK-VmùXdÙ) n.  A synthetic polymeric resin of a class resistant to 

high temperatures, wear, and corrosion, used primarily as a coating or film on a 

substrate substance. 

pol·y·math (pmlùK-m4thÙ) n.  A person of great or varied learning.  [Greek 

polumathKs : polu-, poly- + manthanein, math-, to learn; see mendh- in Appen-

dix.] —polùy·mathÙ, polÙy·mathùic adj.  —po·lyùma·thy (pN-lVmùN-thK) n. 

pol·y·mer (pmlùN-mNr) n.  Any of numerous natural and synthetic compounds 

of usually high molecular weight consisting of up to millions of repeated linked 

units, each a relatively light and simple molecule. 

pol·y·mer·ase (pmlùN-mN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes that catalyze 

the formation of polynucleotides of DNA or RNA using an existing strand of 

DNA or RNA as a template. 



polymerase chain reaction (pmlùN-mN-r7sÙ ch7n rK-4kùshNn) n.  A labora-

tory technique in which trace amounts of DNA can be amplified into large quan-

tities by repeatedly separating paired DNA strands and using each strand as a 

template for a new DNA segment. 

pol·y·mer·ic (pmlÙN-mHrùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or consisting of a polymer.   
—polÙy·merùi·cal·ly adv.  —po·lymùer·ism (pN-lVmùN-rVzÙNm, pmlùN-mN-) n. 

po·lym·er·i·za·tion (pN-lVmÙNr-V-z7ùshNn, pmlùN-mNr-) n.  1. The bonding of 

two or more monomers to form a polymer.  2. A chemical process that effects 

this bonding. 

pol·y·mer·ize (pmlùN-mN-rXzÙ, pN-lVmùN-) v.  intr. tr. pol·y·mer·ized, 
pol·y·mer·iz·ing, pol·y·mer·iz·es. To undergo or subject to polymerization. 

po·lym·er·ous (pN-lVmùNr-Ns) adj.  Biology. Consisting of numerous parts, 

members, or segments. 

Po·lym·ni·a (pN-lVmùnK-N) n.  Greek Mythology. Variant of Polyhymnia. 
pol·y·morph (pmlùK-môrfÙ) n.  1. Biology. An organism characterized by poly-

morphism.  2. Chemistry. A specific crystalline form of a compound that can 

crystallize in different forms. 

pol·y·mor·phism (pmlÙK-môrùfVzÙNm) n.  1. Biology. The occurrence of differ-

ent forms, stages, or types in individual organisms or in organisms of the same 

species, independent of sexual variations.  2. Chemistry. Crystallization of a com-

pound in at least two distinct forms. In this sense, also calledpleomorphism  
—polÙy·morùphic, polÙy·morùphous adj.  —polÙy·morùphous·ly adv. 

pol·y·mor·pho·nu·cle·ar (pmlÙK-môrÙfN-nuùklK-Nr, -nyuù-) adj.  Having a 

lobed nucleus. Used especially of neutrophil white blood cells.   —  n.  A poly-

morphonuclear cell. 

polymorphous perverse (pmlÙK-môrfùNs pNr-vûrsù) adj.  Characterized by 

or displaying sexual tendencies that have no specific direction, as in an infant or a 

young child, but that may evolve into acts that are regarded as perversions in 

adults. 

pol·y·myx·in (pmlÙK-mVkùsVn) n.  Any of various mainly toxic antibiotics 

derived from strains of the soil bacterium Bacillus polymyxa and used to treat var-

ious infections with gram-negative bacteria.  [New Latin polymyxa, species name 

(POLY- + Greek muxa, slime) + -IN.]

Pol·y·ne·sia (pmlÙN-nKùzhN, -shN)  A division of Oceania including scattered 

islands of the central and southern Pacific Ocean roughly between New Zealand, 

Hawaii, and Easter Island. The larger islands are volcanic, the smaller ones gener-

ally coral formations. 

Pol·y·ne·sian (pmlÙN-nKùzhNn, -shNn) adj.  Of or relating to Polynesia or its peo-

ples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Polynesia.  2. A 

subfamily of the Austronesian language family spoken in Polynesia. 



pol·y·neu·ri·tis (pmlÙK-nt-rXùtVs, -nyt-) n.  See multiple neuritis.  
—polÙy·neu·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

Pol·y·ni·ces (pmlÙN-nXùsKz) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Oedipus for whom an 

expedition against Thebes was raised. 

pol·y·no·mi·al (pmlÙK-noùmK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or consisting of more 

than two names or terms.   —  n.  1. A taxonomic designation consisting of more 

than two terms.  2. Mathematics. a. An algebraic expression consisting of one or 

more summed terms, each term consisting of a constant multiplier and one or 

more variables raised to integral powers. For example, x2 – 5x + 6 and 2p3q + y are 

polynomials.  Also called multinomial b. An expression of two or more terms.   

[POLY- + (BI)NOMIAL.]

pol·y·nu·cle·o·tide (pmlÙK-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A polymeric com-

pound consisting of a number of nucleotides. 

po·lyn·ya (pmlÙNn-yäù, pN-lVnùyN) n.  An area of open water surrounded by sea 

ice.  [Russian polyn’ya, from polyV, open, hollow. See pelN-2 in Appendix.]

pol·y·o·ma (pmlÙK-oùmN) n.  A small form of the papovavirus that contains 

DNA and is associated with the formation of various tumors in rodents.  Also 

called polyoma virus 

pol·yp (pmlùVp) n.  1. A coelenterate, such as a hydra or coral, having a cylindrical 

body and an oral opening usually surrounded by tentacles.  2. A usually nonma-

lignant growth or tumor protruding from the mucous lining of an organ such as 

the nose, bladder, or intestine, often causing obstruction.  [Middle English polip, 

nasal tumor, from Old French polipe, from Latin polypus, cuttlefish, nasal tumor, 

from Greek polupous (probably by folk etymology from polus, many; see poly-, 
and pous, foot ). See ped- in Appendix.] —polùyp·oidÙ adj. 

pol·y·par·y (pmlùN-pHrÙK) also pol·y·par·i·um (pmlÙN-pârùK-Nm) n.  pl. 

pol·y·par·ies also pol·y·par·i·a (-K-N). The common supporting framework of 

a colony of polyps, especially of coral. 

pol·y·pep·tide (pmlÙK-pHpùtXdÙ) n.  A peptide containing many molecules of 

amino acids, typically between 10 and 100. 

pol·y·pet·al·ous (pmlÙK-pHtùl-Ns) adj.  Having separate petals, as on the corolla 

of a rose or carnation. 

pol·y·pha·gi·a (pmlÙK-f7ùjK-N, -jN)  also po·lyph·a·gy (pN-lVfùN-jK) n.  1. An 

excessive or pathological desire to eat.  2. Zoology. The habit of feeding on many 

different kinds of food.   —polÙy·phaùgi·an adj. 

po·lyph·a·gous (pN-lVfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on many different kinds of food:  

polyphagous insects or birds. 

Pol·y·phe·mus (pmlÙN-fKùmNs) n.  Greek Mythology. The Cyclops who confined 

Odysseus and his companions in a cave until Odysseus blinded him and escaped.  

[Latin, from Greek PoluphKmos.]



pol·y·phe·mus moth (pmlÙN-fKùmNs môth) n.  A large North American silk-

worm moth (Antheraea polyphemus) having an eyelike spot on each hind wing.  

[After POLYPHEMUS, from the ocellus on its hind wings.]

pol·y·phone (pmlùK-fonÙ) n.  Linguistics. A written character or combination of 

characters having two or more phonetic values, such as the English letter a. 

pol·y·phon·ic (pmlÙK-fmnùVk) adj.  1. Music. Of, relating to, or characterized by 

polyphony.  2. Linguistics. Having two or more phonetic values.   
—polÙy·phonùi·cal·ly adv. 

po·lyph·o·ny (pN-lVfùN-nK) n.  pl. po·lyph·o·nies. Music. Music with two or 

more independent melodic parts sounded together.   —po·lyphùo·nous adj.  

—po·lyphùo·nous·ly adv. 

pol·y·phy·let·ic (pmlÙK-fX-lHtùVk) adj.  Relating to or characterized by develop-

ment from more than one ancestral type.   —polÙy·phy·letùi·cal·ly adv. 

pol·y·ploid (pmlùK-ploidÙ) Genetics. adj.  Having one or more extra sets of chro-

mosomes:  a polyploid species; a polyploid cell.   —  n.  An organism with more 

than two sets of chromosomes.   —polùy·ploiÙdy n. 

pol·yp·ne·a (pmlÙVp-nKùN) n.  Very rapid breathing; panting.  [New Latin  : POLY- 

+ Greek pnoia, pnoK, breath, breathing (from pnein, to breathe); see pneu- in 

Appendix.] —polÙyp·neùic (-nKùVk) adj. 

pol·y·pod (pmlùK-pmdÙ) also po·lyp·o·dous (pN-lVpùN-dNs) adj.  Biology. Having 

numerous feet. 

pol·y·po·dy (pmlùK-poÙdK) n.  pl. pol·y·po·dies. Any of various ferns of the 

widely distributed genus Polypodium, having simple or compound fronds, round 

sori arranged in one or more rows along the midrib, and creeping rootstocks.  

[Middle English polypodie, from Latin polypodium, from Greek polupodion, from 

diminutive of polupous, many-footed  : polu-, poly- + pous, pod-, foot; see -POD.]

pol·y·pore (pmlùK-pôrÙ, -porÙ) n.  See pore fungus. 
pol·yp·o·sis (pmlÙN-poùsVs) n.  pl. pol·yp·o·ses (-sKz). A hereditary disease in 

which numerous polyps erupt in a part of the body, especially on the lining of the 

colon and rectum, and often become malignant. 

pol·y·pro·pyl·ene (pmlÙK-proùpN-lKnÙ) n.  1. Any of various thermoplastic 

resins that are polymers of propylene. They are hard and tough, and are used to 

make molded articles and fibers.  2. A fabric of fibers made from any of these 

resins.   —polÙy·proùpyl·eneÙ adj. 

pol·y·pro·tic (pmlÙK-proùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to an acid that can donate 

more than one proton to a base.  2. Of or relating to a base that can accept more 

than one proton.  [POLY- + PROT(ON) + -IC.]

pol·yp·tych (pmlùVp-tVkÙ) n.  A work consisting of four or more painted or 

carved panels that are hinged together.  [From Late Latin polyptycha, registers, 

account books, from Greek poluptukha, from neuter pl. of poluptukhos, having 

many folds  : polu-, poly- + ptukhK, fold; see DIPTYCH.]



pol·y·rhythm (pmlùK-rVthÙNm) n.  Music. The use or an instance of simulta-

neous contrasting rhythms.   —polÙy·rhythùmic adj. 

pol·y·ri·bo·nu·cle·o·tide (pmlÙK-rXÙbo-nuùklK-N-tXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A polynu-

cleotide consisting of a number of ribonucleotides. 

pol·y·ri·bo·some (pmlÙK-rXùbN-somÙ) n.  A cluster of ribosomes connected by a 

strand of messenger RNA and functioning as a unit in protein synthesis.  Also 

called polysome 

pol·y·sac·cha·ride (pmlÙK-s4kùN-rXdÙ) also pol·y·sac·cha·rid (-rVd)  or 

pol·y·sac·cha·rose (-rosÙ, -rozÙ) n.  Any of a class of carbohydrates, such as 

starch and cellulose, consisting of a number of monosaccharides joined by glyco-

sidic bonds. 

pol·y·se·mous (pmlÙK-sKùmNs) adj.  Linguistics. Having or characterized by 

many meanings.  [From Late Latin polysKmus, from Greek polusKmos : polu-, poly- 

+ sKma, sign.] —polùy·seÙmy (pmlùK-sKÙmK, pN-lVsùN-) n. 

pol·y·sep·al·ous (pmlÙK-sHpùN-lNs) adj.  Botany. Having separate sepals. 

pol·y·some (pmlùK-somÙ) n.  See polyribosome. 
pol·y·so·mic (pmlÙK-soùmVk) Genetics. adj.  Having an extra copy of one or 

more chromosomes:  a polysomic individual; a polysomic cell.   —  n.  A polysomic 

organism or cell.  [POLY- + (CHROMO)SOM(E) + -IC.]

pol·y·sor·bate (pmlÙK-sôrùb7tÙ) n.  Any of a class of emulsifiers used in food 

preparation and in some pharmaceuticals.  [POLY- + sorbate, salt or ester of sorbi-

tol (SORB(ITOL) + -ATE
2).]

pol·y·sper·my (pmlùK-spûrÙmK) n.  The entry of several sperm into one ovum 

during fertilization.   —polÙy·sperùmic adj. 

po·lys·ti·chous (pN-lVsùtV-kNs) adj.  Botany. Arranged in two or more series or 

rows.  [Greek polustikhos, of many lines  : polu-, poly- + from stikhos, row; see 

STICH.]

pol·y·sty·rene (pmlÙK-stXùrKn) n.  A rigid, clear thermoplastic polymer that can 

be molded into objects or made into a foam that is used to insulate refrigerators.   
—polÙy·styùrene adj. 

pol·y·sul·fide (pmlÙK-sƒlùfXd) n.  A sulfide compound containing at least two 

sulfur atoms per molecule. 

pol·y·syl·lab·ic (pmlÙK-sV-l4bùVk) adj.  Linguistics. 1. Having more than three 

syllables.  2. Characterized by words having more than three syllables.   
—polÙy·syl·labùi·cal·ly adv. 

pol·y·syl·la·ble (pmlÙK-sVlùN-bNl) n.  Linguistics. A word of more than three syl-

lables. 

pol·y·syn·ap·tic (pmlÙK-sV-n4pùtVk) adj.  Of or involving two or more synapses 

in the nervous system:  a polysynaptic reflex. 

pol·y·syn·de·ton (pmlÙK-sVnùdV-tmnÙ) n.  The repetition of conjunctions in 

close succession for rhetorical effect, as in the phrase here and there and every-



where.  [Late Greek polusundeton, neuter of polusundetos, using many connectives 

 : Greek polu-, poly- + Greek sundetos, bound together; see SYNDETIC.]

pol·y·syn·thet·ic (pmlÙK-sVn-thHtùVk) adj.  Linguistics. Of or relating to a lan-

guage such as Eskimo or Mohawk, characterized by long, morphologically com-

plex words with a large number of affixes that express syntactic relationships and 

meanings usually expressed as phrases or sentences in other languages. 

pol·y·tech·nic (pmlÙK-tHkùnVk) adj.  Offering, receiving, or dealing with 

instruction in many industrial arts and applied sciences:  a polytechnic institute.   
—  n.  A school specializing in the teaching of industrial arts and applied sciences. 

pol·y·tene (pmlùK-tKnÙ) adj.  Relating to or having large, multistranded chromo-

somes whose corresponding chromomeres are in contact.  [POLY- + Latin taenia, 

band (from Greek tainia, ribbon); see ten- in Appendix.] —polÙy·teùnic adj.  

—polùy·teÙny n. 

pol·y·tet·ra·fluor·o·eth·yl·ene (pmlÙK-tHtÙrN-fltrÙo-HthùN-lKnÙ, -flôrÙ-, -

florÙ-) n.  A thermoplastic resin, (C2F4)n, that is resistant to heat and chemicals, 

has an extremely low coefficient of friction, and is used as a coating on cookware, 

gaskets, seals, and hoses. 

pol·y·the·ism (pmlùK-thK-VzÙNm, pmlÙK-thKùVz-Nm) n.  The worship of or belief 

in more than one god.  [French polythéisme, from Greek polutheos, polytheistic  : 

polu-, poly- + theos, god; see dhKs- in Appendix.] —polùy·theÙist n.  

—polÙy·the·isùtic adj. 

pol·y·thene (pmlùN-thKnÙ) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of polyethylene. 
po·lyt·o·cous (pN-lVtùN-kNs) adj.  Producing many offspring in a single birth.  

[Greek polutokos, bearing many offspring  : polu-, poly- + tokos, offspring, birth; 

see tek- in Appendix.]

pol·y·to·nal·i·ty (pmlÙK-to-n4lùV-tK) n.  Music. Simultaneous use of two or 

more tonalities in a composition.   —polÙy·toùnal (-toùnNl) adj.  

—polÙy·toùnal·ly adv. 

pol·y·tro·phic (pmlÙK-troùfVk, -trmfùVk) adj.  Subsisting on various types of 

organic material. Used of certain bacteria. 

pol·y·typ·ic (pmlÙK-tVpùVk) also pol·y·typ·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Having several vari-

ant forms, especially subspecies or varieties.  [POLY- + TYP(E) + -IC.]

pol·y·un·sat·u·rat·ed (pmlÙK-ƒn-s4chùN-r7ÙtVd) adj.  Of or relating to long-

chain carbon compounds, especially fats, having many unsaturated bonds. 

pol·y·ur·e·thane (pmlÙK-ytrùN-th7nÙ) n.  Any of various resins, widely vary-

ing in flexibility, used in tough chemical-resistant coatings, adhesives, and foams.   
—polÙy·urù·e·thaneÙ adj. 

pol·y·u·ri·a (polÙK-ytrùK-N) n.  Excessive passage of urine, as in diabetes.   
—polÙy·uùric adj. 

pol·y·va·lent (pmlÙK-v7ùlNnt) adj.  1. Acting against or interacting with more 

than one kind of antigen, antibody, toxin, or microorganism.  2. Chemistry. 



a. Having more than one valence.  b. Having a valence of 3 or higher.    
—polÙy·vaùlence, polÙy·vaùlen·cy n. 

pol·y·vi·nyl (pmlÙK-vXùnNl) adj.  Abbr. PV Designating any of a group of poly-

merized thermoplastic vinyls, such as polyvinyl chloride. 

polyvinyl chloride (pmlÙK-vXùnNl klôrùXdÙ) n.  PVC. 

pol·y·zo·an (pmlÙK-zoùNn) n.  See bryozoan.  [From New Latin Polyzoa, phy-

lum name  : POLY- + -zoa, pl. of -zoon; see -ZOON.] —polÙy·zoùan adj. 

pol·y·zo·ar·i·um (pmlÙK-zo-ârùK-Nm) also pol·y·zo·a·ry (-zoùN-rK) n.  pl. 

pol·y·zo·ar·i·a (-ârùK-N) also pol·y·zo·a·ries. A bryozoan colony or its support-

ing skeletal structure.  [New Latin  : Polyzoa, phylum name; see POLYZOAN + -

ARIUM.]

pol·y·zo·ic (pmlÙK-zoùVk) adj.  Biology. 1. Forming or consisting of a colony of 

zooids.  2. Containing numerous sporozoites. 

pom·ace (pƒmùVs, pmmù-) n.  1. The pulpy material remaining after the juice 

has been pressed from fruit, such as apples.  2. Pulpy material remaining after the 

extraction of oil from nuts, seeds, or fish.  [Middle English pomis, from Medieval 

Latin pom7cium, cider, from Vulgar Latin *poma, apple, fruit. See POME.]

pomace fly (pƒmùVs flX) n.  See fruit fly (n., sense 1). 

po·ma·ceous (po-m7ùshNs) adj.  Of, relating to, bearing, or characteristic of 

apples or pomes.  [From New Latin pom7ceus, from Late Latin pomum, apple, 

fruit. See POME.]

po·made (po-m7dù, -mädù, pm-) n.  A perfumed ointment, especially one used 

to groom the hair.   —  v.  tr. po·mad·ed, po·mad·ing, po·mades. To anoint 

with pomade.  [French pommade, from Italian pomata, from pomo, apple, from 

Late Latin pomum. See POME.]

po·man·der (poùm4nÙdNr, po-m4nù-) n.  1. A mixture of aromatic substances 

enclosed in a bag or box as a protection against odor or infection, formerly worn 

on one’s person but now usually placed in a dresser drawer or closet.  2. A case, 

box, or bag for holding this mixture.  [Middle English pomendambre, alteration of 

Old French pome d’embre, apple of amber, from Medieval Latin pomum dK 

ambr7 : pomum, apple, ball (from Latin, fruit) + Latin dK, of; see DE- + ambr7, 

ablative of ambra, amber; see AMBER.]

pome (pom) n.  A fleshy fruit, such as an apple, a pear, or a quince, having sev-

eral seed chambers and an outer fleshy part largely derived from the hypanthium.  

Also called false fruit [Middle English, from Old French, apple, fruit, from Vulgar 

Latin *poma, from neuter pl. of Late Latin pomum, from Latin, fruit.]

pome·gran·ate (pmmùgr4nÙVt, pmmùV-, pƒmù-, pƒmùV-) n.  1. A deciduous 

shrub or small tree (Punica granatum) native to Asia and widely cultivated for its 

edible fruit.  2. The fruit of this tree, having a tough reddish rind, and containing 

many seeds, each enclosed in a juicy, mildly acidic, red pulp.  [Middle English 

pome granate, from Old French pome grenate : pome, apple; see POME + grenate, 



having many seeds (from Latin gr7n7tus, from gr7num, grain, seed); see gyN-no- 
in Appendix.]

pom·e·lo (pmmùN-loÙ) n.  pl. pom·e·los. See shaddock.  [Alteration of 

POMPELMOUS.]

Pom·er·a·ni·a (pmmÙN-r7ùnK-N, -r7nùyN)  A historical region of north-central 

Europe bordering on the Baltic Sea in present-day northwest Poland and north-

east Germany. It was inhabited by Slavic tribes in the 10th century and conquered 

by Poland in the 12th century. The territory was later split up and controlled by 

various powers, including the Holy Roman Empire, Prussia, Sweden, Denmark, 

and Germany. 

Pom·er·a·ni·an (pmmÙN-r7ùnK-Nn, -r7nùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to Pomerania 

or its people.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Pomerania.  2. Any of a breed 

of small dogs having long, silky hair, a foxlike face, pointed ears, and a hairy tail 

curling over the back. 

po·mi·cul·ture (poùmV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  The cultivation of fruit.  [Latin pomum, 

fruit + CULTURE.]

po·mif·er·ous (po-mVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing pomes.  [Latin pomifer, fruit-bear-

ing (pomum, fruit + -fer, -fer) + -OUS.]

pom·mel (pƒmùNl, pmmù-) v.  tr. pom·meled also pom·melled, 
pom·mel·ing also pom·mel·ling, pom·mels also pom·mels. To beat; pum-

mel.   —  n.  1. The upper front part of a saddle; a saddlebow.  2. A knob on the 

hilt of a sword or similar weapon.  [From Middle English pomel, a pommel, from 

Old French, diminutive of pom, ball, fruit, from Latin pomum, fruit.]

pom·my  or pom·mie (pmmùK) n.  pl. pom·mies. Australian & New Zealand. 

Used as a disparaging term for a British person, especially a recent immigrant.  

[Short for pomegranate, alteration of Pummy Grant, probably alteration of immi-

grant.]

Po·mo (poùmo) n.  pl. Pomo or Po·mos. 1. a. A group of Native American 

peoples inhabiting an area of the Coast Ranges of northern California.  b. A 

member of this group.   2. Any of the seven languages of the Pomo. 

po·mol·o·gy (po-mmlùN-jK) n.  The scientific study and cultivation of fruit.  

[Latin pomum, fruit + -LOGY.] —poÙmo·logùi·cal (poÙmN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—poÙmo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —po·molùo·gist n. 

Po·mo·na (pN-moùnN)  A city of southern California, a residential and industrial 

suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 131,723. 

pomp (pmmp) n.  1. Dignified or magnificent display; splendor:  the solemn 

pomp of a military funeral.  2. Vain or ostentatious display.  See Synonyms at dis-
play.  [Middle English, from Old French pompe, from Latin pompa, pomp, pro-

cession, from Greek pompK, procession, from pempein, to send.]



pom·pa·dour (pmmùpN-dôrÙ, -dorÙ) n.  1. A woman’s hairstyle formed by 

sweeping the hair up from the forehead.  2. A man’s hairstyle formed by brushing 

the hair up from the forehead.  [After the Marquise de. POMPADOUR.]

Pom·pa·dour (pmmùpN-dôrÙ, -dorÙ, -dtrÙ, pôN-pä-durù), Marquise de Title 

of Jeanne Antoinette Poisson. 1721-1764.  The lover of Louis XV of France. She 

was blamed for establishing France’s alliance with Austria, which led to the Seven 

Years’ War (1756-1763). 

pom·pa·no (pmmùpN-noÙ) n.  pl. pompano or pom·pa·nos. Any of several 

marine food fishes of the genus Trachinotus, especially T. carolinus, of tropical 

and temperate Atlantic waters, having a flattened, oblong body with a bluish back 

and a yellowish breast.  [American Spanish pámpano, any of several kinds of fish, 

from Spanish, vine tendril, a kind of fish with golden markings, from Latin pam-

pinus, vine tendril.]

Pom·pa·no Beach (pmmùpN-noÙ bKch)  A city of southeast Florida on the 

Atlantic coast north of Miami. It is a resort community in a citrus and vegetable 

area. Population, 72,411. 

Pompeian red (pmm-p7ùNn rHd) n.  Color. A grayish to moderate red.  [From 

its similarity to the color found on house walls at Pompeii.]

Pom·pe·ii (pmm-p7ù, -p7ùK)  An ancient city of southern Italy southeast of 

Naples. Founded in the sixth or early fifth century B.C., it was a Roman colony by 

80 B.C. and became a prosperous port and resort with many noted villas, temples, 

theaters, and baths. Pompeii was destroyed by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 

A.D. 79. The incredibly well-preserved ruins were rediscovered in 1748 and have 

been extensively excavated.   —Pom·peùian, Pom·peiùian adj.  & n. 

pom·pel·mous (pmmùpNl-musÙ) n.  See shaddock.  [Dutch pompelmoes 

(influenced by pompoen, gourd, and Portuguese limoes, lemon ), probably ulti-

mately from Tamil pampalim7su.]

Pom·pey (pmmùpK), Known as “the Great.” 106-48 B.C.  Roman general and 

political leader. With Caesar and Crassus he formed a ruling triumvirate (60-50) 

but was later defeated by Caesar and murdered in Egypt. 

Pom·pi·dou (pmmùpV-duÙ, pôN-pK-duù), Georges Jean Raymond. 1911-

1974.  French politician who served as premier (1962-1968) and president (1969-

1974), continuing the policies of Charles de Gaulle. 

pom·pon  or pom-pon (pmmùpmnÙ) also pom-pom  or pom·pom (pmmù-

pmmÙ) n.  1. A tuft or ball of wool, feathers, or other material used as a decora-

tion, especially on shoes, caps, and curtains.  2. A small buttonlike flower of some 

chrysanthemums and dahlias.  [French.]

pom·pous (pmmùpNs) adj.  1. Characterized by excessive self-esteem or exag-

gerated dignity; pretentious:  pompous officials who enjoy giving orders.  2. Full of 

high-sounding phrases; bombastic:  a pompous proclamation.  3. Characterized by 

pomp or stately display; ceremonious:  a pompous occasion.  [Middle English, 



from Old French pompeux, from Late Latin pomposus, from Latin pompa, pomp. 

See POMP.] —pom·posùi·ty (-pmsùV-tK), pomùpous·ness (-pNs-nVs)  n.  

—pomùpous·ly adv. 

Pon·ca (pmngùkN) n.  pl. Ponca or Pon·cas. 1. a. A Native American people for-

merly inhabiting northeast Nebraska near the Niobrara River, with present-day 

populations in Oklahoma and Nebraska. The Ponca are closely related to the 

Omaha in language and history.  b. A member of this people.   2. The Siouan lan-

guage of the Ponca, dialectally related to Omaha. 

Ponca City (pmngùkN sVtùK)  A city of northern Oklahoma on the Arkansas River 

north-northeast of Oklahoma City. It was founded in 1893 after the opening of 

the Cherokee Strip. Population, 26,359. 

Pon·ce (pônùs7, -sH)  A city of southern Puerto Rico southwest of San Juan. It is 

an agricultural trade and distribution center. Population, 161,739. 

Ponce de Le·ón (pmnsù dN lKùNn, lK-onù, pônùthH thH lH-ônù, pônùsH), Juan. 
1460-1521.  Spanish explorer who sailed with Columbus on his second voyage 

(1493-1494) and explored Florida (1513) while looking for the legendary Foun-

tain of Youth. 

Pon·chiel·li (pông-kyHlùlK), Amilcare. 1834-1886.  Italian composer. Among 

his works are the ballet Clarina (1873) and the opera La Gioconda (1876). 

pon·cho (pmnùcho) n.  pl. pon·chos. 1. A blanketlike cloak having a hole in the 

center for the head.  2. A similar garment having a hood used as a raincoat.  

[American Spanish, from Spanish, cape, perhaps variant of pocho, faded, discol-

ored.]

pond (pmnd) n.  A still body of water smaller than a lake, often of artificial ori-

gin.  [Middle English ponde, from Old English pund-, enclosure.]

pond apple (pmnd 4pùNl) n.  An evergreen tree (Annona glabra) of Florida and 

tropical America, having yellow flowers with red markings and ovoid yellow fruit. 

pond cypress (pmnd sXùprVs) n.  A small variety of the bald cypress (Taxodium 

distichum var. nutans) native to the southeast United States. 

pon·der (pmnùdNr) v.  pon·dered, pon·der·ing, pon·ders.  —  v.  tr. To 

weigh in the mind with thoroughness and care.   —  v.  intr. To reflect or consider 

with thoroughness and care.  [Middle English ponderen, from Old French pon-

derer, from Latin ponder7re. See (s)pen- in Appendix.] —ponùder·er n.  

SYNONYMS: ponder, meditate, deliberate, ruminate, mull, muse. These verbs

mean to consider something carefully and at length. To ponder is to weigh in the

mind with painstaking thoroughness and care: “He and the council had already

pondered the list of members returned to the parliament” (John Morley). “The Doc-

tor had been pondering, and had made up his mind to a certain course” (Henry

Kingsley). Meditate implies serious consideration, as of undertaking a course of

action or of implementing a plan; the term can also denote engagement in deep



reflection: “The King struck the blow he had for some time meditated” (William

E.H. Lecky). “He quitted her presence to meditate upon revenge” (Frederick Marry-

at). To deliberate is to think attentively and usually slowly, as about a choice or

decision to be made: The jury deliberated for two days before returning a verdict.

Ruminate and mull imply turning a matter over and over again in the mind: “The

old warrior king was... ruminating on his gloomy fortunes” (Washington Irving). I

sat mulling over my problem without finding a solution. To muse is to be absorbed

in one’s thoughts; the word often connotes an abstracted quality: “And musing

there an hour alone,/I dreamed that Greece might still be free” (Byron).

pon·der·a·ble (pmnùdNr-N-bNl) adj.  Considerable enough to be weighed or 

assessed; appreciable:  ponderable results; ponderable issues.   
—ponÙder·a·bilùi·ty n. 

pon·der·o·sa pine (pmnÙdN-roùsN pXn) n.  A tall timber tree (Pinus ponderosa) 

of western North America, having long, dark green needles grouped in fascicles 

of three.  [Translation of New Latin PXnus ponderosa : Latin pXnus, pine-tree + 

Latin ponderosa, feminine of ponderosus, heavy; see PONDEROUS.]

pon·der·ous (pmnùdNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having great weight.  2. Unwieldy from 

weight or bulk.  3. Lacking grace or fluency; labored and dull:  a ponderous 

speech.  See Synonyms at heavy.  [Middle English, from Old French pondereux, 

from Latin ponderosus, from pondus, ponder-, weight. See (s)pen- in Appendix.] 
—ponùder·ous·ly adv.  —ponùder·ous·ness, ponÙder·osùi·ty (-msùV-tK)  n. 

Pon·di·cher·ry (pmnÙdV-chHrùK, -shHrùK)  A city of southeast India on the Bay of 

Bengal south-southwest of Madras. It consists of four former French coastal set-

tlements whose administration was transferred to India in 1954. Population, 

162,636. 

pond lily (pmnd lVlùK) n.  See water lily. 
pond scum (pmnd skƒm) n.  Any of various freshwater algae that form a usu-

ally greenish film on the surface of stagnant water. 

pond·weed (pmndùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various submerged or floating aquatic 

plants of the genus Potamogeton having inconspicuous flowers borne in small 

spikes. 

pone (pon) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See johnnycake. See Regional note at 

johnnycake.  [Virginia Algonquian poan, appoans, cornbread.]

REGIONAL NOTE: A staple of the early American colonies from New England

southward to Virginia was pone, a bread made by Native Americans from flat

cakes of cornmeal dough baked in ashes. Derived from an Algonquian word

meaning “to roast” or “to bake,” pone is one of several Virginia Algonquian words

(including hominy and tomahawk) borrowed into the English of the Atlantic sea-

board. The word pone, usually in the compound cornpone, is now used mainly in



the South, where it means cakes of cornbread baked on a griddle or in hot ash-

es—as the Native Americans originally cooked it.

pon·gee (pmn-jKù, pmnùjK) n.  A soft, thin cloth woven from Chinese or Indian 

raw silk or an imitation thereof.  [Chinese (Mandarin) bI zhX : bIn, one’s own + 

zhX, to weave, spin.]

pon·gid (pmnùjVd) n.  An anthropoid ape of the family Pongidae, which includes 

the chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the family 

Pongidae.  [From New Latin Pongidae, family name, from Pongo, type genus, of 

African origin.]

pon·iard (pmnùyNrd) n.  A dagger typically having a slender square or triangular 

blade.   —  v.  tr. pon·iard·ed, pon·iard·ing, pon·iards. To stab with such a 

dagger.  [French poignard, from poing, fist, from Old French, from Latin pugnus. 

See peuk- in Appendix.]

pons (pmnz) n.  pl. pon·tes (pmnùtKz). 1. A slender tissue joining two parts of an 

organ.  2. The pons Varolii.  [Latin pons, bridge. See pent- in Appendix.]

Pons (pmnz, pôNs), Lily. 1904-1976.  French-born American operatic soprano. 

She was a principal soprano with the Metropolitan Opera from 1931 to 1961. 

pons as·i·no·rum (pmnzù 4sÙN-nôrùNm, -norùNm) n.  A problem that severely 

tests the ability of an inexperienced person.  [New Latin pons asinorum : Latin 

pons, bridge + Latin asinorum, genitive pl. of asinus, ass, fool.]

Pon·selle (pmn-sHlù), Rosa Melba. 1897-1981.  American soprano who was a 

leading performer with the Metropolitan Opera in the 1920’s and 1930’s. 

pons Va·ro·li·i (pmnzù vN-roùlK-XÙ) n.  A band of nerve fibers on the ventral sur-

face of the brain stem that links the medulla oblongata and the cerebellum with 

upper portions of the brain.  [New Latin pons VaroliX, bridge of Varoli, after Cos-

tanzo Varolio (1543?-1575), Italian anatomist.]

Pon·ta Del·ga·da (pmnùtN dHl-gäùdN, pôNù-)  A city of southwest Sao Miguel 

Island in the Azores. It is the chief commercial city of the island group. Popula-

tion, 21,187. 

Ponta Gros·sa (pmnùtN grôùsä)  A city of southern Brazil west-northwest of 

Curitiba. It is a processing center in a farming and lumbering region. Population, 

171,810. 

Pont·char·train (pmnùchNr-tr7nÙ), Lake. A lake of southeast Louisiana north 

of New Orleans. A causeway links New Orleans with the region north of the lake. 

pon·tes (pmnùtKz) n.  Plural of pons. 
Pon·ti·ac1 (pmnùtK-4kÙ), 1720?-1769.  Ottawa leader who led a large Native 

American revolt against the British in the Great Lakes region (1763-1766). 

Pon·ti·ac2 (pmnùtK-4kÙ)  A city of southeast Michigan northwest of Detroit. Its 

carriage-making industry of the 1880’s was replaced by automobile manufactur-

ing in the early 20th century. Population, 71,166. 



Pon·ti·a·nak (pmnÙtK-äùnäk)  A city of western Borneo, Indonesia, at the north-

ern edge of the Kapuas River delta. Capital of a sultanate founded in 1772, it later 

became a major gold-exporting center. Population, 304,778. 

pon·ti·fex (pmnùtN-fHksÙ) n.  pl. pon·tif·i·ces (pmn-tVfùV-sKzÙ). A man on the 

highest council of priests in ancient Rome.  [Latin. See pent- in Appendix.]

pon·tiff (pmnùtVf) n.  1. a. The pope.  b. A bishop.   2. A pontifex.  [French pon-

tife, from Old French pontif, from Latin pontifex, pontifex. See pent- in Appen-

dix.]

pon·tif·i·cal (pmn-tVfùV-kNl) adj.  1. Relating to, characteristic of, or suitable for 

a pope or a bishop.  2. Having the dignity, pomp, or authority of a pontiff or a 

bishop.  3. Pompously dogmatic or self-important; pretentious.   —  n.  

1. pontificals. The vestments and insignia of a pontiff or a bishop.  2. A book of 

forms for ceremonies performed by a bishop.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin pontific7lis, of a pontifex, from pontifex, pontific-, pontifex. See PON-

TIFEX.] —pon·tifùi·cal·ly adv. 

Pon·tif·i·cal Mass (pmn-tVfùV-kNl m4s) n.  Ecclesiastical. A celebration of the 

Eucharist performed by a bishop in all Roman Catholic churches, many Anglican 

churches, and some Lutheran churches. 

pon·tif·i·cate (pmn-tVfùV-kVt, -k7tÙ) n.  The office or term of office of a pontiff.   
—  v.  intr. pon·tif·i·cat·ed, pon·tif·i·cat·ing, pon·tif·i·cates (-k7tÙ). 1. To 

express opinions or judgments in a dogmatic way.  2. To administer the office of a 

pontiff.  [Latin pontific7tus, from pontifex, pontific-, pontifex; see PONTIFEX. V., 

from Medieval Latin pontific7re, pontific7t-, to act as an ecclesiastic  from Latin 

pontifex, pontifex.] —pon·tifÙi·caùtion n.  —pon·tifùi·caÙtor n. 

pon·tif·i·ces (pmn-tVfùV-sKzÙ) n.  Plural of pontifex. 
pon·til (pmnùtVl) n.  See punty.  [French, possibly from Italian puntello, diminu-

tive of punto, point, from Latin p7nctum, from neuter past participle of pungere, 

to prick. See peuk- in Appendix.]

pon·tine (pmnùtXnÙ, -tKnÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to bridges.  2. Of or relating to 

a pons, especially the pons Varolii.  [Latin pons, pont-, bridge; see pent- in 

Appendix + -INE
1.]

Pon·tine Marshes (pmnùtKn märshùVz, -tXn)  An area of central Italy between 

the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Apennine foothills. Formerly a malarial breeding 

ground, the land was drained during the 1930’s to produce fertile farmland. 

Pon·tius Pi·late (pmnùchNs pXùlNt)  See Pontius Pilate. 
Pont l’É·vêque (pmntÙ lN-vHkù, pôNÙ l7-vHkù) n.  A mild, soft-centered French 

cheese made of whole milk.  [After Pont l’Évêque, a town of northwest France.]

pon·to·nier (pmnÙtN-nîrù) n.  One who is in charge of pontoons or is engaged in 

the construction of pontoon bridges.  [French pontonnier, from Old French, from 

ponton, pontoon. See PONTOON.]



pon·toon (pmn-tunù) n.  1. A floating structure, such as a flat-bottomed boat, 

that is used to support a bridge.  2. A floating structure serving as a dock.  3. A 

float on a seaplane.  [French ponton, from Old French, from Latin ponto, ponton-

, floating bridge, from pons, pont-, bridge. See pent- in Appendix.]

pontoon bridge (pmn-tunù brVj) n.  A temporary floating bridge that uses 

pontoons for support.  Also called bateau bridge 

Pon·top·pi·dan (pmn-tmpùV-d4nÙ, -dänÙ), Henrik. 1857-1943.  Danish writer 

known for his three-novel series The Promised Land (1891-1895). He shared the 

1917 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Pon·tus (pmnùtNs)  An ancient country of northeast Asia Minor along the south-

ern coast of the Black Sea. Established in the fourth century B.C., it flourished 

under Mithridates VI until his defeat by Pompey of Rome in 66.   —Ponùtic (-

tVk) adj. 

Pon·ty·pool (pmnùtN-pulÙ)  An urban district of southeast Wales north-north-

east of Cardiff. Its iron and tin industries began in the late 16th century. Popula-

tion, 90,300. 

po·ny (poùnK) n.  pl. po·nies. 1. Any of several types or breeds of horses that are 

small in size when full grown, such as the Shetland pony.  2. a. Informal. A race-

horse.  b. Sports. A polo horse.   3. Something small for its kind, especially a small 

glass for beer or liqueur.  4. A word-for-word translation of a foreign language 

text, especially one used secretly by students as an aid in studying or test-taking.  

Also called crib, trot.  5. Chiefly British. The sum of 25 pounds.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

po·nied, po·ny·ing, po·nies. To study with the aid of a pony:  pony a lesson; 

ponied all night before the exam.   —phrasal verb. pony up. Slang. To pay 

(money owed or due).  [Probably from obsolete French poulenet, diminutive of 

poulain, colt, from Late Latin pull7men, young of an animal, from Latin pullus. 

See pau- in Appendix.]

pony express (poùnK Vk-sprHsù) n.  A system of rapid mail transportation by 

relays of horses that operated from St. Joseph, Missouri, to Sacramento, Califor-

nia, in 1860-1861. 

po·ny·tail (poùnK-t7lÙ) n.  A hairstyle in which the hair is held back so as to hang 

down like a pony’s tail.   —poùny·tailedÙ adj. 

Pon·zi scheme (pmnùzK skKm) n.  An investment swindle in which high profits 

are promised from fictitious sources and early investors are paid off with funds 

raised from later ones.  [After Charles Ponzi (1882?-1949), Italian-born specula-

tor who organized such a scheme (1919-1920).]

pooch (puch) n.  Slang. A dog.  [Origin unknown.]

pood (pud) n.  A Russian unit of weight equivalent to about 16.4 kilograms 

(36.1 pounds) avoirdupois.  [Russian pud, from Old Norse pund, pound, ulti-

mately from Latin pondo. See POUND
1.]



poo·dle (pudùl) n.  Any of a breed of dogs originally developed in Europe as 

hunting dogs, having thick, curly hair of varying color, and classified by shoulder 

height into standard, miniature, and toy varieties.  [German Pudel, short for 

Pudelhund : Low German pudeln, to splash about (from pudel, puddle) + Hund, 

dog; see DACHSHUND.]

pooh (pu) interj.  Used to express disdain or disbelief. 

Pooh-Bah  or pooh-bah (puùbäÙ) n.  1. A pompous, ostentatious official, 

especially one who, holding many offices, fulfills none of them.  2. A person who 

holds high office.  [After Pooh-Bah, Lord-High-Everything-Else, a character in 

The Mikado by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan.]

pooh-pooh (puùpuù) v.  tr. pooh-·poohed, pooh-·pooh·ing, pooh-
·poohs. Informal. To express contempt for or impatience about; make light of: 

“British actors have long pooh-poohed the Method” (Stephen Schiff).  [Reduplica-

tion of POOH.]

pool1 (pul) n.  1. A small body of still water.  2. An accumulation of standing 

liquid; a puddle:  a pool of blood.  3. A deep or still place in a stream.  4. A swim-

ming pool.  5. An underground accumulation of petroleum or gas in porous sed-

imentary rock.   —  v.  intr. pooled, pool·ing, pools. 1. To form pools or a 

pool:  The receding tide pooled in hollows along the shore.  2. To accumulate in a 

body part:  preventing blood from pooling in the limbs.  [Middle English, from Old 

English pol.]

pool2 (pul) n.  1. Games. a. A game of chance, resembling a lottery, in which 

the contestants put staked money into a common fund that is later paid to the 

winner.  b. A fund containing all the money bet in a game of chance or on the 

outcome of an event.   2. A grouping of resources for the common advantage of 

the participants:  a pool of implements for the use of all the workers on the estate; 

forming a pool of our talents.  3. An available supply, the use of which is shared by 

a group.  4. A group of journalists who cover an event and then by agreement 

share their reports with participating news media:  the White House press pool.  

5. a. A mutual fund established by a group of stockholders for speculating in or 

manipulating prices of securities.  b. The persons or parties participating in such 

a fund.   6. An agreement between competing business concerns to establish con-

trols over production, market, and prices for common profit.  7. Any of several 

games played on a six-pocket billiard table usually with 15 object balls and a cue 

ball. In this sense, also calledpocket billiards  —  v.  pooled, pool·ing, pools.  
—  v.  tr. To put into a fund for use by all:  Let’s pool our resources to finish the 

project quickly.   —  v.  intr. To join or form a pool.  [French poule, hen, stakes, 

booty, from Old French, hen, young chicken, from Latin pullus, young of an ani-

mal. See pau- in Appendix.] —poolùer n. 

Poole (pul)  A municipal borough of southern England west-southwest of 

Southhampton on Poole Bay, an inlet of the English Channel. Chartered in 



1248, Poole is a port and shipbuilding center with varied industries. Population, 

120,000. 

pool·room (pulùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  Games. A commercial establishment or 

room for the playing of pool or billiards. 

pool·side (pulùsXdÙ) n.  The area next to or around a swimming pool.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  poolside furniture; a poolside 

party. 

pool table (pul t7ùbNl) n.  Games. A six-pocket billiards table on which pool is 

played. 

poon (pun) n.  Any of several trees of the genus Calophyllum, of southern Asia, 

having light, hard wood used for masts and spars.  [Singhalese p7na, perhaps of 

Dravidian origin.]

Poo·na (puùnN)  A city of west-central India east-southeast of Bombay. It was a 

Maratha capital in the 17th and 18th centuries and passed to the British in 1818. 

Population, 1,203,351. 

poop1 (pup) Nautical. n.  1. A superstructure at the stern of a ship.  2. A poop 

deck.   —  v.  tr. pooped, poop·ing, poops. 1. To break over the stern of (a 

ship).  2. To take (a wave) over the stern.  [Middle English poupe, from Old 

French, from Latin puppis.]

poop2 (pup) v.  tr. pooped, poop·ing, poops. Slang. To cause to become 

fatigued; tire: “Many people stop here, pooped by the short, steep climb” (Sierra 

Club Guides to the National Parks).   —phrasal verb. poop out. Slang. 1. To 

quit because of exhaustion:  poop out of a race.  2. To decide not to participate, 

especially at the last moment.  [Origin unknown.]

poop3 (pup) n.  Slang. Inside information:  She gave me all the poop on the com-

pany party.  [Origin unknown.]

poop4 (pup) n.  Slang. A person regarded as very disagreeable.  [Perhaps short 

for NINCOMPOOP.]

poop5 (pup) Slang. n.  Excrement.   —  v.  intr. pooped, poop·ing, poops. 
To defecate.  [Possibly from obsolete poop, to break wind, from Middle English 

poupen, to blow a horn, toot, of imitative origin.]

poop deck (pup dHk) n.  Nautical. An exposed, partial deck on the stern 

superstructure of a ship. 

poop·er-scoop·er (puùpNr skuÙpNr) n.  A scoop for picking up and remov-

ing the feces of a dog or other pet.  [From POOP
5 + SCOOP.]

poor (ptr) adj.  poor·er, poor·est. 1. Having little or no wealth and few or no 

possessions.  2. Lacking in a specified resource or quality:  an area poor in timber 

and coal; a diet poor in calcium.  3. Not adequate in quality; inferior:  a poor per-

formance.  4. a. Lacking in value; insufficient:  poor wages.  b. Lacking in quan-

tity:  poor attendance.   5. Lacking fertility:  poor soil.  6. Undernourished; lean.  

7. Humble:  a poor spirit.  8. Eliciting or deserving pity; pitiable:  couldn’t rescue 



the poor fellow.   —  n.  (used with a pl. verb). People with little or no wealth and 

possessions considered as a group:  The urban poor are in need of homes.  [Middle 

English poure, from Old French povre, from Latin pauper. See pau- in Appendix.] 
—poorùness n.  

SYNONYMS: poor, indigent, needy, impecunious, penniless, impoverished, pover-

ty-stricken, destitute. These adjectives mean lacking the money or the means req-

uisite to an adequate or comfortable life. Poor is the most general: “Resolve not to

be poor: whatever you have, spend less. Poverty is a great enemy to human happiness”

(Samuel Johnson). Indigent and needy refer to one in need or want: The town gov-

ernment is responsible for assistance to indigent people. Local politicians used to dis-

tribute Thanksgiving turkeys to needy families. Impecunious and penniless mean

having little or no money: “Certainly an impecunious Subaltern was not a catch”

(Rudyard Kipling). If the breadwinner deserts the family, it will be left penniless.

One who is impoverished has been reduced to poverty: The dictator, whose greed

and excesses had produced an impoverished citizenry, fled the country. Poverty-

stricken means suffering from poverty and miserably poor: “The poverty-stricken

exiles contributed far more, in proportion... than the wealthy merchants” (John Lo-

throp Motley). Destitute means lacking any means of subsistence: Some nations

have no middle class; one group is rich, while the other is destitute. 

USAGE NOTE: In informal speech poor is sometimes used as an adverb, as in

They never played poorer. In formal usage more poorly would be required in this

example.

poor box (ptr bmks) n.  A box, such as one to be found in a church, used for 

collecting alms. 

poor boy (ptr boi) n.  New Orleans. See submarine (n., sense 2). See 

Regional note at submarine. 
poor farm (ptr färm) n.  A farm that houses, supports, and employs the poor 

at public expense. 

poor·house (ptrùhousÙ) n.  An establishment maintained at public expense as 

housing for the homeless. 

poo·ri also pu·ri (ptrùK) n.  pl. poo·ris. A light, flat wheat cake of Pakistan and 

northern India, usually fried in deep fat.  [Hindi puri, from Sanskrit p7raU, cake. 

See pelN-1 in Appendix.]

poor·ish (ptrùVsh) adj.  Somewhat poor. 

poor law (ptr lô) n.  A law or system of laws providing for public relief and 

support of the poor. 

poor·ly (ptrùlK) adv.  In a poor manner.  See Usage Note at poor.   —  adj.  

Chiefly Southern U.S. In poor health; ill:  feeling poorly.  See Usage Note at bad1. 



poor·mouth (ptrùmouthÙ, -mouthÙ) v.  poor·mouthed, poor·mouth·ing, 
poor·mouths.  —  v.  tr. To speak ill of.   —  v.  intr. To claim poverty as an 

excuse or a defense:  always poormouths when asked to donate to charity.   —  n.  

An exaggerated assertion of poverty. 

poor white (ptr hwXt) n.  Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a member 

of a class of low-income white farmers and laborers, especially in the southern 

United States. 

pop1 (pmp) v.  popped, pop·ping, pops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a short, 

sharp, explosive sound.  2. To burst open with a short, sharp, explosive sound.  

3. To move quickly or unexpectedly; appear abruptly:  At last the cottage popped 

into view.  4. To open wide suddenly:  The child’s eyes popped with astonishment.  

5. Baseball. To hit a short high fly ball, especially one that can be caught by an 

infielder:  popped out to shortstop.  6. To shoot a firearm, such as a pistol.   —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to make a sharp bursting sound.  2. To cause to explode with a 

sharp bursting sound:  popped the balloon.  3. To put or thrust suddenly or unex-

pectedly: “popping a crisp plump shrimp into her mouth” (Kathleen Winsor).  

4. a. To discharge (a firearm).  b. To fire at; shoot.   5. To hit or strike:  popped 

me on the head.  6. Baseball. To hit (a ball) high in the air but not far.  7. Slang. 

a. To take (drugs), especially orally: “To calm a case of the jitters... the bride popped 

Valium” (People).  b. To have (a drink):  popped a few beers after work.    —  n.  

1. A sudden sharp, explosive sound.  2. A shot with a firearm.  3. Chiefly Mid-

western U.S. See soft drink. See Regional note at tonic.  4. Baseball. A pop fly.   
—  adv.  1. With a popping sound.  2. Abruptly or unexpectedly.  3. Slang. 

Apiece; each:  Tickets to the benefit were $50 a pop.   —phrasal verb. pop off. 
Informal. 1. To leave abruptly or hurriedly.  2. To die suddenly.  3. To speak 

thoughtlessly in a burst of released anger.   —idiom. pop the question. Infor-

mal. To propose marriage.  [Middle English poppen, from pop, a blow, stroke, of 

imitative origin.]

pop2 (pmp) n.  Informal. Father.  [Short for PAPA.]

pop3 (pmp) Informal. adj.  1. Of or for the general public; popular or popular-

ized:  pop culture; pop psychology.  2. Of, relating to, or specializing in popular 

music:  a pop singer.  3. Of or suggestive of pop art:  a pop style.   —  n.  1. Popular 

music.  2. Pop art. 

POP abbr.  Proof of purchase. 

pop. abbr.  1. Popular.  2. Population. 

pop art (pmp ärt) n.  A form of art that depicts objects or scenes from everyday 

life and employs techniques of commercial art and popular illustration. 

Po·pa·yán (poÙpN-yänù, pôÙpä-)  A city of southwest Colombia south of Cali. 

Founded c. 1536, it was a prosperous trade center during the colonial era. Popula-

tion, 140,839. 



pop·corn (pmpùkôrnÙ) n.  1. a. A variety of corn, Zea mays everta, having hard 

kernels that burst to form white, irregularly shaped puffs when heated.  b. The 

edible, popped kernels of this variety of corn.   2. A small piece, as of polystyrene, 

used in quantity to protect items during packaging and shipment.  [Contraction 

of popped corn.]

WORD HISTORY: Popcorn is very much an American institution. Particularly

enjoyed by people in the United States, it is grown as a native product and denoted

by a word that is an Americanism, a word or expression that was first used in

English in the United States. Popcorn, from the verb pop and the noun corn, fits

these criteria because the first recorded use of the word is found in Memorable

Days in America, an account written by the British traveler William Faux and pub-

lished in London in 1823: “I crossed the Big Wabash... at La Valette’s ferry, where

is beautiful land... and two lonely families of naked-legged French settlers from

whom I received two curious ears of poss corn.” Notice that either Faux misun-

derstood the term or the French settlers mispronounced it. This type of corn, in-

troduced to the settlers by Native Americans, was long grown by them, little

knowing that their benefaction would one day be consumed by countless movie-

goers while watching Westerns.

popcorn flower (pmpùkôrnÙ flouùNr) n.  Any of several plants of the genus 

Plagiobothrys, of western North America, having cymose clusters of small flowers 

with a white salverform corolla. 

pope (pop) n.  1.  Often Pope. Roman Catholic Church. The bishop of Rome 

and head of the Roman Catholic Church on earth.  2. Eastern Orthodox Church. 

The patriarch of Alexandria.  3. The Coptic patriarch of Alexandria.  4. The male 

head of some non-Christian religions:  the Taoist pope.  5. A person considered to 

have unquestioned authority:  the pope of surrealism.  [Middle English, from Old 

English p7pa, from Late Latin, from Latin, father (title of bishops), from Greek 

pappas. See papa in Appendix.]

Pope (pop), Alexander. 1688-1744.  English writer best remembered for his 

satirical mock-epic poems The Rape of the Lock (1712) and The Dunciad (1728). 

Pope (pop), John. 1822-1892.  American Union general in the Civil War who 

was defeated by Gen. Robert E. Lee at the Second Battle of Bull Run (1862). 

pope·dom (popùdNm) n.  The office, jurisdiction, or tenure of a pope; the 

papacy. 

pop·er·y (poùpN-rK) n.  Offensive. The doctrines, practices, and rituals of the 

Roman Catholic Church. 

pope’s nose (pops noz) n.  Informal. The tail of a cooked fowl.  Also called par-

son’s nose 



pop·eyed (pmpùXdÙ) adj.  1. Having bulging eyes.  2. Amazed; astonished:  

popeyed with wonder. 

pop fly (pmp flX) n.  Baseball. A short high fly ball.  Also called pop-up 

pop·gun (pmpùgƒnÙ) n.  A toy gun that makes a popping noise. 

pop·in·jay (pmpùVn-j7Ù) n.  A vain, talkative person.  [Middle English, parrot, 

from Old French papegai, from Spanish papagayo, or Old Provençal papagai both 

from Arabic babS7’, babaS7’, from Persian babbagh7.]

pop·ish (poùpVsh) adj.  Offensive. Of or relating to the popes or the Roman 

Catholic Church.   —popùish·ly adv.  —popùish·ness n. 

pop·lar (pmpùlNr) n.  1. a. Any of several fast-growing deciduous trees of the 

genus Populus having unisexual flowers borne in catkins.  b. The wood of these 

trees.   2.  See tulip tree (n., sense 1).  [Middle English popler, from Old French 

poplier, from pouple, from Latin populus.]

Pop·lar Bluff (pmpùlNr blƒf)  A city of southeast Missouri near the Arkansas 

border south of St. Louis. It is a trade, shipping, and manufacturing center in a 

farming area. Population, 16,996. 

pop·lin (pmpùlVn) n.  A ribbed fabric of silk, rayon, wool, or cotton, used in mak-

ing clothing and upholstery.  [Obsolete French papeline, perhaps from Provençal 

papalino, feminine of papalin, papal (so called because it was first made at the 

papal town of Avignon), from Medieval Latin p7p7lis, from Late Latin p7pa, 

pope. See POPE.]

pop·lit·e·al (pmp-lVtùK-Nl, pmpÙlV-tKùNl) adj.  Of or relating to the hollow part of 

the leg behind the knee joint.  [From New Latin popliteus, from Latin poples, 

poplit-, ham of the knee.]

Po·po·ca·té·petl (poÙpN-k4tùN-pHtÙl, pôÙpô-kä-tHùpHtÙl)  A volcano, 5,455.5 m 

(17,887 ft) high, in central Mexico west of Puebla. It has been dormant since 1702 

but occasionally emits large puffs of steam. 

pop·o·ver (pmpùoÙvNr) n.  A very light, hollow muffin made with eggs, milk, 

and flour. 

pop·pa (päùpN) n.  Variant of papa. 
pop·per (pmpùNr) n.  1. One that pops.  2. A container or pan for making pop-

corn.  3. Slang. An ampoule of amyl nitrite or butyl nitrite used as a stimulant 

drug. 

Pop·per (pmpùNr), Sir Karl Raimund. 1902-1994.  British philosopher known 

for his contributions to the understanding of scientific reasoning and his attacks 

on historicism. His works include The Logic of Scientific Discovery (1931) and The 

Open Society and Its Enemies (1945). 

pop·pet (pmpùVt) n.  1. A poppet valve.  2. Nautical. a. A small wooden strip on 

a gunwale that forms or supports an oarlock.  b. One of the beams of a launching 

cradle supporting a ship’s hull.   3. Chiefly British. A darling.  [Middle English 

popet, small child, doll, puppet. See PUPPET.]



poppet valve (pmpùVt v4lv) n.  An intake or exhaust valve, operated by springs 

and cams, that plugs and unplugs its opening by axial motion. 

pop·ple1 (pmpùNl) v.  intr. pop·pled, pop·pling, pop·ples. To move in a toss-

ing, bubbling, or rippling manner, as choppy water.   —  n.  1. Choppy water.  

2. The motion or sound of boiling liquid.  [Middle English poplen, probably of 

Middle Dutch origin.]

pop·ple2 (pmpùNl) n.  Informal. A poplar.  [Middle English popel (perhaps from 

Old English popul-), from Latin populus.]

pop·py (pmpùK) n.  pl. pop·pies. 1. Any of numerous plants of the genus 

Papaver, having nodding buds with four crumpled petals, showy red, orange, or 

white flowers, a milky juice, and capsules that dehisce through terminal pores.  

2. Any of several similar or related plants, such as the California poppy.  3. An 

extract from the sap of unripe poppy seedpods, used in medicine and narcotics.  

4. Color. A vivid red to reddish orange.  [Middle English popi, from Old English 

popig, probably alteration of Vulgar Latin *pap7vum, alteration of Latin pap7ver.]

pop·py·cock (pmpùK-kmkÙ) n.  Senseless talk; nonsense.  [Dutch dialectal 

pappekak : pap, pap (from Middle Dutch pappe, perhaps from Latin pappa, food) 

+ kak, dung (from kakken, to defecate, from Middle Dutch kacken, from Latin 

cac7re); see kakka- in Appendix.]

Pop·si·cle (pmpùsV-kNl, -sVkÙNl)  A trademark used for a colored, flavored ice con-

fection with one or two flat sticks for a handle. This trademark sometimes occurs 

in lowercase in print: “The roast duck... is best avoided; it is the color of an orange 

popsicle and flabby” (Washington Post). It occurs in the plural: “The neighborhood 

children cavorted in the street buying snow cones and Popsicles” (Chicago Tribune). 

The trademark also occurs in figurative contexts: “[He] likes blue and lavender 

lighting and finds lots of excuses to use it in the neon Popsicle landscape whose unre-

alness he celebrates” (Boston Globe). 

pop-top (pmpùtmpÙ) n.  1. The tab of a container that can be pulled off to make 

an opening.  2. A container having such a tab.   —  adj.  Having a tab that can be 

pulled up or off to make an opening in a container:  pop-top beer cans. 

pop·u·lace (pmpùyN-lVs) n.  1. The general public; the masses.  2. A population.  

[French, from Italian popolaccio, rabble, from popolo, the people, from Latin pop-

ulus. See POPULAR.]

pop·u·lar (pmpùyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. pop. 1. Widely liked or appreciated:  a popu-

lar resort.  2. Liked by acquaintances; sought after for company: “Beware of over-

great pleasure in being popular or even beloved” (Margaret Fuller).  3. Of, repre-

senting, or carried on by the people at large:  the popular vote.  4. Fit for, adapted 

to, or reflecting the taste of the people at large:  popular entertainment; popular 

science.  5. Accepted by or prevalent among the people in general:  a popular mis-

understanding of the issue.  6. Suited to or within the means of ordinary people:  

popular prices.  7. Originating among the people:  popular legend.  [Middle 



English populer, from Old French populaire, from Latin popul7ris, of the people, 

from populus, the people, of Etruscan origin.] —popùu·lar·ly adv. 

popular front (pmpùyN-lNr frƒnt) n.  A political coalition of leftist parties 

against fascism, such as that formed among European countries during the 

1930’s. 

pop·u·lar·i·ty (pmpÙyN-l4rùV-tK) n.  The quality or state of being popular, espe-

cially the state of being widely admired, accepted, or sought after. 

pop·u·lar·ize (pmpùyN-lN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. pop·u·lar·ized, pop·u·lar·iz·ing, 
pop·u·lar·iz·es. 1. To make popular:  A famous dancer popularized the new hair-

style.  2. To present in a widely understandable or acceptable form:  popularize 

technical material for a general audience.   —popÙu·lar·i·zaùtion (-lNr-V-z7ùshNn) 

n.  —popùu·lar·izÙer n. 

pop·u·late (pmpùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. pop·u·lat·ed, pop·u·lat·ing, pop·u·lates. 
1. To supply with inhabitants, as by colonization; people.  2. To live in; inhabit:  

creatures that populate the ocean depths.  [Medieval Latin popul7re, popul7t-, from 

Latin populus, the people. See POPULAR.]

pop·u·la·tion (pmpÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. pop., p. 1. a. All of the people 

inhabiting a specified area.  b. The total number of such people.   2. The total 

number of inhabitants constituting a particular race, class, or group in a specified 

area.  3. The act or process of furnishing with inhabitants.  4. Ecology. All the 

organisms that constitute a specific group or occur in a specified habitat.  

5. Statistics. The set of individuals, items, or data from which a statistical sample 

is taken. In this sense, also calleduniverse 

population control (pmpÙyN-l7ùshNn kNn-trolù) n.  A government program to 

limit or slow population growth, as by birth control education, the wide availabil-

ity of contraceptives, and economic incentives. 

population explosion (pmpÙyN-l7ùshNn Vk-sploùzhNn) n.  The geometric 

expansion of a biological population, especially the unchecked growth in human 

population resulting from a decrease in infant mortality and an increase in lon-

gevity. 

population genetics (pmpÙyN-l7ùshNn jN-nHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The branch of genetics that deals with the genetic makeup of populations. 

pop·u·lism (pmpùyN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. A political philosophy supporting the 

rights and power of the people in their struggle against the privileged elite.  

b. The movement organized around this philosophy.   2. Populism. The philos-

ophy of the Populist Party. 

pop·u·list (pmpùyN-lVst) n.  1. A supporter of the rights and power of the people.  

2. Populist. A supporter of the Populist Party.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of populism or its advocates:  a populist aversion to business monop-

olies.  2. Populist. Of or relating to the Populist Party. 



Populist Party (pmpùyN-lVst pärùtK) n.  A U.S. political party that sought to rep-

resent the interests of farmers and laborers in the 1890’s, advocating increased 

currency issue, free coinage of gold and silver, public ownership of railroads, and 

a graduated federal income tax.  Also called People’s Party 

pop·u·lous (pmpùyN-lNs) adj.  Containing many people or inhabitants; having a 

large population.  [Middle English, from Latin populosus, from populus, the peo-

ple. See POPULAR.] —popùu·lous·ly adv.  —popùu·lous·ness n. 

pop-up (pmpùƒpÙ) adj.  1. Emerging quickly from a recessed or concealed posi-

tion when activated:  pop-up gun emplacements.  2. Rising to form a three-dimen-

sional structure when a page is opened:  pop-up illustrations in a children’s book.   
—  n.  1. A device or an illustration that pops up.  2. Baseball. See pop fly. 

pop wine (pmp wXn) n.  A sweet, often fruit-flavored, inexpensive wine. 

por. abbr.  Portrait. 

por·bea·gle (pôrùbKÙgNl) n.  A mackeral shark (Lamna nasus) of temperate 

Atlantic waters.  [Cornish porbugel.]

por·ce·lain (pôrùsN-lVn, porù-, pôrsùlVn, porsù-) n.  1. A hard, white, translucent 

ceramic made by firing a pure clay and then glazing it with variously colored fus-

ible materials; china.  2. An object made of this substance.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  porcelain teacups; a doll with a porcelain 

face.  [French porcelaine, cowry shell, porcelain, from Old French, from Old Ital-

ian porcellana, from feminine of porcellano, of a young sow (from the shell’s 

resemblance to a pig’s back), from porcella, young sow, diminutive of porca, sow, 

from Latin, feminine of porcus, pig. See porko- in Appendix.] 
—porÙce·laùne·ous (-l7ùnK-Ns) adj. 

porcelain enamel (pôrùsN-lVn V-n4mùNl) n.  A glass coating fired on metal.  

Also called vitreous enamel 

porcelain flower (pôrùsN-lVn flouùNr) n.  See hoya. 
porch (pôrch, porch) n.  1. A covered platform, usually having a separate roof, at 

an entrance to a building.  2. An open or enclosed gallery or room attached to the 

outside of a building; a verandah.  3. Obsolete. A portico or covered walk.  [Mid-

dle English porche, from Old French, from Latin porticus, portico, from porta, 

gate. See per-2 in Appendix.]

por·cine (pôrùsXnÙ) adj.  Of or resembling swine or a pig: “a bald porcine old 

man” (Vladimir Nabokov).  [Middle English, from Old French porcin, from Latin 

porcXnus, from porcus, pig. See porko- in Appendix.]

por·cu·pine (pôrùkyN-pXnÙ) n.  Any of various rodents of the Old World family 

Hystricidae or the New World family Erethizontidae, having long, sharp, erectile 

quills interspersed with coarse hair.  [Middle English porke despine, from Old 

French porc espin : Latin porcus, pig; see porko- in Appendix + Latin spXna, thorn, 

spine.]



porcupine fish (pôrùkyN-pXnÙ fVsh) n.  Any of various tropical marine fishes of 

the family Diodontidae, having strong, sharp spines on the body and capable of 

inflating themselves when attacked. 

Por·cu·pine River (pôrùkyN-pXnÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 721 km (448 mi) long, 

rising in northwest Yukon Territory, Canada, and flowing north then west to the 

Yukon River in northeast Alaska. It was discovered in 1842. 

Por·de·no·ne (pôrÙdn-oùnK, -dH-nôùnH)  A city of northeast Italy north-north-

east of Venice. Controlled by Venice after 1508, it became part of Italy in 1866. 

Population, 51,369. 

pore1 (pôr, por) v.  intr. pored, por·ing, pores. 1. To read or study carefully 

and attentively:  pored over the classified ads in search of a new job.  2. To gaze 

intently; stare.  3. To meditate deeply; ponder:  pored on the matter.  [Middle 

English pouren.]

pore2 (pôr, por) n.  1. A minute opening in tissue, as in the skin of an animal, 

serving as an outlet for perspiration, or in a plant leaf or stem, serving as a means 

of absorption and transpiration.  2. A space in rock, soil, or unconsolidated sedi-

ment that is not occupied by mineral matter and that allows the passage or 

absorption of fluids:  Water seeped into the pores of the rock.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin porus, passage, from Greek poros. See per-2 in 

Appendix.]

pore fungus (pôr fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of various basidiomycetous fungi of the 

families Boletaceae and Polyporaceae, whose basidia line the inside of tubes that 

lead to exterior pores.  Also called polypore 

por·gy (pôrùgK) n.  pl. porgy or por·gies. 1. Any of various deep-bodied 

marine food fishes of the family Sparidae, especially a common species Pagrus 

pagrus of Mediterranean and Atlantic waters.  2. Any of several fishes similar to 

the porgy.  [Alteration of Spanish, and Portuguese pargo both alteration of Latin 

phager, a kind of fish, from Greek phagros, sea bream.]

Po·ri (pôrùK)  A city of southwest Finland on an inlet of the Gulf of Bothnia 

northwest of Helsinki. Chartered in 1564, it was initially dominated by the 

Hanseatic League. Population, 78,933. 

po·rif·er·an (pN-rVfùNr-Nn) n.  Any of various members of the phylum Porifera 

constituting the sponges.  [From New Latin Porifera, phylum name  : Latin porus, 

passage; see PORE
2 + Latin -fera, neuter pl. of -fer, -fer.] —po·rifùer·al, 

po·rifùer·an adj. 

po·rif·er·ous (pN-rVfùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having pores.  2. Of or relating to the 

poriferans.  [Latin porus, passage; see PORE
2 + -FEROUS.]

pork (pôrk, pork) n.  1. The flesh of a pig or hog used as food.  2. Slang. Govern-

ment funds, appointments, or benefits dispensed or enacted by politicians to gain 

favor with their constituents.  [Middle English, from Old French porc, pig, from 

Latin porcus. See porko- in Appendix.]



pork barrel (pôrk b4rùNl) n.  Slang. A government project or appropriation that 

yields jobs or other benefits to a specific locale and patronage opportunities to its 

political representative. 

pork belly (pôrk bHlùK) n.  A side of fresh pork. 

pork·er (pôrùkNr, porù-) n.  A fattened young pig. 

pork·pie (pôrkùpXÙ, porkù-) n.  A man’s hat having a low, flat crown and a flexi-

ble brim.  Also called porkpie hat 

por·ky (pôrùkK, porù-) n.  pl. por·kies. Informal. A porcupine.  [Shortening and 

alteration of PORCUPINE.]

porn (pôrn) also por·no (pôrùno) Slang. n.  Pornography.   —  adj.  Porno-

graphic.   —pornùy adj. 

por·nog·ra·phy (pôr-nmgùrN-fK) n.  1. Pictures, writing, or other material that 

is sexually explicit and sometimes equates sex with power and violence.  2. The 

presentation or production of this material.  [French pornographie, from por-

nographe, pornographer, from Late Greek pornographos, writing about prostitutes 

 : pornK, prostitute; see per-5 in Appendix + graphein, to write; see -GRAPHY.] 
—por·nogùra·pher n.  —porÙno·graphùic (pôrÙnN-gr4fùVk) adj.  

—porÙno·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

po·ro·mer·ic (pôrÙN-mHrùVk, porÙ-) n.  Any of several tough, porous leather 

substitutes.  [Greek poros, passage; see per-2 in Appendix + (POLY)MERIC.]

po·ros·i·ty (pN-rmsùV-tK, pô-) n.  pl. po·ros·i·ties. 1. The state or property of 

being porous.  2. A structure or part that is porous.  3. The ratio of the volume of 

all the pores in a material to the volume of the whole.  [Middle English porosite, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin porosit7s, from porosus, porous. See 

POROUS.]

po·rous (pôrùNs, porù-) adj.  1. Full of or having pores.  2. Admitting the pas-

sage of gas or liquid through pores or interstices.  3. Easily crossed or penetrated.  

[Middle English, from Old French poreux, poros, from Medieval Latin porosus, 

from Latin porus, passage. See PORE
2.] —poùrous·ly adv.  —poùrous·ness n. 

por·phyr·i·a (pôr-fîrùK-N) n.  Any of several disorders of porphyrin metabo-

lism, usually hereditary, characterized by the presence of large amounts of por-

phyrins in the blood and urine.  [New Latin  : PORPHYR(IN) + -IA
1.] 

—por·phyrùic adj. 

por·phy·rin (pôrùfN-rVn) n.  Any of various nitrogen-containing organic com-

pounds, derived from pyrrole, occurring universally in protoplasm and providing 

the foundation structure for hemoglobin, chlorophyll, and certain enzymes.  

[Greek porphura, purple; see PURPLE + -IN.]

por·phy·rit·ic (pôrÙfN-rVtùVk) also por·phy·rit·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of or con-

taining porphyry.  2. Containing relatively large isolated crystals in a mass of fine 

texture. 

por·phy·roid (pôrùfN-roidÙ) n.  Metamorphic rock having porphyritic texture. 



por·phy·rop·sin (pôrÙfN-rmpùsVn) n.  A purple pigment similar to rhodopsin, 

found in the rods of the retinas of freshwater fishes and certain frogs.  [Greek 

porphura, purple + OPSIN.]

por·phy·ry (pôrùfN-rK) n.  pl. por·phy·ries. Rock containing relatively large 

conspicuous crystals, especially feldspar, in a fine-grained igneous matrix.  [Mid-

dle English porphiri, porfurie, from Old French porfire, from Italian porfiro, from 

Medieval Latin porphyrium, from Latin porphyrXtKs, from Greek porphuritKs, 

from porphura, purple (from its color). See PURPLE.]

por·poise (pôrùpNs) n.  pl. porpoise or por·pois·es. 1. Any of several gregari-

ous toothed whales of the genus Phocaena and related genera, of oceanic waters, 

characteristically having a blunt snout and a triangular dorsal fin.  Also called sea 

hog 2. Any of several related aquatic mammals, such as the dolphin.  [Middle 

English porpeis, from Old French (probably translation of a Germanic compound 

meaning sea-pig) : porc, pig (from Latin porcus); see porko- in Appendix + peis, 

fish (from Latin piscis).]

por·rect (pN-rHktù, pô-) adj.  Zoology. Stretched out or forth; extended, especially 

forward:  porrect mandibles.  [Latin porrKctus, past participle of porrigere, to 

stretch out  : por-, forward, out; see per1 in Appendix + regere, to direct, rule; see 

DIRECT.]

por·ridge (pôrùVj, pmrù-) n.  A soft food made by boiling oatmeal or another 

meal in water or milk.  [Alteration of POTTAGE (influenced by obsolete porray, 

vegetable soup, from Middle English porreie, from Old French poree, leek soup, 

from por, leek, from Latin porrum).] —porùridg·y adj. 

por·rin·ger (pôrùVn-jNr, pmrù-) n.  A shallow cup or bowl with a handle.  [Mid-

dle English, alteration of potinger, potager, from Old French potager, from potage, 

soup. See POTTAGE.]

port1 (pôrt, port) n.  Abbr. pt. 1. a. A place on a waterway with facilities for 

loading and unloading ships.  b. A city or town on a waterway with such facili-

ties.  c. The waterfront district of a city.   2. A place along a coast that gives ships 

and boats protection from storms and rough water; a harbor.  3. A port of entry.  

4. Computer Science. a. An entrance to or exit for a data network.  b. A connec-

tion point for a peripheral device.   [Middle English, from Old English, from 

Latin portus. See per-2 in Appendix.]

port2 (pôrt, port) Nautical. n.  The left-hand side of a ship or aircraft facing for-

ward.  Also called larboard  —  adj.  Of, relating to, or on the port.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

port·ed, port·ing, ports. To turn (a craft) or make a shift to the port side:  port 

the helm; ported sharply to avoid a shoal.  [Probably from port side, from PORT
1.]

port3 (pôrt, port) n.  1. Nautical. a. A porthole.  b. Archaic. A cover for a port-

hole.   2. An opening, as in a cylinder or valve face, for the passage of steam or 

fluid.  3. A hole in an armored vehicle or a fortified structure for viewing or for 



firing weapons.  4. Scots. A gateway or portal, as to a town.  [Middle English, gate, 

porthole, from Old French porte, gate, from Latin porta. See per-2 in Appendix.]

port4 also Port (pôrt, port) n.  A rich sweet fortified wine.  [After Oporto.]

port5 (pôrt, port) v.  tr. port·ed, port·ing, ports. To carry (a weapon) diago-

nally across the body, with the muzzle or blade near the left shoulder.   —  n.  

1. The position of a rifle or other weapon when ported.  2. The manner in which 

one carries oneself; bearing.  [French porter, to carry, from Old French, from 

Latin port7re; see per-2 in Appendix. N., Middle English porte from Old French 

port, from porter, to carry.]

Port. abbr.  Portugal; Portuguese. 

port·a·ble (pôrùtN-bNl, porù-) adj.  1. Carried or moved with ease:  a portable 

typewriter; a portable generator.  2. Obsolete. Bearable; endurable.   —  n.  Some-

thing, such as a light or small typewriter, that can be carried or moved with ease.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin port7bilis, from Latin port7re, 

to carry. See per-2 in Appendix.] —portÙa·bilùi·ty, portùa·ble·ness n.  

—portùa·bly adv. 

port·age (pôrùtVj, porù-, pôr-täzhù) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of carrying.  

b. A charge for carrying.   2. Nautical. a. The carrying of boats and supplies 

overland between two waterways or around an obstacle to navigation.  b. A track 

or route used for such carrying.    —  v.  tr. intr. port·aged, port·ag·ing, 
port·ag·es. Nautical. To transport or travel by portage:  canoed and portaged the 

goods; portaging around the rapids.  [Middle English, from Old French, from por-

ter, to carry, from Latin port7re. See per-2 in Appendix.]

Por·tage (pôrùtVj, porù-)  1. A city of northwest Indiana, an industrial suburb of 

Gary on Lake Michigan. Population, 29,060.  2. A city of southwest Michigan 

south of Kalamazoo. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 41,042. 

por·tal (pôrùtl, porù-) n.  1. A doorway, an entrance, or a gate, especially one that 

is large and imposing.  2. An entrance or a means of entrance:  the local library, a 

portal of knowledge.  3. The portal vein.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the portal 

vein or the portal system.  2. Of or relating to a point of entrance to an organ, 

especially the transverse fissure of the liver, through which the blood vessels enter.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Medieval Latin port7le, city gate, from 

neuter of port7lis, of a gate, from Latin porta, gate; see per-2 in Appendix. N., 

sense 3 and adj., from New Latin porta (hepatis), transverse fissure (of the liver)  

from Latin, gate.]

Port Al·ber·ni (pôrt 4l-bûrùnK)  A city of southwest British Columbia, Canada, 

on southeast-central Vancouver Island. It is a fishing port with wood-products 

industries. Population, 19,892. 

portal system (pôrùtl sVsùtNm) n.  A system of blood vessels that begins and 

ends in capillaries. 



por·tal-to-por·tal (pôrùtl-tN-pôrùtl, porùtl-tN-porùtl) adj.  Of or based on the 

time a worker spends on the employer’s property, calculated from the moment of 

arrival to that of departure:  portal-to-portal pay. 

portal vein (pôrùtl v7n) n.  A vein that conducts blood from the digestive 

organs, spleen, pancreas, and gallbladder to the liver. 

por·ta·men·to (pôrÙtN-mHnùto, porÙ-) n.  pl. por·ta·men·ti (-tK)  or 

por·ta·men·tos. Music. A smooth, uninterrupted glide in passing from one tone 

to another, especially with the voice or a bowed stringed instrument.  [Italian, 

from portare, to carry, from Latin port7re. See per-2 in Appendix.]

Port An·ge·les (pôrt 4nùjN-lVs)  A city of northwest Washington on the Strait 

of Juan de Fuca south of Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. It is a port of entry, 

a boating and fishing center, and a resort. Population, 17,710. 

Port A·pra (pôrt äùprN)  See Apra Harbor. 
Port Ar·thur (pôrt ärùthNr)  A city of extreme southeast Texas on Sabine Lake 

near the Louisiana border. It is a major deep-water port connected by channel 

with the Gulf of Mexico. Population, 58,724. 

por·ta·tive (pôrùtN-tVv, porù-) adj.  1. Portable.  2. Capable of or used in carry-

ing.  [Middle English portatif, from Old French, from Latin port7re, to carry. See 

per-2 in Appendix.]

Port-au-Prince (pôrtÙo-prVnsù, portÙ-, pôrÙto-pr4Nsù)  The capital and largest 

city of Haiti, in the southwest part of the country on an arm of the Caribbean Sea. 

Founded by French sugar planters in 1749, it became the colonial capital in 1770 

and the capital of independent Haiti in 1804. Population, 684,284. 

Port Char·lotte (pôrt shärùlNt)  An unincorporated community of southwest 

Florida on an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico northwest of Fort Myers. It is a planned 

residential community. Population, 41,535. 

Port Ches·ter (pôrt chHsùtNr)  A village of southeast New York on Long Island 

Sound near the Connecticut border. It is an industrial and residential community. 

Population, 24,728. 

Port Col·borne (pôrt kolùbûrnÙ)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, on 

Lake Erie at the southern end of the Welland Ship Canal west of Buffalo, New 

York. It is a manufacturing and transshipment center. Population, 19,225. 

Port Co·quit·lam (pôrt ko-kwVtùlNm)  A city of southwest British Columbia, 

Canada, on the Fraser River east of Vancouver. It is a trade center in a stone-quar-

rying and farming region. Population, 27,535. 

port·cul·lis (pôrt-kƒlùVs, port-) n.  A grating of iron or wooden bars or slats, 

suspended in the gateway of a fortified place and lowered to block passage.  [Mid-

dle English port-colice, from Old French porte coleice, sliding gate  : porte, gate 

(from Latin porta); see per-2 in Appendix + coleice, feminine of coleis, sliding 

(from Vulgar Latin *col7tXcius, from Latin col7tus, past participle of col7re, to fil-

ter, strain, from colum, sieve).]



Port du Sa·lut (pôrtÙ dN s4-luù, portÙ, pôrÙ dü s4-lüù) n.  Variant of Port 
Salut. 

Porte (pôrt, port) n.  The government of the Ottoman Empire.  [French, short 

for la Sublime Porte, the High Gate, from Old French porte, gate. See PORT
3.]

porte bouquet (pôrt bo-k7ù, port) n.  See bouquetier.  [French  : porter, to 

carry, hold + bouquet, bouquet.]

porte-co·chère  or porte-co·chere (pôrtÙko-shârù, portÙ-) n.  1. A carriage 

entrance leading through a building or wall into an enclosed courtyard.  2. An 

enclosure over a driveway at the entrance of a building to provide shelter.  [French 

porte cochère : porte, door + cochère, for coaches.]

Port E·liz·a·beth (pôrt V-lVzùN-bNth)  A city of southeast South Africa on an 

inlet of the Indian Ocean. It grew rapidly after the completion of the railroad to 

Kimberley in 1873. Population, 281,600. 

por·tend (pôr-tHndù, por-) v.  tr. por·tend·ed, por·tend·ing, por·tends. 
1. To serve as an omen or a warning of; presage:  black clouds that portend a storm.  

2. To indicate by prediction; forecast:  leading economic indicators that portend a 

recession.  [Middle English portenden, from Latin portendere. See ten- in Appen-

dix.]

por·tent (pôrùtHntÙ, porù-) n.  1. An indication of something important or 

calamitous about to occur; an omen.  2. Prophetic or threatening significance:  

signs full of portent.  3. Something amazing or marvelous; a prodigy.  [Latin por-

tentum, from neuter past participle of portendere, to portend. See PORTEND.]

por·ten·tous (pôr-tHnùtNs, por-) adj.  1. Of the nature of or constituting a por-

tent; foreboding: “The present aspect of society is portentous of great change” 

(Edward Bellamy).  2. Full of unspecifiable significance; exciting wonder and 

awe: “Such a portentous and mysterious monster roused all my curiosity” (Herman 

Melville).  3. Marked by pompousness; pretentiously weighty.   —por·tenù-
tous·ly adv.  —por·tenùtous·ness n. 

por·ter1 (pôrùtNr, porù-) n.  1. A person employed to carry burdens, especially 

an attendant who carries travelers’ baggage at a hotel or transportation station.  

2. A railroad employee who waits on passengers in a sleeping car or parlor car.  

3. A maintenance worker for a building or an institution.  [Middle English por-

tour, from Anglo-Norman, from Late Latin port7tor, from Latin port7re, to carry. 

See per-2 in Appendix.]

por·ter2 (pôrùtNr, porù-) n.  Chiefly British. One in charge of a gate or door.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from Late Latin port7rius, from Latin 

porta, gate. See per-2 in Appendix.]

por·ter3 (pôrùtNr, porù-) n.  A dark beer resembling light stout, made from malt 

browned or charred by drying at a high temperature.  [Short for porter’s ale.]

Por·ter (pôrùtNr, porù-), Cole Albert. 1891?-1964.  American composer and lyr-

icist remembered for his witty and sophisticated Broadway scores. 



Por·ter (pôrùtNr, porù-), David. 1780-1843.  American naval officer who was 

court-martialed for unauthorized military activities in Puerto Rico. He later com-

manded the Mexican navy (1826-1829). His son David Dixon Porter (1813-

1891) was a Union naval officer during the Civil War. 

Por·ter (pôrùtNr, porù-), Sir George. Born 1920.  British chemist. He shared a 

1967 Nobel Prize for research on high-speed chemical reactions. 

Por·ter (pôrùtNr, porù-), Katherine Anne. 1890-1980.  American writer known 

for her carefully crafted short stories as well as her novel Ship of Fools (1962). 

Por·ter (pôrùtNr, porù-), Rodney Robert. Born 1917.  British biochemist. He 

shared a 1972 Nobel Prize for research on the chemical structure and nature of 

antibodies. 

Por·ter (pôrùtNr, porù-), William Sydney. Pen name O. Henry. 1862-1910.  

American writer whose short stories are collected in a number of volumes, 

including Cabbages and Kings (1904) and The Four Million (1906). 

por·ter·age (pôrùtNr-Vj, porù-) n.  1. The carrying of burdens or goods as done 

by porters.  2. The charge for this activity. 

por·ter·ess (pôrùtNr-Vs, porù-) n.  Variant of portress. 
por·ter·house (pôrùtNr-housÙ, porù-) n.  1. A cut of beef taken from the thick 

end of the short loin, having a T-bone and a sizable piece of tenderloin.  Also 

called porterhouse steak 2. Archaic. An alehouse or a chophouse. 

Por·ter·ville (pôrùtNr-vVlÙ, porù-)  A city of south-central California north of 

Bakersfield. Founded in 1859 on the Los Angeles-San Francisco stage route, it is 

chiefly residential. Population, 29,563. 

port·fo·li·o (pôrt-foùlK-oÙ, port-) n.  pl. port·fo·li·os. 1. a. A portable case for 

holding material, such as loose papers, photographs, or drawings.  b. The materi-

als collected in such a case, especially when representative of a person’s work:  a 

photographer’s portfolio; an artist’s portfolio of drawings.   2. The office or post of a 

cabinet member or minister of state.  3. A group of investments.  [Italian 

portafoglio : porta, imperative sing. of portare, to carry (from Latin port7re); see 

per-2 in Appendix + foglio, sheet (from Latin folium, leaf); see bhel-3 in Appen-

dix.]

Port Har·court (pôrt härùkNrt)  A city of southern Nigeria in the Niger River 

delta southeast of Ibadan. Laid out by the British in 1912, it is a rail terminus and 

manufacturing center. Population, 288,900. 

port·hole (pôrtùholÙ, portù-) n.  1. Nautical. A small, usually circular window 

in a ship’s side.  2. An opening in a fortified wall; an embrasure. 

Port Hue·ne·me (pôrt wX-nKùmK)  A town of southern California west of Los 

Angeles. It was a naval training base during World War II. Population, 20,319. 

Port Hu·ron (pôrt hytrùNn, -mnÙ)  A city of southeast Michigan on Lake 

Huron at the mouth of the St. Clair River north-northeast of Detroit. First settled 



as a French fort in 1686, it grew as a lumbering town in the 19th century and is 

now a port of entry with diversified industries. Population, 33,694. 

Por·ti·ci (pôrùtK-chKÙ)  A city of south-central Italy, a residential and resort sub-

urb of Naples on the Bay of Naples. Population, 79,259. 

por·ti·co (pôrùtV-koÙ, porù-) n.  pl. por·ti·coes or por·ti·cos. A porch or walk-

way with a roof supported by columns, often leading to the entrance of a build-

ing.  [Italian, from Latin porticus, from porta, gate. See per-2 in Appendix.] 
—porùti·coedÙ adj. 

por·tière  or por·tiere (pôr-tyârù, por-) n.  A heavy curtain hung across a door-

way.  [French, feminine of portier, porter, from Old French, from Late Latin 

port7rius, from Latin porta, gate. See per-2 in Appendix.]

por·tion (pôrùshNn, porù-) n.  1. A section or quantity within a larger thing; a 

part of a whole.  2. A part separated from a whole.  3. A part that is allotted to a 

person or group, as: a. A helping of food.  b. The part of an estate received by an 

heir.  c. A woman’s dowry.   4. A person’s lot or fate.  See Synonyms at fate.   —  
v.  tr. por·tioned, por·tion·ing, por·tions. 1. To divide into parts or shares for 

distribution; parcel.  2. To provide with a share, an inheritance, or a dowry.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin portio, portion-. See perN-2 in 

Appendix.] —porùtion·a·ble adj.  —porùtion·er n.  —porùtion·less adj. 

Port·land (pôrtùlNnd, portù-)  1. A city of southwest Maine on an arm of the 

Gulf of Maine south of Lewiston. Settled c. 1632, it became a commercial center 

in the 17th century and was state capital from 1820 to 1832. It is the largest city in 

the state. Population, 64,348.  2. The largest city of Oregon, in the northwest part 

of the state on the Willamette River near its junction with the Columbia River. 

Founded in 1845, it grew as a lumber-exporting port and supply point for the 

California and Alaska goldfields. Population, 437,319.   —Portùland·er n. 

Portland cement  or port·land cement (pôrtùlNnd sV-mHntù, portù-) n.  A 

hydraulic cement made by heating a mixture of limestone and clay in a kiln and 

pulverizing the resulting material.  [After Portland, an urban district of southern 

England.]

Port Lou·is (pôrt luùVs, luùK, lu-Kù)  The capital and largest city of Mauritius, 

in the northwest part of the island on the Indian Ocean. It was founded c. 1735. 

Population, 136,812. 

port·ly (pôrtùlK, portù-) adj.  port·li·er, port·li·est. 1. Comfortably stout; cor-

pulent.  See Synonyms at fat.  2. Archaic. Stately; majestic; imposing.  [From 

PORT
5.] —portùli·ness n. 

port·man·teau (pôrt-m4nùto, port-, pôrtÙm4n-toù, portÙ-) n.  pl. 

port·man·teaus or port·man·teaux (-toz, -tozù). A large leather suitcase that 

opens into two hinged compartments.  [French portemanteau : porte, imperative 

of porter, to carry (from Old French); see PORT
5 + manteau, cloak (from Old 

French mantel, from Latin mantellum).]



portmanteau word (pôrt-m4nùto wûrd) n.  A word formed by merging the 

sounds and meanings of two different words; for example, slithy, from lithe and 

slimy; chortle, from chuckle and snort. 

Port Mores·by (pôrt môrzùbK, morzù-)  The capital and largest city of Papua 

New Guinea, on southeast New Guinea and the Gulf of Papua. It was named for 

the British explorer Capt. John Moresby (1830-1922), who landed here in 1873, 

and occupied by the British after 1888. Population, 123,624. 

Por·to  or Pôr·to (pôrùtt)  See Oporto. 
Pôrto A·le·gre (N-lHùgrN N-lHùgrN)  A city of southeast Brazil at the northern 

end of a large lagoon near the Atlantic Ocean. It was founded c. 1742 by emi-

grants from the Azores. Population, 1,125,477. 

port of call (pôrt ƒv kôl) n.  pl. ports of call. A port where ships dock in the 

course of voyages to load or unload cargo, obtain supplies, or undergo repairs. 

port of entry (pôrt ƒv HnùtrK) n.  pl. ports of entry. Abbr. POE, P.O.E. A 

place where travelers or goods may enter or leave a country under official super-

vision. 

Por·to·fi·no (pôrÙtN-fKùno, porÙ-, pôrÙtô-fKùnô)  A town of northwest Italy on 

the coast of the Ligurian Sea east of Genoa. It is a popular tourist resort. Popula-

tion, 742. 

Port of Spain (pôrt ƒv sp7n)  or Port-of-Spain (pôrtùNv-sp7nù, portù-)  The 

capital of Trinidad and Tobago, on the northwest coast of Trinidad on an arm of 

the Atlantic Ocean. It is a commercial center and major port. Population, 65,906. 

Por·to·lá (pôr-to-läù), Gaspar de. 1723?-1784?.  Spanish explorer and colonial 

administrator in America who founded (1769) San Diego and Monterey. 

Por·to-No·vo (pôrùto-noùvo, porù-)  The capital of Benin, in the southeast part 

of the country on an inlet of the Gulf of Guinea. Probably founded in the 16th 

century, it was settled as a slave-trading center by the Portuguese in the 17th cen-

tury. Population, 123,000. 

Port Or·ange (pôrt ôrùVnj, mrù-)  A city of northeast Florida on the Atlantic 

coast south-southeast of Daytona Beach. It is in a citrus-growing area. Popula-

tion, 35,317. 

Port Or·ford cedar (pôrt ôrùfNrd sKùdNr) n.  A tall evergreen coniferous tree 

(Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) native to southwest Oregon and northwest Califor-

nia, having drooping, flattened branches and opposite, scalelike leaves with white 

markings.  [After Port Orford, a town of southwest Oregon.]

Pôrto Vel·ho (N-lHùgrN vHlùyt)  A city of northwest Brazil on the Madeira 

River near the Bolivian border. Its economy is based on rubber and Brazil nuts. 

Population, 101,162. 

Por·to·vie·jo (pôrÙto-vy7ùho, -vyHù-)  A city of western Ecuador north-north-

west of Guayaquil. Founded c. 1535 near the Atlantic coast, it was moved to its 

present site in the 17th century. Population, 102,628. 



Port Phil·lip Bay (pôrt fVlùNp b7)  A large deep-water inlet of Bass Strait on the 

southeast coast of Australia. It was first explored in 1835. 

por·trait (pôrùtrVt, -tr7tÙ, porù-) n.  1.  Abbr. por. A likeness of a person, espe-

cially one showing the face, that is created by a painter or photographer, for 

example.  2. A verbal picture or description, especially of a person.  [French, 

from Old French, image, from past participle of portraire, to portray. See POR-

TRAY.]

por·trait·ist (pôrùtrN-tVst, por-) n.  A person who makes portraits, especially a 

painter or photographer. 

por·trai·ture (pôrùtrV-chtrÙ, porù-) n.  1. The art or practice of making por-

traits.  2. A portrait.  3. Portraits considered as a group. 

por·tray (pôr-tr7ù, por-) v.  tr. por·trayed, por·tray·ing, por·trays. 1. To 

depict or represent pictorially; make a picture of.  2. To depict or describe in 

words.  3. To represent dramatically, as on the stage.  See Synonyms at repre-
sent.  [Middle English portraien, from Old French portraire : por-, forth (from 

Latin pro-, forth); see PRO-1 + traire, to draw (from Latin trahere, to drag).] 
—por·trayùa·ble adj.  —por·trayùer n. 

por·tray·al (pôr-tr7ùNl, por-) n.  1. The act or process of depicting or portray-

ing.  2. A representation or description. 

por·tress (pôrùtrVs, porù-) also por·ter·ess (-tNr-Vs) n.  A woman doorkeeper or 

porter, especially in a convent. 

Port Roy·al (pôrt roiùNl)  See Annapolis Royal. 
Port Sa·id (pôrt sä-Kdù)  A city of northeast Egypt on the Mediterranean Sea at 

the northern entrance to the Suez Canal. It was founded in 1859 by the builders 

of the canal and was once an important coaling station. Population, 374,000. 

Port Sa·lut (pôrÙ s4-luù, -lüù) also Port du Sa·lut (pôrtÙ dN s4-luù, portÙ, 

pôr dü s4-lüù) n.  A semihard fermented cheese, made originally by Trappist 

monks in France.  [After Notre Dame de Port-du-Salut, a Trappist abbey in 

northwest France.]

port·side (pôrtùsXdÙ, portÙ-) adv.  & adj.  1. On the waterfront of a port:  taking 

a stroll portside; a portside restaurant.  2. Nautical. On the port side of a ship or 

boat:  skirting a lighthouse portside; the portside oar. 

Ports·mouth (pôrtùsmNth, portù-)  1. A borough of southern England on the 

English Channel opposite the Isle of Wight. Chartered in 1194, it is a major naval 

base. Population, 187,900.  2. A city of southeast New Hampshire on the Atlantic 

Ocean. The Treaty of Portsmouth, ending the Russo-Japanese War, was signed at 

the naval base here in 1905. Population, 25,925.  3. A city of southern Ohio on 

the Ohio River south of Columbus. An important industrial and rail center, it has 

prehistoric mounds and earthworks nearby. Population, 22,676.  4. A city of 

southeast Virginia opposite Norfolk. It has been a major naval base since pre-Rev-

olutionary times. Population, 103,907. 



Port Stan·ley (pôrt st4nùlK)  See Stanley. 
Port Su·dan (pôrt su-d4nù)  A city of northeast Sudan on the Red Sea north-

east of Khartoum. It was established after 1905 as a railroad terminus. Popula-

tion, 206,727. 

Port Tal·bot (pôrt tôlùbNt, t4lù-)  A borough of southern Wales on an inlet of 

the Bristol Channel west-northwest of Cardiff. It is a port and has large iron and 

steel works. Population, 54,600. 

Por·tu·gal (pôrùchN-gNl, porù-) Abbr. Port.  A country of southwest Europe on 

the western Iberian Peninsula. It includes the Madeira Islands and the Azores in 

the northern Atlantic Ocean. Originally inhabited by a Celtic people, the main-

land area was conquered by the Romans in the 2nd century B.C. and subsequently 

held by the Visigoths and Moors. An independent kingdom was recognized in 

1143 and soon flourished as a maritime and colonial power with holdings 

stretching from Africa to the Far East and Brazil in the New World. Much of its 

empire was lost to the British and the Dutch in the 17th and 18th centuries, and 

the remaining colonies in Africa became independent in the 20th century. Lisbon 

is the capital and the largest city. Population, 9,933,000. 

Por·tu·ga·le·te (pôrÙtN-gN-l7ùtK, porÙ-, pôrÙtu-gä-lHùtH)  A city of northern 

Spain, a suburb of Bilbao on the Bay of Biscay. Population, 59,307. 

Por·tu·guese (pôrÙchN-gKzù, -gKsù, porÙ-) adj.  Abbr. Pg., Port. Of or relating 

to Portugal or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  pl. Portuguese. Abbr. 

Pg., Port. 1. a. A native or inhabitant of Portugal.  b. A person of Portuguese 

descent.   2. The Romance language of Portugal and Brazil.  [Portuguese portu-

guês, from Vulgar Latin *portugalensis, ultimately from Late Latin Portus Cale, 

the ancient port of Gaya (Oporto).]

Portuguese man-of-war (pôrÙchN-gKzù m4nÙN-wôrù) n.  A complex colo-

nial siphonophore of the genus Physalia, of warm seas, having a bluish, bladder-

like float with a broad saillike crest from which hang numerous long stinging 

tentacles. 

Portuguese water dog (pôrÙchN-gKzù wôùtNr dôg) n.  Any of a breed of 

strong, medium-sized dog developed in Portugal that is able to swim long dis-

tances and is characterized by webbed feet and a curved tail. 

por·tu·lac·a (pôrÙchN-l4kùN, porÙ-) n.  Any of various fleshy plants of the genus 

Portulaca, especially P. grandiflora of South America, cultivated for its showy, col-

orful flowers that open only in sunlight.  Also called rose moss [Middle English, 

from Latin portul7ca, purslane, from portula, diminutive of porta, gate (from the 

gatelike covering of the seed capsule). See per-2 in Appendix.]

Port Wash·ing·ton (pôrt wmshùVng-tNn, wôshù-)  An unincorporated com-

munity of southeast New York on the northern shore of western Long Island. It is 

a residential suburb and a resort. Population, 15,387. 

POS abbr.  Point-of-sale. 



pos. abbr.  1. Position.  2. Positive. 

po·sa·da (po-säùdN, pô-säùthä) n.  A Christmas festival originating in Latin 

America that dramatizes the search of Joseph and Mary for lodging.  [American 

Spanish, from Spanish, lodging, from posar, to lodge, rest, from Late Latin 

paus7re, to rest, from Latin pausa, pause. See PAUSE.]

Po·sa·das (pN-säùdNs, pô-säùthäs)  A city of northeast Argentina on the Paraná 

River and the Paraguayan border. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 

143,889. 

pose1 (poz) v.  posed, pos·ing, pos·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To assume or hold a 

particular position or posture, as in sitting for a portrait.  2. To affect a particular 

mental attitude.  3. To represent oneself falsely; pretend to be other than what 

one is.   —  v.  tr. 1. To place (a model, for example) in a specific position.  2. To 

set forth in words; propound:  pose a question.  3. To put forward; present:  pose a 

threat.  See Synonyms at propose.   —  n.  1. A bodily attitude or position, espe-

cially one assumed for an artist or a photographer.  See Synonyms at posture.  
2. A studied attitude assumed for effect.  See Synonyms at affectation.  [Middle 

English posen, to place, from Old French poser, from Vulgar Latin *paus7re, from 

Late Latin paus7re, to rest, from Latin pausa, pause. See PAUSE.] —posùa·ble adj. 

pose2 (poz) v.  tr. posed, pos·ing, pos·es. To puzzle, confuse, or baffle.  

[Short for appose, to examine closely (from Middle English apposen, alteration of 

opposen); see OPPOSE, and from French poser, to assume (obsolete) (from Old 

French); see POSE
1.]

Po·sei·don (po-sXdùn, pN-) n.  Greek Mythology. The god of the waters, earth-

quakes, and horses, and brother of Zeus. 

pos·er1 (poùzNr) n.  One who poses. 

pos·er2 (poùzNr) n.  A baffling question or problem. 

po·seur (po-zœrù) n.  One who affects a particular attitude, character, or man-

ner to impress others.  [French, from poser, to pose, from Old French. See POSE
1.]

posh (pmsh) adj.  Smart and fashionable.  See Synonyms at fashionable.  [Per-

haps posh, halfpenny, money, dandy, from Romany på≥h.] —poshùly adv.  

—poshùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: “Oh yes, Mater, we had a posh time of it down there.” So in

Punch for September 25, 1918, do we find the first recorded instance of that mys-

terious word posh, meaning “smart and fashionable,” although in a 1903 book by

P.G. Wodehouse, Tales of St. Austin’s, there is a mention of a waistcoat that was

“push.” The latter may be a different word, but in either case the dates of occur-

rence are important because they are part of the objection to deriving posh from

the initials of “Port Out, Starboard Home.” This was the cooler, and thus more

expensive, side of ships traveling between England and India in the mid-19th cen-

tury, and the acronym POSH was supposedly stamped on the tickets of first-class



passengers traveling on that side of ships owned by the Peninsular and Oriental

Steam Navigation Company. No evidence is definitely known to exist for this the-

ory, however. The Oxford English Dictionary Supplement may have found a possi-

ble source or sources for posh. Another word posh was 19th- and early 20th-cen-

tury British slang for “money,” specifically “a halfpenny, cash of small value.” This

word is borrowed from the common Romany word på≥h, “half,” which was used

in combinations such as på≥hera, “halfpenny.” Posh, also meaning “a dandy,” is

recorded in two dictionaries of slang published in 1890 and 1902, although this

particular posh may be still another word. This word or these words, however, are

much more likely to be the source of posh than “Port Out, Starboard Home,” al-

though the latter source certainly has caught the public’s etymological fancy.

pos·i·grade (pmzùV-gr7dÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being an auxiliary rocket on a 

multistage spacecraft that is fired in the direction of the spacecraft’s motion to 

separate the sections.  [POSI(TIVE) + (RETRO)GRADE.]

pos·it (pmzùVt) v.  tr. pos·it·ed, pos·it·ing, pos·its. 1. To affirm or assume the 

existence of; postulate.  See Synonyms at presume.  2. To put forward, as for 

consideration or study; suggest: “If a book is hard going, it ought to be good. If it 

posits a complex moral situation, it ought to be even better” (Anthony Burgess).  

3. To place firmly in position.  [From Latin positus, past participle of ponere, to 

place. See POSITION.]

po·si·tion (pN-zVshùNn) n.  Abbr. pos. 1. A place or location.  2. a. The right or 

appropriate place:  The bands were in position for the start of the parade.  b. An 

area occupied by members of a force for a strategic purpose:  The troops took up 

positions along the main road.   3. a. The way in which something is placed:  the 

position of the hands on the clock.  b. The arrangement of body parts; posture:  a 

standing position.   4. An advantageous place or location:  jockeys maneuvering for 

position.  5. A situation as it relates to the surrounding circumstances:  in a posi-

tion to bargain.  6. A point of view or attitude on a certain question:  the senator’s 

position on arms control.  7. Social standing or status; rank.  8. A post of employ-

ment; a job.  9. a. Sports. The area for which a particular player is responsible.  

b. Games. The arrangement of the pieces at any particular time in a game such as 

chess, checkers, or backgammon.   10. a. The act or process of positing.  b. A 

principle or proposition posited.   11. a. A commitment to buy or sell a given 

amount of securities or commodities.  b. The amount of securities or commodi-

ties held by a person, firm, or institution.  c. The ownership status of a person’s 

or an institution’s investments.    —  v.  tr. po·si·tioned, po·si·tion·ing, 
po·si·tions. 1. To put in place or position.  2. To determine the position of; 

locate.  [Middle English posicioun, from Old French posicion, from Latin positio, 

position-, from positus, past participle of ponere, to place. See apo- in Appendix.] 
—po·siùtion·al adj.  —po·siùtion·al·ly adv.  —po·siùtion·er n. 



positional notation (pN-zVshùN-nNl no-t7ùshNn) n.  A system of writing num-

bers in which the position of a digit affects its value. 

position effect (pN-zVshùNn V-fHktù) n.  Variation in the expression of a gene 

resulting from changes in its position along a chromosome. 

position paper (pN-zVshùNn p7ùpNr) n.  1. A detailed policy report that usually 

explains, justifies, or recommends a particular course of action.  2.  See aide-
mémoire (n., sense 1). 

pos·i·tive (pmzùV-tVv) adj.  Abbr. pos. 1. Characterized by or displaying cer-

tainty, acceptance, or affirmation:  a positive answer; positive criticism.  

2. Measured or moving forward or in a direction of increase or progress.  

3. Explicitly or openly expressed or laid down:  a positive demand.  4. Admitting 

of no doubt; irrefutable:  positive proof.  5. a. Very sure; confident:  I’m positive 

he’s right.  See Synonyms at sure.  b. Overconfident; dogmatic.   6. Formally or 

arbitrarily determined; prescribed.  7. Concerned with practical rather than theo-

retical matters.  8. Composed of or characterized by the presence of particular 

qualities or attributes; real.  9. Philosophy. a. Of or relating to positivism.  b. Of 

or relating to laws imposed by human authority rather than by nature or reason 

alone: “the glaring discrepancy between American positive law and natural rights” 

(David Brion Davis).  c. Of or relating to religion based on revelation rather than 

on nature or reason alone.   10. Informal. Utter; absolute:  a positive darling.  

11. Mathematics. a. Relating to or designating a quantity greater than zero.  

b. Relating to or designating the sign (+).  c. Relating to or designating a quan-

tity, number, angle, or direction opposite to another designated as negative.   

12. Physics. Relating to or designating electric charge of a sign opposite to that of 

an electron.  13. Medicine. Indicating the presence of a particular disease, condi-

tion, or organism:  a positive test for pregnancy.  14. Biology. Indicating or charac-

terized by response or motion toward the source of a stimulus, such as light:  

positive tropism.  15. Having the areas of light and dark in their original and nor-

mal relationship, as in a photographic print made from a negative.  16. Grammar. 

Of, relating to, or being the simple uncompared degree of an adjective or adverb, 

as opposed to either the comparative or superlative.  17. Driven by or generating 

power directly through intermediate machine parts having little or no play:  posi-

tive drive.   —  n.  1. An affirmative element or characteristic.  2. Philosophy. 

Something perceptible to the senses.  3. Mathematics. A quantity greater than 

zero.  4. Physics. A positive electric charge.  5. A photographic image in which the 

lights and darks appear as they do in nature.  6. Grammar. a. The uncompared 

degree of an adjective or adverb.  b. A word in this degree.   7. Music. A division 

of some pipe organs, similar in sound to the great but smaller and less powerful.  

[Middle English, having a specified quality, from Old French positif, from Latin 

positXvus, formally laid down, from positus, past participle of ponere, to place. See 

apo- in Appendix.] —posùi·tive·ly adv.  —posùi·tive·ness, posÙi·tivùi·ty n. 



positive prescription (pmzùV-tVv prV-skrVpùshNn) n.  Law. See prescription 
(n., sense 4). 

pos·i·tiv·ism (pmzùV-tV-vVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. a. A doctrine contending that 

sense perceptions are the only admissible basis of human knowledge and precise 

thought.  b. The application of this doctrine in logic, epistemology, and ethics.  

c. The system of Auguste Comte designed to supersede theology and metaphysics 

and depending on a hierarchy of the sciences, beginning with mathematics and 

culminating in sociology.  d. Any of several doctrines or viewpoints, often similar 

to Comte’s, that stress attention to actual practice over consideration of what is 

ideal: “Positivism became the ‘scientific’ base for authoritarian politics, especially in 

Mexico and Brazil” (Raymond Carr).   2. The state or quality of being positive.   
—posùi·tiv·ist, posÙi·tiv·isùtic adj.  —posùi·tiv·ist n. 

pos·i·tron (pmzùV-trmnÙ) n.  The antiparticle of the electron.  Also called antielec-

tron [POSI(TIVE) + (ELEC)TRON.]

positron emission tomography (pmzùV-trmnÙ V-mVshùNn to-mmgùrN-fK) n.  

Abbr. PET Tomography in which a computer-generated image of a biological 

activity within the body is produced through the detection of gamma rays that are 

emitted when introduced radionuclides decay and release positrons. 

pos·i·tro·ni·um (pmzÙV-troùnK-Nm) n.  A short-lived association of an electron 

and a positron bound together in a configuration resembling the hydrogen atom. 

po·sol·o·gy (pN-smlùN-jK, po-) n.  The medical or pharmacological study of the 

dosages of medicines and drugs.  [Greek posos, what quantity + -LOGY.]

poss. abbr.  1. Possession.  2. Possessive.  3. Possible. 

pos·se (pmsùK) n.  1. A group of people summoned by a sheriff to aid in law 

enforcement.  2. A search party.  3. A Jamaican gang involved in crimes such as 

running guns and illegal narcotics trafficking.  [Short for posse comitat7s : Medi-

eval Latin posse, power, body of men (from Latin, to be able); see POTENT + 

comit7t7s, genitive of comit7tus, county.]

pos·sess (pN-zHsù) v.  tr. pos·sessed, pos·sess·ing, pos·sess·es. 1. To have as 

property; own.  2. To have as a quality, characteristic, or other attribute:  possessed 

great tact.  3. To acquire mastery of or have knowledge of:  possess valuable data.  

4. a. To gain or exert influence or control over; dominate:  Fury possessed me.  

b. To control or maintain (one’s nature) in a particular condition:  I possessed my 

temper despite the insult.   5. To cause to own, hold, or master something, such as 

property or knowledge:  She possessed herself of the unclaimed goods.  6. To cause 

to be influenced or controlled, as by an idea or emotion:  The thought of getting 

rich possessed him.  7. Obsolete. To gain or seize.  [Middle English possessen, from 

Old French possesser, from Latin possidKre, possess-  : pos-, as master; see poti- in 

Appendix + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] —pos·sesùsor n. 

pos·sessed (pN-zHstù) adj.  1. Owning or mastering something. Used with of:  

He is possessed of great wealth.  2. Controlled by or as if by a spirit or other force; 



obsessed:  She is by love possessed.  3. Calm; collected:  a strong person who was able 

to remain possessed even in times of great trial.  

USAGE NOTE: Possessed is often followed by the prepositions of, by, or with.

Mere possession of a thing or an attribute is indicated by of: possessed of property;

possessed of a sharp tongue. When the term indicates obsession or lack of self-

control, by and with are more often used: possessed by (or with) an urge to kill.

pos·ses·sion (pN-zHshùNn) n.  Abbr. poss. 1. a. The act or fact of possessing.  

b. The state of being possessed.   2. Something owned or possessed.  

3. possessions. Wealth or property.  4. Law. Actual holding or occupancy with 

or without rightful ownership.  5. A territory subject to foreign control.  6. Self-

control.  7. The state of being dominated by or as if by evil spirits or by an obses-

sion.  8. Sports. a. Physical control of the ball or puck by a player or team.  b. The 

condition of being on offense:  The home team was in possession during most of the 

fourth quarter.    —pos·sesùsion·al adj. 

pos·ses·sive (pN-zHsùVv) adj.  Abbr. poss. 1. Of or relating to ownership or 

possession.  2. Having or manifesting a desire to control or dominate:  a posses-

sive parent.  3. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a noun or pronoun case that 

indicates possession.   —  n.  Abbr. poss. Grammar. 1. The possessive case.  2. A 

possessive form or construction.   —pos·sesùsive·ly adv.  —pos·sesùsive·ness 
n. 

possessive adjective (pN-zHsùVv 4jùVk-tVv) n.  Grammar. A pronominal adjec-

tive expressing possession. 

possessive pronoun (pN-zHsùVv proùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. One of several 

pronouns designating possession and capable of substituting for noun phrases. 

pos·ses·so·ry (pN-zHsùN-rK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having possession.  

2. Law. Depending on or arising from possession:  possessory interest. 

pos·set (pmsùVt) n.  A spiced drink of hot sweetened milk curdled with wine or 

ale.  [Middle English poshet, possot : perhaps Old French *posce (Latin posca, 

drink of vinegar and water from pot7re, to drink; see potable + Latin esca, food 

from edere, to eat); see EDIBLE + Middle English hot, hot; see HOT.]

pos·si·bil·i·ty (pmsÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. pos·si·bil·i·ties. 1. The fact or state of 

being possible.  2. Something that is possible.  3. possibilities. Potentiality for 

favorable or interesting results:  The idea has tremendous possibilities. 

pos·si·ble (pmsùN-bNl) Abbr. poss. adj.  Abbr. poss. 1. Capable of happening, 

existing, or being true without contradicting proven facts, laws, or circumstances.  

2. Capable of occurring or being done without offense to character, nature, or 

custom.  3. Capable of favorable development; potential:  a possible site for the 

new capital.  4. Of uncertain likelihood.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin possibilis, from posse, to be able. See poti- in Appendix.] —posùsi·bly adv.  



SYNONYMS: possible, workable, practicable, feasible, viable. These adjectives

signify capable of occurring or of being done. Possible indicates that something

may happen, exist, be true, or be realizable: “I beseech you... think it possible you

may be mistaken” (Oliver Cromwell). “Only the initiated know and honor those

[scientists] whose patient integrity and devotion to exact observation have made the

last step possible” (Hans Zinsser). Workable is used of something that can be put

into effective operation: Assuming that the scheme is workable, how will you begin

to implement it? Something that is practicable is capable of being effected, done,

or put into practice: “As soon as it was practicable, he would wind up his business”

(George Eliot). Feasible refers to what can be accomplished, brought about, or

carried out: Making cars by hand is possible but not economically feasible. Some-

thing viable is both practicable and workable; the term often implies capacity for

continuing effectiveness or success: “How viable are the ancient legends as vehicles

for modern literary themes?” (Richard Kain).

POSSLQ abbr.  Person of the opposite sex sharing living quarters. 

pos·sum (pmsùNm) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. An opossum.  [Short for OPOSSUM.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Since English is a language that stresses some syllables and

not others, weakly stressed syllables, especially those preceding strong stresses, are

dropped at times. This process, called aphesis when it occurs at the beginning of

a word, is more common in regional American dialects than in the more conser-

vative Standard English, which tends to retain in pronunciation anything reflected

in spelling. Although many American dialects feature aphesis, it is most famous

in the dialects of the South, where it yields pronunciations such as count of for

(on) account of, tater for potato, possum for opossum, and skeeter for mosquito.

possum haw (pmsùNm hô) n.  1. A deciduous holly (Ilex decidua) of the south-

east United States, having bright red fruit and dull green toothed leaves.  2. A 

deciduous shrub (Viburnum nudum) of the eastern United States, having white or 

yellowish flowers and bluish-black fruit.  3.  See dockmackie. 
post1 (post) n.  1. A long piece of wood or other material set upright into the 

ground to serve as a marker or support.  2. A similar vertical support or structure, 

as: a. A support for a beam in the framework of a building.  b. A terminal of a 

battery.   3. Sports. A goal post.  4. The starting point at a racetrack.  5. An ear-

ring attached by a short bar or stud that passes through the ear and fits into a cap 

in the back.   —  v.  tr. post·ed, post·ing, posts. 1. a. To display (an 

announcement) in a place of public view.  b. To cover (a wall, for example) with 

posters.   2. To announce by or as if by posters:  post banns.  3. To put up signs on 

(property) warning against trespassing.  4. To denounce publicly:  post a man as a 

thief.  5. To publish (a name) on a list.  6. Games. To gain (points or a point) in a 



game or contest; score.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Latin postis. See 

st7- in Appendix.]

post2 (post) n.  1. a. A military base.  b. The grounds and buildings of a military 

base.   2. A local organization of military veterans.  3. Either of two bugle calls in 

the British Army, sounded in the evening as a signal to retire to quarters.  4. An 

assigned position or station, as of a guard or sentry.  5. A position of employ-

ment, especially an appointed public office.  6. A place to which someone is 

assigned for duty.  7. A trading post.   —  v.  tr. post·ed, post·ing, posts. 1. To 

assign to a specific position or station:  post a sentry at the gate.  2. To appoint to a 

naval or military command.  3. To put forward; present:  post bail.  [French poste, 

from Italian posto, from Old Italian, from Vulgar Latin *postum, from Latin posi-

tum, neuter past participle of ponere, to place. See apo- in Appendix.]

post3 (post) n.  1. a. A delivery of mail.  b. The mail delivered.   2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. a. A governmental system for transporting and delivering the mail.  b. A post 

office.   3. a. Archaic. One of a series of relay stations along a fixed route, furnish-

ing fresh riders and horses for the delivery of mail on horseback.  b. Obsolete. A 

rider on such a mail route; a courier.    —  v.  post·ed, post·ing, posts.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To mail (a letter or package).  2. To send by mail in a system of relays on 

horseback.  3. To inform of the latest news:  Keep us posted.  4. a. To transfer (an 

item) to a ledger in bookkeeping.  b. To make the necessary entries in (a ledger).   

5. Computer Science. To enter (a unit of information) on a record or into a sec-

tion of storage.   —  v.  intr. 1. To travel in stages or relays.  2. To travel with speed 

or in haste.  3. To bob up and down in the saddle in rhythm with a horse’s trot-

ting gait.   —  adv.  1. By mail.  2. With great speed; rapidly.  3. By post horse.  

[French poste, from Old French, relay station for horses, from Old Italian posta, 

from Vulgar Latin *posta, station, from Latin posita, feminine past participle of 

ponere, to place. See apo- in Appendix.]

Post (post), Charles William. 1854-1914.  American manufacturer of breakfast 

cereals and the coffee-substitute Postum. 

Post (post), Emily Price. 1872-1960.  American etiquette authority. She wrote 

Etiquette: The Blue Book of Social Usage (1922) and a popular syndicated newspa-

per column. 

Post (post), Wiley. 1899-1935.  American aviator who made the first solo flight 

around the world (1933). 

post- pref.  1. After; later:  postmillennial.  2. Behind; posterior to:  postaxial.  

[Latin, from post, behind, after. See apo- in Appendix.]

post·age (poùstVj) n.  1. The charge for mailing an item.  2. The stamps, labels, 

or printing placed on an item to be mailed as evidence of payment of this charge. 

postage meter (poùstVj mKùtNr) n.  A machine used in bulk mailing to print 

the correct amount of postage for each piece of mail, either directly on the piece 

or on a label to be put on the piece. 



postage stamp (poùstVj st4mp) n.  A small, usually adhesive label issued by a 

government and sold in various denominations to be affixed to items of mail as 

evidence of the payment of postage. 

post·age-stamp (poùstVj-st4mpÙ) adj.  Very small:  postage-stamp villages; a 

postage-stamp farm. 

post·al (poùstNl) adj.  Of or relating to a post office or mail service.   
—postùal·ly adv. 

postal card (poùstNl kärd) n.  An unadorned card printed with the image of a 

postage stamp, issued by a government and used for sending messages.  Also 

called post card 

postal order (poùstNl ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. PO, P.O. Chiefly British. A money order. 

postal service (poùstNl sûrùvVs) n.  See post office (n., sense 1). 

post·ax·i·al (post-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  Anatomy. Located behind an axis of the body, 

as the lateral aspect of the lower leg or the medial aspect of the upper arm.   
—post·axùi·al·ly adv. 

post·bel·lum (post-bHlùNm) adj.  Belonging to the period after a war, especially 

the U.S. Civil War:  postbellum houses; postbellum governments.  [Latin post, after 

+ bellum, war.]

post-boost phase (postùbustù f7z) n.  The period during which warheads 

and decoys are released from the last stage of a ballistic missile. 

post·box also post box (postùbmksÙ) n.  See mailbox (n., sense 1). 

post card also post·card (postùkärdÙ) n.  Abbr. p.c. 1. A commercially printed 

card with space on one side for an address and a postage stamp, used for sending 

a short message through the mail.  2.  See postal card. 
post·ca·va (post-k7ùvN) n.  A large vein that returns blood to the heart from the 

lower half of the body; the inferior vena cava.   —post·caùval adj. 

post chaise (post sh7z) n.  A closed, four-wheeled, horse-drawn carriage, for-

merly used to transport mail and passengers. 

post·clas·si·cal (post-kl4sùV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a time following 

a classical period, as in art or literature. 

post·co·lo·ni·al (postÙkN-loùnK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the time fol-

lowing the establishment of independence in a colony:  postcolonial economics. 

post·cra·ni·al (post-kr7ùnK-Nl) adj.  1. Situated behind the cranium.  

2. Consisting of the parts or structures behind the cranium:  the postcranial skele-

ton of an animal.   —post·craùni·al·ly adv. 

post·date (post-d7tù, postù-) v.  tr. post·dat·ed, post·dat·ing, post·dates. 
1. To put a date on (a check, for example) that is later than the actual date.  2. To 

occur later than; follow in time. 

post·di·lu·vi·an (postÙdV-luùvK-Nn) also post·di·lu·vi·al (-Nl) Bible. adj.  

Existing or occurring after the Flood.   —  n.  A person or thing living after the 

Flood.  [POST- + Latin dXluvium, flood; see DILUVIAL + -AN
1.]



post·doc·tor·al (post-dmkùtNr-Nl) also post·doc·tor·ate (-Vt) adj.  Of, relating 

to, or engaged in academic study beyond the level of a doctoral degree. 

post·em·bry·on·ic (postÙHm-brK-mnùVk) adj.  Following the embryonic stage 

of development. 

post·er1 (poùstNr) n.  1. a. A large, usually printed placard, bill, or announce-

ment, often illustrated, that is posted to advertise or publicize something.  b. An 

artistic work, often a reproduction of an original painting or photograph, printed 

on a large sheet of paper.   2. One that posts bills or notices. 

post·er2 (poùstNr) n.  Archaic. One that travels in speed or with haste. 

poster color (poùstNr kƒlùNr) n.  See tempera (n., sense 1). 

poste res·tante (postù rH-stäntù) n.  A notation written on a letter indicating 

that the letter should be held at the post office until claimed by the addressee.  

[French  : poste, mail + restante, feminine present participle of rester, to remain.]

pos·te·ri·or (pm-stîrùK-Nr, po-) adj.  1. Located behind a part or toward the rear 

of a structure.  2. Relating to the caudal end of the body in quadrupeds or the 

dorsal side in human beings and other primates.  3. Botany. Next to or facing the 

main stem or axis.  4. Coming after in order; following.  5. Following in time; 

subsequent.   —  n.  The buttocks.  [Latin, comparative of posterus, coming after, 

from post, afterward. See apo- in Appendix.] —pos·teùri·or·ly adv. 

pos·te·ri·or·i·ty (pm-stîrÙK-ôrùV-tK, -mrù-, po-) n.  The condition of being poste-

rior in location or time. 

pos·ter·i·ty (pm-stHrùV-tK) n.  1. Future generations: “Everything he writes is con-

signed to posterity” (Joyce Carol Oates).  2. All of a person’s descendants.  [Middle 

English posterite, from Old French, from Latin posterit7s, from posterus, coming 

after. See POSTERIOR.]

pos·tern (poùstNrn, pmsùtNrn) n.  A small rear gate, especially one in a fort or 

castle.   —  adj.  Situated in the back or at the side.  [Middle English posterne, 

from Old French, alteration of posterle, from Late Latin posterula, diminutive of 

Latin posterus, behind. See POSTERIOR.]

poster paint (poùstNr p7nt) n.  See tempera (n., sense 1). 

Post Exchange (post Vks-ch7njù)  A service mark used for a store on a military 

base that sells goods to military personnel and their families or to authorized 

civilians. This service mark often occurs in lowercase in print: “A chateau in 

southern France, a cabaret in Land Hesse, a post exchange—all of these have a taste 

and smell” (Christian Science Monitor). 

post·ex·il·ic (postÙHg-zVlùVk, -Hk-sVlù-) also post·ex·il·i·an (-Hg-zVlùK-Nn, -

zVlùyNn, -Hk-sVlùK-Nn, -sVlùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to the period of Jewish history 

following the Babylonian captivity (after 586 B.C.). 

post·fix (post-fVksù) Linguistics. v.  tr. post·fixed, post·fix·ing, post·fix·es. 
To suffix.   —  n.  (postùfVksÙ) A suffix.   —post·fixùal, post·fixùi·al adj. 



post·fron·tal (post-frƒnùtl) adj.  1. At the back of the frontal bone; behind the 

forehead:  a postfrontal suture.  2. Toward the rear of the frontal lobe. 

post·gan·gli·on·ic (postÙg4ng-glK-mnùVk) adj.  Located posterior or distal to a 

ganglion. 

post·gla·cial (post-gl7ùshNl) adj.  Relating to or occurring during the time fol-

lowing a glacial period. 

post·grad·u·ate (post-gr4jùu-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  Abbr. P.G. Of, relating to, or pur-

suing advanced study after graduation from high school or college.   —  n.  Abbr. 

P.G. One who is engaged in postgraduate study. 

post·haste (postùh7stù) adv.  With great speed; rapidly.   —  n.  Archaic. Great 

speed; rapidity.  [From the phrase haste, post, haste, a direction on letters.]

post hoc (post hmk, hok) adv.  & adj.  In or of the form of an argument in which 

one event is asserted to be the cause of a later event simply by virtue of having 

happened earlier:  coming to conclusions post hoc; post hoc reasoning.  [Latin, after 

this  : post, after + hoc, this.]

post·hole (postùholÙ) n.  A hole dug in the ground to hold a fence post. 

post·hu·mous (pmsùchN-mNs) adj.  1. Occurring or continuing after one’s 

death:  a posthumous award.  2. Published after the writer’s death:  a posthumous 

book.  3. Born after the death of the father:  a posthumous child.  [Middle English 

posthumus, from Late Latin, alteration (perhaps influenced by Latin humus, 

earth, or hum7re, to bury ), of postumus, superlative of posterus, coming after. See 

POSTERIOR.] —postùhu·mous·ly adv.  —postùhu·mous·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The word posthumous is associated with death, both in

meaning and in form. Our word goes back to the Latin word postumus, meaning

“last born, born after the death of one’s father, born after the making of a will,”

and “last, final.” Postumus was largely used with respect to events occurring after

death but not exclusively so, since the word was simply one of the superlative

forms of the adverb post, “subsequently, afterward.” Because of its use in connec-

tion with death, however, later Latin writers decided that the last part of the word

must have to do with humus, “earth,” or hum7re, “to bury,” and began spelling the

word posthumus. This form of the Latin word was borrowed into English, being

first recorded in a work composed before 1464. Perhaps the most telling use of

the word appears in the poet Robert Southey’s comment on the rewards of an

author: “It was well we should be contented with posthumous fame, but impos-

sible to be so with posthumous bread and cheese.”

post·hyp·not·ic suggestion (postÙhVp-nmtùVk sNg-jHsùchNn) n.  A sugges-

tion made to a hypnotized person that specifies an action to be performed after 

awakening, often in response to a cue. 



pos·tiche (pô-stKshù, pm-) n.  1. Something false; a sham.  2. A small hairpiece; 

a toupee.  [French, from Italian posticcio, from posto, added (from Latin positus, 

past participle of ponere, to place), or from Vulgar Latin *appostXcius (alteration 

of Latin appositus, past participle of apponere, to place by, to add  : ad-, ad- + 

ponere, to place); see apo- in Appendix.]

pos·til·ion also pos·til·lion (po-stVlùyNn, pm-) n.  One who rides the near horse 

of the leaders to guide the horses drawing a coach.  [French postillon, from Italian 

postiglione, from posta, mail, from Old Italian, mail station. See POST
3.]

post·im·pres·sion·ism (postÙVm-prHshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  A school of painting in 

France in the late 19th century that rejected the objective naturalism of impres-

sionism and used form and color in more personally expressive ways.   
—postÙim·presùsion·ist n.  —postÙim·presÙsion·isùtic adj. 

post·in·dus·tri·al (postÙVn-dƒsùtrK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to a period in the 

development of an economy or a nation in which the relative importance of man-

ufacturing lessens and that of services, information, and research grows. 

post·lude (postùludÙ) n.  1. Music. a. An organ voluntary played at the end of 

a church service.  b. A concluding piece.   2. A final chapter or phase.  [POST- + 

(PRE)LUDE.]

post·man (postùmNn) n.  See mailman. 
post·mark (postùmärkÙ) n.  Abbr. pmk. An official mark printed over a postage 

stamp, especially one that cancels the stamp and records the date and place of 

mailing.   —  v.  tr. post·marked, post·mark·ing, post·marks. To stamp with 

such a mark. 

post·mas·ter (postùm4sÙtNr) n.  Abbr. PM, P.M. A man who is in charge of the 

operations of a local post office.   —postùmasÙter·shipÙ n. 

postmaster general (postùm4sÙtNr jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. postmasters general. 
Abbr. P.M.G. The executive head of a national postal service. 

post·men·o·paus·al (postÙmHn-N-pôùzNl) adj.  Of or occurring in the time 

following menopause. 

post·men·stru·al (post-mHnùstru-Nl) adj.  Of or occurring in the time fol-

lowing menstruation. 

post·me·rid·i·an (postÙmN-rVdùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or taking place in the 

afternoon. 

post me·rid·i·em (post mN-rVdùK-Nm) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. P.M., p.m. After 

noon. Used chiefly in the abbreviated form to specify the hour:  10:30 P.M.; a P.M. 

appointment.  See Usage Note at ante meridiem.  [Latin post merXdiem : post, 

after + merXdiem, accusative of merXdiKs, midday.]

post·mil·le·nar·i·an (postÙmVl-N-nârùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to postmillen-

nialism.   —  n.  One who believes in postmillennialism. 

post·mil·le·nar·i·an·ism (postÙmVl-N-nârùK-N-nVzÙNm) n.  Postmillennialism. 



post·mil·len·ni·al (postÙmN-lHnùK-Nl) also post·mil·len·ni·an (-Nn) adj.  

Happening or existing after the millennium. 

post·mil·len·ni·al·ism (postÙmN-lHnùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  The doctrine that Jesus’s 

Second Coming will follow the millennium.   —postÙmil·lenùni·al·ist n. 

post·mis·tress (postùmVsÙtrVs) n.  Abbr. PM, P.M. A woman who is in charge of 

the operations of a local post office. 

post·mod·ern  or post-mod·ern (post-mmdùNrn) adj.  Of or relating to art, 

architecture, or literature that reacts against earlier modernist principles, as by 

reintroducing traditional or classical elements of style or by carrying modernist 

styles or practices to extremes: “the post-modern mode of tapering the tops of build-

ings” (Jane Holtz Kay).   —post·modùern·ism n.  —post·modùern·ist adj. 

post·mor·tem (post-môrùtNm) adj.  Abbr. p.m., P.M. 1. Occurring or done 

after death.  2. Of or relating to a medical examination of a dead body.   —  n.  

1.  Abbr. p.m., P.M. See autopsy (n., sense 1).  2. Informal. An analysis or 

review of a completed event.  [Latin post mortem : post, afterward; see POST- + 

mortem, accusative of mors, death; see mer- in Appendix.] —post morùtem 
adv. 

postmortem examination (post-môrùtNm Vg-z4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  See 

autopsy (n., sense 1). 

post·na·sal (post-n7ùzNl) adj.  Located or occurring posterior to the nose. 

postnasal drip (post-n7ùzNl drVp) n.  The chronic secretion of mucus from the 

posterior nasal cavities, often caused by a cold or an allergy. 

post·na·tal (post-n7tùl) adj.  Of or occurring after birth, especially during the 

period immediately after birth.   —post·naùtal·ly adv. 

post·nup·tial (post-nƒpùshNl, -chNl) adj.  Belonging to the period after mar-

riage.   —post·nupùtial·ly adv. 

post office (post ôùfVs) n.  Abbr. PO, P.O., p.o. 1. The public department 

responsible for the transportation and delivery of the mails.  Also called postal 

service 2. A local office where mail is received, sorted, and delivered, and where 

stamps and other postal materials are sold.  3. A game in which kisses are 

exchanged for pretended letters. 

post office box (post ôùfVs bmks) n.  A container, such as a pigeonhole, at a 

central mailing location, in which a patron’s incoming mail is held until picked up 

by the patron. 

post·op·er·a·tive (post-mpùNr-N-tVv, -mpùrN-, -mpùN-r7Ù-) adj.  Happening or 

done after a surgical operation.   —post·opùer·a·tive·ly adv. 

post·or·bi·tal (post-ôrùbV-tl) adj.  Situated behind the socket of the eye:  a pos-

torbital bone. 

post·o·vu·la·to·ry (post-oùvyN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -mvùyN-) adj.  Of or occurring 

in the period shortly after ovulation. 



post·paid (postùp7dù) adj.  Abbr. p.p., P.P., ppd. With the postage having been 

paid in advance. 

post·par·tum (post-pärùtNm) adj.  Of or occurring in the period shortly after 

childbirth:  postpartum complications.  [Latin post partum : post, after; see POST- + 

partum, accusative of partus, birth from past participle of parere, to beget; see 

perN-1 in Appendix.]

post-po·li·o syndrome (post-poùlK-oÙ sVnùdromÙ) n.  A condition affecting 

poliomyelitis patients several decades after the initial attack, characterized by 

fatigue, muscular deterioration, pain in the joints, and respiratory problems. 

post·pone (post-ponù, pos-ponù) v.  tr. post·poned, post·pon·ing, 
post·pones. 1. To delay until a future time; put off.  See Synonyms at defer1.  
2. To place after in importance; subordinate.  [Latin postponere : post-, post- + 

ponere, to put; see POST
2.] —post·ponùa·ble adj.  —post·poneùment n.  

—post·ponùer n. 

post·pose (post-pozù) v.  post·posed, post·pos·ing, post·pos·es. Linguis-

tics.  —  v.  tr. To place (a word or phrasal constituent) after other constituents in 

a sentence, as the direct object noun phrase all the interesting places he had visited 

in the sentence He described to them all the interesting places he had visited.   —  v.  

intr. To become postposed.  [Back-formation from POSTPOSITION.]

post·po·si·tion (postÙpN-zVshùNn) n.  Linguistics. 1. The placing of a word or 

suffixed element after the word to which it is grammatically related.  2. A word or 

element placed postpositionally, as a preposition placed after its object.   
—postÙpo·siùtion·al adj.  —postÙpo·siùtion·al·ly adv. 

post·pos·i·tive (post-pmzùV-tVv) Linguistics. adj.  Placed after or suffixed to 

another word.   —  n.  An appended or suffixed word or word element; a postpo-

sition.  [Late Latin postpositXvus, from Latin postpositus, past participle of postpo-

nere, to put after. See POSTPONE.] —post·posùi·tive·ly adv. 

post·pran·di·al (post-pr4nùdK-Nl) adj.  Following a meal, especially dinner:  

took a postprandial walk through the woods.   —post·pranùdi·al·ly adv. 

post·pro·duc·tion (postÙprN-dƒkùshNn) n.  A final stage in the production of 

a film or a television program, occurring after the action has been filmed or vid-

eotaped and typically involving editing and the addition of soundtracks. 

post·script (postùskrVptÙ, posùskrVptÙ) n.  Abbr. P.S., p.s., PS 1. A message 

appended at the end of a letter after the writer’s signature.  2. Additional infor-

mation appended to the manuscript, as of a book or an article.  [Medieval Latin 

*postscriptum, from neuter past participle of Latin postscrXbere, to write after  : 

post-, post- + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.]

post-sea·son (postùsKÙzNn) adv.  & adj.  Sports. In, of, or relating to games 

played after the regular season:  ran great defense post-season; a poor post-season 

record. 



post·syn·ap·tic (postÙsV-n4pùtVk) adj.  Situated behind or occurring after a 

synapse:  postsynaptic neurons.   —postÙsyn·apùti·cal·ly adv. 

post·test (postùtHstÙ) n.  A test given after a unit of instruction to ascertain what 

the students have learned. Results of a posttest are typically compared with those 

of a pretest. 

post time (post tXm) n.  Sports. The time set immediately before the official 

start of a race after which point no further betting is allowed. 

post·tran·scrip·tion·al (postÙtr4n-skrVpùshN-nNl) adj.  Occurring or formed 

after genetic transcription. 

post·trans·fu·sion (postÙtr4ns-fyuùzhNn) adj.  Occurring after or as a conse-

quence of blood transfusion. 

post·trans·la·tion·al (postÙtr4ns-l7ùshN-nNl, -tr4nz-) adj.  Occurring or 

formed after genetic translation:  a posttranslational amino acid. 

post·trau·mat·ic (postÙtrou-m4tùVk, -trô-) adj.  Following injury or resulting 

from it:  posttraumatic amnesia. 

posttraumatic stress disorder (postÙtrou-m4tùVk strHs dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  

Abbr. PTSD A psychological disorder affecting individuals who have experienced 

profound emotional trauma, such as torture or rape, characterized by recurrent 

flashbacks of the traumatic event, nightmares, eating disorders, anxiety, fatigue, 

forgetfulness, and social withdrawal. 

pos·tu·lant (pmsùchN-lNnt) n.  1. A person submitting a request or application; 

a petitioner.  2. A candidate for admission into a religious order.  [French, from 

Old French, from Latin postul7ns, postulant- present participle of postul7re, to 

request. See POSTULATE.] —posùtu·lan·cy, posùtu·lant·shipÙ n. 

pos·tu·late (pmsùchN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. pos·tu·lat·ed, pos·tu·lat·ing, pos·tu·lates. 
1. To make claim for; demand.  2. To assume or assert the truth, reality, or neces-

sity of, especially as a basis of an argument.  3. To assume as a premise or axiom; 

take for granted.  See Synonyms at presume.   —  n.  (pmsùcht-lVt, -l7tÙ) 

1. Something assumed without proof as being self-evident or generally accepted, 

especially when used as a basis for an argument: “the postulate that there is little 

moral difference between the superpowers” (Henry A. Kissinger).  2. A fundamen-

tal element; a basic principle.  3. Mathematics. An axiom.  4. A requirement; a 

prerequisite.  [Medieval Latin postul7re, postul7t-, to nominate to a bishopric, to 

assume, from Latin, to request. See prek- in Appendix.] —posÙtu·laùtion n. 

pos·tu·la·tor (pmsùchN-l7ÙtNr) n.  1. One who postulates.  2. Roman Catholic 

Church. A church official who presents a plea for canonization or beatification. 

pos·ture (pmsùchNr) n.  1. a. A position of the body or of body parts:  a sitting 

posture.  b. An attitude; a pose:  assumed a posture of angry defiance.   2. A charac-

teristic way of bearing one’s body; carriage:  stood with good posture.  3. Relative 

placement or arrangement:  the posture of the buildings on the land.  4. A stance or 

disposition with regard to something: “Those bases are essential to our military 



posture in the Middle East” (Gerard Smith).  5. A frame of mind affecting one’s 

thoughts or behavior; an overall attitude.   —  v.  pos·tured, pos·tur·ing, 
pos·tures.  —  v.  intr. 1. To assume an exaggerated or unnatural pose or mental 

attitude; attitudinize.  2. To assume a pose.   —  v.  tr. To put into a specific pos-

ture; pose.  [French, from Italian postura, from Latin posit7ra, position, from 

positus, past participle of ponere, to place. See apo- in Appendix.] —posùtur·al 
adj.  —posùtur·er, posùtur·ist n.  

SYNONYMS: posture, attitude, carriage, pose, stance. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “a position of the body and limbs”: erect posture; an at-

titude of prayer; dignified carriage; a defiant pose; the alert stance of a batter in base-

ball.

post·ver·te·bral (post-vûrùtN-brNl, postÙvNr-tKù-) adj.  Situated behind the ver-

tebrae:  postvertebral muscles. 

post·vo·cal·ic (postÙvo-k4lùVk) adj.  Linguistics. 1. Designating a consonant or 

consonantal sound directly following a vowel.  2. Of, relating to, or being a form 

of a linguistic element, such as a suffix or word, that occurs only after vowels. 

post·war (postùwôrù) adj.  Belonging to the period after a war:  postwar resettle-

ment; a postwar house. 

po·sy (poùzK) n.  pl. po·sies. 1. A flower or bunch of flowers; a nosegay.  See 

Synonyms at bouquet.  2. Archaic. A brief verse or sentimental phrase, espe-

cially one inscribed on a trinket.  [Alteration of POESY, motto or line of verse 

(archaic).]

pot1 (pmt) n.  1. Any of various usually domestic containers made of pottery, 

metal, or glass, as: a. A round, fairly deep cooking vessel with a handle and often 

a lid.  b. A short, round container for storing or serving food:  a jam pot; a mus-

tard pot.  c. A coffeepot.  d. A teapot.   2. a. Such a container and its contents:  a 

pot of stew; brewed a pot of coffee.  b. A potful.   3. a. A large drinking cup; a tan-

kard.  b. A drink of liquor contained in such a cup.   4. An artistic or decorative 

ceramic vessel of any shape.  5. A flowerpot.  6. Something, such as a chimney 

pot or a chamber pot, that resembles a round cooking vessel in appearance or 

function.  7. A trap for eels, other fish, or crustaceans, typically consisting of a 

wicker or wire basket or cage.  8. Games. a. The total amount staked by all the 

players in one hand at cards.  See Synonyms at bet.  b. The area on a card table 

where stakes are placed.  c. A shot in billiards or related games intended to send a 

ball into a pocket.   9. Informal. A common fund to which members of a group 

contribute.  10.  Often pots. Informal. A large amount:  made pots of money on 

their investment.  11. Computer Science. A section of storage reserved for storing 

accumulated data.  12. Informal. A potshot.  13. Informal. A potbelly.  

14. Informal. A potty or toilet.  15.  See potentiometer (n., sense 2).   —  v.  



pot·ted, pot·ting, pots.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place or plant in a pot:  pot a geranium.  

2. To preserve (food) in a pot.  3. To cook in a pot.  4. To shoot (game) for food 

rather than for sport.  5. Informal. To shoot with a potshot.  6. Informal. To win 

or capture; bag.  7. Games. To hit (a ball) into a pocket.   —  v.  intr. Informal. To 

take a potshot.  [Middle English, from Old English pott, from Vulgar Latin *pot-

tus.]

pot2 (pmt) n.  Slang. Marijuana.  [Origin unknown.]

pot. abbr.  Potential. 

po·ta·ble (poùtN-bNl) adj.  Fit to drink.   —  n.  A beverage, especially an alco-

holic beverage:  wine and other potables.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin pot7bilis, from Latin pot7re, to drink, from potus, a drink. See po(i)- in 

Appendix.] —poÙta·bilùi·ty, poùta·ble·ness n. 

po·tage (po-täzhù) n.  A thick, often creamy soup.  [French, from Old French. 

See POTTAGE.]

pot·a·mo·plank·ton (pmtùN-mo-pl4ngkÙtNn) n.  The plankton of rivers or 

streams.  [Greek potamos, river; see HIPPOPOTAMUS + PLANKTON.]

Po·ta·ro (pN-tärùo, pô-täùrô)  A river, about 161 km (100 mi) long, of central 

Guyana. It has gold deposits and is known for its Kaieteur Falls. 

pot·ash (pmtù4shÙ) n.  1.  See potassium carbonate.  2.  See potassium 
hydroxide.  3. Any of several compounds containing potassium, especially sol-

uble compounds such as potassium oxide, potassium chloride, and various potas-

sium sulfates, used chiefly in fertilizers.  [Sing. of obsolete pot ashes, translated 

from obsolete Dutch potaschen (from the fact that this substance was originally 

obtained by leaching wood ashes and evaporating the leach in a pot).]

potash feldspar (pmtù4shÙ fHldùspärÙ) n.  See orthoclase. 
potash mu·ri·ate (pmtù4shÙ mytrùK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  See potassium chloride. 
po·tas·si·um (pN-t4sùK-Nm) n.  Symbol K A soft, silver-white, highly or explo-

sively reactive metallic element that occurs in nature only in compounds. It is 

obtained by electrolysis of its common hydroxide and found in, or converted to, a 

wide variety of salts used especially in fertilizers and soaps. Atomic number 19; 

atomic weight 39.102; melting point 63.65˚C; boiling point 774˚C; specific gravity 

0.862; valence 1.  [From POTASH (from which it was first obtained).] 
—po·tasùsic adj. 

po·tas·si·um-ar·gon (pN-t4sÙK-Nm-ärùgmnÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a 

geologic dating method relying on the percentage of potassium in a specimen 

that has radioactively decayed to argon. 

potassium bicarbonate (pN-t4sùK-Nm bX-kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A compound, 

KHCO3, in the form of a white powder or colorless crystals, used in baking pow-

der and as an antacid medicine. 



potassium bitartrate (pN-t4sùK-Nm bX-tärùtr7tÙ) n.  A white, acid, crystalline 

solid or powder, KHC4H4O6, used in baking powder, in the tinning of metals, and 

as a component of laxatives.  Also called cream of tartar 

potassium bromide (pN-t4sùK-Nm broùmXdÙ) n.  A white crystalline solid or 

powder, KBr, used as a sedative, in photographic emulsion, and in lithography. 

potassium carbonate (pN-t4sùK-Nm kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A transparent, white, 

deliquescent, granular powder, K2CO3, used in making glass, enamels, and soaps.  

Also called potash 

potassium chlorate (pN-t4sùK-Nm klôrù7tÙ) n.  A poisonous crystalline com-

pound, KClO3, used as an oxidizing agent, a bleach, and a disinfectant and in 

making explosives, matches, and fireworks. 

potassium chloride (pN-t4sùK-Nm klôrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline solid or 

powder, KCl, used widely in fertilizers and in the preparation of most potassium 

compounds.  Also called potash muriate, potassium muriate. 

potassium cyanide (pN-t4sùK-Nm sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  An extremely poisonous 

white compound, KCN, used in the extraction of gold and silver from ores, elec-

troplating, and photography, and as a fumigant and insecticide. 

potassium dichromate (pN-t4sùK-Nm dX-kroùm7tÙ) n.  A bright yellowish-

red crystalline compound, K2Cr2O7, used as an oxidizing agent, and in pyrotech-

nics, explosives, and safety matches. 

potassium hydroxide (pN-t4sùK-Nm hX-drmkùsXdÙ) n.  A caustic white solid, 

KOH, used as a bleach and in the manufacture of soaps, dyes, alkaline batteries, 

and many potassium compounds.  Also called caustic potash, lye, potash. 

potassium iodide (pN-t4sùK-Nm XùN-dXdÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, 

KI, used in photography and medicine and as an analytical reagent. 

potassium mu·ri·ate (pN-t4sùK-Nm mytrùK-Vt, -7tÙ) n.  See potassium 
chloride. 

potassium nitrate (pN-t4sùK-Nm nXùtr7tÙ) n.  A transparent white crystalline 

compound, KNO3, used to pickle meat and in the manufacture of pyrotechnics, 

explosives, matches, rocket propellants, and fertilizers.  Also called saltpeter 

potassium permanganate (pN-t4sùK-Nm pNr-m4ngùgN-n7tÙ) n.  A dark 

purple crystalline compound, KMnO4, used as an oxidizing agent and disinfec-

tant and in deodorizers and dyes. 

potassium sodium tartrate (pN-t4sùK-Nm soùdK-Nm tärùtr7tÙ) n.  A color-

less efflorescent crystalline compound, KNaC4H4O6·4H2O, used in making mir-

rors, in electronics, and as a laxative.  Also called Rochelle salt 

potassium sulfate (pN-t4sùK-Nm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A colorless or white crystalline 

compound, K2SO4, used in glassmaking and fertilizers and as a reagent in analyt-

ical chemistry. 

po·ta·tion (po-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of drinking.  2. A drink, especially of an 

alcoholic beverage.  [Middle English potacion, from Old French, from Latin 



pot7tio, pot7tion-, a drinking party, from pot7tus, past participle of pot7re, to 

drink, from potus, a drink. See po(i)- in Appendix.]

po·ta·to (pN-t7ùto) n.  pl. po·ta·toes. 1. A South American plant (Solanum 

tuberosum) widely cultivated for its starchy, edible tubers.  2. A tuber of this 

plant.  3. A sweet potato.  See Regional note at possum.  [Spanish patata, alter-

ation (probably influenced by Quechua papa, white potato), of Taino batata, 

sweet potato.]

potato beetle (pN-t7ùto bKtùl) n.  The Colorado potato beetle. 

potato blight (pN-t7ùto blXt) n.  Any of various highly destructive fungus dis-

eases of the potato. 

potato bug (pN-t7ùto bƒg) n.  The Colorado potato beetle. 

potato chip (pN-t7ùto chVp) n.  A thin slice of potato fried in deep fat until 

crisp and then salted. Often used in the plural. 

po·ta·to·ry (poùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or given to drinking.  [Late 

Latin pot7torius, from Latin pot7tus, past participle of pot7re, to drink, from 

potus, a drink. See po(i)- in Appendix.]

potato skin (pN-t7ùto skVn) n.  An appetizer made with a slice of baked potato 

skin, spread with a topping such as cheese or meat, and usually broiled or baked. 

Often used in the plural. 

potato yam (pN-t7ùto y4m) n.  See air potato. 
pot-au-feu (pô-to-fœù) n.  pl. pot-au-feu. A French dish of boiled meats and 

vegetables.  [French  : pot, pot + au, on the + feu, fire.]

Pot·a·wat·o·mi (pmtÙN-wmtùN-mK) n.  pl. Potawatomi or Pot·a·wat·o·mis. 
1. a. A Native American people variously located in Michigan, Wisconsin, north-

ern Illinois, and northern Indiana in the 17th to the 19th century, with present-

day populations in Oklahoma, Kansas, Michigan, and Ontario.  b. A member of 

this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Potawatomi. 

pot·bel·lied stove (pmtùbHlÙKd stov) n.  See potbelly stove. 
pot·bel·ly (pmtùbHlÙK) n.  pl. pot·bel·lies. 1. A protruding abdominal region.  

2. A potbelly stove.   —potùbelÙlied adj. 

potbelly stove (pmtùbHlÙK stov) n.  A short rounded stove in which wood or 

coal is burned.  Also called potbellied stove 

pot·boil (pmtùboilÙ) v.  intr. pot·boiled, pot·boil·ing, pot·boils. To produce 

potboilers.  [Back-formation from POTBOILER.]

pot·boil·er (pmtùboiÙlNr) n.  A literary or artistic work of poor quality, produced 

quickly for profit.  [From the phrase boil the pot, to provide one’s livelihood.]

pot·bound (pmtùboundÙ) adj.  Having grown too large for its container, result-

ing in matting or tangling of the roots. Used of a potted plant. 

pot·boy (pmtùboiÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A boy or man who works in an inn or a 

public house serving customers and doing chores. 

pot cheese (pmt chKz) n.  See cottage cheese. 



po·teen (po-tKnù) n.  Unlawfully distilled Irish whiskey.  [Irish Gaelic poitín, 

small pot, poteen, from pota, pot, from POT
1.]

Po·tem·kin (po-tHmùkVn, pN-, pN-tyômù-), Grigori Aleksandrovich. 1739-

1791.  Russian army officer and politician. The lover of Catherine II, he helped 

her seize power in 1762. 

Potemkin village (po-tHmùkVn vVlùVj) n.  Something that appears elaborate 

and impressive but in actual fact lacks substance: “the Potemkin village of this 

country’s borrowed prosperity” (Lewis H. Lapham).  [After Grigori Aleksan-
drovich POTEMKIN, who had elaborate fake villages constructed for Catherine the 

Great’s tours of the Ukraine and the Crimea.]

po·tence (potùns) n.  Potency. 

po·ten·cy (potùn-sK) n.  pl. po·ten·cies. 1. The quality or condition of being 

potent.  2. Inherent capacity for growth and development; potentiality. 

po·tent (potùnt) adj.  1. Possessing inner or physical strength; powerful.  

2. a. Exerting or capable of exerting strong physiological or chemical effects:  

potent liquor; a potent toxin.  b. Exerting or capable of exerting strong influence; 

cogent:  potent arguments.   3. Having great control or authority: “The police were 

potent only so long as they were feared” (Thomas Burke).  4. Able to perform sex-

ual intercourse. Used of a male.  [Middle English, from Latin potKns, potent- 

present participle of posse, to be able. See poti- in Appendix.] —poùtent·ly adv.  

—poùtent·ness n. 

po·ten·tate (potùn-t7tÙ) n.  1. One who has the power and position to rule over 

others; a monarch.  2. One who dominates or leads a group or an endeavor:  

industrial potentates.  [Middle English potentat, from Old French, from Late Latin 

potent7tus, from Latin, power, from potKns, present participle of posse, to be able. 

See POTENT.]

po·ten·tial (pN-tHnùshNl) adj.  Abbr. pot. 1. Capable of being but not yet in 

existence; latent:  a potential problem.  2. Having possibility, capability, or power.  

3. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a verbal construction with auxiliaries such 

as may or can; for example, it may snow.   —  n.  Abbr. pot. 1. The inherent abil-

ity or capacity for growth, development, or coming into being.  2. Something 

possessing the capacity for growth or development.  3. Grammar. A potential 

verb form.  4. Physics. The work required to bring a unit electric charge, magnetic 

pole, or mass from an infinitely distant position to a designated point in a static 

electric, magnetic, or gravitational field, respectively.  5.  Symbol V Electricity. 

The potential energy of a unit charge at any point in an electric circuit measured 

with respect to a specified reference point in the circuit or to ground; voltage.  

[Middle English potencial, from Old French potenciel, from Late Latin potenti7lis, 

powerful, from Latin potentia, power, from potKns, potent- present participle of 

posse, to be able. See POTENT.] —po·tenùtial·ly adv. 



potential energy (pN-tHnùshNl HnùNr-jK) n.  The energy of a particle or system 

of particles derived from position, or condition, rather than motion. A raised 

weight, coiled spring, or charged battery has potential energy. 

po·ten·ti·al·i·ty (pN-tHnÙshK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. po·ten·ti·al·i·ties. 1. The state of 

being potential.  2. a. Inherent capacity for growth, development, or coming into 

existence.  b. Something possessing such capacity.  

po·ten·ti·ate (pN-tHnùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. po·ten·ti·at·ed, po·ten·ti·at·ing, 
po·ten·ti·ates. 1. To make potent or powerful.  2. To enhance or increase the 

effect of (a drug).  3. To promote or strengthen (a biochemical or physiological 

action or effect).  [From Latin potentia, power. See POTENTIAL.] 
—po·tenÙti·aùtion n. 

po·ten·til·la (potÙn-tVlùN) n.  Any of numerous herbs or shrubs of the genus 

Potentilla, of the North Temperate Zone, having pinnately or palmately com-

pound leaves and yellow, white, or red flowers with many pistils.  [Medieval Latin, 

garden valerian, from Latin potKns, potent- present participle of posse, to be able. 

See POTENT.]

po·ten·ti·om·e·ter (pN-tHnÙshK-mmùV-tNr) n.  1. An instrument for measuring 

an unknown voltage by comparison to a standard voltage.  2. A three-terminal 

resistor with an adjustable center connection, widely used for volume control in 

radio and television receivers. In this sense, also calledpot1 [POTENTI(AL) + -

METER.] —po·tenÙti·o·metùric (-N-mHtùrVk) adj. 

Po·ten·za (pN-tHnùzN, pô-tHnùtsä)  A city of southern Italy in the Apennines 

east-southeast of Naples. Founded by Romans in the second century B.C., it was 

ruled by numerous feudal overlords during the Middle Ages. Population, 65,388. 

pot·ful (pmtùftlÙ) n.  1. The amount that a pot can hold.  2. Informal. A large 

amount:  made a potful of money on the horses. 

pot·head (pmtùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. One who habitually smokes marijuana. 

poth·er (pmthùNr) n.  1. A commotion; a disturbance.  2. A state of nervous 

activity; a fuss.  3. A cloud of smoke or dust that chokes or smothers.   —  v.  

poth·ered, poth·er·ing, poth·ers.  —  v.  tr. To make confused; trouble; 

worry.   —  v.  intr. To be overly concerned with trifles; fuss.  [Origin unknown.]

pot·herb (pmtùûrbÙ, -hûrbÙ) n.  A plant whose leaves, stems, or flowers are 

cooked and eaten or used as seasoning. 

pot·hold·er (pmtùholÙdNr) n.  A small fabric pad used to handle hot cooking 

utensils. 

pot·hole (pmtùholÙ) n.  1. A hole or pit, especially one in a road surface.  Also 

called chuckhole 2. A deep, round hole worn in rock by loose stones whirling in 

strong rapids or waterfalls.  3. Western U.S. A place filled with mud or quicksand 

that is a hazard to cattle.   —potùholedÙ adj. 

pot·hook (pmtùhtkÙ) n.  1. A bent or hooked piece of iron for hanging a pot or 

kettle over a fire.  2. A curved iron rod with a hooked end used for lifting hot 



pots, irons, or stove lids.  3. A curved, S-shaped mark made in writing.  4.  Often 

pothooks. a. Illegible handwriting or aimless scribbling.  b. Informal. Steno-

graphic writing.  

pot·house (pmtùhousÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A tavern. 

pot·hunt·er (pmtùhƒnÙtNr) n.  1. One who hunts game for food, ignoring the 

rules of sport.  2. One who participates in contests simply to win prizes.  3. A 

nonprofessional archaeologist.   —potùhuntÙing n. 

po·tiche (pô-tKshù) n.  A vase or jar with a round or polygonal body tapering at 

the neck and having a removable cover.  [French, from pot, pot, from Old French, 

from Vulgar Latin *pottus.]

Pot·i·dae·a (pmtÙV-dKùN)  An ancient city of northeast Greece in Macedonia. 

Founded as a Corinthian colony in 609 B.C., it revolted against Athens in 432 but 

was reconquered in 429 after a two-year siege. Philip of Macedon destroyed the 

city in 356. 

po·tion (poùshNn) n.  A liquid dose, especially one of medicinal, magic, or poi-

sonous content.  [Middle English pocion, from Old French, from Latin potio, 

potion-. See po(i)- in Appendix.]

pot·latch (pmtùl4chÙ) n.  A ceremonial feast among certain Native American 

peoples of the northwest Pacific coast, as in celebration of a marriage or an acces-

sion, at which the host distributes gifts according to each guest’s rank or status. 

Between rival groups the potlatch could involve extravagant or competitive giving 

and destruction by the host of valued items as a display of superior wealth.  [Chi-

nook Jargon, from Nootka p’achitl, to make a potlatch gift.]

pot·luck (pmtùlƒkù) n.  1. Whatever food happens to be available for a meal, 

especially when offered to a guest:  Having arrived unannounced for supper, we 

had to take potluck.  2. A meal at which each guest brings food that is then shared 

by all.  Also called potluck supper 3. Whatever is available at a particular time:  The 

scheduled flight was canceled and passengers had to take potluck on the other air-

lines. 

pot marigold (pmt m4rùV-goldÙ) n.  See calendula. 
pot marjoram (pmt märùjNr-Nm) n.  Marjoram. 

Po·to·mac (pN-toùmNk)  A community of central Maryland, a residential suburb 

of Washington, D.C. Population, 22,800. 

Potomac River (pN-toùmNk rVvùNr)  A river of the east-central United States 

rising in northeast West Virginia and flowing about 459 km (285 mi) along the 

Virginia-Maryland border to Chesapeake Bay. It is navigable for large ships to 

Washington, D.C. 

Po·to·sí (po-tN-sKù, pô-tô-)  A city of south-central Bolivia southwest of Sucre in 

the Andes at an altitude of about 4,203 m (13,780 ft). It was founded after silver 

was discovered in 1545 and during its early days was a fabled source of riches. 

Population, 113,380. 



pot·pie (pmtùpXù) n.  1. A mixture of meat or poultry and vegetables covered 

with a pastry crust and baked in a deep dish.  2. A meat or poultry stew with 

dumplings. 

pot·pour·ri (poÙpt-rKù) n.  pl. pot·pour·ris. 1. A combination of incongru-

ous things: “In the minds of many, the real and imagined causes for Russia’s defeats 

quickly mingled into a potpourri of terrible fears” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  2. A miscel-

laneous anthology or collection:  a potpourri of short stories and humorous verse.  

3. A mixture of dried flower petals and spices used to scent the air.  [French pot 

pourri (translation of Spanish olla podrida); see OLLA PODRIDA  : pot, pot; see POT-

ICHE + pourri, past participle of pourrir, to rot (from Old French purir, from Vul-

gar Latin *putrXre, from Latin putrKscere); see PUTRID.]

pot roast (pmt rost) n.  A cut of beef that is browned and then cooked until ten-

der, often with vegetables, in a covered pot. 

Pots·dam (pmtsùd4mÙ)  A city of northeast Germany on the Havel River near 

Berlin. First mentioned in the 10th century, it became in the 18th century a favor-

ite residence of Frederick the Great, who built the rococo palace of Sans Souci 

here (1745-1747). The city was the site of the Potsdam Conference (July-August 

1945), at which American, British, and Soviet leaders drew up preliminary plans 

for the postwar administration of Germany and assigned various captured terri-

tories to Poland. Population, 135,922. 

pot·sherd (pmtùshûrdÙ) also pot·shard (-shärdÙ) n.  A fragment of broken pot-

tery, especially one found in an archaeological excavation. 

pot·shot also pot shot (pmtùshmtÙ) n.  1. A random or easy shot.  2. A criticism 

made without careful thought and aimed at a handy target for attack:  reporters 

taking potshots at the mayor.  [So called because such a shot is fired by a hunter 

whose main purpose is to get food for the pot.]

pot·stone (pmtùstonÙ) n.  A variety of steatite once used to make cooking ves-

sels. 

pot·tage (pmtùVj) n.  1. A thick soup or stew of vegetables and sometimes meat.  

2. Archaic. Porridge.  [Middle English potage, from Old French, from pot, pot. 

See POTICHE.]

pot·ted (pmtùVd) adj.  1. a. Placed in a pot.  b. Grown in a pot:  many potted 

plants in the study.   2. Preserved in a pot, can, or jar.  3. Slang. a. Intoxicated; 

drunk.  b. Under the influence of a hallucinogenic drug.  

pot·ter1 (pmtùNr) n.  One who makes pottery. 

pot·ter2 (pmtùNr) v.  Chiefly British. Variant of putter2. 
Pot·ter (pmtùNr), Beatrix. 1866-1943.  British writer and illustrator. Her animal 

stories include The Tale of Peter Rabbit (1900) and The Tailor of Gloucester (1902). 

Pot·ter (pmtùNr), Paul or Paulus. 1625-1654.  Dutch painter noted for his land-

scapes and animal paintings, such as Horses at Pasture (1649). 



Pot·ter·ies (pmtùN-rKz)  A district of west-central England in the Trent River val-

ley. It has been a center of the manufacture of china and earthenware since the 

16th century. Josiah Wedgwood and Josiah Spode were among the noted potters 

who worked in the area. 

pot·ter’s clay (pmtùNrz kl7) n.  A clay free of iron, suitable for making pottery 

or for modeling.  Also called potter’s earth 

potter’s field (pmtùNrz fKld) n.  A place for the burial of unknown or indigent 

persons.  [From the potter’s field mentioned in Matthew 27:7.]

potter’s wheel (pmtùNrz hwKl) n.  A revolving, often treadle-operated horizon-

tal disk on which clay is shaped manually. 

potter wasp (pmtùNr wmsp) n.  Any of various small black and yellow solitary 

wasps of the genus Eumenes, characteristically building pot-shaped nests of clay. 

Regional. Also called dirt dauber, mud wasp. 

pot·ter·y (pmtùN-rK) n.  pl. pot·ter·ies. 1. Ware, such as vases, pots, bowls, or 

plates, shaped from moist clay and hardened by heat.  2. The craft or occupation 

of a potter.  3. The place where a potter works.  [French poterie, from Old French, 

from potier, potter, from pot, pot. See POTICHE.]

pot·tle (pmtùl) n.  1. A pot or drinking vessel with a capacity of 2.0 quarts (1.9 

liters).  2. The liquid contained in this type of pot or drinking vessel.  3. An old 

English liquid measure equal to 2.0 quarts (1.9 liters).  [Middle English potel, 

from Old French, from pot, pot. See POTICHE.]

pot·to (pmtùo) n.  pl. pot·tos. Any of several small nocturnal African primates 

of the genera Perodicticus and Arctocebus, having a pointed snout, large eyes and 

ears, and a stumplike index finger and tail.  [Of Niger-Congo origin perhaps akin 

to Wolof pata, a tailless monkey  or Akan (Twi) apAsA, a fierce monkeylike ani-

mal.]

Pott’s disease (pmts dV-zKzù) n.  Partial destruction of the vertebral bones, usu-

ally caused by a tuberculous infection and often producing curvature of the 

spine.  [After Percival Pott (1714-1788), British surgeon.]

Potts·town (pmtsùtounÙ)  A borough of southeast Pennsylvania on the 

Schuylkill River east-southeast of Reading. Its first ironworks were established in 

1715. Population, 21,831. 

Potts·ville (pmtsùvVlÙ)  A city of east-central Pennsylvania west-northwest of 

Allentown. Once a coal-mining town, it is now a trade and industrial center. Pop-

ulation, 16,603. 

pot·ty1 (pmtùK) adj.  pot·ti·er, pot·ti·est. Chiefly British. 1. Of little impor-

tance; trivial.  2. Slightly intoxicated.  3. Somewhat silly or crazy; addlebrained.  

[Possibly from POT
1.]

pot·ty2 (pmtùK) n.  pl. pot·ties. A small pot for use as a toilet by an infant or 

young child. 



pot·ty-chair (pmtùK-chârÙ) n.  A small chair with an opening in the seat and a 

receptacle beneath, used for toilet-training young children. 

pouch (pouch) n.  1. A small bag often closing with a drawstring and used espe-

cially for carrying loose items in one’s pocket.  2. A bag or sack used to carry mail 

or diplomatic dispatches.  3. A leather bag or case for carrying powder or small-

arms ammunition.  4. A sealed plastic or foil container used in packaging frozen 

or dehydrated food.  5. Something resembling a bag in shape:  one’s pouches under 

one’s eyes.  6. Zoology. A saclike structure, such as the cheek pockets of the gopher 

or the external abdominal pocket in which marsupials carry their young.  

7. Anatomy. A pocketlike space in the body:  the pharyngeal pouch.  8. Scots. A 

pocket.  9. Archaic. A purse for small coins.   —  v.  pouched, pouch·ing, 
pouch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place in or as if in a pouch; pocket.  2. To cause to 

resemble a pouch.  3. To swallow. Used of certain birds or fishes.   —  v.  intr. To 

assume the form of a pouch or pouchlike cavity.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, of Germanic origin.] —pouchùy adj. 

pouched (poucht) adj.  Having a pouch, as a gopher, pelican, or marsupial. 

pouf (puf) n.  1. A woman’s hairstyle popular in the 18th century, characterized 

by high rolled puffs.  2. A part of a garment, such as a dress, that is gathered into 

a puff.  3. A rounded ottoman.  [French, from Old French, interjection used for a 

fall, of imitative origin.] —poufùfy adj. 

Pough·keep·sie (pN-kVpùsK, po-)  A city of southeast New York on the Hudson 

River north of New York City. Settled by the Dutch in 1687, Poughkeepsie is the 

seat of Vassar College (chartered 1861). Population, 28,844. 

pouil·ly-fuis·sé (pu-yKÙfwK-s7ù) n.  A dry white Burgundy wine.  [After 

Solutré-Pouilly and Fuissé, villages of east-central France.]

pou·lard also pou·larde (pu-lärdù) n.  A young hen that has been spayed for 

fattening.  [French poularde, from poule, hen, from Old French, from Latin pulla, 

feminine of pullus, young of an animal, chicken. See pau- in Appendix.]

Pou·lenc (pu-l4Nkù), Francis. 1899-1963.  French composer and pianist whose 

works include the piano piece Trois Mouvements Perpétuels (1918) and the ballet 

Les Biches (1924). 

poult (polt) n.  A young fowl, especially a turkey, chicken, or pheasant.  [Middle 

English pult, short for polet, from Old French poulet, diminutive of poule, polle, 

hen. See POULARD.]

poul·ter’s measure (polùtNrz mHzhùNr) n.  A metrical pattern employing cou-

plets in which the first line is in iambic hexameter and the second is in iambic 

heptameter.  [From obsolete poulter, a poultry dealer (from the practice of giving 

a few extra eggs in the dozen), from Middle English pulter, from Old French pou-

letier, from poulet, pullet. See PULLET.]

poul·tice (polùtVs) n.  A soft, moist mass of bread, meal, clay, or other adhesive 

substance, usually heated, spread on cloth, and applied to warm, moisten, or 



stimulate an aching or inflamed part of the body.  Also called cataplasm  —  v.  tr. 

poul·ticed, poul·tic·ing, poul·tic·es. To apply a poultice to.  [Middle English 

pultes, from Medieval Latin pultKs, thick paste, from Latin, pl. of puls, pult-, pot-

tage. See PULSE
2.]

poul·try (polùtrK) n.  Domestic fowls, such as chickens, turkeys, ducks, or geese, 

raised for meat or eggs.  [Middle English pultrie, from Old French pouletrie, from 

pouletier, poulterer. See POULTER’S MEASURE.]

pounce1 (pouns) v.  pounced, pounc·ing, pounc·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

spring or swoop with intent to seize someone or something:  a cat that pounced on 

a mouse; watched the falcon pounce on the baby rabbit.  2. To attack suddenly:  

irregular troops who pounced on the convoy at a narrow pass; a colleague who 

pounced on me because of a mistake in my report.  3. To seize something swiftly 

and eagerly:  pounce on an opportunity.   —  v.  tr. To seize with or as if with talons.   
—  n.  1. The act or an instance of pouncing.  2. The talon or claw of a bird of 

prey.  [From Middle English, pointed tool, talon of a hawk, perhaps variant of 

ponson, pointed tool. See PUNCHEON
1.] —pouncùer n. 

pounce2 (pouns) n.  1. A fine powder formerly used to smooth and finish writ-

ing paper and soak up ink.  2. A fine powder, such as pulverized charcoal, dusted 

over a stencil to transfer a design to an underlying surface.   —  v.  tr. pounced, 
pounc·ing, pounc·es. 1. To sprinkle, smooth, or treat with pounce.  2. To 

transfer (a stenciled design) with pounce.  [French ponce, from Old French, from 

Vulgar Latin *pomex, pomic-, from Latin p7mex, pumice.] —pouncùer n. 

pounce3 (pouns) v.  tr. pounced, pounc·ing, pounc·es. To ornament (metal, 

for example) by perforating from the back with a pointed implement.  [Middle 

English pouncen, probably from Old French poinssonner, from poinson, pointed 

tool. See PUNCHEON
1.]

pounce box (pouns bmks) n.  A small box with a perforated top, formerly used 

to sprinkle sand or pounce on writing paper to dry the ink. 

poun·cet box (pounùsVt bmks) n.  A small perfume box with a perforated top.  

[Perhaps alteration of *pounced-box, from POUNCE
3.]

pound1 (pound) n.  pl. pound or pounds. 1.  Abbr. lb. a. A unit of weight 

equal to 16 ounces (453.592 grams).  b. A unit of apothecary weight equal to 12 

ounces (373.242 grams).  See Table at measurement.   2. A unit of weight dif-

fering in various countries and times.  3. A British unit of force equal to the 

weight of a standard one-pound mass where the local acceleration of gravity is 

9.817 meters (32.174 feet) per second per second.  4. a. The basic monetary unit 

of the United Kingdom, worth 20 shillings or 240 old pence before the decimal-

ization of 1971.  Also called pound sterling b. A basic unit of currency in Cyprus, 

Egypt, Ireland, Lebanon, Sudan, Syria, and United Kingdom.  See Table at cur-
rency.   5. A monetary unit of Scotland before the Act of Union (1707). In this 

sense, also calledpound scots [Middle English, from Old English pund, from West 



Germanic *punda-, from Latin (lXbra) pondo, (a pound) by weight. See (s)pen- in 

Appendix.]

pound2 (pound) v.  pound·ed, pound·ing, pounds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike 

repeatedly and forcefully.  See Synonyms at beat.  2. To beat to a powder or pulp; 

pulverize or crush.  3. To instill by persistent, emphatic repetition:  pounded 

knowledge into the students’ heads.  4. To assault with heavy gunfire.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To strike vigorous, repeated blows:  He pounded on the table.  2. To move along 

heavily and noisily:  The children pounded up the stairs.  3. To pulsate rapidly and 

heavily; throb:  Her heart pounded.  4. To move or work laboriously:  a ship that 

pounded through heavy seas.   —  n.  1. A heavy blow.  2. The sound of a heavy 

blow; a thump.  3. The act of pounding.   —idiom. pound the pavement. 
Slang. To travel the streets on foot, especially in search of work.  [Middle English 

pounden, alteration of pounen, from Old English p7nian.] —poundùer n. 

pound3 (pound) n.  1. A public enclosure for the confinement of stray dogs or 

livestock.  2. A place in which impounded property is held until redeemed.  3. An 

enclosure in which animals or fish are trapped or kept.  4. A place of confine-

ment for lawbreakers.   —  v.  tr. pound·ed, pound·ing, pounds. To confine 

in or as if in a pound; impound.  [Middle English, from Old English pund-, 

enclosure, as in pundfald, pen.]

Pound (pound), Ezra Loomis. 1885-1972.  American writer who exerted great 

influence on the development of modern literature through his poetic works, 

such as the unfinished Cantos (1925-1960), his critical works, including ABC of 

Reading (1934), his voluminous contributions to literary magazines, and his tute-

lage of writers such as T.S. Eliot, James Joyce, and Ernest Hemingway. 

Pound (pound), Roscoe. 1870-1964.  American jurist who was dean of Harvard 

Law School (1916-1936) and wrote several influential books, including The Spirit 

of the Common Law (1921). 

pound·age1 (pounùdVj) n.  1. A tax or commission based on value per pound 

sterling.  2. A rate or charge based on weight in pounds.  3. Weight measured in 

pounds. 

pound·age2 (pounùdVj) n.  1. Confinement of animals in a pound.  2. A fee 

charged for the redemption of impounded animals or other property. 

pound·al (pounùdl) n.  A unit of force in the foot-pound-second system of 

measurement, equal to the force required to accelerate a standard one-pound 

mass one foot per second per second (approximately 0.138 newton).  [POUND
1 + -

al (as in QUINTAL).]

pound cake (pound k7k) n.  A rich, finely textured yellow cake containing a 

large proportion of eggs, flour, butter, and sugar.  [From the original recipe, call-

ing for a pound each of butter, sugar, and flour.]

pound-fool·ish (poundùfuùlVsh) adj.  Unwise in dealing with large sums of 

money or large matters.  [From the phrase penny-wise, pound-foolish.]



pound of flesh (pound ƒv flHsh) n.  pl. pounds of flesh. A debt harshly 

insisted upon.  [From Antonio’s debt to Shylock in The Merchant of Venice by 

Shakespeare.]

pound scots (pound skmts) n.  See pound1 (n., sense 5). 

pound sterling (pound stûrùlVng) n.  See pound1 (n., sense 4a). 

pour (pôr, por) v.  poured, pour·ing, pours.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make (a liquid or 

granular solid) stream or flow, as from a container.  2. To send forth, produce, 

express, or utter copiously, as if in a stream or flood:  poured money into the 

project; poured out my inner thoughts.   —  v.  intr. 1. To stream or flow continu-

ously or profusely.  2. To rain hard or heavily.  3. To pass or proceed in large 

numbers or quantity:  Students poured into the auditorium.  4. To serve a bever-

age, such as tea or coffee, to a gathering:  We need someone to pour.   —  n.  A 

pouring or flowing forth, especially a downpour of rain.  [Middle English pouren, 

probably from Old North French purer, to sift, pour out, from Latin p7r7re, to 

purify, from p7rus, pure. See peuN- in Appendix.] —pourùer n. 

pour·boire (ptr-bwärù) n.  Money given as a gratuity; a tip.  [French, from 

pour boire, for drinking  : pour, for (from Old French, from Latin pro); see PRO-1 + 

boire, to drink (from Old French boivre, from Latin bibere); see BEVERAGE.]

pour·par·ler (ptrÙpär-l7ù) n.  Conversation or discussion preliminary to 

negotiation.  [French, from Old French, to discuss with the aim of reaching 

agreement, conversation preliminary to an agreement  : pour, for, before (from 

Old French, from Latin pro); see PRO-1 + parler, to talk; see PARLEY.]

pour point (pôr point) n.  The lowest temperature at which an oil or other liq-

uid will pour under given conditions. 

pousse-ca·fé (pusÙk4-f7ù) n.  1. A drink consisting of several liqueurs of dif-

ferent densities, poured to form differently colored layers.  2. A brandy or liqueur 

served after dinner with coffee.  [French  : pousse, third person sing. present tense 

of pousser, to push (from Old French); see POUSSETTE + café, coffee; see CAFÉ.]

pous·sette (pu-sHtù) n.  A country-dance figure in which couples or a couple 

join hands and swing around the floor.  [French, pushpin, diminutive of obsolete 

pousse, a push, from pousser, to push, from Old French poulser, pousser, to push, 

from Latin puls7re, frequentative of pellere, to push. See pel-5 in Appendix.]

Pous·sin (pu-s4Nù), Nicolas. 1594-1665.  French painter whose landscapes 

and historical and religious paintings, such as Holy Family on the Steps (1648), are 

among the greatest examples of the classical style. 

pout1 (pout) v.  pout·ed, pout·ing, pouts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To exhibit displea-

sure or disappointment; sulk.  2. To protrude the lips in an expression of displea-

sure or sulkiness.  3. To project or protrude.   —  v.  tr. 1. To push out or protrude 

(the lips).  2. To utter or express with a pout.   —  n.  1. A protrusion of the lips, 

especially as an expression of sullen discontent.  2.  Often pouts. A fit of petu-



lant sulkiness. Often used with the.  [Middle English pouten, perhaps of Scandi-

navian origin.] —poutùy adj. 

pout2 (pout) n.  pl. pout or pouts. Any of various freshwater or marine fishes, 

especially an eelpout or hornpout.  [Middle English *poute, from Old English -

p7te, as in <lep7te, eelpout.]

pout·er (pouùtNr) n.  1. One that pouts.  2. One of a breed of pigeons capable of 

distending the crop until the breast becomes puffed out. 

pov·er·ty (pmvùNr-tK) n.  1. The state of being poor; lack of the means of pro-

viding material needs or comforts.  2. Deficiency in amount; scantiness: “the pov-

erty of feeling that reduced her soul” (Scott Turow).  3. Unproductiveness; 

infertility:  the poverty of the soil.  4. Renunciation made by a member of a reli-

gious order of the right to own property.  [Middle English poverte, from Old 

French, from Latin paupert7s, from pauper, poor. See pau- in Appendix.]

poverty grass (pmvùNr-tK gr4s) n.  Any of several North American grasses that 

grow in poor or sandy soil. 

poverty level (pmvùNr-tK lHvùNl) n.  A minimum income level below which a 

person is officially considered to lack adequate subsistence and to be living in 

poverty.  Also called poverty line 

pov·er·ty-strick·en (pmvùNr-tK-strVkÙNn) adj.  Suffering from poverty; misera-

bly poor.  See Synonyms at poor. 
POW (pKÙo-dƒbùNl-yu, -yt) n.  pl. POW’s also POWs. A prisoner of war. 

Pow·ay (pouù7)  A community of southern California north of San Diego. It is 

near a large naval air base. Population, 43,516. 

pow·der (pouùdNr) n.  1. A substance consisting of ground, pulverized, or oth-

erwise finely dispersed solid particles.  2. Any of various preparations in the form 

of powder, as certain cosmetics and medicines.  3. An explosive mixture, such as 

gunpowder.  4. Light, dry snow.   —  v.  pow·dered, pow·der·ing, pow·ders.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To reduce to powder; pulverize.  2. To dust or cover with or as if with 

powder.  3. Slang. To defeat handily or decisively.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become pul-

verized; turn into powder.  2. To use powder as a cosmetic.   —idioms. keep 
(one’s) powder dry. To be ready for a challenge with little warning.  take a 
powder. To make a quick departure; run away.  [Middle English poudre, from 

Old French, from Latin pulvis, pulver-.] —powùder·er n. 

powder blue (pouùdNr blu) n.  Color. A moderate to pale blue or purplish 

blue.  [From the color of powdered smalt.]

powder horn (pouùdNr hôrn) n.  An animal’s horn capped at the open end, 

used to carry gunpowder. 

powder keg (pouùdNr kHg) n.  1. A small cask for holding gunpowder or other 

explosives.  2. A potentially explosive situation or thing. 



Pow·der·ly (pouùdNr-lK), Terence Vincent. 1849-1924.  American labor 

leader who directed the Knights of Labor, a secret organization that disavowed 

strikes, during its period of greatest influence (1879-1893). 

powder metallurgy (pouùdNr mHtùl-ûrÙjK) n.  The technology of powdered 

metals, especially the production and utilization of metallic powders for fabricat-

ing massive materials and shaped objects. 

powder monkey (pouùdNr mƒngùkK) n.  Slang. One who carries or sets 

explosives. 

powder puff (pouùdNr pƒf) n.  A soft pad for applying powder to the skin. 

pow·der-puff (pouùdNr-pƒfÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a usually competi-

tive activity in which only women take part:  powder-puff baseball. 

Pow·der River (pouùdNr rVvùNr)  1. A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of 

northeast Oregon flowing generally north and southeast to the Snake River on the 

Idaho border.  2. A river rising in several branches in the Bighorn Mountains of 

central Wyoming and flowing about 782 km (486 mi) generally northeast into 

southern Montana. 

powder room (pouùdNr rum) n.  1. A lavatory for women.  2. A lavatory for 

guests in a private home. 

pow·der·y (pouùdN-rK) adj.  1. Composed of or similar to powder.  2. Dusted 

or covered with or as if with powder.  3. Easily made into powder; friable. 

powdery mildew (pouùdN-rK mVlùduÙ) n.  1. Any of various fungi, espe-

cially of the family Erysiphaceae, that produce powdery conidia on the host sur-

face.  2. A plant disease caused by any of these fungi. 

Pow·ell (pouùNl), Adam Clayton, Jr. 1908-1972.  American politician. A U.S. 

representative from New York (1945-1967 and 1969-1971), he was an outspoken 

advocate of civil rights. 

Pow·ell (pouùNl), Anthony. Born 1905.  British writer best known for A Dance 

to the Music of Time (1951-1975), a cycle of 12 satirical novels. 

Pow·ell (pouùNl), Cecil Frank. 1903-1969.  British physicist. He won a 1950 

Nobel Prize for discovering methods of photographing atomic nuclei and for his 

study of mesons. 

Pow·ell (pouùNl), John Wesley. 1834-1902.  American geologist and ethnolo-

gist who directed the U.S. Geological Survey (1881-1894) and classified many 

Native American languages. 

Pow·ell (pouùNl), Lewis Franklin, Jr. Born 1907.  American jurist who served 

as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1971-1987). 

pow·er (pouùNr) n.  Abbr. pwr. 1. The ability or capacity to perform or act 

effectively.  2.  Often powers. A specific capacity, faculty, or aptitude:  her pow-

ers of concentration.  3. Strength or force exerted or capable of being exerted; 

might.  See Synonyms at strength.  4. The ability or official capacity to exercise 

control; authority.  5. A person, group, or nation having great influence or con-



trol over others:  the western powers.  6. The might of a nation, political organiza-

tion, or similar group.  7. Forcefulness; effectiveness:  a novel of unusual power.  

8. Chiefly Upper Southern U.S. A large number or amount.  See Regional note at 

powerful.  9. a. The energy or motive force by which a physical system or 

machine is operated:  turbines turned by steam power; a sailing ship driven by wind 

power.  b. The capacity of a system or machine to operate:  a vehicle that runs 

under its own power.  c. Electrical or mechanical energy, especially as used to assist 

or replace human energy.  d. Electricity supplied to a home, building, or commu-

nity:  a storm that cut off power to the whole region.   10. Physics. The rate at which 

work is done, expressed as the amount of work per unit time and commonly 

measured in units such as the watt and horsepower.  11. Electricity. a. The prod-

uct of applied potential difference and current in a direct-current circuit.  b. The 

product of the effective values of the voltage and current with the cosine of the 

phase angle between current and voltage in an alternating-current circuit.   

12. Mathematics. a.  See exponent (n., sense 3).  b. The number of elements in 

a finite set.   13. Statistics. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis where 

it is false.  14. A measure of the magnification of an optical instrument, such as a 

microscope or telescope.  15. powers. Theology. The sixth of the nine orders of 

angels.  16. Archaic. An armed force.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to political, 

social, or economic control:  a power struggle; a power base.  2. Operated with 

mechanical or electrical energy in place of bodily exertion:  a power tool; power car 

windows.  3. Of or relating to the generation or transmission of electricity:  power 

companies; power lines.  4. Informal. Of or relating to influential business or pro-

fessional practices:  a pinstriped suit with a power tie; met with high-level executives 

at a power breakfast.   —  v.  tr. pow·ered, pow·er·ing, pow·ers. To supply 

with power, especially mechanical power.   —idiom. powers that be. Those 

who hold effective power in a system or situation:  a plan vetoed by the powers that 

be.  [Middle English, from Old French poeir, to be able, power, from Vulgar Latin 

*potKre, to be able, from potis, able, powerful. See poti- in Appendix.]

pow·er·boat (pouùNr-botÙ) n.  See motorboat. 
power brake (pouùNr br7k) n.  A motor vehicle brake assisted by a power 

mechanism operated by the engine that amplifies pressure applied to the brake 

pedal. 

power broker  or pow·er·brok·er (pouùNr-broÙkNr) n.  A person who exerts 

strong political or economic influence, especially by virtue of the individuals and 

votes he or she controls: “A power broker is someone who can assemble a number of 

favors due from a coterie of powerful people and then use that agglomeration of... 

favors to work a deal” (William H. Hallahan). 

power dive (pouùNr dXv) n.  A downward plunge of an aircraft accelerated by 

both gravity and engine power.   —powùer-diveÙ (pouùNr-dXvÙ) v. 



power drill (pouùNr drVl) n.  1. A portable electric drill.  2. A large drilling 

machine having a vertical, motorized drill set in a table stand. 

pow·er·ful (pouùNr-fNl) adj.  1. Having or capable of exerting power.  

2. Effective or potent:  a powerful drug.  3. Computer Science. Fast, versatile, or 

able to handle large tasks. Used of hardware or software.  4. Chiefly Upper South-

ern U.S. Great:  The storm did a powerful lot of harm.   —  adv.  Chiefly Upper 

Southern U.S. Very:  It was powerful humid.   —powùer·ful·ly adv.  

—powùer·ful·ness n.  

REGIONAL NOTE: In the upper southern United States the words powerful

and mighty are intensives used frequently like the adverb very: Your boy’s grown

powerful big. The new baby is mighty purty. Powerful is used as an adjective in some

expressions: The storm did a powerful lot of harm. In the same dialect region the

noun power has, in addition to its standard meaning, the sense of “a large number

or amount.” This sense appears in the Oxford English Dictionary as common in

dialectal British English of the 18th and 19th centuries: “It has done a power of

work” (Charles Dickens). All these derivative senses of power and might take ad-

vantage of the notion of strength inherent in these nouns, making them natural

intensives. Colloquial English is always on the lookout for ways to make language

more vivid with new intensives. We think of the upper southern part of the United

States as linguistically conservative, but in fact it has preserved uses of power, pow-

erful, and mighty that were innovative in their time.

pow·er·house (pouùNr-housÙ) n.  1.  See power plant (n., sense 2).  2. One 

that possesses great force or energy:  She is an editorial powerhouse. 

pow·er·less (pouùNr-lVs) adj.  1. Lacking strength or power; helpless and totally 

ineffectual.  2. Lacking legal or other authority.   —powùer·less·ly adv.  

—powùer·less·ness n. 

pow·er·lift·ing (pouùNr-lVfÙtVng) n.  Sports. A weightlifting competition in 

which participants compete in the squat, dead lift, and bench press. 

power mower (pouùNr mouùNr) n.  A lawn mower that is powered by a gaso-

line or electric motor. 

power of appointment (pouùNr ƒv N-pointùmNnt) n.  pl. powers of 
appointment. Law. Authority granted to one person by another to transfer 

property upon the death of the latter. 

power of attorney (pouùNr ƒv N-tûrùnK) n.  pl. powers of attorney. Abbr. 

P.A., P/A Law. A legal instrument authorizing one to act as another’s attorney or 

agent. 

power pack (pouùNr p4k) n.  A usually compact, portable device that converts 

supply current to direct or alternating current as required by specific equipment. 



power plant (pouùNr pl4nt) n.  1. All the equipment, including structural 

members, that constitutes a unit power source:  the power plant of a truck.  2. A 

complex of structures, machinery, and associated equipment for generating elec-

tric energy from another source of energy, such as nuclear reactions or a hydro-

electric dam. In this sense, also calledpowerhouse, power station. 

power play (pouùNr pl7) n.  1. Sports. a. An offensive maneuver in a team 

game, especially in football, in which a massive concentration of players is applied 

in a certain area.  b. A situation in ice hockey in which one team has a temporary 

numerical advantage because the other team has one or more players in the pen-

alty box.   2. A strategic maneuver, as in politics, diplomacy, or business, based on 

the use or threatened use of power as a means of coercion. 

power politics (pouùNr pmlùV-tVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Interna-

tional diplomacy in which each nation uses or threatens to use military or eco-

nomic power to further its own interests: “The Cold War undermined the 

Wilsonian dream of a world beyond power politics” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  

[Translation of German Machtpolitik.]

Pow·ers (pouùNrz), Hiram. 1805-1873.  American sculptor whose important 

works, all in the neoclassical style, include Greek Slave (1843) and busts of Ameri-

can leaders. 

power series (pouùNr sîrùKz) n.  Mathematics. A sum of successively higher 

integral powers of a variable or combination of variables, each multiplied by a 

constant coefficient. 

power shovel (pouùNr shƒvùNl) n.  A large, usually mobile earthmoving 

machine having a boom and a hinged bucket for excavating.  Also called steam 

shovel 

power station (pouùNr st7ùshNn) n.  See power plant (n., sense 2). 

power steering (pouùNr stîrùVng) n.  A device driven by the engine of a vehicle 

that facilitates the turning of the steering wheel by the driver. 

power structure (pouùNr strƒkùchNr) n.  1. An elite group constituted by peo-

ple holding influential positions within a government, a society, or an organiza-

tion.  2. A hierarchy of managerial authority:  sought to advance within the 

company’s power structure. 

power takeoff (pouùNr t7kùôfÙ) n.  Abbr. PTO A mechanism attached to a 

motor vehicle engine that supplies power to a nonvehicular device, such as a 

pump or pneumatic hammer. 

power train (pouùNr tr7n) n.  An assembly of gears and associated parts by 

which power is transmitted from an engine to a driving axle. 

power trip (pouùNr trVp) n.  Slang. An action undertaken chiefly for the gratifi-

cation associated with the exercise of power over another or others: “He was giv-

ing orders, and people were taking them. He was on a power trip” (Nelson DeMille).   
—powùer-tripÙ (pouùNr-trVpÙ) v.  —power tripper n. 



Pow·er·Walk·ing (pouùNr-wôÙkVng) n.  Sports. See race walking. 
Pow·ha·tan1 (pouÙN-t4nù, pou-h4tùn), Originally Wahunsonacock. 1550?-

1618.  Algonquian leader who founded the Powhatan confederacy and main-

tained peaceful relations with English colonists after the marriage of his daughter 

Pocahontas to John Rolfe (1614). 

Pow·ha·tan2 (pouÙN-t4nù, pou-h4tùn) n.  pl. Powhatan or Pow·ha·tans. 
1. a. A confederacy of Native American peoples of eastern Virginia in the 16th 

and 17th centuries, with present-day descendants in the same area.  b. A member 

of this confederacy.   2. The Algonquian language of the Powhatan, a dialect of 

Virginia Algonquian.  [After POWHATAN
1.]

pow·wow (pouùwouÙ) n.  1. A council or meeting with or of Native Ameri-

cans.  2. a. A Native American shaman.  b. A ceremony conducted by a shaman, 

as in the performance of healing or hunting rituals.   3. Informal. A conference or 

gathering.   —  v.  intr. pow·wowed, pow·wow·ing, pow·wows. Informal. 

To hold a powwow.  [Narragansett powwaw, shaman.]

WORD HISTORY: Because trances were so important to the Native American

shaman as a means of getting in touch with spiritual forces beyond the ken of the

normal person, the title powwaw, literally meaning “one who has visions,” was

accorded him. One of the occurrences of this word in an early piece of propagan-

da designed to bring more settlers to New England represents fairly well the Pu-

ritan attitudes to the religion of the native inhabitants of the New World: “The

office and dutie of the Powah is to be exercised principally in calling upon the

Devil; and curing diseases of the sicke or wounded.” The word whose spelling was

eventually settled in English as powwow was also used as the name for ceremonies

and councils, probably because of the important role played by the shaman in

both. After the native peoples had been dealt with and the fear of devil worship

was somewhat diminished, the newcomers decided that they could have powwows

too, the first reference to one of these being recorded in the Salem, Massachusetts,

Gazette of 1812: “The Warriors of the Democratic Tribe will hold a powwow at

Agawam on Tuesday next.” The verb powwow, “to confer,” was recorded even ear-

lier, in 1780.

Pow·ys (poùVs)  Family of British writers, comprising the brothers John Cow-
per Powys (1872-1963), whose novels, such as Wolf Solent (1929), glorify 

nature; Theodore Francis Powys (1875-1953), who lived reclusively and wrote 

allegorical novels, such as Mr. Weston’s Good Wine (1927); and Llewelyn Powys 

(1884-1939), known primarily for his essays. 

pox (pmks) n.  1. A disease such as chickenpox or smallpox, characterized by 

purulent skin eruptions that may leave pockmarks.  2. Syphilis.  3. Archaic. Mis-



fortune and calamity.  [Alteration of pocks, from Middle English, pl. of pocke, 

pokke. See POCK.]

pox·vi·rus (pmksùvXÙrNs) n.  pl. pox·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of DNA-contain-

ing viruses, including those that cause smallpox, cowpox, and other poxlike dis-

eases in vertebrates. 

Po·yang (poùyängù)  A lake of eastern China southeast of Wuhan. It is con-

nected to the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang) by canal. 

Po·za Ri·ca de Hi·dal·go (poùzN rKùkN d7 hV-dälùgo, pôùsä rKùkä thH K-

thälùgô)  A city of east-central Mexico south of Tampico near the Bay of 

Campeche. Population, 166,799. 

Poz·nad (pozùn4nÙ, -nänÙ, pôzùnänÙyN)  A city of west-central Poland west of 

Warsaw. Dating from before the tenth century, it passed to Prussia in 1793 and 

reverted to Poland after World War I. Population, 579,100. 

poz·zuo·la·na (pmtÙswN-läùnN) also poz·zo·la·na (pmtÙsN-) n.  1. A siliceous 

volcanic ash used to produce hydraulic cement.  2. Any of various artificially pro-

duced substances resembling pozzuolana ash.  [Italian pozzolana, after Poz-
zuoli.] —pozÙzuo·laùnic adj. 

Poz·zuo·li (pôt-swôùlK)  A city of southern Italy west of Naples on the Bay of 
Pozzuoli, a section of the Bay of Naples. The city was founded by Greek exiles c. 

529 B.C. and was an important commercial center during the Roman Empire. 

Population, 61,300. 

pp  or pp. abbr.  Music. Pianissimo. 

pp. abbr.  1. Pages.  2.  Or PP.. Prepaid. 

p.p.1 abbr.  Latin. Per procurationem (by proxy). 

p.p.2  or P.P. abbr.  1. Parcel post.  2. Parish priest.  3.  Or pp.. Past participle.  

4. Postpaid. 

PPA abbr.  Phenylpropanolamine. 

p.p.a. abbr.  Law. Per power of attorney. 

ppb abbr.  Parts per billion. 

ppd. abbr.  1. Postpaid.  2. Prepaid. 

pph. abbr.  Pamphlet. 

PPLO abbr.  Pleuropneumonia-like organism. 

ppm abbr.  Parts per million. 

PPO abbr.  Preferred provider organization. 

P.P.S. also p.p.s. abbr.  Latin. Post postscriptum (additional postscript). 

ppt abbr.  1. Parts per thousand.  2. Parts per trillion.  3.  Or ppt.. Precipitate. 

pptn. abbr.  Precipitation. 

PQ abbr.  Quebec. 

p.q.  or P.Q. abbr.  Previous question. 

Pr1  The symbol for the element praseodymium. 
Pr2 abbr.  1. Propyl.  2. Bible. Proverbs. 



PR abbr.  1. Payroll.  2.  Also P.R.  or p.r.. Public relations.  3.  Or P.R.. Puerto 

Rico. 

pr. abbr.  1. Pair.  2. Grammar. Present.  3. Price.  4. a. Printed.  b. Printing.   

5. Grammar. Pronoun. 

Pr. abbr.  1. Priest.  2. Prince. 

P.R. abbr.  Proportional representation. 

praam (präm) n.  New England & Chiefly British & Nautical. Variant of pram2. 
prac·ti·ca·ble (pr4kùtV-kN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being effected, done, or put 

into practice; feasible.  See Synonyms at possible.  2. Usable for a specified pur-

pose:  a practicable way of entry.  [Medieval Latin practic7bilis, capable of being 

used, from practic7re, to practice, from pr7ctica, practice, from Late Latin 

pr7cticK, practical as against contemplative life, from Greek praktikK, feminine of 

praktikos, practical. See PRACTICA.] —pracÙti·ca·bilùi·ty n.  —pracùti·ca·bly 
adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Practicable means “feasible” as well as “usable” and hence over-

laps in meaning to some extent with practical, which can mean “useful.” However,

practicable does not share any other senses with practical.

prac·ti·cal (pr4kùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, governed by, or acquired 

through practice or action, rather than theory, speculation, or ideals:  gained prac-

tical experience of sailing as a deck hand.  2. Manifested in or involving practice:  

practical applications of calculus.  3. Actually engaged in a specified occupation or 

a certain kind of work; practicing.  4. Capable of being used or put into effect; 

useful:  practical knowledge of Japanese.  See Usage Note at practicable.  
5. Intended to serve a purpose without elaboration:  practical low-heeled shoes.  

6. Concerned with the production or operation of something useful:  Woodwork-

ing is a practical art.  7. Level-headed, efficient, and unspeculative.  8. Being actu-

ally so in almost every respect; virtual:  a practical disaster.  [Middle English 

practicale, from Medieval Latin practic7lis, from Late Latin pr7cticus, from Greek 

praktikos, from prassein, to make, do.] —pracÙti·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), 
pracùti·cal·ness n. 

practical joke (pr4kùtV-kNl jok) n.  A mischievous trick played on a person, 

especially one that causes the victim to experience embarrassment, indignity, or 

discomfort.   —practical joker n. 

prac·ti·cal·ly (pr4kùtVk-lK) adv.  1. In a way that is practical.  2. For all practical 

purposes; virtually.  3. All but; nearly; almost.  

USAGE NOTE: Practically is used unexceptionally in its primary sense of “in a

way that is practical.” Its use in the sense “for all practical purposes” is perfectly

acceptable. Thus, a person whose liabilities exceed his or her assets may be said to



be practically bankrupt, even though that person has not been legally declared in-

solvent. By a slight extension of this meaning, however, practically is often used

to mean “all but” or “nearly”: He had practically finished his meal when I arrived.

This use of practically, sometimes considered informal, is widely encountered in

reputable writing.

practical nurse (pr4kùtV-kNl nûrs) n.  1. A licensed practical nurse.  2. A per-

son who has had practical experience in nursing care but who is not a graduate of 

a degree program in nursing. 

prac·tice (pr4kùtVs) v.  prac·ticed, prac·tic·ing, prac·tic·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

do or perform habitually or customarily; make a habit of:  She practiced restraint 

in her friendships.  2. To do or perform (something) repeatedly in order to 

acquire or polish a skill:  practice a dance step.  3. To give lessons or repeated 

instructions to; drill:  practiced the students in handwriting.  4. To work at, espe-

cially as a profession:  practice law.  5. To carry out in action; observe:  She prac-

tices her religion piously.  6. Obsolete. To plot (something evil).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

do or perform something habitually or repeatedly.  2. To do something repeatedly 

in order to acquire or polish a skill.  3. To work at a profession.  4. Archaic. To 

intrigue or plot.   —  n.  1. A habitual or customary action or way of doing some-

thing:  makes a practice of being punctual.  2. a. Repeated performance of an 

activity in order to learn or perfect a skill:  Practice will make you a good musician.  

b. Archaic. The skill so learned or perfected.  c. The condition of being skilled 

through repeated exercise:  out of practice.   3. The act or process of doing some-

thing; performance or action:  a theory that is difficult to put into practice.  

4. Exercise of an occupation or a profession:  the practice of law.  5. The business 

of a professional person:  an obstetrician with her own practice.  6. A habitual or 

customary action or act. Often used in the plural:  That company engages in ques-

tionable business practices. Facial tattooing is a standard practice among certain peo-

ples.  7. Law. The methods of procedure used in a court of law.  8. Archaic. a. The 

act of tricking or scheming, especially with malicious intent.  b. A trick, a scheme, 

or an intrigue.   [Middle English practisen, from Old French practiser, alteration 

of practiquer, from practique, practice, from Late Latin pr7cticK, practical. See 

PRACTICABLE.] —pracùtic·er n.  

SYNONYMS: practice, drill, exercise, rehearse. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to do or cause to do again and again in order to acquire proficien-

cy”: practice the shot put; drill pupils in the multiplication tables; exercising one’s

wits; an actor rehearsing a role. See also Synonyms at habit



prac·ticed (pr4kùtVst) adj.  1. Skilled or expert; proficient:  He is practiced in the 

art of design. She is a practiced lecturer.  2. Acquired or brought to perfection by 

practice:  greeted the guests with practiced courtesy. 

practice teacher (pr4kùtVs tKùchNr) n.  See student teacher.  —pracùtice-
teachÙ (pr4kùtVs-tKchÙ) v.  —practice teaching n. 

prac·tic·ing (pr4kùtV-sVng) adj.  Actively working in, engaged in, or observing, 

especially a particular profession or religion:  a practicing attorney; a practicing 

Catholic. 

prac·ti·cum (pr4kùtV-kNm) n.  A school or college course, especially one in a 

specialized field of study, that is designed to give students supervised practical 

application of previously studied theory:  advanced practicums in teaching reading.  

[German Praktikum, from Late Latin pr7cticum, neuter of pr7cticus, practical. See 

PRACTICAL.]

prac·tise (pr4kùtVs) v.  & n.  Chiefly British. Variant of practice.  —pracùtis·er 
n. 

prac·ti·tion·er (pr4k-tVshùN-nNr) n.  1. One who practices something, espe-

cially an occupation, a profession, or a technique.  2. Christian Science. A person 

engaged in the public ministry of spiritual healing.  [Alteration of practician, 

from Old French practicien, from practiser, to practice. See PRACTICE.]

prae·di·al also pre·di·al (prKùdK-Nl) adj.  1. Relating to, containing, or possess-

ing land; landed.  2. Attached to, bound to, or arising from the land:  praedial 

serfs.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin praedi7lis, of an estate, from Latin 

praedium, estate, from praes, praed-, surety, bondsman  : prae-, pre- + vas-, guar-

antor.]

prae·mu·ni·re (prKÙmyt-nXùrK) n.  Law. 1. The offense under English law of 

appealing to or obeying a foreign court or authority, thus challenging the 

supremacy of the Crown.  2. The writ charging this offense.  3. The penalty for 

this offense.  [Short for Middle English premunire facias, from Medieval Latin 

praem7nXre faci7s : praem7nXre, to warn (from Latin, to fortify  : prae-, pre- + 

m7nXre, to defend) + Latin faci7s, that you cause, second person sing. present 

subjunctive of facere, to do (words used in the writ).]

prae·no·men (prK-noùmNn) n.  pl. prae·no·mens or prae·nom·i·na (-

nmmùN-nN, -noùmN-). 1. A first or given name.  2. The first name of a citizen of 

ancient Rome, as Gaius in Gaius Julius Caesar.  [Latin praenomen : prae-, pre- + 

nomen, name; see np-men- in Appendix.] —prae·nomùi·nal (-nmmùN-nNl) adj. 

prae·tor also pre·tor (prKùtNr) n.  An annually elected magistrate of the ancient 

Roman Republic, ranking below but having approximately the same functions as 

a consul.  [Middle English pretor, from Old French, from Latin praetor, perhaps 

from praeXre, to go before  : prae-, pre- + Xre, to go; see ei- in Appendix.] 
—prae·toùri·al (prK-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  —praeùtor·shipÙ n. 



prae·to·ri·an also pre·to·ri·an (prK-tôrùK-Nn, -torù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a 

praetor or the praetorship.  2. Praetorian. Of or belonging to the Praetorian 

Guard.  3. Venal; corruptible: “A large praetorian bureaucracy, filled with ambi-

tious, possessive... and often sycophantic people, makes work and makes trouble” 

(Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).   —  n.  1. A praetor or an ex-praetor.  

2. Praetorian. A member of the Praetorian Guard. 

Praetorian Guard (prK-tôrùK-Nn gärd) n.  1. The elite bodyguard of a Roman 

emperor, approximately the size of a legion.  2. A member of this bodyguard.  

[Originally the bodyguard of a praetor or a general.]

prag·mat·ic (pr4g-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Dealing or concerned with facts or actual 

occurrences; practical.  2. Philosophy. Of or relating to pragmatism.  3. Relating 

to or being the study of cause and effect in historical or political events with 

emphasis on the practical lessons to be learned from them.  4. Archaic. a. Active; 

busy.  b. Active in an officious or meddlesome way.  c. Dogmatic; dictatorial.    
—  n.  1. A pragmatic sanction.  2. Archaic. A meddler; a busybody.  [Latin 

pr7gmaticus, skilled in business, from Greek pragmatikos, from pragma, pragmat-

, deed, from prassein, to do.] —prag·matùi·cal adj.  —prag·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

prag·mat·ics (pr4g-m4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Linguistics. The study 

of language as it is used in a social context and affects the interlocutors and their 

behavior. 

pragmatic sanction (pr4g-m4tùVk s4ngkùshNn) n.  An edict or a decree issued 

by a sovereign that becomes part of the fundamental law of the land.  [Transla-

tion of Late Latin pragmatica sanctio, imperial decree referring to the affairs of a 

community  : Latin pragmatica, relating to civil affairs + Latin sanctio, ordi-

nance.]

prag·ma·tism (pr4gùmN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. A movement consisting of 

varying but associated theories, originally developed by Charles S. Peirce and Wil-

liam James and distinguished by the doctrine that the meaning of an idea or a 

proposition lies in its observable practical consequences.  2. A practical, matter-

of-fact way of approaching or assessing situations or of solving problems.   
—pragùma·tist n.  —pragÙma·tisùtic adj. 

Prague (präg)  The capital and largest city of Czech Republic, in the western 

part of the country on the Vltava River. Known since the 9th century, it was a 

leading cultural and commercial center by the 14th century and came under 

Hapsburg rule in 1526. In 1618 citizens of Prague expressed their dissatisfaction 

of Hapsburg rule by throwing several royal officials out of the windows of the 

Hrad?any Castle in the so-called Defenestration of Prague. The city became the 

capital of newly formed Czechoslovakia in 1918. Population, 1,189,828. 

pra·hu (präùu) n.  Nautical. Variant of proa. 
Prai·a (prXùN)  The capital of Cape Verde, on the southeast coast of São Tiago 

Island. Population, 37,480. 



prai·rie (prârùK) n.  An extensive area of flat or rolling, predominantly treeless 

grassland, especially the large tract or plain of central North America.  [French, 

from Old French praierie, from Latin pr7ta, meadow.]

prairie chicken (prârùK chVkùNn) n.  Either of two birds (Tympanuchus cupido 

or T. pallidicinctus) of the grouse family, found in western North America and 

having deep-chested bodies and mottled brownish plumage. 

prairie dog (prârùK dôg) n.  Any of several burrowing rodents of the genus 

Cynomys in the squirrel family, having light brown fur and a warning call that 

sounds similar to a dog’s bark. The prairie dog lives in large colonies, chiefly in 

the Great Plains of North America. 

prairie falcon (prârùK f4lùkNn) n.  A large, square-headed falcon (Falco mexica-

nus) of western North America, having dark brown back feathers with pale edges 

and faintly spotted whitish underparts. 

prairie oyster (prârùK oiùstNr) n.  1. Slang. A drink made from a whole raw egg 

yolk, Worcestershire sauce, hot sauce, salt, and pepper that is taken as a palliative 

for a hangover or as a cure for hiccups.  2. Regional. The testis of a calf, cooked 

and served as food. 

prairie potato (prârùK pN-t7ùto) n.  See breadroot. 
Prai·rie Provinces (prârùK prmvùVn-sVz)  The Canadian provinces of Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan, and Alberta. 

prairie schooner (prârùK skuùnNr) n.  A covered wagon, drawn by horses or 

oxen, that was used by pioneers in crossing the North American prairies and 

plains. 

Prairie Village (prârùK vVlùVj)  A city of northeast Kansas, a suburb of Kansas 

City. Population, 23,186. 

prairie wolf (prârùK wtlf) n.  See coyote (n., sense 1). 

praise (pr7z) n.  1. Expression of approval, commendation, or admiration.  

2. The extolling or exaltation of a deity, ruler, or hero.  3. Archaic. A reason for 

praise; merit.   —  v.  tr. praised, prais·ing, prais·es. 1. To express warm 

approbation of, commendation for, or admiration for.  2. To extol or exalt; wor-

ship.  [Middle English preise, from preisen, to praise, from Old French preisier, 

from Late Latin preti7re, to prize, from Latin pretium, price. See per-5 in Appen-

dix.] —praisùer n.  

SYNONYMS: praise, acclaim, commend, extol, laud. These verbs mean to ex-

press approval or admiration. To praise is to voice approbation, commendation,

or esteem: “I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him” (Shakespeare). “She was en-

thusiastically praising the beauties of Gothic architecture” (Francis Marion Craw-

ford). Acclaim usually implies hearty approbation warmly and publicly expressed:

The restoration of the frescoes is being widely but not universally acclaimed by art

historians. Commend suggests moderate or restrained approval, as that accorded



by a superior: The judge commended the jury for their patience and hard work. To

extol is to praise highly; the term suggests exaltation or glorification: “that sign of

old age, extolling the past at the expense of the present” (Sydney Smith). Laud con-

notes respectful or lofty, often inordinate praise: “aspirations which are lauded up

to the skies” (Charles Kingsley).

praise·wor·thy (pr7zùwûrÙthK) adj.  praise·wor·thi·er, praise·wor·thi·est. 
Meriting praise; highly commendable.   —praiseùworÙthi·ly adv.  —praiseù-
worÙthi·ness n. 

Pra·ja·dhi·pok (prN-chäùtV-pmkÙ)  See Rama VII. 
Pra·krit (präùkrVt) n.  1. Any of the vernacular and literary Indic languages 

recorded from the third century B.C. to the fourth century A.D., as opposed to 

Sanskrit.  2. Any of the modern Indic languages.  [Sanskrit pr7kxtam, pr7kxta-, 

natural, vulgar, vernacular  : pra-, before, forward; see per1 in Appendix + karoti, 

it makes; see SANSKRIT.] —Pra·kritùic adj. 

pra·line (präùlKnÙ, pr7ù-) n.  A confection made of nut kernels, especially 

almonds or pecans, stirred in boiling sugar syrup until crisp and brown.  [French, 

after César de Choiseul, Comte du Plessis-Praslin (1598-1675), French army 

officer.]

prall·tril·ler (prälùtrVlÙNr) n.  Music. A trill consisting of alternation between a 

written note and the note immediately above it.  Also called inverted mordent 

[German  : prallen, to rebound (alteration of Middle High German prellen) + 

Triller, trill (from Italian trillo, from trillare, to trill, probably of imitative ori-

gin).]

pram1 (pr4m) n.  Chiefly British. A baby carriage.  [Shortening and alteration of 

PERAMBULATOR.]

pram2 also praam (präm) n.  1. New England & Chiefly British. A small dinghy 

having a flat, snub-nosed bow.  2. Nautical. A flat-bottomed boat used chiefly in 

the Baltic Sea as a barge.  [Dutch praam, flat-bottomed boat, from Middle Dutch 

praem, from Czech prám. See per1 in Appendix.]

prance (pr4ns) v.  pranced, pranc·ing, pranc·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To spring 

forward on the hind legs. Used of a horse.  b. To spring or bound forward in a 

manner reminiscent of a spirited horse.   2. To ride a horse moving in such a 

fashion.  3. To walk or move about in a spirited manner; strut.   —  v.  tr. To cause 

(a horse) to prance.   —  n.  The act or an instance of prancing.  [Middle English 

prauncen.] —prancùer n.  —prancùing·ly adv. 

pran·di·al (pr4nùdK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to a meal.  [From Latin prandium, 

late breakfast. See ed- in Appendix.] —pranùdi·al·ly adv. 

prang (pr4ng) v.  tr. pranged, prang·ing, prangs. Chiefly British. 1. To crash 

(an airplane, for example).  2. To damage by colliding with (a car, for example).  

3. To bomb from the air.  [Origin unknown.]



prank1 (pr4ngk) n.  A mischievous trick or practical joke.  [Origin unknown.]

prank2 (pr4ngk) v.  pranked, prank·ing, pranks.  —  v.  tr. To decorate or 

dress ostentatiously or gaudily.   —  v.  intr. To make an ostentatious display.  

[From Middle English pranken, to show off, perhaps from Middle Dutch pronken 

(from pronk, show, display), and from Middle Low German prunken (from 

prank, display).]

prank·ish (pr4ngùkVsh) adj.  Given to or characterized by impishness or playful-

ness; mischievous.   —prankùish·ly adv.  —prankùish·ness n. 

prank·ster (pr4ngkùstNr) n.  One who plays tricks or pranks. 

prase (pr7z) n.  A light green or light grayish-green variety of translucent chalce-

dony.  [French, from Latin prasius, from Greek prasios. See PRASEODYMIUM.]

pra·se·o·dym·i·um (pr7ÙzK-o-dVmùK-Nm, pr7ÙsK-) n.  Symbol Pr A soft, silvery, 

malleable, ductile rare-earth element that develops a characteristic green tarnish 

in air. It occurs naturally with other rare earths in monazite and is used to color 

glass and ceramics yellow, as a core material for carbon arcs, and in metallic 

alloys. Atomic number 59; atomic weight 140.907; melting point 935˚C; boiling 

point 3,127˚C; specific gravity 6.8; valence 3, 4.  [New Latin  : from Greek prasios, 

leek-green (from prason, leek) + (DI)DYMIUM.]

prat (pr4t) n.  Slang. The buttocks.  [Origin unknown.]

prate (pr7t) v.  prat·ed, prat·ing, prates.  —  v.  intr. To talk idly and at 

length; chatter.   —  v.  tr. To utter idly or to little purpose.   —  n.  Empty, foolish, 

or trivial talk; idle chatter.  [Middle English praten, from Middle Dutch pr7ten.] 
—pratùer n.  —pratùing·ly adv. 

prat·fall (pr4tùfôlÙ) n.  1. A fall on the buttocks.  2. A humiliating error, failure, 

or defeat: “His characters not only survive their snarled problems and pratfalls but 

learn from their experiences” (Joyce Carol Oates). 

prat·in·cole (pr4tùn-kolÙ, pr7tù-, pr4tùVng-, pr7ùtVng-) n.  Any of several Old 

World shore birds of the genus Glareola, having brown and black plumage, long 

pointed wings, a forked tail, and a tapered bill.  [New Latin pr7tincola : Latin 

pr7tum, meadow + Latin incola, inhabitant; see kwel-1 in Appendix.]

pra·tique (pr4-tKkù) n.  Nautical. Clearance granted to a ship to proceed into 

port after compliance with health regulations or quarantine.  [French, from Old 

French practique, from Medieval Latin pr7ctica, ultimately from Greek praktikK, 

from feminine of praktikos, practical. See PRACTICAL.]

Pra·to (präùto)  A city of central Italy northwest of Florence. It has been a textile 

center since the 13th century. Population, 158,797. 

Pratt (pr4t), Edwin John. 1883-1964.  Canadian poet whose works often con-

cern the sea or the building of the Canadian transcontinental railroad. 

prat·tle (pr4tùl) v.  prat·tled, prat·tling, prat·tles.  —  v.  intr. To talk or 

chatter idly or meaninglessly; babble or prate.   —  v.  tr. To utter or express by 

chattering foolishly or babbling.   —  n.  1. Idle or meaningless chatter; babble.  



2. A sound suggestive of such chattering; a babbling noise.  [Frequentative of 

PRATE.] —pratùtler n.  —pratùtling·ly adv. 

Pratt·ville (pr4tùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of central Alabama, an industrial suburb of 

Montgomery. Population, 19,587. 

prau (prou) n.  Nautical. Variant of proa. 
prawn (prôn) n.  Any of various edible crustaceans similar to but larger than the 

shrimps.   —  v.  intr. prawned, prawn·ing, prawns. To fish for prawns.  

[Middle English praine, prane.] —prawnùer n. 

prax·e·ol·o·gy also prax·i·ol·o·gy (pr4kÙsK-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of human 

conduct.  [PRAX(IS) + -LOGY.] —praxÙe·o·logùi·cal adj. 

prax·is (pr4kùsVs) n.  pl. prax·es (pr4kùsKzÙ). 1. Practical application or exercise 

of a branch of learning.  2. Habitual or established practice; custom.  [Medieval 

Latin pr7xis, from Greek praxis, from prassein, to do.]

Prax·it·e·les (pr4kÙsVtùl-KzÙ), fl. fourth century B.C.  Greek sculptor whose few 

surviving works include Hermes Carrying Dionysius, discovered at Olympia 

(1877). 

pray (pr7) v.  prayed, pray·ing, prays.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter or address a 

prayer or prayers to God, a god, or another object of worship.  2. To make a fer-

vent request or an entreaty.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter or say a prayer or prayers to; 

address by prayer.  2. To ask (someone) imploringly; beseech. Now often used 

elliptically for I pray you to introduce a request or an entreaty:  Pray be careful.  

3. To make a devout or earnest request for:  I pray your permission to speak.  4. To 

move or bring by prayer or entreaty.  [Middle English preien, from Old French 

preier, from Latin prec7rX, from *prex, prayer. See prek- in Appendix.]

prayer1 (prâr) n.  1. a. A reverent petition made to God, a god, or another 

object of worship.  b. The act of making a reverent petition to God, a god, or 

another object of worship.   2. An act of communion with God, a god, or another 

object of worship, such as in devotion, confession, praise, or thanksgiving:  One 

evening a week, the family would join together in prayer.  3. A specially worded 

form used to address God, a god, or another object of worship.  4. prayers. A 

religious observance in which praying predominates:  morning prayers.  5. a. A 

fervent request:  Her prayer for rain was granted at last.  b. The thing requested:  

His safe arrival was their only prayer.   6. The slightest chance or hope:  In a storm 

the mountain climbers won’t have a prayer.  7. Law. a. The request of a complain-

ant, as stated in a complaint or in equity, that the court grant the aid or relief 

solicited.  b. The section of the complaint or bill that contains this request.   

[Middle English preiere, from Old French, from Medieval Latin prec7ria, from 

feminine of Latin prec7rius, obtained by entreaty, from prec7rX, to entreat, from 

*prex, prayer. See prek- in Appendix.]

pray·er2 (pr7ùNr) n.  One who prays. 



prayer beads (prâr bKdz) pl.n.  A string of beads for keeping count of the 

prayers one is saying; a rosary. 

prayer book (prâr btk) n.  Abbr. P.B. 1. A book containing religious prayers.  

2. Prayer Book. The Book of Common Prayer. 

prayer·ful (prârùfNl) adj.  1. Inclined or given to praying frequently; devout.  

2. Typical or indicative of prayer, as a mannerism, gesture, or facial expression.   
—prayerùful·ly adv.  —prayerùful·ness n. 

prayer meeting (prâr mKùtVng) n.  An evangelical service, especially one held 

on a weekday evening, in which the laypersons participate by singing, praying, or 

testifying their faith. 

prayer rug (prâr rƒg) n.  A small rug used by Muslims to kneel and prostrate 

themselves upon during devotions. 

prayer shawl (prâr shôl) n.  Judaism. See tallith. 
prayer wheel (prâr hwKl) n.  A cylinder containing or inscribed with prayers 

or litanies that is revolved on its axis in devotions, especially by Tibetan Bud-

dhists. 

pray·ing mantis (pr7ùVng m4nùtVs) n.  A green or brownish predatory insect 

(Mantis religiosa) that while at rest folds its front legs as if in prayer. 

pra·zo·sin (pr7ùzo-sVn) n.  A crystalline vasodilator, C19H21N5O4, used in the 

form of its hydrochloride to treat hypertension.  [By shortening and rearrange-

ment of the chemical name aminodimethoxyquinazolinylfuranylcarbonylpipera-

zine.]

pre- pref.  1. a. Earlier; before; prior to:  prehistoric.  b. Preparatory; preliminary:  

premedical.  c. In advance:  prepay.   2. Anterior; in front of:  preaxial.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin prae-, from prae, before, in front. See per1 

in Appendix.]

preach (prKch) v.  preached, preach·ing, preach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pro-

claim or put forth in a sermon:  preached the gospel.  2. To advocate, especially to 

urge acceptance of or compliance with:  preached tolerance and peaceful coexist-

ence.  3. To deliver (a sermon).   —  v.  intr. 1. To deliver a sermon.  2. To give 

religious or moral instruction, especially in a tedious manner.  [Middle English 

prechen, from Old French preechier, from Late Latin praedic7re, from Latin, to 

proclaim  : prae-, pre- + dic7re, to proclaim; see deik- in Appendix.] 
—preachùing·ly adv. 

preach·er (prKùchNr) n.  1. One who preaches, especially one who publicly pro-

claims the gospel for an occupation.  2. Alaska. A fallen tree or log submerged in 

a river and creating a hazard for boats.  

REGIONAL NOTE: River navigation in America has its own lexicon, including

words for hazards encountered in riverboat travel. Large uprooted trees that had

drifted down the river and become stuck in the riverbed were sometimes known



by their peculiar and dangerous characteristics. John McPhee writes for the New

Yorker: “One kind... known as a sawyer, sawed up and down with the vagaries of

the current... In the Yukon River, such logs—eternally bowing—are known as

preachers. In the Mississippi... they were all snags.”

preach·i·fy (prKùchN-fXÙ) v.  intr. preach·i·fied, preach·i·fy·ing, 
preach·i·fies. Informal. To preach tediously and didactically.   
—preachÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

preach·ment (prKchùmNnt) n.  1. The act of preaching.  2. A tiresome or 

unwelcome moral lecture or discourse; tedious sermonizing. 

preach·y (prKùchK) adj.  preach·i·er, preach·i·est. Inclined or given to tedious 

and excessive moralizing; didactic.   —preachùi·ly adv.  —preachùi·ness n. 

pre·ad·ap·ta·tion (prKÙ4d-4p-t7ùshNn, -Np-) n.  A characteristic evolved by an 

ancestral species or population that serves an adaptive though different function 

in a descendant species or population. 

pre·ad·o·les·cence (prKÙ4d-l-HsùNns) n.  The period between childhood and 

the onset of puberty, often designated as between the ages of 10 and 12 in girls 

and 11 and 13 in boys.   —preÙad·o·lesùcent adj.  & n. 

pre·a·dult (prKÙN-dƒltù) adj.  Of or relating to the period preceding adulthood 

or the adult stage of the life cycle:  preadult anxieties; the preadult morph. 

pre·ag·ri·cul·tur·al (prKÙ4g-rV-kƒlùchNr-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a 

society or population before the advent of agriculture as a means of subsistence. 

pre·am·ble (prKù4mÙbNl, prK-4mù-) n.  1. A preliminary statement, especially 

the introduction to a formal document that serves to explain its purpose.  2. An 

introductory occurrence or fact; a preliminary.  [Middle English, from Old 

French preambule, from Medieval Latin preambulum, from neuter of praeambu-

lus, walking in front  : prae-, pre- + ambul7re, to walk; see AMBULATE.] 
—pre·amùbu·larÙy (-byN-lHrÙK) adj. 

pre·amp (prKù4mp) n.  Informal. A preamplifier. 

pre·am·pli·fi·er (prK-4mùplN-fXÙNr) n.  An electronic circuit or device that 

detects and strengthens weak signals, as from a radio receiver, for subsequent, 

more powerful amplification stages. 

pre·ar·range (prKÙN-r7njù) v.  tr. pre·ar·ranged, pre·ar·rang·ing, 
pre·ar·rang·es. To arrange in advance.   —preÙar·rangeùment n. 

pre·a·tom·ic (prKÙN-tmmùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the time preceding 

the use of, existence of, or capability for atomic energy or weapons. 

pre·ax·i·al (prK-4kùsK-Nl) adj.  Anatomy. Situated in front of or superior to the 

median axis of the body or a body part.   —pre·axùi·al·ly adv. 

preb·end (prHbùNnd) n.  1. A stipend drawn from the endowment or revenues 

of an Anglican cathedral or church by a presiding member of the clergy; a cathe-

dral or church benefice.  2. The property or tithe providing the endowment for 



such a stipend.  3. A prebendary.  [Middle English prebende, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin praebenda, from Late Latin, state allowance, from Latin, 

neuter pl. gerundive of praebKre, to grant, from praehibKre : prae-, pre- + habKre, 

to hold; see ghabh- in Appendix.] —pre·benùdal (prV-bHnùdl, prHbùNn-dNl) adj. 

preb·en·dar·y (prHbùNn-dHrÙK) n.  pl. preb·en·dar·ies. 1. An Anglican cleric 

holding the honorary title of prebend without a stipend.  2. A member of the 

Anglican clergy who is the holder of a cathedral or church benefice; a prebend. 

pre·bi·o·log·i·cal (prKÙbX-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the time 

before the appearance of living things:  prebiological organic chemicals.   
—preÙbi·olùo·gist (-mlùN-jVst) n.  —preÙbi·olùo·gy n. 

pre·bi·ot·ic (prKÙbX-mtùVk) adj.  Prebiological. 

Preb·le (prHbùNl), Edward. 1761-1807.  American naval officer who com-

manded a squadron (1803-1804) in the Tripolitan War and ordered the blockade 

of Tripoli. 

pre·built (prKùbVltÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting a structure or a portion 

of a structure that is constructed or assembled before being transported to its site 

of installation; prefabricated:  a prebuilt home. 

prec. abbr.  Preceding. 

pre·cal·cu·lus (prK-k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  Mathematics. A course of study taken as a 

prerequisite for the study of calculus.   —pre·calùcu·lus adj. 

Pre·cam·bri·an (prK-k4mùbrK-Nn) adj.  Of, belonging to, or being the largest 

division of geologic time, preceding the Cambrian Period, often subdivided into 

the Archeozoic and Proterozoic eras, and characterized by the appearance of 

primitive forms of life.   —  n.  The Precambrian Era. 

pre·can·cel (prK-k4nùsNl) v.  tr. pre·can·celed or pre·can·celled, 
pre·can·cel·ing or pre·can·cel·ling, pre·can·cels or pre·can·cels. To cancel 

(a postage stamp, as on an envelope) before mailing.   —  n.  A precanceled stamp 

or envelope.   —preÙcan·cel·laùtion n. 

pre·can·cer (prKùk4nÙsNr) n.  A precancerous condition. 

pre·can·cer·ous (prK-k4nùsNr-Ns) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a condition that 

typically precedes or develops into a cancer:  a precancerous growth. 

pre·car·i·ous (prV-kârùK-Ns) adj.  1. Dangerously lacking in security or stability:  

a precarious posture; precarious footing on the ladder.  2. Subject to chance or 

unknown conditions: “His kingdom was still precarious; the Danes far from sub-

dued” (Christopher Brooke).  3. Based on uncertain, unwarranted, or unproved 

premises:  a precarious solution to a difficult problem.  4. Archaic. Dependent on 

the will or favor of another.  [From Latin prec7rius, obtained by entreaty, uncer-

tain, from prec7rX, to entreat, from *prex, prayer. See prek- in Appendix.] 
—pre·carùi·ous·ly adv.  —pre·carùi·ous·ness n. 



pre·cast (prK-k4stù) adj.  Relating to or being a structural member, especially of 

concrete, that has been cast into form before being transported to its site of instal-

lation.   —pre·castù v. 

prec·a·to·ry (prHkùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) also prec·a·tive (-tVv) adj.  Relating to or 

expressing entreaty or supplication.  [Late Latin prec7torius, from Latin prec7rX, to 

entreat. See PRECARIOUS.]

pre·cau·tion (prV-kôùshNn) n.  1. An action taken in advance to protect against 

possible danger or failure; a safeguard:  He took every precaution but still got a bad 

deal on that used car.  2. Caution practiced in advance; forethought or circum-

spection:  Precaution was impossible in those dire circumstances.  [Late Latin prae-

cautio, praecaution-, from praecautus, past participle of Latin praecavKre, to guard 

against  : prae-, pre- + cavKre, to beware.]

pre·cau·tion·ar·y (prV-kôùshN-nHrÙK) also pre·cau·tion·al (-shN-nNl) adj.  Of, 

relating to, or constituting a precaution:  taking precautionary measures; gave pre-

cautionary advice. 

pre·ca·va (prK-k7ùvN, -käù-) n.  pl. pre·ca·vae (-vK). The superior vena cava.  

[PRE- + (VENA) CAVA.] —pre·caùval adj. 

pre·cede (prV-sKdù) v.  pre·ced·ed, pre·ced·ing, pre·cedes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

come, exist, or occur before in time.  2. To come before in order or rank; surpass 

or outrank.  3. To be in a position in front of; go in advance of.  4. To preface; 

introduce:  He preceded his lecture with a humorous anecdote.   —  v.  intr. To come 

or go before in time, order, rank, or position.  [Middle English preceden, from 

Old French preceder, from Latin praecKdere : prae-, pre- + cKdere, to go; see ked- 
in Appendix.]

prec·e·dence (prHsùV-dNns, prV-sKdùns) also prec·e·den·cy (prHsùV-dNn-sK, prV-
sKdùn-sK) n.  1. The fact, state, or right of preceding; priority:  Those applications 

arriving first will receive precedence.  2. Priority claimed or received because of 

preeminence or superiority:  Our company will continue to assert its precedence as 

the world’s leading manufacturer of pharmaceuticals.  3. A ceremonial order of 

rank or preference, especially as observed on formal occasions:  Recipients of mili-

tary honors were called in order of precedence—highest ranking officers first. 

prec·e·dent (prHsùV-dNnt) n.  1. a. An act or instance that may be used as an 

example in dealing with subsequent similar instances.  b. Law. A judicial decision 

that may be used as a standard in subsequent similar cases:  a landmark decision 

that set a legal precedent.   2. Convention or custom arising from long practice:  

The President followed historical precedent in forming the Cabinet.   —  adj.  (prV-
sKdùnt, prHsùV-dNnt) Preceding.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

praecKdKns, praecKdent- present participle of praecKdere, to go before. See PRE-

CEDE.]

prec·e·den·tial (prHsÙV-dHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or constituting a pre-

cedent.  2. Having precedence. 



pre·ced·ing (prV-sKùdVng) adj.  Abbr. prec. Existing or coming before another 

or others in time, place, rank, or sequence; previous. 

pre·cen·tor (prV-sHnùtNr) n.  A cleric who directs the choral services of a church 

or cathedral.  [Latin praecentor, from praecentus, past participle of praecinere, to 

sing before  : prae-, pre- + canere, to sing; see kan- in Appendix.] 
—preÙcen·toùri·al (prKÙsHn-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj. 

pre·cept (prKùsHptÙ) n.  1. A rule or principle prescribing a particular course of 

action or conduct.  2. Law. An authorized direction or order; a writ.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin praeceptum, from neuter past participle of 

praecipere, to advise, teach  : prae-, pre- + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.]

pre·cep·tive (prV-sHpùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or expressing a rule or princi-

ple that prescribes a particular course of action or conduct.  2. Instructive; didac-

tic.   —pre·cepùtive·ly adv. 

pre·cep·tor (prV-sHpùtNr, prKùsHpÙtNr) n.  1. A teacher; an instructor.  2. An 

expert or a specialist, such as a physician, who gives practical experience and 

training to a student, especially of medicine or nursing.  3. The head of a precep-

tory.  [Middle English, from Latin praeceptor, from praecipere, to teach. See PRE-

CEPT.] —preÙcep·toùri·al (prKÙsHp-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  —preÙcep·toùri·al·ly 
adv. 

pre·cep·tor·ship (prV-sHpùtNr-shVpÙ) n.  A period of practical experience and 

training for a student, especially of medicine or nursing, that is supervised by an 

expert or a specialist in a particular field. 

pre·cep·to·ry (prV-sHpùtN-rK, prKùsHp-) n.  pl. pre·cep·to·ries. A community of 

medieval Knights Templars located on a provincial estate and subordinate to the 

main temples at Paris and London. 

pre·cess (prK-sHsù, prKùsHsÙ) v.  intr. pre·cessed, pre·cess·ing, pre·cess·es. 
Physics & Astronomy. To move in or be subjected to precession.  [Back-formation 

from PRECESSION.]

pre·ces·sion (prK-sHshùNn) n.  1. The act or state of preceding; precedence.  

2. Physics. The motion of the axis of a spinning body, such as the wobble of a 

spinning top, when there is an external force acting on the axis.  3. Astronomy. 

a. Precession of the equinoxes.  b. A slow gyration of Earth’s axis around the pole 

of the ecliptic, caused mainly by the gravitational pull of the sun, moon, and 

other planets on Earth’s equatorial bulge.   [Late Latin praecessio, praecession-, 

from Latin praecessus, past participle of praecKdere, to go before. See PRECEDE.] 
—pre·cesùsion·al adj. 

precession of the equinoxes (prK-sHshùNn ƒv thK KùkwN-nmkÙsVz) n.  

Astronomy. A slow westward shift of the equinoxes along the plane of the ecliptic, 

resulting from precession of Earth’s axis of rotation, and causing the equinoxes to 

occur earlier each sidereal year. The precession of the equinoxes occurs at a rate of 

50.27 seconds of arc a year; a complete precession requires 25,800 years. 



pre-Chris·tian (prK-krVsùchNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the time before the 

beginning of the Christian era. 

pre·cinct (prKùsVngktÙ) n.  1. a. A subdivision or district of a city or town under 

the jurisdiction of or patrolled by a specific unit of its police force.  b. The police 

station situated in and having jurisdiction over such a district.   2. An election 

district of a city or town.  3.  Often precincts. a. A place or an enclosure marked 

off by definite limits, such as walls:  the mysterious precincts of the old monastery.  

b. A boundary:  Hunting is not allowed within the precincts of the estate.   

4. precincts. The neighborhood or surrounding area; the environs.  

5. precincts. An area of thought or action; a province or domain: “It was in these 

spacious precincts that Dryden’s imagination was most at home” (Mark Van 

Doren).  [Middle English precincte, a defined district or area, from Medieval 

Latin praecinctum, from Latin, neuter past participle of praecingere, to encircle  : 

prae-, pre- + cingere, to gird; see kenk- in Appendix.]

pre·ci·os·i·ty (prHshÙK-msùV-tK, prHsÙ-) n.  pl. pre·ci·os·i·ties. 1. Extreme metic-

ulousness or overrefinement, as in language, taste, or style.  2. An instance of 

extreme meticulousness or overrefinement.  [Middle English preciousite, pre-

ciousness, from Old French preciosite, from Latin pretiosit7s, from pretiosus, pre-

cious, from pretium, price. See PRECIOUS.]

pre·cious (prHshùNs) adj.  1. Of high cost or worth; valuable.  2. Highly 

esteemed; cherished.  See Synonyms at costly.  3. Dear; beloved.  4. Affectedly 

dainty or overrefined:  precious mannerisms.  5. Informal. Thoroughgoing; 

unmitigated:  a precious mess.   —  n.  One who is dear or beloved; a darling.   —  
adv.  Used as an intensive: “He had precious little right to complain” (James Agee).  

[Middle English, from Old French precios, from Latin pretiosus, from pretium, 

price. See per-5 in Appendix.] —preùcious·ly adv.  —preùcious·ness n. 

precious stone (prHshùNs ston) n.  Any of several gems, including the dia-

mond, emerald, ruby, and sapphire, that have high economic value because of 

their rarity or appearance. 

prec·i·pice (prHsùN-pVs) n.  1. An overhanging or extremely steep mass of rock, 

such as a crag or the face of a cliff.  2. The brink of a dangerous or disastrous sit-

uation:  on the precipice of defeat.  [French précipice, from Latin praecipitium, 

from praeceps, praecipit-, headlong. See PRECIPITATE.]

pre·cip·i·ta·ble (prV-sVpùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Chemistry. Capable of being precipi-

tated. 

pre·cip·i·tan·cy (prV-sVpùV-tNn-sK) also pre·cip·i·tance (-tNns) n.  1. The qual-

ity of being precipitant.  2. Action or thought marked by impulsiveness or rash 

haste. 

pre·cip·i·tant (prV-sVpùV-tNnt) adj.  1. Rushing or falling headlong.  2. Acting 

with or marked by impulsiveness in thought or action; rash.  See Usage Note at 

precipitate.  3. Abrupt or unexpected; sudden.   —  n.  Chemistry. A substance 



that causes a precipitate to form when it is added to a solution.  [Latin 

praecipit7ns, praecipitant- present participle of praecipit7re, to throw headlong. 

See PRECIPITATE.] —pre·cipùi·tant·ly adv. 

pre·cip·i·tate (prV-sVpùV-t7tÙ) v.  pre·cip·i·tat·ed, pre·cip·i·tat·ing, 
pre·cip·i·tates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw from or as if from a great height; hurl 

downward: “The finest bridge in all Peru broke and precipitated five travelers into 

the gulf below” (Thornton Wilder).  2. To cause to happen, especially suddenly or 

prematurely.  See Synonyms at speed.  3. Meteorology. To cause (water vapor) to 

condense and fall from the air as rain, snow, sleet, or hail.  4. Chemistry. To cause 

(a solid substance) to be separated from a solution.   —  v.  intr. 1. Meteorology. 

To condense and fall from the air as rain, snow, sleet, or hail.  2. Chemistry. To be 

separated from a solution as a solid.  3. To fall or be thrown headlong:  An already 

ailing economy precipitated into ruin despite foreign intervention.   —  adj.  (-tVt) 

1. Moving rapidly and heedlessly; speeding headlong.  2. Acting with or marked 

by excessive haste and lack of due deliberation.  See Synonyms at impetuous. 
See Synonyms at reckless.  3. Occurring suddenly or unexpectedly.   —  n.  (-

t7tÙ, -tVt) Abbr. ppt, ppt. 1. Chemistry. A solid or solid phase separated from a 

solution.  2. A product resulting from a process, an event, or a course of action.  

[Latin praecipit7re, praecipit7t-, to throw headlong, from praeceps, praecipit-, 

headlong  : prae-, pre- + caput, capit-, head; see kaput- in Appendix.] 
—pre·cipùi·tate·ly (-tVt-lK) adv.  —pre·cipùi·tate·ness n.  —pre·cipùi·taÙtive 
adj.  —pre·cipùi·taÙtor n.  

USAGE NOTE: The adjective precipitate and the adverb precipitately were once

applied to physical steepness but are now used primarily of rash, headlong ac-

tions: They made a precipitate decision. He withdrew precipitately from the race.

Precipitous currently means “steep” in both literal and figurative senses: the pre-

cipitous rapids of the upper river; a precipitous drop in commodity prices. But pre-

cipitous and precipitously are also frequently used to mean “abrupt, hasty,” which

takes them into territory that would ordinarily belong to precipitate and precipi-

tately: their precipitous decision to leave. This usage is a natural extension of the

use of precipitous to describe a rise or fall in a quantity over time: a precipitous

increase in reports of measles is also an abrupt or sudden event. Though this ex-

tended use of precipitous is well attested in the work of reputable writers, it is still

widely regarded as an error.

pre·cip·i·ta·tion (prV-sVpÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. A headlong fall or rush.  2. Abrupt 

or impulsive haste.  3. A hastening or an acceleration, especially one that is sud-

den or unexpected:  He is responsible for the precipitation of his own demise.  4.  
Abbr. pptn. Meteorology. a. Any form of water, such as rain, snow, sleet, or hail, 

that falls to the earth’s surface.  b. The quantity of such water falling in a specific 



area within a specific period.   5. Chemistry. The process of separating a substance 

from a solution as a solid. 

pre·cip·i·tin (prV-sVpùV-tVn) n.  An antibody that reacts with a specific soluble 

antigen to produce a precipitate.  [PRECIPIT(ATE) + -IN.]

pre·cip·i·tin·o·gen (prV-sVpÙV-tVnùN-jNn) n.  An antigen that induces the pro-

duction of a precipitin. 

pre·cip·i·tous (prV-sVpùV-tNs) adj.  1. Resembling a precipice; extremely steep.  

See Synonyms at steep1.  2. Having several precipices:  a precipitous bluff.  

3. Usage Problem. Extremely rapid, hasty, or abrupt; precipitate: “The change has 

included a precipitous collapse of Communist authority” (New York Times).  See 

Usage Note at precipitate.  [Probably from precipitious, from Latin praecipi-

tium, precipice. See PRECIPICE.] —pre·cipùi·tous·ly adv.  —pre·cipùi·tous·ness 
n. 

pré·cis (pr7ùsK, pr7-sKù) n.  pl. pré·cis (pr7ùsKz, pr7-sKzù). A concise summary of 

a book, an article, or another text; an abstract.   —  v.  tr. pré·cised, pré·cis·ing, 
pré·cis·es. To make a précis of.  [French, from Old French precis, condensed. See 

PRECISE.]

pre·cise (prV-sXsù) adj.  1. Clearly expressed or delineated; definite:  The victim 

was able to give a precise description of the suspect.  2. Exact, as in performance, 

execution, or amount; accurate or correct:  a precise measurement; a precise instru-

ment.  3. Strictly distinguished from others; very:  at that precise moment.  

4. Distinct and correct in sound or meaning:  precise pronunciation; precise prose.  

5. Conforming strictly to rule or proper form: “The setting up of this Maypole was 

a lamentable spectacle to the precise separatists that lived at New Plymouth” (Tho-

mas Morton).  [Middle English, exact, from Old French precis, condensed, pre-

cisely fixed, from Latin praecXsus, past participle of praecXdere, to shorten  : prae-, 

pre- + caedere, to cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.] —pre·ciseùness n. 

pre·cise·ly (prV-sXsùlK) adv.  1. In a precise manner.  2. Used as an intensive:  

Inferior equipment was precisely the reason some hikers refused to continue the 

climb. 

pre·ci·sian (prV-sVzhùNn) n.  1. One who is strict and precise in adherence to 

established rules, forms, or standards, especially with regard to religious obser-

vance or moral behavior.  2. A Puritan.  [From PRECISE.] —pre·ciùsian·ism n. 

pre·ci·sion (prV-sVzhùNn) n.  1. The state or quality of being precise; exactness.  

2. Mathematics. The exactness with which a number is specified; the number of 

significant digits with which a number is expressed.   —  adj.  1. Used or intended 

for accurate or exact measurement:  a precision tool.  2. Made so as to vary mini-

mally from a set standard:  precision components.  3. Of or characterized by accu-

rate action:  precision bombing.  [Latin praecXsio, praecXsion-, a cutting off, from 

praecXsus, past participle of praecXdere, to cut off. See PRECISE.]



pre·ci·sion·ism also Pre·ci·sion·ism (prV-sVzhùN-nVzÙNm) n.  A style of early 

20th-century painting in which depicted scenes or objects are reduced or simpli-

fied to elemental structural forms and rendered by a combination of abstraction-

ism and realism. 

pre·ci·sion·ist (prV-sVzhùN-nVst) n.  1. One who values precision; a purist.  2.  
Often Precisionist. A painter whose work is marked by precisionism. 

pre·clin·i·cal (prK-klVnùV-kNl) adj.  Of or relating to the period of a disease 

before the appearance of symptoms. 

pre·clude (prV-kludù) v.  tr. pre·clud·ed, pre·clud·ing, pre·cludes. 1. To 

make impossible, as by action taken in advance; prevent.  See Synonyms at pre-
vent.  2. To exclude or prevent (someone) from a given condition or activity:  

Modesty precludes me from accepting the honor.  [Latin praecl7dere : prae-, pre- + 

claudere, to close.] —pre·cluùsion (-kluùzhNn) n.  —pre·cluùsive (-kluùsVv, -

zVv) adj.  —pre·cluùsive·ly adv. 

pre·co·cial (prV-koùshNl) adj.  Covered with down and capable of moving about 

when hatched. Used of wading birds and domestic fowl.  [From New Latin Prae-

cocKs, precocial birds, from Latin, pl. of praecox, premature. See PRECOCIOUS.]

pre·co·cious (prV-koùshNs) adj.  1. Manifesting or characterized by unusually 

early development or maturity, especially in mental aptitude.  2. Botany. Blos-

soming before the appearance of leaves.  [From Latin praecox, praecoc-, prema-

ture, from praecoquere, to boil before, ripen fully  : prae-, pre- + coquere, to cook, 

ripen; see pekw- in Appendix.] —pre·coùcious·ly adv.  —pre·cocùity (-kmsùV-
tK), pre·coùcious·ness n. 

pre·cog·ni·tion (prKÙkmg-nVshùNn) n.  Knowledge of something in advance of 

its occurrence, especially by extrasensory perception; clairvoyance.   
—pre·cogùni·tive adj. 

pre·co·lo·ni·al  or pre-co·lo·ni·al (prKÙkN-loùnK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

being the period of time before colonization of a region or territory. 

pre-Co·lum·bi·an (prKÙkN-lƒmùbK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or originating in 

the Americas before the arrival of Columbus:  pre-Columbian art. 

pre·con·ceive (prKÙkNn-sKvù) v.  tr. pre·con·ceived, pre·con·ceiv·ing, 
pre·con·ceives. To form (an opinion, for example) before possessing full or 

adequate knowledge or experience. 

pre·con·cep·tion (prKÙkNn-sHpùshNn) n.  An opinion or a conception formed 

in advance of full or adequate knowledge or experience; a prejudice or bias: “His 

vision, unobstructed by ideological preconception, was continually reformed by expe-

rience” (Doris Kearns Goodwin). 

pre·con·cert (prKÙkNn-sûrtù) v.  tr. pre·con·cert·ed, pre·con·cert·ing, 
pre·con·certs. To agree on, settle, or arrange in advance. 

pre·con·di·tion (prKÙkNn-dVshùNn) n.  A condition that must exist or be estab-

lished before something can occur or be considered; a prerequisite.   —  v.  tr. 



pre·con·di·tioned, pre·con·di·tion·ing, pre·con·di·tions. To condition, 

train, or accustom in advance. 

pre·con·scious (prK-kmnùshNs) n.  The memories or feelings that are not part 

of one’s immediate awareness but that can be recalled through conscious effort.   
—pre·conùscious adj.  —pre·conùscious·ly adv. 

pre·con·tract (prK-kmnùtr4kt) n.  An existing contract that obviates the making 

of another contract of the same kind:  a precontract of marriage.   —preÙ-
con·tractù (-kNn-tr4ktù) v. 

pre·cook (prK-ktkù) v.  tr. pre·cooked, pre·cook·ing, pre·cooks. To cook 

in advance or partially. 

pre·cool (prK-kulù) v.  tr. pre·cooled, pre·cool·ing, pre·cools. To reduce 

the temperature of (produce or meat, for example) by artificial means before 

packaging or shipping. 

pre·crit·i·cal (prK-krVtùV-kNl) adj.  Coming before a critical state or phase. 

pre·cur·sive (prV-kûrùsVv) adj.  Precursory. 

pre·cur·sor (prV-kûrùsNr, prKùkûrÙsNr) n.  1. One that precedes and indicates, 

suggests, or announces someone or something to come:  Opposition by colonists to 

unfair taxation by the British was a precursor of the Revolution.  2. One that pre-

cedes another; a forerunner or predecessor:  Her precursor as school principal was 

an eminent educator.  3. A biochemical substance, such as an intermediate com-

pound in a chain of enzymatic reactions, that gives rise to a more stable or defin-

itive product:  a precursor of insulin.  [Middle English precursoure, from Old 

French precurseur, from Latin praecursor, from praecursus, past participle of prae-

currere, to run before  : prae-, pre- + currere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.]

pre·cur·so·ry (prV-kûrùsN-rK) adj.  1. Preceding or preliminary; introductory:  a 

precursory statement.  2. Suggesting or indicating something to follow. 

pre·cut (prKùkƒtÙ) adj.  Cut into size or shape before being marketed, assembled, 

or used:  precut fillet of fish; precut construction materials.   —  v.  tr. pre·cut, 
pre·cut·ting, pre·cuts (prK-kƒtù). To cut into size or shape before marketing, 

assembling, or using. 

pred. abbr.  Grammar & Logic. Predicate. 

pre·da·cious also pre·da·ceous (prV-d7ùshNs) adj.  1. Living by seizing or tak-

ing prey; predatory.  2. Given to victimizing, plundering, or destroying for one’s 

own gain: “the most vicious, predacious, esurient and desperate elements of this soci-

ety” (Claude Brown).  [From Latin praed7rX, to plunder. See PREDATORY.] 
—pre·daùcious·ness, pre·daùceous·ness, pre·dacùi·ty (-d4sùV-tK)  n. 

pre·date (prK-d7tù) v.  tr. pre·dat·ed, pre·dat·ing, pre·dates. 1. To mark or 

designate with a date earlier than the actual one:  predated the check.  2. To pre-

cede in time; antedate. 

pre·da·tion (prV-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or practice of plundering or maraud-

ing.  2. The capturing of prey as a means of maintaining life.  [Middle English 



predacion, from Latin praed7tio, praed7tion-, from praed7tus, past participle of 

praed7rX, to plunder. See PREDATORY.]

pred·a·tor (prHdùN-tNr, -tôrÙ) n.  1. An organism that lives by preying on other 

organisms.  2. One that victimizes, plunders, or destroys, especially for one’s own 

gain.  [Latin praed7tor, pillager, from praed7rX, to plunder. See PREDATORY.]

pred·a·to·ry (prHdùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Living by preying on other organ-

isms:  a predatory bird; a predatory mammal; a predatory insect.  2. a. Of, relating 

to, or characterized by plundering, pillaging, or marauding.  b. Living by or given 

to victimizing or destroying others for one’s own gain.   [Latin praed7torius, plun-

dering, from praed7rX, to plunder, from praeda, booty. See ghend- in Appendix.] 
—predÙa·toùri·ly adv.  —predùa·toÙri·ness n. 

pre·dawn (prKùdônÙ) n.  The time just before dawn.   —preùdawnÙ adj. 

pre·de·cease (prKÙdV-sKsù) v.  tr. pre·de·ceased, pre·de·ceas·ing, 
pre·de·ceas·es. To die before (another person). 

pred·e·ces·sor (prHdùV-sHsÙNr, prKùdV-) n.  1. One who precedes another in 

time, especially in holding an office or a position.  2. Something that has been 

succeeded by another:  The new building is more spacious than its predecessor.  

3. Archaic. An ancestor; a forebear.  [Middle English predecessoure, from Old 

French predecesseur, from Late Latin praedKcessor : Latin prae-, pre- + Latin dKces-

sor, a retiring magistrate (from dKcessus, past participle of dKcKdere, to depart  : dK-

, away; see de- + cKdere, to go); see ked- in Appendix.]

pre·des·ig·nate (prK-dHzùVg-n7tÙ) v.  tr. pre·des·ig·nat·ed, 
pre·des·ig·nat·ing, pre·des·ig·nates. To designate in advance.   
—preÙdes·ig·naùtion n. 

pre·des·ti·nar·i·an (prK-dHsÙtN-nârùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of or relating to predestina-

tion.  2. Believing in or based on the doctrine of predestination.   —  n.  One who 

believes in the doctrine of predestination.   —pre·desÙti·narùi·an·ism n. 

pre·des·ti·nate (prK-dHsùtN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. pre·des·ti·nat·ed, 
pre·des·ti·nat·ing, pre·des·ti·nates. 1. Theology. To predestine.  2. Archaic. 

To destine or determine in advance; foreordain.   —  adj.  (-nVt, -n7tÙ) Foreor-

dained; predestined.  [Middle English predestinaten, from Late Latin 

praedKstin7re, praedKstin7t-. See PREDESTINE.]

pre·des·ti·na·tion (prK-dHsÙtN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of predestining or the 

condition of being predestined.  2. Theology. a. The doctrine that God has fore-

ordained all things, especially that God has elected certain souls to eternal salva-

tion.  b. The divine decree foreordaining all souls to either salvation or 

damnation.  c. The act of God foreordaining all things gone before and to come.   

3. Destiny; fate. 

pre·des·tine (prK-dHsùtVn) v.  tr. pre·des·tined, pre·des·tin·ing, 
pre·des·tines. 1. To fix upon, decide, or decree in advance; foreordain.  

2. Theology. To foreordain or elect by divine will or decree.  [Middle English pre-



destinen, from Old French predestiner, from Late Latin praedKstin7re : Latin prae-, 

pre- + Latin dKstin7re, to determine; see DESTINE.]

pre·de·ter·mine (prKÙdV-tûrùmVn) v.  pre·de·ter·mined, 
pre·de·ter·min·ing, pre·de·ter·mines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To determine, decide, or 

establish in advance: “These factors predetermine to a large extent the outcome” 

(Jessica Mitford).  2. To influence or sway toward an action or opinion; predis-

pose.   —  v.  intr. To determine or decide something in advance.   
—preÙde·terùmi·nate (-mN-nVt) adj.  —preÙde·terÙmi·naùtion n. 

pre·de·ter·min·er (prKÙdV-tûrùmN-nNr) n.  Linguistics. An adjectival word that 

can stand before an article, a possessive pronoun, or another determiner, as all in 

all the flowers or both in both his children. 

pre·di·a·be·tes (prKÙdX-N-bKùtVs, -tKz) n.  The condition of having a hereditary 

tendency or high probability for developing diabetes mellitus, although neither 

symptoms nor test results confirm the presence of the disease.   
—pre·diÙa·betùic (-bHtùVk) adj.  & n. 

pre·di·al (prKùdK-Nl) adj.  Variant of praedial. 
pred·i·ca·ble (prHdùV-kN-bNl) adj.  That can be stated or predicated:  a predicable 

conclusion.   —  n.  1. Something, such as a general quality or attribute, that can 

be predicated.  2. Logic. One of five general attributes of a subject or class, tradi-

tionally including genus, species, property, differentia, and accident.  [Late Latin 

praedic7bilis, from Late Latin praedic7re, to proclaim publicly, preach, predicate. 

See PREACH.] —predÙi·ca·bilùi·ty, predùi·ca·ble·ness n. 

pre·dic·a·ment (prV-dVkùN-mNnt) n.  1. A situation, especially an unpleasant, 

troublesome, or trying one, from which extrication is difficult.  See Usage Note at 

dilemma.  2. Logic. One of the basic states or classifications described by Aristo-

tle into which all things can be placed; a category.  [Middle English, class, cate-

gory, from Old French, from Late Latin praedic7mentum (translation of Greek 

katKgoria), from Latin praedic7re, to proclaim publicly, predicate. See PREACH.] 
—pre·dicÙa·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj.  —pre·dicÙa·menùtal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: predicament, plight, quandary, jam, fix, pickle. These nouns all re-

fer to a situation from which it is difficult to free oneself. A predicament is a prob-

lematic situation about which one does not know what to do: “Werner finds him-

self suddenly in a most awkward predicament” (Thomas Carlyle). A plight is a bad

or unfortunate situation: The reporter wrote an article about the woeful plight of

homeless people. A quandary is a state of uncertainty or perplexity, especially about

what course of action to take: “Having captured our men, we were in a quandary

how to keep them” (Theodore Roosevelt). Jam and fix both refer to trying predic-

aments from which disengagement presents a problem: The boys who broke the

window are in a jam with the school authorities. “If we get left on this wreck we are

in a fix” (Mark Twain). A pickle is a disagreeable, embarrassing, or troublesome



predicament: “I could see no way out of the pickle I was in” (Robert Louis Steven-

son).

pred·i·cate (prHdùV-k7tÙ) v.  pred·i·cat·ed, pred·i·cat·ing, pred·i·cates.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To base or establish (a statement or an action, for example):  He predicates 

his argument on the facts.  2. To state or affirm as an attribute or a quality of 

something:  The sermon predicated the perfectibility of humankind.  3. To carry the 

connotation of; imply.  4. Logic. To make (a term or an expression) the predicate 

of a proposition.  5. To proclaim or assert; declare.   —  v.  intr. To make a state-

ment or an assertion.   —  n.  (-kVt) Abbr. pred. 1. Grammar. One of the two 

main constituents of a sentence, modifying the subject and including the verb, 

objects, or phrases governed by the verb, as opened the door in Jane opened the 

door or is very sleepy in The child is very sleepy.  2. Logic. That part of a proposition 

that is affirmed or denied about the subject. For example, in the proposition We 

are mortal, mortal is the predicate.   —  adj.  (-kVt) 1. Grammar. Of or belonging 

to the predicate of a sentence or clause.  2. Stated or asserted; predicated.  [Late 

Latin praedic7re, praedic7t-, from Latin, to proclaim  : prae-, pre- + dic7re, to pro-

claim; see deik- in Appendix.] —predÙi·caùtion n.  —predÙi·caùtion·al adj.  

—predùi·caÙtive adj.  —predùi·caÙtive·ly adv. 

predicate calculus (prHdùV-k7tÙ k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  Logic. The branch of symbolic 

logic that deals not only with relations between propositions as a whole but also 

with their internal structure, especially the relation between subject and predi-

cate. Symbols are used to represent the subject and predicate of the proposition, 

and the existential or universal quantifier is used to denote whether the proposi-

tion is universal or particular in its application. 

predicate nominative (prHdùV-k7tÙ nmmùN-n7ÙtVv) n.  Grammar. A noun or 

pronoun that follows a linking verb and refers to the same person or thing as the 

subject of the verb. 

pred·i·ca·to·ry (prHdùV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

preaching or a preacher.  [Late Latin praedic7torius, praising, from Latin 

praedic7tor, one who makes known, from praedic7re, to proclaim. See PREACH.]

pre·dict (prV-dVktù) v.  pre·dict·ed, pre·dict·ing, pre·dicts.  —  v.  tr. To state, 

tell about, or make known in advance, especially on the basis of special knowl-

edge.   —  v.  intr. To foretell something; prophesy.  [Latin praedXcere, praedict-  : 

prae-, pre- + dXcere, to say; see deik- in Appendix.] —pre·dictÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—pre·dictùa·ble adj.  —pre·dictùa·bly adv.  —pre·dicùtive adj.  —pre·dicù-
tive·ly adv.  —pre·dicùtive·ness n.  —pre·dicùtor n.  

SYNONYMS: predict, call, forecast, foretell, prognosticate. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to tell about something in advance of its occurrence by

means of special knowledge or inference”: predict an eclipse; couldn’t call the out-



come of the game; forecasting the weather; foretold the collapse of the government;

prognosticating a rebellion.

pre·dic·tion (prV-dVkùshNn) n.  1. The act of predicting.  2. Something foretold 

or predicted; a prophecy. 

pre·di·gest (prKÙdX-jHstù, -dV-) v.  tr. pre·di·gest·ed, pre·di·gest·ing, 
pre·di·gests. 1. To subject (food) to partial digestion, usually through an enzy-

matic or chemical process, before ingestion.  2. To render in a simpler style or 

form.   —preÙdi·gesùtion n. 

pred·i·lec·tion (prHdÙl-HkùshNn, prKdÙ-) n.  A partiality or disposition in favor 

of something; a preference.  [French prédilection, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin predXlectus, past participle of predXligere, to prefer  : Latin prae-, pre- + 

Latin dXligere, to love; see DILIGENT.]

SYNONYMS: predilection, bias, leaning, partiality, penchant, prejudice, proclivi-

ty, propensity. The central meaning shared by these nouns is “a predisposition to

favor a particular person, thing, point of view, or course of action”: a predilection

for classical composers; a pro-American bias; conservative leanings; a partiality for

liberal-minded friends; a penchant for exotic foods; a prejudice in favor of the un-

derprivileged; a proclivity for self-assertiveness; a propensity for exaggeration.

pre·dis·pose (prKÙdV-spozù) v.  tr. pre·dis·posed, pre·dis·pos·ing, 
pre·dis·pos·es. 1. a. To make (someone) inclined to something in advance:  His 

good manners predispose people in his favor.  See Synonyms at incline.  b. To 

make susceptible or liable:  conditions that predispose miners to lung disease.   

2. Archaic. To settle or dispose of in advance. 

pre·dis·po·si·tion (prKÙdVs-pN-zVshùNn) n.  The state of being predisposed; ten-

dency, inclination, or susceptibility. 

pred·nis·o·lone (prHd-nVsùN-lonÙ) n.  A synthetic steroid, C21H28O5, similar to 

hydrocortisone and used in various compounds as an anti-inflammatory, immu-

nosuppressive, antiallergic, and anticancer drug.  [Alteration of PREDNISONE.]

pred·ni·sone (prHdùnV-sonÙ,-zonÙ) n.  A synthetic steroid, C21H26O5, similar to 

cortisone that is used as an antiallergic, immunosuppressive, and anticancer drug 

and as an anti-inflammatory agent in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.  

[pre(gnane), a derivative of cholesterol + D(I-)1 + -(E)N(E) + (CORT)ISONE.]

pre·doc·tor·al (prK-dmkùtNr-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or engaged in advanced 

academic study in preparation for a doctorate:  predoctoral coursework; a predoc-

toral student. 

pre·dom·i·nance (prV-dmmùN-nNns) also pre·dom·i·nan·cy (-nNn-sK) n.  The 

state or quality of being predominant; preponderance. 



pre·dom·i·nant (prV-dmmùN-nNnt) adj.  1. Having greatest ascendancy, impor-

tance, influence, authority, or force.  See Synonyms at dominant.  2. Most com-

mon or conspicuous; main or prevalent:  the predominant color in a design.  

[Medieval Latin praedomin7ns, praedominant- present participle of praedomin7rX, 
to predominate. See PREDOMINATE.] —pre·domùi·nant·ly adv. 

pre·dom·i·nate (prV-dmmùN-n7tÙ) v.  pre·dom·i·nat·ed, pre·dom·i·nat·ing, 
pre·dom·i·nates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To have or gain controlling power or influence; 

prevail:  Good predominates over evil in many works of literature.  2. To be of or 

have greater quantity or importance; preponderate:  French-speaking people pre-

dominate in Quebec.   —  v.  tr. To dominate or prevail over.  [Medieval Latin 

prKdomin7rX, praedomin7t-  : Latin prae-, pre- + Latin domin7rX, to rule (from 

dominus, master); see dem- in Appendix.] —pre·domùi·nate·ly (-nVt-lK) adv.  

—pre·domùi·natÙing·ly adv.  —pre·domÙi·naùtion n.  —pre·domùi·naÙtor 
n. 

pre·e·clamp·si·a (prKÙV-kl4mpùsK-N) n.  A condition of hypertension occurring 

in pregnancy, typically accompanied by edema and proteinuria.   
—preÙe·clampùtic (-tVk) adj. 

pre-em·bry·o (prK-HmùbrK-où) n.  pl. pre-em·bry·os. A fertilized ovum up to 

14 days old, before it becomes implanted in the uterus.   —pre-emÙbry·onùic (-

mnùVk) adj. 

pree·mie also pre·mie (prKùmK) n.  Informal. A prematurely born infant.  

[Shortening and alteration of PREMATURE.]

pre·em·i·nent  or pre-em·i·nent (prK-HmùN-nNnt) adj.  Superior to or notable 

above all others; outstanding.  See Synonyms at dominant. See Synonyms at 

noted.  [Middle English, from Latin praeKminKns, present participle of praeK-

minKre, to excel  : prae-, pre- + KminKre, to stand out; see EMINENT.] 
—pre·emùi·nence n.  —pre·emùi·nent·ly adv. 

pre·empt  or pre-empt (prK-Hmptù) v.  pre·empt·ed, pre·empt·ing, 
pre·empts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To appropriate, seize, or take for oneself before others.  

See Synonyms at appropriate.  2. a. To take the place of; displace:  A special 

news program preempted the scheduled shows.  b. To have precedence or predomi-

nance over:  Discussion of the water shortage will preempt the other topics on this 

week’s agenda.   3. To gain possession of by prior right or opportunity, especially 

to settle on (public land) so as to obtain the right to buy before others.   —  v.  

intr. Games. To make a preemptive bid in bridge.  [Back-formation from PREEMP-

TION.] —pre·empùtorÙ (-HmpùtôrÙ) n.  —pre·empùto·ry (-HmpùtN-rK) adj. 

pre·emp·tion  or pre-emp·tion (prK-HmpùshNn) n.  1. a. The right to pur-

chase something before others, especially the right to purchase public land that is 

granted to one who has settled on that land.  b. A purchase made by such a right.   

2. Prior seizure of, appropriation of, or claim to something, such as property.  



[PRE- + Latin Kmptio, Kmption-, buying (from Kmptus, past participle of Latin 

emere, to buy); see em- in Appendix.]

pre·emp·tive  or pre-emp·tive (prK-HmpùtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or char-

acteristic of preemption.  2. Having or granted by the right of preemption.  

3. a. Relating to or constituting a military strike made so as to gain the advantage 

when an enemy strike is believed to be imminent:  a preemptive nuclear attack.  

b. Undertaken or initiated to deter or prevent an anticipated, usually unpleasant 

situation or occurrence:  The two companies organized a preemptive alliance 

against a possible takeover by another firm.   4. Having or marked by the power to 

preempt or take precedence:  a preemptive business offer; preemptive authority.  

5. Games. Relating to or being a bid in bridge that is unnecessarily high and is 

intended to prevent the opposing players from bidding.   —pre·empùtive·ly 
adv. 

preemptive right (prK-HmpùtVv rXt) n.  The right of certain stockholders to 

maintain ownership of a constant percentage of a firm’s stock. Such stockholders 

have the first opportunity to purchase new stock in the firm proportionate to the 

percentage of shares already held. 

preen (prKn) v.  preened, preen·ing, preens.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To smooth or 

clean (feathers) with the beak or bill.  b. To trim or clean (fur) with the tongue, 

as cats do.   2. To dress or groom (oneself) with elaborate care; primp.  3. To take 

pride or satisfaction in (oneself); gloat.   —  v.  intr. 1. To dress up; primp.  2. To 

swell with pride; gloat or exult.  [Middle English proinen, preinen, blend of Old 

French proignier, to prune; see PRUNE
2, Old French poroindre, to anoint before 

(por-, before from Latin pro-; see pro-1 + oindre, to anoint from Latin unguere).] 
—preenùer n. 

pre·en·gi·neered  or pre-en·gi·neered (prKÙHn-jN-nîrdù) adj.  Built of or 

using prefabricated sections or parts:  a preengineered building. 

pre·es·tab·lish  or pre-es·tab·lish (prKÙV-st4bùlVsh) v.  tr. pre·es·tab·lished, 
pre·es·tab·lish·ing, pre·es·tab·lish·es. To establish beforehand. 

pre·ex·il·i·an  or pre-ex·il·i·an (prKÙHg-zVlùK-Nn, -zVlùyNn, -Hk-sVlùK-Nn, -sVlùyNn) 

also pre·ex·il·ic  or pre-ex·il·ic (-Hg-zVlùVk, -Hk-sVlù-) adj.  Relating to the history 

of the Jews before their exile in Babylonia in the sixth century B.C. 

pre·ex·ist  or pre-ex·ist (prKÙVg-zVstù) v.  pre·ex·ist·ed, pre·ex·ist·ing, 
pre·ex·ists.  —  v.  tr. To exist before (something); precede:  Dinosaurs preexisted 

human beings.   —  v.  intr. To exist beforehand.   —preÙex·isùtence n.  

—preÙex·isùtent adj. 

pref. abbr.  1. Preface.  2. Prefatory.  3. Preference.  4. Preferred.  5. Prefix. 

pre·fab (prKùf4bÙ) Informal. adj.  Prefabricated.   —  n.  Something prefabri-

cated, especially a building or section of a building.   —preùfabÙ v. 

pre·fab·ri·cate (prK-f4bùrV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. pre·fab·ri·cat·ed, pre·fab·ri·cat·ing, 
pre·fab·ri·cates. 1. To manufacture (a building or section of a building, for 



example) in advance, especially in standard sections that can be easily shipped 

and assembled.  2. To make up, construct, or develop in an artificial, unoriginal, 

or stereotypic manner.   —pre·fabÙri·caùtion n.  —pre·fabùri·caÙtor n. 

pref·ace (prHfùVs) n.  Abbr. pref. 1. a. A preliminary statement or essay intro-

ducing a book that explains its scope, intention, or background and is usually 

written by the author.  b. An introductory section, as of a speech.   2. Something 

introductory; a preliminary:  An informal brunch served as a preface to the three-

day conference.  3.  Often Preface. The words introducing the central part of the 

Eucharist in several Christian churches.   —  v.  tr. pref·aced, pref·ac·ing, 
pref·ac·es. 1. To introduce by or provide with a preliminary statement or essay.  

2. To serve as an introduction to.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

praef7tio, praef7tion-, from praef7tus, past participle of praef7rX, to say before  : 

prae-, pre- + f7rX, to speak; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —prefùac·er n. 

pre·fad·ed (prK-f7ùdVd) adj.  Given a faded, weathered, or aged appearance by 

artificial means. Used of clothing or fabric:  prefaded jeans. 

pref·a·to·ry (prHfùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Abbr. pref. Of, relating to, or constitut-

ing a preface; introductory.  See Synonyms at preliminary.  [From Latin 

praef7tus, past participle of praef7rX, to say before. See PREFACE.] 
—prefÙa·toùri·ly adv. 

pre·fect (prKùfHktÙ) n.  1. A high administrative official or chief officer, as: 

a. Any of several high military or civil officials in ancient Rome.  b. The chief of 

police of Paris, France.  c. A chief administrative official of a department of 

France.  d. The administrator in charge of discipline at a Jesuit school.   2. A stu-

dent monitor or officer, especially in a private school.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin praefectus, from past participle of praeficere, to place at the 

head of  : prae-, pre- + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.]

prefect apostolic (prKùfHktÙ 4pÙN-stmlùVk) n.  pl. prefects apostolic. Roman 

Catholic Church. A priest with broad jurisdiction in a missionary territory. 

pre·fec·ture (prKùfHkÙchNr) n.  1. The district administered or governed by a 

prefect.  2. The office or authority of a prefect.  3. The residence or housing of a 

prefect.   —pre·fecùtur·al (prV-fHkùchNr-Nl) adj. 

pre·fer (prV-fûrù) v.  tr. pre·ferred, pre·fer·ring, pre·fers. 1. To choose or be 

in the habit of choosing as more desirable or as having more value:  prefers coffee 

to tea.  2. Law. a. To give priority or precedence to (a creditor).  b. To file, prose-

cute, or offer for consideration or resolution before a magistrate, court, or other 

legal authority:  preferred the suit in a higher court.   3. Archaic. To recommend for 

advancement or appointment; promote.  [Middle English preferren, from Old 

French preferer, from Latin praeferre : prae-, pre- + ferre, to carry; see bher-1 in 

Appendix.] —pre·ferùrer n. 



pref·er·a·ble (prHfùNr-N-bNl, prHfùrN-) adj.  More desirable or worthy than 

another; preferred:  Coffee is preferable to tea, I think.   —prefÙer·a·bilùi·ty, 
prefùer·a·ble·ness n.  —prefùer·a·bly adv. 

pref·er·ence (prHfùNr-Nns, prHfùrNns) n.  Abbr. pref. 1. a. The selecting of 

someone or something over another or others.  b. The right or chance to so 

choose.  c. Someone or something so chosen.  See Synonyms at choice.   2. The 

state of being preferred.  3. Law. a. A priority of payment given to one or more 

creditors by an insolvent debtor.  b. The right of a creditor to priority of pay-

ment.   4. The granting of precedence or advantage to one country or group of 

countries in levying duties or in other matters of international trade.  [Middle 

English preferraunce, preferment, from Old French preference, from preferer, to 

prefer. See PREFER.]

pref·er·en·tial (prHfÙN-rHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or giving advantage or 

preference:  preferential treatment.  2. Manifesting or originating from partiality 

or preference:  preferential tariff rates.   —prefÙer·enùtial·ism n.  

—prefÙer·enùtial·ist n.  —prefÙer·enùtial·ly adv. 

preferential shop (prHfÙN-rHnùshNl shmp) n.  A shop whose management 

gives priority or advantage to union members in hiring, promoting, or laying off. 

preferential voting (prHfÙN-rHnùshNl voùtVng) n.  A system of voting in which 

the voter ranks candidates in order of preference. 

pre·fer·ment (prV-fûrùmNnt) n.  1. The act of advancing to a higher position or 

office; promotion.  2. A position, an appointment, or a rank giving advancement, 

as of profit or prestige.  3. The act of preferring or the state of being preferred. 

pre·ferred provider organization (prV-fûrdù prN-vXùdNr ôrÙgN-nV-
z7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. PPO A medical insurance plan in which members receive more 

coverage if they choose health care providers approved by or affiliated with the 

plan. 

preferred stock (prV-fûrdù stmk) n.  Stock having priority over a corporation’s 

commonly held stock in the distribution of dividends and often of assets. 

pre·fig·u·ra·tion (prK-fVgÙyN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of representing, suggest-

ing, or imagining in advance.  2. Something that prefigures; a foreshadowing. 

pre·fig·ure (prK-fVgùyNr) v.  tr. pre·fig·ured, pre·fig·ur·ing, pre·fig·ures. 
1. To suggest, indicate, or represent by an antecedent form or model; presage or 

foreshadow:  The paintings of Paul Cézanne prefigured the rise of cubism in the 

early 20th century.  2. To imagine or picture to oneself in advance.  [Middle 

English prefiguren, from Old French prefigurer, from Late Latin praefig7r7re : 

Latin prae-, pre- + Latin fig7r7re, to shape (from fig7ra, shape); see dheigh- in 

Appendix.] —pre·figùur·a·tive (-fVgùyNr-N-tVv) adj.  —pre·figùur·a·tive·ly 
adv.  —pre·figùur·a·tive·ness n.  —pre·figùure·ment n. 

pre·fin·ished (prK-fVnùVsht) adj.  Coated or treated before being sold or distrib-

uted:  prefinished wood paneling. 



pre·fix (prKùfVksÙ) v.  tr. pre·fixed, pre·fix·ing, pre·fix·es. 1. To put or attach 

before or in front of.  2.  (prK-fVksù) To settle or arrange in advance.  3. Grammar. 

a. To add as a prefix.  b. To add a prefix to.    —  n.  Abbr. pref. 1. Grammar. An 

affix, such as dis- in disbelieve, put before a word to produce a derivative word or 

an inflected form.  2. A title placed before a person’s name.  [Middle English pre-

fixen, from Old French prefixer : pre-, before (from Latin prae-); see PRE- + fixer, 

to place (from Latin fXxus, past participle of fXgere, to fasten). N., from New Latin 

praefXxum from neuter sing. of Latin praefXxus, past participle of praefXgere, to fix 

in front  : prae-, pre- + fXgere, to fasten; see dhXgw- in Appendix.] —preùfixÙal 
adj.  —preùfixÙal·ly adv. 

pre·flight (prKùflXtù) adj.  Preparing for or occurring before flight.   —  v.  tr. 

pre·flight·ed, pre·flight·ing, pre·flights. To check (an aircraft) for airwor-

thiness before flight.   —preùflightù n. 

pre·form (prKùfôrmù) v.  tr. pre·formed, pre·form·ing, pre·forms. 1. To 

shape or form beforehand.  2. To determine the shape or form of beforehand.   
—  n.  An object that has been subjected to preliminary, usually incomplete shap-

ing or molding before undergoing complete or final processing. 

pre·for·ma·tion (prKÙfôr-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of shaping or forming in 

advance; prior formation.  2. A theory popular in the 18th century that all parts 

of an organism exist completely formed in the germ cell and develop only by 

increasing in size. 

pre·fron·tal (prK-frƒnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or situated in the anterior part 

of the frontal lobe.  2. Situated anterior to the frontal bone. 

prefrontal lobotomy (prK-frƒnùtl lN-bmtùN-mK) n.  A lobotomy in which the 

white fibers that connect the thalamus to the prefrontal and frontal lobes of the 

brain are severed, performed as a treatment for intense anxiety or violent behav-

ior. 

pre·gan·gli·on·ic (prK-g4ngÙglK-mnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the nerve 

fibers that supply a ganglion, especially a ganglion of the autonomic nervous sys-

tem. 

Pre·gl (pr7ùgNl), Fritz. 1869-1930.  Austrian chemist. He won a 1923 Nobel Prize 

for developing a method of analyzing organic substances weighing one milligram 

or less. 

preg·na·ble (prHgùnN-bNl) adj.  Being such that attack, seizure, or capture is 

possible; vulnerable or assailable:  a pregnable fortress.  [Middle English preign-

able, pregnabul, from Old French pregnauble, from prendre, pregn-, to grasp, from 

Latin prehendere. See ghend- in Appendix.] —pregÙna·bilùi·ty n. 

preg·nan·cy (prHgùnNn-sK) n.  pl. preg·nan·cies. 1. a. The condition of being 

pregnant:  a test for pregnancy.  b. An instance of being pregnant:  Her second 

pregnancy was easy.  c. The period during which one is pregnant:  the first trimes-



ter of pregnancy.   2. The quality or condition of being rich in significance, 

import, or implication.  3. Creativity; inventiveness. 

preg·nant1 (prHgùnNnt) adj.  1. Carrying developing offspring within the body.  

2. a. Weighty or significant; full of meaning:  a conversation occasionally punctu-

ated by pregnant pauses.  b. Of great or potentially great import, implication, or 

moment: “It was a politically pregnant time in Poland” (New York).   3. Filled or 

fraught; replete: “This was, from the Party’s point of view, both deplorable in itself 

and pregnant with danger for the future” (Robert Conquest).  4. Having a profu-

sion of ideas; creative or inventive.  5. Producing results; fruitful:  a pregnant 

decision.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin praegn7ns, praegnant-, 

variant of praegn7s. See genN- in Appendix.] —pregùnant·ly adv. 

preg·nant2 (prHgùnNnt) adj.  Archaic. Convincing; cogent. Used of an argument 

or a proof.  [Middle English, probably from Old French preignant, present parti-

ciple of prembre, to press, from Latin premere. See per-4 in Appendix.]

pre·heat (prK-hKtù) v.  tr. pre·heat·ed, pre·heat·ing, pre·heats. To heat (an 

oven, for example) beforehand.   —pre·heatùer n. 

pre·hen·sile (prK-hHnùsNl, -sXlÙ) adj.  1. Adapted for seizing, grasping, or hold-

ing, especially by wrapping around an object:  a monkey’s prehensile tail.  

2. Having keen intellect; insightful.  3. Greedy; grasping.  [French préhensile, 

from Latin prehKnsus, past participle of prehendere, to grasp. See ghend- in 

Appendix.] —preÙhen·silùi·ty (-sVlùV-tK) n. 

pre·hen·sion (prK-hHnùshNn) n.  1. The act of grasping or seizing.  

2. a. Apprehension by the senses.  b. Understanding.   [Latin prehKnsio, prehKn-

sion-, from prehKnsus, past participle of prehendere, to seize. See ghend- in 

Appendix.]

pre·his·tor·ic (prKÙhV-stôrùVk, -stmrù-) also pre·his·tor·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, 

relating to, or belonging to the era before recorded history.  2. Of or relating to a 

language before it is first recorded in writing.   —preÙhis·torùi·cal·ly adv. 

pre·his·to·ry (prK-hVsùtN-rK) n.  pl. pre·his·to·ries. 1. History of humankind 

in the period before recorded history.  2. The circumstances or developments 

leading up to or surrounding a current situation, event, or development; back-

ground: “[He] then told me the curious prehistory of his obsessive interest in the 

seduction theory” (Janet Malcolm).   —preÙhis·torùi·an (-hV-stôrùK-Nn, -stmrù-) 

n. 

pre·hom·i·nid (prK-hmmùN-nVd) n.  Any of several extinct primates regarded as 

an immediate ancestor of the hominids.   —  adj.  Of or relating to these extinct 

primates. 

pre·ig·ni·tion (prKÙVg-nVshùNn) n.  The ignition of fuel in an internal-combus-

tion engine before the spark passes through the fuel, resulting from a hot spot in 

the cylinder or from too great a compression ratio for the fuel. 



pre·in·dus·tri·al (prKÙVn-dƒsùtrK-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a society or 

an economic system that is not or has not yet become industrialized. 

pre·judge (prK-jƒjù) v.  tr. pre·judged, pre·judg·ing, pre·judg·es. To judge 

beforehand without possessing adequate evidence.   —pre·judgùer n.  

—pre·judgùment, pre·judgeùment n. 

prej·u·dice (prHjùN-dVs) n.  1. a. An adverse judgment or opinion formed 

beforehand or without knowledge or examination of the facts.  See Synonyms at 

predilection.  b. A preconceived preference or idea.   2. The act or state of 

holding unreasonable preconceived judgments or convictions.  3. Irrational sus-

picion or hatred of a particular group, race, or religion.  4. Detriment or injury 

caused to a person by the preconceived, unfavorable conviction of another or 

others.   —  v.  tr. prej·u·diced, prej·u·dic·ing, prej·u·dic·es. 1. To cause 

(someone) to judge prematurely and irrationally.  2. To affect injuriously or det-

rimentally by a judgment or an act.  See Synonyms at bias.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin praei7dicium : prae-, pre- + i7dicium, judgment 

(from i7dex, i7dic-, judge); see deik- in Appendix.]

prej·u·di·cial (prHjÙN-dVshùNl) adj.  1. Detrimental; injurious.  2. Causing or 

tending to preconceived judgment or convictions:  Reporters were expelled from 

the courtroom after it was decided that their coverage had resulted in prejudicial 

publicity for the defendant.   —prejÙu·diùcial·ly adv.  —prejÙu·diùcial·ness n. 

prej·u·di·cious (prHjÙN-dVshùNs) adj.  Prejudicial.   —prejÙu·diùcious·ly adv. 

prel·a·cy (prHlùN-sK) n.  pl. prel·a·cies. 1. a. The office or station of a prelate.  

b. Prelates considered as a group.  Also called prelature  2. Church government 

administrated by prelates. 

pre·lap·sar·i·an (prKÙl4p-sârùK-Nn) adj.  Theology. Of or relating to the period 

before the fall of Adam and Eve.  [PRE- + Latin lapsus, fall; see LAPSE + -ARIAN.]

prel·ate (prHlùVt) n.  A high-ranking member of the clergy, especially a bishop.  

[Middle English prelat, from Old French, from Medieval Latin prael7tus, from 

Latin, past participle of praeferre, to carry before, to prefer  : prae-, pre- + l7tus, 

brought; see telN- in Appendix.] —pre·latùic (prV-l4tùVk) adj. 

prelate nul·li·us (prHlùVt nu-lKùNs) n.  pl. prelates nullius. Roman Catholic 

Church. A prelate, usually a titular bishop, who has jurisdiction over a territory 

not in a diocese but subject directly to the Holy See.  [PRELATE + New Latin nullXus 

(dioecKsis), of no (diocese) (from Latin, genitive sing. of nullus, none).]

prel·a·ture (prHlùN-chNr, -chtrÙ) n.  See prelacy (n., sense 1). 

pre·launch (prKùlônchù, -lmnchù) adj.  Preparatory or preliminary to launch, 

especially of a spacecraft or missile. 

pre·law (prKùlôù) adj.  Law. Of, relating to, or being the studies that prepare one 

for the study of law. 



pre·lect (prV-lHktù) v.  intr. pre·lect·ed, pre·lect·ing, pre·lects. To lecture or 

discourse in public.  [Latin praelegere, praelect-  : prae-, pre- + legere, to read; see 

leg- in Appendix.] —pre·lecùtion n.  —pre·lecùtor n. 

pre·li·ba·tion (prKÙlX-b7ùshNn) n.  A foretaste.  [Latin praelXb7tio, praelXb7tion-, 

from praelXb7tus, past participle of praelXb7re, to taste beforehand  : prae-, pre- + 

lXb7re, pour out, to taste.]

pre·lim (prKùlVmÙ, prV-lVmù) n.  Sports. A preliminary:  Several top players were 

unexpectedly eliminated in the prelims. 

pre·lim·i·nar·y (prV-lVmùN-nHrÙK) adj.  Prior to or preparing for the main mat-

ter, action, or business; introductory or prefatory.   —  n.  pl. pre·lim·i·nar·ies. 
1. Something that precedes, prepares for, or introduces the main matter, action, 

or business.  2. An academic test or examination that is preparatory to one that is 

longer, more complex, or more important.  3. Sports. A contest to determine the 

finalists in a competition.  4. Sports. An event that precedes the main event of a 

particular program, especially in boxing or wrestling.  5.  Often preliminaries. 

Printing. The front matter of a book.  [From New Latin praelXmin7ris : Latin prae-

, pre- + Latin lXmen, lXmin-, threshold.] —pre·limÙi·narùi·ly (-nârùN-lK) adv.  

SYNONYMS: preliminary, introductory, prefatory, preparatory. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “going before and preparing the way for

something else”: a preliminary investigation; introductory remarks; an author’s

prefatory notes; preparatory steps.

pre·lit·er·ate (prK-lVtùNr-Vt) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a culture not having a 

written language.   —  n.  A person belonging to such a culture. 

Pre·log (prHlùogÙ), Vladimir. Born 1906.  Yugoslavian-born Swiss chemist. He 

shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for research on the structure of biological molecules. 

prel·ude (prHlùyudÙ, pr7ùludÙ, prKù-) n.  1. An introductory performance, 

event, or action preceding a more important one; a preliminary or preface.  

2. Music. An independent piece written for piano and usually based on a single, 

short thematic motif.  3. Music. A piece or movement serving as an introduction 

to another section or composition, especially: a. An independent, relatively long 

piece that precedes a fugue.  b. The first or opening section of a suite.  c. The 

overture to an oratorio, opera, or act of an opera.  d. A piece played before a 

church service; an introductory voluntary.  e. A relatively short composition of 

the 15th and early 16th centuries written in a free style, usually for piano.    —  v.  

prel·ud·ed, prel·ud·ing, prel·udes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To serve as a prelude to.  2. To 

introduce with or as if with a prelude.   —  v.  intr. To serve as a prelude or an 

introduction.  [Medieval Latin prael7dium, from Latin prael7dere, to play before-

hand  : prae-, pre- + l7dere, to play (from l7dus, game); see leid- in Appendix.] 
—prelùudÙer n.  —pre·luùdi·al (prV-luùdK-Nl) adj. 



pre·lu·sion (prV-luùzhNn) n.  A prelude or an introduction.  [Latin prael7sio, 

prael7sion-, from prael7sus, past participle of prael7dere, to play beforehand. See 

PRELUDE.]

pre·lu·sive (prV-luùsVv) adj.  Of or serving as a prelude; introductory.   
—pre·luùsive·ly adv. 

prem. abbr.  Premium. 

pre·ma·lig·nant (prKÙmN-lVgùnNnt) adj.  Precancerous. 

pre·mar·i·tal (prK-m4rùV-tl) adj.  Taking place or existing before marriage.   
—pre·marùi·tal·ly adv. 

pre·ma·ture (prKÙmN-tytrù, -ttrù, -chtrù) adj.  1. Occurring, growing, or 

existing before the customary, correct, or assigned time; uncommonly or unex-

pectedly early:  a premature end.  2. Born after a gestation period of less than the 

normal time:  a premature infant.  [Middle English, ripe, from Latin praem7t7rus, 

ripe too early  : prae-, pre- + m7t7rus, ripe; see m7-1 in Appendix.] 
—preÙma·tureùly adv.  —preÙma·tureùness, preÙma·tuùri·ty n. 

pre·max·il·la (prKÙm4k-sVlùN) n.  pl. pre·max·il·lae (-m4k-sVlùK). Either of two 

bones located in front of and between the maxillary bones in the upper jaw of 

vertebrates.   —pre·maxùil·larÙy (-m4kùsN-lHrÙK) adj. 

pre·med (prKùmHdù) Informal. adj.  Premedical.   —  n.  1. A premedical stu-

dent.  2. A premedical program of study. 

pre·med·i·cal (prK-mHdùV-kNl) adj.  Preparing for or relating to the studies that 

prepare one for the study of medicine:  a premedical student; premedical courses. 

pre·med·i·tate (prK-mHdùV-t7tÙ) v.  pre·med·i·tat·ed, pre·med·i·tat·ing, 
pre·med·i·tates.  —  v.  tr. To plan, arrange, or plot (a crime, for example) in 

advance.   —  v.  intr. To reflect, ponder, or deliberate beforehand.   
—pre·medùi·taÙtive adj.  —pre·medùi·taÙtor n. 

pre·med·i·tat·ed (prK-mHdùV-t7ÙtVd) adj.  Characterized by deliberate purpose, 

previous consideration, and some degree of planning:  a premeditated crime.   
—pre·medùi·tatÙed·ly adv. 

pre·med·i·ta·tion (prK-mHdÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of speculating, arrang-

ing, or plotting in advance.  2. Law. The contemplation of a crime well enough in 

advance to show deliberate intent to commit the crime; forethought. 

pre·me·no·paus·al (prKÙmHn-N-pôùzNl) adj.  Of or relating to the years or the 

stage of life immediately before the onset of menopause. 

pre·men·stru·al (prK-mHnùstru-Nl) adj.  Of, relating to, or occurring in the 

period just before menstruation.   —pre·menùstru·al·ly adv. 

premenstrual syndrome (prK-mHnùstru-Nl sVnùdromÙ) n.  Abbr. PMS A 

group of incapacitating symptoms, including abdominal bloating, breast tender-

ness, headache, fatigue, irritability, and depression, that occur in many women 

from 2 to 14 days before the onset of menstruation. 

pre·mie (prKùmK) n.  Informal. Variant of preemie. 



pre·mier (prV-mîrù, -myîrù, prKùmîr) adj.  1. First in status or importance; prin-

cipal or chief:  an architect of premier rank.  2. First to occur or exist; earliest.   —  
n.  (prV-mîrù) 1. A prime minister.  2. A chief administrative officer, as of a Cana-

dian province.  [Middle English primier, from Old French, from Latin prXm7rius, 

from prXmus, first. See per1 in Appendix.] —pre·mierùshipÙ n. 

pre·mier dan·seur (prN-my7Ù däN-sœrù) n.  pl. pre·miers dan·seurs (prN-

my7Ù däN-sœrù). A man who is the principal dancer in a ballet company.  [French 

 : premier, first + danseur, dancer.]

pre·miere  or pre·mière (prV-mîrù, -myârù) n.  The first public performance, as 

of a movie or play.   —  v.  pre·miered or pre·mièred, pre·mier·ing or 

pre·mièr·ing, pre·mieres or pre·mières.  —  v.  tr. To present the first public 

performance of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have the first public performance.  2. To make 

a first appearance in a public performance.   —  adj.  First or paramount; pre-

mier.  [French, from feminine of premier, first. See PREMIER.]

USAGE NOTE: In entertainment contexts the verb premiere has by now become

the standard way of saying “to introduce to the public,” at least partly because of

its ubiquitous use on television. Over the past 20 years this use has won the some-

times grudging acceptance of the Usage Panel. The example The Philharmonic will

premiere works by two young Americans was acceptable to 51 percent of the Pan-

elists in the most recent survey, up from 14 percent in 1969. But only 10 percent

of the Panelists in the most recent survey accepted extension of the verb to non-

entertainment contexts, as in Last fall the school premiered new degree programs in

word processing and accounting.

pre·mière dan·seuse (prV-mîrù däN-sœzù, -myârù) n.  pl. pre·mières 
dan·seuses (prV-myârÙ däN-sœzù). A woman who is the principal dancer in a 

ballet company.  [French  : première, feminine of premier + danseuse, feminine of 

danseur, dancer.]

pre·mil·le·nar·i·an (prK-mVlÙN-nârùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to premillennial-

ism.   —  n.  A person who believes in premillennialism.   
—pre·milÙle·narùi·an·ism n. 

pre·mil·len·ni·al (prKÙmV-lHnùK-Nl) adj.  Of or happening in the time before 

the millennium.   —preÙmil·lenùni·al·ly adv. 

pre·mil·len·ni·al·ism (prKÙmV-lHnùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  The belief that the Second 

Coming of Jesus will immediately precede the millennium.   
—preÙmil·lenùni·al·ist n. 

Prem·in·ger (prHmùVn-jNr), Otto Ludwig. 1906-1986.  Austrian-born Ameri-

can film producer and director whose works include Laura (1944) and Anatomy 

of a Murder (1959). 



prem·ise (prHmùVs) n.  also prem·iss (prHmùVs) 1. A proposition upon which an 

argument is based or from which a conclusion is drawn.  2. Logic. a. One of the 

propositions in a deductive argument.  b. Either the major or the minor proposi-

tion of a syllogism, from which the conclusion is drawn.   3. premises. Law. The 

preliminary or explanatory statements or facts of a document, as in a deed.  

4. premises. a. Land and the buildings on it.  b. A building or part of a build-

ing.    —  v.  prem·ised, prem·is·ing, prem·is·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To state in 

advance as an introduction or explanation.  2. To state or assume as a proposition 

in an argument.   —  v.  intr. To make a premise.  [Middle English premisse, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin praemissa (propositio), (the proposition) put 

before, premise, from Latin, feminine past participle of praemittere, to set in 

front  : prae-, pre- + mittere, to send.]

WORD HISTORY: Why do we call a single building the premises? To answer this

question, we must go back to the Middle Ages. But first, let it be noted that pre-

mises comes from the past participle praemissa, which is both a feminine singular

and a neuter plural form of the Latin verb praemittere, “to send in advance, utter

by way of preface, place in front, prefix.” In Medieval Latin the feminine form

praemissa was used as a term in logic, for which we still use the term premise de-

scended from the Medieval Latin word (first recorded in a work composed before

1380). Medieval Latin praemissa in the plural meant “things mentioned before”

and was used in legal documents, almost always in the plural, a use that was fol-

lowed in Old French and Middle English, both of which borrowed the word from

Latin. A more specific legal sense in Middle English, “that property, collectively,

which is specified in the beginning of a legal document and which is conveyed,

as by grant,” was also always in the plural in Middle English and later Modern

English. And so it remained when this sense was extended to mean “a house or

building with its grounds or appurtenances,” a usage first recorded before 1730.

pre·mi·um (prKùmK-Nm) n.  Abbr. pm., prem. 1. A prize or an award.  

2. Something offered free or at a reduced price as an inducement to buy some-

thing else.  3. A sum of money or bonus paid in addition to a regular price, salary, 

or other amount.  4. The amount paid, often in addition to the interest, to obtain 

a loan.  See Synonyms at bonus.  5. The amount paid or payable, often in install-

ments, for an insurance policy.  6. The amount at which something is valued 

above its par or nominal value, as money or securities.  7. The amount at which a 

securities option is bought or sold.  8. Payment for training in a trade or profes-

sion.  9. An unusual or high value:  Employers put a premium on honesty and hard 

work.   —  adj.  Of superior quality or value:  premium gasoline.   —idiom. at a 
premium. More valuable than usual, as from scarcity:  Fresh water was at a pre-



mium after the reservoir was contaminated.  [Latin praemium, inducement, reward 

 : prae-, pre- + emere, to take, buy; see em- in Appendix.]

pre·mix (prKùmVksù) n.  Something that is mixed or blended from two or more 

ingredients or elements before being marketed, used, or mixed further:  a premix 

of the dry ingredients in cake batter; a premix of a multitrack recording.   —  v.  tr. 

pre·mixed, pre·mix·ing, pre·mix·es. To mix or blend beforehand. 

pre·mod·ern (prK-mmdùNrn) adj.  Existing or coming before a modern period 

or time:  the feudal system of premodern Japan; a premodern assembly line. 

pre·mo·lar (prK-moùlNr) n.  One of eight bicuspid teeth located in pairs on each 

side of the upper and lower jaws behind the canines and in front of the molars.   
—pre·moùlar adj. 

pre·mo·ni·tion (prKÙmN-nVshùNn, prHmÙN-) n.  1. A presentiment of the future; 

a foreboding.  2. A warning in advance; a forewarning.  [Late Latin praemonitio, 

praemonition-, from Latin praemonitus, past participle of praemonKre, to fore-

warn  : prae-, pre- + monKre, to warn; see men-1 in Appendix.] 
—pre·monÙi·toùri·ly (-mmnÙV-tôrùN-lK, -torù-) adv.  —pre·monùi·toÙry adj. 

pre·morse (prV-môrsù) adj.  Abruptly truncated, as though bitten or broken off:  

a premorse leaf.  [Latin praemorsus, past participle of praemordKre, to bite off in 

front  : prae-, pre- + mordKre, to bite; see mer- in Appendix.]

pre·mu·ni·tion (prKÙmyt-nVshùNn) n.  Relative immunity to severe infection 

by a particular pathogen as a result of a chronic low-grade infection induced ear-

lier by the same pathogen.  [French prémunition, from Latin praem7nXtio, 

praem7nXtion-, fortification beforehand, from praem7nXtus, past participle of 

praem7nXre, to fortify in advance  : prae-, pre- + m7nXre, to fortify (from moene, 

moenia, defensive walls of a town).] —pre·muneù (prK-myunù) adj. 

pre·name (prKùn7mÙ) n.  A forename. 

pre·na·tal (prK-n7tùl) adj.  Existing or occurring before birth:  prenatal medical 

care.   —pre·naùtal·ly adv. 

pren·tice (prHnùtVs) n.  Archaic. An apprentice. 

pre·nup·tial (prK-nƒpùshNl, -chNl) adj.  Before marriage or a wedding:  a pren-

uptial celebration. 

pre·oc·cu·pan·cy (prK-mkùyN-pNn-sK) n.  1. The act or right of occupying a 

place beforehand or in advance.  2. The state of being preoccupied or engrossed; 

preoccupation. 

pre·oc·cu·pa·tion (prK-mkÙyN-p7ùshNn) n.  1. The state of being preoccupied; 

absorption of the attention or intellect.  2. Something that preoccupies or 

engrosses the mind:  Money was their chief preoccupation.  3. Occupation of a 

place in advance; preoccupancy. 

pre·oc·cu·pied (prK-mkùyN-pXdÙ) adj.  1. a. Absorbed in thought; engrossed.  

b. Excessively concerned with something; distracted.   2. Formerly or already 



occupied.  3. Already used and therefore unavailable for further use. Used of tax-

onomic names. 

pre·oc·cu·py (prK-mkùyN-pXÙ) v.  tr. pre·oc·cu·pied, pre·oc·cu·py·ing, 
pre·oc·cu·pies. 1. To occupy completely the mind or attention of; engross.  See 

Synonyms at monopolize.  2. To occupy or take possession of in advance or 

before another. 

pre·op·er·a·tive (prK-mpùNr-N-tVv, -mpùrN-, -mpùN-r7Ù-) adj.  Occurring before 

surgery:  preoperative preparations.   —pre·opùer·a·tive·ly adv. 

pre·o·ral (prK-ôrùNl, -orù-) adj.  Situated in front of the mouth. 

pre·or·bit·al (prK-ôrùbV-tl) adj.  Aerospace. Occurring before orbit has been 

established. 

pre·or·dain (prKÙôr-d7nù) v.  tr. pre·or·dained, pre·or·dain·ing, 
pre·or·dains. To appoint, decree, or ordain in advance; foreordain.   
—preÙor·dainùment n.  —pre·orÙdi·naùtion (-ôrÙdn-7ùshNn) n. 

pre·owned (prK-ondù) adj.  Previously owned or used; secondhand:  a pre-

owned car. 

prep (prHp) adj.  Informal. Preparatory:  a college prep course; did extensive prep 

work for the interview.   —  n.  1. Informal. A preparatory school.  2. Informal. 

Preparation:  Daily practices are the best prep for the upcoming track meet.  

3. Chiefly British. The preparing of lessons; homework.  4. Informal. A preppie.   
—  v.  prepped, prep·ping, preps. Informal.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be enrolled in 

and attend a preparatory school.  2. To study or train in preparation for some-

thing.   —  v.  tr. 1. To prepare (someone) for a medical examination or surgical 

procedure.  2. To prepare or prime:  prep a surface for painting. 

prep. abbr.  1. Preparation.  2. Preparatory.  3. Prepare.  4. Grammar. Preposi-

tion. 

pre·pack·age (prK-p4kùVj) v.  tr. pre·pack·aged, pre·pack·ag·ing, 
pre·pack·ag·es. To wrap or package (a product) before marketing. 

prep·a·ra·tion (prHpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. prep., prepn. 1. The act or process 

of preparing.  2. The state of having been made ready beforehand; readiness.  

3. A preliminary measure that serves to make ready for something. Often used in 

the plural:  preparations for the wedding.  4. A substance, such as a medicine, pre-

pared for a particular purpose.  5. Music. a. The anticipation of a dissonant tone 

by means of its introduction as a consonant tone in the preceding chord.  b. The 

dissonant tone so anticipated.  

pre·par·a·tive (prV-p4rùN-tVv, -pârù-) adj.  Serving or tending to prepare or 

make ready; preliminary.   —  n.  Something that prepares for or acts as a prelim-

inary to something following.   —pre·parùa·tive·ly adv. 

pre·par·a·tor (prV-p4rùN-tNr, -pârù-) n.  One who prepares specimens or exhib-

its for scientific study or display, as in a museum. 



pre·par·a·to·ry (prV-p4rùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -pârù-, prHpùNr-N-) adj.  Abbr. prep. 
1. Serving to make ready or prepare; introductory.  See Synonyms at prelimi-
nary.  2. Relating to or engaged in study or training that serves as preparation for 

advanced education:  a preparatory course; preparatory students.   —  adv.  In 

preparation for. Used with to:  A thorough cleaning of the house took place prepara-

tory to our departure.   —pre·parÙa·toùri·ly adv. 

preparatory school (prV-p4rùN-tôrÙK skul) n.  1. A usually private second-

ary school that prepares students for college.  2. A usually private elementary 

school in Great Britain that prepares students for public school. 

pre·pare (prV-pârù) v.  pre·pared, pre·par·ing, pre·pares. Abbr. prep.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make ready beforehand for a specific purpose, as for an event or occa-

sion:  The teacher prepared the students for the exams.  2. To put together or make 

by combining various elements or ingredients; manufacture or compound:  pre-

pared a meal; prepared the lecture.  3. To fit out; equip:  prepared the ship for an 

arctic expedition.  4. Music. To lead up to and soften (a dissonance or its impact) 

by means of preparation.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make things or oneself ready.  2. To 

study or complete a course of study at a preparatory school.  [Middle English pre-

paren, from Old French preparer, from Latin praepar7re : prae-, pre- + par7re, 

prepare, equip; see perN-1 in Appendix.] —pre·parùed·ly (-pârùVd-lK) adv.  

—pre·parùer n. 

pre·par·ed·ness (prV-pârùVd-nVs) n.  The state of being prepared, especially 

military readiness for combat. 

pre·pay (prK-p7ù) v.  tr. pre·paid, pre·pay·ing, pre·pays. To pay or pay for 

beforehand.   —pre·payùment n. 

prepd. abbr.  Prepared. 

pre·pense (prV-pHnsù) adj.  Contemplated or arranged in advance; premedi-

tated:  malice prepense.  [From Middle English, past participle of purpensen, to 

premeditate, from Anglo-Norman purpenser : pur-, before (from Latin pro-); see 

PRO-1 + penser, to think (from Latin pKns7re); see (s)pen- in Appendix.] 
—pre·penseùly adv. 

prepn. abbr.  Preparation. 

pre·pon·der·ance (prV-pmnùdNr-Nns) also pre·pon·der·an·cy (-Nn-sK) n.  

Superiority in weight, force, importance, or influence. 

pre·pon·der·ant (prV-pmnùdNr-Nnt) adj.  Having superior weight, force, 

importance, or influence.  See Synonyms at dominant.  —pre·ponùder·ant·ly 
adv. 

pre·pon·der·ate (prV-pmnùdN-r7tÙ) v.  intr. pre·pon·der·at·ed, 
pre·pon·der·at·ing, pre·pon·der·ates. 1. To exceed something else in weight.  

2. To be greater than something else, as in power, force, quantity, or importance; 

predominate: “In balancing his faults with his perfections, the latter seemed rather 

to preponderate” (Henry Fielding).   —  adj.  (-dNr-Vt) Preponderant.  [Latin 



praeponder7re, praeponder7t-  : prae-, pre- + ponder7re, to weigh; see (s)pen- in 

Appendix.] —pre·ponùder·ate·ly adv.  —pre·ponÙder·aùtion n. 

prep·o·si·tion1 (prHpÙN-zVshùNn) n.  Abbr. prep. Grammar. 1. In some lan-

guages, a word placed before a substantive and indicating the relation of that sub-

stantive to a verb, an adjective, or another substantive, as English at, by, in, to, 

from, and with.  2. A word or construction similar in function to a preposition, 

such as in regard to or concerning.  [Middle English preposicioun, from Old French 

preposicion, from Latin praepositio, praeposition-, a putting before, preposition 

(translation of Greek prothesis), from praepositus, past participle of praeponere, to 

put in front  : prae-, pre- + ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The doctrine that a preposition may not be used to end a sen-

tence was first promulgated by Dryden, probably on the basis of a specious anal-

ogy to Latin, and was subsequently refined by 18th-century grammarians. The

rule has since become one of the most venerated maxims of schoolroom gram-

matical lore. But sentences ending with prepositions can be found in the works

of most of the great writers since the Renaissance. In fact, English syntax allows

and sometimes requires final placement of the preposition. Such placement is the

only possible one in sentences such as We have much to be thankful for or That

depends on what you believe in. Efforts to rewrite such sentences to place the prep-

osition elsewhere will have comically stilted results; for example: We have much

for which to be thankful or That depends on that in which you believe. • Even stick-

lers for the traditional rule can have no grounds for criticizing sentences such as

I don’t know where she will end up or It’s the most curious book I’ve ever run across.

In these examples, up and across are used as adverbs, not prepositions, as demon-

strated by the ungrammaticality of sentences such as I don’t know up where she

will end and It’s the most curious book across which I have ever run.

pre·po·si·tion2 also pre-po·si·tion (prKÙpN-zVshùNn) v.  tr. pre·po·si·tioned, 
pre·po·si·tion·ing, pre·po·si·tions. To position or place in position in 

advance:  artillery that was prepositioned at strategic points in the desert. 

prep·o·si·tion·al (prHpÙN-zVshùN-nNl) adj.  Grammar. Relating to, composed of, 

or used as a preposition.   —prepÙo·siùtion·al·ly adv. 

prepositional phrase (prHpÙN-zVshùN-nNl fr7z) n.  Grammar. A phrase that 

consists of a preposition and its object and has adjectival or adverbial value, such 

as in the house in the people in the house or by him in The book was written by him. 

pre·pos·i·tive (prV-pmzùV-tVv) Grammar. adj.  Put before; prefixed.   —  n.  A 

word or particle put before another word.  [Late Latin praepositXvus, from Latin 

praepositus, past participle of praeponere, to put in front. See PREPOSITION
1.] 

—pre·posùi·tive·ly adv. 



pre·pos·sess (prKÙpN-zHsù) v.  tr. pre·pos·sessed, pre·pos·sess·ing, 
pre·pos·sess·es. 1. To preoccupy the mind of to the exclusion of other thoughts 

or feelings.  2. a. To influence beforehand against or in favor of someone or 

something; prejudice.  b. To impress favorably in advance.  

pre·pos·sess·ing (prKÙpN-zHsùVng) adj.  1. Serving to impress favorably; pleas-

ing:  a prepossessing appearance.  2. Archaic. Causing prejudice.   —preÙ-
pos·sessùing·ly adv.  —preÙpos·sessùing·ness n. 

pre·pos·ses·sion (prKÙpN-zHshùNn) n.  1. A preconception or prejudice.  

2. The state of being preoccupied with thoughts, opinions, or feelings. 

pre·pos·ter·ous (prV-pmsùtNr-Ns) adj.  Contrary to nature, reason, or common 

sense; absurd.  See Synonyms at foolish.  [From Latin praeposterus, inverted, 

unseasonable  : prae-, pre- + posterus, coming behind (from post, behind); see 

apo- in Appendix.] —pre·posùter·ous·ly adv.  —pre·posùter·ous·ness n. 

pre·po·ten·cy (prK-potùn-sK) n.  1. The condition of being greater in power, 

influence, or force than another or others; predominance.  2. Genetics. The ability 

of one parent, variety, or strain to transmit individual traits to an offspring, 

apparently to the exclusion of the other parent, variety, or strain. 

pre·po·tent (prK-potùnt) adj.  1. Greater in power, influence, or force than 

another or others; predominant.  2. Genetics. Of, having, or exhibiting prepo-

tency.  [Middle English, from Latin praepotKns, praepotent- present participle of 

praeposse, to be more powerful  : prae-, pre- + posse, to be able or powerful; see 

poti- in Appendix.] —pre·poùtent·ly adv. 

prep·py  or prep·pie (prHpùK) n.  pl. prep·pies. Informal. 1. A student or 

former student of a preparatory school.  2. A person whose manner and dress are 

deemed typical of traditional preparatory schools.   —prepùpi·ly adv.  

—prepùpi·ness n.  —prepùpy, prepùpie adj. 

pre·pran·di·al also pre-pran·di·al (prK-pr4nùdK-Nl) adj.  Before a meal, espe-

cially dinner:  took a preprandial walk in the woods. 

pre·pri·mar·y (prK-prXùmHrÙK, -mN-rK) adj.  Relating to or taking place in the 

time before a primary election:  preprimary conventions; preprimary support. 

pre·print (prKùprVntÙ) n.  Something printed and often distributed in partial or 

preliminary form in advance of official publication:  a preprint of a scientific arti-

cle.   —  v.  tr. pre·print·ed, pre·print·ing, pre·prints (prK-prVntù). To print in 

advance. 

pre·proc·ess (prK-prmsùHsÙ, -proùsHsÙ) v.  tr. pre·proc·essed, 
pre·proc·ess·ing, pre·proc·ess·es. Computer Science. To perform conversion, 

formatting, or other functions on (data) before further processing.   
—pre·procùes·sor n. 

pre·pro·duc·tion (prKÙprN-dƒkùshNn) adj.  1. Taking place or existing before 

production:  preproduction planning.  2. Of, relating to, or being a prototype:  pre-

production models of next year’s automobiles.   —  n.  The preliminary arrange-



ments, as concerning financing or personnel, that are made upon the inception of 

a project:  a movie in preproduction. 

pre·pro·fes·sion·al (prKÙprN-fHshùN-nNl) adj.  Preparatory to the practice of a 

profession or to its specialized field of study. 

pre·pro·gram (prK-proùgr4mÙ, -grNm) v.  tr. pre·pro·grammed or 

pre·pro·gramed, pre·pro·gram·ming or pre·pro·gram·ing, 
pre·pro·grams or pre·pro·grams. To program in advance; preset. 

prep school (prHp skul) n.  Informal. A preparatory school. 

pre·pu·ber·ty (prK-pyuùbNr-tK) n.  The period of life immediately before 

puberty, often marked by accelerated physical growth.   —pre·puùber·tal, 
pre·puùber·al (-bNr-Nl)  adj. 

pre·pu·bes·cence (prKÙpyu-bHsùNns) n.  Prepuberty. 

pre·pu·bes·cent (prKÙpyu-bHsùNnt) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of 

prepuberty.   —  n.  A prepubescent child. 

pre·pub·li·ca·tion (prK-pƒbÙlV-k7ùshNn) adj.  Of or relating to the time just 

before a publication date, especially of a book:  The marketing department was 

amazed by the number of prepublication orders. 

pre·puce (prKùpyusÙ) n.  1.  See foreskin.  2. A loose fold of skin covering the 

glans clitoridis.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin praep7tium : pos-

sibly prae-, pre- + *p7tos, penis.] —pre·puùtial (-pyuùshNl) adj. 

pre·punch (prK-pƒnchù) v.  tr. pre·punched, pre·punch·ing, pre·punch·es. 
Computer Science. To punch computer data cards or tape before an anticipated 

use. 

pre·pu·pa (prK-pyuùpN) n.  pl. pre·pu·pae (-pK)  or pre·pu·pas. 1. An inac-

tive stage just before the pupa in the development of certain insects.  2. The form 

of an insect in this stage.   —pre·puùpal adj. 

pre·quel (prKùkwNl) n.  1. A literary, cinematic, or dramatic work taking place in 

or concerned with a time before the action of a preexisting work:  a prequel that 

featured the characters of the famous novel in their youth.  2. A literary, cinematic, 

or dramatic work that precedes, introduces, or leads up to a later work: “The 

sequel takes up right where the prequel left off” (Washington Post).  [PRE- + 

(SE)QUEL.]

Pre-Raph·a·el·ite also pre-Raph·a·el·ite (prK-r4fùK-N-lXtÙ, -r7ùfK-) n.  A 

painter or writer belonging to or influenced by the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, a 

society founded in England in 1848 to advance the style and spirit of Italian 

painting before Raphael.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the Pre-

Raphaelites.   —Pre-Raphùa·el·itÙism n. 

pre·re·cord (prKÙrV-kôrdù) v.  tr. pre·re·cord·ed, pre·re·cord·ing, 
pre·re·cords. To record (a television program, for example) at an earlier time for 

later presentation or use. 



pre·reg·is·ter (prK-rHjùV-stNr) v.  intr. pre·reg·is·tered, pre·reg·is·ter·ing, 
pre·reg·is·ters. To take part in preregistration. 

pre·reg·is·tra·tion (prKÙrHj-V-str7ùshNn) n.  An early registration, as for 

returning college students, that takes place before general registration. 

pre·re·lease (prKÙrV-lKsù) n.  Something released before an official or scheduled 

date.   —  adj.  Of or relating to an interval preceding an official or scheduled 

release:  a prerelease demonstration of a product; a prison prerelease program. 

pre·req·ui·site (prK-rHkùwV-zVt) adj.  Required or necessary as a prior condi-

tion:  Competence is prerequisite to promotion.   —  n.  Something that is prerequi-

site. 

pre·re·tire·ment (prKÙrV-tXrùmNnt) adj.  Of or relating to the period preceding 

retirement:  workers of preretirement age; preretirement planning.   —preÙre·tireù-
ment n. 

pre·rog·a·tive (prV-rmgùN-tVv) n.  1. An exclusive right or privilege held by a 

person or group, especially a hereditary or official right.  See Synonyms at right.  
2. The exclusive right and power to command, decide, rule, or judge:  the princi-

pal’s prerogative to suspend a student.  3. A natural gift or advantage that confers 

superiority.  4. Characteristic superiority; preeminence.   —  adj.  Of, arising 

from, or exercising a prerogative.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

praerog7tXva, feminine of praerog7tXvus, asked first, from praerog7tus, past partici-

ple of praerog7re, to ask before  : prae-, pre- + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appen-

dix.] —pre·rogùa·tived adj. 

pres. abbr.  1. Grammar. Present.  2.  Also Pres.. President. 

pres·age (prHsùVj) n.  1. An indication or a warning of a future occurrence; an 

omen.  2. A feeling or an intuition of what is going to occur; a presentiment.  

3. Prophetic significance or meaning.  4. Archaic. A prediction.   —  v.  

pre·saged, pre·sag·ing, pre·sag·es (prV-s7jù, prHsùVj).  —  v.  tr. 1. To indicate 

or warn of in advance; portend.  2. To have a presentiment of.  3. To foretell or 

predict.   —  v.  intr. To make or utter a prediction.  [Middle English, from Latin 

praes7gium, from praes7gXre, to perceive beforehand  : prae-, pre- + s7gXre, to per-

ceive; see s7g- in Appendix.] —pre·sageùful (prV-s7jùfNl) adj. 

pre·sale (prKùs7lÙ) n.  1. The period before something, such as a work of art, is 

available for sale to the public.  2. An exclusive or private sale held before an 

advertised sale.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  presale 

estimates; presale exhibitions. 

Presb. abbr.  Presbyterian. 

Presby. abbr.  Presbyterian. 

pres·by·ope (prHzùbK-opÙ, prHsù-) n.  A person affected with presbyopia. 

pres·by·o·pi·a (prHzÙbK-oùpK-N, prHsÙ-) n.  Inability of the eye to focus sharply 

on nearby objects, resulting from loss of elasticity of the crystalline lens with 



advancing age.  [New Latin  : Greek presbus, old man; see per1 in Appendix + -

OPIA.] —presÙby·opùic (-mpùVk, -oùpVk) adj. 

pres·by·ter (prHzùbV-tNr, prHsù-) n.  1. A priest in various hierarchical churches.  

2. a. A teaching elder in the Presbyterian Church.  b. A ruling elder in the Pres-

byterian Church.   3. An elder of the congregation in the early Christian church.  

[Late Latin, from Greek presbuteros, from comparative of presbus, old man. See 

per1 in Appendix.]

pres·byt·er·ate (prHz-bVtùNr-Vt, -N-r7tÙ, prHs-) n.  1. The office of a presbyter.  

2. A body or an order of presbyters. 

pres·by·te·ri·al (prHzÙbV-tîrùK-Nl, prHsÙ-) adj.  Of or relating to a presbyter or 

the presbytery.   —presÙby·teùri·al·ly adv. 

pres·by·te·ri·an (prHzÙbV-tîrùK-Nn, prHsÙ-) adj.  1. Of or relating to ecclesiasti-

cal government by presbyters.  2. Presbyterian. Abbr. Presb., Presby. Of or 

relating to a Presbyterian Church.   —  n.   also Presbyterian Abbr. Presb., 
Presby. A member or an adherent of a Presbyterian Church.   
—presÙby·teùri·an·ism n. 

Presbyterian Church (prHzÙbV-tîrùK-Nn chûrch) n.  Any of various Protestant 

churches governed by presbyters and traditionally Calvinist in doctrine. 

pres·by·ter·y (prHzùbV-tHrÙK, prHsù-) n.  pl. pres·by·ter·ies. 1. a. A court com-

posed of Presbyterian Church ministers and representative elders of a particular 

locality.  b. The district represented by this court.   2. Presbyters considered as a 

group.  3. Government of a church by presbyters.  4. The section of a church 

reserved for the clergy.  5. Roman Catholic Church. The residence of a priest.  

[Middle English presbetory, priests’ bench, from Late Latin presbyterium, council 

of elders, from Greek presbuterion, from presbuteros, elder. See PRESBYTER.]

pre·school (prKùskulù) adj.  Of, relating to, intended for, or being the early 

years of childhood that precede the beginning of elementary school.   —  n.  

(prKùskulÙ) A school for children who are not old enough to attend kindergar-

ten; a nursery school. 

pre·school·er (prKùskuÙlNr) n.  1. A child who is not old enough to attend 

kindergarten.  2. A child who is enrolled in a preschool. 

pre·school·ing (prKùskuÙlVng) n.  Early childhood education, especially when 

received at a preschool. 

pre·sci·ence (prKùshK-Nns, -shNns, prHshùK-Nns, prHshùNns) n.  Knowledge of 

actions or events before they occur; foresight. 

pre·sci·ent (prKùshK-Nnt, -shNnt, prHshùK-Nnt, prHshùNnt) adj.  1. Of or relating 

to prescience.  2. Possessing prescience.  [French prescient, from Old French, 

from Latin praesciKns, praescient- present participle of praescXre, to know before-

hand  : prae-, pre- + scXre, to know; see skei- in Appendix.] —preùsci·ent·ly adv. 

pre·sci·en·tif·ic (prK-sXÙNn-tVfùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or occurring at a time 

before the advent of modern science and the application of its methods. 



pre·scind (prV-sVndù) v.  pre·scind·ed, pre·scind·ing, pre·scinds.  —  v.  tr. 

To separate or divide in thought; consider individually.   —  v.  intr. To withdraw 

one’s attention.  [Latin praescindere, to cut off in front  : prae-, pre- + scindere, to 

cut off, split; see skei- in Appendix.]

Pres·cott (prHsùkNt, -kmtÙ)  A city of central Arizona north-northwest of Phoe-

nix. It was territorial capital from 1864 to 1867 and from 1877 to 1889 and is now 

a trade center and health resort. Population, 26,455. 

Pres·cott (prHsùkNt, -kmtÙ), Samuel. 1751-1777?.  American Revolutionary 

patriot who on April 18, 1775, joined Paul Revere and William Dawes on their 

ride to spread the news of the British advance on Concord, Massachusetts. 

Because Revere was captured and Dawes was forced to retreat, only Prescott was 

able to warn the militias of Lincoln and Concord. 

Pres·cott (prHsùkNt, -kmtÙ), William. 1726-1795.  American Revolutionary 

commander who led the defense of Breed’s Hill during the Battle of Bunker Hill 

(June 17, 1775). 

Pres·cott (prHsùkNt, -kmtÙ), William Hickling. 1796-1859.  American historian 

noted for his lively studies of the conquistadors, including History of the Conquest 

of Mexico (1843). 

pre·screen (prK-skrKnù) v.  tr. pre·screened, pre·screen·ing, pre·screens. 
1. To view (a movie) before release for public showing.  2. To examine or inter-

view before further selection processes occur:  prescreen applicants for interviews. 

pre·scribe (prV-skrXbù) v.  pre·scribed, pre·scrib·ing, pre·scribes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To set down as a rule or guide; enjoin.  See Synonyms at dictate.  2. To order 

the use of (a medicine or other treatment).   —  v.  intr. 1. To establish rules, laws, 

or directions.  2. To order a medicine or other treatment.  3. Law. a. To assert a 

right or title to something on the grounds of prescription.  b. To become invali-

dated or unenforceable by the process of prescription.   [Middle English pre-

scriben, from Latin praescrXbere : prae-, pre- + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in 

Appendix.] —pre·scribùer n. 

pre·script (prKùskrVptÙ) n.  Something prescribed, especially a rule or regulation 

of conduct.   —  adj.  (prKùskrVptÙ, prV-skrVptù) Having been established as a rule; 

prescribed.  [From Middle English, prescribed, from Latin praescrXptum, neuter 

past participle of praescrXbere, to order, prescribe. See PRESCRIBE.]

pre·scrip·ti·ble (prV-skrVpùtN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be prescribed:  prescriptible 

regulations.  2. Requiring or derived from prescription.   —pre·scripÙti·bilùi·ty 
n. 

pre·scrip·tion (prV-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of establishing official rules, 

laws, or directions.  b. Something prescribed as a rule.   2. a. A written order, 

especially by a physician, for the preparation and administration of a medicine or 

other treatment.  b. A prescribed medicine or other treatment.  c. An ophthal-

mologist’s or optometrist’s written instruction, as for the grinding of corrective 



lenses.   3. A formula directing the preparation of something.  4. Law. The pro-

cess of acquiring title to property by reason of uninterrupted possession of speci-

fied duration.  Also called positive prescription 5. Law. The limitation of time 

beyond which an action, a debt, or a crime is no longer valid or enforceable.  Also 

called negative prescription  —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  a prescription drug; a prescription pad.  [Middle English prescripcion, estab-

lishment of a claim, from Old French prescription, from Medieval Latin praescrXp-

tio, praescrXption-, from Latin, introduction, precept, from praescrXptus, past 

participle of praescrXbere, to order. See PRESCRIBE.]

pre·scrip·tive (prV-skrVpùtVv) adj.  1. Sanctioned or authorized by long-stand-

ing custom or usage.  2. Making or giving injunctions, directions, laws, or rules.  

3. Law. Acquired by or based on uninterrupted possession.   —pre·scripùtive·ly 
adv.  —pre·scripùtive·ness n. 

prescriptive grammar (prV-skrVpùtVv gr4mùNr) n.  A grammar that attempts 

to establish norms or rules for correct usage and to characterize incorrect usage, 

as opposed to a grammar that simply describes how a language is used. 

pre·scrip·tiv·ist (prV-skrVpùtN-vVst) n.  One who supports or promotes pre-

scriptive grammar. 

pre·sea·son (prKùsKùzNn) n.  Sports. The period immediately before the start of 

a new season, in which athletes undergo intensive training and participate in 

exhibition games. 

pre·se·lect (prKÙsV-lHktù) v.  tr. pre·se·lect·ed, pre·se·lect·ing, pre·se·lects. 
To select beforehand, usually according to a specific criterion.   —preÙse·lecù-
tion n. 

pre·sell (prK-sHlù) v.  tr. pre·sold (-soldù), pre·sell·ing, pre·sells. 1. To sell (a 

house, for example) in advance of construction.  2. To promote (a product not 

yet on the market) by means of advertising.  3. To condition (a potential cus-

tomer) in advance for later purchase of a product. 

pres·ence (prHzùNns) n.  1. The state or fact of being present; current existence 

or occurrence.  2. Immediate proximity in time or space.  3. The area immedi-

ately surrounding a great personage, especially a sovereign.  4. A person who is 

present.  5. a. A person’s bearing, especially when it commands respectful atten-

tion: “He continues to possess the presence, mental as well as physical, of the young 

man” (Brendan Gill).  See Synonyms at bearing.  b. The quality of self-assur-

ance and effectiveness that permits a performer to achieve a rapport with the 

audience:  stage presence.   6. A supernatural influence felt to be nearby.  7. The 

diplomatic, political, or military influence of a nation in a foreign country, espe-

cially as evidenced by the posting of its diplomats or its troops there: “The Ameri-

can diplomatic presence in London began in 1785 when John Adams became our first 

minister” (Nancy Holmes). 



presence of mind (prHzùNns ƒv mXnd) n.  The ability to think and act calmly 

and efficiently, especially in an emergency. 

pres·ent1 (prHzùNnt) n.  1. A moment or period in time perceptible as interme-

diate between past and future; now.  2.  Abbr. pres., pr. Grammar. a. The present 

tense.  b. A verb form in the present tense.   3. presents. Law. The document or 

instrument in question:  Be it known by these presents.   —  adj.  1. Existing or 

happening now; current:  the present leader; present trends.  2. a. Being at hand or 

in attendance:  Thirty guests were present at the ceremony.  b. Existing in some-

thing specified:  Oxygen is present in the bloodstream.   3. Now being considered; 

actually here or involved:  the present subject; present company excepted.  4.  Abbr. 

pres., pr. Grammar. Designating a verb tense or form that expresses current 

time.  5. Archaic. Readily available; immediate.  6. Obsolete. Alert to circum-

stances; attentive.   —idioms. at present. At the present time; right now.  for 
the present. For the time being; temporarily.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin praesKns, praesent- present participle of praeesse, to be present 

 : prae-, pre- + esse, to be; see es- in Appendix.] —presùent·ness n. 

pre·sent2 (prV-zHntù) v.  tr. pre·sent·ed, pre·sent·ing, pre·sents. 1. a. To 

introduce, especially with formal ceremony.  b. To introduce (a young woman) to 

society with conventional ceremony.   2. To bring before the public:  present a 

play.  3. a. To make a gift or an award of.  b. To make a gift to.   4. To offer for 

observation, examination, or consideration; show or display.  See Synonyms at 

offer.  5. To salute with (a weapon, such as a rifle or saber).  6. Ecclesiastical. To 

recommend (a cleric) for a benefice.  7. Law. a. To offer to a legislature or court 

for consideration.  b. To bring a charge or an indictment against.    —  n.   also 

pres·ent (prHzùNnt) Something presented; a gift.  [Middle English presenten, 

from Old French presenter, from Latin present7re, to show, from praesKns, prae-

sent- present participle of praeesse, to be in front of. See PRESENT
1.] 

—pre·sentùer n. 

pre·sent·a·ble (prV-zHnùtN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be given, displayed, or offered:  

presentable gifts; presentable attire.  2. Fit for introduction to others:  presentable 

relatives.   —pre·sentÙa·bilùi·ty, pre·sentùa·ble·ness n.  —pre·sentùa·bly 
adv. 

pre·sent arms (prV-zHntù ärmz) n.  1. A position in the military manual of 

arms in which the rifle is held vertically in front of the body.  2. A command to 

assume present arms or to give a hand salute. 

pres·en·ta·tion (prHzÙNn-t7ùshNn, prKÙzNn-) n.  1. a. The act of presenting.  

b. The state of being presented.   2. A performance, as of a drama.  

3. a. Something, such as an award or a gift, that is offered or given.  

b. Something, such as a lecture or speech, that is set forth for an audience:  gave a 

presentation on drug abuse.   4. a. A formal introduction.  b. A social debut.   

5. Ecclesiastical. The act or right of naming a cleric to a benefice.  6. The process 



of offering for consideration or display.  7. Medicine. The position of the fetus in 

the uterus at birth with respect to the mouth of the uterus.   —presÙen·taù-
tion·al adj. 

pre·sent·a·tive (prV-zHnùtN-tVv) adj.  1. Having the capacity or function of 

bringing an idea or image to mind.  2. a. Perceived or capable of being perceived 

directly rather than through association.  b. Having the ability to so perceive.   

3. Ecclesiastical. Capable of naming or of being named to a benefice.   
—pre·sentùa·tive·ness n. 

pres·ent-day (prHzùNnt-d7ù) adj.  Now in existence or progress; current:  

present-day attitudes about the family. 

pres·ent·ee (prHzÙNn-tKù, prV-zHnÙ-) n.  1. One who is presented.  2. One to 

whom something is given. 

pre·sen·tient (prK-sHnùshNnt, -shK-Nnt) adj.  Having a presentiment.  [Latin 

praesentiKns, praesentient- present participle of praesentXre, to feel beforehand. See 

PRESENTIMENT.]

pre·sen·ti·ment (prV-zHnùtN-mNnt) n.  A sense that something is about to 

occur; a premonition.  See Synonyms at apprehension.  [Obsolete French, 

from presentir, to feel beforehand, from Latin praesentXre : prae-, pre- + sentXre, to 

feel; see sent- in Appendix.] —pre·senÙti·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj. 

pres·ent·ly (prHzùNnt-lK) adv.  1. In a short time; soon:  She will arrive presently.  

2. Usage Problem. At this time or period; now:  He is presently staying with us.  

3. Archaic. At once; immediately.  

USAGE NOTE: An original meaning of presently was “at the present time; cur-

rently.” That sense is said to have disappeared from the literary language in the

17th century, but it has survived in popular usage and is widely found nowadays

in literate speech and writing. Still, there is a lingering prejudice against this use.

In the most recent survey the sentence General Walters is... presently the United

States Ambassador to the United Nations was acceptable to exactly 50 percent of

the Usage Panel.

pre·sent·ment (prV-zHntùmNnt) n.  1. a. The act of presenting to view or to the 

mind.  b. Something expressed, presented, or exhibited.  c. The light in which 

something is presented.   2. Law. a. The act of submitting or presenting a formal 

statement of a legal matter to a court or an authorized person.  b. The report 

written by a grand jury concerning an offense and based on the jury’s own knowl-

edge and observation.   3. The act of presenting a bill or note for payment. 

pres·ent participle (prHzùNnt pärùtV-sVpÙNl) n.  Grammar. A participle 

expressing present action, formed in English by the infinitive plus -ing and used 

to express present action in relation to the time indicated by the finite verb in its 



clause, to form progressive tenses with the auxiliary be, and to function as a verbal 

adjective. 

pres·ent per·fect (prHzùNnt pûrùfVkt) n.  Grammar. 1. The verb tense express-

ing action completed at the present time, formed in English by combining the 

present tense of have with a past participle, as in He has spoken.  2. A verb in the 

present perfect tense. 

pres·ent tense (prHzùNnt tHns) n.  Grammar. The verb tense expressing action 

in the present time, as in She writes; she is writing. 

pres·er·va·tion·ist (prHzÙNr-v7ùshN-nVst) n.  One who advocates preservation, 

especially of natural areas, historical sites, or endangered species.   
—presÙer·vaùtion·ism n. 

pre·ser·va·tive (prV-zûrùvN-tVv) adj.  Tending to preserve or capable of preserv-

ing.   —  n.  Something used to preserve, especially a chemical added to foods to 

inhibit spoilage. 

pre·serve (prV-zûrvù) v.  pre·served, pre·serv·ing, pre·serves.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To maintain in safety from injury, peril, or harm; protect.  2. To keep in per-

fect or unaltered condition; maintain unchanged.  3. To keep or maintain intact:  

tried to preserve family harmony.  See Synonyms at defend.  4. To prepare (food) 

for future use, as by canning or salting.  5. To prevent (organic bodies) from 

decaying or spoiling.  6. To keep or protect (game or fish) for one’s private hunt-

ing or fishing.   —  v.  intr. 1. To treat fruit or other foods so as to prevent decay.  

2. To maintain a private area stocked with game or fish.   —  n.  1. Something 

that acts to preserve; a preservative.  2.  Often preserves. Fruit cooked with 

sugar to protect against decay or fermentation.  3. An area maintained for the 

protection of wildlife or natural resources.  4. Something considered as being the 

exclusive province of certain persons:  Ancient Greek is the preserve of scholars.  

[Middle English preserven, from Old French preserver, from Medieval Latin 

praeserv7re, from Late Latin, to observe beforehand  : Latin prae-, pre- + Latin 

serv7re, to guard, preserve; see ser-1 in Appendix.] —pre·servÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—pre·servùa·ble adj.  —presÙer·vaùtion (prHzÙNr-v7ùshNn) n.  —pre·servùer 
n. 

pre·set (prK-sHtù) v.  tr. pre·set, pre·set·ting, pre·sets. To set (an automatic 

control, for example) beforehand:  preset a microwave oven.   —pre·setùta·ble 
adj. 

pre·shrunk also pre-shrunk (prKùshrƒngkù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being fab-

ric or a garment that has undergone shrinking during manufacture to minimize 

subsequent shrinkage:  preshrunk jeans. 

pre·side (prV-zXdù) v.  intr. pre·sid·ed, pre·sid·ing, pre·sides. 1. To hold the 

position of authority; act as chairperson or president.  2. To possess or exercise 

authority or control.  3. Music. To be the featured instrumental performer:  pre-



sided at the keyboard.  [French présider, from Old French, from Latin praesidKre : 

prae-, pre- + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] —pre·sidùer n. 

pres·i·den·cy (prHzùV-dNn-sK, -dHnÙ-) n.  pl. pres·i·den·cies. 1. The office, 

function, or term of a president.  2. a.  Often Presidency. The office of presi-

dent of a republic.  b. Presidency. The office of the President of the United 

States.   3. Mormon Church. a. A governing body on a local level consisting of 

three men.  b.  Often Presidency. The chief administrative body of the church.  

pres·i·dent (prHzùV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) n.  Abbr. pres., Pres., p., P. 1. One appointed 

or elected to preside over an organized body of people, such as an assembly or a 

meeting.  2. a.  Often President. The chief executive of a republic.  

b. President. The chief executive of the United States, serving as both chief of 

state and chief political executive.   3. The chief officer of a branch of govern-

ment, a corporation, a board of trustees, a university, or a similar body.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin praesidKns, praesident- from present parti-

ciple of praesidKre, to preside. See PRESIDE.] —presùi·dent·shipÙ n. 

pres·i·dent-e·lect (prHzÙV-dNnt-V-lHktù) n.  pl. pres·i·dents-e·lect (prHzÙV-
dNnts-). A person who has been elected president but has not yet been inducted 

into office. 

Pre·si·den·te Pru·den·te (prHÙzV-dHNùtV prt-dHNùtV)  A city of south-central 

Brazil near the Paraná River west-northwest of São Paulo. It is a processing and 

shipping center for a coffee-growing region. Population, 127,903. 

pres·i·den·tial (prHzÙV-dHnùshNl) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to a president or 

presidency.  b. Befitting a president, especially the office of the President of the 

United States:  criticized the candidate for not looking presidential.   2. Of or relat-

ing to a political system in which the chief officer is a president who is elected 

independently of the legislature for a fixed term:  a presidential government.   
—presÙi·denùtial·ly adv. 

president pro tem (prHzùV-dNnt pro tHmù) n.  pl. presidents pro tem. 
Informal. A president pro tempore. 

president pro tem·po·re (prHzùV-dNnt pro tHmùpN-rK) n.  pl. presidents 
pro tempore. The senator who presides over the U.S. Senate in the absence of 

the Vice President. 

Pres·i·dents’ Day (prHzùV-dNnts d7, -dHnts) n.  The third Monday in February, 

observed in the United States as a legal holiday in commemoration of the birth-

days of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. 

pre·sid·i·a (prV-sVdùK-N) n.  A plural of presidium. 
pre·sid·i·al (prV-sVdùK-Nl) also pre·sid·i·ar·y (-HrÙK) adj.  Of, relating to, possess-

ing, or being a garrison. 

pre·si·di·o (prV-sKùdK-oÙ, -sVdùK-oÙ) n.  pl. pre·si·di·os. A garrison, especially a 

fortress of the kind established in the southwest United States by the Spanish to 



protect their holdings and missions.  [Spanish, from Latin praesidium, guard, 

defense, from praesidKre, to guard. See PRESIDE.]

pre·sid·i·um (prV-sVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. pre·sid·i·a (-K-N)  or pre·sid·i·ums. 1. Any 

of various permanent executive committees in Communist countries having 

power to act for a larger governing body.  2. Presidium. An executive committee 

of the Supreme Soviet headed by the president.  [Russian prezidium, from Latin 

praesidium, garrison. See PRESIDIO.]

pre·sig·ni·fy (prK-sVgùnN-fXÙ) v.  tr. pre·sig·ni·fied, pre·sig·ni·fy·ing, 
pre·sig·ni·fies. To indicate or signify beforehand; foreshadow. 

Pres·ley (prHsùlK, prHzù-), Elvis Aron. Known as “the King.” 1935-1977.  Amer-

ican singer whose numerous hit records, such as “Heartbreak Hotel,” “Hound 

Dog,” and “Don’t Be Cruel,” and charismatic manner greatly influenced Ameri-

can popular culture. 

pre·soak (prK-sokù) v.  tr. pre·soaked, pre·soak·ing, pre·soaks. To soak 

(laundry) before washing.   —  n.  (prKùsokÙ) 1. The act or an instance of pre-

soaking.  2. A liquid preparation in which laundry is presoaked.  3. A cycle on an 

automatic washing machine for presoaking laundry. 

pre-So·crat·ic (prKÙso-kr4tùVk, -sN-) adj.  Of or relating to the Greek philoso-

phers or philosophical systems of thought before Socrates.   —  n.  A pre-Socratic 

philosopher. 

pre·sold (prK-soldù) v.  Past tense and past participle of presell. 
pre·sort (prK-sôrtù) v.  tr. pre·sort·ed, pre·sort·ing, pre·sorts. To sort (mail) 

according to ZIP codes before delivering to a post office. 

press1 (prHs) v.  pressed, press·ing, press·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To exert steady 

weight or force against; bear down on.  2. a. To squeeze the juice or other con-

tents from.  b. To extract (juice, for example) by squeezing or compressing.   

3. a. To reshape or make compact by applying steady force; compress.  b. To iron 

(clothing, for example).   4. To clasp in fondness or politeness.  5. To try to influ-

ence, as by insistent arguments; importune or entreat.  6. To urge or force to 

action; impel.  7. To place in trying or distressing circumstances; harass or 

oppress.  See Synonyms at urge.  8. To move (keys on a computer keyboard, for 

example) by applying pressure.  9. To lay stress on; emphasize.  10. To advance or 

carry on vigorously: “Far from backing down, he pressed the attack” (Justin 

Kaplan).  11. To put forward importunately or insistently.  12. To make (a pho-

nograph record or videodisk) from a mold or matrix.  13. Sports. To lift (a 

weight) to a position above the head without moving the legs.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

exert force or pressure.  2. To weigh heavily, as on the mind.  3. To advance 

eagerly; push forward.  4. To require haste; be urgent.  5. To iron clothes or other 

material.  6. To assemble closely and in large numbers; crowd.  7. To employ 

urgent persuasion or entreaty.  8. Sports. To raise or lift a weight in a press.  

9. Basketball. To employ a press.   —  n.  1. Any of various machines or devices 



that apply pressure.  2. Any of various machines used for printing; a printing 

press.  3. A place or an establishment where matter is printed.  4. The art, 

method, or business of printing.  5. a. The collecting and publishing or broad-

casting of news; journalism in general.  b. The entirety of media and agencies 

that collect, publish, transmit, or broadcast the news.  c. The people involved in 

the media, as news reporters, photographers, publishers, and broadcasters.  

d. Commentary or coverage especially in newspapers or periodicals: “Like the 

pool hall and the tattoo parlor, the motorcycle usually gets a bad press” (R.Z. Shep-

pard).   6. The act of gathering in large numbers or of pushing forward.  7. A 

large gathering; a throng.  See Synonyms at crowd1.  8. a. The act of applying 

pressure.  b. The state of being pressed.   9. The haste or urgency of business or 

matters.  10. The set of proper creases in a garment or fabric, formed by ironing.  

11. Chiefly Northeastern U.S. An upright closet or case used for storing clothing, 

books, or other articles.  12. A viselike device for keeping a racket from warping.  

13. Sports. A lift in weightlifting in which the weight is raised to shoulder level 

and then steadily pushed straight overhead without movement of the legs.  

14. Basketball. An aggressive defense tactic in which players guard opponents 

closely, often over the entire court.   —idiom. press the flesh. Informal. To 

shake hands and mingle with many people, especially while campaigning for pub-

lic office.  [Middle English pressen, from Old French presser, from Latin press7re, 

frequentative of premere, to press. See per-4 in Appendix.]

press2 (prHs) v.  tr. pressed, press·ing, press·es. 1. To force into service in the 

army or navy; impress.  2. a. To take arbitrarily or by force, especially for public 

use.  b. To use in a manner different from the usual or intended, especially in an 

emergency.    —  n.  1. Conscription or impressment into service, especially into 

the army or navy.  2. Obsolete. An official warrant for impressing men into mili-

tary service.  [Alteration of obsolete prest, to hire for military service by advance 

payment, from Middle English, enlistment money, loan, from Old French, from 

prester, to lend, from Medieval Latin praest7re, from Latin, to furnish, from 

praesto, present, at hand.]

press agency (prHs 7ùjNn-sK) n.  See news agency. 
press agent (prHs 7ùjNnt) n.  Abbr. PA, P.A. A person employed to arrange 

advertising and publicity, as for a performer or for a business.   —press agentry 
n. 

press association (prHs N-soÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  See news agency. 
press·board (prHsùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A heavy glazed paper or pasteboard 

used especially to cover the platen or cylinder of a printing press.  2. A small iron-

ing board. 

press box (prHs bmks) n.  A section for reporters, as in a stadium. 

press conference (prHs kmnùfNr-Nns) n.  An interview held for news reporters 

by a political figure or a famous person.  Also called news conference 



press·er (prHsùNr) n.  1. One who presses clothes.  2. Any of various devices that 

apply pressure to a product in manufacturing or canning. 

press gang also press·gang (prHsùg4ngÙ) n.  A company of men under an 

officer detailed to force men into military or naval service. 

press-gang (prHsùg4ngÙ) v.  tr. press-·ganged, press-·gang·ing, press-
·gangs. 1. To force into military or naval service.  2. To force or coerce: “press-

ganging a consumer into buying something he doesn’t want” (Feona McEwan). 

press·ing (prHsùVng) adj.  1. Demanding immediate attention; urgent:  a pressing 

need.  See Synonyms at urgent.  2. Very earnest or persistent; insistent:  a press-

ing invitation.   —  n.  1. The process or an instance of applying pressure by 

means of a press.  2. a. A phonograph record pressed from a master mold or 

matrix.  b. A number of recordings pressed at the same time.   3. Urgent solicita-

tion; insistence.   —pressùing·ly adv. 

press kit (prHs kVt) n.  A packaged set of promotional materials, such as photo-

graphs and background information, for distribution to the press, as at a news 

conference or before the release of a new product. 

press·man (prHsùmNn, -m4nÙ) n.  1. A man who operates a printing press.  

2. Chiefly British. A newspaper reporter. 

press·mark (prHsùmärkÙ) n.  1. Printing. A notation or figure in the margin of a 

printed sheet indicating the press on which it was printed.  2. Chiefly British. A 

notation in or on a book indicating where it should be placed in a library. 

press of sail (prHs ƒv s7l) n.  Nautical. The greatest amount of sail that a ship 

can carry safely.  Also called press of canvas 

pres·sor (prHsùôrÙ, -Nr) adj.  Causing an increase in blood pressure.  [Late Latin, 

one who presses, from Latin premere, press-, to press. See PRESS
1.]

press release (prHs rV-lKsù) n.  An announcement of an event, a performance, 

or other newsworthy item that is issued to the press. 

press·room (prHsùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  The room in a printing or newspaper 

publishing establishment that contains the presses. 

press run  or press·run (prHsùrƒnÙ) n.  1. Continuous operation of a printing 

press for a specific job.  2. The number of copies printed in one such continuous 

operation. 

press secretary (prHs sHkùrV-tHrÙK) n.  One who officially manages the public 

affairs and press conferences of a public figure. 

pres·sure (prHshùNr) n.  1. a. The act of pressing.  b. The condition of being 

pressed.   2. The application of continuous force by one body on another that it is 

touching; compression.  3.  Abbr. P Physics. Force applied uniformly over a sur-

face, measured as force per unit of area.  4. Meteorology. Atmospheric pressure.  

5. A compelling or constraining influence, such as a moral force, on the mind or 

will:  pressure to conform; peer-group pressure.  6. Urgent claim or demand:  under 

the pressure of business; doesn’t work well under pressure.  7. An oppressive condi-



tion of physical, mental, social, or economic distress.  8. A physical sensation pro-

duced by compression of a part of the body.  9. Archaic. A mark made by 

application of force or weight; an impression.   —  v.  tr. pres·sured, 
pres·sur·ing, pres·sures. 1. To force, as by overpowering influence or persua-

sion.  2. To pressurize.  3. To pressure-cook.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin press7ra, from pressus, past participle of premere, to press. See per-4 in 

Appendix.]

pressure cabin (prHshùNr k4bùVn) n.  A pressurized section of an aircraft. 

pres·sure-cook (prHshùNr-ktkÙ) v.  tr. pres·sure-·cooked, pres·sure-
·cook·ing, pres·sure-·cooks. To cook in a pressure cooker. 

pressure cooker (prHshùNr ktkùNr) n.  1. An airtight metal pot that uses 

steam under pressure at high temperature to cook food quickly.  2. Informal. A 

situation or an atmosphere of difficulty, stress, or anxiety: “placing children into 

social, educational pressure cookers” (Fred M. Hechinger). 

pressure gauge (prHshùNr g7j) n.  1. A device for measuring the pressure of a 

gas or liquid.  2. A device for measuring the pressure of explosions. 

pressure group (prHshùNr grup) n.  An interest group that endeavors to 

influence public policy and especially governmental legislation, regarding its par-

ticular concerns and priorities. 

pressure point (prHshùNr point) n.  1. Any of several points on the body at 

which an underlying artery can be pressed against a bone to stop distal bleeding.  

2. An area on the skin that is highly sensitive to the application of pressure. 

pressure suit (prHshùNr sut) n.  A garment that is worn in high-altitude air-

craft or in spacecraft to compensate for low-pressure conditions. 

pres·sur·ize (prHshùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. pres·sur·ized, pres·sur·iz·ing, 
pres·sur·iz·es. 1. To maintain normal air pressure in (an enclosure, as an air-

craft or a submarine).  2. To put (gas or liquid) under a greater than normal pres-

sure.  3. To design to resist pressure.  4. To pressure-cook.  5. Informal. To subject 

to excessive stress, strain, or vexation:  an executive who was pressurized by a heavy 

workload.   —presÙsur·i·zaùtion (-Nr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —presùsur·izÙer n. 

press·work (prHsùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Management or operation of a printing press.  

2. The matter printed by such a press. 

Pres·ter John (prHsÙtNr jmnù) n.  A legendary medieval Christian priest and 

king thought to have reigned over a Christian kingdom in the Far East or Ethio-

pia.  [Middle English prestre, priest, from Old French, from Late Latin presbyter. 

See PRESBYTER.]

pre·ster·num (prK-stûrùnNm) n.  See manubrium (n., sense 1). 

pres·ti·dig·i·ta·tion (prHsÙtV-dVjÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  Manual skill and dexterity in 

the execution of tricks; sleight of hand.  [French (influenced by prestigiateur, jug-

gler, conjurer, from prestige, illusion); see PRESTIGE, from prestidigitateur, conjurer 



 : preste, nimble (from Italian presto); see PRESTO + Latin digitus, finger; see DIGIT.] 
—presÙti·digùi·taÙtor n. 

pres·tige (prH-stKzhù, -stKjù) n.  1. The level of respect at which one is regarded 

by others; standing.  2. A person’s high standing among others; honor or esteem.  

3. Widely recognized prominence, distinction, or importance:  a position of pres-

tige in diplomatic circles.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

a prestige address; the prestige groups in society.  [French, illusion, from Latin 

praestXgiae, tricks, probably alteration of *praestrXgiae, from praestringere, to 

touch, blunt, blind  : prae-, pre- + stringere, to draw tight; see streig- in Appen-

dix.]

pres·ti·gious (prH-stKùjNs, -stVjùNs) adj.  Having prestige; esteemed.   —pres·tiù-
gious·ly adv.  —pres·tiùgious·ness n. 

pres·tis·si·mo (prH-stVsùN-moÙ) Music. adv.  & adj.  In as fast a tempo as possi-

ble. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. pres·tis·si·mos. A prestissimo passage 

or movement.  [Italian, superlative of presto, presto. See PRESTO.]

pres·to (prHsùto) adv.  1. Music. In a very fast tempo, usually considered to be 

faster than allegro but slower than prestissimo. Used chiefly as a direction.  2. So 

suddenly that magic seems involved; right away.   —  n.  pl. pres·tos. Music. A 

passage or movement that is performed presto.  [Italian, from Late Latin praestus, 

quick, from Latin praesto, at hand.] —presùto adj. 

Pres·ton (prHsùtNn)  A borough of northwest England north-northeast of Liver-

pool. The Jacobites surrendered here after an uprising in 1715. Population, 

125,800. 

Prest·wick (prHstùwVk)  A burgh of southwest Scotland north of Ayr. It is a 

resort with a noted golf course and the site of an international airport. Popula-

tion, 13,174. 

pre·sum·a·ble (prV-zuùmN-bNl) adj.  That can be presumed or taken for 

granted; reasonable as a supposition:  presumable causes of the disaster.   
—pre·sumùa·bly adv. 

pre·sume (prV-zumù) v.  pre·sumed, pre·sum·ing, pre·sumes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To take for granted as being true in the absence of proof to the contrary.  2. To 

give reasonable evidence for assuming; appear to prove.  3. To venture without 

authority or permission; dare:  He presumed to invite himself to dinner.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To act overconfidently; take liberties.  2. To take unwarranted advantage 

of something; go beyond the proper limits:  Don’t presume on their hospitality.  

3. To take for granted that something is true or factual; suppose:  That’s the new 

assistant, I presume.  [Middle English presumen, from Old French presumer, from 

Late Latin praes7mere, from Latin, to anticipate  : prae-, pre- + s7mere, to take; see 

em- in Appendix.] —pre·sumùed·ly (-zuùmVd-lK) adv.  —pre·sumùer n.  

SYNONYMS: presume, presuppose, postulate, posit, assume. These verbs signify



to take something for granted or as being a fact. To presume is to suppose that

something is reasonable, justifiable, sound, or possible in the absence of proof to

the contrary: “I presume you’re tired after the long ride” (Edith Wharton). We can-

not presume the existence of life on other planets. Presuppose can mean merely to

believe or suppose in advance; it can also mean to require as an antecedent con-

dition: It is unrealistic to presuppose a sophisticated knowledge of harmony and

counterpoint in a beginning music student. The evolution of species presupposes a

process of natural selection. Postulate and posit denote the assertion of the exist-

ence, reality, necessity, or truth of something, as something considered to be self-

evident or axiomatic, as the basis for reasoning or argument: “We can see individ-

uals, but we can’t see providence; we have to postulate it” (Aldous Huxley). Histor-

ical linguists posit a common ancestor from which both Romance and Germanic lan-

guages descend. To assume is to accept something as existing or being true without

proof or on inconclusive grounds: Why do you assume that I’m angry? “We must

never assume that which is incapable of proof” (G.H. Lewes).

pre·sum·ing (prV-zuùmVng) adj.  Having or showing excessive and arrogant 

self-confidence; presumptuous.   —pre·sumùing·ly adv. 

pre·sump·tion (prV-zƒmpùshNn) n.  1. Behavior or language that is boldly 

arrogant or offensive; effrontery.  2. The act of presuming or accepting as true.  

3. Acceptance or belief based on reasonable evidence; assumption or supposition.  

4. A condition or basis for accepting or presuming.  5. Law. A conclusion derived 

from a particular set of facts based on law, rather than probable reasoning.  [Mid-

dle English presumpcion, from Old French, from Late Latin praes7mptio, 

praes7mption-, from Latin, anticipation, from praes7mptus, past participle of 

praes7mere, to anticipate. See PRESUME.]

pre·sump·tive (prV-zƒmpùtVv) adj.  1. Providing a reasonable basis for belief 

or acceptance.  2. Founded on probability or presumption.   —pre·sumpù-
tive·ly adv. 

pre·sump·tu·ous (prV-zƒmpùchu-Ns) adj.  Going beyond what is right or 

proper; excessively forward.  [Middle English, from Old French presumptueux, 

from Late Latin pres7mptuosus, variant of praes7mptiosus, from praes7mptio, pre-

sumption. See PRESUMPTION.] —pre·sumpùtu·ous·ly adv.  

—pre·sumpùtu·ous·ness n. 

pre·sup·pose (prKÙsN-pozù) v.  tr. pre·sup·posed, pre·sup·pos·ing, 
pre·sup·pos·es. 1. To believe or suppose in advance.  2. To require or involve 

necessarily as an antecedent condition.  See Synonyms at presume.  
—pre·supÙpo·siùtion (-sƒpÙN-zVshùNn) n.  —pre·supÙpo·siùtion·al adj. 

pre·syn·ap·tic (prKÙsV-n4pùtVk) adj.  Situated in front of or occurring before a 

synapse:  a presynaptic nerve fiber; a presynaptic stimulus. 

pret. abbr.  Grammar. Preterit. 



prêt-à-por·ter (prHtÙä-pôr-t7ù, -por-) n.  Ready-to-wear clothing.  [French  : 

prêt, ready + à, to + porter, to wear.]

pre·tax (prKùt4ksù) adj.  Existing before tax deductions:  pretax income. 

pre·teen (prKùtKnù) adj.  1. Relating to or designed for children especially 

between the ages of 9 and 12:  preteen clothing.  2. Being a child especially between 

the ages of 9 and 12; preadolescent.   —  n.  A preadolescent boy or girl.  Also 

called subteen 

pre·teen·ag·er (prKùtKnù7ÙjNr) n.  A preteen. 

pre·tence (prKùtHnsÙ, prV-tHnsù) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of pretense. 
pre·tend (prV-tHndù) v.  pre·tend·ed, pre·tend·ing, pre·tends.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To give a false appearance of; feign: “You had to pretend conformity while pri-

vately pursuing high and dangerous nonconformism” (Anthony Burgess).  2. To 

claim or allege insincerely or falsely; profess:  doesn’t pretend to be an expert.  3. To 

represent fictitiously in play; make believe:  pretended they were on a cruise.  4. To 

take upon oneself; venture:  I cannot pretend to say that you are wrong.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To feign an action or a character, as in play.  2. To put forward a claim.  3. To 

make pretensions:  pretends to gourmet tastes.   —  adj.  Informal. Imitation; 

make-believe:  pretend money; pretend pearls.  [Middle English pretenden, from 

Old French pretendre, from Latin praetendere : prae-, pre- + tendere, to extend; see 

ten- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: pretend, assume, affect, simulate, feign, fake, counterfeit. These

verbs all mean to take on a false or misleading appearance. Pretend often suggests

a vain or transparent attempt to fool or deceive: “My bedmate pretended to be

asleep” (George W. Cable). Assume may—but does not necessarily—connote dis-

honesty, insincerity, or trickery: “Assume a virtue, if you have it not” (Shakes-

peare). I assumed an air of confidence that I was far from feeling. Affect suggests

an effort to give the appearance of something either out of personal preference

or to make an impression: “He affects the disdainful petulance of a rock star” (An-

nalyn Swan). Simulate emphasizes the assumption of an appearance or a form

that closely resembles reality: “A... verdant scum upon the surface of deep pools sim-

ulated the turf that had been removed” (John Lothrop Motley). The remaining

terms—feign, fake, and counterfeit—all imply at least a measure of deliberate

sham. Feign suggests false representation or fictitious fabrication: The child

feigned a look of innocence when his mother asked who had eaten the cake. Fake

implies fraudulent simulation: He faked an interest in my work. Counterfeit de-

notes a close imitation that can often pass for an original: “Full well they laughed

with counterfeited glee” (Oliver Goldsmith).



pre·tend·ed (prV-tHnùdVd) adj.  1. Not genuine or sincere; feigned:  a pretended 

interest in the proceedings.  2. Supposed; alleged:  the pretended heir to the throne.   
—pre·tendùed·ly adv. 

pre·tend·er (prV-tHnùdNr) n.  1. One who simulates, pretends, or alleges falsely; 

a hypocrite or dissembler.  2. One who sets forth a claim, especially a claimant to 

a throne. 

pre·tense (prKùtHnsÙ, prV-tHnsù) n.  1. The act of pretending; a false appearance 

or action intended to deceive.  2. A false or studied show; an affectation:  a pre-

tense of nonchalance.  3. A professed but feigned reason or excuse; a pretext:  

under false pretenses.  4. Something imagined or pretended.  5. Mere show with-

out reality; outward appearance.  6. A right asserted with or without foundation; 

a claim.  See Synonyms at claim.  7. The quality or state of being pretentious; 

ostentation.  [Middle English, from Old French pretensse, from Medieval Latin 

*praetKnsa, from Late Latin, feminine of praetKnsus, alteration of Latin praetentus, 

past participle of praetendere, to pretend, assert. See PRETEND.]

pre·ten·sion (prV-tHnùshNn) n.  1. A specious allegation; a pretext.  2. A claim 

to something, such as a privilege or right.  See Synonyms at claim.  3. The 

advancing of a claim.  4. Ostentatious display; pretentiousness. 

pre·ten·tious (prV-tHnùshNs) adj.  1. Claiming or demanding a position of dis-

tinction or merit, especially when unjustified.  2. Making or marked by an 

extravagant outward show; ostentatious.  See Synonyms at showy.  —pre·tenù-
tious·ly adv.  —pre·tenùtious·ness n. 

pret·er·it  or pret·er·ite (prHtùNr-Vt) Grammar. adj.  Abbr. pret., pt. Of, relat-

ing to, or being the verb tense that describes a past action or state.   —  n.  Abbr. 

pret., pt. 1. The verb form expressing or describing a past action or condition.  

2. A verb in the preterit form.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

(tempus) praeteritum, past (tense), neuter past participle of praeterXre, to go by  : 

praeter, beyond, comparative of prae, before; see per1 in Appendix + Xre, to go; 

see ei- in Appendix.]

pret·er·i·tion (prHtÙN-rVshùNn) n.  1. The act of passing by, disregarding, or 

omitting.  2. Law. Neglect of a testator to mention a legal heir in his or her will.  

3. Theology. The Calvinist doctrine that God neglected to designate those who 

would be damned, positively determining only the elect.  [Late Latin praeteritio, 

praeterition-, a passing over, from Latin praeteritus, past participle of praeterXre, to 

go by. See PRETERIT.]

pre·term (prKùtûrmÙ, prK-tûrmù) adj.  Occurring or appearing before the 

expected time at the end of a full-term pregnancy:  preterm labor; a preterm 

infant.   —  n.  An infant born prematurely. 

pre·ter·mit (prKÙtNr-mVtù) v.  tr. pre·ter·mit·ted, pre·ter·mit·ting, 
pre·ter·mits. 1. To disregard intentionally or allow to pass unnoticed or unmen-

tioned.  2. To fail to do or include; omit.  3. To interrupt or terminate.  [Latin 



praetermittere : praeter, beyond; see PRETERIT + mittere, to let go.] —preÙter·mis-
ùsion (-mVshùNn) n.  —preÙter·mitùter n. 

pre·ter·nat·u·ral (prKÙtNr-n4chùNr-Nl, -n4chùrNl) adj.  1. Out of or being 

beyond the normal course of nature; differing from the natural.  2. Surpassing 

the normal or usual; extraordinary: “Below his preternatural affability there is 

some acid and steel” (George F. Will).  3. Transcending the natural or material 

order; supernatural.  [Medieval Latin praetern7t7r7lis, from Latin praeter 

n7t7r7m, beyond nature  : praeter, beyond; see PRETERIT + n7t7ra, nature; see 

NATURE.] —preÙter·natùu·ral·ism n.  —preÙter·natùu·ral·ly adv.  

—preÙter·natùu·ral·ness n. 

pre·test (prKùtHstÙ) n.  1. a. A preliminary test given to determine whether stu-

dents are sufficiently prepared for a more advanced course of studies.  b. A test 

taken for practice.   2. The advance testing of something, such as a questionnaire, 

a product, or an idea.   —  v.  tr. intr. pre·test·ed, pre·test·ing, pre·tests (prK-

tHstù). To subject to or conduct a pretest. 

pre·text (prKùtHkstÙ) n.  1. An ostensible or professed purpose; an excuse.  2. An 

effort or a strategy intended to conceal something.   —  v.  tr. pre·text·ed, 
pre·text·ing, pre·texts. To allege as an excuse.  [Latin praetextum, from neuter 

past participle of praetexere, to disguise  : prae-, pre- + texere, to weave; see teks- 
in Appendix.]

pre·tick·et  or pre-tick·et (prK-tVkùVt) v.  tr. pre·tick·eted, pre·tick·et·ing, 
pre·tick·ets. To issue or sell tickets to (passengers or customers) at a given time 

only or at a time before other tickets are sold. 

pre·tor (prKùtNr) n.  Variant of praetor. 
Pre·to·ri·a (prV-tôrùK-N, -torù-)  The administrative capital of South Africa, in 

the northeast part of the country north of Johannesburg. Founded in 1855, it 

became the capital of Transvaal in 1860 and capital of South Africa in 1910. Pop-

ulation, 435,100. 

pre·to·ri·an (prK-tôrùK-Nn, -torù-) adj.  Variant of praetorian. 
Pre·to·ri·us (prV-tôrùK-Ns, -torù-), Andries Wilhelmus Jacobus. 1798-1853.  

Afrikaner soldier and politician who led the defeat of the Zulus (1838) and nego-

tiated the independence of the Transvaal (1852). His son Marthinus Wessels 
Pretorius (1819-1901) founded Pretoria (1855) and was president of the Trans-

vaal (1857-1877) as well as the Orange Free State (1859-1863). 

pre·treat (prK-trKtù) v.  tr. pre·treat·ed, pre·treat·ing, pre·treats. To treat 

(wood or fabric, for example) beforehand.   —pre·treatùment n. 

pre·tri·al (prK-trXùNl, -trXlù) Law. n.  A proceeding held before an official trial, 

especially to clarify points of law and facts.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a pre-

trial.  2. Existing or occurring before a trial:  pretrial imprisonment; pretrial hear-

ings. 



pret·ti·fy (prVtùV-fXÙ) v.  tr. pret·ti·fied, pret·ti·fy·ing, pret·ti·fies. To make 

pretty or prettier.   —pretÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —pretùti·fiÙer n. 

pret·ty (prVtùK) adj.  pret·ti·er, pret·ti·est. 1. Pleasing or attractive in a grace-

ful or delicate way.  See Synonyms at beautiful.  2. Clever; adroit:  a pretty 

maneuver.  3. Very bad; terrible:  in a pretty predicament; a situation that has 

reached a pretty pass.  4. Ostensibly or superficially attractive but lacking sub-

stance or conviction:  full of pretty phrases.  5. Informal. Considerable in size or 

extent:  a pretty fortune.   —  adv.  1. To a fair degree; moderately:  a pretty good 

student.  2. In a pretty manner; prettily or pleasingly.   —  n.  pl. pret·ties. 
1. One that is pretty.  2. pretties. Delicate clothing, especially lingerie.   —  v.  tr. 

pret·tied, pret·ty·ing, pret·ties. To make pretty:  pretty up the house.   
—idiom. pretty much. For the most part; mostly: “The... matter was pretty 

much dying down” (John Strahinich).  [Middle English prety, clever, fine, hand-

some, from Old English prættig, cunning, from prætt, trick.] —pretùti·ly adv.  

—pretùti·ness n. 

pret·zel (prHtùsNl) n.  A glazed, brittle biscuit that is salted on the outside and 

usually baked in the form of a loose knot or a stick.  [German Brezel, Pretzel, from 

Middle High German brKzel, prKzel, from Old High German brezitella, from 

Medieval Latin *br7chitellum, diminutive of Latin bracchi7tus, branched, from 

bracchium, arm, from Greek brakhion, upper arm. See mregh-u- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: It is probably well known or widely assumed that pretzel is

a German word, since the food seems traditionally German, but the word ulti-

mately has a Latin origin. The German word Brezel or Pretzel, which was bor-

rowed into English (first being recorded in American English in a newspaper of

March 1856) goes back to the assumed Medieval Latin word br7chitellum. This

would accord with the story that a monk living in France or northern Italy first

created the knotted shape of a pretzel, even though this type of biscuit had been

enjoyed by the Romans. The monk wanted to symbolize arms folded in a prayer,

hence the name derived from Latin bracchi7tus, “having branches,” itself from

bracchium, “branch, arm.”

prev. abbr.  1. Previous.  2. Previously. 

pre·vail (prV-v7lù) v.  intr. pre·vailed, pre·vail·ing, pre·vails. 1. To be greater 

in strength or influence; triumph:  prevailed against great odds.  2. To be or 

become effective; win out:  hoped justice would prevail.  3. To be most common or 

frequent; be predominant:  a region where snow and ice prevail.  4. To be in force, 

use, or effect; be current:  an ancient tradition that still prevails.  5. To use persua-

sion or inducement successfully. Often used with on, upon, or with.  See Syn-

onyms at persuade.  [Middle English prevailen, from Old French prevaloir, 



prevaill-, from Latin praevalKre, to be stronger  : prae-, pre- + valKre, to be strong; 

see wal- in Appendix.] —pre·vailùer n. 

pre·vail·ing (prV-v7ùlVng) adj.  1. Most frequent or common; predominant.  

2. Generally current; widespread.   —pre·vailùing·ly adv.  —pre·vailùing·ness 
n.  

SYNONYMS: prevailing, prevalent, current, rife. These adjectives denote what

exists or is encountered generally at a particular time. Prevailing applies to what

is most frequent or common at a certain time or in a certain place: The prevailing

opinion seems to be that a trade war can be averted if both countries make conces-

sions. Prevalent suggests widespread existence or occurrence but does not imply

predominance: “The religion most prevalent in our northern colonies is a refinement

on the principles of resistance: it is the dissidence of dissent” (Edmund Burke). Cur-

rent often stresses the present time; the term is frequently applied to what passes

from one to another or to what is subject to frequent change: Many current psy-

choanalytic theories diverge markedly from classical Freudian dogma. Rife implies

that something is current, plentiful, or rapidly spreading or increasing: “The spec-

ulation which for some time was rife concerning [the book’s] authorship made many

turn to it” (Samuel Butler). “The drinking of tea... now... became very rife” (John

Galt).

prev·a·lence (prHvùN-lNns) n.  1. The condition of being prevalent.  

2. Medicine. The total number of cases of a disease in a given population at a spe-

cific time. 

prev·a·lent (prHvùN-lNnt) adj.  Widely or commonly occurring, existing, 

accepted, or practiced.  See Synonyms at prevailing.  [Middle English, very 

strong, from Latin praevalKns, praevalent- present participle of praevalKre, to be 

stronger. See PREVAIL.] —prevùa·lent·ly adv. 

pre·var·i·cate (prV-v4rùV-k7tÙ) v.  intr. pre·var·i·cat·ed, pre·var·i·cat·ing, 
pre·var·i·cates. To stray from or evade the truth; equivocate.  See Synonyms at 

lie2.  [Latin praev7ric7rX, praev7ric7t-  : prae-, pre- + v7ric7re, to straddle (from 

v7ricus, straddling, from v7rus, bent).] —pre·varÙi·caùtion n.  —pre·varùi·caÙ-
tor n. 

pre·ven·ience (prV-vKnùyNns) n.  1. The act or state of being antecedent or pre-

venient.  2. Attention to another’s needs. 

pre·ven·ient (prV-vKnùyNnt) adj.  1. Coming before; preceding.  2. Expectant; 

anticipatory.  [Latin praeveniKns, praevenient- present participle of praevenXre, to 

precede  : prae-, pre- + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appendix.] 
—pre·venùient·ly adv. 

pre·vent (prV-vHntù) v.  pre·vent·ed, pre·vent·ing, pre·vents.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To keep from happening:  took steps to prevent the strike.  2. To keep (someone) 



from doing something; impede:  prevented us from winning.  3. Archaic. To antic-

ipate or counter in advance.  4. Archaic. To come before; precede.   —  v.  intr. To 

present an obstacle:  There will be a picnic if nothing prevents.  [Middle English 

preventen, to anticipate, from Latin praevenXre, praevent-  : prae-, pre- + venXre, to 

come; see gw7- in Appendix.] —pre·ventÙa·bilùi·ty, pre·ventÙi·bilùi·ty n.  

—pre·ventùa·ble, pre·ventùi·ble adj.  —pre·ventùer n.  

SYNONYMS: prevent, preclude, avert, obviate, forestall. These verbs mean to

stop or hinder something from happening, especially by advance planning or ac-

tion. Prevent implies anticipatory counteraction: “The surest way to prevent war is

not to fear it” (John Randolph). To preclude is to exclude the possibility of the

occurrence of an event or action: “a tranquillity which... his wife’s presence would

have precluded” (John Henry Newman). To avert is to ward off something about

to happen: Only quick thinking on the pilot’s part averted a disastrous accident. Ob-

viate implies that something, such as a difficulty, has been anticipated and dis-

posed of effectively: “the objections... having... been obviated in the preceding chap-

ter” (Joseph Butler). Forestall usually suggests anticipatory measures taken to

counteract, neutralize, or nullify the effects of something: We installed an alarm

system to forestall break-ins.

pre·ven·ta·tive (prV-vHnùtN-tVv) adj.  & n.   Variant of preventive. 
pre·ven·tion (prV-vHnùshNn) n.  1. The act of preventing or impeding.  2. A 

hindrance; an obstacle. 

pre·ven·tive (prV-vHnùtVv) also pre·ven·ta·tive (-tN-tVv) adj.  1. Intended or 

used to prevent or hinder; acting as an obstacle:  preventive measures.  2. Carried 

out to deter expected aggression by hostile forces.  3. Preventing or slowing the 

course of an illness or a disease; prophylactic:  preventive medicine; preventive 

health care.   —  n.  1. Something that prevents; an obstacle.  2. Something that 

prevents or slows the course of an illness or disease.   —pre·venùtive·ly adv.  

—pre·venùtive·ness n. 

preventive detention (prV-vHnùtVv dV-tHnùshNn) n.  The pretrial imprison-

ment without the right to bail of a person accused of a felony and judged danger-

ous to society. 

pre·verb (prKùvûrbÙ) n.  Linguistics. A prefix or particle preceding the root or 

stem of a verb, as for- in forget.   —pre·verbù adj. 

pre·verb·al (prK-vûrùbNl) adj.  1. Grammar. Preceding the verb.  2. a. Having 

not yet learned to speak:  preverbal children.  b. Marked by the absence of spoken 

language:  preverbal sounds; the preverbal stage of development.  

pre·view also pre·vue (prKùvyuÙ) n.  1. An advance showing, as of a movie or 

an art exhibition, to which a selected audience is invited before public presenta-

tion begins.  2. An advance viewing or exhibition, especially the presentation of 



several scenes advertising a forthcoming movie; a trailer.  3. An introductory or 

preliminary message, sample, or overview; a foretaste.   —  v.  tr. pre·viewed 

also pre·vued, pre·view·ing also pre·vu·ing, pre·views also pre·vues. 
1. To view or exhibit in advance.  2. To provide a preliminary sample or overview 

of:  The professor previewed the course for us. 

pre·vi·ous (prKùvK-Ns) adj.  Abbr. prev. 1. Existing or occurring before some-

thing else in time or order; prior:  children by a previous marriage.  2. Informal. 

Acting, occurring, or done too soon; premature.  [From Latin praevius, going 

before  : prae-, pre- + via, way; see wegh- in Appendix.] —preùvi·ous·ly adv.  

—preùvi·ous·ness n. 

previous question (prKùvK-Ns kwHsùchNn) n.  Abbr. p.q., P.Q. The motion in 

parliamentary procedure to take an immediate vote on the main question being 

considered or on any other questions so designated. 

previous to (prKùvK-Ns tu) prep.  Prior to; before. 

pre·vise (prV-vXzù) v.  tr. pre·vised, pre·vis·ing, pre·vis·es. 1. To know in 

advance; foresee.  2. To notify in advance; forewarn.  [Middle English previsen, 

from Latin praevidKre, praevXs-  : prae-, pre- + vidKre, to see; see weid- in Appen-

dix.] —pre·viùsor n. 

pre·vi·sion (prV-vVzhùNn) n.  1. A knowing in advance; foresight.  2. A predic-

tion; a forecast.   —  v.  tr. pre·vi·sioned, pre·vi·sion·ing, pre·vi·sions. To 

foresee.   —pre·viùsion·al, pre·viùsion·arÙy (-vVzhùN-nHrÙK)  adj. 

pre·vo·cal·ic (prKÙvo-k4lùVk) adj.  Linguistics. 1. Preceding a vowel.  2. Of or 

relating to a form of a linguistic element, such as a suffix, prefix, or word, that 

occurs only before a vowel. 

pre·vo·ca·tion·al (prKÙvo-k7ùshN-nNl) adj.  Of or relating to instruction given 

in preparation for vocational school. 

Pré·vost d’Ex·iles (pr7-voù dHg-zKlù), Antoine Françoise. Known as “Abbé 

Prévost.” 1697-1763.  French writer and cleric who left the religious life to pursue 

worldly interests. His literary repute lies on the novel Manon Lescaut (1731). 

pre·vue (prKùvyuÙ) n.  & v.   Variant of preview. 
pre·war (prKùwôrù) adj.  Existing or occurring before a war. 

pre·washed (prKùwmshtù, -wôshtù) adj.  Washed by the manufacturer so as to 

impart a softer texture or faded appearance. Used of textiles or clothing:  pre-

washed denim; prewashed jeans. 

pre·writ·ing (prKùrXÙtVng) n.  The creation and arrangement of ideas prelimi-

nary to writing. 

prex·y (prHkùsK) n.  pl. prex·ies. Slang. A president, especially of a college or 

university.  [Shortening and alteration ofPRESIDENT.]

prey (pr7) n.  1. An animal hunted or caught for food; quarry.  2. One that is 

defenseless, especially in the face of attack; a victim.  3. The act or practice of 

preying.   —  v.  intr. preyed, prey·ing, preys. 1. To hunt, catch, or eat as prey:  



Owls prey on mice.  2. To victimize or make a profit at someone else’s expense.  

3. To plunder or pillage.  4. To exert a baneful or injurious effect:  Remorse preyed 

on his mind.  [Middle English preie, from Old French, from Latin praeda, booty, 

prey. See ghend- in Appendix.] —preyùer n. 

PRF abbr.  1. Pulse recurrence frequency.  2. Pulse repetition frequency. 

prf. abbr.  Printing. Proof. 

Pri·am (prXùNm) n.  Greek Mythology. The father of Paris, Hector, and Cassandra 

and king of Troy, who was killed when his city fell to the Greeks. 

pri·a·pic (prX-7ùpVk, -4pùVk) also pri·a·pe·an (prXÙN-pKùNn) adj.  1. Of, relating 

to, or resembling a phallus; phallic.  2. Relating to or overly concerned with mas-

culinity.  [From PRIAPUS.]

pri·a·pism (prXùN-pVzÙNm) n.  Persistent, usually painful erection of the penis, 

especially as a consequence of disease and not related to sexual arousal.  [French 

priapisme, from Late Latin pri7pismus, from Greek priapismos, from priapizein, 

to have an erection, from Priapos, Priapus.]

pri·a·pus (prX-7ùpNs) n.  1. Priapus. Greek Mythology & Roman Mythology. The 

god of procreation, guardian of gardens and vineyards, and personification of the 

erect phallus.  2. An image of this god, often used as a scarecrow in ancient gar-

dens.  3. A representation of a phallus.  [Latin Pri7pus, from Greek Priapos.]

Prib·i·lof Islands (prVbùN-lôfÙ XùlNndz)  A group of islands off southwest 

Alaska in the Bering Sea. First visited and named by a Russian explorer in 1786, 

they are noted as a breeding ground for seals. 

price (prXs) n.  Abbr. pr. 1. The amount as of money or goods, asked for or given 

in exchange for something else.  2. The cost at which something is obtained:  

believes that the price of success is hard work.  3. The cost of bribing someone:  

maintained that every person has a price.  4. A reward offered for the capture or 

killing of a person:  a felon with a price on his head.  5. Archaic. Value or worth.   
—  v.  tr. priced, pric·ing, pric·es. 1. To fix or establish a price for:  shoes that 

are priced at nine dollars.  2. To find out the price of:  spent the day pricing dresses.   
—idiom. price out of the market. To charge so much for goods or services 

that people no longer buy or use them.  [Middle English pris, from Old French, 

from Latin pretium. See per-5 in Appendix.] —priceùa·ble adj.  —pricùer n.  

SYNONYMS: price, charge, cost, expense. These nouns signify an amount given

or asked for in payment for goods or services. Price is the amount of money need-

ed to purchase something offered for sale: The house didn’t sell because the price

was too high. Charge is the sum asked especially for the rendering of a service:

There is a nominal charge for postage and handling. Cost, a more inclusive term,

generally applies to the total spent or to be spent, including money, time, and

labor: Sales more than offset production costs. Expense suggests cost in the aggre-



gate: Litigation often entails enormous expense.

Price (prXs), (Mary) Leontyne. Born 1927.  American operatic soprano who 

performed with the New York Metropolitan Opera (1961-1985), earning greatest 

praise for her roles in Verdi’s operas. 

price-cut·ting (prXsùkƒtÙVng) n.  Reduction of retail prices to a level low 

enough to eliminate competition.   —priceù-cutÙter n. 

price-earn·ings ratio (prXsùûrùnVngz r7ùsho) n.  The ratio of the market 

price of a common stock to its earnings per share. 

price fix·ing also price-fix·ing (prXsùfVkÙsVng) n.  1. The setting of commodity 

prices artificially by a government.  2. The result of an unlawful agreement 

between manufacturers or dealers to set and maintain specified prices on typi-

cally competing products. 

price index (prXs VnùdHksÙ) n.  A number relating prices of a group of commod-

ities to their prices during an arbitrarily chosen base period. 

price·less (prXsùlVs) adj.  1. Of inestimable worth; invaluable.  See Synonyms at 

costly.  2. Highly amusing, absurd, or odd:  a priceless remark.   —priceùless·ly 
adv. 

price support (prXs sN-pôrtù) n.  Maintenance of prices, as of a raw material or 

commodity, at a certain level usually through public subsidy or government inter-

vention. 

price tag (prXs t4g) n.  1. A label attached to a piece of merchandise indicating 

its price.  2. The cost of something. 

price war (prXs wôr) n.  A period of intense competition among businesses in 

which each competitor tries to cut retail prices below those of the others. 

pric·ey also pric·y (prXùsK) adj.  pric·i·er, pric·i·est. Informal. Expensive:  a 

pricey restaurant.   —pricùey·ness n.  —pricùi·ly adv. 

Prich·ard (prVchùNrd)  A city of southwest Alabama, an industrial suburb of 

Mobile. Population, 34,311. 

prick (prVk) n.  1. a. The act of piercing or pricking.  b. The sensation of being 

pierced or pricked.   2. a. A persistent or sharply painful feeling of sorrow or 

remorse.  b. A small, sharp, local pain, such as that made by a needle or a bee 

sting.   3. A small mark or puncture made by a pointed object.  4. A pointed 

object, such as an ice pick, a goad, or a thorn.  5. A hare’s track or footprint.  

6. Vulgar Slang. A penis.  7. Vulgar Slang. A person regarded as highly unpleasant.   
—  v.  pricked, prick·ing, pricks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To puncture lightly.  2. To affect 

with a mental or emotional pang, as of sorrow or remorse:  Her conscience began 

to prick her.  3. To impel as if with a spur; urge on.  See Synonyms at urge.  4. To 

mark or delineate on a surface by means of small punctures:  prick a pattern on a 

board.  5. Nautical. To measure with dividers on a chart.  6. To pierce the quick of 

(a horse’s hoof) while shoeing.  7. To transplant (seedlings, for example) before 



final planting.  8. To cause to stand erect or point upward:  The dogs pricked their 

ears.   —  v.  intr. 1. To pierce or puncture something or cause a pricking feeling.  

2. To feel a pang or twinge from or as if from being pricked.  3. a. To spur a 

horse on.  b. To ride at a gallop.   4. To stand erect; point upward:  The dog’s ears 

pricked at the noise.   —idiom. prick up (one’s) ears. To listen with attentive 

interest.  [Middle English, from Old English prica, puncture.]

prick·er (prVkùNr) n.  1. One, such as a pricking tool, that pierces or pricks.  2. A 

prickle or thorn. 

prick·et (prVkùVt) n.  1. a. A small point or spike for holding a candle upright.  

b. A candlestick having such a spike.   2. A buck in its second year, before the ant-

lers branch.  [Middle English priket, diminutive of prik, prick, prick. See PRICK.]

prick·le (prVkùNl) n.  1. A small sharp point, spine, or thorn.  2. A tingling or 

pricking sensation.   —  v.  prick·led, prick·ling, prick·les.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

prick as if with a thorn.  2. To cause a tingling or pricking sensation in.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To feel a tingling or pricking sensation.  2. To rise or stand up like prick-

les.  [Middle English prikel, from Old English pricel.]

prick·ly (prVkùlK) adj.  prick·li·er, prick·li·est. 1. Having prickles.  2. Marked 

by prickling or tingling or smarting:  a prickly sensation in my foot.  3. a. Causing 

trouble or vexation; thorny:  a prickly situation.  b. Bristling or irritable: “In con-

sequence, he became rebarbative, prickly, spiteful” (Robert Craft).    —prick-
ùli·ness n. 

prickly ash (prVkùlK 4sh) n.  1. Any of numerous cosmopolitan, deciduous or 

evergreen shrubs or trees of the genus Zanthoxylum, having aromatic bark and 

alternate, mostly pinnate leaves.  2.  See Hercules’ club (n., sense 1). 

prickly heat (prVkùlK hKt) n.  See heat rash. 
prickly pear (prVkùlK pâr) n.  1. Any of various cacti of the genus Opuntia, hav-

ing bristly, flattened or cylindrical joints, showy, usually yellow flowers, and 

ovoid, sometimes edible fruit.  2. The fruit of any of these plants. 

prickly poppy (prVkùlK pmpùK) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Argemone, 

chiefly of tropical America, having large yellow, lavender, or white flowers and 

prickly leaves, stems, and pods. 

prick·y (prVkùK) adj.  prick·i·er, prick·i·est. Prickly. 

pride (prXd) n.  1. A sense of one’s own proper dignity or value; self-respect.  

2. Pleasure or satisfaction taken in an achievement, a possession, or an associa-

tion:  parental pride.  3. Arrogant or disdainful conduct or treatment; haughti-

ness.  4. a. A cause or source of pleasure or satisfaction; the best of a group or 

class:  These soldiers were their country’s pride.  b. The most successful or thriving 

condition; prime:  the pride of youth.   5. An excessively high opinion of oneself; 

conceit.  6. Mettle or spirit in horses.  7. A company of lions.  See Synonyms at 

flock1.  8. A flamboyant or impressive group:  a pride of acrobats.   —  v.  tr. 

prid·ed, prid·ing, prides. To indulge (oneself) in a feeling of pleasure or satis-



faction:  I pride myself on this beautiful garden.  [Middle English, from Old 

English pr«de, from pr7d, proud. See PROUD.]

Pride (prXd), Thomas. Died 1658.  English Parliamentarian who led a regiment 

to Parliament and expelled Presbyterian and Royalist members who opposed the 

condemnation of Charles I (1648). He was a signatory of Charles’s death warrant. 

pride·ful (prXdùfNl) adj.  1. Arrogant; disdainful.  2. Highly pleased; elated.   
—prideùful·ly adv.  —prideùful·ness n. 

pride of place (prXd ƒv pl7s) n.  The highest or most important position:  The 

crystal vase enjoyed pride of place on the grand piano. 

pried1 (prXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of pry1. 
pried2 (prXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of pry2. 
prie-dieu (prK-dyœù) n.  pl. prie-·dieus or prie-·dieux (-dyœzù). 1. A nar-

row, desklike kneeling bench with space above for a book or the elbows, for use by 

a person at prayer.  2. An armless, upholstered chair with a high, straight back 

and a low seat.  [French prie-Dieu : prier, to pray (from Old French, from Latin 

prec7rX); see PRAY + Dieu, God (from Old French); see ADIEU.]

pri·er also pry·er (prXùNr) n.  One who pries, especially a person who is unduly 

interested in the affairs of others. 

pries1 (prXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of pry1.  —  n.  Plural of 

pry1. 
pries2 (prXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of pry2.  —  n.  Plural of 

pry2. 
priest (prKst) n.  Abbr. Pr., P. 1. In many Christian churches, a member of the 

second grade of clergy ranking below a bishop but above a deacon and having 

authority to administer the sacraments.  2. A person having the authority to per-

form and administer religious rites.  3. Informal. One whose role is considered 

comparable to that of a priest:  computers and their priests.   —  v.  tr. priest·ed, 
priest·ing, priests. To ordain or admit to the priesthood.  [Middle English 

preost, from Old English prKost, perhaps from Vulgar Latin *prester (from Late 

Latin presbyter); see PRESBYTER, or from West Germanic *prKvost (from Latin prae-

positus, superintendent); see PROVOST.]

priest·ess (prKùstVs) n.  A woman who presides over especially pagan rites. 

priest·hood (prKstùhtdÙ) n.  1. The character, office, or vocation of a priest.  

2. The clergy. 

Priest·ley (prKstùlK), J(ohn) B(oynton). 1894-1984.  British writer of more 

than 100 novels, most notably The Good Companions (1929), numerous dramas, 

and critical works on literature and social issues. 

Priest·ley (prKstùlK), Joseph. 1733-1804.  British chemist noted for work on 

the isolation of gases and his discovery of oxygen (1774). 



priest·ly (prKstùlK) adj.  priest·li·er, priest·li·est. 1. Of or relating to a priest 

or the priesthood.  2. Characteristic of or suitable for a priest.   —priestùli·ness 
n. 

prig (prVg) n.  1. A person who demonstrates an exaggerated conformity or pro-

priety, especially in an irritatingly arrogant or smug manner.  2. Chiefly British. A 

petty thief or pickpocket.  3. Archaic. A conceited dandy; a fop.   —  v.  tr. 

prigged, prig·ging, prigs. Chiefly British. To steal or pilfer.  [Origin 

unknown.] —prigùger·y n.  —prigùgish adj.  —prigùgish·ly adv.  

—prigùgish·ness n. 

Pri·go·gine (prV-gôùzhNn, -gô-zhKnù), Ilya. Born 1917.  Russian-born Belgian 

chemist. He won a 1977 Nobel Prize for his contributions to nonequilibrium 

thermodynamics. 

prim1 (prVm) adj.  prim·mer, prim·mest. 1. a. Precise or proper to the point of 

affectation; excessively decorous.  b. Strait-laced; prudish.   2. Neat and trim:  a 

prim hedgerow.   —  v.  primmed, prim·ming, prims.  —  v.  tr. 1. To fix (the 

face or mouth) in a prim expression.  2. To make prim, as in dress or appearance.   
—  v.  intr. To assume a prim expression.  [Possibly from obsolete prim, formal or 

demure person, perhaps from Old French prin, first, delicate. See PRIME.] 
—primùly adv.  —primùness n. 

prim2 (prVm) n.  A privet.  [Short for obsolete primprint, of unknown origin.]

prim. abbr.  1. Primary.  2. Primitive. 

pri·ma ballerina (prKùmN b4lÙN-rKùnN) n.  The leading woman dancer in a bal-

let company.  [Italian  : prima, feminine of primo, first + ballerina, ballerina.]

pri·ma·cy (prXùmN-sK) n.  pl. pri·ma·cies. 1. The state of being first or fore-

most.  2. Ecclesiastical. The office, rank, or province of primate.  [Middle English 

primacie, from Old French, from Medieval Latin prXm7tia, office of church pri-

mate, from Latin prXm7s, prXm7t-, of first rank. See PRIMATE.]

pri·ma donna (prKÙmN dmnùN, prVmùN) n.  1. The leading woman soloist in an 

opera company.  2. A temperamental, conceited person.  [Italian  : prima, femi-

nine of primo, first + donna, lady.]

pri·ma fa·cie (prXÙmN f7ùshK, -shK-K, f7ùshN) adv.  At first sight; before closer 

inspection:  They had, prima facie, a legitimate complaint.   —  adj.  1. True, 

authentic, or adequate at first sight; ostensible:  prima facie credibility.  2. Evident 

without proof or reasoning; obvious:  a prima facie violation of the treaty.  [Mid-

dle English, manifestly, from Latin prXm7 faciK : prXm7, feminine ablative of prX-
mus, first + faciK, ablative of faciKs, shape, face.]

prima facie case (prKùmN f7ùshK k7s) n.  Law. A case in which the evidence 

presented is sufficient for a judgment to be made unless the evidence is contested. 

prima facie evidence (prKùmN f7ùshK HvùV-dNns) n.  Law. Evidence that 

would, if uncontested, establish a fact or raise a presumption of a fact. 



pri·mal (prXùmNl) adj.  1. Being first in time; original; primeval.  2. Of first 

importance; primary.  [Medieval Latin prXm7lis, from Latin prXmus, first. See per1 

in Appendix.] —pri·malùi·ty (-m4lùV-tK) n. 

primal therapy (prXùmNl thHrùN-pK) n.  A method of psychotherapy that treats 

neurosis by teaching patients to relive early traumatic experiences and to express 

feelings through angry screaming and other verbal or physical acts of aggression.  

Also called primal scream therapy  —primal therapist n. 

pri·mar·i·ly (prX-mârùN-lK, -mHrù-) adv.  1. Chiefly; mainly:  a scholastic program 

primarily for seniors; a primarily middle-class neighborhood.  2. At first; originally. 

pri·mar·y (prXùmHrÙK, -mN-rK) adj.  Abbr. prim. 1. First or highest in rank, qual-

ity, or importance; principal.  2. Being or standing first in a list, series, or 

sequence.  3. Occurring first in time or sequence; earliest.  4. Being or existing as 

the first or earliest of a kind; primitive.  5. Geology. Characteristic of or existing in 

a rock at the time of its formation.  6. Serving as or being an essential compo-

nent, as of a system; basic.  See Synonyms at chief.  7. a. Immediate; direct:  a 

primary effect; a primary information source.  b. Preliminary to a later stage in a 

continuing process:  primary training.  c. Of or relating to a primary school:  the 

primary grades.   8. Color. Of or relating to a primary color or colors.  

9. Linguistics. a. Having a word root or other linguistic element as a basis that 

cannot be further analyzed or broken down. Used of the derivation of a word or 

word element.  b. Referring to present or future time. Used as a collective desig-

nation for various present and future verb tenses in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit.   

10. Electronics. Of, relating to, or constituting an inducting current, circuit, or 

coil.  11. Of, relating to, or designating the main flight feathers projecting along 

the outer edge of a bird’s wing.  12. Of or relating to agriculture, forestry, the 

industries that extract natural materials from the earth, or the products so 

obtained:  a primary commodity.  13. Chemistry. a. Relating to the replacement of 

one of several atoms or radicals in a compound by another atom or radical.  

b. Having a carbon atom attached solely to one other carbon atom in a molecule.   

14. Biochemistry. Of, relating to, or being the sequence of amino acids in a pro-

tein.  15. Botany. Of, relating to, or being growth or tissue derived solely from 

apical meristems present in the embryo:  primary meristem; primary xylem.   —  
n.  pl. pri·mar·ies. 1. a. One that is first in time, order, or sequence.  b. One that 

is first or best in degree, quality, or importance.  c. One that is fundamental, 

basic, or elemental.   2. a. A meeting of the registered voters of a political party 

for the purpose of nominating candidates and for choosing delegates to their 

party convention.  b. A preliminary election in which the registered voters of a 

political party nominate candidates for office.   3. Color. A primary color.  4. One 

of the main flight feathers projecting along the outer edge of a bird’s wing.  

5. Electronics. An inducting current, circuit, or coil.  6. Astronomy. a. A celestial 

body, especially a star, relative to other bodies in orbit around it.  b. The brighter 



of two stars that make up a double star.   [Middle English, from Latin prXm7rius, 

chief, from prXmus, first. See per1 in Appendix.]

primary accent (prXùmHrÙK 4kùsHntÙ) n.  Linguistics. 1. The strongest degree of 

stress placed on a syllable in the pronunciation of a word.  2. The mark (ù) used 

to indicate the strongest degree of stress. 

primary atypical pneumonia (prXùmHrÙK 7-tVpùV-kNl nt-monùyN) n.  An 

acute infectious respiratory disease caused by the bacterium Mycoplasma pneu-

moniae, often in association with a virus, and characterized by fever, coughing, 

sore throat, and muscle pain. 

primary care (prXùmHrÙK kâr) n.  The medical care a patient receives upon first 

contact with the health care system, before referral elsewhere within the system. 

primary cell (prXùmHrÙK sHl) n.  A cell in which an irreversible chemical reaction 

generates electricity; a cell that cannot be recharged.  Also called galvanic cell, vol-

taic cell. 

primary coil (prXùmHrÙK koil) n.  A coil to which the input voltage is applied in 

an inductively coupled circuit, especially a transformer. 

primary color (prXùmHrÙK kƒlùNr) n.  Color. A color belonging to any of three 

groups each of which is regarded as generating all colors, with the groups being: 

a. Additive, physiological, or light primaries red, green, and blue. Lights of red, 

green, and blue wavelengths may be mixed to produce all colors.  b. Subtractive 

or colorant primaries magenta, yellow, and cyan. Substances that reflect light of 

one of these wavelengths and absorb other wavelengths may be mixed to produce 

all colors.  c. Psychological primaries red, yellow, green, and blue, plus the achro-

matic pair black and white. All colors may be subjectively conceived as mixtures 

of these.  

primary consumer (prXùmHrÙK kNn-suùmNr) n.  Ecology. An animal that eats 

grass and other green plants in a food chain; an herbivore. 

primary election (prXùmHrÙK V-lHkùshNn) n.  A preliminary election in which 

voters nominate party candidates for office. 

primary growth (prXùmHrÙK groth) n.  Botany. Growth originating from the 

apical meristems of roots and shoots and resulting chiefly in extension of the 

plant body. 

primary meristem (prXùmHrÙK mHrùV-stHmÙ) n.  A type of plant tissue derived 

from the apical meristem of a root or stem. 

primary school (prXùmHrÙK skul) n.  1. A school usually including the first 

three or four grades of elementary school and sometimes kindergarten.  2.  See 

elementary school. 
primary syphilis (prXùmHrÙK sVfùN-lVs) n.  The first stage of syphilis, character-

ized by formation of a painless chancre at the point of infection and hardening 

and swelling of adjacent lymph nodes. 

primary tooth (prXùmHrÙK tuth) n.  See milk tooth. 



primary wall (prXùmHrÙK wôl) n.  The wall layer of a plant cell deposited during 

cell expansion. 

primary wave (prXùmHrÙK w7v) n.  An earthquake wave in which rock particles 

vibrate parallel to the direction of wave travel. It can travel through solids and liq-

uids. 

primary xylem (prXùmHrÙK zXùlNm) n.  Botany. A type of xylem tissue derived 

from the procambium. 

pri·mate (prXùmVt, -m7tÙ) n.  1.  (prXùm7tÙ) A mammal of the order Primates, 

which includes the anthropoids and prosimians, characterized by refined devel-

opment of the hands and feet, a shortened snout, and a large brain.  2. A bishop 

of highest rank in a province or country.  [From New Latin PrXm7tes, order name, 

from Latin prXm7tKs, pl. of prXm7s, principal, of first rank, from prXmus, first; see 

per1 in Appendix. Sense 2, from Middle English primat from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin prXm7s, prXm7t-, from Latin.] —pri·maùtial (-m7ùshNl) adj. 

pri·ma·tol·o·gy (prXÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of zoology that deals with the 

study of primates.   —priÙma·to·logùi·cal (-tl-mjùV-kNl) adj.  

—priÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

pri·ma·ve·ra1  or pri·ma ve·ra (prKÙmN-vHrùN) n.  1. A tree (Cybistax donnell-

smithii) of Mexico and Guatemala, having opposite, palmately compound leaves, 

yellow flowers, and close-grained, light-colored wood.  2. The wood of this tree, 

used in cabinetry. In this sense, also calledwhite mahogany [Spanish, spring, pri-

mavera, from Late Latin prXma vKra, early spring, pl. of prXmum vKr : Latin prXmus, 

first; see per1 in Appendix + Latin vKr, spring; see wesy in Appendix.]

pri·ma·ve·ra2 (prKÙmN-vHrùN) adj.  Made with different kinds of sliced or diced 

vegetables:  pasta primavera; shrimp in a primavera sauce.  [From Italian (alla) pri-

mavera, (in the) spring (style), from Late Latin prXma vKra. See PRIMAVERA
1.]

prime (prXm) adj.  1. First in excellence, quality, or value.  See Usage Note at per-
fect.  2. First in degree or rank; chief.  See Synonyms at chief.  3. First or early 

in time, order, or sequence; original.  4. Of the highest U.S. government grade of 

meat.  5. Mathematics. Of, relating to, or being a prime number.   —  n.  1. The 

earliest hours of the day; dawn.  2. The first season of the year; spring.  3. The age 

of ideal physical perfection and intellectual vigor.  4. The period or phase of ideal 

or peak condition.  See Synonyms at bloom1.  5. The first position of thrust and 

parry in fencing.  6. A mark (') appended above and to the right of a character, 

especially: a. One used to distinguish different values of the same variable in a 

mathematical expression.  b. One used to represent a unit of measurement, such 

as feet or minutes in latitude and longitude.   7. Ecclesiastical. a. The second of 

the seven canonical hours. No longer in ecclesiastical use.  b. The time appointed 

for this service, the first hour of the day or 6 A.M.   8. Mathematics. A prime num-

ber.  9. A prime rate.   —  v.  primed, prim·ing, primes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

ready; prepare:  guard dogs primed for attack.  2. To prepare (a gun or mine) for 



firing by inserting a charge of gunpowder or a primer.  3. To prepare for opera-

tion, as by pouring water into a pump or gasoline into a carburetor.  4. To prepare 

(a surface) for painting by covering with size, primer, or an undercoat.  5. To 

inform or instruct beforehand; coach.   —  v.  intr. To become prepared for future 

action or operation.   —idiom. prime the pump. Informal. To encourage the 

growth or action of something.  [Middle English, first in occurrence, from Old 

French, feminine of prin, from Latin prXmus. N., sense 7, from Middle English  

from Old English prXm, from Late Latin prXma (hora), first (hour), from Latin, 

feminine of prXmus. See per1 in Appendix.] —primeùly adv.  —primeùness n. 

prime interest rate (prXm VnùtrVst r7t) n.  See prime rate. 
prime meridian (prXm mN-rVdùK-Nn) n.  The zero meridian (0˚), used as a ref-

erence line from which longitude east and west is measured. It passes through 

Greenwich, England. 

prime minister (prXm mVnùV-stNr) n.  Abbr. PM, P.M. 1. A chief minister 

appointed by a ruler.  2. The head of the cabinet and often also the chief executive 

of a parliamentary democracy.   —prime ministerial adj.  —prime minister-
ship, prime ministry n. 

prime mover (prXm muùvNr) n.  1. a. Something regarded as the initial 

source of energy directed toward a goal:  Patriotism was the prime mover of the 

revolution.  b. The initial force, such as electricity, wind, or gravity, that engages 

or moves a machine.  c. A machine or mechanism that converts natural energy 

into work.  Also called primum mobile  2. Any of various heavy-duty trucks or 

tractors.  3. Philosophy. In Aristotelian philosophy, the self-moved being that 

causes all motion. 

prime number (prXm nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A whole number not divisi-

ble without a remainder by any whole number other than itself and one. 

prim·er1 (prVmùNr) n.  1. An elementary textbook for teaching children to read.  

2. A book that covers the basic elements of a subject.  [Middle English, from Nor-

man French, from Medieval Latin prXm7rium, from neuter of prXm7rius, first, 

from Latin, from prXmus. See PRIME.]

prim·er2 (prXùmNr) n.  1. A cap or tube containing a small amount of explosive 

used to detonate the main explosive charge of a firearm or mine.  2. An under-

coat of paint or size applied to prepare a surface, as for painting. 

prime rate (prXm r7t) n.  The lowest rate of interest on bank loans at a given 

time and place, offered to preferred borrowers.  Also called prime interest rate 

pri·me·ro (prV-mârùo) n.  Games. A gambling card game, popular in Elizabethan 

England.  [Alteration of Spanish primera, feminine of primero, first, from Latin 

prXm7rius, principal, from prXmus, first. See PRIME.]

prime time (prXm tXm) n.  The evening hours, generally between 7 and 11 P.M., 

when the largest television audience is available.   —primeù-timeù (prXmùtXmù) 

adj. 



pri·me·val (prX-mKùvNl) adj.  Belonging to the first or earliest age or ages; origi-

nal or ancient:  a primeval forest.  [From Latin prXmaevus, early in life  : prXmus, 

first; see per1 in Appendix + aevum, age; see aiw- in Appendix.] 
—pri·meùval·ly adv. 

pri·mi (prKùmK) n.  Music. A plural of primo. 
prim·ing (prXùmVng) n.  1. The act of one that primes.  2. The explosive used to 

ignite a charge.  3. A preliminary coat of paint or size applied to a surface. 

pri·mip·a·ra (prX-mVpùNr-N) n.  pl. pri·mip·a·ras or pri·mip·a·rae (-N-rKÙ). 
1. A woman who is pregnant for the first time.  2. A woman who has given birth 

to only one child.  [Latin prXmipara : prXmus, first; see per1 in Appendix + -para, -

para.] —priÙmi·parùi·ty (-mV-p4rùV-tK) n.  —pri·mipùa·rous adj. 

prim·i·tive (prVmùV-tVv) adj.  Abbr. prim. 1. Not derived from something else; 

primary or basic.  2. a. Of or relating to an earliest or original stage or state; pri-

meval.  b. Being little evolved from an early ancestral type.   3. Characterized by 

simplicity or crudity; unsophisticated:  primitive weapons.  See Synonyms at 

rude.  4. Anthropology. Of or relating to a nonindustrial, often tribal culture, 

especially one that is characterized by a low level of economic complexity:  primi-

tive societies.  5. Linguistics. a. Serving as the basis for derived or inflected forms:  

Pick is the primitive word from which picket is derived.  b. Being a protolanguage:  

primitive Germanic.   6. Mathematics. An algebraic or geometric expression from 

which another expression is derived.  7. Relating or belonging to forces of nature; 

elemental:  primitive passions.  8. a. Of or created by an artist without formal 

training; simple or naive in style.  b. Of or relating to the work of an artist from a 

nonindustrial, often tribal culture, especially a culture that is characterized by a 

low level of economic complexity.   9. Of or relating to late medieval or pre-

Renaissance European painters or sculptors.  10. Biology. Occurring in or charac-

teristic of an early stage of development or evolution.   —  n.  1. Anthropology. A 

person belonging to a nonindustrial, often tribal society, especially a society char-

acterized by a low level of economic complexity.  2. An unsophisticated person.  

3. One that is at a low or early stage of development.  4. a. One belonging to an 

early stage in the development of an artistic trend, especially a painter of the pre-

Renaissance period.  b. An artist having or affecting a simple, direct, unschooled 

style, as of painting.  c. A self-taught artist.  d. A work of art created by a primi-

tive artist.   5. Linguistics. A word or word element from which another word is 

derived by morphological or historical processes or from which inflected forms 

are derived.  6. Computer Science. A basic or fundamental unit of machine 

instruction or translation.  [Middle English, from Old French primitif, primitive, 

from Latin prXmitXvus, from prXmitus, at first, from prXmus, first. See per1 in 

Appendix.] —primùi·tive·ly adv.  —primùi·tive·ness, primÙi·tivùi·ty n. 

prim·i·tiv·ism (prVmùV-tV-vVzÙNm) n.  1. The condition or quality of being 

primitive.  2. The style characteristic of a primitive artist.  3. a. A belief that it is 



best to live simply and in a natural environment.  b. A belief that the acquisitions 

of civilization are evil or that the earliest period of human history was the best.    
—primùi·tiv·ist adj. , n.  —primÙi·tiv·isùtic adj. 

pri·mo (prKùmo) n.  pl. pri·mi (-mK) also pri·mos (-moz). Music. The principal 

part in a duet or ensemble composition.   —  adj.  1. First.  2. Slang. 

a. Exceptionally good of its kind; first-class.  b. Highly or most valuable.   [Ital-

ian, from Old Italian, first, from Latin prXmus. See per1 in Appendix.]

Pri·mo de Ri·ve·ra y Or·ba·ne·ja (prKùmo d7 rV-vHrùN K ôrÙbN-n7ùhä, K 

ôrÙbN-n7ùhä, thH rK-vHùrä K ôrÙvä-nHùhä), Miguel Marqués de Estella. 1870-1930.  

Spanish general and politician who seized power and ruled as dictator (1923-

1930). His son José Antonio Primo de Rivera (1903-1936) founded the Span-

ish Fascist Party (1933) and was executed by Loyalists during the Civil War. 

pri·mo·gen·i·tor (prXÙmo-jHnùV-tNr) n.  1. The earliest ancestor.  2. An ances-

tor or a forefather.  [Late Latin prXmogenitor : Latin prXmo, at first (from prXmus, 

first); see per1 in Appendix + Latin genitor, begetter (from gignere, genit-, to 

beget); see genN- in Appendix.]

pri·mo·gen·i·ture (prXÙmo-jHnùV-chtrÙ) n.  1. The state of being the first-

born or eldest child of the same parents.  2. Law. The right of the eldest child, 

especially the eldest son, to inherit the entire estate of one or both parents.  [Late 

Latin prXmogenit7ra : Latin prXmo, at first (from prXmus, first); see per1 in Appen-

dix + Latin genit7ra, birth (from gignere, genit-, to beget); see genN- in Appen-

dix.] —priÙmo·genùi·tarÙy (-jHnùV-tHrÙK), priÙmo·genùi·tal (-tNl)  adj. 

pri·mor·di·al (prX-môrùdK-Nl) adj.  1. Being or happening first in sequence of 

time; original.  2. Primary or fundamental:  play a primordial role.  3. Biology. 

Belonging to or characteristic of the earliest stage of development of an organism 

or a part:  primordial cells.   —  n.  A basic principle.  [Middle English, from Late 

Latin prXmordi7lis, from Latin prXmordium, origin  : prXmus, first; see per1 in 

Appendix + ordXrX, to begin to weave; see ar- in Appendix.] —pri·morùdi·al·ly 
adv. 

pri·mor·di·um (prX-môrùdK-Nm) n.  pl. pri·mor·di·a (-dK-N). An organ or a 

part in its most rudimentary form or stage of development.  [Latin prXmordium. 

See PRIMORDIAL.]

primp (prVmp) v.  primped, primp·ing, primps.  —  v.  tr. To dress or groom 

(oneself) with meticulous or excessive attention to detail.   —  v.  intr. To dress or 

groom oneself with elaborate care; preen.  [Perhaps alteration of PRIM
1.]

prim·rose (prVmùrozÙ) n.  1. Any of numerous plants of the genus Primula, hav-

ing well-developed basal leaves and tubular, variously colored flowers grouped in 

umbels or heads with a funnel-shaped or salverlike corolla and a tube much 

longer than the calyx.  2. An evening primrose.  [Middle English primerose, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin prXma rosa, first rose  : Latin prXmum, neuter of 

prXmus, first; see PRIME + Latin rosa, rose.]



primrose path (prVmùrozÙ p4th) n.  1. A way of life of worldly ease or plea-

sure.  2. A course of action that seems easy and appropriate but can actually end 

in calamity. 

pri·mum mo·bi·le (prXùmNm moùbN-lKÙ, prKùmNm moùbV-l7Ù) n.  1. The tenth 

and outermost concentric sphere of the universe thought in Ptolemaic astronomy 

to revolve around Earth from east to west in 24 hours and believed to cause the 

other nine spheres to revolve with it.  2.  See prime mover (n., sense 1).  [Medi-

eval Latin prXmum mobile : prXmum, neuter of prXmus, first + mobile, from neuter 

of mobilis, movable (translation of Arabic al-muUarrik al-awwal).]

pri·mus (prXùmNs) n.  pl. pri·mus·es. Often Primus. The first in rank of the 

bishops of Scotland.  [Medieval Latin prXmus, from Latin, first. See per1 in 

Appendix.]

pri·mus in·ter pa·res (prXùmNs VnùtNr pârùKz, prKùmts VnùtNr päùrHsÙ) n.  pl. 

pri·mi inter pares (-mX, -mK). The first among equals.  [Latin prXmus inter 

parKs : prXmus, first + inter, among + parKs, pl. of p7r, equal.]

prin. abbr.  1. Principal.  2. Principle. 

prince (prVns) n.  Abbr. p., P., Pr. 1. A male member of a royal family other than 

the monarch, especially a son of the monarch.  2. a. The ruler of a principality.  

b. A hereditary ruler; a king.   3. A nobleman of varying status or rank.  4. An 

outstanding man, especially in a particular group or class:  a merchant prince.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin prXnceps. See per1 in Appendix.] 
—princeùshipÙ n. 

Prince Al·bert1 (prVns 4lùbNrt)  A city of central Saskatchewan, Canada, on the 

North Saskatchewan River north-northeast of Saskatoon. It was founded as a 

Presbyterian mission in 1866. Population, 31,380. 

Prince Al·bert2 (prVns 4lùbNrt) n.  A man’s long, double-breasted frock coat.  

[After Prince Albert Edward, later Edward VII.]

Prince Charm·ing also prince charm·ing (prVns chärùmVng) n.  1. A man 

who fulfills all the romantic expectations of a woman.  2. A man who ardently 

seeks the company and affection of women.  [After Prince Charming, hero of the 

fairy tale Cinderella.]

prince consort (prVns kmnùsôrtÙ) n.  The husband of a sovereign queen. 

prince·dom (prVnsùdNm) n.  1. The territory, jurisdiction, sovereignty, rank, or 

estate of a prince.  2. princedoms. Theology. See principality (n., sense 3). 

Prince Ed·ward Island (prVns HdùwNrd XùlNnd) Abbr. PE, P.E.I.  A province of 

southeast Canada consisting of Prince Edward Island in the southern Gulf of 

St. Lawrence. It joined the confederacy in 1873. The island was discovered by 

Jacques Cartier in 1534 and named Île St. Jean by Samuel de Champlain in 1603. 

It was renamed in 1798 after Edward, Duke of Kent (1767-1820), the father of 

Queen Victoria. Charlottetown is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

122,506. 



Prince George (prVns jôrj)  A city of central British Columbia, Canada, at the 

confluence of the Fraser and Nechako rivers. Originally a fur-trading post called 

Fort George (established in 1807), it is now a distributing center for a lumbering 

region. Population, 67,559. 

prince·ling (prVnsùlVng) n.  A prince judged to be of minor status or impor-

tance. 

prince·ly (prVnsùlK) adj.  prince·li·er, prince·li·est. 1. Of or relating to a 

prince; royal.  2. Befitting a prince, as: a. Noble:  a princely bearing.  

b. Munificent; lavish:  inherited a princely sum.    —princeùli·ness n.  

—princeùly adv. 

Prince of Wales (prVns ƒv w7lz) n.  1. The male heir to the British throne.  

2. Used as the title for the male heir to the British throne, conferred by the sover-

eign. 

Prince of Wales Island (prVns ƒv w7lz XùlNnd)  1. An island of northern 

Northwest Territories, Canada, in the Arctic Ocean northeast of Victoria Island.  

2. An island of extreme southeast Alaska in the Alexander Archipelago. It is the 

largest island in the group. 

prince regent (prVns rKùjNnt) n.  pl. prince regents or princes regent. A 

prince who rules during the minority, absence, or incapacity of a sovereign. 

Prince Ru·pert (prVns ruùpNrt)  A city of western British Columbia, Canada, 

on the Pacific Ocean near the Alaska border. A railroad and highway terminus 

and ice-free port, it is a processing and shipping center. Population, 16,197. 

prince’s feather (prVnùsVz fHthùNr) n.  1. A tall plant (Polygonum orientale) of 

Asia and Australia, having hairy stems, broadly ovate leaves, and long spikes of 

pink or rose flowers.  2. Either of two plants (Amaranthus hybridus var. eryth-

rostachys or A. cruentus) having reddish foliage and dense panicles of brownish-

red flowers. 

prince’s pine (prVnùsVz pXn) n.  See pipsissewa. 
prin·cess (prVnùsVs, -sHsÙ, prVn-sHsù) n.  1. A woman who is ruler of a principal-

ity.  2. A woman member of a royal family other than the monarch, especially a 

daughter of a monarch.  3. A noblewoman of varying status or rank.  4. The wife 

of a prince.  5. A woman regarded as having the status or qualities of a princess.  

6. Archaic. A hereditary woman ruler; a queen.   —  adj.  Designed to hang in 

smooth, close-fitting, unbroken lines from shoulder to flared hem:  a princess 

dress.  [Middle English princesse, from Old French, feminine of prince, prince. See 

PRINCE.]

prin·cesse (prVn-sHsù) adj.  Princess:  a gown cut on princesse lines.  [French, 

from Old French, princess. See PRINCESS.]

princess royal (prVnùsVs roiùNl) n.  1. The eldest daughter of a British sover-

eign, who has had the title conferred on her for life by the sovereign.  2. Used as 

the title for such a woman. 



princess tree (prVnùsVs trK) n.  See paulownia.  [After Princess Anna Pau-

lovna (1795-1865), queen of William II of the Netherlands.]

Prince·ton (prVnùstNn)  A borough of central New Jersey north-northeast of 

Trenton. Founded by Quakers in 1696, it is the seat of Princeton University 

(established in 1746 as the College of New Jersey and renamed in 1896). George 

Washington defeated the British here in January 1777. Population, 12,016. 

Princeton, Mount.  A mountain, 4,330 m (14,197 ft) high, in the Sawatch 

Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

Prince Wil·liam Sound (prVns wVlùyNm sound)  An arm of the Gulf of 

Alaska east of the Kenai Peninsula. The worst oil spill in U.S. history occurred 

here in March 1989. 

prin·ci·pal (prVnùsN-pNl) adj.  Abbr. prin. 1. First, highest, or foremost in 

importance, rank, worth, or degree; chief.  See Synonyms at chief.  2. Of, relat-

ing to, or being financial principal, or a principal in a financial transaction.   —  
n.  Abbr. prin. 1. One who holds a position of presiding rank, especially the head 

of an elementary school or high school.  2. A main participant in a situation.  

3. A person having a leading or starring role.  4. a. The capital or main body of 

an estate or a financial holding as distinguished from the interest or revenue from 

it.  b. A sum of money owed as a debt, upon which interest is calculated.   5. Law. 

a. A person who empowers another to act as his or her representative.  b. The 

person having prime responsibility for an obligation as distinguished from one 

who acts as surety or as an endorser.  c. One who commits or is an accomplice to 

a crime.   6. The main truss or rafter that supports and gives form to a roof.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin prXncip7lis, from prXnceps, prXncip-

, leader, emperor. See per1 in Appendix.] —prinùci·pal·ly adv.  

—prinùci·pal·shipÙ n.  

USAGE NOTE: Principal and principle are often confused but have no meanings

in common. Principle is only a noun, and most of its senses refer to that which is

basic or to rules and standards. Principal is both a noun and an adjective. As a

noun (aside from its specialized meanings in law and finance) it generally denotes

a person who holds a high position or plays an important role: a meeting among

all the principals in the transaction. As an adjective it has the sense of “chief” or

“leading.”

principal diagonal (prVnùsN-pNl dX-4gùN-nNl) n.  Mathematics. The diagonal 

in a square matrix that goes from the upper left corner to the lower right corner. 

principal focus (prVnùsN-pNl foùkNs) n.  A focal point. 

prin·ci·pal·i·ty (prVnÙsN-p4lùV-tK) n.  pl. prin·ci·pal·i·ties. 1. A territory ruled 

by a prince or from which a prince derives his title.  2. The position, authority, or 



jurisdiction of a prince; sovereignty.  3. principalities. Theology. The seventh of 

the nine orders of angels. In this sense, also calledprincedoms 

principal parts (prVnùsN-pNl pärts) pl.n.  Grammar. 1. In traditional grammars 

of inflected languages, the forms of the verb that are considered basic and from 

which all forms of the verb are derived.  2. In English, the present infinitive (play, 

eat, put), the past tense (played, ate, put), and the present participle (playing, eat-

ing, putting). 

Prín·ci·pe (prVnùsN-pN, prKNùsV-)  An island of western Africa in the Gulf of 

Guinea, part of São Tomé and Príncipe. 

prin·cip·i·um (prVn-sVpùK-Nm) n.  pl. prin·cip·i·a (-K-N). A principle, especially 

a basic one.  [Latin prXncipium. See PRINCIPLE.]

prin·ci·ple (prVnùsN-pNl) n.  Abbr. prin. 1. A basic truth, law, or assumption:  the 

principles of democracy.  2. a. A rule or standard, especially of good behavior:  a 

man of principle.  b. The collectivity of moral or ethical standards or judgments:  

a decision based on principle rather than expediency.   3. A fixed or predetermined 

policy or mode of action.  4. A basic or essential quality or element determining 

intrinsic nature or characteristic behavior:  the principle of self-preservation.  5. A 

rule or law concerning the functioning of natural phenomena or mechanical pro-

cesses:  the principle of jet propulsion.  6. Chemistry. One of the elements that 

compose a substance, especially one that gives some special quality or effect.  7. A 

basic source.  See Usage Note at principal.  8. Principle. Christian Science. God.   
—idioms. in principle. With regard to the basics:  an idea that is acceptable in 

principle.  on principle. According to or because of principle.  [Middle English, 

alteration of Old French principe, from Latin prXncipium, from prXnceps, prXncip-, 

leader, emperor. See per1 in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: Despite generations of spelling lessons, the words principle

and principal are still commonly confused. Perhaps an understanding of their his-

tory will help in keeping them straight. Both words go back to the same Latin

word, prXnceps, meaning “first, as in time, position, or authority.” The split that

has caused all the trouble occurred in the next stage of development. From prXn-

ceps were derived the noun prXncipium, “start, origin, guiding principle,” the ad-

jective prXncip7lis, “first in importance or esteem,” and the noun prXncip7lis, “a

leading citizen.” Clearly the latter two words with the 7 between the p and the l

have given us the adjective principal (first recorded around 1300) and the noun

principal (also first recorded in a work composed around 1300). Perhaps it should

not be mentioned that one Middle English spelling for the noun was principle. On

the other hand, the Latin word prXncipium and its Old French descendant principe

were involved in the creation of the word principle in Middle English, first record-

ed in a work written around 1380. Words like manciple and participle influenced

the spelling of this new word, but again perhaps we should keep silent about the



fact that we also find the word spelled principal and prinsipal in Middle English.

A key point to remember about these seemingly aberrant Middle English spellings

is that in Middle English spelling was not nearly as fixed as it usually is today, a

development that was much furthered by the invention of printing. When we in-

terchange spellings for principle and principal, we are doing something that would

have been less of a fault in the days before the conformity imposed on us by this

marvelous invention.

prin·ci·pled (prVnùsN-pNld) adj.  Based on, marked by, or manifesting principle:  

a principled decision; a highly principled person. 

prink (prVngk) v.  prinked, prink·ing, prinks.  —  v.  tr. To adorn (oneself) in 

a showy manner.   —  v.  intr. To dress or groom oneself with elaborate care or 

vanity; primp.  [Probably alteration of PRANK
2.] —prinkùer n. 

print (prVnt) n.  1. A mark or an impression made in or on a surface by pressure:  

the print of footsteps in the sand.  See Synonyms at impression.  2. a. A device or 

an implement, such as a stamp, die, or seal, used to press markings onto or into a 

surface.  b. Something formed or marked by such a device.   3. a. Lettering or 

other impressions produced in ink from type by a printing press or other means.  

b. Matter so produced; printed material.  c. Printed state or form.   4. a. A 

printed publication, such as a magazine or newspaper.  b. Printed matter.   5. A 

design or picture transferred from an engraved plate, wood block, lithographic 

stone, or other medium.  6. A photographic image transferred to paper or a sim-

ilar surface, usually from a negative.  7. A copy of a film or movie.  8. a. A fabric 

or garment with a dyed pattern that has been pressed onto it, usually by engraved 

rollers.  b. The pattern itself.    —  v.  print·ed, print·ing, prints.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To press (a mark or design, for example) onto or into a surface.  2. a. To make 

an impression on or in (a surface) with a device such as a stamp, seal, or die.  

b. To press (a stamp or similar device) onto or into a surface to leave a marking.   

3. a. To produce by means of pressed type on a paper surface, with or as if with a 

printing press.  b. To offer in printed form; publish.   4. To write (something) in 

characters similar to those commonly used in print.  5. To impress firmly in the 

mind or memory.  6. To produce a photographic image from (a negative, for 

example) by passing light through film onto a photosensitive surface, especially 

sensitized paper.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To work as a printer.  b. To produce printed 

material.   2. To produce something in printed form by means of a printing press 

or other reproduction process.  3. To write characters similar to those commonly 

used in print.  4. To produce or receive an impression, a marking, or an image.   
—  adj.  Of, relating to, writing for, or constituting printed publications:  a print 

journalist; print coverage.   —phrasal verb. print out. Computer Science. To 

print as a function; produce printout.   —idioms. in print. 1. In printed or 

published form:  denials that were to be found in print.  2. Offered for sale by a 



publisher:  books that are still in print.  out of print. No longer offered for sale by 

a publisher:  books that are out of print.  [Middle English preinte, from Old 

French, from feminine past participle of preindre, to press, alteration of prembre, 

from Latin premere. See per-4 in Appendix.]

print. abbr.  Printing. 

print·a·ble (prVnùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of being printed or of producing a 

print:  printable negatives.  2. Fit for publication:  printable language.   
—printÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

print bar (prVnt bär) n.  A mechanism in a printing device that carries the tem-

plate of the final form of the alphanumeric characters to be printed. 

print·ed circuit (prVnùtVd sûrùkVt) n.  An electric circuit in which the conduct-

ing connections have been printed or otherwise deposited in predetermined pat-

terns on an insulating base. 

printed matter (prVnùtVd m4tùNr) n.  Printed material, such as a book or mag-

azine, that is not considered first-class mail and qualifies for a special postal rate. 

print·er (prVnùtNr) n.  1. One that prints, especially one whose occupation is 

printing.  2. A device used for printing, especially a photographic machine from 

which a duplicate of a master print can be made.  3. Computer Science. The part 

of a system that produces printed matter. 

print·er’s devil (prVnùtNrz dHvùNl) n.  An apprentice in a printing establish-

ment. 

print head (prVnt hHd) n.  Computer Science. The element of a printer that 

applies the mark or image to the paper. 

print·ing (prVnùtVng) n.  Abbr. print., pr., ptg. 1. The art, process, or business 

of producing printed material by means of inked type and a printing press or by 

similar means.  2. a. The act of one that prints.  b. Matter that is printed.   3. All 

the copies of a publication, such as a book, that are printed at one time.  

4. Written characters not connected to one another and resembling those appear-

ing in print. 

printing ink (prVnùtVng Vngk) n.  Ink made especially for use in printing. 

printing office (prVnùtVng ôùfVs) n.  An establishment where printed material 

is produced, especially one that is officially authorized. 

printing press (prVnùtVng prHs) n.  A machine that transfers lettering or images 

by contact with various forms of inked surface onto paper or similar material fed 

into it in various ways. 

print·mak·ing (prVntùm7ÙkVng) n.  The artistic design and manufacture of 

prints, such as woodcuts or silk-screens.   —printùmakÙer n. 

print·out (prVntùoutÙ) n.  Computer Science. Printed output. 

print wheel (prVnt hwKl) n.  A disk-shaped mechanism in a printing device 

that carries the template of the characters to be printed around its rim and prints 



one character at a time, revolving after each character to the proper position for 

the next. 

pri·on (prKùmn) n.  A microscopic protein particle similar to a virus but lacking 

nucleic acid, thought to be the infectious agent responsible for scrapie and certain 

other degenerative diseases of the nervous system.  [proteinaceous (PROTEIN + -

ACEOUS) + I(NFECTIOUS) + -ON
1.]

pri·or1 (prXùNr) adj.  1. Preceding in time or order: “[They] insist that foreign ves-

sels seeking access obtain prior approval” (Seymour M. Hersh).  2. Preceding in 

importance or value:  a prior consideration.  [Latin. See PRIOR
2.] —priùor·ly adv. 

pri·or2 (prXùNr) n.  1. A monastic officer in charge of a priory or ranking next 

below the abbot of an abbey.  2. One of the ruling magistrates of the medieval 

Italian republic of Florence.  [Middle English priour, from Old English, and Old 

French prior both from Medieval Latin, from Latin, superior. See per1 in Appen-

dix.] —priùor·ate (-Vt), priùor·shipÙ (-shVpÙ)  n. 

Pri·or (prXùNr), Matthew. 1664-1721.  English poet and diplomat known for his 

epigrams and light satirical verse. 

pri·or·ess (prXùNr-Vs) n.  A nun in charge of a priory or ranking next below the 

abbess of an abbey.  [Middle English prioresse, from Old French, feminine of 

prior, a prior. See PRIOR
2.]

pri·or·i·tize (prX-ôrùV-tXzÙ, -mrù-) v.  pri·or·i·tized, pri·or·i·tiz·ing, 
pri·or·i·tiz·es. Usage Problem.  —  v.  tr. To arrange or deal with in order of 

importance.   —  v.  intr. To put things in order of importance: “Everyone should 

take time to be alone, to prioritize and meditate” (Art Linkletter).  [PRIORIT(Y) + -

IZE.] —pri·orÙi·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  

USAGE NOTE: It can be argued that prioritize serves a useful function in pro-

viding a single word to mean “arrange according to priority,” but like many other

recent formations with -ize, it is widely regarded as corporate or bureaucratic jar-

gon. In an earlier survey, prioritize was unacceptable to the great majority of the

Usage Panel. See Usage Note at -ize.

pri·or·i·ty (prX-ôrùV-tK, -mrù-) n.  pl. pri·or·i·ties. 1. Precedence, especially 

established by order of importance or urgency.  2. a. An established right to pre-

cedence.  b. An authoritative rating that establishes such precedence.   3. A pre-

ceding or coming earlier in time.  4. Something afforded or deserving prior 

attention.  [Middle English priorite, from Old French, from Medieval Latin 

priorit7s, from Latin prior, first. See PRIOR
2.]

prior to (prXùNr tu) prep.  Preceding, before: “prior to the changes of ownership 

and editorship” (Brendan Gill). 

pri·or·y (prXùN-rK) n.  pl. pri·or·ies. A monastery governed by a prior or a con-

vent governed by a prioress. 



Prip·et (prVpùHt)  or Pri·pyat (prKùpyNt)  A river, about 708 km (440 mi) long, of 

northern Ukraine and southern Belarus flowing generally eastward through the 

Pripet Marshes, a forested, swampy area, to the Dnieper River north of Kiev. 

Pris·cian (prVshùNn, -K-Nn), fl. A.D. 500.  Latin grammarian at Constantinople 

whose text Institutiones Grammaticae was used throughout medieval Europe. 

prise (prXz) v.  & n.   Variant of prize3. 
prism (prVzùNm) n.  1. A solid figure whose bases or ends have the same size and 

shape and are parallel to one another, and each of whose sides is a parallelogram.  

2. A transparent body of this form, often of glass and usually with triangular 

ends, used for separating white light passed through it into a spectrum or for 

reflecting beams of light.  3. A cut-glass object, such as a pendant of a chandelier.  

4. A crystal form consisting of three or more similar faces parallel to a single axis.  

5. A medium that misrepresents whatever is seen through it.  [Late Latin prXsma, 

from Greek prisma, thing sawed off, prism, from priein, prizein, to saw.]

pris·mat·ic (prVz-m4tùVk) also pris·mat·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, 

resembling, or being a prism.  2. Formed by refraction of light through a prism. 

Used of a spectrum of light.  3. Brilliantly colored; iridescent.  [Greek prisma, 

prismat-, prism; see PRISM + -IC.] —pris·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

pris·ma·toid (prVzùmN-toidÙ) n.  A polyhedron all of whose vertices lie in one of 

two parallel planes.  [Greek prisma, prismat-, prism + -OID.] —prisÙma·toiùdal 
(-toidùl) adj. 

pris·moid (prVzùmoidÙ) n.  A prismatoid having polygons with the same num-

ber of sides as bases, and faces that are parallelograms or trapezoids.   
—pris·moiùdal (-moidùl) adj. 

pris·on (prVzùNn) n.  1. A place where persons convicted or accused of crimes are 

confined; a penitentiary or a jail.  2. A place or condition of confinement or forc-

ible restraint.  3. A state of imprisonment or captivity.   —  v.  tr. pris·oned, 
pris·on·ing, pris·ons. To confine in a prison; imprison.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, alteration (influenced by Old French pris, taken), of Latin prKnsio, 

prKnsion-, a seizing, from *prehKnsio, from prehKnsus, past participle of prehen-

dere, to seize. See ghend- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The word prison has its origins not in the notions of what

such a place is but rather in the notion of how one gets there. Prison can be traced

back to the Latin word prKnsio, “the action or power of making an arrest.” This in

turn is derived from the verb prehendere or prendere, which meant “to take hold

of, take into custody, arrest.” PrKnsio then dives into the obscurity of the time

when Romance languages such as French were being formed from Vulgar Latin

and resurfaces in the Old French of the 12th century with the form prison and the

senses “capture” and “place of imprisonment.” This new sense could have already

been developed in Latin and not been recorded, but we have to wait until the 12th



century to see it, the sense “captivity” being added in the same century. From Old

French as well as the Medieval Latin word priso, “prison,” derived from Old

French, came our Middle English word prisoun, first recorded in a work written

before 1121 in the sense “imprisonment.” The sense “place of imprisonment” is

recorded shortly afterward in a text copied down before 1225 but perhaps actually

written in the Old English period before the Norman Conquest.

prison camp (prVzùNn k4mp) n.  1. A camp for prisoners of war.  2. A mini-

mum security facility for the internment of prisoners. In this sense, also called-

work camp 

pris·on·er (prVzùN-nNr, prVzùnNr) n.  1. A person held in custody, captivity, or a 

condition of forcible restraint, especially while on trial or serving a prison sen-

tence.  2. One deprived of freedom of expression or action: “He was a prisoner of 

his own personality—of that given set of traits that... predisposed him to see the 

world in a certain way, to make certain moves, certain choices” (William H. Halla-

han). 

prisoner of war (prVzùN-nNr ƒv wôr) n.  pl. prisoners of war. A person 

taken by or surrendering to enemy forces in wartime. 

Prisoner of War Medal (prVzùN-nNr ƒv wôr mHdùl) n.  A congressional dec-

oration featuring a bald eagle surrounded by barbed wire and bayonet points, 

that is awarded to any American prisoner of war held captive by enemy troops 

after April 5, 1917. 

pris·on·er’s base (prVzùN-nNrz b7s, prVzùnNrz) n.  Games. A children’s game in 

which two teams try to capture opposing players by tagging them and bringing 

them to a base. 

prison fever (prVzùNn fKùvNr) n.  See typhus.  [So called because it formerly 

prevailed in prisons.]

pris·sy (prVsùK) adj.  pris·si·er, pris·si·est. Excessively or affectedly prim and 

proper.  [Perhaps blend of PRI(M)1, and (SI)SSY.] —prisùsi·ly adv.  —prisùsi·ness 
n. 

pris·tine (prVsùtKnÙ, prV-stKnù) adj.  1. a. Remaining in a pure state; uncorrupted 

by civilization.  b. Remaining free from dirt or decay; clean:  pristine mountain 

snow.   2. Of, relating to, or typical of the earliest time or condition; primitive or 

original.  [Latin prXstinus. See per1 in Appendix.] —pris·tineùly adv. 

Pritch·ett (prVchùVt), Sir V(ictor) S(awdon). Born 1900.  British writer of nov-

els, literary criticism, and most notably, short stories. 

prith·ee (prVthùK, prVthùK) interj.  Archaic. Used to express a polite request.  

[Alteration of (I) pray thee.]

priv. abbr.  1. Private.  2. Grammar. Privative. 



pri·va·cy (prXùvN-sK) n.  1. a. The quality or condition of being secluded from 

the presence or view of others.  b. The state of being free from unsanctioned 

intrusion:  a person’s right to privacy.   2. The state of being concealed; secrecy. 

pri·vate (prXùvVt) adj.  Abbr. priv., pvt. 1. a. Secluded from the sight, presence, 

or intrusion of others:  a private hideaway.  b. Designed or intended for one’s 

exclusive use:  a private room.   2. a. Of or confined to the individual; personal:  a 

private joke; private opinions.  b. Undertaken on an individual basis:  private stud-

ies; private research.  c. Of, relating to, or receiving special hospital services and 

privileges:  a private patient.   3. Not available for public use, control, or participa-

tion:  a private club; a private party.  4. a. Belonging to a particular person or per-

sons, as opposed to the public or the government:  private property.  b. Conducted 

and supported primarily by private individuals or by a nongovernmental agency 

or corporation:  a private college; a private sanatorium.  c. Of, relating to, or 

derived from nongovernment sources:  private funding.   5. Not holding an offi-

cial or public position:  a former President who is now a private citizen.  6. a. Not 

for public knowledge or disclosure; secret:  private papers; a private communica-

tion.  b. Not appropriate for use or display in public; intimate:  private behavior; a 

private tragedy.  c. Placing a high value on personal privacy:  a retiring, private 

individual.    —  n.  1.  Abbr. PVT, Pvt a. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. 

Army or Marine Corps that is below private first class.  b. One who holds this 

rank or a similar rank in a military or paramilitary organization.   2. privates. 

Private parts. Often used with the.   —idioms. go private. To take a publicly 

owned company into private ownership, as by a leveraged buyout.  in private. 
Not in public; secretly or confidentially.  [Middle English privat, from Latin 

prXv7tus, not in public life, past participle of prXv7re, to release, deprive, from prX-
vus, single, alone. See per1 in Appendix.] —priùvate·ly adv.  —priùvate·ness 
n. 

private detective (prXùvVt dV-tHkùtVv) n.  A privately employed detective.  Also 

called private eye, private investigator. 

private enterprise (prXùvVt HnùtNr-prXzÙ) n.  1. Business activities unregulated 

by state ownership or control; privately owned business.  2. A privately owned 

business enterprise, especially one operating under a system of free enterprise or 

laissez-faire capitalism. 

pri·va·teer (prXÙvN-tîrù) n.  1. A ship privately owned and manned but autho-

rized by a government during wartime to attack and capture enemy vessels.  

2. The commander or one of the crew of such a ship.   —  v.  intr. pri·va·teered, 
pri·va·teer·ing, pri·va·teers. To sail as a privateer. 

private eye (prXùvVt X) n.  See private detective. 
private first class (prXùvVt fûrst kl4s) n.  pl. privates first class. Abbr. PFC, 
Pfc 1. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Army that is above private and below 



corporal or in the U.S. Marine Corps that is above private and below lance corpo-

ral.  2. One who holds this rank. 

private investigator (prXùvVt Vn-vHsùtV-g7ÙtNr) n.  Abbr. PI See private 
detective. 

private law (prXùvVt lô) n.  The branch of law that deals with the legal rights 

and relationships of private individuals. 

private member (prXùvVt mHmùbNr) n.  Chiefly British. A member of Parlia-

ment who does not hold office in the government or in his or her party. 

private parts (prXùvVt pärts) pl.n.  The external organs of sex and excretion. 

private school (prXùvVt skul) n.  A secondary or elementary school run and 

supported by private individuals or a corporation rather than by a government or 

public agency. 

pri·va·tion (prX-v7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Lack of the basic necessities or comforts of 

life.  b. The condition resulting from such lack.   2. An act, condition, or result of 

deprivation or loss.  [Middle English privacion, from Old French, from Latin 

prXv7tio, prXv7tion-, from prXv7tus, past participle of prXv7re, to deprive. See PRI-

VATE.]

pri·vat·ism (prXùvN-tVzÙNm) n.  The social position of being noncommittal to or 

uninvolved with anything other than one’s own immediate interests and lifestyle.   
—priùva·tist adj. , n.  —priÙva·tisùtic adj. 

priv·a·tive (prVvùN-tVv) adj.  1. Causing deprivation, lack, or loss.  2.  Abbr. priv. 
Grammar. Altering the meaning of a term from positive to negative.   —  n.  Abbr. 

priv. Grammar. A privative prefix or suffix, such as a-, non-, un-, or -less.  [Mid-

dle English privatif, from Latin prXv7tXvus, from prXv7tus, past participle of 

prXv7re, to deprive. See PRIVATE.] —privùa·tive·ly adv. 

pri·va·tize (prXùvN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. pri·va·tized, pri·va·tiz·ing, pri·va·tiz·es. 
Usage Problem. To change (an industry or a business, for example) from govern-

mental or public ownership or control to private enterprise: “The strike... was 

called to protest the... government’s plans to break up and privatize the deficit-ridden 

national railway system” (Christian Science Monitor).  See Usage Note at -ize.  
—priÙva·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

priv·et (prVvùVt) n.  1. Any of several shrubs of the genus Ligustrum, especially L. 

vulgare or L. ovalifolium, having opposite leaves and clusters of white flowers and 

widely used for hedges.  2. Any of several similar or related plants.  [Origin 

unknown.]

priv·i·lege (prVvùN-lVj, prVvùlVj) n.  1. a. A special advantage, immunity, permis-

sion, right, or benefit granted to or enjoyed by an individual, a class, or a caste.  

See Synonyms at right.  b. Such an advantage, an immunity, or a right held as a 

prerogative of status or rank, and exercised to the exclusion or detriment of oth-

ers.   2. The principle of granting and maintaining a special right or immunity:  a 

society based on privilege.  3. Law. The right to privileged communication in a 



confidential relationship, as between client and attorney, patient and physician, 

or communicant and priest.  4. An option to buy or sell a stock, including put, 

call, spread, and straddle.   —  v.  tr. priv·i·leged, priv·i·leg·ing, priv·i·leg·es. 
1. To grant a privilege to.  2. To free or exempt.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin prXvilKgium, a law affecting one person  : prXvus, single, alone; 

see per1 in Appendix + lKx, lKg-, law; see leg- in Appendix.]

priv·i·leged (prVvùN-lVjd, prVvùlVjd) adj.  1. Enjoying a privilege or having privi-

leges:  privileged students.  2. Confined to an exclusive or chosen group of indi-

viduals:  privileged information.   —  n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Those 

enjoying a privilege or having privileges:  tax laws that favored the privileged at the 

expense of the disadvantaged. 

privileged communication (prVvùN-lVjd kN-myuÙnV-k7ùshNn) n.  Law. 1. A 

confidential communication that one cannot be forced to divulge.  2. A commu-

nication that is not subject to charges of slander or libel. 

priv·i·ly (prVvùN-lK) adv.  In a privy manner; privately or secretly. 

priv·i·ty (prVvùV-tK) n.  pl. priv·i·ties. 1. Knowledge of something private or 

secret shared between individuals, especially with the implication of approval or 

consent.  2. Law. a. A relation between parties that is held to be sufficiently close 

and direct to support a legal claim on behalf of or against another person with 

whom this relation exists.  b. A successive or mutual interest in or relationship to 

the same property.   [Middle English privete, secrecy, privacy, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin prXvit7s, from Latin prXvus, single, alone. See per1 in Appen-

dix.]

priv·y (prVvùK) adj.  1. Made a participant in knowledge of something private or 

secret:  was privy to government secrets.  2. Belonging or proper to a person, such 

as the British sovereign, in a private rather than official capacity.  3. Secret; con-

cealed.   —  n.  pl. priv·ies. 1. a. An outdoor toilet; an outhouse.  b. A toilet.   

2. Law. One of the parties having an interest in the same matter.  [Middle English 

prive, from Old French, from Latin prXv7tus, private, from prXvus, single, alone. 

See per1 in Appendix.]

Priv·y Council (prVvùK kounùsNl) n.  Abbr. P.C. 1. A council of the British sover-

eign that until the 17th century was the supreme legislative body, that now con-

sists of cabinet ministers ex officio and others appointed for life, and that has no 

important function except through its Judicial Committee, which in certain cases 

acts as a supreme appellate court in the Commonwealth.  2. privy council. An 

advisory council to an executive.   —privy councilor n. 

prix fixe (prKù fKksù) n.  pl. prix fixes (prKù fKksù). 1. A complete meal of sev-

eral courses, sometimes with choices permitted, offered by a restaurant at a fixed 

price.  2. A fixed price charged for such a meal.  3.  See table d’hôte (n., sense 

2).  [French  : prix, price + fixe, fixed.]



prize1 (prXz) n.  1. Something offered or won as an award for superiority or vic-

tory, as in a contest or competition.  See Synonyms at bonus.  2. Something 

worth striving for; a highly desirable possession.   —  adj.  1. Offered or given as 

a prize:  a prize cup.  2. Given a prize, or likely to win a prize:  a prize cow.  

3. Worthy of a prize; first-class:  our prize azaleas.   —  v.  tr. prized, priz·ing, 
priz·es. 1. To value highly; esteem or treasure.  See Synonyms at appreciate.  
2. To estimate the worth of; evaluate.  [Alteration of Middle English pris, value, 

price, reward. See PRICE.]

prize2 (prXz) n.  1. Nautical. Something seized by force or taken as booty, espe-

cially an enemy ship and its cargo captured at sea during wartime.  2. The act of 

seizing; capture.  [Alteration of Middle English prise, from Old French, from 

feminine past participle of prendre, from Latin prehendere, prendere, to seize. See 

ghend- in Appendix.]

prize3 also prise (prXz) v.  tr. prized also prised, priz·ing also pris·ing, 
priz·es also pris·es. To move or force with or as if with a lever; pry.   —  n.  

1. Leverage.  2. Chiefly Southern U.S. Something used as a lever or for prying.  

[From Middle English prise, instrument for prying, probably from prise, the tak-

ing of something. See PRIZE
2.]

prize·fight (prXzùfXtÙ) n.  Sports. A match fought between professional boxers 

for money.   —prizeùfightÙer n.  —prizeùfightÙing n. 

prize ring (prXz rVng) n.  Sports. 1. A platform enclosed by ropes on which con-

tending boxers meet.  2. Professional boxing. 

prize·win·ner (prXzùwVnÙNr) n.  One that wins a prize. 

prize·win·ning also prize-win·ning (prXzùwVnÙVng) adj.  Having won or wor-

thy of winning a prize:  a prizewinning wine. 

p.r.n.  or PRN abbr.  Latin. Pro re nata (as the situation demands). 

pro1 (pro) n.  pl. pros. Abbr. p. 1. An argument or a consideration in favor of 

something:  weighing the pros and cons.  2. One who supports a proposal or takes 

the affirmative side in debate.   —  adv.  In favor; affirmatively:  arguing pro and 

con.   —  adj.  Affirmative; supporting:  a pro vote.  [Middle English, from Latin 

pro, for. See per1 in Appendix.]

pro2 (pro) Informal. n.  pl. pros. 1. A professional, especially in sports.  2. An 

expert in a field of endeavor.   —  adj.  Professional:  pro football. 

PRO also P.R.O. abbr.  Public relations officer. 

pro-1 pref.  1. Acting in the place of; substituting for:  pronoun.  2. Supporting; 

favoring:  prorevolutionary.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin pro-, 

pro-, from pro, for. See per1 in Appendix.]

pro-2 pref.  1. a. Earlier; before; prior to:  procambium.  b. Rudimentary:  pronu-

cleus.   2. Anterior; in front of:  procephalic.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Greek, from pro, before, in front. See per1 in Appendix.]



pro·a (proùN) also prau (prou)  or prah·u (präùu) n.  Nautical. A swift 

Malayan sailboat with a triangular sail and a single outrigger.  [Malay pHr7h7, 

probably from Marathi paC7v.]

pro-a·bor·tion (proÙN-bôrùshNn) adj.  Favoring or supporting legalized abor-

tion.   —proÙa·borùtion·ist n. 

pro·ac·tive  or pro-ac·tive (pro-4kùtVv) adj.  Acting in advance to deal with an 

expected difficulty; anticipatory:  not reactive, but proactive steps to combat terror-

ism.   —pro·acùtion n.  —pro·acùtive·ly adv. 

pro-am (proù4mÙ) Sports. n.  A sports event, such as a golf tournament, in which 

professionals compete with or against amateurs.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or con-

stituting a sports event participated in by professionals and amateurs.  [PRO(FES-

SIONAL) + AM(ATEUR).]

prob. abbr.  1. Probable; probably.  2. Law. Probate.  3. Problem. 

prob·a·bi·lism (prmbùN-bN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Philosophy. The doctrine that proba-

bility is a sufficient basis for belief and action, since certainty in knowledge is 

unattainable.  2. Roman Catholic Church. The system of casuistry that, in those 

cases in which expert opinions on ethics are in doubt concerning the licitness of 

an act, allows an actor to follow the solidly probable opinion that favors the 

actor’s personal liberty even though an opposing opinion, favoring law, may be 

more probable.   —probùa·bi·list adj.  & n. 

prob·a·bil·is·tic (prmbÙN-bN-lVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or based on proba-

bilism:  the probabilistic system of ethics.  2. Of, based on, or affected by probabil-

ity, randomness, or chance: “The Big Bang universe is... exemplified in the 

probabilistic and indeterminate interactions of the smallest known physical proper-

ties” (Frederick Turner).   —probÙa·bil·istùi·cal·ly adv. 

prob·a·bil·i·ty (prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. prob·a·bil·i·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being probable; likelihood.  2. A probable situation, condition, or event.  

3. a. The likelihood that a given event will occur:  a great probability of rain this 

evening.  b. Statistics. A number expressing the likelihood that a specific event 

will occur, expressed as the ratio of the number of actual occurrences to the num-

ber of possible occurrences.    —idiom. in all probability. Most probably; very 

likely. 

probability density (prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK dHnùsV-tK) n.  Statistics. 1. A function 

whose integral over a given interval gives the probability that the value of a ran-

dom variable specified by its values will fall within the interval.  2. The calculated 

value of a probability density.  Also called probability distribution 

probability distribution (prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  Statistics. 

1.  See probability density.  2. A function of a discrete random variable yield-

ing the probability that the variable will have a given value. 



probability theory (prmbÙN-bVlùV-tK thKùN-rK) n.  The branch of mathematics 

that studies the likelihood of occurrence of random events in order to predict the 

behavior of defined systems. 

prob·a·ble (prmbùN-bNl) adj.  Abbr. prob. 1. Likely to happen or to be true:  

War seemed probable in 1938. The home team, far ahead, is the probable winner.  

2. Likely but uncertain; plausible.  3. Theology. Of or relating to opinions and 

actions in ethics and morals for whose lawfulness intrinsic reasons or extrinsic 

authority may be adduced.  [Middle English, plausible, from Old French, from 

Latin prob7bilis, from prob7re, to prove. See PROVE.]

probable cause (prmbùN-bNl kôz) n.  Law. Reasonable grounds for belief that 

an accused person may be subject to arrest or the issuance of a warrant.   
—probùa·ble-causeù (prmbùN-bNl-kôzù) adj. 

probable error (prmbùN-bNl HrùNr) n.  Abbr. P.E. Statistics. The amount by 

which the arithmetic mean of a sample is expected to vary because of chance 

alone. 

prob·a·bly (prmbùN-blK) adv.  Abbr. prob. Most likely; presumably. 

pro·bang (proùb4ngÙ) n.  A long, slender, flexible rod having a tuft or sponge at 

the end, used to remove foreign bodies from or apply medication to the larynx or 

esophagus.  [Alteration (probably influenced by PROBE), of provang.]

pro·bate (proùb7tÙ) Law. n.  Abbr. prob. 1. The process of legally establishing 

the validity of a will before a judicial authority.  2. Judicial certification of the 

validity of a will.  3. An authenticated copy of a will so certified.   —  v.  tr. 

pro·bat·ed, pro·bat·ing, pro·bates. To establish the validity of (a will) by 

probate.  [Middle English probat, from Latin prob7tum, neuter past participle of 

prob7re, to prove. See PROVE.]

probate court (proùb7tÙ kôrt) n.  Law. A court limited to the jurisdiction of 

probating wills and administering estates. 

pro·ba·tion (pro-b7ùshNn) n.  1. A process or period in which a person’s fit-

ness, as for membership in a working or social group, is tested.  2. a. Law. The act 

of suspending the sentence of a person convicted of a criminal offense and grant-

ing that person provisional freedom on the promise of good behavior.  b. A dis-

charge for a person from commitment as an insane person on condition of 

continued sanity and of being recommitted upon the reappearance of insanity.   

3. A trial period in which a student is given time to try to redeem failing grades or 

bad conduct.  4. The status of a person on probation.  [Middle English probacion, 

a testing, from Old French, from Latin prob7tio, prob7tion-, from prob7tus, past 

participle of prob7re, to test. See PROVE.] —pro·baùtion·al adj.  —pro·baù-
tion·al·ly adv.  —pro·baùtion·arÙy adj. 

pro·ba·tion·er (pro-b7ùshN-nNr) n.  A person on probation. 

probation officer (pro-b7ùshNn ôùfV-sNr) n.  Law. 1. An official usually 

attached to a juvenile court and charged with the care of juvenile delinquents.  



2. An official charged with supervising convicts at large on suspended sentence or 

probation. 

pro·ba·tive (proùbN-tVv) also pro·ba·to·ry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Serving to 

test, try, or prove:  a probative period.  2. Furnishing evidence or proof. 

probe (prob) n.  1. An exploratory action, expedition, or device, especially one 

designed to investigate and obtain information on a remote or unknown region:  

electronic probes into the crust of the earth.  2. A slender, flexible surgical instru-

ment used to explore a wound or body cavity.  3. The act of exploring or search-

ing with or as if with a device or an instrument.  4. An investigation into 

unfamiliar matters or questionable activities; a penetrating inquiry:  a congres-

sional probe into price fixing.  See Synonyms at inquiry.  5. A space probe.   —  v.  

probed, prob·ing, probes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To explore with or as if with a probe:  

probe a wound to find its extent; probing the anthill with a stick.  2. To delve into; 

investigate.   —  v.  intr. To conduct an exploratory investigation; search.  [Middle 

English, examination, from Medieval Latin proba, from Late Latin, proof, from 

Latin prob7re, to test, from probus, good. See per1 in Appendix.] —probùer n.  

—probùing·ly adv. 

pro·ben·e·cid (pro-bHnùV-sVd) n.  A uricosuric drug, C13H19NO4S, derived 

from benzoic acid and used chiefly in the treatment of gout.  [PRO(PYL) + 

BEN(ZOIC) (A)CID.]

pro·bi·ty (proùbV-tK) n.  Complete and confirmed integrity; uprightness: “He 

was a gentlemanly Georgian, a person of early American probity” (Mary McGrory).  

See Synonyms at honesty.  [Middle English probite, from Old French, from 

Latin probit7s, from probus, upright, good. See per1 in Appendix.]

prob·lem (prmbùlNm) n.  Abbr. prob. 1. A question to be considered, solved, or 

answered:  math problems; the problem of how to hem a skirt evenly.  2. A situation, 

matter, or person that presents perplexity or difficulty:  urban problems such as 

traffic congestion and smog; the philosophical problem of evil.  See Usage Note at 

dilemma.   —  adj.  1. Difficult to deal with or control:  a problem child; problem 

customers.  2. Dealing with a moral or social problem:  a problem play.  [Middle 

English probleme, from Old French, from Latin problKma, problKmat-, from 

Greek, from proballein, to throw before, put forward  : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + 

ballein, blK-, to throw; see gwelN- in Appendix.]

prob·lem·at·ic (prmbÙlN-m4tùVk) also prob·lem·at·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Posing 

a problem; difficult to solve:  a problematic situation in the home.  2. Open to 

doubt; debatable: “if you ever get married, which seems to me extremely problem-

atic” (Oscar Wilde).  3. Not settled; unresolved or dubious:  a problematic future.   
—probÙlem·atùi·cal·ly adv. 

prob·lem-o·ri·ent·ed language (prmbùlNm-ôrùK-HnÙtVd l4ngùgwVj, -orù-) 

n.  Computer Science. A programming language intended for use in solving a par-

ticular set of problems. 



pro bo·no (pro boùno) adj.  Done without compensation for the public good:  a 

lawyer’s pro bono work.  [Latin pro bono (publico), for the (public) good  : pro, for 

+ bono, ablative of bonum, the good.]

pro·bos·ci·de·an (pro-bmsÙV-dKùNn) adj.  & n.   Variant of proboscidian. 
pro·bos·ci·des (pro-bmsùV-dKzÙ) n.  A plural of proboscis. 
pro·bos·cid·i·an (proÙbN-sVdùK-Nn) also pro·bos·ci·de·an (pro-bmsÙV-dKùNn) 

n.  A mammal of the order Proboscidea, such as the elephant or its extinct rela-

tives, having a long trunk, large tusks, and a massive body.   —  adj.  Of or belong-

ing to the order Proboscidea.  [From New Latin Proboscidea, order name, from 

Latin proboscis, proboscid-, proboscis. See PROBOSCIS.]

pro·bos·cis (pro-bmsùVs) n.  pl. pro·bos·cis·es or pro·bos·ci·des (-bmsù-V-
dKzÙ). 1. A long, flexible snout or trunk, as of an elephant.  2. The slender, tubu-

lar feeding and sucking organ of certain invertebrates, such as insects, worms, 

and mollusks.  3. A human nose, especially a prominent one.  [Latin, from Greek 

proboskis : pro-, in front; see PRO-2 + boskein, to feed.]

pro-bus·ing (pro-bƒsùVng) adj.  Favoring or supporting the busing of children 

to schools outside their neighborhoods as a means of achieving racial integration. 

proc. abbr.  1. Proceeding.  2. Process. 

pro·caine (proùk7nÙ) n.  A white crystalline powder, C13H20N2O2, used chiefly 

in its hydrochloride form as a local anesthetic in medicine and dentistry.  [PRO-1 + 

(CO)CAINE.]

pro·cam·bi·um (pro-k4mùbK-Nm) n.  A type of undifferentiated plant tissue 

that gives rise to vascular tissue.   —pro·camùbi·al (-Nl) adj. 

pro·car·ba·zine (pro-kärùbN-zKn) n.  A potent antineoplastic drug, 

C12H19N3O, used to treat advanced Hodgkin’s disease.  [PRO(PYL) + CARB(O)- + 

AZINE.]

pro·car·y·ote (pro-k4rùK-otÙ) n.  Variant of prokaryote. 
pro·ce·dur·al (prN-sKùjNr-Nl) adj.  Of or concerning procedure, especially of a 

court of law or parliamentary body.   —  n.  A police procedural.   —pro·ceù-
dur·al·ly adv. 

pro·ce·dure (prN-sKùjNr) n.  1. A manner of proceeding; a way of performing or 

effecting something:  complained to the manager, and by this procedure got the 

money back.  2. A series of steps taken to accomplish an end:  a long therapeutic 

procedure.  3. A set of established forms or methods for conducting the affairs of 

a business, legislative body, or court of law.  [French procédure, from Old French, 

from proceder, to proceed. See PROCEED.]

pro·ceed (pro-sKdù, prN-) v.  intr. pro·ceed·ed, pro·ceed·ing, pro·ceeds. 
1. To go forward or onward, especially after an interruption; continue:  proceeded 

to his destination; paused to clear her throat, then proceeded.  2. To begin to carry 

on an action or a process:  looked surprised, then proceeded to roar with laughter.  

3. To move on in an orderly manner:  Business proceeded as usual.  4. To come 



from a source; originate or issue:  behavior proceeding from hidden motives.  See 

Synonyms at stem1.  5. Law. To institute and conduct legal action:  proceeded 

against the defaulting debtor.   —  n.   also pro·ceeds (proùsKdzÙ) The amount of 

money derived from a commercial or fundraising venture; the yield.  [Middle 

English proceden, from Old French proceder, from Latin procKdere : pro-, forward; 

see PRO-1 + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.] —pro·ceedùer n. 

pro·ceed·ing (pro-sKùdVng, prN-) n.  1. A course of action; a procedure.  

2. proceedings. A sequence of events occurring at a particular place or occa-

sion:  watched the proceedings from a ringside seat.  3. proceedings. Abbr. proc. 
A record of business carried on by a society or other organization; minutes.  4.  
Often proceedings. Law. a. Legal action; litigation.  b. The instituting or con-

ducting of legal action.  

pro·ce·phal·ic (proÙsN-f4lùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or located on or near the 

front of the head. 

pro·cer·coid (pro-sûrùkoid) n.  A larval stage of certain tapeworms that typi-

cally develops in the body cavity of a copepod.  [PRO-2 + Greek kerkos, tail + -OID.]

proc·ess1 (prmsùHsÙ, proùsHsÙ) n.  pl. proc·ess·es (prmsùHsÙVz, proùsHsÙ-, prmsùV-
sKzÙ, proùsV-). Abbr. proc. 1. A series of actions, changes, or functions bringing 

about a result:  the process of digestion; the process of obtaining a driver’s license.  

2. A series of operations performed in the making or treatment of a product:  a 

manufacturing process; leather dyed during the tanning process.  3. Progress; pas-

sage:  the process of time; events now in process.  4. Law. The entire course of a judi-

cial proceeding.  5. Law. a. A summons or writ ordering a defendant to appear in 

court.  b. The total quantity of summonses or writs issued in a particular pro-

ceeding.   6. Biology. An outgrowth of tissue; a projecting part:  a bony process.  

7. Any of various photomechanical or photoengraving methods.  8.  See conk3.   
—  v.  tr. proc·essed, proc·ess·ing, proc·ess·es. 1. To put through the steps of 

a prescribed procedure:  processing newly arrived immigrants; received the order, 

processed it, and dispatched the goods.  2. To prepare, treat, or convert by subject-

ing to a special process:  process ore to obtain minerals.  3. Law. a. To serve with a 

summons or writ.  b. To institute legal proceedings against; prosecute.   

4. Computer Science. To perform operations on (data).  5. To straighten (hair) by 

a chemical process; conk.   —  adj.  1. Prepared or converted by a special process:  

process cheese.  2. Made by or used in any of several photomechanical or photoen-

graving processes:  a process print.  [Middle English proces, from Old French, 

development, from Latin processus, from past participle of procKdere, to advance. 

See PROCEED.]

USAGE NOTE: In recent years there has been a tendency to pronounce the plu-

ral ending -es of processes as (-Kz), perhaps by analogy with words of Greek origin

such as analysis and neurosis. But process is not of Greek origin, and there is no



etymological justification for this pronunciation of its plural. The pronunciation

may someday become so widespread as to be a standard variant, but it still strikes

some listeners as a bungled affectation.

pro·cess2 (prN-sHsù) v.  intr. pro·cessed, pro·cess·ing, pro·cess·es. To move 

along in or as if in a procession: “The man in the panama hat offered his arm and... 

they processed into the dining room” (Anita Brookner).  [Back-formation from 

PROCESSION.]

pro·ces·sion (prN-sHshùNn) n.  1. The act of moving along or forward; progres-

sion.  2. Origination; emanation; rise.  3. a. A group of persons, vehicles, or 

objects moving along in an orderly, formal manner.  b. The movement of such a 

group.   4. An orderly succession:  the procession of the seasons.   —  v.  intr. 

pro·ces·sioned, pro·ces·sion·ing, pro·ces·sions. To form or go in a proces-

sion.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin processio, procession-, 

from Latin, an advance, from processus, past participle of procKdere, to advance. 

See PROCEED.]

pro·ces·sion·al (prN-sHshùN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or suitable for a proces-

sion.   —  n.  1. A book containing the rituals observed during a religious proces-

sion.  2. Music. a. A piece played or sung when the clergy enter a church at the 

beginning of a service.  b. Music intended to be played or sung during a proces-

sion.    —pro·cesùsion·al·ly adv. 

proc·es·sor (prmsùHsÙNr, proùsHsÙ-) n.  1. One that processes, especially an appa-

ratus for preparing, treating, or converting material:  a wood pulp processor.  

2. Computer Science. a. A computer.  b. A central processing unit.  c. A program 

that translates another program into a form acceptable by the computer being 

used.  

proc·ess printing (prmsùHsÙ prVnùtVng, proùsHsÙ) n.  Printing from multiple 

halftone images, each inked with a different color such that the composite 

impression will reproduce the colors of the original. 

pro·cès-ver·bal (pro-s7ÙvHr-bälù) n.  pl. pro·cès-·ver·baux (-vHr-boù). A 

detailed official record of diplomatic, deliberative, or legal proceedings.  [French 

 : procès, proceedings + verbal, oral (originally used of oral evidence given by illit-

erate police officers of the lower ranks).]

pro-choice (pro-choisù) adj.  Favoring or supporting the legal right of women 

and girls to choose whether or not to continue a pregnancy to term. 

pro·claim (pro-kl7mù, prN-) v.  tr. pro·claimed, pro·claim·ing, pro·claims. 
1. To announce officially and publicly; declare.  See Synonyms at announce.  
2. To indicate conspicuously; make plain:  wearing a button that proclaimed my 

choice for president.  3. To praise; extol.  [Middle English proclamen, proclaimen 

(influenced by claimen, to claim), from Old French proclamer, from Latin 



procl7m7re : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + cl7m7re, to cry out; see kelN-2 in Appen-

dix.] —pro·claimùer n.  —pro·clamùa·toÙry (pro-kl4mùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

proc·la·ma·tion (prmkÙlN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of proclaiming or the condi-

tion of being proclaimed.  2. Something proclaimed, especially an official public 

announcement. 

pro·clit·ic (pro-klVtùVk) Linguistics. adj.  Forming an accentual unit with the fol-

lowing word and thus having no independent accent.   —  n.  A proclitic word.  

[New Latin procliticus : PRO-2 + Late Latin encliticus, enclitic; see ENCLITIC.]

pro·cliv·i·ty (pro-klVvùV-tK) n.  pl. pro·cliv·i·ties. A natural propensity or incli-

nation; predisposition.  See Synonyms at predilection.  [Latin proclXvit7s, from 

proclXvis, inclined  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + clXvus, slope; see klei- in Appendix.]

Pro·clus (proùklNs, prmkùlNs), A.D. 410?-485.  Greek philosopher and the last 

major Neo-Platonic teacher. He maintained that reality is fundamentally mental 

rather than material. 

Proc·ne (prmkùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. An Athenian princess who avenged the 

betrayal and cruelty of her husband, Tereus, by killing their son. She and her sister 

Philomela were changed into swallows as Tereus pursued them. 

pro·co·ag·u·lant (proÙko-4gùyN-lNnt) n.  1. The precursor of any of various 

blood factors necessary for coagulation.  2. An agent that promotes the coagula-

tion of blood. 

pro·con·sul (pro-kmnùsNl) n.  1. A provincial governor of consular rank in the 

Roman Republic and Roman Empire.  2. A high administrator in one of the 

modern colonial empires.  [Middle English, from Latin proconsul, from pro con-

sule, in place of the consul  : pro, instead of; see PRO-1 + consule, ablative of consul, 

consul; see CONSUL.] —pro·conùsu·lar (-sN-lNr) adj.  —pro·conùsu·late (-sN-

lVt) n.  —pro·conùsul·shipÙ n. 

Pro·co·pi·us (prN-koùpK-Ns), fl. sixth century A.D.  Byzantine historian during 

the reign of Justinian I. He wrote histories of the Persian, Vandal, and Gothic wars 

and Anecdota, an attack on Justinian. 

pro·cras·ti·nate (pro-kr4sùtN-n7tÙ, prN-) v.  pro·cras·ti·nat·ed, 
pro·cras·ti·nat·ing, pro·cras·ti·nates.  —  v.  intr. To put off doing something, 

especially out of habitual carelessness or laziness.   —  v.  tr. To postpone or delay 

needlessly.  [Latin procr7stin7re, procr7stin7t-  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + 

cr7stinus, of tomorrow (from cr7s, tomorrow).] —pro·crasÙti·naùtion n.  

—pro·crasùti·naÙtor n. 

pro·cre·ate (proùkrK-7tÙ) v.  pro·cre·at·ed, pro·cre·at·ing, pro·cre·ates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To beget and conceive (offspring).  2. To produce or create; originate.   
—  v.  intr. To beget and conceive offspring; reproduce.  [Latin procre7re, procre7t- 

 : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + cre7re, to create; see ker-2 in Appendix.] 
—proùcre·ant (-Nnt) adj.  —proÙcre·aùtion n.  —proùcre·aÙtor n. 



pro·cre·a·tive (proùkrK-7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Capable of reproducing; generative.  

2. Of or directed to procreation:  the procreative instinct. 

Pro·crus·te·an also pro·crus·te·an (pro-krƒsùtK-Nn) adj.  Exhibiting merciless 

disregard for individual differences or special circumstances:  a private club with 

Procrustean standards for the admission of new members.  [After Procrustes, a 

mythical Greek giant who stretched or shortened captives to make them fit his 

beds, from Latin ProcrustKs, from Greek ProkroustKs, from prokrouein, hammer 

out, to stretch out  : pro-, forth; see PRO-2 + krouein, to beat.]

Procrustean bed also procrustean bed (pro-krƒsùtK-Nn bHd) n.  An arbi-

trary standard to which exact conformity is forced. 

pro·cryp·tic (pro-krVpùtVk) adj.  Zoology. Having a pattern or coloration 

adapted for natural camouflage.  [Probably PRO(TECTIVE) + CRYPTIC.]

proc·ti·tis (prmk-tXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the rectum or anus.  [Greek proktos, 

anus + -ITIS.]

proc·to·de·um also proc·to·dae·um (prmkÙtN-dKùNm) n.  pl. proc·to·de·a (-

dKùN)  or proc·to·de·ums also proc·to·dae·a (-dKùN)  or proc·to·dae·ums. An 

inward fold on the surface of the embryonic ectoderm that develops into part of 

the anal passage.  [New Latin  : Greek proktos, anus + New Latin -odeum (proba-

bly from Greek hodaion, neuter of hodaios, on the way, from hodos, way).]

proc·tol·o·gy (prmk-tmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of medicine that deals with the 

diagnosis and treatment of disorders affecting the colon, rectum, and anus.  

[Greek proktos, anus + -LOGY.] —procÙto·logùic (-tN-lmjùVk), procÙto·logùi·cal 
(-V-kNl)  adj.  —procÙto·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —proc·tolùo·gist n. 

proc·tor (prmkùtNr) n.  A dormitory and examination supervisor in a school.   
—  v.  tr. proc·tored, proc·tor·ing, proc·tors. To supervise (an examination).  

[Middle English procutor, proctour, university officer, manager, from procuratour. 

See PROCURATOR.] —proc·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  —procùtor·shipÙ n. 

proc·to·scope (prmkùtN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument consisting of a tube or 

speculum equipped with a light, used to examine the rectum.  [Greek proktos, 

anus + -SCOPE.] —procÙto·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —proc·tosùco·py (-tmsùkN-

pK) n. 

pro·cum·bent (pro-kƒmùbNnt) adj.  1. Lying face down; prone.  2. Botany. 

Trailing along the ground but not rooting:  a procumbent vine.  [Latin procum-

bKns, procumbent- present participle of procumbere, to bend down  : pro-, for-

ward; see PRO-1 + -cumbere, to lie down.]

proc·u·ra·tor (prmkùyN-r7ÙtNr) n.  1. One authorized to manage the affairs of 

another; an agent.  2. An employee of the Roman emperor in civil affairs, espe-

cially in finance and taxes, in management of imperial estates and properties, and 

in governing minor provinces.  [Middle English procuratour, from Old French, 

from Latin proc7r7tor, from proc7r7re, to take care of. See PROCURE.] 
—procÙu·ra·toùri·al (-yNr-N-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj. 



pro·cure (pro-kytrù, prN-) v.  pro·cured, pro·cur·ing, pro·cures.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To get by special effort; obtain or acquire:  managed to procure a pass.  2. To 

bring about; effect:  procure a solution to a knotty problem.  3. To obtain for 

another (a person) for sex acts.   —  v.  intr. To obtain sexual partners for others.  

[Middle English procuren, from Old French procurer, to take care of, from Latin 

proc7r7re, to take care of  : pro-, for; see PRO-1 + c7r7re, to care for (from c7ra, 

care); see CURE.] —pro·curùa·ble adj.  —pro·curùance, pro·cureùment n. 

pro·cur·er (pro-kytrùNr, prN-) n.  1. One that procures:  a procurer of free tick-

ets to concerts.  2. A pander. 

Pro·cy·on (proùsK-mnÙ) n.  A binary star in the constellation Canis Minor.  Also 

called Dog Star [Latin Procyon, from Greek Prokuon : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + 

kuon, dog; see kwon- in Appendix.]

prod (prmd) v.  tr. prod·ded, prod·ding, prods. 1. To jab or poke, as with a 

pointed object.  2. To goad to action; incite.  See Synonyms at urge.   —  n.  1. A 

pointed object used to prod:  a cattle prod.  2. An incitement; a stimulus.  [Origin 

unknown.] —prodùder n. 

Prod  or prod (prmd) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Protes-

tant. 

prod. abbr.  1. Produce.  2. Produced.  3. Product.  4. Production. 

prod·i·gal (prmdùV-gNl) adj.  1. Rashly or wastefully extravagant:  They are prod-

igal in their expenditures.  2. Marked by rash or wasteful extravagance:  a prodigal 

life.  3. Giving or given in abundance; lavish or profuse:  prodigal praise.  See Syn-

onyms at profuse.   —  n.  One who is given to wasteful luxury or extravagance.  

[Probably back-formation from PRODIGALITY.] —prodùi·gal·ly adv. 

prod·i·gal·i·ty (prmdÙV-g4lùV-tK) n.  pl. prod·i·gal·i·ties. 1. Extravagant waste-

fulness.  2. Profuse generosity.  3. Extreme abundance; lavishness.  [Middle 

English prodigalite, from Old French, from Late Latin prodig7lit7s, from 

*prodig7lis, prodigal, from Latin prodigus, prodigal, from prodigere, drive away, to 

squander  : prod-, pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + agere, to drive; see ag- in Appendix.]

pro·di·gious (prN-dVjùNs) adj.  1. Impressively great in size, force, or extent; 

enormous:  a prodigious storm.  2. Extraordinary; marvelous:  the young Mozart’s 

prodigious talents.  3. Obsolete. Portentous; ominous.  [Latin prodigiosus, porten-

tous, monstrous, from prodigium, omen.] —pro·diùgious·ly adv.  —pro·diù-
gious·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: No one would now say, as did a character in Fanny Burney’s

Evelina (1778), “You are prodigiously kind!” But this utterance, exclamation point

and all, illustrates two important points about intensives, linguistic elements, such

as extremely or awfully, that provide force or emphasis. One point is that we press

words that originally had other meanings into service as intensives. Prodigiously

is an adverb formed on prodigious, which meant such things as “ominous, amaz-



ing, enormous,” going back to the Latin prodigiosus, “portentous, marvelous, un-

natural.” Prodigiously, first recorded in 1595, meant “portentously, ominously,”

and was later used to mean “wonderfully, astonishingly,” therefore making a per-

fect candidate for use as an intensive. The other point about intensives illustrated

by prodigiously is that they go in and out of fashion. The character in Evelina used

prodigiously in a way that was no doubt very stylish; no one would find it so today.

Perhaps the main reason for such shifts in the use of these intensives is that once

they have been used for a while they no longer intensify.

prod·i·gy (prmdùN-jK) n.  pl. prod·i·gies. 1. A person with exceptional talents or 

powers:  a prodigy who had learned several foreign languages by the age of five.  

2. An act or event so extraordinary or rare as to inspire wonder.  See Synonyms at 

wonder.  3. A portentous sign or event; an omen.  [Middle English prodige, por-

tent, from Latin prodigium.]

pro·drome (proùdromÙ) n.  pl. pro·dromes or pro·dro·ma·ta (-droùmN-tN). 
An early symptom indicating the onset of an attack or a disease.  [French, from 

Latin prodromus, precursor, from Greek prodromos, precursor  : pro-, forward; see 

PRO-2 + dromos, running.] —pro·droùmal (-droùmNl), pro·dromùic (-drmmùVk)  

adj. 

pro·drug (proùdrƒgÙ) n.  An inactive precursor of a drug, converted into its 

active form in the body by normal metabolic processes. 

pro·duce (prN-dusù, -dyusù, pro-) v.  pro·duced, pro·duc·ing, pro·duc·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To bring forth; yield:  produce offspring.  2. a. To create by physical or 

mental effort:  produce a tapestry; produce a poem.  b. To manufacture:  factories 

that produce cars and trucks.   3. To cause to occur or exist; give rise to:  chemicals 

that produce a noxious vapor when mixed.  4. To bring forth; exhibit:  reached into 

a pocket and produced a packet of matches; failed to produce an eyewitness to the 

crime.  5. To supervise and finance the making and public presentation of:  pro-

duce a stage play; produce a videotape.  6. Mathematics. To extend (an area or vol-

ume) or lengthen (a line).   —  v.  intr. 1. To make or yield products or a product:  

an apple tree that produces well.  2. To manufacture or create economic goods and 

services.   —  n.  (prmdùus, proùdus) Abbr. prod. 1. Something produced; a 

product.  2. Farm products, especially fresh fruits and vegetables.  [Middle 

English producen, to proceed, extend, from Latin prod7cere, to extend, bring forth 

 : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] 
—pro·ducùi·ble, pro·duceùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: produce, bear, yield. The central meaning shared by these verbs is

“to bring forth as a product”: a mine producing gold; a seed that finally bore fruit;

a plant that yields a medicinal oil.



pro·duc·er (prN-duùsNr, -dyuù-, pro-) n.  1. One that produces, especially a 

person or an organization that produces goods or services for sale.  2. One who 

finances and supervises the making and public presentation of a play, film, pro-

gram, or similar work.  3. A furnace that manufactures producer gas.  4. Ecology. 

A photosynthetic green plant or chemosynthetic bacterium, constituting the first 

trophic level in a food chain; an autotrophic organism. 

producer gas (prN-duùsNr g4s) n.  A combustible mixture of nitrogen, carbon 

monoxide, and hydrogen, generated by passing air with steam over burning coke 

or coal in a furnace and used as fuel.  Also called air gas 

producer goods (prN-duùsNr gtdz) pl.n.  Goods, such as raw materials and 

tools, used to make consumer goods. 

prod·uct (prmdùNkt) n.  Abbr. prod. 1. Something produced by human or 

mechanical effort or by a natural process.  2. A direct result; a consequence: “Is 

history the product of impersonal social and economic forces?” (Anthony Lewis).  

3. Chemistry. A substance resulting from a chemical reaction.  4. Mathematics. 

a. The number or quantity obtained by multiplying two or more numbers 

together.  b. A scalar product.  c. A vector product.   [Middle English, result of 

multiplication, produced, from Medieval Latin productum, result of multiplica-

tion, from neuter past participle of Latin prod7cere, to bring forth. See PRODUCE.]

pro·duc·tion (prN-dƒkùshNn, pro-) n.  Abbr. prod. 1. a. The act or process of 

producing:  timber used for the production of lumber and paper.  b. The fact or 

process of being produced:  a movie going into production.   2. The creation of 

value or wealth by producing goods and services.  3. Something produced; a 

product.  4. An amount or quantity produced; output.  5. a. A work of art or lit-

erature.  b. A work produced for the stage, screen, television, or radio.  c. A stag-

ing or presentation of a theatrical work:  a new Broadway production of a musical.   

6. An exaggerated spectacle or display:  proposed on his knees, making a real pro-

duction of it.   —pro·ducùtion·al adj. 

production line (prN-dƒkùshNn lXn) n.  See assembly line (n., sense 1). 

pro·duc·tive (prN-dƒkùtVv, pro-) adj.  1. Producing or capable of producing.  

2. Producing abundantly; fertile.  See Synonyms at fertile.  3. Yielding favorable 

or useful results; constructive.  4. Economics. Of or involved in the creation of 

goods and services to produce wealth or value.  5. Effective in achieving specified 

results; originative:  policies productive of much harm.  6. Medicine. a. Producing 

mucus or sputum:  a productive cough.  b. Forming new tissue:  a productive 

inflammation.   7. Linguistics. Of or relating to the linguistic skills of speaking and 

writing.   —pro·ducùtive·ly adv.  —pro·ducùtive·ness n. 

pro·duc·tiv·i·ty (proÙdƒk-tVvùV-tK, prmdÙNk-) n.  1. The quality of being pro-

ductive.  2. Economics. The rate at which goods or services are produced espe-

cially output per unit of labor.  3. Ecology. The rate at which radiant energy is 

used by producers to form organic substances as food for consumers. 



pro·em (proùHmÙ) n.  An introduction; a preface.  [Middle English proheme, 

from Old French, from Latin prooemium, from Greek prooimion : pro-, before; 

see PRO-2 + oimK, song.] —pro·eùmi·al (pro-KùmK-Nl, -HmùK-) adj. 

pro·en·zyme (pro-HnùzXmÙ) n.  The inactive or nearly inactive precursor of an 

enzyme, converted into an active enzyme by proteolysis.  Also called zymogen 

pro·es·trus (pro-HsùtrNs) n.  The period immediately before estrus in most 

female mammals, characterized by development of the endometrium and ova-

rian follicles. 

prof (prmf) n.  Informal. A professor. 

prof. abbr.  Professional. 

prof·a·na·tion (prmfÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of profaning; dese-

cration. 

pro·fane (pro-f7nù, prN-) adj.  1. Marked by contempt or irreverence for what is 

sacred:  profane words.  2. Nonreligious in subject matter, form, or use; secular:  

sacred and profane music.  3. Not admitted into a body of secret knowledge or rit-

ual; uninitiated.  4. Vulgar; coarse.   —  v.  tr. pro·faned, pro·fan·ing, 
pro·fanes. 1. To treat with irreverence:  profane the name of God.  2. To put to 

an improper, unworthy, or degrading use; abuse.  [Middle English prophane, 

from Old French, from Latin prof7nus, from pro f7no, in front of the temple  : 

pro-, before, outside; see PRO-1 + f7no, ablative of f7num, temple; see dhKs- in 

Appendix.] —pro·fanùa·toÙry (pro-f4nùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, prN-) adj.  

—pro·faneùly adv.  —pro·faneùness n.  —pro·fanùer n.  

SYNONYMS: profane, blasphemous, sacrilegious. These adjectives mean show-

ing or marked by irreverence or contempt for what is sacred. Profane implies abu-

sive disrespect: “Keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and

vain babblings” (I Timothy 6:20). Blasphemous refers to impious utterances: “Re-

searchers have speculated that in years past people with [certain neurological disor-

ders] were burned at the stake as witches for their unbridled use of blasphemous lan-

guage” (Jay Siwek). Sacrilegious implies the profanation or desecration of what is

or is held to be sacred: “I was shocked that you would reproduce this painting since,

for Muslims, it is sacrilegious to paint or depict any holy person” (Mohammed Bush-

eri).

pro·fan·i·ty (pro-f4nùV-tK, prN-) n.  pl. pro·fan·i·ties. 1. The condition or 

quality of being profane.  2. a. Abusive, vulgar, or irreverent language.  b. The 

use of such language.  

pro·fess (prN-fHsù, pro-) v.  pro·fessed, pro·fess·ing, pro·fess·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To affirm openly; declare or claim: “I profess both to learn and to teach anatomy, 

not from books but from dissections” (William Harvey).  2. To make a pretense of; 

pretend: “He professed to despise everything that had happened since 1850” (Louis 



Auchincloss).  3. To claim skill in or knowledge of:  profess medicine.  4. To affirm 

belief in:  profess Catholicism.  5. To receive into a religious order or congregation.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To make an open affirmation.  2. To take the vows of a religious 

order or congregation.  [Middle English professen, to take vows, from Old French 

profes, that has taken a religious vow (from Medieval Latin professus, avowed), 

and from Medieval Latin profess7re, to administer a vow  both from Latin profes-

sus, past participle of profitKrX, to affirm openly  : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + fatKrX, to 

acknowledge; see bh7-2 in Appendix.] —pro·fessùed·ly (-fHsùVd-lK) adv. 

pro·fes·sion (prN-fHshùNn) n.  1. An occupation requiring considerable train-

ing and specialized study:  the professions of law, medicine, and engineering.  

2. The body of qualified persons in an occupation or field:  members of the teach-

ing profession.  3. An act or instance of professing; a declaration.  4. An avowal of 

faith or belief.  5. A faith or belief:  believers of various professions. 

pro·fes·sion·al (prN-fHshùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. prof. 1. a. Of, relating to, engaged 

in, or suitable for a profession:  a professional field such as law; professional train-

ing.  b. Conforming to the standards of a profession:  professional ethics.   

2. Engaging in a given activity as a source of livelihood or as a career:  amateur 

and professional actors.  3. Performed by persons receiving pay:  professional foot-

ball.  4. Having or showing great skill; expert:  a thoroughly professional repair job.   
—  n.  Abbr. prof. 1. A person following a profession, especially a learned profes-

sion.  2. One who earns a living in a given or implied occupation:  hired a profes-

sional to decorate the house.  3. A skilled practitioner; an expert.   
—pro·fesùsion·al·ly adv. 

pro·fes·sion·al·ism (prN-fHshùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Professional status, meth-

ods, character, or standards.  2. The use of professional performers, as in athletics 

or in the arts. 

pro·fes·sion·al·ize (prN-fHshùN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. pro·fes·sion·al·ized, 
pro·fes·sion·al·iz·ing, pro·fes·sion·al·iz·es. To make professional.   
—pro·fesÙsion·al·i·zaùtion (prN-fHshÙN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

pro·fes·sor (prN-fHsùNr) n.  1. a. A college or university teacher who ranks 

above an associate professor.  b. A teacher or an instructor.   2. One who pro-

fesses.  [Middle English professour, from Old French professeur, from Latin profes-

sor, from professus, past participle of profitKrX, to profess. See PROFESS.] 
—proÙfes·soùri·al (proÙfV-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-, prmfÙV-) adj.  —proÙfes·soùri·al·ly 
adv.  —pro·fesùsor·shipÙ n. 

pro·fes·so·ri·ate  or pro·fes·so·ri·at (proÙfV-sôrùK-Nt, -sorÙ-, prmfÙV-) n.  

1. The rank or office of a professor.  2. College or university professors consid-

ered as a group. 

prof·fer (prmfùNr) v.  tr. prof·fered, prof·fer·ing, prof·fers. To offer for 

acceptance; tender.  See Synonyms at offer.   —  n.  The act of proffering; an 

offer.  [Middle English profren, from Old French poroffrir, profrir : por-, forth 



(from Latin pro-); see PRO-1 + offrir, to offer (from Latin offerre); see OFFER.] 
—profùfer·er n. 

pro·fi·cien·cy (prN-fVshùNn-sK) n.  pl. pro·fi·cien·cies. The state or quality of 

being proficient; competence. 

pro·fi·cient (prN-fVshùNnt) adj.  Having or marked by an advanced degree of 

competence, as in an art, vocation, profession, or branch of learning.   —  n.  An 

expert; an adept.  [Latin proficiKns, proficient- present participle of proficere, to 

make progress. See PROFIT.] —pro·fiùcient·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: proficient, adept, skilled, skillful, expert. These adjectives mean

having or showing knowledge, ability, or skill, as in a vocation, profession, or

branch of learning. Proficient implies an advanced degree of competence acquired

through training: A proficient surgeon is the product of lengthy training and expe-

rience. Adept suggests a natural aptitude improved by practice: The dress designer

was adept at draping and cutting the fabric without using a pattern. Skilled implies

sound, thorough competence and often mastery, as in an an art, a craft, or a trade:

Only the most skilled gymnasts are accepted for the Olympic team. Skillful adds to

skilled the idea of natural dexterity in performance or achievement: The crafts

teacher is skillful in knitting, crocheting, embroidery, and the use of the hand loom.

Expert applies to one with consummate skill and command: A virtuoso is one who

is expert in playing a musical instrument.

pro·file (proùfXlÙ) n.  1. a. A side view of an object or a structure, especially of 

the human head.  b. A representation of an object or a structure seen from the 

side.  See Synonyms at form.   2. An outline of an object.  See Synonyms at out-
line.  3. Degree of exposure to public notice; visibility:  kept a low profile until the 

controversy had abated.  4. A biographical essay presenting the subject’s most 

noteworthy characteristics and achievements.  5. A formal summary or analysis 

of data, often in the form of a graph or table, representing distinctive features or 

characteristics:  a psychological profile of a job applicant; a biochemical profile of 

blood.  6. Geology. A vertical section of soil or rock showing the sequence of the 

various layers.   —  v.  tr. pro·filed, pro·fil·ing, pro·files. 1. To draw or shape a 

profile of.  2. To produce a profile of.  [Italian profilo, from profilare, to draw in 

outline  : pro-, forward (from Latin pro-); see PRO-1 + filare, to draw a line (from 

Late Latin fil7re, to spin, from Latin fXlum, thread); see gwhX- in Appendix.] 
—proùfil·er n. 

prof·it (prmfùVt) n.  1. An advantageous gain or return; benefit.  2. The return 

received on a business undertaking after all operating expenses have been met.  

3.  Often profits. a. The return received on an investment after all charges have 

been paid.  b. The rate of increase in the net worth of a business enterprise in a 

given accounting period.  c. Income received from investments or property.  



d. The amount received for a commodity or service in excess of the original cost.    
—  v.  prof·it·ed, prof·it·ing, prof·its.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a gain or profit.  

2. To derive advantage; benefit:  profiting from the other team’s mistakes.  See Syn-

onyms at benefit.   —  v.  tr. To be beneficial to.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin profectus, from past participle of proficere, make progress, to 

profit  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.] 
—profùit·less adj. 

prof·it·a·ble (prmfùV-tN-bNl) adj.  Yielding profit; advantageous or lucrative.  See 

Synonyms at beneficial.  —profÙit·a·bilùi·ty, profùit·a·ble·ness n.  

—profùit·a·bly adv. 

profit and loss (prmfùVt Nnd lôs) n.  Abbr. P and L, p. and l. Accounting. An 

account showing net profit and loss over a given period. 

prof·it·eer (prmfùV-tîrù) n.  One who makes excessive profits on goods in short 

supply.   —  v.  intr. prof·it·eered, prof·it·eer·ing, prof·it·eers. To make 

excessive profits on goods in short supply. 

pro·fit·er·ole (prN-fVtùN-rolÙ) n.  A small round cream puff.  [French, perhaps 

diminutive of profiter, to profit, from Old French, from profit, profit. See PROFIT.]

profit shar·ing (prmfùVt shârùVng) n.  A system by which employees receive a 

share of the profits of a business enterprise. 

prof·li·gate (prmfùlV-gVt, -g7tÙ) adj.  1. Given over to dissipation; dissolute.  

2. Recklessly wasteful; wildly extravagant.   —  n.  A profligate person; a wastrel.  

[Latin proflXg7tus, past participle of proflXg7re, to ruin, cast down  : pro-, forward; 

see PRO-1 + -flXg7re, intensive of flXgere, to strike down.] —profùli·ga·cy (-gN-sK) 

n.  —profùli·gate·ly adv. 

pro for·ma (pro fôrùmN) adj.  1. Done as a formality; perfunctory:  one-candi-

date, pro forma elections.  2. Provided in advance so as to prescribe form or 

describe items:  a pro forma copy of a document.  [New Latin pro form7 : pro, for 

the sake of + form7, ablative of forma, form.]

pro·found (prN-foundù, pro-) adj.  pro·found·er, pro·found·est. 1. Situated 

at, extending to, or coming from a great depth; deep.  See Synonyms at deep.  
2. Coming as if from the depths of one’s being:  profound contempt.  

3. Thoroughgoing; far-reaching:  profound social changes.  4. Penetrating beyond 

what is superficial or obvious:  a profound insight.  5. Unqualified; absolute:  a 

profound silence.  [Middle English profounde, from Old French profond, from 

Latin profundus : pro-, before; see PRO-1 + fundus, bottom.] —pro·foundùly adv.  

—pro·foundùness n. 

pro·fun·di·ty (prN-fƒnùdV-tK, pro-) n.  pl. pro·fun·di·ties. 1. Great depth.  

2. Depth of intellect, feeling, or meaning.  3. Something profound or abstruse.  

[Middle English profundite, from Old French, from Late Latin profundit7s, from 

Latin profundus, deep. See PROFOUND.]



pro·fuse (prN-fyusù, pro-) adj.  1. Plentiful; copious:  a field profuse with wild-

flowers.  2. Giving or given freely and abundantly; extravagant:  were profuse in 

their compliments.  [Middle English, lavish, from Latin prof7sus, past participle of 

profundere, to pour forth  : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + fundere, to pour; see gheu- in 

Appendix.] —pro·fuseùly adv.  —pro·fuseùness n.  

SYNONYMS: profuse, exuberant, lavish, lush, luxuriant, prodigal, riotous. The

central meaning shared by these adjectives is “given with, giving with, or marked

by unrestrained abundance”: profuse apologies; an exuberant growth of moss; lavish

praise; lush vegetation; luxuriant hair; a prodigal party giver; a riotous growth of

ferns. 

ANTONYM: spare

pro·fu·sion (prN-fyuùzhNn, pro-) n.  1. The state of being profuse; abundance.  

2. Lavish or unrestrained expense; extravagance.  3. A profuse outpouring or 

quantity:  a profusion of helpful suggestions. 

pro·gen·i·tor (pro-jHnùV-tNr) n.  1. A direct ancestor.  See Synonyms at ances-
tor.  2. An originator of a line of descent; a precursor.  3. An originator; a 

founder:  progenitors of the new music.  [Middle English progenitour, from Old 

French progeniteur, from Latin progenitor, from progenitus, past participle of pro-

gignere, to beget  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + gignere, gen-, to beget; see genN- in 

Appendix.]

prog·e·ny (prmjùN-nK) n.  pl. progeny or prog·e·nies. 1. a. One born of, 

begotten by, or derived from another; an offspring or a descendant.  b. Offspring 

or descendants considered as a group.   2. A result of creative effort; a product.  

[Middle English progeni, from Old French progenie, from Latin progeniKs, from 

progignere, to beget. See PROGENITOR.]

pro·ger·i·a (pro-jîrùK-N) n.  A rare congenital disorder of childhood that is char-

acterized by rapid onset of the physical changes typical of old age, usually result-

ing in death before the age of 20.  Also called Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome [PRO-2 

+ Greek gKras, old age; see GERIATRICS + -IA
1.]

pro·ges·ta·tion·al (proÙjHs-t7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the phase of 

the menstrual cycle immediately following ovulation, characterized by secretion 

of progesterone.  2. a. Of or relating to progesterone and its actions.  b. Having 

actions similar to progesterone. Used of a drug.  

pro·ges·ter·one (pro-jHsùtN-ronÙ) n.  1. A steroid hormone, C21H30O2, 

secreted by the corpus luteum of the ovary and by the placenta, that acts to pre-

pare the uterus for implantation of the fertilized ovum, to maintain pregnancy, 

and to promote development of the mammary glands.  2. A drug prepared from 

natural or synthetic progesterone, used to prevent miscarriage and to treat men-

strual disorders.  [PRO-1 + GEST(ATION) + (ST)ER(OR) + -ONE.]



pro·ges·tin (pro-jHsùtVn) n.  1. A natural or synthetic progestational substance 

that mimics some or all of the actions of progesterone.  2. A crude hormone of 

the corpus luteum from which progesterone can be isolated in pure form. No 

longer in scientific use.  [PRO-1 + GEST(ATION) + -IN.]

pro·ges·to·gen (pro-jHsùtN-jNn) n.  Any of various substances having progesta-

tional effects; a progestin.  [PRO-1 + GEST(ATION) + -GEN.]

pro·glot·tid (pro-glmtùVd) also pro·glot·tis (-glmtùVs) n.  pl. pro·glot·tids also 

pro·glot·ti·des (-glmtùV-dKzÙ). One of the segments of a tapeworm, containing 

both male and female reproductive organs.  [Greek proglottis, proglottid-, tip of 

the tongue (from its shape)  : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + glotta, tongue.] 
—pro·glotùtic, proÙglot·ti·deùan (-glmt-V-dKùNn, -glm-tVdùK-Nn)  adj. 

prog·na·thous (prmgùnN-thNs, prmg-n7ù-) also prog·nath·ic (prmg-n4thùVk, -

n7ùthVk) adj.  Having jaws that project forward to a marked degree.   
—progùna·thism (-nN-thVzÙNm) n. 

prog·no·sis (prmg-noùsVs) n.  pl. prog·no·ses (-sKz). 1. a. A prediction of the 

probable course and outcome of a disease.  b. The likelihood of recovery from a 

disease.   2. A forecast or prediction:  a gloomy prognosis for economic recovery.  

[Late Latin prognosis, from Greek, from progignoskein, to foreknow  : pro-, before; 

see PRO-2 + gignoskein, to know; see gno- in Appendix.]

prog·nos·tic (prmg-nmsùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or useful in prognosis.  

2. Of or relating to prediction; predictive.   —  n.  1. A sign or symptom indicat-

ing the future course of a disease.  2. A sign of a future happening; a portent.  

[Middle English pronostik, prognosticating, omen, from Medieval Latin prognos-

ticus, prognosticating,, and from Latin prognosticum, omen, from neuter of prog-

nosticus from Greek prognostikos, from prognosis, foreknowledge. See PROGNOSIS.]

prog·nos·ti·cate (prmg-nmsùtV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. prog·nos·ti·cat·ed, 
prog·nos·ti·cat·ing, prog·nos·ti·cates. 1. To predict according to present 

indications or signs; foretell.  See Synonyms at predict.  2. To foreshadow; por-

tend:  urban architectural renewal that prognosticates a social and cultural renais-

sance.  [Middle English pronosticaten, from Medieval Latin prognostic7re, 

prognostic7t-, from Latin prognosticum, sign of the future, from Greek prognos-

tikon, from neuter of prognostikos, foreknowing. See PROGNOSTIC.] 
—prog·nosÙti·caùtion n.  —prog·nosùti·caÙtive adj.  —prog·nosùti·caÙtor 
n. 

pro·gram (proùgr4mÙ, -grNm) n.  1. a. A listing of the order of events and other 

pertinent information for a public presentation.  b. The presentation itself:  a 

program of piano pieces.   2. A scheduled radio or television show.  3. An ordered 

list of events to take place or procedures to be followed; a schedule:  a program of 

physical therapy for a convalescent.  4. A system of services, opportunities, or 

projects, usually designed to meet a social need: “Working parents rely on the cen-

ter’s after-school latchkey program” (New York Times).  5. a. A course of academic 



study; a curriculum.  b. A plan or system of academic and related or ancillary 

activities:  a work-study program.  c. A plan or system of nonacademic extracur-

ricular activities:  the football program.   6. A set of coded instructions for inser-

tion into a machine, in accordance with which the machine performs a desired 

sequence of operations.  7. Computer Science. a. A procedure for solving a prob-

lem that involves collection of data, processing, and presentation of results.  

b. Such a procedure coded for a computer.   8. An instruction sequence in pro-

grammed instruction.   —  v.  tr. pro·grammed or pro·gramed, 
pro·gram·ming or pro·gram·ing, pro·grams or pro·grams. 1. To include or 

schedule in a program:  program a new musical composition.  2. To design a pro-

gram for; schedule the activities of.  3. To provide (a machine) with a set of coded 

working instructions.  4. Computer Science. To provide (a computer) with a set of 

instructions for solving a problem or processing data.  5. To train to perform 

automatically in a desired way, as if programming a machine:  crudely program-

ming children to make the right responses.  6. To prepare an instructional sequence 

for (material to be taught) in programmed instruction.  [Late Latin programma, 

public notice, from Greek programma, programmat-, from prographein, to write 

publicly  : pro-, forth; see PRO-2 + graphein, to write; see gerbh- in Appendix.] 
—pro·gramÙma·bilùi·ty n.  —proùgramÙma·ble adj. 

program director (proùgr4mÙ dV-rHkùtNr) n.  A radio or television station 

director who is responsible for selecting, planning, and scheduling programs. 

pro·gramed (proùgr4mdÙ, -grNmd) adj.  Variant of programmed. 
pro·gram·er (proùgr4mÙNr) n.  Variant of programmer. 
pro·gram·ing (proùgr4mÙVng, -grN-mVng) n.  Variant of programming. 
pro·gram·mat·ic (proÙgrN-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having a pro-

gram.  2. Following an overall plan or schedule:  a step-by-step, programmatic 

approach to problem solving.  3. Music. Of, resembling, or constituting program 

music.   —proÙgram·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

pro·gramme (proùgr4mÙ, -grNm) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of program. 
pro·grammed  or pro·gramed (proùgr4mdÙ, -grNmd) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

resulting from programmed instruction:  programmed learning. 

programmed instruction (proùgr4mdÙ Vn-strƒkùshNn) n.  A method of 

teaching in which the information to be learned is presented in discrete units, 

with a correct response to each unit required before the learner may advance to 

the next unit. 

pro·gram·mer  or pro·gram·er (proùgr4mÙNr) n.  One who programs, espe-

cially: a. Computer Science. One who writes computer programs.  b. One who 

prepares or writes instructional programs.  

pro·gram·ming  or pro·gram·ing (proùgr4mÙVng, -grN-mVng) n.  The design-

ing, scheduling, or planning of a program. 



program music (proùgr4mÙ myuùzVk) n.  Compositions intended to depict 

or suggest definite incidents, scenes, or images. 

program trading (proùgr4mÙ tr7ùdVng) n.  Large-scale, computer-assisted 

trading of stocks or other securities according to systems in which decisions to 

buy and sell are triggered automatically by fluctuations in price.   —program 
trader n. 

prog·ress (prmgùrHsÙ, -rNs, proùgrHsÙ) n.  1. Movement, as toward a goal; 

advance.  2. Development or growth:  pupils who show progress.  3. Steady 

improvement, as of a society or civilization:  a believer in human progress.  See 

Synonyms at development.  4. A ceremonial journey made by a sovereign 

through his or her realm.   —  v.  intr.  also pro·gress pro·gressed, 
pro·gress·ing, pro·gress·es (prN-grHsù). 1. To advance; proceed:  Work on the 

new building progressed at a rapid rate.  2. To advance toward a higher or better 

stage; improve steadily:  as technology progresses.   —idiom. in progress. Going 

on; under way:  artistic works that are in progress.  [Middle English progresse, from 

Latin progressus, from past participle of progredX, to advance  : pro-, forward; see 

PRO-1 + gradX, to go, walk; see ghredh- in Appendix.]

pro·gres·sion (prN-grHshùNn) n.  1. The process of progressing; progress.  

2. Movement from one member of a continuous series to the next.  3. A continu-

ous series; a sequence.  See Synonyms at series.  4. Mathematics. A series of 

numbers or quantities in which there is always the same relation between each 

quantity and the one succeeding it.  5. Music. a. A succession of tones or chords.  

b. A series of repetitions of a phrase, each in a new position on the scale.    
—pro·gresùsion·al adj. 

pro·gres·sive (prN-grHsùVv) adj.  1. Moving forward; advancing.  2. Proceeding 

in steps; continuing steadily by increments:  progressive change.  3. Promoting or 

favoring progress toward better conditions or new policies, ideas, or methods:  a 

progressive politician; progressive business leadership.  4. Progressive. Of or relat-

ing to a Progressive Party:  the Progressive platform of 1924.  5. Of or relating to 

progressive education:  a progressive school.  6. Increasing in rate as the taxable 

amount increases:  a progressive income tax.  7. Pathology. Tending to become 

more severe or wider in scope:  progressive paralysis.  8. Grammar. Designating a 

verb form that expresses an action or condition in progress.   —  n.  1. A person 

who actively favors or strives for progress toward better conditions, as in society 

or government.  2. Progressive. A member or supporter of a Progressive Party.  

3. Grammar. A progressive verb form.   —pro·gresùsive·ly adv.  —pro·gresù-
sive·ness n. 

Pro·gres·sive-Con·ser·va·tive Party (prN-grHsÙVv-kNn-sûrùvN-tVv pärùtK) 

n.  Abbr. PCP A major political party in Canada advocating economic nationalism 

and close ties with Great Britain and the Commonwealth. 



progressive education (prN-grHsùVv HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  A set of reformist 

educational philosophies and methods that emphasize individual instruction, 

informality in the classroom, and the use of group discussions and laboratories as 

instructional techniques. 

Progressive Party (prN-grHsùVv pärùtK) n.  1. A U.S. political party that was 

organized by Republican insurgents in 1911 and supported the presidential can-

didacy of Theodore Roosevelt in 1912.  Also called Bull Moose Party 2. A U.S. 

political party organized in 1924 that supported the presidential candidacy of 

Robert M. La Follette and was active in Wisconsin until 1946.  3. A U.S. political 

party formed in 1948 to support the presidential candidacy of Henry A. Wallace. 

pro·gres·siv·ism (prN-grHsùV-vVzÙNm) n.  1. The principles and practices of 

political progressives.  2. Progressive education.   —pro·gresùsiv·ist n.  

—pro·gresÙsiv·isùtic adj. 

pro·gres·siv·i·ty (proÙgrH-sVvùV-tK, prmgÙrH-) n.  pl. pro·gres·siv·i·ties. The 

quality or degree of being progressive: “Proponents of progressivity often argue that 

higher-income people should pay higher taxes because they benefit more from gov-

ernment” (National Review). 

pro·hib·it (pro-hVbùVt) v.  tr. pro·hib·it·ed, pro·hib·it·ing, pro·hib·its. 1. To 

forbid by authority:  Smoking is prohibited in most theaters.  See Synonyms at for-
bid.  2. To prevent; preclude:  Modesty prohibits me from saying what happened.  

[Middle English prohibiten, from Latin prohibKre, prohibit-  : pro-, in front; see 

PRO-1 + habKre, to hold; see ghabh- in Appendix.]

pro·hi·bi·tion (proÙN-bVshùNn) n.  1. The act of prohibiting or the condition of 

being prohibited.  2. A law, order, or decree that forbids something.  3. a. The 

forbidding by law of the manufacture, transportation, sale, and possession of 

alcoholic beverages.  b. Prohibition. The period (1920-1933) during which the 

18th Amendment forbidding the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages was 

in force in the United States.  

pro·hi·bi·tion·ist (proÙN-bVshùN-nVst) n.  1. One in favor of outlawing the 

manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages.  2.  Often Prohibitionist. A mem-

ber or supporter of the Prohibition Party.   —proÙhi·biùtion·ism n. 

Prohibition Party (proÙN-bVshùNn pärùtK) n.  A minor U.S. political party 

organized in 1869 that advocated prohibition. 

pro·hib·i·tive (pro-hVbùV-tVv) also pro·hib·i·to·ry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  

1. Prohibiting; forbidding:  took prohibitive measures.  2. So high or burdensome 

as to discourage purchase or use:  prohibitive prices.  3. So likely to win as to dis-

courage competition:  the prohibitive favorite to win the nomination.   
—pro·hibùi·tive·ly adv.  —pro·hibùi·tive·ness n. 

pro·in·su·lin (pro-VnùsN-lVn) n.  A single-chain polypeptide that is the precursor 

of insulin, converted into insulin by enzymatic action. 



proj·ect (prmjùHktÙ, -Vkt) n.  1. A plan or proposal; a scheme.  See Synonyms at 

plan.  2. An undertaking requiring concerted effort:  a community cleanup 

project; a government-funded irrigation project.  3. An extensive task undertaken 

by a student or group of students to apply, illustrate, or supplement classroom 

lessons.  4. A housing project.   —  v.   also pro·ject pro·ject·ed, pro·ject·ing, 
pro·jects (prN-jHktù).  —  v.  tr. 1. To thrust outward or forward:  project one’s 

jaw in defiance.  2. To throw forward; hurl:  project an arrow.  3. To send out into 

space; cast:  project a light beam.  4. To cause (an image) to appear on a surface:  

projected the slide onto a screen.  5. Mathematics. To produce (a projection).  6. To 

direct (one’s voice) so as to be heard clearly at a distance.  7. Psychology. To exter-

nalize and attribute (an emotion, for example) to someone or something else.  

8. To convey an impression of to an audience or to others:  a posture that projects 

defeat; projected a positive corporate image.  9. To form a plan or an intention for:  

project a new business enterprise.  10. To calculate, estimate, or predict (something 

in the future), based on present data or trends:  projecting next year’s expenses and 

income.   —  v.  intr. 1. To extend forward or out; jut out:  beams that project 

beyond the eaves.  See Synonyms at bulge.  2. To direct one’s voice so as to be 

heard clearly at a distance.  [Middle English projecte, from Latin proiectum, pro-

jecting structure, from neuter past participle of proicere, to throw out  : pro-, 

forth; see PRO-1 + iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appendix.] —pro·jectùa·ble adj. 

pro·jec·tile (prN-jHkùtNl, -tXlÙ) n.  1. A fired, thrown, or otherwise propelled 

object, such as a bullet, having no capacity for self-propulsion.  2. A self-pro-

pelled missile, such as a rocket.   —  adj.  1. Capable of being impelled or hurled 

forward.  2. Driving forward; impelling:  a projectile force.  3. Zoology. Capable of 

being thrust outward; protrusile.  [New Latin proiectile, neuter of proiectilis, that 

can be thrown, from Latin proiectus, past participle of proicere, to throw out. See 

PROJECT.]

pro·jec·tion (prN-jHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of projecting or the condition of 

being projected.  2. A thing or part that extends outward beyond a prevailing line 

or surface:  spiky projections on top of a fence; a projection of land along the coast.  

3. A plan for an anticipated course of action: “facilities [that] are vital to the pro-

jection of U.S. force... in the Pacific” (Alan D. Romberg).  4. A prediction or an 

estimate of something in the future, based on present data or trends.  5. a. The 

process of projecting a filmed image onto a screen or other viewing surface.  

b. An image so projected.   6. Mathematics. The image of a geometric figure 

reproduced on a line, plane, or surface.  7. A system of intersecting lines, such as 

the grid of a map, on which part or all of the globe or another spherical surface is 

represented as a plane surface.  8. Psychology. a. The attribution of one’s own 

attitudes, feelings, or suppositions to others: “Even trained anthropologists have 

been guilty of unconscious projection—of clothing the subjects of their research in 

theories brought with them into the field” (Alex Shoumatoff).  b. The attribution 



of one’s own attitudes, feelings, or desires to someone or something as a naive or 

unconscious defense against anxiety or guilt.    —pro·jecùtion·al adj. 

projection booth (prN-jHkùshNn buth) n.  A booth, as in a theater, in which a 

movie projector is operated. 

pro·jec·tion·ist (prN-jHkùshN-nVst) n.  1. One who operates a movie projector.  

2. A maker of map projections. 

pro·jec·tive (prN-jHkùtVv) adj.  1. Extending outward; projecting.  2. Relating to 

or made by projection.  3. Mathematics. Designating a property of a geometric 

figure that does not vary when the figure undergoes projection.   —pro·jecù-
tive·ly adv. 

projective geometry (prN-jHkùtVv jK-mmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. The study of 

geometric properties that are invariant under projection. 

projective test (prN-jHkùtVv tHst) n.  A psychological test in which a subject’s 

responses to ambiguous or unstructured standard stimuli, such as a series of car-

toons, abstract patterns, or incomplete sentences, are analyzed in order to deter-

mine underlying personality traits, feelings, or attitudes. 

pro·jec·tor (prN-jHkùtNr) n.  1. A device for projecting a beam of light.  2. A 

machine for projecting an image onto a screen.  3. One who devises plans or 

projects. 

pro·kar·y·ote also pro·car·y·ote (pro-k4rùK-otÙ) n.  An organism of the king-

dom Prokaryotae, constituting the bacteria and cyanobacteria, characterized by 

the absence of a nuclear membrane and by DNA that is not organized into chro-

mosomes.  [French procaryote : Greek pro-, before; see PRO-2 + Greek karuotos, 

having nuts (from karuon, nut); see KARYO-.] —pro·karÙy·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 

Pro·kho·rov (prôÙKHN-rôfù), Aleksandr Mikailovich. Born 1916.  Russian 

physicist. He shared a 1964 Nobel Prize for developing the maser and laser princi-

ple of producing high-intensity radiation. 

Pro·kof·iev (prN-kôùfK-Hf, -Nf, -koù-, -kôfùyVf), Sergei Sergeyevich. 1891-

1953.  Russian composer whose works include ballets, operas, and the symphonic 

fairy tale Peter and the Wolf (1936). 

Pro·ko·pyevsk (prN-kôpùyNfsk)  A city of south-central Russia east-southeast 

of Novosibirsk. It is a manufacturing and processing center in a major coal-min-

ing region. Population, 274,000. 

pro·lac·tin (pro-l4kùtVn) n.  A pituitary hormone that stimulates and maintains 

the secretion of milk. 

pro·la·mine also pro·la·min (proùlN-mVn, -mKnÙ) n.  Any of a class of simple 

proteins found in the seeds of wheat, rye, and other grains.  [PROL(INE) + 

AM(MONIA) + -INE
2.]

pro·lan (proùl4nÙ) n.  1. Human chorionic gonadotropin. No longer in scientific 

use.  2. Either of two hormones of the pituitary gland, luteinizing hormone and 



follicle-stimulating hormone. No longer in scientific use.  [German, from Latin 

prolKs, offspring. See al-2 in Appendix.]

pro·lapse (pro-l4psù) Medicine. v.  intr. pro·lapsed, pro·laps·ing, 
pro·laps·es. To fall or slip out of place.   —  n.  also pro·lap·sus (pro-l4pùsNs; 

proùl4psÙ, pro-l4psù) The falling down or slipping out of place of an organ or 

part, such as the uterus.  [Latin prol7bX, prol7ps-, to fall down  : pro-, forward; see 

PRO-1 + l7bX, to fall.]

pro·late (proùl7tÙ) adj.  1. Having the shape of a spheroid generated by rotating 

an ellipse about its longer axis.  2. Having the polar axis longer than the equato-

rial diameter:  a prolate spheroid.  [Latin prol7tus, past participle of proferre, to 

stretch out  : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + l7tus, brought; see telN- in Appendix.] 
—proùlateÙly adv.  —proùlateÙness n. 

prole (prol) n.  A proletarian: “If there is hope... it lies in the proles” (George 

Orwell). 

pro·leg (proùlHgÙ) n.  One of the stubby limbs on the abdominal segments of 

caterpillars and certain other insect larvae. 

pro·le·gom·e·non (proÙlV-gmmùN-nmnÙ, -nNn) n.  pl. pro·le·gom·e·na (-nN). 
1. A preliminary discussion, especially a formal essay introducing a work of con-

siderable length or complexity.  2. prolegomena. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

Prefatory remarks or observations.  [Greek, from neuter of present passive parti-

ciple of prolegein, to say beforehand  : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + legein, to speak; see 

leg- in Appendix.] —proÙle·gomùe·nous adj. 

pro·lep·sis (pro-lHpùsVs) n.  pl. pro·lep·ses (-sKz). 1. The anachronistic repre-

sentation of something as existing before its proper or historical time, as in the 

precolonial United States.  2. a. The assignment of something, such as an event or 

a name, to a time that precedes it, as in If you tell the cops, you’re a dead man.  

b. The use of a descriptive word in anticipation of the act or circumstances that 

would make it applicable, as dry in They drained the lake dry.   3. The anticipation 

and answering of an objection or argument before one’s opponent has put it for-

ward.  [Late Latin prolKpsis, from Greek prolKpsis, from prolambanein, to antici-

pate  : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + lambanein, lKp-, to take.] —pro·lepùtic (-lHpùtVk), 
pro·lepùti·cal (-tV-kNl)  adj. 

pro·le·tar·i·an (proÙlV-târùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the 

proletariat.   —  n.  A member of the proletariat; a worker.  [From Latin 

prolKt7rius, belonging to the lowest class of Roman citizens (viewed as contribut-

ing to the state only through having children), from prolKs, offspring. See al-2 in 

Appendix.] —proÙle·tarùi·an·ism n. 

pro·le·tar·i·at (proÙlV-târùK-Vt) n.  1. a. The class of industrial wage earners 

who, possessing neither capital nor production means, must earn their living by 

selling their labor.  b. The poorest class of working people.   2. The propertyless 

class of ancient Rome, constituting the lowest class of citizens.  [French prolétar-



iat, from Latin prolKt7rius, belonging to the lowest class of Roman citizens. See 

PROLETARIAN.]

pro-life (pro-lXfù) adj.  Advocating full legal protection of human embryos or 

fetuses, especially by opposing legalized abortion.   —pro-lifùer n. 

pro·lif·er·ate (prN-lVfùN-r7tÙ) v.  pro·lif·er·at·ed, pro·lif·er·at·ing, 
pro·lif·er·ates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To grow or multiply by rapidly producing new tis-

sue, parts, cells, or offspring.  2. To increase or spread at a rapid rate:  fears that 

nuclear weapons might proliferate.   —  v.  tr. To cause to grow or increase rapidly.  

[Back-formation from PROLIFERATION, the act of proliferating, from French pro-

lifération, from prolifère, procreative  : Latin prolKs, prol-, offspring; see PROLIFER-

OUS + Latin -fer, -fer.] —pro·lifÙer·aùtion n.  —pro·lifùer·aÙtive adj.  

—pro·lifùer·aÙtor n. 

pro·lif·er·ous (prN-lVfùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Zoology. Reproducing freely by means of 

buds and side branches, as corals do.  2. Botany. Freely producing buds or off-

shoots, especially from unusual places, as shoots from flowers or fruits from 

fruits.  [From Medieval Latin prolifer : Latin prolKs, prol-, offspring; see al-2 in 

Appendix + -fer, -fer.] —pro·lifùer·ous·ly adv. 

pro·lif·ic (prN-lVfùVk) adj.  1. Producing offspring or fruit in great abundance; 

fertile.  2. Producing abundant works or results:  a prolific artist.  See Synonyms 

at fertile.  [French prolifique, from Medieval Latin prolificus : Latin prolKs, prol-, 

offspring; see al-2 in Appendix + Latin -ficus, -fic.] —pro·lifùi·ca·cy (-V-kN-sK), 
pro·lifùic·ness (-Vk-nVs)  n.  —pro·lifùi·cal·ly adv. 

pro·line (proùlKnÙ) n.  An amino acid, C4H8NCOOH, that is found in most pro-

teins and is a major constituent of collagen.  [Short for pyrrolidine : PYRROLE + -

ID(E) + -INE
2.]

pro·lix (pro-lVksù, proùlVksÙ) adj.  1. Tediously prolonged; wordy:  editing a prolix 

manuscript.  2. Tending to speak or write at excessive length.  See Synonyms at 

wordy.  [Middle English, from Old French prolixe, from Latin prolixus, poured 

forth, extended.] —pro·lixùi·ty (-lVkùsV-tK) n.  —pro·lixùly adv. 

pro·log (proùlôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  Variant of prologue. 
Pro·log (proùlôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  Computer Science. A programming language used 

for writing programs that model human thinking.  [pro(gramming in) log(ic).]

pro·logue also pro·log (proùlôgÙ, -lmgÙ) n.  1. An introduction or a preface, 

especially a poem recited to introduce a play.  2. An introduction or introductory 

chapter, as to a novel.  3. An introductory act, event, or period.  [Middle English 

prolog, from Old French prologue, from Latin prologus, from Greek prologos : pro-

, before; see PRO-2 + logos, speech; see leg- in Appendix.]

pro·long (prN-lôngù, -lmngù) v.  tr. pro·longed, pro·long·ing, pro·longs. 
1. To lengthen in duration; protract.  2. To lengthen in extent.  [Middle English 

prolongen, from Old French prolonguer, from Late Latin prolong7re : Latin pro-, 

forth; see PRO-1 + Latin longus, long; see del-1 in Appendix.] —pro·longùer n. 



pro·lon·gate (prN-lôngùg7tÙ, -lmngù-, pro-) v.  tr. pro·lon·gat·ed, 
pro·lon·gat·ing, pro·lon·gates. To prolong.   —proÙlon·gaùtion (proÙlông-

g7ùshNn, -lmng-) n. 

pro·lu·sion (pro-luùzhNn) n.  1. A preliminary exercise.  2. An essay written as 

a preface to a more detailed work.  [Latin prol7sio, prol7sion-, from prol7sus, past 

participle of prol7dere, to practice beforehand  : pro-, before; see PRO-1 + l7dere, to 

play; see leid- in Appendix.] —pro·luùso·ry (-sN-rK, -zN-) adj. 

prom (prmm) n.  A formal dance held for a high-school or college class typically 

at or near the end of the academic year.  [Short for PROMENADE.]

PROM (prmm) n.  Computer Science. A memory that can be programmed only 

once.  [p(rogrammable) r(ead-)o(nly) m(emory).]

prom. abbr.  Promontory. 

prom·e·nade (prmmÙN-n7dù, -nädù) n.  1. a. A leisurely walk, especially one 

taken in a public place as a social activity.  b. A public place for such walking.   

2. a. A formal dance; a ball.  b. A march of all the guests at the opening of a ball.   

3. A square-dance figure in which couples march counterclockwise in a circle.   
—  v.  prom·e·nad·ed, prom·e·nad·ing, prom·e·nades.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go 

on a leisurely walk.  2. To execute a promenade at a ball or in square dancing.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To take a promenade along or through.  2. To take or display on or as if 

on a promenade.  [French, from promener, to take for a walk, from Latin 

promin7re, to drive forward  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + min7re, to drive with 

shouts (from min7rX, to threaten, from minae, threats); see men-2 in Appendix.] 
—promÙe·nadùer n. 

promenade deck (prmmÙN-n7dù dHk) n.  Nautical. The upper deck or a sec-

tion of the upper deck on a passenger ship where the passengers can promenade. 

Pro·me·the·an (prN-mKùthK-Nn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Relating to or sug-

gestive of Prometheus.  2. Boldly creative; defiantly original.   —  n.  One who is 

boldy creative or defiantly original in behavior or actions. 

Pro·me·the·us (prN-mKùthK-Ns, -thyusÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A Titan who 

stole fire from Olympus and gave it to humankind, for which Zeus chained him 

to a rock and sent an eagle to eat his liver, which grew back daily.  [Latin PromK-

theus, from Greek.]

pro·me·thi·um (prN-mKùthK-Nm) n.  Symbol Pm A radioactive rare-earth ele-

ment prepared by fission of uranium or by neutron bombardment of neody-

mium, having 14 isotopes with mass numbers ranging from 141 to 154 and used 

as a source of beta rays. Atomic number 61; melting point 1,168˚C; boiling point 

2,460˚C; valence 3.  [From PROMETHEUS.]

prom·i·nence (prmmùN-nNns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being promi-

nent.  2. Something prominent, especially an area of land raised above its sur-

roundings.  3. Anatomy. A small projection or protuberance.  4. Astronomy. A 



tonguelike cloud of flaming gas rising from the sun’s surface, visible as part of the 

corona during a total solar eclipse. 

prom·i·nen·cy (prmmù-N-nNn-sK) n.  Prominence:  a former secretary who rose 

to a position of prominency as an ambassador. 

prom·i·nent (prmmùN-nNnt) adj.  1. Projecting outward or upward from a line 

or surface; protuberant.  2. Immediately noticeable; conspicuous.  See Synonyms 

at noticeable.  3. Widely known; eminent.  [Middle English, from Latin prom-

inKns, prominent- present participle of prominKre, to jut out  : pro-, forth; see PRO-
1 + -minKre, to jut, threaten; see men-2 in Appendix.] —promùi·nent·ly adv. 

prom·is·cu·i·ty (prmmÙV-skyuùV-tK, proÙmV-) n.  pl. prom·is·cu·i·ties. 1. The 

state or character of being promiscuous.  2. Promiscuous sexual relations.  3. A 

mixture of diverse or unrelated parts or individuals; a hodgepodge. 

pro·mis·cu·ous (prN-mVsùkyu-Ns) adj.  1. Indiscriminate in the choice of sex-

ual partners.  2. Lacking standards of selection; indiscriminate.  3. Casual; ran-

dom.  4. Consisting of diverse, unrelated parts or individuals; confused: “Throngs 

promiscuous strew the level green” (Alexander Pope).  [From Latin promiscuus, 

possessed equally  : pro-, intensive pref.; see PRO-1 + miscKre, to mix; see meik- in 

Appendix.] —pro·misùcu·ous·ly adv.  —pro·misùcu·ous·ness n. 

prom·ise (prmmùVs) n.  1. a. A declaration assuring that one will or will not do 

something; a vow.  b. Something promised.   2. Indication of something favor-

able to come; expectation:  a promise of spring in the milder air.  3. Indication of 

future excellence or success:  a young player of great promise.   —  v.  prom·ised, 
prom·is·ing, prom·is·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To commit oneself by a promise to do or 

give; pledge:  promised a quick answer; left early but promised to return.  2. To 

afford a basis for expecting:  thunderclouds that promise rain.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

make a declaration assuring that something will or will not be done.  2. To afford 

a basis for expectation:  an enterprise that promises well.  [Middle English promis, 

from Old French promise, from Medieval Latin promissa, alteration of Latin 

promissum, from neuter past participle of promittere, to send forth, promise  : 

pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + mittere, to send.] —promùis·er n.  

SYNONYMS: promise, covenant, engage, pledge, plight, swear, vow. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to declare solemnly that one will perform or

refrain from a particular course of action”: promise to write soon; covenanting to

exchange their prisoners of war; engaged to reorganize the department; pledged to

uphold the law; plighted their loyalty to the king; swore to get revenge; vowed they

would never surrender.

Prom·ised Land (prmmùVst l4nd) n.  1. Bible. The land of Canaan, promised by 

the Lord to Abraham’s descendants in the Old Testament.  2. promised land. A 

longed-for place where complete satisfaction and happiness will be achieved. 



prom·is·ee (prmmÙV-sKù) n.  Law. The party to which a promise is made. 

prom·is·ing (prmmùV-sVng) adj.  Likely to develop in a desirable manner.   
—promùis·ing·ly adv. 

prom·i·sor (prmmÙV-sôrù) n.  Law. One that makes a promise. 

prom·is·so·ry (prmmùV-sôrÙK, -sorÙK) adj.  1. Containing, involving, or having 

the nature of a promise.  2. Indicating how the provisions of an insurance con-

tract will be carried out after it has been signed.  [Medieval Latin promissorius, 

from Latin promissor, one who promises, from promissus, past participle of prom-

ittere, to promise. See PROMISE.]

promissory note (prmmùV-sôrÙK not) n.  Abbr. P/N, p.n. A written promise to 

pay or repay a specified sum of money at a stated time or on demand.  Also called 

note of hand 

pro·mo (proùmo) n.  pl. pro·mos. Informal. A promotional presentation, such 

as a television spot, radio announcement, or personal appearance.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  a promo piece; an author’s promo tour. 

prom·on·to·ry (prmmùNn-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. prom·on·to·ries. 1.  Abbr. 

prom. A high ridge of land or rock jutting out into a body of water; a headland.  

2. Anatomy. A projecting part.  [Latin promontorium, alteration (influenced by 

mons, mont-, mount); see MOUNT
2, of promunturium, probably from prominKre, 

to jut out. See PROMINENT.]

pro·mote (prN-motù) v.  tr. pro·mot·ed, pro·mot·ing, pro·motes. 1. a. To 

raise to a more important or responsible job or rank.  b. To advance (a student) 

to the next higher grade.   2. To contribute to the progress or growth of; further.  

See Synonyms at advance.  3. To urge the adoption of; advocate:  promote a con-

stitutional amendment.  4. To attempt to sell or popularize by advertising or pub-

licity:  commercials promoting a new product.  5. To help to establish or organize (a 

new enterprise), as by securing financial backing:  promote a Broadway show.  

[Middle English promoten, from Old French promoter, from Latin promovKre, pro-

mot-  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + movKre, to move; see meuN- in Appendix.] 
—pro·motÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —pro·motùa·ble adj. 

pro·mot·er (prN-moùtNr) n.  1. One that promotes, especially an active sup-

porter or advocate.  2. A financial and publicity organizer, as of a boxing match 

or an artistic performance.  3. Genetics. A DNA molecule to which RNA poly-

merase binds, initiating the transcription of messenger RNA. 

pro·mo·tion (prN-moùshNn) n.  1. The act of promoting or the fact of being 

promoted.  2. Advancement in rank or responsibility.  3. Encouragement of the 

progress, growth, or acceptance of something; furtherance.  4. Advertising; pub-

licity.   —pro·moùtion·al adj.  —pro·moùtion·al·ly adv. 

pro·mo·tive (prN-moùtVv) adj.  Tending to promote.   —pro·moùtive·ness n. 

prompt (prmmpt) adj.  prompt·er, prompt·est. 1. Being on time; punctual.  

2. Carried out or performed without delay:  a prompt reply.   —  v.  tr. 



prompt·ed, prompt·ing, prompts. 1. To move to act; spur; incite:  A noise 

prompted the guard to go back and investigate.  2. To give rise to; inspire:  The acci-

dent prompted a review of school safety policy.  3. To assist with a reminder; 

remind.  4. To assist (an actor or a reciter) by providing the next words of a for-

gotten passage; cue.   —  n.  1. a. The act of prompting or giving a cue.  b. A 

reminder or cue.   2. Computer Science. A symbol that appears on a monitor to 

indicate that the computer is ready to receive input.  3. Business. a. A prompt 

note.  b. The time limit stipulated in a prompt note.   [Middle English, ready, 

from Old French, from Latin promptus, from past participle of promere, to bring 

forth  : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + emere, to take, obtain; see em- in Appendix.] 
—promptùer n.  —prompùti·tudeÙ (prmmpùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ), promptùness 

(prmmptùnVs)  n.  —promptùly adv. 

prompt·book (prmmptùbtkÙ) n.  An annotated script used by a theater 

prompter. 

prompt note (prmmpt not) n.  A notice sent to the purchaser of goods as a 

reminder of the amount that is due the seller and the date that it is due. 

prom·ul·gate (prmmùNl-g7tÙ, pro-mƒlùg7tÙ) v.  tr. prom·ul·gat·ed, 
prom·ul·gat·ing, prom·ul·gates. 1. To make known (a decree, for example) 

by public declaration; announce officially.  See Synonyms at announce.  2. To 

put (a law) into effect by formal public announcement.  [Latin promulg7re, 

promulg7t-.] —promÙul·gaùtion (prmmÙNl-g7ùshNn, proÙmNl-) n.  

—promùul·gaÙtor n. 

pron. abbr.  1. Grammar. Pronominal; pronoun.  2. Pronounced.  

3. Pronunciation. 

pro·na·tal·ism (pro-n7tùl-VzÙNm) n.  An attitude or a policy that encourages 

childbearing.   —pro·naùtal·ist n.  —pro·naÙtal·isùtic adj. 

pro·nate (proùn7tÙ) v.  pro·nat·ed, pro·nat·ing, pro·nates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To turn or rotate (the hand or forearm) so that the palm faces down or 

back.  b. To turn or rotate (the sole of the foot) by abduction and eversion so that 

the inner edge of the sole bears the body’s weight.   2. To turn or rotate (a limb) so 

that the inner surface faces down or back. Used of a vertebrate animal.  3. To 

place in a prone position.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become pronated.  2. To assume a 

prone position.  [Late Latin pron7re, pron7t-, to bend forward, from pronus, 

turned forward. See PRONE.]

pro·na·tion (pro-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of pronating.  2. The condition of 

being pronated, especially the condition of having flat feet. 

pro·na·tor (proùn7ÙtNr) n.  A muscle that effects or assists in pronation. 

prone (pron) adj.  1. Lying with the front or face downward.  2. Having a ten-

dency; inclined:  paper that is prone to yellowing; children who are prone to mis-

chief.   —  adv.  In a prone manner:  The patient was lying prone on the bed.  



[Middle English, inclined, disposed, from Latin pronus, leaning forward. See per1 

in Appendix.] —proneùly adv.  —proneùness n.  

SYNONYMS: prone, supine, prostrate, recumbent. These adjectives mean lying

down, as on the ground. Prone refers to lying face downward with the front of

the body facing the surface on which it rests: The spaniel lay prone on the floor,

his long ears draped over his extended front legs. Supine means lying down on the

back: The victim was supine on the stretcher. Prostrate denotes lying down flat or

at full length: “the prostrate trunk of a coconut tree” (Herman Melville). The word

often implies that a prone or a supine position has been assumed out of humili-

ation, submission, helplessness, or physical or emotional incapacity: “Heselrigge,

as he lay prostrate... implored for life” (Jane Porter). Recumbent means lying down

in a position of comfort or rest: The picnickers were recumbent on thick moss under

a big tree.

pro·neph·ros (pro-nHfùrNs, -rmsÙ) n.  pl. pro·neph·roi (-roi)  or pro·neph·ra 
(-rN). A kidneylike organ, being either part of the most anterior pair of three pairs 

of organs in a vertebrate embryo, disappearing early in the embryonic develop-

ment of higher vertebrates, but functioning as a kidney in some simple verte-

brates, such as the lamprey.  [PRO-2 + Greek nephros, kidney.] —pro·nephùric (-

rVk) adj. 

prong (prông, prmng) n.  1. A thin, pointed, projecting part:  a pitchfork with 

four prongs.  2. A branch; a fork:  the two prongs of a river.   —  v.  tr. pronged, 
prong·ing, prongs. To pierce with or as if with a thin, pointed, projecting part.  

[Middle English pronge, pointed instrument, pain, from Medieval Latin pronga, 

of Germanic origin.]

prong·horn (prôngùhôrnÙ, prmngù-) n.  pl. pronghorn or prong·horns. A 

small ruminant mammal (Antilocapra americana) resembling an antelope and 

having small forked horns, found on western North American plains.  Also called 

pronghorn antelope 

pro·no·grade (proùnN-gr7dÙ) adj.  Walking with the long axis of the body par-

allel to the ground. Used of quadrupeds.  [Latin pronus, leaning forward; see 

PRONE + -gradus, walking (from gradX, to move); see RETROGRADE.]

pro·nom·i·nal (pro-nmmùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. pron., pronom. Grammar. 1. Of, 

relating to, or functioning as a pronoun.  2. Resembling a pronoun, as by specify-

ing a person, place, or thing, while functioning primarily as another part of 

speech. His in his choice is a pronominal adjective.  [Late Latin pronomin7lis, from 

Latin pronomen, pronomin-, pronoun  : pro-, in place of; see PRO-1 + nomen, 

name; see NOUN.] —pro·nomùi·nal·ly adv. 



pro·noun (proùnounÙ) n.  Abbr. pron., pr. Grammar. One of a class of words 

that function as substitutes for nouns or noun phrases and designate persons or 

things asked for, previously specified, or understood from the context. 

pro·nounce (prN-nounsù) v.  pro·nounced, pro·nounc·ing, pro·nounc·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To use the organs of speech to make heard (a word or speech 

sound); utter.  b. To say clearly, correctly, or in a given manner:  learning to pro-

nounce French; pronounced my name wrong.   2. To represent (a word) in phonetic 

symbols.  3. To declare officially or formally:  pronounced the legislature to be in 

session; was pronounced dead on arrival.   —  v.  intr. 1. To say words; speak.  2. To 

declare one’s opinion; make a pronouncement:  pronouncing on the issues of the 

day.  [Middle English pronouncen, from Old French prononcier, from Latin 

pron7nti7re : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + n7nti7re, to announce (from n7ntius, mes-

senger); see neu- in Appendix.] —pro·nounceùa·ble adj.  —pro·nouncùer n. 

pro·nounced (prN-nounstù) adj.  1.  Abbr. pron. Spoken; voiced.  2. Strongly 

marked; distinct:  walks with a pronounced limp.   —pro·nouncùed·ly (-

nounùsVd-lK) adv.  —pro·nouncùed·ness n. 

pro·nounce·ment (prN-nounsùmNnt) n.  1. A formal expression of opinion; a 

judgment.  2. An authoritative statement. 

pro·nounc·ing (prN-nounùsVng) adj.  Relating to, designed for, or showing pro-

nunciation:  a pronouncing dictionary. 

pron·to (prmnùto) adv.  Informal. Without delay; quickly.  [Spanish, from Latin 

promptus. See PROMPT.]

pro·nu·cle·us (pro-nuùklK-Ns, -nyuù-) n.  pl. pro·nu·cle·i (-klK-XÙ). The hap-

loid nucleus of a sperm or egg before fusion of the nuclei in fertilization.   
—pro·nuùcle·ar adj. 

pro·nun·ci·a·men·to (pro-nƒnÙsK-N-mHnùto) n.  pl. pro·nun·ci·a·men·tos 

or pro·nun·ci·a·men·toes. An official or authoritarian declaration; a proclama-

tion or an edict.  [Spanish pronunciamiento, from pronunciar, to pronounce, from 

Latin pron7nti7re. See PRONOUNCE.]

pro·nun·ci·a·tion (prN-nƒnÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. pron. 1. The act or manner 

of pronouncing words; utterance of speech.  2. A way of speaking a word, espe-

cially a way that is accepted or generally understood.  3. A graphic representation 

of the way a word is spoken, using phonetic symbols.  [Middle English, from Old 

French prononciation, from Latin pron7nti7tio, pron7nti7tion-, from 

pron7nti7tus, past participle of pron7nti7re, to pronounce. See PRONOUNCE.] 
—pro·nunÙci·aùtion·al adj. 

proof (pruf) n.  Abbr. prf. 1. The evidence or argument that compels the mind 

to accept an assertion as true.  2. a. The validation of a proposition by applica-

tion of specified rules, as of induction or deduction, to assumptions, axioms, and 

sequentially derived conclusions.  b. A statement or an argument used in such a 

validation.   3. a. Convincing or persuasive demonstration:  was asked for proof of 



his identity; an employment history that was proof of her dependability.  b. The 

state of being convinced or persuaded by consideration of evidence.   

4. Determination of the quality of something by testing; trial:  put one’s beliefs to 

the proof.  5. Law. The result or effect of evidence; the establishment or denial of a 

fact by evidence.  6. The alcoholic strength of a liquor, expressed by a number 

that is twice the percentage by volume of alcohol present.  7. Printing. a. A trial 

sheet of printed material that is made to be checked and corrected.  Also called 

proof sheet b. A trial impression of a plate, stone, or block taken at any of various 

stages in engraving.   8. a. A trial photographic print.  b. Any of a limited num-

ber of newly minted coins or medals struck as specimens and for collectors from 

a new die on a polished planchet.   9. Archaic. Proven impenetrability: “I was 

clothed in Armor of proof” (John Bunyan).   —  adj.  1. Fully or successfully resis-

tant; impervious. Often used in combination:  waterproof watches; a fireproof cel-

lar door.  2. Of standard alcoholic strength.  3. Used in proving or making 

corrections.   —  v.  proofed, proof·ing, proofs.  —  v.  tr. 1. Printing. a. To 

make a trial impression of (printed or engraved matter).  b. To proofread (copy).   

2. a. To activate (dormant dry yeast) by adding water.  b. To work (dough) into 

proper lightness.   3. To treat so as to make resistant:  proof a fabric against shrink-

age.   —  v.  intr. 1. Printing. To proofread.  2. To become properly light for cook-

ing:  The batter proofed overnight.  [Middle English prove, preve, from Anglo-

Norman prove, and from Old French prueve both from Late Latin proba, from 

Latin prob7re, to prove. See PROVE.] —proofùer n. 

proof-of-pur·chase (prufùNv-pûrùchVs) n.  pl. proofs-of-pur·chase 

(prufsù-). A document, such as a sales slip or a product label, that is valid evi-

dence for claiming a refund or a premium.   —proofù-of-purùchase adj. 

proof of the pudding (pruf ƒv thK ptdùVng) n.  Informal. The ultimate 

evidence attesting the true nature of something:  The proof of the pudding is not to 

be found in preelection polls; rather, it lies in the results of the election.  [From the 

proverb The proof of the pudding is in the eating.]

proof·read (prufùrKdÙ) v.  proof·read (-rHdÙ), proof·read·ing, 
proof·reads. Printing.  —  v.  tr. To read (copy or proof) in order to find errors 

and mark corrections.   —  v.  intr. To read copy or proof for purposes of error 

detection and correction.   —proofùreadÙer n. 

proof sheet (pruf shKt) n.  Printing. See proof (n., sense 7a). 

proofs-of-pur·chase (prufsùNv-pûrùchVs) n.  Plural of proof-of-pur-
chase. 

proof spirit (pruf spVrùVt) n.  An alcohol-water mixture or a beverage contain-

ing a standard amount of alcohol, the U.S. standard being 100 proof, or 50 per-

cent, of ethyl alcohol by volume at 60˚F (approximately 15.6˚C). 

prop1 (prmp) n.  1. An object placed beneath or against a structure to keep it 

from falling or shaking; a support.  2. One that serves as a support or stay:  my 



children, my props in old age.   —  v.  tr. propped, prop·ping, props. To sup-

port by placing something beneath or against; shore up.  [Middle English proppe, 

probably from Middle Dutch.]

prop2 (prmp) n.  A theatrical property. 

prop3 (prmp) n.  Informal. A propeller. 

prop. abbr.  1. Proper.  2. Properly.  3. Property.  4. Proposition.  5. Proprietary.  

6. Proprietor; proprietress. 

prop- pref.  Related to or derived from propionic acid:  propane.  [From PROPI-

ONIC ACID.]

pro·pae·deu·tic (proÙpV-duùtVk, -dyuù-) adj.  Providing introductory 

instruction.   —  n.  Preparatory instruction.  [From Greek propaideuein, to teach 

beforehand  : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + paideuein, to teach (from pais, paid-, 

child); see PEDO-2.]

prop·a·gan·da (prmpÙN-g4nùdN) n.  1. The systematic propagation of a doc-

trine or cause or of information reflecting the views and interests of those people 

advocating such a doctrine or cause.  2. Material disseminated by the advocates of 

a doctrine or cause:  the selected truths, exaggerations, and lies of wartime propa-

ganda.  3. Propaganda. Roman Catholic Church. A division of the Roman Curia 

that has authority in the matter of preaching the gospel, of establishing the 

Church in non-Christian countries, and of administering Church missions in ter-

ritories where there is no properly organized hierarchy.  [New Latin, short for 

Sacra Congreg7tio dK Propagand7 Fide, Sacred Congregation for Propagating the 

Faith (established 1622), from ablative feminine gerundive of Latin prop7g7re, to 

propagate. See PROPAGATE.] —propÙa·ganùdism n.  —propÙa·ganùdist n.  

—propÙa·gan·disùtic adj.  —propÙa·gan·disùti·cal·ly adv. 

prop·a·gan·dize (prmpÙN-g4nùdXzÙ) v.  prop·a·gan·dized, 
prop·a·gan·diz·ing, prop·a·gan·diz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To engage in propaganda 

for (a doctrine or cause).  2. To subject (a person or group) to propaganda.   —  
v.  intr. To spread propaganda:  propagandizing for nuclear disarmament; propa-

gandized against legalized drug use.   —propÙa·ganùdizÙer n. 

prop·a·gate (prmpùN-g7tÙ) v.  prop·a·gat·ed, prop·a·gat·ing, 
prop·a·gates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause (an organism) to multiply or breed.  2. To 

breed (offspring).  3. To transmit (characteristics) from one generation to 

another.  4. To cause to extend to a broader area or larger number; spread:  mis-

sionaries who propagate the faith.  5. To make widely known; publicize:  propagate 

a rumor.  6. Physics. To cause (a wave, for example) to move in some direction or 

through a medium; transmit.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have offspring; multiply.  2. To 

extend to a broader area or larger number; spread.  3. Physics. To move through a 

medium.  [Latin prop7g7re, prop7g7t-. See pag- in Appendix.] —propùa·ga·ble 
(-gN-bNl) adj.  —propùa·gaÙtive adj.  —propùa·gaÙtor n. 



prop·a·ga·tion (prmpÙN-g7ùshNn) n.  1. Multiplication or increase, as by natu-

ral reproduction.  2. The process of spreading to a larger area or greater number; 

dissemination.  3. Physics. The act or process of propagating, especially the pro-

cess by which a disturbance, such as the motion of electromagnetic or sound 

waves, is transmitted through a medium such as air or water.   —propÙa·gaù-
tion·al adj. 

prop·a·gule (prmpùN-gyulÙ) n.  Any of various usually vegetative portions of a 

plant, such as a bud or other offshoot, that aid in dispersal of the species and 

from which a new individual may develop.  [New Latin prop7gulum, diminutive 

of Latin prop7go, shoot, from prop7g7re, to propagate. See PROPAGATE.]

pro·pane (proùp7nÙ) n.  A colorless gas, C3H8, found in natural gas and petro-

leum and widely used as a fuel. 

pro·pa·no·ic acid (proÙpN-noùVk 4sùVd) n.  See propionic acid. 
pro·pa·nol (proùpN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) n.  See propyl alcohol. 
pro·pel (prN-pHlù) v.  tr. pro·pelled, pro·pel·ling, pro·pels. To cause to move 

forward or onward.  See Synonyms at push.  [Middle English propellen, from 

Latin propellere : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + pellere, to drive; see pel-5 in Appen-

dix.]

pro·pel·lant also pro·pel·lent (prN-pHlùNnt) n.  1. Something, such as an 

explosive charge or a rocket fuel, that propels or provides thrust.  2. A com-

pressed inert gas, such as a fluorocarbon, that acts as a vehicle for discharging the 

contents of an aerosol container.   —  adj.  Serving to propel; propelling. 

pro·pel·ler also pro·pel·lor (prN-pHlùNr) n.  A machine for propelling an air-

craft or a boat, consisting of a power-driven shaft with radiating blades that are 

placed so as to thrust air or water in a desired direction when spinning. 

pro·pend (pro-pHndù) v.  intr. pro·pend·ed, pro·pend·ing, pro·pends. 
Obsolete. To have a propensity; incline or tend.  [Latin propendKre : pro-, forward; 

see PRO-1 + pendKre, to hang; see (s)pen- in Appendix.]

pro·pene (proùpKnÙ) n.  See propylene. 
pro·pen·si·ty (prN-pHnùsV-tK) n.  pl. pro·pen·si·ties. An innate inclination; a 

tendency.  See Synonyms at predilection.  [From propense, inclined, from Latin 

propKnsus, past participle of propendKre, to be inclined. See PROPEND.]

prop·er (prmpùNr) adj.  Abbr. prop. 1. Characterized by appropriateness or suit-

ability; fitting:  the proper knife for cutting bread; not a proper moment for a joke.  

See Synonyms at fit1.  2. Called for by rules or conventions; correct:  the proper 

form for a business letter.  3. Strictly following rules or conventions, especially in 

social behavior; seemly:  a proper lady; a proper gentleman.  4. a. Belonging to 

one; own:  restored to his proper shape by the magician.  b. Characteristically 

belonging to the being or thing in question; peculiar:  an optical effect proper to 

fluids.   5. Being within the strictly limited sense, as of a term designating some-

thing:  the town proper, excluding the suburbs.  6. Ecclesiastical. For use in the lit-



urgy of a particular feast or season of the year.  7. Mathematics. Of or relating to 

a subset of a given set when the set has at least one element not in the subset.  

8. Worthy of the name; true:  wanted a proper dinner, not just a snack.  9. Out-

and-out; thorough:  a proper whipping.   —  adv.  Thoroughly:  beat the eggs good 

and proper.   —  n.  also Proper Ecclesiastical. The parts of the liturgy that vary 

according to the particular feast or season of the year.  [Middle English propre, 

from Old French, from Latin proprius. See per1 in Appendix.] —propùer·ly adv.  

—propùer·ness n. 

proper adjective (prmpùNr 4jùVk-tVv) n.  Grammar. An adjective formed from 

a proper noun. 

pro·per·din (pro-pûrùdn) n.  A natural protein in human blood serum that 

participates in the body’s immune response by working in conjunction with the 

complement system.  [Probably PRO-1 + Latin perdere, to destroy; see PERDITION + 

-IN.]

proper fraction (prmpùNr fr4kùshNn) n.  Mathematics. 1. A numerical fraction 

in which the numerator is less than the denominator.  2. A polynomial fraction in 

which the numerator is of a lower degree than the denominator. 

proper noun (prmpùNr noun) n.  Grammar. A noun belonging to the class of 

words used as names for unique individuals, events, or places and usually having 

few possibilities for modification.  Also called proper name 

prop·er·tied (prmpùNr-tKd) adj.  Owning land or securities as a principal source 

of revenue. 

Pro·per·tius (pro-pûrùshNs, -shK-Ns), Sextus. 50?-15? B.C.  Roman elegiac poet 

whose extant works include Cynthia, an elegy on his former lover. 

prop·er·ty (prmpùNr-tK) n.  pl. prop·er·ties. Abbr. prop. 1. a. Something 

owned; a possession.  b. A piece of real estate:  my country property.  c. Something 

tangible or intangible to which its owner has legal title:  properties such as copy-

rights and trademarks.  d. Possessions considered as a group.   2. The right of 

ownership; title.  3. An article, except costumes and scenery, that appears on the 

stage or on screen during a dramatic performance.  4. a. A characteristic trait or 

peculiarity, especially one serving to define or describe its possessor.  b. A charac-

teristic attribute possessed by all members of a class.  See Synonyms at quality.   
5. A special capability or power; a virtue:  a medicine with special properties.  

[Middle English, from Old French propriete, from Latin propriet7s, ownership 

(translation of Greek idiotKs); see IDIOT, from proprius, one’s own. See per1 in 

Appendix.] —propùer·ty·less adj. 

property damage insurance (prmpùNr-tK d4mùVj Vn-shtrùNns) n.  Liabil-

ity insurance for claims brought against a person who causes damage to another’s 

property, as by an automobile accident. 

property tax (prmpùNr-tK t4ks) n.  A tax levied against the owner of real or per-

sonal property. 



pro·phage (proùf7jÙ) n.  The latent form of a bacteriophage in which the viral 

genes are incorporated into the bacterial chromosomes without causing disrup-

tion of the bacterial cell.  [Short for French probactériophage : Greek pro-, before; 

see PRO-2 + New Latin bacterium, bacterium; see BACTERIO- + Greek -phagos, -

phage.]

pro·phase (proùf7zÙ) n.  1. The first stage of mitosis, during which the chro-

mosomes condense and become visible, the nuclear membrane breaks down, and 

the spindle apparatus forms at opposite poles of the cell.  2. The first stage of 

meiosis, constituted by a series of events that include DNA replication, the synap-

sis of homologous chromosomes, crossing over, the formation of chiasmata, and 

contraction of the chromosomes.   —pro·phaùsic (-f7ùzVk) adj. 

proph·e·cy (prmfùV-sK) n.  pl. proph·e·cies (-sKz). 1. a. An inspired utterance 

of a prophet, viewed as a revelation of divine will.  b. A prediction of the future, 

made under divine inspiration.  c. Such an inspired message or prediction trans-

mitted orally or in writing.   2. The vocation or condition of a prophet.  3. A pre-

diction.  [Middle English prophecie, from Old French, from Latin prophKtXa, from 

Greek prophKteia, from prophKtKs, prophet. See PROPHET.]

proph·e·sy (prmfùV-sXÙ) v.  proph·e·sied (-sXdÙ), proph·e·sy·ing (-sXÙVng), 
proph·e·sies (-sXzÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To reveal by divine inspiration.  2. To predict 

with certainty as if by divine inspiration:  prophesied the coming war.  See Syn-

onyms at foretell.  3. To prefigure; foreshow.   —  v.  intr. 1. To reveal the will or 

message of God.  2. To predict the future as if by divine inspiration.  3. To speak 

as a prophet.  [Middle English prophecien, from Old French prophecier, from 

prophecie, prophecy. See PROPHECY.] —prophùe·siÙer n. 

proph·et (prmfùVt) n.  1. A person who speaks by divine inspiration or as the 

interpreter through whom the will of a god is expressed.  2. A person gifted with 

profound moral insight and exceptional powers of expression.  3. A predictor; a 

soothsayer.  4. The chief spokesperson of a movement or cause.  5. Prophets. 

(used with a sing. or pl. verb). Bible. The second of the three divisions of the 

Hebrew Scriptures, comprising the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isa-

iah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve.  See Table at Bible.  [Middle English 

prophete, from Old French, from Latin prophKta, from Greek prophKtKs : pro-, 

before; see PRO-2 + -phKtKs, speaker (from phanai, to speak); see bh7-2 in Appen-

dix.] —prophùet·hoodÙ n. 

proph·et·ess (prmfùV-tVs) n.  1. A woman who speaks by divine inspiration or 

as the interpreter through whom the will of a god is expressed.  2. A woman pre-

dictor; a woman soothsayer.  3. The chief spokeswoman of a movement or cause. 

pro·phet·ic (prN-fHtùVk) also pro·phet·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, belonging to, 

or characteristic of a prophet or prophecy:  prophetic books.  2. Foretelling events 

as if by divine inspiration:  casual words that proved prophetic.   
—pro·phetùi·cal·ly adv.  —pro·phetùi·cal·ness n. 



pro·phy·lac·tic (proÙfN-l4kùtVk, prmfÙN-) adj.  Acting to defend against or pre-

vent something, especially disease; protective.   —  n.  1. A prophylactic agent, 

device, or measure, such as a vaccine or drug.  2. A contraceptive device, espe-

cially a condom.  [French prophylactique, from Greek prophulaktikos, from pro-

phulassein, to take precautions against  : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + phulassein, to 

protect (from phulax, guard).] —proÙphy·lacùti·cal·ly adv. 

pro·phy·lax·is (proÙfN-l4kùsVs, prmfÙN-) n.  pl. pro·phy·lax·es (-l4kùsKzÙ). Pre-

vention of or protective treatment for disease.  [New Latin, from Greek prophu-

laktikos, prophylactic. See PROPHYLACTIC.]

pro·pin·qui·ty (prN-pVngùkwV-tK) n.  1. Proximity; nearness.  2. Kinship.  

3. Similarity in nature.  [Middle English propinquite, from Old French, from 

Latin propinquit7s, from propinquus, near. See per1 in Appendix.]

pro·pi·on·al·de·hyde (proÙpK-mn-4lùdN-hXdÙ) n.  A flammable liquid, 

C2H5CHO, used in the manufacture of plastics and rubber chemicals.  [PRO-

PION(IC ACID) + ALDEHYDE.]

pro·pi·o·nate (proùpK-N-n7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of propionic acid.  [PRO-

PION(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

pro·pi·on·ic acid (proÙpK-mnùVk 4sùVd) n.  A liquid fatty acid, CH3CH2COOH, 

found naturally in sweat, in milk products, and as a product of bacterial fermen-

tation. Prepared synthetically from ethyl alcohol and carbon monoxide, it is used 

chiefly in the form of its propionates as a mold inhibitor in bread and as an ingre-

dient in perfume.  Also called propanoic acid [From Greek pro-, first; see PRO-2 + 

Greek pion, fat (from the fact that it is first in order among the fatty acids); see 

peiN- in Appendix.]

pro·pi·ti·ate (pro-pVshùK-7tÙ) v.  tr. pro·pi·ti·at·ed, pro·pi·ti·at·ing, 
pro·pi·ti·ates. To conciliate (an offended power); appease:  propitiate the gods 

with a sacrifice.  [Latin propiti7re, propiti7t-, from propitius, propitious. See PROPI-

TIOUS.] —pro·piùti·a·ble (-pVshùK-N-bNl, -pVshùN-bNl) adj.  —pro·piùti·atÙing·ly 
adv.  —pro·piùti·aÙtive adj.  —pro·piùti·aÙtor n. 

pro·pi·ti·a·tion (pro-pVshÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of propitiating.  

2. Something that propitiates, especially a conciliatory offering to a god. 

pro·pi·ti·a·to·ry (pro-pVshùK-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK, -pVshùN-) adj.  Of or offered in 

propitiation; conciliatory.   —pro·piÙti·a·toùri·ly adv. 

pro·pi·tious (prN-pVshùNs) adj.  1. Presenting favorable circumstances; auspi-

cious.  See Synonyms at favorable.  2. Kindly; gracious.  [Middle English propi-

cius, from Old French propicieux, from Latin propitius. See pet- in Appendix.] 
—pro·piùtious·ly adv.  —pro·piùtious·ness n. 

prop·jet (prmpùjHtÙ) n.  See turboprop. 
pro·plas·tid (pro-pl4sùtVd) n.  A cytoplasmic organelle from which a plastid 

develops. 



prop·o·lis (prmpùN-lVs) n.  A resinous substance collected from the buds of cer-

tain trees by bees and used as a cement or sealant in the construction of their 

hives.  [Latin, from Greek, suburb, bee glue (from the fact that it was originally 

the name of a structure around the opening into the hive)  : pro-, before; see PRO-
2 + polis, city; see pelN-3 in Appendix.]

pro·po·nent (prN-poùnNnt) n.  One who argues in support of something; an 

advocate.  [Latin proponKns, proponent- present participle of proponere, to set 

forth. See PROPOSE.]

pro·por·tion (prN-pôrùshNn, -porù-) n.  1. A part considered in relation to the 

whole.  2. A relationship between things or parts of things with respect to com-

parative magnitude, quantity, or degree:  the proper proportion between oil and 

vinegar in the dressing.  3. A relationship between quantities such that if one var-

ies then another varies in a manner dependent on the first: “We do not always find 

visible happiness in proportion to visible virtue” (Samuel Johnson).  4. Agreeable or 

harmonious relation of parts within a whole; balance or symmetry.  5.  Often 

proportions. Dimensions; size.  6. Mathematics. A statement of equality 

between two ratios. Four quantities, a, b, c, d, are said to be in proportion if b = d.   
—  v.  tr. pro·por·tioned, pro·por·tion·ing, pro·por·tions. 1. To adjust so 

that proper relations between parts are attained.  2. To form the parts of with bal-

ance or symmetry.  [Middle English proporcion, from Old French proportion, 

from Latin proportio, proportion-, from pro portione, according to (each) part  : 

pro, according to; see PRO-1 + portione, ablative of portio, part; see perN-2 in 

Appendix.] —pro·porùtion·a·ble adj.  —pro·porùtion·a·bly adv.  

—pro·porùtion·er n.  —pro·porùtion·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: proportion, harmony, symmetry, balance. These nouns are com-

pared as they mean aesthetic arrangement, as in a design, marked by proper dis-

tribution of elements. Proportion is the agreeable or harmonious relation of parts

within a whole: The house, of Spanish colonial design, has rooms with graciousness

of proportion and beautiful details. Harmony is the pleasing interaction or appro-

priate combination of elements: The harmony of her face is not diminished by her

imperfect nose. Symmetry and balance both imply an arrangement of parts and

details on either side of a dividing line, but symmetry frequently emphasizes exact

or mirror-image correspondence of parts, while balance often suggests dissimilar

parts that offset each other to make a harmonious and satisfying whole: Beds of

iris were set out in perfect symmetry around a pool filled with water lilies. “In all

perfectly beautiful objects, there is found the opposition of one part to another, and

a reciprocal balance” (John Ruskin).

pro·por·tion·al (prN-pôrùshN-nNl, -porù-) adj.  Abbr. P.R. 1. Forming a rela-

tionship with other parts or quantities; being in proportion.  2. Properly related 



in size, degree, or other measurable characteristics; corresponding:  Punishment 

ought to be proportional to the crime.  3. Mathematics. Having the same or a con-

stant ratio.   —  n.  One of the quantities in a mathematical proportion.   
—pro·porÙtion·alùi·ty (-shN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —pro·porùtion·al·ly adv. 

proportional representation (prN-pôrùshN-nNl rHpÙrV-zHn-t7ùshNn) n.  

Abbr. P.R. Representation of all parties in a legislature in proportion to their pop-

ular vote. 

pro·por·tion·ate (prN-pôrùshN-nVt, -porù-) adj.  Being in due proportion; pro-

portional.   —  v.  tr. pro·por·tion·at·ed, pro·por·tion·at·ing, 
pro·por·tion·ates (-shN-n7tÙ). To make proportionate.   —pro·porù-
tion·ate·ly adv.  —pro·porùtion·ate·ness n. 

pro·pos·al (prN-poùzNl) n.  1. The act of proposing.  2. A plan that is proposed.  

3. An offer of marriage. 

pro·pose (prN-pozù) v.  pro·posed, pro·pos·ing, pro·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

put forward for consideration, discussion, or adoption; suggest:  propose a change 

in the law.  2. To recommend (a person) for a position, office, or membership; 

nominate.  3. To offer (a toast to be drunk).  4. To make known as one’s inten-

tion; purpose or intend:  proposed to buy and run a farm.   —  v.  intr. To form or 

make a proposal, especially of marriage.  [Middle English proposen, from Old 

French proposer, alteration (influenced by poser, to put, place); see POSE
1, of Latin 

proponere : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.] 
—pro·posùer n.  

SYNONYMS: propose, pose, propound, submit. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to present something for consideration or discussion”: propose a

solution to a problem; a situation posing many questions and problems; propound a

theory; submitting a plan.

prop·o·si·tion (prmpÙN-zVshùNn) n.  Abbr. prop. 1. A plan suggested for accep-

tance; a proposal.  2. Informal. A matter to be dealt with; a task:  Finding an 

affordable apartment will be a difficult proposition.  3. Informal. An offer of a pri-

vate bargain, especially a request for sexual relations.  4. A subject for discussion 

or analysis.  5. Logic. a. A statement in which the subject is affirmed or denied by 

the predicate.  b. Something that is expressed in a statement, as opposed to the 

way it is expressed.  c. A statement containing only logical constants and having a 

fixed truth-value.    —  v.  tr. prop·o·si·tioned, prop·o·si·tion·ing, 
prop·o·si·tions. Informal. To propose a private bargain to, especially to propose 

sexual relations with.  [Middle English proposicion, from Old French proposition, 

from Latin propositio, proposition-, setting out in words, from propositus, past 

participle of proponere, to set forth. See PROPOSE.] —propÙo·siùtion·al adj.  

—propÙo·siùtion·al·ly adv. 



propositional calculus (prmpÙN-zVshùN-nNl k4lùkyN-lNs) n.  Logic. The branch 

of symbolic logic that deals with the relationships formed between propositions 

by connectives such as and, or, and if as opposed to their internal structure. 

propositional function (prmpÙN-zVshùN-nNl fƒngkùshNn) n.  Logic. An 

expression having the form of a proposition but containing undefined symbols 

for the substantive elements and becoming a proposition when appropriate val-

ues are assigned to the symbols. 

pro·pos·i·tus (pro-pmzùV-tNs) n.  pl. pro·pos·i·ti (-tXÙ). The person immedi-

ately concerned about or affected by an action.  [Latin propositus, past participle 

of proponere, to set forth. See PROPOSE.]

pro·pound (prN-poundù) v.  tr. pro·pound·ed, pro·pound·ing, 
pro·pounds. To put forward for consideration; set forth.  See Synonyms at pro-
pose.  [Alteration of propoune, from Middle English proponen, from Latin pro-

ponere, to set forth. See PROPOSE.] —pro·poundùer n. 

pro·pox·y·phene (pro-pmkùsN-fKnÙ) n.  A nonnarcotic analgesic drug, 

C22H29NO2.  [PROP- + OXY- + -phene (alteration of PHENYL).]

propr. abbr.  Proprietor; proprietress. 

pro·prae·tor (pro-prKùtNr) n.  An ancient Roman official, appointed to be the 

chief administrator of a province after serving his term of office as praetor.  

[Latin propraetor : pro-, for; see PRO-1 + praetor, praetor; see PRAETOR.] 
—proÙprae·toùri·al (proÙprV-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-), proÙprae·toùri·an (-Nn)  adj. 

pro·pran·o·lol (pro-pr4nùN-lôlÙ, -lolÙ, -lmlÙ) n.  A drug, C16H21NO2, that blocks 

beta-adrenergic activity, used to treat hypertension, angina pectoris, and cardiac 

arrhythmia.  [PRO(PYL) + PR(OP)ANOL (PROPAN(E) + -OL
1) + -OL

1.]

pro·pri·e·tar·y (prN-prXùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. prop., pty. 1. Of or relating to a 

proprietor or to proprietors as a group:  proprietary rights.  2. Exclusively owned; 

private:  a proprietary hospital.  3. Befitting an owner:  a proprietary air.  

4. Owned by a private individual or corporation under a trademark or patent:  a 

proprietary drug.   —  n.  pl. pro·pri·e·tar·ies. Abbr. prop., pty. 1. A proprietor.  

2. A group of proprietors.  3. Ownership; proprietorship.  4. A proprietary med-

icine.  5. One granted ownership of a proprietary colony.  [From Middle English 

proprietarie, owner of property, from Old French proprietaire, and from Medieval 

Latin propriet7rius both from Late Latin, of a property owner, from Latin 

propriet7s, ownership. See PROPERTY.] —pro·priÙe·tarùi·ly adv. 

proprietary colony (prN-prXùV-tHrÙK kmlùN-nK) n.  Any of certain early North 

American colonies, such as Carolina and Pennsylvania, organized in the 17th cen-

tury in territories granted by the English Crown to one or more proprietors who 

had full governing rights. 

pro·pri·e·tor (prN-prXùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. prop., propr. 1. One who has legal title 

to something; an owner.  2. One who owns or owns and manages a business or 

other such establishment.  [Probably alteration of Middle English proprietarie. 



See PROPRIETARY.] —pro·priÙe·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  

—pro·priÙe·toùri·al·ly adv.  —pro·priùe·tor·shipÙ n. 

pro·pri·e·tress (prN-prXùV-trVs) n.  Abbr. prop., propr. 1. A woman who has 

legal title to something; an owner.  2. A woman who owns or owns and manages a 

business or other such establishment. 

pro·pri·e·ty (prN-prXùV-tK) n.  pl. pro·pri·e·ties. 1. The quality of being proper; 

appropriateness.  2. Conformity to prevailing customs and usages.  See Synonyms 

at etiquette.  3. proprieties. The usages and customs of polite society.  [Mid-

dle English propriete, particular character, ownership, from Old French. See PROP-

ERTY.]

pro·pri·o·cep·tion (proÙprK-o-sHpùshNn) n.  The unconscious perception of 

movement and spatial orientation arising from stimuli within the body itself.  

[Latin proprius, one’s own; see per1 in Appendix + (RE)CEPTION.]

pro·pri·o·cep·tor (proÙprK-o-sHpùtNr) n.  A sensory receptor, found chiefly in 

muscles, tendons, joints, and the inner ear, that detects the motion or position of 

the body or a limb by responding to stimuli arising within the organism.  [Latin 

proprius, one’s own; see per1 in Appendix + (RE)CEPTOR.] —proÙpri·o·cepùtive 
adj. 

prop root (prmp rut) n.  An adventitious root that arises from the stem, pene-

trates the soil, and helps to support the stem, as in corn.  Also called brace root 

prop·to·sis (prmp-toùsVs) n.  pl. prop·to·ses (-sKz). Forward displacement of 

an organ, especially an eyeball.  [Late Latin proptosis, prolapse, from Greek, from 

propiptein, to fall forward  : pro-, forward; see PRO-2 + piptein, to fall; see pet- in 

Appendix.]

pro·pul·sion (prN-pƒlùshNn) n.  1. The process of driving or propelling.  2. A 

driving or propelling force.  [Medieval Latin propulsio, propulsion-, onslaught, 

urging on, from Latin propulsus, past participle of propellere, to drive forward. See 

PROPEL.] —pro·pulùsive, pro·pulùso·ry (-sN-rK)  adj. 

pro·pyl (proùpVl) n.  Abbr. Pr A univalent organic radical with composition 

C3H7, derived from propane.   —pro·pylùic adj. 

prop·y·la (prmpùN-lN, proùpN-) n.  Plural of propylon. 
prop·y·lae·um (prmpÙN-lKùNm, proÙpN-) n.  pl. prop·y·lae·a (-lKùN). Architec-

ture. An entrance or vestibule to a temple or group of buildings.  Also called pro-

pylon [Latin, from Greek propulaion : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + pulK, gate.]

propyl alcohol (proùpVl 4lùkN-hôlÙ) n.  A clear colorless liquid, 

CH3CH2CH2OH, used as a solvent and as an antiseptic.  Also called propanol 

pro·pyl·ene (proùpN-lKnÙ) n.  A flammable gas, CH3CH:CH2, derived from 

petroleum hydrocarbon cracking and used in organic synthesis.  Also called pro-

pene 



propylene glycol (proùpN-lKnÙ glXùkôlÙ) n.  A colorless viscous hygroscopic 

liquid, CH3CHOHCH2OH, used in antifreeze solutions, in hydraulic fluids, and 

as a solvent. 

prop·y·lon (prmpùN-lmnÙ, proùpN-) n.  pl. prop·y·la (-lN). Architecture. See pro-
pylaeum.  [Greek propulon : pro-, before; see PRO-2 + pulK, gate.]

pro ra·ta (pro r7ùtN, r4tùN, räùtN) adv.  In proportion, according to a factor that 

can be calculated exactly.  [Latin pro rat7 (parte), according to the calculated 

(share)  : pro, according to + rat7, feminine ablative of r7tus, calculated.]

pro·rate (pro-r7tù, proùr7tÙ) v.  pro·rat·ed, pro·rat·ing, pro·rates.  —  v.  tr. 

To divide, distribute, or assess proportionately.   —  v.  intr. To settle affairs on the 

basis of proportional distribution.  [From PRO RATA.] —pro·ratùa·ble adj.  

—pro·raùtion n. 

pro·rogue (pro-rogù) v.  tr. pro·rogued, pro·rogu·ing, pro·rogues. 1. To 

discontinue a session of (a parliament, for example).  2. To postpone; defer.  

[Middle English prorogen, from Old French proroguer, to postpone, from Latin 

prorog7re : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + rog7re, to ask; see reg- in Appendix.] 
—proÙro·gaùtion n. 

pros. abbr.  Prosody. 

pros- pref.  1. Near; toward:  prosenchyma.  2. In front of:  prosencephalon.  

[Greek, from pros, near, at. See per1 in Appendix.]

pro·sa·ic (pro-z7ùVk) adj.  1. a. Consisting or characteristic of prose.  b. Matter-

of-fact; straightforward.   2. Lacking in imagination and spirit; dull.  [Late Latin 

prosaicus, from Latin prosa, prose. See PROSE.] —pro·saùi·cal·ly adv.  

—pro·saùic·ness n. 

pro·sa·ism (proùz7-VzÙNm) n.  1. A quality or style that is prosaic.  2. A prosaic 

word, phrase, or other expression. 

Pros. Atty. abbr.  Law. Prosecuting attorney. 

pro·sce·ni·um (pro-sKùnK-Nm, prN-) n.  1. pl. pro·sce·ni·ums. The area of a 

modern theater that is located between the curtain and the orchestra.  2. pl. 

pro·sce·ni·a (-nK-N). The stage of an ancient theater, located between the back-

ground and the orchestra.  [Latin proscKnium, from Greek proskKnion : pro-, 

before; see PRO-2 + skKnK, buildings at the back of the stage.]

pro·sciut·to (pro-shuùto) n.  pl. pro·sciut·ti (-tK)  or pro·sciut·tos. An aged, 

dry-cured, spiced Italian ham that is usually sliced thin and is served without 

cooking.  [Italian, alteration (probably influenced by prosciugare, to dry out), of 

presciutto, from Vulgar Latin *perexs7ctus, thoroughly dried up  : Latin per-, per- 

+ Latin exs7ctus, past participle of exs7gere, to suck out (ex-, ex- + s7gere, to 

suck); see SUCTION.]

pro·scribe (pro-skrXbù) v.  tr. pro·scribed, pro·scrib·ing, pro·scribes. 1. To 

denounce or condemn.  2. To prohibit; forbid.  See Synonyms at forbid.  
3. a. To banish or outlaw (a person).  b. To publish the name of (a person) as 



outlawed.   [Middle English proscriben, from Latin proscrXbere, to put up some-

one’s name as outlawed  : pro-, in front; see PRO-1 + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- 
in Appendix.] —pro·scribùer n. 

pro·scrip·tion (pro-skrVpùshNn) n.  1. The act of proscribing; prohibition.  

2. The condition of having been proscribed; outlawry.  [Middle English proscrip-

cion, from Latin proscrXptio, proscrXption-, public notice of outlawry, from pro-

scrXptus, past participle of proscrXbere, to proscribe. See PROSCRIBE.] 
—pro·scripùtive adj.  —pro·scripùtive·ly adv. 

prose (proz) n.  1. Ordinary speech or writing, without metrical structure.  

2. Commonplace expression or quality.  3. Roman Catholic Church. A hymn of 

irregular meter sung after the gradual.   —  v.  intr. prosed, pros·ing, pros·es. 
1. To write prose.  2. To speak or write in a dull, tiresome style.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin prosa (or7tio), straightforward (discourse), femi-

nine of prosus, alteration of prorsus, from proversus, past participle of provertere, 

to turn forward  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appen-

dix.]

pro·sec·tor (pro-sHkùtNr) n.  One who dissects cadavers for anatomical instruc-

tion or pathological examination.  [Latin prosector, anatomist, from prosec7re, to 

cut off, up  : pro-, before; see PRO-1 + sec7re, to cut; see SECTOR.]

pros·e·cute (prmsùV-kyutÙ) v.  pros·e·cut·ed, pros·e·cut·ing, pros·e·cutes.  
—  v.  tr. 1. Law. a. To initiate civil or criminal court action against.  b. To seek to 

obtain or enforce by legal action.   2. a. To pursue (an undertaking, for example) 

until completion; follow to the very end.  b. To chase or pursue (a vessel): “He 

held a dispatch saying that [they] had prosecuted and probably killed an Echo-class 

missile submarine” (Tom Clancy).   3. To carry on, engage in, or practice.   —  v.  

intr. Law. 1. To initiate and conduct legal proceedings.  2. To act as prosecutor.  

[Middle English prosecuten, from Latin prosequX, prosec7t-  : pro-, forward; see 

PRO-1 + sequX, to follow; see sekw-1 in Appendix.] —prosùe·cutÙa·ble adj. 

pros·e·cut·ing attorney (prmsùV-kyuÙtVng N-tûrùnK) n.  Abbr. Pros. Atty., 
PA, P.A. Law. A lawyer empowered to prosecute cases on behalf of a government 

and its people.  Also called prosecution, prosecutor. 

pros·e·cu·tion (prmsÙV-kyuùshNn) n.  1. The act of prosecuting.  2. Law. The 

institution and conduct of a legal proceeding.  3. Law. See prosecuting attor-
ney. 

pros·e·cu·tor (prmsùV-kyuÙtNr) n.  1. One that prosecutes.  2. Law. One that 

initiates and carries out a legal action, especially criminal proceedings.  3. Law. 

See prosecuting attorney. 
pros·e·cu·to·ri·al (prmsÙV-kyu-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or con-

cerned with prosecution: “a huge investigative and prosecutorial effort” (Lucian K. 

Truscott IV). 



pros·e·lyte (prmsùN-lXtÙ) n.  A new convert to a doctrine or religion.   —  v.  

pros·e·lyt·ed, pros·e·lyt·ing, pros·e·lytes.  —  v.  tr. To proselytize (a per-

son).   —  v.  intr. To engage in proselytization.  [Middle English proselite, from 

Old French, from Late Latin prosKlytus, from Greek prosKlutos, stranger, proselyte, 

from prosKluth-, aorist stem of proserkhesthai, to go to  : pros-, pros- + erkhesthai, 

to go.] —prosùe·lytÙer n. 

pros·e·ly·tism (prmsùN-lV-tVzÙNm, -lX-) n.  1. The practice of proselytizing.  

2. The state of being a proselyte.   —prosÙe·lytùi·cal (-lVtùV-kNl) adj. 

pros·e·ly·tize (prmsùN-lV-tXzÙ) v.  pros·e·ly·tized, pros·e·ly·tiz·ing, 
pros·e·ly·tiz·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To induce someone to convert to one’s own reli-

gious faith.  2. To induce someone to join one’s own political party or to espouse 

one’s doctrine.   —  v.  tr. To convert (a person) from one belief, doctrine, cause, 

or faith to another.   —prosÙe·ly·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  —prosùe·ly·tizÙer 
n. 

pro·sem·i·nar (pro-sHmùN-närÙ) n.  A course of study for graduate and 

advanced undergraduate students in a college or university, conducted in the 

manner of a seminar.  [PRO-2 + SEMINAR.]

pros·en·ceph·a·lon (prmsÙHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ) n.  The forebrain.   
—prosÙen·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

pros·en·chy·ma (prm-sHngùkV-mN) n.  A type of plant tissue consisting of elon-

gated cells with tapering ends, occurring in supporting and conducting tissue.   
—prosÙen·chymùa·tous (-kVmùN-tNs) adj. 

prose poem (proz poùNm) n.  A prose work that has poetic characteristics such 

as vivid imagery and concentrated expression. 

Pro·ser·pi·na (pro-sûrùpN-nN) also Pros·er·pi·ne (pro-sûrùpN-nK, prmsùNr-

pXnÙ) n.  Roman Mythology. The daughter of Ceres who became the goddess of the 

underworld when Pluto carried her away and made her his wife. 

pro·sim·i·an (pro-sVmùK-Nn) adj.  Of or belonging to the Prosimii, a suborder of 

primates that includes the lemurs, lorises, and tarsiers.   —  n.  A primate of the 

suborder Prosimii.  [From New Latin ProsXmiX, suborder name  : Latin pro-, 

before; see PRO-1 + Latin sXmiX, pl. of sXmius, ape (variant of sXmia); see SIMIAN.]

pro·sit (prost, proùzVt)  or prost (prost) interj.  Used as a toast to someone’s 

health while drinking.  [German, from Latin, may it benefit, third person sing. 

subjunctive of prodesse, to benefit. See PROUD.]

pro·slav·er·y (pro-sl7ùvN-rK, -sl7vùrK) adj.  Advocating the practice of slavery. 

pros·o·dy (prmsùN-dK) n.  pl. pros·o·dies. Abbr. pros. 1. The study of the met-

rical structure of verse.  2. A particular system of versification.  [Middle English 

prosodie, from Latin prosodia, accent, from Greek prosoidia, song sung to music, 

accent  : pros-, pros- + oidK, song; see ODE.] —pro·sodùic (prN-smdùVk) adj.  

—pro·sodùi·cal·ly adv.  —prosùo·dist n. 



pro·so·ma (pro-soùmN) n.  The anterior or cephalic portion of the body of cer-

tain invertebrates, such as arachnids, in which segmentation is not evident.  [PRO-
2 + Greek soma, body; see teuN- in Appendix.] —pro·soùmal adj. 

pros·o·pog·ra·phy (prmsÙN-pmgùrN-fK) n.  A study, often using statistics, that 

identifies and draws relationships between various characters or people within a 

specific historical, social, or literary context: “an authentic tour de force of histori-

cal writing: part intellectual history, part cultural history, part prosopography” 

(Josiah Bunting III).  [Greek prosopon, character; see PROSOPOPEIA + -GRAPHY.] 
—prosÙo·po·graphùi·cal (-pN-gr4fùV-kNl) adj. 

pro·so·po·pe·ia also pro·so·po·poe·ia (prN-soÙpN-pKùN) n.  1. A figure of 

speech in which an absent or imaginary person is represented as speaking.  2.  See 

personification (n., sense 3).  [Latin prosopopoeia, from Greek prosopopoiia : 

prosopon, face, mask, dramatic character (pros-, pros- + opon, face from ops, eye); 

see MYOPIA + poiein, to make; see kwei-2 in Appendix.] —pro·soÙpo·peùial adj. 

pros·pect (prmsùpHktÙ) n.  1. Something expected; a possibility.  2. prospects. 

a. Chances.  b. Financial expectations, especially of success.   3. a. A potential 

customer, client, or purchaser.  b. A candidate deemed likely to succeed.   4. The 

direction in which an object, such as a building, faces; an outlook.  5. Something 

presented to the eye; a scene:  a pleasant prospect.  6. The act of surveying or 

examining.  7. a. The location or probable location of a mineral deposit.  b. An 

actual or probable mineral deposit.  c. The mineral yield obtained by working an 

ore.    —  v.  pros·pect·ed, pros·pect·ing, pros·pects.  —  v.  tr. To search for 

or explore (a region) for mineral deposits or oil.   —  v.  intr. To explore for min-

eral deposits or oil.  [Middle English prospecte, from Latin prospectus, distant 

view, from past participle of prospicere, to look out  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + 

specere, to look at; see spek- in Appendix.]

pro·spec·tive (prN-spHkùtVv) adj.  1. Likely or expected to happen.  2. Likely to 

become or be:  prospective clients.   —pro·specùtive·ly adv. 

pros·pec·tor (prmsùpHkÙtNr) n.  One who explores an area for mineral deposits 

or oil. 

pro·spec·tus (prN-spHkùtNs) n.  1. A formal summary of a proposed venture or 

project:  She rewrote the prospectus of her dissertation three times before it was 

approved.  2. A document describing the chief features of something, such as a 

business, an educational program, or especially a stock offering or mutual fund, 

for prospective buyers, investors, or participants.  [Latin prospectus, distant view. 

See PROSPECT.]

pros·per (prmsùpNr) v.  intr. pros·pered, pros·per·ing, pros·pers. To be for-

tunate or successful, especially in terms of one’s finances; thrive.  [Middle English 

prosperen, from Old French prosperer, from Latin prosper7re, to render fortunate, 

from prosperus, favorable. See spK- in Appendix.]

pros·per·i·ty (prm-spHrùV-tK) n.  The condition of being prosperous. 



pros·per·ous (prmsùpNr-Ns) adj.  1. Having success; flourishing:  a prosperous 

new business.  2. Well-to-do; well-off:  a prosperous family.  3. Propitious; favor-

able:  a prosperous moment to make a decision.   —prosùper·ous·ly adv.  

—prosùper·ous·ness n. 

prost (prost) interj.  Variant of prosit. 
pros·ta·cy·clin (prmsÙtN-sXùklVn) n.  A prostaglandin produced in the walls of 

blood vessels that acts as a vasodilator and inhibits platelet aggregation.  

[PROSTA(TE) + CYCL(IC) + -IN.]

pros·ta·glan·din (prmsÙtN-gl4nùdVn) n.  Any of a group of hormonelike sub-

stances produced in various mammalian tissues that are derived from amino 

acids and mediate a wide range of physiological functions, such as metabolism, 

smooth muscle activity, and nerve transmission.  [PROSTA(TE) + GLAND
1 + -IN.]

pros·tate (prmsùt7tÙ) n.  The prostate gland.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the pros-

tate gland.  [New Latin prostata, from Greek prostatKs (adKn), prostate (gland), 

from proïstanai, to set before  : pro-, in front; see PRO-2 + histanai, to set, place; see 

st7- in Appendix.] —pro·statùic (pro-st4tùVk) adj. 

pros·ta·tec·to·my (prmsÙtN-tHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. pros·ta·tec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of all or part of the prostate gland. 

prostate gland (prmsùt7tÙ gl4nd) n.  A gland in male mammals surrounding 

the urethra at the base of the bladder that controls release of urine from the blad-

der and secretes a fluid which is a major constituent of semen. 

pros·ta·tism (prmsùtN-tVzÙNm) n.  A disorder characterized by decreased force of 

urination and dysuria, usually resulting from enlargement of the prostate gland. 

pros·ta·ti·tis (prmsÙtN-tXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the prostate gland. 

pros·the·sis (prms-thKùsVs) n.  pl. pros·the·ses (-sKz). 1. An artificial device 

used to replace a missing body part, such as a limb, a tooth, an eye, or a heart 

valve.  2. Replacement of a missing body part with such a device.  [Greek, addi-

tion, from prostithenai, to add  : pros-, pros- + tithenai, to put; see dhK- in Appen-

dix.]

pros·thet·ic (prms-thHtùVk) adj.  1. Serving as or relating to a prosthesis.  2. Of 

or relating to prosthetics.   —pros·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

prosthetic group (prms-thHtùVk grup) n.  Biochemistry. The nonprotein com-

ponent of a conjugated protein, as the heme group in hemoglobin. 

pros·thet·ics (prms-thHtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of medi-

cine or surgery that deals with the production and application of artificial body 

parts.   —prosùthe·tist (prmsùthV-tVst) n. 

pros·tho·don·tia (prmsÙthN-dmnùshN) n.  Prosthodontics.  [PROSTH(ESIS) + -

ODONTIA.]

pros·tho·don·tics (prmsÙthN-dmnùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch 

of dentistry that deals with the replacement of missing teeth and related mouth or 



jaw structures by bridges, dentures, or other artificial devices.  [PROSTH(ESIS) + -

ODONT(IA) + -ICS.] —prosÙtho·donùtic adj.  —prosÙtho·donùtist n. 

pros·ti·tute (prmsùtV-tutÙ, -tyutÙ) n.  1. One who solicits and accepts pay-

ment for sex acts.  2. One who sells one’s abilities, talent, or name for an unwor-

thy purpose.   —  v.  tr. pros·ti·tut·ed, pros·ti·tut·ing, pros·ti·tutes. 1. To 

offer (oneself or another) for sexual hire.  2. To sell (oneself or one’s talent, for 

example) for an unworthy purpose.  [Latin prostit7ta, from feminine past partici-

ple of prostituere, to prostitute  : pro-, in front; see PRO-1 + statuere, to cause to 

stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —prosùti·tuÙtor n. 

pros·ti·tu·tion (prmsÙtV-tuùshNn, -tyuù-) n.  1. The act or practice of engag-

ing in sex acts for hire.  2. The act or an instance of offering or devoting one’s tal-

ent to an unworthy use or cause. 

pro·sto·mi·um (pro-stoùmK-Nm) n.  pl. pro·sto·mi·a (-mK-N). The portion of 

the head in earthworms and other annelids that is situated anterior to the mouth.  

[New Latin, from Greek prostomion, mouth, lips  : Greek pro-, in front of; see 

PRO-2 + Greek stomion, diminutive of stoma, mouth.] —pro·stoùmi·al (-Nl) adj. 

pros·trate (prmsùtr7tÙ) v.  tr. pros·trat·ed, pros·trat·ing, pros·trates. 1. To 

make (oneself) bow or kneel down in humility or adoration.  2. To throw down 

flat.  3. To lay low; overcome.   —  adj.  1. Lying face down, as in submission or 

adoration.  2. Lying down at full length.  See Synonyms at prone.  3. Physically 

or emotionally incapacitated; overcome.  4. Botany. Growing flat along the 

ground.  [Middle English prostraten, from prostrat, prostrate, from Latin 

prostr7tus, past participle of prosternere, to throw down  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 

+ sternere, to spread, cast down; see ster-2 in Appendix.] —prosùtraÙtor n. 

pros·tra·tion (prm-str7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of prostrating oneself.  b. The 

state of being prostrate.   2. Total exhaustion or weakness; collapse. 

pro·style (proùstXlÙ) adj.  Architecture. Having a row of columns across the front 

only, as in some Greek temples.  [Latin prost«los, from Greek prostulos : pro-, in 

front; see PRO-2 + stulos, pillar; see st7- in Appendix.]

pros·y (proùzK) adj.  pros·i·er, pros·i·est. 1. Matter-of-fact and dry; prosaic.  

2. Dull; commonplace.  [From PROSE.] —prosùi·ly adv.  —prosùi·ness n. 

Prot. abbr.  Protestant. 

prot- pref.  Variant of proto-. 
pro·tac·tin·i·um (proÙt4k-tVnùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Pa A rare, extremely toxic, 

radioactive element chemically similar to uranium, having 13 known isotopes, 

the most common of which is protactinium 231 with a half-life of 32,480 years. 

Atomic number 91; melting point 1,230˚C; specific gravity 15.37; valence 4, 5.  

[PROT(O)- + ACTINIUM (so called because it disintegrates into actinium).]

pro·tag·o·nist (pro-t4gùN-nVst) n.  1. The main character in a drama or other 

literary work.  2. In ancient Greek drama, the first actor to engage in dialogue 

with the chorus, in later dramas playing the main character and some minor 



characters as well.  3. a. A leading or principal figure.  b. The leader of a cause; a 

champion.   4. Usage Problem. A proponent; an advocate.  [Greek protagonistKs : 

proto-, proto- + agonistKs, actor, combatant (from agonizesthai, to contend, from 

agonia, contest, from agon, from agein, to drive, lead); see ag- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The protagonist of a Greek drama was its leading actor, of whom

there could be but one in any play. This is an etymological nicety that many mod-

ern writers continue to observe when using the word to refer to the main charac-

ter of a drama or other fiction. Thus when the members of the Usage Panel were

asked “How many protagonists are there in Othello?” the great majority answered

“One” and offered substitutes such as antagonist, villain, principal, and deuterag-

onist to describe Desdemona and Iago. But there is reputable precedent from the

17th century on for using protagonist to mean simply “important actor” or “prin-

cipal party,” with no implication of uniqueness, as in There are three protagonists

in this sluggish novel. Smith and Jones were the protagonists in the struggle over the

future of the computer company. Thus, while some writers may prefer to confine

the word to a singular sense in their own usage, it is pedantic to insist that the

looser use is incorrect. • The use of protagonist to refer to a proponent has become

common only in the 20th century and may have been influenced by a misconcep-

tion that the first syllable of the word represents the prefix pro-, “favoring.” In

sentences such as He was an early protagonist of nuclear power, this use is likely to

strike many readers as an error and can usually be replaced by advocate or propo-

nent with no loss of sense.

Pro·tag·o·ras (pro-t4gùNr-Ns), fl. fifth century B.C.  Greek philosopher. Consid-

ered the first Sophist, he taught a philosophy based on his maxim “Man is the 

measure of all things.”   —Pro·tagÙo·reùan (-N-rKùNn) adj. 

pro·ta·mine (proùtN-mKnÙ, -mVn) also pro·ta·min (-mVn) n.  Any of a group of 

simple proteins found in fish sperm that are strongly basic, are soluble in water, 

are not coagulated by heat, and yield chiefly arginine upon hydrolysis. In purified 

form, they are used in a long-acting formulation of insulin and to neutralize the 

anticoagulant effects of heparin. 

pro·tan·drous (pro-t4nùdrNs) adj.  Botany. Of or relating to a flower in which 

the anthers release their pollen before the stigma of the same flower is receptive.   
—pro·tanùdry (-drK) n. 

pro·ta·no·pi·a (proÙtN-noùpK-N) n.  A form of colorblindness characterized by 

defective perception of red and confusion of red with green or bluish green.  

[PROT(O)- + AN- + -OPIA (from the blindness to red, which is considered the first 

of the primary colors).] —proÙta·nopùic (-nmpùVk) adj. 

prot·a·sis (prmtùN-sVs) n.  pl. prot·a·ses (-sKzÙ). 1. Grammar. The subordinate 

clause of a conditional sentence, as if it rains in The game will be canceled if it 



rains.  2. The first part of an ancient Greek or Roman drama, in which the char-

acters and subject are introduced.  [Late Latin, proposition, first part of a play, 

from Greek, premise of a syllogism, conditional clause, from proteinein, to pro-

pose  : pro-, forward; see PRO-2 + teinein, to stretch; see ten- in Appendix.] 
—pro·tatùic (prm-t4tùVk, pro-) adj. 

prote- pref.  Variant of proteo-. 
pro·te·an (proùtK-Nn, pro-tKù-) adj.  1. Readily taking on varied shapes, forms, 

or meanings.  2. Exhibiting considerable variety or diversity: “He loved to show off 

his protean talent” (William A. Henry III).  [From PROTEUS.]

pro·te·ase (proùtK-7sÙ, -7zÙ) n.  Any of various enzymes, including the protein-

ases and peptides, that catalyze the hydrolytic breakdown of proteins. 

protec. abbr.  Protectorate. 

pro·tect (prN-tHktù) v.  tr. pro·tect·ed, pro·tect·ing, pro·tects. 1. To keep 

from being damaged, attacked, stolen, or injured; guard.  See Synonyms at 

defend.  2. To help (domestic industry) with tariffs or quotas on imported 

goods.  3. To assure payment of (drafts or notes, for example) by setting aside 

funds.  [Middle English protecten, from Latin protegere, protKct-  : pro-, in front; 

see PRO-1 + tegere, to cover; see (s)teg- in Appendix.] —pro·tectùing·ly adv. 

pro·tec·tant (prN-tHkùtNnt) n.  One that protects:  applied a protectant to the raw 

wood. 

pro·tect·er (prN-tHkùtNr) n.  Variant of protector. 
pro·tec·tion (prN-tHkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of protecting.  b. The condition of 

being protected.   2. One that protects.  3. A pass guaranteeing safe-conduct to 

travelers.  4. A system of tariffs or other measures protecting domestic producers 

from foreign competition.  5. Slang. a. Money extorted by racketeers threatening 

violence for nonpayment.  b. Bribes paid to officials by racketeers for immunity 

from prosecution.    —pro·tecùtion·al adj. 

pro·tec·tion·ism (prN-tHkùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  The advocacy, system, or theory of 

protecting domestic producers by impeding or limiting, as by tariffs or quotas, 

the importation of foreign goods and services.   —pro·tecùtion·ist n. 

pro·tec·tive (prN-tHkùtVv) adj.  Adapted or intended to afford protection.   —  
n.  Something that protects.   —pro·tecùtive·ly adv.  —pro·tecùtive·ness n. 

pro·tec·tor also pro·tect·er (prN-tHkùtNr) n.  1. One who protects; a guardian.  

2. A device that protects; a guard.  3. Protector. a. A person who rules a king-

dom during the minority of a sovereign.  b. The head of the Commonwealth of 

England, Scotland, and Ireland from 1653 to 1659.    —pro·tecùtor·al adj.  

—pro·tecùtor·shipÙ n. 

pro·tec·tor·ate (prN-tHkùtNr-Vt) n.  Abbr. protec. 1. a. A relationship of pro-

tection and partial control assumed by a superior power over a dependent coun-

try or region.  b. The protected country or region.   2. Protectorate. a. The 

government, office, or term of a protector.  b. The government of England under 



Oliver Cromwell and his son Richard, ruling as Lord Protector of the Common-

wealth.  

pro·tec·to·ry (prN-tHkùtN-rK) n.  pl. pro·tec·to·ries. An institution providing 

for the welfare of homeless, destitute, or delinquent children. 

pro·té·gé (proùtN-zh7Ù, proÙtN-zh7ù) n.  One whose welfare, training, or career 

is promoted by an influential person.  [French, from past participle of protéger, to 

protect, from Old French, from Latin protegere. See PROTECT.]

pro·té·gée (proùtN-zh7Ù, proÙtN-zh7ù) n.  A woman or girl whose welfare, train-

ing, or career is promoted by an influential person.  [French, feminine of protégé, 

protégé. See PROTÉGÉ.]

pro·te·i (proùtK-XÙ) n.  Plural of proteus. 
pro·te·id (proùtK-Vd) n.  A protein. No longer in scientific use. 

pro·tein (proùtKnÙ, -tK-Vn) n.  Any of a group of complex organic macromole-

cules that contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and usually sulfur and are 

composed of one or more chains of amino acids. Proteins are fundamental com-

ponents of all living cells and include many substances, such as enzymes, hor-

mones, and antibodies, that are necessary for the proper functioning of an 

organism. They are essential in the diet of animals for the growth and repair of 

tissue and can be obtained from foods such as meat, fish, eggs, milk, and 

legumes.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  protein com-

pounds; protein diets.  [French protéine, from Late Greek proteios, of the first qual-

ity, from Greek protos, first. See per1 in Appendix.] —proÙtein·aùceous 
(protÙn-7ùshNs, proÙtK-n7ù-), proÙte·inùic (proÙtK-VnùVk)  adj. 

pro·tein·ase (protùn-7sÙ, -7zÙ, proùtK-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  A protease that begins the 

hydrolytic breakdown of proteins usually by splitting them into polypeptide 

chains. 

pro·tein·oid (protùn-oidÙ, proùtK-noidÙ) n.  A proteinlike polypeptide formed 

abiotically from amino acid mixtures in the presence of heat, thought to resemble 

early evolutionary forms of protein. 

pro·tein·u·ri·a (protÙn-trùK-N, -ytrù-, proÙtK-ntrù-, -nytrù-) n.  The pres-

ence of excessive amounts of protein in the urine. 

pro tem (pro tHmù) adv.  Pro tempore. 

pro tem·po·re (pro tHmùpN-rK) adv.  Abbr. p.t. For the time being; temporarily.  

[Latin pro tempore : pro, for + tempore, ablative of tempus, time.]

proteo-  or prote- pref.  Protein:  proteolysis.  [From PROTEIN.]

pro·te·o·clas·tic (proÙtK-o-kl4sùtVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or causing proteolysis; 

proteolytic.  [PROTEO- + Greek klastos, broken (from klan, to break) + -IC.]

pro·te·ol·y·sis (proÙtK-mlùV-sVs) n.  The hydrolytic breakdown of proteins into 

simpler, soluble substances, as occurs in digestion. 

pro·te·o·lyt·ic (proÙtK-N-lVtùVk) adj.  Relating to, characterized by, or promoting 

proteolysis.   —proÙte·o·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 



pro·te·ose (proùtK-osÙ, -ozÙ) n.  Any of various water-soluble compounds that 

are produced during digestion by the hydrolytic breakdown of proteins. 

Prot·er·o·zo·ic (prmtÙNr-N-zoùVk, proÙtNr-) adj.  Of, belonging to, or being the 

later of two divisions of Precambrian time, during which sponges, sea worms, 

and other forms of sea life appeared.   —  n.  The Proterozoic Eon.  [Greek prot-

eros, earlier, former; see per1 in Appendix + -ZOIC.]

pro·test (prN-tHstù, pro-, proùtHstÙ) v.  pro·test·ed, pro·test·ing, pro·tests.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To object to, especially in a formal statement.  See Synonyms at 

object.  2. To promise or affirm with earnest solemnity: “He continually pro-

tested his profound respect” (Frank Norris).  3. Law. To declare (a bill) dishonored 

or refused.  4. Archaic. To proclaim or make known: “unrough youths that even 

now/Protest their first of manhood” (Shakespeare).   —  v.  intr. 1. To express 

strong objection.  2. To make an earnest avowal or affirmation.   —  n.  (proùtH-

stÙ) 1. A formal declaration of disapproval or objection issued by a concerned 

person, group, or organization.  2. An individual or collective gesture or display 

of disapproval.  3. Law. a. A formal statement drawn up by a notary for a creditor 

declaring that the debtor has refused to accept or honor a bill.  b. A formal decla-

ration made by a taxpayer stating that the tax demanded is illegal or excessive and 

reserving the right to contest it.   [Middle English protesten, from Old French pro-

tester, from Latin protest7rX : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + test7rX, to testify (from testis, 

witness); see trei- in Appendix.] —pro·testùer n.  —pro·testùing·ly adv. 

Prot·es·tant (prmtùV-stNnt) n.  Abbr. Prot. Theology. 1. A member of a Western 

Christian church whose faith and practice are founded on the principles of the 

Protestant Reformation, especially in the acceptance of the Bible as the sole 

source of revelation, in justification by faith alone, and in the universal priest-

hood of all the believers.  2. A member of a Western Christian church adhering to 

the theologies of Luther, Calvin, or Zwingli.  3. One who supported the protesta-

tion presented by the German Lutheran states against the revocation of the decree 

of the Diet of Speyer (1529).  4. protestant (also prN-tHsùtNnt). One who makes 

a declaration or an avowal.   —  adj.  Abbr. Prot. Of or relating to Protestants or 

Protestantism.  [French, from German, from Latin protest7ns, protestant- present 

participle of protest7rX, to protest. See PROTEST.]

Protestant Episcopal Church (prmtùV-stNnt V-pVsùkN-pNl chûrch) n.  The 

Episcopal Church. 

Prot·es·tant·ism (prmtùV-stNn-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Adherence to the religion and 

beliefs of a Protestant church.  2. The religion and religious beliefs fostered by the 

Protestant movement.  3. Protestants considered as a group. 

prot·es·ta·tion (prmtÙV-st7ùshNn, proÙtV-, -tH-) n.  1. An emphatic declaration.  

2. A strong or formal expression of dissent. 

pro·te·us (proùtK-Ns) n.  pl. pro·te·i (-tK-XÙ). Any of various gram-negative, rod-

shaped bacteria of the genus Proteus, certain species of which are associated with 



human enteritis and urinary tract infections.  [New Latin Proteus, genus name, 

from Latin, Proteus. See PROTEUS.]

Pro·te·us (proùtK-Ns, -tyusÙ) n.  Greek Mythology. A sea god who could change 

his shape at will.  [Latin Proteus, from Greek.]

pro·tha·la·mi·on (proÙthN-l7ùmK-Nn, -mnÙ) n.  pl. pro·tha·la·mi·a (-mK-N). 
Music. A song in celebration of a wedding; an epithalamium.  [PRO-2 + Greek epi-

thalamion, epithalamium; see EPITHALAMIUM.]

pro·thal·lus (pro-th4lùNs)  or pro·thal·li·um (-th4lùK-Nm) n.  pl. pro·thal·li (-

th4lùX)  or pro·thal·li·a (-th4lùK-N). A small, flat, delicate structure produced by a 

germinating spore and bearing sex organs. It is the gametophyte of ferns and 

some other plants.  [New Latin  : PRO-2 + Greek thallos, shoot (from thallein, to 

sprout).] —pro·thalùli·al (-lK-Nl) adj. 

proth·e·sis (prmthùV-sVs) n.  pl. proth·e·ses (-sKzÙ). Linguistics. The addition of 

a phoneme or syllable at the beginning of a word, as in Spanish espina, “thorn,” 

from Latin spina.  [Greek, prefixing, from protithenai, to put before  : pro-, 

before; see PRO-2 + tithenai, to put; see dhK- in Appendix.] —pro·thetùic (prm-

thHtùVk) adj.  —pro·thetùi·cal·ly adv. 

pro·thon·o·tar·y (pro-thmnùN-tHrÙK, proÙthN-noùtN-rK) also pro·ton·o·tar·y 
(pro-tmnùN-tHrÙK, proÙtN-noùtN-rK) n.  pl. pro·thon·o·tar·ies. 1. The principal 

clerk in certain courts of law.  2. Roman Catholic Church. One of a college of 12 

ecclesiastics charged with the registry of important pontifical proceedings.  [Mid-

dle English prothonotarie, from Medieval Latin prothonot7rius, from Late Latin 

protonot7rius : Greek proto-, proto- + Latin not7rius, secretary (from nota, mark); 

see gno- in Appendix.] —pro·thonÙo·tarùi·al (pro-thmnÙN-târùK-Nl, proÙthN-

no-târù-) adj. 

prothonotary warbler (pro-thmnùN-tHrÙK wôrùblNr) n.  A small North 

American bird (Protonotaria citrea) having a deep yellow head and breast and 

inhabiting wooded swamps.  [Probably from the bright yellow robes worn by 

ecclesiastics at important meetings.]

pro·tho·ra·ces (pro-thôrùN-sKzÙ, -thorù-) n.  A plural of prothorax. 
prothoracic gland (pro-thô-r4sùVk gl4nd) n.  Either of a pair of endocrine 

glands located in the prothorax of certain insects and regulating molting. 

pro·tho·rax (pro-thôrù4ksÙ, -thorù-) n.  pl. pro·tho·rax·es or pro·tho·ra·ces 
(-thôrùN-sKzÙ, -thorù-). The anterior division of the thorax of an insect, bearing 

the first pair of legs.   —proÙtho·racùic (proÙthN-r4sùVk) adj. 

pro·throm·bin (pro-thrmmùbVn) n.  A plasma protein that is converted into 

thrombin during blood clotting. 

pro·tist (proùtVst) n.  Any of the eukaryotic, unicellular organisms of the former 

kingdom Protista, which includes protozoans, slime molds, and certain algae. The 

protists now belong to the kingdom Protoctista, a new classification in most 

modern taxonomic systems.  [From New Latin Protista, former kingdom name, 



from Greek protista, neuter pl. of protistos, the very first superlative of protos, 

first. See per1 in Appendix.] —pro·tisùtan (-tVsùtNn) adj. , n.  —proÙ-
tis·tolùo·gy (proÙtV-stmlùN-jK) n. 

pro·ti·um (proùtK-Nm, proùshK-) n.  The most abundant isotope of hydrogen, 

H1, with atomic mass 1. 

proto-  or prot- pref.  1. First in time; earliest:  protolithic.  2. First formed; 

primitive; original:  protohuman.  3. Proto-. Being a form of a language that is 

the ancestor of a language or group of related languages:  Proto-Germanic.  

4. Having the least amount of a specified element or radical:  protoporphyrin.  

[Greek proto-, from protos. See per1 in Appendix.]

Pro·to-Al·gon·qui·an (proÙto-4l-gmngùkwK-Nn, -kK-Nn) n.  The reconstructed 

protolanguage of the Algonquian family of languages. 

pro·to·col (proùtN-kôlÙ, -kolÙ, -kmlÙ) n.  1. a. The forms of ceremony and eti-

quette observed by diplomats and heads of state.  b. A code of correct conduct:  a 

violation of safety protocols; academic protocol.  See Synonyms at etiquette.   
2. The first copy of a treaty or other such document before its ratification.  3. A 

preliminary draft or record of a transaction.  4. The plan for a course of medical 

treatment or for a scientific experiment.  5. Computer Science. A standard proce-

dure for regulating data transmission between computers.   —  v.  intr. 

pro·to·coled or pro·to·colled, pro·to·col·ing or pro·to·col·ling, 
pro·to·cols or pro·to·cols. To form or issue protocols.  [French protocole, from 

Old French prothocolle, draft of a document, from Medieval Latin protocollum, 

from Late Greek protokollon, table of contents, first sheet  : Greek proto-, proto- + 

Greek kollKma, sheets of a papyrus glued together (from kollan, to glue together, 

from kolla, glue).] —proùto·colÙar (-kmlùNr), proÙto·colùa·ry (-kmlùN-rK)  adj. 

pro·to·con·ti·nent (proÙto-kmnùtN-nNnt) n.  1. A landmass, actual or hypo-

thetical, that could develop into a major continent.  2.  See supercontinent. 
pro·toc·tist (prN-tokùtVst) n.  Any of the unicellular protists and their descen-

dant multicellular organisms, considered as a separate taxonomic kingdom in 

most modern classification systems.  [From New Latin Protoctista, kingdom 

name  : Greek proto-, proto- + Greek ktistos, produced, created (from ktizein, to 

create, establish).]

pro·to·derm (proùtN-dûrmÙ) n.  Botany. See dermatogen.  —proÙto·der-
mùal adj. 

Pro·to-Ger·man·ic (proÙto-jûr-m4nùVk) n.  The reconstructed prehistoric 

ancestor of the Germanic languages. 

pro·to·gy·nous (proÙtN-jXùnNs, -gXù-) adj.  Of or relating to a flower in which 

the stigma is receptive before the pollen is shed from the anthers of the same 

flower.   —pro·togùy·ny (pro-tmjùN-nK) n. 



pro·to·his·to·ry (proÙto-hVsùtN-rK, -hVsùtrK) n.  The study of a culture just 

before the time of its earliest recorded history.   —proÙto·his·torùi·an (-hV-
stôrùK-Nn, -stmrù-) n.  —proÙto·his·torùic (-hV-stôrùVk, -stmrù-) adj. 

pro·to·hu·man (proÙto-hyuùmNn) adj.  Of or relating to various extinct hom-

inids or other primates that resemble modern human beings.   —  n.  A protohu-

man primate. 

Pro·to-In·do-Eur·o·pe·an (proÙto-VnÙdo-ytrÙN-pKùNn) n.  The recon-

structed language that was the ancestor of the Indo-European languages.   —  adj.  

Of, relating to, or being Proto-Indo-European or one of its reconstructed linguis-

tic features. 

pro·to·lan·guage (proùto-l4ngÙgwVj) n.  A language that is the recorded or 

hypothetical ancestor of another language or group of languages.  Also called 

Ursprache 

pro·to·lith·ic (proÙtN-lVthùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of the very 

beginning of the Stone Age; Eolithic. 

pro·to·mar·tyr (proùto-märÙtNr) n.  The first martyr in a cause. Used especially 

of the first Christian martyr, Saint Stephen. 

pro·to·mor·phic (proÙtN-môrùfVk) adj.  Primitive in structure or form.   
—proùto·morphÙ n. 

pro·ton (proùtmnÙ) n.  Abbr. p Physics. A stable, positively charged subatomic 

particle in the baryon family having a mass 1,836 times that of the electron.  

[From Greek proton, neuter of protos, first. See per1 in Appendix.] —pro·tonùic 
adj. 

pro·to·ne·ma (proÙtN-nKùmN) n.  pl. pro·to·ne·ma·ta (-nKùmN-tN, -nHmùN-). 
The green, filamentous growth that arises from spore germination in liverworts 

and mosses and eventually gives rise to a mature gametophyte.  [PROTO- + Greek 

nKma, thread; see (s)nK- in Appendix.] —proÙto·neùmal (-nKùmNl), 
proÙto·neùma·tal (-nKùmN-tNl, -nHmùN-)  adj. 

pro·ton·o·tar·y (pro-tmnùN-tHrÙK, proÙtN-noùtN-rK) n.  Variant of prothono-
tary. 

proton synchrotron (proùtmnÙ sVngùkrN-trmnÙ) n.  Physics. A ring-shaped 

synchrotron that accelerates protons to energies of several billion electron volts. 

pro·to-on·co·gene (proÙto-mnùkN-jKnÙ, -mngÙkN-) n.  A normal gene that has 

the potential to become an oncogene. 

pro·to·path·ic (proÙtN-p4thùVk) adj.  Sensing pain, pressure, heat, or cold in a 

nonspecific manner, usually without localizing the stimulus. Used especially of 

certain sensory nerves.  [From Medieval Greek protopathKs, affected first, from 

Greek protopathein, to feel first  : proto-, proto- + paskhein, to feel.] 
—pro·topùa·thy (-tmpùN-thK) n. 

pro·to·plasm (proùtN-pl4zÙNm) n.  The complex, semifluid, translucent sub-

stance that constitutes the living matter of plant and animal cells and manifests 



the essential life functions of a cell. Composed of proteins, fats, and other mole-

cules suspended in water, it includes the nucleus and cytoplasm.   
—proÙto·plasùmic (-pl4zùmVk), proÙto·plas·ùmal (-pl4zùmNl) , 
proÙto·plas·matùic (-pl4z-m4tùVk)  adj. 

pro·to·plast (proùtN-pl4stÙ) n.  1. Biology. The living material of a plant or bac-

terial cell, including the protoplasm and plasma membrane after the cell wall has 

been removed.  2. One that is the first made or formed; a prototype.  [French pro-

toplaste, from Old French, the first man, from Late Latin protoplastus, from 

Greek protoplastos : proto-, proto- + plastos, formed, molded; see -PLAST.] 
—proÙto·plasùtic adj. 

pro·to·por·phy·rin (proÙto-pôrùfN-rVn) n.  A metal-free porphyrin, 

C32H32N4(COOH)2, that combines with iron to form the heme of hemoglobin, 

myoglobin, cytochrome, and other iron-containing proteins. 

pro·to·stele (proùtN-stKlÙ, proÙtN-stKùlK) n.  Botany. A stele that has a solid core 

of vascular tissue.   —proÙto·steùlic (-stKùlVk) adj. 

pro·to·tro·phic (proÙtN-troùfVk, -trmfùVk) adj.  Microbiology. Having the same 

metabolic capabilities and nutritional requirements as the wild type parent strain:  

prototrophic bacteria.   —proùto·trophÙ, proùto·trophÙy n. 

pro·to·type (proùtN-tXpÙ) n.  1. An original type, form, or instance that serves 

as a model on which later stages are based or judged.  2. An early, typical exam-

ple.  3. Biology. A primitive or ancestral form or species.  [French, from Greek 

prototupon, from neuter of prototupos, original  : proto-, proto- + tupos, model.] 
—proÙto·typùal (-tXùpNl), proÙto·typùic (-tVpùVk) , proÙto·typù·i·cal (-V-kNl)  

adj. 

pro·to·xy·lem (proÙtN-zXùlNm) n.  Botany. The first formed xylem that differen-

tiates from the procambium. 

pro·to·zo·an (proÙtN-zoùNn) also pro·to·zo·on (-mnÙ) n.  pl. pro·to·zo·ans or 

pro·to·zo·a (-zoùN) also pro·to·-zo·ons. Any of a large group of single-celled, 

usually microscopic, eukaryotic organisms, such as amoebas, ciliates, flagellates, 

and sporozoans.  [From New Latin Protozoa, former subkingdom name  : PROTO- 

+ New Latin -zoa, pl. of -zoon, -zoon.] —proÙto·zoùan, proÙto·zoùal, 
proÙto·zoùic adj. 

pro·to·zo·ol·o·gy (proÙtN-zo-mlùN-jK) n.  The biological study of protozoans.   
—proÙto·zoÙo·logùi·cal (-zoÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —proÙto·zo·olùo·gist n. 

pro·to·zo·on (proÙtN-zoùmnÙ) n.  Variant of protozoan. 
pro·tract (pro-tr4ktù, prN-) v.  tr. pro·tract·ed, pro·tract·ing, pro·tracts. 
1. To draw out or lengthen in time; prolong:  disputants who needlessly protracted 

the negotiations.  2. Mathematics. To draw to scale by means of a scale and pro-

tractor; plot.  3. Anatomy. To extend or protrude (a body part).  [Latin protrahere, 

protr7ct-  : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + trahere, to drag.] —pro·tractùed·ly (-tr4kùtVd-

lK) adv.  —pro·tractùed·ness n.  —pro·tracùtive adj. 



pro·trac·tile (pro-tr4kùtNl, -tXlÙ, prN-) also pro·tract·i·ble (-tN-bNl) adj.  That 

can be protracted; extensible:  protractile limbs and claws.   —proÙtrac·tilùi·ty 
(proÙtr4k-tVlùV-tK) n. 

pro·trac·tion (pro-tr4kùshNn, prN-) n.  1. a. The act of protracting.  b. The 

state of being protracted.   2. Linguistics. The irregular lengthening of a normally 

short syllable. 

pro·trac·tor (pro-tr4kùtNr, prN-) n.  1. Mathematics. A semicircular instrument 

for measuring and constructing angles.  2. An adjustable pattern used by tailors.  

3. Anatomy. A muscle that extends a limb or other part. 

pro·trude (pro-trudù) v.  pro·trud·ed, pro·trud·ing, pro·trudes.  —  v.  tr. 

To push or thrust outward.   —  v.  intr. To jut out; project.  See Synonyms at 

bulge.  [Latin protr7dere : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + tr7dere, to thrust; see 

treud- in Appendix.] —pro·trudùent (-trudùnt) adj. 

pro·tru·sile (pro-truùsNl, -sXlÙ) also pro·tru·si·ble (-sN-bNl) adj.  Capable of 

being thrust outward, as the proboscis of many insects.  [Latin protr7sus, past 

participle of protr7dere, to protrude; see PROTRUDE + -ILE
1.] —proÙtru·silùi·ty 

(proÙtru-sVlùV-tK) n. 

pro·tru·sion (pro-truùzhNn) n.  1. a. The act of protruding.  b. The state of 

being protruded.   2. Something that protrudes.  [Latin protr7sus, past participle 

of protr7dere, to protrude; see PROTRUDE + -ION.]

pro·tru·sive (pro-truùsVv, prN-) adj.  1. Tending to protrude; protruding.  

2. Unduly or disagreeably conspicuous; obtrusive.   —pro·truùsive·ly adv.  

—pro·truùsive·ness n. 

pro·tu·ber·ance (pro-tuùbNr-Nns, -tyuù-, prN-) n.  1. Something, such as a 

bulge, knob, or swelling, that protrudes.  2. The condition of being protuberant. 

pro·tu·ber·an·cy (pro-tuùbNr-Nn-sK, -tyuù-, prN-) n.  pl. 

pro·tu·ber·an·cies. 1. Protuberance.  2. Something that is protuberant. 

pro·tu·ber·ant (pro-tuùbNr-Nnt, -tyuù-, prN-) adj.  Swelling outward; bulg-

ing.  [Late Latin prot7ber7ns, prot7berant- present participle of prot7ber7re, to 

bulge out. See PROTUBERATE.] —pro·tuùber·ant·ly adv. 

pro·tu·ber·ate (pro-tuùbN-r7tÙ, -tyuù-, prN-) v.  intr. pro·tu·ber·at·ed, 
pro·tu·ber·at·ing, pro·tu·ber·ates. To swell or bulge.  [Late Latin prot7ber7re, 

prot7ber7t-  : Latin pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + Latin t7ber, a swelling; see teuN- in 

Appendix.] —pro·tuÙber·aùtion n. 

proud (proud) adj.  proud·er, proud·est. 1. Feeling pleasurable satisfaction 

over an act, a possession, a quality, or a relationship by which one measures one’s 

stature or self-worth:  proud of one’s child; proud to serve one’s country.  

2. Occasioning or being a reason for pride: “On January 1, 1900, Americans and 

Europeans greeted the twentieth century in the proud and certain belief that the next 

hundred years would make all things possible” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  3. Feeling or 

showing justifiable self-respect.  4. Filled with or showing excessive self-esteem.  



5. Of great dignity; honored:  a proud name.  6. Majestic; magnificent:  proud 

alpine peaks.  7. Spirited. Used of an animal:  proud steeds.  [Middle English, from 

Old English pr7d, from Old French prou, prud, brave, virtuous, oblique case of 

prouz, from Vulgar Latin *prodis, from Late Latin prode, advantageous, from 

Latin prodesse, to be good  : prod-, for (variant of pro-); see PRO-1 + esse, to be; see 

es- in Appendix.] —proudùly adv.  —proudùness n.  

SYNONYMS: proud, arrogant, haughty, disdainful, supercilious. These adjectives

mean filled with or marked by a high opinion of oneself and disdain for what one

views as being unworthy. Proud can suggest dignity or justifiable self-respect or

self-satisfaction, but it often implies conceit or vanity: “There is such a thing as a

man being too proud to fight” (Woodrow Wilson). “I pray God to keep me from

being proud” (Samuel Pepys). One who is arrogant is overbearingly proud and de-

mands more power or consideration than is warranted: “All sensibly gave him wide

berth, for he was a dangerous-looking man, chewing a toothpick with the arrogant

sullenness of one who is willing to commit violence” (Stephen Hunter). Haughty

suggests lofty, condescending pride, as by reason of high birth or station: “We

hardly know an instance of the strength and weakness of human nature so striking

and so grotesque as the character of this haughty, vigilant, resolute, sagacious blue-

stocking [Frederick the Great]” (Macaulay). Disdainful emphasizes scorn or con-

tempt: “Nor [let] grandeur hear with a disdainful smile,/The short and simple an-

nals of the poor” (Thomas Gray). Supercilious implies haughty disdain: “His moth-

er eyed me in silence with a supercilious air” (Tobias Smollett).

proud flesh (proud flHsh) n.  Pathology. The swollen flesh that surrounds a 

healing wound, caused by excessive granulation.  [From its swelling up.]

Prou·dhon (pru-doNù), Pierre Joseph. 1809-1865.  French anarchist who 

believed that human moral development would ultimately eliminate the need for 

laws and government. 

Proust (prust), Marcel. 1871-1922.  French writer whose seven-part novel 

Remembrance of Things Past (1913-1927) is among the great works of modern lit-

erature.   —Proustùi·an adj. 

prov. abbr.  1. Province; provincial.  2. Provisional.  3. Provost. 

Prov. abbr.  1. Provençal.  2. Bible. Proverbs. 

prove (pruv) v.  proved or prov·en (pruùvNn), prov·ing, proves.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To establish the truth or validity of by presentation of argument or evidence.  

2. Law. To establish the authenticity of (a will).  3. To determine the quality of by 

testing; try out.  4. Mathematics. a. To demonstrate the validity of (a hypothesis 

or proposition).  b. To verify (the result of a calculation).   5. Printing. To make a 

sample impression of (type).  6. Archaic. To find out or learn (something) 

through experience.   —  v.  intr. To be shown to be such; turn out:  a theory that 



proved impractical in practice.   —phrasal verb. prove out. To turn out well; 

succeed.  [Middle English proven, from Old French prover, from Latin prob7re, to 

test, from probus, good. See per1 in Appendix.] —provÙa·bilùi·ty, 
provùa·ble·ness n.  —provùa·ble adj.  —provùa·bly adv.  —provùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: Proved is actually the older form of the past participle; proven

is a Scottish variant that was first introduced into wider usage in legal contexts:

The jury ruled that the charges were not proven. Both forms are now well estab-

lished in written English as participles: He has proved (or proven) his point. The

claims have not been proved (or proven). However, proven is more common when

the word is used as an adjective before a noun: a proven talent.

prov·en (pruùvNn) v.  A past tense and a past participle of prove.  —  adj.  

Having been demonstrated or verified without doubt: “a Soviet leader of proven 

shrewdness and prescience” (Joyce Carol Oates).  See Usage Note at prove.  
—provùen·ly adv. 

prov·e·nance (prmvùN-nNns, -nänsÙ) n.  1. Place of origin; derivation.  2. Proof 

of authenticity or of past ownership. Used of art works and antiques.  [French, 

from provenant, present participle of provenir, to originate, from Old French, 

from Latin provenXre : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appen-

dix.]

Pro·ven·çal (proÙvNn-sälù, -vän-, prmvÙNn-) adj.  Of or relating to Provence or 

its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. Prov. 1. The Romance language of 

Provence.  2. pl. Pro·ven·çals or Pro·ven·çaux (-soù). A native or inhabitant of 

Provence.  [French, from Latin provinci7lis, from provincia, province.]

Pro·vence (prN-vänsù, prô-väNsù)  A historical region and former province of 

southeast France bordering on the Mediterranean Sea. It was settled c. 600 B.C. by 

Greeks and later by Phoenician merchants and was colonized by Rome in the sec-

ond century B.C. Provence became part of the kingdom of Arles in 933 A.D. and 

later passed to the Angevin dynasty (1246) and to France (1486). 

prov·en·der (prmvùNn-dNr) n.  1. Dry food, such as hay, used as feed for live-

stock.  2. Food or provisions.  [Middle English provendre, from Old French, alter-

ation of provende, from Vulgar Latin *provenda, alteration (influenced by Latin 

providKre, to provide), of Late Latin praebenda. See PREBEND.]

pro·ve·nience (prN-vKnùyNns, -vKùnK-Nns) n.  A source or an origin.  [Alter-

ation of PROVENANCE.]

pro·ven·tric·u·lus (proÙvHn-trVkùyN-lNs) n.  pl. pro·ven·tric·u·li (-lXÙ). 1. The 

division of the stomach in birds that secretes digestive enzymes and passes food 

from the crop to the gizzard.  2. A similar digestive chamber in certain insects 

and worms.  [PRO-2 + Latin ventriculus, stomach, diminutive of venter, belly.] 
—proÙven·tricùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 



prov·erb (prmvùûrbÙ) n.  1. A short, pithy saying in frequent and widespread 

use that expresses a basic truth or practical precept.  See Synonyms at saying.  
2. Proverbs. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Prov., Pr A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible.  [Middle English proverbe, from Old French, from Latin 

proverbium : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + verbum, word; see wer-5 in Appendix.]

pro·ver·bi·al (prN-vûrùbK-Nl) adj.  1. Of the nature of a proverb.  2. Expressed 

in a proverb.  3. Widely referred to, as if the subject of a proverb; famous.   
—pro·verùbi·al·ly adv. 

pro·vide (prN-vXdù) v.  pro·vid·ed, pro·vid·ing, pro·vides.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

furnish; supply:  provide food and shelter for a family.  2. To make available; 

afford:  a room that provides ample sunlight through French windows.  3. To set 

down as a stipulation:  an agreement that provides deadlines for completion of the 

work.  4. Archaic. To make ready ahead of time; prepare.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take 

measures in preparation:  provided for the common defense of the states in time of 

war.  2. To supply means of subsistence:  She provides for her family by working in 

a hospital.  3. To make a stipulation or condition:  The Constitution provides for a 

bicameral legislature.  [Middle English providen, from Latin providKre, to provide 

for  : pro-, forward; see PRO-1 + vidKre, to see; see weid- in Appendix.]

pro·vid·ed (prN-vXùdVd) conj.  On the condition; if:  will pay the bonus provided 

the job is completed on time.  See Usage Note at providing. 
prov·i·dence (prmvùV-dNns, -dHnsÙ) n.  1. Care or preparation in advance; fore-

sight.  2. Prudent management; economy.  3. The care, guardianship, and control 

exercised by a deity; divine direction: “Some sought the key to history in the work-

ing of divine providence” (William Ebenstein).  4. Providence. God. 

Providence  The capital and largest city of Rhode Island, in the northeast part 

of the state on Narragansett Bay. It was founded by Roger Williams in 1636 as a 

haven for religious dissenters and became prosperous as a port in the 18th cen-

tury. Providence was joint capital with Newport until 1900. Population, 160,728. 

prov·i·dent (prmvùV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) adj.  1. Providing for future needs or events.  

2. Frugal; economical.  [Middle English, from Latin providKns, provident- present 

participle of providKre, to provide for. See PROVIDE.] —provùi·dent·ly adv. 

prov·i·den·tial (prmvÙV-dHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of or resulting from divine provi-

dence.  2. Happening as if through divine intervention; opportune.  See Syn-

onyms at happy.  —provÙi·denùtial·ly adv. 

pro·vid·er (prN-vXùdNr) n.  1. One who supplies a means of subsistence:  parents 

who were good providers.  2. One that makes something, such as a service, avail-

able:  primary health care providers. 

pro·vid·ing (prN-vXùdVng) conj.  On the condition; provided.  

USAGE NOTE: In the past some critics have maintained that provided is pref-

erable to providing as a conjunction meaning “on condition that.” The use of pro-



viding has ample precedent, however, and cannot be considered incorrect.

prov·ince (prmvùVns) n.  Abbr. prov. 1. A territory governed as an administra-

tive or political unit of a country or an empire.  2. Ecclesiastical. A division of ter-

ritory under the jurisdiction of an archbishop.  3. provinces. Areas of a country 

situated away from the capital or population center.  4. A comprehensive area of 

knowledge, activity, or interest:  a topic falling within the province of ancient his-

tory.  See Synonyms at field.  5. The range of one’s proper duties and functions; 

scope or jurisdiction.  6. Ecology. An area of land, less extensive than a region, 

having a characteristic plant and animal population.  7. Any of various lands out-

side Italy conquered by the Romans and administered by them as self-contained 

units.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin provincia.]

Prov·ince·town (prmvùVns-tounÙ)  A town of southeast Massachusetts on the 

tip of Cape Cod. Pilgrims first landed on the site in 1620 before sailing on to Ply-

mouth. The town is a popular resort famed for the Provincetown Players (1915-

1929), a theater group that presented many new works by Eugene O’Neill. Popu-

lation, 3,374. 

pro·vin·cial (prN-vVnùshNl) adj.  Abbr. prov. 1. Of or relating to a province.  

2. Of or characteristic of people from the provinces; not fashionable or sophisti-

cated: “Well-educated professional women.. made me feel uncomfortably provin-

cial” (J.R. Salamanca).  3. Limited in perspective; narrow and self-centered.   —  
n.  Abbr. prov. 1. A native or inhabitant of the provinces.  2. A person who has 

provincial ideas or habits.   —pro·vinùcial·ism, pro·vinÙci·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK)  

n.  —pro·vinùcial·ly adv. 

pro·vin·cial·ize (prN-vVnùshN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. pro·vin·cial·ized, 
pro·vin·cial·iz·ing, pro·vin·cial·iz·es. To make provincial.   —pro·vinÙ-
cial·i·zaùtion (-shN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

prov·ing ground (pruùvVng ground) n.  A place for testing new devices, 

weapons, or theories. 

pro·vi·rus (proùvXÙrNs, pro-vXù-) n.  pl. pro·vi·rus·es. The precursor or latent 

form of a virus that is capable of being integrated into the genetic material of a 

host cell and being replicated with it.   —proùviÙral (-rNl) adj. 

pro·vi·sion (prN-vVzhùNn) n.  1. The act of supplying or fitting out.  

2. Something provided.  3. A preparatory action or measure.  4. provisions. A 

stock of necessary supplies, especially food.  5. A stipulation or qualification, 

especially a clause in a document or an agreement.   —  v.  tr. pro·vi·sioned, 
pro·vi·sion·ing, pro·vi·sions. To supply with provisions.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, forethought, from Latin provXsio, provXsion-, from provXsus, past 

participle of providKre, to foresee, provide for. See PROVIDE.] —pro·viùsion·er n. 

pro·vi·sion·al (prN-vVzhùN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. prov. Provided or serving only for 

the time being; temporary.  See Synonyms at temporary.   —  n.  1. A person 



hired temporarily for a job, typically before having taken an examination qualify-

ing the person for permanent employment:  police and fire department provision-

als.  2. Provisional. A member of the extremist faction of the Irish Republican 

Army established in 1970.   —pro·viùsion·al·ly adv. 

pro·vi·so (prN-vXùzo) n.  pl. pro·vi·sos or pro·vi·soes. A clause in a document 

making a qualification, condition, or restriction.  [Middle English, from Medi-

eval Latin provXso (quod), provided (that), from Latin provXso, ablative of provXsus 

past participle of providKre, to provide. See PROVIDE.]

pro·vi·so·ry (prN-vXùzN-rK) adj.  Depending on a proviso; conditional.  [French 

provisoire, from Old French, from Medieval Latin provXsorius, from Latin provX-
sus, past participle of providKre, to provide for. See PROVIDE.] —pro·viùso·ri·ly 
adv. 

pro·vi·ta·min (pro-vXùtN-mVn) n.  A vitamin precursor that the body converts 

to its active form through normal metabolic processes. Carotene, for example, is a 

provitamin of vitamin A. 

Pro·vo1 (proùvo)  A city of north-central Utah south-southeast of Salt Lake City. 

It was settled by Mormons in 1849 and is the seat of Brigham Young University 

(established 1875). Population, 86,835. 

Pro·vo2 (proùvo) n.  pl. Pro·vos. One of the members of the extremist faction of 

the Irish Republican Army.  [Shortening and alteration of Provisional (Wing), 

name of the faction.]

pro·vo·ca·teur (pro-vmkÙN-tûrù) n.  An agent provocateur. 

prov·o·ca·tion (prmvÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of provoking or inciting.  

2. Something that provokes.  [Middle English provocacioun, from Old French 

provocation, from Latin provoc7tio, provoc7tion-, a challenging, from provoc7tus, 

past participle of provoc7re, to challenge. See PROVOKE.]

pro·voc·a·tive (prN-vmkùN-tVv) adj.  Tending to provoke.   —pro·vocùa·tive n.  

—pro·vocùa·tive·ly adv.  —pro·vocùa·tive·ness n. 

pro·voke (prN-vokù) v.  tr. pro·voked, pro·vok·ing, pro·vokes. 1. To incite 

to anger or resentment.  2. To stir to action or feeling.  3. To give rise to; evoke:  

provoke laughter.  4. To bring about deliberately; induce:  provoke a fight.  [Middle 

English provoken, from Old French provoquer, from Latin provoc7re, to challenge 

 : pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + voc7re, to call; see wekw- in Appendix.] 
—pro·vokùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: provoke, incite, excite, stimulate, arouse, rouse, stir. These verbs are

compared in the sense of moving a person to action or feeling or summoning

something into being by moving a person in this way. Provoke, the least explicit

with respect to means, frequently does little more than state the consequences

produced: “Let my presumption not provoke thy wrath” (Shakespeare). “A situation

which in the country would have provoked meetings” (John Galsworthy). To incite



is to provoke and urge on: The insurrection was incited by members of the outlawed

opposition. Excite especially implies the provoking of a strong reaction or powerful

emotion: The play is bound to fail; the plot excites little interest or curiosity. To stim-

ulate is to excite to activity or to renewed vigor of action as if by spurring or goad-

ing: “Our vigilance was stimulated by our finding traces of a large... encampment”

(Francis Parkman). Arouse and rouse suggest awakening, as from inactivity or ap-

athy; rouse, the stronger term, often implies incitement to vigorous or animated

activity or excitement of strong emotion: “In a democratic society like ours, relief

must come through an aroused popular conscience that sears the conscience of the

people’s representatives” (Felix Frankfurter). “His mother... endeavored to rouse him

from this passive state” (Washington Irving). “The oceangoing steamers... roused in

him wild and painful longings” (Arnold Bennett). To stir is to prompt to activity,

to arouse strong but usually agreeable feelings, or to provoke trouble or commo-

tion: “It was him as stirred up th’ young woman to preach last night” (George Eliot).

“I have seldom been so... stirred by any piece of writing” (Mark Twain). “Men blame

you that you have stirred a quarrel up” (William Butler Yeats). See also Synonyms

at annoy

pro·vok·ing (prN-voùkVng) adj.  Troubling the nerves or peace of mind, as by 

repeated vexations:  a provoking delay at the airport.   —pro·vokùing·ly adv. 

pro·vo·lo·ne (proÙvN-loùnK) n.  A hard, usually smoked Italian cheese.  [Italian, 

augmentative of provola, a kind of cheese.]

pro·vost (proùvostÙ, -vNst, prmvùNst) n.  Abbr. prov. 1. A university administra-

tor of high rank.  2. The highest official in certain cathedrals or collegiate 

churches.  3. The keeper of a prison.  4. The chief magistrate of certain Scottish 

cities.  [Middle English, from Old English profost, and Old French provost both 

from Medieval Latin propositus, alteration of Latin praepositus, person placed 

over others, superintendent, from past participle of praeponere, to place over  : 

prae-, pre- + ponere, to put; see apo- in Appendix.]

pro·vost marshal (proùvo märùshNl) n.  Abbr. PM, P.M. The head of a unit of 

military police. 

prow (prou) n.  1. Nautical. The forward part of a ship’s hull; the bow.  2. A pro-

jecting forward part, such as the front end of a ski.  [French proue, from Old 

French, from Italian dialectal prua, from Vulgar Latin *proda, alteration of Latin 

prora, from Greek proira. See per1 in Appendix.]

prow·ess (prouùVs) n.  1. Superior skill or ability.  2. Superior strength, courage, 

or daring, especially in battle.  [Middle English prowesse, from Old French proesse, 

from prud, prou, brave. See PROUD.]

prowl (proul) v.  prowled, prowl·ing, prowls.  —  v.  tr. To roam through 

stealthily, as in search of prey or plunder:  prowled the alleys of the city after dark.   
—  v.  intr. To rove furtively or with predatory intent:  cats prowling through the 



neighborhood.   —  n.  The act or an instance of prowling.   —idiom. on the 
prowl. Actively looking for something:  salespeople on the prowl for better jobs.  

[Middle English prollen, to move about.] —prowlùer n. 

prowl car (proul kär) n.  See squad car. 
prox. abbr.  Proximo. 

prox·e·mics (prmk-sKùmVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the cul-

tural, behavioral, and sociological aspects of spatial distances between individu-

als.  [PROX(IMITY) + -emics (as in PHONEMICS).] —prox·eùmic adj. 

prox·i·mal (prmkùsN-mNl) adj.  1. Nearest; proximate.  2. Anatomy. Nearer to a 

point of reference such as an origin, a point of attachment, or the midline of the 

body:  the proximal end of a bone.  [From Latin proximus, nearest. See PROXIMATE.] 
—proxùi·mal·ly adv. 

prox·i·mate (prmkùsN-mVt) adj.  1. Closely related in space, time, or order; very 

near.  See Synonyms at close.  2. Approximate.  [Latin proxim7tus, past participle 

of proxim7re, to come near, from proximus, nearest. See per1 in Appendix.] 
—proxùi·mate·ly adv.  —proxùi·mate·ness n. 

prox·im·i·ty (prmk-sVmùV-tK) n.  The state, quality, sense, or fact of being near or 

next; closeness: “Swift’s major writings have a proximity and a relevance that is 

splendidly invigorating” (M.D. Aeschliman).  See Usage Note at close. See Usage 

Note at redundancy.  [Middle English, from Old French proximite, from Latin 

proximit7s, from proximus, nearest. See PROXIMATE.]

proximity fuze (prmk-sVmùV-tK fyuz) n.  An electronic device for detonating a 

warhead as it approaches a target, used in antiaircraft shells.  Also called VT fuze 

prox·i·mo (prmkùsN-moÙ) adv.  Abbr. prox. Archaic. Of or in the following 

month.  [Latin proximo (mKnse), in the next (month), from proximo, ablative of 

proximus, nearest, next. See PROXIMATE.]

prox·y (prmkùsK) n.  pl. prox·ies. 1. A person authorized to act for another; an 

agent or a substitute.  2. The authority to act for another.  3. The written authori-

zation to act in place of another.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a proxy vote; proxy troops for a world power.  [Middle English 

proccy, contraction of earlier procracie, annual payment to a prelate, from Anglo-

Norman procuracie, from Medieval Latin proc7r7tia, alteration of Latin 

proc7r7tio, from proc7r7tus, past participle of proc7r7re, to take care of. See PRO-

CURE.]

Pro·zac (proùz4kÙ)  A trademark for an antidepressant drug that inhibits the 

uptake of serotonin by the central nervous system. 

prude (prud) n.  One who is excessively concerned with being or appearing to 

be proper, modest, or righteous.  [French, short for prude femme, virtuous 

woman  : Old French prude, feminine of prud, virtuous; see PROUD + French 

femme, woman (from Latin fKmina); see FEMININE.]



WORD HISTORY: Being a prude has never been widely considered a good

thing, but if we dig further into the history of the word prude, we will find that

it had a noble past. The change for the worse took place in French. French prude

first had a good sense, “wise woman,” but apparently a woman could be too wise

or, in the eyes of some, too observant of decorum and propriety, and so prude

took on the sense in French that was brought into English along with the word,

first recorded in 1704. The French word first meant “wise woman” because prude

was a shortened form of prude femme (earlier in Old French prode femme), a word

that was modeled on earlier preudomme, “a man of experience and integrity.” The

second part of this word is, of course, homme, “man.” Old French prod, meaning

“wise, prudent,” is from Vulgar Latin prodis with the same sense. Prodis in turn

comes from Late Latin prode, “advantageous,” derived from the verb prodesse, “to

be good.” We can see that the history of prude is filled with usefulness, profit,

wisdom, and integrity, but in spite of all this, things did not turn out that well.

pru·dence (prudùns) n.  1. The state, quality, or fact of being prudent.  

2. Careful management; economy.  

SYNONYMS: prudence, discretion, foresight, forethought, circumspection. These

nouns are compared as they refer to the exercise of good judgment and common

sense, especially in the conduct of practical matters. Prudence, the most compre-

hensive, implies not only caution but also the capacity for judging in advance the

probable results of one’s actions: “She had been forced into prudence in her youth,

she learned romance as she grew older” (Jane Austen). Discretion suggests prudence

coupled with wise self-restraint, as in resisting the impulse to take rash action:

“The better part of valor is discretion” (Shakespeare). Foresight implies the ability

to foresee and make provision for what may happen: She had the foresight to realize

that once the ugly rumor had begun to circulate, only the truth could put it to rest.

Forethought suggests advance consideration of future eventualities: An empty re-

frigerator illustrates a lack of forethought. Circumspection implies discretion to-

gether with prudent heed for possible consequences, as out of concern for moral

or social repercussions: “The necessity of the times, more than ever, calls for our

utmost circumspection, deliberation, fortitude and perseverance” (Samuel Adams).

pru·dent (prudùnt) adj.  1. Wise in handling practical matters; exercising good 

judgment or common sense.  2. Careful in regard to one’s own interests; provi-

dent.  3. Careful about one’s conduct; circumspect.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin pr7dKns, pr7dent-, contraction of providKns, present participle 

of providKre, to provide for. See PROVIDE.] —pruùdent·ly adv. 



pru·den·tial (pru-dHnùshNl) adj.  1. Arising from or characterized by pru-

dence.  2. Exercising prudence, good judgment, or common sense.   —pru·denù-
tial·ly adv. 

prud·er·y (pruùdN-rK) n.  pl. prud·er·ies. 1. The state or quality of being 

prudish.  2. An instance of prudish behavior or talk.  [French pruderie, from 

prude, prude. See PRUDE.]

Prud·hoe Bay (prudùho b7, prƒdù-)  An inlet of the Arctic Ocean on the 

northern coast of Alaska east of the Colville River delta. Extensive oil reserves 

were discovered here in 1968. 

prud·ish (pruùdVsh) adj.  Marked by or exhibiting the characteristics of a 

prude; priggish.   —prudùish·ly adv.  —prudùish·ness n. 

pru·i·nose (pruùN-nosÙ) adj.  Botany. Having a white, powdery covering or 

bloom.  [Latin pruXnosus, frosty, from pruXna, hoarfrost. See preus- in Appen-

dix.]

prune1 (prun) n.  1. a. The partially dried fruit of any of several varieties of 

the common plum, Prunus domestica.  b. Any kind of plum that can be dried 

without spoiling.   2. Slang. An ill-tempered, stupid, or incompetent person.   —  
v.  intr. pruned, prun·ing, prunes. Slang. To make a facial expression exhibit-

ing ill temper or disgust: “Their faces prune at the slightest provocation” (James 

Wolcott).  [Middle English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *pr7na, from 

Latin pr7num, plum.]

prune2 (prun) v.  pruned, prun·ing, prunes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut off or 

remove dead or living parts or branches of (a plant, for example) to improve 

shape or growth.  2. To remove or cut out as superfluous.  3. To reduce:  prune a 

budget.   —  v.  intr. To remove what is superfluous or undesirable.  [Middle 

English prouinen, from Old French proignier, perhaps from Vulgar Latin 

*proretundi7re : Latin pro-, in front; see PRO-1 + Latin rotundus, round (from rota, 

wheel); see ret- in Appendix.] —prunùer n. 

pru·nel·la (pru-nHlùN) also pru·nel·lo (-nHlùo) n.  pl. pru·nel·las also 

pru·nel·los. A strong, heavy fabric of worsted twill, used chiefly for shoe uppers, 

clerical robes, and academic gowns.  [Alteration of French prunelle, sloe, from 

Old French, diminutive of prune, prune. See PRUNE
1.]

pru·nelle (pru-nHlù) n.  A brownish sloe-flavored French liqueur.  [French. See 

PRUNELLA.]

pru·nel·lo (pru-nHlùo) n.  Variant of prunella. 
prun·ing hook (pruùnVng htk) n.  A long pole with a curved saw blade and 

usually a clipping mechanism on one end, used especially for pruning small trees. 

pru·ri·ent (prtrùK-Nnt) adj.  1. Inordinately interested in matters of sex; lasciv-

ious.  2. a. Characterized by an inordinate interest in sex:  prurient thoughts.  

b. Arousing or appealing to an inordinate interest in sex:  prurient literature.   



[Latin pr7riKns, pr7rient- present participle of pr7rXre, to yearn for, itch. See 

preus- in Appendix.] —pruùri·ence, pruùri·en·cy n.  —pruùri·ent·ly adv. 

pru·ri·go (prt-rXùgo) n.  A chronic skin disease having various causes, marked 

by the eruption of pale, dome-shaped papules that itch severely.  [Latin pr7rXgo, 

an itching, from pr7rXre, to itch. See preus- in Appendix.] —pru·rigùi·nous (-

rVjùN-nNs) adj. 

pru·ri·tus (prt-rXùtNs) n.  Severe itching, often of undamaged skin.  [Latin 

pr7rXtus, from past participle of pr7rXre, to itch. See preus- in Appendix.] 
—pru·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

Prus·sia (prƒshùN)  A historical region and former kingdom of north-central 

Europe including present-day northern Germany and Poland. Its ancient inhabit-

ants, of Baltic stock, were conquered by the Teutonic Knights in the 13th century. 

West Prussia was ceded to Poland in 1466, and East Prussia became a Polish fief 

that passed to Brandenburg in 1618. The kingdom of Prussia was proclaimed in 

1701 and was greatly expanded and fortified by Emperor Frederick II (reigned 

1740-1786). Prussia was instrumental in the unification of Germany, and in 1871 

its king was declared Emperor William I of Germany. The state became a republic 

in 1918 and was formally abolished after World War II. 

Prus·sian (prƒshùNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Prussia or its Baltic or German 

inhabitants.  2. Suggestive of or resembling the Junkers and the military class of 

Prussia.   —  n.  1. Any of the western Balts inhabiting the region between the 

Vistula and Neman rivers in ancient times.  2. A Baltic inhabitant of Prussia.  3. A 

German inhabitant of Prussia. 

Prussian blue (prƒshùNn blu) n.  1. An insoluble dark blue pigment and dye, 

ferric ferrocyanide or one of its modifications.  2.  See iron blue.  3. Color. A 

moderate to strong blue or deep greenish blue. 

prus·si·ate (prƒsùK-7tÙ) n.  1. A ferrocyanide or ferricyanide.  2. A salt of 

hydrocyanic acid; cyanide.  [PRUSSI(C ACID) + -ATE
2.]

prus·sic acid (prƒsùVk 4sùVd) n.  See hydrocyanic acid.  [So called because it 

was first obtained from Prussian blue.]

Prut (prut)  A river rising in southwest Ukraine and flowing about 885 km (550 

mi) generally southeast along the Romania-Moldavia border to the Danube River. 

pru·tah (pru-täù) n.  pl. pru·toth or pru·tot (-totù). A coin formerly used in 

Israel, equal to one thousandth of a pound.  [Modern Hebrew pHr7tâ.]

pry1 (prX) v.  intr. pried (prXd), pry·ing, pries (prXz). To look or inquire closely, 

curiously, or inquisitively, often in a furtive manner; snoop:  always prying into 

the affairs of others.   —  n.  pl. pries (prXz). 1. The act of prying.  2. An exces-

sively inquisitive person; a snoop.  [Middle English prien.] —pryùing·ly adv. 

pry2 (prX) v.  tr. pried (prXd), pry·ing, pries (prXz). 1. To raise, move, or force 

open with a lever.  2. To obtain with effort or difficulty:  pried a confession out of 



the suspect.   —  n.  pl. pries (prXz). Something, such as a crowbar, that is used to 

apply leverage.  [Alteration of PRIZE
3.]

pry·er (prXùNr) n.  Variant of prier. 
Prynne (prVn), William. 1600-1669.  English politician and pamphleteer whose 

attack on the theater, Histrio-Mastix (1633), resulted in his imprisonment and the 

amputation of his ears. He was later imprisoned for politically agitative writings 

and branded on both cheeks. 

Ps  or Ps. abbr.  Bible. 1. Psalm.  2. Psalms. 

p.s. abbr.  Passenger steamer. 

P.S. abbr.  1. Permanent secretary.  2. Police Sergeant.  3.  Also PS  or p.s.. Post-

script.  4. Public school. 

psalm (säm) n.  Abbr. Ps, Ps. 1. A sacred song; a hymn.  2. Psalms. (used with a 

sing. verb). A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.   —  v.  tr. psalmed, 
psalm·ing, psalms. To sing of or celebrate in psalms.  [Middle English, from 

Old English, from Latin psalmus, from Greek psalmos, from psallein, to play the 

harp. See pol- in Appendix.]

psalm·ist (säùmVst) n.  A writer or composer of psalms. 

psalm·o·dy (säùmN-dK, s4lùmN-) n.  pl. psalm·o·dies. 1. The act or practice of 

singing psalms in divine worship.  2. The composition or arranging of psalms for 

singing.  3. A collection of psalms.  [Middle English psalmodie, from Late Latin 

psalmodia, from Greek, singing to the harp  : psalmos, psalm; see PSALM + oidK, 

aoidK, song; see ODE.] —psalmùo·dist n. 

Psal·ter also psal·ter (sôlùtNr) n.  A book containing the Book of Psalms or a 

particular version of, musical setting for, or selection from it.  [Middle English, 

from Old English psaltere, and Old French psaultier both from Late Latin psalt-

Krium, from Latin, psaltery, from Greek psaltKrion. See PSALTERY.]

psal·te·ri·um (sôl-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. psal·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-N). The omasum.  [Late 

Latin psaltKrium, psalter (so called because when slit open its folds fall apart like 

the leaves of a book). See PSALTER.] —psal·teùri·al adj. 

psal·ter·y (sôlùtN-rK) also psal·try (sôlùtrK) n.  pl. psal·ter·ies also psal·tries. 
Music. An ancient stringed instrument played by plucking the strings with the 

fingers or a plectrum.  [Middle English psalterie, from Old French, from Latin 

psaltKrium, from Greek psaltKrion, from psallein, to play the harp. See pol- in 

Appendix.]

p’s and q’s (pKzÙ Nn kyuzù) pl.n.  1. Socially correct behavior; manners.  

2. The way one acts; conduct:  was told to watch his p’s and q’s or he would be fired. 

PSAT abbr.  Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test. 

psec. abbr.  Picosecond. 

pse·phol·o·gy (sK-fmlùN-jK) n.  The study of political elections.  [Greek psKphos, 

pebble, ballot (from the ancient Greeks’ use of pebbles for voting) + -LOGY.] 
—pseÙpho·logùi·cal (sKÙfN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —pse·pholùo·gist n. 



pseud. abbr.  Pseudonym. 

pseud- pref.  Variant of pseudo-. 
pseud·ax·is (su-d4kùsVs) n.  Botany. See sympodium. 
pseud·e·pig·ra·pha (suÙdV-pVgùrN-fN) pl.n.  1. Spurious writings, especially 

writings falsely attributed to biblical characters or times.  2. A body of texts writ-

ten between 200 B.C. and A.D. 200 and spuriously ascribed to various prophets and 

kings of Hebrew Scriptures.  [Greek, from neuter pl. of pseudepigraphos, falsely 

ascribed  : pseudKs, false; see PSEUDO- + epigraphein, to inscribe (epi-, epi- + 

graphein, to write); see gerbh- in Appendix.] —pseudÙe·pigùra·phal (-rN-fNl), 
pseudÙep·i·graphùic (suÙdHp-V-gr4fùVk) , pseudÙep·i·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl) , 
pseudÙe·pigùra·phous (-rN-fNs)  adj. 

pseudo-  or pseud- pref.  1. False; deceptive; sham:  pseudoscience.  

2. Apparently similar:  pseudocoel.  [Greek, from pseudKs, false, from pseudein, to 

lie.]

pseu·do·bulb (suùdo-bƒlbÙ) n.  A thickened, bulblike, fleshy stem located 

above the ground, as in many orchids. 

pseu·do·carp (suùdN-kärpÙ) n.  See accessory fruit.  —pseuÙdo·carùpous 
adj. 

pseu·do·coel (suùdN-sKlÙ) also pseu·do·coe·lom (suÙdN-sKùlNm) n.  An 

internal body cavity of some primitive invertebrates, similar to a coelom but lack-

ing a mesodermal lining. 

pseu·do·coe·lo·mate (suÙdo-sKùlN-m7tÙ) adj.  Having a pseudocoel.   —  n.  

An animal having a pseudocoel. 

pseu·do·cy·e·sis (suÙdo-sX-KùsVs) n.  A usually psychosomatic condition in 

which physical symptoms of pregnancy, such as weight gain and amenorrhea, are 

manifested without conception.  Also called pseudopregnancy [PSEUDO- + New 

Latin cyKsis, pregnancy (from Greek kuKsis, from kuein, to swell); see keuN- in 

Appendix.]

pseu·do-e·vent (suùdo-V-vHntÙ) n.  Informal. An event that has been caused 

to occur or staged to engender press coverage and public interest: “Polls have 

become the quintessential pseudo-events of the preprimary campaign” (Edward M. 

Kennedy). 

pseu·do·gene (suùdN-jKnÙ) n.  A segment of DNA resembling a gene but lack-

ing a genetic function. 

pseu·do·her·maph·ro·dite (suÙdo-hNr-m4fùrN-dXtÙ) n.  One that possesses 

the internal reproductive organs of one sex while exhibiting some of the external 

physical characteristics of the opposite sex.   —pseuÙdo·her·maphÙro·ditùic (-

dVtùVk) adj.  —pseuÙdo·her·maphùro·dit·ism n. 

pseu·do·mo·nad (suÙdN-moùn4dÙ) n.  1. Any of various gram-negative, rod-

shaped, mostly aerobic flagellated bacteria of the phylum Pseudomonad, com-

monly found in soil, water, and decaying matter and including some plant and 



animal pathogens.  2. A pseudomonad of the large genus Pseudomonas, some 

species of which are opportunistic pathogens in human beings. In this sense, also 

calledpseudomonas [From New Latin Pseudomonas, genus name  : PSEUDO- + 

Latin monas, monad-, unit (from Greek, from monos, single); see men-4 in 

Appendix.]

pseu·do·mo·nas (suÙdN-moùnNs, su-dmmùN-nNs) n.  pl. 

pseu·do·mon·a·des (-mmnùN-dKzÙ). See pseudomonad (n., sense 2). 

pseu·do·morph (suùdN-môrfÙ) n.  1. A false, deceptive, or irregular form.  

2. Mineralogy. A mineral that has the crystalline form of another mineral rather 

than the form normally characteristic of its own composition.   
—pseuÙdo·morùphic, pseuÙdo·morùphous adj.  —pseuÙdo·morùphism n. 

pseu·do·nym (sudùn-VmÙ) n.  Abbr. pseud. A fictitious name assumed by an 

author; a pen name.  [French pseudonyme, from Greek pseudonumon, neuter of 

pseudonumos, falsely named  : pseudKs, false; see PSEUDO- + onuma, name; see np-
men- in Appendix.] —pseu·donùy·mous (su-dmnùN-mNs) adj.  

—pseu·donùy·mous·ly adv.  —pseu·donùy·mous·ness n. 

pseu·do·pod (suùdN-pmdÙ) n.  A temporary projection of the cytoplasm of 

certain cells, such as phagocytes, or of certain unicellular organisms, especially 

amoebas, that serves in locomotion and phagocytosis.   —pseu·dopùo·dal (-

dmpùN-dl), pseuÙdo·poùdi·al (-poùdK-Nl)  adj. 

pseu·do·po·di·um (suÙdN-poùdK-Nm) n.  pl. pseu·do·po·di·a (-poùdK-N). A 

pseudopod. 

pseu·do·preg·nan·cy (suÙdo-prHgùnNn-sK) n.  pl. pseu·do·preg·nan·cies. 
1.  See pseudocyesis.  2. A condition resembling pregnancy that occurs in 

some mammals, marked by persistence of the corpus luteum and usually follow-

ing infertile copulation.   —pseuÙdo·pregùnant adj. 

pseu·do·ran·dom (suÙdo-r4nùdNm) adj.  Mathematics. Of, relating to, or 

being random numbers generated by a definite, nonrandom computational pro-

cess. 

pseu·do·sci·ence (suÙdo-sXùNns) n.  A theory, methodology, or practice that 

is considered to be without scientific foundation.   —pseuÙdo·sciÙen·tifùic (-

Nn-tVfùVk) adj.  —pseuÙdo·sciùen·tist n. 

psf.  or p.s.f. abbr.  Pounds per square foot. 

pshaw (shô) interj.  Used to indicate impatience, irritation, disapproval, or dis-

belief. 

psi1 (sX, psX) n.  The 23rd letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Middle English, from Late 

Greek, from Greek psei.]

psi2  or p.s.i. abbr.  Pounds per square inch. 

psil·o·cin (sVlùN-sVn, sXùlN-) n.  A potent hallucinogenic compound, C12H16N2O, 

related to psilocybin.  [PSILOC(YBIN) + -IN.]



psil·o·cy·bin (sVlÙN-sXùbVn, sXÙlN-) n.  A hallucinogenic compound, 

C13H18(20)N2O3P2, obtained from the mushroom Psilocybe mexicana.  [New Latin 

Psilocybe, genus name (Greek psilos, bare + Greek kubK, head) + -IN.]

psi·lom·e·lane (sX-lmmùN-l7nÙ) n.  A mixture of black manganese oxide miner-

als.  [Greek psilos, bare + Greek melas, melan-, black.]

psi particle (sX pärùtV-kNl) n.  See J particle. 
psit·ta·cine (sVtùN-sXnÙ) adj.  1. Relating to, resembling, or characteristic of par-

rots.  2. Of or belonging to the family Psittacidae, which includes the parrots, 

macaws, and parakeets.  [Latin psittacXnus, from psittacus, parrot, from Greek 

psittakos.]

psit·ta·co·sis (sVtÙN-koùsVs) n.  An infectious disease of parrots and related birds 

caused by the bacterium Chlamydia psittaci, that is communicable to human 

beings, in whom it produces high fever, severe headache, and symptoms similar 

to pneumonia.  Also called parrot fever [New Latin psittacosis : Latin psittacus, 

parrot (from Greek psittakos) + -OSIS.] —psitÙta·cotùic (-kmtùVk, -koùtVk) adj. 

Pskov (pN-skôfù, pskôf)  A city of west-central Russia south-southwest of St. 

Petersburg. Dating from the eighth century, it became an important trade center 

and was annexed by Moscow in 1510. Population, 194,000. 

pso·as (soùNs) n.  Either of two muscles of the loin that rotate the hip joint and 

flex the spine.  [New Latin, from Greek psoa.]

pso·cid (soùsVd, smsùVd) n.  Any of various small, soft-bodied, sometimes winged 

insects of the order Psocoptera, which includes the booklice.  [From New Latin 

Psocidae, family name, from Psocus, type genus, from Greek psokhos, dust.]

pso·ra·len (sôrùN-lNn) n.  Any of a group of chemical compounds found natu-

rally in certain plants that are used in the treatment of psoriasis and vitiligo.  

[From New Latin Psoralea, plant genus, from Greek psoralea, neuter pl. of psora-

leos, mangy (from the appearance of the plants’ leaves), from psora, itch.]

pso·ri·a·sis (sN-rXùN-sVs) n.  A noncontagious inflammatory skin disease charac-

terized by recurring reddish patches covered with silvery scales.  [Greek psoriasis, 

itch, mange, from psorian, to have the itch, from psora, itch.] —psoÙri·atùic 
(sôrÙK-4tùVk, sorÙ-) adj. 

PST  or P.S.T. abbr.  Pacific Standard Time. 

psych (sXk) Informal. n.  Psychology.   —  v.  also psyche psyched, psych·ing, 
psyches.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To put into the right psychological frame of mind:  The 

coach psyched the team before the game.  b. To excite emotionally:  She had psyched 

herself up so much for the camping trip that she forgot her sleeping bag.   2. To 

undermine the confidence of by psychological means; intimidate: “Depending on 

whose personality is stronger, one can more easily psych the other” (Harold C. 

Schonberg).  3. a. To analyze, solve, or comprehend.  b. To anticipate or guess 

the intentions of: “Most others could never approach [his] ability... to psyche out the 



opposition’s thinking so consistently” (Steven Brill).   4. Informal. To analyze and 

treat by psychoanalysis.   —  v.  intr. To become confused or mentally deranged. 

psych. abbr.  Psychological; psychologist; psychology. 

psych- pref.  Variant of psycho-. 
psy·chas·the·ni·a (sXÙkNs-thKùnK-N) n.  A neurotic disorder characterized by 

phobias, obsessions, compulsions, or excessive anxiety. No longer in scientific 

use.   —psyÙchas·thenùic (-thHnùVk) adj. 

psy·che (sXùkK) n.  1. The spirit or soul.  2. Psychiatry. The mind functioning as 

the center of thought, emotion, and behavior and consciously or unconsciously 

adjusting or mediating the body’s responses to the social and physical environ-

ment.  [Latin ps«chK, from Greek psukhK, soul. See bhes- in Appendix.]

Psy·che (sXùkK) n.  Greek Mythology. A young woman who loved and was loved 

by Eros and was united with him after Aphrodite’s jealousy was overcome. She 

subsequently became the personification of the soul. 

psy·che·de·li·a (sXÙkV-dKùlK-N, -dKlùyN) n.  The subculture associated with psy-

chedelic drugs. 

psy·che·del·ic (sXÙkV-dHlùVk) adj.  Of, characterized by, or generating hallucina-

tions, distortions of perception, altered states of awareness, and occasionally 

states resembling psychosis.   —  n.  A drug, such as LSD or mescaline, that pro-

duces such effects.  [PSYCHE + Greek dKloun, to make visible (from dKlos, clear, vis-

ible); see deiw- in Appendix + -IC.] —psyÙche·delùi·cal·ly adv. 

psychiatric hospital (sXÙkK-4tùrVk hmsùpV-tl) n.  A hospital for the care and 

treatment of patients affected with acute or chronic mental illness.  Also called 

mental hospital 

psy·chi·a·trist (sV-kXùN-trVst, sX-) n.  A physician who specializes in psychiatry. 

psy·chi·a·try (sV-kXùN-trK, sX-) n.  The branch of medicine that deals with the 

diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of mental and emotional disorders.   
—psyÙchi·atùric (sXÙkK-4tùrVk), psyÙchi·atùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  adj.  —psyÙ-
chi·atùri·cal·ly adv. 

psy·chic (sXùkVk) n.  1. A person apparently responsive to psychic forces.  2.  See 

medium (n., sense 5).   —  adj.  also psy·chi·cal (-kV-kNl) 1. Of, relating to, 

affecting, or influenced by the human mind or psyche; mental:  psychic trauma; 

psychic energy.  2. a. Capable of extraordinary mental processes, such as extrasen-

sory perception and mental telepathy.  b. Of or relating to such mental processes.   

[From Greek psukhikos, of the soul, from psukhK, soul. See bhes- in Appendix.] 
—psyùchi·cal·ly adv. 

psychic energizer (sXùkVk ebreve/nùNr-jXzÙNr) n.  An antidepressant drug. 

psy·cho (sXùko) Slang. n.  pl. psy·chos. A psychopath.   —  adj.  Crazy; insane. 

psycho-  or psych- pref.  1. a. Mind; mental:  psychogenic.  b. Mental activities 

or processes:  psychomotor.   2. Psychology; psychological:  psychohistory.  [Greek 

psukho-, soul, life, from psukhK. See bhes- in Appendix.]



psy·cho·a·cous·tics (sXÙko-N-kuùstVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The scien-

tific study of the perception of sound.   —psyÙcho·a·cousÙtic, 
psyÙcho·a·cousùti·cal adj. 

psy·cho·ac·tive (sXÙko-4kùtVv) adj.  Affecting the mind or mental processes. 

Used of a drug. 

psy·cho·a·nal·y·sis (sXÙko-N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. psy·cho·a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). 
1. a. The method of psychiatric therapy originated by Sigmund Freud in which 

free association, dream interpretation, and analysis of resistance and transference 

are used to explore repressed or unconscious impulses, anxieties, and internal 

conflicts.  b. The theory of personality developed by Freud that focuses on 

repression and unconscious forces and includes the concepts of infantile sexual-

ity, resistance, transference, and division of the psyche into the id, ego, and super-

ego.   2. Psychiatric treatment incorporating this method and theory.   
—psyÙcho·anùa·lyst (-4nùN-lVst) n.  —psyÙcho·anÙa·lytùic (-4nÙN-lVtùVk), 
psyÙcho·anÙa·lytùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —psyÙcho·anÙa·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

psy·cho·an·a·lyze (sXÙko-4nùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. psy·cho·an·a·lyzed, 
psy·cho·an·a·lyz·ing, psy·cho·an·a·lyz·es. To analyze and treat by psycho-

analysis. 

psy·cho·bab·ble (sXùko-b4bÙNl) n.  Psychological jargon, especially that of psy-

chotherapy: “There is... too much talk, psychobabble that gets in the way of the 

book” (Michael M. Thomas).   —psyùcho·babÙbler n. 

psy·cho·bi·og·ra·phy (sXÙko-bX-mgùrN-fK, -bK-) n.  pl. 

psy·cho·bi·og·ra·phies. 1. A biography that analyzes the psychological 

makeup, character, or motivations of its subject: “We are given a kind of psycho-

biography which ultimately pictures a deeply egotistical individual, unable to tolerate 

anyone else’s success” (Leon Botstein).  2. A character analysis.   
—psyÙcho·bi·ogùra·pher n.  —psyÙcho·biÙo·graphùic (-bXÙN-gr4fùVk), 
psyÙcho·bi·o·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

psy·cho·bi·ol·o·gy (sXÙko-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The study of the biological foun-

dations of the mind, emotions, and mental processes.  Also called biopsychology 

2. The school of psychiatry that interprets personality, behavior, and mental ill-

ness in terms of adaptive responses to biological, social, cultural, and environ-

mental factors.   —psyÙcho·biÙo·logùic (-bXÙN-lmjùVk), psyÙcho·biÙo·logùi·cal 
(-V-kNl)  adj.  —psyÙcho·biÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —psyÙcho·bi·olùo·gist n. 

psy·cho·chem·i·cal (sXÙko-kHmùV-kNl) n.  A psychoactive drug or substance.   
—  adj.  Of or relating to psychochemicals. 

psy·cho·dra·ma (sXÙkN-dräùmN, -dr4mùN) n.  1. A psychotherapeutic and ana-

lytic technique in which people are assigned roles to be played spontaneously 

within a dramatic context devised by a therapist.  2. A dramatization in which 

this technique is employed.   —psyÙcho·dra·matùic (-drN-m4tùVk) adj. 



psy·cho·dy·nam·ics (sXÙko-dX-n4mùVks, -dV-) n.  1. (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). The interaction of various conscious and unconscious mental or emotional 

processes, especially as they influence personality, behavior, and attitudes.  

2. (used with a sing. verb). The study of personality and behavior in terms of such 

processes.   —psyÙcho·dy·namùic adj.  —psyÙcho·dy·namùi·cal·ly adv. 

psy·cho·gen·e·sis (sXÙkN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  1. The origin and development of psy-

chological processes, personality, or behavior.  2. Development of a physical dis-

order or illness resulting from psychic, rather than physiological, factors.   
—psyÙcho·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  —psyÙcho·ge·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

psy·cho·gen·ic (sXÙkN-jHnùVk) adj.  Originating in the mind or in mental or 

emotional processes; having a psychological rather than a physiological origin. 

Used of certain disorders.   —psyÙcho·genùi·cal·ly adv. 

psy·cho·graph (sXùkN-gr4fÙ) n.  A graphic representation or chart of the per-

sonality traits of an individual or a group.   —psyÙcho·graphùic adj. 

psy·cho·graph·ics (sXÙkN-gr4fùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The use of 

demographics to study and measure attitudes, values, lifestyles, and opinions, as 

for marketing purposes.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The data obtained from such 

study.  [PSYCHO- + (DEMO)GRAPHICS.]

psy·cho·his·to·ry (sXùko-hVsÙtN-rK) n.  pl. psy·cho·his·to·ries. A psychologi-

cal or psychoanalytic interpretation or study of historical events or persons:  the 

psychohistory of the Nazi era.   —psyÙcho·his·torùi·an (-hV-stôrùK-Nn, -stmrù-) n.  

—psyÙcho·his·torùi·cal (-hV-stôrùV-kNl, -stmrù-) adj. 

psy·cho·ki·ne·sis (sXÙko-kV-nKùsVs, -kX-) n.  pl. psy·cho·ki·ne·ses (-sKz). Abbr. 

PK 1. The production or control of motion, especially in inanimate and remote 

objects, purportedly by the exercise of psychic powers.  2. Psychiatry. An uncon-

trolled, maniacal outburst, resulting from defective inhibition.   
—psyÙcho·ki·netùic (-kV-nHtùVk, -kX-) adj.  —psyÙcho·ki·netÙi·cal·ly adv. 

psychol. abbr.  Psychological; psychologist; psychology. 

psy·cho·lin·guis·tics (sXÙko-lVng-gwVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The 

study of the influence of psychological factors on the development, use, and 

interpretation of language.   —psyÙcho·linùguist n.  —psyÙcho·lin·guisùtic 
adj. 

psy·cho·log·i·cal (sXÙkN-lmjùV-kNl) also psy·cho·log·ic (-lmjùVk) adj.  Abbr. 

psych., psychol. 1. Of or relating to psychology:  psychological research; psycho-

logical jargon.  2. Of, relating to, or arising from the mind or emotions.  

3. Influencing or intended to influence the mind or emotions:  psychological war-

fare.  4. Color. Of or being any of certain primary colors whose mixture may be 

subjectively conceived as producing other colors.   —psyÙcho·logùi·cal·ly adv. 

psychological moment (sXÙkN-lmjùV-kNl moùmNnt) n.  The time at which the 

mental state of a person is most likely to produce a desired response. 



psy·chol·o·gist (sX-kmlùN-jVst) n.  Abbr. psych., psychol. A person trained and 

educated to perform psychological research, testing, and therapy. 

psy·chol·o·gize (sX-kmlùN-jXzÙ) v.  psy·chol·o·gized, psy·chol·o·giz·ing, 
psy·chol·o·giz·es.  —  v.  tr. To explain (behavior) in psychological terms.   —  
v.  intr. To investigate, reason, or speculate in psychological terms. 

psy·chol·o·gy (sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  pl. psy·chol·o·gies. Abbr. psych., psychol. 
1. The science that deals with mental processes and behavior.  2. The emotional 

and behavioral characteristics of an individual, a group, or an activity:  the psy-

chology of war.  3. Subtle tactical action or argument used to manipulate or influ-

ence another:  He used poor psychology on his employer when trying to make the 

point.  4. Philosophy. The branch of metaphysics that studies the soul, the mind, 

and the relationship of life and mind to the functions of the body. 

psy·cho·met·rics (sXÙkN-mHtùrVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of 

psychology that deals with the design, administration, and interpretation of 

quantitative tests for the measurement of psychological variables such as intelli-

gence, aptitude, and personality traits.  Also called psychometry  
—psyÙcho·metùric, psyÙcho·metùri·cal adj.  —psyÙcho·metùri·cal·ly adv.  

—psy·chomÙe·triùcian (sX-kmmÙV-trVshùNn), psy·chomùe·trist (sX-kmmùV-trVst)  

n. 

psy·chom·e·try (sX-kmmùV-trK) n.  1.  See psychometrics.  2. The ability or 

art of divining information about people or events associated with an object 

solely by touching or being near to it. 

psy·cho·mo·tor (sXÙko-moùtNr) adj.  Of or relating to movement or muscular 

activity associated with mental processes. 

psy·cho·neu·ro·sis (sXÙko-nt-roùsVs, -nyt-) n.  pl. psy·cho·neu·ro·ses (-

sKz). Neurosis.   —psyÙcho·neu·rotùic (-rmtùVk) adj.  & n. 

psy·cho·path (sXùkN-p4thÙ) n.  A person with an antisocial personality disorder, 

especially one manifested in aggressive, perverted, criminal, or amoral behavior.  

[Back-formation from PSYCHOPATHIC.]

psy·cho·path·ic (sXÙkN-p4thùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by 

psychopathy.  2. Relating to or affected with an antisocial personality disorder 

that is usually characterized by aggressive, perverted, criminal, or amoral behav-

ior.   —psyÙcho·pathùi·cal·ly adv. 

psy·cho·pa·thol·o·gy (sXÙko-pN-thmlùN-jK, -p4-) n.  The study of the origin, 

development, and manifestations of mental or behavioral disorders.   
—psyÙcho·pathÙo·logùi·cal (-p4thÙN-lmjùV-kNl), psyÙcho·pathÙo·logùic (-

lmjùVk)  adj.  —psyÙcho·pa·tholùo·gist n. 

psy·chop·a·thy (sX-kmpùN-thK) n.  Mental disorder, especially when manifested 

by antisocial behavior. 

psy·cho·phar·ma·col·o·gy (sXÙko-färÙmN-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of phar-

macology that deals with the study of the actions and effects of psychoactive 



drugs.   —psyÙcho·pharÙma·co·logùic (-kN-lmjùVk), 
psyÙcho·pharÙma·co·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —psyÙcho·pharÙma·colùo·gist 
n. 

psy·cho·phys·ics (sXÙko-fVzùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The branch of psy-

chology that deals with the relationships between physical stimuli and sensory 

response.   —psyÙcho·physùi·cal adj.  —psyÙcho·physùi·cal·ly adv.  

—psyÙcho·physùi·cist (-fVzùV-sVst) n. 

psy·cho·phys·i·ol·o·gy (sXÙko-fVzÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of correlations 

between the mind, behavior, and bodily mechanisms.  Also called physiological 

psychology  —psyÙcho·physÙi·o·logùi·cal (-fVzÙK-N-lmjùV-kNl), 
psyÙcho·physÙi·o·logùic (-lmjùVk)  adj.  —psyÙcho·physÙi·olùo·gist n. 

psy·cho·sex·u·al (sXÙko-sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the mental and 

emotional aspects of sexuality.   —psyÙcho·sexÙu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK) n.  

—psyÙcho·sexùu·al·ly adv. 

psy·cho·sis (sX-koùsVs) n.  pl. psy·cho·ses (-sKz). A severe mental disorder, with 

or without organic damage, characterized by derangement of personality and loss 

of contact with reality and causing deterioration of normal social functioning. 

psy·cho·so·cial (sXÙko-soùshNl) adj.  Involving aspects of social and psycholog-

ical behavior:  a child’s psychosocial development.   —psyÙcho·soùcial·ly adv. 

psy·cho·so·mat·ic (sXÙko-so-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to a disorder hav-

ing physical symptoms but originating from mental or emotional causes.  

2. Relating to or concerned with the influence of the mind on the body, especially 

with respect to disease:  psychosomatic medicine.   —psyÙcho·so·matùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

psy·cho·sur·ger·y (sXÙko-sûrùjN-rK) n.  pl. psy·cho·sur·ger·ies. Brain surgery 

used to treat severe, intractable mental or behavioral disorders.   
—psyÙcho·surùgeon (-sûrùjNn) n.  —psyÙcho·surùgi·cal (-jV-kNl) adj. 

psy·cho·tech·nics (sXÙko-tHkùnVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The practical or 

technological application of psychology, as in analysis of social or economic 

problems.   —psyÙcho·techùni·cal adj.  —psyÙcho·tech·niùcian (-tHk-

nVshùNn) n. 

psy·cho·ther·a·peu·tics (sXÙko-thHrÙN-pyuùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

Psychotherapy. 

psy·cho·ther·a·py (sXÙko-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. psy·cho·ther·a·pies. The treat-

ment of mental and emotional disorders through the use of psychological tech-

niques designed to encourage communication of conflicts and insight into 

problems, with the goal being personality growth and behavior modification.   
—psyÙcho·therÙa·peuùtic (-pyuùtVk) adj.  —psyÙcho·therÙa·peuùti·cal·ly 
adv.  —psyÙcho·therùa·pist n. 

psy·chot·ic (sX-kmtùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or affected by psychosis.   —  n.  A 

person affected by psychosis.  [PSYCH(OSIS) + -OTIC.] —psy·chotùi·cal·ly adv. 



psy·chot·o·mi·met·ic (sX-kmtÙo-mN-mHtùVk, -mX-) adj.  Tending to induce hal-

lucinations, delusions, or other symptoms of a psychosis. Used of a drug.   —  n.  

A psychotomimetic drug, such as LSD.  [Alteration of psychosomimetic (influ-

enced by PSYCHOTIC) : PSYCHOS(IS) + MIMETIC.] —psy·chotÙo·mi·metùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

psy·cho·tro·pic (sXÙkN-troùpVk, -trmpùVk) adj.  Having an altering effect on per-

ception or behavior. Used especially of a drug.   —  n.  A psychotropic drug or 

other agent. 

psych-out (sXkùoutÙ) n.  Informal. The act or an instance of undermining some-

one’s confidence by psychological means. 

psychro- pref.  Cold:  psychrophilic.  [Greek psukhro-, from psukhros, cold.]

psy·chrom·e·ter (sX-krmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument that uses the difference in 

readings between two thermometers, one having a wet bulb and the other having 

a dry bulb, to measure the moisture content or relative humidity of air. 

psy·chro·phil·ic (sXÙkro-fVlùVk) adj.  Biology. Thriving at relatively low tempera-

tures. Used of certain bacteria.   —psyÙchro·phileù (-fXlù) n. 

psyl·la (sVlùN) also psyl·lid (sVlùVd) n.  Any of various jumping plant lice of the 

family Psyllidae, especially of the genus Psylla, which includes several species that 

infest fruit trees.  [New Latin Psylla, type genus, from Greek psulla, flea.]

psyl·li·um (sVlùK-Nm) n.  1. An annual Eurasian plant (Plantago psyllium) having 

opposite leaves and small flowers borne in dense spikes.  2. The seeds of this 

plant, widely used as a mild bulk laxative and sometimes added to foods as a 

dietary source of soluble fiber.  [New Latin, from Greek psullion, diminutive of 

psulla, flea (from the plant’s use against fleas).]

Pt  The symbol for the element platinum (n., sense 1). 

PT abbr.  Patrol torpedo. 

pt. abbr.  1. Part.  2. Payment.  3. Pint.  4. Point.  5. Port.  6. Grammar. Preterit. 

p.t. abbr.  Pro tempore. 

P.T. abbr.  1.  Also PT. Pacific Time.  2. Physical therapy.  3. Physical training. 

PTA  or P.T.A. abbr.  Parent Teacher Association. 

pta. abbr.  Peseta. 

ptar·mi·gan (tärùmV-gNn) n.  pl. ptarmigan or ptar·mi·gans. Any of various 

grouses of the genus Lagopus, inhabiting arctic, subarctic, and alpine regions of 

the Northern Hemisphere and having feathered legs and feet and plumage that is 

brown or gray in summer and white in winter.  [Alteration (influenced by the 

spelling pt in Greek words like pteron, wing), of Scottish Gaelic tàrmachan.]

PT boat (pK-tKù bot) n.  A fast, maneuverable, lightly armed vessel, 60 to 100 feet 

(18 to 30 meters) in length, used to torpedo enemy shipping.  [P(ATROL) + 

T(ORPEDO) BOAT.]

PTC abbr.  Phenylthiocarbamide. 



-pter suff.  Wing; winglike part:  ornithopter.  [From Greek pteron, feather, wing. 

See pet- in Appendix.]

pter·i·dol·o·gy (tHrÙV-dmlùN-jK) n.  The study of ferns.  [Greek pteris, pterid-, 

fern (from pteron, feather, wing); see pet- in Appendix + -LOGY.] 
—pterÙi·do·logùi·cal (-dN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —pterÙi·dolùo·gist n. 

pte·rid·o·phyte (tN-rVdùN-fXtÙ, tHrùV-do-) n.  Any of various vascular plants that 

reproduce by means of spores rather than by seeds, including the ferns and 

related plants, such as club mosses and horsetails.  [From New Latin Pteridophyta, 

former division name  : Greek pteris, pterid-, fern; see PTERIDOLOGY + Greek phu-

ton, plant; see -PHYTE.] —pte·ridÙo·phytùic (tN-rVdÙN-fVtùVk, tHrÙV-do-), 
pterÙi·dophùy·tous (tHrÙV-dmfùV-tNs)  adj. 

pter·o·dac·tyl (tHrÙN-d4kùtNl) n.  Any of various small, mostly tailless, extinct 

flying reptiles of the order Pterosauria that existed during the Jurassic and Creta-

ceous periods.  [New Latin Pterodactylus, reptile genus  : Greek pteron, feather, 

wing; see -PTER + Greek daktulos, finger.] —pterÙo·dacùty·loidÙ adj.  

—pterÙo·dacùty·lous adj. 

pter·o·pod (tHrùN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various small marine gastropod mollusks of 

the subclass Opisthobranchia that have winglike lobes on the feet.  Also called sea 

butterfly [From New Latin Pteropoda, order name  : Greek pteron, feather, wing; 

see -PTER + New Latin -poda, -pod.] —pterùo·podÙ adj.  —pte·ropùo·dan (tN-

rmpùN-dNn) adj.  & n. 

pter·o·saur (tHrùN-sôrÙ) n.  Any of various extinct flying reptiles of the order 

Pterosauria, including the pterodactyls, of the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, 

characterized by wings consisting of a flap of skin supported by the very long 

fourth digit on each forelimb.  [From New Latin Pterosauria, order name  : Greek 

pteron, feather, wing; see -PTER + Greek sauros, lizard.]

pter·o·yl·glu·tam·ic acid (tHrÙo-Vl-glu-t4mùVk 4sùVd) n.  Folic acid.  

[ptero(ic acid), an amino acid + -YL + GLUTAMIC ACID.]

pte·ryg·i·um (tN-rVjùK-Nm) n.  pl. pte·ryg·i·ums or pte·ryg·i·a (-K-N). An 

abnormal mass of tissue arising from the conjunctiva of the inner corner of the 

eye that obstructs vision by growing over the cornea.  [New Latin, from Greek 

pterugion, diminutive of pterux, pterug-, wing. See PTERYGOID.] —pte·rygùi·al (-

Nl) adj. 

pter·y·goid (tHrùV-goidÙ) adj.  Anatomy. 1. Of, relating to, or located in the 

region of the sphenoid bone; a pterygoid muscle.  2. Resembling a wing; wing-

like.   —  n.  Either of two processes descending from the body of the sphenoid 

bone.  [Greek pterugoeidKs, winglike  : pterux, pterug-, wing; see pet- in Appendix 

+ -oeidKs, -oid.]

pter·y·la (tHrùN-lN) n.  pl. pter·y·lae (-lKÙ, -lXÙ). An area on the skin of a bird 

from which feathers grow.  [New Latin  : Greek pteron, wing, feather; see -PTER + 

Greek hulK, forest, matter.]



ptg. abbr.  Printing. 

PTH abbr.  Parathyroid hormone. 

ptis·an (tVzùNn, tV-z4nù) n.  A medicinal infusion, such as sweetened barley water.  

[Middle English tisane, peeled barley, barley water, from Old French, from Latin 

ptisana, tisana, from Greek ptisanK, from ptissein, to crush.]

PTO abbr.  1. Parent Teacher Organization.  2. Power takeoff. 

p.t.o.  or PTO abbr.  Please turn over. 

Ptol·e·ma·ic (tmlÙN-m7ùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the astronomer Ptolemy.  

2. Of or relating to the Ptolemies or to Egypt during their rule. 

Ptolemaic system (tmlÙN-m7ùVk sVsùtNm) n.  The astronomical system of 

Ptolemy, in which Earth is at the center of the universe with the sun, moon, plan-

ets, and stars revolving about it in circular orbits. 

Ptol·e·ma·ist (tmlÙN-m7ùVst) n.  An adherent of or a believer in the Ptolemaic 

system. 

Ptol·e·my1 (tmlùN-mK)  An Egyptian dynasty of Macedonian kings (323-30 B.C.). 

The Ptolemies included Ptolemy I (367?-283?), a general in Alexander the 

Great’s army who succeeded him as ruler of Egypt (323-285), and Ptolemy XV 

(47-30), who ruled as coregent (44-30) with his mother, Cleopatra. 

Ptol·e·my2 (tmlùN-mK), fl. second century A.D.  Alexandrian astronomer, mathe-

matician, and geographer who based his astronomy on the belief that all heavenly 

bodies revolve around the earth. 

pto·maine (toùm7nÙ, to-m7nù) n.  A basic nitrogenous organic compound pro-

duced by bacterial putrefaction of protein.  [Italian ptomaina, from Greek ptoma, 

corpse, from piptein, to fall. See pet- in Appendix.]

ptomaine poi·son·ing (toùm7nÙ poiùzN-nVng) n.  Food poisoning, errone-

ously believed to be the result of ptomaine ingestion. Not in scientific use. 

pto·sis (toùsVs) n.  pl. pto·ses (-sKz). Abnormal lowering or drooping of an 

organ or a part, especially a drooping of the upper eyelid caused by muscle weak-

ness or paralysis.  [Greek ptosis, fall, from piptein, to fall. See pet- in Appendix.] 
—ptoùtic (-tVk) adj. 

PTSD abbr.  Posttraumatic stress disorder. 

PTV abbr.  1. Pay television.  2. Public television. 

pty. abbr.  Proprietary. 

pty·a·lin (tXùN-lVn) n.  A form of amylase in the saliva of human beings and some 

animals that catalyzes the hydrolysis of starch into maltose and dextrin.  [Greek 

ptualon, saliva (from ptuein, to spit) + -IN.]

pty·a·lism (tXùN-lVzÙNm) n.  Excessive flow of saliva.  [Greek ptualismos, saliva-

tion, from ptualizein, to salivate, from ptualon, saliva, from ptuein, to spit.]

Pu  The symbol for the element plutonium. 
pub (pƒb) n.  A place of business where alcoholic beverages are sold and drunk.  

[Short for PUBLIC HOUSE.]



pub. abbr.  1. Public.  2. Publication.  3. Published.  4. Publisher. 

pub-crawl (pƒbùkrôlÙ) v.  intr. pub-·crawled, pub-·crawl·ing, pub-
·crawls. Slang. To visit a series of bars. 

pu·ber·ty (pyuùbNr-tK) n.  1. The stage of adolescence in which an individual 

becomes physiologically capable of sexual reproduction.  2. The approach to 

maturity: “Mankind will not reach puberty for another hundred thousand years” 

(René Dubos).  [Middle English puberte, from Old French, from Latin p7bert7s, 

from p7bKs, p7ber-, adult.] —puùber·tal, puùber·al (-bNr-Nl)  adj. 

pu·ber·u·lent (pyu-bHrùyN-lNnt, -bHrùN-) also pu·ber·u·lous (-bHrùyN-lNs, -

bHrùN-) adj.  Covered with minute hairs or very fine down; finely pubescent.  

[Latin p7ber, downy, adult + -ulentus, abounding in.]

pu·bes (pyuùbKz) n.  pl. pubes. 1. The lower part of the abdomen, especially 

the region surrounding the external genitalia.  2. The hair that appears on this 

region at puberty.  3.  Plural of pubis. [Latin p7bKs.]

pu·bes·cence (pyu-bHsùNns) n.  1. The state of being pubescent.  2. The 

attainment or onset of puberty.  3. A covering of soft down or short hairs, as on 

certain plants and insects. 

pu·bes·cent (pyu-bHsùNnt) adj.  1. Reaching or having reached puberty.  

2. Covered with short hairs or soft down.  [Latin p7bKscKns, p7bKscent present 

participle of p7bKscere, to reach puberty, from p7bKs, adult.]

pu·bic (pyuùbVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or located in the region of the pubis or the 

pubes.  [From PUBES, and PUBIS.]

pu·bis (pyuùbVs) n.  pl. pu·bes (-bKz). The forward portion of either of the hip-

bones, at the juncture forming the front arch of the pelvis.  Also called pubic bone 

[Short for New Latin (os) p7bis, (bone) of the groin, from Latin, genitive of p7bKs, 

groin.]

publ. abbr.  1. Publication.  2. Published.  3. Publisher. 

pub·lic (pƒbùlVk) adj.  Abbr. pub. 1. Of, concerning, or affecting the community 

or the people:  the public good.  2. Maintained for or used by the people or com-

munity:  a public park.  3. Capitalized in shares of stock that can be traded on the 

open market:  a public company.  4. Participated in or attended by the people or 

community: “Opinions are formed in a process of open discussion and public 

debate” (Hannah Arendt).  5. Connected with or acting on behalf of the people, 

community, or government:  public office.  6. Open to the knowledge or judg-

ment of all:  a public scandal.   —  n.  Abbr. pub. 1. The community or the people 

as a whole.  2. A group of people sharing a common interest:  the reading public.  

3. Admirers or followers, especially of a famous person.  See Usage Note at col-
lective noun.  —idioms. go public. To become publicly owned, by launching 

shares of stock onto the open market:  The company went public after having been 

closely held for 12 years.  go public with. Informal. To reveal to the public a pre-

viously unknown or secret piece of information:  The president finally had to go 



public with the scandal.  in public. In such a way as to be visible to the scrutiny of 

the people: “A career is born in public-talent in privacy” (Marilyn Monroe).  [Mid-

dle English publik, from Old French public, from Latin p7blicus, alteration (influ-

enced by p7bKs, adult population); see PUBERTY, of poplicus, from populus, people, 

of Etruscan origin.] —pubùlic·ness n. 

public access (pƒbùlVk 4kùsHs) n.  The availability of television or radio broad-

cast facilities, as provided by law, for use by the public for presentation of pro-

grams, as those of community interest. 

pub·lic-ad·dress system (pƒbÙlVk-N-drHsù sVsùtNm) n.  Abbr. PA An elec-

tronic amplification apparatus installed and used for broadcasting in public 

areas. 

public affairs (pƒbùlVk N-fârzù) pl.n.  Issues, questions, and responses involving 

social, economic, governmental, military, scientific, or corporate activities that 

are of concern to the people at large.   —  pl.n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a public affairs officer for NASA; public affairs staff. 

pub·li·can (pƒbùlV-kNn) n.  1. Chiefly British. The keeper of a public house or 

tavern.  2. A collector of public taxes or tolls in the ancient Roman Empire.  3. A 

collector of taxes or tribute from the public.  [Middle English, tax collector, from 

Old French, from Latin p7blic7nus, from p7blicum, public revenue, from neuter 

of p7blicus, public. See PUBLIC.]

public assistance (pƒbùlVk N-sVsùtNns) n.  Aid, such as money or food, given to 

homeless and other financially needy people, the aged, or the inhabitants of a 

disaster-stricken area; relief. 

pub·li·ca·tion (pƒbÙlV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. pub., publ. 1. The act or process of 

publishing printed matter.  2. An issue of printed material offered for sale or dis-

tribution.  3. Communication of information to the public.  [Middle English 

publicacioun, act of making public, from Old French publicacion, from Latin 

p7blic7tio, p7blic7tion-, from p7blic7tus, past participle of p7blic7re, to make pub-

lic, from p7blicus, public. See PUBLIC.]

public defender (pƒbùlVk dV-fHndùNr) n.  Law. An attorney or a staff of attor-

neys, usually publicly appointed, having responsibility for the defense of those 

unable to afford or obtain legal assistance. 

public domain (pƒbùlVk do-m7nù) n.  Law. 1. Land owned and controlled by 

the state or federal government.  2. The status of publications, products, and pro-

cesses that are not protected under patent or copyright. 

public eye (pƒbùlVk X) n.  Public attention and scrutiny. 

public figure (pƒbùlVk fVgùyNr) n.  A famous person, such as a politician or per-

former, whose life and behavior are the focus of intense public interest and scru-

tiny. 

public health (pƒbùlVk hHlth) n.  Abbr. PH, P.H. The science and practice of 

protecting and improving the health of a community, as by preventive medicine, 



health education, control of communicable diseases, application of sanitary mea-

sures, and monitoring of environmental hazards. 

public house (pƒbùlVk hous) n.  Chiefly British. A place, such as a tavern or bar, 

that is licensed to sell alcoholic beverages. 

public housing (pƒbùlVk houùzVng) n.  Housing that is built, operated, and 

owned by a government and that is typically provided at nominal rent to the 

needy. 

public interest (pƒbùlVk VnùtrVst) n.  1. The well-being of the general public; 

the commonweal.  2. The attention of the people with respect to events or occur-

rences. 

pub·li·cist (pƒbùlV-sVst) n.  One who publicizes, especially a press or publicity 

agent. 

pub·lic·i·ty (pƒ-blVsùV-tK) n.  1. a. Information that concerns a person, a group, 

an event, or a product and that is disseminated through various media to attract 

public notice.  b. Public interest, notice, or notoriety achieved by the spreading of 

such information.  c. The act, process, or occupation of disseminating informa-

tion to gain public interest.   2. The condition of being public.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  publicity programs; a publicity department.  

[French publicité, from public, public, from Old French. See PUBLIC.]

pub·li·cize (pƒbùlV-sXzÙ) v.  tr. pub·li·cized, pub·li·ciz·ing, pub·li·ciz·es. To 

give publicity to. 

public law (pƒbùlVk lô) n.  1. The branch of law that deals with the state or gov-

ernment and its relationships with individuals or other governments.  2. A law 

affecting the public. 

public library (pƒbùlVk lXùbrHrÙK) n.  A noncommercial library often supported 

with public funds, intended for use by the general public. 

public life (pƒbùlVk lXf) n.  Public service or a term of public service by an 

appointed or elected official. 

pub·lic·ly (pƒbùlVk-lK) adv.  1. In a public manner; openly.  2. By or with con-

sent of the public. 

public offering (pƒbùlVk ôùfNr-Vng) n.  The sale of a new securities issue to the 

public by way of an underwriter, a transaction that must be registered with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission. 

public opinion (pƒbùlVk N-pVnùyNn) n.  Public consensus, as with respect to an 

issue or a situation.   —pubùlic-o·pinùion (pƒbùlVk-N-pVnùyNn) adj. 

public policy (pƒbùlVk pmlùV-sK) n.  The basic policy or set of policies forming 

the foundation of public laws, especially such policy not yet formally enunciated. 

public prosecutor (pƒbùlVk prmsùV-kyuÙtNr) n.  Law. A government official 

who prosecutes criminal actions on behalf of the state or community. 

public relations (pƒbùlVk rV-l7ùshNnz) pl.n.  Abbr. PR, p.r., P.R. 1. (used with a 

sing. verb). The art or science of establishing and promoting a favorable relation-



ship with the public.  2. (used with a pl. verb). The methods and activities 

employed to establish and promote a favorable relationship with the public.  

3. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The degree of success obtained in achieving a 

favorable relationship with the public. 

public sale (pƒbùlVk s7l) n.  An auction of property or merchandise. 

public school (pƒbùlVk skul) n.  1.  Abbr. P.S. An elementary or secondary 

school in the United States supported by public funds and providing free educa-

tion for children of a community or district.  2. A private boarding school in 

Great Britain for pupils between the ages of 13 and 18. 

public servant (pƒbùlVk sûrùvNnt) n.  A person who holds a government posi-

tion by election or appointment. 

public service (pƒbùlVk sûrùvVs) n.  1. Employment within a governmental sys-

tem, especially within the civil service.  2. A service performed for the benefit of 

the public, especially by a nonprofit organization.  3. The business of supplying 

an essential commodity, such as water or electricity, or a service, such as commu-

nications or transportation, to the public.   —pubùlic-servùice (pƒbùlVk-sûrùvVs) 

adj. 

public-service corporation (pƒbùlVk-sûrùvVs kôrÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  A corpo-

ration providing essential services, such as water or electricity, to the public. 

public speaking (pƒbùlVk spKùkVng) n.  The act, art, or process of making 

effective speeches before an audience.   —public speaker n. 

pub·lic-spir·it·ed (pƒbÙlVk-spVrùV-tVd) adj.  Motivated by or exhibiting devo-

tion to the public welfare.   —pubÙlic-spirùit·ed·ness n. 

public television (pƒbùlVk tHlùN-vVzhÙNn) n.  Abbr. PTV Noncommercial tele-

vision that provides programs, especially of an educational nature, for the public.  

Also called educational television 

public utility (pƒbùlVk yu-tVlùV-tK) n.  1. A private business organization, sub-

ject to governmental regulation, that provides an essential commodity or service, 

such as water, electricity, transportation, or communication, to the public.  2.  
Often public utilities. Stock shares issued by a company providing essential 

public services. 

public works (pƒbùlVk wûrks) pl.n.  Construction projects, such as highways or 

dams, financed by public funds and constructed by a government for the benefit 

or use of the general public. 

pub·lish (pƒbùlVsh) v.  pub·lished, pub·lish·ing, pub·lish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

prepare and issue (printed material) for public distribution or sale.  2. To bring to 

the public attention; announce.  See Synonyms at announce.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

issue a publication.  2. To be the writer or author of published works or a work.  

[Middle English publicen, publishen, to make known publicly, from Old French 

publier, from Latin p7blic7re. See PUBLICATION.] —pubùlish·a·ble adj. 



pub·lish·er (pƒbùlV-shNr) n.  Abbr. pub., publ. One that is engaged in publish-

ing printed material. 

Pu·call·pa (pu-kXùpä)  A city of east-central Peru on the Ucayali River north-

east of Lima. It is an agricultural trade center. Population, 112,263. 

Puc·ci·ni (pu-chKùnK), Giacomo. 1858-1924.  Italian operatic composer whose 

works include La Bohème (1896) and Madame Butterfly (1904). 

puc·coon (pN-kunù) n.  1. a. Any of several North American plants of the 

genus Lithospermum, having orange or yellow flowers and roots that yield a red 

dye.  b. Any of several plants, such as the bloodroot, whose roots yield a reddish 

dye.  Also called gromwell  2. The dye from any of these plants.  [Of Virginia 

Algonquian origin.]

puce (pyus) n.  Color. A deep red to dark grayish purple.  [French (couleur) puce, 

flea (color), puce, from Old French, variant of pulce, flea, from Latin p7lex, p7lic-

.] —puce adj. 

puck (pƒk) n.  Sports. A hard rubber disk used in ice hockey as the playing and 

scoring medium.  [Perhaps from dialectal puck, to strike.]

Puck (pƒk) n.  A mischievous sprite in English folklore.  [Middle English pouke, 

goblin, from Old English p7ca.]

puck·a (pƒkùN) adj.  Variant of pukka. 
puck·er (pƒkùNr) v.  puck·ered, puck·er·ing, puck·ers.  —  v.  tr. To gather 

into small wrinkles or folds.   —  v.  intr. To become gathered, contracted, and 

wrinkled.   —  n.  A wrinkle or wrinkled part, as in tightly stitched cloth.  [Proba-

bly frequentative of dialectal pock, bag, sack, variant of POKE
3.]

puck·ish (pƒkùVsh) adj.  Mischievous; impish:  a puckish grin; puckish wit.   
—puckùish·ly adv.  —puckùish·ness n. 

pud·ding (ptdùVng) n.  1. a. A sweet dessert, usually containing flour or a 

cereal product, that has been boiled, steamed, or baked.  b. A mixture with a soft, 

puddinglike consistency.   2. A sausagelike preparation made with minced meat 

or various other ingredients stuffed into a bag or skin and boiled.  [Middle 

English, a kind of sausage, from Old French boudin.]

pud·ding·stone (ptdùVng-stonÙ) n.  Geology. A conglomerate. 

pud·dle (pƒdùl) n.  1. a. A small pool of water, especially rainwater.  b. A small 

pool of a liquid.   2. A tempered paste of wet clay and sand that serves as water-

proofing when dry.   —  v.  pud·dled, pud·dling, pud·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make muddy.  2. To work (clay or sand) into a thick, watertight paste.  3. To pro-

cess (impure metal) by puddling.   —  v.  intr. To splash or dabble in or as if in a 

pool of liquid.  [Middle English podel, diminutive of Old English pudd, ditch.] 
—pudùdly adj. 

pud·dler (pƒdùlNr) n.  One that puddles iron or clay. 



pud·dling (pƒdùlVng) n.  1. Purification of impure metal, especially pig iron, by 

heating and stirring in an oxidizing atmosphere.  2. Compaction of wet material, 

such as clay, in order to make a watertight paste. 

pu·den·cy (pyudùn-sK) n.  Modesty.  [Late Latin pudentia, from Latin pudKre, 

to make or be ashamed.]

pu·den·dum (pyu-dHnùdNm) n.  pl. pu·den·da (-dN). The human external 

genitalia, especially of a woman. Often used in the plural.  [Latin, neuter gerun-

dive of pudKre, to make or be ashamed.] —pu·denùdal (-dHnùdNl) adj. 

pudg·y (pƒjùK) adj.  pudg·i·er, pudg·i·est. Short and fat; chubby:  pudgy fin-

gers.  See Synonyms at fat.  [From pudge, something thick and short.] 
—pudgùi·ness n. 

Pueb·la (pwHbùlä)  A city of east-central Mexico east-southeast of Mexico City. 

Founded by the Spanish in 1532, it is an agricultural, commercial, and manufac-

turing center and a popular resort. Population, 835,759. 

pueb·lo (pwHbùlo) n.  pl. pueb·los. 1. Pueblo. pl. Pueblo or Pueb·los. 
a. Any of some 25 Native American peoples, including the Hopi, Zuñi, and Taos, 

living in established villages in northern and western New Mexico and northeast 

Arizona. The Pueblo are descendants of the cliff-dwelling Anasazi peoples and are 

noted for their skilled craft in pottery, basketry, weaving, and metalworking.  b. A 

member of any of these peoples.   2. A permanent village or community of any of 

the Pueblo peoples, typically consisting of multilevel adobe or stone apartment 

dwellings of terraced design clustered around a central plaza.  [Spanish, people, 

pueblo, from Latin populus, people. See PUBLIC.]

WORD HISTORY: The identity of the Pueblo peoples is undeniably connected

to the stone and adobe dwellings they have occupied for more than 700 years—es-

pecially from an etymological point of view. Originally coming from the Latin

word populus, “people, nation,” the Spanish word pueblo, meaning “town, village,”

as well as “nation, people,” was naturally applied by 16th-century Spanish explor-

ers to villages that they discovered or founded in the Southwest. The English word

pueblo is first recorded in an American text in this sense in 1808, marking it as an

Americanism. The distinctive adobe or stone villages of the Pueblo peoples, with

some buildings rising as high as five stories, must have impressed the Spaniards

considerably, because pueblo came to be transferred from a name for the village

to a name for its inhabitants, perhaps in honor of their architectural achievements

or simply as an obvious way to distinguish the Pueblo from other Native Ameri-

can peoples. The first recorded usage of this sense is found in 1834.

Pueblo  A city of southeast-central Colorado south-southeast of Colorado 

Springs. It is a shipping and industrial center for an irrigated agricultural region. 

Population, 98,640. 



pu·er·ile (pyuùNr-Nl, pytrùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  1. Belonging to childhood; juvenile.  

2. Immature; childish.  See Synonyms at young.  [Latin puerXlis, from puer, 

child, boy. See pau- in Appendix.] —puùer·ile·ly adv.  —puÙer·ilùi·ty (-VlùV-tK), 
puùer·ile·ness (-Nl-nVs, -Xl-)  n. 

pu·er·il·ism (pyuùNr-N-lVzÙNm, pytrùN-) n.  Childish behavior in an adult, 

especially as a symptom of mental illness. 

pu·er·per·al (pyu-ûrùpNr-Nl) adj.  Relating to, connected with, or occurring 

during childbirth or the period immediately following childbirth.  [From Latin 

puerper, a woman in childbed  : puer, child, boy; see pau- in Appendix + parere, 

to bear; see -PAROUS.]

puerperal fever (pyu-ûrùpNr-Nl fKùvNr) n.  An illness resulting from infec-

tion of the endometrium following childbirth or abortion, marked by fever and 

septicemia and usually caused by unsterile technique.  Also called childbed fever 

pu·er·pe·ri·um (pyuÙNr-pîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. pu·er·pe·ri·a (-pîrùK-N). 1. The 

state of a woman during childbirth or immediately thereafter.  2. The approxi-

mate six-week period lasting from childbirth to the return of normal uterine size.  

[Latin, childbirth, from puerpera, a woman in childbed. See PUERPERAL.]

Puer·to Ca·bel·lo (pwHrùto kä-b7ùo, -vHùyô)  A city of northern Venezuela on 

the Caribbean Sea west of Caracas. It was frequently sacked by buccaneers during 

the colonial period. Population, 94,000. 

Puerto de San·ta Ma·rí·a (pwHrùto dN s4nùtN mN-rKùN, thH sänùtä mä-rKùä)  

A city of southwest Spain on the Gulf of Cádiz north of Cádiz. It is a commercial 

center known for its export of sherry. Population, 59,844. 

Puer·tol·la·no (pwHrÙtl-yäùnN, -tô-lyäùnô)  A city of central Spain south-south-

west of Madrid. It is an agricultural trade center in a mining region. Population, 

51,845. 

Puer·to Ri·co (pwHrÙtN rKùko, pôrtÙN, portÙN, pwHrùto) Abbr. PR, P.R.  A self-

governing island commonwealth of the United States in the Caribbean Sea east of 

Hispaniola. Discovered by Columbus in 1493, it was colonized by the Spanish in 

the 16th century and ceded to the United States in 1898 after the Spanish-Ameri-

can War. Commonwealth status was proclaimed in 1952 and has been upheld by 

various plebiscites since the 1960’s. San Juan is the capital and the largest city. 

Population, 3,522,037.   —PuerÙto Riùcan adj.  & n. 

Puer·to Val·lar·ta (pwHrùto vä-yärùtN, -tä, pwHrùtô)  A city of west-central 

Mexico on the Pacific Ocean west of Guadalajara. It is a popular coastal resort. 

Population, 38,645. 

puff (pƒf) n.  1. a. A short, forceful exhalation of breath.  b. A short, sudden 

gust of wind.  c. A brief, sudden emission of air, vapor, or smoke.  d. A short, sib-

ilant sound produced by a puff.   2. An amount of vapor, smoke, or similar mate-

rial released in a puff.  3. An act of drawing in and expelling the breath, as in 

smoking tobacco.  4. A swelling or rounded protuberance.  5. Puff pastry.  6. A 



light, soft pad for applying powder or lotion.  7. A gathered, protruding portion 

of fabric.  8. A light, padded bed covering.  9. a. An approving or flattering rec-

ommendation.  b. A piece of writing, as on the jacket of a book, containing often 

exaggerated praise, used for promotional purposes.   10. Genetics. A localized 

region of swelling in certain chromosomes indicating the active synthesis of DNA 

and RNA.   —  v.  puffed, puff·ing, puffs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To blow in puffs.  

2. To come forth in puffs:  steam puffing from an engine.  3. To breathe forcefully 

and rapidly:  huffed and puffed up the stairs.  4. To emit puffs.  5. To take puffs on 

smoking material:  puffing on a cigar.  6. To swell or seem to swell, as with pride 

or air. Often used with up:  He puffed up and glared at the importuning questioner.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To emit or give forth in puffs.  2. To impel with puffs.  3. To smoke (a 

cigar, for example).  4. To inflate or distend.  5. To fill with pride or conceit.  

6. To publicize with often exaggerated praise:  publishers who puff their new books.  

[From Middle English puffen, to puff, from Old English pyffan, perhaps of imita-

tive origin.] —puffùi·ly adv.  —puffùi·ness n.  —puffùy adj. 

puff adder (pƒf 4dùNr) n.  1. A venomous African viper (Bitis arietans) having 

crescent-shaped yellowish markings.  2.  See hognose snake.  [So called 

because it inflates its body when excited.]

puff·ball (pƒfùbôlÙ) n.  1. Any of various fungi of the genus Lycoperdon and 

related genera, having a ball-shaped fruiting body that when pressed or struck 

releases the enclosed spores in puffs of dust.  2. Informal. The rounded head of a 

dandelion that has gone to seed. 

puffed-up (pƒftùƒpù) adj.  Displaying exaggerated dignity or self-importance; 

pompous. 

puff·er (pƒfùNr) n.  Any of various prickly, often poisonous, chiefly marine 

fishes of the family Tetraodontidae that are capable of puffing up by swallowing 

water or air.  Also called blowfish, swellfish. 

puff·er·y (pƒfùN-rK) n.  Flattering, often exaggerated praise and publicity, espe-

cially when used for promotional purposes. 

puf·fin (pƒfùVn) n.  Any of several sea birds of the genera Fratercula and Lunda of 

northern regions, characteristically having black and white plumage and a verti-

cally flattened, triangular bill that is brightly colored during breeding season.  

[Middle English poffoun, puffon, perhaps from puf, puff. See PUFF.]

puff pastry (pƒf p7ùstrK) n.  A light, flaky, inflated pastry that is formed by 

rolling and folding the dough in layers so that it expands when baked. 

pug1 (pƒg) n.  1. A small sturdy dog of an ancient breed originating in China, 

having a snub nose, a wrinkled face, a squarish body, short smooth hair, and a 

curled tail.  2. A pug nose.  [Origin unknown.]

pug2 (pƒg) n.  1. Clay ground and kneaded with water into a plastic consistency 

for forming bricks or pottery.  2. A machine for grinding and mixing clay.   —  v.  

tr. pugged, pug·ging, pugs. 1. To work or knead (clay) with water.  2. To fill 



in with clay or mortar.  3. To make soundproof by covering or packing with clay, 

mortar, sawdust, or felt.  [Origin unknown.]

pug3 (pƒg) n.  A footprint, track, or trail, especially of an animal; a pugmark.  

[Hindi pag, probably from Sanskrit padakam, footstep, foot, from padam. See 

ped- in Appendix.]

pug4 (pƒg) n.  Slang. A fighter, especially a boxer.  [Short for PUGILIST, boxer, 

from Latin pugil. See PUGILISM.]

Pu·get Sound (pyuùjVt sound)  A deep inlet of the Pacific Ocean in western 

Washington extending south from the Strait of Juan de Fuca through Admiralty 

Inlet. It was explored and named by Capt. George Vancouver for his aide, Peter 

Puget, in 1792. 

pug·gree (pƒgùrK) also pug·ga·ree  or pug·a·ree (pƒgùN-rK) n.  A cloth band 

or scarf wrapped around the crown of a hat or sun helmet.  [Hindi pagxX, turban, 

from Sanskrit parikara, girdle for a garment.]

pu·gi·lism (pyuùjN-lVzÙNm) n.  Sports. The skill, practice, and sport of fighting 

with the fists; boxing.  [From Latin pugil, pugilist. See peuk- in Appendix.] 
—puùgi·list n.  —puÙgi·lisùtic adj. 

pu·gil stick (pyuùjNl stVk) n.  A long pole with padded ends used in the armed 

forces to simulate bayonet fighting.  [Latin pugil, pugilist; see peuk- in Appendix 

+ STICK.]

Pu·glia (puùlyä)  See Apulia. 
pug·mark (pƒgùmärkÙ) n.  The mark, print, track, or trail of an animal; a pug. 

pug·na·cious (pƒg-n7ùshNs) adj.  Combative in nature; belligerent.  See Syn-

onyms at belligerent.  [From Latin pugn7x, pugn7c-, from pugn7re, to fight, 

from pugnus, fist. See peuk- in Appendix.] —pug·naùcious·ly adv.  

—pug·naùcious·ness, pug·nacùi·ty (-n4sùV-tK)  n. 

pug nose (pƒg noz) n.  A short nose that is somewhat flattened and turned up 

at the end.  [From PUG
1, ape (obsolete), pug.] —pugù-nosedÙ (pƒgùnozdÙ) adj. 

puis·ne (pyuùnK) Chiefly British. adj.  Lower in rank; junior.   —  n.  One of 

lesser rank than another, especially an associate judge.  [Old French puisne : puis, 

afterward (ultimately from Latin post); see apo- in Appendix + ne, born (from 

Latin n7tus, past participle of n7scX, to be born); see genN- in Appendix.]

puis·sance (pwVsùNns, pyuùV-sNns, pyu-VsùNns) n.  Power; might.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from poissant, powerful, present participle of pooir, to 

be able. See POWER.] —puisùsant adj.  —puisùsant·ly adv. 

puke (pyuk) Slang. v.  intr. tr. puked, puk·ing, pukes. To vomit (ingested 

matter) or experience vomiting.   —  n.  1. The act of vomiting.  2. Vomit.  [Per-

haps imitative.]

puk·ka also puck·a (pƒkùN) adj.  1. Genuine; authentic.  2. Superior; first-class.  

[Hindi pakk7, cooked, ripe, from Sanskrit pakva-, from pacati, he cooks. See 

pekw- in Appendix.]



pul (pul) n.  pl. puls or pu·li (puùlK). A unit of currency in Afghanistan.  See 

Table at currency.  [Persian p7l, perhaps from Late Greek phollis, bellows, money 

bag, from Latin follis. See FOOL.]

pu·la (puùlä) n.  A basic unit of currency in Botswana.  See Table at currency. 
Pu·la (puùlN, -lä)  A city of western Croatia on the Adriatic Sea. Captured by 

Rome in 178 B.C., it was a major naval station of the Hapsburg empire and passed 

to Italy in 1919 and to Yugoslavia in 1947. Population, 47,414. 

Pu·las·ki (pt-l4sùkK, pN-), Casimir or Kazimierz. 1747-1779.  Polish patriot 

and general who aided American forces in the Revolutionary War, commanding 

the defense of Charleston (1779) and leading a cavalry brigade in the siege of 

Savannah, during which he was mortally wounded. 

pul·chri·tude (pƒlùkrV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Great physical beauty and appeal.  

[Middle English pulcritude, from Latin pulchrit7do, from pulcher, pulchr-, beauti-

ful.]

pul·chri·tu·di·nous (pƒlÙkrV-tudùn-Ns, -tyudù-) adj.  Characterized by or 

having great physical beauty and appeal. 

pule (pyul) v.  intr. puled, pul·ing, pules. To whine; whimper.  [Perhaps from 

French piauler, of imitative origin.] —pulùer n. 

pu·li1 (ptlùK, pyuùlK) n.  pl. pu·lis or pu·lik (ptlùKk, pyuùlKk). A longhaired 

sheepdog of a Hungarian breed.  [Hungarian.]

pu·li2 (puùlK) n.  A plural of pul. 
pu·lik (ptlùKk, pyuùlKk) n.  A plural of puli1. 
Pu·lit·zer (ptlùVt-sNr, pyuùlVt-), Joseph. 1847-1911.  Hungarian-born Ameri-

can journalist and newspaper publisher who owned newspapers in St. Louis and 

New York City and established and endowed the Pulitzer Prizes. 

Pulitzer Prize (ptlùVt-sNr prXz) n.  Any of several awards established by Joseph 

Pulitzer and conferred annually for accomplishment in various fields of Ameri-

can journalism, literature, and music. 

pull (ptl) v.  pulled, pull·ing, pulls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To apply force to so as to 

cause or tend to cause motion toward the source of the force.  2. To remove from 

a fixed position; extract:  The dentist pulled the tooth.  3. To tug at; jerk or tweak.  

4. To rip or tear; rend.  5. To stretch (taffy, for example) repeatedly.  6. To strain 

(a muscle, for example) injuriously.  7. Informal. To attract; draw:  a performer 

who pulls large crowds.  8. Slang. To draw out (a weapon) in readiness for use:  pull 

a gun; pulled a knife on me.  9. Informal. To remove:  pulled the engine; pulled the 

tainted meat product from the stores.  10. Baseball. To hit (a ball) in the direction 

one is facing when the swing is carried through.  11. Nautical. a. To operate (an 

oar) in rowing.  b. To transport or propel by rowing.  c. To be rowed by:  That 

boat pulls six oars.   12. To rein in (a horse) to keep it from winning a race.  

13. Printing. To produce (a print or an impression) from type.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

exert force in moving something toward that force.  2. To drink or inhale deeply:  



pulled on the cold beer with gusto; pull on a cigarette.  3. Nautical. To row a boat.  

4. Informal. To express or feel great sympathy or empathy:  We’re pulling for our 

new President.   —  n.  1. The act or process of pulling.  2. Force exerted in pull-

ing or required to overcome resistance in pulling.  3. A sustained effort:  a long 

pull across the mountains.  4. Something, such as a knob on a drawer, that is used 

for pulling.  5. A deep inhalation or draft, as on a cigarette or of a beverage.  

6. Slang. A means of gaining special advantage; influence:  The lobbyist has pull 

with the senator.  7. Informal. Ability to draw or attract; appeal:  a star with pull at 

the box office.   —phrasal verbs. pull away. 1. To move away or backward; 

withdraw:  The limousine pulled away from the curb.  2. To move ahead:  The horse 

pulled away and took the lead in the race.  pull back. To execute an orderly with-

drawal, especially of troops.  pull down. 4. To demolish; destroy:  pull down an 

old office building.  5. To reduce to a lower level.  6. To depress, as in spirits or 

health.  7. Informal. To draw (money) as wages:  pulls down a hefty salary.  pull 
in. 8. To arrive at a destination:  We pulled in at midnight.  9. To rein in; restrain.  

10. To arrest (a criminal suspect, for example).  pull off. Informal. To perform 

in spite of difficulties or obstacles; bring off:  pulled off a last-minute victory.  pull 
out. 12. To leave or depart:  The train pulls out at noon.  13. To withdraw, as 

from a situation or commitment:  After the crash, many Wall Street investors 

pulled out.  pull over. 14. To bring a vehicle to a stop at a curb or at the side of a 

road:  We pulled over to watch the sunset.  15. To instruct or force (a motorist) to 

bring his or her vehicle to a stop at a curb or at the side of a road:  The state 

trooper pulled the speeding motorist over.  pull round. To restore or be restored to 

sound health.  pull through. To come or bring successfully through trouble or 

illness.  pull up. 18. To bring or come to a halt.  19. To move to a position or 

place ahead, as in a race.   —idioms. pull a fast one. Informal. To play a trick 

or perpetrate a fraud.  pull (oneself) together. To regain one’s composure.  

pull (one’s) punch (or pull (one’s) punches). To refrain from deploying all 

the resources or force at one’s disposal:  didn’t pull any punches during the negotia-

tions.  pull (one’s) weight. To do one’s own share, as of work.  pull out all 
the stops. Informal. To deploy all the resources or force at one’s disposal:  The 

Inaugural Committee pulled out all the stops when arranging the ceremonies.  pull 
(someone’s) leg. To play a joke on; tease.  pull strings (or pull wires). Infor-

mal. To exert secret control or influence in order to gain an end.  pull the plug 
on. Slang. To remove all restraints on: “The federal government pulled the plug on 

deficit spending” (Christian Science Monitor).  pull the rug (out) from under. 
Informal. To remove all support and assistance from, usually suddenly.  pull the 
wool over (someone’s) eyes. To deceive; hoodwink.  pull together. To 

make a joint effort.  pull up stakes. To clear out; leave:  She pulled up stakes in 

New England and moved to the desert.  [Middle English pullen, from Old English 

pullian.] —pullùer n.  



SYNONYMS: pull, drag, draw, haul, tow, tug. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to cause something to move toward the source of an applied force”:

pull a sled up a hill; drag furniture across the floor; draw up a chair; hauling wood

from the forest; a car towing a trailer; tugging at the oars. 

ANTONYM: push

pull·back (ptlùb4kÙ) n.  1. The act or process of pulling back, especially an 

orderly troop withdrawal.  2. A device for holding or drawing back:  a pullback for 

heavy draperies. 

pull date (ptl d7t) n.  A date stamped on a perishable item of food, such as 

milk, after which it should not be sold. 

pul·let (ptlùVt) n.  A young domestic hen, usually one that is less than one year 

old.  [Middle English pulet, from Old French polet, diminutive of poul, cock, and 

poule, hen  both from Latin pullus, young fowl, young animal, chicken. See pau- 
in Appendix.]

pul·ley (ptlùK) n.  pl. pul·leys. 1. A simple machine consisting essentially of a 

wheel with a grooved rim in which a pulled rope or chain can run to change the 

direction of the pull and thereby lift a load.  2. A wheel turned by or driving a 

belt.  [Middle English poley, from Old French polie, and from Medieval Latin 

poliva both ultimately from Greek polos, axis. See kwel-1 in Appendix.]

pull·man (ptlùmNn) adj.  Small, long, and narrow in architectural design:  a 

pullman hall; a pullman kitchen.  [From its resemblance to a PULLMAN
2.]

Pull·man1 (ptlùmNn)  A city of southeast Washington south of Spokane. An 

agricultural trade center, it is the seat of Washington State University (founded 

1890). Population, 23,478. 

Pullman2 (ptlùmNn) n.  1. A railroad parlor car or sleeping car.  Also called 

Pullman car 2. A large suitcase.  Also called Pullman case [After George Mortimer 

Pullman (1831-1897), American industrialist and inventor.]

pull-on (ptlùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  A garment, such as a sweater or pair of pants, 

designed to be easily pulled on. 

pul·lo·rum disease (pN-lôrùNm dV-zKzù, -lorù-) n.  A contagious, often fatal 

diarrheal disease of young poultry, caused by the bacterium Salmonella pullorum 

and usually transmitted by infected hens through their eggs.  [New Latin 

pullorum, specific epithet of Salmonella pullorum, from Latin, genitive plural of 

pullus, young fowl. See PULLET.]

pull·out (ptlùoutÙ) n.  1. A withdrawal, especially of troops.  2. Change from a 

dive to level flight. Used of an aircraft.  3. An object designed to be pulled out. 

pull·o·ver (ptlùoÙvNr) n.  A garment, such as a sweater, that is put on by being 

drawn over the head. 



pull-tab (ptlùt4bÙ) n.  A metal ring that is pulled off the top of a can to provide 

an opening for drinking, pouring, or serving.   —  adj.  Configured with a tab 

that is pulled off to effect opening:  pull-tab cans. 

pul·lu·late (pƒlùyN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. pul·lu·lat·ed, pul·lu·lat·ing, pul·lu·lates. 
1. To put forth sprouts or buds; germinate.  2. To breed rapidly or abundantly.  

3. To teem; swarm:  a lagoon that pullulated with tropical fish.  [Latin pullul7re, 

pullul7t-, from pullulus, diminutive of pullus, young fowl. See PULLET.] 
—pulÙlu·laùtion n.  —pulùlu·laÙtive adj. 

pull-up (ptlùƒpÙ) n.  Sports. See chin-up. 
pul·mo·nar·y (ptlùmN-nHrÙK, pƒlù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or affecting the 

lungs:  pulmonary tuberculosis.  2. Having lungs or lunglike organs.  [Latin 

pulmon7rius, from pulmo, pulmon-, lung. See pleu- in Appendix.]

pulmonary artery (ptlùmN-nHrÙK ärùtN-rK) n.  An artery that carries venous 

blood from the right ventricle of the heart to the lungs. 

pulmonary vein (ptlùmN-nHrÙK v7n) n.  A vein that carries oxygenated 

blood from the lungs to the left atrium of the heart. 

pul·mo·nate (ptlùmN-n7tÙ, pƒlù-) adj.  1. Having lungs or lunglike organs.  

2. Of or belonging to the Pulmonata, a subclass of gastropods including terres-

trial snails and slugs and certain freshwater snails that are capable of breathing air 

through lunglike sacs.   —  n.  A gastropod of the subclass Pulmonata.  [From 

Latin pulmo, pulmon-, lung. See PULMONARY.]

pul·mon·ic (ptl-mmnùVk, pƒl-) adj.  Of or relating to the lungs; pulmonary. 

pulp (pƒlp) n.  1. A soft, moist, shapeless mass of matter.  2. The soft, moist part 

of fruit.  3. A mass of pressed vegetable matter:  apple pulp.  4. The soft pith 

forming the contents of the stem of a plant.  5. A mixture of cellulose material, 

such as wood, paper, and rags, ground up and moistened to make paper.  6. The 

soft tissue forming the inner structure of a tooth and containing nerves and 

blood vessels.  7. A mixture of crushed ore and water.  8. A publication, such as a 

magazine or book, containing lurid subject matter.   —  v.  pulped, pulp·ing, 
pulps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reduce to pulp.  See Synonyms at crush.  2. To remove the 

pulp from.   —  v.  intr. To be reduced to a pulpy consistency.  [Middle English, 

from Latin pulpa, fleshy parts of the body, fruit pulp.] —pulpùi·ness n.  

—pulpùous (pƒlùpNs), pulpùy adj. 

pul·pit (ptlùpVt, pƒlù-) n.  1. An elevated platform, lectern, or stand used in 

preaching or conducting a religious service.  2. a. Clerics considered as a group.  

b. The ministry of preaching.   3. An elevated platform, such as one used by har-

pooners in a whaling boat.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

pulpitum, from Latin pulpitum, wooden platform.]

pulp·wood (pƒlpùwtdÙ) n.  Soft wood, such as spruce, aspen, or pine, used in 

making paper. 



pul·que (pulùk7Ù, -kK, ptlù-) n.  A thick, fermented alcoholic beverage made 

in Mexico from various species of agave.  [American Spanish, from Nahuatl poli-

uhqui, decomposed, lost.]

pul·sar (pƒlùsärÙ) n.  Astronomy. Any of several celestial radio sources emitting 

short, intense bursts of radio waves, x-rays, or visible electromagnetic radiation at 

regular intervals, generally believed to be rotating neutron stars.  [puls(ating 

st)ar.]

pul·sate (pƒlùs7tÙ) v.  intr. pul·sat·ed, pul·sat·ing, pul·sates. 1. To expand 

and contract rhythmically; beat.  2. To quiver; vibrate.  [Latin puls7re, puls7t- fre-

quentative of pellere, to beat. See pel-5 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: pulsate, pulse, beat, palpitate, throb. These verbs mean to exhibit

recurrent rhythmical movements of or like those involved in the periodic expan-

sion and contraction of the heart. Pulsate, pulse, and beat imply regular, vigorous

movement: The emergency room pulsated with activity. Waves of excitement pulsed

through us as the race began. The patient’s heart continued to beat strongly. To pal-

pitate is to pulsate with excessive rapidity and often arrhythmically, as a malfunc-

tioning heart might; the term may also denote a trembling, shaking, or quivering

movement: “fountains palpitating in the heat” (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow).

Throb suggests strong, sometimes violent pulsation; the word is especially associ-

ated with emotional states such as agitation, exhilaration, anxiety, or stress: “Al-

though her temples throbbed, she tried to analyze the letter” (Winston Churchill).

“His lonely heart throbbed at the warm, firm grasp of this friend’s hand” (Owen

Wister).

pul·sa·tile (pƒlùsN-tNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  Undergoing pulsation; vibrating.  [Medieval 

Latin puls7tilis, from Latin puls7tus, past participle of puls7re frequentative of pel-

lere, to beat. See PULSATE.]

pul·sa·tion (pƒl-s7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of pulsating.  2. A single beat, throb, or 

vibration. 

pul·sa·tor (pƒlùs7ÙtNr, pƒl-s7ù-) n.  A pulsating device or machine. 

pul·sa·to·ry (pƒlùsN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Having rhythmical vibration or move-

ment. 

pulse1 (pƒls) n.  1. The rhythmical throbbing of arteries produced by the regular 

contractions of the heart, especially as palpated at the wrist or in the neck.  

2. a. A regular or rhythmical beating.  b. A single beat or throb.   3. Physics. a. A 

brief, sudden change in a normally constant quantity:  a pulse of current; a pulse of 

radiation.  b. Any of a series of intermittent occurrences characterized by a brief, 

sudden change in a quantity.   4. The perceptible emotions or sentiments of a 

group of people: “a man who had... his finger on the pulse of America” (Thomas P. 

O’Neill, Jr.).   —  v.  intr. pulsed, puls·ing, puls·es. 1. To pulsate; beat: “The 



nation pulsed with music and proclamation, with rages and moral pretensions” 

(Lance Morrow).  See Synonyms at pulsate.  2. Physics. To undergo a series of 

intermittent occurrences characterized by brief, sudden changes in a quantity.   
—idiom. take the pulse of. To judge the mood or views of (a political elector-

ate, for example):  The politician was able to take the pulse of the grassroots voters 

without becoming overly absorbed.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

pulsus, from past participle of pellere, to beat. See pel-5 in Appendix.]

pulse2 (pƒls) n.  1. The edible seeds of certain pod-bearing plants, such as peas 

and beans.  2. A plant yielding these seeds.  [Middle English pols, from Old 

French, from Latin puls, pottage of meal and pulse, probably ultimately from 

Greek poltos.]

pulse·jet (pƒlsùjHtÙ) n.  A jet engine in which air intake and combustion occur 

intermittently, producing rapid periodic bursts of thrust. 

pulse modulation (pƒls mmjÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  A system of modulation in which 

pulses are altered and controlled in order to represent the message to be commu-

nicated. 

pul·som·e·ter (pƒl-smmùV-tNr) n.  A pump without pistons that operates by 

means of pulsed condensation of steam.  Also called vacuum pump 

pul·ver·a·ble (pƒlùvNr-N-bNl) adj.  That can be pulverized:  pulverable stone. 

pul·ver·ize (pƒlùvN-rXzÙ) v.  pul·ver·ized, pul·ver·iz·ing, pul·ver·iz·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To pound, crush, or grind to a powder or dust.  2. To demolish.   —  v.  

intr. To be ground or reduced to powder or dust.  [Middle English pulverizen, 

from Late Latin pulveriz7re, from Latin pulvis, pulver-, dust.] —pulùver·izÙa·ble 
adj.  —pulÙver·i·zaùtion (-vNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —pulùver·izÙer n. 

pul·ver·u·lent (pƒl-vHrùyN-lNnt, -vHrùN-) adj.  1. Made of, covered with, or 

crumbling to fine powder or dust.  2. Dusty; crumbly.  [Latin pulverulentus : 

from pulvis, pulver-, dust + -ulentus, abounding in.]

pul·vil·lus (pƒl-vVlùNs) n.  pl. pul·vil·li (-vVlùXÙ). A soft, cushionlike pad on the 

foot of an insect, such as the housefly, by which it clings to a surface.  [Latin, 

short for pulvXnulus, diminutive of pulvXnus, cushion.]

pul·vi·nate (pƒlùvN-n7tÙ) also pul·vi·nat·ed (-n7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Shaped like a 

cushion.  2. Botany. Having a swelling at the base. Used of a leafstalk.  [Latin 

pulvXn7tus, from pulvXnus, cushion.]

pul·vi·nus (pƒl-vXùnNs, -vKù-) n.  pl. pul·vi·ni (-nXÙ). A cushionlike swelling at 

the base of the stalk of a leaf or leaflet.  [Latin pulvXnus, cushion.]

pu·ma (pyuùmN, puù-) n.  See mountain lion.  [Spanish, from Quechua 

puma.]

pum·e·lo (pƒmùN-loÙ) n.  pl. pum·e·los. See shaddock.  [Variant of POMELO.]

pum·ice (pƒmùVs) n.  A light, porous, glassy lava, used in solid form as an abra-

sive and in powdered form as a polish and an abrasive.   —  v.  tr. pum·iced, 
pum·ic·ing, pum·ic·es. To clean, polish, or smooth with pumice.  [Middle 



English, from Anglo-Norman pomis, from Late Latin pomex, from Latin p7mex, 

alteration of sp7ma, foam.] —pu·miùceous (pyu-mVshùNs, pN-) adj.  

—pumùic·er n. 

pum·mel (pƒmùNl) v.  tr. pum·meled also pum·melled, pum·mel·ing also 

pum·mel·ling, pum·mels also pum·mels. To beat, as with the fists; pommel:  

The thief was pushed and pummeled by an angry crowd.  See Synonyms at beat.   
—  n.  The act of beating, as with the fists.  [Alteration of POMMEL.]

pump1 (pƒmp) n.  1. A machine or device for raising, compressing, or transfer-

ring fluids.  2. Physiology. A molecular mechanism for the active transport of ions 

or molecules across a cell membrane.  3. Physics. Electromagnetic radiation used 

to raise atoms or molecules to a higher energy level.   —  v.  pumped, 
pump·ing, pumps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To raise or cause to flow by means of a pump.  

2. To draw, deliver, or pour forth as if with a pump:  pumped new life into the 

economy.  3. To remove the water from:  pump out a flooded basement.  4. To 

cause to move with the up-and-down motion of a pump handle:  a bicyclist 

pumping the pedals.  5. To propel, eject, or insert with or as if with a pump.  

6. Physics. To raise (atoms or molecules) to a higher energy level by exposing 

them to electromagnetic radiation at a resonant frequency.  7. Physiology. To 

transport (ions or molecules) against a concentration gradient by the expenditure 

of chemically stored energy.  8. To question closely or persistently:  pump a wit-

ness for secret information.   —  v.  intr. 1. To operate a pump.  2. To raise or move 

gas or liquid with a pump.  3. To move up and down in the manner of a pump 

handle.   —phrasal verb. pump up. 1. To inflate with gas by means of a 

pump:  pump up a tire.  2. Slang. To fill with enthusiasm, strength, and energy:  

The lively debate really pumped us up.  3. Sports. To be actively involved in a body-

building program:  I saw him pumping up at the gym.   —idiom. pump iron. 
Sports. To lift weights.  [Middle English pumpe.] —pumpùer n. 

pump2 (pƒmp) n.  A woman’s shoe that has medium or high heels and no fas-

tenings.  [Origin unknown.]

pumped storage (pƒmpt stôrùVj) n.  A system of generating electricity with 

hydroelectric power, in which the electricity is generated during hours of peak 

consumption by using water that has been pumped into an elevated reservoir 

during the hours of low consumption. 

pum·per·nick·el (pƒmùpNr-nVkÙNl) n.  A dark, sourish bread made from 

whole, coarsely ground rye.  [German, probably from dialectal, term of abuse  : 

obsolete Pumper, breaking wind (from dialectal pumpern, to break wind, from 

Middle High German, to knock, frequentative of pumpen, of imitative origin) + 

German Nickel, goblin; see NICKEL.]

pump·kin (pƒmpùkVn, pƒmù-, pƒngù-) n.  1. a. A coarse, trailing vine (Cucurb-

ita pepo) widely cultivated for its fruit.  b. The large pulpy round fruit of this 

plant, having a thick, orange-yellow rind and numerous seeds.  c. Any of several 



other vines of the genus Cucurbita, especially C. maxima or C. moschata, bearing 

large pumpkinlike squashes.   2. Color. A moderate to strong orange.  [Alteration 

(influenced by -KIN), of obsolete pumpion, from obsolete French pompon, popon, 

from Old French pepon, from Late Latin pepon, from Latin, watermelon or 

gourd, from Greek, ripe, large melon. See pekw- in Appendix.]

pump·kin·seed (pƒmpùkVn-sKdÙ, pƒmù-, pƒngù-) n.  1. The seed of a pump-

kin.  2. A North American sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus) having a rounded, mostly 

orange body with a bright red spot on each gill cover. 

pun (pƒn) n.  A play on words, sometimes on different senses of the same word 

and sometimes on the similar sense or sound of different words.   —  v.  intr. 

punned, pun·ning, puns. To make puns or a pun.  [Origin unknown.] 
—punùning·ly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: The origin of the word pun is lost in obscurity, perhaps de-

servedly so in the eyes of those who consider the pun the feeblest form of wit.

The word pun is first recorded in a work of 1662 written by John Dryden. In a

slightly later passage of 1676 we find the word pun in the company of the words

pundigrion and punnet with the same sense. Punnet is probably a diminutive of

pun, as are the later punlet (used by Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 1819) and punkin

(Henry James, 1866). But pundigrion, although recorded later, may have been

around earlier than pun and might be its source. Pundrigrion in turn might be an

alteration of the obsolete Italian word puntiglio, “fine point,” which we have in

English as punctilio. In any case, the word pun has given birth to some derivatives

of its own, including punnigram, modeled on epigram, and punnology.

punch1 (pƒnch) n.  1. A tool for circular or other piercing:  a leather punch.  2. A 

tool for forcing a pin, bolt, or rivet in or out of a hole.  3. A tool for stamping a 

design on a surface.  4. A tool for making a countersink.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

punched, punch·ing, punch·es. To use a punch or use a punch on.  [Middle 

English pounce, punche, from Old French poinçon, ponchon; see PUNCHEON
1, V., 

from Middle English pouncen, punchen, to prick, from Old French poinçoner, 

ponchoner, to emboss with a punch. See PUNCH
2.]

punch2 (pƒnch) v.  tr. punched, punch·ing, punch·es. 1. To hit with a sharp 

blow of the fist.  2. a. To poke or prod with a stick.  b. Western U.S. To herd (cat-

tle).   3. To depress (a key or button, for example) in order to activate a device or 

perform an operation:  punched the “repeat” key; punched in the number on the 

computer.   —  n.  1. A blow with the fist.  2. Vigor or drive.  See Synonyms at 

vigor.  —phrasal verbs. punch in. To check in formally at a job upon arrival.  

punch out. 2. To check out formally at a job upon departure.  3. Slang. To eject 

from a military aircraft.   —idiom. beat to the punch. To make the first deci-

sive move:  a marketing team that beat all the competitors to the punch.  [Middle 



English punchen, to thrust, prod, prick, from Old French poinçonner, ponchonner, 

to emboss with a punch, from poinçon, ponchon, pointed tool. See PUNCHEON
1.] 

—punchùless adj. 

punch3 (pƒnch) n.  A beverage of fruit juices and sometimes carbonated water 

or soda, often spiced and mixed with a wine or liquor base.  [Perhaps from Hindi 

pañc-, five-, from Sanskrit pañca, (from the hypothesis that it was originally pre-

pared from five ingredients). See penkwe in Appendix.]

Punch (pƒnch) n.  The quarrelsome hook-nosed husband of Judy in the comic 

puppet show Punch and Judy.   —idiom. pleased as Punch. Highly pleased; 

gratified.  [Short for PUNCHINELLO.]

punch·board (pƒnchùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Games. A small, usually rectangular 

board, used as a game of chance, that contains many holes each filled with a 

folded slip of paper that when punched out indicates a designated prize, win, or 

loss. 

punch bowl (pƒnch bol) n.  A large bowl for serving a beverage, such as 

punch. 

punch card (pƒnch kärd) also punched card (pƒncht kärd) n.  Computer Sci-

ence. A medium for feeding data into a computer, essentially a card punched with 

holes or notches to represent letters and numbers or with a pattern of holes to 

represent related data.  Also called Hollerith card 

punch-drunk (pƒnchùdrƒngkÙ) adj.  1. Showing signs of brain damage caused 

by repeated blows to the head. Used especially of a boxer.  2. Behaving in a bewil-

dered, confused, or dazed manner. 

punched card (pƒncht kärd) n.  Computer Science. Variant of punch card. 
pun·cheon1 (pƒnùchNn) n.  1. A short wooden upright used in structural fram-

ing.  2. A piece of broad, heavy, roughly dressed timber with one face finished 

flat.  3. A punching, perforating, or stamping tool, especially one used by a gold-

smith.  [Middle English punchon, from Old French ponçon, ponchon, from Vulgar 

Latin *p7nctio, p7nction-, punch, from *p7ncti7re, to pierce, from Latin p7nctus, 

past participle of pungere, to prick. See peuk- in Appendix.]

pun·cheon2 (pƒnùchNn) n.  1. A cask with a capacity of from 72 to 120 gallons 

(273 to 454 liters).  2. The amount of liquid contained in a puncheon.  [Middle 

English ponchon, from Old French poinçon, poinchon, punch, cask (probably 

because cask was inspected and marked with a punch). See PUNCHEON
1.]

punch·er (pƒnùchNr) n.  A cowpuncher. 

Pun·chi·nel·lo (pƒnÙchN-nHlùo) n.  pl. Pun·chi·nel·los or Pun·chi·nel·loes. 
1. The short, fat buffoon or clown in an Italian puppet show.  2. One who is felt 

to resemble a short, fat clown.  [Variant of Polichinello, from Italian dialectal Pol-

lecinella, diminutive of pollecena, turkey pullet (from the resemblance between its 

beak and Punchinello’s nose), ultimately from Latin pullus, young chicken. See 

PULLET.]



punch·ing bag (pƒnùchVng b4g) n.  Sports. A stuffed or inflated leather bag 

that is usually suspended so that it can be punched with the fists for exercise. 

punch line (pƒnch lXn) n.  The climax of a joke or humorous story. 

punch-out (pƒnchùoutÙ) n.  A section of material, such as cardboard, that is 

scored or perforated so that it may easily be pushed out. 

punch press (pƒnch prHs) n.  A power press that can be fitted with various 

dies, as for metalworking. 

punch tape (pƒnch t7p) n.  Computer Science. A paper ribbon in which holes 

representing data to be processed by a computer are punched. 

punch-up (pƒnchùƒpÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A fistfight. 

punch·y (pƒnùchK) adj.  punch·i·er, punch·i·est. 1. Characterized by vigor or 

drive: “He speaks in short, punchy sentences, using plain, populist words that excite” 

(Washington Post).  2. Groggy or dazed from or as if from a punch or series of 

punches; punch-drunk.   —punchùi·ly adv.  —punchùi·ness n. 

punc·tate (pƒngkùt7tÙ) also punc·tat·ed (-t7ÙtVd) adj.  Having tiny spots, 

points, or depressions.  [From Latin p7nctum, prick mark, from neuter past parti-

ciple of pungere, to prick. See PUNCTUATE.] —punc·taùtion n. 

punc·til·i·o (pƒngk-tVlùK-oÙ) n.  pl. punc·til·i·os. 1. A fine point of etiquette.  

2. Precise observance of formalities.  [Obsolete Italian punctiglio, from Spanish 

puntillo, diminutive of punto, point, from Latin p7nctum, from neuter past parti-

ciple of pungere, to prick. See PUNGENT.]

punc·til·i·ous (pƒngk-tVlùK-Ns) adj.  1. Strictly attentive to minute details of 

form in action or conduct.  See Synonyms at meticulous.  2. Precise; scrupu-

lous.   —punc·tilùi·ous·ly adv.  —punc·tilùi·ous·ness n. 

punc·tu·al (pƒngkùchu-Nl) adj.  1. Acting or arriving exactly at the time 

appointed; prompt.  2. Paid or accomplished at or by the appointed time.  

3. Precise; exact.  4. Confined to or having the nature of a point in space.  [Mid-

dle English, sharp-pointed, from Medieval Latin p7nctu7lis, from Latin p7nctum, 

point, from neuter past participle of pungere, to prick. See PUNGENT.] 
—puncÙtu·alùi·ty (-4lùV-tK), puncùtu·al·ness (-Nl-nVs)  n.  —puncùtu·al·ly 
adv. 

punc·tu·ate (pƒngkùchu-7tÙ) v.  punc·tu·at·ed, punc·tu·at·ing, 
punc·tu·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide (a text) with punctuation marks.  2. To 

interrupt periodically: “lectures punctuated by questions and discussions” (Gilbert 

Highet). “[There is] a great emptiness in America’s West punctuated by Air Force 

bases” (Alfred Kazin).  3. To stress or emphasize.   —  v.  intr. To use punctuation.  

[Medieval Latin p7nctu7re, p7nctu7t-, from Latin p7nctum, point, from neuter 

past participle of pungere, to prick. See peuk- in Appendix.] —puncùtu·aÙtive 
adj.  —puncùtu·aÙtor n. 

punc·tu·a·tion (pƒngkÙchu-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The use of standard marks and 

signs in writing and printing to separate words into sentences, clauses, and 



phrases in order to clarify meaning.  b. The marks so used.   2. The act or an 

instance of punctuating. 

punctuation mark (pƒngkÙchu-7ùshNn märk) n.  One of a set of marks or 

signs, such as the comma (,) or the period (.), used to punctuate texts. 

punc·ture (pƒngkùchNr) v.  punc·tured, punc·tur·ing, punc·tures.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To pierce with a pointed object.  2. To make (a hole) by piercing.  3. To 

cause to collapse by piercing.  4. To depreciate or deflate:  cutting remarks that 

punctured my ego.   —  v.  intr. To be pierced or punctured.   —  n.  1. The act or 

an instance of puncturing.  2. A hole or depression made by a sharp object, espe-

cially a hole in an automotive tire.  [From Middle English, a pricking, from Late 

Latin p7nct7ra, from p7nctus, past participle of pungere, to prick. See peuk- in 

Appendix.] —puncùtur·a·ble adj. 

puncture weed (pƒngkùchNr wKd) n.  A prostrate weed (Tribulus terrestris) 

native to the Old World, having opposite, pinnately compound leaves and woody 

fruit with stout, divergent spines.  Also called puncture vine [From the fact that 

the fruit can puncture tires.]

pun·dit (pƒnùdVt) n.  1. A source of opinion; a critic:  a political pundit.  2. A 

learned person.  3. Hinduism. Variant of pandit. [Hindi pahCit, learned man, 

from Sanskrit pahCitaU, learned; scholar, perhaps of Dravidian origin.] 
—punùdit·ry n. 

pung (pƒng) n.  New England. A low, one-horse box sleigh.  [Short for dialectal 

tom-pung, from an Algonquian language of southern New England.]

pun·gent (pƒnùjNnt) adj.  1. Affecting the organs of taste or smell with a sharp, 

acrid sensation.  2. a. Penetrating, biting, or caustic:  pungent satire.  b. To the 

point; sharp:  pungent talks during which the major issues were confronted.   

3. Pointed:  a pungent leaf.  [Latin pungKns, pungent- present participle of pung-

ere, to sting. See peuk- in Appendix.] —punùgen·cy n.  —punùgent·ly adv. 

Pu·nic (pyuùnVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to ancient Carthage, its inhabitants, or 

their language.  2. Having the character of treachery attributed to the Carthagin-

ians by the Romans.   —  n.  The dialect of Phoenician spoken in ancient 

Carthage.  [Latin Poenicus, P7nicus, from Poenus, a Carthaginian, from Greek 

Phoinix, Phoenician.]

pun·ish (pƒnùVsh) v.  pun·ished, pun·ish·ing, pun·ish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

subject to a penalty for an offense, a sin, or a fault.  2. To inflict a penalty for (an 

offense).  3. To handle roughly; hurt:  My boots were punished by our long trek 

through the desert.   —  v.  intr. To exact or mete out punishment.  [Middle 

English punissen, punishen, from Old French punir, puniss-, from Latin poenXre, 

p7nXre, from poena, punishment, from Greek poinK. See kwei-1 in Appendix.] 
—punÙish·a·bilùi·ty n.  —punùish·a·ble adj.  —punùish·er n.  

SYNONYMS: punish, correct, chastise, discipline, castigate, penalize. These verbs



mean to subject a person to a penalty, such as loss, pain, or confinement, for an

offense, a sin, or a fault. Punish is the least specific: “The individual who refuses

to defend his rights when called by his Government... must be punished as an enemy

of his country and friend to her foe” (Andrew Jackson). To correct is to punish so

that the offender will mend his or her ways: Regulations formerly permitted prison

wardens to correct unruly inmates. Chastise implies punishment, such as corporal

punishment or a verbal rebuke, as a means of effecting improvement in behavior:

chastise a bully by giving him a thrashing; was roundly chastised for insolence. Dis-

cipline stresses punishment inflicted by an authority in order to control an offend-

er or to eliminate or reform unacceptable conduct: The worker was disciplined for

insubordination. Castigate means to censure or criticize severely, often in public:

The judge castigated the attorney for badgering the witness. Penalize usually implies

a monetary penalty or the forfeiture of a privilege or gain because rules or regu-

lations have been broken: Those who file their income-tax returns after April 15 will

be penalized.

pun·ish·ment (pƒnùVsh-mNnt) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of punishing.  

b. The condition of being punished.   2. A penalty imposed for wrongdoing: 

“The severity of the punishment must... be in keeping with the kind of obligation 

which has been violated” (Simone Weil).  3. Rough handling; mistreatment:  These 

old skis have taken a lot of punishment over the years. 

pu·ni·tive (pyuùnV-tVv) adj.  Inflicting or aiming to inflict punishment; punish-

ing.  [Medieval Latin p7nXtXvus, from Latin poenXre, p7nXre, to punish. See PUN-

ISH.] —puùni·tive·ly adv.  —puùni·tive·ness n. 

punitive damages (pyuùnV-tVv d4mùVj-Vz) pl.n.  Law. Damages awarded by a 

court against a defendant as a deterrent or punishment to redress an egregious 

wrong perpetrated by the defendant. 

pu·ni·to·ry (pyuùnV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Inflicting or intended to inflict punish-

ment.  [From Latin p7nXtus, from past participle of p7nXre, to punish. See PUN-

ISH.]

Pun·jab (pƒnùj4bÙ, pƒn-jäbù)  A historical region of northwest India and north-

ern Pakistan bounded by the Indus and Jumna rivers. It was a center of the pre-

historic Indus Valley civilization and after c. 1500 B.C. the site of early Aryan 

settlements. The Moguls brought the region to cultural eminence. The Punjab 

was controlled by Sikhs from 1799 to 1849, when it was annexed by Great Britain. 

It was partitioned between India and Pakistan in 1947. 

Pun·ja·bi also Pan·ja·bi (pƒn-jäùbK, -j4bùK) adj.  Of or relating to the Punjab or 

the Punjabi language.   —  n.  pl. Pun·ja·bis. 1. A native or inhabitant of the 

Punjab.  2. An Indic language spoken in the Punjab. 

pun·ji stick (ptnùjK stVk, pƒnù-) n.  A very sharp bamboo stake that is con-

cealed at an angle in high grass or in deep mud, often coated with excrement, and 



planted to wound and infect the feet of enemy soldiers.  Also called punji stake 

[Origin unknown.]

punk (pƒngk) n.  1. Slang. a. A young person, especially a member of a rebel-

lious counterculture group.  b. An inexperienced young man.   2. Music. a. Punk 

rock.  b. A punk rocker.   3. a. Slang. A young man who is the sexual partner of 

an older man.  b. Archaic. A prostitute.   4. Dry, decayed wood, used as tinder.  

5. Any of various substances that smolder when ignited, used to light fireworks.  

6. Chinese incense.   —  adj.  Slang. 1. Of or relating to a style of dress worn by 

punk rockers and often characterized by unusual clothing, hairstyles, and 

makeup.  2. Of poor quality; worthless.  3. Weak in spirits or health.  [Origin 

unknown.] —punkùer n. 

pun·ka  or pun·kah (pƒngùkN) n.  A fan used especially in India, made of a 

palm frond or strip of cloth hung from the ceiling and moved by a servant.  

[Hindi pankhá, from Sanskrit pak}akaU, fan, from paksaU, wing.]

punk·ie also punk·y (pƒngùkK) n.  pl. punk·ies. Any of various minute, biting 

flies of the family Ceratopogonidae.  Also called biting midge, no-see-um.  [Of 

North American Dutch origin, from Munsee (Delaware language) pónkwNs.]

pun·kin (pƒngùkVn) n.  Informal. Variant of pumpkin. 
punk rock (pƒngk rmk) n.  Music. A form of hard-driving rock music character-

ized by harsh lyrics attacking conventional society and popular culture and often 

expressing alienation and anger. 

punk rocker (pƒngk rmkùNr) n.  Music. A performer or follower of punk rock 

music. 

punk·y (pƒngùkK) n.  Variant of punkie. 
pun·ster (pƒnùstNr) n.  A maker of puns. 

punt1 (pƒnt) Nautical. n.  An open, flat-bottomed boat with squared ends, pro-

pelled by a long pole and used in shallow waters.   —  v.  punt·ed, punt·ing, 
punts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To propel (a boat) with a pole.  2. To carry in a punt.   —  v.  

intr. To go in a punt.  [Probably Middle English *punt, from Old English punt, 

from Latin ponto, ponton-, pontoon, flat-bottomed boat, from pons, pont-, 

bridge. See pent- in Appendix.] —puntùer n. 

punt2 (pƒnt) Football. n.  A kick in which the ball is dropped from the hands and 

kicked before it touches the ground.   —  v.  punt·ed, punt·ing, punts.  —  v.  

tr. To propel (a ball) by means of a punt.   —  v.  intr. To execute a punt.  [Perhaps 

from dialectal punt, to strike, push, perhaps alteration of bunt.] —puntùer n. 

punt3 (pƒnt) v.  intr. punt·ed, punt·ing, punts. 1. Games. To lay a bet against 

the bank, as in roulette.  2. Chiefly British. To gamble.  [French ponter, from obso-

lete pont, past participle of pondre, to put (obsolete), to lay an egg, from Old 

French, to lay an egg, from Latin ponere. See PROPOSE.] —puntùer n. 



punt4 (pƒnt) n.  The indentation in the bottom of a champagne or wine bottle.  

[Perhaps from punty, iron rod used in glass blowing, probably from French pon-

til, from pointe, from Old French. See POINT.]

Pun·ta A·re·nas (punùtN N-rHnùNs, punùtä ä-rHùnäs)  A city of southern Chile 

on the Strait of Magellan. Founded in the 1840’s, it is the southernmost city in the 

world. Population, 95,332. 

Punta Fi·jo (punùtN fKùho)  A city of northwest Venezuela on a peninsula in 

the Caribbean Sea northeast of Maracaibo. It is a shipping center. Population, 

123,000. 

pun·ty (pƒnùtK) n.  pl. pun·ties. An iron rod on which molten glass is handled 

when being shaped and worked.  Also called pontil [Probably from French pontil. 

See PUNT
4.]

Punx·su·taw·ney (pƒngkÙsN-tôùnK)  A city of west-central Pennsylvania 

northeast of Pittsburgh. It is an industrial center noted for its annual observance 

of Groundhog Day, February 2, when “Punxsutawney Phil” emerges from its 

burrow and is carefully watched for a shadow, thus supposedly presaging six 

more weeks of winter weather. Population, 6,782. 

pu·ny (pyuùnK) adj.  pu·ni·er, pu·ni·est. 1. Of inferior size, strength, or sig-

nificance; weak:  a puny physique; puny excuses.  2. Chiefly Southern U.S. Sickly; 

ill.  [Variant of PUISNE.] —puùni·ly adv.  —puùni·ness n. 

pup (pƒp) n.  1. a. A young dog; a puppy.  b. The young of various other canine 

animals, such as the wolf or fox.  c. The young of certain other animals, such as 

the seal.   2. An inexperienced or conceited young person:  a mere pup who had to 

be put in her place.   —  v.  intr. pupped, pup·ping, pups. To give birth to pups.  

[Short for PUPPY.]

pu·pa (pyuùpN) n.  pl. pu·pae (-pK)  or pu·pas. The nonfeeding stage between 

the larva and adult in the metamorphosis of holometabolous insects, during 

which the larva typically undergoes complete transformation within a protective 

cocoon or hardened case.  [Latin, girl, doll.] —puùpal adj. 

pu·pate (pyuùp7tÙ) v.  intr. pu·pat·ed, pu·pat·ing, pu·pates. 1. To become 

a pupa.  2. To go through a pupal stage.   —pu·paùtion n. 

pup·fish (pƒpùfVshÙ) n.  pl. pupfish or pup·fish·es. Any of various small kill-

fishes of the genus Cyprinodon, inhabiting desert springs and streams of Mexico 

and the southwest United States. 

pu·pil1 (pyuùpNl) n.  1. A student under the direct supervision of a teacher or 

professor.  2. Law. A minor under the supervision of a guardian.  [Middle English 

pupille, orphan, from Old French, from Latin p7pillus, diminutive of p7pus, boy.]

pu·pil2 (pyuùpNl) n.  The apparently black circular opening in the center of the 

iris of the eye, through which light passes to the retina.  [Middle English, from 

Old French pupille, from Latin p7pilla, little doll, pupil of the eye (from the tiny 

image reflected in it). See PUPIL
1.] —puùpi·lar adj. 



pu·pil·age also pu·pil·lage (pyuùpN-lVj) n.  The state or period of being a 

pupil. 

pu·pil·lar·y1 (pyuùpN-lHrÙK) adj.  Of or relating to a student or ward. 

pu·pil·lar·y2 (pyuùpN-lHrÙK) adj.  Of or affecting the pupil of the eye. 

Pu·pin (pyu-pKnù, puùpKn), Michael Idvorsky. 1858-1935.  Hungarian-born 

American physicist and inventor whose works improved the telegraph and tele-

phone and increased the safety and effectiveness of x-ray photography. 

pu·pip·a·rous (pyu-pVpùNr-Ns) adj.  Producing well-developed young that are 

ready to pupate. Used of an insect. 

pup·pet (pƒpùVt) n.  1. A small figure of a person or an animal, having a cloth 

body and hollow head, designed to be fitted over and manipulated by the hand.  

2. A figure having jointed parts animated from above by strings or wires; a mari-

onette.  3. A toy representing a human figure; a doll.  4. One whose behavior is 

determined by the will of others:  a political puppet.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a puppet show; a puppet government.  [Middle 

English poppet, doll, possibly from Anglo-Norman poppe, doll. See PUPPY.]

pup·pet·eer (pƒpÙV-tîrù) n.  One who entertains with and operates puppets or 

marionettes. 

pup·pet·ry (pƒpùV-trK) n.  pl. pup·pet·ries. 1. The art of making puppets and 

presenting puppet shows.  2. The actions of puppets.  3. A stilted or artificial dra-

matic performance. 

Pup·pis (pƒpùVs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Canis 

Major and Pyxis.  [Latin puppis, stern, poop.]

pup·py (pƒpùK) n.  pl. pup·pies. 1. A young dog; a pup.  2. An inexperienced 

young person; a pup.  [Middle English popi, small pet dog, perhaps from Anglo-

Norman poppe, doll, from Vulgar Latin *puppa, from Latin p7pa, girl, doll.]

pup·py·ish (pƒpùK-Vsh) adj.  Resembling or characteristic of a puppy. 

puppy love (pƒpùK lƒv) n.  Adolescent love or infatuation. 

pup tent (pƒp tHnt) n.  See shelter tent. 
Pu·ra·cé (ptrÙN-sKù, pu-rä-sHù)  A volcano, 4,758 m (15,600 ft) high, in the 

Andes of southwest Colombia. It erupted in 1827 and again on May 26, 1949. 

pur·blind (pûrùblXndÙ) adj.  1. Having poor vision; nearly or partly blind.  

2. Slow in understanding or discernment; dull: “a purblind oligarchy that flatly 

refused to see that history was condemning it to the dustbin” (Jasper Griffin).  

3. Obsolete. Completely blind.  [Middle English pur blind, totally blind, near-

sighted  : pur, pure; see PURE + blind, blind; see BLIND.] —purùblindÙly adv.  

—purùblindÙness n. 

Pur·cell (pûr-sHlù), Edward Mills. Born 1912.  American physicist. He shared a 

1952 Nobel Prize for work concerning the measurement of magnetic fields in 

atomic nuclei. 



Pur·cell (pûrùsNl, pûr-sHlù), Henry. 1659?-1695.  English composer and the lead-

ing musical figure of the baroque style in England. 

Pur·chas (pûrùchNs), Samuel. 1577?-1626.  English compiler of travel books, 

such as Purchas, His Pilgrimage (1613). 

pur·chas·a·ble (pûrùchV-sN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be bought:  purchasable goods.  

2. Capable of being bribed; venal:  a purchasable senator.   —purÙchas·a·bilùi·ty 
n. 

pur·chase (pûrùchVs) v.  tr. pur·chased, pur·chas·ing, pur·chas·es. 1. To 

obtain in exchange for money or its equivalent; buy.  2. To acquire by effort; earn.  

3. To move or hold with a mechanical device, such as a lever or wrench.   —  n.  

1. a. The act or an instance of buying.  b. Something bought.  c. Acquisition 

through the payment of money or its equivalent.   2. A grip applied manually or 

mechanically to move something or prevent it from slipping.  3. A device, such as 

a tackle or lever, used to obtain mechanical advantage.  4. A position, as of a lever 

or one’s feet, affording means to move or secure a weight.  5. a. A means of 

increasing power or influence.  b. An advantage that is used in exerting one’s 

power.   [Middle English purchasen, to pursue, purchase, from Old French 

purchacier : pur-, forth (from Latin pro-); see per1 in Appendix + chacier, to 

chase; see CHASE
1.] —purùchas·er n. 

pur·chas·ing power (pûrùchV-sVng pouùNr) n.  1. The ability to purchase, 

generally measured by income.  2. The value of a particular monetary unit in 

terms of the goods or services that can be purchased with it. 

pur·dah (pûrùdN) n.  1. a. A curtain or screen, used mainly in India to keep 

women separate from men or strangers.  b. The Hindu or Muslim system of sex 

segregation, practiced especially by keeping women in seclusion.   2. Social seclu-

sion: “Never have artists been more separate: their inordinate fame, wealth, drug use 

have driven them into luxurious purdah” (D. Keith Mano).  [Urdu pardah, veil, 

from Persian pardah, from Middle Persian pardak, from Old Persian *paridaka-, 

from pari-d7-, to place over  : pari, around, over; see per1 in Appendix + d7-, to 

place; see dhK- in Appendix.]

pure (pytr) adj.  pur·er, pur·est. 1. Having a homogeneous or uniform com-

position; not mixed:  pure oxygen.  2. Free from adulterants or impurities:  pure 

chocolate.  3. Free of dirt, defilement, or pollution: “A memory without blot or 

contamination must be... an inexhaustible source of pure refreshment” (Charlotte 

Brontë).  4. Free of foreign elements.  5. Containing nothing inappropriate or 

extraneous:  a pure literary style.  6. Complete; utter:  pure folly.  7. Having no 

faults; sinless: “I felt pure and sweet as a new baby” (Sylvia Plath).  8. Chaste; vir-

gin.  9. Of unmixed blood or ancestry.  10. Genetics. Produced by self-fertiliza-

tion or continual inbreeding; homozygous:  a pure line.  11. Music. Free from 

discordant qualities:  pure tones.  12. Linguistics. Articulated with a single 

unchanging speech sound; monophthongal:  a pure vowel.  13. Theoretical:  pure 



science.  14. Philosophy. Free of empirical elements:  pure reason.  [Middle English 

pur, from Old French, from Latin p7rus. See peuN- in Appendix.] —pureùly adv.  

—pureùness n.  

SYNONYMS: pure, absolute, sheer, simple, unadulterated. The central meaning

shared by these adjectives is “free of extraneous elements”: pure gold; absolute al-

cohol; sheer wine; a simple substance; unadulterated coffee.

pure·blood (pytrùblƒdÙ) also pure·blood·ed (-blƒdÙVd) adj.  Of unmixed 

ancestry; purebred.   —pureùbloodÙ n. 

pure·bred (pytrùbrHdù) adj.  Of or belonging to a recognized strain estab-

lished by breeding individuals of unmixed lineage over many generations.   —  n.  

(pytrùbrHdÙ) A purebred animal. 

pure democracy (pytr dV-mmkùrN-sK) n.  A democracy in which the power 

to govern lies directly in the hands of the people rather than being exercised 

through their representatives. 

pu·rée (pyt-r7ù, pytrù7) v.  tr. pu·réed, pu·rée·ing, pu·rées. To rub 

through a strainer or process (food) in a blender.   —  n.  Food prepared by 

straining or blending.  [From French, pureé, from Old French, from feminine 

past participle of purer, to strain, clean, from Latin p7r7re, to purify, from p7rus, 

clean. See PURE.]

pur·fle (pûrùfNl) v.  tr. pur·fled, pur·fling, pur·fles. To finish or decorate the 

border or edge of.   —  n.  also pur·fling (-flVng) An ornamental border or edg-

ing.  [Middle English purfilen, from Old French porfiler, from Vulgar Latin 

*profXl7re : Latin pro-, forth; see PRO-1 + Latin fXlum, thread; see gwhX- in Appen-

dix.]

pur·ga·tion (pûr-g7ùshNn) n.  The act of purging or purifying. 

pur·ga·tive (pûrùgN-tVv) adj.  Tending to cleanse or purge, especially causing 

evacuation of the bowels.   —  n.  A purgative agent or medicine; a cathartic. 

Pur·ga·toire (pûrùgN-twärÙ, -tôrÙK, -torÙK)  A river, about 299 km (186 mi) 

long, of southeast Colorado flowing northeast to the Arkansas River. 

pur·ga·to·ri·al (pûrÙgN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Serving to purify of sin; expia-

tory.  2. Of, relating to, or resembling purgatory. 

pur·ga·to·ry (pûrùgN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. pur·ga·to·ries. 1. Roman Catholic 

Church. A state in which the souls of those who have died in grace must expiate 

their sins.  2. A place or condition of suffering, expiation, or remorse:  a purga-

tory of drug abuse.   —  adj.  Tending to cleanse or purge.  [Middle English purga-

torie, from Old French purgatoire, from Medieval Latin p7rg7torium, from Late 

Latin, means of purgation, from neuter of p7rg7torius, cleansing, from Latin 

p7rg7re, to cleanse. See PURGE.]



purge (pûrj) v.  purged, purg·ing, purg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To free from 

impurities; purify.  b. To remove (impurities and other elements) by or as if by 

cleansing.   2. To rid of sin, guilt, or defilement.  3. Law. To clear (a person) of a 

charge or an imputation. Often used with respect to contempt of court.  4. a. To 

rid (a nation or political party, for example) of people considered undesirable.  

b. To get rid of (people considered undesirable).  See Synonyms at eliminate.   
5. Medicine. a. To cause evacuation of (the bowels).  b. To induce evacuation of 

the bowels in an individual.    —  v.  intr. 1. To become pure or clean.  

2. Medicine. To undergo or cause an emptying of the bowels.   —  n.  1. The act 

or process of purging.  2. Something that purges, especially a medicinal purga-

tive.  [Middle English purgen, from Old French purgier, from Latin p7rg7re, from 

p7rus, pure. See peuN- in Appendix.] —purgùer n. 

pu·ri (ptrùK) n.  Variant of poori. 
pu·ri·fi·ca·tion (pytrÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of cleansing or 

purifying. 

pu·ri·fi·ca·tor (pytrùN-fV-k7ÙtNr) n.  Ecclesiastical. A cloth used to clean the 

chalice after the celebration of the Eucharist. 

pu·ri·fy (pytrùN-fXÙ) v.  pu·ri·fied, pu·ri·fy·ing, pu·ri·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To rid 

of impurities; cleanse.  2. To rid of foreign or objectionable elements.  3. To free 

from sin, guilt, or other defilement.   —  v.  intr. To become clean or pure.  [Mid-

dle English purifien, from Old French purifier, from Latin p7rific7re : p7rus, 

clean; see PURE + -fic7re, -fy.] —pu·rifùi·ca·toÙry (pyt-rVfùV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) 

adj.  —puùri·fiÙer n. 

Pu·rim (purùVm, pt-rKmù) n.  Judaism. The 14th of Adar, observed in celebra-

tion of the deliverance of the Jews from massacre by Haman.  [Hebrew pûrîm, pl. 

of pûr, lot (from the lots Haman cast to decide the day of the massacre, Esther 

9:24-26), from Akkadian p7ru, lot.]

pu·rine (pytrùKnÙ) n.  1. A colorless crystalline organic base, C5H4N4, that is 

the parent compound of various biologically important derivatives.  2. Any of a 

group of organic compounds derived from or structurally related to purine, 

including uric acid, caffeine, and the nucleic acid constituents adenine and gua-

nine.  [German Purin : Latin p7rus, clean; see PURE + New Latin uricus, uricum, 

uric (from Greek ouron, urine) + -in, n. suff. (from French -ine); see -IN.]

pur·ism (pytrùVzÙNm) n.  1. Strict observance of or insistence on traditional 

correctness, especially of language: “By purism is to be understood a needless and 

irritating insistence on purity or correctness of speech” (H.W. Fowler).  2. An exam-

ple of purism. 

pur·ist (pytrùVst) n.  One who practices or urges strict correctness, especially in 

the use of words.   —pu·risùtic (pyt-rVsùtVk) adj.  —pu·risùti·cal·ly adv. 

Pu·ri·tan (pytrùV-tn) n.  1. A member of a group of English Protestants who in 

the 16th and 17th centuries advocated strict religious discipline along with sim-



plification of the ceremonies and creeds of the Church of England.  2. puritan. 

One who lives in accordance with Protestant precepts, especially one who regards 

pleasure or luxury as sinful.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to the Puritans or Puritan-

ism.  2. puritan. Characteristic of a puritan; puritanical.  [From Late Latin 

p7rit7s, purity (on the model of Medieval Latin Kathari, “the Pure Ones,” a third-

century sect of rigorist heretics), from Latin p7rus, pure. See peuN- in Appendix.]

pu·ri·tan·i·cal (pytrÙV-t4nùV-kNl) adj.  1. Rigorous in religious observance; 

marked by stern morality.  2. Puritanical. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the 

Puritans.   —puÙri·tanùi·cal·ly adv.  —puÙri·tanùi·cal·ness n. 

Pu·ri·tan·ism (pytrùV-tn-VzÙNm) n.  1. The practices and doctrines of the Puri-

tans.  2. puritanism. Scrupulous moral rigor, especially hostility to social plea-

sures and indulgences: “Puritanism is the source of our greatest hypocrisies and 

most crippling illusions” (Molly Haskell). 

pu·ri·ty (pytrùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or condition of being pure.  2. A quanti-

tative assessment of homogeneity or uniformity.  3. Freedom from sin or guilt; 

innocence; chastity: “Teach your children... the belief in purity of body, mind and 

soul” (Emmeline Pankhurst).  4. The absence in speech or writing of slang or 

other elements deemed inappropriate to good style.  5. Color. The degree to 

which a color is free from being mixed with other colors. 

Pur·kin·je cell (pûr-kVnùjK sHl) n.  A large, drop-shaped, densely branching 

neuron that is the characteristic cell of the cerebellar cortex.  [After Johannes 

Evangelista von Purkinje (1787-1869), Bohemian physiologist.]

Purkinje fiber (pûr-kVnùjK fXùbNr) n.  One of the specialized cardiac muscle 

fibers, part of the impulse-conducting network of the heart, that rapidly transmit 

impulses from the atrioventricular node to the ventricles.  [After Johannes Evan-

gelista von Purkinje (1787-1869), Bohemian physiologist.]

purl1 (pûrl) v.  intr. purled, purl·ing, purls. To flow or ripple with a murmur-

ing sound.   —  n.  The sound made by rippling water.  [Probably of Scandinavian 

origin.]

purl2 also pearl (pûrl) v.  purled also pearled, purl·ing also pearl·ing, purls 

also pearls. Abbr. p.  —  v.  tr. 1. To knit (yarn) with a purl stitch.  2. To edge or 

finish (a handkerchief, for example) with lace or embroidery.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

do knitting with a purl stitch.  2. To edge or finish with lace or embroidery.   —  
n.  Abbr. p. 1. Inversion of a knit stitch; purl stitch.  2. A decorative edging of lace 

or embroidery.  3. Gold or silver wire used in embroidery.  [Origin unknown.]

pur·lieu (pûrlùyu, pûrùlu) n.  1. An outlying or neighboring area.  

2. purlieus. Outskirts; the environs.  3. A place that one frequents.  [Middle 

English purlewe, piece of land on the edge of a forest, probably alteration (influ-

enced by Old French lieu, place), of porale, purale, royal perambulation, from Old 

French porale, from poraler, to traverse  : por-, forth (from Latin pro-); see PRO-1 + 

aler, aller, to go; see ALLEY
1.]



pur·lin also pur·line (pûrùlVn) n.  One of several horizontal timbers supporting 

the rafters of a roof.  [Middle English.]

pur·loin (pNr-loinù, pûrùloinÙ) v.  pur·loined, pur·loin·ing, pur·loins.  —  v.  

tr. To steal, often in a violation of trust.  See Synonyms at steal.   —  v.  intr. To 

commit theft.  [Middle English purloinen, to remove, from Anglo-Norman 

purloigner : pur-, away (from Latin pro-); see PRO-1 + loign, far (from Latin longK, 

from longus, long); see del-1 in Appendix.] —pur·loinùer n. 

purl stitch (pûrl stVch) n.  An inverted knitting stitch, often alternated with the 

knit stitch to produce a ribbed effect. 

pu·ro·my·cin (pytrÙN-mXùsVn) n.  An antibiotic, C22H29N7O5, obtained from 

the soil bacterium Streptomyces alboniger, that is used experimentally as an inhib-

itor of protein synthesis.  [PUR(INE) + -MYCIN.]

pur·ple (pûrùpNl) n.  1. Color. Any of a group of colors with a hue between that 

of violet and red.  2. Cloth of a color between violet and red, formerly worn as a 

symbol of royalty or high office.  3. Imperial power; high rank:  born to the pur-

ple.  4. Roman Catholic Church. a. The rank or office of a cardinal.  b. The rank 

or office of a bishop.    —  adj.  1. Color. Of the color purple.  2. Royal or impe-

rial; regal.  3. Elaborate and ornate:  purple prose.   —  v.  tr. intr. pur·pled, 
pur·pling, pur·ples. To make or become purple.  [Middle English, from Old 

English purpul, from purpure, purple garment, from Latin purpura, shellfish 

yielding purple dye, purple cloth, purple, from Greek porphura, a shellfish yield-

ing purple dye.]

purple gallinule (pûrùpNl g4lùN-nulÙ) n.  1. A colorful gallinule (Porphyrula 

martinica) of South America and the southeast United States, having a purple 

head, neck, and underpart, a greenish-bronze back, yellow legs, and yellow-

tipped red bill.  2. A related Old World gallinule (Porphyrio porphyrio) having 

dark, bluish-purple plumage and red legs. 

purple grackle (pûrùpNl gr4kùNl) n.  The common grackle (Quiscalus quiscula) 

of eastern North America, having iridescent blackish-purple plumage and a long, 

keel-shaped tail. 

pur·ple·heart (pûrùpNl-härtÙ) n.  1. A tropical tree (Peltogyne paniculata) 

native to Guiana and Trinidad, having very hard, durable brown wood that turns 

a purple color on exposure.  2. The purplish heartwood of this tree, used in fur-

niture and turnery. 

Pur·ple Heart (pûrùpNl härt) n.  Abbr. PH, P.H. A U.S. military decoration 

awarded to members of the armed forces who have been wounded in action. 

purple loosestrife (pûrùpNl lusùstrXfÙ) n.  An Old World marsh plant (Lyth-

rum salicaria) having long spikes of purple flowers. 

purple martin (pûrùpNl märùtn) n.  A large North American swallow (Progne 

subis) having glossy, blue-black plumage and, in the female, a light-colored 

breast. 



pur·plish (pûrùplVsh) adj.  Color. Somewhat purple. 

pur·port (pNr-pôrtù, -portù) v.  tr. pur·port·ed, pur·port·ing, pur·ports. 
1. To have or present the often false appearance of being or intending; profess:  

selfish behavior that purports to be altruistic.  2. To have the intention of doing; 

purpose.   —  n.  (pûrùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) 1. Meaning presented, intended, or implied; 

import.  See Synonyms at substance.  2. Intention; purpose.  [Middle English 

purporten, to set forth, from Anglo-Norman purporter : pur-, forth (from Latin 

pro-); see PRO-1 + porter, to carry (from Latin port7re); see per-2 in Appendix.]

pur·port·ed (pNr-pôrùtVd, -porù-) adj.  Assumed to be such; supposed:  the pur-

ported author of the story.   —pur·portùed·ly adv. 

pur·pose (pûrùpNs) n.  1. The object toward which one strives or for which 

something exists; an aim or a goal: “And ever those, who would enjoyment gain/

Must find it in the purpose they pursue” (Sarah Josepha Hale).  2. A result or an 

effect that is intended or desired; an intention.  See Synonyms at intention.  
3. Determination; resolution:  He was a man of purpose.  4. The matter at hand; 

the point at issue.   —  v.  tr. pur·posed, pur·pos·ing, pur·pos·es. To intend or 

resolve to perform or accomplish.   —idioms. on purpose. Intentionally; 

deliberately.  to good purpose. With good results.  to little purpose (or to 
no purpose). With few or no results.  [Middle English purpos, from Anglo-Nor-

man, from purposer, to intend  : pur-, forth (from Latin pro-); see PRO-1 + poser, to 

put; see POSE
1.]

pur·pose·ful (pûrùpNs-fNl) adj.  1. Having a purpose; intentional:  a purposeful 

musician.  2. Having or manifesting purpose; determined:  entered the room with 

a purposeful look.   —purùpose·ful·ly adv.  —purùpose·ful·ness n. 

pur·pose·less (pûrùpNs-lVs) adj.  Lacking a purpose; meaningless or aimless.  

See Synonyms at meaningless.  —purùpose·less·ly adv.  —purù-
pose·less·ness n. 

pur·pose·ly (pûrùpNs-lK) adv.  With specific purpose. 

pur·po·sive (pûrùpN-sVv) adj.  1. Having or serving a purpose.  2. Purposeful:  

purposive behavior.   —purùpo·sive·ly adv.  —purùpo·sive·ness n. 

pur·pu·ra (pûrùpN-rN, -pyN-) n.  A condition characterized by hemorrhages in 

the skin and mucous membranes that result in the appearance of purplish spots 

or patches.  [Latin, purple. See PURPLE.] —pur·puùric (-pytrùVk) adj. 

pur·pu·rin (pûrùpyN-rVnÙ) n.  A reddish crystalline compound, C14H5O2(OH)3, 

that is isolated from madder root for use as a biological stain and commercial dye.  

[Latin purpura, purple; see PURPLE + -IN.]

purr (pûr) n.  1. The soft vibrant sound made by a cat.  2. A sound similar to that 

made by a cat:  the purr of an engine.   —  v.  purred, purr·ing, purrs.  —  v.  

intr. To make or utter a soft, vibrant sound:  The cat purred. The sewing machine 

purred.   —  v.  tr. To express by a soft, vibrant sound.  [Imitative.]



purse (pûrs) n.  1. A woman’s bag for carrying keys, a wallet, and other personal 

items; a handbag.  2. A small bag or pouch for carrying money.  3. Something 

that resembles a bag or pouch.  4. Available wealth or resources; money.  5. A 

sum of money collected as a present or offered as a prize.   —  v.  tr. pursed, 
purs·ing, purs·es. To gather or contract (the lips or brow) into wrinkles or 

folds; pucker.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin bursa. See 

BURSA.] —purseùlikeÙ adj. 

purse crab (pûrs kr4b) n.  Either of two sand-dwelling brachyuran crabs (Perse-

phona mediterranea or P. punctata) of the U.S. Atlantic coast, the Gulf of Mexico, 

and the West Indies, having a rounded body and, in the female, a purselike cham-

ber for eggs. 

purs·er (pûrùsNr) n.  The officer in charge of money matters on board a ship or 

commercial aircraft.  [Middle English, from purse, purse. See PURSE.]

purse seine (pûrs s7n) n.  A fishing seine that is drawn into the shape of a bag 

to enclose the catch. 

purse strings  or purse·strings (pûrsùstrVngzÙ) pl.n.  Financial support or 

resources, or control over them:  the politicians who control federal purse strings; 

tightened the corporate purse strings. 

purs·lane (pûrsùlVn, -l7nÙ) n.  A trailing Asian weed (Portulaca oleracea) having 

small yellow flowers, reddish stems, and fleshy obovate leaves that are sometimes 

cooked as a vegetable or used in salads.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman 

*purcelane, alteration of Latin portul7ca, porcil7ca. See PORTULACA.]

pur·su·ance (pNr-suùNns) n.  A carrying out or putting into effect; prosecu-

tion. 

pur·su·ant (pNr-suùNnt) adj.  Proceeding from and conformable to; in accor-

dance with.   —  adv.  Accordingly; consequently.  [Probably from Middle English 

pursuant, aspirant, from Anglo-Norman, present participle of pursure, to pursue. 

See PURSUE.]

pur·sue (pNr-suù) v.  pur·sued, pur·su·ing, pur·sues.  —  v.  tr. 1. To follow 

in an effort to overtake or capture; chase:  a fox that was pursued by hounds.  2. To 

strive to gain or accomplish:  pursue lofty political goals.  3. To proceed along the 

course of; follow:  a ship that pursued the southern course.  4. To carry further; 

advance:  Let’s not pursue this argument.  5. To be engaged in (a vocation or 

hobby, for example).  6. To court:  a lady who was pursued by many suitors.  7. To 

continue to torment or afflict; haunt:  was pursued by the demons of lust and greed.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To follow in an effort to overtake or capture; chase.  2. To carry on; 

continue.  [Middle English pursuen, from Anglo-Norman pursure, from Vulgar 

Latin *prosequere, from Latin prosequX. See PROSECUTE.] —pur·suùa·ble adj.  

—pur·suùer n. 

pur·suit (pNr-sutù) n.  1. The act or an instance of chasing or pursuing.  2. The 

act of striving:  the pursuit of higher education.  3. An activity, such as a vocation 



or hobby, engaged in regularly.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman pursuite, 

from pursure, to pursue. See PURSUE.]

pursuit plane (pNr-sutù pl7n) n.  A high-speed fighter plane designed and 

equipped to pursue and attack enemy aircraft. 

pur·sui·vant (pûrùswV-vNnt) n.  1. An officer in the British Colleges of Heralds 

who ranks below a herald.  2. A follower or an attendant.  [Middle English purse-

vant, attendant, from Old French poursuivant, from present participle of pour-

suivre, to follow, from Vulgar Latin *prosequere. See PURSUE.]

pur·te·nance (pûrùtn-Nns) n.  An animal’s viscera or internal organs, especially 

the heart, liver, and lungs.  [Middle English pertenaunce, purtenaunce, adjunct, 

from Old French partenance, pertinence, from partenir, to pertain. See PERTAIN.]

pur·ty (pûrùtK) adj.  Regional. pretty. 

REGIONAL NOTE: Purty is probably the most common American example of

metathesis, a linguistic process in which two adjacent sounds are reversed in order.

Metathesis in English often involves the consonant r and a vowel, since the pho-

netic properties of r are so vowellike. For example, the word third used to be thrid,

and bird, brid. By the same process, English pretty often came to be realized as

purty in regional speech. Most such words stabilized because of the influence of

printing and the resultant standardized spelling, but purty for pretty has survived

in regional American dialects.

pu·ru·lence (pytrùN-lNns, pytrùyN-) n.  1. The condition of containing or 

discharging pus.  2. Pus. 

pu·ru·lent (pytrùN-lNnt, pytrùyN-) adj.  Containing, discharging, or causing 

the production of pus:  a purulent infection.  [Middle English purulente, from Old 

French purulent, from Latin p7rulentus, from p7s, p7r-, pus. See p'- in Appen-

dix.] —puùru·lent·ly adv. 

Pu·rus (pN-rusù, pu-)  A river of east-central Peru and western Brazil flowing 

about 3,379 km (2,100 mi) generally northeast to the Amazon River. 

pur·vey (pNr-v7ù, pûrùv7Ù) v.  tr. pur·veyed, pur·vey·ing, pur·veys. 1. To 

supply (food, for example); furnish.  2. To advertise or circulate.  [Middle English 

purveien, from Anglo-Norman purveier, from Latin providKre. See PROVIDE.] 
—pur·veyùance n. 

pur·vey·or (pNr-v7ùNr) n.  1. One that furnishes provisions, especially food.  

2. One that promulgates something:  a purveyor of lies. 

pur·view (pûrùvyuÙ) n.  1. The extent or range of function, power, or compe-

tence; scope.  See Synonyms at range.  2. Range of vision, comprehension, or 

experience; outlook.  3. Law. The body, scope, or limit of a statute.  [Alteration 

(influenced by VIEW), of Middle English purveu, proviso, from Anglo-Norman 



purveu est, it is provided (from the use of this word to introduce a proviso), past 

participle of purveier, to provide. See PURVEY.]

pus (pƒs) n.  A generally viscous, yellowish-white fluid formed in infected tissue, 

consisting of white blood cells, cellular debris, and necrotic tissue.  [Latin p7s. See 

p'- in Appendix.]

Pu·san (puùsänù) also Fu·san (fuù-)  A city of extreme southeast South Korea 

on Korea Strait southeast of Seoul. It developed into a major port during the Jap-

anese occupation of Korea (1910-1945). Population, 3,517,000. 

Pu·sey (pyuùzK), Edward Bouverie. 1800-1882.  British theologian who led 

the Oxford movement after John Henry Newman’s conversion to Roman Cathol-

icism (1845). 

Pu·sey·ism (pyuùzK-VzÙNm, pyuùsK-) n.  Tractarianism.  [After Edward Bou-
verie PUSEY.] —Puùsey·iteÙ (-XtÙ) n. 

push (ptsh) v.  pushed, push·ing, push·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To apply pressure 

against for the purpose of moving:  push a shopping cart through the aisles of a 

market.  2. To move (an object) by exerting force against it; thrust or shove.  3. To 

force (one’s way):  We pushed our way through the crowd.  4. To urge forward or 

urge insistently; pressure:  push a child to study harder.  5. To bear hard upon; 

press.  6. To exert downward pressure on (a button or keyboard, for example); 

press.  7. To extend or enlarge:  push society past the frontier.  8. Slang. a. To pro-

mote or sell (a product):  The author pushed her latest book by making appearances 

in bookstores.  b. To sell (a narcotic) illegally:  push drugs.    —  v.  intr. 1. To exert 

outward pressure or force against something.  2. To advance despite difficulty or 

opposition; press forward.  3. To expend great or vigorous effort.   —  n.  1. The 

act of pushing; thrust:  gave the door a swift push.  2. A vigorous or insistent effort 

toward an end; a drive:  a push to democracy.  3. A provocation to action; a stimu-

lus.  4. Informal. Persevering energy; enterprise.   —phrasal verbs. push 
around. Informal. To treat or threaten to treat roughly; intimidate.  push off. 
Informal. To set out; depart:  The infantry patrol pushed off before dawn.  push 
on. To continue or proceed along one’s way:  The path was barely visible, but we 

pushed on.   —idioms. push paper. Informal. To have one’s time taken up by 

administrative, often seemingly petty, paperwork:  She spent the afternoon pushing 

paper for her boss.  when push comes to shove (or if push comes to 
shove). At a point when or if all else has been taken into account and matters 

must be confronted, one way or another: “We extol the virtues of motherhood and 

bestow praise on the self-sacrificing homemaker but when push comes to shove, we 

give her little recognition for what she does” (Los Angeles Times).  [Middle English 

pusshen, from Old French poulser, pousser, from Latin puls7re, frequentative of 

pellere, to strike, push. See pel-5 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: push, propel, shove, thrust. The central meaning shared by these



verbs is “to press against something in order to move it forward or aside”: push a

baby carriage; wind propelling a sailboat; shove a tray across a table; thrust the pack-

age into her hand. See also Synonyms at campaign 
ANTONYM: pull

push·back (ptshùb4kÙ) n.  1. A device or mechanism that affords movement 

of another object backwards:  the pushback on a subway door.  2. Forced move-

ment of troops back from the line. 

push·ball (ptshùbôlÙ) n.  Sports. 1. A game in which two opposing teams 

attempt to push a heavy ball, 6 feet (1.8 meters) in diameter, across a goal.  2. The 

ball used in this game. 

push broom (ptsh brum) n.  A broom having a wide brush perpendicular 

to the end of a long handle, designed to be pushed in sweeping. 

push button  or push·but·ton (ptshùbƒtÙn) n.  A small button that acti-

vates an electric circuit when pushed. 

push-but·ton  or push·but·ton (ptshùbƒtÙn) adj.  Equipped with or oper-

ated by a push button. 

push·cart (ptshùkärtÙ) n.  A light cart pushed by hand. 

push·down (ptshùdounÙ) n.  Computer Science. A set of data stored in a com-

puter, in which the first item to be retrieved is the one most recently stored. 

push·er (ptshùNr) n.  Slang. One who sells drugs illegally. 

push·ful (ptshùftlÙ) adj.  Pushing.   —pushùful·ness n. 

push·ing (ptshùVng) adj.  1. Energetic; enterprising.  2. Aggressive; forward; 

presuming.   —pushùing·ly adv. 

Push·kin (ptshùkVn, pushù-), Aleksandr Sergeyevich. 1799-1837.  Russian 

writer who wrote the novel Eugene Onegin (1831), the play Boris Godunov (1831), 

and many narrative and lyrical poems and short stories. 

push·o·ver (ptshùoÙvNr) n.  1. One that is easily defeated or taken advantage 

of.  2. Something that is easily done or attained.  See Synonyms at breeze1. 
push·pin (ptshùpVnÙ) n.  1. A tacklike pin with a large head that is easily 

inserted into a wall or board.  2. Games. A game played by children with pins. 

push·rod also push rod (ptshùrmdÙ) n.  A rod moved by a cam to operate the 

valves in an internal-combustion engine. 

Push·tu (pƒshùtu) n.  Variant of Pashto. 
push·up (ptshùƒpÙ) n.  1. Sports. An exercise for strengthening arm muscles 

performed by lying face down with the palms on the floor, and pushing the body 

up and down with the arms.  2. Computer Science. A set of stored data in which 

the first item to be retrieved is the one stored earliest. 

push·y (ptshùK) adj.  push·i·er, push·i·est. Disagreeably aggressive or for-

ward.   —pushùi·ly adv.  —pushùi·ness n. 



pu·sil·la·nim·i·ty (pyuÙsN-lN-nVmùV-tK) n.  The state or quality of being pusil-

lanimous; cowardice. 

pu·sil·lan·i·mous (pyuÙsN-l4nùN-mNs) adj.  Lacking courage; cowardly.  [Mid-

dle English pusillanimus, from Late Latin pusillanimis : Latin pusillus, weak, 

diminutive of pullus, young of an animal; see pau- in Appendix + animus, rea-

son, mind; see anN- in Appendix.] —puÙsil·lanùi·mous·ly adv. 

puss1 (pts) Informal. n.  1. A cat.  2. A girl or young woman.  [Probably of Ger-

manic origin.]

puss2 (pts) n.  Slang. 1. The mouth.  2. The human face.  See Synonyms at 

face.  [Irish Gaelic pus, mouth, from Middle Irish bus, lip.]

puss·ley (pƒsùlK) n.  Purslane.  [Alteration of pursley, alteration of PURSLANE.]

puss·y1 (ptsùK) n.  pl. puss·ies. 1. Informal. A cat.  2. Botany. A fuzzy catkin, 

especially of the pussy willow.  3. Vulgar Slang. The vulva.  4. Offensive Slang. 

Used as a disparaging term for a woman. 

pus·sy2 (pƒsùK) adj.  pus··si·er, pus··si·est. Containing or resembling pus. 

puss·y·cat (ptsùK-k4tÙ) n.  1. A cat.  2. Informal. One who is regarded as easy-

going, mild-mannered, or amiable. 

puss·y·foot (ptsùK-fttÙ) v.  intr. puss·y·foot·ed, puss·y·foot·ing, 
puss·y·foots. 1. To move stealthily or cautiously.  2. Informal. To act or proceed 

cautiously or timidly to avoid committing oneself.   —pussùy·footÙer n. 

puss·y·toes (ptsùK-tozÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Any of several 

low-growing perennial plants of the genus Antennaria, having leaves with whitish 

down and clusters of small, white flower heads.  [From the cluster’s resemblance 

to a cat’s paw.]

puss·y willow (ptsùK wVlùo) n.  1. A deciduous North American shrub or 

small tree (Salix discolor) having large silky catkins.  2. Any of several willows 

similar to this plant. 

pus·tu·lant (pƒsùchN-lNnt, pƒsùtyN-) adj.  Causing the formation of pustules.   
—  n.  A pustulant agent. 

pus·tu·lar (pƒsùchN-lNr, pƒsùtyN-) adj.  Of, relating to, or consisting of pustules. 

pus·tu·late (pƒsùchN-l7tÙ, pƒsùtyN-) v.  pus·tu·lat·ed, pus·tu·lat·ing, 
pus·tu·lates.  —  v.  tr. To cause to form pustules.   —  v.  intr. To form pustules.   
—  adj.  (also -lVt) Covered with pustules. 

pus·tu·la·tion (pƒsÙchN-l7ùshNn, pƒsÙtyN-) n.  The formation or appearance of 

pustules. 

pus·tule (pƒsùchul, pƒsùtyul) n.  1. A small inflamed elevation of the skin 

that is filled with pus; a pimple.  2. A small swelling similar to a blister or pimple.  

3. Something likened to an inflamed, pus-filled lesion: “a cool glimpse of green 

between hot pustules of sooty sprawl” (Nicholas Proffitt).  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin pustula, blister.]



put (ptt) v.  put, put·ting, puts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place in a specified location; 

set:  She put the books on the table.  2. To cause to be in a specified condition:  His 

gracious manners put me at ease.  3. To cause (one) to undergo something; sub-

ject:  The interrogators put the prisoner to torture.  4. To assign; attribute:  They put 

a false interpretation on events.  5. To estimate:  We put the time at five o’clock.  

6. To impose or levy:  The governor has put a tax on cigarettes.  7. Games. To wager 

(a stake); bet:  put $50 on a horse.  8. Sports. To hurl with an overhand pushing 

motion:  put the shot.  9. To bring up for consideration or judgment:  put a ques-

tion to the judge.  10. To express; state:  I put my objections bluntly.  11. To render 

in a specified language or literary form:  put prose into verse.  12. To adapt:  The 

lyrics had been put to music.  13. To urge or force to an action:  a mob that put the 

thief to flight.  14. To apply:  We must put our minds to it.   —  v.  intr. 1. To begin 

to move, especially in a hurry.  2. Nautical. To proceed:  The ship put into the har-

bor.   —  n.  1. Sports. An act of putting the shot.  2. An option to sell a stipulated 

amount of stock or securities within a specified time and at a fixed price.   —  adj.  

Informal. Fixed; stationary:  stay put.   —phrasal verbs. put about. Nautical. 

To change or cause to change direction; go or cause to go from one tack to 

another.  put across. 2. To state so as to be understood clearly or accepted 

readily:  tried to put her views across during the hearing.  3. To attain or carry 

through by deceit or trickery.  put away. 4. To renounce; discard:  put all nega-

tive thoughts away.  5. Informal. To consume (food or drink) readily and quickly:  

put away the dinner in just a few minutes.  6. Informal. To confine to a mental 

health facility.  7. a. Informal. To kill:  The injured cat was put away.  b. To bury.   

put by. To save for later use:  My grandmother puts by her fresh vegetables.  put 
down. 9. a. To write down.  b. To enter in a list.   10. a. To bring to an end; 

repress:  put down a rebellion.  b. To render ineffective:  put down rumors.   11. To 

subject (an animal) to euthanasia.  12. Slang. a. To criticize:  Her parents put her 

down for failing the course.  b. To belittle; disparage:  He tried to put down her 

knowledge of literature.  c. To humiliate: “Many status games seem designed to put 

down others” (Alvin F. Poussaint).   13. a. To assign to a category:  Just put him 

down as a sneak.  b. To attribute:  Let’s put this disaster down to experience.   14. To 

consume (food or drink) readily; put away:  puts down three big meals a day.  put 
forth. 15. To grow:  Plants put forth new growth in the spring.  16. To bring to 

bear; exert:  At least put forth a semblance of effort when you scrub the floor.  17. To 

offer for consideration:  put forth an idea.  put forward. To propose for consid-

eration:  put forward a new plan.  put in. 19. To make a formal offer of:  put in a 

plea of guilty.  20. To interpose:  He put in a good word for me.  21. To spend 

(time) at a location or job:  The inmate had put in six years at hard labor. She put in 

eight hours behind a desk.  22. To plant:  We put in 20 rows of pine trees.  

23. Nautical. To enter a port or harbor:  The freighter puts in at noon.  put off. 
24. a. To delay; postpone:  put off paying the bills.  b. To persuade to delay fur-



ther action:  managed to put off the creditors for another week.   25. To take off; 

discard:  put off a sweater.  26. To repel or repulse, as from bad manners:  His 

indifferent attitude has put us off.  27. To pass (money) or sell (merchandise) 

fraudulently.  put on. 28. To clothe oneself with; don:  put on a coat; put socks 

on.  29. To apply; activate:  put on the brakes.  30. To assume affectedly:  put on an 

English accent.  31. Slang. To tease or mislead (another):  You’re putting me on!  

32. To add:  put on weight.  33. To produce; perform:  put on a variety show.  put 
out. 34. To extinguish:  put out a fire.  35. Nautical. To leave, as a port or harbor; 

depart.  36. To expel:  put out a drunk.  37. To publish:  put out a weekly newslet-

ter.  38. a. To inconvenience:  Did our early arrival put you out?  b. To offend or 

irritate:  I was put out by his attention to the television set.   39. Baseball. To retire a 

runner.  40. Vulgar Slang. To be sexually active. Used of a woman.  put over. 
41. To postpone; delay.  42. To put across, especially to deceive:  tried to put a lie 

over, but to no avail.  put through. 43. To bring to a successful end:  put the 

project through on time; put through a number of new laws.  44. To cause to 

undergo:  He put me through a lot of trouble.  45. a. To make a telephone connec-

tion for:  The operator put me through on the office line.  b. To obtain a connection 

for (a telephone call).   put to. Nautical. To head for shore.  put together. To 

construct; create:  put together a new bookcase; put together a tax package.  put up. 
48. To erect; build.  49. To preserve; can:  put up six jars of jam.  50. To nominate:  

put up a candidate at a convention.  51. To provide (funds) in advance:  put up 

money for the new musical.  52. To provide lodgings for:  put a friend up for the 

night.  53. Sports. To startle (game animals) from cover:  put up grouse.  54. To 

offer for sale:  put up his antiques.  55. a. To make a display or the appearance of:  

put up a bluff.  b. To engage in; carry on:  put up a good fight.   put upon. To 

impose on; overburden:  He was always being put upon by his friends.   —idioms. 
put down roots. To establish a permanent residence in a locale.  put it to 
(someone). Slang. 2. To overburden with tasks or work.  3. To put blame on.  

4. To take unfair advantage of.  5. To lay out the facts of a situation to (another) 

in a forceful, candid manner.  put (one) in mind. To remind:  You put me in 

mind of your grandmother.  put (one’s) finger on. To identify:  I can’t put my 

finger on the person in that photograph.  put (one’s) foot down. To take a firm 

stand.  put (one’s) foot in (one’s) mouth. To make a tactless remark.  put 
paid to. Chiefly British. To finish off; put to rest: “We’ve given up saying we only 

kill to eat; Kraft dinner and freeze-dried food have put paid to that one” (Margaret 

Atwood).  put (someone) through (someone’s) paces. To cause to demon-

strate ability or skill; test:  The drama coach put her students through their paces 

before the first performance.  put (someone) up to. To cause to commit a 

funny, mischievous, or malicious act:  My older brother put me up to making a 

prank telephone call.  put the arm on (or put the bite on) (or put the 
squeeze on). Slang. To ask another for money.  put the finger on. Slang. To 



inform on:  The witness put the finger on the killer.  put the make on. Slang. To 

make sexual advances to.  put the screws to (or put the screws on). Slang. 

To pressure (another) in an extreme manner.  put the skids on. Slang. To bring 

to a halt: “Sacrificing free speech to put the skids on prurient printed matter is not 

the correct path, the courts said” (Curtis J. Sitomer).  put to bed. Informal. 

18. To make final preparations for the printing of (a newspaper, for example).  

19. To make final preparations for completing (a project).  put to it. To cause 

extreme difficulty for:  We were put to it to finish the book on time.  put two and 
two together. To draw the proper conclusions from existing evidence or indi-

cations.  put up or shut up. Slang. To have to endure (something unpleasant) 

without complaining or take the action necessary to remove the source of the 

unpleasantry.  put up with. To endure without complaint:  We had to put up 

with the inconvenience.  [Middle English putten, back-formation from Old 

English *p7tte, past tense of p«tan, to put out.]

pu·ta·men (pyu-t7ùmNn) n.  pl. pu·tam·i·na (-t4mùN-nN). A hard, shell-like 

covering, such as that enclosing the kernel of a peach.  [Latin put7men, that which 

falls off in pruning, shell, husk, from put7re, to prune. See peu- in Appendix.] 
—pu·tamùi·nous (-t4mùN-nNs) adj. 

pu·ta·tive (pyuùtN-tVv) adj.  Generally regarded as such; supposed.  See Syn-

onyms at supposed.  [Middle English, from Old French putatif, from Late Latin 

put7tXvus, from Latin put7re, to prune, think. See peu- in Appendix.] 
—puùta·tive·ly adv. 

put·down  or put-down (pttùdounÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A dismissal or rejection, 

especially in the form of a critical or slighting remark: “Such answers were, per-

haps still are, a... form of put-down to the questions of white people” (Lillian Hell-

man).  2. A typically good-natured parody, especially in theater: “The comedy 

fodder ranged from putdowns of British Royalty to... Sophie Tuckerisms” (Variety). 

put·down·a·ble (pttùdouùnN-bNl) adj.  Informal. So poorly written and 

unentertaining as to be easily put down. Used especially of a book. 

Put-in-Bay (pttÙVn-b7ù)  A bay of western Lake Erie in an island off Ohio. The 

U.S. Navy under Oliver Hazard Perry defeated a British fleet here on September 

10, 1813, in the War of 1812. 

put·log (pttùlôgÙ, -lmgÙ, pƒtù-) n.  One of the short pieces of lumber support-

ing the floor of a scaffold.  [Alteration (influenced by LOG
1), of obsolete putlock : 

perhaps PUT + LOCK
1.]

Put·nam (pƒtùnNm), Israel. 1718-1790.  American soldier active in the French 

and Indian War and the Revolutionary War. During the Battle of Bunker Hill 

(June 17, 1775), he supposedly issued the order, “Don’t one of you shoot until 

you see the whites of their eyes.” 



Put·nam (pƒtùnNm), Rufus. 1738-1824.  American Revolutionary soldier who 

organized the batteries on Dorchester Heights that forced the British to evacuate 

Boston (1775). 

put·off (pttùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  A pretext for inaction; an excuse. 

put-on (pttùmnÙ, -ônÙ) adj.  Pretended; feigned.   —  n.  Slang. 1. A deceptive 

outward appearance.  2. The act of teasing or misleading someone, especially for 

amusement.  3. Something, such as a prank, intended as a hoax or joke; a spoof. 

Pu·tong·hua also Pu tong hua (puùtôngùhwäù, -wäù, -tmngù-) n.  See Man-
darin (n., sense 4).  [Chinese (Mandarin) p§ tonghuà : p§, general, widespread + 

tong, through + huà, words.]

put·out (pttùoutÙ) abbr.  Abbr. po, p.o. Baseball. A play in which a batter or 

base runner is retired. 

put-put (pƒtùpƒtÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A small gasoline engine.  2. A vehicle, such as a 

boat, that is operated by a small gasoline engine.  [Imitative of a running engine.]

pu·tre·fac·tion (pyuÙtrN-f4kùshNn) n.  1. Decomposition of organic matter, 

especially protein, by microorganisms, resulting in production of foul-smelling 

matter.  2. Putrefied matter.  3. The condition of being putrefied.  [Middle 

English putrefaccioun, from Late Latin putrefactio, putrefaction-, from putrefac-

tus, past participle of Latin putrefacere, to make rotten. See PUTREFY.]

pu·tre·fac·tive (pyuÙtrN-f4kùtVv) adj.  1. Bringing about putrefaction.  2. Of, 

relating to, or characterized by putrefaction. 

pu·tre·fy (pyuùtrN-fXÙ) v.  put·tre·fied, put·tre·fy·ing, put·tre·fies.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to decay and have a foul odor.  See Synonyms at decay.  2. To 

make gangrenous.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become decayed and have a foul odor.  2. To 

become gangrenous.  [Middle English putrefien, from Old French putrefier, from 

Latin putrefacere : puter, putr-, rotten; see p'- in Appendix + facere, to make; see 

dhK- in Appendix.]

pu·tres·cence (pyu-trHsùNns) n.  1. A putrescent character or condition.  

2. Putrid matter. 

pu·tres·cent (pyu-trHsùNnt) adj.  1. Becoming putrid; putrefying.  2. Of or 

relating to putrefaction.  [Latin putrKscKns, putrKscent- present participle of putrK-

scere, to rot inchoative of putrKre, to be rotten, from puter, putr-, rotten. See p'- 
in Appendix.]

pu·tres·ci·ble (pyu-trHsùN-bNl) adj.  Subject to putrefaction.  [French, from 

Old French, from Late Latin putrKscibilis, from Latin putrKscere, to rot. See 

PUTRESCENT.]

pu·tres·cine (pyu-trHsùKn) n.  A colorless, foul-smelling ptomaine, 

NH2(CH2)4NH2, produced in decaying animal tissue by the decarboxylation of 

ornithine.  [Latin putrKscere, to rot; see PUTRESCENT + -INE
2.]

pu·trid (pyuùtrVd) adj.  1. Decomposed and foul-smelling; rotten.  

2. Proceeding from, relating to, or exhibiting putrefaction.  3. Morally rotten; 



corrupt: “and all the while scarlet thoughts, putrid fantasies, and no love” (Louis 

Auchincloss).  4. Extremely objectionable; vile.  [Middle English putred, from 

Old French putride, from Latin putridus, from putrKre, to be rotten, from puter, 

putr-, rotten. See p'- in Appendix.] —pu·tridùi·ty (-trVdùV-tK), puùtrid·ness (-

trVd-nVs)  n.  —puùtrid·ly adv. 

putsch also Putsch (ptch) n.  A sudden attempt by a group to overthrow a 

government.  [German, from German dialectal, from Middle High German, 

thrust, of imitative origin.] —putschùist n. 

putt (pƒt) Sports. n.  A light golf stroke made on the putting green in an effort to 

place the ball into the hole.   —  v.  putt·ed, putt·ing, putts.  —  v.  tr. To hit (a 

golf ball) with a light stroke on the green.   —  v.  intr. To putt a golf ball.  [Variant 

of PUT.]

put·tee (pƒ-tKù, pƒtùK) n.  1. A strip of cloth wound spirally around the leg from 

ankle to knee. Often used in the plural.  2. A gaiter covering the lower leg. Often 

used in the plural.  [Hindi pa££X, from Sanskrit pa££ik7, feminine of pa££akaU, ban-

dage, ribbon, from pa££aU, strip of cloth.]

put·ter1 (pƒtùNr) n.  Sports. 1. A short golf club used for putting.  2. A golfer 

who is putting. 

put·ter2 (pƒtùNr) v.  put·tered, put·ter·ing, put·ters.  —  v.  intr. To occupy 

oneself in an aimless or ineffective manner.   —  v.  tr. To waste (time) in idling:  

puttered away the hours in the garden.  [Probably alteration of POTTER
2, probably 

frequentative of Middle English poten, to poke, push, from Old English potian.] 
—putùter·er n. 

putt·ing green (pƒtùVng grKn) n.  Sports. 1. The area at the end of a golf 

course fairway in which the hole is placed, having more closely mowed turf than 

the rest of the course.  2. An area in which to practice putting. 

put·ty (pƒtùK) n.  pl. put·ties. 1. a. A doughlike cement made by mixing whit-

ing and linseed oil, used to fill holes in woodwork and secure panes of glass.  b. A 

substance with a similar consistency or function.   2. A fine lime cement used as a 

finishing coat on plaster.  3. Color. A yellowish or light brownish gray to grayish 

yellow or light grayish brown.   —  v.  tr. put·tied, put·ty·ing, put·ties. To fill, 

cover, or secure with putty.  [French potée, polishing powder, from Old French, a 

potful, from pot, pot, from Vulgar Latin *pottus.]

put·ty·root (pƒtùK-rutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A North American orchid (Aplectrum hye-

male) bearing a single leaf and yellowish-brown flowers clustered in a raceme.  

Also called Adam-and-Eve [From the use of the sticky substance in its corm as a 

cement.]

Pu·tu·ma·yo (puÙtN-mXùo, puÙtu-mäùyô)  A river of northwest South Amer-

ica rising in southwest Colombia and flowing about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) along 

the Colombia-Peru border to the Amazon River in northwest Brazil. 



put-up (pttùƒpÙ) adj.  Informal. Planned or prearranged secretly:  The theft was 

a put-up job. 

putz (pƒts) n.  1. Slang. A fool; an idiot.  2. Vulgar Slang. A penis.   —  v.  intr. 

putzed, putz·ing, putz·es. Slang. To behave in an idle manner; putter.  [Yid-

dish pots, penis, fool.]

Pu·vis de Cha·vannes (pyu-vKù dN shä-vänù, -vKsù, pü-vKù), Pierre. 1824-

1898.  French artist noted for his decorative and allegorical murals, such as Work 

(1863). 

Puy·al·lup (pyu-4lùNp)  A city of west-central Washington east-southeast of 

Tacoma. It is the site of an annual daffodil festival and fair. Population, 23,875. 

puz·zle (pƒzùNl) v.  puz·zled, puz·zling, puz·zles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To baffle or 

confuse mentally by presenting or being a difficult problem or matter.  2. To clar-

ify or solve (something confusing) by reasoning or study:  He puzzled out the sig-

nificance of the statement.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be perplexed.  2. To ponder over a 

problem in an effort to solve or understand it.   —  n.  1. a. A jigsaw puzzle.  

b. Something, such as a toy or game, that tests one’s ingenuity.   2. Something 

that baffles or confuses.  3. The condition of being perplexed; bewilderment.  

[Origin unknown.] —puzùzler n.  

SYNONYMS: puzzle, perplex, mystify, bewilder, confound. These verbs mean to

cause bafflement or confusion. Puzzle suggests a problem or matter that is diffi-

cult to solve or interpret or that puts one at a loss: “The poor creature puzzled me

once... by a question merely natural and innocent, that I scarce knew what to say”

(Daniel Defoe). Perplex stresses puzzlement resulting in uncertainty or anxiety, as

over attaining comprehension, reaching a decision, or finding a solution: “It is not

worth while to perplex the reader with inquiries into the abstract nature of evidence”

(Joseph Butler). To mystify is to perplex by defying or seeming to defy compre-

hension: The author’s imagery mystifies me. Bewilder emphasizes both perplexity

and extreme mental confusion: “The old know what they want; the young are sad

and bewildered” (Logan Pearsall Smith). To confound is to bewilder and astonish

so that one becomes immobilized or loses one’s equanimity: “God hath chosen the

foolish things of the world to confound the wise” (I Corinthians 1:27). The fugitive

doubled back to confound the pursuers.

puz·zle·ment (pƒzùNl-mNnt) n.  The state of being confused or baffled; per-

plexity. 

puzzle palace (pƒzùNl p4lùVs) n.  Slang. A place where high-level decisions are 

made in seclusion and great secrecy: “the notion that Washington amounts to a 

puzzle palace on the Potomac, divorced from the genuine desires of the voters” 

(David A. Stockman). 

PV abbr.  Polyvinyl. 



PVC (pKÙvK-sKù) n.  A common thermoplastic resin, used in a wide variety of 

manufactured products, including rainwear, garden hoses, phonograph records, 

and floor tiles.  [P(OLY)V(INYL) C(HLORIDE).]

PVO abbr.  Private voluntary organization. 

PVT  or Pvt  or pvt. abbr.  Private. 

PWA abbr.  1. Person with AIDS.  2.  Also P.W.A.. Public Works Administration. 

pwr. abbr.  Power. 

pwt. abbr.  Pennyweight. 

pxt. abbr.  Latin. Pinxit (He, or she, painted this). 

py- pref.  Variant of pyo-. 
py·a (pK-äù) n.  A unit of currency in Burma.  See Table at currency.  [Burmese.]

pyc·nid·i·um (pVk-nVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. pyc·nid·i·a (-K-N). A flask-shaped asexual 

structure containing conidia, found in certain fungi.  [New Latin  : Greek puknos, 

thick + Latin -idium, diminutive suff. (from Greek -idion).] —pyc·nidùi·al adj. 

pyc·nog·o·nid (pVk-nmgùN-nVd, pVkÙnN-gmnùVd) n.  See sea spider.  [From New 

Latin Pycnogonidae, family name, from Pycnogonum, type genus  : Greek puknos, 

thick + Greek gonu, knee; see genu-1 in Appendix.]

pyc·nom·e·ter (pVk-nmmùV-tNr) n.  A standard vessel used in measuring the 

density or specific gravity of materials.  [Greek puknos, dense + -METER.]

pye-dog also pi-dog (pXùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  A stray dog.  [Perhaps Hindi p7hi, 

outsider.]

py·e·li·tis (pXÙN-lXùtVs) n.  Acute inflammation of the pelvis of the kidney, caused 

by bacterial infection.  [New Latin  : Greek puelos, basin; see pleu- in Appendix + 

-ITIS.] —pyÙe·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

py·e·lo·gram (pXùN-lN-gr4mÙ) n.  An x-ray obtained by pyelography.  [Greek 

puelos, basin; see PYELITIS + -GRAM.]

py·e·log·ra·phy (pXÙN-lmgùrN-fK) n.  X-ray photography of the pelvis of the 

kidney and associated structures after injection with a radiopaque dye.  [Greek 

puelos, basin; see PYELITIS + -GRAPHY.] —pyÙe·lo·graphùic (-lN-gr4fùVk) adj. 

py·e·lo·ne·phri·tis (pXÙN-lo-nV-frXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the kidney and its 

pelvis, caused by bacterial infection.  [New Latin  : Greek puelos, basin; see PYELI-

TIS + NEPHRITIS.] —pyÙe·lo·ne·phritùic (-frVtùVk) adj. 

py·e·mi·a (pX-KùmK-N) n.  Septicemia caused by pyogenic microorganisms in the 

blood, often resulting in the formation of multiple abscesses.   —py·eùmic adj. 

py·gid·i·um (pX-jVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. py·gid·i·a (-K-N). The posterior body region 

or caudal segment of certain insects and other invertebrates.  [New Latin, from 

Greek pugidion, diminutive of pugK, buttocks.] —py·gidùi·al (-K-Nl) adj. 

pyg·mae·an  or pyg·me·an (pVg-mKùNn, pVgùmK-) adj.  Pygmy.  [From Latin 

pygmaeus, sing. of PygmaeX, the Pygmies. See PYGMY.]



Pyg·ma·lion (pVg-m7lùyNn, -m7ùlK-Nn) n.  Greek Mythology. A king of Cyprus 

who carved and then fell in love with a statue of a woman, which Aphrodite 

brought to life as Galatea. 

pyg·me·an (pVg-mKùNn, pVgùmK-) adj.  Variant of pygmaean. 
pyg·moid (pVgùmoidÙ) adj.  Resembling or characteristic of a Pygmy. 

Pyg·my also Pig·my (pVgùmK) n.  pl. Pyg·mies. 1. Greek Mythology. A member 

of a race of dwarfs.  2.  Also pygmy. Anthropology. A member of any of various 

peoples, especially of equatorial Africa and parts of southeast Asia, having an 

average height less than 5 feet (127 centimeters).  3. pygmy. a. An individual of 

unusually small size.  b. An individual considered to be of little or no importance.    
—  adj.  1.  Also pygmy. Anthropology. Of or relating to the Pygmies.  

2. pygmy. a. Unusually or atypically small.  b. Unimportant; trivial.   [Middle 

English pigmie, from Latin PygmaeX, the Pygmies, from Greek Pugmaioi, from 

pugmK, cubit, fist. See peuk- in Appendix.]

py·ja·ma (pN-jäùmN, -j4mùN) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of pajama. 
pyk·nic (pVkùnVk) adj.  Having a short, stocky physique.  [From Greek puknos, 

compact.] —pykùnic n. 

Pyle (pXl), Ernest Taylor. Known as “Ernie.” 1900-1945.  American journalist 

noted for his stories about American soldiers on the European and North African 

fronts during World War II. 

Pyle (pXl), Howard. 1853-1911.  American writer and illustrator of children’s 

books, such as The Wonder Clock (1888), which features his distinctive art nou-

veau illustrations. 

py·lon (pXùlmnÙ) n.  1. A steel tower supporting high-tension wires.  2. A tower 

marking a turning point in a race among aircraft.  3. A large structure or group 

of structures marking an entrance or approach.  4. A monumental gateway in the 

form of a pair of truncated pyramids serving as the entrance to an ancient Egyp-

tian temple.  [Greek pulon, gateway, from pulK, gate.]

py·lo·rus (pX-lôrùNs, -lorù-, pV-) n.  pl. py·lo·ri (-lôrùXÙ, -lorùXÙ). The passage at 

the lower end of the stomach that opens into the duodenum.  [Late Latin pylorus, 

from Greek puloros : pulK, gate + ouros, guard; see wer-3 in Appendix.] 
—py·loùric (-Vk) adj. 

Pym (pVm), John. 1584-1643.  English Parliamentarian who moved for the 

impeachment of the advisers to Charles I. The king’s effort to arrest Pym in the 

House of Commons (1642) precipitated the English Civil War. 

Pyn·chon (pVnùchNn), Thomas. Born 1937.  American writer whose dark, pes-

simistic novels of life in a technologically advanced society include Gravity’s 

Rainbow (1973). 

pyo-  or py- pref.  Pus:  pyoderma.  [Greek puo-, from puon, pus. See p'- in 

Appendix.]

py·o·der·ma (pXÙN-dûrùmN) n.  A pyogenic skin disease.   —pyÙo·derùmic adj. 



py·o·gen·e·sis (pXÙN-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Formation of pus. 

py·o·gen·ic (pXÙN-jHnùVk) adj.  1. Producing pus.  2. Of, relating to, or charac-

terized by pyogenesis. 

py·oid (pXùoid) adj.  Of or resembling pus. 

Pyong·yang (pyƒngùyängù, -y4ngù, pyôngù-)  The capital and largest city of 

North Korea, in the southwest-central part of the country. It was an important 

cultural center and Chinese colony after 108 B.C., later fell to the Japanese, and 

became capital of North Korea in 1948. Population, 1,283,000. 

py·or·rhe·a  or py·or·rhoe·a (pXÙN-rKùN) n.  1. Purulent inflammation of the 

gums and tooth sockets, often leading to loosening of the teeth.  2. A discharge of 

pus.   —pyÙor·rheùal adj. 

py·o·sis (pX-oùsVs) n.  Pyogenesis. 

pyr- pref.  Variant of pyro-. 
py·ra·can·tha (pXÙrN-k4nùthN) n.  A shrub of the genus Pyracantha; the fire 

thorn.  [Latin, from Greek purakantha, a shrub  : pur, fire; see PYRE + akantha, 

thorn.]

py·ral·id (pX-r4lùVd, pVrùN-lVd) also py·ral·i·did (pX-r4lùV-dVd) n.  Any of numer-

ous small or medium-sized moths of the diverse, widely distributed family Pyral-

idae.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the family Pyralidae.  [From New Latin 

Pyralidae, family name, from Pyralis, type genus, from Greek puralis, puralid-, an 

insect said to live in fire, from pur, fire. See PYRE.]

pyr·a·mid (pVrùN-mVd) n.  1. a. A solid figure with a polygonal base and trian-

gular faces that meet at a common point.  b. Something shaped like this polyhe-

dron.   2. a. A massive monument of ancient Egypt having a rectangular base and 

four triangular faces culminating in a single apex, built over or around a crypt or 

tomb.  b. Any of various similar constructions, especially a four-sided Mayan 

temple having stepped sides and a flat top surmounted by ceremonial chambers.   

3. The transactions involved in pyramiding stock.  4. Anatomy. A structure or 

part suggestive of a pyramid in shape.   —  v.  pyr·a·mid·ed, pyr·a·mid·ing, 
pyr·a·mids.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place or build in the shape of a pyramid.  2. To build 

(an argument or a thesis, for example) progressively from a basic general premise.  

3. To speculate in (stock) by making a series of buying and selling transactions in 

which paper profits are used as margin for buying more stock.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

assume the shape of a pyramid.  2. To increase rapidly and on a widening base.  

3. To pyramid stocks.  [Latin p«ramis, p«ramid-, from Greek puramis, probably 

from Egyptian pimar.] —py·ramùi·dal (pV-r4mùV-dl), pyrÙa·midùic (-mVdùVk) , 
pyrÙa·midùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —py·ramùi·dal·ly adv. 

Pyr·a·mid Peak (pVrùN-mVd pKk)  A mountain, 4,275.5 m (14,018 ft) high, in 

the Elk Mountains of west-central Colorado. 

pyramidal tract (pV-r4mùV-dl tr4kt) n.  A major pathway of the central ner-

vous system, originating in the sensorimotor areas of the cerebral cortex and gen-



erally descending through the brainstem to the spinal cord. The fibers of the 

pyramidal tract transmit motor impulses that function in the control of volun-

tary movement. 

Pyr·a·mus (pVrùN-mNs) n.  Roman Mythology. A Babylonian youth who commit-

ted suicide when he mistakenly thought his lover Thisbe was dead. 

py·ran (pXùr4nÙ) n.  Either of two isomeric compounds with the formula C5H6O, 

having a ring of five carbon atoms and one oxygen atom.  [pyrone, heterocyclic 

compound (PYR(O)- + -ONE) + -AN
2.]

py·rar·gy·rite (pX-rärùjN-rXtÙ, pV-) n.  A deep red to black silver ore with compo-

sition Ag3SbS3.  [German Pyrargyrit : Greek puro-, pyro- + Greek arguros, silver; 

see ARGENT.]

pyre (pXr) n.  1. A heap of combustibles for burning a corpse as a funeral rite.  

2. A pile of combustibles.  [Latin pyra, from Greek pura, from pur, fire. See p7777r- 
in Appendix.]

py·rene (pXùrKnÙ, pX-rKnù) n.  The stone of certain fruits, such as the cherry.  

[New Latin p«rKna, from Greek purKn.]

Pyr·e·nees (pîrùN-nKzÙ)  A mountain range of southwest Europe extending 

along the French-Spanish border from the Bay of Biscay to the Mediterranean 

Sea. It rises to 3,406.2 m (11,168 ft) at Pico de Aneto.   —PyrÙe·neùan adj. 

py·re·noid (pX-rKùnoidÙ, pXùrN-) n.  A proteinaceous structure found within the 

chloroplast of certain algae and hornworts. It is considered to be associated with 

starch deposition.  [New Latin p«rKna, fruit stone; see PYRENE + -OID.]

py·re·thrin (pX-rKùthrVn, -rHthùrVn) n.  Either of two viscous liquid esters, 

C21H28O3 or C22H28O5, that are extracted from pyrethrum flowers and used as 

insecticides.  [PYRETHR(UM) + -IN.]

py·re·throid (pX-rKùthroid, -rHthùroid) n.  Any of several synthetic compounds 

similar to pyrethrin, used as an insecticide. 

py·re·thrum (pX-rKùthrNm, -rHthùrNm) n.  1. Any of several Old World plants of 

the genus Chrysanthemum, such as C. coccineum, cultivated for their showy 

flower heads.  2. An insecticide made from the dried flower heads of Chrysanthe-

mum cinerariifolium or C. coccineum.  [Latin, pellitory, from Greek purethron, 

feverfew, from pur, fire (from its warming effect). See PYRETIC.]

py·ret·ic (pX-rHtùVk) adj.  Relating to, producing, or affected by fever.  [New Latin 

pyreticus, from Greek puretos, fever, from pur, fire. See p7777r- in Appendix.]

Py·rex (pXùrHksÙ)  A trademark used for any of various types of heat-resistant and 

chemical-resistant glass. This trademark often occurs in attributive contexts in 

print: “The water is mixed with titanium dioxide, which serves as a catalyst, and is 

pumped through Pyrex tubes” (Scientific American). “The physicist sets the ice sam-

ple in an empty Pyrex beaker” (Smithsonian). 



py·rex·i·a (pX-rHkùsK-N) n.  Fever.  [New Latin, from Greek purexis, from 

puressein, to have a fever, from puretos, fever. See PYRETIC.] —py·rexùi·al, 
py·rexùic adj. 

pyr·he·li·om·e·ter (pXrÙhK-lK-mmùV-tNr, pVrÙ-) n.  Any of various devices that 

measure all the intensity of solar radiation received at the earth.   
—pyrÙhe·li·o·metùric (-N-mHtùrVk) adj. 

py·ric (pXùrVk, pVrùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or resulting from burning. 

pyr·i·dine (pVrùV-dKnÙ) n.  A flammable, colorless or yellowish liquid base, 

C5H5N, having a penetrating odor and serving as the parent compound of many 

biologically important derivatives. It is used as a solvent and waterproofing agent 

and in the manufacture of various drugs and vitamins.   —py·ridùic (pX-rVdùVk) 

adj. 

pyr·i·dox·al (pVrÙV-dmkùsNl) n.  An aldehyde, C8H9NO3, one of several active 

forms of pyridoxine, important in amino acid synthesis.  [PYRIDOX(INE) + -AL
3.]

pyr·i·dox·a·mine (pVrÙV-dmkùsN-mKnÙ) n.  A crystalline amine, C8H12N2O2, 

one of several active forms of pyridoxine, important in protein metabolism.  

[PYRIDOX(INE) + -AMINE.]

pyr·i·dox·ine (pVrÙV-dmkùsKn, -sVn) also pyr·i·dox·in (-dmkùsVn) n.  A pyridine 

derivative, C18H11NO3, occurring especially in cereals, yeast, liver, and fish and 

serving as a coenzyme in amino acid synthesis.  Also called vitamin B6 [PYRID(INE) 

+ OX(O)- + -INE
2.]

pyr·i·form (pVrùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a pear.  [Medieval Latin pyrum, pear 

(alteration of Latin pirum) + -FORM.]

py·ri·meth·a·mine (pXÙrN-mHthùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  A drug, C12H13ClN4, used 

principally in the prophylactic treatment of malaria.  [PYRIM(IDINE) + ETH(YL) + 

AMINE.]

py·rim·i·dine (pX-rVmùV-dKnÙ, pV-) n.  1. A crystalline organic base, C4H4N2, 

that is the parent substance of various biologically important derivatives.  2. Any 

of several basic compounds derived from or structurally related to pyrimidine, 

especially the nucleic acid constituents uracil, cytosine, and thymine.  [Alteration 

of PYRIDINE.]

py·rite (pXùrXtÙ) n.  A brass-colored mineral, FeS2, occurring widely and used as 

an iron ore and in producing sulfur dioxide for sulfuric acid.  Also called fool’s 

gold, iron pyrites.  [Middle English perides, pirite, from Old French pirite, from 

Latin pyrXtKs, flint. See PYRITES.] —py·ritùic (-rVtùVk), py·ritùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

py·ri·tes (pX-rXùtKz, pXùrXtsÙ) n.  pl. pyrites. Any of various natural metallic sul-

fide minerals, especially of iron.  [Latin pyrXtKs, from Greek puritKs (lithos), fire 

(stone), flint, from pur, fire. See p7777r- in Appendix.]

pyro. abbr.  Pyrotechnics. 

pyro-  or pyr- pref.  1. Fire; heat:  pyrotechnic.  2. Relating to the action of fire or 

heat:  pyrography.  3. Fever:  pyrogen.  4. Derived from an acid by the loss of a 



water molecule:  pyrosulfuric acid.  [New Latin, from Greek puro-, from pur, fire. 

See p7777r- in Appendix.]

py·ro·cel·lu·lose (pXÙro-sHlùyN-losÙ, -lozÙ) n.  A cellulose nitrate used as a com-

ponent of smokeless powder. 

py·ro·chem·i·cal (pXÙro-kHmùV-kNl) adj.  Relating to or designating chemical 

activity at elevated temperatures.   —pyÙro·chemùi·cal·ly adv. 

py·ro·clas·tic (pXÙro-kl4sùtVk) adj.  Composed chiefly of rock fragments of vol-

canic origin. 

py·ro·e·lec·tric (pXÙro-V-lHkùtrVk) adj.  Relating to or exhibiting pyroelectric-

ity.   —  n.  A pyroelectric material. 

py·ro·e·lec·tric·i·ty (pXÙro-V-lHk-trVsùV-tK, -KÙlHk-) n.  Generation of electric 

charge on a crystal by change of temperature. 

py·ro·gal·lic acid (pXÙro-g4lùVk 4sùVd, -gôùlVk) n.  See pyrogallol. 
py·ro·gal·lol (pXÙro-g4lùôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ, -gôùlôlÙ, -lolÙ, -lmlÙ) n.  A white, toxic 

crystalline phenol, C6H3(OH)3, used as a photographic developer and to treat cer-

tain skin diseases.  Also called pyrogallic acid [PYRO- + GALL(IC ACID) + -OL
1.] 

—pyÙro·galùlic (-g4lùVk, -gôùlVk) adj. 

py·ro·gen (pXùrN-jNn) n.  A substance that produces fever. 

py·ro·gen·ic (pXÙro-jHnùVk) also py·rog·e·nous (pX-rmjùN-nNs) adj.  

1. Producing or produced by fever.  2. Caused by or generating heat.  3. Of or 

relating to solid rock formed from molten rock; igneous.   —pyÙro·ge·nicùi·ty 
(-ro-jN-nVsùV-tK) n. 

py·rog·ra·phy (pX-rmgùrN-fK) n.  pl. py·rog·ra·phies. 1. The process or art of 

producing designs on wood, leather, or other materials by using heated tools or a 

fine flame.  2. A design made by this process.   —pyùro·graphÙ (pXùrN-gr4fÙ) n.  

—py·rogùra·pher n.  —pyÙro·graphùic adj. 

py·ro·lig·ne·ous (pXùro-lVgùnK-Ns) adj.  Made by the destructive distillation of 

wood. 

pyroligneous acid (pXùro-lVgùnK-Ns 4sùVd) n.  A reddish-brown wood distillate 

containing acetic acid, methyl alcohol, acetone, and a tarry residue.  Also called 

wood vinegar 

py·ro·lu·site (pXÙro-luùsXt) n.  A soft, black to dark gray mineral, MnO2, the 

commonest and most important secondary ore of manganese.  [German 

Pyrolusit : Greek puro-, pyro- + Greek lousis, a washing (from louein, to wash); see 

leu(N)- in Appendix.]

py·rol·y·sis (pX-rmlùV-sVs) n.  Decomposition or transformation of a compound 

caused by heat.   —pyÙro·lytùic (-rN-lVtùVk) adj.  —pyÙro·lytùi·cal·ly adv. 

py·ro·lyze (pXùrN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. py·ro·lyzed, py·ro·lyz·ing, py·ro·lyz·es. To sub-

ject (something) to pyrolysis. 

py·ro·man·cy (pXùrN-m4nÙsK) n.  Divination by fire or flames.  [Middle English 

piromance, from Old French pyromancie, from Late Latin pyromantXa, from 



Greek puromanteia : puro-, pyro- + manteia, divination; see -MANCY.] 
—pyÙro·manùtic (-m4nùtVk) adj. 

py·ro·ma·ni·a (pXÙro-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  Psychiatry. An uncontrollable 

impulse to start fires.   —pyÙro·maùni·acÙ (-m7ùnK-4kÙ) adj. , n.  

—pyÙro·ma·niùa·cal (-mN-nXùN-kNl) adj. 

py·ro·met·al·lur·gy (pXÙro-mHtùl-ûrÙjK) n.  pl. py·ro·met·al·lur·gies. An 

ore-refining process, such as smelting, dependent on the action of heat.   
—pyÙro·metÙal·lurùgi·cal (-mHtÙl-ûrùjV-kNl) adj. 

py·rom·e·ter (pX-rmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of various thermometers used for measur-

ing high temperatures.   —pyÙro·metùric (-rN-mHtùrVk), pyÙro·metùri·cal (-rV-
kNl)  adj.  —pyÙro·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —py·romùe·try n. 

py·ro·mor·phite (pXÙrN-môrùfXtÙ) n.  A green, brown, or yellow mineral, 

Pb5(PO4)3Cl, a minor ore of lead.  [German Pyromorphit : Greek puro-, pyro- + 

Greek morphK, form.]

py·ro·nine (pXùrN-nKnÙ) n.  Any of a group of red dyes used as a biological stain, 

especially to detect the presence of RNA.  [German Pyronin, originally a trade-

mark.]

py·rope (pXùropÙ) n.  A deep red garnet, Mg3Al2Si3O12, used as a gem.  [Middle 

English pirope, from Old French, from Latin pyropum, gold-bronze alloy, from 

Greek puropos, fiery, kind of red bronze  : puro-, pyro- + ops, eye, face; see okw- 
in Appendix.]

py·ro·phor·ic (pXÙrN-fôrùVk, -fmrù-) adj.  1. Spontaneously igniting in air.  

2. Producing sparks by friction.  [From pyrophorus, substance that ignites spon-

taneously  : from Greek purophoros, fire-bearing puro-, pyro- + -phoros, -

phorous.]

py·ro·phos·phate (pXÙrN-fmsùf7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of pyrophosphoric 

acid.   —pyÙro·phos·phatùic (-f4tùVk) adj. 

py·ro·phos·phor·ic acid (pXÙro-fms-fôrùVk 4sùVd, -fmrù-) n.  A syrupy viscous 

liquid, H4P2O7, used as a catalyst and in organic chemical manufacture. 

py·ro·phyl·lite (pXÙro-fVlùXtÙ, pX-rmfùN-lXtÙ) n.  A silvery white or pale green alu-

minum silicate mineral, Al2Si4O10(OH)2, occurring naturally in soft, compact 

masses. 

py·ro·sis (pX-roùsVs) n.  See heartburn.  [New Latin, from Greek purosis, a 

burning, from puroun, to burn, from pur, fire. See p7777r- in Appendix.]

py·ro·stat (pXùrN-st4tÙ) n.  1. An automatic sensing device that activates an 

alarm or extinguisher in case of fire.  2. A high-temperature thermostat. 

py·ro·sul·fate (pXÙro-sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A salt of pyrosulfuric acid.  [PYROSULF(URIC 

ACID) + -ATE
2.]

py·ro·sul·fu·ric acid (pXÙro-sƒl-fytrùVk 4sùVd) n.  A heavy, oily, colorless to 

dark brown liquid, H2S2O7, produced by adding sulfur trioxide to concentrated 

sulfuric acid and used in petroleum refining and the manufacture of explosives. 



py·ro·tech·nic (pXÙrN-tHkùnVk) also py·ro·tech·ni·cal (-nV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to fireworks.  2. pyrotechnic. Resembling fireworks; brilliant:  a pyro-

technic wit; pyrotechnic keyboard virtuosity.   —pyÙro·techùni·cal·ly adv. 

py·ro·tech·nics (pXÙrN-tHkùnVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. pyro. 1. The 

art of manufacturing or setting off fireworks.  Also called pyrotechny 2. A fire-

works display.  3. A brilliant display, as of rhetoric or wit, or of virtuosity in the 

performing arts.   —pyÙro·techùnist n. 

py·ro·tech·ny (pXÙrN-tHkùnK) n.  See pyrotechnics (n., sense 1).  [New Latin 

pyrotechnia : Greek puro-, pyro- + Greek tekhnK, craft; see TECHNIQUE.]

py·rox·ene (pX-rmkùsKnÙ) n.  Any of a group of crystalline silicate minerals com-

mon in igneous and metamorphic rocks and containing two metallic oxides, as of 

magnesium, iron, calcium, sodium, or aluminum.  [French pyroxène : Greek 

puro-, pyro- + Greek xenos, stranger (originally viewed as a foreign substance 

when found in igneous rocks); see ghos-ti- in Appendix.] —pyÙrox·enùic 
(pXÙrmk-sKùnVk, -sHnùVk) adj. 

py·rox·e·nite (pX-rmkùsN-nXtÙ) n.  An igneous rock consisting chiefly of 

pyroxenes.   —py·roxÙe·nitùic (-nVtùVk) adj. 

py·rox·y·lin (pX-rmkùsN-lVn) also py·rox·y·line (-lKnÙ, -lVn) n.  A highly flam-

mable nitrocellulose used in the manufacture of collodion, plastics, and lacquers. 

pyr·rhic (pVrùVk) n.  A metrical foot having two short or unaccented syllables.   
—  adj.  Of or characterized by pyrrhics.  [Latin pyrrhicius, from Greek purr-

ikhios, from purrikhK, a war dance, perhaps from Purrikhos, supposed inventor of 

the dance.]

Pyr·rhic victory (pVrùVk vVkùtN-rK) n.  A victory that is offset by staggering 

losses.  [After PYRRHUS.]

pyr·rho·tite (pVrùN-tXtÙ) also pyr·rho·tine (-tXnÙ) n.  A brownish-bronze iron 

sulfide mineral, FeS, characterized by weak magnetic properties and used as an 

iron ore and in the manufacture of sulfuric acid.  Also called magnetic pyrites 

[Alteration (influenced by -ITE
1), of German Pyrrhotin, from Greek purrotKs, red-

ness, from purros, fiery, from pur, fire. See p7777r- in Appendix.]

pyr·rhu·lox·i·a (pVrÙN-lmkùsK-N, pVrÙyN-) n.  A large, crested finch (Pyrrhuloxia 

sinuata) of Mexico and the southwest United States, having gray and red plumage 

and a short, thick bill.  [New Latin Pyrrhuloxia, genus name  : Pyrrhula, finch 

genus (from Greek purroulas, red-colored bird, from purros, red, from pur, fire); 

see PYRE + Loxia, crossbill genus (from Greek loxos, oblique).]

Pyr·rhus (pVrùNs), 319-272 B.C.  King of Epirus (306-302 and 297-272) who 

defeated the Romans at Heraclea (280) and Asculum (279) despite his own stag-

gering losses. 

pyr·role (pîrùolÙ) n.  A five-membered heterocyclic ring compound, C4H5N, 

having an odor similar to chloroform. It is the parent compound of hemoglobin, 



chlorophyll, and many other complex, biologically active substances.  [Greek pur-

ros, red (from pur, fire); see PYRE + -OLE.] —pyr·roùlic (pV-roùlVk) adj. 

py·ru·vate (pX-ruùv7t, pV-) n.  A salt or an ester of pyruvic acid. 

py·ru·vic acid (pX-ruùvVk 4sùVd, pV-) n.  A colorless organic liquid, 

CH3COCOOH, formed as a fundamental intermediate in protein and carbohy-

drate metabolism.  [PYR(O)- + Latin 7va, grape (from its being produced by the 

dry distillation of racemic acid, originally derived from grapes) + -IC.]

Py·thag·o·ras (pV-th4gùNr-Ns), fl. sixth century B.C.  Greek philosopher and 

mathematician who founded in southern Italy a school that emphasized the study 

of musical harmony and geometry. He proved the universal validity of the 

Pythagorean theorem and is considered the first true mathematician. 

Py·thag·o·re·an·ism (pV-th4gÙN-rKùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. The syncretistic 

philosophy expounded by Pythagoras, distinguished chiefly by its description of 

reality in terms of arithmetical relationships.   —Py·thagÙo·reùan adj.  & n. 

Pythagorean theorem (pV-th4gÙN-rKùNn thKùNr-Nm) n.  Mathematics. The 

theorem that the sum of the squares of the lengths of the sides of a right triangle 

is equal to the square of the length of the hypotenuse. 

Pyth·i·an (pVthùK-Nn) also Pyth·ic (pVthùVk) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or 

relating to Delphi, the temple of Apollo at Delphi, or its oracle.  2. Of or relating 

to the Pythian games.  [From Latin P«thius, from Greek Puthios, from Putho, 

ancient name of Delphi.]

Pythian games (pVthùK-Nn g7mz) pl.n.  A pan-Hellenic festival of athletic 

tournaments held every four years at Delphi in honor of the god Apollo. 

Pyth·i·as (pVthùK-Ns) n.  A Greek who rescued his friend Damon, who stood bail 

for Pythias when he was condemned to die. 

Pyth·ic (pVthùVk) adj.  Variant of Pythian. 
py·thon (pXùthmnÙ, -thNn) n.  Any of various nonvenomous snakes of the family 

Pythonidae, found chiefly in Asia, Africa, and Australia, that coil around and suf-

focate their prey. Pythons often attain lengths of 6 meters (20 feet) or more.  

[Probably French, from Latin P«thon, mythical serpent killed by Apollo near Del-

phi. See PYTHON.]

Py·thon (pXùthmnÙ, -thNn) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A dragon or serpent that was 

the tutelary demon of the oracular cult at Delphi until killed and expropriated by 

Apollo.  2. python. a. A soothsaying spirit or demon.  b. A person possessed by 

such a spirit.   [Latin P«thon, from Greek Puthon.]

py·tho·ness (pXùthN-nVs, pVthùN-) n.  1. Greek Mythology. A priestess of Apollo 

at Delphi.  2. A prophetess.  [Middle English phitonesse, from Old French phiton-

ise, from Late Latin pythonissa, from Greek Puthon, Python.]

py·thon·ic (pX-thmnùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a python.  2. Of 

or resembling an oracle; prophetic.  3. Of extraordinary size and power. 



py·u·ri·a (pX-ytrùK-N) n.  The presence of pus in the urine, usually a sign of uri-

nary tract infection. 

pyx also pix (pVks) n.  1. Ecclesiastical. a. A container in which wafers for the 

Eucharist are kept.  b. A container in which the Eucharist is carried to the sick.   

2. A chest in a mint in which specimen coins are placed to await assay.  [Middle 

English pyxe, from Latin pyxis, box, from Greek puxis.]

pyx·i·des (pVkùsV-dKzÙ) n.  Plural of pyxis. 
pyx·id·i·um (pVk-sVdùK-Nm) n.  pl. pyx·id·i·a (-K-N). A pyxis.  [New Latin, from 

Greek puxidion, diminutive of puxis, box.]

pyx·ie (pVkùsK) n.  A creeping evergreen shrub (Pyxidanthera barbulata) having 

small white or pinkish flowers, native to pine barrens of the eastern United States.  

[Shortening and alteration of New Latin Pyxidanthera, genus name  : Greek puxis, 

puxid-, box + Greek anthera, pollen; see ANTHER.]

pyx·is (pVkùsVs) n.  pl. pyx·i·des (pVkùsV-dKzÙ). Botany. A capsule dehiscing trans-

versely by a lid that falls off to release the seeds.  [Latin pyxis, box, from Greek 

puxis.]

Pyx·is (pVkùsVs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere, near Antlia and 

Puppis.  [New Latin Pyxis (nautica), (mariner’s) compass, from Greek puxis, 

box.]



                                                                                                                                                                                         
q1  or Q (kyu) n.  pl. q’s or Q’s. 1. The 17th letter of the modern English alpha-

bet.  2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter q.  3. The 17th in a 

series.  4. Something shaped like the letter Q. 

q2  Physics. The symbol for charge (n., sense 13). 

Q abbr.  1. Games. Queen (chess).  2. Quetzal. 

q. abbr.  1. Quart.  2. Quarter.  3. Quarterly.  4.  Also Q.. Quarto.  5. Query.  

6. Question.  7. Quintal.  8. Quire. 

Qad·da·fi  or Qa·dha·fi  or Kad·da·fi  or Kha·da·fy (kN-däùfK)  or Gad·da·fi 
(gN-), Muammar al- or el-. Born 1942.  Libyan political leader who seized 

power in a military coup d’état against the Libyan monarchy (1969) and imposed 

socialist policies and Islamic orthodoxy on the country. 

q and a abbr.  Question and answer. 

Qan·da·har (kƒnÙdN-härù, känÙ-)  See Kandahar. 
Qa·tar (käùtärÙ, kN-tärù)  A country of eastern Arabia on a peninsula in the 

southwest Persian Gulf. It was under British protection from 1916 until 1971, 

when it became independent. Oil was first produced commercially in 1949. Doha 

is the capital. Population, 220,000.   —Qa·tarùi adj.  & n. 

Qat·ta·ra Depression (kN-tärùN dV-prHshùNn)  A desert basin of northwest 

Egypt in the Libyan Desert. Its lowest point is about 134 m (440 ft) below sea 

level. 

Qaz·vin also Kaz·vin (k4z-vKnù)  A city of northwest Iran northwest of Tehran. 

Founded in the fourth century A.D., it was captured by the Arabs in 644 and was 

the capital of Persia from 1548 to 1598. Population, 244,000. 

qb abbr.  Football. Quarterback. 

QB abbr.  Games. Queen’s bishop (chess). 

Q.B. abbr.  Law. Queen’s Bench. 

Q.C. abbr.  1.  Also QC. Quality control.  2. Law. Queen’s Counsel. 

Q.E.D. abbr.  Latin. Quod erat demonstrandum (which was to be demonstrated.) 

Q.E.F. abbr.  Latin. Quod erat faciendum (which was to have been done). 

QF abbr.  Quick-firing. 

Q fever (kyuù fKùvNr) n.  An infectious disease caused by the rickettsia Coxiella 

burnetii that is characterized by fever, malaise, and muscular pains.  [Q(UERY) + 

FEVER.]

Qian·long (chyänùltngù) also Ch’ien-lung (chyHnùltngù), 1711-1799.  Chi-

nese emperor (1735-1796) of the Qing dynasty who subdued the Turkish and 

Mongolian threats to northern China, expanded the empire, and was a patron of 

the arts. 

q.i.d. abbr.  Latin. Quater in die (four times a day). 

Qi·lian Shan (chKùlyänù shänù) also Nan Shan (nänù)  A mountain range of 

north-central China extending northwest to southeast and having peaks rising 

from 5,490 m (18,000 ft) to more than 6,100 m (20,000 ft). 



Qin also Ch’in (chVn)  A Chinese dynasty (221-206 B.C.) that established the first 

centralized imperial government in China. Much of the Great Wall of China was 

built during the rule of this dynasty. 

qin·dar·ka (kVn-därùkN) n.  A unit of currency in Albania.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Albanian qindarka, definite sing. of qindarkë, from qintar, from qint, 

qind, hundred, from Latin centum. See CENT.]

Qing also Ch’ing (chVng), Also called Manchu.  A Chinese dynasty (1644-1912) 

during which increasing Western influence and trade led to the Opium War 

(1839-1842) with Britain and the Boxer Rebellion (1898-1900). The dynasty, 

China’s last, was overthrown by nationalist revolutionaries. 

Qing·dao (chVngùdouù) also Tsing·tao (tsVngùtouù)  A city of eastern China on 

the Yellow Sea north-northwest of Shanghai. It is a leading industrial and tourist 

center. The city was leased in 1898 to the Germans, who established a famed 

brewery. Population, 1,250,000. 

Qing·hai also Ching·hai (chVngùhXù)  or Tsing·hai (tsVngù-)  A province of 

northwest-central China. Its northern border is the Qilian Shan. Xining is the 

capital. Population, 4,070,000. 

Qinghai Hu (chVngùhXù huù) also Ko·ko Nor (koùkoù nôrù, norù)  A salt lake 

of north-central China south of the Qilian Shan. The largest lake in China, it is at 

an altitude of more than 3,050 m (10,000 ft). 

Qin·huang·dao (chVnùhwängùdouù) also Chin·wang·tao (chVnùwängùtouù)  

A city of northeast China on the Gulf of Bo Hai east of Beijing. It was formerly a 

treaty port. Population, 300,000. 

qin·tar (kVn-tärù) n.  A coin formerly used in Albania and worth one one-hun-

dredth of a lek.  [Albanian. See QINDARKA.]

Qi·qi·har (chKùchKùhärù) also Tsi·tsi·har (tsKùtsKù-)  A city of northeast China in 

Manchuria northwest of Harbin. Founded as a fortress in 1691, it is a port and 

processing center. Population, 955,200. 

qi·vi·ut (kKùvK-Nt, -utÙ) n.  The soft wool lying beneath the long coat of the 

musk ox, valued for its use as a fiber.  [Inupiaq.]

QKt abbr.  Games. Queen’s knight (chess). 

ql. abbr.  Quintal. 

qlty. abbr.  Quality. 

QM abbr.  Quartermaster. 

Q.M. abbr.  Latin. Quaque mane (every morning). 

QMC abbr.  Quartermaster Corps. 

QMG abbr.  Quartermaster General. 

qn. abbr.  Question. 

Qom (kom) also Qum (ktm)  A city of west-central Iran south-southwest of 

Tehran. It has been a Shiite Muslim center since early Islamic times and a pilgrim-

age site since the 17th century. Population, 424,000. 



qoph (kôf) n.  The 19th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew qôp.]

QP abbr.  Games. Queen’s pawn (chess). 

q.p. abbr.  Latin. Quantum placet (as much as you please). 

qq. abbr.  Questions. 

qq.v. abbr.  Latin. Quae vide (which [things] see). 

QR abbr.  Games. Queen’s rook (chess). 

qr. abbr.  1. Quarter.  2. Quarterly.  3. Quire. 

q.s. abbr.  Latin. Quantum sufficit (as much as suffices). 

qt  or qt. abbr.  Quart. 

qt. abbr.  Quantity. 

q.t. (kyuùtKù) n.  Slang. Quiet:  told me the story strictly on the q.t.  [Short for 

QUIET.]

Q-Tip (kyuùtVpÙ)  A trademark used for a cotton-tipped swab. This trademark 

often occurs in print in the plural and with a lowercase t: “They scrubbed for two 

hours straight, using rolls of paper towels, sponges, Q-tips (for hard to reach places)... 

and lots of elbow grease” (Washington Post). “With a surgical scalpel, [he] cut away 

most of the epoxy under a microscope; then, using a Q-tip... he cleaned the edges” 

(Smithsonian). 

qto. abbr.  Quarto. 

qty. abbr.  Quantity. 

qu. abbr.  1. Queen.  2. Query.  3. Question. 

qua (kw7, kwä) prep.  In the capacity or character of; as:  The President qua head 

of the party mediated the dispute.  [Latin qu7, feminine ablative sing. of quX, who. 

See kwo- in Appendix.]

Quaa·lude (kw7ùludÙ)  A trademark formerly used for methaqualone.  

WORD HISTORY: The former trademark Quaalude for the sedative and hyp-

notic agent methaqualone is an example of how a product name is carefully cho-

sen for a positive public response. Methaqualone was developed in the 1960’s by

William H. Rorer, Inc. At that time, the company’s best-known product was

Maalox, a digestive aid that derived its name from its ingredients, magnesium and

aluminum hydroxides. To enhance the product recognition of their new sedative

drug, the company incorporated the aa of Maalox into the name Quaalude. The

other elements of the name are presumed to be a contraction of the phrase quiet

interlude, a soothing, even poetic description of the drug’s effect.

quack1 (kw4k) n.  The characteristic sound uttered by a duck.   —  v.  intr. 

quacked, quack·ing, quacks. To utter the characteristic sound of a duck.  

[Middle English quek, of imitative origin.] —quackùy adj. 

quack2 (kw4k) n.  1. An untrained person who pretends to be a physician and 

dispenses medical advice and treatment.  2. A charlatan; a mountebank.  See Syn-



onyms at impostor.   —  adj.  Relating to or characteristic of a quack:  a quack 

cure.   —  v.  intr. quacked, quack·ing, quacks. To act as a medical quack or a 

charlatan.  [Short for QUACKSALVER.] —quackùer·y n.  —quackùish adj.  

—quackùish·ly adv. 

quack grass (kw4k gr4s) n.  See couch grass.  [Variant of QUITCH GRASS.]

quack·sal·ver (kw4kùs4lÙvNr) n.  Archaic. A quack or charlatan.  [Obsolete 

Dutch  : Middle Dutch quac-, unguent  or quacken, to quack, boast  + Middle 

Dutch salven, to salve.]

quad1 (kwmd) n.  A quadrangle:  cadets forming up in the barracks quad. 

quad2 (kwmd) n.  Printing. See quadrat (n., sense 1). 

quad3 (kwmd) n.  A quadruplet. 

quad4 (kwmd) adj.  Quadraphonic. 

quad. abbr.  1. Quadrangle.  2. Quadrant.  3. Quadrilateral. 

quadr- pref.  Variant of quadri-. 
quad·ran·gle (kwmdùr4ngÙgNl) n.  Abbr. quad. 1. Mathematics. A plane figure 

consisting of four points, no three of which are collinear, connected by straight 

lines.  2. a. A rectangular area surrounded on all four sides by buildings.  b. The 

buildings bordering this area.   3. The area of land shown on one atlas sheet 

charted by the U.S. Geological Survey.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin quadrangulum, from Latin, neuter of quadrangulus, four-cornered  : 

quadri-, quadri- + angulus, angle.] —quad·ranùgu·lar (-r4ngùgyN-lNr) adj.  

—quad·ranùgu·lar·ly adv.  —quad·ranùgu·lar·ness n. 

quad·rant (kwmdùrNnt) n.  Abbr. quad. 1. Mathematics. a. A circular arc of 90˚; 

one fourth of the circumference of a circle.  b. The plane area bounded by such 

an arc and two perpendicular radii.  c. Any of the four areas into which a plane is 

divided by the reference axes in a Cartesian coordinate system, designated first, 

second, third, and fourth, counting counterclockwise from the area in which both 

coordinates are positive.   2. A machine part or other mechanical device that is 

shaped like a quarter circle.  3. An early instrument for measuring altitude of 

celestial bodies, consisting of a 90˚ graduated arc with a movable radius for mea-

suring angles.  [Middle English, quarter of a day, from Latin quadr7ns, quadrant-, 

a fourth part. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quad·ra·phon·ic also quad·ri·phon·ic (kwmdÙrN-fmnùVk) adj.  Of or for a 

four-channel sound system in which speakers are positioned at all four corners of 

the listening space, reproducing signals that are independent of each other.   
—qua·draphùo·ny (kwm-dr4fùN-nK) n. 

quad·ra·son·ic (kwmdÙrN-smnùVk) adj.  Quadraphonic. 

quad·rat (kwmdùrNt, -r4tÙ) n.  1. Printing. A piece of type metal lower than the 

raised typeface, used for filling spaces and blank lines.  Also called quad2 

2. Ecology. Any of a group of small, usually rectangular plots of land arranged for 



close study of the distribution of plants or animals in an area.  [Middle English, a 

square geometric instrument, rectangular area. See QUADRATE.]

quad·rate (kwmdùr7tÙ, -rVt) n.  1. a. A square or cube.  b. An approximately 

square or cubic area, space, or object.   2. Zoology. A bone or cartilaginous struc-

ture of the skull, joining the upper and lower jaws in birds, fish, reptiles, and 

amphibians.   —  adj.  1. Having four sides and four angles; square or rectangu-

lar.  2. Zoology. Designating the quadrate bone or cartilage.   —  v.  intr. 

quad·rat·ed, quad·rat·ing, quad·rates. Archaic. To correspond; agree.  [Mid-

dle English quadrat, something square, from Latin quadr7tum, from neuter past 

participle of quadr7re, to make square, from quadrum, square. See kwetwer- in 

Appendix.]

quad·rat·ic (kwm-dr4tùVk) adj.  Mathematics. Of, relating to, or containing 

quantities of the second degree.  [From QUADRATE.] —quad·ratùic n.  

—quad·ratùi·cal·ly adv. 

quadratic equation (kwm-dr4tùVk V-kw7ùzhNn) n.  Mathematics. An equation 

in which one or more of the terms is squared but raised to no higher power, hav-

ing the general form ax2 + bx + c = 0, where a, b, and c are constants. 

quadratic formula (kwm-dr4tùVk fôrùmyN-lN) n.  Mathematics. The formula x 

= [–b ± (b2 – 4ac)]/2a, used to compute the roots of a quadratic equation. 

quad·rat·ics (kwm-dr4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Mathematics. The 

branch of algebra that deals with quadratic equations. 

quad·ra·ture (kwmdùrN-chtrÙ) n.  1. The process of making something 

square.  2. Mathematics. The process of constructing a square equal in area to a 

given surface.  3. Astronomy. A configuration in which the position of one celes-

tial body is 90˚ from another celestial body, as measured from a third. 

quad·ren·ni·a (kwô-drHnùK-N) n.  A plural of quadrennium. 
quad·ren·ni·al (kwm-drHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Happening once in four years.  

2. Lasting for four years.   —quad·renùni·al n.  —quad·renùni·al·ly adv. 

quad·ren·ni·um (kwm-drHnùK-Nm) n.  pl. quad·ren·ni·ums or 

quad·ren·ni·a (kwô-drHnùK-N). A period of four years.  [Latin quadriennium : 

quadri-, quadri- + -ennium (from annus, year); see at- in Appendix.]

quadri-  or quadru-  or quadr- pref.  1. Four:  quadrilateral.  2. Square:  quad-

rate.  [Middle English, from Latin. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quad·ric (kwmdùrVk) adj.  Mathematics. Of or relating to geometric surfaces that 

are defined by quadratic equations. 

quad·ri·cen·ten·ni·al (kwmdÙrV-sHn-tHnùK-Nl) n.  A 400th anniversary.   
—quadÙri·cen·tenùni·al adj. 

quad·ri·ceps (kwmdùrV-sHpsÙ) n.  The large four-part extensor muscle at the 

front of the thigh.  [QUADRI- + (BI)CEPS.] —quadÙri·cipùi·tal (-sVpùV-tl) adj. 

quad·ri·ga (kwmdùrX-gN) n.  pl. quad·ri·gae (-gK). A two-wheeled chariot 

drawn by four horses abreast.  [Latin quadrXga, sing. of quadrXgae, team of four 



horses, contraction of quadriiugae, feminine pl. of quadriiugus, of a team of four 

 : quadri-, quadri- + iugum, yoke; see JUGUM.]

quad·ri·lat·er·al (kwmdÙrN-l4tùNr-Nl) n.  Abbr. quad. Mathematics. A plane fig-

ure with four sides and four angles.   —  adj.  Abbr. quad. Having four sides. 

qua·drille1 (kwm-drVlù, kwN-, kN-) n.  1. A square dance of French origin com-

posed of five figures and performed by four couples.  2. Music for this dance in 

6/8 and 2/4 time.  [French, from quadrille, team, crew, one of four groups of 

horsemen, from Spanish cuadrilla, probably diminutive of cuadro, square, from 

Latin quadrum. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

qua·drille2 (kwm-drVlù, kwN-, kN-) n.  Games. A card game popular during the 

18th century, played by four people with a deck of 40 cards.  [French, perhaps 

from Spanish cuartillo, diminutive of cuarto, fourth, from Latin qu7rtus. See 

kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quad·ril·lion (kwm-drVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1015.  

2. Chiefly British. Septillion.  [QUADR(I)- + (M)ILLION.] —quad·rilùlion adj. 

quad·ril·lionth (kwm-drVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the 

number quadrillion in a series.  2. One of a quadrillion equal parts.   
—quad·rilùlionth adv.  & adj. 

quad·ri·par·tite (kwmdÙrN-pärùtXtÙ) adj.  1. Consisting of or divided into four 

parts.  2. Involving four participants. 

quad·ri·phon·ic (kwmdÙrN-fmnùVk) adj.  Variant of quadraphonic.  
—quadùri·phonÙy n. 

quad·ri·ple·gi·a (kwmdÙrN-plKùjK-N, -jN) n.  Complete paralysis of the body 

from the neck down.   —quadÙri·pleùgic adj.  & n. 

quad·ri·va·lent (kwmdÙrN-v7ùlNnt) adj.  Chemistry. 1. Having four valences.  

2. Having a valence of four; tetravalent.   —quadÙri·vaùlence, 
quadÙri·vaùlen·cy n. 

quad·riv·i·um (kwm-drVvùK-Nm) n.  pl. quad·riv·i·a (-K-N). The higher division 

of the seven liberal arts in the Middle Ages, composed of geometry, astronomy, 

arithmetic, and music.  [Late Latin, from Latin, place where four roads meet  : 

quadri-, quadri- + via, road; see VIA.]

quad·roon (kwm-drunù) n.  A person having one-quarter Black ancestry.  

[Alteration of Spanish cuarterón, from cuarto, quarter, from Latin qu7rtus. See 

kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quadru- pref.  Variant of quadri-. 
quad·ru·ma·nous (kwm-druùmN-nNs) also quad·ru·ma·nal (-nNl) adj.  

Zoology. Having four feet with opposable first digits, as primates other than 

human beings.  [QUADRU- + Latin manus, hand; see man-2 in Appendix + -OUS.]

quad·rum·vi·rate (kwm-drƒmùvNr-Vt) n.  A group of four people joined in 

authority or office, especially a government of four people: “[Chiang Kai-shek] 



was... the last survivor of the World War II quadrumvirate that included Roosevelt, 

Churchill and Stalin” (Newsweek).  [QUADR(I)- + (TRI)UMVIRATE.]

quad·ru·ped (kwmdùrN-pHdÙ) n.  A four-footed animal.   —  adj.  Four-footed:  

a quadruped mammal.   —quad·ruùpe·dal (kwm-druùpN-dNl, kwmdÙrN-pHdùl) 

adj. 

quad·ru·ple (kwm-druùpNl, -drƒpùNl, kwmdùrt-pNl) adj.  1. Having four parts 

or members.  2. Multiplied by four; fourfold.  3. Music. Having four beats to the 

measure.   —  n.  A number four times as great as another.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

quad·ru·pled, quad·ru·pling, quad·ru·ples. To multiply or be multiplied by 

four:  quadrupled the order; quadrupled in size.  [From Middle English quadriple, 

fourfold amount, and quadruple, tooth with four roots  both from Old French 

quadruple, from Latin quadruplum, from neuter of quadruplus, fourfold  : qua-

dru-, quadri-, quadri- + -plus, -fold; see pel-2 in Appendix.] —quad·ruùply adv. 

quad·ru·plet (kwm-drƒpùlVt, -druùplVt, kwmdùrN-plVt) n.  1. One of four off-

spring born in a single birth.  2. A group or combination of four associated by 

common properties or behavior. 

quad·ru·pli·cate (kwm-druùplV-kVt) adj.  1. Multiplied by four; quadruple.  

2. Fourth in a group of four identical things.   —  n.  One of a group of four iden-

tical things.   —  v.  tr. intr. quad·ru·pli·cat·ed, quad·ru·pli·cat·ing, 
quad·ru·pli·cates (-k7tÙ). To multiply or be multiplied four times.  [Latin 

quadruplic7tus, past participle of quadruplic7re, to multiply by four, from qua-

druplex, fourfold  : quadru-, quadri-, quadri- + -plex, -fold; see DUPLEX.] 
—quad·ruùpli·cate·ly (-kVt-lK) adv.  —quad·ruÙpli·caùtion n. 

quaes·tor (kwHsùtNr, kwKùstNr) n.  Any of various public officials in ancient 

Rome responsible for finance and administration in various areas of government 

and the military.  [Middle English questor, from Latin quaestor, from quaerere, 

quaest-, to inquire.] —quaes·toùri·al (kwH-stôrùK-Nl, -storù-, kwK-) adj.  

—quaesùtor·shipÙ n. 

quaff (kwmf, kw4f, kwôf) v.  quaffed, quaff·ing, quaffs.  —  v.  tr. To drink 

(a beverage) heartily:  quaffed the ale with gusto.   —  v.  intr. To drink a liquid 

heartily:  quaffed from the spring.   —  n.  A hearty draft of liquid.  [Origin 

unknown.] —quaffùer n. 

quag (kw4g, kwmg) n.  A quagmire.  [Perhaps variant of Middle English quabbe, 

from Old English *cwabba.]

quag·ga (kw4gùN, kwmgùN) n.  A zebralike mammal (Equus quagga) of southern 

Africa, extinct since the late 19th century.  [Afrikaans, from Nguni (Xhosa) (i-

)qwaxa, something striped, perhaps from Khoikhoin !ua-xa.]

quag·gy (kw4gùK, kwmgùK) adj.  quag·gi·er, quag·gi·est. 1. Resembling a 

marsh; soggy.  2. Soft and flabby. 

quag·mire (kw4gùmXrÙ, kwmgù-) n.  1. Land with a soft, muddy surface.  2. A 

difficult or precarious situation; a predicament. 



qua·hog also qua·haug (kwôùhôgÙ, -hmgÙ, kwoù-, koù-) n.  An edible clam 

(Venus mercenaria) of the Atlantic coast of North America, having a hard, 

rounded shell.  Also called hard-shell clam, round clam.  [Narragansett 

poquaûhock.]

quaich also quaigh (kw7KH) n.  Scots. A two-handled drinking cup.  [Scottish 

Gaelic cuach, from Old Irish cúach, alteration of cuäch.]

Quai d’Or·say (k7ù dôr-s7ù, kKù, kH dôr-sHù)  A street paralleling the southern 

bank of the Seine River in Paris, France, notable for its governmental ministries. 

The name is used figuratively to refer to the French foreign office. 

quail1 (kw7l) n.  pl. quail or quails. 1. Any of various Old World chickenlike 

birds of the genus Coturnix, especially C. coturnix, small in size and having mot-

tled brown plumage and a short tail.  2. Any of various similar or related New 

World birds, such as the bobwhite.  [Middle English quaille, from Old French, 

perhaps from Vulgar Latin *coacula, of imitative origin.]

quail2 (kw7l) v.  intr. quailed, quail·ing, quails. To shrink back in fear; cower.  

See Synonyms at recoil.  [Middle English quailen, to give way, probably from 

Middle Dutch quelen, to suffer, be ill. See gwelN- in Appendix.]

quaint (kw7nt) adj.  quaint·er, quaint·est. 1. Odd, especially in an old-fash-

ioned way: “There is something almost quaint in the image of Irish organized crime, 

something that calls to mind old movies with Jimmy Cagney” (James Traub).  

2. Unfamiliar or unusual in character; strange:  quaint dialect words.  See Syn-

onyms at strange.  [Middle English, clever, cunning, peculiar, from Old French 

queinte, cointe, from Latin cognitus, past participle of cognoscere, to learn. See 

COGNITION.] —quaintùly adv.  —quaintùness n. 

quake (kw7k) v.  intr. quaked, quak·ing, quakes. 1. To shake or tremble, as 

from instability or shock.  2. To shiver, as with cold or from strong emotion.  See 

Synonyms at shake.   —  n.  1. An instance of quaking.  2. An earthquake.  

[Middle English quaken, from Old English cwacian.] —quakùy adj. 

quake·proof (kw7kùprufÙ) adj.  Designed or constructed to withstand or 

resist the effects of an earthquake.   —  v.  tr. quake·proofed, 
quake·proof·ing, quake·proofs. To make quakeproof. 

Quak·er (kw7ùkNr) n.  A member of the Society of Friends.  [From QUAKE (from 

an early leader’s admonishment to “tremble at the word of the Lord.”).] 
—Quakùer·ism n.  —Quakùer·ly adv.  & adj. 

Quaker gun (kw7ùkNr gƒn) n.  A dummy gun made of wood.  [From the 

Quakers’ opposition to war.]

Quak·er-la·dies (kw7ùkNr-l7ÙdKz) pl.n.  See bluets. 
quak·ing aspen (kw7ùkVng 4sùpNn) n.  A North American deciduous tree 

(Populus tremuloides) having broadly ovate, finely toothed leaves with a truncate 

base. 

qual. abbr.  Qualitative. 



qua·le (kwäùlK) n.  pl. qua·li·a (-lK-N). A property, such as whiteness, considered 

independently from things having the property.  [From Latin qu7le, neuter of 

qu7lis, of what kind. See QUALITY.]

qual·i·fi·ca·tion (kwmlÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of qualifying or the condi-

tion of being qualified.  2. A quality, an ability, or an accomplishment that makes 

a person suitable for a particular position or task.  3. A condition or circumstance 

that must be met or complied with:  fulfilled the qualifications for registering to 

vote in the presidential election.  4. A restriction or modification:  an offer with a 

number of qualifications. 

qual·i·fied (kwmlùN-fXdÙ) adj.  1. Having the appropriate qualifications for an 

office, a position, or a task.  2. Limited, restricted, or modified:  a qualified plan 

for expansion.   —qualùi·fiedÙly (-fXdÙlK, -fXÙVd-lK) adv. 

qual·i·fi·er (kwmlùN-fXÙNr) n.  1. One that qualifies, especially one that has or 

fulfills all appropriate qualifications, as for a position, an office, or a task.  

2. Grammar. A word or phrase that qualifies, limits, or modifies the meaning of 

another word or phrase. 

qual·i·fy (kwmlùN-fXÙ) v.  qual·i·fied, qual·i·fy·ing, qual·i·fies.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To describe by enumerating the characteristics or qualities of; characterize.  

2. To make competent or eligible for an office, a position, or a task.  3. a. To 

declare competent or capable; certify.  b. To make legally capable; license.   4. To 

modify, limit, or restrict, as by giving exceptions.  5. To make less harsh or severe; 

moderate.  See Synonyms at moderate.  6. Grammar. To modify the meaning of 

(a noun, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become qualified.  2. To reach the 

later stages of a selection process or contest by competing successfully in earlier 

rounds.  [From French qualifier (from Old French), and from Middle English 

qualifien, to specify the time and place of a document’s execution  both from 

Medieval Latin qu7lific7re, to attribute a quality to  : Latin qu7lis, of such a kind; 

see QUALITY + Latin -fic7re, -fy.]

qual·i·ta·tive (kwmlùV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Abbr. qual. Of, relating to, or concerning 

quality.  [Middle English, producing a primary quality, from Medieval Latin 

qu7lit7tXvus, from Late Latin, qualitative, from Latin qu7lit7s, qualit7t-, quality. 

See QUALITY.] —qualùi·taÙtive·ly adv. 

qualitative analysis (kwmlùV-t7ÙtVv N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  The testing of a substance 

or mixture to determine its chemical constituents. 

qual·i·ty (kwmlùV-tK) n.  pl. qual·i·ties. Abbr. qlty. 1. a. An inherent or distin-

guishing characteristic; a property.  b. A personal trait, especially a character trait:  

someone with few redeeming qualities.   2. Essential character; nature:  Mahogany 

has the quality of being durable.  3. a. Superiority of kind:  an intellect of unques-

tioned quality.  b. Degree or grade of excellence:  yard goods of low quality.   

4. a. High social position.  b. Those in a high social position.   5. Music. Timbre, 

as determined by overtones:  a voice with a distinctive metallic quality.  



6. Linguistics. The character of a vowel sound determined by the size and shape of 

the oral cavity and the amount of resonance with which the sound is produced.  

7. Logic. The positive or negative character of a proposition.   —  adj.  Having a 

high degree of excellence: “He settled in to read Edmund Wilson... It was quality 

time” (Margaret Truman).  [Middle English qualite, from Old French, from Latin 

qu7lit7s, qu7lit7t-, from qu7lis, of what kind. See kwo- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: quality, property, attribute, character, trait. These nouns all signify

a feature that distinguishes or identifies someone or something. Quality is the

most inclusive: “The spring of water... entirely lost the deliciousness of its pristine

quality” (Nathaniel Hawthorne). “From now on an artist will be judged only by the

resonance of his solitude or the quality of his despair” (Cyril Connolly). “The most

vital quality a soldier can possess is self-confidence” (George S. Patton). A property

is a basic or essential quality possessed by all members of a class: Resilience is a

property of rubber. An attribute is a quality that is ascribed to someone or some-

thing: “God and all the attributes of God are eternal” (Spinoza). Character in this

comparison is a distinctive feature of a group or category: “Natural Selection, en-

tailing Divergence of Character and the Extinction of less-improved forms” (Charles

Darwin). A trait is a single, clearly delineated characteristic, as of a person or

group of people: “This reliance on authority is a fundamental primitive trait”

(James Harvey Robinson).

quality circle (kwmlùV-tK sûrùkNl) n.  A group of employees who perform simi-

lar duties and meet at periodic intervals, often with management, to discuss 

work-related issues and to offer suggestions and ideas for improvements, as in 

production methods or quality control. 

quality control (kwmlùV-tK kNn-trolù) n.  Abbr. QC, Q.C. A system for ensuring 

the maintenance of proper standards in manufactured goods, especially by peri-

odic random inspection of the product.   —qualùi·ty-con·trolÙ (kwmlùV-tK-kNn-

trolÙ) adj. 

quality of life (kwmlùV-tK ƒv lXf) n.  The degree of emotional, intellectual, or 

cultural satisfaction in a person’s everyday life as distinct from the degree of 

material comfort: “programs that... make a big difference in the quality of life here 

in the city” (Henry Geldzahler). 

qualm (kwäm, kwôm) n.  1. A sudden feeling of sickness, faintness, or nausea.  

2. A sudden disturbing feeling:  qualms of homesickness.  3. An uneasy feeling 

about the propriety or rightness of a course of action.  [Origin unknown.] 
—qualmùish adj.  —qualmùish·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: qualm, scruple, compunction, misgiving. These nouns denote a

feeling of uncertainty about the fitness or correctness of an action. Qualm is a



disturbing, often queasy feeling of uneasiness and self-doubt: “an ignorant ruffi-

anly gaucho, who... would... fight, steal, and do other naughty things without a

qualm” (W.H. Hudson). Scruple is an uneasy feeling arising from conscience or

principle about the decency, propriety, or appropriateness of a course of action:

“My father’s old-fashioned notions boggled a little at first to this arrangement... but

his scruples were in the end overruled” (John Galt). Compunction implies a prick

or twinge of conscience aroused by wrongdoing or the prospect of wrongdoing:

He stole the money without the slightest compunction. Misgiving suggests often sud-

den apprehension: “The British Empire and the United States will have to be some-

what mixed up together... for mutual and general advantage. For my own part... I

do not view the process with any misgivings” (Winston S. Churchill).

quam·ash (kwmmù4shÙ) n.  See camas (n., sense 1).  [New Latin, species name, 

variant of Chinook Jargon kamass. See CAMAS.]

quan·da·ry (kwmnùdN-rK, -drK) n.  pl. quan·da·ries. A state of uncertainty or 

perplexity.  See Synonyms at predicament.  [Origin unknown.]

Quan·da·ry Peak (kwänùdN-rK pKk, -drK)  A mountain, 4,350.8 m (14,265 ft) 

high, in the Park Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

quan·dong also quan·dang (kwmnùdmngÙ) n.  1. An Australian root-parasitic 

tree or shrub (Santalum acuminatum) bearing shiny red drupes with edible flesh 

used for jam or as a dessert.  2. An Australian tree (Elaeocarpus angustifolius) hav-

ing dark glossy green leaves, greenish-white flowers, and globular, shiny, bright 

blue drupes.  [Wiradhuri (Aboriginal language of southeast Australia) 

guwandhak.]

quan·go (kw4ngùgo) n.  pl. quan·gos. An organization or agency that is 

financed by a government but that acts independently of it.  [qua(si) n(on-

)g(overnmental) o(rganization).]

quant (kwmnt) n.  Slang. An expert in the use of mathematics and related sub-

jects, particularly in investment management and stock trading.  [Probably short 

for QUANTITATIVE.]

quant. abbr.  Quantitative. 

quan·ta (kwmnùtN) n.  Plural of quantum. 
quan·tal (kwmnùtl) adj.  1. Physics. a. Of or relating to a quantum or a quan-

tized system.  b. Existing in only one of two possible states.   2. Biology. Of or des-

ignating an all-or-none response or effect:  a quantal reaction.   —quanùtal·ly 
adv. 

quan·ta·some (kwmnùtN-somÙ) n.  One of numerous particles located on the 

inner lamellar surface of a chloroplast and sometimes considered to be the func-

tional unit of photosynthesis.  [QUANTA + -SOME
3.]

quan·tic (kwmnùtVk) n.  Mathematics. A homogeneous polynomial having two or 

more variables.  [Latin quantus, how much; see QUANTITY + -IC.]



Quan·ti·co (kwänùtV-koÙ)  A town of northwest Virginia on the Potomac River 

south-southwest of Alexandria. A U.S. Marine Corps base was established here in 

1918. Population, 621. 

quan·ti·fy (kwmnùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. quan·ti·fied, quan·ti·fy·ing, quan·ti·fies. 
1. To determine or express the quantity of.  2. Logic. To limit the variables of (a 

proposition) by prefixing an operator such as all or some.  [Medieval Latin 

quantific7re : Latin quantus, how great; see QUANTITY + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] 
—quanÙti·fiùa·ble adj.  —quanÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —quanùti·fiÙer 
n. 

quan·ti·tate (kwmnùtV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. quan·ti·tat·ed, quan·ti·tat·ing, 
quan·ti·tates. To determine or measure the quantity of.  [Back-formation from 

QUANTITATIVE (ANALYSIS).] —quanÙti·taùtion n. 

quan·ti·ta·tive (kwmnùtV-t7ÙtVv) adj.  Abbr. quant. 1. a. Expressed or express-

ible as a quantity.  b. Of, relating to, or susceptible of measurement.  c. Of or 

relating to number or quantity.   2. Of or relating to a metrical system based on 

the duration of syllables rather than on stress. Used especially of classical Greek 

and Latin verse.  [Medieval Latin quantit7tXvus, from Latin quantit7s, quantit7t-, 

quantity, from quantus, how great. See QUANTITY.] —quanùti·taÙtive·ly adv.  

—quanùti·taÙtive·ness n. 

quantitative analysis (kwmnùtV-t7ÙtVv N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  The testing of a sub-

stance or mixture to determine the amounts and proportions of its chemical con-

stituents. 

quantitative gene (kwmnùtV-t7ÙtVv jKn) n.  Genetics. See polygene. 
quan·ti·ty (kwmnùtV-tK) n.  pl. quan·ti·ties. Abbr. qt., qty. 1. a. A specified or 

indefinite number or amount.  b. A considerable amount or number:  sells drugs 

wholesale and in quantity.  c. An exact amount or number.   2. The measurable, 

countable, or comparable property or aspect of a thing.  3. Mathematics. Some-

thing that serves as the object of an operation.  4. a. Linguistics. The relative 

amount of time needed to pronounce a vowel, consonant, or syllable.  b. The 

duration of a syllable in quantitative verse.   5. Logic. The exact character of a 

proposition in reference to its universality, singularity, or particularity.  [Middle 

English quantite, from Old French, from Latin quantit7s, quantit7t-, from quan-

tus, how great. See kwo- in Appendix.]

quan·tize (kwmnùtXzÙ) v.  tr. quan·tized, quan·tiz·ing, quan·tiz·es. Physics. 

1. To limit the possible values of (a magnitude or quantity) to a discrete set of 

values by quantum mechanical rules.  2. To apply quantum mechanics or the 

quantum theory to.   —quanÙti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Quan·trill (kwmnùtrVlÙ), William Clarke. 1837-1865.  American desperado 

who led a guerrilla band that sporadically supported the Confederacy during the 

Civil War. He is infamous for his wanton killing of war prisoners and civilians. 



quan·tum (kwmnùtNm) n.  pl. quan·ta (-tN). 1. A quantity or an amount.  2. A 

specified portion.  3. Something that can be counted or measured.  4. Physics. 

a. The smallest amount of a physical quantity that can exist independently, espe-

cially a discrete quantity of electromagnetic radiation.  b. This amount of energy 

regarded as a unit.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

quantum advances in technology.  [Latin, from neuter of quantus, how great. See 

QUANTITY.]

quantum chromodynamics (kwmnùtNm kroÙmo-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used 

with a sing. verb). Chromodynamics. 

quantum electrodynamics (kwmnùtNm V-lHkÙtro-dX-n4mùVks) n.  (used 

with a sing. verb). Physics. The quantum theory of the properties and behavior of 

electrons and the electromagnetic field. 

quantum jump (kwmnùtNm jƒmp) n.  1. Physics. Abrupt change from one 

energy level to another, especially such a change in the orbit of an electron with 

the loss or gain of a quantum of energy.  2. A quantum leap. 

quantum leap (kwmnùtNm lKp) n.  An abrupt change or step, especially in 

method, information, or knowledge: “War was going to take a quantum leap; it 

would never be the same” (Garry Wills). 

quantum mechanics (kwmnùtNm mV-k4nùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). Physics. Quantum theory, especially the quantum theory of the structure 

and behavior of atoms and molecules. 

quantum number (kwmnùtNm nƒmùbNr) n.  Physics. Any of a set of real num-

bers assigned to a physical system that individually characterize the properties 

and collectively specify the state of a particle or of the system. 

quantum state (kwmnùtNm st7t) n.  Physics. Any of the possible states of a sys-

tem described by quantum theory. 

quantum theory (kwmnùtNm thKùN-rK) n.  Physics. The theory that radiant 

energy is transmitted in the form of discrete units. 

Qua·paw (kwôùpô) n.  pl. Quapaw or Qua·paws. 1. a. A Native American 

people formerly inhabiting parts of Arkansas along the Arkansas River, with a 

present-day population in Oklahoma.  b. A member of this people.   2. The 

Siouan language of the Quapaw. 

Qu’Ap·pelle (kwN-pHlù)  A river, about 434 km (270 mi) long, of southern 

Saskatchewan and southwest Manitoba, Canada, flowing east to the Assiniboine 

River. 

quar. abbr.  1. Quarter.  2. Quarterly. 

quar·an·tine (kwôrùNn-tKnÙ, kwmrù-) n.  1. a. A period of time during which a 

vehicle, person, or material suspected of carrying a contagious disease is detained 

at a port of entry under enforced isolation to prevent disease from entering a 

country.  b. A place for such detention.   2. Enforced isolation or restriction of 

free movement imposed to prevent the spread of contagious disease.  3. A condi-



tion of enforced isolation.  4. A period of 40 days.   —  v.  tr. quar·an·tined, 
quar·an·tin·ing, quar·an·tines. 1. To isolate in or as if in quarantine.  2. To 

isolate politically or economically.  [Italian quarantina, from quaranta (giorni), 

forty (days), from Latin quadr7gint7. See kwetwer- in Appendix.] 
—quarÙan·tinùa·ble adj. 

quark1 (kwôrk, kwärk) n.  Any of a group of hypothetical elementary particles 

having electric charges of magnitude one-third or two-thirds that of the electron, 

regarded as constituents of all hadrons.  [Possibly from Three quarks for Muster 

Mark!, a line in Finnegans Wake by James Joyce.]

WORD HISTORY: “Three quarks for Muster Mark!/Sure he hasn’t got much of a

bark/And sure any he has it’s all beside the mark.” This passage of James Joyce’s

Finnegans Wake is part of a scurrilous 13-line poem directed against King Mark,

the cuckolded husband in the Tristan legend. The poem and the accompanying

prose are packed with names of birds and words suggestive of birds, and the poem

is a squawk, like the cawing of a crow, against King Mark. Thus, Joyce uses the

word quark, which comes from the standard English verb quark, meaning “to caw,

croak,” and also from the dialectal verb quawk, meaning “to caw, screech like a

bird.” But Joyce’s quark was not what it has become: “any of a group of hypothet-

ical subatomic particles proposed as the fundamental units of matter.” Murray

Gell-Mann, the physicist who proposed these particles, in a private letter of June

27, 1978, to the editor of the Oxford English Dictionary, said that he had actually

been influenced by Joyce’s word in naming the particle, although the influence

was subconscious at first. Gell-Mann was thinking of using the pronunciation

(kwôrk) for the particle, possibly something he had picked up from Finnegans

Wake, which he “had perused from time to time since it appeared in 1939.... The

allusion to three quarks seemed perfect” (originally there were only three sub-

atomic quarks). Gell-Mann, however, wanted to pronounce the word with (ô) not

(ä), as Joyce seemed to indicate by rhyming words in the vicinity such as Mark.

Gell-Mann got around that “by supposing that one ingredient of the line ‘Three

quarks for Muster Mark’ was a cry of ‘Three quarts for Mister... ’ heard in H.C.

Earwicker’s pub.”

quark2 (kwôrk, kwärk) n.  A soft, creamy acid-cured cheese of central Europe 

made from whole milk.  [German, from Middle High German quarc, of Slavic 

origin.]

Quarles (kwärlz, kwôrlz), Francis. 1592-1644.  English Metaphysical poet 

whose book Emblems, Divine and Moral (1635) was influential in its time. 

quar·rel1 (kwôrùNl, kwmrù-) n.  1. An angry dispute; an altercation.  2. A cause 

of a dispute or an argument:  We have no quarrel with the findings of the commit-

tee.   —  v.  intr. quar·reled or quar·relled, quar·rel·ing or quar·rel·ling, 



quar·rels or quar·rels. 1. To engage in a quarrel; dispute angrily.  See Synonyms 

at argue.  2. To disagree; differ:  I quarrel with your conclusions.  3. To find fault; 

complain.  [Middle English querele, from Old French, complaint, from Latin 

querella, querKla, from querX, to complain. See kwes- in Appendix.] 
—quarùrel·er, quarùrel·ler n. 

quar·rel2 (kwôrùNl, kwmrù-) n.  1. A bolt for a crossbow.  2. A tool, such as a 

stonemason’s chisel, that has a squared head.  3. A small diamond-shaped or 

square pane of glass in a latticed window.  [Middle English quarel, from Old 

French, from Vulgar Latin *quadrellus, diminutive of Late Latin quadrus, square, 

from Latin quadrum. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quar·rel·some (kwôrùNl-sNm, kwmrù-) adj.  1. Given to quarreling; conten-

tious.  See Synonyms at argumentative.  2. Marked by quarreling.  See Syn-

onyms at belligerent. 
quar·ry1 (kwôrùK, kwmrùK) n.  pl. quar·ries. 1. a. A hunted animal; prey.  

b. Hunted animals considered as a group; game.   2. An object of pursuit:  The 

police lost their quarry in the crowd.  [Middle English querre, entrails of a deer 

given to hounds as a reward, from Old French cuiriee, alteration (influenced by 

cuir, skin), of coree, from Vulgar Latin *cor7ta, viscera, from Latin cor, heart. See 

kerd- in Appendix.]

quar·ry2 (kwôrùK, kwmrùK) n.  pl. quar·ries. 1. An open excavation or pit from 

which stone is obtained by digging, cutting, or blasting.  2. A rich or productive 

source:  found the book an indispensable quarry of information.   —  v.  tr. 

quar·ried, quar·ry·ing, quar·ries. 1. To obtain (stone) from a quarry, as by 

cutting, digging, or blasting.  2. To extract (facts, for example) by long, careful 

searching:  finally quarried out the genealogy from hundreds of sources.  3. To use 

(land) as a quarry.  [Middle English quarey, from Medieval Latin quareria, qua-

reia, alteration of Old French quarriere, from *quarre, cut stone, from Latin qua-

drum, square. See kwetwer- in Appendix.] —quarùri·er n. 

quar·ry3 (kwôrùK, kwmrùK) n.  pl. quar·ries. 1. A square or diamond shape.  

2. A pane of glass having this shape.  [Variant of QUARREL
2.]

quart (kwôrt) n.  Abbr. q., qt, qt. 1. a. A unit of volume or capacity in the U.S. 

Customary System, used in liquid measure, equal to 4 gallon or 32 ounces (0.946 

liter).  b. A unit of volume or capacity in the U.S. Customary System, used in dry 

measure, equal to 8 peck or 2 pints (1.101 liters).  c. A unit of volume or capacity 

in the British Imperial System, used in liquid and dry measure, equal to 1.201 U.S. 

liquid quarts or 1.032 U.S. dry quarts (1.136 liters).  See Table at measurement.   
2. a. A container having a capacity of one quart.  b. The contents of such a con-

tainer.   [Middle English, from Old French quarte, from Latin qu7rta, feminine of 

qu7rtus, fourth. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quar·tan (kwôrtùn) adj.  Occurring every fourth day, counting inclusively, or 

every 72 hours. Used of a fever.   —  n.  A malarial fever recurring every 72 hours.  



[Middle English quartaine, from Old French, from Latin qu7rt7na, from 

qu7rt7nus, of the fourth, from qu7rtus, fourth. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quar·ter (kwôrùtNr) n.  Abbr. q., qr., quar. 1. One of four equal parts.  2. A 

coin equal to one fourth of the dollar of the United States and Canada.  3. One 

fourth of an hour; 15 minutes.  4. a. One fourth of a year; three months:  Sales 

were up in the second quarter.  b. An academic term lasting approximately three 

months.   5. Astronomy. a. One fourth of the period of the moon’s revolution 

around Earth.  b. One of the four phases of the moon:  the first quarter; the third 

quarter.   6. Sports. One of four equal periods of playing time into which some 

games, such as football and basketball, are divided.  7. One fourth of a yard; nine 

inches.  8. One fourth of a mile; two furlongs.  9. One fourth of a pound; four 

ounces.  10. One fourth of a ton; 500 pounds. Used as a measure of grain.  

11. Chiefly British. A measure of grain equal to approximately eight bushels.  

12. a. One fourth of a hundredweight; 25 pounds.  b. One fourth of a British 

hundredweight; 28 pounds.   13. a. One of the four major divisions of the com-

pass.  b. One fourth of the distance between any two of the 32 divisions of the 

compass.  c. One of the four major divisions of the horizon as determined by the 

four major points of the compass.  d. A region or an area of the earth thought of 

as falling into such a specific division of the compass.  e. Nautical. The general 

direction on either side of a ship located 45˚ off the stern.   14. Nautical. a. The 

upper portion of the after side of a ship, usually between the aftermost mast and 

the stern.  b. The part of a yard between the slings and the yardarm.   

15. Heraldry. Any of four equal divisions of a shield.  16. One leg of an animal’s 

carcass, usually including the adjoining parts.  17. Either side of a horse’s hoof.  

18. The part of the side of a shoe between the heel and the vamp.  19. quarters. 

A place of residence, especially the buildings or barracks used to house military 

personnel or their dependents.  20.  Often quarters. A proper or assigned sta-

tion or place, as for officers and crew on a warship.  21.  Often Quarter. A spe-

cific district or section, as of a city:  the French Quarter.  22.  Often quarters. An 

unspecified person or group:  information from the highest quarters.  23. Mercy or 

clemency, especially when displayed or given to an enemy.   —  adj.  1. Being one 

of four equal or equivalent parts.  2. Being one fourth of a standard or usual 

value.   —  v.  quar·tered, quar·ter·ing, quar·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To divide 

into four equal or equivalent parts.  b. To quartersaw.   2. To divide or separate 

into a number of parts.  3. To dismember (a human body) into four parts.  

4. Heraldry. To divide (a shield) into four equal areas with vertical and horizontal 

lines.  5. a. To mark or place (holes, for example) a fourth of a circle apart.  b. To 

locate and adjust (one machine part) at right angles to its connecting part within 

the machine.   6. To furnish with housing:  quartered the troops in an old factory 

building.  7. To traverse (an area of ground) laterally back and forth while slowly 

advancing forward.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take up or be assigned lodgings.  2. To 



cover an area of ground by ranging over it from side to side.  [Middle English, 

from Old French quartier, from Latin qu7rt7rius, from qu7rtus, fourth. See 

kwetwer- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: When referring to the time of day, the article a is optional in

phrases such as (a) quarter to (or of, before, or till) nine; (a) quarter after (or past)

ten.

quar·ter·age (kwôrùtNr-Vj) n.  A monetary allowance, wage, or payment made 

or received quarterly. 

quar·ter·back (kwôrùtNr-b4kÙ) n.  Abbr. qb Football. The backfield player 

whose position is behind the line of scrimmage and who usually calls the signals 

for the plays.   —  v.  quar·ter·backed, quar·ter·back·ing, quar·ter·backs.  
—  v.  tr. 1. Football. To direct the offense of.  2. Slang. To lead or direct the oper-

ations of: “needed someone to quarterback the [brain trust] for the first U.S. ICBM 

program” (Forbes).   —  v.  intr. Football. To play quarterback. 

quarter day (kwôrùtNr d7) n.  Any of the four days of the year regarded as the 

beginning of a new season or quarter, when most quarterly payments are due. 

quar·ter·deck (kwôrùtNr-dHkÙ) n.  Nautical. The after part of the upper deck of 

a ship, usually reserved for officers. 

quar·ter·fi·nal (kwôrÙtNr-fXùnNl) adj.  Sports & Games. Of or relating to one of 

four competitions in a tournament, whose winners go on to play in semifinal 

competitions.   —  n.  1. quarterfinals. A quarterfinal round.  2. A quarterfinal 

match.   —quarÙter·fiùnal·ist n. 

quarter horse (kwôrùtNr hôrs) n.  One of a breed of strong saddle horses 

developed in the western United States.  [From its formerly being trained for 

races up to a quarter mile.]

quar·ter-hour also quar·ter hour (kwôrùtNr-ourù) n.  1. Fifteen minutes.  

2. The point on a clock’s face marking either 15 minutes after or 15 minutes 

before an hour. 

quar·ter·ly (kwôrùtNr-lK) adj.  Abbr. q., qr., quar. 1. Made up of four parts.  

2. Being one of four parts.  3. Occurring or appearing at three-month intervals:  

a quarterly magazine; a quarterly payment.  4. Heraldry. Having four sections. 

Used of a shield.   —  n.  pl. quar·ter·lies. Abbr. q., qr., quar. 1. A publication 

issued regularly every three months.  2. An examination given regularly every 

three months in some colleges.   —  adv.  In or by quarters. 

quar·ter·mas·ter (kwôrùtNr-m4sÙtNr) n.  Abbr. QM 1. An officer responsible 

for the food, clothing, and equipment of troops.  2. A petty officer responsible 

for the navigation of a ship. 

quar·tern (kwôrùtNrn) n.  1. One fourth of something, especially of some 

weights and measures.  2. Chiefly British. A loaf of bread weighing about 4 



pounds (1.81 kilograms).  [Middle English quartron, from Old French quarteron, 

from quartier, quarter. See QUARTER.]

quarter note (kwôrùtNr not) n.  Music. A note having one-fourth the time 

value of a whole note.  Also called crotchet 

quar·ter-phase (kwôrùtNr-f7zÙ) adj.  Electricity. Two-phase. 

quar·ter·saw (kwôrùtNr-sôÙ) v.  tr. quar·ter·sawed, quar·ter·sawed or 

quar·ter·sawn (-sônÙ), quar·ter·saw·ing, quar·ter·saws. To saw (a log) 

into quarters lengthwise along its axis. 

quarter section (kwôrùtNr sHkùshNn) n.  A land unit equal to a quarter of a 

section and measuring 2 of a mile on a side. 

quarter sessions (kwôrùtNr sHshùNnz) pl.n.  Law. 1. A British local court of 

limited jurisdiction that sits quarterly.  2. A local court in the United States with 

criminal jurisdiction and sometimes administrative functions. 

quar·ter·staff (kwôrùtNr-st4fÙ) n.  pl. quar·ter·staves (-st7vzÙ). A long 

wooden staff formerly used as a weapon. 

quar·ter·tone (kwôrùtNr-tonÙ) n.  Music. Half a semitone. 

quar·tet also quar·tette (kwôr-tHtù) n.  1. Music. a. A composition for four 

voices or instruments.  b. A group of four performing musicians.   2. A set of 

four persons or things.  [French quartette, from Italian quartetto, diminutive of 

quarto, fourth, from Latin qu7rtus. See QUART.]

quar·tic (kwôrùtVk) adj.  Mathematics. Of or relating to the fourth degree.  [Latin 

qu7rtus, fourth; see QUART + -IC.] —quarùtic n. 

quar·tile (kwôrùtXlÙ, -tVl) n.  Statistics. The value of the boundary at the 25th, 

50th, or 75th percentiles of a frequency distribution divided into four parts, each 

containing a quarter of the population.  [Middle English, ninety degrees apart (of 

the relative position of two celestial bodies), from Old French quartil, from Medi-

eval Latin qu7rtXlis, of a quartile, from Latin qu7rtus, fourth. See QUART.]

quar·to (kwôrùto) n.  pl. quar·tos. Abbr. q., Q., qto. 1. The page size obtained 

by folding a whole sheet into four leaves.  2. A book composed of pages of this 

size.  [Short for Middle English (in) quarto, (in) the fourth part (of a sheet), from 

Medieval Latin (in) qu7rto, from Latin, ablative of qu7rtus, fourth. See kwetwer- 
in Appendix.]

quartz (kwôrts) n.  A very hard mineral composed of silica, SiO2, found world-

wide in many different types of rocks, including sandstone and granite. Varieties 

of quartz include agate, chalcedony, chert, flint, opal, and rock crystal.  [German 

Quarz, from Middle High German quarc, of Slavic origin.] —quartzùoseÙ 
(kwôrtùsosÙ) adj. 

quartz crystal (kwôrts krVsùtNl) n.  A small crystal of quartz accurately cut 

along certain axes so that it can be vibrated at a particular frequency, used for its 

piezoelectric properties to produce an electric signal of constant known fre-

quency. 



quartz glass (kwôrts gl4s) n.  A clear vitreous solid, formed by melting pure 

quartz, that can withstand high temperatures and is extremely transparent to 

infrared, visible, and ultraviolet radiations.  Also called fused quartz, fused silica. 

quartz·if·er·ous (kwôrt-sVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing quartz. 

quartz·ite (kwôrtùsXtÙ) n.  A rock formed from the metamorphism of quartz 

sandstone. 

quartz lamp (kwôrts l4mp) n.  A mercury-vapor lamp enclosed by an envelope 

made from quartz rather than glass. 

qua·sar (kw7ùzärÙ, -särÙ, -zNr, -sNr) n.  A starlike object that has a large red shift 

and emits powerful blue light and often radio waves.  [QUAS(I) + (ST)AR.]

quash1 (kwmsh) v.  tr. quashed, quash·ing, quash·es. To set aside or annul, 

especially by judicial action.  [Middle English quassen, from Old French casser, 

quasser, from Medieval Latin quass7re, alteration (influenced by quass7re, to shat-

ter); see QUASH
2, of cass7re, from Latin cassus, empty, void. See kes- in Appendix.]

quash2 (kwmsh) v.  tr. quashed, quash·ing, quash·es. To put down or sup-

press forcibly and completely:  quash a rebellion.  [Middle English quashen, from 

Old French quasser, from Medieval Latin quass7re, to shatter, from Latin. See 

SQUASH
2.]

qua·si (kw7ùzXÙ, -sXÙ, kwäùzK, -sK) adj.  Having a likeness to something; resem-

bling:  a quasi success.  [Middle English, as if, from Old French, from Latin quasi : 

quam, as; see kwo- in Appendix + sX, if; see swo- in Appendix.]

quasi- pref.  To some degree; in some manner:  quasi-stellar object.  [Latin quasi, 

as if. See QUASI.]

Qua·si·mo·do (kwäÙzK-moùdo), Salvatore. 1901-1968.  Italian poet whose 

early nostalgic works contrast with his later socially concerned poetry. He won the 

1950 Nobel Prize for literature. 

qua·si-stel·lar object (kw7ùzX-stHlùNr mbùjVkt, -sXÙ-, kwäùzK-, -sK-) n.  A qua-

sar. 

quas·sia (kwmshùN) n.  1. a. A tropical American shrub or small tree (Quassia 

amara) having bright scarlet flowers and yielding a valuable, lustrous, fine-

grained, yellowish-white wood.  b. The wood of this plant.   2. A bitter substance 

obtained from the wood of this plant, used in medicine and as an insecticide.  

[New Latin, after Graman Quassi, an 18th-century Surinamese.]

qua·ter·cen·ten·a·ry (kwmtÙNr-sHn-tHnùN-rK, -sHnùtN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. 

qua·ter·cen·ten·a·ries. A quadricentennial.  [Latin quater, four times; see QUA-

TERNARY + CENTENARY.]

qua·ter·nar·y (kwmtùNr-nHrÙK, kwN-tûrùnN-rK) adj.  1. Consisting of four; in 

fours.  2. Quaternary. Geology. Of, belonging to, or designating the geologic 

time, system of rocks, and sedimentary deposits of the second period of the Cen-

ozoic Era, from the end of the Tertiary Period through the present, characterized 

by the appearance and development of human beings and including the Pleis-



tocene Epoch and the Holocene Epoch.  3. Chemistry. Relating to an atom 

bonded to four carbon atoms:  a quarternary nitrogen atom.   —  n.  pl. 

qua·ter·nar·ies. 1. The number four.  2. The member of a group that is fourth 

in order.  3. Quaternary. Geology. The second period of the Cenozoic Era and 

its system of deposits.  [Latin quatern7rius, from quaternX, by fours, from quater, 

four times. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quaternary ammonium compound (kwmtùNr-nHrÙK N-moùnK-Nm kmm-

poundù) n.  Any of a group of compounds in which a central nitrogen atom is 

joined to four organic radicals and one acid radical, used as antiseptics, solvents, 

and emulsifying agents. 

qua·ter·ni·on (kwN-tûrùnK-Nn) n.  1. A set of four persons or items.  

2. Mathematics. An expression that is the sum of a real number and a vector and 

that contains four terms, one real and three imaginary.  [Middle English quater-

nioun, from Late Latin quaternio, quaternion-, from Latin quaternX, by fours, 

from quater, four times. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quat·rain (kwmtùr7nÙ, kwm-tr7nù) n.  A stanza or poem of four lines.  [French, 

from Old French, from quatre, four, from Latin quattuor. See kwetwer- in 

Appendix.]

quat·re·foil (k4tùNr-foilÙ, k4tùrN-) n.  1. A representation of a flower with four 

petals or a leaf with four leaflets, especially in heraldry.  2. Architecture. Tracery 

or an ornament with four foils or lobes.  [Middle English quaterfoile : Old French 

quatre, four; see QUATRAIN + Old French foil, leaf; see FOIL
2.]

quat·tro·cen·to (kwmtÙro-chHnùto) n.  The 15th-century period of Italian art 

and literature.  [Italian, short for (mil) quattrocento, one thousand four hundred  : 

quattro, four (from Latin quattuor); see kwetwer- in Appendix + cento, hundred 

(from Latin centum); see dekc in Appendix.]

qua·ver (kw7ùvNr) v.  qua·vered, qua·ver·ing, qua·vers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

quiver, as from weakness; tremble.  2. To speak in a quivering voice; utter a quiv-

ering sound.  3. Music. To produce a trill on an instrument or with the voice.   —  
v.  tr. To utter or sing in a trilling voice.   —  n.  1. A quivering sound.  2. A trill.  

3. Chiefly British. An eighth note.  [Middle English quaveren, probably frequenta-

tive of cwavien, quaven, to tremble.] —quaùver·ing·ly adv.  —quaùver·y adj. 

quay (kK, k7) n.  A wharf or reinforced bank where ships are loaded or unloaded.  

[Middle English keye, from Old North French cai, of Celtic origin.]

Quay (kw7), Matthew Stanley. 1833-1904.  American politician. A U.S. sena-

tor from Pennsylvania (1887-1899 and 1901-1904), he wielded great political 

power on the state and national levels. 

quay·age (kKùVj) n.  1. A charge for the use of a quay.  2. A system or group of 

quays.  3. The space available on a system of quays. 

Quayle (kw7l), James Danforth. Born 1947.  Vice President of the United 

States (since 1989) under George Bush. 



quay·side (kKùsXdÙ) n.  The area adjacent to a quay or wharf or a system of 

quays, especially in a port city. 

Que. abbr.  Quebec. 

quean (kwKn) n.  1. A woman regarded as being disreputable, especially a pros-

titute.  2. Scots. A young woman.  [Middle English quene, from Old English 

cwene, woman. See gwen- in Appendix.]

quea·sy also quea·zy (kwKùzK) adj.  quea·si·er also quea·zi·er, quea·si·est 

also quea·zi·est. 1. Experiencing nausea; nauseated.  2. Easily nauseated.  

3. Causing nausea; sickening:  the queasy lurch of an airplane during a storm.  

4. a. Causing uneasiness.  b. Uneasy; troubled.   5. a. Easily troubled.  b. Ill at 

ease; squeamish: “He is not queasy about depicting mass violence, in some circum-

stances, as a legitimate instrument of social transformation” (Shaul Bakhash).   

[Middle English coisy, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —queaùsi·ly adv.  

—queaùsi·ness n. 

Que·bec (kwV-bHkù)  or Qué·bec (k7-)  1.  Abbr. PQ, P.Q., Que. A province of 

eastern Canada. It joined the confederacy in 1867. The region was first explored 

and claimed for France by Jacques Cartier (1534) and Samuel de Champlain 

(1608) and was made a royal colony, known as New France, by Louis XIV in 1663. 

Conflict between the French and British for control of the territory ended in 1763 

when Great Britain was given sovereignty, but the French influence has remained 

dominant. Quebec is the capital and Montreal the largest city. Population, 

6,438,403.  2.  Also Quebec City  or Québec City. The capital of Quebec, Can-

ada, in the southern part of the province on the St. Lawrence River. Champlain 

established a colony in its Lower Town in 1608. British forces under General 

Wolfe defeated the French forces led by General Montcalm at the Plains of Abra-

ham here in 1759. The city is today a popular tourist center. Population, 166,474.   
—Que·beckùer, Que·becùer n. 

Qué·be·cois  or Que·be·cois (k7ÙbH-kwäù) adj.  Of or relating to Quebec and 

especially to its French-speaking inhabitants or their culture.   —  n.  pl. Québe-
cois or Quebecois. A native or inhabitant of Quebec, especially a French-speak-

ing one.  [French québecois, from Québec, Quebec.]

que·bra·cho (k7-bräùcho) n.  pl. que·bra·chos. 1. Either of two South Amer-

ican trees, Aspidosperma quebracho-blanco whose bark is used in medicine, or 

Schinopsis lorentzii whose wood is one of the richest sources of tannin.  2. The 

bark or wood of either of these trees.  [Spanish, alteration of quiebrahacha : que-

brar, to break (from Latin crep7re, to crack) + hacha, ax (from French hache, from 

Old French, of Germanic origin).]

Que·chan (kHchùNn) n.  See Yuma1.  [Yuma kwa>:n, those who descended 

(from the sacred mountain of creation).]

Quech·ua also Kech·ua (kHchùwN, -wäÙ) n.  pl. Quechua or Quech·uas also 

Kechua  or Kech·uas. 1. The Quechuan language of the Inca empire, now 



widely spoken throughout the Andes highlands from southern Colombia to 

Chile.  2. a. A member of a South American Indian people originally constituting 

the ruling class of the Inca empire.  b. A speaker of the Quechua language.   

[Spanish, from Quechua kkechuwa, plunderer.]

Quech·uan (kHchùwNn) n.  A subgroup of the Quechumaran languages, the 

most important language being Quechua.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Quechua 

or their language or culture. 

Quech·u·mar·an (kHchÙt-mä-ränù) n.  A group of languages found mostly in 

the Andes highlands from southern Colombia to northern Chile and Argentina, 

composed of the Quechuan and Aymaran languages. 

queen (kwKn) n.  1.  Abbr. qu. a. The wife or widow of a king.  b. A woman 

sovereign.   2. Something having eminence or supremacy in a given domain and 

personified as a woman:  Paris is regarded as the queen of cities.  3. Games. a.  
Abbr. Q The most powerful chess piece, able to move in any direction in a straight 

line.  b.  Abbr. qu. A playing card bearing the figure of a queen, ranking above 

the jack and below the king.   4.  Abbr. qu. The fertile, fully developed female in a 

colony of social bees, ants, or termites.  5. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging 

term for a gay or homosexual man.   —  v.  queened, queen·ing, queens.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To make (a woman) a queen.  2. Games. To raise (a pawn) to queen in 

chess.   —  v.  intr. Games. To become a queen in chess.   —idiom. queen it. To 

act like a queen; domineer:  queens it over the whole family.  [Middle English 

quene, from Old English cwKn. See gwen- in Appendix.]

Queen Anne (kwKn 4nù) n.  The style in English architecture and furniture 

typical of the reign of Queen Anne (1702-1714). 

Queen Anne’s lace (kwKn 4nz l7s) n.  A widely naturalized Eurasian herb 

(Daucus carota var. carota) having white, nonfleshy, fusiform compound umbels 

of small white or yellowish flowers.  Also called wild carrot 

Queen Char·lotte Islands (kwKn shärùlNt XùlNndz)  An archipelago off the 

western coast of British Columbia, Canada, separated from Vancouver Island to 

the southeast by Queen Charlotte Sound, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean. 

queen consort (kwKn kmnùsôrtÙ) n.  pl. queens consort. The wife of a 

reigning king. 

queen cup (kwKn kƒp) n.  A perennial stemless plant (Clintonia uniflora) of 

Pacific North America, having a solitary white flower and a blue berry. 

Queen E·liz·a·beth Islands (kwKn V-lVzùN-bNth XùlNndz)  A group of islands 

of northern Northwest Territories, Canada, in the Arctic Archipelago north of 

Parry Channel. Oil deposits were first exploited here in the 1960’s. 

queen·ly (kwKnùlK) adj.  queen·li·er, queen·li·est. 1. Having the status or 

rank of queen.  2. Of, resembling, or befitting a queen; majestic and regal.   —  
adv.  In a royal way; regally.   —queenùli·ness n. 



Queen Maud Land (kwKn môd l4nd)  A region of Antarctica between the 

Weddell Sea and Enderby Land. It was claimed by Norway in 1939. 

Queen Maud Mountains (kwKn môd mounùtNnz)  A mountain range of 

Antarctica near the South Pole. It extends some 805 km (500 mi). 

queen mother (kwKn mƒthùNr) n.  A dowager queen who is the mother of a 

reigning monarch. 

queen-of-the-prai·rie (kwKnùNv-thN-prârùK) n.  A rhizomatous plant (Fil-

ipendula rubra) of the prairies and meadows of the eastern and central United 

States, having aromatic, pinnately compound leaves and showy panicles of small 

pink flowers. 

queen olive (kwKn mlùVv) n.  A large, edible variety of olive not used as a source 

of oil. 

queen post (kwKn post) n.  One of two upright supporting posts set vertically 

between the rafters and the tie beam at equal distances from the apex of a roof. 

queen regnant (kwKn rHgùnNnt) n.  pl. queens regnant. A queen reigning 

in her own right. 

Queens (kwKnz)  A borough of New York City in southeast New York on west-

ern Long Island. It was first settled by the Dutch in 1635 and became part of 

Greater New York in 1898. Population, 1,951,598. 

Queen’s Bench (kwKnz bHnch) n.  Abbr. Q.B. Law. A division of the British 

superior courts system that hears criminal and civil cases. Used when the sover-

eign is a woman. 

Queens·ber·ry (kwKnzùbHrÙK, -bN-rK), Eighth Marquis of Title of Sir John 

Sholto Douglas. 1844-1900.  British aristocrat and boxing promoter who formu-

lated the Marquis of Queensbury rules (1867) to govern boxing. 

Queensberry rules (kwKnzùbHrÙK rulz) pl.n.  Sports. Marquis of Queens-

berry rules. 

Queen’s Counsel (kwKnz kounùsNl) n.  Abbr. Q.C. Law. A barrister appointed 

as counsel to the British crown. Used when the sovereign is a woman. 

Queen’s English (kwKnz VngùglVsh) n.  English speech or usage that is consid-

ered standard or accepted; Received Standard English. 

queen·ship (kwKnùshVpÙ) n.  1. The rank or state of being a queen.  2. A noble 

or regal quality, as of a queen. 

queen·side (kwKnùsXdÙ) n.  Games. The side of the chessboard that is nearest to 

the queen’s opening position.   —queenùsideÙ adv.  & adj. 

queen-size (kwKnùsXzÙ) also queen-sized (-sXzdÙ) adj.  1. Extra large in size:  

queen-size pantyhose.  2. a. Measuring about 60 inches by 80 inches (1.5 meters 

by 2.0 meters). Used of a bed.  b. Being of a size that will fit such a bed:  queen-

size fitted sheets.  

Queens·land arrowroot (kwKnzùl4ndÙ 4rùo-rutÙ, -lNnd) n.  See edible 
canna (adj., sense 2).  [After Queensland, a state of northeast Australia.]



queen substance (kwKn sƒbùstNns) n.  A pheromone secreted by queen bees 

and given to worker bees to prevent them from producing more queens. 

queen truss (kwKn trƒs) n.  A building truss using queen posts. 

queer (kwîr) adj.  queer·er, queer·est. 1. Deviating from the expected or nor-

mal; strange:  a queer situation.  2. Odd or unconventional, as in behavior; eccen-

tric.  See Synonyms at strange.  3. Of a questionable nature or character; 

suspicious.  4. Slang. Fake; counterfeit.  5. Feeling slightly ill; queasy.  

6. Offensive Slang. Gay; homosexual.   —  n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparag-

ing term for a gay or homosexual person.   —  v.  tr. queered, queer·ing, 
queers. Slang. 1. To ruin or thwart: “might try to queer the Games with anything 

from troop movements... to a bomb attack” (Newsweek).  2. To put (someone) in a 

bad position.  [Perhaps from Low German, oblique, off-center, from Middle Low 

German dwer. See terkw- in Appendix.] —queerùish adj.  —queerùly adv.  

—queerùness n. 

Queer Street (kwîr strKt) n.  Chiefly British. Difficulties, especially financial 

ones. 

que·le·a (kwKùlK-N) n.  An African weaverbird of the genus Quelea, especially Q. 

quelea, a small red-billed bird that is extremely destructive to grain crops.  [New 

Latin Quelea, genus name, perhaps alteration of Medieval Latin qualea, quail, 

ultimately from Vulgar Latin *coacula, of imitative origin.]

quell (kwHl) v.  tr. quelled, quell·ing, quells. 1. To put down forcibly; sup-

press:  Police quelled the riot.  2. To pacify; quiet:  finally quelled the children’s 

fears.  [Middle English quellen, to kill, from Old English cwellan. See gwelN- in 

Appendix.]

Que·moy (kV-moiù) In Pinyin Jin·men (jVnùmœnù).  An island and group of 2 

islands and 12 islets off southeast China in Taiwan Strait. The islands are heavily 

fortified and have been administered by Taiwan since the Chinese Revolution of 

1949. 

quench (kwHnch) v.  tr. quenched, quench·ing, quench·es. 1. To put out (a 

fire, for example); extinguish.  2. To suppress; squelch:  The disapproval of my col-

leagues quenched my enthusiasm for the plan.  3. To put an end to; destroy.  4. To 

slake; satisfy:  Mineral water quenched our thirst.  5. To cool (hot metal) by thrust-

ing into water or other liquid.  [Middle English quenchen, from Old English 

7cwencan.] —quenchùa·ble adj.  —quenchùer n.  —quenchùless adj. 

que·nelle (kN-nHlù) n.  A ball or dumpling of finely chopped meat or seafood 

bound with eggs and poached in stock or water.  [French, from German Knödel, 

from Middle High German, diminutive of knode, knot, knob, from Old High 

German knodo.]

quer·ce·tin (kwûrùsV-tVn) n.  A yellow, powdered crystalline compound, 

C5H15O2(OH)5, synthesized or occurring as a glycoside in the rind and bark of 

numerous plants, and used medicinally to treat abnormal capillary fragility.  



[Latin quercKtum, oak forest (from quercus, oak); see perkwu- in Appendix + -

IN.]

quer·ci·tron (kwûrùsV-trNn, -trmnÙ, kwNr-sVtùrNn) n.  1. The bright orange inner 

bark of the black oak, from which a yellow dye is obtained.  2. The dye obtained 

from this bark.  [Blend of Latin quercus, oak; see perkwu- in Appendix, and CIT-

RON.]

Que·ré·ta·ro (kN-rHtùN-roÙ, kH-rHùtä-roÙ)  A city of central Mexico northwest of 

Mexico City. An ancient pre-Aztec settlement, it was conquered by the Spanish in 

1531. Emperor Maximilian was executed nearby in 1867. Population, 215,976. 

que·rist (kwîrùVst) n.  One who asks questions; an inquirer.  [From obsolete 

quere, question. See QUERY.]

quern (kwûrn) n.  A primitive hand-turned grain mill.  [Middle English querne, 

from Old English cweorn. See gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

quer·u·lous (kwHrùN-lNs, kwHrùyN-) adj.  1. Given to complaining; peevish.  

2. Expressing a complaint or grievance; grumbling:  a querulous voice; querulous 

comments.  [Middle English querulose, litigious, quarrelsome, from Old French 

querelos, from Late Latin querulosus, querulous, from Latin querulus, from querX, 
to complain. See kwes- in Appendix.] —querùu·lous·ly adv.  

—querùu·lous·ness n. 

que·ry (kwîrùK) n.  pl. que·ries. 1. A question; an inquiry.  2. A doubt in the 

mind; a mental reservation.  3.  Abbr. q., qu. A notation, usually a question 

mark, calling attention to an item in order to question its validity or accuracy.   
—  v.  tr. que·ried, que·ry·ing, que·ries. 1. To express doubt or uncertainty 

about; question:  query someone’s motives.  2. To put a question to (a person).  See 

Synonyms at ask.  3. To mark (an item) with a notation in order to question its 

validity or accuracy.  [Alteration of obsolete quaere, quere, from Latin, imperative 

of quaerere, to ask, to seek.] —queùri·er n. 

ques. abbr.  Question. 

Ques·nay (k7-n7ù, kH-), François. 1694-1774.  French physician and pioneer 

political economist who emphasized the primary economic importance of land 

and agriculture. 

quest (kwHst) n.  1. The act or an instance of seeking or pursuing something; a 

search.  2. An expedition undertaken in medieval romance by a knight in order to 

perform a prescribed feat:  the quest for the Holy Grail.  3. Archaic. A jury of 

inquest.   —  v.  quest·ed, quest·ing, quests.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go on a quest.  

2. To search for game.   —  v.  tr. To search for; seek.  See Synonyms at seek.  
[Middle English queste, from Old French, ultimately from Latin quaesta, femi-

nine past participle of quaerere, to seek, ask.] —questùer n. 

ques·tion (kwHsùchNn) n.  Abbr. q., qn., qu., ques. 1. a. An expression of 

inquiry that invites or calls for a reply.  b. An interrogative sentence, phrase, or 

gesture.   2. A subject or point open to controversy; an issue.  3. A difficult mat-



ter; a problem:  a question of ethics.  4. A point or subject under discussion or 

consideration.  5. a. A proposition brought up for consideration by an assembly.  

b. The act of bringing a proposal to vote.   6. Uncertainty; doubt:  There is no 

question about the validity of the enterprise.   —  v.  ques·tioned, ques·tion·ing, 
ques·tions.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a question to.  See Synonyms at ask.  2. To 

examine (a witness, for example) by questioning; interrogate.  3. To express 

doubt about; dispute.  4. To analyze; examine.   —  v.  intr. To ask questions.   
—idiom. out of the question. Not worth considering; impossible:  Starting 

over is out of the question.  [Middle English, from Old French, legal inquiry, from 

Latin quaestio, quaestion-, from *quaestus, past participle of quaerere, to ask, 

seek.] —quesùtion·er n.  —quesùtion·ing·ly adv. 

ques·tion·a·ble (kwHsùchN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. a. Open to doubt or challenge; 

problematic.  b. Not yet determined or specified.  See Synonyms at doubtful.   
2. Of dubious morality or respectability:  a questionable reputation.   —quesù-
tion·a·ble·ness, quesÙtion·a·bilùi·ty n.  —quesùtion·a·bly adv. 

question mark (kwHsùchNn märk) n.  A punctuation symbol (?) written at the 

end of a sentence or phrase to indicate a direct question.  Also called interrogation 

point 

ques·tion·naire (kwHsÙchN-nârù) n.  A printed form containing a set of ques-

tions, especially one addressed to a statistically significant number of subjects as a 

way of gathering information for a survey.  [French, from questionner, to ask, 

from Old French, from question, legal inquiry. See QUESTION.]

Quet·ta (kwHtùN)  A city of west-central Pakistan west-southwest of Lahore. 

Ringed by mountains, it commands the entrance through the strategic Bolan Pass 

into Afghanistan. Population, 243,000. 

quet·zal (kHt-sälù) n.  pl. quet·zals or quet·za·les (-säùl7s). 1. A Central 

American bird (Pharomachrus mocino) that has brilliant bronze-green and red 

plumage and, in the male, long flowing tail feathers.  2.  Abbr. Q A basic unit of 

currency in Guatemala.  See Table at currency.  [American Spanish, from 

Nahuatl quetzalli, large brilliant tail feather.]

Quet·zal·co·a·tl (kHt-sälÙko-ätùl) n.  Mythology. A god of the Toltecs and 

Aztecs, represented as a plumed serpent. 

queue (kyu) n.  1. A line of waiting people or vehicles.  2. A long braid of hair 

worn hanging down the back of the neck; a pigtail.  3. Computer Science. A 

sequence of stored data or programs awaiting processing.   —  v.  intr. queued, 
queu·ing, queues. To get in line:  queue up at the box office.  [French, from Old 

French cue, tail, from Latin cauda, coda.]

Que·zon City (k7ùsônÙ sVtùK, -sonÙ)  A city of central Luzon, Philippines, 

adjoining Manila. Chiefly residential with a textile industry, it was the official 

capital of the Philippines from 1948 to 1976. Population, 1,165,865. 



Quezon y Mo·li·na (k7ùsônÙ K mN-lKùnN, mô-lKùnä), Manuel Luis. 1878-

1944.  Philippine politician. The first president of the Philippine Commonwealth 

(1935-1944), he was forced to flee his country after the Japanese conquest of the 

Philippine Islands (1941) but continued to lead the government in exile. 

quib·ble (kwVbùNl) v.  intr. quib·bled, quib·bling, quib·bles. 1. To evade the 

truth or importance of an issue by raising trivial distinctions and objections.  

2. To find fault or criticize for petty reasons; cavil.   —  n.  1. A petty distinction 

or an irrelevant objection.  2. Archaic. A pun.  [Probably diminutive of obsolete 

quib, equivocation, perhaps from Latin quibus, dative and ablative pl. of quX, who, 

what (from its frequent use in legal documents). See kwo- in Appendix.] 
—quibùbler n.  

SYNONYMS: quibble, carp, cavil, niggle, nitpick, pettifog. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to raise petty or frivolous objections or complaints”:

quibbling about minor points of grammar; an art critic who constantly carped; cav-

iling about the price of a cup of coffee; an editor who niggled about commas; tried

to get her to stop nitpicking all the time; pettifogging about a trivial clause in a con-

tract.

quiche (kKsh) n.  A rich unsweetened custard baked in a pastry shell often with 

other ingredients such as vegetables or seafood.  [French, from German dialectal 

Küche, diminutive of German Kuchen, cake. See KUCHEN.]

Qui·ché (kK-ch7ù) n.  pl. Quiché or Qui·chés. 1. A member of a Mayan people 

of Guatemala.  2. The Mayan language of the Quiché. 

quiche Lor·raine (kKsh lN-r7nù, lô-) n.  A quiche made with cheese and pieces 

of bacon.  [French, after Lorraine.]

quick (kwVk) adj.  quick·er, quick·est. 1. Moving or functioning rapidly and 

energetically; speedy.  2. Learning, thinking, or understanding with speed and 

dexterity; bright:  a quick mind.  See Synonyms at nimble.  3. a. Perceiving or 

responding with speed and sensitivity; keen.  b. Reacting immediately and 

sharply:  a quick temper.   4. a. Occurring or achieved in a relatively brief period 

of time:  a quick rise through the ranks.  b. Done or occurring immediately:  a 

quick inspection.  See Synonyms at fast1.   5. Tending to react hastily:  quick to 

find fault.  6. Archaic. a. Alive.  b. Pregnant.    —  n.  1. Sensitive or raw exposed 

flesh, as under the fingernails.  2. The most personal and sensitive aspect of the 

emotions.  3. The living:  the quick and the dead.  4. The vital core; the essence:  

got to the quick of the matter.   —  adv.  Quickly; promptly.  [Middle English, alive, 

lively, quick, from Old English cwicu, alive. See gwei- in Appendix.] —quickùly 
adv.  —quickùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: In speech quick is commonly used as an adverb in phrases such



as Come quick. In formal writing, however, quickly is required.

quick-and-dirt·y (kwVkÙNn-dûrùtK) adj.  Cheaply made or done; of inferior 

quality:  a quick-and-dirty construction project; a quick-and-dirty research report. 

quick assets (kwVk 4sùHtsÙ) pl.n.  Liquid assets, including cash on hand and 

assets readily convertible to cash. 

quick bread (kwVk brHd) n.  A bread made with a leavening agent, such as bak-

ing powder, that expands during baking and requires no leavening period before-

hand. 

quick·en (kwVkùNn) v.  quick·ened, quick·en·ing, quick·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make more rapid; accelerate.  2. To make alive; vitalize.  3. To excite and stimu-

late; stir.  4. To make steeper.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become more rapid.  See Syn-

onyms at speed.  2. To come or return to life: “And the weak spirit quickens” (T.S. 

Eliot).  3. To reach the stage of pregnancy when the fetus can be felt to move.   
—quickùen·er n. 

quick fix (kwVk fVks) n.  Slang. A hastily contrived remedy that alleviates a prob-

lem only for the time being: “Conversion of sexist English into nonsexist English is 

not a quick fix—it is anything but mechanical” (Douglas R. Hofstadter).   
—quickù-fixù (kwVkùfVksù) adj. 

quick-freeze (kwVkùfrKzù) v.  tr. quick-·froze (-frozù), quick-·froz·en (-

froùzNn), quick-·freez·ing, quick-·freez·es. To freeze (food) by a process suf-

ficiently rapid to retain natural flavor, nutritional value, or other properties. 

quick·ie (kwVkùK) n.  Informal. Something made or done rapidly. 

quick·lime (kwVkùlXmÙ) n.  See lime3 (n., sense 1b).  [Middle English qwike 

lime : quick, live; see QUICK + lime, lime (translation of Latin calx vXva : calx, lime 

+ vXva, live); see LIME
3.]

quick·sand (kwVkùs4ndÙ) n.  1. A bed of loose sand mixed with water forming a 

soft, shifting mass that yields easily to pressure and tends to engulf any object 

resting on its surface.  2.  Often quicksands. A place or situation into which 

entry can be swift and sudden but from which extrication can be difficult or 

impossible: “This theory of the future entrapped [them] in the quicksands of Viet-

nam” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.). 

quick·set (kwVkùsHtÙ) n.  Chiefly British. 1. Cuttings or slips of a plant suitable 

for hedges.  2. A hedge consisting of these plant cuttings or slips.  [QUICK, alive + 

SET
1.]

quick·sil·ver (kwVkùsVlÙvNr) n.  See mercury (n., sense 1).   —  adj.  Unpredict-

able; mercurial: “a quicksilver character, cool and willful at one moment, utterly 

fragile the next” (Sven Birkerts).  [Middle English, from Old English cwicseolfor : 

cwic, cwicu, alive; see gwei- in Appendix + seolfor, silver (translation of Latin 

argentum vXvum); see SILVER.]

quick·step (kwVkùstHpÙ) n.  Music. A march for accompanying quick time. 



quick study (kwVk stƒdùK) n.  One who is able to memorize something easily 

and quickly or is able to understand and deal with something easily and success-

fully. 

quick-tem·pered (kwVkùtHmÙpNrd) adj.  Easily aroused to anger. 

quick time (kwVk tXm) n.  A military marching pace of 120 steps per minute. 

quick-wit·ted (kwVkùwVtÙVd) adj.  Mentally alert and sharp; keen.  See Syn-

onyms at intelligent.  —quickù-witÙted·ly adv.  —quickù-witÙted·ness n. 

quid1 (kwVd) n.  A cut, as of chewing tobacco.  [Middle English quide, cud, from 

Old English cwidu.]

quid2 (kwVd) n.  pl. quid or quids. Chiefly British. A pound sterling.  [Possibly 

from Latin, something, what. See QUIDDITY.]

Quid·de (kvVdùN), Ludwig. 1858-1941.  German politician and pacifist. He 

shared the 1927 Nobel Peace Prize. 

quid·di·ty (kwVdùV-tK) n.  pl. quid·di·ties. 1. The real nature of a thing; the 

essence.  2. A hairsplitting distinction; a quibble.  [Medieval Latin quiddit7s, from 

Latin quid, what. See kwo- in Appendix.]

quid·nunc (kwVdùnƒngkÙ) n.  A nosy person; a busybody.  [Latin quid nunc?, 

what now?  : quid, what; see kwo- in Appendix + nunc, now; see nu- in Appen-

dix.]

quid pro quo (kwVdù pro kwoù) n.  pl. quid pro quos or quids pro quo. An 

equal exchange or substitution.  [Latin quid pro quo : quid, what? + pro, for + quo, 

ablative of quid, what?.]

qui·es·cent (kwK-HsùNnt, kwX-) adj.  Being quiet, still, or at rest; inactive.  See 

Synonyms at latent.  [Latin quiKscKns, quiKscent- present participle of quiKscere, 

to rest, from quiKs, quiet. See QUIET.] —qui·esùcence n.  —qui·esùcent·ly adv. 

qui·et (kwXùVt) adj.  qui·et·er, qui·et·est. 1. Making no noise; silent:  a quiet 

audience at the concert.  2. Free of noise; hushed:  a quiet place for studying.  

3. Calm and unmoving; still:  floating on quiet waters.  4. Free of turmoil and agi-

tation; untroubled.  See Synonyms at still1.  5. Restful; soothing:  a quiet after-

noon nap; a warm, quiet bath.  6. Tranquil; serene:  a quiet manner.  7. Not showy 

or garish; restrained:  a room decorated in quiet colors.   —  n.  The quality or con-

dition of being quiet: “A menacing quiet fills the empty streets” (Time).   —  v.  

qui·et·ed, qui·et·ing, qui·ets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to become quiet.  2. Law. 

To make (a title) secure by freeing from all questions or challenges.   —  v.  intr. 

To become quiet:  The child wouldn’t quiet down for me.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin quiKtus, from past participle of quiKscere, to rest, from 

quiKs, quiet. See kweiN- in Appendix.] —quiùet·ly adv.  —quiùet·ness n. 

qui·et·en (kwXùV-tn) v.  tr. intr. qui·et·ened, qui·et·en·ing, qui·et·ens. To 

make or become quiet. 



qui·et·ism (kwXùV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. A form of Christian mysticism enjoining pas-

sive contemplation and the beatific annihilation of the will.  2. A state of quiet-

ness and passivity.   —quiùet·ist n.  —quiÙet·isùtic adj. 

qui·e·tude (kwXùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Tranquillity.  [Late Latin quiKt7do, from 

Latin quiKtus, resting, from past participle of quiKscere, to rest. See QUIET.]

qui·e·tus (kwX-KùtNs) n.  1. Something that serves to suppress, check, or elimi-

nate.  2. Release from life; death.  3. A final discharge, as of a duty or debt.  

[Short for Middle English quietus (est), (he is) discharged (of an obligation), 

from Medieval Latin quiKtus (est), from Latin, (he is) at rest. See QUIET.]

quiff1 (kwVf) n.  Chiefly British. A tuft of hair, especially a forelock.  [Origin 

unknown.]

quiff2 (kwVf) n.  A woman regarded as promiscuous.  [Origin unknown.]

quill (kwVl) n.  1. The hollow stemlike main shaft of a feather.  Also called cala-

mus 2. Any of the larger wing or tail feathers of a bird.  3. A writing pen made 

from the shaft of a feather.  4. Music. a. A plectrum for a stringed instrument of 

the clavichord type.  b. A pipe having a hollow stem.   5. A toothpick made from 

the stem of a feather.  6. One of the sharp hollow spines of a porcupine or hedge-

hog.  7. A spindle or bobbin around which yarn is wound in weaving.  8. A hol-

low shaft that rotates on a solid shaft when gears are engaged.   —  v.  tr. quilled, 
quill·ing, quills. 1. To wind (thread or yarn) onto a quill.  2. To make or press 

small ridges in (fabric).  [Middle English quil.]

quill·back (kwVlùb4kÙ) n.  pl. quillback or quill·backs. A North American 

freshwater fish (Carpiodes cyprinus) that has one ray of the dorsal fin extending 

conspicuously beyond the others. 

Quil·ler-Couch (kwVlùNr-kuchù), Sir Arthur Thomas. Pen name “Q.” 1863-

1944.  British writer and editor of The Oxford Book of English Verse (1900) and 

other anthologies. 

quill·work (kwVlùwûrkÙ) n.  Decorative articles made with overlaid porcupine 

quills by Native Americans. 

quill·wort (kwVlùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several vascular, spore-bearing, 

aquatic or marsh plants of the genus Isoetes having short rhizomes and quill-like 

leaves. 

Quil·mes (kKlùmHsÙ)  A city of eastern Argentina, an industrial suburb of Bue-

nos Aires on the Río de la Plata. Population, 445,662. 

quilt (kwVlt) n.  1. A coverlet or blanket made of two layers of fabric with a layer 

of cotton, wool, feathers, or down in between, all stitched firmly together, usually 

in a decorative crisscross design.  2. A thick protective cover similar to or sugges-

tive of a quilt.   —  v.  quilt·ed, quilt·ing, quilts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make into a 

quilt by stitching (layers of fabric) together.  2. To construct like a quilt:  quilt a 

skirt.  3. To pad and stitch ornamentally.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a quilt.  2. To do 



quilted work.  [Middle English quilte, from Anglo-Norman, from Latin culcita, 

mattress.] —quiltùer n. 

quilt·ing (kwVlùtVng) n.  1. The process of doing quilted work.  2. a. Material 

used to make quilts.  b. Material that has been quilted.  

Quim·per (k4N-pHrù)  A city of northwest France near the Bay of Biscay south-

southeast of Brest. It is noted for its pottery, known as Quimper ware. Population, 

56,907. 

quin- pref.  Variant of quino-. 
quin·a·crine hydrochloride (kwVnùN-krKnÙ hXÙdrN-klôrùXdÙ) n.  A bright 

yellow, bitter, crystalline compound, C23H30ClN3O, used primarily to treat 

malaria.  [QUIN- + ACR(ID)INE.]

quin·a·liz·a·rin (kwVnÙN-lVzùN-rVn) n.  A red crystalline compound, C14H8O6, 

used to dye cotton. 

qui·nate (kwXùn7tÙ) adj.  Arranged in groups of five:  quinate leaflets.  [Latin 

quXnX, five each; see penkwe in Appendix + -ATE
1.]

quince (kwVns) n.  1. A western Asian shrub or tree (Cydonia oblonga) having 

white flowers and hard applelike fruit.  2. The aromatic, many-seeded fruit of 

this plant, edible only when cooked.  [Middle English quynce, pl. of quyn, quince, 

from Old French cooin, from Latin cotoneum (m7lum), quince (fruit), probably 

variant of cydonium, from Greek kudonion (malon), alteration (influenced by 

Kudoni7, Cydonia, an ancient city of northwest Crete), of Kodumalon.]

quin·cun·cial also quin·cunx·ial (kwVn-kƒnùshNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

forming a quincunx.   —quin·cunùcial·ly adv. 

quin·cunx (kwVnùkƒngksÙ) n.  An arrangement of five objects with one at each 

corner of a rectangle or square and one at the center.  [Latin quincunx, quincunc-, 

five twelfths  : quXnque, five; see penkwe in Appendix + uncia, twelfth part of a 

unit; see OUNCE
1.]

quin·cunx·ial (kwVn-kƒnùshNl) adj.  Variant of quincuncial. 
Quin·cy  1.  (kwVnùsK) A city of western Illinois on a bluff above the Mississippi 

River. It is a trade, industrial, and distributing center. Population, 39,681.  2.  
(kwVnùzK) A city of eastern Massachusetts, an industrial suburb of Boston. John 

and John Quincy Adams were born here; the Adams homestead is now a national 

historic site. Population, 84,985. 

Quin·cy (kwVnùzK, -sK), Josiah. 1744-1775.  American Revolutionary patriot 

who traveled to England to present the colonists’ grievances (1774-1775). His son 

Josiah (1772-1864) was a U.S. representative from Massachusetts (1804-1813) 

who opposed involvement in the War of 1812 and served as mayor of Boston 

(1823-1829) and president of Harvard University (1829-1845). 

quin·de·cen·ni·al (kwVnÙdV-sHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Occurring once every 15 years.  

2. Lasting 15 years.   —  n.  A 15th anniversary.  [From Latin quXndecim, fifteen; 



see penkwe in Appendix + Latin -ennium (from annus, year); see at- in Appen-

dix.]

qui·nel·la (kwV-nHlùN, kK-) also qui·nie·la (kKn-yHlùN) n.  Games. A system of 

betting in which the bettor, in order to win, must pick the first two finishers of a 

race, but not necessarily in the correct sequence.  [American Spanish quiniela, 

diminutive of Spanish quina, keno, from French quine. See KENO.]

quin·i·dine (kwVnùV-dKnÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline alkaloid, C20H24N2O2, 

resembling quinine and used in treating malaria and certain heart disorders. 

qui·nie·la (kKn-yHlùN) n.  Games. Variant of quinella. 
qui·nine (kwXùnXnÙ) n.  1. A bitter, colorless, amorphous powder or crystalline 

alkaloid, C20H24N2O2·3H2O, derived from certain cinchona barks and used in 

medicine to treat malaria.  2. Any of various compounds or salts of quinine. 

quinine water (kwXùnXnÙ wôùtNr) n.  A carbonated beverage flavored with qui-

nine. 

quin·nat salmon (kwVnù4tÙ s4mùNn) n.  See Chinook salmon.  [Chinook 

ikwanat.]

quino-  or quin- pref.  1. Cinchona; cinchona bark:  quinoidine.  2. Quinone:  

quinoid.  [From Spanish quina, cinchona bark, from Quechua kina.]

qui·no·a (kV-noùN, kKnùwä) n.  A goosefoot (Chenopodium quinoa) native to the 

Andes and cultivated for its edible seeds.  [American Spanish quínoa, from Que-

chua kinua, kinoa.]

quin·oid (kwVnùoidÙ) n.  A substance resembling quinone in structure or physi-

cal properties. 

qui·noi·dine (kwV-noiùdKnÙ, -dVn) n.  A brownish-black mixture of alkaloids 

remaining after extraction of crystalline alkaloids from cinchona bark, used as a 

quinine substitute. 

quin·o·line (kwVnùN-lKnÙ, -lVn) n.  An aromatic organic base, C9H7N, having a 

pungent tarlike odor, synthesized or obtained from coal tar, and used as a food 

preservative and in making antiseptics and dyes. 

qui·none (kwV-nonù, kwVnùonÙ) n.  Any of a class of aromatic compounds 

found widely in plants, especially the yellow crystalline form, CO(CHCH)2CO, 

used in making dyes, tanning hides, and photography. 

quin·o·noid (kwVnùN-noidÙ, kwV-noù-) adj.  Of or containing quinone or 

resembling it in structure or properties. 

quin·qua·ge·nar·i·an (kwVngÙkwN-jN-nârùK-Nn) n.  A person 50 years old, or 

in his or her fifties.   —  adj.  Of or characteristic of a person in his or her fifties.  

[From Latin quXnqu7gKn7rius, containing fifty, from quXnqu7gKnX, fifty each, 

from quXnqu7ginta, fifty. See penkwe in Appendix.]

Quin·qua·ges·i·ma (kwVngÙkwN-jHsùN-mN) n.  Shrove Sunday.  [Medieval 

Latin, from Latin, fiftieth, from quXnqu7ginta, fifty. See penkwe in Appendix.]



quinque- pref.  Five:  quinquevalent.  [Latin quXnque-, from quXnque, five. See 

penkwe in Appendix.]

quin·quen·ni·a (kwVn-kwHnùK-N) n.  A plural of quinquennium. 
quin·quen·ni·al (kwVn-kwHnùK-Nl, kwVng-) adj.  1. Happening once every five 

years.  2. Lasting for five years.   —  n.  1. A fifth anniversary.  2. A period of five 

years.   —quin·quenùni·al·ly adv. 

quin·quen·ni·um (kwVn-kwHnùK-Nm, kwVng-) n.  pl. quin·quen·ni·ums or 

quin·quen·ni·a (-kwHnùK-N). A period of five years.  [Latin quXnquennium : quX-
nque, quinque- + -ennium (from annus, year); see at- in Appendix.]

quin·que·va·lent (kwVngÙkwN-v7ùlNnt) adj.  Pentavalent.   —quinÙque·vaù-
lence n. 

quin·sy (kwVnùzK) n.  Acute inflammation of the tonsils and the surrounding tis-

sue, often leading to the formation of an abscess.  [Middle English, from Medi-

eval Latin quinancia, and Old French quinancie both from Greek kunankhK, dog 

quinsy, dog-collar  : kuon, kun-, dog; see kwon- in Appendix + ankhein, to 

squeeze; see angh- in Appendix.]

quint1 (kwVnt) n.  Games. A sequence of five cards of the same suit in one hand 

in piquet.  [French quinte, from Old French, interval of a fifth (in music), femi-

nine of quint, fifth, from Latin quXntus, fifth. See penkwe in Appendix.]

quint2 (kwVnt) n.  A quintuplet. 

quin·tain (kwVnùtNn) n.  A post or an object mounted on a post, used as a target 

in tilting exercises.  [Middle English quintaine, from Old French, probably from 

Latin quXnt7na (via), fifth (street in a Roman camp, supposedly used for military 

exercises), from quXntus, fifth. See penkwe in Appendix.]

quin·tal (kwVntùl) n.  Abbr. q., ql. 1. A unit of mass in the metric system equal 

to 100 kilograms.  2.  See hundredweight (n., sense 2).  [Middle English, a unit 

of weight, from Old French, from Medieval Latin quint7le, from Arabic qin£7r, 

from Late Greek kentKnarion, from Late Latin centKn7rium (pondus), hun-

dred(weight), from Latin centKn7rius, of a hundred. See CENTENARY.]

Quin·te·ro (kKn-tHùro), Serafín Álvarez.  See Serafín Álvarez Quintero. 
quin·tes·sence (kwVn-tHsùNns) n.  1. The pure, highly concentrated essence of 

a thing.  2. The purest or most typical instance:  the quintessence of evil.  3. In 

ancient and medieval philosophy, the fifth and highest essence after the four ele-

ments of earth, air, fire, and water, thought to be the substance of the heavenly 

bodies and latent in all things.  [Middle English, from Old French quinte essence, 

fifth essence, from Medieval Latin quXnta essentia : Latin quXnta, feminine of quX-
ntus, fifth; see penkwe in Appendix + Latin essentia, essence (translation of 

Greek pemptK ousia); see ESSENCE.]

quin·tes·sen·tial (kwVnÙtN-sHnùshNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the nature 

of a quintessence; being the most typical: “Liszt was the quintessential romantic” 

(Musical Heritage Review).   —quinÙtes·senùtial·ly adv. 



quin·tet also quin·tette (kwVn-tHtù) n.  1. Music. a. A composition for five 

voices or instruments.  b. A group of five performing musicians.   2. A set of five 

persons or things.  [Probably from Italian quintetto, diminutive of quinto, fifth, 

from Latin quXntus. See penkwe in Appendix.]

quin·tile (kwVnùtXlÙ, kwVntùl) n.  1. The astrological aspect of planets distant 

from each other by 72˚ or one fifth of the zodiac.  2. Statistics. The portion of a 

frequency distribution containing one fifth of the total sample.  [Latin quXntus, 

fifth; see penkwe in Appendix + -ile as in QUARTILE.]

Quin·til·ian (kwVn-tVlùyNn, -K-Nn), Originally Marcus Fabius Quintilianus. First 

century A.D.  Roman rhetorician whose major work, the Institutio Oratorio, dis-

cusses the complete education and career of an orator. 

quin·til·lion (kwVn-tVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1018.  2. Chiefly 

British. The cardinal number equal to 1030.  [Latin quXntus, fifth; see penkwe in 

Appendix + (M)ILLION.] —quin·tilùlion adj. 

quin·til·lionth (kwVn-tVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the num-

ber quintillion in a series.  2. One of a quintillion equal parts.   —quin·tilùlionth 
adj. 

quin·tu·ple (kwVn-tuùpNl, -tyuù-, -tƒpùNl, kwVnùtN-pNl) adj.  1. Consisting of 

five parts or units.  2. Five times as much, as many, or as large.   —  n.  A fivefold 

amount or number.   —  v.  quin·tu·pled, quin·tu·pling, quin·tu·ples.  —  v.  

tr. To multiply by five.   —  v.  intr. To be multiplied fivefold.  [French, from Old 

French  : from Latin quXntus, fifth; see penkwe in Appendix + -ple, -fold (from 

Latin -plus); see pel-2 in Appendix.]

quin·tu·plet (kwVn-tƒpùlVt, -tuùplVt, -tyuù-, kwVnùtN-plVt) n.  1. One of five 

offspring born in a single birth.  2. A group or combination of five associated by 

common properties or behavior.  [From QUINTUPLE.]

quin·tu·pli·cate (kwVn-tuùplV-kVt, -tyuù-) adj.  1. Multiplied by five; five-

fold.  2. Being the fifth of a set of five identical copies.   —  n.  1. One of a set of 

five identical things.  2. A set of five copies.   —  v.  tr. quin·tu·pli·cat·ed, 
quin·tu·pli·cat·ing, quin·tu·pli·cates (-k7tÙ). To make five copies of.  [Latin 

quXntus, fifth; see QUINTUPLE + (QUADRU)PLICATE.]

quip (kwVp) n.  1. A clever, witty remark often prompted by the occasion.  2. A 

clever, often sarcastic remark; a gibe.  See Synonyms at joke.  3. A petty distinc-

tion or objection; a quibble.  4. Something curious or odd.   —  v.  intr. 

quipped, quip·ping, quips. To make quips or a quip.  [Alteration of obsolete 

quippy, perhaps from Latin quippe, indeed, from quid, what. See kwo- in Appen-

dix.] —quipùpy adj. 

quip·ster (kwVpùstNr) n.  One given to or known for making quips. 

qui·pu (kKùpu) n.  A record-keeping device of the Inca empire consisting of a 

series of variously colored strings attached to a base rope and knotted so as to 



encode information, used especially for accounting purposes.  [American Span-

ish, from Quechua kipu.]

quire1 (kwXr) n.  Abbr. q., qr. 1. A set of 24 or sometimes 25 sheets of paper of 

the same size and stock; one twentieth of a ream.  2. A collection of leaves of 

parchment or paper, folded one within the other, in a manuscript or book.  [Mid-

dle English quayer, four double sheets of paper, from Old French quaer, from 

Vulgar Latin *quaternus, from Latin quaternX, set of four, four each, from quater, 

four times. See kwetwer- in Appendix.]

quire2 (kwXr) n.  & v.  Archaic. Variant of choir. 
Quir·i·nal (kwVrùN-nNl)  One of the seven hills of ancient Rome, traditionally 

occupied by the Sabines. A papal palace was built here in the 16th century and 

served as the residence of Italian kings from 1870 to 1946.   —Quirùi·nal adj. 

quirk (kwûrk) n.  1. A peculiarity of behavior; an idiosyncrasy.  See Synonyms at 

eccentricity.  2. An unpredictable or unaccountable act or event; a vagary:  a 

quirk of fate.  3. A sudden sharp turn or twist.  4. An equivocation; a quibble.  

5. Architecture. A lengthwise groove on a molding between the convex upper part 

and the soffit.  [Origin unknown.] —quirkùi·ly adv.  —quirkùi·ness n.  

—quirkùy adj. 

quirt (kwûrt) n.  A riding whip with a short handle and a lash of braided raw-

hide.  [Probably from American Spanish cuarta, whip, ultimately from Latin 

qu7rta, fourth. See QUART.]

quis·ling (kwVzùlVng) n.  A traitor who serves as the puppet of the enemy occu-

pying his or her country.  [After Vidkun Quisling (1887-1945), head of Norway’s 

government during the Nazi occupation (1940-1945).]

quit (kwVt) v.  quit or quit·ted (kwVtùVd), quit·ting, quits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

depart from; leave: “You and I are on the point of quitting the theater of our 

exploits” (Horatio Nelson).  2. To leave the company of:  had to quit the gathering 

in order to be home by midnight.  3. To give up; relinquish:  quit a job.  4. To aban-

don or put aside; forsake:  advised them to quit their dissipated ways.  5. To cease 

or discontinue:  asked them to quit talking.  6. a. To rid oneself of by paying:  quit 

a debt.  b. To release from a burden or responsibility.   7. To conduct (oneself) in 

a specified way:  Quit yourselves like adults.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cease performing an 

action.  See Synonyms at stop.  2. To give up, as in defeat; stop.  3. To leave a job.   
—  adj.  Absolved of a duty or an obligation; free.  [Middle English quiten, to 

release, from Old French quiter, from Medieval Latin quiKt7re, quXt7re, from Latin 

quiKtus, at rest. See QUIET.]

quitch grass (kwVch gr4s) n.  Couch grass.  [Middle English quich, from Old 

English cwice. See gwei- in Appendix.]

quit·claim (kwVtùkl7mÙ) Law. n.  The transfer of a title, right, or claim to 

another.   —  v.  tr. quit·claimed, quit·claim·ing, quit·claims. To renounce all 

claim to (a possession or right).  [Middle English quitclaime, from Anglo-Nor-



man quiteclame, from quiteclamer, to release  : quite, free (from Latin quiKtus, 

freed of); see QUIET + clamer, to proclaim (from Latin cl7m7re); see CLAIM.]

quite (kwXt) adv.  1. To the greatest extent; completely:  quite alone; not quite fin-

ished.  See Usage Note at perfect.  2. Actually; really:  I’m quite positive about it.  

3. To a degree; rather:  quite soon; quite tasty.  [Middle English, from quite, clear, 

free, from Old French, from Latin quiKtus, freed. See QUIET.]

Qui·to (kKùto)  The capital of Ecuador, in the north-central part of the country. 

Settled by the Quito people, it was captured by the Incas in 1487 and held by the 

Spanish from 1534 until 1822. The city has frequently been damaged by earth-

quakes. Population, 890,355. 

quit·rent (kwVtùrHntÙ) n.  A rent paid by a freeman in lieu of the services 

required by feudal custom.  [Middle English quiterent : quite, free; see QUITE + 

rent, rent; see RENT
1.]

quits (kwVts) adj.  On even terms with by payment or requital:  I am finally quits 

with the loan.  [Middle English, probably alteration (influenced by Medieval Latin 

quittus, quXtus, past participle of quXt7re, to free), of quit, rid of a debt, from Old 

French quiter. See QUIT.]

quit·tance (kwVtùns) n.  1. a. Release from a debt, an obligation, or a penalty.  

b. A document or receipt certifying such release.   2. Something given as requital 

or recompense; a repayment.  [Middle English quitance, from Old French, from 

quiter, to free. See QUIT.]

quit·ter (kwVtùNr) n.  One who gives up easily. 

quit·tor (kwVtùNr) n.  An inflammation of the hoof cartilage of horses and other 

solid-hoofed animals, characterized by degeneration of hoof tissue, formation of 

a slough, and fistulous sores.  [Middle English quiture, perhaps from Old French, 

act of boiling, from Latin coct7ra, boiling liquid, from coctus, past participle of 

coquere, to cook. See pekw- in Appendix.]

quiv·er1 (kwVvùNr) v.  intr. quiv·ered, quiv·er·ing, quiv·ers. To shake with a 

slight, rapid, tremulous movement.  See Synonyms at shake.   —  n.  The act or 

motion of quivering.  [Middle English quiveren, perhaps from quiver, nimble 

(from Old English cwifer-). See gwei- in Appendix.] —quivùer·y adj. 

quiv·er2 (kwVvùNr) n.  1. A portable case for holding arrows.  2. A case full of 

arrows.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman quiveir, variant of Old French 

cuivre, from Old Low Franconian cocar, probably from Medieval Latin cucurum, 

probably from Hunnish; akin to Mongolian kökür.]

qui vive (kK vKvù) n.  A sentinel’s challenge.   —idiom. on the qui vive. On 

the alert; vigilant: “a loathsome Dublin politico who is on the qui vive for... terror-

ists” (Julian Moynahan).  [French, (long) live who? (a sentry’s challenge to deter-

mine a person’s political sympathies)  : qui, who + vive, third person sing. present 

subjunctive of vivre, to live.]



quix·ot·ic (kwVk-smtùVk) also quix·ot·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Caught up in the 

romance of noble deeds and the pursuit of unreachable goals; idealistic without 

regard to practicality.  2. Capricious; impulsive: “At worst his scruples must have 

been quixotic, not malicious” (Louis Auchincloss).  [From English Quixote, a 

visionary, after Don Quixote, hero of a romance by Miguel de Cervantes.] 
—quix·otùi·cal·ly adv.  —quixùo·tism (kwVkùsN-tVzÙNm) n. 

quiz (kwVz) v.  tr. quizzed, quiz·zing, quiz·zes. 1. To question closely or 

repeatedly; interrogate.  2. To test the knowledge of by posing questions.  See Syn-

onyms at ask.  3. Chiefly British. To poke fun at; mock.   —  n.  pl. quiz·zes. 
1. A questioning or an inquiry.  2. A short oral or written test.  3. A practical 

joke.  [Origin unknown.] —quizùzer n.  

WORD HISTORY: Although we do not know the origin of the word quiz, just

as we may not know the answers to all the questions on a quiz, we can say that its

first recorded sense has to do with people, not tests. The term, first recorded in

1782, meant “an odd or eccentric person.” From the noun in this sense came a

verb meaning “to make sport or fun of” and “to regard mockingly.” In English

dialects and probably in American English the verb quiz acquired senses relating

to interrogation and questioning. This presumably occurred because quiz was as-

sociated with question, inquisitive, or perhaps the English dialect verb quiset, “to

question” (probably itself short for obsolete inquisite, “to investigate”). From this

new area of meaning came the noun and verb senses all too familiar to students.

The second recorded instance of the noun sense occurs in the writings of no less

an educator than William James, who in a December 26, 1867, letter proffers the

hope that “perhaps giving ‘quizzes’ in anatomy and physiology... may help along.”

quiz show (kwVz sho) n.  A television or radio program in which the contes-

tants’ knowledge is tested by questioning, with some contestants winning money 

or prizes. 

quiz·zi·cal (kwVzùV-kNl) adj.  1. Suggesting puzzlement; questioning.  2. Teasing; 

mocking: “His face wore a somewhat quizzical almost impertinent air” (Lawrence 

Durrell).  3. Eccentric; odd.   —quizÙzi·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK) n.  —quizùzi·cal·ly 
adv. 

Qum (ktm)  See Qom. 
Qum·ran (ktm-ränù) also Khir·bet Qumran (kîrùbHt)  An ancient village of 

Palestine on the northwest shore of the Dead Sea in the West Bank east of Jerusa-

lem. It is noted for the caves in which the Dead Sea Scrolls were found. 

quod·li·bet (kwmdùlN-bHtÙ) n.  1. a. A theological or philosophical issue pre-

sented for formal argument or disputation.  b. Formal disputation of such an 

issue.   2. Music. A usually humorous medley.  [Middle English, from Medieval 

Latin quodlibetum, from Latin quod libet, anything at all  : quod, what; see kwo- in 



Appendix + libet, it pleases, third person sing. present of libKre, to be pleasing; see 

leubh- in Appendix.]

quoin also coign (koin, kwoin) n.  1. a. An exterior angle of a wall or other 

piece of masonry.  b. A stone serving to form such an angle; a cornerstone.   2. A 

keystone.  3. Printing. A wedge-shaped block used to lock type in a chase.  4. A 

wedge used to raise the level of a gun.   —  v.  tr. quoined also coigned, 
quoin·ing also coign·ing, quoins also coigns. To provide, secure, or raise 

with a quoin or quoins.  [Variant of COIN.]

quoit (kwoit, koit) n.  Upper Northern U.S. 1. quoits. (used with a sing. verb). A 

game in which flat rings of iron or rope are pitched at a stake, with points 

awarded for encircling it.  2. One of the rings used in this game.  [Middle English 

coyte, flat stone, quoit, from Old French coilte, coite, from Latin culcita, cushion.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The game quoits derives its name from quoit, specifically

denoting a heavy iron ring slightly convex on the outside and concave inside, con-

figured so as to give it an edge for cutting into the ground. Both the game and the

term are associated almost exclusively with the Upper North (the northernmost

tier of states from New York State westward to North Dakota). In fact, quoits is

one of a dozen terms that are most reliable for delineating the Upper North dialect

boundary.

quok·ka (kwmkùN) n.  A small short-tailed wallaby (Setonix brachyurus) living in 

coastal areas of southwest Australia.  [Nyungar (Aboriginal language of southwest 

Australia) kwaka.]

quon·dam (kwmnùdNm, -d4mÙ) adj.  That once was; former: “the quondam 

drunkard, now perfectly sober” (Bret Harte).  [Latin, from quom, when. See kwo- 
in Appendix.]

Quon·set (kwmnùsVt)  A trademark used for a prefabricated portable hut having 

a semicircular roof of corrugated metal that curves down to form walls. This 

trademark often occurs in attributive contexts in print: “a Quonset building that 

once stored grain” (Chicago Tribune); “an unassuming assemblage of clapboard 

buildings, Quonset storage huts, and docks” (Christian Science Monitor). It some-

times occurs in lowercase: “wooden frame shacks, auto trailers, abandoned Air 

Force quonsets” (Washington Post). 

quo·rum (kwôrùNm, kworù-) n.  1. The minimal number of officers and mem-

bers of a committee or an organization, usually a majority, who must be present 

for valid transaction of business.  2. A select group.  [Middle English, quorum of 

justices of the peace, from Latin quorum, of whom, from the wording of a com-

mission naming certain persons as members of a body, genitive pl. of quX, who. 

See kwo- in Appendix.]

quot. abbr.  Quotation. 



quo·ta (kwoùtN) n.  1. A proportional share, as of goods, assigned to a group or 

to each member of a group; an allotment. a. A production assignment.   2. The 

maximum number, especially of people, that may be admitted to a nation, a 

group, or an institution.  [Medieval Latin, from Latin quota (pars), how large (a 

part), feminine of quotus, of what number. See QUOTE.]

quot·a·ble (kwoùtN-bNl) adj.  Suitable for or worthy of quoting:  a quotable slo-

gan; a quotable pundit.   —quotÙa·bilùi·ty n. 

quo·ta·tion (kwo-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. quot. 1. The act of quoting.  2. A passage 

quoted.  3. An explicit reference or allusion in an artistic work to a passage or ele-

ment from another, usually well-known work: “Direct quotations from other 

paintings are fairly sparse” (Robert Hughes).  4. a. The quoting of current prices 

and bids for securities and goods.  b. The prices or bids cited.    —quo·taù-
tion·al adj.  —quo·taùtion·al·ly adv. 

quotation mark (kwo-t7ùshNn märk) n.  Either of a pair of punctuation 

marks used to mark the beginning and end of a passage attributed to another and 

repeated word for word. They appear in the form of double quotation marks (“ ”) 

and single quotation marks (‘ ’). Single quotation marks are usually reserved for 

setting off a quotation within another quotation. 

quote (kwot) v.  quot·ed, quot·ing, quotes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To repeat or copy 

the words of (another), usually with acknowledgment of the source.  2. To cite or 

refer to for illustration or proof.  3. To repeat a brief passage or excerpt from:  

The saxophonist quoted a Duke Ellington melody in his solo.  4. To state (a price) 

for securities, goods, or services.   —  v.  intr. To give a quotation, as from a book.   
—  n.  1. Informal. A quotation.  2. A quotation mark.  3. Used by a speaker to 

indicate the beginning of a quotation.  4. Usage Problem. A dictum; a saying.  

[Middle English coten, to mark a book with numbers or marginal references, 

from Old French coter, from Medieval Latin quot7re, to number chapters, from 

Latin quotus, of what number, from quot, how many. See kwo- in Appendix.] 
—quotùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: As a transitive verb quote is appropriately used to describe the

use of an exact wording drawn from another source. When the original source is

paraphrased or alluded to, the more general term cite is usually preferable. • The

noun quote is well established as a truncation of quotation, though many critics

regard it as unduly journalistic or breezy. As such, it is best avoided in formal

literary discussions. The use of the noun was acceptable to only 38 percent of the

Usage Panel in the sentence He began the chapter with a quote from the Bible. But

the usage is less objectionable in informal contexts or in reference to less august

sources; the word was acceptable to 53 percent of the Panel in the sentence He

lightened up his talk by throwing in quotes from Marx Brothers movies. • The noun

quote is sometimes used as a synonym for “dictum, saying,” as in His career is just



one more validation of Andy Warhol’s quote that “in the future, everybody will be

famous for fifteen minutes.” This example was unacceptable to 76 percent of the

Usage Panel.

quoth (kwoth) v.  tr. Archaic. Uttered; said. Used only in the first and third per-

sons, with the subject following: “Quoth the Raven, ‘Nevermore!’” (Edgar Allan 

Poe).  [Middle English, from Old English cw<th, third person sing. past tense of 

cwethan, to say. See gwet- in Appendix.]

quo·tha (kwoùthN) interj.  Archaic. Used to express surprise or sarcasm, after 

quoting the word or phrase of another.  [Alteration of quoth he.]

quo·tid·i·an (kwo-tVdùK-Nn) adj.  1. Everyday; commonplace: “There’s nothing 

quite like a real... train conductor to add color to a quotidian commute” (Anita Dia-

mant).  2. Recurring daily. Used especially of attacks of malaria.  [Middle English 

cotidien, from Old French, from Latin quotXdi7nus, from quotXdiK, each day  : 

quot, how many, as many as; see kwo- in Appendix + diK, genitive and dative of 

diKs, day; see deiw- in Appendix.]

quo·tient (kwoùshNnt) n.  Mathematics. The number obtained by dividing one 

quantity by another. In 45 ÷ 3 = 15, 15 is the quotient.  [Middle English quocient, 

alteration of Latin quotiKns, how many times, from quot, how many. See kwo- in 

Appendix.]

Qur·’an (kN-r4nù, -ränù, kô-, ko-) n.  Variant of Koran. 
Qur·net es Sau·da (ktrùnVt Hs souùdN, -dä)  A peak, 3,090 m (10,131 ft) 

high, of the Lebanon Mountains in northern Lebanon. It is the highest elevation 

in the country. 

qu·rush (kuùrNsh) n.  pl. qurush or qu·rush·es. A unit of currency in Saudi 

Arabia.  [Arabic qur7≥, pl. of qir≥.]

q.v. abbr.  Latin. Quod vide (which see). 

QWER·TY (kwûrùtK) adj.  Of, relating to, or designating the traditional configu-

ration of typewriter or computer keyboard keys.  [From the first six letters at the 

upper left.]



                                                                                                                                                                                      
r1  or R (är) n.  pl. r’s or R’s. 1. The 18th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter r.  3. The 18th in a series. 

r2 abbr.  1.  Or R. Mathematics. Radius.  2.  Or R. Electricity. Resistance.  3.  Or r.. 
Baseball. Run. 

R1 (är) n.  A movie rating that allows admission only to persons of a certain age, 

usually 17, unless accompanied by a parent or guardian.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  an R movie.  [Short for RESTRICTED.]

R2  1.  The symbol for gas constant. 2.  The symbol for radical. 
R3 abbr.  1.  Or R.. Réaumur (scale).  2. Registered trademark.  3. Ecclesiastical. 

Response.  4.  Or r. Roentgen.  5. Games. Rook (chess). 

r. abbr.  1.  Or R.. Railroad; railway.  2.  Or R.. Range.  3. Rare.  4. Retired.  5.  Or 

R.. Right.  6.  Or R.. River.  7.  Or R.. Road.  8. Rod (unit of length).  9. Games. 

Rubber.  10. Ruble.  11.  Or R.. Rupee. 

R. abbr.  1. Rabbi.  2. Rector.  3. Republican.  4. Royal. 

Ra1 (rä) also Re (r7) n.  Mythology. The ancient Egyptian sun god, the supreme 

deity represented as a man with the head of a hawk crowned with a solar disk and 

uraeus. 

Ra2  The symbol for the element radium. 
Ra. abbr.  Range. 

R.A. abbr.  1.  Or RA. Rear admiral.  2.  Or RA. Regular army.  3. Astronomy. 

Right ascension.  4. Royal Academy; Royal Academician. 

ra·bat (r4bùK, rN-b4tù) n.  A piece of cloth fitted to the collar and covering the 

shirt front, worn chiefly by Roman Catholic and Anglican clergy.  [French, from 

Old French. See REBATO.]

Ra·bat (rN-bätù, rä-)  The capital of Morocco, on the Atlantic Ocean northeast of 

Casablanca. Settled in ancient times, it became a Muslim fortress c. 700. Rabat 

was the capital of the French protectorate of Morocco from 1912 until indepen-

dence was achieved in 1956. Population, 518,616. 

ra·ba·to (rN-bäùto) n.  Variant of rebato. 
rab·bet (r4bùVt) also re·bate (rKùb7tÙ, r4bùVt) n.  1. A cut or groove along or 

near the edge of a piece of wood that allows another piece to fit into it to form a 

joint.  2. A joint so made.   —  v.  rab·bet·ed also re·bat·ed, rab·bet·ing also 

re·bat·ing, rab·bets also re·bates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut a rabbet in.  2. To join 

by a rabbet.   —  v.  intr. To be joined by a rabbet.  [Middle English rabet, from 

Old French rabat, recess in a wall, act of beating down, from rabattre, to beat 

down again. See REBATE
1.]

rab·bi (r4bùX) n.  pl. rab·bis. 1.  Abbr. R. A person trained in Jewish law, ritual, 

and tradition and ordained for leadership of a Jewish congregation, especially one 

serving as chief religious official of a synagogue.  2. A scholar qualified to inter-

pret Jewish law.  [Middle English rabi, from Old French, from Late Latin rabbX, 
master, from Greek rhabbi, from Hebrew rabbî : rab, master + -î, my.]



rab·bin·ate (r4bùN-n7tÙ, -nVt) n.  1. The office or function of a rabbi.  2. Rabbis 

considered as a group. 

rab·bin·i·cal (rN-bVnùV-kNl) also rab·bin·ic (-Vk) adj.  Of, relating to, or charac-

teristic of rabbis.  [From obsolete rabbin, rabbi, from French, from Old French 

rabain, probably from Aramaic rabbXn, pl. of rab, master.] —rab·binùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

Rab·bin·ic Hebrew (rN-bVnùVk hKùbru) n.  See Mishnaic Hebrew. 
rab·bin·ism (r4bùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Rabbinical teachings and traditions. 

rab·bin·ist (r4bùN-nVst) n.  A strict observer of the Talmud and of rabbinical tra-

ditions.   —rabÙbin·isùtic, rabÙbin·itùic (-VtùVk)  adj. 

rab·bit (r4bùVt) n.  pl. rab·bits or rabbit. 1. Any of various long-eared, short-

tailed, burrowing mammals of the family Leporidae, as the commonly domesti-

cated Old World species Oryctolagus cuniculus or the cottontail.  2. A hare.  

3. The fur of a rabbit or hare.  4. Sports. A runner who intentionally sets a fast 

pace for a teammate during a long-distance race.   —  v.  intr. rab·bit·ed, 
rab·bit·ing, rab·bits. To hunt rabbits or hares.  [Middle English rabet, young 

rabbit, probably from Old French, from Middle Dutch robbe, rabbit.] 
—rabùbit·er n. 

rabbit ears (r4bùVt îrz) pl.n.  Informal. An indoor television antenna consisting 

of two usually adjustable rods connected to a base and swiveling apart at a V-

shaped angle. 

rabbit fever (r4bùVt fKùvNr) n.  See tularemia. 
rabbit food (r4bùVt fud) n.  Informal. Raw vegetables, especially those eaten in 

salads. 

rab·bit-foot clover (r4bùVt-fttÙ kloùvNr) n.  An annual clover (Trifolium 

arvense) native to the Old World, having white or pale pink furlike flowers resem-

bling rabbits’ paws. 

rabbit punch (r4bùVt pƒnch) n.  A chopping blow to the back of the neck.   
—rabùbit-punchÙ (r4bùVt-pƒnchÙ) v. 

rab·ble1 (r4bùNl) n.  1. A tumultuous crowd; a mob:  an aristocrat who was killed 

in the street by rabble.  2. The lowest or coarsest class of people:  aristocrats who 

regarded the rabble with deep contempt.  [Middle English.]

rab·ble2 (r4bùNl) n.  1. An iron bar with one end bent like a rake, used to stir and 

skim molten iron in puddling.  2. Any of various similar tools or mechanically 

operated devices used in roasting or refining furnaces.   —  v.  tr. rab·bled, 
rab·bling, rab·bles. To stir or skim (molten iron) with an iron bar.  [French 

râble, fire shovel, from Old French roable, from Medieval Latin rot7bulum, from 

Latin rut7bulum, from rutus, past participle of ruere, to rake up, tumble down.] 
—rabùbler n. 

rab·ble-rous·er (r4bùNl-rouÙzNr) n.  A leader or speaker who stirs up the pas-

sions of the masses; a demagogue. 



Ra·be·lais (r4bùN-l7Ù, r4bÙN-l7ù, räb-lHù), François. 1494?-1553.  French 

humanist and writer of satirical attacks on medieval scholasticism and supersti-

tion, most notably Pantagruel (1532) and Gargantua (1534). 

Rab·e·lai·si·an (r4bÙN-l7ùzK-Nn, -zhNn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic 

of Rabelais or his works:  a Rabelaisian catalogue.  2. Characterized by coarse 

humor, exuberant learning, or bold caricature. 

Ra·bi (rƒùbK) also Ra·bi·a (rN-bKùN) n.  Either the third or the fourth month of 

the year in the Muslim calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Arabic rabX1, spring.]

Ra·bi (räùbK), Isidor Isaac. 1898-1988.  Austrian-born American physicist. He 

won a 1944 Nobel Prize for his study of magnetic movement of atomic particles. 

rab·id (r4bùVd) adj.  1. Of or affected by rabies.  2. Raging; uncontrollable:  rabid 

thirst.  3. Extremely zealous or enthusiastic; fanatical:  a rabid football fan.  [Latin 

rabidus, from rabere, to rave.] —ra·bidùi·ty (rN-bVdùV-tK, r4-), rabùid·ness 

(r4bùVd-nVs)  n.  —rabùid·ly adv. 

ra·bies (r7ùbKz) n.  An acute, infectious, often fatal viral disease of most warm-

blooded animals, especially wolves, cats, and dogs, that attacks the central ner-

vous system and is transmitted by the bite of infected animals.  [Latin rabiKs, rage, 

from rabere, to rave.] —raÙbi·etùic (-HtùVk) adj. 

Ra·bin (rä-bKnù, räùbKn), Itzhak or Yitzhak. 1922-1995.  Israeli military and 

political leader who commanded Israeli forces in the Six-Day War (1967) and 

served as prime minister (1974-1977 and 1992-1995). He shared the 1994 Nobel 

Peace Prize with Yasir Arafat. Rabin was assassinated in 1995 as he left a peace 

rally. 

rac·coon also ra·coon (r4-kunù) n.  pl. rac·coons or raccoon also ra·coons  
or racoon. 1. A carnivorous North American mammal (Procyon lotor) having 

grayish-brown fur, black masklike facial markings, and a black-ringed bushy tail.  

2. The fur of this mammal.  3. Any of various similar or related animals.  [Of 

Virginia Algonquian origin.]

Rac·coon River (r4-kunù rVvùNr)  A river rising in northwest Iowa and flow-

ing about 322 km (200 mi) southeast to the Des Moines River near the city of Des 

Moines. 

race1 (r7s) n.  1. A local geographic or global human population distinguished as 

a more or less distinct group by genetically transmitted physical characteristics.  

2. A group of people united or classified together on the basis of common his-

tory, nationality, or geographic distribution:  the German race.  3. A genealogical 

line; a lineage.  4. Human beings considered as a group.  5. Biology. a. A popula-

tion of organisms differing from others of the same species in the frequency of 

hereditary traits; a subspecies.  b. A breed or strain, as of domestic animals.   6. A 

distinguishing or characteristic quality, such as the flavor of a wine.  [French, 

from Old French, from Old Italian razza, race, lineage.]



race2 (r7s) n.  1. Sports. a. A competition of speed, as in running or riding.  

b. races. A series of such competitions held at a specified time on a regular 

course:  attending the dog races.   2. An extended competition in which partici-

pants struggle like runners to be the winner:  the presidential race.  3. Steady or 

rapid onward movement:  the race of time.  4. a. A strong or swift current of 

water.  b. The channel of such a current.  c. An artificial channel built to trans-

port water and use its energy; a raceway.   5. A groovelike part of a machine in 

which a moving part slides or rolls.  6.  See slipstream (n., sense 1).   —  v.  

raced, rac·ing, rac·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. Sports. To compete in a contest of speed.  

2. To move rapidly or at top speed:  raced home in time.  3. To run too rapidly 

because of decreased resistance or a lighter load:  an engine that was racing.   —  v.  

tr. 1. Sports. a. To compete against in a race.  b. To cause to compete in a race; 

enter in a contest:  The monarch raced her horses in the derby each year.   2. To 

transport rapidly or at top speed; rush:  raced the injured motorist to the hospital.  

3. To cause (an engine with the gears disengaged, for example) to run swiftly or 

too swiftly.  [Middle English ras, from Old Norse r7s, rush, running. See ers- in 

Appendix.]

Race (r7s), Cape. A promontory of southeast Newfoundland, Canada, on the 

coast of the Avalon Peninsula. 

race·car (r7sùkärÙ) n.  Sports. An automobile used for racing. 

race·course (r7sùkôrsÙ, -korsÙ) n.  Sports. A course laid out for racing. 

race·horse (r7sùhôrsÙ) n.  A horse bred and trained to race. 

ra·ceme (r7-sKmù, rN-) n.  Botany. An inflorescence having stalked flowers 

arranged singly along an elongated, unbranched axis, as in the lily of the valley.  

[Latin racKmus, a bunch of grapes.]

ra·ce·mic (r7-sKùmVk, -sHmùVk, rN-) adj.  Of or relating to a chemical compound 

that contains equal quantities of dextrorotatory and levorotatory forms and 

therefore does not rotate the plane of incident polarized light. 

racemic acid (r7-sKùmVk 4sùVd) n.  An optically inactive form of tartaric acid, 

C2H4O2(COOH)2·H2O, that can be separated into dextrorotatory and levorota-

tory components and is sometimes found in grape juice during the making of 

wine. 

ra·ce·mi·form (r7-sKùmN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Botany. Having the form of a raceme. 

rac·e·mism (r4sùN-mVzÙNm, r7-sKù-) n.  Chemistry. The condition or state of 

being racemic. 

rac·e·mi·za·tion (r4sÙN-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  Chemistry. Conversion of an optically 

active substance to a racemic form. 

rac·e·mose (r4sùN-mosÙ) adj.  1. Botany. Resembling or borne in a raceme.  

2. Anatomy. Having a structure of clustered parts. Used of glands.   
—racùe·moseÙly adv. 



rac·er (r7ùsNr) n.  1. One that engages in races or is capable of great speed:  a dog 

bred as a racer.  2. Any of various fast-moving North American snakes of the 

genus Coluber. 

race riot (r7s rXùNt) n.  A riot caused by racial hatred or dissension. 

race·run·ner (r7sùrƒnÙNr) n.  Any of several fast-moving New World lizards of 

the genus Cnemidophorus. 

race·track (r7sùtr4kÙ) n.  Sports. A usually oval, specially surfaced course on 

which races are held. 

race-walk (r7sùwôkÙ) v.  intr. race-·walked, race-·walk·ing, race-·walks. 
Sports. To engage in race walking. 

race walking (r7s wôùkVng) n.  Sports. The sport of walking for speed, the rules 

of which require the racer to maintain continual foot contact with the ground 

and to keep the supporting leg straight at the knee when that leg is directly below 

the body.  Also called health walking, heel-and-toeing, PowerWalking, speed walk-

ing.  —race walker n. 

race·way (r7sùw7Ù) n.  1. Sports. A course or track for racing, especially harness 

racing.  2. A tube that encloses and protects electric wires.  3. A race:  the raceway 

beside the old mill. 

Ra·chel (r7ùchNl)  In the Old Testament, the second wife of Jacob and the mother 

of Joseph and Benjamin. 

rach·i·des (r4kùV-dKzÙ, r7ùkV-) n.  Biology. A plural of rachis. 
ra·chil·la (rN-kVlùN) n.  pl. ra·chil·lae (-kVlùK). Botany. A diminutive axis of a 

spikelet that bears the florets, as in grasses and sedges.  [New Latin, diminutive of 

RACHIS.]

ra·chis (r7ùkVs) n.  pl. ra·chis·es or rach·i·des (r4kùV-dKzÙ, r7ùkV-). Biology. A 

main axis or shaft, such as the main stem of an inflorescence, the stalk of a pin-

nately compound leaf, or the spinal column.  [New Latin, from Greek rhakhis, 

spine, ridge.] —raùchi·al adj. 

ra·chi·tis (rN-kXùtVs) n.  See rickets.  [Greek rhakhis, spine + -ITIS.] —ra·chitùic 
(-kVtùVk) adj. 

Rach·ma·ni·noff (räk-mäùnN-nôfÙ, räKH-, rNKH-mäùnyV-nNf), Sergei Vasil-
ievich. 1873-1943.  Russian-born composer. A virtuoso pianist, he excelled at the 

interpretation of the late romantic composers. His own work is largely a continu-

ation of that genre. 

ra·cial (r7ùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of race or races.  

2. Arising from or based on differences among human racial groups:  racial con-

flict; racial discrimination.   —raùcial·ly adv. 

ra·cial·ism (r7ùshN-lVzÙNm) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of racism.  —raùcial·ist 
adj. , n.  —raÙcial·isùtic adj. 

Ra·ci·bórz (rät-sKùbtshÙ)  A city of southern Poland on the Oder River near 

the Czechoslovakian border. First mentioned in the 12th century, it was later the 



capital of an independent principality and passed to Bohemia and Prussia before 

being incorporated into Poland in 1945. Population, 59,800. 

Ra·cine (rN-sKnù, r7-)  A city of southeast Wisconsin on Lake Michigan south of 

Milwaukee. It is a port and manufacturing center. Population, 84,298. 

Ra·cine (rN-sKnù, rä-), Jean Baptiste. 1639-1699.  French playwright. The 

greatest tragedian of the French classical period, he based his works, such as Bri-

tannicus (1669) and Phèdre (1677), on classical Greek and Roman themes. 

rac·ing form (r7ùsVng fôrm) n.  Sports. An information sheet about horseraces. 

racing skate (r7ùsVng sk7t) n.  Sports. See speed skate. 
ra·cism (r7ùsVzÙNm) n.  1. The belief that race accounts for differences in human 

character or ability and that a particular race is superior to others.  

2. Discrimination or prejudice based on race.   —racùist adj.  & n. 

rack1 (r4k) n.  1. a. A framework or stand in or on which to hold, hang, or dis-

play various articles:  a trophy rack; a rack for baseball bats in the dugout; a drying 

rack for laundry.  b. Games. A triangular frame for arranging billiard balls at the 

start of a game.  c. A receptacle for livestock feed.  d. A frame for holding bombs 

in an aircraft.   2. Slang. a. A bunk; a bed.  b. Sleep:  was finally able to get some 

rack.   3. A toothed bar that meshes with a gearwheel, a pinion, or another 

toothed machine part.  4. a. A state of intense anguish.  b. A cause of intense 

anguish.   5. An instrument of torture on which the victim’s body was stretched.  

6. A pair of antlers:  a buck with a handsome rack.   —  v.  tr. racked, rack·ing, 
racks. 1. Sports. To place (billiard balls, for example) in a rack.  2. To cause great 

physical or mental suffering to:  Pain racked his entire body.  See Synonyms at 

afflict.  3. To torture by means of the rack.   —phrasal verbs. rack out. Slang. 

To go to sleep or get some sleep.  rack up. Informal. To accumulate or score:  rack 

up points.   —idiom. on the rack. Under great stress.  [Middle English rakke, 

probably from Middle Dutch rec, framework. See reg- in Appendix.] —rackùer 
n. 

rack2 (r4k) n.  A fast, flashy, four-beat gait of a horse in which each foot touches 

the ground separately and at equal intervals.   —  v.  intr. racked, rack·ing, 
racks. To go or move in a rack.  [Origin unknown.]

rack3 (r4k) n.  A thin mass of wind-driven clouds.   —  v.  intr. racked, 
rack·ing, racks. To be driven by the wind; scud:  as clouds racked by.  [Middle 

English rak, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish rak, wreckage.]

rack4 (r4k) n.  Variant of wrack1. 
rack5 (r4k) n.  & v.   Variant of wrack2. 
rack6 (r4k) v.  tr. racked, rack·ing, racks. To drain (wine or cider) from the 

dregs.  [Middle English rakken, from Old Provençal arracar, from raca, stems and 

husks of grapes.]



rack7 (r4k) n.  1. a. A wholesale rib cut of lamb or veal between the shoulder and 

the loin.  b. A retail rib cut of lamb or veal, prepared for roasting or for rib chops.   

2. The neck and upper spine of mutton, pork, or veal.  [Probably from RACK
1.]

rack and pinion (r4k Nnd pVnùyNn) n.  A device for the conversion of rotary 

and linear motion, consisting of a pinion and a mated rack.   —rackù-and-
pinùion (r4kùNn-pVnùyNn) adj. 

rack·et1 also rac·quet (r4kùVt) n.  Sports. 1. A device consisting of an oval frame 

with a tight interlaced network of strings and a handle, used to strike a ball or 

shuttlecock in various games.  2. A wooden paddle, as one used in table tennis.  

[Middle English raket, a kind of handball, from Old French rachette, palm of the 

hand, racket, from Medieval Latin rascheta, palm, from Arabic r7Uet, variant of 

r7Uah.]

rack·et2 (r4kùVt) n.  1. A loud, distressing noise.  See Synonyms at noise.  2. A 

dishonest business or practice, especially one that obtains money through fraud 

or extortion.  3. a. An easy, profitable means of livelihood.  b. Slang. A business 

or an occupation.    —  v.  intr. rack·et·ed, rack·et·ing, rack·ets. 1. To make or 

move with a loud, distressing noise.  2. To lead an active social life.  [Origin 

unknown.]

rack·et·eer (r4kÙV-tîrù) n.  A person who commits crimes such as extortion, 

loansharking, bribery, and obstruction of justice in furtherance of illegal business 

activities.   —  v.  intr. rack·et·eered, rack·et·eer·ing, rack·et·eers. To carry 

on illegal business activities that involve crimes. 

rack·ets (r4kùVts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Sports. Variant of racquets. 
rack·et·y (r4kùV-tK) adj.  Noisy; raucous. 

Rack·ham (r4kùNm), Arthur. 1867-1939.  British artist known for his ethereal 

illustrations for children’s books. 

rack railway (r4k r7lùw7Ù) n.  See cog railway. 
rack-rent (r4kùrHntÙ) n.  Exorbitant rent.   —  v.  tr. rack-·rent·ed, rack-

·rent·ing, rack-·rents. To exact exorbitant rent for or from.  [From RACK
1.] 

—rackù-rentÙer n. 

ra·clette (rä-klHtù, r4-) n.  1. A Swiss dish consisting of cheese melted and served 

on boiled potatoes or bread.  2. A firm cheese used in making this dish.  [French, 

from racler, to rake, scrape, from Provençal rasclar, to rake, from Old Provençal, 

from Vulgar Latin *r7scul7re, from *r7sculum, diminutive of Latin r7strum, rake. 

See rKd- in Appendix.]

rac·on·teur (r4kÙmn-tûrù) n.  One who tells stories and anecdotes with skill and 

wit.  [French, from raconter, to relate, from Old French  : re-, re- + aconter, to 

count up, reckon; see ACCOUNT.]

ra·coon (r4·kunù) n.  Variant of raccoon. 
rac·quet (r4kùVt) n.  Sports. Variant of racket1. 



rac·quet·ball (r4kùVt-bôlÙ) n.  Sports. A game played on a four-walled handball 

court by two or four players with short-handled rackets and a hollow rubber ball 

24 inches (5.7 centimeters) in diameter. 

rac·quets also rack·ets (r4kùVts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Sports. A game 

played on a large, netless, four-walled court by two or four players with long-han-

dled rackets and a hard, fast-moving ball 1 inch (2.5 centimeters) in diameter. 

rac·y (r7ùsK) adj.  rac·i·er, rac·i·est. 1. Having a distinctive and characteristic 

quality or taste.  2. Strong and sharp in flavor or odor; piquant or pungent.  

3. Risqué; ribald.  4. Vigorous; lively.  [From RACE
1.] —racùi·ly adv.  

—racùi·ness n. 

rad1 (r4d) n.  Physics. A unit of energy absorbed from ionizing radiation, equal to 

100 ergs per gram or 0.01 joule per kilogram of irradiated material.  [Short for 

RADIATION.]

rad2 (r4d) adj.  Slang. 1. Radical:  rad moves on a skateboard.  2. Wonderful; mar-

velous. 

rad3 abbr.  Mathematics. Radian. 

rad. abbr.  1. Mathematics. Radical.  2. Radio.  3. Mathematics. Radius.  

4. Mathematics. Radix. 

ra·dar (r7ùdär) n.  1. A method of detecting distant objects and determining 

their position, velocity, or other characteristics by analysis of very high frequency 

radio waves reflected from their surfaces.  2. The equipment used in such detec-

tion.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  radar technology; a 

radar installation.  [RA(DIO) + D(ETECTING) + A(ND) + R(ANGING).]

radar astronomy (r7ùdär N-strmnùN-mK) n.  The branch of astronomy that 

studies bodies in the solar system by analyzing the reflections of radio waves sent 

from Earth. 

radar beacon (r7ùdär bKùkNn) n.  A fixed device that sends or receives, ampli-

fies, alters, and returns a radar signal, permitting a distant receiver to determine 

its bearing and sometimes its range. 

ra·dar·scope (r7ùdär-skopÙ) n.  The oscilloscope viewing screen of a radar 

receiver. 

radar telescope (r7ùdär tHlùV-skopÙ) n.  A large radar antenna used in radar 

astronomy. 

Rad·cliffe (r4dùklVfÙ), Ann Ward. 1764-1823.  British writer of Gothic novels, 

including The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794). 

rad·dle1 (r4dùl) v.  tr. rad·dled, rad·dling, rad·dles. To twist together; inter-

weave.  [From dialectal raddle, stick interwoven with others in a fence, from 

Anglo-Norman reidele, stout pole, possibly from Middle High German reidel, 

rod. See reidh- in Appendix.]

rad·dle2 (r4dùl) n.  & v.   Variant of ruddle. 
rad·dled (r4dùld) adj.  Worn-out and broken-down.  [Origin unknown.]



radi- pref.  Variant of radio-. 
ra·di·al (r7ùdK-Nl) adj.  1. a. Of, relating to, or arranged like rays or radii.  

b. Radiating from or converging to a common center.  c. Having or characterized 

by parts so arranged or so radiating.   2. Moving or directed along a radius.  

3. Anatomy. Of, relating to, or near the radius or forearm.  4. Developing sym-

metrically about a central point.   —  n.  1. A radial part, such as a ray, spoke, or 

radius.  2. A radial tire.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin radi7lis, from 

Latin radius, ray.] —raùdi·al·ly adv. 

radial engine (r7ùdK-Nl HnùjVn) n.  An internal-combustion engine, formerly 

used in propeller-driven aircraft, with cylinders arranged radially around the 

crankshaft. 

radially symmetrical (r7ùdK-N-lK sV-mHtùrV-kNl) adj.  Having radial symme-

try; actinomorphic. 

radial symmetry (r7ùdK-Nl sVmùV-trK) n.  Symmetrical arrangement of constit-

uents, especially of radiating parts, about a central point. 

radial tire (r7ùdK-Nl tXr) n.  A pneumatic tire in which the ply cords extending to 

beads are laid at approximately right angles to the center line of the tread. 

ra·di·an (r7ùdK-Nn) n.  Abbr. rad Mathematics. A unit of angular measure equal 

to the angle subtended at the center of a circle by an arc equal in length to the 

radius of the circle, approximately 57˚17'44.6".  See Table at measurement.  
[RADI(US) + -AN

1.]

ra·di·ance (r7ùdK-Nns) also ra·di·an·cy (-Nn-sK) n.  1. The quality or state of 

being radiant.  2. Physics. The radiant energy emitted per unit time in a specified 

direction by a unit area of an emitting surface. 

ra·di·ant (r7ùdK-Nnt) adj.  1. Emitting heat or light.  2. Consisting of or emitted 

as radiation:  radiant heat.  3. a. Filled with light; bright.  b. Glowing; beaming.  

See Synonyms at bright.    —  n.  1. An object or a point from which light or 

heat rays are emitted.  2. Astronomy. The apparent celestial origin of a meteoric 

shower.  [Middle English, from Latin radi7ns, radiant- present participle of 

radi7re, to radiate. See RADIATE.] —raùdi·ant·ly adv. 

radiant energy (r7ùdK-Nnt HnùNr-jK) n.  Physics. Energy transferred by radia-

tion, especially by an electromagnetic wave. 

radiant flux (r7ùdK-Nnt flƒks) n.  Physics. The rate of flow of radiant energy. 

ra·di·ate (r7ùdK-7tÙ) v.  ra·di·at·ed, ra·di·at·ing, ra·di·ates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

send out rays or waves.  2. To issue or emerge in rays or waves:  Heat radiated 

from the stove.  3. To extend in straight lines from or toward a center; diverge or 

converge like rays:  Spokes radiate from a wheel hub.  4. Ecology. To spread into 

new habitats and thereby diverge or diversify. Used of a group of organisms.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To emit (light, for example) in or as if in rays.  2. To send or spread out 

from or as if from a center:  a cactus that radiates spines.  3. To irradiate or illumi-

nate (an object).  4. To manifest in a glowing manner:  a leader who radiates con-



fidence.   —  adj.  (-Vt) 1. Botany. Having rays or raylike parts, as in the flower 

heads of daisies.  2. Biology. Characterized by radial symmetry.  3. Surrounded 

with rays:  a radiate head on a coin.  [Latin radi7re, radi7t-, to emit beams, from 

radius, ray.] —raùdi·aÙtive adj. 

ra·di·a·tion (r7ÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of radiating:  the radiation 

of heat and light from a burning body.  2. Physics. a. Emission and propagation of 

energy in the form of rays or waves.  b. Energy radiated or transmitted in the 

form of rays, waves, or particles.  c. A stream of particles or electromagnetic 

waves emitted by the atoms and molecules of a radioactive substance as a result of 

nuclear decay.   3. Anatomy. Radial arrangement of parts, as of a group of nerve 

fibers connecting different areas of the brain.  4. a. Ecology. The spread of a 

group of organisms into new habitats.  b. Adaptive radiation.  

ra·di·a·tion·al cool·ing (r7ÙdK-7ùshN-nNl kuùlVng) n.  The cooling of the 

earth’s surface and the air near the surface, occurring chiefly at night and caused 

by heat loss engendered by terrestrial radiation. 

radiation sickness (r7ÙdK-7ùshNn sVkùnVs) n.  Illness induced by ionizing radi-

ation, ranging in severity from nausea, vomiting, headache, and diarrhea to loss 

of hair and teeth, reduction in red and white blood cell counts, extensive hemor-

rhaging, sterility, and death. 

ra·di·a·tor (r7ùdK-7ÙtNr) n.  1. A heating device consisting of a series of con-

nected pipes, typically inside an upright metal structure, through which steam or 

hot water is circulated so as to radiate heat into the surrounding space.  2. A cool-

ing device, as in automotive engines, through which water or other fluids circu-

late as a coolant.  3. Physics. A body that emits radiation.  4. A transmitting 

antenna. 

rad·i·cal (r4dùV-kNl) adj.  1. Arising from or going to a root or source; basic:  a 

radical flaw in a plan; chose the radical solution of starting all over again.  

2. Departing markedly from the usual or customary; extreme:  radical opinions on 

education.  3. Favoring or effecting fundamental or revolutionary changes in cur-

rent practices, conditions, or institutions:  radical political views.  4. Linguistics. 

Of or being a root:  a radical form.  5. Botany. Arising from the root or its crown:  

radical leaves.   —  n.  1. One who advocates fundamental or revolutionary 

changes in current practices, conditions, or institutions:  radicals seeking to over-

throw the social order.  2.  Abbr. rad. Mathematics. The root of a quantity as indi-

cated by the radical sign.  3.  Symbol R An atom or a group of atoms with at least 

one unpaired electron.  4.  Abbr. rad. Linguistics. See root1 (n., sense 8).  [Middle 

English, of a root, from Late Latin r7dXc7lis, having roots, from Latin r7dXx, r7dXc-

, root. See wr7d- in Appendix.] —radùi·cal·ly adv.  —radùi·cal·ness n. 

radical expression (r4dùV-kNl Vk-sprHshùNn) n.  Mathematics. An expression 

or form in which radical signs appear. 



rad·i·cal·ism (r4dùV-kN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The doctrines or practices of radicals.  

2. The quality of being radical. 

rad·i·cal·ize (r4dùV-kN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. rad·i·cal·ized, rad·i·cal·iz·ing, 
rad·i·cal·iz·es. To make radical or more radical: “Many, probably most, of those 

have been radicalized by their experiences among the poor” (Conor Cruise 

O’Brien).   —radÙi·cal·i·zaùtion (-kN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

radical sign (r4dùV-kNl sXn) n.  Mathematics. 1. The sign √ placed before a quan-

tity, indicating extraction of the root designated by a raised integer. When 

extracting a square root, the raised integer is customarily omitted.  2. The radical 

sign together with a horizontal bar extending from its top to the end of the 

expression from which a root is to be extracted. 

rad·i·cand (r4dùV-k4ndÙ) n.  Mathematics. The quantity under a radical sign. For 

example, 3 is the radicand of 3.  [Latin r7dXcandum, neuter gerundive of r7dXc7re, 

to take root, from r7dXx, r7dXc-, root. See RADICAL.]

ra·dic·chi·o (rN-dKùkK-o, rä-) n.  pl. ra·dic·chi·os. Any of several prized variet-

ies of chicory, having red or red-spotted leaves that form globose or elongated 

heads.  [Italian, from Old Italian, chicory, from Vulgar Latin *r7dXculum, from 

Latin r7dXcula, diminutive of r7dXx, r7dXc-, root. See RADISH.]

rad·i·ces (r4dùV-sKzÙ, r7ùdV-) n.  A plural of radix. 
rad·i·cle (r4dùV-kNl) n.  1. Botany. The part of a plant embryo that develops into 

a root.  2. Anatomy. A small structure, such as a fibril of a nerve, that resembles a 

root.  [Latin r7dXcula, diminutive of r7dXx, r7dXc-, root. See wr7d- in Appendix.]

ra·di·i (r7ùdK-XÙ) n.  A plural of radius. 
ra·di·o (r7ùdK-o) n.  pl. ra·di·os. Abbr. rad. 1. The wireless transmission 

through space of electromagnetic waves in the approximate frequency range 

from 10 kilohertz to 300,000 megahertz.  2. Communication of audible signals 

encoded in electromagnetic waves.  3. Transmission of programs for the public 

by radio broadcast.  4. a. An apparatus used to transmit radio signals; a transmit-

ter.  b. An apparatus used to receive radio signals; a receiver.  c. A complex of 

equipment capable of transmitting and receiving radio signals.   5. a. A station 

for radio transmitting.  b. A radio broadcasting organization or network of affil-

iated organizations.  c. The radio broadcasting industry.   6. A message sent by 

radio.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  radio stations; 

radio programs.   —  v.  ra·di·oed, ra·di·o·ing, ra·di·os.  —  v.  tr. 1. To trans-

mit by radio:  radio a message to headquarters.  2. To transmit a message to by 

radio:  radioed the spacecraft.   —  v.  intr. To transmit messages or a message by 

radio:  a ship radioing for help.  [Short for RADIOTELEGRAPHY.]

radio-  or radi- pref.  1. Radiation; radiant energy:  radiometer.  2. Radioactive:  

radiochemistry.  3. Radio:  radiotelephone.  [From RADIATION.]

ra·di·o·ac·tive (r7ÙdK-o-4kùtVv) adj.  Of or exhibiting radioactivity.   
—raÙdi·o·acùtive·ly adv. 



radioactive decay (r7ÙdK-o-4kùtVv dV-k7ù) n.  Spontaneous disintegration of 

a radioactive substance accompanied by emission of ionizing radiation in the 

form of particles and gamma rays. 

radioactive series (r7ÙdK-o-4kùtVv sîrùKz) n.  A group of isotopes representing 

various stages of radioactive decay in which the heavier members of the group are 

transformed into successively lighter ones, the lightest being stable. 

ra·di·o·ac·tiv·i·ty (r7ÙdK-o-4k-tVvùV-tK) n.  1. Spontaneous emission of radia-

tion, either directly from unstable atomic nuclei or as a consequence of a nuclear 

reaction.  2. The radiation, including alpha particles, nucleons, electrons, and 

gamma rays, emitted by a radioactive substance. 

radio astronomy (r7ùdK-o N-strmnùN-mK) n.  The branch of astronomy that 

deals with detection and study of celestial objects and phenomena by means of 

the radio waves emitted by these objects and phenomena.   —radio astrono-
mer n. 

radio beacon (r7ùdK-o bKùkNn) n.  A fixed radio transmitter that broadcasts 

distinctive signals as a navigational aid. 

radio beam (r7ùdK-o bKm) n.  A focused beam of radio signals transmitted by a 

radio beacon to guide aircraft or ships. 

ra·di·o·bi·ol·o·gy (r7ÙdK-o-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The study of the effects of radia-

tion on living organisms.  2. The use of radioactive tracers to study biological 

processes.   —raÙdi·o·biÙo·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —raÙdi·o·bi·olùo·gist n. 

ra·di·o·broad·cast (r7ÙdK-o-brôdùk4stÙ) v.  tr. intr. ra·di·o·broad·cast or 

ra·di·o·broad·cast·ed, ra·di·o·broad·cast·ing, ra·di·o·broad·casts. To 

broadcast or be broadcast by radio.   —raÙdi·o·broadùcastÙer n. 

ra·di·o·car·bon (r7ÙdK-o-kärùbNn) n.  A radioactive isotope of carbon, espe-

cially carbon 14. 

radiocarbon dating (r7ÙdK-o-kärùbNn d7ùtVng) n.  Carbon dating. 

ra·di·o·chem·is·try (r7ÙdK-o-kHmùV-strK) n.  The chemistry of radioactive 

materials.   —raÙdi·o·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj. 

radio compass (r7ùdK-o kƒmùpNs) n.  A navigational aid consisting of an 

automatic radio receiver that determines the transmission direction of incoming 

radio waves. 

ra·di·o·e·col·o·gy (r7ÙdK-o-V-kmlùN-jK) n.  The study of the effects of radiation 

and radioisotopes on an ecological population or community.   
—raÙdi·o·ecÙo·logùi·cal (-HkÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —raÙdi·o·e·colùo·gist n. 

ra·di·o·el·e·ment (r7ÙdK-o-HlùN-mNnt) n.  A naturally occurring or artificially 

produced radioactive element. 

radio frequency (r7ùdK-o frKùkwNn-sK) n.  Abbr. RF 1. The frequency of the 

waves transmitted by a specific radio station.  2. A frequency in the range within 

which radio waves may be transmitted, from about 10 kilocycles per second to 

about 300,000 megacycles per second. The radio frequency groups are: very low 



frequency (vlf), 10 to 30 kilohertz; low frequency (lf), 30 to 300 kilohertz; 

medium frequency (mf), 300 to 3,000 kilohertz; high frequency (hf), 3,000 to 

30,000 kilohertz; very high frequency (vhf), 30 to 300 megahertz; ultrahigh fre-

quency (uhf), 300 to 3,000 megahertz; superhigh frequency (shf), 3,000 to 30,000 

megahertz; extremely high frequency (ehf), 30,000 to 300,000 megahertz. 

radio galaxy (r7ùdK-o g4lùNk-sK) n.  A galaxy emitting large amounts of radio 

energy. 

ra·di·o·ge·nic (r7ÙdK-o-jHnùVk) adj.  Relating to or caused by radioactivity. 

ra·di·o·gram (r7ùdK-o-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A message transmitted by wireless telegra-

phy.  2. A radiograph. 

ra·di·o·graph (r7ùdK-o-gr4fÙ) n.  An image produced on a radiosensitive sur-

face, such as a photographic film, by radiation other than visible light, especially 

by x-rays passed through an object or by photographing a fluoroscopic image.  

Also called shadowgraph, skiagram, skiagraph.   —  v.  tr. ra·di·o·graphed, 
ra·di·o·graph·ing, ra·di·o·graphs. To make a radiograph of.   
—raÙdi·ogùra·pher (-mgùrN-fNr) n.  —raÙdi·o·graphùic adj.  

—raÙdi·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

ra·di·og·ra·phy (r7ÙdK-mgùrN-fK) n.  The process by which radiographs are 

made.  Also called skiagraphy 

ra·di·o·im·mu·no·as·say (r7ÙdK-o-VmÙyN-no-4sù7, -Vm-yuÙ-) n.  Abbr. RIA 

The immunoassay of a radiolabeled substance, such as a hormone or an enzyme. 

ra·di·o·im·mu·nol·o·gy (r7ÙdK-o-VmÙyN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The study of immunity 

by radiolabeling and other radiological methods.   
—raÙdi·o·imÙmu·no·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-kNl) adj. 

ra·di·o·i·o·dine (r7ÙdK-o-XùN-dXnÙ) n.  A radioactive isotope of iodine widely 

used as a tracer in medical diagnosis. 

ra·di·o·i·so·tope (r7ÙdK-o-XùsN-topÙ) n.  A naturally or artificially produced 

radioactive isotope of an element. 

ra·di·o·la·bel (r7ÙdK-o-l7ùbNl) v.  tr. ra·di·o·la·beled or ra·di·o·la·belled, 
ra·di·o·la·bel·ing or ra·di·o·la·bel·ling, ra·di·o·la·bels or ra·di·o·la·bels. To 

tag (a hormone, an enzyme, or other substance) with a radioactive tracer.   —  n.  

A radioactive isotope used as a tracer; a radiotracer. 

ra·di·o·lar·i·an (r7ÙdK-o-lârùK-Nn) n.  Any of various marine protozoans of the 

order Radiolaria, having rigid siliceous skeletons and spicules.  [From New Latin 

Radiol7ria, order name, from Late Latin radiolus, diminutive of radius, ray.]

ra·di·o·lo·ca·tion (r7ÙdK-o-lo-k7ùshNn) n.  Detection of distant objects, such 

as ships or aircraft, by radar. 

ra·di·ol·o·gy (r7ÙdK-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The branch of medicine that deals with the 

use of radioactive substances in diagnosis and treatment of disease.  2. The use of 

ionizing radiation for medical diagnosis, especially the use of x-rays in medical 

radiography or fluoroscopy.  3. The use of radiation for the scientific examina-



tion of material structures; radioscopy.   —raÙdi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl), 
raÙdi·o·logùic (-lmjùVk)  adj.  —raÙdi·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —raÙdi·olùo·gist n. 

ra·di·o·lu·cent (r7ÙdK-o-luùsNnt) adj.  Allowing the passage of x-rays or other 

radiation; not radiopaque.   —raÙdi·o·luùcen·cy n. 

ra·di·ol·y·sis (r7ÙdK-mlùV-sVs) n.  pl. ra·di·ol·y·ses (-sKzÙ). Molecular decompo-

sition of a substance as a result of radiation.   —raÙdi·o·lytùic (-N-lVtùVk) adj. 

ra·di·o·man (r7ùdK-o-m4nÙ) n.  A radio technician or operator. 

ra·di·om·e·ter (r7ÙdK-mmùV-tNr) n.  1. A device that measures the intensity of 

radiant energy, consisting of a partially evacuated glass bulb containing light-

weight vertical vanes, each blackened on one side, suspended radially about a cen-

tral vertical axis to permit their revolution about the axis as a result of incident 

radiation.  2. An instrument that detects electromagnetic radiation.   
—raÙdi·omùe·try n. 

ra·di·o·mi·met·ic (r7ÙdK-o-mV-mHtùVk) adj.  Having effects on living tissue 

similar to those produced by radiation:  a radiomimetic chemical. 

ra·di·o·nu·clide (r7ÙdK-o-nuùklXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A nuclide that exhibits radio-

activity. 

ra·di·o·paque (r7ÙdK-o-p7kù) adj.  Not allowing the passage of x-rays or other 

radiation.   —raÙdi·o·pacùi·ty (-o-p4sùV-tK) n. 

ra·di·o·phar·ma·ceu·ti·cal (r7ÙdK-o-färÙmN-suùtV-kNl) n.  A radioactive 

compound used in radiotherapy or diagnosis.   —raÙdi·o·pharÙma·ceuùti·cal 
adj. 

ra·di·o·phone (r7ùdK-o-fonÙ) n.  A radiotelephone.   —raÙdi·o·phonùic (-

fmnùVk) adj. 

ra·di·o·pho·to (r7ÙdK-o-foùto) n.  A radiophotograph. 

ra·di·o·pho·to·graph (r7ÙdK-o-foùtN-gr4fÙ) n.  A photograph transmitted by 

radio waves, each image point being reproduced by a received electric impulse.   
—raÙdi·o·pho·togùra·phy (-fN-tmgùrN-fK) n. 

ra·di·o·pro·tec·tion (r7ÙdK-o-prN-tHkùshNn) n.  Protection against the harm-

ful effects of radiation.   —raÙdi·o·pro·tecùtive adj. 

ra·di·os·co·py (r7ÙdK-msùkN-pK) n.  Examination of the inner structure of opti-

cally opaque objects by x-rays or other penetrating radiation; radiology.   
—raÙdi·o·scopùic (-o-skmpùVk), raÙdi·o·scopùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

ra·di·o·sen·si·tive (r7ÙdK-o-sHnùsV-tVv) adj.  Sensitive to the action of radia-

tion. Used especially of living structures.   —raÙdi·o·senÙsi·tivùi·ty n. 

ra·di·o·sonde (r7ùdK-o-smndÙ) n.  An instrument carried aloft, chiefly by bal-

loon, to gather and transmit meteorological data.  [RADIO + French sonde, sound-

ing line (from Old French, from Old English sund(r7p), sounding (line), from 

sund, sea).]



radio spectrum (r7ùdK-o spHkùtrNm) n.  The entire range of electromagnetic 

communications frequencies, including those used for radio, radar, and televi-

sion; radio-frequency spectrum. 

ra·di·o·tel·e·graph (r7ÙdK-o-tHlùV-gr4fÙ) n.  Transmission of messages by 

radiotelegraphy.   —raÙdi·o·telÙe·graphùic adj. 

ra·di·o·te·leg·ra·phy (r7ÙdK-o-tN-lHgùrN-fK) n.  Telegraphy in which messages 

are transmitted by radio instead of wire. 

ra·di·o·tel·e·phone (r7ÙdK-o-tHlùN-fonÙ) n.  Abbr. RT A telephone in which 

audible communication is established by use of a two-way radio transmitter and 

receiver.  Also called wireless telephone  —raÙdi·o·telÙe·phonùic (-fmnùVk) adj.  

—raÙdi·o·te·lephùo·ny (-tN-lHfùN-nK) n. 

radio telescope (r7ùdK-o tHlùV-skopÙ) n.  A device used in radio astronomy for 

detecting and recording radio waves coming from stars and other celestial objects, 

consisting of a radio receiver with an antenna fixed on a wide bowl-shaped reflec-

tor that collects the waves. 

ra·di·o·ther·a·py (r7ÙdK-o-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. ra·di·o·ther·a·pies. Treatment 

of disease with radiation, especially by selective irradiation with x-rays or other 

ionizing radiation and by ingestion of radioisotopes.   —raÙdi·o·therùa·pist n. 

ra·di·o·tho·ri·um (r7ÙdK-o-thôrùK-Nm, -thorù-) n.  A radioactive isotope of 

thorium with mass number 228. 

ra·di·o·tox·ic (r7ÙdK-o-tmkùsVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a radioactive sub-

stance that is toxic to living cells or tissues:  the radiotoxic effects of radium on 

bone.   —raÙdi·o·tox·icùi·ty (-tmk-sVsùV-tK) n. 

ra·di·o·trac·er (r7ùdK-o-tr7ÙsNr) n.  A radioactive tracer. 

radio wave (r7ùdK-o w7v) n.  An electromagnetic wave within the range of 

radio frequencies. 

rad·ish (r4dùVsh) n.  1. A Eurasian plant (Raphanus sativus) having a fleshy, edi-

ble root and white to purple flowers clustered in a terminal raceme.  2. The pun-

gent root of this plant, eaten raw as an appetizer and in salads.  [Middle English 

radiche, from Old English rædic, from Latin r7dXx, r7dXc-, root. See wr7d- in 

Appendix.]

Rad·is·son (rä-dK-sôNù), Pierre Esprit. 1636?-1710?.  French explorer whose 

expedition to Hudson Bay and subsequent reports of the economic opportunity 

there led to the chartering of the Hudson Bay Company (1670). 

ra·di·um (r7ùdK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ra A rare, brilliant white, luminescent, highly 

radioactive metallic element found in very small amounts in uranium ores, hav-

ing 13 isotopes with mass numbers between 213 and 230, of which radium 226 

with a half-life of 1,622 years is the most common. It is used in cancer radiother-

apy, as a neutron source for some research purposes, and as a constituent of lumi-

nescent paints. Atomic number 88; melting point 700˚C; boiling point 1,737˚C; 

valence 2.  [Latin radius, ray + -IUM.]



radium therapy (r7ùdK-Nm thHrùN-pK) n.  The use of radium in radiotherapy, 

especially in treating cancer. 

ra·di·us (r7ùdK-Ns) n.  pl. ra·di·i (-dK-XÙ)  or ra·di·us·es. 1.  Abbr. R, r, rad. 
Mathematics. a. A line segment that joins the center of a circle with any point on 

its circumference.  b. A line segment that joins the center of a sphere with any 

point on its surface.  c. A line segment that joins the center of a regular polygon 

with any of its vertices.  d. The length of any such line segment.   2. A circular 

area measured by a given radius:  every family within a radius of 25 miles of the city 

center.  3. A bounded range of effective activity or influence:  the operating radius 

of a helicopter.  4. A radial part or structure, such as a mechanically pivoted arm 

or the spoke of a wheel.  5. Anatomy. a. A long, prismatic, slightly curved bone, 

the shorter and thicker of the two forearm bones, located on the lateral side of the 

ulna.  b. A similar bone in many vertebrates.   [Latin, ray.]

radius vector (r7ùdK-Ns vHkùtNr) n.  1. Mathematics. a. A line segment that 

joins the origin and a variable point in a system of polar or spherical coordinates.  

b. The length of such a line segment.   2. Astronomy. A straight line connecting 

the center of the sun or another body with the center of a planet, comet, or 

another body orbiting around it. 

ra·dix (r7ùdVks) n.  pl. rad·i·ces (r4dùV-sKzÙ, r7ùdV-)  or ra·dix·es. 1. Biology. A 

root or point of origin.  2.  Abbr. rad. Mathematics. The base of a system of num-

bers, such as 2 in the binary system and 10 in the decimal system.  [Latin r7dXx, 

root. See wr7d- in Appendix.]

RADM  or R.Adm. abbr.  Rear admiral. 

Ra·dom (räùdôm)  A city of east-central Poland south of Warsaw. Founded in 

the 14th century, it passed to Austria in 1795 and to Russia in 1815, reverting to 

Poland after World War I. Population, 213,500. 

ra·dome (r7ùdom) n.  A domelike shell transparent to radio-frequency radia-

tion, used to house a radar antenna.  [RA(DAR) + DOME.]

ra·don (r7ùdmn) n.  Symbol Rn A colorless, radioactive, inert gaseous element 

formed by the radioactive decay of radium. It is used as a radiation source in 

radiotherapy and to produce neutrons for research. Its most stable isotope is Rn 

222 with a half-life of 3.82 days. Atomic number 86; melting point –71˚C; boiling 

point –61.8˚C; specific gravity (solid) 4.  [RAD(IUM) + -ON
2.]

rad·u·la (r4jùt-lN) n.  pl. rad·u·lae (-lKÙ). Zoology. A flexible tonguelike organ 

in certain mollusks, having rows of horny teeth on the surface.  [Latin r7dula, 

scraper, from r7dere, to scrape. See rKd- in Appendix.] —radùu·lar adj. 

Rae (r7), John. 1813-1893.  British explorer who charted much of the Canadian 

Arctic coast. 

Rae·burn (r7ùbNrn), Sir Henry. 1756-1823.  British portrait painter whose 

many subjects included Sir Walter Scott, David Hume, and James Boswell. 



Rae·der (r7ùdNr), Erich. 1876-1960.  German admiral who commanded the 

German navy (1928-1943) and advocated submarine warfare during World War 

II. 

RAF also R.A.F. abbr.  Royal Air Force. 

raf·fi·a also raph·i·a (r4fùK-N) n.  1. An African palm tree (Raphia ruffia) having 

large leaves that yield a useful fiber.  2. The leaf fibers of this plant, used for mats, 

baskets, and other products.  [Malagasy rafia.]

raf·fi·nate (r4fùN-n7tÙ) n.  The portion of an original liquid that remains after 

other components have been dissolved by a solvent.  [French raffiner, to refine; 

see RAFFINOSE + -ATE
2.]

raf·fi·nose (r4fùN-nosÙ) n.  A white crystalline sugar, C18H32O16·5H2O, obtained 

from cottonseed meal, sugar beets, and molasses.  [French, from raffiner, to 

refine  : re-, again (from Old French); see RE- + affiner, to refine (from Old 

French  : a-, to from Latin ad-; see ad- + fin, fine from Old French); see FINE
1.]

raff·ish (r4fùVsh) adj.  1. Cheaply or showily vulgar in appearance or nature; taw-

dry.  2. Characterized by a carefree or fun-loving unconventionality; rakish.  

[Probably from dialectal raff, rubbish, from Middle English raf, perhaps of Scan-

dinavian origin.] —raffùish·ly adv.  —raffùish·ness n. 

raf·fle1 (r4fùNl) Games. n.  A lottery in which a number of persons buy chances 

to win a prize.  [Middle English rafle, a game using dice, from Old French, act of 

seizing, dice game, perhaps of Germanic origin.] —rafùfle v.  —rafùfler n. 

raf·fle2 (r4fùNl) n.  Rubbish; debris.  [Probably from French rafle, act of seizing, 

from Old French. See RAFFLE
1.]

Raf·fles (r4fùNlz), Sir Thomas Stamford. 1781-1826.  British colonial admin-

istrator who acquired Singapore for the East India Company (1819) and founded 

a settlement there. 

raf·fle·sia (r4-flKùzhN) n.  Any of various parasitic plants of the genus Rafflesia 

of tropical Asia, having small, brownish, scalelike leaves and fleshy, apetalous, 

foul-smelling flowers of various sizes. The species R. arnoldii has the largest flow-

ers among all flowering plants, often measuring up to 1 meter (40 inches) in 

diameter.  [New Latin, genus name, after Sir Thomas Stamford RAFFLES.]

Ra·fi·nesque (rä-fK-nHskù) also Ra·fi·nesque-Schmaltz (-shmälts), Con-
stantine Samuel. 1783-1840.  French-American naturalist whose thoughts on 

the origin of plant species presaged Darwin’s theory of evolution. 

raft1 (r4ft) n.  1. A flat structure, typically made of planks, logs, or barrels, that 

floats on water and is used for transport or as a platform for swimmers.  2. A flat-

bottomed inflatable craft for floating or drifting on water:  shooting the rapids in 

a rubber raft.   —  v.  raft·ed, raft·ing, rafts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To convey on a raft.  

2. To make into a raft.   —  v.  intr. To travel by raft.  [Middle English, from Old 

Norse raptr, beam, rafter.]



raft2 (r4ft) n.  Informal. A great number, amount, or collection:  asked a raft of 

questions.  [Alteration of dialectal raff, rubbish, from Middle English raf. See 

RAFFISH.]

raft·er1 (r4fùtNr) n.  One who travels by raft. 

raf·ter2 (r4fùtNr) n.  One of the sloping beams that supports a pitched roof.  

[Middle English, from Old English ræfter.] —rafùtered adj. 

rag1 (r4g) n.  1. a. A scrap of cloth.  b. A piece of cloth used for cleaning, wash-

ing, or dusting.   2. rags. Threadbare or tattered clothing.  3. Cloth converted to 

pulp for making paper.  4. A scrap; a fragment.  5. Slang. A newspaper, especially 

one specializing in sensationalism or gossip.  6. The stringy central portion and 

membranous walls of a citrus fruit.  [Middle English ragge, from Old English 

*ragg, from Old Norse *rögg, woven tuft of wool.]

rag2 (r4g) v.  tr. ragged, rag·ging, rags. 1. Slang. To tease or taunt.  See Syn-

onyms at banter.  2. Slang. To berate; scold.  3. Chiefly British. To play a joke on.   
—  n.  Chiefly British. A practical joke; a prank.  [Origin unknown.]

rag3 (r4g) n.  1. A roofing slate with one rough surface.  2. Chiefly British. A 

coarsely textured rock.  [Origin unknown.]

rag4 (r4g) Music. v.  tr. ragged, rag·ging, rags. To compose or play (a piece) in 

ragtime.   —  n.  A piece written in ragtime.  [Perhaps from RAGGED.]

ra·ga (räùgN) n.  Music. A traditional form in Hindu music, consisting of a theme 

that expresses an aspect of religious feeling and sets forth a tonal system on which 

variations are improvised within a prescribed framework of typical progressions, 

melodic formulas, and rhythmic patterns.  [Sanskrit r7gaU, color, musical mode.]

rag·a·muf·fin (r4gùN-mƒfÙVn) n.  A shabbily clothed, dirty child.  [Middle 

English Ragamuffyn, a personal name  : probably raggi, ragged (from ragge, rag); 

see RAG
1 + Middle Dutch moffel, muffe, mitten; see MUFF

2.]

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps ragamuffin should be seen as an example of melio-

ration, or improvement in the sense of a word, since it can now be used rather

affectionately of children who are normally far from dirty or unkempt. In any

event, even its use for an unkempt child or man represents something of an im-

provement over one of its earliest uses. Ragamuffin was a name given to a demon

in Piers Plowman, an allegorical poem of the 14th century. This name was once

thought to be the source of our word, but researches at the Middle English Dictio-

nary have shown that the word was used as the last name of a woman, Isabella

Ragamuffyn, earlier in the 14th century (1344), before the poem was composed.

The word even then had the sense “ragged lout, tattered oaf,” though it was found

only in names. The element raga- is probably from the Middle English adjective

raggi, “ragged,” also used of the devil in the sense “shaggy” and as a name. The

element -muffin is probably from Middle Dutch moffel or muffe, “mitten.”



rag·bag (r4gùb4gÙ) n.  1. A bag for storing rags.  2. A motley collection; a 

hodgepodge. 

rage (r7j) n.  1. a. Violent, explosive anger.  See Synonyms at anger.  b. A fit of 

anger.   2. Furious intensity, as of a storm or disease.  3. A burning desire; a pas-

sion.  4. A current, eagerly adopted fashion; a fad or craze:  when torn jeans were 

all the rage.   —  v.  intr. raged, rag·ing, rag·es. 1. To speak or act in violent 

anger:  raged at the mindless bureaucracy.  2. To move with great violence or inten-

sity:  A storm raged through the mountains.  3. To spread or prevail forcefully:  The 

plague raged for months.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin 

rabia, from Latin rabiKs, from rabere, to be mad.]

rag·ged (r4gùVd) adj.  1. Tattered, frayed, or torn:  clothes as ragged as a scare-

crow’s.  2. Dressed in tattered or threadbare clothes:  a ragged tramp.  3. Unkempt 

or shaggy.  4. Having an irregular surface or edge; uneven or jagged in outline:  a 

column of text set with a ragged right margin.  5. Imperfect; uneven:  a ragged per-

formance.  6. Harsh; rasping:  a ragged cough.  [Middle English, from ragge, rag. 

See RAG
1.] —ragùged·ly adv.  —ragùged·ness n. 

ragged edge (r4gùVd Hj) n.  1. The edge of a cliff.  2. A dangerous or precari-

ous position; a brink: “the gray, grainy, complex nature of existence and the ragged 

edges of our lives as we actually live them” (A. Bartlett Giamatti). 

ragged robin (r4gùVd rmbùVn) n.  A European perennial plant (Lychnis flos-

cuculi) having opposite, clasping leaves, and panicles of reddish or white flowers 

with deeply lobed petals.  Also called cuckooflower 

rag·ged·y (r4gùV-dK) adj.  rag·ged·i·er, rag·ged·i·est. Tattered or worn-out; 

ragged. 

ra·gi (r4gùK) n.  pl. ra·gis. See finger millet.  [Hindi r7gX, from Sanskrit, per-

haps of Dravidian origin.]

rag·lan (r4gùlNn) adj.  Having or being a sleeve that extends in one piece to the 

neckline of the garment, with slanted seams from the armhole to the neck.   —  n.  

A garment, such as an overcoat or a sweater, that has raglan sleeves.  [After Fitzroy 

James Henry Somerset (1788-1855), First Baron Raglan, British field marshal.]

rag·man (r4gùm4nÙ) n.  A man who collects and sells rags. 

ra·gout (r4-guù) n.  A well-seasoned meat or fish stew, usually with vegetables.  

[French ragoût, from ragoûter, to revive the taste, from Old French ragouster : re-, 

re- + a, to (from Latin ad); see AD- + gost, taste (from Latin gustus); see geus- in 

Appendix.]

rag picker (r4g pVkùNr) n.  One who makes a living scavenging rags and other 

refuse. 

rag·tag (r4gùt4gÙ) adj.  1. Shaggy or unkempt; ragged.  2. Diverse and disorderly 

in appearance or composition: “They’re a small ragtag army of racketeers, bandits, 

and murderers” (Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.). 



ragtag and bobtail (r4gùt4gÙ Nnd bmbùt7lÙ) n.  The lowest social class; the 

rabble. 

rag·time (r4gùtXmÙ) n.  Music. A style of jazz characterized by elaborately synco-

pated rhythm in the melody and a steadily accented accompaniment.  [From 

RAG
4.]

rag·top (r4gùtmpÙ) n.  Slang. A convertible automobile. 

rag trade (r4g tr7d) n.  Slang. The garment industry. 

Ra·gu·sa (rN-guùzN, rä-guùzä)  1. A city of southeast Sicily, Italy, south-south-

west of Messina. It is a manufacturing and food-processing center. Population, 

53,000.  2.  See Dubrovnik. 
rag·weed (r4gùwKdÙ) n.  1. Any of various weeds of the genus Ambrosia having 

small, greenish, unisexual flower heads and producing abundant pollen that is 

one of the chief causes of hay fever.  2. Chiefly British. Ragwort.  [From the 

ragged shape of its leaves.]

rag·wort (r4gùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several plants of the very large genus 

Senecio in the composite family, having yellow flower heads, especially S. aureus 

of eastern North America and S. jacobaea of Europe.  [From the ragged shape of 

its leaves.]

rah (rä) interj.  Used as an exclamation of approval or encouragement.  [Short for 

HURRAH.]

rah-rah (räùräù) adj.  Informal. Ardently enthusiastic.  [Reduplication of RAH.]

Rah·way (rôùw7Ù)  A city of northeast New Jersey south-southwest of Elizabeth 

on the Rahway River. Settled c. 1720, Rahway is a manufacturing center. Popu-

lation, 25,325. 

Ra·ia·te·a (rXÙN-t7ùN)  A volcanic island of the southern Pacific Ocean west-

northwest of Tahiti. It is the largest of the Leeward group of the Society Islands in 

French Polynesia. Migration of its people to Hawaii, the Cook Islands, and New 

Zealand is believed to have begun some 600 years ago. 

raid (r7d) n.  1. A surprise attack by a small armed force.  2. Sudden, forcible 

entry into a place by police:  a raid on a gambling den.  3. An entrance into 

another’s territory for the purpose of seizing goods or valuables.  4. A predatory 

operation mounted against a competitor, especially an attempt to lure away the 

personnel or membership of a competing organization.  5. An attempt to seize 

control of a company, as by acquiring a majority of its stock.  6. An attempt by 

speculators to drive stock prices down by coordinated selling.   —  v.  raid·ed, 
raid·ing, raids.  —  v.  tr. To make a raid on.   —  v.  intr. To conduct a raid or 

participate in one.  [Scots, raid on horseback, from Middle English rade, from 

Old English r7d, a riding, road. See reidh- in Appendix.] —raidùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: The members of an army traveling on a particular road to

carry out a raid probably would not draw a connection between the two words.



However, raid and road descend from the same Old English word r7d. The ai in

raid represents the standard development in the northern dialects of Old English

long a, while the oa in road represents the standard development of Old English

long a in the rest of the English dialects. Old English r7d meant “the act of riding”

and “the act of riding with a hostile intent; that is, a raid,” senses that no longer

exist for our word road. It was left to Sir Walter Scott to revive the Scots form raid

with the sense “a military expedition on horseback.” The Scots weren’t making all

the raids, however. Others seem to have returned the favor, for we find these

words in the Middle English Coventry Leet Book: “aftur a Rode... made uppon the

Scottes at thende of this last somer.” The “Rode” was led by the non-Scottish Duke

of Gloucester, who was later crowned as Richard III, and Henry Percy, Duke of

Northumberland.

rail1 (r7l) n.  1. a. A bar extending horizontally between supports, as in a fence.  

b. A structure made of such bars and supports and forming a barrier or guard; a 

railing.   2. A steel bar used, usually in pairs, as a track for railroad cars or other 

wheeled vehicles.  3. The railroad as a means of transportation:  goods transported 

by rail.  4. A horizontal piece of wood in a door or in paneling.   —  v.  tr. railed, 
rail·ing, rails. To supply or enclose with rails or a rail.  [Middle English raile, 

from Old French reille, from Latin rKgula, straight piece of wood, ruler. See reg- 
in Appendix.]

rail2 (r7l) n.  Any of various marsh birds of the family Rallidae, characteristically 

having brownish plumage and short wings adapted only for short flights.  [Mid-

dle English raile, from Old French raale, perhaps from Old French raler, racler, to 

scrape, from Old Provençal rasclar. See RACLETTE.]

rail3 (r7l) v.  intr. railed, rail·ing, rails. To express objections or criticisms in 

bitter, harsh, or abusive language.  See Synonyms at scold.  [Middle English 

railen, from Old French railler, to tease, joke, from Old Provençal ralhar, to chat, 

joke, from Vulgar Latin *ragul7re, to bray, from Late Latin ragere.] —railùer n. 

rail·bird (r7lùbûrdÙ) n.  Slang. A horseracing enthusiast, especially one who 

watches races at the outer rail of the track. 

rail·car (r7lùkärÙ) n.  A railroad car. 

rail fence (r7l fHns) n.  A fence of split logs secured to stakes or laid across each 

other at an angle. 

rail·head (r7lùhHdÙ) n.  1. The farthest point on a railroad to which rails have 

been laid.  2. A place on a railroad where military supplies are unloaded. 

rail·ing (r7ùlVng) n.  1. a. A structure made of rails and upright members that is 

used as a guard or barrier or for support.  b. The upper rail of such a structure.   

2. Rails considered as a group. 



rail·ler·y (r7ùlN-rK) n.  pl. rail·ler·ies. 1. Good-natured teasing or ridicule; ban-

ter.  2. An instance of bantering or teasing.  [French raillerie, from Old French 

railler, to tease. See RAIL
3.]

rail·road (r7lùrodÙ) n.  Abbr. RR, R.R., r., R. 1. A road composed of parallel 

steel rails supported by ties and providing a track for locomotive-drawn trains or 

other wheeled vehicles.  2. A system of railroad track, together with the land, sta-

tions, rolling stock, and other related property under one management.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  railroad lines; railroad ties.   —  
v.  rail·road·ed, rail·road·ing, rail·roads.  —  v.  tr. 1. To transport by rail-

road.  2. To supply (an area) with railroads.  3. Informal. a. To rush or push 

(something) through quickly in order to prevent careful consideration and possi-

ble criticism or obstruction:  railroad a special-interest bill through Congress.  b. To 

convict (an accused person) without a fair trial or on trumped-up charges.    —  
v.  intr. To work for a railroad company.   —railùroadÙer n. 

railroad flat (r7lùrodÙ fl4t) n.  An apartment in which the rooms are connected 

in a line. 

rail·road·ing (r7lùroÙdVng) n.  The construction or operation of railroads. 

rail-split·ter (r7lùsplVtÙNr) n.  One that splits logs for fences. 

rail·way (r7lùw7Ù) n.  Abbr. rwy., ry., r., R. 1. A railroad, especially one oper-

ated over a limited area:  a commuter railway.  2. A track providing a runway for 

wheeled equipment.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

railway stops; railway lines. 

rai·ment (r7ùmNnt) n.  Clothing; garments.  [Middle English, short for arai-

ment, from Old French areement, array, from areer, arrayer, to array. See ARRAY.]

Rai·mon·di (rX-monùdK, -mmnù-), Marcantonio. 1480?-1534?.  Italian 

engraver noted for his reproductions of the works of Raphael. 

rain (r7n) n.  1. a. Water condensed from atmospheric vapor and falling in 

drops.  b. A fall of such water; a rainstorm.  c. The descent of such water.  

d. Rainy weather.  e. rains. A rainy season.   2. A heavy or abundant fall:  a rain 

of fluffy cottonwood seeds; a rain of insults.   —  v.  rained, rain·ing, rains.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To fall in drops of water from the clouds.  2. To fall like rain:  Praise 

rained down on the composer.  3. To release rain.   —  v.  tr. 1. To send or pour 

down.  2. To give abundantly; shower:  rain gifts; rain curses upon their heads.   
—phrasal verb. rain out. To force the cancellation or postponement of (an 

outdoor event) because of rain.   —idiom. rain cats and dogs. Informal. To 

rain very heavily.  [Middle English, from Old English rKn, regn.] —rainùless adj. 

rain·bow (r7nùboÙ) n.  1. a. An arc of all seven spectral colors appearing in the 

sky opposite the sun as a result of the refractive dispersion of sunlight in drops of 

rain or mist.  b. A similar arc or band, as one produced by a prism or by irides-

cence.  c. A graded display of colors.   2. An illusory hope:  chasing the rainbow of 



overnight success.  3. A diverse assortment or collection.  [Middle English, from 

Old English rKnboga : rKn, rain + boga, bow; see BOW
3.]

rainbow cactus (r7nùboÙ k4kùtNs) n.  Either of two tall, spiny, cylindrical vari-

eties of cactus of the southwest United States and Mexico, Echinocereus pectinatus 

var. neomexicanus having yellow flowers or E. pectinatus var. rigidissimus having 

showy magenta flowers. 

rainbow trout (r7nùboÙ trout) n.  A North American food fish (Salmo gaird-

neri) having a reddish longitudinal band and black spots. 

rain check (r7n chHk) n.  1. A ticket stub entitling the holder to admission to a 

future event if the scheduled event is canceled because of rain.  2. An assurance 

to a customer that an item on sale that is sold out or out of stock may be pur-

chased later at the sale price.  3. A promise that an unaccepted offer will be 

renewed in the future:  declined the invitation to dinner, but asked for a rain check. 

rain·coat (r7nùkotÙ) n.  A waterproof or water-resistant coat. 

rain date (r7n d7t) n.  A second date scheduled for an outdoor event in case 

rain forces cancellation of the first date. 

rain·drop (r7nùdrmpÙ) n.  A drop of rain. 

Rai·ney (r7ùnK), Gertrude Pridgett. Known as “Ma Rainey.” 1886-1939.  

American singer considered the first great blues vocalist. 

rain·fall (r7nùfôlÙ) n.  1. A shower or fall of rain.  2. The quantity of water, 

expressed in inches, precipitated as rain, snow, hail, or sleet in a specified area and 

time interval. 

rain forest (r7n fôrùVst) n.  A dense evergreen forest occupying a tropical region 

with an annual rainfall of at least 2.5 meters (100 inches). 

rain gauge also rain gage (r7n g7j) n.  A device for measuring rainfall.  Also 

called pluviometer, udometer. 

Rai·nier III (r7-nîrù, rH-, rN-, rH-ny7ù), Born 1923.  Prince of Monaco (since 

1949) who married the American actress Grace Kelly in 1956. 

Rai·nier (rN-nîrù, r7-), Mount. A volcanic peak, 4,395.1 m (14,410 ft) high, of 

the Cascade Range in west-central Washington. It is the highest point in the range 

and the highest elevation in the state. 

rain lily (r7n lVlùK) n.  See zephyr lily. 
rain·mak·er (r7nùm7ÙkNr) n.  1. Slang. One who is known for achieving excel-

lent results, as in business or politics.  2. One who is supposedly capable of pro-

ducing rain. 

rain·mak·ing (r7nùm7ÙkVng) n.  1. The process of producing or attempting to 

produce rain, as by magic.  2. Informal. Cloud seeding. 

rain·out (r7nùoutÙ) n.  An event, such as an athletic contest, that has been rained 

out. 

rain·spout (r7nùspoutÙ) n.  Chiefly Pennsylvania & Chiefly New Jersey. See gut-
ter (n., sense 2). See Regional note at gutter. 



rain·squall (r7nùskwôlÙ) n.  A squall accompanied by rain. 

rain·storm (r7nùstôrmÙ) n.  A storm accompanied by rain. 

rain-wash (r7nùwmshÙ, -wôshÙ) Geology. n.  Rock debris transported downhill 

by rain.   —  v.  tr. rain-·washed, rain-·wash·ing, rain-·wash·es. To wash 

(material) down a slope by rain. 

rain·wat·er (r7nùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Water that has fallen as rain and contains 

little dissolved mineral matter. 

Rain·wat·er (r7nùwôÙtNr, -wmtùNr), L(eo) James. 1917-1986.  American physi-

cist. He shared a 1975 Nobel Prize for discovering the asymmetry of atomic 

nuclei. 

rain·wear (r7nùwârÙ) n.  Waterproof clothing. 

rain·y (r7ùnK) adj.  rain·i·er, rain·i·est. Characterized by, full of, or bringing 

rain.   —rainùi·ness n. 

Rain·y Lake (r7ùnK l7k)  A lake of northern Minnesota and southwest Ontario, 

Canada, drained by the Rainy River, which flows about 129 km (80 mi) gener-

ally westward along the U.S.-Canadian border to Lake of the Woods. 

rainy day (r7ùnK d7) n.  A time of need or trouble. 

Rai·pur (rXùptr)  A city of east-central India east of Nagpur. It is a trade and 

processing center in an agricultural district. Population, 338,245. 

raise (r7z) v.  raised, rais·ing, rais·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move to a higher posi-

tion; elevate:  raised the loads with a crane.  See Synonyms at lift.  2. To set in an 

upright or erect position:  raise a flagpole.  3. To erect or build:  raise a new build-

ing.  4. To cause to arise, appear, or exist:  The slap raised a welt.  5. To increase in 

size, quantity, or worth:  raise an employee’s salary.  6. To increase in intensity, 

degree, strength, or pitch:  raised his voice.  7. To improve in rank or dignity; pro-

mote:  raised her to management level.  8. a. To grow, especially in quantity; culti-

vate:  raise corn and soybeans.  b. To breed and care for to maturity:  raise cattle.  

c. To bring up; rear:  raise children.   9. To put forward for consideration:  raised 

an important question.  See Synonyms at broach1.  10. To voice; utter:  raise a 

shout.  11. a. To awaken; arouse:  noise that would raise the dead.  b. To stir up; 

instigate:  raise a revolt.  c. To bring about; provoke:  remarks intended to raise a 

laugh.   12. To make contact with by radio:  couldn’t raise the control tower after 

midnight.  13. To gather together; collect:  raise money from the neighbors for a 

charity.  14. To cause (dough) to puff up.  15. To end (a siege) by withdrawing 

troops or forcing the enemy troops to withdraw.  16. To remove or withdraw (an 

order).  17. Games. a. To increase (a poker bet).  b. To bet more than (a preced-

ing bettor in poker).  c. To increase the bid of (one’s bridge partner).   

18. Nautical. To bring into sight by approaching nearer:  raised the Cape.  19. To 

alter and increase fraudulently the written value of (a check, for example).  

20. To cough up (phlegm).  21. Scots. To make angry; enrage.   —  v.  intr. Games. 

To increase a poker bet or a bridge bid.   —  n.  1. The act of raising or increasing.  



2. An increase in salary.   —idioms. raise Cain (or raise the devil) (or raise 
hell). 1. To behave in a rowdy or disruptive fashion.  2. To reprimand someone 

angrily.  raise eyebrows. To cause surprise or mild disapproval.  raise the 
stakes. To increase one’s commitment or involvement.  [Middle English raisen, 

from Old Norse reisa.] —raisùer n. 

raised (r7zd) adj.  1. Projecting from a flat background; in relief; embossed:  a 

raised design.  2. Made light and high by yeast or other leaven. 

rai·sin (r7ùzVn) n.  A sweet grape dried either in the sun or by artificial means.  

[Middle English, from Old French, grape, from Vulgar Latin *racXmus, from 

Latin racKmus, bunch of grapes.]

Rai·sin River (r7ùzVn rVvùNr)  A river, about 185 km (115 mi) long, of southeast 

Michigan flowing generally eastward to Lake Erie. 

rai·son d’ê·tre (r7Ùzon dHtùrN, rH-zôN) n.  pl. rai·sons d’ê·tre (r7Ùzon, rH-

zôN). Reason or justification for existing.  [French  : raison, reason + de, of, for + 

être, to be.]

raj (räj) n.  Dominion or rule, especially the British rule over India (1757-1947).  

[Hindi r7j, from Sanskrit r7j7, king. See reg- in Appendix.]

ra·ja (räùjN) n.  Variant of rajah. 
Raj·ab (rƒjùNb) n.  The seventh month of the year in the Muslim calendar.  See 

Table at calendar.  [Arabic rajab.]

Ra·ja·go·pa·la·cha·ri (räùjN-go-päÙlä-chärùK), Chakravarti. 1879-1972.  

Indian politician who served as India’s first native-born governor-general (1948-

1950). 

ra·jah  or ra·ja (räùjN) n.  A prince, chief, or ruler in India or the East Indies.  

[Hindi r7j7, from Sanskrit, king. See reg- in Appendix.]

Ra·jah·mun·dry (räÙjN-mtnùdrK)  A city of eastern India on the Godavari 

River east of Hyderabad. A pilgrimage center, it has timber and tobacco indus-

tries. Population, 203,358. 

Raj·kot (räjùkotÙ)  A city of western India west-southwest of Ahmadabad. For-

merly the capital of a princely state, it is now an educational center and a trans-

portation hub. Population, 445,076. 

Raj·put also Raj·poot (räjùput) n.  A member of any of several powerful 

Hindu landowning and military lineages inhabiting northern and central India.  

[Hindi r7jp7t, from Sanskrit r7japutraU, king’s son  : r7j7, king; see RAJAH + 

putraU, son.]

rake1 (r7k) n.  1. A long-handled implement with a row of projecting teeth at its 

head, used especially to gather leaves or to loosen or smooth earth.  2. A device 

that resembles such an implement.   —  v.  raked, rak·ing, rakes.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To gather or move with or as if with a rake:  rake leaves; rake in the gambling 

chips.  2. To smooth, scrape, or loosen with a rake or similar implement:  rake the 

soil for planting.  3. Informal. To gain in abundance:  suddenly began raking in the 



money.  4. To search or examine thoroughly; ransack.  5. To scrape; scratch.  6. To 

aim heavy gunfire along the length of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use a rake.  2. To con-

duct a thorough search:  raked through the files for the misplaced letter.   
—phrasal verb. rake up. To revive or bring to light; uncover:  rake up old gos-

sip.  [Middle English, from Old English raca. See reg- in Appendix.] —rakùer n. 

rake2 (r7k) n.  An immoral or dissolute person; a libertine.  [Short for RAKEHELL.]

rake3 (r7k) v.  intr. tr. raked, rak·ing, rakes. To slant or cause to incline from 

the perpendicular:  propeller blades that rake backward from the shaft; rake a ship’s 

mast.   —  n.  1. Inclination from the perpendicular:  the rake of a jet plane’s 

wings.  2. The angle between the cutting edge of a tool and a plane perpendicular 

to the working surface to which the tool is applied.  [Origin unknown.]

rak·ee (r4kùK, räùkK, räùkN) n.  Variant of raki. 
rake·hell (r7kùhHlÙ) n.  A dissolute person; a rake.  [Possibly by folk-etymology 

from obsolete rackle, headstrong, from Middle English rakel, perhaps from raken, 

to go.]

rake-off (r7kùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Informal. A percentage or share of the profits of an 

enterprise, especially one given or accepted as a bribe.  [From the rake used by a 

croupier in a gambling house.]

rak·i also rak·ee (r4kùK, räùkK, räùkN) n.  pl. rak·is also rak·ees. A brandy of 

Turkey and the Balkans, distilled from grapes or plums and flavored with anise.  

[Turkish r7qX, from Arabic 1araq, arrack.]

rak·ish1 (r7ùkVsh) adj.  1. Nautical. Having a trim, streamlined appearance: “We 

were schooner-rigged and rakish, with a long and lissome hull” (John Masefield).  

2. Dashingly or sportingly stylish; jaunty.  [Probably from RAKE
3 (from the raking 

masts of pirate ships).]

rak·ish2 (r7ùkVsh) adj.  Of the character of a rake; dissolute. 

rale also râle (räl) n.  An abnormal or pathological respiratory sound.  [French 

râle, from râler, to make a rattling sound in the throat, from Old French racler, to 

scrape, rattle. See RACLETTE.]

Ra·leigh (rôùlK, räù-)  The capital of North Carolina, in the east-central part of 

the state southeast of Durham. Selected as the capital in 1788, the city was laid out 

in 1792. Population, 207,951. 

Raleigh  or Ra·legh (rôùlK, räù-), Sir Walter. 1552?-1618.  English courtier, 

navigator, colonizer, and writer. A favorite of Elizabeth I, he campaigned in Ire-

land and Cádiz, explored Guiana, colonized Virginia, and introduced tobacco and 

the potato to Europe. Convicted of treason by James I, he was released for another 

expedition to Guiana and executed after its failure. His literary works include 

poetry, memoirs, and a world history. 

Ra·lik Chain (räùlVk ch7n)  The western group of the Marshall Islands in the 

western Pacific Ocean. The chain comprises 3 coral islands and 15 atolls, includ-

ing Eniwetok. 



ral·len·tan·do (r4lÙNn-t4nùdo, rälÙlHn-tänùdo) Music. adv.  & adj.   Abbr. rall. 
Gradually slackening in tempo; ritardando. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. 

ral·len·tan·dos. A rallentando passage or movement.  [Italian, present participle 

of rallentare, to slow down  : re-, intensive pref. (from Latin); see RE- + allentare, 

to slow down (from Late Latin allent7re : Latin ad-, ad- + Latin lentus, slow).]

ral·li·form (r4lùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Relating to or resembling the rail, a marsh bird.  

[New Latin Rallus, rail genus (from French râle, rail, from Old French raale); see 

RAIL
2 + -FORM.]

ral·ly1 (r4lùK) v.  ral·lied, ral·ly·ing, ral·lies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To call together for a 

common purpose; assemble:  rally troops at a parade ground.  2. To reassemble 

and restore to order:  rally scattered forces.  3. To rouse or revive from inactivity or 

decline:  paused to refresh themselves and rally their strength.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

come together for a common purpose.  2. To join in an effort for a common 

cause: “In the terror and confusion of change, society rallied round the kings” (Gar-

rett Mattingly).  3. To recover abruptly from a setback or disadvantage:  The stock 

market declined, then rallied. The home team rallied in the ninth inning to win the 

game.  4. To show sudden improvement in health or spirits.  5. Sports. To 

exchange several strokes before a point is won, as in tennis.   —  n.  pl. ral·lies. 
1. A gathering, especially one intended to inspire enthusiasm for a cause:  a polit-

ical rally.  2. a. A reassembling, as of dispersed troops.  b. The signal ordering 

this reassembly.   3. An abrupt recovery from a setback or disadvantage.  4. A 

sharp improvement in health, vigor, or spirits.  5. A notable rise in stock market 

prices and trading volume after a decline.  6. Sports. a. An exchange of several 

strokes, before a point is won, as in tennis.  b. A competition in which automo-

biles are driven over public roads and under normal traffic regulations but with 

specified rules as to speed, time, and route.   [French rallier, from Old French 

ralier : re-, re- + alier, to unite, ally; see ALLY.]

ral·ly2 (r4lùK) v.  ral·lied, ral·ly·ing, ral·lies.  —  v.  tr. To tease good-

humoredly; banter.   —  v.  intr. To engage in good-humored teasing or jesting.  

[French railler, from Old French, to tease. See RAIL
3.]

ralph (r4lf) v.  intr. ralphed, ralph·ing, ralphs. Slang. To vomit.  [Imitative.]

ram (r4m) n.  1. A male sheep.  2. Any of several devices used to drive, batter, or 

crush by forceful impact, especially: a. A battering ram.  b. The weight that drops 

in a pile driver or steam hammer.  c. The plunger or piston of a force pump or 

hydraulic press.   3. A hydraulic ram.  4. a. A projection on the prow of a war-

ship, used to batter or cut into enemy vessels.  b. A ship having such a projection.    
—  v.  tr. rammed, ram·ming, rams. 1. To strike or drive against with a heavy 

impact; butt:  rammed the door with a sledgehammer until it broke open.  2. To 

force or press into place.  3. To cram; stuff:  rammed the clothes into the suitcase.  

4. To force passage or acceptance of:  rammed the project through the city council 



despite local opposition.  [Middle English, from Old English ramm.] —ramùmer 
n. 

Ram (r4m) n.  See Aries. 
RAM abbr.  1. Computer Science. Random-access memory.  2.  Also R.A.M.. 

Royal Academy of Music. 

Ra·ma (räùmN) n.  Hinduism. A deified hero worshiped as an incarnation of 

Vishnu. 

Rama VII, Originally Pra·ja·dhi·pok (prN-chäùtV-pmkÙ) 1893-1941.  King of Siam 

(1925-1935) who abdicated after failing to suppress the newly formed constitu-

tional government. 

ra·ma·da (rN-mäùdN) n.  Southwestern U.S. 1. An open porch.  2. An openwork 

trellis, constructed over a walkway, onto which climbing plants are trained.  

[Spanish, from rama, branch, from Vulgar Latin *r7ma, from Latin r7mus. See 

RAMIFY.]

REGIONAL NOTE: One of the words Spanish contributed to the English of the

American Southwest is ramada, a term for an open porch. Ramada can also mean

an openwork trellis constructed over a walkway onto which climbing plants are

trained; this sense illustrates the derivation of the word from Spanish rama,

meaning “branch”—hence ramada, “arbor, mass of branches.” The suffix -ada in

Spanish denotes “a place characterized by (something).” Ramada might have re-

mained a relatively obscure regional word were it not for its adoption in the name

of a national chain of motels.

Ram·a·dan (r4mÙN-dänù, r4mùN-dänÙ) n.  1. The ninth month of the year in the 

Muslim calendar.  See Table at calendar.  2. A fast, held from sunrise to sunset, 

that is carried out during this period.  [Arabic RamaC7n, from ramaC, dryness.]

Ra·man (räùmNn), Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata. 1888-1970.  Indian physi-

cist. He won a 1930 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the Raman effect. 

Raman effect (räùmNn V-fHktù) n.  Physics. The alteration in frequency and 

random alteration in phase of light passing through a transparent medium.  

[After Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata RAMAN.]

Ra·ma’s Bridge (räùmNz brVj)  See Adam’s Bridge. 
ra·mate (r7ùm7tÙ) adj.  Having branches; branched.  [Latin r7mus, branch; see 

RAMUS + -ATE
1.]

Ra·mat Gan (rN-mätù gänÙ, räùmät)  A city of west-central Israel, a suburb of 

Tel Aviv-Jaffa. Its diamond exchange was founded in 1921. Population, 116,500. 

ram·ble (r4mùbNl) v.  intr. ram·bled, ram·bling, ram·bles. 1. To move about 

aimlessly.  See Synonyms at wander.  2. To walk about casually or for pleasure.  

3. To follow an irregularly winding course of motion or growth.  4. To speak or 

write at length and with many digressions.   —  n.  A leisurely, sometimes lengthy 



walk.  [Probably from Middle Dutch *rammelen, to wander about in a state of 

sexual desire, from rammen, to copulate with.]

ram·bler (r4mùblNr) n.  1. One that rambles:  tourists and Sunday ramblers on 

the village streets; a conversational rambler.  2. A type of climbing rose having 

numerous red, pink, or white flowers. 

ram·bling (r4mùblVng) adj.  1. Often or habitually roaming; wandering.  

2. Extended over an irregular area; sprawling:  a large rambling country estate.  

3. Lengthy and digressive:  a rambling speech.   —ramùbling·ly adv. 

Ram·bo (r4mùbo) n.  pl. Ram·bos. Slang. An extremely aggressive person who 

feels no qualms about defying rules, regulations, or the law in order to right a 

perceived wrong.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

Rambo mentality; Rambo motorists.  [After John Rambo, character in American 

films.]

Ram·bouil·let (r4mùbt-l7, rämÙbu-y7ù) n.  Any of a breed of merino sheep 

of French origin, raised for wool and meat.  [After Rambouillet, a town of north-

central France.]

ram·bunc·tious (r4m-bƒngkùshNs) adj.  Boisterous and disorderly.  [Probably 

alteration of robustious, rumbustious, from ROBUST.] —ram·buncùtious·ly adv.  

—ram·buncùtious·ness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The origins of rambunctious are not clearly established, a

situation that may be better understood after looking at the evidence. The devel-

opment that is generally accepted is from the word robustious, derived from robust

and first recorded in a work written before 1548, to rumbustious, first recorded

in 1778, to rambunctious, first recorded in 1830, all three words having more or

less the same meaning. But how did robustious lead to rumbustious? It has been

suggested that the word rumble played a part in this, although the word rumbus-

tion, meaning “the alcoholic beverage rum,” might also have been involved. The

first form in which rambunctious is recorded is rumbunctious, showing how rum-

bustious was involved in the alteration of robustious to rambunctious, but how the

sound indicated by s became that indicated by nc or why the first u became a is a

mystery.

ram·bu·tan (r4m-butùn) n.  1. A tree (Nephelium lappaceum) of southeast 

Asia, bearing edible oval red fruit with soft spines.  2. The fruit of this tree.  

[Malay, from rambut, hair (from its hairy covering).]

Ra·meau (rä-moù), Jean Philippe. 1683-1764.  French composer and music 

theorist known for his treatise on harmony (1722) and his ballets and operas, 

including Castor et Pollux (1737). 

Ra·mée (rN-m7ù), Marie Louise de la. Pen name Ouida. 1839-1908.  British 

writer whose romantic novels include Under Two Flags (1867). 



ram·e·kin also ram·e·quin (r4mùV-kVn) n.  1. A cheese preparation made with 

eggs and bread crumbs or unsweetened puff pastry, baked and served in individ-

ual dishes.  2. A small dish used for baking and serving.  [French ramequin, per-

haps from Dutch dialectal rammeken, toasted bread, or from Low German 

ramken, diminutive of ram, cream (from Middle Low German rome).]

Ram·e·ses II also Ram·es·ses II (r4mùV-sKzÙ)  or Ram·ses II (r4mùsKzÙ), 

Known as “Rameses the Great.” 14th-13th century B.C.  King of Egypt (1304-1237 

B.C.) whose reign was marked by the building of numerous monuments. He was 

probably king during the Jewish exodus from Egypt. 

ra·met (r7ùmVt) n.  An individual member of a clone.  [Latin r7mus, branch; see 

RAMUS + -ET.]

ra·mi (r7ùmXÙ) n.  Biology & Anatomy. Plural of ramus. 
ram·ie (r4mùK, r7ùmK) n.  1. A tropical Asian perennial herb (Boehmeria nivea) 

having broad leaves and densely branched panicles of small, unisexual, apetalous 

flowers.  2. The flaxlike fiber from the stem of this plant, used in making fabrics 

and cordage.  [Malay rami.]

ram·i·fi·ca·tion (r4mÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. A development or consequence 

growing out of and sometimes complicating a problem, plan, or statement:  the 

ramifications of a court decision.  2. a. The act or process of branching out or 

dividing into branches.  b. A subordinate part extending from a main body; a 

branch.  c. An arrangement of branches or branching parts.  

ram·i·form (r4mùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Branching or branchlike.  [Latin r7mus, branch; 

see RAMUS + -FORM.]

ram·i·fy (r4mùN-fXÙ) v.  ram·i·fied, ram·i·fy·ing, ram·i·fies.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

have complicating consequences or outgrowths:  The problem merely ramified 

after the unsuccessful meeting.  2. To send out branches or subordinate branchlike 

parts.   —  v.  tr. To divide into or cause to extend in branches or subordinate 

branchlike parts.  [Middle English ramifien, from Old French ramifier, from 

Medieval Latin r7mific7re : Latin r7mus, branch; see wr7d- in Appendix + Latin -

fic7re, -fy.]

ram·jet (r4mùjHtÙ) n.  A jet engine that propels aircraft by igniting fuel mixed 

with air taken and compressed by the engine in a fashion that produces greater 

exhaust than intake velocity. 

ra·mo·na (rN-moùnN) n.  See sage2 (n., sense 1a).  [Possibly after Ramona, her-

oine of a novel by Helen Hunt Jackson.]

Ra·mòn y Ca·jal (rä-mônù K kä-hälù), Santiago. 1852-1934.  Spanish histolo-

gist. He shared a 1906 Nobel Prize for research on the structure of the nervous 

system. 

ra·mose (r7ùmosÙ, rN-mosù) adj.  Having many branches.  [Latin r7mosus, from 

r7mus, branch. See wr7d- in Appendix.]



ra·mous (r7ùmNs) adj.  1. Of or resembling branches.  2. Branching; ramose.  

[From Latin r7mosus, ramose. See RAMOSE.]

ramp1 (r4mp) n.  1. An inclined surface or roadway connecting different levels.  

2. A mobile staircase by which passengers board and leave an aircraft.  3. A con-

cave bend of a handrail where a sharp change in level or direction occurs, as at a 

stair landing.  [French rampe, from ramper, to slope, rise up, from Old French. 

See RAMP
2.]

ramp2 (r4mp) v.  intr. ramped, ramp·ing, ramps. 1. To act threateningly or 

violently; rage.  2. To assume a threatening stance.  3. Heraldry. To stand in the 

rampant position.  [Middle English rampen, from Old French ramper, to rear, rise 

up, of Germanic origin.] —ramp n. 

ram·page (r4mùp7jÙ) n.  A course of violent, frenzied action or behavior.   —  v.  

intr. ram·paged, ram·pag·ing, ram·pag·es (also r4m-p7jù). To move about 

wildly or violently.  [Scots, possibly from RAMP
2.] —ram·pagùer n. 

ram·pa·geous (r4m-p7ùjNs) adj.  Raging; frenzied: “the hot rampageous horses 

of my will” (W.H. Auden).   —ram·paùgeous·ly adv.  —ram·paùgeous·ness 
n. 

ram·pant (r4mùpNnt) adj.  1. Extending unchecked; unrestrained:  a rampant 

growth of weeds in the neglected yard.  2. Occurring without restraint and fre-

quently, widely, or menacingly; rife:  a rampant epidemic; rampant corruption in 

city government.  3. a. Rearing on the hind legs.  b. Heraldry. Rearing on the left 

hind leg with the forelegs elevated, the right above the left, and usually with the 

head in profile.   4. Architecture. Springing from a support or an abutment that is 

higher at one side than at the other:  a rampant arch.  [Middle English rampaunt, 

from Old French rampant, present participle of ramper, to ramp. See RAMP
2.] 

—ramùpan·cy n.  —ramùpant·ly adv. 

ram·part (r4mùpärtÙ, -pNrt) n.  1. A fortification consisting of an embankment, 

often with a parapet built on top.  2. A means of protection or defense; a bul-

wark.  See Synonyms at bulwark.   —  v.  tr. ram·part·ed, ram·part·ing, 
ram·parts. To defend with a rampart.  [French rempart, from Old French, from 

remparer, to fortify  : re-, re- + emparer, to fortify, take possession of (from Old 

Provençal amparar, from Vulgar Latin *ante par7re, to prepare  : Latin ante-, ante- 

+ Latin par7re, to prepare); see perN-1 in Appendix.]

ram·pike (r4mùpXkÙ) n.  A standing dead tree or tree stump, especially one killed 

by fire.  [Origin unknown.]

ram·pi·on (r4mùpK-Nn) n.  1. A biennial Eurasian plant (Campanula rapuncu-

lus) having rosette leaves with winged stalks, panicles of lilac-colored flowers, and 

an edible root used in salads.  2. Any of various similar plants of the genus Phy-

teuma.  [Probably alteration of French raiponce, from Old French responce, from 

Old Italian raponzo, probably from rapa, turnip, from Latin r7pum.]



Ram·pur (rämùptr)  A city of north-central India east of Delhi. It is a process-

ing and manufacturing center known for its library containing a fine collection 

of Mogul miniature paintings. Population, 204,610. 

ram·rod (r4mùrmdÙ) n.  1. A rod used to force the charge into a muzzleloading 

firearm.  2. A rod used to clean the barrel of a firearm.  3. A harshly demanding 

overseer; a disciplinarian.   —  v.  tr. ram·rod·ded, ram·rod·ding, ram·rods. 
1. To exert strict control over; supervise closely.  2. To force passage or acceptance 

of:  a group that ramrodded the bill through Congress. 

Ram·say (r4mùzK), Allan. 1686-1758.  Scottish poet noted for his patriotic and 

pastoral works, including the drama The Gentle Shepherd (1725). 

Ram·say (r4mùzK), James Andrew Brown.  See Tenth Earl and First Marquis 

of. Dalhousie. 
Ram·say (r4mùzK), Sir William. 1852-1916.  British chemist. He won a 1904 

Nobel Prize for discovering the inert gases argon, helium, neon, xenon, and kryp-

ton. 

Ram·ses II (r4mùsKzÙ)  See Rameses II. 
Ram·sey (r4mùzK), Arthur Michael. 1904-1988.  British prelate and arch-

bishop of Canterbury (1961-1974). 

ram·shack·le (r4mùsh4kÙNl) adj.  So poorly constructed or kept up that disinte-

gration is likely; rickety:  a ramshackle cabin in the woods.  [Back-formation from 

obsolete ranshackled, ramshackle, alteration of ransackled, past participle of ran-

sackle, to ransack, frequentative of Middle English ransaken, to pillage. See RAN-

SACK.]

ram’s horn (r4mz hôrn) n.  Judaism. A shofar. 

ram·son (r4mùzNn, -sNn) n.  A Eurasian garlic (Allium ursinum) having broad, 

stalked, oblong to lance-shaped leaves and bulbous roots used in salads and rel-

ishes. Often used in the plural.  [Middle English ramsyn, from Old English hram-

san, pl. of hramsa.]

ram·til (r4mùtVl)  or ram·til·la (r4m-tVlùN) n.  An Ethiopian plant (Guizotia abys-

sinica) having opposite leaves and rayed, yellow flower heads, grown for its oil-

rich seeds.  [Hindi r7mtil : Sanskrit r7ma-, dark + Sanskrit tilaU, sesame.]

ram·u·lose (r4mùyN-losÙ) adj.  Having numerous small branches.  [Latin 

r7mulosus, from r7mulus, diminutive of r7mus, branch. See RAMUS.]

ra·mus (r7ùmNs) n.  pl. ra·mi (-mXÙ). 1. Biology. A branch, as of a plant, nerve, or 

blood vessel.  2. Anatomy. A bony process extending like a branch from a larger 

bone, especially the ascending part of the lower jaw that makes a joint at the tem-

ple.  [Latin r7mus, branch. See wr7d- in Appendix.]

ran (r4n) v.  Past tense of run. 
Ran (r4n) n.  Mythology. The Norse goddess of the sea. 

Ran·ca·gua (rän-käùgwä, räng-)  A city of central Chile south of Santiago. It is 

primarily an agricultural center in a copper-mining area. Population, 139,925. 



ranch (r4nch) n.  1. An extensive farm, especially in the western United States, 

on which large herds of cattle, sheep, or horses are raised.  2. A large farm on 

which a particular crop or kind of animal is raised:  a mink ranch.  3. A house in 

which the owner of an extensive farm lives.   —  v.  intr. ranched, ranch·ing, 
ranch·es. To manage or work on a ranch.  [American Spanish rancho, small 

farm, from Spanish, hut, group of people who eat together, from Old Spanish 

rancharse, to be billeted, from Old French se ranger, to be arranged, from renc, 

reng, row, line, of Germanic origin. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

ranch·er (r4nùchNr) n.  1. One that owns or manages a ranch.  2. A rectangular 

house of one story; a ranch house. 

ran·che·ri·a (r4nÙchN-rKùN) n.  Southwestern U.S. 1. a. A Mexican herdsman’s 

hut.  b. A village of these huts.   2. A rural Native American settlement.  [Ameri-

can Spanish ranchería, from rancho, small farm. See RANCH.]

ran·che·ro (r4n-chârùo) n.  pl. ran·che·ros. Southwestern U.S. A ranch owner; 

a rancher.  [American Spanish, from rancho, small ranch. See RANCH.]

ranch house (r4nch hous) n.  1. The building on a ranch occupied by its oper-

ator.  2. A rectangular, one-story house with a low-pitched roof. 

Ran·chi (ränùchK)  A city of northeast India west-northwest of Calcutta. It is a 

manufacturing center and health resort. Population, 489,626. 

ranch·man (r4nchùmNn) n.  The owner or manager of a ranch; a rancher. 

ranch mink (r4nch mVngk) n.  A mink bred in captivity from Alaskan and 

Labrador strains for special pelt colors and qualities. 

ran·cho (r4nùcho) n.  pl. ran·chos. Southwestern U.S. 1. A hut or group of huts 

for housing ranch workers.  2. A ranch.  [American Spanish, small ranch. See 

RANCH.]

Ran·cho Cor·do·va (r4nùcho kôr-doùvN, kôrùdN-)  A community of north-

central California, a suburb of Sacramento. Population, 48,731. 

Rancho Cu·ca·mon·ga (r4nùcho kuÙkN-mƒngùgN, -mmngù-)  An unincor-

porated community of southwest California west of San Bernadino. It is in a 

wine-producing area. Population, 101,409. 

Rancho Pal·os Ver·des (r4nùcho p4lùos vûrùdKz, p4lùNs)  A city of southern 

California on a channel of the Pacific Ocean west of Long Beach. Population, 

41,659. 

ran·cid (r4nùsVd) adj.  1. Having the disagreeable odor or taste of decomposing 

oils or fats; rank.  2. Repugnant; nasty:  rancid remarks.  [Latin rancidus, past par-

ticiple of rancKre, to stink, be rotten.] —ran·cidùi·ty, ranùcid·ness n. 

ran·cor (r4ngùkNr) n.  Bitter, long-lasting resentment; deep-seated ill will.  See 

Synonyms at enmity.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin, ran-

cid smell, from Latin rancKre, to stink, be rotten.] —ranùcor·ous adj.  —ranù-
cor·ous·ly adv.  —ranùcor·ous·ness n. 

ran·cour (r4ngùkNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of rancor. 



rand (r4nd, ränd) n.  A basic unit of currency in South Africa and Swaziland.  See 

Table at currency.  [Afrikaans, after(Witwaters)rand.]

Rand (r4nd)  See Witwatersrand. 
Rand (r4nd), Ayn. 1905-1982.  Russian-born American writer primarily known 

for her polemical novels, such as The Fountainhead (1943), which defend political 

conservatism. 

Ran·dalls·town (r4nùdlz-tounÙ)  A community of north-central Maryland, a 

suburb of Baltimore. Population, 26,277. 

ran·dan (r4nùd4nÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. A boat designed to be rowed by three per-

sons.  2. The method of rowing such a boat, in which the persons fore and aft use 

one oar each and the person amidships uses two.  [Origin unknown.]

r & b  or R & B abbr.  Music. Rhythm and blues. 

R & D abbr.  Research and development. 

Rand·ers (räùnNrs)  A city of northern Denmark in the eastern part of the Jut-

land Peninsula north-northwest of Århus. It is a trade and manufacturing center 

in an agricultural and salmon-fishing area. Population, 61,410. 

Ran·dolph (r4nùdmlfÙ)  A town of eastern Massachusetts south-southwest of 

Quincy. It is mainly residential. Population, 30,093. 

Ran·dolph (r4nùdmlfÙ), Edmund Jennings. 1753-1813.  American Revolu-

tionary leader and public official. A member of the Constitutional Convention 

(1787), he later served as U.S. attorney general (1789-1794) and secretary of state 

(1794-1795). 

Ran·dolph (r4nùdmlfÙ), John. Called “Randolph of Roanoke.” 1773-1833.  

American politician known for his brilliant oratory and eccentric behavior during 

his tenure as a U.S. representative (12 terms between 1799 and 1829) and senator 

(1825-1827) from Virginia. 

ran·dom (r4nùdNm) adj.  1. Having no specific pattern, purpose, or objective:  

random movements; a random choice.  See Synonyms at chance.  2. Statistics. Of 

or relating to the same or equal chances or probability of occurrence for each 

member of a group.   —idiom. at random. Without a governing design, 

method, or purpose; unsystematically:  chose a card at random from the deck.  

[From at random, by chance, at great speed, from Middle English randon, speed, 

violence, from Old French, from randir, to run, of Germanic origin.] —ranù-
dom·ly adv.  —ranùdom·ness n. 

ran·dom-ac·cess memory (r4nùdNm-4kùsHs mHmùN-rK) adj.  Abbr. RAM 

Computer Science. A memory device in which information can be accessed in any 

order. 

ran·dom·ize (r4nùdN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. ran·dom·ized, ran·dom·iz·ing, 
ran·dom·iz·es. To make random in arrangement, especially in order to control 

the variables in an experiment.   —ranÙdom·i·zaùtion (-dN-mV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—ranùdom·izÙer n. 



random variable (r4nùdNm vârùK-N-bNl) n.  Statistics. A variable whose values 

are distributed according to a probability distribution. 

random walk (r4nùdNm wôk) n.  Statistics. A series of sequential movements 

in which the direction and size of each move is randomly determined. 

R and R abbr.  Rest and recreation. 

Rand·wick (r4ndùwVk)  A city of southeast Australia, a suburb of Sydney on the 

Pacific Ocean and Botany Bay. Population, 116,600. 

ran·dy (r4nùdK) adj.  ran·di·er, ran·di·est. 1. a. Lascivious; lecherous.  b. Of 

or characterized by frank, uninhibited sexuality.   2. Scots. Ill-mannered.  [Possi-

bly from obsolete rand, to rant, from obsolete Dutch randen, ranten.]

ra·nee (räùnK) n.  Variant of rani. 
rang (r4ng) v.  Past tense of ring2. 
range (r7nj) n.  Abbr. Ra., r., R. 1. a. Extent of perception, knowledge, experi-

ence, or ability.  b. The area or sphere in which an activity takes place.  c. The full 

extent covered:  within the range of possibilities.   2. a. An amount or extent of 

variation:  a wide price range.  b. Music. The gamut of tones that a voice or an 

instrument is capable of producing.   3. a. The maximum extent or distance lim-

iting operation, action, or effectiveness, as of a projectile, an aircraft, a radio sig-

nal, or a sound.  b. The maximum distance that can be covered by a vehicle with a 

specified payload before its fuel supply is exhausted.  c. The distance between a 

projectile weapon and its target.   4. A place equipped for practice in shooting at 

targets.  5. Aerospace. A testing area at which rockets and missiles are launched 

and tracked.  6. An extensive area of open land on which livestock wander and 

graze.  7. The geographic region in which a plant or an animal normally lives or 

grows.  8. The act of wandering or roaming over a large area.  9. Mathematics. 

The set of all values a given function may take on.  10. Statistics. The difference 

or interval between the smallest and largest values in a frequency distribution.  

11. A class, a rank, or an order:  The candidate had broad support from the lower 

ranges of the party.  12. An extended group or series, especially a row or chain of 

mountains.  13. One of a series of double-faced bookcases in a library stack 

room.  14. A north-south strip of townships, each six miles square, numbered 

east and west from a specified meridian in a U.S. public land survey.  15. A stove 

with spaces for cooking a number of things at the same time.   —  v.  ranged, 
rang·ing, rang·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arrange or dispose in a particular order, 

especially in rows or lines.  2. To assign to a particular category; classify.  3. To 

align (a gun, for example) with a target.  4. a. To determine the distance of (a tar-

get).  b. To be capable of reaching (a maximum distance).   5. To pass over or 

through (an area or a region).  6. To turn (livestock) onto an extensive area of 

open land for grazing.  7. Nautical. To uncoil (an anchor cable) on deck so the 

anchor may descend easily.   —  v.  intr. 1. To vary within specified limits:  ages 

that ranged from two to five.  2. To extend in a particular direction:  a river that 



ranges to the east.  3. To extend or lie in the same direction: “Whatsoever comes 

athwart his affection ranges evenly with mine” (Shakespeare).  4. To pass over or 

through an area or a region in or as if in exploration.  5. To wander freely; roam.  

6. To live or grow within a particular region.  [Middle English, row, rank, from 

Old French, from rangier, to put in a row, from rang, reng, line, of Germanic ori-

gin. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: range, ambit, compass, orbit, purview, reach, scope, sweep. The cen-

tral meaning shared by these nouns is “an area within which something acts, op-

erates, or has power or control”: the range of a supersonic jet; the ambit of munic-

ipal legislation; information not within the compass of this article; countries within

the political orbit of a world power; hospital regulations under the purview of the

department of health; outside the reach of the law; issues within the scope of an in-

vestigation; outside the sweep of federal authority. See also Synonyms at wander

range finder also range·find·er (r7njùfXnÙdNr) n.  Any of various optical, 

electronic, or acoustical instruments used to determine the distance of an object.   
—rangeùfindÙer adj. 

range·land (r7njùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  An expanse of land suitable for livestock to 

wander and graze on. 

Range·ley Lake (r7njùlK l7k)  A lake of west-central Maine near the New 

Hampshire border. It and other nearby lakes form a popular resort area. 

rang·er (r7nùjNr) n.  1. A wanderer; a rover.  2. A member of an armed troop 

employed in patrolling a specific region.  3. Ranger. A member of a group of 

U.S. soldiers specially trained for making raids either on foot, in ground vehicles, 

or by airlift.  4. a. A warden employed to maintain and protect a forest or other 

natural area.  b. Chiefly British. The keeper of a royal forest or park.  

Ran·goon (r4n-gunù, r4ng-) Officially (since 1989) Yan·gon (yäNùgôNù).  The 

capital and largest city of Burma, in the southern part of the country on the 

Rangoon River near its outlet in the Irrawaddy River delta. It was a small fish-

ing village until it became the capital of Burmese kings after the 1750’s. Further 

growth was spurred by the British occupation of the city in 1852. Population, 

2,458,712. 

rang·y (r7nùjK) adj.  rang·i·er, rang·i·est. 1. Having long, slender limbs.  

2. Inclined to rove.  3. Providing ample range; roomy. 

ra·ni also ra·nee (räùnK) n.  pl. ra·nis also ra·nees. 1. The wife of a rajah.  2. A 

reigning Hindu princess or queen.  [Hindi r7nX, from Sanskrit r7jñX, feminine of 

r7j7, rajah. See RAJAH.]

Ran·jit Singh (rƒnùjVt sVngù), Known as “the Lion of the Punjab.” 1780-1839.  

Indian leader of the Sikhs who founded a kingdom uniting the Sikh provinces 

and maintained an alliance with the British. 



rank1 (r4ngk) n.  1. a. A relative position in a society.  b. An official position or 

grade:  the rank of sergeant.  c. A relative position or degree of value in a graded 

group.  d. High or eminent station or position:  persons of rank.   2. A row, line, 

series, or range.  3. a. A line of soldiers, vehicles, or equipment standing side by 

side in close order.  b. ranks. The armed forces.  c. ranks. Personnel, especially 

enlisted military personnel.   4. ranks. A body of people classed together; num-

bers:  joined the ranks of the unemployed.  5. Games. Any of the horizontal lines of 

squares on a chessboard.   —  v.  ranked, rank·ing, ranks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place 

in a row or rows.  2. To give a particular order or position to; classify.  3. To out-

rank or take precedence over.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hold a particular rank:  ranked 

first in the class.  2. To form or stand in a row or rows.  3. Slang. a. To complain.  

b. To engage in carping criticism. Often used with on:  Stop ranking on me all the 

time.    —idiom. pull rank. To use one’s superior rank to gain an advantage.  

[Middle English, line, row, from Old French ranc, renc, of Germanic origin. See 

sker-2 in Appendix.]

rank2 (r4ngk) adj.  rank·er, rank·est. 1. Growing profusely or with excessive 

vigor:  rank vegetation in the jungle.  2. Yielding a profuse, often excessive crop; 

highly fertile:  rank earth.  3. Strong and offensive in odor or flavor.  

4. Conspicuously offensive:  rank treachery.  See Synonyms at flagrant.  
5. Absolute; complete:  a rank amateur; a rank stranger.  [Middle English ranc, 

from Old English, strong, overbearing. See reg- in Appendix.] —rankùly adv.  

—rankùness n. 

rank and file (r4ngk Nnd fXl) n.  1. The enlisted troops, excluding noncommis-

sioned officers, in an army.  2. Those who form the major portion of a group or 

an organization, excluding the leaders and officers. 

rank-and-file (r4ngkùNn-fXlù) adj.  1. Made up of or coming from the ordinary 

members of a group, excluding leaders and officers:  rank-and-file committees; 

rank-and-file grievances.  2. Made up of or coming from the common people:  a 

rank-and-file pressure group; political candidates seeking rank-and-file support. 

Ran·ke (rängùkN), Leopold von. 1795-1886.  German historian who pioneered 

the modern methods of rigorously analyzing firsthand documentation. His writ-

ten works include The History of the Popes (1834-1836). 

rank·er (r4ngùkNr) n.  Chiefly British. 1. An enlisted soldier.  2. A commissioned 

officer who has been promoted from enlisted status. 

Ran·kin (r4ngùkVn), Jeannette. 1880-1973.  American reformer and politician. 

A leader in the women’s suffrage movement in Montana, her home state, she later 

was the first woman U.S. representative (1917-1919 and 1941-1943) and the only 

legislator to oppose U.S. involvement in both World Wars. 

Ran·kine scale (r4ngùkVn sk7l) n.  A scale of absolute temperature using Fahr-

enheit degrees, in which the freezing point of water is 491.69˚ and the boiling 



point of water is 671.69˚.  [After William John Macquorn Rankine (1820-1872), 

Scottish engineer and physicist.]

rank·ing (r4ngùkVng) adj.  Of the highest rank; preeminent. 

ran·kle (r4ngùkNl) v.  ran·kled, ran·kling, ran·kles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To cause 

persistent irritation or resentment.  2. To become sore or inflamed; fester.   —  v.  

tr. To embitter; irritate.  [Middle English ranclen, from Old French rancler, alter-

ation of draoncler, from draoncle, festering sore, from Latin dracunculus, diminu-

tive of draco, dracon-, serpent. See DRAGON.]

WORD HISTORY: A persistent resentment, a festering sore, and a little snake

are all coiled together in the history of the word rankle. “A little snake” is the sense

of the Latin word dracunculus to which rankle can be traced, dracunculus being a

diminutive of draco, “snake.” The Latin word passed into Old French, as draoncle,

having probably already developed the sense “festering sore,” because some of

these sores resembled little snakes in their shape or bite. The verb draoncler, “to

fester,” was then formed in Old French. The noun and verb developed alternate

forms without the d-, and both were borrowed into Middle English, the noun

rancle being recorded in a work written around 1190, the verb ranclen, in a work

probably composed about 1300. Both words had literal senses having to do with

festering sores. The noun is not recorded after the 16th century, but the verb went

on to develop the figurative senses having to do with resentment and bitterness

with which we are all too familiar.

Rann of Kutch (rƒn ƒf kƒch)  An extensive salt marsh of western India and 

southeast Pakistan between the Gulf of Kutch and the Indus River delta. It was the 

scene of major border disputes in 1965 and 1971. 

ran·sack (r4nùs4kÙ) v.  tr. ran·sacked, ran·sack·ing, ran·sacks. 1. To search 

or examine thoroughly.  2. To search carefully for plunder; pillage.  [Middle 

English ransaken, from Old Norse rannsaka : rann, house + *saka, to search, seek; 

see s7g- in Appendix.] —ranùsackÙer n. 

ran·som (r4nùsNm) n.  1. a. The release of property or a person in return for 

payment of a demanded price.  b. The price or payment demanded or paid for 

such release.   2. Theology. A redemption from sin and its consequences.   —  v.  

tr. ran·somed, ran·som·ing, ran·soms. 1. a. To obtain the release of by pay-

ing a certain price.  b. To release after receiving such a payment.   2. Theology. To 

deliver from sin and its consequences.  [Middle English ransome, from Old 

French rançon, from Latin redKmptio, redKmption-, a buying back. See REDEMP-

TION.] —ranùsom·er n. 

Ran·som (r4nùsNm), John Crowe. 1888-1974.  American poet and critic. The 

founder and editor (1939-1959) of the Kenyon Review, he was a leading propo-

nent of New Criticism. His collections of poetry include Chills and Fevers (1924). 



rant (r4nt) v.  rant·ed, rant·ing, rants.  —  v.  intr. To speak or declaim in a 

violent, loud, or vehement manner; rave.   —  v.  tr. To utter with violence or 

extravagance:  a dictator who ranted his vitriol onto a captive audience.   —  n.  

1. Violent, loud, or extravagant speech.  See Synonyms at bombast.  2. Chiefly 

British. Wild or uproarious merriment.  [Probably from obsolete Dutch ranten.] 
—rantùer n. 

Ran·toul (r4n-tulù)  A village of east-central Illinois north of Champaign. A 

U.S. military air technical school was established here in 1917. Population, 

17,212. 

ran·u·la (r4nùyN-lN) n.  A cyst on the underside of the tongue caused by the 

obstruction of a duct of a salivary gland.  [Latin r7nula, swelling on the tongue, 

diminutive of r7na, frog. See RANUNCULUS.]

ra·nun·cu·lus (rN-nƒngùkyN-lNs) n.  pl. ra·nun·cu·lus·es or ra·nun·cu·li (-lXÙ). 
Any of numerous plants of the genus Ranunculus, including the buttercups.  

[New Latin R7nunculus, genus name, from Latin r7nunculus, a kind of medicinal 

plant, diminutive of r7na, frog, perhaps of imitative origin.]

rap1 (r4p) v.  rapped, rap·ping, raps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hit sharply and swiftly; 

strike:  rapped the table with his fist.  2. To utter sharply:  rap out a complaint.  

3. To criticize or blame.   —  v.  intr. To strike a quick, light blow:  rapped on the 

door.   —  n.  1. A quick, light blow or knock.  2. A knocking or tapping sound.  

3. Slang. a. A reprimand.  b. A sentence to serve time in prison.   4. Slang. A neg-

ative quality or characteristic associated with a person or an object.   —idioms. 
beat the rap. Slang. To escape punishment or be acquitted of a charge.  take 
the rap. Slang. To accept punishment or take the blame for an offense or error.  

[Middle English rappen, possibly of imitative origin.]

rap2 (r4p) v.  tr. rapt or rapped (r4pt), rap·ping, raps. Archaic. 1. past partici-

ple. rapt. To enchant or seize with rapture.  2. To snatch.  [Back-formation from 

RAPT.]

rap3 (r4p) n.  Informal. The least bit:  I don’t give a rap about office politics. I don’t 

care a rap what you do.  [From obsolete rap, 18th-century Irish counterfeit half-

penny, from Irish Gaelic, alteration (possibly influenced by rap, piece, bit), of 

ropaire.]

rap4 (r4p) n.  1. Slang. A talk, conversation, or discussion.  2. Music. A form of 

popular music characterized by spoken or chanted rhyming lyrics with a synco-

pated, repetitive rhythmic accompaniment.   —  v.  intr. rapped, rap·ping, 
raps. 1. Slang. To discuss freely and at length.  2. Music. To perform rap.  [Possi-

bly from RAP
1.]

Ra·pa (räùpN)  An island of the southern Pacific Ocean in southern French 

Polynesia south-southeast of Tahiti. It was much visited by whalers in the early 

19th century. 



ra·pa·cious (rN-p7ùshNs) adj.  1. Taking by force; plundering.  2. Greedy; raven-

ous.  See Synonyms at voracious.  3. Subsisting on live prey.  [From Latin rap7x, 

rap7c-, from rapere, to seize. See rep- in Appendix.] —ra·paùcious·ly adv.  

—ra·pacùi·ty (rN-p4sùV-tK), ra·paùcious·ness n. 

Ra·pal·lo (rN-päùlo, rä-pälù-)  A city of northwest Italy on the Ligurian Sea. It is a 

resort on the Italian Riviera. The treaty proclaiming Fiume (now Rijeka) an inde-

pendent city was signed here by Italy and Yugoslavia in November 1920. Popula-

tion, 28,318. 

Rapa Nu·i (räùpN nuùK)  See Easter Island. 
rape1 (r7p) n.  1. The crime of forcing another person to submit to sex acts, 

especially sexual intercourse.  2. The act of seizing and carrying off by force; 

abduction.  3. Abusive or improper treatment; violation:  a rape of justice.   —  v.  

tr. raped, rap·ing, rapes. 1. To force (another person) to submit to sex acts, 

especially sexual intercourse; commit rape on.  2. To seize and carry off by force.  

3. To plunder or pillage.  [Middle English, from rapen, to rape, from Old French 

raper, to abduct, from Latin rapere, to seize. See rep- in Appendix.] —rapùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: Although three senses are listed in our entry for the verb

rape, it is unlikely that many people think of the word as having more than one

sense. The Latin word rapere from which rape comes had an even wider range of

meanings, including “to ravish.” It must be kept in mind, however, that most of

its senses had to do with the notion of seizing or carrying off and that sexual vi-

olation was confined to the one sense. In the case of the Middle English word

rapen, taken from Latin rapere, fewer senses existed, but some of them differed

quite significantly from any in which we would use the word today. It could mean

“to fix or set a certain time” (“The tyme he wild [would] not rape”) or “to carry

off somebody to heaven from earth” (“the visions of seynt poul wan [when] he was

rapt in to paradys”). The past participle rapt has survived in Modern English,

where it has become a separate word referring to states of deep delight or absorp-

tion, far removed from the hideous cruelties of rape. The sense involving these

cruelties was probably present in Middle English and has largely taken over the

word.

rape2 (r7p) n.  A European plant (Brassica napus) of the mustard family, culti-

vated as fodder and for its seed that yields a valuable oil.  Also called colza, oil-seed 

rape.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin r7pa, turnip.]

rape3 (r7p) n.  The refuse of grapes left after the extraction of the juice in wine-

making.  [French râpe, grape stalk, from Old French, from rasper, to scrape. See 

RASP.]

rape oil (r7p oil) n.  The edible oil extracted from rapeseed, also used as a lubri-

cant and in the manufacture of various products.  Also called rapeseed oil 



rape·seed (r7pùsKdÙ) n.  The seed of the rape plant. 

rapeseed oil (r7pùsKdÙ oil) n.  See rape oil. 
rape shield law (r7p shKld lô) n.  A law that prohibits the defense in a rape 

case from cross-examination regarding the plaintiff’s prior sexual conduct. 

ra·phae (r7ùfKÙ) n.  Plural of raphe. 
Raph·a·el1 (r4fùK-Nl, r7ùfK-, räÙfK-Hlù) n.  One of the archangels of Hebrew tradi-

tion. 

Raph·a·el2 (r4fùK-Nl, r7ùfK-, räÙfK-Hlù), 1483-1520.  Italian painter whose works, 

including religious subjects, portraits, and frescoes, exemplify the ideals of the 

High Renaissance. 

ra·phe also rha·phe (r7ùfK) n.  pl. ra·phae (-fKÙ). 1. Anatomy. A seamlike line 

or ridge between two similar parts of a body organ, as in the scrotum.  2. Botany. 

The portion of the funiculus that is united to the ovule wall, commonly visible as 

a line or ridge on the seed coat.  3. The median groove of a diatom valve.  [New 

Latin, from Greek rhaphK, seam, suture, from rhaptein, to sew. See wer-2 in 

Appendix.]

raph·i·a (r4fùK-N) n.  Variant of raffia. 
ra·phide (r7ùfXd) also ra·phis (-fVs) n.  pl. raph·i·des (r4fùV-dKzÙ). Botany. One 

of a bundle of needlelike crystals of calcium oxalate occurring in many plant cells.  

[French, sing. of raphides, from New Latin, from Greek rhaphides, pl. of rhaphis, 

needle, from rhaptein, to sew. See wer-2 in Appendix.]

rap·id (r4pùVd) adj.  rap·id·er, rap·id·est. Moving, acting, or occurring with 

great speed; swift.  See Synonyms at fast1.   —  n.  An extremely fast-moving 

part of a river, caused by a steep descent in the riverbed. Often used in the plural.  

[Latin rapidus, from rapere, to seize. See rep- in Appendix.] —ra·pidùi·ty (rN-

pVdùV-tK), rapùid·ness (r4pùVd-nHs)  n.  —rapùid·ly adv. 

Rap·id City (r4pùVd sVtùK)  A city of southwest South Dakota west-southwest of 

Pierre in the eastern part of the Black Hills. It is a trade, transportation, and tour-

ist center. Population, 54,523. 

rapid eye movement (r4pùVd X muvùmNnt) n.  REM. 

rap·id-fire (r4pùVd-fXrù) adj.  1. Designed to fire shots in rapid succession:  a 

rapid-fire machine gun.  2. Marked by continuous, rapid occurrence:  rapid-fire 

questions. 

rapid transit (r4pùVd tr4nùsVt) n.  An urban passenger transportation system 

using elevated or underground trains or a combination of both. 

ra·pi·er (r7ùpK-Nr, r7pùyNr) n.  1. A long, slender, two-edged sword with a cuplike 

hilt, used in the 16th and 17th centuries.  2. A light, sharp-pointed sword lacking 

a cutting edge and used only for thrusting.  [French rapière, from Old French 

(espee) rapiere, rapier (sword).]



rap·ine (r4pùVn) n.  Forcible seizure of another’s property; plunder.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin rapXna, from rapere, to seize. See rep- in 

Appendix.]

rap·ist (r7ùpVst) n.  One who commits the crime of rape. 

Rapp (r4p, räp), George. 1757-1847.  German-born American religious leader 

who founded utopian communities in Pennsylvania and Indiana. 

Rap·pa·han·nock (r4pÙN-h4nùNk)  A river of northeast Virginia rising in the 

Blue Ridge and flowing about 341 km (212 mi) generally southeast to form a long 

estuary that empties into Chesapeake Bay. 

rap·pa·ree (r4pÙN-rKù) n.  1. A freebooting soldier of 17th-century Ireland.  

2. A bandit or robber.  [Irish Gaelic rapaire, variant of ropaire, cutpurse, from 

ropaid, he stabs.]

rap·pee (r4-pKù) n.  A strong snuff made from a dark, coarse tobacco.  [From 

French (tabac) râpé, grated (tobacco), past participle of râper, to grate, from Old 

French rasper, to scrape. See RASP.]

rap·pel (r4-pHlù) n.  The act or method of descending from a mountainside or 

cliff by means of a belayed rope that is passed under one thigh and over the oppo-

site shoulder so that it can be payed out smoothly and gradually.   —  v.  intr. 

rap·pelled, rap·pel·ling, rap·pels. To descend from a steep height by this 

method.  [French, recall, return, rappel, from Old French, recall, from rapeler, to 

recall  : re-, re- + apeler, to summon; see APPEAL.]

rap·pen (räùpNn) n.  pl. rappen. A Swiss centime.  [German, from Rappe, raven 

(in joking reference to the eagle on the original coin), from Middle High Ger-

man, alteration of raben, from Old High German hraban.]

rap·per1 (r4pùNr) n.  One that raps or strikes, especially a door knocker. 

rap·per2 (r4pùNr) n.  Music. One who performs rap. 

rap·port (r4-pôrù, -porù, rN-) n.  Relationship, especially one of mutual trust or 

emotional affinity.  [French, from Old French, from raporter, to bring back  : re-, 

re- + aporter, to bring (from Latin apport7re : ad-, ad- + port7re, to carry); see 

per-2 in Appendix.]

rap·por·teur (r4pÙôr-tûrù, -tœrù) n.  One who is designated to give a report, as 

at a meeting.  [Middle English raportour, judge, from Old French raporteur, from 

raporter, to bring back. See RAPPORT.]

rap·proche·ment (räÙprôsh-mäNù) n.  1. A reestablishing of cordial relations, 

as between two countries.  2. The state of reconciliation or of cordial relations.  

[French, from rapprocher, to bring together  : re-, re- + approcher, to approach 

(from Old French aprochier); see APPROACH.]

rap·scal·lion (r4p-sk4lùyNn) n.  A rascal; a scamp.  [Alteration of obsolete ras-

callion, from RASCAL.]

rap session (r4p sHshùNn) n.  Slang. An informal discussion held especially by a 

group of people with similar concerns. 



rap sheet (r4p shKt) n.  Slang. A police arrest record. 

rapt (r4pt) v.  Past participle of rap2 (v. tr., sense 1).  —  adj.  1. Deeply moved or 

delighted; enraptured:  listened to the speaker with rapt admiration.  2. Deeply 

absorbed; engrossed:  was rapt in thought all evening.  [Middle English, carried 

away, from Latin raptus, past participle of rapere, to seize. See rep- in Appendix.] 
—rapt·ly adv. 

rap·tor (r4pùtNr) n.  A bird of prey.  [Latin, one who seizes, from rapere, to seize. 

See RAPT.]

rap·to·ri·al (r4p-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Subsisting by seizing prey; predatory.  

2. Adapted for the seizing of prey.  3. Of, relating to, or characteristic of birds of 

prey. 

rap·ture (r4pùchNr) n.  1. The state of being transported by a lofty emotion; 

ecstasy.  2.  Often raptures. An expression of ecstatic feeling.  See Synonyms at 

ecstasy.  3. The transporting of a person from one place to another, especially to 

heaven.   —  v.  tr. rap·tured, rap·tur·ing, rap·tures. To enrapture.  [Obsolete 

French rapture, abduction, carrying off, from rapt, carried away, from Old French 

rat, from Latin raptus. See RAPT.]

rap·tur·ous (r4pùchNr-Ns) adj.  Filled with great joy or rapture; ecstatic.   
—rapùtur·ous·ly adv.  —rapùtur·ous·ness n. 

ra·ra a·vis (rârùN 7ùvVs) n.  pl. ra·ra a·vis·es or ra·rae a·ves (rârùK 7ùvKz). A 

rare or unique person or thing.  [Latin r7ra avis : r7ra, feminine of r7rus, rare + 

avis, bird.]

rare1 (râr) adj.  rar·er, rar·est. Abbr. r. 1. Infrequently occurring; uncommon:  

a rare event; a plant that is rare in this region.  2. Excellent; extraordinary:  a rare 

sense of honor; a rare friend.  3. Thin in density: rarefied:  rare air.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin r7rus.] —rareùness n. 

rare2 (râr) adj.  rar·er, rar·est. Cooked a short time to retain juice and redness:  

a rare steak.  [Middle English rere, lightly boiled, from Old English hrKr. See kerN- 
in Appendix.] —rareùness n. 

rare·bit (rârùbVt) n.  Welsh rabbit.  [Probably alteration of (WELSH) RABBIT.]

rare earth (râr ûrth) n.  1. Any of various oxides of the rare-earth elements.  

2. A rare-earth element. 

rare-earth element (rârÙûrthù HlùN-mNnt) n.  Any of the abundant metallic 

elements of atomic number 57 through 71.  Also called lanthanide [So called 

because they were originally thought to be rare.]

rar·ee show (rârùK sho) n.  1.  See peepshow (n., sense 1).  2. A street show.  

[Alteration of RARE
1 + SHOW.]

rar·e·fac·tion (rârÙN-f4kùshNn) n.  1. A decrease in density and pressure in a 

medium, such as air, caused by the passage of a sound wave.  2. The region in 

which this occurs.   —rarÙe·facùtive adj. 



rar·e·fied also rar·i·fied (rârùN-fXdÙ) adj.  1. Belonging to or reserved for a 

small, select group; esoteric.  2. Elevated in character or style; lofty. 

rar·e·fy also rar·i·fy (rârùN-fXÙ) v.  rar·e·fied, rar·e·fy·ing, rar·e·fies.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To make thin, less compact, or less dense.  2. To purify or refine.   —  v.  

intr. To become thin or less compact or dense.  [Middle English rarefien, from 

Old French rarefier, from Medieval Latin r7rific7re, alteration of Latin r7rKfacere : 

r7rus, rare + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.] —rarÙe·fiùa·ble adj. 

rare·ly (rârùlK) adv.  1. Not often; infrequently: “The truth is rarely pure and 

never simple” (Oscar Wilde).  2. In an unusual degree; exceptionally.  3. With 

uncommon excellence.  

USAGE NOTE: Strictly speaking, the use of ever after rarely and seldom is re-

dundant; She rarely ever watches television adds nothing to She rarely watches tele-

vision. In an earlier survey a large majority of the Usage Panel found this con-

struction unacceptable in formal writing. But ever has been used as an intensive

with rarely for several hundred years, and the construction is common in informal

contexts. By contrast, the constructions rarely (or seldom) if ever and rarely (or

seldom) or never are unexceptionable: She rarely if ever watches television. She rare-

ly or never watches television. See Usage Note at hardly. See Usage Note at redun-
dancy.

rare·ripe (rârùrXpÙ) adj.  Ripening early.   —  n.  A fruit or vegetable that ripens 

early.  [Dialectal rare, early (variant of RATHE) + RIPE.]

rar·i·fied (rârùN-fXdÙ) adj.  Variant of rarefied. 
rar·i·fy (rârùN-fXÙ) v.  Variant of rarefy. 
rar·ing (rârùVng) also rar·in’ (-Vn) adj.  Informal. Full of eagerness; enthusiastic.  

[Present participle of dialectal rare, to rear, variant of REAR
2.]

Rar·i·tan (r4rùV-tNn)  A river, about 129 km (80 mi) long, formed by the conflu-

ence of two tributaries in north-central New Jersey and flowing eastward to Rari-
tan Bay, the western arm of Lower New York Bay, at Perth Amboy. 

rar·i·ty (rârùV-tK) n.  pl. rar·i·ties. 1. Something rare.  2. The quality or state of 

being rare; infrequency of occurrence. 

Rar·o·ton·ga (r4rÙN-tmngùgN)  A volcanic island of the southern Pacific Ocean 

in the southwest Cook Islands. Discovered in the early 1820’s by English mission-

aries, it is the largest and most important island in the group. 

ras·bo·ra (r4z-bôrùN, -borùN) n.  Any of various tropical fishes of the genus 

Rasbora, of which several brightly colored species are kept in home aquariums.  

[New Latin Rasbora, genus name, from a native word in the East Indies.]

ras·cal (r4sùkNl) n.  1. One that is playfully mischievous.  2. An unscrupulous, 

dishonest person; a scoundrel.   —  adj.  Archaic. Made up of, belonging to, or 

relating to the common people: “Nor shall the Rascal Rabble here have Peace” 



(John Dryden).  [Middle English rascaile, rabble, commoners, from Old French 

rascaille, probably from rasque, mud, from Vulgar Latin *r7sic7re, to scrape. See 

RASH
2.] —rasùcal·ly adj. 

ras·cal·i·ty (r4s-k4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ras·cal·i·ties. 1. Behavior or character typical of 

a rascal.  2. A base or mischievous act. 

Ras Da·shan (räs dN-shänù)  A mountain, 4,623.2 m (15,158 ft) high, in north-

ern Ethiopia. Of volcanic origin, it is the highest peak in the country. 

rase1 (r7z) v.  tr. rased, ras·ing, ras·es. To erase.  [Middle English rasen, to 

scrape off, erase. See RAZE.]

rase2 (r7z) v.  Variant of raze. 
rash1 (r4sh) adj.  rash·er, rash·est. 1. Characterized by or resulting from ill-

considered haste or boldness.  See Synonyms at reckless.  2. Archaic. Quick in 

producing a strong or marked effect.  [Middle English rasche, active, perhaps 

from Old English -raesc (in lXgræsc, lightning), or from Middle Dutch  or Middle 

Low German rasch.] —rashùly adv.  —rashùness n. 

rash2 (r4sh) n.  1. A skin eruption.  2. An outbreak of many instances within a 

brief period:  a rash of burglaries.  [Possibly from obsolete French rache, a sore, 

from Old French rasche, scurf, from raschier, to scrape, scratch, from Vulgar 

Latin *r7sic7re, from Latin r7sus, past participle of r7dere. See rKd- in Appendix.]

rash·er (r4shùNr) n.  1. A thin slice of fried or broiled bacon.  2. A dish or an 

order of thin slices of fried or broiled bacon.  [Origin unknown.]

Rasht (r4sht) also Resht (rHsht)  A city of northwest Iran near the Caspian Sea 

east-southeast of Tabriz. It is a trade and silk-producing center. Population, 

260,000. 

Rask (r4sk, räsk), Rasmus Christian. 1787-1832.  Danish philologist who was a 

founder of comparative linguistics. 

Ras·mus·sen (r4sùmN-sNn, räsùmts-Nn), Knud Johan Victor. 1879-1933.  

Danish ethnologist and Arctic explorer who conducted extensive research on 

Eskimo culture and heritage. 

ra·so·ri·al (rN-zôrùK-Nl, -zorù-, -sôrù-, -sorù-) adj.  Characteristically scratching 

the ground for food. Used of chickens and similar birds.  [From Late Latin r7sor, 

scraper, from Latin r7sus, past participle of r7dere, to scrape. See rKd- in Appen-

dix.]

rasp (r4sp) v.  rasped, rasp·ing, rasps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To file or scrape with a 

coarse file having sharp projections.  2. To utter in a grating voice.  3. To grate on 

(nerves or feelings).   —  v.  intr. 1. To scrape harshly; grate.  2. To make a harsh, 

grating sound.   —  n.  1. A coarse file with sharp, raised, pointed projections.  

2. The act of filing with a rasp.  3. A harsh, grating sound.  [Middle English 

raspen, from Middle Dutch raspen, and Old French rasper of Germanic origin.] 
—raspùer n.  —raspùing·ly adv. 



rasp·ber·ry (r4zùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of various shrubby, usually prickly plants of 

the genus Rubus in the rose family, such as R. idaeus var. strigosus of eastern North 

America and R. idaeus of Europe, that bear edible fruit.  2. The aggregate fruit of 

any of these plants, consisting of many small, fleshy, usually red drupelets.  

3. Color. A moderate to dark or deep purplish red.  4. Slang. A derisive or con-

temptuous sound made by vibrating the extended tongue and the lips while 

exhaling.  [Obsolete raspis, raspberry + BERRY. Sense 4, possibly short for rasp-

berry tart rhyming slang for FART.]

Ras·pu·tin (r4s-pyuùtVn, rN-spuùtyVn), Grigori Efimovich. 1872?-1916.  

Russian starets whose magnetic personality and relative success in the treatment 

of the czarevich’s hemophilia gained him favor in the court of Nicholas II. He was 

assassinated by noblemen who feared that his licentious manner and ignorance 

would undermine the monarchy. 

rasp·y (r4sùpK) adj.  rasp·i·er, rasp·i·est. Rough; grating. 

Ras·ta (räùstN, r4sùtN) n.  1. A Rastafarian.  2. Rastafarianism.   —  adj.  Rastafar-

ian. 

Ras·ta·far·i·an (räsÙtN-färùK-Nn, r4sÙtN-f4rù-) n.  An adherent of Rastafarian-

ism.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Rastafarianism or its adherents. 

Ras·ta·fa·ri·an·ism (räÙstN-färùK-N-nVzÙNm, r4sÙtN-fârù-) n.  A religious sect 

originating in Jamaica whose members worship Haile Selassie as savior and 

regard Africa, especially Ethiopia, as the Promised Land.  [After Ras Tafari, 

former name of Haile Selassie : Amharic ras, head, prince + Amharic tafari, to be 

feared.]

rat (r4t) n.  1. a. Any of various long-tailed rodents resembling mice but larger, 

especially one of the genus Rattus.  b. Any of various animals similar to one of 

these long-tailed rodents.   2. Informal. A despicable, sneaky person, especially 

one who betrays or informs upon associates.  3. A pad of material, typically hair, 

worn as part of a woman’s coiffure to puff out her own hair.   —  v.  intr. rat·ted, 
rat·ting, rats. 1. To hunt for or catch rats, especially with the aid of dogs.  

2. Slang. To desert or betray one’s comrades by giving information:  ratted on his 

best friend to the police.  [Middle English, from Old English ræt.]

rat·a·ble (r7ùtN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be rated, estimated, or appraised:  ratable 

income.  2. Proportional.  3. Chiefly British. Liable to assessment; taxable.   
—ratÙa·bilùi·ty, ratùa·ble·ness n.  —ratùa·bly adv. 

rat·a·bles (r7ùtN-bNlz) pl.n.  1. Income from property taxes:  netted the city over 

$30 million in new ratables.  2. Properties or buildings, especially those used for 

commercial purposes, that provide tax income for local government:  constructed 

a total of $10 million in new ratables. 

rat·a·fi·a (r4tÙN-fKùN) also rat·a·fee (-N-fKù) n.  1. A sweet cordial flavored with 

fruit kernels or almonds.  2. A biscuit flavored with ratafia.  [French, perhaps of 

West Indian Creole origin.]



Ra·tak Chain (räùtäkÙ ch7n)  The eastern group of the Marshall Islands in the 

western Pacific Ocean. The chain comprises 2 coral islands and 14 atolls, includ-

ing Bikini. 

rat·a·plan (r4tùN-pl4nÙ) n.  A tattoo, as of a drum, the hoofs of a galloping 

horse, or machine-gun fire.  [French, of imitative origin.]

rat-a-tat-tat (r4tÙN-t4tÙt4tù) n.  A series of short, sharp sounds, as that made by 

knocking on a door.  [Imitative.]

ra·ta·tou·ille (r4tÙN-tuùK, räÙtä-) n.  A vegetable stew, usually made with egg-

plant, tomatoes, zucchini, peppers, and onions, seasoned with herbs and garlic, 

and served hot or cold.  [French, from alteration of toillier, touiller, to stir, mix. 

See TOIL
1.]

rat-bite fever (r4tùbXtÙ fKùvNr) n.  Either of two infectious diseases contractible 

from the bite of a rat, specifically: a. A disease caused by the bacterium Strepto-

bacillus moniliformis and characterized by skin inflammation, back and joint 

pains, headache, and vomiting.  b. A disease caused by the bacterium Spirillum 

minus and characterized by ulceration at the site of the bite, a purplish rash, and 

recurrent fever.  

rat cheese (r4t chKz) n.  Cheddar. 

ratch·et (r4chùVt) n.  1. A mechanism consisting of a pawl that engages the slop-

ing teeth of a wheel or bar, permitting motion in one direction only.  2. The pawl, 

wheel, or bar of this mechanism.   —  v.  tr. ratch·et·ed, ratch·et·ing, 
ratch·ets. To increase or decrease by increments. Often used with up, upward, 

down, or downward: “Some companies... may make things worse if they seek to 

ratchet down their medical expenses by limiting benefits for psychological or psychi-

atric care” (Newsweek).  [French rochet, from Old French rocquet, head of a lance 

(from the shape of the teeth), of Germanic origin.]

rate1 (r7t) n.  1. A quantity measured with respect to another measured quantity:  

a rate of speed of 60 miles an hour.  2. A measure of a part with respect to a whole; 

a proportion:  the mortality rate; a tax rate.  3. The cost per unit of a commodity 

or service:  postal rates.  4. A charge or payment calculated in relation to a partic-

ular sum or quantity:  interest rates.  5. Level of quality.  6.  Often rates. Chiefly 

British. A locally assessed property tax.   —  v.  rat·ed, rat·ing, rates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To calculate the value of; appraise.  See Synonyms at estimate.  2. To place in 

a particular rank or grade.  3. To regard or account:  rated the movie excellent.  

4. To value for purposes of taxation.  5. To set a rate for (goods to be shipped).  

6. To specify the performance limits of (a machine, for example):  This fuse is 

rated at 50 amperes.  7. Informal. To merit or deserve:  people that rate special 

treatment.  See Synonyms at earn1.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be ranked in a particular 

class.  2. Informal. To have status, importance, or influence.   —idiom. at any 
rate. 1. Whatever the case may be.  2. At least.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin rata, proportion, short for Latin (pro) rat7 (parte), 



(according to a) fixed (part), from feminine ablative past participle of rKrX, to 

consider, reckon. See ar- in Appendix.]

rate2 (r7t) v.  rat·ed, rat·ing, rates.  —  v.  tr. To berate.   —  v.  intr. To express 

reproof.  [Middle English raten, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]

ra·tel (rätùl, r7tùl) n.  A carnivorous mammal (Mellivora capensis) of Africa and 

Asia, having short legs and a thick coat that is dark below and whitish above.  Also 

called honey badger [Afrikaans, from Middle Dutch, rattle, honeycomb (either 

from its cry or its taste for honey).]

rate·mak·ing (r7tùm7ÙkVng) n.  The practice of establishing rates of payment, 

as for public transportation or utilities.   —rateùmakÙing adj. 

rate of exchange (r7t ƒv Vks-ch7njù) n.  pl. rates of exchange. The ratio at 

which the unit of currency of one country is or may be exchanged for the unit of 

currency of another country. 

rate·pay·er (r7tùp7ÙNr) n.  One that pays rates:  utility ratepayers. 

rat·er (r7ùtNr) n.  1. One that rates, especially one that establishes a rating.  

2. One having an indicated rank or rating. Often used in combination:  a third-

rater; a first-rater. 

rat·fink (r4tùfVngkÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as contemptible, obnoxious, or 

otherwise undesirable. 

rat·fish (r4tùfVshÙ) n.  pl. ratfish or rat·fish·es. A fish (Hydrolagus collei) of 

Pacific waters, having a long narrow tail. 

rathe (r7th, r4th) adj.  Archaic. Appearing or ripening early in the year, as flowers 

or fruit.  [Middle English, quick, from Old English hræd, hræth.]

rath·er (r4thùNr, räùthNr) adv.  1. More readily; preferably:  I’d rather go to the 

movies.  2. With more reason, logic, wisdom, or other justification.  3. More 

exactly; more accurately:  He’s my friend, or rather he was my friend.  4. To a cer-

tain extent; somewhat:  rather cold.  5. On the contrary.  6.  (r4ùthûrù, räù-) 

Chiefly British. Most certainly. Used as an emphatic affirmative reply.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hrathor, comparative of hræthe, quickly, soon, from 

hræth, quick.]

USAGE NOTE: In expressions of preference rather is commonly preceded by

would or in formal style should: We would rather rent the house than buy it outright.

I should rather my daughter attended a public school. The use of had in these con-

structions may now be more infrequent than it once was but is still encountered

in reputable writing: I had rather be dead than be a slave. This use of had was once

widely criticized as a mistake, the result of a misanalysis of the contraction in sen-

tences such as I’d rather stay. But it is in fact a survival of the subjunctive form

had that appears in constructions like had better and had best, as in We had better

leave her alone. (Notice that in these constructions would and should cannot be

used.) This use of had shows an unbroken line of usage running back to Middle



English, and traditional criticisms of these constructions are unfounded. • Before

an unmodified noun only rather a is used: It was rather a disaster. When the noun

is preceded by an adjective, however, both rather a and a rather are found: It was

rather a boring party. It was a rather boring party. When a rather is used in this

construction, rather can be construed as qualifying only the adjective, whereas

with rather a it can be construed as qualifying either the adjective or the entire

noun phrase. Thus a rather long ordeal can mean only “an ordeal that is rather

long,” whereas rather a long ordeal can also mean roughly “a long process that is

something of an ordeal.” Rather a is the only possible choice when the adjective

itself does not permit modification: The horse was rather a long shot (not The horse

was a rather long shot). See Usage Note at better1. See Usage Note at should.

raths·kel·ler (rätùskHlÙNr, r4tù-, r4thù-) n.  A restaurant or tavern, usually below 

street level, that features the serving of beer.  [Obsolete German, restaurant in the 

city hall basement  : German Rat, council, counsel (from Middle High German 

r7t, from Old High German); see ar- in Appendix + German Keller, cellar (from 

Middle High German, from Old High German kell7ri, from Latin cell7rium); see 

CELLAR.]

rat·i·fi·ca·tion (r4tÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The act of ratifying or the condition of 

being ratified. 

rat·i·fy (r4tùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. rat·i·fied, rat·i·fy·ing, rat·i·fies. To approve and give 

formal sanction to; confirm.  See Synonyms at approve.  [Middle English rati-

fien, from Old French ratifier, from Medieval Latin ratific7re : Latin ratus, fixed, 

past participle of rKrX, to reckon, consider; see RATE
1 + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] 

—ratùi·fiÙer n. 

rat·i·né (r4tÙN-n7ù) n.  A loosely woven fabric with a rough, nubby texture.  

[French, past participle of ratiner, to adorn, from ratine, ratteen. See RATTEEN.]

rat·ing1 (r7ùtVng) n.  1. A position assigned on a scale; a standing.  2. a. A classi-

fication according to specialty or proficiency, as of a member of the armed forces.  

b. Chiefly British. An enlisted person in the navy.   3. An evaluation of the finan-

cial status of a business or person:  a credit rating.  4. A specified performance 

limit, as of capacity, range, or operational capability:  the power rating of a light 

fixture.  5. The popularity of a television or radio program as estimated by a poll 

of segments of the audience. 

rat·ing2 (r7ùtVng) n.  A harsh scolding. 

Ra·ting·en (räùtVng-Nn)  A city of west-central Germany north of Düsseldorf. 

Chartered in 1276, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 87,710. 

ra·tio (r7ùsho, r7ùshK-oÙ) n.  pl. ra·tios. 1. Relation in degree or number 

between two similar things.  2. The relative value of silver and gold in a currency 

system that is bimetallic.  3. Mathematics. The relation between two quantities 

expressed as the quotient of one divided by the other:  The ratio of 7 to 4 is written 



7:4 or 7/4.  [Latin ratio, calculation, from ratus, past participle of rKrX, to reckon, 

consider. See ar- in Appendix.]

ra·ti·oc·i·nate (r4shÙK-msùN-n7tÙ) v.  intr. ra·ti·oc·i·nat·ed, ra·ti·oc·i·nat·ing, 
ra·ti·oc·i·nates. To reason methodically and logically.  [Latin ratiocin7rX, 
ratiocin7t-, from ratio, calculation. See RATIO.] —raÙti·ocÙi·naùtion n.  

—raÙti·ocùi·naÙtor n. 

ra·ti·oc·i·na·tive (r4shÙK-msùN-n7ÙtVv) adj.  Of, relating to, marked by, or skilled 

in methodical and logical reasoning.  See Synonyms at logical. 
ra·tion (r4shùNn, r7ùshNn) n.  1. A fixed portion, especially an amount of food 

allotted to persons in military service or to civilians in times of scarcity.  

2. rations. Food issued or available to members of a group.   —  v.  tr. 

ra·tioned, ra·tion·ing, ra·tions. 1. To supply with rations.  2. To distribute as 

rations:  rationed out flour and sugar.  See Synonyms at distribute.  3. To restrict 

to limited allotments, as during wartime.  [French, from Latin ratio, ration-, cal-

culation. See RATIO.]

ra·tion·al (r4shùN-nNl) adj.  1. Having or exercising the ability to reason.  2. Of 

sound mind; sane.  3. Consistent with or based on reason; logical:  rational behav-

ior.  See Synonyms at logical.  4. Mathematics. Capable of being expressed as a 

quotient of integers.  [Middle English racional, from Old French racionel, from 

Latin ration7lis, from ratio, ration-, reason. See REASON.] —raùtion·al·ly adv.  

—raùtion·al·ness n. 

ra·tion·ale (r4shÙN-n4lù) n.  1. Fundamental reasons; the basis.  2. An exposi-

tion of principles or reasons.  [Late Latin ration7le, from neuter of Latin 

ration7lis, rational. See RATIONAL.]

rational function (r4shùN-nNl fƒngkùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A function that 

can be expressed as a quotient of polynomials. 

rational horizon (r4shùN-nNl hN-rXùzNn) n.  Astronomy. See celestial hori-
zon. 

ra·tion·al·ism (r4shùN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Reliance on reason as the best guide for 

belief and action.  2. Philosophy. The theory that the exercise of reason, rather 

than the acceptance of empiricism, authority, or spiritual revelation, provides the 

only valid basis for action or belief and that reason is the prime source of knowl-

edge and of spiritual truth.   —raùtion·al·ist n.  —raÙtion·al·isùtic adj.  —raÙ-
tion·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

ra·tion·al·i·ty (r4shÙN-n4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ra·tion·al·i·ties. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being rational.  2. A rational belief or practice. 

ra·tion·al·i·za·tion (r4shÙN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act, process, or practice 

of rationalizing.  2. An instance of rationalizing. 

ra·tion·al·ize (r4shùN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  ra·tion·al·ized, ra·tion·al·iz·ing, 
ra·tion·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make rational.  2. To interpret from a rational 

standpoint.  3. To devise self-satisfying but incorrect reasons for (one’s behav-



ior).  4. Mathematics. To remove radicals without changing the value of (an 

expression) or roots of (an equation).  5. Chiefly British. To bring modern, effi-

cient methods to (an industry, for example).   —  v.  intr. 1. To think in a rational 

or rationalistic way.  2. To devise self-satisfying but incorrect reasons for one’s 

behavior.   —raùtion·al·izÙer n. 

rational number (r4shùN-nNl nƒmùbNr) n.  Mathematics. A number capable of 

being expressed as an integer or a quotient of integers, excluding zero as a denom-

inator. 

Rat Islands (r4t XùlNndz)  A group of islands in the western Aleutian Islands of 

southwest Alaska. Kiska and Rat Island are included in the group. 

rat·ite (r4tùXtÙ) adj.  Relating to or being any of a group of flightless birds having 

a flat breastbone without the keellike prominence characteristic of most flying 

birds.   —  n.  A ratite bird, such as the ostrich or emu.  [From Latin ratXtus, 

marked with the figure of a raft, from ratis, raft.]

rat·line also rat·lin (r4tùlVn) n.  Nautical. 1. Any of the small ropes fastened hor-

izontally to the shrouds of a ship and forming a ladder for going aloft.  2. The 

material used for these ropes.  [Middle English rathelinge (line), wattling, ratline 

(cord).]

ra·toon also rat·toon (r4-tunù) n.  A shoot sprouting from a plant base, as in 

the banana, pineapple, or sugar cane.   —  v.  ra·tooned, ra·toon·ing, 
ra·toons.  —  v.  intr. To produce or grow as a ratoon.   —  v.  tr. To propagate (a 

crop) from ratoons.  [Spanish retoño, sprout, from retoñar, to sprout  : re-, again 

(from Latin); see RE- + otoñar, to grow in autumn (from otoño, autumn, from 

Latin autumnus); see AUTUMN.]

rat pack (r4t p4k) n.  Slang. A closely knit group of people sharing interests:  a 

rat pack of popular singers who were friendly with high government officials. 

rat race (r4t r7s) n.  Informal. A difficult, tiring, often competitive activity or 

routine. 

rats·bane (r4tsùb7nÙ) n.  1. Rat poison.  2. Arsenic trioxide. 

rat snake (r4t sn7k) n.  Any of several nonvenomous snakes of the genus Elaphe 

that eat rats and other rodents.  Also called chicken snake 

rat’s tail cactus (r4ts t7l k4kùtNs) n.  Variant of rattail cactus. 
rat-tail (r4tùt7lÙ) n.  See grenadier (n., sense 2).   —  adj.  also rat·tailed (-

t7ldÙ)  or rat·tail (r4tùt7lÙ) Shaped like or having a part shaped like a rat’s tail:  a 

rat-tail file; a rattail comb. 

rattail cactus (r4tùt7lÙ k4kùtNs)  or rat’s tail cactus (r4ts t7l k4kùtNs) n.  A 

Mexican cactus (Aporocactus flagelliformis) having thin, creeping or hanging 

stems and brilliant crimson-pink flowers. 

rat·tan (r4-t4nù, rN-) n.  1. Any of various climbing palms of the genera Cala-

mus, Daemonorops, or Plectomia of tropical Asia, having long, tough, slender 

stems.  2. a. The stems of any of these palms, used to make wickerwork, canes, 



and furniture.  b. Work made of the stems of these palms.   3. A switch or cane 

made from these palms.  [Malay rotan (perhaps from raut, to pare or trim for 

use).]

rat·teen (r4-tKnù) n.  Archaic. A thick, twilled woolen cloth.  [French ratine, 

from Old French rastin, from *raster, to scrape, ultimately from Latin r7dere. See 

RASH
2.]

rat·ter (r4tùNr) n.  1. One that catches or kills rats:  Many terriers are good ratters.  

2. Slang. One who betrays or deserts another. 

Rat·ti·gan (r4tùV-gNn), Sir Terence Mervyn. 1911-1977.  British playwright 

whose works include The Winslow Boy (1946) and Separate Tables (1954). 

rat·tle1 (r4tùl) v.  rat·tled, rat·tling, rat·tles.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To make or 

emit a quick succession of short percussive sounds.  b. To move with such 

sounds:  A train rattled along the track.   2. To talk rapidly and at length, usually 

without much thought:  rattled on about this and that.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

make a quick succession of short percussive sounds:  rattled the dishes in the 

kitchen.  2. To utter or perform rapidly or effortlessly:  rattled off a list of com-

plaints.  3. Informal. To fluster; unnerve:  The accident rattled me.  See Synonyms 

at embarrass.   —  n.  1. A rapid succession of short percussive sounds.  2. A 

device, such as a baby’s toy, that produces short percussive sounds.  3. A rattling 

sound in the throat caused by obstructed breathing, especially near the time of 

death.  4. The series of horny structures at the end of a rattlesnake’s tail.  5. Loud 

or rapid talk; chatter.  [Middle English ratelen, perhaps from Middle Dutch, 

probably of imitative origin.]

WORD HISTORY: A large proportion (86 percent) of the Usage Panel ap-

proved the use of the verb rattle in the sense “to unnerve” in the first edition of

The American Heritage Dictionary, published in 1969. But we may ask how the

verb rattle came to have such a sense. The earliest use of the word is found in a

name, Johannes Ratellebagg, recorded in a document of around 1273; the earliest

use of the word as a common noun (in the sense “to flap, used of a banner”) is

found in a work written about 1300 and copied in manuscript around 1330. It is

thought that the word probably comes from Middle Dutch ratelen, which may be

imitative in origin. In any case, the word ratelen was used mainly in intransitive

senses such as “to make a rattling sound.” Already in Middle English, however, the

transitive sense “to babble something” existed, and other transitive senses, as in

“to make something rattle,” “to stir up, rouse,” “to drive in a rapid, rattling man-

ner,” came into existence from the 16th century on. The transitive sense “to un-

nerve,” that is, “to make somebody rattle,” is first found in an American work of

1869.



rat·tle2 (r4tùl) v.  tr. rat·tled, rat·tling, rat·tles. Nautical. To secure ratlines to 

(shrouds).  [Back-formation from rattling, ratline, variant of RATLINE.]

rat·tle·box (r4tùl-bmksÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Crotalaria, hav-

ing inflated pods containing seeds that rattle when the stem is moved. 

rat·tle·brained (r4tùl-br7ndÙ) adj.  Giddy and talkative; foolish.   —ratù-
tle·brainÙ (-br7nÙ) n. 

rat·tler (r4tùlNr) n.  1. One that rattles:  a rattler of pots and pans.  2. A rattle-

snake.  3. Informal. A freight train. 

rat·tle·snake (r4tùl-sn7kÙ) n.  Any of various venomous New World snakes of 

the genera Crotalus and Sistrurus, having at the end of the tail a series of loosely 

attached, horny segments that can be vibrated to produce a rattling or buzzing 

sound. 

rattlesnake flag (r4tùl-sn7kÙ fl4g) n.  Any of several U.S. flags bearing the 

motto “Don’t Tread on Me” and a picture of a rattlesnake, used during the French 

and Indian War and the Revolutionary War. 

rattlesnake master (r4tùl-sn7kÙ m4sùtNr) n.  Any of several plants, such as 

Eryngium yuccifolium of the eastern United States, supposedly effective against 

the venom of rattlesnakes and having narrow leaves with spiny margins and whit-

ish flower heads.  Also called button snakeroot 

rattlesnake plantain (r4tùl-sn7kÙ pl4nùtNn) n.  Any of various rhizomatous 

orchids of the genus Goodyera, having mottled or striped leaves and spikes of 

small whitish flowers.  [From the resemblance of its leaves to a rattlesnake’s skin.]

rattlesnake root (r4tùl-sn7kÙ rut) n.  Any of various plants of the genus 

Prenanthes, having bitter-tasting tuberous roots and white to purple ligulate 

flower heads.  [From the belief that the root cured a rattlesnake’s bite.]

rattlesnake weed (r4tùl-sn7kÙ wKd) n.  A North American plant (Hieracium 

venosum) having basal leaves with reddish-purple veins and yellow flower heads 

borne in open corymbose panicles. 

rat·tle·trap (r4tùl-tr4pÙ) n.  A rickety, worn-out vehicle. 

rat·tling (r4tùlVng) adj.  Informal. Animated; brisk:  A rattling conversation about 

politics.   —  adv.  Used as an intensive: “the guiltless gust of a rattling good yarn” 

(Anthony Burgess). 

rat·tly (r4tùl-K) adj.  Rattling or likely to rattle; clattering. 

rat·toon (r4-tunù) n.  & v.   Variant of ratoon. 
rat·trap (r4tùtr4pÙ) n.  1. A device for trapping rats.  2. Informal. A dilapidated 

or unsanitary dwelling. 

rat·ty (r4tùK) adj.  rat·ti·er, rat·ti·est. 1. Of or characteristic of rats.  2. Infested 

with rats.  3. Dilapidated; shabby. 

rau·cous (rôùkNs) adj.  1. Rough-sounding and harsh:  raucous laughter.  

2. Boisterous and disorderly: “the raucous give and take of American democracy” 



(Charles Kuralt).  [From Latin raucus.] —rauùcous·ly adv.  —rauùcous·ness, 
rauùci·ty (rôùsV-tK)  n. 

raunch (rônch, ränch) n.  Slang. 1. Lewdness; vulgarity; obscenity.  2. Material 

or a performance that is sexually explicit or evocative: “Audiences are still aston-

ished when she goes for the raunch” (Katrine Ames).  [Back-formation from RAUN-

CHY.]

raun·chy (rônùchK, ränù-) adj.  raun·chi·er, raun·chi·est. Slang. 

1. a. Obscene, lewd, or vulgar: “[He] uses language so aggressively raunchy that he 

seems to be insisting his choice of vocabulary, at least, is no sin” (Wall Street Jour-

nal).  b. Sexually explicit.  c. Exhibiting lust.   2. Grimy; unkempt:  a raunchy 

closet full of dirty socks.  [Origin unknown.] —raunùchi·ly adv.  —raunù-
chi·ness n. 

Raur·ke·la  or Rour·ke·la (rôr-k7ùlN)  A town of eastern India west of Calcutta. 

It has important iron and steel plants. Population, 206,821. 

Rausch·en·berg (rouùshNn-bûrgÙ), Robert. Born 1925.  American artist 

noted for his collages, photomontages, and paintings that incorporate photo-

graphs and real objects. 

Rau·schen·busch (rouùshNn-btshÙ), Walter. 1861-1918.  American reli-

gious leader who sought solutions to social and economics problems through the 

application of Christian and socialist ideals. 

rau·wol·fi·a (rou-wtlùfK-N, rô-) n.  Any of various tropical trees and shrubs of 

the genus Rauvolfia, especially R. serpentina, of southeast Asia, the root of which 

is the source of tranquilizing alkaloid drugs such as reserpine.  [New Latin Rau-

wolfia, genus name, after Leonhard Rauwolf (died 1596), German botanist.]

rav·age (r4vùVj) v.  rav·aged, rav·ag·ing, rav·ages.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring 

heavy destruction on; devastate:  A tornado ravaged the countryside.  2. To pillage; 

sack:  Enemy soldiers ravaged the village.   —  v.  intr. To wreak destruction.   —  n.  

1. The act or practice of pillaging, destroying, or devastating.  2. Grievous dam-

age; havoc:  the ravages of disease.  [French ravager, from Old French, to uproot, 

from ravir, to ravish. See RAVISH.] —ravùag·er n. 

rave (r7v) v.  raved, rav·ing, raves.  —  v.  intr. 1. To speak wildly, irrationally, 

or incoherently.  2. To roar; rage:  The storm raved along the coast.  3. To speak 

with wild enthusiasm:  He raved about the new play.   —  v.  tr. To utter in a fren-

zied manner.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of raving.  2. Informal. An extrav-

agantly enthusiastic opinion or review:  The play received raves.   —  adj.  

Informal. Relating to or being an extravagantly enthusiastic opinion or review.  

[Middle English raven, from Old North French raver, variant of resver, to dream, 

wander, rave.]

rav·el (r4vùNl) v.  rav·eled also rav·elled, rav·el·ing also rav·el·ling, rav·els 

also rav·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To separate the fibers or threads of (cloth, for example); 

unravel.  2. To clarify by separating the aspects of.  3. To tangle or complicate.   



—  v.  intr. 1. To become separated into its component threads; unravel or fray.  

2. To become tangled or confused.   —  n.  1. A raveling.  2. A broken or dis-

carded thread.  3. A tangle.  [Obsolete Dutch ravelen, from ravel, loose thread.] 
—ravùel·er n.  

WORD HISTORY: To say that we will ravel the history of ravel is an ambiguous

statement, given that history. Ravel comes from the obsolete Dutch verb ravelen,

“to tangle, fray out, unweave,” which comes in turn from the noun ravel, “a loose

thread.” We can see the ambiguity of ravel already in the notion of a loose thread,

because threads can be loose when they are tangled or when they are untangling.

The Dutch verb has both notions present in it, denoting both tangling and un-

weaving. In one of its earliest recorded uses in English (before 1585) the verb

means “to become entangled or confused,” and in 1598 we find a use in the sense

“to entangle.” But in 1611 the word is used with reference to a fabric in the sense

“to fray out,” and in 1607 in the sense “to unwind, unweave, or unravel.” In 1582

we already have an author using the word in a figurative way to mean “to take to

pieces or disentangle,” while in a work written before 1656 we have a figurative

instance of the sense “to entangle or confuse.” Clearly there was a need for the

word unravel, which is first found in 1603, but strangely enough it did not solve

the problem, ravel retaining up to this day both “entangling” and “disentangling”

senses.

Ra·vel (rN-vHlù, rä-), Maurice Joseph. 1875-1937.  French composer of impres-

sionistic operas, ballets, orchestral works, such as Boléro (1928), and piano works, 

including Le Tombeau de Couperin (1917). 

rav·el·ing also rav·el·ling (r4vùN-lVng) n.  A thread or fiber that has become 

separated from a woven material. 

rav·el·ment (r4vùNl-mNnt) n.  Confusion or complexity; a tangle. 

ra·ven1 (r7ùvNn) n.  A large bird (Corvus corax) having black plumage and a 

croaking cry.   —  adj.  Black and shiny:  raven tresses.  [Middle English, from Old 

English hræfn.]

rav·en2 (r4vùNn) v.  rav·ened, rav·en·ing, rav·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To consume 

greedily; devour.  2. To seek or seize as prey or plunder.   —  v.  intr. 1. To seek or 

seize prey or plunder.  2. To eat ravenously.   —  n.  Variant of ravin. [From Mid-

dle English ravin, raven, rapine, plunder, prey. See RAVIN.] —ravùen·er n. 

rav·en·ing (r4vùN-nVng) adj.  Greedily predacious; voracious or rapacious.   —  
n.  The action of one that ravens.   —ravùen·ing·ly adv. 

Ra·ven·na (rN-vHnùN, rä-vHnùnä)  A city of northeast Italy near the Adriatic Sea 

northeast of Florence. An important naval station in Roman times, it was an 

Ostrogoth capital in the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. and the center of Byzantine 

power in Italy from the late sixth century until c. 750, when it was conquered by 



the Lombards. Ravenna eventually became part of the papal dominions and was 

included in the kingdom of Italy in 1860. Population, 101,000. 

rav·en·ous (r4vùN-nNs) adj.  1. Extremely hungry; voracious.  2. Rapacious; 

predatory.  3. Greedy for gratification:  ravenous for power.  See Synonyms at 

voracious.  [Middle English, from Old French ravineux, from raviner, to take by 

force, from Vulgar Latin *rapXn7re, from Latin rapXna, plunder. See RAPINE.] 
—ravùen·ous·ly adv.  —ravùen·ous·ness n. 

rave-up (r7vùƒpÙ) n.  1. Music. A wild or vigorous musical performance.  

2. Chiefly British. A raucous party or gathering. 

Ra·vi (räùvK)  A river, about 764 km (475 mi) long, of northwest India and north-

east Pakistan. Rising in the Himalaya Mountains, it is one of the five rivers of the 

Punjab. 

ra·vi·gote also ra·vi·gotte (r4-vK-gôtù) n.  A vinegar sauce seasoned with 

minced onion, capers, and herbs, used with boiled meats or fish.  [French, from 

ravigoter, to add new vigor, alteration of obsolete ravigorer, from Old French  : re-

, re- + a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + vigeur, vigor; see VIGOR.]

rav·in also rav·en (r4vùNn) n.  1. Voracity; rapaciousness.  2. Something taken 

as prey.  3. The act or practice of preying.  [Middle English ravin, raven, from Old 

French ravine, rapine, from Latin rapXna, from rapere, to seize. See rep- in 

Appendix.]

ra·vine (rN-vKnù) n.  A deep, narrow valley or gorge in the earth’s surface worn 

by running water.  [French, from Old French, violent rush, from Latin rapXna, 

rapine. See RAVIN.]

rav·ing (r7ùvVng) adj.  1. Talking or behaving irrationally; wild:  a raving maniac.  

2. Exciting admiration:  a raving beauty.   —  n.  Delirious, irrational speech.   
—ravùing·ly adv. 

ra·vi·o·li (r4vÙK-oùlK, räÙvK-) n.  pl. ravioli or ra·vi·o·lis. 1. A small casing of 

pasta with various fillings, such as chopped meat or cheese.  2. A dish made with 

ravioli.  [Italian, pl. of dialectal raviolo.]

rav·ish (r4vùVsh) v.  tr. rav·ished, rav·ish·ing, rav·ish·es. 1. To seize and carry 

away by force.  2. To rape; violate.  3. To overwhelm with emotion; enrapture.  

See Synonyms at enrapture.  [Middle English ravisshen, from Old French ravir, 

raviss-, from Vulgar Latin *rapXre, from Latin rapere, to seize. See rep- in Appen-

dix.] —ravùish·er n. 

rav·ish·ing (r4vùV-shVng) adj.  Extremely attractive; entrancing.   
—ravùish·ing·ly adv. 

rav·ish·ment (r4vùVsh-mNnt) n.  1. The act of seizing by force.  2. Sexual rape.  

3. Rapture; entrancement. 

raw (rô) adj.  raw·er, raw·est. 1. Uncooked:  raw meat.  2. a. Being in a natu-

ral condition; not processed or refined:  raw wool.  See Synonyms at crude.  
b. Not finished, covered, or coated:  raw wood.  See Synonyms at rude.  c. Not 



having been subjected to adjustment, treatment, or analysis:  raw data; the raw 

cost of production.   3. Untrained and inexperienced:  raw recruits.  4. Recently 

finished; fresh:  raw plaster.  5. Having subcutaneous tissue exposed:  a raw 

wound.  6. Inflamed; sore:  a raw throat.  7. Unpleasantly damp and chilly:  raw 

weather.  8. Cruel and unfair:  a raw punishment.  9. Outspoken; crude:  a raw 

portrayal of truth.  10. Powerfully impressive; stark:  raw beauty; raw talent.  

11. Nude; naked.   —idiom. in the raw. 1. In a crude or unrefined state:  

nature in the raw.  2. Nude; naked.  [Middle English, from Old English hrKaw. See 

kreuN- in Appendix.] —rawùly adv.  —rawùness n. 

Ra·wal·pin·di (räÙwNl-pVnùdK)  A city of northeast Pakistan north-northwest of 

Lahore. Settled by Sikhs in 1765, it was interim capital of Pakistan from 1959 to 

1970. Population, 452,000. 

raw·boned (rôùbondÙ) adj.  Having a lean, gaunt frame with prominent bones.  

See Synonyms at lean2. 
raw·hide (rôùhXdÙ) n.  1. The untanned hide of cattle or other animals.  2. A 

whip or rope made of rawhide.   —  v.  tr. raw·hid·ed, raw·hid·ing, 
raw·hides. To beat with a rawhide whip. 

ra·win·sonde (r7ùwVn-smndÙ) n.  A radiosonde used to observe the velocity and 

direction of upper-air winds and tracked by a radio direction-finding instrument 

or radar.  [RA(DAR) + WIN(D)1 + (RADIO)SONDE.]

Raw·lings (rôùlVngz), Marjorie Kinnan. 1896-1953.  American writer known 

for her novel The Yearling (1938). 

Raw·lin·son (rôùlVn-sNn), Sir Henry Creswicke. 1810-1895.  British diplomat 

and scholar who deciphered cuneiform texts from ancient Persia. 

raw material (rô mN-tîrùK-Nl) n.  1. An unprocessed natural product used in 

manufacture.  2. Unprocessed material of any kind:  These data are the raw mate-

rial for the analysis. 

raw sienna (rô sK-HnùN) n.  1. A brownish-yellow pigment.  2. Color. A brown-

ish orange to light brown. 

raw silk (rô sVlk) n.  1. Untreated silk as reeled from a cocoon.  2. Fabric or yarn 

made from untreated silk. 

ray1 (r7) n.  1. a. A thin line or narrow beam of light or other radiant energy.  

b. A graphic or other representation of such a line.   2. Radiance; light.  3. A 

small amount; a trace:  not a ray of hope left.  4. Mathematics. A straight line 

extending from a point.  Also called half-line 5. A structure or part having the 

form of a straight line extending from a point.  6. Any of the bright streaks that 

are seen radiating from some craters on the moon.  7. Botany. a. A ray flower or 

the corolla of a ray flower.  b. A branch of an umbel.   8. Zoology. a. One of the 

bony spines supporting the membrane of a fish’s fin.  b. One of the arms of a 

starfish or other radiate animal.   9. rays. Slang. Sunshine:  Let’s go to the beach 

and catch some rays.   —  v.  tr. rayed, ray·ing, rays. 1. To send out as rays; 



emit.  2. To supply with rays or radiating lines.  3. To cast rays on; irradiate.  

[Middle English, from Old French rai, from Latin radius.]

ray2 (r7) n.  Any of various marine fishes of the order Rajiformes or Batoidei, 

having cartilaginous skeletons, horizontally flattened bodies, and narrow tails.  

[Middle English raye, from Old French raie, from Latin raia.]

Ray (r7), Cape. A promontory of extreme southwest Newfoundland, Canada, on 

Cabot Strait. 

Ray (r7), John. 1627-1705.  English naturalist who was the first to use anatomy 

to distinguish between specific plants and animals and established “species” as 

the basic classification of living things. 

Ray (r7), Man. 1890-1976.  American artist. A founder of Dada in New York, he 

is known for his photographs, paintings, sculpture, films, and later experiments 

with surrealism. 

Ray (rX), Satyajit. 1921-1992.  Indian filmmaker whose works, especially the 

trilogy including The World of Apu (1958), offer a contemplative depiction of 

Bengali life. 

Ray·burn (r7ùbûrnÙ), Samuel Taliaferro. 1882-1961.  American politician. A 

U.S. representative from Texas (1913-1961), he served as Speaker of the House 

(17 terms between 1940 and 1961) and was a major advocate of Franklin D. 

Roosevelt’s New Deal. 

ray flower (r7 flouùNr) n.  A flower with a flat, strap-shaped corolla, found in 

members of the composite family, as the units of a flower head of the dandelion 

or the marginal units of a flower head of the daisy. 

ray gun (r7 gƒn) n.  A gun that fires a ray of energy, especially one depicted as a 

destructive weapon in science fiction. 

Ray·leigh (r7ùlK), Third Baron Title of John William Strutt. 1842-1919.  British 

physicist. He won a 1904 Nobel Prize for investigating the density of gases and for 

discovering argon with Sir William Ramsay. 

Rayleigh scattering (r7ùlK sk4tùNr-Vng) n.  The scattering of electromagnetic 

radiation by particles with dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of the 

radiation, resulting in angular separation of colors and responsible for the red-

dish color of sunset and the blue of the sky.  [After Third Baron. RAYLEIGH.]

ray·less (r7ùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking rays:  a rayless flower.  2. Lacking light: “Hid by a 

rayless night” (Percy Bysshe Shelley). 

Ray·mond (r7ùmNnd), Henry Jarvis. 1820-1869.  American journalist and 

politician who founded the New York Times (1851). 

Ray·naud’s phenomenon (r7-nozù fV-nmmùN-nmnÙ) n.  A circulatory disor-

der that affects the hands and feet, caused by insufficient blood supply to these 

parts and resulting in cyanosis, numbness, pain, and, in extreme cases, gangrene.  

[After Maurice Raynaud (1834-1881), French physician.]



ray·on (r7ùmn) n.  1. Any of several synthetic textile fibers produced by forcing a 

cellulose solution through fine spinnerets and solidifying the resulting filaments.  

2. A fabric so woven or knit.  [Perhaps from French rayon, ray of light (from its 

sheen), from rai, from Old French. See RAY
1.]

Ray·on·ism (r7ùN-nVzÙNm) n.  A style of abstract painting allied to futurism, 

developed about 1911, in which forms are depicted as emitting rays of light.  

[French rayonisme, from rayon, ray (translation of Russian luchizm, from luch, 

ray). See RAYON.] —Rayùon·ist adj. , n.  —RayÙon·isùtic adj. 

Ray·side-Bal·four (r7ùsXd-b4lùfôrÙ, -fNr)  A town of central Ontario, Canada, 

a suburb of Sudbury. Population, 15,017. 

Ray·town (r7ùtounÙ)  A city of western Missouri, a residential suburb sur-

rounded by Kansas City. Population, 30,601. 

raze also rase (r7z) v.  tr. razed also rased, raz·ing also ras·ing, raz·es also 

ras·es. 1. To level to the ground; demolish.  See Synonyms at ruin.  2. To scrape 

or shave off.  3. Archaic. To erase.  [Middle English rasen, to scrape off, from Old 

French raser, from Vulgar Latin *r7s7re, frequentative of Latin r7dere. See RASH
2.]

ra·zor (r7ùzNr) n.  1. A sharp-edged cutting instrument used especially for shav-

ing the face or removing other body hair.  2. A device for holding a razorblade, 

with guards to prevent cutting of the skin.  Also called safety razor 3. An electric 

instrument with vibrating or rotating blades used for shaving.  [Middle English 

rasor, from Old French, from raser, to scrape. See RAZE.]

ra·zor·back (r7ùzNr-b4kÙ) n.  1. A semiwild hog of the southeast United States, 

having a narrow body with a ridged back.  2.  See rorqual.  3. A sharp, ridged 

hill. 

ra·zor·bill (r7ùzNr-bVlÙ) n.  A razor-billed auk. 

ra·zor-billed auk (r7ùzNr-bVldÙ ôk) n.  A sea bird (Alca torda) of the northern 

Atlantic, having black-and-white plumage and a white-ringed, flattened bill. 

ra·zor·blade also ra·zor blade (r7ùzNr-bl7dÙ) n.  A thin, sharp-edged piece of 

steel that can be fitted into a razor. 

razor clam (r7ùzNr kl4m) n.  Any of various clams of the family Solenidae, char-

acteristically having long narrow shells. 

razor wire (r7ùzNr wXr) n.  A sharp-edged wire used for fences and barriers. 

razz (r4z) Slang. n.  A raspberry sound; a Bronx cheer.   —  v.  tr. razzed, 
razz·ing, razz·es. To deride, heckle, or tease.  See Synonyms at banter.  [Short-

ening and alteration of RASPBERRY.]

raz·zle-daz·zle (r4zùNl-d4zÙNl) n.  Informal. Dazzling excitement.  [Reduplica-

tion of DAZZLE.]

razz·ma·tazz (r4zùmN-t4zÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A flashy action or display intended to 

bewilder, confuse, or deceive.  2. Ambiguous or evasive language; double talk.  

3. Ebullient energy; vim.  [Perhaps alteration of RAZZLE-DAZZLE.]

Rb  The symbol for the element rubidium. 



RBC  or rbc abbr.  1. Red blood cell.  2. Red blood cell count. 

RBE  or rbe abbr.  Relative biological effectiveness. 

RBI also rbi abbr.  Baseball. Run batted in; runs batted in. 

RC abbr.  1. Red Cross.  2. Roman Catholic. 

RCAF also R.C.A.F. abbr.  Royal Canadian Air Force. 

R.C.Ch. abbr.  Roman Catholic Church. 

RCMP also R.C.M.P. abbr.  Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 

R.C.P. abbr.  Royal College of Physicians. 

rcpt. abbr.  Receipt. 

R.C.S. abbr.  Royal College of Surgeons. 

rct. abbr.  Recruit. 

rd abbr.  1. Rod (unit of measure).  2. Rutherford. 

RD abbr.  Rural delivery. 

rd. abbr.  1.  Or Rd.. Road.  2. Round. 

RDA abbr.  Recommended daily allowance. 

RDF abbr.  Radio direction finder. 

re1 (r7) n.  Music. The second tone of the diatonic scale in solfeggio.  [Middle 

English, from Medieval Latin. See GAMUT.]

re2 (rK) prep.  In reference to; in the case of; concerning.  [Latin rK, ablative of rKs, 

thing. See rK- in Appendix.]

Re1 (r7) n.  Mythology. Variant of Ra1. 
Re2  The symbol for the element rhenium. 
Re. abbr.  Rupee. 

R.E.  or RE abbr.  Real estate. 

re- pref.  1. Again; anew:  rebuild.  2. Backward; back:  react.  3. Used as an inten-

sive:  refine.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin. See re- in Appen-

dix.]

’re  Are:  They’re not at home. 

re·ab·sorb (rKÙNb-sôrbù, -zôrbù) v.  re·ab·sorbed, re·ab·sorb·ing, 
re·ab·sorbs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To absorb again.  2. To accommodate or accept again, 

as into a group or category.   —  v.  intr. To undergo resorption.   —reÙab·sorpù-
tion (-sôrpùshNn, -zôrpù-) n. 

re·ac·cred·i·ta·tion (rKÙN-krHdÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The process of reviewing the 

accreditation of an institution.  2. Renewal of accreditation status. 

reach (rKch) v.  reached, reach·ing, reach·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stretch out or 

put forth (a body part); extend:  reached out an arm.  2. To touch or grasp by 

stretching out or extending:  couldn’t reach the shelf.  3. To arrive at; attain:  

reached a conclusion; reached their destination.  4. a. To succeed in getting in con-

tact with or communicating with:  They reached us by telephone. Our newsletter 

reaches a very specialized readership.  b. To succeed in having an effect on:  No one 

seems able to reach her anymore.   5. a. To extend as far as:  The property reaches 



the shore.  b. To project as far as:  A distant cry reached our ears.  c. To travel as far 

as:  a long fly ball that reached the wall of the stadium.   6. To aggregate or amount 

to:  Sales reached the thousands.  7. Informal. To grasp and hand over to another:  

Reach me the sugar.   —  v.  intr. 1. To thrust out or extend something.  2. To try 

to grasp or touch something:  reached for a book.  3. a. To have extension in space 

or time:  a coat that reaches to the knee; shrubbery reaching up to the eaves; a career 

that reached over several decades.  b. To be extensive in influence or effect.   4. To 

make an excessive effort, as in drawing a conclusion or making a joke; overreach.  

5. Nautical. To sail with the wind abeam.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of 

stretching or thrusting out.  2. The extent or distance something can reach.  

3. a. Range of understanding; comprehension:  a subject beyond my reach.  

b. Range or scope of influence or effect.   4. An expanse:  a reach of prairie; the 

lower reaches of the food chain.  5. A pole connecting the rear axle of a vehicle with 

the front.  6. Nautical. The tack of a sailing vessel with the wind abeam.  7. The 

stretch of water visible between bends in a river or channel.  [Middle English 

rechen, from Old English r<can. See reig- in Appendix.] —reachùa·ble adj.  

—reachùer n.  

SYNONYMS: reach, achieve, attain, gain, compass. All of these verbs mean to

succeed in arriving at a goal or an objective. Reach, the least specific, like the other

terms connotes the expenditure of effort: reached shelter before the storm broke;

reach an understanding; reach perfection. Achieve suggests in addition the applica-

tion of skill or initiative: achieved international recognition. Attain often implies

the impelling force of ambition, principle, or ideals: trying to attain self-confi-

dence. Gain connotes considerable effort in surmounting obstacles: gained the

confidence of the workers. Compass implies circumvention of impediments to suc-

cess: couldn’t compass the assigned task. See also Synonyms at range

re·act (rK-4ktù) v.  intr. re·act·ed, re·act·ing, re·acts. 1. To act in response to 

or under the influence of a stimulus or prompting:  reacted strongly to the sarcastic 

tone of the memorandum.  2. To act in opposition to a former condition or act:  

composers who reacted against romanticism.  3. To act reciprocally or in return.  

4. Chemistry. To undergo a reaction:  Methane reacts with hydroxyl to produce 

formaldehyde. 

re·ac·tance (rK-4kùtNns) n.  Symbol X Electricity. Opposition to the flow of 

alternating current caused by the inductance and capacitance in a circuit rather 

than by resistance. 

re·ac·tant (rK-4kùtNnt) n.  A substance participating in a chemical reaction, 

especially a directly reacting substance present at the initiation of the reaction. 

re·ac·tion (rK-4kùshNn) n.  1. a. A response to a stimulus.  b. The state resulting 

from such a response.   2. A reverse or opposing action.  3. a. A tendency to 



revert to a former state.  b. Opposition to progress or liberalism; extreme conser-

vatism.   4. Chemistry. A change or transformation in which a substance decom-

poses, combines with other substances, or interchanges constituents with other 

substances.  5. Physics. A nuclear reaction.  6. Physics. An equal and opposite 

force exerted by a body against a force acting upon it.  7. The response of cells or 

tissues to an antigen, as in a test for immunization.  8. Psychology. A pattern of 

behavior constituting a mental disorder or personality type. 

re·ac·tion·ar·y (rK-4kùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  Characterized by reaction, especially 

opposition to progress or liberalism; extremely conservative.   —  n.  pl. 

re·ac·tion·ar·ies. An opponent of progress or liberalism; an extreme conserva-

tive. 

reaction engine (rK-4kùshNn HnùjVn) n.  An engine that develops thrust by the 

focused expulsion of matter, especially ignited fuel gases. 

reaction formation (rK-4kùshNn fôr-m7ùshNn) n.  Psychology. A defense 

mechanism by which an objectionable impulse is expressed in an opposite or con-

trasting factor. 

reaction time (rK-4kùshNn tXm) n.  The interval of time between application of 

a stimulus and detection of a response. 

re·ac·ti·vate (rK-4kùtN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. re·ac·ti·vat·ed, re·ac·ti·vat·ing, 
re·ac·ti·vates. 1. To make active again.  2. To restore the ability to function or 

the effectiveness of.   —re·acÙti·vaùtion n. 

re·ac·tive (rK-4kùtVv) adj.  1. Tending to be responsive or to react to a stimulus.  

2. Characterized by reaction.  3. Chemistry & Physics. Tending to participate 

readily in reactions.   —re·acùtive·ly adv.  —re·acùtive·ness, reÙac·tivùi·ty n. 

re·ac·tor (rK-4kùtNr) n.  1. One that reacts to a stimulus.  2. Electronics. A circuit 

element, such as a coil, used to introduce reactance.  3. Physics. A nuclear reac-

tion. 

read (rKd) v.  read (rHd), read·ing, reads.  —  v.  tr. 1. To examine and grasp 

the meaning of (written or printed characters, words, or sentences).  2. To utter 

or render aloud (written or printed material):  She read her poems to the students.  

3. To have the ability to examine and grasp the meaning of (written or printed 

material in a given language or notation):  reads Chinese; reads music.  4. a. To 

examine and grasp the meaning of (language in a form other than written or 

printed characters, words, or sentences):  reading Braille; reading sign language.  

b. To examine and grasp the meaning of (a graphic representation):  reading a 

map.   5. a. To discern and interpret the nature or significance of through close 

examination or sensitive observation:  The tracker read the trail for signs of game.  

b. To discern or anticipate through examination or observation; descry: “I can 

read abandonment in a broken door or shattered window” (William H. Gass).   

6. To determine the intent or mood of:  I can read your mind like a book. He’s a 

hard person to read.  7. a. To attribute a certain interpretation or meaning to:  She 



read a different meaning into what he had said.  b. To consider (something written 

or printed) as having a particular meaning or significance:  I read the novel as a 

parable.   8. To foretell or predict (the future).  9. To receive or comprehend (a 

radio message, for example):  I read you loud and clear.  10. To study or make a 

study of:  She read history as an undergraduate.  11. To learn or get knowledge of 

from something written or printed:  He read that interest rates would continue to 

rise.  12. To proofread.  13. To have or use as a preferred reading in a particular 

passage:  For change read charge.  14. To indicate, register, or show:  The dial reads 

32˚.  15. Computer Science. To obtain information from a storage medium, such 

as a magnetic disk.   —  v.  intr. 1. To examine and grasp the meaning of printed 

or written characters, as of words or music.  2. To speak aloud the words that one 

is reading:  He reads to his children every night.  3. To learn by reading:  We read 

about the storm in the paper today.  4. To study.  5. To have a particular wording:  

Recite the poem exactly as it reads.  6. To contain a specific meaning:  As the law 

reads, the defendant is guilty.  7. To indicate, register, or show a measurement or 

figure:  How does your new watch read?  8. To have a specified character or quality 

for the reader:  His poems read well.   —  n.  Informal. Something that is read: 

“The book is a page-turner as well as a very satisfying read” (Frank Conroy).   —  
adj.  (rHd) Informed by reading; learned:  He was only sparsely read in fields outside 

his profession.   —phrasal verbs. read out. To read aloud:  Please read out the 

names on the list.  read up. To study or learn by reading:  Read up on the places 

you plan to visit before you travel.   —idioms. read a lecture (or read a les-
son). To issue a reprimand:  Mother read us a lecture after the principal telephoned 

her.  read between the lines. To perceive or detect an obscure or unexpressed 

meaning:  learned to read between the lines of corporate annual reports to discern 

areas of fiscal weakness.  read out of. To expel by proclamation from a social, 

political, or other group:  He was read out of the secretariat after the embarrassing 

incident.  [Middle English reden, from Old English r<dan, to advise. See ar- in 

Appendix.]

Read (rKd), George. 1733-1798.  American Revolutionary leader, politician, and 

jurist. Delaware’s delegate to the Constitutional Convention (1787), he champi-

oned the rights of small states and later served as a U.S. senator (1789-1793). 

Read (rKd), Sir Herbert. 1893-1968.  British writer known for his imagistic 

poetry and works of literary and art criticism. 

read·a·ble (rKùdN-bNl) adj.  1. Easily read; legible:  a readable typeface.  

2. Pleasurable or interesting to read:  a readable story.   —readÙa·bilùi·ty, 
readùa·ble·ness n.  —readùa·bly adv. 

Reade (rKd), Charles. 1814-1884.  British writer whose work includes The 

Cloister and the Hearth (1861), a historical novel. 

read·er (rKùdNr) n.  1. One that reads.  2. One who publicly recites literary 

works.  3. a. A person employed by a publisher to read and evaluate manuscripts.  



b. One who corrects printers’ proofs; a proofreader.   4. A teaching assistant who 

reads and grades examination papers.  5. Chiefly British. A university teacher, 

especially one ranking next below a professor.  6. a. A textbook of reading exer-

cises.  b. An anthology, especially a literary anthology.   7. A layperson or minor 

cleric who recites lessons or prayers in church services. 

read·er·ship (rKùdNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The readers of a publication considered as a 

group.  2. Chiefly British. The office of a reader at a university. 

read·i·ly (rHdùN-lK, rHdùl-K) adv.  1. In a prompt, timely manner; promptly.  2. In 

a cooperative manner; willingly.  3. In a manner indicating or connoting ease; 

easily. 

read·ing (rKùdVng) n.  1. The act or activity of one that reads.  2. The act or 

practice of rendering aloud written or printed matter:  skilled at forensic reading.  

3. An official or public recitation of written material:  the reading of a will; a read-

ing by the poet of her own works.  4. a. The specific form of a particular passage in 

a text:  an unusual reading of the old manuscript.  b. The distinctive interpretation 

of a work of performing art given by the person or persons performing it.   5. A 

personal interpretation or appraisal:  He gave us his reading of the situation.  

6. Written or printed material.  7. The information indicated by a gauge or grad-

uated instrument. 

Read·ing (rHdùVng)  1. A borough of south-central England west of London. 

Occupied by the Danes in 871, it was chartered in 1253. Population, 136,200.  

2. A town of northeast Massachusetts, a primarily residential suburb of Boston. 

Population, 22,539.  3. A city of southeast Pennsylvania on the Schuykill River 

northwest of Philadelphia. Settled in 1748, it is an important commercial, indus-

trial, and transportation center. Population, 78,380. 

Read·ing (rHdùVng), First Marquis of Title of Rufus Daniel Isaacs. 1860-1935.  

British politician, diplomat, and colonial administrator who served as the lord 

chief justice of England (1913-1921) and viceroy of India (1921-1926). 

read·ing desk (rKùdVng dHsk) n.  A desk or stand, usually with a slanted top, for 

holding a book or papers for a standing reader. 

re·ad·just (rKÙN-jƒstù) v.  tr. re·ad·just·ed, re·ad·just·ing, re·ad·justs. To 

adjust or arrange again.   —reÙad·justùer n.  —reÙad·justùment n. 

read-on·ly memory (rKdùonùlK mHmùN-rK) n.  Abbr. ROM Computer Science. 

A small memory that allows fast access to permanently stored data but prevents 

addition to or modification of the data. 

read·out  or read-out (rKdùoutÙ) n.  Computer Science. Presentation of data, 

usually in digital form, from calculations or storage. 

read·y (rHdùK) adj.  read·i·er, read·i·est. 1. Prepared or available for service, 

action, or progress:  I am ready to work. The soup will be ready in a minute. The 

pupils are ready to learn to read.  2. Mentally disposed; willing:  He was ready to 

believe her.  3. Likely or about to do something:  She is ready to resign.  4. Prompt 



in apprehending or reacting:  a ready intelligence; a ready response.  5. Available:  

ready money.   —  v.  tr. read·ied, read·y·ing, read·ies. To cause to be ready.   
—idioms. at the ready. Available for immediate use:  soldiers with machine 

guns at the ready; students with notebooks at the ready.  make ready. To make 

preparations.  [Middle English redy, from Old English r<de. See reidh- in Appen-

dix.] —readùi·ness n. 

read·y-made  or read·y·made (rHdÙK-m7dù) adj.  1. Already made, prepared, 

or available:  ready-made clothes.  2. Preconceived:  a raft of ready-made excuses. 

read·y-mix (rHdùK-mVksÙ) n.  A mixture in proper proportions of two or more 

ingredients, as of concrete or a food product, marketed for convenience; a pre-

mix.   —ready-mix, ready-mixed adj. 

read·y-to-wear (rHdùK-tN-wârù) adj.  Abbr. RTW 1. Marketed in a finished 

condition in standard sizes. Used of clothing.  2. Of, relating to, or doing business 

in ready-to-wear clothing.   —  n.  Clothing marketed in a finished condition in 

standard sizes. 

re·af·firm (rKÙN-fûrmù) v.  tr. re·af·firmed, re·af·firm·ing, re·af·firms. To 

affirm or assert again.   —reÙaf·fir·maùtion (rKÙ4f-Nr-m7ùshNn) n. 

Rea·gan (r7ùgNn), Nancy Davis. Born 1921.  First Lady of the United States 

(1981-1989) as the wife of President Ronald Reagan. She established a nationwide 

antidrug campaign. 

Rea·gan (r7ùgNn), Ronald Wilson. Born 1911.  The 40th President of the 

United States (1981-1989). An actor turned politician, he was governor of Cali-

fornia (1967-1975) and defeated the incumbent Jimmy Carter in the 1980 presi-

dential election. His administration was marked by economic recovery, military 

involvement in Grenada, Central America, Lebanon, and Libya, and improved 

relations with the Soviet Union. 

re·a·gent (rK-7ùjNnt) n.  A substance used in a chemical reaction to detect, mea-

sure, examine, or produce other substances. 

re·a·gin (rK-7ùjVn) n.  1. An antibody found in the blood of individuals having a 

genetic predisposition to allergies such as asthma and hay fever.  2. A substance 

present in the blood of individuals having a positive serological test for syphilis.  

[REAG(ENT) + -IN.] —reÙa·ginùic (rKÙN-jVnùVk) adj.  —reÙa·ginùi·cal·ly adv. 

re·al1 (rKùNl, rKl) adj.  1. a. Being or occurring in fact or actuality; having verifi-

able existence:  real objects; a real illness.  b. True and actual; not imaginary, 

alleged, or ideal:  real people, not ghosts; a real problem; a film based on real life.  

c. Of or founded on practical matters and concerns:  a recent graduate experienc-

ing the real world for the first time.   2. Genuine and authentic; not artificial or 

spurious:  real mink; real humility.  3. Being no less than what is stated; worthy of 

the name:  a real friend.  4. Free of pretense, falsehood, or affectation:  tourists 

wishing for a real experience while on the guided tour.  5. Not to be taken lightly; 

serious:  We’re in real trouble.  6. Philosophy. Existing objectively in the world 



regardless of subjectivity or conventions of thought or language.  7. Relating to, 

being, or having value reckoned by actual purchasing power:  real income; real 

growth.  8. Physics. Of, relating to, or being an image formed by light rays that 

converge in space.  9. Mathematics. Of, relating to, or being a real number.  

10. Law. Of or relating to stationary or fixed property, such as buildings or land.   
—  adv.  Informal. Very:  I’m real sorry about that.   —  n.  1. A thing or whole 

having actual existence. Often used with the:  theories beyond the realm of the real.  

2. Mathematics. A real number.   —idiom. for real. Slang. Truly so in fact or 

actuality: “Is this place for real? A wolf in a... leisure suit and a cow in a print dress 

wait patiently on the couch in the lobby” (Teresa Carson).  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Late Latin re7lis, from Latin rKs, thing. See rK- in Appendix.] 
—realùness n.  

SYNONYMS: real, actual, true, existent. These adjectives are compared as they

mean not imaginary but having verifiable existence. Real implies that something

is genuine or authentic or that what it seems or purports to be tallies with fact:

Don’t lose the bracelet; it’s made of real gold. My mother showed real sympathy for

my predicament. “The general, in a well-feigned or real ecstasy, embraced him” (Wil-

liam Hickling Prescott). Actual means existing and not merely potential or possi-

ble: “rocks, trees... the actual world” (Henry David Thoreau); “what the actual

things were which produced the emotion that you experienced” (Ernest Heming-

way). True implies that something is consistent with fact, reality, or the actual state

of things: “It is undesirable to believe a proposition when there is no ground whatever

for supposing it true” (Bertrand Russell). Existent applies to what has life or being:

Much of the beluga caviar existent in the world is found in the Soviet Union and

Iran. See also Synonyms at authentic

re·al2 (r7-älù) n.  pl. re·als or re·al·es (-äùlHs). A silver coin formerly used in 

Spain and Latin America.  [Spanish, royal, real, from Latin rKg7lis, royal, from rKx, 

rKg-, king. See reg- in Appendix.]

re·al3 (r7-älù) n.  pl. reals or reis (r7s). 1. A basic unit of currency in Brazil.  See 

Table at currency.  2. A former unit of currency in Portugal.  [Portuguese, royal, 

real, from Latin rKg7lis, royal. See REAL
2.]

re·al estate (rKùNl V-st7tù, rKl) n.  Abbr. R.E., RE Land, including all the natural 

resources and permanent buildings on it.   —reùal-es·tateÙ (rKùNl-V-st7tÙ, rKlù-) 

adj. 

re·al·gar (rK-4lùgärÙ, -gNr) n.  A soft orange-red arsenic ore, As2S2, used in pyro-

technics and tanning and as a pigment.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin, 

from Catalan, from Arabic rahj al-27r, powder (of) the mine or cave  : rahj, pow-

der + al, the + S7r, cave.]



re·a·lign (rKÙN-lXnù) v.  tr. re·a·ligned, re·a·lign·ing, re·a·ligns. 1. To put 

back into proper order or alignment.  2. To make new groupings of or working 

arrangements between.   —reÙa·lignùment n. 

re·al·ism (rKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. An inclination toward literal truth and pragma-

tism.  2. The representation in art or literature of objects, actions, or social condi-

tions as they actually are, without idealization or presentation in abstract form.  

3. Philosophy. a. The scholastic doctrine, opposed to nominalism, that universals 

exist independently of their being thought.  b. The modern philosophical doc-

trine, opposed to idealism, that physical objects exist independently of their being 

perceived.  

re·al·ist (rKùN-lVst) n.  1. One who is inclined to literal truth and pragmatism.  

2. A practitioner of artistic or philosophic realism. 

re·al·is·tic (rKÙN-lVsùtVk) adj.  1. Tending to or expressing an awareness of things 

as they really are:  She gave us a realistic appraisal of our chances.  2. Of or relating 

to the representation of objects, actions, or social conditions as they actually are:  

a realistic novel about ghetto life.  See Synonyms at graphic.  —reÙal·is·ùti·cal·ly 
adv. 

re·al·i·ty (rK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. re·al·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of being actual or 

true.  2. One, such as a person, an entity, or an event, that is actual: “the weight of 

history and political realities” (Benno C. Schmidt, Jr.).  3. The totality of all things 

possessing actuality, existence, or essence.  4. That which exists objectively and in 

fact:  Your observations do not seem to be about reality.  5. Philosophy. That which 

has necessary existence and not contingent existence.   —idiom. in reality. In 

fact; actually. 

reality principle (rK-4lùV-tK prVnùsN-pNl) n.  Psychiatry. Awareness of and 

adjustment to environmental demands in a manner that assures ultimate satisfac-

tion of instinctual needs. 

re·al·i·za·tion (rKÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of realizing or the condition of 

being realized.  2. The result of realizing. 

re·al·ize (rKùN-lXzÙ) v.  re·al·ized, re·al·iz·ing, re·al·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To com-

prehend completely or correctly.  2. To make real; fulfill:  He finally realized his 

lifelong ambition to learn how to play the violin.  3. To make realistic.  4. To obtain 

or achieve, as gain or profit:  She realized a substantial return on the investment.  

5. To bring in (a sum) as profit by sale.   —  v.  intr. To exchange holdings or 

goods for money.  [French réaliser, from Old French, from real, real. See REAL
1.] 

—reùal·izÙa·ble adj.  —reùal·izÙer n. 

re·al·ly (rKùN-lKÙ, rKùlK) adv.  1. In actual truth or fact:  The horseshoe crab isn’t 

really a crab at all.  2. Truly; genuinely:  That was a really enjoyable evening.  

3. Indeed:  Really, you shouldn’t have done it. 

realm (rHlm) n.  1. A kingdom.  2. A field, sphere, or province:  the realm of sci-

ence.  See Synonyms at field.  [Middle English realme, from Old French, alter-



ation (influenced by Old French reial, royal), of Latin regimen, government, from 

regere, to rule. See reg- in Appendix.]

re·al number (rKùNl nƒmùbNr, rKl) n.  Mathematics. A number that is rational 

or irrational, not imaginary. 

re·al·po·li·tik (r7-älùpoÙlV-tKkÙ) n.  A usually expansionist national policy hav-

ing as its sole principle advancement of the national interest.  [German  : real, 

practical (from Late Latin re7lis, real); see REAL
1 + Politik, politics (from French 

politique, political, policy); see POLITIC.] —re·alùpoÙli·tikÙer n. 

re·al time (rKùNl tXm, rKl) n.  Computer Science. 1. The actual time in which a 

physical process under computer study or control occurs.  2. The time required 

for a computer to solve a problem, measured from the time data are fed in to the 

time a solution is received. 

re·al-time (rKùNl-tXmÙ, rKlù-) adj.  Computer Science. Of or relating to computer 

systems that update information at the same rate as they receive data, enabling 

them to direct or control a process such as an automatic pilot. 

Re·al·tor (rKùNl-tNr, -tôrÙ)  A service mark used for a real-estate agent affiliated 

with the National Association of Realtors. This service mark often occurs in print 

in lowercase and in the plural as well: “None of the realtors who worked on the deal 

would comment” (Los Angeles Times). “The economic aftershocks are already rip-

pling through the area’s non-defense businesses, from realtors to pizzerias” (New 

York Times). “Since virtually every other industry publicizes its top performers, the 

Realtors should be proud of theirs, too” (Chicago Tribune). 

re·al·ty (rKùNl-tK) n.  pl. re·al·ties. Real estate. 

ream1 (rKm) n.  Abbr. rm. 1. A quantity of paper, formerly 480 sheets, now 500 

sheets or, in a printer’s ream, 516 sheets.  2.  Often reams. A very large amount:  

reams of work to do.  [Middle English reme, from Old French reime, from Old 

Spanish resma, from Arabic rizmah, bundle.]

ream2 (rKm) v.  tr. reamed, ream·ing, reams. 1. To form, shape, taper, or 

enlarge (a hole) with or as if with a reamer.  2. To remove (material) by this pro-

cess.  3. To squeeze the juice out of (fruit) with a reamer.  [Possibly from Middle 

English remen, to make room, variant of rimen, from Old English r«man. See 

reuN- in Appendix.]

ream·er (rKùmNr) n.  1. Any of various tools used to shape or enlarge holes.  2. A 

utensil with a conical, ridged projection, used for extracting citrus-fruit juice. 

re·an·i·mate (rK-4nùN-m7tÙ) v.  tr. re·an·i·mat·ed, re·an·i·mat·ing, 
re·an·i·mates. 1. To give new life to:  Her dancing reanimates the classical style.  

2. To bring to life; evoke powerfully or effectively:  a book that reanimates the 

Mayan civilization. 

reap (rKp) v.  reaped, reap·ing, reaps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut (grain or pulse) for 

harvest with a scythe, sickle, or reaper.  2. To harvest (a crop).  3. To harvest a 

crop from:  reaping a field.  4. To obtain as a result of effort:  She reaped large 



profits from her unique invention.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cut or harvest grain or pulse.  

2. To obtain a return or reward.  [Middle English repen, from Old English rXpan.]

SYNONYMS: reap, garner, gather, glean, harvest. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to collect”: reap grain; garner compliments; gathering mushrooms;

glean information; harvested rich rewards.

reap·er (rKùpNr) n.  One that reaps, especially a machine for harvesting grain or 

pulse crops. 

re·ap·por·tion (rKÙN-pôrùshNn) v.  tr. re·ap·por·tioned, re·ap·por·tion·ing, 
re·ap·por·tions. To distribute anew. 

re·ap·por·tion·ment (rKÙN-pôrùshNn-mNnt) n.  1. The act of reapportioning 

or the state of being reapportioned.  2. Redistribution of representation in a legis-

lative body, especially the periodic reallotment of U.S. congressional seats accord-

ing to changes in the census figures as required by the Constitution. 

re·ap·prais·al (rKÙN-pr7ùzNl) n.  A new appraisal or evaluation. 

re·ap·praise (rKÙN-pr7zù) v.  tr. re·ap·praised, re·ap·prais·ing, 
re·ap·prais·es. To make a fresh appraisal or evaluation of. 

rear1 (rîr) n.  1. A hind part.  2. The point or area farthest from the front:  the 

rear of the hall.  3. The part of a military deployment usually farthest from the 

fighting front.  4. Informal. The buttocks.   —  adj.  Of, at, or located in the rear.  

[Middle English rere, rear of an army, short for rerewarde, rear guard. See 

REARWARD
2.]

rear2 (rîr) v.  reared, rear·ing, rears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To care for (children or a 

child) during the early stages of life; bring up.  2. To lift upright; raise.  3. To 

build; erect.  See Synonyms at lift.  4. To tend (growing plants or animals).   —  v.  

intr. 1. To rise on the hind legs, as a horse.  2. To rise high in the air; tower.  [Mid-

dle English reren, to raise, from Old English r<ran.] —rearùer n. 

rear admiral (rîr 4dùmNr-Nl) n.  Abbr. RADM, R.A., RA, R. Adm. 1. A com-

missioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above commodore and 

below vice admiral.  2. One who holds this rank. 

rear end (rîr Hnd) n.  1. The rear part:  the rear end of a car.  2. Informal. The 

buttocks. 

rear-end (rîrùHndù) v.  tr. rear-·end·ed, rear-·end·ing, rear-·ends. Slang. To 

run into (another motor vehicle) from behind:  My car was rear-ended by a truck.   
—rearù-endùer n. 

rear guard (rîr gärd) n.  A detachment of troops that protects the rear of a mil-

itary force.  [Middle English reregarde, from Old French  : rere, backward (from 

Latin retro); see re- in Appendix + guarde, guard (from guarder, to defend); see 

GUARD.]



rear-guard (rîrùgärdÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to a rear guard.  2. Of or relating 

to economic, political, or social resistance:  mounting a rear-guard effort to prevent 

tax increases. 

re·ar·gue (rK-ärùgyu) v.  tr. re·ar·gued, re·ar·gu·ing, re·ar·gues. 1. To 

argue again or repeatedly.  2. To debate again or present additional arguments for 

(a case or an issue, for example), especially in a court of law:  filed a motion to 

reargue the case. 

re·arm (rK-ärmù) v.  re·armed, re·arm·ing, re·arms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arm 

again.  2. To equip with better weapons.   —  v.  intr. To arm oneself again.   
—re·arùma·ment (rK-ärùmN-mNnt) n. 

rear·most (rîrùmostÙ) adj.  Farthest in the rear; last. 

re·ar·range (rKÙN-r7njù) v.  tr. re·ar·ranged, re·ar·rang·ing, re·ar·rang·es. 
To change the arrangement of.   —reÙar·rangeùment n. 

rear-view mirror  or rear·view mirror also rear view mirror (rîrùvyuù 

mVrùNr) n.  A mirror, such as one attached to a motor vehicle, that provides a view 

of what is behind. 

rear·ward1 (rîrùwNrd) adv.  Toward, to, or at the rear.   —  adj.  At or in the rear.   
—  n.  A rearward direction, point, or position.   —rearùwards adv. 

rear·ward2 (rîrùwôrdÙ) n.  The rear guard of an armed force.  [Middle English 

rerewarde, from Anglo-Norman  : rere, behind (from Latin retro); see re- in 

Appendix + warde, guard (of Germanic origin); see wer-3 in Appendix.]

rea·son (rKùzNn) n.  1. The basis or motive for an action, a decision, or a convic-

tion.  See Usage Note at because. See Usage Note at why.  2. A declaration 

made to explain or justify an action, a decision, or a conviction:  inquired about 

her reason for leaving.  3. An underlying fact or cause that provides logical sense 

for a premise or an occurrence:  There is reason to believe that the accused did not 

commit this crime.  4. The capacity for logical, rational, and analytic thought; 

intelligence.  5. Good judgment; sound sense.  6. A normal mental state; sanity:  

He has lost his reason.  7. Logic. A premise, usually the minor premise, of an argu-

ment.   —  v.  rea·soned, rea·son·ing, rea·sons.  —  v.  intr. 1. To use the fac-

ulty of reason; think logically.  2. To talk or argue logically and persuasively.  

3. Obsolete. To engage in conversation or discussion.   —  v.  tr. 1. To determine 

or conclude by logical thinking:  reasoned out a solution to the problem.  2. To per-

suade or dissuade (someone) with reasons.   —idioms. by reason of. Because 

of.  in reason. With good sense or justification; reasonably.  within reason. 
Within the bounds of good sense or practicality.  with reason. With good cause; 

justifiably.  [Middle English, from Old French raison, from Latin ratio, ration-, 

from ratus, past participle of rKrX, to consider, think. See ar- in Appendix.] 
—reaùson·er n.  

SYNONYMS: reason, intuition, understanding, judgment. These nouns refer to



the intellectual faculty by means of which human beings seek or attain knowledge

or truth. Reason is the power to think rationally and logically and to draw infer-

ences: “the rationalist whose reason is not sufficient to teach him those limitations

of the powers of conscious reason” (Friedrich August von Hayek). “Mere reason is

insufficient to convince us of its [the Christian religion’s] veracity” (David Hume).

Intuition is perception or comprehension, as of truths or facts, without the use of

the rational process: “Because of their age-long training in human relations—for

that is what feminine intuition really is—women have a special contribution to make

to any group enterprise” (Margaret Mead). Understanding is the faculty by which

one understands, often together with the comprehension resulting from its exer-

cise: “So long as the human heart is strong and the human reason weak, Royalty will

be strong because it appeals to diffused feeling, and Republics weak because they ap-

peal to the understanding” (Walter Bagehot). “The greatest dangers to liberty lurk

in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding”

(Louis D. Brandeis). Judgment is the ability to assess situations or circumstances

and draw sound conclusions: “my salad days,/When I was green in judgment”

(Shakespeare). “At twenty years of age, the will reigns; at thirty, the wit; and at forty,

the judgment” (Benjamin Franklin). See also Synonyms at cause mind think

rea·son·a·ble (rKùzN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. Capable of reasoning; rational:  a reason-

able person.  2. Governed by or being in accordance with reason or sound think-

ing:  a reasonable solution to the problem.  3. Being within the bounds of common 

sense:  arrive home at a reasonable hour.  4. Not excessive or extreme; fair:  reason-

able prices.   —reaÙson·a·bilùi·ty, reaùson·a·ble·ness n.  —reaùson·a·bly adv. 

rea·son·ing (rKùzN-nVng) n.  1. Use of reason, especially to form conclusions, 

inferences, or judgments.  2. Evidence or arguments used in thinking or argu-

mentation. 

re·as·sem·ble (rKÙN-sHmùbNl) v.  re·as·sem·bled, re·as·sem·bling, 
re·as·sem·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring or gather together again:  reassembled the 

cast for an anniversary performance of the musical.  2. To fit or joint the parts of 

(something) together again:  took the entire artifact apart and reassembled it at the 

museum.   —  v.  intr. To gather together again, especially in a different place:  The 

crowd reassembled in front of the state house. 

re·as·sign (rKÙN-sXnù) v.  tr. re·as·signed, re·as·sign·ing, re·as·signs. To 

assign to a new position, distribution, or function:  reassigned the ambassador to a 

new post; reassigned the job to more experienced workers.   —re·as·signùment n. 

re·as·sure (rKÙN-shtrù) v.  tr. re·as·sured, re·as·sur·ing, re·as·sures. 1. To 

restore confidence to.  2. To assure again.  3. To reinsure.   —reÙas·surùance n.  

—reÙas·surùing·ly adv. 

re·a·ta (rK-äùtN) n.  Variant of riata. 



Ré·au·mur  or Re·au·mur (r7ùo-mytrÙ) adj.  Abbr. R, R. Relating to, being, or 

indicated on a thermometer scale that registers the freezing point of water as 0˚ 

and the boiling point as 80˚.  [After René Antoine Ferchault de RÉAUMUR.]

Ré·au·mur (r7ÙN-mytrù, -o-, r7-o-mürù), René Antoine Ferchault de. 
1683-1757.  French physicist who invented the alcohol thermometer and devised 

the Réaumur scale. 

reave1 (rKv) v.  reaved or reft (rHft), reav·ing, reaves. Archaic.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To seize and carry off forcibly.  2. To deprive (one) of something; bereave.   —  
v.  intr. To rob, plunder, or pillage.  [Middle English reven, to plunder, from Old 

English rKafian. See reup- in Appendix.]

reave2 (rKv) v.  tr. reaved or reft (rHft), reav·ing, reaves. Archaic. To break 

or tear apart.  [Middle English reven, possibly alteration (influenced by reven, to 

plunder), of Old Norse rXfa, to rive.]

Reb1 also reb (rHb) n.  Informal. A Confederate soldier.  [Short for REBEL.]

Reb2 (rHb) n.  Judaism. Used as a title of respect for a man. Used with the given 

name.  [Yiddish, from Hebrew rabbî, my master. See RABBI.]

re·bar·ba·tive (rK-bärùbN-tVv) adj.  Tending to irritate; repellent: “He became 

rebarbative, prickly, spiteful” (Robert Craft).  [French rébarbatif, from Old 

French, from (se) rebarber, to confront  : re-, re- + barbe, beard (from Latin 

barba); see bhardh-7- in Appendix.]

re·bate1 (rKùb7tÙ) n.  A deduction from an amount to be paid or a return of part 

of an amount given in payment.   —  v.  tr. re·bat·ed, re·bat·ing, re·bates 

(rKùb7tÙ, rV-b7tù). 1. To deduct or return (an amount) from a payment or bill.  

2. To lessen; diminish.  [From Middle English rebaten, to deduct, from Old 

French rabattre, rebattre, to reduce, to beat down again  : re-, re- + abbattre, to 

beat down; see ABATE.] —reùbat·er n. 

re·bate2 (rKùb7tÙ, r4bùVt) n.  & v.   Variant of rabbet. 
re·ba·to (rV-bäùto) also ra·ba·to (rN-) n.  pl. re·ba·tos. A stiff, flaring collar of 

lace or other fabric, worn early in the 17th century.  [Obsolete French rebateau, 

alteration of French rabat, from Old French, from rabattre, to turn down again, 

reduce. See REBATE
1.]

reb·be (rHbùN, rHbùK) n.  A Jewish spiritual leader or rabbi, especially of a Hasidic 

sect.  [Yiddish, from Hebrew rabbî, rabbi. See RABBI.]

re·bec also re·beck (rKùbHkÙ) n.  Music. A pear-shaped, two-stringed or three-

stringed medieval instrument, played with a bow.  [French, from Old French, 

alteration (influenced by bec, beak, from its shape), of rebebe, from Old Provençal 

rebeb, from Arabic rab7b.]

Re·bec·ca also Re·bek·ah (rV-bHkùN)  In the Old Testament, the wife of Isaac 

and the mother of Jacob and Esau. 

re·bel (rV-bHlù) v.  intr. re·belled, re·bel·ling, re·bels. 1. To refuse allegiance 

to and oppose by force an established government or ruling authority.  2. To 



resist or defy an authority or a generally accepted convention.  3. To feel or 

express strong unwillingness or repugnance:  She rebelled at the unwelcome sugges-

tion.   —  n.   also reb·el (rHbùNl) One who rebels or is in rebellion: “He is the per-

fect recruit for fascist movements: a rebel not a revolutionary, contemptuous yet 

envious of the rich and involved with them” (Stanley Hoffman).   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  rebel troops; a rebel army.  [Middle English 

rebellen, from Old French rebeller, from Latin rebell7re : re-, re- + bell7re, to make 

war (from bellum, war). N., Middle English, rebellious, rebel  from Old French 

rebelle, from Latin rebellis, from rebell7re, to rebel.]

re·bel·lion (rV-bHlùyNn) n.  1. Open, armed, and organized resistance to a con-

stituted government.  2. An act or a show of defiance toward an authority or 

established convention.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin rebellio, 

rebellion-, from rebell7re, to rebel. See REBEL.]

SYNONYMS: rebellion, revolution, revolt, mutiny, insurrection, uprising. These

nouns denote acts of violence intended to change or overthrow an existing order

or authority. Rebellion is open, armed, organized resistance to constituted political

authority that often fails of its purpose: A rebellion in the officer corps led to chaos

in the armed forces. A revolution is the overthrow of one government and its re-

placement with another: The 20th century has seen several major revolutions, which

in turn have altered the balance of power among nations. Revolt is rejection of and

rebellion against a prevailing state of affairs or a controlling authority: Fearing a

taxpayers’ revolt, the legislature passed a less confiscatory revenue bill. Mutiny is re-

volt against constituted authority, especially by sailors: The sailors, who had re-

ceived low pay and poor rations, were finally in a state of mutiny. Insurrection and

uprising apply to popular revolts that are sometimes limited or are viewed as being

the first indications of a more extensive rebellion: The freedom fighters withdrew

into the mountains, from which they mounted an insurrection against the junta. The

1956 uprising in Hungary was soon quelled by ruthless Soviet military action.

re·bel·lious (rV-bHlùyNs) adj.  1. Prone to or participating in a rebellion:  rebel-

lious students.  2. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a rebel or rebellion:  rebel-

lious behavior.  3. Resisting treatment or control; unruly.  See Synonyms at 

insubordinate.  —re·belùlious·ly adv.  —re·belùlious·ness n. 

rebel yell (rV-bHlù yHl) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See wahoo4. 
re·bid (rK-bVdù) v.  re·bid, re·bid·den (-bVdùn)  or re·bid, re·bid·ding, 
re·bids.  —  v.  tr. 1. Games. To bid (a previously bid suit) again in bridge.  2. To 

offer a revised bid for (a contract).   —  v.  intr. 1. Games. To bid again in the auc-

tion of a deal in bridge.  2. To offer a revised bid for a contract.   —reùbidÙ n. 



re·bind (rK-bXndù) v.  tr. re·bound (-boundù), re·bind·ing, re·binds. To bind 

again, especially to put a new binding on (a book).   —  n.  (rKùbXndÙ) A book that 

has been rebound. 

re·birth (rK-bûrthù, rKùbûrthÙ) n.  1. A second or new birth; reincarnation.  2. A 

renaissance; a revival:  a rebirth of classicism in architecture. 

re·book (rK-btkù) v.  re·booked, re·book·ing, re·books.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

book again.  2. To change a booking for (a performance or reservation).   —  v.  

intr. To make a new booking:  rebooked on another airline. 

re·boot (rK-butù) v.  tr. re·boot·ed, re·boot·ing, re·boots. Computer Sci-

ence. To turn a computer off and then on again; restart the operating system. 

re·born (rK-bôrnù) adj.  Emotionally or spiritually revived or regenerated. 

re·bound1 (rKùboundù, rV-) v.  re·bound·ed, re·bound·ing, re·bounds.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To spring or bounce back after hitting or colliding with something.  

2. To recover, as from depression or disappointment.  3. To reecho; resound.  

4. Basketball. To retrieve and gain possession of the ball as it bounces off the 

backboard or rim after an unsuccessful shot.   —  v.  tr. To cause to rebound.   —  
n.  (rKùboundÙ, rV-boundù) 1. A springing or bounding back; a recoil.  

2. a. Sports. A rebounding or caroming ball or hockey puck.  b. Basketball. The 

act or an instance of taking possession of a rebounding ball.   3. A quick recovery 

from or reaction to disappointment or depression.  [Middle English rebounden, 

from Old French rebondir : re-, re- + bondir, to leap; see BOUND
1.] —re·bound-

ùer n. 

re·bound2 (rK-boundù) v.  Past tense and past participle of rebind. 
re·bo·zo (rV-boùso, rH-bôùthô) n.  pl. re·bo·zos. A long scarf worn over the head 

and shoulders chiefly by Mexican women.  [Spanish, from rebosar, to muffle with 

a shawl  : re-, back (from Latin); see RE- + bozo, muzzle, mouth (from Vulgar 

Latin *bucceum, from Latin bucca, cheek).]

re·broad·cast (rK-brôdùk4stÙ) v.  tr. re·broad·cast or re·broad·cast·ed, 
re·broad·cast·ing, re·broad·casts. 1. To repeat the broadcast of (a program).  

2. To receive and send out (a broadcast) again.   —  n.  A broadcast that is 

repeated or that is relayed from another station. 

re·buff (rV-bƒfù) n.  1. A blunt or abrupt repulse or refusal, as to an offer.  2. A 

check or an abrupt setback to progress or action.   —  v.  tr. re·buffed, 
re·buff·ing, re·buffs. 1. To reject bluntly, often disdainfully; snub.  See Syn-

onyms at refuse1.  2. To repel or drive back.  [From obsolete French rebuffer, to 

reject, from Italian ribuffare, from ribuffo, reprimand  : ri-, back (from Latin re-); 

see RE- + buffo, gust, puff (of imitative origin).]

re·build (rK-bVldù) v.  tr. re·built (-bVltù), re·build·ing, re·builds. 1. To build 

again.  2. To make extensive structural repairs on.  3. To remodel or make exten-

sive changes in:  tried to rebuild society. 



re·buke (rV-byukù) v.  tr. re·buked, re·buk·ing, re·bukes. 1. To criticize or 

reprove sharply; reprimand.  See Synonyms at admonish.  2. To check or 

repress.   —  n.  A sharp reproof.  [Middle English rebuken, from Old North 

French rebuker : re-, back (from Latin); see RE- + *buker, to strike, chop wood 

(variant of Old French buschier, from busche, firewood, of Germanic origin).]

re·bus (rKùbNs) n.  re·bus·es. A representation of words in the form of pictures 

or symbols, often presented as a puzzle.  [Latin rKbus, ablative pl. of rKs, thing. See 

rK- in Appendix.]

re·but (rV-bƒtù) v.  re·but·ted, re·but·ting, re·buts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To refute, 

especially by offering opposing evidence or arguments, as in a legal case.  2. To 

repel.   —  v.  intr. To present opposing evidence or arguments.  [Middle English 

reboten, rebutte, to rebuke, repel, from Old French rebouter : re-, re- + bouter, to 

push (of Germanic origin); see bhau- in Appendix.]

re·but·tal (rV-bƒtùl) n.  1. The act of rebutting.  2. A statement made in rebut-

ting. 

re·but·ter (rV-bƒtùNr) n.  One who refutes or rebuts. 

rec (rHk) n.  Informal. Recreation.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a rec room; a rec hall. 

rec. abbr.  1. Receipt.  2. Record; recording.  3. Recreation. 

re·cal·ci·trant (rV-k4lùsV-trNnt) adj.  Marked by stubborn resistance to and defi-

ance of authority or guidance.  See Synonyms at unruly.   —  n.  A recalcitrant 

person.  [Late Latin recalcitr7ns, recalcitrant- present participle of recalcitr7re, to 

be disobedient, from Latin, to deny access  : re-, re- + calcitr7re, to kick (from 

calx, calc-, heel).] —re·calùci·trance, re·calùci·tran·cy n. 

re·cal·cu·late (rK-k4lùkyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. re·cal·cu·lat·ed, re·cal·cu·lat·ing, 
re·cal·cu·lates. To calculate again, especially in order to eliminate errors or to 

incorporate additional factors or data.   —reÙcal·cu·laùtion n. 

re·ca·les·cence (rKÙkN-lHsùNns) n.  A sudden glowing in a cooling metal caused 

by liberation of the latent heat of transformation.  [From Latin recalKscKns, recalK-

scent- present participle of recalKscere, to grow warm again  : re-, re- + calKscere, to 

become warm, inchoative of calKre, to be warm; see kelN-1 in Appendix.] 
—reÙca·lesùcent adj. 

re·call (rV-kôlù) v.  tr. re·called, re·cal·ling, re·calls. 1. To ask or order to 

return:  recalled all workers who had been laid off.  2. To summon back to aware-

ness of or concern with the subject or situation at hand.  3. To remember; recol-

lect.  See Synonyms at remember.  4. To cancel, take back, or revoke.  5. To 

bring back; restore.  6. To request return (of a product) to the manufacturer, as 

for necessary repairs or adjustments.   —  n.  (also rKùkôlÙ) 1. The act of recalling 

or summoning back, especially an official order to return.  2. A signal, such as a 

bugle call, used to summon troops back to their posts.  3. The ability to remem-

ber information or experiences.  4. The act of revoking.  5. a. The procedure by 



which a public official may be removed from office by popular vote.  b. The right 

to employ this procedure.   6. A request by the manufacturer of a product that 

has been identified as defective to return it, as for necessary repairs or adjust-

ments.   —re·callùa·ble adj. 

Ré·ca·mi·er (r7ÙkNm-y7ù, r7-käm-), Jeanne Françoise Julie Adélaïde Ber-
nard. 1777-1849.  French socialite whose Parisian salon attracted noted literary 

and political figures. 

re·cant (rV-k4ntù) v.  re·cant·ed, re·cant·ing, re·cants.  —  v.  tr. To make a 

formal retraction or disavowal of (a statement or belief to which one has previ-

ously committed oneself).   —  v.  intr. To make a formal retraction or disavowal 

of a previously held statement or belief.  [Latin recant7re : re-, re- + cant7re, to 

sing, frequentative of canere; see kan- in Appendix.] —reÙcan·taùtion (rKÙk4n-

t7ùshNn) n.  —re·cantùer n. 

re·cap1 (rK-k4pù) v.  tr. re·capped, re·cap·ping, re·caps. 1. To replace a cap 

or caplike covering on:  recapped the bottle.  2. To restore (a used tire of a motor 

vehicle) to usable condition by bonding new rubber onto the worn tread and lat-

eral surface.   —  n.  (rKùk4pÙ) A tire that has been recapped. 

re·cap2 (rKùk4pÙ) Informal. v.  tr. re·capped, re·cap·ping, re·caps. To recapit-

ulate:  recapped the headlines at the end of the news broadcast.   —  n.  A recapitula-

tion, as of a news report. 

re·cap·i·tal·ize (rK-k4pùV-tl-XzÙ) v.  tr. re·cap·i·tal·ized, re·cap·i·tal·iz·ing, 
re·cap·i·tal·iz·es. To change the capital structure of (a corporation).   
—re·capÙi·tal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

re·ca·pit·u·late (rKÙkN-pVchùN-l7tÙ) v.  re·ca·pit·u·lat·ed, re·ca·pit·u·lat·ing, 
re·ca·pit·u·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To repeat in concise form.  2. Biology. To appear 

to repeat (the evolutionary stages of the species) during the embryonic develop-

ment of the individual organism.   —  v.  intr. To make a summary.  [Latin 

recapitul7re, recapitul7t-  : re-, re- + capitulum, main point, heading diminutive of 

caput, capit-, head. See kaput- in Appendix.] —re·ca·pitùu·laÙtive, 
re·ca·pitùu·la·toÙry (-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

re·ca·pit·u·la·tion (rKùkN-pVchÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of recapitu-

lating.  2. A summary or concise review.  3.  See biogenesis (n., sense 4).  

4. Music. Restatement of the exposition that constitutes the third section of the 

typical sonata form. 

recapitulation theory (rKùkN-pVchÙN-l7ùshNn thKùN-rK) n.  See biogenetic 
law. 

re·cap·ture (rK-k4pùchNr) n.  1. a. The act of retaking or recovering.  b. The 

condition of having been retaken or recovered.   2. Law. The act or an instance of 

retaking booty or goods.  3. Something recaptured.  4. The lawful taking by a 

government of a fixed amount of the profits of a public-service corporation in 

excess of a stipulated rate of return.   —  v.  tr. re·cap·tured, re·cap·tur·ing, 



re·cap·tures. 1. To capture again.  2. To recall:  an attempt to recapture the past.  

3. To acquire by the government procedure of recapture. 

re·cast (rK-k4stù) v.  tr. re·cast, re·cast·ing, re·casts. 1. To mold again:  recast 

a bell.  2. To set down or present (ideas, for example) in a new or different 

arrangement:  recast a sentence.  3. To change the cast of (a theatrical production).   
—  n.  (rKùk4stÙ) 1. The act or process of recasting.  2. Something produced by 

recasting. 

rec·ce (rHkùK) n.  Slang. Reconnaissance.   —recùce adj. 

recd. abbr.  Received. 

re·cede (rV-sKdù) v.  intr. re·ced·ed, re·ced·ing, re·cedes. 1. To move back or 

away from a limit, point, or mark:  The flood waters finally receded.  2. To slope 

backward.  3. To become or seem to become fainter or more distant:  With the 

passage of time, my unhappy memories of the place receded.  4. To withdraw or 

retreat.  [Middle English receden, from Old French receder, from Latin recKdere : 

re-, re- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: recede, ebb, retract, retreat, retrograde. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to move backward”: a hairline that had receded; waters

ebbing at low tide; a turtle retracting its head into its shell; a retreating army; aca-

demic standards that have retrograded. 

ANTONYM: advance

re-cede (rK-sKdù) v.  tr. re-·ced·ed, re-·ced·ing, re-·cedes. To yield or grant to 

one formerly in possession; cede (something) back. 

re·ceipt (rV-sKtù) n.  Abbr. rcpt., rec., rect. 1. a. The act of receiving:  We are in 

receipt of your letter.  b. The fact of being or having been received:  They denied 

receipt of the shipment.   2.  Often receipts. A quantity or amount received:  cash 

receipts.  3. A written acknowledgment that a specified article, sum of money, or 

shipment of merchandise has been received.  4. A recipe.   —  v.  re·ceipt·ed, 
re·ceipt·ing, re·ceipts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mark (a bill) as having been paid.  2. To 

give or write a receipt for (money paid or goods or services delivered).   —  v.  

intr. To give a receipt.  [Middle English receite, from Old North French, from 

Medieval Latin recepta, medical prescription, money received, from Latin, femi-

nine past participle of recipere, to receive. See RECEIVE.]

re·ceiv·a·ble (rV-sKùvN-bNl) adj.  1. Suitable for being received or accepted, espe-

cially as payment.  2. Awaiting or requiring payment; due or collectible.   —  n.  A 

business asset due to one business from another. Often used in the plural. 

re·ceive (rV-sKvù) v.  re·ceived, re·ceiv·ing, re·ceives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take or 

acquire (something given, offered, or transmitted); get.  2. To hear or see (infor-

mation, for example):  receive bad news; received a good report of the group’s activi-

ties.  3. To have (a title, for example) bestowed on oneself.  4. To meet with; 



experience:  receive sympathetic treatment.  5. To have inflicted or imposed on 

oneself:  receive a penalty.  6. To bear the weight or force of; support:  The beams 

receive the full weight of the walls and roof.  7. To take or intercept the impact of (a 

blow, for example).  8. To take in, hold, or contain:  a tank that receives rainwater.  

9. To admit:  receive new members.  10. To greet or welcome:  receive guests.  

11. To perceive or acquire mentally:  receive a bad impression.  12. To regard with 

approval or disapproval:  essays that were received well.  13. To listen to and 

acknowledge formally and authoritatively:  The judge received their oath of alle-

giance.   —  v.  intr. 1. To acquire or get something; be a recipient.  2. To admit or 

welcome guests or visitors:  The couple are not receiving this winter.  3. To partake 

of the Eucharist.  4. Electronics. To convert incoming electromagnetic waves into 

visible or audible signals.  5. Football. To catch or take possession of a kicked ball.  

[Middle English receiven, from Old North French receivre, from Latin recipere : 

re-, re- + capere, to take; see kap- in Appendix.]

re·ceived (rV-sKvdù) adj.  Having been accepted as true or worthy: “Received 

political wisdom says not. Surveys show otherwise” (Economist). 

Re·ceived Pronunciation (rV-sKvdù prN-nƒnÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. R.P. The 

pronunciation of British English that reflects the social and cultural predomi-

nance of southern English speech, that was at one time characteristic of the 

English spoken at the public schools and Oxford and Cambridge Universities, and 

that was accepted as the standard form of English used in broadcasting.  Also 

called BBC English, Southern Educated Standard. 

Received Standard English (rV-sKvdù st4nùdNrd VngùglVsh) n.  British 

English characterized especially by Received Pronunciation. 

re·ceiv·er (rV-sKùvNr) n.  1. One that receives something:  a receiver of many com-

pliments.  2. Electronics. A device, such as a part of a radio, television set, or tele-

phone, that receives incoming radio signals and converts them to perceptible 

forms, such as sound or light.  3. An official appointed to receive and account for 

money due.  4. Law. A person appointed by a court administrator to take into 

custody the property or funds of others, pending litigation.  5. A person who 

knowingly buys or receives stolen goods.  6. A receptacle intended for a specific 

purpose.  7. a. Football. A member of the offensive team eligible to catch a for-

ward pass.  b. Baseball. The catcher.  

re·ceiv·er·ship (rV-sKùvNr-shVpÙ) n.  Law. 1. The office or functions of a 

receiver.  2. The state of being held by a receiver:  The company went into receiver-

ship. 

re·ceiv·ing blanket (rV-sKùvVng bl4ngùkVt) n.  A lightweight blanket used to 

wrap a baby especially after a bath. 

receiving line (rV-sKùvVng lXn) n.  A line of people formed to greet arriving 

guests individually, as at a formal gathering. 



re·cen·sion (rV-sHnùshNn) n.  1. A critical revision of a text incorporating the 

most plausible elements found in varying sources.  2. A text so revised.  [Latin 

recKnsio, recKnsion-, a reviewing, from recKnsKre, to review  : re-, re- + cKnsKre, to 

estimate; see kens- in Appendix.]

re·cent (rKùsNnt) adj.  1. Of, belonging to, or occurring at a time immediately 

before the present.  2. Modern; new.  3. Recent. Geology. Of, belonging to, or 

denoting the Holocene Epoch.  [Middle English, new, fresh, from Latin recKns, 

recent-. See ken- in Appendix.] —reùcen·cy, reùcent·ness n.  —reùcent·ly 
adv. 

re·cep·ta·cle (rV-sHpùtN-kNl) n.  1. A container that holds items or matter.  

2. Botany. The expanded tip of a flower stalk or axis that bears the floral organs 

or the group of flowers in a head.  3. Electronics. A fitting connected to a power 

supply and equipped to receive a plug.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin recept7culum, from recept7re, to receive again, frequentative of recipere, to 

receive. See RECEIVE.]

re·cep·tion (rV-sHpùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of receiving or of being 

received.  2. A welcome, greeting, or acceptance:  a friendly reception.  3. A social 

function, especially one intended to provide a welcome or greeting:  a wedding 

reception.  4. Mental approval or acceptance:  the reception of a new theory.  

5. Electronics. a. Conversion of transmitted radio waves or electric signals into 

perceptible forms, such as sound or light, by means of antennas and electronic 

equipment.  b. The condition or quality of the waves or signals so received.   

[Middle English recepcion, from Old French reception, from Latin receptio, recep-

tion-, from receptus, past participle of recipere, to receive. See RECEIVE.]

re·cep·tion·ist (rV-sHpùshN-nVst) n.  An office worker employed chiefly to 

receive visitors and answer the telephone. 

re·cep·tive (rV-sHpùtVv) adj.  1. Capable of or qualified for receiving.  2. Ready 

or willing to receive favorably:  receptive to their proposals.  3. Linguistics. Of or 

relating to the skills of listening and reading.   —re·cepùtive·ly adv.  —reÙ-
cep·tivùi·ty, re·cepùtive·ness n. 

re·cep·tor (rV-sHpùtNr) n.  1. Physiology. A specialized cell or group of nerve end-

ings that responds to sensory stimuli.  2. Biochemistry. A molecular structure or 

site on the surface or interior of a cell that binds with substances such as hor-

mones, antigens, drugs, or neurotransmitters. 

re·cer·ti·fy (rK-sûrùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. re·cer·ti·fied, re·cer·ti·fy·ing, re·cer·ti·fies. 
To renew the certification of, especially certification given by a licensing board.   
—reÙcer·ti·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

re·cess (rKùsHsÙ, rV-sHsù) n.  1. a. A temporary cessation of the customary activi-

ties of an engagement, occupation, or pursuit.  b. The period of such cessation.  

See Synonyms at pause.   2.  Often recesses. A remote, secret, or secluded 

place.  3. a. An indentation or small hollow.  b. An alcove.    —  v.  re·cessed, 



re·cess·ing, re·cess·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place in a recess.  2. To create or fashion 

a recess in:  recessed a portion of the wall.  3. To suspend for a recess:  The commit-

tee chair recessed the hearings.   —  v.  intr. To take a recess:  The investigators 

recessed for lunch.  [Latin recessus, retreat, from past participle of recKdere, to 

recede. See RECEDE.]

re·ces·sion (rV-sHshùNn) n.  1. The act of withdrawing or going back.  2. An 

extended decline in general business activity, typically three consecutive quarters 

of falling real gross national product.  3. The withdrawal in a line or file of partic-

ipants in a ceremony, especially clerics and choir members after a church service.  

[Latin recessio, recession-, from recessus, past participle of recKdere, to recede. See 

RECEDE.]

re-ces·sion (rK-sHshùNn) n.  Law. The act of restoring possession to a former 

owner. 

re·ces·sion·al (rV-sHshùN-nNl) n.  1. Music. A hymn that accompanies the exit of 

the clergy and choir after a service.  2. A recession from a church.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to a recession. 

re·ces·sive (rV-sHsùVv) adj.  1. Tending to go backward or recede.  2. a. Genetics. 

Of, relating to, or designating an allele that does not produce a characteristic 

effect when present with a dominant allele.  b. Of or relating to a trait that is 

expressed only when the determining allele is present in the homozygous condi-

tion.    —  n.  Genetics. 1. A recessive allele or trait.  2. An organism having a 

recessive trait.   —re·cesùsive·ly adv.  —re·cesùsive·ness n. 

re·charge (rK-chärjù) v.  tr. re·charged, re·charg·ing, re·charg·es. To charge 

again, especially to reenergize a storage battery.   —reùchargeÙ n.  

—re·chargeùa·ble adj.  —re·chargùer n. 

ré·chauf·fé (r7Ùsho-f7ù) n.  1. Warmed leftover food.  2. Old material 

reworked or rehashed.  [French, past participle of réchauffer, to reheat, warm 

over, from Old French rechaufer : re-, re- + echaufer, to warm (from Vulgar Latin 

*excalef7re : Latin ex-, intensive pref.; see ex- + Latin calefacere, to warm); see 

CHAFE.]

re·cher·ché (rN-shHrÙsh7ù) adj.  1. Uncommon; rare.  2. Exquisite; choice.  

3. Overrefined; forced.  4. Pretentious; overblown.  [French, past participle of 

rechercher, to research, from Old French recercher. See RESEARCH.]

re·cid·i·vism (rV-sVdùN-vVzÙNm) n.  A tendency to lapse into a previous pattern of 

behavior, especially a tendency to return to criminal habits.  [From recidivist, 

from French récidiviste, from récidiver, to relapse, from Medieval Latin recidXv7re, 

from Latin recidXvus, falling back, from recidere, to fall back  : re-, re- + cadere, to 

fall; see kad- in Appendix.] —re·cidùi·vist n.  —re·cidÙi·visùtic, re·cidùi·vous 

adj. 



Re·ci·fe (rN-sKùfN)  A city of northeast Brazil on the Atlantic Ocean south of 

Natal. First settled in 1535, it was plundered by English privateers in 1595 and 

occupied by the Dutch from 1630 to 1654. Population, 1,203,899. 

recip. abbr.  Reciprocal; reciprocity. 

rec·i·pe (rHsùN-pKÙ) n.  1. A set of directions with a list of ingredients for making 

or preparing something, especially food.  2. A formula for or means to a desired 

end:  a recipe for success.  3. A medical prescription.  [Latin, imperative of recipere, 

to take, receive. See RECEIVE.]

re·cip·i·ence (rV-sVpùK-Nns) also re·cip·i·en·cy (-Nn-sK) n.  Capacity to receive; 

receptivity. 

re·cip·i·ent (rV-sVpùK-Nnt) adj.  Functioning as a receiver; receptive.   —  n.  

1. One that receives or is receptive.  2. One who receives blood, tissue, or an 

organ from a donor.  [Latin recipiKns, recipient- present participle of recipere, to 

receive. See RECEIVE.]

re·cip·ro·cal (rV-sVpùrN-kNl) adj.  Abbr. recip. 1. Concerning each of two or 

more persons or things.  2. Interchanged, given, or owed to each other:  reciprocal 

agreements to abolish customs duties; a reciprocal invitation to lunch.  

3. Performed, experienced, or felt by both sides:  reciprocal respect.  

4. Interchangeable; complementary:  reciprocal electric outlets.  5. Grammar. 

Expressing mutual action or relationship. Used of some verbs and compound 

pronouns.  6. Mathematics. Of or relating to the reciprocal of a quantity.  

7. Physiology. Of or relating to a neuromuscular phenomenon in which the exci-

tation of one group of muscles is accompanied by the inhibition of another.  

8. Genetics. Of or designating a pair of crosses in which the male parent in one 

cross is of the same genotype or phenotype as the female parent in the other 

cross.   —  n.  Abbr. recip. 1. Something that is reciprocal to something else.  

2. Mathematics. A number related to another in such a way that when multiplied 

together their product is 1. For example, the reciprocal of 7 is 7; the reciprocal of 

3 is 2.  [From Latin reciprocus, alternating. See per1 in Appendix.] 
—re·cipÙro·calùi·ty (-k4lùV-tK), re·cipùro·cal·ness (-kNl-nVs)  n.  

—re·cipùro·cal·ly adv. 

reciprocal pronoun (rV-sVpùrN-kNl proùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. A pronoun or 

pronominal phrase, such as each other, that expresses mutual action or relation-

ship. 

re·cip·ro·cate (rV-sVpùrN-k7tÙ) v.  re·cip·ro·cat·ed, re·cip·ro·cat·ing, 
re·cip·ro·cates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give or take mutually; interchange.  2. To show, 

feel, or give in response or return.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move back and forth alter-

nately.  2. To give and take something mutually.  3. To make a return for some-

thing given or done.  4. To be complementary or equivalent.  [Latin reciproc7re, 

reciproc7t-, to move back and forth, from reciprocus, alternating. See RECIPROCAL.] 
—re·cipùro·caÙtive adj.  —re·cipùro·caÙtor n.  



SYNONYMS: reciprocate, requite, return. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to give, take, or feel reciprocally”: doesn’t reciprocate favors; consideration

requited with callous disregard; return a compliment.

re·cip·ro·cat·ing engine (rV-sVpùrN-k7ÙtVng HnùjVn) n.  An engine in which 

the crankshaft is turned by pistons moving up and down in a cylinder. 

re·cip·ro·ca·tion (rV-sVpÙrN-k7ùshNn) n.  1. An alternating back-and-forth 

movement.  2. The act or fact of reciprocating; interchange. 

rec·i·proc·i·ty (rHsÙN-prmsùV-tK) n.  pl. rec·i·proc·i·ties. Abbr. recip. 1. A recip-

rocal condition or relationship.  2. A mutual or cooperative interchange of favors 

or privileges, especially the exchange of rights or privileges of trade between 

nations. 

re·ci·sion (rV-sVzhùNn) n.  The act of rescinding; annulment or cancellation.  

[Obsolete French, from Old French, annulment of a judgment, from Latin recXsio, 

recXsion-, from recXsus, past participle of recXdere, to cut back  : re-, re- + caedere, to 

cut; see kaN-id- in Appendix.]

re·cit·al (rV-sXtùl) n.  1. The act of reading or reciting in a public performance.  

2. A very detailed account or report of something; a narration.  3. A public per-

formance of music or dance, especially by a solo performer.   —re·ciùtal·ist n. 

rec·i·ta·tion (rHsÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of reciting memorized materials in 

a public performance.  b. The material so presented.   2. a. Oral delivery of pre-

pared lessons by a pupil.  b. The class period within which this delivery occurs.  

rec·i·ta·tive1 (rHsùV-t7ÙtVv, rV-sXùtN-tVv) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the charac-

ter of a recital or recitation. 

rec·i·ta·tive2 (rHsÙV-tN-tKvù) n.  Music. 1. A style used in operas, oratorios, and 

cantatas in which the text is declaimed in the rhythm of natural speech with slight 

melodic variation.  2. A passage rendered in this style.  Also called recitativo [Ital-

ian recitativo, from recitare, to recite, from Latin recit7re. See RECITE.]

re·ci·ta·ti·vo (rHsÙV-tN-tKùvo, rHÙchK-tä-) n.  pl. re·ci·ta·ti·vi (-vK)  or 

re·ci·ta·ti·vos (-voz). Music. See recitative2.  [Italian. See RECITATIVE
2.]

re·cite (rV-sXtù) v.  re·cit·ed, re·cit·ing, re·cites.  —  v.  tr. 1. To repeat or utter 

aloud (something rehearsed or memorized), especially before an audience.  2. To 

relate in detail.  See Synonyms at describe.  3. To list or enumerate.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To deliver a recitation.  2. To repeat lessons prepared or memorized.  [Middle 

English reciten, from Old French reciter, from Latin recit7re, to read out  : re-, re- 

+ cit7re, to quote; see CITE.] —re·citùer n. 

reck (rHk) v.  tr. intr. recked, reck·ing, recks. To take heed of or to have cau-

tion.  [Middle English recken, from Old English reccan. See reg- in Appendix.]

reck·less (rHkùlVs) adj.  1. a. Heedless or careless.  b. Headstrong; rash.   

2. Indifferent to or disregardful of consequences:  a reckless driver.  [Middle 



English reckeles, from Old English rKcelKas. See reg- in Appendix.] —reckù-
less·ly adv.  —reckùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: reckless, rash, precipitate, foolhardy, temerarious. These adjectives

are compared as they mean given to or marked by unthinking boldness. Reckless

suggests brazen indifference to or defiant disregard for consequences: “James...

became the fiercest and most reckless of partisans” (Macaulay). Rash implies haste,

impetuousness, and insufficient consideration: “Take calculated risks. That is quite

different from being rash” (George S. Patton). Precipitate connotes headlong haste

without due deliberation: “destroyed in a precipitate burning of his papers a few

days before his death” (James Boswell). Foolhardy implies injudicious or impru-

dent boldness: One of the hostages was foolhardy enough to try to wrest the gun from

the hijacker’s hand. Temerarious suggests reckless presumption: “the temerarious

use of Christian names” (H.G. Wells).

Reck·ling·hau·sen (rHkùlVng-houÙzNn)  A city of west-central Germany south-

west of Münster. Originally a Saxon settlement, it was held by the archbishop of 

Cologne after 1236 and passed to Prussia in 1815. Population, 117,989. 

reck·on (rHkùNn) v.  reck·oned, reck·on·ing, reck·ons.  —  v.  tr. 1. To count 

or compute:  reckon the cost.  See Synonyms at calculate.  2. To consider as 

being; regard as.  See Synonyms at consider.  3. Informal. To think or assume.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To make a calculation; figure.  2. To rely with confident expectancy.  

See Synonyms at rely.  —phrasal verb. reckon with. To come to terms or set-

tle accounts with.  [Middle English reknen, from Old English gerecenian, to 

recount, arrange. See reg- in Appendix.]

reck·on·er (rHkùN-nNr) n.  A handbook of mathematical tables used to facilitate 

computation. 

reck·on·ing (rHkùN-nVng) n.  1. The act of counting or computing.  2. An item-

ized bill or statement of a sum due.  3. A settlement of accounts:  a day of reckon-

ing.  4. a. The act or process of calculating the position of a ship or an aircraft.  

b. The position so calculated.  

re·claim (rV-kl7mù) v.  tr. re·claimed, re·claim·ing, re·claims. 1. To bring 

into or return to a suitable condition for use, as cultivation or habitation:  reclaim 

marshlands; reclaim strip-mined land.  2. To procure (usable substances) from 

refuse or waste products.  3. To bring back, as from error, to a right or proper 

course; reform.  See Synonyms at save1.  4. To tame (a falcon, for example).  

[Middle English reclamen, to call back, from Old French reclamer, to entreat, 

from Latin recl7m7re : re-, re- + cl7m7re, to cry out; see kelN-2 in Appendix.] 
—re·claimùa·ble adj.  —re·claimùant, re·claimùer n. 

re-claim (rK-kl7mù) v.  tr. re-·claimed, re-·claim·ing, re-·claims. To demand 

the restoration or return of (a possession, for example); claim again or back. 



rec·la·ma·tion (rHkÙlN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of reclaiming.  2. A 

restoration, as to productivity, usefulness, or morality.  [Middle English reclama-

cion, from Old French reclamation, from Latin recl7m7tio, recl7m7tion-, cry of 

opposition, from recl7m7tus, past participle of recl7m7re, to exclaim against. See 

RECLAIM.]

ré·clame (r7-klämù) n.  1. Public acclaim.  2. A taste or flair for publicity.  

[French, advertising, from réclamer, to claim, beg for, from Old French reclamer, 

to exclaim against. See RECLAIM.]

rec·li·nate (rHkùlN-n7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Bent or turned downward toward the base.  

[Latin reclXn7tus, past participle of reclXn7re, to recline. See RECLINE.]

re·cline (rV-klXnù) v.  re·clined, re·clin·ing, re·clines.  —  v.  tr. To cause to 

assume a leaning or prone position.   —  v.  intr. To lie back or down.  [Middle 

English reclinen, from Old French recliner, from Latin reclXn7re : re-, re- + -clXn7re, 

to bend; see klei- in Appendix.] —recÙli·naùtion (rHkÙlN-n7ùshNn) n. 

re·clin·er (rV-klXùnNr) n.  One that reclines, as an armchair that reclines when the 

sitter lowers the chair’s back and raises its front. 

re·cluse (rHkùlusÙ, rV-klusù) n.  A person who withdraws from the world to live 

in seclusion and often in solitude.   —  adj.  Withdrawn from the world; reclusive.  

[Middle English, from Old French reclus, from Latin recl7sus, past participle of 

recl7dere, to shut up  : re-, re- + claudere, to close.]

re·clu·sion (rV-kluùzhNn) n.  1. The condition of being a recluse.  2. The state 

of being in solitary confinement. 

re·clu·sive (rV-kluùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Seeking or preferring seclusion or isola-

tion.  2. Providing seclusion:  a reclusive hut.   —re·cluùsive·ly adv.  —re·cluù-
sive·ness n. 

rec·og·ni·tion (rHkÙNg-nVshùNn) n.  1. The act of recognizing or condition of 

being recognized.  2. An awareness that something perceived has been perceived 

before.  3. An acceptance as true or valid, as of a claim:  a recognition of their civil 

rights.  4. Attention or favorable notice:  She received recognition for her many 

achievements.  5. Official acceptance of the national status of a new government 

by another nation.  6. Biology. The ability of one molecule to attach itself to 

another molecule having a complementary shape, as in enzyme-substrate and 

antibody-antigen interactions.  [Middle English recognicion, knowledge of an 

event, from Old French recognition, from Latin recognitio, recognition-, act of rec-

ognizing, from recognitus, past participle of recognoscere, to recognize. See RECOG-

NIZE.] —re·cogùni·toÙry (rV-kmgùnV-tôrÙK, -torÙK), re·cogùni·tive (-tVv)  adj. 

re·cog·ni·zance (rV-kmgùnV-zNns, -kmnùV-) n.  1. Law. a. An obligation of 

record that is entered into before a court or magistrate, containing a condition to 

perform a particular act, such as making a court appearance.  b. A sum of money 

pledged to assure the performance of such an act.   2. A recognition.  3. Archaic. 

A pledge; a token.  [Middle English recognisanze, from Old French recognuissance, 



alteration (influenced by Medieval Latin recogniz7re, to recognize), of reconois-

sance, from reconoistre, reconoiss-, to recognize. See RECOGNIZE.] 
—re·cogùni·zant adj. 

rec·og·nize (rHkùNg-nXzÙ) v.  tr. rec·og·nized, rec·og·niz·ing, rec·og·niz·es. 
1. To know to be something that has been perceived before:  recognize a face.  

2. To know or identify from past experience or knowledge:  recognize hostility.  

3. To perceive or show acceptance of the validity or reality of:  recognizes the con-

cerns of the tenants.  4. To permit to address a meeting:  The club’s president recog-

nized the new member.  5. To accept officially the national status of as a new 

government.  6. To show awareness of; approve of or appreciate:  recognize ser-

vices rendered.  7. To admit the acquaintance of, as by salutation:  recognize an old 

friend with a cheerful greeting.  8. Law. To enter into a recognizance.  9. Biology. 

To exhibit recognition for (an antigen or a substrate, for example).  [Middle 

English recognisen, to resume possession of land, alteration (influenced by Medi-

eval Latin recogniz7re, to recognize), of Old French reconoistre, reconoiss-, to know 

again, from Latin recognoscere : re-, re- + cognoscere, to get to know; see gno- in 

Appendix.] —recùog·nizÙa·ble adj.  —recùog·nizÙa·bly adv.  —recùog·nizÙer 
n. 

re·coil (rV-koilù) v.  intr. re·coiled, re·coil·ing, re·coils. 1. To spring back, as 

upon firing.  2. To shrink back, as in fear or repugnance.  3. To fall back; return: 

“Violence does, in truth, recoil upon the violent” (Arthur Conan Doyle).   —  n.  

(also rKùkoilÙ) 1. The backward action of a firearm upon firing.  2. The act or 

state of recoiling; reaction.  [Middle English recoilen, from Old French reculer : re-

, re- + cul, buttocks (from Latin c7lus); see (s)keu- in Appendix.] —re·coilùer n.  

SYNONYMS: recoil, blench, quail, shrink, flinch. These verbs all mean to draw

back involuntarily, as through fright, timidity, or abhorrence. To recoil is to spring

back; the term can imply a physical motion or an emotional withdrawal or retreat:

“Those who had felt his strength recoiled from his presence” (Sir Walter Scott). “With

a sudden revulsion his heart recoiled from its purpose” (Henry Wadsworth Longfel-

low). Blench suggests shying away, as to evade something unpleasant or threaten-

ing: “split-second dealmaking and risks that would make a currency dealer blench”

(Financial Times). Quail implies cringing loss of courage, as that resulting from

being intimidated: “She made Barnes quail before her by the shafts of contempt

which she flashed at him” (Thackeray). To shrink is to start back instinctively, as

in avoidance: “These are the times that try men’s souls. The summer soldier and the

sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of their country” (Thomas

Paine). Flinch denotes a shrinking away from what is unpleasant or difficult; it

often implies a faint-hearted retreat, as from a necessary undertaking: “We did

not flinch but gave our lives to save Greece” (Simonides).



re·coil·less (rV-koilùlVs, rKùkoilÙ-) adj.  Of or being a weapon designed to mini-

mize the effect of recoil:  a recoilless rifle. 

rec·ol·lect (rHkÙN-lHktù) v.  rec·ol·lect·ed, rec·ol·lect·ing, rec·ol·lects.  —  v.  

tr. To recall to mind.  See Synonyms at remember.   —  v.  intr. To have a recol-

lection.  [Medieval Latin recolligere, recollKct-, from Latin, to gather up  : re-, re- + 

colligere, to collect; see COLLECT
1.] —recÙol·lecùtive adj.  —recÙol·lecùtive·ly 

adv. 

re-col·lect (rKÙkN-lHktù) v.  tr. re-col·lect·ed, re-col·lect·ing, re-col·lects. 
1. To collect again:  re-collect monies owed.  2. To calm or control (oneself). 

rec·ol·lec·tion (rHkÙN-lHkùshNn) n.  1. The act or power of recollecting.  

2. Something recollected.  See Synonyms at memory. 
re·com·bi·nant (rK-kmmùbN-nNnt) Genetics. n.  1. An organism or a cell in 

which genetic recombination has taken place.  2. Genetic material produced by 

gene-splicing.   —  adj.  1. Formed by or showing recombination:  a recombinant 

chromosome.  2. Of or relating to recombinant DNA:  recombinant fragments; 

recombinant technology. 

recombinant DNA (rK-kmmùbN-nNnt dKÙHn-7ù) n.  Genetically engineered 

DNA prepared by transplanting or splicing genes from one species into the cells 

of a host organism of a different species. Such DNA becomes part of the host’s 

genetic makeup and is replicated. 

re·com·bi·nase (rK-kmmùbN-n7sÙ, -n7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that catalyzes genetic 

recombination. 

re·com·bi·na·tion (rKÙkmm-bN-n7ùshNn) n.  The natural formation in off-

spring of genetic combinations not present in parents, by the processes of cross-

ing over or independent assortment. 

re·com·bine (rKÙkNm-bXnù) v.  re·com·bined, re·com·bin·ing, 
re·com·bines.  —  v.  tr. To combine (things) again.   —  v.  intr. 1. To combine 

again.  2. Genetics. To undergo or cause recombination; form new combinations. 

rec·om·mend (rHkÙN-mHndù) v.  rec·om·mend·ed, rec·om·mend·ing, 
rec·om·mends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To praise or commend (one) to another as being 

worthy or desirable; endorse:  recommended him for the job; recommended a sedan 

instead of a station wagon.  2. To make (the possessor, as of an attribute) attractive 

or acceptable:  Honesty recommends any person.  3. To commit to the charge of 

another; entrust.  4. To advise or counsel:  She recommended that we avoid giving 

offense.  See Synonyms at advise.   —  v.  intr. To give advice or counsel: “recom-

mended against signing an international agreement” (Time).  [Middle English 

recomenden, from Medieval Latin recommend7re : Latin re-, re- + Latin 

commend7re, to entrust, commend; see COMMEND.] —recÙom·mendùa·ble adj.  

—recÙom·mendùer n. 

rec·om·men·da·tion (rHkÙN-mHn-d7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of recommending.  

2. Something that recommends, especially a favorable statement concerning 



character or qualifications.  3. Something, such as a course of action, that is rec-

ommended.  See Synonyms at advice.  —recÙom·menùda·toÙry (-dN-tôrÙK, -

torÙK) adj. 

re·com·mit (rKÙkN-mVtù) v.  tr. re·com·mit·ted, re·com·mit·ting, 
re·com·mits. 1. To commit again.  2. To refer (proposed legislation, for exam-

ple) to a committee again.   —reÙcom·mitùment, reÙcom·mitùtal (-mVtùl)  n. 

rec·om·pense (rHkùNm-pHnsÙ) v.  tr. rec·om·pensed, rec·om·pens·ing, 
rec·om·pens·es. 1. To award compensation to:  recompensed the victims of the 

accident.  2. To award compensation for; make a return for:  recompensed their 

injuries.   —  n.  1. Amends made, as for damage or loss.  2. Payment in return 

for something, such as a service.  [Middle English recompensen, from Old French 

recompenser, from Late Latin recompKns7re : Latin re-, re- + Latin compKns7re, to 

compensate; see COMPENSATE.]

re·com·pose (rKÙkNm-pozù) v.  tr. re·com·posed, re·com·pos·ing, 
re·com·pos·es. 1. To compose again; reorganize or rearrange.  2. To restore to 

composure; calm.   —reÙcom·po·siùtion (rKÙkmm-pN-zVshùNn) n. 

re·con1 (rKùkmnÙ) n.  The smallest genetic unit capable of recombination.  

[REC(OMBINATION) + -ON
1.]

re·con2 (rKùkmnÙ) n.  Informal. Reconnaissance.   —reùconÙ adj. 

rec·on·cil·a·ble (rHkÙNn-sXùlN-bNl, rHkùNn-sXÙ-) adj.  Capable of or qualified for 

reconciliation:  reconcilable differences.   —recÙon·cilÙa·bilùi·ty, 
recÙon·cilùa·ble·ness n.  —recÙon·cilùa·bly adv. 

rec·on·cile (rHkùNn-sXlÙ) v.  rec·on·ciled, rec·on·cil·ing, rec·on·ciles.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To reestablish a close relationship between.  2. To settle or resolve.  3. To 

bring (oneself) to accept:  He finally reconciled himself to the change in manage-

ment.  4. To make compatible or consistent:  reconcile my way of thinking with 

yours.  See Synonyms at adapt.   —  v.  intr. 1. To reestablish a close relationship, 

as in marriage:  The estranged couple reconciled after a year.  2. To become com-

patible or consistent:  The figures would not reconcile.  [Middle English reconcilen, 

from Old French reconcilier, from Latin reconcili7re : re-, re- + concili7re, to con-

ciliate; see CONCILIATE.] —recùon·cileÙment n.  —recùon·cilÙer n.  

—recÙon·cilùi·a·toÙry (-sVlùK-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

rec·on·cil·i·a·tion (rHkÙNn-sVlÙK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of reconciling.  2. The 

condition of being reconciled.  3.  See penance (n., sense 2).  [Middle English 

reconsiliacion, from Old French reconciliation, from Latin reconcili7tio, 

reconcili7tion-, from reconcili7tus, past participle of reconcili7re, to reconcile. See 

RECONCILE.]

rec·on·dite (rHkùNn-dXtÙ, rV-kmnùdXtÙ) adj.  1. Not easily understood; abstruse.  

See Synonyms at ambiguous.  2. Concerned with or treating something 

abstruse or obscure:  recondite scholarship.  3. Concealed; hidden.  [Latin recondi-



tus, past participle of recondere, to put away  : re-, re- + condere, to put together, 

preserve; see dhK- in Appendix.] —recùon·diteÙly adv.  —recùon·diteÙness n. 

re·con·di·tion (rKÙkNn-dVshùNn) v.  tr. re·con·di·tioned, re·con·di·tion·ing, 
re·con·di·tions. To restore to good condition, especially by repairing, renovat-

ing, or rebuilding. 

re·con·firm (rKÙkNn-fûrmù) v.  tr. re·con·firmed, re·con·firm·ing, 
re·con·firms. To confirm again, especially to establish or support more firmly:  

reconfirmed the reservations.   —reÙcon·fir·maùtion (rKÙkmn-fNr-m7ùshNn) n. 

re·con·nais·sance also re·con·nois·sance (rV-kmnùN-sNns, -zNns) n.  An 

inspection or exploration of an area, especially one made to gather military infor-

mation.  [French, from Old French reconoissance, recognition, from reconoistre, 

reconoiss-, to recognize. See RECOGNIZE.]

re·con·noi·ter (rKÙkN-noiùtNr, rHkÙN-) v.  re·con·noi·tered, 
re·con·noi·ter·ing, re·con·noi·ters.  —  v.  tr. To make a preliminary inspec-

tion of, especially in order to gather military information.   —  v.  intr. To make a 

reconnaissance.  [Obsolete French reconnoître, from Old French reconoistre, to 

recognize. See RECOGNIZE.] —reÙcon·noiùter·er n. 

re·con·sid·er (rKÙkNn-sVdùNr) v.  re·con·sid·ered, re·con·sid·er·ing, 
re·con·sid·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To consider again, especially with intent to alter or 

modify a previous decision.  2. To take up for reconsideration, as a matter previ-

ously acted on by a legislature.   —  v.  intr. To consider again.   —reÙ-
con·sidÙer·aùtion n. 

re·con·sti·tute (rK-kmnùstV-tutÙ, -tyutÙ) v.  tr. re·con·sti·tut·ed, 
re·con·sti·tut·ing, re·con·sti·tutes. 1. To provide with a new structure:  The 

parks commission has been reconstituted.  2. To bring (a liquid in concentrated or 

powder form) to normal strength by adding water. 

re·con·struct (rKÙkNn-strƒktù) v.  tr. re·con·struct·ed, re·con·struct·ing, 
re·con·structs. 1. To construct again.  2. To cause to adapt to social or eco-

nomic change.   —reÙcon·strucùti·ble adj. 

re·con·struc·tion (rKÙkNn-strƒkùshNn) n.  1. The act or result of reconstruct-

ing.  2. Reconstruction. The period (1865-1877) during which the states of the 

Confederacy were controlled by the federal government before being readmitted 

to the Union.   —reÙcon·strucùtive adj. 

Re·con·struc·tion·ism (rKÙ-kNn-strƒkùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  Judaism. The branch 

of Judaism founded in the United States in the 20th century that regards Judaism 

as a religious civilization and questions the doctrine that the Jews are God’s cho-

sen people.   —ReÙcon·strucùtion·ist adj.  & n. 

re·con·vert (rKÙkNn-vûrtù) v.  intr. tr. re·con·vert·ed, re·con·vert·ing, 
re·con·verts. To undergo or cause to undergo conversion to a previous state or 

condition.   —reÙcon·verùsion (-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n. 



re·con·vey (rKÙkNn-v7ù) v.  tr. re·con·veyed, re·con·vey·ing, re·con·veys. 
To convey to a former owner or place.   —reÙcon·veyùance n. 

re·cord (rV-kôrdù) v.  re·cord·ed, re·cord·ing, re·cords.  —  v.  tr. 1. To set 

down for preservation in writing or other permanent form.  2. To register or 

indicate:  The clerk recorded the votes.  3. a. To register (sound or images) in per-

manent form by mechanical or electrical means for reproduction.  b. To register 

the words, sound, appearance, or performance of by such means:  recorded the 

oldest townspeople on tape; recorded the violin concerto.    —  v.  intr. To record 

something.   —  n.   also rec·ord (rHkùNrd) Abbr. rec. 1. a. An account, as of 

information or facts, set down especially in writing as a means of preserving 

knowledge.  b. Something on which such an account is based.  c. Something that 

records:  a fossil record.   2. Information or data on a particular subject collected 

and preserved:  the coldest day on record.  3. The known history of performance, 

activities, or achievement:  your academic record; hampered by a police record.  

4. An unsurpassed measurement:  a world record in weightlifting; a record for cold 

weather.  5. Computer Science. A collection of related, often adjacent items of 

data, treated as a unit.  6. Law. a. An account officially written and preserved as 

evidence or testimony.  b. An account of judicial or legislative proceedings writ-

ten and preserved as evidence.  c. The documents or volumes containing such 

evidence.   7. a. A disk designed to be played on a phonograph.  b. Something, 

such as magnetic tape, on which sound or visual images have been recorded.    
—idioms. go on record. To embrace a certain position publicly:  go on record 

in favor of the mayor’s reelection.  off the record. Not for publication:  The sena-

tor told the reporters that his remarks were strictly off the record.  on record. 
Known to have been stated or to have taken a certain position:  The senator’s oppo-

sition to the new legislation is on record.  [Middle English recorden, from Old 

French recorder, from Latin record7rX, to remember  : re-, re- + cor, cord-, heart; 

see kerd- in Appendix.]

rec·ord changer (rHkùNrd ch7njùNr) n.  A device on a phonograph that auto-

matically plays each in turn of a group of records stacked on the spindle. 

re·cord·er (rV-kôrùdNr) n.  1. One, such as a tape recorder, that makes recordings 

or records.  2. Law. A judge who has criminal jurisdiction in a city.  3. Music. A 

flute with eight finger holes and a whistlelike mouthpiece.  [Sense 3, probably 

from RECORD, to practice a tune, warble.]

re·cord·ing (rV-kôrùdVng) n.  Abbr. rec. 1. Something on which sound or visual 

images have been recorded.  2. A recorded sound or picture. 

re·cord·ist (rV-kôrùdVst) n.  One that records sound electronically, as for films or 

at concerts. 

re·count (rV-kountù) v.  tr. re·count·ed, re·count·ing, re·counts. 1. To nar-

rate the facts or particulars of.  See Synonyms at describe.  2. To enumerate.  



[Middle English recounten, from Old French reconter : re-, re- + conter, relate; see 

COUNT
1.] —re·countùal n. 

re-count (rK-kountù) v.  tr. re-·count·ed, re-·count·ing, re-·counts. To 

count again.   —  n.  (also rKùkountÙ) An additional count, especially a second 

count of votes cast in an election. 

re·coup (rV-kupù) v.  re·couped, re·coup·ing, re·coups.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

receive an equivalent for; make up for:  recoup a loss.  See Synonyms at recover.  
2. To return as an equivalent for; reimburse.  3. Law. To deduct or withhold (part 

of something due) for an equitable reason.   —  v.  intr. To regain a former favor-

able position.   —  n.  The act of recouping.  [Middle English recoupen, from Old 

French recouper, to cut back  : re-, re- + couper, to cut (from coup, blow); see 

COUP.] —re·coupùa·ble adj.  —re·coupùment n. 

re·course (rKùkôrsÙ, -korsÙ, rV-kôrsù, -korsù) n.  1. The act or an instance of 

turning or applying to a person or thing for aid or security:  have recourse to the 

courts.  2. One that is turned or applied to for aid or security:  His only recourse 

was the police.  3. Law. The right to demand payment from the endorser of a 

commercial paper when the first party liable fails to pay.  [Middle English recours, 

from Old French, from Latin recursus, a running back, from past participle of 

recurrere, to run back  : re-, re- + currere, to run; see kers- in Appendix.]

re·cov·er (rV-kƒvùNr) v.  re·cov·ered, re·cov·er·ing, re·cov·ers.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To get back; regain.  2. To restore (oneself) to a normal state:  He recovered 

himself after a slip on the ice.  3. To compensate for:  She recovered her losses.  4. To 

procure (usable substances, such as metal) from unusable substances, such as ore 

or waste.  5. To bring under observation again: “watching the comet since it was 

first recovered—first spotted since its 1910 visit” (Christian Science Monitor).   —  
v.  intr. 1. To regain a normal or usual condition, as of health.  2. To receive a 

favorable judgment in a lawsuit.  [Middle English recoveren, from Old French 

recoverer, from Latin recuper7re. See RECUPERATE.] —re·covùer·a·ble adj.  

—re·covùer·er n.  

SYNONYMS: recover, regain, recoup, retrieve. These verbs are compared as they

mean to get back something lost or taken away. Recover is the least specific: The

police recovered the stolen car. “In a few days Mr. Barnstaple had recovered strength

of body and mind” (H.G. Wells). “He... stood in the porch a minute to recover his

composure” (John Galsworthy). Regain suggests success in recovering something

that has been taken from one: “hopeful to regain/Thy Love” (John Milton); “re-

gain’d my freedom with a sigh” (Byron). To recoup is to get back the equivalent of

something lost: The teacher, who had bought the book for the school library, felt

entitled to recoup her expenses. Retrieve pertains to the effortful recovery of some-

thing (retrieved the ball from the end zone) or to the rectification of unfavorable

consequences or the making good of something gone amiss or awry: “a false step



that he was never able to retrieve” (John Morley). “By a brilliant coup he has re-

trieved... a rather serious loss” (Samuel Butler).

re-cov·er (rK-kƒvùNr) v.  tr. re-cov·ered, re-cov·er·ing, re-cov·ers. To cover 

anew:  re-cover an armchair. 

recoverable error (rV-kƒvùNr-N-bNl HrùNr) n.  Computer Science. A program 

error that does not prevent execution. 

re·cov·er·y (rV-kƒvùN-rK) n.  pl. re·cov·er·ies. 1. The act, process, duration, or 

an instance of recovering.  2. A return to a normal condition.  3. Something 

gained or restored in recovering.  4. The act of obtaining usable substances from 

unusable sources. 

recovery room (rV-kƒvùN-rK rum) n.  A hospital room equipped for the care 

and observation of patients immediately following surgery. 

rec·re·ant (rHkùrK-Nnt) adj.  1. Unfaithful or disloyal to a belief, duty, or cause.  

See Synonyms at faithless.  2. Craven or cowardly.   —  n.  1. A faithless or dis-

loyal person.  2. A coward.  [Middle English, from Old French, present participle 

of recroire, to remember, from Medieval Latin recrKdere, to yield, pledge  : Latin 

re-, re- + Latin crKdere, to believe; see kerd- in Appendix.] —recùre·ance, 
recùre·an·cy n.  —recùre·ant·ly adv. 

rec·re·ate (rHkùrK-7tÙ) v.  rec·re·at·ed, rec·re·at·ing, rec·re·ates.  —  v.  tr. 

To impart fresh life to; refresh mentally or physically.   —  v.  intr. To take recre-

ation.  [Middle English recreaten, from Latin recre7re, recre7t-  : re-, re- + cre7re, 

to create; see CREATE.] —recùre·aÙtive adj. 

re-cre·ate (rKÙkrK-7tù) v.  tr. re-cre·at·ed, re-cre·at·ing, re-cre·ates. To cre-

ate anew. 

rec·re·a·tion (rHkÙrK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. rec. Refreshment of one’s mind or body 

after work through activity that amuses or stimulates; play. 

rec·re·a·tion·al (rHkÙrK-7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to recreation:  recre-

ational swimming.  2. Of or relating to the occasional use, asserted not to be 

addictive, of narcotics: “You can’t accept recreational drug use and expect to control 

the drug problem” (Lacy Thornburg).   —recÙre·aùtion·al·ly adv. 

recreational vehicle (rHkÙrK-7ùshN-nNl vKùV-kNl) n.  Abbr. RV A vehicle, such 

as a camper or a motor home, used for traveling and recreational activities. 

recreation room (rHkÙrK-7ùshNn rum) n.  A room in a house or an institu-

tion suited for games, dancing, or other kinds of recreation. 

rec·re·ment (rHkùrN-mNnt) n.  Waste matter; dross.  [Latin recrKmentum : re-, 

re- + cernere, crK-, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.] —recÙre·menùtal (-

mHnùtl) adj. 

re·crim·i·nate (rV-krVmùN-n7tÙ) v.  re·crim·i·nat·ed, re·crim·i·nat·ing, 
re·crim·i·nates.  —  v.  tr. To accuse in return.   —  v.  intr. To counter one accu-

sation with another.  [Medieval Latin recrXmin7rX, recrXmin7t-  : Latin re-, re- + 



crXmin7re, to accuse (from crXmen, crXmin-, accusation, crime); see krei- in 

Appendix.] —re·crimùi·naÙtive, re·crimùi·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  

—re·crimùi·naÙtor n. 

re·crim·i·na·tion (rV-krVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of recriminating.  2. A 

countercharge. 

rec room (rHk rum) n.  Informal. A recreation room. 

re·cru·desce (rKÙkru-dHsù) v.  intr. re·cru·desced, re·cru·desc·ing, 
re·cru·desc·es. To break out anew or come into renewed activity, as after a 

period of quiescence.  See Synonyms at return.  [Latin recr7dKscere, to grow raw 

again  : re-, re- + cr7dKscere, to get worse (from cr7dus, raw); see kreuN- in 

Appendix.] —reÙcru·desùcence n.  —reÙcru·desùcent adj. 

re·cruit (rV-krutù) v.  re·cruit·ed, re·cruit·ing, re·cruits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

engage (persons) for military service.  2. To strengthen or raise (an armed force) 

by enlistment.  3. To supply with new members or employees.  4. To enroll or 

seek to enroll:  colleges recruiting minority students.  5. To replenish.  6. To renew 

or restore the health, vitality, or intensity of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To raise a military 

force.  2. To obtain replacements for or new supplies of something lost, wasted, 

or needed.  3. To regain lost health or strength; recover.   —  n.  Abbr. rct. 1. A 

newly engaged member of a military force, especially one of the lowest rank or 

grade.  2. A new member of an organization or a body.  [French recruter, from 

obsolete recrute, recruit, variant of recrue, from feminine past participle of 

recroître, to grow again, from Old French recroistre : re-, re- + croistre, to grow 

(from Latin crKscere); see ker-2 in Appendix.] —re·cruitùer n.  —re·cruitùment 
n. 

rec. sec. abbr.  Recording secretary. 

rect. abbr.  1. Receipt.  2. Rectangle; rectangular.  3. Rectified.  4. Rector; rectory. 

rec·ta (rHkùtN) n.  A plural of rectum. 
rec·tal (rHkùtNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or situated near the rectum.   —recùtal·ly 

adv. 

rec·tan·gle (rHkùt4ngÙgNl) n.  Abbr. rect. A four-sided plane figure with four 

right angles.  [French, from Medieval Latin rKctangulum, a right triangle, from 

Late Latin rKctiangulum : Latin rKctus, right; see reg- in Appendix + Latin angulus, 

angle.]

rec·tan·gu·lar (rHk-t4ngùgyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. rect. 1. Having the shape of a 

rectangle.  2. Having one or more right angles.  3. Designating a geometric coor-

dinate system with mutually perpendicular axes.   —rec·tanÙgu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-
tK) n.  —rec·tanùgu·lar·ly adv. 

rectangular coordinate (rHk-t4ngùgyN-lNr ko-ôrùdn-7tÙ) n.  Mathematics. A 

coordinate in a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. 

rec·ti (rHkùtXÙ) n.  Plural of rectus. 



rec·ti·fi·er (rHkùtN-fXÙNr) n.  1. One that rectifies:  a rectifier of many wrongs.  

2. Electronics. A device, such as a diode, that converts alternating current to direct 

current.  3. A worker who blends or dilutes whiskey or other alcoholic beverages. 

rec·ti·fy (rHkùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. rec·ti·fied, rec·ti·fy·ing, rec·ti·fies. 1. To set right; 

correct.  2. To correct by calculation or adjustment.  See Synonyms at correct.  
3. Chemistry. To refine or purify, especially by distillation.  4. Electronics. To con-

vert (alternating current) into direct current.  5. To adjust (the proof of alcoholic 

beverages) by adding water or other liquids.  [Middle English rectifien, from Old 

French rectifier, from Medieval Latin rKctific7re : Latin rKctus, right; see reg- in 

Appendix + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —recùti·fiÙa·ble adj.  —recÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-
k7ùshNn) n. 

rec·ti·lin·e·ar (rHkÙtN-lVnùK-Nr) adj.  Moving in, consisting of, bounded by, or 

characterized by a straight line or lines:  following a rectilinear path; rectilinear 

patterns in wallpaper.  [From Late Latin rKctilXneus : Latin rKctus, right; see reg- in 

Appendix + Latin lXnea, line; see LINE
1.] —recÙti·linùe·ar·ly adv. 

rec·ti·tude (rHkùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. Moral uprightness; righteousness.  See 

Synonyms at honesty.  2. The quality or condition of being correct in judgment.  

3. The quality of being straight.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late 

Latin rKctit7do, from Latin rKctus, straight. See reg- in Appendix.] 
—recÙti·tuùdi·nous adj. 

rec·to (rHkùto) n.  pl. rec·tos. Printing. A right-hand page of a book or the front 

side of a leaf, on the other side of the verso.  [From Latin (folio) rKcto, (the leaf) 

being right, ablative of rKctus, straight, right. See reg- in Appendix.]

rec·tor (rHkùtNr) n.  Abbr. R., rect. 1. A cleric in charge of a parish in the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church.  2. An Anglican cleric who has charge of a parish and 

owns the tithes from it.  3. A Roman Catholic priest appointed to be managerial 

as well as spiritual head of a church or other institution, such as a seminary or 

university.  4. The principal of certain schools, colleges, and universities.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin rKctor, director, from regere, rKct-, to rule. 

See reg- in Appendix.] —recùtor·ate (-Vt) n.  —rec·toùri·al (rHk-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-

) adj. 

rec·to·ry (rHkùtN-rK) n.  pl. rec·to·ries. Abbr. rect. 1. The house in which a par-

ish priest or minister lives.  2. a. An Anglican rector’s dwelling.  b. An Anglican 

rector’s office and benefice.  

rec·trix (rHkùtrVks) n.  pl. rec·tri·ces (rHkùtrV-sKzÙ, rHk-trXùsKz). One of the stiff 

main feathers of a bird’s tail, used to control the direction of flight.  [Latin rKctrXx, 

feminine of rKctor, director. See RECTOR.]

rec·tum (rHkùtNm) n.  pl. rec·tums or rec·ta (-tN). The terminal portion of the 

large intestine, extending from the sigmoid flexure to the anal canal.  [Middle 

English, from Latin (intestXnum) rKctum, straight (intestine), neuter of rKctus. See 

reg- in Appendix.]



rec·tus (rHkùtNs) n.  pl. rec·ti (-tXÙ). Any of various straight muscles, as of the 

abdomen, eye, neck, and thigh.  [New Latin (musculus) rKctus, from Latin, 

straight (muscle). See RECTUM.]

re·cum·bent (rV-kƒmùbNnt) adj.  1. Lying down, especially in a position of 

comfort or rest; reclining.  See Synonyms at prone.  2. Resting; idle.  3. Biology. 

Resting on the surface from which it arises. Used of an organ or other structure.  

[Latin recumbKns, recumbent- present participle of recumbere, to lie down  : re-, 

re- + cumbere, to lie.] —re·cumùbence, re·cumùben·cy n.  —re·cumùbent·ly 
adv. 

re·cu·per·ate (rV-kuùpN-r7tÙ, -kyuù-) v.  re·cu·per·at·ed, re·cu·per·at·ing, 
re·cu·per·ates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To return to health or strength; recover.  2. To 

recover from financial loss.   —  v.  tr. 1. To restore to health or strength.  2. To 

regain.  [Latin recuper7re, recuper7t-  : re-, re- + capere, to take; see kap- in 

Appendix.] —re·cuÙper·aùtion n.  —re·cuùper·aÙtive (-pN-r7ÙtVv, -pNr-N-tVv), 
re·cuùper·a·toÙry (-pNr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

re·cur (rV-kûrù) v.  intr. re·curred, re·cur·ring, re·curs. 1. To happen, come up, 

or show up again or repeatedly.  See Synonyms at return.  2. To return to one’s 

attention or memory.  3. To return in thought or discourse.  4. To have recourse:  

recur to the use of force.  [Latin recurrere : re-, re- + currere, to run; see kers- in 

Appendix.] —re·curùrence n. 

re·cur·rent (rV-kûrùNnt, -kƒrù-) adj.  1. Occurring or appearing again or repeat-

edly.  2. Anatomy. Turning in a reverse direction. Used of blood vessels and 

nerves.   —re·curùrent·ly adv. 

recurrent fever (rV-kûrùNnt fKùvNr) n.  See relapsing fever. 
re·cur·ring decimal (rV-kûrùVng dHsùN-mNl, -kƒrù-) n.  Mathematics. See 

repeating decimal. 
re·cur·sion (rV-kûrùzhNn) n.  Mathematics. 1. An expression, such as a polyno-

mial, each term of which is determined by application of a formula to preceding 

terms.  2. A formula that generates the successive terms of a recursion.  [Late 

Latin recursio, recursion-, a running back, from Latin recursus, past participle of 

recurrere, to run back. See RECUR.] —re·curùsive adj. 

re·cur·vate (rV-kûrùv7tÙ, -vVt) adj.  Bent or curved backward. 

re·curve (rK-kûrvù) v.  tr. intr. re·curved, re·curv·ing, re·curves. To curve 

(something) backward or downward or become curved backward or downward.  

[Latin recurv7re : re-, re- + curv7re, to curve (from curvus, curve); see CURVE.] 
—reÙcur·vaùtion (rKÙkûr-v7ùshNn) n. 

rec·u·sant (rHkùyN-zNnt, rV-kyuù-) n.  1. One of the Roman Catholics in 

England who incurred legal and social penalties in the 16th century and after-

ward for refusing to attend services of the Church of England.  2. A dissenter; a 

nonconformist.   —recùu·san·cy n.  —recùu·sant adj. 



re·cuse (rV-kyuzù) v.  tr. re·cused, re·cus·ing, re·cus·es. To disqualify or seek 

to disqualify from participation in a decision on grounds such as prejudice or 

personal involvement.  [Middle English recusen, from Old French recuser, from 

Latin rec7s7re : re-, re- + causa, cause.]

re·cy·cle (rK-sXùkNl) v.  tr. re·cy·cled, re·cy·cling, re·cy·cles. 1. To put or pass 

through a cycle again, as for further treatment.  2. To start a different cycle in.  

3. a. To extract useful materials from (garbage or waste).  b. To extract and reuse 

(useful substances found in waste).   4. a. To use again, especially to reprocess:  

recycle aluminum cans; recycle old jokes.  b. To recondition and adapt to a new use 

or function:  recycling old warehouses as condominiums.    —re·cyùcla·ble adj. , n.  

—re·cyùcler n. 

red (rHd) n.  1. a. Color. The hue of the long-wave end of the visible spectrum, 

evoked in the human observer by radiant energy with wavelengths of approxi-

mately 630 to 750 nanometers; any of a group of colors that may vary in lightness 

and saturation and whose hue resembles that of blood; one of the additive or light 

primaries; one of the psychological primary hues.  b. A pigment or dye having a 

red hue.  c. Something that has a red hue.   2. a.  Often Red. A Communist.  b. A 

revolutionary activist.    —  adj.  red·der, red·dest. 1. Color. Having a color 

resembling that of blood.  2. Reddish in color or having parts that are reddish in 

color:  a red dog; a red oak.  3. a. Having a reddish or coppery skin color.  b.  
Often Red. Offensive. Of or being a Native American.   4. Having a ruddy or 

flushed complexion:  red with embarrassment.  5.  Often Red. Communist.   
—idiom. in the red. Operating at a loss; in debt.  [Middle English, from Old 

English rKad. See reudh- in Appendix.] —redùly adv.  —redùness n. 

red. abbr.  1. Reduced.  2. Reduction. 

re·dact (rV-d4ktù) v.  tr. re·dact·ed, re·dact·ing, re·dacts. 1. To draw up or 

frame (a proclamation, for example).  2. To make ready for publication; edit or 

revise.  [Middle English redacten, from Latin redigere, red7ct-, to drive back  : re-, 

red-, re- + agere, to drive; see ACT.] —re·dacùtor (-d4kùtNr, -tôrÙ) n. 

re·dac·tion (rV-d4kùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of editing or revising a piece 

of writing; preparation for publication.  2. An edited work; a new edition or revi-

sion. 

red alga (rHd 4lùgN) n.  Any of various predominantly marine algae of the divi-

sion Rhodophyta, characteristically red or reddish in color. Often used in the plu-

ral. 

red·bait (rHdùb7tÙ) v.  tr. red·bait·ed, red·bait·ing, red·baits. To accuse, 

denounce, or attack (a person, for example) as a Communist or a Communist 

sympathizer.   —redùbaitÙer n.  —redùbaitÙing n. 

red·bird (rHdùbûrdÙ) n.  Any of various birds with red plumage, as the cardinal 

or scarlet tanager. 



red blood cell (rHd blƒd sHl) n.  Abbr. RBC, rbc A cell in the blood of verte-

brates that transports oxygen and carbon dioxide to and from the tissues. In 

mammals, the red blood cell is disk-shaped and biconcave, contains hemoglobin, 

and lacks a nucleus.  Also called erythrocyte, red cell, red corpuscle. 

red-blood·ed (rHdùblƒdùVd) adj.  Strong and highly spirited. 

red·breast (rHdùbrHstÙ) n.  1. A bird, such as the robin, that has a red breast.  

2. A freshwater sunfish (Lepomis auritus) of the eastern United States, having a 

reddish belly. 

red·brick (rHdùbrVkÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being the British universities other 

than Oxford and Cambridge.  [So-called because many of the buildings of such 

universities were built of red bricks.]

red·bud (rHdùbƒdÙ) n.  Any of several shrubs or small trees of the genus Cercis, 

having flat pods and pinkish flowers that bloom before the leaves appear.  Also 

called Judas tree 

red bug also red·bug (rHdùbƒgÙ) n.  See chigger (n., sense 1). 

red·cap (rHdùk4pÙ) n.  A porter, usually in a railroad station. 

Red·car (rHdùkärÙ)  A municipal borough of northeast England on the North Sea 

northeast of Middlesbrough. It is a seaside resort and has iron and steel indus-

tries. Population, 85,600. 

red carpet (rHd kärùpVt) n.  A carpet laid down for important visitors.   
—idiom. roll out the red carpet. To welcome with great hospitality or cere-

mony. 

red cedar (rHd sKùdNr) n.  1. An evergreen, coniferous, eastern North American 

tree (Juniperus virginiana) having fleshy, purplish-black seed cones.  2. A tall, 

evergreen, Pacific North American tree (Thuja plicata) having flattened branches, 

scalelike opposite leaves, and small, ovoid seed-bearing cones.  3. The reddish, 

aromatic, durable wood of either of these trees. 

red cell (rHd sHl) n.  See red blood cell. 
red cent (rHd sHnt) n.  Informal. Insignificant value:  not worth a red cent. 

Red Cloud (rHd kloud), 1822-1909.  Oglala Sioux leader of the resistance 

against the development of a trail through Wyoming and Montana by the U.S. 

government (1865-1867). 

Red·cloud Peak (rHdùkloudÙ pKk)  A mountain, 4,280.4 m (14,034 ft) high, in 

the San Juan Mountains of southwest Colorado. 

red clover (rHd kloùvNr) n.  A Eurasian plant (Trifolium pratense) having trifoli-

ate leaves and globular heads of fragrant rose-purple flowers, widely naturalized 

in North America and frequently planted as a forage or cover crop. 

red·coat (rHdùkotÙ) n.  A British soldier, especially one serving during the Amer-

ican Revolution. 

red corpuscle (rHd kôrùpN-sNl) n.  See red blood cell. 



Red Crescent (rHd krHsùNnt) n.  1. A branch of the Red Cross organization 

operating in a Muslim country.  2. The crescent-shaped emblem of such a 

branch. 

Red Cross (rHd krôs) n.  Abbr. RC 1. a. An international organization that cares 

for the wounded, sick, and homeless in wartime, according to the terms of the 

Geneva Convention of 1864, and now also during and following natural disasters.  

b. A national branch of this organization.   2. The emblem of this organization, a 

Geneva cross or a red Greek cross on a white background. 

redd (rHd) v.  tr. redd·ed or redd, redd·ing, redds. Chiefly Pennsylvania. To 

clear:  redd the dinner table.   —phrasal verb. redd up. To tidy:  She redded up 

the front room.  [Middle English dialectal redden, to clear an area (influenced by 

Middle English redden, to rescue, free from, from Old English hreddan), from 

Old Norse rydhja. See RID.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The terms redd and redd up came to the American Mid-

lands from the many Scottish immigrants who settled there. Meaning “to clear an

area or to make it tidy,” redd is still used in Scotland and Northern Ireland; in the

United States it is especially common in Pennsylvania as the phrasal verb redd up.

The term, which goes back to Old Norse rydhja, can be traced from the 15th cen-

tury to the present, particularly in dialects of Scotland and the North of England.

red deer (rHd dîr) n.  1. A common deer (Cervus elaphus) of Europe and Asia, 

having a reddish-brown coat.  2. The summer morph of the white-tailed deer, 

having a reddish coat. 

Red Deer (rHd dîr)  A city of south-central Alberta, Canada, on the Red Deer 

River north of Calgary. It is a trade center in a farm and dairy region. Population, 

46,393. 

Red Deer River (rHd dîr rVvùNr)  A river rising in the Rocky Mountains of 

southwest Alberta, Canada, and flowing about 619 km (385 mi) northeast then 

southeast and east across the province and into the South Saskatchewan River just 

across the Saskatchewan border. 

red·den (rHdùn) v.  tr. intr. red·dened, red·den·ing, red·dens. To make or 

become red. 

Red·ding (rHdùVng)  A city of northern California on the Sacramento River 

south of Shasta Lake. It is a resort and has lumbering and food-processing indus-

tries. Population, 41,995. 

red·dish (rHdùVsh) adj.  Color. Mixed or tinged with red; somewhat red.   
—redùdish·ness n. 

Red·ditch (rHdùVch)  An urban district of central England south of Birmingham. 

It was designated a new town in 1964 to alleviate overcrowding in Birmingham 

and the surrounding area. Population, 67,400. 



red·dle (rHdùl) n.  & v.   Variant of ruddle. 
red-dog (rHdùdôgù, -dmgù) Football. n.  See blitz (n., sense 3).   —  v.  red-

·dogged, red-·dog·ging, red-·dogs.  —  v.  tr. To rush (the quarterback) in a 

blitz.   —  v.  intr. To carry out a blitz. 

red drum (rHd drƒm) n.  A large food fish (Sciaenops ocellata) of the Atlantic 

coastal waters of North America.  Also called channel bass 

rede (rKd) v.  tr. red·ed, red·ing, redes. 1. To give advice to; counsel.  2. To 

interpret; explain.   —  n.  1. Advice or counsel.  2. Archaic. A narration.  [Middle 

English reden, from Old English r<dan. See ar- in Appendix.]

re·dec·o·rate (rK-dHkùN-r7tÙ) v.  re·dec·o·rat·ed, re·dec·o·rat·ing, 
re·dec·o·rates.  —  v.  tr. To change the appearance or furnishings of; refurbish.   
—  v.  intr. To change a decorative scheme.   —re·decÙo·raùtion n.  

—re·decùo·raùtor n. 

re·deem (rV-dKmù) v.  tr. re·deemed, re·deem·ing, re·deems. 1. To recover 

ownership of by paying a specified sum.  2. To pay off (a promissory note, for 

example).  3. To turn in (coupons, for example) and receive something in 

exchange.  4. To fulfill (a pledge, for example).  5. To convert into cash:  redeem 

stocks.  6. To set free; rescue or ransom.  7. To save from a state of sinfulness and 

its consequences.  See Synonyms at save1.  8. To make up for:  The low price of 

the clothes dryer redeems its lack of special features.  9. To restore the honor, worth, 

or reputation of:  You botched the last job but can redeem yourself on this one.  

[Middle English redemen, from Old French redimer, from Latin redimere : re-, 

red-, re- + emere, to buy; see em- in Appendix.] —re·deemùa·ble adj. 

re·deem·er (rV-dKùmNr) n.  1. One who redeems.  2. Redeemer. Jesus. 

red eft (rHd Hft) n.  The bright red terrestrial stage in the life cycle of a newt 

(Notophthalmus viridescens) of the eastern United States.  Also called red-spotted 

eft 

re·de·liv·er (rKÙdV-lVvùNr) v.  tr. re·de·liv·ered, re·de·liv·er·ing, re·de·liv·ers. 
1. To deliver again.  2. To deliver in return; give back. 

re·demp·tion (rV-dHmpùshNn) n.  1. The act of redeeming or the condition of 

having been redeemed.  2. Recovery of something pawned or mortgaged.  3. The 

payment of an obligation, as a government’s payment of the value of its bonds.  

4. Deliverance upon payment of ransom; rescue.  5. Theology. Salvation from sin 

through Jesus’s sacrifice.  [Middle English redempcioun, from Old French 

redemption, from Latin redKmptio, redKmption-, from redKmptus, past participle 

of redimere, to redeem. See REDEEM.] —re·dempùtion·al, re·dempùtive, 
re·dempùto·ry (-tN-rK)  adj. 

re·demp·tion·er (rV-dHmpùshN-nNr) n.  A colonial emigrant from Europe to 

America who paid for the voyage by serving for a specified period as a bondser-

vant. 



Re·demp·tor·ist (rV-dHmpùtNr-Vst) n.  A member of the Congregation of the 

Most Holy Redeemer, a Roman Catholic order founded in 1732 by Saint Alphon-

sus Liguori (1696-1787).  [French rédemptoriste, from Late Latin redKmptor, 

redeemer, from Latin, contractor, from redimere, to buy back. See REDEEM.]

re·de·ploy (rKÙdV-ploiù) v.  tr. re·de·ployed, re·de·ploy·ing, re·de·ploys. 
1. To move (military forces) from one combat zone to another.  2. To shift 

(something) from one place or use to another for greater effectiveness:  redeploy 

the company’s resources.   —reÙde·ployùment n. 

re·de·sign (rKÙdV-zXnù) v.  tr. re·de·signed, re·de·sign·ing, re·de·signs. To 

make a revision in the appearance or function of.   —reÙde·signù n. 

re·de·vel·op (rKÙdV-vHlùNp) v.  re·de·vel·oped, re·de·vel·op·ing, 
re·de·vel·ops.  —  v.  tr. 1. To develop (something) again.  2. To tone or inten-

sify (a photographic print, for example) by a second developing process.  3. To 

restore (buildings or neighborhoods, for example) to a better condition:  redevel-

oped the waterfront.   —  v.  intr. To develop again.   —reÙde·velùop·er n.  

—reÙde·velùop·ment n. 

red·eye (rHdùXÙ) n.  1. Informal. A danger signal on a railroad.  2. Slang. A late-

night or overnight flight:  caught the redeye from Los Angeles to New York.  3. Any 

of several fishes with red eyes, as the rock bass.  4. Slang. Inferior whiskey. 

redeye gravy (rHdùXÙ gr7ùvK) n.  Gravy made from the juices of a cooked ham. 

red-faced (rHdùf7stù) adj.  Embarrassed: “They were caught red-handed, and 

now they are red-faced” (Margaret Thatcher). 

red fir (rHd fûr) n.  1. An evergreen tree (Abies magnifica) of California and Ore-

gon, having reddish wood valued as timber.  2. The wood of this tree. 

red fire (rHd fXr) n.  Any of various combustible compounds, especially salts of 

lithium or strontium, that burn bright red and are used in flares and fireworks. 

red·fish (rHdùfVshÙ) n.  pl. redfish or red·fish·es. Any of several fishes that are 

reddish in color, as the red drum and the rosefish. 

Red·ford (rHdùfNrd)  A community of southeast Michigan, a suburb of Detroit. 

Population, 58,441. 

red fox (rHd fmks) n.  A fox of the genus Vulpes, characteristically having reddish 

fur, especially V. fulva of North America and V. vulpes of Europe. 

Red·grave (rHdùgr7vÙ), Sir Michael. 1908-1985.  British actor noted for his 

Shakespearean and motion-picture roles. His daughters Vanessa (born 1937) 

and Lynn (born 1943) are both versatile actresses. 

red giant (rHd jXùNnt) n.  A star of great size and brightness that has a relatively 

low surface temperature. 

red grouse (rHd grous) n.  A grouse (Lagopus lagopus subsp. scoticus) of the 

British Isles that has chestnut plumage and inhabits open fields.  Also called 

moorfowl 



Red Guard (rHd gärd) n.  1. A member of an activist youth movement in 

China, prominent during the Chinese Cultural Revolution of the late 1960’s, that 

espoused Maoist principles.  2. A member of a radical political group with Mao-

ist leanings.  [Translation of Chinese (Mandarin) hóng wèi bXng : hóng, red + wèi 

bXng, guard.]

red gum1 (rHd gƒm) n.  Any of several Australian evergreen trees of the genus 

Eucalyptus, especially E. camaldulensis or E. calophylla, having lance-shaped, aro-

matic leaves. 

red gum2 (rHd gƒm) n.  See strophulus. 
red-hand·ed (rHdùh4nùdVd) adv.  & adj.  In the act of committing something 

wrong.   —redù-handùed·ly adv. 

red·head (rHdùhHdÙ) n.  1. A person with red hair.  2. A North American duck 

(Aythya americana), the male of which has black and gray plumage and a reddish 

head. 

red·head·ed (rHdùhHdÙVd) adj.  1. Having red hair.  2. Having a red head:  a 

redheaded woodpecker. 

red heat (rHd hKt) n.  1. The temperature of a red-hot substance.  2. The physi-

cal condition of a red-hot substance. 

red herring (rHd hHrùVng) n.  1. A smoked herring having a reddish color.  

2. Something that draws attention away from the central issue.  [From its use to 

distract hunting dogs from the trail.]

red hind (rHd hXnd) n.  A reddish-brown grouper (Epinephelus guttatus) of the 

West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico, having dark red-brown spots. 

red-hot (rHdùhmtù) adj.  1. Glowing hot; very hot.  2. Heated, as with excite-

ment, anger, or enthusiasm:  a red-hot speech.  3. Very recent; new:  red-hot infor-

mation.   —  n.  1.  See hot dog.  2. A small, usually round red candy strongly 

flavored with cinnamon. 

re·di·a (rKùdK-N) n.  pl. re·di·ae (-dK-KÙ). A larva of certain trematodes that is 

produced within the sporocyst and that can give rise to additional rediae or to 

cercariae.  [New Latin, after Francesco Redi (1626-1697), Italian naturalist.]

re·did (rK-dVdù) v.  Past tense of redo. 
re·dif·fer·en·ti·a·tion (rKÙdVf-N-rHnÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Biology. A process by 

which a group of once differentiated cells return to their original specialized 

form. 

red·in·gote (rHdùVng-gotÙ) n.  1. A man’s long double-breasted topcoat with 

full skirt.  2. A woman’s full-length unlined coat or dress open down the front to 

show a dress or underdress.  [French, alteration of English riding coat.]

red ink (rHd Vngk) n.  1. A financial loss in business.  2. The condition of show-

ing a fiscal deficit:  a firm drowning in red ink.  [From the use of red ink to record 

debits and losses in financial records.]



red·in·te·gra·tion (rHd-VnÙtV-gr7ùshNn, rV-dVnÙ-) n.  Psychology. Evocation of a 

particular state of mind resulting from the recurrence of one of the elements that 

made up the original experience.  [Middle English redintegracion, from Latin 

redintegr7tio, redintegr7tion-, from redintegr7tus, past participle of redintegr7re, 

to make whole again  : re-, red-, re- + integer, whole, entire; see INTEGER.] 
—red·inùte·graÙtive adj.  —red·inùte·graÙtor n. 

re·di·rect (rKÙdV-rHktù, -dX-) v.  tr. re·di·rect·ed, re·di·rect·ing, re·di·rects. To 

change the direction or course of.   —  n.  (rKùdV-rHktÙ, -dX-) Law. A redirect 

examination.   —reÙdi·recùtion n. 

redirect examination (rKÙdV-rHktù Vg-z4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Law. Further 

examination of a witness after cross-examination, carried out by the party that 

first called the witness. 

re·dis·count (rK-dVsùkountÙ) v.  tr. re·dis·count·ed, re·dis·count·ing, 
re·dis·counts. To discount again.   —  n.  1. The act of rediscounting.  2.  Often 

rediscounts. Commercial paper that is discounted a second time. 

re·dis·trib·ute (rKÙdV-strVbùyut) v.  tr. re·dis·trib·ut·ed, re·dis·trib·ut·ing, 
re·dis·trib·utes. To distribute again in a different way; reallocate. 

re·dis·tri·bu·tion (rKÙdVs-trN-byuùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of redistrib-

uting.  2. An economic theory or policy that advocates reducing inequalities in 

the distribution of wealth.   —reÙdis·tri·buùtion·ist adj.  & n. 

re·dis·trict (rK-dVsùtrVkt) v.  tr. re·dis·trict·ed, re·dis·trict·ing, re·dis·tricts. 
To divide again into districts, especially to give new boundaries to administrative 

or election districts. 

red·i·vi·vus (rHdÙN-vXùvNs, -vKù-) adj.  Come back to life; revived: “defenders of 

the Imperial Presidency redivivus” (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.).  [Late Latin redivX-
vus, from Latin, renewed  : re-, red-, re- + vXvus, living; see VIVIFY.]

Red Jack·et (rHd j4kùVt), 1756?-1830.  Seneca leader who advocated peace with 

the United States while resisting the geographic and cultural encroachment of set-

tlers. 

Red·lands (rHdùlNndz)  A city of southern California in the San Bernardino Val-

ley. It is primarily residential with varied light industries. Population, 60,394. 

red lead (rHd lHd) n.  A poisonous bright red powder, Pb3O4, used in paints, 

glass, pottery, and packing for pipe joints. 

red-let·ter (rHdùlHtùNr) adj.  Memorably happy:  a red-letter day.  [From the 

practice of marking in red the holy days in church calendars.]

red light (rHd lXt) n.  1. The red-colored light that signals traffic to stop.  

2. Informal. A command to stop. 

red-light district (rHdùlXtÙ dVsùtrVkt) n.  A neighborhood containing many 

brothels. 

red·line (rHdùlXnÙ) v.  red·lined, red·lin·ing, red·lines.  —  v.  intr. To refuse 

home mortgages or home insurance to areas or neighborhoods deemed poor 



financial risks.   —  v.  tr. 1. To discriminate against by refusing to grant loans, 

mortgages, or insurance to.  2. To remove from operational status because of 

mechanical defects or the need for scheduled maintenance:  redlined three fighter 

aircraft. 

red maple (rHd m7ùpNl) n.  A medium-sized eastern North American maple 

(Acer rubrum) having reddish twigs and buds. 

red meat (rHd mKt) n.  Meat, especially beef, that is dark-colored before being 

cooked. 

Red·mond (rHdùmNnd)  A city of west-central Washington, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Seattle east of Lake Washington. Population, 35,800. 

Red·mond (rHdùmNnd), John Edward. 1856-1918.  Irish nationalist politician 

who succeeded Charles Parnell as the principal advocate of Irish home rule. His 

support for Britain during World War I and his opposition to Sinn Fein under-

mined his influence. 

red mulberry (rHd mƒlùbHrÙK) n.  A deciduous eastern North American tree 

(Morus rubra) having irregularly lobed leaves and edible, fleshy, red to purple, 

multiple fruit. 

red mullet (rHd mƒlùVt) n.  See goatfish. 
red·neck (rHdùnHkÙ) n.  Offensive Slang. 1. Used as a disparaging term for a 

member of the white rural laboring class, especially in the southern United States.  

2. One who is regarded as having a provincial, conservative, often bigoted socio-

political attitude. 

re·do (rK-duù) v.  tr. re·did (-dVdù), re·done (-dƒnù), re·do·ing, re·does (-

dƒzù). 1. To do over again.  2. To redecorate:  redo a living area in yellow. 

red oak (rHd ok) n.  Either of two eastern North American deciduous trees 

(Quercus rubra or Q. falcata) having deeply and acutely lobed leaves and a saucer-

shaped cup enclosing the lower third of the nut. 

red ocher (rHd oùkNr) n.  A form of hematite used as a red pigment. 

red·o·lence (rHdùl-Nns) also red·o·len·cy (-l-Nn-sK) n.  The quality or state of 

being redolent.  See Synonyms at fragrance. 
red·o·lent (rHdùl-Nnt) adj.  1. Having or emitting fragrance; aromatic.  

2. Suggestive; reminiscent:  a campaign redolent of machine politics.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin redolKns, redolent- present participle of red-

olKre, to smell  : re-, red-, re- + olKre, to smell.] —redùo·lent·ly adv. 

Re·don (rN-dmnù, -dôNù), Odilon. 1840-1916.  French artist and forerunner of 

surrealism whose works include eerie lithographs and floral paintings. 

Re·don·do Beach (rV-dmnùdo bKch)  A city of southern California, a residen-

tial suburb of Los Angeles on the Pacific Ocean. Population, 60,167. 

re·done (rK-dƒnù) v.  Past participle of redo. 



red osier (rHd oùzhNr) n.  North American shrub (Cornus sericea) often growing 

in dense clumps and having red branches, white flowers, and bluish-white 

drupes. 

re·dou·ble (rK-dƒbùNl) v.  re·dou·bled, re·dou·bling, re·dou·bles.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To double.  2. To repeat.  3. Games. To double the doubling bid of (an oppo-

nent) in bridge.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become twice as great.  2. Games. To double a 

double in bridge. 

re·doubt (rV-doutù) n.  1. A small, often temporary defensive fortification.  2. A 

reinforcing earthwork or breastwork within a permanent rampart.  3. A pro-

tected place of refuge or defense.  [French redoute, from Italian ridotto, from 

Medieval Latin reductus, concealed place, from Latin, past participle of red7cere, 

to withdraw, lead back. See REDUCE.]

Re·doubt (rKùdoutÙ), Mount. A volcano, 3,111 m (10,200 ft) high, of southern 

Alaska. The highest peak of the Aleutian Range, it erupted in 1989 for the first 

time in 25 years. 

re·doubt·a·ble (rV-douùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Arousing fear or awe; formidable.  

2. Worthy of respect or honor.  [Middle English redoubtabel, from Old French 

redoutable, from redouter, to dread  : re-, re- + douter, to doubt, fear; see DOUBT.] 
—re·doubtùa·bly adv. 

re·dound (rV-doundù) v.  intr. re·dound·ed, re·dound·ing, re·dounds. 
1. To have an effect or consequence:  deeds that redound to one’s discredit.  2. To 

return; recoil:  Glory redounds upon the brave.  3. To contribute; accrue.  [Middle 

English redounden, to abound, from Old French redonder, from Latin redund7re, 

to overflow. See REDUNDANT.]

red·out (rHdùoutÙ) n.  A sudden reddening of the visual field accompanied by 

severe headache and caused by engorgement of the blood vessels of the head 

when a person is subjected to a negative force of gravity, as in stunt flying. 

re·dox (rKùdmksÙ) n.  Oxidation-reduction.  [RED(UCTION) + OX(IDATION).]

red panda (rHd p4nùdN) n.  See panda (n., sense 2). 

red-pen·cil (rHdùpHnùsNl) v.  tr. red-pen·ciled also red-pen·cilled, red-
pen·cil·ing also red-pen·cil·ling, red-pen·cils also red-pen·cils. To censor, 

cut, revise, or correct with or as if with a red pencil. 

red pepper (rHd pHpùNr) n.  1. The pungent, red, podlike fruit of any of several 

cultivars of the pepper plants, Capsicum frutescens and C. annum.  2.  See cay-
enne pepper. 

red pine (rHd pXn) n.  An evergreen timber tree (Pinus resinosa) of northeast 

North America, having long, flexible, glossy leaves grouped in fascicles of two.  

Also called Norway pine 

red·poll (rHdùpolÙ) n.  Any of several small finches of the genus Carduelis of 

northern North America and Eurasia, especially C. flammea, having a red crown 

and black chin. 



Red Poll (rHd pol)  or Red Polled (pold) n.  Any of a breed of reddish, hornless 

cattle developed in England and raised for milk and meat. 

red puccoon (rHd pN-kunù) n.  See bloodroot. 
re·dress (rV-drHsù) v.  tr. re·dressed, re·dress·ing, re·dress·es. 1. To set right; 

remedy or rectify.  2. To make amends to.  3. To make amends for.  See Synonyms 

at correct.  4. To adjust (a balance, for example).   —  n.  (also rKùdrHs) 

1. Satisfaction for wrong or injury; reparation.  See Synonyms at reparation.  
2. Correction or reformation.  [Middle English redressen, from Old French 

redrecier : re-, re- + drecier, to arrange; see DRESS.] —re·dressùer, re·dresùsor n. 

red ribbon (rHd rVbùNn) n.  An emblem, a badge, or a rosette made of red rib-

bon that is awarded as the second prize in a competition. 

Red River (rHd rVvùNr)  1.  Or in China Yu·an Jiang (yu-änù jyängù, yüänù). 
and in Vietnam Hong Ha (hôngù häù)  or Song Hong (sôngù hôngù). A river of 

southeast Asia rising in southern China and flowing about 1,175 km (730 mi) 

generally south through northern Vietnam to a fertile delta on the Gulf of 

Tonkin.  2. A river of the south-central United States rising in two branches in the 

Texas Panhandle and flowing about 1,638 km (1,018 mi) eastward along the 

Texas-Oklahoma border and into Arkansas, where it changes direction and flows 

southward into Louisiana and then southeast to the Mississippi River.  3.  Also 

Red River of the North. A river of the north-central United States and south-

central Canada formed by the confluence of two tributaries in west-central Min-

nesota and flowing about 499 km (310 mi) north along the Minnesota-North 

Dakota border into southeast Manitoba, Canada, where it empties into Lake Win-

nipeg. The Red River Valley is a fertile region for growing wheat, flax, and bar-

ley. 

red·root (rHdùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  1. An eastern North American bog plant (Lach-

nanthes caroliana) having red roots and woolly yellow flowers.  2.  See pigweed 
(n., sense 2).  3.  See ceanothus. 

red salmon (rHd s4mùNn) n.  See sockeye salmon. 
Red Sea (rHd sK)  A long, narrow sea between northeast Africa and the Arabian 

Peninsula. It is linked with the Mediterranean to the north through the Gulf of 

Suez and the Suez Canal and with the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea to the 

south through the strait of Bab el Mandeb. 

red·shank (rHdùsh4ngkÙ) n.  An Old World wading bird (Tringa totanus) having 

long red legs. 

red shift (rHd shVft) n.  An increase in the wavelength of radiation emitted by a 

celestial body as a consequence of the Doppler effect.  [From the fact that the 

longer wavelengths of light are at the red end of the visible spectrum.]

red·shirt (rHdùshûrtÙ) v.  tr. red·shirt·ed, red·shirt·ing, red·shirts. Sports. To 

keep (a college or school athlete) out of varsity competition for one year in order 



to extend the athlete’s period of eligibility.  [From the red jerseys worn by such 

athletes to distinguish them from the regular players.] —redùshirtÙ adj.  & n. 

red·should·ered hawk (rHdùshoÙdNrd hôk) n.  A medium-sized North 

American hawk (Buteo lineatus), having rufous shoulder feathers and found typi-

cally in wet woodlands and savannas. 

red·skin (rHdùskVnÙ) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Native 

American. 

red snapper (rHd sn4pùNr) n.  Any of several marine food fishes of the genus 

Lutjanus, of tropical and semitropical waters, having red or reddish bodies. 

red snow (rHd sno) n.  Snow on which red-pigmented algae has grown, com-

monly found in Arctic and Alpine regions. 

red spider (rHd spXùdNr) n.  Any of various small red mites of the family Tet-

ranychidae that feed on vegetation, causing damage to the leaves.  Also called spi-

der mite 

red-spot·ted eft (rHdùspmtÙVd Hft) n.  See red eft. 
Red Square (rHd skwâr)  A large open area in central Moscow bordered by the 

Kremlin, Lenin’s tomb, St. Basil’s Cathedral, and the GUM department store. 

red squill (rHd skwVl) n.  1.  See sea onion (n., sense 1).  2. A powder prepared 

from the bulbs of the red squill and used as a rat poison. 

red squirrel (rHd skwûrùNl) n.  A North American squirrel (Tamiasciurus hud-

sonicus) having reddish or tawny fur. 

red·start (rHdùstärtÙ) n.  1. A small North American bird (Setophaga ruticilla), 

the male of which has black plumage with orange patches on the wings and tail.  

2. A European bird (Phoenicurus phoenicurus) having grayish plumage and a 

rust-red breast and tail.  [RED + obsolete start, tail (from Middle English stert, 

from Old English steort); see ster-1 in Appendix.]

red-tailed hawk (rHdùt7ldÙ hôk) n.  A heavy-bodied North American hawk 

(Buteo jamaicensis) that feeds primarily on rodents and has a conspicuous red-

dish-brown tail in the male. 

red tape (rHd t7p) n.  Official forms and procedures, especially when oppres-

sively complex and time consuming.  [From its former use in tying British official 

documents.]

red tide (rHd tXd) n.  A bloom of dinoflagellates that causes reddish discolora-

tion of coastal ocean waters. Certain dinoflagellates of the genus Gonyamlax pro-

duce toxins that kill fish and contaminate shellfish. 

red·top (rHdùtmpÙ) n.  A widely cultivated Eurasian grass (Agrostis gigantea) hav-

ing reddish flower clusters. 

re·duce (rV-dusù, -dyusù) v.  re·duced, re·duc·ing, re·duc·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To bring down, as in extent, amount, or degree; diminish.  See Synonyms at 

decrease.  2. To bring to a humbler, weaker, difficult, or forced state or condi-

tion; especially: a. To gain control of; conquer: “a design to reduce them under 



absolute despotism” (Declaration of Independence).  b. To subject to destruction:  

Enemy bombers reduced the city to rubble.  c. To weaken bodily:  was reduced 

almost to emaciation.  d. To sap the spirit or mental energy of.  e. To compel to 

desperate acts:  The Depression reduced many to begging on street corners.  f. To 

lower in rank or grade; demote.  See Synonyms at demote.  g. To powder or pul-

verize.  h. To thin (paint) with a solvent.   3. To lower the price of:  The store has 

drastically reduced winter coats.  4. To put in order or arrange systematically:  

reduce a complex tax situation.  5. To separate into orderly components by analy-

sis.  6. Chemistry. a. To decrease the valence of (an atom) by adding electrons.  

b. To remove oxygen from (a compound).  c. To add hydrogen to (a compound).  

d. To change to a metallic state by removing nonmetallic constituents; smelt.   

7. Mathematics. To simplify the form of (an expression, such as a fraction) with-

out changing the value.  8. Medicine. To restore (a fractured or displaced body 

part) to a normal condition or position.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become diminished.  

2. To lose weight, as by dieting.  3. Biology. To undergo meiosis.  [Middle English 

reducen, to bring back, from Old French reducier, from Latin red7cere : re-, re- + 

d7cere, to lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —re·ducùer n.  —re·ducÙi·bilùi·ty n.  

—re·ducùi·ble adj.  —re·ducùi·bly adv. 

re·duc·ing agent (rV-duùsVng 7ùjNnt, -dyuù-) n.  A substance that chemically 

reduces other substances, especially by donating an electron or electrons. 

re·duc·tant (rV-dƒkùtNnt) n.  A reducing agent.  [REDUCT(ION) + -ANT.]

re·duc·tase (rV-dƒkùt7sÙ, -t7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that promotes reduction of an 

organic compound.  [REDUCT(ION) + -ASE.]

re·duc·ti·o ad ab·sur·dum (rV-dƒkùtK-o 4d Nb-sûrùdNm, -zûrù-, -shK-o) n.  

pl. re·duc·ti·o·nes ad absurdum (-oùnKz, -n7s). Disproof of a proposition by 

showing the absurdity of its inevitable conclusion.  [Medieval Latin reductio ad 

absurdum : Latin reductio, a bringing back, reduction + Latin ad, to + Latin absur-

dum, absurdity, from neuter of absurdus, absurd.]

re·duc·tion (rV-dƒkùshNn) n.  Abbr. red. 1. The act or process of reducing.  

2. The result of reducing:  a reduction in absenteeism.  3. The amount by which 

something is lessened or diminished:  a reduction of 12 percent in violent crime.  

4. Biology. The first meiotic division, in which the chromosome number is 

reduced.  Also called reduction division 5. Chemistry. a. A decrease in positive 

valence or an increase in negative valence by the gaining of electrons.  b. A reac-

tion in which hydrogen is combined with a compound.  c. A reaction in which 

oxygen is removed from a compound.   6. Mathematics. a. The canceling of com-

mon factors in the numerator and denominator of a fraction.  b. The converting 

of a fraction to its decimal equivalent.  c. The converting of an expression or 

equation to its simplest form.   [Middle English reduccion, restoration, from Old 

French reduction, from Latin reductio, reduction-, from reductus, past participle of 

red7cere, to bring back. See REDUCE.] —re·ducùtion·al adj. 



re·duc·tion·ism (rV-dƒkùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  An attempt or a tendency to explain 

complex phenomena or structures by relatively simple principles, as by asserting 

that life processes or mental acts are instances of chemical and physical laws: “Our 

educational system has had a dangerous predilection for reductionism—an addiction 

to the primary, the elementary” (Frederick Turner).   —re·ducùtion·ist adj. , n.  

—re·ducÙtion·isùtic adj. 

re·duc·tive (rV-dƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to reduction.  2. Relating to, 

being an instance of, or exhibiting reductionism.  3. Relating to or being an 

instance of reductivism.   —re·ducùtive·ly adv. 

re·duc·tiv·ism (rV-dƒkùtN-vVzÙNm) n.  See minimalism (n., sense 1).  

—re·ducùtiv·ist n. 

re·dun·dan·cy (rV-dƒnùdNn-sK) n.  pl. re·dun·dan·cies. 1. The state of being 

redundant.  2. A superfluity; an excess.  3. Unnecessary repetition.  4. Electronics. 

Duplication or repetition of elements in electronic equipment to provide alterna-

tive functional channels in case of failure.  5. Repetition of parts or all of a mes-

sage to circumvent transmission errors.  

USAGE NOTE: The usages that critics have condemned as redundancies fall

into several classes. In some cases, such as consensus of opinion, close proximity,

hollow tube, and refer back, the use of what is regarded as an unnecessary modifier

or qualifier can sometimes be justified on the grounds that it in fact makes a se-

mantic contribution. Thus a hollow tube can be distinguished from one that has

been blocked up with deposits, and a consensus of opinion can be distinguished

from a consensus of judgments or practice. In other cases the use of the qualifier

is harder to defend. Thus there is no way to revert without reverting back and no

consensus that is not general. • Sometimes recognition of redundancy may require

familiarity with a foreign language. The expressions Sierra Mountains and Rio

Grande River are indeed redundant for those who know Spanish, but the use of

the words mountains and river may still serve some purpose when one is address-

ing an English-speaking audience. Occasionally, what originates as a redundant

element may, through long use, become part of the established name of a thing.

Thus a reference to the site of a famous World War II battle as “the El Alamein”

incorporates three versions of the definite article, in English, Spanish, and Arabic.

See Usage Note at close. See Usage Note at consensus. See Usage Note at cross
section. See Usage Note at mental telepathy. See Usage Note at rarely. See

Usage Note at refer.

re·dun·dant (rV-dƒnùdNnt) adj.  1. Exceeding what is necessary or natural; 

superfluous.  2. Needlessly repetitive; verbose.  3. Electronics. Of or involving 

redundancy in electronic equipment.  4. Of or involving redundancy in the trans-

mission of messages.  [Latin redund7ns, redundant- present participle of 



redund7re, to overflow  : re-, red-, re- + und7re, to surge (from unda, wave); see 

wed-1 in Appendix.] —re·dunùdant·ly adv. 

re·du·pli·cate (rV-duùplN-k7tÙ, -dyuù-) v.  re·du·pli·cat·ed, 
re·du·pli·cat·ing, re·du·pli·cates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To repeat over and again; 

redouble.  2. Linguistics. a. To double (the initial syllable or all of a root word) to 

produce an inflectional or derivational form.  b. To form (a new word) by dou-

bling all or part of a word.    —  v.  intr. To be doubled.   —  adj.  (-plN-kVt) Dou-

bled.  [Late Latin reduplic7re, reduplic7t-  : Latin re-, re- + duplic7re, to duplicate; 

see DUPLICATE.]

re·du·pli·ca·tion (rV-duÙplV-k7ùshNn, -dyuÙ-) n.  1. The act of reduplicating 

or the state of being reduplicated.  2. The product or result of reduplicating.  

3. Linguistics. a. A word formed by or containing a reduplicated element.  b. The 

added element in a word form that is reduplicated.    —re·duùpli·caÙtive adj.  

—re·duùpli·caÙtive·ly adv. 

re·du·vi·id (rV-duùvK-Vd, -dyuù-) n.  See assassin bug.  [From New Latin 

Reduviidae, family name, from Reduvius, type genus, from Latin reduvia, hang-

nail, fragment. See eu-1 in Appendix.]

re·dux (rK-dƒksù) adj.  Brought back; returned. Used postpositively.  [Latin  : re-, 

re- + dux, leader; see DUKE.]

red valerian (rHd vN-lîrùK-Nn) n.  A Mediterranean perennial plant (Centran-

thus ruber) having glabrous, ovate leaves and fragrant crimson to pale red flowers 

borne in dense terminal clusters. 

red·wing (rHdùwVngÙ) n.  1.  See red-winged blackbird.  2. A European 

thrush (Turdus iliacus) having reddish feathers under the wings and a white eye 

stripe. 

red-winged blackbird (rHdùwVngdÙ bl4kùbûrdÙ) n.  A North American 

blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), the male of which has scarlet patches on the 

wings.  Also called redwing 

red wolf (rHd wtlf) n.  A small reddish wolf (Canis rufus) of the southeast 

United States, having gray or black highlights and existing almost exclusively in 

captivity. 

red·wood (rHdùwtdÙ) n.  1. a. A very tall, evergreen, coniferous tree (Sequoia 

sempervirens) native to the coastal ranges of southern Oregon and central and 

northern California, having small, seed-bearing cones with peltate scales and 

unflattened branches.  b. The soft, reddish wood of this tree.  Also called sequoia  

2. Any of various woods having a reddish color or yielding a red dye. 

Red·wood City (rHdùwtdÙ sVtùK)  A city of western California northwest of 

Palo Alto. It is a residential community with an electronics industry. Population, 

66,072. 



re·ech·o also re-ech·o (rV-Hkùo) v.  re·ech·oed, re·ech·o·ing, re·ech·oes.  
—  v.  intr. To sound back or reverberate.   —  v.  tr. To echo back; repeat.  See 

Synonyms at echo. 
reed (rKd) n.  1. a. Any of various tall perennial grasses, especially of the genera 

Phragmites or Arundo, having hollow stems, broad leaves, and large plumelike ter-

minal panicles.  b. The stalk of any of these plants.  c. A collection of these stalks:  

reed for making baskets.   2. Music. A primitive wind instrument made of a hollow 

reed stalk.  3. Music. a. A flexible strip of cane or metal set into the mouthpiece 

or air opening of certain instruments to produce tone by vibrating in response to 

a stream of air.  b. An instrument, such as an oboe or a clarinet, that is fitted with 

a reed.   4. A narrow, movable frame fitted with reed or metal strips that separate 

the warp threads in weaving.  5. Architecture. A reeding.  [Middle English rede, 

from Old English hrKod.]

Reed (rKd), John. 1887-1920.  American journalist. A World War I correspon-

dent, he was in Petrograd during the October Revolution (1917), an experience 

he recounted in Ten Days That Shook the World (1919). In 1919 he founded the 

American Communist Labor Party. Reed is buried in the Kremlin in Moscow. 

Reed (rKd), Stanley Forman. 1884-1980.  American jurist who served as an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1938-1957). 

Reed (rKd), Thomas Brackett. 1839-1902.  American politician. A U.S. repre-

sentative from Maine (1877-1899), he twice served as Speaker of the House 

(1889-1891 and 1895-1899). 

Reed (rKd), Walter. 1851-1902.  American physician and army surgeon who 

proved that yellow fever was transmitted by the Aedes aegypti mosquito. 

reed·bird (rKdùbûrdÙ) n.  See bobolink. 
reed·buck (rKdùbƒkÙ) n.  Any of several African antelopes of the genus 

Redunca, having long hoofs, small horns that curve forward, and a short bushy 

tail.  [Translation of Afrikaans rietbok.]

reed·ing (rKùdVng) n.  1. Architecture. A convex decorative molding having par-

allel strips resembling thin reeds.  2. Parallel grooves cut into the edge of a coin at 

right angles to the faces. 

reed·ling (rKdùlVng) n.  A small Eurasian marsh bird (Panurus biarmicus), the 

male of which has mustachelike black markings. 

reed mace (rKd m7s) n.  See cattail. 
reed·man (rKdùm4nÙ) n.  Music. A player of reeds, especially a jazz saxophonist 

or jazz clarinetist. 

reed organ (rKd ôrùgNn) n.  Music. A harmonium. 

reed pipe (rKd pXp) n.  Music. An organ pipe with a reed that vibrates and pro-

duces a tone when air is forced through it. 

reed stop (rKd stmp) n.  Music. A stop on an organ made up of or controlling 

reed pipes. 



re·ed·u·cate also re-ed·u·cate (rK-HjùN-k7tÙ) v.  tr. re·ed·u·cat·ed, 
re·ed·u·cat·ing, re·ed·u·cates. 1. To instruct again.  2. To retrain (a person) to 

function effectively; rehabilitate.   —re·edÙu·caùtion n. 

reed·y (rKùdK) adj.  reed·i·er, reed·i·est. 1. Full of reeds.  2. Made of reeds.  

3. Resembling a reed, especially in being thin or fragile: “reedy businessmen in 

severe three-piece business suits” (Jimmy Breslin).  4. Music. Having a tone like 

that of a reed instrument.   —reedùi·ness n. 

reef1 (rKf) n.  Abbr. rf. 1. A strip or ridge of rocks, sand, or coral that rises to or 

near the surface of a body of water.  2. A vein of ore.  [Obsolete Dutch rif, possi-

bly from Old Norse, ridge.] —reefùy adj. 

reef2 (rKf) Nautical. n.  A portion of a sail rolled and tied down to lessen the area 

exposed to the wind.   —  v.  tr. reefed, reef·ing, reefs. 1. To reduce the size of 

(a sail) by tucking in a part and tying it to or rolling it around a yard.  2. To 

shorten (a topmast or bowsprit) by taking part of it in.  [Middle English riff, from 

Old Norse rif, ridge, reef.]

reef·er1 (rKùfNr) n.  1. A short, heavy, close-fitting, double-breasted jacket.  2. A 

close-fitting, single-breasted or double-breasted coat.  3. Nautical. A person, such 

as a midshipman, who reefs. 

reef·er2 (rKùfNr) n.  Slang. Marijuana, especially a marijuana cigarette.  [Origin 

unknown.]

ree·fer3 (rKùfNr) n.  Slang. 1. A conveyance, such as a railroad car or truck trailer, 

that carries cargo under refrigeration.  2. A refrigerator.  [Alteration of REFRIGER-

ATOR.]

reef knot (rKf nmt) n.  Nautical. A square knot used in reefing sails. 

reek (rKk) v.  reeked, reek·ing, reeks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To smoke, steam, or 

fume.  2. To be pervaded by something unpleasant: “This document... reeks of self-

pity and self-deception” (Christopher Hitchens).  3. To give off or become perme-

ated with a strong, unpleasant odor: “Grandma, who reeks of face powder and lilac 

water” (Garrison Keillor).   —  v.  tr. 1. To emit or exude (smoke, for example).  

2. To process or treat by exposing to the action of smoke.   —  n.  1. A strong, 

offensive odor; a stench.  See Synonyms at stench.  2. Vapor; steam.  [Middle 

English reken, to smoke, from Old English rKocan, to emit smoke, and rKcan, to 

expose to smoke; see reug- in Appendix.] —reekùer n.  —reekùy adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Reek is a word that can be said to have been degraded by the

company that it has kept. The Old English word rKocan, one of two ancestors of

our word, meant “to emit vapor, steam, or smoke,” while the other Old English

ancestor, rKcan, meant “to fumigate, expose to smoke,” or “to cause to emit smoke,

burn incense.” Burning incense and fumigating are certainly a far cry from the

sort of thing now denoted by the verb reek. But at least in one case Old English

rKocan did mean “to stink,” hardly a surprise when one considers how bad some



smoke smells. Middle English reken, the descendant of these two Old English

words, never meant “to stink,” but it could refer to a stench while meaning “to

rise, ascend.” It would seem that the various exhalations of heated persons and

animals, of freshly shed blood, and of smoke referred to by Middle English reken

and its Modern English descendant reek eventually overwhelmed the word, so that

as far as concrete senses are concerned, we largely think of it as meaning “to stink.”

reel1 (rKl) n.  1. A device, such as a cylinder, spool, or frame, that turns on an axis 

and is used for winding and storing rope, tape, film, or other flexible materials.  

2. A cylindrical device attached to a fishing rod to let out or wind up the line.  

3. The quantity of wire, film, or other material wound on one reel.  4. A set of 

curved lawn-mower blades that rotate around a bar parallel to the ground, cut-

ting grass while moving against a stationary straight blade.   —  v.  tr. reeled, 
reel·ing, reels. 1. To wind on or let out from a reel.  2. To recover by winding 

on a reel:  reel in a large fish.   —phrasal verb. reel off. To recite fluently and 

usually at length:  reeled off a long list of names and dates.  [Middle English, from 

Old English hrKol.] —reelùa·ble adj. 

reel2 (rKl) v.  reeled, reel·ing, reels.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be thrown off balance or 

fall back:  reeled from the sharp blow.  2. To stagger, lurch, or sway, as from drunk-

enness:  reeled down the alley.  3. To go round and round in a whirling motion:  

gulls reeling and diving.  4. To feel dizzy:  My head reeled with the facts and figures.   
—  v.  tr. To cause to reel.   —  n.  1. A staggering, swaying, or whirling move-

ment.  2. a. A fast dance of Scottish origin.  b. The Virginia reel.  c. The music 

for one of these dances.   [Middle English relen, to whirl about, probably from 

reel, spool. See REEL
1.] —reelùer n. 

reel3 n.  Maine. A hand-held hammer used in a quarry for shaping granite blocks.  

See Regional note at reeling.  [Origin unknown.]

re·e·lect also re-e·lect (rKùV-lHktù) v.  tr. re·e·lect·ed, re·e·lect·ing, re·e·lects. 
To elect again.   —reùe·lecùtion n. 

reel·ing (rKùlVng) n.  Maine. Sustained noise, as from hammering: “Hark that 

reeling, now, you’ll wake the baby!” (Anonymous).  

REGIONAL NOTE: In the granite quarries of Maine, stones for paving were

once shaped by men using small hammers called reels. Crews of 30 men at a time

would use these hammers. The resulting “shattering noise as the pieces of the

granite were shaped.... gave Mainers a word for any sustained hubbub—reelin’”

(John Gould). Reeling can denote noise made by humans as well: She told the chil-

dren to hush their reeling.



reel-to-reel (rKlùtN-rKlù) adj.  Designating sound recording equipment or sound 

recordings that use magnetic tape which must be threaded through the equip-

ment and onto an empty reel. 

re·en·act also re-en·act (rKÙHn-4ktù, -N-n4ktù) v.  tr. re·en·act·ed, 
re·en·act·ing, re·en·acts. 1. To enact again:  reenact a law.  2. To perform 

again:  reenact the first two scenes.  3. To go through a second time:  reenacted the 

events leading up to the accident.   —reÙen·actùment n. 

re·en·force  or re-en·force (rKÙVn-fôrsù, -forsù) v.  Variants of reinforce. 
re·en·ter also re-en·ter (rK-HnùtNr) v.  re·en·tered, re·en·ter·ing, re·en·ters.  
—  v.  intr. To come in or enter again.   —  v.  tr. To record again on a list or ledger.   
—re·enùtrance n. 

re·en·trant also re-en·trant (rK-HnùtrNnt) adj.  Reentering; pointing inward.   
—  n.  A reentrant angle or part. 

reentrant angle also re-entrant angle (rK-HnùtrNnt 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathemat-

ics. In an irregular polygon, an interior angle that is greater than 180˚ and whose 

apex faces into the polygon. 

re·en·try also re-en·try (rK-HnùtrK) n.  pl. re·en·tries. 1. The act of reentering.  

2. Law. The recovery of possession under a right reserved in a previous property 

transaction.  3. Games. a. The act of regaining the lead by taking a trick in bridge 

and whist.  b. The card that will take a trick and thus regain the lead.   

4. Aerospace. The return of a missile or spacecraft into Earth’s atmosphere. 

reentry vehicle (rK-HnùtrK vKùV-kNl) n.  Abbr. RV The part of a spacecraft or 

missile that reenters Earth’s atmosphere. 

Reese (rKs), Lizette Woodworth. 1856-1935.  American poet and educator 

whose works include A Handful of Lavender (1891) and White April (1930). 

reeve1 (rKv) n.  1. The elected president of a town council in some parts of Can-

ada.  2. Any of various minor officers of parishes or other local authorities.  3. A 

bailiff or steward of a manor in the later medieval period.  4. A high officer of 

local administration appointed by the Anglo-Saxon kings.  [Middle English, from 

Old English gerKfa.]

reeve2 (rKv) v.  tr. reeved or rove (rov), reev·ing, reeves. Nautical. 1. To 

pass (a rope or rod) through a hole, ring, pulley, or block.  2. To fasten by passing 

through or around.  3. To pass a rope or rod through (a hole, ring, pulley, or 

block).  [Origin unknown.]

reeve3 (rKv) n.  The female ruff.  [Probably alteration of RUFF
1.]

re·ex·am·ine also re-ex·am·ine (rKÙVg-z4mùVn) v.  tr. re·ex·am·ined, 
re·ex·am·in·ing, re·ex·am·ines. 1. To examine again or anew; review.  2. Law. 

To question (a witness) again after cross-examination.   —reÙex·amÙi·naùtion 
n. 

ref (rHf) n.  Sports & Games. A referee. 



ref. abbr.  1. Reference.  2. Referred.  3. Refining.  4. Reformation; reformed.  

5. Refunding. 

re·fect (rV-fHktù) v.  tr. re·fect·ed, re·fect·ing, re·fects. Archaic. To refresh 

with food and drink.  [Latin reficere, refect-, to refresh  : re-, re- + facere, to make; 

see dhK- in Appendix.]

re·fec·tion (rV-fHkùshNn) n.  1. Refreshment with food and drink.  2. A light 

meal or repast. 

re·fec·to·ry (rV-fHkùtN-rK) n.  pl. re·fec·to·ries. A room where meals are served, 

especially in a college or other institution. 

refectory table (rV-fHkùtN-rK t7ùbNl) n.  A long table with straight, heavy legs. 

re·fer (rV-fûrù) v.  re·ferred, re·fer·ring, re·fers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To direct to a 

source for help or information:  referred her to a heart specialist; referred me to his 

last employer for a recommendation.  2. To assign or attribute to; regard as origi-

nated by.  3. To assign to or regard as belonging within a particular kind or class.  

4. To submit (a matter in dispute) to an authority for arbitration, decision, or 

examination.  5. To direct the attention of:  refer him to his duties.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To pertain; concern:  questions referring to yesterday’s lecture.  2. To make men-

tion or reference.  3. To have recourse; turn:  refer to a dictionary.  [Middle 

English referren, from Old French referer, from Latin referre : re-, re- + ferre, to 

carry; see bher-1 in Appendix.] —refùer·a·ble (rHfùNr-N-bNl, rV-fûrù-) adj.  

—re·ferùral n.  —re·ferùrer n.  

SYNONYMS: refer, advert, mention. The central meaning shared by these verbs

is “to call or direct attention to something”: referred to my indiscretion; adverting

to childhood experiences; often mentions his old friend. See also Synonyms at at-
tribute resort 
USAGE NOTE: It is sometimes believed that the phrase refer back is redundant,

since the prefix re- means “back,” but the objection is misplaced. In fact, an ex-

pression can refer either to something that has already been mentioned or to

something that is yet to be mentioned, and the distinction between refer back and

refer ahead may thus be required for clarification. For example, the sentence Jones

promised that if he was elected to the council, Harris would be made the council pres-

ident is ambiguous, because the pronoun he may either refer back or refer ahead.

See Usage Note at allude. See Usage Note at redundancy.

ref·e·ree (rHfÙN-rKù) n.  1. One to whom something is referred, especially for 

settlement, decision, or an opinion as to the thing’s quality.  2. Sports & Games. 

An official supervising the play; an umpire.  3. Law. A person appointed by a 

court to make a determination of a case or to investigate and make a report on it.  

See Synonyms at judge.   —  v.  ref·e·reed, ref·e·ree·ing, ref·e·rees.  —  v.  

tr. To judge as referee.   —  v.  intr. To act as referee. 



ref·er·ence (rHfùNr-Nns, rHfùrNns) n.  Abbr. ref. 1. An act of referring:  My care-

ful writing results from many references to a dictionary.  2. a. Significance in a 

specified context:  Her speeches have special reference to the African situation.  

b. Meaning or denotation.   3. The state of being related or referred:  with refer-

ence to; in reference to.  4. A mention of an occurrence or a situation:  She made 

frequent references to her promotion.  5. a. A note in a publication referring the 

reader to another passage or source.  b. The passage or source so referred to.  c. A 

work frequently used as a source.  d. A mark or footnote used to direct a reader 

elsewhere for additional information.   6. Law. a. Submission of a case to a ref-

eree.  b. Legal actions conducted before or by a referee.   7. a. A person who is in 

a position to recommend another or to vouch for his or her fitness, as for a job.  

b. A statement about a person’s qualifications, character, and dependability.    —  
v.  tr. ref·er·enced, ref·er·enc·ing, ref·er·ences. 1. To supply references to: 

“Our memories are addressed and referenced... by significant fragments of their own 

content” (Frederick Turner).  2. To mention in a reference; refer to:  He referenced 

her book in his speech.  See Usage Note at allude.  —refùer·enc·er n.  

—refÙer·enùtial (-N-rHnùshNl) adj.  —refÙer·enùtial·ly adv. 

reference book (rHfùNr-Nns btk) n.  1. A book, such as a dictionary or an 

encyclopedia, to which one can refer for authoritative information.  2.  See pass-
book (n., sense 3). 

ref·er·en·dum (rHfÙN-rHnùdNm) n.  pl. ref·er·en·dums or ref·er·en·da (-dN). 
1. a. The submission of a proposed public measure or actual statute to a direct 

popular vote.  b. Such a vote.   2. A note from a diplomat to the diplomat’s gov-

ernment requesting instructions.  [Latin, neuter gerundive of referre, to refer. See 

REFER.]

ref·er·ent (rHfùNr-Nnt, rV-fûrùNnt) n.  1. Something that refers, especially a lin-

guistic item in its capacity of referring to a meaning.  2. Something referred to. 

re·ferred pain (rV-fûrdù p7n) n.  Pain that is felt in a part of the body at a dis-

tance from the area of pathology, as pain in the right shoulder derived from the 

presence of a gallstone in the bladder. 

re·fill (rK-fVlù) v.  tr. re·filled, re·fill·ing, re·fills. To fill again.   —  n.  (rKùfVlÙ) 

1. A product packaged to replace the used contents of a container.  2. A second or 

subsequent filling. 

re·fin·ance (rKÙfN-n4nsù, rK-fXùn4nsÙ) v.  intr. tr. re·fi·nanced, re·fi·nanc·ing, 
re·fi·nanc·es. To provide new financing or new financing for, as by discharging 

a mortgage with the proceeds from a new mortgage obtained at a lower interest 

rate.   —re·fiùnanceÙ n.  —reÙfi·nanùcer, reÙfin·an·cierù (-fVn-Nn-sîrù, -fN-

n4nÙ-)  n. 

re·fine (rV-fXnù) v.  re·fined, re·fin·ing, re·fines.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reduce to a 

pure state; purify.  2. To remove by purifying.  3. To free from coarse, unsuitable, 

or immoral characteristics:  refined his manners; refined her speaking style.   —  v.  



intr. 1. To become free of impurities.  2. To acquire polish or elegance.  3. To use 

precise distinctions and subtlety in thought or speech.   —re·finùer n. 

re·fined (rV-fXndù) adj.  1. Free from coarseness or vulgarity; polite.  2. Free of 

impurities; purified.  3. Precise to a fine degree. 

re·fine·ment (rV-fXnùmNnt) n.  1. The act of refining.  2. The result of refining; 

an improvement or elaboration.  3. The state or quality of being refined; cultiva-

tion, as in manners or taste.  See Synonyms at culture.  4. A keen or precise 

phrasing; a subtle distinction. 

re·fin·er·y (rV-fXùnN-rK) n.  pl. re·fin·er·ies. An industrial plant for purifying a 

crude substance, such as petroleum or sugar. 

re·fin·ish (rK-fVnùVsh) v.  tr. re·fin·ished, re·fin·ish·ing, re·fin·ish·es. To put a 

new finish on (furniture).   —re·finùish·er n. 

re·fit (rK-fVtù) v.  re·fit·ted, re·fit·ting, re·fits.  —  v.  tr. To prepare and equip 

for additional use.   —  v.  intr. To be made fit again.   —  n.  (rKùfVtÙ, rK-fVtù) 

1. Repair of damage or wear: “a house... in need of a major refit” (Nancy Holmes).  

2. A secondary or subsequent preparation of supplies and equipment. 

refl. abbr.  1. Reflection; reflective.  2. Reflex; reflexive. 

re·flag (rK-fl4gù) v.  tr. re·flagged, re·flag·ging, re·flags. To give a new regis-

tered nationality to (a ship or an aircraft). 

re·flect (rV-flHktù) v.  re·flect·ed, re·flect·ing, re·flects.  —  v.  tr. 1. To throw 

or bend back (light, for example) from a surface.  See Synonyms at echo.  2. To 

form an image of (an object); mirror: “Baseball reflects America’s history” (Roslyn 

A. Mazer).  3. To manifest as a result of one’s actions:  Her work reflects intelli-

gence.  4. Archaic. To bend back.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be bent back.  2. To give back 

a likeness.  3. a. To think seriously.  See Synonyms at think.  b. To express care-

fully considered thoughts.    —phrasal verb. reflect on. 1. To form or express 

carefully considered thoughts about:  reflects on her country’s place in history.  

2. To give evidence of the qualities of (one):  The hasty preparation of this report 

reflects on you.  3. To give evidence that (one) has acted in a given way:  The 

excuses you gave reflect disappointingly on you.  [Middle English reflecten, from 

Old French reflecter, from Latin reflectere, to bend back  : re-, re- + flectere, to 

bend.]

re·flec·tance (rV-flHkùtNns) n.  The ratio of the total amount of radiation, as of 

light, reflected by a surface to the total amount of radiation incident on the sur-

face. 

re·flect·ing telescope (rV-flHkùtVng tHlùV-skopÙ) n.  A telescope in which light 

from the object is gathered and focused by a concave mirror, with the resulting 

image magnified by the eyepiece. 

re·flec·tion (rV-flHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. refl. 1. The act of reflecting or the state of 

being reflected.  2. Something, such as light, radiant heat, sound, or an image, 

that is reflected.  3. a. Mental concentration; careful consideration.  b. A thought 



or an opinion resulting from such consideration.   4. An indirect expression of 

censure or discredit:  a reflection on his integrity.  5. A manifestation or result:  

Her achievements are a reflection of her courage.  6. Anatomy. a. The folding of a 

membrane from the wall of a cavity over an organ and back to the wall.  b. The 

folds so made.    —re·flecùtion·al adj. 

re·flec·tive (rV-flHkùtVv) adj.  Abbr. refl. 1. a. Of, relating to, produced by, or 

resulting from reflection.  b. Capable of or producing reflection:  a reflective sur-

face.   2. Characterized by or given to meditation or contemplation; thoughtful.  

See Synonyms at pensive.  —re·flecùtive·ly adv.  —re·flecùtive·ness n. 

re·flec·tiv·i·ty (rKÙflHk-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. re·flec·tiv·i·ties. 1. The quality of being 

reflective.  2. The ability to reflect.  3. Physics. The ratio of the intensity of a wave 

reflected from a surface to the energy possessed by the wave striking the surface. 

re·flec·tom·e·ter (rKÙflHk-tmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the 

reflectance of a surface. 

re·flec·tor (rV-flHkùtNr) n.  1. Something, such as a surface, that reflects.  2. A 

reflecting telescope. 

re·flec·tor·ize (rV-flHkùtN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. re·flec·tor·ized, re·flec·tor·iz·ing, 
re·flec·tor·iz·es. To cause (a surface, for example) to reflect light, as by chemical 

treatment. 

re·flex (rKùflHksÙ) adj.  Abbr. refl. 1. Bent, turned, or thrown back; reflected.  

2. Physiology. Being an involuntary action or response, such as a sneeze, blink, or 

hiccup.  3. Produced as an automatic response or reaction:  reflex opposition to 

change.   —  n.  Abbr. refl. 1. a. Something, such as light or heat, that is reflected.  

b. An image produced by reflection.  c. A copy or reproduction.   2. Physiology. 

An involuntary response to a stimulus.  3. Psychology. An unlearned or instinctive 

response to a stimulus.  4. Linguistics. A form or feature that reflects or represents 

an earlier, often reconstructed, form or feature having undergone phonetic or 

other change.   —  v.  tr. re·flexed, re·flex·ing, re·flex·es (rV-flHksù). Abbr. 

refl. 1. To bend, turn back, or reflect.  2. To cause to undergo a reflex process.  

[From Middle English reflexen, to refract light, bend back, from Latin reflexus, 

past participle of reflectere, to bend back. See REFLECT.]

reflex angle (rKùflHksÙ 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle greater than 180˚ 

and less than 360˚. 

reflex arc (rKùflHksÙ ärk) n.  Physiology. The neural path of a reflex. 

reflex camera (rKùflHksÙ k4mùNr-N) n.  A camera fitted with a mirror that 

reflects the image of an object or a scene onto a viewing screen so that focus, 

lighting, and composition may be evaluated. 

re·flex·ion (rV-flHkùshNn) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of reflection. 
re·flex·ive (rV-flHkùsVv) adj.  Abbr. refl. 1. Directed back on itself.  2. Grammar. 

a. Of, relating to, or being a verb having an identical subject and direct object, as 

dressed in the sentence She dressed herself.  b. Of, relating to, or being the pro-



noun used as the direct object of a reflexive verb, as herself in She dressed herself.   

3. Of or relating to a reflex.  4. Elicited automatically; spontaneous: “a bid for... 

reflexive left-wing approval” (Marshall Delaney).   —  n.  Abbr. refl. Grammar. A 

reflexive verb or pronoun.  See Usage Note at myself.  —re·flexùive·ly adv.  

—re·flexùive·ness, reÙflex·ivùi·ty (rKÙflHk-sVvùV-tK)  n. 

re·flex·ol·o·gy (rKÙflHk-smlùN-jK) n.  1. The study of reflex responses, especially 

as they affect behavior.  2. A method of massage that relieves nervous tension 

through the application of finger pressure, especially to the feet.   —reÙ-
flex·olùo·gist n. 

ref·lu·ent (rHfùlu-Nnt) adj.  Flowing back; ebbing.  [Latin refluKns, refluent- 

present participle of refluere, to flow back  : re-, re- + fluere, to flow; see FLUENT.] 
—refùlu·ence n. 

re·flux (rKùflƒksÙ) n.  1. A flowing back; ebb.  2. Chemistry. The process of 

refluxing.   —  v.  re·fluxed, re·flux·ing, re·flux·es.  —  v.  tr. Chemistry. To 

boil (a liquid) in a vessel attached to a condenser so that the vapors continuously 

condense for reboiling.   —  v.  intr. To be boiled in such a way.  [Medieval Latin 

refluxus : Latin re-, re- + fluxus, flow, from past participle of fluere, to flow; see 

bhleu- in Appendix.]

re·for·est (rK-fôrùVst, -fmrùVst) v.  tr. re·for·est·ed, re·for·est·ing, re·for·ests. 
To replant (an area) with forest cover.   —reÙfor·es·taùtion n. 

re·form (rV-fôrmù) v.  re·formed, re·form·ing, re·forms.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

improve by alteration, correction of error, or removal of defects; put into a better 

form or condition.  2. a. To abolish abuse or malpractice in:  reform the govern-

ment.  b. To put an end to (a wrong).  See Synonyms at correct.   3. To cause (a 

person) to give up harmful or immoral practices; persuade to adopt a better way 

of life.   —  v.  intr. To change for the better.   —  n.  1. A change for the better; an 

improvement.  2. Correction of evils, abuses, or errors.  3. Action to improve 

social or economic conditions without radical or revolutionary change.   —  adj.  

1. Relating to or favoring reform:  a reform candidate for mayor.  2. Reform. Of 

or relating to Reform Judaism.  [Middle English reformen, from Old French 

reformer, from Latin reform7re : re-, re- + form7re (from forma, form).] 
—re·formÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —re·formùa·ble adj.  —re·formùer n. 

re-form (rK-fôrmù) v.  re-·formed, re-·form·ing, re-·forms.  —  v.  tr. To 

form again.   —  v.  intr. To become formed again. 

ref·or·ma·tion (rHfÙNr-m7ùshNn) n.  1.  Abbr. ref. The act of reforming or the 

state of being reformed.  2. Reformation. A 16th-century movement in Western 

Europe that aimed at reforming some doctrines and practices of the Roman 

Catholic Church and resulted in the establishment of the Protestant churches.   
—refÙor·maùtion·al adj. 

re·for·ma·tive (rV-fôrùmN-tVv) adj.  Serving to induce reform. 



re·for·ma·to·ry (rV-fôrùmN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. re·for·ma·to·ries. A penal 

institution for the discipline, reformation, and training of young or first offend-

ers.  Also called reform school  —  adj.  Reformative. 

re·formed (rV-fôrmdù) adj.  Abbr. ref. 1. Improved by the removal of faults or 

abuses.  2. Improved in conduct or character.  3. Reformed. Relating to or being 

the Protestant churches that follow the teachings of John Calvin and Ulrich 

Zwingli. 

re·form·ism (rV-fôrùmVzÙNm) n.  A doctrine or movement of reform.   
—re·formùist n. 

Reform Judaism (rV-fôrmù juùdK-VzÙNm) n.  The branch of Judaism intro-

duced in the 19th century that seeks to reconcile historical Judaism with modern 

life and does not require strict observance of traditional religious law and ritual. 

reform school (rV-fôrmù skul) n.  See reformatory. 
re·fract (rV-fr4ktù) v.  tr. re·fract·ed, re·fract·ing, re·fracts. 1. To deflect 

(light, for example) from a straight path by refraction.  2. To alter by viewing 

through a medium: “In the Quartet reality is refracted through a variety of eyes” 

(Elizabeth Kastor).  3. Medicine. To determine the refraction of (an eye, for 

example).  [Latin refringere, refr7ct-, to break up  : re-, re- + frangere, to break; see 

bhreg- in Appendix.]

re·fract·ing telescope (rV-fr4kùtVng tHlùV-skopÙ) n.  A telescope in which 

light from an object is gathered and focused by lenses, with the resulting image 

magnified by the eyepiece. 

re·frac·tion (rV-fr4kùshNn) n.  1. The turning or bending of any wave, such as a 

light or sound wave, when it passes from one medium into another of different 

density.  2. Astronomy. The apparent change in position of celestial objects caused 

by the bending of light rays entering Earth’s atmosphere.  3. Medicine. a. The 

ability of the eye to bend light so that an image is focused on the retina.  

b. Determination of the refractive characteristics of the eye.    —re·fracùtion·al, 
re·fracùtive adj.  —re·fracùtive·ly adv.  —re·fracùtive·ness, reÙfrac·tivùi·ty 

(rKÙfr4k-tVvùV-tK)  n. 

refractive index (rV-fr4ktùtVv VnùdHksÙ) n.  Physics. See index of refraction. 
re·frac·tom·e·ter (rKÙfr4k-tmmùV-tNr) n.  Any of several instruments used to 

measure the index of refraction of a substance. 

re·frac·tor (rV-fr4kùtNr) n.  1. One that refracts.  2. A refracting telescope. 

re·frac·to·ry (rV-fr4kùtN-rK) adj.  1. Obstinately resistant to authority or con-

trol.  See Synonyms at unruly.  2. Difficult to melt or work; resistant to heat:  a 

refractory material such as silica.  3. Resistant to treatment:  a refractory case of 

acne.   —  n.  pl. re·frac·to·ries. 1. One that is refractory.  2. Material that has a 

high melting point.  [Alteration (influenced by adjectives in -ORY), of obsolete 

refractary, from Latin refr7ct7rius, from refr7ctus, past participle of refringere, to 

break up. See REFRACT.] —re·fracùto·ri·ly adv.  —re·fracùto·ri·ness n. 



re·frain1 (rV-fr7nù) v.  re·frained, re·frain·ing, re·frains.  —  v.  intr. To hold 

oneself back; forbear:  refrained from swearing.   —  v.  tr. Archaic. To restrain or 

hold back; curb.  [Middle English refreinen, from Old French refrener, to restrain, 

from Latin refrKn7re : re-, re- + frKn7re, to restrain (from frKnum, bridle, from 

frendere, to grind); see ghrendh- in Appendix.] —re·frainùer n.  —re·frainù-
ment n.  

SYNONYMS: refrain, abstain, forbear. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to keep or prevent oneself from doing or saying something”: refrained

from commenting; abstained from smoking; can’t forbear criticizing their ineptitude.

re·frain2 (rV-fr7nù) n.  1. a. A phrase, verse, or group of verses repeated at inter-

vals throughout a song or poem, especially at the end of each stanza.  b. Music for 

the refrain of a poem.   2. A song or melody.  3. A repeated utterance or theme.  

[Middle English refrein, from Old French refrain, alteration of refrait, past parti-

ciple of refraindre, to break off, repeat, from Vulgar Latin *refrangere, to break 

off, alteration of Latin refringere. See REFRACT.]

re·fran·gi·ble (rV-fr4nùjN-bNl) adj.  That can be refracted:  refrangible rays of 

light.  [From Latin refringere, to refract (influenced by REFRACT).] 
—re·franÙgi·bilùi·ty, re·franùgi·ble·ness n. 

re·fresh (rV-frHshù) v.  re·freshed, re·fresh·ing, re·fresh·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

revive with or as if with rest, food, or drink; give new vigor or spirit to.  2. To give 

new freshness or brightness to; restore.  3. To make cool, clean, or moist; freshen 

up.  4. To renew by stimulation:  refresh one’s memory.  5. To fill up again; replen-

ish:  refresh a drink.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take refreshment.  2. To become fresh 

again; revive.  [Middle English refresshen, from Old French refreschir : re-, re- + 

fres, fresche, fresh (of Germanic origin).]

re·fresh·en (rV-frHshùNn) v.  tr. intr. re·fresh·ened, re·fresh·en·ing, 
re·fresh·ens. To refresh or become refreshed. 

re·fresh·er (rV-frHshùNr) n.  1. One that refreshes:  a lemon refresher, imbibed on 

a hot day.  2. Instruction that serves to reacquaint one with material previously 

studied or to bring one’s knowledge or skills up to date. 

re·fresh·ing (rV-frHshùVng) adj.  1. Serving to refresh.  2. Pleasantly fresh and 

different: “common sense of a most refreshing sort” (William Raspberry).   
—re·freshùing·ly adv. 

re·fresh·ment (rV-frHshùmNnt) n.  1. The act of refreshing or the state of being 

refreshed.  2. Something, such as food or drink, that refreshes.  

3. refreshments. A snack or light meal and drinks. 

re·fried beans (rKùfrXdÙ bKnz) pl.n.  Beans that have been cooked and then 

mashed and fried with seasonings.  [Translation of Spanish frijoles refritos : fri-

joles, pl. of frijol, bean + refritos, pl. past participle of refreir, to refry.]



re·frig·er·ant (rV-frVjùNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Cooling or freezing; refrigerating.  

2. Medicine. Reducing fever.   —  n.  1. A substance, such as air, ammonia, water, 

or carbon dioxide, used to provide cooling either as the working substance of a 

refrigerator or by direct absorption of heat.  2. Medicine. An agent used to reduce 

fever. 

re·frig·er·ate (rV-frVjùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. re·frig·er·at·ed, re·frig·er·at·ing, 
re·frig·er·ates. 1. To cool or chill (a substance).  2. To preserve (food) by chill-

ing.  [Latin refrXger7re, refrXger7t-  : re-, re- + frXger7re, to make cool (from frXgus, 

frXgor-, coldness).] —re·frigÙer·aùtion n.  —re·frigùer·aÙtive, 
re·frigùer·a·toÙry (-Nr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

re·frig·er·a·tor (rV-frVjùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  An appliance, a cabinet, or a room for stor-

ing food or other substances at a low temperature. 

re·frin·gence (rV-frVnùjNns) n.  Refractive power. 

re·frin·gent (rV-frVnùjNnt) adj.  Of, relating to, or producing refraction; refrac-

tive.  [Latin refringKns, refringent- present participle of refringere, to break up. See 

REFRACT.]

reft1 (rHft) v.  A past tense and a past participle of reave1. 
reft2 (rHft) v.  A past tense and a past participle of reave2. 
re·fu·el (rK-fyuùNl) v.  re·fu·eled also re·fu·elled, re·fu·el·ing also 

re·fu·el·ling, re·fu·els also re·fu·els.  —  v.  tr. To supply again with fuel.   —  
v.  intr. To take on a fresh supply of fuel. 

ref·uge (rHfùyuj) n.  1. Protection or shelter, as from danger or hardship.  2. A 

place providing protection or shelter.  3. A source of help, relief, or comfort in 

times of trouble.  See Synonyms at shelter.   —  v.  ref·uged, ref·ug·ing, 
ref·ug·es. Archaic.  —  v.  tr. To give refuge to.   —  v.  intr. To take refuge.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Latin refugium, from refugere, to run away  : 

re-, re- + fugere, to flee.]

ref·u·gee (rHfÙyt-jKù) n.  One who flees in search of refuge, as in times of war, 

political oppression, or religious persecution.  [French réfugié, from past partici-

ple of réfugier, to take refuge, from Old French, from refuge, refuge. See REFUGE.]

re·fu·gi·um (rV-fyuùjK-Nm) n.  pl. re·fu·gi·a (-jK-N). Ecology. An area that has 

escaped ecological changes occurring elsewhere and so provides a suitable habitat 

for relict species.  [Latin, refuge. See REFUGE.]

re·ful·gent (rV-ftlùjNnt, -fƒlù-) adj.  Shining radiantly; resplendent.  [Latin 

refulgKns, refulgent- present participle of refulgKre, to flash back  : re-, re- + 

fulgKre, to flash; see bhel-1 in Appendix.] —re·fulùgence, re·fulùgen·cy n.  

—re·fulùgent·ly adv. 

re·fund (rV-fƒndù, rKùfƒndÙ) v.  re·fund·ed, re·fund·ing, re·funds.  —  v.  tr. 

To give back, especially money; return or repay:  refunded the purchase price.   —  
v.  intr. To make repayment.   —  n.  (rKùfƒndÙ) Abbr. rf. 1. A repayment of funds.  

2. An amount repaid.  [Middle English refunden, from Old French refunder, 



from Latin refundere : re-, re- + fundere, to pour; see gheu- in Appendix.] 
—re·fundùa·ble adj.  —re·fundùer n.  —re·fundùment n. 

re-fund (rK-fƒndù) v.  tr. re-·fund·ed, re-·fund·ing, re-·funds. 1. To fund 

anew.  2. To pay back (a debt) with new borrowing, especially to replace (a bond 

issue) with a new issue. 

re·fur·bish (rK-fûrùbVsh) v.  tr. re·fur·bished, re·fur·bish·ing, 
re·fur·bish·es. To make clean, bright, or fresh again; renovate.   
—re·furùbish·ment n. 

re·fus·al (rV-fyuùzNl) n.  1. The act or an instance of refusing.  2. The opportu-

nity or right to accept or reject something before it is offered elsewhere. 

re·fuse1 (rV-fyuzù) v.  re·fused, re·fus·ing, re·fus·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To indi-

cate unwillingness to do, accept, give, or allow:  She was refused admittance. He 

refused treatment.  b. To indicate unwillingness (to do something):  refused to 

leave.   2. To decline to jump (an obstacle). Used of a horse.   —  v.  intr. To 

decline to do, accept, give, or allow something.  [Middle English refusen, from 

Old French refuser, from Vulgar Latin *ref7s7re, probably blend of Latin rec7s7re, 

to refuse; see RECUSE, and ref7t7re; see REFUTE.] —re·fusùer n.  

SYNONYMS: refuse, decline, reject, spurn, rebuff. These verbs all mean to be

unwilling to accept, consider, or receive someone or something. Refuse usually

implies determination and often brusqueness: “The commander... refused to dis-

cuss questions of right” (George Bancroft). “I’ll make him an offer he can’t refuse”

(Mario Puzo). To decline is to refuse courteously: “I declined election to the Na-

tional Institute of Arts and Letters some years ago, and now I must decline the Pu-

litzer Prize” (Sinclair Lewis). Reject suggests the discarding of someone or some-

thing as unsatisfactory, defective, or useless; it implies categoric refusal: “He again

offered himself for enlistment and was again rejected” (Arthur S.M. Hutchinson).

“Emphasize your choice by utter ignoring of all that you reject” (Ralph Waldo Em-

erson). To spurn is to reject scornfully or contemptuously: “The more she spurns

my love,/The more it grows” (Shakespeare). Rebuff pertains to blunt, often disdain-

ful rejection: “He had... forgotten himself, had gone too far in his advances, and had

been rebuffed” (Robert Louis Stevenson).

ref·use2 (rHfùyus) n.  Items or material discarded or rejected as useless or 

worthless; trash or rubbish.  [Middle English, from Old French refus, rejection, 

refuse, from refuser, to refuse. See REFUSE
1.]

re·fuse·nik  also re·fused·nik (rV-fyuzùnVk) n.  A Soviet citizen who has been 

denied the right to emigrate. 

ref·u·ta·tion (rHfÙyt-t7ùshNn) also re·fut·al (rV-fyutùl) n.  1. The act of 

refuting.  2. Something, such as an argument, that refutes someone or some-

thing. 



re·fute (rV-fyutù) v.  tr. re·fut·ed, re·fut·ing, re·futes. 1. To prove to be false 

or erroneous; overthrow by argument or proof:  refute testimony.  2. To deny the 

accuracy or truth of:  refuted the results of the poll.  [Latin ref7t7re. See bhau- in 

Appendix.] —re·futÙa·bilùi·ty (rV-fyuÙtN-bVlùV-tK, rHfùyN-tN-) n.  —re·futùa·ble 
(rV-fyuùtN-bNl, rHfùyN-tN-) adj.  —re·futùa·bly adv.  —re·futùer n. 

reg. abbr.  1. Regent.  2. Regiment.  3. Region.  4. Register; registered.  

5. Registrar.  6. Registry.  7. a. Regular.  b. Regularly.   8. Regulation.  

9. Regulator. 

re·gain (rK-g7nù) v.  tr. re·gained, re·gain·ing, re·gains. 1. To recover pos-

session of; get back again:  regain one’s strength.  See Synonyms at recover.  2. To 

manage to reach again:  regained the summit.   —re·gainùer n. 

re·gal (rKùgNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a monarch; royal.  2. Belonging to or 

befitting a monarch:  regal attire.  3. Magnificent; splendid.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin rKg7lis, from rKx, rKg-, king. See reg- in Appendix.] 
—re·galùi·ty (rV-g4lùV-tK) n.  —reùgal·ly adv. 

re·gale (rV-g7lù) v.  re·galed, re·gal·ing, re·gales.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide 

with great enjoyment; entertain.  See Synonyms at amuse.  2. To entertain 

sumptuously with food and drink; provide a feast for.   —  v.  intr. To feast.   —  
n.  1. A great feast.  2. A choice food; a delicacy.  3. Refreshment.  [French régaler, 

from Old French regal, feast, from gale (influenced by se rigoler, to amuse one-

self), from galer, to make merry.] —re·galeùment n. 

re·ga·lia (rV-g7lùyN, -g7ùlK-N) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. The emblems 

and symbols of royalty, such as the crown and scepter.  2. The rights and privi-

leges of royalty.  3. The distinguishing symbols of a rank, office, order, or society.  

4. Magnificent attire; finery.  [Medieval Latin rKg7lia, from Latin, neuter pl. of 

rKg7lis, regal. See REGAL.]

re·gard (rV-gärdù) v.  re·gard·ed, re·gard·ing, re·gards.  —  v.  tr. 1. To look 

at attentively; observe closely.  2. To look upon or consider in a particular way:  I 

regard him as a fool.  3. To hold in esteem or respect:  She regards her teachers 

highly.  4. To relate or refer to; concern:  This item regards their liability.  5. To 

take into account; consider.  6. Obsolete. To take care of.   —  v.  intr. 1. To look or 

gaze.  2. To give heed; pay attention.   —  n.  1. A look or gaze.  2. Careful 

thought or attention; heed:  She gives little regard to her appearance.  3. a. Respect, 

affection, or esteem:  He has high regard for your work.  b. regards. Good wishes 

expressing such sentiment:  Give the family my best regards.   4. A particular point 

or aspect; respect:  She was lucky in that regard.  5. Basis for action; motive.  

6. Obsolete. Appearance or aspect.   —idioms. as regards. Concerning.  in 
regard to (or with regard to). With respect to.  [Middle English regarden, 

from Old French regarder : re-, re- + guarder, to guard (of Germanic origin); see 

GUARD.]



SYNONYMS: regard, esteem, admiration, respect. These nouns refer to a feeling

based on perception of and a measure of approval for the worth of a person or

thing. Regard is the least forceful and most general: Please give your parents my

warmest regards. “I once thought you had a kind of regard for her” (George Bor-

row). Esteem connotes considered appraisal and positive regard: “The near-una-

nimity of esteem he enjoyed during his lifetime has by no means been sustained since”

(Will Crutchfield). Admiration is a feeling of keen approbation: “Greatness is a

spiritual condition worthy to excite love, interest, and admiration” (Matthew Ar-

nold). Respect implies appreciative, often deferential regard resulting from careful

assessment: “I have a great respect for any man who makes his own way in life”

(Winston Churchill). See also Synonyms at consider 
USAGE NOTE: Regard is traditionally used in the singular in the phrase in re-

gard (not in regards) to. Regarding and as regards are also standard in the sense

“with reference to.” In the same sense with respect to is acceptable, but respecting

is not. • Respects is sometimes considered preferable to regards in the sense of

“particulars”: In some respects (not regards) the books are alike.

re·gar·dant (rV-gärùdnt) adj.  Heraldry. Looking backward in profile:  a lion 

regardant.  [Middle English, from Old French, present participle of regarder, to 

regard. See REGARD.]

re·gard·ful (rV-gärdùfNl) adj.  1. Showing attention; heedful.  2. Showing defer-

ence; respectful.   —re·gardùful·ly adv.  —re·gardùful·ness n. 

re·gard·ing (rV-gärùdVng) prep.  In reference to; with respect to; concerning.  See 

Usage Note at regard. 
re·gard·less (rV-gärdùlVs) adv.  In spite of everything; anyway:  continues to work 

regardless.   —  adj.  Heedless; unmindful.   —re·gardùless·ly adv.  —re·gardù-
less·ness n. 

regardless of (rV-gärdùlVs ƒv) prep.  1. In spite of:  We will persevere regardless 

of past failures.  2. With no heed to:  freedom for all, regardless of race or creed. 

re·gat·ta (rV-gäùtN, -g4tùN) n.  Nautical. A boat race or a series of boat races.  

[Italian dialectal, a contention, regatta, from regattare, to contend, perhaps from 

recatare, to sell again, compete, from Vulgar Latin *recapt7re, to contend  : Latin 

re-, re- + Latin capt7re, to seek to catch, frequentative of capere, to seize; see 

CATCH.]

regd. abbr.  Registered. 

re·ge·late (rKùjN-l7tÙ, rKÙjN-l7tù) v.  intr. re·ge·lat·ed, re·ge·lat·ing, 
re·ge·lates. To undergo regelation.  [RE- + Latin gel7re, gel7t-, to freeze; see 

GELATION.]



re·ge·la·tion (rKÙjN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The fusion of two blocks of ice by pressure.  

2. Successive melting under pressure and freezing when pressure is relaxed at the 

interface of two blocks of ice. 

re·gen·cy (rKùjNn-sK) n.  pl. re·gen·cies. 1. A person or group selected to gov-

ern in place of a monarch or other ruler who is absent, disabled, or still in minor-

ity.  2. The period during which a regent governs.  3. The office, area of 

jurisdiction, or government of regents or a regent.   —  adj.  1. Regency. Of, 

relating to, or characteristic of the style, especially in furniture, prevalent in 

England during the regency (1811-1820) of George, Prince of Wales (later George 

IV).  2. Regency. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the style prevalent in France 

during the regency (1715-1723) of Philippe, Duc d’Orléans (1674-1723).  3. Of 

or relating to a regency:  regency policies and appointments that were later 

rescinded. 

re·gen·er·a·cy (rV-jHnùNr-N-sK) n.  The state of being regenerated. 

re·gen·er·ate (rV-jHnùN-r7tÙ) v.  re·gen·er·at·ed, re·gen·er·at·ing, 
re·gen·er·ates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reform spiritually or morally.  2. To form, con-

struct, or create anew, especially in an improved state.  3. To give new life or 

energy to; revitalize.  4. Biology. To replace (a lost or damaged organ or part) by 

formation of new tissue.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become formed or constructed again.  

2. To undergo spiritual conversion or rebirth; reform.  3. To effect regenera-

tion.   —  n.  (-Nr-Vt) 1. One who is spiritually reborn.  2. Biology. A regenerated 

organ or part.   —  adj.  (-Nr-Vt) 1. Spiritually or morally reformed.  2. Formed or 

created anew.  3. Restored to a better state; refreshed or renewed.  [Latin 

regener7re, regener7t-, to reproduce  : re-, re- + gener7re, to beget; see GENERATE.] 
—re·genùer·a·ble (-Nr-N-bNl) adj.  —re·genùer·ate·ly adv.  —re·genùer·aÙtor 
n. 

re·gen·er·a·tion (rV-jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of regenerating or 

the state of being regenerated.  2. Spiritual or moral revival or rebirth.  3. Biology. 

Regrowth of lost or destroyed parts or organs. 

re·gen·er·a·tive (rV-jHnùN-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or marked 

by regeneration.  2. Tending to regenerate.   —re·genùer·aÙtive·ly adv. 

Re·gens·burg (r7ùgNnz-bûrgÙ, -gNns-btrkÙ)  A city of southeast Germany on 

the Danube River north-northeast of Munich. An ancient Celtic settlement, it was 

an important Roman frontier station and later a free imperial city before passing 

to Bavaria in 1810. Population, 126,681. 

re·gent (rKùjNnt) n.  Abbr. reg., regt. 1. One who rules during the minority, 

absence, or disability of a monarch.  2. One acting as a ruler or governor.  3. A 

member of a board that governs an institution, such as a state university.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin regKns, regent-, ruler, from present partici-

ple of regere, to rule. See reg- in Appendix.] —reùgent·al (-jNn-tl) adj. 



reg·gae (rHgù7) n.  Music. Popular music of Jamaican origin having elements of 

calypso, soul, and rock ’n’ roll and characterized by a strongly accentuated off-

beat.  [Jamaican English, ultimately from rege-rege, ragged clothing, probably 

from RAG
1.]

Reg·gio di Ca·la·bri·a (rHjùK-o dK kä-läùbrK-ä, rHdùjo) also Reggio  or Reg-
gio Calabria  A city of extreme southern Italy on the Strait of Messina opposite 

Sicily. Founded by Greek colonists in the late eighth century B.C., it suffered fre-

quent invasions because of its strategic location. Earthquakes have also caused 

extensive damage. Population, 171,324. 

Reggio nell’E·mi·lia (rHjùK-o nHlùH-mKlùyä) also Reggio  or Reggio Emilia  
A city of north-central Italy west-northwest of Bologna. Founded by Romans in 

the second century B.C., it was ruled by the Este family for many centuries. Popu-

lation, 129,893. 

reg·i·cide (rHjùV-sXdÙ) n.  1. The killing of a king.  2. One who kills a king.  [Latin 

rKx, rKg-, king; see reg- in Appendix + -CIDE.] —regÙi·ciùdal (-sXdùl) adj. 

re·gime also ré·gime (r7-zhKmù, rV-) n.  1. a. A form of government:  a fascist 

regime.  b. A government in power; administration:  suffered under the new 

regime.   2. A prevailing social system or pattern.  3. The period during which a 

particular administration or system prevails.  4. A regulated system, as of diet and 

exercise; a regimen.  [French régime, from Old French, from Latin regimen, from 

regere, to rule. See reg- in Appendix.]

reg·i·men (rHjùN-mNn, -mHnÙ) n.  1. Governmental rule or control.  2. The sys-

tematic procedure of a natural phenomenon or process.  3. a. A regulated sys-

tem, as of diet, therapy, or exercise, intended to promote health or achieve 

another beneficial effect.  b. A course of intense physical training.   [Middle 

English, from Latin. See REGIME.]

reg·i·ment (rHjùN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. reg., regt. 1. A military unit of ground 

troops consisting of at least two battalions, usually commanded by a colonel.  

2. A large group of people.   —  v.  tr. reg·i·ment·ed, reg·i·ment·ing, 
reg·i·ments (rHjùN-mHntÙ). 1. To form into a regiment.  2. To put into system-

atic order; systematize.  3. To subject to uniformity and rigid order.  [Middle 

English, government, rule, from Old French, from Late Latin regimentum, rule, 

from Latin regere, to rule. See reg- in Appendix.] —regÙi·menùtal (-mHnùtl) 

adj.  —regÙi·menùtal·ly adv.  —regÙi·men·taùtion n. 

reg·i·men·tals (rHjÙN-mHntùlz) pl.n.  1. The uniform and insignia of a particu-

lar regiment.  2. Military dress. 

Re·gi·na (rV-jXùnN)  The capital and largest city of Saskatchewan, Canada, in the 

southern part of the province southeast of Saskatoon. It was the capital of the 

Northwest Territories until the province of Saskatchewan was created in 1905. 

Population, 162,613. 



Re·gi·o·mon·ta·nus (rKÙjK-o-mmn-t7ùnNs, -täù-, -t4n-Ns, rHjÙK-)  See Johann 
Müller. 

re·gion (rKùjNn) n.  Abbr. reg. 1. A large, usually continuous segment of a sur-

face or space; area.  2. A large, indefinite portion of the earth’s surface.  3. A 

specified district or territory.  4. An area of interest or activity; a sphere.  

5. Ecology. A part of the earth characterized by distinctive animal or plant life.  

6. An area of the body having natural or arbitrarily assigned boundaries:  the 

abdominal region.  See Synonyms at area.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin regio, region-, from regere, to rule. See reg- in Appendix.]

re·gion·al (rKùjN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to a large geographic region.  2. Of 

or relating to a particular region or district.  3. Of or characteristic of a form of a 

language that is distributed in identifiable geographic areas and differs in pro-

nunciation, grammar, or vocabulary from the standard form; dialectal.   —  n.  

Something, such as a magazine or a company branch, that serves a region: “earlier 

attempts to launch glossy regionals for women” (Business Week).   —reùgion·al·ly 
adv. 

re·gion·al·ism (rKùjN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. Political division of an area into par-

tially autonomous regions.  b. Advocacy of such a political system.   2. Loyalty to 

the interests of a particular region.  3. A feature, such as an expression, a pronun-

ciation, or a custom, that is characteristic of a geographic area.  4. The use of 

regional characteristics, as of locale, custom, or speech, in literature or art.  5. A 

policy whereby the interests of a nation in world affairs are defined in terms of 

particular countries or regions.   —reùgion·al·ist adj. , n.  —reÙgion·al·isùtic 
adj. 

re·gion·al·ize (rKùjN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. re·gion·al·ized, re·gion·al·iz·ing, 
re·gion·al·iz·es. To divide into regions, especially for administrative purposes.   
—reÙgion·al·i·zaùtion (rKÙjN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ré·gis·seur (r7ÙzhK-sûrù, -sœrù) n.  pl. re·gis·seurs (-sûrù, -sœrù). A stage 

director, especially of a ballet.  [French, from régir, régiss-, to direct, from Old 

French regir, from Latin regere. See REGENT.]

reg·is·ter (rHjùV-stNr) n.  Abbr. reg. 1. a. A formal or official recording of items, 

names, or actions.  b. A book for such entries.  c. An entry in such a record.   

2. The act of registering.  3. A device that automatically records a quantity or 

number.  4. Computer Science. A part of the central processing unit where groups 

of binary digits are stored as the computer is processing them.  5. An adjustable, 

grill-like device through which heated or cooled air is released into a room.  6. A 

state of proper alignment:  to be in register.  7. Printing. a. Exact alignment of the 

lines and margins on the opposite sides of a leaf.  b. Proper positioning of colors 

in color printing.   8. Music. a. The range of an instrument or a voice.  b. A part 

of such a range.  c. A group of matched organ pipes; a stop.   9. A variety of lan-

guage used in a specific social setting:  speaking in an informal register; writing in a 



scientific register.   —  v.  reg·is·tered, reg·is·ter·ing, reg·is·ters.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To enter in an official register.  b. To enroll officially or formally, especially 

in order to vote or attend classes.   2. To set down in writing; record: “It is for the 

historian to discover and register what actually happened” (Robert Conquest).  

3. To indicate on or as if on an instrument or a scale.  4. To give outward signs of; 

express:  Her face registered surprise.  5. To attain or achieve:  registered a new high 

in sales.  6. To cause (mail) to be officially recorded and specially handled by pay-

ment of a fee.  7. To adjust so as to be properly aligned.   —  v.  intr. 1. To place or 

cause placement of one’s name in a register.  2. To have one’s name officially 

placed on a list of eligible voters.  3. To enroll as a student.  4. To be indicated on 

or as if on an instrument or a scale.  5. To be shown or expressed, as on the face.  

6. To make an impression; be recorded in the mind:  The warning failed to register.  

7. To be in proper alignment.  [Middle English registre, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin registrum, alteration of Late Latin regesta, from Latin, neuter pl. 

past participle of regerere, to record  : re-, re- + gerere, to carry.] —regùis·ter·er 
n.  —regùis·tra·ble (-V-strN-bNl) adj. 

reg·is·tered (rHjùV-stNrd) adj.  Abbr. reg., regd. 1. Having the owner’s name 

listed in a register:  registered bonds.  2. Having the pedigree recorded and verified 

by an authorized association of breeders:  a registered golden retriever.  

3. Officially qualified or certified:  a registered pharmacist. 

registered mail (rHjùV-stNrd m7l) n.  Mail that is recorded by the post office 

when sent and at each point on its route so as to assure safe delivery. 

registered nurse (rHjùV-stNrd nûrs) n.  Abbr. RN, R.N. A graduate trained 

nurse who has passed a state registration examination and has been licensed to 

practice nursing. 

reg·is·trant (rHjùV-strNnt) n.  One who registers or is registered. 

reg·is·trar (rHjùV-strärÙ, rHjÙV-strärù) n.  Abbr. reg. 1. One who is in charge of 

official records.  2. An officer in a college or university who keeps the records of 

enrollment and academic standing.  3. An officer of a corporation responsible for 

maintaining records of ownership of its securities.  4. An admitting officer in a 

hospital.  [Probably from registrary, from Medieval Latin registr7rius, from regis-

trum, register. See REGISTER.]

reg·is·tra·tion (rHjÙV-str7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of registering:  voter registration.  

2. The number of persons registered; enrollment.  3. An entry in a register.  4. A 

document certifying an act of registering.  5. Music. a. A combination of organ 

stops selected to be used in playing a piece.  b. The technique of selecting and 

adjusting organ stops.  

reg·is·try (rHjùV-strK) n.  pl. reg·is·tries. Abbr. reg. 1. The act of registering; 

registration.  2. The registered nationality of a ship.  3. A place for registering.  

4. a. A book for official records.  b. The place where such records are kept.  



re·gius professor (rKùjNs prN-fHsùNr, -jK-Ns) n.  One holding a professorship 

established by royal subsidy at any of certain older British universities.  [From 

Latin rKgius, royal, from rKx, rKg-, king. See reg- in Appendix.]

reg·let (rHgùlVt) n.  1. Architecture. A narrow, flat molding.  2. Printing. A flat 

piece of wood used to separate lines of type.  [French réglet, from Old French, 

diminutive of regle, ruler, from Latin rKgula, rod. See reg- in Appendix.]

reg·nal (rHgùnNl) adj.  Being a specified year of a monarch’s reign calculated 

from the date of accession:  in her 12th regnal year.  [Medieval Latin rKgn7lis, 

royal, from Latin rKgnum, reign. See REIGN.]

reg·nant (rHgùnNnt) adj.  1. Reigning; ruling:  a queen regnant.  2. Predominant.  

3. Widespread; prevalent.  [Probably from Middle English, a sovereign, from Old 

French, from Latin rKgn7ns, rKgnant- present participle of rKgn7re, to reign, from 

rKgnum, reign. See REIGN.]

reg·o·lith (rHgùN-lVthÙ) n.  The layer of loose rock resting on bedrock, constitut-

ing the surface of most land.  Also called mantle rock [Greek rhKgos, blanket + -

LITH.]

re·gorge (rK-gôrjù) v.  tr. re·gorged, re·gorg·ing, re·gorg·es. To disgorge.  

[French regorger, from Old French  : re-, re- + gorger, to gorge (from gorge, 

throat); see GORGE.]

re·gress (rV-grHsù) v.  re·gressed, re·gress·ing, re·gress·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

go back; move backward.  2. To return to a previous, usually worse or less devel-

oped state.  3. To have a tendency to approach or go back to a statistical mean.   
—  v.  tr. Psychology. To induce a state of regression in.   —  n.  (rKùgrHsÙ) 

1. a. The act of going or coming back; return.  b. Passage back; reentry.   2. The 

act of reasoning backward from an effect to a cause.  [Latin regredX, regress-  : re-, 

re- + gradX, to go; see ghredh- in Appendix.] —re·gresùsor n. 

re·gres·sion (rV-grHshùNn) n.  1. Reversion; retrogression.  2. Relapse to a less 

perfect or developed state.  3. Psychology. Reversion to an earlier or less mature 

pattern of feeling or behavior.  4. Biology. The return of a population to an earlier 

or less complex physical type in successive generations.  5. Statistics. The relation-

ship between the mean value of a random variable and the corresponding values 

of one or more independent variables.  6. Astronomy. Retrograde motion of a 

celestial body. 

re·gres·sive (rV-grHsùVv) adj.  1. Tending to return or revert.  2. Characterized 

by regression or a tendency to regress.  3. Decreasing proportionately as the 

amount taxed increases.  a regressive tax.   —re·gresùsive·ly adv.  —re·gresù-
sive·ness n. 

re·gret (rV-grHtù) v.  re·gret·ted, re·gret·ting, re·grets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To feel 

sorry, disappointed, or distressed about.  2. To remember with a feeling of loss or 

sorrow; mourn.   —  v.  intr. To feel regret.   —  n.  1. A sense of loss and longing 

for someone or something gone.  2. A feeling of disappointment or distress about 



something that one wishes could be different.  3. regrets. A courteous expres-

sion of regret, especially at having to decline an invitation.  [Middle English 

regretten, to lament, from Old French regreter : re-, re- + -greter, to weep (perhaps 

of Germanic origin).] —re·gretùter n.  

SYNONYMS: regret, sorrow, grief, anguish, woe, heartache, heartbreak. All of

these nouns denote mental distress. Regret has the broadest range, from mere dis-

appointment to a painful sense of loss, dissatisfaction, self-reproach, or longing,

as over something lost, gone, done, or left undone: He had hoped that our policy

of not dealing with terrorists would be an example to other countries but soon real-

ized, to his regret, that we didn’t practice what we preached. She looked back with

regret on the pain she had caused her family. Sorrow connotes sadness caused by

misfortune, affliction, or loss; it can also imply contrition: “sorrow for his women,

for his kinfolk, for his children, who needed his protection, and whom he could not

protect” (James Baldwin). Grief is deep, acute personal sorrow, as that arising from

irreplaceable loss: “Grief fills the room up of my absent child,/Lies in his bed, walks

up and down with me” (Shakespeare). Anguish implies agonizing, excruciating

mental pain: “I pray that our heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of your be-

reavement” (Abraham Lincoln). Woe is intense, often prolonged wretchedness or

misery: “the deep, unutterable woe/Which none save exiles feel” (W.E. Aytoun).

Heartache most often applies to sustained private sorrow: The child’s devastating

problems are a source of untold heartache to the parents. Heartbreak is overwhelm-

ing grief: “Better a little chiding than a great deal of heartbreak” (Shakespeare).

re·gret·ful (rV-grHtùfNl) adj.  Full of regret; sorrowful or sorry.   —re·gretù-
ful·ly adv.  —re·gretùful·ness n. 

re·gret·ta·ble (rV-grHtùN-bNl) adj.  Eliciting or deserving regret:  a regrettable 

lack of funds; regrettable remarks. 

re·gret·ta·bly (rV-grHtùN-blK) adv.  1. To an extent deserving of regret:  a regret-

tably brief career.  2. As a matter of regret:  Regrettably, the book is not available. 

re·group (rK-grupù) v.  re·grouped, re·group·ing, re·groups.  —  v.  tr. To 

arrange in a new grouping.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come back together in a tactical for-

mation, as after a dispersal in a retreat.  2. To reorganize for renewed effort, as 

after a temporary setback. 

regt. abbr.  1. Regent.  2. Regiment. 

reg·u·lar (rHgùyN-lNr) adj.  Abbr. reg. 1. Customary, usual, or normal:  the train’s 

regular schedule.  2. Orderly, even, or symmetrical:  regular teeth.  3. In confor-

mity with a fixed procedure, principle, or discipline.  4. Well-ordered; methodi-

cal:  regular habits.  5. Occurring at fixed intervals; periodic:  regular payments.  

See Synonyms at normal.  6. a. Occurring with normal or healthy frequency.  

b. Having bowel movements or menstrual periods with normal or healthy fre-



quency.   7. Not varying; constant.  8. Formally correct; proper.  9. Having the 

required qualifications for an occupation:  not a regular lawyer.  10. Informal. 

Complete; thorough:  a regular scoundrel.  11. Informal. Good; nice:  a regular 

guy.  12. Botany. Having symmetrically arranged parts of similar size and shape:  

regular flowers.  13. Grammar. Conforming to the usual pattern of inflection, 

derivation, or word formation.  14. Ecclesiastical. Belonging to a religious order 

and bound by its rules:  the regular clergy.  15. Mathematics. a. Having equal sides 

and equal angles. Used of polygons.  b. Having faces that are congruent regular 

polygons and congruent polyhedral angles. Used of polyhedrons.   16. Belonging 

to or constituting the permanent army of a nation.   —  n.  1. Ecclesiastical. A 

member of the clergy or of a religious order.  2. A soldier belonging to a regular 

army.  3. A dependable, loyal person:  one of the party regulars.  4. A clothing size 

designed for persons of average height.  5. A habitual customer.  [Middle English 

reguler, living under religious rule, from Old French, from Late Latin rKgul7ris, 

according to rule, from Latin rKgula, rod, rule. See reg- in Appendix.] 
—regÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —regùu·lar·ly adv. 

regular army (rHgùyN-lNr ärùmK) n.  Abbr. R.A., RA The permanent standing 

army of a nation or state. 

reg·u·lar·ize (rHgùyN-lN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. reg·u·lar·ized, reg·u·lar·iz·ing, 
reg·u·lar·iz·es. To make regular; cause to conform.   —regÙu·lar·i·zaùtion (-

lNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —regùu·lar·izÙer n. 

regular year (rHgùyN-lNr yîr) n.  An ordinary year of 354 days or a leap year of 

384 days in the Jewish calendar. 

reg·u·late (rHgùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. reg·u·lat·ed, reg·u·lat·ing, reg·u·lates. 1. To 

control or direct according to rule, principle, or law.  2. To adjust to a particular 

specification or requirement:  regulate temperature.  3. To adjust (a mechanism) 

for accurate and proper functioning.  4. To put or maintain in order:  regulate 

one’s eating habits.  [Middle English, from Late Latin rKgul7re, rKgul7t-, from Latin 

rKgula, rod, rule. See reg- in Appendix.] —regùu·laÙtive, regùu·la·toÙry (-lN-

tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj. 

reg·u·la·tion (rHgÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. reg. 1. The act of regulating or the state 

of being regulated.  2. A principle, rule, or law designed to control or govern con-

duct.  3. A governmental order having the force of law.  Also called executive order 

4. Embryology. The capacity of an embryo to continue normal development fol-

lowing injury to or alteration of a structure. 

reg·u·la·tor (rHgùyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  Abbr. reg. 1. One that regulates, as: a. The 

mechanism in a watch by which its speed is governed.  b. A highly accurate clock 

used as a standard for timing other clocks.  c. A device used to maintain uniform 

speed in a machine; a governor.  d. A device used to control the flow of gases, liq-

uids, or electric current.   2. One, such as the member of a governmental regula-



tory agency, that ensures compliance with laws, regulations, and established rules:  

banking regulators; price regulators. 

regulator gene (rHgùyN-l7ÙtNr jKn) n.  A gene that represses the activity of 

another gene in an operon.  Also called regulatory gene 

re·gu·lus (rHgùyN-lNs) n.  pl. reg·u·li (-lX)  or reg·u·lus·es. 1. The metallic mass 

that sinks to the bottom of a furnace or crucible during smelting.  2. A relatively 

impure intermediate product of various ores in smelting.  [Latin rKgulus, diminu-

tive of rKx, rKg-, king. See reg- in Appendix.] —regùu·line (rHgùyN-lVn, -lXnÙ) adj. 

Reg·u·lus (rHgùyN-lNs) n.  A bright double star in the constellation Leo.  [Latin 

rKgulus, diminutive of rKx, rKg-, king. See REGULUS.]

Regulus, Marcus Atilius. Died c. 250 B.C.  Roman general and politician who 

was captured by the Carthaginians (255). Giving his word to return to Carthage, 

he was sent to Rome to negotiate a peace treaty but instead convinced the Romans 

to reject the Carthaginian terms. He subsequently returned to Carthage, where he 

died in prison. 

re·gur·gi·tate (rK-gûrùjV-t7tÙ) v.  re·gur·gi·tat·ed, re·gur·gi·tat·ing, 
re·gur·gi·tates.  —  v.  intr. To rush or surge back.   —  v.  tr. To cause to pour 

back, especially to cast up (partially digested food).  [Medieval Latin regurgit7re, 

regurgit7t-, to overflow  : Latin re-, re- + Late Latin gurgit7re, to engulf, flood 

(from Latin gurges, gurgit-, whirlpool).] —re·gurùgi·tant (-tNnt) adj.  

—re·gurÙgi·taùtion n.  —re·gurùgi·ta·tive adj. 

re·hab (rKùh4bÙ) Informal. n.  1. Rehabilitation.  2. Something, especially a 

building, that has undergone rehabilitation.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  rehab programs; rehab sites.   —  v.  tr. re·habbed, 
re·hab·bing, re·habs. To rehabilitate: “purchased and rehabbed eight units of 

housing” (Hatfield MA Valley Advocate). 

re·ha·bil·i·tant (rKÙhN-bVlùV-tNnt) n.  One who is undergoing rehabilitation, as 

for a disability. 

re·ha·bil·i·tate (rKÙhN-bVlùV-t7tÙ) v.  tr. re·ha·bil·i·tat·ed, re·ha·bil·i·tat·ing, 
re·ha·bil·i·tates. 1. To restore to good health or useful life, as through therapy 

and education.  2. To restore to good condition, operation, or capacity.  3. To 

reinstate the good name of.  4. To restore the former rank, privileges, or rights of.  

[Medieval Latin rehabilit7re, rehabilit7t-, to restore to a former rank  : Latin re-, 

re- + Late Latin habilit7re, to enable; see HABILITATE.] —reÙha·bilÙi·tatùa·ble 
adj.  —reÙha·bilÙi·taùtion n.  —reÙha·bilùi·taÙtive adj. 

re·hash (rK-h4shù) v.  tr. re·hashed, re·hash·ing, re·hash·es. 1. To bring 

forth again in another form without significant alteration:  rehashing old ideas.  

2. To discuss again.   —  n.  (rKùh4shÙ) The act or result of rehashing:  a rehash of 

an old plot. 

re·hear (rK-hîrù) v.  tr. re·heard (-hûrdù), re·hear·ing, re·hears. 1. To hear 

again.  2. Law. To give a new hearing to (a case) by the same court. 



re·hear·ing (rK-hîrùVng) n.  Law. A new hearing of a case by the same court or 

other administrative tribunal in which it was originally heard. 

re·hears·al (rV-hûrùsNl) n.  1. The act of practicing in preparation for a public 

performance.  2. A session of practice for a performance, as of a play.  3. A 

detailed enumeration or repetition:  a long rehearsal of his woes. 

re·hearse (rV-hûrsù) v.  re·hearsed, re·hears·ing, re·hears·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To practice (a part in a play, for example) in preparation for a public perfor-

mance.  b. To direct in rehearsal:  rehearsed the orchestra.   2. To perfect or cause 

to perfect (an action) by repetition.  See Synonyms at practice.  3. a. To retell or 

recite.  b. To list or enumerate:  rehearsed her complaints in a letter.  See Synonyms 

at describe.    —  v.  intr. To practice something, such as a speech, before pre-

senting it publicly.  [Middle English rehercen, to repeat, from Old French 

rehercier : re-, re- + hercier, to harrow (from herce, harrow); see HEARSE.] 
—re·hearsùer n. 

Rehn·quist (rHnùkwVstÙ), William Hubbs. Born 1924.  American jurist who 

served as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1972-1986) and was 

appointed chief justice in 1986. 

re·house (rK-houzù) v.  tr. re·housed, re·hous·ing, re·hous·es. To provide 

with new, usually improved housing. 

re·hy·drate (rK-hXùdr7tÙ) v.  tr. re·hy·drat·ed, re·hy·drat·ing, re·hy·drates. 
1. To cause (something dehydrated) to take up fluid.  2. To replenish the body 

fluids of.   —reÙhy·draùtion n. 

Reich (rXk, rXKH), Wilhelm. 1897-1957.  Austrian psychoanalyst who theorized 

that sexual repression is the source of many psychological and social problems. 

reichs·mark (rXksùmärkÙ, rXKHsù-) n.  pl. reichsmark or reichs·marks. Abbr. 

RM, Rm. A monetary unit of Germany from 1925 to 1948.  [German  : Reichs, 

genitive of Reich, realm (from Middle High German rXch, from Old High German 

rXchi); see reg- in Appendix + Mark, unit of currency (from Middle High Ger-

man marke); see MARK
2.]

Reich·stein (rXkùstXnÙ, rXKHùshtXnÙ), Tadeus. Born 1897.  Polish-born Swiss 

chemist. He shared a 1950 Nobel Prize for discoveries concerning the hormones 

of the adrenal cortex. 

Reid (rKd), Thomas. 1710-1796.  Scottish philosopher who founded a philoso-

phy of common sense largely as a reaction to the ideas of David Hume. 

Reid (rKd), Whitelaw. 1837-1912.  American editor and diplomat who was 

publisher of the New York Tribune (1872-1912), U.S. minister to France (1889-

1892), and ambassador to Great Britain (1905-1912). 

re·i·fy (rKùN-fXÙ, r7ù-) v.  tr. re·i·fied, re·i·fy·ing, re·i·fies. To regard or treat (an 

abstraction) as if it had concrete or material existence.  [Latin rKs, rK-, thing; see 

rK- in Appendix + -FY.] —reÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —reùi·fiÙer n. 



Rei·gate (rXùgVt)  A municipal borough of southern England, a residential sub-

urb of London. Population, 116,700. 

reign (r7n) n.  1. Exercise of sovereign power, as by a monarch.  2. The period 

during which a monarch rules.  3. Dominance or widespread influence:  the reign 

of reason.   —  v.  intr. reigned, reign·ing, reigns. 1. To exercise sovereign 

power.  2. To hold the title of monarch, but with limited authority.  3. To be pre-

dominant or prevalent:  Panic reigned as the fire spread.  [Middle English reigne, 

from Old French, from Latin rKgnum, from rKx, rKg-, king. See reg- in Appendix.]

Reign of Terror (r7n ƒv tHrùNr) n.  1. The period (1793-1794) of the French 

Revolution during which thousands of people were executed.  2. reign of ter-
ror. pl. reigns of terror. A period of brutal suppression or intimidation by 

those in power. 

re·im·burse (rKÙVm-bûrsù) v.  tr. re·im·bursed, re·im·burs·ing, 
re·im·burs·es. 1. To repay (money spent); refund.  2. To pay back or compen-

sate (another party) for money spent or losses incurred.  [RE- + imburse, to put in 

a purse, pay (from French embourser, from Old French  : en-, in from Latin in-; 

see in-2 + borser, to get money from borse, purse, from Late Latin bursa, bag); see 

BURSA.] —reÙim·bursùa·ble adj.  —reÙim·burseùment n. 

re·im·port (rKÙVm-pôrtù, -portù, rK-VmùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) v.  tr. re·im·port·ed, 
re·im·port·ing, re·im·ports. To bring back into a country (goods made from 

its exported raw materials).   —re·imùport (rK-Vmùpôrt, -port) n.  

—reÙim·por·taùtion n. 

re·im·pres·sion (rKÙVm-prHshùNn) n.  Printing. A second impression, as of a 

book, that is identical to the original; a reprint. 

Reims (rKmz, r4Ns)  See Rheims. 
rein (r7n) n.  1.  Often reins. A long, narrow leather strap attached to each end 

of the bit of a bridle and used by a rider or driver to control a horse or other ani-

mal.  2. A means of restraint, check, or guidance.  3.  Often reins. A means or an 

instrument by which power is exercised:  the reins of government.   —  v.  reined, 
rein·ing, reins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To check or hold back by or as if by the use of reins. 

Often with in, back, or up.  2. To restrain or control.   —  v.  intr. To control a 

horse, for example, with reins.   —idioms. draw in the reins. To slow down or 

stop by or as if by pressure on the reins.  give free rein to (or give full rein 
to). To release from restraints; allow to go unchecked:  gave rein to her emotions.  

tight rein. Close control:  kept expenses on a tight rein.  [Middle English, from 

Old French resne, reine, from Vulgar Latin *retina, from Latin retinKre, to retain. 

See RETAIN.]

re·in·car·nate (rKÙVn-kärùn7t) v.  tr. re·in·car·nat·ed, re·in·car·nat·ing, 
re·in·car·nates. To cause to be reborn in another body; incarnate again. 

re·in·car·na·tion (rKÙVn-kär-n7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Rebirth of the soul in another 

body.  b. Belief in this rebirth.   2. A rebirth in another form; a new embodiment. 



rein·deer (r7nùdîrÙ) n.  pl. reindeer or rein·deers. A large deer (Rangifer 

tarandus) of the Arctic and northern regions of Eurasia and North America, hav-

ing branched antlers in both sexes.  [Middle English reindere : Old Norse hreinn, 

reindeer; see ker-1 in Appendix + Middle English der, animal; see DEER.]

WORD HISTORY: Although Saint Nick uses reins on his reindeer and reindeer

are used to pull sleds in Lapland and northern Siberia, the word reindeer has noth-

ing to do with reins. The element -deer is indeed our word deer, but the rein- part

is borrowed from another language, specifically from the Scandinavian languages

spoken by the chiefly Danish and Norwegian invaders and settlers of England

from the 9th to the 11th century. Even though the Old Icelandic language in which

much of Old Norse literature is written is not the same variety of Old Norse spo-

ken by these settlers of England, it is close enough to give us an idea of the words

that were borrowed into English. Thus we can cite the Old Icelandic word hreinn,

which means “reindeer,” as the source of the first part of the English word. The

word reindeer is first recorded in Middle English in a work composed before 1400.

Rein·deer Lake (r7nùdîrÙ l7k)  A lake of northeast Saskatchewan and north-

west Manitoba, Canada. It is drained by the Reindeer River, which flows about 

230 km (143 mi) southward to the Churchill River. 

reindeer moss (r7nùdîrÙ môs) n.  An erect, grayish, branching lichen (Cla-

donia rangiferina) of Arctic regions, constituting the chief source of food for 

reindeer and several other herbivores. 

Rei·ner (rXùnNr), Fritz. 1888-1963.  Hungarian-born American conductor who 

was musical director of the Pittsburgh Symphony (1938-1948), New York Metro-

politan Opera (1948-1953), and Chicago Symphony (1953-1962). 

re·in·fec·tion (rKÙVn-fHkùshNn) n.  A second infection that follows recovery 

from a previous infection by the same causative agent. 

re·in·force also re-en·force  or re·en·force (rKÙVn-fôrsù, -forsù) v.  tr. 

re·in·forced, re·in·forc·ing, re·in·forc·es. 1. To give more force or effective-

ness to; strengthen:  The news reinforced her hopes.  2. To strengthen (a military 

force) with additional personnel or equipment.  3. To strengthen by adding extra 

support or material.  4. To increase the number or amount of; augment.  

5. Psychology. a. To reward (an experimental subject, for example) with a rein-

forcer subsequent to a desired response or performance.  b. To stimulate (a 

response) by means of a reinforcer.   [RE- + inforce (variant of ENFORCE).] 
—reÙin·forceùa·ble adj. 

re·in·forced concrete (rKÙVn-fôrstù kmn-krKtù, -forstù) n.  Poured concrete 

containing steel bars or metal netting to increase its tensile strength.  Also called 

ferroconcrete 



re·in·force·ment (rKÙVn-fôrsùmNnt, -forsù-) n.  1. The act or process of rein-

forcing or the state of being reinforced.  2. Something that reinforces.  3.  Often 

reinforcements. Additional personnel or equipment sent to support a military 

action.  4. Psychology. a. The occurrence or experimental introduction of an 

unconditioned stimulus along with a conditioned stimulus.  b. The strengthening 

of a conditioned response by such means.  c. An event, a circumstance, or a con-

dition that increases the likelihood that a given response will recur in a situation 

like that in which the reinforcing condition originally occurred.  

re·in·forc·er (rKÙVn-fôrùsNr, -forù-) n.  Psychology. A stimulus, such as a reward, 

that in operant conditioning maintains or strengthens a desired response. 

Rein·hardt (rXnùhärtÙ), Max. 1873-1943.  Austrian theatrical director and 

manager whose experimental, large-scale productions included Oedipus Rex and 

The Miracle. 

reins (r7nz) pl.n.  1. The kidneys, loins, or lower back.  2. The seat of the affec-

tions and passions.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin rKnKs.]

re·in·state (rKÙVn-st7tù) v.  tr. re·in·stat·ed, re·in·stat·ing, re·in·states. 
1. To bring back into use or existence.  2. To restore to a previous condition or 

position.   —reÙin·stateùment n. 

re·in·sure (rKÙVn-shtrù) v.  tr. re·in·sured, re·in·sur·ing, re·in·sures. To 

insure again, especially by transferring in whole or in part a risk or contingent lia-

bility already covered under an existing contract.   —reÙin·surùance n.  

—reÙin·surùer n. 

re·in·te·grate (rK-VnùtV-gr7tÙ) v.  tr. re·in·te·grat·ed, re·in·te·grat·ing, 
re·in·te·grates. To restore to a condition of integration or unity.   
—reÙin·te·graùtion n.  —re·inùte·graÙtive adj. 

re·in·ter·pret (rKÙVn-tûrùprVt) v.  tr. re·in·ter·pret·ed, re·in·ter·pret·ing, 
re·in·ter·prets. To interpret again or anew.   —reÙin·terÙpre·taùtion (-tûrÙprV-
t7ùshNn) n. 

re·in·vent (rKÙVn-vHntù) v.  tr. re·in·vent·ed, re·in·vent·ing, re·in·vents. 
1. To make over completely:  She kept trying to reinvent herself as an actress.  2. To 

bring back into existence or use:  reinvented the concept of neighborliness.   
—idiom. reinvent the wheel. 1. To do something again, from the beginning, 

especially in a needless or inefficient effort: “School districts need not reinvent the 

wheel every time they try to improve their schools” (Washington Post).  2. To recast 

something familiar or old into a different form: “Call it reinventing the wheel or 

recasting old ideas, but these contemporary versions have a spirit and style all their 

own” (New York Times). 

re·in·vest (rKÙVn-vHstù) v.  tr. re·in·vest·ed, re·in·vest·ing, re·in·vests. To 

invest (capital or earnings) again, especially to invest (income from securities or 

funds) in additional shares.   —reÙin·vestùment n. 



re·in·vig·o·rate (rKÙVn-vVgùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. re·in·vig·o·rat·ed, 
re·in·vig·o·rat·ing, re·in·vig·o·rates. To give new life or energy to.   
—reÙin·vigÙo·raùtion n.  —reÙin·vigùo·raÙtor n. 

reis (r7s) n.  A plural of real3. 
re·is·sue (rK-Vshùu) v.  re·is·sued, re·is·su·ing, re·is·sues.  —  v.  tr. To issue 

again, especially to make available again.   —  v.  intr. To come forth again.   —  n.  

1. A second or subsequent issue, as of a book.  2. A reprinting of postage stamps 

from unchanged plates. 

Rei·sters·town (rXùstNrz-tounÙ)  A community of north-central Maryland, a 

suburb of Baltimore. Population, 19,314. 

REIT abbr.  Real estate investment trust. 

re·it·er·ate (rK-VtùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. re·it·er·at·ed, re·it·er·at·ing, re·it·er·ates. To 

say or do again or repeatedly.  See Synonyms at repeat.  —re·itÙer·aùtion n.  

—re·itùer·aÙtive (-N-r7ÙtVv, -Nr-N-tVv) adj.  —re·itùer·aÙtive·ly adv.  

—re·itùer·aÙtor n. 

re·ject (rV-jHktù) v.  tr. re·ject·ed, re·ject·ing, re·jects. 1. To refuse to accept, 

submit to, believe, or make use of.  2. To refuse to consider or grant; deny.  3. To 

refuse to recognize or give affection to (a person).  See Synonyms at refuse1.  
4. To discard as defective or useless; throw away.  5. To spit out or vomit.  

6. Medicine. To resist immunologically the introduction of (a transplanted organ 

or tissue); fail to accept as part of one’s own body.   —  n.  (rKùjHkt) One that has 

been rejected:  a reject from the varsity team; a tire that is a reject.  [Middle English 

rejecten, from Latin rKicere, rKiect-  : re-, re- + iacere, to throw; see yK- in Appen-

dix.] —re·jectùer, re·jecùtor n.  —re·jecùtive adj. 

re·jec·tion (rV-jHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of rejecting or the state of being rejected.  

2. Something rejected.  3. Medicine. The failure of a recipient’s body to accept a 

transplanted tissue or organ as the result of immunological incompatability; 

immunological resistance to foreign tissue. 

rejection slip (rV-jHkùshNn slVp) n.  A printed note accompanying a manuscript 

rejected for publication and returned to the author. 

rejective art (rV-jHkùtVv ärt) n.  See minimalism (n., sense 1).  —re·jecùtiv·ist 
adj. 

re·jig (rK-jVgù) v.  tr. re·jigged, re·jig·ging, re·jigs. Informal. To rejigger: “a 

series of measures to... rejig the monetary system” (Christian Science Monitor). 

re·jig·ger (rK-jVgùNr) v.  tr. re·jig·gered, re·jig·ger·ing, re·jig·gers. Informal. 

To readjust or rearrange. 

re·joice (rV-joisù) v.  re·joiced, re·joic·ing, re·joic·es.  —  v.  intr. To feel joy-

ful; be delighted:  rejoiced at the news; rejoiced in her friend’s good fortune.   —  v.  

tr. To fill with joy; gladden.   —phrasal verb. rejoice in. To have or possess:  

rejoices in a keen mind.  [Middle English rejoicen, from Old French rejoir, rejoiss-  : 



re-, re- + joir, to be joyful (from Vulgar Latin *gaudXre, from Latin gaudKre); see 

g7u- in Appendix.] —re·joicùer n. 

re·join1 (rV-joinù) v.  re·joined, re·join·ing, re·joins.  —  v.  tr. To say in reply, 

especially in sharp response to a reply.   —  v.  intr. To reply.  [Middle English 

rejoinen, from Old French rejoindre, rejoin-  : re-, re- + joindre, to join; see JOIN.]

re·join2 (rK-joinù) v.  re·joined, re·join·ing, re·joins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To come 

again into the company of:  rejoined his regiment.  2. To join together again; 

reunite.   —  v.  intr. To become joined again. 

re·join·der (rV-joinùdNr) n.  An answer, especially to a reply.  [Middle English, 

from Old French rejoindre, to answer, rejoin. See REJOIN
1.]

re·ju·ve·nate (rV-juùvN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. re·ju·ve·nat·ed, re·ju·ve·nat·ing, 
re·ju·ve·nates. 1. To restore to youthful vigor or appearance; make young 

again.  2. To restore to an original or new condition:  rejuvenate an old sofa.  

3. a. To stimulate (a stream) to renewed erosive activity, as by uplift of the land.  

b. To develop youthful topographic features in (a previously leveled area).   

[From RE- + Latin iuvenis, young; see yeu- in Appendix.] —re·juÙve·naùtion n.  

—re·juùve·naÙtor (-tNr) n. 

re·ju·ve·nes·cence (rV-juÙvN-nHsùNns) n.  A renewal of youthful appearance 

or character.   —re·juÙve·nesùcent adj. 

re·kin·dle (rK-kVnùdl) v.  tr. re·kin·dled, re·kin·dling, re·kin·dles. 1. To 

relight (a fire).  2. To revive or renew:  rekindled an old interest in the sciences. 

rel. abbr.  1. Relating.  2. Relative.  3. Relatively.  4. Released.  5. Religion; reli-

gious. 

re-laid (rK-l7dù) v.  Past tense and past participle of re-lay. 
re·lapse (rV-l4psù) v.  intr. re·lapsed, re·laps·ing, re·laps·es. 1. To fall or 

slide back into a former state.  2. To regress after partial recovery from illness.  

3. To slip back into bad ways; backslide.   —  n.  (rKùl4ps, rV-l4psù) A falling back 

into a former state, especially after apparent improvement.  [Middle English 

relapsen, to forswear, from Latin rel7bX, rel7ps-, to fall back gradually  : re-, re- + 

l7bX, to slide.] —re·lapsùer n. 

re·laps·ing fever (rV-l4pùsVng fKùvNr) n.  Any of several infectious diseases 

characterized by chills and fever and caused by spirochetes transmitted by lice 

and ticks.  Also called recurrent fever 

re·late (rV-l7tù) v.  re·lat·ed, re·lat·ing, re·lates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To narrate or tell.  

See Synonyms at describe.  2. To bring into or link in logical or natural associa-

tion.  See Synonyms at join.  3. To establish or demonstrate a connection 

between.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have connection, relation, or reference:  The symbols 

relate to an earlier system.  2. To have or establish a reciprocal relationship; inter-

act:  She doesn’t relate well to her peers.  3. To react in response, especially favor-

ably:  I just can’t relate to these new fashions.  [Obsolete French relater, from Old 



French, from Latin rel7tus, past participle of referre : re-, re- + l7tus, brought; see 

telN- in Appendix.] —re·latùa·ble adj.  —re·latùer n. 

re·lat·ed (rV-l7ùtVd) adj.  1. Being connected; associated.  2. Connected by kin-

ship, common origin, or marriage.  3. Music. Having a close harmonic connec-

tion.   —re·latùed·ly adv.  —re·latùed·ness n. 

re·la·tion (rV-l7ùshNn) n.  1. A logical or natural association between two or 

more things; relevance of one to another; connection:  the relation between smok-

ing and heart disease.  2. The connection of people by blood or marriage; kinship.  

3. A person connected to another by blood or marriage; a relative.  4. The way in 

which one person or thing is connected with another:  the relation of parent to 

child.  5. relations. a. The mutual dealings or connections of persons, groups, 

or nations in social, business, or diplomatic matters:  international relations.  

b. Sexual intercourse.   6. Reference; regard:  in relation to your inquiry.  7. a. The 

act of telling or narrating.  b. A narrative; an account.   8. Law. The principle 

whereby an act done at a later date is considered to have been done on a prior 

date. 

re·la·tion·al (rV-l7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or arising from kinship.  2. Indicating or 

constituting relation.  3. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a word or particle, 

such as a conjunction or preposition, that expresses a syntactic relation between 

elements in a phrase or sentence.   —re·laùtion·al·ly adv. 

re·la·tion·ship (rV-l7ùshNn-shVpÙ) n.  1. The condition or fact of being related; 

connection or association.  2. Connection by blood or marriage; kinship.  3. A 

particular type of connection existing between people related to or having deal-

ings with each other:  has a close relationship with his siblings.  4. A romantic or 

sexual involvement. 

rel·a·tive (rHlùN-tVv) adj.  Abbr. rel. 1. Having pertinence or relevance; con-

nected or related.  2. Considered in comparison with something else:  the relative 

quiet of the suburbs.  3. Dependent on or interconnected with something else; not 

absolute.  See Synonyms at dependent.  4. Grammar. Referring to or qualifying 

an antecedent, as the pronoun who in the man who was on TV or that in the dictio-

nary that I use.  5. Music. Having the same key signature. Used of major and 

minor scales and keys:  C major is the relative major of A minor.   —  n.  1. One 

related by kinship, common origin, or marriage.  2. Something having a relation 

or connection to something else.  3. Grammar. A relative pronoun.  [Middle 

English, from Old French relatif, from Late Latin rel7tXvus, from Latin rel7tus, 

past participle of referre, to relate. See RELATE.] —relùa·tive·ness n. 

relative biological effectiveness (rHlùN-tVv bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl ibreve/-fHkùtVv-

nVs) n.  Abbr. RBE, rbe A measure of the capacity of a specific ionizing radiation 

to produce a specific biological effect, expressed relative to a reference radiation, 

such as radium gamma rays or 200-volt x-rays. 



relative clause (rHlùN-tVv klôz) n.  Grammar. A dependent clause introduced 

by a relative pronoun, as which is downstairs in The dining room, which is down-

stairs, is too dark. 

relative humidity (rHlùN-tVv hyu-mVdùV-tK) n.  Abbr. r.h. The ratio of the 

amount of water vapor in the air at a specific temperature to the maximum 

amount that the air could hold at that temperature, expressed as a percentage. 

rel·a·tive·ly (rHlùN-tVv-lK) adv.  Abbr. rel. In a relative manner; in comparison 

with something else:  a relatively minor problem.  See Usage Note at perfect. 
relative permittivity (rHlùN-tVv pûrÙmV-tVvùV-tK) n.  Physics. See permittiv-
ity. 

relative pitch (rHlùN-tVv pVch) n.  Music. 1. The pitch of a tone as determined 

by its position in a scale.  2. The ability to recognize or produce a tone by men-

tally establishing a relationship between its pitch and that of a recently heard tone. 

relative pronoun (rHlùN-tVv proùnounÙ) n.  Grammar. A pronoun that intro-

duces a relative clause and has reference to an antecedent, as who in the child who 

is wearing a hat or that in the house that you live in. 

relative to (rHlùN-tVv tu) prep.  With regard to; concerning:  questions relative to 

the deficit. 

rel·a·tiv·ism (rHlùN-tV-vVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. A theory that conceptions of truth 

and moral values are not absolute but are relative to the persons or groups hold-

ing them. 

rel·a·tiv·ist (rHlùN-tV-vVst) n.  1. Philosophy. A proponent of relativism.  2. A 

physicist who specializes in the theories of relativity. 

rel·a·tiv·is·tic (rHlÙN-tV-vVsùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to relativism.  2. Physics. 

a. Of, relating to, or resulting from speeds approaching the speed of light:  rela-

tivistic increase in mass.  b. Having to do with or based on the theory of relativity:  

relativistic mechanics.  

rel·a·tiv·i·ty (rHlÙN-tVvùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or state of being relative.  

2. Philosophy. Existence dependent solely on relation to a thinking mind.  3. A 

state of dependence in which the existence or significance of one entity is solely 

dependent on that of another.  4. Physics. a. Special relativity.  b. General relativ-

ity.  

re·la·tor (rV-l7ùtNr) n.  1. One who relates or narrates:  a relator of stories for chil-

dren.  2. Law. A beneficially interested person on whose behalf an action is main-

tained by a sovereign power or a state. 

re·lax (rV-l4ksù) v.  re·laxed, re·lax·ing, re·lax·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make lax or 

loose:  relax one’s grip.  2. To make less severe or strict:  relax a curfew.  3. To 

reduce in intensity; slacken:  relax one’s efforts.  4. To relieve from tension or 

strain:  The warm bath relaxed me.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take one’s ease; rest.  2. To 

become lax or loose.  3. To become less severe or strict.  4. To become less 

restrained or tense.  [Middle English relaxen, from Old French relaxer, from Latin 



relax7re : re-, re- + lax7re, to loosen (from laxus, loose); see slKg- in Appendix.] 
—re·laxùa·ble adj. 

re·lax·ant (rV-l4kùsNnt) n.  Something, such as a drug or therapeutic treatment, 

that relaxes or relieves muscular or nervous tension.   —  adj.  Tending to relax or 

to relieve tension. 

re·lax·a·tion (rKÙl4k-s7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of relaxing or the state of being 

relaxed.  2. Refreshment of body or mind; recreation:  played golf for relaxation.  

See Synonyms at rest1.  3. A loosening or slackening.  4. A reduction in strict-

ness or severity.  5. Physiology. The lengthening of inactive muscle or muscle 

fibers.  6. Physics. The return or adjustment of a system to equilibrium following 

displacement or abrupt change.  7. Mathematics. A method of solving equations 

in which the errors resulting from an initial approximation are reduced by suc-

ceeding approximations until all errors are within specified limits. 

relaxation time (rKÙl4k-s7ùshNn tXm) n.  Physics. The time required for an 

exponential variable to decrease to 1/e (0.368) of its initial value. 

re·laxed (rV-l4kstù) adj.  1. Not rigorous or strict.  2. Free from strain or tension.  

3. Easy and informal in manner. 

re·lax·er (rV-l4kùsNr) n.  One that relaxes, as a chemical solution used on tightly 

curled hair to soften or loosen the curls. 

re·lax·in (rV-l4kùsVn) n.  A female hormone secreted by the corpus luteum that 

helps soften the cervix and relax the pelvic ligaments in childbirth. 

re·lay (rKùl7) n.  1. An act of passing something along from one person, group, 

or station to another.  2. Sports. a. A relay race.  b. A division of a relay race.   

3. Electronics. A device that responds to a small current or voltage change by acti-

vating switches or other devices in an electric circuit.  4. A crew of workers who 

relieve another crew; a shift.  5. A fresh team, as of horses or dogs, to relieve 

weary animals in a hunt, task, or journey.   —  v.  tr. re·layed, re·lay·ing, 
re·lays (rKùl7, rV-l7ù). 1. To pass along by or as if by relay:  relayed the message to 

his boss.  2. To supply with fresh relays.  3. Electronics. To control or retransmit by 

means of a relay.  [Middle English relai, fresh team of dogs for a hunt, from Old 

French, from relaier, to relay  : re-, re- + laier, to leave (of Germanic origin); see 

leip- in Appendix.]

re-lay (rK-l7ù) v.  tr. re-·laid (-l7dù), re-·lay·ing, re-·lays. To lay again:  re-laid 

the carpet. 

relay race (rKùl7 r7s) n.  Sports. A race between two or more teams, in which 

each team member runs only a set part of the race and is then relieved by another 

member of the team. 

re·leas·a·ble (rV-lKùsN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be released:  releasable documents; 

releasable prisoners.  2. Intended or configured to release:  releasable ski bindings.   
—re·leas·a·bilùi·ty n.  —re·leasùa·bly adv. 



re·lease (rV-lKsù) v.  tr. re·leased, re·leas·ing, re·leas·es. 1. To set free from 

confinement, restraint, or bondage:  released the prisoners.  2. To free from some-

thing that binds, fastens, or holds back; let go:  released the balloons; released a 

flood of questions.  3. To dismiss, as from a job.  4. To relieve of debt or obliga-

tion.  5. To relieve of care and suffering.  6. a. To issue for performance, sale, 

publication, or distribution.  b. To make known or available.   7. To relinquish (a 

right or claim).   —  n.  1. A deliverance or liberation, as from confinement, 

restraint, or suffering.  2. An authoritative discharge, as from an obligation or 

from prison.  3. An unfastening or letting go of something caught or held fast.  

4. A device or catch for locking or releasing a mechanism.  5. a. The act or an 

instance of issuing something for publication, use, or distribution.  b. Something 

thus released:  a press release.   6. Law. a. Relinquishment to another of a right, 

title, or claim.  b. The document authorizing such relinquishment.   [Middle 

English relesen, from Old French relaissier, alteration of relacher, from Latin 

relax7re. See RELAX.]

re-lease (rK-lKsù) v.  tr. re-·leased, re-·leas·ing, re-·leas·es. To lease again:  

re-leased the car. 

re·leas·er (rV-lKùsNr) n.  1. One that releases:  a releaser of shipments; a releaser of 

prisoners.  2. Zoology. A stimulus that releases a specific behavior pattern in an 

animal. 

re·leas·ing factor (rV-lKùsVng f4kùtNr) n.  Any of several hormones secreted by 

the hypothalamus that stimulate the anterior part of the pituitary gland to release 

certain hormones. 

rel·e·gate (rHlùV-g7tÙ) v.  tr. rel·e·gat·ed, rel·e·gat·ing, rel·e·gates. 1. To 

assign to an obscure place, position, or condition.  2. To assign to a particular 

class or category; classify.  See Synonyms at commit.  3. To refer or assign (a 

matter or task, for example) for decision or action.  4. To send to a place of exile; 

banish.  [Middle English relegaten, to banish, from Latin relKg7re, relKg7t-  : re-, 

re- + lKg7re, to send, depute; see leg- in Appendix.] —relÙe·gaùtion n. 

re·lent (rV-lHntù) v.  re·lent·ed, re·lent·ing, re·lents.  —  v.  intr. To become 

more lenient, compassionate, or forgiving.  See Synonyms at yield.   —  v.  tr. 

Obsolete. 1. To cause to slacken or abate.  2. To cause to soften in attitude or tem-

per.  [Middle English relenten, to melt, from Anglo-Norman relenter, from relent, 

damp  : Latin re-, re- + Latin lentus, sticky, slow.]

re·lent·less (rV-lHntùlVs) adj.  1. Unyielding in severity or strictness; unrelenting:  

relentless persecution.  2. Steady and persistent; unremitting:  the relentless beat of 

the drums.   —re·lentùless·ly adv.  —re·lentùless·ness n. 

rel·e·vance (rHlùN-vNns) also rel·e·van·cy (-vNn-sK) n.  1. Pertinence to the 

matter at hand.  2. Applicability to social issues:  a governmental policy lacking rel-

evance.  3. Computer Science. The capability of an information retrieval system to 

select and retrieve data appropriate to a user’s needs. 



rel·e·vant (rHlùN-vNnt) adj.  Having a bearing on or connection with the matter 

at hand.  [Medieval Latin relev7ns, relevant-, from Latin, present participle of 

relev7re, to relieve, raise up. See RELIEVE.] —relùe·vant·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: relevant, pertinent, germane, material, apposite, apropos. These

adjectives all describe what relates to and has a direct bearing on the matter at

hand. Something relevant is connected with a subject or issue: The scientist corre-

sponds with colleagues in order to learn about matters relevant to her own research.

Pertinent suggests a logical, precise relevance: The professor has given the students

a list of articles pertinent to the topic under discussion. Germane implies close kin-

ship and appropriateness: “He’s a serious student of the issues, always inquisitive

about the facts, and aggressive in their pursuit.... he asks questions that are germane

and central to the issue” (Marlin Fitzwater). Something material is not only rele-

vant but also crucial to a matter: “Facts, the statement of which may reasonably be

presumed likely to have such an influence on the judgment of the underwriter are

called material facts” (Joseph Arnould). Apposite implies a striking appropriate-

ness and pertinence: The successful copywriter is a master of apposite and evocative

verbal images. Something apropos is both to the point and opportune: The thought

may have been apropos, but I suppressed its expression out of consideration of their

feelings. 

ANTONYM: irrelevant

re·li·a·ble (rV-lXùN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being relied on; dependable:  a reliable 

assistant; a reliable car.   —re·liÙa·bilùi·ty, re·liùa·ble·ness n.  —re·liùa·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: reliable, dependable, responsible, trustworthy, trusty. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “worthy of reliance or trust”: a reliable source

of information; a dependable worker; a responsible used-car dealer; a trustworthy

report; a trusty servant of the state.

re·li·ance (rV-lXùNns) n.  1. The act of relying or the state of being reliant.  2. The 

faith, confidence, or trust felt by one who relies; dependence.  See Synonyms at 

trust.  3. One relied on; a mainstay. 

re·li·ant (rV-lXùNnt) adj.  Having or exhibiting reliance; dependent:  reliant on 

medication.   —re·liùant·ly adv. 

rel·ic (rHlùVk) n.  1. Something that has survived the passage of time, especially an 

object or a custom whose original culture has disappeared: “Corporal punishment 

was a relic of barbarism” (Cyril Connolly).  2. Something cherished for its age or 

historic interest.  3. An object kept for its association with the past; a memento.  

4. An object of religious veneration, especially a piece of the body or a personal 

item of a saint.  5.  Or relics. A corpse; remains.  [Middle English relik, object of 



religious veneration, from Old French relique, from Late Latin reliquiae, sacred 

relics, from Latin, remains, from reliquus, remaining, from relinquere, relXq-, to 

leave behind. See RELINQUISH.]

rel·ict (rHlùVkt, rV-lVktù) n.  1. Ecology. An organism or a species of an earlier time 

surviving in an environment that has undergone considerable change.  

2. Something that has survived; a remnant.  3. A widow.   —  adj.  Geology. Of or 

relating to something that has survived, as structures or minerals after destructive 

processes.  [From Middle English relicte, left undisturbed, from Latin relictus, 

past participle of relinquere, to leave behind; see RELINQUISH. Sense 2, Middle 

English relicte, widow  from Medieval Latin relicta, from Latin, feminine past 

participle of relinquere, to leave behind.]

re·lic·tion (rV-lVkùshNn) n.  Geology. Gradual recession of water in a sea, lake, or 

stream, leaving permanently dry land. 

re·lief (rV-lKfù) n.  1. The easing of a burden or distress, such as pain, anxiety, or 

oppression.  2. Something that alleviates pain or distress.  3. a. Public assistance.  

b. Aid in time of danger, especially rescue from siege.   4. a. Release from a post 

or duty, as that of sentinel.  b. One who releases another by taking over a post or 

duty.   5. A pleasant or amusing change; a diversion.  6. a. The projection of fig-

ures or forms from a flat background, as in sculpture, or such a projection that is 

apparent only, as in painting.  b. A work of art featuring such projection.  Also 

called relievo  7. Geology. The variations in elevation of an area of the earth’s sur-

face.  8. Distinction or prominence due to contrast: “The light brought the white 

church... into relief from the flat ledges” (Willa Cather).  9. Law. Redress awarded 

by a court.  10. A payment made by the heir of a deceased tenant to a feudal lord 

for the privilege of succeeding to the tenant’s estate.   —idiom. on relief. 
Receiving public assistance because of need or poverty.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from relever, to relieve; see RELIEVE. Senses 6, 7, and 8, French  from 

Italian rilievo. See BAS-RELIEF.]

relief map (rV-lKfù m4p) n.  A map that depicts land configuration, usually with 

contour lines. 

relief pitcher (rV-lKfù pVchùNr) n.  Baseball. A pitcher who replaces another dur-

ing a game. 

re·lieve (rV-lKvù) v.  tr. re·lieved, re·liev·ing, re·lieves. 1. To cause a lessening 

or alleviation of:  relieved all his symptoms; relieved the tension.  2. To free from 

pain, anxiety, or distress.  3. To furnish assistance or aid to.  4. To rescue from 

siege.  5. To release (a person) from an obligation, a restriction, or a burden, as by 

law or legislation.  6. To free from a specified duty by providing or acting as a 

substitute.  7. To make less tedious, monotonous, or unpleasant:  Only one small 

candle relieved the gloom.  8. To make prominent or effective by contrast; set off.  

9. Informal. To rob or deprive:  Pickpockets relieved him of his money.   —idiom. 
relieve oneself. To urinate or defecate.  [Middle English releven, from Old 



French relever, from Latin relev7re : re-, re- + lev7re, to raise; see legwh- in 

Appendix.] —re·lievùa·ble adj.  —re·lievùer n.  

SYNONYMS: relieve, allay, alleviate, assuage, lighten, mitigate, palliate. All of

these verbs mean to make something less severe or more bearable. To relieve is to

ease and make more endurable something causing discomfort or distress: “that

misery which he strives in vain to relieve” (Henry David Thoreau). “The counselor

relieved her fears” (Sir Walter Scott). Allay suggests relief at least for the time being

from what is burdensome or painful: “This music crept by me upon the waters,/

Allaying both their fury and my passion/With its sweet air” (Shakespeare). Alleviate

connotes temporary lessening of distress without removal of its cause: “No argu-

ments shall be wanting on my part that can alleviate so severe a misfortune” (Jane

Austen). To assuage is to soothe or make milder: “What shall assuage the unforgot-

ten pain/And teach the unforgetful to forget?” (Dante Gabriel Rossetti). Lighten in

this comparison signifies to make less heavy or oppressive: Congress endeavored to

lighten the taxpayers’ burden. Mitigate and palliate connote moderating the sever-

ity, force, or intensity of something that causes suffering: “I... prayed to the Lord

to mitigate a calamity which seemed to me past the capacity of man to remedy” (John

Galt). “His well-known financial ability made men turn to him in the hour of dis-

tress, as of all statesmen the most fitted to palliate it” (William E.H. Lecky).

re·lie·vo (rV-lKùvo) n.  pl. re·lie·vos. See relief (n., sense 6).  [Italian rilievo. See 

BAS-RELIEF.]

re·lig·ion (rV-lVjùNn) n.  Abbr. rel., relig. 1. a. Belief in and reverence for a 

supernatural power or powers regarded as creator and governor of the universe.  

b. A personal or institutionalized system grounded in such belief and worship.   

2. The life or condition of a person in a religious order.  3. A set of beliefs, values, 

and practices based on the teachings of a spiritual leader.  4. A cause, a principle, 

or an activity pursued with zeal or conscientious devotion.   —idiom. get reli-
gion. Informal. To accept a higher power as a controlling influence for the good 

in one’s life.  [Middle English religioun, from Old French religion, from Latin reli-

gio, religion-, perhaps from relig7re, to tie fast. See RELY.]

re·lig·ion·ism (rV-lVjùN-nVzÙNm) n.  Excessive or affected religious zeal.   
—re·ligùion·ist n. 

re·li·gi·ose (rV-lVjùK-osÙ) adj.  Excessively religious, especially in a conspicuous or 

sentimental manner. 

re·lig·i·os·i·ty (rV-lVjÙK-msùV-tK) n.  1. The quality of being religious.  

2. Excessive or affected piety. 

re·lig·ious (rV-lVjùNs) adj.  Abbr. rel. 1. Having or showing belief in and rever-

ence for God or a deity.  2. Of, concerned with, or teaching religion:  a religious 

text.  3. Extremely scrupulous or conscientious:  religious devotion to duty.   —  n.  



pl. religious. A member of a monastic order, especially a nun or monk.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin religiosus, from religio, religion. See RELI-

GION.] —re·ligùious·ly adv.  —re·ligùious·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: religious, devout, pious, sanctimonious. These adjectives mean

having or showing a belief in and veneration for God or a divine power, especially

as it is reflected in the practice of religion. Religious implies adherence to religion

in both belief and practice: The cathedral at Chartres is an expression of the reli-

gious fervor of the Middle Ages. “To know that what is impenetrable to us really ex-

ists... is at the center of true religiousness. In this sense, and in this sense only, I belong

to the ranks of the devoutly religious men” (Albert Einstein). Devout connotes ar-

dent faith and sincere devotion: Devout Muslims observe Ramadan punctiliously.

Pious stresses dutiful, reverential discharge of religious duties: Her mother, a pious

woman, attends Mass every morning. When the term refers to insincere piety, how-

ever, it is derogatory: “It is... well stored with pious frauds, and... much better cal-

culated for the private advantage of the preacher than the edification of the hearers”

(Edmund Burke). Sanctimonious in its modern usage always implies a hypocritical

pretense of sanctity: “Thou conclud’st like the sanctimonious pirate, that went to sea

with the Ten Commandments, but scrap’d one [Thou shalt not steal] out of the ta-

ble” (Shakespeare).

re·line (rK-lXnù) v.  tr. re·lined, re·lin·ing, re·lines. 1. To make new lines on.  

2. To put a new lining in. 

re·lin·quish (rV-lVngùkwVsh) v.  tr. re·lin·quished, re·lin·quish·ing, 
re·lin·quish·es. 1. To retire from; give up or abandon.  2. To put aside or desist 

from (something practiced, professed, or intended).  3. To let go; surrender.  

4. To cease holding physically; release:  relinquish a grip.  [Middle English relin-

quisshen, from Old French relinquir, relinquiss-, from Latin relinquere : re-, re- + 

linquere, to leave; see leikw- in Appendix.] —re·linùquish·er n.  

—re·linùquish·ment n.  

SYNONYMS: relinquish, yield, resign, abandon, surrender, cede, waive, renounce.

These verbs have in common the sense of letting something go or giving some-

thing up. Relinquish, the least specific, sometimes connotes unwillingness or re-

gret: can’t bear to relinquish the idea. Yield implies giving way, as to pressure or

superior authority, often in the hope that such action will be temporary: gradually

had to yield ground. Resign suggests unresisting submission or acquiescence, as

that arising from hopelessness: was forced by the scandal to resign the office to

which he had been elected. Abandon and surrender agree in implying no expecta-

tion of returning to or recovering what is given up, but the terms differ in that

surrender implies the operation of compulsion, demand, or force: abandoned all



hope; refusing to surrender control. Cede connotes formal transfer, as of rights or

territory: a province ceded by treaty. Waive implies a voluntary decision to dispense

with something, such as a claim or right: waived all privileges. To renounce is to

relinquish something formally and usually as a matter of principle: renounced his

claim to the estate.

rel·i·quar·y (rHlùV-kwHrÙK) n.  pl. rel·i·quar·ies. A receptacle, such as a coffer or 

shrine, for keeping or displaying sacred relics.  [French reliquaire, from Old 

French relique, relic, from Late Latin reliquiae, sacred relics. See RELIC.]

rel·ique (rHlùVk) n.  Archaic. Variant of relic. 
re·liq·ui·ae (rV-lVkùwK-KÙ) pl.n.  Remains, as of fossil organisms.  [Latin, 

remains. See RELIC.]

rel·ish (rHlùVsh) n.  1. An appetite for something; a strong appreciation or liking:  

a relish for luxury.  2. a. Hearty enjoyment; zest.  See Synonyms at zest.  
b. Something that lends pleasure or zest.   3. a. A spicy or savory condiment or 

appetizer, such as chutney or olives.  b. A condiment of chopped sweet pickle.   

4. The flavor of a food, especially when appetizing.  See Synonyms at taste.  5. A 

trace or suggestion of a pleasurable quality.   —  v.  rel·ished, rel·ish·ing, 
rel·ish·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take keen or zestful pleasure in.  See Synonyms at 

like1.  2. To enjoy the flavor of.  3. To give spice or flavor to.   —  v.  intr. To have 

a pleasing or distinctive taste.  [Alteration of Middle English reles, taste, from Old 

French, something remaining, from relaissier, to leave behind. See RELEASE.]

re·live (rK-lVvù) v.  re·lived, re·liv·ing, re·lives.  —  v.  tr. To undergo or expe-

rience again, especially in the imagination.   —  v.  intr. To live again. 

re·lo·cate (rK-loùk7t) v.  re·lo·cat·ed, re·lo·cat·ing, re·lo·cates.  —  v.  tr. 

intr. To move or be moved to a new place:  relocated the business; plan to relocate in 

the suburbs.   —reÙlo·caùtion n. 

re·lu·cent (rV-luùsNnt) adj.  Reflecting light; shining.  [Latin rel7cKns, rel7cent- 

present participle of rel7cKre, to shine back  : re-, re- + l7cKre, to shine; see leuk- 
in Appendix.]

re·luct (rV-lƒktù) v.  intr. re·luct·ed, re·luct·ing, re·lucts. To show reluctance 

or repugnance.  [Latin reluct7rX : re-, re- + luct7rX, to struggle.]

re·luc·tance (rV-lƒkùtNns) also re·luc·tan·cy (-tNn-sK) n.  1. The state of being 

reluctant; unwillingness.  2. Physics. A measure of the opposition to magnetic 

flux, analogous to electric resistance. 

re·luc·tant (rV-lƒkùtNnt) adj.  1. Unwilling; disinclined:  reluctant to help.  

2. Exhibiting or marked by unwillingness:  a reluctant smile.  3. Offering resis-

tance; opposing.  [Latin reluct7ns, reluctant- present participle of reluct7rX, to 

reluct. See RELUCT.] —re·lucùtant·ly adv. 

rel·uc·tiv·i·ty (rHlÙNk-tVvùV-tK) n.  Physics. A measure of the resistance of a mate-

rial to the establishment of a magnetic field within it, equal to the ratio of the 



intensity of the magnetic field to the magnetic induction of the material.  

[RELUCT(ANCE) + (CONDUCT)IVITY.]

re·lume (rV-lumù) v.  tr. re·lumed, re·lum·ing, re·lumes. To make bright or 

clear again; illuminate again.  [RE- + (IL)LUME.]

re·ly (rV-lXù) v.  intr. re·lied, re·ly·ing, re·lies. 1. To be dependent for support, 

help, or supply:  relies on her parents for tuition.  2. To place or have faith or con-

fidence:  relied on them to tell him the truth.  [Middle English relien, to rally, from 

Old French relier, from Latin relig7re, to bind fast  : re-, re- + lig7re, to bind; see 

leig- in Appendix.] —re·liùer n.  

SYNONYMS: rely, trust, depend, reckon. These verbs share the meaning “to

place or have faith or confidence in someone or something.” Rely implies com-

plete confidence: “You are the only woman I can rely on to be interested in her”

(John Galsworthy). Trust stresses confidence arising from belief that is often

based on inconclusive evidence: “We must try to trust one another. Stay and coop-

erate” (Jomo Kenyatta). “I don’t think I could trust myself to speak to him about it”

(Booth Tarkington). Prepare yourself thoroughly for the performance; then trust in

your talent to carry you through. Depend implies confidence in the help or support

of another: Synthetic fuels should be developed; it is foolhardy to depend on Middle

Eastern countries for our oil supplies. Reckon implies a sense of confident expect-

ancy: “He reckons on finding a woman as big a fool as himself” (George Meredith).

rem (rHm) n.  Physics. 1. The amount of ionizing radiation required to produce 

the same biological effect as one rad of high-penetration x-rays.  2. A unit for 

measuring absorbed doses of radiation, equivalent to one roentgen of x-rays or 

gamma rays.  [r(oentgen) e(quivalent in) m(an).]

REM (rHm) n.  The rapid, periodic, jerky movement of the eyes during certain 

stages of the sleep cycle when dreaming takes place.  [R(APID) E(YE) M(OVEMENT).]

rem. abbr.  Remittance. 

re·made (rK-m7dù) v.  Past tense and past participle of remake. 
re·main (rV-m7nù) v.  intr. re·mained, re·main·ing, re·mains. 1. To continue 

in the same state or condition:  These matters remain in doubt.  2. To continue to 

be in the same place; stay or stay behind:  We are remaining at home.  3. To be left 

after the removal, loss, passage, or destruction of others:  Only a few trees remain.  

See Synonyms at stay1.  4. To be left as still to be dealt with:  A cure remains to be 

found.  5. To endure or persist.  [Middle English remainen, from Old French 

remainer, remaindre, from Latin remanKre : re-, re- + manKre, to remain; see men-
3 in Appendix.]

re·main·der (rV-m7nùdNr) n.  1. Something left over after other parts have been 

taken away.  2. Mathematics. a. The number left over when one integer is divided 

by another. The remainder plus the product of the quotient times the divisor 



equals the dividend.  b. The number obtained when one number is subtracted 

from another; the difference.   3. Law. An estate in land that is conveyed only 

after the termination of a preceding estate created at the same time.  4. A book 

that remains with a publisher after sales have fallen off, usually sold at a reduced 

price.   —  v.  tr. re·main·dered, re·main·der·ing, re·main·ders. To dispose 

of as a remainder.  [Middle English, second party’s right of ownership, from 

Anglo-Norman, from remeindre, to remain, variant of Old French remaindre, 

remainer. See REMAIN.]

SYNONYMS: remainder, rest, balance, residue, residuum, remnant, leavings, re-

mains. These nouns are compared as they denote what is left after a part has been

used or subtracted. Remainder and rest, used interchangeably, are the least specif-

ic: ate some of the candy and gave the remainder (or rest) away; will spend the re-

mainder (or rest) of the day relaxing. Balance, which often specifically refers to an

amount of money left in a bank account after withdrawals and to an unpaid

amount due on a charge account, in its general sense is synonymous with remain-

der and rest: A few discriminating listeners heard the flaws in the performance; the

balance of the audience cheered. Residue and residuum refer especially to what is

left after something has undergone dissolution, depletion, or diminution: “The

residue of the conquered people fled” (Daniel Defoe). “After elimination of all ver-

biage, this fact was the only residuum” (John Lothrop Motley). Remnant denotes a

small piece or quantity remaining after the major part has been used: “The sum

exceeded the remnant of his savings” (Samuel Butler). “I saw his brindled cow feed-

ing on fish remnants” (Herman Melville). Leavings are the culls remaining after

what is valuable has been taken away: The untouched leavings from the banquet

made a fine meal for the kitchen staff. Although remains often specifically refers

to a corpse, it also applies to remnants, fragments, and relics, as of times past:

fossil remains; remains of an ancient Greek temple; dispose of the remains of dinner.

re·mains (rV-m7nzù) pl.n.  1. All that is left after other parts have been taken 

away, used up, or destroyed.  See Synonyms at remainder.  2. A corpse.  3. The 

unpublished writings of a deceased author.  4. Ancient ruins or fossils. 

re·make (rK-m7kù) v.  tr. re·made (-m7dù), re·mak·ing, re·makes. To make 

again or anew.   —  n.  (rKùm7kÙ) 1. The act of remaking.  2. Something in 

remade form, especially a new version of an old movie. 

re·man (rK-m4nù) v.  tr. re·manned, re·man·ning, re·mans. 1. To supply 

with new personnel:  reman a ship.  2. To imbue with new manliness or courage. 

re·mand (rV-m4ndù) v.  tr. re·mand·ed, re·mand·ing, re·mands. 1. To send 

or order back.  2. Law. a. To send back to custody.  b. To send back (a case) to a 

lower court with instructions about further proceedings.   [Middle English 

remaunden, from Old French remander, from Late Latin remand7re, to send back 



word  : Latin re-, re- + Latin mand7re, to order; see man-2 in Appendix.] 
—re·mandù n.  —re·mandùment n. 

rem·a·nence (rHmùN-nNns) n.  Physics. The magnetic induction that remains in 

a material after removal of the magnetizing force.  [From Middle English rema-

nent, remaining, from Latin remanKns, remanent- present participle of remanKre, 

to remain. See REMAIN.] —remùa·nent adj. 

re·mark (rV-märkù) v.  re·marked, re·mark·ing, re·marks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

express briefly and casually as a comment.  2. To take notice of; observe.  See Syn-

onyms at see1.   —  v.  intr. To make a comment or an observation:  remarked on 

her good taste.   —  n.  1. The act of noticing or observing:  a place worthy of 

remark.  2. A casual or brief expression of opinion; a comment.  See Synonyms at 

comment.  [Alteration (influenced by MARK
1), of French remarquer : Old French 

re-, re- + Old French marquer, to mark (ultimately from merc, sign, from Old 

Norse merki, mark); see merg- in Appendix.] —re·markùer n. 

re·mark·a·ble (rV-märùkN-bNl) adj.  1. Worthy of notice.  2. Attracting notice 

as being unusual or extraordinary.  See Synonyms at noticeable.  
—re·markùa·ble·ness n.  —re·markùa·bly adv. 

re·marque (rV-märkù) n.  1. A small mark or sketch engraved in the margin of a 

plate to indicate its stage of development prior to completion.  2. A print or proof 

from a plate carrying such a mark.  [French, from remarquer, to remark. See 

REMARK.]

Re·marque (rN-märkù), Erich Maria. 1898-1970.  German-born American 

writer best known for All Quiet on the Western Front (1929), a novel based on his 

experiences in World War I. 

re·match (rK-m4chù, rKùm4chÙ) n.  A second contest between the same oppo-

nents. 

Rem·brandt van Rijn  or Rem·brandt van Ryn (rHmùbr4ntÙ vän rXnù, -

bräntÙ), 1606-1669.  Dutch painter whose works are unmatched in their portrayal 

of subtle human emotions. His masterpieces include historical and religious 

scenes, group portraits, such as The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp (1632) and The 

Night Watch (1642), as well as a series of self-portraits. 

re·me·di·a·ble (rV-mKùdK-N-bNl) adj.  Possible to remedy:  remediable problems; 

a remediable setback.   —re·meùdi·a·ble·ness n.  —re·meùdi·a·bly adv. 

re·me·di·al (rV-mKùdK-Nl) adj.  1. Supplying a remedy.  2. Intended to correct or 

improve deficient skills in a specific subject:  remedial reading.   —re·meùdi·al·ly 
adv. 

re·me·di·a·tion (rV-mKÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  The act or process of correcting a fault 

or deficiency:  remediation of a learning disability.   —re·meùdi·ateÙ v. 

rem·e·dy (rHmùV-dK) n.  pl. rem·e·dies. 1. Something, such as medicine or 

therapy, that relieves pain, cures disease, or corrects a disorder.  2. Something that 

corrects an evil, a fault, or an error.  3. Law. A legal order of preventing or 



redressing a wrong or enforcing a right.  4. The allowance by a mint for deviation 

from the standard weight or quality of coins.   —  v.  tr. rem·e·died, 
rem·e·dy·ing, rem·e·dies. 1. To relieve or cure (a disease or disorder).  2. To 

set right; remove, rectify, or counteract.  See Synonyms at correct.  3.  See Syn-

onyms at cure.  [Middle English remedie, from Old French, from Latin 

remedium : re-, re- + medKrX, to heal; see med- in Appendix.]

re·mem·ber (rV-mHmùbNr) v.  re·mem·bered, re·mem·ber·ing, 
re·mem·bers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To recall to the mind; think of again.  2. To recall to 

the mind with effort:  finally remembered the address.  3. To retain in the memory:  

Remember your appointment.  4. To keep (someone) in mind as worthy of consid-

eration or recognition.  5. To reward with a gift or tip.  6. To give greetings from:  

Remember me to your family.  7. Engineering. To return to (an original shape or 

form) after being deformed or altered.  8. Electronics. To carry out (a pro-

grammed or preset activity).  9. Archaic. To remind.   —  v.  intr. To have or use 

the power of memory.  [Middle English remembren, from Old French remembrer, 

from Latin rememor7rX, to remember again  : re-, re- + memor, mindful; see 

(s)mer-1 in Appendix.] —re·memÙber·a·bilùi·ty n.  —re·memùber·a·ble adj.  

—re·memùber·er n.  

SYNONYMS: remember, bethink, recall, recollect. The central meaning shared

by these verbs is “to bring an image or a thought back to the mind”: can’t remem-

ber his name; bethought herself of her responsibilities; recalling her kindness; recollect

how the accident happened. 

ANTONYM: forget

re·mem·brance (rV-mHmùbrNns) n.  1. a. The act or process of remembering.  

See Synonyms at memory.  b. The state of being remembered:  holds him in fond 

rememberance.   2. Something serving to celebrate or honor the memory of a per-

son or an event; a memorial.  3. The length of time over which one’s memory 

extends.  4. Something remembered; a reminiscence.  5. A souvenir.  6. A greet-

ing or token expressive of affection.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

remembrer, to remember. See REMEMBER.]

Re·mem·brance Day (rV-mHmùbrNns d7) n.  The Sunday closest to Novem-

ber 11, observed in Canada and Great Britain in commemoration of those killed 

in the World Wars. 

re·mem·branc·er (rV-mHmùbrNn-sNr) n.  1. One that causes another to 

remember something.  2. Remembrancer. a. An officer of the British judiciary 

responsible for collecting debts owed to the Crown.  b. An official who represents 

the City of London, as on ceremonial occasions.  



re·mex (rKùmHksÙ) n.  pl. rem·i·ges (rHmùN-jKzÙ). A quill or flight feather of a 

bird’s wing.  [Latin rKmex, rower  : rKmus, oar; see erN- in Appendix + agere, Kg-, 

to drive; see ACT.] —re·migùi·al (rV-mVjùK-Nl) adj. 

re·mil·i·ta·rize (rK-mVlùV-tN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. re·mil·i·ta·rized, re·mil·i·ta·riz·ing, 
re·mil·i·ta·riz·es. To equip again for war.   —re·milÙi·ta·ri·zaùtion (-tNr-V-
z7ùshNn) n. 

re·mind (rV-mXndù) v.  tr. re·mind·ed, re·mind·ing, re·minds. To cause to 

remember; put in mind:  must remind him to call; reminded her of college days.   
—re·mindùer n. 

Rem·ing·ton (rHmùVng-tNn), Eliphalet. 1793-1861.  American firearms manu-

facturer whose company was a major munitions supplier to the U.S. government 

and under his son Philo (1816-1889) an important manufacturer of sewing 

machines and typewriters. 

Rem·ing·ton (rHmùVng-tNn), Frederic. 1861-1909.  American artist and jour-

nalist best known for his sculptures and paintings of the American West. 

rem·i·nisce (rHmÙN-nVsù) v.  intr. rem·i·nisced, rem·i·nisc·ing, rem·i·nisc·es. 
To recollect and tell of past experiences or events.  [Back-formation from REMI-

NISCENCE.] —remÙi·nisùcer n. 

rem·i·nis·cence (rHmÙN-nVsùNns) n.  1. The act or process of recollecting past 

experiences or events.  2. An experience or event recollected.  See Synonyms at 

memory.  3.  Often reminiscences. A narration of past experiences.  4. An 

event that brings to mind a similar, former event. 

rem·i·nis·cent (rHmÙN-nVsùNnt) adj.  1. Having the quality of or containing 

reminiscence.  2. Inclined to engage in reminiscence.  3. Tending to recall or sug-

gest something in the past:  an evening reminiscent of happier times.  [Latin rem-

inXscKns, reminXscent- present participle of reminXscX, to recollect. See men-1 in 

Appendix.] —remÙi·nisùcent·ly adv. 

re·mint (rK-mVntù) v.  tr. re·mint·ed, re·mint·ing, re·mints. To make into new 

coin by melting down and reprocessing. 

re·mise (rV-mXzù) v.  tr. re·mised, re·mis·ing, re·mis·es. Law. To relinquish a 

claim to; surrender by deed.  [Middle English remisen, from Old French remis, 

past participle of remettre, to remit, from Latin remittere. See REMIT.]

re·miss (rV-mVsù) adj.  1. Lax in attending to duty; negligent.  2. Exhibiting care-

lessness or slackness.  See Synonyms at negligent.  [Middle English, from Latin 

remissus, past participle of remittere, to remit, slacken. See REMIT.] —re·missùly 
adv.  —re·missùness n. 

re·mis·si·ble (rV-mVsùN-bNl) adj.  Being such that forgiveness is possible:  a 

remissible sin.   —re·misÙsi·bilùi·ty n.  —re·misùsi·bly adv. 

re·mis·sion (rV-mVshùNn) n.  1. a. The act of remitting.  b. A condition or 

period in which something is remitted.   2. A lessening of intensity or degree; 

abatement.  3. a. Medicine. Abatement or subsiding of the symptoms of a disease.  



b. The period during which the symptoms of a disease abate or subside.   

4. a. Release, as from a debt, a penalty, or an obligation.  b. Forgiveness; pardon.   

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin remissio, remission-, from remis-

sus, past participle of remittere, to let go. See REMIT.]

re·mit (rV-mVtù) v.  re·mit·ted, re·mit·ting, re·mits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To transmit 

(money) in payment.  2. a. To refrain from exacting (a tax or penalty, for exam-

ple); cancel.  b. To pardon; forgive:  remitted their sins.   3. To restore to a former 

condition or position.  4. Law. a. To refer (a case) to another court for further 

consideration or action.  b. To refer (a matter) to a committee or an authority for 

decision.   5. To allow to slacken:  The storm remitted its fury.  6. To desist from; 

give up.  7. To put off; postpone.   —  v.  intr. 1. To transmit money.  2. To 

diminish; abate.   —  n.  (rV-mVtù, rKùmVt) 1. The act of remitting, especially the 

referral of a case to another court.  2. A matter remitted for further consider-

ation.  [Middle English remitten, to send back, from Latin remittere : re-, re- + 

mittere, to send.] —re·mitùment n.  —re·mitùta·ble adj.  —re·mitùter n. 

re·mit·tal (rV-mVtùl) n.  Remission. 

re·mit·tance (rV-mVtùns) n.  Abbr. rem. 1. The sending of money to someone at 

a distance.  2. The sum of money sent. 

re·mit·tent (rV-mVtùnt) adj.  Characterized by temporary abatement in severity. 

Used especially of diseases.   —re·mitùtence, re·mitùten·cy n.  

—re·mitùtent·ly adv. 

rem·nant (rHmùnNnt) n.  1. Something left over; a remainder.  2. A leftover 

piece of fabric remaining after the rest has been used or sold.  3. A surviving trace 

or vestige:  a remnant of his past glory.  See Synonyms at remainder.  4.  Often 

remnants. A small surviving group of people.  [Middle English remanant, rem-

nant, from Old French remanant, from present participle of remaindre, to 

remain. See REMAIN.]

re·mod·el (rK-mmdùl) v.  tr. re·mod·eled also re·mod·elled, re·mod·el·ing 

also re·mod·el·ling, re·mod·els also re·mod·els. To make over in structure or 

style; reconstruct.   —re·modùel·er n. 

re·mon·e·tize (rK-mmnùV-tXzÙ, -mƒnù-) v.  tr. re·mon·e·tized, 
re·mon·e·tiz·ing, re·mon·e·tiz·es. To restore to use as legal tender:  remonetize 

silver.   —re·monÙe·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

re·mon·strance (rV-mmnùstrNns) n.  1. The act of remonstrating.  2. An 

expression of protest, complaint, or reproof, especially a formal statement of 

grievances. 

re·mon·strant (rV-mmnùstrNnt) adj.  Characterized by remonstrance; expostu-

latory.   —  n.  1. One that remonstrates.  2. Remonstrant. One of the Dutch 

Arminians who, in 1610, formally stated the grounds of their dissent from strict 

Calvinism.   —re·monùstrant·ly adv. 



re·mon·strate (rV-mmnùstr7tÙ) v.  re·mon·strat·ed, re·mon·strat·ing, 
re·mon·strates.  —  v.  tr. To say or plead in protest, objection, or reproof.   —  
v.  intr. To reason or plead in protest; present an objection.  See Synonyms at 

object.  [Medieval Latin remonstr7re, remonstr7t-, to demonstrate  : Latin re-, re- 

+ Latin monstr7re, to show (from monstrum, portent); see MONSTER.] —reÙ-
mon·straùtion (rKÙmmn-str7ùshNn, rHmÙNn-) n.  —re·monùstra·tive (rV-
mmnùstrN-tVv) adj.  —re·monùstra·tive·ly adv.  —re·monùstraÙtor n. 

rem·o·ra (rHmùNr-N) n.  Any of several marine fishes of the family Echeneidae, 

having on the head a sucking disk with which they attach themselves to sharks, 

whales, sea turtles, or the hulls of ships.  Also called shark sucker, suckerfish, suck-

fish.  [Latin, delay (from the belief that they could slow ships down), from 

remor7rX, to delay  : re-, re- + mor7rX, to delay (from mora, delay).]

re·morse (rV-môrsù) n.  1. Moral anguish arising from repentance for past mis-

deeds; bitter regret.  See Synonyms at penitence.  2. Obsolete. Compassion.  

[Middle English remors, from Old French, from Medieval Latin remorsum, from 

neuter past participle of Latin remordKre, to torment  : re-, re- + mordKre, to bite; 

see mer- in Appendix.]

re·morse·ful (rV-môrsùfNl) adj.  Marked by or filled with remorse.   —re·mor-
seùful·ly adv.  —re·morseùful·ness n. 

re·morse·less (rV-môrsùlVs) adj.  1. Having no pity or compassion; merciless.  

2. Unyielding; relentless.   —re·morseùless·ly adv.  —re·morseùless·ness n. 

re·mote (rV-motù) adj.  re·mot·er, re·mot·est. 1. a. Located far away; distant 

in space.  b. Hidden away; secluded:  a remote hamlet.   2. Distant in time:  the 

remote past.  See Synonyms at distant.  3. Faint; slight:  a remote possibility; had 

not the remotest interest.  4. Far removed in connection or relevance:  a cause 

remote from everyday concerns.  5. Distantly related by blood or marriage:  a 

remote cousin.  6. Distant in manner; aloof.  7. Operating or controlled from a 

distance:  remote sensors.  8. Computer Science. Of, relating to, or being a com-

puter device or system situated at some distance from a central computer and 

communicating with it often by means of cables.   —  n.  1. A radio or television 

broadcast originating from a point outside a studio.  2. Remote control.  [Middle 

English, from Old French remot, from Latin remotus, past participle of removKre, 

to remove. See REMOVE.] —re·moteùly adv.  —re·moteùness n. 

remote control (rV-motù kNn-trolù) n.  1. The control of an activity, a process, 

or a machine from a distance, as by radioed instructions or coded signals.  2. A 

device used to control an apparatus or a machine from a distance.   —re·moteù-
con·trolù (rV-motùkNn-trolù), re·moteù-con·trolledù (-troldù)  adj. 

re·mo·tion (rV-moùshNn) n.  1. The act of removing; removal.  2. The state of 

being remote.  3. Obsolete. Departure.  [Middle English remocion, from Latin 

remotio, remotion-, from remotus, past participle of removKre, to remove. See 

REMOVE.]



ré·mou·lade (r7Ùmu-lädù) n.  A piquant cold sauce made with mayonnaise, 

chopped pickles, capers, anchovies, and herbs.  [French, from dialectal rémola, 

large black radish, from Latin armoracia, wild radish.]

re·mount (rK-mountù) v.  tr. re·mount·ed, re·mount·ing, re·mounts. 1. To 

mount again.  2. To supply with a fresh horse.   —  n.  (rKùmountÙ, rK-mountù) A 

fresh horse. 

re·mov·a·ble (rV-muùvN-bNl) adj.  That can be removed:  a removable cord; 

removable plugs.   —re·movÙa·bilùi·ty, re·movùa·ble·ness n.  —re·movùa·bly 
adv. 

re·mov·al (rV-muùvNl) n.  1. a. The act of removing.  b. The fact of being 

removed.   2. Relocation, as of a residence or business.  3. Dismissal, as from 

office. 

re·move (rV-muvù) v.  re·moved, re·mov·ing, re·moves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

move from a place or position occupied:  removed the dishes from the table.  2. To 

transfer or convey from one place to another:  removed the family to the West 

Coast.  3. To take off:  removed her jewelry.  4. To take away; withdraw:  removed 

his name from consideration.  5. To do away with; eliminate:  remove a stain.  6. To 

dismiss from office.   —  v.  intr. 1. To change one’s place of residence or business; 

move: “In 1751, I removed from the country to the town” (David Hume).  2. To go 

away; depart.  3. To be removable:  paint that removes with water.   —  n.  1. The 

act of removing; removal.  2. Distance or degree of separation or remoteness: “to 

spill, though at a safe remove, the blood of brave men” (Anthony Burgess).  [Middle 

English removen, from Old French remouvoir, from Latin removKre : re-, re- + 

movKre, to move; see MOVE.] —re·movùer n. 

re·moved (rV-muvdù) adj.  1. Distant in space, time, or nature; remote.  See 

Synonyms at distant.  2. Separated in relationship by a given degree of descent:  

A first cousin’s child is one’s first cousin once removed.   —re·movùed·ly (-

muùvVd-lK) adv.  —re·movùed·ness n. 

Rem·scheid (rHmùshXtÙ)  A city of west-central Germany northeast of Cologne. 

It is a center of the German tool and hardware industry. Population, 121,830. 

Rem·sen (rHmùsNn), Ira. 1846-1927.  American chemist who discovered the 

sweetening agent saccharin. 

REM sleep (rHm slKp) n.  A stage in the normal sleep cycle during which dreams 

occur and the body undergoes marked changes including rapid eye movement, 

loss of reflexes, and increased pulse rate and brain activity.  Also called paradoxi-

cal sleep 

re·mu·da (rV-muùdN) n.  Southwestern U.S. A herd of horses from which ranch 

hands select their mounts.  [American Spanish, change of horses, remuda, from 

Spanish, exchange, from remudar, to exchange  : re-, in return (from Latin); see 

RE- + mudar, to change (from Latin m7t7re); see mei-1 in Appendix.]



re·mu·ner·ate (rV-myuùnN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. re·mu·ner·at·ed, re·mu·ner·at·ing, 
re·mu·ner·ates. 1. To pay (a person) a suitable equivalent in return for goods 

provided, services rendered, or losses incurred; recompense.  2. To compensate 

for; make payment for:  remunerate his efforts.  [Latin rem7ner7rX, rem7ner7t-  : 

re-, re- + m7ner7rX, to give (from m7nus, m7ner-, gift); see mei-1 in Appendix.] 
—re·muÙner·a·bilùi·ty (-nNr-N-bVlùV-tK) n.  —re·muùner·a·ble adj.  

—re·muùner·aÙtor n. 

re·mu·ner·a·tion (rV-myuÙnN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of remunerating.  

2. Something, such as a payment, that remunerates. 

re·mu·ner·a·tive (rV-myuùnNr-N-tVv, -nN-r7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Yielding suitable rec-

ompense; profitable.  2. Serving to remunerate.   —re·muùner·a·tive·ly adv.  

—re·muùner·a·tive·ness n. 

Re·mus (rKùmNs) n.  Roman Mythology. The twin brother of Romulus.  [Latin.]

ren·ais·sance (rHnÙV-sänsù, -zänsù, rHnùV-sänsÙ, -zänsÙ, rV-n7ùsNns) n.  1. A 

rebirth or revival.  2. Renaissance. a. The humanistic revival of classical art, 

architecture, literature, and learning that originated in Italy in the 14th century 

and later spread throughout Europe.  b. The period of this revival, roughly the 

14th through the 16th century, marking the transition from medieval to modern 

times.   3.  Often Renaissance. a. A revival of intellectual or artistic achieve-

ment and vigor:  the Celtic Renaissance.  b. The period of such a revival.    —  adj.   

also Renaissance 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the Renaissance or its 

artistic and intellectual works and styles.  2. Of or being the neoclassic style of 

architecture and decoration that originated in Italy in the 15th century.  [French, 

from Old French, from renaistre, to be born again, from Vulgar Latin *ren7scere, 

from Latin ren7scX : re-, re- + n7scX, to be born; see genN- in Appendix.]

Renaissance man (rHnÙV-sänsù m4n) n.  A man who has broad intellectual 

interests and is accomplished in areas of both the arts and the sciences. 

Renaissance woman (rHnÙV-sänsù wtmùNn) n.  A woman who has broad 

intellectual interests and is accomplished in areas of both the arts and the sci-

ences: “In an age of specialists and technocrats, [she] was a Renaissance woman. The 

incisiveness of her mind in which there was not room for cant, was matched by the 

generosity of her spirit and by the grace of her style” (Smith Hempstone). 

re·nal (rKùnNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or in the region of the kidneys.  [Late Latin 

rKn7lis, from Latin rKnKs, kidneys.]

renal clearance (rKùnNl klîrùNns) n.  Physiology. The volume of plasma com-

pletely cleared of a specific compound per unit time and measured as a test of 

kidney function. 

renal corpuscle (rKùnNl kôrùpN-sNl) n.  Anatomy. See Malpighian corpuscle 
(n., sense 1). 

renal pelvis (rKùnNl pHlùvVs) n.  Anatomy. See pelvis (n., sense 2). 



Re·nan (rN-näNù), Joseph Ernest. 1823-1892.  French philologist, philosopher, 

and historian who wrote the series History of the Origins of Christianity (1863-

1881). 

re·nas·cence (rV-n4sùNns, -n7ùsNns) n.  1. A new birth or life; a rebirth.  2. A 

cultural revival; a renaissance.  3. Renascence. Renaissance. 

re·nas·cent (rV-n4sùNnt, -n7ùsNnt) adj.  Coming again into being; showing 

renewed growth or vigor.  [Latin ren7scKns, ren7scent- present participle of 

ren7scX, to be born again. See RENAISSANCE.]

Re·nault (rN-noù), Jean Louis. 1843-1918.  French jurist who represented 

France at The Hague Conference of 1907. He shared the 1907 Nobel Peace Prize. 

ren·coun·ter (rHn-kounùtNr) Archaic. n.  1. An unplanned meeting.  2. A hos-

tile encounter or contest.   —  v.  tr. intr. ren·coun·tered, ren·coun·ter·ing, 
ren·coun·ters. To meet unexpectedly or have an unexpected meeting.  [French 

rencontre, from Old French, from rencontrer, to meet  : re-, re- + encontrer, to 

meet; see ENCOUNTER.]

rend (rHnd) v.  rent (rHnt)  or rend·ed, rend·ing, rends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tear 

or split apart or into pieces violently.  See Synonyms at tear1.  2. To tear (one’s 

garments or hair) in anguish or rage.  3. To tear away forcibly; wrest.  4. To pull, 

split, or divide as if by tearing: “Chip was rent between the impulse to laugh wildly 

and a bitterness that threatened hot tears” (Louis Auchincloss).  5. To pierce or dis-

turb with sound:  a scream rent the silence.  6. To cause pain or distress to:  tales 

that rend the heart.   —  v.  intr. To become torn or split; come apart.  [Middle 

English renden, from Old English rendan.]

ren·der (rHnùdNr) v.  tr. ren·dered, ren·der·ing, ren·ders. 1. To submit or 

present, as for consideration, approval, or payment:  render a bill.  2. To give or 

make available; provide:  render assistance.  3. To give what is due or owed:  render 

thanks; rendered homage.  4. To give in return or retribution:  He had to render an 

apology for his rudeness.  5. To surrender or relinquish; yield.  6. a. To represent 

in verbal form; depict: “Joyce has attempted... to render... what our participation in 

life is like” (Edmund Wilson).  b. To represent in a drawing or painting, especially 

in perspective.   7. To perform an interpretation of (a musical piece, for example).  

8. To express in another language or form; translate.  9. To deliver or pronounce 

formally:  The jury has rendered its verdict.  10. To cause to become; make:  The 

news rendered her speechless.  11. To reduce, convert, or melt down (fat) by heat-

ing.  12. To coat (brick, for example) with plaster or cement.   —  n.  A payment 

in kind, services, or cash from a tenant to a feudal lord.  [Middle English rendren, 

from Old French rendre, to give back, from Vulgar Latin *rendere, alteration of 

Latin reddere (influenced by prKndere, to grasp) : red-, re-, re- + dare, to give; see 

do- in Appendix.] —renùder·a·ble adj.  —renùder·er n. 

ren·der·ing (rHnùdNr-Vng) n.  1. A depiction or an interpretation, as in painting 

or music.  2. A drawing in perspective of a proposed structure.  3. A translation:  



a rendering of Cicero’s treatises into English.  4. A coat of plaster or cement applied 

to a masonry surface. 

ren·dez·vous (ränùd7-vuÙ, -dN-) n.  pl. ren·dez·vous (-vuzÙ). 1. A meeting 

at a prearranged time and place.  See Synonyms at engagement.  2. A prear-

ranged meeting place, especially an assembly point for troops or ships.  3. A pop-

ular gathering place:  The café is a favorite rendezvous for artists.  4. Aerospace. The 

process of bringing two spacecraft together.   —  v.  tr. intr. ren·dez·voused (-

vudÙ), ren·dez·vous·ing (-vuÙVng), ren·dez·vous (-vuzÙ). To cause to 

assemble or to assemble at a prearranged time and place.  [French, from the 

phrase rendez vous, present yourselves, from Old French  : rendez, second person 

pl. imperative of rendre, to present; see RENDER + vous, yourselves, you (from 

Latin vos, you); see wps in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A word that refers to the process of bringing two spacecraft

together and to a meeting between lovers might be thought to have a source hav-

ing to do with connection. The history of rendezvous, however, had originally to

do with the process of getting to a meeting place. The French word rendezvous,

which English borrowed, is made up of the second person plural imperative of

the verb rendre, meaning in this case “to present or betake,” and vous, the second

person plural reflexive pronoun meaning “yourselves.” The word rendezvous in

French denoted the place at which you were supposed to present yourselves or the

meeting you were to attend. The first recorded use of the word in English (1591)

is for a place where troops are to assemble.

ren·di·tion (rHn-dVshùNn) n.  1. The act of rendering.  2. An interpretation of a 

musical score or a dramatic piece.  3. A performance of a musical or dramatic 

work.  4. A translation, often interpretive.  5. A surrender.  [Obsolete French, 

from Old French rendre, to give back. See RENDER.]

ren·dzi·na (rHn-jKùnN) n.  A dark soil that develops under grass on limestone 

and chalk.  [Polish rEdzina.]

ren·e·gade (rHnùV-g7dÙ) n.  1. One who rejects a religion, a cause, an allegiance, 

or a group for another; a deserter.  2. An outlaw; a rebel.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, 

or resembling a renegade; traitorous.   —  v.  intr. ren·e·gad·ed, ren·e·gad·ing, 
ren·e·gades. To become a deserter or an outlaw.  [Spanish renegado, from Medi-

eval Latin reneg7tus, past participle of reneg7re, to deny  : Latin re-, re- + Latin 

neg7re, to deny; see ne in Appendix.]

re·nege (rV-nVgù, -nHgù, -nKgù) v.  re·neged, re·neg·ing, re·neges.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To fail to carry out a promise or commitment:  reneged on the contract at 

the last minute.  2. Games. To fail to follow suit in cards when able and required 

by the rules to do so.   —  v.  tr. To renounce; disown.   —  n.  The act of reneging.  

[Medieval Latin reneg7re, to deny. See RENEGADE.] —re·negùer n. 



re·ne·go·ti·ate (rKÙnV-goùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. re·ne·go·ti·at·ed, 
re·ne·go·ti·at·ing, re·ne·go·ti·ates. 1. To negotiate anew.  2. To revise the 

terms of (a contract) so as to limit or regain excess profits gained by the contrac-

tor.   —reÙne·goùti·a·ble (-shK-N-bNl, -shN-bNl) adj.  —reÙne·go·ti·aùtion n. 

re·new (rV-nuù, -nyuù) v.  re·newed, re·new·ing, re·news.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make new or as if new again; restore:  renewed the antique chair.  2. To take up 

again; resume:  renew an old friendship; renewed the argument.  3. To repeat so as 

to reaffirm:  renew a promise.  4. To regain or restore the physical or mental vigor 

of; revive:  I renewed my spirits in the country air.  5. a. To arrange for the exten-

sion of:  renew a contract; renew a magazine subscription.  b. To arrange to extend 

the loan of:  renewed the library books before they were overdue.   6. To replenish:  

renewed the water in the humidifier.  7. To bring into being again; reestablish.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To become new again.  2. To start over.  [Middle English renewen : re-, 

re- + newen, to renew (from new, new); see NEW.] —re·newùer n. 

re·new·a·ble (rV-nuùN-bNl, -nyuù-) adj.  1. That can be renewed:  a renewable 

membership; renewable subscriptions.  2. Designating a commodity or resource, 

such as solar energy or firewood, that is inexhaustible or replaceable by new 

growth.   —re·newÙa·bilùi·ty (-bVlùV-tK) n.  —re·newùa·bly adv. 

re·new·al (rV-nuùNl, -nyuù-) n.  1. The act of renewing or the state of having 

been renewed.  2. Something renewed. 

re·new·ed·ly (rV-nuùVd-lK, -nyuù-) adv.  Over again; anew. 

Re·ni (r7ùnK), Guido. 1575-1642.  Italian painter whose lyrical, idealistic works 

include the Crucifixion of Saint Peter (1603) and the Aurora fresco (1613-1614). 

ren·i·form (rHnùN-fôrmÙ, rKùnN-) adj.  Shaped like a kidney:  a reniform leaf.  

[Latin rKnKs, kidneys + -FORM.]

ren·in (rHnùVn) n.  A protein-digesting enzyme that is released by the kidney and 

acts to raise blood pressure by activating angiotensin.  [Latin rKnKs, kidneys + -IN.]

ren·i·tent (rHnùV-tNnt, rV-nXtùnt) adj.  1. Resistant to physical pressure; not pli-

ant.  2. Reluctant to yield or be swayed; recalcitrant.  [Latin renXtKns, renXtent- 

present participle of renXtX, to resist  : re-, re- + nXtX, to press forward.] 
—renùi·tence, renùi·ten·cy n. 

Ren·ner (rHnùNr), Karl. 1870-1950.  Austrian politician who was chancellor of 

the Austrian Republic (1918-1920) and president of Austria from 1945 until his 

death. 

Rennes (rHn)  A city of northwest France north of Nantes. It was an important 

Gallo-Roman town and became capital of Brittany in 1196. Population, 117,234. 

ren·net (rHnùVt) n.  1. The inner lining of the fourth stomach of calves and other 

young ruminants.  2. A dried extract made from the stomach lining of a rumi-

nant, used in cheesemaking to curdle milk.  3.  See rennin.  [Middle English, 

probably from Old English *rynet. See rei- in Appendix.]



ren·nin (rHnùVn) n.  A milk-coagulating enzyme found in the gastric juice of the 

fourth stomach of young ruminants, used in making cheeses and junkets.  Also 

called chymosin, rennet.  [RENN(ET) + -IN.]

ren·nin·o·gen (rH-nVnùN-jNn) n.  The zymogenic precursor of rennin. 

Re·no (rKùnoÙ)  A city of western Nevada near the California border. Developed 

after the coming of the Union Pacific Railroad in 1868, it is a famous resort that 

was once noted primarily as a divorce center. Population, 133,850. 

re·no·gram (rKùnN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A graphic record of the passage of radiation 

through the renal system after injection of a radioactive tracer.  2. A radiograph 

of a kidney.  [Latin rKnKs, kidneys + -GRAM.] —reÙnogùra·phy (rK-nmgùrN-fK) n. 

Ren·oir (rHnùwärÙ, rNn-wärù), Jean. 1894-1979.  French filmmaker who won 

acclaim for the artistry of films such as La Grande Illusion (1937) and Rules of the 

Game (1939). 

Ren·oir (rHnùwärÙ, rNn-wärù), Pierre Auguste. 1841-1919.  French impression-

ist painter whose warm, luminous works include Child with Watering Can (1876) 

and Luncheon of the Boating Party (1881). 

re·nom·i·nate (rK-nmmùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. re·nom·i·nat·ed, re·nom·i·nat·ing, 
re·nom·i·nates. To nominate again, especially for a subsequent term.   
—reÙnom·i·naùtion n. 

re·nor·mal·ize (rK-nôrùmN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. re·nor·mal·ized, re·nor·mal·iz·ing, 
re·nor·mal·iz·es. To bring into a normal or more normal state once again.   
—re·norÙmal·i·zaùtion (-mN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

re·nounce (rV-nounsù) v.  re·nounced, re·nounc·ing, re·nounc·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To give up (a title, for example), especially by formal announcement.  See 

Synonyms at relinquish.  2. To reject; disown.   —  v.  intr. Games. To revoke in 

cards.   —  n.  Games. A revoke in cards.  [Middle English renouncen, from Old 

French renoncer, from Latin ren7nti7re, to report  : re-, re- + n7nti7re, to 

announce (from n7ntius, messenger); see neu- in Appendix.] —re·nounceù-
ment n.  —re·nouncùer n. 

ren·o·vate (rHnùN-v7tÙ) v.  tr. ren·o·vat·ed, ren·o·vat·ing, ren·o·vates. 
1. To restore to an earlier condition, as by repairing or remodeling.  2. To impart 

new vigor to; revive.  [Latin renov7re, renov7t-  : re-, re- + nov7re, to make new 

(from novus, new); see newo- in Appendix.] —renÙo·vaùtion n.  —renùo·vaÙ-
tor n. 

re·nown (rV-nounù) n.  1. The quality of being widely honored and acclaimed; 

fame.  2. Obsolete. Report; rumor.  [Middle English renoun, from Anglo-Nor-

man, from renomer, to make famous  : re-, repeatedly (from Latin); see RE- + 

nomer, to name (from Latin nomin7re, from nomen, nomin-, name); see np-
men- in Appendix.]

re·nowned (rV-noundù) adj.  Having renown; famous.  See Synonyms at 

noted. 



rent1 (rHnt) n.  1. a. Payment, usually of an amount fixed by contract, made by a 

tenant at specified intervals in return for the right to occupy or use the property 

of another.  b. A similar payment made for the use of a facility, equipment, or 

service provided by another.   2. The return derived from cultivated or improved 

land after deduction of all production costs.  3. The revenue yielded by a piece of 

land in excess of that yielded by the poorest or least favorably located land under 

equal market conditions. In this sense, also calledeconomic rent  —  v.  rent·ed, 
rent·ing, rents.  —  v.  tr. 1. To obtain occupancy or use of (another’s property) 

in return for regular payments.  2. To grant temporary occupancy or use of (one’s 

own property or a service) in return for regular payments:  rents out TV sets.   —  
v.  intr. To be for rent:  The cottage rents for $200 a month.   —idiom. for rent. 
Available for use or service in return for payment.  [Middle English rente, from 

Old French, from Vulgar Latin *rendita, from feminine past participle of ·rendere, 

to yield, return. See RENDER.] —rentÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —rentùa·ble adj. 

rent2 (rHnt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of rend.  —  n.  1. An opening 

made by rending; a rip.  2. A breach of relations between persons or groups; a 

rift. 

rent-a-car (rHntùN-kärÙ) n.  1. A rented car.  2. An agency that offers cars and 

vans for rent. 

rent·al (rHnùtl) n.  1. An amount paid out or taken in as rent.  2. Property avail-

able for renting:  summer rentals by the beach.  3. The act of renting.  4. An agency 

that rents something.  5. A list of tenants and schedule of rents. In this sense, also 

calledrent-roll  —  adj.  Of, relating to, or available for rent:  rental income; rental 

properties. 

rent control (rHnt kNn-trolù) n.  Governmental control and regulation of the 

amounts charged for rented housing. 

rent·er (rHnùtNr) n.  1. One that receives payment in exchange for the use of 

one’s property by another.  2. One that pays rent for the use of another’s prop-

erty; a tenant. 

rent-free (rHntùfrKù) adj.  Not being subject to rent.   —  adv.  Not having to pay 

or not paying rent. 

Ren·ton (rHnùtNn)  A city of west-central Washington, a suburb of Seattle. It has 

an extensive aircraft industry. Population, 41,688. 

rent-roll (rHntùrolÙ) n.  See rental (n., sense 5). 

rent strike (rHnt strXk) n.  An agreement among tenants to refuse to pay rent, 

often in protest of poor services. 

re·num·ber (rK-nƒmùbNr) v.  tr. re·num·bered, re·num·ber·ing, 
re·num·bers. To number again or in a different order. 

re·nun·ci·a·tion (rV-nƒnÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of renounc-

ing:  the renunciation of all earthly pleasures.  2. A declaration in which something 

is renounced.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman renunciacion, from Latin 



ren7nti7tio, ren7nti7tion-, from ren7nti7tus, past participle of ren7nti7re, to 

renounce. See RENOUNCE.] —re·nunùci·aÙtive, re·nunùci·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -

torÙK)  adj. 

Ren·wick (rHnùwVk), James. 1818-1895.  American architect who designed the 

Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. (1848), and Saint Patrick’s Cathe-

dral in New York City (1853). 

re·o·pen (rK-oùpNn) v.  tr. intr. re·o·pened, re·o·pen·ing, re·o·pens. 1. To 

open or be opened again:  Officials reopened the airport after the snow was cleared. 

Schools reopen in September.  2. To take up again or be taken up again; resume. 

re·or·der (rK-ôrùdNr) v.  re·or·dered, re·or·der·ing, re·or·ders.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To order (the same goods) again.  2. To straighten out or put in order again.  

3. To rearrange.   —  v.  intr. To order the same goods again.   —  n.  A further 

order of goods from the same supplier. 

re·or·gan·i·za·tion (rK-ôrÙgN-nV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of organiz-

ing again or differently.  2. A thorough alteration of the structure of a business 

corporation.   —re·orÙgan·i·zaùtion·al adj. 

re·or·gan·ize (rK-ôrùgN-nXzÙ) v.  re·or·gan·ized, re·or·gan·iz·ing, 
re·or·gan·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To organize again or anew.   —  v.  intr. To undergo or 

effect changes in organization.   —re·orùgan·izÙer n. 

re·o·vi·rus (rKÙo-vXùrNs) n.  pl. re·o·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of viruses that 

contain double-stranded RNA and are associated with various diseases in ani-

mals, including human respiratory and gastrointestinal infections.  [R(ESPIRA-

TORY) + E(NTERIC) + O(RPHAN) + VIRUS.]

rep1 also repp (rHp) n.  A ribbed or corded fabric of various materials, such as 

cotton, wool, or silk.  [Alteration of French reps, from English ribs, pl. of RIB.]

rep2 (rHp) n.  Informal. A representative. 

rep3 (rHp) n.  Physics. A unit of absorbed radiation dose, equal to the amount of 

ionizing radiation that will transfer 93 ergs of energy to 1 gram of water or living 

tissue.  [R(OENTGEN) + E(QUIVALENT) + P(HYSICAL).]

rep4 (rHp) n.  Informal. 1. A repertory company.  2. A repertory theater. 

rep5 (rHp) n.  Informal. Reputation: “Modern British royalty began with Queen 

Victoria, who still has a bad rep for being stodgy, straitlaced and—well, Victorian” 

(Anthony Holden). 

rep. abbr.  1. Repair.  2. Repetition.  3. Report.  4. Reporter.  5.  Or Rep.. Repre-

sentative.  6. Reprint.  7.  Or Rep.. Republic. 

Rep. abbr.  Republican. 

re·pack·age (rK-p4kùVj) v.  tr. re·pack·aged, re·pack·ag·ing, re·pack·ag·es. 
To package again or anew, especially in a more attractive package.   —re·pack-
ùag·er n. 

re·paid (rV-p7dù) v.  Past tense and past participle of repay. 



re·pair1 (rV-pârù) v.  re·paired, re·pair·ing, re·pairs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To restore to 

sound condition after damage or injury; fix:  repaired the broken watch.  2. To set 

right; remedy:  repair an oversight.  3. To renew or revitalize.  4. To make up for 

or compensate for (a loss or wrong, for example).   —  v.  intr. To make repairs.   
—  n.  Abbr. rep. 1. a. The work, act, or process of repairing.  b. An instance of 

repairing.   2. General condition after use or repairing:  in good repair.  

3. Something that has been repaired.  [Middle English reparen, repairen, from 

Old French reparer, from Latin repar7re : re-, re- + par7re, to prepare, put in 

order; see perN-1 in Appendix.] —re·pairÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —re·pairùa·ble adj.  

—re·pairùa·bly adv.  —re·pairùer n. 

re·pair2 (rV-pârù) v.  intr. re·paired, re·pair·ing, re·pairs. 1. To betake one-

self; go:  repair to the dining room.  2. To go frequently or habitually:  repairs to the 

restaurant every week.   —  n.  1. An act of going or sojourning:  our annual repair 

to the mountains.  2. A place to which one goes frequently or habitually; a haunt.  

[Middle English repairen, to return, from Old French repairier, from Late Latin 

repatri7re, to return to one’s country. See REPATRIATE.]

re·pair·man (rV-pârùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  A man whose occupation is making 

repairs. 

re·pair·per·son (rV-pârùpûrÙsNn) n.  pl. re·pair·per·sons or re·pair·peo·ple 
(-pKÙpNl). A repairman or repairwoman. 

re·pair·wom·an (rV-pârùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman whose occupation is making 

repairs. 

re·pand (rV-p4ndù) adj.  Botany. Having a somewhat wavy margin:  a repand leaf.  

[Latin repandus, bent backward  : re-, re- + pandus, past participle of pandere, to 

spread out; see petN- in Appendix.]

rep·a·ra·ble (rHpùNr-N-bNl) adj.  Possible to repair:  reparable damage to the car; 

reparable wrongs.  [French réparable, from Latin repar7bilis, from repar7re, to 

repair. See REPAIR
1.] —repÙa·ra·bilùi·ty n.  —repùa·ra·bly adv. 

rep·a·ra·tion (rHpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of repairing or the con-

dition of being repaired.  2. The act or process of making amends; expiation.  

3. Something done or paid to compensate or make amends.  4. reparations. 

Compensation or remuneration required from a defeated nation as indemnity 

for damage or injury during a war.  [Middle English reparacion, from Old French, 

from Late Latin repar7tio, repar7tion-, restoration, from Latin repar7tus, past par-

ticiple of repar7re, to repair. See REPAIR
1.]

SYNONYMS: reparation, redress, amends, restitution, indemnity. All of these

nouns refer to something given in compensation for loss, suffering, or damage.

Reparation implies recompense given to one who has suffered injury, harm, or

wrong at the hands of another: “reparation for our rights at home, and security

against the like future violations” (William Pitt). Redress involves setting right what



is wrong or providing relief from injustice; the term may imply retaliation or pun-

ishment: “The people, whose privileges he has invaded, call aloud for redress” (Jane

Porter). “There is no grievance that is a fit object of redress by mob law” (Abraham

Lincoln). Amends, less forceful than redress, usually implies the giving of satisfac-

tion for a minor grievance or lesser injury: How can I make amends for losing my

temper? Restitution is the restoration of something taken illegally or its equivalent:

“He attempted to enforce the restitution of the Roman lands and cities” (George P.R.

James). Indemnity implies reimbursement for loss or damage sustained: The in-

nocent victims of the riot demanded indemnity for the lawless violence to which they

had been subjected.

re·par·a·tive (rV-p4rùN-tVv) also re·par·a·to·ry (-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Tending 

to repair.  2. Of, relating to, or of the nature of reparations. 

rep·ar·tee (rHpÙNr-tKù, -t7ù, -är-) n.  1. A swift, witty reply.  2. Conversation 

marked by the exchange of witty retorts.  See Synonyms at wit1.  [French repar-

tie, from feminine past participle of repartir, to retort, from Old French, to retort, 

to depart again  : re-, re- + partir, to depart (from Latin partXre, to divide, from 

pars, part-, part); see perN-2 in Appendix.]

re·par·ti·tion (rKÙpär-tVshùNn) n.  1. Distribution; apportionment.  2. A parti-

tioning again or in a different way.   —  v.  tr. re·par·ti·tioned, 
re·par·ti·tion·ing, re·par·ti·tions. To partition again; redivide. 

re·pass (rK-p4sù) v.  re·passed, re·pass·ing, re·pass·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pass 

(something) again.  2. To cause to pass again in the opposite direction.   —  v.  

intr. To pass again; go by again.   —re·pasùsage (-Vj) n. 

re·past (rV-p4stù) n.  A meal or the food eaten or provided at a meal.   —  v.  

re·past·ed, re·past·ing, re·pasts.  —  v.  intr. To eat or feast.   —  v.  tr. Obso-

lete. To give food to.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin rep7stus, 

from past participle of rep7scere, to feed  : re-, re- + Latin p7scere, to feed; see p7- 
in Appendix.]

re·pa·tri·ate (rK-p7ùtrK-7tÙ) v.  tr. re·pat·ri·at·ed, re·pat·ri·at·ing, 
re·pat·ri·ates. To restore or return to the country of birth, citizenship, or origin:  

repatriate war refugees.   —  n.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) One who has been repatriated.  [Late 

Latin repatri7re, repatri7t-, to return to one’s country  : re-, re- + patria, native 

country; see EXPATRIATE.] —re·paÙtri·aùtion n. 

re·pay (rV-p7ù) v.  re·paid (-p7dù), re·pay·ing, re·pays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pay 

back:  repaid a debt.  2. To give back, either in return or in compensation:  repay 

kindness with kindness.  3. To make a return or compensation for:  a company that 

repays hard work with bonuses.  4. To make or do in return:  repay a call.   —  v.  

intr. To make repayment or requital.   —re·payùa·ble adj.  —re·payùment n. 

re·peal (rV-pKlù) v.  tr. re·pealed, re·peal·ing, re·peals. 1. To revoke or 

rescind, especially by an official or formal act.  2. Obsolete. To summon back or 



recall, especially from exile.   —  n.  The act or process of repealing.  [Middle 

English repelen, repealen, from Anglo-Norman repeler, alteration of Old French 

rapeler : re-, re- + apeler, to appeal; see APPEAL.] —re·pealùa·ble adj.  

—re·pealùer n. 

re·peat (rV-pKtù) v.  re·peat·ed, re·peat·ing, re·peats.  —  v.  tr. 1. To say 

again:  repeat a question.  2. To utter in duplication of another’s utterance.  3. To 

recite from memory.  4. To tell to another.  5. To do, experience, or produce 

again:  repeat past successes.  6. To express (oneself) in the same way or words:  

repeats himself constantly.   —  v.  intr. 1. To do or say something again.  2. To 

commit the fraudulent offense of voting more than once in a single election.   —  
n.  Abbr. rpt. 1. An act of repeating.  2. Something repeated:  a repeat of a televi-

sion program.  3. Music. a. A passage or section that is repeated.  b. A sign usually 

consisting of two vertical dots, indicating a passage to be repeated.    —  adj.  Of, 

relating to, or being something that repeats or is repeated:  a repeat offender; a 

repeat performance of the play.  [Middle English repeten, from Old French repeter, 

from Latin repetere, to seek again  : re-, re- + petere, to seek; see pet- in Appen-

dix.] —re·peatÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —re·peatùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: repeat, iterate, reiterate, restate. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to state again”: repeated the warning; iterate a demand; reiterating

a question; restated the obvious.

re·peat·ed (rV-pKùtVd) adj.  Said, done, or occurring again and again:  We heard 

repeated knocks on the door. 

re·peat·ed·ly (rV-pKùtVd-lK) adv.  More than once; again and again. 

re·peat·er (rV-pKùtNr) n.  1. One that repeats: “[The] tourists are mainly repeaters 

from the United States and Canada who come for the peace and quiet” (James 

Kerr).  2. A watch or clock with a pressure-activated mechanism that strikes the 

hour.  3. A repeating firearm.  4. A student who repeats a course, usually one that 

has been failed.  5. One who fraudulently votes more than once in a single elec-

tion.  6. One who has been convicted of wrongdoing more than once, especially 

for the same offense. 

re·peat·ing decimal (rV-pKùtVng dHsùN-mNl) n.  Mathematics. A decimal in 

which a pattern of one or more digits is repeated indefinitely, for example, 

0.3333...  Also called circulating decimal, recurring decimal. 

repeating firearm (rV-pKùtVng fXrùärmÙ) n.  A firearm capable of firing sev-

eral times without being reloaded. 

re·pel (rV-pHlù) v.  re·pelled, re·pel·ling, re·pels.  —  v.  tr. 1. To ward off or 

keep away; drive back:  repel insects.  2. To offer resistance to; fight against:  repel 

an invasion.  3. To refuse to accept; reject:  a company that was trying to repel a 

hostile takeover.  4. To turn away from; spurn.  5. To cause aversion or distaste in:  



Her rudeness repels everyone.  See Synonyms at disgust. See Usage Note at 

repulse.  6. To be resistant to; be incapable of absorbing or mixing with:  Oil 

repels water.  7. Physics. To present an opposing force to; push back or away by a 

force:  Electric charges of the same sign repel one another.   —  v.  intr. 1. To offer a 

resistant force to something.  2. To cause aversion or distaste:  behavior that repels.  

[Middle English repellen, from Old French repeller, from Latin repellere : re-, re- + 

pellere, to drive; see pel-5 in Appendix.] —re·pelùler n. 

re·pel·lent also re·pel·lant (rV-pHlùNnt) adj.  1. a. Serving or tending to repel.  

b. Able to repel.   2. Inspiring aversion or distaste; repulsive.  See Synonyms at 

hateful. See Synonyms at offensive.  3. Resistant or impervious to a substance. 

Often used in combination:  a water-repellent fabric.   —  n.  1. One that repels.  

2. a. A substance used to repel insects.  b. A substance or treatment for making a 

fabric or surface impervious or resistant to something else.    —re·pelùlence, 
re·pelùlen·cy n.  —re·pelùlent·ly adv. 

re·pent1 (rV-pHntù) v.  re·pent·ed, re·pent·ing, re·pents.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

feel remorse, contrition, or self-reproach for what one has done or failed to do; 

be contrite.  2. To feel such regret for past conduct as to change one’s mind 

regarding it:  repented of intemperate behavior.  3. To make a change for the better 

as a result of remorse or contrition for one’s sins.   —  v.  tr. 1. To feel regret or 

self-reproach for:  repent one’s sins.  2. To cause to feel remorse or regret.  [Middle 

English repenten, from Old French repentir : re-, re- + pentir, to be sorry (from 

Vulgar Latin *paenitXre, from Latin paenitKre).] —re·pentùer n. 

re·pent2 (rKùpNnt) adj.  Biology. Creeping along the ground; prostrate.  [Latin 

rKpKns, rKpent- present participle of rKpere, to creep.]

re·pen·tance (rV-pHnùtNns) n.  1. The act or process of repenting.  2. Remorse 

or contrition for past conduct or sin.  See Synonyms at penitence. 
re·pen·tant (rV-pHnùtNnt) adj.  Characterized by or demonstrating repentance; 

penitent.   —re·penùtant·ly adv. 

Re·pen·ti·gny (rN-päN-tK-nyKù)  A town of southern Quebec, Canada, a resi-

dential suburb of Montreal. Population, 34,419. 

re·per·cus·sion (rKÙpNr-kƒshùNn, rHpùNr-) n.  1. An often indirect effect, influ-

ence, or result that is produced by an event or action.  See Synonyms at impact.  
2. A recoil, rebounding, or reciprocal motion after impact.  3. A reflection, espe-

cially of sound.  [Middle English repercussioun, from Old French repercussion, 

from Latin repercussio, repercussion-, from repercussus, past participle of reper-

cutere, to cause to rebound  : re-, re- + percutere, to strike; see PERCUSS.] 
—reÙper·cusùsive adj. 

rep·er·toire (rHpùNr-twärÙ) n.  1. The stock of songs, plays, operas, readings, or 

other pieces that a player or company is prepared to perform.  2. The range or 

number of skills, aptitudes, or special accomplishments of a particular person or 



group.  [French répertoire, from Old French, from Late Latin repertorium. See 

REPERTORY.]

rep·er·to·ry (rHpùNr-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. rep·er·to·ries. 1. A repertoire.  

2. a. A theater in which a resident company presents works from a specified rep-

ertoire, usually in alternation.  b. A repertory company.   3. a. A place, such as a 

storehouse, where a stock of things is kept; a repository.  b. Something stored in 

or as if in such a place; a stock or collection.   [Late Latin repertorium, from Latin 

repertus, past participle of reperXre, to find out  : re-, re- + parXre, to get, beget; see 

perN-1 in Appendix.] —repÙer·toùri·al adj. 

repertory company (rHpùNr-tôrÙK kƒmùpN-nK) n.  A company that presents 

and performs a number of different plays or other works during a season, usually 

in alternation. 

rep·e·tend (rHpùV-tHndÙ, rHpÙV-tHndù) n.  1. A word, sound, or phrase that is 

repeated; a refrain.  2. Mathematics. The digit or group of digits that repeats infi-

nitely in a repeating decimal.  [From Latin repetendum, neuter gerundive of repe-

tere, to repeat. See REPEAT.]

rep·e·ti·tion (rHpÙV-tVshùNn) n.  Abbr. rep. 1. The act or process or an instance 

of repeating or being repeated.  2. A recitation or recital, especially of prepared or 

memorized material.  [Middle English repeticioun, from Old French repeticion, 

from Latin repetXtio, repetXtion-, from repetXtus, past participle of repetere, to 

repeat. See REPEAT.] —repÙe·tiùtion·al adj. 

rep·e·ti·tious (rHpÙV-tVshùNs) adj.  Filled with repetition, especially needless or 

tedious repetition.   —repÙe·tiùtious·ly adv.  —repÙe·tiùtious·ness n. 

re·pet·i·tive (rV-pHtùV-tVv) adj.  Given to or characterized by repetition.   
—re·petùi·tive·ly adv.  —re·petùi·tive·ness n. 

re·phrase (rK-fr7zù) v.  tr. re·phrased, re·phras·ing, re·phras·es. To phrase 

again, especially to state in a new, clearer, or different way. 

re·pine (rV-pXnù) v.  intr. re·pined, re·pin·ing, re·pines. 1. To be discontented 

or low in spirits; complain or fret.  2. To yearn after something:  Immigrants who 

repined for their homeland.  [Middle English repinen, to be aggrieved  : re-, re- + 

pinen, to yearn; see PINE
2.] —re·pinùer n. 

repl. abbr.  Replace; replacement. 

re·place (rV-pl7sù) v.  tr. re·placed, re·plac·ing, re·plac·es. Abbr. repl. 1. To 

put back into a former position or place.  2. To take or fill the place of.  3. To be 

or provide a substitute for.  4. To pay back or return; refund.   —re·placeùa·ble 
adj.  —re·placùer n.  

SYNONYMS: replace, supplant, supersede. These verbs are compared as they

mean to turn someone or something out and place another in his, her, or its stead.

To replace is to be or furnish an equivalent or a substitute in the place of another,

especially another that has been lost, depleted, worn out, or discharged: “A con-



spiracy was carefully engineered to replace the Directory by three Consuls” (H.G.

Wells). “I succeed him [Benjamin Franklin, as envoy to France]; no one could re-

place him” (Thomas Jefferson). Supplant often suggests the use of intrigue or un-

derhanded tactics to take another’s place: “The rivaling poor Jones, and supplanting

him in her affections, added another spur to his pursuit” (Henry Fielding). The term

does not, however, invariably have this connotation: “The steam engine began to

supplant the muscular power of men and animals” (James Harvey Robinson). To

supersede is to replace one person or thing by another held to be superior, more

valuable or useful, or less antiquated: “In our island the Latin appears never to have

superseded the old Gaelic speech” (Macaulay). “Each of us carries his own life-

form—an indeterminable form which cannot be superseded by any other” (Carl

Jung).

re·place·ment (rV-pl7sùmNnt) n.  Abbr. repl. 1. The act or process of replacing 

or of being replaced; substitution.  2. One that replaces, especially a person 

assigned to a vacant military position. 

replacement therapy (rV-pl7sùmNnt thHrùN-pK) n.  Administration of a body 

substance to compensate for the loss, as from disease or surgery, of a gland or tis-

sue that would normally produce the substance. 

re·plant (rK-pl4ntù) v.  tr. re·plant·ed, re·plant·ing, re·plants. 1. To plant 

(something) again or in a new place:  separated and replanted the perennials.  2. To 

supply with new plants:  replant a window box.  3. To reattach (an organ or limbs, 

for example) surgically to the original site.   —  n.  (rKùpl4ntÙ) Something 

replanted.   —reÙplan·taùtion n. 

re·play (rK-pl7ù) v.  tr. re·played, re·play·ing, re·plays. To play over again:  

replay a tennis match; replay a tape; replay history.   —  n.  (rKùpl7Ù) 1. The act or 

process of replaying.  2. Something replayed.  3. An instant replay. 

re·plen·ish (rV-plHnùVsh) v.  re·plen·ished, re·plen·ish·ing, re·plen·ish·es.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To fill or make complete again; add a new stock or supply to:  replen-

ish the larder.  2. To inspire or nourish:  The music will replenish my weary soul.   
—  v.  intr. To become full again.  [Middle English replenisshen, from Old French 

replenir, repleniss-  : re-, re- + plenir, to fill (from plein, full, from Latin plKnus); 

see pelN-1 in Appendix.] —re·plenùish·er n.  —re·plenùish·ment n. 

re·plete (rV-plKtù) adj.  1. Abundantly supplied; abounding:  a stream replete 

with trout; an apartment replete with Empire furniture.  2. Filled to satiation; 

gorged.  3. Usage Problem. Complete:  a computer system replete with color moni-

tor, printer, and software.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin replKtus, 

past participle of replKre, to refill  : re-, re- + plKre, to fill; see pelN-1 in Appendix.] 
—re·pleteùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Replete means “abundantly supplied” and is not generally ac-



cepted as a synonym for complete.

re·ple·tion (rV-plKùshNn) n.  1. The condition of being fully supplied or com-

pletely filled.  2. A state of excessive fullness. 

re·plev·i·a·ble (rV-plHvùK-N-bNl) adj.  Law. Recoverable by replevin:  repleviable 

property. 

re·plev·in (rV-plHvùVn) Law. n.  1. An action to recover personal property said or 

claimed to be unlawfully taken.  2. The writ or procedure of such an action.   —  
v.  tr. re·plev·ined, re·plev·in·ing, re·plev·ines. To replevy.  [Middle English, 

from Anglo-Norman replevine, from replevir, to give as a security  : re-, re- + 

plevir, to pledge (from Late Latin plebere, of Germanic origin).]

re·plev·y (rV-plHvùK) Law. v.  tr. re·plev·ied, re·plev·y·ing, re·plev·ies. To 

regain possession of by a writ of replevin.   —  n.  pl. re·plev·ies. A replevin.  

[Anglo-Norman replevir. See REPLEVIN.]

rep·li·ca (rHpùlV-kN) n.  1. A copy or reproduction of a work of art, especially one 

made by the original artist.  2. A copy or reproduction, especially one on a scale 

smaller than the original.  [Italian, from replicare, to repeat, from Late Latin 

replic7re, from Latin, to fold back. See REPLICATE.]

rep·li·case (rHpùlV-k7sÙ, -k7zÙ) n.  An enzyme that promotes the synthesis of a 

complementary RNA molecule from an RNA template.  [REPLIC(ATE) + -ASE.]

rep·li·cate (rHpùlV-k7tÙ) v.  rep·li·cat·ed, rep·li·cat·ing, rep·li·cates.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To duplicate, copy, reproduce, or repeat.  2. Biology. To reproduce or make 

an exact copy or copies of (genetic material, a cell, or an organism).  3. To fold 

over or bend back.   —  v.  intr. To become replicated; undergo replication.   —  
adj.  also rep·li·cat·ed (-k7ùtVd; -kVt) Folded over or bent back upon itself:  a rep-

licate leaf.   —  n.  (-kVt) A repetition of an experiment or a procedure.  [Middle 

English replicaten, from Late Latin replic7re, replic7t-, to repeat, from Latin, to 

fold back  : re-, re- + plic7re, to fold; see plek- in Appendix.] —repùli·caÙtive 
adj. 

rep·li·ca·tion (rHpÙlV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. A fold or a folding back.  2. A reply to an 

answer; a rejoinder.  3. Law. The plaintiff’s response to the defendant’s answer or 

plea.  4. An echo or a reverberation.  5. A copy or reproduction.  6. The act or 

process of duplicating or reproducing something.  7. Biology. The act or process 

by which genetic material, a cell, or an organism reproduces or makes an exact 

copy of itself. 

rep·li·con (rHpùlV-kmnÙ) n.  A genetic element that undergoes replication as an 

autonomous unit.  [REPLIC(ATION) + -ON
1.]

re·ply (rV-plXù) v.  re·plied, re·ply·ing, re·plies.  —  v.  intr. 1. To give an 

answer in speech or writing.  2. To respond by an action or a gesture.  3. To echo.  

4. To return gunfire or an attack:  The big guns replied.  5. Law. To respond to a 

defendant’s plea.   —  v.  tr. To say or give as an answer:  I replied that I was unable 



to help them.  See Synonyms at answer.   —  n.  pl. re·plies. 1. A response in 

speech or writing.  2. A response by action or gesture.  3. Law. A plaintiff’s formal 

response in answer to that of a defendant.  [Middle English replien, from Old 

French replier, from Latin replic7re, to fold back. See REPLICATE.] —re·pliùer n. 

re·po1 (rKùpoÙ) n.  pl. re·pos. Informal. A repurchase agreement.  [Shortening 

and alteration of REPURCHASE AGREEMENT.]

re·po2 (rKùpoÙ) n.  pl. re·pos. Informal. 1. Repossession of merchandise or prop-

erty from a buyer who has defaulted on payment.  2. Repossessed merchandise or 

property. 

re·po·lar·i·za·tion (rK-poÙlNr-V-z7ùshNn) n.  The restoration of a polarized 

state across a membrane, as in a muscle fiber following contraction. 

re·po·lar·ize (rK-poùlN-rXzÙ) v.  intr. re·po·lar·ized, re·po·lar·iz·ing, 
re·po·lar·iz·es. To return to a polarized state; undergo repolarization. 

re·port (rV-pôrtù -portù) n.  Abbr. rep., rept., rpt. 1. An account presented usu-

ally in detail.  2. A formal account of the proceedings or transactions of a group.  

3.  Often reports. Law. A published collection of authoritative accounts of court 

cases or of judicial decisions.  4. Common talk; rumor or gossip:  According to 

report, they eloped.  5. Reputation; repute:  a person of bad report.  6. An explosive 

noise:  the report of a rifle.   —  v.  re·port·ed, re·port·ing, re·ports.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make or present an often official, formal, or regular account of.  2. To relate 

or tell about; present:  report one’s findings.  See Synonyms at describe.  3. To 

write or provide an account or a summation of for publication or broadcast:  

report the news.  4. To submit or relate the results of considerations concerning:  

The committee reported the bill.  5. To carry back and repeat to another:  reported 

the rumor of a strike.  6. To complain about or denounce:  reported them to the 

principal.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make a report.  2. To serve as a reporter for a publica-

tion, broadcasting company, or other news media.  3. To present oneself:  report 

for duty.  4. To be accountable:  She reports directly to the board of directors.   
—phrasal verb. report out. To return after deliberation to a legislative body 

for action:  The committee reported the new tax bill out.   —idiom. on report. 
Subject to disclipinary action.  [Middle English report, from Old French, from 

reporter, to report, from Latin report7re : re-, re- + port7re, to carry; see per-2 in 

Appendix.] —re·portùa·ble adj. 

re·port·age (rHpÙNr-täzhù, rV-pôrùtVj, -porù-) n.  1. The reporting of news or 

information of general interest.  2. Something reported.  [French, from reporter, 

to report, from Old French. See REPORT.]

report card (rV-pôrtù kärd) n.  A report of a student’s progress presented peri-

odically to a parent or guardian. 

re·port·ed·ly (rV-pôrùtVd-lK, -porù-) adv.  By report; supposedly. 

re·port·er (rV-pôrùtNr, -porù-) n.  Abbr. rep. 1. A writer, an investigator, or a 

presenter of news stories.  2. Law. A person who is authorized to write and issue 



official accounts of judicial or legislative proceedings.   —repÙor·toùri·al 
(rHpÙNr-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-, rKÙpNr-) adj.  —repÙor·toùri·al·ly adv. 

re·pose1 (rV-pozù) n.  1. The act of resting or the state of being at rest.  

2. Freedom from worry; peace of mind.  3. Calmness; tranquillity.  See Syn-

onyms at rest1.   —  v.  re·posed, re·pos·ing, re·pos·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To lay 

(oneself) down.  2. To rest or relax (oneself).   —  v.  intr. 1. To lie at rest.  2. To 

lie dead:  repose in a grave.  3. To lie while being supported by something.  [From 

Middle English reposen, to be at rest, from Old French reposer, from Late Latin 

repaus7re, to cause to rest  : Latin re-, re- + paus7re, to rest (from Latin pausa, 

rest); see PAUSE.] —re·posùal n.  —re·posùer n. 

re·pose2 (rV-pozù) v.  tr. re·posed, re·pos·ing, re·pos·es. To place (trust, for 

example) in:  The nation had reposed its hopes in a single man.  [Middle English 

reposen, to replace, from Latin reponere, repos-, to put away. See REPOSIT.]

re·pose·ful (rV-pozùfNl) adj.  Marked by, conducive to, or expressing repose.   
—re·poseùful·ly adv.  —re·poseùful·ness n. 

re·pos·it (rV-pmzùVt) v.  tr. re·pos·it·ed, re·pos·it·ing, re·pos·its. To put away; 

store.  [Latin reponere, reposit-  : re-, re- + ponere, to place; see apo- in Appendix.] 
—reÙpo·siùtion (rKÙpN-zVshùNn, rHpÙN-) n. 

re·pos·i·to·ry (rV-pmzùV-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. re·pos·i·to·ries. 1. A place where 

things may be put for safekeeping.  2. A warehouse.  3. A museum.  4. A burial 

vault; a tomb.  5. One that contains or is a store of something specified: “Bone 

marrow is also the repository for some leukemias and lymphomas” (Seth Rolbein).  

6. One who is entrusted with secrets or confidential information. 

re·pos·sess (rKÙpN-zHsù) v.  tr. re·pos·sessed, re·pos·sess·ing, 
re·pos·sess·es. 1. a. To regain possession of.  b. To reclaim possession of for 

failure to pay installments due.   2. To give back possession to.   —reÙpos·sesù-
sion (-zHshùNn) n. 

re·pous·sé (rN-pu-s7ù) adj.  1. Shaped or decorated with patterns in relief 

formed by hammering and pressing on the reverse side. Used especially of metal.  

2. Raised in relief.   —  n.  1. A design in relief.  2. The technique of hammering 

and pressing designs in relief.  [French, past participle of repousser, to push back, 

from Old French  : re-, re- + pousser, to push (from Latin puls7re, to beat, fre-

quentative of pellere, to push); see REPEL.]

repp (rHp) n.  Variant of rep1. 
Rep·plier (rHpùlîrÙ), Agnes. 1855-1950.  American essayist. A frequent contrib-

utor to Atlantic Monthly, she also published several volumes of essays, including 

Points of View (1891). 

rep·re·hend (rHpÙrV-hHndù) v.  tr. rep·re·hend·ed, rep·re·hend·ing, 
rep·re·hends. To reprove; censure.  See Synonyms at criticize.  [Middle English 

reprehenden, from Latin reprehendere : re-, re- + prehendere, to seize; see ghend- 
in Appendix.]



rep·re·hen·si·ble (rHpÙrV-hHnùsN-bNl) adj.  Deserving rebuke or censure; 

blameworthy.  See Synonyms at blameworthy.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin reprehKnsibilis, from Latin reprehKnsus, past participle of 

reprehendere, to reprehend. See REPREHEND.] —repÙre·henÙsi·bilùi·ty, 
repÙre·henùsi·ble·ness n.  —repÙre·henùsi·bly adv. 

rep·re·hen·sion (rHpÙrV-hHnùshNn) n.  The act of rebuking or censuring; 

reproval. 

rep·re·sent (rHpÙrV-zHntù) v.  tr. rep·re·sent·ed, rep·re·sent·ing, 
rep·re·sents. 1. a. To stand for; symbolize:  The bald eagle represents the United 

States.  b. To indicate or communicate by signs or symbols:  Letters of the alphabet 

represent sounds.   2. a. To depict in art; portray.  b. To describe or present in 

words; set forth.   3. To present clearly to the mind.  4. To draw attention to by 

way of remonstrance or protest:  Our parents represented to us the need for greater 

caution.  5. To describe or put forward (a person or thing) as an embodiment of a 

specified quality.  6. a. To serve as the official and authorized delegate or agent 

for.  b. To act as a spokesperson for.   7. To serve as an example of:  The museum 

had several paintings representing the artist’s early style.  8. To be the equivalent of.  

9. a. To stage (a play, for example); produce.  b. To act the part or role of.   [Mid-

dle English representen, from Old French representer, from Latin repraesent7re, to 

show  : re-, re- + praesent7re, to present; see PRESENT
2.] —repÙre·sentÙa·bilùi·ty 

n.  —repÙre·sentùa·ble adj.  —repÙre·sentùer n.  

SYNONYMS: represent, delineate, depict, limn, picture, portray. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to render or present a realistic image or likeness

of”: a statue representing a king; cave paintings that delineate horses and hunters; a

cartoon depicting a sea monster; the personality of a great leader limned in words; a

country landscape pictured in soft colors; a book portraying life in the Middle Ages.

rep·re·sen·ta·tion (rHpÙrV-zHn-t7ùshNn, -zNn-) n.  1. The act of representing or 

the state of being represented.  2. Something that represents.  3. a. An account or 

a statement, as of facts, allegations, or arguments.  b. An expostulation; a protest.   

4. A presentation or production, as of a play.  5. The state or condition of serving 

as an official delegate, agent, or spokesperson.  6. The right or privilege of being 

represented by delegates having a voice in a legislative body.  7. Law. A statement 

of fact made by one party in order to induce another party to enter into a con-

tract. 

rep·re·sen·ta·tion·al (rHpÙrV-zHn-t7ùshN-nNl, -zNn-) adj.  Of or relating to rep-

resentation, especially to realistic graphic representation.   —repÙre·sen·taù-
tion·al·ism n. 

rep·re·sen·ta·tive (rHpÙrV-zHnùtN-tVv) n.  Abbr. rep., Rep. 1. One that serves 

as an example or a type for others of the same classification.  2. One that serves as 



a delegate or an agent for another.  3. a. A member of a governmental body, usu-

ally legislative, chosen by popular vote.  b. A member of the U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives or of the lower house of a state legislature.    —  adj.  1. Representing, 

depicting, or portraying or able to do so.  2. Authorized to act as an official dele-

gate or agent.  3. Of, relating to, or characteristic of government by representa-

tion.  4. Like or typical of others of the same class.  See Usage Note at cross 
section.  —repÙre·senùta·tive·ly adv.  —repÙre·senùta·tive·ness n. 

re·press (rV-prHsù) v.  re·pressed, re·press·ing, re·press·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

hold back by an act of volition:  couldn’t repress a smirk.  See Synonyms at sup-
press.  2. To put down by force, usually before total control has been lost; quell:  

repress a rebellion.  3. Psychology. To exclude (painful or unpleasant memories, for 

example) from the conscious mind.   —  v.  intr. To take repressive action.  [Mid-

dle English repressen, from Latin reprimere, repress-  : re-, re- + premere, to press; 

see per-4 in Appendix.] —re·pressÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —re·pressùi·ble adj. 

re·press·er (rV-prHsùNr) n.  Variant of repressor (n., sense 1). 

re·pres·sion (rV-prHshùNn) n.  1. The act of repressing or the state of being 

repressed.  2. Psychology. The unconscious exclusion of painful impulses, desires, 

or fears from the conscious mind.   —re·presùsion·ist adj. 

re·pres·sive (rV-prHsùVv) adj.  Causing or inclined to cause repression:  a repres-

sive dictatorship.   —re·presùsive·ly adv.  —re·presùsive·ness n. 

re·pres·sor (rV-prHsùNr) n.  1.  Also re·press·er. One that represses.  2. Genetics. 

A protein that binds to an operator, blocking transcription of an operon and the 

enzymes for which the operon codes. 

re·prieve (rV-prKvù) v.  tr. re·prieved, re·priev·ing, re·prieves. 1. To post-

pone or cancel the punishment of.  2. To bring relief to.   —  n.  

1. a. Postponement or cancellation of a punishment.  b. A warrant for such an 

action.   2. Temporary relief, as from danger or pain.  [Alteration (influenced by 

Middle English repreven, to contradict, variant of reproven, to rebuke); see 

REPROVE, of Middle English reprien, probably from Old French repris, past partici-

ple of reprendre, to take back, from Latin reprehendere, to hold back. See REPRE-

HEND.] —re·prievùa·ble adj. 

rep·ri·mand (rHpùrN-m4ndÙ) v.  tr. rep·ri·mand·ed, rep·ri·mand·ing, 
rep·ri·mands. To reprove severely, especially in a formal or official way.  See 

Synonyms at admonish.   —  n.  A severe, formal, or official rebuke or censure.  

[French réprimander, from réprimande, a reprimand, alteration (influenced by 

mander, to order), of obsolete reprimende, from Latin reprimenda (culpa), (fault) 

to be repressed, feminine gerundive of reprimere, to restrain. See REPRESS.]

re·print (rKùprVntÙ) n.  Abbr. rep. 1. Something that has been printed again, 

especially: a. A new printing that is identical to an original; a reimpression.  b. A 

separately printed excerpt; an offprint.   2. A facsimile of a postage stamp printed 

after the original issue of the stamp has been discontinued.   —  v.  tr. 



re·print·ed, re·print·ing, re·prints (rK-prVntù). To make a new copy or edition 

of; print again.   —re·printùer n. 

re·pri·sal (rV-prXùzNl) n.  1. Retaliation for an injury with the intent of inflicting 

at least as much injury in return.  2. Forcible seizure of an enemy’s goods or sub-

jects in retaliation for injuries inflicted.  3. The practice of using political or mili-

tary force without actually resorting to war.  [Middle English reprisail, from Old 

French reprisaille, from Old Italian ripresaglia, from ripreso, past participle of 

riprendere, to take back, from Latin reprendere, reprehendere, to take hold of. See 

REPREHEND.]

re·prise (rV-prKzù) n.  1. Music. a. A repetition of a phrase or verse.  b. A return 

to an original theme.   2. A recurrence or resumption of an action.   —  v.  tr. 

re·prised, re·pris·ing, re·pris·es. To repeat or resume an action; make a reprise 

of.  [Middle English, act of taking back, from Old French, from feminine past 

participle of reprendre, to take back. See REPRIEVE.]

re·pro (rKùpro) n.  pl. re·pros. Printing. A reproduction proof. 

re·proach (rV-prochù) v.  tr. re·proached, re·proach·ing, re·proach·es. 
1. To express disapproval of, criticism of, or disappointment in (someone).  See 

Synonyms at admonish.  2. To bring shame upon; disgrace.   —  n.  1. Blame; 

rebuke.  2. One that causes rebuke or blame.  3. Disgrace; shame.   —idiom. 
beyond reproach. So good as to preclude any possibility of criticism.  [Middle 

English reprochen, from Old French reprochier, from Vulgar Latin *repropi7re : 

Latin re-, re- + Latin prope, near; see per1 in Appendix.] —re·proachùa·ble adj.  

—re·proachùa·ble·ness n.  —re·proachùa·bly adv.  —re·proachùer n. 

re·proach·ful (rV-prochùfNl) adj.  Expressing reproach or blame.   
—re·proachùful·ly adv.  —re·proachùful·ness n. 

rep·ro·bate (rHpùrN-b7tÙ) n.  1. A morally unprincipled person.  2. Theology. 

One who is predestined to damnation.   —  adj.  1. Morally unprincipled; shame-

less.  2. Theology. Rejected by God and without hope of salvation.   —  v.  tr. 

rep·ro·bat·ed, rep·ro·bat·ing, rep·ro·bates. 1. To disapprove of; condemn.  

2. Theology. To abandon to eternal damnation.  [From Middle English, con-

demned, from Late Latin reprob7tus, past participle of reprob7re, to reprove  : 

Latin re-, opposite; see RE- + prob7re, to approve; see PROVE.] —repÙro·baùtion 
n.  —repùro·baÙtive adj. 

re·proc·ess (rK-prmsùHsÙ, -proùsHsÙ) v.  tr. re·proc·essed, re·proc·ess·ing, 
re·proc·ess·es. To cause to undergo special or additional processing before 

reuse. 

re·pro·duce (rKÙprN-dusù, -dyusù) v.  re·pro·duced, re·pro·duc·ing, 
re·pro·duc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To produce a counterpart, an image, or a copy of.  

2. Biology. To generate (offspring) by sexual or asexual means.  3. To produce 

again or anew; re-create.  4. To bring (a memory, for example) to mind again.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To generate offspring.  2. To undergo copying:  graphics that repro-



duce well.   —reÙpro·ducùer n.  —reÙpro·ducÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —reÙpro·ducùi·ble 
adj. 

re·pro·duc·tion (rKÙprN-dƒkùshNn) n.  1. The act of reproducing or the condi-

tion or process of being reproduced.  2. Something reproduced, especially in the 

faithfulness of its resemblance to the form and elements of the original:  the real-

istic quality of the sound reproduction; a fine reproduction of an Adams mantel.  

3. Biology. The sexual or asexual process by which organisms generate others of 

the same kind. 

reproduction proof (rKÙprN-dƒkùshNn pruf) n.  Printing. A proof of typeset 

material made for reproduction through a photographic process such as photo-

offset lithography. 

re·pro·duc·tive (rKÙprN-dƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Of or relating to reproduction:  legal 

and political questions concerning reproductive rights.  2. Tending to reproduce.   
—  n.  Zoology. A reproductive organism, especially a sexually mature social 

insect.   —reÙpro·ducùtive·ly adv.  —reÙpro·ducùtive·ness n. 

re·pro·gram (rK-proùgr4mÙ) v.  tr. re·pro·grammed or re·pro·gramed, 
re·pro·gram·ming or re·pro·gram·ing, re·pro·grams or re·pro·grams. To 

program again.   —reÙpro·gramÙma·bilùi·ty n.  —re·proùgram·ma·ble adj. 

re·pro·graph·ics (rKÙprN-gr4fùVks) n.  1. (used with a sing. verb). The tech-

nique of reprography.  2. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The materials, equipment, 

and processes used in reprography. 

re·prog·ra·phy (rV-prmgùrN-fK) n.  The process of reproducing, reprinting, or 

copying graphic material especially by mechanical, photographic, or electronic 

means.  [REPRO(DUCTION) + -GRAPHY.] —re·progùra·pher n.  

—reÙpro·graphùic (rKÙprN-gr4fùVk, rHpÙrN-) adj. 

re·proof (rV-prufù) n.  The act, an instance, or an expression of reproving; a 

rebuke.  [Middle English reprof, variant of reprove, repreve, from Old French 

reprueve, from reprover, to find fault with. See REPROVE.]

re·prove (rV-pruvù) v.  tr. re·proved, re·prov·ing, re·proves. 1. To voice or 

convey disapproval of; rebuke.  See Synonyms at admonish.  2. To find fault 

with.  [Middle English reproven, from Anglo-Norman repruver, variant of Old 

French reprover, from Late Latin reprob7re, to disapprove. See REPROBATE.] 
—re·provùa·ble adj.  —re·provùer n.  —re·provùing·ly adv. 

rept. abbr.  Report. 

rep·tant (rHpùtNnt) adj.  Biology. Creeping or crawling; repent.  [Latin rKpt7ns, 

rKptant- present participle of rKpt7re, to creep frequentative of rKpere.]

rep·tile (rHpùtVl, -tXlÙ) n.  1. Any of various cold-blooded, usually egg-laying ver-

tebrates of the class Reptilia, such as a snake, lizard, crocodile, turtle, or dinosaur, 

having an external covering of scales or horny plates and breathing by means of 

lungs.  2. A person regarded as despicable or treacherous.  [Middle English reptil, 



from Old French reptile, from Late Latin rKptile, from neuter of Latin rKptilis, 

creeping, from rKptus, past participle of rKpere, to creep.]

rep·til·i·an (rHp-tVlùK-Nn, -tVlùyNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to reptiles.  

2. Resembling or characteristic of a reptile.  3. Despicable; treacherous.   —  n.  A 

reptile. 

rep·til·i·um (rHp-tVlùK-Nm) n.  pl. rep·til·i·a (-K-N). A building or an enclosure 

housing reptiles for public display. 

Repub. abbr.  1. Republic.  2. Republican. 

re·pub·lic (rV-pƒbùlVk) n.  Abbr. rep., Rep., Repub. 1. a. A political order 

whose head of state is not a monarch and in modern times is usually a president.  

b. A nation that has such a political order.   2. a. A political order in which the 

supreme power lies in a body of citizens who are entitled to vote for officers and 

representatives responsible to them.  b. A nation that has such a political order.   

3.  Often Republic. A specific republican government of a nation:  the Fourth 

Republic of France.  4. An autonomous or partially autonomous political and ter-

ritorial unit belonging to a sovereign federation.  5. A group of people working as 

equals in the same sphere or field:  the republic of letters.  [French république, from 

Old French, from Latin rKsp7blica : rKs, thing; see rK- in Appendix + p7blica, fem-

inine of p7blicus, of the people; see PUBLIC.]

re·pub·li·can (rV-pƒbùlV-kNn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

republic.  2. Being in favor of a republic as the best form of government.  

3. Republican. Abbr. R., Rep., Repub. Of, relating to, characteristic of, or 

belonging to the Republican Party of the United States.   —  n.  1. One who 

favors a republic as the best form of government.  2. Republican. Abbr. R., 
Rep., Repub. A member of the Republican Party of the United States.   
—re·pubùli·can·ism n. 

re·pub·li·can·ize (rV-pƒbùlV-kN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. re·pub·li·can·ized, 
re·pub·li·can·iz·ing, re·pub·li·can·iz·es. To make republican.   —re·pub-
Ùli·can·i·zaùtion (-kN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Republican Party (rV-pƒbùlV-kNn pärùtK) n.  1. One of the two primary politi-

cal parties of the United States, organized in 1854 to oppose slavery.  2. The Dem-

ocratic-Republican Party, a former political party of the United States, organized 

in 1792 by Thomas Jefferson. 

Republican River (rV-pƒbùlV-kNn rVvùNr)  A river, about 676 km (420 mi) long, 

rising in eastern Colorado and flowing northeast and east across southern 

Nebraska then southeast through northeast-central Kansas, where it joins the 

Smoky Hill River to form the Kansas River. 

re·pub·li·ca·tion (rK-pƒbÙlV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of republishing.  

2. Something republished. 



re·pub·lish (rK-pƒbùlVsh) v.  tr. re·pub·lished, re·pub·lish·ing, 
re·pub·lish·es. 1. To publish again.  2. Law. To revive (a libel or a canceled will).   
—re·pubùlish·er n. 

re·pu·di·ate (rV-pyuùdK-7tÙ) v.  tr. re·pu·di·at·ed, re·pu·di·at·ing, 
re·pu·di·ates. 1. To reject the validity or authority of: “Chaucer... not only came 

to doubt the worth of his extraordinary body of work, but repudiated it” (Joyce 

Carol Oates).  2. To reject emphatically as unfounded, untrue, or unjust:  repudi-

ated the accusation.  3. To refuse to recognize or pay:  repudiate a debt.  4. a. To 

disown (a child, for example).  b. To refuse to have any dealings with.   [Latin 

repudi7re, repudi7t-, from repudium, divorce.] —re·puùdi·aÙtive adj.  

—re·puùdi·aÙtor n. 

re·pu·di·a·tion (rV-pyuÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of repudiating or the state of 

being repudiated.  2. The refusal, especially by public authorities, to acknowledge 

a contract or debt.   —re·puÙdi·aùtion·ist n. 

re·pugn (rV-pyunù) v.  re·pugned, re·pugn·ing, re·pugns.  —  v.  tr. To 

oppose or contend against.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To be opposed; conflict.  [Middle 

English repugnen, from Old French repugner, from Latin repugn7re, to fight 

against  : re-, re- + pugn7re, to fight with the fist; see peuk- in Appendix.]

re·pug·nance (rV-pƒgùnNns) n.  1. Extreme dislike or aversion.  2. Logic. The 

relationship of contradictory terms; inconsistency. 

re·pug·nan·cy (rV-pƒgùnNn-sK) n.  pl. re·pug·nan·cies. Repugnance. 

re·pug·nant (rV-pƒgùnNnt) adj.  1. Arousing disgust or aversion; offensive or 

repulsive:  morally repugnant behavior.  2. Logic. Contradictory; inconsistent.  

[Middle English, antagonistic, from Old French, from Latin repugn7ns, repug-

nant- present participle of repugn7re, to fight against. See REPUGN.] 
—re·pugùnant·ly adv. 

re·pulse (rV-pƒlsù) v.  tr. re·pulsed, re·puls·ing, re·puls·es. 1. To drive back; 

repel.  2. To rebuff or reject with rudeness, coldness, or denial.  3. Usage Problem. 

To cause repugnance or distaste in.   —  n.  1. The act of repulsing or the state of 

being repulsed.  2. Rejection; refusal.  [Middle English repulsen, from Latin repel-

lere, repuls-. See REPEL.] —re·pulsùer n.  

USAGE NOTE: A number of critics have maintained that repulse should only

be used to mean “to drive away, spurn,” as in He rudely repulsed their overtures,

and not to mean “to cause repulsion in,” as in Their hypocrisy repulsed me. In re-

cent years, however, there has been an increasing tendency to use repulse in the

sense “cause repulsion in.” Reputable literary precedent exists for this usage, and

the confusion is understandable, given that the stigmatized use of repulse is par-

allel to the unexceptionable uses of repulsion and repulsive. Still, writers who want

to stay on the safe side may prefer to use only repel when the intended sense is



“cause repulsion in.”

re·pul·sion (rV-pƒlùshNn) n.  1. The act of repulsing or the condition of being 

repulsed.  2. Extreme aversion.  3. Physics. The tendency of particles or bodies of 

the same electric charge or magnetic polarity to separate. 

re·pul·sive (rV-pƒlùsVv) adj.  1. Causing repugnance or aversion; disgusting.  See 

Synonyms at offensive.  2. Tending to repel or drive off.  3. Physics. Opposing 

in direction:  a repulsive force.   —re·pulùsive·ly adv.  —re·pulùsive·ness n. 

re·pur·chase agreement (rK-pûrùchVs N-grKùmNnt) n.  A contract giving the 

seller of an asset the right or obligation to buy back the asset at a specified price 

on a given date. 

rep·u·ta·ble (rHpùyN-tN-bNl) adj.  Having a good reputation; honorable.   
—repÙu·ta·bilùi·ty n.  —repùu·ta·bly adv. 

rep·u·ta·tion (rHpÙyN-t7ùshNn) n.  1. The general estimation in which a person 

is held by the public.  2. The state or situation of being held in high esteem.  3. A 

specific characteristic or trait ascribed to a person or thing:  a reputation for cour-

tesy.  [Middle English reputacioun, from Latin reput7tio, reput7tion-, a reckoning, 

from reput7tus, past participle of reput7re, to reckon, think over. See REPUTE.]

re·pute (rV-pyutù) v.  tr. re·put·ed, re·put·ing, re·putes. 1. To ascribe a par-

ticular fact or characteristic to.  2. To consider; suppose.   —  n.  1. Reputation.  

2. A good reputation.  [Middle English reputen, from Old French reputer, from 

Latin reput7re, to think over  : re-, re- + put7re, to think over; see peu- in Appen-

dix.]

re·put·ed (rV-pyuùtVd) adj.  Generally supposed to be such.  See Synonyms at 

supposed.  —re·putùed·ly adv. 

req. abbr.  1. Require; required.  2. Requisition. 

reqd. abbr.  Required. 

re·quest (rV-kwHstù) v.  tr. re·quest·ed, re·quest·ing, re·quests. 1. To 

express a desire for; ask for.  2. To ask (a person) to do something.   —  n.  1. The 

act of asking.  2. Something asked for.   —idioms. by request. In response to 

an expressed desire:  We are offering these scarves for sale again by request.  in 
request. In great demand:  a pianist in great request.  on request (or upon 
request). When asked for:  References are available on request.  [From Middle 

English requeste, the act of requesting, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *(rKs) 

requaesXta, (thing) requested, from Latin, feminine past participle of requXrere, to 

ask for. See REQUIRE.] —re·questùer n. 

req·ui·em (rHkùwK-Nm, rKùkwK-) n.  1. Requiem. Roman Catholic Church. a. A 

mass for a deceased person.  b. A musical composition for such a mass.   2. A 

hymn, composition, or service for the dead.  [Middle English, from Latin, accusa-

tive of requiKs, rest, the first word of the mass for the dead  : re-, re- + quiKs, quiet; 

see kweiN- in Appendix.]



req·ui·es·cat (rHkÙwK-Hsùk4tÙ, -kätÙ) n.  A prayer for the repose of the souls of 

the dead.  [Latin, third person sing. present subjunctive of requiKscere, to rest. See 

kweiN- in Appendix.]

re·quire (rV-kwXrù) v.  tr. re·quired, re·quir·ing, re·quires. Abbr. req. 1. To 

have as a requisite; need:  Most plants require sunlight.  2. To call for as obligatory 

or appropriate; demand.  See Synonyms at demand.  3. To impose an obligation 

on; compel:  Students are required to attend classes.  [Middle English requiren, 

from Old French requerre, from Vulgar Latin *requaerere, alteration (influenced 

by quaerere, to seek), of Latin requXrere : re-, re- + quaerere, to seek.] 
—re·quirùa·ble adj.  —re·quirùer n. 

re·quired (rV-kwXrdù) adj.  Abbr. req., reqd. 1. Needed; essential.  

2. Obligatory:  required reading. 

re·quire·ment (rV-kwXrùmNnt) n.  1. Something that is required; a necessity.  

2. Something obligatory; a prerequisite. 

req·ui·site (rHkùwV-zVt) adj.  Required; essential.  See Synonyms at indispens-
able.   —  n.  Something that is indispensable; a requirement.  See Synonyms at 

need.  [Middle English, from Latin requXsXtus, past participle of requXrere, to 

require. See REQUIRE.] —reqùui·site·ly adv.  —reqùui·site·ness n. 

req·ui·si·tion (rHkÙwV-zVshùNn) n.  Abbr. req. 1. A formal written request for 

something needed.  2. A necessity; a requirement.  3. The state or condition of 

being needed or put into service.  4. Law. A formal request of one government to 

another demanding the return of a criminal or fugitive.   —  v.  tr. 

req·ui·si·tioned, req·ui·si·tion·ing, req·ui·si·tions. 1. To demand, as for mil-

itary needs.  2. To make demands of. 

re·quit·al (rV-kwXtùl) n.  1. The act of requiting.  2. Return, as for an injury or a 

friendly act. 

re·quite (rV-kwXtù) v.  tr. re·quit·ed, re·quit·ing, re·quites. 1. To make repay-

ment or return for:  requite another’s love.  See Synonyms at reciprocate.  2. To 

avenge.  [Middle English requiten : re-, re- + quiten, to pay; see QUIT.] 
—re·quitùa·ble adj.  —re·quitùer n. 

re·ra·di·ate (rK-r7ùdK-7tÙ) v.  tr. re·ra·di·at·ed, re·ra·di·at·ing, re·ra·di·ates. 
To emit (absorbed radiation) anew: “Different organic materials in the soil reradi-

ate the sun’s heat at different rates” (Lori Oliwenstein). 

re·ra·di·a·tion (rK-r7ÙdK-7ùshNn) n.  Physics. Radiation emission following the 

absorption of incident radiation. 

re·ran (rK-r4nù) v.  Past tense and past participle of rerun. 
rere·dos (rîrùdmsÙ, rîrùV-, rHrùV-) n.  1. A decorative screen or facing on the wall 

at the back of an altar; a retable.  2. The back of an open hearth of a fireplace.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, from areredos : arere, behind (Latin ad-, 

ad- + retro, backward); see re- in Appendix + dos, back (from Latin dorsum).]



re·re·lease (rKÙrV-lKsù) v.  tr. re·re·leased, re·re·leas·ing, re·re·leas·es. To 

release (a movie, for example) again.   —reÙre·leaseù n. 

re·run (rKùrƒnÙ) n.  The act or an instance of repeating a recorded movie or a 

recorded television performance.   —  v.  tr. re·ran (-r4nù), re·run, re·run·ning, 
re·runs (rK-rƒnù). To present a rerun of. 

RES abbr.  Reticuloendothial system. 

res. abbr.  1. Research.  2. Reservation.  3. Reserve.  4. Reservoir.  5. Residence; 

resident.  6. Resolution. 

res ad·ju·di·ca·ta (rKzÙ N-juÙdV-käùtN, r7sÙ) n.  Law. Variant of res judicata. 
re·sale (rKùs7lÙ, rK-s7lù) n.  The act of selling again.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  resale value; resale potential.   —re·salùa·ble adj. 

re·sched·ule (rK-skHjùul) v.  tr. re·sched·uled, re·sched·ul·ing, 
re·sched·ules. To schedule again or anew:  rescheduled the meeting for the follow-

ing week; rescheduled the debts of many developing nations. 

re·scind (rV-sVndù) v.  tr. re·scind·ed, re·scind·ing, re·scinds. To make void; 

repeal or annul.  [Latin rescindere : re-, re- + scindere, to split; see skei- in Appen-

dix.] —re·scindùa·ble adj.  —re·scindùer n.  —re·scindùment n. 

re·scis·sion (rV-sVzhùNn) n.  The act of rescinding.  [Latin rescissio, rescission-, 

from rescissus, past participle of rescindere, to rescind. See RESCIND.]

re·scis·so·ry (rV-sVzùN-rK, -sVsù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the power of 

rescission. 

re·script (rKùskrVptÙ) n.  1. a. The act of rewriting.  b. Something that has been 

rewritten.   2. A formal decree or edict.  3. Roman Catholic Church. A response 

from the pope or another ecclesiastical superior to a question regarding discipline 

or doctrine.  4. A reply from a Roman emperor to a magistrate’s query about a 

point of law.  [Latin rescrXptum, from neuter past participle of rescrXbere, to write 

back  : re-, re- + scrXbere, to write; see skrXbh- in Appendix.]

res·cue (rHsùkyu) v.  tr. res·cued, res·cu·ing, res·cues. 1. To set free, as from 

danger or imprisonment; save.  See Synonyms at save1.  2. Law. To take from 

legal custody by force.   —  n.  1. An act of rescuing; a deliverance.  2. Law. 

Removal from legal custody by force.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  a rescue team; a rescue mission.  [Middle English rescouen, from 

Old French rescourre : re-, re- + escourre, to shake (from Latin escutere : ex-, ex- + 

quatere, to shake); see kwKt- in Appendix.] —resùcu·a·ble adj.  —resùcu·er n. 

rescue grass (rHsùkyu gr4s) n.  A tall South American grass (Bromus unio-

loides) cultivated in warm regions for hay.  [Probably alteration of FESCUE.]

re·search (rV-sûrchù, rKùsûrchÙ) n.  Abbr. res. 1. Scholarly or scientific investiga-

tion or inquiry.  See Synonyms at inquiry.  2. Close, careful study.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  a research grant; research assistants.   
—  v.  re·searched, re·search·ing, re·search·es.  —  v.  intr. To engage in or 

perform research.   —  v.  tr. 1. To study (something) thoroughly so as to present 



in a detailed, accurate manner:  researching the effects of acid rain.  2. To do 

research for:  carefully researched the historical novel.  [Obsolete French recerche, 

from recercher, to search closely, from Old French  : re-, re- + cerchier, to search; 

see SEARCH.] —re·searchùa·ble adj.  —re·searchùer, re·searchùist n.  

USAGE NOTE: Some critics have objected to the use of research as a transitive

verb, but the usage has ample historical precedent and is common in reputable

writing. In the most recent survey 81 percent of the Usage Panel accepted the sen-

tence He spent a week at a funeral home researching mortuary procedures for his

new novel, and 91 percent accepted The chapters on the internment are both read-

able and well researched.

re·search-in·ten·sive (rV-sûrchùVn-tHnÙsVv, rKùsûrch-) adj.  Having or requir-

ing a relatively large expenditure on research and development in comparison to 

capital and labor:  the research-intensive field of biotechnology. 

re·seat (rK-sKtù) v.  tr. re·seat·ed, re·seat·ing, re·seats. 1. To provide with a 

new or different seat.  2. To fit (a valve, for example) in a new seating. 

ré·seau  or re·seau (r7-zoù, rV-) n.  pl. ré·seaus or ré·seaux (-zozù, -zoù). 1. A 

net or mesh foundation for lace.  2. Astronomy. A reference grid of fine lines 

forming uniform squares on a photographic plate or print, used to aid in mea-

surement.  3. A mosaic screen of fine lines of three colors, used in color photog-

raphy.  [French, from Old French reseuil, diminutive of raiz, net, from Latin rKte.]

re·sect (rV-sHktù) v.  tr. re·sect·ed, re·sect·ing, re·sects. To perform a resec-

tion on.  [Latin resec7re, resect-, to cut back  : re-, re- + sec7re, to cut; see sek- in 

Appendix.] —re·sectÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —re·sectùa·ble adj. 

re·sec·tion (rV-sHkùshNn) n.  Surgical removal of part of an organ or a structure. 

re·sec·to·scope (rV-sHkùtN-skopÙ) n.  A surgical instrument for performing a 

resection without an opening or incision other than that made by the instrument. 

re·se·da (rV-sKùdN, -sHdùN) n.  1. Any of various Mediterranean plants of the 

genus Reseda, including the mignonette, having densely flowered terminal 

racemes and divided petals.  2. Color. A grayish or dark green to yellow green or 

light olive.  [New Latin ResKda, genus name, from Latin resKda, a kind of plant 

used to reduce tumors.] —re·seùda adj. 

re·seg·re·ga·tion (rK-sHgÙrV-g7ùshNn) n.  Renewal of segregation, as in a school 

system, after a period of desegregation. 

re·sem·blance (rV-zHmùblNns) n.  1. The state or quality of resembling, espe-

cially similarity in appearance or in external or superficial details.  See Synonyms 

at likeness.  2. Something that resembles another. 

re·sem·ble (rV-zHmùbNl) v.  tr. re·sem·bled, re·sem·bling, re·sem·bles. To 

exhibit similarity or likeness to.  [Middle English resemblen, from Old French 



resembler : re-, re- + sembler, to appear (from Latin simul7re, to imitate, from 

similis, like); see sem-1 in Appendix.] —re·semùbler n. 

re·sent (rV-zHntù) v.  tr. re·sent·ed, re·sent·ing, re·sents. To feel indignantly 

aggrieved at.  [French ressentir, to be angry, from Old French resentir, to feel 

strongly  : re-, re- + sentir, to feel (from Latin sentXre); see sent- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: When we read the statement “Should we not be monstrous-

ly ingratefull if we did not deeply resent such kindness?” (from the Sermons of

Isaac Barrow, written before 1677), we may be pardoned for momentarily think-

ing we are in never-never land. For a time ranging roughly from the last part of

the 17th century to the second half of the 18th, the word resent did refer to grate-

fulness and appreciation as well as injury and insult. Resent has also been used in

other senses that seem strange to us, such as “to feel pain” or “to perceive by

smell.” The thread that ties the senses together is the notion of feeling or perceiv-

ing. The Old French source of our word, resentir, “to feel strongly,” is made up of

the prefix re-, acting in this case as an intensive, and sentir, “to feel or perceive.”

There is much that one can feel, but at least for now this word has narrowed its

focus to a feeling of indignation.

re·sent·ful (rV-zHntùfNl) adj.  Full of, characterized by, or inclined to feel indig-

nant ill will.   —re·sentùful·ly adv.  —re·sentùful·ness n. 

re·sent·ment (rV-zHntùmNnt) n.  Indignation or ill will felt as a result of a real 

or imagined grievance.  See Synonyms at anger. 
re·ser·pine (rV-sûrùpKnÙ, -pVn, rHsùNr-pVn, -pKnÙ, rHzù-) n.  A white to yellowish 

powder, C33H40N2O9, isolated from the roots of certain species of rauwolfia and 

used as a sedative and an antihypertensive.  [German Reserpin, from alteration of 

New Latin Rauwolfia serpentXna, species of snakeroot  : RAUWOLFIA + Late Latin 

serpentXna, feminine of serpentXnus, serpentine; see SERPENTINE.]

res·er·va·tion (rHzÙNr-v7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. res. 1. The act of reserving; a keeping 

back or withholding.  2. Something that is kept back or withheld.  3. A limiting 

qualification, condition, or exception:  has reservations about the proposal.  4. A 

tract of land set apart by the federal government for a special purpose, especially 

one for the use of a Native American people.  5. a. An arrangement by which 

accommodations are secured in advance, as in a hotel or on an airplane.  b. The 

accommodations so secured.  c. The record or promise of such an arrange-

ment.    —resÙer·vaùtion·ist n. 

re·serve (rV-zûrvù) v.  tr. re·served, re·serv·ing, re·serves. 1. To keep back, 

as for future use or for a special purpose.  2. To set or cause to be set apart for a 

particular person or use.  See Synonyms at book.  3. To keep or secure for one-

self; retain:  I reserve the right to disagree.  See Synonyms at keep.   —  n.  Abbr. 

res. 1. Something kept back or saved for future use or a special purpose.  2. The 



act of reserving.  3. The keeping of one’s feelings, thoughts, or affairs to oneself.  

4. Self-restraint in expression; reticence: “One feels it everywhere, a quality of 

reserve, something held back” (Rollene W. Saal).  5. Lack of enthusiasm; skeptical 

caution.  6. An amount of capital held back from investment in order to meet 

probable or possible demands.  7. A reservation of public land:  a forest reserve.  

8. An amount of a mineral, fossil fuel, or other resource known to exist in a par-

ticular location and to be exploitable:  the discovery of large oil reserves.  9.  Often 

reserves. a. A fighting force kept uncommitted until strategic need arises.  

b. The part of a country’s armed forces not on active duty but subject to call in an 

emergency.    —  adj.  Held in or forming a reserve:  a reserve supply of food.   
—idiom. in reserve. Kept back, set aside, or saved.  [Middle English reserven, 

from Old French reserver, from Latin reserv7re, to keep back  : re-, re- + serv7re, to 

keep; see ser-1 in Appendix.] —re·servùa·ble adj.  —re·servùer n. 

reserve bank (rV-zûrvù b4ngk) n.  1. A central bank that holds the reserves of 

other banks.  2. One of the 12 main banks of the U.S. Federal Reserve System. 

reserve currency (rV-zûrvù kûrùNn-sK) n.  Currency kept in reserve by a gov-

ernment for the paying of international debts. 

re·served (rV-zûrvdù) adj.  1. Held in reserve; kept back or set aside.  2. Marked 

by self-restraint and reticence.  See Synonyms at silent.  —re·servùed·ly (-

zûrùvVd-lK) adv.  —re·servùed·ness n. 

reserve price (rV-zûrvù prXs) n.  The price fixed and announced as the mini-

mum at which property will be sold at an auction. 

re·serv·ist (rV-zûrùvVst) n.  A member of a military reserve. 

res·er·voir (rHzùNr-vwärÙ, -vwôrÙ, -vôrÙ) n.  Abbr. res. 1. A natural or artificial 

pond or lake used for the storage and regulation of water.  2. A receptacle or 

chamber for storing a fluid.  3. An underground accumulation of petroleum or 

natural gas.  4. Anatomy. See cisterna (n., sense 1).  5. A large or extra supply; a 

reserve:  a reservoir of gratitude.  6. Medicine. An organism or a population that 

directly or indirectly transmits a pathogen while being virtually immune to its 

effects.  [French réservoir, from réserver, to reserve, from Old French reserver. See 

RESERVE.]

re·set (rK-sHtù) v.  tr. re·set, re·set·ting, re·sets. 1. To set again:  reset a broken 

bone.  2. To change the reading of:  reset a clock.   —  n.  (rKùsHtÙ) 1. The act of set-

ting again.  2. Something set again.   —re·setùta·ble adj.  —re·setùter n. 

res ges·tae (r7sù gHsùtXÙ, rKzù jHsùtK) pl.n.  1. Things done; deeds.  2. Law. The 

facts that are admissible in evidence as the surrounding circumstances of the 

event to be proved.  [Latin rKs gestae : rKs, pl. of rKs, thing + gestae, feminine pl. 

past participle of gerere, to carry, show.]

resh (rHsh) n.  The 20th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Aramaic rK≥, head.]



re·shape (rK-sh7pù) v.  tr. re·shaped, re·shap·ing, re·shapes. To shape, 

form, or organize again or anew: “media consultants whose TV ads reshape candi-

dates’ images to suit ephemeral public tastes” (New Republic).   —re·shapùer n. 

Resht (rHsht)  See Rasht. 
re·shuf·fle (rK-shƒfùNl) v.  tr. re·shuf·fled, re·shuf·fling, re·shuf·fles. 1. To 

shuffle again:  reshuffle cards.  2. To arrange or organize anew:  The president 

reshuffled the advisory committee.   —re·shufùfle n. 

re·sid (rV-zVdù) n.  Informal. Residual oil. 

re·side (rV-zXdù) v.  intr. re·sid·ed, re·sid·ing, re·sides. 1. To live in a place 

permanently or for an extended period.  2. To be inherently present; exist:  the 

potential energy that resides in flowing water.  3. To be vested, as a power or right:  

The authority of governance resided in the monarchy.  [Middle English residen, 

from Old French resider, from Latin residKre, to remain behind, reside  : re-, re- + 

sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.] —re·sidùer n. 

res·i·dence (rHzùV-dNns, -dHnsÙ) n.  Abbr. res. 1. The place in which one lives; a 

dwelling.  2. The act or a period of residing in a place.  3. A medical residency.  

4. The official home or location of a corporation.   —idiom. in residence. 
Committed to live and work in a specific place, often for a certain length of time:  

an artist in residence at a college. 

res·i·den·cy (rHzùV-dNn-sK, -dHnÙ-) n.  pl. res·i·den·cies. 1. The period during 

which a physician receives specialized clinical training.  2. a. The house of a colo-

nial resident.  b. The sphere of authority of a colonial resident.   3. Residence. 

res·i·dent (rHzùV-dNnt, -dHntÙ) n.  Abbr. res. 1. A physician serving a period of 

residency.  2. One who resides in a particular place permanently or for an 

extended period, as: a. A diplomatic official residing in a foreign seat of govern-

ment.  b. A colonial official acting as adviser to the ruler of a protected state, 

often having quasi-gubernatorial powers.  c. A member of an intelligence-gather-

ing or nonuniformed law enforcement agency who resides and oversees opera-

tions in a certain locale:  the KGB resident in New York City; the FBI resident in 

Boston.   3. A nonmigratory bird or other animal.   —  adj.  1. Dwelling in a par-

ticular place; residing:  resident aliens.  2. Living somewhere in connection with 

duty or work.  3. Inherently present:  resident anxieties.  4. Nonmigratory:  resi-

dent fauna. 

res·i·den·tial (rHzÙV-dHnùshNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having residence:  a res-

idential college.  2. Of, suitable for, or limited to residences:  residential zoning.   
—resÙi·denùtial·ly adv. 

res·i·den·ti·ar·y (rHzÙV-dHnùshK-HrÙK, -shN-rK) adj.  1. Having a residence, espe-

cially an official one.  2. Involving or requiring official residence.   —  n.  pl. 

res·i·den·ti·ar·ies. 1. One who resides in a certain place; a resident.  2. A mem-

ber of the clergy required to live in an official residence. 

re·sid·u·a (rV-zVjùu-N) n.  Plural of residuum. 



re·sid·u·al (rV-zVjùu-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a residue.  

2. Remaining as a residue.   —  n.  1. The quantity left over at the end of a pro-

cess; a remainder.  2.  Often residuals. A payment made to a performer, writer, 

or director for each repeat showing of a recorded television show or commercial.   
—re·sidùu·al·ly adv. 

residual oil (rV-zVjùu-Nl oil) n.  The low-grade oil products that remain after 

the distillation of petroleum, used in adhesives, roofing compounds, and asphalt 

manufacture. 

re·sid·u·ar·y (rV-zVjùu-HrÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or constituting a residue.  

2. Law. Entitled to the residue of an estate. 

res·i·due (rHzùV-duÙ, -dyuÙ) n.  1. The remainder of something after removal 

of parts or a part.  See Synonyms at remainder.  2. Matter remaining after com-

pletion of an abstractive chemical or physical process, such as evaporation, com-

bustion, distillation, or filtration; residuum.  3. Law. The remainder of a 

testator’s estate after all claims, debts, and bequests are satisfied. In this sense, also 

calledresiduum [Middle English, from Old French residu, from Latin residuum, 

neuter of residuus, remaining, from residKre, to remain behind. See RESIDE.]

re·sid·u·um (rV-zVjùu-Nm) n.  pl. re·sid·u·a (-u-N). 1. Something remaining 

after removal of a part; a residue.  See Synonyms at remainder.  2. Law. See res-
idue (n., sense 3).  [Latin, residue. See RESIDUE.]

re·sign (rV-zXnù) v.  re·signed, re·sign·ing, re·signs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To submit 

(oneself) passively; accept as inevitable:  I resigned myself to a long wait in line.  

2. To give up (a position, for example), especially by formal notification.  3. To 

relinquish (a privilege, right, or claim).  See Synonyms at relinquish.   —  v.  

intr. To give up one’s job or office; quit, especially by formal notification:  resign 

from a board of directors.  [Middle English resignen, from Old French resigner, 

from Latin resign7re, to unseal  : re-, re- + sign7re, to seal (from signum, mark, 

seal); see sekw-1 in Appendix.] —re·signùer n. 

re-sign (rK-sXnù) v.  tr. re-·signed, re-·sign·ing, re-·signs. To sign again:  re-

signed the lease. 

res·ig·na·tion (rHzÙVg-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or an instance of resigning.  

2. An oral or written statement that one is resigning a position or an office.  

3. Unresisting acceptance of something as inescapable; submission.  See Syn-

onyms at patience. 
re·signed (rV-zXndù) adj.  Feeling or marked by resignation; acquiescent: “I like 

trees because they seem more resigned to the way they have to live than other things 

do” (Willa Cather).   —re·signùed·ly (-zXùnVd-lK) adv.  —re·signùed·ness n. 

re·sile (rV-zXlù) v.  intr. re·siled, re·sil·ing, re·siles. 1. To spring back, especially 

to resume a former position or structure after being stretched or compressed.  

2. To draw back; recoil.  [Obsolete French resilir, from Latin resilXre, to leap back  : 

re-, re- + salXre, to leap; see sel- in Appendix.]



re·sil·ience (rV-zVlùyNns) n.  1. The ability to recover quickly from illness, 

change, or misfortune; buoyancy.  2. The property of a material that enables it to 

resume its original shape or position after being bent, stretched, or compressed; 

elasticity. 

re·sil·ien·cy (rV-zVlùyNn-sK) n.  Resilience. 

re·sil·ient (rV-zVlùyNnt) adj.  1. Marked by the ability to recover readily, as from 

misfortune.  2. Capable of returning to an original shape or position, as after 

having been compressed.  See Synonyms at flexible.  [Latin resiliKns, resilient- 

present participle of resilXre, to leap back. See RESILE.] —re·silùient·ly adv. 

res·i·lin (rHzùN-lVn) n.  An elastic substance consisting of cross-linked protein 

chains, found in the cuticles of many insects.  [RESIL(E) + -IN.]

res·in (rHzùVn) n.  1. Any of numerous clear to translucent yellow or brown, solid 

or semisolid, viscous substances of plant origin, such as copal, rosin, and amber, 

used principally in lacquers, varnishes, inks, adhesives, synthetic plastics, and 

pharmaceuticals.  2. Any of numerous physically similar polymerized synthetics 

or chemically modified natural resins including thermoplastic materials such as 

polyvinyl, polystyrene, and polyethylene and thermosetting materials such as 

polyesters, epoxies, and silicones that are used with fillers, stabilizers, pigments, 

and other components to form plastics.   —  v.  tr. res·ined, res·in·ing, 
res·ines. To treat or rub with resin.  [Middle English, from Old French resine, 

from Latin rKsXna, from Greek dialectal *rhKsina, variant of Greek rhKtinK.] 
—resùin·ous (rHzùN-nNs) adj. 

res·in·ate (rHzùN-n7tÙ) v.  tr. res·in·at·ed, res·in·at·ing, res·in·ates. To 

impregnate, permeate, or flavor with resin. 

resin canal (rHzùVn kN-n4lù) n.  An intercellular tube lined with resin-secreting 

cells, found in the wood and leaves of many gymnosperms.  Also called resin duct 

res·in·if·er·ous (rHzÙN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Yielding resin. 

res·in·oid (rHzùN-noidÙ) adj.  Relating to, resembling, or containing resin.   —  n.  

A synthetic resin, especially a thermosetting resin. 

re·sist (rV-zVstù) v.  re·sist·ed, re·sist·ing, re·sists.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strive to fend 

off or offset the actions, effects, or force of.  2. To remain firm against the 

actions, effects, or force of; withstand:  a bacterium that resisted the antibiotic.  

3. To keep from giving in to or enjoying.   —  v.  intr. To offer resistance.  See Syn-

onyms at oppose.   —  n.  A substance that can cover and protect a surface, as 

from corrosion.  [Middle English resisten, from Old French resister, from Latin 

resistere : re-, re- + sistere, to place; see st7- in Appendix.] —re·sistùer n. 

re·sis·tance (rV-zVsùtNns) n.  1. The act or an instance of resisting or the capacity 

to resist.  2. A force that tends to oppose or retard motion.  3.  Often Resis-
tance. An underground organization engaged in a struggle for national libera-

tion in a country under military or totalitarian occupation.  4. Psychology. A 

process in which the ego opposes the conscious recall of unpleasant experiences.  



5. Biology. a. The capacity of an organism to defend itself against a disease.  

b. The capacity of an organism or a tissue to withstand the effects of a harmful 

environmental agent.   6.  Abbr. r, R Electricity. The opposition of a body or sub-

stance to current passing through it, resulting in a change of electrical energy into 

heat or another form of energy.   —re·sisùtant adj. 

resistance transfer factor (rV-zVsùtNns tr4ns-fûrù f4kùtNr) n.  R factor. 

Re·sis·ten·cia (rHsÙV-stHnùsK-N, rHÙsKs-tHnùsyä)  A city of northeast Argentina on 

the Paraná River opposite Corrientes. It is a major trade and shipping center. Pop-

ulation, 220,104. 

re·sist·i·ble (rV-zVsùtN-bNl) adj.  Possible to resist:  resistible impulses.   
—re·sistÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —re·sistùi·bly adv. 

re·sis·tive (rV-zVsùtVv) adj.  Of, tending toward, or marked by resistance:  a person 

resistive to change.   —re·sisùtive·ly adv.  —re·sisùtive·ness n. 

re·sis·tiv·i·ty (rKÙzVs-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. re·sis·tiv·i·ties. 1. The capacity for or ten-

dency toward resistance.  2. Electricity. The resistance per unit length of a sub-

stance with uniform cross section. 

re·sist·less (rV-zVstùlVs) adj.  1. Impossible to resist; irresistible:  resistless 

impulses.  2. Powerless to resist; unresisting:  resistless hostages.   —re·sistùless·ly 
adv.  —re·sistùless·ness n. 

re·sis·tor (rV-zVsùtNr) n.  A device used to control current in an electric circuit by 

providing resistance. 

Re·zi·ta (rHùshK-tsäÙ)  A city of western Romania in the western Transylvanian 

Alps west-northwest of Bucharest. It has an important iron and steel industry. 

Population, 101,902. 

res ju·di·ca·ta (rKzÙ juÙdV-käùtN, r7sÙ) also res ad·ju·di·ca·ta (N-juÙ-) n.  

Law. An adjudicated precedent.  [Latin rKs i7dic7ta, thing decided  : rKs, thing + 

i7dic7ta, feminine past participle of i7dic7re, to judge.]

re·sole (rK-solù) v.  tr. re·soled, re·sol·ing, re·soles. To put a new sole on (a 

shoe). 

re·sol·u·ble (rV-zmlùyN-bNl) adj.  Possible to resolve; resolvable:  resoluble differ-

ences in opinion.  [Late Latin resol7bilis, from Latin resolvere, to resolve. See 

RESOLVE.] —re·solÙu·bilùi·ty, re·solùu·ble·ness n. 

res·o·lute (rHzùN-lutÙ) adj.  Firm or determined; unwavering.  [Middle English, 

dissolved, dissolute, from Latin resol7tus, relaxed, past participle of resolvere, to 

relax, untie. See RESOLVE.] —resùo·luteÙly adv.  —resùo·luteÙness n. 

res·o·lu·tion (rHzÙN-luùshNn) n.  Abbr. res. 1. The state or quality of being res-

olute; firm determination.  2. A resolving to do something.  3. A course of action 

determined or decided on.  4. A formal statement of a decision or expression of 

opinion put before or adopted by an assembly such as the U.S. Congress.  

5. Chemistry & Physics. The act or process of separating or reducing something 

into its constituent parts:  the prismatic resolution of sunlight into its spectral colors.  



6. The fineness of detail that can be distinguished in an image, as on a video dis-

play terminal.  7. Medicine. The subsiding or termination of an abnormal condi-

tion, such as a fever or an inflammation.  8. Law. A court decision.  9. a. An 

explanation, as of a problem or puzzle; a solution.  b. The part of a literary work 

in which the complications of the plot are resolved or simplified.   10. Music. 

a. The progression of a dissonant tone or chord to a consonant tone or chord.  

b. The tone or chord to which such a progression is made.   11. The substitution 

of one metrical unit for another, especially the substitution of two short syllables 

for one long syllable in quantitative verse. 

re·solve (rV-zmlvù) v.  re·solved, re·solv·ing, re·solves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

a firm decision about.  2. To cause (a person) to reach a decision.  See Synonyms 

at decide.  3. To decide or express by formal vote.  4. To separate (something) 

into constituent parts.  See Synonyms at analyze.  5. To change or convert:  My 

resentment resolved itself into resignation.  6. To find a solution to; solve.  See Syn-

onyms at solve.  7. To remove or dispel (doubts).  8. To bring to a usually suc-

cessful conclusion:  resolve a conflict.  9. Medicine. To cause reduction of (an 

inflammation, for example).  10. Music. To cause (a tone or chord) to progress 

from dissonance to consonance.  11. Chemistry. To separate (an optically inactive 

compound or mixture) into its optically active constituents.  12. To render parts 

of (an image) visible and distinct.  13. Mathematics. To separate (a vector, for 

example) into coordinate components.  14. To melt or dissolve (something).   —  
v.  intr. 1. To reach a decision or make a determination:  resolve on a course of 

action.  2. To become separated or reduced to constituents.  3. Music. To undergo 

resolution.   —  n.  1. Firmness of purpose; resolution.  2. A determination or 

decision; a fixed purpose.  3. A formal resolution made by a deliberative body.  

[Middle English resolven, to dissolve, from Old French resolver, from Latin resolv-

ere, to untie  : re-, re- + solvere, to untie; see leu- in Appendix.] 
—re·solvùa·bilùi·ty, re·solvùa·ble·ness n.  —re·solvùa·ble adj.  

—re·solvùed·ly (-zmlùvVd-lK) adv.  —re·solvùer n. 

re·sol·vent (rV-zmlùvNnt) adj.  Causing or able to cause separation into constitu-

ents; solvent.   —  n.  A resolvent substance, especially a medicine that reduces 

inflammation or swelling. 

res·o·nance (rHzùN-nNns) n.  1. The quality or condition of being resonant: “It 

is home and family that give resonance... to life” (George Gilder). “Israel, gateway to 

Mecca, is of course a land of religious resonance and geopolitical significance” 

(James Wolcott).  2. Physics. The increase in amplitude of oscillation of an elec-

tric or mechanical system exposed to a periodic force whose frequency is equal or 

very close to the natural undamped frequency of the system.  3. Acoustics. Inten-

sification and prolongation of sound, especially of a musical tone, produced by 

sympathetic vibration.  4. Linguistics. Intensification of vocal tones during artic-

ulation, as by the air cavities of the mouth and nasal passages.  5. Medicine. The 



sound produced by diagnostic percussion of the normal chest.  6. Chemistry. The 

property of a compound having simultaneously the characteristics of two or 

more structural forms that differ only in the distribution of electrons. Such com-

pounds are highly stable and cannot be properly represented by a single structural 

formula. 

res·o·nant (rHzùN-nNnt) adj.  1. a. Strong and deep in tone; resounding:  a reso-

nant voice.  b. Continuing to sound in the ears or memory; echoing:  resonant 

words of exhortation.  c. Having a prolonged, subtle, or stimulating effect beyond 

the initial impact: “While her husband... travels far less, they find her life on the run 

a resonant stress factor in her home” (Robert Berry).   2. Producing or exhibiting 

resonance:  resonant frequency excitation.  3. Resulting from or as if from reso-

nance:  resonant amplification.  [Latin reson7ns, resonant- present participle of 

reson7re, to resound. See RESOUND.] —resùo·nant·ly adv. 

resonant circuit (rHzùN-nNnt sûrùkVt) n.  An electric circuit with inductance 

and capacitance chosen to allow the greatest flow of current at a certain fre-

quency. 

res·o·nate (rHzùN-n7tÙ) v.  res·o·nat·ed, res·o·nat·ing, res·o·nates.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To exhibit or produce resonance or resonant effects.  2. To resound: “It is 

a demonology [that] seems to resonate among secular and religious voters alike” 

(Tamar Jacoby).   —  v.  tr. To cause to resound.  [Latin reson7re, reson7t-. See 

RESOUND.] —resÙo·naùtion n. 

res·o·na·tor (rHzùN-n7ÙtNr) n.  1. A resonating system.  2. A hollow chamber or 

cavity with dimensions chosen to permit internal resonant oscillation of electro-

magnetic or acoustical waves of specific frequencies.  3. A resonant circuit. 

re·sorb (rK-sôrbù, -zôrbù) v.  re·sorbed, re·sorb·ing, re·sorbs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

absorb again.  2. Biology. To dissolve and assimilate (bone tissue, for example).   
—  v.  intr. To undergo resorption.  [Latin resorbKre, to suck back  : re-, re- + sor-

bKre, to suck up.]

res·or·cin·ol (rV-zôrùsN-nôlÙ, -nolÙ, -nmlÙ) also res·or·cin (rV-zôrùsVn) n.  A 

white crystalline compound, C6H4(OH)2, used to treat certain skin diseases and 

in dyes, resin adhesives, and pharmaceuticals.  [RES(IN) + ORC(HIL) + -IN + -OL
1.]

re·sorp·tion (rK-sôrpùshNn, -zôrpù-) n.  The act or process of resorbing. 

re·sort (rV-zôrtù) v.  intr. re·sort·ed, re·sort·ing, re·sorts. 1. To have recourse:  

The government resorted to censorship of the press.  2. To go customarily or fre-

quently; repair.   —  n.  1. A place frequented by people for relaxation or recre-

ation:  a tropical resort.  2. A customary or frequent going or gathering:  a popular 

place of resort.  3. The act of turning to for aid or relief; recourse.  4. One turned 

to for aid or relief.  [Middle English resorten, to return, from Old French resortir, 

to go out again  : re-, re- + sortir, to go out.]

SYNONYMS: resort, apply, go, refer, turn. The central meaning shared by these



verbs is “to repair to or fall back on someone or something in time of need”: never

resorted to corporal punishment; apply to a bank for a loan; went to her parents for

comfort; referred to his notes to refresh his memory; has no friends to turn to. See

also Synonyms at makeshift

re-sort (rK-sôrtù) v.  tr. re-·sort·ed, re-·sort·ing, re-·sorts. To sort again. 

re·sort·er (rV-zôrùtNr) n.  One who frequents resorts for vacations or recreation. 

re·sound (rV-zoundù) v.  re·sound·ed, re·sound·ing, re·sounds.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To be filled with sound; reverberate:  The school yard resounded with the laugh-

ter of children.  2. To make a loud, long, or reverberating sound:  Rolls of thunder 

resounded in the valley.  3. To sound loudly; ring.  4. To become famous, cele-

brated, or extolled:  Picasso—a name to resound for ages in art history.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To send back (sound).  See Synonyms at echo.  2. To utter or emit loudly.  

3. To celebrate or praise, as in verse or song.  [Alteration (influenced by SOUND
1), 

of Middle English resounen, from Old French resoner, from Latin reson7re : re-, 

re- + son7re, to sound; see swen- in Appendix.] —re·soundùing adj.  

—re·soundùing·ly adv. 

re·source (rKùsôrsÙ, -sorsÙ, -zôrsÙ, -zorsÙ, rV-sôrsù, -sorsù, -zôrsù, -zorsù) n.  

1. Something that can be used for support or help:  The local library is a valuable 

resource.  2.  Often resources. An available supply that can be drawn on when 

needed.  3. The ability to deal with a difficult or troublesome situation effec-

tively; initiative:  a person of resource.  4.  Often resources. Means that can be 

used to cope with a difficult situation:  needed all my intellectual resources for the 

exam.  5. a. resources. The total means available for economic and political 

development, such as mineral wealth, labor force, and armaments.  

b. resources. The total means available to a company for increasing production 

or profit, including plant, labor, and raw material; assets.  c. Such means consid-

ered individually.   [Obsolete French, from Old French, from feminine past parti-

ciple of resourdre, to rise again, from Latin resurgere : re-, re- + surgere, to rise; see 

SURGE.]

re·source·ful (rV-sôrsùfNl, -sorsù-, -zôrsù-, -zorsù-) adj.  Able to act effectively or 

imaginatively, especially in difficult situations.   —re·sourceùful·ly adv.  

—re·sourceùful·ness n. 

resp. abbr.  1. Respective; respectively.  2. Respiration. 

re·spect (rV-spHktù) v.  tr. re·spect·ed, re·spect·ing, re·spects. 1. To feel or 

show deferential regard for; esteem.  2. To avoid violation of or interference with:  

respect the speed limit.  3. To relate or refer to; concern.   —  n.  1. A feeling of 

appreciative, often deferential regard; esteem.  See Synonyms at regard.  2. The 

state of being regarded with honor or esteem.  3. Willingness to show consider-

ation or appreciation.  4. respects. Polite expressions of consideration or defer-

ence:  pay one’s respects.  5. A particular aspect, feature, or detail:  In many respects 



this is an important decision.  6. Usage Problem. Relation; reference.  See Usage 

Note at regard.  [From Middle English, regard, from Old French, from Latin 

respectus, from past participle of respicere, to look back at, regard  : re-, re- + 

specere, to look at; see spek- in Appendix.] —re·spectùer n. 

re·spect·a·bil·i·ty (rV-spHkÙtN-bVlùV-tK) n.  The quality, state, or characteristic of 

being respectable. 

re·spect·a·ble (rV-spHkùtN-bNl) adj.  1. Meriting respect or esteem; worthy.  

2. Of or appropriate to good or proper behavior or conventional conduct.  3. Of 

moderately good quality:  respectable work.  4. Considerable in amount, number, 

or size:  a respectable sum of money.  5. Acceptable in appearance; presentable:  a 

respectable hat.   —re·spectùa·ble·ness n.  —re·spectùa·bly adv. 

re·spect·ful (rV-spHktùfNl) adj.  Showing or marked by proper respect.   
—re·spectùful·ly adv.  —re·spectùful·ness n. 

re·spect·ing (rV-spHkùtVng) prep.  Usage Problem. With respect to; concerning.  

See Usage Note at regard. 
re·spec·tive (rV-spHkùtVv) adj.  Abbr. resp. Relating to two or more persons or 

things regarded individually; particular:  successful in their respective fields.   
—re·specùtive·ness n. 

re·spec·tive·ly (rV-spHkùtVv-lK) adv.  Abbr. resp. Singly in the order designated 

or mentioned:  I’m referring to each of you respectively. 

re·spell (rK-spHlù) v.  tr. re·spelled or re·spelt (-spHltù), re·spell·ing, 
re·spells. To spell again or in a new way, especially by using a phonetic alphabet. 

Re·spi·ghi (rH-spKùgK), Ottorino. 1879-1936.  Italian composer known for his 

symphonic poems, such as The Fountains of Rome (1917) and Roman Festivals 

(1929). 

res·pi·ra·ble (rHsùpNr-N-bNl, rV-spXrù-) adj.  1. Fit for breathing:  respirable air.  

2. Capable of undergoing respiration:  respirable organisms.   —resÙpi·ra·bilùi·ty 
n. 

res·pi·ra·tion (rHsÙpN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. resp. 1. a. The act or process of inhal-

ing and exhaling; breathing.  b. The act or process by which an organism without 

lungs, such as a fish or plant, exchanges gases with its environment.   2. a. The 

oxidative process occurring within living cells by which the chemical energy of 

organic molecules is released in a series of metabolic steps involving the con-

sumption of oxygen and the liberation of carbon dioxide and water.  b. Any of 

various analogous metabolic processes by which certain organisms, such as fungi 

and anaerobic bacteria, obtain energy from organic molecules.    —resÙpi·raù-
tion·al adj. 

res·pi·ra·tor (rHsùpN-r7ÙtNr) n.  1. A device that supplies oxygen or a mixture of 

oxygen and carbon dioxide for breathing, used especially in artificial respiration.  

Also called inhalator 2. A screenlike device worn over the mouth or nose or both 

to protect the respiratory tract. 



res·pi·ra·to·ry (rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK, rV-spXrùN-) adj.  Of, relating to, used in, 

or affecting respiration. 

respiratory distress syndrome (rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK dV-strHsù sVnùdromÙ) n.  

A respiratory disease of newborn babies, especially premature babies, character-

ized by distressful breathing, cyanosis, and the formation of a glassy membrane 

over the alveoli of the lungs.  Also called hyaline membrane disease 

respiratory enzyme (rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK HnùzXm) n.  An enzyme, such as oxi-

dase, that transfers electrons from its substrate to molecular oxygen during cellu-

lar respiration. 

respiratory pigment (rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK pVgùmNnt) n.  Any of various colored 

conjugated proteins, such as hemoglobin, that occur in living organisms and 

function in oxygen transfer in cellular respiration. 

respiratory quotient (rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK kwoùshNnt) n.  Abbr. R.Q. The ratio of 

the volume of carbon dioxide released to the volume of oxygen consumed by a 

body tissue or an organism in a given period. 

respiratory system (rHsùpNr-N-tôrÙK sVsùtNm) n.  The integrated system of 

organs involved in the intake and exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide 

between an organism and the environment. 

re·spire (rV-spXrù) v.  re·spired, re·spir·ing, re·spires.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

breathe in and out; inhale and exhale.  2. To undergo the metabolic process of 

respiration.  3. To breathe easily again, as after a period of exertion or trouble.   
—  v.  tr. To inhale and exhale (air); breathe.  [Middle English respiren, to breathe 

again, from Latin respXr7re : re-, re- + spXr7re, to breathe.]

res·pi·rom·e·ter (rHsÙpN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the 

degree and nature of respiration.   —resÙpi·ro·metùric (-ro-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—resÙpi·romùe·try n. 

res·pite (rHsùpVt) n.  1. A usually short interval of rest or relief.  See Synonyms at 

pause.  2. Law. Temporary suspension of a death sentence; a reprieve.   —  v.  tr. 

res·pit·ed, res·pit·ing, res·pites. To delay; postpone.  [Middle English, from 

Old French respit, from Latin respectus, refuge, looking back. See RESPECT.]

re·splen·dent (rV-splHnùdNnt) adj.  Splendid or dazzling in appearance; bril-

liant.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin resplendKns, resplendent- 

present participle of resplendKre, to shine brightly  : re-, re- + splendKre, to shine.] 
—re·splenùdence, re·splenùden·cy n.  —re·splenùdent·ly adv. 

re·spond (rV-spmndù) v.  re·spond·ed, re·spond·ing, re·sponds.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To make a reply; answer.  See Synonyms at answer.  2. To act in return or in 

answer.  3. To react positively or favorably:  The patient has responded rapidly to 

the treatment.   —  v.  tr. To give as a reply; answer.   —  n.  Architecture. A pilaster 

supporting an arch.  [Middle English responden, from Old French respondre, from 

Latin respondKre : re-, re- + spondKre, to promise; see spend- in Appendix.] 
—re·spondùer n. 



re·spon·dent (rV-spmnùdNnt) adj.  1. Giving or given as an answer; responsive.  

2. Law. Being a defendant.   —  n.  1. One who responds.  2. Law. A defendant, 

especially in a divorce or equity case.   —re·sponùdence, re·sponùden·cy n. 

re·sponse (rV-spmnsù) n.  1. The act of responding.  2. A reply or an answer.  

3. A reaction, as that of an organism or a mechanism, to a specific stimulus.  

4. a.  Abbr. R Ecclesiastical. Something that is spoken or sung by a congregation 

or choir in answer to the officiating minister or priest.  b. A responsory.   [Middle 

English respons, from Old French, from Latin responsum, from neuter past parti-

ciple of respondKre, to respond. See RESPOND.]

re·spon·si·bil·i·ty (rV-spmnÙsN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. re·spon·si·bil·i·ties. 1. The 

state, quality, or fact of being responsible.  See Synonyms at obligation.  
2. Something for which one is responsible; a duty, an obligation, or a burden. 

re·spon·si·ble (rV-spmnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Liable to be required to give account, as 

of one’s actions or of the discharge of a duty or trust.  2. Involving personal 

accountability or ability to act without guidance or superior authority:  a respon-

sible position within the company.  3. Being a source or cause.  4. Able to make 

moral or rational decisions on one’s own and therefore answerable for one’s 

behavior.  5. Able to be trusted or depended upon; reliable.  6. Based on or char-

acterized by good judgment or sound thinking:  responsible journalism.  7. Having 

the means to pay debts or fulfill obligations.  8. Required to render account; 

answerable:  The cabinet is responsible to the parliament.  [Obsolete French, corre-

sponding to, from Latin responsus, past participle of respondKre, to respond. See 

RESPOND.] —re·sponùsi·ble·ness n.  —re·sponùsi·bly adv.  

SYNONYMS: responsible, answerable, liable, accountable, amenable. These ad-

jectives share the meaning obliged to answer, as for one’s actions, to an authority

that may impose a penalty for failure. Responsible often implies the satisfactory

performance of duties, the adequate discharge of obligations, or the trustworthy

care for or disposition of possessions: “I am responsible for the ship’s safety” (Rob-

ert Louis Stevenson). “The people had given him his command, and to the people

alone he was responsible” (J.A. Froude). Answerable suggests a moral or legal re-

sponsibility subject to review by a higher authority: The court held the parents an-

swerable for their minor child’s acts of vandalism. Liable may refer to a legal obli-

gation, as to pay damages, or to a responsibility to do something, as to perform

jury duty, if called on: Wage earners are liable to income tax. During the war men

between the ages of 18 and 35 were liable for military conscription. Accountable es-

pecially emphasizes the requirement to give an account of one’s discharge of a

responsibility entrusted to one: “The liberal philosophy holds that enduring govern-

ments must be accountable to someone beside themselves; that a government respon-

sible only to its own conscience is not for long tolerable” (Walter Lippmann). Ame-

nable implies the condition of being subject to the control of an authority and



therefore the absence of complete autonomy: “The sovereign of this country is not

amenable to any form of trial” (Letters of Junius). See also Synonyms at reliable 
USAGE NOTE: Some critics have maintained that responsible should not be

used to describe things, since only persons can be held accountable. The applica-

tion to things is justifiable, however, when responsible is used to mean “being the

source or cause of.” In an earlier survey, a majority of the Usage Panel accepted

the sentence Faulty construction was responsible for the crash. • In recent years,

many people have objected to the use of the phrase claim responsibility with ref-

erence to the authors of terrorist acts, as in A small separatist group claimed re-

sponsibility for the explosion, in which 30 passengers were killed. It is true that the

phrase is not entirely felicitous, inasmuch as it does not convey the speaker’s con-

viction that the action is deplorable. But alternatives such as admit or take the

blame cannot be recommended either, since they would imply misleadingly that

the instigators had themselves acknowledged that the action was wrongful.

re·spon·sive (rV-spmnùsVv) adj.  1. Answering or replying; responding.  

2. Readily reacting to suggestions, influences, appeals, or efforts:  a responsive stu-

dent.  3. Containing or using responses:  responsive reading; responsive liturgy.   
—re·sponùsive·ly adv.  —re·sponùsive·ness n. 

re·spon·so·ry (rV-spmnùsN-rK) n.  pl. re·spon·so·ries. Ecclesiastical. A chant or 

an anthem recited or sung after a reading in a church service.  [Middle English 

responsorie, from Late Latin responsorium, from Latin responsus, past participle of 

respondKre, to respond. See RESPOND.] —re·spon·soùri·al (-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj. 

res pub·li·ca (rKz pƒbùlV-kN, r7s puùblK-käÙ) n.  pl. pub·li·cae (-k7, -kX). 1. A 

state, republic, or commonwealth.  2. The general public good or welfare.  [Latin 

rKs p7blica. See REPUBLIC.]

res·sen·ti·ment (rN-säNÙtK-mäNù) n.  A generalized feeling of resentment and 

often hostility harbored by one individual or group against another, especially 

chronically and with no means of direct expression.  [French, resentment, from 

Old French ressentement, from resentir, to feel strongly. See RESENT.]

rest1 (rHst) n.  1. Cessation of work, exertion, or activity.  2. Peace, ease, or 

refreshment resulting from sleep or the cessation of an activity.  3. Sleep or quiet 

relaxation.  4. The repose of death:  eternal rest.  5. Relief or freedom from dis-

quiet or disturbance.  6. Mental or emotional tranquillity.  7. Termination or 

absence of motion.  8. Music. a. An interval of silence corresponding to one of 

the possible time values within a measure.  b. The mark or symbol indicating 

such a pause and its length.   9. A short pause in a line of poetry; a caesura.  10. A 

device used as a support:  a back rest.  11. Games. See bridge1 (n., sense 7a).   —  
v.  rest·ed, rest·ing, rests.  —  v.  intr. 1. To cease motion, work, or activity.  

2. To lie down, especially to sleep.  3. To be at peace or ease; be tranquil.  4. To be, 

become, or remain temporarily still, quiet, or inactive:  Let the issue rest here.  



5. To be supported or based; lie, lean, or sit:  The ladder rests firmly against the 

tree.  6. To be imposed or vested, as a responsibility or burden:  The final decision 

rests with the chairperson.  7. To depend or rely:  That argument rests on a false 

assumption.  8. To be located or be in a specified place:  The original manuscript 

rests in the museum.  9. To be fixed or directed on something: “His brown eyes 

rested on her for a moment” (John le Carré).  10. To remain; linger.  11. Law. To 

cease voluntarily the presentation of evidence in a case:  The defense rests.   —  v.  

tr. 1. To give rest or repose to:  rested my eyes.  2. To place, lay, or lean for ease, 

support, or repose.  3. To base or ground:  I rested my conclusion on that fact.  

4. To fix or direct (the gaze, for example).  5. To bring to rest; halt.  6. Law. To 

cease voluntarily the introduction of evidence in (a case).   —idioms. at rest. 
1. a. Asleep.  b. Dead.   2. Motionless; inactive.  3. Free from anxiety or distress.  

lay to rest (or put to rest). 4. To bury (a dead body); inter.  5. To settle (an 

issue, for example), especially so as to be free of it:  The judge’s ruling put to rest 

the dispute between the neighbors.  [Middle English, from Old English.] —restùer 
n.  

SYNONYMS: rest, relaxation, repose, leisure, ease, comfort. All of these nouns

mean freedom or relief from labor, responsibility, or strain. Rest, the least specific,

suggests mental or physical recuperation: Try to get a good night’s rest. “Absence of

occupation is not rest” (William Cowper). Relaxation implies release from tension

or fatigue: “We hold the period of youth sacred to education, and the period of ma-

turity, when the physical forces begin to flag, equally sacred to ease and agreeable

relaxation” (Edward Bellamy). Repose connotes rest and peace of mind: “when

you’re lying awake with a dismal headache, and repose is tabooed by anxiety” (W.S.

Gilbert). Leisure implies freedom from work or duty and latitude in choosing a

pastime or an activity: “Do you know that conversation is one of the greatest plea-

sures in life? But it wants leisure” (W. Somerset Maugham). Ease connotes freedom

from toil or worry, absence of constraint, and a relaxed frame of mind: “It is the

interest of every man to live as much at his ease as he can” (Adam Smith). Comfort

suggests ease, well-being, and contentment: “They knew luxury; they knew beg-

gary; but they never knew comfort” (Macaulay).

rest2 (rHst) n.  1. The part that is left over after something has been removed; 

remainder.  See Synonyms at remainder.  2. That or those remaining:  The 

beginning was boring, but the rest was interesting. The rest are arriving later.   —  v.  

intr. rest·ed, rest·ing, rests. 1. To be or continue to be; remain:  Rest assured 

that we will finish on time.  2. To remain or be left over.  [Middle English, from 

Old French reste, from rester, to remain, from Latin rest7re, to stay behind  : re-, 

re- + st7re, to stand; see st7- in Appendix.]



rest3 (rHst) n.  A support for a lance on the side of the breastplate of medieval 

armor.  [Middle English reste, short for areste, a stopping, holding, from Old 

French, from arester, to stop. See ARREST.]

rest area (rHst ârùK-N) n.  A designated area, usually along a major highway, 

where motorists can pause to relax.  Also called rest stop 

re·start (rK-stärtù) v.  re·start·ed, re·start·ing, re·starts.  —  v.  tr. To start 

again or anew:  restarted the engine after it stalled.   —  v.  intr. To begin operation 

again.   —reùstartÙ n.  —re·startùa·ble adj. 

re·state (rK-st7tù) v.  tr. re·stat·ed, re·stat·ing, re·states. To state again or in 

a new form.  See Synonyms at repeat.  —re·stateùment n. 

res·tau·rant (rHsùtNr-Nnt, -tN-räntÙ) n.  A place where meals are served to the 

public.  [French, from present participle of restaurer, to restore, from Old French 

restorer. See RESTORE.]

res·tau·ra·teur (rHsÙtNr-N-tûrù) also res·tau·ran·teur (-tN-rän-tûrù) n.  The 

manager or owner of a restaurant.  [French, from restaurer, to restore. See RESTAU-

RANT.]

rest energy (rHst HnùNr-jK) n.  The energy equivalent of the rest mass of a body, 

equal to the rest mass multiplied by the speed of light squared. 

rest·ful (rHstùfNl) adj.  1. Affording, marked by, or suggesting rest; tranquil.  See 

Synonyms at comfortable.  2. Being at rest; quiet.   —restùful·ly adv.  —restù-
ful·ness n. 

rest·har·row (rHstùh4rÙo) n.  Any of several Old World plants of the genus 

Ononis, having woody stems, axillary pink or purplish flowers, and trifoliate 

leaves with dentate leaflets.  [Obsolete rest, to check (short for Middle English 

aresten); see ARREST + HARROW
1.]

rest home (rHst hom) n.  An establishment where the elderly or frail are housed 

and cared for. 

res·ti·form body (rHsùtN-fôrmÙ bmdùK) n.  A large cordlike bundle of nerve 

fibers lying on either side of the medulla oblongata and connecting it with the 

cerebellum.  [Latin restis, rope + -FORM.]

rest·ing (rHsùtVng) adj.  1. a. In a state of inactivity or rest.  b. Dead.   2. Botany. 

Dormant. Used especially of spores that germinate after a prolonged period. 

resting cell (rHsùtVng sHl) n.  A cell that is not actively in the process of dividing. 

res·ti·tute (rHsùtV-tutÙ, -tyutÙ) v.  res·ti·tut·ed, res·ti·tut·ing, res·ti·tutes.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To bring back to a former condition; restore.  2. To refund.   —  v.  

intr. To undergo restitution.  [Latin restituere, restit7t-  : re-, re- + statuere, to set 

up (from st7re, to stand); see st7- in Appendix.]

res·ti·tu·tion (rHsÙtV-tuùshNn, -tyuù-) n.  1. The act of restoring to the right-

ful owner something that has been taken away, lost, or surrendered.  See Syn-

onyms at reparation.  2. The act of making good or compensating for loss, 



damage, or injury; indemnification.  3. A return to or restoration of a previous 

state or position. 

res·tive (rHsùtVv) adj.  1. Uneasily impatient under restriction, opposition, criti-

cism, or delay.  2. Resisting control; difficult to control.  3. Refusing to move. 

Used of a horse or other animal.  [Middle English restif, stationary, from Old 

French, from rester, to remain, from Latin rest7re, to keep back  : re-, re- + st7re, to 

stand; see st7- in Appendix.] —resùtive·ly adv.  —resùtive·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Restive is properly applied to the impatience or uneasiness in-

duced by external coercion or restriction and is not a general synonym for restless:

The government has done nothing to ease export restrictions, and domestic manu-

facturers are growing restive (not restless). The atmosphere in the office was conge-

nial, but after five years she began to grow restless (not restive).

rest·less (rHstùlVs) adj.  1. Marked by a lack of quiet, repose, or rest:  spent a rest-

less night.  2. Not able to rest, relax, or be still:  a restless child.  3. Never still or 

motionless:  the restless sea.  See Usage Note at restive.  —restùless·ly adv.  

—restùless·ness n. 

rest mass (rHst m4s) n.  The physical mass of a body when it is regarded as being 

at rest. 

re·stock (rK-stmkù) v.  tr. re·stocked, re·stock·ing, re·stocks. To furnish new 

stock for; stock again. 

Res·ton (rHsùtNn)  A community of northeast Virginia, a suburb of the Washing-

ton, D.C.-Alexandria, Virginia, area. Population, 48,556. 

Res·ton (rHsùtNn), James Barrett. Known as “Scotty.” 1909-1995.  Scottish-

born American journalist. Associated with the New York Times since 1939, he was 

awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1945 and in 1957 for his reporting. 

res·to·ra·tion (rHsÙtN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. An act of restoring:  damage too great 

for restoration.  b. An instance of restoring or of being restored:  Restoration of the 

sculpture was expensive.  c. The state of being restored.   2. Something, such as a 

renovated building, that has been restored.  3. Restoration. a. The return of a 

constitutional monarchy to Great Britain in 1660 under Charles II.  b. The period 

between the crowning of Charles II and the Revolution of 1688.  

re·stor·a·tive (rV-stôrùN-tVv, -storù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to restoration.  

2. Tending or having the power to restore:  a restorative tonic.   —  n.  

1. Something that restores.  2. A medicine or other agent that helps to restore 

health, strength, or consciousness.   —re·storùa·tive·ly adv.  

—re·storùa·tive·ness n. 

re·store (rV-stôrù, -storù) v.  tr. re·stored, re·stor·ing, re·stores. 1. To bring 

back into existence or use; reestablish:  restore law and order.  2. To bring back to 

an original condition:  restore a building.  See Synonyms at revive.  3. To put 



(someone) back in a former position:  restore the emperor to the throne.  4. To 

make restitution of; give back:  restore the stolen funds.  [Middle English restoren, 

from Old French restorer, from Latin restaur7re. See st7- in Appendix.] 
—re·storùer n. 

re·strain (rV-str7nù) v.  tr. re·strained, re·strain·ing, re·strains. 1. a. To hold 

back or keep in check; control:  couldn’t restrain the tears.  b. To hold (a person) 

back; prevent:  restrained them from going.   2. To deprive of freedom or liberty.  

3. To limit or restrict.  [Middle English restreinen, from Old French restraindre, 

restreign-, from Latin restringere, to bind back. See RESTRICT.] —re·strainùa·ble 
adj.  —re·strainùed·ly (-str7ùnVd-lK) adv.  —re·strainùer n.  

SYNONYMS: restrain, curb, check, bridle, inhibit. These verbs are compared as

they mean to hold back or keep under control. Restrain implies restriction or lim-

itation, as on one’s freedom of action: “a wise and frugal government, which shall

restrain men from injuring one another” (Thomas Jefferson). He had difficulty re-

straining his curiosity. To curb is to restrain as if with reins: “You might curb your

magnanimity” (John Keats). Check implies arresting or stopping, often suddenly

or forcibly: “a light to guide, a rod/To check the erring” (William Wordsworth). To

bridle is often to hold in or govern one’s emotions or passions: She tried with all

her might to bridle her resentment. Inhibit usually connotes a check, either self-

imposed or involuntary, on one’s actions, desires, thoughts, or emotions: For the

compliant child parental disapproval is as strong an inhibiting force as the threat of

punishment.

re·straint (rV-str7ntù) n.  1. The act of restraining or the condition of being 

restrained.  2. Loss or abridgment of freedom.  3. An influence that inhibits or 

restrains; a limitation.  4. An instrument or a means of restraining.  5. Control or 

repression of feelings; constraint.  [Middle English restreinte, from Old French 

restrainte, from feminine past participle of restraindre, to restrain. See RESTRAIN.]

restraint of trade (rV-str7ntù ƒv tr7d) n.  pl. restraints of trade. An action 

or a condition that tends to prevent free competition in business, as the creation 

of a monopoly or the limiting of a market. 

re·strict (rV-strVktù) v.  tr. re·strict·ed, re·strict·ing, re·stricts. To keep or con-

fine within limits.  See Synonyms at limit.  [Latin restringere, restrict-  : re-, re- + 

stringere, to draw tight; see streig- in Appendix.] —re·stricùtor, re·strictùer n. 

re·strict·ed (rV-strVkùtVd) adj.  1. Kept within certain limits; limited:  on a 

restricted diet.  2. Excluding or unavailable to certain groups:  a restricted area.  

3. Of, relating to, or being information available only to authorized persons.   
—re·strictùed·ly adv. 

re·stric·tion (rV-strVkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of restricting.  b. The state of 

being restricted.   2. Something that restricts; a regulation or limitation. 



restriction enzyme (rV-strVkùshNn HnùzXm) n.  Any of a group of enzymes 

that cleave DNA at specific sites to produce discrete fragments, used especially in 

gene-splicing.  Also called restriction endonuclease 

re·stric·tion·ism (rV-strVkùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  A viewpoint or policy approving the 

imposing of restrictions, as on immigration or trade.   —re·stricùtion·ist n. 

re·stric·tive (rV-strVkùtVv) adj.  1. a. Of or relating to restriction.  b. Tending or 

serving to restrict; limiting.   2. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a subordinate 

clause or phrase that identifies the noun, phrase, or clause it modifies and limits 

or restricts its meaning, as the clause who live in glass houses in People who live in 

glass houses shouldn’t throw stones.   —re·stricùtive·ly adv.  —re·stricùtive·ness 
n. 

re·strike (rKùstrXkÙ) n.  A coin or medal freshly minted from an original die at a 

time after the first issue.   —reùstrikeù v. 

rest·room (rHstùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room equipped with toilets and lavatories 

for public use. 

re·struc·ture (rK-strƒkùchNr) v.  re·struc·tured, re·struc·tur·ing, 
re·struc·tures.  —  v.  tr. 1. To alter the makeup or pattern of: “serious efforts to 

restructure third world debt” (Felix Rohatyn).  2. To make a basic change in (an 

organization or a system, for example).   —  v.  intr. To alter the structure of 

something. 

rest stop (rHst stmp) n.  See rest area. 
re·sult (rV-zƒltù) v.  intr. re·sult·ed, re·sult·ing, re·sults. 1. To come about as a 

consequence.  See Synonyms at follow.  2. To end in a particular way:  Their 

profligate lifestyle resulted in bankruptcy.   —  n.  1. a. The consequence of a par-

ticular action, operation, or course; an outcome.  See Synonyms at effect.  b.  
Often results. A favorable or concrete outcome or effect:  started studying and 

got immediate results.   2. Mathematics. The quantity or expression obtained by 

calculation.  [Middle English resulten, from Medieval Latin result7re, from Latin, 

to leap back, frequentative of resilXre : re-, re- + salXre, to leap; see sel- in Appen-

dix.] —re·sultùful adj.  —re·sultùful·ness n.  —re·sultùless adj. 

re·sul·tant (rV-zƒlùtNnt) adj.  Issuing or following as a consequence or result.   
—  n.  1. Something that results; an outcome.  2. Mathematics. A single vector 

that is the equivalent of a set of vectors.   —re·sulùtant·ly adv. 

re·sume (rV-zumù) v.  re·sumed, re·sum·ing, re·sumes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

begin or take up again after interruption:  resumed our dinner.  2. To assume, 

take, or occupy again:  The dog resumed its post by the door.  3. To take on or take 

back again:  resumed my original name.   —  v.  intr. To begin again or continue 

after interruption.  [Middle English resumen, from Old French resumer, from 

Latin res7mere : re-, re- + s7mere, to take; see em- in Appendix.] —re·sumùa·ble 
adj.  —re·sumùer n. 



ré·su·mé  or re·su·me  or re·su·mé (rHzùt-m7Ù, rHzÙt-m7ù) n.  1. A brief 

account of one’s professional or work experience and qualifications, often sub-

mitted with an employment application.  2. A summary:  a résumé of the facts of 

the case.  [French, from past participle of résumer, to summarize, from Old 

French resumer, to resume. See RESUME.]

re·sump·tion (rV-zƒmpùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of resuming; a begin-

ning again:  resumption of negotiations.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin res7mptio, res7mption-, recovery, from Latin res7mptus, past participle 

of res7mere, to resume. See RESUME.]

re·su·pi·nate (rV-suùpN-n7tÙ, -nVt) adj.  Biology. Inverted or seemingly turned 

upside down, as the flowers of most orchids.  [Latin resupXn7tus, past participle of 

resupXn7re, to bend back  : re-, re- + supXnus, supine; see SUPINE.] —re·suÙpi·naù-
tion n. 

re·su·pine (rHsÙN-pXnù) adj.  Lying on the back; supine.  [Latin resupXnus : re-, re- 

+ supXnus, supine; see SUPINE.]

re·sup·ply (rKÙsN-plXù) v.  tr. re·sup·plied, re·sup·ply·ing, re·sup·plies. To 

provide with fresh supplies, as of weapons and ammunition.   —reÙsup·plyù n. 

re·sur·face (rK-sûrùfNs) v.  re·sur·faced, re·sur·fac·ing, re·sur·fac·es.  —  v.  

tr. To cover with a new surface:  resurfacing a road; resurfaced the floor.   —  v.  

intr. To come to the surface again; reappear:  The rumor has resurfaced.   
—re·surùfac·er n. 

re·surge (rV-sûrjù) v.  intr. re·surged, re·surg·ing, re·surg·es. 1. To rise 

again; experience resurgence.  2. To sweep or surge back again.  [Latin resurgere : 

re-, re- + surgere, to rise; see SURGE.]

re·sur·gence (rV-sûrùjNns) n.  1. A continuing after interruption; a renewal.  

2. A restoration to use, acceptance, activity, or vigor; a revival. 

re·sur·gent (rV-sûrùjNnt) adj.  1. Experiencing or tending to bring about 

renewal or revival.  2. Sweeping or surging back again. 

res·ur·rect (rHzÙN-rHktù) v.  res·ur·rect·ed, res·ur·rect·ing, res·ur·rects.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To bring back to life; raise from the dead.  2. To bring back into practice, 

notice, or use.   —  v.  intr. Theology. To rise from the dead; return to life.  [Back-

formation from RESURRECTION.] —resÙur·recùtor n. 

res·ur·rec·tion (rHzÙN-rHkùshNn) n.  1. The act of rising from the dead or 

returning to life.  2. The state of one who has returned to life.  3. The act of 

bringing back to practice, notice, or use; revival.  4. Resurrection. Theology. 

a. The rising again of Jesus on the third day after the Crucifixion.  b. The rising 

again of the dead at the Last Judgment.   [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Late Latin resurrKctio, resurrKction-, from Latin resurrKctus, past participle of 

resurgere, to rise again. See RESURGE.] —resÙur·recùtion·al adj. 



resurrection fern (rHzÙN-rHkùshNn fûrn) n.  An epiphytic, creeping American 

fern (Polypodium polypodioides) of warm regions, having fronds that curl up and 

appear dead in prolonged dry weather and expand under moist conditions. 

res·ur·rec·tion·ist (rHzÙN-rHkùshN-nVst) n.  1. One who steals bodies from 

graves in order to sell them for dissection; a body snatcher.  2. One who brings 

something back into use or notice again. 

resurrection plant (rHzÙN-rHkùshNn pl4nt) n.  See rose of Jericho. 
re·sur·vey (rKÙsNr-v7ù, rK-sûrùv7) v.  tr. re·sur·veyed, re·sur·vey·ing, 
re·sur·veys. To survey or study anew.   —  n.  (rK-sûrùv7) A new survey or study. 

re·sus·ci·tate (rV-sƒsùV-t7tÙ) v.  re·sus·ci·tat·ed, re·sus·ci·tat·ing, 
re·sus·ci·tates.  —  v.  tr. To restore consciousness, vigor, or life to.  See Syn-

onyms at revive.   —  v.  intr. To regain consciousness.  [Latin resuscit7re, 

resuscit7t-  : re-, re- + suscit7re, to stir up (sub-, sub- + cit7re, to move violently, 

frequentative of ciKre, to set in motion); see kei-2 in Appendix.] —re·sus-
ùci·ta·ble (-tN-bNl) adj.  —re·susÙci·taùtion n.  —re·susùci·taÙtive adj. 

re·sus·ci·ta·tor (rV-sƒsùV-t7ÙtNr) n.  One that resuscitates, as an apparatus that 

forces oxygen or a mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide into the lungs of a per-

son who has undergone partial asphyxiation. 

ret (rHt) v.  ret·ted, ret·ting, rets.  —  v.  tr. To moisten or soak (flax, for exam-

ple) in order to soften and separate the fibers by partial rotting.   —  v.  intr. To 

become so moistened or soaked.  [Middle English reten, probably from Middle 

Dutch reeten.]

ret. abbr.  1. Retain.  2. Retired.  3. Return. 

re·ta·ble (rKùt7ÙbNl, rHtùN-) n.  A structure forming the back of an altar, espe-

cially: a. An overhanging shelf for lights and ornaments.  b. A frame enclosing 

painted panels.   [French, from Spanish retablo : Latin retro-, retro- + tabula, tab-

let, board.]

re·tail (rKùt7lÙ) n.  The sale of goods or commodities in small quantities directly 

to consumers.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or engaged in the sale of goods or com-

modities at retail.   —  adv.  1. In retail quantities.  2. At a retail price.   —  v.  

re·tailed, re·tail·ing, re·tails.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sell in small quantities directly to 

consumers.  2.  (also rV-t7lù) To tell or repeat (gossip or stories, for example) to 

others.   —  v.  intr. To sell at retail.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman, vari-

ant of Old French, piece cut off, from retaillier, to cut up  : re-, re- + tailler, to cut; 

see TAILOR.] —reùtailÙer n. 

re·tail·ing (rKùt7ÙlVng) n.  The functions and activities involved in the selling of 

commodities directly to consumers. 

re·tain (rV-t7nù) v.  tr. re·tained, re·tain·ing, re·tains. Abbr. ret. 1. To main-

tain possession of.  See Synonyms at keep.  2. To keep or hold in a particular 

place, condition, or position.  3. To keep in mind; remember.  4. To hire (an 

attorney, for example) by the payment of a fee.  5. To keep in one’s service or pay.  



[Middle English retainen, from Old French retenir, from Latin retinKre : re-, re- + 

tenKre, to hold; see ten- in Appendix.] —re·tainÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —re·tainùa·ble 
adj.  —re·tainùment n. 

re·tained object (rV-t7ndù mbùjVkt) n.  Grammar. An object in a passive con-

struction that is identical to the object in the corresponding active construction, 

as story in Susan was told the story by John. 

re·tain·er1 (rV-t7ùnNr) n.  1. One that retains, as a device, frame, or groove that 

restrains or guides.  2. Dentistry. An appliance used to hold teeth in position after 

orthodontic treatment.  3. a. An employee, typically a long-term employee.  b. A 

servant or an attendant, especially one in the household of a person of high rank.  

re·tain·er2 (rV-t7ùnNr) n.  1. The act of engaging the services of a professional 

adviser, such as an attorney, a counselor, or a consultant.  2. The fee paid to retain 

a professional adviser. 

re·tain·ing wall (rV-t7ùnVng wôl) n.  A wall built to support or prevent the 

advance of a mass of earth or water. 

re·take (rK-t7kù) v.  tr. re·took (-ttkù), re·tak·en (-t7ùkNn), re·tak·ing, 
re·takes. 1. To take back or again.  2. To recapture.  3. To photograph, film, or 

record again.   —  n.  (rKùt7kÙ) 1. A taking again.  2. The act or an instance of 

photographing, filming, or recording again. 

re·tal·i·ate (rV-t4lùK-7tÙ) v.  re·tal·i·at·ed, re·tal·i·at·ing, re·tal·i·ates.  —  v.  

intr. To return like for like, especially evil for evil.   —  v.  tr. To pay back (an 

injury) in kind.  [Late Latin ret7li7re, ret7li7t-  : Latin re-, re- + Latin t7lio, punish-

ment in kind; see telN- in Appendix.] —re·talÙi·aùtion n.  —re·talùi·aÙtive, 
re·talùi·a·toÙry (-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK)  adj.  —re·talùi·aÙtor n. 

re·tard (rV-tärdù) v.  re·tard·ed, re·tard·ing, re·tards.  —  v.  tr. To cause to 

move or proceed slowly; delay or impede.   —  v.  intr. To be delayed.  See Syn-

onyms at delay.   —  n.  1. A slowing down or hindering of progress; a delay.  

2. Music. A slackening of tempo.  3.  (rKùtärdÙ) Offensive Slang. Used as a dispar-

aging term for a mentally retarded person.  [Middle English retarden, from Old 

French retarder, from Latin retard7re : re-, re- + tard7re, to delay (from tardus, 

slow).] —re·tardùer n. 

re·tar·dant (rV-tärùdnt) adj.  Acting or tending to retard. Often used in combi-

nation:  flame-retardant pajamas for children; a fire-retardant security chest.   
—re·tarùdant n. 

re·tar·date (rV-tärùd7tÙ, -dVt) n.  A mentally retarded person. 

re·tar·da·tion (rKÙtär-d7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or process of retarding.  

b. The condition of being retarded.   2. The extent to which something is held 

back or delayed.  3. Something that retards; a delay or hindrance.  4. Mental 

retardation.  5. Music. A diminishing of tempo; a retard. 

re·tard·ed (rV-tärùdVd) Offensive. adj.  1. Affected with mental retardation.  

2. Relatively slow in mental, emotional, or physical development.   —  n.  (used 



with a pl. verb). Persons affected with mental retardation considered as a group. 

Often used with the. 

re·tar·get (rK-tärùgVt) v.  tr. re·tar·get·ed, re·tar·get·ing, re·tar·gets. 1. To 

direct toward a different target:  retargeting strategic missiles.  2. To change the 

target or goal of:  federal monies retargeted for youth job training. 

retch (rHch) v.  retched, retch·ing, retch·es.  —  v.  intr. To try to vomit.   —  
v.  tr. To vomit.  [Alteration of Middle English rechen, from Old English hr<can.] 
—retch n. 

re·te (rKùtK) n.  pl. re·ti·a (rKùtK-N, rKùshN). An anatomical mesh or network, as of 

veins, arteries, or nerves.  [Latin rKte, net.]

re·tell (rK-tHlù) v.  tr. re·told (-toldù), re·tell·ing, re·tells. 1. To relate or tell 

again or in a different form.  2. To count again. 

re·tell·ing (rK-tHlùVng) n.  A new account or an adaptation of a story:  a retelling 

of a Roman myth. 

re·tene (rKùtKnÙ, rHtùKnÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, C18H18, derived from pine 

tar, fossil resins, and tar oils.  [From Greek rhKtinK, resin.]

re·ten·tion (rV-tHnùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of retaining.  b. The condition of 

being retained.   2. Capacity or power of retaining.  3. An ability to recall or rec-

ognize what has been learned or experienced; memory.  4. Something retained.  

5. Medicine. Involuntary withholding of wastes or secretions that are normally 

eliminated.  [Middle English retencioun, from Old French retention, from Latin 

retentio, retention-, from retentus, past participle of retinKre, to retain. See RETAIN.]

re·ten·tive (rV-tHnùtVv) adj.  1. Having the quality, power, or capacity of retain-

ing.  2. Having the ability or capacity to retain knowledge or information with 

ease:  a retentive memory.   —re·tenùtive·ly adv.  —re·tenùtive·ness n. 

re·ten·tiv·i·ty (rKÙtHn-tVvùV-tK) n.  1. a. The quality or state of being retentive.  

b. Capacity or power of retaining.   2. Physics. The capacity for remaining mag-

netized after cessation of the magnetizing force. 

re·test (rKùtHstÙ) v.  tr. re·test·ed, re·test·ing, re·tests. To test again.   —  n.  A 

second or repeated test. 

re·think (rK-thVngkù) v.  tr. intr. re·thought (-thôtù), re·think·ing, re·thinks. 
To reconsider (something) or to involve oneself in reconsideration.   —reùthinkÙ 
n.  —re·thinkùer n. 

Re·thondes (rN-tôNdù)  A village of northern France west-northwest of Rhe-

ims. The armistice ending World War I was signed here on November 11, 1918. 

re·ti·a (rKùtK-N, rKùshN) n.  Plural of rete. 
re·ti·ar·y (rKùshK-HrÙK) adj.  Of, resembling, or forming a net or web.  [From 

Latin rKte, net.]

ret·i·cence (rHtùV-sNns) n.  1. The state or quality of being reticent; reserve.  

2. The state or quality of being reluctant; unwillingness.  3. An instance of being 

reticent. 



ret·i·cent (rHtùV-sNnt) adj.  1. Inclined to keep one’s thoughts, feelings, and per-

sonal affairs to oneself.  See Synonyms at silent.  2. Restrained or reserved in 

style.  3. Reluctant; unwilling.  [Latin reticKns, reticent- present participle of ret-

icKre, to keep silent  : re-, re- + tacKre, to be silent.] —retùi·cent·ly adv. 

ret·i·cle (rHtùV-kNl) n.  A grid or pattern placed in the eyepiece of an optical 

instrument, used to establish scale or position.  [Latin rKticulum, diminutive of 

rKte, net.]

re·tic·u·la (rV-tVkùyN-lN) n.  Plural of reticulum. 
re·tic·u·lar (rV-tVkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Resembling a net in form; netlike:  reticular tis-

sue.  2. Marked by complexity; intricate.  [From Latin rKticulum, diminutive of 

rKte, net.]

reticular formation (rV-tVkùyN-lNr fôr-m7ùshNn) n.  A diffuse network of 

nerve fibers and cells in parts of the brainstem, important in regulating con-

sciousness or wakefulness. 

re·tic·u·late (rV-tVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Resembling or forming a net or network:  

reticulate veins of a leaf.   —  v.  re·tic·u·lat·ed, re·tic·u·lat·ing, re·tic·u·lates 

(-l7tÙ).  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a net or network of.  2. To mark with lines resem-

bling a network.   —  v.  intr. To form a net or network.  [Latin rKticul7tus, from 

rKticulum, diminutive of rKte, net.] —re·ticùu·late·ly adv.  —re·ticÙu·laùtion n. 

ret·i·cule (rHtùV-kyulÙ) n.  1. A woman’s drawstring handbag or purse.  2. A ret-

icle.  [French réticule, from Latin rKticulum, diminutive of rKte, net.]

re·tic·u·lo·cyte (rV-tVkùyN-lo-sXtÙ) n.  An immature red blood cell that contains 

a network of basophilic filaments.  [RETICUL(UM) + -CYTE.] —re·ticÙu·lo·cytùic 
(-sVtùVk) adj. 

re·tic·u·lo·en·do·the·li·al (rV-tVkÙyN-lo-HnÙdN-thKùlK-Nl) n.  Of, relating to, or 

being the widely diffused bodily system constituting all phagocytic cells except 

certain white blood cells.  [RETICUL(UM) + ENDOTHELIAL.]

re·tic·u·lum (rV-tVkùyN-lNm) n.  pl. re·tic·u·la (-lN). 1. A netlike formation or 

structure; a network.  2. Zoology. The second compartment of the stomach of 

ruminant mammals, lined with a membrane having honeycombed ridges.  [Latin 

rKticulum, diminutive of rKte, net.]

Re·tic·u·lum (rV-tVkùyN-lNm) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere 

near Dorado and Horologium.  [Latin rKticulum, diminutive of rKte, net.]

re·ti·form (rKùtN-fôrmÙ, rHtùN-) adj.  Arranged like a net; reticulate.  [Latin rKte, 

net + -FORM.]

retin- pref.  Variant of retino-. 
ret·i·na (rHtùn-N) n.  pl. ret·i·nas or ret·i·nae (rHtùn-KÙ). A delicate, multilay-

ered, light-sensitive membrane lining the inner eyeball and connected by the 

optic nerve to the brain.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin rKtina, from Latin 

rKte, net.] —retùi·nal adj. 



ret·i·nac·u·lum (rHtÙn-4kùyN-lNm) n.  pl. ret·i·nac·u·la (-lN). Biology. A band 

or bandlike structure that holds an organ or a part in place.  [Latin retin7culum, 

band, tether  : retinKre, to restrain; see RETAIN + -culum, suff. denoting instru-

ments.] —retÙi·nacùu·lar (-lNr) adj. 

ret·i·nae (rHtùn-KÙ) n.  A plural of retina. 
ret·i·nal (rHtùn-4lÙ, -ôlÙ) n.  See retinene. 
ret·i·nene (rHtùn-KnÙ) n.  Either of two yellow to red retinal pigments, formed 

by oxidation of vitamin A alcohols.  Also called retinal 

ret·i·ni·tis (rHtÙn-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the retina. 

retinitis pig·men·to·sa (rHtÙn-XùtVs pVgÙmHn-toùsN, -mNn-) n.  A hereditary 

degenerative disease of the retina, characterized by night blindness, pigmentary 

changes within the retina, a narrowing of the visual field, and eventual loss of 

vision.  [New Latin pigmentosa, feminine of pigmentosus, pigmented.]

retino-  or retin- pref.  Retina:  retinoscopy.  [From RETINA.]

ret·i·no·blas·to·ma (rHtÙn-o-bl4-stoùmN) n.  pl. ret·i·no·blas·to·mas or 

ret·i·no·blas·to·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A hereditary malignant tumor of the retina, 

transmitted as a dominant trait and occurring chiefly among infants. 

ret·i·nol (rHtùn-ôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ) n.  See vitamin A. 
ret·i·nop·a·thy (rHtÙn-mpùN-thK) n.  pl. ret·i·nop·a·thies. A pathological dis-

order of the retina.   —retÙi·no·pathùic (-o-p4thùVk) adj. 

ret·i·no·scope (rHtùn-N-skopÙ) n.  An optical instrument for examining refrac-

tion of light in the eye.  Also called skiascope 

ret·i·nos·co·py (rHtÙn-msùkN-pK) n.  pl. ret·i·nos·co·pies. Medical examina-

tion and analysis of the refractive properties of the eye.  Also called skiascopy  
—retÙi·no·scopùic (-N-skmpùVk) adj. 

ret·i·nue (rHtùn-uÙ, -yuÙ) n.  The retainers or attendants accompanying a 

high-ranking person.  [Middle English retenue, from Old French, from feminine 

past participle of retenir, to retain. See RETAIN.]

re·tin·u·la (rV-tVnùyN-lN) n.  pl. re·tin·u·lae (-lK). A cluster of pigmented sensory 

cells in the compound eye of an arthropod.  [New Latin rKtinula, diminutive of 

Medieval Latin rKtina, retina. See RETINA.] —re·tinùu·lar adj. 

re·tire (rV-tXrù) v.  re·tired, re·tir·ing, re·tires.  —  v.  intr. 1. To withdraw, as 

for rest or seclusion.  2. To go to bed.  3. To withdraw from one’s occupation, 

business, or office; stop working.  4. To fall back or retreat, as from battle.  5. To 

move back or away; recede.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to withdraw from one’s usual 

field of activity:  retired all executives at 55.  2. To lead (troops, for example) away 

from action; withdraw.  3. To take out of circulation:  retired the bonds.  4. To 

withdraw from use or active service:  retiring an old battleship.  5. Baseball. a. To 

put out (a batter).  b. To cause (the opposing team) to end a turn at bat.   [French 

retirer, to retreat, from Old French, to take back  : re-, re- + tirer, to draw; see 

TIER
1.]



WORD HISTORY: Despite the upbeat books written about retiring and the fact

that it is a well-earned time of relaxation from the daily rigors of work, many

people do not find it a particularly pleasant prospect. Perhaps the etymology of

retire may hint at why. The ultimate source of our word is the Old French word

retirer, made up of the prefix re-, meaning in this case “back,” and the verb tirer,

“to draw,” together meaning “to take back or withdraw.” The first use of the En-

glish word retire is recorded in 1533 in reference to a military force that with-

draws. It is not until 1667 that we find the word used to mean “to withdraw from

a position for more leisure.” In regard to the sting in all this we need to look at

the source of tirer, “to draw, draw out, endure,” which ultimately may be from

Old French martir, “a martyr,” probably reflecting the fact that martyrs had to

endure the torture of being stretched up to and beyond the point of dislocating

their bones.

re·tired (rV-tXrdù) adj.  Abbr. ret., r. 1. Withdrawn from one’s occupation, busi-

ness, or office; having finished one’s active working life.  2. Received by a person 

in retirement:  retired pay.  3. Withdrawn; secluded.   —  n.  (used with a pl. verb). 

Retired people considered as a group. Used with the.   —re·tired·ly adv.  

—re·tiredùness n. 

re·tir·ee (rV-tXrÙKù) n.  One who has retired from active working life. 

re·tire·ment (rV-tXrùmNnt) n.  1. The act of retiring.  2. The state of being 

retired.  3. Withdrawal from one’s occupation, business, or office.  4. Withdrawal 

into privacy or seclusion.  5. A place of privacy or seclusion; a retreat.  See Syn-

onyms at solitude.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a 

retirement program; a retirement community. 

re·tir·ing (rV-tXrùVng) adj.  Shy and reserved; modest.   —re·tirùing·ly adv.  

—re·tirùing·ness n. 

re·told (rK-toldù) v.  Past tense and past participle of retell. 
re·took (rK-ttkù) v.  Past tense of retake. 
re·tool (rK-tulù) v.  tr. re·tooled, re·tool·ing, re·tools. 1. To fit out (a fac-

tory, for example) with a new set of machinery and tools for making a different 

product.  2. To revise and reorganize, especially for the purpose of updating or 

improving:  had to retool the city’s economy.   —  v.  intr. To fit out a factory with a 

new set of machinery and tools. 

re·tor·sion  or re·tor·tion (rV-tôrùshNn) n.  Law. An act perpetrated by one 

nation upon another in retaliation or reprisal for a similar act perpetrated by the 

other nation.  [Probably French rétorsion, from Latin retortus (influenced by Late 

Latin torsio, a twisting, wringing); see TORSION, past participle of retorquKre, to 

cast back. See RETORT
1.]



re·tort1 (rV-tôrtù) v.  re·tort·ed, re·tort·ing, re·torts.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To reply, 

especially to answer in a quick, caustic, or witty manner.  See Synonyms at 

answer.  b. To present a counterargument to.   2. To return in kind; pay back.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To make a reply, especially a quick, caustic, or witty one.  2. To 

present a counterargument.  3. To return like for like; retaliate.   —  n.  1. A 

quick, incisive reply, especially one that turns the first speaker’s words to his or 

her own disadvantage.  2. The act or an instance of retorting.  [Latin retorquKre, 

retort-, to bend back, retort  : re-, re- + torquKre, to bend, twist; see terkw- in 

Appendix.] —re·tortùer n. 

re·tort2 (rV-tôrtù, rKùtôrtÙ) n.  A closed laboratory vessel with an outlet tube, used 

for distillation, sublimation, or decomposition by heat.  [French retorte, from 

Medieval Latin retorta, from feminine of Latin retortus, past participle of 

retorquKre, to bend back. See RETORT
1.]

re·tor·tion (rV-tôrùshNn) n.  Law. Variant of retorsion. 
re·touch (rK-tƒchù) v.  re·touched, re·touch·ing, re·touch·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To add new details or touches to for correction or improvement.  2. To 

improve or change (a photographic negative or print), as by adding details or 

removing flaws.  3. To color (recent growth of hair) to match hair that was tinted, 

dyed, or bleached at an earlier date.   —  v.  intr. To give or make retouches.   —  
n.  (rKùtƒchÙ, rK-tƒchù) The act, process, or an instance of retouching.   
—re·touchùer n. 

re·trace (rK-tr7sù) v.  tr. re·traced, re·trac·ing, re·trac·es. To trace again or 

back:  retraced their steps.   —re·traceùa·ble adj.  —re·traceùment n.  

—re·tracùer n. 

re·tract (rV-tr4ktù) v.  re·tract·ed, re·tract·ing, re·tracts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To take 

back; disavow:  refused to retract the statement.  2. To draw back or in:  a plane 

retracting its landing gear.  See Synonyms at recede.  3. Linguistics. a. To utter (a 

sound) with the tongue drawn back.  b. To draw back (the tongue).    —  v.  intr. 

1. To take something back or disavow it.  2. To draw back.  [Latin retract7re, 

retract-, to revoke, frequentative of retrahere, to draw back  : re-, re- + trahere, to 

draw. V., tr., senses 2 and 3, and v., intr., sense 2, Middle English retracten from 

Old French retracter, from Latin retractus, past participle of retrahere, to draw 

back.] —re·tractÙa·bilùi·ty, re·tractÙi·bilùi·ty n.  —re·tractùa·ble, 
re·tractùi·ble adj.  —reÙtrac·taùtion (rKÙtr4k-t7ùshNn) n. 

re·trac·tile (rV-tr4kùtVl, -tXlÙ) adj.  That can be drawn back or in:  the retractile 

claws of a cat.   —reÙtrac·tilùi·ty (rKÙtr4k-tVlùV-tK) n. 

re·trac·tion (rV-tr4kùshNn) n.  1. The act of retracting or the state of being 

retracted.  2. a. The act of recanting or disavowing a previously held statement or 

belief.  b. A formal statement of disavowal.  c. Something recanted or disavowed.   

3. The power of drawing back or of being drawn back. 



re·trac·tive (rV-tr4kùtVv) adj.  Tending or serving to retract.   —re·tracùtive·ly 
adv.  —re·tracùtive·ness n. 

re·trac·tor (rV-tr4kùtNr) n.  One that retracts, as: a. Anatomy. A muscle, such as a 

flexor, that retracts an organ or a part.  b. Medicine. A surgical instrument used to 

hold back organs or the edges of an incision.  

re·train (rK-tr7nù) v.  tr. intr. re·trained, re·train·ing, re·trains. To train or 

undergo training again.   —re·trainùa·ble adj. 

re·train·ee (rKÙtr7-nKù) n.  One who is being or has been retrained. 

re·tral (rKùtrNl, rHtùrNl) adj.  1. Situated at, located close to, or directed toward the 

back.  2. Backward; reverse.  [From Latin retro, back. See re- in Appendix.] 
—reùtral·ly adv. 

re·trans·late (rKÙtr4ns-l7tù, -tr4nz-, rK-tr4nsùl7tÙ, -tr4nzù-) v.  tr. 

re·trans·lat·ed, re·trans·lat·ing, re·trans·lates. 1. To translate (something 

already translated) into a different language.  2. To change the form of (some-

thing) into something new.   —  v.  intr. To retranslate material.   —reÙtrans·laù-
tion n. 

re·tread (rK-trHdù) v.  tr. re·tread·ed, re·tread·ing, re·treads. 1. To fit (a 

worn automotive tire) with a new tread.  2. To make or do over again, especially 

with minimal revision; rehash:  retreading a familiar story line.   —  n.  (rKùtrHdÙ) 

1. A tire that has been fitted with a new tread.  2. A revision or reworking; a 

remake or rehash:  a trite retread of an old musical.  3. Informal. A person who has 

been retrained for work. 

re-tread (rK-trHdù) v.  tr. intr. re-·trod (-trmdù), re-·trod·den (-trmdùn)  or re-
·trod, re-·tread·ing, re-·treads. To tread upon or engage in treading again. 

re·treat (rV-trKtù) n.  1. a. The act or process of withdrawing, especially from 

something hazardous, formidable, or unpleasant.  b. The process of going back-

ward or receding from a position or condition gained.   2. A place affording 

peace, quiet, privacy, or security.  See Synonyms at shelter.  3. a. A period of 

seclusion, retirement, or solitude.  b. A period of group withdrawal for prayer, 

meditation, and study:  a religious retreat.   4. a. Withdrawal of a military force 

from a dangerous position or from an enemy attack.  b. The signal for such with-

drawal.  c. A bugle call or drumbeat signaling the lowering of the flag at sunset, as 

on a military base.  d. The military ceremony of lowering the flag.    —  v.  

re·treat·ed, re·treat·ing, re·treats.  —  v.  intr. 1. To fall or draw back; with-

draw or retire.  See Synonyms at recede.  2. To slope backward.   —  v.  tr. 

Games. To move (a chess piece) back.  [Middle English retret, from Old French 

retrait, retret, from past participle of retraire, retrere, to draw back, from Latin 

retrahere. See RETRACT.] —re·treatùer n. 

re·treat·ant (rV-trKtùnt) n.  One who participates in a religious retreat. 

re·trench (rV-trHnchù) v.  re·trenched, re·trench·ing, re·trench·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To cut down; reduce.  2. To remove, delete, or omit.   —  v.  intr. To curtail 



expenses; economize.  [Obsolete French retrencher, from Old French retrenchier : 

re-, re- + trenchier, to cut; see TRENCH.] —re·trenchùer n. 

re·trench·ment (rV-trHnchùmNnt) n.  1. A cutting down or back; reduction.  

2. A curtailment of expenses. 

re·tri·al (rK-trXùNl, -trXlù, rKùtrXÙNl, -trXlÙ) n.  A second trial, as of a legal case. 

ret·ri·bu·tion (rHtÙrN-byuùshNn) n.  1. Something justly deserved; recom-

pense.  2. Something given or demanded in repayment, especially punishment.  

3. Theology. Punishment or reward distributed in a future life based on perfor-

mance in this one.  [Middle English retribucion, from Old French retribution, 

from Latin retrib7tio, retrib7tion-, from retrib7tus, past participle of retribuere, to 

pay back  : re-, re- + tribuere, to grant; see TRIBE.]

re·trib·u·tive (rV-trVbùyN-tVv) adj.  Of, involving, or characterized by retribu-

tion; retributory.   —re·tribùu·tive·ly adv. 

re·trib·u·to·ry (rV-trVbùyN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Retributive. 

re·tried (rK-trXdù) v.  Past tense and past participle of retry. 
re·tries (rK-trXzù) v.  Third person singular present tense of retry. 
re·triev·al (rV-trKùvNl) n.  1. The act or process of retrieving.  2. Computer Sci-

ence. The process of accessing information from memory or other storage 

devices.  3. The possibility of being retrieved or restored:  lost possessions beyond 

retrieval. 

re·trieve (rV-trKvù) v.  re·trieved, re·triev·ing, re·trieves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To get 

back; regain.  2. a. To rescue or save.  b. Sports. To make a difficult but successful 

return of (a ball or shuttlecock, as in tennis or badminton).   3. To bring back 

again; revive or restore.  4. To rectify the unfavorable consequences of; remedy.  

See Synonyms at recover.  5. To recall to mind; remember.  6. To find and carry 

back; fetch.   —  v.  intr. To find and bring back game:  a dog trained to retrieve.   
—  n.  1. The act of retrieving; retrieval.  2. Sports. A difficult but successful 

return of a ball or shuttlecock.  [Middle English retreven, from Old French retro-

ver, retruev-  : re-, re- + trover, to find; see TROVER.] —re·trievÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—re·trievùa·ble adj.  —re·trievùa·bly adv. 

re·triev·er (rV-trKùvNr) n.  One that retrieves, especially any one of several breeds 

of dog that were developed and trained to retrieve game. 

ret·ro (rHtùro) adj.  1. Retroactive:  retro pay.  2. Involving, relating to, or remi-

niscent of things past; retrospective: “As is often the case in retro fashion, historical 

accuracy is somewhat beside the point” (New York Times).   —  n.  pl. ret·ros. A 

fashion, decor, design, or style reminiscent of things past. 

retro- pref.  1. Backward; back:  retrorocket.  2. Situated behind:  retrolental.  

[Latin retro-, from retro, backward, behind. See re- in Appendix.]

ret·ro·ac·tion (rHtÙro-4kùshNn) n.  1. An action, as of a law, that influences or 

applies to a prior time.  2. An opposing or reciprocal action; a reaction.   
—retùro·actÙ v. 



ret·ro·ac·tive (rHtÙro-4kùtVv) adj.  Influencing or applying to a period prior to 

enactment:  a retroactive pay increase.  [French rétroactif, from Latin retro7ctus, 

past participle of retroagere, to drive back  : retro-, retro- + agere, to drive; see ag- 
in Appendix.] —retÙro·acùtive·ly adv.  —retÙro·ac·tivùi·ty n. 

ret·ro·cede (rHtÙro-sKdù) v.  ret·ro·ced·ed, ret·ro·ced·ing, ret·ro·cedes.  —  
v.  intr. To go back; recede.   —  v.  tr. To cede or give back (a territory, for exam-

ple); return.  [Latin retrocKdere : retro-, retro- + cKdere, to go; see ked- in Appen-

dix.] —retÙro·cesùsion (-sHshùNn) n. 

re-trod (rK-trmdù) v.  Past tense and a past participle of re-tread. 
re-trod·den (rK-trmdùn) v.  A past participle of re-tread. 
ret·ro·fire (rHtùro-fXrÙ) v.  ret·ro·fired, ret·ro·fir·ing, ret·ro·fires.  —  v.  tr. 

To ignite or fire (a retrorocket).   —  v.  intr. To become ignited or fired. Used of a 

retrorocket. 

ret·ro·fit (rHtùro-fVtÙ) v.  ret·ro·fit·ted, ret·ro·fit·ting, ret·ro·fits.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To provide (a jet, an automobile, a computer, or a factory, for example) with 

parts, devices, or equipment not in existence or available at the time of original 

manufacture.  2. To install or fit (a device or system, for example) for use in or on 

an existing structure, especially an older dwelling.   —  v.  intr. 1. To fit into or 

onto equipment already in existence or service.  2. To substitute new or modern-

ized parts or systems for older equipment:  an industrial plant that was retrofitting 

to meet new safety regulations.   —  n.  1. Something that has been retrofitted or 

that has undergone retrofitting.  2. An instance of modernizing or expanding 

with new or modified parts, devices, systems, or equipment:  a retrofit for the 

heating system.   —  adj.  Relating to or being a retrofit:  a retrofit kit for the home-

owner; an energy-saving retrofit program; a large retrofit market.   
—retÙro·fitùta·ble adj.  —retùro·fitÙter n. 

ret·ro·flex (rHtùrN-flHksÙ) adj.  also ret·ro·flexed (-flHkstÙ) 1. Bent, curved, or 

turned backward.  2. Linguistics. Pronounced with the tip of the tongue turned 

back against the roof of the mouth.   —  n.  Linguistics. A sound pronounced with 

the tongue in retroflex position, as the sound (r) in some varieties of English.  

[Latin *retroflexus, past participle of retroflectere, to bend back  : retro, retro- + 

flectere, to bend.] —retÙro·flexùion, retÙro·flecùtion n. 

ret·ro·grade (rHtùrN-gr7dÙ) adj.  1. Moving or tending backward.  2. Opposite 

to the usual order; inverted or reversed.  3. Reverting to an earlier or inferior con-

dition.  4. Astronomy. a. Of or relating to the orbital revolution or axial rotation 

of a planetary or other celestial body that moves clockwise from east to west, in 

the direction opposite to most celestial bodies.  b. Of or relating to the brief, reg-

ularly occurring, apparently backward movement of a planetary body in its orbit 

as viewed against the fixed stars, caused by the differing orbital velocities of Earth 

and the body observed.   5. Archaic. Opposed; contrary.   —  v.  intr. 

ret·ro·grad·ed, ret·ro·grad·ing, ret·ro·grades. 1. To move or seem to move 



backward.  See Synonyms at recede.  2. To decline to an inferior state; degener-

ate.  [Middle English, from Latin retrogradus, from retrogradX, to go back  : retro-, 

retro- + -gradus, walking (from gradX, to go); see ghredh- in Appendix.] 
—retÙro·gra·daùtion (-ro-gr7-d7ùshNn) n.  —retùro·gradeÙly adv. 

ret·ro·gress (rHtùrN-grHsÙ, rHtÙrN-grHsù) v.  intr. ret·ro·gressed, 
ret·ro·gress·ing, ret·ro·gress·es. 1. To return to an earlier, inferior, or less 

complex condition.  2. To go or move backward.  [Latin retrogradX, ·retrogress-  : 

retro-, retro- + gradX, to go; see ghredh- in Appendix.] —retÙro·gresùsive adj.  

—reÙtro·gresùsive·ly adv. 

ret·ro·gres·sion (rHtÙrN-grHshùNn) n.  1. The act or process of deteriorating or 

declining.  2. Biology. A return to a less complex or more primitive state or stage. 

ret·ro·len·tal (rHtÙro-lHnùtl) adj.  Situated or occurring behind a lens, as of the 

eye.  [RETRO- + New Latin lKns, lent-, lens; see LENS + -AL
1.]

ret·ro·oc·u·lar (rHtÙro-mkùyN-lNr) adj.  Situated behind the eye. 

ret·ro·per·i·to·ne·al (rHtÙro-pHrÙV-tn-KùNl) adj.  Situated behind the perito-

neum. 

ret·ro·pha·ryn·ge·al (rHtÙro-fN-rVnùjK-Nl, -jNl, -f4rÙVn-jKùNl) adj.  Situated or 

occurring behind the pharynx. 

ret·ro·rock·et (rHtùro-rmkÙVt) n.  A rocket engine used to retard, arrest, or 

reverse the motion of a vehicle, such as an aircraft, a missile, or a spacecraft. 

re·trorse (rV-trôrsù, rKùtrôrsÙ) adj.  Directed or turned backward or downward.  

[Latin retrorsus, from retroversus : retro-, retro- + versus, past participle of vertere, 

to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] —re·trorseùly adv. 

ret·ro·spect (rHtùrN-spHktÙ) n.  A review, survey, or contemplation of things in 

the past.   —  v.  ret·ro·spect·ed, ret·ro·spect·ing, ret·ro·spects.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To contemplate the past.  2. To refer back.   —  v.  tr. To look back on or con-

template (things past).   —idiom. in retrospect. Looking backward or review-

ing the past.  [From Latin *retrospectus, past participle of retrospicere, to look back 

at  : retro-, retro- + specere, to look at; see spek- in Appendix.] —retÙro·specù-
tion n. 

ret·ro·spec·tive (rHtÙrN-spHkùtVv) adj.  1. Looking back on, contemplating, or 

directed to the past.  2. Looking or directed backward.  3. Applying to or influ-

encing the past; retroactive.  4. Of, relating to, or being a retrospective:  a retro-

spective art exhibition.   —  n.  An extensive exhibition or performance of the 

work of an artist over a period of years.   —retÙro·specùtive·ly adv. 

re·trous·sé (rN-tru-s7ù, rHtÙru-) adj.  Turned up at the end. Used of the nose.  

[French, past participle of retrousser, to turn back, from Old French  : re-, re- + 

torser, trousser, to tie in a bundle (probably from Vulgar Latin *tors7re, from *tor-

sus, twisted, variant of Latin tortus, past participle of torquKre, to twist); see 

TORQUE
1.]



ret·ro·ver·sion (rHtÙro-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  1. A turning or tilting backward.  

2. The state of being turned or tilted back.  [From Latin retroversus, retrorse. See 

RETRORSE.]

ret·ro·vi·rus (rHtÙro-vXùrNs, rHtùrN-vXÙ-) n.  pl. ret·ro·vi·rus·es. Any of a group 

of viruses, many of which produce tumors, that contain RNA and reverse tran-

scriptase, including the virus that causes AIDS.   —retÙro·viùral adj. 

re·try (rK-trXù) v.  tr. re·tried (-trXdù), re·try·ing, re·tries (-trXzù). To try again. 

ret·si·na (rHtùsV-nN, rHt-sKùnN) n.  A Greek wine flavored with pine resin.  [Mod-

ern Greek, probably from Italian resina, resin, from Latin rKsXna. See RESIN.]

re·turn (rV-tûrnù) v.  re·turned, re·turn·ing, re·turns.  —  v.  intr. 1. To go or 

come back, as to an earlier condition or place.  2. To revert in speech, thought, or 

practice.  3. To revert to a former owner.  4. To answer or respond.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To send, put, or carry back:  We return bottles to the store.  2. a. To give or send 

back in reciprocation:  She returned his praise.  b. To give back to the owner:  He 

returned her book.  c. To reflect or send back:  The echo was returned by the canyon 

wall.   3. To produce or yield (profit or interest) as a payment for labor, invest-

ment, or expenditure.  4. Law. a. To submit (an official report, for example) to a 

judge or other person in authority.  b. To render or deliver (a writ or verdict, for 

example) to the proper officer or court of law.   5. To elect or reelect, as to a legis-

lative body.  6. Games. To respond to (a partner’s lead) by leading the same suit in 

cards.  7. Architecture. To turn away from or place at an angle to the previous line 

of direction.  8. a. Sports. To send back (a tennis ball, for example) to one’s oppo-

nent.  b. Football. To run with (the ball) after a kickoff, a punt, an interception, or 

a fumble.    —  n.  Abbr. ret. 1. a. The act or condition of going, coming, bring-

ing, or sending back.  b. The act of bringing or sending something back to a pre-

vious place, condition, or owner.   2. a. Something brought or sent back.  

b. returns. Merchandise returned, as to a retailer by a consumer or to a whole-

saler by a retailer.  c. Something that goes or comes back.   3. A recurrence, as of a 

periodic occasion or event:  the return of spring.  4. Something exchanged for that 

received; repayment.  5. A reply; a response.  6. a. The profit made on an 

exchange of goods.  b.  Often returns. A profit or yield, as from labor or invest-

ments.  c. Output or yield per unit rather than cost per unit, as in the manufac-

turing of a particular product.   7. a. A report, list, or set of statistics, especially 

one that is formal or official.  b.  Often returns. A report on the vote in an elec-

tion.  c. Chiefly British. An election.   8. Games. A lead in certain card games that 

responds to the lead of one’s partner.  9. Sports. In tennis and certain other sports: 

a. The act of sending the ball back to one’s opponent.  b. The ball thus sent back.   

10. Football. a. The act of running back the ball after a kickoff, a punt, an inter-

ception, or a fumble.  b. The yardage so gained.   11. Architecture. a. The exten-

sion of a molding, projection, or other part at an angle (usually 90˚) to the main 

part.  b. A part of a building set at an angle to the façade.   12. a. A turn, bend, or 



similar reversal of direction, as in a stream or road.  b. A pipe or conduit for car-

rying something, especially water, back to its starting point.   13. The key or 

mechanism on a machine, such as a typewriter or computer, that positions the 

carriage, cursor, or printing element at the beginning of a new line.  14. Chiefly 

British. A roundtrip ticket.  15. Law. a. The bringing or sending back of a writ, 

subpoena, or other document, generally with a short written report on it, by a 

sheriff or other officer to the court from which it was issued.  b. A certified 

report by an assessor, an election officer, a collector, or another official.   16. A 

formal tax statement on the required official form indicating taxable income, 

allowed deductions, exemptions, and the computed tax that is due. In this sense, 

also calledincome tax return, tax return.   —  adj.  1. Of, relating to, or bringing 

about a going or coming back to a place or situation:  the return voyage; a return 

envelope.  2. Given, sent, or done in reciprocation or exchange:  a return volley; a 

return invitation.  3. Performed, presented, or taking place again:  a return 

engagement of the ballet; a return tennis match.  4. Used on or for returning:  a 

return route.  5. Returning or affording return or recirculation:  a return plumbing 

pipe; a return valve.  6. Relating to or being a roundtrip ticket.  7. a. Reversing or 

changing direction.  b. Having or formed by a reversal or change in direction; 

returning on itself, as a bend in a road or stream.    —idiom. in return. In 

repayment or reciprocation.  [Middle English retornen, from Old French 

retourner, from Vulgar Latin *retorn7re : Latin re-, re- + Latin torn7re, to turn in a 

lathe; see TURN.] —re·turnùer n.  

SYNONYMS: return, revert, recur, recrudesce. These verbs refer to coming or

going back, as to a place, position, or condition. Return is the least specific: “Thus

with the year/Seasons return” (John Milton). “Not the poem which we have read,

but that to which we return... possesses the genuine power, and claims the name of

essential poetry ” (Samuel Taylor Coleridge). “I shall return” (Douglas Mac-

Arthur). Revert refers to returning to an earlier, often less desirable condition,

practice, subject, or belief: “Part of them... reverted to their former prejudices in

regard to Lincoln” (Baron Charnwood). Recur means to occur or come up again,

often repeatedly: We thought we had disposed of the problem, but it kept recurring.

To recrudesce is to come into renewed activity after a period of quiescence: “It [a

visual art genre] has wilted in latter decades, but recrudesced in recent years” (Earl

W. Count). See also Synonyms at reciprocate

re·turn·a·ble (rV-tûrùnN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be returned or brought back:  

returnable bottles and cans; returnable merchandise.  2. Law. Required to be 

returned within a specified time:  a returnable writ.   —  n.  An empty beverage 

container that may be returned for refund of a deposit. 



re·turn·ee (rV-tûrÙnKù) n.  1. One who returns, as from a journey or to school 

after a long absence.  2. A person returning from military duty overseas.  See 

Usage Note at -ee1. 
re·tuse (rV-tusù, -tyusù) adj.  Botany. Having a rounded or obtuse apex with a 

central shallow notch:  a retuse leaf.  [Latin ret7sus, past participle of retundere, to 

beat back  : re-, re- + tundere, to beat.]

Retz (rHts), Cardinal de Title of Jean François Paul de Gondi. 1614-1679.  French 

politician, prelate, and writer who was active in the Fronde, a French civil war 

(1648-1653) that ultimately strengthened the monarchy. 

Reu·ben1 (ruùbNn)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and Leah and the 

forebear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

Reu·ben2 (ruùbNn) n.  A hot sandwich consisting of corned beef, Swiss cheese, 

and sauerkraut usually served on rye bread.  [From the name Reuben.]

Reuch·lin (roikùlNn, roiKHùlKn, roiKH-lKnù), Johann. 1455-1522.  German 

humanist and scholar who wrote On the Fundamentals of Hebrew (1506), a classic 

text on Hebrew grammar and language. 

re·u·ni·fy (rK-yuùnN-fXÙ) v.  tr. re·u·ni·fied, re·u·ni·fy·ing, re·u·ni·fies. To 

cause (a group, party, state, or sect) to become unified again after being divided.   
—re·uÙni·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

re·un·ion (rK-yunùyNn) n.  1. a. The act of reuniting.  b. The state of being 

reunited.   2. A gathering of the members of a group who have been separated:  a 

high school reunion. 

Ré·un·ion (rK-yunùyNn, r7-ü-nyôNù)  An island of France in the western Indian 

Ocean southwest of Mauritius. Visited by the Portuguese in the early 16th cen-

tury, it was first colonized by the French in the mid-1600’s as the Isle de Bourbon. 

Renamed Réunion in 1793, it became an overseas department in 1946. 

re·un·ion·ist (rK-yunùyN-nVst) n.  One who advocates reunion, as of divided 

parties or sects, especially an advocate of the reunion of the Anglican Church 

with the Roman Catholic Church.   —re·unùion·ism n.  —re·unÙion·isùtic adj. 

re·u·nite (rKÙyu-nXtù) v.  tr. intr. re·u·nit·ed, re·u·nit·ing, re·u·nites. To 

bring or come together again. 

re-up (rK-ƒpù) v.  intr. re-·upped, re-·up·ping, re-·ups. Informal. 1. To enlist 

again for military service.  2. To sign a renewed contract for employment or ser-

vice. 

Reus (rHùus)  A city of northeast Spain near the Mediterranean Sea west of Bar-

celona. Founded c. 13th century, it is a trade and industrial center. Population, 

82,354. 

re·use (rK-yuzù) v.  tr. re·used, re·us·ing, re·us·es. To use again, especially 

after salvaging or special treatment or processing.   —re·usÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—re·usùa·ble adj. , n.  —re·useù (-yusù) n. 



Reu·ter (roiùtNr), Baron Paul Julius von. 1816-1899.  German-born British 

journalist who founded (1848) Reuter’s, one of the first international news agen-

cies. 

Reu·ther (ruùthNr), Walter Philip. 1907-1970.  American labor leader who 

was president of the United Auto Workers (1946-1970) and of the Congress of 

Industrial Organizations (1952-1955). 

Reut·ling·en (roitùlVng-Nn)  A city of southwest Germany south of Stuttgart. It 

was a free imperial city from 1240 to 1802 and is now a manufacturing center 

with an important textile industry. Population, 96,337. 

rev (rHv) Informal. n.  A revolution, as of a motor.   —  v.  revved, rev·ving, 
revs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To increase the speed of (a motor, for example):  revved the 

engine.  b. To accelerate or increase:  orders to rev up factory output.   2. To make 

livelier or more productive:  revving ourselves up for the game; efforts to rev the 

economy.   —  v.  intr. 1. To operate at an increased speed:  heard the motors rev-

ving.  2. To accelerate in quantity or activity. 

rev. abbr.  1. Revenue.  2. Reverse.  3. Reversed.  4. Review.  5. Reviewed.  

6. Revise; revision.  7. Revolution. 

Rev. abbr.  1. Bible. Revelation.  2. Reverend. 

re·val·i·date (rK-v4lùV-d7tÙ) v.  tr. re·val·i·dat·ed, re·val·i·dat·ing, 
re·val·i·dates. To declare valid again.   —re·valÙi·daùtion n. 

re·val·u·ate (rK-v4lùyu-7tÙ) v.  tr. re·val·u·at·ed, re·val·u·at·ing, 
re·val·u·ates. 1. To make a new valuation of.  2. To increase the exchange value 

of (a nation’s currency).   —re·valÙu·aùtion n. 

re·val·ue (rK-v4lùyu) v.  tr. re·val·ued, re·val·u·ing, re·val·ues. 1. To revise 

the value of (a nation’s currency).  2. To evaluate anew; reappraise. 

re·vamp (rK-v4mpù) v.  tr. re·vamped, re·vamp·ing, re·vamps. 1. To patch 

up or restore; renovate.  2. To revise or reconstruct (a manuscript, for example).  

3. To vamp (a shoe) anew.   —  n.  The act or an instance of revamping; a com-

plete reorganization or revision.   —re·vampùment n. 

re·vanche (rN-vänchù, -väNshù) n.  1. The act of retaliating; revenge.  2. A usu-

ally political policy, as of a nation or an ethnic group, intended to regain lost ter-

ritory or standing.  [French, from Old French revancher, to revenge  : re-, re- + 

vengier, vencher, to avenge; see REVENGE.] —re·vanchùism (-vänùchVz-Nm, -

väNùshVz-) n.  —re·vanchùist adj. , n.  —re·vanch·isùtic adj. 

re·veal1 (rV-vKlù) v.  tr. re·vealed, re·veal·ing, re·veals. 1. a. To make known 

(something concealed or secret):  revealed a confidence.  b. To bring to view; 

show.   2. To make known by supernatural or divine means: “For the wrath of God 

is revealed from heaven” (Romans 1:18).  [Middle English revelen, from Old 

French reveler, from Latin revKl7re : re-, re- + vKl7re, to cover (from vKlum, veil).] 
—re·vealùa·ble adj.  —re·vealùer n.  —re·vealùment n.  



SYNONYMS: reveal, expose, disclose, divulge, betray. These verbs signify to make

known what has been or ought to be kept from the knowledge of others. Reveal

suggests uncovering what has been concealed: “He was glad it was to him she had

revealed her secret” (Edith Wharton). To expose is to lay bare to public scrutiny: In

a slip of the tongue the schemer exposed his true motivation. Disclose means to make

known as if by removing a cover: The journalist refused to disclose the source of her

information. Divulge often implies the improper revelation of something private

or secret: “And whatsoever I shall see or hear in the course of my profession... if it be

what should not be published abroad, I will never divulge, holding such things to be

holy secrets” (Hippocratic Oath). To betray is to make known in a breach of trust

or confidence: “A servant... betrayed their presence... to the Germans” (William Sty-

ron). The term can also mean to reveal against one’s desire or will: Her comment

betrayed annoyance.

re·veal2 (rV-vKlù) n.  1. a. The part of the side of a window or door opening that 

is between the outer surface of a wall and the window or door frame.  b. The 

whole side of such an opening; the jamb.   2. The framework of a motor vehicle 

window.  [From Middle English revalen, to lower, from Old French revaler : re-, 

re- + avaler, to lower (from a val, down  : a, to from Latin ad; see ad- + val, val-

ley); see VALE
1.]

re·vealed religion (rV-vKldù rV-lVjùNn) n.  A religion founded primarily on the 

revelations of God to humankind. 

re·veal·ing (rV-vKùlVng) adj.  Permitting an elucidating glimpse or a perception 

of something intimate or concealed:  a very revealing biography; a revealing gown.   
—re·vealùing·ly adv. 

re·veg·e·tate (rK-vHjùV-t7tÙ) v.  re·veg·e·tat·ed, re·veg·e·tat·ing, 
re·veg·e·tates.  —  v.  tr. To cause (eroded land, for example) to bear a new 

cover of vegetation.   —  v.  intr. To bear a new cover of vegetation.   
—re·vegÙe·taùtion n. 

rev·eil·le (rHvùN-lK) n.  1. a. The sounding of a bugle early in the morning to 

awaken and summon people in a camp or garrison.  b. This bugle call or its 

equivalent.  c. The first military formation of the day.   2. A signal to get up out 

of bed.  [Alteration of French réveillez, second person imperative pl. of réveiller, to 

wake, from Old French resveiller : re-, re- + esveiller, to awake from Vulgar Latin 

*exvigil7re (Latin ex-, ex- + Latin vigil7re, to stay awake), from vigil, awake. See 

weg- in Appendix.]

rev·el (rHvùNl) v.  intr. rev·eled also rev·elled, rev·el·ing also rev·el·ling, 
rev·els also rev·els. 1. To take great pleasure or delight:  She reveled in her unac-

customed leisure.  2. To engage in uproarious festivities; make merry.   —  n.  A 

boisterous festivity or celebration; merrymaking. Often used in the plural.  [Mid-



dle English revelen, to carouse, from Old French reveler, to rebel, carouse, from 

Latin rebell7re, to rebel. See REBEL.] —revùel·ler, revùel·er n. 

rev·e·la·tion (rHvÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of revealing or disclosing.  

b. Something revealed, especially a dramatic disclosure of something not previ-

ously known or realized.   2. Theology. A manifestation of divine will or truth.  

3. Revelation. Abbr. Rev., Rv. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible.  [Middle 

English revelacion, from Old French revelation, from Latin revKl7tio, revKl7tion-, 

from revKl7tus, past participle of revKl7re, to reveal. See REVEAL
1.]

rev·e·la·tor (rHvùN-l7ÙtNr) n.  One who reveals, especially one who reveals divine 

will. 

rev·e·la·to·ry (rHvùN-lN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, rV-vHlùN-) adj.  Of, relating to, or contain-

ing a revelation: “the distinction between Mrs. and Miss and its concomitant revela-

tory features” (Mario Pei). 

rev·el·ry (rHvùNl-rK) n.  pl. rev·el·ries. Boisterous merrymaking.   
—revùel·rous (-rNs) adj. 

rev·e·nant (rHvùN-nNnt) n.  1. One that returns after a lengthy absence.  2. One 

who returns after death.  [French, from present participle of revenir, to return, 

from Old French, from Latin revenXre : re-, re- + venXre, to come; see gw7- in 

Appendix.]

re·venge (rV-vHnjù) v.  tr. re·venged, re·veng·ing, re·veng·es. 1. To inflict 

punishment in return for (injury or insult).  2. To seek or take vengeance for 

(oneself or another person); avenge.   —  n.  1. The act of taking vengeance for 

injuries or wrongs; retaliation.  2. Something done in vengeance; a retaliatory 

measure.  3. A desire for revenge; spite or vindictiveness.  4. An opportunity to 

retaliate, as by a return sports match after a defeat.  [Middle English revengen, 

from Old French revengier : re-, re- + vengier, to take revenge (from Latin 

vindic7re, to avenge, from vindex, vindic-, avenger); see deik- in Appendix.] 
—re·vengùer n. 

re·venge·ful (rV-vHnjùfNl) adj.  Full of or given to revenge.  See Synonyms at 

vindictive.  —re·vengeùful·ly adv.  —re·vengeùful·ness n. 

rev·e·nue (rHvùN-nu, -nyu) n.  Abbr. rev. 1. The income of a government 

from all sources appropriated for the payment of the public expenses.  2. Yield 

from property or investment; income.  3. All the income produced by a particular 

source.  4. A governmental department set up to collect public funds.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from feminine past participle of revenir, to return, 

from Latin revenXre : re-, re- + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appendix.]

revenue bond (rHvùN-nu bmnd) n.  A bond issued by an agency commis-

sioned to finance the building or improving of a public property, such as a bridge 

or toll road, the revenue from which will pay for the bond. 

rev·e·nu·er (rHvùN-nuÙNr, -nyuÙ-) n.  Informal. 1. A government agent in 

charge of collecting revenue, especially one responsible for halting the unlawful 



distilling or bootlegging of alcohol.  2. Nautical. A lightly armed motorboat used 

by revenuers. 

revenue shar·ing (rHvùN-nu shârùVng) n.  Distribution of a portion of fed-

eral tax revenues to state and municipal governments.   —revùe·nue-sharÙing 
(rHvùN-nu-shârÙVng, -nyu-) adj. 

revenue stamp (rHvùN-nu st4mp) n.  A stamp affixed to an item as proof that 

a government tax has been paid. 

revenue tariff (rHvùN-nu t4rùVf) n.  A tariff imposed chiefly to generate pub-

lic revenue. 

re·verb (rV-vûrbù) Informal. n.  1. A reverberative effect produced in recorded 

music by electronic means.  2. A device used for producing this effect.   —  v.  

intr. tr. re·verbed, re·verb·ing, re·verbs. To reverberate or cause to reverber-

ate. 

re·ver·ber·ant (rV-vûrùbNr-Nnt) adj.  1. Having a tendency to reverberate.  

2. Characterized by reverberation; resounding.   —re·verùber·ant·ly adv. 

re·ver·ber·ate (rV-vûrùbN-r7tÙ) v.  re·ver·ber·at·ed, re·ver·ber·at·ing, 
re·ver·ber·ates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To resound in or as if in a succession of echoes; 

reecho.  2. To be repeatedly reflected, as sound waves, heat, or light.  3. To be 

forced or driven back; recoil or rebound.   —  v.  tr. 1. To reecho (a sound).  See 

Synonyms at echo.  2. To reflect (heat or light) repeatedly.  3. To drive or force 

back; repel.  4. To subject (a metal, for example) to treatment in a reverberatory 

furnace.  [Latin reverber7re, reverber7t-, to repel  : re-, re- + verber7re, to beat 

(from verber, whip); see wer-2 in Appendix.] —re·verùber·a·tor n. 

re·ver·ber·a·tion (rV-vûrÙbN-r7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of reverberating.  

b. The condition of being reverberated.   2. a. Something reverberated.  b. An 

echolike force or effect; a repercussion:  Reverberations from the stock market crash 

were still being felt months later.  

reverberation pedal (rV-vûrÙbN-r7ùshNn pHdùl) n.  Music. See sustaining 
pedal. 

re·ver·ber·a·tive (rV-vûrùbN-r7ÙtVv, -bNr-N-) adj.  1. Having the nature of 

reverberation.  2. Tending to reverberate; reverberant.   —re·verùber·a·tive·ly 
adv. 

re·ver·ber·a·to·ry (rV-vûrùbNr-N-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Produced or operating 

by reverberation; deflected or diverted, as flame or heat, onto material being 

treated.  2. Of, relating to, or being a reverberatory furnace.   —  n.  pl. 

re·ver·ber·a·tor·ies. A reverberatory furnace. 

reverberatory furnace (rV-vûrùbNr-N-tôrÙK fûrùnVs) n.  A furnace or kiln in 

which the material under treatment is heated indirectly by means of a flame 

deflected downward from the roof. 



re·vere1 (rV-vîrù) v.  tr. re·vered, re·ver·ing, re·veres. To regard with awe, 

deference, and devotion.  [French révérer, from Old French reverer, from Latin 

reverKrX : re-, re- + verKrX, to respect; see wer-3 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: revere, worship, venerate, adore, idolize. These verbs all mean to

regard with the deepest respect, deference, and esteem. Revere suggests awe cou-

pled with profound honor: “At least one third of the population... reveres every sort

of holy man” (Rudyard Kipling). Worship implies reverent love and homage ren-

dered to God or a god: The ancient Egyptians, who were polytheists, worshiped a

number of gods and sacred animals. In a more general sense worship connotes an

often uncritical but always very admiring regard: “She had worshiped intellect”

(Charles Kingsley). Venerate connotes reverence accorded by virtue especially of

dignity, character, or age: “I venerate the memory of my grandfather” (Horace Wal-

pole). To adore is to worship with deep, often rapturous love: “O come, let us adore

him, Christ the Lord!” (“Adeste Fideles”). A number of the students detested the sub-

ject but adored the teacher. Idolize implies worship like that accorded an object of

religious devotion: He idolizes his wife and doesn’t care who knows it.

re·vere2 (rV-vîrù, -vârù) n.  Variant of revers. 
Re·vere (rV-vîrù)  A city of eastern Massachusetts, a mainly residential suburb of 

Boston on Massachusetts Bay. Population, 42,786. 

Re·vere (rV-vîrù), Paul. 1735-1818.  American silversmith, engraver, and Revo-

lutionary hero. On April 18, 1775, he made his famous ride, celebrated in a poem 

by Longfellow, to warn of the British advance on Lexington and Concord, Massa-

chusetts. 

rev·er·ence (rHvùNr-Nns) n.  1. A feeling of profound awe and respect and often 

love; veneration.  See Synonyms at honor.  2. An act showing respect, especially a 

bow or curtsy.  3. The state of being revered.  4. Reverence. Used as a form of 

address for certain members of the Christian clergy:  Your Reverence.   —  v.  tr. 

rev·er·enced, rev·er·enc·ing, rev·er·enc·es. To consider or treat with pro-

found awe and respect; venerate.   —revùer·enc·er n. 

rev·er·end (rHvùNr-Nnd) adj.  1. Deserving reverence.  2. Relating to or charac-

teristic of the clergy; clerical.  3. Reverend. Abbr. Rev. Used as a title and form 

of address for certain clerics in many Christian churches. In formal usage, pre-

ceded by the:  the Reverend Jane Doe; Reverend John Jones.   —  n.  Informal. A 

cleric or minister. Used with the.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

reverendus, gerundive of reverKrX, to revere. See REVERE
1.]

rev·er·ent (rHvùNr-Nnt) adj.  Marked by, feeling, or expressing reverence.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Latin reverKns, reverent- present participle of 

reverKrX, to revere. See REVERE
1.] —revùer·ent·ly adv. 



rev·er·en·tial (rHvÙN-rHnùshNl) adj.  1. Expressing reverence; reverent.  

2. Inspiring reverence.   —revÙer·enùtial·ly adv. 

rev·er·ie (rHvùN-rK) n.  1. A state of abstracted musing; daydreaming.  2. A day-

dream: “I felt caught up in a reverie of years long past” (William Styron).  [Middle 

English, revelry, from Old French, from rever, to dream, rave.]

re·vers also re·vere (rV-vîrù, -vârù) n.  pl. revers also re·veres (-vîrzù, -vârzù). 
A part of a garment, such as a lapel, turned back to show the reverse side.  

[French, from Old French, reverse. See REVERSE.]

re·ver·sal (rV-vûrùsNl) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of reversing.  b. The state 

of being reversed.   2. A usually adverse change in fortune:  financial reversals.  

3. Law. The act or an instance of changing or setting aside a lower court’s decision 

by a higher court. 

re·verse (rV-vûrsù) adj.  Abbr. rev. 1. a. Turned backward in position, direction, 

or order.  b. Having the back showing or in view of the observer.   2. Moving, act-

ing, or organized in a manner contrary to the usual.  3. Causing backward move-

ment:  a reverse gear.  4. Printing. Printed in such a way that the normally colored 

part appears white against a colored or black background.   —  n.  Abbr. rev. 
1. The opposite or contrary:  All along we thought Sue was older than Bill, but just 

the reverse was true.  2. a. The back or rear part.  b. The side of a coin or medal 

that does not carry the principal design; the verso.   3. A change to an opposite 

position, condition, or direction.  4. A change in fortune from better to worse; a 

setback:  suffered financial reverses.  5. a. A mechanism, such as a gear in a motor 

vehicle, that is used to reverse movement.  b. The position or operating condition 

of such a mechanism.  c. Movement in an opposite direction.   6. Football. An 

offensive play in which a back running in one direction executes a handoff to a 

back running in the opposite direction.   —  v.  re·versed, re·vers·ing, 
re·vers·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To turn around to the opposite direction.  2. To turn 

inside out or upside down.  3. To exchange the positions of; transpose.  4. Law. 

To revoke or annul (a decision or decree, for example).  5. a. To cause to adopt a 

contrary viewpoint.  b. To change to the opposite:  reversed their planned course of 

action.   6. To cause (an engine or a mechanism) to function in reverse.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To turn or move in the opposite direction.  2. To reverse the action of an 

engine.   —idiom. reverse (one’s) field. To turn and proceed in the opposite 

direction.  [Middle English revers, from Old French, from Latin reversus, past 

participle of revertere, to turn back. See REVERT.] —re·verseùly adv.  

—re·versùer n.  

SYNONYMS: reverse, invert, transpose. These verbs are compared as they mean

to change to the opposite position, direction, or course. Reverse implies a com-

plete turning about to a contrary position: reversed the paintings for a more satis-

fying effect. To invert is basically to turn something upside down or inside out,



but the term may imply placing something in a reverse order: inverted and aired

the mattress; inverting subject and verb to form an interrogative. Transpose applies

to altering position in a sequence by reversing or changing the order: often mis-

spells receive by transposing the e and the i.

reverse discrimination (rV-vûrsù dV-skrVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Discrimination 

against members of a dominant group, especially such discrimination resulting 

from policies established to correct discrimination against members of minority 

groups. 

reverse osmosis (rV-vûrsù mz-moùsVs) n.  A method of producing pure water 

by forcing saline or waste water through a semipermeable membrane through 

which the salts or waste products cannot pass. 

reverse transcriptase (rV-vûrsù tr4n-skrVpùt7s) n.  A polymerase that cata-

lyzes the formation of DNA on an RNA template, found in oncogenic viruses 

containing RNA, especially the retroviruses. 

re·vers·i·ble (rV-vûrùsN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be reversed, as: a. Finished so that 

either side can be used:  a reversible fabric.  b. Wearable with either side turned 

outward:  a reversible skirt; a reversible vest.   2. Chemistry & Physics. Capable of 

successively assuming or producing either of two states:  a reversible cell; a revers-

ible reaction.   —  n.  A reversible fabric or item of clothing.   —re·versÙi·bilùi·ty, 
re·versùi·ble·ness n.  —re·versùi·bly adv. 

re·ver·sion (rV-vûrùzhNn) n.  1. A return to a former condition, belief, or inter-

est.  2. A turning away or in the opposite direction; a reversal.  3. Genetics. A 

return to the normal phenotype, usually by a second mutation.  4. Law. a. The 

return of an estate to the grantor or to the grantor’s heirs or successor after the 

grant has expired.  b. The estate thus returned.  c. The right to succeed to an 

estate.  

re·ver·sion·ar·y (rV-vûrùzhN-nHrÙK) also re·ver·sion·al (-zhN-nNl) adj.  Law. 

Of or connected with the reversion of an estate. 

re·ver·sion·er (rV-vûrùzhN-nNr) n.  Law. A party entitled to receive an estate in 

reversion. 

re·vert (rV-vûrtù) v.  intr. re·vert·ed, re·vert·ing, re·verts. 1. To return to a 

former condition, practice, subject, or belief.  See Synonyms at return. See Usage 

Note at redundancy.  2. Law. To return to the former owner or to the former 

owner’s heirs. Used of money or property.  3. Genetics. To undergo reversion.  

[Middle English reverten, from Old French revertir, from Vulgar Latin *revertXre, 

variant of Latin revertere : re-, re- + vertere, to turn; see wer-2 in Appendix.] 
—re·vertùer n.  —re·vertùi·ble adj.  —re·verùtive adj. 

re·ver·tant (rV-vûrùtnt) Genetics. adj.  Having reverted to the normal pheno-

type, usually by a second mutation:  a revertant mutant; revertant cells.   —  n.  A 

revertant organism, cell, or strain. 



re·vest (rK-vHstù) v.  tr. re·vest·ed, re·vest·ing, re·vests. 1. To invest (some-

one) again with power or ownership; reinstate.  2. To vest (power, for example) 

once again in a person or an agency. 

re·vet (rV-vHtù) v.  re·vet·ted, re·vet·ting, re·vets.  —  v.  tr. To retain (an 

embankment, for example) with a layer of stone, concrete, or other supporting 

material; provide with a revetment.   —  v.  intr. To construct a revetment.  

[French revêtir, from Old French revestir, to clothe again, from Latin revestXre : re-

, re- + vestXre, to clothe (from vestis, garment); see wes-2 in Appendix.]

re·vet·ment (rV-vHtùmNnt) n.  1. A facing, as of masonry, used to support an 

embankment.  2. A barricade against explosives. 

re·view (rV-vyuù) v.  re·viewed, re·view·ing, re·views.  —  v.  tr. 1. To look 

over, study, or examine again.  2. To consider retrospectively; look back on.  3. To 

examine with an eye to criticism or correction:  reviewed the research findings.  

4. To write or give a critical report on (a new work or performance, for example).  

5. Law. To reexamine (an action or a determination) judicially, especially in a 

higher court, in order to correct possible errors.  6. To subject to a formal inspec-

tion, especially a military inspection.   —  v.  intr. 1. To go over or restudy mate-

rial:  reviewing for a final exam.  2. To write critical reviews, especially for a 

newspaper or magazine.   —  n.  Abbr. rev. 1. A reexamination or reconsidera-

tion.  2. A retrospective view or survey.  3. a. A restudying of subject matter.  

b. An exercise for use in restudying material.   4. An inspection or examination 

for the purpose of evaluation.  5. a. A report or an essay giving a critical estimate 

of a work or performance.  b. A periodical devoted to articles and essays on cur-

rent affairs, literature, or art.   6. a. A formal military inspection.  b. A formal 

military ceremony held in honor of a person or an occasion.   7. Law. A judicial 

reexamination, especially by a higher court, of an action or a determination.  8. A 

musical show consisting of often satirical skits, songs, and dances; a revue.  [Prob-

ably from Middle English, inspection of military forces, from Old French revue, 

review, from feminine past participle of reveeir, to see again, from Latin revidKre : 

re-, re- + vidKre, to see; see weid- in Appendix.] —re·viewùa·ble adj. 

re·view·er (rV-vyuùNr) n.  One who reviews, especially one who writes critical 

reviews, as for a newspaper or magazine. 

re·vile (rV-vXlù) v.  re·viled, re·vil·ing, re·viles.  —  v.  tr. To assail with abusive 

language; vituperate.  See Synonyms at scold.   —  v.  intr. To use abusive lan-

guage.  [Middle English revilen, from Old French reviler : re-, re- + vil, vile; see 

VILE.] —re·vileùment n.  —re·vilùer n.  —re·vilùing·ly adv. 

Re·vil·la·gi·ge·do Islands also Re·vil·la Gi·ge·do Islands (rV-vKÙN-hV-
h7ùdo XùlNndz, rH-vKÙyä-hK-hHùthô)  An island group of Mexico in the Pacific 

Ocean south of Baja California. The rocky islands are surrounded by good fishing 

grounds. 

re·vis·al (rV-vXùzNl) n.  The act or an instance of revising; a revision. 



re·vise (rV-vXzù) v.  tr. re·vised, re·vis·ing, re·vis·es. 1. To prepare a newly 

edited version of (a text).  2. To reconsider and change or modify:  I have revised 

my opinion of him.  See Synonyms at correct.   —  n.  (rKùvXzÙ, rV-vXzù) Abbr. rev. 
Printing. A proof made from an earlier proof on which corrections have been 

made.  [Latin revXsere, to visit again, look at again  : re-, re- + vXsere, frequentative 

of vidKre, to see; see REVIEW.] —re·visùa·ble adj.  —re·visùer, re·viùsor n. 

Re·vised Standard Version (rV-vXzdù st4nùdNrd vûrùzhNn) n.  Abbr. RSV, 
R.S.V. A modern American version of the English Bible, a revision of the Ameri-

can Standard Version, completed in 1952. 

Revised Version (rV-vXzdù vûrùzhNn) n.  Abbr. Rev. Ver., RV, R.V. A British 

and American revision of the King James Version of the Bible, completed in 1885. 

re·vi·sion (rV-vVzhùNn) n.  Abbr. rev. 1. The act or process of revising.  2. A 

revised or new version, as of a book or other written material.   —re·viù-
sion·arÙy adj. 

re·vi·sion·ism (rV-vVzhùN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. Advocacy of the revision of an 

accepted, usually long-standing view, theory, or doctrine, especially a revision of 

historical events and movements.  2. A recurrent tendency within the Commu-

nist movement to revise Marxist theory in such a way as to provide justification 

for a retreat from the revolutionary to the reformist position.   —re·viùsion·ist 
adj.  & n. 

re·vis·it (rK-vVzùVt) v.  tr. re·vis·it·ed, re·vis·it·ing, re·vis·its. To visit again.   
—  n.  A second or repeated visit.   —reÙvis·i·taùtion n. 

re·vi·so·ry (rV-vXùzN-rK) adj.  Of, relating to, effecting, or having the power of 

revision. 

re·vi·tal·ize (rK-vXtùl-XzÙ) v.  tr. re·vi·tal·ized, re·vi·tal·iz·ing, re·vi·tal·iz·es. 
To impart new life or vigor to:  plans to revitalize inner-city neighborhoods; tried to 

revitalize a flagging economy.   —re·viÙtal·i·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

re·viv·al (rV-vXùvNl) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of reviving.  b. The condition 

of being revived.   2. A restoration to use, acceptance, activity, or vigor after a 

period of obscurity or quiescence.  3. A new presentation of an old play, movie, 

opera, ballet, or similar vehicle.  4. a. A time of reawakened interest in religion.  

b. A meeting or series of meetings for the purpose of reawakening religious faith, 

often characterized by impassioned preaching and public testimony.   5. Law. 

Renewal of validity or effect, as of a contract or judicial decision. 

re·viv·al·ism (rV-vXùvN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The spirit or activities characteristic of reli-

gious revivals.  2. A desire or an inclination to revive what belongs to an earlier 

time. 

re·viv·al·ist (rV-vXùvN-lVst) n.  1. One who promotes or leads religious revivals.  

2. One who revives practices or ideas of an earlier time.   —re·vivùal·ist adj.  

—re·vivÙal·isùtic adj. 



re·vive (rV-vXvù) v.  re·vived, re·viv·ing, re·vives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring back 

to life or consciousness; resuscitate.  2. To impart new health, vigor, or spirit to.  

3. To restore to use, currency, activity, or notice.  4. To restore the validity or 

effectiveness of.  5. To renew in the mind; recall.  6. To present (an old play, for 

example) again.   —  v.  intr. 1. To return to life or consciousness.  2. To regain 

health, vigor, or good spirits.  3. To return to use, currency, or notice.  4. To 

return to validity, effectiveness, or operative condition.  [Middle English reviven, 

from Old French revivre, from Latin revXvere, to live again  : re-, re- + vXvere, to 

live; see gwei- in Appendix.] —re·vivùa·ble adj.  —re·vivùer n.  

SYNONYMS: revive, restore, resuscitate, revivify. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to give renewed well-being, vitality, or strength to”: rains that revive

lawns and flowers; an invalid restored by quiet and fresh air; resuscitating old hopes

and aspirations; a celebration that revivified our spirits.

re·viv·i·fy (rK-vVvùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. re·viv·i·fied, re·viv·i·fy·ing, re·viv·i·fies. To 

impart new life, energy, or spirit to.  See Synonyms at revive.  [French revivifier, 

from Old French, to come back to life, from Latin *revXvific7re, to revivify  : Latin 

re-, re- + Latin vXvific7re, to vivify; see VIVIFY.] —re·vivÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-
k7ùshNn) n. 

rev·o·ca·ble (rHvùN-kN-bNl) also re·vok·a·ble (rV-voù-) adj.  That can be 

revoked:  a revocable order; a revocable vote. 

rev·o·ca·tion (rHvÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of revoking.  [Middle 

English revocacion, from Old French, from Latin revoc7tio, revoc7tion-, from 

revoc7tus, past participle of revoc7re, to call back. See REVOKE.] —revùo·ca·toÙry 
(rHvùN-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

re·vok·a·ble (rV-voùkN-bNl) adj.  Variant of revocable. 
re·voke (rV-vokù) v.  re·voked, re·vok·ing, re·vokes.  —  v.  tr. To void or 

annul by recalling, withdrawing, or reversing:  Her license was revoked.   —  v.  

intr. Games. To fail to follow suit in cards when required and able to do so.   —  n.  

Games. Failure to follow suit in a card game.  [Middle English revoken, from Old 

French revoquer, from Latin revoc7re : re-, re- + voc7re, to call; see wekw- in 

Appendix.] —re·vokùer n. 

re·volt (rV-voltù) v.  re·volt·ed, re·volt·ing, re·volts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

attempt to overthrow the authority of the state; rebel.  2. To oppose or refuse to 

accept something:  revolting against high taxes.  3. a. To feel disgust or repug-

nance:  to revolt at a public display of cruelty.  b. To turn away in revulsion or 

abhorrence:  They revolted from the sight.    —  v.  tr. To fill with disgust or abhor-

rence; repel.  See Synonyms at disgust.   —  n.  1. An uprising, especially against 

state authority; a rebellion.  See Synonyms at rebellion.  2. An act of protest or 

rejection.  3. The state of a person or persons in rebellion:  students in revolt over 



administrative policies.  [French revolter, from Italian rivoltare, to turn round, 

from Vulgar Latin *revolvit7re, frequentative of Latin revolvere, to turn over. See 

REVOLVE.] —re·voltùer n. 

re·volt·ing (rV-volùtVng) adj.  Causing abhorrence or disgust.  See Synonyms at 

offensive.  —re·voltùing·ly adv. 

rev·o·lute (rHvùN-lutÙ) adj.  Botany. Rolled backward from the tip or margins 

to the undersurface:  a revolute leaf.  [Latin revol7tus, past participle of revolvere, 

to roll back. See REVOLVE.]

rev·o·lu·tion (rHvÙN-luùshNn) n.  Abbr. rev. 1. a. Orbital motion about a 

point, especially as distinguished from axial rotation:  the planetary revolution 

about the sun.  b. A turning or rotational motion about an axis.  c. A single com-

plete cycle of such orbital or axial motion.   2. The overthrow of one government 

and its replacement with another.  See Synonyms at rebellion.  3. A sudden or 

momentous change in a situation:  the revolution in computer technology.  

4. Geology. A time of major crustal deformation, when folds and faults are 

formed.  [Middle English revolucioun, from Old French revolution, from Late 

Latin revol7tio, revol7tion-, from Latin revol7tus, past participle of revolvere, to 

turn over. See REVOLVE.]

rev·o·lu·tion·ar·y (rHvÙN-luùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. a.  Often Revolutionary. 

Of, relating to, or being a revolution:  revolutionary war; a museum of the Revolu-

tionary era.  b. Bringing about or supporting a political or social revolution:  rev-

olutionary pamphlets.   2. Characterized by or resulting in radical change:  a 

revolutionary discovery.   —  n.  pl. rev·o·lu·tion·ar·ies. 1. A militant in the 

struggle for revolution.  2. A supporter of revolutionary principles.   
—revÙo·luÙtion·arùi·ly adv.  —revÙo·luùtion·arÙi·ness n. 

rev·o·lu·tion·ist (rHvÙN-luùshN-nVst) n.  One who favors or is engaged in a rev-

olution.   —revÙo·luùtion·ist adj. 

rev·o·lu·tion·ize (rHvÙN-luùshN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. rev·o·lu·tion·ized, 
rev·o·lu·tion·iz·ing, rev·o·lu·tion·iz·es. 1. To bring about a radical change in:  

Television has revolutionized news coverage.  2. To subject to a political or social 

revolution.  3. To fill with revolutionary principles.   —revÙo·luùtion·izÙer n. 

re·volve (rV-vmlvù) v.  re·volved, re·volv·ing, re·volves.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

orbit a central point.  2. To turn on an axis; rotate.  See Synonyms at turn.  3. To 

recur in cycles or at periodic intervals.  4. To be held in the mind and considered 

in turn.  5. To be centered:  Their troubles revolve around money management.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause to revolve.  2. To ponder or reflect on.  [Middle English 

revolven, to change direction, from Old French revolver, to reflect upon, from 

Latin revolvere, to turn over, roll back, reflect upon  : re-, re- + volvere, to roll; see 

wel-2 in Appendix.] —re·volvùa·ble adj. 



re·volv·er (rV-vmlùvNr) n.  1. A pistol having a revolving cylinder with several 

cartridge chambers that may be fired in succession.  2. One that revolves, as a 

part of a mechanism. 

re·volv·ing (rV-vmlùvVng) adj.  1. Tending to revolve or happen repeatedly.  

2. Available at regular intervals. 

revolving charge account (rV-vmlùvVng chärj N-kountù) n.  A charge 

account that features revolving credit, monthly repayments, and a carrying 

charge. 

revolving credit (rV-vmlùvVng krHdùVt) n.  Credit repeatedly available up to a 

specified amount as periodic repayments are made. 

revolving door (rV-vmlùvVng dôr) n.  1. A door, as in the entrance of an office 

or apartment building, usually consisting of four rigid upright sections intercon-

nected at right angles and rotating about a central, upright pivot.  2. Informal. An 

organization, an institution, or a place whose members, personnel, or population 

remain only a short time before going elsewhere.   —re·volvùing-doorù (rV-
vmlùvVng-dôrù, -dorù) adj. 

revolving fund (rV-vmlùvVng fƒnd) n.  A fund established for a certain pur-

pose, such as making loans, with the stipulation that repayments to the fund may 

be used anew for the same purpose. 

re·vue (rV-vyuù) n.  A musical show consisting of skits, songs, and dances, often 

satirizing current events, trends, and personalities.  [French, from Old French, 

review. See REVIEW.]

re·vulsed (rV-vƒlstù) adj.  Affected with or having experienced revulsion. 

re·vul·sion (rV-vƒlùshNn) n.  1. A sudden, strong change or reaction in feeling, 

especially a feeling of violent disgust or loathing.  2. A withdrawing or turning 

away from something.  3. Medicine. Counterirritation used to reduce inflamma-

tion or increase the blood supply to the affected area.  [Latin revulsio, revulsion-, 

from revulsus, past participle of revellere, to tear back  : re-, re- + vellere, to tear.] 
—re·vulùsive adj. 

Rev. Ver. abbr.  Bible. Revised Version. 

re·wake (rK-w7kù) v.  re·woke (-wokù)  or re·waked, re·waked or 

re·wok·en (-woùkNn), re·wak·ing, re·wakes.  —  v.  tr. To waken again.   —  
v.  intr. To become awake again. 

re·wak·en (rK-w7ùkNn) v.  tr. intr. re·wak·ened, re·wak·en·ing, 
re·wak·ens. To rewake (another) or to become awake again. 

re·ward (rV-wôrdù) n.  1. Something given or received in recompense for worthy 

behavior or in retribution for evil acts.  2. Money offered or given for some spe-

cial service, such as the return of a lost article or the capture of a criminal.  See 

Synonyms at bonus.  3. A satisfying return or result; profit.  4. Psychology. The 

return for performance of a desired behavior; positive reinforcement.   —  v.  tr. 

re·ward·ed, re·ward·ing, re·wards. 1. To give a reward to or for.  2. To sat-



isfy or gratify; recompense.  [Middle English reward, from Anglo-Norman, 

reward, from rewarder, to take notice of  : re-, intensive pref. (from Latin; see re- 
+ warder, to guard, watch over of Germanic origin); see wer-3 in Appendix.] 
—re·wardùa·ble adj.  —re·wardùer n. 

re·ward·ing (rV-wôrùdVng) adj.  1. Offering or likely to offer satisfaction or 

gratification:  a very rewarding career as a paramedic.  2. Affording profit; remu-

nerative:  a rewarding business venture.  3. Constituting a reward:  a rewarding 

hug.   —re·wardùing·ly adv. 

re·wind (rK-wXndù) v.  tr. re·wound (-woundù), re·wind·ing, re·winds. 
1. To wind again or anew.  2. To reverse the winding of (recording tape or camera 

film).   —  n.  (rKùwXndÙ, rK-wXndù) 1. The act or process of rewinding.  

2. Something that rewinds or is rewound.  3. A control mechanism for rewinding 

(tape or film).   —re·windùer n. 

re·wire (rK-wXrù) v.  re·wired, re·wir·ing, re·wires.  —  v.  tr. To provide with 

new wiring:  rewired the old house.   —  v.  intr. To install new wiring. 

re·woke (rK-wokù) v.  A past tense of rewake. 
re·wok·en (rK-woùkNn) v.  A past participle of rewake. 
re·word (rK-wûrdù) v.  tr. re·word·ed, re·word·ing, re·words. 1. a. To 

change the wording of.  b. To state or express again in different words.   2. To 

state or express again in the same words; repeat. 

re·work (rK-wûrkù) v.  tr. re·worked, re·work·ing, re·works. 1. To work 

over again; revise.  2. To subject to a repeated or new process.   —  n.  (rKùwûrkÙ) 

Something reworked:  just a rework of an old speech. 

re·wound (rK-woundù) v.  Past tense and past participle of rewind. 
re·write (rK-rXtù) v.  re·wrote (-rotù), re·writ·ten (-rVtùn), re·writ·ing, 
re·writes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To write again, especially in a different or improved 

form; revise.  2. To put (material submitted to a newspaper or magazine) in a 

form suitable for publishing.   —  v.  intr. To make revisions in written material.   
—  n.  (rKùrXtÙ) 1. The act or an instance of rewriting.  2. Something rewritten.   
—re·writùer n. 

Rex·roth (rHksùrôthÙ), Kenneth. 1905-1982.  American writer and translator 

known especially for his poetry, collected in volumes such as The Phoenix and the 

Tortoise (1944) and In Defense of Earth (1956). 

Reyes (r7z), Point. A promontory on the central California coast northwest of 

San Francisco. It is reported to be the windiest and foggiest place on the western 

coast of the continental United States, with an average of 137 foggy days a year. 

Reye’s syndrome (rXz sVnùdromÙ, r7z) n.  An acute encephalopathy character-

ized by fever, vomiting, fatty infiltration of the liver, disorientation, and coma, 

occurring mainly in children and usually following a viral infection, such as 

chicken pox or influenza.  [After Ralph Douglas Kenneth Reye (1912-1978), Aus-

tralian pediatrician.]



Rey·kja·vík (r7ùkyN-vKkÙ, -vVkÙ)  The capital and largest city of Iceland, in the 

southwest part of the island. Traditionally founded in 874, it became capital of 

the country in 1918 after Denmark recognized Iceland’s sovereignty. Population, 

88,745. 

Rey·mont (r7ùmmntÙ, -môntÙ), Wladyslaw Stanislaw. 1867-1925.  Polish 

writer whose novels include The Comedienne (1896) and The Peasants (1904-

1909). He won the 1924 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Rey·nard  or rey·nard (r7ùnNrd, -närdÙ, rHnùNrd) n.  A fox.  [Middle English 

Renard, Reynard, from Old French Renart, and Middle Dutch Reynaert, the name 

of the fox in the beast epic Roman de Renart.]

Rey·naud (r7-noù), Paul. 1878-1966.  French politician who served briefly as 

premier (1940) but was replaced by Philippe Pétain, who surrendered to the Ger-

mans. Imprisoned by the Vichy government, Reynaud later served as finance 

minister (1948) and vice premier (1953). 

Reyn·olds (rHnùNldz), Sir Joshua. 1723-1792.  British portrait painter and 

critic considered one of the most important figures in the history of English 

painting. 

Rey·nolds·burg (rHnùNldz-bûrgÙ)  A city of central Ohio, a suburb of Colum-

bus in an agricultural area. Population, 25,748. 

Rey·no·sa (r7-noùsN)  A city of eastern Mexico on the Rio Grande east-north-

east of Monterrey. It is a processing and shipping center in an agricultural region. 

Population, 194,693. 

re·zone (rK-zonù) v.  tr. re·zoned, re·zon·ing, re·zones. To change the zon-

ing classification of (a neighborhood or property, for example).   —reùzoneÙ n. 

RF abbr.  1. Radio frequency.  2. Baseball. Right field; right fielder. 

rf. abbr.  1. Reef.  2. Refund. 

R factor (ärù f4kùtNr) n.  A genetic factor of bacteria that transmits resistance to 

antibiotics from one bacterium to another by conjugation.  [R(ESISTANCE).]

RFD also R.F.D. abbr.  Rural free delivery. 

Rh1 (ärù7chù) adj.  Of or relating to the Rh factor:  an Rh antigen; the Rh blood 

group; Rh incompatibility. 

Rh2  The symbol for the element rhodium. 
r.h. abbr.  1. Relative humidity.  2.  Also RH. Right-hand. 

rhab·dom (r4bùdNm, -dmmÙ) n.  A transparent rod in the center of each omma-

tidium in the compound eye of an arthropod.  [From Greek rhabdoma, bundle of 

rods, from Greek rhabdos, rod. See RHABDOMANCY.]

rhab·do·man·cy (r4bùdN-m4nÙsK) n.  Divination by means of a wand or rod, 

especially for discovering underground water or ores.  [Late Greek 

rhabdomanteia : Greek rhabdos, rod; see wer-2 in Appendix + Greek -manteia, -

mancy.] —rhabùdo·manÙcer n. 



rhab·do·my·o·ma (r4bÙdo-mX-oùmN) n.  pl. rhab·do·my·o·mas or 

rhab·do·my·o·ma·ta (-mN-tN). Pathology. A tumor in striated muscle fibers.  

[Greek rhabdos, rod; see RHABDOMANCY + MYOMA.]

rhab·do·vi·rus (r4bùdN-vXÙrNs) n.  pl. rhab·do·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of 

RNA-containing plant and animal viruses, which includes the rabies virus.  

[Greek rhabdos, rod; see wer-2 in Appendix + VIRUS.]

Rhad·a·man·thine (r4dÙN-m4nùthVn, -thXnÙ) adj.  Strictly and uncompromis-

ingly just.  [From RHADAMANTHUS.]

Rhad·a·man·thus also Rhad·a·man·thys (r4dÙN-m4nùthNs) n.  Greek 

Mythology. A son of Zeus and Europa who, in reward for his exemplary sense of 

justice, was made a judge of the underworld after his death.  [Latin, from Greek 

Rhadamanthos.]

Rhae·ti·a (rKùshK-N, -shN)  An ancient Roman province that included present-

day eastern Switzerland and western Austria. It was added to the Roman Empire 

during the reign of Augustus.   —Rhaeùtian adj.  & n. 

Rhaetian Alps (rKùshK-Nn 4lps)  A range of the central Alps primarily in east-

ern Switzerland and along the Italian and Austrian borders. It rises to Piz Bernina, 

4,051.6 m (13,284 ft) high, in the Bernina section of the range on the Italian bor-

der. 

Rhae·to-Ro·mance (rKùto-ro-m4nsù) n.  A group of three Romance dialects, 

including Romansch, spoken in southern Switzerland, northern Italy, and the 

Tyrol.  [Latin Rhaetus, of Rhaetia, a Roman province + ROMANCE.]

Rha·gae (r7ùjK)  An ancient city of Media southeast of modern Tehran in north-

central Iran. One of the greatest cities of ancient times, it was traditionally 

founded in 3000 B.C. and flourished until the Middle Ages. The city was finally 

destroyed by Tartars in the 12th century A.D. 

rha·phe (r7ùfK) n.  Variant of raphe. 
rhap·sod·ic (r4p-smdùVk) also rhap·sod·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of, resembling, or 

characteristic of a rhapsody.  2. Immoderately impassioned or enthusiastic; 

ecstatic.   —rhap·sodùi·cal·ly adv. 

rhap·so·dist (r4pùsN-dVst) n.  1. One who uses extravagantly enthusiastic or 

impassioned language.  2. One who recited epic and other poetry, especially pro-

fessionally, in ancient Greece. 

rhap·so·dize (r4pùsN-dXzÙ) v.  rhap·so·dized, rhap·so·diz·ing, 
rhap·so·diz·es.  —  v.  intr. To express oneself in an immoderately enthusiastic 

manner.   —  v.  tr. To recite (something) in the manner of a rhapsody. 

rhap·so·dy (r4pùsN-dK) n.  pl. rhap·so·dies. 1. Exalted or excessively enthusi-

astic expression of feeling in speech or writing.  2. A literary work written in an 

impassioned or exalted style.  3. A state of elated bliss; ecstasy.  4. Music. A com-

position of irregular form and often improvisatory character.  5. An ancient 

Greek epic poem or a portion of one suitable for uninterrupted recitation.  [Latin 



rhapsodia, section of an epic poem, from Greek rhapsoidia, from rhapsoidein, to 

recite poems  : rhaptein, rhaps-, to sew; see wer-2 in Appendix + oidK, song; see 

wed-2 in Appendix.]

rhat·a·ny (r4tùn-K) n.  pl. rhat·a·nies. 1. Either of two South American shrubs 

(Krameria lappacea or K. argentea) having bilaterally symmetrical flowers, spiny 

globose fruits, and thick roots.  2. The dried root of either of these plants, for-

merly used as an astringent and now used in various dental preparations, such as 

toothpaste and mouthwash.  [American Spanish ratania, possibly from Quechua 

ratana, to thin, unite.]

rhbdr. abbr.  Rhombohedron. 

rhe·a (rKùN) n.  Any of several flightless South American birds of the genus Rhea, 

resembling the ostrich but somewhat smaller and having three toes instead of 

two.  [New Latin Rhea, genus name, probably from Latin, the wife of Cronus. See 

RHEA.]

Rhe·a (rKùN) n.  1. Greek Mythology. The sister and wife of Cronus and the 

mother of Demeter, Hades, Hera, Hestia, Poseidon, and Zeus.  2. Astronomy. The 

satellite of Saturn that is 13th in distance from the planet.  [Latin, from Greek.]

Rhee (rK), Syngman. 1875-1965.  Korean politician who became president of 

South Korea in 1948. His dictatorial rule ended in 1960, when he was forced out 

of office and into exile. 

Rheims  or Reims (rKmz, r4Ns)  A city of northeast France east-northeast of 

Paris. One of the most important cities of Roman Gaul, it was long the site of the 

coronation of French kings. In World War II the unconditional German surren-

der was signed at Allied headquarters here on May 7, 1945. Population, 194,656. 

Rhei·ne (rXùnN)  A city of northwest Germany on the Ems River north of Mün-

ster. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 70,685. 

Rhen·ish (rHnùVsh) adj.  Of or relating to the Rhine River or the lands bordering 

on it.   —  n.  See Rhine wine (n., sense 1).  [Ultimately from Latin RhKnus, the 

Rhine.]

rhe·ni·um (rKùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Re A rare, dense, silvery-white metallic ele-

ment with a very high melting point used for electrical contacts and with tung-

sten for high-temperature thermocouples. Atomic number 75; atomic weight 

186.2; melting point 3,180˚C; boiling point 5,627˚C; specific gravity 21.02; 

valence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.  [From Latin RhKnus, the Rhine.]

rheo. abbr.  Rheostat. 

rheo- pref.  Current; flow:  rheotaxis.  [From Greek rheos, stream, from rhein, to 

flow. See sreu- in Appendix.]

rhe·ol·o·gy (rK-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of the deformation and flow of matter.   
—rheÙo·logùi·cal (rKÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —rheÙo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—rhe·olùo·gist n. 



rhe·om·e·ter (rK-mmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the flow of vis-

cous liquids, such as blood. 

rhe·o·stat (rKùN-st4tÙ) n.  Abbr. rheo. A continuously variable electrical resistor 

used to regulate current.   —rheÙo·statùic adj. 

rhe·o·tax·is (rKÙN-t4kùsVs) n.  Movement of an organism in response to a cur-

rent of water or air.   —rheÙo·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk) adj. 

rhe·sus (rKùsNs) n.  A rhesus monkey.  [Latin RhKsus, a mythical king of Thrace, 

from Greek RhKsos.]

Rhe·sus factor (rKùsNs f4kùtNr) n.  Rh factor. 

rhesus monkey (rKùsNs mƒngùkK) n.  A brownish monkey (Macaca mulatta) 

of India, used extensively in biological and medical research. 

rhet. abbr.  Rhetoric. 

rhe·tor (rKùtôrÙ, -tNr) n.  1. A teacher of rhetoric.  2. An orator.  [Middle English 

rether, from Latin rhKtor, from Greek rhKtor. See wer-5 in Appendix.]

rhet·o·ric (rHtùNr-Vk) n.  Abbr. rhet. 1. a. The art or study of using language 

effectively and persuasively.  b. A treatise or book discussing this art.   2. Skill in 

using language effectively and persuasively.  3. a. A style of speaking or writing, 

especially the language of a particular subject:  fiery political rhetoric.  

b. Language that is elaborate, pretentious, insincere, or intellectually vacuous:  

His offers of compromise were mere rhetoric.   4. Verbal communication; discourse.  

[Middle English rethorik, from Old French rethorique, from Latin rhKtoricK, rhK-

torica, from Greek rhKtorikK (tekhnK), rhetorical (art), feminine of rhKtorikos, rhe-

torical, from rhKtor, rhKtor-, rhetor. See RHETOR.]

USAGE NOTE: The word rhetoric was once primarily the name of an important

branch of philosophy and an art deserving of serious study. In recent years the

word has come to be used chiefly in a pejorative sense to refer to inflated language

and pomposity. Deprecation of the term may result from a modern linguistic pu-

ritanism, which holds that language used in legitimate persuasion should be plain

and free of artifice—itself a tendentious rhetorical doctrine, though not often

recognized as such. But many writers still prefer to bear in mind the traditional

meanings of the word. Thus, according to the newer use of the term, the phrase

empty rhetoric, as in The politicians talk about solutions, but they usually offer only

empty rhetoric, might be construed as redundant. But in fact only 35 percent of

the Usage Panel judged this example to be redundant. Presumably, it can be main-

tained that rhetoric can be other than empty.

rhe·tor·i·cal (rV-tôrùV-kNl, -tmrù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to rhetoric.  

2. Characterized by overelaborate or bombastic rhetoric.  3. Used for persuasive 

effect:  a speech punctuated by rhetorical pauses.   —rhe·torùi·cal·ly adv. 



rhetorical question (rV-tôrùV-kNl kwHsùchNn) n.  A question to which no 

answer is expected, often used for rhetorical effect. 

rhet·o·ri·cian (rHtÙN-rVshùNn) n.  1. An expert in or teacher of rhetoric.  2. An 

eloquent speaker or writer.  3. A person given to verbal extravagance. 

rheum (rum) n.  A watery or thin mucous discharge from the eyes or nose.  

[Middle English reume, from Old French, from Late Latin rheuma, from Greek, a 

flowing, rheum. See sreu- in Appendix.] —rheumùy adj. 

rheu·mat·ic (ru-m4tùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or suffering from rheumatism.   
—  n.  1. One who is affected by rheumatism.  2. rheumatics. Informal. Pains 

caused by rheumatism.  [Middle English reumatik, of rheum, from Old French 

reumatique, from Latin rheumaticus, suffering from rheum, from Greek rheuma-

tikos, from rheuma, rheumat-, stream. See RHEUM.]

rheumatic fever (ru-m4tùVk fKùvNr) n.  A severe infectious disease occurring 

chiefly in children, characterized by fever and painful inflammation of the joints 

and frequently resulting in permanent damage to the valves of the heart. 

rheumatic heart disease (ru-m4tùVk härt dV-zKzù) n.  Permanent damage 

to the valves of the heart caused especially by repeated attacks of rheumatic fever. 

rheu·ma·tism (ruùmN-tVzÙNm) n.  1. Any of several pathological conditions of 

the muscles, tendons, joints, bones, or nerves, characterized by discomfort and 

disability.  2. Rheumatoid arthritis.  [Latin rheumatismus, rheum, from Greek 

rheumatismos, from rheumatizesthai, to suffer from rheum, from rheuma, rheu-

mat-, rheum. See RHEUM.]

rheu·ma·toid (ruùmN-toidÙ) also rheu·ma·toi·dal (ruÙmN-toidùl) adj.  

1. Of or resembling rheumatism.  2. Suffering from rheumatism.   
—rheuÙma·toiùdal·ly adv. 

rheumatoid arthritis (ruùmN-toidÙ är-thrXùtVs) n.  A chronic disease 

marked by stiffness and inflammation of the joints, weakness, loss of mobility, 

and deformity. 

rheumatoid factor (ruùmN-toidÙ f4kùtNr) n.  An immunoglobulin present 

in the blood serum of many individuals affected by rheumatoid arthritis, used as 

a means of diagnosing the disease. 

rheu·ma·tol·o·gy (ruÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  The medical science that deals with 

the study and treatment of rheumatic diseases.   —rheuÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

Rh factor (ärù7chù f4kùtNr) n.  Any of several substances on the surface of red 

blood cells that induce a strong antigenic response in individuals lacking the sub-

stance.  [From RH(ESUS MONKEY), from its being first detected in the blood of this 

animal.]

rhin- pref.  Variant of rhino-. 
rhi·nal (rXùnNl) adj.  Of or relating to the nose; nasal. 

Rhine (rXn)  A river of western Europe formed by the confluence of two tributar-

ies in eastern Switzerland and flowing about 1,319 km (820 mi) north and north-



west through Germany and the Netherlands to its two-pronged outlet on the 

North Sea. It is a major commercial shipping waterway linked by canals to other 

important European rivers and passes through a number of scenic valleys. 

Rhine (rXn), Joseph Banks. 1895-1980.  American psychologist noted for his 

pioneering work in parapsychology. 

Rhine·land (rXnùl4ndÙ, -lNnd)  A region along the Rhine River in western Ger-

many. It includes noted vineyards and highly industrial sections north of Bonn 

and Cologne. 

rhi·nen·ceph·a·lon (rXÙnHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ, -lNn) n.  pl. rhi·nen·ceph·a·la (-lN). 
The olfactory region of the brain, located in the cerebrum.   
—rhiÙnen·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

rhine·stone (rXnùstonÙ) n.  A colorless artificial gem of paste or glass, often 

with facets that sparkle in imitation of a diamond.  [After the Rhine (translation 

of French caillou du Rhin : caillou, pebble + du, of the + Rhin, Rhine).] —rhineù-
stonedÙ adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Although rhinestones are inseparably associated with the

costumes of country and western singers and Las Vegas showgirls, the word orig-

inally had European associations. The Rhine in rhinestone is the Rhine River, and

rhinestone is a translation into English of the French phrase caillou du Rhin. Orig-

inally a rhinestone was a kind of rock crystal that was found in or near the Rhine

and given a fancy name, as have other types of rock crystal such as Cornish dia-

mond. Such stones could be made to imitate diamonds; hence the name rhine-

stone was applied to artificial gems made from paste, glass, or gem quartz. Rhine-

stones have spread far beyond the Rhine, becoming a central ingredient of certain

aspects of Americana. Cornish diamonds have not shared the same fate.

Rhine wine (rXn wXn) n.  1. Any of several dry white wines produced in the 

Rhine Valley.  Also called Rhenish 2. A similar light, dry wine. 

rhi·ni·tis (rX-nXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the nasal mucous membranes. 

rhi·no1 (rXùno) n.  pl. rhi·nos. Informal. A rhinoceros. 

rhi·no2 (rXùno) n.  pl. rhino. Chiefly British. Money; cash.  [Origin unknown.]

rhino-  or rhin- pref.  Nose; nasal:  rhinitis.  [Greek, from rhis, rhin-, nose.]

rhi·noc·er·os (rX-nmsùNr-Ns) n.  pl. rhinoceros or rhi·noc·er·os·es. Any of 

several large, thick-skinned, herbivorous mammals of the family Rhinocerotidae, 

of Africa and Asia, having one or two upright horns on the snout.  [Middle 

English rinoceros, from Latin rhXnoceros, from Greek rhinokeros : rhino-, rhino- + 

keras, horn; see ker-1 in Appendix.]

rhinoceros beetle (rX-nmsùNr-Ns bKtùl) n.  Any of various large scarabaeid bee-

tles of the genus Dynastes and related genera, characterized by horns on the head 

and thorax and found in tropical regions. 



rhi·nol·o·gy (rX-nmlùN-jK) n.  The anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the 

nose.   —rhi·nolùo·gist n. 

rhi·no·phar·yn·gi·tis (rXÙno-f4rÙVn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the nasal and 

pharyngeal mucous membranes. 

rhi·no·plas·ty (rXùno-pl4sÙtK, -nN-) n.  pl. rhi·no·plas·ties. Plastic surgery of 

the nose.   —rhiÙno·plasùtic adj. 

rhi·nos·co·py (rX-nmsùkN-pK) n.  pl. rhi·nos·co·pies. Examination of the nasal 

passages by means of a speculum or similar instrument. 

rhi·no·vi·rus (rXÙno-vXùrNs) n.  pl. rhi·no·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of picor-

naviruses that are causative agents of disorders of the respiratory tract, such as the 

common cold. 

rhiz- pref.  Variant of rhizo-. 
rhi·zan·thous (rX-z4nùthNs) adj.  Botany. Bearing flowers directly from the 

root. 

rhizo-  or rhiz- pref.  Root:  rhizogenic.  [Greek, from rhiza, root. See wr7d- in 

Appendix.]

rhi·zo·bi·um (rX-zoùbK-Nm) n.  pl. rhi·zo·bi·a (-bK-N). Any of various nitrogen-

fixing bacteria of the genus Rhizobium that form nodules on the roots of legumi-

nous plants, such as clover and beans.  [New Latin Rhizobium, genus name  : 

RHIZO- + Greek bios, life; see gwei- in Appendix.]

rhi·zo·ceph·a·lan (rXÙzo-sHfùN-lNn) n.  Any of various small aquatic crusta-

ceans of the order Rhizocephala that are parasitic on other crustaceans.  [From 

New Latin Rhizocephala, order name  : RHIZO- + Greek kephalK, head; see CEPH-

ALO-.] —rhiÙzo·cephùa·lous (-lNs) adj. 

rhi·zo·gen·ic (rXÙzo-jHnùVk) also rhi·zo·ge·net·ic (-jN-nHtùVk) adj.  Botany. Giv-

ing rise to or producing roots:  rhizogenic tissue. 

rhi·zoid (rXùzoidÙ) n.  1. A slender rootlike filament by which mosses, liverworts, 

and fern gametophytes attach to the substratum and absorb nourishment.  2. A 

rootlike extension of the thallus of a fungus.   —rhiùzoidÙ, rhi·zoiùdal (-zoidùl)  

adj. 

rhi·zome (rXùzomÙ) n.  A horizontal, usually underground stem that often sends 

out roots and shoots from its nodes.  Also called rootstalk, rootstock.  [Greek rhi-

zoma, mass of roots, from rhizoun, to cause to take root, from rhiza, root. See 

wr7d- in Appendix.] —rhi·zomùa·tous (-zmmùN-tNs, -zoùmN-) adj.  

—rhi·zomùic adj. 

rhi·zoph·a·gous (rX-zmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on roots. 

rhi·zo·pod (rXùzo-pmdÙ, -zN-) n.  A protozoan of the phylum Rhizopoda, such as 

an amoeba or a radiolarian, characteristically moving and taking in food by 

means of pseudopods.  [From New Latin Rhizopoda, phylum name  : RHIZO- + 

New Latin -poda, -pod.] —rhi·zopùo·dan (-zmpùN-dNn) adj. , n.  

—rhi·zopùo·dous adj. 



rhi·zo·pus (rXùzo-pNs, -zN-) n.  Any of various rot-causing fungi of the genus 

Rhizopus, such as R. nigricans, the common bread mold.  [New Latin Rhizopus, 

genus name  : RHIZO- + Greek pous, pod-, foot; see -POD.]

rhi·zo·sphere (rXùzN-sfîrÙ) n.  The soil zone that surrounds and is influenced by 

the roots of plants. 

rhi·zot·o·my (rX-zmtùN-mK) n.  pl. rhi·zot·o·mies. Surgical severance of spinal 

nerve roots to relieve pain or hypertension. 

Rh-neg·a·tive (ärù7ch-nHgùN-tVv) adj.  Lacking an Rh factor. 

rho (ro) n.  The 17th letter of the Greek alphabet.  [Greek rho, of Phoenician ori-

gin; akin to Hebrew rKsh.]

Rho (ro)  A city of northern Italy, an industrial suburb of Milan. Population, 

50,740. 

rhod- pref.  Variant of rhodo-. 
rho·da·mine (roùdN-mKnÙ) n.  Any of several synthetic red to pink dyes having 

brilliant fluorescent qualities. 

Rhode Island1 (rod XùlNnd)  An island of Rhode Island at the entrance to Nar-

ragansett Bay. Originally known as Aquidneck Island, it was renamed Rhode 

Island in 1644, probably after the isle of Rhodes. 

Rhode Island2 (rod XùlNnd) Abbr. RI, R.I.  A state of the northeast United 

States on the Atlantic Ocean. It was admitted as one of the original Thirteen Col-

onies in 1790. Rhode Island was settled by religious exiles from Massachusetts, 

including Roger Williams, who founded Providence in 1636. It was granted a 

royal charter in 1663 and after the American Revolution began the industrializa-

tion that is still a major part of the state’s economy. Providence is the capital and 

the largest city. Population, 1,005,984.   —Rhode Isùland·er n. 

Rhode Island Red (rod XùlNnd rHd) n.  Any of an American breed of domestic 

fowls having dark reddish-brown feathers. 

Rhodes (rodz)  An island of southeast Greece in the Aegean Sea off southwest 

Turkey. It is the largest of the Dodecanese Islands and was colonized by Dorians 

from Argos before 1000 B.C. and strongly influenced by the Minoan culture of 

Crete. The ancient city of Rhodes, on the northeast end of the island near the 

present-day city of Rhodes, was founded c. 408 B.C. Its harbor was the site of the 

Colossus of Rhodes, a bronze statue erected 292-280 B.C. that was one of the 

Seven Wonders of the World. The modern city has a population of 40,392. 

Rhodes (rodz), Cecil John. 1853-1902.  British financier and colonizer who 

became prime minister of Cape Colony in 1890 but was forced to resign in 1896 

after attempting to overthrow the Boer regime in the Transvaal. He later helped 

colonize the territory now called Zimbabwe. 

Rhodes (rodz), James Ford. 1848-1927.  American historian known for his 

seven-volume History of the United States from the Compromise of 1850 (1893-

1906). 



Rho·de·sia (ro-dKùzhN)  1. A region of south-central Africa south of Zaire and 

comprising modern-day Zambia and Zimbabwe. Probably inhabited since 

ancient times, it was formerly administered by the British South Africa Company.  

2.  See Zimbabwe2.  —Rho·deùsian adj.  & n. 

Rhodesia and Ny·as·a·land (ro-dKùzhN Nnd nX-4sùN-l4ndÙ, nyäùsä-)  A 

former colonial federation (1953-1963) of south-central Africa that included the 

present-day countries of Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Malawi. 

Rhodesian man (ro-dKùzhNn m4n) n.  A fossil human (Homo rhodesiensis or 

Cyphanthropus rhodesiensis) found in south-central Africa, having a large low 

skull with massive brow ridges and skeletal bones like those of modern human 

beings. 

Rhodesian ridgeback (ro-dKùzhNn rVjùb4kÙ) n.  Any of a breed of large dog 

developed in Africa, having short, yellowish-tan hair that forms a ridge along the 

back. 

Rhodes scholar (rodz skmlùNr) n.  A student who holds a scholarship estab-

lished by the will of Cecil J. Rhodes that permits attendance at Oxford University 

for a period of two or three years.   —Rhodes scholarship n. 

rho·di·um (roùdK-Nm) n.  Symbol Rh A hard, durable, silvery-white metallic ele-

ment that is used to form high-temperature alloys with platinum and is plated on 

other metals to produce a durable corrosion-resistant coating. Atomic number 

45; atomic weight 102.905; melting point 1,966˚C; boiling point 3,727˚C; specific 

gravity 12.41; valence 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.  [Greek rhodo-, rhodo- + -IUM.]

rhodo-  or rhod- pref.  Rose; rosy; red:  rhodolite.  [Greek, from rhodon, rose.]

rho·do·chro·site (roÙdN-kroùsXtÙ) n.  A mineral consisting mainly of manga-

nese carbonate, MnCO3, light pink to rose-red in color with a pearly or vitreous 

luster, used as a manganese ore.  [From German Rhodochrosit, from Greek 

rhodokhros, rose-colored  : rhodo-, rhodo- + khros, color.]

rho·do·den·dron (roÙdN-dHnùdrNn) n.  Any of numerous usually evergreen 

ornamental shrubs of the genus Rhododendron of the North Temperate Zone, 

having clusters of variously colored, often bell-shaped flowers.  [Latin, oleander, 

from Greek  : rhodo-, rhodo- + dendron, tree; see deru- in Appendix.]

rho·do·lite (rodùl-XtÙ) n.  A rose-red or pink variety of garnet, a silicate mineral 

used as a gem. 

rho·do·mon·tade (rmdÙN-mmn-t7dù, -tädù, roÙdN-) n.  Variant of rodomon-
tade. 

rho·do·nite (rodùn-XtÙ) n.  A pink to rose-red mineral, essentially a glassy crys-

talline manganese silicate, MnSiO3, used as an ornamental stone.  [From Greek 

rhodon, rose.]

Rhod·o·pe Mountains (rmdùN-pK mounùtNnz, rm-doù-)  A range in the Bal-

kan Peninsula of southeast Europe extending southeast from southwest Bulgaria 



to northeast Greece and rising to 2,926.8 m (9,596 ft). In Roman times the range 

marked the boundary between Thrace and Macedonia. 

rho·dop·sin (ro-dmpùsVn) n.  The pigment sensitive to red light in the retinal 

rods of the eyes, consisting of opsin and retinene.  Also called visual purple 

[RHOD(O)- + Greek opsis, sight; see -OPSIS + -IN.]

rho·do·ra (ro-dôrùN, -dorùN) n.  A deciduous shrub (Rhododendron canadense) 

of northeast North America, having rose-purple, two-lipped flowers that bloom 

before the leaves appear.  [Latin rhodora, variant of rodarum, a kind of plant, of 

Gaulish origin.]

rhomb. abbr.  Rhombic. 

rhomb- pref.  Variant of rhombo-. 
rhom·ben·ceph·a·lon (rmmÙbHn-sHfùN-lmnÙ, -lNn) n.  The portion of the 

embryonic brain from which the metencephalon and myelencephalon develop.  

Also called hindbrain  —rhomÙben·ce·phalùic (-sN-f4lùVk) adj. 

rhom·bi (rmmùbX) n.  A plural of rhombus. 
rhom·bic (rmmùbVk) adj.  Abbr. rhomb. 1. Shaped like a rhombus.  

2. Orthorhombic. 

rhombo-  or rhomb- pref.  Rhombus:  rhombohedron.  [Greek, from rhombos. 

See RHOMBUS.]

rhom·bo·he·dron (rmmÙbo-hKùdrNn) n.  pl. rhom·bo·he·drons or 

rhom·bo·he·dra (-drN). Abbr. rhbdr. A prism with six faces, each a rhombus.   
—rhomÙbo·heùdral (-drNl) adj. 

rhom·boid (rmmùboidÙ) n.  A parallelogram with unequal adjacent sides.   —  
adj.  also rhom·boi·dal (-boidùl) Shaped like a rhombus or rhomboid. 

rhom·bus (rmmùbNs) n.  pl. rhomb·bus·es or rhomb·bi (-bX). An equilateral 

parallelogram.  [Late Latin, from Latin, flatfish, magician’s circle, from Greek 

rhombos, rhombus. See wer-2 in Appendix.]

rhon·chus (rmngùkNs) n.  pl. rhon·chi (-kX). A coarse rattling sound somewhat 

like snoring, usually caused by secretion in a bronchial tube.  [Latin, a snoring, 

from Greek *rhonkhos, variant of rhenkos, rhenkhos, from rhenkein, to snore.] 
—rhonùchal (-kNl), rhonùchi·al (-kK-Nl)  adj. 

Rhon·dda (rmnùdN, hrmnùthä)  A municipal borough of southern Wales north-

west of Cardiff. Coal mining was particularly important to its economy in the 

1920’s and 1930’s. Population, 81,700. 

Rhone  or Rhône (ron)  A river rising in the Alps of south-central Switzerland 

and flowing about 813 km (505 mi) west-southwest and northwest to Lake 

Geneva then into eastern France, where it joins the Saône River at Lyons and con-

tinues southward to the Mediterranean Sea. 

rhp  or r.h.p. abbr.  Rated horsepower. 

Rh-pos·i·tive (ärÙ7ch-pmzùV-tVv) adj.  Containing an Rh factor. 



rhu·barb (ruùbärbÙ) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Rheum, especially 

R. rhubarbarum, having long, green or reddish acidic leafstalks that are edible 

when sweetened and cooked.  Also called pie plant 2. The dried, bitter-tasting rhi-

zome and roots of Rheum palmatum or R. officinale of eastern Asia, used as a lax-

ative.  3. Informal. A quarrel, fight, or heated discussion.  [Middle English 

rubarbe, from Old French, from Late Latin reubarbarum, probably alteration 

(influenced by Greek rhKon), of rhabarbarum : rha, rhubarb (from Greek, per-

haps from Rha, the Volga River) + Latin barbarum, neuter of barbarus, barbarian, 

foreign; see BARBAROUS.]

WORD HISTORY: The word rhubarb may contain two hidden references to its

origins. The first of these is in the rhu- part of the word, which can be traced back

to the Greek word rha, meaning “rhubarb.” According to the Late Latin historian

Ammianus Marcellinus, rhubarb was named rha because it grew near the river

named Rha, which we know as the Volga. The -barb part of rhubarb was actually

added first to Late Latin rha, descended from Greek rha, in the form rhabar-

barum, barbarum being the neuter form of barbarus, “foreign.” Another Greek

word for rhubarb, rhKon, influenced the Late Latin word rhabarbarum, giving us

reubarbarum, which yielded Old French reubarbe. The Old French form gave us

Middle English rubarbe, first recorded in a work written around 1390. In imita-

tion of the way the Greek word rha is spelled, an h was added, completing the

long journey of this word into English from the banks of the Volga in classical

times.

rhumb (rƒm, rƒmb) n.  Nautical. 1. A rhumb line.  2. One of the points of the 

mariner’s compass.  [Possibly from Spanish, or Portuguese rumbo, course, direc-

tion  ultimately from Latin rhombus, rhombus. See RHOMBUS.]

rhum·ba (rƒmùbN, rtmù-, rumù-) n.  Variant of rumba. 
rhumb line (rƒm lXn) n.  Nautical. The path of a ship that maintains a fixed 

compass direction, shown on a map as a line crossing all meridians at the same 

angle.  Also called loxodromic curve 

rhyme also rime (rXm) n.  1. Correspondence of terminal sounds of words or of 

lines of verse.  2. a. A poem or verse having a regular correspondence of sounds, 

especially at the ends of lines.  b. Poetry or verse of this kind.   3. A word that cor-

responds with another in terminal sound, as behold and cold.   —  v.  rhymed 

also rimed, rhym·ing also rim·ing, rhymes also rimes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

form a rhyme.  2. To compose rhymes or verse.  3. To make use of rhymes in 

composing verse.   —  v.  tr. 1. To put into rhyme or compose with rhymes.  2. To 

use (a word or words) as a rhyme.  [Alteration (influenced by RHYTHM), of Middle 

English rime, from Old French, of Germanic origin. See ar- in Appendix.]



rhym·er also rim·er (rXùmNr) n.  One who composes rhymes.  See Synonyms at 

poet. 
rhyme royal (rXm roiùNl) n.  1. A form of verse having stanzas with seven lines 

in iambic pentameter rhyming ababbcc.  2. One of these stanzas. 

rhyme scheme (rXm skKm) n.  The arrangement of rhymes in a poem or 

stanza. 

rhyme·ster also rime·ster (rXmùstNr) n.  1. One who composes light verse.  

2. A minor or inferior poet.  See Synonyms at poet. 
rhy·ming slang (rXùmVng sl4ng) n.  Slang in which a word is replaced by a 

word or phrase that rhymes with it, as kiss by hit or miss. 

rhyn·cho·ce·pha·lian (rVngÙko-sN-f7lùyNn) adj.  Of or belonging to the Rhyn-

chocephalia, an order of mostly extinct lizardlike reptiles.   —  n.  A rhyn-

chocephalian reptile.  [From New Latin Rhynchocephalia, order name  : Greek 

rhunkhos, beak + Greek kephalK, head; see CEPHALIC.]

rhy·o·lite (rXùN-lXtÙ) n.  A fine-grained extrusive volcanic rock, similar to granite 

in composition and usually exhibiting flow lines.  [Greek rhuax, stream (from 

rhein, to flow); see sreu- in Appendix + -LITE.]

Rhys (rKs), Jean. 1894-1979.  West Indian-born British writer known for Wide 

Sargasso Sea (1966), a novel based on the character of the first Mrs. Rochester in 

Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre. 

rhythm (rVthùNm) n.  1. Movement or variation characterized by the regular 

recurrence or alternation of different quantities or conditions:  the rhythm of the 

tides.  2. The patterned, recurring alternations of contrasting elements of sound 

or speech.  3. Music. a. A regular pattern formed by a series of notes of differing 

duration and stress.  b. A specific kind of such a pattern:  a waltz rhythm.  c. A 

group of instruments supplying the rhythm in a band.   4. a. The pattern or flow 

of sound created by the arrangement of stressed and unstressed syllables in accen-

tual verse or of long and short syllables in quantitative verse.  b. The similar but 

less formal sequence of sounds in prose.  c. A specific kind of metrical pattern or 

flow:  iambic rhythm.   5. a. The sense of temporal development created in a 

work of literature or a film by the arrangement of formal elements such as the 

length of scenes, the nature and amount of dialogue, or the repetition of motifs.  

b. A regular or harmonious pattern created by lines, forms, and colors in paint-

ing, sculpture, and other visual arts.   6. The pattern of development produced in 

a literary or dramatic work by repetition of elements such as words, phrases, inci-

dents, themes, images, and symbols.  7. Procedure or routine characterized by 

regularly recurring elements, activities, or factors:  the rhythm of civilization; the 

rhythm of the lengthy negotiations.  [Latin rhythmus, from Greek rhuthmos. See 

sreu- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: rhythm, meter, cadence. These nouns are compared as they denote



the regular patterned ebb and rise of accented and unaccented sounds, especially

in music, speech, or verse. Rhythm, the most comprehensive, suggests the recur-

ring flow of alternating elements: the rhythm of the seasons; the rhythms of life.

“Rhythm was described by Schopenhauer as melody deprived of its pitch” (Edith Sit-

well). Meter applies in poetry to any of various measured rhythmic patterns (ele-

giac meter) and in music to the combining of rhythmic pulses into measures of

equal time value (duple meter). Cadence refers especially to the fall of the voice in

speech (end a sentence with a cadence) and to balanced rhythmic flow, as in poetry

(the cadence of the sea).

rhythm and blues (rVthùNm Nnd bluz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 

Abbr. r & b, R & B Music. A kind of music developed by Black Americans that 

combines blues and jazz, characterized by a strong backbeat and repeated varia-

tions on syncopated instrumental phrases. 

rhyth·mic (rVthùmVk) also rhyth·mi·cal (-mV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or having 

rhythm; recurring with measured regularity.   —rhythùmi·cal·ly adv. 

rhyth·mics (rVthùmVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Music. The study of rhythm. 

rhyth·mist (rVthùmVst) n.  1. One who is an expert in or has a keen sense of 

rhythm.  2. Music. One who studies or produces rhythm. 

rhythm method (rVthùNm mHthùNd) n.  A birth-control method dependent on 

abstinence during the period of ovulation. 

rhy·ti·dec·to·my (rVtÙV-dHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. rhy·ti·dec·to·mies. See face-lift 
(n., sense 1).  [Greek rhutis, rhutid-, wrinkle + -ECTOMY.]

RI  or R.I. abbr.  Rhode Island. 

RIA abbr.  Radioimmunoassay. 

ri·al1 (rK-ôlù, -älù) n.  A unit of currency in Iran.  See Table at currency.  [Persian, 

from Arabic riy7l, from Spanish real. See REAL
2.]

ri·al2 (rK-ôlù, -älù) n.  Variant of riyal. 
ri·al·to (rK-4lùto, r7-älù-) n.  pl. ri·al·tos. 1. A theatrical district.  2. A market-

place.  [After Rialto, an island of Venice where a market was situated.]

Ri·al·to (rK-4lùto)  A city of southern California, a residential suburb of San Ber-

nardino. Population, 72,388. 

ri·a·ta also re·a·ta (rK-äùtN) n.  A lariat; a lasso.  [Spanish reata, lasso, lariat. See 

LARIAT.]

Ri·au Archipelago (rKùou ärÙkN-pHlùN-goÙ)  An island group of western Indo-

nesia off the southeast end of the Malay Peninsula. It is separated from Singapore 

by Singapore Strait. 

rib (rVb) n.  1. Anatomy. a. One of a series of long, curved bones occurring in 12 

pairs in human beings and extending from the spine to or toward the sternum.  

b. A similar bone in most vertebrates.   2. A part or piece similar to a rib and 

serving to shape or support:  the rib of an umbrella.  3. A cut of meat enclosing 



one or more rib bones.  4. Nautical. One of many curved members attached to a 

boat or ship’s keel and extending upward and outward to form the framework of 

the hull.  5. One of many transverse pieces that provide an airplane wing with 

shape and strength.  6. Architecture. a. An arch or a projecting arched member of 

a vault.  b. One of the curved pieces of an arch.   7. A raised ridge or wale in knit-

ted material or in cloth.  8. Botany. The main vein or any of the prominent veins 

of a leaf or other plant organ.  9. Slang. A teasing remark or action; a joke.   —  v.  

tr. ribbed, rib·bing, ribs. 1. To shape, support, or provide with a rib or ribs.  

2. To make with ridges or raised markings.  3. Informal. To tease or make fun of.  

See Synonyms at banter.  [Middle English, from Old English ribb.]

rib·ald (rVbùNld, rXùbôldÙ) adj.  Characterized by or indulging in vulgar, lewd 

humor.  See Synonyms at coarse.   —  n.  A vulgar, lewdly funny person.  [From 

Middle English ribaud, ribald person, from Old French, from riber, to be wanton, 

of Germanic origin. See wer-2 in Appendix.]

rib·ald·ry (rVbùNl-drK, rXù-) n.  pl. rib·ald·ries. Vulgar, lewdly humorous lan-

guage or joking or an instance of it. 

rib·and (rVbùNnd) n.  A ribbon, especially one used as a decoration.  [Middle 

English, variant of riban. See RIBBON.]

ri·ba·vi·rin (rXùbN-vXÙrVn) n.  A synthetic, antiviral ribonucleoside, C8H12N4O5, 

that inhibits the replication of DNA and RNA.  [Probably RIB(ONUCLEIC) A(CID) + 

VIR(US) + -IN.]

rib·band (rVbù4nd, -Nnd, -Nn) n.  Nautical. A length of flexible wood or metal 

used to hold the ribs of a ship in place while the exterior planking or plating is 

being applied.  [RIB + BAND
1.]

Rib·ben·trop (rVbùNn-trmpÙ, -trôÙ), Joachim von. 1893-1946.  German diplo-

mat who as minister of foreign affairs (1938-1945) helped negotiate the German-

Soviet Nonaggression Pact of 1939. He was convicted of war crimes at Nuremberg 

and hanged. 

rib·bing (rVbùVng) n.  1. Ribs considered as a group.  2. An arrangement of ribs, 

as in a boat.  3. Informal. The act or an instance of joking or teasing. 

rib·bon (rVbùNn) n.  1. A narrow strip or band of fine fabric, such as satin or vel-

vet, finished at the edges and used for trimming, tying, or finishing.  

2. a. Something, such as a tape measure, that resembles a ribbon.  b. A long, thin 

strip:  a ribbon of land along the shore.   3. ribbons. Tattered or ragged strips:  a 

dress torn to ribbons.  4. An inked strip of cloth used for making an impression, as 

in a typewriter.  5. a. A band of colored cloth signifying membership in an order 

or the award of a prize.  b. A strip of colored cloth worn on the left breast of a 

uniform to indicate the award of a medal or decoration.   6. ribbons. Informal. 

Reins for driving horses.  7.  See ledger board (n., sense 2).   —  v.  tr. 

rib·boned, rib·bon·ing, rib·bons. 1. To decorate or tie with ribbons.  2. To 

tear into ribbons or shreds.  [Middle English ribban, riban, from Old French 



ruban, probably of Germanic origin. See bhendh- in Appendix.] —ribùbon·y 
adj. 

rib·bon·fish (rVbùNn-fVshÙ) n.  pl. ribbonfish or rib·bon·fish·es. Any of sev-

eral marine fishes, chiefly of the genus Trachipterus, having long, narrow, com-

pressed bodies. 

ribbon grass (rVbùNn gr4s) n.  A grass (Phalaris arundinacea var. picta) of the 

Northern Hemisphere that has leaf blades striped with white and is cultivated for 

ornament. 

ribbon snake (rVbùNn sn7k) n.  A nonvenomous North American snake 

(Thamnophis sauritus) having yellow or reddish stripes along the body. 

ribbon worm (rVbùNn wûrm) n.  See nemertean. 
rib cage (rVb k7j) n.  The enclosing structure formed by the ribs and the bones to 

which they are attached. 

Ri·bei·rão Prê·to (rKÙb7-rouNù prHùtu)  A city of southeast Brazil north-

northwest of São Paulo. It is a processing center in an agricultural region. Popula-

tion, 300,828. 

Ri·be·ra (rK-bHrùN, -bHùrä), José or Jusepe de. 1588-1652.  Spanish baroque 

painter whose works include Martyrdom of Saint Bartholomew (1630) and The 

Immaculate Conception (1635). 

rib eye (rVb X) n.  A cut of meat taken from the outside of the rib. 

rib·grass (rVbùgr4sÙ) n.  A weedy Eurasian plant (Plantago lanceolata) having 

lance-shaped, ribbed leaves and a dense spike of small whitish flowers.  Also 

called English plantain, ripplegrass. 

rib·let (rVbùlVt) n.  1. A cut of meat from a rib end of veal or lamb.  2. One of a 

series of microscopic grooves, each a few thousandths of an inch wide, inscribed 

on the surface of an adhesive-backed tape and used on airplanes and boat hulls to 

reduce drag. 

ri·bo·fla·vin (rXùbo-fl7ÙvVn, -bN-) n.  An orange-yellow crystalline compound, 

C17H20N4O6, the principal growth-promoting factor in the vitamin B complex, 

naturally occurring in milk, leafy vegetables, fresh meat, and egg yolks.  Also 

called lactoflavin, vitamin B2.  [RIBO(SE) + FLAVIN.]

ri·bo·nu·cle·ase (rXÙbo-nuùklK-7sÙ, -7zÙ, -nyuù-) n.  Any of various enzymes 

that break down RNA.  Also called RNase 

ri·bo·nu·cle·ic acid (rXÙbo-nu-klKùVk 4sùVd, -kl7ù-, -nyu-) n.  See RNA.  
[RIBO(SE) + NUCLEIC ACID.]

ri·bo·nu·cle·o·pro·tein (rXÙbo-nuÙklK-o-proùtKn, -tK-Vn, -nyuÙ-) n.  Abbr. 

RNP A nucleoprotein that contains RNA.  [RIBO(NUCLEIC ACID) + NUCLEOPRO-

TEIN.]

ri·bo·nu·cle·o·side (rXÙbo-nuùklK-N-sXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A nucleoside that con-

tains ribose as its sugar component.  [RIBO(SE) + NUCLEOSIDE.]



ri·bo·nu·cle·o·tide (rXÙbo-nuklK-N-tXdÙ, -nyuù-) n.  A nucleotide that con-

tains ribose as its sugar and is an immediate component of RNA.  [RIBO(SE) + 

NUCLEOTIDE.]

ri·bose (rXùbosÙ) n.  A pentose sugar, C5H10O5, occurring as a component of 

riboflavin, nucleotides, and nucleic acids.  [German, alteration of English arabi-

nuse, a kind of sugar  : (GUM) ARAB(IC) + -IN + -OSE
2.]

ribosomal RNA (rXÙbN-soùmNl ärÙHn-7ù) n.  Abbr. rRNA The RNA that is a per-

manent structural part of a ribosome. 

ri·bo·some (rXùbN-somÙ) n.  A minute, round particle composed of RNA and 

protein found in the cytoplasm of living cells and active in the synthesis of pro-

teins.  [RIBO(SE) + -SOME
3.] —ri·bo·soùmal (-soùmNl) adj. 

rib roast (rVb rost) n.  A cut of red meat, such as beef or venison, containing the 

sizable piece located along the outside of the rib. 

rib·wort (rVbùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  See plantain1. 
Ri·car·do (rV-kärùdo), David. 1772-1823.  British economist whose major work, 

Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (1817), supported the laws of supply 

and demand in a free market. 

rice (rXs) n.  1. A cereal grass (Oryza sativa) that is cultivated extensively in warm 

climates and is a staple food throughout the world.  2. The starchy edible seed of 

this plant.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  rice paddies; 

rice pudding.   —  v.  tr. riced, ric·ing, ric·es. To sieve (food) to the consistency 

of rice.  [Middle English, from Old French ris, from Old Italian riso, from Latin 

oryza, from Greek oruza, of Indo-Iranian origin.]

Rice (rXs), Elmer Leopold. 1892-1967.  American playwright noted for The 

Adding Machine (1923) and Street Scene (1929). 

rice·bird (rXsùbûrdÙ) n.  1. Chiefly Southern U.S. See bobolink.  2. Any of vari-

ous birds that frequent rice fields. 

rice paper (rXs p7ùpNr) n.  A thin paper made chiefly from the pith of the rice-

paper plant. 

rice-pa·per plant (rXsùp7ÙpNr pl4nt) n.  A Chinese shrub or small tree (Tetra-

panax papyriferus) grown as a source of fiber for rice paper.  Also called rice-

paper tree 

ric·er (rXùsNr) n.  A kitchen utensil used for ricing soft foods by extrusion through 

small holes. 

rice rat (rXs r4t) n.  A hardy, agile rat of the genus Oryzomys, found in rice fields 

and marshy areas of Mexico and the southern United States. 

rice weevil (rXs wKùvNl) n.  A small destructive insect (Sitophilus oryzae) that 

infests stored grain and cereal products. 

rich (rVch) adj.  rich·er, rich·est. 1. Possessing great material wealth: “Now that 

he was rich he was not thought ignorant any more, but simply eccentric” (Mavis Gal-

lant).  2. Having great worth or value:  a rich harvest of grain.  3. Magnificent; 



sumptuous:  a rich brocade.  4. a. Having an abundant supply:  rich in ideas.  

b. Abounding, especially in natural resources:  rich land.   5. Meaningful and sig-

nificant: “a rich sense of the transaction between writer and reader” (William Zins-

ser).  6. Very productive and therefore financially profitable:  rich seams of coal.  

7. a. Containing a large amount of choice ingredients, such as butter, sugar, or 

eggs, and therefore unusually heavy or sweet:  a rich dessert.  b. Having or exud-

ing a strong or pungent aroma: “Texas air is so rich you can nourish off it like it was 

food” (Edna Ferber).   8. a. Pleasantly full and mellow:  a rich tenor voice.  

b. Warm and strong in color:  a rich brown velvet.   9. Containing a large propor-

tion of fuel to air:  a rich gas mixture.  10. Informal. Highly amusing.   —  n.  

(used with a pl. verb). Wealthy people considered as a group. Often used with the: 

“Were there, indeed, a sure appeal to the mercies of the rich, the calamities of the 

poor might be less intolerable” (Charlotte Smith).  [Middle English riche, from Old 

French (of Germanic origin), and from Old English rXce, strong, powerful; see 

reg- in Appendix.] —richùly adv.  —richùness n.  

SYNONYMS: rich, affluent, flush, loaded, moneyed, wealthy. The central mean-

ing shared by these adjectives is “having an abundant supply of money, property,

or possessions of value”: a rich philanthropist; an affluent banker; a speculator flush

with cash; not merely rich but loaded; moneyed aristocrats; wealthy corporations. 

ANTONYM: poor

Rich·ard I (rVchùNrd), Known as “Coeur de Lion”  or “the Lion-Hearted.” 
1157-1199.  King of England (1189-1199). A leader of the Third Crusade (1190-

1192), he was captured in Austria (1192) and held as a prisoner by Holy Roman 

Emperor Henry VI until England ransomed him in 1194. 

Rich·ard II (rVchùNrd), 1367-1400.  King of England (1377-1399). He quelled the 

Peasants’ Revolt in 1381 but spent the rest of his reign at odds with the baronial 

opposition in Parliament. 

Rich·ard III (rVchùNrd), 1452-1485.  King of England (1483-1485) who claimed 

the throne after imprisoning the sons of his deceased brother Edward IV. Rich-

ard’s death at the Battle of Bosworth Field brought an end to the Wars of the 

Roses. 

Rich·ard Roe (rVchùNrd roù) n.  A name used in legal proceedings to designate a 

fictitious or unidentified person. 

Rich·ards (rVchùNrdz), Dickinson Woodruff. 1895-1973.  American physician. 

He shared a 1956 Nobel Prize for developing new techniques for treating heart 

disease. 

Rich·ards (rVchùNrdz), I(vor) A(rmstrong). 1893-1979.  British literary critic 

who helped Charles Ogden develop Basic English and was a founder of the New 

Criticism movement. 



Rich·ards (rVchùNrdz), Theodore William. 1868-1928.  American chemist. He 

won a 1914 Nobel Prize for determining the atomic weight of more than 50 ele-

ments. 

Rich·ard·son (rVchùNrd-sNn)  A city of northeast Texas, a residential and agri-

cultural suburb of Dallas. Population, 74,840. 

Rich·ard·son (rVchùNrd-sNn), Henry Hobson. 1838-1886.  American architect 

whose Romanesque designs include Trinity Church in Boston (1872-1877) and 

the Marshall Field Warehouse in Chicago (1885-1887). 

Rich·ard·son (rVchùNrd-sNn), Sir Owen Willans. 1879-1959.  British physicist. 

He won a 1928 Nobel Prize for research on thermionic phenomena. 

Rich·ard·son (rVchùNrd-sNn), Sir Ralph David. 1902-1983.  British actor noted 

for his strong characterizations in classic roles as well as in contemporary works, 

such as Pinter’s No Man’s Land (1975). 

Rich·ard·son (rVchùNrd-sNn), Samuel. 1689-1761.  English writer whose epis-

tolary novels include Pamela (1740), often considered the first modern English 

novel, and Clarissa Harlowe (1747-1748). 

Rich·ard·son’s ground squirrel (rVchùNrd-sNnz ground skwûrùNl) n.  A 

ground squirrel (Citellus richardsoni) of the northwest United States and Canada.  

Also called flickertail [After Sir John Richardson (1787-1865), Scottish natural-

ist.]

Ri·che·lieu (rVshùN-luÙ)  A river of southern Quebec, Canada, flowing about 

121 km (75 mi) north from Lake Champlain to the St. Lawrence River. Discov-

ered by Samuel de Champlain in 1609, it was an important waterway for early 

explorers. 

Ri·che·lieu (rVshùN-luÙ, rK-shN-lyœù), Duc de Title of Armand Jean du Plessis. 

1585-1642.  French prelate and politician. As chief minister of Louis XIII he 

worked to strengthen the authority of the monarchy and directed France during 

the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648). 

rich·en (rVchùNn) v.  tr. rich·ened, rich·en·ing, rich·ens. To make rich. 

rich·es (rVchùVz) pl.n.  1. Abundant wealth: “the impassable gulf that lies between 

riches and poverty” (Elizabeth Cady Stanton).  2. Valuable or precious posses-

sions.  [Middle English richesse, wealth, from Old French, from riche, wealthy. See 

RICH.]

Ri·chet (rV-sh7ù, rK-shHù), Charles Robert. 1850-1935.  French physiologist. He 

won a 1913 Nobel Prize for work on anaphylaxis. 

Rich·field (rVchùfKldÙ)  A city of southeast Minnesota, a residential suburb of 

Minneapolis. Population, 35,710. 

Rich·land (rVchùlNnd)  A city of southeast Washington on the Columbia River 

west-northwest of Walla Walla. It was developed in 1943-1945 to house employ-

ees of the nearby Hanford Atomic Works. Federal management of the city was 

relinquished in 1958. Population, 32,315. 



Rich·ler (rVchùlNr), Mordecai. Born 1931.  Canadian writer whose novels, based 

on his working-class Jewish background, include The Apprenticeship of Duddy 

Kravitz (1959) and Saint Urbain’s Horseman (1971). 

Rich·mond (rVchùmNnd)  1. A community of southwest British Columbia, Can-

ada, a suburb of Vancouver on the Strait of Georgia. Population, 96,154.  2. A city 

of western California on an inlet of San Francisco Bay north-northwest of Oak-

land. It is a port and industrial center. Population, 87,425.  3. A city of eastern 

Indiana east of Indianapolis. Settled in 1806 by Quakers, it is primarily an indus-

trial center. Population, 38,705.  4. A city of east-central Kentucky south-south-

east of Lexington. It is a tobacco and livestock market in the Bluegrass. 

Population, 21,155.  5. The capital of Virginia, in the east-central part of the state 

on the James River north of Petersburg. Settled in the 17th century, it became the 

capital of Virginia in 1779 and was strategically important in the American Revo-

lution and the Civil War, during which it was the capital of the Confederacy. The 

evacuation of Richmond by Confederate troops on April 3, 1865, led to Gen. 

Robert E. Lee’s surrender to Gen. Ulysses S. Grant on April 9. Population, 

203,056.  6.  See Staten Island. 
Richmond High·lands (rVchùmNnd hXùlNndz)  A community of west-central 

Washington, a residential suburb of Seattle. Population, 26,037. 

Richmond Hill (rVchùmNnd hVl)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, north of 

Toronto. It is mainly residential. Population, 37,778. 

Rich·ter (rVkùtNr), Burton. Born 1931.  American physicist. He shared a 1976 

Nobel Prize for discovering a subatomic particle. 

Rich·ter (rVkùtNr, rVKHù-), Jean Paul Friedrich. Pen name Jean Paul. 1763-1825.  

German writer whose humorous and sentimental novels include Titan (1800-

1803) and Years of Indiscretion (1804-1805). 

Rich·ter scale (rVkùtNr sk7l) n.  A logarithmic scale ranging from 1 to 10, used 

to express the total amount of energy released by an earthquake. In this scale an 

increase of 1 represents a 32-fold increase in released energy.  [After Charles 

Francis Richter (1900-1985), American seismologist.]

rich·weed (rVchùwKdÙ) n.  See clearweed. 
ri·cin (rXùsVn, rVsùVn) n.  A poisonous protein extracted from the castor bean and 

used as a biochemical reagent.  [From Latin ricinus, castor-oil plant.]

ric·in·o·le·ic acid (rVsÙVn-o-lKùVk 4sùVd) n.  An unsaturated fatty acid, C18H34O3, 

prepared from castor oil and used in making soaps and in textile finishing.  [Latin 

ricinus, castor-oil plant + OLEIC.]

rick (rVk) n.  A stack of hay, straw, or similar material, especially when covered or 

thatched for protection from the weather.   —  v.  tr. ricked, rick·ing, ricks. To 

pile into ricks.  [Middle English reke, from Old English hrKac.]



Rick·en·back·er (rVkùVn-b4kÙNr), Edward Vernon. Known as “Eddie.” 1890-

1973.  American aviator who was the most decorated combat pilot of World War I 

and later became president (1938-1963) of Eastern Airlines. 

rick·ets (rVkùVts) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A deficiency disease resulting 

from a lack of vitamin D or calcium and from insufficient exposure to sunlight, 

characterized by defective bone growth and occurring chiefly in children.  Also 

called rachitis [Origin unknown.]

rick·ett·si·a (rV-kHtùsK-N) n.  pl. rick·ett·si·ae (-sK-KÙ). Any of various bacteria 

of the genus Rickettsia, carried as parasites by many ticks, fleas, and lice, that 

cause diseases such as typhus, scrub typhus, and Rocky Mountain spotted fever in 

human beings.  [New Latin Rickettsia, genus name, after Howard Taylor Ricketts 

(1871-1910), American pathologist.] —rick·ettùsi·al adj. 

rick·ett·si·o·sis (rV-kHtÙsK-oùsVs) n.  pl. rick·ett·si·o·ses (-sKz). Infection with 

or disease caused by rickettsiae. 

rick·et·y (rVkùV-tK) adj.  rick·et·i·er, rick·et·i·est. 1. Likely to break or fall apart; 

shaky.  2. Feeble with age; infirm.  3. Of, having, or resembling rickets.  [From 

RICKETS.] —rickùet·i·ness n. 

rick·ey (rVkùK) n.  pl. rick·eys. A drink of soda water, lime or lemon juice, sugar, 

and usually gin.  [Probably from the name Rickey.]

Rick·o·ver (rVkùoÙvNr), Hyman George. 1900-1986.  American admiral who 

advocated and greatly contributed to the development of nuclear submarines and 

ships. He was also an outspoken critic of the American educational system. 

rick·rack (rVkùr4kÙ) n.  A flat, narrow braid woven in zigzag form, used as a trim-

ming for clothing or curtains.  [Reduplication of RACK
1.]

rick·sha  or rick·shaw (rVkùshô) n.  A jinriksha.  [Short for JINRIKSHA.]

RICO abbr.  Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act of 1970. 

ric·o·chet (rVkÙN-sh7ù, rVkùN-sh7Ù) v.  intr. ric·co·cheted (-sh7dù), 
ric·co·chet·ing (-sh7ùVng), ric·co·chets (-sh7zù). To rebound at least once from 

a surface.   —  n.  The act or an instance of ricocheting.  [French, from Old 

French, give-and-take.]

ri·cot·ta (rV-kmtùN, rK-kôtùtä) n.  1. A soft Italian cheese that resembles cottage 

cheese.  2. A similar soft cheese made in the United States.  [Italian, from Latin 

recocta, feminine past participle of recoquere, to cook again  : re-, re- + coquere, to 

cook; see pekw- in Appendix.]

ric·tus (rVkùtNs) n.  pl. rictus or ric·tus·es. 1. The expanse of an open mouth, a 

bird’s beak, or similar structure.  2. A gaping grimace: “his mouth gaping in a kind 

of rictus of startled alarm” (Richard Adams).  [Latin, from past participle of ringX, 
to gape.] —ricùtal adj. 

rid (rVd) v.  tr. rid or rid·ded, rid·ding, rids. To free from:  He was finally able to 

rid himself of all financial worries.  [Middle English ridden, from Old Norse 

rydhja, to clear land, from hrjodha, to strip, clear.] —ridùder n. 



rid·dance (rVdùns) n.  1. A deliverance from or removal of something unwanted 

or undesirable: “Compeyson took it easy as a good riddance for both sides” (Charles 

Dickens).  2. The act of ridding:  riddance of household pests. 

rid·den (rVdùn) v.  Past participle of ride.  —  adj.  Dominated, harassed, or 

obsessed by. Often used in combination:  disease-ridden; grief-ridden. 

rid·dle1 (rVdùl) v.  tr. rid·dled, rid·dling, rid·dles. 1. To pierce with numerous 

holes; perforate:  riddle a target with bullets.  2. To spread throughout: “Election 

campaigns have always been riddled with demagogy and worse” (New Republic).  

3. To put (gravel, for example) through a coarse sieve.   —  n.  A coarse sieve, as 

for gravel.  [Middle English riddlen, to sift, from riddil, sieve, alteration of Old 

English hriddel. See krei- in Appendix.] —ridùdler n. 

rid·dle2 (rVdùl) n.  1. A question or statement requiring thought to answer or 

understand; a conundrum.  2. One that is perplexing; an enigma.   —  v.  

rid·dled, rid·dling, rid·dles.  —  v.  tr. To solve or explain.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

propound or solve riddles.  2. To speak in riddles.  [Middle English redels, from 

Old English r<dels. See ar- in Appendix.] —ridùdler n. 

ride (rXd) v.  rode (rod), rid·den (rVdùn), rid·ing, rides.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be 

carried or conveyed, as in a vehicle or on horseback.  2. To travel over a surface:  

This car rides well.  3. To move by way of an intangible force or impetus; move as 

if on water:  The President rode into office on a tide of discontent.  4. Nautical. To 

lie at anchor:  battleships riding at the mouth of the estuary.  5. To seem to float:  

The moon was riding among the clouds.  6. To be sustained or supported on a 

pivot, an axle, or another point.  7. To be contingent; depend:  The final outcome 

rides on the results of the election.  8. To continue without interference:  Let the 

matter ride.  9. To work or move from the proper place, especially on the body:  

pants that ride up.   —  v.  tr. 1. To sit on and move in a given direction:  rode a 

motorcycle to town; ride a horse to the village.  2. To travel over, along, or through:  

ride the highways.  3. To be supported or carried on:  a swimmer riding the waves.  

4. To take part in or do by riding:  He rode his last race.  5. To cause to ride, espe-

cially to cause to be carried.  6. Nautical. To keep (a vessel) at anchor.  

7. Informal. a. To tease or ridicule.  b. To harass with persistent carping and crit-

icism.   8. To keep partially engaged by slightly depressing a pedal with the foot:  

Don’t ride the clutch or the brakes.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of riding, as in 

a vehicle or on an animal.  2. A path made for riding on horseback, especially 

through woodlands.  3. A device, such as one at an amusement park, that one 

rides for pleasure or excitement.  4. A means of transportation:  waiting for her 

ride to come.   —phrasal verb. ride out. To survive or outlast:  rode out the 

storm.   —idioms. ride for a fall. To court danger or disaster.  ride herd on. 
To keep watch or control over.  ride high. To experience success.  ride roughs-
hod over. To take a course of action without regard for the feelings, opinions, or 

welfare of others.  ride shotgun. 5. To guard a person or thing while in transit.  



6. Slang. To ride in the front passenger seat of a car or truck.  take for a ride. 
Slang. 7. To deceive or swindle:  an author who tried to take his publisher for a ride.  

8. To transport to a place and kill.  [Middle English riden, from Old English 

rXdan. See reidh- in Appendix.]

Ride (rXd), Sally. Born 1951.  American astronaut who in 1983 became the first 

U.S. woman to enter outer space. 

Ri·deau Canal (rV-doù kN-n4lù)  A waterway, about 203 km (126 mi) long, of 

southeast Ontario, Canada, connecting the Ottawa River at Ottawa with Lake 

Ontario at Kingston. It follows the course of the Rideau River for much of its 

length and was constructed in 1826 to 1832. 

rid·er (rXùdNr) n.  1. One that rides, especially one who rides horses.  2. a. A 

clause, usually having little relevance to the main issue, that is added to a legisla-

tive bill.  b. An amendment or addition to a document or record.   3. Something, 

such as the top rail of a fence, that rests on or is supported by something else. 

rid·er·ship (rXùdNr-shVpÙ) n.  The number of passengers who ride a public trans-

port system. 

ride·shar·ing (rXdùshârÙVng) n.  The act or an instance of sharing motor vehicle 

transportation with another or others, especially among commuters.   
—rideùsharÙing adj. 

ridge (rVj) n.  1. A long narrow upper section or crest:  the ridge of a wave.  2. A 

long narrow chain of hills or mountains.  Also called ridgeline 3. A long narrow 

elevation on the ocean floor.  4. Meteorology. An elongated zone of relatively high 

atmospheric pressure.  Also called wedge 5. A long, narrow, or crested part of the 

body:  the ridge of the nose.  6. The horizontal line formed by the juncture of two 

sloping planes, especially the line formed by the surfaces at the top of a roof.  7. A 

narrow, raised strip, as in cloth or on plowed ground.   —  v.  ridged, ridg·ing, 
ridg·es.  —  v.  tr. To mark with, form into, or provide with ridges.   —  v.  intr. 

To form ridges.  [Middle English rigge, from Old English hrycg. See sker-2 in 

Appendix.]

ridge·back (rVjùb4kÙ) n.  A Rhodesian ridgeback. 

Ridge·crest (rVjùkrHstÙ)  A city of south-central California east-northeast of 

Bakersfield. Population, 27,725. 

Ridge·field (rVjùfKldÙ)  A town of southwest Connecticut near the New York 

border north-northeast of Stamford. It is mainly residential. Population, 20,919. 

ridge·line (rVjùlXnÙ) n.  See ridge (n., sense 2). 

ridge·ling also ridg·ling (rVjùlVng) n.  A male animal with one or two unde-

scended testicles.  [From obsolete ridgel, perhaps from RIDGE (from the belief that 

the undescended testicles remained near the animal’s back).]

ridge·pole (rVjùpolÙ) n.  1. A horizontal beam at the ridge of a roof to which the 

rafters are attached.  2. The horizontal pole at the top of a tent. 



Ridge·wood (rVjùwtdÙ)  A village of northeast New Jersey north-northeast of 

Paterson. Both British and American troops had encampments here during the 

Revolution. Population, 24,152. 

ridg·ling (rVjùlVng) n.  Variant of ridgeling. 
Ridg·way (rVjùw7Ù), Matthew Bunker. 1895-1993.  American army officer 

who commanded airborne divisions in Europe during World War II. He was 

supreme commander of United Nations forces in Korea (1951-1952) and of 

NATO forces in Europe (1951-1953) and served as chief of staff of the U.S. Army 

(1953-1955). 

ridg·y (rVjùK) adj.  ridg·i·er, ridg·i·est. Having or forming ridges. 

rid·i·cule (rVdùV-kyulÙ) n.  Words or actions intended to evoke contemptuous 

laughter at or feelings toward a person or thing: “I know that ridicule may be a 

shield, but it is not a weapon” (Dorothy Parker).   —  v.  tr. rid·i·culed, 
rid·i·cul·ing, rid·i·cules. To expose to ridicule; make fun of.  [French, from 

Latin rXdiculum, joke, from neuter of rXdiculus, laughable. See RIDICULOUS.] 
—ridùi·culÙer n.  

SYNONYMS: ridicule, mock, taunt, twit, deride, gibe. These verbs refer to mak-

ing another the butt of amusement or mirth. Ridicule implies purposeful dispar-

agement: “My father discouraged me by ridiculing my performances” (Benjamin

Franklin). To mock is to poke fun at someone, often by mimicking and caricatur-

ing his or her speech or actions: “Seldom he smiles, and smiles in such a sort/As if

he mock’d himself, and scorn’d his spirit” (Shakespeare). Taunt suggests mocking,

insulting, or scornful reproach: “taunting him with want of courage to leap into the

great pit” (Daniel Defoe). To twit is to taunt by calling attention to something

embarrassing: “The schoolmaster was twitted about the lady who threw him over”

(J.M. Barrie). Deride implies scorn and contempt: Musical snobs often deride the

harmonica as a serious instrument. To gibe is to make taunting, heckling, or jeering

remarks: The child’s classmates gibed at him for his timidity.

ri·dic·u·lous (rV-dVkùyN-lNs) adj.  Deserving or inspiring ridicule; absurd, pre-

posterous, or silly.  See Synonyms at foolish.  [Latin rXdiculus, laughable, from 

rXdKre, to laugh.] —ri·dicùu·lous·ly adv.  —ri·dicùu·lous·ness n. 

rid·ing1 (rXùdVng) n.  1. The act of riding.  2. Horseback riding. 

rid·ing2 (rXùdVng) n.  1. An administrative division or electoral division in Can-

ada.  2. Any one of three former administrative divisions of Yorkshire, England.  

[Middle English, alteration of trithing, from Old English *thrithing, from Old 

Norse thridhjungr, third part, from thridhi, third. See trei- in Appendix.]

riding habit (rXùdVng h4bùVt) n.  The outfit typically worn by a horseback rider. 



rid·ley (rVdùlK) n.  pl. rid·leys. 1. A marine turtle (Lepidochelys kempii) of the 

Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coastal waters.  2. A related species (Lepidochelys oli-

vaceae) of the Pacific and Indian oceans.  [Origin unknown.]

Rid·ley (rVdùlK), Nicholas. 1500?-1555.  English prelate who was executed for 

refusing to renounce his Protestantism after the accession of the Roman Catholic 

Mary I. 

ri·el (rK-Hlù) n.  A basic unit of currency in Cambodia.  See Table at currency.  
[Origin unknown.]

Ri·el (rK-Hlù), Louis. 1844-1885.  Canadian insurrectionist who organized the 

métis settlers of the Red River valley in a rebellion over their land rights (1869). 

After leading a similar uprising in Saskatchewan (1884-1885), he was captured 

and executed by Canadian authorities. 

Rie·mann (rKùmNn, -mänÙ), Georg Friedrich Bernhard. 1826-1866.  German 

mathematician who was a pioneer of non-Euclidean geometry. 

Rie·mann·ian geometry (rK-mänùK-Nn jK-mmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. A 

non-Euclidean system of geometry based on the postulate that within a plane 

every pair of lines intersects.  [After Georg Friedrich Bernhard RIEMANN.]

Ri·en·zi (rK-HnùzK)  or Ri·en·zo (-zo), Cola di. 1313?-1354.  Italian revolution-

ary leader who installed himself as dictator of Rome (1347) but was quickly 

ousted at the bidding of the pope. In his second attempt to rule (1354), he was 

killed by a mob. 

Rie·sa (rKùzN, -zä)  A city of east-central Germany on the Eibe River east of 

Leipzig. Chartered in 1623, it is a port and an industrial center. Population, 

51,285. 

Ries·ling (rKsùlVng, rKzù-) n.  A dry to sweet white wine similar to Rhine wine.  

[German, alteration of obsolete Rüssling.]

Ries·man (rKsùmNn), David, Jr. Born 1909.  American sociologist whose best-

known work is The Lonely Crowd (1950). 

Rif (rVf)  See Er Rif. 
ri·fam·pin (rV-f4mùpVn) also ri·fam·pi·cin (-pV-sVn) n.  A semisynthetic antibi-

otic derived from a form of rifamycin that interferes with the synthesis of RNA 

and is used to treat bacterial and viral diseases.  [Blend of rifam(yc)inand P(IPERA-

ZINE).]

rif·a·my·cin (rVfÙN-mXùsVn) n.  Any of a group of antibiotics originally isolated 

from a strain of the soil microorganism Streptomyces mediterranei, used in the 

treatment of leprosy, tuberculosis, and other bacterial diseases.  [Alteration of 

rifomycin, probably from  : Italian riformare, to reform (ri-, again, from Latin re-; 

see re- + formare, to form from Latin form7re); see REFORM + -MYCIN.]

rife (rXf) adj.  rif·er, rif·est. 1. In widespread existence, practice, or use; increas-

ingly prevalent.  2. Abundant or numerous.  See Synonyms at prevailing.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English r«fe.]



riff (rVf) n.  1. Music. A short rhythmic phrase, especially one that is repeated in 

improvisation.  2. Rapid, clever, often rhythmic speech, as by a disc jockey: 

“Those little riffs that had seemed to have such sparkle over drinks by the... pool look 

all too embarrassing in cold print” (John Richardson).   —  v.  intr. riffed, 
riff·ing, riffs. Music. To play riffs.  [Origin unknown.]

Riff  or Rif (rVf) n.  pl. Riff or Riffs also Rif·fi (rVfùK) or Rif or Rifs. 1. A member 

of any of several Berber peoples inhabiting Er Rif.  2. The Berber language of this 

people.   —Rifùfi·an adj.  & n. 

rif·fle (rVfùNl) n.  1. a. A rocky shoal or sandbar lying just below the surface of a 

waterway.  b. A stretch of choppy water caused by such a shoal or sandbar; a 

rapid.   2. a. In mining, the sectional stone or wood bottom lining of a sluice, 

arranged for trapping mineral particles, as of gold.  b. A groove or block in such a 

lining.   3. Games. The act or an instance of shuffling cards.   —  v.  rif·fled, 
rif·fling, rif·fles.  —  v.  tr. 1. Games. To shuffle (playing cards) by holding part 

of a deck in each hand and raising up the edges before releasing them to fall alter-

nately in one stack.  2. To thumb through (the pages of a book, for example).   —  
v.  intr. 1. Games. To shuffle cards.  2. To become choppy, as water.  [Possibly 

blend of RIPPLE
1, and RUFFLE

1.]

riff·raff (rVfùr4fÙ) n.  1. People regarded as disreputable or worthless.  

2. Rubbish; trash.  [Middle English riffe raffe, from rif and raf, one and all, from 

Anglo-Norman rif et raf, rifle et rafle : Old French rifler, to rifle; see RIFLE
2 + Old 

French raffler, to carry off (from raffle, act of seizing); see RAFFLE
1.]

ri·fle1 (rXùfNl) n.  1. a. A firearm with a rifled bore, designed to be fired from the 

shoulder.  b. An artillery piece or naval gun with such spiral grooves.   2. rifles. 

Troops armed with rifles.   —  v.  tr. ri·fled, ri·fling, ri·fles. To cut spiral 

grooves within (a gun barrel, for example).  [From rifle, to cut spiral grooves in, 

from French rifler, from Old French, to plunder, scratch. See RIFLE
2.]

ri·fle2 (rXùfNl) v.  ri·fled, ri·fling, ri·fles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To search with intent to 

steal.  2. To ransack or plunder; pillage.  3. To rob:  rifle a safe.   —  v.  intr. To 

search vigorously:  rifling through my drawers to find matching socks.  [Middle 

English riflen, to plunder, from Old French rifler, probably of Germanic origin.] 
—riùfler n. 

ri·fle·bird (rXùfNl-bûrdÙ) n.  Any of several birds of paradise of the genera 

Craspedophora and Ptiloris of Australia and New Guinea. 

ri·fle·man (rXùfNl-mNn) n.  1. A soldier equipped with a rifle.  2. A man who 

shoots a rifle skillfully. 

ri·fle·ry (rXùfNl-rK) n.  1. The skill and practice of shooting a gun.  2. Rifle fire:  

the sound of distant riflery. 

ri·fle·scope (rXùfNl-skopÙ) n.  A telescopic sight for a rifle. 

ri·fling (rXùflVng) n.  1. The process or operation of cutting spiral grooves in a 

rifle barrel.  2. Grooves cut in a rifle barrel. 



rift1 (rVft) n.  1. A narrow fissure in rock.  2. A break in friendly relations:  a rift 

between siblings.   —  v.  rift·ed, rift·ing, rifts.  —  v.  intr. To split open; break.   
—  v.  tr. To cause to split open or break.  [Middle English, of Scandinavian ori-

gin.]

rift2 (rVft) n.  1. A shallow area in a waterway.  2. The backwash of a wave that has 

broken upon a beach.  [Probably alteration of dialectal riff, reef, from Dutch rif, 

riffe. See REEF
1.]

rift valley (rVft v4lùK) n.  A deep fracture or break, about 25-50 km (15-30 

miles) wide, extending along the crest of a mid-ocean ridge. 

rift zone (rVft zon) n.  A large area of the earth in which plates of the earth’s 

crust are moving away from each other, forming an extensive system of fractures 

and faults. 

rig (rVg) v.  tr. rigged, rig·ging, rigs. 1. To provide with a harness or equip-

ment; fit out.  2. Nautical. a. To equip (a ship) with sails, shrouds, and yards.  

b. To fit (sails or shrouds, for example) to masts and yards.   3. Informal. To 

dress, clothe, or adorn:  They rigged out their daughter in her best dress.  4. To 

make or construct in haste or in a makeshift manner:  rig up a tent for the night.  

5. To manipulate dishonestly for personal gain:  rig a prizefight; rig stock prices.   
—  n.  1. Nautical. The arrangement of masts, spars, and sails on a sailing vessel.  

2. Special equipment or gear used for a particular purpose.  See Synonyms at 

equipment.  3. a. A truck or tractor.  b. A tractor-trailer.  c. A vehicle with one 

or more horses harnessed to it.   4. The special apparatus used for drilling oil 

wells.  5. Western U.S. See saddle (n., sense 1a).  6. Informal. A costume or an 

outfit:  wore an outlandish rig to the office.  7. Fishing tackle.  [Middle English 

riggen, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Norwegian rigga, to bind.]

Ri·ga (rKùgN)  The capital and largest city of Latvia, in the central part on the 

Gulf of Riga, an inlet of the Baltic Sea bordering on Latvia and Estonia. 

Founded as a trading post on a site originally inhabited by Baltic tribes, the city 

became a member of the Hanseatic League in 1282 and later passed to Poland 

(1581), Sweden (1621), and Russia (1710). Population, 883,000. 

rig·a·doon (rVgÙN-dunù) n.  1. A lively jumping quickstep for one couple.  

2. Music for this dance, usually in rapid duple meter.  [French rigaudon, possibly 

from the name Rigaud.]

rig·a·ma·role (rVgùN-mN-rolÙ) n.  Variant of rigmarole. 
rig·a·to·ni (rVgÙN-toùnK) n.  Large, ribbed macaroni, slightly curved and cut into 

short lengths.  [Italian, from rigato, past participle of rigare, to draw a line, from 

riga, line, of Germanic origin.]

Ri·gel (rXùjNl) n.  A bright double star in the constellation Orion.  [Arabic rijl, 

foot.]

rig·ger (rVgùNr) n.  1. One that rigs:  oil and gas riggers.  2. Nautical. A ship with a 

specific kind of rigging. 



rig·ging (rVgùVng) n.  1. Nautical. The system of ropes, chains, and tackle used to 

support and control the masts, sails, and yards of a sailing vessel.  2. The support-

ing material for construction work. 

Riggs’ disease (rVgz dV-zKzù) n.  Inflammation of the tissues surrounding and 

supporting the teeth.  [After John Mankey Riggs (1810-1885), American dentist.]

right (rXt) adj.  right·er, right·est. Abbr. r., R., rt. 1. Conforming with or con-

formable to justice, law, or morality:  do the right thing and confess.  2. In accor-

dance with fact, reason, or truth; correct:  the right answer.  3. Fitting, proper, or 

appropriate:  It is not right to leave the party without saying goodbye.  4. Most 

favorable, desirable, or convenient:  the right time to act.  5. In or into a satisfac-

tory state or condition:  put things right.  6. In good mental or physical health or 

order.  7. Intended to be worn or positioned facing outward or toward an 

observer:  the right side of the dress; made sure that the right side of the fabric was 

visible.  8. a. Of, belonging to, located on, or being the side of the body to the 

south when the subject is facing east.  b. Of, relating to, directed toward, or 

located on the right side.  c. Located on the right side of a person facing down-

stream:  the right bank of a river.   9.  Often Right. Of or belonging to the political 

or intellectual Right.  10. Mathematics. a. Formed by or in reference to a line or 

plane that is perpendicular to another line or plane.  b. Having the axis perpen-

dicular to the base:  right cone.   11. Straight; uncurved; direct:  a right line.  

12. Archaic. Not spurious; genuine.   —  n.  1. That which is just, morally good, 

legal, proper, or fitting.  2. a. The direction or position on the right side.  b. The 

right side.  c. The right hand.  d. A turn in the direction of the right hand or side.   

3.  Often Right. a. The people and groups who advocate the adoption of conser-

vative or reactionary measures, especially in government and politics.  Also called 

right wing b. The opinion of those advocating such measures.   4. Sports. A blow 

delivered by a boxer’s right hand.  5. Baseball. Right field.  6. Something that is 

due to a person or governmental body by law, tradition, or nature: “Certain rights 

can never be granted to the government, but must be kept in the hands of the people” 

(Eleanor Roosevelt).  7. A just or legal claim or title.  8. a. A stockholder’s privi-

lege of buying additional stock in a corporation at a special price, usually at par or 

at a price below the current market value.  b. The negotiable certificate on which 

this privilege is indicated.  c.  Often rights. A privilege of subscribing for a par-

ticular stock or bond.    —  adv.  1. Toward or on the right.  2. In a straight line; 

directly:  went right to school.  3. In the proper or desired manner; well:  The jacket 

doesn’t fit right.  4. Exactly; just:  The accident happened right over there.  

5. Immediately:  called me right after dinner.  6. Completely; quite:  The icy wind 

blew right through me.  7. According to law, morality, or justice.  8. Accurately; 

correctly:  answered the question right.  9. Chiefly Southern U.S. Considerably; 

very:  They have a right nice place.  10. Used as an intensive:  kept right on going.  

11. Used in titles:  The Right Reverend Jane Smith.   —  v.  right·ed, right·ing, 



rights.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put in or restore to an upright or proper position:  They 

righted their boat.  2. To put in order or set right; correct:  measures designed to 

right generations of unfair labor practices.  3. To make reparation or amends for; 

redress:  right a wrong.   —  v.  intr. To regain an upright or proper position.   
—idioms. by rights. In a just or proper manner; justly.  in (one’s) own right. 
Through the force of one’s own skills or qualifications.  right and left. From all 

directions or on every side:  criticism coming right and left; questions raised from 

right and left.  to rights. In a satisfactory or orderly condition:  set the place to 

rights.  [Middle English, from Old English riht. See reg- in Appendix.] —right-
ùer n.  

SYNONYMS: right, privilege, prerogative, perquisite, birthright. These nouns ap-

ply to something, such as a power or possession, to which one has an established

claim. Right refers to a legally, morally, or traditionally just claim: “I’m a champion

for the Rights of Woman” (Maria Edgeworth). “An unconditional right to say what

one pleases about public affairs is what I consider to be the minimum guarantee of

the First Amendment” (Hugo L. Black). “Our children are not individuals whose

rights and tastes are casually respected from infancy, as they are in some primitive

societies” (Ruth Benedict). Privilege usually suggests a right not enjoyed by every-

one: “When the laws undertake to... grant... exclusive privileges, to make the rich

richer and the potent more powerful, the humble members of society... have a right

to complain of the injustice of their government” (Andrew Jackson). Prerogative de-

notes an exclusive right or privilege, as one based on custom, law, office, or rec-

ognition of precedence: It is my prerogative to change my mind. A perquisite is a

privilege or advantage accorded to one by virtue of one’s position or the needs of

one’s employment: “The wardrobe of her niece was the perquisite of her [maid]”

(Tobias Smollett). A birthright is a right to which one is entitled by birth: Many

view gainful employment as a birthright.

right angle (rXt 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle formed by the perpendicu-

lar intersection of two straight lines; an angle of 90˚. 

right-an·gled (rXtÙ4ngùgNld) adj.  Forming or containing one or more right 

angles:  a right-angled bend. 

right ascension (rXt N-sHnùshNn) n.  Abbr. R.A. Astronomy. The angular dis-

tance of a celestial body or point on the celestial sphere, measured eastward from 

the vernal equinox along the celestial equator to the hour circle of the body or 

point and expressed in degrees or hours. 

right away (rXt N-w7ù) adv.  Without delay; at once. 

Right Bank (rXt b4ngk)  A district of Paris on the northern, or right, bank of the 

Seine River. The Arc de Triomphe, the Elysée Palace, the Louvre, fashionable 



shopping boulevards, and the picturesque area of Montmarte are on the Right 

Bank. 

right brain (rXt br7n) n.  The cerebral hemisphere to the right of the corpus cal-

losum, controlling the left side of the body. 

right circular cone (rXt sûrùkyN-lNr kon) n.  Mathematics. The surface gener-

ated by a generator passing through a vertex that lies on the perpendicular axis of 

a circular directrix. 

right·eous (rXùchNs) adj.  1. Morally upright; without guilt or sin:  a righteous 

woman.  2. In accordance with virtue or morality:  a righteous judgment.  

3. Morally justifiable:  righteous anger.  See Synonyms at moral.   —  n.  Righ-

teous people considered as a group.  [Middle English ryghtuous, alteration of riht-

wise, from Old English rihtwXs : riht, right; see RIGHT + -wXse, -wise.] 
—rightùeous·ly adv.  —rightùeous·ness n. 

right face (rXt f7s) n.  A military command to turn 90 degrees to the right. 

right field (rXt fKld) n.  Abbr. RF Baseball. a. The third of the outfield that is to 

the right, looking from home plate.  b. The position played by the right fielder.  

right fielder (rXt fKlùdNr) n.  Abbr. RF Baseball. The player who defends right 

field. 

right·ful (rXtùfNl) adj.  1. Right or proper; just.  2. Having a just or proper claim:  

Return this dog to its rightful owner.  3. Held or owned by just or proper claim:  

This land is my rightful property.   —rightùful·ly adv.  —rightùful·ness n. 

right-hand (rXtùh4ndù) adj.  Abbr. r.h., RH 1. Of, relating to, or located on the 

right.  2. Relating to, designed for, or done with the right hand.  3. Most helpful 

or reliable:  my right-hand assistant. 

right-hand·ed (rXtùh4nùdVd) adj.  1. a. Using the right hand more skillfully or 

easily than the left.  b. Sports. Swinging from the right to the left:  a right-handed 

batter.   2. a. Done with the right hand.  b. Intended for wear on or use by the 

right hand:  a right-handed pair of scissors.   3. Turning or spiraling from left to 

right; clockwise.   —  adv.  1. With the right hand.  2. Sports. From left to right:  

swings right-handed.   —rightù-handùed·ly adv.  —rightù-handùed·ness n. 

right-hand·er (rXtùh4nùdNr) n.  One who is right-handed. 

right·ish (rXùtVsh) adj.  Tending toward the political right. 

right·ism also Right·ism (rXùtVzÙNm) n.  1. The ideology of the political right.  

2. Belief in or support of the tenets of the political right.   —rightùist n. 

right·ly (rXtùlK) adv.  1. In a correct manner; properly:  act rightly.  2. With hon-

esty; justly.  3. Informal. Really:  I don’t rightly know. 

right-mind·ed (rXtùmXnÙdVd) adj.  Having ideas and views based on what is 

right or intended to be right.   —rightù-mindùed·ness n. 

right·most (rXtùmostÙ) adj.  Farthest to the right:  in the rightmost lane of the 

highway. 

right·ness (rXtùnVs) n.  The state or quality of being right. 



right of asylum (rXt ƒv N-sXùlNm) n.  pl. rights of asylum. Law. The right of 

receiving protection within a foreign embassy or other place recognized by cus-

tom, law, or treaty. 

right off (rXt ôf) adv.  Right away; immediately. 

right of search (rXt ƒv sûrch) n.  pl. rights of search. Law. The right of a 

warring nation to stop a neutral vessel on the high seas and search it for contra-

band. 

right of way also right-of-way (rXtÙNv-w7ù) n.  pl. rights of way or right 
of ways also rights-of-way (rXtsù-)  or right-of-ways (-w7zù). 1. Law. 

a. The right to pass over property owned by another party.  b. The path or thor-

oughfare on which such passage is made.   2. The strip of land over which facili-

ties such as highways, railroads, or power lines are built.  3. The customary or 

legal right of a person, vessel, or vehicle to pass in front of another. 

right on (rXt mn) interj.  Slang. Used as an exclamation of encouragement, sup-

port, or enthusiastic agreement. 

right-on (rXtùmnù, -ônù) adj.  Slang. 1. Up-to-date and sophisticated.  

2. Absolutely right; perfectly true. 

right-out (rXtùoutù) adj.  Chiefly Southern U.S. Outright.  See Regional note at 

everwhere. 
right-side up (rXtÙsXdÙ ƒp) adv.  & adj.  1. a. With the top facing upward:  Keep 

this box right-side up.  b. In or into the correct orientation:  Turn the slides right-

side up in the projector.   2. In or into a condition of order:  Get this house right-

side up before any guests arrive. The President wants to put the economy right-side 

up. 

right stuff (rXt stƒf) n.  Informal. Essential or requisite qualities, such as self-

confidence, courage, stability, dependability, organizational skills, and technical 

knowledge, appropriate for application in a given field or situation: “Passengers as 

well as pilots need the right stuff” (Jonathan Dahl). “We have the right stuff—a lib-

eral arts, undergraduate, teaching-centered institution of higher education” (Robert 

A. Spivey). 

right-to-die (rXtùtN-dXù) adj.  Advocating or expressing, as in a living will, a per-

son’s right to refuse extraordinary life-sustaining measures intended to prolong 

life artificially when the person is deemed by his or her physicians to be termi-

nally or incurably ill. 

right-to-know (rXtùtN-noù) adj.  Of or relating to policies and laws that make 

some governmental records and other information available to a person who can 

demonstrate a right or need to know the contents. 

right-to-life (rXtùtN-lXfù) adj.  Pro-life. 

right-to-lif·er (rXtùtN-lXùfNr) n.  One whose beliefs or actions are informed by a 

pro-life philosophy. 



right-to-work law (rXtÙtN-wûrkù lô) n.  A state law that prohibits required 

union membership of workers. 

right triangle (rXt trXù4ngÙgNl) n.  Mathematics. A triangle containing an angle 

of 90˚. 

right·ward (rXtùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  To or on the right. 

right whale (rXt hw7l) n.  Any of several whales of the family Balaenidae, char-

acterized by a large head, whalebone plates in the mouth, and absence of a dorsal 

fin. 

right wing (rXt wVng) n.  1. The conservative or reactionary faction of a group.  

2.  See right (n., sense 3a).  —rightù-wingù (rXtùwVngù) adj.  —rightù-wingùer 
n. 

right·y (rXùtK) Informal. n.  pl. right·ies. 1. A right-handed person.  2. An advo-

cate or a member of the political right.   —  adv.  With the right hand or in a 

right-handed manner:  throws righty; eats righty. 

rig·id (rVjùVd) adj.  1. Not flexible or pliant; stiff.  2. Not moving; fixed.  

3. Marked by a lack of flexibility; rigorous and exacting: “We have watered down a 

rigid training... until we now have an educational diet in many of our public high 

schools that nourishes neither the classes nor the masses” (Agnes Meyer).  

4. Scrupulously maintained or performed:  rigid discipline.  See Synonyms at 

stiff.  [Middle English rigide, from Latin rigidus, from rigKre, to be stiff. See reig- 
in Appendix.] —rigùid·ly adv.  —rigùid·ness n. 

ri·gid·i·ty (rV-jVdùV-tK) n.  pl. ri·gid·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of being rigid.  

2. An instance of being rigid. 

rig·ma·role (rVgùmN-rolÙ) also rig·a·ma·role (-N-mN-rolÙ) n.  1. Confused, 

rambling, or incoherent discourse; nonsense.  2. A complicated, petty set of pro-

cedures.  [Alteration of obsolete ragman roll, catalog, from Middle English rag-

mane rolle, scroll used in Ragman, a game of chance, perhaps from  : Anglo-

Norman Ragemon le bon, Ragemon the Good, title of a set of verses about a char-

acter of this name + Middle English rolle, list (from Old French, from Latin rot-

ula, wheel); see ROLL.]

rig·or (rVgùNr) n.  1. Strictness or severity, as in temperament, action, or judg-

ment.  2. A harsh or trying circumstance; hardship.  See Synonyms at difficulty.  
3. A harsh or cruel act.  4. Medicine. Shivering or trembling, as caused by a chill.  

5. Physiology. A state of rigidity in living tissues or organs that prevents response 

to stimuli.  6. Obsolete. Stiffness or rigidity.  [Middle English rigour, from Old 

French, from Latin rigor, from rigKre, to be stiff. See reig- in Appendix.]

rig·or·ism (rVgùN-rVzÙNm) n.  Harshness or strictness in conduct, judgment, or 

practice.   —rigùor·ist n.  —rigÙor·isùtic adj. 

rigor mor·tis (rVgùNr môrùtVs) n.  Muscular stiffening following death.  [Latin  : 

rigor, stiffness + mortis, genitive of mors, death.]



rig·or·ous (rVgùNr-Ns) adj.  1. Characterized by or acting with rigor:  a rigorous 

program to restore physical fitness.  2. Full of rigors; harsh:  a rigorous climate.  

3. Rigidly accurate; precise.  See Synonyms at burdensome.  —rigùor·ous·ly 
adv.  —rigùor·ous·ness n. 

rig·our (rVgùNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of rigor. 
Rig-Ve·da (rVg-v7ùdN, -vKùdN) n.  The most ancient collection of Hindu sacred 

verses.  [Sanskrit ygvedaU : yk, verse, sacred text + vedaU, knowledge, veda; see 

weid- in Appendix.]

Riis (rKs), Jacob August. 1849-1914.  Danish-born American journalist and 

reformer whose reports on living conditions in city slums led to improvements in 

housing and education. 

Ri·je·ka (rK-yHkùN) Formerly Fi·u·me (fyuùm7, -mH).  A city on the Adriatic Sea 

west-southwest of Zagreb. Held at various times by Austria, Croatia, France, and 

Hungary, it was seized by Italian irregulars in 1919. The Treaty of Rapallo between 

Italy and Yugoslavia (1920) guaranteed its status as an independent city, although 

it was formally annexed by Italy four years later. In 1947 the city was officially 

transferred to Yugoslavia. Population, 160,300. 

rijst·taf·fel also rijs·ta·fel  or rijs·taf·fel (rXsùtäÙfNl) n.  A dish originating in 

Indonesia in which a wide variety of foods and sauces are served with rice.  

[Dutch  : Middle Dutch rijs (from Old French ris); see RICE + Dutch tafel, table 

(from Middle Dutch tafele, from Vulgar Latin *tavola, from Latin tabula, tablet, 

board).]

Rijs·wijk (rXsùvXk) also Rys·wick (rVzùwVk)  A city of western Netherlands, a sub-

urb of The Hague. The Treaty of Ryswick (1697) ended the War of the Grand 

Alliance between England and France and acknowledged William of Orange as 

William III of England. Population, 49,790. 

Riks·mål (rVksùmôlÙ, rKksù-) n.  See Dano-Norwegian.  [Norwegian  : riks, 

genitive of rik, realm (from Old Norse rXki); see reg- in Appendix + mål, speech 

(from Old Norse m7l).]

rile (rXl) v.  tr. riled, ril·ing, riles. 1. To stir to anger.  See Synonyms at annoy.  
2. To stir up (liquid); roil.  [Variant of ROIL.]

rile·y (rXùlK) adj.  1. Stirred up emotionally; upset.  2. Roiled; turbid. 

Ri·ley (rXùlK), James Whitcomb. 1849-1916.  American poet whose most 

famous works, “Little Orphant Annie” (1885) and “The Raggedy Man” (1890), 

were written in an Indiana dialect. 

Ril·ke (rVlùkN), Rainer Maria. 1875-1926.  German poet whose verse, often 

marked by a mystic lyricism and precise imagery, profoundly influenced 20th-

century German literature. His collections include The Book of Hours (1905) and 

The Duino Elegies (1923). 



rill also rille (rVl) n.  1. A small brook; a rivulet.  2. A long, narrow, straight valley 

on the moon’s surface.  [Low German rille, or Dutch ril, running stream; see rei- 
in Appendix.]

rill·et (rVlùVt) n.  A small rill. 

rim (rVm) n.  1. The border, edge, or margin of an object.  See Synonyms at bor-
der.  2. The circular outer part of a wheel, furthest from the axle.  3. A circular 

metal structure around which a wheel tire is fitted.   —  v.  tr. rimmed, 
rim·ming, rims. 1. To furnish with a rim.  2. Sports. To roll around the rim of (a 

basket or golf cup, for example) without falling in.  [Middle English, from Old 

English rima.]

Rim·baud (r4m-boù, r4N-), Jean Nicholas Arthur. 1854-1891.  French poet 

whose hallucinatory work had a strong influence on the surrealists. 

rime1 (rXm) n.  1. A coating of ice, as on grass and trees, formed when extremely 

cold water droplets freeze almost instantly on a cold surface.  2. A coating, as of 

mud or slime, likened to a frosty film: “A meal couldn’t leave us feeling really full 

unless it laid down a rime of fat globules in our mouths and stomachs” (James Fal-

lows).   —  v.  tr. rimed, rim·ing, rimes. To cover with or as if with frost or ice: 

“had identical shoes, heavy and rimed with mud and cement, because they had come 

from the building site” (Seamus Deane).  [Middle English rim, from Old English 

hrXm.] —rimùy adj. 

rime2 (rXm) n.  & v.   Variant of rhyme. 
rim·er (rXùmNr) n.  Variant of rhymer. 
rime riche (rKm rKshù) n.  pl. rimes riches (rKm rKshù). Rhyme using words or 

parts of words that are pronounced identically but have different meanings, for 

example, write-right or port-deport.  Also called identical rhyme [French  : rime, 

rhyme + riche, rich.]

rime·ster (rXmùstNr) n.  Variant of rhymester. 
Ri·mi·ni (rVmùN-nK)  A city of northern Italy on the Adriatic Sea south-southeast 

of Ravenna. Founded by Umbrians, it became a strategic Roman military base 

after the third century B.C. Rimini was ruled as part of the Papal States from 1509 

to 1860. Population, 126,949. 

Rim·i·ni (rVmùV-nK, rKùmK-), Francesca da.  See Francesca da Rimini. 
ri·mose (rXùmosÙ, rX-mosù) adj.  Full of chinks, cracks, or crevices.  [Latin rXmo-

sus, from rXma, fissure.] —riùmose·ly adv.  —ri·mosùi·ty (-mmsùV-tK) n. 

Ri·mous·ki (rV-muùskK)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. 

Lawrence River northeast of Quebec. It is a port and processing center. Popula-

tion, 29,120. 

rim·ple (rVmùpNl) n.  A fold; a wrinkle.   —  v.  tr. intr. rim·pled, rim·pling, 
rim·ples. To wrinkle or form wrinkles.  [Middle English rimpil, from Old 

English hrympel.]



Rim·ski-Kor·sa·kov  or Rim·sky-Kor·sa·kov (rVmùskK-kôrùsN-kôfÙ), 

Nikolai Andreyevich. 1844-1908.  Russian composer whose operas and 

orchestral works were heavily influenced by traditional folk music. 

rind (rXnd) n.  A tough outer covering such as bark, the skin of some fruits, or the 

coating on cheese or bacon.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

rin·der·pest (rVnùdNr-pHstÙ) n.  An acute, often fatal, contagious viral disease, 

chiefly of cattle, characterized by ulceration of the alimentary tract and resulting 

in diarrhea.  [German  : Rinder, genitive pl. of Rind, head of cattle, ox (from Mid-

dle High German rint, from Old High German hrind); see ker-1 in Appendix + 

Pest, plague (from Latin pestis).]

Rine·hart (rXnùhärtÙ), Mary Roberts. 1876-1958.  American writer known for 

her mysteries, including The Circular Staircase (1908) and The Door (1930). 

rin·for·zan·do (rKnÙfôr-tsänùdo) adj.  Music. With a sudden increase of 

emphasis. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, present participle of rinforzare, to 

reinforce, strengthen  : ri-, again (from Latin re-); see RE- + inforzare, to enforce, 

make strong (from Old French enforcier); see ENFORCE.]

ring1 (rVng) n.  1. A circular object, form, or arrangement with a vacant circular 

center.  2. A small circular band, generally made of precious metal and often set 

with jewels, worn on the finger.  3. A circular band used for carrying, holding, or 

containing something:  a napkin ring.  4. A circular movement or course, as in 

dancing.  5. An enclosed, usually circular area in which exhibitions, sports, or 

contests take place:  a circus ring.  6. Sports. a. A rectangular arena set off by 

stakes and ropes in which boxing or wrestling events are held.  b. The sport of 

boxing.   7. Games. a. An enclosed area in which bets are placed at a racetrack.  

b. Bookmakers considered as a group.   8. An exclusive group of people acting 

privately or illegally to advance their own interests:  a drug ring.  9. A political 

contest; a race.  10. Botany. An annual ring.  11. Mathematics. The area between 

two concentric circles; annulus.  12. Mathematics. A set of elements subject to the 

operations of addition and multiplication, in which the set is commutative under 

addition and associative under multiplication and in which the two operations 

are related by distributive laws.  13. Any of the turns constituting a spiral or helix.  

14. Chemistry. A group of atoms linked by bonds that may be represented graph-

ically in circular or triangular form. In this sense, also calledclosed chain  —  v.  

ringed, ring·ing, rings.  —  v.  tr. 1. To surround with or as if with a ring; 

encircle.  See Synonyms at surround.  2. To form into a ring or rings.  3. To 

ornament or supply with a ring or rings:  ringed the door knocker with a wreath of 

holly.  4. To remove a circular strip of bark around the circumference of (a tree 

trunk or branch); girdle.  5. To put a ring in the nose of (an animal).  6. To hem 

in (animals) by riding in a circle around them.  7. Games. To toss a ring over (a 

peg), as in horseshoes.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form a ring or rings:  Spectators ringed 



the intersection.  2. To move, run, or fly in a spiral or circular course.  [Middle 

English, from Old English hring. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

ring2 (rVng) v.  rang (r4ng), rung (rƒng), ring·ing, rings.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

give forth a clear, resonant sound.  2. To cause something to ring.  3. To sound a 

bell in order to summon someone:  I’ll ring for the maid.  4. To have a sound or 

character suggestive of a particular quality:  a story that rings true.  5. To be filled 

with sound; resound:  The room rang with the laughter of happy children.  6. To 

hear a persistent humming or buzzing:  My ears were ringing from the sound of the 

blast.  7. To be filled with talk or rumor:  The whole town rang with the bad news.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause (a bell, for example) to ring.  2. To produce (a sound) by or 

as if by ringing.  3. To announce, proclaim, or signal by or as if by ringing:  a clock 

that rings the hour.  4. To call (someone) on the telephone:  She rang me at noon.  

5. To test (a coin, for example) for quality by the sound it produces when struck 

against something.   —  n.  1. The sound created by a bell or another sonorous, 

vibrating object.  2. A loud sound, especially one that is repeated or continued.  

3. A telephone call:  Give me a ring when you have time.  4. A suggestion of a par-

ticular quality:  His offer has a suspicious ring.  5. A set of bells.  6. The act or an 

instance of sounding a bell.   —phrasal verb. ring up. 1. To record, especially 

by means of a cash register:  ring up a sale.  2. To accomplish or achieve; win:  rang 

up several consecutive victories.   —idioms. ring a bell. Informal. To arouse an 

often indistinct memory.  ring down the curtain. To end a performance, an 

event, or an action.  ring (someone’s) chimes (or ring (someone’s) bells). 

Slang. To knock (an opponent) out by physical or other force.  ring up the cur-
tain. To begin a performance, an event, or an action.  [Middle English ringen, 

from Old English hringan.]

ring-bill (rVngùbVlÙ) n.  See ring-necked duck. 
ring-billed gull (rVngùbVldÙ gƒl) n.  A North American gull (Larus delawaren-

sis) having a black ring around its bill. 

ring·bolt (rVngùboltÙ) n.  A bolt having a ring fitted through its eye. 

ring·bone (rVngùbonÙ) n.  A bony growth on the fetlock, pastern, or coffin bone 

of a horse’s foot, usually causing lameness. 

ring buoy (rVng buùK) n.  Nautical. A life preserver in the shape of a ring. 

ring·dove (rVngùdƒvÙ) n.  1. An Old World pigeon (Streptopelia risoria) having 

black markings forming a half circle on the neck.  2.  See wood pigeon. 
ringed (rVngd) adj.  1. Wearing or marked with a ring or rings.  2. Encircled or 

surrounded by bands or rings.  3. Zoology. Formed from segmented rings; annu-

late. 

ringed plover (rVngd plƒvùNr) n.  A plump species of plover (Charadrius hiat-

icula) that breeds in northern regions of the world. 

ringed seal (rVngd sKl) n.  An Arctic seal (Phoca hispida) having white, ring-

shaped markings on the sides of the body. 



rin·gent (rVnùjNnt) adj.  Biology. Having gaping liplike parts, as the corolla of 

some flowers or the shells of certain bivalves.  [Latin ringKns, ringent- present par-

ticiple of ringX, to open the mouth wide.]

ring·er1 (rVngùNr) n.  Games. A horseshoe or quoit thrown so that it encircles the 

peg. 

ring·er2 (rVngùNr) n.  1. One that rings, especially one that sounds a bell or 

chime.  2. Slang. A contestant entered dishonestly into a competition.  3. Slang. 

One who bears a striking resemblance to another:  a ringer for his father. 

Ring·er’s solution (rVngùNrz sN-luùshNn) also Ring·er solution (-Nr) n.  An 

aqueous solution of the chlorides of sodium, potassium, and calcium that is iso-

tonic to animal tissue and is used topically as a physiological saline and, in exper-

iments, to bathe animal tissues.  [After Sydney Ringer (1835-1910), British 

physician.]

ring finger (rVng fVngùgNr) n.  The third finger of the left hand. 

ring·git (rVngùgVt) n.  A basic unit of currency in Malaysia.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Malay.]

ring·hals (rVngùh4lsÙ) n.  pl. ring·hals·es. An African snake (Hemachatus 

haemachatus) that spits venom at the eyes of an attacker, sometimes causing 

blindness.  Also called spitting cobra [Obsolete Afrikaans  : ring, ring (from Mid-

dle Dutch rinc); see sker-2 in Appendix + hals, neck (from Middle Dutch); see 

kwel-1 in Appendix.]

ring knocker (rVng nmkùNr) n.  Slang. A commissioned, nonreservist officer, 

especially in the U.S. Army, who is a graduate of the United States Military Acad-

emy at West Point. 

ring·lead·er (rVngùlKÙdNr) n.  A person who leads others, especially in illicit or 

informal activities. 

ring·let (rVngùlVt) n.  1. A long, spirally curled lock of hair.  2. A small circle or 

ring.   —ringùlet·ed adj. 

Ring·ling (rVngùlVng), Charles. 1863-1926.  American circus owner. With his 

brothers he formed (1882) a song-and-dance troop that evolved into the Ringling 

Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus (1907). 

ring·mas·ter (rVngùm4sÙtNr) n.  A person, especially a man, in charge of the 

performances in a circus ring. 

Ring Nebula (rVng nHbùyN-lN) n.  A planetary nebula in the constellation Lyra. 

ring-necked duck (rVngùnHktÙ dƒk) n.  A North American duck (Aythya col-

laris) having a distinctive light ring behind the tip of the bill and, in the male, a 

light chestnut ring around the neck.  Also called ring-bill 

ring-necked pheasant (rVngùnHktÙ fHzùNnt) n.  A widely distributed bird 

(Phasianus colchicus) native to the Old World, the male of which has a long 

pointed tail, brightly colored plumage, and a white ring around the neck. 



ring·neck snake (rVngùnHkÙ sn7k) also ring-necked snake (-nHktÙ) n.  Any 

of several small nonvenomous snakes of the genus Diadophis, having a bright red-

dish or yellowish underside and a yellow or orange ring around the neck, wide-

spread in the Unites States and Central America. 

Ring of Fire (rVng ƒv fXr) n.  An extensive zone of volcanic and seismic activity 

that coincides roughly with the borders of the Pacific Ocean. 

ring·side (rVngùsXdÙ) n.  1. Sports. The area or seats immediately outside an 

arena or a ring, as at a prizefight.  2. A place providing a close view of a spectacle.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used as an attributive:  ringside tickets; a ringside seat. 

ring·tail (rVngùt7lÙ) n.  A ring-tailed animal, such as the cacomistle and the rac-

coon. 

ring-tailed (rVngùt7ldÙ) adj.  1. Having a tail with ringlike markings.  2. Having 

a tail that curls to form a ring. 

ring·worm (rVngùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of a number of contagious skin diseases 

caused by several related fungi, characterized by ring-shaped, scaly, itching 

patches on the skin. 

rink (rVngk) n.  Sports. 1. An area surfaced with smooth ice for skating, hockey, or 

curling.  2. A smooth floor suited for roller-skating.  3. A building that houses a 

surface prepared for skating.  4. A section of a bowling green large enough for 

holding a match.  5. A team of players in quoits, bowling, or curling.  [Middle 

English renk, racecourse, from Old French renc, line, of Germanic origin. See 

sker-2 in Appendix.]

rin·ky-dink (rVngùkK-dVngkÙ) Slang. adj.  1. Old-fashioned; worn-out.  

2. Insignificant; unimportant.  3. Of cheap or poor quality; makeshift.   —  n.  

One that is regarded as old-fashioned, worn-out, insignificant, or cheap in qual-

ity.  [Origin unknown.]

rinse (rVns) v.  tr. rinsed, rins·ing, rins·es. 1. To wash lightly with water.  2. To 

remove (soap, for example) by washing lightly in water.   —  n.  1. The act of 

washing lightly.  2. A solution, such as water, used in rinsing.  3. A solution used 

in coloring or conditioning the hair.  [Middle English rincen, from Old French 

rincier, from Vulgar Latin *recenti7re, from Latin recKns, recent-, fresh. See 

RECENT.] —rinsùa·ble, rinsùi·ble adj.  —rinsùer n. 

Rí·o  or Ri·o (rKùo)  For names of South American rivers, see the specific element; 

for example, Plata, Río de la, or Roosevelt, Rio. 
Ri·o·bam·ba (rKÙo-bämùbN, -vämùbä)  A city of central Ecuador in the Andes 

south of Quito. Ecuador’s independence was proclaimed here in 1830. Popula-

tion, 75,455. 

Rí·o Bra·vo (rKùo bräùvo)  See Rio Grande1. 
Ri·o Cla·ro (rKùo klärùo, rKùt)  A city of southeast Brazil northwest of São 

Paulo. It is a trade and industrial center. Population, 103,119. 



Rí·o Cuar·to (rKùo kwärùto, rKùô)  A city of north-central Argentina south of 

Córdoba. It is a trade, processing, and industrial center. Population, 110,254. 

Ri·o de Ja·nei·ro (rKùo d7 zhN-nârùo, dK-, rKùt dV zhV-n7ùrt) Familiarly 

known as “Rio.”.  A city of southeast Brazil on Guanabara Bay, an arm of the 

Atlantic Ocean. According to tradition, it was first visited in January 1502 by Por-

tuguese explorers who believed Guanabara Bay to be the mouth of a river and 

therefore named the city Rio de Janeiro (“River of January”). It became capital of 

the colony of Brazil in 1763, of the Brazilian empire in 1822, and of the indepen-

dent country in 1889. In 1960 the capital was transferred to Brasília. Population, 

5,090,700. 

Rí·o de O·ro (rKùo dK ôrùo, thH)  The southern part of Western Sahara in north-

west Africa. 

Ri·o Grande1 (rKùo gr4ndù, gr4nùdK) Or in Mexico Rí·o Bra·vo (rKùo bräùvo).  

A river, about 3,033 km (1,885 mi) long, rising in southwest Colorado and flow-

ing generally south through central New Mexico to southwest Texas, where it 

turns southeast and forms the U.S.-Mexican border for the rest of its course. It 

empties into the Gulf of Mexico near Brownsville, Texas, and Matamoros, Mex-

ico. 

Ri·o Gran·de2 (rKùo gr4nùdN, rKùt gräNùdV)  A city of extreme southeast Brazil 

at the southern entrance of the Lagoa dos Patos. Founded in 1737, it is a major 

processing and shipping center. Population, 130,149. 

Rí·o Mu·ni (rKùo muùnK)  The mainland part of Equatorial Guinea, on the 

Bight of Biafra in western Africa. 

ri·ot (rXùNt) n.  1. A wild or turbulent disturbance created by a large number of 

people.  2. Law. A violent disturbance of the public peace by three or more per-

sons assembled for a common purpose.  3. An unrestrained outbreak, as of 

laughter or passions.  4. A profusion:  The garden was a riot of colors in August.  

5. a. Unrestrained merrymaking; revelry.  b. Debauchery.   6. Slang. An irresist-

ibly funny person or thing:  Isn’t she a riot?   —  v.  ri·ot·ed, ri·ot·ing, ri·ots.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To take part in a riot.  2. To live wildly or engage in uncontrolled rev-

elry.  3. To exhibit profusion:  a huge garden in which different flowers rioted dur-

ing spring and summer.   —  v.  tr. To waste (money or time) in wild or wanton 

living: “rioted his life out, and made an end” (Tennyson).  [Middle English, from 

Old French, dispute, from rioter, to quarrel, perhaps from ruire, to roar, from 

Latin r7gXre.] —riùot·er n. 

Ri·ot Act (rXùNt 4kt) n.  An English law, enacted in 1715, providing that if 12 or 

more people unlawfully assemble and disturb the public peace, they must dis-

perse upon proclamation or be considered guilty of felony.   —idiom. read the 
riot act. To warn or reprimand energetically or forcefully:  The teacher read the 

riot act to the rowdy class.  



WORD HISTORY: The riot act has been read to far more people than it once

covered, thanks to a figurative development in meaning of the original sense of

the term. The official Riot Act was enacted by Parliament in 1715 to discourage

unlawful assembly and disturbances of the peace. The act provided that if 12 or

more people gathered unlawfully or for purposes of disturbing the peace, a por-

tion of the Riot Act would be read to them, and if the assembled did not disperse

by one hour after this reading, they would then be guilty of felony. The Riot Act,

which was not repealed until 1973, became a part of the public consciousness lit-

erally (the term is first recorded in 1731) and then figuratively in the phrase to

read the riot act, meaning “to warn forcefully.” The first use of riot act in this way

is found in a work published in 1819: “She has just run out to read the riot act in

the Nursery.”

ri·ot·ous (rXùNt-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a riot.  2. Participating 

in or inciting to riot or uproar.  3. Uproarious; boisterous:  a riotous party.  

4. Dissolute; wanton:  riotous living.  5. Abundant or luxuriant:  a riotous growth.  

See Synonyms at profuse.  —riùot·ous·ly adv.  —riùot·ous·ness n. 

rip1 (rVp) v.  ripped, rip·ping, rips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut, tear apart, or tear away 

roughly or energetically.  See Synonyms at tear1.  2. To split or saw (wood) along 

the grain.  3. Informal. To produce, display, or utter suddenly:  ripped out a vicious 

oath.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become torn or split apart.  2. Informal. To move quickly 

or violently.   —  n.  1. The act of ripping.  2. A torn or split place, especially 

along a seam.  3. A ripsaw.   —phrasal verbs. rip into. To attack or criticize 

vehemently:  ripped into her opponent’s political record.  rip off. Slang. 2. To steal 

from: “I’ve ripped him off as much as I could possibly rip him off” (Gary Fisketjon).  

3. To steal:  She ripped off a leather jacket while ostensibly trying on clothes.  4. To 

exploit, swindle, cheat, or defraud:  a false advertising campaign that ripped off a 

great many consumers.  [Middle English rippen, from Flemish rippen. See reup- 
in Appendix.] —ripùper n. 

rip2 (rVp) n.  1. A stretch of water in a river, an estuary, or a tidal channel made 

rough by waves meeting an opposing current.  2. A rip current.  [Probably from 

RIP
1.]

rip3 (rVp) n.  1. A dissolute person.  2. An old or worthless horse.  [Possibly short-

ening and alteration of REPROBATE.]

R.I.P. abbr.  Latin. Requiescat in pace (may he, or she, rest in peace). 

ri·par·i·an (rV-pârùK-Nn) adj.  Of, on, or relating to the banks of a natural course 

of water.  [From Latin rXp7rius, from rXpa, bank.]

riparian right (rV-pârùK-Nn rXt) n.  Law. The right, as to fishing or to the use of 

a riverbed, of one who owns riparian land. 



rip·cord (rVpùkôrdÙ) n.  1. A cord pulled to release the pack of a parachute.  2. A 

cord pulled to release gas from a balloon. 

rip current (rVp kûrùNnt) n.  A strong, narrow surface current that flows rapidly 

away from the shore, returning the water carried landward by waves.  Also called 

rip tide, tiderip. 

ripe (rXp) adj.  rip·er, rip·est. 1. Fully developed; mature:  ripe peaches.  

2. Resembling matured fruit, as in fullness.  3. Sufficiently advanced in prepara-

tion or aging to be used or eaten:  ripe cheese.  4. Thoroughly matured, as by study 

or experience; seasoned:  ripe judgment.  5. Advanced in years:  the ripe age of 90.  

6. Fully prepared to do or undergo something; ready: “By 1965 the republic was 

ripe for a coup” (Alex Shoumatoff).  7. Sufficiently advanced; opportune:  The 

time is ripe for great societal changes.  8. Exhibiting overtones of or references to 

sex; scatological: “The language on the stage was riper than anything I have heard in 

a lifetime of newspaper work” (John Hughes).  9. Emitting a foul odor, especially 

body odor.  [Middle English, from Old English rXpe.] —ripeùly adv.  —ripeù-
ness n. 

rip·en (rXùpNn) v.  tr. intr. rip·ened, rip·en·ing, rip·ens. To make or become 

ripe or riper; mature.  See Synonyms at mature.  —ripùen·er n. 

Rip·ley (rVpùlK), George. 1802-1880.  American minister, scholar, and literary 

critic. An important figure in the New England Transcendentalist movement, he 

directed the utopian community at Brook Farm, near Boston (1841-1847), and 

was the literary critic of the New York Tribune (1849-1880). 

rip-off (rVpùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A theft.  2. A thief.  3. An act of exploitation.  

4. Something, such as a film or story, that is clearly imitative of or based on 

something else. 

ri·poste (rV-postù) n.  1. Sports. A quick thrust given after parrying an oppo-

nent’s lunge in fencing.  2. A retaliatory action, maneuver, or retort.   —  v.  intr. 

ri·post·ed, ri·post·ing, ri·postes. 1. To make a return thrust.  2. To retort 

quickly.  [French, alteration of obsolete risposte, from Italian risposta, answer, 

from feminine past participle of rispondere, to answer, from Latin respondKre. See 

RESPOND.]

rip·ping (rVpùVng) adj.  Informal. Excellent; marvelous:  had a ripping time at the 

party.  [Probably from RIP
1.]

rip·ple1 (rVpùNl) v.  rip·pled, rip·pling, rip·ples.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To form or 

display little undulations or waves on the surface, as disturbed water does.  b. To 

flow with such undulations or waves on the surface.   2. To rise and fall gently in 

tone or volume.   —  v.  tr. To cause to form small waves or undulations.   —  n.  

1. A small wave.  2. A wavelike motion; an undulation:  the ripple of a flag.  3. A 

sound like that made by rippling water:  a ripple of laughter.  [Middle English rip-

plen, to wrinkle, crease, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —ripùpler n.  —ripù-
pling·ly adv. 



rip·ple2 (rVpùNl) n.  A comblike, toothed instrument for removing seeds from 

flax and other fibers.   —  v.  tr. rip·pled, rip·pling, rip·ples. To remove seeds 

from with a comblike, toothed instrument.  [Middle English, from *ripelen, to 

remove seeds; akin to Middle Low German repelen.]

ripple effect (rVpùNl V-fHktù) n.  A gradually spreading effect or influence: 

“Those deviations tend to have a ripple effect throughout the economy as a whole” 

(Tom Clancy). 

rip·ple·grass (rVpùNl-gr4sÙ) n.  See ribgrass. 
rip·plet (rVpùlVt) n.  A little wave or ripple. 

rip·ply (rVpùlK) adj.  rip·pli·er, rip·pli·est. Characterized by or sounding in rip-

ples. 

rip·rap (rVpùr4pÙ) n.  1. A loose assemblage of broken stones erected in water or 

on soft ground as a foundation.  2. The broken stones used for such a founda-

tion.   —  v.  tr. rip·rapped, rip·rap·ping, rip·raps. 1. To construct a riprap in 

or on.  2. To strengthen with a riprap.  [Reduplication of RAP
1.]

rip-roar·ing (rVpùrôrÙVng, -rorÙ-) also rip-roar·i·ous (rVpÙrôrùrK-Ns, -rorù-) adj.  

Informal. Noisy, lively, and exciting.  [From RIP
1 + (UP)ROAR(IOUS).] —ripù-

roarÙ·ing·ly adv. 

rip·saw (rVpùsôÙ) n.  A coarse-toothed saw used for cutting wood along the 

grain. 

rip·snort·er (rVpùsnôrùtNr) n.  Slang. One that is remarkable for strength, inten-

sity, or excellence.   —ripùsnortùing adj. 

rip tide (rVp tXd) n.  See rip current. 
Rip·u·ar·i·an (rVpÙyu-ârùK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a group of Franks 

who settled along the Rhine, near Cologne, in the fourth century A.D.   —  n.  A 

Ripuarian Frank.  [From Medieval Latin Ripu7rius.]

rise (rXz) v.  rose (roz), ris·en (rVzùNn), ris·ing, ris·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To assume 

a standing position after lying, sitting, or kneeling.  2. To get out of bed:  rose at 

dawn.  3. To move from a lower to a higher position; ascend:  Hot air rises.  4. To 

increase in size, volume, or level:  The river rises every spring.  5. To increase in 

number, amount, or value:  Prices are rising.  6. To increase in intensity, force, or 

speed:  The wind has risen.  7. To increase in pitch or volume:  The sound of their 

voices rose and fell.  8. To appear above the horizon:  The sun rises later in the fall.  

9. To extend upward; be prominent:  The tower rose above the hill.  10. To slant or 

slope upward:  Mount McKinley rises to 6,197.6 meters (20,320 feet).  11. To come 

into existence; originate.  12. To be erected:  New buildings are rising in the city.  

13. To appear at the surface of the water or the earth; emerge.  14. To puff up or 

become larger; swell up:  The bread dough should rise to double its original size.  

15. To become stiff and erect.  16. To attain a higher status:  an officer who rose 

through the ranks.  17. To become apparent to the mind or senses:  Old fears rose 

to haunt me.  18. To uplift oneself to meet a demand or challenge:  She rose to the 



occasion and won the election.  19. To return to life.  20. To rebel: “the right to rise 

up, and shake off the existing government” (Abraham Lincoln).  21. To close a ses-

sion of an official assembly; adjourn.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to rise.  2. To cause (a 

distant object at sea) to become visible above the horizon by advancing closer.   
—  n.  1. The act of rising; ascent.  2. The degree of elevation or ascent.  3. The 

appearance of the sun or other celestial body above the horizon.  4. An increase in 

height, as of the level of water.  5. A gently sloped hill.  6. A long, broad elevation 

that slopes gently from the earth’s surface or the ocean floor.  7. An origin, a 

beginning, or a source:  the rise of a river.  8. Occasion or opportunity:  facts that 

give rise to doubts about her motives.  9. The emergence of a fish seeking food or 

bait at the water’s surface.  10. An increase in price, worth, quantity, or degree.  

11. An increase in intensity, volume, or pitch.  12. Elevation in status, prosperity, 

or importance:  the family’s rise in New York society.  13. The height of a flight of 

stairs or of a single riser.  14. Chiefly British. An increase in salary or wages; a 

raise.  15. Informal. An angry or irritated reaction:  finally got a rise out of her.  

[Middle English risen, from Old English rXsan.]

SYNONYMS: rise, ascend, climb, soar, tower, mount, surge. These verbs are com-

pared as they mean to move upward from a lower to a higher position. Rise has

the widest range of application: We rose at dawn. The sun rises early in the summer.

Fog was rising from the pond. Prices rise and fall. Ascend frequently suggests a grad-

ual step-by-step rise: The plane took off and ascended steadily until it was out of

sight. “Ascend above the restrictions and conventions of the world, but not so high as

to lose sight of them” (Richard Garnett). Climb connotes steady, often effortful

progress, as against gravity: “still climbing after knowledge infinite” (Christopher

Marlowe). “You climb up through the little grades and then get to the top” (John

Updike). Soar implies effortless ascent to a great height: A lone condor soared above

the Andean peaks. “Well is it known that ambition can creep as well as soar” (Ed-

mund Burke). To tower is to attain a height or prominence exceeding that of any-

thing in the surroundings: “the tall Lombardy poplar... towering high above all other

trees” (W.H. Hudson). Bach’s gifts towered over those of his contemporaries. Mount

in this comparison connotes progressive climb to a higher level: Water mounted

in the ship’s hold. The blood mounted to her cheeks. Our expenses mounted fearfully.

Surge implies a tumultuous swelling or heaving force like that of waves: The crowd

of pedestrians surged ahead when the light turned green. I could feel indignation

surging up in me. See also Synonyms at beginning stem1

ris·er (rXùzNr) n.  1. One who rises, especially from sleep:  She is a late riser.  

2. The vertical part of a stair step. 



ris·i·bil·i·ty (rVzÙN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. ris·i·bil·i·ties. 1. The ability or tendency to 

laugh.  2.  Often risibilities. A sense of the ludicrous or amusing.  3. Laughter; 

hilarity. 

ris·i·ble (rVzùN-bNl) adj.  1. Relating to laughter or used in eliciting laughter.  

2. Eliciting laughter; ludicrous.  3. Capable of laughing or inclined to laugh.  

[Late Latin rXsibilis, from Latin rXsus, past participle of rXdKre, to laugh.] 
—risùi·bly adv. 

ris·ing (rXùzVng) adj.  1. Ascending, sloping upward, or advancing:  a rising tide.  

2. Coming to maturity; emerging:  the rising generation.   —  n.  1. The action of 

one that rises.  2. An uprising; an insurrection.  3. A prominence or projection.  

4. The leaven or yeast used to make dough rise in baking. 

rising action (rXùzVng 4kùshNn) n.  The events of a dramatic or narrative plot 

preceding the climax. 

rising rhythm (rXùzVng rVthùNm) n.  A rhythmic pattern in which the stress falls 

on the last syllable of each foot, as in “They danced by the light of the moon” 

(Edward Lear).  Also called ascending rhythm 

risk (rVsk) n.  1. The possibility of suffering harm or loss; danger.  2. A factor, 

thing, element, or course involving uncertain danger; a hazard: “the usual risks of 

the desert: rattlesnakes, the heat, and lack of water” (Frank Clancy).  3. a. The dan-

ger or probability of loss to an insurer.  b. The amount that an insurance com-

pany stands to lose.   4. a. The variability of returns from an investment.  b. The 

chance of nonpayment of a debt.   5. One considered with respect to the possibil-

ity of loss:  a poor risk.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

risk factors; risk management.   —  v.  tr. risked, risk·ing, risks. 1. To expose to 

a chance of loss or damage; hazard.  2. To incur the risk of:  His action risked a 

sharp reprisal.  See Synonyms at endanger.  —idiom. at risk (or at-risk 
(4tùrVskù)). Being endangered, as from exposure to disease or from a lack of 

parental or familial guidance and proper health care:  at risk youth in the inner cit-

ies; at-risk groups of children not having received the vaccine.  [French risque, from 

Italian risco, rischio.] —riskùer n. 

risk arbitrage (rVsk ärùbV-träzhÙ) n.  The simultaneous purchase and sale of 

assets that are potentially but not necessarily equivalent.   —risk arbitrageur n. 

risk capital (rVsk k4pùV-tl) n.  See venture capital. 
risk factor (rVsk f4kùtNr) n.  A factor that increases one’s chances of contracting 

a particular disease: “The report emphasizes that interaction of many risk factors is 

responsible for coronary heart disease in an individual” (Science News). 

risk·y (rVsùkK) adj.  risk·i·er, risk·i·est. Accompanied by or involving risk or 

danger; hazardous: “Anything that promises to pay too much can’t help being risky” 

(Dorothy Canfield Fisher).   —riskùi·ness n. 

Ri·sor·gi·men·to (rV-sôrÙjN-mHnùto, rK-zôrùjK-) n.  The period of or the move-

ment for the liberation and political unification of Italy, beginning about 1750 



and lasting until 1870.  [Italian, from risorgere, to rise again, from Latin resurgere. 

See RESURGE.]

ri·sot·to (rV-sôùto, -smtùo, rK-zôtùtô) n.  pl. ri·sot·tos. A dish of rice cooked in 

broth, usually with saffron, and served with grated cheese.  [Italian, from riso, 

from Old Italian. See RICE.]

ris·qué (rVs-k7ù) adj.  Suggestive of or bordering on indelicacy or impropriety.  

[French, from past participle of risquer, to risk, from risque, risk. See RISK.]

ris·sole (rV-solù, rVsùol, rK-sôlù) n.  A small, pastry-enclosed croquette of a minced 

meat or fish, usually fried in deep fat.  [French, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *russeola, reddish paste, from Late Latin, feminine of russeolus, reddish, 

from Latin russus, red. See reudh- in Appendix.]

ris·so·lé (rK-sô-l7ù) adj.  Browned by frying.  [French, from past participle of ris-

soler, to brown, from rissole, rissole. See RISSOLE.]

rit. abbr.  Music. Ritardando. 

Rit·a·lin (rVtùl-Vn)  A trademark used for methylphenidate. 

ri·tar·dan·do (rKÙtär-dänùdo) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. rit. Music. Gradually slowing 

in tempo; retarding. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, present participle of 

ritardare, to slow down, from Latin retard7re. See RETARD.]

rite (rXt) n.  1. The prescribed or customary form for conducting a religious or 

other solemn ceremony:  the rite of baptism.  2. A ceremonial act or series of acts:  

fertility rites.  3. Rite. The liturgy or practice of a branch of the Christian church.  

[Middle English, from Latin rXtus. See ar- in Appendix.]

rite of passage (rXt ƒv p4sùVj) n.  pl. rites of passage. A ritual or ceremony 

signifying an event in a person’s life indicative of a transition from one stage to 

another, as from adolescence to adulthood. 

ri·tor·nel·lo (rKÙtôr-nHlùlo) n.  pl. ri·tor·nel·li (-lK)  or ri·tor·nel·los. Music. 

1. An instrumental interlude recurring after each stanza in a vocal work.  2. A 

passage for full orchestra in a baroque concerto grosso.  3. An instrumental inter-

lude in early 17th-century opera.  4. The refrain of a rondo.  [Italian, diminutive 

of ritorno, return, from ritornare, to return, from Vulgar Latin *retorn7re. See 

RETURN.]

Rit·ten·house (rVtùn-housÙ), David. 1732-1796.  American astronomer, math-

ematician, and public official who is reputed to have built the first American-

made telescope and was the first director of the U.S. Mint (1792-1795). 

rit·ter (rVtùNr) n.  pl. ritter. A knight.  [German, from Middle High German riter, 

from Middle Dutch ridder, from rXden, to ride. See reidh- in Appendix.]

Rit·ter (rVtùNr), Woodward Maurice. Known as “Tex.” 1907-1974.  American 

singer and actor who played a singing cowboy in radio shows and motion-picture 

Westerns. 

rit·u·al (rVchùu-Nl) n.  1. a. The prescribed order of a religious ceremony.  

b. The body of ceremonies or rites used in a place of worship.   2. a. The pre-



scribed form of conducting a formal secular ceremony:  the ritual of an inaugura-

tion.  b. The body of ceremonies used by a fraternal organization.   3. A book of 

rites or ceremonial forms.  4. rituals. a. A ceremonial act or a series of such acts.  

b. The performance of such acts.   5. a. A detailed method of procedure faith-

fully or regularly followed:  My household chores have become a morning ritual.  

b. A state or condition characterized by the presence of established procedure or 

routine: “Prison was a ritual—reenacted daily, year in, year out. Prisoners came and 

went; generations came and went; and yet the ritual endured” (William H. Halla-

han).   [From Latin rXtu7lis, of rites, from rXtus, rite. See RITE.] —ritùu·al·ly adv. 

rit·u·al·ism (rVchùu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. The practice or observance of religious rit-

ual.  2. Insistence on or adherence to ritual. 

rit·u·al·ist (rVchùu-N-lVst) n.  1. An authority on or a student of ritual.  2. One 

who practices or advocates the observance of ritual. 

rit·u·al·is·tic (rVchÙu-N-lVsùtVk) adj.  1. Relating to ritual or ritualism.  

2. Advocating or practicing ritual.   —ritÙu·al·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

rit·u·al·ize (rVchùu-N-lXzÙ) v.  rit·u·al·ized, rit·u·al·iz·ing, rit·u·al·iz·es.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To make a ritual of.  2. To force a ritual on.   —  v.  intr. To engage in rit-

ualism.   —ritÙu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

ritual murder (rVchùu-Nl mûrùdNr) n.  1. The murder of a person as a human 

sacrifice to a deity.  2. A murder committed in such a way as to resemble a sacri-

fice to a deity. 

ritz (rVts) n.  Informal. Elegant, often ostentatious display.   —idiom. put on 
the ritz. Informal. To behave or live in an elegant, ostentatious manner.  [Back-

formation from RITZY.]

ritz·y (rVtùsK) adj.  ritz·i·er, ritz·i·est. Informal. Elegant; fancy.  [After the Ritz 

hotels, established by César Ritz (1850-1918), Swiss hotelier.]

riv. abbr.  River. 

riv·age (rVvùVj) n.  Archaic. A coast, shore, or bank.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from rive, bank, from Latin rXpa.]

ri·val (rXùvNl) n.  1. One who attempts to equal or surpass another, or who pur-

sues the same object as another; a competitor.  2. One that equals or almost 

equals another in a particular respect.  3. Obsolete. A companion or an associate 

in a particular duty.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  rival 

companies; rival products; rival teams; rival schools.   —  v.  ri·valed or ri·valled, 
ri·val·ing or ri·val·ling, ri·vals or ri·vals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To attempt to equal or 

surpass.  2. To be the equal of; match: “They achieved more than they had ever 

dreamed, lending a magic to their family story that no tale or ordinary life could pos-

sibly rival” (Doris Kearns Goodwin).   —  v.  intr. To be a competitor or rival; 

compete.  [Latin rXv7lis, a rival, one using the same stream as another, from rXvus, 

stream. See rei- in Appendix.]



SYNONYMS: rival, compete, vie, emulate. These verbs mean to seek to equal or

surpass another. Rival is the most general: “His ambition led him to rival the career

of Edmund Burke” (Henry Adams). To compete is to contend with another or oth-

ers to attain a goal, as gaining an advantage, victory in a contest, or a prize: Local

hardware stores can’t compete with discount outlets. “She must learn to compete...

not as a woman, but as a human being” (Betty Friedan). Vie, often interchangeable

with compete, sometimes stresses the challenge implicit in rivalry: “No mortal

could vie with Zeus” (Homer). Emulate connotes imitation in an effort to match

or outdo another: “The whole world emulates Athens and Rome” (David Hume).

ri·val·rous (rXùvNl-rNs) adj.  Characterized by or given to rivalry or competition. 

ri·val·ry (rXùvNl-rK) n.  pl. ri·val·ries. 1. The act of competing or emulating.  

2. The state or condition of being a rival. 

rive (rXv) v.  rived, riv·en (rVvùNn) also rived, riv·ing, rives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

rend or tear apart.  2. To break into pieces, as by a blow; cleave or split asunder.  

3. To break or distress (the spirit, for example).   —  v.  intr. To be or become 

split.  [Middle English riven, from Old Norse rXfa.]

riv·er (rVvùNr) n.  Abbr. r., R., riv. 1. A large natural stream of water emptying 

into an ocean, a lake, or another body of water and usually fed along its course by 

converging tributaries.  2. A stream or an abundant flow:  a river of tears.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a river cruise; river ice.   
—idiom. up the river. Slang. In or into prison.  [Middle English rivere, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Vulgar Latin *rXp7ria, from Latin, feminine of rXp7rius, of a 

bank, from rXpa, bank.]

Ri·ve·ra (rV-vHrùN, rK-vHùrä), Diego. 1886-1957.  Mexican painter noted for his 

murals that exalt workers in a style derived from Mexican folk art. 

Rivera y Or·ba·ne·ja (rV-vHrùN K ôrÙbä-nHùhä), Miguel Primo de.  See 

Miguel Primo de Rivera y Orbaneja. 
riv·er·bank (rVvùNr-b4ngkÙ) n.  The bank of a river.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  riverbank weeds; a riverbank cottage. 

river basin (rVvùNr b7ùsVn) n.  The land area drained by a river and its tributar-

ies. 

riv·er·bed (rVvùNr-bHdÙ) n.  The area between the banks of a river ordinarily cov-

ered by water. 

river birch (rVvùNr bûrch) n.  A deciduous eastern North American tree (Betula 

nigra) having reddish-brown to silver-gray bark that peels off in papery flakes.  

Also called black birch 

river blindness (rVvùNr blXndùnVs) n.  See onchocerciasis. 
riv·er·boat (rVvùNr-botÙ) n.  Nautical. A boat suitable for use on a river. 



riv·er·front (rVvùNr-frƒntÙ) n.  The land or property along a river.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  riverfront property; riverfront houses. 

riv·er·head (rVvùNr-hHdÙ) n.  The source of a river. 

river horse (rVvùNr hôrs) n.  See hippopotamus (n., sense 1).  [Translation of 

Greek hippopotamos. See HIPPOPOTAMUS.]

riv·er·ine (rVvùN-rXnÙ, -rKnÙ) adj.  1. Relating to or resembling a river.  2. Located 

on or inhabiting the banks of a river; riparian: “Members of a riverine tribe... were 

wading in the swamp, whose water they had impounded in a series of dams” (Alex 

Shoumatoff).  3. Operating on or equipped to operate on rivers:  riverine units of 

the Marine Corps.   —  n.  An inland or coastal area constituting both land and 

water, characterized by limited landlines for communications, and extensive 

coastal waters and inland waterways providing natural routes for transport. 

Riv·er Ridge (rVvùNr rVj)  A community of southeast Louisiana, a suburb of New 

Orleans. Population, 17,146. 

Riv·ers (rVvùNrz), Larry. Born 1923.  American artist whose complex paintings 

combine the bold brushwork of abstract expressionism with realistic images. 

riv·er·side (rVvùNr-sXdÙ) n.  The bank or area alongside a river.   —  n.  attribu-

tive. Often used to modify another noun:  riverside plant life; riverside cottages. 

Riv·er·side (rVvùNr-sXdÙ)  A city of southern California northeast of Santa Ana. 

The navel orange was introduced here in 1873, and the city still has an important 

citrus industry. Population, 226,505. 

Riv·er·ton Heights (rVvùNr-tNn hXts)  A community of west-central Washing-

ton, a suburb of Seattle. Population, 33,500. 

riv·er·ward (rVvùNr-wNrd) also riv·er·wards (-wNrdz) adv.  Toward a river. 

riv·er·weed (rVvùNr-wKdÙ) n.  An eastern North American plant (Podostemum 

ceratophyllum) having olive-green foliage resembling seaweed and growing on 

rocks in rapidly flowing streams. 

riv·et (rVvùVt) n.  A metal bolt or pin having a head on one end, inserted through 

aligned holes in the pieces to be joined and then hammered on the plain end so as 

to form a second head.   —  v.  tr. riv·et·ed, riv·et·ing, riv·ets. 1. To fasten or 

secure with or as if with a rivet.  2. To hammer the headless end of so as to form a 

head and fasten something.  3. To fasten or secure firmly; fix.  4. To engross or 

hold (the attention, for example).  [Middle English, from Old French river, to 

attach.] —rivùet·er n. 

riv·et·ing (rVvùV-tVng) adj.  Wholly absorbing or engrossing one’s attention; fas-

cinating:  The last chapter was so riveting that I was reading past midnight.   
—rivùet·ing·ly adv. 

Riv·i·er·a (rVvùK-HrùN, rK-vyHùrä)  A narrow coastal region between the Alps and 

the Mediterranean Sea extending from southeast France to northwest Italy. The 

Riviera, also known as the Côte d’Azur in France, is a popular resort area that is 

noted for its flowers grown for export and for use in perfumery. 



Riviera Beach (rVvùK-HrùN bKch)  A city of southeast Florida on the Atlantic 

Ocean north of West Palm Beach. It is a resort with varied industries. Population, 

27,639. 

ri·vière (rK-vyârù) n.  A necklace of precious stones, generally set in one strand.  

[French rivière (de diamants), river (of diamonds), from Old French rivere, from 

Vulgar Latin *rXp7ria. See RIVER.]

riv·u·let (rVvùyN-lVt) n.  A small brook or stream; a streamlet.  [Possibly from Ital-

ian rivoletto, diminutive of rivolo, small stream, from Latin rXvulus, diminutive of 

rXvus, stream. See rei- in Appendix.]

Ri·yadh (rK-yädù)  The capital and largest city of Saudi Arabia, in the east-cen-

tral part of the country east-northeast of Mecca. Situated in a desert oasis, it was 

formerly a walled city until the oil boom of the 1950’s led to the demolition of 

older structures to make way for commercial expansion. Population, 1,250,000. 

ri·yal also ri·al (rK-ôlù, -älù) n.  A basic unit of currency in Qatar and Saudi Ara-

bia.  See Table at currency.  [Arabic riy7l, from Spanish real, real. See REAL
2.]

ri·yal-o·man·i (rK-ôlÙo-mäùnK, rK-älÙ-) n.  pl. ri·yals-o·man·i (rK-ôlzÙ-, rK-

älzÙ-). A basic unit of currency in Oman.  See Table at currency.  [Arabic riy7l 

1um7nX : riy7l, riyal + 1um7nX, of Oman.]

Ri·zal (rV-zälù, rK-sälù), José. 1861-1896.  Philippine national leader and writer. 

Having been exiled (1892-1896) for his political novels, he was arrested on his 

return, charged with sedition, and executed, an act that precipitated an insurrec-

tion against Spanish rule (1896-1898). 

Riz·zio (rVtùsK-oÙ, rKtùtsK-ôÙ), David. 1533?-1566.  Italian musician and secretary 

to Mary Queen of Scots. His closeness to the queen prompted the jealous Lord 

Darnley and other Scottish noblemen to murder him. 

RJ abbr.  Road junction. 

Rm abbr.  Bible. Romans. 

RM also Rm. abbr.  Reichsmark. 

rm. abbr.  1. Ream.  2. Room. 

rms abbr.  Mathematics. Root mean square. 

RMS abbr.  1. Railway Mail Service.  2.  Also R.M.S.. Royal Mail Service.  3.  Also 

R.M.S.. Royal Mail Steamship. 

Rn  The symbol for the element radon. 
RN  or R.N. abbr.  1. Registered nurse.  2. Royal Navy. 

RNA (ärÙHn-7ù) n.  A polymeric constituent of all living cells and many viruses, 

consisting of a long, usually single-stranded chain of alternating phosphate and 

ribose units with the bases adenine, guanine, cytosine, and uracil bonded to the 

ribose. The structure and base sequence of RNA are determinants of protein syn-

thesis and the transmission of genetic information.  Also called ribonucleic acid 

[R(IBO)N(UCLEIC) A(CID).]

RNA·ase (ärÙHn-7ù7sÙ, -7zÙ) n.  Variant of RNase. 



RNA polymerase (ärÙHn-7ù pmlùN-mN-r7sÙ) n.  A polymerase that catalyzes the 

synthesis of RNA from a DNA or RNA template. 

RN·ase (ärÙHn-7sù, -7zù) also RNA·ase (ärÙHn-7ù7sÙ, -7zÙ) n.  See ribonuclease. 
RNA virus (ärÙHn-7ù vXùrNs) n.  An RNA-containing virus; retrovirus. 

rnd. abbr.  Round. 

RNP abbr.  Ribonucleoprotein. 

ro. abbr.  Rood. 

roach1 (roch) n.  pl. roach or roach·es. 1. A freshwater fish (Rutilus rutilus) of 

northern Europe.  2. Any of various similar or related fishes, such as some North 

American sunfishes.  [Middle English roche, from Old French roce, roche.]

roach2 (roch) n.  pl. roach·es. 1. The cockroach.  2. Slang. The butt of a mari-

juana cigarette. 

roach3 (roch) n.  pl. roach·es. 1. A roll of hair brushed up from the forehead or 

temple.  2. A hairstyle especially among certain Native American peoples in 

which the head is shaved except for a strip from front to back across the top.  

3. Nautical. An outward curve in the leech of a fore-and-aft sail.   —  v.  tr. 

roached, roach·ing, roach·es. 1. To brush (hair) in a roach.  2. To shave (the 

mane of a horse) to a short bristle.  [Origin unknown.]

roach clip (roch klVp) n.  A device used to hold the butt of a marijuana cigarette. 

road (rod) n.  Abbr. rd., Rd., r., R. 1. a. An open, generally public way for the 

passage of vehicles, people, and animals.  b. The surface of a road; a roadbed.   

2. A course or path.  3. A railroad.  4.  Often roads. Nautical. A roadstead.   
—idiom. on the road. 1. On tour, as a theatrical company.  2. Traveling, espe-

cially as a salesperson.  3. Wandering, as a vagabond.  [Middle English rode, rade, 

a riding, road, from Old English r7d. See reidh- in Appendix.]

road agent (rod 7ùjNnt) n.  A stagecoach robber; a bandit. 

road·bed (rodùbHdÙ) n.  1. a. The foundation upon which the ties, rails, and 

ballast of a railroad are laid.  b. A layer of ballast directly under the ties.   2. The 

foundation and surface of a road. 

road·block (rodùblmkÙ) n.  1. A barricade or an obstruction across a road set up 

to prevent the escape or passage, as of a fugitive or enemy troops.  2. An obstruc-

tion in a road, as fallen rocks or trees.  3. Something, such as a situation or condi-

tion, that prevents further progress toward an accomplishment. 

road hog (rod hôg) n.  Informal. A motorist whose vehicle overlaps the traffic 

lane used by another motorist. 

road·house (rodùhousÙ) n.  An inn, a restaurant, or a nightclub located on a 

road outside a town or city. 

road·ie also road·y (roùdK) n.  pl. road·ies. A person engaged to load, unload, 

and set up equipment and to perform errands for rock musicians on tour. 

road·less (rodùlVs) adj.  1. Not containing or crossed by any roads:  roadless wil-

derness.  2. Forbidden by law to contain or be crossed by any roads or to be 



entered by any vehicles:  tracts of land designated by the government as roadless 

areas. 

road map  or road·map (rodùm4pÙ) n.  1. A map, especially one for motorists, 

showing and designating the roads of a region.  2. A set of guidelines, instruc-

tions, or explanations:  wrote an ethics code as a road map for the behavior of 

elected officials. 

road metal (rod mHtùl) n.  Crushed or broken stone, cinders, or similar mate-

rial used in the construction and repair of roads and roadbeds. 

road·run·ner (rodùrƒnÙNr) n.  A swift-running, crested bird (Geococcyx califor-

nianus) of southwest North America, having streaked brownish plumage and a 

long tail.  Also called chaparral bird, chaparral cock. 

road show (rod sho) n.  1. A show presented by a troupe of theatrical per-

formers on tour.  2. A new movie shown at selected theaters usually for higher 

ticket prices.  3. The repeated speeches and accompanying performances or 

events engaged in by politicians or members of a political organization on tour. 

road·side (rodùsXdÙ) n.  The area bordering on the side of a road.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  roadside diners; roadside stops. 

road·stead (rodùstHdÙ) n.  Nautical. A sheltered offshore anchorage area for 

ships.  [Variant of rodestead : RODE
2 + sted, place (variant of STEAD).]

road·ster (rodùstNr) n.  1. An open automobile having a single seat in the front 

for two or three people and a rumble seat or luggage compartment in the back.  

2. A horse for riding on a road. 

road test (rod tHst) n.  1. A test of a motor vehicle’s operating capability under 

actual road conditions.  2. A test of driving ability on the road required of a can-

didate for a driver’s license.   —roadù-testÙ (rodùtHstÙ) v. 

Road Town (rod toun)  The capital of the British Virgin Islands, on Tortola 

Island in the West Indies east of Puerto Rico. It is a port of entry. Population, 

2,479. 

road·way (rodùw7Ù) n.  A road, especially the part over which vehicles travel. 

road·work (rodùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Sports. Outdoor long-distance running as a form 

of physical exercise or conditioning.  2. The activity of taking a band, typically a 

rock band, on extended tours.  3. Highway construction. 

road·wor·thy (rodùwûrÙthK) adj.  road·wor·thi·er, road·wor·thi·est. Fit to 

be driven on the open road:  a roadworthy truck. 

roam (rom) v.  roamed, roam·ing, roams.  —  v.  intr. To move about with-

out purpose or plan; wander.  See Synonyms at wander.   —  v.  tr. To wander 

over or through:  roamed the streets.   —  n.  The act or an instance of roaming.  

[Middle English romen.] —roamùer n. 

roan (ron) adj.  Having a chestnut, bay, or sorrel coat thickly sprinkled with 

white or gray:  a roan horse.   —  n.  1. a. The characteristic coloring of a roan 

horse.  b. A roan horse or other animal.   2. A soft, flexible sheepskin leather, 



often treated to resemble morocco and used in bookbinding.  [Obsolete French, 

from Old French, from Old Spanish roano, probably of Germanic origin.]

Ro·a·noke (roùN-nokÙ)  An independent city of southwest Virginia west-south-

west of Richmond. It grew with the coming of the railroad in 1882 and is today a 

tourist and industrial center. Population, 96,397. 

Roanoke Island (roùN-nokÙ XùlNnd)  An island of northeast North Carolina off 

the Atlantic coast between Albemarle and Pamlico sounds. Colonists dispatched 

by Sir Walter Raleigh founded the first English settlement in North America in 

August 1585 but returned to England the following year. A second group of colo-

nists organized by Raleigh landed on the island in July 1587 but vanished without 

a trace sometime before 1591. The mystery of the Lost Colony has never been 

solved. 

Roanoke River (roùN-nokÙ rVvùNr)  A river rising in southwest Virginia and 

flowing about 660 km (410 mi) generally east and southeast to Albemarle Sound 

in northeast North Carolina. 

roar (rôr, ror) v.  roared, roar·ing, roars.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter a loud, deep, 

prolonged sound, especially in distress, rage, or excitement.  2. To laugh loudly or 

excitedly.  3. To make or produce a loud noise or din:  The engines roared.  4. To 

be disorderly or rowdy.  5. To breathe with a rasping sound. Used of a horse.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To utter or express with a loud, deep, and prolonged sound.  2. To put, 

bring, or force into a specified state by roaring:  The crowd roared itself hoarse.  

See Synonyms at shout.   —  n.  1. A loud, deep, prolonged sound or cry, as of a 

person in distress or rage.  2. The loud, deep cry of a wild animal.  3. A loud, pro-

longed noise, such as that produced by waves.  4. A loud burst of laughter.  [Mid-

dle English roren, from Old English r7rian.] —roarùer n. 

roar·ing (rôrùVng, rorù-) adj.  1. Very lively or successful; thriving:  a roaring 

trade.  2. Used as an intensive:  roaring drunk.   —roarùing·ly adv. 

roast (rost) v.  roast·ed, roast·ing, roasts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cook with dry heat, 

as in an oven or near hot coals.  2. To dry, brown, or parch by exposing to heat.  

3. To expose to great or excessive heat.  4. Metallurgy. To heat (ores) in a furnace 

in order to dehydrate, purify, or oxidize before smelting.  5. Informal. To ridicule 

or criticize harshly.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cook food in an oven.  2. To undergo roast-

ing.   —  n.  1. a. Something roasted.  b. A cut of meat suitable or prepared for 

roasting.   2. a. The act or process of roasting.  b. The state of being roasted.   

3. a. Harsh ridicule or criticism.  b. A facetious tribute, usually in the form of a 

banquet, in which the honoree’s friends and acquaintances alternate short 

speeches of praise and insult.    —  adj.  Roasted:  roast duck.  [Middle English ros-

ten, from Old French rostir, of Germanic origin.]

roast·er (roùstNr) n.  1. One that roasts.  2. A special pan or apparatus for roast-

ing.  3. Something, especially a young chicken, that is fit for roasting. 



rob (rmb) v.  robbed, rob·bing, robs.  —  v.  tr. 1. Law. To take property from 

(a person or persons) illegally by using or threatening to use violence or force; 

commit robbery upon.  2. To take valuable or desired articles unlawfully from:  

rob a bank.  3. a. To deprive unjustly of something belonging to, desired by, or 

legally due (someone):  robbed her of her professional standing.  b. To deprive of 

something injuriously:  a parasite that robs a tree of its sap.   4. To take as booty; 

steal.   —  v.  intr. To engage in or commit robbery.   —idioms. rob (someone 
or something) blind. To rob in an unusually deceitful or thorough way:  

robbed the old couple blind while employed as a companion.  rob the cradle. 
Informal. To have a romantic or sexual relationship with someone significantly 

younger than oneself.  [Middle English robben, from Old French rober, of Ger-

manic origin. See reup- in Appendix.] —robùber n. 

ro·ba·lo (ro-bäùlo) n.  pl. ro·ba·los or robalo. Any of various chiefly tropical 

marine food fishes of the family Centropomidae, such as the snook.  [Spanish 

róbalo, haddock, probably alteration of Catalan llobarro, from lobo, wolf, from 

Latin lupus. See LOBO.]

Robbe-Gril·let (rôb-grK-y7ù), Alain. Born 1922.  French writer and exponent 

of the New Wave in French literature. His screenplays and novels, such as The 

Erasers (1953), subordinate plot to the treatment of space and time. 

robber baron (rmbùNr b4rùNn) n.  1. One of the American industrial or finan-

cial magnates of the latter 19th century who became wealthy by unethical means, 

such as questionable stock-market operations and exploitation of labor.  2. A feu-

dal lord who robbed travelers passing through his domain. 

robber fly (rmbùNr flX) n.  Any of various predatory flies of the family Asilidae, 

characteristically having long, bristly legs. 

rob·ber·y (rmbùN-rK) n.  pl. rob·ber·ies. Law. The act or an instance of unlaw-

fully taking the property of another by the use of violence or intimidation. 

Rob·bins (rmbùVnz), Frederick Chapman. Born 1916.  American microbiolo-

gist. He shared a 1954 Nobel Prize for work on the cultivation of the polio virus. 

Rob·bins (rmbùVnz), Jerome. Born 1918.  American dancer and choreographer 

of ballets and musicals, including West Side Story (1957). 

robe (rob) n.  1. A long, loose, flowing outer garment, especially: a. An official 

garment worn on formal occasions to show office or rank, as by a judge or high 

church official.  b. An academic gown.  c. A dressing gown or bathrobe.   

2. robes. Clothes; apparel.  3. A blanket or covering made of material, such as 

fur or cloth:  a lap robe.   —  v.  robed, rob·ing, robes.  —  v.  tr. To cover or 

dress in or as if in a robe.  See Synonyms at clothe.   —  v.  intr. To put on robes 

or a robe.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin. See reup- in 

Appendix.]



Rob·ert I1 (rmbùNrt), Known as “Robert the Devil.” Died 1035.  Duke of Nor-

mandy (1027-1035) who named as his heir his illegitimate son William, the 

future William I of England. 

Rob·ert I2 (rmbùNrt), Known as “Robert the Bruce.” 1274-1329.  King of Scot-

land (1306-1329) who defied Edward I of England by having himself crowned 

and won Scottish independence from England in a battle at Bannockburn (1314). 

Rob·ert (rmbùNrt), Henry Martyn. 1837-1923.  American army engineer and 

parliamentary authority. He designed the defenses for Washington, D.C., during 

the Civil War and later wrote Robert’s Rules of Order (1876). 

Ro·bert Guis·card (rô-bHrù gK-skärù), 1015?-1085.  Norman military leader 

who conquered much of southern Italy and protected Pope Gregory VII from the 

invading armies of the Holy Roman Empire (1084). 

Rob·erts (rmbùNrts), Sir Charles George Douglas. 1860-1943.  Canadian 

writer whose poetry and other works established a literature based on Canadian 

themes and sources. 

Rob·erts (rmbùNrts), Elizabeth Madox. 1886-1941.  American writer whose 

works, including the novel The Great Meadow (1930), concern the pioneers and 

impoverished people of Kentucky and Virginia. 

Rob·erts (rmbùNrts), Kenneth. 1885-1957.  American writer noted for his his-

torical novels about the Colonial period, including Northwest Passage (1937). 

Rob·erts (rmbùNrts), Oral. Born 1918.  American evangelist who has preached 

widely on tours and radio and television broadcasts. 

Rob·erts (rmbùNrts), Owen Josephus. 1875-1955.  American jurist who served 

as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1930-1945). 

Rob·ert·son (rmbùNrt-sNn), William. 1721-1793.  British historian whose 

works include History of Scotland 1542-1603 (1759). 

Robe·son (robùsNn), Paul Bustill. 1898-1976.  American singer and actor who 

played the lead roles in Othello and in Eugene O’Neill’s The Emperor Jones and 

sang “Ol’ Man River” in Showboat. He was an outspoken critic of racism and a 

supporter of socialism. 

Robes·pierre (robzùpîr, -pK-ârÙ, rô-bHs-pyHrù), Maximilien François Marie 
Isidore de. 1758-1794.  French revolutionary. Leader of the Jacobins and archi-

tect of the Reign of Terror, he was known as an austere and incorruptible man. 

His laws permitting the confiscation of property and arrest of suspected traitors, 

many of whom were guillotined, led to his own arrest and execution without trial. 

rob·in (rmbùVn) n.  1. A North American songbird (Turdus migratorius) having a 

rust-red breast and gray and black upper plumage.  Also called robin redbreast 

2. A small Old World bird (Erithacus rubecula) having an orange breast and a 

brown back.  Also called robin redbreast 3. Any of various birds resembling a 

robin.  [Short for Robin Redbreast, from Middle English Robin, personal name, 

from Old French, diminutive of Robert.]



Rob·in Good·fel·low (rmbùVn gtdùfHlÙo) n.  Puck. 

Robin Hood (rmbùVn htd) n.  A legendary English outlaw of the 12th century, 

famous for his courage, chivalry, and practice of robbing the rich to aid the poor. 

robin redbreast (rmbùVn rHdùbrHstÙ) n.  See robin. 
rob·in’s-egg blue (rmbùVnz-HgÙ blu) n.  Color. A pale bluish green to greenish 

or grayish blue. 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), Edward G. 1893-1973.  American actor known for 

his portrayal of gangsters in motion pictures, including Little Caesar (1930). 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), Edwin Arlington. 1869-1935.  American poet 

whose works include long narratives and character studies of New Englanders, 

including “Miniver Cheevy” (1910). 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), (Esmé Stuart) Lennox. 1886-1958.  Irish play-

wright and manager of the Abbey Theater in Dublin (1910-1914 and 1919-1923). 

His own plays include The Whiteheaded Boy (1920). 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), Jack Roosevelt. Known as “Jackie.” 1919-1972.  

American baseball player. The first Black player in the major leagues, he was a sec-

ond baseman for the Brooklyn Dodgers (1947-1956), had a lifetime batting aver-

age of.311, and was inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1962. 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), James Harvey. 1863-1936.  American historian who 

stressed the importance of social and intellectual events on the course of history. 

He was a founder of the New School for Social Research in New York City (1919). 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), Ray. Known as “Sugar Ray.” 1921-1989.  American 

prizefighter who was world champion six times, once as a welterweight (1946-

1951) and five times as a middleweight (1951-1960). 

Rob·in·son (rmbùVn-sNn), Sir Robert. 1886-1975.  British chemist. He won a 

1947 Nobel Prize for his study of molecular structures in plants. 

Robinson Cru·soe (rmbùVn-sNn kruùso) n.  The hero of Daniel Defoe’s novel 

Robinson Crusoe of 1719, a shipwrecked English sailor who, by virtue of his own 

ingenuity, survives for years on a small tropical island. 

Rob·in’s plantain (rmbùVnz pl4nùtNn) n.  An eastern North American plant 

(Erigeron pulchellus) having many-rayed purplish flower heads grouped in a 

corymb. 

ro·ble (roùbl7) n.  1. A Californian oak (Quercus lobata) having leathery leaves 

and slender, pointed acorns.  Also called white oak 2. Any of various similar or 

related trees.  [Spanish, and Portuguese, oak  both from Latin robur. See reudh- 
in Appendix.]

rob·o·rant (rmbùNr-Nnt) adj.  Restoring vigor or strength.   —  n.  A roborant 

drug; a restorative or tonic.  [Latin robor7ns, roborant- present participle of 

robor7re, to strengthen, from robur, robor-, oak, strength. See reudh- in Appen-

dix.]



ro·bot (roùbNt, -bmtÙ) n.  1. A mechanical device that sometimes resembles a 

human being and is capable of performing a variety of often complex human 

tasks on command or by being programmed in advance.  2. A machine or device 

that operates automatically or by remote control.  3. A person who works 

mechanically without original thought, especially one who responds automati-

cally to the commands of others.  [Czech, from robota, drudgery. See orbh- in 

Appendix.] —ro·botùic, roÙbot·isùtic (-bN-tVsùtVk)  adj. 

robot bomb (roùbNt bmm) n.  A small winged missile that is loaded with explo-

sives, jet-propelled, and guided only by a gyroscopic device.  Also called buzz 

bomb, flying bomb. 

ro·bot·ics (ro-bmtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The science or study of the 

technology associated with the design, fabrication, theory, and application of 

robots. 

ro·bot·ize (roùbN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. ro·bot·ized, ro·bot·iz·ing, ro·bot·iz·es. 1. To 

convert (a system, for example) to automation by the application of advanced sci-

entific technology.  2. To make (a person) machinelike, as in giving responses or 

performing work.   —roÙbot·i·zaùtion (-bN-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

robot pilot (roùbNt pXùlNt) n.  See automatic pilot. 
rob roy (rmb roiù) n.  A cocktail made with Scotch whisky, sweet vermouth, and 

bitters.  [After ROB ROY.]

Rob Roy (rmb roiù), Originally Robert MacGregor. 1671-1734.  Scottish clan 

leader and outlaw whose banditry is the subject of Sir Walter Scott’s novel Rob 

Roy (1817). 

Rob·son (rmbùsNn), Mount. A mountain, 3,956.5 m (12,972 ft) high, of eastern 

British Columbia, Canada, on the border with Alberta. It is the highest elevation 

in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. 

ro·bust (ro-bƒstù, roùbƒstÙ) adj.  1. Full of health and strength; vigorous.  

2. Powerfully built; sturdy.  See Synonyms at healthy.  3. Requiring or suited to 

physical strength or endurance:  robust labor.  4. Rough or crude; boisterous:  a 

robust tale.  5. Marked by richness and fullness; full-bodied:  a robust wine.  

[Latin robustus, from robus, robur, oak, strength. See reudh- in Appendix.] 
—ro·bustùly adv.  —ro·bustùness n. 

ro·bus·ta coffee (ro-bƒsùtN kôùfK) n.  1. a. A west African tropical shrub or 

small tree (Coffea canephora) having fragrant white flowers and red fruit.  b. The 

seed of this plant.   2. The coffee brewed from the seeds of this plant.  [Latin 

robusta, feminine of robustus, strong. See ROBUST.]

ro·bus·tious (ro-bƒsùchNs) adj.  1. Boisterous; vigorous:  a robustious group of 

teenagers.  2. Rough, coarse, or crude:  a robustious comedy.   —ro·busùtious·ly 
adv. 

roc (rmk) n.  A mythical bird of prey having enormous size and strength.  [Arabic 

ruTT, probably from Persian rukh.]



Ro·ca (roùkN, rôù-), Cape. A cape of western Portugal on the Atlantic Ocean 

west-northwest of Lisbon. It is the westernmost extremity of continental Europe. 

roc·am·bole (rmkùNm-bolÙ) n.  1. A European plant (Allium sativum var. 

ophioscordon) having a garliclike bulb.  2. The bulb of this plant used as a season-

ing.  [French, from German Rockenbolle : Rocken, distaff (from Middle High Ger-

man rocke, from Old High German rocko) + Bolle, bulb (from Middle High 

German bolle, from Old High German bolla, ball); see bhel-2 in Appendix.]

Ro·cham·beau (roÙsh4m-boù, -shäN-), Comte de. Title of Jean Baptiste 

Donatien de Vimeur. 1725-1807.  French army officer who commanded French 

forces in the American Revolution, most notably in the defeat of the British at 

Yorktown (1781). 

Roch·dale (rmchùd7lÙ)  A borough of northwest England north-northeast of 

Manchester. It is a manufacturing center with an important textile industry. Pop-

ulation, 288,400. 

Roche limit (rosh lVmùVt) n.  The smallest distance at which a natural satellite 

can orbit a celestial body without being torn apart by the larger body’s gravita-

tional force. The distance depends on the densities of the two bodies and the orbit 

of the satellite.  [After Edouard Albert Roche (1820-1883), French mathemati-

cian.]

Ro·chelle salt  or Ro·chelle salts (rN-shHlù sôlt, ro-) n.  See potassium 
sodium tartrate.  [After (La) Rochelle.]

roche mou·ton·née (rôshÙ mutÙn-7ù, muÙtô-n7ù) n.  pl. roches 
mou·ton·nées (rôshÙ mutÙn-7ù, -7zù, muÙtô-n7ù). An elongate mound of 

bedrock worn smooth and rounded by glacial abrasion.  [French  : roche, rock + 

moutonné, fleecy.]

Roch·es·ter (rmchùV-stNr, -HsÙtNr)  1. A municipal borough of southeast England 

east-southeast of London. It was an important Roman and Saxon settlement. 

Population, 56,030.  2. A city of southeast Minnesota southeast of St. Paul. The 

Mayo Clinic (founded in 1889) is located here. Population, 70,745.  3. A city of 

southeast New Hampshire north-northwest of Dover. Settled in 1728, it has 

diverse industries. Population, 25,630.  4. A city of western New York east-north-

east of Buffalo on the New York State Barge Canal near Lake Ontario. It was first 

settled c. 1812 and grew rapidly after the opening of the Erie Canal (1825). Popu-

lation, 231,636. 

roch·et (rmchùVt) n.  A white ceremonial vestment made of linen or lawn, worn 

by bishops and other church dignitaries.  [Middle English, from Old French, of 

Germanic origin.]

rock1 (rmk) n.  1. Relatively hard, naturally formed mineral or petrified matter; 

stone.  2. a. A relatively small piece or fragment of such material.  b. A relatively 

large body of such material, as a cliff or peak.   3. A naturally formed aggregate of 

mineral matter constituting a significant part of the earth’s crust.  4. One that is 



similar to or suggestive of a mass of stone in stability, firmness, or dependability:  

The family has been his rock during this difficult time.  5. rocks. Slang. Money.  

6. Slang. A large gem, especially a diamond.  7. Slang. Crack cocaine.  8. a. A var-

icolored stick candy.  b. Rock candy.    —idioms. between a rock and a hard 
place. Confronted with equally unpleasant alternatives and few or no opportu-

nities to evade or circumvent them.  on the rocks. 2. In a state of difficulty, 

destruction, or ruin:  Their marriage is on the rocks.  3. Without money; bank-

rupt:  Our accountant says the business is on the rocks.  4. Served over ice cubes:  

Scotch on the rocks.  [Middle English, from Old North French roque, from Vulgar 

Latin *rocca.]

rock2 (rmk) v.  rocked, rock·ing, rocks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move back and forth 

or from side to side, especially gently or rhythmically.  2. To sway violently, as 

from a blow or shock.  See Synonyms at swing.  3. To be washed and panned in 

a cradle or in a rocker. Used of ores.  4. Music. To play or dance to rock ’n’ roll.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To move back and forth or from side to side, especially in order to 

soothe or lull to sleep.  2. To cause to shake or sway violently.  See Synonyms at 

agitate.  3. To disturb the mental or emotional equilibrium of; upset:  News of 

the scandal rocked the town.  4. To wash or pan (ore) in a cradle or rocker.  5. In 

mezzotint engraving, to roughen (a metal plate) with a rocker or roulette.   —  n.  

1. a. A rocking motion.  b. The act of rocking.   2. Music. Rock ’n’ roll.   
—idiom. rock the boat. Slang. To disturb the balance or routine of a situation:  

He has an easygoing managerial style and won’t rock the boat unless absolutely nec-

essary.  [Middle English rokken, from Old English roccian.] —rockùing·ly adv. 

rock·a·bil·ly (rmkùN-bVlÙK) n.  Music. A form of popular music combining fea-

tures of rock ’n’ roll and country music.  [ROCK (’N’ ROLL) + (HILL)BILLY.]

rock-a-bye also rock·a·bye  or rock·a·by (rmkùN-bXÙ) interj.  Used to lull an 

infant or a child to sleep.  [ROCK
2 + (LULL)ABY.]

rock-and-roll (rmkùNn-rolù) n.  Music. Variant of rock ’n’ roll. 
rock and rye (rmk Nnd rX) n.  A liqueur made of whiskey blended with pow-

dered rock candy and sometimes fruit. In the 19th century it was reputed to aid in 

digestion. 

rock·a·way (rmkùN-w7Ù) n.  A four-wheeled carriage with two seats and a stand-

ing top.  [Probably after Rockaway, a town of northern New Jersey.]

rock bass (rmk b4s) n.  1. A freshwater food and game fish (Ambloplites rupes-

tris) of eastern and central North America.  2. Any of various similar or related 

fishes. 

rock bottom (rmk bmtùNm) n.  The lowest possible level or absolute bottom:  

Prices have hit rock bottom.   —rockù-botùtom (rmkùbmtùNm) adj. 

rock·bound also rock-bound (rmkùboundÙ) adj.  Hemmed in by or bordered 

with rocks:  a rockbound lake. 



rock brake (rmk br7k) n.  Any of several ferns of the genus Crytogramma that 

usually grow in rocky ground and have compound fronds and podlike fertile 

leaflets. 

rock candy (rmk k4nùdK) n.  A hard confection that is made by cooling a con-

centrated sugar syrup into large, clear crystals around a piece of string or a stick. 

Rock Cornish (rmk kôrùnVsh) n.  A small fowl of a breed developed by crossing 

white Plymouth Rock and Cornish strains, used especially as a roasting chicken.  

[(PLYMOUTH) ROCK + CORNISH.]

rock crab (rmk kr4b) n.  A crab found along rocky coasts, especially one of the 

genus Cancer, whose hindmost pair of legs is adapted for running. 

Rock Creek Butte (rmk krKk byut)  A mountain, 2,777 m (9,106 ft) high, in 

the Blue Mountains of northeast Oregon. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

rock crystal (rmk krVsùtNl) n.  Colorless, transparent quartz, used in optical 

instruments and as a semiprecious gemstone. 

rock dove (rmk dƒv) n.  A bird (Columba livia) native to Europe but widely dis-

tributed elsewhere, having variously colored plumage with iridescent markings 

on the neck. It is the common pigeon seen in cities and frequently domesticated.  

Also called rock pigeon 

Rock·e·fel·ler (rmkùN-fHlÙNr)  American family, including John Davison 

(1839-1937), an oil magnate who amassed great wealth through the Standard Oil 

Company and spent about half of his fortune on philanthropic works. His son 

John Davison, Jr. (1874-1960), continued his father’s work and had five sons, 

including Nelson Aldrich (1908-1979), who was governor of New York (1959-

1973) and Vice President of the United States (1974-1977) under Gerald Ford. 

rock elm (rmk Hlm) n.  1. A deciduous eastern North American tree (Ulmus tho-

masii) having corky branches and coarsely toothed leaves.  2. The wood of this 

tree. 

rock·er (rmkùNr) n.  1. One that rocks, as: a. A rocking chair.  b. A rocking horse.   

2. One of the two curved pieces upon which a cradle, rocking chair, or similar 

device rocks.  3. A cradle used for washing or panning ores.  4. A small curved 

blade with a toothed edge used in mezzotint engraving to roughen the surface of 

the metal plate.  5. An ice skate with a curved blade.  6. A curved stripe at the bot-

tom part of a chevron worn by noncommissioned officers above the rank of ser-

geant.  7. Music. a. A rock ’n’ roll song, singer, or musician.  b. A fan of rock ’n’ 

roll.    —idiom. off (one’s) rocker. Slang. Out of one’s mind; crazy. 

rocker arm (rmkùNr ärm) n.  A pivoted lever used in an internal combustion 

engine to transfer cam or pushrod motion to a valve stem. 

rocker cam (rmkùNr k4m) n.  A cam on a rockshaft. 

rocker panel (rmkùNr p4nùNl) n.  One of the sections of body paneling in a vehi-

cle, such as an automobile, lying beneath the passenger compartment. 

rock·er·y (rmkùN-rK) n.  pl. rock·er·ies. See rock garden (n., sense 2). 



rock·et1 (rmkùVt) n.  1. a. A rocket engine.  b. A vehicle or device propelled by 

one or more rocket engines, especially such a vehicle designed to travel through 

space.   2. A projectile weapon carrying a warhead that is powered and propelled 

by rockets.  3. A projectile firework having a cylindrical shape and a fuse that is lit 

from the rear.   —  v.  rock·et·ed, rock·et·ing, rock·ets.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move swiftly and powerfully, as a rocket.  2. To fly swiftly straight up, as a game 

bird frightened from cover.  3. To soar or rise rapidly:  The book rocketed to the top 

of the bestseller list.   —  v.  tr. 1. To carry by means of a rocket.  2. To assault with 

rockets.  [Italian rocchetta, diminutive of rocca, spindle, distaff, of Germanic ori-

gin.]

rock·et2 (rmkùVt) n.  1. A Mediterranean plant (Eruca vesicaria subsp. sativa) 

having flowers with purple-veined, yellowish-white petals and leaves that are 

sometimes used in salads.  Also called arugula, rocket salad, roquette.  2. Any of 

several plants of the mustard family, especially the dame’s rocket and the sea 

rocket.  [Middle English rokette, from Old French roquette, from Italian rochetta, 

variant of ruchetta, diminutive of ruca, a kind of cabbage, from Latin Kr7ca.]

rock·et·eer (rmkÙV-tîrù) n.  1. One who launches, rides in, or pilots rockets.  

2. One, such as a scientist, who is an expert in rocketry. 

rocket engine (rmkùVt HnùjVn) n.  A reaction engine that contains all the sub-

stances necessary for its operation and is not dependent on substances such as 

atmospheric oxygen, drawn from the surrounding medium, and thus is capable 

of operating in outer space.  Also called rocket motor 

rocket plane (rmkùVt pl7n) n.  1. An aircraft powered by one or more rocket 

engines.  2. An aircraft designed to carry and launch rockets. 

rock·et·ry (rmkùV-trK) n.  The science and technology of rocket design, construc-

tion, and flight. 

rocket salad (rmkùVt s4lùNd) n.  See rocket2 (n., sense 1). 

rocket ship (rmkùVt shVp) n.  A spacecraft powered and propelled by rockets. 

rocket sled (rmkùVt slHd) n.  A rocket-propelled sled that travels along rails and 

is used to study acceleration, deceleration, and crash survival techniques. 

rock·et·sonde (rmkùVt-smndÙ) n.  An instrument transported to the upper 

atmosphere by rocket, used to study meteorological conditions.  [ROCKET
1 + 

(RADIO)SONDE.]

Rock fever (rmk fKùvNr) n.  See brucellosis (n., sense 1).  [After the Rock of 

Gibraltar, where it is endemic.]

rock·fish (rmkùfVshÙ) n.  pl. rockfish or rock·fish·es. 1. Any of various fishes 

living among rocks.  2. Any of various fishes, chiefly of the genus Sebastes, of 

Pacific waters.  3.  See striped bass. 
rock flour (rmk flour) n.  Finely ground rock particles produced by glacial abra-

sion.  Also called glacier meal 



Rock·ford (rmkùfNrd)  A city of northern Illinois west-northwest of Chicago. 

Founded in 1834, it is a trade, processing, and shipping center. Population, 

139,426. 

rock garden (rmk gärùdn) n.  1. A rocky area in which plants particularly 

adapted to such terrain are cultivated.  2. A garden in which rocks are arranged 

and plants cultivated in a carefully designed, decorative scheme. In this sense, also 

calledrockery 

Rock Hill (rmk hVl)  A city of northern South Carolina north of Columbia. It is a 

manufacturing and processing center with a textile industry. Population, 41,643. 

rock hound (rmk hound) n.  Informal. 1. One who specializes in geology.  

2. One who collects rocks and minerals, especially gemstones, as a hobby.   
—rockù houndÙing, rockùhoundÙing (rmkùhounÙdVng)  n. 

rock house (rmk hous) n.  Slang. A crack house. 

rock hyrax (rmk hXùr4ksÙ) n.  See rock rabbit (n., sense 1). 

Rock·ies (rmkùKz)  See Rocky Mountains. 
rock·ing chair (rmkùVng châr) n.  A chair mounted on rockers or springs. 

Rock·ing·ham (rmkùVng-Nm, -hNm), Second Marquis of Title of Charles Wat-

son-Wentworth. 1730-1782.  British politician who served as prime minister 

(1765-1766 and 1782), repealed the Stamp Act (1766), and favored American 

independence. 

rocking horse (rmkùVng hôrs) n.  A toy horse that is mounted on rockers or 

springs and is large enough for a child to ride.  Also called hobbyhorse 

Rock Island (rmk XùlNnd)  A city of northwest Illinois on the Mississippi River 

adjacent to Moline. It was the site of a Union prison during the Civil War. Popula-

tion, 40,552. 

Rock·land (rmkùlNnd)  A town of eastern Massachusetts south-southeast of Bos-

ton. It is an industrial center. Population, 16,123. 

rock·ling (rmkùlVng) n.  pl. rockling or rock·lings. Any of various small marine 

fishes of the family Gadidae, of North Atlantic coastal waters. 

rock lobster (rmk lmbùstNr) n.  See spiny lobster. 
rock maple (rmk m7ùpNl) n.  1.  See sugar maple.  2. The tough, close-

grained wood of the sugar maple. 

Rock·ne (rmkùnK), Knute Kenneth. 1888-1931.  Norwegian-born American 

football coach at the University of Notre Dame (1918-1931). He revolutionized 

the sport with the use of the forward pass and other offensive strategies requiring 

speed and agility. 

rock ’n’ roll  or rock-and-roll (rmkùNn-rolù) n.  Music. A form of popular 

music arising from and incorporating a variety of musical styles, especially 

rhythm and blues, country music, and gospel. Originating in the United States in 

the 1950’s, it is characterized by electronically amplified instrumentation, a 

heavily accented beat, and relatively simple phrase structure.   —  n.  attributive. 



Often used to modify another noun:  rock ’n’ roll music; rock ’n’ roll records.   
—rock ’n’ roller, rockù-and-rollùer n. 

rock oil (rmk oil) n.  Chiefly British. Petroleum. 

rock·oon (rm-kunù) n.  A device used for high-altitude sounding, composed of 

a small, solid-propellant rocket that is launched from a balloon.  [ROCK(ET)1 + 

(BALL)OON.]

rock pigeon (rmk pVjùNn) n.  See rock dove. 
rock rabbit (rmk r4bùVt) n.  1. A hyrax of the genus Procavia or Dendrohyrax, 

especially the African species P. capensis.  Also called rock hyrax 2.  See pika. 
rock-ribbed (rmkùrVbdù) adj.  1. Having rocks or rock outcroppings; rocky.  

2. Firm and unyielding, especially with regard to one’s principles, loyalties, or 

beliefs:  a rock-ribbed conservative. 

Rock River (rmk rVvùNr)  A river rising in southeast Wisconsin and flowing 

about 459 km (285 mi) generally south and southwest to the Mississippi River in 

northwest Illinois. 

rock·rose (rmkùrozÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genera Cistus or Helianthe-

mum having small roselike yellow, white, or reddish flowers. 

rock salt (rmk sôlt) n.  Sodium chloride occurring as extensive masses or rock. 

rock·shaft (rmkùsh4ftÙ) n.  A shaft that oscillates or rocks upon its bearings but 

does not revolve. 

rock·slide (rmkùslXdÙ) n.  1. The usually rapid downward movement of newly 

detached segments of bedrock.  2. The rock mass that has reached its current 

position through such a movement. 

Rock Springs (rmk sprVngz)  A city of southwest Wyoming north of the Utah 

border. It was a trading post and stagecoach station on the Oregon Trail in the 

1860’s. Population, 19,050. 

rock squirrel (rmk skwûrùNl) n.  A large ground squirrel (Spermophilus variega-

tus) with variegated black and white upper parts, found in rocky places in Mexico 

and the southwest United States. 

Rock·ville (rmkùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of central Maryland north-northwest of Wash-

ington, D.C. It is the site of several research laboratories. Population, 44,835. 

Rockville Cen·tre (rmkùvVlÙ sHnùtNr)  A village of southeast New York on 

southwest Long Island south-southwest of Hempstead. It is primarily residential. 

Population, 24,727. 

rock wallaby (rmk wmlùN-bK) n.  Any of several small agile wallabies, chiefly of 

the genus Petrogale, that live in rocky areas and have thick-soled feet and a slender 

tail. 

rock·weed (rmkùwKdÙ) n.  Any of several coarse, brownish seaweeds of the gen-

era Fucus and Ascophyllum that grow on rocks in coastal areas. 



Rock·well (rmkùwHlÙ), Norman. 1894-1978.  American illustrator whose 

works, many of which appeared on the cover of the Saturday Evening Post, offer a 

nostalgic, idealized view of everyday American life. 

rock wool (rmk wtl) n.  See mineral wool. 
rock·work (rmkùwûrkÙ) n.  1. A natural mass or pile of rocks.  2. Stonework 

imitating the irregular surface of natural rock. 

rock wren (rmk rHn) n.  1. Any of several wrens of the genus Salpinctes, espe-

cially S. obsoletus, found in rocky regions of the western United States and Mex-

ico.  2. A small wren (Xenicus gilviventris) that inhabits New Zealand and feeds 

mostly on the ground among stones. 

rock·y1 (rmkùK) adj.  rock·i·er, rock·i·est. 1. Consisting of, containing, or 

abounding in rock or rocks.  2. a. Resembling or suggesting rock; firm or hard.  

b. Steadfast or stubborn; unyielding:  her rocky heart.   3. Marked by obstructions 

or difficulties:  the rocky road to success.   —rockùi·nessÙ n. 

rock·y2 (rmkùK) adj.  rock·i·er, rock·i·est. 1. a. Inclined or prone to sway or tot-

ter; unsteady or shaky:  a rocky shelf.  b. Appearing inclined to fail; discouraging 

or disappointing:  After a somewhat rocky start, the team went on to win the state 

championships.   2. Weak, dizzy, or nauseated, especially as a result of the exces-

sive intake of alcohol or drugs.   —rockùi·nessÙ n. 

Rock·y Mount (rmkùK mount)  A city of northeast North Carolina east-north-

east of Raleigh. It is a manufacturing, processing, and shipping center in a rich 

agricultural region. Population, 48,997. 

Rocky Mountain goat (rmkùK mounùtNn got) n.  See mountain goat. 
Rocky Mountains (rmkùK mounùtNnz) also Rock·ies (rmkùKz)  A major 

mountain system of western North America extending more than 4,827 km 

(3,000 mi) from northwest Alaska to the Mexican border. The system includes 

numerous ranges and forms the Continental Divide. Its highest elevation is 

Mount Elbert, 4,402.1 m (14,433 ft), in central Colorado. In Canada the Rockies 

rise to 3,956.5 m (12,972 ft) at Mount Robson in eastern British Columbia. Sec-

tions of the mountains were explored in early times by Coronado, Lewis and 

Clark, Zebulon Pike, Sir Alexander Mackenzie, and Simon Fraser. 

Rocky Mountain sheep (rmkùK mounùtNn shKp) n.  See bighorn. 
Rocky Mountain spotted fever (rmkùK mounùtNn spmtùVd fKùvNr) n.  An 

acute infectious disease that is caused by a microorganism (Rickettsia rickettsii) 

transmitted by ticks, is characterized by muscular pains, high fever, and skin 

eruptions, and is endemic throughout North America. 

Rocky Mountain States (rmkùK mounùtNn st7ts)  A region of the western 

United States including Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. 

Rocky River (rmkùK rVvùNr)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb of 

Cleveland. Population, 20,410. 



ro·co·co (rN-koùko, roÙkN-koù) n.  1. a.  Also Rococo. A style of art, especially 

architecture and decorative art, that originated in France in the early 18th century 

and is marked by elaborate ornamentation, as with a profusion of scrolls, foliage, 

and animal forms.  b. A very ornate style of speech or writing.   2.  Also Rococo. 

Music. A style of composition arising in 18th-century Europe immediately fol-

lowing the baroque that is characterized by a certain lightness or daintiness of 

form, largely the result of a high degree of ornamentation.   —  adj.  1.  Also 

Rococo. Of or relating to the rococo.  2. Immoderately elaborate or complicated.  

See Synonyms at ornate.  [French, probably alteration of rocaille, rockwork, 

from roc, rock, variant of roche, from Vulgar Latin *rocca.]

rod (rmd) n.  1. A thin straight piece or bar of material, such as metal or wood, 

often having a particular function or use, as: a. A fishing rod.  b. A piston rod.  

c. An often expandable horizontal bar, especially of metal, used to suspend 

household items such as curtains or towels.  d. A leveling rod.  e. A lightning rod.  

f. A divining rod.  g. A measuring stick.   2. A shoot or stem cut from or growing 

as part of a woody plant.  3. a. A stick or bundle of sticks or switches used to give 

punishment by whipping.  b. Punishment; correction.   4. A scepter, staff, or 

wand symbolizing power or authority.  5. Power or dominion, especially of a 

tyrannical nature: “under the rod of a cruel slavery” (John Henry Newman).  6.  
Abbr. r., rd a. A linear measure equal to 5.5 yards or 16.5 feet (5.03 meters).  Also 

called pole2 b. The square of this measure, equal to 30.25 square yards or 272.25 

square feet (25.30 square meters).  See Table at measurement.   7. Bible. A line 

of family descent; a branch of a tribe.  8. Anatomy. Any of various rod-shaped 

cells in the retina that respond to dim light.  9. Microbiology. An elongated bacte-

rium; a bacillus.  10. Slang. A pistol or revolver.  11.  Often rods. A portion of 

the undercarriage of a train, especially the drawbar under a freight car:  ride the 

rods.  [Middle English rodd, from Old English.]

rode1 (rod) v.  Past tense of ride. 
rode2 (rod) n.  Nautical. A rope, especially one attached to the anchor of a small 

boat.  [From Middle English at rode, at an anchorage, from rode, a riding. See 

ROAD.]

ro·dent (rodùnt) n.  Any of various mammals of the order Rodentia, such as a 

mouse, rat, squirrel, or beaver, characterized by large incisors adapted for gnaw-

ing or nibbling.   —  adj.  1. Gnawing.  2. Of or relating to rodents.  [From New 

Latin Rodentia, order name, from Latin rodKns, rodent- present participle of 

rodere, to gnaw. See rKd- in Appendix.]

ro·den·ti·cide (ro-dHnùtV-sXdÙ) n.  A chemical substance used to kill rodents. 

rodent ulcer (rodùnt ƒlùsNr) n.  A cancerous skin ulcer that derives from basal 

cells and usually occurs on the face.  [Latin rodKns, rodent-, gnawing. See RODENT.]

ro·de·o (roùdK-oÙ, ro-d7ùo) n.  pl. ro·de·os. 1. A public competition or exhibi-

tion in which skills such as riding broncos or roping calves are displayed.  2. A 



cattle roundup.  3. An enclosure for keeping cattle that have been rounded up.  

[Spanish, corral, rodeo, from rodear, to surround, from rueda, wheel, from Latin 

rota. See ret- in Appendix.]

Rod·gers (rmjùNrz), Richard. 1902-1979.  American composer known for his 

musical comedies, especially his collaborations with Oscar Hammerstein II, 

including Oklahoma! (1943), South Pacific (1949), and The Sound of Music 

(1959). 

Ro·din (ro-d4nù, -d4Nù), François Auguste René. 1840-1917.  French sculp-

tor whose innovative, sometimes controversial works include the lifelike Bronze 

Age (1877) and the uncompleted series Gates of Hell, comprising some of his best-

known works, such as The Thinker. 

rod·man (rmdùmNn) n.  One who carries and employs a leveling rod under the 

supervision of a surveyor. 

Rod·ney (rmdùnK), George Brydges First Baron Rodney. 1718-1792.  British 

naval officer who won important victories over the European powers that sup-

ported the colonists during the American Revolution. 

rod·o·mon·tade also rho·do·mon·tade (rmdÙN-mmn-t7dù, -tädù, roÙdN-) n.  

Pretentious boasting or bragging; bluster.  See Synonyms at bombast.   —  adj.  

Pretentiously boastful or bragging.   —  v.  intr. ro·do·mon·tad·ed, 
ro·do·mon·tad·ing, ro·do·mon·tades. To boast or brag; bluster.  [French, 

from Italian rodomontada, from Rodomonte, arrogant Saracen leader in Orlando 

Innamorato by Matteo Boiardo and Orlando Furioso by Ludovico Ariosto.]

roe1 (ro) n.  1. The eggs or the egg-laden ovary of a fish.  2. The egg mass or 

spawn of certain crustaceans, such as the lobster.  [Middle English row, from 

Middle Low German or Middle Dutch roge.]

roe2 (ro) n.  pl. roe or roes. The roe deer.  [Middle English ro, from Old English 

r7, r7ha.]

Roeb·ling (roùblVng), John Augustus. 1806-1869.  German-born American 

engineer who designed and began the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge, a 

project completed (1883) by his son Washington Augustus Roebling (1837-

1926). 

roe·buck (roùbƒkÙ) n.  A male roe deer. 

roe deer (ro dîr) n.  A rather small, delicately formed Eurasian deer (Capreolus 

capreolus) having short, branched antlers in the male and a brownish coat. 

roent·gen also rönt·gen (rHntùgNn, -jNn, rƒntù-) n.  Abbr. R, r A unit of radia-

tion exposure equal to the quantity of ionizing radiation that will produce one 

electrostatic unit of electricity in one cubic centimeter of dry air at 0˚C and stan-

dard atmospheric pressure.  [After Wilhelm Konrad ROENTGEN.] —roentùgen 
adj. 



Roent·gen (rHntùgNn, -jNn, rƒntù-)  or Rönt·gen (rœntùgNn), Wilhelm Kon-
rad. 1845-1923.  German physicist who discovered x-rays and developed x-ray 

photography, revolutionizing medical diagnosis. He won a 1901 Nobel Prize. 

roent·gen·ize (rHntùgN-nXzÙ, -jN-, rƒntù-) v.  tr. roent·gen·ized, 
roent·gen·iz·ing, roent·gen·iz·es. To subject to the action of x-rays. 

roentgeno- pref.  X-ray:  roentgenography.  [From ROENTGEN.]

roent·gen·o·gram (rHntùgN-nN-gr4mÙ, -jN-, rƒntù-) n.  A photograph made 

with x-rays.  Also called roentgenograph 

roent·gen·o·graph (rHntùgN-nN-gr4fÙ, -jN-, rƒntù-) n.  See roentgenogram. 
roent·gen·og·ra·phy (rHntÙgN-nmgùrN-fK, -jN-, rƒntÙ-) n.  Photography with 

the use of x-rays.   —roentÙgen·o·graphùic (-gN-nN-gr4fùVk, -jN-) adj.  

—roentÙgen·o·graphùic·al·ly adv. 

roent·gen·ol·o·gy (rHntÙgN-nmlùN-jK, -jN-, rƒntÙ-) n.  Radiology employing x-

rays.   —roentÙgen·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), roentÙgen·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—roentÙgen·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —roentÙgen·olùo·gist n. 

roent·gen·o·scope (rHntùgN-nN-skopÙ, -jN-, rƒntù-) n.  See fluoroscope.  
—roentÙgen·o·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  —roentÙgen·osùco·py (-gN-nmsùkN-

pK, -jN-) n. 

roent·gen·o·ther·a·py (rHntÙgN-nN-thHrùN-pK, -jN-, rƒntÙ-) n.  pl. 

roent·gen·o·ther·a·pies. The therapeutic use of x-rays in treating disease. 

roentgen ray (rHntùgNn r7) n.  See x-ray (n., sense 1). 

Roe·rich (rûrùVk, ryôùrVKH), Nicholas Konstantin. 1874-1947.  Russian-born 

artist and archaeologist known especially for the sets he designed for Diaghilev’s 

ballets. 

Roe·se·la·re (ruÙsN-lärùN)  A city of western Belgium west-northwest of Brus-

sels. It is an industrial center. Population, 51,649. 

Roeth·ke (rHtùkK, -kN, rHthù-), Theodore. 1908-1963.  American poet whose 

short, lyrical works, often imbued with floral images, were published in The Wak-

ing (1953) and other collections. 

ro·ga·tion (ro-g7ùshNn) n.  1.  Often rogations. Ecclesiastical. Solemn prayer 

or supplication, especially as chanted during the rites of a Rogation Day.  

2. a. The formal proposal of a law in ancient Rome by a tribune or consul to the 

people for acceptance or rejection.  b. A law proposed in this manner.   [Middle 

English rogacioun, from Latin rog7tio, rog7tion-, from rog7tus, past participle of 

rog7re, to ask. See reg- in Appendix.]

Ro·ga·tion Day (ro-g7ùshNn d7) n.  Ecclesiastical. One of the three days of 

prayer preceding Ascension Day. 

ro·ga·to·ry (roùgN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Law. Requesting information. Used espe-

cially of a request by one court of another, often foreign court for aid in obtaining 

desired information:  a rogatory letter.  [French rogatoire, from Medieval Latin 



rog7torius, from Latin rog7tus, past participle of rog7re, to ask. See reg- in Appen-

dix.]

rog·er (rmjùNr) interj.  Used especially in radio communications to indicate 

receipt of a message.  [From Roger, spoken representation of the letter r, short for 

RECEIVED.]

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz)  A city of northwest Arkansas north of Fayetteville. It is a pro-

cessing center in a farming and tourist area. Population, 24,692. 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), Bruce. 1870-1957.  American book designer and typographer 

noted for his use of design to reflect a volume’s subject matter. 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), Carl. 1902-1987.  American psychologist. A founder of 

humanistic psychology, he developed client-centered therapy, in which the client 

directs the focus and pace of each session. 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), Ginger. 1911-1995.  American dancer and actress particularly 

noted for her partnership with Fred Astaire in several motion pictures, including 

Swing Time (1936). 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), John. 1829-1904.  American sculptor noted for his groups of 

small sculptures, such as “Checkers up at the Farm” and “The Slave Auction” 

(both 1859). 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), Robert. 1731-1795.  American soldier and frontiersman who 

led (1758-1763) the Rogers’s Rangers on a series of daring missions during the 

French and Indian War. 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), Roy. Born 1912.  American singer and actor who played a 

singing cowboy in motion-picture Westerns. 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), Samuel. 1763-1855.  British poet whose works include The 

Pleasures of Memory (1792). 

Rog·ers (rmjùNrz), William Penn Adair. Known as “Will.” 1879-1935.  Ameri-

can humorist noted for his wry, homespun commentary on American society and 

politics. 

Ro·get (ro-zh7ù, roùzh7), Peter Mark. 1779-1869.  British physician and 

scholar who compiled the Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases (1852). 

rogue (rog) n.  1. An unprincipled, deceitful, and unreliable person; a scoundrel 

or rascal.  2. One who is playfully mischievous; a scamp:  My little brother is such a 

rogue!  3. A wandering beggar; a vagrant.  4. A vicious and solitary animal, espe-

cially an elephant that has separated itself from its herd.  5. An organism, espe-

cially a plant, that shows an undesirable variation from a standard.   —  v.  

rogued, rogu·ing, rogues.  —  v.  tr. 1. To defraud.  2. To remove (diseased or 

abnormal specimens) from a group of plants of the same variety.   —  v.  intr. To 

remove deviant plants.  [Origin unknown.]

Rogue River (rog rVvùNr)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, rising in the 

Cascade Range of southwest Oregon and flowing generally south and southwest 

to the Pacific Ocean. 



rogu·er·y (roùgN-rK) n.  pl. rogu·er·ies. 1. Behavior characteristic of a rogue.  

2. A mischievous act. 

rogues’ gallery (rogz g4lùN-rK) n.  A collection of pictures of known and sus-

pected criminals maintained in police files and used for making identifications. 

rogu·ish (roùgVsh) adj.  1. Deceitful; unprincipled:  Set adrift by his roguish crew, 

the captain of the ship spent a week alone at sea.  2. Playfully mischievous:  a rogu-

ish grin.   —roguùish·ly adv.  —roguùish·ness n. 

Rohn·ert Park (roùnNrt pärk)  A city of western California, a suburb of Santa 

Rosa. Population, 36,326. 

Roh·rer (roùrNr), Heinrich. Born 1933.  Swiss physicist. He shared a 1986 Nobel 

Prize for designing an electron microscope able to scan individual atoms. 

roil (roil) v.  roiled, roil·ing, roils.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make (a liquid) muddy or 

cloudy by stirring up sediment.  2. To displease or disturb; vex:  Some of her habits 

are off-putting but don’t let them roil you.   —  v.  intr. To be in a state of turbu-

lence or agitation.  [Origin unknown.]

roil·y (roiùlK) adj.  roil·i·er, roil·i·est. 1. Full of sediment; muddy or cloudy.  

2. Turbulent; agitated. 

rois·ter (roiùstNr) v.  intr. rois·tered, rois·ter·ing, rois·ters. 1. To engage in 

boisterous merrymaking; revel noisily.  2. To behave in a blustering manner; 

swagger.  [From obsolete roister, roisterer, probably from Old French rustre, ruf-

fian, alteration of ruste, from Latin r7sticus, rustic. See RUSTIC.] —roisùter·er n.  

—roisùter·ous adj.  —roisùter·ous·ly adv. 

ro·la·mite (roùlN-mXtÙ) n.  A mechanism consisting of two or more hard, cylin-

drical rollers with a flexible nonstretching band looped around them, so that the 

rollers move against each other with very little friction.  [ROL(L) + -amite, of 

unknown origin.]

Ro·land (roùlNnd, rô-läNù) n.  A French hero celebrated in medieval chansons de 

geste as the nephew of Charlemagne and defender of Christianity who was killed 

in battle against the Saracens at Roncesvalles in A.D. 778. 

role also rôle (rol) n.  1. A character or part played by a performer.  2. The char-

acteristic and expected social behavior of an individual.  3. A function or posi-

tion.  See Synonyms at function.  [French rôle, from Old French rolle, roll of 

parchment (on which an actor’s part was written), from Latin rotula, diminutive 

of rota, wheel. See ROLL.]

WORD HISTORY: Considering the various great roles in the theater, such as

Hamlet or Lear, or the various roles we play, such as parent or teacher, employer

or employee, it is difficult to think back to a time in the history of the word role

when none of these important associations was present. Role, which is first re-

corded in English in 1606, came to us from French with the sense “a part one has

to play.” Obviously the development of the sense familiar to us had already oc-



curred in French, where the word rôle in its earlier history (Old French rolle) had

meant “a roll, as of parchment,” particularly with reference to a manuscript roll.

The word could also mean “a legal document” or “a list or register.” From such

use it also came to refer to the text from which an actor learned a part. This use

brought the word into the world of the theater where it has played an important

role ever since.

role indicator (rol VnùdV-k7ÙtNr) n.  Computer Science. In information retrieval, 

a code that is assigned to a key word to indicate the part of speech or function of 

the word in the text where it occurs. 

role model (rol mmdùl) n.  A person who serves as a model in a particular 

behavioral or social role for another person to emulate. 

role-play (rolùpl7Ù) v.  role-·played, role-·play·ing, role-·plays.  —  v.  tr. 

To assume deliberately the part or role of; act out: “Participants are encouraged to 

pass on leads about jobs... and to role-play interview situations with each other” 

(Hatfield MA Valley Advocate).   —  v.  intr. To assume or act out a particular 

role: “When I hire people I role-play with them... to see how they take pressure” 

(Peter Schrag).   —  n.  Role-playing. 

role-play·ing (rolùpl7ÙVng) n.  1. Psychology. A therapeutic technique, designed 

to reduce the conflict inherent in various social situations, in which participants 

act out particular behavioral roles in order to expand their awareness of differing 

points of view.  2. An instance or a situation in which one deliberately acts out or 

assumes a particular character or role. 

Rolf (rmlf)  See Rollo. 
Rolfe (rmlf), John. 1585-1622.  English colonist in America and husband of Poc-

ahontas. 

Rolf·ing (rôlùfVng, rmlù-)  A service mark used for a technique of deep muscular 

manipulation and massage for the relief of bodily and emotional tension. 

roll (rol) v.  rolled, roll·ing, rolls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move forward along a sur-

face by revolving on an axis or by repeatedly turning over.  2. To travel or be 

moved on wheels or rollers:  rolled down the sidewalk on their scooters.  3. To travel 

around; wander:  roll from town to town.  4. a. To travel or be carried in a vehicle.  

b. To be carried on a stream:  The logs rolled down the cascading river.   5. a. To 

start to move or operate:  The press wouldn’t roll.  b. To work or succeed in a sus-

tained way; gain momentum:  The political campaign finally began to roll.   6. To 

go by; elapse:  The days rolled along.  7. To recur:  Summer has rolled around again.  

8. To move in a periodic revolution, as a planet in its orbit.  9. To turn over and 

over:  The puppy rolled in the mud.  10. To shift the gaze usually quickly and con-

tinually:  Her eyes rolled with fright.  11. To turn around or revolve on or as if on 

an axis.  12. To move or advance with a rising and falling motion; undulate:  The 

waves rolled toward shore.  13. To extend or appear to extend in gentle rises and 



falls:  The dunes roll to the sea.  14. To move or rock from side to side:  The ship 

pitched and rolled in heavy seas.  15. To walk with a swaying, unsteady motion.  

16. To take the shape of a ball or cylinder:  Yarn rolls easily.  17. To become flat-

tened by or as if by pressure applied by a roller.  18. To make a deep, prolonged, 

surging sound:  Thunder rolled in the distance.  19. To make a sustained, trilling 

sound, as certain birds do.  20. To beat a drum in a continuous series of short 

blows.  21. To pour or flow in or as if in a continual stream:  tourists rolling into 

the city.  22. To enjoy ample amounts:  rolled in the money.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to move forward along a surface by revolving on an axis or by repeatedly turning 

over.  2. To move or push along on wheels or rollers:  rolled the plane out of the 

hangar.  3. To impel or send onward in a steady, swelling motion:  The sea rolls its 

waves onto the sand.  4. To impart a swaying, rocking motion to:  Heavy seas rolled 

the ship.  5. To turn around or partly turn around; rotate:  rolled his head toward 

the door.  6. To cause to begin moving or operating:  roll the cameras; roll the 

presses.  7. To extend or lay out:  rolled out a long rope.  8. To pronounce or utter 

with a trill:  You must roll your r’s in Spanish.  9. To utter or emit in full, swelling 

tones.  10. To beat (a drum) with a continuous series of short blows.  11. To wrap 

(something) round and round upon itself or around something else:  roll up a 

poster.  12. a. To envelop or enfold in a covering:  roll dirty laundry in a sheet.  

b. To make by shaping into a ball or cylinder:  roll a cigarette.   13. To spread, 

compress, or flatten by applying pressure with a roller:  roll pastry dough.  

14. Printing. To apply ink to (type) with a roller or rollers.  15. Games. To throw 

(dice), as in craps.  16. Slang. To rob (a drunken, sleeping, or otherwise helpless 

person).   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of rolling.  2. Something rolled up:  a 

roll of tape.  3. A quantity, as of cloth or wallpaper, rolled into a cylinder and 

often considered as a unit of measure.  4. A piece of parchment or paper that may 

be or is rolled up; a scroll.  5. A register or a catalogue.  6. A list of names of per-

sons belonging to a group.  7. A mass in cylindrical or rounded form:  a roll of 

tobacco.  8. a. A small rounded portion of bread.  b. A portion of food shaped 

like a tube with a filling.   9. A rolling, swaying, or rocking motion.  10. A gentle 

swell or undulation of a surface:  the roll of the plains.  11. A deep reverberation 

or rumble:  the roll of thunder.  12. A rapid succession of short sounds:  the roll of 

a drum.  13. A trill:  the roll of his r’s.  14. A resonant, rhythmical flow of words.  

15. A roller, especially a cylinder on which to roll something up or with which to 

flatten something.  16. A maneuver in which an airplane makes a single complete 

rotation about its longitudinal axis without changing direction or losing altitude.  

17. Slang. Money, especially a wad of paper money.   —phrasal verbs. roll 
back. 1. To reduce (prices or wages, for example) to a previous lower level.  2. To 

cause to turn back or retreat.  roll out. 3. To get out of bed.  4. Football. To exe-

cute a rollout.  roll over. 5. To defer or postpone payment of (an obligation).  

6. To renegotiate the terms of (a financial deal).  7. To reinvest (funds from a 



maturing security) into a similar security.  roll up. 8. To arrive in a vehicle.  9. To 

accumulate; amass:  rolled up quite a fortune.   —idioms. on a roll. Informal. 

Undergoing or experiencing sustained, even increasing good fortune, or success: 

“The stock market’s on a roll” (Karen Pennar).  roll in the hay. Slang. Sexual 

intercourse.  roll the bones. Games. To cast dice, especially in craps.  roll with 
the punches. Slang. To cope with and withstand adversity, especially by being 

flexible.  [Middle English rollen, from Old French roler, from Vulgar Latin 

*rotul7re, from Latin rotula, diminutive of rota, wheel. See ret- in Appendix.]

Rol·land (rô-läNù), Romain. 1866-1944.  French writer whose varied works 

include Jean Christophe (1904-1912), a series of satirical novels. He won the 1915 

Nobel Prize for literature. 

roll·a·way (rolùN-w7Ù) adj.  Set on rollers or casters for easy moving and storing:  

a rollaway bed. 

roll·back (rolùb4kÙ) n.  1. A reduction, especially in prices or wages, to a previ-

ous lower level by governmental action or direction:  a price rollback; a rollback of 

military supplies.  2. A turning back or retreat, as from a previously held position 

or policy:  Conservatives hoped for a rollback of left-wing support for the controver-

sial new legislation. 

roll bar (rol bär) n.  A sturdy metal bar built into the inside roof of a motor vehi-

cle to prevent or reduce injury in case of a rollover. 

roll call (rol kôl) n.  1. The reading aloud of a list of names of people, as in a 

classroom or military post, to determine who is present or absent.  2. The time 

fixed for such a reading. 

roll·er1 (roùlNr) n.  1. One that rolls or performs a rolling operation or activity.  

2. Any of various cylindrical or spherical devices that roll or rotate, especially: 

a. A small, spokeless wheel, such as that of a roller skate or caster.  b. An elon-

gated cylinder on which something, such as a window shade or towel, is wound.  

c. A heavy, revolving cylinder that is used to level, crush, or smooth.  d. Printing. 

A cylinder, usually of hard rubber, used to ink the type before the paper is 

impressed.  e. A cylinder of wire mesh, foam rubber, or other material around 

which a strand of hair is wound to produce a soft curl or wave.   3. A long, rolled 

bandage.  4. A heavy, swelling wave that breaks on a coast.  5. A tumbler pigeon. 

rol·ler2 (roùlNr) n.  1. Any of various Old World birds of the family Coraciidae, 

having bright blue wings, stocky bodies, and hooked bills. They are noted for 

their aggressiveness and their habit of rolling and twisting in flight, especially 

during the breeding season.  2. A canary that trills.  [German, from rollen, to roll, 

burble. See ROLLMOPS.]

roller bearing (roùlNr bârùVng) n.  A bearing using rollers to reduce friction 

between machine parts. 

roller coaster (roùlNr koùstNr) n.  1. A steep, sharply curving elevated railway 

with small open passenger cars that is operated at high speeds as a ride, especially 



in an amusement park.  2. Something, such as an action, event, or experience, 

that is marked by abrupt, extreme changes in circumstance, quality, or behavior: 

“the demographic roller coaster caused by the baby boom” (American Demograph-

ics). 

roller hockey (roùlNr hmkùK) n.  Sports. Hockey played on a hard surface in 

which two opposing teams of roller skaters, using curved sticks, try to drive a ball 

into the opponents’ goal. 

roller skate (roùlNr sk7t) n.  A shoe or boot with two or four wheels or casters 

attached to its sole for skating on hard surfaces. 

roll·er-skate (roùlNr-sk7tÙ) v.  intr. roll·er-·skat·ed, roll·er-·skat·ing, roll·er-
·skates. To engage in roller skating.   —roller skater n. 

Rolle’s theorem (rôlz thKùNr-Nm, rolz) n.  Mathematics. A theorem stating 

that if a curve is continuous, has two x-intercepts, and has a tangent at every 

point between the intercepts, at least one of these tangents is parallel to the x-axis.  

[After Michel Rolle (1652-1719), French mathematician.]

roll film (rol fVlm) n.  Photographic film rolled on a spool and encased before 

being loaded into a camera. 

rol·lick (rmlùVk) v.  intr. rol·licked, rol·lick·ing, rol·licks. To behave or move in 

a carefree, frolicsome manner; romp.  [Origin unknown.] —rolùlick n.  

—rolùlick·some, rolùlick·y adj. 

rol·lick·ing (rmlùV-kVng) adj.  Carefree and high-spirited; boisterous:  a rollicking 

celebration.   —rolùlick·ing·ly adv. 

Roll·ing Meadows (roùlVng mHdùoz)  A city of northeast Illinois, a suburb of 

Chicago. Population, 22,591. 

roll·ing mill (roùlVng mVl) n.  1. A factory in which metal is rolled into sheets, 

bars, or other forms.  2. A machine used for rolling metal. 

rolling pin (roùlVng pVn) n.  A smooth cylinder, usually of wood, with a handle 

at each end, used for rolling out dough. 

rolling stock (roùlVng stmk) n.  The equipment available for use as transporta-

tion, as automotive vehicles, locomotives, or railroad cars, owned by a particular 

company or carrier. 

roll·mops (rolùmmpsÙ) n.  pl. rollmops. A marinated fillet of herring wrapped 

around a pickle or an onion and served as an hors d’oeuvre.  [German  : rollen, to 

roll (from Middle High German, from Old French roler); see ROLL + Mops, block-

head, pug dog.]

Rol·lo (rmlùo), Also called Hrolf (hrmlf, rmlf)  or Rolf (rmlf) 860?-931?.  Norse 

chieftain and the first duke of Normandy. 

roll-on (rolùmnÙ, -ônÙ) adj.  Of or being a substance, such as a deodorant, that is 

dispensed from a container having a rolling ball at one end serving as an applica-

tor.   —rollù-onÙ n. 



roll·out (rolùoutÙ) n.  1. The inauguration or initial public exhibition of a new 

product, service, or policy:  The manufacturer’s rollout of the new jet is scheduled 

for next month.  2. Football. A play in which the quarterback runs toward a side-

line after receiving the snap with the intention of passing the ball. 

roll·o·ver (rolùoÙvNr) n.  1. The act or process of rolling over.  2. An accident in 

which a motor vehicle overturns.  3. Economics. Reinvestment of profits received 

from one often short-term security into another, similar security:  an IRA roll-

over. 

roll-top desk  or roll·top desk (rolùtmpÙ dHsk) n.  A desk fitted with a flexible 

sliding top made of parallel slats. 

roll·way (rolùw7Ù) n.  A surface along which cylindrical objects or objects on 

rollers may be moved, especially a naturally or artificially inclined surface used by 

lumberjacks to slide logs into a waterway for transport. 

Ro·lo·dex (roùlN-dHksÙ)  A trademark used for a desktop rotary file of remov-

able cards, usually used for names, addresses, and telephone numbers. This trade-

mark often occurs in attributive contexts in print: “He recently sent 1,000 

journalists a set of four Rolodex cards, each featuring his picture and a list of his four 

committee assignments” (National Journal). It also occurs in the plural: “Their 

names can be found in Rolodexes all over town” (New York Times). 

Röl·vaag (rolùvägÙ), Ole Edvart. 1876-1931.  Norwegian-born American 

writer whose novels, especially the trilogy beginning with Giants in the Earth 

(1927), concern the Norwegian settlers of the American West. 

ro·ly-po·ly (roÙlK-poùlK) adj.  Short and plump; pudgy.   —  n.  pl. ro·ly-
po·lies. 1. A short, plump person or thing.  2. Chiefly British. A pudding made 

of jam or fruit rolled up in pastry dough and baked or steamed until soft.  [Alter-

ation and reduplication of ROLL.]

rom also rom. abbr.  Printing. Roman. 

ROM abbr.  Computer Science. Read-only memory. 

Rom. abbr.  1. Roman.  2. Romance (languages).  3. Romania.  4. Romanian.  

5. Bible. Romans. 

Ro·ma·gna (ro-mänùyN, rô-mäùnyä)  A historical region of north-central Italy. 

It was the center of Byzantine influence in Italy and later came under papal rule. 

The region now forms part of Emilia-Romagna. 

Ro·ma·ic (ro-m7ùVk) n.  Modern Greek.  [Modern Greek Rhomaikos, from 

Greek, Roman, from RhomK, Rome, from Latin Roma.] —Ro·maùic adj. 

ro·maine (ro-m7nù) n.  A cultivar of lettuce (Lactuca sativa) having a slender 

head of oblong or obovate leaves with broad midribs.  Also called cos1, cos lettuce.  

[French, from feminine of Romain, Roman, from Old French, from Latin 

Rom7nus, from Roma, Rome.]

Ro·mains (ro-m4Nù), Jules. Pen name of Louis Farigoule. 1885-1972.  French 

writer whose poetry, drama, and fiction, including the novel cycle Men of Good 



Will (1932-1946), express the belief that an individual is unimportant unless 

associated with some group. 

ro·man (ro-mäNù) n.  1. A narrative poem or a prose tale in medieval French lit-

erature.  2. A novel.  [French, from Old French romans, romance. See ROMANCE.]

Ro·man (roùmNn) adj.  1.  Abbr. Rom. a. Of or relating to ancient or modern 

Rome or its people or culture.  b. Of or relating to the Roman Empire.   2.  Abbr. 

Rom. a. Of, relating to, or composed in the Latin language.  b. Of or using the 

Latin alphabet.   3.  Abbr. Rom. Of or relating to the Roman Catholic Church.  

4.  Abbr. Rom. Of or being an architectural style developed by the ancient 

Romans and characterized by the round arch as chief structural element, the 

vault, concrete masonry construction, and classical ornamentation.  5. roman. 

Abbr. rom, rom. Of or being a typestyle characterized by upright letters having 

serifs and vertical lines thicker than horizontal lines.   —  n.  1.  Abbr. Rom. A 

native, inhabitant, or citizen of ancient or modern Rome.  2.  Abbr. Rom. The 

Italian language as spoken in Rome.  3.  Abbr. Rom. One belonging to the Roman 

Catholic Church.  4. roman. Abbr. rom, rom. Roman print or typestyle.  

5. Romans. (used with a sing. verb). Abbr. Rom., Rm. A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible.  [Middle English, from Old English Rom7n, or from Old French 

romain both from Latin Rom7nus, from Roma, Rome.]

ro·man à clef (ro-mäNÙ ä kl7ù) n.  pl. ro·mans à clef (romäNÙ zä kl7ù). A 

novel in which actual persons, places, or events are depicted in fictional guise.  

[French  : roman, novel + à, with + clef, key.]

Roman alphabet (ro-mäNù 4lùfN-bHtÙ) n.  See Latin alphabet. 
Roman calendar (ro-mäNù k4lùNn-dNr) n.  The lunar calendar used by the 

ancient Romans until the introduction of the Julian calendar in 46 B.C. 

Roman candle (ro-mäNù k4nùdl) n.  A cylindrical firework that emits balls of 

fire and a shower of sparks. 

Roman Catholic (ro-mäNù k4thùN-lVk) adj.  Abbr. RC Of, relating to, or being 

the Roman Catholic Church.   —  n.  A member of the Roman Catholic Church. 

Roman Catholic Church (ro-mäNù k4thùN-lVk chûrch) n.  Abbr. R.C.Ch. The 

Christian church characterized by an episcopal hierarchy with the pope as its head 

and belief in seven sacraments and the authority of tradition. 

Roman Catholicism (ro-mäNù kN-thmlùV-sVzÙNm) n.  The doctrines, practices, 

and organization of the Roman Catholic Church. 

ro·mance (ro-m4nsù, roùm4nsÙ) n.  1. a. A love affair.  b. Ardent emotional 

attachment or involvement between people, especially that characterized by a 

high level of purity and devotion; love:  They kept the romance alive in their mar-

riage for 35 years.  c. A strong, sometimes short-lived attachment, fascination, or 

enthusiasm for something:  a childhood romance with the sea.   2. A mysterious or 

fascinating quality or appeal, as of something adventurous, heroic, or strangely 

beautiful: “These fine old guns often have a romance clinging to them” (Richard Jef-



fries).  3. a. A long medieval narrative in prose or verse that tells of the adven-

tures and heroic exploits of chivalric heroes:  an Arthurian romance.  b. A long, 

fictitious tale of heroes and extraordinary or mysterious events.  c. The class of 

literature constituted by such tales.   4. a. An artistic work, such as a novel, story, 

or film, that deals with sexual love, especially in an idealized form.  b. The class 

or style of such works.   5. A fictitiously embellished account or explanation:  We 

have been given speculation and romance instead of the facts.  6. Music. A lyrical, 

tender, usually sentimental song or short instrumental piece.  7. Romance. The 

Romance languages.   —  adj.   also Romance Abbr. Rom. Of, relating to, or 

being any of the languages that developed from Latin, the principal ones being 

Italian, French, Portuguese, Romanian, and Spanish. Other such languages are 

Catalan, Provençal, Rhaeto-Romanic, Sardinian, and Ladino.   —  v.  

ro·manced, ro·manc·ing, ro·manc·es (ro-m4nsù).  —  v.  intr. 1. To invent, 

write, or tell romances.  2. To think or behave in a romantic manner.   —  v.  tr. 

Informal. 1. To make love to; court or woo.  2. To have a love affair with.  [Middle 

English, from Old French romans, romance, work written in French, from Vulgar 

Latin *rom7nicK (scrXbere), (to write) in the vernacular, from Latin Rom7nicus, 

Roman, from Rom7nus. See ROMAN.] —ro·mancùer n. 

Roman congregation (ro-mäNù kmngÙgrV-g7ùshNn) n.  Roman Catholic 

Church. Any department of the Curia dealing with rites, legal and administrative 

problems, questions of faith and morals, and other ecclesiastical matters. 

Roman Empire (ro-mäNù HmùpXrÙ) Also called Rome (rom).  An empire that 

succeeded the Roman Republic during the time of Augustus, who ruled from 27 

B.C. to A.D. 14. At its greatest extent it encompassed territories stretching from 

Britain and Germany to North Africa and the Persian Gulf. After 395 it was split 

into the Byzantine Empire and the Western Roman Empire, which rapidly sank 

into anarchy under the onslaught of barbarian invaders from the north and east. 

The last emperor of the West, Romulus Augustulus (born c. 461), was deposed by 

Goths in 476, the traditional date for the end of the empire. 

Ro·man·esque (roÙmN-nHskù) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a style of Euro-

pean architecture containing both Roman and Byzantine elements, prevalent 

especially in the 11th and 12th centuries and characterized by thick walls, barrel 

vaults, and relatively unrefined ornamentation.  2. Of, relating to, or being corre-

sponding styles in painting and sculpture.   —  n.  A Romanesque style of archi-

tecture, painting, or sculpture. 

ro·man-fleuve (ro-mäNÙflœvù) n.  pl. ro·mans-fleuves (ro-mäNÙflœvù). A 

long novel, often in many volumes, chronicling the history of several generations 

of a family, community, or other group and often presenting an overall view of 

society during a particular epoch.  Also called saga novel [French  : roman, novel + 

fleuve, river.]



Roman holiday (ro-mäNù hmlùV-d7Ù) n.  1. Enjoyment or satisfaction derived 

from observing the suffering of others.  2. A violent public spectacle or distur-

bance in which shame, degradation, or physical harm is intentionally inflicted on 

one person or group by another.  [From the bloody gladiatorial contests staged as 

entertainment for the ancient Romans.]

Ro·ma·ni·a (ro-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN)  or Ru·ma·ni·a (ru-) Abbr. Rom.  A coun-

try of southeast Europe with a short coastline on the Black Sea. Originally a 

Roman province, the area was united in 1861 and became independent in 1878. 

Bucharest is the capital and the largest city. Population, 22,533,074. 

Ro·ma·ni·an (ro-m7ùnK-Nn, -m7nùyNn) also Ru·ma·ni·an (ru-) adj.  Abbr. 

Rom. Of or relating to Romania or its people, language, or culture.   —  n.  Abbr. 

Rom. 1. A native or inhabitant of Romania.  2. The Romance language of the 

Romanians. 

Ro·man·ic (ro-m4nùVk) adj.  1. Of or derived from the ancient Romans.  2. Of 

or relating to the Romance languages.   —Ro·manùic n. 

Ro·man·ism (roùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  Offensive. Roman Catholicism. 

Ro·man·ist (roùmN-nVst) n.  1. Offensive. One who professes Roman Catholi-

cism.  2. A student of or authority on ancient Roman law, culture, and institu-

tions. 

Ro·man·ize (roùmN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. Ro·man·ized, Ro·man·iz·ing, Ro·man·iz·es. 
1. To convert (a person) to Roman Catholicism.  2. To make Roman in character, 

allegiance, or style.  3.  Often romanize. To write or transliterate in the Latin 

alphabet.   —RoÙman·i·zaùtion (-mN-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Roman law (ro-mäNù lô) n.  The legal system of ancient Rome which serves as 

the basis for modern civil law. 

Roman nose (ro-mäNù noz) n.  A nose with a high, prominent bridge. 

Roman numeral (ro-mäNù nuùmNr-Nl) n.  Any of the numerals formed with 

the characters I, V, X, L, C, D, and M in the ancient system of numeration. 

Ro·ma·no (rN-mäùno, ro-) n.  A hard, sharp, dry cheese of Italian origin that is 

made from cow’s milk and usually served grated as a garnish.  [Italian, short for 

(pecorino) romano, Roman (sheep’s milk cheese), from Latin Rom7nus.]

Ro·ma·no (ro-mäùno), Giulio.  See Giulio Romano. 
Ro·ma·nov also Ro·ma·noff (roùmN-nôfÙ, ro-mäùnNf, rN-)  Russian ruling 

dynasty (1613-1917) that began with the accession of Czar Michael (1596-1645; 

ruled 1613-1645) and ended with the abdication of Nicholas II during the Rus-

sian Revolution. 

Ro·mansch also Ro·mansh (ro-mänshù, -m4nshù) n.  The Rhaeto-Romance 

dialect that is an official language of Switzerland.  Also called Ladin [Romansch 

Romonsch, from Latin Rom7nicus, Roman. See ROMANCE.]

ro·man·tic (ro-m4nùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of romance.  

2. Given to thoughts or feelings of romance.  See Synonyms at sentimental.  



3. Displaying, expressive of, or conducive to love:  a romantic atmosphere.  

4. Imaginative but impractical; visionary:  romantic notions.  5. Not based on 

fact; imaginary or fictitious:  His memoirs were criticized as offering a fascinating 

but thoroughly romantic view of the past.  6.  Often Romantic. Of or characteris-

tic of romanticism in the arts.   —  n.  1. A romantic person.  2.  Often Roman-
tic. A follower or adherent of romanticism.  [French romantique, from obsolete 

romant, romance, from Old French romans, romant-, romance. See ROMANCE.] 
—ro·manùti·cal·ly adv. 

ro·man·ti·cism (ro-m4nùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  1.  Often Romanticism. An artistic 

and intellectual movement originating in Europe in the late 18th century and 

characterized by a heightened interest in nature, emphasis on the individual’s 

expression of emotion and imagination, departure from the attitudes and forms 

of classicism, and rebellion against established social rules and conventions.  

2. Romantic quality or spirit in thought, expression, or action.   
—ro·manùti·cist n. 

ro·man·ti·cize (ro-m4nùtV-sXzÙ) v.  ro·man·ti·cized, ro·man·ti·ciz·ing, 
ro·man·ti·ciz·es.  —  v.  tr. To view or interpret romantically; make romantic.   
—  v.  intr. To think in a romantic way.   —ro·manÙti·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Rom·a·ny (rmmùN-nK, roùmN-) n.  pl. Ro·ma·nies. 1. A Gypsy.  2. The Indic 

language of the Gypsies.  Also called Gypsy  —  adj.  Of or relating to the Gypsies 

or their language or culture.  [Romany romani, feminine of romano, gypsy, from 

rom, man, from Prakrit Coma, man of a low caste, of Dravidian origin.]

ro·maunt (ro-môntù -mmntù) n.  Archaic. A verse romance.  [Middle English, 

from Old French romans, romant-, romance. See ROMANCE.]

Rom·bau·er (rmmùbouÙNr), Irma von Starkloff. 1877-1962.  American cook-

ery expert who wrote The Joy of Cooking (1931) and several of its revisions. 

Rom·berg (rmmùbNrg), Sigmund. 1887-1951.  Hungarian-born American 

composer of operettas, including Blossom Time (1921) and The Student Prince 

(1924). 

Rom·blon Islands (rmm-blonù XùlNndz)  An island group of the central Philip-

pines in the Sibuyan Sea. Part of the Visayan Islands, the group comprises 3 large 

islands, including Romblon Island, and about 30 smaller islands. They were vis-

ited by the Spanish at least as early as 1582. 

Rome (rom)  1. The capital and largest city of Italy, in the west-central part of 

the country on the Tiber River. Traditionally founded by Romulus and Remus, it 

was ruled first by Etruscans, who were overthrown c. 500 B.C. The Roman Repub-

lic gradually extended its territory and expanded its influence, giving way to the 

Roman Empire during the reign of Augustus (27 B.C.-A.D. 14). As capital of the 

empire, Rome was considered the center of the known world, but the city 

declined when Constantine transferred his capital to Byzantium (323). Alaric I 

conquered the city in 410, leading to a lengthy period of devastation by barbarian 



tribes. In the Middle Ages the city revived as the spiritual and temporal power of 

the papacy increased. During the 1800’s Rome was held at various times by the 

French until it became the capital of Italy in 1871. Vatican City remains an inde-

pendent enclave within the confines of Rome. Population, 2,830,569.  2. A city of 

northwest Georgia northwest of Atlanta. It was established in 1834 on the site of a 

Cherokee settlement. Population, 30,326.  3. A city of central New York on the 

Mohawk River west-northwest of Utica. Because of its location as a portage point, 

the city was strategically important during the French and Indian Wars and the 

American Revolution. Population, 44,350.  4.  See Roman Empire. 
Ro·me·o (roùmK-oÙ) n.  pl. Ro·me·os. A man who is devoted to lovemaking or 

the pursuit of love.  [After Romeo, the hero of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.]

Ro·me·o·ville (roùmK-o-vVlÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois north of Joliet. It is 

a processing center. Population, 15,519. 

Rom·ish (roùmVsh) adj.  Offensive. Of or relating to the Roman Catholic Church.   
—Romùish·ly adv.  —Romùish·ness n. 

Rom·mel (rmmùNl), Erwin. Known as “the Desert Fox.” 1891-1944.  German 

general active in France, Italy, and northern Africa during World War II. After his 

implication in the July Plot (1944) to assassinate Hitler, he committed suicide. 

Rom·ney (rmmùnK), George. 1734-1802.  British painter of portraits and his-

torical scenes, such as Death of General Wolfe (1763). 

romp (rmmp) v.  intr. romped, romp·ing, romps. 1. To play or frolic boister-

ously.  2. To run or advance in a rapid or easy manner.  3. Slang. To win a race or 

game easily.   —  n.  1. a. Lively, merry play; frolic.  b. Lively or frolicsome play 

that encompasses lovemaking.   2. One, especially a girl, that sports and frolics.  

3. A rapid or easy pace.  4. Slang. An easy win.  [Alteration of RAMP
2.]

romp·er (rmmùpNr) n.  1. One that romps.  2. rompers. A loosely fitted, one-

piece garment having short bloomers that is worn especially by small children for 

play. 

Ro·mu·lo (rmmùyt-loÙ, rôùmu-lôÙ), Carlos Pena. 1899-1985.  Philippine 

journalist and diplomat who supported the Allies during the Japanese invasion 

and occupation of the Philippines (1941-1945) and was later president of the 

United Nations General Assembly (1949-1950). 

Rom·u·lus1 (rmmùyN-lNs) n.  Roman Mythology. The son of Mars and epony-

mous founder of Rome who, with his twin brother, Remus, was reared and suck-

led by a wolf. 

Rom·u·lus2 (rmmùyN-lNs)  A city of southeast Michigan, a suburb of Detroit. 

Population, 22,897. 

Ron·ces·valles (rmnùsN-v4lzÙ, rônÙthHs-välùyHs)  A mountain pass, 1,057.7 m 

(3,468 ft) high, through the western Pyrenees in northern Spain. It is the tradi-

tional site of the death of the hero Roland during the defeat of Charlemagne’s 

army by the Saracens (778). 



ron·deau (rmnùdo, rmn-doù) n.  pl. ron·deaux (-doz, -dozù). 1. A lyrical poem 

of French origin having 13 or sometimes 10 lines with two rhymes throughout 

and with the opening phrase repeated twice as a refrain.  2. Music. A medieval 

French song, either monophonic, as in the songs of the trouvères, or polyphonic 

in construction.  [French, alteration of Old French rondel. See RONDEL.]

ron·del (rmnùdNl, rmn-dHlù) n.  1. A poem similar to a rondeau, having 13 or 14 

lines with two rhymes throughout. The first and second lines reappear in the 

middle and at the end, although sometimes only the first line appears at the end.  

2.  Often ron·delle (rmn-dHlù). A rounded or circular object.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, diminutive of ronde, circle, round. See ROUND
1.]

ron·de·let (rmnÙdl-Htù, -dl-7ù) n.  A poem similar to a rondeau, usually having 

seven lines and always two rhymes, with the first line containing four syllables 

repeated as lines three and seven and the other lines containing eight syllables.  

[French, from Old French, diminutive of rondel, rondel. See RONDEL.]

ron·delle (rmn-dHlù) n.  Variant of rondel (n., sense 2). 

ron·do (rmnùdo, rmn-doù) n.  pl. ron·dos. Music. A composition having a princi-

pal theme that occurs at least three times in its original key between contrasting 

subordinate themes.  [Italian rondò, from French rondeau, rondeau. See RON-

DEAU.]

ron·dure (rmnùjNr, -dytrÙ) n.  A circular or gracefully rounded object.  [French 

rondeur, roundness, from Old French, from ronde, round. See ROUND
1.]

Ron·kon·ko·ma (rmng-kmngùkN-mN, rmn-kmnù-)  A town of southeast New 

York on central Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 20,391. 

Ron·ne Ice Shelf (roùnN Xs shHlf, rmnùN)  An area of shelf ice in western Ant-

arctica south of the Weddell Sea. 

ron·nel (rmnùNl) n.  A solid, light brown compound, C8H8CI3O3PS, used as an 

insecticide, especially against flies and cockroaches.  [From Ronnel, a non-U.S. 

trademark.]

Ron·sard (rôN-särù), Pierre de. 1524-1585.  French poet whose lyrical love 

poems, including Sonnets pour Hélène (1578), are considered his best works. 

rönt·gen (rHntùgNn, -jNn, rƒntù-) n.  Variant of roentgen. 
Rönt·gen (rœntùgNn), Wilhelm Konrad.  See Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen. 
rood (rud) n.  1. a. A crucifix symbolizing the cross on which Jesus was cruci-

fied.  b. A large crucifix or the representation of one over the altar screen of a 

medieval church.   2.  Abbr. ro. Chiefly British. A measure of length that varies 

from 52 to 8 yards (5.0 to 7.3 meters).  3.  Abbr. ro. A measure of land equal to 4 

acre, or 40 square rods (0.10 hectare).  [Middle English, from Old English rod.]

rood screen (rud skrKn) n.  An ornamented altar screen surmounted by a cru-

cifix that separates the choir of a church from the nave. 

roof (ruf, rtf) n.  1. a. The exterior surface and its supporting structures on 

the top of a building.  b. The upper exterior surface of a dwelling as a symbol of 



the home itself:  three generations living under one roof.   2. The top covering of 

something:  the roof of a car.  3. The upper surface of an anatomical structure, 

especially one having a vaulted inner structure:  the roof of the mouth.  4. The 

highest point or limit; the summit or ceiling:  A roof on prices is needed to keep our 

customers happy.   —  v.  tr. roofed, roof·ing, roofs. To furnish or cover with or 

as if with a roof.   —idioms. go through the roof. Slang. 1. To grow, inten-

sify, or rise to an enormous, often unexpected degree:  Operating costs went 

through the roof last year.  2. To become extremely angry:  When I told her about 

breaking the window, she went through the roof.  raise the roof. Slang. 3. To be 

extremely noisy and boisterous:  The participants plan to dance, drink, and gener-

ally raise the roof at tonight’s party.  4. To complain loudly and bitterly:  Angry ten-

ants finally raised the roof about their noisy neighbors.  [Middle English, from Old 

English hrof.]

roof·er (ruùfNr, rtfùNr) n.  One who lays or repairs roofs. 

roof garden (ruf gärùdn) n.  1. A garden on the roof of a building, especially 

one found in an urban setting.  2. The roof or top floor of a building designed for 

use by the public that often contains outdoor seating or dining facilities. 

roof·ing (ruùfVng, rtfùVng) n.  1. Materials used in building a roof.  2. A roof. 

roof·less (rufùlVs, rtfù-) adj.  1. Lacking a roof.  2. Having no home or shel-

ter; homeless or destitute. 

roof·line (rufùlXnÙ, rtfù-) n.  The profile of or silhouette made by a roof or 

series of roofs. 

roof·top (rufùtmpÙ, rtfù-) n.  The outer surface of a roof.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  rooftop gardens; rooftop tiles. 

roof·tree (rufùtrKÙ, rtfù-) n.  1. The ridgepole of a roof.  2. A roof. 

rook1 (rtk) n.  1. An Old World bird (Corvus frugilegus) that resembles the 

North American crow and nests in colonies near the tops of trees.  2. A swindler 

or cheat, especially at games.   —  v.  tr. rooked, rook·ing, rooks. To swindle; 

cheat:  Customers are afraid of being rooked by unscrupulous vendors.  [Middle 

English rok, from Old English hroc.]

rook2 (rtk) n.  Abbr. R Games. A chess piece that may move in a straight line 

over any number of empty squares in a rank or file.  Also called castle [Middle 

English rok, from Old French roc, from Arabic ruTT, from Persian.]

rook·er·y (rtkùN-rK) n.  pl. rook·er·ies. 1. a. A place where rooks nest or 

breed.  b. A colony of rooks.   2. The breeding ground of certain other birds or 

animals, such as penguins and seals.  3. A crowded and dilapidated tenement. 

rook·ie (rtkùK) n.  1. Slang. a. An untrained or inexperienced recruit, as in the 

army or police.  b. An inexperienced person; a novice.   2. Sports. A first-year 

player, especially in a professional sport.  [Perhaps alteration of RECRUIT.]

rook·y (rtkùK) adj.  Of, characteristic of, or abounding in rooks. 



room (rum, rtm) n.  Abbr. rm. 1. A space that is or may be occupied:  That 

easy chair takes up too much room.  2. a. An area separated by walls or partitions 

from other similar parts of the structure or building in which it is located:  the 

first room on the left; an unpainted room.  b. The people present in such an area:  

The whole room laughed.   3. rooms. Living quarters; lodgings.  4. Suitable 

opportunity; occasion.   —  v.  intr. roomed, room·ing, rooms. To occupy a 

room; lodge.  [Middle English roum, from Old English r7m. See reuN- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: room, elbowroom, latitude, leeway, margin, play, scope. The central

meaning shared by these nouns is “adequate space or opportunity for freedom of

movement or action”: room for improvement; needed elbowroom to negotiate effec-

tively; no latitude allowed in conduct or speech; allowed the chef leeway in choosing

the menu; no margin for error; imagination given full play; permitting their talents

free scope.

room and board (rum Nnd bôrd) n.  Lodging and meals earned, purchased 

for a set fee, or otherwise provided. 

room·er (ruùmNr, rtmùNr) n.  One who rents a room or rooms in which to 

live; a lodger. 

room·ette (ru-mHtù, rtm-Htù) n.  A small private compartment in a railroad 

sleeping car. 

room·ful (rumùftlÙ, rtmù-) n.  pl. room·fuls. 1. a. The amount that a 

room can hold:  a roomful of furniture.  b. The number of people that a room can 

hold:  a roomful of guests.   2. The number of people in a room, considered as a 

group:  The whole roomful gasped when he entered, wearing a bizarre costume. 

room·ing house (ruùmVng hous, rtmùVng) n.  A house where lodgers may 

rent rooms. 

room·mate (rumùm7tÙ, rtmù-) n.  A person with whom one shares a room 

or rooms. 

room temperature (rum tHmùpNr-N-chtrÙ) n.  Abbr. R.T. An indoor tem-

perature of from 20 to 25˚C (68 to 77˚F). 

room·y (ruùmK, rtmùK) adj.  room·i·er, room·i·est. Having plenty of room; 

spacious.  See Synonyms at spacious.  —roomùi·ly adv.  —roomùi·ness n. 

roor·back (rtrùb4kÙ) n.  A false or slanderous story used for political advan-

tage.  [After Baron von Roorback, imaginary author of Roorback’s Tour Through 

the Western and Southern States, from which a passage was purportedly quoted in 

an attempt to disparage presidential candidate James K. Polk in 1844.]

Roo·sen·daal (roùsNn-dälÙ)  A city of southwest Netherlands near the Belgian 

border south of Rotterdam. Founded in 1268, it is a transportation and industrial 

center. Population, 56,519. 



Roo·se·velt (roùzN-vHltÙ, rozùvHltÙ, -vNlt, ruù-)  An unincorporated community 

of southeast New York on western Long Island southeast of Hempstead. It is pri-

marily residential. Population, 15,000. 

Roo·se·velt (roùzN-vHltÙ, rozùvHltÙ, -vNlt, ruù-), (Anna) Eleanor. 1884-1962.  

American diplomat, writer, and First Lady of the United States (1933-1945) as the 

wife of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. A delegate to the United Nations (1945-

1952 and 1961-1962), she was an outspoken advocate of human rights. Her writ-

ten works include This I Remember (1949). 

Roo·se·velt (roùzN-vHltÙ, rozùvHltÙ, -vNlt, ruù-), Edith Carow. 1861-1948.  

First Lady of the United States (1901-1909) as the wife of President Theodore 

Roosevelt. Known as a shrewd manager of the White House, she oversaw a major 

renovation (1902) and delegated many of the responsibilities traditionally 

belonging to the First Lady. 

Roo·se·velt (roùzN-vHltÙ, rozùvHltÙ, -vNlt, ruù-), Franklin Delano. 1882-1945.  

The 32nd President of the United States (1933-1945). Governor of New York 

(1929-1932), he ran for President with the promise of a New Deal for the Ameri-

can people. His administration was marked by relief programs, measures to 

increase employment and assist industrial and agricultural recovery from the 

Depression, and World War II. He was the only U.S. President to be reelected 

three times (1936, 1940, and 1944). He died in office. 

Roosevelt, Rio.  A river, about 644 km (400 mi) long, of northwestern Brazil. 

Originally known as the River of Doubt, it was renamed in honor of Theodore 

Roosevelt, who explored it in 1913. 

Roo·se·velt (roùzN-vHltÙ, rozùvHltÙ, -vNlt, ruù-), Theodore. 1858-1919.  The 

26th President of the United States (1901-1909). A hero of the Spanish-American 

War, he served as governor of New York (1899-1900) and U.S. Vice President 

(1901) under William McKinley. On McKinley’s assassination (September 1901), 

he assumed the presidency. Roosevelt’s administration was marked by the regula-

tion of trusts, the building of the Panama Canal, and a foreign policy based on 

the motto “Speak softly and carry a big stick.” He won the 1906 Nobel Peace Prize 

for his mediation in the Russo-Japanese War. 

Roosevelt Island (roùzN-vHltÙ XùlNnd)  1.  or Formerly Wel·fare Island 
(wHlùfârÙ) An island in the East River off the coast of central Manhattan Island. It 

has long been the site of a municipal hospital and penal institution but is also 

being developed as a residential area.  2. An island of Antartica in the eastern part 

of the Ross Ice Shelf. Robert E. Byrd discovered the ice-covered island in 1934. 

roost (rust) n.  1. A perch on which domestic fowl or other birds rest or sleep.  

2. A place with perches for fowl or other birds.  3. A place for temporary rest or 

sleep.   —  v.  intr. roost·ed, roost·ing, roosts. To rest or sleep on or as if on a 

perch or roost.   —idioms. come home to roost. To have repercussions or 

aftereffects, especially unfavorable ones:  The consequences of her misdeeds eventu-



ally came home to roost.  rule the roost. Informal. To be in charge; dominate:  In 

this house grandfather rules the roost.  [Middle English rooste, from Old English 

hrost.]

roost·er (ruùstNr) n.  1. a. An adult male chicken.  b. An adult male of other 

birds.   2. A person regarded as cocky or pugnacious. 

roost·er·fish (ruùstNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. roosterfish or roost·er·fish·es. A 

brightly colored food and game fish (Nematistius pectoralis) found from the Gulf 

of California to Panama. 

root1 (rut, rtt) n.  1. The usually underground portion of a plant that lacks 

buds, leaves, or nodes and serves as support, draws minerals and water from the 

surrounding soil, and sometimes stores food.  2. Any of various other under-

ground plant parts, especially an underground stem such as a rhizome, corm, or 

tuber.  3. a. The embedded part of an organ or structure such as a hair, tooth, or 

nerve, that serves as a base or support.  b. A base or support:  We snipped the wires 

at the roots.   4. An essential part or element; the basic core:  I finally got to the root 

of the problem.  5. A primary source; an origin.  See Synonyms at origin.  6. A 

progenitor or an ancestor from which a person or family is descended.  7. a.  
Often roots. The condition of being settled and of belonging to a particular place 

or society:  Our roots in this town go back a long way.  b. roots. The state of hav-

ing or establishing an indigenous relationship with or a personal affinity for a 

particular culture, society, or environment:  music with unmistakable African 

roots.   8. Linguistics. a. The element that carries the main component of meaning 

in a word and provides the basis from which a word is derived by adding affixes 

or inflectional endings or by phonetic change.  b. Such an element reconstructed 

for a protolanguage.  Also called radical  9. Mathematics. a. A number that when 

multiplied by itself an indicated number of times forms a product equal to a 

specified number. For example, a fourth root of 4 is 2.  Also called nth root b. A 

number that reduces a polynomial equation in one variable to an identity when it 

is substituted for the variable.   10. Music. a. The note from which a chord is 

built.  b. A triad or other chord that has such a note lowermost.    —  v.  root·ed, 
root·ing, roots.  —  v.  intr. 1. To grow roots or a root.  2. To become firmly 

established, settled, or entrenched.  3. To come into existence; originate.   —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to put out roots and grow.  2. To implant by or as if by the roots.  

3. To furnish a primary source or origin to.  4. To remove by or as if by the roots. 

Often used with up or out: “declared that waste and fraud will be vigorously rooted 

out of Government” (New York Times).   —idiom. root and branch. Utterly; 

completely:  The organization has been transformed root and branch by its new 

leaders.  [Middle English rot, from Old English rot, from Old Norse. See wr7d- in 

Appendix.] —rootùer n. 

root2 (rut, rtt) v.  root·ed, root·ing, roots.  —  v.  tr. To dig with or as if 

with the snout or nose.   —  v.  intr. 1. To dig in the earth with or as if with the 



snout or nose.  2. To rummage for something.  [Middle English wroten, from Old 

English wrotan.] —rootùer n. 

root3 (rut, rtt) v.  intr. root·ed, root·ing, roots. 1. To give audible encour-

agement or applause to a contestant or team; cheer.  See Synonyms at applaud.  
2. To lend support to someone or something.  [Possibly alteration of ROUT

3.] 
—rootùer n. 

Root (rut), Elihu. 1845-1937.  American lawyer and public official who served 

as U.S. secretary of war (1899-1904), secretary of state (1905-1909), and senator 

from New York (1909-1915). He won the 1912 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Root (rut), John Wellborn. 1850-1891.  American architect whose designs 

include the Monadnock Building (1889-1891) in Chicago, which employed steel 

framing instead of traditional solid-wall construction. 

root·age (ruùtVj, rttùVj) n.  1. A system or growth of roots.  2. Establishment 

by or as if by roots. 

root beer (rut bîr) n.  A carbonated soft drink made from extracts of certain 

plant roots and herbs. 

root canal (rut kN-n4lù) n.  1. A pulp-filled channel in a root of a tooth.  2. A 

treatment in which diseased tissue from this part of the tooth is removed and the 

resulting cavity is filled with an inert material. 

root cap (rut k4p) n.  Botany. A thimble-shaped mass of cells that covers and 

protects the root tip. 

root cellar (rut sHlùNr) n.  An underground pit or cellar, usually covered with 

earth, used for the storage of root crops and other vegetables. 

root climber (rut clXùmNr) n.  A vine, such as the ivy, that clings to its support 

by means of adventitious roots. 

root crop (rut krmp) n.  A crop, as of turnips or yams, grown for its edible 

roots. 

root·ed·ness (ruùtVd-nVs, rttùVd-) n.  The quality or state of having roots, 

especially of being firmly established, settled, or entrenched: “stories that give... a 

sense of rootedness and place” (Pat Conroy). 

root hair (rut hâr) n.  Botany. A thin, hairlike outgrowth of an epidermal cell 

of a plant root that absorbs water and minerals from the soil. 

root·hold (rutùholdÙ, rttù-) n.  Support or stabilization of a plant in the soil 

through the spreading of its roots. 

root knot (rut nmt) n.  A disease of plants characterized by protuberant 

enlargements on the roots caused by a nematode. 

root·less (rutùlVs, rttù-) adj.  1. Having no roots.  2. Not belonging to a par-

ticular place or society:  rootless refugees in a strange country.   —rootùless·ness 
n. 

root·let (rutùlVt, rttù-) n.  A small root or division of a root. 



root mean square (rut mKn skwâr) n.  Abbr. rms Statistics. The square root 

of the average of the squares of a set of numbers. 

root pressure (rut prHshùNr) n.  Pressure exerted in the roots of plants as the 

result of osmosis, causing exudation from cut stems and guttation of water from 

leaves. 

root·stalk (rutùstôkÙ, rttù-) n.  See rhizome. 
root·stock (rutùstmkÙ, rttù-) n.  1.  See rhizome.  2. A root or part of a root 

used as a stock for plant propagation.  3. A source or origin. 

root system (rut sVsùtNm) n.  All the roots of a plant. 

root·worm (rutùwûrmÙ, rttù-) n.  Any of several beetles of the genus 

Diabrotica, the larvae of which feed on the roots of various crop plants, especially 

corn. 

root·y (ruùtK, rttùK) adj.  root·i·er, root·i·est. 1. Full or consisting of roots:  

a rooty patch of soil.  2. Suggestive of or resembling roots.   —rootùi·ness n. 

rope (rop) n.  1. A flexible, heavy cord of tightly intertwined hemp or other 

fiber.  2. A string of items attached in one line by or as if by twisting or braiding:  

a rope of onions.  3. A sticky glutinous formation of stringy matter in a liquid.  

4. a. A cord with a noose at one end for hanging a person.  b. Execution or death 

by hanging:  to die by the rope.   5. A lasso or lariat.  6. ropes. Sports. Several 

cords strung between poles to enclose a boxing or wrestling ring.  7. ropes. Infor-

mal. Specialized procedures or details:  learn the ropes; know the ropes.   —  v.  

roped, rop·ing, ropes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tie or fasten with or as if with rope.  

2. To enclose, separate, or partition with or as if with a rope:  rope off the scene of 

the crime.  3. To catch with a rope or lasso.  4. Informal. To trick or deceive:  An 

unscrupulous salesperson roped us into buying worthless property.   —  v.  intr. To 

become like a cord or rope.   —idioms. on the ropes. 1. Sports. Knocked 

against the ropes that enclose a boxing ring.  2. On the verge of defeat or collapse; 

hopeless or powerless.  the end of (one’s) rope. The limit of one’s patience, 

endurance, or resources:  After six months on strike, the workers were at the end of 

their rope.  [Middle English, from Old English r7p.] —ropùer n. 

rope tow (rop to) n.  A continuous rope conveyor used to pull skiers up a slope; 

a ski tow. 

rope·walk (ropùwôkÙ) n.  1. A long alley or covered pathway where strands of 

material, such as hemp fiber, are laid and twisted into rope.  2. A long narrow 

building containing such a pathway. 

rop·y also rop·ey (roùpK) adj.  rop·i·er, rop·i·est. 1. Resembling a rope or 

ropes.  2. Forming sticky glutinous strings or threads, as some liquids.   
—ropùi·ly adv.  —ropùi·ness n. 

roque (rok) n.  Sports. A variation of croquet played with short-handled mallets 

on a hard court that is bounded by a concrete wall against which a ball may 

rebound and be retrieved.  [Alteration of ROQUET.]



Roque·fort (rokùfNrt)  A trademark used for a cheese that is made from ewes’ 

milk and ripened in caves. 

ro·que·laure (roÙkN-lôrù, -lorù, rmkÙN-) n.  A knee-length cloak lined with 

brightly colored silk and often trimmed with fur that was worn by European men 

in the 18th century.  [After Antoine Gaston Jean Baptiste, Duc de Roquelaure 

(1656-1738), French marshal.]

ro·quet (ro-k7ù) v.  tr. ro·queted (-k7dù), ro·quet·ing (-k7ùVng), ro·quets (-

k7zù). Sports. To hit (another player’s ball) in croquet.  [Alteration of CROQUET.]

ro·quette (ro-kHtù) n.  Botany. See rocket2 (n., sense 1). 

Ro·rem (rôrùNm, rorù-), Ned. Born 1923.  American composer whose works 

include art songs, such as the cycle War Scenes (1969), and symphonies, including 

Air Music (1976). 

ror·qual (rôrùkwNl) n.  Any of several baleen whales of the family Balaenop-

teridae having longitudinal grooves on the throat and a small, pointed dorsal fin.  

Also called razorback [French, from Norwegian rørhval, from Old Norse 

reydharhvalr : reydhr, rorqual (from raudhr, red); see reudh- in Appendix + 

hvalr, whale.]

Ror·schach test (rôrùshäkÙ tHst, -shäKHÙ) n.  Psychology. A projective test in 

which a subject’s interpretations of ten standard inkblots are analyzed as a mea-

sure of emotional and intellectual functioning and integration.  [After Hermann 

Rorschach (1884-1922), Swiss psychiatrist.]

Ro·sa (roùzN, rôùzä), Monte. A mountain, 4,636.9 m (15,203 ft) high, in the 

Pennine Alps on the Swiss-Italian border. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

Ro·sa (roùzN, rôùzä), Salvator. 1615-1673.  Italian painter noted for his roman-

tic depictions of wild landscapes. 

ro·sa·ce·a (ro-z7ùshK-N) n.  A chronic dermatitis of the face, especially of the 

nose and cheeks, characterized by a red or rosy coloration, caused by dilation of 

capillaries, and the appearance of acnelike pimples.  Also called acne rosacea [New 

Latin (acne) ros7cea, rose-colored (acne), from Latin, feminine of ros7ceus, made 

of roses. See ROSACEOUS.]

ro·sa·ceous (ro-z7ùshNs) adj.  1. Botany. Of or belonging to the rose family.  

2. Resembling the flower of a rose.  [From Latin ros7ceus, made of roses, from 

rosa, rose.]

ros·an·i·line also ros·an·i·lin (ro-z4nùN-lVn) n.  A brownish-red crystalline 

organic compound, C20H21N3O, derived from aniline and used in the manufac-

ture of dyes and in Schiff’s reagent.  [ROS(E)1 + ANILINE.]

ro·sar·i·an (ro-zârùK-Nn) n.  A person with expertise or a special interest in the 

cultivation of roses. 

Ro·sa·ri·o (ro-zärùK-oÙ, -särù-)  A city of east-central Argentina on the Paraná 

River northwest of Buenos Aires. It grew rapidly as a port after 1870 with the 

development of the surrounding region. Population, 938,120. 



Ro·sar·i·o Strait (ro-zârùK-o str7t)  A strait in the San Juan Islands of north-

west Washington connecting Admiralty Inlet with the Strait of Georgia. 

ro·sa·ry (roùzN-rK) n.  pl. ro·sa·ries. 1. Roman Catholic Church. a. A form of 

devotion to the Virgin Mary, chiefly consisting of three sets of five decades each 

of the Hail Mary, each decade preceded by the Lord’s Prayer and ending with a 

doxology.  b. One of these sets of decades.  c. A string of beads of 5 or 15 decades 

on which these prayers are counted.   2. Similar beads used by other religious 

groups.  [Middle English, rose garden, from Medieval Latin ros7rium, rose gar-

den, rosary, from Latin, rose garden, from neuter of ros7rius, of roses, from rosa, 

rose.]

rosary pea (roùzN-rK pK) n.  A tropical woody vine (Abrus precatorius) widely 

naturalized in Florida, having scarlet and black poisonous seeds used as beads.  

Also called crab’s eye, Indian licorice. 

Ro·sas (roùsäs), Juan Manuel de Duke of Caxias. 1793-1877.  Argentine polit-

ical leader who as governor of Buenos Aires (1829-1831 and 1835-1852) united 

the provinces of Argentina under a virtual dictatorship. 

rose1 (roz) n.  1. A member of the rose family.  2. a. Any of numerous shrubs or 

vines of the genus Rosa, having prickly stems, pinnately compound leaves, and 

variously colored, often fragrant flowers.  b. The flower of any of these plants.  

c. Any of various similar or related plants.   3. Color. A dark pink to moderate 

red.  4. An ornament, such as a decorative knot, resembling a rose in form; a 

rosette.  5. A perforated nozzle for spraying water from a hose or sprinkling can.  

6. a. A form of gem cut marked by a flat base and a faceted, hemispheric upper 

surface.  b. A gem, especially a diamond, cut in this manner.   7. A rose window.  

8. A compass card or its representation, as on a map.  9. roses. That which is 

marked by favor, success, or ease of execution:  Directing this play has been all roses 

since the new producer took over.   —  adj.  1. Color. Of the color rose.  2. Relating 

to, containing, or used for roses.  3. Scented or flavored with or as if with roses.   
—idioms. come up roses. To result favorably or successfully:  Those were diffi-

cult times but now everything’s coming up roses.  under the rose. Sub rosa.  

[Middle English, from Old English, from Latin rosa.]

rose2 (roz) v.  Past tense of rise. 
Rose (roz), Billy. 1899-1966.  American impresario and songwriter who pro-

duced Crazy Quilt (1931) and other musical comedies and wrote several popular 

songs, including “Me and My Shadow.” 

Rose, Mount.  A mountain, 3,287.3 m (10,778 ft) high, of western Nevada. It is 

in a winter sports area near Reno and Lake Tahoe. 

ro·sé (ro-z7ù) n.  A light pink wine made from red grapes from which the skins 

are removed during fermentation as soon as the desired color has been attained.  

[French (vin) rosé, pink (wine), from Old French, from rose, rose. See ROSE
1.]



rose acacia (roz N-k7ùshN) n.  A shrub (Robinia hispida) of the southeast United 

States, having bristly brittle branches and clusters of pale purple or rose flowers. 

rose apple (roz 4pùNl) n.  1. A southeast Asian evergreen tree (Syzygium jam-

bos) widely cultivated for its showy flowers and fragrant, cream-yellow, ovoid 

fruits that are used for jellies and confections.  2. The fruit of this plant. 

ro·se·ate (roùzK-Vt, -7tÙ) adj.  1. Rose-colored:  the roseate glow of dawn.  

2. Cheerful or bright; optimistic:  a roseate outlook.  [From Latin roseus, rosy, 

from rosa, rose.] —roùse·ate·ly adv. 

roseate spoonbill (roùzK-Vt spunùbVlÙ) n.  A New World species of spoonbill 

(Ajaia ajaja) having rosy or pinkish plumage and, in the adult, a bare head. 

Ro·seau (ro-zoù)  The capital of Dominica, in the Windward Islands of the West 

Indies. It is a port on the southwest coast of the island. Population, 9,348. 

rose·bay (rozùb7Ù) n.  1. Any of several shrubs of the genus Rhododendron, 

especially R. maximum of the southeast United States, having large glossy leaves 

and flowers with a rose-pink, bell-shaped corolla with green spots.  Also called 

great laurel 2.  See oleander.  3. Chiefly British. The willow herb. 

rose beetle (roz bKtùl) n.  See rose chafer. 
Rose·ber·y (rozùbHrÙK, -bN-rK), Fifth Earl of Title of Archibald Philip Primrose. 

1847-1929.  British politician who served as prime minister (1894-1895) and sup-

ported imperialist policies. 

rose-breast·ed grosbeak (rozùbrHsÙtVd grosùbKkÙ) n.  A North American 

bird (Pheucticus ludovicianus), the male of which is black and white with a rose-

red patch on the breast. 

rose·bud (rozùbƒdÙ) n.  The bud of a rose. 

rose bug (roz bƒg) n.  See rose chafer. 
Rose·burg (rozùbûrgÙ)  A city of southwest Oregon south-southwest of Eugene. 

Lumbering is its chief industry. Population, 17,032. 

rose·bush (rozùbtshÙ) n.  A flowering rose shrub. 

rose campion (roz k4mùpK-Nn) n.  A Eurasian plant (Lychnis coronaria) natu-

ralized in northeast North America, having a dense cover of white, woolly down 

and rose-red flowers.  Also called mullein pink 

rose chafer (roz ch7ùfNr) n.  A long-legged gray North American beetle (Mac-

rodactylus subspinosus) that causes damage to the roots, leaves, and blossoms of 

garden plants, especially roses.  Also called rose beetle, rose bug. 

rose cold (roz kold) n.  See rose fever. 
rose-col·ored (rozùkƒlÙNrd) adj.  1. Color. Having the color rose.  2. Cheerful 

or optimistic, especially to an excessive degree:  took a rose-colored view of the situ-

ation.   —idiom. through rose-colored glasses. With an unduly cheerful, 

optimistic, or favorable view of things:  see the world through rose-colored glasses. 



Rose·crans (rozùkr4nzÙ), William Starke. 1819-1898.  American Union gen-

eral. After successful campaigns in West Virginia and Mississippi, he was defeated 

at Chickamauga, Georgia (1863), and relieved of his duties. 

Rose·dale (rozùd7lÙ)  A community of north-central Maryland, a suburb of 

Baltimore. Population, 18,703. 

rose family (roz f4mùN-lK) n.  A large family of plants, the Rosaceae, character-

ized by showy flowers with five separated petals and numerous stamens borne on 

the margin of a cuplike structure, including important fruit plants such as the 

apple, cherry, peach, pear, plum, raspberry, and strawberry, as well as ornamen-

tals such as the rose and spirea. 

rose fever (roz fKùvNr) n.  A spring or early summer hay fever.  Also called rose 

cold 

rose·fish (rozùfVshÙ) n.  pl. rosefish or rose·fish·es. A bright red marine food 

fish (Sebastes marinus) of North Atlantic waters.  Also called ocean perch 

rose geranium (roz jN-r7ùnK-Nm) n.  A woody plant (Pelargonium graveolens) 

having rose-pink flowers and fragrant, deeply palmately lobed leaves used for fla-

voring and in perfumery. 

rose hip  or rose·hip (rozùhVpÙ) n.  The aggregate fruit of the rose plant, con-

sisting of several dry fruitlets enclosed by the enlarged, fleshy, usually red, flavor-

ful floral cup that is used for jelly or tea. 

ro·selle (ro-zHlù) n.  A tropical African plant (Hibiscus sabdariffa) having flowers 

with yellow petals and a persistent, bright red calyx that has a pleasantly acid fla-

vor and is used to make jelly and beverages.  [Origin unknown.]

Ro·selle (ro-zHlù)  1. A city of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. Popula-

tion, 20,819.  2. A borough of northeast New Jersey, a residential suburb in the 

Newark-Elizabeth area. Thomas A. Edison had a laboratory here. Population, 

20,314. 

rose mallow (roz m4lùo) n.  A tall marsh plant (Hibiscus moscheutos) of east-

ern North America, having leaves covered with whitish down and flowers with 

white, pink, or rose petals with crimson bases. 

rose·mar·y (rozùmârÙK) n.  pl. rose·mar·ies. An aromatic evergreen Mediter-

ranean shrub (Rosmarinus officinalis) having light blue or pink flowers and gray-

ish-green leaves that are used in cooking and perfumery.  [Alteration of Middle 

English rosmarine, from Latin ros marXnus, sea dew  : ros, dew + marXnus, of the 

sea; see MARINE.]

Rose·mead (rozùmKdÙ)  A city of southern California, a commercial and resi-

dential suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 51,638. 

rose moss (roz môs) n.  1. Any of the various mosses of the genus Rhodo-

bryum, especially R. roseum, characterized by conspicuous terminal leaf rosettes.  

2.  See portulaca. 



Ro·sen·berg (roùzNn-bûrgÙ)  A city of southeast Texas on the Brazos River 

west-southwest of Houston. It was founded in 1883 with the coming of the rail-

road. Population, 20,183. 

Ro·sen·berg (roùzVn-bûrgÙ, -bHrgÙ, -bHrkÙ), Alfred. 1893-1946.  German polit-

ical leader who expounded Nazi doctrine in The Myth of the 20th Century (1930). 

He was executed as a war criminal. 

Ro·sen·berg (roùzVn-bûrgÙ), Julius. 1918-1953.  American spy who with his 

wife, Ethel (1915-1953), was convicted of helping pass information concerning 

nuclear weaponry to the Soviets. Despite questions concerning the fairness of 

their trial and international pleas for clemency, the couple was executed. 

Ro·sen·heim (roùzNn-hXmÙ)  A city of southeast Germany on the Inn River at 

the foot of the Alps southeast of Munich. It is an industrial and processing center. 

Population, 52,112. 

rose of heaven (roz ƒv hHvùNn) n.  A glabrous Mediterranean annual plant 

(Lychnis coeli-rosa) having opposite, linear, or lance-shaped leaves and large, rose-

pink flowers. 

rose of Jer·i·cho (roz ƒv jHrùV-koÙ) n.  Either of two desert plants, Anastatica 

hierochuntica of the mustard family, native to northern Africa and southwest 

Asia, or Selaginella lepidophylla, a fern ally distributed from Texas and Arizona 

south to El Salvador. Each plant forms a tight ball when dry and unfolds and 

grows under moist conditions.  Also called resurrection plant 

rose of Shar·on (roz ƒv sh4rùNn, shârù-) n.  1. A small eastern Asian tree or 

tall shrub (Hibiscus syriacus) having large reddish, purple, or white flowers and 

coarsely toothed leaves.  Also called althea 2. A shrubby Eurasian evergreen plant 

(Hypericum calycinum) having oblong leaves and yellow flowers and usually 

grown as a ground cover.  Also called Aaron’s beard [After the, Plain of. 
Sharon.]

ro·se·o·la (ro-zKùN-lN, roÙzK-oùlN) n.  A rose-colored skin rash, sometimes occur-

ring with diseases such as measles, syphilis, or scarlet fever.  [New Latin, from 

diminutive of Latin roseus, rosy, from rosa, rose.] —ro·seùo·lar adj. 

rose periwinkle (roz pHrùV-wVngÙkNl) n.  See Madagascar periwinkle. 
rose pink (roz pVngk) n.  Color. A moderate to dark pink.   —roseù-pinkù 

(rozùpVngkù) adj. 

rose quartz (roz kwôrts) n.  A pinkish variety of the mineral quartz, used as a 

gemstone or as an ornamental stone. 

rose·root (rozùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  A perennial plant (Sedum rosea) of the North-

ern Hemisphere, having fleshy leaves and greenish-yellow or purple flowers. 

rose slug (roz slƒg) n.  The larva of either of two sawflies (Cladius isomerus or 

Endelomyia aethiops) that feeds destructively on the leaves of roses. 

Ro·set·ta stone (ro-zHtùN ston) n.  A basalt tablet bearing inscriptions in 

Greek and in Egyptian hieroglyphic and demotic scripts that was discovered in 



1799 near Rosetta, a town of northern Egypt in the Nile River delta, and provided 

the key to the decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics. 

ro·sette (ro-zHtù) n.  1. An ornament or a badge made of ribbon or silk that is 

pleated or gathered to resemble a rose and is used to decorate clothing or is worn 

in the buttonhole of civilian dress to indicate the possession of certain medals or 

honors.  2. A roselike marking or formation, such as one of the clusters of spots 

on a leopard’s fur.  3. Architecture. A painted, carved, or sculptured ornament 

having a circular arrangement of parts radiating out from the center and suggest-

ing the petals of a rose.  4. Botany. A circular cluster of leaves that radiate from a 

center at or close to the ground, as in the dandelion.  5. An ornamental, circular 

band surrounding the central hole of an acoustic guitar.  [French, from Old 

French, diminutive of rose, rose. See ROSE
1.]

Rose·ville (rozùvVlÙ)  1. A city of north-central California northeast of Sacra-

mento in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada. It is a processing center in an agricul-

tural region. Population, 44,685.  2. A city of southeast Michigan, a residential 

suburb of Detroit. Population, 51,412.  3. A city of southeast Minnesota, an 

industrial suburb of St. Paul. Population, 33,485. 

rose water (roz wôùtNr) n.  A fragrant preparation made by steeping or distill-

ing rose petals in water, used in cosmetics, as toilet water, and in cookery. 

rose window (roz wVnùdo) n.  A circular window usually of stained glass with 

radiating tracery suggesting the form of a rose. 

rose·wood (rozùwtdÙ) n.  1. Any of various tropical or semitropical legumi-

nous trees of the genera Tipuana, Pterocarpus, or Dalbergia, having hard reddish 

or dark wood with a strongly marked grain.  2. The wood of any of these trees, 

used in cabinetwork. 

Rosh Ha·sha·nah also Rosh Ha·sha·na  or Rosh Ha·sho·na  or Rosh 
Ha·sho·nah (rôshÙ hN-shôùnN, -shäù-, hä-, hä-shä-näù) n.  The Jewish New Year, 

observed on the first day or the first and second days of Tishri and marked by 

solemnity as well as festivity.  [Hebrew ro’≥ ha≥≥7nâ : ro’≥, head, beginning + ha, 

the + ≥7nâ, year.]

Ro·si·cru·cian (roÙzV-kruùshNn, rmzÙV-) n.  1. A member of an international 

organization, especially the Ancient Mystic Order Rosae Crucis and the Rosicru-

cian Order, devoted to the study of ancient mystical, philosophical, and religious 

doctrines and concerned with the application of these doctrines to modern life.  

2. A member of any of several secret organizations or orders of the 17th and 18th 

centuries concerned with the study of religious mysticism and professing esoteric 

religious beliefs.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Rosicrucians or their philosophy.  

[From New Latin (Frater) Rosae Crucis, (Brother) of the Cross of the Rose, trans-

lation of German Rosenkreutz, surname of the traditional founder of the society.] 
—RoÙsi·cruùcian·ism n. 



ros·in (rmzùVn) n.  A translucent yellowish to dark brown resin derived from the 

stumps or sap of various pine trees and used to increase sliding friction, as on the 

bows of certain stringed instruments, and to manufacture a wide variety of prod-

ucts including varnishes, inks, linoleum, adhesives, and soldering compounds.   
—  v.  tr. ros·ined, ros·in·ing, ros·ins. To coat or rub with rosin.  [Middle 

English, variant of resin. See RESIN.] —rosùin·y adj. 

rosin oil (rmzùVn oil) n.  A white to brown viscous liquid obtained by fractional 

distillation of rosin and used in lubricants, adhesives, electrical insulation, and 

printing inks. 

ros·in·weed (rmzùVn-wKdÙ) n.  Any of several North American plants of the 

genera Grindelia or Silphium, especially the compass plant, the cup plant, and the 

gum plant, having a resinous juice. 

Ros·kil·de (rƒùskKÙlN)  A city of eastern Denmark on Sjaelland Island west of 

Copenhagen. It was the capital of Denmark from the tenth century until 1443. 

Population, 49,110. 

Ross (rôs, rms), Betsy Griscom. 1752-1836.  American seamstress who, accord-

ing to tradition, made the first American flag (June 1776) at the request of 

George Washington. 

Ross (rôs, rms), Harold Wallace. 1892-1951.  American publisher who founded 

and edited (1925-1951) the New Yorker magazine. 

Ross (rôs, rms), Sir James Clark. 1800-1862.  British polar explorer who located 

the north magnetic pole (1831). On an Antarctic expedition (1839-1843) he dis-

covered Victoria Land and the Ross Sea. 

Ross (rôs, rms), John. Originally Coowescoowe  or Kooweskoowe. 1790-

1866.  Cherokee leader who reluctantly directed the forced removal of the Chero-

kee from Georgia to the Oklahoma Territory (1838-1839) along a route called the 

Trail of Tears. 

Ross (rôs, rms), Sir John. 1777-1856.  British naval officer and Arctic explorer 

whose expeditions (1818 and 1829-1833) in search of the Northwest Passage 

yielded several geographic discoveries. 

Ross (rôs, rms), Nellie Tayloe. 1876-1977.  American politician who was elected 

(1924) to complete her deceased husband’s term as governor of Wyoming (1925-

1927), thereby becoming the first woman governor in the United States. 

Ross (rôs, rms), Sir Ronald. 1857-1932.  British physician. He won a 1902 Nobel 

Prize for discovering that mosquitoes transmit malaria. 

Ros·sel·li·ni (rôÙsN-lKùnK, rmsÙN-), Roberto. 1906-1977.  Italian filmmaker 

whose works, such as Rome, Open City (1945), employ fictional characters to 

depict historical events. 

Ros·set·ti (ro-zHtùK), Dante Gabriel. 1828-1882.  British poet and painter. A 

founder (1848) of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, he is known for his portraits 

and his vividly detailed, mystic poems, including “The Blessed Damozel” (1850). 



His sister Christina Georgina Rossetti (1830-1894) wrote lyrical religious 

works and ballads, such as “Up-Hill” (1861). 

Ross Ice Shelf (rôs Xs shHlf)  A vast area in Antarctica bordering on Ross Sea, 
an arm of the southern Pacific Ocean. In the western part of the sea is Ross 
Island, site of the active volcano Mount Erebus. 

Ros·si·ni (ro-sKùnK, rô-), Gioacchino Antonio. 1792-1868.  Italian composer 

whose numerous operas include The Barber of Seville (1816) and William Tell 

(1829). 

Ros·tand (rôs-täNù), Edmond. 1868-1918.  French playwright known for his 

light, entertaining works, particularly Cyrano de Bergerac (1897). 

ros·tel·la (rm-stHlùN) n.  Biology. Plural of rostellum. 
ros·tel·late (rmsùtN-l7tÙ, rm-stHlùVt) adj.  Having a rostellum. 

ros·tel·lum (rm-stHlùNm) n.  pl. ros·tel·la (rm-stHlùN). Biology. A small beaklike 

part, such as a projection on the stigma of an orchid, a tubular mouthpart on 

some insects, or the hooked projection on the head of a tapeworm.  [Latin, 

diminutive of rostrum, beak. See ROSTRUM.] —ros·telùlar adj. 

ros·ter (rmsùtNr, rôùstNr) n.  1. A list, especially of names.  2. A list of the names 

of military officers and enlisted personnel enrolled for active duty.  [Dutch 

rooster, gridiron, roster (from the ruled paper used for a roster), from roosten, to 

roast.]

WORD HISTORY: To be told that the word roster is related to a gridiron upon

which one roasts meat might not come as a surprise, depending on what sort of

rosters one’s name has graced. The connection between the roster as we know it

and a gridiron was made in Dutch, where the word rooster, meaning “gridiron”

(from the verb roosten, “to roast”), was extended in sense to mean “a table, list.”

This extension was made because of the resemblance of a gridiron to a piece of

paper divided by parallel lines that contains a list or table. The earliest use in En-

glish (first recorded in 1727) for the word roster borrowed from Dutch was mil-

itary, referring to a list or plan that outlined when officers, men, and bodies of

troops should perform their turn of duty. Roster is no longer exclusively military

in usage, nor does it mean simply a list of rotating turns of duty; one could per-

haps even have a roster of meats to be roasted at a barbecue.

Ros·tock (rmsùtmkÙ, rôsùtôkÙ)  A city of northeast Germany near the Baltic Sea 

north-northwest of Berlin. Originally a Slavic fortress, it was chartered in 1218 

and was an important member of the Hanseatic League in the 14th century. Pop-

ulation, 241,146. 

Ros·tov (rN-stôfù) also Ros·tov-on-Don (-mn-dmnù, -dônù, -ôn-)  A city of 

southwest Russia on the Don River near its outlet on an arm of the Sea of Azov. 



The city grew around a fortress built in 1761 and was chartered in 1797. Popula-

tion, 986,000. 

ros·tra (rmsùtrN, rôùstrN) n.  A plural of rostrum. 
ros·trate (rmsùtr7tÙ, -trVt, rôùstr7tÙ, -strVt) adj.  Having a beaklike part.  [Latin 

rostr7tus, from rostrum, beak. See ROSTRUM.]

Ros·tro·po·vich (rmsÙtrN-poùvVch, rN-strN-), Mstislav. Born 1927.  Russian 

cellist and conductor of the National Symphony Orchestra in Washington, D.C. 

(since 1977). 

ros·trum (rmsùtrNm, rôùstrNm) n.  pl. ros·trums or ros·tra (rmsùtrN, rôùstrN). 
1. A dais, pulpit, or other elevated platform for public speaking.  2. a. The 

curved, beaklike prow of an ancient Roman ship, especially a war galley.  b. The 

speaker’s platform in an ancient Roman forum, which was decorated with the 

prows of captured enemy ships.   3. Biology. A beaklike or snoutlike projection.  

[Latin rostrum, beak. See rKd- in Appendix.] —rosùtral (-trNl) adj. 

Ros·well (rmzùwHlÙ, -wNl)  1. A city of northwest Georgia, a residential suburb 

of Atlanta. Population, 47,923.  2. A city of southeast New Mexico southeast of 

Albuquerque. It is a trade and processing center in an irrigated farming region. 

Population, 44,654. 

ros·y (roùzK) adj.  ros·i·er, ros·i·est. 1. a. Having the characteristic pink or red 

color of a rose.  b. Flushed with a healthy glow:  rosy cheeks.   2. Consisting of, 

decorated with, or suggestive of a rose or roses.  3. Bright or cheerful; optimistic:  

rosy predictions.   —rosùi·ly adv.  —rosùi·ness n. 

rot (rmt) v.  rot·ted, rot·ting, rots.  —  v.  intr. 1. To undergo decomposition, 

especially organic decomposition; decay.  2. a. To become damaged, weakened, 

or useless because of decay:  The beams had rotted away.  b. To disappear or fall by 

decaying:  One could see the blackened areas where the branches had rotted off.   

3. To languish; decline: “He was thrown into one of Napoleon’s dungeons and left to 

rot” (Michael Massing).  4. To decay morally; become degenerate.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to decompose or decay.  See Synonyms at decay.   —  n.  1. The process of 

rotting or the condition of being rotten:  The rot spread quickly, rendering the 

bridge unsafe even for pedestrians.  2. Foot rot.  3.  See liver fluke (n., sense 2).  

4. Any of several plant diseases characterized by the breakdown of tissue and 

caused by various bacteria or fungi.  5. Pointless talk; nonsense:  She always talks 

such rot.  6. Archaic. Any disease causing the decay of flesh.   —  interj.  Used to 

express annoyance, contempt, or impatience.  [Middle English roten, from Old 

English rotian.]

rot. abbr.  1. Rotating.  2. Rotation. 

ro·ta (roùtN) n.  1. Chiefly British. A roll call or roster of names.  2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A round or rotation of duties.  3. Rota. Roman Catholic Church. A tribunal 

of prelates that serves as an ecclesiastical court.  [Latin, wheel. See ret- in Appen-

dix.]



Ro·ta (roùtN, -tä)  An island of the western Pacific Ocean in the southern Mariana 

Islands north of Guam. The Japanese used it as a base for their attack on Guam 

on December 11, 1941. Rota remained in Japanese hands until the end of the war. 

Ro·tar·i·an (ro-târùK-Nn) n.  A member of a Rotary Club, a major national and 

international service club. 

ro·ta·ry (roùtN-rK) adj.  Of, relating to, causing, or characterized by rotation, 

especially axial rotation.   —  n.  pl. ro·ta·ries. 1. A part or device that rotates 

around an axis.  2. A traffic circle.  [Medieval Latin rot7rius, from Latin rota, 

wheel. See ret- in Appendix.]

rotary engine (roùtN-rK HnùjVn) n.  An engine, such as a turbine, in which 

power is supplied directly to vanes or other rotary parts. 

rotary harrow (roùtN-rK h4rùo) n.  A harrow consisting of a series of freely 

turning wheels rimmed with spikes. 

rotary plow (roùtN-rK plou) n.  A plow having a series of hoes arranged on a 

revolving power-driven shaft.  Also called rotary tiller 

rotary press (roùtN-rK prHs) n.  A printing press consisting of curved plates 

attached to a revolving cylinder that prints onto a continuous roll of paper. 

rotary tiller (roùtN-rK tVlùNr) n.  See rotary plow. 
ro·ta·ry-wing aircraft (roùtN-rK-wVngù ârùkr4ftÙ) n.  A rotorcraft. 

ro·tate (roùt7t) v.  ro·tat·ed, ro·tat·ing, ro·tates.  —  v.  intr. 1. To turn 

around on an axis or center.  2. To proceed in sequence; take turns or alternate:  

Interns will rotate through the various departments.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to turn 

on an axis or center.  See Synonyms at turn.  2. a. To plant or grow (crops) in a 

fixed order of succession.  b. To cause to alternate or proceed in sequence:  The 

coach rotates her players frequently near the end of the game.    —  adj.  Having 

radiating parts; wheel-shaped.  [Latin rot7re, rot7t-, from rota, wheel. See ret- in 

Appendix.] —roùtatÙa·ble adj. 

ro·ta·tion (ro-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. rot. 1. a. The act or process of turning around 

a center or an axis:  the axial rotation of the earth.  b. A single complete cycle of 

such motion.   2. Mathematics. A transformation of a coordinate system in which 

the new axes have a specified angular displacement from their original position 

while the origin remains fixed.  3. Regular and uniform variation in a sequence 

or series:  a rotation of personnel; crop rotation.  4. Games. An order of shooting 

balls in billiards in which the ball with the lowest number on the table is always 

pocketed first.   —ro·taùtion·al adj. 

ro·ta·tive (roùt7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Of, relating to, causing, or characterized by rota-

tion.  2. Characterized by or occurring in alternation or succession.   —roùtaÙ-
tive·ly adv. 

ro·ta·tor (roùt7ÙtNr) n.  1. One that rotates.  2. pl. ro·ta·tor·es (roÙtN-tôrùKz, -

tor-). Anatomy. A muscle that serves to rotate a part of the body. 



rotator cuff (roùt7ÙtNr kƒf) n.  A set of muscles and tendons that secures the 

arm to the shoulder joint and permits rotation of the arm. 

ro·ta·to·ry (roùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, causing, or characterized 

by rotation:  a rotary muscle.  2. Occurring or proceeding in alternation or succes-

sion. 

ro·ta·vi·rus (roÙtN-vXùrNs) n.  pl. ro·ta·vi·rus·es. Any of a group of wheel-

shaped, RNA-contained viruses that cause gastroenteritis, especially in infants 

and newborn animals. 

ROTC abbr.  Reserve Officers’ Training Corps. 

rote1 (rot) n.  1. A memorizing process using routine or repetition, often with-

out full attention or comprehension:  learn by rote.  2. Mechanical routine.  [Mid-

dle English.] —rote adj. 

rote2 (rot) n.  The sound of surf breaking on the shore.  [Probably of Scandina-

vian origin; akin to Old Norse rauta, to roar.]

rote3 (rot) n.  Music. A medieval stringed instrument variably identified with a 

lyre, lute, or harp.  [Middle English, from Old French, probably of Germanic ori-

gin.]

ro·te·none (rotùn-onÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, C23H22O6, extracted 

from the roots of derris and cubé and used as an insecticide.  [Japanese roten, der-

ris + -ONE.]

rot·gut (rmtùgƒtÙ) n.  Slang. Raw, inferior liquor. 

Roth (rôth), Philip Milton. Born 1933.  American writer whose witty and ironic 

fiction, including the comic novel Portnoy’s Complaint (1969), concerns middle-

class Jewish life. 

Roth·er·ham (rmthùNr-Nm)  A borough of northern England northeast of Shef-

field. It is an industrial center. Population, 251,900. 

Roth·ko (rmthùko), Mark. 1903-1970.  Russian-born American abstract expres-

sionist painter whose works are characterized by horizontal bands of subtle color 

with blurred edges. 

Roth·schild (rmthùchXld, rmthsù-, rôthù-, rôthsù-, rotùshVltÙ)  German family of 

bankers, including Mayer Amschal (1743-1812), who founded a bank at Frank-

furt am Main. His sons, most notably Salomon (1774-1855) and Nathan 
Mayer (1774-1836), established branches of the bank throughout Europe. 

ro·ti·fer (roùtN-fNr) n.  Any of various minute multicellular aquatic organisms of 

the phylum Rotifera, having at the anterior end a wheellike ring of cilia.  [From 

New Latin Rotifera, phylum name  : Latin rota, wheel; see ROTA + Latin -fer, -fer.] 
—ro·tifùer·al (-tVfùNr-Nl), ro·tifùer·ous (-Nr-Ns)  adj. 

ro·ti·form (roùtN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a wheel.  [Latin rota, wheel; see ret- in 

Appendix + -FORM.]

ro·tis·se·rie (ro-tVsùN-rK) n.  1. A cooking device equipped with a rotating spit 

on which meat or other food is roasted.  2. A shop or restaurant where meats are 



roasted to order.  [French rôtisserie, from Old French rostisserie, from rostir, to 

roast, of Germanic origin.]

rot·l (rmtùl) n.  A unit of weight used in countries bordering on the Mediterra-

nean and in nearby areas, varying in different regions from about 1 to 5 pounds 

(0.45 to 2.25 kilograms).  [Arabic ra£l, ri£l, possibly from Greek litra.]

ro·to·gra·vure (roÙtN-grN-vytrù) n.  1. An intaglio printing process in which 

letters and pictures are transferred from an etched copper cylinder to a web of 

paper, plastic, or similar material in a rotary press.  2. Printed material, such as a 

newspaper section, produced by this process.  [Latin rota, wheel; see ret- in 

Appendix + GRAVURE.]

ro·tor (roùtNr) n.  1. A rotating part of an electrical or mechanical device.  2. An 

assembly of rotating horizontal airfoils, as that of a helicopter.  [Contraction of 

ROTATOR.]

ro·tor·craft (roùtNr-kr4ftÙ) n.  An aircraft, especially a helicopter, that is kept 

partially or completely airborne by airfoils rotating around a vertical axis. 

rotor ship (roùtNr shVp) n.  Nautical. A ship propelled by one or more tall cylin-

drical rotors operated by wind power. 

ro·to·till (roùtN-tVlÙ) v.  tr. ro·to·tilled, ro·to·till·ing, ro·to·tills. To cultivate or 

dig with a rototiller:  rototilled the garden before planting. 

ro·to·till·er (roùtN-tVlÙNr) n.  A motorized rotary cultivator.  [ROT(ARY) + 

TILLER
1.]

rot·ten (rmtùn) adj.  rot·ten·er, rot·ten·est. 1. Being in a state of putrefaction 

or decay; decomposed.  2. Having a foul odor resulting from or suggestive of 

decay; putrid.  3. Made weak or unsound by rot:  rotten floorboards.  4. Morally 

corrupt or despicable:  She’s rotten to the core.  5. Very bad; wretched:  rotten 

weather.   —  adv.  To a very great degree:  The child is spoiled rotten.  [Middle 

English roten, from Old Norse rotinn.] —rotùten·ly adv.  —rotùten·ness n. 

rotten borough (rmtùn bûrùo) n.  An election district having only a few voters 

but the same voting power as other more populous districts. 

rot·ten·stone (rmtùn-stonÙ) n.  A soft, decomposed limestone, used in powder 

form as a polishing material. 

rot·ter (rmtùNr) n.  Chiefly British. A scoundrel. 

Rot·ter·dam (rôtÙNr-dämù)  1. A city of southwest Netherlands on the Rhine-

Meuse delta south-southeast of The Hague. Chartered in 1328, it was a major 

commercial power during the 16th and 17th centuries and is today a thriving port 

accessible via canal to oceangoing vessels. The city was heavily bombed during 

World War II. Population, 555,341.  2.  (rmtùNr-d4mÙ) An unincorporated com-

munity of east-central New York northwest of Schenectady. It is primarily resi-

dential. Population, 24,800. 



rott·wei·ler (rmtùwXÙlNr, rôtùvXÙ-) n.  Any of a German breed of dog having a 

stocky body, short black fur, and tan face markings.  [German, after Rottweil, a 

city of southern Germany.]

ro·tund (ro-tƒndù) adj.  1. Rounded in figure; plump.  See Synonyms at fat.  
2. Having a full, rich sound; sonorous.  [Latin rotundus. See ret- in Appendix.] 
—ro·tunùdi·ty n.  —ro·tundùly adv.  —ro·tundùness n. 

ro·tun·da (ro-tƒnùdN) n.  1. A circular building, especially one with a dome.  

2. a. A large area with a high ceiling, as in a hotel lobby.  b. A large round room.   

[Italian rotonda, from feminine of rotondo, round, from Latin rotundus. See 

ROTUND.]

ro·tu·rier (ro-ttrùK-7Ù, -tytrù-) n.  A commoner.  [French, from Old French, 

from roture, newly cultivated land, from Latin rupt7ra, action of breaking. See 

RUPTURE.]

Rou·ault (ru-où), Georges. 1871-1958.  French artist whose paintings, often 

of biblical figures, clowns, or prostitutes, are characterized by brilliant colors and 

black outlines. 

Rou·baix (ru-bHù)  A city of northern France north-northeast of Lille near the 

Belgian border. It is an important textile center. Population, 101,602. 

rou·ble (ruùbNl) n.  Variant of ruble. 
rou·é (ru-7ù) n.  A lecherous, dissipated man.  [French, from past participle of 

rouer, to break on a wheel (from the feeling that such a person deserves that pun-

ishment), from Old French, from Latin rot7re, to rotate. See ROTATE.]

Rou·en1 (ru-änù, -äNù)  A city of northern France on the Seine River west-

northwest of Paris. Of pre-Roman origin, it was repeatedly raided by the Norse in 

the ninth century, became the capital of medieval Normandy in the tenth century, 

and was held by the English from 1418 to 1449. Joan of Arc was burned at the 

stake here in 1431. Population, 101,945. 

Rou·en2 (ru-änù, -äNù) n.  Any of a breed of common domestic ducks 

descended from and resembling the mallard.  [After Rouen1.]

rouge (ruzh) n.  1. A red or pink cosmetic for coloring the cheeks or lips.  2. A 

reddish powder, chiefly ferric oxide, used to polish metals or glass.   —  v.  

rouged, roug·ing, roug·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put rouge onto:  rouged her cheeks.  

2. To color as if with a facial cosmetic: “Their job is to rouge up the war... to turn 

the horror into cheering press releases” (Richard Corliss).   —  v.  intr. To use rouge.  

[French, from Old French, red, from Latin rubeus. See reudh- in Appendix.]

Rou·get cell (ru-zh7ù sHl) n.  Any of numerous branching, contractile cells on 

the external wall of a capillary.  [After Charles Marie Benjamin Rouget (1824-

1904), French physiologist.]

Rouget de Lisle (ru-zh7ù dN lKlù), Claude Joseph. 1760-1836.  French sol-

dier and songwriter who wrote “La Marseillaise” (1792), the French national 

anthem. 



rough (rƒf) adj.  rough·er, rough·est. 1. Having a surface marked by irregu-

larities, protuberances, or ridges; not smooth.  2. Coarse or shaggy to the touch:  

a rough, scratchy blanket.  3. a. Difficult to travel over or through:  the rough ter-

rain of the highlands.  b. Characterized by violent motion; turbulent:  rough 

waters.  c. Difficult to endure or live through, especially because of harsh or 

inclement weather:  a rough winter.  d. Unpleasant or difficult:  had a rough time 

during the exam.   4. a. Boisterous, unruly, uncouth, or rowdy:  ran with a rough 

crowd.  b. Lacking polish or finesse:  rough manners.   5. Characterized by care-

lessness or force, as in manipulating:  broke the crystal through rough handling.  

6. Harsh to the ear:  a rough, raspy sound.  7. Being in a natural state:  rough dia-

monds.  8. Not perfected, completed, or fully detailed:  a rough drawing; rough 

carpentry.   —  n.  1. a. Rugged, overgrown terrain.  b. Sports. The part of a golf 

course left unmowed and uncultivated.   2. The difficult or disagreeable aspect, 

part, or side:  observed politics in the rough when working as an intern on Capitol 

Hill.  3. Something in an unfinished or hastily worked-out state.  4. A crude, 

unmannered person; a rowdy.   —  v.  tr. roughed, rough·ing, roughs. 
1. a. To treat roughly or with physical violence:  roughed up his opponent.  

b. Sports. To treat (an opposing player) with unnecessary roughness during a 

sport or game:  roughed the passer and was ejected from the game.   2. To prepare 

or indicate in an unfinished form:  rough out a house plan.   —  adv.  In a rough 

manner; roughly.   —idiom. rough it. To live without the usual comforts and 

conveniences:  roughed it in a small hunting shack.  [Middle English, from Old 

English r7h.] —roughùer n.  —roughùly adv.  —roughùness n.  

SYNONYMS: rough, harsh, jagged, rugged, scabrous, uneven. These adjectives

apply to what is not smooth but has a coarse, irregular surface. Rough describes

something that to the sight or touch has inequalities, as projections or ridges:

rough bark; rough, chapped hands; a rough homespun fabric. Something harsh is

unpleasantly rough, discordant, or grating: harsh burlap; the harsh cry of a crow.

Jagged refers to an edge or a surface with irregular projections and indentations:

a jagged piece of glass. Rugged, which often refers to strength or endurance, espe-

cially in people, can also apply to land surfaces characterized by irregular, often

steep rises and slopes: a rugged, rocky trail; rugged countryside. Scabrous means

rough and scaly to the tactile sense: a granular, scabrous spot on his cheek. Uneven

describes lines or surfaces of which some parts are not level with others: uneven

ground; uneven handwriting. See also Synonyms at rude

rough·age (rƒfùVj) n.  See fiber (n., sense 6). 

rough-and-read·y (rƒfÙNn-rHdùK) adj.  Rough or crude but effective for a 

purpose or use. 



rough-and-tum·ble (rƒfÙNn-tƒmùbNl) adj.  Characterized by roughness and 

disregard for order or rules:  rough-and-tumble politics.   —  n.  A condition 

marked by rough, disorderly struggle; infighting:  the rough-and-tumble of 

national politics. 

rough·back (rƒfùb4kÙ) n.  Any of several flatfish with rough skin, especially a 

species of dab (Hippoglossoides platessoides). 

rough breathing (rƒf brKùthVng) n.  Linguistics. 1. An aspirate sound in 

ancient Greek like that of the sound (h) in English.  2. The symbol (1) written 

over some initial vowels and the letter rho in ancient Greek to indicate that a word 

begins with the sound (h).  3. In ancient Greek, a word beginning with the sound 

(h) plus a vowel or diphthong. 

rough·cast (rƒfùk4stÙ) n.  1. A coarse plaster of lime, shells, and pebbles used 

for outside wall surfaces.  2. A rough preliminary model or form.   —  v.  tr. 

rough·cast, rough·cast·ing, rough·casts. 1. To plaster (a wall, for example) 

with roughcast.  2. To shape or work into a rough or preliminary form.   
—roughùcastÙer n. 

rough collie (rƒf kmlùK) n.  A collie with a long, rough, mostly black-and-white 

coat. 

rough-cut (rƒfùkƒtÙ) n.  A print of a movie that has not been completely edited.   
—  adj.  Lacking manners and finesse: “a rough-cut man who drew his life with a 

broad stroke” (Clif Garboden). 

rough·dry (rƒfùdrXÙ) v.  tr. rough·dried, rough·dry·ing, rough·dries. To 

dry (laundry) without ironing or smoothing out.   —roughùdryÙ adj. 

rough·en (rƒfùNn) v.  tr. intr. rough·ened, rough·en·ing, rough·ens. To 

make or become rough. 

rough fish (rƒf fVsh) n.  A fish that is neither a sport fish nor an important 

food fish. 

rough-hew (rƒfùhyuù) v.  tr. rough-·hewed, rough-·hewed or rough-
·hewn (-hyunù), rough-·hew·ing, rough-·hews. 1. To hew or shape (tim-

ber, for example) roughly, without finishing.  2. To make in rough form. 

rough·house (rƒfùhousÙ) n.  Rowdy, uproarious behavior or play.   —  v.  

rough·housed, rough·hous·ing, rough·hous·es (also rƒfùhouzÙ).  —  v.  

intr. To engage in rowdy, uproarious behavior or play.   —  v.  tr. To handle or 

treat roughly, usually in fun. 

rough-leg·ged hawk (rƒfùlHgÙVd hôk) n.  An Arctic hawk (Buteo lagopus) 

that has dark plumage and whitish feathers covering the legs and feeds mainly on 

small rodents. 

rough·neck (rƒfùnHkÙ) n.  1. An uncouth person.  2. A rowdy.  3. A member of 

the crew of an oil rig other than the driller. 

rough·rid·er (rƒfùrXùdNr) n.  1. A skilled rider of little-trained horses, especially 

one who breaks horses for riding.  2. Rough Rider. A member of the First U.S. 



Volunteer Cavalry regiment under Theodore Roosevelt in the Spanish-American 

War. 

rough·shod (rƒfùshmdÙ) adj.  1. Shod with horseshoes having projecting nails 

or points to prevent slipping.  2. Marked by brutal force:  Stalin’s roughshod treat-

ment of the kulaks.   —idiom. ride roughshod over. To treat with brutal force:  

a manager who rode roughshod over all opposition. 

rough sledding (rƒf slHdùVng) n.  Informal. A difficult time or situation. 

rough trade (rƒf tr7d) n.  Slang. 1. Violent, often brutal sex acts.  2. A person, 

especially a male prostitute, who engages in or appears likely to engage in such 

acts. 

rough-winged swallow (rƒfùwVngdÙ swmlùo) n.  1. Either of two New 

World species of swallow (Stelgidopteryx serripennis or S. ruficollis) having outer 

primary feathers equipped with small barblike hooks.  2. An African swallow of 

the genus Psalidoprocne having similarly barbed outer primaries. 

rough·y (rƒfùK) n.  pl. roughy or rough·ies. 1. A perchlike food fish (Arripis 

georgianus) of Australia and New Zealand.  2. A small fish (Trachichthys australis) 

with rough scales, found in shallow waters along the southeast coast of Australia.  

[Probably from ROUGH.]

rou·lade (ru-lädù) n.  1. Music. a. An embellishment consisting of a rapid run 

of several notes sung to one syllable.  b. A roll on a drum.   2. A slice of meat 

rolled around a filling and cooked.  [French, from rouler, to roll, from Old French 

roler. See ROLL.]

rou·leau (ru-loù) n.  pl. rou·leaux or rou·leaus (-lozù). A small roll, espe-

cially of coins wrapped in paper.  [French, from Old French rolel, diminutive of 

role, roll, from Latin rotula, diminutive of rota, wheel. See ROTA.]

rou·lette (ru-lHtù) n.  1. Games. A gambling game in which the players bet on 

which slot of a rotating disk a small ball will come to rest in.  2. a. A small, 

toothed disk of tempered steel attached to a handle and used to make rows of 

dots, slits, or perforations, as in engraving or on a sheet of postage stamps.  

b. Short consecutive incisions made between individual stamps in a sheet for easy 

separation.    —  v.  tr. rou·lett·ed, rou·lett·ing, rou·lettes. To mark or divide 

with a roulette.  [French, from Old French ruelete, feminine diminutive of ruele 

diminutive of roue, wheel, from Latin rota. See ret- in Appendix.]

round1 (round) adj.  Abbr. rd., rnd. 1. a. Being such that every part of the sur-

face or the circumference is equidistant from the center:  a round ball.  b. Moving 

in or forming a circle.  c. Shaped like a cylinder; cylindrical.  d. Rather rounded 

in shape:  the child’s round face.  e. Full in physique; plump:  a round figure.   

2. a. Linguistics. Formed or articulated with the lips in a rounded shape:  a round 

vowel.  b. Full in tone; sonorous.   3. Whole or complete; full:  a round dozen.  

4. a. Mathematics. Expressed or designated as a whole number or integer; not 

fractional.  b. Not exact; approximate:  a round estimate.   5. Large; considerable:  



a round sum of money.  6. Brought to satisfactory conclusion or completion; fin-

ished.  7. a. Outspoken; blunt:  a round scolding.  b. Done with full force; unre-

strained:  gave me a round thrashing.    —  n.  1. a. Something, such as a circle, 

disk, globe, or ring, that is round.  b. A circle formed of various things.  

c. Movement around a circle or about an axis.   2. A rung or crossbar, as one on a 

ladder or chair.  3. A cut of beef from the part of the thigh between the rump and 

the shank.  4. An assembly of people; a group.  5. A round dance.  6. a. A com-

plete course, succession, or series:  a round of parties; a round of negotiations.  b.  
Often rounds. A course of customary or prescribed actions, duties, or places:  

physicians’ rounds.   7. A complete range or extent.  8. One drink for each person 

in a gathering or group:  Let me buy the next round.  9. A single outburst, as of 

applause or cheering.  10. a. A single shot or volley.  b. Ammunition for a single 

shot or volley.   11. A specified number of arrows shot from a specified distance 

to a target in archery.  12. Sports & Games. An interval of play that occupies a 

specified time, constitutes a certain number of plays, or allows each player a turn.  

13. Music. A composition for two or more voices in which each voice enters at a 

different time with the same melody.   —  v.  round·ed, round·ing, rounds.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make round.  See Synonyms at bend1.  2. To encompass; sur-

round.  3. To cause to proceed or move in a circular course.  4. Linguistics. To 

pronounce with rounded lips; labialize.  5. To fill out; make plump.  6. To bring 

to completion or perfection; finish.  7. Mathematics. To express as a round num-

ber:  The number 1.64 can be rounded to 1.6 or to 2.  8. To make a complete circuit 

of; go or pass around.  9. To make a turn about or to the other side of:  rounded a 

bend in the road.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become round.  2. To take a circular course; 

complete or partially complete a circuit:  racecars rounding into the final lap.  3. To 

turn about, as on an axis; reverse.  4. To become curved, filled out, or plump.  

5. To come to satisfactory completion or perfection.   —  adv.  1. In a circular 

progression or movement; around.  2. With revolutions:  wheels moving round.  

3. To a specific place or person:  called round for the pastor; sent round for the vet-

erinarian.   —  prep.  1. Around.  2. From the beginning to the end of; through-

out:  a plant that grows round the year.   —phrasal verbs. round on. To turn on 

and assail.  round up. 2. To seek out and bring together; gather.  3. To herd (cat-

tle) together from various places.   —idioms. in the round. 1. With the stage 

in the center of the audience.  2. Fully shaped so as to stand free of a background:  

a sculpture in the round.  make the rounds (or go the rounds). 3. To go from 

place to place, as on business or for entertainment:  a delivery truck making the 

rounds; students going the rounds in the entertainment district.  4. To be communi-

cated or passed from person to person:  The news quickly made the rounds. A piece 

of juicy gossip is going the rounds.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman rounde, 

variant of Old French rond, ultimately from Vulgar Latin *retundus, from Latin 

rotundus, from rota, wheel. See ret- in Appendix.] —roundùness n. 



round2 (round) v.  tr. round·ed, round·ing, rounds. Archaic. To whisper.  

[Middle English rounden, from Old English r7nian, from r7n, a secret.]

round·a·bout (roundùN-boutÙ) adj.  Indirect; circuitous: “This conclusion was 

reached in a roundabout but nevertheless perfectly reliable way” (George Gamow).  

See Synonyms at indirect.   —  n.  1. A short, close-fitting jacket.  2. Chiefly 

British. A merry-go-round.  3. Chiefly British. A traffic circle. 

round clam (round kl4m) n.  See quahog. 
round dance (round d4ns) n.  1. A folk dance performed with the dancers 

arranged in a circle.  2. A ballroom dance in which couples proceed in a circular 

direction around the room. 

round·ed (rounùdVd) adj.  1. Shaped into the form of a circle or sphere; made 

round.  2. Linguistics. Pronounced with the lips shaped ovally; labialized.  

3. Complete; balanced:  a rounded meal.   —roundùed·ness n. 

roun·del (rounùdNl) n.  1. A curved form, especially a semicircular panel, win-

dow, or recess.  2. a. A rondel.  b. A rondeau.  c. An English variation of the ron-

deau consisting of three triplets with a refrain after the first and third.   [Middle 

English, from Old French rondel, diminutive of rond, circle, round. See ROUND
1.]

roun·de·lay (rounùdN-l7Ù) n.  A poem or song with a regularly recurring 

refrain.  [Middle English, alteration (influenced by lai, poem, song); see LAY
3, of 

Old French rondelet, diminutive of rondel, roundel. See ROUNDEL.]

round·er (rounùdNr) n.  1. One that rounds, especially a tool for rounding cor-

ners and edges.  2. One, such as a security guard, who makes rounds.  3. A disso-

lute person.  4. Sports. a. A boxing match that goes on for a specified number of 

rounds. Often used in combination:  a five-rounder.  b. rounders. (used with a 

sing. verb). An English ball game similar to baseball.  

round hand (round h4nd) n.  A style of handwriting in which the letters are 

rounded and full rather than angular. 

Round·head (roundùhHdÙ) n.  A supporter of the Parliamentarians during the 

English Civil War and the Commonwealth.  [From the close-cropped hair of the 

Puritans.]

round herring (round hHrùVng) n.  Any of the mostly tropical marine fishes of 

the family Dussumierlidae, similar to the clupeid herrings but having an abdo-

men that is rounded and smooth along the edges. 

round·house (roundùhousÙ) n.  1. A circular building for housing and switch-

ing locomotives.  2. Nautical. A cabin on the after part of the quarterdeck of a 

ship.  3. Games. A meld of four kings and four queens in pinochle.  4. Slang. A 

punch or swing delivered with a sweeping sidearm movement. 

round·ish (rounùdVsh) adj.  Somewhat round.   —roundùish·ness n. 

round·let (roundùlVt) n.  1. A little circle.  2. A small circular object.  [Middle 

English, from Old French rondelet, diminutive of rondel, roundel. See ROUNDEL.]



round·ly (roundùlK) adv.  1. In the form of a circle or sphere.  2. With full force 

or vigor; thoroughly:  applauded roundly; was roundly criticized. 

round robin (round rmbùVn) n.  1. Sports. A tournament in which each contes-

tant is matched in turn against every other contestant.  2. A petition or protest on 

which the signatures are arranged in a circle in order to conceal the order of sign-

ing.  3. A letter sent among members of a group, often with comments added by 

each person in turn. 

round-shoul·dered (roundùsholùdNrd) adj.  Having the shoulders and upper 

back rounded. 

rounds·man (roundzùmNn) n.  1. A police officer in charge of several other 

officers.  2. One, such as a delivery person, who makes rounds. 

round steak (round st7k) n.  A lean, oval cut of beef from between the rump 

and shank. 

round·ta·ble (roundùt7ÙbNl) n.  1.  Often round-ta·ble (roundùt7ÙbNl)  or 

round table. A conference or discussion involving several participants.  

2. Round Table. a. In Arthurian legend, the circular table of King Arthur and 

his knights.  b. The knights of King Arthur considered as a group.    —  n.  also 

round-table Often used to modify another noun:  a roundtable discussion; 

round-table interviews. 

round-the-clock (roundÙthN-klmkù) also a·round-the-clock (N-roundÙ-) 

adj.  Lasting or continuing throughout the entire 24 hours of the day; continuous. 

round·trip  or round-trip also round trip (roundùtrVpù) n.  A trip from one 

place to another and back, usually over the same route.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  roundtrip flights; round-trip tickets; round trip pas-

sengers. 

round·up (roundùƒpÙ) n.  1. a. The herding together of cattle for inspection, 

branding, or shipping.  b. The cattle so herded.  c. The workers and horses 

employed in such herding.   2. A gathering up, as of people under suspicion by 

the police.  3. A summary:  a news roundup. 

round·worm (roundùwûrmÙ) n.  See nematode. 
roup (rup) n.  An infectious disease of poultry and pigeons characterized by 

inflammation of and mucous discharge from the mouth and eyes.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Rour·ke·la (rôr-k7ùlN)  See Raurkela. 
Rous (rous), Francis Peyton. 1879-1970.  American pathologist. He shared a 

1966 Nobel Prize for his discovery of tumor-producing viruses. 

rouse (rouz) v.  roused, rous·ing, rous·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arouse from slum-

ber, apathy, or depression.  2. To excite, as to anger or action; stir up.  See Syn-

onyms at provoke.   —  v.  intr. 1. To awaken.  2. To become active.   —  n.  The 

act or an instance of arousing.  [Middle English rousen, to shake the feathers: used 



of a hawk, perhaps from Old French reuser, ruser, to repel, push back, from Vul-

gar Latin *rec7s7re, from Latin, to refuse. See RECUSE.] —rousùer n. 

rous·ing (rouùzVng) adj.  1. Inducing enthusiasm or excitement; stirring:  a rous-

ing sermon.  2. Lively; vigorous:  a rousing march tune.  3. Used as an intensive:  a 

rousing lie.   —rousùing·ly adv. 

Rous sarcoma (rous sär-koùmN) n.  A sarcoma produced in chickens by an 

RNA-containing virus.  [After Francis Peyton ROUS.]

Rous·seau (ru-soù), Henri. Known as “Le Douanier Rousseau.” 1844-1910.  

French primitive painter of portraits, still lifes, city scenes, and metaphorical 

works, such as The Snake Charmer (1907). 

Rous·seau (ru-soù), Jean Jacques. 1712-1778.  French philosopher and 

writer who held that humanity is essentially good but corrupted by society. His 

written works include The Social Contract and the novel Émile (both 1762). 

Rous·seau (ru-soù), Théodore. 1812-1867.  French landscape painter who 

was the leader of the Barbizon school. His works include Descent of the Cattle (c. 

1834). 

Rous·sil·lon (ru-sK-yôNù)  A historical region of southern France bordering on 

Spain and the Mediterranean Sea. Originally inhabited by Iberians, it became part 

of Roman Gaul after c. 121 B.C. and later changed hands many times, eventually 

becoming a Spanish possession that was transferred to France by the Treaty of the 

Pyrenees (1659). 

roust (roust) v.  tr. roust·ed, roust·ing, rousts. To rout, especially out of bed.  

[Probably alteration of ROUSE.]

roust·a·bout (rousùtN-boutÙ) n.  1. A laborer employed for temporary or 

unskilled jobs, as in an oil field.  2. A circus laborer.  3. A deck or wharf laborer, 

especially on the Mississippi River. 

rout1 (rout) n.  1. a. A disorderly retreat or flight following defeat.  b. An over-

whelming defeat.   2. a. A disorderly crowd of people; a mob.  b. People of the 

lowest class; rabble.   3. A public disturbance; a riot.  4. A company, as of knights 

or wolves, that are in movement.  5. A fashionable gathering.   —  v.  tr. rout·ed, 
rout·ing, routs. 1. To put to disorderly flight or retreat: “the flock of starlings 

which Jasper had routed with his gun” (Virginia Woolf).  2. To defeat overwhelm-

ingly.  See Synonyms at defeat.  [Middle English route, from Old French, troop, 

defeat, from Vulgar Latin *rupta, from feminine of Latin ruptus, past participle 

of rumpere, to break. See reup- in Appendix.]

rout2 (rout) v.  rout·ed, rout·ing, routs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To dig with the snout; 

root.  2. To poke around; rummage.   —  v.  tr. 1. To expose to view as if by dig-

ging; uncover.  2. To hollow, scoop, or gouge out.  3. To drive or force out as if by 

digging; eject:  rout out an informant.  4. Archaic. To dig up with the snout.  [Vari-

ant of ROOT
2.]



rout3 (rout, rut) v.  intr. rout·ed, rout·ing, routs. Chiefly British. To bellow. 

Used of cattle.  [Middle English routen, to roar, from Old Norse rauta.]

route (rut, rout) n.  Abbr. rte. 1. a. A road, course, or way for travel from one 

place to another.  b. A highway.   2. A customary line of travel.  See Synonyms at 

way.  3. A fixed course or territory assigned to a salesperson or delivery person.  

4. A means of reaching a goal.   —  v.  tr. rout·ed, rout·ing, routes. 1. To send 

or forward by a specific route.  See Synonyms at send1.  2. To schedule the order 

of (a sequence of procedures).  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

rupta (via), broken (road), feminine past participle of rumpere, to break. See 

ROUT
1.]

rout·er1 (rouùtNr) n.  One that routs, especially a machine tool that mills out the 

surface of metal or wood. 

rout·er2 (ruùtNr, rouù-) n.  One that routes, especially one who prepares ship-

ments for distribution and delivery. 

rou·tine (ru-tKnù) n.  1. A prescribed, detailed course of action to be followed 

regularly; a standard procedure.  2. A set of customary and often mechanically 

performed procedures or activities.  See Synonyms at method.  3. A set piece of 

entertainment, especially in a nightclub or theater.  4. Slang. A particular kind of 

behavior or activity:  She went into her hurt routine.  5. Computer Science. A set of 

programming instructions designed to perform a specific, limited task.   —  adj.  

1. In accord with established procedure:  a routine check of passports.  2. Habitual; 

regular:  made his routine trip to the store.  3. Having no special quality; ordinary:  

a routine day.  [French, from route, route, from Old French. See ROUTE.] 
—rou·tineùly adv.  —rou·tinùism n.  —rou·tinùist n. 

rou·tin·ize (ru-tKùnXzÙ, rutùn-XzÙ) v.  tr. rou·tin·ized, rou·tin·iz·ing, 
rou·tin·iz·es. 1. To establish a routine for.  2. To reduce to a routine:  a govern-

ment that routinized mass murder while carrying out its totalitarian policies.   
—rou·tinÙi·zaùtion (-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

roux (ru) n.  pl. roux. A mixture of flour and fat cooked together and used as a 

thickening.  [French (beurre) roux, browned (butter), from Old French rous, red-

dish brown, from Latin russus, red. See reudh- in Appendix.]

Rou·yn (ruùVn, rw4N)  A city of southwest Quebec, Canada, near the Ontario 

border west-northwest of Quebec City. It is a trade center in a mining region. 

Population, 17,224. 

rove1 (rov) v.  roved, rov·ing, roves.  —  v.  intr. To wander about at random, 

especially over a wide area; roam.   —  v.  tr. To roam or wander around, over, or 

through.  See Synonyms at wander.   —  n.  An act of wandering about, over, 

around, or through.  [Middle English roven, to shoot arrows at a mark.]

rove2 (rov) v.  tr. roved, rov·ing, roves. 1. To card (wool).  2. To put (fibers) 

through an eye or opening.  3. To stretch and twist (fibers) before spinning; ravel 

out.   —  n.  A slightly twisted and extended fiber or sliver.  [Origin unknown.]



rove3 (rov) v.  Nautical. A past tense and a past participle of reeve2. 
rove beetle (rov bKtùl) n.  Any of numerous beetles of the family Staphylin-

idae, often found in decaying matter and having slender bodies and short wing 

covers.  Also called staphylinid [Possibly from ROVE
1.]

rov·er1 (roùvNr) n.  1. a. One that roves; a wanderer.  b. A crewed or uncrewed 

vehicle, used especially in exploring the terrain of a planet and its satellites.   

2. Sports. A mark in archery selected by chance. 

ro·ver2 (roùvNr) n.  1. A pirate.  2. A pirate vessel.  [Middle English, from Middle 

Dutch, or Middle Low German, robber  from roven, to rob. See reup- in Appen-

dix.]

Ro·vi·go (ro-vKùgo)  A city of northeast Italy between the Adige and Po rivers 

southwest of Venice. It belonged to the Este family from 1194 to 1482, when it 

passed to Venice. Population, 51,708. 

Rov·no (rôvùnN)  A city of northwest Ukraine west of Kiev. It was annexed by 

Russia in 1793 and by Poland in 1921. The city was occupied by Soviet troops in 

1939. Population, 221,000. 

Ro·vu·ma (rt-vuùmN)  See Ruvuma. 
row1 (ro) n.  1. A series of objects placed next to each other, usually in a straight 

line.  2. A succession without a break or gap in time:  won the title for three years 

in a row.  3. A continuous line of buildings along a street.   —  v.  tr. rowed, 
row·ing, rows. To place in a row.   —idiom. a tough row to hoe. Informal. 

A difficult situation to endure.  [Middle English, from Old English r7w.]

row2 (ro) v.  rowed, row·ing, rows.  —  v.  intr. Nautical. To propel a boat 

with or as if with oars.   —  v.  tr. 1. Nautical. a. To propel (a boat) with or as if 

with oars.  b. To carry in or on a boat propelled by oars.  c. To use (a specified 

number of oars or people deploying them).   2. To propel or convey in a manner 

resembling rowing of a boat.  3. Sports. a. To pull (an oar) as part of a racing 

crew.  b. To race against by rowing.    —  n.  Nautical. 1. a. The act or an instance 

of rowing.  b. A shift at the oars of a boat.   2. A trip or an excursion in a row-

boat.  [Middle English rowen, from Old English rowan. See erN- in Appendix.] 
—rowùer n. 

row3 (rou) n.  1. A boisterous disturbance or quarrel; a brawl.  See Synonyms at 

brawl.  2. An uproar; a great noise.   —  v.  intr. rowed, row·ing, rows. To 

take part in a quarrel, a brawl, or an uproar.  [Origin unknown.]

row·an (roùNn, rouù-) n.  A small deciduous European tree (Sorbus aucuparia) of 

the rose family, having pinnately compound leaves, corymbs of white flowers, 

and orange-red berries.  [Of Scandinavian origin. See reudh- in Appendix.]

row·boat (roùbotÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A small boat propelled by oars.  2. Sports. A 

rowing machine. 



row·dy (rouùdK) n.  pl. row·dies. A rough, disorderly person.   —  adj.  

row·di·er, row·di·est. Disorderly; rough:  rowdy teenagers; a rowdy beer party.  

[Probably from ROW
3.] —rowùdi·ly adv.  —rowùdi·ness n.  —rowùdy·ism n. 

Rowe (ro), Nicholas. 1674-1718.  English writer whose works include drama, 

poetry, and an edition of Shakespeare. He was appointed poet laureate in 1715. 

row·el (rouùNl) n.  A sharp-toothed wheel inserted into the end of the shank of a 

spur.  [Middle English, from Old French roelle, diminutive of roue, wheel, from 

Latin rota. See ret- in Appendix.] —rowùel v. 

row·en (rouùNn) n.  New England. A second crop, as of hay, in a season.  [Middle 

English rowein, from Anglo-Norman rewain, variant of Old French regain : re-, 

re- + gaaignier, to till; see GAIN
1.]

row house (ro hous) n.  One of a series of identical houses situated side by side 

and joined by common walls. 

row·ing machine (roùVng mN-shKnù) n.  Sports. A fitness device with oarlike 

handles, pivoting footrests, and an adjustable sliding seat, used to provide a thor-

ough workout of all major muscle groups in the body. 

Row·land Heights (roùlNnd hXts)  A community of southern California, a 

suburb of the Los Angeles-Long Beach metropolitan area. Population, 28,252. 

Row·land·son (roùlNnd-sNn), Thomas. 1756-1827.  British caricaturist and 

illustrator of works by Sterne, Swift, and others. 

row·lock (roùlmkÙ) n.  Chiefly British. An oarlock. 

Ro·xas y A·cu·ña (rôùhäs K ä-kunùyN, -yä), Manuel. 1892-1948.  Philippine 

politician who was the first president of the Republic of the Philippines (1946-

1948). 

Roy (roi)  A city of northern Utah, a suburb of Ogden. Population, 24,603. 

roy·al (roiùNl) adj.  Abbr. R. 1. Of or relating to a monarch.  2. Of the rank of a 

monarch.  3. Of, relating to, or in the service of a kingdom.  4. Issued or per-

formed by a monarch:  a royal warrant; a royal visit.  5. Founded, chartered, or 

authorized by a monarch:  a royal society of musicians.  6. Befitting royalty; 

stately:  royal treatment.  7. a. Superior, as in size or quality.  b. Used as an inten-

sive: “It would be a first-class royal mess” (Sam Nunn).    —  n.  1. Informal. A 

member of a monarch’s family: “Among the resort’s distinguished visitors are Swed-

ish and Spanish royals” (Alistair Scott).  2. Nautical. A sail set on the royalmast.  

3. A paper size, 20 by 25 inches for printing, 19 by 24 inches for writing.   
—idiom. the royal road. A way or method that presents no difficulties:  the 

royal road to success.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin rKg7lis, from 

rKx, rKg-, king. See reg- in Appendix.] —royùal·ly adv. 

royal blue (roiùNl blu) n.  Color. A deep to strong blue.   —royùal-blueù 
(roiùNl-bluù) adj. 

royal fern (roiùNl fûrn) n.  A deep-rooted fern (Osmunda regalis) of worldwide 

distribution, having tall, upright, bipinnately compound fronds. 



royal flush (roiùNl flƒsh) n.  Games. A straight flush consisting of the five high-

est cards of one suit, ranked as the highest hand in certain games of poker. 

Roy·al Gorge (roiùNl gôrj)  A long, narrow canyon formed by the Arkansas 

River in south-central Colorado. Its near-vertical walls are more than 305 m 

(1,000 ft) high. The gorge was discovered by Zebulon Pike’s expedition in 1806. 

roy·al·ism (roiùN-lVzÙNm) n.  Support of or adherence to the principle of rule by 

a monarch. 

roy·al·ist (roiùN-lVst) n.  1. A supporter of government by a monarch.  

2. Royalist. a.  See cavalier (n., sense 3).  b. An American loyal to British rule 

during the American Revolution; a Tory.  

royal jelly (roiùNl jHlùK) n.  A nutritious substance secreted by the pharyngeal 

glands of worker bees that serves as food for all young larvae and as the only food 

for larvae that will develop into queen bees. 

Roy·all (roiùNl), Anne Newport. 1769-1854.  American writer known for her 

travel writing and muckraking journalism. 

Royal Leam·ing·ton Spa (roiùNl lHmùVng-tNn spä)  See Leamington. 
royal lily (roiùNl lVlùK) n.  A western Chinese lily (Lilium regale) having umbels of 

very large, fragrant, horizontal, funnel-shaped flowers that are lilac or purple on 

the outside and white with a yellow base on the inside. 

roy·al·mast also roy·al mast (roiùNl-m4stÙ) n.  Nautical. The small mast 

immediately above the topgallant mast. 

Royal Oak (roiùNl ok)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 65,410. 

royal palm (roiùNl päm) n.  Any of several tropical American palm trees of the 

genus Roystonea having a tall, naked trunk surmounted by a large tuft of pin-

nately compound leaves. 

royal poinciana (roiùNl poinÙsK-4nùN) n.  A tropical and semitropical tree 

(Delonix regia) native to Madagascar, having bipinnately compound leaves, clus-

ters of large scarlet flowers, and long pods.  Also called flamboyant, poinciana. 

royal purple (roiùNl pûrùpNl) n.  Color. A moderate or strong violet to deep 

purple or dark reddish purple.   —royùal-purùple (roiùNl-pûrùpNl) adj. 

roy·al·ty (roiùNl-tK) n.  pl. roy·al·ties. 1. a. A person of royal rank or lineage.  

b. Monarchs and their families considered as a group.   2. The lineage or rank of 

a monarch.  3. The power, status, or authority of a monarch.  4. Royal quality or 

bearing.  5. A kingdom or possession ruled by a monarch.  6. A right or preroga-

tive of the crown, as that of receiving a percentage of the proceeds from mines in 

the royal domain.  7. a. The granting of a right by a monarch to a corporation or 

an individual to exploit specified natural resources.  b. The payment for such a 

right.   8. a. A share paid to a writer or composer out of the proceeds resulting 

from the sale or performance of his or her work.  b. A share in the proceeds paid 

to an inventor or a proprietor for the right to use his or her invention or services.   



9. A share of the profit or product reserved by the grantor, especially of an oil or 

mining lease. In this sense, also calledoverride 

Royce (rois), Josiah. 1855-1916.  American philosopher. The leading American 

idealist of his day, he contributed to the fields of metaphysics, religion, logic, and 

mathematics. 

R.P. abbr.  Received Pronunciation. 

RPG (ärÙpK-jKù) n.  Computer Science. A programming language used for creating 

business reports.  [r(eport) p(rogram) g(enerator).]

rpm  or r.p.m. abbr.  Revolutions per minute. 

rps  or r.p.s. abbr.  Revolutions per second. 

rpt. abbr.  1. Repeat.  2. Report. 

R.Q. abbr.  Respiratory quotient. 

RR also R.R. abbr.  1. Railroad.  2. Rural route. 

R.R. abbr.  Right Reverend. 

RRB abbr.  Railroad Retirement Board. 

-rrhagia suff.  Abnormal or excessive flow or discharge:  menorrhagia.  [Greek -

rragia, from rhKgnunai, rhag-, to burst forth.]

-rrhea  or -rrhoea suff.  Flow; discharge:  seborrhea.  [New Latin -rrhoea, from 

Greek -rrhoia, from rhoia, a flowing, from rhein, to flow. See sreu- in Appendix.]

rRNA abbr.  Ribosomal RNA. 

RS abbr.  1. Recording secretary.  2. Right side.  3.  Also R.S.. Royal Society. 

r selection (är sV-lHkùshNn) n.  Ecology. A form of selection that occurs in an 

environment with plentiful resources, favoring a reproductive strategy in which 

many offspring are produced.  [r(ate of increase).]

RSFSR  or R.S.F.S.R. abbr.  Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic. 

RSV  or R.S.V. abbr.  Bible. Revised Standard Version. 

R.S.V.P.  or r.s.v.p. abbr.  French. Répondez s’il vous plaît (please reply). 

RT abbr.  1. Radiotelephone.  2. Room temperature. 

rt. abbr.  Right. 

Rt. abbr.  Bible. Ruth. 

RTA abbr.  Ready to assemble. 

rte. abbr.  Route. 

Rt. Hon. abbr.  Right Honorable. 

Rt. Rev. abbr.  Right Reverend. 

RTW abbr.  Ready-to-wear. 

Ru  The symbol for the element ruthenium. 
RU 486 (ärÙyu fôrÙ7-tK-sVksù, forÙ-) n.  A drug that chemically terminates a 

pregnancy.  [R(oussel) U(CLAF), a French pharmaceutical company + project 

number 486.]

Ru·an·da (ru-änùdN)  See Rwanda. 



Ru·an·da-U·run·di (ru-änùdN-t-rtnùdK)  A former colonial possession of 

central Africa. A German territory after the Conference of Berlin (1884-1885), it 

was mandated to Belgium by the League of Nations after World War I. When 

independence was achieved in 1962, the region split into the present-day coun-

tries of Rwanda and Burundi. 

rub (rƒb) v.  rubbed, rub·bing, rubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To subject to the action of 

something that moves back and forth with friction and pressure.  b. To cause to 

move along a surface with friction and pressure.   2. To irritate; annoy:  His lazi-

ness was beginning to rub me.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To move along a surface with fric-

tion and pressure.  b. To chafe with friction.  c. To cause irritation or annoyance.   

2. To continue in a given situation, usually with some difficulty:  Despite all our 

problems, we continue to rub along.  3. To admit rubbing:  a blackboard that rubs 

clean easily.  4. To be transferred by contact or proximity:  wished some of her luck 

would rub off on me.   —  n.  1. The act of rubbing.  2. The application of friction 

and pressure:  a back rub.  3. An unevenness on a surface.  4. An act or a remark 

that annoys or hurts another.  5. Difficulty: “Ay, there’s the rub” (Shakespeare).   
—phrasal verbs. rub down. To perform a brisk rubbing of the body, as in 

massage.  rub in. To harp on (an unpleasant matter).  rub out. 3. To obliterate 

by or as if by rubbing.  4. Slang. To kill; murder.   —idioms. rub elbows (or 

rub shoulders). To mix or socialize closely:  diplomats rubbing elbows with heads 

of state.  rub (one’s) hands. To experience or display pleased anticipation, self-

satisfaction, or glee.  rub (someone’s) nose in. Slang. To bring repeatedly and 

forcefully to another’s attention.  rub (someone) the wrong way. To annoy; 

irritate: “One can see... how [his] expression of his ideals and intentions must have 

rubbed many people the wrong way” (Christopher Lehmann-Haupt).  rub up on. 
To refresh one’s knowledge of:  I have to rub up on my French.  [Middle English 

rubben.]

Rub al Kha·li (rtbÙ 4l käùlK, äl KHäùlK) Sometimes called “the Empty Quar-
ter.”.  A desert region in the southeast interior of the Arabian Peninsula. Virtually 

without water and uninhabited, it was first visited by an English explorer in 1932 

but has not yet been completely explored. 

ru·basse (ru-b4sù, ruùb4sÙ) n.  A variety of quartz colored ruby red by its 

iron-oxide content.  [French rubace, from rubis, ruby. See RUBY.]

ru·ba·to (ru-bäùto) Music. n.  pl. ru·ba·tos. Rhythmic flexibility within a 

phrase or measure; a relaxation of strict time.   —  adj.  Containing or character-

ized by rubato.  [Italian (tempo) rubato, stolen (time), rubato, past participle of 

rubare, to rob, of Germanic origin. See reup- in Appendix.]

rub·ber1 (rƒbùNr) n.  1. A yellowish, amorphous, elastic material obtained from 

the milky sap or latex of various tropical plants, especially the rubber tree, and 

vulcanized, pigmented, finished, and modified into products such as electric 

insulation, elastic bands and belts, tires, and containers.  Also called caoutchouc, 



India rubber.  2. Any of numerous synthetic elastic materials of varying chemical 

composition with properties similar to those of natural rubber.  3. A low over-

shoe made of rubber.  4. Baseball. The oblong piece of hard rubber on which the 

pitcher must stand when delivering the ball.  5. Something made of rubber, as: 

a. An eraser.  b. A tire.  c. A set of tires on a vehicle.   6. Slang. A condom.  

7. One that rubs, especially one that gives a massage.  [From RUB.]

rub·ber2 (rƒbùNr) n.  Abbr. r. Games. 1. A series of games of which two out of 

three or three out of five must be won to terminate the play.  2. An odd game 

played to break a tie.  [Origin unknown.]

rubber band (rƒbùNr b4nd) n.  An elastic loop of natural or synthetic rubber 

used to hold objects together. Regional. Also called gum band 

rub·ber-base paint (rƒbùNr-b7sÙ p7nt) n.  See latex paint. 
rubber bullet (rƒbùNr btlùVt) n.  A hard rubber bullet for a riot gun used 

especially by military personnel and law enforcement officers in crowd control. 

rubber cement (rƒbùNr sV-mHntù) n.  Nonvulcanized rubber in an organic sol-

vent, used as an adhesive. 

rubber check (rƒbùNr chHk) n.  Slang. A check returned by a bank because of 

insufficient funds in the account on which it is drawn. 

rub·ber-chick·en circuit (rƒbùNr-chVkùNn sûrùkVt) n.  Informal. A monoto-

nous series of events, such as lunches and dinners often featuring chicken, which 

politicians and heads of state feel compelled to attend. 

rub·ber·ize (rƒbùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. rub·ber·ized, rub·ber·iz·ing, rub·ber·iz·es. 
To coat, treat, or impregnate with rubber. 

rub·ber·neck (rƒbùNr-nHkÙ) Slang. v.  intr. rub·ber·necked, 
rub·ber·neck·ing, rub·ber·necks. To look about or survey with unsophisti-

cated wonderment or curiosity.   —  n.  A rubbernecker. 

rub·ber·neck·er (rƒbùNr-nHkÙNr) n.  Slang. A gawking onlooker. 

rubber plant (rƒbùNr pl4nt) n.  1. Any of several tropical plants yielding sap 

that can be coagulated to form crude rubber.  2. A small tree (Ficus elastica) that 

has large, oblong, glossy, leathery leaves and is a popular house plant. 

rubber stamp also rub·ber·stamp (rƒbùNr-st4mpù) n.  1. rubber stamp. A 

piece of rubber affixed to a handle and bearing raised characters used to make ink 

impressions, as of names or dates.  2. A person or body that gives perfunctory 

approval or endorsement of a policy without assessing its merit.  3. A perfunc-

tory approval or endorsement. 

rub·ber-stamp (rƒbùNr-st4mpù) v.  tr. rub·ber-·stamped, rub·ber-
·stamp·ing, rub·ber-·stamps. 1. To mark with the imprint of a rubber stamp.  

2. To endorse, vote for, or approve without question or deliberation. 

rubber tree (rƒbùNr trK) n.  A tropical South American tree (Hevea brasiliensis) 

widely cultivated throughout the Tropics and yielding a milky juice that is a major 

source of commercial rubber. 



rub·ber·y (rƒbùN-rK) adj.  rub·ber·i·er, rub·ber·i·est. Of or resembling rub-

ber; elastic. 

Rub·bi·a (ruùbK-N, ruùbyä), Carlo. Born 1934.  Italian physicist. He shared a 

1984 Nobel Prize for the discovery of three subatomic particles. 

rub·bing (rƒbùVng) n.  1. The act of polishing, cleaning, or drying.  2. A repre-

sentation of a raised or indented surface made by placing paper over the surface 

and rubbing the paper gently with a marking agent such as charcoal or chalk. 

rub·bish (rƒbùVsh) n.  1. Refuse; garbage.  2. Worthless material.  3. Foolish dis-

course; nonsense.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  rub-

bish collection; a rubbish pail.  [Middle English robishe.]

rub·bish·y (rƒbùV-shK) adj.  1. Littered with rubbish.  2. Of no value; worthless. 

rub·ble (rƒbùNl) n.  1. A loose mass of angular fragments of rock or masonry 

crumbled by natural or human forces.  2. a. Irregular fragments or pieces of rock 

used in masonry.  b. The masonry made with such rocks.   [Middle English 

rubel.] —rubùbly adj. 

rub·ble·work (rƒbùNl-wûrkÙ) n.  Masonry made with rubble. 

rub·down (rƒbùdounÙ) n.  An energetic massage of the body. 

rube (rub) n.  Slang. An unsophisticated country fellow.  [Probably from Rube, 

nickname for Reuben.]

ru·be·fa·cient (ruÙbN-f7ùshNnt) adj.  Producing redness, as of the skin.   —  n.  

A substance that irritates the skin, causing redness.  [Latin rubefaciKns, rubefa-

cient- present participle of rubefacere, to make red  : rubeus, red; see reudh- in 

Appendix + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.] —ruÙbe·facùtion (-

f4kùshNn) n. 

Rube Gold·berg (rubù goldùbûrgÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a contriv-

ance that brings about by complicated means what apparently could have been 

accomplished simply.  [After Reuben Lucius GOLDBERG.]

WORD HISTORY: When we are told in the November 9, 1978, issue of Nature

that “Orchids are Rube Goldberg machines; a perfect engineer would certainly

have come up with something better,” we see a recent example of how a proper

name has worked its way into the language as a common word. Reuben (“Rube”)

Lucius Goldberg (1883-1970) was an American cartoonist who delighted his read-

ers with drawings of contrivances that used complicated means to perform what

otherwise could be accomplished quite simply. For example, a device to shell an

egg is tripped when one picks up the morning paper from the kitchen table. In

doing so, one pulls a string that opens the door of a birdcage, releasing a bird that

follows a trail of birdseed up a platform. The bird falling off the platform into a

pitcher of water splashes water onto a flower that grows, pushing up a rod that

causes a pistol to fire. A monkey scared by the shot hits his head against a bumper

attached to a razor that cuts into the egg, loosening the shell, which falls into a



saucer.

ru·bel·la (ru-bHlùN) n.  A mild, contagious, eruptive disease caused by a virus 

and capable of producing congenital defects in infants born to mothers infected 

during the first three months of pregnancy.  Also called German measles [From 

Latin, neuter pl. of rubellus, red, from ruber. See reudh- in Appendix.]

ru·bel·lite (ruùbN-lXtÙ, ru-bHlùXt) n.  The red variety of tourmaline, used as a 

gemstone.  [Latin rubellus, red; see RUBELLA + -ITE
1.]

Ru·bens (ruùbNnz), Peter Paul. 1577-1640.  Flemish painter. A master of the 

baroque, he executed many portraits and exuberant works of allegorical, histori-

cal, and religious themes, including Descent from the Cross (1611-1614).   
—RuÙben·esqueù (ruÙbN-nHskù) adj. 

ru·be·o·la (ru-bKùN-lN, ruÙbK-oùlN) n.  See measles (n., sense 1a).  [From 

Latin, neuter pl. diminutive of rubeus, red. See reudh- in Appendix.] 
—ru·beùo·lar adj. 

ru·bes·cent (ru-bHsùNnt) adj.  Turning red; reddening.  [Latin rubKscKns, rubKs-

cent- present participle of rubKscere, to grow red inchoative of rubKre, to be red. 

See reudh- in Appendix.] —ru·besùcence n. 

Ru·bi·con (ruùbV-kmnÙ) n.  A limit that when passed or exceeded permits of no 

return and typically results in irrevocable commitment.  [Latin Rubico Rubicon-, 

Rubicon, a short river of north-central Italy, the crossing of which by Julius Cae-

sar and his army in 49 B.C. began a civil war.]

ru·bi·cund (ruùbV-kNnd) adj.  Inclined to a healthy rosiness; ruddy.  [Latin 

rubicundus. See reudh- in Appendix.] —ruÙbi·cunùdi·ty (-kƒnùdV-tK) n. 

ru·bid·i·um (ru-bVdùK-Nm) n.  Symbol Rb A soft silvery-white metallic element 

of the alkali group that ignites spontaneously in air and reacts violently with 

water, used in photocells and in the manufacture of vacuum tubes. Atomic num-

ber 37; atomic weight 85.47; melting point 38.89˚C; boiling point 688˚C; specific 

gravity (solid) 1.532; valence 1, 2, 3, 4.  [From Latin rubidus, red. See reudh- in 

Appendix.]

ru·big·i·nous (ru-bVjùN-nNs) also ru·big·i·nose (-nosÙ) adj.  Rust-colored; 

reddish-brown.  [Latin r7bXginosus, from r7bXgo, r7bXgin-, rust, from robus, red. 

See reudh- in Appendix.]

Ru·bin·stein (ruùbVn-stXnÙ), Anton Gregor. 1829-1894.  Russian pianist and 

composer who founded the St. Petersburg Conservatory (1862). His composi-

tions include chamber music, operas, and six symphonies. 

Ru·bin·stein (ruùbVn-stXnÙ), Arthur or Artur. 1887-1982.  Polish-born Amer-

ican pianist particularly known for his interpretations of the works of Chopin. 

ru·bi·ous (ruùbK-Ns) adj.  Of the color of a ruby; red. 

ru·ble also rou·ble (ruùbNl) n.  Abbr. r. A basic unit of currency in Russia.  See 

Table at currency.  [Russian rubl’, from Old Russian rublV, cut, piece (probably 



originally a piece cut from a silver bar), from rubiti, to chop, hew. See reup- in 

Appendix.]

rub·off  or rub-off (rƒbùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  A repercussion. 

rub·out (rƒbùoutÙ) n.  Slang. Murder; destruction. 

ru·bre·dox·in (ruÙbrV-dokùsVn) n.  An electron-carrying protein associated 

with oxidation-reduction reactions in anaerobic bacteria and eukaryotic cells.  

[Latin ruber, rubr-, red; see RUBRIC + REDOX + -IN.]

ru·bric (ruùbrVk) n.  1. a. A class or category: “This mission is sometimes dis-

cussed under the rubric of ‘horizontal escalation’... from conventional to nuclear 

war” (Jack Beatty).  b. A title; a name.   2. A part of a manuscript or book, such as 

a title, a heading, or an initial letter, that appears in decorative red lettering or is 

otherwise distinguished from the rest of the text.  3. A title or heading of a statute 

or chapter in a code of law.  4. Ecclesiastical. A direction in a missal, hymnal, or 

other liturgical book.  5. An authoritative rule or direction.  6. A short commen-

tary or explanation covering a broad subject.  7. Red ocher.   —  adj.  1. Color. 

Red or reddish.  2. Written in red.  [Middle English rubrike, from Old French 

rubrique, from Latin r7brXca, red chalk, from ruber, rubr-, red. See reudh- in 

Appendix.] —ruùbri·cal adj. 

ru·bri·cate (ruùbrV-k7tÙ) v.  tr. ru·bri·cat·ed, ru·bri·cat·ing, ru·bri·cates. 
1. To arrange, write, or print as a rubric.  2. To provide with rubrics.  3. To estab-

lish rules for.  [Late Latin r7brXc7re, r7brXc7t-, to color red, from Latin r7brXc7tus, 

rubricated, from r7brXca, rubric. See RUBRIC.] —ruÙbri·caùtion n.  —ruùbri·caÙ-
tor n. 

ru·bri·cian (ru-brVshùNn) n.  Ecclesiastical. A person learned in the rubrics of 

ritual. 

ru·by (ruùbK) n.  pl. ru·bies. 1. A deep red, translucent variety of the mineral 

corundum, highly valued as a precious stone.  2. Something, such as a watch 

bearing, that is made from a ruby.  3. Color. A dark or deep red to deep purplish 

red.   —  adj.  Color. Of the color ruby.  [Middle English, from Old French rubi, 

from Medieval Latin rubXnus (lapis), red (stone), ruby, from Latin rubeus, red. See 

reudh- in Appendix.]

ruby laser (ruùbK l7ùzNr) n.  A laser that uses a ruby crystal to produce an 

intense, narrow beam of coherent red light, used in light-transmission communi-

cation and for localized heating. 

ru·by-throat·ed hummingbird (ruùbK-throÙtVd hƒmùVng-bûrdÙ) n.  A 

small bird (Archilochus colubris) of eastern North America, having metallic-green 

upper plumage and, in the male, a brilliant red throat. 

ruche (rush) n.  A ruffle or pleat of lace, muslin, or other fine fabric used for 

trimming women’s garments.  [French, from Old French rusche, beehive, from 

Medieval Latin r7sca, bark of a tree (used for making beehives), of Celtic origin.]



ruck1 (rƒk) n.  1. a. A multitude; a throng.  b. The undistinguished crowd or 

ordinary run of persons or things.   2. People who are followers, not leaders.  

[Middle English ruke, heap, probably of Scandinavian origin.]

ruck2 (rƒk) v.  rucked, ruck·ing, rucks.  —  v.  tr. To make a fold in; crease.   
—  v.  intr. To become creased.   —  n.  A crease or pucker, as in cloth.  [Ultimately 

from Old Norse hrukka, wrinkle, fold. See sker-2 in Appendix.]

ruck·sack (rƒkùs4kÙ, rtkù-) n.  A knapsack.  [German  : dialectal Ruck, back 

(from Middle High German rück, ruck, from Old High German hrukki); see 

sker-2 in Appendix + Sack, sack (from Middle High German sac, from Old High 

German, from Latin saccus); see SACK
1.]

ruck·us (rƒkùNs) n.  A disturbance; a commotion: “Little was heard by us in the 

upper regions of the considerable ruckus (and surely the heartbreak) being endured 

some floors below” (Brendan Gill).  [Perhaps blend of RUCTION, and RUMPUS.]

ruc·tion (rƒkùshNn) n.  A riotous disturbance; a noisy quarrel.  See Synonyms at 

brawl.  [Possibly alteration of INSURRECTION.]

Ru·da »l3s·ka (ruùdN shlôNùskN)  A city of south-central Poland, a suburb of 

Katowice in a mining area. Population, 164,600. 

rudd (rƒd) n.  A European freshwater fish (Scardinius erythrophthalmus) related 

to the carp and having a brownish body and red fins.  [Probably from rud, red. 

See RUDDLE.]

rud·der (rƒdùNr) n.  1. a. Nautical. A vertically hinged plate of metal, fiberglass, 

or wood mounted at the stern of a vessel for directing its course.  b. A similar 

structure at the tail of an aircraft, used for effecting horizontal changes in course.   

2. A controlling agent or influence over direction; a guide.  [Middle English 

ruder, from Old English rother, steering oar. See erN- in Appendix.]

rud·der·fish (rudùNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. rudderfish or rud·der·fish·es. Any of sev-

eral oval-shaped schooling fishes of the family Kyphosidae, found in tropical 

parts of the Atlantic and often sighted swimming behind ships. 

rud·der·less (rƒdùNr-lVs) adj.  1. Lacking in direction, control, or coherence:  

the confused and rudderless financial markets; characterized the administration’s 

Central American policy as rudderless.  2. Nautical. Lacking a rudder or a crew 

member at the rudder. 

rud·der·post (rƒdùNr-postÙ) n.  See rudderstock. 
rud·der·stock (rƒdùNr-stmkÙ) n.  The vertical shaft of a rudder that allows it to 

pivot when the tiller or steering gear is operated.  Also called rudderpost 

rud·dle (rƒdùl) also red·dle (rHdùl)  or rad·dle (r4dùl) n.  Red ocherous iron 

ore, used in dyeing and marking.   —  v.  tr. rud·dled, rud·dling, rud·dles. To 

dye or mark with or as if with red ocher:  ruddle sheep.  [Probably diminutive of 

rud, red, from Middle English rudde, from Old English rudu. See reudh- in 

Appendix.]



rud·dock (rƒdùNk) n.  Chiefly British. An Old World robin (Erithacus rubecula) 

having olive-brown upper plumage and a conspicuous orange breast.  [Middle 

English ruddok, from Old English rudduc. See reudh- in Appendix.]

rud·dy (rƒdùK) adj.  rud·di·er, rud·di·est. 1. a. Having a healthy, reddish color.  

b. Reddish; rosy.   2. Chiefly British. Used as an intensive: “You ruddy liar!” (John 

Galsworthy).  [Middle English rudi, from Old English rudig. See reudh- in 

Appendix.] —rudùdi·ly adv.  —rudùdi·ness n. 

ruddy duck (rƒdùK dƒk) n.  A North American duck (Oxyura jamaicensis) hav-

ing stiff, pointed tail feathers and, in the male, brownish-red upper plumage and 

a black-and-white head.  Also called sprigtail 

rude (rud) adj.  rud·er, rud·est. 1. Relatively undeveloped; primitive:  a rude 

and savage land; a rude agricultural implement.  2. a. Being in a crude, rough, 

unfinished condition:  a rude thatched hut.  b. Exhibiting a marked lack of skill or 

precision in work:  rude crafts.  c. In a natural, raw state:  bales of rude cotton.   

3. a. Lacking the graces and refinement of civilized life; uncouth.  b. Lacking 

education or knowledge; unlearned.  c. Ill-mannered; discourteous:  rude behav-

ior.   4. Vigorous, robust, and sturdy.  5. Abruptly and unpleasantly forceful:  

received a rude shock.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin rudis.] 
—rudeùly adv.  —rudeùness n.  

SYNONYMS: rude, crude, primitive, raw, rough. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “marked by a lack of skill and finish”: a rude hut; a crude draw-

ing; primitive kitchen facilities; a raw wooden canoe; a rough sketch.

ru·der·al (ruùdNr-Nl) Botany. adj.  Growing in rubbish, poor land, or waste.   —  
n.  A plant that grows in rubbish, poor land, or waste.  [New Latin r7der7lis, from 

Latin r7dus, r7der-, rubbish.]

ru·di·ment (ruùdN-mNnt) n.  1.  Often rudiments. A fundamental element, 

principle, or skill, as of a field of learning.  2.  Often rudiments. Something in 

an incipient or undeveloped form:  the rudiments of social behavior in children; the 

rudiments of a plan of action.  3. Biology. An imperfectly or incompletely devel-

oped organ or part.  [Latin rudXmentum, from rudis, rough, unformed.] 
—ruÙdi·menùtal (-mHnùtl) adj. 

ru·di·men·ta·ry (ruÙdN-mHnùtN-rK, -mHnùtrK) adj.  1. Of or relating to basic 

facts or principles; elementary.  2. Being in the earliest stages of development; 

incipient.  3. Biology. Imperfectly or incompletely developed; embryonic:  a rudi-

mentary beak.   —ruÙdi·men·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv.  —ruÙdi·menùta·ri·ness 
n. 

Ru·dolf (ruùdmlf), 1858-1889.  Austrian crown prince. The controversially lib-

eral heir to Francis Joseph I, he was found dead with his mistress in Mayerling, his 



hunting lodge near Vienna. Officially deemed a double suicide, the suspicious 

event was never fully investigated. 

Ru·dolf I (ruùdmlf), 1218-1291.  Holy Roman emperor (1273-1291) and 

founder of the Hapsburg dynasty. 

Rudolf, Lake.  See Lake Turkana. 
Ru·dolph (ruùdmlf), Wilma Glodean. 1940-1994.  American athlete who 

won gold medals in the 1960 Olympics in the 100-meter dash, 200-meter dash, 

and 400-meter relay race. 

rue1 (ru) v.  rued, ru·ing, rues.  —  v.  tr. To feel regret, remorse, or sorrow 

for.   —  v.  intr. To feel regret, remorse, or sorrow.   —  n.  Sorrow; regret: “To 

their rue, the Social Democrats have to acknowledge that the Conservative-Liberal 

coalition has captured the center where elections are won” (Elizabeth Pond).  [Mid-

dle English ruen, from Old English hrKowan, to affect with grief, and hrKowian, to 

repent.] —ruùer n. 

rue2 (ru) n.  Any of various aromatic southwest Asian or Mediterranean plants 

of the genus Ruta, especially the ornamental R. graveolens, having bipinnately 

compound leaves that yield an acrid, volatile oil formerly used in medicine.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin r7ta, probably from Greek rhutK.]

rue anemone (ru N-nHmùN-nK) n.  A small North American woodland plant 

(Anemonella thalictroides) having white or pinkish apetalous flowers grouped in 

umbels. 

rue·ful (ruùfNl) adj.  1. Inspiring pity or compassion.  2. Causing, feeling, or 

expressing sorrow or regret.   —rueùful·ly adv.  —rueùful·ness n. 

Ru·eil-Mal·mai·son (rt-7ùm4l-m7-zoNù, rü-HÙyN-)  A town of north-central 

France on the Seine River west of Paris. It is an industrial center and the site of a 

museum housed in the former estate of Malmaison, where Napoleon lived from 

1800 to 1804. Population, 63,412. 

ru·fes·cent (ru-fHsùNnt) adj.  Tinged with red.  [Latin r7fKscKns, r7fKscent- 

present participle of r7fKscere, to become red, from r7fus, red, reddish. See 

reudh- in Appendix.] —ru·fesùcence n. 

ruff1 (rƒf) n.  1. A stiffly starched frilled or pleated circular collar of lace, muslin, 

or other fine fabric, worn by men and women in the 16th and 17th centuries.  

2. A distinctive collarlike projection around the neck, as of feathers on a bird or 

of fur on a mammal.  3. A Eurasian sandpiper (Philomachus pugnax) the male of 

which has collarlike, erectile feathers around the neck during the breeding season.  

[Perhaps short for RUFFLE
1.] —ruffed adj. 

ruff2 (rƒf) Games. n.  1. The playing of a trump card when one cannot follow 

suit.  2. An old game resembling whist.   —  v.  tr. intr. ruffed, ruff·ing, ruffs. 
To trump or play a trump.  [Obsolete French ronfle, roffle, a kind of card game, 

from Old French ronfle, from renfler, to rise  : re-, re- + enfler, to cause to swell 

(from Latin Xnfl7re); see INFLATE.]



ruff3 (rƒf) n.  A small European freshwater fish (Acerina cernua) related to the 

perches.  [Middle English ruffe, probably from Medieval Latin rufus, a kind of 

fish.]

ruffed grouse (rƒft grous) n.  A chickenlike North American game bird 

(Bonasa umbellus) having mottled brownish plumage and noted for the drum-

ming sounds the male makes with its wings.  Also called birch partridge 

ruffed lemur (rƒft lKùmNr) n.  A chiefly nocturnal lemur (Lemur variegatus) of 

Madagascar that has a black and white coat with a fluffy white ruff and makes 

nests. 

ruf·fi·an (rƒfùK-Nn, rƒfùyNn) n.  1. A tough or rowdy fellow.  2. A thug or gang-

ster.  [French, pimp, from Old French rufien, from Old Provençal rufian, from 

Old Italian ruffiano.] —rufùfi·an·ism n.  —rufùfi·an·ly adj. 

ruf·fle1 (rƒfùNl) n.  1. A strip of frilled or closely pleated fabric used for trim-

ming or decoration.  2. A ruff on a bird.  3. a. A ruckus or fray.  b. Annoyance; 

vexation.   4. An irregularity or a slight disturbance of a surface.   —  v.  ruf·fled, 
ruf·fling, ruf·fles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To disturb the smoothness or regularity of; rip-

ple.  2. To pleat or gather (fabric) into a ruffle.  3. To erect (the feathers). Used of 

birds.  4. To discompose; fluster:  a book that is bound to ruffle some people.  5. To 

flip through (the pages of a book).  6. Games. To shuffle (cards).   —  v.  intr. 

1. To become irregular or rough.  2. To flutter.  3. To become flustered.  [From 

Middle English ruffelen, to roughen.]

ruf·fle2 (rƒfùNl) Music. n.  A low continuous beating of a drum that is not as loud 

as a roll.   —  v.  tr. ruf·fled, ruf·fling, ruf·fles. To beat a ruffle on (a drum).  

[Perhaps from frequentative of ruff, a drum roll, perhaps of imitative origin.]

ruf·fle3 (rƒfùNl) v.  intr. ruf·fled, ruf·fling, ruf·fles. To behave arrogantly or 

roughly; swagger.  [Middle English ruffelen, to quarrel.] —rufùfler n. 

ru·fi·yaa (ruùfK-yäÙ) n.  A basic unit of currency in Maldives.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Hindi rupay7, rupiy7, from r7pyam, silver coin. See RUPEE.]

ru·fous (ruùfNs) adj.  Color. Strong yellowish pink to moderate orange; reddish.  

[From Latin r7fus, red. See reudh- in Appendix.]

rufous hummingbird (ruùfNs hƒmùVng-bûrdÙ) n.  A hummingbird (Selas-

phorus rufus) of western North America, distributed from Mexico to Alaska, hav-

ing rufous upper parts in the male. 

rug (rƒg) n.  1. A heavy fabric used to cover a floor.  2. An animal skin used as a 

floor covering.  3. Chiefly British. A piece of thick, warm fabric or fur used as a 

coverlet or lap robe.  4. Slang. A toupee.  [Of Scandinavian origin.]

ru·ga (ruùgN) n.  pl. ru·gae (-gKÙ, -gXÙ). Biology. A fold, crease, or wrinkle, as in 

the lining of the stomach. Often used in the plural.  [Latin r7ga.] —ruùgateÙ (-

g7tÙ) adj. 



Rug·by1 (rƒgùbK)  A municipal borough of central England east-southeast of 

Birmingham. It is noted primarily as the site of Rugby School, opened in 1574, 

where the game of Rugby was developed in the 19th century. Population, 59,564. 

Rug·by2 (rƒgùbK) n.  Sports. A form of football in which players on two compet-

ing teams may kick, dribble, or run with the ball and in which forward passing, 

substitution of players, and time-outs are not permitted.  [After Rugby School, 

England.]

Rugby shirt (rƒgùbK shûrt) n.  A knit pullover sports shirt typically having long 

sleeves, a white collar and neckline, front button closure, and bold horizontal 

team stripes. 

Rü·gen (ruùgNn, rüù-)  An island of northeast Germany in the Baltic Sea. Sepa-

rated from the mainland by a narrow channel, it was seized by Denmark in 1168, 

passed to Pomerania in 1325 and to Sweden in 1648, and became part of Prussia 

in 1815. 

rug·ged (rƒgùVd) adj.  1. Having a rough, irregular surface.  See Synonyms at 

rough.  2. Having strong features marked with furrows or wrinkles:  the rugged 

face of the old sailor.  3. Having a sturdy build or strong constitution:  a rugged 

trapper who spent months in the wilderness.  4. Tempestuous; stormy:  the rugged 

weather of the North Atlantic.  5. Demanding great effort, ability, or endurance:  

the rugged conditions of barracks life.  6. Lacking culture or polish; coarse and 

rude:  rugged manners and ribald wit.  [Middle English, shaggy, of Scandinavian 

origin.] —rugùged·ly adv.  —rugùged·ness n. 

rug·ger (rƒgùNr) n.  Chiefly British. Rugby.  [Alteration of RUGBY
2.]

ru·gose (ruùgosÙ) also ru·gous (-gNs) adj.  1. Having many wrinkles or 

creases; ridged or wrinkled.  2. Botany. Having a rough, wrinkled surface, as in 

certain prominently veined leaves.  [Latin r7gosus, from r7ga, wrinkle.] —ruù-
goseÙly adv.  —ru·gosùi·ty (-gmsùV-tK) n. 

Ruhr (rtr)  A region of northwest Germany along and north of the Ruhr River, 
which flows about 233 km (145 mi) westward to the Rhine River near Duisburg. 

The industrial development of the region began in the 19th century. 

ru·in (ruùVn) n.  1. Total destruction or disintegration, either physical, moral, 

social, or economic.  2. A cause of total destruction.  3. a. The act of destroying 

totally.  b. A destroyed person, object, or building.   4.  Often ruins. The remains 

of something destroyed, disintegrated, or decayed:  studied the ruins of ancient 

Greece.   —  v.  ru·ined, ru·in·ing, ru·ins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To destroy completely; 

demolish.  2. To harm irreparably.  3. To reduce to poverty or bankruptcy.  4. To 

deprive of chastity.   —  v.  intr. To fall into ruin.  [Middle English ruine, from Old 

French, from Latin ruXna, from ruere, to rush, collapse.] —ruùin·a·ble adj.  

—ruùin·er n.  

SYNONYMS: ruin, raze, demolish, destroy, wreck. These verbs mean to injure



and deprive something—or, less often, someone—of usefulness, soundness, or

value. Ruin usually implies irretrievable harm but not necessarily total destruc-

tion: The fire ruined the books in the library. “You will ruin no more lives as you

ruined mine” (Arthur Conan Doyle). Raze, to level to the ground, demolish, to pull

down or break to pieces, and the more general destroy, to tear down, can all imply

reduction to ruins or even complete obliteration: “raze what was left of the city

from the surface of the earth” (John Lothrop Motley). The conquerors tried to raze

the very name of the people’s national hero from their memories. Both of the cars

involved were demolished in the accident. The prosecutor demolished the opposition’s

argument. “It became necessary to destroy the town in order to save it” (Anonymous

major in Vietnam). “I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness”

(Allen Ginsberg). To wreck is to ruin in or as if in a violent collision: “The Boers

had just wrecked a British military train” (Arnold Bennett). When wreck is used in

its extended sense, as in referring to the ruination of a person or his or her hopes

or reputation, it implies irreparable shattering: “Coleridge, poet and philosopher

wrecked in a mist of opium” (Matthew Arnold).

ru·in·ate (ruùN-n7tÙ) adj.  Having been ruined.  [Medieval Latin ruXn7tus, from 

Latin ruXna, ruin. See RUIN.]

ru·in·a·tion (ruÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of ruining or the condition of being 

ruined.  2. A cause of ruin. 

ru·in·ous (ruùN-nNs) adj.  1. Causing or apt to cause ruin; destructive.  

2. Falling to ruin; dilapidated or decayed.   —ruùin·ous·ly adv.  

—ruùin·ous·ness n. 

Ruis·dael  or Ruys·dael (rXzùdälÙ, rXsù-, roisù-), Jacob van. 1628?-1682.  

Dutch landscape painter whose baroque works, such as Windmill at Wijk (c. 

1665), depict the majesty of nature. 

Ru·key·ser (ruùkX-zNr), Muriel. 1913-1980.  American writer whose feminist 

poetry, including the collections Beast in View (1944) and The Gates (1976), often 

speaks out against racism and war. 

rule (rul) n.  1. a. Governing power or its possession or use; authority.  b. The 

duration of such power.   2. a. An authoritative, prescribed direction for con-

duct, especially one of the regulations governing procedure in a legislative body 

or a regulation observed by the players in a game, sport, or contest.  b. The body 

of regulations prescribed by the founder of a religious order for governing the 

conduct of its members.   3. A usual, customary, or generalized course of action 

or behavior: “The rule of life in the defense bar ordinarily is to go along and get 

along” (Scott Turow).  4. A generalized statement that describes what is true in 

most or all cases:  In this office, hard work is the rule, not the exception.  

5. Mathematics. A standard method or procedure for solving a class of problems.  

6. Law. a. A court order limited in application to a specific case.  b. A subordi-



nate regulation governing a particular matter.   7.  See ruler (n., sense 2).  

8. Printing. A thin metal strip of various widths and designs, used to print bor-

ders or lines, as between columns.   —  v.  ruled, rul·ing, rules.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

exercise control, dominion, or direction over; govern.  2. To dominate by power-

ful influence.  3. To decide or declare authoritatively or judicially; decree.  See 

Synonyms at decide.  4. a. To mark with straight parallel lines.  b. To mark (a 

straight line), as with a ruler.    —  v.  intr. 1. To be in total control or command; 

exercise supreme authority.  2. To formulate and issue a decree or decision.  3. To 

prevail at a particular level or rate:  Prices ruled low.   —phrasal verb. rule out. 
1. To prevent; preclude:  The snowstorm ruled out their weekly meeting.  2. To 

remove from consideration; exclude:  The option of starting over has been ruled 

out.   —idiom. as a rule. In general; for the most part:  As a rule, we take the bus.  

[Middle English reule, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *regula, from Latin 

rKgula, rod, principle. See reg- in Appendix.] —rulùa·ble adj. 

ruled surface (ruld sûrùfNs) n.  A surface, such as a cone or cylinder, gener-

ated by the motion of a straight line. 

rule of engagement (rul ƒv Hn-g7jùmNnt) n.  pl. rules of engagement. 
A directive issued by competent military authority that delineates the limitations 

and circumstances under which forces will initiate and prosecute combat engage-

ment with other forces encountered. 

rule of the road (rul ƒv thK rod) n.  pl. rules of the road. 1. A set of cus-

tomary practices, especially for the operation of a motor vehicle, a boat, or an air-

craft, established to promote efficiency and safety. Often used in the plural.  2. A 

set of established rules or practices, usually unstated, intended to minimize con-

fusion or conflict. Often used in the plural: “Great powers... wishing to avoid war 

could resort to one of three tools: condominium, spheres of influence or rules of the 

road” (Charles William Maynes). 

rule of thumb (rul ƒv thƒm) n.  pl. rules of thumb. A useful principle hav-

ing wide application but not intended to be strictly accurate or reliable in every 

situation. 

rul·er (ruùlNr) n.  1. One, such as a monarch or dictator, that rules or governs.  

2. A straightedged strip, as of wood or metal, for drawing straight lines and mea-

suring lengths. In this sense, also calledrule 

rul·ing (ruùlVng) adj.  1. Exercising control or authority:  the ruling junta; ruling 

circles of the government.  2. Predominant:  the ruling principle.   —  n.  1. The act 

of governing or controlling.  2. An authoritative or official decision:  a court rul-

ing. 

rul·y (rulùlK) adj.  ru·li·er, ru·li·est. Neat and orderly: “A small, ruly beard bal-

ances his hair” (Whitney Balliett).  [Back-formation from UNRULY.]

rum1 (rƒm) n.  1. An alcoholic liquor distilled from fermented molasses or sugar 

cane.  2. Intoxicating beverages.  [Probably short for obsolete rumbullion.]



rum2 (rƒm) adj.  rum·mer, rum·mest. Chiefly British. 1. Odd; strange.  

2. Presenting danger or difficulty.  [Origin unknown.]

ru·ma·ki (rN-mäùkK) n.  pl. ru·ma·kis. An appetizer of Japanese origin consist-

ing of a marinated piece of chicken liver and a water chestnut wrapped in a slice 

of bacon and grilled or broiled.  [Origin unknown.]

Ru·ma·ni·a (ru-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN)  See Romania. 
Ru·ma·ni·an (ru-m7ùnK-Nn, -m7nùyNn) adj.  & n.   Variant of Romanian. 
rum·ba also rhum·ba (rƒmùbN, rtmù-, rumù-) n.  1. A complex rhythmical 

dance that originated in Cuba.  2. A modern ballroom adaptation of this dance.  

[American Spanish, from Spanish rumbo, ship’s course, revelry, pomp. See 

RHUMB.] —rumùba v. 

rum·ble (rƒmùbNl) v.  rum·bled, rum·bling, rum·bles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

make a deep, long, rolling sound.  2. To move or proceed with a deep, long, roll-

ing sound.  3. Slang. To engage in a gang fight.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter with a deep, 

long, rolling sound.  2. To polish or mix (metal parts) in a tumbling box.   —  n.  

1. A deep, long, rolling sound.  2. A tumbling box.  3. A luggage compartment or 

servant’s seat in the rear of a carriage.  4. Slang. a. Pervasive, widespread expres-

sion of unrest or dissatisfaction.  b. A gang fight.   [Middle English romblen, per-

haps from Middle Dutch rommelen, or from Middle Low German rummeln.] 
—rumùbler n.  —rumùbling·ly adv.  —rumùbly adj. 

rumble seat (rƒmùbNl sKt) n.  An uncovered passenger seat that opens out 

from the rear of an automobile. 

rum·bus·tious (rƒm-bƒsùchNs) adj.  Uncontrollably exuberant; unruly: “Com-

mon to both his illustrations and his independent paintings... and lurking below their 

rumbustious surface, is a sympathy for the vulnerability of the ordinary human 

being” (Christopher Andreae).  [Probably alteration of ROBUSTIOUS.] 
—rum·busùtious·ly adv.  —rum·busùtious·ness n. 

ru·men (ruùmNn) n.  pl. ru·mi·na (-mN-nN)  or ru·mens. The first division of 

the stomach of a ruminant animal, in which most food collects immediately after 

being swallowed and from which it is later returned to the mouth as cud for thor-

ough chewing.  Also called paunch [Latin r7men, throat.] —ruùmi·nal adj. 

ru·mi·nant (ruùmN-nNnt) n.  Any of various hoofed, even-toed, usually horned 

mammals of the suborder Ruminantia, such as cattle, sheep, goats, deer, and 

giraffes, characteristically having a stomach divided into four compartments and 

chewing a cud consisting of regurgitated, partially digested food.   —  adj.  

1. Characterized by the chewing of cud.  2. Of or belonging to the Ruminantia.  

3. Meditative; contemplative.  [From Latin r7min7ns, r7minant- present partici-

ple of r7min7re, to ruminate. See RUMINATE.]

ru·mi·nate (ruùmN-n7tÙ) v.  ru·mi·nat·ed, ru·mi·nat·ing, ru·mi·nates.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To turn a matter over and over in the mind.  See Synonyms at ponder.  
2. To chew cud.   —  v.  tr. To reflect on over and over again.  [Latin r7min7re, 



r7min7t-, from r7men, r7min-, throat.] —ruùmi·naÙtive adj.  —ruùmi·naÙ-
tive·ly adv.  —ruùmi·naÙtor n. 

ru·mi·na·tion (ruÙmN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of pondering; meditation.  

2. The act or process of chewing cud. 

rum·mage (rƒmùVj) v.  rum·maged, rum·mag·ing, rum·mag·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To search thoroughly by handling, turning over, or disarranging the contents 

of.  2. To discover by searching thoroughly.   —  v.  intr. To make an energetic, 

usually hasty search.   —  n.  1. A thorough search among a number of things.  

2. A confusion of miscellaneous articles.  [From earlier romage, act of packing 

cargo, from French arrumage, from Old French, from arumer, to stow, from Old 

Provençal arumar : a-, to (from Latin ad-); see AD- + perhaps run, ship’s hold (of 

Germanic origin); see reuN- in Appendix.] —rumùmag·er n. 

rummage sale (rƒmùVj s7l) n.  1. A sale of assorted secondhand objects con-

tributed by donors to raise money for a charity.  2. A sale, especially of unclaimed 

or excess goods, as at a warehouse or wharf. 

rum·mer (rƒmùNr) n.  A large drinking cup or glass.  [German Römer, from 

Dutch roemer, from roem, praise, from Middle Dutch.]

rum·my1 (rƒmùK) n.  Games. A card game, played in many variations, in which 

the object is to obtain sets of three or more cards of the same rank or suit.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

rum·my2 (rƒmùK) n.  pl. rum·mies. Slang. A drunkard. 

rum·my3 (rƒmùK) adj.  rum·mi·er, rum·mi·est. Chiefly British. Odd, strange, 

or dangerous; rum. 

ru·mor (ruùmNr) n.  Unverified information of uncertain origin usually spread 

by word of mouth; hearsay.   —  v.  tr. ru·mored, ru·mor·ing, ru·mors. To 

spread or tell by rumor.  [Middle English rumour, from Old French, from Latin 

r7mor.]

ru·mor·mon·ger (ruùmNr-mƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  One that spreads rumors.   
—  v.  intr. ru·mor·mon·gered, ru·mor·mon·ger·ing, ru·mor·mon·gers. To 

engage in the spreading of rumors. 

ru·mour (ruùmNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of rumor. 
rump (rƒmp) n.  1. The fleshy hindquarters of an animal.  2. A cut of beef or 

veal from the rump.  3. The buttocks.  4. The part of a bird’s back nearest the tail.  

5. The last or inferior part.  6. A legislature having only a small part of its original 

membership and therefore being unrepresentative or lacking in authority.  [Mid-

dle English rumpe, of Scandinavian origin.]

rum·ple (rƒmùpNl) v.  rum·pled, rum·pling, rum·ples.  —  v.  tr. To wrinkle 

or form into folds or creases.   —  v.  intr. To become wrinkled or creased.   —  n.  

An irregular or untidy crease.  [Perhaps Dutch rompelen, from Middle Dutch 

rumpelen.] —rumùply adj. 

rum·pus (rƒmùpNs) n.  A noisy clamor.  [Origin unknown.]



rumpus room (rƒmùpNs rum) n.  A room for play and parties. 

rum·run·ner (rƒmùrƒnÙNr) n.  1. One who illegally transports liquor across a 

border.  2. Nautical. A boat used to transport liquor illegally across a border. 

Rum·sey (rƒmùzK), James. 1743-1792.  American engineer and inventor of a 

practical steamboat (1787) and steam boiler. 

rum shop (rƒm shmp) n.  Caribbean. A tavern, usually selling alcoholic bever-

ages by the bottle as well as by the drink. 

run (rƒn) v.  ran (r4n), run, run·ning, runs.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To move swiftly 

on foot so that both feet leave the ground during each stride.  b. To move at a fast 

gallop. Used of a horse.   2. To retreat rapidly; flee:  seized the money and ran.  

3. a. To move without hindrance or restraint:  dogs that always ran loose.  b. To 

keep company:  runs with a wild crowd.  c. To go or move about from place to 

place; roam:  I am always running about, looking for my glasses.   4. To migrate, 

especially to move in a shoal in order to spawn. Used of fish.  5. a. To move or go 

quickly; hurry:  run for the police; ran for help.  b. To go when in trouble or dis-

tress:  He is always running to his lawyer.  c. To make a short, quick trip or visit:  

ran next door to borrow a cup of sugar; ran down to the store.   6. a. To take part in 

a race or contest:  ran in the marathon; athletes who run for the gold medal.  b. To 

compete in a race for elected office:  ran for mayor.  c. To finish a race or contest 

in a specified position:  ran second.   7. To move freely, on or as if on wheels:  The 

car ran downhill. The drawer runs on small bearings.  8. To be in operation:  The 

engine is running.  9. To go back and forth especially on a regular basis; ply:  The 

ferry runs every hour.  10. Nautical. To sail or steer before the wind or on an indi-

cated course:  run before a storm.  11. a. To flow, especially in a steady stream:  

Fresh water runs from the spring. Turn on the faucet and let the water run.  b. To 

emit pus, mucus, or serous fluid:  Pollen makes my nose run.   12. To melt and 

flow:  A hot flame will make the solder run.  13. To spread or dissolve, as dyes in 

fabric:  Colorfast garments are not supposed to run.  14. To extend, stretch, or 

reach in a certain direction or to a particular point:  This road runs to the next 

town.  15. To extend, spread, or climb as a result of growing:  Ivy ran up the wall.  

16. To spread rapidly:  disease that ran rampant.  17. a. To be valid in a given 

area:  The speed limit runs only to the town line.  b. To be present as a valid accom-

paniment:  Fishing rights run with ownership of the land.   18. To unravel along a 

line:  Her stocking ran.  19. To continue in effect or operation:  a lease with one 

year to run.  20. To pass:  Days ran into weeks.  21. To tend to persist or recur:  

Stinginess seems to run in that family.  22. a. To accumulate or accrue:  The inter-

est runs from the first of the month.  b. To become payable.   23. To take a particu-

lar form, order, or expression:  My reasoning runs thus. The report runs as follows.  

24. To tend or incline:  Their taste in art runs to the bizarre.  25. To occupy or 

exist in a certain range:  The sizes run from small to large.  26. To be presented or 

performed for a continuous period of time:  The play ran for six months.  27. To 



pass into a specified condition:  We ran into debt.   —  v.  tr. 1. a. To travel over on 

foot at a pace faster than a walk:  ran the entire distance.  b. To cause (an animal) 

to move quickly or rapidly:  We run our hunting dogs every morning.   2. To allow 

to move without restraint.  3. To do or accomplish by or as if by running:  run 

errands.  4. To hunt or pursue; chase:  dogs running deer.  5. To bring to a given 

condition by or as if by running:  The toddlers ran me ragged.  6. To cause to move 

quickly:  She ran her fingers along the keyboard.  7. a. To cause to compete in or as 

if in a race:  He ran two horses in the Kentucky Derby.  b. To present or nominate 

for elective office:  The party ran her for senator.   8. To cause to move or progress 

freely.  9. To cause to function; operate:  run a machine.  10. To convey or trans-

port:  Run me into town. Run the garbage over to the dump.  11. Nautical. To cause 

to move on a course:  We ran our boat into a cove.  12. a. To smuggle:  run guns.  

b. To evade and pass through:  run a roadblock.   13. To pass over or through:  run 

the rapids.  14. To cause to flow:  run water into a tub.  15. To stream with:  The 

fountains ran champagne.  16. Metallurgy. a. To melt, fuse, or smelt (metal).  

b. To mold or cast (molten metal):  run gold into ingots.   17. To cause to extend 

or pass:  run a rope between the poles.  18. To mark or trace on a surface:  run a 

pencil line between two points.  19. To sew with a continuous line of stitches:  run 

a seam.  20. To cause to unravel along a line:  She ran her stocking on a splinter.  

21. a. To cause to crash or collide:  ran the car into a fence.  b. To cause to pene-

trate:  I ran a pin into my thumb.   22. To continue to present or perform:  ran the 

film for a month.  23. To publish in a periodical:  run an advertisement.  24. To 

subject or be subjected to:  run a risk.  25. Games. a. To score (balls or points) 

consecutively in billiards:  run 15 balls.  b. To clear (the table) in pool by consecu-

tive scores.   26. To conduct or perform:  run an experiment.  27. Computer Sci-

ence. To process or execute (a program or an instruction).  28. To control, 

manage, or direct:  ran the campaign by himself; a bureau that runs espionage oper-

ations.   —  n.  1. a. A pace faster than a walk.  b. A fast gallop. Used of a horse.   

2. An act of running.  3. a. A distance covered by or as if by running.  b. The 

time taken to cover such a distance:  It is a two minutes’ run from the subway.   4. A 

quick trip or visit:  a run into town.  5. a. Sports. A running race:  the winner of the 

mile run.  b. A campaign for public office:  She managed his successful senatorial 

run.   6.  Abbr. r, r. Baseball. A point scored by advancing around the bases and 

reaching home plate safely.  7. Football. A player’s attempt to carry the ball past or 

through the opposing team, usually for a specified distance:  a 30-yard run.  

8. a. The migration of fish, especially in order to spawn.  b. A group or school of 

fish ascending a river in order to spawn.   9. Unrestricted freedom or use:  I had 

the run of the library.  10. A stretch or period of riding, as in a race or to the 

hounds.  11. a. A track or slope along or down which something can travel:  a 

logging run.  b. Sports. A particular type of passage down a hill or across country 

experienced by an athlete, especially a skier or bobsledder:  had two very good runs 



before the end of the day.   12. Sports. The distance a golf ball rolls after hitting the 

ground.  13. a. A scheduled or regular route.  b. The territory of a news reporter.   

14. a. A continuous period of operation, especially of a machine or factory.  

b. The production achieved during such a period:  a press run of 15,000 copies.   

15. a. A movement or flow.  b. The duration of such a flow.  c. The amount of 

such a flow.   16. A pipe or channel through which something flows.  17. Eastern 

Lower Northern U.S. See creek (n., sense 1).  18. A fall or slide, as of sand or 

mud.  19. Continuous length or extent:  a five-foot run of tubing.  20. Geology. A 

vein or seam, as of ore or rock.  21. The direction, configuration, or lie:  the run 

of the grain in leather.  22. a. A trail or way made or frequented by animals.  

b. An outdoor enclosure for domestic animals or poultry:  a dog run; a turkey 

run.   23. a. A length of torn or unraveled stitches in a knitted fabric.  b. A blem-

ish caused by excessive paint flow.   24. An unbroken series or sequence:  a run of 

dry summers.  25. An unbroken sequence of theatrical performances.  26. Music. 

A rapid sequence of notes; a roulade.  27. A series of unexpected and urgent 

demands, as by depositors or customers:  a run on a bank.  28. a. A continuous 

set or sequence, as of playing cards in one suit.  b. A successful sequence of shots 

or points.   29. A sustained state or condition:  a run of good luck.  30. A trend or 

tendency:  the run of events.  31. The average type, group, or category:  The broad 

run of voters want the candidate to win.  32. Computer Science. An execution of a 

specific program or instruction.  33. runs. Slang. Diarrhea. Often used with the.   
—  adj.  1. Being in a melted or molten state:  run butter; run gold.  2. Completely 

exhausted from running.   —phrasal verbs. run across. To find by chance; 

come upon.  run after. 2. To pursue; chase.  3. To seek the company or attention 

of for purposes of courting:  He finally became tired of running after her.  run 
against. 4. To encounter unexpectedly; run into.  5. To work against; oppose:  

found public sentiment running against him.  run along. To go away; leave.  run 
away. 7. To flee; escape.  8. To leave one’s home, especially to elope.  9. To stam-

pede.  run down. 10. To stop because of lack of force or power:  The alarm clock 

finally ran down.  11. To become tired.  12. a. To collide with and knock down:  a 

pedestrian who was run down by a speeding motorist.  b. Nautical. To collide with 

and cause to sink.   13. To chase and capture:  Detectives ran down the suspects.  

14. To trace the source of:  The police ran down all possible leads in the missing-

person case.  15. To disparage:  Don’t run her down; she is very talented.  16. To go 

over; review:  run down a list once more.  17. Baseball. To put a runner out after 

trapping him or her between two bases.  18. a. To collide with and knock down:  

a pedestrian who was run down by a speeding motorist.  b. Nautical. To collide with 

and cause to sink.   run in. 19. To insert or include as something extra:  ran in an 

illustration next to the first paragraph.  20. Printing. To make a solid body of text 

without a paragraph or other break.  21. Slang. To take into legal custody.  22. To 

go to or seek out the company of in order to socialize; visit:  We ran in for an hour.  



run into. 23. To meet or find by chance:  ran into an old friend.  24. To encoun-

ter (something):  ran into trouble.  25. To collide with.  26. To amount to:  His net 

worth runs into seven figures.  run off. 27. To print, duplicate, or copy:  ran off 

200 copies of the report.  28. To run away; elope.  29. To flow off; drain away.  

30. To decide a contest or competition by a runoff.  31. To force or drive off 

(trespassers, for example).  run on. 32. a. To keep going; continue.  b. To talk 

volubly, persistently, and usually inconsequentially:  He is always running on about 

his tax problems.  c. To continue a text without a formal break.   33. a. To keep 

going; continue.  b. To talk volubly, persistently, and usually inconsequentially:  

He is always running on about his tax problems.  c. To continue a text without a 

formal break.   run out. 34. To become used up; be exhausted:  Our supplies 

finally ran out.  35. To put out by force; compel to leave:  We ran him out of town.  

36. To become void, especially through the passage of time or an omission:  an 

insurance policy that had run out.  run over. 37. To collide with, knock down, 

and often pass over:  The car ran over a child.  38. To read or review quickly:  run 

over a speech before giving it.  39. To flow over.  40. To go beyond a limit:  The 

meeting ran over by 30 minutes.  run through. 41. To pierce:  The soldier was run 

through by a bayonet.  42. To use up quickly:  She ran through all her money.  

43. To rehearse quickly:  Let’s run through the first act again.  44. To go over the 

salient points or facts of:  The crew ran through the preflight procedures. We ran 

through the witness’s testimony before presenting it in court.  run up. To make or 

become greater or larger:  ran up huge bills; run up the price of the company’s stock.  

run with. To take as one’s own; adopt: “[He] was determined to run with the idea 

and go public before it had been researched” (Betty Cuniberti).   —idioms. a run 
for (one’s) money. Strong competition.  in the long run. In the final analysis 

or outcome.  in the short run. In the immediate future.  on the run. 4. a. In 

rapid retreat:  guerrillas on the run after an ambush.  b. In hiding:  fugitives on the 

run.   5. Hurrying busily from place to place:  executives always on the run from 

New York to Los Angeles.  6. a. In rapid retreat:  guerrillas on the run after an 

ambush.  b. In hiding:  fugitives on the run.   run a temperature. To have a 

fever.  run away with. 8. a. To make off with hurriedly.  b. To steal.   9. To be 

greater or bigger than others in (a performance, for example).  10. a. To make off 

with hurriedly.  b. To steal.   run foul (or run afoul of). 11. To run into; col-

lide with:  a sloop that had run foul of the submerged reef.  12. To come into con-

flict with:  a pickpocket who ran foul of the law.  run in place. To go through the 

movements of running without leaving one’s original position.  run off with. 
To capture or carry off:  ran off with the state championship.  run (one’s) eyes 
over. To look at or read in a cursory manner.  run out of. To exhaust the supply 

of:  ran out of fuel.  run out of gas. Slang. 17. To exhaust one’s energy or enthu-

siasm.  18. To falter or come to a stop because of a lack of capital, support, or 

enthusiasm.  run out on. To abandon:  has run out on the family.  run rings 



around. To be markedly superior to.  run scared. Informal. To become intimi-

dated or frightened.  run short. To become scanty or insufficient in supply:  Fuel 

oil ran short during the winter.  run short of. To use up so that a supply becomes 

insufficient or scanty:  ran short of paper clips.  run to earth (or run to 
ground). To pursue and successfully capture:  Dogs ran the fox to earth. The 

police ran the terrorists to ground.  [Middle English ernen, runnen, from Old 

English rinnan, eornan, earnan, and from Old Norse rinna; see rei- in Appendix.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Terms for “a small, fast-flowing stream” vary throughout

the eastern United States especially. Speakers in the eastern part of the Lower

North (including Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, and southern

Pennsylvania) use the word run, as in Bull Run. Speakers in New York State are

liable to call such a stream a kill (a Dutch borrowing). Brook has come to be used

throughout the Northeast. Southerners refer to a branch, and throughout the

northern United States the term is crick, a variant of creek.

run·a·bout (rƒnùN-boutÙ) n.  1. a. Nautical. A small motorboat.  b. A light air-

craft.  c. A small, open automobile or carriage.   2. A vagabond or wanderer. 

run·a·gate (rƒnùN-g7tÙ) n.  1. A renegade or deserter.  2. A vagabond.  [Alter-

ation of obsolete renegate, renegade (influenced by RUN + agate, on the way from 

Middle English, straight way  : Middle English a, on variant of on; see on + Old 

Norse gata, way); see ghK- in Appendix, from Middle English, from Medieval 

Latin reneg7tus. See RENEGADE.]

run·a·round (rƒnùN-roundÙ) n.  1. Informal. Deception, usually in the form of 

evasive excuses.  2. Printing. Type set in a column narrower than the body of the 

text, as on either side of a picture. 

run·a·way (rƒnùN-w7Ù) n.  1. A person who has run away.  2. Something that 

has escaped control or proper confinement.  3. Informal. An easy victory.   —  
adj.  1. Escaping or having escaped restraint, captivity, or control:  runaway 

horses; runaway children.  2. Out of control:  a runaway car; runaway inflation.  

3. Easily won:  a runaway victory. 

run·back (rƒnùb4kÙ) n.  Football. 1. The act of returning a kickoff, a punt, or an 

intercepted forward pass.  2. The distance so covered. 

run·ci·ble spoon (rƒnùsN-bNl spun) n.  A three-pronged fork, such as a pickle 

fork, curved like a spoon and having a cutting edge.  [Coined by Edward Lear, 

perhaps alteration of rounceval, big woman, large pea, wart, monster, huge, from 

Roncevaux (Roncesvalles), site where giant bones were found.]

Run·cie (rƒnùsK), Robert Alexander Kennedy. Born 1921.  British prelate 

and archbishop of Canterbury (1980-1991). 

run·ci·nate (rƒnùsN-n7tÙ) adj.  Botany. Having saw-toothed divisions directed 

backward:  runcinate leaves.  [Latin runcin7tus, past participle of runcin7re, to 



plane, from runcina, carpenter’s plane, formerly taken to mean saw, alteration 

(influenced by runc7re, to weed, pluck), of Greek rhukanK, carpenter’s plane.]

run·down (rƒnùdounÙ) n.  1. A point-by-point summary.  2. Baseball. A play in 

which a runner is trapped between bases and is pursued by fielders attempting to 

make the tag.   —  adj.  also run-down (rƒnùdounù) 1. a. In poor physical con-

dition; weak or exhausted.  b. Dirty and dilapidated:  rundown housing projects.   

2. Unwound and not running:  a run-down watch. 

Rund·stedt (rtnùstHtÙ, rtntùshtHtÙ), Karl Rudolf Gerd von. 1875-1953.  

German general who took part in the invasions of Poland, France, and Russia 

during World War II and was commander in chief of the western front (1942-

1945). 

rune1 (run) n.  1. a. Any of the characters in several alphabets used by ancient 

Germanic peoples from the 3rd to the 13th century.  b. A similar character in 

another alphabet, sometimes believed to have magic powers.   2. A poem or an 

incantation of mysterious significance, especially a magic charm.  [Possibly Old 

Norse, or Old English r7n.] —runùic adj. 

rune2 (run) n.  A Finnish poem or section of a poem.  [Finnish runo, of Ger-

manic origin.]

rung1 (rƒng) n.  1. A rod or bar forming a step of a ladder.  2. A crosspiece 

between the legs of a chair.  3. The spoke in a wheel.  4. Nautical. One of the 

spokes or handles on a ship’s wheel.  [Middle English, from Old English hrung.]

rung2 (rƒng) v.  Past participle of ring2. 
run-in (rƒnùVnÙ) n.  1. A quarrel or an argument.  2. Printing. Matter added to a 

text.   —  adj.  Printing. Having been added to or inserted into a text. 

run·let (rƒnùlVt) n.  A rivulet. 

run·nel (rƒnùNl) n.  1. A rivulet; a brook.  2. A narrow channel or course, as for 

water.  [Middle English rynel, from Old English, from rinnan, to run. See rei- in 

Appendix.]

run·ner (rƒnùNr) n.  1. Sports. One who competes in a race.  2. a. Baseball. One 

who runs the bases.  b. Football. One who carries the ball.   3. A fugitive.  4. One 

who carries messages or runs errands.  5. One who serves as an agent or a collec-

tor, as for a bank or brokerage house.  6. One who solicits business, as for a hotel 

or store.  7. A smuggler:  a narcotics runner.  8. Nautical. A vessel engaged in 

smuggling.  9. One who operates or manages something:  the runner of a series of 

gambling operations.  10. A device in or on which a mechanism slides or moves, 

as: a. The blade of a skate.  b. The supports on which a drawer slides.   11. A long 

narrow carpet.  12. A long narrow tablecloth.  13. A roller towel.  14. Metallurgy. 

A channel along which molten metal is poured into a mold; a gate.  15. Botany. 

a. A slender, creeping stem that puts forth roots from nodes spaced at intervals 

along its length.  b. A plant, such as the strawberry, having such a stem.  c. A 

twining vine, such as the scarlet runner.   16. Any of several marine fishes of the 



family Carangidae, especially the blue runner (Caranx crysos), of temperate 

waters of the American Atlantic coast.  Also called blue runner 17. Sports. See 

flat1 (n., sense 9). 

run·ner-up (rƒnÙNr-ƒpù) n.  pl. run·ners-up (rƒnÙNrz-). One that takes second 

place, as in a game, sport, or other competition. 

run·ning (rƒnùVng) n.  1. The act or an instance of running.  2. The power or 

ability to run.  3. Sports. The exercise or sport of someone who runs.   —  adj.  

Ongoing over a period of time:  a running conversation; a running joke among us.   
—  adv.  In a consecutive way:  four years running.   —idioms. in the running. 
1. Entered as a contender in a competition.  2. Having the possibility of winning 

or placing well in a competition.  out of the running. 3. Not entered as a con-

tender in a competition.  4. Having no possibility of winning or placing well in a 

competition. 

running back (rƒnùVng b4k) n.  Football. An offensive back, such as a fullback 

or halfback, who is designated the responsibility of advancing the ball by running 

with it on plays from the line of scrimmage. 

running board (rƒnùVng bôrd) n.  A narrow footboard extending under and 

beside the doors of some automobiles and other conveyances. 

running dog (rƒnùVng dôg) n.  A servile follower or lackey.  [Translation of 

Chinese (Mandarin) znu gnu : znu, running + gnu, dog.]

running gear (rƒnùVng gîr) n.  The working parts of an automobile, a locomo-

tive, or other vehicle. 

running hand (rƒnùVng h4nd) n.  Handwriting done rapidly without lifting 

the pen from the paper. 

running head (rƒnùVng hHd) n.  Printing. A title printed at the top of every 

page or every other page, as in a book.  Also called running title 

running knot (rƒnùVng nmt) n.  See slipknot. 
running light (rƒnùVng lXt) n.  One of several lights on a vehicle, such as a ship, 

turned on between dusk and dawn to indicate position and size. 

running mate (rƒnùVng m7t) n.  1. The candidate or nominee for the lesser of 

two closely associated political offices.  2. A companion.  3. A horse used to set 

the pace in a race for another horse. 

running noose (rƒnùVng nus) n.  See noose (n., sense 1). 

running shoe (rƒnùVng shu) n.  Sports. A shoe in which to run for sport or 

exercise, especially one with a durable insole for support and comfort, a soft pad-

ded collar for reduced friction, and a resilient outer sole for cushioning and 

absorbing shock. 

running start (rƒnùVng stärt) n.  See flying start. 
running stitch (rƒnùVng stVch) n.  One of a series of small, even stitches. 

running title (rƒnùVng tXtùl) n.  Printing. See running head. 



running track (rƒnùVng tr4k) n.  Sports. A course, indoors or outdoors, for 

engaging in the sport or exercise of running. 

run·ny (rƒnùK) adj.  run·ni·er, run·ni·est. Inclined to run or flow:  runny icing; 

a runny nose. 

Run·ny·mede (rƒnùK-mKdÙ)  A meadow in southeast England on the Thames 

River west of London. King John accepted the Magna Carta here or on a nearby 

island in 1215. 

run·off (rƒnùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. a. The overflow of fluid from a container.  

b. Rainfall not absorbed by soil.   2. Eliminated waste products from manufac-

turing processes.  3. An extra competition held to break a tie. 

run-of-the-mill (rƒnùNv-thN-mVlù) adj.  Not special or outstanding; average. 

run-on (rƒnùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  Printing. Matter that is appended or added without a 

formal break.   —runù-onÙ adj. 

run-on sentence (rƒnùmnÙ sHnùtNns) n.  Grammar. A sentence in which two 

or more independent clauses are improperly joined, as by a comma fault. 

run·out (rƒnùoutÙ) n.  1. The act or an instance of fleeing so as to evade unde-

sirable consequences.  2. The area where one curved surface merges with another:  

a snowy runout at the bottom of the ski slope.  3. The act or an instance of expiring 

or having expired:  the runout of an executive contract. 

runt (rƒnt) n.  1. An undersized animal, especially the smallest animal of a litter.  

2. Offensive. A short person.  [Origin unknown.] —runtùi·ness n.  —runtùy 
adj. 

run-through (rƒnùthruÙ) n.  A complete but rapid review or rehearsal of 

something, such as a theatrical work. 

run-up  or run·up (rƒnùƒpÙ) n.  An often sudden increase:  a run-up in interest 

rates; a run-up in food prices; a run-up in house values. 

run·way (rƒnùw7Ù) n.  1. A strip of level, usually paved ground on which air-

craft take off and land.  2. A path, channel, or track over which something runs.  

3. The channel of a stream.  4. A chute down which logs are skidded.  5. Sports. A 

narrow track in a bowling lane on which balls are returned after they are bowled.  

6. A smooth ramp for wheeled vehicles.  7. A narrow walkway extending from a 

stage into an auditorium. 

Run·yon (rƒnùyNn), (Alfred) Damon. 1884-1946.  American writer known for 

his stylized, idiomatic stories about Broadway and the New York underworld, 

such as “Guys and Dolls” (1931).   —RunÙyon·esqueù (rƒnÙyN-nHskù) adj. 

run·za (rHnùzN) n.  Nebraska. A pastry consisting of cabbage and usually pork or 

beef encased in yeast dough.  [Origin unknown.]

ru·pee (ru-pKù, ruùpK) n.  Abbr. Re., r., R. A basic unit of currency in India, 

Mauritius, Nepal, Pakistan, Seychelles, and Sri Lanka.  See Table at currency.  
[Hindi rupay7, rupy7, from Sanskrit r7pyam, silver coin, from r7pya-, silver, from 

r7pam, shape.]



Ru·pert (ruùpNrt), Prince. 1619-1682.  German-born English military and 

political leader who was the dominant Royalist figure during the English Civil 

War. 

Rupert River (ruùpNrt rVvùNr)  A river of west-central Quebec, Canada, rising 

in Lake Mistassini and flowing about 611 km (380 mi) westward to James Bay. 

ru·pi·ah (ru-pKùN) n.  pl. rupiah or ru·pi·ahs. A basic unit of currency in 

Indonesia.  See Table at currency.  [Hindi rupay7, rupiy7. See RUPEE.]

ru·pic·o·lous (ru-pVkùN-lNs) adj.  Thriving among or inhabiting rocks.  [Latin 

r7pKs, rock (from ruptus, past participle of rumpere, to break); see reup- in 

Appendix + -COLOUS.]

rup·ture (rƒpùchNr) n.  1. a. The process of breaking open or bursting.  b. The 

state of being broken open.   2. A break in friendly relations.  3. Pathology. a. A 

hernia, especially of the groin or intestines.  b. A tear in bodily tissue.    —  v.  

rup·tured, rup·tur·ing, rup·tures.  —  v.  tr. To break open; burst.   —  v.  intr. 

To undergo or suffer a rupture.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 

rupt7ra, from ruptus, past participle of rumpere, to break. See reup- in Appen-

dix.] —rupùtur·a·ble adj. 

ru·ral (rtrùNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of the country.  2. Of or 

relating to people who live in the country:  rural households.  3. Of or relating to 

farming; agricultural.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin r7r7lis, 

from r7s, r7r-, country. See reuN- in Appendix.] —ruùral·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: rural, bucolic, rustic, pastoral. These adjectives all mean of or typ-

ical of the country as distinguished from the city. Rural applies to sparsely settled

or agricultural country: “I do love quiet, rural England” (George Meredith). Bucolic

is often used pejoratively or facetiously of country people or their manners: “The

keenest of bucolic minds felt a whispering awe at the sight of the gentry” (George

Eliot). Rustic frequently suggests a lack of sophistication or elegance, but it may

also connote artless and pleasing simplicity: “some rustic phrases which I had

learned at the farmer’s house” (Jonathan Swift). The cottage has a rustic grace and

beauty. Pastoral, which evokes the image of shepherds, sheep, and verdant coun-

tryside, suggests the charm and serenity of the country: We watched from the train

window as the pastoral landscapes of Burgundy unfolded.

rural free delivery (rtrùNl frK dV-lVvùN-rK) n.  Abbr. RFD, R.F.D. Free gov-

ernment delivery of mail in rural areas. 

ru·ral·ism (rtrùN-lVzÙNm) n.  Rurality. 

ru·ral·ist (rtrùN-lVst) n.  1. One who resides in a rural area.  2. An advocate of 

rural life. 

ru·ral·i·ty (rt-r4lùV-tK) n.  pl. ru·ral·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being 

rural.  2. A rural trait or characteristic. 



ru·ral·ize (rtrùN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. ru·ral·ized, ru·ral·iz·ing, ru·ral·iz·es. To 

make or become rural.   —ruÙral·i·zaùtion (rtrÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

rural route (rtrùNl rut) n.  Abbr. RR, R.R. A rural mail route. 

Ru·rik (rtrùVk, ruùrVk), Died c. 879.  Scandinavian warrior and the founder of 

the dynasty that ruled Russia until 1598. 

Ru·ri·ta·ni·an (rtrÙV-t7ùnK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the characteris-

tics of a mythical place of high, typically comic-opera romance:  designed Rurita-

nian uniforms for the honor guard.  [After Ruritania, imaginary realm in the novel 

The Prisoner of Zenda by Anthony Hope.]

Rus. abbr.  Russia; Russian. 

ruse (rus, ruz) n.  A crafty stratagem; a subterfuge.  See Synonyms at artifice.  
[Middle English, detour, dodging, from Old French, from ruser, to drive back. See 

RUSH
1.]

Ru·se (rtùs7)  A city of northeast Bulgaria on the Danube River south of Bucha-

rest, Romania. Founded as a Roman fortress in the second century A.D., it is today 

a major port and industrial center. Population, 185,000. 

rush1 (rƒsh) v.  rushed, rush·ing, rush·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move or act 

swiftly; hurry.  2. To make a sudden or swift attack or charge.  3. To flow or surge 

rapidly, often with noise:  Tons of water rushed over the falls.  4. Football. To move 

the ball by running.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to move or act with unusual haste or 

violence.  2. To perform with great haste:  rushed completion of the project.  3. To 

attack swiftly and suddenly:  Infantry rushed the enemy after the artillery barrage.  

4. To transport or carry hastily:  An ambulance rushed her to the hospital.  5. To 

entertain or pay great attention to:  They rushed him for their fraternity.  

6. Football. To charge (a quarterback or passer) in order to block or prevent a 

play.   —  n.  1. A sudden forward motion.  2. a. Surging emotion:  a rush of 

shame.  b. An anxious and eager movement to get to or from a place:  a rush to the 

goldfields.  c. A sudden, very insistent, generalized demand:  a rush for gold coins.   

3. General haste or busyness:  The office always operates in a rush.  4. A sudden 

attack; an onslaught.  5. A rapid, often noisy flow or passage.  See Synonyms at 

flow.  6. Football. a. An attempt to move the ball by running.  b. An act of 

charging the offensive quarterback or passer in order to block or prevent a play.   

7.  Often rushes. The first, unedited print of a movie scene.  8. a. A time of 

attention, usually one in which extensive social activity occurs.  b. A drive by a 

Greek society on a college campus to recruit new members:  a sorority rush.   

9. a. The intensely pleasurable sensation experienced immediately after use of a 

stimulant or a mind-altering drug.  b. A sudden, brief exhilaration:  A familiar 

rush overtook him each time the store announced a half-price special on expensive 

stereo equipment.   [Middle English rushen, from Anglo-Norman russher, variant 

of Old French ruser, to drive back, from Latin rec7s7re, to reject  : re-, re- + 

caus7rX, to give as a reason (from causa, cause).] —rushùer n. 



rush2 (rƒsh) n.  1. a. Any of various stiff marsh plants of the genus Juncus, hav-

ing pliant hollow or pithy stems and small flowers with scalelike perianths.  

b. Any of various similar, usually aquatic plants.   2. The stem of one of these 

plants, used in making baskets, mats, and chair seats.  [Middle English, from Old 

English rysc.]

Rush (rƒsh), Benjamin. 1745-1813.  American physician, politician, and educa-

tor. A signer of the Declaration of Independence, he promoted the abolition of 

slavery and the humane treatment of the mentally handicapped. 

rush candle (rƒsh k4nùdl) n.  See rushlight. 
rush hour (rƒsh our) n.  A period of heavy traffic.   —rushù-hourÙ 

(rƒshùourÙ) adj. 

rush·light (rƒshùlXtÙ) n.  A candle consisting of a rush wick in tallow.  Also 

called rush candle 

Rush·more (rƒshùmôrÙ, -morÙ), Mount. A mountain, 1,708 m (5,600 ft) high, 

in the Black Hills of western South Dakota. Its monument with massive carved 

likenesses of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Theodore Roosevelt was carved 

under the direction of Gutzon Borglum. 

rush·y (rƒshùK) adj.  rush·i·er, rush·i·est. 1. Resembling or characteristic of 

rushes; rushlike.  2. Abounding in rushes:  a rushy marsh. 

ru·sine antler (rooùsXn 4ntùlNr) n.  An antler with three tines, as that of the 

sambar.  [From New Latin Rusa, former genus name, from Malay rusa, a deer.]

rusk (rƒsk) n.  1. A light, soft-textured sweetened biscuit.  2. Sweet raised bread 

dried and browned in an oven.  [Spanish, or Portuguese rosca, coil, rusk  perhaps 

from Vulgar Latin *rotisca, diminutive of Latin rota, wheel. See ROTATE.]

Rusk (rƒsk), David Dean. 1909-1994.  American public official. As U.S. secre-

tary of state (1961-1969) he supported U.S. military involvement in Vietnam. 

Rus·ka (rƒsùkN, rtsùkä), Ernst. 1906-1988.  German physicist. He shared a 

1986 Nobel Prize for the development of the electron microscope. 

Rus·kin (rƒsùkVn), John. 1819-1900.  British writer and art critic who consid-

ered a great painting to be one that conveys great ideas to the viewer. His works 

include Modern Painters (1843-1860).   —RusÙkinùi·an adj. 

Russ. abbr.  Russia; Russian. 

Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), Bertrand Arthur William Third Earl Russell. 1872-1970.  

British philosopher, mathematician, social critic, and writer who had profound 

influence on the development of symbolic logic, logical positivism, and the set 

theory of mathematics. His written works include Principia Mathematica (1910-

1913), written with Alfred North Whitehead, and A History of Western Philosophy 

(1945). He won the 1950 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), Charles Taze. 1852-1916.  American religious leader who 

founded (1884) the sect now called Jehovah’s Witnesses. 



Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), George William. Pen name “A.E.” 1867-1935.  Irish writer 

and nationalist who was a leader of the Irish literary renaissance at the turn of the 

20th century. 

Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), Henry Norris. 1877-1957.  American astronomer who devel-

oped a theory of stellar evolution and devised the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. 

Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), John First Earl Russell. 1792-1878.  British politician who 

served as prime minister (1846-1852 and 1865-1866) and advocated parliamen-

tary reform. 

Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), Lillian. 1861-1922.  American entertainer known for her roles 

in comic operas. 

Russell, Mount.  A peak, 4,296.8 m (14,088 ft) high, of the Sierra Nevada in 

eastern California. 

Rus·sell (rƒsùNl), William Felton. Known as “Bill.” Born 1934.  American bas-

ketball player and coach. A center for the Boston Celtics (1956-1969), he led the 

team to 11 National Basketball Association championships (1957-1965 and 1968-

1969). 

Rus·sell’s viper (rƒsùNlz vXùpNr) n.  A venomous snake (Vipera russellii) of 

India and southeast Asia, characterized by large black-ringed spots on yellow, tan, 

or light brown skin.  [After Patrick Russell (1727-1805), Scottish naturalist.]

Rüs·sels·heim (rtsùNls-hXmÙ, rüùsNls-)  A city of west-central Germany, a 

manufacturing suburb of Mainz on the Main River. Population, 58,167. 

rus·set (rƒsùVt) n.  1. Color. A moderate to strong brown.  2. A coarse reddish-

brown to brown homespun cloth.  3. A winter apple with a rough reddish-brown 

skin.   —  adj.  Color. Moderate to strong brown.  [Middle English, from Old 

French rousset, from rous, red, from Latin russus. See reudh- in Appendix.]

Rus·sia (rƒshùN) Abbr. Rus., Russ.  1. A former empire of eastern Europe and 

northern Asia. Originally settled by Slavs from the 3rd to the 8th century, the 

region was long a conglomerate of independent principalities until Moscow 

gained ascendancy in the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries. The empire achieved the 

height of its power and territorial influence under Peter the Great and Catherine 

the Great in the 17th and 18th centuries. The early 1800’s were a period of reac-

tionism, and although some liberal reforms were effected in the late 1800’s, dis-

content remained and led directly to the Revolutions of 1905 and 1917, an 

internal power struggle, and the formation of the U.S.S.R. in 1922.  2. A republic 

of eastern Europe and northern Asia bordering in the west on Finland, the Baltic 

States, Belarus, and the Ukraine and stretching eastward to the Pacific Ocean. The 

Russian Soviet Federated Republic, coextensive with the region, was proclaimed 

in 1917 after the Russian Revolution. It became part of the U.S.S.R. in 1922, and 

reemerged as an independent republic after the disintegration of the Soviet 

Union in 1991. Moscow is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

143,093,000.  3. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 



Rus·sian (rƒshùNn) adj.  Abbr. Rus., Russ. 1. Of or relating to Russia or its peo-

ple, language, or culture.  2. Of or relating to the former Soviet Union.   —  n.  

1. a. A native or inhabitant of Russia.  b. A person of Russian descent.  c. A 

native or inhabitant of the former Soviet Union.   2. The Slavic language of the 

Russians.  [Medieval Latin Russi7nus, from Old Russian RusV, from Old Norse 

*rodhsmenn, seafarers, from rodhr, rowing. See erN- in Appendix.]

Russian dressing (rƒshùNn drHsùVng) n.  Salad dressing, such as mayonnaise, 

with chili sauce or ketchup, chopped pickles, and pimientos. 

Rus·sian·ize (rƒshùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. Rus·sian·ized, Rus·sian·iz·ing, 
Rus·sian·iz·es. To make Russian.   —RusÙsian·i·zaùtion (-N-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Russian olive (rƒshùNn mlùVv) n.  See oleaster. 
Russian Orthodox Church (rƒshùNn ôrùthN-dmksÙ chûrch) n.  The Eastern 

Orthodox Church in Russia that until 1917 constituted the established church 

and has autonomous branches outside Russia. 

Russian roulette (rƒshùNn ru-lHtù) n.  1. A stunt in which one spins the cyl-

inder of a revolver loaded with only one bullet, aims the muzzle at one’s head, and 

pulls the trigger.  2. An act of reckless bravado. 

Russian thistle (rƒshùNn thVsùNl) n.  A red-stemmed, prickly Eurasian plant 

(Salsola kali var. tenuifolia) that is a troublesome weed in western North America. 

Russian wolfhound (rƒshùNn wtlfùhoundÙ) n.  See borzoi. 
Russo- pref.  Russia; Russian:  Russophobe.  [From Russia.]

Rus·so·phile (rƒsùN-fXlÙ) n.  An admirer of Russia or its people, language, or 

culture.   —RusÙso·philùi·a (-fVlùK-N) n. 

Rus·so·phobe (rƒsùN-fobÙ) n.  One who fears or dislikes Russia or its people or 

culture.   —RusÙso·phoùbi·a n. 

rust (rƒst) n.  1. Any of various powdery or scaly reddish-brown or reddish-yel-

low hydrated ferric oxides formed on iron and iron-containing materials by low-

temperature oxidation in the presence of water.  2. Any of various metallic coat-

ings, especially oxides, formed by corrosion.  3. A stain or coating resembling 

iron rust.  4. Deterioration, as of ability, resulting from inactivity or neglect.  

5. Botany. a. Rust fungus.  b. A plant disease caused by a rust fungus, character-

ized by reddish or brownish spots on leaves, stems, and other parts.   6. Color. A 

strong brown.   —  v.  rust·ed, rust·ing, rusts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To become cor-

roded.  2. To deteriorate or degenerate through inactivity or neglect.  3. To 

become the color of rust.  4. Botany. To develop a disease caused by a rust fungus.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To corrode or subject (a metal) to rust formation.  2. To impair or 

spoil, as by misuse or inactivity.  3. To color (something) a strong brown.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English r7st. See reudh- in Appendix.] —rust adj.  

—rustùa·ble adj. 



Rus·ta·vi (rt-stäùvK, -vyV)  A city of southern Georgia southeast of Tbilisi. An 

ancient town on the site was destroyed c. 1400 by Tamerlane. Population, 

143,000. 

rust belt  or rust·belt also Rust Belt (rƒst bHlt) n.  A heavily industrialized 

area containing older factories, particularly those that are marginally profitable 

or that have been closed.   —rustù-beltÙ adj. 

rust fungus (rƒst fƒngùgNs) n.  Any of various fungi of the order Uredinales 

that are injurious to a wide variety of plants. 

rus·tic (rƒsùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or typical of country life or country peo-

ple.  See Synonyms at rural.  2. Marked by a lack of sophistication or elegance.  

3. Appropriate for use in the country:  rustic gloves and boots.   —  n.  1. A rural 

person.  2. A person regarded as crude, coarse, or simple.  [Middle English rustik, 

from Old French rustique, from Latin r7sticus, from r7s, country. See reuN- in 

Appendix.] —rusùti·cal·ly adv. 

rus·ti·cate (rƒsùtV-k7tÙ) v.  rus·ti·cat·ed, rus·ti·cat·ing, rus·ti·cates.  —  v.  

intr. To go to or live in the country.   —  v.  tr. 1. To send to the country.  

2. Chiefly British. To suspend (a student) from a university.  3. To construct 

(masonry) with conspicuous, often beveled points.  [Latin r7stic7rX, r7stic7t-, 

from r7sticus, rustic. See RUSTIC.] —rusÙti·caùtion n.  —rusùti·caÙtor n. 

rus·tic·i·ty (rƒ-stVsùV-tK) n.  pl. rus·tic·i·ties. 1. The condition of being rustic.  

2. A rustic trait or mannerism. 

Rus·tin (rƒsùtVn), Bayard. 1910-1987.  American civil rights leader and pacifist 

who organized the 1963 March on Washington. 

rus·tle (rƒsùNl) v.  rus·tled, rus·tling, rus·tles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move with 

soft fluttering or crackling sounds.  2. To move or act energetically or with speed.  

3. To forage food.  4. To steal livestock, especially cattle.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

rustle.  2. To obtain by rustling:  rustled up some food in the kitchen.  3. To steal 

(livestock, especially cattle).  [Middle English rustlen, perhaps of imitative origin.] 
—rusùtler n.  —rusùtling·ly adv. 

rust·less (rƒstùlVs) adj.  1. Free from rust.  2. Unlikely to rust; not rustable. 

rust mite (rƒst mXt) n.  Any of various mites that cause a plant disease charac-

terized by reddish or brownish spots on leaves and fruits. 

Rus·ton (rƒsùtNn)  A city of northern Louisiana west of Monroe. It was settled in 

1884 as a railroad town. Population, 20,027. 

rust·proof (rƒstùprufÙ) adj.  Incapable of rusting.   —rustùproofÙ v. 

rust·y (rƒsùtK) adj.  rust·i·er, rust·i·est. 1. Covered with rust; corroded.  

2. Consisting of or produced by rust.  3. Color. Of a yellowish-red or brownish-

red color.  4. Working or operating stiffly or incorrectly because of or as if 

because of rust.  5. Weakened or impaired by neglect, disuse, or lack of practice.   
—rustùi·ly adv.  —rustùi·ness n. 



rusty blackbird (rƒsùtK bl4kùbûrdÙ) n.  A North American blackbird (Eupha-

gus carolinus), the male of which has blue-black feathers in the spring that turn 

rust-colored in the fall. 

rut1 (rƒt) n.  1. A sunken track or groove made by the passage of vehicles.  2. A 

fixed, usually boring routine.   —  v.  tr. rut·ted, rut·ting, ruts. To furrow.  

[Possibly alteration of ROUTE.]

rut2 (rƒt) n.  1. An annually recurring condition or period of sexual excitement 

and reproductive activity in male deer.  2. A condition or period of mammalian 

sexual activity, such as estrus.   —  v.  intr. rut·ted, rut·ting, ruts. To be in rut.  

[Middle English rutte, from Old French rut, from Vulgar Latin *r7gitus, from 

*r7gere, to roar, from Latin r7gXre, to roar.]

ru·ta·ba·ga (ruÙtN-b7ùgN, rttÙN-, ruùtN-b7ÙgN, rttùN-) n.  1. A European 

plant (Brassica napus var. napobrassica) having a thick bulbous root used as food 

and as livestock feed.  2. The edible root of this plant.  Also called swede, Swedish 

turnip.  [Swedish dialectal rotabagge : rot, root (from Old Norse rot); see wr7d- in 

Appendix + bagge, bag (from Old Norse baggi).]

ruth (ruth) n.  1. Compassion or pity for another.  2. Sorrow or misery about 

one’s own misdeeds or flaws.  [Middle English ruthe, from Old Norse hrygdh 

(influenced by Old English hrKow, sorrow, regret).]

Ruth (ruth) n.  Bible. 1. In the Old Testament, a Moabite widow who left home 

with her mother-in-law and went to Bethlehem, where she later married Boaz.  

2.  Abbr. Rt. A book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Ruth (ruth), George Herman. Called “Babe.” 1895-1948.  American baseball 

player. A pitcher for the Boston Red Sox (1915-1919) and outfielder for the New 

York Yankees (1920-1935), he hit 714 home runs, played in 10 World Series, and 

held 54 major-league records. Known as “the Sultan of Swat,” he was inducted 

into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1936. 

Ru·the·nia (ru-thKnùyN, -thKùnK-N)  A region of western Ukraine south of the 

Carpathian Mountains. It was once a province of Czechoslovakia (1918-1939) 

and was annexed by the U.S.S.R. in 1945. 

Ru·the·ni·an (ru-thKùnK-Nn, -thKnùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to Ruthenia, the 

Ruthenians, or their language or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of 

Ruthenia.  2. The variety of Ukrainian used by the Ruthenians. 

ru·then·ic (ru-thHnùVk, -thKùnVk) adj.  Relating to or containing ruthenium 

with a high valence. 

ru·the·ni·ous (ru-thKùnK-Ns) adj.  Relating to or containing ruthenium with a 

low valence. 

ru·the·ni·um (ru-thKùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Ru A hard white acid-resistant 

metallic element that is found in platinum ores and is used to harden platinum 

and palladium for jewelry and in alloys for nonmagnetic wear-resistant instru-

ment pivots and electrical contacts. Atomic number 44; atomic weight 101.07; 



melting point 2,310˚C; boiling point 3,900˚C; specific gravity 12.41; valence 0, 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.  [From Medieval Latin Ruthenia, Russia, from RuthenX, Russians, 

from Russian Rusin, from Old Russian RusV, Russian. See RUSSIAN.]

ruth·er·ford (rƒthùNr-fNrd) n.  Abbr. rd A unit expressing the rate of decay of 

radioactive material, equal to one million disintegrations per second.  [After 

Ernest RUTHERFORD.]

Ruth·er·ford (rƒthùNr-fNrd, rƒthù-)  A borough of northeast New Jersey, a resi-

dential suburb of the New York City metropolitan area. Population, 17,790. 

Ruth·er·ford (rƒthùNr-fNrd, rƒthù-), Daniel. 1749-1819.  British chemist and 

physician who is credited with the discovery of nitrogen. 

Ruth·er·ford (rƒthùNr-fNrd, rƒthù-), Ernest First Baron Rutherford of Nelson. 

1871-1937.  New Zealand-born British physicist who classified radiation into 

alpha, beta, and gamma types and discovered the atomic nucleus. He won the 

1908 Nobel Prize in chemistry. 

ruth·er·ford·i·um (rƒthÙNr-fôrùdK-Nm, -forù-) n.  Element 104.  [After Ernest 
RUTHERFORD.]

Rutherford scattering (rƒthùNr-fNrd sk4tùNr-Vng) n.  The scattering under-

gone by a stream of heavy charged particles fired at a sample of a heavy metal, 

caused by exposure to coulombic forces in the atomic nuclei of the sample. 

ruth·ful (ruthùfNl) adj.  1. Full of sorrow; rueful.  2. Causing sorrow or pity.   
—ruthùful·ly adv.  —ruthùful·ness n. 

ruth·less (ruthùlVs) adj.  Having no compassion or pity; merciless:  ruthless cru-

elty; ruthless opportunism.   —ruthùless·ly adv.  —ruthùless·ness n. 

ru·ti·lant (rutùl-Nnt) adj.  Bright red.  [Middle English rutilaunt, from Latin 

rutil7ns, rutilant- present participle of rutil7re, to make red, to be reddish, from 

rutilus, red, reddish. See reudh- in Appendix.]

ru·tile (ruùtKlÙ, -tXlÙ) n.  A lustrous red, reddish-brown, or black mineral, TiO2, 

used as a gemstone, as an ore, and in paints and fillers.  [French, from German 

Rutil, from Latin rutilus, red. See RUTILANT.]

Rut·land (rƒtùlNnd)  A city of central Vermont south-southwest of Montpelier. 

There are marble quarries in the area. Population, 18,230. 

Rut·ledge (rƒtùlVj), John. 1739-1800.  American politician and jurist. Governor 

of South Carolina (1779-1782) and a delegate to the U.S. Constitutional Conven-

tion, he advocated slavery and a strong central government. He also served as an 

associate justice (1789-1791) and the chief justice (1795) of the U.S. Supreme 

Court. 

Rut·ledge (rƒtùlVj), Wiley Blount, Jr. 1894-1949.  American jurist who served 

as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1943-1949). 

rut·tish (rƒtùVsh) adj.  Lustful; libidinous.   —rutùtish·ly adv.  —rutùtish·ness 
n. 



rut·ty (rƒtùK) adj.  rut·ti·er, rut·ti·est. Full of ruts:  rutty farm roads.   
—rutùti·ness n. 

Ru·vu·ma also Ro·vu·ma (rt-vuùmN)  A river of southeast Africa flowing 

about 724 km (450 mi) eastward along the Mozambique-Tanzania border to the 

Indian Ocean. 

Ru·wen·zo·ri (ruÙwNn-zôrùK, -zorùK)  A mountain range of east-central Africa 

on the Uganda-Zaire border. The range was explored in 1889 by Henry M. Stanley 

and has traditionally been associated with the geographer Ptolemy’s Mountains 

of the Moon, the supposed source of the Nile River. 

Ruys·dael (rXzùdälÙ, rXsù-, roisù-), Jacob van.  See Jacob van Ruisdael. 
Ru·øi?·ka (ruùzVch-kN, ru-zVchù-, ruùzhKch-kä), Leopold. 1887-1976.  Yugo-

slavian-born Swiss chemist. He won a 1939 Nobel Prize for his study of ringed 

molecules and terpenes. 

RV abbr.  1. Recreational vehicle.  2. Reentry vehicle.  3.  Or R.V.. Bible. Revised 

Version. 

Rv. abbr.  Bible. Revelations. 

R-val·ue (ärùv4lÙyu) n.  A measure of the capacity of a material, such as insula-

tion, to impede heat flow, with increasing values indicating a greater capacity.  

[r(esistance) value.]

R.W. abbr.  1. Right Worshipful.  2. Right Worthy. 

Rwan·da (ru-änùdN) Formerly Ru·an·da (ru-änùdN).  A country of east-cen-

tral Africa. Part of the colonial territory of Ruanda-Urundi administered by Ger-

many and Belgium, it achieved independence in 1962. The southern portion of 

the territory became the country of Burundi. Kigali is the capital of Rwanda and 

its largest city. Population, 5,109,000.   —Rwanùdan adj.  & n. 

rwy. abbr.  Railway. 

Rx (ärùHksù) n.  1. A prescription for medicine or a medical appliance.  2. A rem-

edy, cure, or solution for a disorder or problem.  [Alteration of &, symbol used in 

prescriptions, abbreviation of Latin recipe, imperative of recipere, to take. See 

RECEIVE.]

ry. abbr.  Railway. 

-ry suff.  Variant of -ery. 
ry·a (rKùN) n.  1. A handwoven Scandinavian rug with a thick pile and usually col-

orful abstract designs.  2. The weaving pattern characteristic of such rugs.  [After 

Rya, a village of southwest Sweden.]

Rya·zan (ryV-zänù)  A city of west-central Russia southeast of Moscow. Founded 

in 1095, it was the capital of an independent principality until it was annexed by 

Moscow in 1521. It is now a manufacturing and industrial center. Population, 

494,000. 



Ryb·nik (rVbùnVk)  A town of southern Poland west-southwest of Katowice. 

Chartered in the 14th century, it passed to Poland in 1921 and is today a manu-

facturing and industrial center. Population, 135,500. 

Ry·der (rXùdNr), Albert Pinkham. 1847-1917.  American painter known for his 

rhythmic allegorical works, landscapes, and marine scenes, such as Toilers of the 

Sea (c. 1884). 

rye1 (rX) n.  1. A cereal grass (Secale cereale) widely cultivated for its grain.  2. The 

grain of this plant, used in making flour and whiskey and for livestock feed.  

3. Whiskey made from the grains of this plant.  [Middle English, from Old 

English ryge.]

rye2 (rX) n.  A Gypsy man.  [Romany rai, from Sanskrit r7j7, king. See RAJAH.]

Rye (rX)  A city of southeast New York on Long Island Sound northeast of New 

York City. It is primarily residential. Population, 15,083. 

rye bread (rX brHd) n.  Bread made partially or entirely from rye flour. 

rye grass  or rye·grass (rXùgr4sÙ) n.  See darnel.  [Alteration of raygrass : ray, 

darnel (from Middle English rai, perhaps alteration of Old French ivraie, from 

Latin Kbriaca, from feminine of Kbri7cus, drunk (from the plant’s effects if 

ingested), from Kbrius); see INEBRIATE + GRASS.]

Ryle (rXl), Gilbert. 1900-1976.  British philosopher who regarded the linguistic 

misrepresentation of mental concepts as the root of philosophical problems and 

challenged Cartesian dualism in The Concept of Mind (1949). 

Ryle (rXl), Sir Martin. 1918-1984.  British astronomer. He shared a 1974 Nobel 

Prize for physics for using radio telescopes to probe outer space with great preci-

sion. 

Rys·wick (rVzùwVk)  See Rijswijk. 
Ryu·kyu Islands (rK-uùkyuÙ XùlNndz, ryuù-kyu)  An island group of 

southwest Japan extending about 1,046 km (650 mi) between Kyushu and Taiwan. 

The archipelago was incorporated into Japan in 1879 and returned to Japanese 

sovereignty in 1972 after occupation by U.S. forces following World War II. 

Rze·szów (zhHùshtfÙ)  A city of southeast Poland east of Cracow. Chartered in 

the 14th century, it passed to Austria in 1772 and reverted to Poland after World 

War I. Population, 138,000. 



                                                                                                                                                                                      
s1  or S (Hs) n.  pl. s’s or S’s. 1. The 19th letter of the modern English alphabet.  

2. Any of the speech sounds represented by the letter s.  3. The 19th in a series.  

4. Something shaped like the letter S. 

s2 abbr.  1. Second (unit of time).  2. Mathematics. Second (of arc).  3. Stere.  

4. Physics. Strange quark. 

S1  1.  The symbol for the element sulfur. 2.  The symbol for entropy (n., sense 

1). 

S2 abbr.  1. Bible. Samuel.  2.  Or s. Siemens.  3.  Also S.  or s  or s.. South; south-

ern. 

s. abbr.  1.  Or S.. School.  2.  Or S.. Sea.  3. See.  4. Shilling.  5. Grammar. Singu-

lar.  6. Sire.  7. Sister.  8. Small.  9.  Or S.. Society.  10. Music. Solo.  11. Son.  

12.  Or S.. Music. Soprano.  13. Sou.  14. Stock.  15. Grammar. Substantive.  

16. Surplus. 

S. abbr.  1. Sabbath.  2. Saint.  3. Saturday.  4. Saxon.  5. Medicine. Signature.  

6. Signor; signore.  7. Grammar. Singular.  8. Sunday. 

-s1  or -es suff.  Used to form plural nouns:  letters.  [Middle English -es, -s, from 

Old English -es, -as, nominative and accusative pl. suff.]

-s2  or -es suff.  Used to form the third person singular present tense of all regular 

and most irregular verbs:  looks; holds.  [Middle English -es, -s, from Old English -

es, -as.]

-s3 suff.  Used to form adverbs:  They were caught unawares. He works nights.  

[Middle English -es, -s, genitive sing. suff., from Old English -es.]

-’s suff.  Used to form the possessive case of singular nouns, plural nouns that do 

not end in s, certain pronouns, and phrases that function as nouns or pronouns:  

nation’s; women’s; another’s; the girl next door’s cat.  [Middle English -s, -es, from 

Old English -es, genitive sing. suff.]

’s  1. Is:  She’s here.  2. Has:  He’s arrived.  3. Does:  What’s he want?  4. Us:  Let’s go. 

SA abbr.  1. Salvation Army.  2. Seventh Avenue (New York City garment dis-

trict). 

s.a. abbr.  Latin. Sine anno (without date). 

S.A. abbr.  1. South Africa.  2. South America. 

Saa·le (zäùlN, säù-)  A river, about 426 km (265 mi) long, rising in central Ger-

many east of Kassel and flowing north to the Elbe River. 

Saa·nen (säùnNn, zäù-) n.  A dairy goat of a breed developed in Switzerland, hav-

ing a short-haired white coat and no horns.  [After Saanen, a town of southwest 

Switzerland.]

Saar1 (sär, zär)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, rising in northeast France 

and flowing north and north-northwest to the Moselle River in western Germany. 

The river’s valley, also known as the Saar Basin, is a highly industrialized region. 

Saar2 (sär, zär)  See Saarland. 



Saar·brück·en (zär-brtkùNn, sär-, zär-brükù-)  A city of southwest Germany 

on the Saar River near the French border south of Bonn. Located on the site of 

earlier Celtic, Roman, and Frankish settlements, it was chartered in 1321. Popula-

tion, 188,763. 

Saa·re·maa also Sa·re·ma (särùN-mäÙ)  An island of western Estonia in the Bal-

tic Sea at the mouth of the Gulf of Riga. Long strategically important, it has been 

controlled by the Teutonic Knights and by Denmark, Sweden, Livonia, Estonia, 

and Russia. 

Saa·ri·nen (särùN-nNn, -nHnÙ), Eero. 1910-1961.  Finnish-born American archi-

tect whose designs include the General Motors Technical Center in Warren, Mich-

igan (1951-1955) and the Trans World Airlines terminal at Kennedy Airport in 

New York City (1962). 

Saar·land (särùl4ndÙ, zärù-, -läntÙ)  or Saar (sär, zär)  A region of southwest 

Germany in the Saar River valley on the border with France. Because of its exten-

sive coal deposits, it was long contested between Germany and France, especially 

after World War I, when the League of Nations assigned the administration of the 

newly formed Saar Territory to France. After a 1935 plebiscite Saarland became 

a German province, but it was again placed under French control in 1945. The 

notion of an autonomous Saarland was rejected by the populace in 1955, and the 

region officially became a state of West Germany in 1957.   —SaarùlandÙer n. 

Saa·ve·dra La·mas (sä-v7ùdrN läùmäs, säÙä-vHùthrä), Carlos. 1878?-1959.  

Argentinean diplomat. He won the 1936 Nobel Peace Prize for his part in negoti-

ating an end to the Chaco War (1932-1935) between Bolivia and Paraguay. 

Sab. abbr.  Sabbath. 

Sa·ba (säùbN, -bä)  An island of the northern Netherlands Antilles in the West 

Indies between St. Martin and St. Eustatius. First occupied by the Dutch in 1632, 

the island is the cone of an extinct volcano. 

Sa·ba·dell (säÙbN-dHlù, säÙbä-thHlù)  A city of northeast Spain, an industrial and 

manufacturing suburb of Barcelona. Population, 189,775. 

sab·a·dil·la (s4bÙN-dVlùN, -dKùN) n.  1. A Mexican and Central American plant 

(Schoenocaulon officinale) of the lily family, having very long, densely flowered 

spikelike racemes, straplike perianth segments, and brown seeds that are rich in 

veratrine.  2. The seeds of this plant used in insecticides and formerly in medi-

cine.  [Spanish cebadilla, diminutive of cebada, barley, from Latin cib7tus, from 

past participle of cib7re, to feed, from cibus, food.]

Sa·bah (säùbäÙ)  A region of Malaysia in northeast Borneo. Sabah was a British 

protectorate, originally controlled by the British North Borneo Company, from 

the early 1800’s until it became part of Malaysia in 1963. 

sa·bal (s7ùb4l) n.  See palmetto (n., sense 1).  [New Latin, genus name.]

Sab·a·oth (s4bù7-mthÙ, sN-b7ùothÙ) pl.n.  Hosts; armies:  the Lord of Sabaoth.  

[Latin sabaoth, from Greek sabaoth, from Hebrew }Hb7’ôt, pl. of }7b7’, army.]



Sa·ba·tier (sä-bä-ty7ù), Paul. 1854-1941.  French chemist. He shared a 1912 

Nobel Prize for developing methods of hydrogenating organic compounds. 

Sa·ba·ti·ni (s4bÙN-tKùnK, säÙbä-), Rafael. 1875-1950.  Italian-born British 

writer noted for his historical novels, including The Sea Hawk (1915) and Captain 

Blood (1922). 

sa·ba·yon (säÙbä-yôNù) n.  See zabaglione.  [French, from Italian zabaglione, 

zabaione.]

sab·bat (s4bùNt) n.  Witches’ Sabbath.  [French, Sabbath, sabbat, from Old 

French, Sabbath. See SABBATH.]

Sab·ba·tar·i·an (s4bÙN-târùK-Nn) n.  1. One who observes Saturday as the Sab-

bath, as in Judaism.  2. One who believes in strict observance of the Sabbath.   —  
adj.  Relating to the Sabbath or to Sabbatarians.  [From Late Latin sabbat7rius, 

from Latin sabbatum, Sabbath. See SABBATH.] —SabÙba·tarùi·an·ism n. 

Sab·bath (s4bùNth) n.  Abbr. S., Sab. 1. The seventh day of the week, Saturday, 

observed as the day of rest and worship by the Jews and some Christian sects.  

2. The first day of the week, Sunday, observed as the day of rest and worship by 

most Christians.  [Middle English sabath, from Old French sabbat, and Old 

English sabat both from Latin sabbatum, from Greek sabbaton, from Hebrew 

≥abb7t, from ≥7bat, to rest.]

sab·bat·i·cal (sN-b4tùV-kNl) also sab·bat·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. Relating to a sabbatical 

year.  2. Sabbatical. also Sabbatic. Relating or appropriate to the Sabbath as 

the day of rest.   —  n.  A sabbatical year.  [From Late Latin sabbaticus, from Greek 

sabbatikos, from sabbaton, Sabbath. See SABBATH.]

sabbatical year (sN-b4tùV-kNl yîr) n.  1. A leave of absence, often with pay, 

usually granted every seventh year, as to a college professor, for travel, research, or 

rest.  2.  Often Sabbatical year. A year during which land remained fallow, 

observed every seven years by the ancient Jews. 

Sa·bel·li·an (sN-bHlùK-Nn) n.  1. A group of extinct Italic languages that includes 

Sabine.  2. A speaker of one of these languages.  [From Latin Sabellus, Sabine.] 
—Sa·belùli·an adj. 

sa·ber (s7ùbNr) n.  1. A heavy cavalry sword with a one-edged, slightly curved 

blade.  2. A light dueling or fencing sword having an arched guard covering the 

hand and a tapered flexible blade with a cutting edge on one side and on the tip.   
—  v.  tr. sa·bered, sa·ber·ing, sa·bers. To hit, injure, or kill with a saber.  

[French sabre, from obsolete German sabel, from Middle High German, from 

Hungarian száblya, from szabni, to cut.]

saber rattling (s7ùbNr r4tùlVng) n.  1. A flamboyant display of military power.  

2. A threat or an implied threat to use military force. 

sa·ber-toothed tiger (s7ùbNr-tuthtÙ tXùgNr) n.  Any of various extinct cats of 

the Oligocene to the Pleistocene Epoch, especially one of the larger members of 

the genus Smilodon, characterized by long upper canine teeth. 



sa·bin (s7ùbVn) n.  A unit of acoustic absorption equivalent to the absorption by 

one square foot of a surface that absorbs all incident sound.  [After Wallace 

Clement Ware Sabine (1868-1919), American physicist.]

Sa·bin (s7ùbVn), Albert Bruce. 1906-1993.  American microbiologist and physi-

cian who developed a live-virus vaccine against polio (1957), replacing the killed-

virus vaccine invented by Jonas Salk. 

Sa·bin (s7ùbVn), Florence Rena. 1871-1953.  American pioneer anatomist 

noted for her investigations of the lymphatic system. She was the first woman 

elected to the National Academy of Sciences (1925). 

Sa·bine (s7ùbXnÙ) n.  1. A member of an ancient people of central Italy, con-

quered and assimilated by the Romans in 290 B.C.  2. The Italic language of the 

Sabines.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Sabines or their language or culture.  

[Middle English Sabyn, from Latin SabXnus.]

Sa·bine River (sN-bKnù rVvùNr)  A river of eastern Texas rising northeast of Dal-

las and flowing about 925 km (575 mi) generally southeast and south to the Gulf 

of Mexico. Its lower course forms the Texas-Louisiana border and crosses Sabine 
Lake before entering the Gulf. 

Sab·ine’s gull (s4bùXnz gƒl, -Vnz, s7ùbXnz) n.  A gull (Xema sabinii) of Arctic 

regions, having a forked tail with feathers rounded at the ends.  [After Sir Edward 

Sabine (1788-1883), British astronomer and explorer.]

Sabin vaccine (s7ùbVn v4k-sKnù) n.  An oral vaccine consisting of live attenu-

ated polio viruses, used to immunize against poliomyelitis.  [After Albert Bruce 
SABIN.]

sa·ble (s7ùbNl) n.  1. a. A carnivorous mammal (Martes zibellina) of northern 

Europe and Asia, having soft dark fur.  b. The pelt or fur of this animal.  c. The 

similar fur of other species of martens.   2. a. The color black, especially in her-

aldry.  b. sables. Black garments worn in mourning.   3. Color. A grayish yellow-

ish brown.  4. A sablefish.   —  adj.  1. Color. Of a grayish yellowish brown.  

2. Of the color black, as in heraldry or mourning.  3. Dark; somber.  4. Of the 

fur of the sable:  a sable coat.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Middle 

Low German sabel, from Old Russian sobol’, ultimately from Persian samor.]

Sa·ble (s7ùbNl), Cape. 1. A promontory of extreme southern Nova Scotia, Can-

ada. It is on an inlet south of Sable Island, a low, sandy island often called “the 

Graveyard of the Atlantic” because of its hazard to navigation.  2. A cape at the 

southwest tip of Florida. Part of Everglades National Park, it is the southernmost 

extremity of the U.S. mainland. 

sable antelope (s7ùbNl 4nùtl-opÙ) n.  A large African antelope (Hippotragus 

niger) having backward-curving horns and a usually dark coat. 

sa·ble·fish (s7ùbNl-fVshÙ) n.  pl. sablefish or sa·ble·fish·es. A dark-colored 

marine food fish (Anoplopoma fimbria) of North American Pacific waters.  Also 

called black cod 



sa·bot (s4-boù, s4bùo) n.  1. A wooden shoe worn in some European countries.  

2.  (s4bùNt) A sandal or shoe having a band of leather or other material across the 

instep.  3. A lightweight carrier in which a projectile of a smaller caliber is cen-

tered so as to permit firing the projectile within a larger caliber weapon. The car-

rier fills the bore of the weapon from which the projectile is fired; it is normally 

discarded a short distance from the muzzle.  [French, from Old French çabot, 

alteration of savate, old shoe, probably of Turkish or Arabic origin.]

sab·o·tage (s4bùN-täzhÙ) n.  1. Destruction of property or obstruction of nor-

mal operations, as by civilians or enemy agents in time of war.  2. Treacherous 

action to defeat or hinder a cause or an endeavor; deliberate subversion.   —  v.  

tr. sab·o·taged, sab·o·tag·ing, sab·o·tag·es. To commit sabotage against.  

[French, from saboter, to walk noisily, bungle, sabotage, from sabot, sabot. See 

SABOT.]

sab·o·teur (s4bÙN-tûrù) n.  One that commits sabotage.  [French, from saboter, 

to sabotage. See SABOTAGE.]

sa·bra (säùbrN) n.  A native-born Israeli.  [New Hebrew }7b7r, sabra, prickly 

pear.]

sabra cactus (säùbrN k4kùtNs) n.  A Central American cactus (Opuntia ficus-

indica) naturalized and cultivated in the warmer parts of the world for its prickly 

edible fruits and as a hedge plant. 

sa·bre (s7ùbNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of saber. 
sab·u·lous (s4bùyN-lNs) also sab·u·lose (-losÙ) adj.  Gritty; sandy.  [From Latin 

sabulosus, from sabulum, coarse sand.] —sabÙu·losùi·ty (-lmsùV-tK) n. 

sac (s4k) n.  A pouch or pouchlike structure in a plant or an animal, sometimes 

filled with fluid.  [French, bag, from Old French, from Latin saccus. See SACK
1.]

Sac (s4k, sôk) n.  Variant of Sauk. 
SAC abbr.  Strategic Air Command. 

Sac·a·ja·we·a (s4kÙN-jN-wKùN), 1787?-1812.  Shoshone guide and interpreter 

who accompanied (1805-1806) the Lewis and Clark Expedition. 

sac·a·ton (s4kùN-tonÙ) n.  A tufted perennial grass (Sporobolus wrightii) of the 

southwest United States, used for pasture and hay in arid regions.  [American 

Spanish zacatón, from zacate, coarse grass, from Nahuatl zacatl, grass, straw.]

sac·cade (s4-kädù, sN-) n.  A rapid intermittent eye movement, as that which 

occurs when the eyes fix on one point after another in the visual field.  [French, 

twitch, from Old French, from Old North French saquier, to pull, from sac, sack. 

See SAC.] —sac·cadùic adj. 

sac·cate (s4kù7tÙ) adj.  1. Shaped like a pouch or sac.  2. Having a pouch or sac.  

[Latin saccus, bag; see SACK
1 + -ATE

1.]

sacchar- pref.  Variant of saccharo-. 
sac·cha·rase (s4kùN-r7sÙ, -r7zÙ) n.  See invertase. 



sac·cha·rate (s4kùN-r7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of saccharic acid.  [SACCHAR(IC 

ACID) + -ATE
2.]

sac·char·ic acid (sN-k4rùVk 4sùVd) n.  A white crystalline acid, 

COOH(CHOH)4COOH, formed by the oxidation of glucose, sucrose, or starch. 

sac·cha·ride (s4kùN-rXdÙ) n.  Any of a series of compounds of carbon, hydrogen, 

and oxygen in which the atoms of the latter two elements are in the ratio of 2:1, 

especially those containing the group C6H10O5. 

sac·char·i·fy (sN-k4rùN-fXÙ, s4-) v.  tr. sac·char·i·fied (-fXdÙ), sac·char·i·fy·ing, 
sac·char·i·fies (-fXzÙ). To convert (starch, for example) into sugar.   
—sac·charÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

sac·cha·rim·e·ter (s4kÙN-rVmùV-tNr) n.  1. A polarimeter that indicates the con-

centration of sugar in a solution.  2. An instrument that determines the concen-

tration of sugar in a fermenting solution from carbon dioxide measurements.   
—sacÙcha·rimùe·try n. 

sac·cha·rin (s4kùNr-Vn) n.  A white crystalline powder, C7H5NO3S, having a taste 

about 500 times sweeter than cane sugar, used as a calorie-free sweetener. 

sac·cha·rine (s4kùNr-Vn, -N-rKnÙ, -N-rXnÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteris-

tic of sugar or saccharin; sweet.  2. Having a cloyingly sweet attitude, tone, or 

character:  a saccharine smile.  3. Excessively sentimental: “It was enough for him 

to rely on sentiment... and saccharine assertions about The Home” (Kate Millett).   
—sacùcha·rine·ly adv.  —sacÙcha·rinùi·ty (-N-rVnùV-tK) n. 

saccharo-  or sacchar- pref.  Sugar:  saccharide.  [From Medieval Latin saccha-

rum, sugar, from Latin saccharon, from Greek sakkhar, from Pali sakkhar7, from 

Sanskrit {arkar7.]

sac·cha·roid (s4kùN-roidÙ)  or sac·cha·roi·dal (-roidùl) adj.  Having a texture 

similar to that of granulated sugar. Used of rocks and minerals. 

sac·cha·rom·e·ter (s4kÙN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  A hydrometer that determines the 

amount of sugar in a solution from density measurements. 

sac·cha·ro·my·ces (s4kÙN-ro-mXùsKz) n.  pl. saccharomyces. Any of several 

single-celled yeasts belonging to the genus Saccharomyces that lack a true myce-

lium and many of which ferment sugar.  [New Latin SaccharomycKs, genus name  : 

SACCHARO- + Greek mukKs, fungus.]

sac·cha·ro·my·cete (s4kÙN-ro-mXùsKtÙ) n.  A yeast of the family Saccharomyc-

etaceae, including the saccharomyces.   —sacÙcha·ro·my·ceùtic (-mX-sKùtVk), 
sacÙcha·ro·my·ceùtous adj. 

sac·cha·rose (s4kùN-rosÙ) n.  See sucrose. 
Sac·co (s4kùo, säkùko), Nicola. 1891-1927.  Italian-born American anarchist 

who with Bartolomeo Vanzetti was convicted of a double murder and sentenced 

to death (1921). Despite the circumstantial nature of the evidence against them 

and worldwide protest at the political overtones of the proceedings, the two were 

executed in 1927. 



sac·cu·late (s4kùyN-l7tÙ)  or sac·cu·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) also sac·cu·lar (-lNr) adj.  

Formed of or divided into a series of saclike dilations or pouches. 

sac·cule (s4kùyul) also sac·cu·lus (-yN-lNs) n.  pl. sac·cules also sac·cu·li 
(s4kùyN-lXÙ). 1. A small sac.  2. The smaller of two membranous sacs in the vesti-

bule of the inner ear.  [Latin sacculus, diminutive of saccus, bag. See SACK
1.]

sac·er·do·tal (s4sÙNr-dotùl, s4kÙ-) adj.  1. Of or relating to priests or the priest-

hood; priestly.  2. Of or relating to sacerdotalism.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin sacerdot7lis, from sacerdos, sacerdot-, priest. See sak- in 

Appendix.] —sacÙer·doùtal·ly adv. 

sac·er·do·tal·ism (s4sÙNr-dotùl-VzÙNm, s4kÙ-) n.  The belief that priests act as 

mediators between God and human beings. 

SACEUR abbr.  Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. 

sac fungus (s4k fƒngùgNs) n.  Botany. See ascomycete. 
sa·chem (s7ùchNm) n.  1. a. A chief of a Native American tribe or confedera-

tion, especially an Algonquian chief.  b. A member of the ruling council of the 

Iroquois confederacy.   2. A high official of the Tammany Society, a political 

organization in New York City.  [Of Massachusett origin.]

sa·cher torte (säùkNr tôrtÙ, zäùKHNr tôrÙtN) n.  A rich chocolate cake filled with 

apricot jam and topped with chocolate icing.  [German Sachertorte : Sacher, sur-

name of a family of 19th- and 20th-century hoteliers + Torte, torte; see TORTE.]

sa·chet (s4-sh7ù) n.  A small packet of perfumed powder used to scent clothes, as 

in trunks or closets.  [French, from Old French, diminutive of sac, bag, from 

Latin saccus. See SACK
1.]

Sachs (zäks, s4ks), Hans. 1494-1576.  German writer and Meistersinger noted 

for his many dramas, poems, and songs. His life inspired Wagner’s opera Die 

Meistersinger von Nürnberg (1868). 

Sachs (zäks, s4ks), Nelly. 1891-1970.  German writer whose work is based on the 

suffering of the Jewish people during World War II. She shared the 1966 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

sack1 (s4k) n.  Abbr. sk. 1. a. A large bag of strong, coarse material for holding 

objects in bulk.  b. A similar container of paper or plastic.  c. The amount that 

such a container can hold.   2.  Also sacque. A short, loose-fitting garment for 

women and children.  3. Slang. Dismissal from employment:  finally got the sack 

after a year of ineptitude.  4. Informal. A bed, mattress, or sleeping bag.  

5. Baseball. A base.  6. Football. A successful attempt at sacking the quarterback.   
—  v.  tr. sacked, sack·ing, sacks. 1. To place into a sack.  2. Slang. To dis-

charge from employment.  See Synonyms at dismiss.  3. Football. To tackle (a 

quarterback attempting to pass the ball) behind the line of scrimmage.   
—phrasal verb. sack out. Slang. To sleep.  [Middle English, from Old English 

sacc, from Latin saccus, from Greek sakkos, of Semitic origin.]



WORD HISTORY: The word sack may seem an odd candidate for preserving a

few thousand years of history, but this word for an ordinary thing probably goes

back to Middle Eastern antiquity. Sack owes its long history to the fact that it and

its ancestors denoted an object that was used in trade between peoples. Thus the

Greeks got their word sakkos, “a bag made out of coarse cloth or hair,” from the

Phoenicians with whom they traded. We do not know the Phoenician word, but

we know words that are akin to it, such as Hebrew saq and Akkadian saqqu. The

Greeks then passed the sack, as it were, to the Latin-speaking Romans, who trans-

mitted their word saccus, “a large bag or sack,” to the Germanic tribes with whom

they traded, who gave it the form ·sakkiz (other peoples as well have taken this

word from Greek or Latin, including speakers of Welsh, Russian, Polish, and Al-

banian). The speakers of Old English, a Germanic language, used two forms of

the word, sæc, from ·sakkiz, and sacc, directly from Latin; the second Old English

form is the ancestor of our sack.

sack2 (s4k) v.  tr. sacked, sack·ing, sacks. To rob of goods or valuables, espe-

cially after capture.   —  n.  1. The looting or pillaging of a captured city or town.  

2. Plunder; loot.  [Probably from French (mettre à) sac, (to put in) a sack, from 

Old French sac, sack, from Latin saccus, sack, bag. See SACK
1.]

sack3 (s4k) n.  Any of various light, dry, strong wines from Spain and the Canary 

Islands, imported to England in the 16th and 17th centuries.  [From French (vin) 

sec, dry (wine), from Old French, from Latin siccus, dry.]

sack·but (s4kùbƒtÙ) n.  Music. 1. A medieval instrument resembling the trom-

bone.  2. An ancient triangular stringed instrument.  [French saquebute, from 

Old French saqueboute : Old North French saquier, to pull; see SACCADE + Old 

French bouter, to push (of Germanic origin); see bhau- in Appendix. Sense 2, 

alteration of Aramaic sabbHka from Greek sambukK.]

sack·cloth (s4kùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  1. Sacking.  2. a. A rough cloth of camel’s 

hair, goat hair, hemp, cotton, or flax.  b. Garments made of this cloth, worn as a 

symbol of mourning or penitence.  

sack·er (s4kùNr) n.  1. Football. A lineman skilled at sacking the quarterback.  

2. Baseball. A baseman.  3. One who puts things into sacks:  a grocery sacker. 

sack·ing (s4kùVng) n.  A coarse, stout woven cloth, such as burlap or gunny, used 

for making sacks; sackcloth. 

Sack·ville (s4kùvVlÙ), Thomas First Earl of Dorset and Baron Buckhurst. 1536-

1608.  English political adviser and poet who collaborated with Thomas Norton 

(1532-1584) on the blank-verse drama Gorboduc (1561), the first tragedy written 

in English. 



Sack·ville-West (s4kùvVl-wHstù), Victoria Mary. Known as “Vita.” 1892-1962.  

British writer whose novels include The Edwardians (1930) and All Passion Spent 

(1931). 

Sa·co (sôùko)  A river, about 169 km (105 mi) long, rising in the White Moun-

tains of northeast-central New Hampshire and flowing southeast through Maine 

to the Atlantic Ocean. 

sacque (s4k) n.  Variant of sack1 (n., sense 2). 

sacr- pref.  Variant of sacro-. 
sa·cra (s7ùkrN, s4kùrN) n.  Plural of sacrum. 
sa·cral1 (s7ùkrNl) adj.  Of, near, or relating to the sacrum. 

sa·cral2 (s7ùkrNl) adj.  Relating to sacred rites or observances.  [From Latin sacer, 

sacr-, sacred. See SACRED.]

sac·ra·ment (s4kùrN-mNnt) n.  Theology. 1. A visible form of invisible grace, 

especially: a. In the Eastern, Roman Catholic, and some other Western Christian 

churches, any of the traditional seven rites that were instituted by Jesus and 

recorded in the New Testament and that confer sanctifying grace.  b. In most 

other Western Christian churches, the two rites, Baptism and the Eucharist, that 

were instituted by Jesus to confer sanctifying grace.   2.  Often Sacrament. 

a. The Eucharist.  b. The consecrated elements of the Eucharist, especially the 

bread or host.   [Middle English, from Old French sacrement, from Late Latin 

sacr7mentum, from Latin, oath, from sacr7re, to consecrate, from sacer, sacr-, 

sacred. See SACRED.]

sac·ra·men·tal (s4kÙrN-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or used in a sacrament.  

2. Consecrated or bound by or as if by a sacrament:  a sacramental duty.  

3. Having the force or efficacy of a sacrament.   —  n.  A rite, an act, or a sacred 

object used by some Christian churches in worship.   —sacÙra·menùtal·ly adv. 

sac·ra·men·tal·ism (s4kÙrN-mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  1. The doctrine that observance 

of the sacraments is necessary for salvation and that such participation can confer 

grace.  2. Emphasis on the efficacy of a sacramental.   —sacÙra·menùtal·ist n. 

Sac·ra·men·tar·i·an (s4kÙrN-mHn-târùK-Nn) n.  One who regards the conse-

crated bread and wine of the Eucharist as only the metaphorical, and not the 

physical, body and blood of Jesus.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to Sacramentarians.  

2. Of or relating to sacramentalism or sacramentalists.   
—SacÙra·men·tarùi·an·ism n. 

Sac·ra·men·to (s4kÙrN-mHnùto)  The capital of California, in the north-central 

part of the state on the Sacramento River northeast of Oakland. Discovery of gold 

nearby in 1848 led to the growth of the original settlement as a trade and shipping 

center. It became the state capital in 1854. Population, 369,365. 

Sacramento Mountains (s4kÙrN-mHnùto mounùtNnz)  A range of south-

central New Mexico extending north and south to the Texas border and rising to 

3,660.9 m (12,003 ft) at Sierra Blanca Peak. 



Sacramento River (s4kÙrN-mHnùto rVvùNr)  A river of northern California ris-

ing near Mount Shasta and flowing about 611 km (380 mi) generally southward 

to an extension of San Francisco Bay. 

sa·crar·i·um (sN-krârùK-Nm, s4-, s7-) n.  pl. sa·crar·i·a (-K-N). Ecclesiastical. 

1. The sanctuary or sacristy of a church.  2. Piscina.  [Medieval Latin sacr7rium, 

from Latin, shrine, from sacer, sacr-, sacred. See SACRED.]

sa·cred (s7ùkrVd) adj.  1. Dedicated to or set apart for the worship of a deity.  

2. Worthy of religious veneration:  the sacred teachings of the Buddha.  3. Made or 

declared holy:  sacred bread and wine.  4. Dedicated or devoted exclusively to a 

single use, purpose, or person:  sacred to the memory of her sister; a private office 

sacred to the President.  5. Worthy of respect; venerable.  6. Of or relating to reli-

gious objects, rites, or practices.  [Middle English, past participle of sacren, to 

consecrate, from Old French sacrer, from Latin sacr7re, from sacer, sacr-, sacred. 

See sak- in Appendix.] —saùcred·ly adv.  —saùcred·ness n. 

sacred baboon (s7ùkrVd b4-bunù) n.  See hamadryas.  [From the fact that 

the ancient Egyptians revered it as the god Anubis.]

Sa·cred College (s7ùkrVd kmlùVj) n.  Roman Catholic Church. The College of 

Cardinals. 

sacred cow (s7ùkrVd kou) n.  One that is immune from criticism, often unrea-

sonably so: “The need for widespread secrecy has become a sacred cow” (Bulletin of 

the Atomic Scientists).  [From the veneration of the cow by Hindus.]

sacred ibis (s7ùkrVd XùbVs) n.  A large, short-legged ibis (Threskiornis aethiopica) 

of Africa and Asia, having white plumage and a sooty black, naked head and 

neck.  [From the veneration of this ibis by the ancient Egyptians.]

sac·ri·fice (s4kùrN-fXsÙ) n.  1. a. The act of offering something to a deity in pro-

pitiation or homage, especially the ritual slaughter of an animal or a person.  b. A 

victim offered in this way.   2. a. Forfeiture of something highly valued for the 

sake of one considered to have a greater value or claim.  b. Something so for-

feited.   3. a. Relinquishment of something at less than its presumed value.  

b. Something so relinquished.  c. A loss so sustained.   4. Baseball. A sacrifice hit.   
—  v.  sac·ri·ficed, sac·ri·fic·ing, sac·ri·fic·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To offer as a sacri-

fice to a deity.  2. To forfeit (one thing) for another thing considered to be of 

greater value.  3. To sell or give away at a loss.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make or offer a 

sacrifice.  2. Baseball. To make a sacrifice hit.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin sacrificium : sacer, sacred; see SACRED + facere, to make; see dhK- in 

Appendix.] —sacùri·ficÙer n. 

sacrifice fly (s4kùrN-fXsÙ flX) n.  Abbr. SF Baseball. A fly ball enabling a runner to 

score after it is caught by a fielder. 

sacrifice hit (s4kùrN-fXsÙ hVt) n.  Baseball. A bunt that allows a runner to 

advance a base while the batter is retired. 



sac·ri·fi·cial (s4kÙrN-fVshùNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or concerned with a sacrifice:  

a sacrificial offering.   —sacÙri·fiùcial·ly adv. 

sacrificial anode (s4kÙrN-fVshùNl 4nùodÙ) n.  Metallurgy. An anode that is 

attached to a metal object, such as a boat or an underground tank, to inhibit cor-

rosion of the object. The anode is electrolytically decomposed while the object 

remains free of damage. 

sac·ri·lege (s4kùrN-lVj) n.  Desecration, profanation, misuse, or theft of some-

thing sacred.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin sacrilegium, from 

sacrilegus, one who steals sacred things  : sacer, sacred; see SACRED + legere, to 

gather; see leg- in Appendix.] —sacÙri·leùgist (s4kÙrN-lKùjVst) n. 

sac·ri·le·gious (s4kÙrN-lVjùNs, -lKùjNs) adj.  1. Grossly irreverent toward what is 

or is held to be sacred.  See Synonyms at profane.  2. Having committed sacri-

lege.   —sacÙri·leùgious·ly adv.  —sacÙri·leùgious·ness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Sacrilegious, the adjective of sacrilege, is often misspelled

through confusion with religious.

sac·ris·tan (s4kùrV-stNn) n.  1. One who is in charge of a sacristy.  2. A sexton.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin sacrist7nus, from sacrista, from Latin sacer, 

sacred. See SACRED.]

sac·ris·ty (s4kùrV-stK) n.  pl. sac·ris·ties. A room in a church housing the sacred 

vessels and vestments; a vestry.  [Middle English sacriste, from Anglo-Norman, 

from Medieval Latin sacristia, from sacrista, sacristan. See SACRISTAN.]

sacro-  or sacr- pref.  Sacrum:  sacrolumbar. 

sac·ro·coc·cyg·e·al (s4kÙro-kmk-sVjùK-Nl, s7Ùkro-) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

affecting the sacrum and coccyx. 

sac·ro·il·i·ac (s4kÙro-VlùK-4kÙ, s7Ùkro-) adj.  Of, relating to, or affecting the 

sacrum and ilium and their articulation or associated ligaments.   —  n.  The sac-

roiliac region or cartilage. 

sac·ro·lum·bar (s4kÙro-lƒmùbNr, -bärÙ, s7Ùkro-) adj.  Of, relating to, or affect-

ing the sacral and the lumbar region. 

sac·ro·sanct (s4kùro-s4ngktÙ) adj.  Regarded as sacred and inviolable.  [Latin 

sacros7nctus, consecrated with religious ceremonies  : sacrum, religious rite (from 

sacer, sacred); see SACRED + s7nctus, past participle of sancXre, to consecrate; see 

sak- in Appendix.] —sacÙro·sancùti·ty (-s4ngkùtV-tK) n. 

sac·ro·sci·at·ic (s4kÙro-sX-4tùVk, s7Ùkro-) adj.  Of, relating to, or affecting the 

sacrum and ischium. 

sa·crum (s7ùkrNm, s4kùrNm) n.  pl. sa·cra (s7ùkrN, s4kùrN). A triangular bone 

made up of five fused vertebrae and forming the posterior section of the pelvis.  

[New Latin, from Late Latin (os) sacrum (translation of Greek hieron (osteon), 

sacred bone  : hieros, sacred + osteon, bone), from Latin sacer, sacred. See SACRED.]



sad (s4d) adj.  sad·der, sad·dest. 1. Affected or characterized by sorrow or 

unhappiness.  2. Expressive of sorrow or unhappiness.  3. Causing sorrow or 

gloom; depressing:  a sad movie; sad news.  4. Deplorable; sorry:  a sad state of 

affairs; a sad excuse.  5. Dark-hued; somber.  [Middle English, weary, sorrowful, 

from Old English sæd, sated, weary. See s7- in Appendix.] —sadùly adv.  

—sadùness n.  

SYNONYMS: sad, melancholy, sorrowful, doleful, woebegone, desolate. These ad-

jectives all mean affected with or marked by unhappiness, as that caused by af-

fliction. Sad is the most general: “Better by far you should forget and smile/Than

that you should remember and be sad” (Christina Rossetti). Melancholy can refer

to a lingering or habitual state of mind marked by somberness or sadness: The

patient’s face, though it was melancholy, brightened at the arrival of the guests. Sor-

rowful applies to mental pain such as that resulting from irreparable loss: “Even

in laughter the heart is sorrowful” (Proverbs 14:13). Doleful describes what is

mournful, morose, or gloomy: The chastised child looked at her father with a pa-

thetic, doleful expression. Woebegone suggests grief or wretchedness, especially as

it is reflected in a person’s appearance: “His sorrow... made him look... haggard

and... woebegone” (George du Maurier). Desolate applies to one that is sorrowful

to the point of being beyond consolation: “No one is so accursed by fate,/No one

so utterly desolate,/But some heart, though unknown,/Responds unto his own” (Hen-

ry Wadsworth Longfellow).

SAD abbr.  Seasonal affective disorder. 

Sa·dat (sN-d4tù, -dätù), Anwar el-. 1918-1981.  Egyptian politician. President of 

Egypt (1970-1981), he shared the 1978 Nobel Peace Prize with Israeli Prime Min-

ister Menachem Begin for negotiations that led to a historic peace treaty in 1979. 

Sadat was assassinated by Islamic fundamentalists. 

sad·den (s4dùn) v.  tr. intr. sad·dened, sad·den·ing, sad·dens. To make or 

become sad. 

sad·dhu (säùdu) n.  Hinduism. Variant of sadhu. 
sad·dle (s4dùl) n.  1. a. A leather seat for a rider, secured on an animal’s back by 

a girth. Regional. Also called rig b. Similar tack used for attaching a pack to an 

animal.  c. The padded part of a driving harness fitting over a horse’s back.  

d. The seat of a bicycle, motorcycle, or similar vehicle.  e. Something shaped like 

a saddle.   2. a. A cut of meat consisting of part of the backbone and both loins.  

b. The lower part of a male fowl’s back.   3. a. A saddle-shaped depression in the 

ridge of a hill.  b. A ridge between two peaks.    —  v.  sad·dled, sad·dling, 
sad·dles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put a saddle onto.  2. To load or burden; encumber:  

They were saddled with heavy expenses.   —  v.  intr. 1. To saddle a horse.  2. To get 



into a saddle.   —idiom. in the saddle. In control; dominant.  [Middle English 

sadel, from Old English sadol. See sed- in Appendix.]

sad·dle·back (s4dùl-b4kÙ) n.  Any of various birds, fishes, and other animals 

having saddle-shaped markings on the back. 

saddleback caterpillar (s4dùl-b4kÙ k4tùNr-pVlÙNr) n.  The brown and green 

larva of a moth (Sibine stimulea) of the southeast United States, having a brown 

saddle-shaped mark on its back and stinging spines that are mildly poisonous. 

sad·dle·bag (s4dùl-b4gÙ) n.  1. One of a pair of pouches hanging across the 

back of a horse behind the saddle.  2. A pouch hanging from a saddle or over the 

rear wheel of a motorcycle or bicycle. 

sad·dle-billed stork (s4dùl-bVldÙ stôrk) n.  A large stork (Ephippiorhynchus 

senegalensis) of tropical Africa, having a white body and a very long black and red 

bill. 

saddle blanket (s4dùl bl4ngùkVt) n.  A blanket placed between a saddle and a 

horse’s back to prevent galling. 

sad·dle·bow (s4dùl-boÙ) n.  The arched upper front part of a saddle. 

sad·dle·cloth (s4dùl-klôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  A cloth placed under the saddle of a 

racehorse and bearing its number. 

saddle horse (s4dùl hôrs) n.  A horse bred or schooled for riding. 

sad·dler (s4dùlNr) n.  One that makes, repairs, or sells equipment for horses. 

saddle roof (s4dùl ruf) n.  A roof having a ridge and two gables. 

sad·dler·y (s4dùlN-rK) n.  pl. sad·dler·ies. 1. Equipment, such as saddles and 

harnesses, for horses.  2. A shop that sells tack.  3. The craft or business of one 

that makes or sells tack. 

saddle shoe (s4dùl shu) n.  A flat casual shoe, usually white, having a band of 

leather in a contrasting color across the instep. 

saddle soap (s4dùl sop) n.  A preparation containing mild soap and neat’s-foot 

oil, used for cleaning and softening leather. 

saddle sore (s4dùl sôr) n.  1. A sore on a horse’s back caused by an improperly 

fitted saddle.  2. A sore on a rider caused by the chafing of a saddle. 

saddle stitch (s4dùl stVch) n.  1. A simple overcasting stitch, usually of a thread 

contrasting in color with the fabric, used primarily as ornament on clothing.  

2. A stitch used in sewing together the leaves of a book at the fold lines, either 

with thread or wire. 

sad·dle·tree (s4dùl-trKÙ) n.  The frame of a saddle. 

Sad·du·cee (s4jùN-sKÙ, s4dùyN-) n.  A member of a priestly, aristocratic Jewish 

sect founded in the second century B.C. that accepted only the written Mosaic law 

and that ceased to exist after the destruction of the Temple in 70 A.D.  [Middle 

English Saducee, from Old English SadducKas, Sadducees, from Late Latin 

Sadd7caeX, from Greek Saddoukaioi, from Hebrew …Hdûqî.] —SadÙdu·ceùan (-

sKùNn) adj.  —SadÙdu·ceeùism n. 



Sade (säd, s4d), Comte Donatien Alphonse François de. Known as “Mar-

quis de Sade.” 1740-1814.  French writer of novels, plays, and short stories charac-

terized by a preoccupation with sexual violence. 

sa·dhe (säùdN, tsäù-, -dK) also tsa·de (tsäùdN, -dK) n.  The 18th letter of the 

Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew }7dK.]

sa·dhu also sad·dhu (säùdu) n.  Hinduism. An ascetic holy man.  [From San-

skrit s7dhu-, right, holy.]

sa·dism (s7ùdVzÙNm, s4dùVzÙ-) n.  1. Psychology. a. The act or an instance of 

deriving sexual gratification from infliction of pain on others.  b. A psychologi-

cal disorder in which sexual gratification is derived from infliction of pain on 

others.   2. Delight in cruelty.  3. Extreme cruelty.  [After Comte Donatien 
Alphonse Fran SADEÇOIS DE.] —saùdist n.  —sa·disùtic (sN-dVsùtVk) adj.  

—sa·disùti·cal·ly adv. 

sa·do·mas·o·chism (s7Ùdo-m4sùN-kVzÙNm, s4dÙo-) n.  Abbr. S-M, s-m, S & 
M, s & m Psychology. The perversion of deriving pleasure, especially sexual plea-

sure, from simultaneous sadism and masochism.  [SAD(ISM) + MASOCHISM.] 
—saÙdo·masùo·chist n.  —saÙdo·masÙo·chisùtic adj. 

sad sack (s4d s4k) n.  Informal. A person regarded as extremely inept or clumsy.  

[After a cartoon character created in 1942 by George Baker (1915-1975).]

Sa·far also Sa·phar (sN-färù) n.  The second month of the year in the Muslim 

calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Arabic }afar.]

sa·fa·ri (sN-färùK) n.  pl. sa·fa·ris. 1. An overland expedition, especially one for 

hunting or exploring in eastern Africa.  2. A journey or trip:  a sightseeing safari.  

[Arabic safarX, journey, from safara, to travel, set out.]

safari jacket (sN-färùK j4kùVt) n.  A belted, often pleated shirt jacket with large 

patch pockets. 

safe (s7f) adj.  saf·er, saf·est. 1. Secure from danger, harm, or evil.  2. Free 

from danger or injury; unhurt:  safe and sound.  3. Free from risk; sure:  a safe 

bet.  4. Affording protection:  a safe place.  5. Baseball. Having reached a base 

without being put out, as a batter or base runner.   —  n.  1. A metal container 

usually having a lock, used for storing valuables.  2. A repository for protecting 

stored items, especially a cooled compartment for perishable foods:  a cheese safe.  

3. Slang. A condom.  [Middle English sauf, from Old French, from Latin salvus, 

healthy. See sol- in Appendix.] —safeùly adv.  —safeùness n. 

safe-con·duct (s7fùkmnùdƒkt) n.  1. An official document or an escort assur-

ing unmolested passage, as through enemy territory.  2. The protection afforded 

by such a document. 

safe·crack·er (s7fùkr4kÙNr) n.  One who breaks into safes in order to steal items 

from them.   —safeùcrackÙing n. 

safe-de·pos·it box (s7fÙdV-pmzùVt) n.  A fireproof metal box, usually in a bank 

vault, for the safe storage of valuables. 



safe·guard (s7fùgärdÙ) n.  1. a. One that serves as protection or a guard.  b. A 

mechanical device designed to prevent accidents.  c. A safe-conduct.   2. a. A 

protective stipulation, as in a contract.  b. A precautionary measure.    —  v.  tr. 

safe·guard·ed, safe·guard·ing, safe·guards. To ensure the safety of; pro-

tect.  See Synonyms at defend. 
safe house (s7f hous) n.  A house or an apartment used as a hiding place or 

secure refuge by the members of an organization, such as a secret service agency 

or an underground terrorist group. 

safe·keep·ing (s7fùkKùpVng) n.  The act of keeping safe or the state of being 

kept safe; protection. 

safe·light (s7fùlXtÙ) n.  A lamp having one or more color filters allowing moder-

ate darkroom illumination without affecting photosensitive film or paper. 

safe sex (s7f sHks) n.  Sexual activity in which safeguards, such as the use of a 

condom, are taken to avoid acquiring or spreading a sexually transmitted disease.   
—safeù-sexù (s7fùsHksù) adj. 

safe·ty (s7fùtK) n.  pl. safe·ties. 1. The condition of being safe; freedom from 

danger, risk, or injury.  2. A device designed to prevent accidents, as a lock on a 

firearm preventing accidental firing.  3. Football. a. A play in which a member of 

the offensive team downs the ball, willingly or unwillingly, behind his own goal 

line, resulting in two points for the defensive team.  b. One of two defensive 

backs; a safetyman.   4. Slang. A condom.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to mod-

ify another noun:  safety precautions; safety rules. 

safety belt (s7fùtK bHlt) n.  1. A strap or belt worn as a safety precaution by a 

person working at great heights.  2.  See seat belt. 
safety circuit (s7fùtK sûrùkVt) n.  An electronic circuit that prevents malfunc-

tion by either sounding an alert or activating a trip circuit on a protective device. 

safety glass (s7fùtK gl4s) n.  1. Glass that resists shattering, especially a com-

posite of two sheets of glass with an intermediate layer of transparent plastic.  

Also called shatterproof glass 2.  See wire glass.  3. Tempered glass that breaks 

into rounded grains instead of jagged shards. 

safety island (s7fùtK XùlNnd) n.  An area marked off within a roadway from 

which traffic is banned, especially to provide pedestrian safety. 

safety lamp (s7fùtK l4mp) n.  A miner’s lamp with a protective wire gauze sur-

rounding the flame to prevent ignition of flammable gases. 

safe·ty·man (s7fùtK-m4nÙ) n.  Football. A safety. 

safety match (s7fùtK m4ch) n.  A match that can be lighted only by being 

struck against a chemically prepared friction surface. 

safety net (s7fùtK nHt) n.  1. A large net for catching one that falls or jumps, as 

from a circus trapeze.  2. A guarantee, as of professional, physical, or financial 

security: “They cannot invoke the sacrifice of vital policies having to do with... ter-

rorism as a safety net for their own careers” (Moorhead Kennedy). 



safety pin (s7fùtK pVn) n.  1. A pin in the form of a clasp, having a sheath to 

cover and hold the point.  2. A pin that prevents the premature or accidental det-

onation of an explosive device, such as a bomb or grenade. 

safety razor (s7fùtK r7ùzNr) n.  See razor (n., sense 2). 

safety valve (s7fùtK v4lv) n.  1. A valve in a pressure container, as in a steam 

boiler, that automatically opens when pressure reaches a dangerous level.  2. An 

outlet for the release of repressed energy or emotion. 

saf·flow·er (s4fùlouÙNr) n.  1. A thistlelike Eurasian plant (Carthamus tincto-

rius) of the composite family, having heads of orange flowers that yield a dyestuff 

and produce seeds containing an oil used in cooking, cosmetics, paints, and med-

icine.  2. The dried flowers of this plant.  [Middle English saflour, from Old 

French safleur, from Old Italian saffiore, from Arabic a}far, yellow, a yellow 

plant.]

saf·fron (s4fùrNn) n.  1. a. A corm-producing plant (Crocus sativus) native to 

the Old World, having purple or white flowers with orange stigmas.  b. The dried 

aromatic stigmas of this plant, used to color foods and as a cooking spice and dye-

stuff.   2. Color. A moderate or strong orange yellow to moderate orange.  [Mid-

dle English saffran, from Old French safran, from Medieval Latin safr7num, from 

Arabic za1far7n.]

Sa·fi (s4fùK)  A city of western Morocco on the Atlantic Ocean west-northwest of 

Marrakesh. A Portuguese base in the early 16th century, it is today a fishing, pro-

cessing, and shipping center. Population, 197,309. 

S.Afr. abbr.  South Africa. 

saf·ra·nine (s4fùrN-nKnÙ, -nVn) also saf·ra·nin (-nVn) n.  Any of a family of dyes 

based on phenazine, used in the textile industry and as a biological stain.  [French 

safran, saffron (from Old French); see SAFFRON + -INE
2.]

saf·role (s4fùrolÙ) n.  A colorless or pale yellow oily liquid, C10H10O2, derived 

from oil of sassafras and other essential oils and used in making perfume and 

soap.  [French safran, saffron; see SAFFRON + -OLE.]

sag (s4g) v.  sagged, sag·ging, sags.  —  v.  intr. 1. To sink, droop, or settle 

from pressure or weight.  2. To lose vigor, firmness, or resilience:  My spirits 

sagged after I had been rejected for the job.  3. To decline, as in value or price:  Stock 

prices sagged after a short rally.  4. Nautical. To drift to leeward.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to sag.   —  n.  1. a. The act or an instance of sagging.  b. The degree or 

extent to which something sags.   2. A sagging area; a depression.  3. A temporary 

decline in monetary value.  4. Nautical. A drift to leeward.  [Middle English 

saggen, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish sacka, to sink.]

sa·ga (säùgN) n.  1. a. A prose narrative usually written in Iceland between 1120 

and 1400, dealing with the families that first settled Iceland and their descen-

dants, with the histories of the kings of Norway, and with the myths and legends 

of early Germanic gods and heroes.  b. A modern prose narrative that resembles a 



saga.   2. A long, detailed report:  recounted the saga of their family problems.  [Old 

Norse. See sekw-3 in Appendix.]

sa·ga·cious (sN-g7ùshNs) adj.  Having or showing keen discernment, sound 

judgment, and farsightedness.  See Synonyms at shrewd.  [From Latin sag7x, 

sag7c-, of keen perception. See s7g- in Appendix.] —sa·gaùcious·ly adv.  

—sa·gaùcious·ness n. 

sa·gac·i·ty (sN-g4sùV-tK) n.  The quality of being discerning, sound in judgment, 

and farsighted; wisdom.  [French sagacité, from Old French sagacite, from Latin 

sag7cit7s, quickness of perception, from sag7x, sag7c-, of keen perception. See 

SAGACIOUS.]

Sa·ga·mi·ha·ra (sN-gäÙmK-härùN)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, an 

industrial suburb of Tokyo. Population, 482,778. 

Sa·ga·mi Sea (sN-gäùmK, sä-)  A bay of the western Pacific Ocean on the east-

central coast of Honshu, Japan, south-southwest of Tokyo. 

sag·a·more (s4gùN-môrÙ, -morÙ) n.  A subordinate chief among the Algonqui-

ans of North America.  [Eastern Abenaki sÛkNmα.]

Sa·gan (s7ùgNn), Carl. Born 1934.  American astronomer noted for research on 

the possibility of extraterrestrial life and for speculation on the severity of a 

nuclear winter. His books include Dragons of Eden (1977). 

Sa·gan (sä-gäNù), Françoise. Pen name of Françoise Quoirez. Born 1935.  

French writer best known for her first novel, Bonjour Tristesse (1954). 

saga novel (säùgN nmvùNl) n.  See roman-fleuve. 
sage1 (s7j) n.  One venerated for experience, judgment, and wisdom.   —  adj.  

sag·er, sag·est. 1. Having or exhibiting wisdom and calm judgment.  

2. Proceeding from or marked by wisdom and calm judgment:  sage advice.  

3. Archaic. Serious; solemn.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Vulgar 

Latin *sapius, from Latin sapere, to be wise. See sep- in Appendix.] —sageùly 
adv.  —sageùness n. 

sage2 (s7j) n.  1. a. Any of various plants of the genus Salvia, especially S. offici-

nalis, having aromatic grayish-green, opposite leaves used as a cooking herb.  Also 

called ramona b. The leaves of this plant.   2. Any of various similar or related 

plants in the mint family.  3. Sagebrush.  [Middle English sauge, from Old 

French, from Latin salvia, from salvus, healthy. See sol- in Appendix.]

sage·brush (s7jùbrƒshÙ) n.  Any of several aromatic plants of the genus Artemi-

sia, especially A. tridentata, a shrub of arid regions of western North America, 

having silver-green leaves and large clusters of small white flower heads. 

sage cock (s7j kmk) n.  The male sage grouse. 

sage grouse (s7j grous) n.  A chickenlike bird (Centrocercus urophasianus) of 

western North America, having long, pointed tail feathers that can be spread like 

a fan. 

sage hen (s7j hHn) n.  The sage grouse, especially the female. 



sage sparrow (s7j sp4rùo) n.  A small brownish-gray sparrow (Amphispiza 

belli) found in dry or desert regions of the southwest United States. 

sage thrasher (s7j thr4shùNr) n.  A light grayish-brown thrasher (Oreoscoptes 

montanus) that nests in low sage and cactus bushes in dry or desert regions of the 

western United States. 

sag·ger also sag·gar (s4gùNr) n.  1. A protective casing of fire clay in which del-

icate ceramic articles are fired.  2. Clay used to make ceramic casings.  [Perhaps 

alteration of SAFEGUARD.]

Sag Harbor (s4g)  A village of southeast New York on the eastern end of Long 

Island on an inlet of Long Island Sound. A major whaling port in the early 19th 

century, it is today primarily a resort. Population, 2,581. 

Sa·gi·naw (s4gùN-nôÙ)  A city of east-central Michigan on the Saginaw River, 
which flows about 32 km (20 mi) northward into Saginaw Bay, a large inlet of 

Lake Huron. The city is a port of entry and an industrial center. Population, 

69,572. 

Sa·git·ta (sN-jVtùN) n.  A constellation in the Northern Hemisphere near Aquila 

and Vulpecula.  [Latin, sagitta, arrow.]

sag·it·tal (s4jùV-tl) adj.  1. Anatomy. Of or relating to the suture uniting the two 

parietal bones of the skull.  2. Zoology. Of or relating to the sagittal plane.  [New 

Latin sagitt7lis, from Latin sagitta, arrow.] —sagùit·tal·ly adv. 

sagittal plane (s4jùV-tl pl7n) n.  Zoology. A longitudinal plane that divides the 

body of a bilaterally symmetrical animal into right and left sections. 

Sag·it·tar·i·an (s4jÙV-târùK-Nn) n.  One who is born under the sign of Sagittar-

ius.   —SagÙit·tarùi·an adj. 

Sag·it·tar·i·us (s4jÙV-târùK-Ns) n.  1. A constellation in the Southern Hemi-

sphere near Scorpius and Capricorn.  2. a. The ninth sign of the zodiac in astrol-

ogy.  b. One who is born under this sign.  Also called Archer  [Middle English, 

from Latin Sagitt7rius, from sagitt7rius, archer, from sagitta, arrow.]

sag·it·tate (s4jùV-t7tÙ) adj.  Biology. Having the shape of an arrowhead:  sagittate 

leaves; sagittate shells.  [Latin sagitta, arrow + -ATE
1.]

sa·go (s7ùgo) n.  pl. sa·gos. A powdery starch obtained from the trunks of cer-

tain sago palms and used in Asia as a food thickener and textile stiffener.  [Malay 

sagu, mealy pith.]

sago palm (s7ùgo päm) n.  1. Any of various palms of the genera Metroxylon, 

Arenga, and Caryota of tropical Asia.  2. Either of two palmlike cycads (Cycas cir-

cinalis or C. revoluta) of eastern and tropical Asia. 

sa·gua·ro (sN-gwärùo, -wärùo) also sa·hua·ro (sN-wärùo) n.  pl. sa·gua·ros. 
1. A very large cactus (Carnegiea gigantea) of the southwest United States and 

northern Mexico, having ribbed upward-curving branches, white funnel-shaped 

flowers, and edible red fruit.  2. The fruit of this cactus.  [American Spanish, 

probably of Piman origin.]



Sag·ue·nay (s4gÙN-n7ù)  A river, about 201 km (125 mi) long, of southern Que-

bec, Canada, flowing from Lake St. John eastward to the St. Lawrence River. First 

visited by Jacques Cartier in 1535, it was long an important route for explorers, 

missionaries, and fur traders. 

Sa·gun·to (sN-gunùto, sä-)  A city of eastern Spain north-northeast of Valen-

cia. Founded by Greek colonists and later allied with Rome, it was besieged and 

captured by Carthaginian forces led by Hannibal (219-218 B.C.), thus precipitat-

ing the Second Punic War. Segunto was held by the Moors from A.D. 713 until 

1238. Population, 57,380. 

Sa·hap·ti·an (sä-h4pùtK-Nn) also Sha·hap·ti·an (shä-) n.  1. A North Ameri-

can Indian language family spoken in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho and com-

prising the Sahaptin and Nez Perce languages.  2. A speaker of a Sahaptian 

language.   —Sa·hapùti·an adj. 

Sa·hap·tin (sä-h4pùtVn) also Sha·hap·tin (shä-) n.  pl. Sahaptin or 

Sa·hap·tins also Shahaptin  or Sha·hap·tins. 1. a. Any of various Native 

American peoples of Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.  b. A member of any of 

these peoples.   2. The dialectally diverse Sahaptian language of the Sahaptin.  

[Southern Interior Salish s1aptnx.]

Sa·har·a (sN-hârùN, -h4ùN, -häùrN)  A vast desert of northern Africa extending 

east from the Atlantic coast to the Nile Valley and south from the Atlas Moun-

tains to the region of the Sudan. During the Ice Age (about 50,000 to 100,000 

years ago), the Sahara was a region of extensive shallow lakes watering large areas 

of vegetation, most of which had disappeared by Roman times. Introduction of 

the camel (probably in the first century A.D.) led to occupation by nomadic tribes 

who moved from oasis to oasis in search of water.   —Sa·harùan adj. 

Sa·ha·ran·pur (sN-härùNn-ptrÙ)  A city of north-central India north-north-

east of Delhi. It was once a summer resort for the Mogul court. Population, 

295,355. 

Sa·hel (sN-h7lù, -hKlù)  A semiarid region of north-central Africa south of the 

Sahara Desert. Since the 1960’s it has been afflicted by prolonged periods of 

extensive drought.   —Sa·helùi·an adj. 

sa·hib (säùVb, -Kb, -hVb) n.  Used formerly as a form of respectful address for a 

European man in colonial India.  [Hindi }7Uib, master, from Arabic, companion, 

master.]

sa·hua·ro (sN-wärùo) n.  Variant of saguaro. 
said (sHd) v.  Past tense and past participle of say.  —  adj.  Law. Named or men-

tioned before; aforementioned:  Said party has denied the charges.  

USAGE NOTE: The adjective said is seldom appropriate to any but legal or busi-

ness writing, where it is equivalent to aforesaid: the said tenant (named in a lease);

said property. In similar general contexts said is usually unnecessary, and the tenant



or the property will suffice.

sai·ga (sXùgN) n.  Either of two small antelopes (Saiga tatarica or S. mongolia) of 

the plains of northern Eurasia, having a stubby snout.  [Russian saVga, of Turkic 

origin.]

Sai·gon (sX-gmnù)  See Ho Chi Minh City. 
sail (s7l) n.  1. Nautical. a. A piece of fabric sewn together and fitted to the spars 

and rigging of a vessel so as to convert the force of the wind into forward motion 

of the vessel.  b. The sails of a ship or boat.  c. The superstructure of a submarine.   

2. pl. sail or sails. Nautical. A sailing vessel.  3. Nautical. A trip or voyage in a 

sailing craft.  4. Something, such as the blade of a windmill, that resembles a sail 

in form or function.   —  v.  sailed, sail·ing, sails.  —  v.  intr. 1. Nautical. 

a. To move across the surface of water, especially by means of a sailing vessel.  

b. To travel by water in a vessel.  c. To start out on such a voyage or journey.  

d. To operate a sailing craft, especially for sport.   2. To move swiftly, smoothly, 

or effortlessly:  sailed through the examination.   —  v.  tr. Nautical. 1. To navigate 

or manage (a vessel).  2. To voyage upon or across:  sail the Pacific.   —phrasal 
verb. sail into. To attack or criticize vigorously.  [Middle English, from Old 

English segl.]

sail·board (s7lùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) Nautical. n.  A small light sailboat with a flat hull.   
—  v.  intr. sail·board·ed, sail·board·ing, sail·boards. To engage in the activ-

ity or sport of sailing a small, flat-hulled sailboat.   —sailùboardÙer n. 

sail·boat (s7lùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A small boat propelled partially or wholly by 

sail. 

sail·cloth (s7lùklôthÙ, -klmthÙ) n.  A strong fabric, such as cotton canvas, suitable 

for making sails or tents. 

sail·fish (s7lùfVshÙ) n.  pl. sailfish or sail·fish·es. Any of various large marine 

fishes of the genus Istiophorus, having a large saillike dorsal fin and an upper jaw 

that is prolonged into a spearlike bone. 

sail·ing (s7ùlVng) n.  Nautical. 1. The skill required to operate and navigate a ves-

sel; navigation.  2. The sport of operating or riding in a sailboat.  3. Departure or 

time of departure from a port. 

sail·or (s7ùlNr) n.  1. Nautical. One who serves in a navy or works on a ship.  

2. One who travels by water.  3. A low-crowned straw hat with a flat top and flat 

brim. 

sail·or’s-choice (s7ÙlNrz-choisù) n.  pl. sailor’s-choice. Any of various fishes 

of the North American Atlantic coast, as the pinfish or the grunt Haemulon parrai 

of southerly waters. 

sail·plane (s7lùpl7nÙ) n.  A light glider used especially for soaring.   —  v.  intr. 

sail·planed, sail·plan·ing, sail·planes. To fly a sailplane.   —sailùplanÙer n. 



Sai·maa (sXùmäÙ), Lake. A lake of southeast Finland. It is the largest of the 

Saimaa Lakes, a group of more than 120 interconnected lakes in the south-cen-

tral and southeast part of the country. 

sain·foin (s7nùfoinÙ, s4nù-) n.  A Eurasian plant (Onobrychis viciifolia) having 

pinnately compound leaves and pink or white flowers, often grown as a forage 

crop.  [French, from Old French, from Medieval Latin s7num faenum : Latin 

s7num, neuter of s7nus, healthy + Latin faenum, hay; see dhK(i)- in Appendix.]

saint (s7nt) n.  Abbr. S., St. 1. a. Theology. A person officially recognized, espe-

cially by canonization, as being entitled to public veneration and capable of inter-

ceding for people on earth.  b. A person who has died and gone to heaven.  

c. Saint. A member of any of various religious groups, especially a Latter-Day 

Saint.   2. An extremely virtuous person.   —  v.  tr. saint·ed, saint·ing, saints. 
To name, recognize, or venerate as a saint; canonize.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Late Latin s7nctus, from Latin, holy, past participle of sancXre, to 

consecrate. See sak- in Appendix.]

Saint Ag·nes’ Eve (s7nt 4gùnVs Kv, -nV-sVz) n.  January 20th, considered espe-

cially in the British Isles to be the night on which young women dream of their 

future husbands. 

Saint Al·bans (s7nt ôlùbNnz)  A municipal borough of southeast England 

north-northwest of London. On the site of the Roman settlement of Verulamium, 

it was founded as an abbey town in 793 and was the home of numerous impor-

tant early chroniclers, including Matthew Paris. Population, 125,400. 

Saint Al·bert (s7nt 4lùbNrt)  A city of central Alberta, Canada, an industrial 

suburb of Edmonton. Population, 31,996. 

Saint An·drews (s7nt 4nùdruz)  1. A burgh of eastern Scotland southeast of 

Dundee on Saint Andrews Bay, an inlet of the North Sea. Chartered in 1160, it 

was an important ecclesiastical center during the Middle Ages. It is now primarily 

a resort known for its golf courses. Population, 10,358.  2. A community of 

southeast South Carolina, a suburb of Charleston. Population, 26,692. 

Saint An·drew’s cross (s7nt 4nùdruz krôs) n.  1. A cross shaped like the 

letter X.  2. A shrubby New World plant (Hypericum hypericoides) having four-

petaled yellow flowers. 

Saint Ann (s7nt 4n)  A city of eastern Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis. Popula-

tion, 15,523. 

Saint An·tho·ny’s cross (s7nt 4nùthN-nKz krôs) n.  See tau cross. 
Saint Anthony’s fire (s7nt 4nùthN-nKz fXr) n.  See erysipelas.  [From the 

belief that Saint Anthony’s intercession could cure it.]

Saint Au·gus·tine (s7nt ôùgN-stKnÙ)  A city of northeast Florida on the Atlan-

tic Ocean south-southeast of Jacksonville. Founded by the Spanish in 1565, it is 

the oldest permanent European settlement in the United States. The city was stra-



tegically important from 1586, when Sir Francis Drake burned it, until the Civil 

War, when it was occupied by Union troops. Population, 11,692. 

Saint-Bar·thél·e·my (s4N-bär-t7l-mKù)  or Saint Bar·thol·o·mew (s7nt 

bär-thmlùN-myuÙ) Familiarly known as Saint Barts (bärts).  An island of the 

French overseas department of Guadeloupe in the Leeward Islands of the West 

Indies north-northwest of the island of Guadeloupe. 

Saint Ber·nard (s7nt bNr-närdù) n.  Any of a breed of large, strong dog devel-

oped in Switzerland, having a thick brown and white coat, originally used by 

monks of the hospice of Saint Bernard in the Swiss Alps to help patrol the snow-

covered region. 

Saint Bru·no de Mon·tar·ville  or Saint-Bru·no-de-Mon·tar·ville (s7nt 

bruùno dN mmnùtNr-vVlÙ, s4N brü-nôù dN môN-tär-vKlù)  A town of southern Que-

bec, Canada, a suburb of Montreal on the eastern bank of the St. Lawrence River. 

Population, 22,880. 

Saint Cath·a·rines (s7nt k4thùN-rVnzÙ, k4thùrVnz)  A city of southeast Ontario, 

Canada, on the Welland Ship Canal east-southeast of Hamilton. Founded in 

1790, it is an industrial center. Population, 124,018. 

Saint Charles (s7nt chärlz)  1. A city of northeast Illinois west of Chicago. It is 

a manufacturing center in an agricultural area. Population, 22,501.  2. A city of 

eastern Missouri on the Missouri River northwest of St. Louis. Settled by French 

traders in 1769, it was the state capital from 1821 to 1826. Population, 54,555. 

Saint Chris·to·pher-Ne·vis (s7nt krVsÙtN-fNr-nKùvVs, -nHvùVs) also Saint 
Kitts and Ne·vis (kVts; nKùvVs, nHvùVs)  An island country in the Leeward Islands 

of the West Indies east-southeast of Puerto Rico comprising Saint Christopher, 
the largest island of the group, and the islands of Nevis and Sombrero. The main 

islands were discovered by Columbus in 1493 and settled by the English in the 

early 1600’s. They were part of the West Indies Federation from 1958 to 1962 and 

in 1967 joined in a short-lived association with Anguilla. St. Christopher-Nevis 

became independent in 1983. Basseterre, on St. Christopher, is the capital. Popu-

lation, 44,404. 

Saint Clair (s7nt klârù, sVng, sVn), Arthur. 1736-1818.  Scottish-born American 

general and governor of the Northwest Territory (1787-1802) who led (1791) a 

disastrous military campaign against Native Americans near Fort Wayne, in 

which 600 of his troops were killed. 

Saint Clair (s7nt klâr), Lake. A lake between southwest Ontario, Canada, and 

southeast Michigan. It is connected with Lake Huron by the Saint Clair River, 
about 64 km (40 mi) long. 

Saint Clair Shores (s7nt klâr shorz)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residen-

tial suburb of Detroit. Population, 68,107. 



Saint Cloud (s7nt kloud)  A city of central Minnesota on the Mississippi River 

northwest of Minneapolis. Granite has been quarried in the area since the 1860’s. 

Population, 48,812. 

Saint Croix (s7nt kroi)  An island of the U.S. Virgin Islands in the West Indies 

east of Puerto Rico. Discovered by Columbus in 1493, it was controlled succes-

sively by Holland, England, Spain, France, and Denmark, which sold it to the 

United States in 1917. 

Saint Croix River (s7nt krwäÙ rVvùNr)  1. A river, about 264 km (164 mi) long, 

rising in northwest Wisconsin and flowing generally south along the Minnesota 

border to the Mississippi River southeast of St. Paul.  2. A river, about 121 km (75 

mi) long, forming part of the boundary between eastern Maine and southwest 

New Brunswick, Canada. It rises in a series of lakes and flows generally southeast 

to Passamaquoddy Bay. In 1604 Samuel de Champlain established a colony on 

Saint Croix Island near the mouth of the river, but the settlement was aban-

doned in 1605. 

Saint-Cyr-l’É·cole (s4N-sîr-l7-kôlù)  A town of north-central France west of 

Versailles. It was long noted as the site of a military academy founded by Napo-

leon I in 1808. Population, 14,996. 

Saint Den·is (s7nt dHnùVs), Ruth. 1878-1968.  American choreographer and 

pioneer of modern dance. With her husband Ted Shawn she founded (1915) the 

influential Denishawn Dance School. 

Saint-De·nis (s4N-dN-nKù)  1. A city of north-central France, an industrial sub-

urb of Paris. Dating from early Christian times as a place of pilgrimage, it is the 

site of a Benedictine abbey founded in 626. The city’s 12th-century Gothic cathe-

dral contains the tombs of numerous French monarchs, including those of Louis 

XVI and Marie Antoinette. Population, 90,829.  2. The capital of Réunion, a port 

on the Indian Ocean. It was founded in the late 17th century as a way station on 

the route to the Orient. Population, 84,400. 

saint·dom (s7ntùdNm) n.  The condition or quality of being a saint. 

Sainte Anne de Beau·pré  or Sainte-Anne-de-Beau·pré (s7nt 4nÙ dN 

bo-pr7ù, s4N-t4n)  A village of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence 

River northeast of Quebec City. Its famous shrine was established by shipwrecked 

sailors in 1620. 

Sainte-Beuve (s4Nt-bœvù), Charles Augustin. 1804-1869.  French literary 

critic and historian noted for his biographical approach to literature. His works 

include Port-Royal (1840-1859), a cultural history of 17th-century France. 

saint·ed (s7nùtVd) adj.  1. Having been canonized.  2. Of saintly character; holy. 

Sainte Foy  or Sainte-Foy (s7nt foiù, s4Nt fwäù)  A city of southern Quebec, 

Canada, a suburb of Quebec City. Population, 68,883. 

Saint E·li·as (s7nt V-lXùNs), Mount. A peak, 5,492.4 m (18,008 ft) high, in the 

Saint Elias Mountains, a section of the Coast Ranges on the border between 



eastern Alaska and southwest Yukon Territory, Canada. Mount Logan, rising to 

5,954.8 m (19,524 ft), is the highest peak in the range and the highest elevation in 

Canada. 

Saint El·mo’s fire (s7nt Hlùmoz fXr) n.  A visible electric discharge on a pointed 

object, such as the mast of a ship or the wing of an airplane, during an electrical 

storm.  Also called corposant [After Saint Elmo, fourth-century A.D. patron saint 

of sailors.]

Sainte Thé·rèse  or Sainte-Thé·rèse (s7ntÙ tN-rKzù, s4Nt t7-rHzù)  A city of 

southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence River northwest of Montreal. It is 

a manufacturing center. Population, 18,750. 

Saint-É·tienne (s4N-t7-tyHnù)  A city of southeast-central France southwest of 

Lyons. It has been a textile-producing center since the 11th century. Population, 

204,995. 

Saint Eu·stache  or Saint-Eu·stache (s7ntÙ u-stäshù, s4N-tœ-st4shù)  A 

town of southern Quebec, Canada, west of Montreal. It is a residential and resort 

community. Population, 29,716. 

Saint Eu·sta·ti·us (s7nt yt-st7ùshNs, -shK-Ns)  An island of the Netherlands 

Antilles in the Leeward Islands of the West Indies northwest of St. Christopher. 

Settled originally by the French, it passed to the Dutch in 1632. During the 18th 

century the island was a favorite haunt of pirates and smugglers. 

Saint-Ex·u·pé·ry (s4N-tHg-zu-p7-rKù, -zü-), Antoine de. 1900-1944.  

French writer and aviator best known for his fairy tale The Little Prince (1943). 

Saint Fran·cis River (s7nt fr4nùsVs rVvùNr)  A river, about 756 km (470 mi) 

long, rising in southeast Missouri and flowing generally southward in a meander-

ing course to the Mississippi River in eastern Arkansas. 

Saint Fran·çois  or Saint-Fran·çois (s7ntÙ fr4n-swäù, s4N fräN-swäù)  A river, 

about 265 km (165 mi) long, of southern Quebec, Canada, flowing southwest 

and northwest to the Mississippi River. 

Saint Gall (s7nt gôlù, gälù, säN gälù)  See Sankt Gallen. 
Saint-Gau·dens (s7nt-gôdùnz), Augustus. 1848-1907.  Irish-born American 

sculptor noted for his heroic monuments, including the standing figure of Abra-

ham Lincoln in Chicago (1887) and the equestrian statue of Gen. William T. 

Sherman in New York City (1903). 

Saint George’s (s7nt jôrùjNz)  The capital of Grenada, on the southwest coast 

of the island in the Windward Islands of the West Indies. Population, 7,500. 

Saint George’s Channel (s7nt jôrùjVz ch4nùNl)  A strait between western 

Wales and southeast Ireland. It connects the Atlantic Ocean with the Irish Sea. 

Saint Gott·hard (s7nt gmtùNrd)  A range of the Lepontine Alps in south-cen-

tral Switzerland. It is crossed by Saint Gotthard Pass, 2,115.2 m (6,935 ft) 

high. 



Saint He·le·na (s7nt hN-lKùnN)  A volcanic island in the southern Atlantic 

Ocean west of Angola. Together with the islands of Ascension and Tristan da 

Cunha, it forms the British dependency of Saint Helena and has been occupied 

by the British since the mid-1600’s. The island is best known as Napoleon’s place 

of exile from 1815 until his death in 1821. Jamestown is the capital. Population, 

5,147. 

Saint Hel·ens (s7nt hHlùNnz)  A borough of northwest England east-northeast 

of Liverpool. It is an important glassmaking center. Population, 190,000. 

Saint Helens, Mount. (s7nt hHlùNnz)  An active volcanic peak of the Cascade 

Range in southwest Washington. Before its violent eruption on May 18, 1980, it 

was 2,949.7 m (9,671 ft) high. The eruption produced a smoke plume visible over 

much of western Washington and Oregon, set off fires and mud slides that killed 

at least 65 people, and covered a large area with a blanket of volcanic ash. Spo-

radic eruptions of lesser intensity have occurred since that time. 

Saint Hel·ier (s7nt hHlùyNr)  A town of Jersey, England, in the Channel Islands. 

Home to Victor Hugo from 1852 to 1855, it is now a resort and residential center. 

Population, 24,941. 

saint·hood (s7ntùhtdÙ) n.  1. The status, character, or condition of being a 

saint.  2. Saints considered as a group. 

Saint Hu·bert  or Saint-Hu·bert (s7ntÙ hyuùbNrt, s4N ü-bHrù)  A town of 

southern Quebec, Canada, a suburb of Montreal east of the St. Lawrence River. 

Population, 60,573. 

Saint Hy·a·cinthe  or Saint-Hy·a·cinthe (s7ntÙ hXùN-sVnth, s4N-tyä-s4Ntù)  A 

city of southern Quebec, Canada, east-northeast of Montreal. It is an industrial 

and processing center. Population, 38,246. 

Saint Jean (s7nt jmn)  or Saint-Jean (s7nt jKn)  or Saint Johns (s7nt jmnzù)  A 

city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the Richelieu River southeast of Montreal. 

Founded in 1666, it was an important British fortress in the 17th and 18th centu-

ries. Population, 35,640. 

Saint Jean (s7nt jmn)  or Saint-Jean (s7nt jKn)  or Saint Johns (s7nt jmnzù)  

See Lake Saint John. 
Saint Jé·rôme  or Saint-Jé·rôme (s7ntÙ jN-romù, s4N zh7-romù)  A city of 

southern Quebec, Canada, northwest of Montreal. It is an industrial center with 

textile and paper mills. Population, 25,123. 

Saint John1 (s7nt jmnù)  An island of the U.S. Virgin Islands in the West Indies 

east of Puerto Rico. It was discovered by Columbus in 1493 and passed to various 

European powers before being sold to the United States by Denmark in 1917. 

Saint John2 (s7nt jmnù)  A city of southern New Brunswick, Canada, at the 

mouth of the St. John River on the Bay of Fundy. First settled as a French trading 

post in the 1630’s, it was captured by the British in 1758 and was a refuge for Loy-

alists after the American Revolution. Population, 80,521. 



Saint John (s7nt jmnù), Henry.  See First Viscount. Bolingbroke. 
Saint John (s7nt jmn)  or Saint Jean  or Saint-Jean (s4N zhäNù), Lake. A 

lake of south-central Quebec, Canada, connected by the Saguenay River with the 

St. Lawrence River. The lake is a popular resort area. 

Saint John River (s7nt jmn rVvùNr)  A river, about 673 km (418 mi) long, rising 

in northern Maine and flowing northeast into New Brunswick, Canada, then 

generally southeast, south, east, and south into the Bay of Fundy. It was discov-

ered in 1604 by Samuel de Champlain. 

Saint Johns (s7nt jmnz)  1.  See Saint Jean.  2.  See Saint John’s (sense 1). 

Saint Johns (s7nt jmnz, sVnt), Adela Rogers. 1894-1988.  American journalist 

who covered major stories for the Hearst newspapers for more than 60 years. 

Saint John’s (s7nt jmnz)  1.  Also Saint Johns. The capital of Antigua and 

Barbuda, on the northern coast of Antigua in the Leeward Islands of the West 

Indies. Tourism is important to its economy. Population, 24,359.  2. The capital 

and largest city of Newfoundland, Canada, on the southeast coast of the island. 

One of the oldest settlements in North America, it was first colonized by the 

English in 1583 but did not come under permanent British control until 1762. 

Population, 83,770. 

Saint John’s Eve (s7nt jmnz Kv) n.  See Midsummer Eve (n., sense 2). 

Saint Johns River (s7nt jmnz rVvùNr)  A river, about 459 km (285 mi) long, of 

northeast Florida flowing generally north to Jacksonville then east to the Atlantic 

Ocean. 

Saint Johns·wort (s7nt jonzùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various herbs or 

shrubs of the genus Hypericum, having yellow flowers with five petals and 

numerous stamens that are united at the base into three to five fascicles. 

Saint Jo·seph (s7nt joùzNf, -sNf)  A city of northwest Missouri on the Missouri 

River north-northwest of Kansas City. Laid out in 1843 on the site of a trading 

post founded in 1826, it became the eastern terminus of the Pony Express in 1860. 

Population, 71,852. 

Saint Joseph River (s7nt joùzNf rVvùNr)  A river, about 338 km (210 mi) long, 

of southwest Michigan and northwest Indiana flowing generally west, south, 

west, and northwest into Lake Michigan. 

Saint-Just (s4N-zhustù, -zhüstù), Louis Antoine Léon de. 1767-1794.  

French revolutionary. Active during the Reign of Terror, he was tried and exe-

cuted with his colleague Robespierre in 1794. 

Saint Kitts and Ne·vis (s7nt kVts Nnd nKùvVs, nHvùVs)  See Saint Christo-
pher-Nevis. 

Saint Lam·bert  or Saint-Lam·bert (s7nt l4mùbNrt, s4N läm-bHrù)  A city of 

southern Quebec, Canada, a residential suburb of Montreal on the St. Lawrence 

River. Population, 20,557. 



Saint Lau·rent  or Saint-Lau·rent (s4ntÙ lô-rHntù, s4N lô-ränù)  A city of 

southern Quebec, Canada, an industrial suburb of Montreal. Population, 65,900. 

Saint Lau·rent (s4N lô-räNù), Louis Stephen. 1882-1973.  Canadian politi-

cian who served as prime minister (1948-1957). His administration was marked 

by the entry of Newfoundland into the confederacy. 

Saint Law·rence (s7nt lôrùNns, lmrù-), Gulf of. An arm of the northwest 

Atlantic Ocean off southeast Canada bordered by New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, 

Newfoundland, and Quebec. It is connected with the Atlantic by Cabot Strait and 

the Straits of Canso and Belle Isle. 

Saint Lawrence River (s7nt lôrùNns rVvùNr)  A river of southeast Canada 

flowing about 1,207 km (750 mi) northeast from Lake Ontario along the 

Ontario-New York border and through southern Quebec to the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. The river was first sighted by Jacques Cartier in 1534; in 1535 he 

ascended it as far as the modern-day city of Montreal. Long a water highway for 

explorers, missionaries, and fur traders, it is today a major shipping route. 

Saint Lawrence Seaway (s7nt lôrùNns sKùw7Ù)  An international waterway, 

about 3,781 km (2,350 mi) long, consisting of a system of canals, dams, and locks 

in the St. Lawrence River and connecting channels through the Great Lakes. 

Jointly developed by the United States and Canada, the seaway opened in 1959 

and provides passage for oceangoing ships as far west as Lake Superior. 

Saint Lé·o·nard  or Saint-Lé·o·nard (s7ntÙ lHnùNrd, s4N l7-o-närù)  A city of 

southern Quebec, Canada, a residential suburb of Montreal. Population, 79,429. 

Saint-Lô (s7ntÙloù, s4N-)  A town of northwest France west of Caen. Its capture 

on July 18, 1944, played a pivotal role in the Allied invasion of Europe during 

World War II. Population, 23,212. 

Saint Lou·is (s7nt luùVs)  An independent city of eastern Missouri on the Mis-

sissippi River just south of its confluence with the Missouri River. Settled by the 

French as a trading post in 1763-1764, it passed to Spain (1770), to France again 

(1800), and to the United States as part of the Louisiana Purchase (1803). The city 

has long been a major river port, railroad hub, and industrial center. It is the larg-

est city in the state. Population, 396,685. 

Saint-Lou·is (s4N-lu-Kù)  A city of northwest Senegal at the mouth of the 

Senegal River. The oldest French colonial settlement in Africa, it was founded as a 

trading base c. 1658 and was the capital of French West Africa from 1895 to 1902. 

Dakar replaced it as the capital of Senegal in 1958. Population, 107,072. 

Saint Lou·is encephalitis (s7nt s7nt Hn-sHfÙN-lXùtVs) n.  A viral encephalitis 

occurring in parts of North America and transmitted by a culex mosquito.  [After 

Saint Louis, Missouri.]

Saint Louis Park (s7nt luùK pärk)  A city of southeast Minnesota, an indus-

trial suburb of Minneapolis. Population, 43,787. 



Saint Louis River (s7nt luùK rVvùNr)  A river, about 257 km (160 mi) long, of 

northeast Minnesota flowing southwest then southeast to Lake Superior. 

Saint Lu·cia (s7nt luùshN, lu-sKùN)  An island country of the West Indies in 

the Windward Islands south of Martinique. The island was probably discovered 

by Columbus in 1502 and was first settled by the English in 1605. Its possession 

was contested by the French until the end of the Napoleonic Wars (1814), when it 

passed definitively to Great Britain. The country achieved independence in 1979. 

Castries is the capital. Population, 134,006. 

saint·ly (s7ntùlK) adj.  saint·li·er, saint·li·est. Of, relating to, resembling, or 

befitting a saint.   —saintùli·ness n. 

Saint Mar·ten (s7nt märùtn)  See Saint Martin. 
Saint-Ma·lo (s4N-mN-loù)  A town of northwest France north-northwest of 

Nantes on the Gulf of Saint-Malo, an inlet of the English Channel. Founded on 

the site of a 6th-century A.D. monastery, it was a base for French corsairs in the 

17th and 18th centuries. Population, 46,347. 

Saint Mar·tin  or Saint Maar·ten (s7nt märùtn)  An island of the West Indies 

in the western Leeward Islands. Administration of the island is divided between 

the French overseas department of Guadeloupe and the Netherlands Antilles. The 

French and Dutch first assumed joint control in 1648. 

Saint Mar·ys River (s7nt mârùKz rVvùNr)  1. A river, about 282 km (175 mi) 

long, rising in southeast Georgia in the Okefenokee Swamp and flowing eastward 

along the Georgia-Florida border to the Atlantic Ocean.  2. A river, about 101 km 

(63 mi) long, rising in the eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan and flowing gen-

erally south and southeast to the northern end of Lake Huron. It forms part of 

the U.S.-Canadian border. 

Saint-Maur-des-Fos·sés (s4N-môr-d7-fô-s7ù)  A city of north-central 

France, a residential and industrial suburb of Paris. Population, 80,811. 

Saint Mau·rice  or Saint-Mau·rice (s7ntÙ môrùVs, -mmrù-, s4N mô-rKsù)  A 

river, about 523 km (325 mi) long, of southern Quebec, Canada, flowing south 

and southeast to the St. Lawrence River at Trois Rivières. 

Saint-Mi·hiel (s7nt-mK-yHlù, s4N-)  A village of northeast France on the Meuse 

River east of Paris. The World War I battle here (September 12-14, 1918) was the 

first major American offensive led by Gen. John J. Pershing and forced the Ger-

mans to relinquish a salient held since 1914. 

Saint Mo·ritz (s7ntÙ mN-rVtsù, s4N mô-rKtsù)  A city of southeast Switzerland on 

the Inn River south-southeast of Chur. It is noted as a skiing resort and was the 

site of the Winter Olympics in 1928 and 1948. Population, 5,900. 

Saint-Na·zaire (s4N-nä-zHrù)  A city of west-central France at the mouth of the 

Loire River west of Nantes. Built on the ruins of an ancient Gallo-Roman town, it 

was an important naval base during both World Wars. Population, 68,348. 

Saint Nich·o·las (s7nt nVkùN-lNs)  or Saint Nick (nVk) n.  Santa Claus. 



Saint Pat·rick’s Day (s7nt p4tùrVks d7) n.  March 17, observed in the United 

States and Ireland by some Christians in honor of Saint Patrick, the patron saint 

of Ireland. 

Saint Paul (s7nt pôl)  The capital of Minnesota, in the southeast part of the 

state on the Mississippi River adjacent to Minneapolis. Founded on the site of an 

early fur-trading post, it became territorial capital in 1849 and state capital in 

1858. Population, 272,235. 

Saint Pe·ters (s7nt pKùtNrz)  A city of eastern Missouri west-northwest of St. 

Louis. Population, 45,779. 

Saint Pe·ters·burg (s7nt pKùtNrz-bûrgÙ)  1. A city of west-central Florida on 

Tampa Bay south-southwest of Tampa. Settled in the mid-1800’s, it is a port of 

entry and popular resort. Population, 238,629.  2. A city of northwest Russia on 

the Neva River at the head of the Gulf of Finland. Founded by Peter the Great in 

1793, it soon flourished as his “window on Europe” and became the capital of 

Russia in 1712. Noted for its architecture and its cultural achievements, the city 

was known as Petrograd from 1914 to 1924 and as Leningrad from 1924 to 1991. 

Moscow replaced it as capital in 1918. Population, 4,329,000. 

Saint Pi·erre  or Saint-Pi·erre (s7ntÙ pîrù, pK-ârù, s4N pyHrù)  The capital of St. 

Pierre and Miquelon, on St. Pierre Island in the northern Atlantic Ocean. Popula-

tion, 5,371. 

Saint Pierre and Mi·que·lon (s7nt pK-ârù Nnd mVkùN-lmnÙ, s4N; mVkùN-lmnÙ, 

mK-klôNù)  A French island group and overseas department in the northern 

Atlantic Ocean south of Newfoundland, Canada. The group consists of nine 

small islands, including Saint Pierre Island, site of the capital, and Miquelon, 

the largest of the islands. Probably first visited by Breton and Basque fishermen, 

the islands were colonized by France in 1604, taken by the British three times, and 

finally awarded to France in 1814. They are the sole remnants of the once vast 

French territory in North America. St. Pierre is the capital. Population, 6,041. 

Saint-Quen·tin (s7ntÙkwHnùtNn, s4N-käN-t4Nù)  A city of northern France on 

the Somme River north-northeast of Paris. Chartered in 1080, the city was an 

important center of the woolen industry during the Middle Ages. Population, 

63,567. 

Saint-Saëns (s4N-säNsù, -säNù), Charles Camille. 1835-1921.  French com-

poser whose works include symphonies, operas, such as Samson et Dalila (1877), 

and symphonic poems, including Danse Macabre (1874). 

saint’s day (s7nts d7) n.  pl. saints’ days. A day in a liturgical calendar that is 

observed in honor of a saint. 

Saint-Si·mon (s4N-sK-moNù), Comte de Title of Claude Henri de Rouvroy. 

1760-1825.  French philosopher who advocated a society governed by techno-

crats, in which poverty would be abolished and religion replaced by rationalism. 

Among his works are The New Christianity (1825). 



Saint-Si·mon (s4N-sK-moNù), Duc de Title of Louis de Rouvroy. 1675-1755.  

French diplomat and writer whose memoirs of the court of Louis XIV are a valu-

able historical source. 

Saint Tho·mas1 (s7nt tmmùNs)  An island of the U.S. Virgin Islands in the West 

Indies east of Puerto Rico. Discovered and named by Columbus in 1493, it was 

settled by the Dutch in 1657 and later passed to the Danes, who sold it to the 

United States in 1917. 

Saint Tho·mas2 (s7nt tmmùNs)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, near Lake 

Erie south of London. It is an industrial center. Population, 28,165. 

Saint-Tro·pez (s4N-trô-p7ù)  A town of southeast France on the Mediterranean 

coast of the French Riviera. It is a noted seaside resort. Population, 4,961. 

Saint Val·en·tine’s Day (s7nt v4lùNn-tXnzÙ v4lùNn-tXnzÙ) n.  February 14, cel-

ebrated in various North American and European countries by the exchange of 

valentines or love tokens.  Also called Valentine’s Day [Primarily after Saint. VAL-

ENTINE.]

Saint Vin·cent (s7nt vVnùsNnt)  An island of St. Vincent and the Grenadines in 

the central Windward Islands of the West Indies. Supposedly sighted by Colum-

bus in 1498, the island was first settled by the British in the mid-1700’s and was 

held by France from 1779 to 1783. 

Saint Vincent, Cape. (s7nt vVnùsNnt)  A promontory at the southwest extrem-

ity of Portugal. Prince Henry the Navigator established (c. 1420) an observatory 

and a school of navigation nearby. 

Saint Vincent and the Gren·a·dines (s7 vVnùsNnt Nnd thH grHnÙN-dKnzù)  

An island country in the central Windward Islands of the West Indies. It com-

prises St. Vincent Island and the northern islets of the Grenadines. Part of the 

West Indies Federation from 1958 to 1962, the country gained its independence 

in 1979. Kingstown, on St. Vincent, is the capital. Population, 108,704. 

Saint Vi·tus’ dance also Saint Vi·tus’s dance (s7nt vXtNs d4ns, -tN-sVz) n.  

See Sydenham’s chorea.  [After Saint Vitus, third-century A.D. Christian mar-

tyr.]

Sai·on·ji (sX-ônùjK, -mnù-, sXùôn-jKù), Prince Kimmochi. 1849-1940.  Japanese 

politician. The last surviving member of the genro, he served as prime minister 

(1906-1908 and 1911-1912) and later attempted to curtail Japan’s military 

buildup. 

Sai·pan (sX-p4nù, -pänù, sXùp4n)  An island of the western Pacific Ocean in the 

southern Mariana Islands. It is part of the U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific 

Islands and was held by Spain, Germany, and Japan before being captured by U.S. 

troops in July 1944 during World War II.   —SaiÙpa·neseù (-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & 

n. 

Sa·ïs (s7ùVs)  A city of ancient Egypt in the west-central region of the Nile delta. It 

served as a royal residence during the XXVI Dynasty. 



saith (sHth, s7ùVth) v.  Archaic. A third person singular present tense of say. 
Sai·va (sXùvN, shXù-) n.  Hinduism. One who worships Shiva.  [Sanskrit {aiva-, 

belonging to Shiva, from {ivaU, Shiva.] —Saiùvism n. 

Sa·ja·ma (sN-häùmN)  A mountain, 6,574.3 m (21,555 ft) high, in the Andes of 

western Bolivia near the Chilean border. 

Sa·kai (säùkXù)  A city of southern Honshu, Japan, on Osaka Bay south of Osaka. 

It was a leading port from the 15th to the 17th century. Population, 818,368. 

Sak·a·ka·we·a (s4kÙN-kN-wKùN), Lake. A reservoir in west-central North 

Dakota. It is a widening of the Missouri River and was created in 1956 when the 

Garrison Dam was completed. 

sake1 (s7k) n.  1. Purpose; motive:  a quarrel only for the sake of argument.  

2. Advantage; good:  for the sake of his health.  3. Personal benefit or interest; wel-

fare:  for her own sake.  [Middle English, lawsuit, guilt, from Old English sacu. See 

s7g- in Appendix.]

sa·ke2 also sa·ki (säùkK, -kH) n.  A Japanese wine made from fermented rice.  

[Japanese.]

sa·ker (s7ùkNr) n.  A Eurasian falcon (Falco cherrug) having brown plumage and 

often trained for falconry.  [Middle English sagre, from Old French sacre, from 

Arabic }aqr.]

Sa·kha·lin (s4kùN-lKnÙ, -lNn, s4-KHN-lyKnù)  An island of southeast Russia in the 

Sea of Okhotsk north of Hokkaido, Japan. Colonized by Russia and Japan in the 

18th and 19th centuries, it passed under Russian control in 1875. 

Sa·kha·rov (säùkN-rôfÙ, s4kùN-, säùKHN-rNf), Andrei Dimitrievich. 1921-1989.  

Soviet physicist and dissident who helped develop the first Soviet hydrogen 

bomb. An outspoken advocate of human rights and nuclear disarmament, he 

won the 1975 Nobel Peace Prize and was banished to Gorky from 1980 to 1986. 

sa·ki (säùkK, -kH) n.  Variant of sake2. 
Sa·ki (säùkK)  See Hector Hugh Munro. 
Sa·ki·shi·ma (säÙkK-shKùmä, sä-kKùshK-mäÙ)  An island group of Japan in the 

southern Ryuku Islands east of Taiwan. The islands were heavily bombed by the 

Allies in April-June 1945. 

Sak·ka·ra (sN-kärùN)  See Saqqara. 
sal (s4l) n.  Salt.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin s7l. See sal- in 

Appendix.]

sa·laam (sN-lämù) n.  1. A ceremonious act of deference or obeisance, especially 

a low bow performed while placing the right palm on the forehead.  2. A respect-

ful ceremonial greeting performed especially in Islamic countries.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

sa·laamed, sa·laam·ing, sa·laams. To greet with or perform a salaam.  [Ara-

bic sal7m, peace, salaam, from salima, to be safe.]

sal·a·ble also sale·a·ble (s7ùlN-bNl) adj.  Offered or suitable for sale; market-

able.   —salÙa·bilùi·ty, salùa·ble·ness n.  —salùa·bly adv. 



sa·la·cious (sN-l7ùshNs) adj.  1. Appealing to or stimulating sexual desire; lasciv-

ious.  2. Lustful; bawdy.  [From Latin sal7x, sal7c-, fond of leaping, lustful, from 

salXre, to leap. See sel- in Appendix.] —sa·laùcious·ly adv.  —sa·laùcious·ness, 
sa·lacùi·ty (sN-l4sùV-tK)  n. 

sal·ad (s4lùNd) n.  1. a. A dish consisting of green, leafy raw vegetables, often 

with radish, cucumber, or tomato, served with a dressing.  b. The course of a 

meal consisting of this dish.   2. A cold dish of chopped fruit, meat, fish, eggs, or 

other food, usually prepared with a dressing, such as mayonnaise.  3. A green veg-

etable or herb used in salad, especially lettuce.  4. A varied mixture: “The Declara-

tion of Independence was... a salad of illusions” (George Santayana).   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  salad plates; salad makings.  

[Middle English salade, from Old French, possibly from Old Provençal salada, 

from Vulgar Latin *sal7ta, from feminine past participle of ·sal7re, to salt, from 

Latin s7l, salt. See sal- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: The word salad may have come to us from Vulgar Latin, the

chiefly unrecorded common speech of the ancient Romans, which is distin-

guished from standard literary, or Classical, Latin. The word takes its origin from

the fact that salt was and is an important ingredient of salad dressings. Hence the

Vulgar Latin verb ·sal7re, “to salt,” from Latin s7l, “salt,” in the past participial

form ·sal7ta, “having been salted,” came to mean “salad.” The Vulgar Latin word

passed into languages descending from it, such as Portuguese (salada) and Old

Provençal (salada). Old French may have borrowed its word salade from Old

Provençal. Medieval Latin also carried on the Vulgar Latin word in the form

sal7ta. As in the case of so many culinary delights, the English borrowed the word

and probably the dish from the French. The Middle English word salade, from

Old French salade and Medieval Latin sal7ta, is first recorded in a recipe book

composed before 1399.

salad bar (s4lùNd bär) n.  A counter in a restaurant from which customers may 

serve themselves a variety of salad ingredients and dressings. 

salad days (s4lùNd d7z) pl.n.  A time of youth, innocence, and inexperience: 

“my salad days,/When I was green in judgment, cold in blood” (Shakespeare). 

salad dressing (s4lùNd drHsùVng) n.  A sauce, such as one made of mayonnaise 

or of oil and vinegar, that is served on salad. 

Sal·a·din (s4lùN-dVn), 1137?-1193.  Sultan of Egypt and Syria who captured 

(1187) Jerusalem and defended it during the Third Crusade (1189-1192). 

Sa·la·do (sN-läùdo, sä-läùthô)  1.  Also Salado del Nor·te (dHl nôrùtH). A river 

of northern Argentina rising in the Andes and flowing about 2,011 km (1,250 mi) 

southeast to the Paraná River.  2. A river, about 1,368 km (850 mi) long, rising in 

western Argentina and flowing south-southeast to the Colorado River. 



salad oil (s4lùNd oil) n.  An edible vegetable oil, such as corn oil or olive oil, that 

can be used in salad dressings. 

sa·lal (sN-l4lù) n.  A small evergreen shrub (Gaultheria shallon) native to the 

Pacific coast of North America, having white or pink flowers clustered in racemes 

and edible purple-black berries.  [Chinook Jargon sallal, from Chinook sálal.]

Sa·lam (sä-lämù), Abdus. Born 1926.  Pakistani physicist. He shared a 1979 

Nobel Prize for theorizing that electromagnetism and weak interaction are facets 

of the same phenomenon. 

Sal·a·man·ca (s4lÙN-m4ngùkN, säÙlä-mängùkä)  A city of west-central Spain 

west-northwest of Madrid. Conquered by Hannibal in 220 B.C., it was captured by 

Moors in the 8th century A.D. and held by them until the late 11th century. Popu-

lation, 159,336. 

sal·a·man·der (s4lùN-m4nÙdNr) n.  1. Any of various small lizardlike amphibi-

ans of the order Caudata, having porous scaleless skin and four, often weak or 

rudimentary legs.  2. A mythical creature, generally resembling a lizard, believed 

capable of living in or withstanding fire.  3. An object, such as a poker, used in 

fire or capable of withstanding heat.  4. Metallurgy. A mass of solidified material, 

largely metallic, left in a blast-furnace hearth.  5. A portable stove used to heat or 

dry buildings under construction.  [Middle English salamandre, from Old 

French, from Latin salamandra, from Greek.] —salÙa·manùdrine (-drVn) adj. 

sa·la·mi (sN-läùmK) n.  pl. sa·la·mis. A highly spiced and salted sausage, either 

hard or soft in consistency.  [Italian, pl. of salame, salami, from Vulgar Latin 

*sal7men, from *sal7re, to salt, from Latin s7l, salt. See sal- in Appendix.]

Sal·a·mis1 (s4lùN-mVs, säÙlä-mKsù)  An island of Greece in the Saronic Gulf east 

of Athens. In an important naval battle off the island’s northeast coast the Greeks, 

led by Themistocles, defeated the Persian fleet in 480 B.C. 

Sal·a·mis2 (s4lùN-mVs, säÙlä-mKsù)  An ancient city of eastern Cyprus. According 

to tradition, it was founded c. 1180 B.C. by Teucer, a hero of the Trojan War, and 

was visited by Saint Paul during his first missionary journey. The city was aban-

doned after A.D. 648. 

sal ammoniac (s4l N-moùnK-4kÙ) n.  See ammonium chloride.  [Middle 

English sal armoniak, alteration of sal amoniak, from Latin s7l ammoniacus, salt 

of Amen  : s7l, salt; see SAL + ammoniacus, of Amen; see AMMONIA.]

sal·a·ry (s4lùN-rK, s4lùrK) n.  pl. sal·a·ries. Fixed compensation for services, paid 

to a person on a regular basis.  [Middle English salarie, from Anglo-Norman, 

from Latin sal7rium, money given to Roman soldiers to buy salt, from neuter of 

sal7rius, pertaining to salt, from s7l, salt. See sal- in Appendix.] —salùa·ried adj. 

Sa·la·zar (s4lÙN-zärù, säÙlN-), Antonio de Oliveira. 1889-1970.  Portuguese 

dictator (1932-1968) known for his programs of fiscal austerity and his attempts 

to repress growing opposition in Portugal’s African colonies. 



sal·bu·ta·mol (s4l-byuùtN-môlÙ, -molÙ, -mmlÙ) n.  A sympathomimetic agent, 

C13H21NO3, used as a bronchodilator, especially in the treatment of asthma.  

[SAL(ICYLIC ACID) + BUT(YL) + AM(INO)- + -OL
1.]

Sal·can·tay (s4lÙkNn-tXù, sälÙkän-)  A peak, 6,275.4 m (20,575 ft) high, of the 

Cordillera Oriental in southern Peru. It is the highest mountain in the range. 

sal·chow (s4lùkouÙ) n.  Sports. A move in figure skating in which the skater 

jumps from one skate, completes a full rotation, and lands on the other skate.  

[After Ulrich Salchow (1877-1949), Swedish figure skater.]

sale (s7l) n.  1. The exchange of goods or services for an amount of money or its 

equivalent; the act of selling.  2. An instance of selling.  3. An opportunity for 

selling or being sold; demand.  4. Availability for purchase:  a store where pets are 

for sale.  5. A selling of property to the highest bidder; an auction.  6. A special 

disposal of goods at lowered prices:  coats on sale this week.  7. sales. a. Activities 

involved in selling goods or services.  b. Gross receipts.    —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  sale merchandise; sale advertising.  [Middle 

English, from Old English sala, from Old Norse.]

Sa·lé (sä-l7ù) also Sla (slä)  A city of northwest Morocco, a suburb of Rabat on 

the Atlantic Ocean. Population, 289,391. 

sale·a·ble (s7ùlN-bNl) adj.  Variant of salable. 
sale and leaseback (s7l Nnd lKsùb4kÙ) n.  pl. sales and leasebacks. See 

leaseback. 
sale-lease·back (s7lùlKsùb4kÙ) n.  See leaseback. 
Sa·lem (s7ùlNm)  1. A city of southern India southwest of Madras. It is a trade 

center with an important textile industry. Population, 361,394.  2. A city of 

northeast Massachusetts northeast of Boston. Founded in 1626, it is noted as the 

site of witchcraft trials (1692) and of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s House of the Seven 

Gables. Population, 38,091.  3. A town of southeast New Hampshire east of 

Nashua. It was part of Haverhill, Massachusetts, until 1741. Population, 25,746.  

4. The capital of Oregon, in the northwest part of the state on the Willamette 

River south-southwest of Portland. Founded c. 1840, it became territorial capital 

in 1851 and state capital in 1859. Population, 107,786.  5. An independent city of 

southwest Virginia, an industrial and residential suburb of Roanoke. Population, 

23,756. 

sal·ep (s4lùNp) n.  A starchy meal ground from the dried roots of various Old 

World orchids of the genera Orchis and Eulophia, used for food and formerly as 

medicine.  [French, or Spanish  both from Ottoman Turkish s7lep, from Arabic 

saUlab, a kind of orchid.]

sal·er·a·tus (s4lÙN-r7ùtNs) n.  Sodium or potassium bicarbonate used as a leaven-

ing agent; baking soda.  [New Latin s7l 7er7tus : Latin s7l, salt; see SAL + New Latin 

7er7tus, aerated (from Latin 7Kr, air); see AIR.]



Sa·ler·no (sN-lûrùno, sä-lHrù-)  A city of southern Italy on the Gulf of Salerno, 
an inlet of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Originally a Greek settlement and later a Roman 

colony (founded in 197 B.C.), Salerno was the site of a noted medical school dur-

ing the Middle Ages. Population, 157,243. 

sales check (s7lz chHk) n.  A slip of paper given by a store to serve as a record or 

receipt of a purchase or sale. 

sales·clerk (s7lzùklûrkÙ) n.  One who is employed to sell goods in a store. 

sales·girl (s7lzùgûrlÙ) n.  A saleswoman. 

Sa·le·sian (sN-lKùzhNn, -shNn) n.  A member of the Society of Saint Francis of 

Sales, a Roman Catholic congregation founded in Turin in 1845 and dedicated 

chiefly to education and missionary work.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Sale-

sians. 

sales·la·dy (s7lzùl7ÙdK) n.  A saleswoman. 

sales·man (s7lzùmNn) n.  A man who is employed to sell merchandise in a store 

or in a designated territory.   —salesùman·shipÙ n. 

sales·peo·ple (s7lzùpKÙpNl) pl.n.  Persons who are employed to sell merchan-

dise in a store or in a designated territory. 

sales·per·son (s7lzùpûrÙsNn) n.  A salesman or a saleswoman. 

sales·room (s7lzùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room in which items are displayed and 

offered for sale or auction. 

sales tax (s7lz t4ks) n.  A tax levied on the retail price of merchandise and col-

lected by the retailer. 

sales·wom·an (s7lzùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is employed to sell merchan-

dise in a store or in a designated territory. 

Sal·ford (sôlùfNrd)  A borough of northwest England on the Manchester Ship 

Canal adjacent to Manchester. It was first chartered in 1230. Population, 247,400. 

sali- pref.  Salt:  salimeter.  [From Latin s7l, sal-, salt. See sal- in Appendix.]

Sa·li·an (s7ùlK-Nn, s7lùyNn) adj.  Of or relating to a tribe of Franks who settled in 

the Rhine region of the Netherlands in the fourth century A.D.   —  n.  A Salian 

Frank.  [From Late Latin SaliX, the Salian Franks.]

sal·ic (s4lùVk) adj.  Of or relating to certain minerals, such as quartz and the feld-

spars, that commonly occur in igneous rocks and contain large amounts of silica 

and alumina.  [S(ILICA) + AL(UMINA) + -IC.]

Sa·lic (s7ùlVk, s4lùVk) also Sa·lique (s7ùlVk, s4lùVk, s4-lKkù) adj.  1. Of or relating to 

the Salian Franks.  2. Of or relating to the Salic law or to the legal code of the 

Salian Franks.  [French salique, from Medieval Latin Salicus, from Late Latin Salii, 

the Salian Franks.]

sal·i·cin (s4lùV-sVn) n.  A bitter glucoside, C13H18O7, obtained mainly from the 

bark of poplar and willow trees and formerly used as an analgesic.  [French sali-

cine, from Latin salix, salic-, willow.]



Salic law (s4lùVk lô) n.  1. The legal code of the Salian Franks.  2. A law, thought 

to derive from the code of laws of the Salian Franks, prohibiting a woman from 

succeeding to a throne. 

sa·lic·y·late (sN-lVsùN-l7tÙ, -lVt, s4lÙN-sVlùVt) n.  A salt or an ester of salicylic acid.  

[SALICYL(IC ACID) + -ATE
2.]

sal·i·cyl·ic acid (s4lÙV-sVlùVk 4sùVd) n.  A white crystalline acid, 

C6H4(OH)(COOH), used in making aspirin, as a preservative, and in the external 

treatment of skin conditions such as eczema.  [From French salicyle, the radical of 

salicylic acid, from salicine, salicin. See SALICIN.]

sal·i·cyl·ism (s4lùV-sN-lVzÙNm) n.  A toxic syndrome caused by excessive doses of 

salicylic acid or salicylates.  [SALICYL(IC ACID) + -ISM.]

sa·li·ence (s7ùlK-Nns, s7lùyNns) also sa·li·en·cy (s7ùlK-Nn-sK, s7lùyNn-) n.  pl. 

sa·li·en·ces also sa·li·en·cies. 1. The quality or condition of being salient.  2. A 

pronounced feature or part; a highlight. 

sa·li·ent (s7ùlK-Nnt, s7lùyNnt) adj.  1. Projecting or jutting beyond a line or sur-

face; protruding.  2. Strikingly conspicuous; prominent.  See Synonyms at 

noticeable.  3. Springing; jumping:  salient tree toads.   —  n.  1. The area of a 

military defense, such as a battle line, that projects closest to the enemy.  2. A pro-

jecting angle or part.  [Latin saliKns, salient- present participle of salXre, to leap. 

See sel- in Appendix.] —saùli·ent·ly adv.  —saùli·ent·ness n. 

sa·li·en·tian (s7ÙlK-HnùshNn) n.  An amphibian of the order Salientia (formerly 

Anura or Batrachia), which includes the frogs and toads.  Also called anuran  —  
adj.  Of or belonging to the Salientia.  [From New Latin Salientia, order name, 

from Latin saliKns, salient- present participle of salXre, to leap. See SALIENT.]

sa·lif·er·ous (sN-lVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing or yielding salt. 

sa·lim·e·ter (sN-lVmùV-tNr)  or sa·lom·e·ter (-lmmù-) n.  A specially graduated 

hydrometer that directly indicates the concentration of salt in a solution.  Also 

called salinometer  —salÙi·metùric (s4lÙN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —sa·limùe·try n. 

sa·li·na (sN-lXùnN, -lKù-) n.  1. A salt marsh, spring, pond, or lake.  2. An area of 

land encrusted with salt.  3. A saltworks.  [Spanish, from Latin salXnae, salt pits, 

from feminine pl. of salXnus, of salt. See SALINE.]

Sa·li·na (sN-lXùnN)  A city of central Kansas north-northwest of Wichita. It is a 

processing, trade, and manufacturing center. Population, 42,303. 

Sa·li·nas (sN-lKùnNs)  A city of western California east-northeast of Monterey on 

the Salinas River, about 241 km (150 mi) long, near its outlet on Monterey Bay. 

The city is a processing center and the birthplace of John Steinbeck, who based 

many of his stories on the migratory farm workers of the Salinas Valley. Popula-

tion, 108,777. 

sa·line (s7ùlKnÙ, -lXnÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or containing salt; salty.  2. Of or 

relating to chemical salts.   —  n.  1. A salt of magnesium or of the alkalis, used in 

medicine as a cathartic.  2. A saline solution, especially one that is isotonic with 



blood and is used in medicine and surgery.  [Latin salXnus, from s7l, salt. See sal- 
in Appendix.] —sa·linùi·ty (sN-lVnùV-tK) n. 

Sal·in·ger (s4lùVn-jNr), J(erome) D(avid). Born 1919.  American writer whose 

works, most notably his novel The Catcher in the Rye (1951), often concern trou-

bled, sensitive adolescents. 

sal·i·nize (s4lùN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. sal·i·nized, sal·i·niz·ing, sal·i·niz·es. To treat with 

salt.   —salÙi·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

sal·i·nom·e·ter (s4lÙN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  1. An instrument that uses electrical con-

ductivity to measure the concentration of salt in a solution.  2.  See salimeter.  
—salÙi·no·metùric (-nN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —salÙi·nomùe·try n. 

Sa·lique (s7ùlVk, s4lùVk, s4-lKkù) adj.  Variant of Salic. 
Salis·bur·y (sôlzùbHrÙK, -brK)  1. A municipal borough of southern England 

northwest of Southampton on the edge of Salisbury Plain, a chalky plateau that 

is the site of Stonehenge. The city was chartered in 1220 and developed around its 

noted cathedral. Population, 35,700.  2. A city of southeast Maryland on the East-

ern Shore south of Dover, Delaware. It is a processing and manufacturing center. 

Population, 20,592.  3. A city of central North Carolina south-southwest of Win-

ston-Salem. During the Civil War the city was the site of one of the largest Con-

federate prisons. Population, 23,087.  4.  See Harare. 
Salisbury steak (sôlzùbHrÙK st7k) n.  A patty of ground beef mixed with eggs, 

milk, onions, and various seasonings and broiled, fried, or baked.  [After James 

Henry Salisbury (1823-1905), American physician.]

Sa·lish (s7ùlVsh) also Sa·lish·an (-lV-shNn) n.  1. A family of Native American 

languages of the northwest United States and British Columbia.  2. The group of 

Native American peoples speaking languages of the Salish family.  [Southern Inte-

rior Salish se’lish, Flatheads.] —Saùlish·an adj. 

sa·li·va (sN-lXùvN) n.  The watery mixture of secretions from the salivary and oral 

mucous glands that lubricates chewed food, moistens the oral walls, and contains 

ptyalin.  [Latin salXva.]

sal·i·var·y (s4lùN-vHrÙK) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or producing saliva.  2. Of or 

relating to a salivary gland. 

salivary gland (s4lùN-vHrÙK gl4nd) n.  A gland that secretes saliva, especially 

any of three pairs of large glands, the parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual, 

whose secretions enter the mouth and mingle in saliva. 

sal·i·vate (s4lùN-v7tÙ) v.  sal·i·vat·ed, sal·i·vat·ing, sal·i·vates.  —  v.  intr. To 

secrete or produce saliva.   —  v.  tr. To produce excessive salivation in.  [Latin 

salXv7re, salXv7t-, from salXva, saliva.]

sal·i·va·tion (s4lÙN-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of secreting saliva.  2. An 

abnormally abundant flow of saliva. 

Salk (sôlk), Jonas Edward. 1914-1995.  American microbiologist who devel-

oped the first effective killed-virus vaccine against polio (1954). 



Salk vaccine (sôlk v4k-sKnù) n.  A vaccine consisting of inactivated poliovi-

ruses, used to immunize against poliomyelitis.  [After Jonas Edward SALK.]

sal·let (s4lùVt) n.  A light, late medieval helmet with a brim flaring in the back, 

sometimes fitted with a visor.  [Middle English, from Old French sallade, from 

Old Spanish celada, or Old Italian celata both probably from Latin cael7ta (cassis), 

engraved (helmet), feminine past participle of cael7re, to engrave, from caelum, 

chisel. See CAELUM.]

sal·low1 (s4lùo) adj.  sal·low·er, sal·low·est. Of a sickly yellowish hue or com-

plexion.   —  v.  tr. sal·lowed, sal·low·ing, sal·lows. To make sallow.  [Middle 

English salowe, from Old English salo.] —salùlow·ly adv.  —salùlow·ness n. 

sal·low2 (s4lùo) n.  A broad-leaved European willow (Salix caprea) having large 

catkins that appear before the leaves and tough wood used as a source of charcoal.  

[Middle English, from Old English sealh.]

Sal·lust (s4lùNst), 86?-34? B.C.  Roman politician and historian known for his 

account of the conspiracy of Catiline. 

sal·ly (s4lùK) v.  intr. sal·lied, sal·ly·ing, sal·lies. 1. To rush out or leap forth 

suddenly.  2. To issue suddenly from a defensive or besieged position to attack an 

enemy.  3. To set out on a trip or an excursion:  sallied forth to see the world.   —  
n.  pl. sal·lies. 1. A sudden rush forward; a leap.  2. An assault from a defensive 

position; a sortie.  3. A sudden emergence into action or expression; an outburst.  

4. A sudden quick witticism; a quip.  See Synonyms at joke.  5. A venturing 

forth; a jaunt.  [From French saillie, a sally, from Old French, from feminine past 

participle of salir, to rush forward, from Latin salXre, to leap. See sel- in Appen-

dix.]

sal·ly lunn (s4lÙK lƒnù) n.  A somewhat sweet bread leavened with yeast.  [After 

Sally Lunn, 18th-century British baker.]

sally port (s4lùK pôrt) n.  A gate in a fortification designed for sorties. 

Sal·ma·cis (s4l-m7ùsVs) n.  Greek Mythology. A nymph who fell in love with Her-

maphroditus and became united with him in one body. 

sal·ma·gun·di (s4lÙmN-gƒnùdK) n.  pl. sal·ma·gun·dis. 1. A salad of chopped 

meat, anchovies, eggs, and onions, often arranged in rows on lettuce and served 

with vinegar and oil.  2. A mixture or an assortment; a potpourri.  [French 

salmigondis : probably from Old French salemine, salted food (from Vulgar Latin 

*sal7men); see SALAMI + Old French condir, to season (from Latin condXre); see 

CONDIMENT.]

sal·mi (s4lùmK) n.  pl. sal·mis. A highly spiced dish consisting of roasted game 

birds minced and stewed in wine.  [French salmis, short for salmigondis, salma-

gundi. See SALMAGUNDI.]

salm·on (s4mùNn) n.  pl. salmon or salm·ons. 1. Any of various large food 

and game fishes of the genera Salmo and Oncorhynchus, of northern waters, hav-

ing delicate pinkish flesh and characteristically swimming from salt to fresh water 



to spawn.  2. Color. A moderate, light, or strong yellowish pink to a moderate red-

dish orange or light orange.  [Middle English, from Old French saumon, from 

Latin salmo, salmon-. See sel- in Appendix.]

salm·on·ber·ry (s4mùNn-bHrÙK) n.  1. Any of several prickly shrubs of the 

genus Rubus, especially R. spectabilis of western North America, having trifoliate 

leaves and fragrant reddish flowers.  2. The edible salmon-colored, raspberrylike 

fruit of this plant. 

sal·mo·nel·la (s4lÙmN-nHlùN) n.  pl. sal·mo·nel·lae (-nHlùK)  or sal·mo·nel·las  
or salmonella. Any of various rod-shaped bacteria of the genus Salmonella, 

many of which are pathogenic, causing food poisoning, typhoid, and paraty-

phoid fever in human beings and other infectious diseases in domestic animals.  

[New Latin Salmonella, genus name, after Daniel Elmer Salmon (1850-1914), 

American pathologist.]

sal·mo·nel·lo·sis (s4lÙmN-nH-loùsVs) n.  pl. sal·mo·nel·lo·ses (-sKzÙ). Infec-

tion with salmonellae, characterized by intestinal problems and fever and caused 

especially by eating certain improperly stored or undercooked foods. 

salm·o·nid (s4mùN-nVd, s4lùmN-) adj.  Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the 

family Salmonidae, which includes the salmon, trout, and whitefish.  [From New 

Latin Salmonidae, family name, from Salmo, type genus, from Latin salmo, 

salmon-, salmon. See SALMON.] —salmùo·nid n. 

salm·o·noid (s4mùN-noidÙ, s4lùmN-) adj.  Of, belonging to, or characteristic of 

the suborder Salmonoidea.   —salmùo·noidÙ n. 

Sal·mon River (s4mùNn rVvùNr, s4lùmNn)  A river of central Idaho rising in the 

Salmon River Mountains and flowing about 684 km (425 mi) to the Snake 

River. The mountain range rises to 3,153.7 m (10,340 ft) at Twin Peaks. 

salmon trout (s4mùNn trout) n.  Any of various large trouts, especially the lake 

trout, the sea trout, or the steelhead. 

sal·ol (s4lùôlÙ, -olÙ, -mlÙ) n.  A white crystalline powder, C13H10O3, derived from 

salicylic acid and used in the manufacture of plastics and suntan oils and medici-

nally as an analgesic and antipyretic.  [Originally a trademark.]

Sa·lo·me (sN-loùmK, s4lùN-mKÙ)  In the New Testament, the daughter of Herodias 

and niece of Herod Antipas, who granted her the head of John the Baptist in 

return for her dancing. 

sa·lom·e·ter (sN-lmmùV-tNr) n.  Variant of salimeter. 
Sal·o·mon (s4lùN-mNn), Haym. 1740?-1785.  Polish-born American financier 

who helped fund the Continental Army during the American Revolution. 

sa·lon (sN-lmnù, s4lùmnÙ, s4-lôNù) n.  1. A large room, such as a drawing room, 

used for receiving and entertaining guests.  2. A periodic gathering of people of 

social or intellectual distinction.  3. A hall or gallery for the exhibition of works 

of art.  4. A commercial establishment offering a product or service related to 



fashion:  a beauty salon.  [French, from Italian salone, augmentative of sala, hall, 

of Germanic origin.]

Sa·lo·ni·ka (sN-lmnùV-kN, s4lÙN-nKùkN)  See Thessaloníki. 
sa·loon (sN-lunù) n.  1. A place where alcoholic drinks are sold and drunk; a 

tavern.  2. A large room or hall for receptions, public entertainment, or exhibi-

tions.  3. Nautical. a. The officers’ dining and social room on a cargo ship.  b. A 

large social lounge on a passenger ship.   4. Chiefly British. A sedan automobile.  

[French salon, salon. See SALON.]

sa·loon·keep·er (sN-lunùkKÙpNr) n.  One that owns or operates a drinking 

saloon. 

sa·loop (sN-lupù) n.  Archaic. A hot drink, sometimes used medicinally, made 

from salep, sassafras, or similar aromatic herbs.  [Alteration of SALEP.]

salp (s4lp) also sal·pa (s4lùpN) n.  Any of various free-swimming chordates of 

the genus Salpa, of warm seas, having a translucent, somewhat flattened, keglike 

body.  [From New Latin Salpa, genus name, from Latin, a kind of stockfish, from 

Greek salpK.] —salùpi·formÙ (s4lùpN-fôrmÙ) adj. 

salping- pref.  Salpinx:  salpingitis.  [From Greek salpinx, salping-, trumpet.]

sal·pin·gec·to·my (s4lÙpVn-jHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. sal·pin·gec·to·mies. Surgical 

removal of the fallopian tube.  Also called tubectomy 

sal·pin·ges (s4l-pVnùjKz) n.  Plural of salpinx. 
sal·pin·gi·tis (s4lÙpVn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the fallopian or eustachian 

tube. 

sal·pinx (s4lùpVngks) n.  pl. sal·pin·ges (s4l-pVnùjKz). 1. The fallopian tube.  

2. The eustachian tube.  [New Latin, from Greek salpinx, trumpet.] 
—sal·pinùgi·an (-pVnùjK-Nn, -jNn) adj. 

sal·sa (sälùsN) n.  1.  Also sar·sa (särùsN). Chiefly Southwestern U.S. A spicy sauce 

made of tomatoes, onions, and chili peppers, eaten with tortilla chips or other 

Mexican food.  2. Music. A popular form of Latin-American dance music, char-

acterized by Afro-Caribbean rhythms, Cuban big-band dance melodies, and ele-

ments of jazz and rock.  [American Spanish, from Spanish, sauce, from Old 

Spanish, from Vulgar Latin *salsa. See SAUCE.]

sal·si·fy (s4lùsN-fK, -fXÙ) n.  pl. sal·si·fies. 1. A European plant (Tragopogon por-

rifolius) having grasslike leaves, purple flower heads, and an edible taproot.  

2. The root of this plant, eaten as a vegetable. Regional. Also called oyster plant, 

vegetable oyster.  [French salsifis, from obsolete Italian (erba) salsifica.]

sal soda (s4l soùdN) n.  A hydrated sodium carbonate used as a general cleanser. 

salt (sôlt) n.  1. A colorless or white crystalline solid, chiefly sodium chloride, 

used extensively as a food seasoning and preservative.  Also called common salt, 

table salt.  2. A chemical compound formed by replacing all or part of the hydro-

gen ions of an acid with metal ions or electropositive radicals.  3. salts. Any of 

various mineral salts used as laxatives or cathartics.  4. salts. Smelling salts.  5.  



Often salts. Epsom salts.  6. An element that gives flavor or zest.  7. Sharp, lively 

wit.  8. Informal. A sailor, especially when old or experienced.  9. A saltcellar.   —  
adj.  1. Containing or filled with salt:  a salt spray; salt tears.  2. Having a salty 

taste or smell:  breathed the salt air.  3. Preserved in salt or a salt solution:  salt 

mackerel.  4. a. Flooded with seawater.  b. Found in or near such a flooded area:  

salt grasses    —  v.  tr. salt·ed, salt·ing, salts. 1. To add, treat, season, or sprin-

kle with salt.  2. To cure or preserve by treating with salt or a salt solution.  3. To 

provide salt for (deer or cattle).  4. To add zest or liveliness to:  salt a lecture with 

anecdotes.  5. To give an appearance of value to by fraudulent means, especially to 

place valuable minerals in (a mine) for the purpose of deceiving.   —phrasal 
verbs. salt away. To put aside; save.  salt out. To separate (a dissolved sub-

stance) by adding salt to the solution.   —idiom. worth (one’s) salt. Efficient 

and capable.  [Middle English, from Old English sealt. See sal- in Appendix.]

SALT abbr.  Strategic Arms Limitation Talks. 

Sal·ta (sälùtN, -tä)  A city of northwest Argentina north-northeast of Córdoba. 

Founded in 1582, it is a processing and shipping center in an agricultural region. 

Population, 260,744. 

salt-and-pep·per (sôltùNn-pHpùNr) adj.  Pepper-and-salt. 

sal·ta·rel·lo (s4lÙtN-rHlùo, sôlÙ-) n.  pl. sal·ta·rel·los or sal·ta·rel·li (-rHlùK). A 

lively Italian dance with a skipping step at the beginning of each measure.  [Ital-

ian, from saltare, to leap, from Latin salt7re. See SALTATION.]

sal·ta·tion (s4l-t7ùshNn, sôl-) n.  1. The act of leaping, jumping, or dancing.  

2. Discontinuous movement, transition, or development; advancement by leaps.  

3. Genetics. A single mutation that drastically alters the phenotype.  [Latin 

salt7tio, salt7tion-, from salt7tus, past participle of salt7re, to leap frequentative of 

salXre, to jump. See SALIENT.]

sal·ta·to·ri·al (s4lÙtN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-, sôlÙ-) adj.  1. Of or relating to leaping or 

dancing.  2. Adapted for or characterized by leaping. 

sal·ta·to·ry (s4lùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK, sôlù-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or adapted for 

leaping or dancing.  2. Proceeding by leaps rather than by smooth, gradual transi-

tions. 

salt·box (sôltùbmksÙ) n.  A frame house with two stories in front and one in 

back, topped by a roof with a long, often broken, rear slope. 

salt·bush (sôltùbtshÙ) n.  Any of several salt-tolerant plants of the genus Atri-

plex, especially A. hortensis of Asia, grown for greens and ornament. 

salt cake (sôlt k7k) n.  Impure sodium sulfate used in making paper pulp, soaps 

and detergents, glass, ceramic glazes, and dyes. 

salt·cel·lar (sôltùsHlÙNr) n.  A small dish for holding and dispensing salt.  [Alter-

ation of Middle English salt saler : salt, salt; see SALT + saler, saltcellar (from Old 

French saliere, from Medieval Latin sal7ria, from Latin, feminine of sal7rius, of 

salt, from s7l, sal-, salt); see sal- in Appendix.]



salt dome (sôlt dom) n.  Geology. An anticlinal fold with a columnar salt plug at 

its core. 

salt·er (sôlùtNr) n.  1. One that manufactures or sells salt.  2. One that treats 

meat, fish, or other foods with salt. 

salt·ern (sôlùtNrn) n.  A saltworks.  [Old English sealtærn : sealt, salt; see SALT + 

ærn, house.]

salt gland (sôlt gl4nd) n.  A specialized gland in marine animals that excretes 

the excess salt taken into the body. 

salt grass (sôlt gr4s) n.  Any of various grasses, especially North American 

perennial plants of the genus Distichlis, that grow in salt marshes and alkaline 

areas. 

salt hay (sôlt h7) n.  1. The wiry, tough stems of several species of salt-marsh 

rushes, especially Juncus gerardi, used as a garden mulch and packing material.  

2. Hay prepared from salt grass. 

Sal·til·lo (säl-tKùyo)  A city of northeast Mexico southwest of Monterrey. It was 

founded in 1575 and occupied by Zachary Taylor’s forces during the Mexican 

War. Population, 284,937. 

sal·tim·boc·ca (sälÙtVm-boùkN) n.  Scallops of veal, rolled and stuffed with sage, 

spiced ham, and cheese, sautéed and served with a wine sauce.  [Italian, contrac-

tion of salta in bocca, it leaps into the mouth  : salta, third person sing. of saltare, 

to leap (from Latin salt7re, to leap); see SALTATION + in, into (from Latin); see IN-2 

+ bocca, mouth (from Latin bucca, cheek, mouthful).]

sal·tine (sôl-tKnù) n.  A thin, crisp cracker sprinkled with coarse salt. 

sal·tire (sôlùtîrÙ, -tXrÙ, s4lù-) n.  Heraldry. An ordinary in the shape of a Saint 

Andrew’s cross, formed by the crossing of a bend and a bend sinister.  [Middle 

English sawtire, from Old French saultoir, stile, from saulter, to jump, from Latin 

salt7re. See SALTATION.]

salt·ish (sôlùtVsh) adj.  Somewhat salty. 

Salt Lake City (sôlt l7k sVtùK)  The capital and largest city of Utah, in the north-

central part of the state near Great Salt Lake. Brigham Young and his followers 

settled here in 1847 and established the community as the center of the Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Population, 159,936. 

salt lick (sôlt lVk) n.  1. A natural deposit of exposed salt that animals lick.  2. A 

block of salt or an artificial medicated saline preparation set out for cattle, sheep, 

or deer to lick. 

salt marsh (sôlt märsh) n.  Low coastal grassland frequently overflowed by the 

tide. 

salt-marsh caterpillar (sôltùmärshÙ k4tùNr-pVlÙNr) n.  The larva of a com-

mon tiger moth (Estigmene acrea) that feeds destructively on various grasses. 



Sal·ton Sea (sôlùtNn sK)  A saline lake of southeast California in the Imperial 

Valley. It was a salt-covered depression known as the Salton Sink until 1905, 

when flood waters of the Colorado River formed the lake. 

salt·pe·ter (sôltùpKùtNr) n.  1.  See potassium nitrate.  2.  See sodium 
nitrate.  3.  See niter.  [Middle English salpetre, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin s7lpetrae : Latin s7l, salt; see sal- in Appendix + Latin petrae, genitive of 

petra, rock (from Greek).]

Salt River (sôlt rVvùNr)  1. A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, rising in eastern 

Arizona and flowing generally west to the Gila River near Phoenix. It has been 

used for irrigation for many centuries.  2. A river rising in northeast Missouri and 

flowing about 322 km (200 mi) southeast to the Mississippi River. 

salt·shak·er (sôltùsh7ÙkNr) n.  A container with a perforated top for sprinkling 

table salt. 

salt·wa·ter  or salt-wa·ter (sôltùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) adj.  1. Relating to, consist-

ing of, or containing salt water:  a saltwater solution.  2. Inhabiting or occurring 

in seawater or salt water:  saltwater fish; the saltwater crocodile.  3. Done or used in 

salt water:  saltwater fishing; saltwater lures. 

salt·works (sôltùwûrksÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A place where salt 

is produced commercially. 

salt·wort (sôltùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Salsola, 

especially S. kali, native to the Old World, having stiff, awl-shaped prickly leaves 

and growing on sandy seashores.  2. A strong-smelling succulent shrub (Batis 

maritima) native to warm coastal regions of the New World, having unisexual 

flowers and thick leaves that are flattened on the upper surface. 

salt·y (sôlùtK) adj.  salt·i·er, salt·i·est. 1. Of, containing, or seasoned with salt.  

2. Suggestive of the sea or sailing life.  3. Witty; pungent:  salty humor.   
—saltùi·ly adv.  —saltùi·ness n. 

sa·lu·bri·ous (sN-luùbrK-Ns) adj.  Conducive or favorable to health or well-

being.  [From Latin sal7bris, from sal7s, health. See sol- in Appendix.] 
—sa·luùbri·ous·ly adv.  —sa·luùbri·ous·ness, sa·luùbri·ty (-brV-tK)  n. 

Sa·lu·da (sN-luùdN)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, of west-central South 

Carolina rising in the Blue Ridge and flowing southeast across the Piedmont to 

the Broad River. 

sa·lu·ki (sN-luùkK) n.  pl. sa·lu·kis. Any of an ancient breed of tall, slender dog 

developed in Arabia and Egypt and having a smooth, silky, variously colored coat.  

[Arabic sal7qXy, of Saluq, an ancient city of southern Arabia.]

sal·u·ret·ic (s4lÙyN-rHtùVk) n.  A drug that promotes excretion of salt in the urine.   
—  adj.  Relating to or causing excretion of salt. 

sal·u·tar·y (s4lùyN-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Effecting or designed to effect an improve-

ment; remedial:  salutary advice.  2. Favorable to health; wholesome:  a salutary 

climate.  [Middle English, from Old French salutaire, from Latin sal7t7ris, from 



sal7s, sal7t-, health. See sol- in Appendix.] —salÙu·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv.  

—salùu·tarÙi·ness n. 

sal·u·ta·tion (s4lÙyN-t7ùshNn) n.  1. a. A polite expression of greeting or good-

will.  b. salutations. Greetings indicating respect and affection; regards.   2. A 

gesture of greeting, such as a bow or kiss.  3. A word or phrase of greeting used to 

begin a letter.   —salÙu·taùtion·al adj. 

sa·lu·ta·to·ri·an (sN-luÙtN-tôrùK-Nn, -torù-) n.  The student with the second 

highest academic rank in a class who delivers the salutatory at graduation exer-

cises. 

sa·lu·ta·to·ry (sN-luùtN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) n.  pl. sa·lu·ta·to·ries. An opening or 

welcoming statement or address, especially one delivered at graduation exer-

cises.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or expressing a salutation. 

sa·lute (sN-lutù) v.  sa·lut·ed, sa·lut·ing, sa·lutes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To greet or 

address with an expression of welcome, goodwill, or respect.  2. To recognize (a 

superior) with a gesture prescribed by military regulations, as by raising the hand 

to the cap.  3. a. To honor formally and ceremoniously.  b. To express warm 

approval of; commend:  salute an organization for its humanitarian work.   4. To 

become noticeable to:  A foul smell saluted our nostrils.   —  v.  intr. To make a ges-

ture of greeting or respect.   —  n.  1. An act of greeting; a salutation.  2. a. An 

act or a gesture of welcome, honor, or courteous recognition:  a musical salute to 

the composer’s 90th birthday.  b. The position of the hand or rifle or the bodily 

posture of a person saluting a military superior.   3. A formal military display of 

honor or greeting, such as the firing of cannon.  [Middle English saluten, from 

Latin sal7t7re, from sal7s, sal7t-, health. See sol- in Appendix.] —sa·lutùer n. 

sal·va·ble (s4lùvN-bNl) adj.  That can be salvaged or saved:  salvable merchandise 

that survived the fire.  [From Late Latin salv7re, to save. See SALVAGE.]

Sal·va·dor (s4lùvN-dôrÙ, sälÙvN-dôrù) Formerly Ba·hi·a (bN-hKùN, bä-KùN).  A city 

of eastern Brazil on the Atlantic Ocean south-southwest of Recife. Founded in 

1549, it was the capital of the Portuguese possessions in the New World until 

1763. Population, 1,501,981. 

Sal·va·do·ran (s4lÙvN-dôrùNn, -dorù-)  or Sal·va·do·ri·an (-dôrùKNn, -dorù-) 

adj.  Of or relating to El Salvador or its people or culture.   —  n.  A native or 

inhabitant of El Salvador. 

sal·vage (s4lùvVj) n.  1. a. The rescue of a ship, its crew, or its cargo from fire or 

shipwreck.  b. The ship, crew, or cargo so rescued.  c. Compensation given to 

those who voluntarily aid in such a rescue.   2. a. The act of saving imperiled 

property from loss.  b. The property so saved.   3. Something saved from 

destruction or waste and put to further use.   —  v.  tr. sal·vaged, sal·vag·ing, 
sal·vag·es. 1. To save from loss or destruction.  2. To save (discarded or dam-

aged material) for further use.  [Obsolete French, from Old French salvaige, right 



of salvage, from Late Latin salv7re, from Latin salvus, safe. See sol- in Appendix.] 
—salÙvage·a·bilùi·ty n.  —salùvage·a·ble adj.  —salùvag·er n. 

sal·va·tion (s4l-v7ùshNn) n.  1. a. Preservation or deliverance from destruction, 

difficulty, or evil.  b. A source, means, or cause of such preservation or deliver-

ance.   2. Theology. a. Deliverance from the power or penalty of sin; redemption.  

b. The agent or means that brings about such deliverance.   3. Christian Science. 

The realization and demonstration of Life, Truth, and Love as supreme over all, 

carrying with it the destruction of the illusions of sin, sickness, and death.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Late Latin salv7tio, salv7tion-, from salv7tus, 

past participle of salv7re, to save. See SALVAGE.] —sal·vaùtion·al adj. 

Sal·va·tion Army (s4l-v7ùshNn ärùmK) n.  Abbr. SA An international evangeli-

cal and charitable organization founded in 1865 by William Booth as a London 

revival society and renamed in 1878. 

sal·va·tion·ism (s4l-v7ùshN-nVzÙNm) n.  Religious doctrine stressing salvation 

of the soul. 

Sal·va·tion·ist (s4l-v7ùshN-nVst) n.  1. A member of the Salvation Army.  

2. salvationist. One who preaches salvation; an evangelist.   —sal·vaùtion·ist 
adj. 

salve1 (s4v, säv) n.  1. An analgesic or medicinal ointment.  2. Something that 

soothes or heals; a balm.  3. Flattery or commendation.   —  v.  tr. salved, 
salv·ing, salves. 1. To soothe or heal with or as if with salve.  2. To ease the dis-

tress or agitation of; assuage:  salved my conscience by apologizing.  [Middle 

English, from Old English sealf.]

salve2 (s4lv) v.  tr. salved, salv·ing, salves. To salvage.  [Back-formation from 

SALVAGE, or SALVABLE.] —salùvor n. 

sal·ver (s4lùvNr) n.  A tray for serving food or drinks.  [Alteration of French salve, 

from Spanish salva, tasting of food to detect poison, salver, from salvar, to save, 

taste food to detect poison, from Late Latin salv7re, to save. See SALVAGE.]

sal·ver·form (s4lùvNr-fôrmÙ) adj.  Botany. Of, relating to, or being a gamopeta-

lous corolla having a slender tube and an abruptly expanded limb, as in phlox. 

sal·vi·a (s4lùvK-N) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Salvia in the mint family, 

having opposite leaves, a two-lipped corolla, and two stamens.  [Latin salvia, sage. 

See SAGE
2.]

sal·vif·ic (s4l-vVfùVk) adj.  Having the intention or power to bring about salvation 

or redemption: “the doctrine that only a perfect male form can incarnate God fully 

and be salvific” (Rita N. Brock).  [Late Latin salvificus : Latin salvus, safe; see SAFE 

+ Latin -ficus, -fic.] —sal·vifùi·cal·ly adv. 

sal·vo1 (s4lùvo) n.  pl. sal·vos or sal·voes. 1. a. A simultaneous discharge of 

firearms.  b. The simultaneous release of a rack of bombs from an aircraft.  

c. The projectiles or bombs thus released.   2. Something resembling a release or 

discharge of bombs or firearms, as: a. A sudden outburst, as of cheers or praise.  



b. A forceful verbal or written assault.   [Italian salva, from French salve, from 

Latin salvK, hail, imperative of salvKre, to be in good health, from salvus, safe. See 

sol- in Appendix.]

sal·vo2 (s4lùvo) n.  pl. sal·vos. 1. A mental provision or reservation.  2. Law. A 

saving clause.  3. An expedient for protecting one’s reputation or for soothing 

one’s conscience.  [Latin salvo (as in Medieval Latin salvo jure, saving the right), 

ablative of salvus, safe. See SAFE.]

sal vo·la·ti·le (s4l vo-l4tùl-K) n.  A solution of ammonium carbonate in alcohol 

or ammonia water, used in smelling salts.  [New Latin  : Latin s7l, salt + Latin 

vol7tile, flying.]

Sal·ween (s4lùwKnÙ)  A river of southeast Asia rising in eastern Tibet and flow-

ing about 2,816 km (1,750 mi) east then south through Burma into the Gulf of 

Martaban. 

Salz·burg (sôlzùbûrgÙ, sälzù-, zältsùbtrkÙ)  A city of west-central Austria near 

the German border southwest of Linz. Originally a Celtic settlement, it was later a 

Roman colony and is now a major music center and tourist resort. Population, 

139,426. 

Salz·git·ter (zältsùgVtÙNr)  A city of central Germany southeast of Hanover. First 

mentioned c. 1000, it is an important metallurgical center in a rich iron ore 

region. Population, 107,023. 

SAM abbr.  Surface-to-air missile. 

Sam. abbr.  Bible. Samuel. 

Sa·ma (säùmä) n.  An Austronesian language spoken in the Sulu Archipelago.  

Also called Samal 

Sa·mal (sä-mälù) n.  See Sama. 
Sa·mar (säùmärÙ)  An island of east-central Philippines in the Visayan Islands 

northeast of Leyte in the Samar Sea, an arm of the Pacific Ocean. The island 

was the first in the archipelago to be discovered by the Spaniards (1521). 

sam·a·ra (s4mùNr-N, sN-mârùN, -märùN) n.  Botany. A dry, indehiscent, winged, 

often one-seeded fruit, as of the ash, elm, or maple.  Also called key fruit [Latin, 

elm seed.]

Sa·mar·i·a (sN-m4rùK-N, -mârù-)  An ancient city of central Palestine in present-

day northwest Jordan. It was founded in the ninth century B.C. as the capital of 

the northern kingdom of Israel, also known as Samaria. Conquered by Sargon II 

in 721, it was destroyed in the second century and rebuilt by Herod the Great. 

According to tradition, Saint John the Baptist is buried here. 

Sa·mar·i·tan (sN-m4rùV-tn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Samaria.  2.  Often 

samaritan. A Good Samaritan.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Samaria or to Samar-

itans.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin Samarit7nus, from 

Greek SamaritKs, from Samareia, Samaria.]



sa·mar·i·um (sN-mârùK-Nm, -m4rù-) n.  Symbol Sm A silvery or pale gray metal-

lic rare-earth element found in monazite and bastnaesite and used as a dopant for 

laser materials, in infrared absorbing glass, and as a neutron absorber in certain 

nuclear reactors. Atomic number 62; atomic weight 150.35; melting point 

1,072˚C; boiling point 1,791˚C; specific gravity (approximately) 7.50; valence 2, 3.  

[SAMAR(SKITE) + -IUM.]

Sam·ar·kand (s4mùNr-k4ndÙ, sN-mNr-käntù)  A city of southern Uzbekistan 

southwest of Tashkent. Dating from the third or fourth millennium B.C., the city 

was conquered by Alexander the Great in 329, taken by the Arabs in the eighth 

century A.D., and destroyed by Genghis Khan c. 1220. It was rebuilt as a fabled 

center of great splendor and opulence when it became (c. 1370) the capital of 

Tamerlane’s empire. Population, 371,000. 

Sa·mar·ra (sN-märùN)  A city of north-central Iraq on the Tigris River north-

northwest of Baghdad. It was the capital of the Abbasside dynasty in the ninth 

century and is today a pilgrimage center for Shiite Muslims. Population, 24,746. 

sa·mar·skite (sN-märùskXtÙ, s4mùNr-) n.  A velvet-black mineral that is a com-

plex mixture of several rare-earth metals with niobium and tantalum oxide.  

[After Col. M. von Samarski, 19th-century Russian mining official.]

sam·ba (s4mùbN, sämù-) n.  1. A Brazilian ballroom dance of African origin.  

2. Music in 4/4 time for performing this dance.   —  v.  intr. sam·baed, 
sam·ba·ing, sam·bas. To perform this dance.  [Portuguese, possibly of African 

origin.]

sam·bal (sämùbäl) n.  A very spicy condiment or side dish of southeast Asia that 

is usually seasoned with hot chili peppers.  [Malay, from Tamil sambhar, from 

Prakrit sabbh7rei, he gathers, from Sanskrit sabbh7rayati, he causes to be 

brought together  : sam, together; see SANSKRIT + bharati, he carries, brings; see 

bher-1 in Appendix.]

sam·bar also sam·bur (s4mùbNr, sämù-) n.  A large deer (Cervus unicolor) of 

southern Asia, having three-tined antlers and a reddish-brown coat.  [Hindi 

s7mbar, from Sanskrit {ambaraU.]

Sam Browne belt (s4mù brounù bHlt) n.  A belt having a shoulder strap that 

runs diagonally across the chest, worn as part of a military or police uniform.  

[After Sir Samuel James Browne (1824-1901), British general.]

sam·bu·ca (s4m-buùkN, säm-buùkä) n.  An Italian liqueur made from elder-

berries and flavored with licorice.  [Italian, from feminine of sambuco, elder, 

from Latin samb7cus.]

sam·bur (s4mùbNr, sämù-) n.  Variant of sambar. 
same (s7m) adj.  1. Being the very one; identical:  the same boat we rented before.  

2. Similar in kind, quality, quantity, or degree.  3. Conforming in every detail:  

according to the same rules as before.  4. Being the one previously mentioned or 

indicated; aforesaid.   —  adv.  In the same way.   —  pron.  1. Someone or some-



thing identical with another.  2. Someone or something previously mentioned or 

described.  [Middle English, from Old Norse samr. See sem-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: same, identical, selfsame, very. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “not different in identity or nature from another or others”:

wore the same dress twice; gave identical answers; saw the selfsame quotation in two

newspapers; the very person who should have warned us. 

ANTONYM: different

USAGE NOTE: The expressions same and the same are sometimes used in place

of pronouns such as it or one, as in When you have filled out the form, please remit

same to this office. As this example suggests, the usage is associated chiefly with

commercial and legal language, and some critics have suggested that it should be

reserved for such contexts. But though the usage often does sound stilted, it oc-

curs with some frequency in informal writing, particularly in the phrase lack of

same, as in It is a question of money, or lack of same. And blind conformity to the

critical injunction would have deprived us of the famously laconic radio message

sent by a U.S. Navy officer during World War II: “Sighted sub, sank same.”

sa·mekh (säùmHk, -mNKH) n.  The 15th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew 

s7mek.]

same·ness (s7mùnVs) n.  1. The quality or condition of being the same.  2. A 

lack of variety or change; monotony. 

same-sex (s7mùsHksÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating to people of the same gender.  

2. Of or relating to people who are gay or homosexual.  

USAGE NOTE: Same-sex is a recent coinage that fills two needs. First, it is used

to denote the participation of one gender exclusive of the other. Thus, it is fre-

quently used of all-male or all-female education, as in same-sex classes and same-

sex schools. Second, same-sex provides a convenient substitute for homosexual in

contexts that do not warrant explicit reference to sexuality. It often appears in

phrases such as same-sex couples and same-sex marriages. Both the “single-gender”

and “homosexual” usages are acceptable to a large majority of the Usage Panel.

sam hill also Sam Hill (s4mù hVlù) n.  Slang. Used as an intensive:  What in sam 

hill is going on?  [Origin unknown.]

Sa·mi (s7ùmK) n.  pl. Sami or Sa·mis. See Lapp (n., sense 1). 

sam·iel (säm-yHlù) n.  See simoom.  [Turkish samyeli : sam, poisonous + yel, 

wind.]

sam·i·sen (s4mùV-sHnÙ) n.  Music. A Japanese instrument resembling a banjo, 

having a very long neck and three strings played with a plectrum.  [Japanese  : 

sami, three + sen, string.]



sam·ite (s4mùXtÙ, s7ùmXtÙ) n.  A heavy silk fabric, often interwoven with gold or 

silver, worn in the Middle Ages.  [Middle English samit, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin examitum, from Medieval Greek hexamiton, from Greek, neuter 

of hexamitos, of six threads  : hexa-, hexa- + mitos, warp thread.]

sa·miz·dat (säùmVz-dätÙ, sN-myVz-dätù) n.  1. a. The secret publication and dis-

tribution of government-banned literature in the Soviet Union.  b. The literature 

produced by this system.   2. An underground press.  [Russian  : sam, self; see 

sem-1 in Appendix + izdatel’stvo, publishing house (from izdat’, to publish, on 

the model of Gosizdát, State Publishing House  : iz, from, out of; see eghs in 

Appendix + dat’, to give); see do- in Appendix.]

sam·let (s4mùlVt) n.  A young salmon.  [SA(L)M(ON) + -LET.]

Sam·ni·um (s4mùnK-Nm)  An ancient country of central and southern Italy. The 

expansionist desires of its rulers led to the Samnite Wars (343-290 B.C.) and the 

ultimate defeat of Samnium by Rome.   —Samùnite (s4mùnXtÙ) adj.  & n. 

Sa·mo·a (sN-moùN)  An island group of the southern Pacific Ocean east-north-

east of Fiji, divided between American Samoa and Western Samoa. The 

islands were originally populated by Polynesians perhaps as early as 1000 B.C. and 

were first sighted by European explorers in 1722. Dual administration of the 

archipelago was established by treaty in 1899. 

Sa·mo·an (sN-moùNn) adj.  Of or relating to Samoa or its people, language, or 

culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Samoa.  2. The Polynesian language 

of Samoa. 

Sa·mos (s7ùmmsÙ, s4mùos, säùmôs)  An island of eastern Greece in the Aegean 

Sea off the western coast of Turkey. First inhabited in the Bronze Age, it was later 

colonized by Ionian Greeks and became an important commercial and maritime 

power in the sixth century B.C. Subsequently controlled by Persia, Athens, Sparta, 

Rome, Byzantium, and the Ottoman Empire, the island became part of modern-

day Greece in 1913. 

sa·mo·sa (sN-moùsN, sä-moùsä) n.  A small fried turnover of Indian origin that is 

filled with seasoned vegetables or meat and served hot.  [Urdu.]

Sam·o·set (s4mùN-sHtÙ), Died c. 1653.  Native American leader and friend of the 

early colonists. He was the first to sell land to the Pilgrims (1625). 

Sam·o·thrace (s4mùN-thr7sÙ)  or Sam·o·thrá·ki (säÙmô-thräùkK)  An island of 

northeast Greece in the northeast Aegean Sea off the coast of European Turkey. 

The famed Winged Victory of Samothrace, now at the Louvre in Paris, was 

sculpted c. 200 B.C. and found on the island in 1863. 

sam·o·var (s4mùN-värÙ) n.  A metal urn with a spigot, used to boil water for tea 

and traditionally having a chimney and heated by coals.  [Russian  : samo, self; see 

sem-1 in Appendix + varit’, to boil.]

Sam·o·yed also Sam·o·yede (s4mùN-yHdÙ, -oi-HdÙ, sN-moiùVd) n.  1.  See 

Nenets.  2. Any of a breed of medium-sized dog originally developed in north-



ern Eurasia, having a thick, long, white or cream-colored coat.  [Obsolete Russian 

samoyed (samo-, self; see samovar + -ed, eater); see ed- in Appendix, alteration 

of Sami s7m‘ em‘ne, land of the Sami.] —Samùo·yedÙ, SamÙo·yedùic adj. 

samp (s4mp) n.  New England. Cornmeal mush.  [Narragansett nasàump.]

sam·pan (s4mùp4nÙ) n.  Nautical. A flat-bottomed Asian skiff usually propelled 

by two oars.  [Chinese (Mandarin) s7n b5n : s7n, three + b5n, board.]

sam·phire (s4mùfXrÙ) n.  1.  See glasswort.  2. An Old World coastal plant 

(Crithmum maritimum) having fleshy compound leaves and small white flowers 

grouped in compound umbels.  [Alteration of French herbe de Saint Pierre, from 

Saint Pierre, Saint Peter.]

sam·ple (s4mùpNl) n.  1. a. A portion, piece, or segment that is representative of 

a whole.  b. An entity that is representative of a class; a specimen.  See Synonyms 

at example.   2. Statistics. A set of elements drawn from and analyzed to esti-

mate the characteristics of a population. In this sense, also calledsampling  —  v.  

tr. sam·pled, sam·pling, sam·ples. To take a sample of, especially to test or 

examine by a sample:  the restaurant critic who must sample a little of everything.   
—  adj.  Serving as a representative or an example:  sample test questions; a sample 

piece of fabric.  [Partly Middle English (from Anglo-Norman), and partly short 

for Middle English ensample (from Anglo-Norman) both from Latin exemplum. 

See EXAMPLE.]

sam·pler (s4mùplNr) n.  1. One who is employed to take and appraise samples, 

as of a food product.  2. A mechanical device that is used to obtain and analyze 

samples.  3. A decorative piece of cloth embroidered with various designs or mot-

toes in a variety of stitches, serving as an example of skill at needlework.  4. a. A 

representative collection or selection:  a sampler of American short-story writers.  

b. A variety; an assortment.   [Senses 3 and 4, partly Middle English, model 

(from Anglo-Norman *essamplur), and partly short for Middle English ensampler 

(from Anglo-Norman ensamplour) both from Late Latin exempl7rium, model, 

copy, from Latin, copy. See EXEMPLAR.]

sam·pling (s4mùplVng) n.  1. Statistics. See sample (n., sense 2).  2. a. The act, 

process, or technique of selecting an appropriate sample.  b. A small portion, 

piece, or segment selected as a sample.  

sampling distribution (s4mùplVng dVsÙtrN-byuùshNn) n.  Statistics. The dis-

tribution of a statistic, such as occurs when a number of sample means are calcu-

lated for a given population. 

sampling gate (s4mùplVng g7t) n.  Electronics. A circuit that produces an out-

put only when first activated by a preliminary pulse. 

Samp·son (s4mpùsNn), Deborah. 1760-1827.  American Revolutionary soldier 

who fought disguised as a man (1782-1783) and was wounded twice before her 

secret was discovered. In 1818 she was granted a full veteran’s pension. 



sam·sa·ra (sNm-särùN) n.  Hinduism & Buddhism. The eternal cycle of birth, suf-

fering, death, and rebirth.  [Sanskrit sabs7raU, course of life, samsara  : sam, 

together; see sem-1 in Appendix + sarati, it flows.]

Sam·son1 (s4mùsNn)  In the Old Testament, the Israelite judge and powerful 

warrior who was betrayed to the Philistines by Delilah. 

Sam·son2 (s4mùsNn) n.  A man of great physical strength.   —Sam·soùni·an 
(s4m-soùnK-Nn) adj. 

Sam·sun (säm-sunù)  A city of northern Turkey northeast of Ankara on Sam-
sun Bay, an inlet of the Black Sea. In ancient times Samsun was an important 

Greek colony. Population, 198,749. 

Sam·u·el (s4mùyu-Nl) n.  Bible. 1. Hebrew judge and prophet of the 11th cen-

tury B.C. who anointed Saul as king.  2.  Abbr. Sam., S A book of the Bible.  See 

Table at Bible. 
Sam·u·el·son (s4mùyu-Nl-sNn, -ytl-sNn), Paul Anthony. Born 1915.  Amer-

ican economist who wrote the classic textbook Economics (1948) and advised 

Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. He won the 1970 Nobel Prize 

for improving the analytical methods used in economic theory. 

Sam·u·els·son (s4mùyu-Nl-sNn), Bengt Ingemar. Born 1934.  Swedish phy-

sician and biochemist. He shared a 1982 Noble Prize for research on prostaglan-

dins. 

sam·u·rai (s4mùN-rXÙ) n.  pl. samurai or sam·u·rais. 1. The Japanese feudal 

military aristocracy.  2. A professional warrior belonging to this class.  [Japanese, 

warrior.]

san also -san (sän) n.  Used as a courtesy title in Japanese-speaking areas as a suf-

fix to the given name, surname, or title of the person being addressed, regardless 

of age or gender:  Yamamoto san; sensei-san.  [Japanese -san.]

San (sän) n.  pl. San or Sans. 1. A member of a traditionally nomadic hunting 

people of southwest Africa.  2. Any of the Khoisan languages of the San.  Also 

called Bushman [Khoikhoin (Nama)  : sa, to pick up from the ground, gather + -

n, common gender pl. suff.]

Sa·na  or Sa·n’a  or Sa·naa (sä-näù)  The capital of Yemen, in the western part 

of the country. Settled in ancient times, it became the capital of North Yemen in 

1962 and the capital of united North Yemen and Southern Yemen in 1990. Popu-

lation, 277,800. 

San An·dre·as Fault (s4n 4n-dr7ùNs fôlt)  A major zone of fractures in the 

earth’s crust extending along the coastline of California from the northwest part 

of the state to the Gulf of California. Movement of the tectonic plates along the 

fault has caused numerous tremors, including the devastating San Francisco 

earthquake of 1906. 



San An·ge·lo (sän 4nùjN-loÙ)  A city of west-central Texas south-southwest of 

Abilene. A notorious frontier town in the 1870’s, it grew after the coming of the 

railroad in 1888. Population, 84,474. 

San An·to·ni·o (sän 4n-toùnK-oÙ)  A city of south-central Texas southwest of 

Austin on the San Antonio River, flowing about 322 km (200 mi) southeast to 

San Antonio Bay on the Gulf of Mexico. The city was founded as a Franciscan 

mission in 1718 and is the site of the Alamo, which was besieged and captured by 

Mexican forces in February-March 1836. Population, 935,933. 

San Antonio Peak (sän 4n-toùnK-oÙ pKk)  A mountain, 3,074.4 m (10,080 ft) 

high, of the San Gabriel Mountains in southern California. It is the highest peak 

in the range. 

san·a·tar·i·um (s4nÙN-târùK-Nm) n.  Variant of sanatorium. 
san·a·tive (s4nùN-tVv) adj.  Having the power to cure; healing or restorative:  a 

sanative environment of mountains and fresh air.  [Middle English sanatif, from 

Old French, from Late Latin s7n7tXvus, from Latin s7n7tus, past participle of 

s7n7re, to heal. See SANATORIUM.]

san·a·to·ri·um (s4nÙN-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-) also san·a·tar·i·um (-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. 

san·a·to·ri·ums or san·a·to·ri·a (-tôrùK-N, -torù-) also san·a·tar·i·ums  or 

san·a·tar·i·a (-târùK-N). 1. An institution for the treatment of chronic diseases or 

for medically supervised recuperation.  2. A resort for improvement or mainte-

nance of health, especially for convalescents.  Also called sanitarium [From neuter 

of Late Latin s7n7torius, curative, from Latin s7n7tus, past participle of s7n7re, to 

heal, from s7nus, healthy.]

san·be·ni·to (s4nÙbN-nKùto) n.  pl. san·be·ni·tos. A garment of sackcloth worn 

at an auto-da-fé of the Spanish Inquisition by condemned heretics, being yellow 

with red crosses for the penitent and black with painted flames and devils for the 

impenitent.  [Spanish sambenito, from SAN BENITO, Saint Benedict of Nursia 

(from its similarity to the scapular supposedly introduced by him).]

San Be·ni·to (sän bN-nKùto)  A city of extreme southern Texas north of 

Brownsville. It is a processing and shipping center and a winter resort. Popula-

tion, 20,125. 

San Ber·nar·di·no (sän bûrÙnN-dKùno, -nNr-)  A city of southern California at 

the foot of the San Bernardino Mountains east of Los Angeles. The site was first 

explored in 1772, named in 1810, and laid out as a city in the 1850’s. Population, 

164,164. 

San Bernardino Mountains (sän bûrÙnN-dKùno mounùtNnz)  A mountain 

range of southern California in the Coast Ranges south of the Mojave Desert. It 

rises to 3,507.2 m (11,499 ft) at San Gorgonio Mountain. 

San Bernardino Pass (sän bûrÙnN-dKùno p4s)  A pass, about 2,065 m (6,770 

ft) high, through the Lepontine Alps in southeast Switzerland. It is thought to 

have been in use since prehistoric times. 



San Ber·nar·do (s4n bNr-närùdo, sän bHr-närùthô)  A city of central Chile, an 

industrial suburb of Santiago. Population, 117,132. 

San Blas (s4n bl4sù, sän bläsù), Gulf of. An inlet of the Caribbean Sea on the 

northern coast of Panama east of the Panama Canal. 

San Bru·no (s4n bruùno)  A city of western California, a residential suburb of 

San Francisco on San Francisco Bay. Population, 38,961. 

San Car·los (sän kärùlNs)  A city of western California southeast of San Fran-

cisco. It is mainly residential. Population, 26,167. 

San Cle·men·te (sän klN-mHnùtK)  A city of southern California on the Pacific 

Ocean southeast of Long Beach. It is a popular resort center. Population, 41,100. 

San Clemente Island (sän klN-mHnùtK XùlNnd)  An island of southern Cali-

fornia in the Santa Barbara Islands south of Santa Catalina Island. 

San Cris·tó·bal (s4n krVs-toùbNl, sänÙ krK-stôùväl)  A city of extreme western 

Venezuela in a mountainous region near the Colombian border south-southwest 

of Maracaibo. Founded in 1561, it was severely damaged by an earthquake in 

1875. Population, 280,000. 

sanc·ta (s4ngkùtN) n.  A plural of sanctum. 
sanc·ti·fy (s4ngkùtN-fXÙ) v.  tr. sanc·ti·fied, sanc·ti·fy·ing, sanc·ti·fies. 1. To 

set apart for sacred use; consecrate.  2. To make holy; purify.  3. To give religious 

sanction to, as with an oath or a vow:  sanctify a marriage.  4. To give social or 

moral sanction to.  5. To make productive of holiness or spiritual blessing.  [Mid-

dle English sanctifien, alteration of seintefien, from Old French saintifier, from 

Late Latin s7nctific7re : Latin s7nctus, holy, from past participle of sancXre, to con-

secrate; see sak- in Appendix + Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —sancÙti·fi·caùtion (-fV-
k7ùshNn) n.  —sancùti·fiÙer n. 

sanc·ti·mo·ni·ous (s4ngkÙtN-moùnK-Ns) adj.  Feigning piety or righteousness.  

See Synonyms at religious.  —sancÙti·moùni·ous·ly adv.  

—sancÙti·moùni·ous·ness n. 

sanc·ti·mo·ny (s4ngkùtN-moÙnK) n.  Feigned piety or righteousness; hypocriti-

cal devoutness or high-mindedness.  [Obsolete French sanctimonie, from Latin 

s7nctimonia, sacredness, from s7nctus, holy. See SANCTIFY.]

sanc·tion (s4ngkùshNn) n.  1. Authoritative permission or approval that makes a 

course of action valid.  See Synonyms at permission.  2. Support or encourage-

ment, as from public opinion or established custom.  3. A consideration, an 

influence, or a principle that dictates an ethical choice.  4. a. A law or decree.  

b. The penalty for noncompliance specified in a law or decree.   5. A penalty, 

specified or in the form of moral pressure, that acts to ensure compliance or con-

formity.  6. A coercive measure adopted usually by several nations acting together 

against a nation violating international law.   —  v.  tr. sanc·tioned, 
sanc·tion·ing, sanc·tions. 1. To give official authorization or approval to: “The 

president, we are told, has sanctioned greed at the cost of compassion” (David 



Rankin).  2. To encourage or tolerate by indicating approval.  See Synonyms at 

approve.  [Middle English, enactment of a law, from Old French, ecclesiastical 

decree, from Latin s7nctio, s7nction-, binding law, penal sanction, from s7nctus, 

holy. See SANCTIFY.]

sanc·ti·ty (s4ngkùtV-tK) n.  pl. sanc·ti·ties. 1. Holiness of life or disposition; 

saintliness.  2. The quality or condition of being considered sacred; inviolability.  

3. Something considered sacred.  [Middle English saunctite, from Old French 

sainctite, from Latin s7nctit7s, from s7nctus, sacred. See SANCTIFY.]

sanc·tu·ar·y (s4ngkùchu-HrÙK) n.  pl. sanc·tu·ar·ies. 1. a. A sacred place, 

such as a church, temple, or mosque.  b. The holiest part of a sacred place, as the 

part of a Christian church around the altar.   2. a. A sacred place, such as a 

church, in which fugitives formerly were immune to arrest.  b. Immunity to 

arrest afforded by a sanctuary.   3. A place of refuge or asylum.  4. A reserved area 

in which birds and other animals, especially wild animals, are protected from 

hunting or molestation.  See Synonyms at shelter.  [Middle English, from Old 

French sainctuarie, from Late Latin s7nctu7rium, from Latin s7nctus, sacred. See 

SANCTIFY.]

sanc·tum (s4ngkùtNm) n.  pl. sanc·tums or sanc·ta (-tN). 1. A sacred or holy 

place.  2. A private place where one is free from intrusion.  [Late Latin s7nctum, 

from Latin, neuter of s7nctus, sacred. See SANCTIFY.]

sanctum sanc·to·rum (s4ngkùtNm s4ngk-tôrùNm, -torù-) n.  1. Judaism. The 

innermost shrine of a tabernacle and temple; the holy of holies.  2. An inviolably 

private place:  The clubhouse was their sanctum sanctorum.  [Late Latin s7nctum 

s7nctorum (translation of Greek to hagion ton hagion, translation of Hebrew qode≥ 

haqqod7≥îm) : s7nctum, holy place + s7nctorum, genitive pl. of s7nctum, holy 

place.]

Sanc·tus (s4ngkùtNs) n.  pl. Sanc·tus·es. A hymn of praise sung at the end of 

the Preface in many Eucharistic liturgies.  [Middle English, from Late Latin 

S7nctus, from Latin s7nctus, holy (from the first word of the hymn). See SANC-

TIFY.]

sand (s4nd) n.  1. a. Small, loose grains of worn or disintegrated rock.  

b. Geology. A sedimentary material, finer than a granule and coarser than silt, 

with grains between 0.06 and 2.0 millimeters in diameter.   2.  Often sands. A 

tract of land covered with sand, as a beach or desert.  3. a. The loose, granular, 

gritty particles in an hourglass.  b. sands. Moments of allotted time or duration: 

“The sands are numb’red that makes up my life” (Shakespeare).   4. Slang. Cour-

age; stamina; perseverance: “She had more sand in her than any girl I ever see; in 

my opinion she was just full of sand” (Mark Twain).  5. Color. A light grayish 

brown to yellowish gray.   —  v.  tr. sand·ed, sand·ing, sands. 1. To sprinkle or 

cover with or as if with sand.  2. To polish or scrape with sand or sandpaper.  



3. To mix with sand.  4. To fill up (a harbor) with sand.  [Middle English, from 

Old English.]

Sand (s4nd, säNd), George. Pen name of Amandine Aurore Lucie Dupin, Bar-

oness Dudevant. 1804-1876.  French writer whose novels, plays, and essays con-

cern the freedom and independence of women. Among her works are the novels 

Lélia (1833) and Consuelo (1842). 

San·da·kan (s4n-däùkNn, sän-däùkän)  A city of Malaysia in northern Borneo 

on Sandakan Harbor, an inlet of the Sulu Sea. It was the capital of British 

North Borneo until 1947. Population, 73,144. 

san·dal1 (s4nùdl) n.  1. A shoe consisting of a sole fastened to the foot by thongs 

or straps.  2. A low-cut shoe fastened to the foot by an ankle strap.  3. A rubber 

overshoe cut very low and covering little more than the sole of the shoe.  4. A 

strap or band for fastening a low shoe or slipper on the foot.  [Middle English, 

from Old French sandale, from Latin sandalium, from Greek sandalion, diminu-

tive of sandalon, sandal.] —sanùdaled adj. 

san·dal2 (s4nùdl) n.  Sandalwood.  [Middle English, from Old French sandale 

(possibly via Late Greek santalon), from Arabic }andal, from Sanskrit candanam.]

san·dal·wood (s4nùdl-wtdÙ) n.  1. Any of several tropical Asian trees of the 

genus Santalum, especially S. album, having aromatic yellowish heartwood used 

in cabinetmaking and wood carving and yielding an oil used in perfumery.  

2. Any of several tropical Asian trees of the genera Adenanthera, Myroporum, and 

Pterocarpus.  3. The wood of any of these trees.  4. Color. A light to moderate or 

grayish brown. 

san·da·rac (s4nùdN-r4kÙ) n.  1. A coniferous evergreen tree (Tetraclinis articu-

lata) of Spain and northern Africa, having flattened branches, scalelike leaves, 

and bark that yields a hard, brittle, translucent resin used in varnishes.  2. The 

resin of this tree.  [Middle English sandaracha, from Latin, red pigment, from 

Greek sandarakK, realgar.]

sand·bag (s4ndùb4gÙ) n.  A bag filled with sand and used as ballast, in the for-

mation of protective walls, or as a weapon.   —  v.  tr. sand·bagged, 
sand·bag·ging, sand·bags. 1. To put sandbags in or around.  2. a. To hit with 

or as if with a sandbag.  b. Slang. To treat severely or unjustly.  c. Slang. To force 

by crude means; coerce.    —sandùbagÙger n. 

sand·bank (s4ndùb4ngkÙ) n.  A ridge of sand forming a mound, shoal, or hill-

side. 

sand·bar (s4ndùbärÙ) n.  A ridge of sand formed in a river or along a shore by 

the action of waves or currents. 

sand·blast (s4ndùbl4stÙ) n.  1. a. A blast of air or steam carrying sand at high 

velocity to etch glass or to clean stone or metal surfaces.  b. A machine used to 

apply such a blast.   2. A strong wind carrying sand along.   —  v.  tr. 



sand·blast·ed, sand·blast·ing, sand·blasts. To apply a sandblast to (a build-

ing, for example).   —sandùblastÙer n. 

sand-blind (s4ndùblXndÙ) adj.  Having poor vision; partially blind.  [Middle 

English, from Old English *s7mblind : s7m-, half; see sKmi- in Appendix + blind, 

blind; see BLIND.] —sandùblindÙness n. 

sand·box (s4ndùbmksÙ) n.  1. A low box filled with sand for children to play in.  

2. A litter box, especially for a cat. 

sandbox tree (s4ndùbmksÙ trK) n.  A tropical American tree (Hura crepitans) 

having an irritating milky juice, a spiny trunk, and large woody seed capsules that 

split explosively when ripe.  [So called because the capsules were formerly used to 

hold sand for drying ink.]

sand·bur (s4ndùbûrÙ) n.  1. Any of several grasses of the genus Cenchrus, espe-

cially C. tribuloides, of the eastern United States and tropical America, having a 

spiny burlike envelope that surrounds several one-grained spikelets.  2. The bur-

like envelope of any of these plants.  Also called sandspur 

Sand·burg (s4ndùbûrgÙ, s4nù-), Carl. 1878-1967.  American writer known for 

his free verse poems celebrating American people, geography, and industry and 

for his six-volume biography Abraham Lincoln (1926-1939). His collections of 

poetry include Cornhuskers (1918) and Smoke and Steel (1920). 

sand-cast (s4ndùk4stÙ) v.  tr. sand-·cast, sand-·cast·ing, sand-·casts. To 

make (a casting) by pouring molten metal into a sand mold. 

sand casting (s4nd k4sùtVng) n.  A casting made in a mold of sand. 

sand·cas·tle (s4ndùk4sÙNl) n.  1. A castlelike structure built of wet sand, as by 

children at a beach.  2. Something that lacks substance or significance. 

sand crack (s4nd kr4k) n.  A fissure in the side of a horse’s hoof, often causing 

lameness. 

sand dab (s4nd d4b) n.  Any of several small food fishes of the genus Citharich-

thys of Pacific waters, related to and resembling the flounders. 

sand dollar (s4nd dmlùNr) n.  Any of various thin, circular echinoderms of the 

class Echinoidea, especially Echinarachnius parma, of sandy ocean bottoms of the 

northern Atlantic and Pacific. 

sand eel (s4nd Kl) n.  See sand lance. 
sand·er (s4nùdNr) n.  One that sands, especially: a. A device that spreads sand on 

roads.  b. Such a device together with the truck that carries it.  c. A machine hav-

ing a powered abrasive-covered disk or belt, used for smoothing or polishing sur-

faces:  a floor sander.  

sand·er·ling (s4nùdNr-lVng) n.  A small shore bird (Crocethia alba) related to the 

sandpipers, having predominantly gray and white plumage.  [Perhaps from SAND 

+ -LING
1.]

sand·fish (s4ndùfVshÙ) n.  pl. sandfish or sand·fish·es. 1. Any of various 

marine fishes that live or burrow in sandy or muddy bottoms, as a scaleless fish of 



the family Trichodontidae of the northern Pacific.  2. A slender fish (Gonorhyn-

chus gonorhynchus) of the Pacific and Indian oceans, characterized by an angular 

snout. In this sense, also calledbeaked salmon 

sand flea (s4nd flK) n.  1. Any of various small crustaceans living on sandy 

beaches.  2.  See chigoe (n., sense 1). 

sand fly (s4nd flX) n.  Any of various small biting flies of the genus Phlebotomus 

of tropical areas, some of which transmit diseases. 

sand·fly fever (s4ndùflXÙ fKùvNr) n.  A mild viral disease transmitted by the bite 

of the sand fly (Phlebotomus papatasii), characterized by fever, malaise, eye pain, 

and headache.  Also called pappataci fever, phlebotomus fever. 

sand grouse (s4nd grous) n.  Any of various pigeonlike birds of the genus 

Pterocles and related genera, of arid and semiarid regions of the Old World. 

san·dhi (s4nùdK, sänù-) n.  Linguistics. Modification of the sound of a morpheme 

in certain phonetic contexts, as the difference between the pronunciation of don’t 

in don’t you and in don’t we.  [Sanskrit sabdhiU, union, sandhi  : sam, together; see 

sem-1 in Appendix + dadh7ti, dhX-, he places; see dhK- in Appendix.]

sand·hill crane (s4ndùhVlÙ kr7n) n.  A North American crane (Grus canadensis) 

having gray plumage and a bald red forehead. 

sand·hog (s4ndùhôgÙ, -hmgÙ) n.  Slang. A laborer who works inside a caisson, as 

in the construction of underwater tunnels. 

sand hopper (s4nd hmpùNr) n.  See beach flea. 
Sand·hurst (s4ndùhûrstÙ)  A village of south-central England southeast of 

Reading. Its famed Royal Military College (now Academy) was founded in the 

1790’s. 

San·di·a Peak  or San·di·a Crest (s4n-dKùN pKk)  A mountain, 3,256.2 m 

(10,676 ft) high, in the Sandia Mountains of north-central New Mexico north-

east of Albuquerque. 

San Di·e·go (s4n dK-7ùgo)  A city of southern California on San Diego Bay, 
an inlet of the Pacific Ocean near the Mexican border. The bay was first explored 

by the Spanish in 1542 although the area was not settled until the 1700’s. A noted 

zoological park is located in the city, which is a major port of entry and a com-

mercial, industrial, and research center. Population, 1,110,549. 

San Di·mas (sän dKùmNs)  A city of southern California east of Los Angeles. It is 

a residential community in a citrus-growing area. Population, 32,397. 

San·di·no (s4n-dKùno, sän-dKùnô), César Augusto. 1893-1934.  Nicaraguan 

guerrilla leader who took up arms (1927-1933) against the American troops sup-

porting the government in Nicaragua. He was assassinated after a meeting with 

government officials in 1934. 

S & L abbr.  Savings and loan association. 



sand lance (s4nd l4ns) n.  Any of several small marine fishes of the genus 

Ammodytes, having a slender body with a forked tail fin and often burrowing in 

the sand of tidelands.  Also called launce, sand eel. 

sand lily (s4nd lVlùK) n.  A low-growing plant (Leucocrinum montanum) of the 

western United States, having grasslike leaves and fragrant, white, star-shaped 

flowers. 

sand·lot (s4ndùlmtÙ) n.  Sports & Games. A vacant lot used especially by children 

for unorganized sports and games.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or played in a sand-

lot:  sandlot baseball.   —sandùlotÙter n. 

S & M  or s & m abbr.  Psychology. Sadomasochism. 

sand·man (s4ndùm4nÙ) n.  A character in fairy tales and folklore who makes 

children go to sleep by sprinkling sand in their eyes. 

sand painting (s4nd p7nùtVng) n.  1. A ceremonial design of the Navajo and 

Pueblo peoples made by trickling fine colored sand, pollen, or powder onto a base 

of neutral sand.  2. The art of making designs with colored sand. 

sand·pa·per (s4ndùp7ÙpNr) n.  Heavy paper coated on one side with sand or 

other abrasive material and used for smoothing surfaces.   —  v.  tr. 

sand·pa·pered, sand·pa·per·ing, sand·pa·pers. To rub with or as if with 

sandpaper.   —sandùpaÙper·y adj. 

sand pear (s4nd pâr) n.  1. A Chinese tree (Pyrus pyrifolia) of the rose family, 

having edible, globose, firm, juicy fruit.  2. The fruit of this plant.  Also called 

Asian pear, Chinese pear. 

sand·pi·per (s4ndùpXÙpNr) n.  Any of various small wading birds of the family 

Scolopacidae, usually having a long, straight, sensitive bill with which it picks up 

insects, worms, and soft mollusks in mud and sand. 

sand·pit (s4ndùpVtÙ) n.  A large, deep pit in sandy ground from which sand is 

dug. 

San·dring·ham (s4nùdrVng-Nm)  A village of eastern England near the Wash 

west-northwest of Norwich. Sandringham House, a private royal residence, was 

purchased in 1861 by Victoria for her son the Prince of Wales, later King Edward 

VII, and extensively rebuilt in the 1890’s. 

sand shark (s4nd shärk) n.  A shark of the genus Carcharias, especially C. tau-

rus, found mainly in shallow waters of the temperate and tropical Atlantic. 

sand·spur (s4ndùspûrÙ) n.  See sandbur. 
sand·stone (s4ndùstonÙ) n.  A sedimentary rock formed by the consolidation 

and compaction of sand and held together by a natural cement, such as silica. 

sand·storm (s4ndùstôrmÙ) n.  A strong wind carrying clouds of sand and dust 

through the air. 

sand table (s4nd t7ùbNl) n.  1. A table with raised edges, used for holding sand 

with which children play.  2. A table on which a relief model of terrain is built out 

of sand for the study of military maneuvers. 



sand trap (s4nd tr4p) n.  Sports. A hazard on a golf course consisting of a 

depression partly filled with sand. 

San·dus·ky (sNn-dƒsùkK, s4n-)  A city of northern Ohio west of Cleveland on 

Sandusky Bay, an inlet of Lake Erie. The Sandusky River, about 241 km (150 

mi) long, flows west and north into the bay. Sandusky was founded in the early 

1800’s and is a port of entry and manufacturing center. Population, 29,764. 

sand verbena (s4nd vNr-bKùnN) n.  Any of several herbs of the genus Abronia, 

of western North America, having fragrant, usually red, yellow, or white flowers 

that are grouped in long-stalked heads. 

sand viper (s4nd vXùpNr) n.  See horned viper. 
sand·wich (s4ndùwVch, s4nù-) n.  1. a. Two or more slices of bread with a filling 

such as meat or cheese placed between them.  b. A partly split long or round roll 

containing a filling.  c. One slice of bread covered with a filling.   2. Something 

resembling a sandwich.   —  v.  tr. sand·wiched, sand·wich·ing, 
sand·wich·es. 1. To make into or as if into a sandwich.  2. To insert (one thing) 

tightly between two other things of differing character or quality.  3. To make 

room or time for:  sandwiched a trip to the store between the hours of one and three.  

[After John Montagu, Fourth Earl of Sandwich (1718-1792), British politician.]

Sand·wich (s4ndùwVchÙ, s4nù-)  A municipal borough of southeast England 

north of Dover. One of the original Cinque Ports, it is now a resort and market 

center. Population, 4,227. 

sandwich board (s4ndùwVch bôrd) n.  Two large boards bearing placards, 

hinged at the top by straps for hanging over the shoulders with one board in front 

and the other behind, used for picketing or advertising. 

sandwich coin (s4ndùwVch koin) n.  A coin having a layer of one metal, such 

as copper, between exterior layers of a different metal, such as silver. 

Sandwich Islands (s4ndùwVch XùlNndz)  See Hawaiian Islands. 
sandwich man (s4ndùwVch m4n) n.  A man who pickets or advertises by car-

rying a sandwich board. 

sand·worm (s4ndùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various segmented worms, especially of 

the genera Nereis and Arenicola, generally inhabiting coastal mud or sand and 

often used as fishing bait. 

sand·wort (s4ndùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of numerous low-growing herbs of the 

genus Arenaria, having small, usually white flowers often grouped in cymose 

clusters. 

sand·y (s4nùdK) adj.  sand·i·er, sand·i·est. 1. Covered with, full of, or consist-

ing of sand.  2. Having characteristics similar to sand.  3. Color. Of the color of 

sand; light yellowish brown.   —sandùi·ness n. 

Sand·y  or Sand·y City (s4nùdK)  A city of north-central Utah, a manufacturing 

suburb of Salt Lake City. Population, 75,058. 



Sandy Hook (s4nùdK htk)  A low peninsula of eastern New Jersey at the 

entrance to Lower New York Bay. It separates Sandy Hook Bay from the Atlan-

tic Ocean and was first explored in 1609. 

Sandy Springs (s4nùdK sprVngz)  An unincorporated community of northwest 

Georgia, a suburb of Atlanta. Population, 67,842. 

sane (s7n) adj.  san·er, san·est. 1. Of sound mind; mentally healthy: “their pro-

tector, the strongest and sanest of them all” (Pat Conroy).  2. Having or showing 

sound judgment; reasonable.  [Latin s7nus, healthy.] —saneùly adv.  —saneù-
ness n. 

San Fer·nan·do (s4n fNr-n4nùdo)  1.  (also sänÙ fHr-nänùdô) A city of eastern 

Argentina, an industrial suburb of Buenos Aires on the Río de la Plata. Popula-

tion, 128,939.  2.  (also sänÙ fHr-nänùdô) A city of southern Spain, a seaport and 

suburb of Cádiz on the Gulf of Cádiz. Population, 76,101.  3. A city of southern 

California in the San Fernando Valley surrounded by Los Angeles. It is a residen-

tial community with varied light industries. Population, 22,580. 

San Fernando Valley (sän fNr-n4nùdo v4lùK)  A fertile valley of southern 

California northwest of central Los Angeles. The valley, first explored by the 

Spanish in 1769, lies partly within the city limits of Los Angeles and includes 

many residential communities. 

San·ford (s4nùfNrd)  1. A city of central Florida north-northeast of Orlando. It 

is a manufacturing and agricultural trade center. Population, 32,387.  2. A city of 

southwest Maine west of Biddeford. Formerly dependent on textile and clothing 

manufacturing, it now has diversified industries. Population, 18,020. 

San·ford (s4nùfNrd), Edward Terry. 1865-1930.  American jurist who served as 

an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1923-1930). 

Sanford, Mount.  A mountain, 4,952.3 m (16,237 ft) high, of southern Alaska 

in the Wrangell Mountains northeast of Anchorage. 

San·for·ized (s4nùfN-rXzdÙ)  A trademark used for fabric preshrunk by a pat-

ented mechanical process so as to minimize later shrinkage. 

San Fran·cis·co (sän frNn-sVsùko)  A city of western California on a peninsula 

between the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay, an inlet of the Pacific. A 

Spanish presidio and mission were founded here in 1776. The first settlement was 

known as Yerba Buena, and the name was changed to San Francisco after control 

of the town passed to the United States in 1846. Discovery of gold nearby in 1848 

changed the city from a small community into a thriving boom town known for 

its lawlessness and bawdy amusements. The city was all but destroyed by a devas-

tating earthquake and fire on April 18, 1906. Population, 723,959.   —San 
Fran·cisùcan (-kNn) n. 

San Francisco Peaks also San Francisco Mountains (sän frNn-sVsùko 

pKks)  A group of mountains in north-central Arizona north of Flagstaff. The 



range rises to 3,853.1 m (12,633 ft) at Humphreys Peak, the highest point in the 

state. 

sang (s4ng) v.  A past tense of sing. 
San Ga·bri·el (sän g7ùbrK-Nl)  A city of southern California, a residential sub-

urb of Los Angeles. Population, 37,120. 

San Gabriel Mountains (sän g7ùbrK-Nl mounùtNnz)  A mountain range of 

southern California east and northeast of Los Angeles. It rises to 3,074.4 m 

(10,080 ft) at San Antonio Peak. 

San·gal·lo (sän-gäùlo, säng-), Giuliano da. 1445-1516.  Italian architect and 

engineer noted especially for the works he executed under Medici patronage, 

including the church of Santa Maria delle Carceri in Prato (1485) and the Palazzo 

Gondi in Florence (1490). 

San·ga·mon (s4ngùgN-mNn)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, of central 

Illinois flowing southwest and west to the Illinois River. 

san·ga·ree (s4ngÙgN-rKù) n.  1. A sweet, chilled beverage made of wine or other 

alcoholic liquor and grated nutmeg.  2.  See sangria.  [Origin unknown.]

Sang·er (s4ngùNr), Frederick. Born 1918.  British biochemist. He won a 1958 

Nobel Prize for determining the order of amino acids in the insulin molecule and 

shared a 1980 Nobel Prize for developing methods for mapping the structure and 

function of DNA. 

Sang·er (s4ngùNr), Margaret Higgins. 1883-1966.  American nurse who cam-

paigned widely for birth control and founded (1929) the organization that 

became the Planned Parenthood Federation (1942). 

sang-froid (säN-frwäù) n.  Coolness and composure, especially in trying cir-

cumstances.  See Synonyms at equanimity.  [French  : sang, blood (from Old 

French, from Latin sanguXs) + froid, cold (from Old French, from Vulgar Latin 

*frigidus, alteration of Latin frXgidus); see FRIGID.]

San Gior·gio a Cre·ma·no (s4n jôrùjo ä krV-mäùno, krH-mäùnô, sän)  A city 

of south-central Italy, a suburb of Naples on the Bay of Naples. Population, 

61,721. 

San Gor·go·ni·o Mountain (s4n gôr-goùnK-o mounùtNn)  A peak in the 

San Bernardino Mountains of southern California east of the city of San Bernar-

dino. It rises to 3,507.2 m (11,499 ft) and is the highest elevation in the range. 

San·gre de Cris·to Mountains (s4ngùgrK dK krVsùto mounùtNnz)  A range 

of the southern Rocky Mountains extending about 354 km (220 mi) from south-

central Colorado to north-central New Mexico. Blanca Peak, 4,375.2 m (14,345 

ft), is the highest point. 

san·gri·a (s4ng-grKùN, s4n-) n.  A cold drink made of red or white wine mixed 

with brandy, sugar, fruit juice, and soda water.  Also called sangaree [Probably 

from Spanish sangría, act of bleeding, sangria, from sangre, blood, from Latin 

sanguXs, sanguin-.]



Sang·ster (s4ngùstNr), Margaret Elizabeth Munson. 1838-1912.  American 

writer and editor of Harper’s Bazaar from 1889 to 1899. 

san·guic·o·lous (s4ng-gwVkùN-lNs) adj.  Living in the blood:  a sanguicolous 

parasite.  [Latin sanguXs, blood + -COLOUS.]

san·gui·nar·i·a (s4ngÙgwN-nârùK-N) n.  The bloodroot.  [New Latin Sangui-

naria, genus name, from Latin (herba) sanguin7ria, a plant that stanches blood, 

feminine of sanguin7rius, sanguinary. See SANGUINARY.]

san·gui·nar·y (s4ngùgwN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Accompanied by bloodshed.  See Syn-

onyms at bloody.  2. Eager for bloodshed; bloodthirsty.  3. Consisting of blood.  

[Latin sanguin7rius, from sanguXs, sanguin-, blood.] —sanÙgui·narùi·ly (-nârùN-

lK) adv. 

san·guine (s4ngùgwVn) adj.  1. a. Color. Of the color of blood; red.  b. Of a 

healthy, reddish color; ruddy:  a sanguine complexion.   2. Archaic. a. Having 

blood as the dominant humor in terms of medieval physiology.  b. Having the 

temperament and ruddy complexion formerly thought to be characteristic of a 

person dominated by this humor; passionate.   3. Cheerfully confident; optimis-

tic.  [Middle English, from Old French sanguin, from Latin sanguineus, from san-

guXs, sanguin-, blood.] —sanùguine·ly adv.  —sanùguine·ness, san·guinùi·ty 

n.  

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps one has wondered what the connection between

sanguinary, “bloodthirsty,” and sanguine, “cheerfully optimistic,” could be. The

connection can be found in medieval physiology with its notion of the four hu-

mors (blood, bile, phlegm, and black bile). These four body fluids were thought

to determine a person’s temperament, or distinguishing mental and physical char-

acteristics. Thus, if blood was the predominant humor, one had a ruddy face and

a disposition marked by courage, hope, and a readiness to fall in love. Such a tem-

perament was called sanguine, the Middle English ancestor of our word sanguine.

The sources of the Middle English word were Old French sanguin and Latin san-

guineus, the source of the French word. Both the Old French and Latin words

meant “bloody,” “blood-colored,” Old French sanguin having the sense “sanguine

in temperament” as well. Latin sanguineus in turn was derived from sanguXs,
“blood,” just as English sanguinary is. The English adjective sanguine, first record-

ed in Middle English before 1350, went on to refer simply to the cheerfulness and

optimism that accompanied a sanguine temperament, no longer having any direct

reference to medieval physiology.

san·guin·e·ous (s4ng-gwVnùK-Ns) adj.  1. Relating to or involving blood or 

bloodshed.  See Synonyms at bloody.  2. Color. Having the color of blood; 

blood-red.  [From Latin sanguineus, from sanguXs, sanguin-, blood.]



san·guin·o·lent (s4ng-gwVnùN-lNnt) adj.  Mixed or tinged with blood.  [Latin 

sanguinolentus, full of blood  : sanguXs, sanguin-, blood + -olentus, abounding in.]

San·hed·rin (s4n-hHdùrVn, -hKùdrVn, sän-) n.  The highest judicial and ecclesias-

tical council of the ancient Jewish nation, composed of from 70 to 72 members.  

[Hebrew sanhedhrîn, from Greek sunedrion, council, from sunedros, sitting in 

council  : sun-, syn- + hedra, seat; see sed- in Appendix.]

San·i·bel Island (s4nùN-bNl XùlNnd)  An island of southwest Florida in the Gulf 

of Mexico southwest of Fort Myers. The island’s beaches are popular with seashell 

collectors. 

san·i·cle (s4nùV-kNl) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Sanicula, having usu-

ally compound leaves and compound umbels of small yellow, purple, or greenish 

flowers, formerly used as an astringent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin s7nicula, probably from Latin s7nus, healthy.]

san·i·dine (s4nùV-dKnÙ, -dVn) n.  A glassy variety of orthoclase feldspar, known 

as moonstone when translucent.  [Greek sanis, sanid-, board (from its flat crys-

tals) + -INE
2.]

sa·ni·es (s7ùnK-KzÙ) n.  pl. sanies. A thin, fetid, greenish fluid consisting of 

serum and pus discharged from a wound, an ulcer, or a fistula.  [Latin saniKs.] 
—saùni·ous (-Ns) adj. 

San I·si·dro (s4nÙ V-sKùdro, sänÙ K-sKùthrô)  A city of eastern Argentina, a resi-

dential and industrial suburb of Buenos Aires. Population, 287,048. 

sanit. abbr.  1. Sanitary.  2. Sanitation. 

san·i·tar·i·a (s4nÙV-târùK-N) n.  A plural of sanitarium. 
san·i·tar·i·an (s4nÙV-târùK-Nn) n.  A public health or sanitation expert. 

san·i·tar·i·um (s4nÙV-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. san·i·tar·i·ums or san·i·tar·i·a (-K-N). 
See sanatorium.  [New Latin, from Latin s7nit7s, health. See SANITY.]

san·i·tar·y (s4nùV-tHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. sanit. 1. Of or relating to health.  2. Free 

from elements, such as filth or pathogens, that endanger health; hygienic:  sani-

tary conditions for the preparation of food.  [French sanitaire, from Latin s7nit7s, 

health. See SANITY.] —sanÙi·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv. 

sanitary engineer (s4nùV-tHrÙK HnÙjN-nîrù) n.  An engineer specializing in the 

maintenance of urban environmental conditions conducive to the preservation of 

public health.   —sanitary engineering n. 

sanitary landfill (s4nùV-tHrÙK l4ndùfVlÙ) n.  Rehabilitated land in which garbage 

and trash have been buried; a landfill. 

sanitary napkin (s4nùV-tHrÙK n4pùkVn) n.  A disposable pad of absorbent 

material worn to absorb menstrual flow. 

san·i·ta·tion (s4nÙV-t7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. sanit. 1. Formulation and application of 

measures designed to protect public health.  2. Disposal of sewage.  [SANIT(ARY) + 

-ATION.]



sanitation worker (s4nÙV-t7ùshNn wûrùkNr) n.  A person employed, as by a 

municipality or private company, to collect and dispose of garbage. 

san·i·tize (s4nùV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. san·i·tized, san·i·tiz·ing, san·i·tiz·es. 1. To make 

sanitary, as by cleaning or disinfecting.  2. To make more acceptable by removing 

unpleasant or offensive features from:  sanitized the language in adapting the novel 

for television.   —sanÙi·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

san·i·ty (s4nùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or condition of being sane; soundness of 

mind.  2. Soundness of judgment or reason.  [Middle English sanite, health, from 

Old French, from Latin s7nit7s, from s7nus, healthy.]

San Ja·cin·to (s4n jN-sVnùto)  A river, about 209 km (130 mi) long, of southeast 

Texas flowing into Galveston Bay. The final battle of the Texas Revolution, in 

which insurgents under Sam Houston defeated the Mexican forces led by Santa 

Anna, was fought on its banks on April 21, 1836. 

San Joa·quin (s4n wô-kKnù, wä-)  A river of central California, rising in the 

Sierra Nevada and flowing about 515 km (320 mi) west and northwest to form a 

large delta with the Sacramento River. The San Joaquin Valley is a rich, irri-

gated agricultural region. 

San Jo·se (sän ho-z7ù)  A city of western California southeast of San Francisco. 

Founded in 1777, it was the state capital from December 1849 to January 1852. 

Population, 782,248. 

San Jo·sé (sänÙ hô-sHù)  The capital and largest city of Costa Rica, in the central 

part of the country. Settled c. 1736, it became the capital in 1823. Population, 

277,800. 

San Jose scale (sän ho-z7ù sk7l) n.  A destructive scale insect (Aspidiotus per-

niciosus) that damages fruit trees and fruit-bearing plants.  [After San Jose, Cal-

ifornia.]

San Juan (s4n wänù, hwänù)  1. A city of northwest Argentina west of Córdoba. 

Founded in 1562, it was moved to its present site in the 1590’s. Population, 

310,000.  2. The capital and largest city of Puerto Rico, in the northeast part of 

the island on the Atlantic Ocean. First settled by Ponce de León in 1508-1509, it 

was attacked by English buccaneers in the 1590’s and sacked by the Dutch in 1625. 

American forces took control of the city during the Spanish-American War 

(1898). Population, 424,600. 

San Juan Cap·is·tra·no (sän wän k4pÙV-sträùno)  A city of southern Califor-

nia southeast of Santa Ana. Founded as a mission in 1776, it is famous for the 

swallows that supposedly return to the area every year on March 19 and depart on 

October 23, the date on which Saint John of Capistrano died in 1456. Population, 

26,183. 

San Juan Hill (sän wän hVl)  An elevation in eastern Cuba near Santiago de 

Cuba. It was captured by Cuban and American forces on July 1, 1898, during the 



Spanish-American War. Theodore Roosevelt and his Rough Riders became 

famous for a charge up the hill during the battle. 

San Juan Islands (sän wän XùlNndz)  An archipelago of northwest Washington 

off the southeast coast of Vancouver Island north of Puget Sound. The islands 

were discovered and named c. 1790 by Spanish explorers and were later claimed 

by both Great Britain and the United States. The boundary dispute was finally 

settled in 1872. 

San Juan Mountains (sän wän mounùtNnz)  A range of the Rocky Moun-

tains in southwest Colorado extending northwest to southeast and rising to 

4,364.2 m (14,309 ft) at Uncompahgre Peak. 

San Juan River (sän wän rVvùNr)  A river rising in southern Colorado and 

flowing about 579 km (360 mi) into northwest New Mexico and southeast Utah, 

where it joins the Colorado River. 

San Jus·to (s4n huùsto, sän)  A city of eastern Argentina, an industrial suburb 

of Buenos Aires. Population, 941,499. 

sank (s4ngk) v.  A past tense of sink. 
San·khya (sängùkyN) n.  Hinduism. A system of Hindu philosophy based on a 

dualism involving the ultimate principles of soul and potential matter.  [Sanskrit 

s7akhya-, based on enumeration, Sankhya, from saakhy7, enumeration  : sam, 

together; see SANDHI + khy7ti, he tells.]

Sankt Gal·len (zängkt gäùlNn) also Saint Gall (s7nt gôlù, gälù, säN gälù)  A city 

of northeast Switzerland east of Zurich. Developed around a Benedictine abbey 

founded by an Irish missionary in the seventh century, it joined the Swiss Con-

federation in 1454. Population, 73,500. 

Sankt Pöl·ten (zängkt pœlùtNn)  A city of northern Austria west of Vienna. It 

was chartered in 1159. Population, 50,419. 

San·ku·ru (säng-ktrùu)  A river, about 1,207 km (750 mi) long, of southern 

and central Zaire flowing west-northwest to the Kasai River. 

San Le·an·dro (s4n lK-4nùdro)  A city of western California southeast of Oak-

land. It is a residential community with varied light industries. Population, 

68,223. 

San Lo·ren·zo (sän lN-rHnùzo)  An unincorporated community of western Cal-

ifornia, a residential suburb of Oakland. Population, 19,987. 

San Lu·cas (s4n luùkNs, sän luùkäs), Cape. A cape of western Mexico at the 

southern tip of Baja California extending into the Pacific Ocean. 

San Lu·is O·bis·po (s4n luùVs N-bVsùpo)  A city of southwest California north-

west of Santa Barbara. A Franciscan mission was founded on the site in 1772. 

Population, 41,958. 

San Luis Peak (sän luùVs pKk)  A mountain, 4,274.3 m (14,014 ft) high, in the 

San Juan Mountains of southwest Colorado. 



San Lu·is Po·to·sí (sän lu-KsÙ pôÙtô-sKù)  A city of central Mexico northeast 

of León. Founded in the late 1500’s, it is a mining, transportation, and industrial 

center. Population, 362,371. 

San Mar·cos (s4n märùkNs)  1. A city of southern California north-northwest 

of San Diego. It is a manufacturing center in an agricultural region. Population, 

38,974.  2. A city of south-central Texas northeast of San Antonio. Food process-

ing is important to its economy. Population, 28,743. 

San Ma·ri·no (sän mN-rKùno)  A country in the Apennines near the Adriatic 

Sea. It is surrounded by Italy and is the world’s smallest republic. According to 

tradition, it was founded in the fourth century A.D. and has succeeded, with a few 

brief interruptions, in maintaining its independence because of its relative inac-

cessibility. The city of San Marino is its capital. The country’s population is 

21,537; the city’s, 4,628. 

San Mar·tín (s4n mär-tKnù, sän), José de. 1778-1850.  Argentine revolution-

ary leader who played a major part in expelling the Spanish from Chile (1818) 

and Peru (1821). 

San Ma·te·o (s4n mN-t7ùo)  A city of western California south-southeast of San 

Francisco. Named by a Spanish expedition in 1776, it was the center of a Mexican 

colony from 1822 to 1846. Population, 85,486. 

San Mi·guel de Tu·cu·mán (s4nÙ mV-gHlù dN tuÙkN-mänù, sänÙ mK-gHlù dH 

tuÙku-mänù)  or Tucumán  A city of northern Argentina at the foot of an east-

ern range of the Andes north-northwest of Córdoba. The country’s independence 

was proclaimed here in July 1816. Population, 392,751. 

San Ni·co·lás de los Gar·zas (sän nKÙkô-läsù dH lôs gärùsäs)  A city of 

northern Mexico, a suburb of Monterrey in a citrus-growing area. Population, 

280,696. 

san·nup (s4nùNp) n.  A married Native American man.  [Of Massachusett ori-

gin.]

sann·ya·si (sƒn-yäùsK)  or sann·ya·sin (-sVn) n.  Hinduism. A wandering men-

dicant and ascetic.  [Hindi sanny7sX, from Sanskrit sabny7sX, from sabnyasyati, 

he renounces  : sam, together; see SANSKRIT + ni, down + asyati, he throws.]

S-A node (Hsù7ù nod) n.  The sinoatrial node. 

San Pab·lo (sän p4bùlo)  A city of western California north-northwest of Oak-

land near San Pablo Bay, a northern arm of San Francisco Bay. It is one of the 

oldest Spanish settlements in the region. Population, 25,158. 

san·pa·ku (s4n-päùku) n.  A condition in which the white of the eye is visible 

below the iris as well as on either side, believed by some to indicate poor health 

remedied by a macrobiotic diet.  [Japanese  : san, three + haku, white.]

San Pe·dro Channel (sän pKùdro ch4nùNl)  A strait of southern California 

between the mainland and Santa Catalina Island. San Pedro Bay is an inlet of 

the channel. 



San Pe·dro Su·la (s4n pKùdro suùlN, sän pHùthrô suùlä)  A city of northwest 

Honduras northwest of Tegucigalpa. It is a commercial center. Population, 

344,500. 

San Ra·fael (s4n rN-fHlù)  A city of western California north-northwest of San 

Francisco. It is a residential community with varied light industries. Population, 

48,404. 

San Re·mo (sän r7ùmo, rKù-)  A city of northwest Italy on the Ligurian Sea east 

of Monaco. It is a fashionable resort on the Italian Riviera. Population, 50,200. 

San River (sän rVvùNr)  A river, about 451 km (280 mi) long, of southeast Poland 

flowing generally north-northwest from the Carpathian Mountains to the Vistula 

River. 

sans (s4nz, säN) prep.  Without.  [Middle English, from Old French, blend of 

Latin sine, and absenti7, in the absence of, ablative of absentia, absence  from 

absKns, absent- present participle of abesse, to be away. See ABSENT.]

San Sal·va·dor1 (s4n s4lùvN-dôrÙ, sän s4lÙvN-dôrù) Formerly Wat·lings 
Island (wätùlVngz).  An island of the central Bahamas in the West Indies. It is gen-

erally identified as the first landfall of Christopher Columbus (October 12, 1492). 

San Sal·va·dor2 (s4n s4lùvN-dôrÙ, sän sälÙvä-thôrù)  The capital and largest city 

of El Salvador, in the west-central part of the country. Founded in the 16th cen-

tury, it became the national capital in 1841. Population, 445,100. 

sans-cu·lotte (s4nzÙkyu-lmtù, -ku-, säN-kü-lôtù) n.  1. An extreme radical 

republican during the French Revolution.  2. A revolutionary extremist.  [French 

 : sans, without + culotte, breeches.] —sansÙ-cu·lotùtic (-lmtùVk), sansÙ-
cu·lotùtish (-lmtùVsh)  adj.  —sansÙ-cu·lotùtism n.  —sansÙ-cu·lotùtist n. 

San Se·bas·tián (s4n sN-b4sùchVn, sänÙ sH-väs-tyänù)  A city of northern Spain 

on the Bay of Biscay near the French border east of Bilbao. It is a fashionable sea-

side resort and has fishing and chemical industries. Population, 178,906. 

San·sei (sänùs7Ù, sän-s7ù) n.  pl. Sansei or San·seis. The U.S.-born grandchild 

of Japanese immigrants to America.  [Japanese  : san, three + sei, generation.]

San Se·ve·ro (s4n sN-vHrùo, sH-)  A city of southeast Italy north-northwest of 

Foggia. It is an agricultural trade center. Population, 54,273. 

san·se·vie·ri·a (s4nÙsN-vîrùK-N, -vK-Hrù-) n.  Any of various tropical Old World 

plants of the genus Sansevieria, having thick, lance-shaped leaves and often culti-

vated as a houseplant.  [New Latin Sanseveria, genus name, after Raimondo di 

Sangro (1710-1771), Prince of San Seviero, Italy.]

San·skrit (s4nùskrVtÙ) n.  Abbr. Skr., Skt. An ancient Indic language that is the 

language of Hinduism and the Vedas and is the classical literary language of India.  

[Sanskrit sabskxtam, from neuter of sabskxta-, perfected, refined  : sam, 

together; see sem-1 in Appendix + karoti, he makes; see kwer- in Appendix.] 
—SanùskritÙist n. 

San·skrit·ic (s4n-skrVtùVk) n.  See Indic.  —San·skritùic adj. 



sans ser·if (s4n sHrùVf) n.  Printing. A typeface without serifs.  Also called gothic  
—sans-serùif adj. 

San·ta An·a1 (s4nùtN 4nùN)  1.  (also sänÙtä äùnä) A city of western El Salvador 

northwest of San Salvador. It is an important commercial, industrial, and pro-

cessing center. Population, 132,200.  2. A city of southern California east of Long 

Beach in the fertile valley of the Santa Ana River, about 145 km (90 mi) long. 

Santa Ana is a manufacturing and trade center for a large metropolitan area. Pop-

ulation, 293,742. 

San·ta An·a2 (s4nÙtN 4nùN) n.  A strong, dry, hot wind blowing from the desert 

regions of southern California toward the Pacific coast usually in winter.  [After 

the Santa Ana Canyon of southern California.]

San·ta An·na  or San·ta An·a (s4nùtä 4nùN, sänùtN äùnä), Antonio López 
de. 1795?-1876.  Mexican military and political leader who tried to crush the 

Texan revolt. Victorious at the Alamo (1836), he was soon after defeated and cap-

tured by the Texans. In the Mexican War he lost several major battles (1846-1847) 

to Gen. Zachary Taylor. 

San·ta Bar·ba·ra (s4nÙtN bärùbNr-N, bärùbrN)  A city of southern California on 

the Santa Barbara Channel west-northwest of Los Angeles. Site of an early Span-

ish presidio and mission, it is a residential and resort community with aerospace 

and electronics research and development industries. Population, 85,571. 

Santa Barbara Islands (s4nùtN bärùbNr-N XùlNndz)  A chain of islands and 

islets off southern California in the Pacific Ocean. The islands are separated from 

the mainland by Santa Barbara Channel in the north and San Pedro Channel 

in the south. 

Santa Cat·a·li·na Island (s4nùtN k4tÙl-KùnN XùlNnd)  or Catalina Island  An 

island off southern California in the southern Santa Barbara Islands. Discovered 

in 1542, it has been a noted resort center since the 1920’s. 

Santa Cla·ra (s4nùtN kl4rùN, klârùN)  1.  (also sänÙtä kläùrä) A city of central 

Cuba east-southeast of Havana. Founded in 1689, it is a processing center and rail 

junction. Population, 172,652.  2. A city of western California northwest of San 

Jose. It is a residential community with diversified light industries. Population, 

93,613. 

San·ta Claus (s4nùtN klôzÙ) n.  The personification of the spirit of Christmas, 

usually represented as a jolly, fat old man with a white beard and a red suit, who 

brings gifts to good children on Christmas Eve.  [Probably alteration of Dutch 

Sinterklaas, from Middle Dutch Sinterclaes, St. Nicholas  : sint, saint (from Middle 

Dutch, from Old French saint); see SAINT + heer, lord; see MYNHEER + claes (short 

for Niclaes, Nicholas).]

San·ta Co·lo·ma de Gra·ma·net (s4nÙtN kN-loùmN dN gräÙmN-nHtù, sänÙtä 

kô-lôùmä thH gräÙmä-nHtù)  A city of northeast Spain, an industrial suburb of 

Barcelona. Population, 140,274. 



San·ta Cruz (s4nùtN kruzÙ)  1.  (also sänÙtä krusù) A city of central Bolivia 

northeast of Sucre. Founded c. 1560, it is a trade and processing center. Popula-

tion, 441,717.  2. A city of western California on Monterey Bay south-southwest 

of San Jose. It is a tourist center with varied processing and manufacturing indus-

tries. Population, 49,040. 

Santa Cruz de Te·ne·ri·fe (s4nÙtN kruzÙ dN tHnÙN-rKùf7, -rKfù, -rVfù, sänÙtä 

kruthÙ thH tHnÙH-rKùfH)  A city of the Canary Islands on the northeast coast of 

Tenerife Island. It is a popular resort. Population, 185,899. 

San·ta Cruz Island (s4nùtN kruzÙ XùlNnd)  An island off southern California 

in the northern Santa Barbara Islands. 

Santa Cruz Islands (s4nùtN kruzù XùlNndz)  An island group of the southwest 

Pacific Ocean in the southeast Solomon Islands. They were discovered in 1595. 

San·ta Fe (s4nùtN f7Ù)  1.  (also sänÙtä fHù) A city of northeast Argentina on the 

Salado River northwest of Buenos Aires. Founded in 1573, it is a port with various 

light industries. Population, 291,966.  2. The capital of New Mexico, in the north-

central part of the state northeast of Albuquerque. The Spanish established a set-

tlement here c. 1609 on the site of ancient Native American ruins and developed 

it as a trade center over the next 200 years. Occupied by U.S. forces in 1846, it 

became territorial capital in 1851 and state capital in 1912. Population, 55,859. 

Santa Fe Trail (s4nùtN f7ù tr7l)  A trade route to the southwest United States 

extending about 1,287 km (800 mi) westward from Independence, Missouri, to 

Santa Fe, New Mexico. First traversed in 1821, it was the primary wagon and stage 

route to the Southwest until the coming of the railroad in 1880. 

Santa Ger·tru·dis (s4nùtN gNr-truùdVs) n.  pl. Santa Gertrudis. Any of a 

breed of large beef cattle that are highly resistant to heat and insects, developed in 

the United States by crossing Brahmans and shorthorns.  [After the Santa Gertru-

dis section of the King Ranch in Kingsville, Texas.]

San·ta Is·a·bel (s4nÙtN VzùN-bHlÙ, sänÙtä K-sä-bHlù)  See Malabo. 
san·ta·lol (s4nùtN-lôlÙ, -lolÙ, -lmlÙ) n.  A colorless liquid, C15H24O, obtained from 

sandalwood and used in perfumes.  [New Latin Santalum, sandalwood genus 

(from Medieval Latin santalum, sandalwood); see SANDAL
2 + -OL(E).]

San·ta Ma·ri·a (s4nÙtN mN-rKùN)  1.  (also säNùtä mä-rKùä) A city of southern 

Brazil west of Pôrto Alegre. It is a rail junction and processing center. Population, 

151,156.  2. A city of southern California northwest of Santa Barbara. Nearby 

Vandenberg Air Force Base is important to its economy. Population, 61,284. 

San·ta Mar·ta (s4nÙtN märùtN, sänÙtä märùtä)  A city of northern Colombia on 

the Caribbean Sea east-northeast of Barranquilla. Founded in 1525, it is the oldest 

city in the country and an important processing and shipping center. Population, 

193,160. 



San·ta Mon·i·ca (s4nÙtN mmnùV-kN)  A city of southern California on the 

Pacific Ocean west of Los Angeles. It is a resort and residential community with 

varied light industries. Population, 86,905. 

San·tan·der (sänÙtän-dHrù)  A city of northern Spain on the Bay of Biscay west-

northwest of Bilbao. It was a major port after the discovery of America and is now 

a resort and industrial center. Population, 187,057. 

San·tan·der (sänÙtän-dHrù), Francisco de Paula. 1792-1840.  Colombian 

politician who helped liberate Colombia from Spanish rule (1819) and later 

served as president of New Granada (1832-1837). 

Santa Pau·la (s4nùtN pôùlN)  A city of southern California east of Santa Bar-

bara. Food processing is important to its economy. Population, 25,062. 

San·ta·rém (s4nÙtN-rHmù, säNÙtä-r7Nù)  A city of northern Brazil on the Ama-

zon River east of Manaus. Founded in 1661, it is a major river port. Population, 

102,181. 

Santa Ro·sa (s4nùtN roùzN)  A city of western California north-northwest of 

San Francisco. Luther Burbank lived here, and his experimental gardens are pre-

served as a memorial. Population, 113,313. 

Santa Rosa Island (s4nùtN roùzN XùlNnd)  1. An island of southern California 

in the northwest Santa Barbara Islands separated from the mainland by the Santa 

Barbara Channel.  2. A barrier island of northwest Florida extending about 80 

km (50 mi) eastward from Pensacola Bay along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. 

San·ta·ya·na (s4nÙtK-4ùnN, sänÙtä-yäùnä), George. 1863-1952.  Spanish-born 

American philosopher and writer primarily known for his theories of aesthetics, 

morality, and the spiritual life. In addition to his philosophical works, such as the 

four-volume Realms of Being (1927-1940), he wrote poetry and a novel, The Last 

Puritan (1935). 

San·tee1 (s4n-tKù) n.  pl. Santee or San·tees. 1. The eastern branch of the 

Sioux, comprising the Mdewakanton, Sisseton, Wahpekute, and Wahpeton peo-

ples, with present-day populations in Nebraska, Minnesota, the Dakotas, and 

Canada.  2. A member of a people of this division.  Also called Eastern Sioux, 

Santee Dakota, Santee Sioux. 

San·tee2 (s4n-tKù)  A community of southern California, a suburb of San Diego. 

Population, 52,902. 

Santee Dakota (s4n-tKù dN-koùtN) n.  See Santee1. 
Santee River (s4n-tKù rVvùNr)  A river, about 230 km (143 mi) long, of central 

South Carolina flowing southeast to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Santee Sioux (s4n-tKù su) n.  See Santee1. 
San·ti·a·go (s4nÙtK-äùgo, sänÙ-)  1. The capital and largest city of Chile, in the 

central part of the country east-southeast of Valparaiso. On a plain in the foothills 

of the Andes, it was founded in 1541. Population, 425,924.  2.  Also Santiago de 
los Ca·bal·le·ros (d7Ù lôs käÙbNl-yHrùoz, thH lôs käÙvä-yHùrôs). A city of northern 



Dominican Republic northwest of Santo Domingo. Settled c. 1500, it is a trans-

portation hub in a fertile agricultural region. Population, 278,638.  3.  Also San-
tiago de Com·pos·te·la (dN kmmÙpN-stHlùN, thH kômÙpôs-tHùlä). A city of 

northwest Spain south-southwest of La Coruña. The city grew around a shrine 

housing the reputed tomb of Saint James the Great (discovered in the ninth cen-

tury) and has long been a pilgrimage center. Population, 62,300. 

Santiago de Cu·ba (s4nÙtK-äùgo dN kyuùbN, thH kuùvä)  A city of southeast 

Cuba on an inlet of the Caribbean Sea. Founded in 1514, it was a haven for bucca-

neers and smugglers during its early history. Population, 349,444. 

Santiago del Es·te·ro (s4nÙtK-äùgo dHl N-stHrùo, thHl H-stHùrô)  A city of 

north-central Argentina north of Córdoba. Originally founded in 1553, it is the 

oldest continuous settlement in the country. Population, 148,758. 

san·tir (sänùtîrÙ) n.  Music. An instrument of Persia that closely resembles a dul-

cimer.  [Arabic san£Xr, from Greek psaltKrion, psaltery. See PSALTERY.]

San·to An·dré (säNùtt äN-dr7ù)  A city of southern Brazil, an industrial sub-

urb of São Paulo. Population, 549,546. 

San·to Do·min·go (s4nÙto dN-mVngùgo, sänÙtô dô-) Formerly (1936-1961) 

Ci·u·dad Tru·jil·lo (sKÙt-dädù tru-hKùyo, syu-thäthù).  The capital and largest 

city of the Dominican Republic, in the southeast part of the island of Hispaniola 

on the Caribbean Sea. Founded in 1496 by Christopher Columbus’s brother Bar-

tholomew, it is the oldest continuously inhabited settlement in the Western 

Hemisphere. The name has also been used for a Spanish colony on Hispaniola 

and for the Dominican Republic. Population, 1,313,172. 

san·ton·i·ca (s4n-tmnùV-kN) n.  1. A perennial or shrubby Eurasian plant (Arte-

misia maritima) having aromatic, bipinnately dissected leaves and numerous 

flower heads that yield santonin.  2. The dried unopened flower heads of this 

plant.  [New Latin, from Latin (herba) santonica, from feminine of santonicus, of 

the Santoni, a people of Aquitania.]

san·to·nin (s4nùtN-nVn) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, C15H18O3, 

obtained from species of wormwood, especially santonica, and used as an anthel-

mintic.  [SANTON(ICA) + -IN.]

San·to·rin (s4nÙtN-rKnù)  See Thíra. 
San·tos (s4nùtNs, säNùtts)  A city of southeast Brazil on an offshore island in 

the Atlantic Ocean southeast of São Paulo. Settled in the 1540’s, it is a major port, 

especially for coffee. Population, 410,933. 

San·tos-Du·mont (s4nùtNs-du-mmntù, -dyu-, säNùttz-dt-môNtù), 

Alberto. 1873-1932.  Brazilian pioneer aeronaut who was the first to fly a gaso-

line-powered airship (1898). 

São Ber·nar·do do Cam·po (souN bHr-närùdt dt käNùpt)  A city of 

southeast Brazil, an industrial suburb of São Paulo. Population, 381,097. 



São Cae·ta·no do Sul (souN kX-täùnt dt sulù)  A city of southeast Brazil, 

an industrial suburb of São Paulo. Population, 163,082. 

São Car·los (souN kärùlNs, -lts)  A city of southeast Brazil northwest of São 

Paulo. It is a commercial and processing center. Population, 109,167. 

São Fran·cis·co (souN frNn-sVsùko, fräN-sKsùkt)  A river of eastern Brazil 

flowing about 2,896 km (1,800 mi) generally north-northeast and east to the 

Atlantic Ocean. 

São Gon·ça·lo (souN goN-sälùt)  A city of southeast Brazil, an industrial sub-

urb on Guanabara Bay opposite Rio de Janeiro. Population, 221,579. 

São João de Me·ri·ti (souN zhwouNù dN mN-rKùtK, dV mV-rV-tKù)  A city of 

southeast Brazil, a residential suburb of Rio de Janeiro. Population, 210,574. 

São Jo·sé do Ri·o Prêt·o (souN zht-z7Ù dt rKÙt prHtùt)  A city of 

southeast Brazil, an industrial suburb of São Paulo. Population, 172,127. 

São José dos Cam·pos (souN dts k4Nùpts)  A city of southeast Brazil 

east-northeast of São Paulo. It is a major center of Brazil’s aircraft industry. Popu-

lation, 268,034. 

São Lu·is (souN lt-Ksù)  A city of northeast Brazil on an offshore island in the 

Atlantic Ocean east-southeast of Belém. It was founded by the French in 1612 and 

named in honor of Louis XIII. Population, 182,258. 

São Mi·guel (souN mK-gHlù)  An island of the eastern Azores in the Atlantic 

Ocean. It is the largest island in the archipelago and a popular tourist center. 

Saône (son)  A river, about 431 km (268 mi) long, rising in the Vosges Moun-

tains of northeast France and flowing generally south-southwest to the Rhone 

River at Lyons. 

São Pau·lo (souN pouùlo, -lt)  A city of southeast Brazil west-southwest of Rio 

de Janeiro. Founded by Jesuits in 1554, it developed rapidly as an industrial and 

commercial center after the 1880’s and is now the largest city in South America. 

Population, 8,493,226. 

São Tia·go (souN tK-äùgu, tyäùgt)  An island of southern Cape Verde in the 

northern Atlantic Ocean. It is the largest island in the group and the site of the 

capital, Praia. 

São To·mé (souN tN-m7ù, tt-mHù)  An island of São Tomé and Príncipe in the 

Gulf of Guinea off western Africa. The city of São Tomé, the capital of the 

country, is on the southeast coast. Its population is 17,380. 

São Tomé and Prín·ci·pe (souN prVnùsN-pN, prKNùsK-pN)  An island country 

in the Gulf of Guinea off western Africa. It was an overseas province of Portugal 

from the early 16th century until it achieved independence in 1975. São Tomé is 

the capital. Population, 73,631. 

São Vi·cen·te (souN vK-sHNùtN)  A city of southeast Brazil on an offshore island 

in the Atlantic Ocean west of Santos. Founded in 1532, it was sacked by English 

pirates in 1591. Population, 192,858. 



sap1 (s4p) n.  1. a. The watery fluid that circulates through a plant, carrying food 

and other substances to the various tissues.  b. The fluid contents of a plant cell 

vacuole.   2. An essential bodily fluid.  3. Health and energy; vitality.  4. Slang. A 

gullible person; a dupe.  5. A leather-covered hand weapon; a blackjack.   —  v.  tr. 

sapped, sap·ping, saps. 1. To drain of sap.  2. To hit or knock out with a sap.  

[Middle English, from Old English sæp.]

sap2 (s4p) n.  A covered trench or tunnel dug to a point within an enemy posi-

tion.   —  v.  sapped, sap·ping, saps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To undermine the founda-

tions of (a fortification).  2. To deplete or weaken gradually; devitalize.   —  v.  

intr. To dig a sap.  [Obsolete French sappe, or Italian zappa, hoe  from Old French, 

and Old Italian  both from Late Latin sappa.]

s.ap. abbr.  Apothecaries’ scruple. 

sap·a·jou (s4pùN-ju) n.  See capuchin (n., sense 3).  [French.]

Sa·phar (sN-färù) n.  Variant of Safar. 
sap·head (s4pùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as gullible or foolish.   
—sapùheadÙed adj. 

sa·phe·na (sN-fKùnN) n.  pl. sa·phe·nae (-nKÙ). Either of two main superficial 

veins of the leg, one larger than the other, that begin at the foot.  [Middle English, 

from Medieval Latin saphKna, from Arabic }7fin.] —sa·pheùnous adj. 

sap·id (s4pùVd) adj.  1. a. Perceptible to the sense of taste; having flavor.  

b. Having a strong, pleasant flavor; savory.   2. Pleasing to the mind; engaging.  

[Latin sapidus, from sapere, to taste. See sep- in Appendix.] —sa·pidùi·ty (s4-

pVdùV-tK, sN-) n. 

sa·pi·ens (s7ùpK-Nns, -Hnz) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of Homo sapi-

ens.   —  n.  An early or prehistoric form of Homo sapiens.  [Latin sapiKns, sapient- 

present participle of sapere, to taste, be wise. See SAPIENT.]

sa·pi·ent (s7ùpK-Nnt) adj.  Having great wisdom and discernment.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin sapiKns, sapient- present participle of 

sapere, to taste, be wise. See sep- in Appendix.] —saùpi·ence n.  —saùpi·ent·ly 
adv. 

Sa·pir (sN-pîrù), Edward. 1884-1939.  American linguist and anthropologist 

noted for his studies of Native American languages and his theories on the ways 

in which language shapes our perceptions. 

sap·less (s4pùlVs) adj.  1. Devoid of sap; dry.  2. Lacking spirit or energy.   
—sapùless·ness n. 

sap·ling (s4pùlVng) n.  1. A young tree.  2. A youth. 

sap·o·dil·la (s4pÙN-dVlùN, -dKùyN) n.  1. An evergreen tree (Manilkara zapota) of 

Mexico and Central America, having latex that yields chicle and edible fruit with 

sweet yellow-brown flesh.  2. The fruit of this plant.  Also called naseberry [Span-

ish zapotillo, diminutive of zapote, sapodilla fruit, from Nahuatl tzapotl.]



sap·o·na·ceous (s4pÙN-n7ùshNs) adj.  Having the qualities of soap.  [Latin s7po, 

s7pon-, hair dye; see SAPONIN + -ACEOUS.] —sapÙo·naùceous·ness n. 

sap·o·na·ted (s4pùN-n7ÙtVd) adj.  Combined or treated with a soap.  [From 

Latin s7po, s7pon-, hair dye. See SAPONIN.]

sa·pon·i·fi·ca·tion (sN-pmnÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  A reaction in which an ester is 

heated with an alkali, such as sodium hydroxide, producing a free alcohol and an 

acid salt, especially alkaline hydrolysis of a fat or an oil to make soap. 

sa·pon·i·fy (sN-pmnùN-fXÙ) v.  sa·pon·i·fied, sa·pon·i·fy·ing, sa·pon·i·fies.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To convert (an ester) by saponification.  2. To convert (a fat or an oil) 

into soap.   —  v.  intr. To undergo saponification.  [French saponifier, from Latin 

s7po, s7pon-, hair dye. See SAPONIN.] —sa·ponùi·fiÙa·ble adj.  —sa·ponùi·fiÙer 
n. 

sap·o·nin (s4pùN-nVn, sN-poù-) n.  Any of various plant glucosides that form 

soapy lathers when mixed and agitated with water, used in detergents, foaming 

agents, and emulsifiers.  [From Latin s7po, s7pon-, hair dye (of Germanic ori-

gin).]

sap·o·nite (s4pùN-nXtÙ) n.  A clay mineral that is a hydrous silicate of aluminum 

and magnesium and occurs in soft amorphous masses in the cavities of certain 

rocks.  [Latin s7po, s7pon-, hair dye; see SAPONIN + -ITE
1.]

sa·por (s7ùpNr, -pôrÙ) n.  A quality perceptible to the sense of taste; flavor.  [Mid-

dle English, from Latin, from sapere, to taste. See sep- in Appendix.] 
—saÙpo·rifùic (s7ÙpN-rVfùVk, s4pÙN-), saùpo·rous (s7ùpNr-Ns, s4pùNr-)  adj. 

sa·po·te (sN-poùtK, -t7)  or sa·po·ta (-tN) n.  1. A Mexican and Central Ameri-

can tree (Poulteria sapota) having edible, brown, oval fruit with very sweet red-

dish flesh.  2. The fruit of this tree.  Also called marmalade plum [Spanish zapota, 

from Nahuatl tzapotl.]

sap·pan·wood (sN-p4nùwtdÙ, s4pù4n-, -Nn-) n.  1. A tree (Caesalpina sap-

pan) of tropical Asia, having wood that yields a red dye.  2. The wood of this tree.  

[Malay sapang + WOOD
1.]

sap·per (s4pùNr) n.  1. A military engineer who specializes in sapping and other 

field fortification activities.  2. A military engineer who lays, detects, and disarms 

mines.  [From SAP
2.]

Sap·phic (s4fùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Greek poet Sappho.  2. a. Of, 

relating to, or being an Aeolic verse of 11 syllables, consisting of a first part of 4 

syllables, a central choriamb, and a final part of 3 syllables.  b. Relating to or 

being a stanza of three such verses followed by a verse consisting of a dactyl fol-

lowed by a spondee or trochee.  c. Relating to or being an ode made up of such 

stanzas.  d. Of, relating to, or being a verse, stanza, or poem in accentual meter 

composed in imitation of Sapphic quantitative verse.   3.  Often sapphic. Of or 

relating to lesbianism.   —  n.  A Sapphic meter, verse, stanza, or ode. 



sap·phire (s4fùXrÙ) n.  1. A clear, hard variety of corundum used as a gemstone 

that is usually blue but may be any color except red.  2. A corundum gem.  

3. Color. The blue color of a gem sapphire.   —  adj.  1. Made of or resembling a 

gem sapphire.  2. Color. Having the color of a blue sapphire.  [Middle English 

saphir, from Old French safir, from Latin sapphXrus, from Greek sappheiros, from 

Hebrew sappîr, a precious stone.]

sap·phi·rine (s4fùN-rXnÙ, -rKnÙ, sN-fXrùVn) adj.  Of or resembling sapphire.   —  
n.  A rare light blue or green aluminum-magnesium silicate mineral. 

Sap·pho (s4fùo), fl. c. 600 B.C.  Greek lyric poet considered one of the greatest 

poets of antiquity although only fragments of her romantic lyrics survive. 

Sap·po·ro (sN-pôrùo, -porùo)  A city of southwest Hokkaido, Japan, near the 

head of Ishikari Bay. A processing and commercial center, it was the site of the 

1972 Winter Olympics. Population, 1,542,979. 

sap·py (s4pùK) adj.  sap·pi·er, sap·pi·est. 1. Full of sap; juicy.  2. Slang. Exces-

sively sentimental; mawkish.  3. Slang. Silly or foolish.   —sapùpi·ly adv.  

—sapùpi·ness n. 

sapr- pref.  Variant of sapro-. 
sa·pre·mi·a also sa·prae·mi·a (sN-prKùmK-N) n.  Blood poisoning resulting 

from the absorption of the products of putrefaction.   —sa·preùmic adj. 

sapro-  or sapr- pref.  1. Decay; putrefaction; decomposition:  saprogenic.  

2. Dead or decaying organic material:  saprophyte.  [Greek, from sapros, rotten.]

sap·robe (s4pùrobÙ) n.  An organism that derives its nourishment from nonliv-

ing or decaying organic matter.  [SAPRO- + Greek bios, life; see gwei- in Appen-

dix.] —sap·roùbi·al (s4-proùbK-Nl), sap·roùbic (-bVk)  adj.  —sap·roùbi·cal·ly 
adv. 

sap·ro·bi·ol·o·gy (s4pÙro-bX-mlùN-jK) n.  The study of decaying organisms or 

environments, especially as a branch of ecology.   —sapÙro·biÙo·logùi·cal (-

bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —sapÙro·bi·olùo·gist n. 

sap·ro·gen·ic (s4pÙrN-jHnùVk) also sa·prog·e·nous (sN-prmjùN-nNs) adj.  Of, 

producing, or resulting from putrefaction.   —sapÙro·ge·nicùi·ty (-jN-nVsùV-tK) 

n. 

sap·ro·lite (s4pùrN-lXtÙ) n.  Soft, partially decomposed rock rich in clay and 

remaining in its original place. 

sap·ro·pel (s4pùrN-pHlÙ) n.  1. A mud rich in organic matter formed at the bot-

tom of a body of water.  2. A fluid slime found in swamps as a product of putre-

faction.  [SAPRO- + Greek pKlos, mud.] —sapÙro·pelùic (-pHlùVk, -pKùlVk) adj. 

sa·proph·a·gous (s4-prmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on decaying organic matter. 

sap·ro·phyte (s4pùrN-fXtÙ) n.  An organism, especially a fungus or bacterium, 

that grows on and derives its nourishment from dead or decaying organic matter.   
—sapÙro·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj.  —sapÙro·phytùi·cal·ly adv. 



sap·ro·zo·ic (s4pÙrN-zoùVk) adj.  1. Obtaining nourishment by absorption of 

dissolved organic and inorganic materials, as in protozoans and some fungi.  

2. Feeding on dead or decaying animal matter. 

sap·sa·go (s4p-s7ùgo, s4pùsN-goÙ) n.  pl. sap·sa·gos. A hard green cheese made 

from skim-milk curd, colored and flavored with sweet clover.  [Alteration of Ger-

man Schabzieger : schaben, to scrape (from Middle High German, from Old High 

German skaban) + Zieger, whey, whey cheese (from Middle High German ziger, 

probably of Celtic origin).]

sap·suck·er (s4pùsƒkÙNr) n.  Any of various small American woodpeckers of the 

genus Sphyrapicus that drill holes in certain trees to drink the sap and eat insects 

in them, especially S. varius, the common species in the eastern United States, and 

S. thyrsoides, found in the mountain regions of the western United States. 

Sa·pul·pa (sN-pƒlùpN)  A city of east-central Oklahoma south-southwest of 

Tulsa. It is a trade center in an agricultural region. Population, 18,074. 

sap·wood (s4pùwtdÙ) n.  Newly formed outer wood that lies just inside the 

cambium of a tree trunk and is usually lighter in color and more active in water 

conduction than the heartwood. 

Saq·qa·ra also Sak·ka·ra (sN-kärùN)  A village of northern Egypt near Cairo. It 

is the site of the oldest Egyptian pyramids, including the Step Pyramid built by 

Zoser during the III Dynasty (c. 2980-2900 B.C.). 

SAR abbr.  Sons of the American Revolution. 

sar·a·band also sar·a·bande (s4rùN-b4ndÙ) n.  1. A stately court dance of the 

17th and 18th centuries, in slow triple time.  2. The music for this dance.  [French 

sarabande, from Spanish zarabanda.]

Sar·a·cen (s4rùN-sNn) n.  1. A member of a pre-Islamic nomadic people of the 

Syrian-Arabian deserts.  2. An Arab.  3. A Muslim, especially of the time of the 

Crusades.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Late Latin SaracKnus, from 

Late Greek SarakKnos, ultimately from Arabic ≥arq, east.] —SarÙa·cenùic (-

sHnùVk) adj. 

Sar·a·gos·sa (s4rÙN-gmsùN) also Za·ra·go·za (z4rÙN-goùzN, thäÙrä-gôùthä)  A city 

of northeast Spain on the Ebro River northeast of Madrid. An important city 

under Roman rule, it was held by the Moors from 713 until 1118. Population, 

601,235. 

Sar·ah (sârùN)  In the Old Testament, the wife of Abraham and mother of Isaac. 

Sa·ra·je·vo (s4rÙN-y7ùvo, särùN-yH-vôÙ)  The capital and largest city of Bosnia-

Herzegovina, in the south-central part southwest of Belgrade. The assassination 

of Archduke Francis Ferdinand and his wife here on June 28, 1914, triggered the 

outbreak of World War I. Population, 374,500. 

sa·ran (sN-r4nù) n.  Any of various thermoplastic resins derived from vinyl com-

pounds and used to make packaging films, fittings, and bristles and as a fiber in 

various heavy fabrics.  [From Saran, a former U.S. trademark.]



Sar·a·nac Lakes (s4rùN-n4kÙ l7ks)  A group of three lakes in the Adirondack 

Mountains of northeast New York. They are linked by the Saranac River, which 

flows about 161 km (100 mi) generally northeast to Lake Champlain. The lakes 

are in a popular year-round resort area. 

Sa·ransk (sN-ränskù)  A city of western Russia west of Ulyanovsk. Founded as a 

fort in the 1600’s, it is a manufacturing and processing center. Population, 

307,000. 

sa·ra·pe (sN-räùpK, -r4pùK) n.  Variant of serape. 
Sar·a·so·ta (s4rÙN-soùtN)  A city of west-central Florida south of Tampa Bay on 

Sarasota Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. A yachting and fishing resort with 

varied industries, Sarasota is the site of the Circus Hall of Fame. Population, 

50,961. 

Sar·a·to·ga (s4rÙN-toùgN)  1. A city of western California southwest of San Jose. 

It is a residential community in a wine-producing region. Population, 28,061.  

2. A former village of eastern New York on the west bank of the Hudson River 

east of Saratoga Springs. The defeat and surrender of Gen. John Burgoyne’s Brit-

ish army on October 17, 1777, marked the end of the hard-fought Saratoga Cam-

paign (June-October) and was a major turning point in the American Revolution. 

Saratoga Springs (s4rÙN-toùgN sprVngz)  A city of eastern New York in the 

foothills of the Adirondack Mountains north of Albany. The city’s mineral 

springs led to its development as a health resort in the late 18th century. It has also 

been an important horseracing and sporting center since the 1860’s. Population, 

25,001. 

Saratoga trunk (s4rÙN-toùgN trƒngk) n.  A large traveling trunk having a 

rounded top.  [After Saratoga (Springs).]
Sa·ra·tov (sN-räùtNf)  A city of southwest Russia on the Volga River north-north-

east of Volgorad. Founded on a nearby site in 1590, it is a major industrial center. 

Population, 899,000. 

Sa·ra·wak (sN-räùwäk, -w4k, -wä)  A region of Malaysia on northwest Borneo. A 

British protectorate after 1888 and a crown colony after 1946, it joined Malaysia 

in 1963. 

sarc- pref.  Variant of sarco-. 
sar·casm (särùk4zÙNm) n.  1. A cutting, often ironic remark intended to wound.  

2. A form of wit that is marked by the use of sarcastic language and is intended to 

make its victim the butt of contempt or ridicule.  3. The use of sarcasm.  See Syn-

onyms at wit1.  [Late Latin sarcasmus, from Greek sarkasmos, from sarkazein, to 

bite the lips in rage, from sarx, sark-, flesh.]

sar·cas·tic (sär-k4sùtVk) adj.  1. Expressing or marked by sarcasm.  2. Given to 

using sarcasm.  [SARC(ASM) + -astic as in ENTHUSIASTIC.] —sar·casùti·cal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: sarcastic, ironic, caustic, satirical, sardonic. These adjectives mean



having or marked by a feeling of bitterness and a biting or cutting quality. Sar-

castic suggests sharp taunting and ridicule that wounds: “a deserved reputation for

sarcastic, acerbic and uninhibited polemics” (Burke Marshall). Ironic implies a sub-

tler form of mockery in which an intended meaning is conveyed obliquely: “a man

of eccentric charm, ironic humor, and—above all—profound literary genius”

(Jonathan Kirsch). Caustic means corrosive and bitingly trenchant: “The caustic

jokes... deal with such diverse matters as political assassination, talk-show hosts, med-

ical ethics” (Frank Rich). Satirical implies the exposure of something, especially

vice or folly, to ridicule: “on the surface a satirical look at commercial radio, but also

a study of the misuse of telecommunications” (Richard Harrington). Sardonic is as-

sociated with scorn, derision, mockery, and often cynicism: “He was proud, sar-

donic, harsh to inferiority of every description” (Charlotte Brontë).

Sar·celles (sär-sHlù)  A city of north-central France, a residential suburb of 

Paris. Population, 53,630. 

sarce·net (särsùnVt) n.  A fine, soft silk cloth.  [Middle English sarsenet, from 

Anglo-Norman sarzinett, perhaps from Old French Saracin, Saracen, from Late 

Latin SaracKnus. See SARACEN.]

sarco-  or sarc- pref.  1. Flesh:  sarcophagic.  2. Striated muscle:  sarcolemma.  

[Greek sarko-, from sarx, sark-, flesh.]

sar·co·din·i·an (särÙkN-dVnùK-Nn) adj.  Of or belonging to the Sarcodina, a 

superclass of protozoans that includes the rhizopods.   —  n.  A protozoan 

belonging to the superclass Sarcodina.  [New Latin SarcodXna, superclass name, 

from Greek sarkodKs, fleshy, from sarx, sark-, flesh.]

sar·coid (särùkoidÙ) adj.  Relating to or resembling flesh.   —  n.  1.  See sarcoi-
dosis.  2. A tumor resembling a sarcoma. 

sar·coid·o·sis (särÙkoi-doùsVs) n.  pl. sar·coid·o·ses (-sKz). A disease of 

unknown origin characterized by the formation of granulomatous lesions that 

appear especially in the liver, lungs, skin, and lymph nodes.  Also called sarcoid 

sar·co·lac·tic acid (särÙkN-l4kùtVk 4sùVd) n.  An isomeric form of lactic acid 

produced by muscle tissue during the anaerobic metabolism of glucose. 

sar·co·lem·ma (särÙkN-lHmùN) n.  A thin membrane enclosing a striated muscle 

fiber.  [SARCO- + Greek lemma, husk; see LEMMA
2.] —sarÙco·lemùmal adj. 

sar·co·ma (sär-koùmN) n.  pl. sar·co·mas also sar·co·ma·ta (-mN-tN). A malig-

nant tumor arising from connective tissues.  [New Latin, from Greek sarkoma, 

sarkomat-, fleshy excrescence, from sarkoun, to produce flesh, from sarx, sark-, 

flesh.] —sar·coùma·toidÙ (-mN-toidÙ), sar·coùma·tous (-tNs)  adj. 

sar·co·ma·to·sis (sär-koÙmN-toùsVs) n.  Formation of numerous sarcomas in 

various parts of the body. 

sar·co·mere (särùkN-mîrÙ) n.  One of the segments into which a fibril of stri-

ated muscle is divided. 



sar·coph·a·gi (sär-kmfùN-jXÙ) n.  A plural of sarcophagus. 
sar·co·phag·ic (särÙkN-f4jùVk, -f7ùjVk) also sar·coph·a·gous (sär-kmfùN-gNs) 

adj.  Flesh-eating; carnivorous. 

sar·coph·a·gus (sär-kmfùN-gNs) n.  pl. sar·coph·a·gi (-jXÙ)  or 

sar·coph·a·gus·es. A stone coffin, often inscribed or decorated with sculpture.  

[Latin, from Greek sarkophagos, coffin, from (lithos) sarkophagos, limestone that 

consumed the flesh of corpses laid in it  : sarx, sark-, flesh + -phagos, -phagous.]

WORD HISTORY: A gruesome name befits a gruesome thing, as in the case of

sarcophagus, our term for a stone coffin, often a decorated one, that is located

above ground. The word comes to us from Latin and Greek, having been derived

in Greek from sarx, “flesh,” and phagein, “to eat.” The Greek word sarkophagos

meant “eating flesh,” and in the phrase lithos (“stone”) sarcophagos denoted a

limestone that was thought to decompose the flesh of corpses placed in it. The

Greek term used by itself as a noun then came to mean “coffin.” The term was

carried over into Latin, where sarcophagus was used in the phrase lapis (“stone”)

sarcophagus, referring to the same stone as in Greek. Sarcophagus used as a noun

in Latin meant “coffin of any material.” This Latin word was borrowed into En-

glish, first being recorded in 1601 with reference to the flesh-consuming stone

and then in 1705 with reference to a stone coffin.

sar·co·plasm (särùkN-pl4zÙNm) n.  The cytoplasm of a striated muscle fiber.   
—sarÙco·plas·matùic (-pl4z-m4tùVk), sarÙco·plasùmic (-mVk)  adj. 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (särÙkN-pl4zùmVk rV-tVkùyN-lNm) n.  The form of 

endoplasmic reticulum found in striated muscle fibers. 

sar·cop·tic mange (sär-kmpùtVk m7nj) n.  Mange caused by the mite Sarcoptes 

scabiei.  [From New Latin Sarcoptes, genus name  : SARCO- + Greek koptein, to 

cut.]

sar·co·some (särùkN-somÙ) n.  A large specialized mitochondrion found in stri-

ated muscle.   —sarÙco·soùmal adj. 

sar·co·style (särùkN-stXlÙ) n.  See myofibril. 
sar·cous (särùkNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or consisting of flesh or muscle tissue. 

sard (särd) n.  A clear or translucent, deep orange-red to brownish-red variety of 

chalcedony.  Also called sardius [Middle English sarde, from Old French, from 

Latin sarda, perhaps from SardXs, Sardis, an ancient city of western Asia Minor.]

sar·dine (sär-dKnù) n.  1. Any of various small or half-grown edible herrings or 

related fishes of the family Clupeidae, frequently canned in oil or water, espe-

cially the pilchard of European waters.  2. Any of numerous small, silvery, edible 

freshwater or marine fishes unrelated to the sardine.   —  v.  tr. sar·dined, 
sar·din·ing, sar·dines. Slang. To pack tightly; cram: “The bars are sardined with 

hungry hopefuls” (Gael Greene).  [Middle English sardin, from Old French sar-



dine, from Latin sardXna, from sarda, a kind of fish, ultimately from Greek Sardo, 

Sardinia.]

Sar·din·i·a (sär-dVnùK-N, -dVnùyN)  An island of Italy in the Mediterranean Sea 

south of Corsica. Settled by Phoenicians, Greeks, and Carthaginians before the 

sixth century B.C., the island was taken by Rome in 238 B.C. and later fell to the 

Vandals (fifth century A.D.) and the Byzantines (early sixth century). Numerous 

European powers controlled the island before 1720, when it passed to the House 

of Savoy and became the nucleus of the Kingdom of Sardinia. Victor Emmanuel 

II of Sardinia became the first king of Italy in 1861. 

Sar·din·i·an (sär-dVnùK-Nn, -yNn) adj.  Of or relating to Sardinia or its people, 

language, or culture.   —  n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Sardinia.  2. The 

Romance language of the Sardinians. 

Sar·dis (särùdVs)  An ancient city of western Asia Minor northeast of modern-

day Izmir, Turkey. As the capital of Lydia it was the political and cultural center of 

Asia Minor from 650 to c. 550 B.C. and remained an important city during 

Roman and Byzantine times. Sardis was destroyed by Tamerlane in 1402. 

sar·di·us (särùdK-Ns) n.  See sard.  [Middle English, from Old English, from 

Latin, from sarda. See SARD.]

sar·don·ic (sär-dmnùVk) adj.  Scornfully or cynically mocking.  See Synonyms at 

sarcastic.  [French sardonique, from Greek sardonios, alteration of sardanios.] 
—sar·donùi·cal·ly adv.  —sar·donùi·cism (-V-sVzÙNm) n. 

sar·don·yx (sär-dmnùVks, särùdn-VksÙ) n.  An onyx with alternating brown and 

white bands of sard and other minerals.  [Middle English sardonix, probably from 

Latin sardonyx, from Greek sardonux : sardion, sard; see SARD + onux, onyx, nail; 

see nogh- in Appendix.]

Sar·dou (sär-duù), Victorien. 1831-1908.  French playwright known espe-

cially for his light comedies, including A Scrap of Paper (1860) and Peril (1861). 

Sa·re·ma (särùN-mäÙ)  See Saaremaa. 
sar·gas·so (sär-g4sùo) n.  pl. sar·gas·sos. See gulfweed.  [Portuguese sar-

gaço.]

Sar·gas·so Sea (sär-g4sùo sK)  A part of the northern Atlantic Ocean between 

the West Indies and the Azores. The relatively calm sea is noted for the abundance 

of gulfweed floating on its surface. 

sar·gas·sum (sär-g4sùNm) n.  See gulfweed.  [New Latin Sargassum, genus 

name, from SARGASSO.]

sargassum fish (sär-g4sùNm fVsh) n.  A frogfish (Histrio histrio) found com-

monly among the drifting gulfweed of the Atlantic and western Pacific. 

sarge (särj) n.  Informal. Sergeant. 

Sar·gent (särùjNnt), John Singer. 1856-1925.  American painter known espe-

cially for his elegant portraits and watercolor landscapes. 



Sar·go·dha (sNr-goùdN)  A city of northeast Pakistan west-northwest of Lahore. 

It is an agricultural trade center with varied industries. Population, 235,000. 

Sar·gon II (särùgmnÙ), Died 705 B.C.  Assyrian king (721-705) who completed 

the conquest of the northern Jewish kingdom of Israel, later known as Samaria. 

sa·ri (säùrK) n.  pl. sa·ris. An outer garment worn chiefly by women of India and 

Pakistan, consisting of a length of lightweight cloth with one end wrapped about 

the waist to form a skirt and the other draped over the shoulder or covering the 

head.  [Hindi s7xX, from Prakrit s7CX, from Sanskrit {7£X.]
Sark (särk)  One of the Channel Islands in the English Channel east of Guernsey. 

It comprises Great Sark and Little Sark, which are joined by a natural cause-

way.   —Sark·eseù (-Kzù, -Ksù) adj.  & n. 

Sar·ma·tia (sär-m7ùshN, -shK-N)  An ancient region of eastern Europe northeast 

of the Black Sea. The Sarmatian people occupied the area after the fourth century 

B.C. and fled across the Carpathian Mountains and along the Danube River after 

the onslaught of the Huns. The term is also applied to the territory between the 

Vistula and Volga rivers during the time of the Roman Empire.   —Sar·maùtian 
adj.  & n. 

sar·men·tose (sär-mHnùtosÙ) adj.  Botany. Having slender, prostrate stolons, as 

in the strawberry.  [Latin sarmentosus, full of twigs, from sarmentum, twigs.]

Sar·ni·a (särùnK-N)  A city of southeast Ontario, Canada, at the southern end of 

Lake Huron west of London. Settled by the French in 1807 and the British in 

1833, it is a port and manufacturing center. Population, 50,892. 

Sar·noff (särùnôfÙ), David. 1891-1971.  American radio and television pioneer 

who proposed the first commercial radio receiver and in 1926 formed the 

National Broadcasting Company. 

sa·rod  or sa·rode (sN-rodù) n.  Music. A many-stringed lute of northern India 

that is played with a bow.  [Urdu, from Persian sar7d, from Middle Persian srod, 

from Old Iranian srauta-. See kleu- in Appendix.] —sa·rodùist n. 

sa·rong (sN-rôngù, -rmngù) n.  1. A skirt consisting of a length of brightly colored 

cloth wrapped about the waist that is worn by men and women in Malaysia, Indo-

nesia, and the Pacific islands.  2. Cloth for such skirts.  [Malay (kain) sarong, cov-

ering (cloth), sarong.]

Sa·ron·ic Gulf (sN-rmnùVk gƒlf)  An arm of the Aegean Sea in southern Greece 

between Attica and the Peloponnesus east of Corinth. A canal links it with the 

Gulf of Corinth. 

Sa·ros (sârùmsÙ, säùrôs), Gulf of. An inlet of the northeast Aegean Sea indenting 

northwest European Turkey north of Gallipoli. 

Sa·roy·an (sN-roiùNn), William. 1908-1981.  American writer whose works 

include short stories, such as The Daring Young Man on the Flying Trapeze (1934), 

plays, most notably The Time of Your Life (1939), and novels. 



Sar·pe·don (sär-pKdùn, -pKùdmn) n.  Greek Mythology. A son of Zeus and 

Europa who became king of Lycia and was killed by Patroclus in the Trojan War. 

sar·sa (särùsN) n.  Chiefly Southwestern U.S. Variant of salsa (n., sense 1). 

sar·sa·pa·ril·la (s4sÙpN-rVlùN, särsÙ-) n.  1. a. Any of several tropical American 

plants of the genus Smilax, having fragrant roots used as a flavoring.  b. The 

dried roots of any of these plants.  c. A sweet soft drink flavored with these roots.   

2. Either of two North American plants (Aralia hispida or A. nudicaulis) having 

umbels of small white flowers and bipinnately compound leaves.  [Spanish 

zarzaparrilla : zarza, bramble (from Arabic ≥ara}) + parrilla, diminutive of parra, 

vine.]

Sarthe (särt)  A river, about 285 km (177 mi) long, of northwest France flowing 

generally south to Angers. 

sar·to·ri·al (sär-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  Of or relating to a tailor, tailoring, or tai-

lored clothing:  sartorial elegance.  [From Late Latin sartor, tailor. See SARTORIUS.] 
—sar·toùri·al·ly adv. 

sar·to·ri·us (sär-tôrùK-Ns, -torù-) n.  pl. sar·to·ri·i (-tôrùK-X, -torù-). A flat, nar-

row thigh muscle, the longest of the human anatomy, crossing the front of the 

thigh obliquely from the hip to the inner side of the tibia.  [New Latin, from Late 

Latin sartor, tailor (from its producing the cross-legged position of a tailor at 

work), from sartus, past participle of sarcXre, to mend.]

Sar·tre (särùtrN, särt), Jean Paul. 1905-1980.  French writer and philosopher. A 

leading existentialist, he wrote literary works, such as the autobiographical novel 

Nausea (1938) and the play No Exit (1944), and philosophical volumes that 

include Being and Nothingness (1943). Sartre declined the 1964 Nobel Prize for 

literature. 

sa·rus crane (särùNs kr7n) n.  A large crane (Grus antigone) of southern Asia, 

having a partly red head and neck.  [Hindi s7ras, from Sanskrit s7rasaU, from 

s7rasa-, of lakes, from saraU, lake, from sarati, it flows.]

SASE abbr.  Self-addressed stamped envelope. 

Sa·se·bo (säùsH-boÙ)  A city of northwest Kyushu, Japan, on the East China Sea 

north-northwest of Nagasaki. A naval base was established here in 1886. Popula-

tion, 250,635. 

sash1 (s4sh) n.  A band or ribbon worn about the waist, as for ornament, or over 

the shoulder as a symbol of rank.   —  v.  tr. sashed, sash·ing, sash·es. To put 

a band or ribbon about (the waist).  [Arabic ≥7≥, muslin.]

sash2 (s4sh) n.  A frame in which the panes of a window or door are set.   —  v.  

tr. sashed, sash·ing, sash·es. To furnish with a sash.  [Alteration of French 

châssis, frame (taken as pl.). See CHASSIS.]

sa·shay (s4-sh7ù) Informal. v.  intr. sa·shayed, sa·shay·ing, sa·shays. 
1. a. To walk or proceed, especially in an easy or casual manner.  b. To strut or 

flounce in a showy manner: “sashays in tight black pants and harlequin shoes across 



the patio” (Tom Ashbrook).   2. To perform the chassé in dancing.  3. To move in 

a sideways manner.   —  n.  1. A chassé.  2. An excursion; an outing.  3. A figure 

in square dancing in which partners circle each other by taking sideways steps.  

[Alteration of CHASSÉ.]

sa·shi·mi (sä-shKùmK) n.  pl. sa·shi·mis. A Japanese dish consisting of very thin, 

bite-size slices of fresh raw fish, traditionally served with a sharp tasting sauce.  

[Japanese.]

Sas·katch·e·wan (s4-sk4chùN-wänÙ, -wNn) Abbr. SK, Sask.  A province of 

south-central Canada. It joined the Confederation in 1905. The French estab-

lished trading posts in the area c. 1750, but the first permanent settlement was 

made by the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1774. The region became part of the 

Northwest Territories in 1870. Regina is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 968,313. 

Saskatchewan River (s4-sk4chùN-wänÙ rVvùNr)  A river, about 547 km (340 

mi) long, of south-central Canada formed by the confluence of the North and 

South Saskatchewan rivers in central Saskatchewan and flowing eastward to Lake 

Winnipeg in Manitoba. 

sas·ka·toon (s4sÙkN-tunù) n.  1. A shrub (Amelanchier alnifolia) of northwest 

North America, having white flowers and edible dark purple fruit.  2. The fruit 

of this plant.  [From Cree misaaskwatoomin, saskatoon berry.]

Sas·ka·toon (s4sÙkN-tunù)  A city of south-central Saskatchewan, Canada, on 

the South Saskatchewan River northwest of Regina. Settled in 1883, it is a trade 

and processing center. Population, 154,210. 

Sas·quatch (s4sùkwmch, -kw4ch) n.  See Bigfoot.  [Halkomelem (Salish lan-

guage) sέsq’N?.]

sass (s4s) Informal. n.  Impertinent, disrespectful speech; back talk.   —  v.  tr. 

sassed, sass·ing, sass·es. To talk impudently to.  [Back-formation from 

SASSY
1.]

sas·sa·by (s4sùN-bK) n.  pl. sas·sa·bies. A South African antelope (Damaliscus 

lunatus) having curved, ridged horns.  [Sotho (Setswana) tshêsêbê.]

sas·sa·fras (s4sùN-fr4sÙ) n.  1. A deciduous eastern North American tree (Sassa-

fras albidum) having irregularly lobed leaves and aromatic bark, leaves, and 

branches.  2. The dried root bark of this plant, used as a flavoring and a source of 

a volatile oil.  [Spanish sasafrás, from Late Latin saxifragia, kind of herb, variant 

of (herba) saxifraga, saxifrage. See SAXIFRAGE.]

Sas·sa·nid (s4sùN-nVd, sN-säùnVd, -s4nùVd) also Sas·sa·ni·an (sN-s7ùnK-Nn, s4-)  

or Sas·sa·nide (s4sùN-nXdÙ, -nVd)  A Persian dynasty (A.D. 224-651) and the last 

line of Persian kings before the Arab conquest. The Sassanid era was marked by 

wars against Romans, Armenians, and Huns and by the revival of Zoroastrianism.   
—Sasùsa·nid adj. 



Sas·sa·ri (säùsN-rKÙ)  A city of northwest Sardinia, Italy, north-northwest of 

Cagliari. An important trading center in the Middle Ages, it was held by the 

Genoese and Aragonese before passing to Piedmont in 1718. Population, 118,158. 

Sas·soon (sN-sunù, s4-), Siegfried Lorraine. 1886-1967.  British writer 

known for his antiwar poems, based on his combat experience in World War I, 

and for his fictionalized three-volume autobiography, first published as The 

Memoirs of George Sherston (1928-1936). 

sass·wood (s4sùwtdÙ) n.  See sassy2.  [Alteration of sassywood : SASSY
2 + 

WOOD
1.]

sas·sy1 (s4sùK) adj.  sas··si·er, sas··si·est. 1. Rude and disrespectful; impudent.  

2. Lively and spirited; jaunty.  3. Stylish; chic:  a sassy little hat.  [Alteration of 

SAUCY.] —sasùsi·ly adv.  —sasùsi·ness n. 

sas·sy2 (s4sùK) n.  pl. sas·sies. A western African tree (Erythrophleum suaveo-

lens) of the pea family, having bark that yields a poison and wood that is used for 

construction.  Also called sasswood, sassy bark.  [Of West African origin; akin to 

Twi À-sésé, plane tree Ewe séséwú, timber tree Gã sèsè, kind of tree.]

sas·tru·ga (s4-struùgN, s4sùtrN-, säùstrN-) also zas·tru·ga (z4-struùgN, zä-) n.  

A long wavelike ridge of snow, formed by the wind and found on the polar plains.  

[Russian dialectal zastruga : za, beyond + struga, deep place into which one may 

fall; see sreu- in Appendix.]

sat (s4t) v.  Past tense and past participle of sit. 
SAT (HsÙ7-tKù)  A trademark used for Scholastic Aptitude Test. 

sat. abbr.  Saturate; saturated; saturation. 

Sat. abbr.  Saturday. 

Sa·tan (s7tùn) n.  Theology. The profoundly evil adversary of God and humanity, 

often identified with the leader of the fallen angels; the Devil.  [Middle English, 

from Old English, from Late Latin Sat7n, from Greek Satanas, Satan, from 

Hebrew {7£7n, devil, adversary, from {7£an, to accuse.]

sa·tang (sN-tängù) n.  pl. satang. A unit of currency in Thailand.  See Table at 

currency.  [Thai sat7g.]

sa·tan·ic (sN-t4nùVk, s7-)  or sa·tan·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Relating to or suggestive 

of Satan or evil.  2. Profoundly cruel or evil; fiendish.   —sa·tanùi·cal·ly adv. 

Sa·tan·ism (s7tùn-VzÙNm) n.  1. The worship of Satan characterized by a travesty 

of the Christian rites.  2. satanism. Profound wickedness.   —Saùtan·ist n. 

sa·tay also sa·té  or sa·te (säùt7) n.  A dish of southeast Asia consisting of strips 

of marinated meat, poultry, or seafood grilled on skewers and dipped in peanut 

sauce.  [Malay, or Indonesian.]

satch·el (s4chùNl) n.  A small bag, often having a shoulder strap, used for carry-

ing books or clothing.  [Middle English sachel, from Old French, from Late Latin 

saccellus, from Latin sacculus, diminutive of saccus, bag. See SACK
1.] 

—satchùeled adj.  —satchùel·fulÙ (-ftlÙ) n. 



satd. abbr.  Saturated. 

sate1 (s7t) v.  tr. sat·ed, sat·ing, sates. 1. To satisfy (an appetite) fully.  2. To 

satisfy to excess.  See Synonyms at satiate.  [Probably alteration of Middle 

English saden, from Old English sadian. See s7- in Appendix.]

sate2 (s7t, s4t) v.  Archaic. A past tense of sit. 
sa·té  or sa·te (säùt7) n.  Variants of satay. 
sa·teen (s4-tKnù) n.  A cotton fabric with a satinlike finish.  [Alteration (influ-

enced by VELVETEEN), of SATIN.]

sat·el·lite (s4tùl-XtÙ) n.  1. Astronomy. A celestial body that orbits a planet; a 

moon.  2. Aerospace. An object launched to orbit Earth or another celestial body.  

3. One who attends a powerful dignitary; a minion.  4. A subservient follower; a 

sycophant.  5. A nation dominated politically and economically by another 

nation.  6. An urban or suburban community located near a big city.  7. Genetics. 

A short segment of a chromosome separated from the rest by a constriction, typ-

ically associated with the formation of a nucleolus.  8. Microbiology. A colony of 

microorganisms whose growth in culture medium is enhanced by certain sub-

stances produced by another colony in its proximity.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  satellite telecommunications; satellite countries in 

the Eastern Bloc.  [French, hanger-on, hireling, from Old French, from Latin 

satelles, satellit-.]

satellite cell (s4tùl-XtÙ sHl) n.  Anatomy. Any of the cells that encapsulate the 

bodies of nerve cells in many ganglia. 

satellite DNA (s4tùl-XtÙ dKÙHn-7ù) n.  A portion of DNA in animal cells whose 

density differs from that of the other DNA and that consists of short, repeating 

sequences of nucleotide pairs near the region of the centromere. 

satellite station (s4tùl-XtÙ st7ùshNn) n.  A radio or television station that 

rebroadcasts a received transmission immediately on a different wavelength. 

sa·tem (säùtNm) adj.  Designating those Indo-European languages, including the 

Indo-Iranian, Armenian, Albanian, and Balto-Slavic subfamilies, in which origi-

nal velar stops became fricatives (as k > s or ≥) and labiovelar stops became velars 

(as kw > k).  [Avestan satNm, hundred (a word whose initial sound illustrates the 

sound change). See dekc in Appendix.]

sa·ti (sƒ-tKù, sƒtùKÙ) n.  Variant of suttee. 
sa·tia·ble (s7ùshN-bNl, -shK-N-) adj.  Possible to satisfy or sate:  satiable thirst; a 

satiable appetite.   —saÙtia·bilùi·ty n.  —saùtia·bly adv. 

sa·ti·ate (s7ùshK-7tÙ) v.  tr. sa·ti·at·ed, sa·ti·at·ing, sa·ti·ates. 1. To satisfy 

(an appetite or a desire) fully.  2. To satisfy to excess.   —  adj.  (-Vt) Filled to satis-

faction.  [Middle English saciaten, from Latin sati7re, sati7t-, from satis, suffi-

cient. See s7- in Appendix.] —saÙti·aùtion n.  

SYNONYMS: satiate, sate, cloy, glut, gorge, surfeit. These verbs mean to fill or



become filled to the utmost. Satiate and sate, which are generally interchangeable,

can mean merely to satisfy fully, but usually both imply satisfaction beyond nat-

ural desire: The actor is so vain that he can never be satiated with adulation. The

novel she finished last night sated her appetite for fiction. Cloy stresses the distaste

or ennui produced by overindulgence: The host served a dessert so sweet that it

cloyed. Glut emphasizes the sheer volume of oversupply: Even the surrender of half

of Europe failed to glut Hitler’s ambition. Gorge refers principally to greedy over-

stuffing with food: The children gorged on potato chips. Surfeit implies excess re-

sulting in revulsion or illness: I surfeited myself with chocolate.

Sa·tie (sä-tKù), Erik. 1866-1925.  French composer who rebelled against roman-

ticism with his unorthodox and often whimsical compositions, such as Socrate 

(1918). 

sa·ti·e·ty (sN-tXùV-tK) n.  The condition of being full or gratified beyond the point 

of satisfaction; surfeit.  [French satiete, from Old French saciete, from Latin 

satiet7s, from satis, sufficient. See s7- in Appendix.]

Sa·til·la (sN-tVlùN)  A river, about 354 km (220 mi) long, of southeast Georgia 

flowing generally east, south, and east to an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. 

sat·in (s4tùn) n.  1. A smooth fabric, as of silk or rayon, woven with a glossy face 

and a dull back.  2. A garment made of this fabric.   —  adj.  1. Made of or cov-

ered with satin.  2. Glossy, sleek, and smooth.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

probably from Arabic (’a£las) zait7nXy, (satin) of Zaitun, from Zait7n, probably 

Tsinkiang (Quanzhou or Chuanchow), a city of southeast China.]

sat·in·et (s4tÙn-Htù) n.  A thin inferior satin or an imitation satin, especially one 

containing cotton. 

satin flower (s4tùn flouùNr) n.  1. A plant (Clarkia amoena) of coastal Califor-

nia having showy, red-blotched flowers.  2.  See honesty (n., sense 4). 

satin stitch (s4tùn stVch) n.  An embroidery stitch worked in close parallel lines 

to give a solid satinlike finish. 

satin weave (s4tùn wKv) n.  A basic weave construction with the interlacing of 

the threads so arranged that the face of the cloth is covered with warp yarn or fill-

ing yarn and no twill line is distinguishable. 

sat·in·wood (s4tùn-wtdÙ) n.  1. A deciduous tree (Chloroxylon swietenia) of 

India and Sri Lanka, having hard, yellowish, close-grained wood.  2. A West 

Indian tree (Zanthoxylum flavum) having smooth, slightly oily, lustrous wood.  

3. The wood of either of these trees, used for furniture and cabinetwork. 

sat·in·y (s4tùn-K) adj.  Lustrous and smooth like satin.  See Synonyms at sleek. 
sat·ire (s4tùXrÙ) n.  1. a. A literary work in which human vice or folly is attacked 

through irony, derision, or wit.  b. The branch of literature constituting such 

works.  See Synonyms at caricature.   2. Irony, sarcasm, or caustic wit used to 

attack or expose folly, vice, or stupidity.  [Latin satira, probably alteration (influ-



enced by Greek satur, satyr,, and satyros, burlesque of a mythical episode ), of 

(lanx) satura, fruit (plate) mixture, from feminine of satur, sated, well-fitted. See 

s7- in Appendix.]

sa·tir·i·cal (sN-tVrùV-kNl)  or sa·tir·ic (-Vk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characterized by 

satire.  See Synonyms at sarcastic.  —sa·tirùi·cal·ly adv. 

sat·i·rist (s4tùNr-Vst) n.  One who is given to satire, especially a writer of satirical 

works. 

sat·i·rize (s4tùN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. sat·i·rized, sat·i·riz·ing, sat·i·riz·es. To ridicule or 

attack by means of satire. 

sat·is·fac·tion (s4tÙVs-f4kùshNn) n.  1. a. The fulfillment or gratification of a 

desire, a need, or an appetite.  b. Pleasure or contentment derived from such 

gratification.  c. A source or means of gratification.   2. a. Compensation for 

injury or loss; reparation.  b. The opportunity to avenge a wrong; vindication.   

3. Assurance beyond doubt or question; complete conviction.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin satisfactio, satisfaction-, amends, from satisfactus, 

past participle of satisfacere, to satisfy. See SATISFY.]

sat·is·fac·to·ry (s4tÙVs-f4kùtN-rK) adj.  Giving satisfaction sufficient to meet a 

demand or requirement; adequate.   —satÙis·facùto·ri·ly adv.  

—satÙis·facùto·ri·ness n. 

sat·is·fi·a·ble (s4tùVs-fXÙN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being satisfied:  satisfiable needs 

and desires. 

sat·is·fied (s4tùVs-fXdÙ) adj.  1. Filled with satisfaction; content:  a very satisfied 

customer.  2. Paid or discharged in full, as a debt or an obligation.  3. Convinced 

beyond a doubt. 

sat·is·fy (s4tùVs-fXÙ) v.  sat·is·fied, sat·is·fy·ing, sat·is·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

gratify the need, desire, or expectation of.  2. To fulfill (a need or desire).  

3. a. To free from doubt or question; assure.  b. To get rid of (a doubt or ques-

tion); dispel.   4. a. To discharge (a debt or an obligation, for example) in full.  

b. To discharge an obligation to (a creditor).   5. To conform to the requirements 

of (a standard or rule); be sufficient to (an end).  6. To make reparation for; 

redress.  7. Mathematics. To make the left and right sides of an equation equal 

after substituting equivalent quantities for the unknown variables in the equa-

tion.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be sufficient or adequate.  2. To give satisfaction.  [Middle 

English satisfien, from Old French satisfier, from Latin satisfacere : satis, suffi-

cient; see s7- in Appendix + facere, to make; see dhK- in Appendix.] 
—satùis·fiÙer n.  —satùis·fyÙing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: satisfy, answer, fill, fulfill, meet. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to supply fully or completely”: satisfied all requirements; answered

our needs; filling a purpose; fulfilled their aspirations; meeting her obligations.



Sa·to (säùto), Eisaku. 1901-1975.  Japanese politician who served as prime min-

ister (1964-1972). He won the 1974 Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts toward 

nuclear disarmament. 

sa·to·ri (sä-tôrùK, -torùK, sN-) n.  Buddhism. A state of spiritual enlightenment 

sought in Zen Buddhism.  [Japanese.]

sa·trap (s7ùtr4pÙ, s4tùr4pÙ) n.  1. A governor of a province in ancient Persia.  

2. A ruler.  3. A subordinate bureaucrat or an official: “The satraps of Capitol Hill 

will not sit idly by” (David Nyhan).  [Middle English satrape, from Old French, 

from Latin satrapKs, from Greek, from Old Persian khshathrap7v7, protector of 

the province  : khshathra-, realm, province + p7v7, protector; see p7- in Appen-

dix.]

sa·tra·py (s7ùtrN-pK, -tr4pÙK, s4tùrN-pK) n.  pl. sa·tra·pies. 1. The territory or 

sphere under the rule of a satrap.  2. A nation, state, territory, or area controlled 

as if by a satrap: “No military legions from the West are going to liberate their East-

ern European satrapies” (John Hughes). 

sat·su·ma (s4t-suùmN, sä-tsuùmä, säùtsu-mäÙ) n.  1. A tangerine native to 

Japan and the hardiest commercial citrus fruit.  2. Satsuma. A Japanese porce-

lain. In this sense, also calledSatsuma ware [After Satsuma, a peninsula of south-

west Kyushu, Japan.]

Sa·tu-Ma·re also Sa·tu Ma·re (säùtu-märùH)  A city of northwest Romania 

near the Hungarian border northwest of Bucharest. It is a commercial, cultural, 

and industrial center. Population, 124,691. 

sat·u·rant (s4chùNr-Nnt) adj.  Serving to saturate.   —  n.  A substance used to 

saturate. 

sat·u·rate (s4chùN-r7tÙ) v.  tr. sat·u·rat·ed, sat·u·rat·ing, sat·u·rates. Abbr. 

sat. 1. To imbue or impregnate thoroughly: “The recollection was saturated with 

sunshine” (Vladimir Nabokov).  See Synonyms at charge.  2. To soak, fill, or 

load to capacity.  3. Chemistry. To cause (a substance) to unite with the greatest 

possible amount of another substance.   —  adj.  (-rVt) Saturated.  [Latin satur7re, 

satur7t-, to fill, from satur, sated. See s7- in Appendix.] —satùu·ra·ble (s4chùNr-

N-bNl) adj.  —satùu·raÙtor n. 

sat·u·rat·ed (s4chùN-r7ÙtVd) adj.  Abbr. sat., satd. 1. Unable to hold or contain 

more; full.  2. Soaked with moisture; drenched.  3. Chemistry. a. Combined with 

or containing all the solute that can normally be dissolved at a given temperature.  

b. Having all available valence bonds filled. Used especially of organic com-

pounds:  saturated fats.   4. Geology. Of or relating to minerals that can crystallize 

from magmas even in the presence of excess silica. 

saturated fat (s4chùN-r7ÙtVd f4t) n.  A fat, most often of animal origin, whose 

fatty acid chains cannot incorporate additional hydrogen atoms. An excess of 

these fats in the diet is thought to raise the cholesterol level in the bloodstream. 



sat·u·ra·tion (s4chÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. sat. 1. a. The act or process of saturat-

ing.  b. The condition of being saturated.  c. The condition of being full to or 

beyond satisfaction; satiety.   2. Physics. A state of a ferromagnetic substance in 

which an increase in applied magnetic field strength does not produce an increase 

in magnetic intensity.  3. Chemistry. The state of a compound or solution that is 

fully saturated.  4. Meteorology. A condition in which air at a specific temperature 

contains all the water vapor it can hold; 100 percent relative humidity.  5. Color. 

Vividness of hue; degree of difference from a gray of the same lightness or bright-

ness.  Also called intensity 6. Intensive shelling or bombing of a military target to 

achieve total destruction.  7. The flooding of a market with all of a commodity 

that consumers can purchase. 

Sat·ur·day (s4tùNr-dK, -d7Ù) n.  Abbr. S., Sat. 1. The seventh day of the week.  

2. The Sabbath for many Jews.  [Middle English, from Old English Sæternesdæg, 

translation of Latin S7turnXdiKs : S7turnX, genitive of S7turnus, Saturn + diKs, day.]

Saturday night special (s4tùNr-dK nXt spHshùNl) n.  Informal. A cheap hand-

gun easily obtained and concealed. 

Sat·urn (s4tùNrn) n.  1. Roman Mythology. The god of agriculture.  2. The sixth 

planet from the sun and the second largest in the solar system, having a sidereal 

period of revolution about the sun of 29.5 years at a mean distance of about 

1,425,000,000 kilometers (886,000,000 miles), a mean diameter of approximately 

119,000 kilometers (74,000 miles), and a mass 95 times that of Earth.  [Middle 

English Saturnus, from Old English, from Latin S7turnus, of Etruscan origin.]

sat·ur·na·li·a (s4tÙNr-n7ùlK-N, -n7lùyN) pl.n.  1. Saturnalia. The ancient Roman 

seven-day festival of Saturn, which began on December 17.  2. (used with a sing. 

verb). A celebration marked by unrestrained revelry and often licentiousness; an 

orgy.  [Latin S7turn7lia, from neuter pl. of S7turn7lis, Saturnian, from S7turnus, 

Saturn. See SATURN.]

Sa·tur·ni·an (s4-tûrùnK-Nn, sN-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the planet Saturn or to 

its supposed astrological influence.  2. Archaic. Of or relating to the god Saturn or 

his reign. 

sa·tur·ni·id (s4-tûrùnK-Vd, sN-) n.  Any of various often large and colorful moths 

of the family Saturniidae, such as the emperor moth.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to 

the Saturniidae.  [From New Latin S7turniidae, family name, from S7turnia, type 

genus, from Latin, daughter of Saturn, from feminine of S7turnius, Saturnian, 

from S7turnus, Saturn. See SATURN.]

sat·ur·nine (s4tùNr-nXnÙ) adj.  1. Having the temperament of one born under 

the supposed astrological influence of Saturn.  2. a. Melancholy or sullen.  

b. Having or marked by a tendency to be bitter or sardonic:  a saturnine expres-

sion on his face.  See Synonyms at glum.   3. Produced by absorption of lead.   
—satùur·nineÙly adv. 



sat·urn·ism (s4tùNr-nVzÙNm) n.  See lead poisoning.  [From SATURN, lead 

(obsolete), with which alchemists associated the planet Saturn.]

Sa·tya·gra·ha (sN-tyäùgrN-hN, sƒtùyN-grƒÙhN) n.  The policy of nonviolent resis-

tance initiated in India by Mahatma Gandhi as a means of pressing for political 

reform.  [Sanskrit saty7grahaU : satyam, truth (from sat-, sant-, existing, true); see 

es- in Appendix + 7grahaU, determination, insistence (7-, to + grahaU, act of seiz-

ing from gxhh7ti, he seizes); see ghrebh-1 in Appendix.]

sa·tyr (s7ùtNr, s4tùNr) n.  1.  Often Satyr. Greek Mythology. A woodland creature 

depicted as having the pointed ears, legs, and short horns of a goat and a fondness 

for unrestrained revelry.  2. A licentious man; a lecher.  3. A man who is affected 

by satyriasis.  4. Any of various butterflies of the family Satyridae, having brown 

wings marked with eyelike spots.  [Middle English satire, from Old French, from 

Latin satyrus, from Greek saturos.] —sa·tyrùic (s7-tîrùVk, sN-), sa·tyrùi·cal (-V-
kNl)  adj. 

sa·ty·ri·a·sis (s7ÙtN-rXùN-sVs, s4tÙN-) n.  Excessive, often uncontrollable sexual 

desire in a man.  [Late Latin, from Greek saturiasis, from saturos, satyr.]

sa·tyr·id (s7ùtNr-Vd, s4tùNr-, sN-tXùrVd) n.  A butterfly of the family Satyridae, 

including the satyrs and wood nymphs.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the Satyr-

idae.  [From New Latin Satyridae, family name, from Satyrus, type genus, from 

Latin satyrus, satyr. See SATYR.]

sauce (sôs) n.  1. A flavorful seasoning or relish served as an accompaniment to 

food, especially a liquid dressing or topping for food.  2. Stewed fruit, usually 

served with other foods.  3. Something that adds zest, flavor, or piquancy.  

4. Informal. Impudent speech or behavior; impertinence or sauciness.  5. Slang. 

Alcoholic liquor.   —  v.  tr. sauced, sauc·ing, sauc·es. 1. To season or flavor 

with sauce.  2. To add piquancy or zest to.  3. Informal. To be impertinent or 

impudent to.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *salsa, from 

Latin, feminine of salsus past participle of sallere, to salt. See sal- in Appendix.]

sauce·boat (smsùbotÙ) n.  A low, boat-shaped pitcher typically having a wide lip 

at one end and a handle at the other and used for serving sauces and gravies. 

sauce·box (sôsùbmksÙ) n.  Informal. An impertinent person. 

sauce·pan (sôsùp4nÙ) n.  A deep cooking pan with a handle. 

sauce·pot (sôsùpmtÙ) n.  A cooking pot having a close-fitting lid and a handle on 

either side. 

sau·cer (sôùsNr) n.  1. A small shallow dish having a slight circular depression in 

the center for holding a cup.  2. An object similar in shape to a saucer.  [Middle 

English, sauce dish, from Old French saussier, from sauce, sauce. See SAUCE.]

sauce suprême (sôs st-prKmù) n.  See suprême (n., sense 1).  [French  : 

sauce, sauce + suprême, suprême.]



sauc·y (sôùsK) adj.  sauc·i·er, sauc·i·est. 1. a. Impertinent or disrespectful.  

b. Impertinent in an entertaining way; impossible to repress or control.   

2. Piquant; pert:  a saucy red bow tie.   —sauùci·ly adv.  —sauùci·ness n. 

Sa·ud (sä-udù), Abdul Aziz ibn. 1901?-1969.  Saudi Arabian king (1953-1964) 

who was unable to deal with his country’s economic problems and was replaced 

by his brother Faisal in 1964. 

Sa·u·di A·ra·bi·a (souùdK N-r7ùbK-N, sôùdK, sä-uùdK)  A country occupying 

most of the Arabian Peninsula. Political agitation in the region began in the late 

18th century and resulted in a dual kingdom formed in 1926 and a unified inde-

pendent kingdom proclaimed in 1932. Oil was discovered in 1936 and production 

begun in 1938. Riyadh is the capital and the largest city. Population, 9,320,000.   
—Sa·uùdi, Sa·uùdi A·raùbi·an adj.  & n. 

sau·er·bra·ten (sourùbrätÙn) n.  A pot roast of beef marinated in vinegar, 

water, wine, and spices before being cooked.  [German  : sauer, sour (from Middle 

High German s7r, from Old High German) + Braten, roast meat (from Middle 

High German br7te, edible meat, from Old High German br7to); see bhreu- in 

Appendix.]

sau·er·kraut (sourùkroutÙ) n.  Chopped or shredded cabbage salted and fer-

mented in its own juice.  [German  : sauer, sour; see SAUERBRATEN + Kraut, cab-

bage (from Middle High German kr7t, from Old High German).]

sau·ger (sôùgNr) n.  A small North American freshwater fish (Stizostidion 

canadense) having a spotted, spiny dorsal fin.  [Origin unknown.]

Sau·gus (sôùgNs)  A town of northeast Massachusetts, a residential and manu-

facturing suburb of Boston. Population 25,549. 

Sauk (sôk) also Sac (s4k, sôk) n.  pl. Sauk or Sauks also Sac  or Sacs. 1. a. A 

Native American people formerly inhabiting parts of Wisconsin, Illinois, and 

Iowa, with a present-day population mainly in Oklahoma. Sauk resistance to 

removal from their Illinois lands ended in 1832 with the Black Hawk War.  b. A 

member of this people.   2. The Algonquian language of the Sauk, dialectally 

related to Fox.  [North American French saki, from Sauk asaakiiha.]

Sauk Cen·tre (sôk sHnùtNr)  A city of central Minnesota west-northwest of 

Minneapolis. Sinclair Lewis was born here and used the community as the setting 

for a number of novels, including Main Street (1920). Population, 3,709. 

Saul (sôl), fl. 11th century B.C.  The first king of Israel. He defended Israel against 

numerous enemies, especially the Philistines, and was succeeded by David. 

sault (su) n.  A waterfall or rapids.  [Obsolete French, from Old French, leap, 

waterfall. See SOMERSAULT.]

Sault Sainte Ma·rie (suù s7ntÙ mN-rKù)  A city of southern Ontario, Canada, 

at the falls of the St. Marys River opposite Upper Michigan. It is an industrial cen-

ter in a resort area. Population, 82,698. 



Sault Sainte Marie Canals (su s7nt mN-rKù kN-n4lzù) Popularly called 

Soo Canals (su).  Three ship canals bypassing the rapids on the St. Marys River 

between Lakes Superior and Huron. The Canadian canal, opened in 1895, follows 

the route of the canal built around the rapids by a fur company in 1797-1798. The 

first American canal was completed in 1855 and was enlarged and split into two 

canals, opened in 1896 and 1919. Though often icebound in winter, the canals are 

vital links in the Great Lakes waterway system. 

sau·na (sôùnN, souù-) n.  1. a. A Finnish steam bath in which the steam is pro-

duced by pouring water over heated rocks.  b. A bathhouse or room for taking 

such a steam bath.   2. a. A dry heat bath.  b. A room or an enclosure for taking a 

dry heat bath.   [Finnish.]

saun·ter (sônùtNr) v.  intr. saun·tered, saun·ter·ing, saun·ters. To walk at a 

leisurely pace; stroll.   —  n.  1. A leisurely pace.  2. A leisurely walk or stroll.  

[Probably from Middle English santren, to muse.] —saunùter·er n. 

sau·rel (sôrùNl, sô-rHlù) n.  1. A marine fish of the genus Trachurus, characterized 

by bony lateral lines, especially T. trachurus of eastern Atlantic waters.  Also called 

horse mackerel 2.  See jack mackerel.  [French, from Late Latin saurus, horse 

mackerel, from Greek sauros.]

sau·ri·an (sôrùK-Nn) n.  Any of various reptiles of the suborder Sauria, which 

includes the lizards and in former classifications also the crocodiles and dino-

saurs.   —  adj.  Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the Sauria.  [From New 

Latin Sauria, suborder name, from saurus, lizard, from Greek sauros.]

saur·is·chi·an (sô-rVsùkK-Nn) n.  A dinosaur of the order Saurischia, having a 

pelvic girdle similar to that of modern reptiles.   —  adj.  Of, belonging to, or 

characteristic of the order Saurischia.  [From New Latin Saurischia, order name  : 

saurus, lizard; see SAURIAN + Latin ischium, hip joint (possibly of Greek origin).]

sau·ro·pod (sôrùN-pmdÙ) n.  Any of various large semiaquatic dinosaurs of the 

suborder Sauropoda, of the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods.   —  adj.  Of, 

belonging to, or characteristic of the suborder Sauropoda.  [From New Latin Sau-

ropoda, suborder name  : saurus, lizard; see SAURIAN + -poda, -pod.] 
—sau·ropùo·dous (sô-rmpùN-dNs) adj. 

sau·ry (sôrùK) n.  pl. sau·ries. Any of several offshore marine fishes of the fam-

ily Scomberesocidae, related to the needlefishes.  [From New Latin saurus, lizard, 

from Greek sauros.]

sau·sage (sôùsVj) n.  Finely chopped and seasoned meat, especially pork, usually 

stuffed into a prepared animal intestine or other casing and cooked or cured.  

[Middle English sausige, from Anglo-Norman sausiche, from Vulgar Latin *salsX-
cia, from Late Latin, neuter pl. of salsXcius, prepared by salting, from salsus, salted. 

See SAUCE.]

sausage tree (sôùsVj trK) n.  A tropical African tree (Kigelia pinnata) having 

pinnately compound whorled leaves, large scarlet bell-shaped flowers borne on 



loose drooping clusters, and long gourdlike fruit suspended on stalks more than a 

meter long. 

Sau·sa·li·to (sôÙsN-lKùto)  A city of western California on San Francisco Bay at 

the northern terminus of the Golden Gate Bridge. It is a residential community, 

an artists’ colony, and a popular boating resort. Population, 7,152. 

Saus·sure (so-strù, -sürù), Ferdinand de. 1857-1913.  Swiss linguist. The 

founder of structural linguistics, he declared that there is only an arbitrary rela-

tionship between a linguistic sign and that which it signifies. The posthumously 

published collection of his lectures, Course in General Linguistics (1916), is a sem-

inal work of modern linguistics. 

sau·té (so-t7ù, sô-) v.  tr. sau·téed, sau·té·ing, sau·tés. To fry lightly in fat in 

a shallow, open pan.   —  n.  A dish of food so prepared.  [French sautéed, from 

past participle of sauter, to leap, from Old French, from Latin salt7re. See SALTA-

TION.]

WORD HISTORY: The term sauté is connected with lightness in several ways.

One goes lighter on the use of fat when one sautés food. Also, sautéing food is

one example of the lightened workload and expanded opportunities for the aver-

age cook after ranges with adjustable heat levels were invented (around the turn

of the 19th century) and brought into wide use. Before the advent of the range,

the ordinary cook could not sauté food; only a specialized member of a large staff

had the time to do this kind of cooking. Perhaps this is why the term is first re-

corded in French (1812) and then, passing across the Channel, in English (1813).

The last association with lightness is etymological. The French word comes from

the past participle of sauter, “to jump,” the reference being to the occasional toss-

ing of food being sautéed.

Sau·ternes  or sau·ternes (so-tûrnù, sô-) n.  pl. Sauternes or sauternes. 
1. A delicate, sweet white wine from the Bordeaux region of France.  2.  Often 

sau·terne (-tûrnù). pl. sauternes. A sweet to moderately dry white wine from 

California.  [French, after Sauternes, a village of southwest France.]

Sa·va (säùvN, -vä)  A river, about 933 km (580 mi) long, rising in two headstreams 

in the Julian Alps and flowing generally eastward to the Danube River at Belgrade. 

sav·age (s4vùVj) adj.  1. Not domesticated or cultivated; wild:  savage beasts of the 

jungle.  2. Not civilized; barbaric:  a savage people.  3. Ferocious; fierce:  in a sav-

age temper.  4. Vicious or merciless; brutal:  a savage attack on a political rival.  See 

Synonyms at cruel.  5. Lacking polish or manners; rude.   —  n.  1. A person 

regarded as primitive or uncivilized.  2. A person regarded as brutal, fierce, or 

vicious.  3. A rude person; a boor.   —  v.  tr. sav·aged, sav·ag·ing, sav·ag·es. 
1. To assault ferociously.  2. To attack without restraint or pity:  The critics sav-

aged the new play.  [Middle English sauvage, from Old French, from Late Latin 



salv7ticus, from Latin silv7ticus, of the woods, wild, from silva, forest.] 
—savùage·ly adv.  —savùage·ness n. 

Sav·age (s4vùVj), Michael Joseph. 1872-1940.  Australian-born New Zealand 

labor leader and politician who served as prime minister from 1935 to 1940. 

Sav·age (s4vùVj), Richard. 1697?-1743.  British poet who is best known as the 

subject of Samuel Johnson’s short biography Account of the Life of Mr. Richard 

Savage (1744). 

sav·age·ry (s4vùVj-rK) n.  pl. sav·age·ries. 1. The quality or condition of being 

savage.  2. An act of violent cruelty.  3. Savage behavior or nature; barbarity. 

Sa·vai·i  or Sa·vai’i (sä-vXùK)  An island of Western Samoa in the southwest 

Pacific Ocean. It is the largest and most westerly of the Samoa Islands. 

sa·van·na also sa·van·nah (sN-v4nùN) n.  A flat grassland of tropical or sub-

tropical regions.  [Obsolete Spanish çavana, from Taino zabana.]

Sa·van·nah (sN-v4nùN)  A city of southeast Georgia near the mouth of the 

Savannah River. Founded by James Oglethorpe in 1733, it is the oldest city in 

Georgia and has been a major port since the early 19th century. Population, 

137,560. 

Savannah River (sN-v4nùN rVvùNr)  A river, about 505 km (314 mi) long, rising 

in northwest South Carolina and flowing southeast along the South Carolina-

Georgia border to the Atlantic Ocean. 

sa·vant (s4-väntù) n.  1. A learned person; a scholar.  2. An idiot savant.  

[French, learned, savant, from Old French, present participle of savoir, to know, 

from Vulgar Latin *sapKre, from Latin sapere, to be wise. See sep- in Appendix.]

sa·vate (sN-v4tù, -vätù) n.  Sports. A form of boxing in which kicking as well as 

punching is permitted.  [French, from Old French, old shoe.]

save1 (s7v) v.  saved, sav·ing, saves.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To rescue from harm, 

danger, or loss.  b. To set free from the consequences of sin; redeem.   2. To keep 

in a safe condition; safeguard.  3. To prevent the waste or loss of; conserve.  4. To 

set aside for future use; store.  5. To treat with care by avoiding fatigue, wear, or 

damage; spare:  save one’s eyesight.  6. To make unnecessary; obviate:  Your taking 

the trunk to the attic has saved me an extra trip.  7. a. Sports. To prevent (a goal, 

score, or win by an opponent).  b. Baseball. To preserve (another pitcher’s win) 

by protecting one’s team’s lead during a stint of relief pitching.   8. Computer Sci-

ence. To copy (a file) from a computer’s main memory to a disk or other storage 

medium so that it can be used again.   —  v.  intr. 1. To avoid waste or expense; 

economize.  2. To accumulate money:  saving for a vacation.  3. To preserve a per-

son or thing from harm or loss.   —  n.  1. Sports. An act that prevents an oppo-

nent from scoring.  2. Baseball. A preservation by a relief pitcher of another 

pitcher’s win.   —idiom. save (one’s) breath. To refrain from a futile appeal 

or effort:  Save your breath; you can’t dissuade them.  [Middle English saven, from 



Old French sauver, from Late Latin salv7re, from Latin salvus, safe. See sol- in 

Appendix.] —savùa·ble, saveùa·ble adj.  —savùer n.  

SYNONYMS: save, rescue, reclaim, redeem, deliver. These verbs are compared in

the sense of freeing a person or thing from danger, evil, confinement, or servi-

tude. Save, the most general, applies to an act of keeping safe or preserving from

danger, harm, or the consequences of evil: The smallpox vaccine has saved many

lives. A police officer saved the tourist from being cheated. Rescue usually implies

saving from immediate harm or danger by direct action: rescue a rare manuscript

from a fire; rescued sailors from a torpedoed ship. Reclaim, applied to people, means

to bring back, as from error to virtue or to right or proper conduct; it can also

mean to return a thing to usefulness or productivity: “To reclaim me from this

course of life was the sole cause of his journey to London” (Henry Fielding). “The

foundations of the capital were gradually reclaimed from the watery element” (Wil-

liam Hickling Prescott). To redeem is to free someone from captivity or the con-

sequences of sin or error or to save something from pawn or from deterioration

or destruction; the term can imply the expenditure of money or effort: The price

exacted by the hijackers for redeeming the hostages was extortionate. He redeemed

his ring from the pawnbroker. Deliver in this comparison applies to liberating peo-

ple from something such as misery, peril, error, or evil: “consigned to a state of

wretchedness from which no human efforts will deliver them” (George Washington).

save2 (s7v) prep.  With the exception of; except: “No man enjoys self-reproach 

save a masochist” (Philip Wylie).   —  conj.  1. Were it not; except:  The house 

would be finished by now, save that we had difficulty contracting a roofer.  

2. Unless.  [Middle English, from Old French sauf, from Latin salvo, ablative sing. 

of salvus, safe. See sol- in Appendix.]

save-all (s7vùôlÙ) n.  1. Any of various devices for preventing waste, damage, or 

loss.  2. A receptacle for catching the waste products of a process for further use 

in manufacture. 

sav·e·loy (s4vùN-loiÙ) n.  A highly seasoned smoked pork sausage.  [Alteration of 

obsolete French cervelat, from Italian cervellato, ultimately from dialectal zervello, 

brain, from Latin cerebellum, diminutive of cerebrum, brain. See ker-1 in Appen-

dix.]

sav·in  or sav·ine (s4vùVn) n.  1. An evergreen Eurasian shrub (Juniperus sabina) 

having brownish-blue seed-bearing cones and young shoots that yield an oil for-

merly used medicinally.  2. Any of several related plants.  [Middle English, from 

Old English safine, and from Old French savine both from Latin (herba) SabXna, 

Sabine (plant), savin, feminine of SabXnus.]

sav·ing (s7ùvVng) n.  1. Rescue from harm, danger, or loss.  2. Avoidance of 

excess expenditure; economy.  3. A reduction in expenditure or cost.  



4. Something saved.  5. savings. Abbr. svgs. Money saved:  a bank account for 

savings.  6. Law. An exception or reservation.   —  prep.  With the exception of.   
—  conj.  Except; save.  

USAGE NOTE: There is a widespread tendency to use the form savings as a sin-

gular, as reflected in compounds such as savings account and savings bond (note

by contrast that one would not form compounds like investments account, using

an unambiguous plural). But the phrase a savings, though increasingly common,

remains unacceptable to 57 percent of the Usage Panel; a saving is the only un-

controversial form.

sav·ings account (s7ùvVngz N-kountù) n.  An account that draws interest at a 

bank. 

savings and loan association (s7ùvVngz Nnd lon N-soÙsK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. 

S & L A financial institution, organized cooperatively or corporately, that holds 

the funds of its members or clients in interest-bearing accounts and certificates of 

deposit, invests these funds chiefly in home mortgage loans and may also offer 

checking accounts and other banking services. 

savings bank (s7ùvVngz b4ngk) n.  A bank that receives and invests the savings 

of private depositors and pays interest on the deposits. 

savings bond (s7ùvVngz bmnd) n.  A nontransferable registered bond issued by 

the U.S. government in denominations of $50 to $10,000. 

sav·ior (s7vùyNr) n.  1. A person who rescues another from harm, danger, or loss.  

2. Savior. Jesus.  [Middle English saviour, from Old French sauveour, from Late 

Latin salv7tor, from salv7re, to save. See SAVE
1.]

sav·iour (s7vùyNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of savior. 
sa·voir-faire (s4vÙwär-fârù) n.  The ability to say or do the right or graceful 

thing.  See Synonyms at tact.  [French  : savoir, to know how + faire, to do.]

Sa·vo·na (sN-voùnN, sä-vôùnä)  A city of northwest Italy on an arm of the Lig-

urian Sea west-southwest of Genoa. Known since early Roman times, it was an 

important commercial center in the Middle Ages. Population, 75,069. 

Sa·vo·na·ro·la (s4vÙN-nN-roùlN, säÙvô-nä-), Girolamo. 1452-1498.  Italian 

reformer. A Dominican friar, he gained a vast popular following and drove the 

Medici family out of Florence in 1494. He was later excommunicated and exe-

cuted for criticizing Pope Alexander VI. 

sa·vor (s7ùvNr) n.  1. The taste or smell of something.  2. A specific taste or 

smell.  See Synonyms at taste.  3. A distinctive quality or sensation:  enjoying the 

savor of victory.   —  v.  sa·vored, sa·vor·ing, sa·vors.  —  v.  intr. 1. To have a 

particular taste or smell:  a dish that savors of curry.  2. To exhibit a specified qual-

ity or characteristic; smack:  postures that savored of vanity.   —  v.  tr. 1. To impart 

flavor or scent to; season:  savored the bland soup with salt.  2. To taste or smell, 



especially with pleasure:  savored each morsel of the feast.  3. To appreciate fully; 

enjoy or relish:  I want to savor this great moment of accomplishment.  [Middle 

English savour, from Old French, from Latin sapor, from sapere, to taste. See sep- 
in Appendix.] —saùvor·er n.  —saùvor·ous adj. 

sa·vor·y1 (s7ùvN-rK) adj.  1. Appetizing to the taste or smell:  a savory stew.  

2. Piquant, pungent, or salty to the taste; not sweet.  3. Morally respectable; inof-

fensive:  a past that was scarcely savory.   —  n.  pl. sa·vor·ies. A dish of pungent 

taste, such as anchovies on toast or pickled fruit, sometimes served in Great Brit-

ain as an hors d’oeuvre or instead of a sweet dessert.  [Middle English savure, 

from Old French savoure, past participle of savourer, to taste, from Late Latin 

sapor7re, from Latin sapor. See SAVOR.] —saùvor·i·ly adv.  —saùvor·i·ness n. 

sa·vor·y2 (s7ùvN-rK) n.  pl. sa·vor·ies. 1. An annual Mediterranean aromatic 

herb (Satureja hortensis) of the mint family, having flowers with a pale lavender 

to white corolla.  Also called summer savory 2. A related Mediterranean aromatic 

herb (Satureja montana) having flowers in a long, white or pink corolla.  Also 

called winter savory 3. The leaves of either of these plants, used as seasoning.  

4. Any of several plants of the genus Micromeria in the mint family.  [Middle 

English saverey, alteration of Old French sarree, alteration of Latin saturKia.]

sa·vour (s7ùvNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of savor. 
sa·vour·y (s7ùvN-rK) adj.  & n.  Chiefly British. Variant of savory1. 
Sa·voy1 (sN-voiù)  A ruling house of Sardinia (1720-1861) and Italy (1861-1946). 

Sa·voy2 (sN-voiù)  A historical region and former duchy of southeast France, 

western Switzerland, and northwest Italy. The region changed hands many times 

after its conquest by Julius Caesar and became a duchy in the early 15th century. 

In 1720 the duke of Savoy gained the title king of Sardinia, and in 1861 the 

Savoyard Victor Emmanuel II ascended the throne of the newly formed kingdom 

of Italy. Much of the original territory was ceded to France at the same time.   
—Sa·voyùard (sN-voiùärdÙ, sävÙoi-yärdù) adj.  & n. 

Savoy Alps (sN-voiù 4lps)  A range of the western Alps in southeast France ris-

ing to 4,810.2 m (15,771 ft) at Mont Blanc, the highest elevation in Europe. 

sav·vy (s4vùK) Informal. adj.  sav·vi·er, sav·vi·est. Well informed and percep-

tive; shrewd:  savvy Washington insiders.   —  n.  Practical understanding or 

shrewdness:  a banker known for financial savvy.   —  v.  tr. intr. sav·vied 

(s4vùKd), sav·vy·ing, sav·vies (s4vùKz). To understand; comprehend.  [From 

Spanish sabe (usted), (you) know, from saber, to know, from Old Spanish, from 

Vulgar Latin *sapKre, from Latin sapere, to be wise. See sep- in Appendix.] 
—savùvi·ly adv. 

saw1 (sô) n.  Any of various tools, either hand-operated or power-driven, having 

a thin metal blade or disk with a sharp, usually toothed edge, used for cutting 

wood, metal, or other hard materials.   —  v.  sawed, sawed or sawn (sôn), 
saw·ing, saws.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut or divide with a saw.  2. To produce or shape 



with a saw:  sawed a hole in the board.  3. To make back-and-forth motions 

through or on:  a speaker who saws the air with his arms.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use a 

saw:  sawing along a penciled guideline.  2. To undergo cutting with a saw:  Pine 

wood saws easily.  [Middle English sawe, from Old English sagu. See sek- in 

Appendix.] —sawùer n. 

saw2 (sô) n.  A familiar saying, especially one that has become trite through rep-

etition.  See Synonyms at saying.  [Middle English sawe, from Old English sagu, 

speech. See sekw-3 in Appendix.]

saw3 (sô) v.  Past tense of see1. 
Sa·watch Range (sN-wmchù r7nj)  A range of the Rocky Mountains in central 

Colorado rising to 4,402.1 m (14,433 ft) at Mount Elbert. 

saw·bones (sôùbonzÙ) n.  pl. sawbones or saw·bones·es (-bonùzVz). Slang. 

A physician, especially a surgeon. 

saw·buck (sôùbƒkÙ) n.  1. A sawhorse, especially one having a crossed pair of 

legs at each end.  2. Slang. A ten-dollar bill. 

saw·dust (sôùdƒstÙ) n.  The small particles of wood or other material that fall 

from an object being sawed.   —sawùdustÙy adj. 

sawed-off (sôdùôfù, -mfù) adj.  1. Having one end sawed off:  a sawed-off shot-

gun.  2. Slang. Short; runty. 

saw·fish (sôùfVshÙ) n.  pl. sawfish or saw·fish·es. Any of various marine 

fishes of the genus Pristis, related to the rays and skates and having a bladelike 

snout with teeth along both sides. 

saw·fly (sôùflXÙ) n.  Any of various hymenopterous insects, chiefly of the family 

Tenthredinidae, the females of which have sawlike ovipositors used for cutting 

into plant tissue to deposit their eggs. 

saw grass (sô gr4s) n.  A tall coastal or marshy sedge (Cladium jamaicense) of 

eastern North America, Mexico, and the West Indies, having leaves with sharp, 

minutely toothed margins. 

saw·horse (sôùhôrsÙ) n.  A frame with legs, used to support pieces of wood 

being sawed. 

saw log (sô lôg) n.  A log of a size large enough to be sawed into boards. 

saw·mill (sôùmVlÙ) n.  1. A plant where timber is sawed into boards.  2. A large 

machine for sawing lumber. 

sawn (sôn) v.  A past participle of saw1. 
saw palmetto (sô p4l-mHtùo) n.  A small, creeping palm (Serenoa repens) of 

the southeast United States, having palmately divided leaves with one-ribbed seg-

ments and black, one-seeded fruit. 

saw set (sô sHt) n.  An instrument used to give set to the teeth of a saw by bend-

ing each alternate tooth slightly outward. 

saw-toothed (sôùtuthtÙ) adj.  1. Having teeth resembling the teeth of a saw:  

saw-toothed sharks.  2.  Often saw·tooth (-tuthÙ). Having a jagged or zigzag 



pattern, outline, or course; serrate:  a saw-toothed mountain range; a sawtooth 

curve. 

saw-whet owl (sôùhwHtÙ oul, -wHtÙ) n.  A small brown and white owl 

(Aegolius acadicus) of North America, having no ear tufts.  [From the resem-

blance of its call to the sound made in sharpening a saw.]

saw·yer (sôùyNr) n.  1. One that is employed in sawing wood.  2. Any of several 

long-horned beetles of the genus Monochamus having larvae that bore large holes 

in living or dead wood.  3.  See snag (n., sense 1a). See Regional note at 

preacher.  [Middle English sauere, sawier, from sawen, to saw, from sawe, saw. 

See SAW
1.]

sax (s4ks) n.  Music. A saxophone. 

Sax. abbr.  Saxon. 

sax·a·tile (s4kùsN-tXlÙ, -tVl) adj.  Saxicolous.  [Latin sax7tilis, from saxum, rock. 

See sek- in Appendix.]

Saxe (s4ks), Comte Hermann Maurice de. 1696-1750.  French military leader 

who commanded a number of successful campaigns during the War of the Aus-

trian Succession (1740-1748). 

Saxe-Co·burg (s4ks-koùbûrg)  A British royal house (1901-1910) whose only 

ruler was Edward VII. 

sax·horn (s4ksùhôrnÙ) n.  Music. Any of a family of valved brass wind instru-

ments that resemble the bugle and have a full, even tone and wide compass.  

[After Sax, name of 19th-century Belgian instrument-making family.]

sax·ic·o·lous (s4k-sVkùN-lNs) also sax·ic·o·line (-lXnÙ) adj.  Growing on or liv-

ing among rocks:  saxicolous lichens.  [Latin saxum, stone; see sek- in Appendix + 

-COLOUS.]

sax·i·frage (s4kùsN-frVj, -fr7jÙ) n.  Any of numerous herbs of the genus Saxi-

fraga, having small, variously colored flowers and leaves that often form a basal 

rosette.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin (herba) saxifraga, 

maidenhair fern, from Latin saxifragus, rock-breaking (from its being found 

growing in rock crevices)  : saxum, rock; see sek- in Appendix + frangere, fr7ct-, 

to break; see bhreg- in Appendix.]

sax·i·tox·in (s4kÙsV-tmkùsVn) n.  A potent neurotoxin produced by certain 

dinoflagellates that accumulates in shellfish feeding on these organisms and con-

sequently causes food poisoning in human beings who eat the shellfish.  [New 

Latin Saxidomus gigantKus, clam species (Latin saxum, stone; see saxatile + Latin 

domus, house; see dome + Latin gigantKus, giant) + TOXIN.]

Sax·o Gram·mat·i·cus (s4kùso grN-m4tùV-kNs), 1150?-1220?.  Danish histo-

rian whose Gesta Danorum, a chronicle of legendary and historical Danish kings, 

contains the story of Hamlet. 

Sax·on (s4kùsNn) n.  Abbr. Sax., S. 1. A member of a West Germanic tribal 

group that inhabited northern Germany and invaded Britain in the fifth and 



sixth centuries A.D. with the Angles and Jutes.  2. A person of English or Lowland 

Scots birth or descent as distinguished from one of Irish, Welsh, or Highland 

Scots birth or descent.  3. A native or inhabitant of Saxony.  4. The West Ger-

manic language of any of the ancient Saxon peoples.  5. The Germanic element of 

English as distinguished from the French and Latin elements.  [Middle English, 

from Late Latin Saxo, Saxon-, of Germanic origin. See sek- in Appendix.] 
—Saxùon adj. 

Sax·on·ism (s4kùsN-nVzÙNm) n.  An English word, phrase, or idiom of Anglo-

Saxon origin. 

sax·o·ny also Sax·o·ny (s4kùsN-nK) n.  pl. sax·o·nies. 1. A high-grade wool 

fabric originally made from the wool of sheep raised in Saxony.  2. A fine soft 

woolen fabric similar in weave to tweed.  3. A woven carpet having a cut pile of 

dense, erect tufts. 

Saxony  A historical region of northern Germany. The original home of the 

Saxons, it was conquered by Charlemagne in the 8th century and became a duchy 

after his death. Its borders were eventually extended southeastward as the region 

was subdivided and redivided. The dukes of Saxony became electors of the Holy 

Roman Empire in 1356, and in 1806 the elector was elevated to kingship but lost 

half his territory to Prussia in 1815. A later kingdom of Saxony was part of the 

German Empire (1871-1918). 

sax·o·phone (s4kùsN-fonÙ) n.  Music. A woodwind instrument with a single-

reed mouthpiece and a usually curved conical metal tube, including soprano, alto, 

tenor, and baritone sizes.  [After Sax, name of 19th-century Belgian instrument-

making family.] —saxùo·phonÙist n. 

sax·tu·ba (s4ksùtuùbN, -tyuù-) n.  Music. A large bass saxhorn.  [SAX(HORN) + 

TUBA.]

say (s7) v.  said (sHd), say·ing, says (sHz).  —  v.  tr. 1. To utter aloud; pro-

nounce:  The children said, “Good morning.”  2. To express in words:  Say what’s on 

your mind.  3. a. To state as one’s opinion or judgment; declare:  I say let’s eat out.  

b. To state as a determination of fact:  It’s hard to say who is right in this matter.   

4. To repeat or recite:  said grace.  5. To report or maintain; allege.  6. a. To indi-

cate; show:  The clock says half past two.  b. To give nonverbal expression to; sig-

nify or embody:  It was an act that said “devotion.”   7. To suppose; assume:  Let’s 

say that you’re right.   —  v.  intr. To make a statement; express oneself:  The story 

must be true because the teacher said so.   —  n.  1. A turn or chance to speak:  

Having had my say, I sat down.  2. The right or power to influence or make a deci-

sion:  Citizens have a say in the councils of government. All I want is some say in the 

matter.  3. Archaic. Something said; a statement.   —  adv.  1. Approximately:  

There were, say, 500 people present.  2. For instance:  a woodwind, say an oboe.   —  
interj.  Used to express surprise or appeal for someone’s attention.   —idioms. I 
say. 1. Used preceding an utterance to call attention to it:  I say, do you have the 



time?  2. Used as an exclamation of surprise, delight, or dismay.  that is to say. 
In other words.  to say nothing of. And there is no need to mention. Used to 

allude to things that fill out an idea or argument:  The yard is a mess, to say noth-

ing of the house.  you can say that again. Slang. Used to express strong agree-

ment with what has just been said.  [Middle English seien, from Old English 

secgan. See sekw-3 in Appendix.] —sayùer n. 

Say (s7), Thomas. 1787-1834.  American entomologist who wrote the three-vol-

ume pioneering study American Entomology (1824-1828). 

Sa·yan Mountains (sä-yänù mounùtNnz)  A range of mountains in south-

central Russia west of Lake Baikal. The mountains have important mineral depos-

its. 

Say·ers (s7ùNrz), Dorothy L(eigh). 1893-1957.  British writer known for her 

detective stories, usually featuring the amateur investigator Lord Peter Wimsey. 

say·ing (s7ùVng) n.  Something, such as an adage or a maxim, that is said.  

SYNONYMS: saying, maxim, adage, saw, motto, epigram, proverb, aphorism.

These nouns refer to concise verbal expressions setting forth wisdom or a truth.

A saying is an often repeated and familiar expression: She was fond of quoting the

sayings of philosophers. Maxim denotes particularly an expression of a general

truth or a rule of conduct: “For a wise man, he seemed to me... to be governed too

much by general maxims” (Edmund Burke). Adage applies to a saying that has

gained credit through long use: On his birthday the child gave no credence to the

adage, “Good things come in small packages.” Saw often refers to a familiar saying

that has become trite through frequent repetition: My wise saws gave little comfort

to the losing team. A motto is a maxim that expresses the aims, character, or guid-

ing principles of a person, a group, or an institution: “Exuberance over taste” was

her motto. An epigram is a terse, witty expression, often paradoxical or satirical

and neatly or brilliantly phrased: In his epigram Samuel Johnson called remarriage

a “triumph of hope over experience.” Proverb refers to an old and popular saying

that illustrates something such as a basic truth or a practical precept: “Slow and

steady wins the race” is a proverb to live by. Aphorism, a concise expression of a

truth or principle, implies depth of content and stylistic distinction: Few writers

have coined more aphorisms than Benjamin Franklin.

sa·yo·na·ra (sXÙN-närùN) interj.  Good-bye.  [Japanese.]

Say·re·ville (s7ùNr-vVlÙ, sârù-)  A borough of east-central New Jersey south-

southwest of Perth Amboy. It is a manufacturing center. Population, 34,986. 

say-so (s7ùsoÙ) n.  pl. say-·sos. Informal. 1. An unsupported statement or 

assurance.  2. An authoritative expression of permission or approval.  3. The 

right or authority to decide. 



Say·ville (s7ùvVl)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York on 

south-central Long Island. Mainly residential, it is also a resort with light indus-

tries. Population, 16,550. 

say·yid (säùyVd) n.  Islam. Used as a title and form of address for a male digni-

tary.  [Arabic.]

Sb  The symbol for the element antimony. [Latin stibium. See STIBNITE.]

SB abbr.  Simultaneous broadcast. 

sb. abbr.  Substantive. 

s.b. abbr.  Baseball. Stolen base. 

S.B. abbr.  Latin. Scientiae Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Science). 

SBA abbr.  Small Business Administration. 

SbE abbr.  South by east. 

’sblood (zblƒd) interj.  Archaic. Used as an oath.  [Alteration of God’s blood.]

SBN abbr.  Standard Book Number. 

SbW abbr.  South by west. 

sc also s.c. abbr.  Printing. Small capital. 

Sc  The symbol for the element scandium. 
SC abbr.  1. Security Council.  2.  Or S.C.. South Carolina. 

sc. abbr.  1. Scale.  2. Scene.  3. Science.  4. Scilicet.  5. Scruple (unit of weight). 

Sc. abbr.  1. Scots; Scottish.  2. Scotch. 

S.C. abbr.  Law. Supreme Court. 

scab (sk4b) n.  1. A crust discharged from and covering a healing wound.  

2. Scabies or mange in domestic animals or livestock, especially sheep.  3. a. Any 

of various plant diseases caused by fungi or bacteria and resulting in crustlike 

spots on fruit, leaves, or roots.  b. The spots caused by such a disease.   4. Slang. A 

person regarded as contemptible.  5. a. A worker who refuses membership in a 

labor union.  b. An employee who works while others are on strike; a strike-

breaker.  c. A person hired to replace a striking worker.    —  v.  intr. scabbed, 
scab·bing, scabs. 1. To become covered with scabs or a scab.  2. To work or 

take a job as a scab.  [Middle English, from Old Norse skabb.]

scab·bard (sk4bùNrd) n.  A sheath, as for a dagger or sword.   —  v.  tr. 

scab·bard·ed, scab·bard·ing, scab·bards. To put into or furnish with such a 

sheath.  [Middle English scauberc, scabbard, from Old French escauberc, possibly 

of Germanic origin. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

scabbard fish (sk4bùNrd fVsh) n.  Any of various marine fishes with a long, 

narrow, silvery body, especially a cutlass fish (Trichiurus lepturus) of the western 

Atlantic. 

scab·ble (sk4bùNl) v.  tr. scab·bled, scab·bling, scab·bles. To work or dress 

(stone) roughly, preliminary to fine tooling.  [Middle English scaplen, from Old 

North French escapler, to dress timber  : es-, off (from Latin ex-); see EX- + capler, 

to cut (from Late Latin *capul7re, cappul7re).]



scab·by (sk4bùK) adj.  scab·bi·er, scab·bi·est. 1. Having, consisting of, or cov-

ered with scabs.  2. Affected with scab or scabies.  3. Informal. Contemptible; 

vile:  scabby greed.   —scabùbi·ly adv.  —scabùbi·ness n. 

sca·bies (sk7ùbKz) n.  pl. scabies. 1. A contagious skin disease caused by a para-

sitic mite (Sarcoptes scabiei) and characterized by intense itching.  2. A similar 

disease in animals, especially sheep.  [Middle English, from Latin scabiKs, from 

scabere, to scratch.]

sca·bi·et·ic (sk7ÙbK-HtùVk) adj.  Relating to or affected with scabies. 

sca·bi·o·sa (sk7ÙbK-oùsN, -zN, sk4bÙK-) n.  See scabious2.  [New Latin Scabiosa, 

genus name, from Medieval Latin (herba) scabiosa, (herb) for scabies, scabious, 

feminine of Latin scabiosus, mangy, from scabiKs, itch. See SCABIES.]

sca·bi·ous1 (sk7ùbK-Ns, sk4bùK-) adj.  1. Of or relating to scabies.  2. Having 

scabs.  [From Latin scabiosus, mangy. See SCABIOSA.]

sca·bi·ous2 (sk7ùbK-Ns) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Scabiosa, espe-

cially S. atropurpurea, having opposite leaves and variously colored flower heads 

that are subtended by an involucre.  Also called scabiosa [Middle English scabiose, 

from Medieval Latin (herba) scabiosa, (herb) for scabies, scabious. See SCABIOSA.]

scab·land (sk4bùl4ndÙ) n.  An elevated area of barren, rocky land with little or 

no soil cover, often crossed by dry stream channels:  the scablands of eastern Wash-

ington. 

scab·rous (sk4bùrNs, sk7ùbrNs) adj.  1. Having or covered with scales or small 

projections and rough to the touch.  See Synonyms at rough.  2. Difficult to 

handle; knotty:  a scabrous situation.  3. Dealing with scandalous or salacious 

material:  a scabrous novel.  [Late Latin scabrosus, from scaber, scabr-, scurfy.] 
—scabùrous·ly adv.  —scabùrous·ness n. 

scad1 (sk4d) n.  pl. scad or scads. Any of several carangid fishes of the genus 

Decapterus, especially D. punctatus of the western Atlantic.  [Origin unknown.]

scad2 (sk4d) n.  Informal. A large number or amount. Often used in the plural:  

Scads of people are in the hall.  [Origin unknown.]

Sca·fell Pike (skôùfHlÙ pXk)  A mountain in the Cumbrian Mountains of north-

west England. At 979.1 m (3,210 ft), it is the highest peak in the range and the 

highest elevation in England. 

scaf·fold (sk4fùNld, -oldÙ) n.  1. A temporary platform, either supported from 

below or suspended from above, on which workers sit or stand when performing 

tasks at heights above the ground.  2. A raised wooden framework or platform.  

3. A platform used in the execution of condemned prisoners, as by hanging or 

beheading.   —  v.  tr. scaf·fold·ed, scaf·fold·ing, scaf·folds. 1. To provide or 

support with a raised framework or platform.  2. To place on a raised framework 

or platform.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin scaffaldus, of Old French ori-

gin.]



scaf·fold·ing (sk4fùNl-dVng, sk4fùolÙ-) n.  1. A scaffold or system of scaffolds.  

2. Materials used for constructing scaffolds. 

scag (sk4g) n.  Slang. Heroin.  [Origin unknown.]

scagl·io·la (sk4l-yoùlN, -yôù-) n.  Plasterwork in imitation of ornamental mar-

ble, consisting of ground gypsum and glue colored with marble or granite dust.  

[Italian, diminutive of scaglia, chip, of Germanic origin. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

sca·lade (skN-l7dù, -lädù) also sca·la·do (-l7ùdo, -läù-) n.  pl. sca·lades also 

sca·la·dos. Archaic. An act of scaling a wall; an escalade.  [Alteration of Italian 

scalata, from scala, ladder. See ESCALADE.]

scal·age (sk7ùlVj) n.  1. An assessed percentage of the total price or measured 

amount of goods being shipped or stored, used to figure a deduction from the 

price or amount to reflect normal shrinkage or depletion of the goods.  2. The 

estimated amount of lumber in logs being scaled. 

sca·lar (sk7ùlNr, -lärÙ) n.  1. A quantity, such as mass, length, or speed, that is 

completely specified by its magnitude and has no direction.  2. A device that 

yields an output equal to the input multiplied by a constant, as in a linear ampli-

fier.   —  adj.  Mathematics. Having only magnitude. Used of numbers or quanti-

ties.  [Latin sc7l7ris, of a ladder, from sc7lae, ladder. See SCALE
2.]

sca·la·re (skN-lârùK, -lärùK) n.  See angelfish (n., sense 2).  [Latin sc7l7re, neuter 

of sc7l7ris, of a ladder (so-called from its parallel markings), from sc7lae, ladder. 

See SCALE
2.]

sca·lar·i·form (skN-l4rùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Biology. Resembling the rungs of a ladder; 

ladderlike. Used of certain vessels and tissues.  [Latin sc7l7ris, of a ladder; see SCA-

LARE + -FORM.] —sca·larùi·formÙly adv. 

scalar product (sk7ùlNr prmdùNkt) n.  Mathematics. The numerical product of 

the lengths of two vectors and the cosine of the angle between them.  Also called 

dot product, inner product. 

scal·a·wag (sk4lùN-w4gÙ) also scal·ly·wag (sk4lùK-) n.  1. Informal. A repro-

bate; a rascal.  2. A white Southerner working for or supporting the federal gov-

ernment during Reconstruction.  [Origin unknown.]

scald1 (skôld) v.  scald·ed, scald·ing, scalds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To burn with or as if 

with hot liquid or steam.  2. To subject to or treat with boiling water:  scalded the 

hide to remove the hair; scalded and peeled the tomatoes.  3. To heat (a liquid, such 

as milk) almost to the boiling point.  4. To criticize harshly; excoriate.   —  v.  intr. 

To become scalded.   —  n.  1. A body injury caused by scalding.  2. Botany. a. A 

superficial discoloration on fruit, vegetables, leaves, or tree trunks caused by sud-

den exposure to intense sunlight or the action of gases.  b. A disease of some 

cereal grasses caused by a fungus of the genus Rhynchosporium.   [Middle English 

scalden, from Old North French escalder, from Late Latin excald7re, to wash in 

hot water  : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin calidus, caldus, warm, hot; see kelN-1 in Appen-

dix.]



scald2 (skôld, skäld) n.  Variant of skald. 
scald3 (skôld, skäld) n.  Variant of scall. 
scald·ing (skôlùdVng) adj.  1. Causing a burning sensation, as from contact with 

hot liquid.  2. Boiling:  scalding water.  3. Scorching; searing:  scalding sunlight.  

4. Harshly critical or denunciatory; scathing:  a scalding review of the play.   
—scaldùing·ly adv. 

scale1 (sk7l) n.  1. a. One of the many small, platelike dermal or epidermal 

structures that characteristically form the external covering of fishes, reptiles, and 

certain mammals.  b. A similar part, such as one of the minute structures over-

lapping to form the covering on the wings of butterflies and moths.   2. Pathology. 

A dry, thin flake of epidermis shed from the skin.  3. A small, thin piece.  

4. Botany. A small, thin, usually dry, often appressed plant structure, such as any 

of the protective leaves that cover a tree bud or the bract that subtends a flower in 

a sedge spikelet.  5. a. A scale insect.  b. A plant disease or infestation caused by 

scale insects.   6. a. A flaky oxide film formed on a metal, as on iron, that has 

been heated to high temperatures.  b. A flake of rust.   7. A hard mineral coating 

that forms on the inside surface of boilers, kettles, and other containers in which 

water is repeatedly heated.   —  v.  scaled, scal·ing, scales.  —  v.  tr. 1. To clear 

or strip of scale or scales:  Scale and clean the fish.  2. To remove in layers or scales:  

scaled off the old paint.  3. To cover with scales; encrust.  4. To throw (a thin, flat 

object) so that it soars through the air or skips along the surface of water.  

5. Dentistry. To remove (tartar) from tooth surfaces with a pointed instrument.  

6. Australian. a. To cheat; swindle.  b. To ride on (a tram or train, for example) 

without paying the fare.    —  v.  intr. 1. To come off in scales or layers; flake.  

2. To become encrusted.  [Middle English, from Old French escale, of Germanic 

origin. See skel-1 in Appendix.] —scaleùlike adj. 

scale2 (sk7l) n.  Abbr. sc. 1. a. A system of ordered marks at fixed intervals used 

as a reference standard in measurement:  a ruler with scales in inches and centime-

ters.  b. An instrument or device bearing such marks.  c. A standard of measure-

ment or judgment; a criterion.   2. a. A proportion used in determining the 

dimensional relationship of a representation to that which it represents:  a world 

map with a scale of 1:4,560,000.  b. A calibrated line, as on a map or an architec-

tural plan, indicating such a proportion.  c. Proper proportion:  a house that 

seemed out of scale with its surroundings.   3. A progressive classification, as of 

size, amount, importance, or rank:  judging divers’ performances on a scale of 1 to 

10; a family that ranks high on the social scale.  4. A relative level or degree:  enter-

tained on a lavish scale.  5. A minimum wage fixed by contract:  musicians playing 

a benefit concert for scale.  6. Mathematics. A system of notation in which the val-

ues of numerical expressions are determined by their places relative to the chosen 

base of the system:  the decimal scale.  7. Music. An ascending or descending series 

of tones proceeding by a specified scheme of intervals and varying in pitch 



arrangement and interval size.   —  v.  scaled, scal·ing, scales.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

climb up or over; ascend:  scaled the peak.  2. To make in accord with a particular 

proportion or scale:  Scale the model to be one tenth of actual size.  3. To alter 

according to a standard or by degrees; adjust in calculated amounts:  scaled down 

their demands to fit reality; scaled back the scheduled pay increase.  4. To estimate 

or measure the quantity of lumber in (logs or uncut trees).   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

climb; ascend.  2. To rise in steps or stages.  [Middle English, from Latin sc7lae, 

ladder. See skand- in Appendix.] —scalùa·ble adj. 

scale3 (sk7l) n.  1. An instrument or a machine for weighing. Often used in the 

plural.  2. Either of the pans, trays, or dishes of a balance.   —  v.  scaled, 
scal·ing, scales.  —  v.  tr. To weigh with scales.   —  v.  intr. To have a given 

weight, as determined by a scale:  cargo that scales 14 metric tons.  [Middle English, 

bowl, balance, from Old Norse sk7l. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

scale insect (sk7l VnùsHktÙ) n.  Any of various small homopterous insects of the 

superfamily Coccoidea that suck the juices of plants and the females of which 

secrete and remain under waxy scales on plant tissue. 

scale moss (sk7l môs) n.  Any of various leafy liverworts of the order Junger-

manniales. 

sca·lene (sk7ùlKnÙ, sk7-lKnù) adj.  Mathematics. Having three unequal sides. 

Used of triangles.  [Late Latin scalKnus, from Greek skalKnos, from skallein, to hoe, 

stir up. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

scalene muscle (sk7ùlKnÙ mƒsùNl) n.  Any of three muscles on each side of the 

neck that serve to bend and rotate the neck and that assist breathing by raising or 

fixing the first two ribs.  Also called scalenus 

sca·le·nus (sk7-lKùnNs) n.  pl. sca·le·ni (-nX, -nK). See scalene muscle.  [Late 

Latin scalKnus, scalene. See SCALENE.]

scal·er (sk7ùlNr) n.  An electronic circuit that records the aggregate of a specific 

number of signals that occur too rapidly to be recorded individually.  [From 

SCALE
2.]

Scales (sk7lz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). See Libra. 
Sca·li·a (skN-lKùN), Antonin. Born 1936.  American jurist who was appointed an 

associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1986. 

Scal·i·ger (sk4lùN-jNr), Julius Caesar. 1484-1558.  Italian physician and scholar 

noted for his scientific and philosophical writings. His son Joseph Justus 
Scaliger (1540-1609), a French scholar, pioneered the modern study of classical 

texts. 

scall (skôl, skäl) also scald (skôld, skäld) n.  A scaly eruption of the skin or scalp.  

[Middle English, from Old Norse skalli, a bald head. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

scal·lion (sk4lùyNn) n.  1. A young onion before the development of the bulb.  

2. Any of several onionlike plants, such as the leek or shallot.  [Middle English 

scaloun, from Anglo-Norman scalun, from Vulgar Latin *escalonia, alteration of 



Latin (caepa) Ascalonia, Ascalonian (onion), shallot, feminine of Ascalonius, 

Ascalonian, from Ascalo Ascalon-, Ascalon (Ashqelon), an ancient city of south-

west Palestine.]

scal·lop (skmlùNp, sk4lù-) also scol·lop (skmlù-)  or es·cal·lop (V-skmlù-, V-sk4lù-) 

n.  1. a. Any of various free-swimming marine mollusks of the family Pectinidae, 

having fan-shaped bivalve shells with a radiating fluted pattern.  b. The edible 

adductor muscle of this mollusk.  c. A shell of this mollusk, or a dish in a similar 

shape, used for baking and serving seafood.   2. One of a series of curved projec-

tions forming an ornamental border.  3. A thin, boneless slice of meat.   —  v.  

scal·loped, scal·lop·ing, scal·lops.  —  v.  tr. 1. To edge (cloth, for example) 

with a series of curved projections.  2. To bake in a casserole with milk or a sauce 

and often with bread crumbs:  scalloped potatoes.  3. To cut (meat) into thin, 

boneless slices.   —  v.  intr. To gather scallops for eating or sale.  [Middle English 

scalop, from Old French escalope, shell, of Germanic origin.] —scalùlop·er n. 

scal·ly·wag (sk4lùK-w4gÙ) n.  Variant of scalawag. 
scal·o·gram (sk7ùlN-gr4mÙ) n.  Psychology. A scale for measuring attitude or 

opinion in which agreement with a given item implies agreement with the items 

lower in rank. 

sca·lop·pi·ne also sca·lop·pi·ni (sk4lÙN-pKùnK, skäÙlN-) n.  Small, thinly sliced 

pieces of meat, especially veal, dredged in flour, sautéed, and served in a sauce.  

[Italian, pl. of scaloppina diminutive of scaloppa, thin slice, from French escalope, 

from Old French, shell (from the fillets being served curled like shells). See SCAL-

LOP.]

scalp (sk4lp) n.  1. The skin covering the top of the human head.  2. A portion of 

this skin with its attached hair, cut from a body by certain Native American war-

riors as a battle trophy or by American settlers as proof in claiming a bounty.  3. A 

piece of hide from the skull of certain animals, such as the fox, shown as proof of 

killing in order to collect a bounty.  4. A trophy of victory.  5. Slang. A quick 

profit made by buying and reselling something, especially tickets.   —  v.  

scalped, scalp·ing, scalps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut or tear the scalp from.  2. To 

deprive of top growth or a top layer:  land scalped by strip miners.  3. Slang. To 

resell at a price higher than the established value:  scalping tickets to a popular 

sports event.  4. Slang. To buy and sell (securities or commodities) in order to 

make small, quick profits.   —  v.  intr. Slang. 1. To engage in the reselling of 

something, such as tickets, at a price higher than the established value.  2. To buy 

and sell securities or commodities for small, quick profits.  [Middle English, top 

of the head, of Scandinavian origin. See skel-1 in Appendix.] —scalpùer n. 

scal·pel (sk4lùpNl) n.  A small, straight knife with a thin, sharp blade used in sur-

gery and dissection.  [Latin scalpellum, diminutive of scalper, scalprum, knife, 

from scalpere, to scratch, cut. See skel-1 in Appendix.]



scalp lock (sk4lp lmk) n.  A long lock of hair left on the top of the shaven head 

by certain Native American men. 

scal·y (sk7ùlK) adj.  scal·i·er, scal·i·est. 1. Covered or partially covered with 

scales.  2. Shedding scales or flakes; flaking.   —scalùi·ness n. 

scaly anteater (sk7ùlK 4ntùKÙtNr) n.  See pangolin. 
scam (sk4m) Slang. n.  A fraudulent business scheme; a swindle.   —  v.  tr. 

scammed, scam·ming, scams. To defraud; swindle.  [Origin unknown.] 
—scamùmer n. 

scam·mo·ny (sk4mùN-nK) n.  pl. scam·mo·nies. 1. An eastern Mediterranean 

plant (Convolvulus scammonia) having large roots that yield a resin formerly used 

as a cathartic.  2. The resin obtained from this plant.  3. A cathartic preparation 

made from this resin.  [Middle English scamonie, from Old English scammoniam, 

and from Old French scamonie both from Latin scammonea, from Greek skam-

monia.]

scamp1 (sk4mp) n.  1. A rogue; a rascal.  2. A mischievous youngster.  [Probably 

from scamp, to go about idly, probably from obsolete Dutch schampen, to 

decamp, from Middle Dutch ontscampen. See SCAMPER.]

scamp2 (sk4mp) v.  tr. scamped, scamp·ing, scamps. To perform in a care-

less, superficial way.  [Possibly of Scandinavian origin.] —scampùer n. 

scam·per (sk4mùpNr) v.  intr. scam·pered, scam·per·ing, scam·pers. To run 

or go quickly and lightly:  children scampering off to play.   —  n.  A quick light run 

or movement.  [Probably from Flemish schampeeren, frequentative of obsolete 

Dutch schampen, to run away, decamp, from Middle Dutch ontscampen, from 

Old French escamper, from Old Italian scampare, from Vulgar Latin *excamp7re, 

from Latin ex campo, out of the field  : ex-, away; see EX- + campo, ablative of 

campus, field.]

scam·pi (sk4mùpK, skämù-) n.  pl. scampi. Large shrimp broiled or sautéed and 

served in a garlic and butter sauce.  [Italian, pl. of scampo, a kind of lobster, from 

Greek kampK, bending (from its shape), perhaps from Greek kamptein, to bend.]

scan (sk4n) v.  scanned, scan·ning, scans.  —  v.  tr. 1. To examine closely.  

2. To look over quickly and systematically:  scanning the horizon for signs of land.  

3. To look over or leaf through hastily:  scanned the morning papers while eating 

breakfast.  4. To analyze (verse) into metrical patterns.  5. Electronics. a. To move 

a finely focused beam of light or electrons in a systematic pattern over (a surface) 

in order to reproduce or sense and subsequently transmit an image.  b. To move a 

radar beam in a systematic pattern over (a sector of sky) in search of a target.   

6. Computer Science. To search (stored data) automatically for specific data.  

7. Medicine. To examine (a body or a body part) with a CAT scanner or similar 

scanning apparatus.   —  v.  intr. 1. To analyze verse into metrical patterns.  2. To 

conform to a metrical pattern.  3. Electronics. To undergo electronic scanning.   
—  n.  1. The act or an instance of scanning.  2. Scope or field of vision.  



3. a. Examination of a body or bodily part by a CAT scanner or similar scanning 

apparatus.  b. A picture or an image produced by this means.   4. A single sweep 

of the beam of electrons across a television screen.  [Middle English scanden, 

scannen, to scan a verse, from Latin scandere, to climb, scan a verse. See skand- in 

Appendix.] —scanùna·ble adj.  —scanùner n.  

WORD HISTORY: In the 1969 edition of The American Heritage Dictionary a

dead issue was buried by our Usage Panel, 85 percent of whom thought it was

acceptable to use scan in the sense “to look over quickly,” though the note stated

that this was less formal usage. The usage issue was raised because scan in an ear-

lier sense meant “to examine closely.” From a historical perspective it is easy to see

how these two opposite senses of scan developed. The source of our word, Latin

scandere, which meant “to climb,” came to mean “to scan a verse of poetry,” be-

cause one could beat the rhythm by lifting and putting down one’s foot. The Mid-

dle English verb scannen, derived from scandere, came into Middle English in this

sense (first recorded in a text composed before 1398). In the 16th century this

highly specialized sense having to do with the close analysis of verse developed

other senses, such as “to criticize, examine minutely, interpret, perceive.” From

these senses having to do with examination and perception, it was an easy step to

the sense “to look at searchingly” (first recorded in 1798), perhaps harking back

still to the careful, detailed work involved in analyzing prosody. But a thorough

search can change into a quick one, as it seems to have done in the case of the

verb scan.

Scand. abbr.  Scandinavia; Scandinavian. 

scan·dal (sk4nùdl) n.  1. A publicized incident that brings about disgrace or 

offends the moral sensibilities of society:  a drug scandal that forced the mayor’s 

resignation.  2. A person, thing, or circumstance that causes or ought to cause dis-

grace or outrage:  a politician whose dishonesty is a scandal; considered the housing 

shortage a scandal.  3. Damage to reputation or character caused by public disclo-

sure of immoral or grossly improper behavior; disgrace.  4. Talk that is damaging 

to one’s character; malicious gossip.  [French scandale, from Old French, cause of 

sin, from Latin scandalum, trap, stumbling block, temptation, from Greek skan-

dalon. See skand- in Appendix.]

scan·dal·ize (sk4nùdl-XzÙ) v.  tr. scan·dal·ized, scan·dal·iz·ing, 
scan·dal·iz·es. 1. To offend the moral sensibilities of:  a lurid incident that scan-

dalized the whole town.  2. Archaic. To dishonor; disgrace.   —scanÙdal·i·zaùtion 
(-V-z7ùshNn) n.  —scanùdal·izÙer n. 

scan·dal·mon·ger (sk4nùdl-mƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  One who spreads mali-

cious gossip.   —scanùdal·monÙger·ing n. 



scan·dal·ous (sk4nùdl-Ns) adj.  1. Causing scandal; shocking:  scandalous 

behavior.  2. Containing material damaging to reputation; defamatory:  a scan-

dalous exposé.   —scanùdal·ous·ly adv.  —scanùdal·ous·ness n. 

scandal sheet (sk4nùdl shKt) n.  A periodical, such as a newspaper, that habit-

ually prints gossip or scandalous stories. 

scan·dent (sk4nùdNnt) adj.  Botany. Climbing:  a scandent vine.  [Latin scandKns, 

scandent- present participle of scandere, to climb. See skand- in Appendix.]

Scan·der·beg (sk4nùdNr-bHgÙ)  See Skanderbeg. 
scan·di·a (sk4nùdK-N) n.  See scandium oxide.  [From SCANDIUM.]

Scan·di·a (sk4nùdK-N)  An ancient and poetic name for Scandinavia or the Scan-

dinavian Peninsula. 

Scan·di·an (sk4nùdK-Nn) adj.  Scandinavian.   —  n.  A Scandinavian.  [From 

Latin Scandia, Scandinavia.]

Scan·di·na·vi·a (sk4nÙdN-n7ùvK-N, -n7vùyN) Abbr. Scand.  A region of north-

ern Europe consisting of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark. Finland, Iceland, and 

the Faeroe Islands are often included in the region. 

Scan·di·na·vi·an (sk4nÙdN-n7ùvK-Nn, -n7vùyNn) adj.  Abbr. Scand. Of or relat-

ing to Scandinavia or to its peoples, languages, or cultures.   —  n.  Abbr. Scand. 
1. A native or inhabitant of Scandinavia.  2.  See North Germanic. 

Scandinavian Peninsula (sk4nÙdN-n7ùvK-Nn pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of 

northern Europe comprising Norway and Sweden. 

scan·di·um (sk4nùdK-Nm) n.  Symbol Sc A silvery-white metallic element found 

in various rare minerals and separated as a byproduct in the processing of certain 

uranium ores. An artificially produced radioactive isotope is used as a tracer in 

studies of oil wells and pipelines. Atomic number 21; atomic weight 44.956; melt-

ing point 1,540˚C; boiling point 2,850˚C; specific gravity 2.99; valence 3.  [From 

Latin Scandia, Scandinavia.] —scanùdic (-dVk) adj. 

scandium oxide (sk4nùdK-Nm mkùsXdÙ) n.  A white amorphous powder, Sc2O3, 

used as a source of scandium and in the manufacture of ceramics.  Also called 

scandia 

scan·ning electron microscope (sk4nùVng V-lHkùtrmnÙ mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  

Abbr. SEM An electron microscope that forms a three-dimensional image on a 

cathode-ray tube by moving a beam of focused electrons across an object and 

reading both the electrons scattered by the object and the secondary electrons 

produced by it. 

scan·sion (sk4nùshNn) n.  Analysis of verse into metrical patterns.  [Late Latin 

sc7nsio, sc7nsion-, from Latin, act of climbing, from sc7nsus, past participle of 

scandere, to climb. See skand- in Appendix.]

scan·so·ri·al (sk4n-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj.  Zoology. Adapted to or specialized for 

climbing.  [From Latin sc7nsorius, from sc7nsus, past participle of scandere, to 

climb. See skand- in Appendix.]



scant (sk4nt) adj.  scant·er, scant·est. 1. Barely sufficient:  paid scant attention 

to the lecture.  2. Falling short of a specific measure:  a scant cup of sugar.  See Syn-

onyms at meager.  3. Inadequately supplied; short:  We were scant of breath after 

the lengthy climb.   —  v.  tr. scant·ed, scant·ing, scants. 1. To give an inade-

quate portion or allowance to:  had to scant the older children in order to nourish 

the newborn.  2. To limit, as in amount or share; stint:  Our leisure time is scanted 

by this demanding job.  3. To deal with or treat inadequately or neglectfully; slight.  

[Middle English, from Old Norse skamt, neuter of skammr, short.] —scantùly 
adv.  —scantùness n. 

scant·ling (sk4ntùlVng, -lVn) n.  1. A very small amount; a modicum.  2. A small 

timber used in construction.  3. The dimensions of a building material, especially 

the width and thickness of a timber.  4.  Often scantlings. Nautical. The dimen-

sions of the structural parts of a vessel.  [Alteration of Middle English scantlon, 

scantilon, carpenter’s gauge, from Old French escantillon, alteration of *eschandil-

lon, from Late Latin *scandiculum, alteration of scand7culum, ladder, gauge, from 

Latin scandere, to climb. See SCAN.]

scant·y (sk4nùtK) adj.  scant·i·er, scant·i·est. 1. Barely sufficient or adequate.  

2. Insufficient, as in extent or degree.  See Synonyms at meager.  —scantùi·ly 
adv.  —scantùi·ness n. 

Scap·a Flow (sk4pÙN flo)  A sheltered area of water in the Orkney Islands off 

northern Scotland. It was the site of the chief British naval base in both World 

Wars. The German fleet was scuttled here in June 1919 at the end of World War I. 

scape1 (sk7p) n.  1. Botany. A leafless flower stalk growing directly from the 

ground, as in the tulip.  2. Biology. A stalklike part, such as a feather shaft or a 

segment of an insect’s antenna.  3. Architecture. The shaft of a column.  [Latin 

sc7pus, stalk, perhaps from Greek skapos.]

scape2 (sk7p) v.  & n.  Archaic. Variant of escape. 
scape3 (sk7p) n.  A scene; a view. Often used in combination:  seascape; mind-

scape.  [From LANDSCAPE.]

scape·goat (sk7pùgotÙ) n.  1. One that is made to bear the blame of others.  

2. Bible. A live goat over whose head Aaron confessed all the sins of the children 

of Israel on the Day of Atonement. The goat, symbolically bearing their sins, was 

then sent into the wilderness.   —  v.  tr. scape·goat·ed, scape·goat·ing, 
scape·goats. To make a scapegoat of.  [scape (variant of ESCAPE) + GOAT (trans-

lation of Hebrew 14z7’zKl, goat for Azazel, demon of the desert, misread as 1Kz 

’ôzKl, goat that escapes).]

scape·grace (sk7pùgr7sÙ) n.  A scoundrel; a rascal.  [scape (variant of escape) + 

GRACE.]

scaph·o·ce·phal·ic (sk4fÙo-sN-f4lùVk) adj.  Having an abnormally long, narrow 

skull.  [Greek skaphK, boat + -CEPHALIC.] —scaphÙo·cephùa·ly (-N-sHfùN-lK) n. 



scaph·oid (sk4fùoidÙ) adj.  Shaped like a boat.   —  n.  Anatomy. See navicular.  
[New Latin scaphoXdKs, from Greek skaphoeidKs, like a bowl  : skaphK, tub, boat + -

oeidKs, -oid.]

scaph·o·pod (sk4fùN-pmdÙ) n.  See tooth shell.  [From New Latin 

Scaphopoda, class name  : Greek skaphK, boat + New Latin -poda, -pod.]

scap·o·lite (sk4pùN-lXtÙ) n.  Any of a series of variously colored, often fluores-

cent mineral silicates of aluminum, calcium, and sodium.  Also called wernerite 

[Latin sc7pus, stalk; see SCAPE
1 + -LITE, stone (from the prismatic shape of its crys-

tals).]

sca·pose (sk7ùposÙ) adj.  Resembling or consisting of a scape:  a scapose column; 

scapose flowers; the scapose portion of a feather. 

scap·u·la (sk4pùyN-lN) n.  pl. scap·u·las or scap·u·lae (-lKÙ). Either of two 

large, flat, triangular bones forming the back part of the shoulder.  Also called 

shoulder blade [Late Latin, shoulder, from Latin scapulae, the shoulder blades.]

scap·u·lar (sk4pùyN-lNr) n.  1. A monk’s sleeveless outer garment that hangs 

from the shoulders and sometimes has a cowl.  2. A badge worn by affiliates of 

certain religious orders, consisting of two pieces of cloth joined by shoulder 

bands and worn under the clothing on the chest and back.  3. One of the feathers 

covering the shoulder of a bird.   —  adj.  also scap·u·lar·y (-lHrÙK) Anatomy. Of 

or relating to the shoulder or scapula.  [Middle English scapulare, from Late Latin 

scapul7re, from neuter of scapul7ris, pertaining to the shoulders or scapula, from 

scapula, shoulder. See SCAPULA.]

scap·u·lo·cla·vic·u·lar (sk4pÙyN-lo-klN-vVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or 

affecting both the scapula and the clavicle. 

scar1 (skär) n.  1. A mark left on the skin after a surface injury or wound has 

healed.  2. A lingering sign of damage or injury, either mental or physical:  night-

mares, anxiety, and other enduring scars of wartime experiences.  3. Botany. A mark 

indicating a former attachment, as of a leaf to a stem.  4. A mark, such as a dent, 

resulting from use or contact.   —  v.  scarred, scar·ring, scars.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

mark with a scar.  2. To leave lasting signs of damage on:  a wretched childhood 

that scarred his psyche.   —  v.  intr. 1. To form a scar:  The pustule healed and 

scarred.  2. To become scarred:  delicate skin that scars easily.  [Middle English, 

alteration of escare, from Old French, scab, from Late Latin eschara, from Greek 

eskhara, hearth, scab caused by burning.]

scar2 (skär) n.  1. A protruding, isolated rock.  2. A bare, rocky place on a moun-

tainside or other steep slope.  [Middle English skerre, from Old Norse sker, low 

reef. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

scar·ab (sk4rùNb) n.  1. A scarabaeid beetle, especially Scarabaeus sacer, regarded 

as sacred by the ancient Egyptians.  2. A representation of this beetle, such as a 

ceramic or stone sculpture or a cut gem, used in ancient Egypt as a talisman and a 



symbol of the soul. In this sense, also calledscarabaeus [French scarabée, from 

Latin scarabaeus, from Greek karabos, crab, beetle.]

scar·a·bae·i (sk4rÙN-bKùXÙ) n.  A plural of scarabaeus. 
scar·a·bae·id (sk4rÙN-bKùVd) n.  Any of the numerous stout-bodied, lamellicorn 

beetles of the family Scarabaeidae, which includes the June beetle and dung bee-

tles.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the family Scarabaeidae.  [From New Latin Scar-

abaeidae, family name, from Scarabaeus, type genus, from Latin scarabaeus, 

beetle. See SCARAB.]

scar·a·bae·us (sk4rÙN-bKùNs) n.  pl. scar·a·bae·us·es or scar·a·bae·i (-bKùXÙ). 
See scarab (n., sense 2).  [Latin. See SCARAB.]

scar·a·boid (sk4rùN-boidÙ) adj.  Resembling or characteristic of a scarabaeid 

beetle. 

Scar·a·mouch also Scar·a·mouche (sk4rùN-mushÙ, -muchÙ, -mouchÙ) n.  A 

stock character in commedia dell’arte and pantomime, depicted as a boastful 

coward or buffoon.  [French Scaramouche, from Italian Scaramuccia, from scara-

muccia, skirmish, perhaps of Germanic origin.]

Scar·bor·ough (skärùbûrÙo, -bƒrÙo, -bNr-N)  A municipal borough of north-

east England on the North Sea north of Hull. Site of a Bronze Age village and a 

fourth-century A.D. Roman signaling tower, it is a noted seaside resort. Popula-

tion, 43,300. 

scarce (skârs) adj.  scarc·er, scarc·est. 1. Insufficient to meet a demand or 

requirement; short in supply:  Fresh vegetables were scarce during the drought.  

2. Hard to find; absent or rare:  Steel pennies are scarce now except in coin shops.   
—  adv.  Barely or hardly; scarcely.   —idiom. make (oneself) scarce. Infor-

mal. 1. To stay away; be absent or elusive.  2. To depart, especially quickly or fur-

tively; abscond.  [Middle English scars, from Old French scars, from Vulgar Latin 

*excarpsus, narrow, cramped, from past participle of *excarpere, to pluck out, 

alteration of Latin excerpere, to pick out. See EXCERPT.] —scarceùness n.  

WORD HISTORY: The phrase scarce excerpt, if it ever should occur to one, is

an excellent example of how two intimately related words can diverge from one

another in form while passing from one language to another over the centuries.

Both words can be traced back to the Latin word excerpo (past participle stem

excerpt-), meaning “to pick out,” “to pick out mentally,” and “to select a passage

for quotation.” This is clearly the ultimate source of our noun excerpt (first re-

corded before 1638) and verb (first recorded around 1536), a past participle usage

already being recorded in the 15th century. A more tangled path leads to our word

scarce. It is assumed that side by side with Latin excerpere existed the Vulgar Latin

form ·excarpere. ·Excarpsus, an adjective formed with the past participle of ·excar-

pere in Vulgar Latin, meant “narrow, cramped,” and from this Vulgar Latin form

came the Old French word échars, “insufficient, cramped,” and “stingy.” The Old



French word, which existed in a variety of forms in Old French, including scars

and the chiefly Old North French form escarse, was borrowed into Middle English

as scarse, being first recorded in a manuscript written around 1300.

scarce·ly (skârsùlK) adv.  1. By a small margin; barely:  We scarcely made it in 

time.  2. Almost not; hardly:  We scarcely ever used the reserve generator.  

3. Certainly not:  They could scarcely complain after such good treatment.  

USAGE NOTE: Scarcely has the force of a negative and is therefore regarded as

incorrectly used with another negative, as in I couldn’t scarcely believe it. • A clause

following scarcely is correctly introduced by when or before; the use of than,

though common, is still unacceptable to some grammarians: The meeting had

scarcely begun when (or before but not than) it was interrupted. See Usage Note at

double negative. See Usage Note at hardly.

scar·ci·ty (skârùsV-tK) n.  pl. scar·ci·ties. 1. Insufficiency of amount or supply; 

shortage: “Having looked to Government for bread, on the first scarcity they will 

turn and bite the hand that fed them” (Edmund Burke).  2. Rarity of appearance 

or occurrence:  antiques that are valued for their scarcity. 

scare (skâr) v.  scared, scar·ing, scares.  —  v.  tr. To strike with sudden fear; 

alarm.  See Synonyms at frighten.   —  v.  intr. To become frightened:  a child 

who scares easily.   —  n.  1. A condition or sensation of sudden fear.  2. A general 

state of alarm; a panic:  a bomb scare that necessitated evacuating the building.   —  
adj.  Serving or intended to frighten people:  scare stories; scare tactics.   
—phrasal verb. scare up. Informal. To gather or prepare with considerable 

effort or ingenuity:  managed to scare up some folding chairs for the unexpected 

crowd.  [Middle English skerren, scaren, from Old Norse skirra, from skjarr, 

timid.] —scarùer n. 

scare·crow (skârùkroÙ) n.  1. A crude image or effigy of a person set up in a 

field to scare birds away from growing crops.  2. Something frightening but not 

dangerous.  3. A gaunt or haggard person. 

scare·mon·ger (skârùmƒngÙgNr, -mmngÙ-) n.  One who spreads frightening 

rumors; an alarmist.   —scareùmonÙger·ing n. 

scarf1 (skärf) n.  pl. scarfs (skärfs)  or scarves (skärvz). 1. A long piece of cloth 

worn about the head, neck, or shoulders.  2. A decorative cloth for covering the 

top of a piece of furniture; a runner.  3. A sash indicating military rank.   —  v.  tr. 

scarfed, scarf·ing, scarfs. 1. To dress, cover, or decorate with or as if with a 

scarf.  2. To wrap (an outer garment) around one like a scarf.  [French dialectal 

escarpe, sash, sling, from Old North French, variant of Old French escherpe, pil-

grim’s bag hung from neck, from Frankish *skirpja, small rush, from Latin scir-

pus, rush.]



scarf2 (skärf) n.  pl. scarfs (skärfs). 1. A joint made by cutting or notching the 

ends of two pieces correspondingly and strapping or bolting them together.  Also 

called scarf joint 2. Either of the correspondingly cut or notched ends that fit 

together to form such a joint.   —  v.  tr. scarfed, scarf·ing, scarfs. 1. To join 

by means of a scarf.  2. To cut a scarf in.  [Middle English skarf, as in scarfnail, 

probably from Old Norse skarfr, end piece of a board cut off on the bias.]

scarf3 (skärf) v.  tr. scarfed, scarf·ing, scarfs. Slang. To eat or drink vora-

ciously; devour: “Americans scarf down 50 million hot dogs on an average summer 

day” (George F. Will).  [Variant of SCOFF
2.] —scarfùer n. 

scarf joint (skärf joint) n.  See scarf2 (n., sense 1). 

scarf·skin (skärfùskVnÙ) n.  The outermost layer of skin, especially that which 

forms the cuticle. 

scar·i·fi·ca·tor (sk4rùN-fV-k7ÙtNr) n.  A surgical instrument with several spring-

operated lancets, used to scarify the skin. 

scar·i·fy1 (sk4rùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. scar·i·fied, scar·i·fy·ing, scar·i·fies. 1. To make 

shallow cuts in (the skin), as when vaccinating.  2. To break up the surface of 

(topsoil).  3. To distress deeply, as with severe criticism; lacerate.  4. Botany. To 

slit or soften the outer coat of (seeds) in order to speed germination.  [Middle 

English scarifien, from Old French scarifier, from Late Latin scarXfic7re, alteration 

of Latin scarXf7re, from Greek skariphasthai, to sketch, scratch, from skariphos, 

pencil, stylus. See skrXbh- in Appendix.] —scarÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  

—scarùi·fiÙer n. 

scar·i·fy2 (skârùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. scar·i·fied, scar·i·fy·ing, scar·i·fies. To scare. 

scar·i·ous (skârùK-Ns) also scar·i·ose (-osÙ) adj.  Thin, membranous, and dry:  

scarious bracts; a scarious tongue.  [New Latin scariosus.]

scar·la·ti·na (skärÙlN-tKùnN) n.  See scarlet fever.  [New Latin (febris) scar-

latina, scarlet (fever), from Italian scarlattina, feminine of scarlattino, scarlet 

diminutive of scarlatto, from Persian saqirl7t. See SCARLET.] —scarÙla·tiùnal adj. 

scar·la·ti·noid (skärÙlN-tKùnoidÙ) adj.  Resembling scarlet fever or its rash. 

Scar·lat·ti (skär-läùtK), Alessandro. 1660-1725.  Italian composer who influ-

enced the development of modern opera. His son Domenico (1685-1757), a 

harpsichordist, wrote numerous works for the instrument. 

scar·let (skärùlVt) n.  1. Color. A strong to vivid red or reddish orange.  2. Scarlet-

colored clothing or cloth.   —  adj.  1. Color. Of a strong to vivid red or reddish 

orange.  2. Flagrantly immoral or unchaste:  scarlet thoughts.  [Middle English, 

scarlet cloth, scarlet, from Old French escarlate, from Medieval Latin scarlata, 

scarlet cloth, from Persian s7qirl7t, rich cloth, scarlet cloth, variant of siqill7t, 

from Arabic, perhaps from Medieval Greek sigillatos, from Latin sigill7tus, deco-

rated with raised figures, from sigilla, little figures, pl. of sigillum, sigil. See SIGIL.]



scarlet fever (skärùlVt fKùvNr) n.  An acute contagious disease caused by a 

hemolytic streptococcus, occurring predominantly among children and charac-

terized by a scarlet skin eruption and high fever.  Also called scarlatina 

scarlet pimpernel (skärùlVt pVmùpNr-nHlÙ) n.  The pimpernel. 

scarlet runner (skärùlVt rƒnùNr) n.  A climbing tropical American bean plant 

(Phaseolus coccineus) having scarlet flowers and long pods with edible seeds. 

scarlet sage (skärùlVt s7j) n.  A shrubby Brazilian plant (Salvia splendens) hav-

ing showy scarlet flowers, red bracts, and opposite leaves. 

scarlet tanager (skärùlVt t4nùV-jNr) n.  A New World bird (Piranga olivacea) the 

male of which has bright scarlet plumage with a black tail and wings. 

scarp (skärp) n.  An escarpment.   —  v.  tr. scarped, scarp·ing, scarps. To cut 

or make into an escarpment.  [Italian scarpa, slope, perhaps of Germanic origin. 

See sker-1 in Appendix.]

Scar·ron (sk4-roNù), Paul. 1610-1660.  French writer noted for his burlesque 

dramas and the picaresque novel Le Roman Comique (1651-1657). 

Scars·dale (skärzùd7lÙ)  A city of southeast New York, a residential suburb of 

New York City. Population, 16,987. 

scar tissue (skär tVshùu) n.  Dense, fibrous connective tissue that forms over a 

healed wound or cut. 

scarves (skärvz) n.  A plural of scarf1. 
scar·y (skârùK) adj.  scar·i·er, scar·i·est. 1. Causing fright or alarm.  2. Easily 

scared; very timid.   —scarùi·ly adv.  —scarùi·ness n. 

scat1 (sk4t) v.  intr. scat·ted, scat·ting, scats. Informal. To go away hastily; 

leave at once.  [Origin unknown.]

scat2 (sk4t) Music. n.  Jazz singing in which improvised, meaningless syllables are 

sung to a melody.   —  v.  intr. scat·ted, scat·ting, scats. To sing scat.  [Origin 

unknown.]

scat3 (sk4t) n.  Excrement, especially of an animal; dung.  [Perhaps from Greek 

skor, skat-, excrement. See SCATO-.]

scathe (sk7th) v.  tr. scathed, scath·ing, scathes. 1. To harm or injure, espe-

cially by fire.  2. To criticize or denounce severely; excoriate.   —  n.  Harm or 

injury.  [Middle English skathen, from Old Norse skadha.]

scath·ing (sk7ùthVng) adj.  1. Bitterly denunciatory; harshly critical: “a scathing 

tract on the uselessness of war” (Pierre Brodin).  2. Harmful or painful; injurious.   
—scathùing·ly adv. 

scato- pref.  Excrement:  scatology.  [Greek skato-, from skor, skat-, dung. See 

sker-3 in Appendix.]

sca·tol·o·gy (sk4-tmlùN-jK, skN-) n.  pl. sca·tol·o·gies. 1. The study of fecal 

excrement, as in medicine, paleontology, or biology.  2. a. An obsession with 

excrement or excretory functions.  b. The psychiatric study of such an obsession.   

3. Obscene language or literature, especially that dealing pruriently or humor-



ously with excrement and excretory functions.   —scatÙo·logùi·cal (sk4tÙl-mjùV-
kNl), scatÙo·logùic (-Vk)  adj.  —sca·tolùo·gist n. 

scat·ter (sk4tùNr) v.  scat·tered, scat·ter·ing, scat·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to separate and go in different directions.  2. To distribute loosely by or as if by 

sprinkling; strew:  scattering confetti from the upper windows.  3. Physics. To 

deflect (radiation or particles).   —  v.  intr. 1. To separate and go in different 

directions; disperse.  2. To occur or fall at widely spaced intervals.   —  n.  1. The 

act of scattering or the condition of being scattered.  2. Something scattered.  

[Middle English scateren.] —scatùter·er n.  

SYNONYMS: scatter, disperse, dissipate, dispel. These verbs are compared as

they mean to cause a mass or an aggregate to separate and go in different direc-

tions. Scatter usually refers to widespread, often haphazard distribution of com-

ponents: “the scattered driftwood, bleached and dry” (Celia Laighton Thaxter). Dis-

perse implies the complete breaking up of the mass or aggregate: “only a few

industrious Scots perhaps, who indeed are dispersed over the face of the whole earth”

(George Chapman). Dissipate usually suggests a reduction to nothing: “Time dis-

sipates to shining ether the solid angularity of facts” (Ralph Waldo Emerson). Dispel

suggests driving away or off by or as if by scattering: “Truth is a torch that gleams

through the fog without dispelling it” (Claude Adrien Helvétius).

scat·ter·brain (sk4tùNr-br7nÙ) n.  A person regarded as flighty, thoughtless, or 

disorganized.   —scatùter·brainedÙ adj. 

scat·ter·good (sk4tùNr-gtdÙ) n.  A spendthrift; a wastrel. 

scat·ter·gun (sk4tùNr-gƒnÙ) n.  See shotgun (n., sense 1). 

scat·ter·ing (sk4tùNr-Vng) n.  1. Something scattered, especially a small, irregu-

larly occurring amount or quantity:  a scattering of applause.  2. Physics. The dis-

persal of a beam of particles or of radiation into a range of directions as a result 

of physical interactions.   —  adj.  Placed irregularly and far apart; scattered.   
—scatùter·ing·ly adv. 

scattering layer (sk4tùNr-Vng l7ùNr) n.  A concentrated layer of organisms in 

the ocean that reflects and scatters sound waves, as from sonar. 

scatter pin (sk4tùNr pVn) n.  A woman’s small decorative brooch often worn in 

groups of two or three. 

scatter rug (sk4tùNr rƒg) n.  A small rug for covering a part of a floor.  Also 

called throw rug 

scat·ter·shot (sk4tùNr-shmtÙ) adj.  Covering a wide range in a random way; 

indiscriminate: “his habit of scattershot comment on whatever issue catches his eye” 

(Howell Raines). 

scat·ter-site (sk4tùNr-sXtÙ) adj.  Relating to or being publicly funded low-

income housing units scattered throughout middle-income residential areas. 



scat·ty (sk4tùK) adj.  scat·ti·er, scat·ti·est. Chiefly British. Scatterbrained; 

flighty: “the scatty, glancing quality of a hyperactive but unfocused intelligence” 

(London Review of Books).  [Probably SCATT(ERBRAIN) + -Y
1.]

scaup (skôp) n.  pl. scaup or scaups. Either of two diving ducks (Aythya marila 

or A. affinis) having predominantly black and white plumage in the male.  Also 

called bluebill [Perhaps from Scots scalp, scaup, bed of mussels (from its feeding 

on shellfish).]

scav·enge (sk4vùNnj) v.  scav·enged, scav·eng·ing, scav·eng·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To search through for salvageable material:  scavenged the garbage cans for food 

scraps.  2. To collect and remove refuse from:  The streets are periodically scav-

enged.  3. To collect (salvageable material) by searching.  4. a. To expel (exhaust 

gases) from a cylinder of an internal-combustion engine.  b. To expel exhaust 

gases from (such a cylinder).   5. Metallurgy. To clean (molten metal) by chemi-

cally removing impurities.   —  v.  intr. 1. To search through refuse for useful 

material.  2. To feed on dead or decaying matter.  [Back-formation from SCAVEN-

GER.]

scav·en·ger (sk4vùNn-jNr) n.  1. One that scavenges, as a person who searches 

through refuse for food.  2. An animal, such as a bird or an insect, that feeds on 

dead or decaying matter.  3. Chemistry. A substance added to a mixture to remove 

or inactivate impurities.  [Alteration of Middle English scauager, schavager, offi-

cial charged with street maintenance, from Anglo-Norman scawager, toll collec-

tor, from scawage, a tax on the goods of foreign merchants, from Flemish 

scauwen, to look at, show. See keu- in Appendix.]

Sc.B. abbr.  Latin. Scientiae Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Science). 

SCC abbr.  Electronics. Storage connecting circuit. 

Sc.D. abbr.  Latin. Scientiae Doctor (Doctor of Science). 

sce·na (sh7ùnN) n.  Music. An extended operatic vocal composition for one or 

more voices consisting of a recitative and arias or an aria.  [Italian, from Latin 

scaena, stage. See SCENE.]

sce·nar·i·o (sV-nârùK-oÙ, -närù-, -n4rù-) n.  pl. sce·nar·i·os. 1. An outline of the 

plot of a dramatic or literary work.  2. A screenplay.  3. An outline or a model of 

an expected or a supposed sequence of events: “In the scenario posed by many cli-

matologists, decades of continued global warming would raise sea levels anywhere 

from 20 inches to more than 11 feet as the polar ice caps melt and the ocean’s upper 

layers expand” (San Francisco Chronicle).  [Italian, from scena, scene, from Latin 

scaena. See SCENE.]

sce·nar·ist (sV-nârùVst, -närù-, -n4rù-) n.  One who writes screenplays. 

scend also send (sHnd) Nautical. v.  intr. scend·ed also send·ed, scend·ing 

also send·ing, scends also sends. To heave upward on a wave or swell.   —  n.  

The rising movement of a ship on a wave or swell.  [Probably alteration (influ-

enced by DESCEND, or ASCEND ), of SEND
1.]



scene (sKn) n.  1. Something seen by a viewer; a view or prospect.  2. The place 

where an action or event occurs:  the scene of the crime.  3.  Abbr. sc. The place in 

which the action of a play, movie, novel, or other narrative occurs; a setting.  

4. a. A subdivision of an act in a dramatic presentation in which the setting is 

fixed and the time continuous.  b. A shot or series of shots in a movie constitut-

ing a unit of continuous related action.   5. a. The scenery and properties for a 

dramatic presentation.  b. A theater stage.   6. A real or fictitious episode, espe-

cially when described.  7. A public display of passion or temper:  tried not to make 

a scene.  8. a. A sphere of activity:  observers of the political scene.  b. Slang. A sit-

uation or set of circumstances:  a bad scene; a wild scene.    —idiom. behind the 
scenes. 1. Backstage.  2. In private.  [French scène, stage, from Old French, from 

Latin scaena, from Greek skKnK, tent, stage.]

scen·er·y (sKùnN-rK) n.  pl. scen·er·ies. 1. A view or views of natural features, 

especially in open country:  enjoying the varied mountain scenery.  2. The painted 

backdrops on a theatrical stage. 

scene-steal·er (sKnùstKÙlNr) n.  An actor who draws attention from or over-

shadows other actors in the same production, as by charm or quality of perfor-

mance. 

sce·nic (sKùnVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the stage, stage scenery, or theatrical 

representation:  scenic design.  2. Constituting or affording pleasing views of nat-

ural features:  climbed a hill for a scenic panorama of the valley; a scenic drive along 

the crater rim.   —  n.  A depiction of natural scenery.   —sceùni·cal·ly adv. 

sce·no·graph·ic (sKÙnN-gr4fùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of sce-

nography: “Contemporary design has a strongly scenographic appeal, as if modern 

rooms were meant to be stage sets” (Los Angeles Times). 

sce·nog·ra·phy (sK-nmgùrN-fK) n.  The art of representing objects in perspec-

tive, especially as applied in the design and painting of theatrical scenery.   
—sce·nogùraph·er n. 

scent (sHnt) n.  1. A distinctive, often agreeable odor.  See Synonyms at fra-
grance. See Synonyms at smell.  2. A perfume:  an expensive French scent.  

3. An odor left by the passing of an animal.  4. The trail of a hunted animal or 

fugitive.  5. The sense of smell:  a bear’s keen scent.  6. A hint of something immi-

nent; a suggestion:  caught the scent of a reconciliation.   —  v.  scent·ed, 
scent·ing, scents.  —  v.  tr. 1. To perceive or identify by the sense of smell:  

dogs scenting their prey.  2. To suspect or detect as if by smelling:  scented danger.  

3. To fill with a pleasant odor; perfume:  when blossoms scent the air.   —  v.  intr. 

To hunt prey by means of the sense of smell. Used of hounds.  [Middle English 

sent, from senten, to scent, from Old French sentir, from Latin sentXre, to feel. See 

sent- in Appendix.] —scentùless adj. 

scent gland (sHnt gl4nd) n.  A specialized apocrine gland found in many mam-

mals that produces a strong-smelling substance. 



scent strip (sHnt strVp) n.  A strip of paper impregnated with perfume, used by 

advertisers to acquaint potential buyers with the fragrance of the perfume. 

scep·ter (sHpùtNr) n.  1. A staff held by a sovereign as an emblem of authority.  

2. Ruling power or authority; sovereignty.   —  v.  tr. scep·tered, scep·ter·ing, 
scep·ters. To invest with royal authority.  [Middle English sceptre, from Old 

French, from Latin scKptrum, from Greek skKptron.]

scep·tic (skHpùtVk) n.  Variant of skeptic. 
scep·ti·cal (skHpùtV-kNl) adj.  Variant of skeptical. 
scep·ti·cism (skHpùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  Variant of skepticism. 
scep·tre (sHpùtNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of scepter. 
sch. abbr.  School. 

Schacht (shäkt, shäKHt), (Horace Greeley) Hjalmar. 1877-1970.  German 

banker. As director of the national bank (1923-1930 and 1933-1939) he stabilized 

the currency and curtailed the inflation that had plagued Germany since World 

War I. 

scha·den·freu·de (shädùn-froiÙdN) n.  Pleasure derived from the misfortunes 

of others.  [German  : Schaden, damage (from Middle High German schade, from 

Old High German scado) + Freude, joy (from Middle High German vreude, from 

Old High German frewida, from fro, happy).]

Schaer·beek (skärùb7kÙ, sKHärù-)  A city of central Belgium, an industrial sub-

urb of Brussels. Population, 105,672. 

Schal·ly (sh4lùK), Andrew Victor. Born 1926.  Polish-born American physiolo-

gist. He shared a 1977 Nobel Prize for research on hormones. 

Scha·pi·ro (shN-pîrùo), Miriam. Born 1923.  Canadian-born American artist 

who developed “femmage,” a form of collage using such media as lace and fabric. 

With Judy Chicago she executed Womanhouse (1972), a project highlighting the 

traditional crafts and folk art of American women. 

Scharn·horst (shärnùhôrstÙ), Gerhard Johann David von. 1755-1813.  

Prussian general noted for his training tactics and command of the Prussian army 

during the Napoleonic Wars. 

Schar·wen·ka (shär-vHngùkN, -kä), Philipp. 1847-1917.  German composer of 

orchestral, chamber, and choral works. His brother Xaver (1850-1924), also a 

composer, opened conservatories in Berlin (1881) and New York City (1891). 

Schaum·burg (shämùbûrgÙ)  A village of northeast Illinois, a suburb of Chi-

cago. Population, 68,586. 

schav (shäv, shchäv) n.  A chilled soup made with sorrel, onions, lemon juice, 

eggs, and sugar and served with sour cream.  [Yiddish shtshav, from Polish szc-

zaw.]

Schaw·low (shôùlo), Arthur Leonard. Born 1921.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1981 Nobel Prize for developing technologies to study complex forms of 

matter. 



Schech·ter (shHkùtNr), Solomon. 1847-1915.  Romanian-born Hebrew scholar 

who discovered the lost chapters of the biblical book Ecclesiasticus. 

sched·ule (skHjùul, -u-Nl, skHjùNl) n.  1. A list of times of departures and arriv-

als; a timetable:  a bus schedule; a schedule of guided tours.  2. A plan for perform-

ing work or achieving an objective, specifying the order and allotted time for each 

part:  finished the project on schedule.  3. A printed or written list of items in tabu-

lar form:  a schedule of postal rates.  4. a. A program of events or appointments 

expected in a given time:  Can you fit me into your schedule Tuesday afternoon?  

b. A student’s program of classes.   5. A supplemental statement of details 

appended to a document.   —  v.  tr. sched·uled, sched·ul·ing, sched·ules. 
1. To enter on a schedule:  calculate and schedule each tax deduction on the proper 

form.  2. To make up a schedule for:  I haven’t scheduled the coming week yet.  

3. To plan or appoint for a certain time or date:  scheduled a trip in June; was 

scheduled to arrive Monday.  [Middle English sedule, slip of parchment or paper, 

note, from Old French cedule, from Late Latin schedula, diminutive of scheda, 

variant of Latin scida, papyrus strip, from Greek skhida, skhedK; perhaps akin to 

skhizein, to split. See SCHIZO-.] —schedùu·lar adj.  —schedùu·ler n. 

Schee·le (sh7ùlN), Karl Wilhelm. 1742-1786.  German-born Swedish chemist 

who independently discovered oxygen (c. 1772) before Joseph Priestley. 

schee·lite (sh7ùlXtÙ, shKù-) n.  A variously colored mineral, CaWO4, found in 

igneous rocks and used as an ore of tungsten.  [After Karl Wilhelm SCHEELE.]

schef·fler·a (shHf-lîrùN, -lHrùN, shHfùlNr-N) n.  Any of numerous evergreen shrubs 

or small trees of the genus Schefflera, having palmately compound leaves and uni-

sexual flowers that are grouped in umbels. It is widely grown indoors as a foliage 

plant.  Also called umbrella tree [New Latin, genus name, after J.C. Scheffler, 18th-

century German botanist.]

Scheldt (skHlt)  A river rising in northern France and flowing about 434 km (270 

mi) generally northeast across western Belgium and southwest Netherlands. It 

empties into the North Sea through two estuaries. 

Schel·ling (shHlùVng), Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von. 1775-1854.  German 

idealist philosopher whose theories of the self, nature, and art influenced roman-

ticism and to a degree presaged existentialism. 

sche·ma (skKùmN) n.  pl. sche·ma·ta (skK-mäùtN, skV-m4tùN)  or sche·mas. 1. A 

diagrammatic representation; an outline or a model.  2. Psychology. A pattern 

imposed on complex reality or experience to assist in explaining it, mediate per-

ception, or guide response.  [Latin schKma, schKmat-, form. See SCHEME.]

sche·mat·ic (skK-m4tùVk, skV-) adj.  Of, relating to, or in the form of a scheme or 

diagram.   —  n.  A structural or procedural diagram, especially of an electrical or 

mechanical system.   —sche·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

sche·ma·tism (skKùmN-tVzÙNm) n.  The patterned disposition of constituents 

within a given system. 



sche·ma·tize (skKùmN-tXzÙ) v.  tr. sche·ma·tized, sche·ma·tiz·ing, 
sche·ma·tiz·es. To express in or reduce to a scheme:  a diagram that schematizes 

the creation and consumption of wealth.  [Greek skhKmatizein, to give form to, 

from skhKma, skhKmat-, form. See SCHEME.] —scheÙma·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) 

n. 

scheme (skKm) n.  1. A systematic plan of action.  2. A secret or devious plan; a 

plot.  See Synonyms at plan.  3. An impractical or unrealistic plan: “Your scheme 

yields no revenue; it yields nothing but discontent, disorder, disobedience” (Edmund 

Burke).  4. An orderly combination of related parts:  an irrigation scheme with 

dams, reservoirs, and channels.  5. A chart, a diagram, or an outline of a system or 

an object.   —  v.  schemed, schem·ing, schemes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To plot:  

scheming their revenge.  2. To contrive a plan or scheme for.   —  v.  intr. To make 

plans, especially secret or devious ones.  [Latin schKma, figure, from Greek skh-

Kma. See segh- in Appendix.] —schemùer n. 

Sche·nec·ta·dy (skN-nHkùtN-dK)  A city of eastern New York on the Mohawk 

River northwest of Albany. First settled in 1661, it prospered after the opening of 

the Erie Canal and the coming of the railroad in the early 19th century. Its electri-

cal industry dates to the 1880’s. Population, 65,566. 

scher·zan·do (skHrt-sänùdo) Music. adv.  & adj.  In a light, playful manner. 

Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. scher·zan·dos. A scherzando passage.  

[Italian, gerund of scherzare, to joke, from Old Italian. See SCHERZO.]

scher·zo (skHrùtso) n.  pl. scher·zos or scher·zi (-tsK). Music. A lively move-

ment, commonly in 3/4 time.  [Italian, joke, scherzo, from Old Italian scherzare, 

to joke, perhaps of Germanic origin.]

Schia·pa·rel·li (skK-äpÙN-rHlùK, sk4pÙ-, sh4pÙ-, skyäpÙä-rHlùlK), Elsa. 1896-1973.  

Italian-born fashion designer noted for her use of brilliant colors and synthetic 

materials in haute couture designs. 

Schia·pa·rel·li (skK-äpÙN-rHlùK, sk4pÙ-, sh4pÙ-, skyäpÙä-rHlùlK), Giovanni Vir-
ginio. 1835-1910.  Italian astronomer who first observed lines on the surface of 

Mars, which he described as canals. 

Schick test (shVk tHst) n.  A test to determine immunity to diphtheria by injec-

tion into the skin of dilute diphtheria toxin. Inflammation of the injected area 

indicates a lack of immunity.  [After Béla Schick (1877-1967), Hungarian-born 

American pediatrician.]

Schie·dam (skK-dämù, sKHK-)  A city of southwest Netherlands, an industrial 

suburb of Rotterdam. Chartered in 1275, it is noted for its gin distilleries. Popula-

tion, 69,849. 

Schiff’s reagent (shVfs rK-7ùjNnt) n.  An aqueous solution of rosaniline and 

sulfurous acid used to test for the presence of aldehydes.  [After Hugo Schiff 

(1834-1915), German chemist.]



schil·ler (shVlùNr) n.  A lustrous, colored reflection from certain planes in a min-

eral grain.  [German, iridescence, from Middle High German schilher, iridescent 

taffeta, from schilhen, to twinkle, squint, from Old High German scilihen, to 

squint, wink.]

Schil·ler (shVlùNr), Johann Christoph Friedrich von. 1759-1805.  German 

writer. A leading romanticist, he is best known for his historical plays, such as 

Don Carlos (1787) and Wallenstein (1798-1799), and for his long, didactic poems. 

schil·ling (shVlùVng) n.  A basic unit of currency in Austria.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [German, from Middle High German schillinc, from Old High German 

skilling, gold coin.]

schip·per·ke (skVpùNr-kK, -kN) n.  A small stocky dog of a breed developed in 

Belgium, having dense, long black fur and small pointed ears.  [Flemish, diminu-

tive of schipper, skipper (from the dog’s use as a watchdog on a boat), from Mid-

dle Dutch. See SKIPPER
1.]

schism (sVzùNm, skVzù-) n.  1. A separation or division into factions.  2. a. A for-

mal breach of union within a Christian church.  b. The offense of attempting to 

produce such a breach.   3. Disunion; discord.  [Middle English scisme, from Old 

French, from Latin schisma, schismat-, from Greek skhisma, from skhizein, to 

split. See skei- in Appendix.]

schis·mat·ic (sVz-m4tùVk, skVz-) adj.  Of, relating to, or engaging in schism.   —  
n.  One who promotes or engages in schism.   —schis·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

schist (shVst) n.  Any of various medium-grained to coarse-grained metamorphic 

rocks composed of laminated, often flaky parallel layers of chiefly micaceous 

minerals.  [French schiste, from Latin (lapis) schistos, fissile (stone), a kind of iron 

ore, from Greek skhistos, split, divisible, from skhizein, to split. See skei- in 

Appendix.] —schisùtoseÙ (shVsùtosÙ), schisùtous (-tNs)  adj. 

schis·to·cyte (shVsùtN-sXtÙ) n.  1. A red blood cell undergoing fragmentation.  

2. A fragmented part of a red blood cell.  [Greek skhistos, split; see SCHIST + -

CYTE.]

schis·to·cy·to·sis (shVsÙtN-sX-toùsVs) n.  1. Fragmentation of a red blood cell.  

2. The presence or accumulation of schistocytes in the blood. 

schis·tor·rha·chis (shV-stôrùN-kVs) n.  See spina bifida.  [Greek skhistos, split; 

see SCHIST + Greek rhakhis, backbone.]

schis·to·some (shVsùtN-somÙ) n.  Any of several chiefly tropical trematode 

worms of the genus Schistosoma, many of which are parasitic in the blood of 

human beings and other mammals.  Also called bilharzia, blood fluke.  [New Latin 

Schistosoma, genus name  : Greek skhistos, split; see SCHIST + Greek soma, body; 

see -SOME
3.] —schisÙto·somùal (-soùmNl) adj. 

schis·to·so·mi·a·sis (shVsÙtN-sN-mXùN-sVs) n.  pl. schis·to·so·mi·a·ses (-sKzÙ). 
Any of various generally tropical diseases caused by infestation with schisto-

somes, widespread in rural areas of Africa, Asia, and Latin America through use 



of contaminated water, and characterized by infection and gradual destruction of 

the tissues of the kidneys, liver, and other organs.  Also called bilharziasis, snail 

fever. 

schis·to·som·u·lum (shVsÙtN-smmùyN-lNm) n.  pl. schis·to·som·u·la (-lN). The 

immature form of a parasitic schistosome after it has entered the blood vessels of 

its host.  [New Latin, diminutive of Schistosoma, genus name. See SCHISTOSOME.]

schiz- pref.  Variant of schizo-. 
schiz·o (skVtùso) n.  pl. schiz·os. Informal. A schizophrenic person.   —schizùo 

adj. 

schizo-  or schiz- pref.  1. Split; cleft:  schizocarp.  2. Cleavage; fission:  schizo-

genesis.  3. Schizophrenia:  schizoid.  [New Latin, from Greek skhizo-, from 

skhizein, to split. See skei- in Appendix.]

schiz·o·af·fec·tive (skVtÙso-N-fHkùtVv) adj.  Showing symptoms of both schizo-

phrenia and manic-depressive disorder. 

schiz·o·carp (skVzùN-kärpÙ, skVtùsN-) n.  A dry fruit that splits at maturity into 

two or more closed, one-seeded parts, as in the carrot or mallow.   
—schizÙo·carùpous, schizÙo·carùpic adj. 

schi·zog·a·my (skV-zmgùN-mK, skVt-smgù-) n.  Biology. Reproduction in which a 

sexual form is produced by fission from an asexual one, as in some annelid 

worms. 

schiz·o·gen·e·sis (skVzÙo-jHnùV-sVs, skVtÙso-) n.  Biology. Reproduction by fis-

sion. 

schi·zog·e·nous (skV-zmjùN-nNs, skVt-smjù-) adj.  1. Relating to or characterized 

by schizogenesis.  2. Relating to or characterized by schizogony. 

schi·zog·o·ny (skV-zmgùN-nK, skVt-smgù-) n.  Reproduction by multiple asexual 

fission, characteristic of many sporozoans.   —schi·zogùo·nous adj. 

schiz·oid (skVtùsoidÙ) adj.  1. Schizophrenic.  2. Of, relating to, or having a per-

sonality marked by extreme shyness, seclusiveness, and an inability to form close 

relationships.   —  n.  A schizoid or schizophrenic person. 

schiz·ont (skVzùmntÙ, skVtùsmntÙ) n.  A sporozoan cell produced by schizogony. 

schiz·o·phrene (skVtùsN-frKnÙ) n.  A person having or predisposed to schizo-

phrenia.  [Probably back-formation from SCHIZOPHRENIA.]

schiz·o·phre·ni·a (skVtÙsN-frKùnK-N, -frHnùK-N) n.  1. Any of a group of psy-

chotic disorders usually characterized by withdrawal from reality, illogical pat-

terns of thinking, delusions, and hallucinations, and accompanied in varying 

degrees by other emotional, behavioral, or intellectual disturbances. Schizophre-

nia, often associated with dopamine imbalances in the brain and defects of the 

frontal lobe, may have an underlying genetic cause.  2. A condition that results 

from the coexistence of disparate or antagonistic qualities, identities, or activities:  

the schizophrenia of the double espionage agent. 



schiz·o·phren·ic (skVtÙsN-frHnùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or affected with 

schizophrenia.  2. Of, relating to, or characterized by the coexistence of disparate 

or antagonistic elements.   —  n.  One who is affected with schizophrenia.   
—schizÙo·phrenùi·cal·ly adv. 

schiz·o·phren·i·form (skVtÙsN-frHnùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the form of or 

resembling schizophrenia. 

schiz·o·phre·no·gen·ic (skVtÙsN-frKÙnN-jHnùVk, -frHnÙN-) adj.  Tending to pro-

duce or develop schizophrenia. 

schiz·o·pod (skVzùN-pmdÙ, skVtùsN-) n.  Any of various shrimplike crustaceans of 

the orders Euphausiacea and Mysidacea (formerly included in the single order 

Schizopoda), consisting of the krill and the mysids.  [From New Latin Schizopoda, 

former order name  : SCHIZO- + New Latin -poda, -pod.] —schiz·opùo·dous 
(skV-zmpùN-dNs, skVt-smpù-) adj. 

schiz·o·thyme (skVtùsN-thXmÙ) n.  One who exhibits characteristics or symp-

toms of schizothymia.   —  adj.  Relating to, characterized by, or showing 

schizothymia.  [Probably back-formation from SCHIZOTHYMIA.]

schiz·o·thy·mi·a (skVtÙsN-thXùmK-N) n.  Behavior or characteristics resembling 

schizophrenia in certain tendencies but remaining within the limits of normality.   
—schizÙo·thyùmic adj.  & n. 

schiz·y also schiz·zy (skVtùsK) adj.  schiz·i·er, schiz·i·est. Informal. Schizo-

phrenic or schizoid.  [Shortening and alteration of SCHIZOID.]

Schle·gel (shl7ùgNl), August Wilhelm von. 1767-1845.  German scholar who 

wrote influential criticism, translated several Shakespearean works, and com-

posed poetry. He also edited a literary magazine with his brother Friedrich 

(1772-1829), a philosopher, poet, and critic whose essays formed the intellectual 

basis of German romanticism. 

Schlei·cher (shlXùkNr -KHNr), Kurt von. 1882-1934.  German military and 

political leader. Appointed chancellor in December 1932, he was unable to form a 

coalition government and was replaced one month later by Adolf Hitler. 

Schlei·er·ma·cher (shlXùNr-mäÙkNr, -KHNr), Friedrich Ernst Daniel. 1768-

1834.  German philosopher and Protestant theologian who believed that the indi-

vidual must develop a personal religious attitude. 

schle·miel also shle·miel (shlN-mKlù) n.  Slang. A habitual bungler; a dolt.  

[Yiddish shlemíl, perhaps from Hebrew ≥Hlumî’Kl, Shelumiel, a character in the 

Bible (Numbers 7:36).]

schlep  or schlepp also shlep (shlHp) Slang. v.  schlepped or schlepped also 

shlepped, schlep·ping or schlepp·ing  also shlep·ping, schleps or 

schlepps  also shleps.  —  v.  tr. To carry clumsily or with difficulty; lug:  

schlepped a shopping bag around town.   —  v.  intr. To move slowly or laboriously:  

schlepped around with the twins in a stroller.   —  n.  1. An arduous journey.  2. A 

person regarded as clumsy or stupid.  [Yiddish shlepn, to drag, pull, from Middle 



Low German slKpen. See lei- in Appendix.] —schlepùper, schleppùer, 
shlepùper n. 

Schles·in·ger (shlHsùVn-jNr), Arthur Meier. 1888-1965.  American historian 

whose works include The Rise of the City (1933). His son Arthur Meier, Jr. 
(born 1917), also a historian, was an adviser to President John F. Kennedy, whose 

administration is chronicled in A Thousand Days (1965). 

Schles·wig (shlHsùwVg, -wVk, shl7sùvVk)  A historical region and former duchy of 

northern Germany and southern Denmark in southern Jutland. The duchy was 

created in 1115 and passed, along with the duchy of Holstein, to Christian I of 

Denmark in 1460. After subdivisions caused by complex hereditary holdings, the 

duchies were once more reunited under the Danish crown in 1773. Denmark, 

Prussia, and Austria contended for the region until 1866, when it was annexed by 

Prussia. In 1920 the northern part of Schleswig was returned to Denmark by 

plebiscite. The southern portion became part of the West German state of 

Schleswig-Holstein after World War II. 

Schley (slX), Winfield Scott. 1839-1911.  American naval commander during 

the Spanish-American War (1898). 

Schlie·mann (shlKùmänÙ), Heinrich. 1822-1890.  German archaeologist who 

discovered the ruins of ancient Troy (1871) and excavated Mycenae (1876). 

schlie·ren (shlîrùNn) pl.n.  1. Geology. Irregular dark or light streaks in plutonic 

igneous rock that differ in composition from the principal mass.  2. Regions of a 

transparent medium, as of a flowing gas, that are visible because their densities 

are different from that of the bulk of the medium.  [German, pl. of Schliere, from 

dialectal Shliere, streaks, from Middle High German slier, mud, slime, from Old 

High German sclierrun, pieces, bits.]

schli·ma·zel (shlV-mäùzNl) n.  Slang. An extremely unlucky or inept person; a 

habitual failure.  [Yiddish shlimázl, bad luck, unlucky person  : Middle High Ger-

man slimp, wrong + mázl, luck (from Hebrew mazz7l).]

schlock also shlock (shlmk) Slang. n.  Something, such as merchandise or litera-

ture, that is inferior or shoddy.   —  adj.  Of inferior quality; cheap or shoddy.  

[Possibly from Yiddish shlak, apoplexy, stroke, wretch, evil, nuisance, from Mid-

dle High German slag, slak, stroke, from slahen, to strike, from Old High German 

slahan.]

schlock·meis·ter (shlmkùmXÙstNr) n.  Slang. One who produces or deals in 

inferior or shoddy goods or material.  [SCHLOCK + German Meister, master; see 

MEISTERSINGER.]

schmaltz also schmalz (shmälts) n.  1. Informal. a. Excessively sentimental art 

or music.  b. Maudlin sentimentality.   2. Liquid fat, especially chicken fat.  [Yid-

dish shmalts, animal fat, sentimentality, from Middle High German smalz, animal 

fat, from Old High German. See mel-1 in Appendix.]



schmaltz·y also schmalz·y (shmältùsK) adj.  schmaltz·i·er, schmaltz·i·est. 
Informal. Of, relating to, or marked by excessive or maudlin sentimentality.  See 

Synonyms at sentimental.  —schmaltzùi·ness n. 

schmalz (shmälts) n.  Variant of schmaltz. 
schmalz·y (shmältùsK) adj.  Informal. Variant of schmaltzy. 
schmeer also schmear  or shmear (shmîr) n.  Slang. A number of things that 

go together; an aggregate:  bought the whole schmeer.  [Yiddish shmir, smear, 

smudge, from shmirn, to smear, grease, from Middle High German smiren, from 

Old High German smirwen.]

Schmidt (shmVt), Helmut. Born 1918.  German politician who served as West 

German minister of defense (1969-1972), minister of finance (1972-1974), and 

chancellor (1974-1982). 

Schmidt system (shmVt sVsùtNm) n.  A system consisting of a concave spherical 

mirror and a transparent plate of glass at its center of curvature, used in reflecting 

telescopes to offset spherical aberration and coma.  [After Bernhard Voldemar 

Schmidt (1879-1935), Estonian-born German optical scientist.]

schmo (shmo) n.  pl. schmoes or schmos. Slang. A person regarded as stupid 

or obnoxious.  [From Yiddish shmok, penis, fool. See SCHMUCK.]

schmooze  or schmoose (shmuz) Slang. v.  intr. schmoozed or 

schmoosed, schmooz·ing or schmoos·ing, schmooz·es or schmoos·es. 
To talk casually; chat.   —  n.  A chat.  [Yiddish shmúesn, possibly from shmúes, a 

chat, pl. of shmúe, rumor; akin to Hebrew ≥Hmû1â, rumor.]

schmuck also shmuck (shmƒk) n.  Slang. A person regarded as clumsy or stu-

pid; an oaf.  [Yiddish shmok, penis, fool, probably from Polish smok, serpent, 

tail.]

Schna·bel (shnäùbNl), Artur. 1882-1951.  Austrian-born American pianist and 

composer noted for his interpretations of Beethoven, Mozart, and Schubert. 

schnap·per (shn4pùNr, sn4pù-) n.  A porgy (Chrysophrys guttulatus) of Austra-

lia, Tasmania, and New Zealand, having a large bony protuberance on the nape 

when fully grown and prized as a sport fish and food fish.  Also called snapper 

[Alteration (influenced by German Schnapper, snap, schnapper), of SNAPPER.]

schnapps (shnäps, shn4ps) n.  pl. schnapps. Any of various strong, dry 

liquors, such as a strong Dutch gin.  [German Schnaps, mouthful, schnapps, from 

Low German snaps, from snappen, to snap, from Middle Low German, to snap 

at.]

schnau·zer (shnouùzNr, shnouùtsNr) n.  Any of three German breeds of dog of a 

range of sizes, having a wiry pepper-and-salt or black coat and a blunt muzzle 

with wiry whiskers.  [German, from Schnauze, snout, alteration of Middle Low 

German sn7te.]

schnit·zel (shnVtùsNl) n.  A thin cutlet of veal, usually seasoned, that is dipped in 

batter and fried.  [German, from Middle High German snitzel, diminutive of sniz, 



slice, from snitzen, to carve, frequentative of snXden, to cut, from Old High Ger-

man snXdan.]

Schnitz·ler (shnVtsùlNr), Arthur. 1862-1931.  Austrian writer known for his 

psychologically penetrating and sometimes erotic novels and plays, particularly 

La Ronde (1896). 

schnook (shntk) n.  Slang. A stupid or easily victimized person; a dupe.  [Yid-

dish shnuk, snout, schnook, from Lithuanian snùkis, mug, snout.]

schnor·rer (shnôrùNr, shnorù-) n.  Slang. One who habitually takes advantage of 

the generosity of others; a parasite.  [Yiddish shnorer, beggar, sponger, from 

shnorn, to beg, from Middle High German snurren, to hum, whir (from the 

sound of the musical instrument played by beggars).]

schnoz (shnmz) also schnoz·zle (shnmzùNl) n.  Slang. The human nose.  [Proba-

bly alteration of Yiddish snoyts, snout, muzzle, from German Schnauze.]

Scho·field (skoùfKldÙ), John McAllister. 1831-1906.  American army officer 

who took part in Gen. William T. Sherman’s march to Atlanta (1864) and later 

served as general in chief of the army (1888-1895). 

schol·ar (skmlùNr) n.  1. a. A learned person.  b. A specialist in a given branch of 

knowledge:  a classical scholar.   2. One who attends school or studies with a 

teacher; a student.  3. A student who holds or has held a particular scholarship.  

[Middle English scoler, from Old French escoler, and from Old English scolere 

both from Medieval Latin schol7ris, from Late Latin, of a school, from Latin scola, 

schola, school. See SCHOOL
1.]

schol·ar·ly (skmlùNr-lK) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of scholars or 

scholarship:  scholarly pursuits; a scholarly edition with footnotes.  See Synonyms at 

learned.  —scholùar·li·ness n. 

schol·ar·ship (skmlùNr-shVpÙ) n.  1. The methods, discipline, and attainments of 

a scholar or scholars.  2. Knowledge resulting from study and research in a partic-

ular field.  See Synonyms at knowledge.  3. A grant of financial aid awarded to 

a student, as for the purpose of attending a college. 

scho·las·tic (skN-l4sùtVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to schools; academic.  2.  Often 

Scholastic. Of, relating to, or characteristic of Scholasticism.  3. Adhering rig-

idly to scholarly methods; pedantic.  See Synonyms at pedantic.   —  n.  1.  
Often Scholastic. A Scholastic philosopher or theologian.  2. A dogmatist; a 

pedant.  [Latin scholasticus, from Greek skholastikos, learned, studious, from 

skholazein, to study, from skholK, school. See segh- in Appendix.] 
—scho·lasùti·cal·ly adv. 

scho·las·ti·cism (skN-l4sùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  1.  Often Scholasticism. The domi-

nant western Christian theological and philosophical school of the Middle Ages, 

based on the authority of the Latin Fathers and of Aristotle and his commenta-

tors.  2. Close adherence to the methods, traditions, and teachings of a sect or 

school.  3. Scholarly conservatism or pedantry. 



scho·li·a (skoùlK-N) n.  A plural of scholium. 
scho·li·ast (skoùlK-4stÙ) n.  One of the ancient commentators who annotated 

the classical authors.  [Medieval Greek skholiastKs, from skholiazein, to comment 

on, from Greek skholion, scholium. See SCHOLIUM.]

scho·li·um (skoùlK-Nm) n.  pl. scho·li·ums or scho·li·a (-lK-N). 1. An explana-

tory note or commentary, as on a Greek or Latin text.  2. A note amplifying a 

proof or course of reasoning, as in mathematics.  [New Latin, from Greek skho-

lion, diminutive of skholK, lecture, school. See segh- in Appendix.]

Schön·berg (shœnùbûrg, shûrnù-, shœnùbHrkÙ), Arnold. 1874-1951.  Austrian 

composer who developed atonal composition. His works include operas, cham-

ber music, symphonies, and vocal arrangements, such as Pierrot Lunaire (1912). 

school1 (skul) n.  Abbr. sch., s., S. 1. An institution for the instruction of chil-

dren or people under college age.  2. An institution for instruction in a skill or 

business:  a secretarial school; a karate school.  3. a. A college or university.  b. An 

institution within or associated with a college or university that gives instruction 

in a specialized field and recommends candidates for degrees.  c. A division of an 

educational institution constituting several grades or classes:  advanced to the 

upper school.  d. The student body of an educational institution.  e. The building 

or group of buildings housing an educational institution.   4. The process of 

being educated formally, especially education constituting a planned series of 

courses over a number of years:  The children were put to school at home. What do 

you plan to do when you finish school?  5. A session of instruction:  School will start 

in three weeks. He had to stay after school today.  6. a. A group of people, espe-

cially philosophers, artists, or writers, whose thought, work, or style demonstrates 

a common origin or influence or unifying belief:  the school of Aristotle; the Vene-

tian school of painters.  b. A group of people distinguished by similar manners, 

customs, or opinions:  aristocrats of the old school.   7. Close-order drill instruc-

tions or exercises for military units or personnel.  8. Australian. A group of peo-

ple gathered together for gambling.   —  v.  tr. schooled, school·ing, schools. 
1. To educate in or as if in a school.  2. To train or discipline:  She is well schooled 

in literature.  See Synonyms at teach.   —  adj.  Of or relating to school or educa-

tion in schools:  school supplies; a school dictionary.  [Middle English scole, from 

Old English scol, from Latin schola, scola, from Greek skholK. See segh- in Appen-

dix.]

school2 (skul) n.  A large group of aquatic animals, especially fish, swimming 

together; a shoal.  See Synonyms at flock1.   —  v.  intr. schooled, school·ing, 
schools. To swim in or form into a school.  [Middle English scole, from Middle 

Dutch. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

school age (skul 7j) n.  The age at which a child is considered old enough to 

attend school.   —schoolù-ageÙ (skulù7jÙ) adj. 



school bag  or school·bag (skulùb4gÙ) n.  A bag for carrying textbooks and 

school supplies. 

school board (skul bôrd) n.  A local board that oversees public schools. 

school·book (skulùbtkÙ) n.  A textbook or other book for use in school. 

school·boy (skulùboiÙ) n.  A boy attending school. 

school bus (skul bƒs) n.  A publicly or privately owned vehicle that is used for 

taking schoolchildren to and from school or school-related activities. 

school·child also school child (skulùchXldÙ) n.  A child attending school. 

School·craft (skulùkr4ftÙ), Henry Rowe. 1793-1864.  American geologist, 

ethnologist, and explorer who discovered the source of the Mississippi River 

(1832). 

school day (skul d7) n.  1. A day on which school is in session.  2. The part of 

a day during which school is in session. 

school district (skul dVsùtrVkt) n.  A geographic district, the public schools of 

which are administered together. 

school·fel·low (skulùfHlÙo) n.  A schoolmate. 

school figure (skul fVgùyNr) n.  Sports. A traditional pattern, such as a figure 

eight, performed as part of an ice-skating competition. Often used in the plural. 

school·girl (skulùgûrlÙ) n.  A girl attending school. 

school·house (skulùhousÙ) n.  A building used as a school. 

school·ing (skuùlVng) n.  1. Instruction or training given at school.  

2. Education obtained through experience or exposure:  Her tumultuous child-

hood was a unique schooling.  3. The training of a horse or a horse and rider in 

equitation. 

school·ma’am (skulùmämÙ, -m4mÙ) n.  Variant of schoolmarm. 
school·man (skulùmNn) n.  1. A man who is a professional educator or 

scholar.  2. Schoolman. A medieval Scholastic scholar or philosopher. 

school·marm (skulùmärmÙ) also school·ma’am (-mämÙ, -m4mÙ) n.  A 

woman teacher, especially one who is regarded as strict, old-fashioned, or prud-

ish.  [SCHOOL
1 + dialectal marm (variant of MA’AM).] —schoolùmarmÙish adj. 

school·mas·ter (skulùm4sÙtNr) n.  1. A man who is a teacher.  2. A headmas-

ter of a school.  3. One that educates, guides, or instructs.  4. A grayish-brown 

snapper (Lutjanus apodus) of the tropical Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico.   
—schoolùmasÙter·ish adj.  —schoolùmasÙter·ly adj. 

school·mate (skulùm7tÙ) n.  A companion or an associate in one’s school. 

school·mis·tress (skulùmVsÙtrVs) n.  1. A woman who is a teacher.  2. A head-

mistress of a school. 

school of hard knocks (skul ƒv härd nmks) n.  Informal. The practical 

experiences of life, including hardships and disappointments, that serve to edu-



cate and temper a person: “He hadn’t grown up in the school of hard knocks. Politi-

cally he had lived an easy life” (Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.). 

school of thought (skul ƒv thôt) n.  pl. schools of thought. The point of 

view held by a particular group: “We have many schools of thought in the intelli-

gence services” (Tom Clancy). 

school·room (skulùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A classroom. 

school·teach·er (skulùtKÙchNr) n.  A person who teaches in a school below 

the college level. 

school·work (skulùwûrkÙ) n.  Lessons done at school or to be done at home. 

school·yard (skulùyärdÙ) n.  An open area next to a school building for play 

and outdoor activities. 

school year (skul yîr) n.  The part of the year during which school is in ses-

sion, typically from September to June. 

schoo·ner (skuùnNr) n.  1. Nautical. A fore-and-aft rigged sailing vessel with at 

least two masts, a foremast, and a mainmast stepped nearly amidships.  2. A large 

beer glass, generally holding a pint or more.  3. A prairie schooner.  [Origin 

unknown.]

Scho·pen·hau·er (shoùpNn-houÙNr), Arthur. 1788-1860.  German philoso-

pher who believed that the will to live is the fundamental reality and that this will, 

being a constant striving, is insatiable and ultimately yields only suffering. 

schorl (shôrl) n.  Tourmaline, especially black tourmaline.  [German Schörl.] 
—schor·laùceous (shôr-l7ùshNs) adj. 

schot·tische (shmtùVsh, shm-tKshù) n.  1. A round dance in 2/4 time.  2. A piece 

of music for this dance.  [German, from schottisch, Scottish, from Middle High 

German schottesch, from schotte, a Scot, from Old High German scotto, from Late 

Latin Scottus, Irishman.]

Schou·ten Islands (skoutùn XùlNndz)  An island group of eastern Indonesia in 

the southern Pacific Ocean off the northern coast of New Guinea. 

Schrief·fer (shrKùfNr), John Robert. Born 1931.  American physicist. He 

shared a 1972 Nobel Prize for work on superconductivity. 

schrod (skrmd) n.  New England. Variant of scrod. 
Schrö·ding·er (shroùdVng-Nr, shr7ù-, shrœù-), Erwin. 1887-1961.  Austrian 

physicist. He shared a 1933 Nobel Prize for new formulations of the atomic the-

ory. 

schtick (shtVk) n.  Variant of shtick. 
Schu·bert (shuùbNrt, -bHrtÙ), Franz Peter. 1797-1828.  Austrian composer 

who perfected the form of the German art song in his more than 600 composi-

tions for voice and piano. He also composed symphonies and chamber music. 

Schultz (shtlts), Theodore. Born 1902.  American economist. He shared a 

1979 Nobel Prize for work on the economic problems of developing countries. 



Schulz (shtlts), Charles Monroe. Born 1922.  American cartoonist who cre-

ated the Peanuts comic strip. 

Schu·man (shu-mänù, -mäNù), Robert. 1886-1963.  French politician who 

served as prime minister (1947-1948) and promoted the economic and military 

unity of European nations. 

Schu·man (shuùmNn), William Howard. 1910-1992.  American composer 

whose works include symphonies, an opera, and the cantata A Free Song (1943), 

for which he received a Pulitzer Prize. 

Schu·mann (shuùmänÙ, -mNn), Robert. 1810-1856.  German composer 

known particularly for his song cycles, piano works, and symphonies. A leading 

romanticist and a noted critic, he encouraged Chopin and influenced Brahms. 

Schu·mann-Heink (shuùmNn-hXngkù), Ernestine. 1861-1936.  American 

contralto noted for her roles in the operas of Wagner and Richard Strauss. 

Schum·pe·ter (shtmùp7-tNr), Joseph Alois. 1883-1950.  Czechoslovakian-

born American economist known for his theories of the development of capital-

ism. 

Schurz (shtrts, shûrz), Carl. 1829-1906.  German-born American army 

officer, politician, and editor. A U.S. senator from Missouri (1869-1875), he 

influenced Republican Party policy through his speeches and later newspaper edi-

torials. 

Schusch·nigg (shtshùnVk, -nVg), Kurt von. 1897-1977.  Austrian politician 

who as chancellor (1934-1938) resisted the German occupation of Austria. 

schuss (shts, shus) Sports. v.  intr. schussed, schuss·ing, schuss·es. To 

make a fast straight downhill run in skiing.   —  n.  1. A fast straight downhill 

run in skiing.  2. A straight, steep course for skiing.  [From German, shot, schuss, 

from Middle High German schuz, shot, from Old High German scuz. See skeud- 
in Appendix.]

schuss·boom·er (shtsùbuÙmNr, shusù-) n.  Sports. A skier who schusses 

well. 

Schuy·ler (skXùlNr), Philip John. 1733-1804.  American Revolutionary general 

of American forces in New York State who was relieved of his command after the 

British capture of Fort Ticonderoga (1777). He later served as a U.S. senator from 

New York (1789-1791 and 1797-1798). 

Schuyl·kill (skulùkVlÙ, skuùkNl)  A river, about 209 km (130 mi) long, of 

southeast Pennsylvania flowing generally southeast to the Delaware River at Phil-

adelphia. 

schwa (shwä) n.  Linguistics. 1. A mid-central neutral vowel, typically occurring 

in unstressed syllables, as the final vowel of English sofa.  Also called indetermi-

nate vowel 2. The symbol (N) used to represent an unstressed neutral vowel and, 

in some systems of phonetic transcription, a stressed mid-central vowel, as in but.  

[German, from Hebrew ≥Hw71, probably from Syriac ≥Hwayy7, equal.]



Schwä·bisch Gmünd (shv7ùbVsh gN-mtntù, -müntù)  A city of southwest 

Germany east of Stuttgart. Chartered in 1162, it was a free imperial city from 

1268 to 1803. Population, 56,073. 

Schwann (shvän), Theodor. 1810-1882.  German physiologist and pioneer 

histologist who described the cell as the basic structure of animal tissue. 

Schwann cell (shwän sHl, shvän) n.  Any of the cells that cover the nerve fibers 

in the peripheral nervous system and form the myelin sheath.  [After Theodor 
SCHWANN.]

Schwartz (shwôrts), Melvin. Born 1932.  American physicist. He shared a 

1988 Nobel Prize for developing the use of a beam of neutrinos in high-energy 

particle research. 

Schwarz·schild radius (shwôrtsùchXldÙ r7ùdK-Ns, shvärtsùshVld) n.  The 

radius of a collapsing celestial object at which gravitational forces exceed the abil-

ity of matter and energy to escape, resulting in a black hole.  [After Karl 

Schwarzschild (1873-1916), German astronomer.]

Schwedt (shv7t)  A city of northeast Germany on the Oder River northeast of 

Berlin. A processing center, it was heavily damaged during World War II. Popula-

tion, 51,881. 

Schwein·furt (shvXnùftrtÙ)  A city of central Germany on the Main River east 

of Frankfurt. First mentioned c. 791, it became a free imperial city in 1282 and 

passed to Bavaria in 1803. Population, 51,079. 

Schweit·zer (shwXtùsNr, shvXtù-), Albert. 1875-1965.  French philosopher, phy-

sician, and musician who founded (1913) and spent much of his life at a mission-

ary hospital in present-day Gabon. Schweitzer was a noted organist and wrote 

many philosophical and theological works. He won the 1952 Nobel Peace Prize. 

Schwe·rin (shv7-rKnù)  A city of north-central Germany on Schwerin Lake 

southwest of Rostock. Originally a Wendish settlement, it was chartered c. 1160 

and today is a commercial, industrial, and transportation center. Population, 

124,975. 

Schwing·er (shwVngùNr), Julian Seymour. 1918-1994.  American physicist. 

He shared a 1965 Nobel Prize for research in quantum electrodynamics. 

sci. abbr.  Science; scientific. 

sci·ae·noid (sX-Kùnoid) adj.  Of or belonging to the Sciaenidae, a family of 

fishes that includes the drums and croakers.   —  n.  A sciaenoid fish.  [New Latin 

Sciaena, type genus (from Latin sciaena, a kind of fish, from Greek skiaina) + -

OID.] —sci·aeùnid (-nVd) adj.  & n. 

sci·at·ic (sX-4tùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to the ischium or to the region of the 

hipbone in which it is located.  2. Of or relating to sciatica.  [French sciatique, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin sciaticus, alteration of Latin ischiadicus, 

from Greek iskhiadikos, from iskhias, iskhiad-, sciatica, from iskhion, hip.]



sci·at·i·ca (sX-4tùV-kN) n.  Pain along the sciatic nerve usually caused by a herni-

ated disk of the lumbar region of the spine and radiating to the buttocks and to 

the back of the thigh.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin, from feminine of 

sciaticus, of the hip. See SCIATIC.]

sciatic nerve (sX-4tùVk nûrv) n.  A sensory and motor nerve originating in the 

sacral plexus and running through the pelvis and upper leg. 

SCID abbr.  Severe combined immunodeficiency. 

sci·ence (sXùNns) n.  Abbr. sc., sci. 1. a. The observation, identification, descrip-

tion, experimental investigation, and theoretical explanation of phenomena.  

b. Such activities restricted to a class of natural phenomena.  c. Such activities 

applied to an object of inquiry or study.   2. Methodological activity, discipline, or 

study:  I’ve got packing a suitcase down to a science.  3. An activity that appears to 

require study and method:  the science of purchasing.  4. Knowledge, especially 

that gained through experience.  5. Science. Christian Science.  [Middle English, 

knowledge, learning, from Old French, from Latin scientia, from sciKns, scient- 

present participle of scXre, to know. See skei- in Appendix.]

science fiction (sXùNns fVkùshNn) n.  Abbr. sf, SF A literary or cinematic genre 

in which fantasy, typically based on speculative scientific discoveries or develop-

ments, environmental changes, space travel, or life on other planets, forms part of 

the plot or background. 

sci·en·ter (sX-HnùtNr) adv.  Law. Deliberately or knowingly.  [Latin, from sciKns, 

scient- present participle of scXre, to know. See SCIENCE.]

sci·en·tial (sX-HnùshNl) adj.  1. Of or producing knowledge or science.  

2. Capable; skillful. 

sci·en·tif·ic (sXÙNn-tVfùVk) adj.  Abbr. sci. Of, relating to, or employing the meth-

odology of science.  [Medieval Latin scientificus, producing knowledge  : Latin sci-

entia, knowledge; see SCIENCE + Latin -ficus, -fic.] —sciÙen·tifùi·cal·ly adv. 

scientific empiricism (sXÙNn-tVfùVk Hm-pîrùV-sVzÙNm) n.  The philosophical 

view that there are no ultimate differences among the various sciences. 

scientific method (sXÙNn-tVfùVk mHthùNd) n.  The principles and empirical 

processes of discovery and demonstration considered characteristic of or neces-

sary for scientific investigation, generally involving the observation of phenom-

ena, the formulation of a hypothesis concerning the phenomena, 

experimentation to demonstrate the truth or falseness of the hypothesis, and a 

conclusion that validates or modifies the hypothesis. 

scientific notation (sXÙNn-tVfùVk no-t7ùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A method of 

writing or displaying numbers in terms of a decimal number between 1 and 10 

multiplied by a power of 10. The scientific notation of 10,492, for example, is 

1.0492 ∞ 104. 

sci·en·tism (sXùNn-tVzÙNm) n.  1. The theory that investigational methods used 

in the natural sciences should be applied in all fields of inquiry.  2. The applica-



tion of quasi-scientific techniques or justifications to unsuitable subjects or top-

ics.   —sciÙen·tisùtic adj. 

sci·en·tist (sXùNn-tVst) n.  1. A person having expert knowledge of one or more 

sciences, especially a natural or physical science.  2. Scientist. A Christian Scien-

tist. 

sci-fi (sXùfXù) n.  pl. sci-·fis. Informal. Science fiction.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, 

being, or similar to science fiction:  a sci-fi movie; a sci-fi weapons system. 

scil·i·cet (sVlùV-sHtÙ, skKùlV-kHtÙ) adv.  Abbr. sc., scil., ss, ss. That is to say; 

namely.  [Middle English, from Latin scXlicet, contraction of scXre licet, it is per-

mitted to know  : scXre, to know; see skei- in Appendix + licet, third person sing. 

of licKre, to be permitted.]

Scil·ly Islands (sVlùK XùlNndz) or, Isles of. Scilly..  An archipelago comprising 

more than 140 small islands and rocky islets off southwest England at the 

entrance to the English Channel west-southwest of Land’s End. The islands were 

formerly a haven for pirates and smugglers. 

scim·i·tar (sVmùV-tNr, -tärÙ) n.  A curved Asian sword with the edge on the convex 

side.  [French cimeterre, and Italian scimitarra both perhaps ultimately from Per-

sian ≥im≥Xr.]
scin·coid (sVngùkoid) adj.  Of, belonging to, or resembling the skinks.   —  n.  A 

scincoid lizard.  [Latin scincus, skink; see SKINK + -OID.]

scin·ti·gram (sVnùtV-gr4mÙ) n.  A two-dimensional record of the distribution of 

a radioactive tracer in a tissue or organ, obtained by means of a scanning scintilla-

tion counter.  Also called scintigraph, scintiscan.  [SCINTI(LLATION) + -GRAM.]

scin·ti·graph (sVnùtV-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A device for producing a scintigram; a scintis-

canner.  2.  See scintigram.  —scinÙti·graphùic adj.  —scin·ti·graphùi·cal·ly 
adv.  —scin·tigùra·phy (sVn-tVgùrN-fK) n. 

scin·til·la (sVn-tVlùN) n.  1. A minute amount; an iota or a trace.  2. A spark; a 

flash.  [Latin, spark.] —scinùtil·lant adj. 

scin·til·late (sVnùtl-7tÙ) v.  scin·til·lat·ed, scin·til·lat·ing, scin·til·lates.  —  
v.  intr. 1. To throw off sparks; flash.  2. To sparkle or shine.  See Synonyms at 

flash.  3. To be animated and brilliant:  dinner conversation that scintillated.   —  
v.  tr. To give off (sparks or flashes).  [Latin scintill7re, scintill7t-, from scintilla, 

spark.] —scinùtil·latÙing·ly adv. 

scin·til·la·tion (sVnÙtl-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of scintillating.  2. A spark; a flash.  

3. Astronomy. Rapid variation in the light of a celestial body caused by turbulence 

in Earth’s atmosphere; a twinkling.  4. Physics. A flash of light produced in a 

phosphor by absorption of an ionizing particle or photon. 

scintillation counter (sVnÙtl-7ùshNn kounùtNr) n.  A device for detecting and 

counting scintillations produced by ionizing radiation. 

scin·til·la·tor (sVnùtl-7ÙtNr) n.  A substance that glows when hit by high-energy 

particles or photons. 



scin·ti·scan (sVnùtV-sk4nÙ) n.  See scintigram.  [SCINTI(LLATION) + SCAN.] 
—scinùti·scanÙner n. 

sci·o·lism (sXùN-lVzÙNm) n.  A pretentious attitude of scholarship; superficial 

knowledgeability.  [From Late Latin sciolus, smatterer, diminutive of Latin scius, 

knowing, from scXre, to know. See skei- in Appendix.] —sciùo·list n.  

—sciÙo·lisùtic adj. 

sci·on (sXùNn) n.  1. A descendant or an heir.  2.  Also ci·on (sXùNn). A detached 

shoot or twig containing buds from a woody plant, used in grafting.  [Middle 

English, from Old French cion, possibly of Germanic origin.]

Sci·o·to (sX-oùtN)  A river, about 381 km (237 mi) long, rising in western Ohio 

and flowing east then south to the Ohio River in south-central Ohio. 

Scip·io (sVpùK-oÙ, skVpù-), Publius Cornelius. Known as “Scipio the Younger.” 

185?-129 B.C.  Roman general and politician who commanded the final destruc-

tion of Carthage (146) in the Third Punic War. 

Scipio Af·ri·ca·nus (sVpùK-oÙ 4f-rV-käùnNs), Publius Cornelius. Known as 

“Scipio the Elder.” 236?-183? B.C.  Roman general who invaded northern Africa, 

conquered Carthage, and brought to an end the Second Punic War by defeating 

Hannibal at Zama (202). 

sci·re fa·ci·as (sXÙrK f7ùshK-Ns, skKùrH fäùkK-äsÙ) n.  Law. 1. A writ requiring the 

party against which it is issued to appear and show cause why a judicial record 

should not be enforced, repealed, or annulled.  2. A judicial proceeding under 

this writ.  [Middle English, from Latin scXre faci7s, you should cause (him) to 

know (a phrase that occurs in the writ)  : scXre, to know + faci7s, second person 

sing. present subjunctive of facere, to do, make.]

sci·roc·co (shN-rmkùo, sN-) n.  Variant of sirocco. 
scir·rhus (skVrùNs, sVrù-) n.  pl. scir·rhi (skVrùX, sVrùX)  or scir·rhus·es. A hard, 

dense cancerous growth usually arising from connective tissue.  [New Latin, from 

Latin scirros, from Greek skiros, skirros, from skiros, hard.] —scirùrhous, scir-
ùrhoidÙ adj. 

scis·sile (sVsùNl, -XlÙ) adj.  Cut or split easily:  a scissile mineral; a scissile peptide 

bond.  [French, from Latin scissilis, from scissus, past participle of scindere, to cut. 

See SCISSION.]

scis·sion (sVzhùNn, sVshù-) n.  The act of cutting or severing; division or fission.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin scissio, scission-, from Latin 

scissus, past participle of scindere, to cut, split. See skei- in Appendix.]

scis·sor (sVzùNr) v.  tr. scis·sored, scis·sor·ing, scis·sors. To cut or clip with 

scissors or shears.   —  n.  1. scissors. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A cutting 

implement consisting of two blades joined by a swivel pin that allows the cutting 

edges to be opened and closed.  2. Something resembling a two-bladed cutting 

implement:  wore a jeweled scissor on her lapel.  3. scissors. (used with a sing. 

verb). Sports. a. Any of various gymnastic exercises or jumps in which the move-



ment of the legs suggests the opening and closing of scissors.  b. A scissors hold.   

[From alteration (influenced by Latin scissor, cutter, from scissus, cut); see SCIS-

SION, of Middle English sisours, scissors, from Old French cisoires, from Vulgar 

Latin *cXsoria, from Late Latin, pl. of cXsorium, cutting instrument, from Latin 

caesus, -cXsus, past participle of caedere, to cut. See kaN-id- in Appendix.]

scis·sors hold (sVzùNrz hold) n.  Sports. A wrestling hold in which the legs of 

one opponent are locked about the head or body of another opponent. 

scissors kick (sVzùNrz kVk) n.  Sports. A swimming kick in which the legs are 

opened and closed like scissors. 

scis·sor·tail (sVzùNr-t7lÙ) n.  A scissor-tailed flycatcher. 

scissor-tailed flycatcher (sVzùNr-t7ldÙ flXùk4chÙNr) n.  A flycatcher (Mus-

civora forficata) of the southwest United States, Mexico, and Central America, 

having a long forked tail. 

scis·sure (sVzhùNr, sVshù-) n.  Anatomy. A split or opening in an organ or part.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin sciss7ra, from scissus, past partici-

ple of scindere, to split. See SCISSION.]

Scit·u·ate (sVchùu-7tÙ, -Vt)  A town of eastern Massachusetts on Massachusetts 

Bay southeast of Boston. It is a residential community and summer resort. Popu-

lation, 16,786. 

sci·u·rid (sXùyt-rVdÙ) adj.  Of, belonging to, or resembling the Sciuridae, a fam-

ily of rodents that includes the squirrels and related mammals.   —  n.  A sciurid 

rodent.  [From New Latin Sci7ridae, family name, from Latin sci7rus, squirrel. 

See SQUIRREL.] —sciùu·rine (-rXnÙ) adj.  —sciùu·roid (sXùyt-roidÙ, sX-ytrùoid) 

adj. 

sclaff (skl4f) v.  sclaffed, sclaff·ing, sclaffs. Sports.  —  v.  intr. To scrape or 

strike the ground with a golf club behind the ball before hitting it.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

strike (the ground) with a golf club before hitting the ball.  2. To hit (a ball) in 

this manner.  [Scots, to strike with a flat surface.] —sclaff n.  —sclaffùer n. 

SCLC abbr.  Southern Christian Leadership Conference. 

scler- pref.  Variant of sclero-. 
scle·ra (sklîrùN) n.  The tough, white, fibrous outer envelope of tissue covering all 

of the eyeball except the cornea.  Also called sclerotic, sclerotic coat.  [New Latin, 

from Greek, feminine of sklKros, hard.] —scleùral adj. 

scler·e·id (sklHrùK-Vd) n.  A thick-walled lignified plant cell that is often 

branched.  [SCLERE(NCHYMA) + -ID.]

scle·ren·chy·ma (sklN-rHngùkN-mN) n.  A supportive plant tissue that consists 

of thick-walled, usually lignified cells.   —scleÙren·chymùa·tous (sklîrÙNn-

kVmùN-tNs, -kXùmN-) adj. 

scle·rite (sklîrùXtÙ) n.  A chitinous or calcareous plate, spicule, or similar part of 

an invertebrate, especially one of the hard outer plates forming part of the exosk-

eleton of an arthropod. 



scle·ri·tis (sklN-rXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the sclera.   —scle·ritùic (-rVtùVk) adj. 

sclero-  or scler- pref.  1. Hard:  sclerite.  2. Hardness:  sclerometer.  3. Sclera:  

scleritis.  [Greek sklKro-, from sklKros, hard.]

scle·ro·der·ma (sklîrÙN-dûrùmN) n.  A pathological thickening and hardening 

of the skin. 

scle·ro·der·ma·tous (sklîrÙN-dûrùmN-tNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or affected 

by scleroderma.  2. Zoology. Having an outer covering of hard plates or bony 

scales. 

scle·roid (sklîrùoidÙ) adj.  Biology. Hard or hardened; indurated. 

scle·ro·ma (sklN-roùmN) n.  pl. scle·ro·mas or scle·ro·ma·ta (-mN-tN). An 

abnormally hard patch of body tissue especially in the upper respiratory tract.  

[New Latin, from Greek sklKroma, hardening, from sklKroun, to harden, from 

sklKros, hard.]

scle·rom·e·ter (sklN-rmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to determine the rela-

tive hardness of a material by measuring the pressure required to penetrate the 

material with a standard diamond stylus. 

scle·ro·pro·tein (sklîrÙo-proùtKnÙ, -tK-Vn) n.  Any of a class of generally insolu-

ble proteins, such as collagen, found in skeletal and connective tissue.  Also called 

albuminoid 

scle·rosed (sklN-rozdù, -rostù) adj.  1. Affected by sclerosis; hardened.  

2. Botany. Lignified.  [From SCLEROSIS.]

scle·ro·sis (sklN-roùsVs) n.  pl. scle·ro·ses (-sKz). 1. a. A thickening or harden-

ing of a body part, as of an artery, especially from excessive formation of fibrous 

interstitial tissue.  b. A disease characterized by this thickening or hardening.   

2. Botany. The hardening of cells by the formation of a secondary wall and the 

deposition of lignin.  [Middle English sclirosis, from Medieval Latin sclXrosis, from 

Greek sklKrosis, hardening, from sklKroun, to harden. See SCLEROMA.]

scle·ro·ti·a (sklN-roùshK-N, -shN) n.  Plural of sclerotium. 
scle·ro·ti·al (sklN-roùshK-Nl, -shNl) adj.  Of or relating to sclerotia or a sclero-

tium. 

scle·rot·ic (sklN-rmtùVk) adj.  1. Affected or marked by sclerosis.  2. Anatomy. Of 

or relating to the sclera.   —  n.  See sclera. 
sclerotic coat (sklN-rmtùVk kot) n.  See sclera. 
scler·o·tin (sklîrùN-tVn, sklHrù-) n.  An insoluble protein that hardens and dark-

ens the cuticle of arthropods by a natural tanning process involving the cross-

linkage of chitin protein molecules.  [SCLERO- + -tin (as in KERATIN, or CHITIN ).]

scle·ro·ti·um (sklN-roùshK-Nm, -shNm) n.  pl. scle·ro·ti·a (-shK-N, -shN). A dense 

mass of branched hyphae, as in certain fungi, that contain stored food and are 

capable of remaining dormant for long periods.  [New Latin, from Greek sklK-

rotKs, hardness, from sklKros, hard.]



scler·o·ti·za·tion (sklHrÙN-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  The process by which the cuticle of 

an arthropod is hardened by formation of sclerotin.  [Greek sklKrotKs, hardness 

(from sklKros, hard) + -IZATION.]

scle·rot·o·my (sklN-rmtùN-mK) n.  pl. scle·rot·o·mies. Surgical incision of the 

sclera. 

scle·rous (sklîrùNs, sklHrù-) adj.  Having been hardened; toughened. 

scoff1 (skmf, skôf) v.  scoffed, scoff·ing, scoffs.  —  v.  tr. To mock at or treat 

with derision.   —  v.  intr. To treat or express derisively; mock.   —  n.  An expres-

sion of derision or scorn.  [Middle English scoffen, from scof, mockery, probably 

of Scandinavian origin; akin to Danish skof, jest, teasing.] —scoffùer n.  

—scoffùing·ly adv. 

scoff2 (skmf, skôf) v.  scoffed, scoff·ing, scoffs. Slang.  —  v.  tr. To eat (food) 

quickly and greedily.   —  v.  intr. To eat greedily.  [Alteration of obsolete scaff.] 
—scoffùer n. 

scoff·law (skmfùlôÙ, skôfù-) n.  One who habitually violates the law or fails to 

answer court summonses. 

scold (skold) v.  scold·ed, scold·ing, scolds.  —  v.  tr. To reprimand or criti-

cize harshly and usually angrily.   —  v.  intr. To reprove or criticize openly.   —  n.  

One who persistently nags or criticizes: “As a critic gets older, he or she usually 

grows more tetchy and... may even become a big-league scold” (James Wolcott).  

[Middle English scolden, to rail at, from scolde, an abusive person, probably of 

Scandinavian origin. See sekw-3 in Appendix.] —scoldùer n.  —scoldùing·ly 
adv.  

SYNONYMS: scold, upbraid, berate, revile, vituperate, rail. These verbs mean to

reprimand or criticize angrily or vehemently. Scold implies an annoyed or bad-

tempered reproof: The young woman’s parents scolded her for questioning their au-

thority. Upbraid generally suggests a well-founded reproach, as one leveled by an

authority: “upbraided him for not having worn his overcoat” (Arnold Bennett). Be-

rate suggests scolding or rebuking angrily and at length: The dissatisfied customer

berated the florist. Revile and vituperate especially stress the use of disparaging or

abusive language: Critics reviled the novel as unsophisticated pulp. “The incensed

priests... continued to raise their voices, vituperating each other in bad Latin” (Sir

Walter Scott). Rail suggests bitter, harsh, or denunciatory language: “Why rail at

fate? The mischief is your own” (John Greenleaf Whittier). 

WORD HISTORY: A scold is no poet and a scolding is not poetry, at least to

the one being scolded, but it seems that the word scold has a poetic background.

It is probable that scold, which is first recorded in Middle English in a work prob-

ably composed around 1150, has a Scandinavian source that is related to the Old

Icelandic word sk7ld, “poet.” Middle English scolde may in fact mean “a minstrel,”

but of that we are not sure. However, its Middle English meanings, “a ribald, abu-



sive person” and “a shrewish, chiding woman,” may be related to sk7ld, as shown

by the senses of some of the Old Icelandic words derived from sk7ld. Old Icelandic

sk7ldskapr, for example, meant “poetry” in a good sense but also “a libel in verse,”

while sk7ld-stöng meant “a pole with imprecations or charms scratched on it.” It

would seem that libelous, cursing verse was a noted part of at least some poets’

productions and that this association with poets passed firmly along with the

Scandinavian borrowing into English.

scold·ing (skolùdVng) n.  A harsh or sharp reprimand. 

sco·lex (skoùlHksÙ) n.  pl. sco·li·ces (-lV-sKzÙ). The knoblike anterior end of a 

tapeworm, having suckers or hooklike parts that in the adult stage serve as organs 

of attachment to the host on which the tapeworm is parasitic.  [New Latin, from 

Greek skolKx, worm.]

sco·li·o·sis (skoÙlK-oùsVs, skmlÙK-) n.  Abnormal lateral curvature of the spine.  

[Greek skolios, crooked + -OSIS.] —scoÙli·otùic (-mtùVk) adj. 

scol·lop (skmlùNp) n.  & v.   Variant of scallop. 
scol·o·pen·drid (skmlÙN-pHnùdrVd) n.  Any of numerous centipedes of the fam-

ily Scolopendridae, especially the larger ones, such as Scolopendra gigas of the 

West Indies.  [From New Latin Scolopendridae, family name, from Latin scolopen-

dra, a kind of centipede, from Greek skolopendra, millipede.] 
—scolÙo·penùdrineÙ (-drXnÙ, -drVn) adj. 

scom·broid (skmmùbroidÙ) adj.  Of or belonging to the suborder Scombroidei, 

which includes marine fishes such as the mackerel.   —  n.  A scombroid fish.  

[New Latin Scombroidei, suborder name, from Latin scomber, scombr-, mackerel, 

from Greek skombros.]

sconce1 (skmns) n.  A small defensive earthwork or fort.  [Dutch schans, from 

German Schanze, from Middle High German.]

sconce2 (skmns) n.  1. A decorative wall bracket for holding candles or lights.  

2. A flattened candlestick that has a handle.  3. Slang. The human head or skull.  

[Middle English, from Old French esconse, lantern, hiding place, from Medieval 

Latin sconsa, from Latin absconsa, feminine past participle of abscondere, to hide 

away  : ab-, abs-, away; see AB-1 + condere, to preserve; see dhK- in Appendix.]

scone (skon, skmn) n.  1. A small, rich, biscuitlike pastry or quick bread, some-

times baked on a griddle.  2. Utah. Yeast bread dough, deep-fried and served with 

honey and butter or with a savory filling.  [Perhaps from Dutch schoonbrood, fine 

white bread, from Middle Dutch schoonbroot : schoon, bright; see keu- in Appen-

dix + broot, bread.]

Scone (skun)  A village of central Scotland northeast of Perth. The old part of 

the village was the coronation site of Scottish kings until 1651. The Stone of 

Scone, or Stone of Destiny, which served as a throne during the coronation rites, 



was taken to England by Edward I in the late 13th century and today rests in West-

minster Abbey beneath the chair used during the crowning of British monarchs. 

scoop (skup) n.  1. a. A shovellike utensil, usually having a deep, curved dish 

and a short handle:  a flour scoop.  b. The amount that such a utensil can hold.   

2. a. A thick-handled cuplike utensil for dispensing balls of ice cream or other 

semisoft food, often having a sweeping band in the cup that is levered by the 

thumb to free the contents.  b. A portion of food gathered with this utensil.   3. A 

ladle; a dipper.  4. An implement for bailing water from a boat.  5. A narrow, 

spoon-shaped instrument for surgical extraction in cavities or cysts.  6. The 

bucket or shovel, as of a dredge or backhoe.  7. A hollow area; a cavity.  8. An 

opening, as on the body of a motor vehicle, by which a fluid is directed inward: 

“The [sports car] has... enough scoops and spoilers to get you a citation just standing 

still” (Mark Weinstein).  9. A scooping movement or action.  10. Informal. An 

exclusive news story acquired by luck or initiative before a competitor.  

11. Informal. Current information or details:  What’s the scoop on the new neigh-

bors?   —  v.  tr. scooped, scoop·ing, scoops. 1. To take up or dip into with or 

as if with a scoop.  2. To hollow out by digging.  3. To gather or collect swiftly and 

unceremoniously; grab:  scoop up a handful of jelly beans.  4. Informal. To top or 

outmaneuver (a competitor) in acquiring and publishing an important news 

story.  [Middle English scope, from Middle Dutch, and Middle Low German 

schope, bucket for bailing water.] —scoopùer n.  —scoopùfulÙ n. 

scoop neck (skup nHk) n.  A rounded, usually low-cut neckline, as on a blouse 

or dress.  Also called scoop neckline 

scoot (skut) v.  scoot·ed, scoot·ing, scoots.  —  v.  intr. To go suddenly and 

speedily; hurry.   —  v.  tr. Upper Southern U.S. To squirt with water: “I know I 

wouldn’t scoot down no hog with no hose” (Flannery O’Connor).   —phrasal 
verb. scoot over. Midland U.S. & Upper Southern U.S. To move (a person or 

thing) to the side to make room:  Scoot that chair over.  [Scots, to eject, squirt, 

probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse skjota, to shoot.] —scoot n.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Scoot comes from a Scandinavian verb related to the verb

shoot and, borrowed into Scots dialect, originally meant “to squirt with water.”

Two derived senses, both intransitive verbs, have become even more common: “to

slide suddenly across a surface” and “to move quickly”: The mouse scooted across

the floor. In the American Midlands, there is a phrasal verb scoot over, meaning,

in its transitive sense, “to push (someone or something) to the side to make

room.”

scoot·er (skuùtNr) n.  1. A child’s vehicle consisting of a long footboard 

between two small end wheels, controlled by an upright steering handle attached 



to the front wheel.  2. A motor scooter.  3. Nautical. A flat-bottomed sailboat 

with runners that can skim over water or ice. 

scop (shop) n.  An Old English poet or bard.  [Old English.]

scope (skop) n.  1. The range of one’s perceptions, thoughts, or actions.  

2. Breadth or opportunity to function.  See Synonyms at room.  3. The area cov-

ered by a given activity or subject.  See Synonyms at range.  4. The length or 

sweep of a mooring cable.  5. Informal. A viewing instrument such as a periscope, 

microscope, or telescope.   —  v.  tr. scoped, scop·ing, scopes. Slang. To exam-

ine or study carefully and in detail: “[He] scopes the big picture of Israeli-Arab rela-

tions” (James Wolcott).  [Italian scopo, aim, purpose, from Greek skopos, target, 

aim. See spek- in Appendix.]

-scope suff.  An instrument for viewing or observing:  bronchoscope.  [New Latin 

-scopium, from Greek -skopion, from skopein, to see. See spek- in Appendix.]

Scopes (skops), John Thomas. 1900-1970.  American teacher who violated a 

state law by teaching the theory of evolution in a Tennessee high school. His trial 

(July 1925) was a highly publicized confrontation between defense attorney Clar-

ence Darrow and the director of the prosecution William Jennings Bryan. Scopes 

was found guilty and fined a nominal sum, but his conviction was later reversed 

on technical grounds. 

sco·pol·a·mine (skN-pmlùN-mKnÙ, -mVn) n.  A thick, syrupy, colorless alkaloid, 

C17H21NO4, extracted from plants such as henbane and used as a mydriatic, seda-

tive, and truth serum.  Also called hyoscine [New Latin Scopolia, plant genus (after 

Giovanni Antonio Scopoli (1723-1788), Italian naturalist) + -AMINE.]

scop·u·la (skmpùyN-lN) n.  pl. scop·u·lae (-lKÙ). A dense, brushlike tuft of hairs, 

as on the feet of certain insects.  [Latin scopula, small brush of twigs, diminutive 

of scopae, branches, broom.] —scopùu·lateÙ (-l7tÙ) adj. 

-scopy suff.  Viewing; seeing; observation:  microscopy.  [Greek -skopia, from sko-

pein, to see. See spek- in Appendix.]

scor·bu·tic (skôr-byuùtVk) also scor·bu·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, 

resembling, or affected by scurvy.  [New Latin scorb7ticus, from scorb7tus, scurvy, 

perhaps of Germanic origin.] —scor·buùti·cal·ly adv. 

scorch (skôrch) v.  scorched, scorch·ing, scorch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To burn 

superficially so as to discolor or damage the texture of.  See Synonyms at burn1.  
2. To wither or parch with intense heat.  3. To destroy by or as if by fire (all land 

and buildings in one’s path) so as to leave nothing salvageable to an enemy army.  

4. To subject to severe censure; excoriate.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become scorched or 

singed.  2. To go or move at a very fast, often excessively fast rate.   —  n.  1. A 

slight or surface burn.  2. A discoloration caused by heat.  3. Brown spotting on 

plant leaves caused by fungi, heat, or lack of water.  [Middle English scorchen, 

possibly of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse skorpna, to shrink, be shriv-

eled.] —scorchùing·ly adv. 



scorched-earth policy (skôrchtùûrthù pmlùV-sK) n.  The policy of devastating 

all land and buildings in the course of advancing or retreating troops so as to 

leave nothing salvageable to the enemy. 

scorch·er (skôrùchNr) n.  1. One that scorches:  an iron that was a scorcher.  

2. Informal. An extremely hot day. 

score (skôr, skor) n.  1. A notch or an incision, especially one that is made to 

keep a tally.  2. Sports & Games. a. A usually numerical record of a competitive 

event:  keeping score.  b. The total number of points made by each competitor or 

side in a contest, either final or at a given stage:  The score stood tied in the bottom 

of the ninth inning.  c. The number of points attributed to a competitor or team.   

3. A result, usually expressed numerically, of a test or examination.  4. a. An 

amount due; a debt.  b. A grievance that is harbored and requires satisfaction:  

settle an old score.   5. A ground; a reason.  6. A group of 20 items.  7. scores. 

Large numbers:  Scores of people attended the rally.  8. Music. a. The written form 

of a composition for orchestral or vocal parts, either complete or for a particular 

instrument or voice.  b. A composition written for a musical comedy.   9. Slang. 

a. The act of securing an advantage, especially a surprising or significant gain: 

“He had dropped out of school and gone for that quick dollar, that big score” (Peter 

Goldman).  b. The act or an instance of buying illicit drugs.  c. A successful rob-

bery.  d. A sexual conquest.    —  v.  scored, scor·ing, scores.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

mark with lines or notches, especially for the purpose of keeping a record.  2. To 

cancel or eliminate by or as if by superimposing lines.  3. To mark the surface of 

(meat, for example) with usually parallel cuts.  4. Sports & Games. a. To gain (a 

point) in a game or contest.  b. To count or be worth as points.   5. To achieve; 

win.  6. To evaluate and assign a grade to.  7. Music. a. To orchestrate.  b. To 

arrange for a specific instrument.   8. To criticize cuttingly; berate.  9. Slang. 

a. To succeed in acquiring:  scored two tickets to the play.  b. To succeed in obtain-

ing (an illicit drug): “Aging punks try to impress her with tales of... the different 

drugs they’ve scored” (Art Jahnke).    —  v.  intr. 1. Sports & Games. a. To make a 

point in a game or contest.  b. To keep the score of a game or contest.   2. Slang. 

a. To achieve a purpose or advantage, especially to make a surprising gain or 

coup: “They... score in places like the bond market” (Mike Barnicle).  b. To succeed 

in seducing someone sexually.  c. To succeed in buying or obtaining an illicit 

drug.   [Middle English, from Old English *scoru, twenty, from Old Norse skor. 

See sker-1 in Appendix.] —scorùer n. 

score·board (skôrùbôrdÙ, skorùbordÙ) n.  Sports & Games. A large board that 

records and displays the score of a game or contest. 

score·card (skôrùkärdÙ, skorù-) n.  Sports & Games. 1. A printed program or 

card enabling a spectator to identify players and record the progress of a game or 

competition.  2. A small card used to record one’s own performance in sports 

such as golf. 



score·keep·er (skôrùkKÙpNr, skorù-) n.  Sports & Games. An official who records 

the score throughout a game or competition.   —scoreùkeepÙing adj.  & n. 

score·less (skôrùlVs, skorù-) adj.  Sports & Games. Having no points scored. 

Scores·by Sound (skôrzùbK sound, skorzù-)  An arm of the Norwegian Sea 

indenting eastern Greenland. It has numerous fjords branching generally west-

ward toward the icecap. 

sco·ri·a (skôrùK-N, skorù-) n.  pl. sco·ri·ae (skôrùK-KÙ, skorù-). 1. Geology. Porous 

cinderlike fragments of dark lava.  Also called cinders, slag.  2. Metallurgy. The 

refuse of a smelted metal or ore; slag.  Also called cinder [Middle English, dross, 

from Latin scoria, from Greek skoria, from skor, excrement, dung. See sker-3 in 

Appendix.] —scoÙri·aùceous (-7ùshNs) adj. 

sco·ri·fy (skôrùN-fXÙ, skorù-) v.  tr. sco·ri·fied, sco·ri·fy·ing, sco·ri·fies. To sep-

arate (an ore) into scoria and a precious metal.   —scoÙri·fi·caùtion (-fV-
k7ùshNn) n.  —scoùri·fiÙer n. 

scorn (skôrn) n.  1. a. Contempt or disdain felt toward a person or object con-

sidered despicable or unworthy.  b. The expression of such an attitude in behav-

ior or speech; derision.   2. One spoken of or treated with contempt.   —  v.  

scorned, scorn·ing, scorns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To consider or treat as contemptible 

or unworthy.  2. To reject or refuse with derision.  See Synonyms at despise.   
—  v.  intr. To express contempt; scoff.  [Middle English, from Old French escarn, 

of Germanic origin.] —scornùer n.  —scornùful adj.  —scornùful·ly adv.  

—scornùful·ness n. 

scor·pae·noid (skôr-pKùnoidÙ) adj.  Of or belonging to the suborder Scor-

paenoidei, which includes the scorpion fishes and rockfishes.   —  n.  A scor-

paenoid fish.  [From New Latin Scorpaenoidei, suborder name, from Scorpaena, 

type genus, from Latin, a kind of fish, from Greek skorpaina, feminine of skor-

pios, a sea fish, scorpion.] —scor·paeùnid (-nVd) adj.  & n. 

Scor·pi·o (skôrùpK-oÙ) n.  1.  Variant of Scorpius. 2. a. The eighth sign of the 

zodiac in astrology.  b. One who is born under this sign.   [Middle English, from 

Latin Scorpio, from scorpio, scorpion. See SCORPION.]

scor·pi·oid (skôrùpK-oidÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling a scorpion.  

2. Botany. Like the tail of a scorpion; circinate:  a scorpioid cyme.  [Greek skorpioe-

idKs, scorpionlike  : skorpios, scorpion + -oeidKs, -oid.]

scor·pi·on (skôrùpK-Nn) n.  Any of various arachnids of the order Scorpionida, 

of warm, dry regions, having a segmented body and an erectile tail tipped with a 

venomous sting.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin scorpio, scorpion-

, alteration of scorpius, from Greek skorpios.]

Scor·pi·on (skôrùpK-Nn) n.  See Scorpius. 
scorpion fish (skôrùpK-Nn fVsh) n.  Any of numerous small, often brilliantly 

colored marine fishes of the family Scorpaenidae, most species of which have 

poisonous spines in the dorsal fin. 



scorpion fly (skôrùpK-Nn flX) n.  1. A mecopterous insect of the family Panorp-

idae, having in the male of most species a curved genital structure that resembles 

the sting of a scorpion.  2. Any mecopterous insect; a mecopteran. 

scorpion grass (skôrùpK-Nn gr4s) n.  See forget-me-not (n., sense 1). 

Scor·pi·us (skôrùpK-Ns) also Scor·pi·o (-pK-oÙ) n.  A constellation in the South-

ern Hemisphere near Libra and Sagittarius, containing the bright red star Antares.  

Also called Scorpion [Latin scorpius, scorpion, Scorpius. See SCORPION.]

scot (skmt) n.  Money assessed or paid.  [Middle English, tax, partly from Old 

Norse skot, and partly from Old French escot of Germanic origin. See skeud- in 

Appendix.]

Scot (skmt) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Scotland.  2. A member of the ancient 

Gaelic tribe that migrated to the northern part of Britain from Ireland in about 

the sixth century A.D.  See Usage Note at Scottish.  [From Middle English Scottes, 

Scotsmen, from Old English Scottas, Scotsmen, Irishmen, from Late Latin ScottX, 
Irishmen.]

Scot. abbr.  Scotch; Scotland; Scottish. 

scot and lot (scmt Nnd lmt) n.  A municipal tax formerly levied in Great Britain 

on the members of a community in proportion to their ability to pay.   —idiom. 
pay scot and lot. To pay in full. 

scotch1 (skmch) v.  tr. scotched, scotch·ing, scotch·es. 1. To put an abrupt 

end to:  The prime minister scotched the rumors of her illness with a public appear-

ance.  2. To injure so as to render harmless.  3. To cut or score.   —  n.  1. A sur-

face cut or abrasion.  2. A line drawn on the ground, as one used in playing 

hopscotch.  [Middle English scocchen, perhaps from Anglo-Norman escocher, to 

notch  : es-, intensive pref. (from Latin ex-); see EX- + Old French coche, notch 

(probably from Latin coccum, scarlet oak berry, from Greek kokkos).]

scotch2 (skmch) v.  tr. scotched, scotch·ing, scotch·es. To block (a wheel, for 

example) with a prop to prevent rolling or slipping.   —  n.  A block or wedge 

used as a prop behind or under an object likely to roll.  [Origin unknown.]

Scotch (skmch) n.  Abbr. Sc., Scot. 1. The people of Scotland.  2. Scots English.  

3. Scotch whisky.   —  adj.  1. Scottish.  See Usage Note at Scottish.  2. Tight 

with one’s money; frugal.  [Contraction of SCOTTISH.]

Scotch egg (skmch Hg) n.  A hard-boiled egg wrapped in sausage meat, coated 

with bread crumbs, and deep-fried. 

Scotch-I·rish (skmchùXùrVsh) n.  The people of Scotland who settled in northern 

Ireland or their descendants, especially those who emigrated to America.   —  adj.  

Of or relating to the Scotch-Irish. 

Scotch·man (skmchùmNn) n.  A Scotsman.  See Usage Note at Scottish. 
Scotch pine (skmch pXn) n.  1. A Eurasian pine tree (Pinus sylvestris) having 

twisted needles arranged in fascicles of two and yellow wood that is valued as tim-

ber.  2. The wood of this tree. 



Scotch Plains (skmch pl7nz)  A community of northeast New Jersey west of 

Elizabeth. It is primarily residential. Population, 21,160. 

Scotch terrier (skmch tHrùK-Nr) n.  See Scottish terrier. 
Scotch verdict (skmch vûrùdVkt) n.  1. Law. A verdict permissible in certain 

criminal cases indicating only that guilt is not proven.  2. An inconclusive judg-

ment or pronouncement. 

Scotch whisky (skmch hwVsùkK) n.  A whiskey distilled in Scotland from 

malted barley. 

Scotch·wom·an (skmchùwtmÙNn) n.  A Scotswoman.  See Usage Note at 

Scottish. 
Scotch woodcock (skmch wtdùkmkÙ) n.  A savory dish consisting of scram-

bled eggs on toast with anchovies or anchovy paste. 

sco·ter (skoùtNr) n.  Any of several dark-colored diving ducks of the genera 

Oidemia and Melanitta, of northern coastal areas.  Also called coot [Origin 

unknown.]

scot-free (skmtùfrKù) adv.  1. Without having to pay:  got away from the restau-

rant scot-free.  2. Without incurring any penalty or punishment:  came away from 

the incident scot-free.   —scotù-freeù adj. 

sco·tia (skoùshN) n.  Architecture. A hollow concave molding at or near the base 

of a column.  [Latin, from Greek skotia, from feminine of skotios, dark, shadowy 

(from the shadow it casts), from skotos, darkness.]

Sco·tia (skoùshN)  A medieval and poetic name for Scotland. 

Scot·land (skmtùlNnd) Abbr. Scot.  A constituent country of the United King-

dom comprising the northern part of the island of Great Britain and the 

Hebrides, Shetland Islands, and Orkney Islands. Inhabited by Picts in prehistoric 

times, the region was invaded but never conquered by the Romans and split into a 

variety of small kingdoms after the fifth century A.D. In the ninth century most of 

Scotland was unified into one kingdom, but conflicts with the English to the 

south soon erupted, leading to a series of bloody wars. When Mary Queen of 

Scots’s son James VI succeeded to the English throne in 1603, the two kingdoms 

were united. Scotland became a part of the kingdom of Great Britain by a parlia-

mentary act of 1707. Edinburgh is the capital and Glasgow the largest city. Popu-

lation, 5,149,500. 

Scot·land·ville (skmtùlNnd-vVlÙ)  An unincorporated community of southeast 

Louisiana, a residential suburb of Baton Rouge. Population, 15,113. 

sco·to·ma (skN-toùmN) n.  pl. sco·to·mas or sco·to·ma·ta (-mN-tN). An area of 

diminished vision within the visual field.  [New Latin scotoma, from Late Latin, 

dim sight, from Greek skotoma, dizziness, from skotoun, to darken, from skotos, 

darkness.] —sco·toùma·tous adj. 



sco·to·phil (skoùtN-fVlÙ) also sco·to·phil·ic (skoÙtN-fVlùVk) adj.  Biology. Grow-

ing or functioning best in darkness:  a scotophil phase in the circadian rhythm.  

[Greek skotos, darkness + -PHIL(E).] —sco·tophùi·ly (sko-tmfùN-lK, skN-) n. 

sco·to·pho·bin (skoÙtN-foùbVn) n.  A peptide isolated from the brain tissue of 

rats conditioned to fear darkness, claimed to have been used in its natural or syn-

thesized form to induce a similar fear in untrained rats, thereby implying that a 

memory or a conditioned response can be chemically transferred.  [Greek skotos, 

darkness + -PHOB(E) + -IN.] —scoÙto·phoùbic adj. 

sco·to·pi·a (skN-toùpK-N) n.  The ability to see in darkness or dim light; dark-

adapted vision.  [Greek skotos, darkness + -OPIA.] —sco·toùpic (-toùpVk, -tmpùVk) 

adj. 

Scots (skmts) adj.  Abbr. Sc. Scottish.  See Usage Note at Scottish.   —  n.  The 

dialect of English used in the Lowlands of Scotland.  [Middle English scottis, vari-

ant of scottisc, Scottish, from Scotte, sing. of Scottes, Scotsmen. See SCOT.]

Scots·man (skmtsùmNn) n.  A man who is a native or inhabitant of Scotland.  

See Usage Note at Scottish. 
Scots·wom·an (skmtsùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is a native or inhabitant of 

Scotland.  See Usage Note at Scottish. 
Scott (skmt), Dred. 1795?-1858.  American slave who sued for his liberty after 

spending four years with his master in a territory where slavery had been banned 

by the Missouri Compromise. The resulting decision by the U.S. Supreme Court 

(1857) declared the Missouri Compromise unconstitutional because a slave could 

not be taken from a master without due process of law. 

Scott (skmt), Sir George Gilbert. 1811-1878.  British architect and a leader of 

the Gothic revival who restored the edifice of Westminster Abbey. 

Scott (skmt), Robert Falcon. 1868-1912.  British explorer who reached the 

South Pole (January 1912) only to find that Roald Amundsen had discovered the 

spot one month before. 

Scott (skmt), Sir Walter. 1771-1832.  British writer of ballads and historical nov-

els, a genre he developed. His works include Waverley (1814) and Ivanhoe (1819). 

Scott (skmt), Winfield. 1786-1866.  American general. A hero of the War of 

1812, he captured Veracruz, defeated Santa Anna, and captured Chapultepec dur-

ing the Mexican War (1846-1848). 

Scot·ti·cism (skmtùV-sVzÙNm) n.  An idiom or other expression characteristic of 

Scottish English. 

Scot·tie also Scot·ty (skmtùK) n.  pl. Scot·ties. A Scottish terrier. 

Scot·tish (skmtùVsh) adj.  Abbr. Sc., Scot. Of or relating to Scotland or its peo-

ple, language, or culture.   —  n.  1. Scots English.  2. The people of Scotland.  

[Middle English scottisc. See SCOTS.]

USAGE NOTE: Scottish is the full, original form of the adjective. Scots is an old



Scottish variant of the form; Scotch is an English contraction of Scottish that at

one time also came into use in Scotland (as in Burns’s “O thou, my Muse! guid

auld Scotch drink!”) but subsequently fell into disfavor. To some extent these facts

can serve as a guide in choosing among the many variant forms of related words,

such as Scot, Scotsman or Scotswoman, or Scotchman or Scotchwoman, for one of

the people of Scotland; Scots, (the) Scotch, or, rarely, (the) Scottish for the people

of Scotland; and Scots, Scotch, or Scottish for the dialect of English spoken in Scot-

land. The forms based on Scotch are English and disfavored in Scotland, while

those involving the full form Scottish tend to be more formal. In the interest of

civility, forms involving Scotch are best avoided in reference to people. But there

is no sure rule for referring to things, since the history of variation in the use of

these words has also left many expressions in which the choice is fixed, such as

Scotch broth, Scotch whisky, Scottish rite, and Scots Guards.

Scottish deerhound (skmtùVsh dîrùhoundÙ) n.  See deerhound. 
Scottish Gaelic (skmtùVsh g7ùlVk) n.  The Goidelic language of Scotland.  Also 

called Erse 

Scottish rite (skmtùVsh rXt) n.  A ceremonial rite in a Masonic system. 

Scottish terrier (skmtùVsh tHrùK-Nr) n.  A terrier of a breed originating in Scot-

land, having a heavy-set body, short legs, a long head with small erect ears, and a 

hard, wiry coat.  Also called Scotch terrier 

Scot·to (skmtùo, skôtùtô), Renata. Born 1934?.  Italian operatic soprano noted 

for her dramatic intensity and her roles in the works of Italian composers. 

Scott Peak (skmt pKk)  A mountain, 3,474.9 m (11,393 ft) high, in the Bitter-

root Range of eastern Idaho. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

Scotts·dale (skmtsùd7lÙ)  A city of south-central Arizona, a suburb of Phoenix. 

It is a noted resort area and retirement community. Population, 130,069. 

Scot·ty (skmtùK) n.  Variant of Scottie. 
scoun·drel (skounùdrNl) n.  A villain; a rogue.  [Origin unknown.] —scounù-
drel·ly adj. 

scour1 (skour) v.  scoured, scour·ing, scours.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To clean, polish, 

or wash by scrubbing vigorously:  scour a dirty oven.  b. To remove by scrubbing:  

scour grease from a pan.   2. To remove dirt or grease from (cloth or fibers) by 

means of a detergent.  3. To clean (wheat) before the milling process.  4. To clear 

(an area) by freeing of weeds or other vegetation.  5. To clear (a channel or pipe) 

by flushing.   —  v.  intr. 1. To scrub something in order to clean or polish it.  

2. To have diarrhea. Used of livestock.   —  n.  1. A scouring action or effect.  

2. A place that has been scoured, as by flushing with water.  3. A cleansing agent 

for wool.  4. scours. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Diarrhea in livestock.  [Middle 

English scouren, from Middle Dutch sc7ren, from Old French escurer, from Late 



Latin exc7r7re, to clean out  : Latin ex-, ex- + Late Latin c7r7re, to clean (from 

Latin, to take care of, from c7ra, care); see CURE.] —scourùer n. 

scour2 (skour) v.  scoured, scour·ing, scours.  —  v.  tr. 1. To search through 

or over thoroughly:  The detective scoured the scene of the crime for clues.  2. To 

range over (an area) quickly and energetically.   —  v.  intr. 1. To range over or 

about an area, especially in a search.  2. To move swiftly; scurry.  [Middle English 

scouren, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse sk7r, shower.] 
—scourùer n. 

scourge (skûrj) n.  1. A source of widespread, dreadful affliction and devasta-

tion such as that caused by pestilence or war.  2. A means of inflicting severe suf-

fering, vengeance, or punishment.  3. A whip used to inflict punishment.   —  v.  

tr. scourged, scourg·ing, scourg·es. 1. To afflict with severe or widespread 

suffering and devastation; ravage.  2. To chastise severely; excoriate.  3. To flog.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman escorge, from Old French escorgier, to 

whip, from Vulgar Latin *excorrigi7re : Latin ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- + Latin 

corrigia, thong (probably of Celtic origin).] —scourgùer n. 

scour·ing rush (skourùVng rƒsh) n.  Any of several species of horsetail, espe-

cially Equisetum hyemale, having rough-ridged stems formerly used for scouring 

utensils. 

scour·ings (skourùVngz) pl.n.  1. The refuse that remains after scouring grain.  

2. Dregs; scum. 

scouse (skous) n.  1. A lobscouse.  2. a.  Also scous·er (skouùsNr). A native or 

resident of Liverpool, England.  b.  Often Scouse. The dialect of English spoken 

in Liverpool.   [Short for LOBSCOUSE.]

scout1 (skout) v.  scout·ed, scout·ing, scouts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To spy on or 

explore carefully in order to obtain information; reconnoiter.  2. To observe and 

evaluate (a talented person) for possible hiring.   —  v.  intr. 1. To search:  scout 

around for some gossip.  2. To search for talented people:  She scouts for a profes-

sional basketball team.   —  n.  1. a. One that is dispatched from a main body to 

gather information, especially in preparation for military action.  b. The act of 

reconnoitering.   2. A watcher or sentinel.  3. One who is employed to discover 

and recruit talented persons, especially in the fields of sports and entertainment.  

4. Sports. One who is employed to observe and report on the strategies and play-

ers of rival teams.  5.  Often Scout. a. A member of the Boy Scouts.  b. A mem-

ber of the Girl Scouts.   6. Informal. An individual; a person:  a good scout.  

7. Chiefly British. A student’s male servant at Oxford University.  [From Middle 

English scoute, act of watching or spying, from Old French escoute, from escouter, 

to listen, alteration of ascouter, from Vulgar Latin *ascult7re, alteration of Latin 

auscult7re. See ous- in Appendix.] —scoutùer n. 



scout2 (skout) v.  scout·ed, scout·ing, scouts.  —  v.  tr. To reject with disdain 

or derision.  See Synonyms at despise.   —  v.  intr. To treat another with deri-

sion; scoff.  [Of Scandinavian origin. See skeud- in Appendix.]

scout·ing (skouùtVng) n.  1. The act of one that scouts.  2.  Often Scouting. 

The activities of the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts. 

scout·mas·ter (skoutùm4sÙtNr) n.  The adult leader in charge of a troop of Boy 

Scouts. 

scow (skou) n.  Nautical. A large flatbottomed boat with square ends, used 

chiefly for transporting freight.  [Dutch schouw, from Middle Dutch scouwe.]

scowl (skoul) v.  scowled, scowl·ing, scowls.  —  v.  intr. To wrinkle or con-

tract the brow as an expression of anger or disapproval.  See Synonyms at frown.   
—  v.  tr. To express with a frowning facial expression.   —  n.  A look of anger or 

frowning disapproval.  [Middle English scoulen, probably of Scandinavian ori-

gin.] —scowlùer n.  —scowlùing·ly adv. 

SCP abbr.  Single-cell protein. 

SCPO abbr.  Senior chief petty officer. 

scr. abbr.  Scruple (unit of weight). 

scrab·ble (skr4bùNl) v.  scrab·bled, scrab·bling, scrab·bles.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To scrape or grope about frenetically with the hands.  2. To struggle by or as if 

by scraping or groping.  3. To climb with scrambling, disorderly haste; clamber.  

4. To make hasty, disordered markings; scribble.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make or obtain 

by scraping together hastily.  2. To scribble on or over.   —  n.  1. The act or an 

instance of scrabbling.  2. A scribble; a doodle.  [Dutch schrabbelen, from Middle 

Dutch, frequentative of schrabben, to scrape. See sker-1 in Appendix.] 
—scrabùbler n.  —scrabùbly adj. 

scrab·bled (skr4bùNld) adj.  Covered with sparse vegetation; scrubby: “We can 

stand... and look out toward the scrabbled, snow-covered mountains in the west” 

(Russell Banks). 

scrag (skr4g) n.  1. A bony or scrawny person or animal.  2. A piece of lean or 

bony meat, especially a neck of mutton.  3. Slang. The human neck.   —  v.  tr. 

scragged, scrag·ging, scrags. Slang. To wring the neck of; strangle.  [Perhaps 

from dialectal crag, neck, from Middle English cragge, from Middle Dutch cr7ghe, 

throat.]

scrag·gly (skr4gùlK) adj.  scrag·gli·er, scrag·gli·est. Ragged; unkempt. 

scrag·gy (skr4gùK) adj.  scrag·gi·er, scrag·gi·est. 1. Jagged; rough:  scraggy 

cliffs.  2. Bony and lean:  a scraggy cat.   —scragùgi·ly adv.  —scragùgi·ness n. 

scram (skr4m) Slang. v.  intr. scrammed, scram·ming, scrams. 1. To leave a 

scene at once; go abruptly.  2. To shut down automatically. Used of a nuclear reac-

tor.   —  n.  A rapid shutting down of a nuclear reactor, especially in an emer-

gency.  [Perhaps short for SCRAMBLE.]



scram·ble (skr4mùbNl) v.  scram·bled, scram·bling, scram·bles.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To move or climb hurriedly, especially on the hands and knees.  2. To struggle 

or contend frantically in order to get something:  scrambled for the best seats.  

3. To take off with all possible haste, as to intercept enemy aircraft.  4. Football. 

a. To run around with the ball behind the line of scrimmage while searching for 

an open receiver.  b. To run forward with the ball when unable to complete an 

intended pass play. Used of a quarterback.    —  v.  tr. 1. To mix or throw together 

haphazardly.  2. To gather together in a hurried or disorderly fashion.  3. To cook 

(beaten eggs) until firm but with a soft consistency.  4. Electronics. To distort or 

garble (a signal) so as to render it unintelligible without a special receiver.  5. To 

cause (aircraft) to take off as fast as possible, as to intercept enemy aircraft.   —  
n.  1. The act or an instance of scrambling.  2. An arduous hike or climb over 

rough terrain.  3. An unceremonious scuffle or struggle.  4. Sports. A motorcycle 

race over rough terrain.  5. A swift takeoff of military aircraft in response to an 

alert or an attack.  [Perhaps blend of obsolete scamble, to struggle for, and cram-

ble, to crawl.]

scram·bled eggs (skr4mùbNld Hgzù) pl.n.  1. Eggs with the yolks and whites 

beaten together and cooked to a firm but soft consistency.  2. Slang. The gold 

braid worn on the bill of the cap of a field-grade officer in the armed services. 

scram·bler (skr4mùblNr) n.  1. An electronic device that scrambles telecommu-

nication signals to make them unintelligible to anyone without a special receiver.  

2. A motorcycle with thick ridged tires and strong suspension, designed for 

riding and racing across rough terrain. 

scram·jet (skr4mùjHtÙ) n.  A ramjet airplane engine designed for hypersonic 

flight that burns fuel in the supersonic airstream produced by the plane.  [S(UPER-

SONIC) + C(OMBUSTION) + RAMJET.]

Scran·ton (skr4nùtNn)  A city of northeast Pennsylvania northeast of Wilkes-

Barre. Settled in the late 1700’s, it is a commercial and industrial center in an 

anthracite coal region. Population, 81,805. 

scrap1 (skr4p) n.  1. A small piece or bit; a fragment.  2. scraps. Leftover bits of 

food.  3. Discarded waste material, especially metal suitable for reprocessing.  

4. scraps. Crisp pieces of rendered animal fat; cracklings.   —  v.  tr. scrapped, 
scrap·ping, scraps. 1. To break down into parts for disposal or salvage.  2. To 

discard as worthless; junk.  [Middle English, from Old Norse skrap, trifles, pieces. 

See sker-1 in Appendix.]

scrap2 (skr4p) v.  intr. scrapped, scrap·ping, scraps. To fight, often with the 

fists.   —  n.  A fight or a scuffle.  [Perhaps variant of SCRAPE.] —scrapùper n. 

scrap·book (skr4pùbtkÙ) n.  A book with blank pages used for the mounting 

and preserving of pictures, clippings, or other mementos. 

scrape (skr7p) v.  scraped, scrap·ing, scrapes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove (an 

outer layer, for example) from a surface by forceful strokes of an edged or rough 



instrument:  scraped the wallpaper off before painting the wall.  2. To abrade or 

smooth by rubbing with a sharp or rough instrument.  3. To rub (a surface) with 

considerable pressure, as with an edged instrument or a hard object.  4. To draw 

(a hard or abrasive object) forcefully over a surface:  scraped my fingernails down 

the blackboard.  5. To injure the surface of by rubbing against something rough or 

sharp:  scraped my knee on the sidewalk.  6. To amass or produce with difficulty:  

scrape together some cash.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come into sliding, abrasive contact.  

2. To rub or move with a harsh grating noise.  3. To give forth a harsh grating 

noise.  4. To practice petty economies; scrimp.  5. To succeed or manage with dif-

ficulty:  scraped through by a narrow margin.   —  n.  1. a. The act of scraping.  

b. The sound of scraping.   2. An abrasion on the skin.  3. a. An embarrassing 

predicament.  b. A fight; a scuffle.   [Middle English scrapen, from Old Norse 

skrapa. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

scrap·er (skr7ùpNr) n.  One that scrapes, especially a tool for scraping off paint 

or other adherent matter such as ice on a windshield. 

scrap·er·board (skr7ùpNr-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  See scratchboard. 
scrap·heap also scrap heap (skr4pùhKpÙ) n.  1. A pile or heap of waste mate-

rial.  2. A place for discarding useless or worthless material. 

scra·pie (skr7ùpK, skr4pùK) n.  A usually fatal disease of sheep and goats, marked 

by chronic itching, loss of muscular coordination, and progressive degeneration 

of the central nervous system.  [From SCRAPE (from the scraping of itching parts 

of the skin against objects).]

scrap·ple (skr4pùNl) n.  A mush of ground pork and cornmeal that is set in a 

mold and then sliced and fried.  [Diminutive of SCRAP
1.]

scrap·py1 (skr4pùK) adj.  scrap·pi·er, scrap·pi·est. Composed of scraps; frag-

mentary:  scrappy evidence.   —scrapùpi·ly adv.  —scrapùpi·ness n. 

scrap·py2 (skr4pùK) adj.  scrap·pi·er, scrap·pi·est. 1. Quarrelsome; conten-

tious.  2. Full of fighting spirit.  See Synonyms at argumentative.  
—scrapùpi·ly adv.  —scrapùpi·ness n. 

scratch (skr4ch) v.  scratched, scratch·ing, scratch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

a thin, shallow cut or mark on (a surface) with a sharp instrument.  2. To use the 

nails or claws to dig or scrape at.  3. To rub or scrape (the skin) to relieve itching.  

4. To scrape or strike on an abrasive surface.  5. To write or draw (something) by 

scraping a surface:  scratched their initials on a rock.  6. To write or draw hur-

riedly:  scratched off a thank-you note.  7. a. To strike out or cancel (a word, for 

example) by or as if by drawing lines through.  b. Slang. To cancel (a project or a 

program, for example).   8. Sports & Games. To withdraw (an entry) from a con-

test.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use the nails or claws to dig, scrape, or wound.  2. To rub 

or scrape the skin to relieve itching.  3. To make a harsh, scraping sound.  4. To 

gather funds or produce a living with difficulty.  5. a. Sports & Games. To with-

draw from a contest.  b. Games. To make a shot in billiards that results in a pen-



alty, as when the cue ball falls into a pocket or jumps the cushion.    —  n.  1. a. A 

mark resembling a line that is produced by scratching.  b. A slight wound.   2. A 

hasty scribble.  3. A sound made by scratching.  4. a. Sports. The starting line for 

a race.  b. Sports & Games. A contestant who has been withdrawn from a compe-

tition.   5. Games. a. The act of scratching in billiards.  b. A fluke or chance shot 

in billiards.   6. Poultry feed.  7. Slang. Money.   —  adj.  1. Done haphazardly or 

by chance.  2. Assembled hastily or at random.  3. Sports. Having no golf handi-

cap.   —idioms. from scratch. From the very beginning.  up to scratch. 
Informal. 2. Meeting the requirements.  3. In fit condition.  [Middle English 

scracchen, probably blend of scratten, to scratch, cracchen, to scratch (possibly 

from Middle Dutch cratsen).] —scratchùer n. 

scratch·board (skr4chùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A drawing board covered with white 

clay and a black surface layer that is scraped away with a scratching tool to pro-

duce black-and-white line drawings.  Also called scraperboard 

scratch hit (skr4ch hVt) n.  Baseball. A batted ball that is not squarely struck or 

cleanly fielded but is counted as a hit. 

scratch line (skr4ch lXn) n.  Sports. 1. A starting line for a race.  2. A line 

beyond which a contestant must not step. 

scratch pad (skr4ch p4d) n.  1. A pad of paper for preliminary or hasty writ-

ing, notes, or sketches.  2.  Also scratch·pad (skr4chùp4dÙ). Computer Science. A 

usually high-speed internal register used for temporary storage of preliminary 

data or notes. 

scratch·proof (scr4chùprufÙ) adj.  Resistant to or capable of withstanding 

scratches:  scratchproof glass. 

scratch sheet (skr4ch shKt) n.  Sports & Games. A publication listing the horses 

withdrawn from a day’s races and giving information and betting odds on the 

horses scheduled to race. 

scratch test (skr4ch tHst) n.  A test for allergy performed by scratching the skin 

and applying an allergen to the wound. 

scratch·y (skr4chùK) adj.  scratch·i·er, scratch·i·est. 1. Marked by or consist-

ing of scratches:  scratchy handwriting.  2. Making a harsh, scratching noise:  a 

scratchy voice; a scratchy record.  3. Harsh and irritating:  a scratchy fabric.  

4. Irregular; uneven:  played a scratchy stroke.   —scratchùi·ly adv.  

—scratchùi·ness n. 

scrawl (skrôl) v.  scrawled, scrawl·ing, scrawls.  —  v.  tr. To write hastily or 

illegibly.   —  v.  intr. To write in a sprawling, irregular manner.   —  n.  

1. Irregular, often illegible handwriting.  2. Something, such as a note, written 

hastily or illegibly.  [Perhaps from obsolete scrawl, to gesticulate, sprawl, from 

Middle English scrawlen, probably blend of sprawlen, to sprawl; see SPRAWL, and 

craulen, to crawl; see CRAWL
1.] —scrawlùer n.  —scrawlùy adj. 



scraw·ny (skrôùnK) adj.  scraw·ni·er, scraw·ni·est. Gaunt and bony.  See Syn-

onyms at lean2.  [Alteration of dialectal scranny, possibly of Scandinavian origin; 

akin to Norwegian skran, lean.] —scrawùni·ness n. 

screak (skrKk) v.  intr. screaked, screak·ing, screaks. 1. To screech; shriek.  

2. To creak.   —  n.  1. A screech; a shriek.  2. A creak.  [Middle English skricken, 

from Old Norse skrækja.] —screakùy adj. 

scream (skrKm) v.  screamed, scream·ing, screams.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter a 

long, loud, piercing cry, as from pain or fear.  2. To make a loud, piercing sound:  

Jet planes screamed through the air.  3. To speak or write in a heated, hysterical 

manner.  4. To have or produce a startling effect:  The outlandish costume 

screamed with clashing colors.   —  v.  tr. To utter or say in or as if in a screaming 

voice.   —  n.  1. A long, loud, piercing cry or sound.  2. Informal. One that is 

hilariously or ridiculously funny:  The new play was a scream.  [Middle English 

screamen, possibly of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse scræma.] 
—screamùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: scream, shriek, screech. These verbs mean to make or give voice

to a loud, piercing sound. Scream generally denotes a prolonged penetrating

sound indicative of physical suffering or emotion, such as fear: “He immediately

began to scream with pain” (Francis Marion Crawford). Shriek differs from scream

principally in implying a shrill, often frantic cry: “In the midst of the confusion

and uproar... Cicero could only shriek that he had saved his country” (J.A. Froude).

Screech stresses a high-pitched, strident, often annoying sound: “‘Leave me alone!’

he screeched” (Robert Louis Stevenson).

scream·er (skrKùmNr) n.  1. One that screams, especially one that sings in a 

harsh, strident manner.  2. Slang. A sensational headline.  3. Slang. One that 

evokes screams or laughter:  The comedian’s act is a real screamer.  4. Slang. An 

exclamation point.  5. Baseball. A hard-hit line drive.  6. Any of several large 

aquatic birds of the family Anhimidae, of South America, that have a harsh, reso-

nant call. 

scream·ing mee·mies (skrKùmVng mKùmKz) pl.n.  (Used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). Slang. An attack of nerves; the jitters.  [Expressive of nervousness.]

scree (skrK) n.  1. Loose rock debris covering a slope.  2. A slope of loose rock 

debris at the base of a steep incline or cliff.  [Probably ultimately from Old Norse 

skridha, landslide, from skrXdha, to slide.]

screech (skrKch) n.  1. A high-pitched, strident cry.  2. A sound suggestive of 

this cry:  the screech of train brakes.   —  v.  screeched, screech·ing, 
screech·es.  —  v.  tr. To utter in or as if in a screech.   —  v.  intr. 1. To cry out in 

a high-pitched, strident voice.  See Synonyms at scream.  2. To make a sound 

suggestive of a screech:  Tires screeched on the wet pavement.  [Alteration of obso-



lete scrich, from Middle English scrichen, to screech, perhaps of Scandinavian ori-

gin; akin to Old Norse skrækja.] —screechùer n.  —screechùi·ness n.  

—screechùy adj. 

screech owl (skrKch oul) n.  Any of various small owls of the genus Otus, espe-

cially O. asio, of North America, having ear tufts and a quavering, whistlelike call. 

screed (skrKd) n.  1. A long, monotonous harangue or piece of writing.  2. a. A 

strip of wood, plaster, or metal placed on a wall or pavement as a guide for the 

even application of plaster or concrete.  b. A layer or strip of material used to 

level off a horizontal surface such as a floor.  c. A smooth final surface of a sub-

stance, such as concrete, applied to a floor.   [Middle English screde, fragment, 

strip of cloth, from Old English scrKade, shred.]

screen (skrKn) n.  1. A movable device, especially a framed construction such as 

a room divider or a decorative panel, designed to divide, conceal, or protect.  

2. One that serves to protect, conceal, or divide:  Security guards formed a screen 

around the President. A screen of evergreens afforded privacy from our neighbors.  

3. A coarse sieve used for sifting out fine particles, as of sand, gravel, or coal.  

4. A system for preliminary appraisal and selection of personnel as to their suit-

ability for particular jobs.  5. A window or door insertion of framed wire or plas-

tic mesh used to keep out insects and permit airflow.  6. a. The white or silver 

surface on which a picture is projected for viewing.  b. The movie industry:  a 

star of stage and screen.  Also called silver screen  7. a. Electronics. The phosphores-

cent surface on which an image is displayed, as on a television, computer moni-

tor, or radar receiver.  b. Computer Science. The information or image displayed 

at a given time on a monitor, display, or video terminal:  printing a hard copy of 

the screen.   8. Electronics. The electrode placed between the anode and the control 

grid in a tetrode valve.  Also called screen grid 9. Printing. A glass plate marked off 

with crossing lines, placed before the lens of a camera when photographing for 

halftone reproduction.  10. A body of troops or ships sent in advance of or sur-

rounding a larger body to protect or warn of attack.  11. a. Sports. A block, set 

with the body, that impedes the vision or movement of an opponent.  b. Football. 

A screen pass.    —  v.  tr. screened, screen·ing, screens. 1. To provide with a 

screen:  screen a porch.  2. a. To conceal from view with or as if with a screen.  See 

Synonyms at block. See Synonyms at hide1.  b. To protect, guard, or shield.   

3. a. To separate or sift out (fine particles of sand, for example) by means of a 

sieve or screen.  b. To examine (a job applicant, for example) systematically in 

order to determine suitability.   4. To show or project (a movie, for example) on a 

screen.  5. To test or examine for the presence of disease or infection:  screen blood 

for the presence of a virus; screen patients in an epidemic zone.  6. Sports. a. To 

block the vision or movement of (an opponent) with the body.  b. To obscure an 

opponent’s view of (a shot) by positioning oneself between the opponent and the 

shooter.   [Middle English screne, from Old North French escren, from Middle 



Dutch scherm, shield, screen. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —screenùa·ble adj.  

—screenùer n. 

screen dump (skrKn dƒmp) n.  Computer Science. The act or process of trans-

ferring data on a screen to a printer or storage medium. 

screen grid (skrKn grVd) n.  Electronics. See screen (n., sense 8). 

screen·ing (skrKùnVng) n.  1. screenings. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Refuse, 

such as waste coal, separated by a screen.  2. The mesh material used to make 

door or window screens.  3. A presentation of a movie. 

screen·land (skrKnùl4ndÙ) n.  The movie industry; Hollywood. 

screen memory (skrKn mHmùN-rK) n.  A memory of something that is uncon-

sciously used to repress recollection of an associated but distressing event. 

screen pass (skrKn p4s) n.  Football. A short forward pass to a receiver in the 

flat who is protected by a formation of blockers. 

screen·play (skrKnùpl7Ù) n.  The script for a movie, including camera directions 

and descriptions of scenes. 

screen-print (skrKnùprVntÙ) v.  tr. screen-·print·ed, screen-·print·ing, 
screen-·prints. To print using the silk-screen process. 

screen-print·ing (skrKnùprVntÙVng) n.  See silk-screen. 
screen test (skrKn tHst) n.  A brief movie sequence filmed to test the ability of 

an aspiring performer.   —screenù-testÙ (skrKnùtHstÙ) v. 

screen·writ·er (skrKnùrXÙtNr) n.  One who writes screenplays.   
—screenùwritÙing n. 

screw (skru) n.  1. a. A cylindrical rod incised with one or more helical or 

advancing spiral threads, as a lead screw or worm screw.  b. The tapped collar or 

socket that receives this rod.   2. A metal pin with incised threads and a broad 

slotted head that can be driven as a fastener by turning with a screwdriver, espe-

cially: a. A tapered and pointed wood screw.  b. A cylindrical and flat-tipped 

machine screw.   3. A device having a helical form, such as a corkscrew.  4. A pro-

peller.  5. A twist or turn of or as if of a screw.  6. Slang. a. A prison guard.  

b. The turnkey of a jail.   7. Vulgar Slang. The act or an instance of having sexual 

intercourse.  8. Chiefly British. a. Salary; wages.  b. A small paper packet, as of 

tobacco.  c. An old broken-down horse.  d. A stingy or crafty bargainer.    —  v.  

screwed, screw·ing, screws.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drive or tighten (a screw).  

2. a. To fasten, tighten, or attach by or as if by means of a screw.  b. To attach (a 

tapped or threaded fitting or cap) by twisting into place.  c. To rotate (a part) on a 

threaded axis.   3. To contort (one’s face).  4. Slang. To take advantage of; cheat:  

screwed me out of the most lucrative sales territory.  5. Vulgar Slang. To have sexual 

intercourse with.   —  v.  intr. 1. To turn or twist.  2. a. To become attached by 

means of the threads of a screw.  b. To be capable of such attachment.   3. Vulgar 

Slang. To have sexual intercourse.   —phrasal verbs. screw around. 1. Slang. 

To act or fool around aimlessly or in a confused way and accomplish nothing.  



2. Vulgar Slang. To be sexually promiscuous.  screw up. 3. To muster or sum-

mon up:  screwed up my courage.  4. Slang. To make a mess of (an undertaking).  

5. Slang. To injure; damage:  Lifting those boxes really screwed up my back.  

6. Slang. To make neurotic or anxious.   —idiom. have a screw loose. Slang. 

1. To behave in an eccentric manner.  2. To be insane.  [Middle English skrewe, 

from Old French escrove, female screw, nut, perhaps from Medieval Latin scrofa, 

from Latin, sow. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —screwùa·ble adj.  —screwùer n. 

screw·ball (skruùbôlÙ) n.  1. Baseball. A pitched ball that curves in the direc-

tion opposite to that of a normal curve ball.  2. Slang. A person who is regarded as 

eccentric, impulsively whimsical, or irrational.   —  adj.  Slang. Impulsively 

whimsical; eccentric:  That screwball proposal won’t work. 

screw bean (skru bKn) n.  1. A shrub or small tree (Prosopis pubescens) of the 

southwest United States and adjacent areas of Mexico, having pinnately com-

pound leaves, tiny yellowish-white flowers, and twisted pods used as fodder.  

2. The pod of this plant.  Also called tornillo 

screw cap (skru k4p) n.  A cap that screws onto the threaded mouth of a con-

tainer such as a bottle or jar. 

screw·driv·er (skruùdrXÙvNr) n.  1. A tool used for turning screws.  2. A cock-

tail made with vodka and orange juice. 

screw eye (skru X) n.  A wood screw with an eyelet in place of a head. 

screw jack (skru j4k) n.  See jackscrew. 
screw log (skru lôg) n.  Nautical. See patent log. 
screw pine (skru pXn) n.  See pandanus. 
screw propeller (skru prN-pHlùNr) n.  A propeller. 

screw thread (skru thrHd) n.  1. The continuous helical groove on a screw or 

on the inner surface of a nut.  2. One complete turn of a screw thread. 

screw·up also screw-up (skruùƒpÙ) n.  Slang. 1. One that makes a mess of an 

undertaking; a bungler.  2. A blunder; a mess:  a managerial screwup. 

screw·worm (skruùwûrmÙ) n.  The larva of the screwworm fly. 

screwworm fly (skruùwûrmÙ flX) n.  A bluish fly (Cochliomyia hominivorax) 

of the New World that breeds in the living tissue of mammals, having penetrated 

chiefly through open wounds or the nostrils, and whose parasitic larvae cause 

serious injury or death to livestock. 

screw·y (skruùK) adj.  screw·i·er, screw·i·est. Slang. 1. Eccentric; crazy.  

2. Ludicrously odd, unlikely, or inappropriate.   —screwùi·ness n. 

Scri·a·bin (skrK-äùbVn), Alexander Nikolayevich. 1872-1915.  Russian com-

poser of orchestral and piano works who incorporated visual arts into some of his 

compositions, such as Prometheus (1910), a tonal poem whose performance 

includes the projection of colored lights. 

scrib·ble (skrVbùNl) v.  scrib·bled, scrib·bling, scrib·bles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

write hurriedly without heed to legibility or style.  2. To cover with scribbles, 



doodles, or meaningless marks.   —  v.  intr. To write or draw in a hurried, care-

less way.   —  n.  1. Careless, hurried writing.  2. Meaningless marks and lines.  

[Middle English scriblen, probably from scriben, to write, from Latin scrXbere, to 

write. See skrXbh- in Appendix.] —scribùbly adj.  

WORD HISTORY: It is not easy to think simultaneously of the carefully crafted

writings of a trained scribe and the hastily scrawled jottings referred to by the

word scribble, but the two words are related. Scribe goes back to the Latin scrXba,

meaning “one who has charge of things such as public records or accounts,” scrXba,

in turn, coming from scrXbere, “to write.” The Latin word was borrowed into En-

glish directly as well as by way of Old French (scribe), giving us Middle English

scribe, first recorded in a work written probably around 1200. People do not al-

ways write with great care, especially when pressed for time, as is shown by an

early use of the verb scribble in a Middle English text: “Scribled in hast with mine

owne hand in default of other helpe.” Hence it is easy to see why the verb scribble

came into existence. From Latin scrXbere English had formed its own verb scriben,

“to write,” and probably from this verb with the addition of the suffix -el, denot-

ing diminutive, repetitive, or intensive actions, came the Middle English word

scriblen (first recorded around 1456), the ancestor of our word scribble.

scrib·bler (skrVbùlNr) n.  One who scribbles, especially an author regarded as 

very minor, untalented, or disreputable:  a scribbler of sentimental verse. 

scribe (skrXb) n.  1. A public clerk or secretary, especially in ancient times.  2. A 

professional copyist of manuscripts and documents.  3. A writer or journalist.  

4.  See scriber.   —  v.  scribed, scrib·ing, scribes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To mark with a 

scriber.  2. To write or inscribe.   —  v.  intr. To work as a scribe.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Late Latin scrXba, from Latin, keeper of accounts, secre-

tary, from scrXbere, to write. See skrXbh- in Appendix.] —scribùal adj. 

Scribe (skrKb), Augustin Eugène. 1791-1861.  French playwright whose works 

include more than 300 comedies of manners. 

scrib·er (skrXùbNr) n.  A sharply pointed tool used for marking lines, as on wood, 

metal, or ceramic.  Also called scribe 

scried (skrXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of scry. 
scries (skrXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of scry. 
scrim (skrVm) n.  1. A durable, loosely woven cotton or linen fabric used for cur-

tains or upholstery lining or in industry.  2. A transparent fabric used as a drop in 

the theater to create special effects of lights or atmosphere.  [Origin unknown.]

scrim·mage (skrVmùVj) n.  1. Football. The contest between two teams from the 

time the ball is snapped until it is declared dead.  2. Sports. A practice session or 

informal game, as between two units of the same team.  3. a. A rough-and-tum-

ble struggle; a tussle.  b. A skirmish.    —  v.  intr. scrim·maged, 



scrim·mag·ing, scrim·mag·es. Sports. To engage in a scrimmage.  [Middle 

English, alteration of skirmisshe, scrimish. See SKIRMISH.]

scrimp (skrVmp) v.  scrimped, scrimp·ing, scrimps.  —  v.  intr. To economize 

severely.   —  v.  tr. 1. To be excessively sparing with or of.  2. To cut or make too 

small or scanty.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish skrympa, to 

shrink.] —scrimpùer n.  —scrimpùi·ness n.  —scrimpùy adj. 

scrim·shand·er (skrVmùsh4nÙdNr) n.  One who carves scrimshaw.  [Origin 

unknown.]

scrim·shaw (skrVmùshôÙ) n.  pl. scrimshaw or scrim·shaws. 1. The art of 

carving or incising intricate designs on whalebone or whale ivory.  2. A decorative 

article made by this art.   —  v.  tr. intr. scrim·shawed, scrim·shaw·ing, 
scrim·shaws. To decorate (whale ivory or whalebone) with intricate carvings or 

designs or make such designs.  [Probably from SCRIMSHANDER.]

scrip1 (skrVp) n.  1. Paper money issued for temporary emergency use.  2. A 

small scrap of paper, especially with a short list or schedule written on it.  [Per-

haps alteration (influenced by SCRAP
1), of SCRIPT.]

scrip2 (skrVp) n.  1. A provisional certificate entitling the holder to a fractional 

share of stock or of other jointly owned property.  2. Such certificates considered 

as a group.  [Short for subscription receipt, receipt for a portion of a loan.]

scrip3 (skrVp) n.  Archaic. A wallet, small satchel, or bag.  [Middle English 

scrippe.]

scrip issue (skrVp Vshùu) n.  An issue of shares made by a company free of 

charge to existing shareholders.  Also called bonus issue 

Scripps (skrVps)  Family of American newspaper publishers, including James 
Edmund (1835-1906), who founded the Detroit Evening News (1873), and his 

half-brother Edward Wyllis Scripps (1854-1926), who established (1907) the 

news agency that became United Press International and organized the syndica-

tion of features and illustrations. James’s sister Ellen Browning Scripps (1836-

1932) invested heavily in the family’s newspaper projects and founded Scripps 

College in Claremont, California (1926). 

script (skrVpt) n.  1. a. Handwriting.  b. A style of writing with cursive charac-

ters.  c. A particular system of writing:  cuneiform script.   2. Printing. a. A style of 

type that imitates handwriting.  b. The matter set in this type.   3. a. The text of a 

play, broadcast, or movie.  b. A copy of a text used by a director or performer.   

4. Law. An original document.   —  v.  tr. script·ed, script·ing, scripts. 1. To 

prepare (a text) for filming or broadcasting.  2. To orchestrate (behavior or an 

event, for example) as if writing a script: “the brilliant, charming, judicial moder-

ate scripted by his White House fans” (Ellen Goodman).  [Middle English skript, a 

piece of writing, alteration of scrite, from Old French escrit, from Latin scrXptum, 

from neuter past participle of scrXbere, to write. See skrXbh- in Appendix.]

Script. abbr.  Scriptural; Scripture. 



scrip·to·ri·um (skrVp-tôrùK-Nm, -torù-) n.  pl. scrip·to·ri·ums or scrip·to·ri·a 
(-tôrùK-N, -torù-). A room in a monastery set aside for the copying, writing, or 

illuminating of manuscripts and records.  [Medieval Latin scrXptorium, from 

Latin scrXptus, past participle of scrXbere, to write. See skrXbh- in Appendix.]

scrip·tur·al (skrVpùchNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of or relating to writing; written.  2.  Often 

Scriptural. Abbr. Script. Of, relating to, based on, or contained in the Scrip-

tures.   —scripùtur·al·ly adv. 

Scrip·ture (skrVpùchNr) n.  Abbr. Script. 1. a. A sacred writing or book.  b. A 

passage from such a writing or book.   2.  Often Scriptures. The sacred writings 

of the Bible.  Also called Holy Scriptures 3. scripture. A statement regarded as 

authoritative.  [Middle English, from Late Latin scrXpt7ra, from Latin, act of writ-

ing, from scrXptus, past participle of scrXbere, to write. See skrXbh- in Appendix.]

script·writ·er (skrVptùrXÙtNr) n.  One who writes copy to be used by an 

announcer, performer, or director in a film or broadcast.   —scriptùwritÙing n. 

scriv·en·er (skrVvùN-nNr, skrVvùnNr) n.  1. A professional copyist; a scribe: 

“Gutenberg’s invention of movable type... took words out of the sole possession of 

monastic scriveners and placed them before the wider public” (Irvin Molotsky).  

2. A notary.  [Middle English scriveiner, from scrivein, from Old French escrivein, 

from Vulgar Latin *scrXba, scrXb7n-, from Latin scrXba, scribe. See SCRIBE.]

scro·bic·u·late (skro-bVkùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ) adj.  Biology. Marked with many shallow 

depressions, grooves, or pits.  [Latin scrobiculus, diminutive of scrobis, trench; see 

sker-1 in Appendix + -ATE
1.]

scrod also schrod (skrmd) n.  pl. scrod also schrod. New England. A young cod 

or haddock, especially one split and boned for cooking as the catch of the day.  

[Possibly from obsolete Dutch schrood, slice, shred, from Middle Dutch scrode.]

scrof·u·la (skrmfùyN-lN) n.  A form of tuberculosis affecting the lymph nodes, 

especially of the neck, that is most common in children and is usually spread by 

unpasteurized milk from infected cows.  Also called struma [Middle English scro-

phula, from Late Latin scrofulae, swelling of the glands, diminutive of Latin 

scrofa, sow. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

scrof·u·lous (skrmfùyN-lNs) adj.  1. Relating to, affected with, or resembling 

scrofula.  2. Morally degenerate; corrupt: “a scrofulous, grim, darkly funny bur-

lesque on art, celebrity, and love” (Stephen Schiff).   —scrofùu·lous·ly adv.  

—scrofùu·lous·ness n. 

scroll (skrol) n.  1. a. A roll, as of parchment or papyrus, used especially for 

writing a document.  b. An ancient book or volume written on such a roll.   2. A 

list or schedule of names.  3. An ornament or ornamental design that resembles a 

partially rolled scroll of paper, as the volute in Ionic and Corinthian capitals.  

4. Music. The curved head on an instrument of the violin family.  5. Heraldry. A 

ribbon inscribed with a motto.   —  v.  scrolled, scroll·ing, scrolls.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To inscribe on a scroll.  2. To roll up into a scroll.  3. To ornament with a scroll.  



4. Computer Science. To cause (displayed text or graphics) to move vertically or 

horizontally across the screen so that a line of text or graphics appears at one edge 

of the screen for each line that moves off the opposite edge:  scroll a document; 

scroll a page of text.   —  v.  intr. Computer Science. 1. To cause displayed text or 

graphics to move vertically or horizontally across the screen:  scrolled down to the 

end of the document.  2. To appear on screen and roll by: “The information scrolls 

so fast it’s unreadable” (Creative Computing).  [Middle English scrowle, alteration 

(influenced by rolle, roll, from rollen, to roll); see ROLL, of scrowe, from Old 

French escroue, escroe, strip of parchment, scroll, of Germanic origin.]

scroll saw (skrol sô) n.  A hand or power saw with a narrow ribbonlike blade 

for cutting curved or irregular shapes. 

scroll·work (skrolùwûrkÙ) n.  Embellishment with a scroll motif, especially 

ornamentation executed in wood with a scroll saw. 

scrooch also scrootch (skruch) v.  intr. scrooched also scrootched, 
scrooch·ing also scrootch·ing, scrooch·es also scrootch·es. To hunch down; 

crouch: “the hot kind of hot Indiana hot weather that sends the family dog scrooch-

ing under the pickup truck to enjoy the shade” (John Skow).  [Alteration (perhaps 

influenced by CROUCH, or scrunch  or HUNCH ), of scrooge, scrouge, to squeeze, 

crowd, possibly blend of SCREW, and SQUEEZE.]

Scrooge also scrooge (skruj) n.  A mean-spirited miserly person; a skinflint.  

[After Ebenezer Scrooge, miserly protagonist of A Christmas Carol by Charles 

Dickens.]

scroog·ie (skruùjK) n.  Baseball. A screwball.  [Shortening and alteration of 

SCREWBALL.]

scrootch (skruch) v.  Variant of scrooch. 
scro·tum (skroùtNm) n.  pl. scro·ta (-tN)  or scro·tums. The external sac of skin 

enclosing the testes in most mammals.  [Latin scrotum.] —scroùtal (skrotùl) adj. 

scrounge (skrounj) v.  scrounged, scroung·ing, scroung·es. Slang.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To obtain (something) by begging or borrowing with no intention of repa-

ration:  scrounged a few dollars off my brother.  2. To obtain by salvaging or forag-

ing; round up.   —  v.  intr. 1. To seek to obtain something by begging or 

borrowing with no intention of reparation:  scrounge for a cigarette.  2. To forage 

about in an effort to acquire something at no cost:  scrounging around the kitchen 

for a late-night snack.  [Alteration of dialectal scrunge, to steal.] —scroungùer n. 

scroung·y (skrounùjK) adj.  scroung·i·er, scroung·i·est. Slang. Dirty or 

shabby:  a scroungy overcoat. 

scrub1 (skrƒb) v.  scrubbed, scrub·bing, scrubs.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To rub hard 

in order to clean.  b. To remove (dirt or stains) by hard rubbing.   2. To remove 

impurities from (a gas) chemically.  3. Slang. To cancel or abandon; drop:  We had 

to scrub our plans for vacation.   —  v.  intr. To clean or wash something by hard 

rubbing:  Don’t forget to scrub behind your ears.   —  n.  The act or an instance of 



scrubbing.   —phrasal verb. scrub up. To wash the hands and arms thor-

oughly, as before performing or participating in surgery.  [Middle English 

scrobben, to currycomb a horse, from Middle Dutch schrobben, to clean by rub-

bing, scrape. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —scrubùba·ble adj. 

scrub2 (skrƒb) n.  1. A straggly, stunted tree or shrub.  2. A growth or tract of 

stunted vegetation.  3. An undersized or poorly developed domestic animal.  

4. An undersized or insignificant person.  5. Sports. A player not on the varsity or 

first team.  6. Australian. Remote rural land; the bush.  [Middle English, variant 

of shrubbe. See SHRUB
1.]

scrub·ber (skrƒbùNr) n.  One that scrubs, especially: a. One who cleans floors, 

for example, by scrubbing.  b. A brush, appliance, or abrasive that is used in 

cleaning.  c. An apparatus that is used for removing impurities from a gas.  

scrub·by (skrƒbùK) adj.  scrub·bi·er, scrub·bi·est. 1. Covered with or consist-

ing of scrub or underbrush.  2. Straggly or stunted.  3. Paltry or shabby; 

wretched.   —scrubùbi·ly adv.  —scrubùbi·ness n. 

scrub fowl (skrƒb foul) n.  See megapode. 
scrub jay (skrƒb j7) n.  A blue and gray jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens) with a 

long, slender body and no crest, found in dense brush or scrub especially in the 

Florida peninsula. 

scrub·land (skrƒbùl4ndÙ) n.  An area of land that is uncultivated and covered 

with sparse, stunted vegetation. 

scrub pine (skrƒb pXn) n.  1. A straggly pine tree (Pinus virginiana) of the east-

ern United States, having prickly cones and drooping or spreading branches.  Also 

called spruce pine 2.  See jack pine. 
scrub typhus (skrƒb tXùfNs) n.  An acute infectious disease common in Asia 

that is caused by the rickettsia R. tsutsugamushi transmitted by mites and that is 

characterized by sudden fever, painful swelling of the lymphatic glands, skin 

lesions, and skin rash.  Also called Japanese river fever, tsutsugamushi disease. 

scrub·wom·an (skrƒbùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman hired to clean. 

scruff (skrƒf) n.  The back of the neck; the nape.  [Alteration of dialectal scuft, 

scuff.]

scruff·y (skrƒfùK) adj.  scruff·i·er, scruff·i·est. 1. Shabby; untidy.  2. Chiefly 

British. Scaly; scabby.  [From obsolete scruff, scurf, variant of scurf. See SCURF.] 
—scruffùi·ly adv.  —scruffùi·ness n. 

scrum (skrƒm) Sports. n.  A scrummage.   —  v.  intr. scrummed, scrum·ming, 
scrums. To engage in a scrummage. 

scrum·mage (skrƒmùVj) Sports. n.  A Rugby formation in which the two sets of 

forwards mass together around the ball and, with their heads down, try to shoul-

der their opponents off the ball and kick it to their own team.   —  v.  intr. 

scrum·maged, scrum·mag·ing, scrum·mag·es. To engage in a scrummage.  

[Alteration of SCRIMMAGE.] —scrumùmag·er n. 



scrump·tious (skrƒmpùshNs) adj.  Splendid; delectable: “Normandy... where the 

bosky landscape is enchanting [and the pen] inadequate to describe the scrumptious 

food and wine” (Daily Telegraph).  See Synonyms at delicious.  [Perhaps alter-

ation of SUMPTUOUS.] —scrumpùtious·ly adv.  —scrumpùtious·ness n. 

scrunch (skrƒnch, skrtnch) v.  scrunched, scrunch·ing, scrunch·es.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To crush or crunch.  2. To crumple or squeeze; hunch:  scrunched up their 

shoulders; scrunch one’s nose against a window.   —  v.  intr. 1. To hunch: “The men 

scrunched closer” (Susan Dworski).  2. To move with or make a crunching sound:  

scrunching along the gravel path.   —  n.  A crunching sound.  [Probably alteration 

of CRUNCH.] —scrunchùa·ble adj. 

scru·ple (skruùpNl) n.  1. An uneasy feeling arising from conscience or princi-

ple that tends to hinder action.  See Synonyms at qualm.  2.  Abbr. sc., scr. A 

unit of apothecary weight equal to about 1.3 grams, or 20 grains.  3. A minute 

part or amount.   —  v.  intr. scru·pled, scru·pling, scru·ples. To hesitate as a 

result of conscience or principle: “A man who could make so vile a pun would not 

scruple to pick a pocket” (John Dennis).  [Middle English scrupul, from Old 

French scrupule, from Latin scr7pulus, small unit of measurement, scruple, 

diminutive of scr7pus, rough stone, scruple.]

scru·pu·lous (skruùpyN-lNs) adj.  1. Conscientious and exact; painstaking.  See 

Synonyms at meticulous.  2. Having scruples; principled.  [Middle English, 

from Old French scrupuleux, from Latin scr7pulosus, from scr7pulus, scruple. See 

SCRUPLE.] —scruÙpu·losùi·ty (-lmsùV-tK), scruùpu·lous·ness (-lNs-nVs)  n.  

—scruùpu·lous·ly adv. 

scru·ta·ble (skruùtN-bNl) adj.  Capable of being understood through study and 

observation; comprehensible.  [Late Latin scr7t7bilis, searchable, from Latin 

scr7t7rX, to search. See SCRUTINY.]

scru·ti·nize (skrutùn-XzÙ) v.  tr. scru·ti·nized, scru·ti·niz·ing, scru·ti·niz·es. 
To examine or observe with great care; inspect critically.   —scruùti·nizÙer n.  

—scruùti·nizÙing·ly adv. 

scru·ti·ny (skrutùn-K) n.  pl. scru·ti·nies. 1. A close, careful examination or 

study.  2. Close observation; surveillance.  [Middle English scrutinie, taking of a 

formal vote, from Latin scr7tinium, inquiry, search, from scr7t7rX, to search, 

examine, from scr7ta, trash.]

scry (skrX) v.  intr. scried (skrXd), scry·ing, scries (skrXz). To see or predict the 

future by means of a crystal ball.  [Short for DESCRY.]

SCSI (skƒzùK) n.  Computer Science. Small computer systems interface.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  SCSI port; SCSI technology. 

scu·ba (skuùbN) n.  A portable apparatus containing compressed air and used 

for breathing under water.  [s(elf-)c(ontained) u(nderwater) b(reathing) a(ppara-

tus).]



WORD HISTORY: To go scuba diving sounds much more desirable than to go

self-contained underwater breathing apparatus diving. In talking about such an ap-

paratus, first successfully tested in 1943, it must have seemed much simpler to say

scuba, taking the first letter of each word in the phrase and putting them together

to form one word. Scuba, like other acronyms, as such words are called, has a

vowel at a point that allows it to be pronounced like an English word. The word,

first recorded in 1952, has been accepted to the extent that people probably rarely

think of it as a collection of initials and furthermore have used it in forming other

words, such as scuba-dive. In fact, a verb scuba was first recorded in 1973 and is

still in use.

scuba diver (skuùbN dXùvNr) n.  One who uses scuba gear in underwater swim-

ming.   —scuùba-diveÙ (skuùbN-dXvÙ) v.  —scuba diving n. 

scud (skƒd) v.  intr. scud·ded, scud·ding, scuds. 1. To run or skim along 

swiftly and easily:  dark clouds scudding by.  2. Nautical. To run before a gale with 

little or no sail set.   —  n.  1. The act of scudding.  2. a. Wind-driven clouds, 

mist, or rain.  b. A gust of wind.  c. Ragged low clouds, moving rapidly beneath 

another cloud layer.   [Possibly from Middle English scut, rabbit, rabbit’s tail. See 

SCUT.]

Scu·dé·ry (skuÙd7-rKù, skü-), Madeleine or Magdeleine de  Known as 

“Sapho.” 1607-1701.  French writer of popular romances, including the ten-vol-

ume Clélie (1654-1660). 

scu·do (skuùdo) n.  pl. scu·di (-dK). A monetary unit and coin formerly used in 

Italy and Sicily.  [Italian, shield, scudo, from Latin sc7tum, shield. See skei- in 

Appendix.]

scuff (skƒf) v.  scuffed, scuff·ing, scuffs.  —  v.  intr. To scrape the feet while 

walking; shuffle.   —  v.  tr. 1. To scrape with the feet.  2. To shuffle or shift (the 

feet), as in embarrassment.  3. To scrape and roughen the surface of.   —  n.  

1. The act or sound of scraping especially with the feet.  2. A worn or rough spot 

resulting from scraping.  3. A flat, backless house slipper.  [Probably of Scandina-

vian origin; akin to Old Norse sk7fa, to push.] —scuffùer n. 

scuf·fle1 (skƒfùNl) v.  intr. scuf·fled, scuf·fling, scuf·fles. 1. To fight or strug-

gle confusedly at close quarters.  2. To shuffle.   —  n.  A rough, disorderly strug-

gle at close quarters.  [Probably frequentative of scuff.] —scufùfler n. 

scuf·fle2 (skƒfùNl) n.  A hoe manipulated by pushing rather than pulling.  Also 

called Dutch hoe, scuffle hoe.  [Dutch schoffel, hoe for weeding, from Middle 

Dutch, hoe, shovel.]

sculch (skƒlch) n.  New England. Variant of culch (n., sense 3). 

scull (skƒl) Nautical. n.  1. A long oar mounted over the stern of a boat and 

moved from side to side to propel the boat forward.  2. One of a pair of short-



handled oars used by a single rower.  3. A small, light racing boat for one, two, or 

four rowers.   —  v.  sculled, scull·ing, sculls.  —  v.  tr. To propel (a boat) with 

a scull.   —  v.  intr. To use a scull to propel a boat.  [Middle English sculle.] 
—scullùer n. 

scul·ler·y (skƒlùN-rK) n.  pl. scul·ler·ies. A small room adjoining a kitchen, in 

which dishwashing and other kitchen chores are done.  [Middle English, from 

Old French escuelerie, from escuelier, keeper of dishes, from escuele, dish, from 

Vulgar Latin *sc7tella, alteration (influenced by sc7tum, shield), of Latin scutella, 

salver, diminutive of scutra, platter.]

scul·lion (skƒlùyNn) n.  A servant employed to do menial tasks in a kitchen.  

[Middle English sculyon, probably from Old French escouvillon, dishcloth, dimin-

utive of escouve, broom, from Latin scopa, branches, broom.]

sculp. abbr.  Sculptor; sculptress; sculpture. 

scul·pin (skƒlùpVn) n.  pl. scul·pins or sculpin. 1. Any of various marine and 

freshwater fishes of the family Cottidae, having a large flattened head and promi-

nent spines.  2. A scorpion fish (Scorpaena guttata) of California coastal waters. 

In this sense, also calledsea scorpion [Origin unknown.]

sculpt (skƒlpt) v.  sculpt·ed, sculpt·ing, sculpts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To sculpture 

(an object).  2. To shape, mold, or fashion especially with artistry or precision: 

“Zoning is a blunt instrument that can at best shape but should not try to sculpt cit-

ies” (H. Claude Shostal).   —  v.  intr. To be a sculptor.  [French sculpter, from Old 

French, from Latin sculpere, sculpt-, to carve. See SCULPTURE.]

sculp·tor (skƒlpùtNr) n.  1.  Abbr. sculp. One who produces sculptural artwork.  

2. One who shapes, molds, or fashions especially with artistry or precision.  

[Latin, from sculpere, to carve. See SCULPTURE.]

Sculp·tor (skƒlpùtNr) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemisphere near Cetus 

and Phoenix.  Also called Sculptor’s Workshop 

Sculp·tor’s Workshop (skƒlpùtNrz wûrkùshmpÙ) n.  See Sculptor. 
sculp·tress (skƒlpùtrVs) n.  Abbr. sculp. Usage Problem. A woman who sculp-

tures.  See Usage Note at -ess. 
sculp·ture (skƒlpùchNr) n.  Abbr. sculp. 1. The art or practice of shaping fig-

ures or designs in the round or in relief, as by chiseling marble, modeling clay, or 

casting in metal.  2. a. A work of art created by sculpture.  b. Such works of art 

considered as a group.   3. Ridges, indentations, or other markings, as on a shell, 

formed by natural processes.   —  v.  sculp·tured, sculp·tur·ing, sculp·tures.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To fashion (stone, bronze, or wood, for example) into a three-dimen-

sional figure.  2. To represent in sculpture.  3. To ornament with sculpture.  4. To 

change the shape or contour of, as by erosion.   —  v.  intr. To make sculptures or 

a sculpture.  [Middle English, from Latin sculpt7ra, from sculptus, past participle 

of sculpere, to carve. See skel-1 in Appendix.] —sculpùtur·al adj.  —sculpù-
tur·al·ly adv. 



sculp·tur·esque (skƒlpÙchN-rHskù) adj.  Suggestive of or having the qualities of 

sculpture.   —sculpÙtur·esqueùly adv. 

scultch (skƒlch) n.  New England. Variant of culch (n., sense 3). 

scum (skƒm) n.  1. A filmy layer of extraneous or impure matter that forms on 

or rises to the surface of a liquid or body of water.  2. The refuse or dross of mol-

ten metals.  3. Refuse or worthless matter.  4. Slang. One, such as a person or an 

element of society, that is regarded as despicable or worthless.   —  v.  scummed, 
scum·ming, scums.  —  v.  tr. To remove the scum from.   —  v.  intr. To 

become covered with scum.  [Middle English, from Middle Dutch sch7m. See 

(s)keu- in Appendix.] —scumùmer n.  —scumùmi·ly adv.  —scumùmi·ness 
n.  —scumùmy adj. 

scum·bag (skƒmùb4gÙ) n.  Slang. A person regarded as despicable. 

scum·ble (skƒmùbNl) v.  tr. scum·bled, scum·bling, scum·bles. 1. To soften 

the colors or outlines of (a painting or a drawing) by covering with a film of 

opaque or semiopaque color or by rubbing.  2. To blur the outlines of:  a writer 

who scumbled the line that divides history and fiction.   —  n.  1. The effect pro-

duced by or as if by scumbling.  2. Material used for scumbling.  [Possibly from 

SCUM.]

scun·ner (skƒnùNr) n.  A strong dislike; an aversion.  [From Middle English 

skunner, to shrink back in disgust, from scurnen, to flinch.]

Scun·thorpe (skƒnùthôrpÙ)  A municipal borough of eastern England south-

west of Hull. It has an important iron and steel industry. Population, 65,900. 

scup (skƒp) n.  pl. scup or scups. A porgy (Stenotomus chrysops) of the northern 

Atlantic coastal waters, important commercially as a food fish.  [Short for Nar-

ragansett mishcùp.]

scup·per1 (skƒpùNr) n.  1. Nautical. An opening in the side of a ship at deck level 

to allow water to run off.  2. An opening for draining off water, as from a floor or 

the roof of a building.  [Middle English scoper; possibly akin to scope, scoop. See 

SCOOP.]

scup·per2 (skƒpùNr) v.  tr. scup·pered, scup·per·ing, scup·pers. 1. Chiefly 

British. To overwhelm or massacre.  2. To ruin or destroy: “The world oil glut com-

bined with disastrous federal energy policies to scupper Alberta’s economy” (Chris-

tian Science Monitor).  [Perhaps from SCUPPER
1.]

scup·per·nong (skƒpùNr-nôngÙ, -nmngÙ) n.  1.  See muscadine.  2. a. A cul-

tivated variety of the muscadine grape with sweet, yellowish fruit.  b. A wine 

made from this grape.   [After the Scuppernong River in northeast North Caro-

lina.]

scurf (skûrf) n.  1. Scaly or shredded dry skin, such as dandruff.  2. A loose, scaly 

crust coating a surface, especially of a plant.  [Middle English, probably of Scan-

dinavian origin. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —scurfùi·ness n.  —scurfùy adj. 



scur·rile also scur·ril (skûrùNl, skƒrù-) adj.  Archaic. Scurrilous.  [French, from 

Old French, from Latin scurrXlis, jeering, from scurra, buffoon, possibly of Etrus-

can origin.]

scur·ril·i·ty (skN-rVlùV-tK) n.  pl. scur·ril·i·ties. 1. The quality of being vulgar, 

coarse, or abusive.  2. A vulgar, coarse, or abusive remark or passage. 

scur·ri·lous (skûrùN-lNs, skƒrù-) adj.  1. Given to the use of vulgar, coarse, or 

abusive language; foul-mouthed.  2. Expressed in vulgar, coarse, and abusive lan-

guage.   —scurùri·lous·ly adv.  —scurùri·lous·ness n. 

scur·ry (skûrùK, skƒrùK) v.  intr. scur·ried, scur·ry·ing, scur·ries. 1. To go with 

light running steps; scamper.  2. To flurry or swirl about.   —  n.  pl. scur·ries. 
1. The act of scurrying.  2. The noise produced by scurrying.  [Probably short for 

HURRY-SCURRY.]

scur·vy (skûrùvK) n.  A disease caused by deficiency of vitamin C, characterized 

by spongy and bleeding gums, bleeding under the skin, and extreme weakness.   
—  adj.  scur·vi·er, scur·vi·est. Mean; contemptible.  [From Middle English 

scurfy, characterized by scurf (influenced by French scorbut, scurvy, from Latin 

scorb7tus); see SCORBUTIC, from scurf, scurf. See SCURF.] —scurùvi·ly adv.  

—scurùvi·ness n. 

scurvy grass (skûrùvK gr4s) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Cochle-

aria, especially C. officinalis, of northern Europe, having pungent foliage and for-

merly used to cure scurvy.  2.  See sea kale. 
scut (skƒt) n.  A stubby erect tail, as that of a hare, rabbit, or deer.  [Middle 

English, hare.]

scu·ta (skyuùtN) n.  Plural of scutum. 
scu·tage (skyuùtVj) n.  A tax paid in lieu of military service in feudal times.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin sc7t7gium, from Latin sc7tum, shield. See 

SCUTUM.]

Scu·ta·ri (skuùtN-rK), Lake. A lake of southeast Europe on the border between 

southwest Yugoslavia and northwest Albania. It was once an inlet of the Adriatic 

but is now separated from the sea by an alluvial isthmus. 

scu·tate (skyuùt7t) adj.  1. Zoology. Covered or protected by scutes.  2. Botany. 

Shaped like a shield or buckler:  scutate leaves.  [Latin sc7t7tus, shield-bearing, 

from sc7tum, shield. See SCUTUM.]

scutch (skƒch) v.  tr. scutched, scutch·ing, scutch·es. To separate the valu-

able fibers of (flax, for example) from the woody parts by beating.   —  n.  An 

implement used for scutching.  [Obsolete French escoucher, from Anglo-Norman 

escucher, from Vulgar Latin *excutic7re, frequentative of Latin excutere, to shake 

out  : ex-, ex- + quatere, to shake; see kwKt- in Appendix.] —scutchùer n. 

scutch·eon (skƒchùNn) n.  1. An escutcheon.  2. A shield-shaped object, such as 

a scute. 

scutch grass (skƒch gr4s) n.  See Bermuda grass. 



scute (skyut) n.  A horny, chitinous, or bony external plate or scale, as on the 

shell of a turtle or the underside of a snake.  Also called scutum [From Latin 

sc7tum, shield. See SCUTUM.]

scu·tel·la (skyu-tHlùN) n.  Plural of scutellum. 
scu·tel·late (skyu-tHlùVt, skyutùl-7tÙ) also scu·tel·lat·ed (skyutùl-7ÙtVd) adj.  

1. Zoology. a. Covered with shieldlike bony plates or scales.  b. Having a scutel-

lum.   2. Botany. Shaped like a shield or platter. 

scu·tel·la·tion (skyutÙl-7ùshNn) n.  An arrangement or a covering of scales, as 

that on a bird’s leg. 

scu·tel·lum (skyu-tHlùNm) n.  pl. scu·tel·la (-tHlùN). 1. Zoology. A shieldlike 

bony plate or scale, as on the thorax of some insects.  2. Botany. Any of several 

shield-shaped structures, such as the cotyledon of a grass.  [New Latin, from 

Latin, diminutive of sc7tum, shield. See SCUTUM.] —scu·telùlar (-tHlùNr) adj. 

scu·ti·form (skyuùtN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shield-shaped:  scutiform leaves.  [Latin 

sc7tum, shield; see SCUTUM + -FORM.]

scut·ter (skƒtùNr) v.  intr. scut·tered, scut·ter·ing, scut·ters. To move with a 

clattering, scurrying sound: “The gun scutters over the tiles and lands against the 

molding of the hallway with a thump” (Scott Turow).  [Alteration of SCUTTLE
3.]

scut·tle1 (skƒtùl) n.  1. A small opening or hatch with a movable lid in the deck 

or hull of a ship or in the roof, wall, or floor of a building.  2. The lid or hatch of 

such an opening.   —  v.  tr. scut·tled, scut·tling, scut·tles. 1. Nautical. a. To 

cut or open a hole or holes in (a ship’s hull).  b. To sink (a ship) by this means.   

2. Informal. To scrap; discard: “a program [the] President... sought to scuttle” 

(Christian Science Monitor).  [Middle English skottell, from Old French escoutille, 

possibly from Spanish escotilla.]

scut·tle2 (skƒtùl) n.  1. A metal pail for carrying coal.  2. A shallow open basket 

for carrying vegetables, flowers, or grain.  [Middle English scutel, basket, from 

Old English, dish, from Latin scutella. See SCULLERY.]

scut·tle3 (skƒtùl) v.  intr. scut·tled, scut·tling, scut·tles. To run or move with 

short hurried movements; scurry.   —  n.  A hurried run.  [Middle English scot-

tlen;; akin to possibly akin to SCUD.]

scut·tle·butt (skƒtùl-bƒtÙ) n.  1. Slang. Gossip; rumor.  2. Nautical. a. A drink-

ing fountain on a ship.  b. A cask on a ship used to hold the day’s supply of drink-

ing water.   [SCUTTLE
1 + BUTT

5.]

scu·tum (skyuùtNm) n.  pl. scu·ta (-tN). Zoology. See scute.  [Latin sc7tum, 

shield. See skei- in Appendix.]

scut·work (skƒtùwûrkÙ) n.  Informal. Monotonous work or menial tasks that 

have to be done usually as part of a large, complex job or project.  [From scut, 

worthless person, perhaps from SCOUT
2.]



scuz·zy (skƒzùK) adj.  scuz·zi·er, scuz·zi·est. Slang. 1. Dirty; grimy:  scuzzy 

floors.  2. Disreputable; sleazy: “ran a scuzzy operation” (Myra MacPherson).  

[Possibly from blend of SCUM, and FUZZ
1.]

Scyl·la (sVlùN) n.  Greek Mythology. A female sea monster who devoured sailors.   
—idiom. between Scylla and Charybdis. In a position where avoidance of 

one danger exposes one to another danger. 

scy·phis·to·ma (sX-fVsùtN-mN) n.  pl. scy·phis·to·mae (-mK)  or 

scy·phis·to·mas. A larva of a scyphozoan, consisting of an elongated and deeply 

constricted polyp that successively splits off minute, free-swimming medusas.  

[New Latin  : Greek skuphos, cup + Greek stoma, mouth.]

scy·pho·zo·an (sXÙfN-zoùNn) n.  Any of various marine coelenterates of the 

class Scyphozoa, which includes the large jellyfishes, characterized by the absence 

of a velum and by a polyp stage that is very small or lacking entirely.   —  adj.  Of 

or belonging to the class Scyphozoa.  [From New Latin Scyphozoa, class name  : 

Greek skuphos, cup + Greek zoia, pl. of zoion, -zoon.]

Scy·ros (skXùrNs, skKùrôs)  See Skíros. 
scythe (sXth) n.  An implement consisting of a long, curved single-edged blade 

with a long, bent handle, used for mowing or reaping.   —  v.  tr. scythed, 
scyth·ing, scythes. To cut with or as if with a scythe.  [Middle English sithe, 

from Old English sXthe, sickle. See sek- in Appendix.]

Scyth·i·a (sVthùK-N, sVthù-)  An ancient region of Eurasia extending from the 

mouth of the Danube River on the Black Sea to the territory east of the Aral Sea. 

The nomadic people of the region flourished from the eighth to the fourth cen-

tury B.C. but were conquered by the Sarmatians in the second century and were 

soon subsumed into other cultures. 

Scyth·i·an (sVthùK-Nn, sVthù-) adj.  Of or relating to Scythia or its people, lan-

guage, or culture.   —  n.  1. A member of the ancient nomadic people inhabiting 

Scythia.  2. The Iranian language of the Scythians. 

Scyth·o-Dra·vid·i·an (sVthÙo-drN-vVdùK-Nn, sVthÙ-) adj.  Of or relating to an 

ethnic group of northwest India having mixed Iranian and Dravidian characteris-

tics.  [SCYTH(IAN) + DRAVIDIAN.]

SD abbr.  1. Sight draft.  2.  Or S.D.. South Dakota.  3. Special delivery.  

4. Statistics. Standard deviation. 

sd. abbr.  Sound (body of water). 

s.d. abbr.  Sine die. 

S.Dak. abbr.  South Dakota. 

SDI  or S.D.I. abbr.  Strategic Defense Initiative. 

SDS abbr.  Students for a Democratic Society. 

Se  The symbol for the element selenium. 
SE abbr.  1. a. Southeast.  b. Southeastern.   2. Stock exchange. 



sea (sK) n.  Abbr. s., S. 1. a. The continuous body of salt water covering most of 

the earth’s surface, especially this body regarded as a geophysical entity distinct 

from earth and sky.  b. A tract of water within an ocean.  c. A relatively large 

body of salt water completely or partially enclosed by land.  d. A relatively large 

landlocked body of fresh water.   2. The condition of the ocean’s surface with 

regard to its course, flow, swell, or turbulence:  a high sea.  3. Something that sug-

gests the ocean in its overwhelming sweep or vastness:  a sea of controversy.  

4. Seafaring as a way of life.  5. Astronomy. A lunar mare.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  sea air; sea voyages.   —idiom. at sea. 
1. On the sea, especially on a sea voyage.  2. In a state of confusion or perplexity; 

at a loss.  [Middle English see, from Old English s<.]

sea anchor (sK 4ngùkNr) n.  Nautical. A drag, usually a canvas-covered conical 

frame, floating behind a vessel to prevent drifting or to maintain a heading into 

the wind.  Also called drogue 

sea anemone (sK N-nHmùN-nK) n.  Any of numerous flowerlike marine coe-

lenterates of the class Anthozoa, having a flexible cylindrical body and tentacles 

surrounding a central mouth. 

sea bass (sK b4s) n.  1. Any of various marine food fishes of the genus Centro-

pristes and related genera, especially C. striatus, of coastal Atlantic waters of the 

United States.  2. Any of the various similar fishes of the family Serranidea. 

sea·bed (sKùbHdÙ) n.  The floor of the sea or the ocean. 

Sea·bee (sKùbKÙ) n.  A member of one of the construction battalions in the U.S. 

Navy that builds naval aviation bases and facilities.  [Alteration of cee bee, pro-

nunciation of the initial letters of construction battalion.]

sea bird (sK bûrd) n.  A bird, such as a petrel or an albatross, that frequents the 

ocean, especially far from shore. 

sea biscuit (sK bVsùkVt) n.  See hardtack. 
sea blubber (sK blƒbùNr) n.  A scyphozoan jellyfish of the genus Cyanea, espe-

cially the largest jellyfish, C. arctica, which usually grows to more than 3.6 meters 

(12 feet) wide and has tentacles over 30 meters (100 feet) long. 

sea·board (sKùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A seacoast.  2. Land near the sea. 

Sea·borg (sKùbôrgÙ), Glenn Theodore. Born 1912.  American chemist. He 

shared a 1951 Nobel Prize for the discovery of plutonium. 

sea·borne (sKùbôrnÙ, -bornÙ) adj.  1. Conveyed by sea; transported by ship.  

2. Carried on or over the sea. 

sea bread (sK brHd) n.  See hardtack. 
sea bream (sK brKm) n.  Any of various marine food fishes of the family 

Sparidae or Bramidae, especially a sparid fish (Archosargus rhomboidalis) of west-

ern Atlantic coastal waters. 

sea breeze (sK brKz) n.  A cool breeze blowing from the sea toward the land. 



Sea·bur·y (sKùbHrÙK, -bN-rK), Samuel. 1729-1796.  American religious leader 

who was the first bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in America (1784-

1796). 

sea butterfly (sK bƒtùNr-flXÙ) n.  See pteropod. 
sea calf (sK k4f) n.  See harbor seal. 
sea canary (sK kN-nârùK) n.  See white whale.  [So called for the variety of 

melodious sounds it makes.]

sea captain (sK k4pùtNn) n.  Nautical. The captain of a ship, especially a mer-

chant ship. 

sea change (sK ch7nj) n.  1. A change caused by the sea: “Of his bones are coral 

made:/Those are pearls that were his eyes:/Nothing of him that doth fade,/But doth 

suffer a sea change” (Shakespeare).  2. A marked transformation: “The script suf-

fered considerable sea changes, particularly in structure” (Harold Pinter). 

sea chest (sK chHst) n.  A box or trunk suitable for use by a sailor to store per-

sonal property. 

sea·coast (sKùkostÙ) n.  Land bordering the sea.   —  n.  attributive. Often used 

to modify another noun:  seacoast erosion; seacoast villages. 

sea·cock (sKùkmkÙ) n.  Nautical. A valve in the hull of a boat or ship that may be 

opened to let in water so as to flood a ballast tank, for example. 

sea cow (sK kou) n.  Any of several large, cylindrical, herbivorous marine mam-

mals of the order Sirenia, having a paddlelike tail and rounded front flippers, 

including the manatee, dugong, and the very large species Hydrodamalis stelleri of 

the northern Pacific that became extinct in the late 1700’s.  Also called sirenian 

sea cradle (sK kr7dùl) n.  See chiton (n., sense 1). 

sea crayfish also sea crawfish (sK kr7ùfVshÙ) n.  See spiny lobster. 
sea cucumber (sK kyuùkƒmÙbNr) n.  Any of various cucumber-shaped echin-

oderms of the class Holothuroidea, having a flexible body with tentacles sur-

rounding the mouth. 

sea devil (sK dHvùNl) n.  See manta (n., sense 2). 

sea dog (sK dôg) n.  1. Any of various seals or similar marine mammals.  

2. Nautical. A very experienced sailor.  3. sea·dog (sKùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ). See fog-
bow. 

sea duck (sK dƒk) n.  Any of various diving ducks, such as the eider or scoter, of 

coastal areas. 

sea duty (sK duùtK) n.  Duty at sea undertaken by personnel in the U.S. Navy. 

sea eagle (sK KùgNl) n.  Any of various fish-eating eagles or similar birds, such as 

the bald eagle or the osprey. 

sea elephant (sK HlùN-fNnt) n.  See elephant seal. 
Sea Explorer (sK Vk-splôrùNr) n.  A participant in a program designed to train 

Explorer Scouts in seamanship.  Also called Sea Scout 



sea fan (sK f4n) n.  Any of various yellowish to reddish fan-shaped corals of the 

genus Gorgonia, especially G. flabellum, of coastal waters of Florida and the West 

Indies. 

sea·far·er (sKùfârÙNr) n.  Nautical. 1. A sailor or mariner.  2. One who travels by 

sea. 

sea·far·ing (sKùfârÙVng) Nautical. n.  A sailor’s calling.   —  adj.  1. Following a 

life at sea:  seafaring peoples of the world; seafaring nations.  2. Fit to travel on the 

sea; seagoing:  seafaring vessels. 

sea feather (sK fHthùNr) n.  Any of several anthozoans of the family Pennatul-

idae, having a featherlike shape formed by an elongate shaft with paired lateral 

pinnules. 

sea fire (sK fXr) n.  Bioluminescence produced by marine life. 

sea floor also sea·floor (sKùflôrÙ, -florÙ) n.  The bottom of a sea or an ocean. 

sea-floor spread·ing (sKùflôrÙ sprHdùVng, -florÙ) n.  In the theory of plate 

tectonics, the process by which the sea floor is being continuously formed and 

spread by upwellings from the earth’s mantle along the mid-ocean ridges when 

crustal plates move apart. 

sea·food (sKùfudÙ) n.  Edible fish or shellfish from the sea. 

Sea·ford (sKùfNrd)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York on 

the southern shore of Long Island south of Bethpage. It is mainly residential. Pop-

ulation, 15,597. 

sea·fowl (sKùfoulÙ) n.  1. A sea bird.  2. Sea birds considered as a group. 

sea front (sK frƒnt) n.  A strip of land at the very edge of the sea, especially land 

desirable for a resort. 

sea·girt (sKùgûrtÙ) adj.  Surrounded by the sea. 

sea·go·ing (sKùgoÙVng) adj.  Nautical. Made or used for ocean voyages; seafar-

ing. 

sea gooseberry (sK gusùbHrÙK) n.  A ctenophore of the genus Pleurobrachia, 

having two tentacles and a round, iridescent body. 

sea grant college (sK gr4nt kmlùVj) n.  A state college or university that 

receives government grants for oceanographic research. 

sea grape (sK gr7p) n.  A small tropical American tree (Coccolobis uvifera) 

growing on sandy beaches and having large, glossy, leathery, rounded leaves and 

hard, purplish fruit arranged in grapelike clusters. 

sea green (sK grKn) n.  Color. A medium green or bluish green. 

sea gull also sea·gull (sKùgƒlÙ) n.  A gull, especially one found near coastal 

areas. 

sea hog (sK hôg) n.  See porpoise (n., sense 1). 

sea holly (sK hmlùK) n.  A European seashore plant (Eryngium maritimum) hav-

ing prickly, fleshy, bluish leaves and heads of blue or purplish flowers. 



sea horse (sK hôrs) n.  1. A small marine fish of the genus Hippocampus, char-

acteristically swimming in an upright position and having a prehensile tail, a 

horselike head, and a body covered with bony plates.  2.  See walrus.  
3. Mythology. An animal, half fish and half horse, ridden by Neptune and other 

sea gods.  4. A large white-capped wave. 

Sea Island cotton (sK XùlNnd kmtùn) n.  A tropical American species of cotton 

(Gossypium barbadense) widely cultivated for its fine, long-staple fibers.  [After 

the Sea Islands.]

Sea Islands (sK XùlNndz)  A chain of islands in the Atlantic Ocean off South 

Carolina, Georgia, and northern Florida. The Spanish discovered and first inhab-

ited the islands in the 16th century but were displaced by English colonists after 

the 17th century. 

sea·jack (sKùj4kÙ) v.  tr. sea·jacked, sea·jack·ing, sea·jacks. To hijack a ship.  

[SEA + (HI)JACK.] —seaùjackÙer n.  —seaùjackÙing n. 

sea kale (sK k7l) n.  A European seashore plant (Crambe maritima) of the mus-

tard family, having edible, cabbagelike leaves.  Also called scurvy grass 

sea king (sK kVng) n.  A Viking pirate chief of the early Middle Ages. 

seal1 (sKl) n.  1. a. A die or signet having a raised or incised emblem used to 

stamp an impression on a receptive substance such as wax or lead.  b. The 

impression so made.  c. The design or emblem itself, belonging exclusively to the 

user:  a monarch’s seal.  d. A small disk or wafer of wax, lead, or paper bearing 

such an imprint and affixed to a document to prove authenticity or to secure it.   

2. Something, such as a commercial hallmark, that authenticates, confirms, or 

attests.  3. A substance, especially an adhesive agent such as wax or putty, used to 

close or secure something or to prevent seepage of moisture or air.  4. A device 

that joins two systems or elements in such a way as to prevent leakage.  5. a. An 

airtight closure.  b. A closure, as on a package, used to prove that the contents 

have not been tampered with.   6. A small decorative paper sticker.   —  v.  tr. 

sealed, seal·ing, seals. 1. To affix a seal to in order to prove authenticity or 

attest to accuracy, legal weight, quality, or another standard.  2. a. To close with 

or as if with a seal.  b. To close hermetically.  c. To make fast or fill up, as with 

plaster or cement.  d. To apply a waterproof coating to:  seal a blacktop driveway.   

3. To grant, certify, or designate under seal or authority.  4. To establish or deter-

mine irrevocably:  Our fate was sealed.  5. Mormon Church. To make (a marriage, 

for example) binding for life; solemnize forever.   —phrasal verb. seal off. To 

close tightly or surround with a barricade or cordon:  An unused wing of the hospi-

tal was sealed off.  [Middle English, from Old French seel, from Vulgar Latin 

*sigellum, from Latin sigillum, diminutive of signum, sign, seal. See sekw-1 in 

Appendix.] —sealùa·ble adj. 

seal2 (sKl) n.  1. Any of various aquatic, carnivorous mammals of the families 

Phocidae and Otariidae, found chiefly in the Northern Hemisphere and having a 



sleek, torpedo-shaped body and limbs that are modified into paddlelike flippers.  

2. The pelt or fur of one of these animals, especially a fur seal.  3. Leather made 

from the hide of one of these animals.   —  v.  intr. sealed, seal·ing, seals. To 

hunt seals.  [Middle English sele, from Old English seolh, sKol-.]

sea lamprey (sK l4mùprK) n.  A large marine lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) 

common in the Great Lakes and parasitic to freshwater fish. 

sea-lane (sKùl7nÙ) n.  Nautical. A permanent or commonly used sea route. 

seal·ant (sKùlNnt) n.  1. A substance, such as sealing wax, used to seal a surface to 

prevent passage of a liquid or gas.  2. A plastic resin used in dentistry to coat the 

chewing surfaces of the back teeth to prevent the growth of cavity-causing bacte-

ria. 

sea lavender (sK l4vùNn-dNr) n.  Any of several salt-marsh plants of the genus 

Limonium, having clusters of small lavender or pinkish flowers.  Also called statice 

Seal Beach (sKl bKch)  A city of southern California on the Pacific Ocean 

south-southeast of Los Angeles. It is a resort community with various light indus-

tries. Population, 25,098. 

sea legs (sK lHgz) pl.n.  Nautical. The ability to walk on board ship with steadi-

ness, especially in rough seas. 

seal·er1 (sKùlNr) n.  1. One that seals, as an undercoat of paint or varnish used to 

size a surface.  2. An officer who inspects, tests, and certifies weights and mea-

sures. 

seal·er2 (sKùlNr) n.  One that is engaged in the hunting of seals. 

sea lettuce (sK lHtùNs) n.  Any of several green algae of the genus Ulva, having a 

membranous leaflike, irregularly shaped thallus sometimes used in salads. 

sea level (sK lHvùNl) n.  Abbr. SL The level of the ocean’s surface, especially the 

level halfway between mean high and low tide, used as a standard in reckoning 

land elevation or sea depths. 

sea·lift (sKùlVftÙ) v.  tr. sea·lift·ed, sea·lift·ing, sea·lifts. To transport (troops 

or supplies) by sea, as when ground or air routes are blocked.   —  n.  A system or 

an instance of such transport. 

sea lily (sK lVlùK) n.  Any of various marine crinoids having a flowerlike body 

supported by a long stalk and usually anchored to the ocean floor in deep water. 

seal·ing wax (sKùlVng w4ks) n.  A resinous preparation of shellac and turpen-

tine that is soft and fluid when heated but solidifies upon cooling, used to seal let-

ters, batteries, or jars. 

sea lion (sK lXùNn) n.  Any of several large-eared seals with relatively long neck 

and limbs, especially Zalophus californianus, of the northern Pacific. 

seal ring (sKl rVng) n.  See signet ring. 
seal·skin (sKlùskVnÙ) n.  1. The pelt or fur, especially the underfur, of a seal.  2. A 

garment made of sealskin. 



Sea·ly·ham terrier (sKùlK-h4mÙ tHrùK-Nr, -lK-Nm) n.  A terrier of a breed devel-

oped in Wales, having a wiry white coat with brownish markings on the head and 

ears, a long head, powerful jaws, and short legs.  [After Sealyham, a town of 

southwest Wales.]

seam (sKm) n.  1. a. A line of junction formed by sewing together two pieces of 

material along their margins.  b. A similar line, ridge, or groove made by fitting, 

joining, or lapping together two sections along their edges.  c. A suture.  d. A scar.   

2. A line across a surface, as a crack, fissure, or wrinkle.  3. A thin layer or stra-

tum, as of coal or rock.   —  v.  seamed, seam·ing, seams.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put 

together with or as if with a seam.  2. To mark with a groove, wrinkle, scar, or 

other seamlike line.  3. To form ridges in by purling.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

fissured or furrowed; crack open.  2. To purl.  [Middle English seme, from Old 

English sKam. See sy7777- in Appendix.] —seamùer n. 

sea-maid·en (sKùm7dÙn) also sea-maid (-m7dÙ) n.  Mythology. A mermaid or 

sea nymph. 

sea·man (sKùmNn) n.  Nautical. 1. A mariner or sailor.  2.  Abbr. SMN a. A non-

commissioned rank in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above seaman 

apprentice and below petty officer.  b. One who holds the rank of seaman, sea-

man apprentice, or seaman recruit.  

Sea·man (sKùmNn), Elizabeth Cochrane. Pen name Nellie Bly. 1867-1922.  

American journalist known for her muckraking articles in the New York World, 

particularly an exposé on conditions in mental institutions. She also wrote an 

account of her 72-day journey around the world. 

seaman apprentice (sKùmNn N-prHnùtVs) n.  1. A noncommissioned rank in 

the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard that is above seaman recruit and below seaman.  

2. One who holds this rank. 

seaman recruit (sKùmNn rV-krutù) n.  1. The lowest noncommissioned rank 

in the U.S. Navy or Coast Guard.  2. One who holds this rank. 

sea·man·ship (sKùmNn-shVpÙ) n.  Nautical. Skill in navigating or managing a 

boat or ship. 

sea·mark (sKùmärkÙ) n.  Nautical. A landmark visible from the sea, used as a 

guide in navigation. 

sea mew (sK myu) n.  Any of various sea gulls, especially Larus canus, of 

Europe. 

sea mile (sK mXl) n.  See nautical mile. 
sea milkwort (sK mVlkùwûrtÙ) n.  A succulent North American plant (Glaux 

maritima) of shores and brackish marshes, having pink or white flowers. 

seam·less (sKmùlVs) adj.  1. Having no seams:  seamless stockings.  2. Perfectly 

consistent:  a seamless plot in the novel.   —seamùless·ly adv.  —seamù-
less·ness n. 



sea·mount (sKùmountÙ) n.  An underwater mountain rising from the ocean 

floor and having a peaked or flat-topped summit below the surface of the sea. 

sea mouse (sK mous) n.  Any of various large marine polychete worms of the 

genus Aphrodite, especially A. aculeata, having a flattened elliptic body with over-

lapping scales covered by long hairs. 

seam·ster (sKmùstNr) n.  A tailor.  [Middle English semester, from Old English 

sKamestre, from sKam, seam. See SEAM.]

seam·stress (sKmùstrVs) n.  A woman who sews, especially one who makes her 

living by sewing. 

seam·y (sKùmK) adj.  seam·i·er, seam·i·est. 1. Sordid; base: “seamy tales of 

aberrant sexual practices, messy divorces, drug addiction, mental instability, and sui-

cide attempts” (Barbara Goldsmith).  2. Having, marked with, or showing a seam.   
—seamùi·ness n. 

sé·ance (s7ùänsÙ, -äNsÙ) n.  1. A meeting of people to receive spiritualistic mes-

sages.  2. A meeting, session, or sitting, as of a learned or legislative body.  

[French, a sitting, from Old French seoir, to sit, from Latin sedKre. See sed- in 

Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A gathering in which phenomena such as levitation, telep-

athy, and communication with the dead take place should seemingly have little in

common with a session of an administrative body of a learned society, but the

word séance can refer to both. Séance does not have the mysterious and exciting

background one might expect for such a word but rather comes from French

séance, “seat, session,” from Old French seoir, “to sit.” In French as in English the

word came to be used specifically for a meeting of people to receive spiritualistic

messages (a sense first recorded in English in 1845), but earlier in French and

English the word had been used for meetings more generally. Certainly the second

recorded use of the word in English in 1803 hardly seems to refer to an exciting

spiritualistic meeting: “your séances... which I have a shrewd suspicion must be

something dull.”

sea nettle (sK nHtùl) n.  A stinging jellyfish, especially a scyphozoan (Dactylom-

etra quinquecirrha) of the tropical Atlantic. 

sea oats (sK ots) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A tall coastal grass (Uniola 

paniculata) of the southeast United States, Mexico, and the West Indies. 

sea onion (sK ƒnùyNn) n.  1. A Mediterranean plant (Urginea maritima) of the 

lily family, cultivated for its bulb that yields a powder used medicinally and as a 

rat poison.  Also called red squill, squill.  2. A small bulbous European plant 

(Scilla verna) having fragrant blue flowers. 

sea otter (sK mtùNr) n.  A large marine otter (Enhydra lutris) of northern Pacific 

coastal waters, formerly hunted for its soft, dark brown fur. 



sea palm (sK päm) n.  A brown seaweed (Postelsia palmaeformis) found in the 

middle littoral zone along the Pacific coast of the United States, having a shape 

resembling a palm tree with numerous edible, toothed blades that crown the tip 

of a long stipe. 

sea peach (sK pKch) n.  A tunicate (Halocynthia pyriformis) having a yellow or 

orange-red color and a sandpapery surface, found in shallow water along the 

northern Atlantic coast of North America. 

sea pen (sK pHn) n.  Any of various marine anthozoans of the families Stylatul-

idae and Funiculinidae, resembling and related to the sea feathers.  [From its 

resemblance to a quill pen.]

sea pigeon (sK pVjùNn) n.  A guillemot (Cepphus grylle) of the North Atlantic. 

sea·plane (sKùpl7nÙ) n.  An aircraft equipped with floats for landing on or tak-

ing off from a body of water.  Also called hydroplane 

sea·port (sKùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  Abbr. spt A harbor or town having facilities for 

seagoing ships. 

sea power (sK pouùNr) n.  1. A nation having significant naval strength.  

2. Naval strength. 

sea purse (sK pûrs) n.  The purse-shaped egg case of skates, rays, or certain 

sharks. 

sea·quake (sKùkw7kÙ) n.  An earthquake originating under the sea floor. 

sear1 (sîr) v.  seared, sear·ing, sears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To char, scorch, or burn the 

surface of with or as if with a hot instrument.  See Synonyms at burn1.  2. To 

cause to dry up and wither.   —  v.  intr. To become withered or dried up.   —  n.  

A condition, such as a scar, produced by searing.  [Middle English seren, from Old 

English sKarian, to wither, from sKar, withered.]

sear2 (sîr) n.  The catch in a gunlock that keeps the hammer halfcocked or fully 

cocked.  [Probably French serre, something that grasps, from Old French, lock, 

from serrer, to grasp, from Vulgar Latin *serr7re, from Late Latin ser7re, to bolt, 

from Latin sera, bar, bolt. See ser-2 in Appendix.]

sear3 (sîr) adj.  Variant of sere1. 
sea raven (sK r7ùvNn) n.  A large sculpin (Hemitripterus americanus) of the 

North Atlantic. 

search (sûrch) v.  searched, search·ing, search·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a 

thorough examination of; look over carefully in order to find something; explore.  

See Synonyms at seek.  2. To make a careful examination or investigation of; 

probe:  search one’s conscience for the right solution to the problem.  3. Law. To 

make a thorough check of (a legal document); scrutinize:  search a title.  4. a. To 

examine in order to find something lost or concealed.  b. To examine the person 

or personal effects of in order to find something lost or concealed.   5. To come to 

know; learn.   —  v.  intr. To conduct a thorough investigation; seek:  were search-

ing for clues.   —  n.  1. An act of searching.  2. Law. The exercise of right of 



search.   —idiom. search me. Slang. Used by a speaker to indicate that he or she 

does not have an answer to a question just asked.  [Middle English serchen, from 

Anglo-Norman sercher, variant of Old French cerchier, from Latin circ7re, to go 

around, from Latin circus, circle, from Greek krikos, kirkos. See sker-2 in Appen-

dix.] —searchùa·ble adj.  —searchùer n. 

search·ing (sûrÙchVng) adj.  1. Examining closely or thoroughly; probing:  a 

searching investigation of their past dealings.  2. Keenly observant:  searching 

insights.   —searchùing·ly adv. 

search·less (sûrchùlVs) adj.  Mysterious and inscrutable:  gave me a searchless 

look and then passed by. 

search·light (sûrchùlXtÙ) n.  1. a. An apparatus containing a light source and a 

reflector for projecting a high-intensity beam of approximately parallel rays of 

light.  b. The beam of light so projected.   2. A flashlight. 

search warrant (sûrch wôrùNnt) n.  Law. A warrant giving legal authorization 

for a search. 

sea robin (sK rmbùVn) n.  Any of various marine fishes of the family Triglidae, 

having a bony head and extremely long pectoral fins with fingerlike rays that are 

used as feelers over the sea bottom, especially a gurnard of the genus Prionotus 

noted for its ability to produce sounds with its air bladder. 

sea rocket (sK rmkùVt) n.  Any of various succulent annual seashore herbs of the 

genus Cakile, of the mustard family, having pungent foliage and white to lavender 

flowers. 

sea room (sK rum) n.  Nautical. Space at sea adequate for maneuvering a ship. 

sea rover (sK roùvNr) n.  Nautical. 1. One that travels extensively by sea.  2. A 

pirate.  3. A pirate ship. 

Sears (sîrz), Richard Warren. 1863-1914.  American merchant who founded 

(1886) the mail-order business that became Sears, Roebuck and Company. 

sea·scape (sKùsk7pÙ) n.  A view or picture of the sea. 

sea scorpion (sK skôrùpK-Nn) n.  See sculpin (n., sense 2). 

Sea Scout (sK skout) n.  See Sea Explorer. 
sea serpent (sK sûrùpNnt) n.  A large snakelike marine animal often reported by 

mariners since antiquity but never positively identified. 

sea·shell (sKùshHlÙ) n.  The calcareous shell of a marine mollusk or similar 

marine organism. 

sea·shore (sKùshôrÙ, -shorÙ) n.  1. Land by the sea.  2. Law. Ground lying 

between high-water and low-water marks; the foreshore.   —  n.  attributive. 

Often used to modify another noun:  seashore resorts; seashore plants. 

sea·sick·ness (sKùsVkÙnVs) n.  Motion sickness resulting from the pitching and 

rolling of a ship or boat in water, especially at sea.   —seaùsickÙ adj. 

sea·side (sKùsXdÙ) n.  The seashore.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify 

another noun:  seaside dwellings; seaside amusement parks. 



Sea·side (sKùsXdÙ)  A city of western California on Monterey Bay west-southwest 

of Salinas. It is a resort and commercial center for the nearby U.S. military instal-

lation Fort Ord. Population, 38,901. 

seaside sparrow (sKùsXdÙ sp4rùo) n.  A small sparrow (Ammospiza maritima) 

of the Atlantic coast of North America. 

sea slug (sK slƒg) n.  Any of various highly colorful marine gastropods of the 

suborder Nudibranchia, lacking a shell and gills but having fringelike projections 

that serve as respiratory organs.  Also called nudibranch 

sea snail (sK sn7l) n.  Any of various marine gastropods, such as a periwinkle, 

having a spiral shell. 

sea snake (sK sn7k) n.  Any of various venomous tropical snakes of the family 

Hydrophidae that are adapted to living in the sea, especially in the Pacific and 

Indian oceans, and that bear live offspring. 

sea·son (sKùzNn) n.  1. a. One of the four natural divisions of the year, spring, 

summer, fall, and winter, in the North and South Temperate zones. Each season, 

beginning astronomically at an equinox or a solstice, is characterized by specific 

meteorological or climatic conditions.  b. The two divisions of the year, rainy and 

dry, in some tropical regions.   2. A recurrent period characterized by certain 

occurrences, occupations, festivities, or crops:  the holiday season; tomato season.  

3. A suitable, natural, or convenient time:  a season for merriment.  4. A period of 

time:  gone for a season.   —  v.  sea·soned, sea·son·ing, sea·sons.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To improve or enhance the flavor of (food) by adding salt, spices, herbs, or 

other flavorings.  2. To add zest, piquancy, or interest to:  seasoned the lecture with 

jokes.  3. To treat or dry (lumber, for example) until ready for use; cure.  4. To 

render competent through trial and experience:  a lawyer who had been seasoned 

by years in the trial courts.  5. To accustom or inure; harden:  troops who had been 

seasoned in combat.  See Synonyms at harden.  6. To moderate; temper.   —  v.  

intr. To become usable, competent, or tempered.   —idioms. in season. 
1. Available or ready for eating or other use.  2. Legally permitted to be caught or 

hunted during a specified period.  3. At the right moment; opportunely.  4. In 

heat. Used of animals.  out of season. 5. Not available, permitted, or ready to 

be eaten, caught, or hunted.  6. Not at the right or proper moment; inoppor-

tunely.  [Middle English, from Old French seison, from Latin satio, sation-, act of 

sowing, from satus, past participle of serere, to plant. See sK- in Appendix.]

sea·son·a·ble (sKùzN-nN-bNl) adj.  1. In keeping with the time or the season.  

2. Occurring or performed at the proper time; timely.  See Synonyms at oppor-
tune. See Usage Note at seasonal.  —seaùson·a·bly adv. 

sea·son·al (sKùzN-nNl) adj.  Of or dependent on a particular season.   —seaÙ-
son·alùi·ty (-zN-n4lùV-tK) n.  —seaùson·al·ly adv.  

USAGE NOTE: Seasonal and seasonable, though closely related, are differenti-



ated in usage. Seasonal applies to what depends on or is controlled by the season

of the year: a seasonal rise in employment. Seasonable applies to what is appropriate

to the season (seasonable clothing) or timely (seasonable intervention in the dis-

pute). Rains are seasonal if they occur at a certain time of the year. They are sea-

sonable at any time if they save the crops.

seasonal affective disorder (sKùzN-nNl N-fHkùtVv dVs-ôrùdNr) n.  Abbr. SAD 

A mild form of depression occurring at certain seasons of the year, especially one 

recurring in winter that is characterized by loss of energy and sexual drive, rest-

lessness, and often a craving for carbohydrates. 

sea·son·er (sKùzN-nNr) n.  1. One that uses seasonings:  The cook is a heavy sea-

soner.  2.  See seasoning (n., sense 1). 

sea·son·ing (sKùzN-nVng) n.  1. Something, such as a spice or herb, used to fla-

vor food.  Also called seasoner 2. The act or process by which something is sea-

soned. 

season ticket (sKùzNn tVkùVt) n.  A ticket valid for a specified period of time, as 

for a series of performances or for transportation between designated points. 

sea spider (sK spXùdNr) n.  Any of various marine arthropods of the class Pyc-

nogonida, having long legs and a relatively small body.  Also called pycnogonid 

sea squirt (sK skwûrt) n.  Any of various sedentary marine animals of the class 

Ascidiacea, having a transparent sac-shaped body with two siphons.  Also called 

ascidian [From its habit of squirting water when disturbed.]

sea star (sK stär) n.  See starfish. 
sea·strand (sKùstr4ndÙ) n.  A seashore. 

sea swallow (sK swmlùo) n.  Any of various terns, especially a common tern 

(Sterna hirundo) that breeds within the Arctic Circle. 

seat (sKt) n.  1. Something, such as a chair or bench, that may be sat on.  2. a. A 

place in which one may sit.  b. The right to occupy such a place or a ticket indi-

cating this right:  got seats for the concert.   3. The part on which one rests in sit-

ting:  a bicycle seat.  4. a. The buttocks.  b. The part of a garment that covers the 

buttocks.   5. a. A part serving as the base of something else.  b. The surface or 

part on which another part sits or rests.   6. a. The place where something is 

located or based:  The heart is the seat of the emotions.  b. A center of authority; a 

capital:  the county seat.  See Synonyms at center.   7. A place of abode or resi-

dence, especially a large house that is part of an estate:  the squire’s country seat.  

8. Membership in an organization, such as a legislative body or stock exchange, 

that is obtained by appointment, election, or purchase.  9. The manner of sitting 

on a horse:  a fox hunter with a good seat.   —  v.  seat·ed, seat·ing, seats.  —  
v.  tr. 1. a. To place in or on a seat.  b. To cause or assist to sit down:  The ushers 

will seat the members of the bride’s family.   2. To provide with a particular seat:  

The usher seated me in the back row.  3. To have or provide seats for:  We can seat 



300 in the auditorium.  4. To install in a position of authority or eminence.  5. To 

fix firmly in place:  seat an ammunition clip in an automatic rifle.   —  v.  intr. To 

rest on or fit into another part:  The O-rings had not seated correctly in their 

grooves.   —idiom. by the seat of (one’s) pants. Slang. 1. In a manner based 

on intuition and experience rather than method:  He ran the business by the seat of 

his pants.  2. Without the use of instruments:  an inexperienced pilot who had to 

fly the aircraft by the seat of her pants.  [Middle English sete, probably from Old 

Norse sæti. See sed- in Appendix.]

sea tangle (sK t4ngùgNl) n.  Any of various brown algae, especially of the genus 

Laminaria. 

seat·back also seat back (sKtùb4kÙ) n.  The back of a chair or other type of 

seating. 

seat belt (sKt bHlt) n.  A safety strap or harness designed to hold a person 

securely in a seat, as in a motor vehicle or an aircraft.  Also called safety belt 

seat·ing (sKùtVng) n.  1. a. The act of providing or furnishing with a seat or 

seats.  b. The seats so provided or furnished:  seating for 500.   2. The arrange-

ment of seats in a room, an auditorium, or a banquet hall:  a theater that offers 

semicircular seating.  3. The member or part on or within which another part is 

seated.  4. Material for upholstering seats. 

seat·mate (sKtùm7tÙ) n.  A person sitting next to another on a conveyance such 

as an airplane: “His seatmate was a gray-haired woman with glasses” (Anne Tyler). 

SEATO abbr.  Southeast Asia Treaty Organization. 

seat-of-the-pants (sKtùNv-thN-p4ntsù) adj.  Slang. 1. Based on or using intu-

ition and experience rather than a plan or method; improvised: “Each has already 

moved beyond seat-of-the-pants management to more professional operating proce-

dures” (Business Week).  2. Performed without using instruments:  a seat-of-the-

pants landing of the aircraft. 

sea·train (sKùtr7nÙ) n.  Nautical. A seagoing vessel capable of carrying a train of 

railroad cars. 

sea trout (sK trout) n.  1. Any of several marine fishes of the genus Cynoscion, 

especially the weakfish.  2. Any of several trouts or similar fishes that live in the 

sea but migrate to fresh water to spawn. 

Se·at·tle1 (sK-4tùl), Originally Seatlh. 1786?-1866.  Suquamish leader who 

befriended white settlers of the Pacific Northwest. The city of Seattle is named for 

him. 

Se·at·tle2 (sK-4tùl)  A city of west-central Washington bounded by Puget Sound 

and Lake Washington. First settled in the 1850’s, it prospered after the coming of 

the railroad in 1884 and became a boom town during the Alaskan gold rush of 

1897. It is now an important commercial, transportation, and industrial hub and 

a major port of entry. Population, 516,259. 



sea turtle (sK tûrùtl) n.  Any of various large marine turtles of the families Che-

loniidae and Dermochelyidae, including the green turtle, loggerhead turtle, rid-

ley, and leatherback, having the forelimbs modified into very large flippers and 

usually living in tropical and subtropical oceans. 

seat·work (sKtùwûrkÙ) n.  Lessons assigned to be done by students at their desks 

in the classroom. 

sea urchin (sK ûrùchVn) n.  Any of various echinoderms of the class Echinoidea, 

having a soft body enclosed in a round, symmetrical, calcareous shell covered 

with long spines. 

sea wall also sea·wall (sKùwôlÙ) n.  An embankment to prevent erosion of a 

shoreline. 

sea walnut (sK wôlùnƒtÙ) n.  A walnut-shaped ctenophore, especially one of the 

genus Mnemiopsis. 

sea·ward (sKùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward or at the sea.   —  n.  A seaward place or 

direction.   —seaùwards (-wNrdz) adv. 

sea·ware (sKùwârÙ) n.  Sea wrack used as fertilizer.  [Possibly Old English 

s<w7r : s<, sea + w7r, seaweed; see wei- in Appendix.]

sea wasp (sK wmsp) n.  Any of various jellyfishes of the class Cubozoa, having a 

cube-shaped medusa and a venomous, sometimes fatal sting. 

sea·wa·ter (sKùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  The salt water in or coming from the sea or 

ocean. 

sea·way (sKùw7Ù) n.  Nautical. 1. A sea route.  2. An inland waterway for ocean 

shipping.  3. The headway of a ship.  4. A rough sea. 

sea·weed (sKùwKdÙ) n.  1. Any of numerous marine algae, such as a kelp, rock-

weed, or gulfweed.  2. Any of various marine plants. 

sea whip (sK hwVp) n.  Any of various gorgonian corals forming flexible colo-

nies with few or no branches and commonly found on coral reefs of the Atlantic. 

sea·wor·thy (sKùwûrÙthK) adj.  sea·wor·thi·er, sea·wor·thi·est. Nautical. Fit 

to traverse the seas:  a seaworthy freighter; a seaworthy crew.   —seaù-
worÙthi·ness n. 

sea wrack (sK r4k) n.  Material cast ashore, especially seaweed. 

se·ba·ceous (sV-b7ùshNs) adj.  Physiology. 1. Of, relating to, or resembling fat or 

sebum; fatty.  2. Secreting fat or sebum.  [Latin sKbum, tallow + -ACEOUS.]

sebaceous gland (sV-b7ùshNs gl4nd) n.  Any of various glands in the dermis 

of the skin that open into a hair follicle and produce and secrete sebum. 

se·bac·ic acid (sV-b4sùVk 4sùVd, -b7ùsVk) n.  A white crystalline acid, 

COOH(CH2)8COOH, used in the manufacture of certain synthetic resins and 

fibers, various plasticizers, and polyester rubbers.  [From SEBACEOUS (so called 

because it was originally obtained from melted suet).]

Se·bas·to·pol (sN-b4sùtN-polÙ)  See Sevastopol. 
SEbE abbr.  Southeast by east. 



sebi-  or sebo- pref.  Fat; sebum:  sebiferous.  [From Latin sKbum, tallow.]

se·bif·er·ous (sV-bVfùNr-Ns) also se·bip·a·rous (-bVpù-) adj.  Producing or 

secreting fatty, oily, or waxy matter; sebaceous. 

sebo- pref.  Variant of sebi-. 
seb·or·rhe·a also seb·or·rhoe·a (sHbÙN-rKùN) n.  A disease of the sebaceous 

glands characterized by excessive secretion of sebum or an alteration in its quality, 

resulting in an oily coating, crusts, or scales on the skin.   —sebÙor·rheùic adj. 

SEbS abbr.  Southeast by south. 

se·bum (sKùbNm) n.  The semifluid secretion of the sebaceous glands, consisting 

chiefly of fat, keratin, and cellular material.  [Latin sKbum, tallow.]

sec1 (sHk) adj.  Dry. Used of wines, especially champagne.  [French, from Old 

French, from Latin siccus.]

sec2 abbr.  1. Mathematics. Secant.  2. Second.  3. Secondary. 

SEC abbr.  Securities and Exchange Commission. 

sec. abbr.  1. Second.  2. Secondary.  3. Secretary.  4. Section.  5. Sector.  

6. Latin. Secundum (according to).  7. Security. 

se·cant (sKùk4ntÙ, -kNnt) n.  Abbr. sec Mathematics. 1. a. A straight line inter-

secting a curve at two or more points.  b. The straight line drawn from the center 

through one end of a circular arc and intersecting the tangent to the other end of 

the arc.  c. The ratio of the length of this line to the length of the radius of the cir-

cle.   2. The reciprocal of the cosine of an angle in a right triangle.  [From Latin 

sec7ns, secant- present participle of sec7re, to cut. See sek- in Appendix.]

sec·co (sHkùo) n.  pl. sec·cos. The art or an example of painting on dry plaster.   
—  adj.  Music. Of or being a kind of recitative in which the words are sung rap-

idly to minimal melody, usually with continuo.  [Italian, from Latin siccus, dry.]

se·cede (sV-sKdù) v.  intr. se·ced·ed, se·ced·ing, se·cedes. To withdraw for-

mally from membership in an organization, association, or alliance.  [Latin sKcK-

dere, to withdraw  : sK-, apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + cKdere, to go; see ked- in 

Appendix.]

se·cern (sV-sûrnù) v.  tr. se·cerned, se·cern·ing, se·cerns. To discern as sepa-

rate; discriminate.  [Latin sKcernere, to sever  : sK-, apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + 

cernere, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.] —se·cernùment n. 

se·ces·sion (sV-sHshùNn) n.  1. The act of seceding.  2.  Often Secession. The 

withdrawal of 11 Southern states from the Union in 1860-1861, precipitating the 

U.S. Civil War.  [Latin sKcessio, sKcession-, from sKcessus, past participle of sKcKdere, 

to secede. See SECEDE.] —se·cesùsion·al adj. 

se·ces·sion·ism (sV-sHshùN-nVzÙNm) n.  The policy of those maintaining the 

right of secession.   —se·cesùsion·ist n. 

Sech·ua·na (sHch-wäùnN) n.  Variant of Setswana. 
Seck·el pear (sHkùNl pâr, sVkù-) n.  A variety of pear having small, sweet, red-

dish-brown fruit.  [Perhaps from Seckle, the name of a Pennsylvania farmer.]



se·clude (sV-kludù) v.  tr. se·clud·ed, se·clud·ing, se·cludes. 1. To set or 

keep apart, as from social contact with others.  See Synonyms at isolate.  2. To 

screen from view; make private.  [Middle English secluden, to shut off, from Latin 

sKcl7dere : sK-, apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + claudere, to shut.]

se·clud·ed (sV-kluùdVd) adj.  1. Removed or remote from others; solitary.  

2. Screened from view; sequestered.   —se·cludùed·ly adv.  —se·cludùed·ness 
n. 

se·clu·sion (sV-kluùzhNn) n.  1. a. The act of secluding.  b. The state of being 

secluded.  See Synonyms at solitude.   2. A secluded place or abode.  [Medieval 

Latin sKcl7sio, sKcl7sion-, from Latin sKcl7sus, past participle of sKcl7dere, to 

seclude. See SECLUDE.]

se·clu·sive (sV-kluùsVv, -zVv) adj.  Of, fond of, or seeking seclusion.   —se·cluù-
sive·ly adv.  —se·cluùsive·ness n. 

sec·o·bar·bi·tal (sHkÙo-bärùbV-tôlÙ, -t4lÙ) n.  A white, odorless barbiturate, 

C12H18N2O3, used in the form of its sodium salt as a sedative and hypnotic.  

[SECO(NDARY) + BARBITAL.]

sec·ond1 (sHkùNnd) n.  1.  Abbr. sec, sec., s A unit of time equal to one sixtieth 

of a minute.  See Table at measurement.  2. A brief interval of time; a moment.  

See Synonyms at moment.  3.  Abbr. s Mathematics. A unit of angular measure 

equal to one sixtieth of a minute.  [Middle English seconde, from Old French, 

from Medieval Latin (pars min7ta) secunda, second (small part), feminine of 

Latin secundus, second, following. See SECOND
2.]

sec·ond2 (sHkùNnd) adj.  Abbr. sec. 1. Coming next after the first in order, place, 

rank, time, or quality.  2. a. Repeating an initial instance:  a second chance.  

b. Reminiscent of one that is well known:  a second George Washington; a second 

Waterloo.  c. Alternate; other:  every second year.   3. Inferior to another; subordi-

nate:  received the title of second vice president at the bank; a leader who is second to 

none.  4. Music. a. Having a lower pitch.  b. Singing or playing a part having a 

lower range.   5. Having the second-highest ratio. Used of gears in a sequence.   
—  n.  Abbr. sec. 1. a. The ordinal number matching the number 2 in a series.  

b. One of two equal parts.   2. One that is next in order, place, time, or quality 

after the first.  3.  Often seconds. An article of merchandise of inferior quality.  

4. The official attendant of a contestant in a duel or boxing match.  See Synonyms 

at assistant.  5. Music. a. The interval between consecutive tones on the dia-

tonic scale.  b. A tone separated by this interval from another tone.  c. A combi-

nation of two such tones in notation or in harmony.  d. The second part, 

instrument, or voice in a harmonized composition.   6. An utterance of endorse-

ment, as to a parliamentary motion.  7. The transmission gear or gear ratio used 

to produce forward speeds higher than those of first and lower than those of third 

in a motor vehicle.  8.  Or seconds. Informal. A second serving of food.  

9. Baseball. Second base.   —  v.  tr. sec·ond·ed, sec·ond·ing, sec·onds. 1. To 



attend (a duelist or a boxer) as an aide or assistant.  2. To promote or encourage; 

reinforce.  3. To endorse (a motion or nomination) as a required preliminary to 

discussion or vote.  4.  (sV-kmndù) Chiefly British. To transfer (a military officer, 

for example) temporarily.   —  adv.  Abbr. sec. 1. In the second order, place, or 

rank:  finished second.  2. But for one other; save one:  the second highest peak.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin secundus. See sekw-1 in Appen-

dix.]

Sec·ond Advent (sHkùNnd 4dùvHntÙ) n.  See Second Coming. 
sec·ond·ar·y (sHkùNn-dHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. sec, sec. 1. a. Of the second rank; not 

primary.  b. Inferior.  c. Minor; lesser.   2. Derived from what is primary or orig-

inal:  a secondary source; a secondary infection.  3. Of, relating to, or being the 

shorter flight feathers projecting along the inner edge of a bird’s wing.  

4. Electricity. Having an induced current that is generated by an inductively cou-

pled primary. Used of a circuit or coil.  5. Chemistry. Characterized or formed by 

replacement of two atoms or radicals within a molecule. Used of a compound.  

6. Geology. Produced from another mineral by decay or alteration.  7. Of or relat-

ing to a secondary school:  secondary education.  8. Being a degree of health care 

intermediate between that offered in a physician’s office and that available at a 

research hospital, as the care typically offered at a clinic or community hospital.  

9. Botany. Of, relating to, or being growth or tissue caused by activity of the cam-

bium and resulting in wider branches and stems:  secondary xylem.   —  n.  pl. 

sec·ond·ar·ies. Abbr. sec, sec. 1. One that acts in an auxiliary, subordinate, or 

inferior capacity.  2. One of the shorter flight feathers projecting along the inner 

edge of a bird’s wing.  3. Electricity. A coil or circuit having an induced current.  

4. a. Astronomy. A celestial body that revolves around another; a satellite.  b. The 

dimmer star of a binary star system.   5. Football. The defensive backfield.   
—secÙond·arùi·ly (-dârùN-lK) adv.  —secùond·arÙi·ness n. 

secondary accent (sHkùNn-dHrÙK 4kùsHntÙ) n.  Linguistics. 1. The degree of 

stress weaker than a primary accent placed on a syllable in the pronunciation of a 

word.  2. The mark (") used to indicate this degree of stress. 

secondary battery (sHkùNn-dHrÙK b4tùN-rK) n.  Electricity. See storage bat-
tery. 

secondary cell (sHkùNn-dHrÙK sHl) n.  A rechargeable electric cell that converts 

chemical energy into electrical energy by a reversible chemical reaction.  Also 

called storage cell 

secondary color (sHkùNn-dHrÙK kƒlùNr) n.  Color. A color produced by mixing 

two primary colors in approximately equal proportions. 

secondary consumer (sHkùNn-dHrÙK kNn-suùmNr) n.  Ecology. An animal 

that feeds on smaller plant-eating animals in a food chain. 

secondary electron (sHkùNn-dHrÙK V-lHkùtrmnÙ) n.  An electron produced in 

secondary emission. 



secondary emission (sHkùNn-dHrÙK V-mVshùNn) n.  Emission of electrons 

from the surface of a substance as a result of bombardment by electrons or ions. 

secondary offering (sHkùNn-dHrÙK ôùfNr-Vng) n.  The sale of a large block of 

outstanding stock through dealers outside a stock exchange. 

secondary school (sHkùNn-dHrÙK skul) n.  A school that is intermediate in 

level between elementary school and college and that usually offers general, tech-

nical, vocational, or college-preparatory curricula. 

secondary sex characteristic (sHkùNn-dHrÙK sHks k4rÙNk-tN-rVsùtVk) n.  Any 

of various genetically transmitted anatomical, physiological, or behavioral char-

acteristics, such as voice quality, abundance of facial hair, or breast development, 

that first appear in humans at puberty and differentiate between the sexes with-

out having a direct reproductive function. 

secondary syphilis (sHkùNn-dHrÙK sVfùN-lVs) n.  The second and highly infec-

tious stage of syphilis, appearing from seven to ten weeks after the initial expo-

sure, characterized by a general skin rash accompanied by various symptoms of 

illness such as fatigue, headache, sore throat, muscle pain, and fever. 

secondary wall (sHkùNn-dHrÙK wôl) n.  The innermost wall of a plant cell that 

is deposited after cell elongation has ceased. 

secondary wave (sHkùNn-dHrÙK w7v) n.  An earthquake wave in which rock 

particles vibrate at right angles to the direction of wave travel. It can travel 

through solids but not through liquids. 

second banana (sHkùNnd bN-n4nùN) n.  Slang. 1. One, such as an assistant or a 

deputy, who is subordinate to another.  2. One who serves as the straight man 

opposite the leading comedian in a burlesque. 

second base (sHkùNnd b7s) n.  Baseball. 1. The base across the diamond from 

home plate, to be touched second by a runner.  2. The position played by a second 

baseman. 

second baseman (sHkùNnd b7sùmNn) n.  Baseball. The infielder who is posi-

tioned near and to the first-base side of second base. 

second best (sHkùNnd bHst) n.  One that is next to the best.   —  adv.  Next to 

the best.   —secÙond-bestù (sHkÙNnd-bHstù) adj. 

second blessing (sHkùNnd blHsùVng) n.  Sanctification of a Christian believer, 

considered as a gift of the Holy Spirit given after conversion and sometimes 

thought of as rendering the believer incapable of committing sin. 

second childhood (sHkùNnd chXldùhtdÙ) n.  Senility; dotage. 

second class (sHkùNnd kl4s) n.  1. Travel accommodations ranking next below 

the highest or first class.  2. Second-class mail. 

sec·ond-class (sHkùNnd-kl4sù) adj.  1. Of secondary status:  second-class issues.  

2. Of or relating to travel accommodations ranking next below the highest or 

first class.  3. Of or relating to a class of U.S. and Canadian mail consisting of 



newspapers and periodicals.   —  adv.  By means of second-class mail or second-

class travel accommodations. 

second-class citizen (sHkùNnd-kl4sù sVtùV-zNn) n.  A person considered infe-

rior in status or rights in comparison with some others: “He believes women... are 

second-class citizens under the Constitution” (Edward M. Kennedy). 

Second Coming (sHkùNnd kƒmùVng) n.  Theology. The return of Jesus as judge 

for the Last Judgment.  Also called Advent, Second Advent. 

second cousin (sHkùNnd kƒzùVn) n.  The child of one’s first cousin. 

sec·ond-de·gree burn (sHkùNnd-dV-grKù bûrn) n.  A burn that blisters the 

skin and is more severe than a first-degree burn. 

Second Empire (sHkùNnd HmùpXrÙ) n.  A heavily ornate style of furniture, 

architecture, and decoration that was developed in France in the middle of the 

19th century.  [After Second Empire, the reign of Napoleon III, the next empire 

after that of Napoleon I.]

second fiddle (sHkùNnd fVdùl) n.  Informal. 1. A secondary role.  2. One who 

plays a secondary role. 

sec·ond-gen·er·a·tion (sHkùNnd-jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) adj.  1. Of or relating to a 

person or persons whose parents are immigrants.  2. Of or relating to a person or 

persons whose parents are citizens by birth and whose grandparents are immi-

grants.  3. Computer Science. Of, relating to, or being the period of computer 

technology distinguished by the use of solid-state circuitry. 

second growth (sHkùNnd groth) n.  Trees that cover an area after the removal 

of the original stand, as by cutting or fire. 

sec·ond-guess (sHkÙNnd-gHsù) v.  sec·ond-·guessed, sec·ond-·guess·ing, 
sec·ond-·guess·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To criticize or correct after an outcome is 

known.  2. a. To outguess.  b. To predict or anticipate: “She can second-guess 

indictments” (Scott Turow).    —  v.  intr. To criticize a decision after its outcome 

is known.   —secÙond-guessùer n. 

sec·ond·hand (sHkùNnd-h4ndù) adj.  1. Previously used by another; not new.  

2. Dealing in previously used merchandise.  3. Obtained, derived, or borrowed 

from another; not original.   —  adv.  In an indirect manner; indirectly. 

second hand1 (sHkùNnd h4nd) n.  The hand of a timepiece that marks the sec-

onds. 

second hand2 (sHkùNnd h4nd) n.  An intermediary person or source:  heard the 

news at second hand. 

secondhand smoke (sHkùNnd-h4ndù smok) n.  Cigarette, cigar, or pipe 

smoke that is inhaled unintentionally by nonsmokers and may be injurious to 

their health if inhaled regularly or continuously over a long period. 

se·con·di (sV-kônùdK) n.  Music. Plural of secondo. 
second lieutenant (sHkùNnd lu-tHnùNnt) n.  1. The lowest commissioned 

rank in the U.S. Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps.  2. One who holds this rank. 



sec·ond·ly (sHkùNnd-lK) adv.  In the second place; second. 

second mortgage (sHkùNnd môrùgVj) n.  A mortgage taken out on property 

that already has one mortgage, with priority in settlement of claims given to the 

earlier mortgage. 

second nature (sHkùNnd n7ùchNr) n.  An acquired behavior or trait that is so 

long practiced as to seem innate.  [From the proverb Habit is second nature.]

se·con·do (sV-kônùdo) n.  pl. se·con·di (-dK). Music. The second part in a con-

cert piece, especially the lower part in a piano duet.  [Italian, from Latin secundus, 

second, following. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

second person (sHkùNnd pûrùsNn) n.  Grammar. The form of a pronoun or 

verb used in referring to the person addressed, as you and shall in You shall not 

enter. 

sec·ond-rate (sHkÙNnd-r7tù) adj.  Of inferior or mediocre quality or value.   
—secÙond-rateùness n.  —secÙond-ratùer n. 

second sight (sHkùNnd sXt) n.  Clairvoyance. 

sec·ond·sto·ry man (sHkÙNnd-stôrùK m4n, -storùK) n.  Informal. A burglar 

adept at entering through upstairs windows. 

sec·ond-strike (sHkÙNnd-strXkù) adj.  Of, relating to, or constituting a nuclear-

weapons force able to withstand nuclear attack and therefore capable of deliver-

ing a retaliatory attack. 

sec·ond-string (sHkÙNnd-strVngù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a substitute, as 

on a sports team.   —secÙond-stringùer n. 

second thought (sHkùNnd thôt) n.  A reconsideration of a decision or opinion 

previously made. 

second wind (sHkùNnd wVnd) n.  1. The return of relative ease of breathing 

after the initial exhaustion that occurs during continued physical exertion.  

2. Restored energy or strength. 

Second World (sHkùNnd wûrld) n.  The Communist nations of the world, 

especially as an economic and political bloc. 

Second World War (sHkùNnd wûrld wôr) n.  World War II. 

se·cre·cy (sKùkrV-sK) n.  pl. se·cre·cies. 1. The quality or condition of being 

secret or hidden; concealment.  2. The ability or habit of keeping secrets; close-

ness.  [Alteration of Middle English secretee, from secret, secret. See SECRET.]

se·cret (sKùkrVt) adj.  1. Kept hidden from knowledge or view; concealed.  

2. Dependably discreet.  3. Operating in a hidden or confidential manner:  a 

secret agent.  4. Not expressed; inward:  their secret thoughts.  5. Not frequented; 

secluded:  wandered about the secret byways of Paris.  6. Known or shared only by 

the initiated:  secret rites.  7. Beyond ordinary understanding; mysterious.  

8. Containing information, the unauthorized disclosure of which poses a grave 

threat to national security.   —  n.  1. Something kept hidden from others or 

known only to oneself or to a few.  2. Something that remains beyond under-



standing or explanation; a mystery.  3. A method or formula on which success is 

based:  The secret of this dish is in the sauce.  4. Secret. A variable prayer said after 

the Offertory and before the Preface in the Mass.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin sKcrKtus, from past participle of sKcernere, to set aside  : sK-, 

apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + cernere, to separate; see krei- in Appendix.] 
—seùcret·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: secret, stealthy, covert, clandestine, furtive, surreptitious, under-

hand. These adjectives mean deliberately hidden from view or knowledge. Secret

is the most general: a desk with a secret compartment; a secret marriage; secret ne-

gotiations. Stealthy suggests quiet, cautious deceptiveness intended to escape no-

tice: heard stealthy footsteps on the stairs. Covert describes something that is not

overt but is concealed or disguised: Students protested covert actions undertaken by

the CIA. Clandestine implies stealth and secrecy for the concealment of an often

illegal or improper purpose: a clandestine tryst; clandestine intelligence operations.

Furtive suggests the slyness, shiftiness, and evasiveness of a thief: a menacing and

furtive look to his eye. Something surreptitious is stealthy, furtive, and often un-

seemly or unethical: took a surreptitious glance at his watch; the surreptitious mo-

bilization of troops in preparation for a sneak attack. Underhand implies unfairness,

deceit, fraud, or slyness as well as secrecy: achieved success in business only by re-

sorting to underhand methods.

se·cre·ta (sV-krKùtN) pl.n.  Substances secreted by a cell, a tissue, or an organ; the 

products of secretion.  [Latin sKcrKta, neuter pl. past participle of sKcernere, to set 

aside. See SECRET.]

se·cre·ta·gogue (sV-krKùtN-gôgÙ, -gmgÙ) n.  A hormone or another agent that 

causes or stimulates secretion.  [SECRET(ION)1 + -AGOGUE.]

sec·re·tar·i·at (sHkÙrV-târùK-Vt) n.  1. a. The department administered by a gov-

ernmental secretary, especially for an international organization.  b. The office 

occupied by such a department.   2. The office or position of a governmental sec-

retary.  [French secrétariat, from Old French, from Medieval Latin sKcrKt7ri7tus, 

from sKcrKt7rius, secretary. See SECRETARY.]

sec·re·tar·y (sHkùrV-tHrÙK) n.  pl. sec·re·tar·ies. Abbr. sec., secy. 1. A person 

employed to handle correspondence, keep files, and do clerical work for another 

person or an organization.  2. An officer who keeps records, takes minutes of the 

meetings, and answers correspondence, as for a company.  3. An official who pre-

sides over an administrative department of state.  4. A desk with a small bookcase 

on top.  [Middle English secretarie, from Medieval Latin sKcrKt7rius, confidential 

officer, clerk, from Latin sKcrKtus, secret. See SECRET.] —secÙre·tarùi·al (-târùK-Nl) 

adj. 



secretary bird (sHkùrV-tHrÙK bûrd) n.  A large African bird of prey (Sagittarius 

serpentarius) with long legs and a crest of quills at the back of the head. 

sec·re·tar·y-gen·er·al (sHkÙrV-tHrÙK-jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. sec·re·tar·ies-gen·er·al 
(sHkÙrV-tHrÙKz-). A principal executive officer, as in certain political parties or gov-

ernmental bodies such as the United Nations. 

secret ballot (sKùkrVt b4lùNt) n.  1. A type of voting in which each person’s vote 

is kept secret, but the amassed votes of various groups are revealed publicly.  2.  
See Australian ballot. 

se·crete1 (sV-krKtù) v.  tr. se·cret·ed, se·cret·ing, se·cret·es. To generate and 

separate (a substance) from cells or bodily fluids:  secrete digestive juices.  [Back-

formation from SECRETION
1.]

se·crete2 (sV-krKtù) v.  tr. se·cret·ed, se·cret·ing, se·cret·es. 1. To conceal in a 

hiding place; cache.  See Synonyms at hide1.  2. To steal secretly; filch.  [Probably 

alteration of obsolete secret, from SECRET.]

se·cret·er (sV-krKùtNr) n.  Variant of secretor. 
se·cre·tin (sV-krKtùn) n.  A polypeptide hormone produced in the duodenum, 

especially on contact with acid, to stimulate secretion of pancreatic juice.  

[SECRET(ION)1 + -IN.]

se·cre·tion1 (sV-krKùshNn) n.  1. The process of secreting a substance, especially 

one that is not a waste, from the blood or cells:  secretion of hormones; secretion of 

milk by the mammary glands.  2. A substance, such as saliva, mucus, tears, bile, or 

a hormone, that is secreted.  [French sécrétion, from Old French, separation, from 

Latin sKcrKtio, sKcrKtion-, from sKcrKtus, past participle of sKcernere, to set aside. See 

SECERN.] —se·creùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

se·cre·tion2 (sV-krKùshNn) n.  1. The act of concealing something in a hiding 

place.  2. The act of stealing something secretly.  [From SECRETE
2.]

se·cre·tive (sKùkrV-tVv, sV-krKùtVv) adj.  Having or marked by an inclination to 

secrecy; not open, forthright, or frank.  See Synonyms at silent.  
—seùcre·tive·ly adv.  —seùcre·tive·ness n. 

se·cre·tor also se·cret·er (sV-krKùtNr) n.  1. A cell, a tissue, or an organ that pro-

duces a secretion.  2. A person whose saliva and other body fluids contain ABO 

antigens. 

se·cre·to·ry (sV-krKùtN-rK) adj.  Physiology. Relating to or performing secretion. 

secret partner (sKùkrVt pärtùnNr) n.  A partner whose participation in a busi-

ness partnership is hidden from the public. 

secret police (sKùkrVt pN-lKsù) n.  A police force operating largely in secret and 

often using terror tactics to suppress dissent and political opposition. 

secret service (sKùkrVt sûrùvVs) n.  1. a. Intelligence-gathering activities con-

ducted secretly by a government agency.  b. A government agency engaged in 

intelligence-gathering activities.   2. Secret Service. A branch of the U.S. Trea-

sury Department concerned especially with protection of the President. 



secret society (sKùkrVt sN-sXùV-tK) n.  An organization, such as a lodge, that 

requires its members to conceal certain activities, such as its rites of initiation, 

from outsiders. 

sect (sHkt) n.  1. A group of people forming a distinct unit within a larger group 

by virtue of certain refinements or distinctions of belief or practice.  2. A reli-

gious body, especially one that has separated from a larger denomination.  3. A 

small faction united by common interests or beliefs.  [Middle English secte, from 

Old French, from Latin secta, course, school of thought, from feminine past par-

ticiple of sequX, to follow. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

sect. abbr.  1. Section.  2. Sectional. 

-sect suff.  1. To cut; divide:  trisect.  2. Cut; divided:  pinnatisect.  [From Latin 

sectus, past participle of sec7re, to cut. See sek- in Appendix.]

sec·tar·i·an (sHk-târùK-Nn) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a sect.  

2. Adhering or confined to the dogmatic limits of a sect or denomination; parti-

san.  3. Narrow-minded; parochial.   —  n.  1. A member of a sect.  2. One char-

acterized by bigoted adherence to a factional viewpoint.   —sec·tarùi·an·ism n. 

sec·ta·ry (sHkùtN-rK) n.  pl. sec·ta·ries. 1. A sectarian.  2. A dissenter from an 

established church, especially a Protestant nonconformist.  [Medieval Latin 

sect7rius, from Latin secta, sect. See SECT.]

sec·tile (sHkùtNl, -tXlÙ) adj.  Of or relating to a mineral that can be cut or severed 

smoothly by a knife but cannot withstand pulverization.  [Latin sectilis, from sec-

tus, past participle of sec7re, to cut. See sek- in Appendix.] —sec·tilùi·ty (-tVlùV-
tK) n. 

sec·tion (sHkùshNn) n.  Abbr. sec., sect. 1. One of several components; a piece.  

2. A subdivision of a written work.  3. Law. A division of a statute or code.  4. A 

distinct portion of a newspaper:  the sports section.  5. A distinct area of a town, 

county, or country:  a residential section.  6. A land unit equal to one square mile 

(2.59 square kilometers), 640 acres, or 36 of a township.  7. The act or process of 

separating or cutting, especially the surgical cutting or dividing of tissue.  8. A 

thin slice, as of tissue, suitable for microscopic examination.  9. A segment of a 

fruit, especially a citrus fruit.  10. Representation of a solid object as it would 

appear if cut by an intersecting plane, so that the internal structure is displayed.  

11. Music. A group of instruments or voices in the same class considered as a 

division of a band, an orchestra, or a choir:  the rhythm section; the woodwind sec-

tion.  12. A class or discussion group of students taking the same course:  She 

taught three sections of English composition.  13. a. A portion of railroad track 

maintained by a single crew.  b. An area in a train’s sleeping car containing an 

upper and a lower berth.   14. An army tactical unit smaller than a platoon and 

larger than a squad.  15. A unit of vessels or aircraft within a division of armed 

forces.  16. One of two or more vehicles, such as a bus or train, given the same 

route and schedule, often used to carry extra passengers.  17. a. The character (§) 



used in printing to mark the beginning of a section.  b. This character used as the 

fourth in a series of reference marks for footnotes.    —  v.  tr. sec·tioned, 
sec·tion·ing, sec·tions. 1. To separate or divide into parts.  2. To cut or divide 

(tissue) surgically.  3. To shade or crosshatch (part of a drawing) to indicate sec-

tions.  [Middle English seccioun, from Old French, from Latin sectio, section-, 

from sectus, past participle of sec7re, to cut. See sek- in Appendix.]

sec·tion·al (sHkùshN-nNl) adj.  Abbr. sect. 1. Of, relating to, or characteristic of a 

particular district.  2. Composed of or divided into component sections.   —  n.  

A piece of furniture made up of sections that can be used separately or together.   
—secùtion·al·ly adv. 

sec·tion·al·ism (sHkùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  Excessive devotion to local interests and 

customs.   —secùtion·al·ist n. 

sec·tion·al·ize (sHkùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. sec·tion·al·ized, sec·tion·al·iz·ing, 
sec·tion·al·iz·es. To divide into sections, especially into geographic sections.   
—secÙtion·al·i·zaùtion (sHkÙshN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Sec·tion Eight (sHkùshNn 7t) n.  1. A U.S. Army discharge based on military 

assessment of unfitness or character traits deemed undesirable.  2. Slang. A sol-

dier given such a discharge.  [After Section VIII of World War II U.S. Army Regu-

lation 615-360, which provided for the discharge of those deemed unfit for 

military service.]

section gang (sHkùshNn g4ng) n.  A work crew assigned to a section of railroad 

track. 

section hand (sHkùshNn h4nd) n.  A laborer assigned to a section gang. 

sec·tor (sHkùtNr, -tôrÙ) n.  Abbr. sec. 1. Mathematics. a. The portion of a circle 

bounded by two radii and the included arc.  b. A measuring instrument consist-

ing of two graduated arms hinged together at one end.   2. a. A division of a 

defensive position for which one military unit is responsible.  b. A division of an 

offensive military position.   3. A part or division, as of a city or a national econ-

omy:  the manufacturing sector; the private sector.  4. Computer Science. A bit or a 

set of bits on a magnetic storage device making up the smallest addressable unit 

of information.   —  v.  tr. sec·tored, sec·tor·ing, sec·tors. To divide (some-

thing) into sectors.  [Late Latin, from Latin, cutter, from sectus, past participle of 

sec7re, to cut. See sek- in Appendix.] —sec·toùri·al (-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj. 

sec·u·lar (sHkùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Worldly rather than spiritual.  2. Not specifically 

relating to religion or to a religious body:  secular music.  3. Relating to or advo-

cating secularism.  4. Not bound by monastic restrictions, especially not belong-

ing to a religious order. Used of the clergy.  5. Occurring or observed once in an 

age or a century.  6. Lasting from century to century.   —  n.  1. A member of the 

secular clergy.  2. A layperson.  [Middle English, from Old French seculer, from 

Late Latin saecul7ris, from Latin, of an age, from saeculum, generation, age.] 
—secùu·lar·ly adv. 



secular humanism (sHkùyN-lNr hyuùmN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. An outlook or a phi-

losophy that advocates human rather than religious values.  2. Secularism.   
—secular humanist adj.  & n. 

sec·u·lar·ism (sHkùyN-lN-rVzÙNm) n.  1. Religious skepticism or indifference.  

2. The view that religious considerations should be excluded from civil affairs or 

public education.   —secùu·lar·ist n.  —secÙu·lar·isùtic adj. 

sec·u·lar·i·ty (sHkÙyN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. sec·u·lar·i·ties. 1. The condition or qual-

ity of being secular.  2. Something secular. 

sec·u·lar·ize (sHkùyN-lN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. sec·u·lar·ized, sec·u·lar·iz·ing, 
sec·u·lar·iz·es. 1. To transfer from ecclesiastical or religious to civil or lay use or 

ownership.  2. To draw away from religious orientation; make worldly.  3. To lift 

the monastic restrictions from (a member of the clergy).   —secÙu·lar·i·zaùtion 
(-lNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

se·cund (sKùkƒndÙ, sV-kƒndù) adj.  Botany & Zoology. Arranged on or turned to 

one side of an axis.  [Latin secundus, following. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·cun·dines (sK-kƒnùdXnzÙ, sHkùNn-dXnzÙ) pl.n.  The afterbirth.  [Middle 

English secundinas, from Late Latin secundXnae, from secundus, following. See 

sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·cure (sV-kytrù) adj.  se·cur·er, se·cur·est. 1. Free from danger or attack:  a 

secure fortress.  2. Free from risk of loss; safe:  Her jewels were secure in the vault.  

3. Free from the risk of being intercepted or listened to by unauthorized persons:  

Only one telephone line in the embassy was secure.  4. Free from fear, anxiety, or 

doubt.  5. a. Not likely to fail or give way; stable:  a secure stepladder.  b. Firmly 

fastened:  a secure lock.   6. Reliable; dependable:  secure investments.  7. Assured; 

certain:  With three goals in the first period they had a secure victory, but somehow 

they lost.  8. Archaic. Careless or overconfident.   —  v.  tr. se·cured, se·cur·ing, 
se·cures. 1. To guard from danger or risk of loss:  The troops secured the area 

before the civilians were allowed to return.  2. To make firm or tight; fasten.  See 

Synonyms at fasten.  3. To make certain; ensure:  Despite making several good 

jokes, he could not secure the goodwill of the audience.  4. a. To guarantee payment 

of (a loan, for example).  b. To guarantee payment to (a creditor).   5. To get pos-

session of; acquire:  secured a job.  6. To capture or confine:  They secured the sus-

pect in the squad car.  7. To bring about; effect:  secured release of the hostages.  

8. To protect or ensure the privacy or secrecy of (a telephone line, for example).  

[Latin sKc7rus : sK-, without; see s(w)e- in Appendix + c7ra, care; see CURE.] 
—se·curùa·ble adj.  —se·cureùly adv.  —se·cureùment n.  —se·cureùness n.  

—se·curùer n. 

Se·cu·ri·ties and Exchange Commission (sV-kytrùV-tKz Nnd Vks-ch7njù 

kN-mVshùNn) n.  Abbr. SEC A U.S. government agency that supervises the 

exchange of securities so as to protect investors against malpractice. 



se·cu·ri·tize (sV-kytrùV-tXzÙ) v.  tr. se·cu·ri·tized, se·cu·ri·tiz·ing, 
se·cu·ri·tiz·es. To buy (loans, such as mortgages) from lenders, arrange them in 

groups, and issue bonds on the groups. 

se·cu·ri·ty (sV-kytrùV-tK) n.  pl. se·cu·ri·ties. Abbr. sec. 1. Freedom from risk 

or danger; safety.  2. Freedom from doubt, anxiety, or fear; confidence.  

3. Something that gives or assures safety, as: a. A group or department of private 

guards:  Call building security if a visitor acts suspicious.  b. Measures adopted by a 

government to prevent espionage, sabotage, or attack.  c. Measures adopted, as by 

a business or homeowner, to prevent a crime such as burglary or assault:  Security 

was lax at the firm’s smaller plant.  d. Measures adopted to prevent escape:  Secu-

rity in the prison is very tight.   4. Computer Science. a. The level to which a pro-

gram or device is safe from unauthorized use.  b. Prevention of unauthorized use 

of a program or device.   5. Something deposited or given as assurance of the ful-

fillment of an obligation; a pledge.  6. One who undertakes to fulfill the obliga-

tion of another; a surety.  7. A document indicating ownership or creditorship; a 

stock certificate or bond.  [Middle English securite, from Old French, from Latin 

sKc7rit7s, from sKc7rus, secure. See SECURE.]

security blanket (sV-kytrùV-tK bl4ngùkVt) n.  1. A blanket or toy carried by a 

child to reduce anxiety.  2. Informal. Something that dispels anxiety. 

Se·cu·ri·ty Council (sV-kytrùV-tK kounùsNl) n.  Abbr. SC The permanent 

peacekeeping organ of the United Nations, composed of five permanent mem-

bers (China, France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and the United 

States) and ten elected members. 

security guard (sV-kytrùV-tK gärd) n.  A person hired by a private organiza-

tion to guard a physical plant and maintain order. 

secy. abbr.  Secretary. 

sed. abbr.  1. Sediment.  2. Sedimentation. 

Se·da·lia (sV-d7lùyN)  A city of central Missouri east-southeast of Kansas City. It 

is a processing and manufacturing center. Population, 19,800. 

se·dan (sV-d4nù) n.  1. A closed automobile having two or four doors and a front 

and rear seat.  2. A portable enclosed chair for one person, having poles in the 

front and rear and carried by two other people. In this sense, also calledsedan 

chair [Origin unknown.]

Se·dan (sV-d4nù, sN-däNù)  A town of northeast France on the Meuse River near 

the Belgian border. It was the site of the decisive defeat and surrender of Napo-

leon III (September 2, 1870) in the Franco-Prussian War. Population, 23,477. 

Se·dar·im (sV-därùVm, sH-dä-rVmù) n.  Judaism. A plural of Seder. 
se·date1 (sV-d7tù) adj.  Serenely deliberate, composed, and dignified in character 

or manner.  See Synonyms at serious.  [Latin sKd7tus, past participle of sKd7re, to 

settle, calm. See sed- in Appendix.] —se·dateùly adv.  —se·dateùness n. 



se·date2 (sV-d7tù) v.  tr. se·dat·ed, se·dat·ing, se·dates. To administer a sed-

ative to; calm or relieve by means of a sedative drug.  [Back-formation from SEDA-

TIVE, and SEDATION.]

se·da·tion (sV-d7ùshNn) n.  1. Reduction of anxiety, stress, irritability, or excite-

ment by administration of a sedative agent or drug.  2. The state or condition 

induced by a sedative.  [Middle English sedacioun, from Old French sedation, 

from Latin sKd7tio, sKd7tion-, from sKd7tus, past participle of sKd7re, to calm. See 

SEDATE
1.]

sed·a·tive (sHdùN-tVv) adj.  Having a soothing, calming, or tranquilizing effect; 

reducing or relieving anxiety, stress, irritability, or excitement.   —  n.  An agent 

or a drug having a soothing, calming, or tranquilizing effect.  [Middle English, 

from Old French sedatif, from Medieval Latin sKd7tXvus, from Latin sKd7tus, past 

participle of sKd7re, to calm. See SEDATE
1.]

sed·en·tar·y (sHdùn-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Characterized by or requiring much sitting:  

a sedentary job.  2. Accustomed to sitting or to taking little exercise.  3. Remaining 

or living in one area, as certain birds; not migratory.  4. Attached to a surface and 

not moving freely, as a barnacle.  [French sédentaire, from Old French, from Latin 

sedent7rius, from sedKns, sedent- present participle of sedKre, to sit. See sed- in 

Appendix.] —sedÙen·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv.  —sedùen·tarÙi·ness n. 

Se·der (s7ùdNr) n.  pl. Se·ders or Se·dar·im (sV-därùVm, sH-dä-rVmù). Judaism. 

The feast commemorating the exodus of the Jews from Egypt, celebrated on the 

first two nights of Passover.  [Hebrew sKder, order, arrangement, Seder.]

se·der·unt (sN-dîrùNnt, -dHrù-) n.  A prolonged session, as for discussion.  [From 

Latin sKdKrunt, third person pl. perfect tense of sedKre, to sit. See sed- in Appen-

dix.]

sedge (sHj) n.  Any of numerous grasslike plants of the family Cyperaceae, hav-

ing solid stems, leaves in three vertical rows, and spikelets of inconspicuous flow-

ers, with each flower subtended by a scalelike bract.  [Middle English segge, from 

Old English secg. See sek- in Appendix.]

Sedge·moor (sHjùmtrÙ, -môrÙ, -morÙ)  A marshy tract in southwest England 

where the forces of James II defeated the Duke of Monmouth (June 6, 1685). 

se·di·le (sV-dXùlK) n.  pl. se·di·lia (-dVlùyN, -dVlùK-N). One of a set of seats, usually 

three, provided in some Roman Catholic and Anglican churches for the use of the 

presiding clergy, traditionally placed on the epistle side of the choir near the altar, 

and in Gothic-style churches often built into the wall.  [Latin sedXle, seat, from 

sedKre, to sit. See sed- in Appendix.]

sed·i·ment (sHdùN-mNnt) n.  Abbr. sed. 1. Material that settles to the bottom of 

a liquid; lees.  2. Solid fragments of inorganic or organic material that come from 

the weathering of rock and are carried and deposited by wind, water, or ice.  

[Latin sedimentum, act of settling, from sedKre, to sit, settle. See sed- in Appen-

dix.]



sed·i·men·ta·ry (sHdÙN-mHnùtN-rK, -mHnùtrK) also sed·i·men·tal (-mHnùtl) 

adj.  1. Of, containing, resembling, or derived from sediment.  2. Geology. Of or 

relating to rocks formed by the deposition of sediment. 

sed·i·men·ta·tion (sHdÙN-mNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  Abbr. sed. The act or pro-

cess of depositing sediment. 

sed·i·men·tol·o·gy (sHdÙN-mNn-tmlùN-jK, -mHn-) n.  The science that deals 

with the description, classification, and origin of sedimentary rock.   
—sedÙi·menÙto·logùic (-mHnÙtl-mjùVk), sedÙi·menÙto·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—sedÙi·men·tolùo·gist n. 

se·di·tion (sV-dVshùNn) n.  1. Conduct or language inciting rebellion against the 

authority of a state.  2. Insurrection; rebellion.  [Middle English sedicioun, violent 

party strife, from Old French sedition, from Latin sKditio, sKdition-  : sKd-, sK-, 

apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + itio, act of going (from itus, past participle of Xre, 

to go); see ei- in Appendix.] —se·diùtion·ist n. 

se·di·tious (sV-dVshùNs) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the nature of sedition.  

2. Given to or guilty of engaging in or promoting sedition.  See Synonyms at 

insubordinate.  —se·diùtious·ly adv.  —se·diùtious·ness n. 

se·duce (sV-dusù, -dyusù) v.  tr. se·duced, se·duc·ing, se·duc·es. 1. To lead 

away from duty, accepted principles, or proper conduct.  See Synonyms at lure.  
2. To induce to engage in sex.  3. a. To entice or beguile into a desired state or 

position.  b. To win over; attract.   [Middle English seduisen, from Old French 

seduire, seduis-, alteration (influenced by Medieval Latin sKd7cere, to lead astray, 

from Latin, to lead away  : sK-, apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + d7cere, to lead), of 

suduire, to seduce, from Latin subd7cere, to withdraw  : sub-, sub- + d7cere, to 

lead; see deuk- in Appendix.] —se·duceùa·ble, se·ducùi·ble adj.  —se·ducùer 
n. 

se·duce·ment (sV-dusùmNnt, -dyusù-) n.  1. Seduction.  2. Something that 

seduces. 

se·duc·tion (sV-dƒkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act of seducing.  b. The condition of 

being seduced.   2. Something that seduces or has the qualities to seduce; an 

enticement.  [Latin sKductio, sKduction-, from sKductus, past participle of sKd7cere, 

to lead astray. See SEDUCE.]

se·duc·tive (sV-dƒkùtVv) adj.  Tending to seduce: “his sad and fastidious but ever 

seductive Irish voice” (John Fowles).   —se·ducùtive·ly adv.  —se·ducùtive·ness 
n. 

se·duc·tress (sV-dƒkùtrVs) n.  A woman who seduces.  See Usage Note at -ess. 
sed·u·lous (sHjùN-lNs) adj.  Persevering and constant in effort or application; 

assiduous.  See Synonyms at busy.  [From Latin sKdulus, from sKdulo, zealously  : 

sK, without; see s(w)e- in Appendix + dolo, ablative of dolus, trickery (probably 

from Greek dolos, cunning); see del-2 in Appendix.] —sedùu·lous·ly adv.  

—sedÙu·lous·ness, se·duùli·ty (sV-duùlV-tK, -dyuù-)  n. 



se·dum (sKùdNm) n.  Any of numerous plants of the genus Sedum, having thick, 

fleshy leaves.  [Middle English cedum, from Latin sedum, houseleek.]

see1 (sK) v.  saw (sô), seen (sKn), see·ing, sees.  —  v.  tr. 1. To perceive with 

the eye.  2. a. To apprehend as if with the eye.  b. To detect by means analogous 

to use of the eye:  an electronic surveillance camera that saw the activity in the 

embassy yard.   3. To have a mental image of; visualize:  They could still see their 

hometown as it once was.  4. To understand; comprehend:  I see your point.  5. To 

consider to be; regard:  Many saw her as a world leader.  6. To believe possible; 

imagine:  I don’t see him as a teacher.  7. To foresee:  I see great things for that child.  

8. To know through firsthand experience; undergo: “He saw some service on the 

king’s side” (Tucker Brooke).  9. To give rise to or be characterized by: “Her long 

reign saw the heyday of verbal humor” (Richard Kain). “The 1930s saw the develop-

ment of sulfa drugs and penicillin” (Gregg Easterbrook).  10. To find out; ascer-

tain:  Please see who’s knocking.  11.  Abbr. s. To refer to; read:  Persons interested in 

the book’s history should see page one of the preface.  12. To take note of; recognize:  

She sees only the good aspects of the organization.  13. To meet or be in the com-

pany of:  I saw all my aunts and uncles at the reunion.  14. To share the compan-

ionship of often or regularly:  He’s been seeing the same woman for eight years.  

15. a. To visit socially; call on.  b. To visit for consultation:  You ought to see your 

doctor more frequently.   16. To admit or receive, as for consultation or a social 

visit:  The doctor will see you now.  17. To attend; view:  Let’s see a movie.  18. To 

escort; attend:  I’m seeing Nellie home.  19. To make sure; take care:  See that it gets 

done right away.  20. Games. a. To meet (a bet) in card games.  b. To meet the bet 

of (another player).    —  v.  intr. 1. To have the power to perceive with or as if 

with the eye.  2. To understand; comprehend.  3. To consider:  Let’s see, which 

suitcase should we take?  4. a. To go and look:  She had to see for herself and went 

into the garage.  b. To ascertain; find out:  We probably can do it, but we’ll have to 

see.   5. To have foresight: “No man can see to the end of time” (John F. Kennedy).  

6. To take note.   —phrasal verbs. see about. 1. To attend to.  2. To investi-

gate.  see after. To take care of:  Please see after the children while I’m gone.  see 
off. To take leave of (someone):  saw the guests off at the door; went to the airport 

to see us off.  see out. To escort (a guest) to the door:  Will you please see Ms. 

Smith out?  see through. 6. To understand the true character or nature of:  We 

saw through his superficial charm.  7. To provide unstinting support, cooperation, 

or management in good times and bad:  We’ll see you through until you finish your 

college education. I saw the project through and then resigned.  see to. To attend to:  

See to the chores, will you?   —idiom. see red. Informal. To be extremely angry.  

[Middle English sen, from Old English sKon. See sekw-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: see, behold, note, notice, espy, descry, observe, contemplate, survey,

view, perceive, discern, remark. These verbs refer to being or becoming visually or



mentally aware of something. See, the most general, can mean merely to use the

faculty of sight but more often implies recognition, understanding, or apprecia-

tion: “We must... give the image of what we actually see” (Paul Cézanne). “If I have

seen further (than... Descartes) it is by standing upon the shoulders of Giants” (Isaac

Newton). Behold more strongly implies awareness of what is seen: “My heart leaps

up when I behold/A rainbow in the sky” (William Wordsworth). Note and notice

suggest close observation and a rather detailed visual or mental impression; note

in particular implies careful, systematic recording in the mind: Be careful to note

where the road turns left. I have noted and overridden your protests. She didn’t notice

the run in her stocking until she had arrived at the office. I notice that you’re out of

sorts. Espy and descry both stress acuteness of sight that permits the detection of

something distant, partially hidden, or obscure: “espied the misspelled Latin word

in [the] letter” (Los Angeles Times); “the lighthouse, which can be descried from a

distance” (Michael Strauss). Observe emphasizes careful, closely directed atten-

tion: “I saw the pots... red-hot... and observed that they did not crack at all” (Daniel

Defoe). Contemplate implies looking attentively and thoughtfully: “It is interesting

to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed with many plants of many kinds, with

birds singing on the bushes” (Charles Darwin). Survey stresses detailed, often com-

prehensive examination: “Strickland looked away and idly surveyed the ceiling” (W.

Somerset Maugham). View usually suggests examination with a particular pur-

pose in mind or in a special way: The medical examiner viewed the victim’s body.

“He [man] viewed the crocodile as a thing sometimes to worship, but always to run

away from” (Thomas De Quincey). Perceive and discern both imply not only visual

recognition but also mental comprehension; perceive is especially associated with

insight, and discern, with the ability to distinguish, discriminate, and make judg-

ments: “We perceived a little girl coming towards us” (Frederick Marryat). “I plainly

perceive [that] some objections remain” (Edmund Burke). Even with a magnifying

glass I couldn’t discern any imperfections in the porcelain. Many in the audience lack

the background and taste to discern a good performance of the sonata from a bad

one. Remark suggests close attention and often an evaluation of what is noticed:

“Their assemblies afforded me daily opportunities of remarking characters and man-

ners” (Samuel Johnson).

see2 (sK) n.  1. The official seat, center of authority, jurisdiction, or office of a 

bishop.  2. Obsolete. A cathedra.  [Middle English, from Old French se, from Vul-

gar Latin *sedem, from Latin sKdKs, seat. See sed- in Appendix.]

See (sK), Thomas Jefferson Jackson. 1866-1962.  American astronomer and 

mathematician who investigated double stars and developed the wave theory of 

gravitation. 

see·catch (sKùk4chÙ) n.  pl. see·catch·ie (-k4chÙK). The adult male fur seal of 

Alaska.  [Russian sekach, from sech, to cut.]



seed (sKd) n.  pl. seeds or seed. 1. A ripened plant ovule containing an 

embryo.  2. A propagative part of a plant, as a tuber or spore.  3. Seeds considered 

as a group.  4. The seed-bearing stage of a plant.  5. Something that resembles a 

seed, as a tiny bubble in a piece of glass or a small crystal added to a solution to 

start crystallization.  6. A source or beginning; a germ.  7. Offspring; progeny.  

8. Family stock; ancestry.  9. Sperm; semen.  10. A seed oyster or oysters; spat.  

11. Sports. A player who has been seeded for a tournament, often at a given rank:  

a top seed.   —  v.  seed·ed, seed·ing, seeds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To plant seeds in 

(land, for example); sow.  2. To plant in soil.  3. To remove the seeds from (fruit).  

4. Meteorology. To sprinkle (a cloud) with particles, as of silver iodide, in order to 

disperse it or produce rain.  5. Sports. a. To arrange (the drawing for positions in 

a tournament) so that the more skilled contestants meet in the later rounds.  

b. To rank (a contestant) in this way.   6. To help (a business, for example) in its 

early development.   —  v.  intr. 1. To sow seed.  2. To go to seed.   —  adj.  1. Set 

aside for planting a new crop:  seed corn; seed wheat.  2. Intended to help in early 

stages:  provided seed capital for a fledgling business.   —idiom. go to seed (or 

run to seed). 1. To pass into the seed-bearing stage.  2. To become weak or 

devitalized; deteriorate:  The old neighborhood has gone to seed.  [Middle English, 

from Old English s<d, sKd. See sK- in Appendix.]

seed·bed (sKdùbHdÙ) n.  1. A bed of soil cultivated for planting seeds.  2. An 

area or source of growth or gradual manifestation:  a seedbed of revolution. 

seed cake (sKd k7k) n.  A sweet cake or cookie containing aromatic seeds. 

seed coat (sKd kot) n.  Botany. The outer protective covering of a seed. 

seed·eat·er (sKdùKÙtNr) n.  Any bird that feeds primarily on seeds, especially a 

finch of the genus Sporophila. 

seed·er (sKùdNr) n.  1. A machine or an implement used for planting seeds.  2. A 

machine or implement used to remove the seeds from fruit.  3. One that seeds 

clouds. 

seed leaf (sKd lKf) n.  Botany. See cotyledon (n., sense 1). 

seed·ling (sKdùlVng) n.  A young plant that is grown from a seed. 

seed oyster (sKd oiùstNr) n.  A young oyster, especially one suitable for trans-

planting to another bed; a spat. 

seed pearl (sKd pûrl) n.  A very small, often imperfect pearl. 

seed plant (sKd pl4nt) n.  A seed-bearing plant. 

seed·pod (sKdùpmdÙ) n.  See pod1 (n., sense 1). 

seed-snipe (sKdùsnXpÙ) n.  pl. seed-snipe or seed-·snipes. Any of several 

short-legged South American birds of the family Thinocoridae, related to the plo-

ver and snipe but resembling a small quail. 

seed stock (sKd stmk) n.  1. A supply of seed for planting.  2. A source of new 

entities:  a seed stock of salmon in the river. 



seed tick (sKd tVk) n.  The tiny six-legged larva of a tick, smaller than the eight-

legged nymph. 

seed·time (sKdùtXmÙ) n.  1. A time for planting seeds.  2. A time of new growth 

or development. 

seed weevil (sKd wKùvNl) n.  Any of various small beetles of the family 

Bruchidae whose larvae bore into and feed on the dried seeds of peas, beans, and 

similar plants. 

seed·y (sKùdK) adj.  seed·i·er, seed·i·est. 1. Having many seeds.  

2. Resembling seeds or a seed.  3. Worn and shabby; unkempt: “He was soiled and 

seedy and fragrant with gin” (Mark Twain).  4. Tired or sick; unwell.  

5. Somewhat disreputable; squalid:  a seedy hotel in a run-down neighborhood.   
—seedùi·ly adv.  —seedùi·ness n. 

See·ger (sKùgNr), Alan. 1888-1916.  American poet best known for “I Have a 

Rendezvous with Death” (1916). He was killed in action in World War I. 

See·ger (sKùgNr), Peter. Known as “Pete.” Born 1919.  American folk singer who 

was largely responsible for the revival of American folk music in the 1950’s and 

1960’s. His songs, many of which have social or political themes, include “Where 

Have All the Flowers Gone” and “If I Had a Hammer.” 

see·ing (sKùVng) conj.  Inasmuch as; in view of the fact:  Seeing that you’re already 

at the door, I suppose I must invite you inside. 

See·ing Eye (sKùVng X)  A trademark used for a dog trained to lead a sightless 

person. 

seek (sKk) v.  sought (sôt), seek·ing, seeks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To try to locate or 

discover; search for.  2. To endeavor to obtain or reach:  seek a college education.  

3. To go to or toward:  Water seeks its own level.  4. To inquire for; request:  seek 

directions from a police officer.  5. To try; endeavor:  seek to do good.  6. Obsolete. 

To explore.   —  v.  intr. To make a search or an investigation:  Seek and you will 

find.  [Middle English sechen, seken, from Old English sKcan. See s7g- in Appen-

dix.]

SYNONYMS: seek, hunt, quest, search. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to make an effort to find something”: seeking information; hunting

through the telephone book for a number; questing after treasure; searched his face

for his reaction.

seek·er (sKùkNr) n.  1. One that seeks:  a seeker of the truth.  2. A device used in a 

moving object, especially a missile, that locates a target by detecting light, heat, or 

other radiation. 

seel (sKl) v.  tr. seeled, seel·ing, seels. To stitch closed the eyes of (a falcon).  

[Middle English silen, from Old French cillier, from Medieval Latin cili7re, from 

Latin cilium, lower eyelid. See kel-1 in Appendix.]



seem (sKm) v.  intr. seemed, seem·ing, seems. 1. To give the impression of 

being; appear:  The child seems healthy, but the doctor is concerned.  2. To appear to 

one’s own opinion or mind:  I can’t seem to get the story straight.  3. To appear to 

be true, probable, or evident:  It seems you object to the plan. It seems like rain. He 

seems to have worked in sales for several years.  4. To appear to exist:  There seems 

no reason to postpone it.  [Middle English semen, from Old Norse sœma, to con-

form to, from sœmr, fitting. See sem-1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: seem, appear, look. The central meaning shared by these verbs is

“to present the appearance of being”: seems angry; appears skeptical; looks happy.

seem·ing (sKùmVng) adj.  Apparent; ostensible.   —  n.  Outward appearance; 

semblance.   —seemùing·ly adv.  —seemùing·ness n. 

seem·ly (sKmùlK) adj.  seem·li·er, seem·li·est. 1. Conforming to standards of 

conduct and good taste; suitable:  seemly behavior.  2. Of pleasing appearance; 

handsome.   —  adv.  In a seemly manner; suitably.  [Middle English semely, from 

Old Norse sœmiligr, from sœmr, fitting. See sem-1 in Appendix.] 
—seemùli·ness n. 

seen (sKn) v.  Past participle of see1. 
seep (sKp) v.  intr. seeped, seep·ing, seeps. 1. To pass slowly through small 

openings or pores; ooze.  2. To enter, depart, or become diffused gradually.   —  
n.  1. A spot where water or petroleum trickles out of the ground to form a pool.  

2. Seepage.  [Alteration of dialectal sipe.]

seep·age (sKùpVj) n.  1. The act or process of seeping.  2. A quantity of some-

thing that has seeped. 

seer (sîr) n.  1.  (sKùNr) One that sees:  an inveterate seer of sights.  2. A clairvoy-

ant.  3. A prophet. 

seer·ess (sîrùVs) n.  A woman who acts as a prophet or clairvoyant. 

seer·suck·er (sîrùsƒkÙNr) n.  A light, thin fabric, generally cotton or rayon, with 

a crinkled surface and a usually striped pattern.  [Hindi {Xr{akar, from Persian 

shXroshakar : shXr, milk (from Middle Persian) + o, and (from Middle Persian u, 

from Old Persian ut7) + shakar, sugar (from Sanskrit {arkar7, from the resem-

blance of its smooth and rough stripes to the smooth surface of milk and bumpy 

texture of sugar).]

WORD HISTORY: Through its name, seersucker, a lightweight fabric for sum-

mer suits and dresses, gives us a glimpse at the history of India. The facts of the

word’s history are that it came into English from the East Indian language Hindi

({Xr{akar). The word in Hindi was borrowed from the Persian compound

shXroshakar, meaning literally “milk and sugar” but used in a figurative way for a

striped linen garment. The Persian word shakar, “sugar,” in turn came from San-



skrit {arkar7. Persian, Indian, English—clearly we are dealing with multiple cul-

tural borrowing here, and the Persians did indeed borrow sugar and the word for

sugar from India in the 6th century. During and after Tamerlane’s invasion of

India in the late 14th century, the opportunity for borrowing Persian things and

words such as shXr-o-shakar was present, since the Mongol Turk Tamerlane incor-

porated Persia as well as India into his empire. It then remained for the English

during the 18th century, when the East India Company and England were moving

toward supremacy in India, to borrow the material and its name seersucker (first

recorded in 1722 in the form Sea Sucker) from an Indian language.

see·saw (sKùsôÙ) n.  1. A long plank balanced on a central fulcrum so that with 

a person riding on each end, one end goes up as the other goes down. Regional. 

Also called dandleRegional., dandle boardRegional., teedle boardRegional., teeter-

Regional., teeterboardRegional., teeter-totterRegional., tilt1Regional., tilting board. 

See Regional note at teeter-totter.  2. The act or game of riding a seesaw.  3. A 

back-and-forth or up-and-down movement, as of the lead between two contest-

ing parties.   —  v.  intr. see·sawed, see·saw·ing, see·saws. 1. To play on a 

seesaw.  2. To move back and forth or up and down.  [Reduplication of SAW
1.]

seethe (sKth) v.  intr. seethed, seeth·ing, seethes. 1. To churn and foam as 

if boiling.  2. a. To be in a state of turmoil or ferment:  The nation seethed with 

suppressed revolutionary activity.  b. To be violently excited or agitated:  I seethed 

with anger over the insult.  See Synonyms at boil1.   3. Archaic. To come to a boil.  

[Middle English sethen, to boil, from Old English sKothan.] —seethe n. 

see-through (sKùthruÙ) adj.  Transparent. 

Se·fe·ri·a·des (sH-fHÙrK-äùthKs), Giorgos Stylianou. Pen name George Sef-

eris. 1900-1971.  Greek poet and diplomat whose poetic works are imbued with 

references to ancient Greek history and classical mythology. He won the 1963 

Nobel Prize for literature. 

Se·gal (sKùgNl), George. Born 1924.  American sculptor known for his realistic 

plaster casts of people in ordinary situations. 

Se·gar (sKùgärÙ), Elzie Crisler. 1894-1938.  American cartoonist who created 

the Popeye the Sailor comic strip. 

Se·ges·ta (sV-jHsùtN, sH-jHsùtä)  An ancient city of northwest Sicily near modern-

day Alcamo. Traditionally a Trojan colony, it was a Carthaginian dependency 

after c. 400 B.C. but declined during the first century. 

seg·ment (sHgùmNnt) n.  1. Any of the parts into which something can be 

divided:  segments of the community; a segment of a television program.  

2. Mathematics. a. The portion of a line between any two points on the line.  

b. The area bounded by a chord and the arc of a curve subtended by the chord.  

c. The portion of a sphere cut off by two parallel planes.   3. Biology. A clearly dif-

ferentiated subdivision of an organism or part, such as a metamere.   —  v.  tr. 



intr. seg·ment·ed, seg·ment·ing, seg·ments (sHg-mHntù). To divide or 

become divided into segments.  [Latin segmentum, from sec7re, to cut. See sek- in 

Appendix.] —segùmen·tarÙy (-mNn-tHrÙK) adj. 

seg·men·tal (sHg-mHnùtl) adj.  1. Of or relating to segments.  2. Divided or 

organized into segments.   —seg·menùtal·ly adv. 

seg·men·ta·tion (sHgÙmNn-t7ùshNn, -mHn-) n.  1. Division into segments.  

2. Embryology. See cleavage (n., sense 4a). 

segmentation cavity (sHgÙmNn-t7ùshNn k4vùV-tK) n.  See blastocoel. 
seg·ment·ed (sHgùmHnÙtVd, sHg-mHnù-) adj.  Divided into or made up of dis-

tinct segments. 

se·gno (s7ùnyo) n.  pl. se·gnos. Music. A notational sign, especially the sign 

marking the beginning or the end of a repeat.  [Italian, from Latin signum, sign. 

See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·go (sKùgo) n.  pl. se·gos. The edible, succulent bulb of the sego lily.  [South-

ern Paiute sigho’o.]

sego lily (sKùgo lVlùK) n.  A western North American plant (Calochortus nuttallii) 

having showy, variously colored flowers. 

Se·go·vi·a (sV-goùvK-N, sH-gôùvyä)  A city of central Spain north-northwest of 

Madrid. An important Roman town, it was held sporadically by the Moors from 

714 to 1079. Its Roman aqueduct (first or second century A.D.) is still in use. Pop-

ulation, 53,005. 

Se·go·vi·a (sV-goùvK-N, sH-gôùvyä), Andrés. 1893?-1987.  Spanish guitarist who 

spurred interest in the guitar as an instrument for classical music through his 

arrangements of the works of Bach, Handel, and modern composers. 

Se·grè (sV-gr7ù, sH-), Emilio Gino. 1905-1989.  Italian-born American physicist. 

He shared a 1959 Nobel Prize for demonstrating the existence of the antiproton. 

seg·re·ga·ble (sHgùrV-gN-bNl) adj.  1. That can be segregated:  segregable items in 

a budget.  2. Genetics. Able to undergo segregation:  segregable characters. 

seg·re·gant (sHgùrV-gNnt) Genetics. adj.  Differing from either parent as a result 

of segregation:  a segregant genotype.   —  n.  A segregant type or organism.  Also 

called segregate 

seg·re·gate (sHgùrV-g7tÙ) v.  seg·re·gat·ed, seg·re·gat·ing, seg·re·gates.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To separate or isolate from others or from a main body or group.  See 

Synonyms at isolate.  2. To impose the separation of (a race or class) from the 

rest of society.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become separated from a main body or mass.  

2. To practice a policy of racial segregation.  3. Genetics. To undergo genetic seg-

regation.   —  adj.  (-gVt, -g7tÙ) Separated; isolated.   —  n.  (-gVt, -g7tÙ) 1. One 

that is or has been segregated.  2. Genetics. See segregant.  [Latin sKgreg7re, 

sKgreg7t-  : sK-, apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + grex, greg-, flock; see ger- in 

Appendix.] —segùre·gaÙtive adj.  —segùre·gaÙtor n. 



seg·re·ga·tion (sHgÙrV-g7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of segregating or the 

condition of being segregated.  2. The policy and practice of imposing the social 

separation of races, as in schools, housing, and industry, especially so as to prac-

tice discrimination against people of color in a predominantly white society.  

3. Genetics. The separation of paired alleles especially during meiosis, so that the 

members of each pair of alleles appear in different gametes. 

seg·re·ga·tion·ist (sHgÙrV-g7ùshN-nVst) n.  One that advocates or practices a 

policy of racial segregation.   —segÙre·gaùtion·ist adj. 

se·gue (sHgùw7Ù, s7ùgw7Ù) v.  intr. se·gued, se·gu·ing, se·gues. 1. Music. To 

make a transition directly from one section or theme to another.  2. To move 

smoothly and unhesitatingly from one state, condition, situation, or element to 

another: “Daylight segued into dusk” (Susan Dworski).  [From Italian, there fol-

lows, third-person sing. present tense of seguire, to follow, from Vulgar Latin 

*sequere, from Latin sequX. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·gui·dil·la (sHgÙN-dKùyN, -dKlùyN, s7ÙgN-, sHÙgK-thKùlyä) n.  1. A Spanish stanza 

form of four to seven short verses.  2. a. A lively Spanish dance.  b. The music for 

this dance, in 3/4 time.   [Spanish, diminutive of seguida, sequence from feminine 

past participle of seguir, to follow, from Vulgar Latin *sequere, from Latin sequX. 
See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

Se·guin (sV-gKnù)  A city of south-central Texas east-northeast of San Antonio. It 

was founded by members of the Texas Rangers in 1831. Population, 18,853. 

Se·gu·ra (s7-gtrùN, sH-guùrä)  A river, about 322 km (200 mi) long, of south-

east Spain flowing generally eastward to the Mediterranean Sea. 

sei (s7) n.  pl. seis. A sei whale.  [From Norwegian seihval : sei, coalfish (from Old 

Norse seidh) + hval, whale (from Old Norse hvalr).]

sei·cen·to (s7-chHnùto) n.  The 17th century with reference to Italian literature 

and art.  [Italian, from (mil)seicento, (one thousand) six hundred  : sei, six (from 

Latin sex); see s(w)eks in Appendix + cento, hundred (from Latin centum); see 

dekc in Appendix.]

seiche (s7sh, sKch) n.  A wave that oscillates in lakes, bays, or gulfs from a few 

minutes to a few hours as a result of seismic or atmospheric disturbances.  

[French dialectal, exposed lake bottom, probably from French sèche, feminine of 

sec, dry. See SEC
1.]

sei·del (sXdùl, zXdùl) n.  A beer mug.  [German, from Middle High German sXdel, 

from Latin situla, bucket.]

Seid·litz powder also Seid·litz powders (sHdùlVts pouùdNr) n.  A mixture of 

tartaric acid, sodium bicarbonate, and potassium sodium tartrate, used as a mild 

cathartic by dissolving in water and drinking.  [After Seidlitz (Sedlec), a village of 

northwest Bohemia that is a site of large mineral springs.]

Sei·fert (sXùfNrt), Jaroslav. 1901-1986.  Czech poet whose work often concerns 

political repression. He won the 1984 Nobel Prize for literature. 



seign·eur (s7n-yûrù, sHn-) n.  1. A man of rank, especially a feudal lord in the 

ancien régime.  2. In Canada, a man who owned a large estate originally held by a 

feudal grant from the king of France.  3. Used as a form of address for such a 

man.  [French, from Old French seignor, from Vulgar Latin *senior. See SEIGNIOR.] 
—seign·eurùi·al adj. 

seign·eur·y (s7nùyN-rK, sHnù-) n.  pl. seign·eur·ies. The power, rank, or estate 

of a seigneur. 

seign·ior (s7n-yôrù, s7nùyôrÙ) n.  1. A man of rank, especially a feudal lord.  

2. Used as a form of address for such a man.  [Middle English segnour, from Old 

French seignor, from Vulgar Latin *senior, from Latin, older, comparative of 

senex, sen-, old. See sen- in Appendix.] —sei·gnioùri·al adj. 

seign·ior·age (s7nùyNr-Vj) n.  Revenue or a profit taken from the minting of 

coins, usually the difference between the value of the bullion used and the face 

value of the coin.  [Middle English seigneurage, from Old French, from seignor, 

seignior. See SEIGNIOR.]

seign·ior·y (s7nùyN-rK) n.  pl. seign·ior·ies. The power, rank, or estate of a feu-

dal lord.  Also called signory [Middle English seigniorie, from Old French, from 

seignor, seignior. See SEIGNIOR.]

seine (s7n) n.  A large fishing net made to hang vertically in the water by weights 

at the lower edge and floats at the top.   —  v.  seined, sein·ing, seines.  —  v.  

intr. To fish with such a net.   —  v.  tr. To fish for or catch with such a net.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English segne, from Germanic *sagina, from Latin sagKna, 

from Greek sagKnK.] —seinùer n. 

Seine (s7n, sHn)  A river of northern France flowing about 772 km (480 mi) gen-

erally northwest to the Bay of the Seine, an inlet of the English Channel, near 

Le Havre. It has been an important commercial waterway since Roman times. 

seise (sKz) v.  Variant of seize (v. tr., sense 6). 

sei·sin also sei·zin (sKùzVn) n.  Law. 1. Legal possession of land, as a freehold 

estate.  2. a. The act or an instance of taking legal possession of land.  b. Property 

thus possessed.   [Middle English seisine, from Old French saisine, from seisir, to 

seize. See SEIZE.]

seism (sXùzNm) n.  See earthquake.  [Greek seismos, from seiein, to shake.]

seism- pref.  Variant of seismo-. 
seis·mic (sXzùmVk) adj.  1. Of, subject to, or caused by an earthquake or earth 

vibration.  2. Earthshaking:  an issue of seismic proportions and ramifications.   
—seisùmi·cal·ly adv.  —seis·micùi·ty (-mVsùV-tK) n. 

seis·mism (sXzùmVzÙNm) n.  The phenomena involved in earthquakes. 

seismo-  or seism- pref.  Earthquake:  seismograph.  [Greek, from seismos, 

seism. See SEISM.]

seis·mo·gram (sXzùmN-gr4mÙ) n.  The record of an earth tremor made by a 

seismograph. 



seis·mo·graph (sXzùmN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument for automatically detecting 

and recording the intensity, direction, and duration of a movement of the 

ground, especially of an earthquake.   —seis·mogùra·pher (sXz-mmgùrN-fNr) n.  

—seisÙmo·graphùic (-gr4fùVk), seisÙmo·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—seis·mogùra·phy n. 

seis·mol·o·gy (sXz-mmlùN-jK) n.  The geophysical science of earthquakes and the 

mechanical properties of the earth.   —seisÙmo·logùic (-mN-lmjùVk), 
seisÙmo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —seisÙmo·logùi·cal·ly adv.  —seis·molùo·gist 
n. 

seis·mom·e·ter (sXz-mmmùV-tNr) n.  A detecting device that receives seismic 

impulses.   —seisÙmo·metùric (-mN-mHtùrVk), seisÙmo·metùri·cal (-rV-kNl)  

adj. 

seis·mom·e·try (sXz-mmmùV-trK) n.  The scientific study and recording of 

earthquakes. 

seis·mo·scope (sXzùmN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument that indicates the occurrence 

or time of occurrence of an earthquake.   —seisÙmo·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj. 

sei·sor (sKùzNr, -zôrÙ) n.  Law. Variant of seizor. 
sei whale (s7 hw7l) n.  A rorqual (Balaenoptera borealis) that is blue-black 

above and white below, that grows up to about 55 feet (17 meters) in length, and 

that is found in all the oceans, with the greatest number living in Antarctic waters.  

[From Norwegian seihval. See SEI.]

seize (sKz) v.  seized, seiz·ing, seiz·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To grasp suddenly and 

forcibly; take or grab:  seize a sword.  2. a. To grasp with the mind; apprehend:  

seize an idea and develop it to the fullest extent.  b. To possess oneself of (some-

thing):  seize an opportunity.   3. a. To have a sudden, overwhelming effect on:  a 

heinous crime that seized the minds and emotions of the populace.  b. To over-

whelm physically:  a person who was seized with a terminal disease.   4. To take into 

custody; capture.  5. To take quick and forcible possession of; confiscate:  seize a 

cache of illegal drugs.  6.  Also seise (sKz). a. To put (one) into possession of 

something.  b. To vest ownership of a feudal property in.   7. Nautical. To bind 

with turns of small line.   —  v.  intr. 1. To lay sudden or forcible hold of.  2. a. To 

cohere or fuse with another part as a result of high pressure or temperature and 

restrict or prevent further motion or flow.  b. To come to a halt:  The talks seized 

up and were rescheduled.   [Middle English seisen, from Old French seisir, to take 

possession, of Germanic origin.] —seizùa·ble adj.  —seizùer n. 

sei·zin (sKùzVn) n.  Law. Variant of seisin. 
seiz·ing (sKùzVng) n.  Nautical. A binding of larger lines made with multiple 

turns of smaller line. 

sei·zor also sei·sor (sKùzNr, -zôrÙ) n.  Law. One that takes seisin. 



sei·zure (sKùzhNr) n.  1. The act or an instance of seizing or the condition of 

being seized.  2. A sudden attack, spasm, or convulsion, as in epilepsy or another 

disorder.  3. A sudden onset or sensation of feeling or emotion. 

Se·ja·nus (sV-j7ùnNs), Lucius Aelius. Died 31 A.D.  Roman courtier who 

wielded great political power as an adviser to Tiberius. 

Sek·on·di-Ta·ko·ra·di (sHkÙNn-dKùtä-kN-räùdK)  A city of southwest Ghana on 

the Gulf of Guinea west-southwest of Accra. The two parts of the city developed 

around Dutch and English forts built in the 17th century. Population, 93,882. 

sel. abbr.  Select; selected; selectivity. 

se·la·chi·an (sV-l7ùkK-Nn) adj.  Of or belonging to the order Selachii of elasmo-

branch fishes that includes the sharks and in some classifications also the rays and 

skates.   —  n.  A member of this order.  [Probably from New Latin SelachiX, order 

name, from Greek selakhios, cartilaginous, from selakhos, cartilaginous fish.]

se·la·dang (sV-läùdäng) n.  See gaur.  [Malay.]

se·lag·i·nel·la (sN-l4jÙN-nHlùN) n.  Any of numerous fernlike, usually prostrate 

plants of the genus Selaginella, having small scalelike leaves and bearing spores.  

[New Latin Sel7ginella, genus name, from Latin sel7go, sel7gin-, a plant resem-

bling the savin.]

se·lah (sKùlN, sHlùN) interj.  Used to conclude a verse in the Psalms.  [Hebrew selâ.]

Sel·den (sHlùdNn)  An unincorporated community of southeast New York on 

north-central Long Island. It is mainly residential. Population, 24,100. 

Sel·den (sHlùdNn), George Baldwin. 1846-1922.  American inventor who was 

the first to patent a gasoline-powered automobile (1895). 

Sel·den (sHlùdNn), John. 1584-1654.  English jurist and scholar noted for his 

collection of Oriental manuscripts and his History of Tithes (1618), which was 

suppressed at the urging of the clergy. 

sel·dom (sHlùdNm) adv.  Not often; infrequently or rarely.  See Usage Note at 

rarely.   —  adj.  Archaic. Infrequent; rare.  [Middle English, from Old English 

seldum, alteration of seldan.] —selùdom·ness n. 

se·lect (sV-lHktù) v.  se·lect·ed, se·lect·ing, se·lects.  —  v.  tr. To take as a 

choice from among several; pick out.   —  v.  intr. To make a choice or selection.  

See Synonyms at choose.   —  adj.  Abbr. sel. 1. Singled out in preference; cho-

sen:  a select few.  2. Of special quality or value; choice:  select peaches.  3. Of or 

relating to a lean grade of beef.   —  n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). One that is 

preferred or chosen in preference to others or because of special value. Often 

used with the.  [Latin sKligere, sKlKct-  : sK-, apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + legere, 

to choose; see leg- in Appendix.] —se·lecùta·ble adj.  —se·lectùness n. 

se·lect·ee (sV-lHkÙtKù) n.  One who is selected, especially for military service. 

se·lec·tion (sV-lHkùshNn) n.  1. a. The act or an instance of selecting or the fact 

of having been selected.  b. One that is selected.   2. A carefully chosen or repre-

sentative collection of people or things.  See Synonyms at choice.  3. A literary or 



musical text chosen for reading or performance.  4. Biology. A natural or artificial 

process that favors or induces survival and perpetuation of one kind of organism 

over others that die or fail to produce offspring. 

se·lec·tion·ist (sV-lHkùshN-nVst) adj.  or se·lec·tion·al (-shN-nNl) Of or relating 

to the view that evolution or genetic variation occurs chiefly as a result of natural 

selection.   —  n.  One who holds or favors a selectionist view.   —se·lecù-
tion·ism n. 

se·lec·tive (sV-lHkùtVv) adj.  1. Of or characterized by selection; discriminating.  

2. Empowered or tending to select.  3. Electronics. Able to reject frequencies other 

than the one selected or tuned.   —se·lecùtive·ly adv.  —se·lecùtive·ness n. 

selective service (sV-lHkùtVv sûrùvVs) n.  A system for calling up people for 

compulsory military service. 

selective veto (sV-lHkùtVv vKùto) n.  See item veto. 
se·lec·tiv·i·ty (sV-lHkÙtVvùV-tK, sKÙlHk-) n.  pl. se·lec·tiv·i·ties. 1. The state or 

quality of being selective.  2.  Abbr. sel. The degree to which an electronic receiver 

is selective. 

se·lect·man (sV-lHktùm4nÙ, -mNn) n.  One of a board of town officers chosen 

annually in New England communities to manage local affairs. 

se·lec·tor (sV-lHkùtNr) n.  One that selects:  the frequency selector of a radio. 

se·lect·wom·an (sV-lHktùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who is one of a board of 

town officers chosen annually in New England communities to manage local 

affairs. 

selen- pref.  Variant of seleno-. 
sel·e·nate (sHlùN-n7tÙ) n.  A salt or ester of selenic acid.  [SELEN(IC ACID) + -ATE

2.]

Se·le·ne (sN-lKùnK) n.  Greek Mythology. The goddess of the moon. 

Se·len·ga (sHlÙHng-gäù)  A river of northern Mongolia and southeast Russia 

flowing about 1,207 km (750 mi) east and north to Lake Baikal. 

se·le·nic (sN-lKùnVk, -lHnùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing selenium. 

selenic acid (sN-lKùnVk 4sùVd) n.  A highly corrosive hygroscopic white solid acid 

with composition H2SeO4. 

sel·e·nif·er·ous (sHlÙN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Containing selenium:  seleniferous soil. 

sel·e·nite (sHlùN-nXtÙ, sV-lKù-) n.  Gypsum in the form of colorless clear crystals.  

[Latin selKnXtKs, from Greek selKnitKs (lithos), moon (stone), selenite (so called 

because it was believed to wax and wane with the moon), from selKnK, moon. See 

SELENIUM.]

se·le·ni·um (sV-lKùnK-Nm) n.  Symbol Se A nonmetallic element, red in powder 

form, black in vitreous form, and metallic gray in crystalline form, resembling 

sulfur and obtained primarily as a byproduct of electrolytic copper refining. It is 

widely used in rectifiers, as a semiconductor, and in xerography. Its photovoltaic 

and photoconductive actions make it useful in photocells, photographic exposure 

meters, and solar cells. Atomic number 34; atomic weight 78.96; melting point (of 



gray selenium) 217˚C; boiling point (gray) 684.9˚C; specific gravity (gray) 4.79; 

(vitreous) 4.28; valence 2, 4, or 6.  [Greek selKnK, moon (from selas, light, bright-

ness) + -IUM.]

selenium cell (sV-lKùnK-Nm sHl) n.  A photoconductive cell consisting of an 

insulated selenium strip between two suitable electrodes. 

seleno-  or selen- pref.  1. Moon:  selenography.  2. Selenium:  selenosis.  [Greek 

selKno-, from selKnK, moon. See SELENIUM.]

sel·e·nog·ra·phy (sHlÙN-nmgùrN-fK) n.  The study of the physical features of the 

moon.   —selÙe·nogùra·pher, selÙe·nogùra·phist n.  —selÙe·no·graphùic (-

nN-gr4fùVk), selÙe·no·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —selÙe·no·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

sel·e·nol·o·gy (sHlÙN-nmlùN-jK) n.  The astronomical study of the moon.   
—selÙe·no·logùi·cal (-nN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —selÙe·nolùo·gist n. 

sel·e·no·sis (sHlÙN-noùsVs) n.  Poisoning, especially of livestock, caused by ingest-

ing selenium found in some plants, in the soil, or in some microorganisms. 

Se·leu·ci·a (sV-luùshK-N, -shN)  An ancient city of Mesopotamia on the Tigris 

River south-southeast of modern Baghdad. Founded c. 300 B.C., it was an impor-

tant commercial center and the chief city of the empire founded by Seleucus I. 

Se·leu·cid (sV-luù-sVd)  A Hellenistic dynasty founded by Seleucus I after the 

death of Alexander the Great. It ruled much of Asia Minor from 312 to 64 B.C.   
—Se·leuùcid adj. 

Se·leu·cus I (sV-luùkNs), 358?-281 B.C.  Macedonian general under Alexander 

the Great. He founded and ruled (312-281) the Seleucid dynasty after Alexander’s 

death. 

self (sHlf) n.  pl. selves (sHlvz). 1. The total, essential, or particular being of a 

person; the individual: “An actor’s instrument is the self” (Joan Juliet Buck).  

2. The essential qualities distinguishing one person from another; individuality: 

“He would walk a little first along the southern walls, shed his European self, fully 

enter this world” (Howard Kaplan).  3. One’s consciousness of one’s own being or 

identity; the ego: “For some of us, the self’s natural doubts are given in mesmerizing 

amplification by way of critics’ negative assessments of our writing” (Joyce Carol 

Oates).  4. One’s own interests, welfare, or advantage:  thinking of self alone.  

5. Immunology. That which the immune system identifies as belonging to the 

body:  tissues no longer recognized as self.   —  pron.  Myself, yourself, himself, or 

herself:  a living wage for self and family.   —  adj.  1. Of the same character 

throughout.  2. Of the same material as the article with which it is used:  a dress 

with a self belt.  3. Obsolete. Same or identical.  [Middle English, selfsame, from 

Old English. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

self- pref.  1. Oneself; itself:  self-control.  2. Automatic; automatically:  self-load-

ing.  [Middle English, from Old English, from self, self. See SELF.]

self-a·ban·doned (sHlfÙN-b4nùdNnd) adj.  Lacking self-restraint, especially 

having completely yielded to one’s impulses.   —selfÙ-a·banùdon·ment n. 



self-a·base·ment (sHlfÙN-b7sùmNnt) n.  Degradation or humiliation of one-

self, especially because of feelings of guilt or inferiority. 

self-ab·ne·ga·tion (sHlfÙ4bÙnV-g7ùshNn) n.  The setting aside of self-interest 

for the sake of others or for a belief or principle.   —selfÙ-abùne·gatÙing adj. 

self-ab·sorbed (sHlfÙNb-sôrbdù, -zôrbdù) adj.  Excessively self-involved.   
—selfÙ-ab·sorpùtion (-sôrpùshNn, -zôrpù-) n. 

self-a·buse (sHlfÙN-byusù) n.  1. Abuse of oneself or one’s abilities.  

2. Masturbation. 

self-act·ing (sHlfù4kùtVng) adj.  Able to act or work automatically. 

self-ac·tu·al·ize (sHlfù4kùchu-N-lXzÙ) v.  intr. self-ac·tu·al·ized, self-
ac·tu·al·iz·ing, self-ac·tu·al·iz·es. To develop or achieve one’s full potential.   
—selfù-acÙtu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —selfù-acùtu·al·izÙer n. 

self-ad·dressed (sHlfÙN-drHstù) adj.  Addressed to oneself:  a self-addressed 

envelope. 

self-ad·he·sive (sHlfÙ4d-hKùsVv) adj.  Having a surface coated with an adhesive 

and not needing any substance, such as glue or paste, applied to form a bond:  

self-adhesive wallpaper; self-adhesive labels. 

self-ad·min·is·ter (sHlfÙ4d-mVnùV-stNr) v.  tr. self-ad·min·is·tered, self-
ad·min·is·ter·ing, self-ad·min·is·ters. To administer (something) to oneself 

or itself: “Laboratory animals chose to self-administer cocaine, to the exclusion of 

food and water, until they collapsed” (Ross Gelbspan).   —selfÙ-ad·minÙis·traù-
tion n. 

self-ag·gran·dize·ment (sHlfÙN-gr4nùdVz-mNnt) n.  The act or practice of 

enhancing or exaggerating one’s own importance, power, or reputation.   —selfÙ-
ag·granùdizÙing (-N-gr4nùdXÙzVng) adj. 

self-a·nal·y·sis (sHlfÙN-n4lùV-sVs) n.  pl. self-a·nal·y·ses (-sKzÙ). An indepen-

dent methodical attempt by one to study and comprehend one’s own personality 

or emotions.   —selfÙ-anÙa·lytùi·cal (-4nÙN-lVtùV-kNl), selfÙ-anÙa·lytùic (-Vk)  

adj. 

self-an·ni·hi·la·tion (sHlfÙN-nXÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. Self-destruction.  2. Loss of 

self-awareness, as in a mystical state. 

self-ap·point·ed (sHlfÙN-poinùtVd) adj.  Designated or chosen by oneself rather 

than by due authority:  a self-appointed arbiter. 

self-as·sert·ing (sHlfÙN-sûrùtVng) adj.  1. Asserting oneself or one’s own rights 

or views.  2. a. Self-confident.  b. Overbearing; arrogant.  

self-as·ser·tion (sHlfÙN-sûrùshNn) n.  Determined advancement of one’s own 

personality, wishes, or views.   —selfÙ-as·serùtive adj.  —selfÙ-as·serùtive·ly 
adv.  —self-as·serùtive·ness n. 

self-as·sured (sHlfÙN-shtrdù) adj.  Having or showing confidence and poise.   
—selfÙ-as·surùance (-shtrùNns) n. 



self-a·ware (sHlfÙN-wârù) adj.  Aware of oneself as an individual entity or per-

sonality.   —selfÙ-a·wareùness n. 

self-bast·ing (sHlfùb7ùstVng) adj.  Prepared so as to remain moist while being 

cooked:  a self-basting turkey. 

self-care (sHlfùkârù) n.  The care of oneself without medical, professional, or 

other assistance or oversight. 

self-cen·tered (sHlfùsHnùtNrd) adj.  Engrossed in oneself and one’s own affairs; 

selfish.   —selfù-cenùtered·ly adv.  —selfù-cenùtered·ness n. 

self-clean·ing (sHlfùklKùnVng) adj.  Made or designed to clean itself, often auto-

matically:  a self-cleaning oven. 

self-col·ored (sHlfùkƒlùNrd) adj.  1. Being in the natural or original color.  

2. Of only one color. 

self-com·mand (sHlfÙkN-m4ndù) n.  Full presence of mind; self-confidence. 

self-com·pat·i·ble (sHlfùkNm-p4tùN-bNl) adj.  Botany. Capable of self-fertiliza-

tion.   —selfù-com·patÙi·bilùi·ty n. 

self-com·pla·cent (sHlfÙkNm-pl7ùsNnt) adj.  Self-satisfied, often smugly so.   
—selfÙ-com·plaùcen·cy n.  —selfÙ-com·plaùcent·ly adv. 

self-con·cept (sHlfùkmnùsHpt) n.  The mental image or perception that one has 

of oneself. 

self-con·cep·tion (sHlfÙkNn-sHpùshNn) n.  Self-concept. 

self-con·cern (sHlfÙkNn-sûrnù) n.  Selfish or excessive concern for oneself.   
—selfÙ-con·cernedù adj. 

self-con·fessed (sHlfÙkNn-fHstù) adj.  According to one’s own admission:  a 

self-confessed plagiarist. 

self-con·fi·dence (sHlfùkmnùfV-dNns) n.  Confidence in oneself or one’s own 

abilities: “Without self-confidence we are as babes in the cradle” (Virginia Woolf).  

See Synonyms at confidence.  —selfù-conùfi·dent adj.  —selfù-
conùfi·dent·ly adv. 

self-con·scious (sHlfùkmnùshNs) adj.  1. Aware of oneself as an individual or of 

one’s own being, actions, or thoughts.  2. Socially ill at ease:  a self-conscious teen-

ager.  3. Excessively conscious of one’s appearance or manner:  a young, self-con-

scious executive.  4. Showing the effects of self-consciousness; stilted:  self-

conscious prose.   —selfù-conùscious·ly adv.  —selfù-conùscious·ness n. 

self-con·tained (sHlfÙkNn-t7ndù) adj.  1. Constituting a complete and inde-

pendent unit in and of itself:  a self-contained retirement community; a self-con-

tained dictionary.  2. a. Not dependent on others; self-sufficient:  a self-contained 

settlement in the Arctic.  b. Keeping to oneself; reserved.    —selfÙ-con·tainù-
ment n. 

self-con·tent (sHlfÙkNn-tHntù) adj.  Satisfied with oneself; complacent.   —  n.  

Self-contentment.   —selfÙcon·tentùed·ly adv. 

self-con·tent·ment (sHlfÙkNn-tHntùmNnt) n.  Self-satisfaction; complacency. 



self-con·tra·dic·tion (sHlfÙkmnÙtrN-dVkùshNn) n.  1. The act, state, or fact of 

contradicting oneself or itself.  2. An idea or statement containing contradictory 

elements.   —selfÙ-conÙtra·dicùto·ry (-dVkùtN-rK) adj. 

self-con·trol (sHlfÙkNn-trolù) n.  Control of one’s emotions, desires, or actions 

by one’s own will: “You think yourself a miracle of sensibility; but self-control is 

what you need” (Mary Boykin Chesnut).   —selfÙ-con·trolledù adj. 

self-cor·rect·ing (sHlfÙkN-rHkùtVng) adj.  1. Correcting its or one’s own mis-

takes.  2. Of or being a typewriter mechanism that allows for automatic correc-

tion of a typing error. 

self-crit·i·cal (sHlfùkrVtùV-kNl) adj.  Critical of oneself and one’s faults and weak-

nesses: “In my experience, no species of performing artist is as self-critical as a 

dancer” (Susan Sontag).   —selfù-critùi·cal·ly adv.  —selfù-critùi·cism (-krVtùV-
sVzÙNm) n. 

self-de·ceit (sHlfÙdV-sKtù) n.  Self-deception. 

self-de·ceived (sHlfÙdV-sKvdù) adj.  Deceived by one’s own illusions or errors. 

self-de·ceiv·ing (sHlfÙdV-sKùvVng) adj.  Given to or believing or fancying mis-

taken notions about oneself. 

self-de·cep·tion (sHlfÙdV-sHpùshNn) n.  The act of deceiving oneself or the state 

of being deceived by oneself.   —selfÙ-de·cepùtive adj.  —selfÙ-de·cepùtive·ly 
adv. 

self-de·feat·ing (sHlfÙdV-fKùtVng) adj.  Injurious to one’s or its own purposes 

or welfare: “American officials will find it harder than ever to ward off self-defeat-

ing protectionist measures” (George R. Packard). 

self-de·fense (sHlfÙdV-fHnsù) n.  1. Defense of oneself when physically 

attacked:  She was taking a course in self-defense.  2. Defense of what belongs to 

oneself, as one’s works or reputation.  3. Law. The right to protect oneself against 

violence or threatened violence with whatever force or means are reasonably nec-

essary.   —selfÙ-de·fenùsive adj. 

self-def·i·ni·tion (sHlfÙdHfÙNnVshùNn) n.  Definition of one’s identity, character, 

abilities, and attitudes, especially in relation to persons or things outside oneself 

or itself. 

self-de·ni·al (sHlfÙdV-nXùNl) n.  Sacrifice of one’s own desires or interests.  See 

Synonyms at abstinence.  —selfÙ-de·nyùing (-nXùVng) adj.  —selfÙ-
de·nyùing·ly adv. 

self-dep·re·cat·ing (sHlfùdHpùrV-k7ÙtVng) adj.  Tending to undervalue oneself 

and one’s abilities.   —selfù-depùre·catÙing·ly adv. 

self-dep·re·ca·to·ry (sHlfùdHpùrV-kN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Self-deprecating. 

self-de·pre·ci·a·tion (sHlfÙdV-prKÙshK-7ùshNn) n.  Disparagement or under-

valuation of oneself and one’s abilities. 

self-de·scribed (sHlfùdV-skrXbdù) adj.  1. As described by oneself about one-

self.  2. Self-styled.   —selfù-de·scripùtion (-skrVpùshNn) n. 



self-de·struct (sHlfÙdV-strƒktù) n.  A mechanism for causing a device to destroy 

itself.   —  v.  intr. self-de·struct·ed, self-de·struct·ing, self-de·structs. To 

destroy oneself or itself: “died at 28, wasted from years of self-destructing on drugs” 

(Jack Knoll). 

self-de·struc·tion (sHlfÙdV-strƒkùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of destroying 

oneself or itself.  2. Suicide. 

self-de·struc·tive (sHlfÙdV-strƒkùtVv) adj.  1. Tending to do harm to oneself.  

2. Marked by an impulse or tendency to harm or kill oneself.   —selfÙ-
de·strucùtive·ly adv.  —selfù-de·strucùtive·ness n. 

self-de·ter·mi·na·tion (sHlfÙdV-tûrÙmN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. Determination of 

one’s own fate or course of action without compulsion; free will.  2. Freedom of 

the people of a given area to determine their own political status; independence. 

self-de·vel·op·ment (sHlfÙdV-vHlùNp-mNnt) n.  Development of one’s capabil-

ities or potentialities. 

self-de·vo·tion (sHlfÙdV-voùshNn) n.  Devotion or dedication of oneself, espe-

cially to a service or an ideal.   —selfÙ-de·votùed·ly (-voùtVd-lK) adv.  —selfÙ-
de·votùed·ness n. 

self-di·ag·no·sis (sHlfùdXÙNg-noùsVs) n.  pl. self-di·ag·no·ses (-sKz). Diagnosis 

of one’s own illness or disease without professional medical consultation.   
—selfù-diÙag·nosùtic (-nmsùtVk) adj. 

self-di·ges·tion (sHlfùdV-jHsùchNn, -dX-) n.  Biochemistry. See autolysis. 
self-di·rect·ed (sHlfÙdV-rHkùtVd, -dX-) adj.  Directed or guided by oneself, espe-

cially as an independent agent:  the self-directed study of a language.   —selfÙ-
di·rectùing adj.  —selfÙ-di·recùtion n. 

self-dis·ci·pline (sHlfùdVsùN-plVn) n.  Training and control of oneself and one’s 

conduct, usually for personal improvement. 

self-dis·cov·er·y (sHlfÙdV-skƒvùN-rK) n.  pl. self-dis·cov·er·ies. The act or 

process of achieving understanding or knowledge of oneself. 

self-dis·trust (sHlfÙdVs-trƒstù) n.  Lack of faith or confidence in one’s own abil-

ities.   —selfÙ-dis·trustùful adj. 

self·dom (sHlfùdNm) n.  Selfhood. 

self-doomed (sHlfùdumdù) adj.  Doomed by one’s own feelings or actions: 

“The romantic is self-doomed, deliberately inviting terminal illness” (Margaret 

Spillane). 

self-doubt (sHlfùdoutù) n.  A lack of faith or confidence in oneself.   —selfù-
doubtùing adj. 

self-ed·u·cat·ed (sHlfùHjùN-k7ÙtVd) adj.  Educated by one’s own efforts rather 

than by formal instruction.   —selfÙ-edÙu·caùtion n. 

self-ef·fac·ing (sHlfÙV-f7ùsVng) adj.  Not drawing attention to oneself; modest.   
—selfÙ-ef·faceùment (-f7sùmNnt) n. 

self-e·lect·ed (sHlfÙV-lHkùtVd) adj.  Self-appointed. 



self-em·ployed (sHlfÙHm-ploidù) adj.  Earning one’s livelihood directly from 

one’s own trade or business rather than as an employee of another.   —selfÙ-
em·ployùment n. 

self-en·forc·ing (sHlfÙHn-fôrùsVng, -forù-) adj.  Holding within itself the means 

or a guarantee of its enforcement:  a self-enforcing peace settlement. 

self-en·rich·ment (sHlfÙHn-rVchùmNnt) n.  1. The act or process of developing 

or augmenting one’s intellectual powers or spiritual resources.  2. The act or pro-

cess of enriching oneself financially. 

self-es·teem (sHlfÙV-stKmù) n.  Pride in oneself; self-respect. 

self-e·val·u·a·tion (sHlfÙK-v4lÙyu-7ùshNn) n.  Evaluation or appraisal of one-

self, especially in relation to certain objective standards. 

self-ev·i·dent (sHlfùHvùV-dNnt) adj.  Requiring no proof or explanation.   
—selfù-evùi·dence n.  —selfù-evùi·dent·ly adv. 

self-ex·am·i·na·tion (sHlfÙVg-z4mÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  1. An introspective consid-

eration of one’s own thoughts or emotions.  2. Examination of one’s own body 

for medical reasons:  a periodontal self-examination; a breast self-examination. 

self-ex·ile (sHlfùHgùzXl, -HkùsXl) n.  One exiled by his or her own decision or voli-

tion.   —selfù-exùiled adj. 

self-ex·plan·a·to·ry (sHlfÙVk-spl4nùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Needing no explana-

tion; obvious. 

self-ex·pres·sion (sHlfÙVk-sprHshùNn) n.  Expression of one’s own personality, 

feelings, or ideas, as through speech or art: “Self-expression must pass into commu-

nication for its fulfillment” (Pearl S. Buck).   —selfÙ-ex·pressù v.  —selfÙ-
ex·presùsive (-sprHsùVv) adj. 

self-ex·tin·guish·ing (sHlfÙVk-stVngùgwV-shVng) adj.  Having or designed to 

have within itself a substance or device that extinguishes:  a self-extinguishing cig-

arette; a self-extinguishing light. 

self-fer·tile (sHlfÙfûrùtl) adj.  Having the property of fertilizing itself; capable 

of self-fertilization. 

self-fer·til·i·za·tion (sHlfÙfûrÙtl-V-z7ùshNn) n.  Fertilization by sperm from the 

same animal, as in some hermaphrodites, or by pollen from the same flower.   
—selfù-ferùtil·izedÙ (-XzdÙ) adj.  —selfù-ferùtil·izÙing adj. 

self-flag·el·la·tion (sHlfÙfl4jÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of severely criticizing 

oneself.  2. The act of punishing oneself. 

self-ful·fill·ing (sHlfÙftl-fVlùVng) adj.  1. Achieving fulfillment as a result of 

having been expected or foretold:  a self-fulfilling prophecy.  2. Achieving self-ful-

fillment. 

self-ful·fill·ment (sHlfÙftl-fVlùmNnt) n.  Fulfillment of oneself. 

self-giv·en (sHlfùgVvùNn) adj.  1. Originating or derived from itself:  a self-given 

entity.  2. Given by oneself; self-appointed:  a self-given role. 



self-giv·ing (sHlfùgVvùVng) adj.  Characterized by self-sacrificing behavior; 

unselfish. 

self-gov·erned (sHlfùgƒvùNrnd) adj.  1. Not controlled or swayed by others.  

2. Characterized by self-discipline or self-control. 

self-gov·ern·ing (sHlfùgƒvùNr-nVng) adj.  1. Exercising control or rule over 

oneself or itself.  2. Having the right or power of self-government; autonomous. 

self-gov·ern·ment (sHlfùgƒvùNrn-mNnt) n.  1. Political independence; auton-

omy.  2. Popular or representative government; democracy.  3. Self-control. 

self-grat·i·fi·ca·tion (sHlfÙgr4tÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  The act of giving oneself 

pleasure or of satisfying one’s own desires. 

self-hard·en·ing (sHlfùhärùdn-Vng) adj.  Of or relating to materials, such as 

certain steels, that harden without special treatment. 

self-hate (sHlfùh7tù) n.  Self-hatred. 

self-ha·tred (sHlfùh7ùtrVd) n.  Hatred, disregard, and denigration of oneself. 

self-heal (sHlfùhKlÙ) n.  Any of several plants reputed to have healing powers, 

especially Prunella vulgaris, a creeping Eurasian plant with deep violet-blue, two-

lipped flowers. 

self-help (sHlfùhHlpù) n.  The act or an instance of helping or improving oneself 

without assistance from others.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another 

noun:  self-help manuals; self-help programs. 

self·hood (sHlfùhtdÙ) n.  1. The state of having a distinct identity; individual-

ity.  2. The fully developed self; an achieved personality.  3. Self-centeredness: 

“the cult of selfhood that became fashionable in the 1960s” (David Rankin).  [Trans-

lation of German Meinheit : mein, my, mine + -heit, n. suff.]

self-hyp·no·sis (sHlfÙhVp-noùsVs) n.  See autohypnosis. 
self-i·den·ti·fi·ca·tion (sHlfÙX-dHnÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Identification of oneself 

with another person or thing. 

self-i·den·ti·ty (sHlfÙX-dHnùtV-tK) n.  1. Oneness of a thing with itself.  

2. Awareness of and identification with oneself as a separate individual. 

self-im·age (sHlfùVmùVj) n.  The conception that one has of oneself, including 

an assessment of qualities and personal worth. 

self-im·mo·la·tion (sHlfÙVmÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Deliberate sacrifice of oneself. 

self-im·por·tance (sHlfÙVm-pôrùtns) n.  Excessively high regard for one’s own 

importance or station; conceit.   —selfÙ-im·porùtant adj.  —selfÙ-
im·porùtant·ly adv. 

self-im·posed (sHlfÙVm-pozdù) adj.  Imposed by oneself on oneself; voluntarily 

assumed or endured:  self-imposed exile. 

self-im·prove·ment (sHlfÙVm-pruvùmNnt) n.  Improvement of one’s condi-

tion through one’s own efforts. 

self-in·clu·sive (sHlfÙVn-kluùsVv, -zVv) adj.  1. Enclosing or including itself.  

2. Whole or complete in itself. 



self-in·com·pat·i·ble (sHlfÙVn-kNm-p4tùN-bNl) adj.  Botany. Incapable of self-

fertilization.   —selfÙ-inÙcom·patÙi·bilùi·ty n. 

self-in·crim·i·na·tion (sHlfÙVn-krVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Incrimination of oneself, 

especially by one’s own testimony in a criminal prosecution.   —selfÙ-
in·crimùi·natÙing adj.  —selfÙ-in·crimùi·na·toÙry (-nN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj. 

self-in·duced (sHlfÙVn-dustù, -dyustù) adj.  1. Induced by oneself or itself:  

self-induced vomiting.  2. Electricity. Produced by self-induction. 

self-in·duct·ance (sHlfÙVn-dƒkùtNns) n.  Electricity. The ratio of the electromo-

tive force produced in a circuit by self-induction to the rate of change of current 

producing it, expressed in henries.  Also called coefficient of self-induction 

self-in·duc·tion (sHlfÙVn-dƒkùshNn) n.  Electricity. The generation by a chang-

ing current of an electromotive force in the same circuit.   —selfÙ-in·ducùtive 
adj. 

self-in·dul·gence (sHlfÙVn-dƒlùjNns) n.  Excessive indulgence of one’s own 

appetites and desires.   —selfÙ-in·dulùgent adj.  —selfÙ-in·dulùgent·ly adv. 

self-in·flict·ed (sHlfÙVn-flVkùtVd) adj.  Inflicted or imposed on oneself:  died of a 

self-inflicted gunshot wound. 

self-in·struct·ed (sHlfÙVn-strƒkùtVd) adj.  Self-taught. 

self-in·struc·tion·al (sHlfÙVn-strƒkùshN-nNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or designed 

for independent study. 

self-in·sur·ance (sHlfÙVn-shtrùNns) n.  Insurance of oneself or one’s posses-

sions against possible loss by regularly setting aside funds.   —selfÙ-in·sureù v.  

—selfÙ-in·suredù adj.  —selfÙ-in·surùer n. 

self-in·ter·est (sHlfùVnùtrVst, -VnùtNr-Vst) n.  1. Selfish or excessive regard for 

one’s personal advantage or interest.  2. Personal advantage or interest.   —selfù-
inùter·est·ed adj. 

self-in·volved (sHlfÙVn-vmlvdù) adj.  Absorbed primarily or only in one’s own 

interests or activities.   —selfÙ-in·volveùment n. 

self·ish (sHlùfVsh) adj.  1. Concerned chiefly or only with oneself: “Selfish men 

were... trying to make capital for themselves out of the sacred cause of human rights” 

(Maria Weston Chapman).  2. Arising from, characterized by, or showing selfish-

ness:  a selfish whim.   —selfùish·ly adv.  —selfùish·ness n. 

self-jus·ti·fy·ing (sHlfùjƒsùtN-fXÙVng) adj.  1. Making excuses for oneself or 

one’s behavior.  2. Justifying itself automatically:  a self-justifying typewriter.   
—selfÙ-jusÙti·fi·caùtion (-jƒsÙtN-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

self-knowl·edge (sHlfùnmlùVj) n.  Knowledge or understanding of one’s own 

nature, abilities, and limitations; insight into oneself: “The most elusive knowledge 

of all is self-knowledge” (Mirra Komarovsky). 

self·less (sHlfùlVs) adj.  Having, exhibiting, or motivated by no concern for one-

self; unselfish: “Volunteers need both selfish and selfless motives to sustain their 

interest” (Natalie de Combray).   —selfùless·ly adv.  —selfùless·ness n. 



self-lim·it·ed (sHlf-lVmùV-tVd) adj.  1. Limited by its or one’s own characteristics 

rather than by external influences.  2. Running a definite course within a specific 

period; little modified by treatment. Used of a disease. 

self-lim·it·ing (sHlf-lVmùV-tVng) adj.  1. Limiting oneself or itself.  2. Self-lim-

ited.   —selfÙ-limÙi·taùtion (-t7ùshNn) n. 

self-liq·ui·dat·ing (sHlfùlVkùwV-d7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Involving goods convertible 

into cash in a short time. Used of business transactions.  2. Producing a return 

equal to the sum invested to create or maintain something:  a self-liquidating toll-

bridge project.   —selfù-liqÙui·daùtion n. 

self-load·ing (sHlfùloùdVng) adj.  Automatically ejecting a shell and chambering 

the next round from the magazine; automatic or semiautomatic. Used of a fire-

arm. 

self-loath·ing (sHlfùloùthVng) n.  Self-hatred. 

self-love (sHlfùlƒvù) n.  The instinct or desire to promote one’s own well-being; 

regard for or love of one’s self.   —selfù-lovùing adj. 

self-made (sHlfùm7dù) adj.  1. Having achieved success or recognition by one’s 

own efforts:  a self-made millionaire.  2. Made by itself or oneself:  a self-made 

pond. 

self-mail·er (sHlfùm7ùlNr) n.  A folder that can be mailed without being 

enclosed in an envelope.   —selfù-mailùing adj. 

self-mas·ter·y (sHlfùm4sùtN-rK) n.  Self-command. 

self-med·i·ca·tion (sHlfùmHdÙV-k7ùshNn) n.  Medication of oneself without 

professional supervision to alleviate an illness or condition, as by using an over-

the-counter drug or preparation. 

self·ness (sHlfùnVs) n.  1. The quality or state of being self-centered; selfishness.  

2. Individuality; selfhood. 

self-ob·ser·va·tion (sHlfÙmbÙzNr-v7ùshNn) n.  1. Observation of one’s own 

countenance or appearance.  2. Examination of one’s own thoughts or emotions. 

self-o·pin·ion (sHlfÙN-pVnùyNn) n.  An unduly high opinion of oneself. 

self-o·pin·ion·at·ed (sHlfÙN-pVnùyN-n7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Obstinately insistent upon 

one’s own opinions.  2. Vain; conceited. 

self-or·dained (sHlfÙôr-d7ndù) adj.  Ordained by oneself rather than by others; 

practicing by one’s own authority:  a self-ordained foreign policy expert. 

self-per·cep·tion (sHlfÙpNr-sHpùshNn) n.  An awareness of the characteristics 

that constitute one’s self; self-knowledge. 

self-per·pet·u·at·ing (sHlfÙpNr-pHchùu-7ÙtVng) adj.  Having the power to 

renew or perpetuate oneself or itself for an indefinite length of time.   —selfÙ-
per·petÙu·aùtion n. 

self-pit·y (sHlfùpVtùK) n.  Pity for oneself, especially exaggerated or self-indul-

gent pity.   —selfù-pitùy·ing adj.  —selfù-pitùy·ing·ly adv. 



self-poised (sHlfùpoizdù) adj.  1. In command of oneself.  2. In a state of bal-

ance without need of support. 

self-pol·li·na·tion (sHlfÙpmlÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  Transfer of pollen from an anther 

to a stigma of the same flower.   —selfù-polùli·nateÙ v. 

self-por·trait (sHlfùpôrùtrVt, -tr7tÙ, -porù-) n.  A pictorial or literary portrait of 

oneself, created by oneself. 

self-pos·ses·sion (sHlfÙpN-zHshùNn) n.  Full command of one’s faculties, feel-

ings, and behavior.  See Synonyms at confidence.  —selfÙ-pos·sessedù adj. 

self-pres·er·va·tion (sHlfÙprHzÙNr-v7ùshNn) n.  1. Protection of oneself from 

harm or destruction.  2. The instinct for individual preservation; the innate 

desire to stay alive. 

self-pro·claimed (sHlfÙpro-kl7mdù, -prN-) adj.  So called by oneself; self-

styled. 

self-pro·mo·tion (sHlfÙprN-moùshNn) n.  Promotion, including advertising 

and publicity, of oneself effected by oneself:  A television talk show is an excellent 

vehicle for self-promotion.   —selfÙ-pro·motùer n. 

self-pro·pelled (sHlfÙprN-pHldù) adj.  Abbr. SP 1. Containing its own means of 

propulsion:  a self-propelled golf cart.  2. Fired from or mounted on a moving 

vehicle:  a self-propelled howitzer.   —selfÙ-pro·pulùsion (-pƒlùshNn) n. 

self-pro·tec·tive (sHlfÙprN-tHkùtVv) adj.  Serving or designed to protect oneself.   
—selfÙ-pro·tecùtion n.  —selfÙ-pro·tecùtive·ly adv. 

self-pub·lished (sHlfùpƒbùlVshd) adj.  Having one’s writings published by one-

self:  a self-published volume of memoirs; a self-published poet. 

self-pu·ri·fi·ca·tion (sHlfÙpytrÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. Naturally produced puri-

fication:  self-purification of water.  2. Purification of oneself. 

self-re·ac·tive (sHlfÙrK-4kùtVv) adj.  Immunologically reactive to itself. Used of 

a cell or tissue. 

self-re·al·i·za·tion (sHlfÙrKÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  Complete development or fulfill-

ment of one’s own potential. 

self-re·cord·ing (sHlfÙrV-kôrùdVng) adj.  Automatically recording its own func-

tions or operations. Used of a machine or an instrument. 

self-re·crim·i·na·tion (sHlfÙrV-krVmÙN-n7ùshNn) n.  The act or an instance of 

blaming or censuring oneself. 

self-ref·er·en·tial (sHlfùrHfÙN-rHnùshNl) adj.  Referring to oneself or itself:  The 

biographer’s account of the poet’s life was surprisingly self-referential.   —selfù-
refùer·ence n.  —selfù-refÙer·enùtial·ly adv. 

self-re·flec·tion (sHlfÙrV-flHkùshNn) n.  Self-examination; introspection.   
—selfÙ-re·flecùtive adj.  —selfÙ-re·flecùtive·ly adv. 

self-re·gard (sHlfÙrV-gärdù) n.  1. Consideration of oneself or one’s interests.  

2. Self-respect. 



self-reg·u·lat·ing (sHlfùrHgùyN-l7ÙtVng) adj.  1. Regulating oneself or itself.  

2. Regulating itself automatically.   —selfù-reg·u·laùtion n. 

self-re·li·ance (sHlfÙrV-lXùNns) n.  Reliance on one’s own capabilities, judgment, 

or resources; independence.   —selfÙ-re·liùant adj.  —selfÙ-re·liùant·ly adv. 

self-rep·li·cat·ing (sHlfùrHpùlV-k7ÙtVng) adj.  Replicating oneself or itself:  DNA 

is a self-replicating molecule.   —selfÙ-repÙli·caùtion n. 

self-re·proach (sHlfÙrV-prochù) n.  The act or an instance of charging oneself 

with a fault or mistake.   —selfÙ-re·proachùful adj.  —selfÙ-re·proachùful·ly 
adv. 

self-re·spect (sHlfÙrV-spHktù) n.  Due respect for oneself, one’s character, and 

one’s conduct.   —selfÙ-re·spectùing adj. 

self-re·straint (sHlfÙrV-str7ntù) n.  Restraint of one’s emotions, desires, or incli-

nations; self-control. 

self-rev·e·la·tion (sHlfÙrHvÙN-l7ùshNn) n.  Revelation of one’s own thoughts, 

emotions, or attitudes, especially unintentionally.   —selfÙ-re·vealùing (-rV-
vKùlVng) adj. 

Sel·fridge (sHlùfrVj), Harry Gordon. 1864?-1947.  American-born British mer-

chant who founded (1908) the Selfridge and Company department store in Lon-

don. 

self-right·eous (sHlfùrXùchNs) adj.  1. Piously sure of one’s own righteousness; 

moralistic.  2. Exhibiting pious self-assurance:  self-righteous remarks.   —selfù-
rightùeous·ly adv.  —selfù-rightùeous·ness n. 

self-right·ing (sHlfùrXùtVng) adj.  Capable of righting itself when overturned:  a 

self-righting boat. 

self-ris·ing flour (sHlfùrXùzVng flour) n.  A commercially produced mixture of 

flour and leavening. 

self-rule (sHlfùrulù) n.  Self-government. 

self-sac·ri·fice (sHlfùs4kùrN-fXsÙ) n.  Sacrifice of one’s personal interests or well-

being for the sake of others or for a cause.   —self-sacùri·ficÙing adj. 

self·same (sHlfùs7mÙ) adj.  Being the very same; identical.  See Synonyms at 

same.  —selfùsameÙness n. 

self-sat·is·fac·tion (sHlfÙs4tÙVs-f4kùshNn) n.  Satisfaction, especially compla-

cent satisfaction, with oneself or with one’s accomplishments.   —selfù-
satùis·fiedÙ (-fXdÙ) adj. 

self-scru·ti·ny (sHlfùskrutùn-K) n.  1. Examination of one’s thoughts or emo-

tions.  2. Scrutiny of one’s appearance. 

self-seal·ing (sHlfùsKùlVng) adj.  1. Capable of sealing itself, as after being 

pierced:  a self-sealing tire.  2. Sealable without the application of moisture:  a 

self-sealing envelope. 

self-search·ing (sHlfùsûrùchVng) n.  Careful examination of one’s feelings and 

actions and their motivation.   —selfù-search·ing adj. 



self-seed·ed (sHlfùsKùdVd) adj.  Botany. Self-sown. 

self-seek·ing (sHlfùsKùkVng) adj.  1. Pursuing only one’s own ends or interests.  

2. Exhibiting concern only with promoting one’s own ends or interests:  self-seek-

ing maneuvers.   —  n.  Determined pursuit of one’s own ends or interests.   
—selfù-seekùer n. 

self-se·lec·tion (sHlfÙsV-lHkùshNn) n.  1. Selection of or by oneself.  2. Selection 

of merchandise by oneself from a display counter or rack in a store.   —selfÙ-
se·lectùed adj.  —selfÙ-se·lecùtive adj. 

self-serv·ice (sHlfùsûrùvVs) adj.  Being a retail commercial enterprise or a service 

in which the customers or users help themselves:  a self-service market; a self-ser-

vice elevator.   —selfù-servùice n. 

self-serv·ing (sHlfùsûrùvVng) adj.  1. Serving one’s own interests, especially 

without concern for the needs or interests of others.  2. Exhibiting concern solely 

for one’s own interests:  a speech full of self-serving comments.   —selfù-
servùing·ly adv. 

self-sown (sHlfùsonù) adj.  Botany. Growing from seed dispersal effected by a 

natural agent, such as the wind or a bird, rather than by human agency. 

self-start·er (sHlfùstärùtNr) n.  1.  See starter (n., sense 2).  2. One who dis-

plays an unusual amount of initiative.   —selfù-startùing adj. 

self-stick (sHlfùstVkù) also self-stick·ing (-stVkùVng) adj.  Self-adhesive:  a self-

stick envelope. 

self-stud·y (sHlfùstƒdùK) n.  1. Study or examination of oneself.  2. A form of 

study in which one is to a large extent responsible for one’s own instruction. 

self-styled (sHlfùstXldù) adj.  As characterized by oneself, often without right or 

justification: “poets, real or self-styled” (Constantine Fitzgibbon).  See Usage Note 

at so-called. 
self-suf·fi·cient (sHlfÙsN-fVshùNnt) adj.  1. Able to provide for oneself without 

the help of others; independent.  2. Having undue confidence; smug.   —selfÙ-
suf·fiùcien·cy n. 

self-sup·port (sHlfÙsN-pôrtù, -portù) n.  The act of or capacity for supporting 

oneself, especially financially, without the help of others.   —selfÙ-sup·portùed, 
selfÙ-sup·portùing adj. 

self-sus·tain·ing (sHlfÙsN-st7ùnVng) adj.  Able to sustain oneself or itself inde-

pendently.   —selfÙ-sus·tainùing·ly adv. 

self-taught (sHlfùtôtù) adj.  Having taught oneself without formal instruction 

or the help of others. 

self-tol·er·ance (sHlfùtmlùNr-Nns) n.  Tolerance by the body’s immune system to 

its own cells and tissues. 

self-treat·ment (sHlfùtrKtùmNnt) n.  Treatment of oneself without professional 

supervision to alleviate an illness or condition. 

self-trust (sHlfùtrƒstù) n.  Self-confidence. 



self-un·der·stand·ing (sHlfÙƒnÙdNr-st4nùdVng) n.  Self-knowledge. 

self-val·i·dat·ing (sHlfùv4lùV-d7ÙtVng) adj.  Having validation within itself; not 

needing validation from the outside:  a self-validating classic. 

self-will (sHlfùwVlù) n.  Willfulness, especially in satisfying one’s own desires or 

adhering to one’s own opinions.   —selfù-willedù adj. 

self-wind·ing (sHlfùwXnùdVng) adj.  Designed in such a way that manual wind-

ing is unnecessary. Used of clocks and watches. 

self-worth (sHlfùwûrthù) n.  Self-esteem; self-respect. 

Sel·juk (sHlùjukÙ, sHl-jukù)  A Turkish dynasty ruling in central and western 

Asia from the 11th to the 13th century. 

Sel·kirk (sHlùkûrkÙ), Alexander. 1676-1721.  Scottish sailor who was marooned 

(1704-1709) on an island off Chile and is thought to have inspired Daniel Defoe’s 

Robinson Crusoe (published 1719). 

Selkirk Mountains (sHlùkûrkÙ mounùtNnz)  A range of the Rocky Mountains 

in southeast British Columbia, Canada. It rises to 3,524.3 m (11,555 ft) at Mount 

Sir Sanford. 

sell (sHl) v.  sold (sold), sell·ing, sells.  —  v.  tr. 1. To exchange or deliver for 

money or its equivalent.  2. To offer for sale, as for one’s business or livelihood:  

The partners sell textiles.  3. To give up or surrender in exchange for a price or 

reward:  sell one’s soul to the devil.  4. To be responsible for the sale of; promote 

successfully:  Publicity sold that product.  5. To persuade (another) to recognize 

the worth or desirability of:  They sold me on the idea.   —  v.  intr. 1. To exchange 

ownership for money or its equivalent; engage in selling.  2. To be sold or be on 

sale:  Grapes are selling high this season.  3. To attract prospective buyers; be popu-

lar on the market:  an item that sells well.  4. To be approved of; gain acceptance.   
—  n.  1. The activity of selling.  2. An instance of selling: “The political sell isn’t 

ordinary marketing” (Brad Edmondson).  3. Slang. An item that sells in a particu-

lar way:  a book that turned out to be a difficult sell.   —phrasal verbs. sell off. 
To get rid of by selling, often at reduced prices.  sell out. 2. To put all of one’s 

goods or possessions up for sale.  3. Slang. To betray one’s cause or colleagues:  He 

sold out to the other side.   —idioms. sell a bill of goods. Informal. To take 

unfair advantage of.  sell down the river. Informal. To betray the true trust or 

faith of.  sell short. 3. To contract for the sale of securities or commodities one 

expects to own at a later date and at more advantageous terms.  4. To underesti-

mate the true value or worth of:  Don’t sell your colleague short; she’s a smart law-

yer.  [Middle English sellen, from Old English sellan, to give, sell.] —sellùa·ble 
adj. 

sell·back (sHlùb4kÙ) n.  The act or an instance of selling something back that one 

had previously bought. 

sell·er (sHlùNr) n.  1. One that sells; a vendor.  2. An item that sells in a certain 

way:  This washing machine has been an excellent seller. 



sell·er’s market also sell·ers’ market (sHlùNrz märùkVt) n.  pl. sellers’ mar-
kets. A market condition characterized by high prices and a supply of commodi-

ties falling short of demand. 

sell·ing climax (sHlùVng klXùm4ksÙ) n.  A sharp decline in stock prices on a 

heavy volume of trading followed by a rally. 

selling point (sHlùVng point) n.  An aspect of a product or service that is 

stressed in advertising or marketing. 

sell·off (sHlùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  The sale or disposal of a relatively large number of 

stocks, bonds, or commodities that often causes a sharp decline in prices. 

sell·out (sHlùoutÙ) n.  1. The act of selling out.  2. An event for which all the 

tickets are sold.  3. Slang. One who has betrayed one’s principles or an espoused 

cause. 

Sel·ma (sHlùmN)  A city of south-central Alabama west of Montgomery. In 1965 

it was the site of a voter registration drive led by Martin Luther King, Jr. Popula-

tion, 23,755. 

sel·syn (sHlùsVn) n.  Physics. A device by which angular movement or position in 

a generator is transmitted to a motor.  [SEL(F) + SYN(CHRONOUS).]

selt·zer (sHltùsNr) n.  1. A natural effervescent spring water of high mineral con-

tent.  2.  See soda water (n., sense 1a).  [From German Selterser (Wasser), 

(water) of Selters, a village of central Germany.]

sel·va (sHlùvN) n.  A dense tropical rain forest usually having a cloud cover, espe-

cially one in the Amazon Basin.  [Spanish, forest, from Latin silva.]

sel·vage also sel·vedge (sHlùvVj) n.  1. a. The edge of a fabric that is woven so 

that it will not fray or ravel.  b. An ornamental fringe at either end of an oriental 

rug.   2. The edge plate of a lock that has a slot for a bolt.  [Middle English (influ-

enced by Middle Low German selfegge) : self, self; see SELF + egge, edge; see EDGE.]

selves (sHlvz) n.  Plural of self. 
Selz·nick (sHlzùnVk), David Oliver. 1902-1965.  American film producer 

known especially for his adaptation of popular novels, including Gone With the 

Wind (1939) and A Farewell to Arms (1958). 

SEM abbr.  Scanning electron microscope. 

sem. abbr.  Seminary. 

Sem. abbr.  Semitic. 

se·man·teme (sV-m4nùtKmÙ) n.  Linguistics. An irreducible unit of meaning.  

[SEMANT(IC) + -EME.]

se·man·tic (sV-m4nùtVk) also se·man·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to 

meaning, especially meaning in language.  2. Of, relating to, or according to the 

science of semantics.  [French sémantique, from Greek sKmantikos, significant, 

from sKmantos, marked, from sKmainein, sKman-, to signify, from sKma, sign.] 
—se·manùti·cal·ly adv. 

se·man·ti·cist (sV-m4nùtV-sVst) n.  A specialist in semantics. 



se·man·tics (sV-m4nùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). 1. Linguistics. The 

study or science of meaning in language forms.  2. Logic. The study of relation-

ships between signs and symbols and what they represent. In this sense, also 

calledsemasiology 

sem·a·phore (sHmùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  1. A visual signaling apparatus with flags, 

lights, or mechanically moving arms, as one used on a railroad.  2. A visual sys-

tem for sending information by means of two flags that are held one in each 

hand, using an alphabetic code based on the position of the signaler’s arms.   —  
v.  tr. intr. sem·a·phored, sem·a·phor·ing, sem·a·phores. To send (a mes-

sage) or to signal by semaphore.  [Greek sKma, sign + -PHORE.] —semÙa·phorùic 
adj.  —semÙa·phorùi·cal·ly adv. 

Se·ma·rang (sN-märùäng)  A city of northern Java, Indonesia, on the Java Sea 

east of Jakarta. It is a major port and industrial center. Population, 1,026,671. 

se·ma·si·ol·o·gy (sV-m7ÙsK-mlùN-jK, -zK-) n.  Logic. See semantics (n., sense 2).  

[Greek sKmasia, meaning (from sKmainein, to signify); see SEMANTIC + LOGY.] 
—se·maÙsi·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —se·maÙsi·olùo·gist n. 

se·mat·ic (sV-m4tùVk) adj.  Serving as a warning or signal of danger. Used espe-

cially of the coloring of some poisonous animals.  [From Greek sKma, sKmat-, 

sign.]

sem·bla·ble (sHmùblN-bNl) adj.  1. Having a resemblance; resembling or like:  

unfamiliar symbols semblable to religious icons.  2. Seeming; apparent:  a semblable 

hit-and-run accident.   —  n.  Archaic. Something that closely resembles some-

thing else.  [Middle English, from Old French, from sembler, to resemble, from 

Latin simul7re, to simulate. See SIMULATE.] —semùbla·bly adv. 

sem·blance (sHmùblNns) n.  1. An outward or token appearance: “Foolish men 

mistake transitory semblance for eternal fact” (Thomas Carlyle).  2. A representa-

tion; a copy.  3. The barest trace; a modicum:  not a semblance of truth to the story.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from sembler, to resemble. See SEMBLABLE.]

se·mé (sN-m7ù) adj.  Heraldry. Having a design embellished with small, delicate 

figures, such as a lacing of stars or flowers.  [French, from Old French, past parti-

ciple of semer, to sow, scatter, from Latin sKmin7re, from sKmen, sKmin-, seed. See 

sK- in Appendix.]

se·mei·ol·o·gy (sKÙmK-mlùN-jK, sHmÙK-, sKÙmX-) n.  Variant of semiology. 
se·mei·ot·ic (sKÙmK-mtùVk, sHmÙK-, sKÙmX-) also se·mei·ot·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  

Variants of semiotic. 
se·mei·ot·ics (sKÙmK-mtùVks, sHmÙK-, sKùmX-) n.  Variant of semiotics. 
se·meme (sKùmKmÙ) n.  Linguistics. The meaning expressed by a morpheme.  

[Greek sKma, sign + -EME.]

se·men (sKùmNn) n.  A viscous, whitish secretion of the male reproductive 

organs, containing spermatozoa and serving as their transporting medium.  

[Middle English, from Latin sKmen, seed, semen. See sK- in Appendix.]



Se·me·nov (sN-myôùnNf), Nikolai Nikolayevich. 1896-1986.  Soviet chemist. 

He shared a 1956 Nobel Prize for research on the kinetics of chemical reactions. 

se·mes·ter (sN-mHsùtNr) n.  One of two divisions of 15 to 18 weeks each of an 

academic year.  [German, from Latin (cursus) sKmKstris, (course) of six months, 

from *sex-mKnstris : sK-, six (from sex); see s(w)eks in Appendix + mKnsis, 

month; see mK-2 in Appendix.]

sem·i (sHmùX, sHmùK) n.  pl. sem·is. Informal. 1. a. A semitrailer.  b. A tractor-

trailer.   2. A semifinal. 

semi- pref.  1. Half:  semicircle.  2. Partial; partially:  semiconscious.  

3. Resembling or having some of the characteristics of:  semiofficial.  

4. Occurring twice during:  semimonthly.  See Usage Note at bi-1.  [Middle 

English, from Latin sKmi-, half. See sKmi- in Appendix.]

sem·i·ab·stract (sHmÙK-4b-str4ktù, -4bùstr4ktÙ, sHmÙX-) adj.  Of or relating to 

an art form characterized by stylized but recognizable subject matter.   
—semÙi·ab·stracùtion n. 

sem·i·an·nu·al (sHmÙK-4nùyu-Nl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Occurring or issued twice a 

year.   —semÙi·anùnu·al·ly adv. 

sem·i·a·quat·ic (sHmÙK-N-kwmtùVk, -kw4tù-, sHmùX-) adj.  Adapted for living or 

growing in or near water; not entirely aquatic:  a semiaquatic plant or animal. 

Sem·i-Ar·i·an (sHmÙK-4rùK-Nn, -ârù-, sHmÙX-) n.  One of the members of the 

Homoiousian party led by the fourth-century A.D. Arian bishop Basil of Ancyra.   
—SemÙi-Arùi·an adj.  —SemÙi-Arùi·an·ism n. 

sem·i·ar·id (sHmÙK-4rùVd) adj.  Characterized by relatively low annual rainfall of 

25 to 50 centimeters (10 to 20 inches) and having scrubby vegetation with short, 

coarse grasses; not completely arid.   —semÙi·a·ridùi·ty (-N-rVdùV-tK, -4-rVdù-) n. 

sem·i·at·tached (sHmÙK-N-t4chtù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially attached or joined:  a 

semiattached two-family frame house. 

sem·i·au·to·bi·o·graph·i·cal (sHmÙK-ôÙtN-bXÙN-gr4fùV-kNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Of, 

relating to, or being a work that falls between fiction and autobiography:  a semi-

autobiographical film; a semiautobiographical novel. 

sem·i·au·to·mat·ed (sHmÙK-ôùtN-m7ÙtVd, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially automated. 

sem·i·au·to·mat·ic (sHmÙK-ôÙtN-m4tùVk, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Partially automatic.  

2. Ejecting a shell and loading the next round of ammunition automatically after 

each shot has been fired; autoloading. Used of a firearm.   —  n.  A semiauto-

matic firearm. 

sem·i·au·ton·o·mous (sHmÙK-ô-tmnùN-mNs, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Partially self-gov-

erning.  2. Having the powers of self-government within a larger organization or 

structure.   —semÙi·au·tonùo·mous·ly adv.  —semÙi·au·tonùo·my n. 

sem·i·breve (sHmùK-brHvÙ, -brKvÙ, sHmùX-) n.  Chiefly British. A whole note in 

music. 



sem·i·cen·ten·ni·al (sHmÙK-sHn-tHnùK-Nl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Marking the 50th anni-

versary of an event.   —  n.  A 50th anniversary or its celebration. 

sem·i·cir·cle (sHmùV-sûrÙkNl) n.  1. A half of a circle as divided by a diameter.  

2. An object or arrangement of objects or people in the shape of half a circle.   
—semÙi·cirùcu·lar (-kyN-lNr) adj. 

semicircular canal (sHmùV-sûrùkyN-lNr kN-n4lù) n.  Any of three tubular and 

looped structures of the inner ear, together functioning in maintenance of the 

sense of balance in the body. 

sem·i·civ·i·lized (sHmÙK-sVvùN-lXzdÙ, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partly civilized. 

sem·i·clas·si·cal (sHmÙK-kl4sùV-kNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Music. 1. Of, relating to, or 

being a work that in style or form falls between the classical and popular genres.  

2. Of, relating to, or being a classical composition that enjoys popular appeal 

because of modern elements. 

sem·i·co·lon (sHmùV-koÙlNn) n.  A mark of punctuation (;) used to connect 

independent clauses and indicating a closer relationship between the clauses than 

a period does. 

sem·i·co·ma (sHmÙK-koùmN, sHmÙX-) n.  A partial or mild comatose state; a 

coma from which a person may be roused by various stimuli.   
—semÙi·coùma·toseÙ (-koùmN-tosÙ, -kmmùN-) adj. 

sem·i·con·duc·tor (sHmÙK-kNn-dƒkùtNr, sHmÙX-) n.  Any of various solid crys-

talline substances, such as germanium or silicon, having electrical conductivity 

greater than insulators but less than good conductors.   —semÙi·con·ductùing 
adj. 

sem·i·con·scious (sHmÙK-kmnùshNs, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially conscious; not com-

pletely aware of sensations.   —semÙi·conùscious·ly adv.  —semÙi·conùs-
cious·ness n. 

sem·i·con·ser·va·tive (sHmÙK-kNn-sûrùvN-tVv, sHmÙX-) adj.  Of or designating 

the replication of a nucleic acid molecule, especially DNA, by separation of the 

two original strands of the molecule so that each acts as a template on which a 

new, complementary strand is laid down. 

sem·i·dark·ness (sHmÙK-därkùnVs, sHmÙX-) n.  Partial darkness. 

sem·i·des·ert (sHmÙK-dHzùNrt, sHmÙX-) n.  A semiarid area often located between 

a desert and a grassland or woodland. 

sem·i·de·tached (sHmÙK-dV-t4chtù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Attached to something on one 

side only:  a semidetached house. 

sem·i·di·am·e·ter (sHmÙK-dX-4mùV-tNr, sHmÙX-) n.  The apparent radius of a 

celestial body when viewed as a disk from Earth. 

sem·i·di·ur·nal (sHmÙK-dX-ûrùnNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Of, relating to, occurring, or 

performed during half a day.  2. Occurring or coming approximately once every 

12 hours, as the tides.  3. Of or relating to the arc described by a celestial body 

between its meridian passage and its points of rising or setting. 



sem·i·di·vine (sHmÙK-dV-vXnù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Not fully divine but more than mor-

tal, as a demigod in Greek mythology. 

sem·i·doc·u·men·ta·ry (sHmÙK-dmkÙyN-mHnùtN-rK, sHmÙX-) n.  pl. 

sem·i·doc·u·men·ta·ries. A book, movie, or television program presenting a 

fictional story that incorporates many factual details or actual events.   
—semÙi·docÙu·menùta·ry adj. 

sem·i·dome (sHmùK-domÙ, sHmùX-) n.  A roof covering a semicircular space; 

half a dome. 

sem·i·dry (sHmÙK-drXù, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Partially dry.  2. Moderately dry. Used of 

wine. 

sem·i·el·lip·ti·cal (sHmÙK-V-lVpùtV-kNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Having the form or shape of 

half of an ellipse, especially when divided along the major axis. 

sem·i·feu·dal (sHmÙK-fyudùl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially feudal:  a semifeudal social 

and economic system; a landed, semifeudal class of people. 

sem·i·fi·nal (sHmùK-fXÙnNl, sHmùX-) n.  1. A match, a competition, or an exami-

nation that precedes the final one.  2. One of the two competitions of the next to 

the last round in an elimination tournament.   —semÙi·fiùnal adj.  

—semÙi·fiùnal·ist n. 

sem·i·fin·ished (sHmÙK-fVnùVsht, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Made, treated, or sold to be 

used in a finished product:  semifinished steel.  2. Partially finished:  a semifin-

ished basement. 

sem·i·flex·i·ble (sHmÙK-flHkùsN-bNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially or somewhat flexible:  

semiflexible tubing. 

sem·i·flex·ion (sHmùK-flHkÙshNn, sHmùX-) n.  The position of a limb or muscle 

halfway between flexion and extension. 

sem·i·flu·id (sHmÙK-fluùVd, sHmÙX-) adj.  Intermediate in flow properties 

between solids and liquids; highly viscous.   —semÙi·fluùid n.  

—semÙi·flu·idùi·ty n. 

sem·i·for·mal (sHmÙK-fôrùmNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Moderately formal:  a semifor-

mal dance.  2. Suitable or appropriate for a moderately formal occasion:  semifor-

mal attire. 

sem·i·gloss (sHmùK-glmsÙ, -glôsÙ, sHmùX-) n.  A paint that dries with a finish that 

is between gloss and flat.   —semùi·glossÙ, semùi·glossùy adj. 

sem·i·gov·ern·men·tal (sHmÙK-gƒvÙNrn-mHnùtl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially 

owned or managed by a government or government agency. 

sem·i·group (sHmùK-grupÙ, sHmùX-) n.  Mathematics. A set for which there is a 

binary operation that is closed and associative. 

sem·i·hard (sHmÙK-härdù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Intermediate between hard and soft:  a 

semihard cheese. 

sem·i-in·de·pend·ent (sHmÙK-VnÙdV-pHnùdNnt, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Partially inde-

pendent.  2. Semiautonomous. 



sem·i-in·fi·nite (sHmÙK-VnùfN-nVt, sHmÙX-) adj.  Mathematics. Unbounded in 

one direction or dimension. 

sem·i·liq·uid (sHmÙK-lVkùwVd, sHmÙX-) adj.  Intermediate in properties, especially 

in flow properties, between liquids and solids.   —semÙi·liqùuid n.  

—semÙi·liq·uidùi·ty n. 

sem·i·lit·er·ate (sHmÙK-lVtùNr-Vt, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Having achieved an elemen-

tary level of ability in reading and writing.  2. Having limited knowledge or 

understanding, especially of a technical subject.   —semÙi·litùer·a·cy (-Nr-N-sK) 

n. 

Sé·mil·lon also Se·mil·lon (s7ùmKl-yôN) n.  A variety of late-ripening grapes, 

often blended with sauvignon blanc grapes to produce a dry white wine with a 

crisp taste.  [French, from obsolete sémilion, from dialectal semilhoun, from Old 

Provençal semilhar, to sow, from seme, seed, from Latin sKmen. See SEMEN.]

sem·i·log (sHmùK-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, sHmùX-) adj.  Mathematics. Semilogarithmic. 

sem·i·log·a·rith·mic (sHmÙK-lôÙgN-rVthùmVk, -lmgÙN-, sHmÙX-) adj.  Mathemat-

ics. Having one logarithmic and one arithmetic scale:  semilogarithmic graph 

paper. 

sem·i·lu·nar (sHmÙK-luùnNr, sHmÙX-) also sem·i·lu·nate (-luùn7tÙ) adj.  

Shaped like a half-moon; crescent-shaped. 

semilunar bone (sHmÙK-luùnNr bon) n.  See lunate bone. 
semilunar cartilage (sHmÙK-luùnNr kärùtl-Vj) n.  Either of the crescent-

shaped wedges of fibrocartilage found in the knee joint. 

semilunar valve (sHmÙK-luùnNr v4lv) n.  Either of two valves, one located at 

the opening of the aorta and the other at the opening of the pulmonary artery, 

each consisting of three crescent-shaped cusps and serving to prevent blood from 

flowing back into the ventricles. 

sem·i·lu·nate (sHmÙK-luùn7tÙ, sHmÙX-) adj.  Variant of semilunar. 
sem·i·mem·bra·nous (sHmÙK-mHmùbrN-nNs, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partly membra-

nous, as one of the hamstring muscles. 

sem·i·month·ly (sHmÙK-mƒnthùlK, sHmÙX-) adj.  Occurring or issued twice a 

month.   —  n.  pl. sem·i·month·lies. A semimonthly publication.   —  adv.  At 

intervals twice monthly.  See Usage Note at bi-1. 
sem·i·mys·ti·cal (sHmÙK-mVsùtV-kNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Somewhat mystical:  a semi-

mystical tradition. 

sem·i·nal (sHmùN-nNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, containing, or conveying semen or 

seed.  2. Of, relating to, or having the power to originate; creative.  3. Highly 

influential in an original way; constituting or providing a basis for further devel-

opment.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin sKmin7lis, from sKmen, 

sKmin-, seed. See SEMEN.] —semùi·nal·ly adv. 



seminal duct (sHmùN-nNl dƒkt) n.  The duct of the testis that carries semen 

outward, especially the part of the duct that runs from the epididymis to the ejac-

ulatory duct. 

seminal fluid (sHmùN-nNl fluùVd) n.  Semen, especially the fluid part of semen 

without the spermatozoa. 

seminal vesicle (sHmùN-nNl vHsùV-kNl) n.  Either of a pair of pouchlike glands 

situated on each side of the male urinary bladder that secrete seminal fluid and 

nourish and promote the movement of spermatozoa through the urethra. 

sem·i·nar (sHmùN-närÙ) n.  1. a. A small group of advanced students in a college 

or graduate school engaged in original research or intensive study under the guid-

ance of a professor who meets regularly with them to discuss their reports and 

findings.  b. A course of study so pursued.  c. A scheduled meeting of such a 

group.   2. A meeting for an exchange of ideas; a conference.  [German, from 

Latin sKmin7rium, seed plot. See SEMINARY.]

sem·i·nar·i·an (sHmÙN-nârùK-Nn) also sem·i·nar·ist (-Vst) n.  A student at a 

seminary. 

sem·i·nar·y (sHmùN-nHrÙK) n.  pl. sem·i·nar·ies. Abbr. sem. 1. a. A school, 

especially a theological school for the training of priests, ministers, or rabbis.  

b. A school of higher education, especially a private school for girls.   2. A place 

or environment in which something is developed or nurtured.  [Middle English, 

seed plot, from Latin sKmin7rium, from sKmin7rius, of seed, from sKmen, sKmin-, 

seed. See sK- in Appendix.]

sem·i·nif·er·ous (sHmÙN-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Biology. 1. Conveying, containing, or 

producing semen.  2. Bearing seed.  [Latin sKmen, sKmin-, seed, semen; see SEMEN 

+ -FEROUS.]

sem·i·niv·o·rous (sHmÙN-nVvùNr-Ns) adj.  Feeding on seeds:  seminivorous birds.  

[Latin sKmen, sKmin-, seed; see SEMEN + -VOROUS.]

Sem·i·nole (sHmùN-nolÙ) n.  pl. Seminole or Sem·i·noles. 1. a. A Native 

American people made up of various primarily Creek groups who moved into 

northern Florida during the 18th and 19th centuries, later inhabiting the Ever-

glades region as well, with present-day populations in Oklahoma and southern 

Florida. The Seminole Wars ended in the removal of the majority of the Semi-

noles to Indian Territory.  b. A member of this people.   2. Either of the 

Muskogean languages of the Seminole.  [Alteration of Seminolie, from Creek 

simalóoni, simanóoli, runaway, from American Spanish cimarrón. See MAROON
1.] 

—Semùi·noleÙ adj. 

Seminole bread (sHmùN-nolÙ brHd) n.  See coontie. 
sem·i·no·ma (sHmÙN-noùmN) n.  pl. sem·i·no·mas or sem·i·no·ma·ta (-mN-

tN). A malignant tumor of the testis arising from sperm-forming tissue.  [Latin 

sKmen, sKmin-, semen; see SEMEN + -OMA.]



sem·i·no·mad (sHmÙK-noùm4dÙ, sHmÙX-) n.  One of a people whose living hab-

its are largely nomadic but who plant some crops at a base point.   
—semÙi·no·madùic adj. 

sem·i·nude (sHmÙK-nudù, -nyudù, sHmÙX-) adv.  & adj.  Only partially clothed:  

posed seminude for a painter; seminude statues.   —semÙi·nuùdi·ty n. 

sem·i·of·fi·cial (sHmÙK-N-fVshùNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Having some official authority or 

sanction.   —semÙi·of·fiùcial·ly adv. 

se·mi·ol·o·gy also se·mei·ol·o·gy (sKÙmK-mlùN-jK, sHmÙK-, sKÙmX-) n.  1. a. The 

science that deals with signs or sign language.  b. The use of signs in signaling, as 

with a semaphore.   2. Medicine. Symptomatology.  [Greek sKmeion, sign; see 

SEMIOTIC + -LOGY.]

sem·i·o·paque (sHmÙK-o-p7kù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially opaque. 

se·mi·ot·ic (sKÙmK-mtùVk, sHmÙK-, sKÙmX-) also se·mi·ot·i·cal (-V-kNl)  or 

se·mei·ot·ic (sKÙmK-, sHmÙK-, sKÙmX-) also se·mei·ot·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of or 

relating to semantics.  2. Medicine. Relating to symptomatology.  [Greek sKmeioti-

kos, observant of signs, significant, from sKmeiosis, indication, from sKmeioun, to 

signal, to interpret as a sign, from sKmeion, sign, from sKma.]

se·mi·ot·ics also se·mei·ot·ics (sKÙmK-mtùVks, sHmÙK-, sKÙmX-) n.  (used with a 

sing. verb). Semantics.   —seÙmi·o·tiùcian (-N-tVshùNn) n. 

sem·i·o·vip·a·rous (sHmÙK-o-vVpùNr-Ns, sHmÙX-) adj.  Bearing living young that 

are incompletely developed, as a kangaroo or other marsupial. 

Sem·i·pa·la·tinsk (sHmÙK-pN-läùtVnsk, syV-myV-)  A city of northeast Kazakh-

stan on the Irtysh River north-northeast of Alma-Alta. Founded as a fortress in 

1718, it is a port and processing center. Population, 317,000. 

sem·i·pal·mate (sHmÙK-p4lùm7tÙ, -päù-, -pälùm7tÙ, sHmÙX-) also 

sem·i·pal·mat·ed (-m7ÙtVd) adj.  Having partial or reduced webbing between 

the toes, as some wading birds do. 

semipalmated plover (sHmÙK-p4lùm7ÙtVd plƒvùNr) n.  A small plover 

(Charadrius semipalmatus) that breeds in the arctic New World and has a web 

between the middle and inner toes. 

sem·i·par·a·site (sHmÙK-p4rùN-sXtÙ, sHmÙX-) n.  See hemiparasite (n., sense 1).  

—semÙi·parÙa·sitùic (-sVtùVk) adj.  —semÙi·parùa·sit·ism (-sV-tVzÙNm) n. 

sem·i·per·me·a·ble (sHmÙK-pûrùmK-N-bNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Partially perme-

able.  2. Allowing passage of certain, especially small, molecules or ions but act-

ing as a barrier to others. Used of biological and synthetic membranes.   
—semÙi·perÙme·a·bilùi·ty n. 

sem·i·po·lit·i·cal (sHmÙK-pN-lVtùV-kNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Political in some aspects or 

activities. 

sem·i·por·ce·lain (sHmÙK-pôrùsN-lVn, -porù-, sHmÙX-) n.  Any of several glazed 

ceramic wares resembling porcelain but having little or no translucency. 



sem·i·pre·cious stone (sHmÙK-prHshùNs ston, sHmÙX-) n.  A gem, such as an 

opal, that has commercial value but is not as rare or expensive as a precious stone. 

sem·i·pri·vate (sHmÙK-prXùvVt, sHmÙX-) adj.  Shared with usually one to three 

other hospital patients:  a semiprivate room. 

sem·i·pro (sHmùK-proÙ, sHmùX-) adj.  Informal. Semiprofessional:  a semipro 

baseball player.   —semùi·proÙ n. 

sem·i·pro·fes·sion·al (sHmÙK-prN-fHshùN-nNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Sports. 1. Taking 

part in a sport for pay but not on a full-time basis.  2. Composed of or engaged in 

by semiprofessional players.   —  n.  1. Sports. A semiprofessional player.  2. One 

whose occupation or work has some of the characteristics of a profession or of a 

professional.   —semÙi·pro·fesùsion·al·ly adv. 

sem·i·pub·lic (sHmÙK-pƒbùlVk, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Partially but not entirely open to 

the use of the public:  prohibited smoking in public and semipublic places.  

2. Partially but not totally owned by the public:  purchases made by semipublic 

organizations such as universities, utilities, and the postal service.  3. Open to the 

knowledge and judgment of only a part of the public:  Any public or semipublic 

expression of racism is controversial.   —semÙi·pubùlic·ly adv. 

sem·i·qua·ver (sHmùK-kw7ÙvNr) n.  Chiefly British & Music. A sixteenth note. 

sem·i·re·tired (sHmÙK-rV-tXrdù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Working only on a part-time basis, 

as for reasons of ill health or advanced age.   —semÙi·re·tireùment (-tXrùmNnt) 

n. 

sem·i·rig·id (sHmÙK-rVjùVd, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partly or moderately rigid. 

sem·i·round (sHmÙK-roundù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Having a round side and a flat side.   
—  n.  (sHmùK-roundÙ, sHmùX-) Something that has a round side and a flat side. 

sem·i·ru·ral (sHmÙK-rtrùNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Having both rural and urban charac-

teristics:  a semirural town; a semirural environment; a semirural way of life. 

sem·i·skilled (sHmÙK-skVldù, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Possessing some skills but not 

enough to do specialized work:  semiskilled dockworkers.  2. Requiring limited 

skills:  a semiskilled job. 

sem·i·soft (sHmÙK-sôftù, -smftù, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Of medium softness.  2. Firm 

but easily sliced:  semisoft cheese. 

sem·i·sol·id (sHmÙK-smlùVd, sHmÙX-) adj.  Intermediate in properties, especially in 

rigidity, between solids and liquids.   —  n.  (sHmùK-smlÙVd, sHmùX-) A semisolid 

substance, such as a stiff dough or firm gelatin. 

sem·i·staged (sHmùK-st4jdÙ, sHmùX-) adj.  Performed and presented without all 

the usual stage effects, costumes, or participants:  a semistaged version of an opera. 

sem·i·ster·ile (sHmÙK-stHrùNl, -XlÙ, sHmÙX-) adj.  Not completely fertile; partly 

sterile:  semisterile pollen; semisterile male pupae. 

sem·i·sub·mers·i·ble (sHmÙK-sNb-mûrùsN-bNl, sHmÙX-) n.  A seagoing, self-

propelled barge that rides at anchor, stands on partially submerged vertical legs 



on submerged pontoons, and serves as living quarters and a base of operations in 

offshore drilling.  Also called semisubmersible rig  —semÙi·sub·merùsi·ble adj. 

sem·i·sweet (sHmÙK-swKtù, sHmÙX-) adj.  Having a small amount of sweetening:  

semisweet chocolate. 

sem·i·syn·thet·ic (sHmÙK-sVn-thHtùVk, sHmÙX-) adj.  1. Prepared by chemical 

synthesis from natural materials:  a semisynthetic antibiotic.  2. Consisting of a 

mixture of natural and synthetic substances:  a semisynthetic culture medium. 

Sem·ite (sHmùXtÙ) n.  1. A member of a group of Semitic-speaking peoples of the 

Near East and northern Africa, including the Arabs, Arameans, Babylonians, 

Carthaginians, Ethiopians, Hebrews, and Phoenicians.  2. A Jew.  3. Bible. A 

descendant of Shem.  [Back-formation from SEMITIC.]

sem·i·ter·res·tri·al (sHmÙK-tN-rHsùtrK-Nl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Not growing or living 

entirely on land; partly terrestrial:  a semiterrestrial crustacean. 

Se·mit·ic (sN-mVtùVk) adj.  Abbr. Sem. 1. Of or relating to the Semites or their 

languages or cultures.  2. Of, relating to, or constituting a subgroup of the Afro-

Asiatic language group that includes Arabic, Hebrew, Amharic, and Aramaic.   —  
n.  Abbr. Sem. 1. The Semitic languages.  2. Any one of the Semitic languages.  

[New Latin SKmiticus, from SKmita, Semite, from Late Latin SKm, Shem, epony-

mous ancestor of the Semites, from Greek, from Hebrew 4Km.]

Se·mit·ics (sN-mVtùVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of the history, lan-

guages, and cultures of the Semitic peoples.   —Se·mitùi·cist (-V-sVst) n. 

Sem·i·tism (sHmùV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. A Semitic word or idiom.  2. Semitic traits, 

attributes, or customs.  3. A policy or predisposition in favor of Jews. 

sem·i·tone (sHmùK-tonÙ, sHmùX-) n.  Music. An interval equal to a half tone in 

the standard diatonic scale.  Also called half step, half tone.  —semÙi·tonùic (-

tmnùVk) adj.  —semÙi·tonùi·cal·ly adv. 

sem·i·trail·er (sHmùK-tr7ÙlNr, sHmùX-) n.  A trailer having a set or several sets of 

wheels at the rear only, with the forward portion being supported by the truck 

tractor or towing vehicle. 

sem·i·trans·par·ent (sHmÙK-tr4ns-pârùNnt, -p4rù-, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partially 

transparent. 

sem·i·trop·i·cal (sHmÙK-trmpùV-kNl, sHmÙX-) adj.  Partly tropical; subtropical. 

sem·i·vow·el (sHmùV-vouÙNl) n.  Linguistics. A sound that has the quality of one 

of the high vowels, as (K) or (u), and that functions as a consonant before vow-

els, as the initial sounds of yell and well.  Also called glide 

sem·i·week·ly (sHmÙK-wKkùlK, sHmÙX-) adj.  Issued or occurring twice a week.   
—  n.  pl. sem·i·week·lies. A semiweekly event or publication.   —  adv.  Twice 

weekly.  See Usage Note at bi-1. 
sem·i·year·ly (sHmÙK-yîrùlK, sHmÙX-) adj.  Issued or occurring twice a year or 

once every half year.   —  n.  pl. sem·i·year·lies. A semiyearly event or publica-

tion.   —  adv.  Every half year. 



Semmes (sHmz), Raphael. 1809-1877.  American Confederate naval officer 

who commanded the Alabama (1862-1864), which took a heavy toll on Union 

marine commerce until it was sunk by a Union ship off the coast of France 

(1864). 

sem·o·li·na (sHmÙN-lKùnN) n.  The gritty, coarse particles of wheat left after the 

finer flour has passed through a bolting machine, used for pasta.  [Alteration of 

Italian semolino, diminutive of semola, bran, from Latin simila, fine flour, proba-

bly of Semitic origin.]

sem·pi·ter·nal (sHmÙpV-tûrùnNl) adj.  Enduring forever; eternal.  See Synonyms 

at infinite.  [Middle English, from Old French sempiternel, from Late Latin 

sempitern7lis, from Latin sempiternus : semper, always; see sem-1 in Appendix + 

aeternus, eternal; see aiw- in Appendix.] —semÙpi·terùni·ty (-nV-tK) n. 

sem·pli·ce (sHmùplV-ch7Ù) adv.  & adj.  Music. In a simple or plain manner. Used 

chiefly as a direction.  [Italian, from Latin simplex, simplic-, simple. See sem-1 in 

Appendix.]

sem·pre (sHmùpr7) adv.  Music. In the same manner throughout. Used chiefly as 

a direction.  [Italian, always, from Latin semper. See sem-1 in Appendix.]

sen1 (sHn) n.  pl. sen. A unit of currency in Japan.  See Table at currency.  [Japa-

nese, from Chinese (Mandarin) qián, money, coin.]

sen2 (sHn) n.  pl. sen. A unit of currency in Indonesia, Cambodia, and Malaysia.  

See Table at currency.  [Indonesian senti, sen, ultimately from CENT.]

sen.  or Sen. abbr.  1. Senate; senator.  2. Senior. 

se·nar·i·us (sN-nârùK-Ns) n.  pl. se·nar·i·i (-K-XÙ, -K-KÙ). A Latin verse consisting 

of six iambic feet.  [Latin sKn7rius, consisting of six each, senarius. See SENARY.]

sen·a·ry (sHnùN-rK) adj.  1. Of or relating to the number six.  2. Having six 

things or parts.  [Latin sKn7rius, from sKnX, six each, from sex, six. See s(w)eks in 

Appendix.]

sen·ate (sHnùVt) n.  Abbr. sen., Sen. 1. An assembly or a council of citizens hav-

ing the highest deliberative and legislative functions in a government, specifically: 

a. Senate. The upper house of the U.S. Congress, to which two members are 

elected from each state by popular vote for a six-year term.  b.  Often Senate. 

The upper house in the bicameral legislature of many states in the United States.  

c. Senate. The upper legislative house in Canada, France, and some other coun-

tries.  d. The supreme council of state of the ancient Roman Republic and later of 

the Roman Empire.   2. The building or hall in which such a council or assembly 

meets.  3. A governing, advisory, or disciplinary body of some colleges and uni-

versities composed of faculty members and sometimes student representatives.  

[Middle English senat, from Old French, from Latin sen7tus, from senex, sen-, 

old, an elder. See sen- in Appendix.]

sen·a·tor (sHnùN-tNr) n.  Abbr. sen., Sen. A member of a senate.   
—senùa·tor·shipÙ n. 



sen·a·to·ri·al (sHnÙN-tôrùK-Nl, -torù-) adj.  1. Of, concerning, or befitting a sen-

ator or senate.  2. Composed of senators.   —senÙa·toùri·al·ly adv. 

senatorial courtesy (sHnÙN-tôrùK-Nl kûrùtV-sK) n.  The custom in the U.S. 

Senate of refusing to confirm a presidential appointment to office opposed by 

both senators from the state of the appointee or by the senior senator of the Pres-

ident’s party. 

senatorial district (sHnÙN-tôrùK-Nl dVsùtrVkt) n.  A territorial district from 

which a senator is elected. 

send1 (sHnd) v.  sent (sHnt), send·ing, sends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to be con-

veyed by an intermediary to a destination:  send goods by plane.  2. To dispatch, as 

by a communications medium:  send a message by radio.  3. a. To direct to go on a 

mission:  sent troops into the Middle East.  b. To require or enable to go:  sent her 

children to college.  c. To direct (a person) to a source of information; refer:  sent 

the student to the reference section of the library.   4. a. To give off (heat, for exam-

ple); emit or issue:  a stove that sends forth great warmth.  b. To utter or otherwise 

emit (sound):  sent forth a cry of pain.   5. To hit so as to direct or propel with 

force; drive:  The batter sent the ball to left field. The slap on my back sent me stag-

gering.  6. To cause to take place or occur:  We will meet whatever vicissitudes fate 

may send.  7. a. To put or drive into a given state or condition:  horrifying news 

that sent them into a panic.  b. Slang. To transport with delight; carry away:  That 

music really sends me.    —  v.  intr. 1. To dispatch someone to do an errand or 

convey a message:  Let’s send out for hamburgers.  2. To dispatch a request or an 

order, especially by mail:  send away for a new catalogue.  3. To transmit a message 

or messages:  The radio operator was still sending when the ship went down.   
—phrasal verbs. send down. Chiefly British. To suspend or dismiss from a 

university.  send for. To request to come by means of a message or messenger; 

summon.  send in. 3. To cause to arrive or to be delivered to the recipient:  Let’s 

send in a letter of protest.  4. Sports. To put (a player) into or back into a game or 

contest:  The coach is sending in the kicker.  5. To cause (someone) to arrive in or 

become involved in a particular place or situation:  The commander sent in the 

sappers. It’s time to send in the lawyers.  send up. Informal. 6. To send to jail:  was 

sent up for 20 years.  7. To make a parody of: “grandiloquently eccentric but witty 

verbiage... that would send up the nastiness of suburban London” (New York).   
—idioms. send flying. Informal. To cause to be knocked or scattered about 

with force:  a blow to the table that sent the dishes flying.  send packing. To dis-

miss (someone) abruptly.  [Middle English senden, from Old English sendan. See 

sent- in Appendix.] —sendùer n.  

SYNONYMS: send, dispatch, forward, route, ship, transmit. The central meaning

shared by these verbs is “to cause to go or be taken to a destination”: sent the pack-

age by parcel post; dispatched a union representative to the factory; forwarding the



mail to their new address; routed the soldiers through New York; shipping oil in tank-

ers; transmitting money by cable.

send2 (sHnd) v.  & n.  Nautical. Variant of scend. 
Sen·dai (sHn-dXù)  A city of northeast Honshu, Japan, on an inlet of the Pacific 

Ocean north of Tokyo. It is an important cultural and educational center. Popula-

tion, 700,248. 

Sendai virus (sHn-dXù vXùrNs) n.  A paramyxovirus used in research laboratories 

for its tendency to induce genetically different cells or nuclei to fuse, the resulting 

hybrid cells having useful properties such as the ability to synthesize specific anti-

bodies.  [After Sendai.]
sen·dal (sHnùdl) n.  A thin, light silk used in the Middle Ages for fine garments, 

church vestments, and banners.  [Middle English cendal, from Old French, ulti-

mately from Greek sindon, fine linen.]

send·off (sHndùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. A demonstration of affection and good wishes 

for the beginning of a new undertaking.  2. A farewell:  gave our guests a hearty 

sendoff at the airport. 

send-up  or send·up (sHndùƒpÙ) n.  Informal. An amusing imitation or parody; 

a takeoff: “The absurd trial is, of course, a send-up of the Dublin courts” (New 

Yorker). 

se·ne (s7ùn7) n.  pl. sene. A unit of currency in Western Samoa.  See Table at 

currency.  [Samoan, from English CENT.]

Sen·e·ca (sHnùV-kN) n.  pl. Seneca or Sen·e·cas. 1. a. A Native American peo-

ple formerly inhabiting western New York from Seneca Lake to Lake Erie, with 

present-day populations in this same area and in southeast Ontario. The Seneca 

are the westernmost member of the original Iroquois confederacy.  b. A member 

of this people.   2. The Iroquoian language of the Seneca.  [From Dutch Senne-

caas, probably of Mahican origin.]

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus. Known as “the Younger.” 4 B.C.?-A.D. 65.  Roman 

Stoic philosopher, writer, and tutor of Nero. His works include treatises on rheto-

ric and governance and numerous plays that influenced Renaissance and Elizabe-

than drama. 

Seneca Falls (sHnùV-kN fôlz)  A village of west-central New York on the Seneca 

River east-southeast of Rochester. The first women’s rights convention was held 

here in 1848. Population, 7,370. 

Seneca Lake (sHnùV-kN l7k)  A lake of west-central New York connected with 

Cayuga Lake by the Seneca River, about 105 km (65 mi) long. Seneca Lake is the 

largest of the Finger Lakes. 

Seneca snakeroot (sHnùV-kN sn7kùrutÙ) n.  An eastern North American 

plant (Polygala senega) having a terminal cluster of small white flowers and roots 

that are used medicinally. 



se·nec·ti·tude (sV-nHkùtV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  Old age; elderliness.  [Medieval 

Latin senectit7do, from Latin senect7s, from senex, sen-, old, an elder. See sen- in 

Appendix.]

sen·e·ga (sHnùV-gN) n.  The dried roots of the Seneca snakeroot, used medici-

nally as an expectorant.  [Alteration of SENECA (from its use by this people).]

Sen·e·gal (sHnÙV-gôlù, -gälù)  A country of western Africa on the Atlantic Ocean. 

First settled in prehistoric times, it was colonized by Portuguese, Dutch, French, 

and British traders and became a French possession in the 19th century. Senegal 

achieved independence in 1960. Dakar is the capital and the largest city. Popula-

tion, 6,038,000.   —SenÙe·ga·leseù (-gô-lKzù, -lKsù, -gN-) adj.  & n. 

Senegal River (sHnÙV-gôlù rVvùNr)  A river of western Africa rising in western 

Mali and flowing about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) generally northwest and west along 

the Mauritania-Senegal border to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Sen·e·gam·bi·a (sHnÙV-g4mùbK-N)  A region of western Africa watered by the 

Senegal and Gambia rivers. 

se·nes·cent (sV-nHsùNnt) adj.  Growing old; aging.  [Latin senKscKns, senKscent- 

present participle of senKscere, to grow old inchoative of senKre, to be old, from 

senex, sen-, old. See sen- in Appendix.] —se·nesùcence n. 

sen·e·schal (sHnùN-shNl) n.  An official in a medieval noble household in charge 

of domestic arrangements and the administration of servants; a steward or 

major-domo.  [Middle English, from Old French, of Germanic origin.]

se·nile (sKùnXlÙ, sHnùXlÙ) adj.  1. Relating to, characteristic of, or resulting from 

old age.  2. Exhibiting the symptoms of senility, as impaired memory or the 

inability to perform certain mental tasks.  3. Geology. Worn away nearly to the 

base level, as at the end of an erosion cycle.  [Latin senXlis, from senex, sen-, old. 

See sen- in Appendix.] —seùnileÙly adv.  

WORD HISTORY: In earlier writings one finds phrases such as “a senile matu-

rity of judgment” and “green and vigorous senility,” demonstrating that these two

words have not always been burdened with their current negative connotations.

Senile and senility are examples of pejoration, the process by which a word’s

meaning changes for the worse over time. Even though senile (first recorded in

1661) and senility (first recorded in 1778) initially had neutral senses such as “per-

taining to old age,” it is probable that the weakness (in particular the mental weak-

ness) that sometimes accompanies old age eventually caused negative senses to

predominate. Certainly some pejorative associations were present in Latin senXlis,
“relating to an old man, aged,” the ultimate source of both words, and in related

Latin words such as senKscere, which could mean “to deteriorate with age.” But it

seems that pejorative associations have taken over these words in English through

general usage, perhaps because average life expectancy has risen steadily over the



years.

senile dementia (sKùnXlÙ dV-mHnùshN) n.  A progressive, abnormally acceler-

ated deterioration of mental faculties and emotional stability in old age, occur-

ring especially in Alzheimer’s disease. 

se·nil·i·ty (sV-nVlùV-tK) n.  1. The state of being senile.  2. The mental and physi-

cal deterioration characteristic of old age. 

sen·ior (sKnùyNr) adj.  1.  Abbr. Sr., sr. Of, relating to, or being the older of two, 

especially the older of two persons having the same name, as father and son.  2.  
Abbr. sen., Sen. a. Being in a position, rank, or grade above others of the same 

set or class:  a senior officer; the senior ship in the battle group.  b. Having prece-

dence in making certain decisions.   3.  Abbr. sen., Sen., Sr., sr. Of or relating to 

the fourth and last year of high school or college:  our senior class.   —  n.  1.  
Abbr. sen., Sen. a. A person who is older than another:  She is eight years my 

senior.  b. A senior citizen: “The interests of seniors tend to be... varied... Their 

energy levels... can be every bit as intense as those expended by younger people” 

(Elaine Sherman).   2.  Abbr. sen., Sen., Sr., sr. a. One that is of a higher posi-

tion, rank, or grade than another in the same set or class.  b. A student in the 

fourth year of high school or college.   [Middle English, from Latin, comparative 

of senex, old. See sen- in Appendix.]

senior chief petty officer (sKnùyNr chKf pHtùK ôùfV-sNr) n.  Abbr. SCPO, 
CPOS 1. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Navy that is above chief petty 

officer and below master chief petty officer.  2. One who holds this rank. 

senior citizen (sKnùyNr sVtùV-zNn) n.  A person of or over the age of retirement.   
—senùior-citùi·zen (sKnùyNr-sVtùV-zNn) adj.  —senior citizenry n. 

senior debt (sKnùyNr dHt) n.  A class of corporate debt that has priority with 

respect to interest and principal over other classes of debt and over all classes of 

equity by the same issuer. 

senior high school (sKnùyNr hX skul) n.  A high school usually constituting 

grades 10, 11, and 12. 

sen·ior·i·ty (sKn-yôrùV-tK, -ymrù-) n.  1. The state of being older than another or 

others or higher in rank than another or others.  2. Precedence of position, espe-

cially precedence over others of the same rank by reason of a longer span of ser-

vice. 

senior lecturer (sKnùyNr lHkùchNr-Nr) n.  Chiefly British. A university teacher, 

especially one ranking next below a reader. 

senior master sergeant (sKnùyNr m4sùtNr särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. S.M.Sgt., 
SMSGT 1. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Air Force that is above master 

sergeant and below chief master sergeant.  2. One who holds this rank. 

sen·i·ti (sHnùV-tK) n.  pl. seniti. A unit of currency in Tonga.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Tongan, from English CENT.]



Sen·lac (sHnùl4kÙ)  A hill in southern England near Hastings. The battle fought 

here in 1066, in which William the Conqueror defeated Harold II, is known as the 

Battle of Hastings. 

sen·na (sHnùN) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Cassia, having pinnately 

compound leaves and showy, nearly regular, usually yellow flowers.  2. The dried 

leaves of C. angustifolia or C. acutifolia, used medicinally as a cathartic.  [New 

Latin, from Arabic san7’.]

Sen·nach·er·ib (sV-n4kùNr-Vb), Died 681 B.C.  King of Assyria (704-681) who 

invaded Judea, subjugated Babylon, and rebuilt Nineveh. 

sen·net1 (sHnùVt) n.  A call on a trumpet or cornet signaling the ceremonial exits 

and entrances of actors in Elizabethan drama.  [Perhaps variant of SIGNET.]

sen·net2 (sHnùVt) n.  Any of several barracudas, especially Sphyraena borealis, of 

the western Atlantic.  [Origin unknown.]

Sen·nett (sHnùVt), Mack. 1880?-1960.  Canadian-born American filmmaker 

known for his slapstick motion pictures featuring the Keystone Kops. 

sen·night (sHnùXtÙ) n.  Archaic. A week.  [Middle English senight, contraction of 

seveniht, from Old English seofon nihta, seven nights  : seofon, seven; see SEVEN + 

nihta, pl. of niht, night; see NIGHT.]

sen·nit (sHnùVt) n.  1. Nautical. Braided cordage formed by plaiting several 

strands of rope fiber or similar material.  2. Plaited straw, grass, or palm leaves 

for making hats.  [Origin unknown.]

se·no·pi·a (sV-noùpK-N) n.  Improvement of near vision sometimes occurring in 

the aged because of swelling of the crystalline lens in incipient cataract.  [Latin 

senex, sen-, old; see sen- in Appendix + -OPIA.]

se·ñor (s7n-yôrù, sH-nyôrù) n.  pl. se·ño·res (s7n-yôrù7s, sH-nyôùrHs). 1.  Abbr. 

Sr. a. Used as a courtesy title before the surname, full name, or professional title 

of a man in a Spanish-speaking area.  b. Used as a form of polite address for a 

man in a Spanish-speaking area.   2. A Spanish or Spanish-speaking man.  [Span-

ish, from Old Spanish sennor, from Vulgar Latin *senior, lord, from Latin, senior. 

See SENIOR.]

se·ño·ra (s7n-yôrùN, sH-nyôùrä) n.  1.  Abbr. Sra. a. Used as a courtesy title 

before the surname or full name of a married woman in a Spanish-speaking area.  

b. Used as a form of polite address for a woman in a Spanish-speaking area.   2. A 

Spanish or Spanish-speaking woman.  [Spanish, feminine of señor, señor. See 

SEÑOR.]

se·ño·res (s7n-yôrù7s, sH-nyôùrHs) n.  Plural of señor. 
se·ño·ri·ta (s7nÙyN-rKùtN, sHÙnyô-rKùtä) n.  1.  Abbr. Srta. a. Used as a courtesy 

title before the surname or full name of a girl or an unmarried woman in a Span-

ish-speaking area.  b. Used as a form of address for a girl or young woman in a 

Spanish-speaking area.   2. A Spanish or Spanish-speaking unmarried woman or 

girl.  [Spanish, diminutive of señora, señora. See SEÑORA.]



sen·sate (sHnùs7tÙ) also sen·sat·ed (-s7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Perceived by a sense or the 

senses.  2. Having physical sensation.  [Middle English sensat, from Late Latin 

sKns7tus, gifted with sense, from Latin sKnsus, sense. See SENSE.] —senùsateÙly 
adv. 

sen·sa·tion (sHn-s7ùshNn) n.  1. a. A perception associated with stimulation of 

a sense organ or with a specific body condition:  the sensation of heat; a visual sen-

sation.  b. The faculty to feel or perceive; physical sensibility:  The patient has very 

little sensation left in the right leg.  c. An indefinite, generalized body feeling:  a 

sensation of lightness.   2. A state of heightened interest or emotion: “The anticipa-

tion produced in me a sensation somewhat between bliss and fear” (James Weldon 

Johnson).  3. a. A state of intense public interest and excitement: “The purser 

made a sensation as sailors like to do, by predicting a storm” (Evelyn Waugh).  b. A 

cause of such interest and excitement.  See Synonyms at wonder.   [French, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin sKns7tio, sKns7tion-, from Late Latin sKns7tus, 

gifted with sense. See SENSATE.]

sen·sa·tion·al (sHn-s7ùshN-nNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to sensation.  2. Arousing 

or intended to arouse strong curiosity, interest, or reaction, especially by exagger-

ated or lurid details:  sensational journalistic reportage of the scandal.  

3. Outstanding; spectacular:  We attended a sensational concert—one never to be 

forgotten.   —sen·saùtion·al·ly adv. 

sen·sa·tion·al·ism (sHn-s7ùshN-nN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. The use of sensational 

matter or methods, especially in writing, journalism, or politics.  b. Sensational 

subject matter.  c. Interest in or the effect of such subject matter.   2. Philosophy. 

The theory that sensation is the only source of knowledge.  3. The ethical doc-

trine that feeling is the only criterion of good.   —sen·saùtion·al·ist n.  

—sen·saÙtion·al·isùtic adj. 

sen·sa·tion·al·ize (sHn-s7ùshN-nN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. sen·sa·tion·al·ized, 
sen·sa·tion·al·iz·ing, sen·sa·tion·al·iz·es. To cast and present in a manner 

intended to arouse strong interest, especially through inclusion of exaggerated or 

lurid details: “doubted the ability of the liberal press to handle such information 

fairly, to refrain from sensationalizing it” (Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein).   
—sen·saùtion·al·i·zaùtion (-shN-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

sense (sHns) n.  1. a. Any of the faculties by which stimuli from outside or 

inside the body are received and felt, as the faculties of hearing, sight, smell, 

touch, taste, and equilibrium.  b. A perception or feeling produced by a stimulus; 

sensation:  a sense of fatigue and hunger.   2. senses. The faculties of sensation as 

means of providing physical gratification and pleasure.  3. Intuitive or acquired 

perception or ability to estimate:  a sense of diplomatic timing. a. A capacity to 

appreciate or understand:  a keen sense of humor.  b. A vague feeling or presenti-

ment:  a sense of impending doom.  c. Recognition or perception either through 

the senses or through the intellect; consciousness:  has no sense of shame.   4. a.  



Often senses. Normal ability to think or reason soundly; correct judgment:  

Come to your senses.  b. Something sound or reasonable:  There’s no sense in wait-

ing three hours.   5. a. A meaning that is conveyed, as in speech or writing; signifi-

cation:  The sense of the novel is the inevitability of human tragedy.  b. One of the 

meanings of a word or phrase:  The word set has many senses.  See Synonyms at 

meaning.   6. a. Judgment; consensus:  sounding out the sense of the electorate on 

capital punishment.  b. Intellectual interpretation, as of the significance of an 

event or the conclusions reached by a group:  I came away from the meeting with 

the sense that we had resolved all outstanding issues.    —  v.  tr. sensed, sens·ing, 
sens·es. 1. To become aware of; perceive.  2. To grasp; understand.  3. To detect 

automatically:  sense radioactivity.  [Middle English, meaning, from Old French 

sens, from Latin sKnsus, the faculty of perceiving, from past participle of sentXre, 

to feel. See sent- in Appendix.]

sense datum (sHns d7ùtNm) n.  A basic, unanalyzable sensation, such as color, 

sound, or smell, experienced upon stimulation of a sense organ or receptor. 

sen·sei (sHnùs7Ù, sHn-s7ù) n.  pl. sen·seis. 1. A judo or karate teacher.  2. A 

teacher or mentor.  3. Used as a form of address for such a person.  [Japanese, 

teacher, master.]

sense·less (sHnsùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking sense or meaning; meaningless.  See Syn-

onyms at meaningless.  2. Deficient in sense; foolish or stupid.  3. Insensate; 

unconscious.   —senseùless·ly adv.  —senseùless·ness n. 

sense organ (sHns ôrùgNn) n.  A specialized organ or structure, such as the eye, 

ear, tongue, nose, or skin, where sensory neurons are concentrated and which 

functions as a receptor.  Also called sensor 

sense perception (sHns pNr-sHpùshNn) n.  Perception by or based on stimula-

tion of the senses. 

sen·si·bil·i·ty (sHnÙsN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. sen·si·bil·i·ties. 1. The ability to feel or 

perceive.  2. a. Keen intellectual perception:  the sensibility of a painter to color.  

b. Mental or emotional responsiveness toward something, such as the feelings of 

another.   3. Receptiveness to impression, whether pleasant or unpleasant; acute-

ness of feeling. Often used in the plural: “The sufferings of the Cuban people 

shocked our sensibilities” (George F. Kennan).  4. Refined awareness and apprecia-

tion in matters of feeling.  5. The quality of being affected by changes in the envi-

ronment. 

sen·si·ble (sHnùsN-bNl) adj.  1. Perceptible by the senses or by the mind.  

2. Readily perceived; appreciable.  3. Having the faculty of sensation; able to feel 

or perceive.  4. Having a perception of something; cognizant: “I am sensible that a 

good deal more is still to be done” (Edmund Burke).  See Synonyms at aware.  
5. Acting with or exhibiting good sense:  a sensible person; a sensible choice.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French, from Latin sKnsibilis, from sKnsus, sense. See SENSE.] 
—senùsi·ble·ness n.  —senùsi·bly adv. 



sensible horizon (sHnùsN-bNl hN-rXùzNn) n.  The plane intersecting an 

observer’s position perpendicular to the line formed by the observer’s nadir and 

zenith. 

sen·sil·lum (sHn-sVlùNm) n.  pl. sen·sil·la (-sVlùN). A simple sensory receptor 

consisting of one cell or a few cells, especially a hairlike epithelial cell projecting 

through the cuticle of arthropods.  [New Latin sKnsillum, diminutive of Latin sKn-

sus, sense. See SENSE.]

sen·si·tive (sHnùsV-tVv) adj.  1. Capable of perceiving with a sense or senses.  

2. Responsive to external conditions or stimulation.  3. Susceptible to the atti-

tudes, feelings, or circumstances of others.  4. Quick to take offense; touchy.  

5. Easily irritated:  sensitive skin.  6. Readily altered by the action of an agent:  film 

that is sensitive to light.  7. Registering very slight differences or changes of condi-

tion. Used of an instrument.  8. Fluctuating or tending to fluctuate, as in price:  

sensitive stocks.  9. Of or relating to classified information:  sensitive defense data; 

holds a sensitive position in the State Department.   —  n.  1. A sensitive person.  

2. One held to be endowed with psychic or occult powers.  [Middle English, from 

Old French sensitif, from Medieval Latin sKnsitXvus, from Latin sKnsus, sense. See 

SENSE.] —senùsi·tive·ly adv.  —senùsi·tive·ness n. 

sensitive plant (sHnùsV-tVv pl4nt) n.  1. A shrubby tropical American plant 

(Mimosa pudica) having mauve flower heads and bipinnately compound leaves 

with leaflets and leafstalks that fold and droop when touched.  Also called touch-

me-not 2. Any of various similar plants, such as Cassia nictitans, of eastern and 

central North America. 

sen·si·tiv·i·ty (sHnÙsV-tVvùV-tK) n.  pl. sen·si·tiv·i·ties. 1. The quality or condi-

tion of being sensitive.  2. The capacity of an organ or organism to respond to 

stimulation.  3. Electronics. The degree of response of a receiver or an instrument 

to an incoming signal or to a change in the incoming signal; the signal strength 

required by an FM tuner to reduce noise and distortion.  4. The degree of 

response of a plate or film to light, especially to light of a specified wavelength. 

sensitivity training (sHnÙsV-tVvùV-tK tr7ùnVng) n.  Training in small groups in 

which people learn how to interact with each other by developing a sensitive 

awareness and understanding of themselves and of their relationships with oth-

ers. 

sen·si·tize (sHnùsV-tXzÙ) v.  sen·si·tized, sen·si·tiz·ing, sen·si·tiz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make sensitive: “The polarity principle... sensitizes the observer to the coexist-

ence of seemingly contradictory phenomena” (Heinz Eulau).  2. To make (a film or 

plate) sensitive to light, especially to light of a specific wavelength.  3. To make 

hypersensitive or reactive to an antigen, such as pollen, especially by a second or 

repeated exposure.   —  v.  intr. To become sensitive or hypersensitive.   
—senÙsi·ti·zaùtion (-tV-z7ùshNn) n.  —senùsi·tizÙer n. 



sen·si·tom·e·ter (sHnÙsV-tmmùV-tNr) n.  1. A device used for measuring the sen-

sitivity of photographic film to light.  2. A similar device for measuring the sensi-

tivity of eyes to light.  [SENSIT(IVITY) + -METER.] —senÙsi·to·metùric (-tN-

mHtùrVk) adj.  —senÙsi·tomùe·try n. 

sen·sor (sHnùsNr, -sôrÙ) n.  1. A device, such as a photoelectric cell, that receives 

and responds to a signal or stimulus.  2.  See sense organ. 
sen·so·ri·a (sHn-sôrùK-N, -sorù-) n.  A plural of sensorium. 
sen·so·ri·al (sHn-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-) adj.  Of or relating to sensations or sensory 

impressions.   —sen·soùri·al·ly adv. 

sen·so·ri·mo·tor (sHnÙsN-rK-moùtNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or combining the 

functions of the sensory and motor activities:  sensorimotor nerve centers; sen-

sorimotor pathways. 

sen·so·ri·neu·ral (sHnÙsN-rK-ntrùNl, -nytrù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or involv-

ing the sensory nerves, especially as they affect the hearing:  sensorineural deaf-

ness. 

sen·so·ri·um (sHn-sôrùK-Nm, -sorù-) n.  pl. sen·so·ri·ums or sen·so·ri·a (-

sôrùK-N, -sorù-). 1. The part of the brain that receives and coordinates all the 

stimuli conveyed to various sensory centers.  2. The entire sensory system of the 

body.  [Late Latin sKnsorium, organ of sensation, from Latin sKnsus, sense. See 

SENSE.]

sen·so·ry (sHnùsN-rK) adj.  1. Of or relating to the senses or sensation.  

2. Transmitting impulses from sense organs to nerve centers; afferent. 

sensory deprivation (sHnùsN-rK dHpÙrN-v7ùshNn) n.  Deprivation of sensory 

stimulation, as by prolonged isolation inside a sealed, unlighted chamber or tank, 

in order to observe physical and especially psychological reactions. 

sen·su·al (sHnùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Relating to or affecting any of the senses or a 

sense organ; sensory.  2. a. Of, relating to, given to, or providing gratification of 

the physical and especially the sexual appetites.  See Synonyms at sensuous.  
b. Suggesting sexuality; voluptuous.  c. Physical rather than spiritual or intellec-

tual.  d. Lacking in moral or spiritual interests; worldly.    —senùsu·al·ly adv.  

—senùsu·al·ness n. 

sen·su·al·ism (sHnùshu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Sensuality.  2. The ethical doctrine 

that the pleasures of the senses are the highest good.  3. Philosophy. Sensational-

ism.   —senùsu·al·ist n.  —senÙsu·al·isùtic adj. 

sen·su·al·i·ty (sHnÙshu-4lùV-tK) n.  1. The quality or state of being sensual or 

lascivious.  2. Excessive devotion to sensual pleasures. 

sen·su·al·ize (sHnùshu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. sen·su·al·ized, sen·su·al·iz·ing, 
sen·su·al·iz·es. To make sensual.   —senÙsu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

sen·su·ous (sHnùshu-Ns) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or derived from the senses.  

2. Appealing to or gratifying the senses.  3. a. Readily affected through the 



senses.  b. Highly appreciative of the pleasures of sensation.    —senÙsu·osùi·ty 
(-msùV-tK), senùsu·ous·ness (-Ns-nVs)  n.  —senùsu·ous·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: sensuous, sensual, luxurious, voluptuous, sybaritic, epicurean.

These adjectives mean of, given to, or furnishing satisfaction of the senses. Sen-

suous can refer to any of the senses but usually applies to those involved in aes-

thetic enjoyment, as of art or music: “The sensuous joy from all things fair/His

strenuous bent of soul repressed” (John Greenleaf Whittier). Sensual more often

applies to the physical senses or appetites, particularly those associated with sexual

pleasure: “Of music Dr. Johnson used to say that it was the only sensual pleasure

without vice” (William Seward). Luxurious in this comparison suggests a surren-

der to physical comfort, as that provided by a sumptuous lifestyle, leading to a

delightful feeling of well-being: stayed in a luxurious, flower-filled suite with a

crystal chandelier and thick oriental rugs. Voluptuous principally implies abandon-

ing oneself to pleasures, especially sensual pleasures: “Lucullus... returned to Rome

to lounge away the remainder of his days in voluptuous magnificence” (J.A. Froude).

Sybaritic even more strongly suggests devotion to pleasure and luxury; the term

implies excess and sometimes connotes effeteness or decadence: A chinchilla robe

of sybaritic lavishness was draped over the bed. Epicurean stresses the pleasure of

indulging a taste for fine food and drink: an epicurean banquet of exquisitely pre-

pared food accompanied throughout by vintage champagne.

Sen·sur·round (sHnùsN-roundÙ)  A trademark used for a motion-picture sound 

effect consisting of low-frequency sound signals felt by the audience as vibra-

tions. 

sent (sHnt) v.  Past tense and past participle of send1. 
sen·te (sHnùt7) n.  pl. li·sen·te (lK-sHnùt7). A unit of currency in Lesotho.  See 

Table at currency.  [Sotho (Sesotho), from English CENT.]

sen·tence (sHnùtNns) n.  1. A grammatical unit that is syntactically independent 

and has a subject that is expressed or, as in imperative sentences, understood and 

a predicate that contains at least one finite verb.  2. Law. a. A court judgment, 

especially a judicial decision of the punishment to be inflicted on one adjudged 

guilty.  b. The penalty meted out.   3. Archaic. A maxim.  4. Obsolete. An opinion, 

especially one given formally after deliberation.   —  v.  tr. sen·tenced, 
sen·tenc·ing, sen·tenc·es. Law. To pronounce sentence upon (one adjudged 

guilty).  See Synonyms at condemn.  [Middle English, opinion, from Old 

French, from Latin sententia, from sentiKns, sentient- present participle of sentXre, 

to feel. See sent- in Appendix.] —sen·tenùtial (sHn-tHnùshNl) adj.  —sen·tenù-
tial·ly adv. 

sen·tenc·er (sHnùtNn-sNr) n.  Law. One, such as a court or judge, that pro-

nounces sentence. 



sentence stress (sHnùtNns strHs) n.  Linguistics. The variation in emphasis or 

vocal stress on the syllables of words within a sentence. 

sen·tenc·ing (sHnùtNn-sVng) Law. adj.  1. Relating to a judicial sentence:  sen-

tencing guidelines for juvenile defendants.  2. Being or relating to the one who pro-

nounces a judicial sentence: “Prosecutors and sentencing judges alike try to deal 

with individuals on an individual basis, without regard to social status” (Hiller B. 

Zobel).   —  n.  1. The act of pronouncing a judicial sentence on a defendant.  

2. The sentence so pronounced. 

sen·ten·tia (sHn-tHnùshN, -shK-N) n.  pl. sen·ten·ti·ae (-shK-KÙ). An adage or 

aphorism.  [Latin. See SENTENCE.]

sen·ten·tious (sHn-tHnùshNs) adj.  1. Terse and energetic in expression; pithy.  

2. a. Abounding in aphorisms.  b. Given to aphoristic utterances.   

3. a. Abounding in pompous moralizing.  b. Given to pompous moralizing.   

[Middle English, from Old French sententieux, from Latin sententiosus, full of 

meaning, from sententia, opinion. See SENTENCE.] —sen·tenùtious·ly adv.  

—sen·tenùtious·ness n. 

sen·tience (sHnùshNns, -shK-Nns) n.  1. The quality or state of being sentient; 

consciousness.  2. Feeling as distinguished from perception or thought. 

sen·tient (sHnùshNnt, -shK-Nnt) adj.  1. Having sense perception; conscious: 

“The living knew themselves just sentient puppets on God’s stage” (T.E. Lawrence).  

2. Experiencing sensation or feeling.  [Latin sentiKns, sentient- present participle 

of sentXre, to feel. See sent- in Appendix.] —senùtient·ly adv. 

sen·ti·ment (sHnùtN-mNnt) n.  1. a. A cast of mind; general mental disposition:  

Anti-American sentiment is running high in some countries.  b. An opinion about a 

specific matter; a view.  See Synonyms at opinion.   2. A thought, a view, or an 

attitude based on feeling or emotion instead of reason.  3. The emotional import 

of a passage.  4. a. Susceptibility to tender, romantic, or nostalgic feeling.  b. An 

expression of such susceptibility.   5. a. Emotion that borders on mawkishness.  

b. Romantic, nostalgic feeling verging on sentimentality.   6. The expression of 

delicate and sensitive feeling, especially in art and literature.  See Synonyms at 

feeling.  7. A vague feeling or awareness; sensation: “overpowered by an intense 

sentiment of horror” (Edgar Allan Poe).  [Middle English sentement, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin sentXmentum, from Latin sentXre, to feel. See sent- 
in Appendix.]

sen·ti·men·tal (sHnÙtN-mHnùtl) adj.  1. a. Characterized or swayed by senti-

ment.  b. Affectedly or extravagantly emotional.   2. Resulting from or colored by 

emotion rather than reason or realism.  3. Appealing to the sentiments, especially 

to romantic feelings:  sentimental music.   —senÙti·menùtal·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: sentimental, bathetic, maudlin, mawkish, mushy, romantic,

schmaltzy, slushy, soppy. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “exces-



sively or insincerely emotional”: a sentimental soap opera; a bathetic novel; maud-

lin expressions of sympathy; mawkish sentiment; mushy effusiveness; a romantic ad-

olescent; a schmaltzy song; slushy poetry; a soppy letter.

sen·ti·men·tal·ism (sHnÙtN-mHnùtl-VzÙNm) n.  1. A predilection for the senti-

mental.  2. An idea or expression marked by excessive sentiment.   
—senÙti·menùtal·ist n. 

sen·ti·men·tal·i·ty (sHnÙtN-mHn-t4lùV-tK) n.  pl. sen·ti·men·tal·i·ties. 1. The 

quality or condition of being excessively or affectedly sentimental.  2. A senti-

mental idea or an expression of it. 

sen·ti·men·tal·ize (sHnÙtN-mHnùtl-XzÙ) v.  sen·ti·men·tal·ized, 
sen·ti·men·tal·iz·ing, sen·ti·men·tal·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To imbue or regard with 

sentiment; be sentimental about.   —  v.  intr. To behave in a sentimental manner.   
—senÙti·menÙtal·i·zaùtion (-mHnÙtl-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

sen·ti·nel (sHnùtN-nNl) n.  One that keeps guard; a sentry.   —  v.  tr. 

sen·ti·neled or sen·ti·nelled, sen·ti·nel·ing or sen·ti·nel·ling, sen·ti·nels 

or sen·ti·nels. 1. To watch over as a guard.  2. To provide with a guard.  3. To 

post as a guard.  [French sentinelle, from Italian sentinella, probably from Old 

Italian sentina, vigilance, from sentire, to watch, from Latin sentXre, to feel. See 

sent- in Appendix.]

sen·try (sHnùtrK) n.  pl. sen·tries. 1. A guard, especially a soldier posted at a 

given spot to prevent the passage of unauthorized persons.  2. The duty of a sen-

try; watch.  [Perhaps alteration of obsolete sentrinel, variant of SENTINEL.]

sentry box (sHnùtrK bmks) n.  A small shelter for a posted sentry. 

Seoul (sol)  The capital and largest city of South Korea, in the northwest part of 

the country east of Inchon. Founded in the 14th century, it became the country’s 

capital in 1948 and was twice occupied by Communist forces during the Korean 

War. Population, 9,646,000. 

sep. abbr.  Separate; separation. 

se·pal (sKùpNl) n.  One of the separate, usually green parts forming the calyx of a 

flower.  [New Latin sepalum, perhaps blend of Greek skepK, covering, and Latin 

petalum, petal; see PETAL.] —seùpaled, sepùa·lous (sHpùN-lNs)  adj. 

se·pal·oid (sKùpN-loidÙ, sHpùN-) also se·pal·ine (-lXnÙ, -lVn) adj.  Resembling or 

characteristic of a sepal. 

-sepalous suff.  Having a specified kind or number of sepals:  gamosepalous. 

sep·a·ra·ble (sHpùNr-N-bNl, sHpùrN-) adj.  Possible to separate:  separable sheets of 

paper.   —sepÙa·ra·bilùi·ty n.  —sepùa·ra·bly adv. 

sep·a·rate (sHpùN-r7tÙ) v.  sep·a·rat·ed, sep·a·rat·ing, sep·a·rates.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To set or keep apart; disunite.  b. To space apart; scatter:  small farms that 

were separated one from another by miles of open land.  c. To sort:  separate mail by 

postal zones.   2. To differentiate or discriminate between; distinguish:  a 



researcher who separated the various ethnic components of the population sample.  

3. To remove from a mixture or combination; isolate.  4. To part (a couple), 

often by decree:  She was separated from her husband last year.  5. To terminate a 

contractual relationship, as military service, with; discharge.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

come apart.  2. To withdraw:  The state threatened to separate from the Union.  

3. To part company; disperse.  4. To stop living together as spouses.  5. To 

become divided into components or parts:  Oil and water tend to separate.   —  
adj.  (sHpùNr-Vt, sHpùrVt) Abbr. sep. 1. Set or kept apart; disunited.  2. a. Existing 

as an independent entity.  b.  Often Separate. Having undergone schism or 

estrangement from a parent body:  Separate churches.   3. Dissimilar from all oth-

ers; distinct: “a policeman’s way of being separate from you even when he was being 

nice” (John le Carré).  4. Not shared; individual:  two people who held separate 

views on the issue.  5. Archaic. Withdrawn from others; solitary.   —  n.  (sHpùNr-Vt, 
sHpùrVt) Abbr. sep. A garment, such as a skirt, jacket, or pair of slacks, that may be 

purchased separately and worn in various combinations with other garments.  

[Middle English separaten, from Latin sKpar7tus, past participle of sKpar7re : sK-, 

apart; see s(w)e- in Appendix + par7re, to prepare; see perN-1 in Appendix.] 
—sepùa·rate·ly adv.  —sepùa·rate·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: separate, divide, part, sever, sunder, divorce. These verbs are com-

pared as they mean to become or cause to become parted, disconnected, or dis-

united. Separate applies both to putting apart and to keeping apart: “In the dark-

ness and confusion, the bands of these commanders became separated from each

other” (Washington Irving). The Pyrenees separate France and Spain. The child’s

parents have separated. Divide implies separation by or as if by cutting, splitting,

or branching into parts, portions, or shares; the term is often used to refer to sep-

aration into opposing or hostile groups: We divided the orange into segments.

“[The rich] divide with the poor the produce of all their improvements” (Adam

Smith). “‘A house divided against itself cannot stand.’ I believe this government can-

not endure permanently half slave and half free” (Abraham Lincoln). Part refers

most often to the separation of closely associated persons or things: “None shall

part us from each other” (W.S. Gilbert). “I remember the way we parted” (Algernon

Swinburne). Sever usually implies abruptness and force in the cutting off of a part

from the whole or the breaking up of an association or a relationship: “His head

was nearly severed from his body” (H.G. Wells). The United States severed diplo-

matic relations with Cuba in 1961. Sunder stresses violent tearing or wrenching

apart: The country was sundered by civil war into two embattled states. Divorce im-

plies the separation of the elements of a relationship or union: “a priest and a

soldier, two classes of men circumstantially divorced from the kind and homely ties

of life” (Robert Louis Stevenson). See also Synonyms at distinct single



sep·a·ra·tion (sHpÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. sep. 1. a. The act or process of separat-

ing.  b. The condition of being separated.   2. The place at which a division or 

parting occurs.  3. An interval or a space that separates; a gap.  4. a. Law. An 

agreement or a court decree terminating a spousal relationship.  b. Discharge, as 

from employment or military service.  

sep·a·ra·tion·ist (sHpÙN-r7ùshN-nVst) n.  A separatist. 

sep·a·ra·tist (sHpùNr-N-tVst, sHpùrN-, sHpùN-r7Ù-) n.  1. One who secedes or advo-

cates separation, especially from an established church; a sectarian or separation-

ist.  2. One who advocates disjunction of a group from a larger group or political 

unit:  Basque separatists.  3. One who advocates cultural, ethnic, or racial separa-

tion.   —sepùa·ra·tism n.  —sepùa·ra·tist adj.  —sepÙa·ra·tisùtic adj. 

sep·a·ra·tive (sHpùN-r7ÙtVv, sHpùNr-N-, sHpùrN-) adj.  Tending to separate or to 

cause separation. 

sep·a·ra·tor (sHpùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  One that separates, as a device for separating 

cream from milk. 

sepd. abbr.  Separated. 

Se·phar·di (sN-färùdK) n.  pl. Se·phar·dim (-dVm). A descendant of the Jews 

who lived in Spain and Portugal during the Middle Ages until persecution culmi-

nating in expulsion in 1492 forced them to leave.  [Modern Hebrew SHp7raddî, 

Spaniard, from SHp7rad, Spain.] —Se·pharùdic (-dVk) adj. 

se·pi·a (sKùpK-N) n.  1. a. A dark brown ink or pigment originally prepared from 

the secretion of the cuttlefish.  b. A drawing or picture done in this pigment.  c. A 

photograph in a brown tint.   2. Color. A dark grayish yellow brown to dark or 

moderate olive brown.   —  adj.  1. Color. Of the color sepia.  2. Done or made in 

sepia.  [Middle English, cuttlefish, from Latin sKpia, cuttlefish, ink, from Greek, 

cuttlefish perhaps akin to sKpein, to make rotten.]

Se·pik (s7ùpVk)  A river, about 1,126 km (700 mi) long, of northern Papua New 

Guinea. 

se·pi·o·lite (sKùpK-N-lXtÙ) n.  See meerschaum (n., sense 1).  [Greek sKpion, 

cuttlebone (from sKpia, cuttlefish); see SEPIA + -LITE.]

se·poy (sKùpoiÙ) n.  A regular soldier in some Middle Eastern countries, espe-

cially an Indian soldier formerly serving under British command.  [Probably 

from Portuguese sipae, from Urdu sip7hX, from Persian, cavalryman, from sip7h, 

army.]

sep·pu·ku (sHpùu-ku, sH-puù-) n.  Hara-kiri.  [Japanese  : seppu, to cut + ku, 

abdomen.]

sep·sis (sHpùsVs) n.  pl. sep·ses (-sKz). 1. The presence of pathogenic organisms 

or their toxins in the blood or tissues.  2. The poisoned condition resulting from 

the presence of pathogens or their toxins, as in septicemia.  [Greek sKpsis, putre-

faction, from sKpein, to make rotten.]



sept (sHpt) n.  A division of a family, especially a division of a clan.  [Probably 

alteration of SECT.]

Sept.  or Sept abbr.  September. 

sep·ta (sHpùtN) n.  Plural of septum. 
sep·tage (sHpùtVj) n.  The waste content found in a septic tank. 

sep·tal (sHpùtNl) adj.  Of or relating to a septum or septa. 

sep·tar·i·um (sHp-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. sep·tar·i·a (-K-N). An irregular polygonal 

system of calcite-filled cracks occurring in certain rock concretions.  [Latin saep-

tum, partition; see SEPTUM + -ARIUM.] —sep·tarùi·an adj. 

sep·tate (sHpùt7tÙ) adj.  Divided by a septum or septa. 

sep·tec·to·my (sHp-tHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. sep·tec·to·mies. Surgical excision of a 

septum or part of a septum, especially the nasal or atrial septum. 

Sep·tem·ber (sHp-tHmùbNr) n.  Abbr. Sept., Sept The ninth month of the year 

in the Gregorian calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Middle English Septembre, 

from Old French, from Latin September, the seventh month, from septem, seven. 

See septc in Appendix.]

Sep·tem·brist (sHp-tHmùbrVst) n.  1. A bloodthirsty revolutionist or terrorist.  

2. One of the mob that massacred the imprisoned royalists in Paris, France, in 

September 1792. 

sep·te·nar·i·us (sHpÙtN-nârùK-Ns) n.  pl. sep·te·nar·i·i (-K-XÙ). A Latin verse 

used only in comedy and consisting of seven iambic feet or a catalectic iambic tet-

rameter.  [Latin septKn7rius, of seven, from septKnX, seven each, from septem, 

seven. See SEPTENNIAL.]

sep·ten·ni·al (sHp-tHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Occurring every seven years.  2. Consisting 

of or continuing for seven years.   —  n.  An event that occurs every seven years.  

[From Late Latin septennium, period of seven years, from Latin septennis, of 

seven years  : septem, seven; see septc in Appendix + annus, year; see at- in 

Appendix.] —sep·tenùni·al·ly adv. 

sep·ten·tri·on (sHp-tHnùtrK-mnÙ, -Nn) n.  Obsolete. Northern regions; the north.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin septentrionKs, seven plow oxen, the 

seven principal stars of Ursa Major  : septem, seven; see septc in Appendix + tri-

onKs (pl. of trio, trion-, plow ox); see terN-1 in Appendix.] —sep·tenùtri·o·nal (-

trK-N-nNl) adj. 

sep·tet also sep·tette (sHp-tHtù) n.  1. A group of seven.  2. Music. a. A compo-

sition for seven voices or instruments.  b. The performers playing such a compo-

sition.   [German Septett, from Latin septem, seven. See septc in Appendix.]

sep·tic (sHpùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, having the nature of, or affected by sep-

sis.  2. Causing sepsis; putrefactive.  [Latin sKpticus, putrefying, from Greek sKpti-

kos, from sKptos, rotten, from sKpein, to make rotten.] —sep·ticùi·ty (-tVsùV-tK) n. 



sep·ti·ce·mi·a (sHpÙtV-sKùmK-N) n.  A systemic disease caused by pathogenic 

organisms or their toxins in the bloodstream.  Also called blood poisoning [SEPTIC 

+ -EMIA.] —sepÙti·ceùmic (-mVk) adj. 

sep·ti·ci·dal (sHpÙtV-sXdùl) adj.  Botany. Dehiscing by splitting along or through 

the septa. Used of a seed capsule.  [SEPT(UM) + Latin -cidere, to cut (from caedere); 

see CAESURA + -AL
1.] —sepÙti·ciùdal·ly adv. 

septic sore throat (sHpùtVk sôr throt) n.  An infection of the throat, often epi-

demic, caused by hemolytic streptococci and characterized by fever and inflam-

mation of the tonsils.  Also called strep throat 

septic tank (sHpùtVk t4ngk) n.  A sewage-disposal tank in which a continuous 

flow of waste material is decomposed by anaerobic bacteria. 

sep·tif·ra·gal (sHp-tVfùrN-gNl) adj.  Botany. Dehiscing by the breaking away of 

the valves from its partitions. Used of a seed capsule.  [SEPT(UM) + Latin frangere, 

to break; see bhreg- in Appendix.] —sep·tifùra·gal·ly adv. 

sep·ti·lat·er·al (sHpÙtN-l4tùNr-Nl) adj.  Seven-sided.  [Latin septem, seven; see 

SEPTET + LATERAL.]

Sept Îles  or Sept-Îles (sHt-Klù) also Sev·en Isles (sHvùNn)  A city of eastern 

Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence River near its mouth. Jacques Cartier sailed 

into the harbor in 1535. Population, 29,262. 

sep·til·lion (sHp-tVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1024.  2. Chiefly 

British. The cardinal number equal to 1042.  [French  : Latin septem, seven; see SEP-

TET + French -illion (as in million, million, from Old French milion); see MILLION.] 
—sep·tilùlion adj. 

sep·til·lionth (sHp-tVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 

septillion in a series.  2. One of a septillion equal parts.   —sep·tilùlionth adv.  & 

adj. 

sep·tu·a·ge·nar·i·an (sHpÙtu-N-jN-nârùK-Nn, -tyu-, -chu-) n.  A person 

who is 70 years old or between the ages of 70 and 80.   —  adj.  1. Being 70 years 

old or between the ages of 70 and 80.  2. Of or relating to a septuagenarian.  

[From Latin septu7gKn7rius, of the number seventy, from septu7gKnX, seventy 

each, from septu7gint7, seventy. See SEPTUAGINT.]

Sep·tu·a·ges·i·ma (sHpÙtu-N-jHsùN-mN, -j7ùzN-, -chu-) n.  The third Sunday 

before Lent.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Late Latin septu7gKsima 

(diKs), seventieth (day), feminine of Latin septu7gKsimus, from septu7gint7, sev-

enty. See SEPTUAGINT.]

Sep·tu·a·gint (sHpùtu-N-jVntÙ, sHp-tuùN-jNnt, -tyuù-) n.  A Greek translation 

of the Old Testament made in the third century B.C.  [Latin septu7gint7, seventy 

(from the traditional number of its translators)  : septem, seven; see septc in 

Appendix + -gint7, ten times; see dekc in Appendix.]

sep·tum (sHpùtNm) n.  pl. sep·ta (-tN). A thin partition or membrane that 

divides two cavities or soft masses of tissue in an organism:  the nasal septum; the 



atrial septum of the heart.  [Latin saeptum, partition, from neuter past participle 

of saepXre, to enclose, from saepKs, fence.]

septum pel·lu·ci·dum (sHpùtNm pN-luùsV-dNm) n.  pl. septa pel·lu·ci·da (-

dN). Anatomy. A thin membrane of nervous tissue that forms the medial wall of 

the lateral ventricles in the brain.  [New Latin septum pell7cidum : septum, septum 

+ Latin pell7cidus, transparent.]

sep·tu·ple (sHp-tuùpNl, -tyuù-, -tƒpùNl) adj.  1. Consisting of or containing 

seven.  2. Multiplied by seven.   —  v.  tr. sep·tu·pled, sep·tu·pling, 
sep·tu·ples. To multiply by seven.  [Late Latin septuplus, sevenfold  : Latin sep-

tem, seven; see septc in Appendix + -plus, -fold; see pel-2 in Appendix.]

sep·tu·plet (sHp-tƒpùlVt, -tuùplVt, -tyuù-) n.  1. One of seven offspring deliv-

ered at a single birth.  2. septuplets. The seven offspring of one birth.  3. A 

group of seven persons or things.  [SEPTU(PLE) + (TRI)PLET.]

sep·ul·cher (sHpùNl-kNr) n.  1. A burial vault.  2. A receptacle for sacred relics, 

especially in an altar.   —  v.  tr. sep·ul·chered, sep·ul·cher·ing, sep·ul·chers. 
To place into a sepulcher; inter.  [Middle English sepulcre, from Old French, from 

Latin sepulcrum, from sepultus, past participle of sepelXre, to bury the dead.]

se·pul·chral (sN-pƒlùkrNl, -ptlù-) adj.  1. Of or relating to a burial vault or a 

receptacle for sacred relics.  2. Suggestive of the grave; funereal.   
—se·pulùchral·ly adv. 

sep·ul·chre (sHpùNl-kNr) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of sepulcher. 
sep·ul·ture (sHpùNl-chtrÙ, -chNr) n.  1. The act of interment; burial.  2. A sep-

ulcher.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin sepult7ra, from sepultus, 

past participle of sepelXre, to bury the dead.]

seq. abbr.  1. Sequel.  2. Latin. Sequens (the following). 

seqq. abbr.  Latin. Sequentia (the following [things]). 

se·qua·cious (sV-kw7ùshNs) adj.  1. Persisting in a continuous intellectual or 

stylistic direction: “I make these notes, but am tired of notes... I want something 

sequacious now & robust” (Virginia Woolf).  2. a. Disposed to follow another or 

others, as a leader.  b. Slavishly unthinking and uncritical.   [From Latin sequ7x, 

sequ7c-, pursuing, from sequX, to follow. See sekw-1 in Appendix.] —se·quaù-
cious·ly adv.  —se·quacùi·ty (-kw4sùV-tK) n. 

se·quel (sKùkwNl) n.  Abbr. seq. 1. Something that follows; a continuation.  2. A 

literary work complete in itself but continuing the narrative of an earlier work.  

3. A result or consequence.  See Synonyms at effect.  [Middle English sequele, 

from Old French sequelle, from Latin sequKla, from sequX, to follow. See sekw-1 in 

Appendix.]

se·quel·a (sV-kwHlùN) n.  pl. se·quel·ae (-kwHlùK). 1. A pathological condition 

resulting from a disease.  2. A secondary consequence or result.  [Latin sequKla, 

sequel. See SEQUEL.]



se·que·na·tor (sKùkwN-n7ÙtNr) n.  See sequencer (n., sense 2).  [SEQUEN(CER) 

+ -ATOR.]

se·quence (sKùkwNns, -kwHnsÙ) n.  1. A following of one thing after another; 

succession.  2. An order of succession; an arrangement.  3. A related or continu-

ous series.  See Synonyms at series.  4. Games. Three or more playing cards in 

consecutive order; a run.  5. A series of single film shots so edited as to constitute 

an aesthetic or dramatic unit; an episode.  6. Music. A melodic or harmonic pat-

tern successively repeated at different pitches with or without a key change.  

7. Roman Catholic Church. A hymn sung between the gradual and the Gospel.  

8. Mathematics. An ordered set of quantities, as x, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4.  9. Biochemistry. 

The order of constituents in a polymer, especially the order of nucleotides in a 

nucleic acid or of the animal acids in a protein.   —  v.  tr. se·quenced, 
se·quenc·ing, se·quenc·es. 1. To organize or arrange in a sequence.  2. To 

determine the order of constituents in (a polymer, such as a nucleic acid or pro-

tein molecule).  [Middle English, a type of hymn, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin sequentia, hymn, that which follows, from Late Latin, from Latin 

sequKns, sequent- present participle of sequX, to follow. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·quenc·er (sKùkwNn-sNr, -kwHnÙ-) n.  1. Computer Science. A device that sorts 

cards, data, or programs in a prearranged sequence.  2. An apparatus for deter-

mining the order of constituents in a biological polymer. In this sense, also called-

sequenator 

se·quent (sKùkwNnt) adj.  1. Following in order or time; subsequent.  

2. Following as a result; consequent.   —  n.  A result; a consequence.  [Latin 

sequKns, sequent- present participle of sequX, to follow. See SEQUENCE.]

se·quen·tial (sV-kwHnùshNl) adj.  1. Forming or characterized by a sequence, as 

of units or musical notes.  2. Sequent.   —se·quenÙti·alùi·ty (-shK-4lùV-tK) n.  

—se·quenùtial·ly adv. 

se·ques·ter (sV-kwHsùtNr) v.  se·ques·tered, se·ques·ter·ing, se·ques·ters.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To cause to withdraw into seclusion.  2. To remove or set apart; segre-

gate.  See Synonyms at isolate.  3. Law. a. To take temporary possession of 

(property) as security against legal claims.  b. To requisition and confiscate 

(enemy property).    —  v.  intr. Chemistry. To undergo sequestration.  [Middle 

English sequestren, from Old French, from Latin sequestr7re, to give up for safe-

keeping, from Latin sequester, depositary, trustee. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·ques·tra (sV-kwHsùtrN) n.  Plural of sequestrum. 
se·ques·trant (sV-kwHsùtrNnt) n.  A chemical that promotes sequestration. 

se·ques·trate (sKùkwV-str7tÙ, sHkùwV-, sV-kwHsùtr7tÙ) v.  tr. se·ques·trat·ed, 
se·ques·trat·ing, se·ques·trates. 1. Chiefly British. To seize; confiscate: “The 

sheriffs... will be able to seize stock and other assets, and to sequestrate bank accounts 

belonging to defaulters” (Daily Telegraph).  2. To seclude; sequester.  [Middle 



English sequestraten, from Latin sequestr7re, sequestr7t-, to give up for safekeep-

ing. See SEQUESTER.]

se·ques·tra·tion (sKÙkwV-str7ùshNn, sHkÙwV-) n.  1. The act of sequestering; 

segregation.  2. Law. a. Seizure of property.  b. A writ authorizing seizure of 

property.   3. Chemistry. The inhibition or prevention of normal ion behavior by 

combination with added materials, especially the prevention of metallic ion pre-

cipitation from solution by formation of a coordination compound with a phos-

phate. 

se·ques·trum (sV-kwHsùtrNm) n.  pl. se·ques·tra (-trN). A fragment of dead 

bone separated from healthy bone as a result of injury or disease.  [Latin, deposit, 

from neuter of sequester, depositary, trustee. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

se·quin (sKùkwVn) n.  1. A small shiny ornamental disk, often sewn on cloth; a 

spangle.  2. A gold coin of the Venetian Republic. In this sense, also calledzecchino  
—  v.  tr. se·quined, se·quin·ing, se·quins. To affix sequins to (a garment, for 

example).  [French, from Old French, Venetian coin, from Italian zecchino, from 

zecca, mint, from Arabic sikkah, coin die.]

se·quoi·a (sV-kwoiùN) n.  1.  See redwood (n., sense 1).  2. Giant sequoia.  

[New Latin Sequoia, genus name, after SEQUOYA.]

Se·quoy·a  or Se·quoy·ah (sV-kwoiùN), Also called George Guess. 1770?-1843.  

Cherokee scholar who developed a system of transcribing the Cherokee language. 

ser. abbr.  1. Serial.  2. Series.  3. Sermon. 

se·ra (sîrùN) n.  A plural of serum. 
sé·rac (sN-r4kù, s7-) n.  A large pointed mass of ice in a glacier isolated by inter-

secting crevasses.  [French, cottage cheese, sérac, perhaps from Vulgar Latin 

*ser7ceum, whey, from Latin serum.]

se·ra·glio (sN-r4lùyo, -rälù-) n.  pl. se·ra·glios. 1. A large harem.  2. A sultan’s 

palace.  [Italian serraglio, enclosure, seraglio, probably partly from Vulgar Latin 

*serraculum, enclosure (from *serr7re, to lace up, from Latin ser7re, from sera, 

door-bar), and partly from Turkish saray, palace (from Persian sar7X, inn); see 

CARAVANSARY.]

Se·raing (sN-r4Nù)  A city of eastern Belgium on the Meuse River south-south-

west of Liège. It is a glassmaking and metallurgical center. Population, 63,001. 

ser·al (sîrùNl) adj.  Of or relating to an ecological sere:  a seral stage; a seral com-

munity. 

se·ra·pe also sa·ra·pe (sN-räùpK, -r4pùK) n.  A long blanketlike shawl, often 

brightly colored and fringed at the ends, worn especially by Mexican men.  

[American Spanish sarape.]

ser·aph (sHrùNf) n.  pl. ser·a·phim (-N-fVm)  or ser·aphs. 1. A celestial being 

having three pairs of wings.  2. Theology. One of the first order of angels.  [Back-

formation from pl. seraphim, from Middle English seraphin, from Old English, 

from Late Latin seraphXn, from Greek seraphim, from Hebrew ser7pîm, pl. of 



s7r7p.] —se·raphùic (sN-r4fùVk), se·raphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —se·raphùi·cal·ly 
adv. 

Se·ra·pis (sN-r7ùpVs) n.  Mythology. An ancient Egyptian god of the lower world, 

also worshiped in ancient Greece and Rome. 

Serb (sûrb) n.  A member of a southern Slavic people that is the principal ethnic 

group of Serbia and adjacent regions of Yugoslavia.  [Serbian Srb.]

Ser·bi·a (sûrùbK-N)  A region of the central Balkan Peninsula. Serbs settled in the 

region in the 6th to the 7th century and formed an independent kingdom in the 

13th to the 14th century but then fell under Turkish domination, which ended 

finally in 1878. The new kingdom of Serbia was an important Balkan power until 

the onset of World War I, precipitated in part by the assassination of Archduke 

Francis Ferdinand by a Serbian nationalist. Serbia was later a major constituent of 

the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, which was renamed Yugoslavia in 

1929. Serbia was joined by Montenegro to establish a new Yugoslavian nation in 

1992 after Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Macedonia declared inde-

pendence from Yugoslavia. Serbia’s capital and largest city is Belgrade. Popula-

tion, 11,596,572. 

Ser·bi·an (sûrùbK-Nn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of Serbia; a Serb.  2. Serbo-

Croatian as spoken in Serbia and adjacent regions of Yugoslavia, written in a 

Cyrillic alphabet.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Serbia or its people, language, or cul-

ture. 

Ser·bo-Cro·a·tian (sûrÙbo-kro-7ùshNn) n.  1. The Slavic language of the Serbs 

and the Croats.  2. A native speaker of Serbo-Croatian.   —  adj.  Of or relating to 

Serbo-Croatian or those who speak it. 

sere1 also sear (sîr) adj.  Withered; dry:  sere vegetation at the edge of the desert.  

[Middle English, from Old English sKar.]

sere2 (sîr) n.  The entire sequence of ecological communities successively occu-

pying an area from the initial stage to the climax.  [From SERIES.]

ser·e·nade (sHrÙN-n7dù, sHrùN-n7dÙ) n.  1. Music. A complimentary perfor-

mance given to honor or express love for someone.  2. South Atlantic U.S. See 

shivaree. See Regional note at shivaree.  3. Music. An instrumental composi-

tion written for a small ensemble and having characteristics of the suite and the 

sonata.   —  v.  ser·e·nad·ed, ser·e·nad·ing, ser·e·nades. Music.  —  v.  tr. To 

perform a serenade for.   —  v.  intr. To perform a serenade.  [French sérénade, 

from Italian serenata, from sereno, calm, clear, the open air, from Latin serKnus. 

See SERENE.] —serÙe·nadùer n. 

ser·en·dip·i·ty (sHrÙNn-dVpùV-tK) n.  The faculty of making fortunate discoveries 

by accident.  [From the characters in the Persian fairy tale The Three Princes of 

Serendip, who made such discoveries, from Persian SarandXp, Sri Lanka, from 

Arabic SarandXb.] —serÙen·dipùi·tous adj.  —serÙen·dipùi·tous·ly adv.  



WORD HISTORY: We are indebted to the English author Horace Walpole for

coining the word serendipity. In one of his 3,000 or more letters, on which his

literary reputation primarily rests, and specifically in a letter of January 28, 1754,

Walpole says that “this discovery, indeed, is almost of that kind which I call Ser-

endipity, a very expressive word.” Perhaps the word itself came to him by seren-

dipity. Walpole formed the word on an old name for Sri Lanka, Serendip. He ex-

plained that this name was part of the title of “a silly fairy tale, called The Three

Princes of Serendip: as their highnesses traveled, they were always making discov-

eries, by accidents and sagacity, of things which they were not in quest of... One

of the most remarkable instances of this accidental sagacity (for you must observe

that no discovery of a thing you are looking for, comes under this description)

was of my Lord Shaftsbury [Anthony Ashley Cooper], who happening to dine at

Lord Chancellor Clarendon’s [Edward Hyde], found out the marriage of the Duke

of York [later James II] and Mrs. Hyde [Anne Hyde, Clarendon’s daughter], by

the respect with which her mother [Frances Aylesbury Hyde] treated her at table.”

se·rene (sN-rKnù) adj.  1. Unaffected by disturbance; calm and unruffled.  See 

Synonyms at calm.  2. Unclouded; fair:  serene skies and a bright blue sea.  3.  
Often Serene. Used as a title and form of address for certain members of royalty:  

Her Serene Highness; His Serene Highness.  [Middle English, from Latin serKnus, 

serene, clear.] —se·reneùly adv.  —se·reneùness n. 

Ser·en·get·i Plain (sHrÙNn-gHtùK pl7n)  An area of northern Tanzania border-

ing on Kenya and Lake Victoria. It is noted for its extensive wildlife preserve. 

se·ren·i·ty (sN-rHnùV-tK) n.  The state or quality of being serene; tranquillity.  See 

Synonyms at equanimity. 
serf (sûrf) n.  1. A member of a servile, feudal class of people in Europe, bound 

to the land and owned by a lord.  2. A person in servitude.  [Middle English, from 

Old French, from Latin servus, slave.] —serfùdom n. 

serge (sûrj) n.  A twilled cloth of worsted or worsted and wool, often used for 

suits.  [Middle English sarge, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *s7rica, from 

Latin sKrica (vestis), silken (clothing), feminine of sKricus, silken, from Greek sKri-

kos, of the Seres, silken, from SKres, a people of Eastern Asia.]

ser·geant (särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. Sgt. 1. a. Any of several ranks of noncommis-

sioned officers in the U.S. Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps.  b. One who holds 

any of these ranks.   2. a. The rank of police officer next below a captain, lieuten-

ant, or inspector.  b. A police officer holding this rank.   3.  See sergeant at 
arms.  [Middle English sergeaunte, a common soldier, from Old French sergent, 

from Medieval Latin serviKns, servient-, servant, soldier, from Late Latin, public 

official, from Latin, present participle of servXre, to serve, from servus, slave.] 
—serùgean·cy, serùgeant·shipÙ n. 



sergeant at arms (särùjNnt 4t ärmz) n.  pl. sergeants at arms. An officer 

appointed to keep order within an organization, such as a legislative, judicial, or 

social body.  Also called sergeant 

sergeant first class (särùjNnt fûrst kl4s) n.  pl. sergeants first class. Abbr. 

SFC 1. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Army that is above staff sergeant 

and below master sergeant.  2. One who holds this rank. 

sergeant fish (särùjNnt fVsh) n.  1.  See cobia.  2.  See snook1. 
sergeant major (särùjNnt m7ùjNr) n.  pl. sergeants major or sergeant 
majors. 1.  Abbr. Sgt.Maj., SM a. Used as a title for a noncommissioned 

officer serving as chief administrative assistant of a headquarters unit of the U.S. 

Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps.  b. One who holds this title.   2. Chiefly Brit-

ish. A noncommissioned officer of the highest rank.  3. A small damselfish (Abu-

defduf saxatilis) of warm seas, having a flattened body with dark vertical stripes. 

In this sense, also calledcow pilot 

se·ri·al (sîrùK-Nl) adj.  Abbr. ser. 1. Of, forming, or arranged in a series.  

2. a. Published or produced in installments, as a novel or television drama.  

b. Relating to such publication or production.   3. Music. Relating to or based on 

a 12-tone row.  4. Computer Science. a. Of or relating to the sequential transmis-

sion of all the bits of a byte over one wire:  a serial port; a serial printer.  b. Of or 

relating to the sequential performance of multiple operations:  serial processing.    
—  n.  Abbr. ser. A literary or dramatic work published or produced in install-

ments.   —seùri·al·ly adv. 

se·ri·al·ism (sîrùK-N-lVzÙNm) n.  Music. 1. Serial compositions.  2. The theory or 

composition of serial music.   —seùri·al·ist n. 

se·ri·al·ize (sîrùK-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. se·ri·al·ized, se·ri·al·iz·ing, se·ri·al·iz·es. To 

write or publish in serial form.   —seÙri·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

serial killer (sîrùK-Nl kVlùNr) n.  A person who attacks and slays more than three 

victims one by one during a relatively short period of time.  Also called serial 

murderer  —serial killing n. 

serial number (sîrùK-Nl nƒmùbNr) n.  A number that is one of a series and is 

used for identification, as of a machine, weapon, or motor vehicle. 

se·ri·ate (sîrùK-7tÙ, -Vt) adj.  Arranged or occurring in a series or in rows.   
—seùri·ateÙly adv. 

se·ri·a·tim (sîrÙK-7ùtVm, -4tùVm) adv.  One after another; in a series.  [Medieval 

Latin seri7tim, from Latin seriKs, series. See SERIES.]

se·ri·ceous (sV-rVshùNs) adj.  1. Silky.  2. Botany. Covered with soft, silky hairs.  

[Latin sKriceus, silken, alteration of sKricus. See SERGE.]

ser·i·cin (sHrùV-sVn) n.  A viscous, gelatinous protein that forms on the surface of 

raw-silk fibers.  [Latin sKricus, silken; see SERGE + -IN.]

ser·ic·te·ri·um (sHrÙVk-tîrùK-Nm) n.  pl. ser·ic·te·ri·a (-tîrùK-N). The silk-pro-

ducing gland or glands of an insect, especially a silkworm.  [New Latin sKrict-



Krium, from Greek sKrikon, silk, from neuter of sKrikos, silken, from SKres, a 

people of East Asia.]

ser·i·e·ma (sHrÙK-KùmN) n.  Either of two cranelike birds (Cariama cristata or 

Chunga burmeisteri) of southern South America, having a tuftlike crest at the 

base of the bill and living mostly on land where they feed on snakes, worms, and 

insects.  [Spanish, from Tupi sariema.]

se·ries (sîrùKz) n.  pl. series. Abbr. ser. 1. A number of objects or events 

arranged or coming one after the other in succession.  2. Chemistry & Physics. A 

group of objects related by linearly varying successive differences in form or con-

figuration:  a radioactive decay series; the paraffin alkane series.  3. Mathematics. 

The sum of a sequentially ordered finite or infinite set of terms.  4. Geology. A 

group of rock formations closely related in time of origin and distinct as a group 

from other formations.  5. Grammar. A succession of coordinate elements in a 

sentence.  6. a. A succession of usually continuously numbered issues or volumes 

of a publication, published with related authors or subjects and similar formats.  

b. A succession of regularly aired television programs, each one of which is com-

plete in and of itself.   7. a. Sports. A number of games played one after the other 

by the same opposing teams.  b. Baseball. The World Series.   8. Linguistics. A set 

of vowels or diphthongs related by ablaut, as in sing, sang, sung, and song.   
—idiom. in series. In an arrangement that forms a series.  [Latin seriKs, from 

serere, to join. See ser-2 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: series, succession, progression, sequence, chain, train, string. These

nouns denote a number of things placed or occurring one after the other. Series

refers to like, related, or identical things arranged or occurring in order: a series

of days; a series of facts. A succession is a series whose elements follow each other,

generally in order of time and without interruption: a succession of failures. A pro-

gression is a series that reveals a definite pattern of advance: a geometric progres-

sion. In a sequence things follow one another in chronological or numerical order

or in an order that indicates a causal or logical relationship or a recurrent pattern:

a natural sequence of ideas. Chain suggests a series of things that are closely linked

or connected: the chain of command; a chain of proof. Train can apply to a pro-

cession of people, animals, or vehicles or to a sequence of ideas or events: a train

of mourners; my train of thought. A string is a continuous series or succession of

similar or uniform elements likened to objects threaded on a long cord: a string

of islands; a string of questions. 

USAGE NOTE: Series is both a singular and a plural form. When it has the sin-

gular sense of “one set,” it takes a singular verb, even when series is followed by of

and a plural noun: A series of lectures is scheduled. When it has the plural sense of

“one or more sets,” it takes a plural verb: Two series of lectures are scheduled: one



for experts and one for laypeople.

series circuit (sîrùKz sûrùkVt) n.  An electric circuit connected so that current 

passes through each circuit element in turn without branching. 

se·ries-wound (sîrùKz-woundÙ) adj.  Electricity. Of, relating to, or being a 

motor or dynamo in which the armature circuit and the field circuit are con-

nected in series with the external circuit. 

ser·if (sHrùVf) n.  Printing. A fine line finishing off the main strokes of a letter, as 

at the top and bottom of M.  [Perhaps from Dutch schreef, line, from Middle 

Dutch scrKve, from scriven, to write, from Latin scrXbere. See skrXbh- in Appen-

dix.]

ser·i·graph (sHrùV-gr4fÙ) n.  A print made by the silk-screen process.  [Latin sKri-

cum, silk, neuter of sKricus, silken; see SERGE + -GRAPH.] —se·rigùra·pher (sN-

rVgùrN-fNr) n.  —se·rigùra·phy (-fK) n. 

ser·in (sHrùVn) n.  Any of several Old World finches of the genus Serinus having 

yellowish plumage, especially a European species (S. serinus) closely related to the 

canary.  [French, from Old French, perhaps from Old Provençal serena, a kind of 

bird, from Late Latin sXrKna, from Latin sXrKn, from Greek seirKn.]

ser·ine (sHrùKnÙ) n.  An amino acid, CH2OHCH(NH2)COOH, that is a common 

constituent of many proteins.  [SER(ICIN) + -INE
2.]

se·ri·o·com·ic (sîrÙK-o-kmmùVk) adj.  Both serious and comic.  [SERIO(US) + 

COMIC.] —seÙri·o·comùi·cal·ly adv. 

se·ri·ous (sîrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Grave in quality or manner:  gave me a serious look.  

2. a. Carried out in earnest:  engaged in serious drinking; made a serious attempt to 

learn how to ski backward; serious study of Italian.  b. Deeply interested or 

involved:  a serious card player.  c. Designed for and addressing grave and earnest 

tastes:  serious art; serious music.  d. Not trifling or jesting:  I’m serious: we expect 

you to complete the assignment on time. She has posed a serious question that 

deserves a thoughtful response.  e. Of such character or quality as to appeal to the 

expert, the connoisseur, or the sophisticate: “They cost us serious money... but 

delivered a unique feature” (Frederick C. Mish). “Serious power requires presence in 

a political House” (William Safire). “Every serious kitchen needs at least one pepper-

mill” (Washington Post).   3. Concerned with important rather than trivial mat-

ters:  a serious student of history.  4. a. Being of such import as to cause anxiety:  

serious injuries; a serious turn of events.  b. Too complex to be easily answered or 

solved:  raised some serious objections to the proposal.   [Middle English, from Old 

French serieux, from Late Latin sKriosus, from Latin sKrius.] —seùri·ous·ly adv.  

—seùri·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: serious, sober, grave, solemn, earnest, sedate, staid. These adjectives

are compared as they refer to the manner, appearance, disposition, or acts of per-



sons and mean absorbed or marked by absorption in thought, pressing concerns,

or significant work. Serious implies a concern with responsibility and work as op-

posed to play: Serious students of music must familiarize themselves with the liter-

ature and idiom of all the important composers. Sober emphasizes circumspection

and self-restraint: “a sober thoughtful man” (Anthony Trollope). “My sober mind

was no longer intoxicated by the fumes of politics” (Edward Gibbon). Grave suggests

the dignity and somberness associated with weighty matters: “The soldier... of to-

day is... a quiet, grave man, busied in charts, exact in sums, master of the art of tac-

tics” (Walter Bagehot). Solemn often adds to grave the suggestion of impressive-

ness: The judge’s tone was solemn as he pronounced sentence on the convicted

murderer. Earnest implies sincerity and intensity of purpose: Both sides in the dis-

pute showed an earnest desire to reach an equitable solution. Sedate implies a com-

posed, dignified manner: “One of those calm, quiet, sedate natures, to whom the

temptations of turbulent nerves or vehement passions are things utterly incompre-

hensible” (Harriet Beecher Stowe). Staid emphasizes dignity and an often strait-

laced observance of propriety: “a grave and staid God-fearing man” (Tennyson).

ser·jeant (särùjNnt) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of sergeant (n., sense 2). 

Ser·kin (sûrùkVn), Rudolf. 1903-1991.  Czechoslovakian-born American pianist 

known for his interpretations of the works of Austrian and German composers of 

the classical and romantic periods. 

ser·mon (sûrùmNn) n.  Abbr. ser. 1. A religious discourse delivered as part of a 

church service.  2. An often lengthy and tedious speech of reproof or exhortation.  

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin sermo, sermon-, discourse. See 

ser-2 in Appendix.] —ser·monùic (-mmnùVk), ser·monùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

ser·mon·ette (sûrÙmN-nHtù) n.  A short sermon. 

ser·mon·ize (sûrùmN-nXzÙ) v.  ser·mon·ized, ser·mon·iz·ing, 
ser·mon·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To deliver a sermon to (someone).   —  v.  intr. To 

deliver or speak as though delivering a sermon.   —serùmon·izÙer n. 

Ser·mon on the Mount (sûrùmNn mn thH mount) n.  In the New Testament, 

a discourse of Jesus delivered on a Galilee mountainside. 

sero- pref.  Serum:  serotherapy.  [From SERUM.]

se·ro·con·ver·sion (sîrÙo-kNn-vûrùzhNn, -shNn) n.  Development of antibod-

ies in blood serum as a result of infection or immunization. 

se·ro·di·ag·no·sis (sîrÙo-dXÙNg-noùsVs) n.  pl. se·ro·di·ag·no·ses (-sKz). Diag-

nosis of disease based on reactions in the blood serum of the body.   
—seÙro·diÙag·nosùtic (-nmsùtVk) adj. 

se·rol·o·gy (sV-rmlùN-jK) n.  pl. se·rol·o·gies. 1. The science that deals with the 

properties and reactions of serums, especially blood serum.  2. The characteris-

tics of a disease or an organism shown by study of blood serums:  the serology of 

acquired immune deficiency syndrome; the serology of mammals.   —seÙro·logùic 



(sîrÙN-lmjùVk), seÙro·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —seÙro·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—se·rolùo·gist n. 

se·ro·neg·a·tive (sîrÙo-nHgùN-tVv) adj.  Showing a negative reaction to a test on 

blood serum for a disease, especially syphilis or AIDS. 

se·ro·pos·i·tive (sîrÙo-pmzùV-tVv) adj.  Showing a positive reaction to a test on 

blood serum for a disease; exhibiting seroconversion.   —seÙro·posÙi·tivùi·ty n. 

se·ro·pu·ru·lent (sîrÙo-pytrùN-lNnt, -pytrùyN-) adj.  Consisting of serum 

and pus. 

se·ro·sa (sV-roùsN, -zN) n.  pl. se·ro·sas or se·ro·sae (-sK, -zK). 1. A serous 

membrane, especially one that lines the pericardial, pleural, and peritoneal cavi-

ties, enclosing their contents.  2. The chorion of a bird or reptile embryo.  [New 

Latin serosa, feminine of serosus, serous, from Latin serum, serum.] —se·roùsal 
(-zNl) adj. 

se·ro·si·tis (sîrÙo-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a serous membrane. 

se·ro·ther·a·py (sîrÙo-thHrùN-pK) n.  pl. se·ro·ther·a·pies. Treatment of dis-

ease by administration of a serum obtained from an immunized animal.   
—seÙro·therùa·pist n. 

se·rot·i·nal (sV-rmtùn-Nl, sHrÙN-tXùnNl) adj.  Serotinous. 

ser·o·tine (sHrùN-tVn, -tXnÙ) n.  Any of a widely distributed genus (Eptesicus) of 

usually small brown bats, especially E. serotinus, of Europe and Asia.  [From New 

Latin sKrotinus, species name, from Latin, coming late (from its habit of appear-

ing late in the evening). See SEROTINOUS.]

se·rot·i·nous (sV-rmtùn-Ns, sHrÙN-tXùnNs) adj.  Biology & Botany. Late in develop-

ing or blooming.  [Latin sKrotinus, coming late, from sKro, at a late hour, from 

sKrus, late.]

se·ro·to·ner·gic (sHrÙN-tn-ûrùjVk) also se·ro·to·ni·ner·gic (-toÙnN-nûrùjVk) 

adj.  Activated by or capable of liberating serotonin, especially in transmitting 

nerve impulses:  serotonergic neurons; serotonergic drugs.  [SEROTON(IN) + -ergic (as 

in CHOLINERGIC).]

se·ro·to·nin (sHrÙN-toùnVn, sîrÙ-) n.  An organic compound, C10H12N2O, formed 

from tryptophan and found in animal and human tissue, especially the brain, 

blood serum, and gastric mucous membranes, and active in vasoconstriction, 

stimulation of the smooth muscles, transmission of impulses between nerve cells, 

and regulation of cyclic body processes.  [SERO- + TON(E) + -IN.]

se·ro·type (sîrùN-tXpÙ, sHrù-) n.  A group of closely related microorganisms dis-

tinguished by a characteristic set of antigens.   —  v.  tr. se·ro·typed, 
se·ro·typ·ing, se·ro·types. To classify according to serotype; assign to a partic-

ular serotype. 

se·rous (sîrùNs) adj.  Containing, secreting, or resembling serum. 

serous fluid (sîrùNs fluùVd) n.  Any of various body fluids resembling serum, 

especially lymph. 



serous membrane (sîrùNs mHmùbr7nÙ) n.  A thin membrane lining a closed 

body cavity and moistened with a serous fluid. 

se·row (sN-roù) n.  Any of several goat antelopes of the genus Capricornis, of 

mountainous regions of eastern Asia, having short horns and a dark coat.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

Ser·pens (sûrùpNnz, -pHnzÙ) n.  A constellation in the equatorial region of the 

northern sky, made up of two parts, Serpens Cauda, the “tail,” and Serpens Caput, 

the “head,” both near Hercules and Ophiuchus.  [Latin SerpKns, from serpKns, ser-

pent. See SERPENT.]

ser·pent (sûrùpNnt) n.  1. A reptile of the order Serpentes; a snake.  2.  Often 

Serpent. Satan.  3. A subtle, sly, or treacherous person.  4. A firework that 

writhes while burning.  5. Music. A deep-voiced wind instrument of serpentine 

shape, used principally in the 18th century, about 2.5 meters (8 feet) in length 

and made of brass or wood.  6. Serpent. Serpens.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin serpKns, serpent- from present participle of serpere, to creep.]

ser·pen·tar·i·um (sûrÙpNn-târùK-Nm) n.  pl. ser·pen·tar·i·ums or 

ser·pen·tar·i·a (-K-N). A place where snakes are kept for study or display. 

ser·pen·tine (sûrùpNn-tKnÙ, -tXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or resembling a serpent, as in 

form or movement; sinuous.  2. Subtly sly and tempting.   —  n.  (-tKnÙ) Any of a 

group of greenish, brownish, or spotted minerals, Mg3Si2O5(OH)4, used as a 

source of magnesium and asbestos, and in architecture as a decorative stone.  

[Middle English, from Old French serpentin, from Late Latin serpentXnus, from 

Latin serpKns, serpent-, serpent. See SERPENT.]

serpent star (sûrùpNnt stär) n.  A brittle star. 

ser·pi·go (sNr-pXùgo) n.  Archaic. A spreading skin eruption or disease, such as 

ringworm.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin serpXgo, from Latin serpere, to 

creep.] —ser·pigùi·nous (sNr-pVjùN-nNs) adj. 

Ser·pu·khov (sHr-puùkNf, syHrùpu-KHNf)  A city of western Russia on the Oka 

River south of Moscow. Founded as a fortified outpost, it is now an important 

textile and manufacturing center. Population, 142,000. 

Ser·ra (sHrùN), Junípero. Originally Miguel José Serra. Known as “the Apostle of 

California.” 1713-1784.  Spanish missionary who founded nine Franciscan mis-

sions in California (1769-1782). 

Serra da Es·tre·la (sHrùN dä Hs-trHlùN, Hsh-, sHùrä)  A mountain range of central 

Portugal including the highest elevation, 1,994.4 m (6,539 ft), in the country. 

ser·ran·id (sN-r4nùVd, sHrùN-nVd) n.  Any of various fishes of the family Ser-

ranidae such as the grouper.  [From New Latin Serranidae, family name, from 

Latin serra, saw, sawfish.]

ser·rate (sHrù7tÙ) adj.  1. Having or forming a row of small, sharp, projections 

resembling the teeth of a saw:  serrate teeth; a serrate talon.  2. Having a saw-

toothed edge or margin notched with toothlike projections:  serrate leaves.   —  v.  



tr. ser·rat·ed, ser·rat·ing, ser·rates. To make serrate or saw-toothed; jag the 

edge of.  [Latin serr7tus, saw-shaped, from serra, saw.]

ser·rat·ed (sHrù7ÙtVd) adj.  Notched like the edge of a saw; saw-toothed; serrate. 

ser·ra·tion (sN-r7ùshNn, sH-) n.  1. The state of being serrate.  2. A series or set 

of teeth or notches.  3. A single tooth or notch in a serrate edge. 

ser·ried (sHrùKd) adj.  Pressed or crowded together, especially in rows:  troops in 

serried ranks.  [Past participle of obsolete serry, to close ranks, from French serré, 

past participle of serrer, to crowd, fasten. See SEAR
2.] —serùried·ly adv. 

ser·ru·late (sHrùyN-lVt, -l7tÙ, sHrùN-) also ser·ru·lat·ed (-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Having a 

minutely serrate margin, as in a leaflet of the rose.  [New Latin serrul7tus, from 

Latin serrula, diminutive of serra, saw.]

Ser·to·ri·us (sNr-tôrùK-Ns, -torù-), Quintus. 123?-72 B.C.  Roman general who 

ruled much of Spain in defiance of the Roman Senate. 

ser·tu·lar·i·an (sûrÙchN-lârùK-Nn, sûrÙtl-ârù-) n.  Any of various colonial 

hydroids of the genus Sertularia, having stalkless polyps arranged in pairs along a 

long, branching stem.  [From New Latin Sertularia, genus name, from Latin 

sertula, diminutive of serta, garland from feminine past participle of serere, to 

join. See ser-2 in Appendix.]

se·rum (sîrùNm) n.  pl. se·rums or se·ra (sîrùN). 1. The clear yellowish fluid 

obtained upon separating whole blood into its solid and liquid components.  Also 

called blood serum 2. Blood serum from the tissues of immunized animals, con-

taining antibodies and used to transfer immunity to another individual.  

3. Watery fluid from animal tissue, such as that found in edema.  4. Whey.  

[Latin, whey, serum.]

serum albumin (sîrùNm 4l-byuùmVn) n.  A protein fraction of serum 

involved in maintaining osmotic pressure of the blood and used as a substitute 

for plasma in the treatment of shock. 

serum globulin (sîrùNm glmbùyN-lVn) n.  A protein fraction of serum com-

posed chiefly of antibodies. 

serum hepatitis (sîrùNm hHpÙN-tXùtVs) n.  See hepatitis B. 
serum sickness (sîrùNm sVkùnVs) n.  A hypersensitive reaction to the adminis-

tration of a foreign serum, characterized by fever, swelling, skin rash, and 

enlargement of the lymph nodes. 

serv. abbr.  1. Servant.  2. Service. 

ser·val (sûrùvNl, sNr-v4lù) n.  A long-legged wildcat (Felis serval) of Africa, having 

a tawny coat with black spots and large erect ears without tufts.  [French, from 

Portuguese (lobo) cerval, deerlike (wolf), lynx, from Late Latin cerv7lis, from 

Latin cervus, deer. See ker-1 in Appendix.]

ser·vant (sûrùvNnt) n.  Abbr. serv. 1. One who is privately employed to perform 

domestic services.  2. One who is publicly employed to perform services, as for a 

government.  3. One who expresses submission, recognizance, or debt to another:  



your obedient servant.  [Middle English, from Old French, from present participle 

of servir, to serve. See SERVE.]

serve (sûrv) v.  served, serv·ing, serves.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To work for.  b. To be 

a servant to.   2. a. To prepare and offer (food, for example):  serve tea.  b. To 

place food before (someone); wait on:  served the guests a wonderful dinner.   

3. a. To provide goods and services for (customers):  a hotel that has served tour-

ists at the same location for 30 years.  b. To supply (goods or services) to custom-

ers.  See Usage Note at service.   4. To assist (the celebrant) during Mass.  5. To 

be of assistance to or promote the interests of; aid: “Both major parties today seek 

to serve the national interest” (John F. Kennedy).  6. To spend or complete (time):  

served four terms in Congress.  7. To fight or undergo military service for:  served 

her country for five years in the navy.  8. To give homage and obedience to:  served 

God.  9. To act toward (another) in a specified way; requite:  She has served me ill, 

and only that.  10. To copulate with. Used of male animals.  11. To meet the 

needs or requirements of; satisfy:  serve the purpose.  12. Law. a. To deliver or 

present (a writ or summons).  b. To present such a writ to.   13. Sports. To put (a 

ball or shuttlecock) in play, as in tennis, badminton, or jai alai.  14. To bind or 

whip (a rope) with fine cord or wire.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be employed as a servant.  

2. To do a term of duty:  serve in the U.S. Air Force; serve on a jury.  3. To act in a 

particular capacity:  serve as a clerk.  4. To be of service or use; function:  Let this 

incident serve as a reminder to future generations.  5. To meet requirements or 

needs; satisfy:  a device that will serve well.  6. To wait on tables:  serve at luncheon.  

7. Sports. To put a ball or shuttlecock into play, as in court games.  8. To assist the 

celebrant during Mass.   —  n.  Sports. The right, manner, or act of serving in 

many court games.   —idiom. serve (someone) right. To be deserved under 

the circumstances:  Punish him; it will serve him right for what he has done to you.  

[Middle English serven, from Old French servir, from Latin servXre, from servus, 

slave.]

serv·er (sûrùvNr) n.  1. a. One who serves food and drink.  b. Something, such 

as a tray, that is used in serving food and drink.   2. An attendant to the celebrant 

at Mass.  3. Sports. The player who serves, as in court games.  4. Computer Sci-

ence. A computer or program that controls a central repository of data that can be 

downloaded and manipulated in some manner by a client. 

Ser·ve·tus (sNr-vKùtNs), Michael. Originally Miguel Serveto. 1511-1553.  Span-

ish-born theologian and physician who described the circulation of blood. His 

denial of the doctrine of the Trinity led to his execution for heresy. 

ser·vi·bar (sûrùvV-bärÙ) n.  See minibar.  [Probably SERVI(CE) + BAR
1.]

serv·ice (sûrùvVs) n.  Abbr. serv., svc 1. a. Employment in duties or work for 

another, especially for a government.  b. A government branch or department 

and its employees:  the diplomatic service.   2. a. The armed forces of a nation.  

b. A branch of the armed forces of a nation.   3. a. Work or duties performed for 



a superior.  b. The occupation or duties of a servant.   4. a. Work done for others 

as an occupation or a business:  provides full catering service.  b. A department or 

branch of a hospital staff that provides specified patient care:  the anesthesiology 

service; the chest service.   5. Installation, maintenance, or repairs provided or 

guaranteed by a dealer or manufacturer.  6. A facility providing the public with 

the use of something, such as water or transportation.  7. a. Acts of devotion to 

God; witness.  b. A religious rite.   8. An act of assistance or benefit to another or 

others; a favor.  9. a. The serving of food or the manner in which it is served.  

b. A set of dishes or utensils:  a silver tea service.   10. Sports. The act, manner, or 

right of serving in many court games; a serve.  11. Copulation with a female.  

12. Law. The serving of a writ or summons.  13. The material, such as cord, used 

in binding or wrapping rope.   —  v.  tr. serv·iced, serv·ic·ing, serv·ic·es. Abbr. 

serv. 1. To make fit for use; adjust, repair, or maintain:  service a car.  2. To pro-

vide services to.  3. To make interest payments on (a debt).  4. To copulate with.   
—  adj.  Abbr. serv. 1. Of or relating to the armed forces of a country.  

2. Intended for use in supplying or serving:  a service elevator; the service entrance.  

3. Offering repairs or maintenance:  a service guarantee; a road service area.  

4. Offering services to the public in response to need or demand:  a service indus-

try.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin servitium, slavery, from ser-

vus, slave.]

USAGE NOTE: Aside from specialized senses in finance (service a debt) and

animal breeding (service a mare), service is used principally in the sense “to repair

or maintain”: service the electric dishwasher. In the sense “to supply goods or ser-

vices to,” serve is the most frequent or only choice: One radio network serves three

states.

Ser·vice (sûrùvVs), Robert William. 1874-1958.  British-born Canadian writer 

of poetry and novels about life in the Yukon, including the ballad “The Shooting 

of Dan McGrew” (1907). 

serv·ice·a·ble (sûrùvV-sN-bNl) adj.  1. Ready for service; usable:  serviceable 

equipment.  2. Able to give long service; durable:  a heavy, serviceable fabric.   
—servÙice·a·bilùi·ty, servùice·a·ble·ness n.  —servùice·a·bly adv. 

serv·ice·ber·ry (sûrùvVs-bHrÙK) n.  The shadbush or one of its fruit.  [SERVICE 

(TREE) + BERRY.]

service break (sûrùvVs br7k) n.  Sports. A game won on an opponent’s serve, as 

in tennis. 

service cap (sûrùvVs k4p) n.  A flat-topped military cap with a visor. 

service charge (sûrùvVs chärj) n.  An additional charge for a service for which 

there is already a basic fee. 



service line (sûrùvVs lXn) n.  Sports. A boundary line, as in tennis or handball, 

that must not be overstepped in serving. 

serv·ice·man (sûrùvVs-m4nÙ, -mNn) n.  1. A man who is a member of the 

armed forces.  2.  Also service man. A man whose work is the maintenance and 

repair of equipment. 

service mark (sûrùvVs märk) n.  Abbr. SM A mark used in the sale or advertis-

ing of services to identify the services and distinguish them from the services of 

others. 

serv·ice·per·son (sûrùvVs-pûrÙsNn) n.  pl. serv·ice·per·sons or 

serv·ice·peo·ple (-pKÙpNl). 1. A person who is a member of the armed forces.  

2.  Also service person. A person whose work is the maintenance and repair of 

equipment. 

service road (sûrùvVs rod) n.  A local road that runs parallel to an expressway 

or interstate highway and that provides access to the property bordering it.  Also 

called frontage road 

service station (sûrùvVs st7ùshNn) n.  1. A retail establishment at which motor 

vehicles are refueled, serviced, and sometimes repaired.  Also called filling station, 

gas station.  2. A business or branch of a business where services, especially 

repairs, can be obtained. 

service stripe (sûrùvVs strXp) n.  1. A stripe worn on an enlisted person’s sleeve 

to indicate three years’ service in the army or four years’ service in the navy, for 

example.  2. A stripe worn on the sleeve of the uniform of a bus driver, for exam-

ple, to indicate years of seniority. 

service tree (sûrùvVs trK) n.  Either of two Mediterranean trees (Sorbus domes-

tica or S. torminalis) having clusters of white flowers, saw-toothed leaves, and edi-

ble brownish fruit.  [From Middle English serves, pl. of serve, the service tree, 

from Old English syrfe, from Vulgar Latin *sorbea, from Latin sorbus.]

serv·ice·wom·an (sûrùvVs-wtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is a member of the 

armed forces.  2.  Also service woman. A woman whose work is the mainte-

nance and repair of equipment. 

ser·vi·ette (sûrÙvK-Htù) n.  Chiefly British. A table napkin.  [French, from Old 

French serviete, perhaps from servir, to serve. See SERVE.]

ser·vile (sûrùvNl, -vXlÙ) adj.  1. Abjectly submissive; slavish.  2. a. Of or suitable 

to a slave or servant:  servile tasks such as floor scrubbing and barn work.  b. Of or 

relating to servitude or forced labor.   [Middle English, from Latin servXlis, from 

servus, slave.] —serùvile·ly adv.  —serùvile·ness, ser·vilùi·ty (sNr-vVlùV-tK)  n. 

serv·ing (sûrùvVng) n.  1. The act of one that serves.  2. An individual portion or 

helping of food or drink. 

ser·vi·tor (sûrùvV-tNr, -tôrÙ) n.  One that performs the duties of a servant to 

another; an attendant.  [Middle English servitour, from Anglo-Norman, from 

Latin servXtor, from servXre, to serve. See SERVE.] —serùvi·tor·shipÙ n. 



ser·vi·tude (sûrùvV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. a. A state of subjection to an owner or 

a master.  b. Lack of personal freedom, as to act as one chooses.   2. Forced labor 

imposed as a punishment for crime:  penal servitude in labor camps.  3. Law. A 

right that grants use of another’s property.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Late Latin servit7do, from Latin servus, slave.]

SYNONYMS: servitude, bondage, slavery. These nouns signify a state of subju-

gation to an owner or a master. Servitude sometimes refers broadly to the lack of

freedom to act or live as one chooses, but it often implies the performance of

involuntary labor or service for a master: “The right of citizens of the United States

to vote shall not be denied or abridged... on account of race, color, or previous con-

dition of servitude” (U.S. Constitution, 15th Amendment). Bondage emphasizes

being bound to the service of another with virtually no hope of freedom: “even

compassionating those who hold in bondage their fellow men, not knowing what they

do” (John Quincy Adams). To be held in slavery is to be owned bodily by the per-

son or persons one serves and to be treated as his or her property: “I have borne

thirteen children and seen them most all sold off into slavery” (Sojourner Truth).

ser·vo (sûrùvo) n.  pl. ser·vos. 1. A servomechanism.  2. A servomotor. 

ser·vo·mech·a·nism (sûrùvo-mHkÙN-nVzÙNm) n.  1. A feedback system that 

consists of a sensing element, an amplifier, and a servomotor, used in the auto-

matic control of a mechanical device.  2. A self-regulating feedback system or 

mechanism: “We do not need to know in detail how the minute chemical servomech-

anisms of the muscles operate in order to move our arms” (Harper’s).  

[SERVO(MOTOR) + MECHANISM.]

ser·vo·mo·tor (sûrùvo-moÙtNr) n.  A motor that controls the action of the 

mechanical device in a servomechanism.  [French servomoteur : Latin servus, slave 

+ French moteur, motor (from Old French, from Latin motor, that which sets in 

motion); see MOTOR.]

SES abbr.  Socioeconomic status. 

ses·a·me (sHsùN-mK) n.  1. A tropical Asian plant (Sesamum indicum) bearing 

small, flat seeds used as food and as a source of oil.  2. The seed of this plant.  

Also called til1 [Middle English sisamie, from Latin sKsamum, from Greek sKsamK, 

sKsamon, of Semitic origin; akin to Akkadian ≥ama≥≥amu.]

ses·a·moid (sHsùN-moidÙ) adj.  Of or designating any of certain small modular 

bones or cartilages that develop in a tendon or in the capsule of a joint.   —  n.  A 

sesamoid bone or cartilage.  [Greek sKsamoeidKs, shaped like a sesame seed  : 

sKsamon, sKsamK, sesame; see SESAME + -oeidKs, -oid.] —sesùa·moidÙ n. 

sesqui- pref.  One and a half:  sesquicentennial.  [Latin sKsqui- : sKmis, a half; see 

sKmi- in Appendix + -que, and; see kwe in Appendix.]



ses·qui·cen·ten·ni·al (sHsÙkwV-sHn-tHnùK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to a period of 

150 years.   —  n.  A 150th anniversary or its celebration. 

ses·quip·e·dal (sH-skwVpùV-dl) adj.  Sesquipedalian.  [Latin sKsquiped7lis, of a 

foot and a half in length  : sKsqui-, sesqui- + pKs, ped-, foot; see ped- in Appen-

dix.]

ses·qui·pe·da·lian (sHsÙkwV-pV-d7lùyNn) n.  A long word.   —  adj.  1. Given to 

the use of long words.  2. Long and ponderous; polysyllabic. 

sess. abbr.  Session. 

ses·sile (sHsùXlÙ, -Nl) adj.  1. Botany. Stalkless and attached directly at the base:  

sessile leaves.  2. Zoology. Permanently attached or fixed; not free-moving:  a 

sessile barnacle.  [Latin sessilis, low, of sitting, from sessus, past participle of sedKre, 

to sit. See sed- in Appendix.] —ses·silùi·ty (sH-sVlùV-tK) n. 

ses·sion (sHshùNn) n.  Abbr. sess. 1. a. A meeting of a legislative or judicial body 

for the purpose of transacting business.  b. A series of such meetings.  c. The 

term or duration of time that is taken by such a series of meetings.   2. The part of 

a year or of a day during which a school holds classes.  3. An assembly of people 

for a common purpose or because of a common interest:  a gossip session.  4. Law. 

A court of criminal jurisdiction in the United States:  the court of sessions.  5. A 

period of time devoted to a specific activity.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin sessio, session-, act of sitting, from sessus, past participle of sedKre, to 

sit. See sed- in Appendix.] —sesùsion·al adj.  —sesùsion·al·ly adv. 

Ses·sions (sHshùNnz), Roger Huntington. 1896-1985.  American composer. 

An influential promoter of 20th-century music, he wrote polyphonic sympho-

nies, instrumental works, and operas, such as Montezuma (1962). 

ses·terce (sHsùtûrsÙ) n.  A silver or bronze coin of ancient Rome equivalent to 

one fourth of a denarius.  [Latin sKstertius, a coin worth two and a half asses  : 

sKmis, half; see sKmi- in Appendix + tertius, third; see trei- in Appendix.]

ses·ter·tium (sH-stûrùshNm, -shK-Nm) n.  pl. ses·ter·tia (-shN, -shK-N). A mon-

etary unit of ancient Rome equivalent to 1,000 sesterces.  [Latin (mille) sKstertium, 

(a thousand) sesterces, genitive pl. of sKstertius, sesterce. See SESTERCE.]

ses·tet (sH-stHtù) n.  1. A group of six lines of poetry, especially the last six lines 

of a Petrarchan sonnet.  2. A poem or stanza containing six lines.  [Italian sestetto, 

from sesto, sixth, from Latin sextus. See s(w)eks in Appendix.]

ses·ti·na (sH-stKùnN) n.  A verse form first used by the Provençal troubadours, 

consisting of six six-line stanzas and a three-line envoy. The end words of the first 

stanza are repeated in varied order as end words in the other stanzas and also 

recur in the envoy.  [Italian, from sesto, sixth, from Latin sextus. See s(w)eks in 

Appendix.]

Ses·tos (sHsùtNs, -tms)  An ancient town of European Turkey at the narrowest 

point of the Dardanelles. In 481 B.C. Xerxes built a bridge of boats here to cross 



the Hellespont and invade Greece. Sestos is also the site of the legendary tale of 

Hero and Leander. 

Ses·to San Gio·van·ni (sHsùto s4nÙ jô-väùnK, sänÙ)  A city of northern Italy, 

an industrial suburb of Milan. Population, 94,738. 

set1 (sHt) v.  set, set·ting, sets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put in a specified position; 

place:  set a book on a table.  2. To put into a specified state:  set the prisoner at lib-

erty.  3. a. To put into a stable position:  set the fence post into a bed of concrete.  

b. To fix firmly or in an immobile manner:  He set his jaw and concentrated on fly-

ing the plane through the storm.   4. To restore to a proper and normal state when 

dislocated or broken:  set a broken arm.  5. a. To adjust for proper functioning.  

b. To adjust (a saw) by deflecting the teeth.  c. Nautical. To spread open to the 

wind:  set the sails.   6. To adjust according to a standard.  7. To adjust (an instru-

ment) to a specific point or calibration:  set an alarm clock.  8. To arrange prop-

erly for use:  set a place for a dinner guest; set a table.  9. To apply equipment, such 

as curlers and clips, to (hair) in order to style.  10. Printing. a. To arrange (type) 

into words and sentences preparatory to printing; compose.  b. To transpose into 

type.   11. Music. a. To compose (music) to fit a given text.  b. To write (words) 

to fit a given melodic line.   12. To arrange scenery on (a theater stage).  13. To 

prescribe the unfolding of (a scene) in a specific place:  a play that is set in Venice.  

14. To prescribe or establish:  set a precedent.  15. To prescribe as a time for:  set 

June 6 as the day of the invasion.  16. To detail or assign (someone) to a particular 

duty, service, or station:  set the child to cleaning the closets; set guards around the 

perimeter.  17. To incite to hostile action:  a war that set families against one 

another.  18. a. To establish as the highest level of performance:  set a world avia-

tion record.  b. To establish as a model:  A parent must set a good example for the 

children.   19. a. To put in a mounting; mount:  set an emerald in a pendant.  

b. To apply jewels to; stud:  a tiara that was set with diamonds.   20. To cause to 

sit.  21. a. To put (a hen) on eggs for the purpose of hatching them.  b. To put 

(eggs) beneath a hen or in an incubator.   22. Sports. To position (oneself) in such 

a way as to be ready to start running a race.  23. a. To value or regard something 

at the rate of:  She sets a great deal by good nutrition.  b. To fix at a given amount:  

The judge set bail for the defendant at $50,000.  c. To make as an estimate of worth:  

We set a high value on human life.   24. To point to the location of (game) by 

holding a fixed attitude. Used of a hunting dog.  25. Botany. To produce, as after 

pollination:  set seed.  26. a. To prepare (a trap) for catching prey.  b. To fix (a 

hook) firmly into a fish’s jaw.    —  v.  intr. 1. To disappear below the horizon:  

The sun set at seven that evening.  2. To diminish or decline; wane.  3. To sit on 

eggs. Used of fowl.  4. a. To become fixed; harden.  See Synonyms at coagulate.  
b. To become permanent. Used of dye.   5. To become whole; knit. Used of a bro-

ken bone.  6. Botany. To mature or develop, as after pollination.  7. Non-Stan-

dard. To sit: “If Emmett drives, I could set up front” (Bobbie Ann Mason).  8. To 



position oneself preparatory to an action, such as running a race.   —  adj.  

1. Fixed or established by agreement:  a set time for the launching.  2. Established 

by convention:  followed set procedures for filing a grievance.  3. Established delib-

erately; intentional:  Our set purpose is to win the conflict.  4. Fixed and rigid: “His 

bearded face already has a set, hollow look” (Conor Cruise O’Brien).  5. Unwilling 

or very reluctant to change:  He is set in his ways.  6. a. Intent and determined: 

“He is dead set against rushing abroad to build a plant” (Fortune).  b. Ready:  We 

are set to leave early tomorrow morning.    —  n.  1. a. The act or process of set-

ting.  b. The condition resulting from setting.   2. The manner in which some-

thing is positioned:  the set of her cap.  3. A permanent firming or hardening of a 

substance, as by cooling.  4. The deflection of the teeth of a saw.  5. a. The car-

riage or bearing of a part of the body.  b. A particular psychological state, usually 

that of anticipation or preparedness: “The mental set of an audience is crucial to 

his performance” (Psychology Today).   6. A descent below the horizon.  7. The 

direction or course of wind or water.  8. A seedling, slip, or cutting that is ready 

for planting.  9. The act of arranging hair by waving and curling it.   —phrasal 
verbs. set about. To begin or start:  set about solving the problem.  set apart. 
2. To reserve for a specific use.  3. To make noticeable:  character traits that set her 

apart.  set aside. 4. To separate and reserve for a special purpose.  5. To discard 

or reject.  6. To declare invalid; annul or overrule:  The court has set aside the con-

viction.  set at. To attack or assail:  The dogs set at the fox.  set back. 8. To slow 

down the progress of; hinder.  9. Informal. To cost:  That coat set me back $1,000.  

set by. To reserve for future use:  It is wise to set food and money by in case of a 

future emergency.  set down. 11. To cause to sit; seat:  Set the baby down here.  

12. To put in writing; record:  We set down the facts.  13. a. To regard; consider:  

Just set him down as a sneak.  b. To assign to a cause; attribute:  Let’s set the error 

down to inexperience.   14. To land (an aircraft):  The pilot set the plane down hard.  

set forth. 15. To present for consideration; propose:  set forth a sound plan.  

16. To express in words:  She has set forth her ideas.  set forward. To begin a 

journey.  set in. 18. To insert:  set in the sleeve of a gown.  19. To begin to happen 

or be apparent: “Evening was setting in as I took the road over Mountain Top” 

(Charles Siebert).  20. To move toward the shore. Used of wind or water.  set 
off. 21. a. To give rise to; cause to occur:  set off a chemical reaction.  b. To cause 

to explode:  set off a bomb.   22. To indicate as being different; distinguish:  fea-

tures setting him off from the crowd.  23. To direct attention to by contrast; accen-

tuate:  set off a passage with italics.  24. To start on a journey:  set off for Europe.  

set out. 25. To begin an earnest attempt; undertake:  He set out to understand 

why the plan had failed.  26. To lay out systematically and graphically:  set out a 

terrace.  27. To display for exhibition or sale.  28. To plant:  set out seedlings.  

29. To start a journey:  She set out at dawn for town.  set to. 30. To begin work-

ing energetically; start in.  31. To begin fighting.  set up. 32. To place in an 



upright position.  33. a. To elevate; raise.  b. To raise in authority or power; 

invest with power:  They set the general up as a dictator.  c. To put (oneself) for-

ward as; claim to be:  He has set himself up as an authority on the English language.  

d. To assemble and erect:  set up a new machine.   34. To establish; found:  set up a 

charity.  35. To cause:  They set up howls of protest over new taxes.  36. To establish 

in business by providing capital, equipment, or other backing.  37. Informal. 

a. To treat (someone) to drinks.  b. To pay for (drinks).   38. Informal. To stimu-

late or exhilarate:  a victory that really set the team up.  39. To lay plans for:  set up 

a kidnapping.  40. Informal. To put (someone else) into a compromising situation 

by deceit or trickery:  Swindlers have set me up.  set upon. To attack violently:  

Guards set dogs upon the escaping prisoners.   —idioms. set fire to. To cause to 

ignite and burn.  set foot in. To enter.  set foot on. To step on.  set in 
motion. To give impetus to:  The indictment set the judicial process in motion.  set 
(one’s) heart on. To be determined to do something.  set (one’s) sights on. 
To have as a goal:  She set her sights on medical school.  set on fire. 7. To cause to 

ignite and burn.  8. To cause to become excited:  The music set the audience on 

fire.  set sail. Nautical. To begin a voyage on water.  set (someone) straight. 
To correct (someone) by providing full and accurate information.  set store by. 
To regard as valuable or worthwhile.  set the pace. 12. To go at a speed that 

other competitors attempt to match or surpass.  13. To behave or perform in a 

way that others try to emulate.  set the stage for. To provide the underlying 

basis for:  saber rattling that set the stage for war.  set up housekeeping. To 

establish a household.  set up shop. To establish one’s business operations.  

[Middle English setten, from Old English settan. See sed- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Originally set meant “to cause (something) to sit,” so that it is

now in most cases a transitive verb: She sets the book on the table. He sets the table.

Sit is generally an intransitive verb: He sits at the table. There are some exceptions:

The sun sets (not sits). A hen sets (or sits) on her eggs.

set2 (sHt) n.  1. A group of things of the same kind that belong together and are 

so used:  a chess set.  2. A group of persons sharing a common interest:  the high-

school set.  See Synonyms at circle.  3. A group of books or periodicals published 

as a unit.  4. a. A number of couples required for participation in a square dance.  

b. The movements constituting a square dance.   5. a. The scenery constructed 

for a theatrical performance.  b. The entire enclosure in which a movie is filmed; 

the sound stage.   6. Music. a. A session of music, typically dance music, played 

before an intermission.  b. The music so played.   7. The collective receiving 

apparatus assembled to operate a radio or television.  8. Mathematics. A collec-

tion of distinct elements having specific common properties:  a set of positive inte-

gers.  9. a. Sports. A group of tennis games constituting one division or unit of a 



match.  b. Football. An offensive formation.   [Middle English sette, from Old 

French, from Medieval Latin secta, retinue, from Latin, faction. See SECT.]

se·ta (sKùtN) n.  pl. se·tae (-tK). Biology. 1. A stiff hair, bristle, or bristlelike pro-

cess or part on an organism.  2. Botany. The stalk of a moss capsule.  [New Latin 

sKta, from Latin saeta, bristle.] —seùtal (sKtùl) adj. 

se·ta·ceous (sV-t7ùshNs) adj.  1. Having or consisting of bristles; bristly:  a seta-

ceous moth.  2. Resembling bristles or a bristle:  setaceous whiskers.  [SET(A) + -

ACEOUS.] —se·taùceous·ly adv. 

se·tae (sKùtK) n.  Plural of seta. 
set-a·side (sHtùN-sXdÙ) n.  1. Something, such as land or a certain percentage of 

profits, that is set aside for a specific purpose.  2. A federal program requiring 

that a certain percentage of government funds and contracts be reserved for busi-

nesses owned by women and members of minority groups. 

set·back (sHtùb4kÙ) n.  1. An unanticipated or sudden check in progress; a 

change from better to worse.  2. a. A steplike recession in a wall.  b. Any of a 

series of such recessions in the rise of a tall building.   3. An automatically timed 

setting of a thermostat to a lower temperature, as in the home at night. 

set back (sHt b4k) n.  Football. An offensive back who lines up behind the quar-

terback. 

set chisel (sHt chVzùNl) n.  A chisel with a cutting edge on a tapered shaft. 

se-ten·ant  or se ten·ant (sN-tHnùNnt, sHtÙn-äNù, sN-tN-näNù) n.  A block of 

commemorative stamps printed together on the same sheet but differing in 

design, color, value, or overprint.  [French  : se, reflexive pron. + tenant, present 

participle of tenir, to hold.] —se-tenùant adj. 

Seth (sHth)  In the Old Testament, the third son of Adam and Eve. 

se·tif·er·ous (sV-tVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Having setae or bristles; setaceous:  setiferous 

antennae. 

se·ti·form (sKùtN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a seta or bristle. 

se·tig·er·ous (sV-tVjùNr-Ns) adj.  Setiferous.  [From Latin sKtiger : sKta, bristle + -

ger (from gerere, to bear).]

set-in (sHtùVnÙ) adj.  1. Made or placed as a part of another unit or structure:  a 

set-in stereo cabinet.  2. Made separately and stitched into the main part:  a dress 

with set-in sleeves.   —  n.  Material, as for a book, that is inserted; an insert. 

set·line (sHtùlXnÙ) n.  A long fishing line towed by a boat and supporting many 

smaller lines bearing baited hooks.  Also called trawl, trawl line, trotline. 

set·off (sHtùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. Something, such as a decoration, that sets off some-

thing else by contrast.  2. Something that offsets or compensates for something 

else; a counterbalance.  3. a. A counterclaim.  b. Settlement of a debt by a 

debtor’s establishing such a claim against a creditor.   4. Architecture. A flat pro-

jection, as from a wall; a ledge.  5. Printing. See offset (n., sense 10a). 



Se·ton (sKtùn), Saint Elizabeth Ann Bayley. Known as “Mother Seton.” 1774-

1821.  American religious leader. A widowed mother of five, she converted to 

Catholicism (1805), opened a parochial school in Maryland, and founded a reli-

gious order, the Sisters of Charity (1809). She was the first native-born American 

to be canonized (1975). 

se·tose (sKùtosÙ) adj.  Bristly: setaceous. 

set·out (sHtùoutÙ) n.  1. A start or beginning; an outset.  2. a. An arrangement 

or a display.  b. An array of food, as on a buffet table; a spread.   3. An entertain-

ing event, such as a party. 

set piece (sHt pKs) n.  1. A realistic piece of stage scenery constructed to stand 

by itself.  2. An often brilliantly executed artistic or literary work characterized by 

a formal pattern.  3. a. A carefully planned and executed military operation.  

b. A situation, an activity, or a speech planned beforehand and carried out 

according to a prescribed pattern or formula.  

set point (sHt point) n.  Sports. 1. A situation in which the set will be won by the 

player who scores the next point in a net game such as tennis.  2. The point so 

scored. 

set·screw (sHtùskruÙ) n.  1. A screw, often without a head, used to hold two 

parts together.  2. A screw used to regulate the tension of a spring. 

Se·tswa·na (sHt-swäùnN) also Sech·ua·na (sHch-wäù-) n.  See Tswana (n., 

sense 2). 

set·tee (sH-tKù) n.  1. A long wooden bench with a back.  2. A small or medium-

sized sofa.  [Perhaps alteration of SETTLE, bench.]

set·ter (sHtùNr) n.  1. One that sets:  a setter of printing type; a setter of rabbit 

traps.  2. Any of several breeds of longhaired hunting dogs originally trained to 

indicate the presence of game by crouching in a set position. 

set theory (sHt thKùN-rK) n.  Mathematics. The study of the properties of sets. 

set·ting (sHtùVng) n.  1. The position, direction, or way in which something, 

such as an automatic control, is set.  2. a. The context and environment in which 

a situation is set; the background.  b. The time, place, and circumstances in which 

a narrative, drama, or film takes place.   3. The scenery constructed for a theatri-

cal performance or movie production.  4. Music. A composition written or 

arranged to fit a text, such as a poetical work.  5. A mounting, as for a jewel.  6. A 

place setting.  7. A set of eggs in a hen’s nest. 

set·tle (sHtùl) v.  set·tled, set·tling, set·tles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put into order; 

arrange or fix definitely as desired.  2. To put firmly into a desired position or 

place; establish.  3. a. To establish as a resident or residents:  settled her family in 

Ohio.  b. To establish residence in; colonize:  Pioneers settled the West.  c. To estab-

lish in a residence, business, or profession.   4. To restore calmness or comfort to.  

5. a. To cause to sink, become compact, or come to rest.  b. To cause (a liquid) to 

become clear by forming a sediment.   6. To subdue or make orderly.  7. To estab-



lish on a permanent basis; stabilize.  8. a. To make compensation for (a claim).  

b. To pay (a debt).   9. To conclude (a dispute, for example) by a final decision.  

10. To decide (a lawsuit) by mutual agreement of the involved parties without 

court action.  11. Law. To secure or assign (property or title) by legal action.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To discontinue moving and come to rest in one place.  2. To move 

downward; sink or descend, especially gradually:  Darkness settled over the fields. 

Dust settled in the road.  3. a. To become clear by the sinking of suspended parti-

cles. Used of liquids.  b. To be separated from a solution or mixture as a sedi-

ment.  c. To become compact by sinking, as sediment when stirred up.   4. a. To 

establish one’s residence:  settled in Canada.  b. To become established or local-

ized:  The cold settled in my chest.   5. To reach a decision; determine:  We finally 

settled on a solution to the problem.  See Synonyms at decide.  6. a. To provide 

compensation for a claim.  b. To pay a debt.    —  n.  A long wooden bench with a 

high back, often including storage space beneath the seat.   —phrasal verbs. 
settle down. 1. To begin living a stable and orderly life:  He settled down as a 

farmer with a family.  2. To become less nervous or restless.  settle for. To accept 

in spite of incomplete satisfaction:  had to settle for a lower wage than the one 

requested.  [Middle English setlen, to seat, from Old English setlan, from setl, seat. 

See sed- in Appendix.] —setùtle·a·ble adj. 

set·tle·ment (sHtùl-mNnt) n.  1. The act or process of settling.  

2. a. Establishment, as of a person in a business or of people in a new region.  

b. A newly colonized region.   3. A small community.  4. An arrangement, 

adjustment, or other understanding reached, as in financial or business proceed-

ings:  a divorce settlement.  5. Law. a. Transfer of property to provide for the 

future needs of a person.  b. Property thus transferred.   6. A center providing 

community services in an underprivileged area. In this sense, also calledsettlement 

house 

set·tler (sHtùlNr) n.  1. One who settles in a new region.  2. One who settles or 

decides something. 

set·tlings (sHtùlVngz) pl.n.  Sediment; dregs. 

set·tlor (sHtùlNr) n.  Law. One that makes a business or financial settlement or a 

settlement of property. 

set-to (sHtùtuÙ) n.  pl. set-·tos. A brief, usually heated conflict or argument. 

Se·tú·bal (sN-tuùbNl)  A city of southwest Portugal southeast of Lisbon on the 

Bay of Setúbal, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. Setúbal is a port and processing 

center with a shipbuilding industry. Population, 77,885. 

set·up (sHtùƒpÙ) n.  1. The way in which something is constituted, arranged, or 

planned.  2. The gathering and organization of the equipment needed for an 

operation, a procedure, or a task.  3. a. Physical makeup; physique.  b. Body pos-

ture or carriage; militarily erect bearing.   4. a.  Often setups. Informal. The col-

lective ingredients, such as ice, mixers, and glasses, necessary for serving various 



alcoholic drinks.  b. A table setting, as in a restaurant.   5. A camera position, as 

for a particular shot in a scene being filmed.  6. Slang. a. A contest prearranged 

to result in an easy or faked victory.  b. An endeavor intentionally made easy.  

c. A deceptive scheme, such as a fraud or hoax.   7. A plan or strategy for a pro-

jected course of action. 

Seu·rat (sN-räù, sœ-), Georges Pierre. 1859-1891.  French painter. A founder 

of neoimpressionism, he developed pointillism, the technique used in his master-

piece Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte (1886). 

Seuss (sus), Doctor.  See Theodor Seuss Geisel. 
Se·vas·to·pol (sN-v4sùtN-polÙ, sHvÙN-stoùpNl, syV-vN-) Formerly Se·bas·to·pol 

(sN-b4sùtN-polÙ).  A city of southern Ukraine in the Crimea on the Black Sea west 

of Yalta. Founded on the site of an ancient Greek colony, it became Russia’s prin-

cipal Black Sea naval base after the late 18th century. The city resisted lengthy 

sieges during the Crimean War and World War II. Population, 341,000. 

sev·en (sHvùNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 6 + 1.  2. The seventh in a 

set or sequence.  [Middle English, from Old English seofon. See septc in Appen-

dix.] —sevùen adj.  & pron. 

Sev·en Hills of Rome (sHvùNn hVlz ƒf rom)  The hills upon which the ancient 

city of Rome was built, including the Palatine (traditional site of the founding of 

the city) and the Aventine, Caelian, Capitoline, Esquiline, Quirinal, and Viminal 

hills. 

Seven Isles (sHvùNn Xlz)  See Sept Îles. 
seven seas also Seven Seas (sHvùNn sKz) pl.n.  All the oceans of the world. 

sev·en·teen (sHvÙNn-tKnù) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 16 + 1.  2. The 

17th in a set or sequence.  [Middle English seventene, from Old English seofontXne. 

See septc in Appendix.] —sevÙen·teenù adj.  & pron. 

sev·en·teenth (sHvÙNn-tKnthù) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the num-

ber 17 in a series.  2. One of 17 equal parts.   —sevÙen·teenthù adv.  & adj. 

sev·en·teen-year locust (sHvùNn-tKnÙyîrÙ loùkNst) n.  See periodical 
cicada. 

sev·enth (sHvùNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number seven in a 

series.  2. One of seven equal parts.  3. Music. An interval encompassing seven 

diatonic degrees.  [Middle English, alteration of sefende, from Old English seo-

funda, from seofon, seven. See SEVEN.] —sevùenth adv.  & adj. 

Sev·enth Avenue (sHvùNnth 4vùN-nuÙ) Known as “Fashion Avenue.”.  A 

thoroughfare in New York City on Manhattan Island. It has long been considered 

the center of the garment and fashion industry in the United States. 

Sev·enth-day Adventist (sHvùNnth-d7Ù 4dùvHnÙ-tVst) n.  A member of a sect 

of Adventism distinguished chiefly for its observance of the Sabbath on Saturday. 



seventh heaven (sHvùNnth hHvùNn) n.  1. A state of great joy and satisfaction.  

2. The farthest of the concentric spheres containing the stars and constituting the 

dwelling place of God and the angels in the Muslim and cabalist systems. 

sev·enth-inn·ing stretch (sHvùNnth-VnùVng strHch) n.  Baseball. A juncture 

in a game, usually after six and one-half innings of play, when the fans get out of 

their seats to stretch their legs. 

sev·en·ti·eth (sHvùNn-tK-Vth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 

70 in a series.  2. One of 70 equal parts.   —sevùen·ti·eth adv.  & adj. 

sev·en·ty (sHvùNn-tK) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 7 ∞ 10.  2. seventies. 

Often Seventies. a. The decade from 70 to 79 in a century.  b. A decade or the 

numbers from 70 to 79:  They became grandparents in their seventies. The temper-

ature hovered in the seventies.   [Middle English, from Old English hundseofontig. 

See septc in Appendix.] —sevùen·ty adj.  & pron. 

sev·en-up (sHvÙNn-ƒpù) n.  Games. A card game requiring seven points to win.  

Also called pitch2 

Seven Wonders of the World (sHvùNn wƒnùdNrz ƒv thK wûrld)  In 

ancient times, the pyramids of Egypt; the Hanging Gardens of Babylon; Phidias’s 

statue of Zeus at Olympia; the temple of Artemis at Ephesus; the tomb, or mauso-

leum, of King Mausolus at Halicarnassus; the Colossus of Rhodes; and either the 

Pharos, or lighthouse, at Alexandria or the walls of Babylon. The list of manmade 

wonders was first compiled by a Hellenistic traveler in the second century B.C. 

sev·er (sHvùNr) v.  sev·ered, sev·er·ing, sev·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To set or keep 

apart; divide or separate.  2. To cut off (a part) from a whole.  3. To break up (a 

relationship, for example); dissolve.  See Synonyms at separate.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To become cut or broken apart.  2. To become separated or divided from each 

other.  [Middle English severen, from Anglo-Norman severer, from Vulgar Latin 

*sKper7re, from Latin sKpar7re. See SEPARATE.]

sev·er·a·ble (sHvùNr-N-bNl, sHvùrN-) adj.  Capable of being severed or separated; 

separable into legally distinct rights or obligations, as a contract.   
—sevÙer·a·bilùi·ty n. 

sev·er·al (sHvùNr-Nl, sHvùrNl) adj.  1. Being of a number more than two or three 

but not many:  several miles away.  2. Single; distinct: “Pshaw! said I, with an air of 

carelessness, three several times” (Laurence Sterne).  3. Respectively different; vari-

ous:  They parted and went their several ways.  See Synonyms at distinct.  4. Law. 

Relating separately to each party of a bond or note.   —  pron.  (used with a pl. 

verb). An indefinite but small number; some or a few:  Several of the workers went 

home sick.  [Middle English, separate, from Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin 

sKpar7lis, sKper7lis, from Latin sKpar, from sKpar7re, to separate. See SEPARATE.] 
—sevùer·al·ly adv. 

sev·er·al·fold (sHvùNr-Nl-foldÙ, sHvùrNl-) adj.  1. Having several parts or mem-

bers.  2. Being several times as much or as many.   —sevùer·al·foldÙ adv. 



sev·er·al·ty (sHvùNr-Nl-tK, sHvùrNl-) n.  pl. sev·er·al·ties. 1. The quality or con-

dition of being separate and distinct.  2. Law. a. A separate and individual right 

to possession or ownership that is not shared with any other person.  b. Land, 

property, or an estate owned in severalty.  c. The quality or condition of being 

held or owned in severalty.  

sev·er·ance (sHvùNr-Nns, sHvùrNns) n.  1. a. The act or process of severing.  

b. The condition of being severed.   2. Separation; partition. 

severance pay (sHvùNr-Nns p7) n.  A sum of money usually based on length of 

employment for which an employee is eligible upon termination. 

severance tax (sHvùNr-Nns t4ks) n.  A tax imposed by a state on the extraction 

of natural resources, such as oil, coal, or gas, that will be used in other states. 

se·vere (sN-vîrù) adj.  se·ver·er, se·ver·est. 1. Unsparing or harsh, as in treat-

ment of others; strict.  2. Marked by or requiring strict adherence to rigorous 

standards or high principles.  3. Austere or dour; forbidding:  spoke in a severe 

voice.  4. Extremely plain in substance or style:  a severe black dress.  5. Causing 

sharp discomfort or distress; extremely violent or intense:  severe pain; a severe 

storm.  6. Very serious; grave or grievous:  severe mental illness.  7. Extremely dif-

ficult to perform or accomplish; trying:  a severe test of our loyalty.  [Latin sevKrus, 

serious, strict. See wKro- in Appendix.] —se·vereùly adv.  —se·vereùness n.  

SYNONYMS: severe, stern, austere, ascetic, strict. These adjectives mean unspar-

ing and exacting with respect to discipline or control. Severe implies adherence to

rigorous standards or high principles; the term often suggests the imposition of

harsh conditions: “Praise or blame has but a momentary effect on the man whose

love of beauty in the abstract makes him a severe critic on his own works” (John

Keats). Stern suggests unyielding disposition, uncompromising resolution, or for-

bidding appearance or nature: “thought her husband a man fatally stern and im-

placable” (George Meredith). Austere connotes sternness, qualities such as aloof-

ness or lack of feeling or sympathy, and often rigid morality: Austere officers

demand meticulous conformity with military regulations. Ascetic suggests self-dis-

cipline and self-denial and often renunciation of worldly pleasures for spiritual

improvement: “Be systematically ascetic... do... something for no other reason than

that you would rather not do it” (William James). Strict means requiring or show-

ing stringent observance of obligations, rules, or standards: “He could not be severe

nor even passably strict” (W.H. Hudson).

severe com·bined immunodeficiency (sN-vîrù kNm-bXndù VmÙyN-no-

dV-fVshùNn-sK) n.  Abbr. SCID A usually fatal congenital disorder of the immune 

system in which the body is unable to produce enough B cells and T cells to resist 

infection. 



se·ver·i·ty (sN-vHrùV-tK) n.  pl. se·ver·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being 

severe.  2. The act or an instance of severe behavior, especially punishment. 

Sev·ern (sHvùNrn)  A community of north-central Maryland, a suburb of Balti-

more. Population, 24,499. 

Se·ver·na Park (sN-vûrùnN pärk)  An unincorporated community of central 

Maryland on the Severn River, an inlet of Chesapeake Bay. The city is mainly 

residential. Population 25,879. 

Se·ver·na·ya Zem·lya (sHvùNr-nN-yäÙ zHmÙlK-äù, -lyäù, syV-vyVr-)  An archipel-

ago of north-central Russia in the Arctic Ocean north of the Taimyr Peninsula. 

Discovered in 1913, the group comprises three major islands and several smaller 

ones. 

Severn River (sHvùNrn rVvùNr)  1. A river of northwest Ontario, Canada, flow-

ing about 676 km (420 mi) northeast to Hudson Bay.  2. A river of southwest 

Great Britain rising in central Wales and flowing about 338 km (210 mi) in a 

curve through western England. It empties into Bristol Channel through a long 

estuary. 

Se·ve·rod·vinsk (sHvÙNr-Nd-vVnskù, syV-vyV-rNd-)  A city of northwest Russia on 

an arm of the White Sea west of Arkhangelsk. It is a timber-shipping port. Popu-

lation, 230,000. 

Se·ve·rus (sN-vîrùNs), Lucius Septimus. A.D. 146-211.  Emperor of Rome (193-

211) who created a military monarchy and ruled as a despot. 

se·vi·che (sN-vKùch7, sH-) n.  Variant of ceviche. 
Se·vier (sN-vîrù), John. 1745-1815.  American Revolutionary soldier and politi-

cian. He led the settlers who defeated the Loyalists in the Battle of King’s Moun-

tain (1780) and later served as the first governor of Tennessee (1796-1801 and 

1803-1809). 

Sevier River (sN-vîrù rVvùNr)  A river, about 451 km (280 mi) long, of west-cen-

tral Utah flowing north then southwest through the Sevier Desert. It empties 

into Sevier Lake, a saline lake with no outlet. 

Sé·vi·gné (s7-vKn-y7ù), Marquise de Title of Marie de Rabutin-Chantal. 1626-

1696.  French letter writer whose prolific correspondence depicts aristocratic life 

in the age of Louis XIV. 

Se·ville (sN-vVlù)  A city of southwest Spain on the Guadalquivir River north-

northeast of Cádiz. Settled in ancient times, it was an important settlement under 

the Romans, Vandals, and Visigoths and later under Ferdinand III of Castile, who 

made it his royal residence in 1248. The city especially prospered after the discov-

ery of the New World and served as the chief port of colonial trade until the early 

18th century. Population, 672,435. 

Seville orange (sN-vVlù ôrùVnj) n.  See sour orange.  [After Seville.]

Sè·vres (sHvùrN) n.  A fine French porcelain, often elaborately decorated.  [After 

Sèvres, a city of north-central France.]



sev·ru·ga (sN-vruùgN) n.  1. A sturgeon (Acipenser stellatus) of the Caspian Sea, 

whose small gray roe is used for caviar.  2. Caviar made from the roe of the 

sevruga.  [Russian.]

sew (so) v.  sewed, sewn (son)  or sewed, sew·ing, sews.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make, repair, or fasten by stitching, as with a needle and thread or a sewing 

machine:  sew a dress; sew on a button.  2. To furnish with stitches for the purpose 

of closing, fastening, or attaching:  sew an incision closed.   —  v.  intr. To work 

with a needle and thread or with a sewing machine.   —phrasal verb. sew up. 
Informal. 1. To complete successfully:  Our team has sewn up the championship.  

2. To gain complete control of; monopolize.  3. To make sure of:  campaign strat-

egists who were trying to sew up the election results.  [Middle English sewen, from 

Old English seowian. See sy7777- in Appendix.] —sewùa·ble adj. 

sew·age (suùVj) n.  Liquid and solid waste carried off in sewers or drains.  [Per-

haps sew, sewer (from Middle English, short for Anglo-Norman sewere); see 

SEWER
1 + -AGE.]

Sew·all (suùNl), Samuel. 1652-1730.  English-born American jurist who pre-

sided over the witchcraft trials at Salem, Massachusetts (1692). 

Sew·ard (suùNrd), William Henry. 1801-1872.  American politician who as 

U.S. secretary of state (1861-1869) arranged the purchase of Alaska from Russia 

(1867), a transaction long known as “Seward’s Folly.” 

Seward Peninsula (suùNrd pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula of western Alaska 

projecting into the Bering Sea just below the Arctic Circle. 

Sew·ell (suùNl), Anna. 1820-1878.  British writer of the children’s classic Black 

Beauty (1877). 

se·wel·lel (sN-wHlùNl) n.  A small, thick-bodied rodent (Aplodontia rufa) of the 

Pacific coast of North America, having tiny eyes and small ears and usually found 

in communal burrows dug in the banks of streams.  Also called mountain beaver 

[Chinook ≥walál, robe of sewellel skins.]

sew·er1 (suùNr) n.  An artificial, usually underground conduit for carrying off 

sewage or rainwater.  [Middle English, from Anglo-Norman sewere, from Vulgar 

Latin *exaqu7ria : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin aqu7ria, feminine of aqu7rius, pertaining 

to water (from aqua, water); see akw-7- in Appendix.]

sew·er2 (suùNr) n.  A medieval servant who supervised the serving of meals.  

[Middle English, from Anglo-Norman asseour, from asseer, to seat guests, from 

Latin assidKre, to sit down  : ad-, ad- + sedKre, to sit; see sed- in Appendix.]

sew·er3 (soùNr) n.  One that sews:  a sewer of fine clothing. 

sew·er·age (suùNr-Vj) n.  1. A system of sewers.  2. Removal of waste materials 

by means of a sewer system.  3. Sewage. 

sew·ing (soùVng) n.  1. The act, occupation, or hobby of one who sews.  2. The 

article on which one is working with needle and thread; needlework. 



sewing circle (soùVng sûrùkNl) n.  A group of people, especially women, who 

meet regularly for the purpose of sewing, often for charitable causes. 

sewing machine (soùVng mN-shKnù) n.  A machine for sewing, often having 

additional attachments for special stitching. 

sewn (son) v.  A past participle of sew. 
sex (sHks) n.  1. a. The property or quality by which organisms are classified as 

female or male on the basis of their reproductive organs and functions.  b. Either 

of the two divisions, designated female and male, of this classification.   

2. Females or males considered as a group.  3. The condition or character of 

being female or male; the physiological, functional, and psychological differences 

that distinguish the female and the male.  See Usage Note at gender.  4. The sex-

ual urge or instinct as it manifests itself in behavior.  5. Sexual intercourse.  

6. The genitalia.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  sex 

education; sex crimes.   —  v.  tr. sexed, sex·ing, sex·es. 1. To determine the sex 

of (an organism, especially a hatching chicken).  2. Slang. a. To arouse sexually. 

Often used with up.  b. To increase the appeal or attractiveness of. Often used 

with up.   [Middle English, from Latin sexus.]

sex- pref.  Six:  sexpartite.  [Latin, from sex, six. See s(w)eks in Appendix.]

sex·a·ge·nar·i·an (sHkÙsN-jN-nârùK-Nn) n.  A person who is 60 years old or 

between the ages of 60 and 70.   —  adj.  1. Being 60 years old or between the ages 

of 60 and 70.  2. Of or relating to a sexagenarian.  [From Latin sex7gKn7rius, sexa-

genary. See SEXAGENARY.]

sex·ag·e·nar·y (sHk-s4jùN-nHrÙK) adj.  1. Relating to or proceeding by sixties.  

2. Sexagenarian.   —  n.  pl. sex·ag·e·nar·ies. A sexagenarian.  [Latin 

sex7gKn7rius, from sex7gKnX, sixty each, from sex7gint7, sixty  : sex, six; see SEX- + -

gint7, ten times; see dekc in Appendix.]

Sex·a·ges·i·ma (sHkÙsN-jHsùN-mN, -j7ùzN-) n.  The second Sunday before Lent.  

[Late Latin sex7gKsima (diKs), sixtieth (day), from feminine of Latin sex7gKsimus, 

sixtieth, from sex7gint7, sixty. See SEXAGENARY.]

sex·a·ges·i·mal (sHkÙsN-jHsùN-mNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or based on the number 

60.  [From Latin sex7gKsimus, sixtieth. See SEXAGESIMA.]

sex appeal (sHks N-pKlù) n.  1. Physical attractiveness or personal qualities that 

arouse others sexually.  2. Slang. General appeal; power to interest or attract. 

sex cell (sHks sHl) n.  A germ cell or gamete. 

sex·cen·te·nar·y (sHk-sHnùtN-nHrÙK, sHkÙsHn-tHnùN-rK) adj.  Relating to 600 or 

to a 600-year period.   —  n.  pl. sex·cen·te·nar·ies. A 600th anniversary or its 

commemoration.  [From Latin sexcentKnX, six hundred each  : sex, six; see SEX- + 

centKnX, a hundred each (from centum, hundred); see dekc in Appendix.]

sex change (sHks ch7nj) n.  The modification of a person’s biological sex char-

acteristics, by surgery and hormone treatment, to approximate those of the oppo-

site sex. 



sex chromatin (sHks kroùmN-tVn) n.  Genetics. See Barr body. 
sex chromosome (sHks kroùmN-somÙ) n.  Either of a pair of chromosomes, 

usually designated X or Y, in the germ cells of most animals and some plants, that 

combine to determine the sex and sex-linked characteristics of an individual, with 

XX resulting in a female and XY in a male. 

sex·duc·tion (sHks-dƒkùshNn) n.  The process by which genetic material is 

transferred from one bacterium to another by a sex factor.  [SEX + (TRANS)DUC-

TION.]

sex·en·ni·al (sHk-sHnùK-Nl) adj.  1. Occurring every six years.  2. Relating to or 

lasting six years.   —  n.  An event that occurs every six years.  [From Latin sexen-

nium, of six years  : sex, six; see SEX + annus, year; see at- in Appendix.] 
—sex·enùni·al·ly adv. 

sex factor (sHks f4kùtNr) n.  1. A bacterial plasmid that enables one bacterium 

to donate its genetic material to another bacterium by conjugation, resulting in 

genetic recombination.  Also called fertility factor, f factor.  2. A gene or chromo-

some that determines sex. 

sex gland (sHks gl4nd) n.  A testis or an ovary; a gonad. 

sex hormone (sHks hôrùmonÙ) n.  Any of various hormones, such as estrogen 

and androgen, affecting the growth or function of the reproductive organs, 

behavior, and development of secondary sex characteristics. 

sex hygiene (sHks hXùjKnÙ) n.  The branch of hygiene that is concerned with 

healthy sexual practices. 

sex·ism (sHkùsVzÙNm) n.  1. Discrimination based on gender, especially discrimi-

nation against women.  2. Attitudes, conditions, or behaviors that promote ste-

reotyping of social roles based on gender.   —sexùist adj.  & n. 

sex kitten (sHks kVtùn) n.  Informal. A young woman considered to have sex 

appeal. 

sex·less (sHksùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking sexual characteristics; neuter.  2. Lacking in 

sexual interest or activity:  a sexless marriage.   —sexùless·ly adv.  —sexù-
less·ness n. 

sex-lim·it·ed (sHksùlVmÙV-tVd) adj.  1. Occurring or appearing only in one sex. 

Used of a genetic character or phenotype.  2. Having a sex-limited character or 

phenotype. 

sex linkage (sHks lVngùkVj) n.  The condition in which a gene responsible for a 

specific trait is located on a sex chromosome, resulting in sexually dependent 

inheritance of the trait. 

sex-linked (sHksùlVngktÙ) adj.  1. Carried by a sex chromosome, especially an X 

chromosome. Used of genes.  2. Sexually determined. Used especially of inherited 

traits. 

sex object (sHks mbùjVkt) n.  A person regarded primarily as the focus of sexual 

attraction. 



sex·ol·o·gy (sHk-smlùN-jK) n.  The study of human sexual behavior.   
—sexÙo·logùic (sHkÙsN-lmjùVk), sexÙo·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —sex·olùo·gist n. 

sex·par·tite (sHks-pärùtXtÙ) adj.  Composed of or divided into six parts, as a 

groined vault. 

sex·ploi·ta·tion (sHkÙsploi-t7ùshNn) n.  Informal. Exploitative use of explicit 

sexual material in the media and especially in movies.  [SEX + (EX)PLOITATION.]

sex·pot (sHksùpmtÙ) n.  Informal. A woman considered to have sex appeal. 

sex ratio (sHks r7ùsho) n.  The proportion of males to females in a given popu-

lation, usually expressed as the number of males per 100 females. 

sex symbol (sHks sVmùbNl) n.  A person, especially an entertainer or a celebrity, 

who is widely acknowledged and appreciated for having sex appeal. 

sext also Sext (sHkst) n.  Ecclesiastical. 1. The fourth of the seven canonical 

hours.  2. The time of day set aside for this service, usually the sixth hour, or 

noon.  [Middle English sexte, from Late Latin sexta, from Latin sexta (hora), sixth 

(hour), feminine of sextus, sixth. See s(w)eks in Appendix.]

Sex·tans (sHksùtNnz) n.  A constellation in the equatorial region of the sky near 

Leo and Hydra.  Also called Sextant [New Latin sext7ns, sextant. See SEXTANT.]

sex·tant (sHkùstNnt) n.  1. A navigational instrument containing a graduated 60-

degree arc, used for measuring the altitudes of celestial bodies.  2. Sextant. See 

Sextans.  [New Latin sext7ns, sextant-, from Latin, sixth part (so called because 

the instrument’s arc is a sixth of a circle), from sextus, sixth. See s(w)eks in 

Appendix.]

sex·tet (sHk-stHtù) n.  1. Music. a. A group composed of six vocalists or musi-

cians.  b. A composition written for six performers.   2. A group of six persons or 

things.  [Alteration of SESTET.]

sex therapy (sHks thHrùN-pK) n.  The treatment of sexual dysfunction, such as 

impotence or frigidity, by methods involving counseling, psychotherapy, or 

behavior modification.   —sex therapist n. 

sex·tile (sHkùstXlÙ, -stNl) adj.  Of or relating to the position of two celestial bodies 

when they are 60˚ apart.  [Latin sextXlis, one sixth, from sextus, sixth. See s(w)eks 

in Appendix.]

sex·til·lion (sHk-stVlùyNn) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 1021.  2. Chiefly 

British. The cardinal number written 1036.  [French  : Latin sextus, sixth; see SEX-

TILE + French -illion (as in million, million, from Old French milion); see MIL-

LION.] —sex·tilùlion adj.  & pron. 

sex·til·lionth (sHk-stVlùyNnth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 

sextillion in a series.  2. One of sextillion equal parts.   —sex·tilùlionth adv.  & 

adj. 

sex·to·dec·i·mo (sHkÙsto-dHsùN-moÙ) n.  pl. sex·to·dec·i·mos. Printing. 

1. The page size of a book composed of printer’s sheets folded into 16 leaves or 32 

pages.  2. A book composed of sextodecimo pages.  Also called sixteenmo [Latin 



sextodecimo, ablative of sextusdecimus, one sixteenth  : sextus, sixth; see s(w)eks 

in Appendix + decimus, tenth (from decem, ten); see dekc in Appendix.]

sex·ton (sHkùstNn) n.  An employee or officer of a church who is responsible for 

the care and upkeep of church property and sometimes for ringing bells and dig-

ging graves.  [Middle English sextein, from Anglo-Latin sext7nus, probably from 

Medieval Latin secrist7nus, sacristan, variant of sacrist7nus. See SACRISTAN.]

Sex·ton (sHkùstNn), Anne. 1928-1974.  American poet whose works, including 

the collections Live or Die (1966) and The Death Notebooks (1974), document her 

struggle with mental illness and her search for faith. 

sexton beetle (sHkùstNn bKtùl) n.  See burying beetle. 
sex·tu·ple (sHk-stuùpNl, -styuù-, -stƒpùNl, sHkùstƒpÙNl) v.  tr. intr. sex·tu·pled, 
sex·tu·pling, sex·tu·ples. To multiply or be multiplied by six.   —  adj.  

1. Containing or consisting of six parts.  2. Larger or greater by six parts multi-

plied by six.  3. Music. Having six beats to the measure.   —  n.  A number six 

times larger than another.  [Probably Latin sextus; see SEXTILE + -uple (as in QUIN-

TUPLE).] —sex·tuùply adv. 

sex·tup·let (sHk-stƒpùlVt, -stuùplVt, -styuù-, sHkùstƒpÙlVt) n.  1. One of six off-

spring born in a single birth.  2. A group of six similar persons or things; a sextet.  

[SEXTU(PLE) + (TRI)PLET.]

sex·tu·pli·cate (sHk-stuùplV-kVt, -styuù-, -stƒpùlV-) adj.  Six times as many or 

as much.   —  v.  tr. sex·tu·pli·cat·ed, sex·tu·pli·cat·ing, sex·tu·pli·cates (-

k7tÙ). 1. To make six times as great; multiply by six.  2. To make six copies of.   
—  n.  1. One of six similar things.  2. A set of six identical copies.  [SEXTU(PLE) + 

(DU)PLICATE.] —sex·tuùpli·cate·ly adv.  —sex·tuÙpli·caùtion n. 

sex·u·al (sHkùshu-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, involving, or characteristic of sex, 

sexuality, the sexes, or the sex organs and their functions.  2. Implying or symbol-

izing erotic desires or activity.  3. Of, relating to, or involving the union of male 

and female gametes:  sexual reproduction.  [Late Latin sexu7lis, from Latin sexus, 

sex.] —sexùu·al·ly adv. 

sexual assault (sHkùshu-Nl N-sôltù) n.  Law. Indecent conduct of a man 

toward another man, a woman, or a child or of a woman toward a child, accom-

panied by the threat or danger of physical suffering or injury or inducing fear, 

shame, humiliation, and mental anguish. 

sexual harassment (sHkùshu-Nl h4rùNs-mNnt) n.  Unwanted and offensive 

sexual advances or sexually derogatory or discriminatory remarks, as those made 

by an employer to an employee. 

sexual intercourse (sHkùshu-Nl VnùtNr-kôrsÙ) n.  1. Coitus between human 

beings.  2. Sexual union between human beings involving genital contact other 

than vaginal penetration by the penis. 



sex·u·al·i·ty (sHkÙshu-4lùV-tK) n.  1. The condition of being characterized and 

distinguished by sex.  2. Concern with or interest in sexual activity.  3. Sexual 

character or potency. 

sex·u·al·ize (sHkùshu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. sex·u·al·ized, sex·u·al·iz·ing, 
sex·u·al·iz·es. To make sexual in character or quality: “the thesis that one can sex-

ualize life completely without ever bumping into responsibility” (Stephen Koch).   
—sexÙu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

sexually trans·mit·ted disease (tr4ns-mVtùVd tr4ns-mVtùVd dV-zKzù, 

tr4nz-) n.  Abbr. STD Any of various diseases, including chancroid, chlamydia, 

gonorrhea, and syphilis, that are usually contracted through sexual intercourse or 

other intimate sexual contact. 

sexual orientation (sHkùshu-Nl ôrÙK-Hn-t7ùshNn) n.  The direction of one’s 

sexual interest toward members of the same, opposite, or both sexes. 

sexual relations (sHkùshu-Nl rV-l7ùshNnz) pl.n.  1. Sexual intercourse.  

2. Sexual activity between individuals. 

sexual selection (sHkùshu-Nl sV-lHkùshNn) n.  Selection driven by the compe-

tition for mates, considered an adjunct to natural selection. 

sex·y (sHkùsK) adj.  sex·i·er, sex·i·est. 1. Arousing or tending to arouse sexual 

desire or interest.  2. Slang. Highly appealing or interesting; attractive: “The 

recruiting brochures are getting sexier” (Jack R. Wentworth).   —sexùi·ly adv.  

—sexùi·ness n. 

Sey·chelles (s7-shHlù, -shHlzù)  An island country in the western Indian Ocean 

north of Madagascar. Discovered by the Portuguese in the early 1500’s, the islands 

were claimed by the French in the mid-1700’s but were taken by the British in 

1794. The Seychelles were a crown colony from 1903 until 1976, when the coun-

try gained its independence. Victoria, on Mahé Island, is the capital. Population, 

64,718. 

Sey·fert galaxy (sKùfNrt g4lùNk-sK, sXù-) n.  A spiral galaxy with a small, com-

pact, bright nucleus that exhibits variable light intensity and radio-wave emission.  

[After Carl K. Seyfert (1911-1960), American astronomer.]

Sey·mour (sKùmôrÙ, -morÙ)  A city of southeast Indiana south-southeast of 

Indianapolis. It is a manufacturing and shipping center. Population, 15,576. 

Sey·mour (sKùmôrÙ, -morÙ), Jane. 1509?-1537.  Queen of England (1536-

1537) as the third wife of Henry VIII. She died after giving birth to Henry’s heir, 

Edward VI. 

sf  or SF abbr.  Science fiction. 

SF abbr.  1. Baseball. Sacrifice fly.  2. Accounting. Sinking fund. 

sf. abbr.  Music. Sforzando. 

SFC abbr.  Sergeant first class. 



sfer·ics also spher·ics (sfîrùVks, sfHrù-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. The study 

of atmospherics, especially using electronic detectors.  2.  See atmospherics (n., 

sense 1).  [Shortening and alteration of ATMOSPHERICS.]

Sfor·za (sfôrtùsN, sfôrùtsä)  Family of Milanese political leaders, including 

Francesco (1401-1466), a captain of mercenaries who declared himself duke of 

Milan (1450). His son Ludovico (1451?-1508) was duke of Milan (1481-1499) 

and a patron of Leonardo da Vinci. 

Sfor·za (sfôrtùsN, sfôrùtsä), Count Carlo. 1873-1952.  Italian diplomat who was 

a severe critic of Mussolini’s rise to power. 

sfor·zan·do (sfôrt-sänùdo) also for·zan·do (fôrt-sänùdo) adv.  & adj.   Abbr. 

sf., sfz. Music. Suddenly and strongly accented. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  
n.  pl. sfor·zan·dos or sfor·zan·di (-dK). A sforzando tone or chord.  [Italian, 

gerund of sforzare, to use force  : s-, intensive pref. (from Latin ex-); see EX- + 

forzare, to force (from Vulgar Latin *forti7re, from Latin fortis, strong); see FOR-

TIS.] —sfor·zanùdo adv. 

S.F.S.R. abbr.  Soviet Federated Socialist Republic. 

sfu·ma·to (sfu-mäùto) n.  The blurring or softening of sharp outlines in paint-

ing by subtle and gradual blending of one tone into another.  [Italian, from past 

participle of sfumare, to evaporate, fade out  : s-, from (from Latin ex-); see EX- + 

fumare, to smoke (from Latin fum7re).]

sfz. abbr.  Music. Sforzando. 

sg abbr.  Specific gravity. 

Sg abbr.  Bible. Song of Songs. 

SG abbr.  1. Senior grade.  2. Surgeon General. 

S.G.  or SG abbr.  Solicitor general. 

sgd. abbr.  Signed. 

SGML (HsÙjK-Hm-Hlù) n.  Computer Science. A text formatting language that is 

widely used for large databases and multiple media projects, particularly well-

suited for works that involve intensive cross-referencing and indexing.  [S(TAN-

DARD) G(ENERALIZED) M(ARKUP) L(ANGUAGE).]

sgraf·fi·to (skr4-fKùto, zgrä-) n.  pl. sgraf·fi·ti (-tK). 1. Decoration produced 

on pottery or ceramic by scratching through a surface of plaster or glazing to 

reveal a different color underneath.  2. Ware decorated in this manner.  [Italian, 

past participle of sgraffire, to scratch, from sgraffio, a scratch, from sgraffiare, to 

scratch, from Old Italian  : s-, intensive pref.; see SFORZANDO + graffiare, to 

scratch; see GRAFFITO.]

’s Gra·ven·ha·ge (skräÙvNn-häùgN, sKHräÙvNn-häùKHN)  See The Hague. 
Sgt. abbr.  Sergeant. 

Sgt. Maj. abbr.  Sergeant major. 

sh (sh) interj.  Used to urge silence. 

sh. abbr.  1. Share.  2. Sheet. 



Shaan·xi (shänùshKù) also Shen·si (shHnùsKù)  A province of east-central China 

crossed by the Wei He. One of the earliest cultural and political centers of China, 

the province is densely populated and highly industrialized. Xi’an is the capital. 

Population, 30,020,000. 

Sha·ba (shäùbN) Formerly Ka·tan·ga (kN-tängùgN, -t4ngù-).  A region of south-

east Zaire bordering on Zambia. It proclaimed itself the republic of Katanga in 

1960 and seceded from Congo (now Zaire). The insurrection was put down in 

1963 with the aid of United Nations troops. 

Sha‘·ban also Shaa·ban (shN-bänù, shä-, shô-) n.  The eighth month of the year 

in the Muslim calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Arabic ≥a1b7n.]

Shab·bat (shN-bätù, shäùbNs) n.  Judaism. The Sabbath.  [Hebrew ≥abb7t, sab-

bath.]

shab·by (sh4bùK) adj.  shab·bi·er, shab·bi·est. 1. Wearing threadbare cloth-

ing.  2. a. Showing signs of wear and tear; threadbare or worn-out:  shabby furni-

ture.  b. Dilapidated or deteriorated in condition, especially through neglect; 

seedy:  a shabby little park.   3. a. Despicable; mean:  a shabby trick.  b. Not gener-

ous or just; unfair:  shabby treatment.  c. Of mediocre or substandard quality:  a 

shabby performance.   [From obsolete shab, scab, from Middle English shab, from 

Old English sceabb.] —shabùbi·ly adv.  —shabùbi·ness n. 

Sha·bu·oth (shN-vuùotÙ, -Ns, shäÙvu-ôtù) n.  Variant of Shavuot. 
sha·bu-sha·bu (shäùbu-shäùbu) n.  A Japanese dish consisting of a simmer-

ing pot of broth, vegetables, and noodles in which thin-sliced beef or sometimes 

chicken is quickly cooked at table and then dipped into a flavorful sauce.  [Japa-

nese, imitative of bubbling water.]

shack (sh4k) n.  A small, crudely built cabin; a shanty.   —  v.  intr. shack·ed, 
shack·ing, shacks. To live or dwell:  farm hands shacking in bunkhouses.   
—idiom. shack up. Slang. 1. To sleep together or live in sexual intimacy with-

out being married.  2. To live, room, or stay at a place:  I’m shacking up with my 

cousin till I find a place of my own.  [Possibly from American Spanish jacal, from 

Nahuatl xacalli, adobe hut  : xámitl, adobe + calli, house, hut.]

shack·le (sh4kùNl) n.  1. A metal fastening, usually one of a pair, for encircling 

and confining the ankle or wrist of a prisoner or captive; a fetter or manacle.  2. A 

hobble for an animal.  3. Any of several devices, such as a clevis, used to fasten or 

couple.  4. A restraint or check to action or progress. Often used in the plural:  

economic shackles that precluded further investment.   —  v.  tr. shack·led, 
shack·ling, shack·les. 1. To confine with shackles; fetter.  2. To fasten or con-

nect with a shackle.  3. To restrict, confine, or hamper.  See Synonyms at 

hamper1.  [Middle English shackel, from Old English sceacel, fetter.] —shack-
ùler n. 



Shack·le·ton (sh4kùNl-tNn), Sir Ernest Henry. 1874-1922.  British explorer 

who led a number of expeditions to the Antarctic and wrote Heart of the Antarctic 

(1909). 

shack·o (sh4kùo, sh7ùko, shäù-) n.  Variant of shako. 
shad (sh4d) n.  pl. shad or shads. Any of several food fishes of the genus Alosa, 

especially the North American species A. sapidissima, related to the herrings but 

atypical in swimming up streams from marine waters to spawn.  [Middle English 

*shad, from Old English sceadd.]

shad·ber·ry (sh4dùbHrÙK) n.  The fruit of the shadbush. 

shad·blow (sh4dùbloÙ) n.  See shadbush. 
shad·bush (sh4dùbtshÙ) n.  Any of various North American shrubs or trees of 

the genus Amelanchier, having white flowers, edible blue-black or purplish fruit, 

and smooth, gray, striped twigs.  Also called Juneberry, shadblow. 

shad·dock (sh4dùNk) n.  1. A tropical southeast Asian tree (Citrus maxima) 

closely related to the grapefruit and having very large fruit with thick rinds and 

coarse-grained pulp.  2. The edible yellow, pear-shaped fruit of the shaddock.  

Also called pomelo, pompelmous, pumelo.  [After Captain Shaddock, 17th-century 

English ship commander.]

shade (sh7d) n.  1. Light diminished in intensity as a result of the interception of 

the rays; partial darkness.  2. An area or a space of partial darkness.  3. Cover or 

shelter provided by interception by an object of the sun or its rays.  4. Any of var-

ious devices used to reduce or screen light or heat.  5. shades. Slang. Sunglasses.  

6. Relative obscurity.  7. shades. Dark shadows gathering at dusk: “The shades of 

night are falling fast” (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow).  8. The part of a picture or 

photograph depicting darkness or shadow.  9. The degree to which a color is 

mixed with black or is decreasingly illuminated; gradation of darkness.  10. A 

slight difference or variation; a nuance:  shades of meaning.  11. A small amount; 

a trace:  detected a shade of bitterness in her remarks.  12. A disembodied spirit; a 

ghost.  13. shades. A present reminder of a person or situation in the past:  

shades of my high-school days.   —  v.  shad·ed, shad·ing, shades.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To screen from light or heat.  2. To obscure or darken.  3. To cause shade in or 

on.  4. a. To represent degrees of shade or shadow in:  shade a drawing.  b. To 

produce (gradations of light or color) in a drawing or picture.   5. To change or 

vary by slight degrees:  shade the meaning.  6. To make a slight reduction in:  shade 

prices.   —  v.  intr. To pass from one quality, color, or thing to another by very 

slight changes or degrees.  [Middle English, from Old English sceadu.] 
—shadùer n.  

SYNONYMS: shade, penumbra, shadow, umbra, umbrage. The central meaning

shared by these nouns is “an area of comparative darkness resulting from the

blocking of light rays”: sitting in the shade; Earth’s penumbra; in the shadow of the



curtains; the umbra beyond the footlights; sheltered in the umbrage of a rain forest.

See also Synonyms at nuance

shade tree (sh7d trK) n.  A tree planted chiefly to provide shade from sunlight. 

shad·fly (sh4dùflXÙ) n.  See mayfly. 
shad·ing (sh7ùdVng) n.  1. A screening against light or heat.  2. The lines or 

other marks used to fill in outlines of a sketch, an engraving, or a painting to rep-

resent gradations of color or darkness.  3. A small variation, gradation, or differ-

ence. 

sha·doof also sha·duf (shä-dufù) n.  A device consisting of a long suspended 

pole weighted at one end and having a bucket at the other end, used in the Near 

East and especially Egypt for raising water, as for the irrigation of land.  [Arabic 

≥7d7f.]

shad·ow (sh4dùo) n.  1. An area that is not or is only partially irradiated or illu-

minated because of the interception of radiation by an opaque object between the 

area and the source of radiation.  2. The rough image cast by an object blocking 

rays of illumination.  See Synonyms at shade.  3. An imperfect imitation or 

copy.  4. shadows. The darkness following sunset.  5. a. A feeling of gloom or 

unhappiness.  b. A cause of gloom or unhappiness.   6. A shaded area in a picture 

or photograph.  7. A mirrored image or reflection.  8. A phantom; a ghost.  

9. a. One, such as a detective or spy, that follows or trails another.  b. A constant 

companion.   10. A faint indication; a premonition.  11. A vestige or remnant.  

12. An insignificant portion or amount; a trace:  beyond a shadow of a doubt.  

13. Shelter; protection.   —  v.  shad·owed, shad·ow·ing, shad·ows.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cast a shadow on; shade.  2. To make gloomy or dark; cloud.  3. To repre-

sent vaguely, mysteriously, or prophetically.  4. To darken in a painting or draw-

ing; shade in.  5. To follow, especially in secret; trail.   —  v.  intr. 1. To change by 

gradual degrees.  2. To become clouded over as if with shadows:  Her face shad-

owed with sorrow.   —  adj.  Not having official status:  a shadow government of 

exiled leaders; a shadow cabinet.  [Middle English, from Old English sceaduwe, 

oblique case of sceadu, shade, shadow.] —shadùow·er n. 

shad·ow·box (sh4dùo-bmksÙ) v.  intr. sha·dow·boxed, sha·dow·box·ing, 
sha·dow·box·es. To spar with an imaginary opponent, as for exercise or train-

ing purposes.   —shadùow·boxÙing n. 

shadow box (sh4dùo bmks) n.  A shallow, framed, rectangular box usually with 

a glass front that is used for holding and protecting items on display. 

shadow dance (sh4dùo d4ns) n.  A dance presented by casting shadows of 

dancers on a screen. 

shad·ow·graph (sh4dùo-gr4fÙ) n.  1. An image produced by casting a shadow 

on a screen.  2.  See shadow play.  3.  See radiograph. 



shadow play (sh4dùo pl7) n.  A play presented by casting shadows of puppets 

or actors on a screen.  Also called shadowgraph, shadow show. 

shad·ow·y (sh4dùo-K) adj.  shad·ow·i·er, shad·ow·i·est. 1. Relating to or 

resembling a shadow.  2. Full of or dark with shadow.  See Synonyms at dark.  
3. Lacking distinctness; faint.  4. Lacking substance; unsubstantial.   
—shadùow·i·ly adv.  —shadùow·i·ness n. 

Shad·rach (sh4dùr4k)  In the Old Testament, a young man who with Abednego 

and Meshach emerged unharmed from the fiery furnace of Babylon. 

sha·duf (shä-dufù) n.  Variant of shadoof. 
Shad·well (sh4dùwNl, -wHlÙ), Thomas. 1642?-1692.  English writer of plays and 

poetry who was appointed poet laureate in 1688. 

shad·y (sh7ùdK) adj.  shad·i·er, shad·i·est. 1. Full of shade; shaded.  2. Casting 

shade:  a shady grove.  3. Quiet, dark, or concealed; hidden.  4. Of dubious char-

acter or honesty; questionable.  See Synonyms at dark.  —shadùi·ly adv.  

—shadùi·ness n. 

shaft (sh4ft) n.  1. a. The long, narrow stem or body of a spear or an arrow.  

b. A spear or an arrow.   2. a. A projectile suggestive of a spear or an arrow in 

appearance or configuration.  b. Informal. A scornfully satirical comment; a 

barb.  c. Slang. Harsh, unfair treatment. Often used with the:  The president of the 

airline really gave the unions the shaft.   3. A ray or beam of light.  4. The handle 

of any of various tools or implements.  5. The main axis of a feather, especially its 

distal portion.  6. Anatomy. a. The midsection of a long bone; diaphysis.  b. The 

section of a hair projecting from the surface of the body.   7. Architecture. a. A 

column or an obelisk.  b. The section of a column between the capital and the 

base.   8. One of two parallel poles between which an animal is harnessed to a 

vehicle.  9. A long, generally cylindrical bar, especially one that rotates and trans-

mits power, as the drive shaft of an engine.  10. A long, narrow, often vertical 

passage sunk into the earth, as for mining ore; a tunnel.  11. A vertical passage 

housing an elevator.  12. A duct or conduit for the passage of air, as for ventila-

tion or heating.   —  v.  tr. shaft·ed, shaft·ing, shafts. 1. To equip with a 

shaft.  2. Slang. To treat in a harsh, unfair way: “He had been shafted by the press 

quite a bit” (Frank Deford).  [Middle English, from Old English sceaft.]

Shaftes·bur·y (sh4ftsùbHrÙK, -bN-rK), First Earl of Title of Anthony Ashley 

Cooper. 1621-1683.  English politician. Originally a Royalist, he later opposed 

Charles II in the English Civil War and is considered the founder of the Whig 

Party. 

shaft·ing (sh4fùtVng) n.  1. A system of shafts, as in a mechanical device, for 

transmitting motion or power.  2. Material from which shafts are made.  

3. Slang. An instance of harsh or unfair treatment:  got a shafting when they 

bought that house. 



shag1 (sh4g) n.  1. A tangle or mass, especially of rough, matted hair.  2. a. A 

coarse long nap, as on a woolen cloth.  b. Cloth having such a nap.   3. A rug with 

a thick, rough pile.  4. Coarse shredded tobacco.   —  v.  tr. shagged, 
shag·ging, shags. 1. To make shaggy; roughen.  2. a. To chase and bring back; 

fetch.  b. Baseball. To chase and catch (fly balls) in practice.   [Middle English 

*shagge, from Old English sceacga, matted hair.]

shag2 (sh4g) n.  A dance step of the 1930’s consisting of a hop on each foot in 

turn.   —  v.  intr. shagged, shag·ging, shags. To perform or execute this 

dance.  [Origin unknown.]

shag3 (sh4g) n.  Either of two marine birds (Phalacrocorax aristotelis or P. punc-

tatus) of Europe and North Africa, related to the cormorant.  [Perhaps from its 

shaggy crest.]

shag·bark (sh4gùbärkÙ) n.  An eastern North American hickory tree (Carya 

ovata) having shaggy bark, pinnately compound leaves, and hard-shelled nuts 

with edible seeds.  Also called shellbark 

shag·gy (sh4gùK) adj.  shag·gi·er, shag·gi·est. 1. Having, covered with, or 

resembling long rough hair or wool.  2. Bushy and matted:  shaggy hair.  

3. Having a rough nap or surface, as a textile.  4. Poorly groomed; unkempt.  

5. Marked by a lack of order or clarity in thinking, planning, or performance.   
—shagùgi·ly adv.  —shagùgi·ness n. 

shaggy cap (sh4gùK k4p) n.  See shaggymane. 
shag·gy-dog story (sh4gÙK-dôgù stôrùK, -dmgù) n.  Informal. A long, drawn-

out anecdote ending with an absurd or anticlimactic punch line. 

shag·gy·mane also shag·gy mane (sh4gùK-m7nÙ) n.  An edible inky cap 

mushroom (Coprinus comatus) having shaggy scales covering the cap.  Also called 

shaggy cap 

sha·green (shN-grKnù) n.  1. The rough hide of a shark or ray, covered with 

numerous bony denticles and used as an abrasive and as leather.  2. An untanned 

leather with a granular surface that is often dyed green.  [French chagrin, sagrin, 

from Turkish saPri, crupper, leather.] —sha·greenù adj. 

shah (shä) n.  Used formerly as a title for the hereditary monarch of Iran.  [Per-

sian sh7h, king, from Old Persian khsh7yathiya-.] —shahùdom n. 

Sha·hap·ti·an (shä-h4pùtK-Nn) n.  Variant of Sahaptian. 
Sha·hap·tin (shä-h4pùtVn) n.  Variant of Sahaptin. 
Shah Ja·han (shäù jN-hänù), 1592-1666.  Mogul emperor of India (1628-1658) 

whose reign ushered in the golden age of Mogul art and architecture. The Taj 

Mahal was built at his request as a memorial to his favorite wife. 

Shahn (shän), Benjamin. Known as “Ben.” 1898-1969.  Lithuanian-born 

American artist whose works, such as The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti (1931-

1932), reflect social and political themes. 



shai·tan (shX-tänù, sh7-) n.  1.  Often Shaitan. Islam. The Devil; Satan.  2. An 

evil spirit; a fiend.  [Arabic ≥ay£7n, from Hebrew {7£7n. See SATAN.]

shake (sh7k) v.  shook (shtk), shak·en (sh7ùkNn), shak·ing, shakes.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cause to move to and fro with jerky movements.  2. To cause to quiver, 

tremble, vibrate, or rock.  3. To cause to lose stability or waver:  a crisis that shook 

my deepest beliefs.  4. To remove or dislodge by jerky movements:  shook the dust 

from the cushions.  5. a. To bring to a specified condition by or as if by shaking: 

“It is not easy to shake one’s heart free of the impression” (John Middleton Murry).  

b. Slang. To get rid of:  couldn’t shake the man who was following us.   6. To dis-

turb or agitate; unnerve:  She was shaken by the news of the disaster.  7. To bran-

dish or wave, especially in anger:  shake one’s fist.  8. To clasp (hands) in greeting 

or leave-taking or as a sign of agreement.  9. Music. To trill (a note).  10. Games. 

To rattle and mix (dice) before casting.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move to and fro in 

short, irregular, often jerky movements.  2. To tremble, as from cold or in anger.  

3. To be unsteady; totter or waver.  4. To move something vigorously up and 

down or from side to side, as in mixing.  5. Music. To trill.  6. To shake hands:  

Let’s shake on it.   —  n.  1. The act of shaking.  2. A trembling or quivering move-

ment.  3. Informal. An earthquake.  4. a. A fissure in rock.  b. A crack in timber 

caused by wind or frost.   5. Informal. A moment or an instant; a trice:  I’ll do it in 

a shake.  6. Music. A trill.  7. a.  See milk shake (n., sense 1).  b. A beverage in 

which the ingredients are mixed by shaking.   8. A rough shingle used to cover 

rustic buildings, such as barns:  cedar shakes.  9. shakes. Informal. Uncontrolla-

ble trembling, as in a person who is cold, frightened, feverish, or ill. Often used 

with the:  was suffering from a bad case of the shakes.  10. Slang. A bargain or deal:  

getting a fair shake.   —phrasal verbs. shake down. 1. Slang. To extort money 

from.  2. Slang. To make a thorough search of:  shook down the prisoners’ cells for 

hidden weapons.  3. To subject (a new ship or aircraft) to shakedown testing.  

4. To become acclimated or accustomed, as to a new environment or a new job.  

shake off. To free oneself of; get rid of:  We shook off our fears.  shake up. 
6. To upset by or as if by a physical jolt or shock:  was badly shaken up by the acci-

dent.  7. To subject to a drastic rearrangement or reorganization:  new manage-

ment bent on shaking up the company.   —idioms. give (someone) the shake. 
Slang. To escape from or get rid of:  We managed to give our pursuers the shake.  

no great shakes. Slang. Unexceptional; ordinary: “stepping in between the vic-

tim and the bully, even when the victim happens to be no great shakes” (Louis 

Auchincloss).  shake a leg. Informal. 3. To dance.  4. To move quickly; hurry 

up.  shake (another’s) tree. Slang. To arouse to action or reaction; disturb: 

“[He] so shook Hollywood’s tree that... all manner of... people called me unsolicited 

to itemize his mistakes or praise his courage” (Tina Brown).  shake a stick at. 
Slang. To point out, designate, or name: “All of a sudden there came into being a 

vast conservative infrastructure: think-tanks... and more foundations than you could 



shake a stick at” (National Review).  [Middle English shaken, from Old English 

sceacan.] —shakùa·ble, shakeùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: shake, tremble, quake, quiver, shiver, shudder. These verbs mean

to manifest involuntary vibratory movement. Shake is the most general: The

child’s small body shook with weeping. The floor shook when she walked across the

room. Tremble implies quick, rather slight movement, as from excitement, weak-

ness, or anger: I could feel the youngster’s hand tremble in mine. The apple blossoms

trembled in the wind. Quake refers to more violent movement, as that caused by

shock or upheaval: I was so terrified that my legs began to quake. Quiver suggests

a slight, rapid, tremulous movement: “Her lip quivered like that of a child about to

cry” (Booth Tarkington). Shiver involves rapid, rather slight trembling, as of a per-

son experiencing chill: “as I in hoary winter night stood shivering in the snow”

(Robert Southwell). Shudder applies chiefly to convulsive shaking caused by fear,

horror, or revulsion: “She starts like one that spies an adder /... The fear whereof

doth make him shake and shudder” (Shakespeare). See also Synonyms at agitate
dismay

shake·down (sh7kùdounÙ) n.  1. Slang. Extortion of money, as by blackmail.  

2. Slang. A thorough search of a place or person.  3. A period of appraisal fol-

lowed by adjustments to improve efficiency or functioning.   —  adj.  Serving to 

test the performance of a ship or an aircraft and to familiarize the crew with 

operation of the craft:  a shakedown cruise; a shakedown flight.  

WORD HISTORY: In 1969 a majority of the members of the American Heritage

Dictionary Usage Panel felt that the noun shakedown in the sense “extortion” and

the related phrasal verb shake down were acceptable in writing, though both are

now labeled slang. It would seem that certain usages take a while to attain respect-

ability because of the company they keep. Shake and the verb phrase shake out of

already meant “to steal” in Middle English. This usage of shake is still found in

the 19th and 20th centuries. Both shake and shake out of in the sense “to steal” are

clearly related to shake down, which is first recorded in 1872, shake down being

glossed “to extort money from individuals.” This is a slang usage, probably occur-

ring, as had the verb shake, largely in contexts having to do with criminal or cor-

rupt behavior. As our Panel realized, the verb and the later noun shakedown (first

recorded in 1902 in the United States) have now moved from the lingo of crimi-

nals, loan sharks, and politicians into wider currency.

shak·en (sh7ùkNn) v.  Past participle of shake. 
shake·out (sh7kùoutÙ) n.  1. The elimination of competing businesses or prod-

ucts in a particular field.  2. A decline in the values of certain securities that usu-

ally results in a depressed stock market. 



shak·er (sh7ùkNr) n.  1. a. One that shakes:  a shaker of long-held beliefs and tra-

ditions.  b. One that impels, encourages, or supervises action.   2. a. A container 

used for shaking:  salt and pepper shakers.  b. A container used to mix or blend by 

shaking:  a cocktail shaker.   3. Shaker. A member of a Christian group originat-

ing in England in 1747, practicing communal living and observing celibacy.   —  
adj.  also Shaker Relating to or constituting a style produced by Shakers that is 

distinctively simple, unornamented, functional, and finely crafted:  Shaker furni-

ture. 

Shaker Heights (sh7ùkNr hXts)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb 

of Cleveland. It is named after a Shaker community that existed here from 1822 

to 1889. Population, 30,831. 

Shake·speare (sh7kùspîr), William. 1564-1616.  English playwright and poet 

whose body of works is considered the greatest in English literature. His plays, 

many of which were performed at the Globe Theatre in London, include histori-

cal works, such as Richard II, comedies, including Much Ado about Nothing and As 

You Like It, and tragedies, such as Hamlet, Othello, and King Lear. He also com-

posed 154 sonnets. The earliest collected edition of his plays, the First Folio, con-

tained 36 plays and was published posthumously (1623).   —Shake·spearùe·an, 
Shake·spearùi·an adj.  & n. 

Shake·spear·e·an·a  or Shake·spear·i·an·a (sh7k-spîrÙK-4nùN, -äùnN) n.  A 

collection of items by or relating to Shakespeare. 

Shakespearean sonnet (sh7k-spîrùK-Nn smnùVt) n.  The sonnet form per-

fected by Shakespeare, composed of three quatrains and a terminal couplet in 

iambic pentameter with the rhyme pattern abab cdcd efef gg.  Also called Elizabe-

than sonnet, English sonnet. 

Shake·spear·i·an·a (sh7k-spîrÙK-4nùN, -äùnN) n.  Variant of Shakespeare-
ana. 

shake·up (sh7kùƒpÙ) n.  A thorough, often drastic reorganization, as of the per-

sonnel in a business or government. 

Shakh·ty (shäkùtK, shäKHù-)  A city of southwest Russia northeast of Rostov. It is 

an industrial city in an anthracite-mining region. Population, 221,000. 

shak·ing palsy (sh7ùkVng pôlùzK) n.  See Parkinson’s disease. 
shak·o also shack·o (sh4kùo, sh7ùko, shäù-) n.  pl. shak·os or shak·oes. A stiff, 

cylindrical military dress hat with a metal plate in front, a short visor, and a 

plume.  [French schako, from Hungarian csákó, from csákós (süveg), pointed 

(cap), from csák, peak, perhaps from Middle High German zacke, tack, nail.]

Shak·ta (shäkùtN, säkù-) n.  Hinduism. One who worships Shakti.  [Sanskrit 

{7ktaU, from {aktiU, Shakti. See SHAKTI.] —Shakùtism n.  —Shakùtist n. 

Shak·ti (shƒkùtK, shäkù-) n.  Hinduism. 1. The active, manifest power that cre-

ates the universe.  2. The consort of the male expression of the divine, especially 

of the god Shiva.  [Sanskrit {aktiU, from {aknoti, he is strong.]



shak·y (sh7ùkK) adj.  shak·i·er, shak·i·est. 1. Trembling or quivering; tremu-

lous:  a shaky voice.  2. Lacking soundness or sturdiness, as of construction:  a 

shaky table.  3. a. Not to be depended on; precarious:  a shaky alliance.  

b. Wavering in firmness:  a shaky belief.  c. Open to question or doubt:  shaky evi-

dence.    —shakùi·ly adv.  —shakùi·ness n. 

shale (sh7l) n.  A fissile rock composed of layers of claylike, fine-grained sedi-

ments.  [Probably from Middle English, shell, from Old English scealu. See skel-1 

in Appendix.] —shalùey adj. 

shale oil (sh7l oil) n.  A crude oil that is obtained from oil shale by heating and 

distillation. 

shall (sh4l) v.  aux. past tense should (shtd). 1. Used before a verb in the 

infinitive to show: a. Something that will take place or exist in the future:  We 

shall arrive tomorrow.  b. Something, such as an order, a promise, a requirement, 

or an obligation:  You shall leave now. He shall answer for his misdeeds. The penalty 

shall not exceed two years in prison.  c. The will to do something or have some-

thing take place:  I shall go out if I feel like it.  d. Something that is inevitable:  That 

day shall come.   2. Archaic. a. To be able to.  b. To have to; must.   [Middle 

English shal, from Old English sceal. See skel-2 in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: The traditional rules for using shall and will prescribe a highly

complicated pattern of use in which the meanings of the forms change according

to the person of the subject. In the first person, shall is used to indicate simple

futurity: I shall (not will) have to buy another ticket. In the second and third per-

sons, the same sense of futurity is expressed by will: The comet will (not shall)

return in 87 years. You will (not shall) probably encounter some heavy seas when

you round the point. The use of will in the first person and of shall in the second

and third may express determination, promise, obligation, or permission, de-

pending on the context. Thus I will leave tomorrow indicates that the speaker is

determined to leave; You and she shall leave tomorrow is likely to be interpreted as

a command. The sentence You shall have your money expresses a promise (“I will

see that you get your money”), whereas You will have your money makes a simple

prediction. • Such, at least, are the traditional rules. But the distinction has never

taken firm root outside of what H.W. Fowler described as “the English of the En-

glish” (as opposed to that of the Scots and Irish), and even there it has always been

subject to variation. Despite the efforts of generations of American schoolteach-

ers, the distinction is largely alien to the modern American idiom. In America will

is used to express most of the senses reserved for shall in English usage, and shall

itself is restricted to first person interrogative proposals, as in Shall we go? and to

certain fixed expressions, such as We shall overcome. Shall is also used in formal

style to express an explicit obligation, as in Applicants shall provide a proof of res-

idence, though this sense is also expressed by must or should. In speech the dis-



tinction that the English signal by the choice of shall or will may be rendered by

stressing the auxiliary, as in I will leave tomorrow (“I intend to leave”); by choosing

another auxiliary, such as must or have to; or by using an adverb such as certainly.

• Many earlier American writers observed the traditional distinction between

shall and will, and some continue to do so. The practice cannot be called incorrect,

though it may strike American ears as somewhat mannered. But the distinction

is difficult for those who do not come by it natively, and Americans who essay a

shall in an unfamiliar context run considerable risk of getting it wrong, and so of

being caught out in that most embarrassing of linguistic gaffes, the bungled An-

glicism. See Usage Note at should.

shal·loon (shN-lunù, sh4-) n.  A lightweight wool or worsted twill fabric, used 

chiefly for coat linings.  [French chalon, after Châlons-sur-Marne.]

shal·lop (sh4lùNp) n.  Nautical. A small open boat fitted with oars or sails, or 

both, and used primarily in shallow waters.  [French chaloupe, from Dutch sloep, 

sloop; see SLOOP, or perhaps from obsolete French chaloppe, nutshell (from Old 

French eschalope, from escale, eschale, shell, husk); see SCALE
1.]

shal·lot (shN-lmtù, sh4lùNt) n.  1. A type of onion with long, pointed, pear-

shaped, aggregated bulbs.  2. The mild-flavored bulb of this plant, used in cook-

ery.  Also called eschalot [Obsolete French eschalotte, from Old French eschaloigne, 

from Vulgar Latin *escalonia. See SCALLION.]

shal·low (sh4lùo) adj.  shal·low·er, shal·low·est. 1. Measuring little from 

bottom to top or surface; lacking physical depth.  2. Lacking depth of intellect, 

emotion, or knowledge: “This is a shallow parody of America” (Lloyd Rose).  See 

Synonyms at superficial.  3. Marked by insufficient inhalation of air; weak:  

shallow respirations.   —  n.  A part of a body of water of little depth; a shoal. 

Often used in the plural:  abandoned the boat in the shallows.   —  v.  tr. intr. 

shal·lowed, shal·low·ing, shal·lows. To make or become shallow.  [Middle 

English shalowe.] —shalùlow·ly adv.  —shalùlow·ness n. 

shal·lu (sh4lùu) n.  A variety of sorghum native to and widely cultivated in 

India and Africa.  [Marathi {^7.]

sha·lom (shä-lomù, shN-) interj.  Used as a traditional Jewish greeting or fare-

well.  [Hebrew ≥7lôm, peace.]

sha·lom a·lei·chem (shôÙlNm N-l7ùKHNm, -kNm, shä-lomù ä-l7-KHHmù) interj.  

Used as a traditional Jewish greeting or farewell.  [Hebrew ≥7lôm 1alêkem, peace be 

with you.]

shalt (sh4lt) v.  aux. Archaic. A second person singular present tense of shall. 
sham (sh4m) n.  1. Something false or empty that is purported to be genuine; a 

spurious imitation.  2. The quality of deceitfulness; empty pretense.  3. One who 

assumes a false character; an impostor: “He a man! Hell! He was a hollow sham!” 

(Joseph Conrad).  4. A decorative cover made to simulate an article of household 



linen and used over or in place of it:  a pillow sham.   —  adj.  Not genuine; fake:  

sham diamonds; sham modesty.   —  v.  shammed, sham·ming, shams.  —  v.  

tr. To put on the false appearance of; feign: “shamming insanity to get his tormen-

tors to leave him alone” (John Wain).   —  v.  intr. To assume a false appearance or 

character; dissemble.  [Perhaps dialectal variant of SHAME.] —shamùmer n. 

sha·man (shäùmNn, sh7ù-) n.  A member of certain tribal societies who acts as a 

medium between the visible world and an invisible spirit world and who practices 

magic or sorcery for purposes of healing, divination, and control over natural 

events.  [Russian, from Tungus ≥aman, Buddhist monk, shaman, from Tocharian 

sam7ne, from Prakrit samaha, from Sanskrit {ramahaU, from {rámaU, religious 

exercise.] —sha·manùic (shN-m4nùVk) adj. 

sha·man·ism (shäùmN-nVzÙNm, sh7ù-) n.  1. The animistic religion of certain 

peoples of northern Asia in which mediation between the visible and spirit worlds 

is effected by shamans.  2. A similar religion or set of beliefs, especially among 

certain Native American peoples.   —shaùman·ist n.  —shaÙman·isùtic adj. 

Sha·mash (shäùmäshÙ) n.  Mythology. The sun god of Assyro-Babylonian reli-

gion, worshiped as the author of justice and compassion.  [Akkadian ≥ama≥, sun.]

sham·ble (sh4mùbNl) v.  intr. sham·bled, sham·bling, sham·bles. To walk 

in an awkward, lazy, or unsteady manner, shuffling the feet.   —  n.  A shuffling 

gait.  [Probably from obsolete shamble, awkward, ungainly, from Middle English 

schamil, butcher’s table. See SHAMBLES.]

sham·bles (sh4mùbNlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). 1. a. A scene or condition 

of complete disorder or ruin: “The economy was in a shambles” (W. Bruce Lin-

coln).  b. Great clutter or jumble; a total mess:  made dinner and left the kitchen a 

shambles.   2. a. A place or scene of bloodshed or carnage.  b. A scene or condi-

tion of great devastation.   3. A slaughterhouse.  4. Archaic. A meat market or 

butcher shop.  [From Middle English shamel, shambil, place where meat is butch-

ered and sold, from Old English sceamol, table, from Latin scabillum, scamillum, 

diminutive of scamnum, bench, stool.]

USAGE NOTE: The original sense of shambles to denote a meat market is by

now so obscure in American usage that it must be counted the height of pedantry

to insist, as a few critics continue to do, that the word should be used metaphor-

ically only to refer to a scene of carnage. 

WORD HISTORY: Leaving the place a shambles is not considered desirable, but

it is better than it might once have been. The history of the word begins innocently

enough with the Latin word scamnum, “a stool or bench serving as a seat, step, or

support for the feet, for example.” The diminutive scamillum, “low stool,” was

borrowed by speakers of Old English as sceamol, “stool, bench, table.” Old English

sceamol became Middle English shamel, which developed the specific sense in the

singular and plural of “a place where meat is butchered and sold.” The Middle



English compound shamelhouse meant “slaughterhouse,” a sense that the plural

shambles developed (first recorded in 1548) along with the figurative sense “a

place or scene of bloodshed” (first recorded in 1593). Our current, much more

generalized meanings, such as “a scene or condition of disorder,” are first recorded

as of 1926. Although in the 1969 edition of the American Heritage Dictionary we

recorded the fact that there was some objection to this sense, 85 percent of our

Usage Panel found it acceptable in writing. It is indeed difficult to imagine most

users of American English giving the word any other meaning.

sham·bol·ic (sh4m-bmlùVk) adj.  Chiefly British. Disorderly, chaotic, or undisci-

plined in procedure, behavior, or manner: “Its oil equipment industries are located 

in rebellious provinces, its transportation system is in a shambolic state, and its cur-

rency is virtually worthless” (London Sunday Times).  [Probably from alteration of 

SHAMBLES.] —sham·bolùi·cal·ly adv. 

shame (sh7m) n.  1. a. A painful emotion caused by a strong sense of guilt, 

embarrassment, unworthiness, or disgrace.  b. Capacity for such a feeling:  Have 

you no shame?   2. One that brings dishonor, disgrace, or condemnation.  3. A 

condition of disgrace or dishonor; ignominy.  See Synonyms at disgrace.  4. A 

great disappointment.   —  v.  tr. shamed, sham·ing, shames. 1. To cause to 

feel shame; put to shame.  2. To bring dishonor or disgrace on.  3. To disgrace by 

surpassing.  4. To force by making ashamed:  He was shamed into making an apol-

ogy.   —idiom. put to shame. 1. To fill with shame; disgrace.  2. To outdo 

thoroughly; surpass:  Your productivity has put the rest of us to shame.  [Middle 

English, from Old English sceamu.]

shame·faced (sh7mùf7stÙ) adj.  1. Indicative of shame; ashamed:  a shame-

faced explanation.  2. Extremely modest or shy; bashful.  [Alteration of obsolete 

shamefast, bashful, ashamed, from Middle English, from Old English sceamfæst : 

sceamu, shame + fæst, fixed; see FAST
1.] —shameùfacÙed·ly (-f7ÙsVd-lK) adv.  

—shameùfacÙed·ness n. 

shame·ful (sh7mùfNl) adj.  1. a. Causing shame; disgraceful.  b. Giving 

offense; indecent.   2. Archaic. Full of shame; ashamed.   —shameùful·ly adv.  

—shameùful·ness n. 

shame·less (sh7mùlVs) adj.  1. Feeling no shame; impervious to disgrace.  

2. Marked by a lack of shame:  a shameless lie.   —shameùless·ly adv.  

—shameùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: shameless, brazen, barefaced, brash, impudent, unblushing. These

adjectives apply to people and personal behavior that are in defiance of social or

moral proprieties and are marked by a bold lack of shame. Shameless implies a

lack of modesty, sense of decency, or regard for the rights or feelings of others: a

shameless liar; a shameless accusation. Brazen suggests flagrant, insolent audacity:



a brazen impostor; brazen arrogance. Barefaced specifies undisguised brazenness:

a barefaced hypocrite; a barefaced lie. Brash stresses impetuousness, lack of tact,

and often crass indifference to consequences or to considerations of decency: A

brash newcomer disputed the age-old rules for admission to the club. Impudent sug-

gests offensive boldness or effrontery: an impudent student; an impudent misrep-

resentation. Unblushing implies an inappropriate lack of shame or embarrass-

ment: an unblushing apologist for fascism; unblushing obsequiousness.

sham·mes (shäùmNs) n.  pl. sham·mo·sim (shä-môùsVm). Judaism. 1. A sexton 

in a synagogue.  2. The candle used to light the other eight candles of a Hanukkah 

menorah.  [Yiddish shames, from Hebrew ≥amm7≥.]

sham·my (sh4mùK) n.  Variant of chamois (n., sense 2). 

sham·poo (sh4m-puù) n.  pl. sham·poos. 1. Any of various liquid or cream 

preparations of soap or detergent used to wash the hair and scalp.  2. Any of vari-

ous cleaning agents for rugs, upholstery, or cars.  3. The act or process of washing 

or cleaning with shampoo.   —  v.  tr. intr. sham·pooed, sham·poo·ing, 
sham·poos. To wash or undergo washing with shampoo.  [From Hindi c;po, 

imperative of c;pn7, to press.] —sham·pooùer n. 

sham·rock (sh4mùrmkÙ) n.  Any of several plants, such as a clover or wood sor-

rel, having compound leaves with three small leaflets, considered the national 

emblem of Ireland.  [Irish Gaelic seamróg, diminutive of seamar, clover, from 

Middle Irish semar.]

sha·mus (shäùmNs, sh7ù-) n.  Slang. 1. A police officer.  2. A private detective.  

[Perhaps alteration of SHAMMES.]

Shan (shän, sh4n) n.  pl. Shan or Shans. 1. A member of any of a group of 

tribes inhabiting the hills and plateaus of northeast Burma and adjacent parts of 

China, Laos, and Thailand.  2. The Tai language of the Shan.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to the Shan or their language or culture. 

Shan·dong (shänùdôngù) also Shan·tung (sh4nùtƒngù, shänùttngù)  A prov-

ince of eastern China bordered by the Gulf of Bo Hai and the Yellow Sea. The 

eastern part of the province forms the Shandong Peninsula. Settled since very 

early times, it became a province under the Ming dynasty. Jinan is the capital. 

Population, 76,950,000. 

shan·dy (sh4nùdK) n.  pl. shan·dies. 1. Shandygaff.  2. A drink made of beer 

and lemonade. 

shan·dy·gaff (sh4nùdK-g4fÙ) n.  A drink made of beer or ale mixed with ginger 

beer, ginger ale, or lemonade.  [Origin unknown.]

Shang (shäng)  A Chinese dynasty (traditionally dated 1766-1122 B.C.) whose 

capital was present-day Anyang. The dynasty’s reign was marked by a highly 

developed social structure, advanced writing, and the use of bronze. 



shang·hai (sh4ng-hXù, sh4ngùhXÙ) v.  tr. shang·haied, shang·hai·ing, 
shang·hais. 1. To kidnap (a man) for compulsory service aboard a ship, espe-

cially after drugging him.  2. To induce or compel (someone) to do something, 

especially by fraud or force:  We were shanghaied into buying worthless securities.  

[After Shanghai1, from the former custom of kidnapping sailors to man ships 

going to China.] —shang·haiùer n. 

Shang·hai1 (sh4ng-hXù, shängù-)  A city of eastern China at the mouth of the 

Yangtze River (Chang Jiang) southeast of Nanjing. The largest city in the country, 

Shanghai was opened to foreign trade by the Treaty of Nanking (1842) and 

quickly prospered. France, Great Britain, and the United States all held large con-

cessions in the city until the early 20th century. Population, 6,980,000. The 

municipality of Shanghai is administered as a separate governmental unit. Popu-

lation, 12,170,000. 

Shang·hai2 (sh4ng-hXù) n.  See Cochin China2.  [After Shanghai1.]

Shan·gri-la (sh4ngÙgrV-läù) n.  1. An imaginary, remote paradise on earth; uto-

pia.  2. A distant and secluded hideaway, usually of great beauty and peaceful-

ness.  [After Shangri-La, the imaginary land in the novel Lost Horizon by James 

Hilton.]

shank (sh4ngk) n.  1. a. The part of the human leg between the knee and ankle.  

b. A corresponding part in other vertebrates.   2. a. The whole leg of a human 

being.  b. A leg or leglike part.   3. A cut of meat from the leg of a steer, calf, 

sheep, or lamb.  4. The long, narrow part of a nail or pin.  5. A stem, stalk, or 

similar part.  6. Nautical. The stem of an anchor.  7. The long shaft of a fishhook.  

8. The part of a tobacco pipe between the bowl and stem.  9. The shaft of a key.  

10. The narrow section of the handle of a spoon.  11. a. The narrow part of the 

sole of a shoe under the instep.  b. A piece of material, such as metal, that is used 

to reinforce or shape this part of a shoe.   12. A projection, such as a ring, on the 

back of a button by which it is sewn to cloth.  13. a.  See tang1 (n., sense 5).  

b. The part of a tool, such as a drill, that connects the functioning head to the 

handle.   14. a. The latter or remaining part, especially of a period of time.  

b. The early or primary part of a period of time:  the shank of the evening.    —  v.  

tr. shanked, shank·ing, shanks. Sports. To hit (a golf ball) with the heel of the 

club, causing the ball to veer in the wrong direction.  [Middle English shanke, 

from Old English sceanca.] —shanked adj. 

Shan·kar (shänùkär, shängù-), Ravi. Born 1920.  Indian-born musician and 

composer who popularized classical Indian music in the West. 

shank·piece (sh4ngkùpKsÙ) n.  An arch support inserted into the shank of a 

shoe. 

Shan·non (sh4nùNn)  A river, about 386 km (240 mi) long, rising in north-cen-

tral Ireland and flowing generally south and west to the Atlantic Ocean through a 

long, deep estuary. 



Shan·si (shänùsKù)  See Shanxi. 
shan’t (sh4nt, shänt)  Shall not. 

shan·tey (sh4nùtK) n.  Music. Variant of chantey. 
Shan·tou (shänùtouù) also Swa·tow (swäùtouù)  A city of southeast China on 

the South China Sea east-northeast of Hong Kong. It is a trade and industrial cen-

ter with shipbuilding facilities. Population, 400,000. 

shan·tung (sh4n-tƒngù) n.  1. A heavy fabric with a rough, nubby surface, 

made of spun wild silk.  2. A rayon or cotton fabric that is imitative of this silk 

fabric.  [After Shantung (Shandong), China.]

Shan·tung (sh4nùtƒngù, shänùttngù)  See Shandong. 
shan·ty1 (sh4nùtK) n.  pl. shan·ties. A roughly built, often ramshackle cabin; a 

shack.  [Probably from Canadian French chantier, hut in a lumber camp, from 

French, timberyard, from Old French, gantry, from Latin canthKrius, rafter, nag, 

from Greek kanthKlios, pack ass.]

shan·ty2 (sh4nùtK) n.  Music. Variant of chantey. 
shan·ty·town (sh4nùtK-tounÙ) n.  A town or a section of a town consisting 

chiefly of shacks. 

Shan·xi (shänùshKù) also Shan·si (-sKù)  A province of northeast China bor-

dered on the north by a section of the Great Wall. In the Chinese-Japanese War 

(1937-1945) it was a center of guerrilla warfare. Taiyuan is the capital. Popula-

tion, 26,270,000. 

shape (sh7p) n.  1. a. The characteristic surface configuration of a thing; an 

outline or a contour.  See Synonyms at form.  b. Something distinguished from 

its surroundings by its outline.   2. The contour of a person’s body; the figure.  

3. a. A definite, distinctive form: “The bomb gave the shape of life, outer and 

inner, an irreversible charge; a sense of fatefulness would now lie on all things” 

(Alfred Kazin).  b. A desirable form:  a fabric that holds its shape.   4. A form or 

condition in which something may exist or appear; embodiment:  a god in the 

shape of a swan.  5. Assumed or false appearance; guise.  6. A ghostly form; a 

phantom.  7. Something, such as a mold or pattern, used to give or determine 

form.  8. The proper condition of something necessary for action, effectiveness, 

or use:  an athlete in excellent shape.   —  v.  shaped, shap·ing, shapes.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To give a particular form to; create.  2. To cause to conform to a particular 

form or pattern; adapt to fit.  3. a. To plan to bring about the realization or 

accomplishment of; devise.  b. To embody in a definite form:  shaped a folk legend 

into a full-scale opera.   4. a. To adapt to a particular use or purpose; adjust.  b. To 

direct the course of: “He shaped history as well as being shaped by it” (Robert J. 

Samuelson).    —  v.  intr. 1. To come to pass; happen.  2. To take on a definite 

shape or form. Often used with up or into.   —phrasal verb. shape up. 
1. Informal. To turn out; develop.  2. To improve so as to meet a standard:  Either 



shape up or ship out.  [Middle English, from Old English gesceap, a creation.] 
—shapùa·ble, shapeùa·ble adj.  —shaped adj.  —shapùer n. 

SHAPE abbr.  Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers, Europe. 

shape·less (sh7pùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking a definite shape.  2. Lacking symmetrical 

or attractive form; not shapely.   —shapeùless·ly adv.  —shapeùless·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: shapeless, amorphous, formless, unformed, unshaped. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “having no distinct shape”: a mass of shape-

less slag; an amorphous cloud of insects; an aggregate of formless particles; an un-

formed personality; unshaped dough. 

ANTONYM: shapely

shape·ly (sh7pùlK) adj.  shape·li·er, shape·li·est. 1. Having a distinct shape.  

2. Having a pleasing shape.   —shapeùli·ness n. 

shap·en (sh7ùpNn) v.  Archaic. A past participle of shape.  —  adj.  Having a 

definite, specified shape. Often used in combination:  an ill-shapen vase. 

shape·up  or shape-up (sh7pùƒpÙ) n.  An assembled group of dock workers 

from which the day’s work crew is chosen by a representative of the union. 

Sha·pir·o (shN-pîrùo), Karl Jay. Born 1913.  American poet and critic known 

for his early poems concerning World War II and his later works in free verse. 

Shap·ley (sh4pùlK), Harlow. 1885-1972.  American astronomer noted for his 

work in cosmology, spectroscopy, and photometry. 

shard (shärd) also sherd (shûrd) n.  1. A piece of broken pottery, especially one 

found in an archaeological dig; a potsherd.  2. a. A fragment of a brittle sub-

stance, as of glass or metal.  b. A small piece or part: “shards of intense emotional 

relationships that once existed” (Maggie Scarf).   3. Zoology. a. A tough sheath or 

covering, such as a shell, scale, or plate.  b. The elytron or outer wing covering of 

a beetle.   [Middle English sherd, from Old English sceard, cut, notch. See sker-1 

in Appendix.]

share1 (shâr) n.  1. A part or portion belonging to, distributed to, contributed 

by, or owed by a person or group.  2. An equitable portion:  do one’s share of the 

work.  3.  Abbr. sh., shr. Any of the equal parts into which the capital stock of a 

corporation or company is divided.   —  v.  shared, shar·ing, shares.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To divide and parcel out in shares; apportion.  2. To participate in, use, enjoy, 

or experience jointly with another or others.  3. To accord a share in (something) 

to another or others:  shared her chocolate bar with a friend.   —  v.  intr. To have a 

share or part:  shared in the profits.   —idiom. go shares. To be concerned or 

partake equally or jointly, as in a business venture.  [Middle English, from Old 

English scearu, division. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —shareùa·ble, sharùa·ble 

adj.  —sharùer n.  



SYNONYMS: share, participate, partake. These verbs refer to acquiring, having,

using, being involved in, or experiencing something jointly with another or oth-

ers. Share applies both to giving and to receiving partial possession, use, or enjoy-

ment: “Share my harvest and my home” (Thomas Hood). “You English gentlefolk

do not let us share your griefs; you keep them to yourselves” (John Galsworthy). It

can also refer to possession, use, or enjoyment in common by a group: “Their

wives and families shared their lot” (George Bancroft). The manufacturer and the

dealer shared in the expense of advertising. Participate implies taking part in some-

thing, such as an activity, together with another or others: “if we had been allowed

to participate in the vital processes of America’s national growth” (Richard Wright).

Partake often refers to having or taking a portion of something, such as food; it

can also mean to have part of the quality, nature, or character of something: “par-

take of many gifts of fortune and power that I was never born to” (Joseph Addison);

“an inarticulate noise partaking of a groan and a grunt” (Joseph Conrad).

share2 (shâr) n.  A plowshare.  [Middle English, from Old English scKar. See 

sker-1 in Appendix.]

share·crop (shârùkrmpÙ) v.  share·cropped, share·crop·ping, share·crops.  
—  v.  intr. To work as a sharecropper.   —  v.  tr. To work (land) or grow (crops) 

as a sharecropper. 

share·crop·per (shârùkrmpÙNr) n.  A tenant farmer who gives a share of the 

crops raised to the landlord in lieu of rent. 

share·hold·er (shârùholÙdNr) n.  One that owns or holds a share or shares of 

stock; a stockholder.  Also called shareowner  —shareùholdÙing n. 

share·own·er (shârùoÙnNr) n.  See shareholder. 
Sha·ri (shäùrK) also Cha·ri (shäùrK, shä-rKù)  A river of north-central Africa ris-

ing in the Central African Republic and flowing about 2,253 km (1,400 mi) 

northwest through southern Chad to Lake Chad. 

sha·ri·’a  or sha·ri·a also sha·ri·’ah (shä-rKùä) n.  Islam. The code of law based 

on the Koran.  [Arabic ≥ar1Xya, lawfulness, from ≥ar1X, lawful, from a≥-≥ar1, Revela-

tion, Islamic law.]

sha·rif (shN-rKfù) n.  Variant of sherif. 
shark (shärk) n.  1. Any of numerous chiefly marine carnivorous fishes of the 

class Chondrichthyes (subclass Elasmobranchii), which are sometimes large and 

voracious and have a streamlined, torpedolike body, five to seven gill openings on 

each side of the head, a large oil-filled liver, a cartilaginous skeleton, and tough 

skin covered with small toothlike scales.  2. a. A person regarded as ruthless, 

greedy, or dishonest.  b. A vicious usurer.   3. Slang. A person unusually skilled in 

a particular activity:  a card shark.   —  v.  sharked, shark·ing, sharks.  —  v.  



tr. Archaic. To obtain by deceitful means.   —  v.  intr. To practice or live by fraud 

and trickery.  [Origin unknown.]

shark·skin (shärkùskVnÙ) n.  1. The skin of a shark.  2. Leather made from the 

skin of a shark.  3. A rayon and acetate fabric having a smooth, somewhat shiny 

surface. 

shark sucker (shärk sƒkùNr) n.  See remora. 
Shar·on (sh4rùNn)  A city of western Pennsylvania on the Ohio border north-

northwest of Pittsburgh. It is an industrial center. Population, 17,493. 

Sharon, Plain of.  A fertile plain of western Israel extending along the Mediter-

ranean coast south of Haifa. 

sharp (shärp) adj.  sharp·er, sharp·est. 1. Having a thin edge or a fine point 

suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing.  2. a. Having clear form and detail:  

a sharp photographic image.  b. Terminating in an edge or a point:  sharp, angular 

cliffs; a sharp nose.  c. Clearly and distinctly set forth:  sharp contrasts in behavior.   

3. Abrupt or acute:  a sharp drop; a sharp turn.  4. a. Intellectually penetrating; 

astute.  b. Marked by keenness and accuracy of perception:  sharp hearing.   

5. Crafty or deceitful, as in business dealings:  sharp selling practices.  6. Vigilant; 

alert:  kept a sharp lookout for shoplifters.  7. a. Briskly or keenly cold and cutting:  

a sharp wind.  b. Harsh or biting in tone or character:  sharp criticism.   8. Fierce 

or impetuous; violent:  a sharp temper; a sharp assault.  9. Intense; severe:  a sharp 

pain.  10. a. Sudden and shrill:  a sharp whistle.  b. Sudden and brilliant or daz-

zling:  a sharp flash of lightning.   11. Strongly affecting the senses of smell and 

taste:  a sharp, pungent odor; a sharp cheese.  12. Composed of hard, angular par-

ticles:  sharp sand.  13. Music. a. Raised in pitch by a semitone.  b. Being above 

the proper pitch.  c. Having the key signature in sharps.   14. Linguistics. Voice-

less. Used of a consonant.  15. Informal. Attractive or stylish:  a sharp jacket.   —  
adv.  1. In a sharp manner:  hit me sharp on the brow.  2. Punctually; exactly:  at 

three o’clock sharp.  3. Music. Above the true or proper pitch.   —  n.  1. Music. 

a. A note or tone raised one semitone above its normal pitch.  b. A sign (È) indi-

cating this.   2. A slender sewing needle with a very fine point.  3. Informal. a. An 

expert.  b. A shrewd cheater; a sharper.    —  v.  sharped, sharp·ing, sharps. 
Music.  —  v.  tr. To raise in pitch by a semitone.   —  v.  intr. To play or sing above 

the proper pitch.  [Middle English sharp, from Old English scearp, slope. See 

sker-1 in Appendix.] —sharpùly adv.  —sharpùness n.  

SYNONYMS: sharp, keen, acute. These adjectives all apply literally to fine edges,

points, or tips: a sharp knife; a keen blade; a leaf with an acute end. Figuratively

they indicate mental alertness and clarity of comprehension. Sharp suggests

quickness and astuteness: “a young man of sharp and active intellect” (John Henry

Newman). Keen implies clear-headedness and acuity: Women with keen intelligent

minds are making inroads in formerly male-dominated occupations. Acute suggests



penetrating perception or discernment: an acute observer of politics and politicians.

See also Synonyms at fashionable

Sharpe (shärp), William Forsyth. Born 1934.  American economist. He shared 

a 1990 Nobel Prize for contributions to financial economics. 

sharp·en (shärùpNn) v.  tr. intr. sharp·ened, sharp·en·ing, sharp·ens. To 

make or become sharp or sharper.   —sharpùen·er n. 

sharp·er (shärùpNr) n.  One that deals dishonestly with others, especially a cheat-

ing gambler. 

sharp-eyed (shärpùXdù) adj.  1. Having keen eyesight.  2. Keenly perceptive or 

observant; alert. 

sharp·ie (shärùpK) n.  pl. sharp·ies. 1. Nautical. A long, narrow, flatbottomed 

fishing boat having a centerboard and one or two masts, each rigged with a trian-

gular sail.  2. a. An alert, quick-witted person.  b. A sharper.   [From SHARP.]

sharp-nosed (shärpùnozdÙ) adj.  1. Having a thin, pointed nose or snout.  

2. Having a keen sense of smell. 

Sharps·burg (shärpsùbûrgÙ)  A town of northern Maryland west of Frederick. 

It is the site of the Civil War Battle of Antietam (September 16-17, 1862), in 

which Union forces repulsed Gen. Robert E. Lee’s troops. The engagement, also 

known as the Battle of Sharpsburg, was one of the bloodiest of the war, with 

heavy losses on both sides. 

sharp-shinned hawk (shärpùshVndÙ hôk) n.  A small North American hawk 

(Accipiter striatus) that has short, rounded wings and a long tail, and preys on 

other birds. 

sharp·shoot·er (shärpùshuÙtNr) n.  1. One who is highly proficient at shoot-

ing.  2. a. The second military grade of proficiency in the use of rifles and other 

small arms.  b. One who holds this grade of proficiency.  

sharp·shoot·ing (shärpùshuÙtVng) n.  1. High proficiency in shooting fire-

arms.  2. Accurate, often unexpected verbal or written attack. 

sharp-sight·ed (shärpùsXùtVd) adj.  1. Having keen eyesight.  2. Keenly percep-

tive or alert.   —sharpÙ-sightùed·ly adv.  —sharpÙ-sightùed·ness n. 

sharp-tail (shärpùt7lÙ) n.  The sharp-tailed grouse. 

sharp-tailed grouse (shärpùt7ldÙ grous) n.  A grouse (Pediocetes phasianel-

lus) of the northwest United States and Canada, having a short pointed tail, a pale 

color, and dark V-shaped breast markings. 

sharp-tailed sparrow (shärpùt7ldÙ sp4rùo) n.  A North American sparrow 

(Ammospiza caudacuta) with sharp-pointed tail feathers, often found about salt 

marshes. 

sharp-tongued (shärpùtƒngdù) adj.  Harsh, critical, or sarcastic in speech. 

sharp-wit·ted (shärpùwVtÙVd) adj.  Having or exhibiting keenly perceptive 

intellect.   —sharpÙ-witùted·ness n. 



shash·lik  or shash·lick (shäsh-lVkù, shäshùlVk) n.  A dish consisting of mari-

nated cubes of lamb or beef grilled or roasted on a spit, often with slices of egg-

plant, onion, and tomato; shish kebab.  [Russian shashlyk, of Turkish origin.]

Shas·ta (sh4sùtN), Mount. A volcanic peak, 4,319.4 m (14,162 ft) high, of the 

Cascade Range in northern California. Discovered in 1827, it has hot sulfurous 

springs near the summit. 

Shasta daisy (sh4sùtN d7ùzK) n.  A hybrid daisy derived from Chrysanthemum 

maximum and C. lacustre, having large white daisylike flower heads.  [After, 
Mount. Shasta.]

shat (sh4t) v.  Obscene. A past tense and a past participle of shit. 
Shatt al Ar·ab  or Shatt-al-Ar·ab (sh4tù 4l 4rùNb, shätù)  A river channel, 

about 193 km (120 mi) long, of southeast Iraq formed by the confluence of the 

Tigris and Euphrates rivers and flowing southeast to the Persian Gulf. The Shatt 

al Arab forms part of the Iraq-Iran border, and navigation rights to the channel 

have long been disputed by the two countries. 

shat·ter (sh4tùNr) v.  shat·tered, shat·ter·ing, shat·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to break or burst suddenly into pieces, as with a violent blow.  2. a. To 

damage seriously; disable:  His health was shattered by the disease.  b. To cause the 

destruction or ruin of; destroy:  The outcome of the conflict shattered our dreams of 

peace and prosperity.    —  v.  intr. To break into pieces; smash or burst.  See Syn-

onyms at break.   —  n.  1. a. The act of shattering.  b. The condition of being 

shattered.   2.  Often shatters. A splintered or fragmented condition:  a rare 

piece of porcelain now in shatters.  [Middle English shateren, from Old English 

*sceaterian, to scatter.] —shatùter·ing·ly adv. 

shatter cone (sh4tùNr kon) n.  A conical fragment of rock that is formed from 

the high pressure in volcanism or meteorite impact and has striations radiating 

from the apex. 

shat·ter·proof (sh4tùNr-prufÙ) adj.  Resistant to shattering:  shatterproof gog-

gles. 

shatterproof glass (sh4tùNr-prufÙ gl4s) n.  See safety glass (n., sense 1). 

Shav·a·no Peak (sh4vùN-no pKk)  A mountain, 4,339.8 m (14,229 ft) high, in 

the Sawatch Range of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

shave (sh7v) v.  shaved, shaved or shav·en (sh7ùvNn), shav·ing, shaves.  
—  v.  tr. 1. a. To remove the beard or other body hair from, with a razor or 

shaver.  b. To cut (the beard, for example) at the surface of the skin with a razor 

or shaver.   2. To crop, trim, or mow closely:  shave a meadow.  3. a. To remove 

thin slices from:  shave a board.  b. To cut or scrape into thin slices; shred:  shave 

chocolate.   4. To come close to or graze in passing.  See Synonyms at brush1.  
5. a. To purchase (a note) at a reduction greater than the legal or customary rate.  

b. To cut (a price) by a slight margin.    —  v.  intr. To remove beard or hair with a 

razor or shaver.   —  n.  1. The act, process, or result of shaving.  2. A thin slice or 



scraping; a shaving.  3. Any of various tools used for shaving.  [Middle English 

shaven, to scrape, from Old English sceafan.]

shav·er (sh7ùvNr) n.  1. a. One who shaves.  b. A device, especially an electric 

razor, that is used in shaving.   2. Informal. A small child, especially a boy. 

Sha·vi·an (sh7ùvK-Nn) adj.  Of, relating to, or characteristic of George Bernard 

Shaw or his works:  Shavian wit.   —  n.  An admirer or a disciple of George Ber-

nard Shaw.  [From Shavius, pseudo-Latin form of the name Shaw.]

shav·ing (sh7ùvVng) n.  1. A thin slice or sliver, as of wood or metal, that is 

shaved off.  2. The act of one that shaves. 

Sha·vu·ot also Sha·bu·oth (shN-vuùotÙ, -Ns, shäÙvut-ôtù) n.  Judaism. A feast 

held on the sixth and seventh days of Sivan in commemoration of the revelation 

of the Law on Mount Sinai and the celebration of the wheat festival in ancient 

times.  Also called Pentecost [Hebrew ≥7b71ôt, from ≥7bû41, week.]

Shaw (shô), Anna Howard. 1847-1919.  British-born American physician and 

reformer who was president of the National American Woman Suffrage Associa-

tion (1904-1915). 

Shaw (shô), George Bernard. 1856-1950.  Irish-born British playwright. A 

founder of the Fabian Society, he wrote plays of iconoclastic social criticism, 

including Arms and the Man (1894), Pygmalion (1913), and Saint Joan (1923). He 

won the 1925 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Shaw (shô), Henry Wheeler. Pen name Josh Billings. 1818-1885.  American 

humorist noted for his essays on rural life, characterized by intentional misspell-

ings and published annually in the Farmers’ Allminax (1869-1880). 

Sha·win·i·gan (shN-wVnùV-gNn)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. 

Maurice River northwest of Trois Rivières. Its hydroelectric station supplies 

power for the city’s pulp and paper mills and other processing plants. Population, 

23,011. 

shawl (shôl) n.  A square or oblong piece of cloth worn as a covering for the 

head, neck, and shoulders.   —  v.  tr. shawled, shawl·ing, shawls. To cover 

with or as if with such a piece of cloth.  [Ultimately from Persian sh7l.]

shawm (shôm) n.  Music. Any of various early double-reed wind instruments, 

forerunners of the modern oboe.  [Middle English shalmie, from Old French 

chalemie, alteration of chalemel, from Late Latin calamellus, diminutive of Latin 

calamus, reed, from Greek kalamos.]

Shawn (shôn), Ted. 1891-1972.  American dancer and choreographer noted for 

his partnership with Ruth Saint Denis. Together they founded the Denishawn 

Dance School (1915), for which he choreographed works based on Native Ameri-

can themes. 

Shaw·nee1 (shô-nKù) n.  pl. Shawnee or Shaw·nees. 1. a. A Native Ameri-

can people formerly inhabiting parts of the Cumberland and central Ohio valleys, 

with present-day populations in Oklahoma. The Shawnee figured prominently in 



the resistance to white settlement of the Ohio Valley in the late 18th and early 

19th centuries.  b. A member of this tribe.   2. The Algonquian language of the 

Shawnee.  [Back-formation from obsolete Shawnese, from Shawnee shaawanooki, 

those of the south, Shawnee.]

Shaw·nee2 (shô-nKù, shôùnK)  1. A city of northeast Kansas, a suburb of Kansas 

City. Population, 29,653.  2. A city of central Oklahoma on the North Canadian 

River east-southeast of Oklahoma City. The city boomed after the discovery of oil 

in the 1920’s and is now a trade and shipping center for an agricultural region. 

Population, 26,017. 

Shawnee cake (shô-nKù k7k) n.  New England. See johnnycake. See 

Regional note at johnnycake. 
Shaw·wal (shN-wälù) n.  The tenth month of the year in the Muslim calendar.  

See Table at calendar.  [Arabic ≥aww7l.]

shay (sh7) n.  Informal. A chaise.  [Back-formation from CHAISE (taken as pl.).]

Shays (sh7z), Daniel. 1747?-1825.  American Revolutionary soldier and insur-

rectionist who with a band of armed men raided a government arsenal in Spring-

field, Massachusetts, to protest the state legislature’s indifference to the economic 

plight of farmers (1787). The raid, known as Shays’s Rebellion, was quashed by 

militia. 

she (shK) pron.  1. a. Used to refer to the woman or girl previously mentioned or 

implied.  See Usage Note at I1.  b. Used to refer to a female animal.   2. Used in 

place of it to refer to certain inanimate things, such as ships and nations, tradi-

tionally perceived as female: “The sea is mother-death and she is a mighty female” 

(Anne Sexton).   —  n.  A female animal or person:  Is the cat a she?  [Middle 

English she, probably alteration of Old English sKo, feminine demonstrative 

pron.. See so- in Appendix.]

s/he (shKùNr-hKù, shKùhKù) pron.  Used as a gender-neutral alternative to he or she. 

shea butter (shK bƒtùNr, sh7) n.  A whitish or yellowish fat obtained from the 

seeds of the shea tree, used as food and for making soap and candles. 

sheaf (shKf) n.  pl. sheaves (shKvz). 1. A bundle of cut stalks of grain or similar 

plants bound with straw or twine.  2. A collection of items held or bound 

together:  a sheaf of printouts.  3. An archer’s quiver.   —  v.  tr. sheafed, 
sheaf·ing, sheafs. To gather and bind into a bundle.  [Middle English sheef, 

from Old English scKaf.]

shear (shîr) v.  sheared, sheared or shorn (shôrn, shorn), shear·ing, 
shears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove (fleece or hair) by cutting or clipping.  2. To 

remove the hair or fleece from.  3. To cut with or as if with shears:  shearing a 

hedge.  4. To divest or deprive as if by cutting:  The prisoners were shorn of their 

dignity.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use a cutting tool such as shears.  2. To move or proceed 

by or as if by cutting:  shear through the wheat.  3. Physics. To become deformed 

by forces tending to produce a shearing strain.   —  n.  1. a. A pair of scissors. 



Often used in the plural.  b. Any of various implements or machines that cut 

with a scissorlike action. Often used in the plural.   2. The act, process, or result 

of shearing.  3. Something cut off by shearing.  4. The act, process, or fact of 

shearing. Used to indicate a sheep’s age:  a two-shear ram.  5.  Also sheers 
(shîrz). (used with a sing. or pl. verb). An apparatus used to lift heavy weights, 

consisting of two or more spars joined at the top and spread at the base, the tackle 

being suspended from the top.  6. Physics. a. An applied force or system of forces 

that tends to produce a shearing strain.  Also called shearing stress, shear stress.  

b. A shearing strain.   [Middle English scheren, from Old English sceran. N., from 

Middle English shere from Old English scKar. See sker-1 in Appendix.] 
—shearùer n. 

sheared (shîrd) adj.  Shaped or finished by shearing, especially cut or trimmed 

to a uniform length:  a sheared fur coat. 

Shear·er (shîrùNr), Moira. Born 1926.  British ballerina best known for her role 

in the ballet film The Red Shoes (1948). 

shear·ing strain (shîrùVng str7n) n.  Physics. A condition in or deformation of 

an elastic body caused by forces that tend to produce an opposite but parallel slid-

ing motion of the body’s planes. 

shearing stress (shîrùVng strHs) n.  Physics. See shear (n., sense 6a). 

shear·ling (shîrùlVng) n.  1. A year-old sheep that has been sheared once.  

2. The skin of a shearling or of a newly sheared sheep or lamb, tanned and with 

the wool on. 

shear stress (shîr strHs) n.  Physics. See shear (n., sense 6a). 

shear·wa·ter (shîrùwôÙtNr, -wmtÙNr) n.  Any of various oceanic birds of the 

genus Puffinus, having a short, hooked bill with tube-shaped nostrils and long, 

slender wings that appear to shear the water as the bird flies along the surface. 

sheat·fish (shKtùfVshÙ) n.  pl. sheatfish or sheat·fish·es. A very large fresh-

water catfish (Silurus glanis) of central and eastern Europe and western Asia.  

[Alteration of obsolete sheathfish : SHEATH (translation of German Scheide, 

sheathfish) + FISH.]

sheath (shKth) n.  pl. sheaths (shKthz, shKths). 1. a. A case for a blade, as of a 

sword.  b. Any of various similar coverings.   2. Biology. An enveloping tubular 

structure, such as the base of a grass leaf that surrounds the stem or the tissue that 

encloses a muscle or nerve fiber.  3. A close-fitting dress.   —  v.  tr. sheathed, 
sheath·ing, sheaths (shKthz, shKths). To encase or cover with or as if with a 

sheath; sheathe.  [Middle English shethe, from Old English scKath. See skei- in 

Appendix.]

sheath·bill (shKthùbVlÙ) n.  Either of two pigeonlike shore birds (Chionia alba or 

C. minor) of Antarctic regions, having white plumage and a horny covering on 

the base of the bill. 



sheathe (shKth) v.  tr. sheathed, sheath·ing, sheathes. 1. To insert into or 

provide with a sheath.  2. To retract (a claw) into a sheath.  3. To enclose with a 

protective covering; encase.  [Middle English shethen, from shethe, sheath. See 

SHEATH.] —sheathùer n. 

sheath·ing (shKùthVng) n.  1. A layer of boards or of other wood or fiber mate-

rials applied to the outer studs, joists, and rafters of a building to strengthen the 

structure and serve as a base for an exterior weatherproof cladding.  2. Nautical. 

An exterior covering on the underwater part of a ship’s hull that protects it against 

marine growths.  3. The act of providing sheathing. 

sheath knife (shKth nXf) n.  A knife that has a fixed blade and fits into a 

sheath. 

shea tree (shK trK, sh7) n.  A tropical African tree (Butyrospermum parkii) hav-

ing oily seeds that yield shea butter.  [Mandingo (Bambara) si.]

sheave1 (shKv) v.  tr. sheaved, sheav·ing, sheaves. To collect and bind into 

a sheaf.  [From SHEAF.]

sheave2 (shKv, shVv) n.  A wheel or disk with a grooved rim, especially one used 

as a pulley.  [Middle English sheve. See skei- in Appendix.]

sheaves (shKvz) n.  Plural of sheaf. 
She·ba (shKùbN)  An ancient country of southern Arabia comprising present-day 

Yemen. Its people colonized Ethiopia in the tenth century B.C. and were known 

for their wealth and commercial prosperity. In the Old Testament, the queen of 

Sheba made a celebrated visit to King Solomon. 

she·bang (shN-b4ngù) n.  Slang. A situation, an organization, a contrivance, or a 

set of facts or things:  organized and ran the whole shebang.  [Origin unknown.]

She·bat (shN-bätù, -vätù) n.  Variant of Shevat. 
she·been (shN-bKnù) n.  An unlicensed drinking establishment, especially in Ire-

land, Scotland, and South Africa.  [Irish Gaelic séibín, measure of grain, grain tax, 

bad ale, diminutive of séibe, mug, bottle.]

She·bel·le  or She·be·li (shN-b7ùlK)  A river, about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) long, of 

northeast Africa rising in central Ethiopia and flowing southeast into Somalia 

then southwest in a course parallel to the Indian Ocean coastline. It disappears in 

a swampland in southern Somalia. 

She·boy·gan (shN-boiùgNn)  A city of eastern Wisconsin on Lake Michigan 

north of Milwaukee. Founded c. 1835 on the site of a fur-trading post established 

in 1795, it is a shipping and manufacturing center. Population, 49,676. 

shed1 (shHd) v.  shed, shed·ding, sheds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to pour forth:  

shed tears.  2. To diffuse or radiate; send forth or impart:  shed light.  3. To repel 

without allowing penetration:  A duck’s feathers shed water.  4. a. To lose by natu-

ral process:  a snake shedding its skin.  b. To rid oneself of (something not wanted 

or needed):  I shed 25 pounds as a result of my new diet.    —  v.  intr. 1. To lose a 

natural growth or covering by natural process.  2. To pour forth, fall off, or drop 



out:  All the leaves have shed.   —  n.  1. Something that sheds, especially an eleva-

tion in the earth’s surface from which water flows in two directions; a watershed.  

2. Something that has been shed.   —idiom. shed blood. To take life, especially 

with violence; kill.  [Middle English sheden, to separate, shed, from Old English 

scKadan, to divide. See skei- in Appendix.]

shed2 (shHd) n.  1. A small structure, either freestanding or attached to a larger 

structure, serving for storage or shelter.  2. A large low structure often open on all 

sides.  [Alteration of Middle English shadde, perhaps variant of shade, shade. See 

SHADE.]

she’d (shKd)  1. She had.  2. She would. 

shed·der (shHdùNr) n.  One that sheds, as a longhaired animal or a molting 

snake. 

shed dormer (shHd dôrùmNr) n.  Architecture. A dormer having a roof that 

slopes in the same direction as the roof in which the dormer is located. 

she-dev·il (shKùdHvÙNl) n.  A woman regarded as cruel or malicious. 

shed·row (shHdùroÙ) n.  A row or double row of horse barns at a racetrack, hav-

ing a separate stall for each horse and fronting a walkway. 

Shee·ler (shKùlNr), Charles. 1883-1965.  American painter and photographer of 

architectural and industrial forms. His works include Upper Deck (1929). 

sheen (shKn) n.  1. Glistening brightness; luster:  the sheen of old satin in candle-

light.  2. Splendid attire.  3. A glossy surface given to textiles.  [From Middle 

English shene, beautiful, from Old English scXene. See keu- in Appendix.]

Sheen (shKn), Fulton John. 1895-1979.  American Roman Catholic prelate 

known for his radio and television broadcasts, his support of prayer in public 

schools, and his opposition to Communism and birth control. 

shee·ny1 (shKùnK) adj.  Lustrous; glistening. 

shee·ny2 (shKùnK) n.  pl. shee·nies. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for a Jew.  [Origin unknown.]

sheep (shKp) n.  pl. sheep. 1. Any of various usually horned ruminant mam-

mals of the genus Ovis in the family Bovidae, especially the domesticated species 

O. aries, raised in many breeds for wool, edible flesh, or skin.  2. Leather made 

from the skin of one of these animals.  3. a. A person regarded as timid, weak, or 

submissive.  b. One who is easily swayed or led.   [Middle English, from Old 

English scKap.]

sheep·ber·ry (shKpùbHrÙK) n.  Either of two eastern North American shrubs or 

trees (Viburnum lentago or V. prunifolium) having clusters of white flowers and 

edible blue-black berries.  Also called nannyberry 

sheep·cote (shKpùkotÙ, -kmtÙ) n.  Chiefly British. A sheepfold. 

sheep dip also sheep-dip (shKpùdVpÙ) n.  Any of various preparations of liquid 

disinfectant into which sheep are dipped to destroy parasites and to clean their 

wool, especially before shearing. 



sheep·dog also sheep dog (shKpùdôgÙ, -dmgÙ) n.  A dog trained to guard and 

herd sheep.  Also called shepherd dog 

sheep·fold (shKpùfoldÙ) n.  A pen for sheep. 

sheep·herd·er (shKpùhûrÙdNr) n.  A person who herds sheep, especially on an 

open range; a shepherd.   —sheepùherdÙing n. 

sheep·ish (shKùpVsh) adj.  1. Embarrassed, as by consciousness of a fault:  a 

sheepish grin.  2. Meek or stupid.   —sheepùish·ly adv.  —sheepùish·ness n. 

sheep ked (shKp kHd) n.  See sheep tick.  [Origin unknown.]

sheep laurel (shKp lôrùNl) n.  An eastern North American evergreen shrub 

(Kalmia angustifolia) having flowers with rose-pink or crimson bell-shaped 

corollas, and poisonous leaves.  Also called lambkill 

sheep’s eyes (shKps Xz) pl.n.  Shyly amorous glances. 

sheep·shank (shKpùsh4ngkÙ) n.  A knot used to shorten a line. 

sheeps·head (shKpsùhHdÙ) n.  1. A food fish (Archosargus probatocephalus) of 

the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, having dark, vertical markings.  

2. A freshwater drum (Aplodinotus grunniens) commonly found from the Great 

Lakes to Texas.  3. A redfish (Semicossyphus pulcher) of the Gulf of California, 

caught commercially or as a game fish. 

sheep·shear·ing (shKpùshîrÙVng) n.  1. The act of shearing sheep.  2. a. The 

time or season when sheep are sheared.  b. Festivities held at this time.    
—sheepùshearÙer n. 

sheep·skin (shKpùskVnÙ) n.  1. The skin of a sheep either tanned with the fleece 

left on or in the form of leather or parchment.  2. Informal. A diploma.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  sheepskin rugs; sheepskin coats. 

sheep tick (shKp tVk) n.  A wingless, louselike fly (Melophagus ovinus) that is 

parasitic to sheep, causing skin irritations that result in loss of wool.  Also called 

sheep ked 

sheer1 (shîr) v.  intr. tr. sheered, sheer·ing, sheers. To swerve or cause to 

swerve from a course.   —  n.  1. A swerving or deviating course.  2. Nautical. 

a. The upward curve or amount of upward curve of the longitudinal lines of a 

ship’s hull as viewed from the side.  b. The position in which a ship is placed to 

enable it to keep clear of a single bow anchor.   [Probably partly from Low Ger-

man scheren, to move to and from: said of boats, and partly from Dutch scheren, 

to withdraw; see sker-1 in Appendix.]

sheer2 (shîr) adj.  sheer·er, sheer·est. 1. Thin, fine, and transparent:  sheer 

curtains; sheer chiffon.  See Synonyms at airy.  2. a. Completely such, without 

qualification or exception:  sheer stupidity; sheer happiness.  b. Free from admix-

ture or adulterants; unmixed:  sheer alcohol.  See Synonyms at pure.  
c. Considered or operating apart from anything else:  got the job through sheer 

persistence.   3. Almost perpendicular; steep:  sheer rock cliffs.  See Synonyms at 

steep1.   —  adv.  1. Almost perpendicularly.  2. Completely; altogether.  [Obso-



lete shere, thin, clear, partly from Middle English shir, bright, clear (from Old 

English scXr), and partly from Middle English skir, bright, clean (from Old Norse 

skærr).] —sheerùly adv.  —sheerùness n. 

sheers (shîrz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Variant of shear (n., sense 5). 

sheet1 (shKt) n.  Abbr. sh., sht. 1. A broad rectangular piece of fabric serving as 

a basic article of bedding.  2. a. A broad, thin, usually rectangular mass or piece 

of material, such as paper, metal, glass, or plywood.  b. A flat or very shallow, 

usually rectangular pan used for baking.   3. A broad, flat, continuous surface or 

expanse:  a sheet of ice.  4. A moving expanse:  a sheet of flames.  5. A newspaper, 

especially a tabloid.  6. Geology. A broad, relatively thin deposit or layer of igne-

ous or sedimentary rock.  7. A large block of stamps printed by a single impres-

sion of a plate before the individual stamps have been separated.   —  v.  

sheet·ed, sheet·ing, sheets.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cover with, wrap in, or provide 

with a sheet.  2. To make into sheets.   —  v.  intr. To flow or fall in a sheet:  rain 

sheeting against the windshield.   —  adj.  Being in the form of a sheet:  sheet alu-

minum.  [Middle English shete, cloth, from Old English scKte. See skeud- in 

Appendix.]

sheet2 (shKt) Nautical. n.  1. A rope or chain attached to one or both of the 

lower corners of a sail, serving to move or extend it.  2. sheets. The spaces at 

either end of an open boat in front of and behind the seats.   —  v.  intr. 

sheet·ed, sheet·ing, sheets. To extend in a certain direction. Used of the 

sheets of a sail.   —idiom. three sheets to the wind (or three sheets in 
the wind). Informal. Intoxicated; drunk.  [Middle English shete, from Old 

English scKat(line), sheet (line), from scKata, corner of a sail. See skeud- in 

Appendix.]

sheet anchor (shKt 4ngùkNr) n.  1. Nautical. A large extra anchor intended for 

use in an emergency.  2. A source of aid in time of emergency or danger. 

sheet bend (shKt bHnd) n.  Nautical. A knot in which one rope or piece of yarn 

is made fast to the bight of another. 

sheet glass (shKt gl4s) n.  Glass drawn from a molten bath into a thin sheet of 

film, commonly used to make windows. 

sheet·ing (shKùtVng) n.  1. Material, such as metal or cloth, used to make sheets 

or a sheet.  2. The act or process of providing with or forming into sheets. 

sheet lightning (shKt lXtùnVng) n.  Lightning that appears as a broad, sheetlike 

illumination of parts of a thundercloud, caused by the reflection of a lightning 

flash. 

sheet metal (shKt mHtùl) n.  Metal that has been rolled into a sheet having a 

thickness between foil and plate.   —sheetù-metÙal (shKtùmHtÙl) adj. 

sheet music (shKt myuùzVk) n.  Music. Compositions printed on unbound 

sheets of paper. 



Sheet·rock (shKtùrmkÙ)  A trademark used for plasterboard. This trademark 

often occurs in print in lowercase: “The instrument has three scales of sensitivity 

calibrated for detection of moisture in most building materials such as... sheetrock” 

(Mechanical Engineering). “[It] is excellent for installing lights, installing ceiling 

tile, taping sheetrock... and other jobs” (Engineering News-Record). It also occurs 

as a verb: “We’re going to sheetrock the ceiling” (New York Times). 

Shef·field (shHfùKldÙ)  A borough of north-central England east of Manchester. 

The highly industrialized city has long specialized in the production of cutlery 

and steel. Population, 547,600. 

she·getz (sh7ùgVts) n.  pl. shkotz·im (shkôtùsVm). Offensive. A non-Jewish boy 

or young man.  [Yiddish sheygets, from Hebrew ≥eqe}, blemish.]

sheik also sheikh (shKk, sh7k) n.  1. Islam. a. A religious official.  b. A leader of 

an Arab family or village.  c. Used as a form of address for such an official or 

leader.   2. sheik. Slang. A romantically alluring man.  [Arabic ≥ayT, old man, 

chief, from ≥7Ta, to be old.]

shei·ka also shei·kha (sh7ùkä, -KHä) n.  Islam. A sheik’s wife.  [Arabic ≥ayTa, old 

woman, matron, feminine of ≥ayT, old man, sheik. See SHEIK.]

sheik·dom also sheikh·dom (shKkùdNm, sh7kù-) n.  The area ruled by a sheik. 

sheikh (shKk, sh7k) n.  Islam. Variant of sheik. 
shei·kha (sh7ùkä, -KHä) n.  Islam. Variant of sheika. 
shei·la (shKùlN) n.  Australian. A girl or young woman.  [From the personal name 

Sheila.]

shek·el (shHkùNl) n.  1. A basic unit of currency in Israel.  See Table at currency.  
2. a. Any of several ancient units of weight, especially a Hebrew unit equal to 

about a half ounce.  b. A gold or silver coin equal in weight to one of these units, 

especially the chief silver coin of the ancient Hebrews.   3. Slang. a. A coin.  

b. shekels. Money.   [Hebrew ≥eqel, from ≥7qal, to weigh, from Canaanite ¢ql.]

She·ki·nah (shV-kKùnN, -KHKù-, -kXù-) n.  Judaism. A visible manifestation of the 

divine presence as described in Jewish theology.  [Hebrew ≥HkXnâ, from ≥7kan, to 

dwell.]

Shel·by (shHlùbK)  A city of southwest North Carolina west of Charlotte. It is a 

textile and processing center in an agricultural region. Population, 15,310. 

shel·drake (shHlùdr7kÙ) n.  1. Any of various large Old World ducks of the 

genus Tadorna, especially T. tadorna, having predominantly black and white 

plumage.  Also called shelduck 2.  See merganser.  [Middle English shelddrake : 

scheld, variegated; see skel-1 in Appendix + drake, drake.]

shel·duck (shHlùdƒkÙ) n.  See sheldrake (n., sense 1).  [SHEL(DRAKE) + DUCK
1.]

shelf (shHlf) n.  pl. shelves (shHlvz). 1. a. A flat, usually rectangular structure 

composed of a rigid material, such as wood, glass, or metal, fixed at right angles 

to a wall or other vertical surface and used to hold or store objects.  b. The con-

tents or capacity of such a structure.  c. Something, such as a projecting ledge of 



rock or a balcony, that resembles such a structure.   2. A reef, sandbar, or shoal.  

3. Bedrock.   —idioms. off the shelf. Available from merchandise in stock; 

not custom-made.  on the shelf. 2. In a state of disuse.  3. a. Unemployed.  

b. Out of circulation.  c. Retired.   [Middle English, probably from Middle Low 

German schelf. See skel-1 in Appendix.] —shelfùfulÙ (-ftlÙ) n. 

shelf fungus (shHlf fƒngùgNs) n.  See bracket fungus. 
shelf ice (shHlf Xs) n.  An extension of glacial ice into coastal waters that is in 

contact with the bottom near the shore but not toward the outer edge of the shelf. 

shelf life (shHlf lXf) n.  The length of time a product may be stored, as on a 

supermarket shelf, without deteriorating. 

Shel·i·kof Strait (shHlùV-kôfÙ str7t)  A strait of southern Alaska between the 

Alaska Peninsula and Kodiak and Afognak islands. Cook Inlet is at its northern 

end. 

shell (shHl) n.  1. a. The usually hard outer covering that encases certain organ-

isms, such as mollusks, insects, and turtles; the carapace.  b. A similar outer cov-

ering on an egg, a fruit, or a nut.  c. The material that constitutes such a covering.   

2. Something resembling or having the form of a shell, especially: a. An external, 

usually hard, protective or enclosing case or cover.  b. A framework or an exte-

rior, as of a building.  c. A thin layer of pastry.  d. The external part of the ear.   

3. Nautical. a. The hull of a ship.  b. A long, narrow racing boat propelled by 

rowers.   4. A small glass for beer.  5. a. A projectile or piece of ammunition, 

especially the hollow tube containing explosives used to propel such a projectile.  

b. A metal or cardboard case containing the charge, primer, and shot fired from a 

shotgun.   6. An attitude or a manner adopted to mask one’s true feelings.  

7. Physics. a. Any of the set of hypothetical spherical surfaces centered on the 

nucleus of an atom that contain the orbitals of electrons having the same princi-

pal quantum number.  b. An analogous pattern of protons and neutrons within a 

nucleus.   8. a. A usually sleeveless and collarless, typically knit blouse.  b. The 

outermost layer of a lined garment such as a coat or jacket:  a parka with a water-

proof shell.   9. Computer Science. A program that works with the operating sys-

tem as a command processor, used to enter commands and initiate their 

execution.   —  v.  shelled, shell·ing, shells.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To remove the 

shell of; shuck:  shell oysters.  b. To remove from a shell:  shell peas.   2. To separate 

the kernels of (corn) from the cob.  3. To fire shells at; bombard.  4. a. To defeat 

decisively.  b. Baseball. To hit the pitches of (a pitcher) hard and with regularity:  

shelled the pitcher for eight runs in the first inning.    —  v.  intr. 1. To shed or 

become free of a shell.  2. To look for or collect shells, as on a seashore:  spent the 

day shelling on Cape Cod.   —phrasal verb. shell out. Informal. To hand over; 

pay:  had to shell out $500 in car repairs.  [Middle English, from Old English scell. 

See skel-1 in Appendix.] —shell adj.  —shellùer n. 

she’ll (shKl)  1. She will.  2. She shall. 



shel·lac also shel·lack (shN-l4kù) n.  pl. shel·lacs also shel·lacks. 1. A purified 

lac in the form of thin yellow or orange flakes, often bleached white and widely 

used in varnishes, paints, inks, sealants, and formerly in phonograph records.  

2. A thin varnish made by dissolving this substance in denatured alcohol, used to 

finish wood.  3. An old phonograph record containing this substance, typically 

played at 78 rpm.   —  v.  tr. shel·lacked, shel·lack·ing, shel·lacs. 1. To coat 

or finish with shellac.  2. Slang. a. To strike repeatedly and severely; batter.  b. To 

defeat decisively.   [SHEL(L) + LAC (translation of French laque en écailles, lac in 

thin plates).]

shell·back (shHlùb4kÙ) n.  Nautical. 1. A sailor who has crossed the equator.  

2. A veteran sailor. 

shell·bark (shHlùbärkÙ) n.  1.  See shagbark.  2. An eastern North American 

hickory (Carya laciniosa) having shaggy bark, pinnately compound leaves, and 

large, compressed, globose, reddish or yellow nuts. 

shell bean (shHl bKn) n.  Any of various beans cultivated for their edible seeds 

rather than their pods. 

Shel·ley (shHlùK), Mary Godwin Wollstonecraft. 1797-1851.  British writer 

best known for the Gothic novel Frankenstein, or the Modern Prometheus (1818). 

She married Percy Bysshe Shelley in 1816. 

Shel·ley (shHlùK), Percy Bysshe. 1792-1822.  British romantic poet whose 

works include “Ode to the West Wind” (1819), “To a Skylark” (1820), the lyric 

drama Prometheus Unbound (1820), and “Adonais” (1821), an elegy to John 

Keats. 

shell·fire (shHlùfXrÙ) n.  The shooting or exploding of artillery shells. 

shell·fish (shHlùfVshÙ) n.  pl. shellfish or shell·fish·es. An aquatic animal, such 

as a mollusk or crustacean, that has a shell or shell-like exoskeleton.   
—shellùfishÙing n. 

shell·fish·er·y (shHlùfVshÙN-rK) n.  pl. shell·fish·er·ies. 1. The industry or 

occupation of catching, processing, or selling shellfish.  2. A fishing ground for 

shellfish. 

shell·flow·er (shHlùflouÙNr) n.  1. A tall eastern Mediterranean plant (Molu-

cella laevis) having flowers with a tiny corolla and a large, green, bell-shaped calyx 

that enlarges considerably in the fruit.  2. A tall tropical Asian plant (Alpinia 

zerumbet) having fragrant, showy, funnel-shaped, variously colored flowers. 

shell game (shHl g7m) n.  1. Games. A game, usually involving gambling, in 

which a person hides a small object underneath one of three nutshells, thimbles, 

or cups, then shuffles them about on a flat surface while spectators try to guess 

the final location of the object.  Also called thimblerig 2. A fraud or deception 

perpetrated by shifting conspicuous things to hide something else. 

shell jacket (shHl j4kùVt) n.  See mess jacket. 
shell parakeet (shHl p4rùN-kKtÙ) n.  See budgerigar. 



shell pink (shHl pVngk) n.  Color. A pinkish white to strong yellowish pink, 

including grayish and light yellowish pinks.   —shellù-pinkù (shHlùpVngkù) adj. 

shell·proof (shHlùprufÙ) adj.  Designed or constructed to withstand shellfire. 

shell shock (shHl shmk) n.  1. Any of various acute, often hysterical neuroses 

originating in trauma suffered under fire in modern warfare.  2. Combat fatigue. 

shell-shocked  or shell·shocked (shHlùshmktÙ) adj.  1. Suffering from shell 

shock.  2. Stunned, distressed, or exhausted from a prolonged trauma or an 

unexpected difficulty. 

Shel·ta (shHlùtN) n.  A secret jargon used by Gypsies in Great Britain and Ireland, 

based on systematic inversion or alteration of the initial consonants of Gaelic 

words.  [From Shelta Sheldr7, perhaps alteration of Irish Gaelic béarla, language, 

English, from Old Irish bélrae, language, from bél, mouth.]

shel·ter (shHlùtNr) n.  1. a. Something that provides cover or protection, as from 

the weather.  b. A refuge; a haven.  c. An establishment that provides temporary 

housing for homeless people.   2. The state of being covered or protected.   —  v.  

shel·tered, shel·ter·ing, shel·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide cover or protection 

for.  2. To invest (income) to protect it from taxation.   —  v.  intr. To take cover; 

find refuge.  [Perhaps from Middle English sheltron, tight battle formation, from 

Old English scildtruma : scield, shield; see SHIELD + truma, troop; see deru- in 

Appendix.] —shelùter·er n.  —shelùter·less adj.  

SYNONYMS: shelter, cover, retreat, refuge, asylum, sanctuary. These nouns refer

to places affording protection, as from danger, or to the state of being protected.

Shelter usually implies a covered or enclosed area that protects temporarily, as

from injury or attack: A cold frame provides shelter for the seedlings. “And the dead

tree gives no shelter” (T.S. Eliot). Cover suggests something, as bushes, that con-

ceals: The army mounted the invasion under cover of darkness. Retreat applies chief-

ly to a secluded place to which one retires for meditation, peace, or privacy: Their

cabin in the woods served as a retreat from the pressures of business. Refuge suggests

a place of escape from pursuit or from difficulties that beset one: “vagrants and

criminals, who make this wild country a refuge from justice” (Sir Walter Scott). “The

great advantage of a hotel is that it’s a refuge from home life” (George Bernard

Shaw). Asylum adds to refuge the idea of legal protection against a pursuer or of

immunity from arrest: “O! receive the fugitive and prepare in time an asylum for

mankind” (Thomas Paine). Sanctuary denotes a sacred or inviolable place of ref-

uge: Some of the political refugees found sanctuary in a monastery.

shel·ter·belt (shHlùtNr-bHltÙ) n.  A barrier of trees and shrubs that protects 

against the wind and reduces erosion. 



shel·tered workshop (shHlùtNrd wûrkùshmpÙ) n.  A workplace that provides 

a supportive environment where physically or mentally challenged persons can 

acquire job skills and vocational experience. 

shelter tent (shHlùtNr tHnt) n.  A small tent usually pitched by securing together 

two or more pieces of waterproof material.  Also called pup tent 

shel·tie also shel·ty (shHlùtK) n.  pl. shel·ties. Informal. 1. A Shetland pony.  

2. A Shetland sheepdog.  [Probably from Old Norse Hjalti, Shetlander, from 

Hjaltland, Shetland Islands.]

Shel·ton (shHlùtNn)  A city of southwest Connecticut on the Housatonic River 

north-northeast of Bridgeport. Settled in 1697, it is a manufacturing center. Pop-

ulation, 35,418. 

shelve (shHlv) v.  shelved, shelv·ing, shelves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To place or 

arrange on a shelf.  2. To put away as though on a shelf; put aside: “As usual, 

Dixon shelved this question” (Kingsley Amis).  See Synonyms at defer1.  3. To 

cause to retire from service; dismiss.  4. To furnish or outfit with shelves.   —  v.  

intr. To slope gradually; incline.  [Back-formation from shelves, pl. of SHELF.] 
—shelvùer n. 

shelves (shHlvz) n.  Plural of shelf. 
shelv·ing (shHlùvVng) n.  1. Shelves considered as a group.  2. Material for 

shelves.  3. An incline; a slope. 

Shem (shHm)  In the Old Testament, the eldest son of Noah and the brother of 

Japheth and Ham. 

Shen·an·do·ah Valley (shHnÙNn-doùN v4lùK)  A valley of northern Virginia 

between the Allegheny Mountains and the Blue Ridge. Drained by the Shenan-
doah River, about 241 km (150 mi) long, the valley was first explored in the 

early 1700’s and was an important gateway to the frontier. 

she·nan·i·gan (shN-n4nùV-gNn) n.  Informal. 1. a. A deceitful trick; an under-

hand act.  b.  Often shenanigans. Remarks intended to deceive; deceit.   2. a. A 

playful or mischievous act; a prank.  b.  Often shenanigans. Mischief; prank-

ishness.   [Origin unknown.]

Shen·si (shHnùsKù)  See Shaanxi. 
Shen·stone (shHnùstNn, -stonÙ), William. 1714-1763.  British poet known 

especially for The Schoolmistress (1742). 

Shen·yang (shƒnùyängù) Formerly Muk·den (mtkùdNn, -dHnù, mukù-).  A 

city of northeast China east-northeast of Beijing. The capital of Liaoning prov-

ince, it was the site of the so-called Mukden, or Manchurian, Incident (1931), in 

which the Japanese army used an explosion on the railroad north of the city as a 

pretext to occupy Manchuria. Population, 3,250,000. 

She·ol (shKùolÙ, shK-olù) n.  Bible. The underworld of the Old Testament, where 

the dead dwelt in darkness.  [Hebrew ≥H’ôl.]



Shep·ard (shHpùNrd), Alan Bartlett, Jr. Born 1923.  American astronaut who 

on a 15-minute flight on May 5, 1961, became the first American in space. He 

also commanded the Apollo 14 mission to the moon (1971). 

shep·herd (shHpùNrd) n.  1. One who herds, guards, and tends sheep.  2. One 

who cares for and guides a group of people, as a minister or teacher.   —  v.  tr. 

shep·herd·ed, shep·herd·ing, shep·herds. To herd, guard, tend, or guide as 

or in the manner of a shepherd.  See Synonyms at guide.  [Middle English shep-

herde, from Old English scKaphierde : scKap, sheep + hierde, herdsman.]

shepherd dog (shHpùNrd dôg) n.  See sheepdog. 
shep·herd·ess (shHpùNr-dVs) n.  A girl or woman who herds, guards, and tends 

sheep. 

shep·herd’s pie (shHpùNrdz pX) n.  A meat pie baked in a crust of mashed pota-

toes. 

shepherd’s purse (shHpùNrdz pûrs) n.  A common Eurasian weed (Capsella 

bursa-pastoris) having small white flowers and flat, heart-shaped or triangular 

fruit.  [From its pouchlike pods.]

Sher·a·ton (shHrùN-tn) adj.  Of or relating to a style of English furniture that 

originated about 1800, characterized by simple designs, straight lines, thin legs, 

and classical ornamentation.  [After Thomas SHERATON.]

Sheraton, Thomas. 1751-1806.  British furniture designer known for his 

graceful neoclassical designs and his published manuals, including The Cabinet-

Maker and Upholsterer’s Drawing Book (1791-1794). 

sher·bet (shûrùbVt) n.  1.  Also sher·bert (-bûrtÙ). A frozen dessert made pri-

marily of fruit juice, sugar, and water, and also containing milk, egg white, or gel-

atin.  2. Chiefly British. A beverage made of sweetened diluted fruit juice.  3.  
Also sherbert. Australian. An alcoholic beverage, especially beer.  [Ottoman 

Turkish, sweet fruit drink, from Persian sharbat, from Arabic ≥arbah, drink, from 

≥ariba, to drink.]

WORD HISTORY: The word sherbet has been in the English language for sev-

eral centuries (first recorded in 1603) but not as a name for what one normally

thinks of as sherbet. The word came into English from Ottoman Turkish sherbet

or Persian sharbat, both going back to Arabic ≥arbah, “drink.” The Turkish and

Persian words referred to a beverage of sweetened, diluted fruit juice that was

popular in the Middle East and imitated in Europe. Eventually in Europe sherbet

came to refer to a carbonated drink. Because the original Middle Eastern drink

contained fruit and was often cooled with snow, sherbet was applied to the frozen

dessert (first recorded in 1891). It is thus distinguished slightly from sorbet, which

can also mean “a fruit-flavored ice served between courses of a meal.” Sorbet (first

recorded in English in 1585) goes back through French (sorbet) and then Italian



(sorbetto) to the same Turkish sherbet that gave us sherbet.

Sher·brooke (shûrùbrtkÙ)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, on the St. 

François River east of Montreal. It is a trade and manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 74,075. 

sherd (shûrd) n.  Variant of shard. 
Sher·i·dan (shHrùV-dn)  A city of north-central Wyoming near the Montana 

border north-northwest of Casper. It is a trade center and transportation hub. 

Population, 15,146. 

Sher·i·dan (shHrùV-dn), Philip Henry. 1831-1888.  American Union general 

who was active in the Chattanooga (1863) and Wilderness (1864) campaigns and 

routed Confederate forces at the Battle of Five Forks (1865). 

Sher·i·dan (shHrùV-dn), Richard Brinsley. 1751-1816.  British playwright and 

politician known for his satirical comedies of manners, including The Rivals 

(1775), which features the catachrestic character Mrs. Malaprop. 

she·rif also sha·rif (shN-rKfù) n.  1. A descendant of the prophet Mohammed 

through his daughter Fatima.  2. The chief magistrate of Mecca in Ottoman 

times.  3. A Moroccan prince or ruler.  [Arabic ≥arXf, noble, from ≥arafa, to be 

highborn.]

sher·iff (shHrùVf) n.  1. The chief law enforcement officer for the courts in a U.S. 

county.  2. An officer of a county or an administrative region in England, North-

ern Ireland, and Scotland, charged mainly with judicial duties.  [Middle English, 

the representative of royal authority in a shire, from Old English scXrgerKfa : scXr, 
shire + gerKfa, reeve.]

Sher·man (shûrùmNn)  A city of northeast Texas near the Oklahoma border 

north of Dallas. Settled as a way station on a stagecoach route, it is now a highway 

and rail junction with varied industries. Population, 31,601. 

Sher·man (shûrùmNn), James Schoolcraft. 1855-1912.  Vice President of the 

United States (1909-1912) under William Howard Taft. He died in office. 

Sher·man (shûrùmNn), John. 1823-1900.  American politician. A U.S. senator 

from Ohio (1861-1877 and 1881-1897), he wrote and sponsored the Sherman 

Antitrust Act (1890). 

Sherman, Mount.  A peak, 4,281 m (14,036 ft) high, in the Park Range of the 

Rocky Mountains in central Colorado. 

Sher·man (shûrùmNn), Roger. 1721-1793.  American Revolutionary patriot 

and politician who was a signer of the Declaration of Independence (1776), the 

Articles of Confederation (1781), and the U.S. Constitution (1787). 

Sher·man (shûrùmNn), William Tecumseh. 1820-1891.  American Union 

general. Appointed commander of all Union troops in the West (1864), he cap-

tured Atlanta (1864) and led a destructive March to the Sea, which effectively cut 

the Confederacy in two. 



she·root (shN-rutù) n.  Variant of cheroot. 
Sher·pa (shûrùpN) n.  pl. Sherpa or Sher·pas. A member of a people of 

Tibetan descent living on the southern side of the Himalaya Mountains in Nepal 

and Sikkim, noted for their ability at mountaineering. 

Sher·riff (shHrùVf), Robert Cedric. 1896-1975.  British writer known primarily 

for his plays, including Journey’s End (1929). 

Sher·ring·ton (shHrùVng-tNn), Sir Charles Scott. 1857-1952.  British physiol-

ogist. He shared a 1932 Nobel Prize for major advances in the understanding of 

the nervous and muscular systems. 

sher·ry (shHrùK) n.  pl. sher·ries. 1. A fortified Spanish wine ranging from very 

dry to sweet and from amber to brown.  2. A similar wine made elsewhere.  

[Alteration of sherris (taken as pl.), after Xeres (Jerez), Spain.]

’s Her·to·gen·bosch (sHrùto-gNn-bôsÙ, -KHNn-)  A city of south-central Neth-

erlands north-northwest of Eindhoven. Chartered c. 1185, it was a fortress city 

until 1874. Population, 89,059. 

Sher·wood (shûrùwtdÙ), Robert Emmet. 1896-1955.  American playwright 

whose works include Idiot’s Delight (1936), Abe Lincoln in Illinois (1938), and 

There Shall Be No Night (1940), each of which won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Sherwood Forest (shûrùwtdÙ fôrùVst)  A former royal forest of central 

England famed as the site of the legendary exploits of Robin Hood and his fol-

lowers. 

Sherwood Park (shûrùwtdÙ pärk)  A city of central Alberta, Canada, a sub-

urb of Edmonton. Population, 29,285. 

Shet·land (shHtùlNnd) n.  1. A fine yarn made from the wool of sheep raised in 

the Shetland Islands and used for knitting and weaving.  2. A garment, especially 

a sweater, made of this yarn.  [After theShetland (Islands).]
Shetland Islands (shHtùlNnd XùlNndz)  An archipelago of northern Scotland in 

the Atlantic Ocean northeast of the Orkney Islands. The islands were occupied by 

Norse invaders and colonists after the late ninth century and were annexed by 

Scotland in 1472. 

Shetland pony (shHtùlNnd poùnK) n.  A small, compactly built pony of a breed 

originating in the Shetland Islands, having a long thick mane and tail. 

Shetland sheepdog (shHtùlNnd shKpùdôgÙ) n.  A herding dog of a breed 

developed in the Shetland Islands, having a rough coat and resembling a small 

collie. 

She·vat (shN-vätù, shvät) also She·bat (shN-bätù, -vätù) n.  The fifth month of 

the year in the Jewish calendar.  See Table at calendar.  [Hebrew ≥Hb7£.]
Shev·chen·ko (shHf-chHngùko), Taras Grigoryevich. 1814-1861.  Ukrainian 

poet who is considered the father of modern Ukrainian literature. 

shew (sho) v.  Archaic. Variant of show. 
shew·bread (shoùbrHdÙ) n.  Archaic. Variant of showbread. 



Shey·enne (shX-Hnù, -4nù)  A river, about 523 km (325 mi) long, rising in cen-

tral North Dakota and flowing east, south, and northeast to the Red River of the 

North above Fargo. 

shf  or SHF abbr.  Superhigh frequency. 

Shi·ah  or Shi·a also Shi·‘ah  or Shi·‘a (shKùN) Islam. n.  1. (used with a pl. verb). 

The Shiites.  2. (used with a sing. verb). A Shiite.   —  adj.  Shiite.  [Arabic ≥i1ah, 

following, sect, from Syriac sX17, company, band.]

shi·at·su (shK-ätùsu) n.  A form of therapeutic massage in which pressure is 

applied with the thumbs and palms to those areas of the body used in acupunc-

ture.  Also called acupressure [Short for Japanese shiatsuryoho : shi, finger + atsu-, 

pressure + ryoho, treatment.]

shib·ah (shVvùN) n.  Judaism. Variant of shiva. 
shib·bo·leth (shVbùN-lVth, -lHthÙ) n.  1. A word or pronunciation that distin-

guishes people of one group or class from those of another.  2. a. A word or 

phrase identified with a particular group or cause; a catchword.  b. A common-

place saying or idea.   3. A custom or practice that betrays one as an outsider.  

[Ultimately from Hebrew ≥ibbolet, torrent of water, from the use of this word to 

distinguish one tribe from another, who pronounced it sibboleth (Judges 12:4-6).]

Shi·de·ha·ra (shKÙdN-härùN, shKÙdH-häùrä), Baron Kijuro. 1872-1951.  Japanese 

diplomat closely identified with Japan’s peaceful foreign policy of the 1920’s. He 

was the first premier of Japan after World War II (1945-1946). 

shied1 (shXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of shy1. 
shied2 (shXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of shy2. 
shield (shKld) n.  1. A broad piece of armor made of rigid material and strapped 

to the arm or carried in the hand for protection against hurled or thrusted weap-

ons.  2. A person or thing that provides protection.  3. A protective device or 

structure, as: a. A steel sheet attached to an artillery piece to protect gunners 

from small-arms fire and shrapnel.  b. Physics. A wall or housing of concrete or 

lead built around a nuclear reactor to prevent the escape of radiation.  

c. Electronics. A structure or arrangement of metal plates or mesh designed to 

protect a piece of electronic equipment from electrostatic or magnetic interfer-

ence.  d. A pad worn, as at the armpits, to protect a garment from perspiration.   

4. Zoology. A protective plate or similar hard outer covering; a scute or scutellum.  

5. Something that resembles a shield, as: a. An escutcheon.  b. A decorative 

emblem that often serves to identify an organization or a government.  c. A 

police officer’s badge.   6. Geology. A large lowland area, the geologic nucleus of a 

continent, whose bedrock consists of igneous and metamorphic rocks that are 

usually Precambrian in age:  the Canadian Shield.   —  v.  shield·ed, shield·ing, 
shields.  —  v.  tr. 1. To protect or defend with or as if with a shield; guard.  See 

Synonyms at defend.  2. To cover up; conceal.   —  v.  intr. To act or serve as a 



shield or safeguard.  [Middle English sheld, from Old English scield. See skel-1 in 

Appendix.] —shieldùer n. 

shield law (shKld lô) n.  A law that protects journalists from being compelled to 

reveal confidential sources of information. 

Shield of David (shKld ƒv d7ùvVd) n.  See Magen David. 
shiel·ing (shKùlVng, -lVn) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A shepherd’s hut.  2. A mountain 

pasture used in the summer.  [From Scots shiel, hut, from Middle English shele, 

possibly from Old English *scKla, probably of Scandinavian origin. See (s)keu- in 

Appendix.]

shi·er (shXùNr) adj.  A comparative of shy1. 
shies1 (shXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of shy1.  —  n.  Plural of 

shy1. 
shies2 (shXz) v.  Third person singular present tense of shy2.  —  n.  Plural of 

shy2. 
shi·est (shXùVst) adj.  A superlative of shy1. 
shift (shVft) v.  shift·ed, shift·ing, shifts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To exchange (one thing) 

for another of the same class:  shifted assignments among the students.  2. To move 

or transfer from one place or position to another.  3. To alter (position or place).  

4. To change (gears), as in an automobile.  5. Linguistics. To alter phonetically as 

part of a systematic historical change.   —  v.  intr. 1. To change position, direc-

tion, place, or form.  2. a. To provide for one’s own needs; get along: “See me safe 

up: for my coming down, I can shift for myself” (Thomas More).  b. To get along 

by tricky or evasive means.   3. To change gears, as when driving an automobile.  

4. Linguistics. To be altered as part of a systematic historical change. Used of 

speech sounds.  5. To select uppercase characters by depressing a key on a type-

writer or computer keyboard.   —  n.  1. A change from one person or configura-

tion to another; a substitution.  2. a. A group of workers that relieve another on a 

regular schedule.  b. The working period of such a group:  worked the night shift.   

3. a. A means to an end; an expedient.  b. A stratagem; a trick.   4. A change in 

direction:  a shift in the wind.  5. A change in attitude, judgment, or emphasis.  

6. A change in position, as: a. Music. A change of the position of the hand in 

playing the violin or a similar instrument.  b. Football. A rearrangement of play-

ers from one formation to another just prior to the snap of the ball.  c. Baseball. A 

rearrangement of one or more fielders for improved defense against a particular 

hitter.  d. Geology. See fault (n., sense 3).  e. Computer Science. Movement of 

characters in a register to the left or right.   7. Physics. A change in wavelength, 

causing a movement of a spectral band or line.  8. Linguistics. a. A systematic 

change of the phonetic or phonemic structure of a language.  b. Functional shift.   

9. a. A loosely fitting dress that hangs straight from the shoulder; a chemise.  

b. A woman’s undergarment; a slip or chemise.   [Middle English shiften, from 

Old English sciftan, to arrange, divide.] —shiftùer n. 



shift key (shVft kK) n.  A key on a typewriter or computer keyboard that, when 

depressed, changes letters from lowercase to uppercase. 

shift·less (shVftùlVs) adj.  1. a. Lacking ambition or purpose; lazy:  a shiftless stu-

dent.  b. Characterized by a lack of ambition or energy:  studied in a shiftless way.   

2. Lacking resourcefulness or efficiency; incompetent.  [SHIFT, expedient + -LESS.] 
—shiftùless·ly adv.  —shiftùless·ness n. 

shift·y (shVfùtK) adj.  shift·i·er, shift·i·est. 1. Having, displaying, or suggestive 

of deceitful character; evasive or untrustworthy.  2. Distinguished by frequent 

changes in direction:  shifty winds.  3. Able to accomplish what is needed; 

resourceful.   —shiftùi·ly adv.  —shiftùi·ness n. 

shi·gel·la (shV-gHlùN) n.  pl. shi·gel·lae (-gHlùK) also shi·gel·las. Any of various 

nonmotile, rod-shaped bacteria of the genus Shigella, which includes some spe-

cies that cause dysentery.  [New Latin Shigella, genus name, after Kiyoshi Shiga 

(1870-1957), Japanese bacteriologist.]

shig·el·lo·sis (shVgÙN-loùsVs) n.  pl. shig·el·lo·ses (-sKz). Dysentery caused by 

any of various species of shigellae, occurring most frequently in areas where poor 

sanitation and malnutrition are prevalent and commonly affecting children and 

infants. 

Shi·ge·mit·su (shKÙgN-mVtùsu, shKÙgH-mKùtsu), Mamoru. 1887-1957.  Japa-

nese diplomat who signed the surrender to the Allies, which formally ended 

World War II (September 2, 1945). 

Shih·kia·chwang (shœùkyäùchwängù)  See Shijiazhuang. 
Shih Tzu (shKù dzuù) n.  A small dog of a breed originally developed in Tibet, 

having a long thick coat, short legs, a broad head with a short square muzzle, and 

a tail that curls over the back.  [Chinese (Mandarin) shX zi (gnu), lion (dog), Shih 

Tzu.]

Shi·ism also Shi·‘ism (shKùVzÙNm) n.  Islam. The religion or doctrines of the Shi-

ites. 

shi·i·ta·ke (shK-täùkK, shKÙK-täùkH) n.  pl. shiitake. An edible eastern Asian 

mushroom (Lentinus edodes) having an aromatic, fleshy, golden or dark brown to 

blackish cap and an inedible, tough stipe.  Also called Chinese black mushroom, 

golden oak mushroom, Oriental black mushroom.  [Japanese  : shi, oak + take, 

mushroom.]

Shi·ite also Shi·‘ite (shKùXtÙ) Islam. n.  A member of the branch of Islam that 

regards Ali and his descendants as the legitimate successors to Mohammed and 

rejects the first three caliphs.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Shiites or their branch 

of Islam.   —Shi·itùic (-VtùVk) adj. 

Shi·jia·zhuang (shœùjyäùjwängù) also Shih·kia·chwang (-kyäùchwängù)  A 

city of northeast China southwest of Beijing. An industrial center, it is the capital 

of Hebei province. Population, 1,127,800. 



shi·ka·ri (shV-kärùK, -k4rùK) n.  pl. shi·ka·ris. 1. A big-game hunter.  2. A guide 

for big-game hunting.  [Hindi shik7rX, from Persian, from shik7r, hunting, from 

Middle Persian shk7r.]

Shi·ko·ku (shK-kôùku, shKùkô-kuÙ)  An island of southern Japan between 

southwest Honshu and eastern Kyushu. It was held by various feudal families 

from early times until c. 1600. 

shik·sa also shik·se (shVkùsN) n.  Offensive. Used as a disparaging term for a 

non-Jewish girl or woman.  [Yiddish shikse.]

shill (shVl) Slang. n.  One who poses as a satisfied customer or an enthusiastic 

gambler to dupe bystanders into participating in a swindle.   —  v.  shilled, 
shill·ing, shills.  —  v.  intr. To act as a shill.   —  v.  tr. 1. To act as a shill for (a 

deceitful enterprise).  2. To lure (a person) into a swindle.  [Perhaps short for 

shillaber.]

shil·le·lagh also shil·la·lah (shN-l7ùlK, -lN) n.  A cudgel of oak, blackthorn, or 

other hardwood.  [After Shillelagh, a village of east-central Ireland.]

shil·ling (shVlùVng) n.  1.  Abbr. s. A coin used in the United Kingdom, worth one 

twentieth of a pound, 5 new pence, or 12 old pence prior to 1971.  2. A basic unit 

of currency in Kenya, Somalia, Tanzania, and Uganda.  See Table at currency.  
3. Printing. A virgule.  [Middle English, from Old English scilling.]

Shil·luk (shV-lukù) n.  pl. Shilluk or Shil·luks. 1. A member of a people inhab-

iting the western bank of the Nile River in southern Sudan.  2. The Nilotic lan-

guage of the Shilluk. 

shil·ly-shal·ly (shVlùK-sh4lÙK) v.  intr. shil·ly-shal·lied (-lKd), shil·ly-
shal·ly·ing, shil·ly-shal·lies (-lKz). 1. To procrastinate.  2. To be unable to 

come to a decision; vacillate.  3. To spend time on insignificant things; dawdle.   
—  adj.  Hesitant; vacillating.   —  n.  pl. shil·ly-shal·lies. Procrastination; hesi-

tation.   —  adv.  In a hesitant manner; irresolutely.  [Reduplication of the ques-

tion shall I?.] —shilùly-shalÙli·er n. 

Shi·loh (shXùlo)  1. An ancient village of central Palestine northwest of the Dead 

Sea. In the Old Testament, it was a meeting place and sanctuary for the Israelites 

and the site of a tabernacle where the Ark of the Covenant was kept until its cap-

ture by the Philistines.  2. A locality in southwest Tennessee east of Memphis. The 

Civil War Battle of Shiloh (April 6-7, 1862) ended in the withdrawal of Confeder-

ate troops but claimed more than 10,000 casualties on both the Union and Con-

federate sides. 

shim (shVm) n.  A thin, often tapered piece of material, such as wood, stone, or 

metal, used to fill gaps, make something level, or adjust something to fit properly.   
—  v.  tr. shimmed, shim·ming, shims. To fill in, level, or adjust by using 

shims or a shim.  [Origin unknown.]



Shi·mi·zu (shK-mKùzu, shKùmK-zuÙ)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, on 

Suruga Bay southwest of Yokohama. It is a port and processing center. Popula-

tion, 242,166. 

shim·mer (shVmùNr) v.  intr. shim·mered, shim·mer·ing, shim·mers. 1. To 

shine with a subdued, flickering light.  See Synonyms at flash.  2. To appear as a 

wavering or flickering image, as in a reflection on water or through heat waves in 

air.   —  n.  A flickering or tremulous light; a glimmer.  [Middle English shimeren, 

from Old English scimerian.] —shimùmer·ing·ly adv.  —shimùmer·y adj. 

shim·my (shVmùK) n.  pl. shim·mies. 1. Abnormal vibration or wobbling, as of 

the wheels of an automobile.  2. A dance popular in the 1920’s, characterized by 

rapid shaking of the body.  3. A chemise.   —  v.  intr. shim·mied, 
shim·my·ing, shim·mies. 1. To vibrate or wobble abnormally.  2. To shake the 

body in or as if in dancing the shimmy.  [Perhaps from alteration of CHEMISE.]

Shi·mo·no·se·ki (shVmÙN-no-sHkùK, shKÙmô-nô-)  A city of extreme southwest 

Honshu, Japan, on Korea Strait. The treaty ending the Sino-Japanese War was 

signed here on April 17, 1895. Population, 269,167. 

shin1 (shVn) n.  1. a. The front part of the leg below the knee and above the 

ankle.  b. The shinbone.   2. The lower foreleg in beef cattle. Used of cuts of 

meat.   —  v.  shinned, shin·ning, shins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To climb (a rope or pole, 

for example) by gripping and pulling alternately with the hands and legs.  2. To 

kick or hit in the shins.   —  v.  intr. 1. To climb something by shinning it.  2. To 

move quickly on foot.  [Middle English shine, from Old English scinu. See skei- 
in Appendix.]

shin2 (shKn, shVn) n.  The 22nd letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew ≥în, vari-

ant of ≥en, tooth (from the shape of the letter).]

Shi·nar (shXùnNr, -närÙ)  An ancient country on the lower courses of the Tigris 

and Euphrates rivers. 

shin·bone (shVnùbonÙ) n.  See tibia (n., sense 1). 

shin·dig (shVnùdVgÙ) n.  1. A festive party, often with dancing.  Also called shindy 

2.  See shindy (n., sense 1).  [Probably alteration of SHINDY.]

shin·dy (shVnùdK) n.  pl. shin·dies. 1. A commotion; an uproar.  Also called 

shindig 2.  See shindig (n., sense 1).  [Perhaps alteration of SHINNY
1.]

shine (shXn) v.  shone (shon)  or shined, shin·ing, shines.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

emit light.  2. To reflect light; glint or glisten.  3. To distinguish oneself in an 

activity or a field; excel.  4. To be immediately apparent:  Delight shone in her eyes.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To aim or cast the beam or glow of (a light).  2.  past tense and past 

participle shined. To make glossy or bright by polishing.   —  n.  1. Brightness 

from a source of light; radiance.  2. Brightness from reflected light; luster.  3. A 

shoeshine.  4. Excellence in quality or appearance; splendor.  5. Fair weather:  

rain or shine.  6. shines. Informal. Pranks or tricks.  7. Slang. Whiskey; moon-

shine.  8. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Black person.   



—idiom. take a shine to. Informal. To like spontaneously.  [Middle English 

shinen, from Old English scXnan.]

shin·er (shXùnNr) n.  1. One that shines, as a star, jewel, or coin.  2. Slang. A black 

eye:  got a real shiner from stumbling into the door.  3. a. Any of numerous small, 

often silvery North American freshwater fishes of the family Cyprinidae, espe-

cially one of the genus Notropis.  b. Any of various other small silvery fishes.  

shin·gle1 (shVngùgNl) n.  1. A thin oblong piece of material, such as wood or 

slate, that is laid in overlapping rows to cover the roof or sides of a house or other 

building.  2. Informal. A small signboard, as one indicating a professional office:  

She has to take the bar exam before she can hang out her shingle.  3. A woman’s 

close-cropped haircut.   —  v.  tr. shin·gled, shin·gling, shin·gles. 1. To cover 

(a roof or building) with shingles.  2. To cut (hair) short and close to the head.  

[Middle English, from Old English scindel, scingal, from Late Latin scindula, 

alteration of Latin scandula (influenced by scindere, to split).] —shinùgler n. 

shin·gle2 (shVngùgNl) n.  1. Beach gravel consisting of large smooth pebbles 

unmixed with finer material.  2. A stretch of shore or beach covered with such 

gravel.  [Middle English.] —shinùgly adj. 

shin·gles (shVngùgNlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). An acute viral infec-

tion characterized by inflammation of the sensory ganglia of certain spinal or 

cranial nerves and the eruption of vesicles along the affected nerve path. It usually 

strikes only one side of the body and is often accompanied by severe neuralgia.  

Also called herpes zoster [Middle English, alteration (influenced by Old French 

cengles, pl. of cengle, shingles, from Medieval Latin cingulus, and by Old French 

sengle, single, chingle, belt  from Latin cingulum), of Medieval Latin cingulus 

(translation of Greek zostKr, girdle, shingles), variant of Latin cingulum, girdle 

(from the fact that the inflammation often extends around the middle of the 

body), from cingere, to gird. See kenk- in Appendix.]

shin·leaf (shVnùlKfÙ) n.  Any of various Eurasian and North American woodland 

perennial herbs of the genera Moneses and Pyrola, especially P. elliptica, having a 

basal cluster of elliptic to oblong leaves and white to pink flowers.  [Probably 

from the use of its leaves in plasters for sore legs.]

shin·ny1 also shin·ney (shVnùK) n.  pl. shin·nies also shin·neys. Sports. 

1. Field hockey that is played informally with curved sticks and a ball, can, or 

similar object.  2. The curved stick used in this game.  [Probably from the phrase 

shin ye, a cry used in the game.]

shin·ny2 (shVnùK) v.  intr. shin·nied (-nKd), shin·ny·ing, shin·nies (-nKz). To 

climb by shinning.  [Alteration of SHIN
1.]

shin·plas·ter (shVnùpl4sÙtNr) n.  1. A piece of paper money issued privately and 

devalued by inadequate security or by inflation.  2. A piece of paper money of 

small denomination issued by the government, especially one issued by the U.S. 



government from 1862 to 1878.  [From its resemblance to paper used in plasters 

for sore legs.]

shin splints also shin·splints (shVnùsplVntsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). Any of various painful conditions of the shins caused by inflammation of 

the surrounding muscles, frequently occurring among joggers and runners. 

Shin·to (shVnùto) n.  A religion native to Japan, characterized by veneration of 

nature spirits and ancestors and by a lack of formal dogma.  [Japanese shinto : 

shin, gods (from Chinese shén) + do, the Way of Taoism (from Chinese dào).] 
—Shinùto adj.  —Shinùto·ism n.  —Shinùto·ist adj. , n.  —ShinÙto·isùtic adj. 

shin·y (shXùnK) adj.  shin·i·er, shin·i·est. 1. Radiating light; bright.  2. Bright 

from reflected light; glistening.  3. Having a sheen from being rubbed or worn 

smooth.   —shinùi·ness n. 

ship (shVp) n.  1. Nautical. a. A vessel of considerable size for deep-water naviga-

tion.  b. A sailing vessel having three or more square-rigged masts.   2. An aircraft 

or a spacecraft.  3. The crew of one of these vessels.  4. One’s fortune:  When my 

ship comes in, I’ll move to a better apartment.   —  v.  shipped, ship·ping, ships.  
—  v.  tr. 1. Nautical. To place or receive on board a ship.  2. To cause to be trans-

ported by or as if by ship; send.  See Synonyms at send1.  3. To hire (a person) 

for work on a ship.  4. Nautical. To take in (water) over the side of a ship.   —  v.  

intr. Nautical. 1. To go aboard a ship; embark.  2. To travel by ship.  3. To hire 

oneself out or enlist for service on a ship.   —phrasal verb. ship out. 
1. Nautical. To accept a position on board a ship and serve as a crew member:  

shipped out on a tanker.  2. To leave, as for a distant place:  troops shipping out to 

the Far East.  3. To send, as to a distant place.  4. Informal. To quit, resign from, or 

otherwise vacate a position:  Shape up or ship out.   —idiom. tight ship. A well-

managed and efficient business, household, or organization:  We run a tight ship.  

[Middle English, from Old English scip.]

-ship suff.  1. a. Quality, state, or condition:  scholarship.  b. Something that 

shows or possesses a quality, state, or condition:  courtship.   2. Rank, status, or 

office:  professorship.  3. Art, skill, or craft:  penmanship.  4. A collective body:  

readership.  [Middle English, from Old English -scipe.]

ship biscuit (shVp bVsùkVt) n.  See hardtack. 
ship·board (shVpùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. Nautical. The condition of being aboard 

a ship:  on shipboard.  2. Archaic. The side of a ship.   —  adj.  Nautical. Existing or 

occurring on board a ship:  a shipboard fire. 

ship·borne (shVpùbôrnÙ, -bornÙ) adj.  Nautical. Transported by ship. 

ship·build·ing (shVpùbVlÙdVng) n.  The art or business of designing and con-

structing ships.   —shipùbuildÙer n. 

ship canal (shVp kN-n4lù) n.  A canal wide and deep enough to serve ships.  Also 

called shipway 

ship fever (shVp fKùvNr) n.  See typhus. 



ship fitter (shVp fVtùNr) n.  1. One who positions the structural pieces of a ship 

for riveting and welding.  2. A sailor in the U.S. Navy who does sheet-metal work 

and plumbing on board a ship. 

ship·lap (shVpùl4pÙ) n.  Wooden siding rabbeted so that the edge of one board 

overlaps the one next to it in a flush joint.   —shipùlappedÙ adj. 

ship·load (shVpùlodÙ) n.  The amount a ship can carry. 

ship·man (shVpùmNn) n.  Nautical. 1. A sailor.  2. A shipmaster. 

ship·mas·ter (shVpùm4sÙtNr) n.  Nautical. The officer in command of a mer-

chant ship. 

ship·mate (shVpùm7tÙ) n.  Nautical. A sailor serving on the same ship as 

another; a fellow sailor. 

ship·ment (shVpùmNnt) n.  Abbr. shpt. 1. The act or an instance of shipping 

goods.  2. A quantity of goods or cargo that are shipped together. 

ship money (shVp mƒnùK) n.  A tax once levied on English maritime towns and 

shires to provide ships for war. 

ship of the line (shVp ƒv thK lXn) n.  pl. ships of the line. Nautical. A war-

ship large enough to take a position in the line of battle. 

ship·per (shVpùNr) n.  One that consigns or receives goods for transportation. 

ship·ping (shVpùVng) n.  1. The act or business of transporting goods.  2. The 

body of ships belonging to one port, industry, or country, often referred to in 

aggregate tonnage.  3. Passage or transport on a ship. 

shipping clerk (shVpùVng klûrk) n.  One who is employed to prepare, pack, 

receive, or record shipments of goods. 

shipping fever (shVpùVng fKùvNr) n.  Any of various diseases contracted by cat-

tle or other animals during shipping or similarly stressful events, especially one 

caused by bacteria of the genus Pasteurella, characterized by fever and coughing. 

ship-rigged (shVpùrVgdÙ) adj.  Nautical. Rigged with three or more masts and 

square sails. 

ship·shape (shVpùsh7pù) adj.  Marked by meticulous order and neatness; tidy.  

See Synonyms at neat1.  [Short for obsolete shipshapen, arranged as a ship 

should be  : SHIP + shapen, past participle of SHAPE.] —shipùshapeù adv. 

ship·side (shVpùsXdÙ) n.  Nautical. The area of a dock adjacent to a ship. 

ship’s papers (shVps p7ùpNrz) pl.n.  Nautical. The documents, such as the ship’s 

license, logbook, or bills of lading, that a ship must carry under international law 

and that must be shown on inspection. 

ship·way (shVpùw7Ù) n.  1. The structure supporting a ship during construction 

or in dry dock.  2.  See ship canal. 
ship·worm (shVpùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various wormlike marine mollusks of the 

genera Teredo and Bankia, having rudimentary bivalve shells with which they 

bore into wood, especially the submerged timbers of ships and wharves, often 

doing extensive damage. 



ship·wreck (shVpùrHkÙ) n.  1. Nautical. a. The destruction of a ship, as by storm 

or collision.  b. The remains of a wrecked ship.   2. A complete failure or ruin.   
—  v.  tr. ship·wrecked, ship·wreck·ing, ship·wrecks. 1. Nautical. a. To 

cause (a ship) to be destroyed, as by storm or collision.  b. To cause (a passenger 

or sailor on a ship) to suffer shipwreck.   2. To ruin utterly. 

ship·wright (shVpùrXtÙ) n.  One that builds or repairs ships. 

ship·yard (shVpùyärdÙ) n.  A yard where ships are built or repaired. 

Shi·ras (shXùrNs), George. 1832-1924.  American jurist who served as an associ-

ate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court (1892-1903). 

Shi·raz (shK-räzù)  A city of southwest-central Iran south-southeast of Tehran. It 

has long been an important commercial center noted for its carpets and metal-

work. The ruins of ancient Persepolis are nearby. Population, 800,000. 

shire (shXr) n.  1. A former administrative division of Great Britain, equivalent to 

a county.  2.  Often Shire. A Shire horse.  [Middle English, from Old English scXr, 
official charge, administrative district.]

Shire horse (shXr hôrs) n.  A large, powerful draft horse of a breed originating 

in central England, having long hair that grows from the knee and hock. 

Shir·er (shXrùNr), William Lawrence. 1904-1993.  American journalist and his-

torian known for his vivid radio broadcasts from Berlin at the outset of World 

War II and for the popular history The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich (1960). 

shire town (shXr toun) n.  Chiefly British. See county town. 
shirk (shûrk) v.  shirked, shirk·ing, shirks.  —  v.  tr. To avoid or neglect (a 

duty or responsibility).   —  v.  intr. To avoid work or duty.  [Perhaps from Ger-

man Schurke, scoundrel; akin to Old High German fiurscurgo, demon  : fiur, fire 

+ scurigen, to stir up.] —shirkùer n. 

Shir·ley (shûrùlK), James. 1596-1666.  English playwright known for his come-

dies of manners, such as The Lady of Pleasure (1635). 

Shir·ley (shûrùlK), William. 1694-1771.  British colonial administrator who was 

governor of Massachusetts (1741-1749 and 1753-1756) and commanded British 

forces in the French and Indian War. 

Shirley poppy (shûrùlK pmpùK) n.  A variety of the corn poppy having scarlet, 

pink, or salmon flowers.  [After Shirley, district of Croydon in southeast 

England.]

shirr (shûr) v.  tr. shirred, shirr·ing, shirrs. 1. To gather (cloth) into decorative 

rows by parallel stitching.  2. To cook (unshelled eggs) by baking until set.  [Ori-

gin unknown.]

shirt (shûrt) n.  1. A garment for the upper part of the body, typically having a 

collar, sleeves, and a front opening.  2. An undershirt.  3. A nightshirt.   —idi-
oms. keep (one’s) shirt on. Slang. To remain calm or patient:  The plane 

doesn’t land for another hour, so keep your shirt on.  lose (one’s) shirt. Slang. To 

lose everything one has or owns.  the shirt off (one’s) back. Slang. The maxi-



mum one is able to give or lose:  The only thing those swindlers didn’t take was the 

shirt off my back.  [Middle English shirte, from Old English scyrte, skirt. See sker-
1 in Appendix.]

shirt·dress also shirt-dress (shûrtùdrHsÙ) n.  A dress tailored like a shirt with a 

collar and buttons down the front.  Also called shirtwaist 

shirt·ing (shûrùtVng) n.  Fabric suitable for making shirts. 

shirt·sleeve (shûrtùslKvÙ) n.  1. The sleeve of a shirt.  2. shirtsleeves. The 

state of wearing no coat, jacket, or other outer garment over one’s shirt:  dined in 

shirtsleeves; balmy weather that had them down to their shirtsleeves.   —  adj.  1.  
Also shirt·sleeved (-slKvdÙ). Dressed without a coat:  shirtsleeve spectators; a 

shirtsleeved orchestra.  2.  Also shirtsleeves. Calling for the removal of a coat or 

jacket; not requiring a coat or jacket for comfort:  shirtsleeve weather; a shirtsleeves 

picnic.  3.  Also shirtsleeves. Marked by informality or straightforwardness:  

shirtsleeve politics; a shirtsleeves conference. 

shirt·tail (shûrtùt7lÙ) n.  1. The part of a shirt that extends below the waist, espe-

cially in the back.  2. A brief addition at the end of a newspaper article.   —  adj.  

1. Very young:  shirttail kids.  2. Of little value; inadequate or small:  a shirttail 

cabin in the woods. 

shirt·waist (shûrtùw7stÙ) n.  1. A woman’s blouse or bodice styled like a tai-

lored shirt.  2.  See shirtdress. 
shirt·y (shûrùtK) adj.  shirt·i·er, shirt·i·est. Chiefly British. Ill-tempered; angry: 

“He saw how shirty she was about it” (P.G. Wodehouse).  [Probably from to get 

someone’s shirt out, to annoy,, or to keep one’s shirt on, to keep from being 

annoyed.]

shish ke·bab also shish ke·bob  or shish ka·bob (shVshù kN-bmbÙ) n.  A dish 

consisting of pieces of seasoned meat and sometimes vegetables roasted on skew-

ers and served with condiments.  [Armenian shish kabab, from Turkish ziz 
kebabiu : ziz, skewer + kebap, roast meat.]

shit (shVt) Obscene. v.  shit also shat (sh4t), shit·ting, shits.  —  v.  intr. To def-

ecate.   —  v.  tr. 1. To defecate in.  2. To tease or try to deceive.   —  n.  

1. Excrement.  2. The act or an instance of defecating.  3. shits. Diarrhea. Used 

with the.  4. a. Something considered disgusting, of poor quality, foolish, or oth-

erwise totally unacceptable.  b. A person regarded as mean or contemptible.   5. A 

narcotic or an intoxicant, such as marijuana or heroin.  6. Things; items.  

7. Foolishness; nonsense.  8. Trouble or difficulty.   —  interj.  Used to express 

surprise, anger, or extreme displeasure.   —phrasal verb. shit on. To treat with 

malice or extreme disrespect.   —idioms. get (one’s) shit together. To get 

organized; put one’s affairs or possessions in order.  give a shit. To care the least 

bit.  no shit. 3. Used to express disbelief.  4. Used to express scornful acknowl-

edgment of the obvious.  up shit creek (without a paddle). In dire circum-

stances with no hope of help.  when the shit hits the fan. When the situation 



goes awry; when trouble starts.  [Middle English shiten, from Old English *scXtan. 

See skei- in Appendix.]

shit·faced (shVtùf7stÙ) adj.  Obscene. Intoxicated; drunk. 

shit·head (shVtùhHdÙ) n.  Obscene. 1. A person regarded as inept or foolish.  2. A 

person regarded as objectionable or contemptible. 

shit·less (shVtùlVs) adj.  Obscene. Extremely frightened.  [From the reflex of 

involuntary defecation that can result from extreme terror.]

shit·list also shit list (shVtùlVstÙ) n.  Obscene. A list of persons who are strongly 

disapproved of. 

shit·tah (shVtùN) n.  A tree, probably a species of acacia, that was a source of a 

wood mentioned frequently in the Bible.  [Hebrew ≥i££â.]

shit·tim·wood (shVtùVm-wtdÙ) n.  1. The wood of the shittah, used to make 

the ark of the Hebrew tabernacle.  2. Either of two deciduous eastern North 

American trees or shrubs (Bumelia lanuginosa or B. lycioides) having very hard 

wood and black, fleshy fruit.  [Hebrew ≥i££îm, pl. of ≥i££â, shittah + WOOD
1.]

shit·ty (shVtùK) adj.  shit·ti·er, shit·ti·est. Obscene. 1. Of very poor quality; 

highly inferior.  2. Contemptible; despicable.  3. Unfortunate; unpleasant.  

4. Being in a state of discomfort or unhappiness; miserable.  5. Incompetent; 

inept.  6. Trivial; insignificant. 

shiv (shVv) n.  Slang. A knife, razor, or other sharp or pointed implement, espe-

cially one used as a weapon.  [Probably Romany chiv, blade.]

shiv·a also shiv·ah  or shib·ah (shVvùN) n.  Judaism. A seven-day period of for-

mal mourning observed after the funeral of a close relative.  [Yiddish shive, from 

Hebrew ≥ib1â, seven.]

Shi·va (shKùvN) also Si·va (shKùvN, sKù-) n.  Hinduism. One of the principal 

Hindu deities, worshiped as the destroyer and restorer of worlds and in numerous 

other complementary forms. Shiva is often conceived as a member of the triad 

also including Brahma and Vishnu.  [Sanskrit {ivaU, from {iva-, auspicious, dear. 

See kei-1 in Appendix.] —Shiùva·ism, Siùva·ism n.  —Shiùva·ist, Siùva·ist n. 

shiv·ah (shVvùN) n.  Judaism. Variant of shiva. 
shiv·a·ree (shVvÙN-rKù, shVvùN-rKÙ) n.  Midwestern U.S. & Western U.S. A noisy 

mock serenade for newlyweds.  Also called charivariRegional., bellingRegional., 

horningRegional., serenade.  [Alteration of CHARIVARI.]

REGIONAL NOTE: Shivaree is the most common American regional form of

charivari, a French word meaning “a noisy mock serenade for newlyweds” and

probably deriving in turn from a Late Latin word meaning “headache.” The term,

most likely borrowed from French traders and settlers along the Mississippi River,

was well established in the United States by 1805; an account dating from that

year describes a shivaree in New Orleans: “The house is mobbed by thousands of

the people of the town, vociferating and shouting with loud acclaim... many [are] in



disguises and masks; and all have some kind of discordant and noisy music, such as

old kettles, and shovels, and tongs.... All civil authority and rule seems laid aside”

(John F. Watson). The word shivaree is especially common along and west of the

Mississippi River, giving it an unusual north-south dialect boundary (most dialect

boundaries run east-west in the United States). Alva L. Davis and Raven I. Mc-

David, Jr., call shivaree “one of the most widely distributed folk terms borrowed

by American English from any European language.” Some regional equivalents

are belling, used in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio; horning, from upstate

New York, Rhode Island, and western New England; and serenade, a term used

chiefly in the South Atlantic states.

Shive·ly (shXvùlK)  A city of northern Kentucky, a residential suburb of Louis-

ville. Population, 15,535. 

shiv·er1 (shVvùNr) v.  shiv·ered, shiv·er·ing, shiv·ers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To shake 

with or as if with cold; tremble.  See Synonyms at shake.  2. To quiver or vibrate, 

as by the force of the wind.   —  v.  tr. Nautical. To cause (a sail) to flutter by sail-

ing too close to the wind.   —  n.  1. An instance of shivering or trembling.  

2. shivers. An attack of shivering. Used with the.  [Middle English chiveren, shiv-

eren.]

shiv·er2 (shVvùNr) v.  shiv·ered, shiv·er·ing, shiv·ers.  —  v.  intr. To break 

into fragments or splinters; shatter.   —  v.  tr. To cause to break suddenly into 

fragments or splinters.  See Synonyms at break.   —  n.  A fragment or splinter.  

[Middle English shiveren, from shivere, splinter. See skei- in Appendix.]

shiv·er·y1 (shVvùN-rK) adj.  1. Trembling, as from cold or fear.  2. Causing shiv-

ers; chilling. 

shiv·er·y2 (shVvùN-rK) adj.  Easily broken; brittle. 

Shi·zu·o·ka (shKÙzu-ôùkä)  A city of east-central Honshu, Japan, on Suruga 

Bay southwest of Yokohama. It is a port and processing center. Population, 

468,362. 

Shko·dër (shkoùdNr)  A city of northwest Albania on Lake Scutari. It was under 

Turkish rule from 1479 to 1913. Population, 71,200. 

shkotz·im (shkôtùsVm) n.  Offensive. Plural of shegetz. 
shle·miel (shlN-mKlù) n.  Slang. Variant of schlemiel. 
shlep (shlHp) v.  & n.  Slang. Variant of schlep. 
shlock (shlmk) n.  & adj.   Variant of schlock. 
shmear (shmîr) n.  Slang. Variant of schmeer. 
shmuck (shmƒk) n.  Slang. Variant of schmuck. 
shoal1 (shol) n.  1. A shallow place in a body of water.  2. A sandy elevation of 

the bottom of a body of water, constituting a hazard to navigation; a sandbank or 

sandbar.   —  v.  shoaled, shoal·ing, shoals.  —  v.  intr. To become shallow:  

The river shoals suddenly here from eight to two fathoms.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make 



shallow:  The approach to the harbor was shoaled in the storm.  2. To come or sail 

into a shallower part of.   —  adj.  Having little depth; shallow.  [Middle English 

shold, shallow, shallows, from Old English sceald, shallow.]

shoal2 (shol) n.  1. A large group; a crowd.  2. A large school of fish or other 

marine animals.   —  v.  intr. shoaled, shoal·ing, shoals. To come together in 

large numbers; throng.  [Probably Middle Low German, or Middle Dutch schole; 

see skel-1 in Appendix.]

shoat also shote (shot) n.  A young pig just after weaning.  [Middle English 

shote, perhaps of Middle Low German origin.]

shock1 (shmk) n.  1. a. A violent collision or impact; a heavy blow.  See Syn-

onyms at collision.  b. The effect of such a collision or blow.   2. a. Something 

that jars the mind or emotions as if with a violent, unexpected blow.  b. The dis-

turbance of function, equilibrium, or mental faculties caused by such a blow; vio-

lent agitation.   3. A severe offense to one’s sense of propriety or decency; an 

outrage.  4. A generally temporary state of massive physiological reaction to 

severe physical or emotional trauma, usually characterized by marked loss of 

blood pressure and depression of vital processes.  5. The sensation and muscular 

spasm caused by an electric current passing through the body or a body part.  

6. A sudden economic disturbance, such as a rise in the price of a commodity.  

7. A shock absorber.   —  v.  shocked, shock·ing, shocks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

strike with great surprise and emotional disturbance.  2. To strike with disgust; 

offend.  3. To induce a state of physical shock in (a person).  4. To subject (an 

animal or a person) to an electric shock.   —  v.  intr. To come into contact vio-

lently, as in battle; collide.  [French choc, from choquer, to collide with, from Old 

French chuquier, perhaps of Germanic origin.]

shock2 (shmk) n.  1. A number of sheaves of grain stacked upright in a field for 

drying.  2. A thick, heavy mass:  a shock of white hair.   —  v.  tr. shocked, 
shock·ing, shocks. To gather (grain) into shocks.  [Middle English shok.]

shock absorber (shmk Nb-sôrbùNr) n.  A device used to absorb mechanical 

shocks, as a hydraulic or pneumatic piston used to dampen the jarring sustained 

in a moving motor vehicle. 

shock·er (shmkùNr) n.  One that startles, shocks, or horrifies, as a sensational 

story or novel. 

shock·ing (shmkùVng) adj.  1. Highly disturbing emotionally.  2. Highly offen-

sive; indecent or distasteful.  3. Very vivid or intense in tone:  shocking pink.   
—shockùing·ly adv. 

Shock·ley (shmkùlK), William Bradford. 1910-1989.  British-born American 

physicist. He shared a 1956 Nobel Prize for the development of the electronic 

transistor. 

shock·proof (shmkùprufÙ) adj.  Constructed or designed to withstand blows 

or jarring. 



shock therapy (shmk thHrùN-pK) n.  Any of various treatments for mental dis-

orders, such as major depression or schizophrenia, in which a convulsion or brief 

coma is induced by administering a drug or passing an electric current through 

the brain.  Also called shock treatment 

shock troops (shmk trups) pl.n.  Soldiers specially chosen, trained, and armed 

to lead an attack.  [Translation of German Stosstruppen : Stoss, shock + Truppen, 

pl. of Truppe, troop.]

shock wave (shmk w7v) n.  1. A large-amplitude compression wave, as that 

produced by an explosion or by supersonic motion of a body in a medium.  2. A 

violent disruption, disturbance, or reaction:  Shock waves of revolution shattered 

the government. 

shod (shmd) v.  Past tense and a past participle of shoe. 
shod·den (shmdùn) v.  A past participle of shoe. 
shod·dy (shmdùK) adj.  shod·di·er, shod·di·est. 1. Made of or containing infe-

rior material.  2. a. Of poor quality or craft.  b. Rundown; shabby.   3. Dishonest 

or reprehensible:  shoddy business practices.  4. Conspicuously and cheaply imita-

tive.   —  n.  pl. shod·dies. 1. a. Woolen yarn made from scraps or used cloth-

ing, with some new wool added.  b. Cloth made from or containing such yarn.   

2. Something of inferior quality; a cheap imitation.  [Origin unknown.] 
—shodùdi·ly adv.  —shodùdi·ness n. 

shoe (shu) n.  1. A durable covering for the human foot, made of leather or 

similar material with a rigid sole and heel, usually extending no higher than the 

ankle.  2. A horseshoe.  3. A part or device that is located at the base of something 

or that functions as a protective covering, as: a. A strip of metal fitted onto the 

bottom of a sled runner.  b. The base for the supports of the superstructure of a 

bridge.  c. The ferrule on the end of a cane.  d. The casing of a pneumatic tire.   

4. A device that retards or stops the motion of an object, as the part of a brake 

that presses against the wheel or drum.  5. The sliding contact plate on an electric 

train or streetcar that conducts electricity from the third rail.  6. A chute, as for 

conveying grain from a hopper.  7. Games. A case from which playing cards are 

dealt one at a time.  8. shoes. Informal. a. Position; status:  You would under-

stand my decision if you put yourself in my shoes.  b. Plight:  I wouldn’t want to be 

in her shoes.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  shoe polish; 

a shoe shop.   —  v.  tr. shod (shmd), shod or shod·den (shmdùn), shoe·ing, 
shoes. 1. To furnish or fit with a shoe or shoes.  2. To cover with a wooden or 

metal guard to protect against wear.   —idioms. the shoe is on the other 
foot. Informal. The circumstances have been reversed; an unequal relationship 

has been inverted.  wait for the other shoe to drop. Slang. To defer action or 

decision until another matter is finished or resolved.  [Middle English, from Old 

English scoh.]



shoe·bill (shuùbVlÙ) n.  A tall wading bird (Balaeniceps rex) native to swampy 

regions of eastern tropical Africa, having slaty plumage, long black legs, a stubby 

neck, and a large shoelike bill with a hook on the upper mandible. 

shoe boil (shu boil) n.  A growth over the elbow of a horse, caused by repeated 

bruising by the hoof or the rough floor when lying down and leading to lameness. 

shoe·box (shuùbmksÙ) n.  1. An oblong box, usually made of cardboard, for 

holding a pair of shoes.  2. Something resembling or suggestive of such a box, as a 

plain, rectangular building or a cramped room or dwelling. 

shoe·horn (shuùhôrnÙ) n.  A smooth, curved implement, often of plastic or 

metal, inserted at the heel to help put on a shoe.   —  v.  tr. shoe·horned, 
shoe·horn·ing, shoe·horns. To squeeze into or as if into an insufficient space:  

The usher shoehorned us into the back of the crowded theater. 

shoe·lace (shuùl7sÙ) n.  A string or cord used for lacing and fastening shoes.  

Also called shoestring 

shoe·mak·er (shuùm7ÙkNr) n.  One that makes or repairs shoes.   —shoeù-
makÙing n. 

Shoe·ma·ker (shuùm7ÙkNr), William Lee. Known as “Willie.” Born 1931.  

American jockey who before his retirement in 1990 won more races than any 

other rider in horseracing history. 

shoe·pac also shoe·pack (shuùp4kÙ) n.  A heavy, warm, waterproof laced 

boot.  [Alteration (influenced by SHOE), of pidgin Delaware seppock, shoe, shoes, 

from Unami Delaware chípahko, shoes.]

shoe·shine (shuùshXnÙ) n.  1. A shiny finish put on a pair of shoes by brushing 

and buffing with polish.  2. The act or an instance of putting a shiny finish on 

shoes. 

shoe·string (shuùstrVngÙ) n.  1.  See shoelace.  2. A small sum of money; 

capital that is barely adequate:  a company that started on a shoestring.   —  adj.  

1. Long and slender:  shoestring potatoes.  2. Marked by or consisting of a small 

amount of money:  a shoestring budget. 

shoestring catch (shuùstrVngÙ k4ch) n.  Sports. A running catch made near 

the ground. 

shoe·tree (shuùtrKÙ) n.  A form made of wood, metal, or other inflexible mate-

rial inserted into a shoe to stretch it or preserve its shape. 

sho·far (shoùfärÙ, -fNr) n.  pl. sho·fars or sho·froth (sho-frotù, -frosù). Juda-

ism. A trumpet made of a ram’s horn, blown by the ancient Hebrews during reli-

gious ceremonies and as a signal in battle, now sounded in the synagogue during 

Rosh Hashanah and at the end of Yom Kippur.  [Hebrew ≥ôp7r, ram’s horn, sho-

far.]

sho·gi (shoùgK) n.  Games. A Japanese game similar to chess that is played on a 

board with 81 squares, each side having 20 pieces.  [Japanese shogi, from Chinese 



(Mandarin) jiàng qí : jiàng, commander in chief, chief chess piece + qí, board 

game, such as chess.]

sho·gun (shoùgNn) n.  The hereditary commander of the Japanese army who 

until 1867 exercised absolute rule under the nominal leadership of the emperor.  

[Japanese shogun, general.]

sho·gun·ate (shoùgN-nVt, -n7tÙ) n.  The government, rule, or office of a shogun. 

sho·ji (shoùjK) n.  pl. shoji or sho·jis. A translucent screen consisting of a 

wooden frame covered in rice paper, used as a sliding door or partition in a Japa-

nese house.  [Japanese shoji.]

Sho·la·pur (shoùlN-ptrÙ)  A city of west-central India on the Deccan Peninsula 

east-southeast of Bombay. It is a trade and textile-manufacturing center. Popula-

tion, 511,103. 

Sholes (sholz), Christopher Latham. 1819-1890.  American inventor who was 

awarded a patent for the typewriter (1868). 

Sho·lo·khov (shôùlN-kôfÙ, -KHNf), Mikhail Aleksandrovich. 1905-1984.  

Russian writer whose four-part novel And Quiet Flows the Don (1928-1940) con-

cerns the effect of World War I and the Russian Revolution on Cossack life. He 

won the 1965 Nobel Prize for literature. 

shone (shon) v.  A past tense and a past participle of shine. 
shoo (shu) interj.  Used to frighten away animals or birds.   —  v.  tr. shooed, 
shoo·ing, shoos. To drive or frighten away by or as if by crying “shoo.” 

shoo·fly (shuùflXÙ) n.  1. A child’s rocker having the seat built between two flat 

sides cut in the shape of an animal.  2. Slang. An undercover police officer who 

checks on the honesty and performance of other police officers. 

shoofly pie (shuùflXÙ pX) n.  A pie with a filling of molasses and brown sugar.  

[So called because one will supposedly have to shoo away the flies attracted to the 

sweet filling.]

shoo-fly plant (shuùflXÙ pl4nt) n.  See apple of Peru. 
shoo-in (shuùVnÙ) n.  Informal. 1. A sure winner.  2. One that has a sure chance 

of being chosen, as for a job or other position. 

shook1 (shtk) n.  A set of parts for assembling a barrel or packing box.  [Prob-

ably from shook cask, variant of shaken cask, cask broken down for shipment, 

from shaken, dismantled and packed for transport, past participle of SHAKE, to 

scatter, shed.]

shook2 (shtk) v.  Past tense of shake. 
shook-up (shtk-ƒpù) adj.  Slang. Emotionally upset or excited; shaken. 

shoon (shun) n.  Archaic. A plural of shoe. 
shoot (shut) v.  shot (shmt), shoot·ing, shoots.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To hit, 

wound, or kill with a missile fired from a weapon.  b. To remove or destroy by 

firing or projecting a missile:  shot out the window.  c. To make (a hole, for exam-

ple) by firing a weapon.   2. To fire or let fly (a missile) from a weapon.  3. a. To 



discharge (a weapon).  b. To detonate or cause to explode:  shot off a firecracker.   

4. To inject (a drug, for example) with a hypodermic syringe.  5. To throw out or 

release (a fishing line, for example).  6. a. To send forth suddenly, intensely, or 

swiftly:  The burning building shot sparks onto the adjacent roof. He shot an angry 

look at me.  b. To emit (a ray or rays of light or another form of energy).  c. To 

utter (sounds or words) forcefully, rapidly, or suddenly:  She shot a retort to the 

insult.  d. Slang. To give, send, or hand quickly:  Shoot me that stapler.   

7. Informal. To spend, use up, or waste:  They shot their savings on a new boat.  

8. To pass over or through swiftly:  shooting the rapids.  9. To cover (country) in 

hunting for game.  10. To record on film:  shot the scene in one take.  11. To cause 

to project or protrude; extend:  shot out her arm to prevent the bottle from falling.  

12. To begin to grow or produce; put forth.  13. To pour, empty out, or discharge 

down or as if down a chute:  shot gravel into the hole.  14. Sports & Games. a. To 

throw or propel (a ball, marble, or other projectile in a game) in a specific direc-

tion or toward the objective.  b. To accomplish (the objective) of a game involv-

ing projectiles; score (a point, basket, stroke, or goal).  c. To play (a game 

involving projectiles or dice, such as golf, craps, or pool).  d. To attain (a given 

score) in golf.  e. To throw (the dice or a given score) in craps.   15. To slide (the 

bolt of a lock) into or out of its fastening.  16. To plane (the edge of a board) 

straight.  17. To variegate (colored cloth) by interweaving weft threads of a dif-

ferent color.  18. To measure the altitude of with a sextant or other instrument:  

shot the star.   —  v.  intr. 1. To discharge a missile from a weapon.  2. To dis-

charge or fire; go off.  3. a. To gush or spurt:  Water shot out of the geyser.  b. To 

appear suddenly:  The sun shot through a break in the clouds.   4. To move swiftly; 

dart.  5. To be felt moving or as if moving in the body:  Pain shot through my 

lower leg.  6. To protrude; project:  The headland shoots far out into the sea.  7. To 

engage in hunting or the firing of weapons, especially for sport:  is shooting in 

Scotland during the fall.  8. To put forth new growth; germinate.  9. a. To take 

pictures.  b. To begin filming a scene in a movie.   10. Sports & Games. To propel 

a ball or other object toward the goal or in a specific direction or manner.  

11. Games. To throw dice.  12. Slang. To begin talking. Often used in the impera-

tive:  I know you have something to tell me, so shoot!  13. To slide into or out of a 

fastening. Used of the bolt of a lock.   —  n.  1. The motion or movement of 

something that is propelled, driven, or discharged.  2. a. The young growth aris-

ing from a germinating seed; a sprout.  b. A bud, young leaf, or other new growth 

on a plant.   3. A narrow, swift, or turbulent section of a stream.  4. a. The act of 

discharging a weapon or letting fly a missile.  b. Informal. The launching of a 

rocket or similar missile.   5. a. An organized shooting activity, such as a skeet 

tournament or hunt.  b. A round of shots in a contest with firearms.   6. a. A 

photographic assignment or session.  b. A cinematographic session.   7. The dis-

tance a shot travels; the range.  8. Nautical. The interval between strokes in row-



ing.  9. A sharp twinge or spasm of pain.  10. An inclined channel for moving 

something; a chute.  11. A body of ore in a vein.   —  interj.  Used to express sur-

prise, mild annoyance, or disappointment.   —phrasal verbs. shoot down. 
1. To bring down (an aircraft, for example) by hitting and damaging with gunfire 

or a missile.  2. Informal. To ruin the aspirations of; disappoint.  3. Informal. 

a. To put an end to; defeat:  shot down the proposal.  b. To expose as false; dis-

credit:  shot down his theory.   shoot for (or shoot at). Informal. To strive or aim 

for; have as a goal.  shoot up. 5. Informal. To grow or get taller rapidly.  6. To 

increase dramatically in amount.  7. To riddle with bullets.  8. To damage or ter-

rorize (a town, for example) by intense or random gunfire.  9. Slang. To inject a 

drug with a hypodermic syringe.   —idioms. shoot from the hip. Slang. To 

act or speak on a matter without forethought.  shoot off (one’s) mouth (or 

shoot off (one’s) face). Slang. 2. To speak indiscreetly.  3. To brag; boast.  

shoot (one’s) bolt. Slang. To do all within one’s power; exhaust all of one’s 

resources or capabilities.  shoot straight. To talk or deal honestly.  shoot the 
bull. Slang. To spend time talking; talk idly.  shoot the works. Informal. To 

expend all of one’s efforts or capital.  [Middle English shoten, from Old English 

scKotan. See skeud- in Appendix.] —shootùer n. 

shoot·down (shutùdounÙ) n.  1. Destruction of a flying aircraft by a missile 

attack or gunfire.  2. An instance of such destruction. 

shoot-’em-up (shutùNm-ƒpÙ) n.  Informal. An entertainment, such as a 

movie or television show, featuring gunfire and violence. 

shoot·ing gallery (shuùtVng g4lùN-rK) n.  1. An enclosed target range for 

practice or competition with firearms.  2. Slang. A place where illegal drugs may 

be obtained, prepared, and taken by injection, often with equipment provided on 

the premises. 

shooting iron (shuùtVng XùNrn) n.  Slang. A firearm, especially a handgun. 

shooting script (shuùtVng skrVpt) n.  The final version of a movie or televi-

sion script with the scenes arranged in sequence as they are to be filmed or taped. 

shooting star (shuùtVng stär) n.  1.  See meteor.  2. Any of several North 

American perennial herbs of the genus Dodecatheon, having nodding flowers 

with reflexed petals. 

shooting stick (shuùtVng stVk) n.  A stick resembling a cane, pointed at one 

end with a folding seat at the other, typically used by spectators at outdoor sport-

ing events. 

shoot·out also shoot-out (shutùoutÙ) n.  1. a. A gunfight.  b. A battle 

between military forces.  c. Slang. A dispute or conflict to settle a disagreement:  

The marriage ended in a legal shootout.   2. Sports. a. A high-scoring period or 

game.  b. A means of resolving a tie after overtime in a soccer game, in which five 

players from each side alternately take individual shots on goal.  



shoot-the-chute also chute-the-chute (shutùthN-shutù) n.  An amuse-

ment ride consisting of a steep slide often with a pool of water at the end. 

shoot-up (shutùƒpÙ) n.  Slang. 1. The act or an instance of shooting up a drug.  

2. A gunfight; a shootout. 

shop (shmp) n.  1.  Also shoppe. A small retail store or a specialty department in 

a large store.  2. An atelier; a studio.  3. A place for manufacturing or repairing 

goods or machinery.  4. A commercial or industrial establishment:  a printing 

shop.  5. A business establishment; an office or a center of activity.  6. A home 

workshop.  7. a. A schoolroom fitted with machinery and tools for instruction in 

industrial arts.  b. The industrial arts as a technical science or course of study.    
—  v.  shopped, shop·ping, shops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To visit stores in search of 

merchandise or bargains.  2. To look for something with the intention of acquir-

ing it.   —  v.  tr. To visit or buy from (a particular store).   —phrasal verb. 
shop around. 1. To go from store to store in search of merchandise or bargains.  

2. To look for something, such as a better job.  3. To offer (a large block of com-

mon stock, for example) for sale to various parties: “[The company] is now 

actively being shopped around, with a prospectus in circulation” (Marianne Yen).   
—idiom. talk shop. To talk about one’s work.  [Middle English shoppe, from 

Old English sceoppa, treasure house.]

shop·keep·er (shmpùkKÙpNr) n.  One who owns or manages a shop. 

shop·lift (shmpùlVftÙ) v.  shop·lift·ed, shop·lift·ing, shop·lifts.  —  v.  intr. 

To steal merchandise from a store that is open for business.   —  v.  tr. To steal 

(articles or an article) from a store that is open for business.   —shopùliftÙer n.  

—shopùliftÙing n. 

shoppe (shmp) n.  Variant of shop (n., sense 1). 

shop·per (shmpùNr) n.  1. One who visits stores in search of merchandise or bar-

gains.  2. A commercial agent who compares the merchandise and prices of com-

peting merchants.  3. A commercial employee who fills mail or telephone orders.  

4. A newspaper containing advertisements and some local news, usually distrib-

uted free. 

shop·ping bag (shmpùVng b4g) n.  A strong bag with handles for carrying a 

shopper’s purchases. 

shop·ping-bag lady (shmpùVng-b4gÙ l7ùdK) n.  Slang. A bag lady. 

shopping center (shmpùVng sHnùtNr) n.  A group of stores and often restau-

rants and other businesses having a common parking lot. 

shopping mall (shmpùVng môl) n.  1. An urban shopping area limited to 

pedestrians.  2. A shopping center with stores and businesses facing a system of 

enclosed walkways for pedestrians. 

shop steward (shmp stuùNrd) n.  A union member elected to represent 

coworkers in dealings with management. 



shop·talk (shmpùtôkÙ) n.  1. Talk or conversation concerning one’s work or 

business.  2. The jargon used in a specific business or field. 

shop·worn (shmpùwôrnÙ, -wornÙ) adj.  1. Tarnished, frayed, faded, or other-

wise defective from being on display in a store.  2. Worn-out, as from overuse; 

trite:  shopworn anecdotes.  See Synonyms at trite. 
sho·ran (shôrù4nÙ, shorù-) n.  A relatively short-range navigation system by 

which a ship or an aircraft can determine its position with high precision by mea-

suring the times required for a radar signal to reach and return from each of two 

ground stations of known position.  [sho(rt)-ra(nge) n(avigation).]

shore1 (shôr, shor) n.  1. The land along the edge of an ocean, a sea, a lake, or a 

river; a coast.  2.  Often shores. Land; country:  far from our native shores.  

3. Land as opposed to water:  a sailor with an assignment on shore.   —  n.  attrib-

utive. Often used to modify another noun:  shore dwellings; shore erosion.  [Middle 

English shore, from Old English scora. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

shore2 (shôr, shor) v.  tr. shored, shor·ing, shores. To support by or as if by a 

prop:  shored up the sagging floors; shored up the peace initiative.   —  n.  A beam or 

timber propped against a structure to provide support.  [Middle English shoren, 

from shore, prop, probably from Middle Low German schore, barrier, or Middle 

Dutch score, prop.]

shore3 (shôr, shor) v.  Archaic. A past tense of shear. 
shore bird also shore·bird (shôrùbûrdÙ, shorù-) n.  Any of various birds, such 

as the sandpiper, plover, or snipe, that frequent the shores of coastal or inland 

waters. 

shore bug (shôr bƒg) n.  Any of numerous small predatory insects of the fam-

ily Saldidae, found along the shores of streams and other bodies of water where 

they sometimes dig burrows. 

shore crab (shôr kr4b) n.  Any of numerous crabs, such as the spider crab of 

the United States or the common edible crab Carcinus maenas, usually found 

along seashores. 

shore dinner (shôr dVnùNr) n.  A meal consisting of seafood. 

shore fly (shôr flX) n.  Any of numerous minute black flies of the family Ephy-

dridae, living in damp or marshy places. 

shore·front (shôrùfrƒntÙ, shorù-) n.  Land situated on the edge of a body of 

water.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  shorefront erosion; 

shorefront cottages. 

shore leave (shôr lKv) n.  Leave of absence granted to a sailor to go ashore. 

shore·line (shôrùlXnÙ, shorù-) n.  The edge of a body of water. 

shore patrol (shôr pN-trolù) n.  Abbr. SP A detail of the U.S. Navy, Marine 

Corps, or Coast Guard serving as military police ashore. 

Shore·view (shôrùvyuÙ, shorù-)  A city of eastern Minnesota, a residential 

suburb of St. Paul. Population, 24,587. 



shore·ward (shôrùwNrd, shorù-) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or on the shore.   
—shoreùwards (-wNrdz) adv. 

shor·ing (shôrùVng, shorù-) n.  1. The act or operation of propping with shores.  

2. A system of supporting shores. 

shorn (shôrn, shorn) v.  A past participle of shear. 
short (shôrt) adj.  short·er, short·est. 1. Having little length; not long.  

2. Having little height; not tall.  3. Extending not far or not far enough:  a short 

toss.  4. a. Lasting a brief time:  a short holiday.  b. Appearing to pass quickly:  

finished the job in a few short months.   5. Not lengthy; succinct:  short and to the 

point.  6. a. Rudely brief; abrupt.  b. Easily provoked; irascible.   7. Inadequate; 

insufficient:  oil in short supply; were short on experience.  8. Lacking in length or 

amount:  a board that is short two inches.  9. Lacking in breadth or scope:  a short 

view of the problem.  10. Deficient in retentiveness:  a short memory.  11. a. Not 

owning the stocks or commodities one is selling in anticipation of a fall in prices.  

b. Of or relating to a short sale.   12. a. Containing a large amount of shortening; 

flaky:  a short pie crust.  b. Not ductile; brittle:  short iron.   13. a. Linguistics. Of, 

relating to, or being a speech sound of relatively brief duration, as the first vowel 

sound in the Latin word m4lus, “evil,” as compared with the same or a similar 

sound of relatively long duration, as the first vowel sound in the Latin word 

m7lus, “apple tree.”  b. Grammar. Of, relating to, or being a pronunciation of 

vowel sounds, as the pronunciation (4) in pat, (H) in pet, (V) in pit, (m) in pot, (ƒ) 

in putt, and (t) in put.  c. Historically descended from a vowel of brief duration.   

14. a. Unstressed; unaccented. Used of a syllable in accentual prosody.  b. Being 

of relatively brief duration. Used of a syllable in quantitative prosody.   15. Slang. 

Close to the end of a tour of military duty.   —  adv.  1. Abruptly; quickly:  stop 

short.  2. In a rude or curt manner.  3. At a point before a given limit or goal:  a 

missile that landed short of the target.  4. At a disadvantage:  We were caught short 

by the sudden storm.  5. Without owning what one is selling:  selling a commodity 

short.   —  n.  1. Something short, as: a. Linguistics. A briefly articulated speech 

sound or syllable.  b. A brief film; a short subject.  c. A size of clothing less long 

than the average for that size.  d. shorts. Short trousers extending to the knee or 

above.  e. shorts. Men’s undershorts.   2. a. A short sale.  b. One that sells short.   

3. shorts. A byproduct of wheat processing that consists of germ bran and 

coarse meal or flour.  4. shorts. Clippings or trimmings that remain as byprod-

ucts in various manufacturing processes, often used to make an inferior variety 

of the product.  5. a. A short circuit.  b. A malfunction caused by a short circuit.   

6. Baseball. A shortstop.   —  v.  short·ed, short·ing, shorts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause a short circuit in.  2. Informal. To give (one) less than one is entitled to; 

shortchange.  3. a. To sell (a stock that one does not own) in anticipation of mak-

ing a profit when its price falls; make a short sale.  b. To sell unowned stock in 

(the stock market) in anticipation of making a profit when prices fall.    —  v.  



intr. To short-circuit.   —idioms. for short. As an abbreviation:  He’s called Ed 

for short.  in short. In summary; briefly.  short for. An abbreviation of:  Ed is 

short for Edward.  short of. 4. Having an inadequate supply of:  We’re short of 

cash.  5. Less than:  Nothing short of her best effort was required to make the team.  

6. Other than; without resorting to:  Short of yelling at him, I had no other way to 

catch his attention.  7. Not quite willing to undertake or do; just this side of:  She 

stopped short of throwing out the old photo.  the short end of the stick. The 

worst side of an unequal deal.  [Middle English, from Old English sceort, scort. 

See sker-1 in Appendix.] —shortùness n. 

short account (shôrt N-kountù) n.  1. The account of one that sells short.  2.  
See short interest. 

short·age (shôrùtVj) n.  A deficiency in amount; an insufficiency. 

short-billed marsh wren (shôrtùbVldÙ märsh rHn) n.  A small brownish 

wren (Cistothorus platensis) of eastern North America, living in shallow sedge 

marshes and damp grassy meadows. 

short·bread (shôrtùbrHdÙ) n.  A cookie made of flour, sugar, and much butter 

or other shortening. 

short·cake (shôrtùk7kÙ) n.  1. A dessert consisting of a crisp, light cake served 

with fruit and topped with cream.  2. The cake made for this dessert. 

short·change (shôrtùch7njù) v.  tr. short·changed, short·chang·ing, 
short·chang·es. 1. To give (someone) less change than is due in a transaction.  

2. Informal. To treat unfairly or deceitfully; cheat: “a deceitful cook who skimps on 

ingredients and shortchanges guests” (Jacques Pepin).   —shortùchangùer n. 

short circuit (shôrt sûrùkVt) n.  A low-resistance connection accidentally estab-

lished between two points in an electric circuit. 

short-cir·cuit (shôrtùsûrùkVt) v.  short-cir·cuit·ed, short-cir·cuit·ing, short-
cir·cuits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to have a short circuit.  2. Informal. To hamper 

the progress of; impede.  3. To bypass.   —  v.  intr. To become affected with a 

short circuit. 

short·com·ing (shôrtùkƒmÙVng) n.  A deficiency; a flaw. 

short covering (shôrt kƒvùNr-Vng) n.  The buying of securities, stocks, or com-

modities in order to close out a short sale. 

short·cut (shôrtùkƒtÙ) n.  1. A more direct route than the customary one.  2. A 

means of saving time or effort.  [From CUT, direct route.] —shortùcutÙ v. 

short-day (shôrtùd7Ù) adj.  Of, relating to, or being a plant that flowers only 

after exposure to light periods shorter than a certain critical length, as in early 

spring or fall. 

short division (shôrt dV-vVzhùNn) n.  Mathematics. The process of dividing one 

number by another without writing down all the steps, especially when the divi-

sor is a single digit. 



short·en (shôrùtn) v.  short·ened, short·en·ing, short·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make short or shorter.  2. Nautical. To take in (a sail) so that less canvas is 

exposed to the wind.  3. To reduce in force, efficacy, or intensity.  4. To add short-

ening to (dough) so as to make flaky.   —  v.  intr. To become short or shorter.   
—shortùen·er n.  

SYNONYMS: shorten, abbreviate, abridge, curtail, truncate. The central mean-

ing shared by these verbs is “to diminish the length, duration, or extent of by or

as if by cutting”: smoking that will shorten her life; abbreviated the speech; abridging

the rights of citizens; curtailed their visit; truncated the conversation. 

ANTONYM: lengthen

short·ened form (shôrùtnd fôrm) n.  Linguistics. An abbreviated form of a 

polysyllabic word, as auto for automobile. 

short·en·ing (shôrùtn-Vng, shôrtùnVng) n.  1. A fat, such as butter or lard, used 

to make cake or pastry light or flaky.  2. A shortened form of something, as a 

word.  3. The act of one that shortens.  4. The act or process of becoming shorter. 

short·fall (shôrtùfôlÙ) n.  1. A failure to attain a specified amount or level; a 

shortage.  2. The amount by which a supply falls short of expectation, need, or 

demand. 

short fuse (shôrt fyuz) n.  Slang. A quick temper. 

short·hair (shôrtùhârÙ) n.  Either of two breeds of shorthaired cats, character-

ized by a slender muscular body, large head, broad muzzle, and large round eyes. 

short·haired (shôrtùhârdÙ) adj.  Having a coat of short hair. Used of animals. 

short·hand (shôrtùh4ndÙ) n.  1. A system of rapid handwriting employing 

symbols to represent words, phrases, and letters.  2. A system, a form, or an 

instance of abbreviated or formulaic reference: “The classical error is to regard a 

scientific law as only a shorthand for its instances” (Jacob Bronowski). 

short-hand·ed (shôrtùh4nùdVd) adj.  Lacking the usual or necessary number of 

workers, employees, players, or assistants. 

short·horn (shôrtùhôrnÙ) n.  Any of a breed of beef or dairy cattle that origi-

nated in northern England, having short, curved horns or no horns and usually 

red, white, or roan in color.  Also called Durham2 

short-horned grasshopper (shôrtùhôrndÙ gr4sùhmpÙNr) n.  A grasshopper 

of the family Locustidae (or Acrididae), including the locusts that swarm over 

large areas destroying vegetation. 

short hundredweight (shôrt hƒnùdrVd-w7tÙ) n.  See hundredweight (n., 

sense 1). 

shor·ti·a (shôrùtK-N) n.  Any of various eastern North American and Asian ever-

green stemless herbs of the genus Shortia, having glossy basal leaves and white, 



pink, or blue nodding flowers on long stalks.  [New Latin, genus name, after 

Charles Wilkins Short (1794-1863), American physician and botanist.]

short·ie (shôrùtK) n.  & adj.   Variant of shorty. 
short interest (shôrt VnùtrVst) n.  The total number of stocks, securities, or 

commodity shares in an account or in the market generally that have been sold 

short and not yet repurchased.  Also called short account, short position. 

short·leaf pine (shôrtùlKfÙ pXn) n.  A pine tree (Pinus echinata) common in 

the southeast United States, having dark bluish-green leaves grouped in fascicles 

of two.  Also called yellow pine 

short·list also short-list (shôrtùlVstÙ) n.  A list of preferable items or candidates 

that have been selected for final consideration, as in making an award or filling a 

position. 

short-list (shôrtùlVstÙ) v.  tr. short-·list·ed, short-·list·ing, short-·lists. To 

include (a candidate for a job, for example) on a shortlist. 

short-lived (shôrtùlXvdù, -lVvdù) adj.  Living or lasting only a short time; ephem-

eral.  

USAGE NOTE: The pronunciation (-lXvd) is etymologically correct since the

compound is derived from the noun life, rather than from the verb live. But the

pronunciation (-lVvd) is by now so common that it cannot be considered an error.

In the most recent survey 43 percent of the Usage Panel preferred (-lVvd), 39 per-

cent preferred (-lXvd), and 18 percent found both pronunciations equally accept-

able.

short·ly (shôrtùlK) adv.  1. In a short time; soon.  2. In a few words; concisely.  

3. In an abrupt manner; curtly. 

short-nosed cattle louse (shôrtùnozdÙ k4tùl lous) n.  A sucking louse 

(Haematopinus eurysternus) that is parasitic on cattle. 

short order (shôrt ôrùdNr) n.  An order of food prepared and served quickly, as 

in a diner.   —shortù-orÙder (shôrtùôrÙdNr) adj. 

short position (shôrt pN-zVshùNn) n.  1. A short sale that has not yet been cov-

ered.  2.  See short interest. 
short-range (shôrtùr7njù) adj.  1. Designed for or limited to short distances:  a 

short-range airliner.  2. Of or relating to the near future:  short-range goals. 

short ribs (shôrt rVbz) pl.n.  The rib ends of beef between the rib roast and the 

plate. 

short sale (shôrt s7l) n.  The sale of a security that one does not own but has 

borrowed in anticipation of making a profit by paying for it after its price has 

fallen. 

short shrift (shôrt shrVft) n.  1. Summary, careless treatment; scant attention:  

These annoying memos will get short shrift from the boss.  2. Quick work.  3. a. A 



short respite, as from death.  b. The brief time before execution granted a con-

demned prisoner for confession and absolution.  

short sight (shôrt sXt) n.  See myopia (n., sense 1). 

short·sight·ed (shôrtùsXùtVd) adj.  1. Nearsighted; myopic.  2. Lacking fore-

sight.   —shortùsightùed·ly adv.  —shortùsightùed·ness n. 

short-spo·ken (shôrtùspoùkNn) adj.  Given to shortness or abruptness in man-

ner or speech; curt. 

short·stop (shôrtùstmpÙ) n.  Baseball. 1. The field position between second and 

third base.  2. The infielder who occupies this position. 

short story (shôrt stôrùK) n.  A short piece of prose fiction, having few charac-

ters and aiming at unity of effect. 

short subject (shôrt sƒbùjVkt) n.  A brief film often shown before a feature-

length film. 

short-tailed shrew (shôrtùt7ldÙ shru) n.  Any of various shrews of the 

genus Blarina and related genera, found in North America and eastern Asia, hav-

ing much shorter tails and standing higher than the common shrew. 

short-tem·pered (shôrtùtHmùpNrd) adj.  Easily or quickly moved to anger; 

irascible. 

short-term (shôrtùtûrmù) adj.  1. Involving or lasting a relatively brief time.  

2. a. Payable or reaching maturity within a relatively brief time, such as a year:  a 

short-term loan.  b. Acquired over a relatively brief time:  short-term capital gains.  

short ton (shôrt tƒn) n.  Abbr. s.t. See ton (n., sense 1). 

short·wave (shôrtùw7vù) adj.  1. Having a wavelength of approximately 20 to 

200 meters.  2. Capable of receiving or transmitting at wavelengths of approxi-

mately 20 to 200 meters:  a shortwave radio. 

short wave (shôrt w7v) n.  Abbr. sw An electromagnetic wave with a wave-

length of approximately 200 meters or less, especially a radio wave in the 20 to 

200 meter range. 

short-wind·ed (shôrtùwVnùdVd) adj.  1. Breathing with quick, labored breaths.  

2. Likely to have difficulty in breathing, especially from exertion.  3. Brief and 

succinct.  4. Choppy; disconnected. 

short·y also short·ie (shôrùtK) Informal. n.  pl. short·ies. 1. A person short in 

stature.  2. A thing of less than average size, length, extension, or duration.   —  
adj.  Of less than average size or length:  shorty gloves; a shortie nightgown. 

Sho·sho·ne also Sho·sho·ni (sho-shoùnK) n.  pl. Shoshone or Sho·sho·nes 
also Shoshoni  or Sho·sho·nis. 1. A Native American people comprising three 

divisions, specifically: a. A group inhabiting parts of Idaho, northern Utah, east-

ern Oregon, and western Montana, now mostly in southeast Idaho.  Also called 

Northern Shoshone, Snake1.  b. A group inhabiting the Great Basin area of Idaho, 

Utah, and Nevada south to Death Valley, California, now mostly in Nevada.  Also 

called Western Shoshone c. A group inhabiting the Wind River valley of western 



Wyoming.  Also called Eastern Shoshone, Wind River Shoshone.   2. A member of 

this people or any of its divisions.  3. Any of the languages of the Shoshone peo-

ple.  [Probably from Eastern Shoshone band name.] —Sho·shoùne·an adj. 

Shoshone Falls (sho-shoùnK fôlz)  A waterfall, 64.7 m (212 ft) high, in the 

Snake River of southern Idaho. 

Shoshone River (sho-shoùnK rVvùNr)  A river, about 193 km (120 mi) long, of 

northwest Wyoming flowing northeast to the Bighorn River. 

Shos·ta·ko·vich (shmsÙtN-koùvVch, -kôù-, shN-stN-), Dimitri. 1906-1975.  Rus-

sian composer. Considered among the greatest composers of the 20th century, he 

is particularly known for his 15 symphonies and also wrote chamber music, con-

certos, operas, and ballets. 

shot1 (shmt) n.  1. The firing or discharge of a weapon, such as a gun.  2. The 

distance over which something is shot; the range.  3. a. An attempt to hit a target 

with a projectile:  His shot at the bear missed by inches.  b. An attempt to reach a 

target with a rocket:  a moon shot.   4. a. Sports. An attempt to score in a game, as 

in soccer or hockey.  b. Baseball. A home run.   5. Sports & Games. a. The flight 

or path of a projectile in a game.  b. A stroke in a game, as in golf or billiards.   

6. A pointed or critical remark.  7. Informal. a. An attempt; a try:  took a shot at 

losing weight.  b. A guess.  c. An opportunity:  gave him a fair shot at the part in 

the play.  d. A chance at odds; something to bet on:  The horse was a four-to-one 

shot.   8. a. A solid projectile designed to be discharged from a firearm or can-

non.  b. pl. shot. Such projectiles considered as a group.  c. pl. shot. Tiny lead or 

steel pellets, especially ones used in a shotgun cartridge.  d. One of these pellets.   

9. Sports. The heavy metal ball that is put for distance in the shot put.  10. One 

who shoots in a particular way:  a good shot with the rifle and the bow.  11. a. A 

charge of explosives used in blasting mine shafts.  b. A detonation of an explosive 

charge.   12. a. A photographic view or exposure:  got a good shot of that last 

model.  b. A developed photographic image.  c. A single cinematic view or take.   

13. a. A hypodermic injection.  b. A small amount given or applied at one time:  

a shot of oxygen.   14. A drink, especially a jigger of liquor.  15. An amount to be 

paid, as for drinks; a bill.  16. Nautical. A length of chain equal to 15 fathoms (90 

feet) in the United States and 122 fathoms (75 feet) in Great Britain.   —  v.  tr. 

shot·ted, shot·ting, shots. To load or weight with shot.   —idioms. like a 
shot. Very quickly.  shot in the arm. Informal. Something that boosts one’s 

spirits.  shot in the dark. Informal. 3. A wild, unsubstantiated guess.  4. An 

attempt that has little chance of succeeding.  [Middle English, from Old English 

sceot, scot. See skeud- in Appendix.]

shot2 (shmt) v.  Past tense and past participle of shoot.  —  adj.  1. a. Of 

changeable or variegated color; iridescent.  b. Streaked or flecked with or as if 

with yarn of a different color:  a blue suit shot with purple; a forest glade that was 



shot with sunlight.  c. Interspersed or permeated with a distinctive quality:  Her 

apology was shot with irony.   2. Informal. Worn-out; ruined. 

shot clock (shmt klmk) n.  Basketball. A device that indicates how many seconds 

a team has to take a shot or else lose possession of the ball. 

shote (shot) n.  Variant of shoat. 
shot·gun (shmtùgƒnÙ) n.  1. A smoothbore gun that fires shot over short ranges.  

Also called scattergun 2. Football. An offensive formation, used especially for 

passing, in which the quarterback receives the snap several yards behind the line 

of scrimmage.  3. New Orleans. A house whose architecture is characterized by 

several rooms joined in a straight line from the front to the back: “Shotguns [are] 

so named because a shotgun fired through the front door of these long, narrow homes 

could pass straight through the house and out the back door without hitting any bar-

riers” (Melissa O. Fryauf).  See Regional note at beignet. 
shotgun marriage (shmtùgƒnÙ m4rùVj) n.  A marriage that is forced or neces-

sitated because of pregnancy.  Also called shotgun wedding 

shot hole (shmt hol) n.  1. A drilled hole in which an explosive charge is placed 

before detonation.  2. A hole made in wood by an insect. 

shot put (shmt ptt) n.  Sports. 1. An athletic event in which contestants 

attempt to put a heavy metal ball as far as possible.  2. The standard ball used in 

this competition.   —shotù-putÙter (shmtùpttÙNr) n.  —shotù-putÙting n. 

shott (shmt) n.  Variant of chott. 
shot·ten (shmtùn) adj.  Having recently spawned and thus being less desirable as 

food. Used of fish, especially herring.  [Middle English shoten, past participle of 

shoten, to shoot. See SHOOT.]

should (shtd) v.  aux. Past tense of shall. 1. Used to express obligation or 

duty:  You should send her a note.  2. Used to express probability or expectation:  

They should arrive at noon.  3. Used to express conditionality or contingency:  If 

she should fall, then so would I.  4. Used to moderate the directness or bluntness of 

a statement:  I should think he would like to go.  

USAGE NOTE: Like the rules governing the use of shall and will on which they

are based, the traditional rules governing the use of should and would are largely

ignored in modern American practice. Either should or would can now be used in

the first person to express conditional futurity: If I had known that, I would (or

somewhat more formally, should) have answered differently. But in the second and

third persons only would is used: If he had known that, he would (not should) have

answered differently. Would cannot always be substituted for should, however.

Should is used in all three persons in a conditional clause: if I (or you or he) should

decide to go. Should is also used in all three persons to express duty or obligation

(the equivalent of ought to): I (or you or he) should go. On the other hand, would

is used to express volition or promise: I agreed that I would do it. Either would or



should is possible as an auxiliary with like, be inclined, be glad, prefer, and related

verbs: I would (or should) like to call your attention to an oversight. Here would was

acceptable on all levels to a large majority of the Usage Panel in an earlier survey

and is more common in American usage than should. • Should have is sometimes

incorrectly written should of by writers who have mistaken the source of the spo-

ken contraction should’ve. See Usage Note at if. See Usage Note at rather. See

Usage Note at shall.

shoul·der (sholùdNr) n.  1. a. The joint connecting the arm with the torso.  

b. The part of the human body between the neck and upper arm.   2. a. The joint 

of a vertebrate animal that connects the forelimb to the trunk.  b. The part of an 

animal near this joint.  c. The part of a bird’s wing between the wrist and the 

trunk.   3.  Often shoulders. The area of the back from one shoulder to the 

other.  4. A cut of meat including the joint of the foreleg and adjacent parts.  

5. The portion of a garment that covers the shoulder.  6. An angled or sloping 

part, as: a. The angle between the face and flank of a bastion in a fortification.  

b. The area between the body and neck of a bottle or vase.   7. The area of an item 

or object that serves as an abutment or surrounds a projection, as: a. The end 

surface of a board from which a tenon projects.  b. Printing. The flat surface on 

the body of type that extends beyond the letter or character.   8. The edge or bor-

der running on either side of a roadway.   —  v.  shoul·dered, shoul·der·ing, 
shoul·ders.  —  v.  tr. 1. To carry or place (a burden, for example) on the shoul-

ders.  2. To take on; assume:  shouldered the blame for his friends.  3. To push or 

apply force to, with or as if with the shoulder.  4. To make (one’s way) by or as if 

by shoving obstacles with one’s shoulders.   —  v.  intr. 1. To push with the shoul-

ders.  2. To make one’s way by or as if by shoving obstacles with one’s shoulders.   
—idioms. put (one’s) shoulder to the wheel. To apply oneself vigorously; 

make a concentrated effort.  shoulder to shoulder. 2. In close proximity; side 

by side.  3. In close cooperation.  straight from the shoulder. 4. Delivered 

directly from the shoulder. Used of a punch.  5. Honestly; candidly.  [Middle 

English shulder, from Old English sculdor.]

shoulder bag (sholùdNr b4g) n.  An often large handbag carried by a strap that 

is looped over the shoulder. 

shoulder belt (sholùdNr bHlt) n.  See shoulder harness. 
shoulder blade (sholùdNr bl7d) n.  See scapula. 
shoulder board (sholùdNr bôrd) n.  One of a pair of oblong pieces of stiffened 

cloth worn on each shoulder of a military uniform and carrying insignia identify-

ing the wearer’s rank.  Also called shoulder mark 

shoulder girdle (sholùdNr gûrùdl) n.  The pectoral girdle, especially of a 

human being. 



shoulder harness (sholùdNr härùnVs) n.  A safety belt used with a seat belt in a 

vehicle and worn diagonally across the chest and over the shoulder.  Also called 

shoulder belt 

shoulder holster (sholùdNr holùstNr) n.  A leather holster hung from the 

shoulder and usually worn underneath the arm, allowing a handgun to be con-

cealed underneath a coat. 

shoulder knot (sholùdNr nmt) n.  1. Either of two detachable braided cords 

worn on each shoulder of the full-dress uniform of a commissioned officer.  

2. An ornamental knot of ribbon or lace formerly worn on the shoulder. 

shoulder mark (sholùdNr märk) n.  See shoulder board. 
shoulder patch (sholùdNr p4ch) n.  A cloth patch bearing identifying mark-

ings, worn on the upper portion of the sleeve of a uniform. 

shoulder strap (sholùdNr str4p) n.  1. A strap, usually one of a pair, support-

ing a garment from the shoulder.  2. A strap worn across the shoulder to support 

an item, such as a bag. 

should·est (shtdùVst)  or shouldst (shtdst) v.  aux. Archaic. A second per-

son singular past tense of shall. 
should·n’t (shtdùnt)  Should not. 

shouldst (shtdst) v.  aux. Variant of shouldest. 
shout (shout) n.  A loud cry.   —  v.  tr. intr. shout·ed, shout·ing, shouts. To 

say with or utter a shout.   —phrasal verb. shout down. To overwhelm or 

silence by shouting loudly.  [Middle English shoute, perhaps from Old Norse 

sk7ta, a taunt.] —shoutùer n.  

SYNONYMS: shout, bawl, bellow, holler, howl, roar, whoop, yell. The central

meaning shared by these verbs is “to say with or make a loud, strong cry”: fans

shouting their approval; bawling out orders; bellowing with rage; hollered a warning;

howling with pain; a crowd roaring its disapproval; children whooping at play; troops

yelling as they attacked.

shout·ing distance (shouùtVng dVsùtNns) n.  A short distance:  lived within 

shouting distance of each other. 

shove (shƒv) v.  shoved, shov·ing, shoves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To push forward or 

along.  2. To push rudely or roughly.  See Synonyms at push.   —  v.  intr. To 

push someone or something with force.   —  n.  The act of shoving; a push.   
—phrasal verb. shove off. 1. To push (a boat) away from shore in leaving.  

2. Informal. To leave.  [Middle English shoven, from Old English sc7fan.] 
—shovùer n. 

shov·el (shƒvùNl) n.  1. A tool with a handle and a broad scoop or blade for dig-

ging and moving material, such as dirt or snow.  2. A large mechanical device or 

vehicle for heavy digging or excavation.  3. The amount that a shovel can hold; a 



shovelful:  One shovel of dirt.   —  v.  shov·eled also shov·elled, shov·el·ing 

also shov·el·ling, shov·els also shov·els.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move or remove with 

a shovel.  2. To make with a shovel:  shoveled a path through the snow.  3. To con-

vey or throw in a rough or hasty way, as if with a shovel:  He shoveled the food into 

his mouth.  4. To clear or excavate with or as if with a shovel:  shoveling off the 

driveway after the snowstorm; shovels out the hall closet once a year.   —  v.  intr. To 

dig or work with a shovel.  [Middle English, from Old English scofl.]

shov·el·er also shov·el·ler (shƒvùN-lNr, shƒvùlNr) n.  1. One that shovels:  a 

shoveler of snow; a fast shoveler.  2. A widely distributed duck (Anas clypeata) that 

lives chiefly in marshes and has a long, broad bill fringed with bristles, which it 

uses to strain food from mud and water. 

shov·el·ful (shƒvùNl-ftlÙ) n.  The amount that a shovel can hold. 

shovel hat (shƒvùNl h4t) n.  A stiff, broad-brimmed, low-crowned hat, turned 

up at the sides and projecting in front, worn by some English clergymen. 

shov·el·head (shƒvùNl-hHdÙ) n.  A small hammerhead shark (Sphyrna tiburo), 

the head of which looks like a rounded spade, that is found in shallow waters of 

the Atlantic and Pacific. 

shov·el·ler (shƒvùN-lNr, shƒvùlNr) n.  Variant of shoveler. 
shov·el·nose (shƒvùNl-nozÙ) n.  A sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus platorhynchus) of 

the Mississippi River, having a broad flat snout.  Also called hackleback, shovel-

nosed sturgeon. 

shov·el-nosed (shƒvùNl-nozdÙ) adj.  Having a broad, flattened snout, bill, or 

head. 

shovel-nosed sturgeon (shƒvùNl-nozdÙ stûrùjNn) n.  See shovelnose. 
show (sho) v.  showed, shown (shon)  or showed, show·ing, shows.  —  

v.  tr. 1. a. To cause or allow to be seen; display.  b. To display for sale, in exhibi-

tion, or in competition:  showed her most recent paintings.   2. To conduct; guide:  

showed them to the table.  3. To direct one’s attention to; point out:  show them the 

biggest squash in the garden.  4. To manifest (an emotion or a condition, for 

example); reveal:  showed displeasure at his remark; a carpet that shows wear.  5. To 

permit access to (a house, for example) when offering for sale or rent.  6. To 

reveal (oneself) as in one’s behavior or condition:  The old boat showed itself to be 

seaworthy.  7. To indicate; register:  The altimeter showed that the plane was 

descending.  8. a. To demonstrate by reasoning or procedure:  showed that the 

hypothesis was wrong; a film that showed how to tune a piano.  b. To demonstrate 

to by reasoning or procedure; inform or prove to:  showed him how to fix the cam-

era; showed her that it could really happen.   9. To grant; bestow:  showed no mercy 

to the traitors.  10. Law. To plead; allege:  show cause.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or 

become visible or evident.  2. Slang. To make an appearance; show up:  didn’t 

show for her appointment.  3. a. To be exhibited publicly:  What’s showing at the 

movie theater tonight?  b. To give a performance or present an exhibition.   



4. Sports. To finish third or better in a horserace or dog race.   —  n.  1. A display; 

a manifestation:  made a show of strength.  2. a. A trace or an indication, as of oil 

in a well.  b. The discharge of bloody mucus from the vagina indicating the start 

of labor.  c. The first discharge of blood in menstruation.   3. A false appearance; 

a pretense:  only a show of kindness.  4. a. A striking appearance or display; a spec-

tacle.  b. A pompous or ostentatious display.   5. Display or outward appearance:  

This antique tea service is just for show. His smile was for show.  6. a. A public exhi-

bition or entertainment.  b. A radio or television program.  c. A movie.  d. A the-

atrical troupe or company.   7. Informal. An affair or undertaking:  ran the whole 

show.  8. Sports. Third place at the finish, as in a horserace.   —phrasal verbs. 
show off. To display or behave in an ostentatious or conspicuous way.  show 
up. 2. To be clearly visible.  3. To put in an appearance; arrive.  4. To expose or 

reveal the true character or nature of:  showed their efforts up as a waste of time.  

5. Informal. To surpass, as in ability or intelligence.   —idioms. get the show 
on the road. Slang. To get started.  show (one’s) hand. 2. Games. To display 

one’s cards with faces up.  3. To state one’s intentions or reveal one’s resources, 

especially when previously hidden.  show (one’s) heels. To depart from 

quickly; flee.  show (someone) a good time. To occupy (someone) with 

amusing things; entertain.  [Middle English sheuen, shouen, from Old English scK-

awian, to look at, display. See keu- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: show, display, expose, parade, exhibit, flaunt. These verbs mean to

present something to view. Show is the most general: The jeweler showed the neck-

lace to the customer. “She hated to show her feelings” (John Galsworthy). Display

often suggests an attempt to present something to best advantage: The dealer

spread the rug out to display the pattern. “Few ‘letters home’ of successful men or

women display the graces of modesty and self-forgetfulness” (H.G. Wells). Expose

usually involves uncovering something or bringing it out from concealment: The

excavation exposed a staggering number of Bronze Age artifacts. The term can often

imply revelation of something better left concealed: His comment exposed his in-

sensitivity. Parade usually suggests a pretentious or boastful presentation: “He ear-

ly discovered that, by parading his unhappiness before the multitude, he produced an

immense sensation” (Macaulay). Exhibit implies open presentation that invites in-

spection: “The works of art, by being publicly exhibited and offered for sale, are be-

coming articles of trade” (Prince Albert). Flaunt implies an unabashed, prideful,

often arrogant display: “Every great hostelry flaunted the flag of some foreign po-

tentate” (John Dos Passos). See also Synonyms at appear

show-and-tell  or show and tell (shoùNn-tHlù) n.  1. An educational activity 

in which a child displays an object to the class and talks about it.  2. A public pre-

sentation or display. 



show bill (sho bVl) n.  An advertising poster. 

show biz (sho bVz) n.  Slang. Show business.   —showù-bizÙ, showùbizÙ 

(shoùbVzÙ)  adj. 

show·boat (shoùbotÙ) n.  1. Nautical. A river steamboat having a troupe of 

performers and a theater aboard for performances on the river.  2. One who seeks 

attention by ostentatious behavior; a showoff.   —  v.  intr. show·boat·ed, 
show·boat·ing, show·boats. To show off. 

show·bread (shoùbrHdÙ) n.  The 12 loaves of blessed unleavened bread placed 

every Sabbath in the sanctuary of the Tabernacle as an offering by the Hebrew 

priests of ancient Israel.  [Translation of German Schaubrot (Schau, sight, show + 

Brot, bread), translation of Greek artoi enopioi (artoi, pl. of artos, loaf of bread + 

enopioi, pl. of enopios, facing), translation of Hebrew leUem p7nîm (leUem, bread 

+ p7nîm, divine presence).]

show business (sho bVzùnVs) n.  The entertainment industry. 

show·case (shoùk7sÙ) n.  1. A display case or cabinet, as in a store or museum.  

2. A setting in which someone or something may be displayed, especially to 

advantage.   —  v.  tr. show·cased, show·cas·ing, show·cas·es. Usage Prob-

lem. To display prominently, especially to advantage.  

USAGE NOTE: In theatrical language a showcase is a production designed to

display usually unknown performers, and the verb showcase is used to refer to the

act of exposure, whether of new talent—“His productions showcased black singers

but didn’t cut them in on the lucrative action” (James Wolcott)—or of established

stars—“[The producer] has crafted backgrounds which perfectly showcase [the

singer’s] vocals and driving rhythm guitar” (Elijah Wald). Like other show business

jargon, such as the verb use of premiere, this usage is properly exempt from crit-

icism; we expect from P.T. Barnum a measure of exaggeration and grammatical

license that we might not accept in other kinds of linguistic commerce. But since

its inception in the 1940’s, the verb has acquired a wider pattern of use. It is ap-

plied to the exposure of athletes and to the display of products: “Recruiters promise

a proud young man that he’ll be a starter and a star, showcased for the pro scouts”

(Pete Axthelm). “In the financial services section, stock-trading desks had been set

up showcasing [the company’s] computers” (Boston Globe). “Other recent first la-

dies also showcased American clothing” (Paula Span). “The South Koreans... hope

the Olympics will... showcase their country’s breathtaking economic progress” (Nancy

Cooper). These uses clearly preserve the metaphoric sense of a showcase in which

a commodity is displayed to advantage. But other uses of the verb take it further

from its original sense. It is used to mean simply “to hold up to admiration,” even

when the object is not something that can be hired or purchased: “I feel great be-

cause Project Excellence is going to honor, to showcase, these youngsters who have

risen above ridicule, hung in against myriad handicaps, and shown that they can be



the best” (Carl T. Rowan). Still more opaque is use of the verb to mean simply “to

expose to public view,” even when its object is neither admirable nor desirable:

“The Democrats were going to showcase all the wretchedness and decay and insol-

vency as a symbol of Republican not-so-benign neglect” (Chicago Tribune). In this

sense the verb is sometimes applied even to unintended exposure: “But his news

conference showcased once again his propensity for self-inflicted wounds” (News-

week). In these last two usages the verb no longer has any connection to the idea

of a showcase, nor does it retain any hint of its theatrical character. The develop-

ment of the verb nicely exemplifies the process whereby metaphors are eviscerated

after death.

show·down (shoùdounÙ) n.  1. An event, especially a confrontation, that 

forces an issue to a conclusion.  2. Games. The laying down of the players’ cards 

face up to determine the winner of the pot in poker. 

show·er1 (shouùNr) n.  1. A brief fall of precipitation, such as rain, hail, or sleet.  

2. A fall of a group of objects, especially from the sky:  a meteor shower; a shower 

of leaves.  3. An abundant flow; an outpouring:  a shower of praise.  4. A party 

held to honor and present gifts to someone:  a bridal shower.  5. a. A bath in 

which the water is sprayed on the bather in fine streams from a showerhead, usu-

ally secured overhead:  take a shower.  b. The stall or tub in which such a bath is 

taken.    —  v.  show·ered, show·er·ing, show·ers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pour 

down in a shower:  showered confetti on the parade.  2. To cover with or as if with 

a shower.  3. To bestow abundantly or liberally.  See Synonyms at barrage2.   —  
v.  intr. 1. To fall or pour down in or as if in a shower.  2. To wash oneself in a 

shower.  [Middle English shour, from Old English sc7r.] —showùer·y adj. 

show·er2 (shoùNr) n.  One that shows:  a shower of thoroughbred horses; a shower 

of great affection. 

show·er bath (shouùNr b4th) n.  A shower:  After a shower bath you will feel 

refreshed. 

show·er·head (shouùNr-hHdÙ) n.  A perforated nozzle for spraying water on a 

bather taking a shower. 

show·girl (shoùgûrlÙ) n.  A woman, typically attired in an elaborately decorated 

costume, who performs in a musical or theatrical production. 

show·ing (shoùVng) n.  1. The act of presenting or displaying.  2. Performance, 

as in a competition or test of skill:  a poor showing.  3. A presentation of evidence, 

facts, or figures. 

show·man (shoùmNn) n.  1. A theatrical producer.  2. A man who has a flair 

for dramatic or ostentatious behavior.   —showùman·shipÙ n. 

shown (shon) v.  A past participle of show. 
show·off (shoùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. The act of showing off.  2. One who shows off. 



show·piece (shoùpKsÙ) n.  Something exhibited, especially as an outstanding 

example of its kind. 

show place also show·place (shoùpl7sÙ) n.  1. A place, such as a house or an 

estate, that is viewed and frequented for its beauty or historical noteworthiness.  

2. A beautiful or ornate place. 

show room (sho rum) n.  A large room in which merchandise is displayed. 

show·stop·per (shoùstmpÙNr) n.  Informal. 1. A performance or performer 

that evokes so much applause from the audience that the show is temporarily 

interrupted.  2. A particularly arresting person or thing, especially one that draws 

attention away from others or brings a course of action to a halt.   —showùs-
topÙping adj. 

show·time  or show time (shoùtXmÙ) n.  1. The time at which an entertain-

ment, such as the showing of a movie, is scheduled to start.  2. Slang. The time at 

which an activity is to begin. 

show·y (shoùK) adj.  show·i·er, show·i·est. 1. Making an imposing or aesthet-

ically pleasing display; striking:  showy flowers.  2. Displaying brilliance and virtu-

osity of ability or performance:  a showy violin solo.  3. Marked by or prone to 

ostentatious, often tasteless display; flashy.   —showùi·ly adv.  —showùi·ness 
n.  

SYNONYMS: showy, flamboyant, ostentatious, pretentious, splashy. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “marked by striking, often excessively con-

spicuous display”: a cheap, showy rhinestone bracelet; an entertainer’s flamboyant

personality; an ostentatious sable coat; a pretentious scholarly edition; a splashy ad-

vertising campaign.

shp  or s.hp. abbr.  Shaft horsepower. 

shpt. abbr.  Shipment. 

shr. abbr.  Share. 

shrank (shr4ngk) v.  A past tense of shrink. 
shrap·nel (shr4pùnNl) n.  pl. shrapnel. 1. a. An artillery shell containing metal 

balls fused to explode in the air above enemy troops.  b. The metal balls in such a 

weapon.   2. Shell fragments from a high-explosive shell.  [After Henry Shrapnel 

(1761-1842), British army officer.]

WORD HISTORY: Henry Shrapnel received no compensation for the invention

named after him other than having his name live on in connection with it. This

deadly artillery shell, invented by Shrapnel, a British artillery officer, in his spare

time and at his own expense, was given its first test in South America during the

British seizure of part of Suriname (1799-1802), but shrapnel came into its own

during the Peninsular War (1808-1814) between Great Britain, Spanish guerrillas,



Portugal, and Napoleonic France. Shrapnel’s shell was first officially called the

spherical case shot, but it seems that early on it was called the shrapnel shell as well

(first recorded in 1806), and this was the name eventually adopted by the British

army. The word shrapnel came to be used by itself as a collective noun, and even

though the shrapnel shell is no longer used, people have for some time (first re-

corded in 1940) called the fragments from a shell, mine, or bomb shrapnel, thus

ensuring the continued existence, if not the immortality, of Henry Shrapnel’s

name.

shred (shrHd) n.  1. A long, irregular strip cut or torn off.  2. A small amount; a 

particle:  not a shred of evidence.   —  v.  tr. shred·ded or shred, shred·ding, 
shreds. To cut or tear into shreds.  [Middle English shrede, from Old English 

scrKade.] —shredùder n. 

Shreve·port (shrKvùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A city of northwest Louisiana on the Red 

River near the Texas border. Founded in the 1830’s, it grew rapidly after the dis-

covery of oil in the region (1906). Population, 198,525. 

shrew (shru) n.  1. Any of various small, chiefly insectivorous mammals of the 

family Soricidae, resembling a mouse but having a long, pointed snout and small 

eyes and ears.  Also called shrewmouse 2. A woman with a violent, scolding, or 

nagging temperament; a scold.  [Middle English shrewe, villian, from Old English 

scrKawa, shrewmouse.]

shrewd (shrud) adj.  shrewd·er, shrewd·est. 1. Characterized by keen 

awareness, sharp intelligence, and often a sense of the practical.  2. Disposed to 

artful and cunning practices; tricky.  3. Sharp; penetrating:  a shrewd wind.  [Mid-

dle English shrewed, wicked, from shrew, rascal. See SHREW.] —shrewdùly adv.  

SYNONYMS: shrewd, sagacious, astute, perspicacious. These adjectives mean

having or showing keen awareness, sound judgment, and often resourcefulness,

especially in practical matters. Shrewd suggests a sharp intelligence, hardheadness,

and often an intuitive grasp of practical considerations: “He was too shrewd to go

along with them upon a road which could lead only to their overthrow” (J.A.

Froude). Sagacious connotes prudence, circumspection, discernment, and far-

sightedness: “He was observant and thoughtful, and given to asking sagacious ques-

tions” (John Galt). Astute suggests shrewdness, canniness, and an immunity to be-

ing misled: An astute tenant always reads the small print in a lease. Perspicacious

implies penetration and clear-sightedness: She is much too perspicacious to be taken

in by such a spurious argument. See also Synonyms at clever

shrewd·ness (shrudùnVs) n.  1. The quality of being shrewd.  2. An aggrega-

tion of apes.  See Synonyms at flock1. 



shrew·ish (shruùVsh) adj.  Ill-tempered; nagging.   —shrewùish·ly adv.  

—shrewùish·ness n. 

shrew mole (shru mol) n.  Any of several shrewlike moles of the family Talp-

idae, especially Neurotrichus gibbsii of western North America, Uropsilus soricipes 

of central Asia, and Urotrichus talpoides of Japan. 

shrew·mouse (shruùmousÙ) n.  See shrew (n., sense 1). 

Shrews·bur·y (shruzùbHrÙK, -bN-rK)  1. A municipal borough of western 

England on the Severn River west-northwest of Birmingham. An ancient Saxon 

and Norman stronghold, it is now a transportation hub with varied industries. 

Population, 60,400.  2. A town of central Massachusetts, a manufacturing suburb 

of Worcester. Population, 24,146. 

shriek (shrKk) n.  1. A shrill, often frantic cry.  2. A sound suggestive of such a 

cry.   —  v.  shrieked, shriek·ing, shrieks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To utter a shriek.  

2. To make a sound similar to a shriek.   —  v.  tr. To utter with a shriek.  See Syn-

onyms at scream.  [Middle English skriken, shriken, of Scandinavian origin; akin 

to Old Norse skrækja.] —shriekùer n. 

shrie·val (shrKùvNl) adj.  Of or relating to a sheriff.  [From obsolete shrieve, vari-

ant of SHERIFF.] —shrieùval·ty n. 

shrift (shrVft) n.  Archaic. 1. The act of shriving.  2. Confession to a priest.  

3. Absolution given by a priest.  [Middle English, from Old English scrift, from 

Latin scrXptum, something written, from neuter past participle of scrXbere, to 

write. See SHRIVE.]

shrike (shrXk) n.  Any of various carnivorous oscine birds of the family Laniidae, 

having a screeching call and a strong hooked bill with a toothlike projection and 

often impaling its prey on sharp-pointed thorns or barbs of wire fencing.  [Prob-

ably from Middle English *shrik, from Old English scrXc, thrush.]

shrill (shrVl) adj.  shrill·er, shrill·est. 1. High-pitched and piercing in tone or 

sound:  the shrill wail of a siren.  2. Producing a sharp, high-pitched tone or 

sound:  a shrill fife.  3. Sharp or keen to the senses; harshly vivid:  shrill colors.   
—  v.  shrilled, shrill·ing, shrills.  —  v.  tr. To utter in a shrill manner; scream.   
—  v.  intr. To produce a shrill cry or sound.  [Middle English shrille.] —shrillù-
ness n.  —shrilùly adv. 

shrimp (shrVmp) n.  pl. shrimp or shrimps. 1. a. Any of various small, chiefly 

marine decapod crustaceans of the suborder Natantia, many species of which are 

edible, having a compressed or elongated body with a well-developed abdomen, 

long legs and antennae, and a long spinelike projection of the carapace.  b. Any of 

various similar crustaceans, such as certain isopods and amphipods.   2. Slang. 

a. A person regarded as unimportant.  b. A person who is small in stature.    —  
v.  intr. shrimped, shrimp·ing, shrimps. To fish for shrimp.  [Middle English 

shrimpe, possibly of Low German origin.] —shrimpùer n. 



shrimp·fish (shrVmpùfVshÙ) n.  pl. shrimpfish or shrimp·fish·es. Any of vari-

ous small, slender tropical marine fishes of the family Centriscidae, related to the 

sea horses and pipefish. 

shrine (shrXn) n.  1. A container or receptacle for sacred relics; a reliquary.  

2. a. The tomb of a venerated person, such as a saint.  b. A place at which devo-

tion is paid to a venerated person.   3. A site hallowed by a venerated object or its 

associations:  Independence Hall, shrine of American liberty.   —  v.  tr. shrined, 
shrin·ing, shrines. To enshrine.  [Middle English, from Old English scrXn, box, 

from Latin scrXnium, case for books or papers.]

Shrin·er (shrXùnNr) n.  A member of a U.S. secret fraternal order that is not 

Masonic but that admits only Knights Templars and 32nd-degree Masons as 

members.  [After the Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, their 

fraternal order.]

shrink (shrVngk) v.  shrank (shr4ngk)  or shrunk (shrƒngk), shrunk or 

shrunk·en (shrƒngùkNn), shrink·ing, shrinks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To become con-

stricted from heat, moisture, or cold.  See Synonyms at contract.  2. To become 

reduced in amount or value; dwindle:  His savings quickly shrank.  3. To draw 

back instinctively, as from something alarming; recoil.  See Synonyms at recoil.  
4. To show reluctance; hesitate:  shrink from making such a sacrifice.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to shrink.   —  n.  1. a. The act of shrinking.  b. The degree to which some-

thing shrinks; shrinkage.   2. Slang. A psychiatrist.  [Middle English shrinken, to 

wither, shrivel up, from Old English scrincan. See sker-2 in Appendix.] 
—shrinkùa·ble adj.  —shrinkùer n. 

shrink·age (shrVngùkVj) n.  1. The process of shrinking.  2. The amount or pro-

portion by which something shrinks.  3. A reduction in value; depreciation.  

4. The total weight loss sustained by livestock in shipment to a market.  5. Loss of 

merchandise, especially through theft. 

shrink·ing violet (shrVngùkVng vXùN-lVt) n.  Informal. A shy or retiring person. 

shrink-wrap (shrVngkùr4pÙ) n.  A protective wrapping for articles of merchan-

dise consisting of a clear plastic film that is wound about the articles and then 

shrunk by heat to form a sealed, tight-fitting package.  Also called shrink package  
—  v.  tr. shrink-·wrapped, shrink-·wrap·ping, shrink-·wraps. To wrap (an 

article of merchandise) in protective clear plastic film. 

shrive (shrXv) v.  shrove (shrov)  or shrived, shriv·en (shrVvùNn)  or shrived, 
shriv·ing, shrives.  —  v.  tr. 1. To hear the confession of and give absolution to 

(a penitent).  2. To obtain absolution for (oneself) by confessing and doing pen-

ance.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. 1. To make or go to confession.  2. To hear confes-

sions.  [Middle English schriven, from Old English scrXfan, from Latin scrXbere, to 

write. See skrXbh- in Appendix.] —shrivùer n. 

shriv·el (shrVvùNl) v.  intr. tr. shriv·eled or shriv·elled, shriv·el·ing or 

shriv·el·ling, shriv·els or shriv·els. 1. To become or make shrunken and wrin-



kled, often by drying:  Leaves die, fall, and shrivel. The heat shriveled the unwatered 

seedlings.  2. To lose or cause to lose vitality or intensity:  My enthusiasm shriveled 

as the project wore on. Inflation shriveled the buying power of the dollar.  3. To 

become or make much less or smaller; dwindle.  [Origin unknown.]

shriv·en (shrVvùNn) v.  A past participle of shrive. 
Shrop·shire1 (shrmpùshîrÙ, -shNr)  A historical region of western England on 

the Welsh border. It was part of the kingdom of Mercia during Anglo-Saxon 

times. 

Shrop·shire2 (shrmpùshîrÙ, -shNr, -shXrÙ) n.  A large, hornless, black-faced sheep 

of a breed developed in Shropshire and raised for meat and wool. 

shroud (shroud) n.  1. A cloth used to wrap a body for burial; a winding sheet.  

2. Something that conceals, protects, or screens:  under a shroud of fog.  

3. a. Nautical. One of a set of ropes or wire cables stretched from the masthead 

to the sides of a vessel to support the mast.  b. A similar supporting line for a 

smokestack or comparable structure.  c. One of the ropes connecting the harness 

and the canopy of a parachute.    —  v.  shroud·ed, shroud·ing, shrouds.  —  
v.  tr. 1. To wrap (a corpse) in burial clothing.  2. To shut off from sight; screen.  

See Synonyms at block.  3. Archaic. To shelter; protect.   —  v.  intr. Archaic. To 

take cover; find shelter.  [Middle English, garment, from Old English scr7d.]

shrove (shrov) v.  A past tense of shrive. 
Shrove Monday (shrov mƒnùdK) n.  The Monday before Ash Wednesday. 

Shrove Sunday (shrov sƒnùdK) n.  The Sunday before Ash Wednesday. 

Shrove·tide (shrovùtXdÙ) n.  The three days, Shrove Sunday, Shrove Monday, 

and Shrove Tuesday, preceding Ash Wednesday.  [Middle English shroftide : shrof-

, shriving (from shriven, to shrive); see SHRIVE + tid, time; see TIDE
1.]

Shrove Tuesday (shrov tuzùdK) n.  The day before Ash Wednesday. 

shrub1 (shrƒb) n.  A woody plant of relatively low height, having several stems 

arising from the base and lacking a single trunk; a bush.  [Middle English shrubbe, 

from Old English scrybb. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

shrub2 (shrƒb) n.  A beverage made from fruit juice, sugar, and a liquor such as 

rum or brandy.  [From Arabic ≥urb, a drink, from ≥ariba, to drink.]

shrub·ber·y (shrƒbùN-rK) n.  pl. shrub·ber·ies. A group or planting of shrubs. 

shrub·by (shrƒbùK) adj.  shrub·bi·er, shrub·bi·est. 1. Consisting of, planted 

with, or covered with shrubs.  2. Of or resembling a shrub.   —shrubùbi·ness n. 

shrug (shrƒg) v.  shrugged, shrug·ging, shrugs.  —  v.  tr. To raise (the 

shoulders), especially as a gesture of doubt, disdain, or indifference.   —  v.  intr. 

To raise the shoulders, especially as a gesture of doubt, disdain, or indifference.   
—  n.  1. An expressive gesture of raising the shoulders.  2. A woman’s short 

jacket or sweater open down the front.   —phrasal verb. shrug off. 1. To min-

imize the importance of:  shrugged off the defeat and talked about tonight’s game.  



2. To get rid of:  shrug off a burden.  3. To wriggle out of (clothing).  [Middle 

English shruggen.]

shrunk (shrƒngk) v.  A past tense and a past participle of shrink. 
shrunk·en (shrƒngùkNn) v.  A past participle of shrink. 
sht. abbr.  Sheet. 

shtetl (shtHtùl, sht7tùl) n.  A small Eastern European Jewish community of 

former times.  [Yiddish, from Middle High German stetel, diminutive of stat, 

town, from Old High German, place. See st7- in Appendix.]

shtick also schtick  or shtik (shtVk) n.  Slang. 1. A characteristic attribute, tal-

ent, or trait that is helpful in securing recognition or attention:  tried a new shtick 

in restaurant design.  2. An entertainment routine or gimmick.  [Yiddish shtik, 

piece, routine, from Middle High German stücke, piece, from Old High German 

stukki, crust, fragment.]

Shu·bert (shuùbNrt), Lee. 1873?-1953.  American producer and theatrical 

manager. With his brothers Sam (1876-1905) and Jacob (1880-1963) he formed 

a chain of theaters in a number of cities, most notably the Shubert Theater 

(opened 1913) in New York City. 

Shu·bra al Khay·mah (shu-bräù äl kX-mäù, -mäKHù)  A city of northeast 

Egypt, an industrial suburb of Cairo. Population, 515,500. 

shuck (shƒk) n.  1. a. A husk, pod, or shell, as of an ear of corn, a pea, or a hick-

ory nut.  b. The shell of an oyster or a clam.   2. Informal. Something worthless. 

Often used in the plural:  an issue that didn’t amount to shucks.   —  v.  tr. 

shucked, shuck·ing, shucks. 1. To remove the husk or shell from.  

2. Informal. To cast off:  shucked their coats and cooled off; a city trying to shuck a 

sooty image.   —  interj.   also shucks (shƒks) Used to express mild disappoint-

ment, disgust, or annoyance.  [Origin unknown.] —shuckùer n. 

shud·der (shƒdùNr) v.  intr. shud·dered, shud·der·ing, shud·ders. 1. To 

shiver convulsively, as from fear or revulsion.  See Synonyms at shake.  2. To 

vibrate; quiver:  The airplane shuddered in the turbulence.   —  n.  A convulsive 

shiver, as from fear or revulsion; a tremor.  [Middle English shodderen, perhaps of 

Middle Dutch or Middle Low German origin.] —shudùder·ing·ly adv. 

shuf·fle (shƒfùNl) v.  shuf·fled, shuf·fling, shuf·fles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To slide 

(the feet) along the floor or ground while walking.  2. To move (something) from 

one place to another; transfer or shift.  3. To put aside or under cover quickly; 

shunt:  shuffled the bill under a pile of junk mail.  4. To mix together; jumble.  

5. Games. To mix together (playing cards, tiles, or dominoes) so as to make a ran-

dom order of arrangement.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move with short sliding steps, with-

out or barely lifting the feet:  The crowd shuffled out of the theater.  2. To dance 

casually with sliding and tapping steps.  3. To move about from place to place; 

shift:  shuffled around looking for work.  4. To act in a shifty or deceitful manner; 

equivocate.  5. Games. To mix playing cards, tiles, or dominoes together so as to 



make their order random.   —  n.  1. A short sliding step or movement, or a walk 

characterized by such steps.  2. A dance in which the feet slide along or move 

close to the floor.  3. An evasive or deceitful action; an equivocation.  4. A con-

fused mixture; a jumble.  5. Games. a. An act of shuffling cards, dominoes, or 

tiles.  b. A player’s right or turn to do this.   [Middle English shovelen, probably of 

Middle Dutch or Middle Low German origin.] —shufùfler n. 

shuf·fle·board (shƒfùNl-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Games. 1. A game in which disks 

are slid with a pronged cue along a smooth, level surface toward one of two usu-

ally triangular targets painted on the surface and divided into numbered scoring 

areas.  2. A surface on which this game is played.  [Alteration of obsolete shove-

board : SHOVE + BOARD.]

shul (shtl, shul) n.  Judaism. A synagogue.  [Yiddish, from Middle High Ger-

man schuol, school, from Old High German scuola, from Latin scola. See 

SCHOOL
1.]

Shu·men (shuùmHnÙ)  A city of northeast Bulgaria west of Varna. Founded in 

927, the city was strategically important during the Russo-Turkish Wars of the 

18th and 19th centuries. Population, 107,000. 

shun (shƒn) v.  tr. shunned, shun·ning, shuns. To avoid deliberately; keep 

away from.  See Synonyms at escape.  [Middle English shunnen, from Old 

English scunian, to abhor.] —shunùner n. 

shun·pike (shƒnùpXkÙ) n.  A side road taken to avoid the tolls or traffic of a 

turnpike.   —  v.  intr. shun·piked, shun·pik·ing, shun·pikes. To travel on 

side roads, avoiding turnpikes.   —shunùpikÙer n. 

shunt (shƒnt) n.  1. The act or process of turning aside or moving to an alternate 

course.  2. A railroad switch.  3. Electricity. A low-resistance connection between 

two points in an electric circuit that forms an alternative path for a portion of the 

current.  Also called bypass 4. Medicine. A passage between two natural body 

channels, such as blood vessels, especially one created surgically to divert or per-

mit flow from one pathway or region to another; a bypass.   —  v.  shunt·ed, 
shunt·ing, shunts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To turn or move aside or onto another course:  

shunting traffic around an accident.  2. To evade by putting aside or ignoring:  

urgent problems that society can no longer shunt aside.  3. To switch (a train or car) 

from one track to another.  4. Electricity. To provide or divert (current) by means 

of a shunt.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move or turn aside.  2. Electricity. To become 

diverted by means of a shunt. Used of a circuit.  [Middle English shunten, to 

flinch.] —shuntùer n. 

shush (shƒsh) interj.  Used to express a demand for silence.   —  v.  tr. shushed, 
shush·ing, shush·es. To demand silence from by saying “shush”: “Simon 

shushed him quickly as though he had spoken too loudly in church” (William Gold-

ing). 



shut (shƒt) v.  shut, shut·ting, shuts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To move (a door or lid, for 

example) so as to block passage through an opening.  2. To block entrance to or 

exit from; close:  shut a corridor.  3. To fasten with a lock, catch, or latch.  4. To 

confine in or as if in a closed space:  shut them in a cage.  5. To exclude from or as 

if from a closed space:  shut the cats out of the house.  6. To cause to stop operat-

ing:  shut down a restaurant; a school that was shut for the vacation.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To move or become moved so as to block passage; close:  a door that shuts by 

itself.  2. To stop operating, especially automatically:  The electricity shuts off at 

midnight.   —  n.  1. The act or time of shutting.  2. The line of connection 

between welded pieces of metal.   —phrasal verbs. shut off. 1. To stop the 

flow or passage of; cut off:  shut off the hot water by closing a valve.  2. To close off; 

isolate:  loners who shut themselves off from the community.  shut out. Sports. To 

prevent (an opponent) from scoring any runs or points.  shut up. 4. To cause 

(someone) to stop speaking; silence.  5. To stop speaking.   —idiom. shut 
(one’s) eyes to. To refuse to consider or acknowledge:  administrators who shut 

their eyes to pervasive corruption.  [Middle English shutten, from Old English scyt-

tan. See skeud- in Appendix.]

shut·down (shƒtùdounÙ) n.  A cessation of operations or activity, as at a fac-

tory. 

Shute (shut), Nevil. Pen name of Nevil Shute Norway. 1899-1960.  British 

writer whose novels include A Town Like Alice (1950) and On the Beach (1957), 

both set in Australia. 

shut·eye (shƒtùXÙ) n.  Slang. Sleep. 

shut-in (shƒtùVnÙ) n.  A person confined indoors by illness or disability.   —  adj.  

(shƒt-Vnù) 1. Confined to a home or hospital, as by illness.  2. Disposed to avoid 

social contact; excessively withdrawn or introverted. 

shut·off (shƒtùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. A device that shuts something off.  2. A stoppage; 

a cessation. 

shut·out (shƒtùoutÙ) n.  1.  See lockout.  2. Sports. A game in which one side 

does not score. 

shut·ter (shƒtùNr) n.  1. One that shuts, as: a. A hinged cover or screen for a 

window, usually fitted with louvers.  b. A mechanical device of a camera that 

controls the duration of a photographic exposure, as by opening and closing to 

allow light coming through the lens to expose a plate or film.   2. shutters. 

Music. The movable louvers on a pipe organ, controlled by pedals, that open and 

close the swell box.   —  v.  tr. shut·tered, shut·ter·ing, shut·ters. 1. To fur-

nish or close with shutters:  locked the doors and shuttered the windows.  2. To 

cause to cease operations; close down:  shuttered the store for the holiday. 

shut·ter·bug (shƒtùNr-bƒgÙ) n.  Informal. An enthusiastic amateur photogra-

pher. 



shut·tle (shƒtùl) n.  1. A device used in weaving to carry the woof thread back 

and forth between the warp threads.  2. A device for holding the thread in tatting 

and netting and in a sewing machine.  3. a. Regular travel back and forth over an 

established, often short route by a vehicle.  b. A vehicle used in such travel:  took 

the shuttle across town.  c. A route used by a vehicle in such travel:  the Washing-

ton-New York air shuttle.   4. A space shuttle.  5. Travel between disputing parties 

by a diplomatic intermediary.   —  v.  shut·tled, shut·tling, shut·tles.  —  v.  

intr. To go, move, or travel back and forth by or as if by a shuttle:  business people 

who shuttle between European capitals.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to move back and 

forth frequently.  2. To transport by or as if by a shuttle:  shuttle a scientific pay-

load to an orbiting space station.  [Middle English shutille, from Old English scytel, 

dart. See skeud- in Appendix.] —shutùtler n. 

shut·tle·cock (shƒtùl-kmkÙ) n.  Sports. A small rounded piece of cork or rubber 

with a conical crown of feathers or plastic, used in badminton.  Also called bird, 

birdie.   —  v.  tr. shut·tle·cocked, shut·tle·cock·ing, shut·tle·cocks. To 

throw or send back and forth like a shuttlecock. 

shut·tle·craft (shƒtùl-kr4ftÙ) n.  A reusable space vehicle for transporting 

astronauts or material back and forth; a space shuttle. 

shuttle diplomacy (shƒtùl dV-ploùmN-sK) n.  Diplomatic negotiations con-

ducted by an official intermediary who travels frequently between the nations 

involved.   —shuttle diplomat n. 

shy1 (shX) adj.  shi·er (shXùNr)  or shy·er, shi·est (shXùVst)  or shy·est. 1. Easily 

startled; timid.  2. a. Drawing back from contact or familiarity with others; retir-

ing or reserved.  b. Marked by reserve or diffidence:  a shy glance.   3. Distrustful; 

wary:  shy of strangers.  4. Not having paid an amount due, as one’s ante in poker.  

5. Short; lacking:  Eleven is one shy of a dozen.   —  v.  intr. shied (shXd), shy·ing, 
shies (shXz). 1. To move suddenly, as if startled; start.  2. To draw back, as from 

fear or caution; recoil.   —  n.  pl. shies (shXz). A sudden movement, as from 

fright; a start.  [Middle English shei, from Old English scKoh.] —shyùer n.  

—shyùly adv.  —shyùness n.  

SYNONYMS: shy, bashful, diffident, modest, coy, demure. These adjectives mean

not forward but marked by a retiring nature, reticence, or a reserve of manner.

One who is shy draws back from others, either because of a withdrawn nature or

out of timidity: “The poor man was shy and hated society” (George Bernard Shaw).

Bashful suggests self-consciousness or awkwardness in the presence of others: “I

never laughed, being bashful./Lowering my head, I looked at the wall” (Ezra Pound).

Diffident implies lack of self-confidence: He was too diffident to express his opin-

ion. Modest is associated with an unassertive nature, absence of vanity, and free-

dom from pretension: Despite her fame she remained the modest, unassuming per-

son she had been as a student. Coy usually implies feigned, often flirtatious



shyness: “yielded with coy submission” (John Milton). Demure often denotes an

affected shyness or modesty: “I really don’t know how to write a check,” she said,

with a demure sidelong glance.

shy2 (shX) v.  shied (shXd), shy·ing, shies (shXz).  —  v.  tr. To throw (some-

thing) with a swift motion; fling.   —  v.  intr. To throw something with a swift 

motion.   —  n.  pl. shies (shXz). 1. A quick throw; a fling.  2. Informal. A gibe; a 

sneer.  3. Informal. An attempt; a try.  [Perhaps from SHY
1.]

shy·lock (shXùlmkÙ) n.  1. A ruthless moneylender; a loan shark.  2. Shylock. 

The ruthless usurer in Shakespeare’s play The Merchant of Venice.   —  v.  intr. 

shy·locked, shy·lock·ing, shy·locks. To lend money at exorbitant interest 

rates. 

shy·ster (shXùstNr) n.  Slang. An unethical, unscrupulous practitioner, especially 

of law.  [Probably alteration of German Scheisser, son of a bitch, bastard, from 

scheissen, to defecate, from Middle High German schXzen, from Old High Ger-

man skXzzan. See skei- in Appendix.] —shyùster·ism n.  

WORD HISTORY: The origin of shyster was not known for certain until recent-

ly. According to one etymology, shyster comes from the surname of one Scheuster,

a disreputable and almost certainly nonexistent mid-19th-century attorney. In his

book Human Words, a collection of words formed from the names of people,

Robert Hendrickson says that Dr. Henry Bosley Woolf and others “list the New

York advocate as a possible source.” But the actual etymology, according to Gerald

L. Cohen, a student of the word, is less flattering. According to this etymology,

the word is derived from the German term scheisser, meaning literally “one who

defecates,” from the verb scheissen, “to defecate,” with the English suffix -ster,

“one who does,” substituted for the German suffix -er, meaning the same thing.

Sheisser, which is chiefly a pejorative term, is the German equivalent of our En-

glish terms bastard and son of a bitch. Sheisser is generally thought to have been

borrowed directly into English as the word shicer, which, among other things, is

an Australian English term for an unproductive mine or claim, a sense that is also

recorded for the word shyster.

si (sK) n.  Music. Ti.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin. See GAMUT.]

Si  The symbol for the element silicon. 
SI abbr.  French. Système International [d’Unités] (International System [of 

Units]). 

si·a·bon (sKùN-bNn) n.  The hybrid offspring of a male gibbon and a female sia-

mang.  [SIA(MANG) + (GIB)BON.]

si·al (sXù4lÙ) n.  Rock rich in silicon and aluminum forming the upper layer of the 

earth’s crust beneath all continental landmasses.  [SI(LICON) + AL(UMINUM).]



si·a·lad·en·i·tis (sXÙN-l4dÙn-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of a salivary gland.  [Greek 

sialon, saliva + ADENITIS.]

si·al·a·gogue (sX-4lùN-gôgÙ, -gmgÙ) n.  A drug or other agent that increases the 

flow of saliva.  [Greek sialon, saliva + -AGOGUE.] —siÙal·a·gogùic (sXÙN-lN-gmjùVk) 

adj. 

si·al·ic acid (sX-4lùVk 4sùVd) n.  Any of a group of amino carbohydrates that are 

components of mucoproteins and glycoproteins, especially in animal tissue and 

blood cells.  [Greek sialon, saliva + -IC.]

Si·al·kot (sK-älùkotÙ)  A city of northeast Pakistan north of Lahore. It is a trade 

and processing center. Population, 252,000. 

si·a·lo·mu·cin (sXÙN-lo-myuùsVn, sX-4lÙo-) n.  A mucin containing sialic acid.  

[Greek sialon, saliva + MUCIN.]

si·al·or·rhe·a also si·al·or·rhoe·a (sX-4lÙN-rKùN) n.  An excessive secretion of 

saliva.  [Greek sialon, saliva + -RRHEA.]

Si·am (sX-4mù)  See Thailand. 
si·a·mang (sKùN-m4ngÙ, sK-4mùNng) n.  A large black gibbon (Symphalangus 

syndactylus or Hylobates syndactylus) of Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula, having 

an inflatable throat sac and a web of skin joining the second and third toes.  

[Malay.]

Si·a·mese (sXÙN-mKzù, -mKsù) adj.  1. Of or relating to Siam; Thai.  2. Closely 

connected or very similar; twin.  3. siamese. Of or being a Y-shaped dual con-

nection between two pipes or hoses and a larger pipe or hose.   —  n.  pl. 

Siamese. 1. A native or inhabitant of Siam; a Thai.  2. The Thai language.  

[After Siam (Thailand).]

Siamese cat (sXÙN-mKzù k4t) n.  A shorthaired cat of a breed developed in the 

Far East, having blue eyes and a pale fawn or gray coat with darker ears, face, tail, 

and feet. 

Siamese fighting fish (sXÙN-mKzù fXùtVng fVsh) n.  A small, often brightly col-

ored, aggressive freshwater fish (Betta splendens) native to Malaysia and Thailand 

that has large fins and tail and is popular in home aquariums. 

Siamese twin (sXÙN-mKzù twVn) n.  Either of a pair of identical twins born with 

their bodies joined at some point, a result of the incomplete division of the ovum 

from which the twins developed.  [After Chang and Eng (1811-1874), joined Chi-

nese twins born in Siam (Thailand).]

Si·an (sKùänù, shKù-)  See Xi’an. 
Siang Kiang (syängù kyängù, shyängù)  See Xiang Jiang. 
Siang·tan (syängùtänù, shyängù-)  See Xiangtan. 
4444iau·liai (shyouùlyXù)  A city of northern Lithuania northwest of Vilnius. Under 

the control of the Polish crown from 1589 until 1772, it passed to Russia in 1795. 

Population, 134,000. 



sib (sVb) n.  1. a. A blood relation; a relative.  b. A person’s relatives considered as 

a group; kinfolk.   2. A brother or sister; a sibling.  3. Anthropology. A kinship 

group consisting of two or more lineages considered as being related, as by com-

mon descent from a mythic ancestor.   —  adj.  Related by blood; kindred.  [Mid-

dle English sibbe, from Old English sibb. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

Sib. abbr.  1. Siberia.  2. Siberian. 

Si·be·li·us (sV-b7ùlK-Ns, -b7lùyNs), Jean. 1865-1957.  Finnish composer whose 

romantic, nationalistic works include the symphonic poems Finlandia (1899) and 

Valse Triste (1903). 

Si·be·ri·a1 (sX-bîrùK-N) Abbr. Sib.  A region central and eastern Russia stretching 

from the Ural Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. The extensive area was annexed by 

Russia in stages during the 16th and 17th centuries. Used as a place of exile for 

political prisoners since the early 17th century, it was settled by Russians after the 

construction of the Trans-Siberian Railroad (completed in 1905) and developed 

for its mineral resources after World War II.   —Si·beùri·an adj.  & n. 

Si·be·ri·a2 (sX-bîrùK-N) n.  A remote, undesirable locale: “found herself not at the 

State House but exiled to the Registry of Motor Vehicles—the Siberia of state govern-

ment” (Howie Carr). 

Siberian husky (sX-bîrùK-Nn hƒsùkK) n.  See husky3 (n., sense 1). 

sib·i·lant (sVbùN-lNnt) Linguistics. adj.  Of, characterized by, or producing a hiss-

ing sound like that of (s) or (sh):  the sibilant consonants; a sibilant bird call.   —  
n.  A sibilant speech sound, such as English (s), (sh), (z), or (zh).  [Latin sXbil7ns, 

sXbilant- present participle of sXbil7re, to hiss.] —sibùi·lance, sibùi·lan·cy n.  

—sibùi·lant·ly adv. 

sib·i·late (sVbùN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. tr. sib·i·lat·ed, sib·i·lat·ing, sib·i·lates. To utter 

or pronounce with a hissing sound.  [Latin sXbil7re, sXbil7t-, to hiss.] —sibÙi·laù-
tion n. 

Si·biu (sK-byuù)  A city of central Romania northwest of Bucharest. Settled in 

the 12th century by German colonists from Saxony, it was destroyed by Tartars in 

1241. The rebuilt city came under Austrian control in 1699. Population, 172,117. 

Sib·ley (sVbùlK), Hiram. 1807-1888.  American business executive. As president 

of Western Union Telegraph Company (1856-1869) he established the first trans-

continental telegraph line (1861). 

sib·ling (sVbùlVng) n.  One of two or more individuals having one or both parents 

in common; a brother or sister.  [Middle English, from Old English, from sibb, 

kinsman. See SIB.]

sibling species (sVbùlVng spKùshKz) n.  Any of two or more related species that 

are morphologically nearly identical but are incapable of producing fertile 

hybrids. 

Si·bu·yan Sea (sKÙbu-yänù sK)  A sea in the central Philippines bordered by 

southern Luzon, Mindoro, and the Visayan Islands. 



sib·yl (sVbùNl) n.  1. One of a number of women regarded as oracles or prophets 

by the ancient Greeks and Romans.  2. A woman prophet.  [Middle English sibile, 

from Old French, from Latin Sibylla, from Greek Sibulla.]

sib·yl·line (sVbùN-lXnÙ, -lKnÙ) also si·byl·ic  or si·byl·lic (sV-bVlùVk) adj.  

1. Coming from, characteristic of, or relating to a sibyl.  2. Prophetic; oracular. 

sic1 (sVk) adv.  Thus; so. Used in written texts to indicate that a surprising or para-

doxical word, phrase, or fact is not a mistake and is to be read as it stands.  [Latin 

sXc. See so- in Appendix.]

sic2 also sick (sVk) v.  tr. sicced also sicked, sic·cing also sick·ing, sics also 

sicks. 1. To set upon; attack.  2. To urge or incite to hostile action; set:  sicced the 

dogs on the intruders.  [Dialectal variant of SEEK.]

Sic. abbr.  1. Sicilian.  2. Sicily. 

sic·ca·tive (sVkùN-tVv) n.  A substance added to paints and some medicines to 

promote drying; a drier.  [Late Latin sicc7tXvus, drying, from Latin sicc7tus, past 

participle of sicc7re, to dry, from siccus, dry.]

Si·chuan also Sze·chwan  or Sze·chuan (sHchùwänù)  A province of south-

central China. Settled by non-Chinese peoples, it was incorporated into the 

empire (c. third century A.D.) by the Qin dynasty. Chengdu is the capital. Popula-

tion, 101,800,000. 

Si·ci·ly (sVsùN-lK) Abbr. Sic.  An island of southern Italy in the Mediterranean Sea 

west of the southern end of the Italian peninsula. It was colonized from the 8th 

century B.C. by Greeks, who displaced the earlier Phoenician settlers. The next 

conquerors were Carthaginians, who in turn were conquered by Romans in the 

3rd century B.C. After a succession of other rulers the island came under the con-

trol of the Normans in the 11th century A.D. and formed the nucleus of the King-

dom of the Two Sicilies, consisting of Sicily and southern Italy. The island 

continued to change hands until a later kingdom was conquered by Giuseppe 

Garibaldi in 1860 and became part of unified Italy.   —Si·cilùian (sV-sVlùyNn) adj.  

& n. 

sick1 (sVk) adj.  sick·er, sick·est. 1. a. Suffering from or affected with a physical 

illness; ailing.  b. Of or for sick persons:  sick wards.  c. Nauseated.   

2. a. Mentally ill or disturbed.  b. Unwholesome; morbid:  a sick joke.   

3. Defective; unsound:  a sick economy.  4. a. Deeply distressed; upset:  sick with 

worry.  b. Disgusted; revolted.  c. Weary; tired:  sick of it all.  d. Pining; longing:  

sick for his native land.   5. a. In need of repairs:  a sick ship.  b. Constituting an 

unhealthy environment for those working or residing within:  a sick office build-

ing.   6. Unable to produce a profitable yield of crops:  sick soil.   —idiom. sick 
and tired. Thoroughly weary, discouraged, or bored.  [Middle English, from 

Old English sKoc.]

sick2 (sVk) v.  Variant of sic2. 



sick·bay (sVkùb7Ù) n.  1. The hospital and dispensary of a ship.  2. A place where 

the sick or injured are treated. 

sick·bed (sVkùbHdÙ) n.  A sick person’s bed. 

sick building syndrome (sVk bVlùdVng sVnùdromÙ) n.  A syndrome made up 

of a variety of ailments, such as headaches or breathing difficulties, that is possi-

bly caused by such things as chemicals given off by carpets or malfunctioning 

ventilation systems. 

sick call (sVk kôl) n.  1. A daily lineup of military personnel requiring medical 

attention.  2. A signal announcing the time for such a lineup. 

sick·en (sVkùNn) v.  tr. intr. sick·ened, sick·en·ing, sick·ens. To make or 

become sick.  See Synonyms at disgust.  —sickùen·er n. 

sick·en·ing (sVkùN-nVng) adj.  1. Revolting or disgusting; loathsome:  a sickening 

stench.  2. Causing sickness.   —sickùen·ing·ly adv. 

sick headache (sVk hHdù7kÙ) n.  1. A headache accompanied by nausea.  2. A 

migraine. 

sick·ie (sVkùK) n.  Slang. One who is mentally or emotionally deranged or per-

verted. 

sick·ish (sVkùVsh) adj.  1. Somewhat sick.  2. Somewhat nauseated.  3. Somewhat 

revolting or nauseating.   —sickùish·ly adv.  —sickùish·ness n. 

sick·le (sVkùNl) n.  1. An implement having a semicircular blade attached to a 

short handle, used for cutting grain or tall grass.  2. The cutting mechanism of a 

reaper or mower.   —  v.  sick·led, sick·ling, sick·les.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut with a 

sickle.  2. To deform (a red blood cell) into an abnormal crescent shape.   —  v.  

intr. To assume an abnormal crescent shape. Used of red blood cells.  [Middle 

English sikel, from Old English sicol, from Vulgar Latin *sicila, from Latin sKcula. 

See sek- in Appendix.]

sick leave (sVk lKv) n.  Paid absence from work allowed an employee because of 

sickness. 

sick·le·bill (sVkùNl-bVlÙ) n.  Any of several birds having long sharply curved bills, 

as Falculea palliata, a passerine bird of Madagascar, and Hemignathus procerus, a 

Hawaiian honeycreeper. 

sickle cell (sVkùNl sHl) n.  An abnormal, crescent-shaped red blood cell that 

results from a single change in the amino acid sequence of the cell’s hemoglobin, 

which causes the cell to contort, especially under low-oxygen conditions. 

sickle cell anemia (sVkùNl sHl N-nKùmK-N) n.  A chronic, usually fatal anemia 

marked by crescent-shaped red blood cells, occurring almost exclusively in Black 

people of Africa or of African descent, and characterized by episodic pain in the 

joints, fever, leg ulcers, and jaundice. The disease is caused by a recessive gene.  

Also called sickle cell disease 



sickle cell trait (sVkùNl sHl tr7t) n.  A hereditary condition, usually harmless and 

without symptoms, in which an individual carries only one gene for sickle cell 

anemia. 

sickle feather (sVkùNl fHthùNr) n.  Any of the long, curving feathers in the tail of 

a rooster. 

sick·le·mi·a (sVkÙN-lKùmK-N) n.  Sickle cell anemia or sickle cell trait. 

Sick·les (sVkùNlz), Daniel Edgar. 1825-1914.  American Union general and pol-

itician who helped acquire the site of Central Park for New York City. 

sick list (sVk lVst) n.  A list of sick personnel. 

sick·ly (sVkùlK) adj.  sick·li·er, sick·li·est. 1. Prone to sickness.  2. Of, caused by, 

or associated with sickness:  a sickly pallor.  3. Conducive to sickness:  a sickly cli-

mate.  4. Causing nausea; nauseating.  5. Lacking vigor or strength; feeble or 

weak:  a sickly handshake.   —  v.  tr. sick·lied, sick·ly·ing, sick·lies. To make 

sickly: “Timidity... sicklies the whole cast of thought in action” (Henry Adams).   
—sickùli·ness n.  —sickùly, sickùli·ly adv. 

sick·ness (sVkùnVs) n.  1. The condition of being sick; illness.  2. A disease; a 

malady.  3. Nausea.  4. A defective or unsound condition. 

sick·o (sVkùo) n.  pl. sick·os. Slang. One who is mentally or emotionally deranged 

or perverted.  [From SICK
1.]

sick·out (sVkùoutÙ) n.  An organized job action in which employees absent them-

selves from work on the pretext of illness. 

sick pay (sVk p7) n.  Wages paid to an employee who is absent because of illness. 

sick·room (sVkùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A room occupied by a sick person. 

sic pas·sim (sVk p4sùVm) adv.  Thus everywhere. Used to indicate that a term or 

an idea is to be found throughout a text.  [Latin sXc passim : sXc, thus + passim, 

everywhere.]

Si·cy·on (sVshùK-mnÙ, sVsù-)  An ancient city of southern Greece in the northeast 

Peloponnesus near the Gulf of Corinth. It reached the height of its power under 

the tyrant Cleisthenes in the sixth century B.C. 

Sid·dons (sVdùnz), Sarah. 1755-1831.  British actress known for her Shakes-

pearean roles, especially Lady Macbeth. 

sid·dur (sVdùNr, -trÙ) n.  pl. sid·du·rim (sV-dtrùVm, sVÙdt-rVmù). Judaism. A 

prayer book containing prayers for the various days of the year.  [Hebrew siddûr, 

arrangement, from siddKr, to arrange.]

side (sXd) n.  1. Mathematics. a. A line bounding a plane figure.  b. A surface 

bounding a solid figure.   2. A surface of an object, especially a surface joining a 

top and bottom:  the four sides of a box.  3. A surface of an object that extends 

more or less perpendicularly from an observer standing in front:  the side of the 

ship.  4. Either of the two surfaces of a flat object:  the front side of a piece of paper; 

the two sides of a record.  5. a. The part within an object or area to the left or right 

of the observer or of its vertical axis.  b. The left or right half of the trunk of a 



human or animal body:  always sleeps on his side; a side of beef.   6. a. The space 

immediately next to someone:  stood at her father’s side.  b. The space immedi-

ately next to something. Often used in combination:  courtside; dockside.   7. One 

of two or more contrasted parts or places within an area, identified by its location 

with respect to a center:  the north side of the park.  8. An area separated from 

another area by an intervening feature, such as a line or barrier:  on this side of the 

Atlantic; the district on the other side of the railroad tracks.  9. a. One of two or 

more opposing individuals, groups, teams, or sets of opinions.  b. One of the 

positions maintained in a dispute or debate.   10. A distinct aspect:  the shy side of 

his personality.  See Synonyms at phase.  11. Line of descent:  my aunt on my 

mother’s side.  12. Chiefly British. Affected superiority; arrogance.   —  adj.  

1. Located on a side:  a side door.  2. From or to one side; oblique:  a side view.  

3. Minor; incidental:  a side interest.  4. In addition to the main part; supplemen-

tary:  a side benefit.   —  v.  sid·ed, sid·ing, sides.  —  v.  tr. 1. To provide sides 

or siding for:  side a frame house with aluminum.  2. To be positioned next to:  a 

couch that is sided by low tables.  3. To be in agreement with; support.   —  v.  intr. 

To align oneself in a disagreement:  sided with the conservatives in Congress; siding 

against the bill.   —idioms. on the side. 1. In addition to the main portion:  

coleslaw on the side.  2. In addition to the main occupation or activity:  did some 

consulting work on the side.  side by side. Next to each other; close together.  

this side of. Informal. Verging on; short of:  shady deals that were just this side of 

criminal.  [Middle English, from Old English sXde.]

side·arm (sXdùärmÙ) adj.  Sports. Thrown with or marked by a sideways motion 

of the arm between shoulder and hip height and relatively parallel to the ground:  

a sidearm baseball pitch.   —sideùarmÙ adv. 

side arm (sXd ärm) n.  A small weapon, such as a pistol, carried at the side or 

waist. 

side·band also side band (sXdùb4ndÙ) n.  Either of the two bands of frequen-

cies, one just above and one just below a carrier frequency, that result from mod-

ulation of a carrier wave. 

side·bar (sXdùbärÙ) n.  1. A short, often boxed auxiliary news story that is 

printed alongside a longer article and that typically presents additional, contrast-

ing, or late-breaking news.  2. Law. A conference between a judge and the attor-

neys of a case being tried, held outside of the jury’s range of hearing. 

side·board (sXdùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A piece of dining room furniture having 

drawers and shelves for linens and tableware.  2. A board that forms a side or part 

of a side:  the sideboards of a skating rink. 

side·burns (sXdùbûrnzÙ) pl.n.  Growths of hair down the sides of a man’s face in 

front of the ears, especially when worn with the rest of the beard shaved off.  

[Alteration of BURNSIDES.]



side·car (sXdùkärÙ) n.  1. A one-wheeled car for a single passenger, attached to 

the side of a motorcycle.  2. A cocktail combining brandy, an orange-flavored 

liqueur, and lemon juice. 

side chair (sXd châr) n.  A straight-backed chair without arms, usually part of a 

dining room set. 

sid·ed (sXùdVd) adj.  Having sides usually of a specified number or kind. Often 

used in combination:  many-sided; marble-sided.   —sidùed·ness n. 

side dish (sXd dVsh) n.  A dish served as an accompaniment to the main course. 

side drum (sXd drƒm) n.  Music. See snare drum. 
side effect (sXd V-fHktù) n.  A peripheral or secondary effect, especially an unde-

sirable secondary effect of a drug or therapy. 

side-glance (sXdùgl4nsÙ) n.  1. A glance cast to the side.  2. An indirect or brief 

reference; an allusion. 

side·kick (sXdùkVkÙ) n.  Slang. A close companion or comrade. 

side·light (sXdùlXtÙ) n.  1. A light coming from the side.  2. Nautical. Either of 

two lights, red to port, green to starboard, shown by ships at night.  3. A piece of 

incidental or contrasting information. 

side·line (sXdùlXnÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A line along either of the two sides of a play-

ing court or field, marking its limits.  b. sidelines. The space outside such limits, 

occupied by spectators and inactive players.   2. sidelines. The position or point 

of view of those who observe rather than participate in an activity:  the political 

sidelines.  3. A subsidiary line of merchandise.  4. An activity pursued in addition 

to one’s regular occupation.   —  v.  tr. side·lined, side·lin·ing, side·lines. 
Informal. To remove or keep from active participation. 

side·lin·er (sXdùlXÙnNr) n.  One that remains on the sidelines; a nonparticipant. 

side·ling (sXdùlVng) adj.  1. Directed to one side; oblique.  2. Sloping; inclined.   
—  adv.  Obliquely; sideways. 

side·long (sXdùlôngÙ, -lmngÙ) adj.  1. Directed to one side; sideways:  a sidelong 

glance.  2. So as to slant; sloping.   —  adv.  1. On or toward the side; sideways.  

2. In an oblique manner.  [Alteration of SIDELING.]

side·man (sXdùm4nÙ) n.  Music. A member of a jazz band who is not the leader 

or a featured soloist. 

side·piece (sXdùpKsÙ) n.  A part forming the side of something else:  a chair with 

curved sidepieces. 

sider- pref.  Variant of sidero-. 
si·de·re·al (sX-dîrùK-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or concerned with the stars or 

constellations; stellar.  2. Measured or determined by means of the apparent daily 

motion of the stars:  sidereal time.  [From Latin sXdereus, from sXdus, sXder-, con-

stellation, star.]



sidereal day (sX-dîrùK-Nl d7) n.  The time required for a complete rotation of 

the earth in reference to any star or to the vernal equinox at the meridian, equal to 

23 hours, 56 minutes, 4.09 seconds in units of mean solar time. 

sidereal hour (sX-dîrùK-Nl our) n.  A 24th part of a sidereal day. 

sidereal month (sX-dîrùK-Nl mƒnth) n.  The average period of revolution of 

the moon around the earth in reference to a fixed star, equal to 27 days, 7 hours, 

43 minutes in units of mean solar time. 

sidereal time (sX-dîrùK-Nl tXm) n.  Time based on the rotation of the earth with 

reference to the background of stars. 

sidereal year (sX-dîrùK-Nl yîr) n.  The time required for one complete revolu-

tion of the earth about the sun, relative to the fixed stars, or 365 days, 6 hours, 9 

minutes, 9.54 seconds in units of mean solar time. 

sid·er·ite (sVdùN-rXtÙ) n.  1. An ore of iron, FeCO3.  2. A meteorite consisting 

mainly of iron and nickel.   —sidÙer·itùic (-N-rVtùVk) adj. 

sidero-  or sider- pref.  Iron:  siderolite.  [Greek sidKro-, from sidKros, iron.]

sid·er·o·chrome (sVdùNr-N-kromÙ) n.  Any of various chemical compounds 

that transport iron across cell membranes, as in bacteria. 

sid·er·o·cyte (sVdùNr-N-sXtÙ) n.  A red blood cell containing granules of iron that 

are not part of the cell’s hemoglobin. 

sid·er·o·lite (sVdùNr-N-lXtÙ) n.  A meteorite composed of a mixed mass of iron 

and stone. 

sid·er·o·sis (sVdÙN-roùsVs) n.  Chronic inflammation of the lungs caused by 

excessive inhalation of dust containing iron salts or particles. 

side·sad·dle (sXdùs4dÙl) n.  A saddle designed so that the rider sits with both 

legs on one side of the horse.   —  adv.  On a sidesaddle. 

side·show (sXdùshoÙ) n.  1. A small show offered in addition to the main attrac-

tion, as at a circus.  2. A diversion or spectacle that is incidental to a larger set of 

circumstances or a bigger issue of concern: “Administrations with little room to 

maneuver at home have historically looked for sideshows abroad” (Joan Didion). 

side·slip (sXdùslVpÙ) v.  intr. side·slipped, side·slip·ping, side·slips. 1. To slip 

or skid to one side.  2. Sports. To slide sideways and downward in skiing.  3. To fly 

sideways and downward in an airplane along the lateral axis to reduce altitude 

without gaining speed or as the result of banking too deeply.   —sideùslipÙ n. 

side·spin (sXdùspVnÙ) n.  A rotary motion that spins a ball horizontally. 

side·split·ting (sXdùsplVtÙVng) adj.  1. Convulsively hearty; uproarious. Used of 

laughter.  2. Causing convulsive laughter; extremely funny:  a sidesplitting comedy.   
—sideùsplitÙting·ly adv. 

side·step (sXdùstHpÙ) v.  side·stepped, side·step·ping, side·steps.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To step aside:  sidestepped to make way for the runner.  2. To dodge an issue 

or a responsibility.   —  v.  tr. 1. To step out of the way of.  2. To evade; skirt:  side-

step a difficult question.   —sideùstepÙper n. 



side step (sXd stHp) n.  A step to one side, as in boxing or dancing. 

side-strad·dle hop (sXdùstr4dÙl hmp) n.  Sports. A jumping jack. 

side·stream smoke (sXdùstrKmÙ smok) n.  The stream of smoke from the 

burning end of a cigar, cigarette, or pipe. 

side·stroke (sXdùstrokÙ) Sports. n.  A swimming stroke in which a person swims 

on one side and thrusts the arms forward and downward alternately while per-

forming a scissors kick.   —  v.  intr. side·stroked, side·strok·ing, 
side·strokes. To swim with a sidestroke.   —sideùstrokÙer n. 

side·swipe (sXdùswXpÙ) v.  tr. side·swiped, side·swip·ing, side·swipes. To 

strike along the side in passing.   —  n.  1. A glancing blow on or along the side.  

2. An incidental critical remark; a gibe.   —sideùswipÙer n. 

side·track (sXdùtr4kÙ) v.  side·tracked, side·track·ing, side·tracks.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To divert from a main issue or course:  I was sidetracked from my work by an 

unexpected visitor.  2. To delay or block the progress of deliberately: “a bill that 

would sidetrack food irradiation in this country” (Alexis Beck).  3. To switch from 

a main railroad track to a siding.   —  v.  intr. 1. To deviate from a main issue or 

course.  2. To run into a siding.   —  n.  A railroad siding. 

side·walk (sXdùwôkÙ) n.  A paved walkway along the side of a street.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a sidewalk fruit stand; sidewalk 

chalk artists. 

sidewalk superintendent (sXdùwôkÙ suÙpNr-Vn-tHnùdNnt) n.  Slang. A 

pedestrian who stops to watch construction or demolition work. 

side·wall (sXdùwôlÙ) n.  1. A wall that forms the side of something.  2. A side 

surface of an automobile tire, between the edge of the tread and the wheel rim. 

side·ward (sXdùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward or at one side.   —sideùwards (-

wNrdz) adv. 

side·ways (sXdùw7zÙ) also side·way (-w7Ù) adv.  & adj.  1. Toward one side:  

took a step sideways; a sideways glance.  2. From one side:  a painting lit sideways; 

sideways pressure.  3. With the side forward:  turned sideways to show the profile; a 

sideways view. 

side-wheel (sXdùhwKlÙ, -wKlÙ) adj.  Nautical. Of, relating to, or being a steam-

boat with a paddle wheel on each side. 

side-wheel·er (sXdùhwKÙlNr, -wKÙ-) n.  Nautical. A side-wheel steamboat. 

side-whis·kers (sXdùhwVsÙkNrz, -wVsÙ-) pl.n.  Whiskers worn usually long on 

the sides of a man’s face. 

side·wind·er (sXdùwXnÙdNr) n.  1. A small rattlesnake (Crotalus cerastes) of the 

southwest United States and Mexico that moves by a distinctive lateral looping 

motion of its body and has two hornlike scaly projections above its eyes.  2. A 

powerful swinging punch delivered from the side. 

side·wise (sXdùwXzÙ) adv.  & adj.  Sideways. 



Si·di-bel-Ab·bès (sKùdK-bHl-N-bHsù)  A city of northwest Algeria south of 

Oran. It was the headquarters of the French Foreign Legion until 1962. Popula-

tion, 112,988. 

sid·ing (sXùdVng) n.  1. Material, such as boards or shingles, used for surfacing 

the outside walls of a frame building.  2. A short section of railroad track con-

nected by switches with a main track. 

si·dle (sXdùl) v.  si·dled, si·dling, si·dles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move sideways:  

sidled through the narrow doorway.  2. To advance in an unobtrusive, furtive, or 

coy way:  swindlers who sidle up to tourists.   —  v.  tr. To cause to move sideways:  

We sidled the canoe to the riverbank.   —  n.  1. An unobtrusive, furtive, or coy 

advance.  2. A sideways movement.  [Back-formation from SIDELING.] —siù-
dling·ly adv. 

Sid·ley (sVdùlK), Mount. A mountain, 4,183.7 m (13,717 ft) high, of Marie Byrd 

Land in Antarctica. It was discovered by Robert E. Byrd in 1934. 

Sid·ney (sVdùnK)  A city of west-central Ohio west-northwest of Columbus. It is 

a manufacturing center. Population, 18,710. 

Sid·ney (sVdùnK), Sir Philip. 1554-1586.  English poet, soldier, and politician. 

His most important works are the sonnet sequence Astrophel and Stella and the 

collection of pastoral idylls Arcadia, both published posthumously. 

Si·don (sXdùn)  An ancient city of Phoenicia on the Mediterranean Sea in 

present-day southwest Lebanon. Founded in the third millennium B.C., it was an 

important trade center known for its glassware and purple dyes. 

Sid·ra (sVdùrN), Gulf of. An inlet of the Mediterranean Sea off northern Libya 

west of Benghazi. 

SIDS abbr.  Sudden infant death syndrome. 

Sieg·bahn (sKgùbänÙ), Kai Manne Börje. Born 1918.  Swedish physicist. He 

shared a 1981 Nobel Prize for developing technologies to study complex forms of 

matter. 

Sieg·bahn (sKgùbänÙ), Karl Manne Georg. 1886-1978.  Swedish physicist. He 

won a 1924 Nobel Prize for investigations in x-ray spectroscopy. 

siege (sKj) n.  1. The surrounding and blockading of a city, town, or fortress by 

an army attempting to capture it.  2. A prolonged period, as of illness:  a siege of 

asthma.  3. Obsolete. A seat, especially a throne.   —  v.  tr. sieged, sieg·ing, 
sieg·es. To subject to a siege; besiege.  See Synonyms at besiege.  [Middle 

English sege, from Old French, seat, from Vulgar Latin *sedicum, from *sedic7re, 

to sit, from Latin sedKre. See sed- in Appendix.]

Sie·gen (zKùgNn)  A city of west-central Germany east of Cologne. The birth-

place of the painter Rubens, it is today heavily industrialized. Population, 

107,774. 



Siege Perilous (sKj pHrùN-lNs) n.  In Arthurian legend, a seat at King Arthur’s 

Round Table kept for the knight destined to find the Holy Grail and fatal for any 

other occupant. 

Sieg·fried (sKgùfrKdÙ, sVgù-) n.  The warrior hero of the Nibelungenlied and 

other Germanic medieval epics, whose story is essentially that of his Norse proto-

type Sigurd.  [German, from Middle High German SXfrit, from Old High German 

Sigifrith : sigu, victory; see segh- in Appendix + fridu, peace; see prX- in Appen-

dix.]

sie·mens (sKùmNnz) n.  pl. siemens. Abbr. S, s A unit of electrical conductance 

in the International System, equal to one ampere per volt.  [After Ernst Werner 
von SIEMENS.]

Sie·mens (sKùmNnz, zKù-), Ernst Werner von. 1816-1892.  German engineer 

who made notable improvements to telegraphic and electrical apparatus. His 

brother Karl Wilhelm, later Sir Charles William Siemens (1823-1883), 

invented a regenerative steam engine and designed a steamship for laying long-

distance cables. 

Si·en·a (sK-HnùN, syHùnä)  A city of west-central Italy south of Florence. Founded 

by Etruscans, it became independent in the 12th century and gradually evolved 

into a wealthy city known especially for its leadership of the Sienese school of art 

(13th-14th centuries). Population, 61,888.   —SiÙe·neseù (-nKzù, -nKsù) adj.  & n. 

Sien·kie·wicz (shHn-ky7ùvVch, -kyHù-), Henryk. 1846-1916.  Polish writer. 

Although he is most widely known for his historical novel Quo Vadis? (1896), his 

critical reputation rests on his works of Polish history, including With Fire and 

Sword (1883). Sienkiewicz won the 1905 Nobel Prize for literature. 

si·en·na (sK-HnùN) n.  1. A special clay containing iron and manganese oxides, 

used as a pigment for oil and watercolor painting.  2. Color. a. Raw sienna.  

b. Burnt sienna.   [Short for terra-sienna, from Italian terra di Sienna, earth of 

Siena, after Siena.]

si·er·o·zem (sX-HrùN-zHmÙ, sK-HrÙN-zhômù) n.  Any of a group of soils found in 

cool to temperate arid regions that is brownish gray at the surface with a lighter 

layer below and is based in a carbonate or hardpan layer.  [Russian serozem : seryV, 
gray + Old Russian zemV, earth; see dhghem- in Appendix.]

si·er·ra (sK-HrùN) n.  1. A rugged range of mountains having an irregular or 

jagged profile.  See Usage Note at redundancy.  2. a. A Spanish mackerel 

(Scomberomorus sierra) of the Pacific coast of tropical America.  b.  See cero.   
[Spanish, saw, sierra, from Latin serra, saw.] —si·erùran adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Perhaps in formal contexts it is wise after mentioning a

mountain range such as the Sierra Nevada to refer to it next as the Sierras rather

than the Sierra Mountains, since mountains is inherent in sierra. Nonetheless,

many Californians and Nevadans in particular will be very familiar with phrases



such as the Sierra Mountains. Such phrases are used because to a non-Spanish

speaker sierra does not necessarily have a meaning, unless one is familiar with the

English word sierra, “a rugged range of mountains having an irregular profile,”

borrowed from Spanish. In Spanish sierra originally meant “saw” and so was aptly

applied to a range of hills or mountains rising in peaks that suggested the teeth

of a saw. It comes from Latin serra, “saw,” to which can also be traced our word

serrated.

Si·er·ra Blan·ca Peak (sK-HrùN bl4ngùkN pKk)  A mountain, 3,660.9 m (12,003 

ft) high, in the Sacramento Mountains of south-central New Mexico. It is the 

highest elevation in the range. 

Sierra Le·one (sK-HrùN lK-onù, -oùnK)  A country of western Africa on the 

Atlantic coast. First visited by the Portuguese in the 1460’s, the region became a 

British protectorate in 1896 and achieved independence in 1961. Freetown is the 

capital and the largest city. Population, 3,381,000. 

Si·er·ra Ma·dre del Sur (sK-HrùN mäùdr7 dHl surù, syHrùä mäùthrH)  A moun-

tain range of southern Mexico along the Pacific coast. 

Sierra Madre Oc·ci·den·tal (sK-HrùN mäÙdr7 mkÙsV-dHnùtNl, ôkÙsK-thHn-tälù)  

A mountain range of northwest Mexico running parallel to the Pacific coastline 

and adjoining the Mexican plateau. It extends for about 1,609 km (1,000 mi) 

southward from the border of Arizona. 

Sierra Madre Or·ien·tal (sK-HrùN mäÙdr7 ôrÙK-Hn-tälù, ô-ryHn-)  A mountain 

range of northeast Mexico rising as barren hills south of the Rio Grande and 

roughly paralleling the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. 

Si·er·ra Ne·va·da (sK-HrùN nN-v4dùN, -väùdN)  1.  (also syHrùä nH-väùthä) A 

mountain range of southern Spain along the Mediterranean coast east of Gran-

ada. It rises to 3,480.4 m (11,411 ft) at Mulhacén.  2. A mountain range of eastern 

California extending about 644 km (400 mi) between the Sacramento and San 

Joaquin valleys and the Nevada border. Mount Whitney, 4,420.7 m (14,494 ft), is 

the highest elevation. 

Sierra Vis·ta (sK-HrùN vVsùtN)  A city of southeast Arizona southeast of Tucson 

near the Mexican border. It is in a cattle-raising and mining region. Population, 

32,983. 

si·es·ta (sK-HsùtN) n.  A rest or nap after the midday meal.  [Spanish, from Latin 

sexta (hora), sixth (hour), midday, feminine of sextus, sixth. See SEXT.]

sieve (sVv) n.  A utensil of wire mesh or closely perforated metal, used for strain-

ing, sifting, ricing, or puréeing.   —  v.  sieved, siev·ing, sieves.  —  v.  tr. To 

pass through a sieve.   —  v.  intr. To use a sieve; sift.  [Middle English sive, from 

Old English sife.]

sieve plate (sVv pl7t) n.  Botany. The perforated end wall of a sieve tube cell. 



sieve tube (sVv tub) n.  Botany. A series of cells joined end to end, forming a 

tube through which nutrients are conducted in flowering plants and brown algae. 

Sie·yès (syH-yHsù), Emmanuel Joseph. 1748-1836.  French politician who 

wrote What is the Third Estate? (1789), a pamphlet that fueled antiaristocratic 

feeling. Sieyès later took part in the coup that brought Napoleon I to power 

(1799) and went into exile (1815-1830) after Napoleon’s fall. 

sift (sVft) v.  sift·ed, sift·ing, sifts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put (flour, for example) 

through a sieve or other straining device in order to separate the fine from the 

coarse particles.  2. To distinguish as if separating with a sieve:  sifted the candi-

dates for the job.  3. To apply by scattering with or as if with a sieve:  sift sugar on a 

dessert.  4. To examine and sort carefully:  sift the evidence.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

make use of a sieve.  2. To pass through or as if through a sieve:  a meal that sifts 

easily.  3. To make a careful examination:  sifted through back issues of the maga-

zine.  [Middle English siften, from Old English siftan.] —siftùer n. 

sig. abbr.  1. Signal.  2. Signature.  3.  Often Sig.. Signor; signore. 

Sig. abbr.  1. Latin. Signa (mark or label it).  2. Medicine. Signature.  3. Latin. 

Signetur (let it be marked or labeled). 

sigh (sX) v.  sighed, sigh·ing, sighs.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To exhale audibly in a 

long, deep breath, as in weariness or relief.  b. To emit a similar sound:  willows 

sighing in the wind.   2. To feel longing or grief; yearn:  sighing for their lost youth.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To express with or as if with an audible exhalation.  2. Archaic. To 

lament.   —  n.  The act or sound of sighing.  [Middle English sighen, probably 

back-formation from sighte, past tense of siken, to sigh, from Old English sXcan.] 
—sighùer n. 

sight (sXt) n.  1. The ability to see.  2. The act or fact of seeing:  hoping for a sight 

of land; caught sight of a rare bird.  3. Field of vision.  4. The foreseeable future; 

prospect:  no solution in sight.  5. Something seen; a view.  6. Something worth 

seeing; a spectacle:  the sights of London.  7. Informal. Something unsightly:  Your 

hair is a sight.  8. a. A device used to assist aim by guiding the eye, as on a firearm 

or surveying instrument.  b. An aim or observation taken with such a device.   

9. An opportunity to observe or inspect.  10. Upper Southern U.S. A large num-

ber or quantity:  A sight of people were there.   —  v.  sight·ed, sight·ing, sights.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To perceive with the eyes; get sight of:  sighted land after 40 days at sea.  

2. To observe through a sight or an optical instrument:  sight a target.  3. To 

adjust the sights of (a rifle, for example).  4. To take aim with (a firearm).   —  v.  

intr. 1. To direct one’s gaze; look carefully.  2. To take aim:  sighted along the barrel 

of the gun.   —idioms. on sight. Immediately upon being seen:  threatened to 

shoot looters on sight.  out of sight. Slang. Remarkable; incredible:  The gradua-

tion party was out of sight.  sight for sore eyes. Informal. One whom it is a 

relief or joy to see.  sight unseen. Without seeing the object in question:  bought 



the horse sight unseen.  [Middle English, from Old English sihth, gesiht, something 

seen. See sekw-2 in Appendix.]

sight draft (sXt dr4ft) n.  Abbr. SD A draft or bill that is payable on demand or 

upon presentation.  Also called demand draft 

sight·ed (sXùtVd) adj.  1. Having the ability to see.  2. Having eyesight of a speci-

fied kind. Often used in combination:  keen-sighted.   —sightùed·ness n. 

sight gag (sXt g4g) n.  A comic bit or effect that depends on sight rather than 

words. 

sight·ing (sXùtVng) n.  The act of catching sight of something, especially some-

thing unusual or searched for:  a sighting of a whale in the harbor; a reported sight-

ing of a UFO. 

sight·less (sXtùlVs) adj.  1. Unable to see with the eyes; blind.  2. Invisible.   
—sightùless·ly adv.  —sightùless·ness n. 

sight·line also sight line (sXtùlXnÙ) n.  A line of sight, especially one between a 

spectator and the spectacle in a theater or stadium. 

sight·ly (sXtùlK) adj.  sight·li·er, sight·li·est. 1. Pleasing to see; visually appeal-

ing.  2. Affording a fine view; scenic.   —sightùli·ness n. 

sight-read (sXtùrKdÙ) v.  sight-·read (-rHdÙ), sight-·read·ing, sight-·reads.  
—  v.  tr. To read or perform (music, for example) without preparation or prior 

acquaintance.   —  v.  intr. To read or perform something on sight without prepa-

ration or prior acquaintance.   —sightù-readÙer n. 

sight rhyme (sXt rXm) n.  See eye rhyme. 
sight·see (sXtùsKÙ) v.  intr. sight·saw (-sôÙ), sight·seen (-sKnÙ), 
sight·see·ing, sight·sees. To tour sights of interest.   —sightùseÙer n. 

sight·see·ing (sXtùsKÙVng) n.  The act or pastime of visiting sights of interest.   
—  adj.  Used or engaged in sightseeing:  a sightseeing bus; a sightseeing tour. 

sig·il (sVjùNl, sVgùVl) n.  1. A seal; a signet.  2. A sign or an image considered magi-

cal.  [Latin sigillum, diminutive of signum, sign. See SIGN.]

Sig·is·mund (sVgùVs-mNnd), 1368-1437.  Holy Roman emperor (1433-1437) and 

king of Hungary (1387-1437) and Bohemia (1419-1437). He helped end the 

Great Schism (1378-1417) by convening the Council of Constance (1414-1418). 

sig·ma (sVgùmN) n.  1. The 18th letter of the Greek alphabet.  2. A sigma factor.  

3. A sigma hyperon.  [Greek, of Phoenician origin; akin to Hebrew s7mek, 

samekh.] —sigùmateÙ (-m7tÙ) adj. 

sigma factor (sVgùmN f4kùtNr) n.  A protein component of RNA polymerase 

that determines the specific site on DNA where transcription begins. 

sigma hyperon (sVgùmN hXùpN-rmnÙ) n.  Any of three unstable subatomic par-

ticles in the baryon family, having a mass of 2,328 to 2,343 times that of the elec-

tron and a positive, neutral, or negative elecric charge. 



sig·moid (sVgùmoidÙ) also sig·moi·dal (sVg-moidùl) adj.  1. Having the shape of 

the letter S.  2. Of or relating to the sigmoid flexure of the colon.  [Greek 

sigmoeidKs : sigma, sigma; see SIGMA + -oeidKs, -oid.]

sigmoid flexure (sVgùmoidÙ flHkùshNr) n.  An S-shaped section of the colon 

between the descending section and the rectum.  Also called sigmoid colon 

sig·moid·o·scope (sVg-moiùdN-skopÙ) n.  A tubular instrument for visual 

examination of the sigmoid flexure.   —sig·moidÙo·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj.  

—sigÙmoid·osùco·py (sVgÙmoi-dmsùkN-pK) n. 

sign (sXn) n.  1. Something that suggests the presence or existence of a fact, con-

dition, or quality.  2. a. An act or a gesture used to convey an idea, a desire, infor-

mation, or a command:  gave the go-ahead sign.  b. Sign language.   3. a. A 

displayed structure bearing lettering or symbols, used to identify or advertise a 

place of business:  a motel with a flashing neon sign outside.  b. A posted notice 

bearing a designation, direction, or command:  an EXIT sign above a door; a traf-

fic sign.   4. A conventional figure or device that stands for a word, a phrase, or an 

operation; a symbol, as in mathematics or in musical notation.  5. pl. sign. An 

indicator, such as a dropping or footprint, of the trail of an animal:  looking for 

deer sign.  6. A trace or vestige:  no sign of life.  7. A portentous incident or event; 

a presage:  took the eclipse as a sign from God.  8. A body manifestation that serves 

to indicate the presence of malfunction or disease.  9. One of the 12 divisions of 

the zodiac, each named for a constellation and represented by a symbol.   —  v.  

signed, sign·ing, signs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To affix one’s signature to.  2. To write 

(one’s signature).  3. To approve or ratify (a document) by affixing a signature, 

seal, or other mark:  sign a bill into law.  4. To hire or engage by obtaining a signa-

ture on a contract:  signed a rookie pitcher for next season; sign up actors for a tour.  

5. To relinquish or transfer title to by signature:  signed away all her claims to the 

estate.  6. To provide with a sign or signs:  sign a new highway.  7. To communi-

cate with a sign or by sign language:  signed his approval; sign instructions to a 

hearing-impaired teammate.  8. To consecrate with the sign of the cross.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To make a sign or signs; signal.  2. To use sign language.  3. To write one’s 

signature.   —phrasal verbs. sign in. To record the arrival of (another or one-

self) by signing a register.  sign off. 2. To announce the end of a communica-

tion; conclude.  3. To stop transmission after identifying the broadcasting 

station.  4. Informal. To express approval formally or conclusively:  got the Con-

gress to sign off on the tax proposal.  sign on. 5. Informal. To enlist oneself, espe-

cially as an employee: “Retired politicians often sign on with top-dollar law firms” 

(New York Times).  6. To start transmission with an identification of the broad-

casting station.  sign out. To record the departure of (another or oneself) by 

signing a register.  sign up. To agree to be a participant or recipient by signing 

one’s name; enlist:  signed up for military service; signing up for a pottery course.  



[Middle English signe, from Old French, from Latin signum. See sekw-1 in 

Appendix.] —signùer n.  

SYNONYMS: sign, badge, mark, token, symptom, note. These nouns are com-

pared as they denote an outward indication of the existence or presence of some-

thing not immediately evident. Sign is the most general: A high forehead is thought

to be a sign of intelligence. “The exile of Gaveston was the sign of the barons’ tri-

umph” (John R. Green). “The V sign is the symbol of the unconquerable will of the

occupied territories” (Winston S. Churchill). Badge usually refers to something

that is worn as an insignia of membership, is an emblem of achievement, or is a

characteristic sign: The sheriff’s badge was shaped like a star. “Sweet mercy is nobil-

ity’s true badge” (Shakespeare). Mark can refer to a visible trace or impression (a

laundry mark) or to an indication of a distinctive trait or characteristic: Intolerance

is the mark of a bigot. The term can also denote a lasting effect, as of an experience:

Poverty had left its mark. Token usually refers to evidence or proof of something

intangible: sent flowers as a token of her affection. Symptom suggests outward ev-

idence of a process or condition, especially an adverse condition: “dying of a hun-

dred good symptoms” (Alexander Pope); “the gale having rather increased than

shown any symptoms of abating” (Frederick Marryat). Note applies to the sign of

a particular quality or feature: “the eternal note of sadness” (Matthew Arnold). See

also Synonyms at gesture

Si·gnac (sKn-yäkù), Paul. 1863-1935.  French neoimpressionist painter. He 

painted mainly landscapes and marine views, such as Port of St. Tropez (1916), 

and often employed pointillist techniques. 

sign·age (sXùnVj) n.  1. Signs considered as a group.  2. The design or use of 

signs and symbols. 

sig·nal (sVgùnNl) n.  Abbr. sig. 1. a. An indicator, such as a gesture or colored 

light, that serves as a means of communication.  See Synonyms at gesture.  b. A 

message communicated by such means.   2. Something that incites action:  The 

peace treaty was the signal for mass celebrations.  3. Electronics. An impulse or a 

fluctuating electric quantity, such as voltage, current, or electric field strength, 

whose variations represent coded information.  4. The sound, image, or message 

transmitted or received in telegraphy, telephony, radio, television, or radar.   —  
adj.  Notably out of the ordinary:  a signal feat.  See Synonyms at noticeable.   
—  v.  sig·naled or sig·nalled, sig·nal·ing or sig·nal·ling, sig·nals or 

sig·nals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make a signal to:  I signaled the driver to proceed.  2. To 

relate or make known by signals:  They have signaled their willingness to negotiate.   
—  v.  intr. To make a signal or signals.  [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Medieval Latin sign7le, from neuter of Late Latin sign7lis, of a sign, from Latin 

signum, sign. See SIGN.] —sigùnal·er, sigùnal·ler n. 



sig·nal·ize (sVgùnN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. sig·nal·ized, sig·nal·iz·ing, sig·nal·iz·es. 1. To 

make remarkable or conspicuous:  a life signalized by high accomplishments.  2. To 

point out particularly.   —sigÙnal·i·zaùtion (-nN-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

sig·nal·ly (sVgùnN-lK) adv.  To a conspicuous degree; notably. 

sig·nal·ment (sVgùnNl-mNnt) n.  A detailed description of a person’s appear-

ance, as for police files.  [French signalement, from signaler, to mark out, from 

signal, signal. See SIGNAL.]

sig·na·to·ry (sVgùnN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  Bound by signed agreement:  the signa-

tory parties to a contract.   —  n.  pl. sig·na·to·ries. One that has signed a treaty 

or other document.  [Latin sign7torius, from sign7tus, past participle of sign7re, to 

mark, from signum, sign. See SIGN.]

sig·na·ture (sVgùnN-chNr) n.  1.  Abbr. sig. One’s name as written by oneself.  

2. The act of signing one’s name.  3. A distinctive mark, characteristic, or sound 

indicating identity:  A surprise ending is the signature of an O. Henry short story.  

4.  Abbr. Sig., S. Medicine. The part of a physician’s prescription containing 

directions to the patient.  5. Music. a. A sign used to indicate key.  b. A sign used 

to indicate tempo.   6. Printing. a. A letter, number, or symbol placed at the bot-

tom of the first page on each sheet of printed pages of a book as a guide to the 

proper sequence of the sheets in binding.  b. A large sheet printed with four or a 

multiple of four pages that when folded becomes a section of the book.   [French, 

from Old French, from Medieval Latin sign7t7ra, from Latin sign7tus, past parti-

ciple of sign7re, to mark, from signum, sign. See SIGN.]

sign·board (sXnùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  A board bearing a sign. 

sig·net (sVgùnVt) n.  1. A seal, especially one used officially to mark documents.  

2. The impression made with such a seal.   —  v.  tr. sig·net·ed, sig·net·ing, 
sig·nets. To mark or endorse with a signet.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

diminutive of signe, sign. See SIGN.]

signet ring (sVgùnVt rVng) n.  A finger ring bearing an engraved signet.  Also 

called seal ring 

sig·nif·i·cance (sVg-nVfùV-kNns) also sig·nif·i·can·cy (-kNn-sK) n.  1. The state 

or quality of being significant.  See Synonyms at importance.  2. A meaning 

that is expressed.  3. A covert or implied meaning.  See Synonyms at meaning. 
significance level (sVg-nVfùV-kNns lHvùNl) n.  Statistics. See level of signifi-
cance. 

sig·nif·i·cant (sVg-nVfùV-kNnt) adj.  1. Having or expressing a meaning; mean-

ingful.  2. Having or expressing a covert meaning; suggestive:  a significant glance.  

See Synonyms at expressive.  3. Having or likely to have a major effect; impor-

tant:  a significant change in the tax laws.  4. Fairly large in amount or quantity:  

significant casualties; no significant opposition.  5. Statistics. Of or relating to 

observations or occurrences that are too closely correlated to be attributed to 

chance and therefore indicate a systematic relationship.  [Latin signific7ns, signifi-



cant- present participle of signific7re, to signify. See SIGNIFY.] —sig·nifùi·cant·ly 
adv. 

significant digits (sVg-nVfùV-kNnt dVjùVts) pl.n.  Mathematics. The digits of the 

decimal form of a number beginning with the leftmost nonzero digit and extend-

ing to the right to include all digits warranted by the accuracy of measuring 

devices used to obtain the numbers.  Also called significant figures 

significant other (sVg-nVfùV-kNnt ƒthùNr) n.  1. A person, such as a spouse or 

lover, with whom one shares a long-term sexual relationship.  2. A person, such 

as a family member or close friend, who is important or influential in one’s life: 

“The most important variable in successful smoking cessation is the support of signif-

icant others in the new nonsmoker’s life” (Carolyn Reuben). 

sig·ni·fi·ca·tion (sVgÙnN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  1. The established meaning of a word.  

See Synonyms at meaning.  2. The act of signifying; indication. 

sig·nif·i·ca·tive (sVg-nVfùV-k7ÙtVv) adj.  1. Tending to signify or indicate; indica-

tive.  2. Having meaning; significant.   —sig·nifùi·caÙtive·ness n. 

sig·ni·fy (sVgùnN-fXÙ) v.  sig·ni·fied, sig·ni·fy·ing, sig·ni·fies.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

denote; mean.  See Synonyms at mean1.  2. To make known, as with a sign or 

word:  signify one’s intent.   —  v.  intr. 1. To have meaning or importance.  See 

Synonyms at count1.  2. Slang. To exchange humorous insults in a verbal game.  

[Middle English signifien, from Old French signifier, from Latin signific7re : 

signum, sign; see SIGN + -fic7re, -fy.] —sigùni·fiÙa·ble adj.  —sigùni·fiÙer n. 

si·gnior (sKn-yôrù, -yorù) n.  Variant of signor. 
si·gnio·ry (sKnùyN-rK) n.  Variant of signory. 
sign language (sXn l4ngùgwVj) n.  1. A language that uses manual movements 

to convey grammatical structure and meaning.  2. A method of communication, 

as between speakers of different languages, that uses hand movements and other 

gestures. 

sign manual (sXn m4nùyu-Nl) n.  pl. signs manual. A signature, especially 

that of a monarch at the top of a royal decree. 

sign of the cross (sXn ƒv thK krôs) n.  A gesture describing the form of a cross, 

made in token of faith in Jesus or as an invocation of God’s blessing. 

si·gnor also si·gnior (sKn-yôrù, -yorù) n.  pl. si·gno·ri (sKn-yôrùK, -yorùK) also 

si·gniors  or si·gnors. Abbr. S., Sig., sig. Used as a courtesy title for a man in 

an Italian-speaking area, equivalent to Mr.  [Italian, variant of signore. See 

SIGNORE.]

si·gno·ra (sKn-yôrùN, -yorùN, -yôùrä) n.  pl. si·gno·re (sKn-yôrù7, -yorù7, -yôùrH)  

or si·gno·ras. Used as a courtesy title for a married woman in an Italian-speak-

ing area, equivalent to Mrs.  [Italian, feminine of signore, signore. See SIGNORE.]

si·gno·re (sKn-yôrù7, -yorù7, -yôùrH) n.  pl. si·gno·ri (sKn-yôùrK, -yorùK). Abbr. 

S., Sig., sig. Used as a form of polite address for a man in an Italian-speaking 

area.  [Italian, from Medieval Latin senior, lord, from Latin, elder. See SENIOR.]



Si·gno·rel·li (sKÙnyô-rHlùlK), Luca. 1445?-1523.  Italian painter known for his 

mastery of the human figure. His works include the frescoes The Preaching of the 

Anti-Christ and The Last Judgment (both 1500-1504). 

si·gno·ri (sKn-yôùrK, -yorùK) n.  1.  A plural of signor. 2.  A plural of signore. 
si·gno·ri·na (sKnÙyN-rKùnN, -yô-rKùnä) n.  pl. si·gno·ri·ne (-n7, -nH)  or 

si·gno·ri·nas. Used as a courtesy title for an unmarried woman in an Italian-

speaking area, equivalent to Miss.  [Italian, diminutive of signora, signora. See 

SIGNORA.]

si·gno·ry  or si·gnio·ry (sKnùyN-rK) n.  pl. si·gno·ries. See seigniory.  [Middle 

English signorie, from Old French seigneurie, from seigneur, seignior. See 

SEIGNIOR.]

sign·post (sXnùpostÙ) n.  1. A post supporting a sign that has information or 

directions.  2. An indication, a sign, or a guide. 

Sigs·bee (sVgzùbK), Charles Dwight. 1845-1923.  American naval officer who 

commanded the U.S.S. Maine when it was blown up in Havana harbor (February 

15, 1898). 

Sig·urd (sVgùNrd) n.  Mythology. A warrior hero in Norse myth who wins an 

accursed hoard of gold, awakens Brynhild from her enchanted sleep, marries a 

princess, and is slain through Brynhild’s jealous contrivance. 

Si·gurds·son (sVgùNrd-sNn, -œrth-sônÙ), Jón. 1811-1879.  Icelandic politician 

and scholar who secured a constitution for his country from Denmark (1874). 

Si·ha·nouk (sKùN-ntkÙ), Prince Norodom. Born 1922.  Cambodian politician 

who served as prime minister (1955-1957) and became head of state in 1960. Sih-

anouk was deposed in 1970 and briefly returned to power (1975-1976) during the 

Pol Pot regime. 

Si·ha·sa·pa (sN-häùsN-pN) n.  pl. Sihasapa or Si·ha·sa·pas. 1. A Native Ameri-

can people constituting a subdivision of the Teton Sioux.  2. A member of this 

people.  Also called Blackfoot, Blackfoot Sioux. 

si·ka (sKùkN) n.  A medium-sized deer (Cervus nippon) native to Japan and China 

but naturalized in Europe and other countries, having a small head, compact 

body, and mostly spotted reddish or chestnut coat. Several of its subspecies are 

endangered in the wild.  [Japanese shika, deer.]

Sikes·ton (sXkùstNn)  A city of southeast Missouri west-southwest of Cairo, Illi-

nois. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 17,641. 

Sikh (sKk) n.  An adherent of Sikhism.   —  adj.  Of or relating to the Sikhs or to 

Sikhism.  [Hindi, from Sanskrit {i}yaU, disciple, from {ik}ati, he wishes to learn, 

desiderative of {aknoti, is able.]

Sikh·ism (sKkùVzÙNm) n.  The doctrines and practices of a monotheistic religion 

founded in northern India in the 16th century and combining elements of Hin-

duism and Islam. 

Si Kiang (sKù kyängù, shKù)  See Xi Jiang. 



Sik·kim (sVkùVm)  A region and former kingdom of northeast India in the eastern 

Himalaya Mountains between Nepal and Bhutan. Long isolated from the outside 

world, Sikkim was virtually a dependency of Tibet until the 19th century, when it 

came under British protection. The protectorate passed to India in 1949 and 

became an integral part of that country in 1975. 

Si·kor·sky (sV-kôrùskK), Igor Ivan. 1889-1972.  Russian-born American avia-

tion pioneer. He designed (1939) the first successful American helicopter. 

si·lage (sXùlVj) n.  Fodder prepared by storing and fermenting green forage plants 

in a silo.  [Short for ENSILAGE.]

sil·ane (sVlù7nÙ) n.  Any of a group of silicon hydrides having the general formula 

SiH that are analogous to the paraffin hydrocarbons.  [SIL(ICON) + (METH)ANE.]

sild (sVld) n.  pl. sild or silds. A young herring other than a sprat that is processed 

as a sardine in Norway.  [Norwegian, and Danish  from Old Norse sXld, herring.]

si·lence (sXùlNns) n.  1. The condition or quality of being or keeping still and 

silent.  2. The absence of sound; stillness.  3. A period of time without speech or 

noise.  4. Refusal or failure to speak out.   —  v.  tr. si·lenced, si·lenc·ing, 
si·lenc·es. 1. To make silent or bring to silence:  silenced the crowd with a gesture.  

2. To curtail the expression of; suppress:  silencing all criticism; silenced their oppo-

nents.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin silentium, from silKns, 

silent- present participle of silKre, to be silent.]

si·lenc·er (sXùlNn-sNr) n.  One that silences, especially a device attached to the 

muzzle of a firearm to muffle the sound of firing. 

si·le·ni (sX-lKùnX) n.  Greek Mythology. Plural of silenus. 
si·lent (sXùlNnt) adj.  1. Marked by absence of noise or sound; still.  2. Not 

inclined to speak; not talkative.  3. Unable to speak.  4. Refraining from speech:  

Do be silent.  5. Not voiced or expressed; unspoken:  a silent curse; silent consent.  

6. Inactive; quiescent:  a silent volcano.  7. Linguistics. Having no phonetic value; 

unpronounced:  the silent b in subtle.  8. Having no spoken dialogue and usually 

no soundtrack. Used of a film.   —  n.  A silent movie.  [Latin silKns, silent- 

present participle of silKre, to be silent.] —siùlent·ly adv.  —siùlent·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: silent, reticent, reserved, taciturn, secretive, uncommunicative,

tightlipped. These adjectives describe people who are sparing with speech. Silent

often implies a habitual disinclination to speak or to speak out: “the great silent

majority” (Richard M. Nixon). The term may also mean refraining from speech,

as out of fear or confusion: “He must be warned prior to any questioning that he

has the right to remain silent” (Earl Warren). Reticent suggests a tendency to keep

one’s thoughts, feelings, and personal affairs to oneself: “She had been shy and

reticent with me, and now... she was telling me aloud the secrets of her inmost heart”

(W.H. Hudson). Reserved suggests aloofness and reticence: “a reserved man, whose

inner life was intense and sufficient to him” (Arnold Bennett). Taciturn implies un-



sociableness and a tendency to speak only when it is absolutely necessary: “At the

Council board he was taciturn; and in the House of Lords he never opened his lips”

(Macaulay). Secretive implies a lack of openness about or even concealment of

matters that could in all conscience be discussed: too secretive to disclose her vaca-

tion plans. Uncommunicative suggests a disposition to withhold opinions, feelings,

or knowledge from others: Her uncle was a silent, uncommunicative Yankee farmer.

Tightlipped strongly implies a steadfast unwillingness to divulge information be-

ing sought: The general remained tightlipped when reporters asked him about the

rumored invasion. See also Synonyms at still1

silent butler (sXùlNnt bƒtùlNr) n.  A small receptacle with a handle and hinged 

cover, used for collecting ashes and crumbs. 

silent partner (sXùlNnt pärtùnNr) n.  One that makes financial investments in a 

business enterprise but does not participate in its management. 

silent treatment (sXùlNnt trKtùmNnt) n.  Informal. Maintenance of aloof 

silence toward another as an expression of one’s anger or disapproval:  The rest of 

the class gave the tattletale the silent treatment. 

si·le·nus (sX-lKùnNs) n.  pl. si·le·ni (-nX). Greek Mythology. Any of the minor 

woodland deities and companions of Dionysus, depicted on Greek vases as men 

with the tails, ears, and hoofs of horses.  [Latin sXlKnus, from Greek silKnos, from 

SilKnos, Silenus.]

Si·le·nus (sX-lKùnNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A satyr, usually depicted as drunken 

and jolly, in the entourage of Dionysus.  [Latin, from Greek SilKnos.]

si·le·sia (sX-lKùzhN, -shN, sV-) n.  A sturdy twilled cotton fabric used for linings 

and pockets.  [After Silesia.]

Si·le·sia (sX-lKùzhN, -shN, sV-)  A region of central Europe primarily in southwest 

Poland and northern Czech Republic. Settled by Slavic peoples c. A.D. 500, the 

region was long contested by various states and principalities. After World War I 

Silesia was partitioned among Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. Much of 

the Czechoslovakian section passed to Germany and Poland after the signing of 

the Munich Pact in 1938. Germany occupied Polish Silesia from 1939 to 1945, 

and after World War II Poland annexed most of German Silesia. Upper Silesia, 
in southern Poland, is an important industrialized area.   —Si·leùsian adj.  & n. 

si·lex (sXùlHksÙ) n.  1. Silica.  2. Finely ground tripoli used as an inert paint filler.  

[Latin, hard stone, flint.]

sil·hou·ette (sVlÙu-Htù) n.  1. A drawing consisting of the outline of some-

thing, especially a human profile, filled in with a solid color.  2. An outline that 

appears dark against a light background.  See Synonyms at outline.   —  v.  tr. 

sil·hou·et·ted, sil·hou·et·ting, sil·hou·ettes. To cause to be seen as a silhou-

ette; outline:  Figures were silhouetted against the setting sun.  [French, after Éti-

enne de Silhouette (1709-1767), French finance minister.]



silic- pref.  Variant of silici-. 
sil·i·ca (sVlùV-kN) n.  A white or colorless crystalline compound, SiO2, occurring 

abundantly as quartz, sand, flint, agate, and many other minerals and used to 

manufacture a wide variety of materials, especially glass and concrete.  [New 

Latin, from Latin silex, silic-, hard stone, flint.]

silica gel (sVlùV-kN jHl) n.  Amorphous silica that resembles white sand and is 

used as a drying and dehumidifying agent, as a catalyst and catalyst carrier, as an 

anticaking agent in cosmetics, and in chromatography. 

sil·i·cate (sVlùV-k7tÙ, -kVt) n.  1. Any of numerous compounds containing silicon, 

oxygen, and one or more metals; a salt of silicic acid.  2. Any of a large group of 

minerals, forming over 90 percent of the earth’s crust, that consist of SiO2 or SiO4 

groupings combined with one or more metals and sometimes hydrogen. 

si·li·ceous (sV-lVshùNs) adj.  Containing, resembling, relating to, or consisting of 

silica.  [Latin siliceus, of flint, from silex, silic-, flint.]

silici-  or silic- pref.  1. Silicon:  silicate.  2. Silica:  silicify.  [From SILICON, and SIL-

ICA.]

si·lic·ic (sV-lVsùVk) adj.  Relating to, resembling, containing, or derived from silica 

or silicon. 

silicic acid (sV-lVsùVk 4sùVd) n.  A jellylike substance, SiO2·nH2O, produced when 

sodium silicate solution is acidified. 

sil·i·cide (sVlùV-sXdÙ) n.  A compound of silicon with another element or radical. 

sil·i·cif·er·ous (sVlÙV-sVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Bearing, producing, or in partial combina-

tion with silica. 

si·lic·i·fy (sV-lVsùN-fXÙ) v.  si·lic·i·fied, si·lic·i·fy·ing, si·lic·i·fies.  —  v.  tr. To 

convert into or impregnate with silica.   —  v.  intr. To become converted into or 

impregnated with silica.   —si·licÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

sil·i·cle (sVlùV-kNl) n.  Botany. A short silique usually having a length less than 

three times its width.  [Latin silicula, diminutive of siliqua, seed pod.]

sil·i·con (sVlùV-kNn, -kmnÙ) n.  Symbol Si A nonmetallic element occurring exten-

sively in the earth’s crust in silica and silicates, having both an amorphous and a 

crystalline allotrope, and used doped or in combination with other materials in 

glass, semiconducting devices, concrete, brick, refractories, pottery, and silicones. 

Atomic number 14; atomic weight 28.086; melting point 1,410˚C; boiling point 

2,355˚C; specific gravity 2.33; valence 4.  [From SILICA.]

silicon carbide (sVlùV-kNn kärùbXdÙ) n.  A bluish-black crystalline compound, 

SiC, one of the hardest known substances, used as an abrasive and heat-refractory 

material and in single crystals as semiconductors, especially in high-temperature 

applications. 

silicon dioxide (sVlùV-kNn dX-mkùsXd) n.  Silica. 

sil·i·cone (sVlùV-konÙ) n.  Any of a group of semi-inorganic polymers based on 

the structural unit R2SiO, where R is an organic group, characterized by wide-



range thermal stability, high lubricity, extreme water repellence, and physiological 

inertness and used in adhesives, lubricants, protective coatings, paints, electrical 

insulation, synthetic rubber, and prosthetic replacements for bodily parts. 

Sil·i·con Valley (sVlùV-kNn v4lùK, -kmnÙ)  A region of western California south-

east of San Francisco known for its high-technology design and manufacturing 

industries. 

sil·i·co·sis (sVlÙV-koùsVs) n.  A disease of the lungs caused by continued inhalation 

of the dust of siliceous minerals and characterized by progressive fibrosis and a 

chronic shortness of breath.   —silÙi·cotÙic (-kmtùVk) adj. 

si·lique (sV-lKkù) n.  A dry, dehiscent, elongated fruit, characteristic of the mus-

tard family, having two valves that fall away leaving a central partition.  [French, 

from Old French, from Latin siliqua, seed pod.] —silùi·quous (sVlùV-kwNs), 
silùi·quoseÙ (-kwosÙ)  adj. 

silk (sVlk) n.  1. a. A fine, lustrous fiber composed mainly of fibroin and pro-

duced by certain insect larvae to form cocoons, especially the strong, elastic, 

fibrous secretion of silkworms used to make thread and fabric.  b. Thread or fab-

ric made from this fiber.  c. A garment made from this fabric.   2. silks. Sports. 

The brightly colored identifying garments of a jockey or harness driver.  3. A 

silky, filamentous material, such as the webbing spun by certain spiders or the 

styles forming a tuft on an ear of corn.   —  adj.  Composed of or similar to the 

fiber or the fabric silk.   —  v.  intr. silked, silk·ing, silks. To develop silk. Used 

of corn.  [Middle English, from Old English sioloc, probably of Slavic origin, ulti-

mately from Chinese.]

silk cotton (sVlk kmtùn) n.  A silky fiber, such as kapok, attached to the seeds of 

certain trees. 

silk-cot·ton tree (sVlkùkmtùn trK) n.  1. A spiny, deciduous, North American 

tree (Ceiba pentandra) having palmately compound leaves and cultivated for its 

leathery fruit that contain the silklike fiber kapok.  2. Either of two trees (Bombax 

ceiba or Cochlospermum religiosum) having seeds surrounded by silky hairs. 

silk·en (sVlùkNn) adj.  1. Made of silk.  2. Resembling silk in texture or appear-

ance; smooth and lustrous.  See Synonyms at sleek.  3. Delicately pleasing or 

caressing in effect:  a silken voice.  4. Luxurious. 

silk gland (sVlk gl4nd) n.  Any of the glands in silk-spinning insects and spiders 

that secrete a protein liquid that hardens into silk on exposure to air. 

silk hat (sVlk h4t) n.  A man’s silk-covered top hat. 

silk oak (sVlk ok) n.  An Australian evergreen tree (Grevillea robusta) having 

divided, fernlike leaves and showy, one-sided clusters of orange flowers. 

Silk Road (sVlk rod)  An ancient trade route between China and the Mediterra-

nean Sea extending some 6,440 km (4,000 mi) and linking China with the Roman 

Empire. Marco Polo followed the route on his journey to Cathay. 



silk-screen also silk·screen (sVlkùskrKnÙ) n.  1. A stencil method of printmak-

ing in which a design is imposed on a screen of silk or other fine mesh, with blank 

areas coated with an impermeable substance, and ink is forced through the mesh 

onto the printing surface.  Also called screen-printing, silk-screen process.  2. A 

print made by this method.   —silkù-screenÙ v. 

silk stocking (sVlk stmkùVng) n.  A wealthy, aristocratic, or elegantly dressed per-

son. 

silk-stock·ing (sVlkùstmkùVng) adj.  Wealthy; aristocratic:  a silk-stocking district; 

silk-stocking prep schools. 

silk tree (sVlk trK) n.  An Asian tree (Albizzia julibrissin) having pinnately com-

pound leaves and heads of pinkish flowers with many long filaments.  Also called 

mimosa 

silk·weed (sVlkùwKdÙ) n.  See milkweed. 
silk·worm (sVlkùwûrmÙ) n.  Any of various caterpillars that produce silk 

cocoons, especially the larva of a moth (Bombyx mori) native to Asia that spins a 

cocoon of fine, strong, lustrous fiber that is the source of commercial silk. 

silkworm moth (sVlkùwûrmÙ môth) n.  Any of the moths, chiefly of the family 

Bombycidae, whose larvae produce silk cocoons. 

silk·y (sVlùkK) adj.  silk·i·er, silk·i·est. 1. Resembling silk; lustrous.  See Syn-

onyms at sleek.  2. Made of silk; silken.  3. Covered with or characterized by 

fine, soft hairs or feathers:  a silky chick.  4. Ingratiating; seductive:  spoke with 

silky plausibility.   —silkùi·ly adv.  —silkùi·ness n. 

silky terrier (sVlùkK tHrùK-Nr) n.  A toy terrier of a breed developed from a cross 

between the Australian terrier and the Yorkshire terrier, characterized by long, 

silky, bluish-gray hair, tan markings, and erect ears. 

sill (sVl) n.  1. The horizontal member that bears the upright portion of a frame, 

especially the horizontal member that forms the base of a window.  2. Geology. 

An approximately horizontal sheet of igneous rock intruded between older rock 

beds.  [Middle English sille, from Old English syll, threshold.]

Sill (sVl), Mount. A peak, 4,316.7 m (14,153 ft) high, in the Sierra Nevada of east-

central California. 

sil·la·bub (sVlùN-bƒbÙ) n.  Variant of syllabub. 
Sil·lan·pää (sVlùNn-p4Ù), Frans Eemil. 1888-1964.  Finnish writer whose novels 

include Meek Heritage (1919) and The Maid Silja (1931). He won the 1939 Nobel 

Prize for literature. 

Sil·li·man (sVlùN-mNn), Benjamin. 1779-1864.  American chemist and educator 

who founded (1818) the American Journal of Science and Arts. 

Sills (sVlz), Beverly. Born 1929.  American operatic soprano and manager who 

joined the New York City Opera in 1953 and was its general director from 1980 to 

1989. 



sil·ly (sVlùK) adj.  sil·li·er, sil·li·est. 1. Exhibiting a lack of wisdom or good sense; 

foolish.  See Synonyms at foolish.  2. Lacking seriousness or responsibleness; 

frivolous:  indulged in silly word play; silly pet names for each other.  

3. Semiconscious; dazed:  knocked silly by the impact.  [Middle English seli, silli, 

blessed, innocent, hapless, from Old English gesælig, blessed.] —silùli·ly (sVlùN-lK) 

adv.  —silùli·ness n. 

si·lo (sXùlo) n.  pl. si·los. 1. a. A tall cylindrical structure, usually beside a barn, in 

which fodder is stored.  b. A pit dug for the same purpose.   2. An underground 

shelter for a missile, usually equipped to launch the missile or to raise it into a 

launching position.   —  v.  tr. si·loed, si·lo·ing, si·los. To store in a silo.  [Span-

ish.]

Si·lo·ne (sV-loùnK, sK-lôùnH), Ignazio. 1900-1978.  Italian novelist whose best-

known works, Bread and Wine (1937) and The Seed Beneath the Snow (1941), 

were written while he was in exile from the Fascist regime in Italy. 

si·lox·ane (sV-lmkùs7nÙ, sX-) n.  Any of a class of organic or inorganic chemical 

compounds of silicon, oxygen, and usually carbon and hydrogen, based on the 

structural unit R2SiO, where R is an alkyl group, usually methyl.  [SIL(ICON) + 

OX(YGEN) + (METH)ANE.]

silt (sVlt) n.  A sedimentary material consisting of very fine particles intermediate 

in size between sand and clay.   —  v.  silt·ed, silt·ing, silts.  —  v.  intr. To 

become filled with silt:  an old channel that silted up.   —  v.  tr. To fill, cover, or 

obstruct with silt:  River sediments gradually silted the harbor.  [Middle English 

cylte, probably of Scandinavian origin. See sal- in Appendix.] —silt·aùtion n.  

—siltùy adj. 

silt·stone (sVltùstonÙ) n.  A fine-grained rock of consolidated silt. 

Sil·u·res (sVlùyN-rKzÙ) pl.n.  A people described by Tacitus as occupying southeast 

Wales at the time of the Roman invasion.  [Latin.]

Si·lu·ri·an (sV-ltrùK-Nn, sX-) adj.  1. Of or relating to the Silures or their culture.  

2. Geology. Of, belonging to, or being the geologic time, system of rocks, or sedi-

mentary deposits of the third period of the Paleozoic Era, characterized by the 

development of early invertebrate land animals and land plants.   —  n.  Geology. 

The Silurian Period or its system of deposits.  [From SILURES (so called because 

the Silures lived in the part of Wales where the rocks were first identified).]

si·lu·rid (sV-ltrùVd, sX-) adj.  Of or belonging to the family Siluridae, which 

includes various freshwater catfishes of Europe and Asia, typically having a short 

dorsal fin and a long anal fin.   —  n.  A silurid fish.  [From New Latin Sil7ridae, 

family name, from Latin sil7rus, a large freshwater fish, from Greek silouros, 

sheatfish. See ors- in Appendix.]

sil·va also syl·va (sVlùvN) n.  pl. sil·vas or sil·vae (-vK). 1. The trees or forests of 

a region.  2. A written work on the trees or forests of a region.  [Latin, forest.]

sil·van (sVlùvNn) adj.  & n.   Variant of sylvan. 



Sil·va·nus also Syl·va·nus (sVl-v7ùnNs) n.  Roman Mythology. A god of forests, 

fields, and herding. 

sil·ver (sVlùvNr) n.  1.  Symbol Ag A lustrous white, ductile, malleable metallic 

element, occurring both uncombined and in ores such as argentite, having the 

highest thermal and electrical conductivity of the metals. It is highly valued for 

jewelry, tableware, and other ornamental use and is widely used in coinage, pho-

tography, dental and soldering alloys, electrical contacts, and printed circuits. 

Atomic number 47; atomic weight 107.868; melting point 960.8˚C; boiling point 

2,212˚C; specific gravity 10.50; valence 1, 2.  2. This metallic element as a com-

modity or medium of exchange.  3. Coins made of this metallic element.  

4. a. Domestic articles, such as tableware, made of or plated with silver.  

b. Tableware, especially eating and serving utensils, made of steel or another 

metal.   5. Color. A lustrous medium gray.  6. A silver salt, especially silver nitrate, 

used to sensitize paper.   —  adj.  1. Made of or containing silver:  a silver bowl; 

silver ore.  2. Resembling silver, especially in having a lustrous shine; silvery.  

3. Color. Of a lustrous medium gray:  silver hair.  4. Having a soft, clear, resonant 

sound.  5. Eloquent; persuasive:  a silver voice.  6. Favoring the adoption of silver 

as a standard of currency:  the silver plank of the 1896 Democratic platform.  7. Of 

or constituting a 25th anniversary.   —  v.  sil·vered, sil·ver·ing, sil·vers.  —  v.  

tr. 1. To cover, plate, or adorn with silver or a similar lustrous substance.  2. To 

give a silver color to.  3. To coat (photographic paper) with a film of silver nitrate 

or other silver salt.   —  v.  intr. To become silvery.  [Middle English, from Old 

English siolfor, seolfor, probably ultimately from Akkadian }arpu, refined silver, 

from }ar7pu, to smelt, refine.]

silver age (sVlùvNr 7j) n.  A period of history secondary in achievement to that 

of a golden age. 

sil·ver·back (sVlùvNr-b4k) n.  A mature male gorilla having silvery white hair 

across the back. 

sil·ver·bell tree (sVlùvNr-bHlÙ trK) n.  Any of several trees or shrubs of the genus 

Halesia, especially H. carolina, of the southeast United States, having drooping, 

bell-shaped white flowers and dry, oblong, four-winged fruit. 

sil·ver·ber·ry (sVlùvNr-bHrÙK) n.  1. A northeast North American shrub (Elae-

agnus commutata) having silvery flowers, leaves, and berries.  2.  See oleaster. 
silver bromide (sVlùvNr broùmXdÙ) n.  A pale yellow crystalline compound, 

AgBr, that turns black on exposure to light and is used as the light-sensitive com-

ponent on ordinary photographic film and plates. 

silver certificate (sVlùvNr sNr-tVfùV-kVt) n.  A bill formerly issued as legal tender 

by the U.S. government in representation of deposited silver bullion. 

silver chloride (sVlùvNr klôrùXdÙ) n.  A white granular powder, AgCl, that turns 

dark on exposure to light and is used in photographic emulsions, photometry, 

and silver plating. 



silver cord (sVlùvNr kôrd) n.  The emotional bond between a mother and her 

offspring.  [After The Silver Cord, a play by Sidney Coe Howard.]

silver dollar (sVlùvNr dmlùNr) n.  Botany. 1.  See honesty (n., sense 4).  2. A 

spineless, hemispherical cactus (Astrophytum asterias) native to Texas and north-

ern Mexico, having large yellow flowers. 

sil·ver·eye (sVlùvNr-XÙ) n.  See white-eye. 
sil·ver·fish (sVlùvNr-fVshÙ) n.  pl. silverfish or sil·ver·fish·es. 1. Any of various 

fishes having silvery scales, such as a tarpon or silverside.  2. A small silvery or 

gray bristletail (Lepisma saccharina) that feeds on the starchy material in book-

bindings, wallpaper, clothing, and food, often causing extensive damage. 

silver fox (sVlùvNr fmks) n.  1. A red fox of the melanistic form, having black fur 

tipped with white.  2. The fur of a silver fox, especially as an article of clothing. 

silver hake (sVlùvNr h7k) n.  A marine food fish (Merluccius bilinearis) with sil-

very scales, common in American Atlantic coastal waters. 

silver iodide (sVlùvNr XùN-dXdÙ) n.  A pale yellow, odorless powder, AgI, that 

darkens on exposure to light and is used in photographic emulsions, rainmaking, 

and medicine, especially as an antiseptic. 

silver lining (sVlùvNr lXùnVng) n.  A hopeful or comforting prospect in the midst 

of difficulty.  [From the proverb “Every cloud has a silver lining”.]

silver maple (sVlùvNr m7ùpNl) n.  1. A North American deciduous tree (Acer 

saccharinum) having palmately dissected leaves that are silvery below and light 

green above.  2. The hard, brittle wood of this tree. 

sil·vern (sVlùvNrn) adj.  1. Composed of silver.  2. Resembling silver; silvery.  

[Middle English, alteration (influenced by silver, silver), of Old English silfren, 

from siolfor. See SILVER.]

silver nitrate (sVlùvNr nXùtr7tÙ) n.  A poisonous colorless crystalline compound, 

AgNO3, that becomes grayish black when exposed to light in the presence of 

organic matter and is used in manufacturing photographic film, silvering mir-

rors, dyeing hair, plating silver, and in medicine as a cautery and an antiseptic. 

silver perch (sVlùvNr pûrch) n.  Any of various silvery fishes, such as the white 

crappie, resembling perch.  Also called mademoiselle 

silver plate (sVlùvNr pl7t) n.  1. A coating or plating of silver.  2. Tableware, 

such as flatware or hollowware, made of or coated with silver. 

sil·ver-plate (sVlùvNr-pl7tÙ) v.  tr. sil·ver-·plat·ed, sil·ver-·plat·ing, sil·ver-
·plates. To coat (an object) with a thin layer of silver, especially by electroplating. 

sil·ver·point (sVlùvNr-pointÙ) n.  1. A technique of drawing on specially pre-

pared paper with a silver-tipped instrument.  2. A drawing made by use of this 

technique. 

silver protein (sVlùvNr proùtKnÙ) n.  A colloidal preparation of silver oxide and 

protein, usually gelatin or albumin, used as an antibacterial agent. 



sil·ver·rod (sVlùvNr-rmdÙ) n.  An eastern North American plant (Solidago bicolor) 

related to the goldenrods but having white rather than yellow flower heads. 

silver salmon (sVlùvNr s4mùNn) n.  See coho salmon. 
silver screen (sVlùvNr skrKn) n.  See screen (n., sense 6).  [From a type of 

movie screen covered with silver-colored metallic paint.]

sil·ver·side (sVlùvNr-sXdÙ) also sil·ver·sides (-sXdzÙ) n.  Any of various chiefly 

marine fishes of the family Atherinidae, characteristically having a broad silvery 

band along each side and including the grunion. 

sil·ver·smith (sVlùvNr-smVthÙ) n.  One that makes, repairs, or replates articles of 

silver. 

silver spoon (sVlùvNr spun) n.  Inherited wealth.  [From the proverb “born 

with a silver spoon in one’s mouth”.]

Sil·ver Spring (sVlùvNr sprVng)  An unincorporated community of west-central 

Maryland, a residential suburb of Washington, D.C. Population, 76,046. 

silver standard (sVlùvNr st4nùdNrd) n.  A monetary standard under which a 

specified quantity of silver constitutes the basic unit of currency. 

Silver Star (sVlùvNr stär) n.  A U.S. military decoration awarded for gallantry in 

action. 

sil·ver·tip (sVlùvNr-tVpÙ) n.  See grizzly bear. 
sil·ver-tongued (sVlùvNr-tƒngdù) adj.  Having or exhibiting the power of flu-

ent and persuasive speech; eloquent. 

sil·ver·ware (sVlùvNr-wârÙ) n.  1. Hollowware and flatware made of or plated 

with silver.  2. Metal eating and serving utensils. 

sil·ver·weed (sVlùvNr-wKdÙ) n.  A low-growing, stoloniferous plant (Potentilla 

anserina) having yellow flowers and rosettes of pinnate leaves that are silvery 

beneath.  Also called goose grass 

sil·ver·work (sVlùvNr-wûrkÙ) n.  Decorative work done in silver. 

sil·ver·y (sVlùvN-rK) adj.  1. Containing or coated with silver.  2. Resembling sil-

ver in color or luster: “A fountain threw high its silvery water” (Harriet Beecher 

Stowe).  3. Having a clear, softly resonant sound:  a silvery laugh.   
—silùver·i·ness n. 

sil·vex (sVlùvHksÙ) n.  A solid, toxic, selective herbicide, C9H7O3Cl3, used prima-

rily against woody plants.  [Probably Latin silva, forest + EX(TERMINATOR).]

sil·vi·chem·i·cal (sVlùvV-kHmÙV-kNl) n.  Any of various chemicals derived from 

wood.  [Latin silva, forest + CHEMICAL.]

sil·vic·o·lous (sVl-vVkùN-lNs) adj.  Growing in or inhabiting woodlands.  [From 

Latin silvicola, inhabitant of the forest  : silva, forest + colere, to dwell, till; see 

kwel-1 in Appendix.]

sil·vi·cul·ture (sVlùvV-kƒlÙchNr) n.  The care and cultivation of forest trees; for-

estry.  [Latin silva, forest + CULTURE.] —silÙvi·culùtur·al adj.  —silÙvi·culù-
tur·al·ly adv.  —silÙvi·culùtur·ist n. 



si·ma (sXùmN) n.  The lower layer of the earth’s outer crust that underlies the sial 

and is rich in silica, iron, and magnesium.  [SI(LICA) + MA(GNESIUM).]

Sim·chat To·rah (sKm-KHätù tô-räù) also Sim·chas To·rah (sVmùKHNs tôrùN, 

torùN) n.  Judaism. A festival celebrating the Law of Moses and the completion of 

the year’s cycle and subsequent new beginning, observed on the 23rd day of 

Tishri.  [Hebrew {imUat tôrâ, rejoicing over the Law, Simchas Torah  : {imUat, 

inflectional form of {imUâ, joy, merriment (from {7maU, to rejoice) + tôrâ, 

torah.]

Sim·coe (sVmùko), Lake. A lake of southeast Ontario, Canada, between Geor-

gian Bay and Lake Ontario. It is a popular resort area. 

Si·me·non (sK-mN-nôNù), Georges Joseph Christian. 1903-1989.  Belgian-

born French writer known especially for his detective novels featuring Inspector 

Maigret, including The Strange Case of Peter the Left (1931) and Maigret’s Mem-

oirs (1950). 

Sim·e·on1 (sVmùK-Nn)  In the Old Testament, a son of Jacob and Leah and the 

forebear of one of the tribes of Israel. 

Sim·e·on2 (sVmùK-Nn)  In the New Testament, the devout Jew who proclaimed 

the Nunc Dimittis while holding the infant Jesus in his arms. 

Simeon Sty·li·tes (sVmùK-Nn stX-lXùtKz), Saint. A.D. 390?-459.  Syrian Christian 

ascetic. The first of the “pillar-dwelling” ascetics, he spent 30 years atop a column. 

Sim·fer·o·pol (sVmÙfN-roùpNl, syVm-fyN-rôù-)  A city of southern Ukraine in the 

southern Crimea northeast of Sevastopol. Originally settled by Scythians, it was 

annexed by Russia in 1784. Population, 331,000. 

sim·i·an (sVmùK-Nn) adj.  Relating to, characteristic of, or resembling an ape or a 

monkey.   —  n.  An ape or a monkey.  [From Latin sXmia, ape, probably from 

sXmus, snub-nosed, from Greek simos.]

sim·i·lar (sVmùN-lNr) adj.  1. Related in appearance or nature; alike though not 

identical.  2. Mathematics. Having corresponding angles equal and corresponding 

line segments proportional. Used of geometric figures:  similar triangles.  [French 

similaire, from Latin similis, like. See sem-1 in Appendix.] —simùi·lar·ly adv. 

sim·i·lar·i·ty (sVmÙN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. sim·i·lar·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition 

of being similar; resemblance.  See Synonyms at likeness.  2. A corresponding 

aspect or feature; equivalence:  a similarity of writing styles. 

sim·i·le (sVmùN-lK) n.  A figure of speech in which two essentially unlike things 

are compared, often in a phrase introduced by like or as, as in “How like the winter 

hath my absence been” or “So are you to my thoughts as food to life” (Shakespeare).  

[Middle English, from Latin, from neuter of similis, like. See SIMILAR.]

si·mil·i·tude (sV-mVlùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. Similarity; resemblance.  See Syn-

onyms at likeness.  2. a. One closely resembling another; a counterpart.  b. A 

perceptible likeness.   3. Archaic. A simile, an allegory, or a parable.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin similit7do, from similis, like. See SIMILAR.]



Si·mi Valley (sKùmK v4lùK, sVmùK)  A city of southern California, a manufactur-

ing suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 100,217. 

Sim·men·tal also Sim·men·thal (zVmùNn-tälÙ) n.  Any of a Swiss breed of 

large, muscular cattle, having a reddish body and a white face and raised for meat 

and milk.  [After Simmental, a valley of the Simme River in southwest-central 

Switzerland.]

sim·mer (sVmùNr) v.  intr. sim·mered, sim·mer·ing, sim·mers. 1. To be 

cooked gently or remain just at or below the boiling point.  2. a. To be filled with 

pent-up emotion; seethe.  b. To be in a state of gentle ferment:  thoughts simmer-

ing in the back of her mind.    —  v.  tr. 1. To cook (food) gently in a liquid just at 

or below the boiling point.  2. To keep (a liquid) near or just below the boiling 

point.  See Synonyms at boil1.   —  n.  The state or process of simmering.   
—phrasal verb. simmer down. To become calm after excitement or anger.  

[Alteration of Middle English simpire, to simmer, probably of imitative origin.]

Simms (sVmz), William Gilmore. 1806-1870.  American writer noted especially 

for his historical novels, including Guy Rivers (1834) and Beauchampe (1842). 

sim·nel (sVmùnNl) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A crisp bread made of fine wheat flour.  

2. A rich fruitcake sometimes covered with almond paste and traditionally eaten 

at mid-Lent, Easter, and Christmas.  [Middle English, from Old French siminel, 

from Medieval Latin siminellus, ultimately from Latin simila, fine flour, probably 

of Semitic origin.]

si·mo·le·on (sV-moùlK-Nn) n.  Slang. A dollar.  [Origin unknown.]

Si·mon (sXùmNn), First Viscount Title of John Allesbrook Simon. 1873-1954.  

British politician who served as home secretary (1915-1916 and 1935-1937), for-

eign secretary (1931-1935), Chancellor of the Exchequer (1937-1940), and Lord 

Chancellor (1940-1945). 

Si·mon (sK-moNù), Claude Eugene Henri. Born 1913.  French writer who was 

a proponent of the antinovel. He won the 1985 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Si·mon (sXùmNn), Herbert Alexander. Born 1916.  American economist. He 

won a 1978 Nobel Prize for his research into the decision-making process within 

economic organizations. 

Si·mon (sXùmNn), Neil. Born 1927.  American playwright whose lighthearted 

comedies of middle-class life include The Odd Couple (1965) and Plaza Suite 

(1968). 

si·mo·ni·ac (sX-moùnK-4kÙ, sV-) n.  One who practices simony.   —si·moùni·acÙ, 
siÙmo·niùa·cal (sXÙmN-nXùN-kNl, sVmÙN-)  adj.  —siÙmo·niùa·cal·ly adv. 

Si·mon·i·des of Ce·os (sX-mmnùV-dKz ƒf sKùms), 556?-468? B.C.  Greek lyric 

poet who is known especially for his elegies in honor of the slain warriors at Mar-

athon and Thermopylae. 

Simon Le·gree (sXùmNn lN-grKù) n.  A brutal taskmaster.  [After Simon Legree, a 

cruel slave dealer in the novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe.]



Si·mo·nov (sKùmN-nmf, -nôf, syKùmN-nNf), Konstantin Mikhailovich. 1915-

1979.  Soviet writer who produced emotional war poetry during World War II 

and wrote the novel Days and Nights (1943-1944). 

si·mon-pure (sXÙmNn-pytrù) adj.  1. Genuinely and thoroughly pure.  

2. Superficially or hypocritically virtuous.  [From the phrase the real Simon Pure, 

after Simon Pure, a character in A Bold Stroke for a Wife, a play by Susannah Cen-

tlivre (1669-1723).]

si·mo·ny (sXùmN-nK, sVmùN-) n.  The buying or selling of ecclesiastical pardons, 

offices, or emoluments.  [Middle English simonie, from Old French, from Late 

Latin simonia, after Simon Magus, a sorcerer who tried to buy spiritual powers 

from the Apostle Peter (Acts 8:9-24).] —siùmo·nist n. 

Simon Ze·lo·tes (sXùmNn zK-loùtKz)  or Simon the Ca·naan·ite (k7ùnN-nXtÙ), 

First century A.D.  In the New Testament, one of the 12 Apostles. Although noth-

ing certain is known of his life, he is thought to have been a member of the Zeal-

ots. 

si·moom (sV-mumù) also si·moon (-munù) n.  A strong, hot, sand-laden 

wind of the Sahara and Arabian deserts: “Stephen’s heart had withered up like a 

flower of the desert that feels the simoom coming from afar” (James Joyce).  Also 

called samiel [Arabic sam7m, poisonous, simoom, from samma, to poison, from 

Aramaic samm7, drug, poison.]

simp (sVmp) n.  Slang. One who is regarded as simple or foolish. 

sim·pa·ti·co (sVm-päùtV-koÙ, -p4tùV-) adj.  1. Of like mind or temperament; 

compatible.  2. Having attractive qualities; pleasing.  [Italian simpatico (from 

simpatia, sympathy), or Spanish simpático (from simpatía, sympathy) both from 

Latin sympathXa. See SYMPATHY.]

sim·per (sVmùpNr) v.  sim·pered, sim·per·ing, sim·pers.  —  v.  intr. To smile 

in a silly, self-conscious, often coy manner.   —  v.  tr. To utter or express with a 

silly, self-conscious, often coy smile:  simpered a lame excuse.   —  n.  A silly, self-

conscious, often coy smile.  See Synonyms at smile.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian 

origin.] —simùper·er n.  —simùper·ing·ly adv. 

sim·ple (sVmùpNl) adj.  sim·pler, sim·plest. 1. Having or composed of only one 

thing, element, or part.  See Synonyms at pure.  2. Not involved or complicated; 

easy:  a simple task.  See Synonyms at easy.  3. Being without additions or modi-

fications; mere:  a simple “yes” or “no.”  4. Having little or no ornamentation; not 

embellished or adorned:  a simple dress.  5. Not elaborate, elegant, or luxurious.  

See Synonyms at plain.  6. Unassuming or unpretentious; not affected.  

7. a. Having or manifesting little sense or intelligence.  b. Uneducated; ignorant.  

c. Unworldly or unsophisticated.  See Synonyms at naive.   8. Not guileful or 

deceitful; sincere.  9. Humble or lowly in condition or rank:  a simple woodcutter.  

10. Ordinary or common:  a simple head cold.  11. a. Being a fundamental or 

rudimentary element; basic.  b. Not important or significant; trivial.   



12. Biology. Having no divisions or branches; not compound:  a simple leaf; a 

simple eye or lens.  13. Music. Being without figuration or elaboration:  a simple 

tone.   —  n.  1. A single component of a complex, especially one that is unanalyz-

able.  2. A fool; a simpleton.  3. A person of humble birth or condition.  4. A 

medicinal plant or the medicine obtained from it.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin simplus; see sem-1 in Appendix, and from simplex; see SIM-

PLEX.] —simùple·ness n. 

simple closed curve (sVmùpNl klozd kûrv) n.  Mathematics. A curve, such as a 

circle, that is closed and does not intersect itself.  Also called Jordan curve 

simple equation (sVmùpNl V-kw7ùzhNn) n.  Mathematics. A linear equation. 

simple fraction (sVmùpNl fr4kùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A fraction in which both 

the numerator and the denominator are whole numbers. 

simple fracture (sVmùpNl fr4kùchNr) n.  A bone fracture that causes little or no 

damage to the surrounding soft tissues. 

simple fruit (sVmùpNl frut) n.  A fruit, such as a pea pod, an orange, or a 

tomato, that develops from a single pistil. 

simple harmonic motion (sVmùpNl här-mmnùVk moùshNn) n.  Physics. See 

harmonic motion. 
simple interest (sVmùpNl VnùtrVst) n.  Interest paid only on the original princi-

pal, not on the interest accrued. 

simple machine (sVmùpNl mN-shKnù) n.  A simple device, such as a lever, a pul-

ley, or an inclined plane; a machine. 

simple microscope (sVmùpNl mXùkrN-skopÙ) n.  A microscope having one lens 

or lens system, such as a magnifying glass or hand lens. 

sim·ple-mind·ed  or sim·ple·mind·ed (sVmùpNl-mXnùdVd) adj.  1. Lacking in 

subtlety or sophistication; artless or naive:  a simple-minded horror movie; simple-

minded generalizations.  2. Stupid or silly; foolish.  3. Mentally impaired.   
—simÙple-mindùed·ly adv.  —simÙple-mindùed·ness n. 

simple pendulum (sVmùpNl pHnùjN-lNm) n.  See pendulum (n., sense 1). 

simple protein (sVmùpNl proùtKnÙ) n.  A protein, such as a globulin or histone, 

that yields only amino acids upon hydrolysis. 

simple sentence (sVmùpNl sHnùtNns) n.  A sentence having no coordinate or 

subordinate clauses, as The cat purred. 

Sim·ple Si·mon (sVmùpNl sXùmNn) n.  A foolish fellow; a simpleton.  [After 

Simple Simon, a character in a nursery rhyme.]

simple sugar (sVmùpNl shtgùNr) n.  See monosaccharide. 
sim·ple·ton (sVmùpNl-tNn) n.  A person who is felt to be deficient in judgment, 

good sense, or intelligence; a fool.  [SIMPLE + -ton as in surnames such as Chester-

ton.]

sim·plex (sVmùplHksÙ) adj.  1. Consisting of or marked by only one part or ele-

ment.  2. Of or relating to a telecommunications system in which only one mes-



sage can be sent in either direction at one time.   —  n.  pl. sim·plex·es or 

sim·pli·ces (-plV-sKzÙ). 1. Mathematics. A Euclidean geometric spatial element 

having the minimum number of boundary points, such as a line segment in one-

dimensional space, a triangle in two-dimensional space, or a tetrahedron in three-

dimensional space.  2. Linguistics. A word that has no affixes and is not part of a 

compound; a simple word.  [Latin simplex, simple. See sem-1 in Appendix.]

sim·plic·i·ty (sVm-plVsùV-tK) n.  pl. sim·plic·i·ties. 1. The property, condition, 

or quality of being simple or uncombined.  2. Absence of luxury or showiness; 

plainness.  3. Absence of affectation or pretense.  4. a. Lack of sophistication or 

subtlety; naiveté.  b. Lack of good sense or intelligence; foolishness.   5. a. Clarity 

of expression.  b. Austerity in embellishment.   [Middle English simplicite, from 

Old French, from Latin simplicit7s, from simplex, simplic-, simple. See sem-1 in 

Appendix.]

sim·pli·fy (sVmùplN-fXÙ) v.  tr. sim·pli·fied, sim·pli·fy·ing, sim·pli·fies. To 

make simple or simpler, as: a. To reduce in complexity or extent.  b. To reduce to 

fundamental parts.  c. To make easier to understand.   [French simplifier, from 

Old French, from Medieval Latin simplific7re : Latin simplus, simple; see SIMPLE + 

Latin -fic7re, -fy.] —simÙpli·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  —simùpli·fiÙer n. 

sim·plism (sVmùplVzÙNm) n.  The tendency to oversimplify an issue or a problem 

by ignoring complexities or complications.  [French simplisme, from simple, sim-

ple, from Old French. See SIMPLE.] —sim·plisùtic (sVm-plVsùtVk) adj.  

—sim·plisùti·cal·ly adv. 

Sim·plon Pass (sVmùplmnÙ p4s, s4N-plôNù)  A pass, 2,010 m (6,590 ft) high, 

between the Lepontine and Pennine Alps in southern Switzerland. A nearby rail-

road tunnel system, 19.8 km (12.3 mi) long, extends southeastward into Italy. 

sim·ply (sVmùplK) adv.  1. a. In a plain and unadorned way:  dresses simply.  b. In 

an unambiguous way; clearly:  explained the concept simply.   2. Not wisely or sen-

sibly; foolishly.  3. Merely; only:  It is simply a matter of time.  4. Absolutely; alto-

gether:  simply delicious.  5. Frankly; candidly:  You are, quite simply, the best 

candidate for the job. 

simply connected (sVmùplK kN-nHkùtVd) adj.  Mathematics. Of, being, or char-

acterized by a surface that is divided into two separate parts by every simple 

closed curve within it. 

Simp·son (sVmpùsNn), Sir James Young. 1811-1870.  Scottish physician who 

pioneered the use of ether and chloroform in obstetrics (1847). 

Simp·son (sVmpùsNn), O(renthal) J(ames). Born 1947.  American athlete who 

was the first professional football player to rush more than 2,000 yards in a sea-

son. 

Simpson Desert (sVmpùsNn dHzùNrt)  A desert region of central Australia. The 

barren, uninhabited area was first crossed in 1939. 



Sims (sVmz), William Sowden. 1858-1936.  American naval officer who com-

manded U.S. naval forces in Europe during World War I and later cowrote Victory 

at Sea (1920), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize. 

Sims·bur·y (sVmzùbHrÙK, -bN-rK)  A town of northern Connecticut northwest of 

Hartford. Incorporated in 1670, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 22,023. 

sim·u·la·cra (sVmÙyN-l7ùkrN, -l4kùrN) n.  Plural of simulacrum. 
sim·u·la·cre (sVmÙyN-l7ùkNr, -l4kùNr) n.  Archaic. A simulacrum.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Latin simul7crum. See SIMULACRUM.]

sim·u·la·crum (sVmÙyN-l7ùkrNm, -l4kùrNm) n.  pl. sim·u·la·cra (-l7ùkrN, -

l4kùrN). 1. An image or a representation.  2. An unreal or vague semblance.  

[Latin simul7crum from simul7re, to simulate; see SIMULATE + -crum, n. suff.]

sim·u·lar (sVmùyN-lNr, -lärÙ) Archaic. n.  One that simulates; a pretender.   —  adj.  

Simulated; sham.  [From Latin simul7re, to simulate. See SIMULATE.]

sim·u·late (sVmùyN-l7tÙ) v.  tr. sim·u·lat·ed, sim·u·lat·ing, sim·u·lates. 
1. a. To have or take on the appearance, form, or sound of; imitate.  b. To make 

in imitation of or as a substitute for.  See Synonyms at imitate.   2. To make a 

pretense of; feign:  simulate interest.  See Synonyms at pretend.  3. To create a 

representation or model of (a physical system or particular situation, for exam-

ple).  [Latin simul7re, simul7t-, from similis, like. See SIMILAR.] —simùu·laÙtive 
adj. 

sim·u·lat·ed (sVmùyN-l7ÙtVd) adj.  Made in resemblance of or as a substitute for 

another.  See Synonyms at artificial. 
sim·u·la·tion (sVmÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of simulating.  2. An 

imitation; a sham.  3. Assumption of a false appearance.  4. a. Imitation or rep-

resentation, as of a potential situation or in experimental testing.  

b. Representation of the operation or features of one process or system through 

the use of another:  computer simulation of an in-flight emergency.  

sim·u·la·tor (sVmùyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  One that simulates, especially an apparatus that 

generates test conditions approximating actual or operational conditions. 

si·mul·cast (sXùmNl-k4stÙ, sVmùNl-) v.  si·mul·cast·ed, si·mul·cast·ing, 
si·mul·casts.  —  v.  intr. To broadcast simultaneously by FM and AM radio or 

by radio and television.   —  v.  tr. To broadcast (a program) by simulcasting.   —  
n.  A broadcast so transmitted.  [SIMUL(TANEOUS) + (BROAD)CAST.]

si·mu·li·um (sN-myuùlK-Nm) n.  Any of a genus (Simulium) of black flies, sev-

eral species of which transmit the parasitic filarial worms that cause onchocercia-

sis.  [New Latin Simulium, type genus, from Latin simul7re, to simulate. See 

SIMULATE.]

si·mul·ta·ne·ous (sXÙmNl-t7ùnK-Ns, sVmÙNl-) adj.  1. Happening, existing, or 

done at the same time.  See Synonyms at contemporary.  2. Mathematics. Con-

taining variables for which there are values that can satisfy all the equations:  

simultaneous equations.  [Latin simul, at the same time; see sem-1 in Appendix + 



English -taneous as in INSTANTANEOUS.] —siÙmul·taùne·ous·ly adv.  

—siÙmul·taùne·ous·ness, siÙmul·ta·neùi·ty (-tN-nKùV-tK, -n7ù-)  n. 

sin1 (sVn) n.  1. A transgression of a religious or moral law, especially when delib-

erate.  2. Theology. a. Deliberate disobedience to the known will of God.  b. A 

condition of estrangement from God resulting from such disobedience.   

3. Something regarded as being shameful, deplorable, or utterly wrong.  See Syn-

onyms at offense.   —  v.  intr. sinned, sin·ning, sins. 1. To violate a religious 

or moral law.  2. To commit an offense or a violation.  [Middle English sinne, 

from Old English synn. See es- in Appendix.]

sin2 (sKn, sVn) n.  The 21st letter of the Hebrew alphabet.  [Hebrew {în.]

sin3 abbr.  Mathematics. Sine. 

Si·nai (sXùnXÙ), Mount. A mountain, about 2,288 m (7,500 ft) high, of the south-

central Sinai Peninsula. It is thought to be the Old Testament peak on which 

Moses received the Ten Commandments. 

Sinai Peninsula (sXùnXÙ pN-nVnùsyN-lN)  A peninsula linking southwest Asia 

with northeast Africa at the northern end of the Red Sea between the Gulf of 

Suez and the Gulf of Aqaba. Israel occupied the peninsula in 1956 and from 1967 

to 1982, when it was returned to Egyptian control under the terms of the Camp 

David Accords (1978) and an Egyptian-Israeli treaty (1979). 

sin·an·thro·pus (sX-n4nùthrN-pNs, sV-, sXÙn4n-throùpNs, sVnÙ4n-) n.  See Peking 
man.  [New Latin Sinanthropus, former genus name  : SINO- + Greek anthropos, 

human being.]

sin·a·pism (sVnùN-pVzÙNm) n.  See mustard plaster.  [French sinapisme, from 

Late Latin sin7pismus, from Greek sinapismos, use of a mustard plaster, from 

sinapizein, to apply a mustard plaster, from sinapi, mustard.]

Si·na·tra (sN-näùtrN), Francis Albert. Known as “Frank.” Born 1915.  American 

singer and actor known for his mellifluous voice. His film credits include From 

Here to Eternity (1953), for which he won an Academy Award. 

since (sVns) adv.  1. From then until now or between then and now:  They left 

town and haven’t been here since.  2. Before now; ago:  a name long since forgotten.  

3. After some point in the past; at a subsequent time:  My friend has since married 

and moved to California.   —  prep.  1. Continuously from:  They have been 

friends since childhood.  2. Intermittently from:  She’s been skiing since childhood.   
—  conj.  1. During the period subsequent to the time when:  He hasn’t been home 

since he graduated.  2. Continuously from the time when:  They have been friends 

ever since they were in grade school.  3. Inasmuch as; because:  Since you’re not 

interested, I won’t tell you about it.  [Middle English sinnes, contraction of 

sithenes : sithen, since (from Old English siththan : sXth, after + than variant of 

th7m, dative of thæt, that); see THAT + -es, adv. suff.; see -S
3.]

Sin·ce·le·jo (sVnÙsN-lHùho, -sH-)  A town of northwest Colombia south of Carta-

gena. It is a trade and processing center. Population, 118,559. 



sin·cere (sVn-sîrù) adj.  sin·cer·er, sin·cer·est. 1. Not feigned or affected; genu-

ine:  sincere indignation.  2. Being without hypocrisy or pretense; true:  a sincere 

friend.  3. Archaic. Pure; unadulterated.  [Latin sincKrus. See ker-2 in Appendix.] 
—sin·cereùly adv.  —sin·cereùness n.  

SYNONYMS: sincere, unaffected, unfeigned, wholehearted, hearty, heartfelt.

These adjectives mean genuine, honest, and devoid of hypocrisy or pretense. Sin-

cere implies freedom from sham, misrepresentation, dissimulation, or duplicity:

“A friend is a person with whom I may be sincere. Before him, I may think aloud”

(Ralph Waldo Emerson). Unaffected and unfeigned especially suggest freedom

from dissembling: Many Americans viewed the war in Vietnam with unaffected re-

vulsion. Their hosts received them with unfeigned pleasure. Wholehearted implies

genuineness of feeling and unconditional commitment or unstinting devotion:

The senator’s party gave its wholehearted support to her presidential candidacy.

Hearty suggests exuberant, unrestrained warmth of feeling openly expressed: sent

hearty greetings; received hearty thanks. Heartfelt stresses depth and earnestness of

feeling: heartfelt condolences; heartfelt joy.

sin·cer·i·ty (sVn-sHrùV-tK) n.  The quality or condition of being sincere; genuine-

ness, honesty, and freedom from duplicity. 

sin·ci·put (sVnùsN-pNt) n.  pl. sin·ci·puts or sin·cip·i·ta (sVn-sVpùV-tN). 1. The 

upper half of the cranium, especially the anterior portion above and including 

the forehead.  2. The forehead.  [Latin  : sKmi-, semi- + caput, head; see kaput- in 

Appendix.] —sin·cipùi·tal (-sVpùV-tl) adj. 

Sin·clair (sVn-klârù, sVng-), Harry Ford. 1876-1956.  American oil executive who 

served a nine-month prison sentence for his part in the Teapot Dome scandal 

(1923). 

Sin·clair (sVn-klârù, sVng-), May. 1865-1946.  British writer whose best-known 

work is the novel The Divine Fire (1904), based on the life of Ernest Dowson. 

Sin·clair (sVn-klârù, sVng-), Upton Beall. 1878-1968.  American writer and 

reformer. His concern with social justice is apparent in his novels, including The 

Jungle (1906) and Boston (1928). 

Sind (sVnd)  A historical region of southern Pakistan along the lower Indus River. 

Inhabited since prehistoric times, it was held by Muslim dynasties from the 11th 

century until 1843, when it was annexed to British India. Sind became part of 

Pakistan in 1947. 

Sin·del·fin·gen (zVnùdl-fVngÙNn)  A city of southwest Germany, an industrial 

suburb of Stuttgart. Population, 55,362. 

Sin·dhi (sVnùdK) n.  pl. Sindhi or Sin·dhis. 1. A member of a predominantly 

Muslim people of Sind.  2. The Indic language of Sind.   —  adj.  Of or relating to 

Sind or its people, language, or culture.  [Arabic sindXy, from Sind.]



sine (sXn) n.  Abbr. sin Mathematics. 1. The ordinate of the endpoint of an arc of 

a unit circle centered at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, the arc being 

of length x and measured counterclockwise from the point (1, 0) if x is positive or 

clockwise if x is negative.  2. In a right triangle, the ratio of the length of the side 

opposite an acute angle to the length of the hypotenuse.  [Medieval Latin sinus 

(mistranslation of Arabic jayb, sine, as if jayb, fold in a garment), from Latin, 

curve, fold.]

si·ne·cure (sXùnV-kytrÙ, sVnùV-) n.  1. A position or an office that requires little 

or no work but provides a salary.  2. Archaic. An ecclesiastical benefice not 

attached to the spiritual duties of a parish.  [From Medieval Latin (beneficium) 

sine c7r7, (benefice) without cure (of souls)  : Latin sine, without + Latin c7r7, 

ablative of c7ra, care; see CURE.] —siùne·cur·ism n.  —siùne·curÙist n. 

sine curve (sXn kûrv) n.  Mathematics. The graph of the equation y = sin x.  Also 

called sinusoid 

si·ne di·e (sXÙnV dXùK, sVnÙ7 dKù7Ù) adv.  Abbr. s.d. Without a day specified for a 

future meeting; indefinitely:  Parliament was dismissed sine die.  [Medieval Latin  : 

Latin sine, without + Latin diK, ablative of diKs, day.]

si·ne pro·le (sXÙnV proùlK, sVnÙ7) adv.  Abbr. s.p. Law. Without offspring.  [New 

Latin sine prolK : Latin sine, without + Latin prolK, ablative of prolKs, offspring.]

si·ne qua non (sVnÙV kwä nmnù, nonù, sXÙnV, kw7) n.  An essential element or 

condition: “The perfect cake is the sine qua non of the carefully planned modern 

wedding” (J.M. Hilary).  [Late Latin sine qu7 (caus7) non, without which (cause) 

not  : Latin sine, without + Latin qu7, ablative of quX, which, what, who + Latin 

caus7, ablative of causa, cause + Latin non, not.]

sin·ew (sVnùyu) n.  1. A tendon.  2. Vigorous strength; muscular power.  3. The 

source or mainstay of vitality and strength. Often used in the plural: “Good com-

pany and good discourse are the very sinews of virtue” (Izaak Walton).   —  v.  tr. 

sin·ewed, sin·ew·ing, sin·ews. To strengthen with or as if with sinews.  [Mid-

dle English sinewe, from Old English, oblique form of seonu, sinu.]

sine wave (sXn w7v) n.  Physics. A waveform with deviation that can be graphi-

cally expressed as the sine curve. 

sin·ew·y (sVnùyu-K) adj.  1. a. Consisting of or resembling sinews.  b. Having 

many sinews; stringy and tough:  a sinewy cut of beef.   2. Lean and muscular.  See 

Synonyms at muscular.  3. Strong and vigorous:  sinewy prose. 

sin·fo·ni·a (sVn-foùnK-N) n.  Music. 1. An instrumental composition serving as 

an overture, as to an opera or a cantata, especially in the 18th century.  2. A sym-

phonic composition.  [Italian, from Latin symphonia, group of musicians. See 

SYMPHONY.]

sin·fo·niet·ta (sVnÙfN-nyHtùN, -fo-) n.  Music. 1. A symphony that is shorter 

than usual or that calls for fewer than the usual number of instruments.  2. A 



small symphony orchestra, especially one consisting of stringed instruments only.  

[Italian, diminutive of sinfonia, sinfonia. See SINFONIA.]

sin·ful (sVnùfNl) adj.  Marked by or full of sin; wicked.   —sinùful·ly adv.  —sinù-
ful·ness n. 

sing (sVng) v.  sang (s4ng)  or sung (sƒng), sung, sing·ing, sings.  —  v.  intr. 

1. Music. a. To utter a series of words or sounds in musical tones.  b. To vocalize 

songs or selections.  c. To perform songs or selections as a trained or professional 

singer.  d. To produce sounds when played:  made the violin sing.   2. a. To make 

melodious sounds:  birds singing outside the window.  b. To give or have the effect 

of melody; lilt.   3. To make a high whining, humming, or whistling sound.  4. To 

be filled with a buzzing or ringing sound.  5. a. To proclaim or extol something 

in verse.  b. To write poetry.   6. Slang. To give information or evidence against 

someone.   —  v.  tr. 1. Music. a. To produce the musical sound of:  sang a love 

song.  b. To utter with musical inflections:  She sang the message.  c. To bring to a 

specified state by singing:  sang the baby to sleep.   2. To intone or chant (parts of 

the Mass, for example).  3. To proclaim or extol, especially in verse:  sang his 

praises.   —  n.  Music. A gathering of people for group singing.   —phrasal 
verb. sing out. To call out loudly.  [Middle English singen, from Old English 

singan. See sengwh- in Appendix.] —singùa·ble adj. 

sing. abbr.  Grammar. Singular. 

sing-a·long (sVngùN-lôngÙ, -lmngÙ) n.  Music. 1. A casual gathering for group 

singing; a songfest.  2. A spontaneous group singing, as by an audience at a per-

formance. 

Sin·ga·pore (sVngùgN-pôrÙ, -porÙ, sVngùN-)  A country of southeast Asia com-

prising Singapore Island and adjacent smaller islands. The sparsely populated 

island of Singapore was ceded to the British East India Company in 1819, and the 

city was founded the same year by Sir Thomas Raffles. The British took complete 

control in 1824 and added Singapore to the newly formed Straits Settlements in 

1826. Held by the Japanese from 1942 to 1945, Singapore became a crown colony 

in 1946, a self-governing state in 1959, part of the Federation of Malaysia in 1963, 

and fully independent in 1965. The city of Singapore is the capital. Population, 

2,529,100.   —SinÙga·porùe·an adj.  & n. 

Singapore Strait (sVngùgN-pôrÙ str7t)  A strait off the southern end of the 

Malay Peninsula between Singapore Island and the Riau Archipelago. It connects 

the Strait of Malacca with the South China Sea. 

singe (sVnj) v.  tr. singed, singe·ing, sing·es. 1. To burn superficially; scorch.  

2. To burn off the feathers or bristles of (a carcass of a bird or an animal) by sub-

jecting briefly to flame.  See Synonyms at burn1.  3. To burn the ends of (hair, 

for example).  4. To burn the nap from (cloth) in manufacturing.   —  n.  A slight 

or surface burn; a scorch.  [Middle English sengen, from Old English sengan.]



sing·er1 (sVngùNr) n.  1. Music. One who sings, especially a trained or profes-

sional vocalist.  2. A poet.  3. A songbird. 

sing·er2 (sVnùjNr) n.  One that singes. 

Sing·er (sVngùNr), Isaac Bashevis. 1904-1991.  Polish-born American Yiddish 

writer who has published such collections as Gimpel the Fool (1957) and Passions 

(1975). He won the 1978 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Sing·er (sVngùNr), Isaac Merritt. 1811-1875.  American inventor and manufac-

turer who patented (1851) a sewing machine capable of making continuous 

stitches. 

Sin·gha·lese (sVngÙgN-lKzù, -lKsù)  or Sin·ha·lese (sVnÙhN-) n.  pl. Singhalese 

or Sinhalese. 1. A member of a people constituting the majority of the popula-

tion of Sri Lanka.  2. The Indic language of the Singhalese that is the chief lan-

guage of Sri Lanka.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Sri Lanka, the Singhalese, or their 

language or culture.  [Sanskrit Siahalam, Sri Lanka + -ESE.]

sin·gle (sVngùgNl) adj.  1. Not accompanied by another or others; solitary.  

2. a. Consisting of one part, aspect, or section:  a single thickness; a single serving.  

b. Having the same application for all; uniform:  a single moral code for all.  

c. Consisting of one in number:  She had but a single thought, which was to escape.   

3. Not divided; unbroken:  a single slab of ice.  4. a. Separate from others; indi-

vidual and distinct:  Every single child will receive a gift.  b. Having individual 

opponents; involving two individuals only:  single combat.   5. a. Honest; undis-

guised:  a single adoration.  b. Wholly attentive:  You must judge the contest with a 

single eye.   6. Designed to accommodate one person:  a single bed.  

7. a. Unmarried.  b. Lacking a partner:  a single parent.  c. Relating to the 

unmarried state:  enjoys the single life.  d. Of or relating to celibacy.   8. Botany. 

Having only one rank or row of petals:  a single flower.   —  n.  1. One that is sep-

arate and individual.  2. An accommodation for one person, as in a hotel.  

3. a. An unmarried person.  b. singles. Unmarried persons considered as a 

group:  a bar for singles.   4. A one-dollar bill.  5. A phonograph record, especially 

a forty-five, having one song on each side.  6. Baseball. A hit by which a batter 

reaches first base safely; a one-base hit.  7. Sports. a. A hit for one run in cricket.  

b. A golf match between two players.  c.  Often singles. A tennis or badminton 

match between two players.    —  v.  sin·gled, sin·gling, sin·gles.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To choose or distinguish from others. Often used with out:  We singled her out 

from the list of applicants.  2. Baseball. a. To cause (a base runner) to score or 

advance by making a one-base hit:  singled him to second.  b. To cause the scoring 

of (a run) by a one-base hit.    —  v.  intr. Baseball. To make a single.  [Middle 

English sengle, from Old French, from Latin singulus. See sem-1 in Appendix.] 
—sinùgle·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: single, sole, unique, solitary, lone, separate. These adjectives are



compared as they signify being one in number. What is single is not associated

with, accompanied by, or combined with another or others: “means of destruc-

tion... in the employment of which no single nation can in fact have a monopoly”

(Declaration on Atomic Energy). Sole implies being the only one in existence or

the only one under consideration: “The sole wall decoration of his studio was a

Japanese print” (Arnold Bennett). Unique in careful usage applies to what is the

only one of its kind in existence: “The greatness of art is not to find what is common

but what is unique” (Isaac Bashevis Singer). Solitary refers to what stands alone:

“A solitary precedent... which has never been reexamined, cannot be conclusive”

(Henry Clay). Lone applies to what stands apart from others: “It is the lone worker

who makes the first advance in a subject: the details may be worked out by a team”

(Alexander Fleming). Separate implies being single and disunited from all others

under consideration: “Each separate dying ember wrought its ghost upon the floor”

(Edgar Allan Poe).

single blind (sVngùgNl blXnd) n.  A testing procedure in which the administra-

tors do not tell the subjects if they are being given a test treatment or a control 

treatment in order to avoid accidental bias in the results.   —sinùgle-blindÙ 
(sVngùgNl-blXndÙ) adj. 

single bond (sVngùgNl bmnd) n.  A covalent bond in which one electron pair is 

shared by two atoms. 

sin·gle-breast·ed (sVngÙgNl-brHsùtVd) adj.  Closing with a narrow overlap and 

fastened down the front with a single row of buttons:  a single-breasted suit. 

sin·gle-cell protein (sVngùgNl-sHlÙ proùtKnÙ) n.  Abbr. SCP A protein extracted 

from bacterial or yeast cells grown in methanol or in various petroleum fractions 

and used as a substitute for fish and other protein-rich foods, especially in animal 

feeds, or as a food supplement in parts of the world where diets are deficient in 

protein. 

single cross (sVngùgNl krôs) n.  Genetics. The hybrid of two inbred lines. It can 

be represented as AB, the product of the cross A ∞ B, where A and B represent 

inbred lines. 

single entry (sVngùgNl HnùtrK) n.  Accounting. A system of bookkeeping in 

which a business keeps only a single account showing amounts due and amounts 

owed. 

sin·gle-fam·i·ly (sVngùgNl-f4mùN-lK, -f4mùlK) adj.  Relating to or being a dwell-

ing designed for one family only:  a single-family home; single-family occupancy. 

single file (sVngùgNl fXl) n.  A line of people, animals, or things standing or mov-

ing one behind the other.  Also called Indian file  —single file adv. 

sin·gle-foot (sVngùgNl-fttÙ) n.  A rapid gait of a horse in which each foot 

strikes the ground separately; the rack. No longer in technical use.   —  v.  intr. 



sin·gle-·foot·ed, sin·gle-·foot·ing, sin·gle-·foots. To go at the single-foot.   
—sinùgle-footÙer n. 

sin·gle-hand (sVngùgNl-h4ndÙ) v.  tr. sin·gle-·hand·ed, sin·gle-·hand·ing, 
sin·gle-·hands. Nautical. To sail (a boat) without the help of others: “a business 

executive who single-hands her own small cruising cutter” (Tony Gibbs).   —sinù-
gle-handùer n. 

sin·gle-hand·ed (sVngÙgNl-h4nùdVd) adj.  1. Working or done without help; 

unassisted.  2. Intended for use with one hand.  3. Having or using only one 

hand.   —  adv.  In a single-handed manner.   —sinÙgle-handùed·ly adv.  

—sinÙgle-handùed·ness n. 

sin·gle-heart·ed (sVngÙgNl-härùtVd) adj.  Sincere and dedicated.   —sinÙgle-
heartùed·ly adv.  —sinÙgle-heartùed·ness n. 

sin·gle·hood (sVngùgNl-htdÙ) n.  The state of being unmarried. 

sin·gle-is·sue (sVngùgNl-Vshùu) adj.  Of, relating to, or concerned with only a 

single public, especially controversial, issue, to the exclusion of all other factors, 

concerns, facts, and issues:  single-issue groups; single-issue politics. 

single knot (sVngùgNl nmt) n.  See overhand knot. 
sin·gle-mind·ed (sVngùgNl-mXnùdVd) adj.  1. Having one overriding purpose or 

goal:  the single-minded pursuit of money.  2. Steadfast; resolute:  He was single-

minded in his determination to stop smoking.   —sinùgle-mindùed·ly adv.  

—sinùgle-mindùed·ness n. 

sin·gle-phase (sVngùgNl-f7zÙ) adj.  Producing, carrying, or powered by a single 

alternating voltage. 

sin·gles bar (sVngùgNlz bär) n.  A bar patronized especially by unmarried men 

and women.  Also called dating bar 

sin·gle-space (sVngùgNl-sp7sù) v.  sin·gle-·spaced, sin·gle-·spac·ing, 
sin·gle-·spac·es. Printing.  —  v.  tr. To type or print (copy) without leaving a 

blank line between lines.   —  v.  intr. To type or print copy without line spaces. 

single standard (sVngùgNl st4nùdNrd) n.  A set of principles applying the same 

standard to everyone, especially a moral code regarding the sexual behavior of 

both men and women. 

sin·gle·stick (sVngùgNl-stVkÙ) n.  1. A one-handed fencing stick fitted with a 

hand guard.  2. The art, sport, or exercise of fencing with such a stick. 

sin·gle·stick·er (sVngÙgNl-stVkùNr) n.  Nautical. A sailboat with one mast; a 

sloop. 

sin·glet (sVngùglVt) n.  1. Chiefly British. A man’s jersey undershirt.  2. Physics. A 

multiplet with a single member. 

single tax (sVngùgNl t4ks) n.  A system by which all revenue is derived from a tax 

on one thing, especially land. 

sin·gle·ton (sVngùgNl-tNn) n.  1. Games. A playing card that is the only one of its 

suit in a player’s hand.  2. a. An individual separated or distinguished from two 



or more of its group.  b. An offspring born alone.   [From the name Singleton 

(influenced by SINGLE).]

sin·gle-track (sVngùgNl-tr4kù) adj.  1. Having just one track.  2. Lacking mental 

range or flexibility; one-track:  a single-track mind. 

sin·gle·tree (sVngùgNl-trKÙ) n.  See whiffletree.  [Alteration (influenced by 

DOUBLETREE), of SWINGLETREE.]

sin·gle·wide (sVngùgNl-wXdÙ) n.  A mobile home 14 feet (4.3 meters) in width, 

used as a permanent residence.   —sinùgle·wideÙ adj. 

sin·gly (sVngùglK) adv.  1. Without the presence of others; alone.  2. Without the 

help of others; single-handed.  3. One by one; individually. 

sing·song (sVngùsôngÙ, -smngÙ) n.  1. Verse characterized by mechanical regu-

larity of rhythm and rhyme.  2. A monotonously rising and falling inflection of 

the voice.   —  adj.  Monotonous in vocal inflection or rhythm.   —singùsongÙy 
adj. 

sing·spiel (sVngùspKlÙ, zVngùshpKlÙ) n.  An 18th-century German musical com-

edy featuring folk songs interspersed with dialogue.  [German  : singen, to sing 

(from Middle High German, from Old High German singan); see sengwh- in 

Appendix + Spiel, play; see SPIEL.]

sin·gu·lar (sVngùgyN-lNr) adj.  1. Being only one; individual.  2. Being the only 

one of a kind; unique.  3. Being beyond what is ordinary or usual; remarkable.  

4. Deviating from the usual or expected; odd.  See Synonyms at strange.  5.  
Abbr. s., sing. Grammar. a. Of, relating to, or being a noun, pronoun, or adjec-

tive denoting a single person or thing or several entities considered as a single 

unit.  b. Of, relating to, or being a verb expressing the action or state of a single 

subject.   6. Logic. Of or relating to the specific as distinguished from the general; 

individual.   —  n.  Abbr. s., sing. Grammar. 1. The singular number or a form 

designating it.  2. A word having a singular number.  [Middle English singuler, 

from Old French, from Latin singul7ris, from singulus, single. See SINGLE.] 
—sinùgu·lar·ly adv.  —sinùgu·lar·ness n. 

sin·gu·lar·i·ty (sVngÙgyN-l4rùV-tK) n.  pl. sin·gu·lar·i·ties. 1. The quality or 

condition of being singular.  2. A trait marking one as distinct from others; a 

peculiarity.  3. Something uncommon or unusual.  4. Astrophysics. A point in 

space-time at which gravitational forces cause matter to have infinite density and 

infinitesimal volume, and space and time to become infinitely distorted.  

5. Mathematics. A point at which the derivative does not exist for a given func-

tion of a random variable but every neighborhood of which contains points for 

which the derivative exists. In this sense, also calledsingular point 

sin·gu·lar·ize (sVngùgyN-lN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. sin·gu·lar·ized, sin·gu·lar·iz·ing, 
sin·gu·lar·iz·es. To make conspicuous; distinguish. 

singular point (sVngùgyN-lNr point) n.  Mathematics. See singularity (n., 

sense 5). 



Sin·ha·lese (sVnÙhN-lKzù, -lKsù) n.  & adj.   Variant of Singhalese. 
Si·ni·cism (sXùnV-sVzÙNm, sVnùV-) n.  A custom or trait peculiar to the Chinese.  

[From Sinic, Chinese, from Medieval Latin SXnicus, Chinese, from Late Latin 

SXnae, the Chinese. See SINO-.]

Si·ni·cize (sXùnV-sXzÙ, sVnùV-) v.  tr. Si·ni·cized, Si·ni·ciz·ing, Si·ni·ciz·es. To 

make Chinese in character or to change or modify by Chinese influence.   
—SiÙni·ci·zaùtion (-sV-z7ùshNn) n. 

Si·ni·fy (sXùnN-fXÙ, sVnùN-) v.  tr. Si·ni·fied, Si·ni·fy·ing, Si·ni·fies. To Sinicize.  

[Late Latin SXnae, the Chinese; see SINO- + -FY.] —SiÙni·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) 

n. 

sin·is·ter (sVnùV-stNr) adj.  1. Suggesting or threatening evil:  a sinister smile.  

2. Presaging trouble; ominous:  sinister storm clouds.  3. Attended by or causing 

disaster or inauspicious circumstances.  4. On the left side; left.  5. Heraldry. Sit-

uated on or being the side of a shield on the wearer’s left and the observer’s right.  

[Middle English sinistre, unfavorable, from Old French, from Latin sinister, on 

the left, unlucky.] —sinùis·ter·ly adv.  —sinùis·ter·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: sinister, baleful, malign. These adjectives apply to what is indica-

tive of or threatens great harm, disaster, or evil. Sinister usually implies impending

or lurking danger that makes its presence felt by ominous signs or portents: “The

Kremlin has sinister connotations... The aesthetic reality is otherwise” (Henry A.

Kissinger). Baleful intensifies the sense of menace; it suggests a deadly, virulent,

or poisonous quality: “The Florida eagles are slightly smaller than the others, but

they have the same fierce, baleful look” (John Corry). Malign applies to what man-

ifests an evil disposition, nature, influence, or intent: “The Devil... with jealous

leer malign/Eyed them askance” (John Milton).

sin·is·tral (sVnùV-strNl, sV-nVsùtrNl) adj.  1. Of or facing the left side.  2. Left-

handed.  3. Zoology. Relating to or being a gastropod shell that has its aperture to 

the left when facing the observer with the apex upward.   —sinùis·tral·ly adv. 

sin·is·trorse (sVnùV-strôrsÙ) adj.  Growing upward in a spiral that turns from 

right to left:  a sinistrorse vine.  [Latin sinistrorsus, turned toward the left, from 

*sinistroversus : sinistro, toward the left, from ablative of sinister, left + vorsus, past 

participle of vortere variant of vertere, to turn. See wer-2 in Appendix.] 
—sinùis·trorseÙly adv. 

sin·is·trous (sVnùV-strNs, sV-nVsùtrNs) adj.  Archaic. Sinister; ill-omened.   
—sinùis·trous·ly adv. 

Si·nit·ic (sX-nVtùVk, sV-) n.  The branch of Sino-Tibetan that comprises Chinese.  

[SIN(O)- + -itic as in SEMITIC.] —Si·nitùic adj. 

sink (sVngk) v.  sank (s4ngk)  or sunk (sƒngk), sunk, sink·ing, sinks.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To descend to the bottom; submerge.  2. a. To fall or drop to a lower level, 



especially to go down slowly or in stages:  The water in the lake sank several feet 

during the long, dry summer.  b. To subside or settle gradually, as a massive or 

weighty structure.   3. To appear to move downward, as the sun or moon in set-

ting.  4. To slope downward; incline.  5. To pass into a specified condition:  She 

sank into a deep sleep.  6. a. To deteriorate in quality or condition:  The patient is 

sinking fast. The family sank into a state of disgrace.  b. To diminish, as in value.   

7. To become weaker, quieter, or less forceful:  His voice sank to a whisper.  

8. a. To drop or fall slowly, as from weakness or fatigue:  The exhausted runner 

sank to the ground.  b. To feel great disappointment or discouragement:  Her heart 

sank within her.   9. To seep or soak; penetrate:  The water is sinking into the 

ground.  10. To make an impression; become felt or understood:  The meaning 

finally sank in.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to descend beneath a surface:  sink a ship.  

2. To cause to drop or lower:  sank the bucket into the well.  3. To force into the 

ground:  sink a piling.  4. To dig or drill (a mine or well) in the earth.  5. To 

occupy the full attention of; engross.  6. a. To make weaker, quieter, or less force-

ful.  b. To reduce in quantity or worth.   7. To debase the nature of; degrade.  

8. To bring to a low or ruined state; defeat or destroy.  9. To suppress or hide:  He 

sank his arrogance and apologized.  10. Informal. To defeat, as in a game.  

11. a. To invest:  sink money into a new housing project.  b. To invest without any 

prospect of return.   12. To pay off (a debt).  13. Sports. To get (a ball) into a hole 

or basket.   —  n.  1. A water basin fixed to a wall or floor and having a drainpipe 

and generally a piped supply of water.  2. A cesspool.  3. A sinkhole.  4. In ther-

modynamics, the part of a system from which heat, or more generally, energy is 

removed from the system.  5. A place regarded as wicked and corrupt.   —idiom. 
sink or swim. Informal. To succeed or fail without alternative.  [Middle English 

sinken, from Old English sincan.] —sinkùa·ble adj. 

sink·age (sVngùkVj) n.  1. The process, amount, or degree of sinking.  2. A 

sunken area; a depression. 

sink·er (sVngùkNr) n.  1. One that sinks, as a weight used for sinking fishing lines 

or nets.  2. Slang. A doughnut.  3. Baseball. A sinkerball. 

sink·er·ball (sVngùkNr-bôlÙ) n.  Baseball. A pitched ball that sinks sharply as it 

reaches the plate; a sinker. 

sink·hole (sVngkùholÙ) n.  A natural depression in a land surface communicat-

ing with a subterranean passage, generally occurring in limestone regions and 

formed by solution or by collapse of a cavern roof. 

Sin·kiang Ui·ghur  or Sin·kiang Ui·gur (sVnùkyängù wKùgNr, shVnùjyängù)  

See Xinjiang Uygur. 
sink·ing fund (sVngùkVng fƒnd) n.  Abbr. SF Accounting. A fund accumulated 

to pay off a corporate or public debt. 

sin·ner (sVnùNr) n.  1. One that sins or does wrong; a transgressor.  2. A scamp. 



Sinn Fein (shVn f7nù, fHùVn) n.  An Irish political and cultural society founded 

about 1905 to promote political and economic independence from England, uni-

fication of Ireland, and a renewal of Irish culture. It now constitutes the political 

branch of the Irish Republican Army.  [Irish Gaelic sinn féin : sinn, we (from Mid-

dle Irish, from Old Irish) + féin, self (from Middle Irish, from Old Irish); see 

s(w)e- in Appendix.] —Sinn Feinùer n.  —SinnÙ Feinùism n. 

Sino- pref.  Chinese:  Sinology.  [From Late Latin SXnae, the Chinese, from Greek 

Sinai, from Arabic SXn, China, probably from Chinese Qin, the first dynasty (221-

206 B.C.) under which China was united.]

si·no·a·tri·al (sXÙno-7ùtrK-Nl) adj.  Of or relating to the sinoatrial node:  a 

sinoatrial heart block.  [SIN(US) + ATRIAL.]

sinoatrial node (sXÙno-7ùtrK-Nl nod) n.  A small mass of specialized cardiac 

muscle fibers located in the posterior wall of the right atrium of the heart that 

acts as a pacemaker by generating at regular intervals the electric impulses of the 

heartbeat.  Also called sinoauricular node, sinus node. 

si·no·au·ric·u·lar (sXÙno-ô-rVkùyN-lNr) adj.  Sinoatrial.  [SIN(US) + AURICULAR.]

sinoauricular node (sXÙno-ô-rVkùyN-lNr nod) n.  See sinoatrial node. 
Si·no·logue also Sin·o·log (sXùnN-lôgÙ, -lmgÙ, sVnùN-) n.  A student of or special-

ist in Sinology. 

Si·nol·o·gy (sX-nmlùN-jK, sV-) n.  The study of Chinese language, literature, or civ-

ilization.   —SiÙno·logùi·cal (sXÙnN-lmjùV-kNl, sVnÙN-) adj.  —Si·nolùo·gist n. 

Si·no·pe (sN-noùpK) n.  The satellite of Jupiter that is 17th in distance from the 

planet.  [Latin SinopK, woman said to have been unsuccessfully courted by Zeus, 

from Greek.]

Si·no·phile (sXùnN-fXlÙ, sVnùN-) n.  One who admires China, its people, or its cul-

ture.   —SiÙno·philùi·a (-fVlùK-N) n. 

Si·no·phobe (sXùnN-fobÙ, sVnù-) n.  One who fears or dislikes China, its people, 

or its culture.   —SiÙno·phoùbi·a (-foùbK-N) n.  —SiÙno·phoùbic (-foùbVk) adj. 

Si·no-Ti·bet·an (sXÙno-tV-bHtùn, sVnÙo-) n.  A language family that includes the 

Sinitic and Tibeto-Burman branches.   —SiÙno-Ti·betùan adj. 

sin·se·mil·la (sVnÙsN-mKùyN, -mVlùN) n.  A highly potent form of marijuana 

obtained from unpollinated female plants.  [Spanish  : sin, without (from Latin 

sine) + semilla, seed (from Old Spanish dialectal semilia, alteration of Late Latin 

sKminia, neuter pl. of sKminium, from sKmen); see SEMEN.]

sin tax (sVn t4ks) n.  Informal. A tax on certain items, such as cigarettes and alco-

hol, that are regarded as neither necessities nor luxuries. 

sin·ter (sVnùtNr) n.  1. Geology. A chemical sediment or crust, as of porous silica, 

deposited by a mineral spring.  2. A mass formed by sintering.   —  v.  sin·tered, 
sin·ter·ing, sin·ters.  —  v.  tr. To cause (metallic powder, for example) to form 

a coherent mass by heating without melting.   —  v.  intr. To form a coherent mass 



by heating without melting.  [German, from Middle High German, dross, metal 

slag, from Old High German.] —sinÙter·a·bilùi·ty n. 

Sint-Ni·klaas (sVnt-nKùkläs)  A city of northwest Belgium west-southwest of 

Antwerp. It is a commercial, industrial, and transportation center. Population, 

68,157. 

sin·u·ate (sVnùyu-Vt, -7tÙ) v.  intr. sin·u·at·ed, sin·u·at·ing, sin·u·ates. To 

bend or curve; wind in and out:  a road that sinuates through the Alps.   —  adj.  

also sin·u·at·ed (-7ÙtVd) Having a wavy indented margin, as a leaf.  [Latin 

sinu7re, sinu7t-, to bend, from sinus, curve.] —sinùu·ate·ly adv.  

—sinÙu·aùtion n. 

Sin·ui·ju (shVnùwK-juù)  A city of western North Korea on Korea Bay at the 

mouth of the Yalu River. It is a port and railroad terminus connected by bridge 

with Dandong, China. Population, 300,000. 

sin·u·os·i·ty (sVnÙyu-msùV-tK) n.  pl. sin·u·os·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition 

of being sinuous.  2. A bending or curving shape or movement. 

sin·u·ous (sVnùyu-Ns) adj.  1. Characterized by many curves or turns; winding:  

a sinuous stream.  2. Characterized by supple and lithe movements:  the sinuous 

grace of a dancer.  3. Not direct; devious.  4. Sinuate:  a sinuous leaf.  [From Latin 

sinuosus, from sinus, curve.] —sinùu·ous·ly adv.  —sinùu·ous·ness n. 

si·nus (sXùnNs) n.  1. A depression or cavity formed by a bending or curving.  

2. Anatomy. a. A dilated channel or receptacle containing chiefly venous blood.  

b. Any of various air-filled cavities in the bones of the skull, especially one com-

municating with the nostrils.   3. Pathology. A fistula leading from a pus-filled 

cavity.  4. Botany. A recess or an indentation between lobes of a leaf or corolla.  

[Middle English, hollow in the body, from Medieval Latin sinus, from Latin, 

curve, hollow.]

si·nus·i·tis (sXÙnN-sXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the sinuses or a sinus, especially in 

the nasal region. 

sinus node (sXùnNs nod) n.  See sinoatrial node. 
si·nu·soid (sXùnN-soidÙ, -nyN-) n.  1. Mathematics. See sine curve.  2. Anatomy. 

Any of the venous cavities through which blood passes in various glands and 

organs, such as the adrenal gland and the liver.  [Medieval Latin sinus, sine; see 

SINE + -OID.] —siÙnu·soiùdal (-soidùl) adj.  —siÙnu·soiùdal·ly adv. 

sinusoidal projection (sXÙnN-soidùl prN-jHkùshNn) n.  A map projection in 

which areas are equal to corresponding areas on a globe, the parallels and the 

prime meridian being straight lines and the other meridians being increasingly 

curved outward from the prime meridian. 

sinus ve·no·sus (sXùnNs vK-noùsNs) n.  The first chamber in the heart of fish, 

amphibians, and reptiles, which receives blood from the veins and contracts to 

force the blood into the atrium.  [New Latin sinus vKnosus : Medieval Latin sinus, 

sinus + Latin vKnosus, venous.]



Si·on (sXùNn) n.  Variant of Zion2. 
Siou·an (suùNn) n.  1. A large North American Indian language family spoken 

from Lake Michigan to the Rocky Mountains and southward to Arkansas.  2. A 

member of a Siouan-speaking people.  [SIOU(X) + -AN
1.] —Siouùan adj. 

Sioux (su) n.  pl. Sioux (su, suz). 1. a. A group of Native American peoples, 

also known as the Dakota, inhabiting the northern Great Plains from Minnesota 

to eastern Montana and from southern Saskatchewan to Nebraska. Present-day 

Sioux populations are located mainly in North and South Dakota.  b. A member 

of any of these peoples.   2. Any of the Siouan languages of the Sioux peoples.  

[North American French, short for nadouéssioux, from Ottawa naadowesiwag.] 
—Sioux adj. 

Sioux City (su sVtùK)  A city of northwest Iowa on the Missouri River near the 

South Dakota-Nebraska border. It is a shipping and processing center for an agri-

cultural and livestock area. Population, 80,505. 

Sioux Falls (su fôlz)  A city of southeast South Dakota near the Minnesota 

border. First settled c. 1856, it was abandoned in 1862 and reestablished as a mili-

tary post in 1865. It is now the largest city in the state. Population, 100,814. 

sip (sVp) v.  sipped, sip·ping, sips.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drink in small quantities.  

2. To drink from in sips.   —  v.  intr. To drink something in sips.   —  n.  1. The 

act of sipping.  2. A small quantity of liquid sipped.  [Middle English sippen. See 

seuN-2 in Appendix.] —sipùper n. 

si·phon also sy·phon (sXùfNn) n.  1. A pipe or tube fashioned or deployed in an 

inverted U shape and filled until atmospheric pressure is sufficient to force a liq-

uid from a reservoir in one end of the tube over a barrier higher than the reser-

voir and out the other end.  2. Zoology. A tubular organ, especially of aquatic 

invertebrates such as squids or clams, by which water is taken in or expelled.   —  
v.  si·phoned, si·phon·ing, si·phons.  —  v.  tr. To draw off or convey through 

or as if through a siphon.   —  v.  intr. To pass through a siphon.  [Middle English, 

from Latin sXpho, sXphon-, from Greek siphon.] —siùphon·al, si·phonùic (sX-
fmnùVk)  adj. 

si·phon·o·phore (sX-fmnùN-fôrÙ, -forù, sXùfN-nN-) n.  Any of various transpar-

ent, often subtly colored marine hydrozoans of the order Siphonophora, consist-

ing of a floating or swimming colony of polyplike and medusalike individuals 

and including the Portuguese man-of-war.  [From New Latin Siphonophora, 

order name  : Greek sipho, siphon-, tube + Greek -phora, neuter pl. of -phoros, -

phore.]

si·phon·o·stele (sX-fmnùN-stKlÙ, sXÙfN-nN-stKùlK) n.  A type of stele in which the 

vascular cylinder surrounds a pith, as in the stem of the sunflower.  [SIPHON + 

STELE.] —si·phonÙo·steùlic (-stKùlVk) adj. 

si·phun·cle (sXùfƒngÙkNl) n.  1. A tubelike structure in the body of a shelled 

cephalopod, such as a nautilus, extending through each chamber of the shell.  



2. A tubular organ on the abdomen of an aphid, from which a waxy fluid is 

secreted as a pheromone when the insect is attacked. In this sense, also calledcor-

nicle [Latin sXphunculus, diminutive of sXpho, sXphon-, siphon. See SIPHON.] 
—si·phunùcu·lar (-kyN-lNr), si·phunùcu·late (-lVt)  adj. 

Sip·par (sV-pärù)  An ancient city of northern Babylonia on the Euphrates River 

south-southwest of present-day Baghdad. In early times it was a religious center 

devoted to the worship of the sun god Shamash. 

sip·pet (sVpùVt) n.  A small piece of toast or bread soaked in gravy or other liquid 

or used as a garnish.  [From sip, alteration of SOP.]

Si·quei·ros (sV-k7ùros), David Alfaro. 1896?-1974.  Mexican mural painter 

whose works depict political protest and revolution. His best-known painting is 

the mural The March of Humanity (1968) in Mexico City. 

sir (sûr) n.  1. Sir. Used as an honorific before the given name or the full name of 

baronets and knights.  2. Used as a form of polite address for a man:  Don’t forget 

your hat, sir.  3. Used as a salutation in a letter:  Dear Sir or Madam.  [Middle 

English, variant of sire. See SIRE.]

sir·dar (sûrùdärÙ, sNr-därù) n.  A person of high rank, especially in India.  [Hindi 

sard7r, from Persian  : sar, head; see ker-1 in Appendix + -d7r, holder; see dher- 
in Appendix.]

sire (sXr) n.  1. A father.  2.  Abbr. s. The male parent of an animal, especially a 

domesticated mammal such as a horse.  3. Archaic. A male ancestor; a forefather.  

4. Archaic. A gentleman of rank.  5. Archaic. Used as a form of address for a supe-

rior, especially a king.   —  v.  tr. sired, sir·ing, sires. To father; beget.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Vulgar Latin *seior, from Latin senior, older, 

comparative of senex, old. See sen- in Appendix.]

sir·ee (sN-rKù) n.  Informal. Variant of sirree. 
si·ren (sXùrNn) n.  1. a. A device in which compressed air or steam is driven 

against a rotating perforated disk to create a loud, often wailing sound as a signal 

or warning.  b. An electronic device producing a similar sound as a signal or 

warning:  a police car siren.   2. Any of several salamanders of the family 

Sirenidae, such as the mud eel, having an eellike body, permanent external gills, 

small forelegs, and no hind limbs.  [French sirène, from Old French sereine, Siren, 

from Late Latin SXrKna, from Latin SXrKn, from Greek SeirKn.]

Si·ren (sXùrNn) n.  1. Greek Mythology. One of a group of sea nymphs who by 

their sweet singing lured mariners to destruction on the rocks surrounding their 

island.  2. siren. A woman regarded as seductive and beautiful.  [Middle English 

serein, from Old French sereine. See SIREN.]

si·re·ni·an (sX-rKùnK-Nn) n.  See sea cow.   —  adj.  Of or belonging to the order 

of sea cows.  [From New Latin SXrKnia, order name, from Latin SXrKn, Siren. See 

SIREN.]



siren song (sXùrNn sông) n.  An enticing plea or appeal, especially one that is 

deceptively alluring. 

si·ri·a·sis (sV-rXùN-sVs) n.  See sunstroke.  [Latin sXri7sis, from Greek seiriasis, 

from seirian, to be hot, from Seirios, Sirius. See SIRIUS.]

Sir·i·us (sVrùK-Ns) n.  A star in the constellation Canis Major, the brightest star in 

the sky, approximately 8.6 light-years distant from Earth.  Also called Dog Star, 

Sothis.  [Latin SXrius, from Greek Seirios, from seirios, burning.]

sir·loin (sûrùloinÙ) n.  A cut of meat, especially of beef, from the upper part of 

the loin just in front of the round.  [Middle English surloine, from Old French 

surlonge, ·surloigne : sur, above (from Latin super); see uper in Appendix + longe, 

loigne, loin; see LOIN.]

si·roc·co (sN-rmkùo) also sci·roc·co (shN-, sN-) n.  pl. si·roc·cos. 1. A hot, humid 

south or southeast wind of southern Italy, Sicily, and the Mediterranean islands, 

originating in the Sahara Desert as a dry, dusty wind but becoming moist as it 

passes over the Mediterranean.  2. A hot or warm southerly wind, especially one 

moving toward a low barometric pressure center.  [Italian scirocco, from Arabic 

≥arq, east.]

Sí·ros (sKùrôsÙ)  See Syros. 
sir·rah (sVrùN) n.  Obsolete. Mister; fellow. Used as a contemptuous form of 

address.  [Alteration of SIR.]

sir·ree also sir·ee (sN-rKù) n.  Informal. Sir. Used for emphasis after yes or no. 

Sir Sand·ford (sNr s4nùfNrd), Mount. A peak, 3,524.3 m (11,555 ft) high, in 

the Selkirk Mountains of southeast British Columbia, Canada. It is the highest 

elevation in the range. 

sir·up (sVrùNp, sûrù-) n.  Variant of syrup. 
sir·up·y (sVrùN-pK, sûr-) adj.  Variant of syrupy. 
sir·vente (sîr-väNtù, sNr-vHntù) also sir·ven·tes (sNr-vHnùtVs, -vHntsù) n.  pl. 

sir·ventes (-väNtù, -vHntsù) also sir·vent·es (-vHnùtNs). A form of lyric verse of 

the Provençal troubadours satirizing political figures, personal rivals, or social 

morals.  [French, from Provençal sirventes, from Old Provençal, from sirvent, ser-

vant (the position of a lover towards his mistress), from Latin serviKns, servient- 

present participle of servXre, to serve, from servus, servant.]

Sir Wil·fred Lau·ri·er (sûr wVlùfrVd lôrùK-7Ù, lmrù-), Mount. A peak, 3,583.8 

m (11,750 ft) high, in the Cariboo Mountains of southeast British Columbia, 

Canada. It is the highest elevation in the range. 

sis (sVs) n.  Informal. Sister. 

si·sal (sXùsNl) n.  1. A Mexican and Central American plant (Agave sisalana) 

widely cultivated for its large, sword-shaped leaves that yield stiff fibers used for 

cordage and rope.  2. The fiber of this plant or of other members of the genus 

Agave.  [American Spanish, after Sisal, a town of southeast Mexico in the 

Yucatán.]



sis·co·wet (sVsùkN-wHtÙ) n.  A fat, thick-bodied variety of the lake trout, found 

in the upper part of Lake Superior.  [Short for Ojibwa pKmitKwiskawKt : pimitKw-, 

oil + iskawK, to have flesh of a specified type.]

sis·kin (sVsùkVn) n.  Any of several small finches, such as Carduelis spinus, a green-

ish-yellow finch of Eurasia related to the goldfinch, or the pine siskin of North 

America.  [Obsolete Dutch sXsken, from Middle Dutch, diminutive of sXs, from 

Middle Low German csXtze, of Slavic origin.]

Sis·ley (sVsùlK, sVzù-, sKs-l7ù), Alfred. 1839-1899.  British-born French impres-

sionist painter noted for his outdoor scenes, including Boat During the Flood 

(1876). 

Sis·mon·di (sVs-mmnùdK, sKs-môN-dKù), Jean Charles Léonard Simon de. 
1773-1842.  Swiss historian and economist. He was one of the first to attack the 

classical economics of Adam Smith and argue for the regulation of competition. 

Sis·se·ton (sVsùV-tNn) n.  pl. Sisseton or Sis·se·tons. 1. A Native American 

people of the Santee branch of the Sioux.  2. A member of this people. 

sis·si·fied (sVsùN-fXdÙ) adj.  Of, relating to, or having the characteristics of a sissy; 

timid, cowardly, or effeminate. 

sis·sy (sVsùK) n.  pl. sis·sies. 1. A boy or man regarded as effeminate.  2. A person 

regarded as timid or cowardly.  3. Informal. Sister.  [Diminutive of SIS.] 
—sisùsi·ness, sisùsy·ness n.  —sisùsy adj.  —sisùsy·ish adj. 

sissy bar (sVsùK bär) n.  Informal. A narrow bar shaped like an inverted U that is 

attached behind the seat of a motorcycle or bicycle and supports the operator or a 

passenger. 

sis·ter (sVsùtNr) n.  Abbr. s. 1. a. A girl or woman having the same mother and 

father as another.  b. A girl or woman having one parent in common with 

another; a half sister.  c. The daughter of a person’s stepparent by a previous mar-

riage; a stepsister.   2. A girl or woman who shares a common ancestry, allegiance, 

character, or purpose with another or others, specifically: a. A kinswoman.  b. A 

woman fellow member, as of a sorority.  c. A fellow woman, friend, or compan-

ion.  d. A soul sister.  e. A woman who advocates, fosters, or takes part in the 

feminist movement.   3. Informal. Used as a form of address for a woman or girl.  

4. Sister. Abbr. Sr. Ecclesiastical. a. A member of a religious order of women; a 

nun.  b. Used as a form of address for such a woman, alone or followed by the 

woman’s name.   5. Chiefly British. A nurse, especially the head nurse in a ward.  

6. One identified as female and closely related to another: “the sisters Death and 

Night” (Walt Whitman).   —  adj.  1. Related by or as if by sisterhood; closely 

related:  sister ships; sister cities.  2. Genetics. Of or being one of an identical pair:  

sister chromatids.  [Middle English, partly from Old English sweostor, and from 

Old Norse systir; see swesor- in Appendix.]



sis·ter·hood (sVsùtNr-htdÙ) n.  1. The state or relationship of being a sister or 

sisters.  2. The quality of being sisterly.  3. A society, especially a religious society, 

of women.  4. Association or unification of women in a common cause. 

sis·ter-in-law (sVsùtNr-Vn-lôÙ) n.  pl. sis·ters-in-law (sVsùtNrz-). 1. The sister of 

one’s husband or wife.  2. The wife of one’s brother.  3. The wife of the brother 

of one’s spouse. 

sis·ter·ly (sVsùtNr-lK) adj.  Of, characteristic of, or befitting sisters or a sister.   —  
adv.  As a sister.   —sisùter·li·ness n. 

Sis·tine (sVsùtKnÙ, sV-stKnù) also Six·tine (sVkùstKnÙ, -stXnÙ) adj.  1. Of or relating 

to one of the popes named Sixtus, especially Sixtus IV (1414-1484; reigned 1471-

1484).  2. Of or relating to the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican.  [Italian sistino, from 

New Latin sixtXnus, from Medieval Latin Sixtus, the name of several popes, from 

Latin Sextus, Roman praenomen, from sextus, sixth. See SEXT.]

sis·trum (sVsùtrNm) n.  pl. sis·trums or sis·tra (-trN). Music. A percussion 

instrument of ancient Egypt consisting of metal rods or loops attached to a metal 

frame.  [Middle English, from Latin sXstrum, from Greek seistron, from seiein, to 

shake.]

Sis·y·phe·an (sVsÙN-fKùNn) adj.  1. Greek Mythology. Of or relating to Sisyphus.  

2. Endlessly laborious or futile: “Their patients’ lack of education and the high cost 

of medicine make health care a Sisyphean task” (Frank Gibney, Jr.).  [From Latin 

SisyphKius, from Greek Sisupheios, from Sisuphos, Sisyphus.]

Sis·y·phus (sVsùN-fNs) n.  Greek Mythology. A cruel king of Corinth condemned 

forever to roll a huge stone up a hill in Hades only to have it roll down again on 

nearing the top.  [Latin Sisyphus, from Greek Sisuphos.]

sit (sVt) v.  sat (s4t), sit·ting, sits.  —  v.  intr. 1. To rest with the torso vertical 

and the body supported on the buttocks.  2. a. To rest with the hindquarters low-

ered onto a supporting surface. Used of animals.  b. To perch. Used of birds.   

3. To cover eggs for hatching; brood.  4. To be situated or located:  a house that 

sits on a hill.  5. To lie or rest:  Dishes were sitting on a shelf.  See Usage Note at 

set1.  6. To pose for an artist or a photographer.  7. a. To occupy a seat as a 

member of a body of officials:  sit in Congress.  b. To be in session.   8. To remain 

inactive or unused:  Her expensive skis sat gathering dust.  9. To affect one with or 

as if with a burden; weigh:  Official duties sat heavily upon the governor.  10. To 

fit, fall, or drape in a specified manner:  The jacket sits perfectly on you.  11. To be 

agreeable to one; please:  The idea didn’t sit well with any of us.  12. Chiefly British. 

To take an examination, as for a degree.  13. To blow from a particular direction. 

Used of the wind.  14. To keep watch or take care of a child.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to sit; seat:  Sit yourself over there.  2. To keep one’s seat on (an animal):  She sits 

her horse well.  3. To sit on (eggs) for the purpose of hatching.  4. To provide seat-

ing accommodation for:  a theater that sits 1,000 people.   —  n.  1. a. The act of 

sitting.  b. A period of time spent sitting.   2. The way in which an article of 



clothing, such as a dress or jacket, fits.   —phrasal verbs. sit down. To take a 

seat.  sit in. 2. To attend or participate in as a visitor:  sat in on the discussion.  

3. To take part in a sit-in.  sit on (or sit upon). 4. To confer about.  5. Informal. 

To suppress or repress:  sat on the evidence.  6. Informal. To postpone action or 

resolution regarding.  7. Slang. To rebuke sharply; reprimand.  sit out. 8. To stay 

until the end of.  9. To refrain from taking part in:  sit out a dance.  sit up. 10. To 

rise from lying down to a sitting position.  11. To sit with the spine erect.  12. To 

stay up later than the customary bedtime.  13. To become suddenly alert:  The 

students sat up when he mentioned the test.   —idioms. sit on (one’s) hands. To 

fail to act.  sit pretty. Informal. To be in a very favorable position.  sit tight. 
Informal. To be patient and await the next move.  [Middle English sitten, from 

Old English sittan. See sed- in Appendix.]

si·tar (sV-tärù) n.  Music. A stringed instrument of India made of seasoned gourds 

and teak and having a track of 20 metal frets with 6 or 7 main playing strings 

above and 13 sympathetic resonating strings below.  [Hindi sit7r, from Persian  : 

si, three; see trei- in Appendix + t7r, string; see ten- in Appendix.] —si·tarùist n. 

sit·a·tun·ga also sit·u·tun·ga (sVtÙN-ttngùN) n.  A medium-sized antelope 

(Tragelaphus spekei) of central and eastern Africa, having splayed hooves adapted 

to swampy and aquatic habitats.  [Of Bantu origin.]

sit·com also sit-com (sVtùkmmÙ) n.  Informal. A situation comedy. 

sit-down (sVtùdounÙ) n.  1. A work stoppage in which the workers refuse to 

leave their place of employment until their demands are considered or met.  Also 

called sit-down strike, sit-in.  2. An obstruction of normal activity by the act of a 

large group sitting down in public to express a grievance or protest.  3. Informal. 

An act, instance, or period of sitting.  4. Informal. A meal for people seated at a 

table.   —  adj.  1. Performed or accomplished while sitting down:  a sit-down dis-

cussion; a sit-down protest.  2. Intended for people seated at a table:  a sit-down 

dinner for 12. 

site (sXt) n.  1. The place where a structure or group of structures was, is, or is to 

be located:  a good site for the school.  2. The place or setting of something:  a his-

toric site; a job site.  3. Computer Science. A computer or network of computers 

associated with a unique identifying number on the Internet and electronically 

accessible, as through a browser.   —  v.  tr. sit·ed, sit·ing, sites. To situate or 

locate on a site:  sited the power plant by the river.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin situs. See SITUS.]

site-spe·ci·fic (sXtùspV-sVfùVk) adj.  Created, planned, or intended for a particu-

lar site:  a site-specific sculpture; site-specific theater in the park. 

sith (sVth) conj.  Archaic. Since.  [Middle English sithe, from Old English siththa, 

variant of siththan. See SINCE.] —sith adv.  & prep. 

sit-in (sVtùVnÙ) n.  1.  See sit-down (n., sense 1).  2. An organized protest dem-

onstration in which participants seat themselves in an appropriate place and 



refuse to move.  3. The act of occupying the seats or an area of a segregated estab-

lishment to protest racial discrimination. 

Sit·ka (sVtùkN)  A town of southeast Alaska on the western coast of Baranof 

Island. Founded by Aleksandr Baranov in 1799, it was the capital of Russian 

America and later the capital of Alaska from 1867 to 1906. Population, 8,588. 

si·tol·o·gy (sX-tmlùN-jK) n.  See dietetics.  [Greek sitos, food, grain + -LOGY.]

si·to·ma·ni·a (sXÙtN-m7ùnK-N, -m7nùyN) n.  An abnormal craving for food.  

[Greek sitos, food, grain + -MANIA.]

si·to·pho·bi·a (sXÙtN-foùbK-N) n.  An abnormal aversion to food.  [Greek sitos, 

food, grain + -PHOBIA.]

si·tos·ter·ol (sX-tmsùtN-rôlÙ, -rolÙ, -rmlÙ, sV-) n.  Any of a group of sterols that 

occur in high concentrations in certain plants, such as yams, and are used in the 

synthesis of steroid hormones.  [Greek sitos, food, grain + STEROL.]

sit·ter (sVtùNr) n.  1. One that sits, especially: a. A person who cares for young 

children when the parents are not home; a baby sitter.  b. A person who poses or 

models, as for a portrait.   2. A brooding hen. 

Sit·ter (sVtùNr), Willem de. 1872-1934.  Dutch astronomer noted for his work 

on cosmology and relativity. 

sit·ting (sVtùVng) n.  1. The act or position of one that sits.  2. A period during 

which one is seated and occupied with a single activity, such as posing for a por-

trait or reading a book.  3. A session, as of a legislature or court.  4. a. An act, a 

condition, or a period of brooding on eggs by a bird; incubation.  b. The number 

of eggs under a brooding bird; a clutch.    —  adj.  1. Incubating a nest of eggs:  a 

sitting hen.  2. Occupying an official position; incumbent.  3. a. Of or for sitting:  

a sitting posture; a sitting area in a bus station.  b. Done or executed while sitting.  

Sit·ting Bull (sVtùVng btlÙ), 1834?-1890.  Hunkpapa Sioux leader who guided 

his people to victory against Gen. George A. Custer’s cavalry at the Battle of the 

Little Bighorn (1876). 

sitting duck (sVtùVng dƒk) n.  Informal. An easy target or victim. 

sitting room (sVtùVng rum) n.  A living room. 

sit·u·ate (sVchùu-7tÙ) v.  tr. sit·u··at·ed, sit·u··at·ing, sit·u··ates. 1. To place 

in a certain spot or position; locate.  2. To place under particular circumstances 

or in a given condition.   —  adj.  (-Vt, -7tÙ) Archaic. Situated.  [Middle English, 

from Medieval Latin situ7re, situ7t-, to place, from Latin situs, location. See tkei- 
in Appendix.]

sit·u·at·ed (sVchùu-7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having a place or location; located:  a cabin 

nicely situated on a quiet riverbank.  2. Supplied with money:  a family that has 

always been well situated. 

sit·u·a·tion (sVchÙu-7ùshNn) n.  1. a. The way in which something is posi-

tioned vis-à-vis its surroundings.  b. The place in which something is situated; a 

location.   2. Position or status with regard to conditions and circumstances.  



3. The combination of circumstances at a given moment; a state of affairs.  See 

Synonyms at state.  4. A critical, problematic, or striking set of circumstances.  

5. A position of employment; a post.   —sitÙu·aùtion·al adj.  

—sitÙu·aùtion·al·ly adv. 

situation comedy (sVchÙu-7ùshNn kmmùV-dK) n.  A humorous radio or televi-

sion series featuring the reactions of a regular cast of characters to unusual situa-

tions, such as misunderstandings or embarrassing coincidences; a sitcom. 

situation ethics (sVchÙu-7ùshNn HthùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A 

system of ethics that evaluates acts in light of their situational context rather than 

by the application of moral absolutes. 

sit-up (sVtùƒpÙ) n.  Sports. A physical exercise in which one uses the abdominal 

muscles to raise the torso from a supine to a sitting position and then lies back 

down again without moving the legs. 

si·tus (sXùtNs) n.  pl. situs. Position, especially normal or original position, as of a 

body organ or part.  [Latin. See tkei- in Appendix.]

situs in·ver·sus (sXùtNs Vn-vûrùsNs) n.  A congenital condition in which the 

organs of the viscera are transposed through the sagittal plane so that the heart, 

for example, is on the right side of the body.  [New Latin  : Latin situs, location + 

Latin inversus, past participle of invertere, to invert.]

sit·u·tun·ga (sVtÙN-ttngùN) n.  Variant of sitatunga. 
Sit·well (sVtùwHlÙ, -wNl)  Family of British writers, including Dame Edith Sit-
well (1887-1964), whose experimental poetry is collected in volumes such as 

Clowns’ Houses (1918) and Music and Ceremonies (1963). Her brother Sir Osbert 

(1892-1969) is known especially for his five-volume autobiography (1944-1950). 

Their younger brother Sacheverell (1897-1988) wrote several volumes of 

poetry, including Agamemnon’s Tomb (1972). 

sitz bath (sVts b4th, zVts) n.  1. A bathtub shaped like a chair in which one bathes 

in a sitting position, immersing only the hips and buttocks.  2. A bath taken in 

such a tub especially for therapeutic reasons.  [Partial translation of German 

Sitzbad : Sitz, act of sitting (from sitzen, to sit, from Middle High German, from 

Old High German sizzen); see sed- in Appendix + Bad, bath.]

sitz·krieg (sVtùskrKgÙ, zVtù-) n.  Warfare marked by a lack of aggression or 

progress.  [German Sitz, act of sitting (from sitzen, to sit, from Middle High Ger-

man, from Old High German sizzen); see sed- in Appendix + German Krieg, war 

(from Middle High German krieg, from Old High German krKg, stubbornness); 

see gwerN-1 in Appendix.]

sitz·mark (sVtùsmärkÙ, zVtù-) n.  Sports. A hollow made in the snow by a skier 

who has fallen backward.  [Partial translation of German Sitzmarke : Sitz, act of 

sitting (from sitzen, to sit, from Middle High German, from Old High German 

sizzen); see sed- in Appendix + Marke, mark.]

Si·va (shKùvN, sKù-) n.  Hinduism. Variant of Shiva. 



Si·van (sVvùNn) n.  The ninth month of the year in the Jewish calendar.  See Table 

at calendar.  [Hebrew sîw7n, from Akkadian Sim7nu, the month Simanu.]

Si·vas (sV-väsù, sK-)  A city of central Turkey east of Ankara. An important city of 

Asia Minor under the Romans, Byzantines, and Seljuk Turks, it was sacked by 

Tamerlane in 1400 and fell to the Ottoman Turks in the 15th century. Population, 

172,864. 

Si·vash Sea (sV-väshù sK)  A salt lagoon of southern Ukraine along the northeast 

coast of the Crimea. 

Si·wa·lik Hills (sV-wäùlVk hVlz)  A range of the southern Himalaya Mountains 

extending about 1,689 km (1,050 mi) from southwest Kashmir through northern 

India into southern Nepal. The hills are noted for their extensive fossil remains. 

six (sVks) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to 5 + 1.  2. The sixth in a set or 

sequence.  3. Something having six parts, units, or members, especially a motor 

vehicle having six cylinders.   —idiom. at sixes and sevens. In a state of con-

fusion or disorder.  [Middle English, from Old English. See s(w)eks in Appen-

dix.] —six adj.  & pron. 

six-gun (sVksùgƒnÙ) n.  A six-chambered revolver. 

Six Nations (sVks n7ùshNnz) pl.n.  The Iroquois confederacy after it was joined 

by the Tuscarora in 1722. 

six-pack (sVksùp4kÙ) n.  1. Six units of a commodity, especially six cans or bot-

tles of a beverage, such as beer, sold in a pack.  2. The contents of a six-pack. 

six·pence (sVksùpNns) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A coin formerly used in Britain and 

worth six pennies.  2. The sum of six pennies. 

six·pen·ny (sVksùpHnÙK, -pN-nK) adj.  1. Valued at, selling for, or worth sixpence.  

2. Of little worth; paltry. 

sixpenny nail (sVksùpHnÙK n7l) n.  A nail 2 inches (5.1 centimeters) long. 

six-shoot·er (sVksùshuùtNr) n.  Informal. A six-chambered revolver; a six-gun. 

six·teen (sVk-stKnù) n.  1. The cardinal number equal to the sum of 15 + 1.  

2. The 16th in a set or sequence.  [Middle English sixtene, from Old English 

sixt«ne. See s(w)eks in Appendix.] —six·teenù adj.  & pron. 

six·teen·mo (sVk-stKnùmo) n.  pl. six·teen·mos. Printing. See sextodecimo. 
six·teen·pen·ny nail (sVkùstKn-pHnÙK n7l) n.  A nail 32 inches (9 centimeters) 

long. 

six·teenth (sVk-stKnthù) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 16 in 

a series.  2. One of 16 equal parts.   —six·teenthù adv.  & adj. 

sixteenth note (sVk-stKnthù not) n.  Music. A note having one sixteenth the 

time value of a whole note. 

sixth (sVksth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number six in a series.  

2. One of six equal parts.  3. Music. a. An interval of six degrees in a diatonic 

scale.  b. A tone separated by this interval from a given tone.  c. The harmonic 



combination of two tones separated by this interval.  d. The sixth tone of a scale; 

the submediant.    —sixth adv.  & adj. 

sixth sense (sVksth sHns) n.  A power of perception seemingly independent of 

the five senses; keen intuition. 

six·ti·eth (sVkùstK-Vth) n.  1. The ordinal number matching the number 60 in a 

series.  2. One of 60 equal parts.   —sixùti·eth adv.  & adj. 

Six·tine (sVkùstKnÙ, -stXnÙ) adj.  Variant of Sistine. 
six·ty (sVksùtK) n.  pl. six·ties. 1. The cardinal number equal to 6 ∞ 10.  

2. sixties. a.  Often Sixties. The decade from 60 to 69 in a century.  b. A decade 

or the numbers from 60 to 69:  They planned to retire in their sixties. The breeze 

kept the temperature in the sixties.   [Middle English, from Old English sixtig. See 

s(w)eks in Appendix.] —sixùty adj.  & pron. 

six·ty-fourth note (sVksÙtK-fôrthù not, -forthù) n.  Music. A note having one 

sixty-fourth the time value of a whole note. 

six·ty-nine (sVksùtK-nXnù) n.  Vulgar Slang. Oral-genital sex between two people 

at the same time. 

siz·a·ble also size·a·ble (sXùzN-bNl) adj.  Of considerable size; fairly large.   
—sizùa·ble·ness n.  —sizùa·bly adv. 

size1 (sXz) n.  1. The physical dimensions, proportions, magnitude, or extent of 

an object.  2. Any of a series of graduated categories of dimension whereby man-

ufactured articles, such as shoes and clothing, are classified.  3. a. Considerable 

extent, amount, or dimensions:  a debt of enormous size.  b. Relative amount or 

number, as of population or contents:  What size is Cleveland?   4. Character, 

value, or status with reference to relative importance or the capacity to meet given 

requirements:  Try this proposal on for size.  5. The actual state of affairs:  That’s 

about the size of the situation.   —  v.  tr. sized, siz·ing, siz·es. 1. To arrange, 

classify, or distribute according to size.  2. To make, cut, or shape to a required 

size.   —  adj.  Sized. Often used in combination:  bite-size appetizers; an economy-

size package.   —phrasal verb. size up. To make an estimate, an opinion, a 

judgment of:  She sized up her opponent.  [Middle English sise, from Old French, 

court session, law, short for assise. See ASSIZE.] —sizùer n. 

size2 (sXz) n.  Any of several gelatinous or glutinous substances usually made 

from glue, wax, or clay and used as a glaze or filler for porous materials such as 

paper, cloth, or wall surfaces.   —  v.  tr. sized, siz·ing, siz·es. To treat or coat 

with size or a similar substance.  [Middle English sise, probably from Old French, 

a setting. See SIZE
1.]

size·a·ble (sXùzN-bNl) adj.  Variant of sizable. 
sized (sXzd) adj.  Having a particular or specified size. Often used in combina-

tion:  a medium-sized car; an average-sized house. 

siz·ing (sXùzVng) n.  1. A glaze or filler; size.  2. Treatment of a fabric or other 

surface with size. 



siz·zle (sVzùNl) v.  intr. siz·zled, siz·zling, siz·zles. 1. To make the hissing 

sound characteristic of frying fat.  2. To seethe with anger or indignation.  3. To 

be very hot:  a summer day that sizzled.   —  n.  A hissing sound.  [Perhaps fre-

quentative of Middle English sissen, to hiss, of imitative origin.] —sizùzling·ly 
adv. 

siz·zler (sVzùlNr) n.  1. One that sizzles.  2. Informal. A very hot day. 

S.J. abbr.  Society of Jesus. 

Sjael·land (shHlùänÙ) also Zea·land (zKùlNnd)  An island of eastern Denmark 

bounded by the Kattegat and the Baltic Sea. Separated from Sweden by the Ore-

sund, it is the largest island of Denmark and the site of Copenhagen, the country’s 

capital. 

sjam·bok (sh4m-bmkù, -bƒkù) South African. n.  A heavy whip, usually made of 

animal hide.   —  v.  tr. sjam·boked, sjam·bok·ing, sjam·boks. To hit or beat 

with a sjambok.  [Afrikaans, from Malay cambuk, whip, from Hindi c7buk, from 

Persian ch7buk.]

S.J.D. abbr.  Latin. Scientiae Juridicae Doctor (Doctor of Juridical Science). 

Sjö·gren’s syndrome (shoùgrNnz sVnùdromÙ, shœù-) n.  A chronic inflamma-

tion of the lachrymal and salivary glands, often accompanied by rheumatoid 

arthritis and the presence of autoantibodies in the blood, occurring chiefly 

among women.  [After Henrik Samuel Conrad Sjögren (born 1899), Swedish 

ophthalmologist.]

SK abbr.  Saskatchewan. 

sk. abbr.  Sack. 

Skag·er·rak also Skag·er·ak (sk4gùN-r4kÙ, skäùgN-räkÙ)  A broad strait between 

Norway and Denmark linking the North Sea and the Kattegat. 

Skag·it (sk4jùVt)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of southwest British 

Columbia, Canada, and northwest Washington flowing into Skagit Bay, an inlet 

of Puget Sound. 

Skag·way (sk4gùw7Ù)  A town of southeast Alaska at the head of the Lynn Canal 

north-northwest of Juneau. It was a boom town and the gateway to the Klondike 

during the Alaskan gold rush (1897-1898). Population, 692. 

skald also scald (skôld, skäld) n.  A medieval Scandinavian poet, especially one 

writing in the Viking age.  [Old Norse sk7ld. See sekw-3 in Appendix.] 
—skaldùic adj. 

Skan·der·beg  or Scan·der·beg (sk4nùdNr-bHgÙ), Originally George Kastrioti. 

1405-1468.  Albanian military leader who repelled numerous Turkish invasions, 

maintaining Albanian independence until his death. 

Skan·e·at·e·les Lake (sk4nÙK-4tùlNs l7k, skVnÙ-)  A lake of central New York. It 

is one of the Finger Lakes. 

skat (sk4t) n.  Games. 1. A card game for three persons that is played with 32 

cards, sevens through aces.  2. One of the combinations of cards occurring in this 



game.  [German, from Italian scarto, a discarded card, from scartare, to reject  : s-

, out; see SFUMATO + carta, card (from Latin charta, paper made of papyrus); see 

CARD
1.]

skate1 (sk7t) n.  Sports. 1. An ice skate.  2. A roller skate.  3. The act or a period 

of skating.   —  v.  intr. skat·ed, skat·ing, skates. 1. To glide or move along on 

or as if on skates.  2. Informal. To act in an irresponsible or superficial manner.  

[From Dutch schaats, stilt, skate (taken as pl.), from Middle Dutch schaetse, from 

Old North French escache, stilt, perhaps of Germanic origin.]

skate2 (sk7t) n.  Any of various rays of the genus Raja, having a flattened body 

and greatly expanded pectoral fins that extend around the head.  [Middle English 

scate, from Old Norse skata.]

skate3 (sk7t) n.  1. A fellow; a person.  2. A decrepit horse; a nag.  [Perhaps 

alteration of dialectal skite, contemptible person, probably from dialectal skite, to 

defecate, from Middle English skiten, from Old Norse skXta. See skei- in Appen-

dix.]

skate·board (sk7tùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) Sports. n.  A short, narrow board having a set 

of four roller skate wheels mounted under it and usually ridden in a standing or 

crouching position.   —  v.  intr. skate·board·ed, skate·board·ing, 
skate·boards. To ride on a skateboard.   —skateùboardÙer n. 

skat·er (sk7ùtNr) n.  1. One who skates, as on ice.  2.  See water strider. 
skat·ole (sk4tùol, -ôl) also skat·ol (-ôl, -ol, -ml) n.  A white crystalline organic 

compound, C9H9N, having a strong fecal odor, found naturally in feces, beets, 

and coal tar and used as a fixative in the manufacture of perfume.  [Greek skor, 

skat-, dung; see sker-3 in Appendix + -OLE.]

Skaw (skô)  A cape on the northern extremity of Jutland, Denmark, extending 

into the Skagerrak. 

skean (skKn) n.  A double-edged dagger formerly used in Ireland and Scotland.  

[Middle English skene, from Irish Gaelic scian, from Old Irish scXan. See skei- in 

Appendix.]

Skeat (skKt), Walter William. 1835-1912.  English philologist who wrote An 

Etymological Dictionary of the English Language (1879-1882) and began the sys-

tematic study of English place names. 

ske·dad·dle (skV-d4dùl) v.  intr. ske·dad·dled, ske·dad·dling, 
ske·dad·dles. Informal. To leave hastily; flee.  [Origin unknown.]

Skee·na (skKùnN)  A river rising in western British Columbia, Canada, and flow-

ing about 579 km (360 mi) generally south and west to the Pacific Ocean near 

Prince Rupert. 

skeet (skKt) n.  A form of trapshooting in which clay targets are thrown from 

traps to simulate birds in flight and are shot at from different stations.  [Alter-

ation of SHOOT.]



skee·ter (skKùtNr) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. See mosquito. See Regional note at 

possum.  [Shortening and alteration of MOSQUITO.]

skeeter hawk (skKùtNr hôk) n.  South Atlantic U.S. See dragonfly. See 

Regional note at dragonfly. 
skeg (skHg) n.  Nautical. 1. A timber that connects the keel and the sternpost of a 

ship.  2. An arm extending to the rear of the keel to support the rudder and pro-

tect the propeller.  3. A series of timbers attached to the stern of a small boat, 

serving as a keel to keep the boat on course.  [Dutch scheg, perhaps from Old 

Norse skegg, beard, beak of a ship.]

skein (sk7n) n.  1. a. A length of thread or yarn wound in a loose, elongated coil.  

b. Something suggesting the coil of a skein; a complex tangle:  a twisted skein of 

lies.   2. A flock of geese or similar birds in flight.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Mid-

dle English skeine, from Old French escaigne.]

skel·e·tal (skHlùV-tl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, forming, or of the nature of a skele-

ton:  the skeletal system.  2. Attached to or formed by a skeleton:  skeletal muscles.   
—skelùe·tal·ly adv. 

skel·e·ton (skHlùV-tn) n.  1. a. The internal structure composed of bone and 

cartilage that protects and supports the soft organs, tissues, and other parts of a 

vertebrate organism; endoskeleton.  b. The hard external supporting and protect-

ing structure in many invertebrates, such as mollusks and crustaceans, and certain 

vertebrates, such as turtles; exoskeleton.   2. A supporting structure or frame-

work, as of a building.  3. An outline or a sketch.  4. Something reduced to its 

basic or minimal parts.  5. One that is very thin or emaciated.   —  adj.  1. Of, 

relating to, or resembling a skeleton.  2. Reduced to the basic or minimal parts or 

members:  a skeleton crew.  3. Computer Science. Of or relating to a set of incom-

plete instructions intended to be completed by a specialized program.   —idiom. 
skeleton in (one’s) closet. A source of shame or disgrace, as in a family, that is 

kept secret.  [Greek skeleton (soma), dried-up (body), neuter of skeletos, from 

skellesthai, to dry up.]

skel·e·ton·ize (skHlùV-tn-XzÙ) v.  tr. skel·e·ton·ized, skel·e·ton·iz·ing, 
skel·e·ton·iz·es. 1. To reduce to skeleton form: “Carnivorous beetles... can skele-

tonize a bat within hours” (Scientific American).  2. To outline or sketch briefly.  

3. To reduce in size or number:  skeletonize a hospital staff. 

skeleton key (skHlùV-tn kK) n.  A key with a large portion of the bit filed away 

so that it can open different locks.  Also called passkey 

skell (skHl) n.  Slang. A homeless person who lives as a derelict.  [Origin 

unknown.]

skel·lum (skHlùNm) n.  Scots. A rascal; a rogue.  [Dutch schelm, from Low Ger-

man, from Middle Low German.]

Skel·ton (skHlùtNn), John. 1460?-1529.  English poet and scholar noted for his 

satires, including Speke Parrot (1521) and Colyn Cloute (1522). 



skep (skHp) n.  A beehive, especially one of straw.  [Middle English, basket, from 

Old Norse skeppa, a dry measure,, and from Old English sceppe (from Old Norse 

skeppa).]

skep·tic also scep·tic (skHpùtVk) n.  1. One who instinctively or habitually 

doubts, questions, or disagrees with assertions or generally accepted conclusions.  

2. One inclined to skepticism in religious matters.  3. Philosophy. a.  Often 

Skeptic. An adherent of a school of skepticism.  b. Skeptic. A member of an 

ancient Greek school of skepticism, especially that of Pyrrho of Elis (360?-272? 

B.C.).   [Latin Scepticus, disciple of Pyrrho of Elis, from Greek Skeptikos, from 

skeptesthai, to examine. See spek- in Appendix.]

skep·ti·cal also scep·ti·cal (skHpùtV-kNl) adj.  1. Marked by or given to doubt; 

questioning:  a skeptical attitude; skeptical of political promises.  2. Relating to or 

characteristic of skeptics or skepticism.   —skepùti·cal·ly adv. 

skep·ti·cism also scep·ti·cism (skHpùtV-sVzÙNm) n.  1. A doubting or question-

ing attitude or state of mind; dubiety.  See Synonyms at uncertainty.  
2. Philosophy. The doctrine that absolute knowledge is impossible and that 

inquiry must be a process of doubting in order to acquire approximate or relative 

certainty.  3. Doubt or disbelief of religious tenets. 

sker·ry (skHrùK) n.  pl. sker·ries. A small rocky reef or island.  [Scots, diminutive 

of Old Norse sker. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

sketch (skHch) n.  1. A hasty or undetailed drawing or painting often made as a 

preliminary study.  2. A brief, general account or presentation; an outline.  

3. a. A brief, light, or informal literary composition, such as an essay or a short 

story.  b. Music. A brief composition, especially for the piano.  c. A short, often 

satirical scene or play in a revue or variety show; a skit.   4. Informal. An amusing 

person.   —  v.  sketched, sketch·ing, sketch·es.  —  v.  tr. To make a sketch 

of; outline.   —  v.  intr. To make a sketch.  [Dutch schets, from Italian schizzo, 

from schizzare, to splash, of imitative origin.] —sketchùer n. 

sketch·book (skHchùbtkÙ) n.  1. A pad of paper used for sketching.  Also 

called sketchpad 2. A book of literary sketches. 

sketch·pad (skHchùp4dÙ) n.  See sketchbook (n., sense 1). 

sketch·y (skHchùK) adj.  sketch·i·er, sketch·i·est. 1. Resembling a sketch; giv-

ing only major points or parts.  2. a. Lacking in substance or completeness; 

incomplete.  b. Slight; superficial.    —sketchùi·ly adv.  —sketchùi·ness n. 

skew (skyu) v.  skewed, skew·ing, skews.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take an oblique 

course or direction.  2. To look obliquely or sideways.   —  v.  tr. 1. To turn or 

place at an angle.  2. To give a bias to; distort.   —  adj.  1. Placed or turned to one 

side; asymmetrical.  2. Distorted or biased in meaning or effect.  3. Having a part 

that diverges, as in gearing.  4. a. Mathematics. Neither parallel nor intersecting. 

Used of straight lines in space.  b. Statistics. Not symmetrical about the mean. 

Used of distributions.    —  n.  An oblique or slanting movement, position, or 



direction.  [Middle English skewen, to escape, run sideways, from Old North 

French eskiuer, of Germanic origin.] —skewùness n. 

skew arch (skyu ärch) n.  Architecture. An arch having sides not at right angles 

to the face of its abutments. 

skew·back (skyuùb4kÙ) n.  Architecture. Either of two inset abutments sloped 

to support a segmental arch. 

skew·bald (skyuùbôldÙ) adj.  Having spots or patches of white on a coat of a 

color other than black:  a skewbald horse.   —  n.  A skewbald animal, especially a 

horse.  [Middle English skeued, of mixed colors (probably from skeu, sky, cloud, 

of Scandinavian origin); see (s)keu- in Appendix + BALD.]

skew·er (skyuùNr) n.  1. A long metal or wooden pin used to secure or suspend 

food during cooking; a spit.  2. Any of various picks or rods having a function or 

shape similar to a skewer.   —  v.  tr. skew·ered, skew·er·ing, skew·ers. To 

hold together or pierce with or as if with a skewer.  [Middle English skuer, perhaps 

of Scandinavian origin.]

skew lines (skyu lXnz) pl.n.  Mathematics. Straight lines that are not in the 

same plane and do not intersect. 

ski (skK) n.  pl. skis. 1. Sports. a. One of a pair of long flat runners of plastic, 

metal, or wood that curve upward in front and may be attached to a boot for glid-

ing or traveling over snow.  b. A waterski.   2. Something that is used as a runner 

on a vehicle:  a helicopter with skis for landing on snow and ice.   —  v.  skied, 
ski·ing, skis.  —  v.  intr. To travel or glide on skis, especially as a sport.   —  v.  

tr. To travel or glide over on skis:  ski a mountain slope.  [Norwegian, from Old 

Norse skXdh, stick, snowshoe. See skei- in Appendix.] —skiùa·ble adj.  —skiùer 
n. 

ski·a·gram (skXùN-gr4mÙ) n.  1. A picture or photograph made up of shadows or 

outlines.  2.  See radiograph.  [Greek skia, shadow + -GRAM.]

ski·a·graph (skXùN-gr4fÙ) n.  See radiograph. 
ski·ag·ra·phy (skX-4gùrN-fK) n.  1. The art or technique of making skiagrams.  

2.  See radiography.  [Greek skiagraphia, painting in light and shade  : skia, 

shadow + -graphia, -graphy.]

ski·a·scope (skXùN-skopÙ) n.  See retinoscope.  [Greek skia, shadow + -SCOPE.]

ski·as·co·py (skX-4sùkN-pK) n.  pl. ski·as·co·pies. See retinoscopy. 
ski·bob (skKùbmbÙ) n.  Sports. A vehicle for gliding downhill over snow, consist-

ing of two skis one behind the other on a metal frame, steering handlebars con-

nected to the shorter forward ski, and a low seat attached to the longer rear ski for 

the rider who wears small skis for balance.   —skiùbob·ber n.  —skiùbobÙbing 
n. 

ski boot (skK but) n.  Sports. A stiff padded plastic or leather boot that is fas-

tened to the foot with strong buckles or laces and locked into place in a ski bind-

ing. 



skid (skVd) n.  1. The act of sliding or slipping over a surface, often sideways.  

2. a. A plank, log, or timber, usually one of a pair, used as a support or as a track 

for sliding or rolling heavy objects.  b. A pallet for loading or handling goods, 

especially one having solid sideboards and no bottom.  c. One of several logs or 

timbers forming a skid road.   3. skids. Nautical. A wooden framework attached 

to the side of a ship to prevent damage, as when unloading.  4. A shoe or drag 

applying pressure to a wheel to brake a vehicle.  5. A runner in the landing gear of 

certain aircraft.  6. skids. Slang. A path to ruin or failure:  His career hit the skids. 

Her life is now on the skids.   —  v.  skid·ded, skid·ding, skids.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To slide sideways while moving because of loss of traction:  The truck skidded 

on a patch of ice.  See Synonyms at slide.  2. To slide without revolving:  wheels 

skidding on oily pavement.  3. To move sideways in a turn because of insufficient 

banking. Used of an airplane.   —  v.  tr. 1. To brake (a wheel) with a skid.  2. To 

haul on a skid or skids.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]

skid·der (skVdùNr) n.  1. a. One that skids:  a sports car that was a real skidder.  

b. One that makes use of a skid.   2. A heavy, four-wheel tractor used to haul logs, 

especially over rugged terrain. 

skid·dy (skVdùK) adj.  skid·di·er, skid·di·est. Liable to skid or cause skidding:  a 

light, skiddy car; skiddy roads. 

skid fin (skVd fVn) n.  An upright auxiliary airfoil formerly placed above the 

upper wing in biplanes to increase lateral stability. 

skid road (skVd rod) n.  1. A track made of logs laid transversely about five feet 

apart that is used to haul logs to a loading platform or a mill.  2. Slang. Skid row. 

skid row (skVd ro) n.  Slang. A squalid district inhabited chiefly by derelicts and 

vagrants.  [Alteration of SKID ROAD (from the fact that it once referred to a down-

town area frequented by loggers).]

skied (skXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of sky. 
skies (skXz) n.  Plural of sky.  —  v.  Third person singular present tense of sky. 
skiff (skVf) n.  Nautical. A flatbottom open boat of shallow draft, having a 

pointed bow and a square stern and propelled by oars, sail, or motor.  [Middle 

English skif, from Old French esquif, from Old Italian schifo, of Germanic ori-

gin.]

skif·fle (skVfùNl) n.  Music. Jazz, folk, or country music played by performers who 

use unconventional instruments, such as kazoos, washboards, or jugs.  [Origin 

unknown.]

ski·jor·ing (skKùjôrÙVng, -jorÙ-) n.  Sports. A sport in which a skier is drawn over 

ice or snow by a horse or vehicle.  [Norwegian skikjøring : ski, ski; see SKI + kjøring, 

driving (from kjøre, to drive, from Old Norse keyra).]

ski jump (skK jƒmp) Sports. n.  1. A jump or leap made by a skier.  2. A course 

or chute prepared for a ski jump.   —  v.  intr. ski jumped, ski jump·ing, ski 
jumps. To execute a ski jump.   —ski jumper n. 



ski jumping (skK jƒmùpVng) n.  Sports. A competitive event in which a skier 

jumps from a ski jump and is judged on both form and the distance jumped. 

skil·ful (skVlùfNl) adj.  Variant of skillful. 
ski lift (skK lVft) n.  Sports. A power-driven conveyer, usually with attached tow 

bars, suspended chairs, or gondolas, used to carry skiers to the top of a trail or 

slope.  Also called ski tow 

skill (skVl) n.  1. Proficiency, facility, or dexterity that is acquired or developed 

through training or experience.  See Synonyms at ability.  2. a. An art, a trade, 

or a technique, particularly one requiring use of the hands or body.  b. A devel-

oped talent or ability:  writing skills.   3. Obsolete. A reason; a cause.  [Middle 

English skil, from Old Norse, discernment. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

skilled (skVld) adj.  1. Having or showing skill; expert.  See Synonyms at profi-
cient.  2. Requiring specialized ability or training:  a skilled trade. 

skil·let (skVlùVt) n.  1.  See frying pan. See Regional note at frying pan.  
2. Chiefly British. A long-handled stewing pan or saucepan sometimes having 

legs.  [Middle English skelet, from Old French escuelete, diminutive of escuele, 

plate, from Latin scutella, diminutive of scutra, platter.]

skill·ful also skil·ful (skVlùfNl) adj.  1. Possessing or exercising skill; expert.  See 

Synonyms at proficient.  2. Characterized by, exhibiting, or requiring skill.   
—skillùful·ly adv.  —skillùful·ness n. 

skim (skVm) v.  skimmed, skim·ming, skims.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To remove float-

ing matter from (a liquid).  b. To remove (floating matter) from a liquid.  c. To 

take away the choicest or most readily attainable contents or parts from.   2. To 

coat or cover with or as if with a thin layer, as of scum.  3. a. To throw so as to 

bounce or slide:  skimming stones on the pond.  b. To glide or pass quickly and 

lightly over.  See Synonyms at brush1.   4. To read or glance through (a book, for 

example) quickly or superficially.  5. Slang. To fail to declare part of (certain 

income, such as winnings) to avoid tax payment.   —  v.  intr. 1. To move or pass 

swiftly and lightly over or near a surface; glide.  2. To give a quick and superficial 

reading, scrutiny, or consideration; glance:  skimmed through the newspaper.  

3. To become coated with a thin layer.  4. Slang. To fail to declare certain income 

to avoid tax payment.   —  n.  1. The act of skimming.  2. Something that has 

been skimmed.  3. A thin layer or film.  4. Slang. The profit gained by skimming.  

[Middle English skimmen, perhaps from Old French escumer, to remove scum, 

from escume, scum, of Germanic origin. See (s)keu- in Appendix.]

ski mask (skK m4sk) n.  A knitted covering for the head and face, worn espe-

cially by skiers for protection from the cold. 

skim·mer (skVmùNr) n.  1. One that skims, such as a large perforated spoon used 

in skimming liquids.  2. A light, usually straw hat with a stiff wide brim and a flat 

shallow crown.  3. a. Any of several chiefly coastal birds of the genus Rynchops, 



having long narrow wings and a long bill with a longer lower mandible for skim-

ming the water’s surface for food.  b. A black skimmer.  

skim milk (skVm mVlk) n.  Milk from which the cream has been removed. 

ski·mo·bile (skKùmo-bKlÙ, -mN-) n.  See snowmobile. 
skimp (skVmp) v.  skimped, skimp·ing, skimps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To deal with 

hastily, carelessly, or with poor material:  concentrated on reelection, skimping other 

matters.  2. To give inadequate funds to; be stingy with:  misers who skimp their 

own children.   —  v.  intr. To be stingy or very thrifty.   —  adj.  Scanty; skimpy.  

[Obsolete skimp, scanty, perhaps from alteration of SCRIMP.]

skimp·y (skVmùpK) adj.  skimp·i·er, skimp·i·est. 1. Inadequate, as in size or 

fullness, especially through economizing or stinting:  a skimpy meal.  See Syn-

onyms at meager.  2. Unduly thrifty; niggardly.   —skimpùi·ly adv.  

—skimpùi·ness n. 

skin (skVn) n.  1. The membranous tissue forming the external covering or integ-

ument of an animal and consisting in vertebrates of the epidermis and dermis.  

2. An animal pelt, especially the comparatively pliable pelt of a small or young 

animal:  a tent made of goat skins.  3. A usually thin, closely adhering outer layer:  

the skin of a peach; a sausage skin; the skin of an aircraft.  4. A container for liquids 

that is made of animal skin.  5. Informal. One’s life or physical survival:  They lied 

to save their skins.   —  v.  skinned, skin·ning, skins.  —  v.  tr. 1. To remove 

skin from:  skinned and gutted the rabbit.  2. To bruise, cut, or injure the skin or 

surface of:  She skinned her knee.  3. To remove (an outer covering); peel off:  skin 

off the thin bark.  4. To cover with or as if with skin:  skin the framework of a 

canoe.  5. Slang. To fleece; swindle.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become covered with or as 

if with skin:  In January the pond skins over with ice.  2. To pass with little room to 

spare:  We barely skinned by.   —  adj.  Slang. Of, relating to, or depicting pornog-

raphy:  skin magazines.   —idioms. by the skin of (one’s) teeth. By the 

smallest margin.  get under (one’s) skin. 2. To irritate or stimulate; provoke.  

3. To become an obsession.  under the skin. Beneath the surface; fundamen-

tally:  enemies who are really brothers under the skin.  [Middle English, from Old 

Norse skinn. See sek- in Appendix.] —skinùless adj. 

skin-deep (skVnùdKpù) adj.  Superficial; shallow:  skin-deep civility.   —  adv.  In 

a shallow manner; superficially. 

skin-dive (skVnùdXvÙ) v.  intr. skin-·dived, skin-·div·ing, skin-·dives. Sports. 

To engage in skin diving. 

skin diving (skVn dXùvVng) n.  Sports. The sport of swimming under water with 

flippers and a face mask and usually with a snorkel rather than a portable air sup-

ply.   —skin diver n. 

skin effect (skVn V-fHktù) n.  The tendency of alternating current to flow near 

the surface of a conductor. 

skin flick (skVn flVk) n.  Slang. A pornographic film. 



skin·flint (skVnùflVntÙ) n.  One who is very reluctant to spend money; a miser. 

skin game (skVn g7m) n.  Slang. 1. A fraudulent gambling game.  2. A swindle. 

skin graft (skVn gr4ft) n.  A surgical graft of healthy skin from one part of the 

body to another or from one individual to another in order to replace damaged or 

lost skin. 

skin graft·ing (skVn gr4fùtVng) n.  The act or process of making a skin graft. 

skin·head (skVnùhHdÙ) n.  Slang. 1. A person with a shaven head.  2. A member 

of any of various groups of white British or American youths who shave their 

heads, gather at rock concerts and sports events, and sometimes participate in 

white-supremacist and anti-immigrant activities. 

skink (skVngk) n.  Any of numerous smooth, shiny lizards of the family Scin-

cidae, having a cylindrical body and small or rudimentary legs and living chiefly 

in temperate and tropical regions.  [Latin scincus, from Greek skinkos.]

skinned (skVnd) adj.  Having skin of a specified kind. Often used in combina-

tion:  fair-skinned; dark-skinned. 

skin·ner (skVnùNr) n.  1. One that flays, dresses, or sells animal skins.  2. Western 

U.S. A mule driver. 

Skin·ner (skVnùNr), B(urrhus) F(rederick). 1904-1990.  American psychologist. 

A leading behaviorist, Skinner influenced the fields of psychology and education 

with his theories of stimulus-response behavior. His books include Walden Two 

(1961) and Beyond Freedom and Dignity (1971). 

Skin·ner (skVnùNr), Cornelia Otis. 1901-1979.  American actress and writer 

known for her one-woman shows, which she wrote and produced. 

Skin·ner (skVnùNr), Otis. 1858-1942.  American actor whose theater credits 

include Kismet (1911-1914), Blood and Sand (1921), and numerous Shakespear-

ean productions. 

Skinner box (skVnùNr bmks) n.  A soundproof, light-resistant box or cage used 

in laboratories to isolate an animal for experiments in operant conditioning and 

usually containing only a bar or lever to be pressed by the animal to gain a reward, 

such as food, or to avoid a painful stimulus, such as a shock.  [After Burrhus 
Frederick SKINNER.]

Skin·ner·i·an (skV-nîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the behavioristic theories 

and methods of B.F. Skinner.   —  n.  A follower of B.F. Skinner’s theories or 

methods.   —Skinùner·ism (skVnùN-rVzÙNm) n. 

skin·ny (skVnùK) adj.  skin·ni·er, skin·ni·est. 1. Very thin.  See Synonyms at 

lean2.  2. Of, relating to, or resembling skin.   —  n.  Slang. Inside information; 

the real facts:  People listen to the show in order to get the straight skinny.   
—skinùni·ness n. 

skin·ny-dip (skVnùK-dVpÙ) v.  intr. skin·ny-·dipped, skin·ny-·dip·ping, 
skin·ny-·dips. Informal. To swim in the nude.   —skinùny-dipÙper n.  

—skin·ny-dip·ping n. 



skin patch (skVn p4ch) n.  See transdermal patch. 
skin-pop (skVnùpmpÙ) v.  tr. skin-·popped, skin-·pop·ping, skin-·pops. 

Slang. To inject (a drug) beneath the skin rather than into a vein.   —skinù-
popÙping n. 

skin search (skVn sûrch) n.  See strip search. 
skin test (skVn tHst) n.  A test for detecting an allergy or infectious disease, per-

formed by means of a patch test, a scratch test, or an intracutaneous injection of 

an allergen or extract of the disease-causing organism. 

skin·tight (skVnùtXtù) adj.  Fitting closely or clinging to the skin. 

skip (skVp) v.  skipped, skip·ping, skips.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To move by hopping 

on one foot and then the other.  b. To leap lightly about.   2. To bounce over or be 

deflected from a surface; skim or ricochet.  3. To pass from point to point, omit-

ting or disregarding what intervenes:  skipped through the list hurriedly; skipping 

over the dull passages in the novel.  4. To be promoted in school beyond the next 

regular class or grade.  5. Informal. To leave hastily; abscond:  skipped out of town.  

6. To misfire. Used of an engine.   —  v.  tr. 1. To leap or jump lightly over:  skip 

rope.  2. To pass over without mentioning; omit:  skipped the minor details of the 

story.  3. To cause to bounce lightly over a surface; skim.  4. To be promoted 

beyond (the next grade or level).  5. Informal. To leave hastily:  The fugitive 

skipped town.  6. Informal. To fail to attend:  We skipped science class again.   —  n.  

1. A leaping or jumping movement, especially a gait in which hops and steps 

alternate.  2. An act of passing over something; an omission.  [Middle English 

skippen, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.] —skipùpa·ble adj. 

skip distance (skVp dVsùtNns) n.  The smallest separation between a transmitter 

and a receiver that permits radio signals of a specific frequency to travel from one 

to the other by reflection from the ionosphere. 

skip·jack (skVpùj4kÙ) n.  pl. skipjack or skip·jacks. 1. Any of several marine 

food fishes of the genus Euthynnus, related to and resembling the tuna, especially 

an economically important striped species (E. pelamis) occurring in all tropical 

areas.  2. Any of various fishes, such as the bluefish, that habitually leap out of 

the water.  3. pl. skip·jacks. Nautical. A small sailboat having a bottom shaped 

like a flat V and vertical sides. 

ski pole (skK pol) n.  Sports. A lightweight pole with a handgrip, sometimes a 

wrist strap, and a sharp point encircled slightly above by a disk, used in pairs by 

snow skiers. 

skip·per1 (skVpùNr) n.  1. Nautical. The master of a ship.  2. A coach, director, or 

other leader.   —  v.  tr. skip·pered, skip·per·ing, skip·pers. To act as the skip-

per of.  [Middle English, from Middle Dutch, from scip, ship.]

skip·per2 (skVpùNr) n.  1. One that skips:  a student who was a notorious skipper of 

Friday classes.  2. Any of numerous butterflies of the families Hesperiidae and 

Megathymidae, having a hairy mothlike body, hooked tips on the antennae, and a 



darting flight pattern.  3. Any of several marine fishes that often leap above 

water, especially the saury Cololabis saira of Pacific waters. 

skirl (skûrl) v.  skirled, skirl·ing, skirls. Music.  —  v.  intr. To produce a high, 

shrill, wailing tone. Used of bagpipes.   —  v.  tr. To play (a piece) on bagpipes.   
—  n.  1. Music. The shrill sound made by the chanter pipe of bagpipes.  2. A 

shrill, wailing sound: “The skirl of a police whistle split the stillness” (Sax Rohmer).  

[Middle English skrillen, skirlen, probably of Scandinavian origin.]

skir·mish (skûrùmVsh) n.  1. A minor battle in war, as one between small forces 

or between large forces avoiding direct conflict.  2. A minor or preliminary con-

flict or dispute:  a skirmish over the rules before the debate began.   —  v.  intr. 

skir·mished, skir·mish·ing, skir·mish·es. To engage in a minor battle or dis-

pute.  [Middle English skirmisshe, alteration (influenced by Middle English skir-

misshen, to brandish a weapon, from Old French eskermir, eskirmiss-, to fight 

with a sword, fence), of skarmush, from Old French eskarmouch, from Old Italian 

scaramuccia, of Germanic origin. See sker-1 in Appendix.] —skirùmish·er n. 

Skí·ros also Sky·ros  or Scy·ros (skXùrNs, skKùrôs)  An island of eastern Greece in 

the Aegean Sea northeast of Euboea. Occupied by Athenians in the fifth century 

B.C., it is the largest of the Northern Sporades Islands. 

skir·ret (skûrùVt) n.  An eastern Asian plant (Sium sisarum) having a cluster of 

tuberous, sweetish, edible roots.  [Middle English skirwhit, alteration (influenced 

by skir, pure, bright; see sheer2, and white, white ); see WHITE, of Old French 

eschervi, probably from Arabic karawy7, caraway.]

skirt (skûrt) n.  1. The part of a garment, such as a dress or coat, that hangs freely 

from the waist down.  2. A garment hanging from the waist and worn by women 

and girls.  3. One of the leather flaps hanging from the side of a saddle.  4. The 

lower outer section of a rocket vehicle.  5. An outer edge; a border or margin:  a 

base camp on the skirt of the mountain.  6. skirts. The edge, as of a town; the out-

skirts.  7. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a woman.   —  v.  

skirt·ed, skirt·ing, skirts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To lie along or form the edge of; border:  

the creek that skirts our property.  2. To pass around rather than across or through:  

changed their course to skirt the storm.  3. To pass close to; miss narrowly:  The bul-

let skirted an artery.  4. To evade, as by circumlocution:  skirted the controversial 

issue.   —  v.  intr. To lie along, move along, or be an edge or a border.  [Middle 

English, from Old Norse skyrta, shirt. See sker-1 in Appendix.]

skirt steak (skûrt st7k) n.  A boneless cut of beef from the lower part of the 

brisket. 

ski run (skK rƒn) n.  Sports. A slope or trail for skiing. 

skit (skVt) n.  1. A short, usually comic dramatic performance or work; a theatri-

cal sketch.  2. A short humorous or satirical piece of writing.  [Origin unknown.]

ski touring (skK ttrùVng) n.  Sports. Cross-country skiing for pleasure rather 

than competition.   —ski tourer n. 



ski tow (skK to) n.  Sports. 1. A ski lift in which skiers cling to a continuous rope 

as they are pulled up a slope.  2.  See ski lift. 
skit·ter (skVtùNr) v.  skit·tered, skit·ter·ing, skit·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move 

rapidly along a surface, usually with frequent light contacts or changes of direc-

tion; skip or glide quickly:  lizards that skitter away when approached.  2. To fish 

by drawing a lure or baited hook over the surface of the water with a skipping 

movement.   —  v.  tr. To cause to skitter.  [Probably frequentative of dialectal 

skite, to run rapidly, perhaps of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse skjota, to 

shoot. See SHOOT.]

skit·ter·y (skVtùN-rK) adj.  Moving quickly, restlessly, or irregularly; skittish. 

skit·tish (skVtùVsh) adj.  1. Moving quickly and lightly; lively.  2. Restlessly active 

or nervous; restive.  3. Undependably variable; mercurial or fickle.  4. Shy; bash-

ful.  [Middle English, perhaps of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse skjota, to 

shoot. See SHOOT.] —skitùtish·ly adv.  —skitùtish·ness n. 

skit·tle (skVtùl) n.  Games. 1. skittles. (used with a sing. verb). A British form of 

ninepins, in which a wooden disk or ball is thrown to knock down the pins.  

2. One of the pins used in skittles.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]

skive (skXv) v.  tr. skived, skiv·ing, skives. To cut thin layers off (leather or 

rubber, for example); pare.  [Of Scandinavian origin. See skei- in Appendix.]

skiv·er (skXùvNr) n.  1. One, such as a cutting tool, that skives.  2. A soft, thin 

leather split off the outside of sheepskin and used for bookbinding. 

Skiv·vies (skVvùKz)  A trademark used for underwear. This trademark often 

occurs in lowercase in print: “The venerable white-underwear company... had dab-

bled in socks, sweats, and fashion skivvies” (Advertising Age). “About 500 yards 

away, on three destroyers snubbed up to the dock, men were clambering on the deck 

in their skivvies” (Smithsonian). 

ski·wear (skKùwârÙ) n.  Sports. Clothing appropriate for various types of skiing. 

skoal (skol) interj.  Used as a drinking toast.  [Danish, and Norwegian skaal, cup, 

skoal  from Old Norse sk7l, bowl, drinking vessel. See skel-1 in Appendix.]

4444ko·da (skoùdN, shkôùdä), Emil von. 1839-1900.  Czechoslovakian engineer and 

industrialist who founded (1866) Skoda Works, a famous artillery manufacturer. 

Sko·kie (skoùkK)  A village of northeast Illinois, an industrial suburb of Chicago. 

Population, 59,432. 

Skop·je (skôpùy7Ù, -yH)  or Skop·lje (-l7Ù, -lyH)  The capital of Macedonia, in 

the north-central part on the Vardar River south-southeast of Belgrade. Dating 

from Roman times, it was under Turkish control from 1392 until 1913. Popula-

tion, 406,400. 

skosh (skosh) n.  Slang. A small amount; a bit: “This is a well-plotted, economical 

thriller. Although the beginning is a skosh slow, [the author] picks up the pace” (T. 

Jefferson Parker).  [Japanese sukoshi.]



Skou·ras (sktrùNs, skuùräs), Spyros Panagiotes. 1893-1971.  Greek-born 

American film executive. He was a founder (1935) and president (1942-1962) of 

Twentieth Century-Fox. 

Skr. abbr.  Sanskrit. 

Skt. abbr.  Sanskrit. 

sku·a (skyuùN) n.  1. Any of several large predatory sea birds of the genus 

Catharacta related to the jaeger, especially the great skua.  2. Chiefly British. See 

jaeger (n., sense 1).  [New Latin, alteration of Faroese *sk7vur, from Old Norse 

sk7fr, tassel, sea gull.]

skul·dug·ger·y (skƒl-dƒgùN-rK) n.  Variant of skullduggery. 
skulk (skƒlk) v.  intr. skulked, skulk·ing, skulks. 1. To lie in hiding, as out of 

cowardice or bad conscience; lurk.  2. To move about stealthily.  3. To evade work 

or obligation; shirk.   —  n.  1. One who hides, lurks, or practices evasion.  2. A 

congregation of vermin, especially foxes, or of thieves.  See Synonyms at flock1.  
[Middle English skulken, of Scandinavian origin.] —skulkùer n. 

skull (skƒl) n.  1. The bony or cartilaginous framework of the head of verte-

brates, made up of the bones of the braincase and face; cranium.  2. Informal. 

The head, regarded as the seat of thought or intelligence:  Use your skull and solve 

the problem.  3. A death’s-head.  [Middle English skulle, probably of Scandinavian 

origin.]

skull and crossbones (skƒl Nnd krôsùbonzÙ) n.  pl. skulls and cross-
bones. A representation of a human skull above two long crossed bones, a sym-

bol of death once used by pirates and now used as a warning label on poisons. 

skull·cap (skƒlùk4pÙ) n.  1. a. A light, close-fitting, brimless cap sometimes 

worn indoors.  b. A yarmulke.   2. Any of various plants of the genus Scutellaria, 

having clusters of two-lipped flowers. 

skull·dug·ger·y  or skul·dug·ger·y (skƒl-dƒgùN-rK) n.  pl. 

skull·dug·ger·ies. Crafty deception or trickery or an instance of it.  [Probably 

alteration of Scots sculduddery, obscenity, fornication.]

skulled (skƒld) adj.  1. Having or provided with a skull:  skulled vertebrates.  

2. Having a specified kind of skull. Often used in combination:  broad-skulled. 

skull session (skƒl sHshùNn) n.  1. Informal. A meeting, as of executives or 

advisers, for discussing strategy or policy.  2. Sports. A meeting of the members of 

an athletic team for instruction in plays or strategy. 

skunk (skƒngk) n.  1. a. Any of several small, mostly carnivorous New World 

mammals of the genus Mephitis and related genera, having a bushy tail and black 

fur with white markings and ejecting a foul-smelling oily liquid from glands near 

the anus when frightened or in danger.  Also called polecat b. The glossy black 

and white fur of this mammal.   2. Slang. a. A person regarded as obnoxious or 

despicable.  b. A person whose company is avoided.    —  v.  tr. skunked, 
skunk·ing, skunks. Slang. 1. To defeat overwhelmingly, especially by keeping 



from scoring.  2. a. To cheat (someone).  b. To fail to pay (an amount due).   [Of 

Massachusett origin.]

skunk bear (skƒngk bâr) n.  See wolverine (n., sense 1). 

skunk cabbage (skƒngk k4bùVj) n.  1. An ill-smelling, eastern North Ameri-

can swamp plant (Symplocarpus foetidus) having minute flowers enclosed in a 

mottled greenish or purplish spathe.  2. A western North American plant (Lysi-

chitum americanum) having a bright yellow spathe with an inflated upper part. 

skunk grape (skƒngk gr7p) n.  See fox grape. 
Skunk River (skƒngk rVvùNr)  A river, about 425 km (264 mi) long, rising in 

central Iowa and flowing generally southeast to the Mississippi River. 

skunk·weed (skƒngkùwKdÙ) n.  A dioecious, ill-smelling, dichotomously 

branched annual plant (Croton texensis) of the central and southwest United 

States. 

skunk·works (skƒngkùwûrksÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Slang. A small, 

loosely structured corporate research and development unit or subsidiary formed 

to foster innovation.  [After Big Barnsmell’s Skonk Works, where the bootleg Kick-

apoo Joy Juice was brewed, in Al Capp’s comic strip Li’l Abner.]

sky (skX) n.  pl. skies (skXz). 1. The expanse of air over any given point on Earth; 

the upper atmosphere as seen from Earth’s surface.  2.  Often skies. The appear-

ance of the upper atmosphere, especially with reference to weather:  Threatening 

skies portend a storm.  3. The celestial regions; the heavens:  stars in the southern 

sky.  4. The highest level or degree:  reaching for the sky.   —  v.  tr. skied (skXd), 
sky·ing, skies (skXz). 1. To hit or throw (a ball, for example) high in the air.  

2. To hang (a painting, for example) high up on the wall, above the line of vision.  

[Middle English, from Old Norse sk«, cloud. See (s)keu- in Appendix.]

sky blue (skX blu) n.  Color. A light to pale blue, from a light greenish to light 

purplish blue. 

sky·box (skXùbmksÙ) n.  An elevated, usually enclosed compartment or suite con-

taining box seats and typically entertainment facilities for special guests or 

important attendees at events held in a sports stadium. 

sky·cap (skXùk4pÙ) n.  A porter who helps travelers with their luggage at an air-

port.  [SKY + (RED)CAP.]

sky·dive (skXùdXvÙ) v.  intr. sky·dived, sky·div·ing, sky·dives. Sports. To 

jump and fall freely from an airplane, performing various maneuvers before pull-

ing the ripcord of a parachute.   —skyùdivÙer n.  —skyùdivÙing n. 

Skye (skX), Isle of. An island of northwest Scotland in the Inner Hebrides. It is 

known for its rugged mountainous scenery. 

Skye terrier (skX tHrùK-Nr) n.  A small terrier of a breed native to the Isle of Skye, 

having a long low body, short legs, and shaggy hair. 

sky·ey (skXùK) adj.  Of, from, or resembling the sky: “a sheet of skyey water” (John 

Updike). 



sky-high (skXùhXù) adv.  1. To a very high level:  The garbage was piled sky-high.  

2. In a lavish or enthusiastic manner:  The critics praised the play sky-high.  3. In 

pieces or to pieces; apart:  Sappers blew the bridge sky-high.   —  adj.  1. High up 

in the air:  sky-high trees.  2. Exorbitantly high in cost or value:  sky-high prices; 

sky-high stocks. 

sky-hook  or sky·hook (skXùhtÙ) n.  A helicopter whose fuselage is config-

ured so as to be mounted with a steel line and hook used to lift and transport 

heavy objects. 

sky·jack (skXùj4kÙ) v.  tr. sky·jacked, sky·jack·ing, sky·jacks. To subject (an 

aircraft) to air piracy.  [SKY + (HI)JACK.] —skyùjackÙer n.  —skyùjackÙing n. 

sky·lark (skXùlärkÙ) n.  An Old World lark (Alauda arvensis) having brownish 

plumage and noted for its singing while in flight.   —  v.  intr. sky·larked, 
sky·lark·ing, sky·larks. To play actively and boisterously; frolic. 

sky·light (skXùlXtÙ) n.  An overhead window, as in a roof, admitting daylight. 

sky·line (skXùlXnÙ) n.  1. The line along which the surface of the earth and the sky 

appear to meet; the horizon.  2. The outline of a group of buildings or a moun-

tain range seen against the sky. 

sky marshal (skX märùshNl) n.  An armed federal law-enforcement officer 

assigned to prevent and interdict air piracy and acts of terrorism involving com-

mercial aircraft. 

sky pilot (skX pXùlNt) n.  Slang. A member of the clergy, especially a military 

chaplain. 

sky·rock·et (skXùrmkÙVt) n.  A firework that ascends high into the air where it 

explodes in a brilliant cascade of flares and starlike sparks.   —  v.  intr. tr. 

sky·rock·et·ed, sky·rock·et·ing, sky·rock·ets. To rise or cause to rise rapidly 

and suddenly:  Wheat prices skyrocketed. Discovery of oil here has skyrocketed land 

values. 

Sky·ros (skXùrNs, skKùrôs)  See Skíros. 
sky·sail (skXùsNl, -s7lÙ) n.  Nautical. A small square sail above the royal in a 

square-rigged vessel. 

sky·scrap·er (skXùskr7ÙpNr) n.  A very tall building. 

sky·walk (skXùwôkÙ) n.  An elevated, usually enclosed walkway between two 

buildings. 

sky·ward (skXùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  At or toward the sky.   —skyùwards adv. 

sky wave (skX w7v) n.  A radio wave that travels upward. 

sky·way (skXùw7Ù) n.  1. A route regularly used by airplanes; an air lane.  2. An 

elevated highway. 

sky·writ·ing (skXùrXÙtVng) n.  1. The process of writing in the sky by releasing a 

visible vapor from an airplane.  2. The letters or words so formed.   
—skyùwritÙer n. 

SL abbr.  1. Salvage loss.  2. Sea level.  3. Source language.  4. South latitude. 



sl. abbr.  1. Slightly.  2. Slow. 

s.l. abbr.  Latin. Sine loco (without place of publication). 

Sla (slä)  See Salé. 
slab1 (sl4b) n.  1. A broad, flat, thick piece, as of cake, stone, or cheese.  2. An 

outside piece cut from a log when squaring it for lumber.  3. Baseball. The 

pitcher’s rubber.   —  v.  tr. slabbed, slab·bing, slabs. 1. To make or shape 

into slabs or a slab.  2. To cover or pave with slabs.  3. To dress (a log) by cutting 

slabs.  [Middle English.]

slab2 (sl4b) adj.  Archaic. Viscid.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Dan-

ish slab, mud.]

slab-sid·ed (sl4bùsXÙdVd) adj.  1. Having flat sides.  2. Informal. Tall and slim; 

lanky. 

slack1 (sl4k) adj.  slack·er, slack·est. 1. Moving slowly; sluggish:  a slack pace.  

2. Lacking in activity; not busy:  a slack season for the travel business.  3. Not tense 

or taut; loose:  a slack rope; slack muscles.  See Synonyms at loose.  4. Lacking 

firmness; flaccid:  a slack grip.  5. Lacking in diligence or due care or concern; 

negligent:  a slack worker.  See Synonyms at negligent.  6. Flowing or blowing 

with little speed:  a slack current; slack winds.   —  v.  slacked, slack·ing, slacks.  
—  v.  tr. 1. To make slower or looser; slacken.  2. To be careless or remiss in 

doing:  slack one’s duty.  3. To slake (lime).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be or become slack.  

2. To evade work; shirk.   —  n.  1. A loose part, as of a rope or sail.  2. A lack of 

tension; looseness.  3. A period of little activity; a lull.  4. a. A cessation of move-

ment in a current of air or water.  b. An area of still water.   5. Unused capacity:  

still some slack in the economy.  6. slacks. Casual trousers that are not part of a 

suit.   —  adv.  In a slack manner:  a banner hanging slack.   —phrasal verb. 
slack off. To decrease in activity or intensity.  [Middle English slak, from Old 

English slæc. See slKg- in Appendix.] —slackùly adv.  —slackùness n. 

slack2 (sl4k) n.  A mixture of coal fragments, coal dust, and dirt that remains 

after screening coal.  [Middle English sleck.]

slack3 (sl4k) n.  Chiefly British. 1. A small dell or hollow.  2. A bog; a morass.  

[Middle English slak, from Old Norse slakki.]

slack-baked (sl4kùb7ktù) adj.  Not fully baked or done; half-baked:  slack-baked 

bread. 

slack·en (sl4kùNn) v.  tr. intr. slack·ened, slack·en·ing, slack·ens. 1. To make 

or become slower; slow down:  The runners slackened their pace. Air speed slack-

ened.  2. To make or become less tense, taut, or firm; loosen:  I slackened the line to 

let the fish swim. The tension in the board room finally slackened.  3. To make or 

become less vigorous, intense, or severe; ease:  slacken discipline; afraid that 

morale might slacken. 

slack·er (sl4kùNr) n.  One that shirks work or responsibility, especially one that 

tries to evade military service in wartime. 



slack water (sl4k wôùtNr) n.  1. The period at high or low tide when there is no 

visible flow of water.  2. An area in a sea or river unaffected by currents; still 

water. 

slag (sl4g) n.  1. The vitreous mass left as a residue by the smelting of metallic 

ore.  2.  See scoria (n., sense 1).   —  v.  tr. intr. slagged, slag·ging, slags. To 

change into slag or form slag.  [Low German slagge, from Middle Low German.] 
—slagùgy adj. 

slain (sl7n) v.  Past participle of slay. 
slake (sl7k) v.  slaked, slak·ing, slakes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To satisfy (a craving); 

quench:  slaked her thirst.  2. To lessen the force or activity of; moderate:  slaking 

his anger.  3. To cool or refresh by wetting or moistening.  4. To combine (lime) 

chemically with water or moist air.   —  v.  intr. To undergo a slaking process; 

crumble or disintegrate, as lime.  [Middle English slaken, to abate, from Old 

English slacian, from slæc, slack, sluggish. See SLACK
1.]

slaked lime (sl7kt lXm) n.  See calcium hydroxide. 
sla·lom (släùlNm) Sports. n.  1. The act or sport of skiing in a zigzag course.  2. A 

race on skis or in vehicles along such a course, laid out with flag-marked poles.   
—  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  a slalom course; the slalom 

event.   —  v.  intr. sla·lomed, sla·lom·ing, sla·loms. To race in or as if in a sla-

lom.  [Norwegian slalåm : slad, sloping + låm, path.] —slaùlom·er, slaùlom·ist 

n. 

slam1 (sl4m) v.  slammed, slam·ming, slams.  —  v.  tr. 1. To shut with force 

and loud noise:  slammed the door.  2. To put, throw, or otherwise forcefully move 

so as to produce a loud noise:  slammed the book on the desk.  3. To hit or strike 

with great force.  4. Slang. To criticize harshly; censure forcefully.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To close or swing into place with force so as to produce a loud noise.  2. To hit 

something with force; crash:  slammed into a truck.   —  n.  1. a. A forceful 

impact that makes a loud noise.  b. A noise so produced.   2. An act of shutting 

forcefully and loudly:  the slam of a door.  3. Slang. A harsh or devastating criti-

cism.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse slambra, to strike at.]

slam2 (sl4m) n.  Games. The winning of all the tricks or all but one during the 

play of one hand in bridge and other whist-derived card games.  [Origin 

unknown.]

slam-bang (sl4mùb4ngù) adv.  & adj.  Slang. 1. With force and much noise:  

drove slam-bang through the barricade; a slam-bang collision.  2. With heedless 

speed; slapdash.  3. With vigorous, relentless action and pace:  a thriller that pro-

ceeds slam-bang to its conclusion; a slam-bang movie car chase. 

slam danc·ing (sl4m d4nùsVng) n.  A style of dancing, usually performed to 

punk rock, in which participants collide violently with one another.   —slam 
dance v. 



slam-dunk (sl4mùdƒngkù) n.  or slam dunk 1. Basketball. A very dramatic, 

highly forceful dunk shot.  2. Slang. A forceful, dramatic move: “I ask [him] 

whether the slam dunk of the indictment was a spontaneous or planned bit of the-

ater” (Ron Rosenbaum).   —  v.  slam-·dunked, slam-·dunk·ing, slam-
·dunks.  —  v.  intr. Basketball. To make a very dramatic, highly forceful dunk 

shot.   —  v.  tr. 1. Basketball. To shoot (the ball) forcefully and dramatically into 

the basket.  2. Slang. To make a forceful, dramatic move against (another): 

“They’ve stopped slam-dunking each other and begun designing strategies with the... 

aim of moving those on welfare into decent jobs” (David L. Kirp). 

slam·mer (sl4mùNr) n.  Slang. A jail.  [From SLAM
1.]

s.l.a.n. abbr.  Latin. Sine loco, anno, vel nomine (without place, year, or name of 

publication). 

slan·der (sl4nùdNr) n.  1. Law. Oral communication of false statements injuri-

ous to a person’s reputation.  2. A false and malicious statement or report about 

someone.   —  v.  slan·dered, slan·der·ing, slan·ders.  —  v.  tr. To communi-

cate a slander about.  See Synonyms at malign.   —  v.  intr. To utter or spread 

slander.  [Middle English slaundre, from Old French esclandre, alteration of escan-

dle, from Latin scandalum, cause of offense, stumbling block. See SCANDAL.] 
—slanùder·er n.  —slanùder·ous adj.  —slanùder·ous·ly adv. 

slang (sl4ng) n.  1. A kind of language occurring chiefly in casual and playful 

speech, made up typically of short-lived coinages and figures of speech that are 

deliberately used in place of standard terms for added raciness, humor, irrever-

ence, or other effect.  2. Language peculiar to a group; argot or jargon:  thieves’ 

slang.   —  v.  slanged, slang·ing, slangs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To use slang.  2. To 

use angry and abusive language:  persuaded the parties to quit slanging and come to 

the bargaining table.   —  v.  tr. To attack with abusive language; vituperate.  [Ori-

gin unknown.] —slangùi·ly adv.  —slangùi·ness n.  —slangùy adj. 

slant (sl4nt) v.  slant·ed, slant·ing, slants.  —  v.  tr. 1. To give a direction 

other than perpendicular or horizontal to; make diagonal; cause to slope:  She 

slants her letters from upper right to lower left.  2. To present so as to conform to a 

particular bias or appeal to a certain audience:  The story was slanted in favor of 

the strikers.   —  v.  intr. To have or go in a direction other than perpendicular or 

horizontal; slope.   —  n.  1. a. A line, plane, course, or direction that is other 

than perpendicular or horizontal; a slope.  b. A sloping thing or piece of ground.   

2. Printing. A virgule.  3. a. A personal point of view or opinion.  b. A bias.   

4. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for an Asian person.  [Alteration of 

obsolete slent, from Middle English slenten, to fall aslant, perhaps of Scandina-

vian origin.] —slantùing·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: slant, incline, lean, slope, tilt, tip. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to depart or cause to depart from true vertical or horizontal”: rays



of the setting sun slanting through the window; inclined her head toward the speaker;

leaned against the railing; a sloping driveway; tilted her hat at a rakish angle; tipped

his chair against the wall.

slant rhyme (sl4nt rXm) n.  See off rhyme. 
slant·ways (sl4ntùw7zÙ) adv.  Slantwise. 

slant·wise (sl4ntùwXzÙ) adv.  At a slant or slope; obliquely.   —  adj.  Slanting; 

oblique. 

slap (sl4p) n.  1. a. A sharp blow made with the open hand or with a flat object; a 

smack.  b. The sound of such a blow.   2. A sharp insult:  a slap to one’s pride.   —  
v.  slapped, slap·ping, slaps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To strike with a flat object, such as 

the palm of the hand.  2. To cause to strike sharply and loudly:  slapping the sticks 

together.  3. To put or place with a loud sharp sound: “He took a clipping from his 

wallet and slapped it on the bar” (Nathanael West).  4. To criticize or insult 

sharply.   —  v.  intr. To strike or beat with the force and sound of a slap:  waves 

slapping against the raft.   —  adv.  Informal. Directly and with force.   —phrasal 
verb. slap down. 1. To restrain or correct by means of a sharp blow or 

emphatic censure: “thought [he] was getting a little uppity and needed to be slapped 

down” (New York Times).  2. To put a sudden end to; suppress:  slap down divisive 

criticism.   —idiom. slap on the wrist. A nominal or token punishment.  

[Middle English slappe.] —slapùper n. 

slap·dash (sl4pùd4shÙ) adj.  Hasty and careless, as in execution:  slapdash work.   
—  adv.  In a reckless, haphazard manner. 

slap·hap·py (sl4pùh4pÙK) adj.  slap·hap·pi·er, slap·hap·pi·est. Slang. 

1. Dazed, silly, or incoherent from or as if from blows to the head; punch-drunk.  

2. Happy-go-lucky. 

slap·jack (sl4pùj4kÙ) n.  1. A pancake; a flapjack.  2. Games. A simple game of 

cards.  [SLAP + (FLAP)JACK.]

slap shot (sl4p shmt) n.  Sports. A fast-moving shot made in hockey with a full 

swinging stroke. 

slap·stick (sl4pùstVkÙ) n.  1. A boisterous form of comedy marked by chases, col-

lisions, and crude practical jokes.  2. A paddle designed to produce a loud whack-

ing sound, formerly used by performers in farces.  

WORD HISTORY: When we talk about slapstick, we probably do not think of

two sticks slapping together, yet the word has its origin in a device that was made

of two flat pieces of wood fastened at one end. This device made a loud sound if

one struck someone with it, a much louder sound than a single piece would have

made. Such a sound and such a blow were the stuff of comedy, albeit the comedy

of farce and pantomine in which this device was originally used (the word is first

recorded in 1896). Through its use with other nouns, such as comedy, slapstick



developed an abstract sense that encompassed far more than its original literal

meaning. Slapstick by itself (first recorded in 1926) could now refer to the whole

genre of comedy in which the literal slapstick played a role.

slash (sl4sh) v.  slashed, slash·ing, slash·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut or form by 

cutting with forceful sweeping strokes:  slash a path through the underbrush.  2. To 

lash with sweeping strokes.  3. To make a gash or gashes in.  4. To cut a slit or slits 

in, especially so as to reveal an underlying color:  slash a sleeve.  5. To criticize 

sharply:  The work of the composer has been slashed by the reviewers.  6. To reduce 

or curtail drastically:  slash prices for a clearance sale.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make 

forceful sweeping strokes with or as if with a sharp instrument.  2. To cut one’s 

way with such strokes:  We slashed through the dense jungle.   —  n.  1. A forceful 

sweeping stroke made with a sharp instrument.  2. A long cut or other opening 

made by such a stroke; a gash or slit.  3. A decorative slit in a fabric or garment.  

4. Branches and other residue left on a forest floor after the cutting of timber.  5.  
Often slashes. Wet or swampy ground overgrown with bushes and trees.  

6. Printing. A virgule.  [Perhaps from obsolete French esclachier, to break, variant 

of esclater, from Old French, from esclat, splinter. See SLAT.] —slashùer n. 

slash·ing (sl4shùVng) adj.  1. Bitingly critical or satiric:  slashing wit.  2. Dashing; 

pelting:  a slashing hailstorm.  3. Brilliant; intense:  slashing colors.   
—slashùing·ly adv. 

slash pine (sl4sh pXn) n.  A pine tree (Pinus elliotti) of swampy coastal areas of 

the southeast United States that yields pulp, rosin, timber, and turpentine. 

slat (sl4t) n.  1. A narrow strip of metal or wood, as in a Venetian blind.  2. A 

movable auxiliary airfoil running along the leading edge of the wing of an air-

plane.  3. slats. Slang. The ribs.   —  v.  tr. slat·ted, slat·ting, slats. To provide 

or make with slats:  slatting the back of a chair.  [Middle English sclat, from Old 

French esclat, splinter, probably of Germanic origin.]

slatch (sl4ch) n.  New England. 1. A momentary lull between breaking waves, 

favorable for launching a boat.  2. A lull in a high windstorm.  [Variant of 

SLACK
1.]

REGIONAL NOTE: In New England a slatch can be a lull between breaking

waves or a lull in a high windstorm. Its use is recorded as far back as the 17th

century: “Whan it hath beene a sett of foule weather and that there comes an Inter-

im... of faire weather... they call it a little Slatch of faire weather” (Nomenclator

Navalis). Occurrence of the word in both its senses, formerly in Britain and now

in New England, attests continuous use down through the centuries of the Old

English word slæc, which is pronounced today as it was in Old English. Slæc is also

the source of modern slack, the relationship of slatch and slack being evidenced

in the use of slatch in 17th-century nautical parlance to denote the slack part of



a rope or cable on a ship.

slate (sl7t) n.  1. A fine-grained metamorphic rock that splits into thin, smooth-

surfaced layers.  2. a. A piece of this rock cut for use as roofing or surfacing 

material or as a writing surface.  b. A writing tablet made of a similar material.   

3. A record of past performance or activity:  starting with a clean slate.  4. A list of 

the candidates of a political party running for various offices.  5. Color. A dark or 

bluish gray to dark bluish or dark purplish gray.   —  adj.  1. Made of a fine-

grained metamorphic rock:  a slate roof.  2. Color. Of the color slate.   —  v.  tr. 

slat·ed, slat·ing, slates. 1. To cover (a roof, for example) with slate.  2. To put 

on a list of candidates.  3. To schedule or designate:  slated the art history lecture 

for Thursday afternoon.  [Middle English sclate, from Old French esclate, splinter, 

feminine of esclat. See SLAT.]

slate black (sl7t bl4k) n.  Color. A purplish black.   —slateù-blackù (sl7tùbl4kù) 

adj. 

slate blue (sl7t blu) n.  Color. A grayish blue to dark bluish gray.   —slateù-
blueù (sl7tùbluù) adj. 

slate-col·ored junco (sl7tùkƒlÙNrd jƒngùko) n.  A junco (Junco hyemalis) of 

eastern North America, having dark gray upper parts and a white abdomen. 

slat·er (sl7ùtNr) n.  1. One employed to lay slate surfaces, as on roofs.  2. Any of 

several small isopod crustaceans, such as the sow bug. 

Sla·ter (sl7ùtNr), Samuel. 1768-1835.  British-born textile pioneer in America. 

He oversaw construction of the nation’s first successful water-powered cotton 

mill (1790-1793). 

slath·er (sl4thùNr) v.  tr. slath·ered, slath·er·ing, slath·ers. Informal. 1. To 

use or give great amounts of; lavish:  slathered gifts and attention on their only 

child.  2. a. To spread thickly:  slather onions on the steak.  b. To cover with some-

thing; spread thickly:  bagels slathered with cream cheese.    —  n.  Slang. A great 

amount. Often used in the plural:  slathers of jewels.  [Origin unknown.]

slat·ing (sl7ùtVng) n.  Slates for covering roofs, walls, or other surfaces. 

slat·tern (sl4tùNrn) n.  An untidy, dirty woman.  [Perhaps from dialectal slatter-

ing, slovenly, present participle of dialectal slatter, to slop.]

slat·tern·ly (sl4tùNrn-lK) adj.  1. Characteristic of or befitting a slattern.  

2. Slovenly; untidy.   —slatùtern·li·ness n. 

slat·y (sl7ùtK) adj.  slat·i·er, slat·i·est. 1. Composed of or resembling slate.  

2. Having the color of slate. 

slaugh·ter (slôùtNr) n.  1. The killing of animals for food.  2. The killing of a 

large number of people; a massacre: “I could not give my name to aid the slaughter 

in this war, fought on both sides for grossly material ends” (Sylvia Pankhurst).   —  
v.  tr. slaugh·tered, slaugh·ter·ing, slaugh·ters. 1. To kill (animals) for 

food; butcher.  2. a. To kill (people) in large numbers; massacre.  b. To kill in a 



violent or brutal manner.   [Middle English, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old 

Norse sl7tr, butchery.] —slaughùter·er n.  —slaughùter·ous adj. 

slaugh·ter·house (slôùtNr-housÙ) n.  1. A place where animals are butchered.  

2. A scene of massacre or carnage. 

Slav (släv) n.  A member of one of the Slavic-speaking peoples of eastern Europe.  

[Middle English Sclave, from Medieval Latin Scl7vus, from Late Greek Sklabos, 

alteration of Old Slavic SlovIninƒ.]

Slav. abbr.  Slavic. 

slave (sl7v) n.  1. One bound in servitude as the property of a person or house-

hold.  2. One who is abjectly subservient to a specified person or influence: “I was 

still the slave of education and prejudice” (Edward Gibbon).  3. One who works 

extremely hard.  4. A machine or component controlled by another machine or 

component.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  slave labor; 

a slave cylinder.   —  v.  intr. slaved, slav·ing, slaves. 1. To work very hard or 

doggedly; toil.  2. To trade in or transport slaves.  [Middle English sclave, from 

Old French esclave, from Medieval Latin scl7vus, from Scl7vus, Slav (from the 

widespread enslavement of captured Slavs in the early Middle Ages). See SLAV.]

slave ant (sl7v 4nt) n.  An ant captured and raised as a worker by slave-making 

ants. 

Slave Coast (sl7v kost)  A region of western Africa bordering the Bight of 

Benin on the Gulf of Guinea. It was notorious as the exportation base for slaves 

from the 16th century to the early 19th century. 

slave driver (sl7v drXùvNr) n.  1. An overseer of slaves at work.  2. A severely 

exacting employer or supervisor. 

slave·hold·er (sl7vùholÙdNr) n.  One who owns or holds slaves.   
—slaveùholdÙing adj.  & n. 

slave-mak·ing ant (sl7vùm7ÙkVng 4nt) n.  Any of various species of ant, such 

as Formica sanguinea of Europe, that raid the nests of other ants and carry off the 

pupae in order to provide workers for their own colony. 

slav·er1 (sl4vùNr) v.  intr. slav·ered, slav·er·ing, slav·ers. 1. To slobber; drool.  

2. To behave in an obsequious manner; fawn.  See Synonyms at fawn1.   —  n.  

1. Saliva drooling from the mouth.  2. Senseless and effusive talk; drivel.  [Mid-

dle English slaveren, probably from Old Norse slafra.]

slav·er2 (sl7ùvNr) n.  One, such as a person or ship, that is engaged in the traffick-

ing of slaves. 

Slave River (sl7v rVvùNr)  A river, about 499 km (310 mi) long, of west-central 

Canada flowing between Lake Athabasca in northeast Alberta and Great Slave 

Lake in the southern Northwest Territories. It forms the central section of the 

Mackenzie River system. 

slav·er·y (sl7ùvN-rK, sl7vùrK) n.  pl. slav·er·ies. 1. The state of one bound in ser-

vitude as the property of a slaveholder or household.  See Synonyms at servi-



tude.  2. a. The practice of owning slaves.  b. A mode of production in which 

slaves constitute the principal work force.   3. The condition of being subject or 

addicted to a specified influence.  4. A condition of hard work and subjection:  

wage slavery. 

slave state (sl7v st7t) n.  1. Any of the 15 states of the Union in which slavery 

was legal before the Civil War, including Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, 

Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, 

South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.  2. A nation under totalitarian 

rule. 

slave trade (sl7v tr7d) n.  Traffic in slaves. 

slav·ey (sl7ùvK) n.  pl. slav·eys. A household servant, especially an overworked 

one. 

Slav·ic (släùvVk) adj.  Abbr. Slav. Of or relating to the Slavs or their languages.   
—  n.  Abbr. Slav. A branch of the Indo-European language family that includes 

Bulgarian, Belorussian, Czech, Macedonian, Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slo-

vak, Slovene, Ukrainian, and Wendish. 

slav·ish (sl7ùvVsh) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of a slave or slavery; servile:  Her 

slavish devotion to her job ruled her life.  2. Showing no originality; blindly imita-

tive:  a slavish copy of the original.   —slavùish·ly adv.  —slavùish·ness n. 

slav·oc·ra·cy (sl7-vmkùrN-sK) n.  pl. slav·oc·ra·cies. A ruling group of slave-

holders or advocates of slavery, as in the southern United States before 1865.   
—slavùo·cratÙ (sl7ùvN-kr4tÙ) n.  —slavÙo·cratùic adj. 

Sla·vo·ni·a (slN-voùnK-N, -vonùyN)  A historical region of northern Croatia 

between the Drava and Sava rivers. Originally part of the Roman province of Pan-

nonia, it became a Slavic state in the seventh century and has long been allied 

with Croatia.   —Sla·voùni·an adj.  & n. 

Sla·von·ic (slN-vmnùVk) n.  Slavic.  [From Medieval Latin Scl7vonia, Slavic lands, 

from Scl7vus, Slav. See SLAV.] —Sla·vonùic adj. 

Slav·o·phile (släùvN-fXlÙ) also Slav·o·phil (-fVl) n.  1. An admirer of Slavic peo-

ples or their culture.  2. A person advocating the supremacy of Slavic culture, 

especially over western European influences, as in 19th-century Russia.   
—Sla·vophùi·lism (slN-vmfùN-lVzÙNm) n. 

Slav·yansk (slN-vyänskù)  A city of eastern Ukraine southeast of Kharkov. 

Founded in 1676, it is a railroad junction and health resort. Population, 143,000. 

slaw (slô) n.  Coleslaw. 

slay (sl7) v.  tr. slew (slu), slain (sl7n), slay·ing, slays. 1. To kill violently.  

2. Slang. To overwhelm, as with laughter or love:  Those old jokes still slay me.  

[Middle English slen, slayen, from Old English slKan.] —slayùer n. 

SLBM abbr.  Submarine-launched ballistic missile. 

SLCM abbr.  Submarine-launched cruise missile. 

sld. abbr.  1. Sailed.  2. Sealed.  3. Sold. 



SLE abbr.  Systemic lupus erythematosus. 

sleave (slKv) n.  Archaic. A fine thread or skein of thread.  [From Middle English 

*sleven, to disentangle, from Old English *sl<fan, to cut, from sl7f, past tense of 

slXfan, to split.]

sleaze (slKz) n.  A sleazy condition, quality, or appearance: “His record of public 

service is untouched by any stain of shadiness or sleaze” (James J. Kilpatrick).  

[Back-formation from SLEAZY.]

slea·zy (slKùzK) adj.  slea·zi·er, slea·zi·est. 1. a. Shabby, dirty, and vulgar; taw-

dry: “sleazy storefronts with torn industrial carpeting and dirt on the walls” (Seattle 

Weekly).  b. Dishonest or corrupt; disreputable:  Some sleazy characters hang 

around casinos.   2. Made of low-quality materials; cheap or shoddy.  3. Thin and 

loosely woven; flimsy:  The coat has a sleazy lining.  [Origin unknown.] 
—sleaùzi·ly adv.  —sleaùzi·ness n. 

sled (slHd) n.  1. A vehicle mounted on runners, used for carrying people or loads 

over ice and snow; a sledge.  2. A light wooden frame on runners, used by chil-

dren for coasting over snow or ice.   —  v.  sled·ded, sled·ding, sleds.  —  v.  

tr. To carry on or convey by a sled.   —  v.  intr. To ride or use a sled.  [Middle 

English sledde, from Middle Dutch.] —sledùder n. 

sled·ding (slHdùVng) n.  1. Use of a sled.  2. Conditions conducive to the use of a 

sled.  3. Informal. A specific kind of progress toward a goal; the going: “The bill... 

faces tough sledding in Congressional conference” (New York Times). 

sled dog (slHd dôg) n.  A dog, such as a husky, used to pull a dogsled, especially 

in Arctic regions. 

sledge (slHj) n.  A vehicle mounted on low runners drawn by work animals, such 

as horses or dogs, and used for transporting loads across ice, snow, and rough 

ground.   —  v.  tr. intr. sledged, sledg·ing, sledg·es. To convey or travel on a 

sledge.  [Dutch dialectal sleedse, perhaps diminutive of Dutch slede, sled, from 

Middle Dutch sledde.]

sledge·ham·mer (slHjùh4mÙNr) n.  A long heavy hammer, often wielded with 

both hands, used for driving wedges and posts and for other heavy work.   —  v.  

tr. sledge·ham·mered, sledge·ham·mer·ing, sledge·ham·mers. To strike 

with or as if with a sledgehammer.   —  adj.  Ruthlessly severe; crushing:  sledge-

hammer prosecutorial tactics.  [Middle English slegge, sledgehammer (from Old 

English slecg) + HAMMER.]

sleek (slKk) adj.  sleek·er, sleek·est. 1. Smooth and lustrous as if polished; 

glossy:  brushed her hair until it was sleek.  2. Well-groomed and neatly tailored.  

3. Healthy or well-fed; thriving.  4. Polished or smooth in manner, especially in 

an unctuous way; slick.   —  v.  tr. sleeked, sleek·ing, sleeks. 1. To make sleek; 

slick:  sleeked his hair with pomade.  2. To gloss over; conceal.  [Variant of SLICK.] 
—sleekùly adv.  —sleekùness n.  



SYNONYMS: sleek, glossy, satiny, silken, silky, slick. The central meaning shared

by these adjectives is “having a smooth, gleaming surface”: sleek black fur; glossy

auburn hair; satiny gardenia petals; silken butterfly wings; silky skin; slick seals and

otters.

sleep (slKp) n.  1. a. A natural, periodic state of rest for the mind and body, in 

which the eyes usually close and consciousness is completely or partially lost, so 

that there is a decrease in bodily movement and responsiveness to external stim-

uli. During sleep the brain in human beings and other mammals undergoes a 

characteristic cycle of brain-wave activity that includes intervals of dreaming.  

b. A period of this form of rest.  c. A state of inactivity resembling or suggesting 

sleep, unconsciousness, dormancy, hibernation, or death.   2. Botany. The folding 

together of leaflets or petals at night or in the absence of light.   —  v.  slept 

(slHpt), sleep·ing, sleeps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be in the state of sleep or to fall 

asleep.  2. To be in a condition resembling sleep.   —  v.  tr. 1. To pass or get rid of 

by sleeping:  slept away the day; went home to sleep off the headache.  2. To provide 

sleeping accommodations for:  This tent sleeps three comfortably.   —phrasal 
verbs. sleep around. Informal. To be sexually active with more than one part-

ner.  sleep in. 2. To sleep at one’s place of employment:  a butler and a chauffeur 

who sleep in.  3. a. To oversleep:  I missed the morning train because I slept in.  

b. To sleep late on purpose:  After this week’s work, I will sleep in on Saturday.   

sleep out. 4. To sleep at one’s own home, not at one’s place of employment.  

5. To sleep away from one’s home.  sleep over. To spend the night as a guest in 

another’s home.  sleep with. To have sexual relations with.   —idiom. sleep 
on it. Informal. To consider something overnight before deciding.  [Middle 

English slepe, from Old English slæp. See slKb- in Appendix.]

sleep apnea (slKp 4pùnK-N) n.  A temporary suspension of breathing occurring 

repeatedly during sleep that often affects overweight people or those having an 

obstruction in the breathing tract, an abnormally small throat opening, or a neu-

rological disorder. 

sleep·er (slKùpNr) n.  1. One that sleeps:  a heavy sleeper who was not wakened by 

the cat burglar.  2. A sleeping car.  3. Children’s pajamas, usually with legs that 

cover the feet. Often used in the plural.  4. a. One that achieves unexpected rec-

ognition or success, as a racehorse, a movie, or a marketed product.  b. A spy or 

saboteur who is planted in an enemy country and who lives unobtrusively as a cit-

izen of that country until activated into clandestine operations by a prearranged 

signal.   5. A horizontal structural member on or near the ground that supports 

weight.  6. Chiefly British. A railroad crosstie.  7. Any of various usually small 

marine and freshwater fishes of the family Eleotridae, related to the gobies but 

lacking a sucking disk and noted for their habit of lying immobile. 



sleep-in (slKpùVnÙ) adj.  Living at one’s place of employment:  a sleep-in house-

keeper. 

sleep·ing bag (slKùpVng b4g) n.  A large, warmly lined, usually zippered bag for 

sleeping, especially outdoors. 

sleeping car (slKùpVng kär) n.  A railroad car having accommodations for 

sleeping. 

sleeping pill (slKùpVng pVl) n.  A sedative or hypnotic drug, especially a barbitu-

rate, in the form of a pill or capsule used to relieve insomnia. 

sleeping sickness (slKùpVng sVkùnVs) n.  1. An often fatal, endemic infectious 

disease of human beings and animals in tropical Africa, caused by either of two 

trypanosomes (Trypanosoma rhodesiense or T. gambiense) transmitted by the 

tsetse fly and characterized by fever, severe headache, and lymph node swelling in 

the early stages, followed by extreme weakness, sleepiness, and deep coma.  Also 

called African sleeping sickness 2.  See encephalitis lethargica. 
sleep-learn·ing (slKpùlûrÙnVng) n.  Instruction in a subject, such as a foreign 

language, during sleep, usually by means of recordings.  Also called hypnopedia 

sleep·less (slKpùlVs) adj.  1. a. Marked by a lack of sleep:  a sleepless night.  

b. Unable to sleep.   2. Always alert or active; never resting:  a sleepless district of 

the city.   —sleepùless·ly adv.  —sleepùless·ness n. 

sleep·o·ver (slKpùoÙvNr) n.  1. An instance of spending the night as a guest at 

another’s home.  2. An overnight guest. 

sleep·walk (slKpùwôkÙ) v.  intr. sleep·walked, sleep·walk·ing, 
sleep·walks. To walk or perform other motor acts while asleep; somnambulate.  

[Back-formation from SLEEPWALKING.] —sleepùwalkÙer n. 

sleep·walk·ing (slKpùwôÙkVng) n.  The act or an instance of walking or per-

forming another activity associated with wakefulness while asleep or in a sleeplike 

state.  Also called noctambulism, somnambulism. 

sleep·wear (slKpùwârÙ) n.  Nightclothes. 

sleep·y (slKùpK) adj.  sleep·i·er, sleep·i·est. 1. a. Ready for or needing sleep.  

b. Sluggish from sleep.   2. Inducing sleep.  3. Inactive; quiet:  a sleepy rural town.   
—sleepùi·ly adv.  —sleepùi·ness n. 

sleep·y·head (slKùpK-hHdÙ) n.  Informal. A sleepy person. 

sleepy sickness (slKùpK sVkùnVs) n.  See encephalitis lethargica. 
sleet (slKt) n.  1. Precipitation consisting of generally transparent frozen or par-

tially frozen raindrops.  2. A mixture of rain and snow or hail.  3. A thin icy coat-

ing that forms when rain or sleet freezes, as on trees or streets.   —  v.  intr. 

sleet·ed, sleet·ing, sleets. To shower sleet.  [Middle English slete, from Old 

English *slKte.] —sleetùy adj. 

sleeve (slKv) n.  1. A part of a garment that covers all or part of an arm.  2. A 

case into which an object or a device fits:  a record sleeve.   —  v.  tr. sleeved, 
sleev·ing, sleeves. To furnish or fit with sleeves or a sleeve.   —idiom. up 



(one’s) sleeve. Hidden but ready to be used:  I still have a few tricks up my sleeve.  

[Middle English sleve, from Old English slKf. See sleubh- in Appendix.] 
—sleeveùless adj. 

sleeve coupling (slKv kƒpùlVng) n.  A thin steel cylinder joining the ends of 

two lengths of shafting or pipe. 

sleeve dog (slKv dôg) n.  A very small Pekingese, usually 15 centimeters (6 

inches) or less in height. 

sleigh (sl7) n.  A light vehicle mounted on runners and having one or more seats, 

usually drawn by a horse over snow or ice.   —  v.  intr. sleighed, sleigh·ing, 
sleighs. To ride in or drive a sleigh.  [Dutch slee, variant of slede, from Middle 

Dutch slKde.] —sleighùer n. 

sleight (slXt) n.  1. Deftness; dexterity.  2. A clever or skillful trick or deception; 

an artifice or a stratagem.  [Middle English, alteration of sleahthe, from Old 

Norse slœgdh, from slœgr, sly.]

sleight of hand (slXt ƒv h4nd) n.  pl. sleights of hand. 1. A trick or set of 

tricks performed by a juggler or magician so quickly that the manner of execution 

cannot be observed; legerdemain.  2. Performance of conjuring tricks.  3. Skill in 

performing conjuring tricks. 

slen·der (slHnùdNr) adj.  slen·der·er, slen·der·est. 1. a. Having little width in 

proportion to height or length; long and thin:  a slender rod.  b. Thin and delicate 

in build; gracefully slim: “She was slender as a willow shoot is slender—and equally 

graceful, equally erect” (Frank Norris).   2. Small in amount or extent; meager:  

slender wages; a slender chance of survival.  [Middle English sclendre, slendre.] 
—slenùder·ly adv.  —slenùder·ness n. 

slen·der·ize (slHnùdN-rXzÙ) v.  tr. intr. slen·der·ized, slen·der·iz·ing, 
slen·der·iz·es. To make or become slender or more slender. 

slender loris (slHnùdNr lôrùVs) n.  A very small, tailless loris (Loris gracilis) of 

southern India and Sri Lanka, having large eyes with dark circles around them 

and very short fingers and toes. 

slept (slHpt) v.  Past tense and past participle of sleep. 
sleuth (sluth) n.  1. A detective.  2.  See sleuthhound (n., sense 1).   —  v.  

sleuthed, sleuth·ing, sleuths.  —  v.  tr. To track or follow.   —  v.  intr. To act 

as a detective.  [Short for SLEUTHHOUND.]

WORD HISTORY: To track down the history of the word sleuth requires a bit

of etymological sleuthing in itself. The immediate ancestor of our word is the

compound sleuthhound, “a dog, such as a bloodhound, used for tracking or pur-

suing.” This term took on a figurative sense, “tracker, pursuer,” which is closely

related to the sense “detective.” From sleuthhound came the shortened form sleuth,

recorded in the sense “detective” as early as 1872. The first part of the term sleuth-

hound means “track, path, trail,” and is first recorded in a Middle English work



written probably around 1200. The Middle English word, which had the form

sloth, with eu representing the Scots development of the Middle English (o), was

a borrowing of the Old Norse word slodh, “a track or trail.”

sleuth·hound (sluthùhoundÙ) n.  1. A dog used for tracking or pursuing, 

such as a bloodhound.  Also called sleuth 2. A detective.  [Middle English sleuth, 

animal track (from Old Norse slodh) + HOUND.]

slew1 also slue (slu) n.  Informal. A large amount or number; a lot:  a slew of 

unpaid bills.  [Irish Gaelic sluagh, multitude, from Old Irish slúag.]

slew2 (slu) v.  Past tense of slay. 
slew3 (slu) n.  Variant of slough1. 
slew4 (slu) v.  & n.   Variant of slue1. 
slice (slXs) n.  1. A thin, broad piece cut from a larger amount.  2. A portion or 

share:  a slice of the profits.  3. a. A knife with a broad, thin, flexible blade, used 

for cutting and serving food.  b. A similar implement for spreading printing ink.   

4. Sports. a. A stroke that causes a ball to curve off course to the right or, if the 

player is left-handed, to the left.  b. The course followed by such a ball.    —  v.  

sliced, slic·ing, slic·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut or divide into slices:  slice a loaf of 

bread.  2. To cut from a larger piece:  slice off a piece of salami.  3. To cut through 

or across with or as if with a knife:  The harvester sliced the field.  4. To divide into 

portions or shares; parcel out.  5. To spread, work at, or clear away with a bladed 

tool such as a slice bar.  6. Sports. To hit (a ball) with a slice.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move like a knife:  The destroyer sliced through the water.  2. Sports. To hit a ball 

with a slice.  [Middle English, splinter, from Old French esclice, from esclicier, to 

splinter, of Germanic origin.] —sliceùa·ble adj.  —slicùer n. 

slice bar (slXs bär) n.  An iron tool with a broad flat end, used to loosen and clear 

out clinkers from furnace grates. 

slice of life (slXs ƒv lXf) n.  pl. slices of life. An episode of actual experience 

represented realistically and with little alteration in a dramatic, fictional, or 

reportorial work.   —sliceù-of-lifeÙ (slXsùNv-lXfù) adj. 

slick (slVk) adj.  slick·er, slick·est. 1. Smooth, glossy, and slippery:  sidewalks 

slick with ice.  See Synonyms at sleek.  2. Deftly executed; adroit: “as slick as a 

sonnet, but as dull as ditch water” (Tallulah Bankhead).  3. Shrewd; wily.  

4. Superficially attractive or plausible but lacking depth or soundness; glib:  a 

slick writing style.  See Synonyms at glib.   —  n.  1. A smooth or slippery surface 

or area.  2. a. A floating film of oil.  b. A trail of floating material:  a garbage 

slick.   3. An implement used to make a surface slick, especially a chisel used for 

smoothing and polishing.  4. Informal. A magazine, usually of large popular 

readership, printed on high-quality glossy paper.  5. A racing automobile tire 

with a smooth tread.  6. Slang. An unarmed military aircraft, such as a spotter 

plane or helicopter.   —  v.  tr. slicked, slick·ing, slicks. 1. To make smooth, 



glossy, or oily.  2. Informal. To make neat, trim, or tidy:  slicked themselves up for 

the camera.  [Middle English slike, from Old English *slice. See lei- in Appendix.] 
—slickùly adv.  —slickùness n. 

slick·en (slVkùNn) v.  tr. intr. slick·ened, slick·en·ing, slick·ens. To make or 

become slick.   —slickùen·er n. 

slick·en·side (slVkùNn-sXdÙ) n.  A polished, striated rock surface caused by one 

rock mass sliding over another in a fault plane.  [Dialectal slicken, glossy (alter-

ation of SLICK) + SIDE.]

slick·er (slVkùNr) n.  1. a. A long water-repellant coat usually made of oilskin.  

b. A raincoat made of a glossy or shiny material, such as plastic or rubber.   2. A 

tool for dressing hides.  3. Informal. A cheat; a swindler.  4. Informal. A person 

with stylish clothing and manners. 

slid (slVd) v.  Past tense and past participle of slide. 
slid·den (slVdùn) v.  Archaic. A past participle of slide. 
slide (slXd) v.  slid (slVd), slid·ing, slides.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move over a surface 

while maintaining smooth, continuous contact.  2. To coast on a slippery surface, 

such as ice or snow.  3. To pass smoothly and quietly; glide:  slid past the door 

without anyone noticing.  4. To go unattended or unacted upon:  Let the matter 

slide.  5. To lose a secure footing or positioning; shift out of place; slip:  slid on the 

ice and fell.  6. a. To move downward:  Prices began to slide.  b. To return to a less 

favorable or less worthy condition.   7. Baseball. To drop down and skid, usually 

feet first, into a base to avoid being put out.   —  v.  tr. To cause to slide or slip.   
—  n.  1. A sliding movement or action.  2. A smooth surface or track for sliding, 

usually inclined:  a water slide.  3. A playground apparatus for children to slide 

on, typically consisting of a smooth chute mounted by means of a ladder.  4. A 

part that operates by sliding, as the U-shaped section of tube on a trombone that 

is moved to produce various tones.  5. An image on a transparent base for projec-

tion on a screen.  6. A small glass plate for mounting specimens to be examined 

under a microscope.  7. A fall of a mass of rock, earth, or snow down a slope; an 

avalanche or a landslide.  8. Music. a. A slight portamento used in violin playing, 

passing quickly from one note to another.  b. An ornamentation consisting of 

two grace notes approaching the main note.   [Middle English sliden, from Old 

English slXdan.]

SYNONYMS: slide, slip, glide, coast, skid, slither. These verbs mean to move

smoothly and continuously over or as if over a slippery surface. Slide usually im-

plies rapid, easy movement without loss of contact with the surface: coal sliding

down a chute; “the drops sliding from a lifted oar” (Theodore Roethke). Slip can

refer to smooth, easy, and quiet passage: “the jackals... slipping back to the hills”

(Lord Dunsany). More often, however, the term is applied to accidental sliding

resulting in loss of balance or foothold: slipped on a patch of ice and sprained his



ankle. Glide refers to smooth, free-flowing, seemingly effortless movement: “four

snakes gliding up and down a hollow” (Ralph Waldo Emerson). A submarine glided

silently through the water. Coast applies especially to downward movement result-

ing from the effects of gravity or momentum: The driver turned off the engine and

let the truck coast down the incline. Skid implies an uncontrolled, often sideways

sliding caused by a lack of traction: The bus skidded on wet pavement. Slither can

mean to slip and slide, as on an uneven surface, often with friction and noise:

“The detached crystals slithered down the rock face for a moment and then made no

further sound” (H.G. Wells). The word can also suggest the sinuous, gliding mo-

tion of a reptile: An iguana slithered across the path.

Sli·dell (slX-dHlù)  A city of southeast Louisiana northeast of New Orleans. It is 

primarily residential. Population, 24,124. 

slid·er (slXùdNr) n.  1. One that slides:  The snowy hill was filled with young sliders.  

2. Baseball. A fast pitch that breaks in the same direction as a curve ball at the last 

moment. 

slide rule (slXd rul) n.  A device consisting of two logarithmically scaled rules 

mounted to slide along each other so that multiplication, division, and other 

more complex computations are reduced to the mechanical equivalent of addi-

tion or subtraction. 

slide valve (slXd v4lv) n.  A valve that slides back and forth over ports, especially 

one in the cylinder wall of a steam engine that permits the intake and outflow of 

steam to move the piston. 

slid·ing scale (slXùdVng sk7l) n.  A scale in which indicated prices, taxes, or 

wages vary in accordance with another factor, as wages with the cost-of-living 

index or medical charges with a patient’s income. 

sli·er (slXùNr) adj.  A comparative of sly. 
sli·est (slXùVst) adj.  A superlative of sly. 
slight (slXt) adj.  slight·er, slight·est. 1. Small in size, degree, or amount:  a 

slight tilt; a slight surplus.  2. Lacking strength, substance, or solidity; frail:  a slight 

foundation; slight evidence.  3. Of small importance or consideration; trifling:  

slight matters.  4. Small and slender in build or construction; delicate.   —  v.  tr. 

slight·ed, slight·ing, slights. 1. To treat as of small importance; make light of.  

2. To treat with discourteous reserve or inattention.  3. To do negligently or 

thoughtlessly; scant.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of slighting.  2. A deliber-

ate discourtesy; a snub: “It is easier to recount grievances and slights than it is to set 

down a broad redress of such grievances and slights” (Elizabeth Kenny).  [Middle 

English, slender, smooth, possibly of Scandinavian origin. See lei- in Appendix.] 
—slightùness n. 

slight·ing (slXùtVng) adj.  Conveying or constituting a slight; belittling:  a slight-

ing look.   —slightùing·ly adv. 



slight·ly (slXtùlK) adv.  1.  Abbr. sl. To a small degree or extent; somewhat.  

2. Slenderly; delicately:  slightly built. 

Sli·go (slXùgo)  A municipal borough of northern Ireland on Sligo Bay, an inlet 

of the Atlantic Ocean. There are megalithic ruins nearby. Population, 17,232. 

slim (slVm) adj.  slim·mer, slim·mest. 1. Small in girth or thickness in propor-

tion to height or length; slender.  2. Small in quantity or amount; meager:  slim 

chances of success.   —  v.  intr. tr. slimmed, slim·ming, slims. 1. To become or 

make slim.  2. To lose or cause to lose weight, as by dieting or exercise.  [Dutch, 

bad, sly, from Middle Dutch slimp, slim, bad, crooked.] —slimùly adv.  

—slimùmer n.  —slimùness n. 

slime (slXm) n.  1. A thick, sticky, slippery substance.  2. A mucous substance 

secreted by certain animals, such as fish or slugs.  3. Vile or disgusting matter.   
—  v.  tr. slimed, slim·ing, slimes. 1. To smear with slime.  2. To remove slime 

from (fish to be canned, for example).  [Middle English, from Old English slXm. 

See lei- in Appendix.]

slime mold (slXm mold) n.  1. Any of various primitive organisms of the phy-

lum Acrasiomycota, especially of the genus Dictyostelium, that grow on dung and 

decaying vegetation and have a life cycle characterized by a slimelike amoeboid 

stage and a multicellular reproductive stage.  Also called cellular slime mold 2. Any 

of various organisms of the phylum Myxomycota that grow on decaying vegeta-

tion and in moist soil and have a similar but more advanced life cycle.  Also called 

myxomycote, plasmodial slime mold. 

slim·nas·tics (slVm-n4sùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Physical exercises 

designed to facilitate weight loss.  [SLIM + (GYM)NASTICS.]

slim·sy (slVmùzK) also slimp·sy (slVmpùsK) adj.  slim·si·er, slim·si·est. Informal. 

Frail; flimsy.  [Blend of SLIM, and FLIMSY.]

slim·y (slXùmK) adj.  slim·i·er, slim·i·est. 1. Consisting of or resembling slime; 

viscous.  2. Covered with or exuding slime.  3. Vile; foul.   —slimùi·ly adv.  

—slimùi·ness n. 

sling1 (slVng) n.  1. a. A weapon consisting of a looped strap in which a stone is 

whirled and then let fly.  b. A slingshot.   2. A looped rope, strap, or chain for 

supporting, cradling, or hoisting something, especially: a. A strap of a shoe that 

fits over the heel.  b. A strap used to carry a rifle over the shoulder.  c. Nautical. A 

rope or chain for supporting a yard.  d. A band suspended from the neck to sup-

port an injured arm or hand.   3. The act of hurling a missile.   —  v.  tr. slung 

(slƒng), sling·ing, slings. 1. To hurl with or as if with a sling.  See Synonyms at 

throw.  2. To place or carry in a sling.  3. To move by means of a sling; raise or 

lower in a sling:  sling cargo into a hold.  4. To hang loosely or freely; let swing.  

[Middle English slinge.] —slingùer n. 

sling2 (slVng) n.  A drink consisting of brandy, whiskey, or gin, sweetened and 

usually lemon-flavored.  [Origin unknown.]



sling·shot (slVngùshmtÙ) n.  A Y-shaped stick having an elastic strap attached to 

the prongs, used for flinging small stones. 

slink (slVngk) v.  slunk (slƒngk) also slinked, slink·ing, slinks.  —  v.  intr. To 

move in a quiet, furtive manner; sneak:  slunk away ashamed; a cat slinking 

through the grass toward its prey.   —  v.  tr. To give birth to prematurely:  The cow 

slinked its calf.   —  n.  An animal, especially a calf, born prematurely.   —  adj.  

Born prematurely.  [Middle English slinken, from Old English slincan.] 
—slinkùing·ly adv. 

slink·y (slVngùkK) adj.  slink·i·er, slink·i·est. 1. Stealthy, furtive, and sneaking.  

2. Informal. Graceful, sinuous, and sleek:  wore a slinky outfit to the party.   
—slinkùi·ly adv.  —slinkùi·ness n. 

slip1 (slVp) v.  slipped, slip·ping, slips.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To move smoothly, 

easily, and quietly:  slipped into bed.  b. To move stealthily; steal.   2. To pass grad-

ually, easily, or imperceptibly: “It is necessary to write, if the days are not to slip 

emptily by” (Vita Sackville-West).  3. a. To slide involuntarily and lose one’s bal-

ance or foothold.  See Synonyms at slide.  b. To slide out of place; shift position:  

The gear slipped.   4. To escape, as from a grasp, fastening, or restraint:  slipped 

away from his pursuers.  5. To decline from a former or standard level; fall off.  

6. To fall behind a scheduled production rate.  7. To fall into fault or error.   —  
v.  tr. 1. To cause to move in a smooth, easy, or sliding motion:  slipped the bolt 

into place.  2. To place or insert smoothly and quietly.  3. To put on or remove 

(clothing) easily or quickly:  slip on a sweater; slipped off her shoes.  4. To get loose 

or free from; elude.  5. To bring forth (young) prematurely. Used of animals.  

6. To unleash or free (a dog or hawk) to pursue game.  7. To release, loose, or 

unfasten:  slip a knot.  8. To dislocate (a bone).  9. To pass (a knitting stitch) from 

one needle to another without knitting it.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of 

slipping or sliding.  2. An accident or a mishap, especially a falling down.  

3. a. An error in conduct or thinking; a mistake.  b. A slight error or oversight, as 

in speech or writing:  a slip of the tongue.   4. Nautical. a. A docking place for a 

ship between two piers.  b. A slipway.   5. Nautical. The difference between a ves-

sel’s actual speed through water and the speed at which the vessel would move if 

the screw were propelling against a solid.  6. a. A woman’s undergarment of dress 

length, suspended from shoulder straps.  b. A half-slip.   7. A pillowcase.  

8. Geology. a. A smooth crack at which rock strata have moved on each other.  

b. A small fault.  c. The relative displacement of formerly adjacent points on 

opposite sides of a fault.   9. The difference between optimal and actual output in 

a mechanical device.  10. Movement between two parts where none should exist, 

as between a pulley and a belt.  11. A sideways movement of an airplane when 

banked too far.   —idioms. give (someone) the slip. Slang. To escape the 

pursuit of.  let slip. To say inadvertently.  slip one over on. Informal. To hood-



wink; trick.  [Middle English slippen, probably of Middle Low German or Middle 

Dutch origin. See lei- in Appendix.]

slip2 (slVp) n.  1. A part of a plant cut or broken off for grafting or planting; a 

scion or cutting.  2. A long, narrow piece; a strip.  3. A slender, youthful person:  

a slip of a child.  4. A small piece of paper, especially a small form, document, or 

receipt:  a deposit slip; a sales slip.  5. A narrow pew in a church.   —  v.  tr. 

slipped, slip·ping, slips. To make a slip from (a plant or plant part).  [Probably 

from Middle Low German, or Middle Dutch slippe.]

slip3 (slVp) n.  Thinned potter’s clay used for decorating or coating ceramics.  

[Middle English, slime, from Old English slypa. See sleubh- in Appendix.]

SLIP abbr.  Computer Science. Symmetric list processor. 

slip·case (slVpùk7sÙ) n.  A protective box with one open end or more, used for 

storing a book.   —slipùcasedÙ adj. 

slip·cov·er (slVpùkƒvÙNr) n.  A fitted, removable cover of cloth or other material 

for a piece of upholstered furniture.   —  v.  tr. slip·cov·ered, slip·cov·er·ing, 
slip·cov·ers. To provide with slipcovers or a slipcover. 

slip·knot (slVpùnmtÙ) n.  1. A knot made with a loop so that it slips easily along 

the rope or cord around which it is tied.  2. A knot made so that it can readily be 

untied by pulling one free end.  Also called running knot 

slip-on (slVpùmnÙ, -ônÙ) n.  A garment easily donned or removed.   —slipù-onÙ 
adj. 

slip·o·ver (slVpùoÙvNr) n.  A garment, such as a sweater, designed to be put on or 

taken off over the head. 

slip·page (slVpùVj) n.  1. The act or an instance of slipping, especially movement 

away from an original or secure place.  2. The amount or extent of slipping.  3. A 

decline in level, performance, or achievement.  4. Loss of motion or power 

because of slipping. 

slipped disk (slVpt dVsk) n.  Protrusion of a part of an intervertebral disk 

through the fibrocartilage, occurring usually in the lower lumbar region and 

often causing back pain or sciatica. 

slip·per (slVpùNr) n.  A low shoe that can be slipped on and off easily and usually 

worn indoors.   —slipùpered adj. 

slipper flower (slVpùNr flouùNr) n.  See calceolaria. 
slip·per·wort (slVpùNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  See calceolaria. 
slip·per·y (slVpùN-rK) adj.  slip·per·i·er, slip·per·i·est. 1. Causing or tending to 

cause sliding or slipping:  a slippery sidewalk.  2. Tending to slip, as from one’s 

grasp:  a slippery bar of soap.  3. Not trustworthy; elusive or tricky: “How extraor-

dinarily slippery a liar the camera is” (James Agee).  [Alteration of obsolete slipper, 

from Middle English, from Old English slipor. See lei- in Appendix.] 
—slipùper·i·ness n. 



slippery elm (slVpùN-rK Hlm) n.  1. A deciduous eastern North American tree 

(Ulmus rubra) having hard wood and mucilaginous, aromatic inner bark for-

merly used medicinally.  2. The wood of this tree. 

slippery slope (slVpùN-rK slop) n.  A tricky, precarious situation: “On the slip-

pery slope of modernity, helped along by Rousseau and Nietzsche, man slid irresist-

ibly toward the twentieth-century crisis of the West” (Gordon S. Wood). 

slip ring (slVp rVng) n.  A metal ring mounted on a rotating part of a machine to 

provide a continuous electrical connection through brushes on stationary con-

tacts. 

slip-sheet (slVpùshKtÙ) Printing. n.  A blank sheet of paper slipped between 

newly printed sheets to prevent offsetting.   —  v.  tr. slip-·sheet·ed, slip-
·sheet·ing, slip-·sheets. To insert blank sheets between (printed sheets). 

slip·shod (slVpùshmdÙ) adj.  1. Marked by carelessness; sloppy or slovenly.  See 

Synonyms at sloppy.  2. Slovenly in appearance; shabby or seedy.   
—slipùshodÙdi·ness n. 

slip·slop (slVpùslmpÙ) n.  1. Trivial conversation or writing; twaddle.  2. Archaic. 

Unappetizing liquid or watery food; slops.  [Reduplication of SLOP
1.]

slip·stitch (slVpùstVchÙ) n.  A concealed stitch used for sewing together two layers 

of fabric, as with hems and facings, made by running the needle through the 

underside of the lesser piece and through a few threads of the main piece. 

slip·stream (slVpùstrKmÙ) n.  1. The turbulent flow of air driven backward by 

the propeller or propellers of an aircraft.  Also called race2 2. The region of 

reduced air pressure and forward suction produced by and immediately behind a 

fast-moving ground vehicle.   —  v.  intr. slip·streamed, slip·stream·ing, 
slip·streams. To drive or cycle in the slipstream of a vehicle ahead. 

slip-up (slVpùƒpÙ) n.  An error; an oversight. 

slip·ware (slVpùwârÙ) n.  Pottery coated or decorated with slip. 

slip·way (slVpùw7Ù) n.  Nautical. A sloping surface leading down to the water, on 

which ships are built or repaired. 

slit (slVt) n.  A long, straight, narrow cut or opening.   —  v.  tr. slit, slit·ting, 
slits. 1. To make a slit or slits in.  2. To cut lengthwise into strips; split.  [Middle 

English slitte, from slitten, to split, from Old English slXtan, to cut up.] —slitùter 
n.  —slitùty adj. 

slith·er (slVthùNr) v.  slith·ered, slith·er·ing, slith·ers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To slip 

and slide, as on a loose or uneven surface, often with friction and noise.  2. To 

glide or slide like a reptile.  See Synonyms at slide.   —  v.  tr. To cause to slither.   
—  n.  A slithering movement or gait.  [Middle English slethren, variant of slid-

dren, from Old English slidrian, frequentative of slXdan, to slide.] —slithùer·y 
adj. 

slit trench (slVt trHnch) n.  A narrow, shallow trench dug during combat for the 

protection of a single soldier or a small group of soldiers. 



Sli·ven (slVvùNn)  A city of east-central Bulgaria east of Sofia. Contested by Bul-

garia and the Byzantine Empire in medieval times and by Russia and Turkey in 

the 19th century, it is now a textile center with varied industries. Population, 

104,000. 

sliv·er (slVvùNr) n.  1. A slender piece cut, split, or broken off; a splinter:  slivers of 

broken glass.  2. A small narrow piece, portion, or plot:  a sliver of land.  3.  (also 

slXùvNr) A continuous strand of loose wool, flax, or cotton, ready for drawing and 

twisting.   —  v.  tr. intr. sliv·ered, sliv·er·ing, sliv·ers. To split or become split 

into slivers.  [Middle English slivere, from sliven, to split, from Old English slXfan.]

sliv·o·vitz (slVvùN-vVts) n.  A dry colorless plum brandy.  [Serbo-Croatian ≥ljìvov-

ica, from ≥ljìva, plum. See slX- in Appendix.]

Sloan (slon), John French. 1871-1951.  American painter whose scenes of 

urban life include Sunday, Women Drying Their Hair (1912) and Backyards, 

Greenwich Village (1914). 

slob (slmb) n.  Informal. A person regarded as slovenly, crude, or obnoxious.  

[Irish Gaelic slab, mud, from Old Irish, probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to 

Swedish dialectal slabb, mud.] —slobùbish adj. 

slob·ber (slmbùNr) v.  slob·bered, slob·ber·ing, slob·bers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

let saliva or liquid spill out from the mouth; drool.  2. To express sentiment or 

enthusiasm effusively or incoherently; gush.   —  v.  tr. To wet or smear with or as 

if with saliva or liquid dribbled from the mouth.   —  n.  1. Saliva or liquid run-

ning from the mouth; drool.  2. Effusive or incoherent expression; drivel.  [Mid-

dle English sloberen, perhaps of Low German origin.] —slobùber·er n.  

—slobùber·y adj. 

Slo·cum (sloùkNm), Henry Warner. 1827-1894.  American army officer and 

politician who commanded part of the Union line at Gettysburg (1863) and later 

served as a U.S. representative from New York (1869-1873 and 1883-1885). 

sloe (slo) n.  1.  See blackthorn.  2. Either of two eastern North American plum 

trees or shrubs, Prunus alleghaniensis, having dark purple fruit, or P. americana, 

having yellow or red fruit.  3. The tart, plumlike fruit of either of these plants.  

[Middle English slo, from Old English sl7. See slX- in Appendix.]

sloe-eyed (sloùXdÙ) adj.  Having slanted, dark eyes. 

sloe gin (slo jVn) n.  A liqueur having a gin base, flavored with fresh sloes. 

slog (slmg) v.  slogged, slog·ging, slogs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To walk or progress 

with a slow, heavy pace; plod:  slog across the swamp; slogged through both volumes.  

2. To work diligently for long hours:  slogged away at Latin.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

(one’s way) with a slow, heavy pace against resistance.  2. To strike with heavy 

blows.   —  n.  1. A long, exhausting progress, march, or hike:  a student’s weary 

slog through Cicero; a slog through miles of jungle.  2. Long, hard work:  an 18-hour 

slog in the hay fields.  [Perhaps alteration of SLUG
3.] —slogùger n. 



slo·gan (sloùgNn) n.  1. A phrase expressing the aims or nature of an enterprise, 

an organization, or a candidate; a motto.  2. A phrase used repeatedly, as in adver-

tising or promotion: “all the slogans and shibboleths coined out of the ideals of the 

peoples for the uses of imperialism” (Margaret Sanger).  3. A battle cry of a Scottish 

clan.  [Alteration of Scots slogorne, battle cry, from Gaelic sluagh-ghairm : sluagh, 

host; see SLEW
1 + gairm, shout.]

slo·gan·eer (sloÙgN-nîrù) n.  One that invents or uses slogans.   —  v.  intr. 

slo·gan·eered, slo·gan·eer·ing, slo·gan·eers. To invent or use slogans. 

slo·gan·ize (sloùgN-nXzÙ) v.  tr. slo·gan·ized, slo·gan·iz·ing, slo·gan·iz·es. 
To express as or in slogans or a slogan.   —sloùgan·iz·er n. 

sloop (slup) n.  Nautical. A single-masted, fore-and-aft-rigged sailing boat with 

a short standing bowsprit or none at all and a single headsail set from the forestay.  

[Dutch sloep, from Middle Dutch sl7pen, to glide. See sleubh- in Appendix.]

sloop of war (slup ƒv wôr) n.  pl. sloops of war. Nautical. A small, armed 

vessel larger than a gunboat, carrying guns on one deck only. 

slop1 (slmp) n.  1. Spilled or splashed liquid.  2. Soft mud or slush.  

3. Unappetizing watery food or soup.  4.  Often slops. Waste food used to feed 

pigs or other animals; swill.  5.  Often slops. Mash remaining after alcohol distil-

lation.  6.  Often slops. Human excrement.  7. Repulsively effusive writing or 

speech; drivel.   —  v.  slopped, slop·ping, slops.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be spilled 

or splashed:  Suds slopped over the rim of the washtub.  2. To spill over; overflow.  

3. To walk heavily or messily in or as if in mud; plod: “He slopped along in broken 

slippers, hands in pockets, whistling” (Alan Sillitoe).  4. To express oneself effu-

sively; gush.   —  v.  tr. 1. To spill (liquid).  2. To spill liquid on.  3. To serve unap-

petizingly or clumsily; dish out.  4. To feed slops to (animals).  [Middle English 

sloppe, a muddy place, perhaps from Old English *sloppe, dung, slime. See 

sleubh- in Appendix.]

slop2 (slmp) n.  1. slops. Articles of clothing and bedding issued or sold to sail-

ors.  2. slops. Short, full trousers worn in the 16th century.  3. A loose outer gar-

ment, such as a smock or overalls.  4. slops. Chiefly British. Cheap, ready-made 

garments.  [Middle English sloppe, a kind of garment, from Old English -slop (in 

oferslop, surplice). See sleubh- in Appendix.]

slope (slop) v.  sloped, slop·ing, slopes.  —  v.  intr. 1. To diverge from the 

vertical or horizontal; incline:  a roof that slopes.  See Synonyms at slant.  2. To 

move on a slant; ascend or descend:  sloped down the trail.   —  v.  tr. To cause to 

slope:  sloped the path down the bank.   —  n.  1. An inclined line, surface, plane, 

position, or direction.  2. A stretch of ground forming a natural or artificial 

incline:  ski slopes.  3. a. A deviation from the horizontal.  b. The amount or 

degree of such deviation.   4. Mathematics. a. The rate at which an ordinate of a 

point of a line on a coordinate plane changes with respect to a change in the 

abscissa.  b. The tangent of the angle of inclination of a line, or the slope of the 



tangent line for a curve or surface.   5. Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term 

for an Asian person.  [Probably from Middle English aslope, sloping.] —slopùer 
n.  —slopùing·ly adv. 

slo-pitch (sloùpVchÙ) n.  Sports. Variant of slow-pitch. 
slop·py (slmpùK) adj.  slop·pi·er, slop·pi·est. 1. Marked by a lack of neatness 

or order; untidy:  a sloppy room.  2. Marked by a lack of care or precision; slip-

shod:  sloppy use of language.  3. Informal. Oversentimental; gushy.  4. Of, resem-

bling, or covered with slop; muddy or slushy:  sloppy ground.  5. Watery and 

unappetizing:  a sloppy stew.  6. Spotted or splashed with liquid.   —slopùpi·ly 
adv.  —slopùpi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: sloppy, slovenly, unkempt, slipshod. These adjectives apply to peo-

ple, their appearance, their way of thinking, or their work and mean marked by

an absence of due or proper care or attention. Sloppy evokes the idea of careless

spilling, spotting, or splashing; it suggests slackness, untidiness, or diffuseness: a

sloppy kitchen; sloppy dress. “I do not see how the sloppiest reasoner can evade that”

(H.G. Wells). Slovenly implies habitual negligence and a lack of system or thor-

oughness: a slovenly appearance; a slovenly writer; slovenly inaccuracies. Unkempt

stresses dishevelment resulting from a neglectful lack of proper maintenance: “an

unwashed brow, an unkempt head of hair” (Sir Walter Scott). During the owners’

absence the lawn became dreadfully unkempt. Slipshod suggests a relaxed indul-

gence toward imperfection, a casual inattention to detail, and a general absence

of meticulousness: “the new owners’ camp... a slipshod and slovenly affair, tent half

stretched, dishes unwashed” (Jack London); “slipshod talk” (George Eliot).

sloppy joe  or sloppy Joe (slmpùK jo) n.  A bun filled or covered with ground 

beef cooked in a spicy tomato sauce. 

slop·work (slmpùwûrkÙ) n.  1. a. The manufacture of inexpensive, low-quality, 

ready-to-wear clothes.  b. Cheap ready-to-wear clothes.   2. Careless or hasty 

work. 

slosh (slmsh) v.  sloshed, slosh·ing, slosh·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To spill or splash (a 

liquid) copiously or clumsily:  slosh paint on the floor.  2. To agitate in a liquid:  

slosh clothes in a solution of bleach and detergent.   —  v.  intr. To splash, wade, or 

flounder in water or another liquid:  sloshed through the creek.   —  n.  1. Slush.  

2. The sound of splashing liquid.  [Perhaps blend of SLOP
1, and SLUSH.] 

—sloshùy adj. 

sloshed (slmsht) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk.  [From past participle of SLOSH.]

slot1 (slmt) n.  1. A narrow opening; a groove or slit:  a slot for coins in a vending 

machine; a mail slot.  2. A gap between a main and an auxiliary airfoil to provide 

space for airflow and facilitate the smooth passage of air over the wing.  3. a. An 

assigned place in a sequence or schedule:  a new time slot for a TV program.  b. A 



position of employment in an organization or a hierarchy.   4. Computer Science. 

A socket in a microcomputer that will accept a plug-in circuit board:  expansion 

slots.   —  v.  tr. slot·ted, slot·ting, slots. 1. To cut or make a slot or slots in.  

2. To put into or assign to a slot.  [Middle English, hollow of the breastbone, 

from Old French esclot.]

slot2 (slmt) n.  The track or trail of an animal, especially a deer.  [Obsolete French 

esclot, horse’s hoofprint, from Old French, perhaps from Old Norse slodh, track.]

slot car (slmt kär) n.  Games. An electric toy racing car that fits into a slotted 

track and is controlled by a rheostat held by the operator. 

sloth (slôth, sloth, slmth) n.  1. Aversion to work or exertion; laziness; indolence.  

2. Any of various slow-moving, arboreal, edentate mammals of the family Brady-

podidae of South and Central America, having long hooklike claws by which they 

hang upside down from tree branches and feeding on leaves, buds, and fruits, 

especially: a. A member of the genus Bradypus, having three long-clawed toes on 

each forefoot.  Also called ai1, three-toed sloth.  b. A member of the genus Choloe-

pus, having two toes on each forefoot.  Also called two-toed sloth, unau.   3. A 

company of bears.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Middle English slowth, from slow, 

slow. See SLOW.]

sloth bear (slôth bâr) n.  A bear (Melursus ursinus) of India and Sri Lanka, hav-

ing a long snout, long sticky tongue, and dark shaggy hair and feeding on plants 

and insects, especially termites and the larvae of bees. 

sloth·ful (slôthùfNl, slothù-, slmthù-) adj.  Disinclined to work or exertion; lazy.  

See Synonyms at lazy.  —slothùful·ly adv.  —slothùful·ness n. 

slot machine (slmt mN-shKnù) n.  A vending or gambling machine operated by 

the insertion of coins into a slot. 

slot racing (slmt r7ùsVng) n.  Games. The racing of slot cars.   —slot racer n. 

slouch (slouch) v.  slouched, slouch·ing, slouch·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To sit, 

stand, or walk with an awkward, drooping, excessively relaxed posture.  2. To 

droop or hang carelessly, as a hat.   —  v.  tr. To cause to droop; stoop.   —  n.  

1. An awkward, drooping, excessively relaxed posture or gait.  2. Slang. An awk-

ward, lazy, or inept person:  good at chess and no slouch at bridge, either.  [Origin 

unknown.] —slouchùi·ly adv.  —slouchùi·ness n.  —slouchùy adj. 

slouch hat (slouch h4t) n.  A soft hat with a broad, flexible brim. 

slough1 (slu, slou) also slew (slu) n.  1. A depression or hollow, usually filled 

with deep mud or mire.  2.  Also slue. A stagnant swamp, marsh, bog, or pond, 

especially as part of a bayou, an inlet, or a backwater.  3. A state of deep despair or 

moral degradation.  [Middle English, from Old English sloh.] —sloughùy adj. 

slough2 (slƒf) n.  1. The dead outer skin shed by a reptile or an amphibian.  

2. Medicine. A layer or mass of dead tissue separated from surrounding living tis-

sue, as in a wound, a sore, or an inflammation.  3. An outer layer or covering that 

is shed.   —  v.  sloughed, slough·ing, sloughs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To be cast off 



or shed; come off.  2. To shed a slough.  3. Medicine. To separate from surround-

ing living tissue. Used of dead tissue.   —  v.  tr. To discard as undesirable or unfa-

vorable; get rid of:  slough off former associates.  [Middle English slughe.]

Slough (slou)  A municipal borough of southeast England, a residential and 

industrial suburb of London. Population, 96,900. 

Slo·vak (sloùväkÙ, -v4kÙ) also Slo·va·ki·an (slo-väùkK-Nn, -v4kùK-Nn) n.  1. A 

member of a Slavic people living in Slovakia.  2. The Slavic language of the Slo-

vaks.   —  adj.  Of or relating to Slovakia or its people, language, or culture.  [Slo-

vak Slovák.]

Slo·vak·i·a (slo-väùkK-N, -v4kùK-N)  A country of central Europe. Settled by 

Slavic peoples c. sixth century A.D., the region was generally under Hungarian rule 

from the tenth century until 1918, when it became part of Czechoslovakia. Slova-

kia became an independent republic in 1993. Bratislava is the capital and the larg-

est city. Population, 4,991,168. 

slov·en (slƒvùNn) n.  One who is habitually careless in personal appearance or 

work.  [Middle English slovein, perhaps from Middle Flemish sloovin, a scold, 

gossip, from Middle Low German slôven, to dress carelessly (; akin to Dutch sloof, 

untidy woman ). See sleubh- in Appendix.]

Slo·vene (sloùvKnÙ) also Slo·ve·ni·an (slo-vKùnK-Nn, -vKnùyNn) n.  1. A mem-

ber of a Slavic people living in Slovenia.  2. The Slavic language of the Slovenes.   
—  adj.  Of or relating to Slovenia or its people, language, or culture.  [German 

Slowene, from Slovene Slovê,nec, ultimately from Old Slavic SlovIninƒ, Slav.]

Slo·ve·ni·a (slo-vKùnK-N, -vKnùyN)  A republic of the northwest Balkan Penin-

sula. In ancient times Illyrian and Celtic peoples inhabited the area, which was 

ruled by Rome after the first century B.C. and settled by Slavs in the sixth century 

A.D. Slovenia came under Austrian control after 1335 and joined the Kingdom of 

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes (later Yugoslavia) in 1918. Slovenia declared its inde-

pendence in June 1991. Ljubljana is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

1,697,068. 

slov·en·ly (slƒvùNn-lK) adj.  1. Untidy, as in dress or appearance.  2. Marked by 

negligence; slipshod.  See Synonyms at sloppy.  —slovùen·li·ness n.  

—slovùen·ly adv. 

slow (slo) adj.  slow·er, slow·est. Abbr. sl. 1. a. Not moving or able to move 

quickly; proceeding at a low speed:  a slow train; slow walkers.  b. Marked by a 

retarded tempo:  a slow waltz.   2. a. Taking or requiring a long time:  the slow job 

of making bread.  b. Taking more time than is usual:  a slow worker; slow progress 

in the peace negotiations.   3. Registering a time or rate behind or below the cor-

rect one:  a slow clock.  4. Lacking in promptness or willingness; not precipitate:  

They were slow to accept our invitation.  5. Characterized by a low volume of sales 

or transactions:  Business was slow today.  6. Lacking liveliness or interest; boring:  

a slow party.  7. Not having or exhibiting intellectual or mental quickness:  a slow 



learner.  8. Only moderately warm; low:  a slow oven.   —  adv.  slower, slow-
est. 1. So as to fall behind the correct time or rate:  The watch runs slow.  2. At a 

low speed:  Go slow!   —  v.  slowed, slow·ing, slows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

slow or slower.  2. To delay; retard.   —  v.  intr. To become slow or slower.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English sl7w.] —slowùly adv.  —slowùness n.  

SYNONYMS: slow, dilatory, leisurely, laggard, deliberate. These adjectives mean

taking more time than is usual or necessary. Slow is the least specific: slow speech;

slow growth; a slow bus; a slow heartbeat; a slow but meticulous worker; slow to an-

ger. Dilatory implies lack of promptness caused by delay, procrastination, or in-

difference: His credit suffered because he was dilatory in paying his bills. Leisurely

suggests a relaxed lack of haste: We took a leisurely trip around Europe. Laggard

implies hanging back or falling behind: “the horses’ laggard pace” (Rudyard Ki-

pling). Deliberate suggests a lack of hurry traceable especially to caution, need,

self-restraint, or careful consideration, as of consequences: She went about her

work in a systematic and deliberate manner. See also Synonyms at delay stupid 
USAGE NOTE: Slow may sometimes be used instead of slowly when it comes

after the verb: We drove the car slow. In formal writing slowly is generally pre-

ferred. Slow is often used in speech and informal writing, especially when brevity

and forcefulness are sought: Drive slow! Slow is also the established idiomatic

form with certain senses of common verbs: The watch runs slow. Take it slow.

slow burn (slo bûrn) n.  Slang. A gradually increasing sense or show of anger:  

did a slow burn while waiting three hours in the doctor’s office. 

slow·down (sloùdounÙ) n.  The act or process of slowing down; a slackening of 

pace:  a production slowdown. 

slow-foot·ed (sloùfttùVd) adj.  Proceeding at a tediously slow pace:  a slow-

footed story.   —slowù-footùed·ness n. 

slow infection (slo Vn-fHkùshNn) n.  An infection having a long incubation 

period, as that caused by a slow virus or by a prion. 

slow loris (slo lôrùVs) n.  A large loris (Nycticebus coucang) of Indonesia, having 

a corpulent, almost tailless body and noted for its very slow, cautious movements. 

slow match (slo m4ch) n.  A match or fuse that burns slowly at a known rate 

and is used to set off explosives. 

slow motion (slo moùshNn) n.  A filmmaking technique in which the action as 

projected is slower than the original action.   —slowù-moùtion (sloùmoùshNn) 

adj. 

slow neutron (slo nuùtrmnÙ) n.  A neutron in thermal equilibrium with the 

surrounding medium, especially one produced by fission and slowed by a moder-

ator.  Also called thermal neutron 



slow-pitch also slo-pitch (sloùpVchÙ) n.  Sports. Softball in which there are ten 

players to a team and legal pitches must travel in an arc from three to ten feet 

high. 

slow·poke (sloùpokÙ) n.  Informal. One that moves, works, or acts slowly. 

slow virus (slo vXùrNs) n.  Any of a group of animal viruses that cause diseases 

having an unusually long incubation period, as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.  Also 

called lentivirus 

slow virus disease (slo vXùrNs dV-zKzù) n.  A disease caused by a slow virus. 

slow-wit·ted  or slow·wit·ted (sloùwVtùVd) adj.  Slow to comprehend.   
—slowù-witùted·ly adv.  —slowù-witùted·ness n. 

slow·worm (sloùwûrmÙ) n.  A limbless lizard (Anguis fragilis) of Europe, west-

ern Asia, and northern Africa, having a smooth snakelike body and feeding 

chiefly on slugs.  Also called blindworm [Alteration (influenced by slow), of Mid-

dle English slowurm, from Old English sl7wyrm : sl7-, earthworm, slowworm + 

wyrm, worm; see WORM.]

sloyd (sloid) n.  A system of manual training developed in Sweden, based on the 

use of tools in woodworking.  [Swedish slöjd, skill, skilled labor; akin to Old Norse 

slœgdh, dexterity. See SLEIGHT.]

SLR abbr.  Single-lens reflex camera. 

slub (slƒb) v.  tr. slubbed, slub·bing, slubs. To draw out and twist (a strand of 

silk or other textile fiber) in preparation for spinning.   —  n.  1. A soft, thick nub 

in yarn that is either an imperfection or purposely set for a desired effect.  2. A 

slightly twisted roll of fiber, as of silk or cotton.  [Origin unknown.]

sludge (slƒj) n.  1. Semisolid material such as the type precipitated by sewage 

treatment.  2. Mud, mire, or ooze covering the ground or forming a deposit, as 

on a riverbed.  3. Finely broken or half-formed ice on a body of water, especially 

the sea.  4. An agglutination or aggregation of blood cells forming a semisolid 

mass that often impedes circulation.   —  v.  intr. sludged, sludg·ing, 
sludg·es. To agglutinate or aggregate into a semisolid mass; form a sludge. Used 

of blood cells.  [Perhaps alteration of dialectal slutch, mire.] —sludgùy adj. 

slue1 also slew (slu) v.  slued also slewed, slu·ing also slew·ing, slues also 

slews.  —  v.  tr. 1. To turn (something) on an axis; rotate:  slued the swivel chair 

around; sluing the boom of a crane.  2. To turn sharply; veer:  braked and slued the 

car around.   —  v.  intr. 1. To turn about an axis; pivot.  2. To turn or slide side-

ways or off course; skid.   —  n.  1. The act of sluing.  2. The position to which 

something has slued.  [Origin unknown.]

slue2 (slu) n.  Variant of slew1. 
slue3 (slu) n.  Variant of slough1 (n., sense 2). 

slug1 (slƒg) n.  1. A round bullet larger than buckshot.  2. Informal. A shot of 

liquor.  3. A small metal disk for use in a vending or gambling machine, especially 

one used illegally.  4. A lump of metal or glass prepared for further processing.  



5. Printing. a. A strip of type metal, less than type-high and thicker than a lead, 

used for spacing.  b. A line of cast type in a single strip of metal.  c. A composi-

tor’s type line of identifying marks or instructions, inserted temporarily in copy.   

6. Physics. The unit of mass that is accelerated at the rate of one foot per second 

per second when acted on by a force of one pound weight.   —  v.  tr. slugged, 
slug·ging, slugs. Printing. To add slugs to.  [Perhaps from SLUG

2 (from its 

shape).]

slug2 (slƒg) n.  1. Any of various small, snaillike, chiefly terrestrial gastropod 

mollusks of the genus Limax and related genera, having a slow-moving elongated 

body with no shell or only a flat rudimentary shell on or under the skin.  2. The 

smooth, soft larva of certain insects, such as the sawfly.  3. A slimy mass of aggre-

gated amoeboid cells from which the sporophore of a cellular slime mold devel-

ops.  4. Informal. A sluggard.  [Middle English slugge, sluggard, probably of 

Scandinavian origin.]

slug3 (slƒg) v.  tr. slugged, slug·ging, slugs. To strike heavily, especially with 

the fist or a bat.   —  n.  A hard, heavy blow, as with the fist or a baseball bat.  

[Possibly from SLUG
1.]

slug·a·bed (slƒgùN-bHdÙ) n.  One inclined to stay in bed out of laziness. 

slug·fest (slƒgùfHstÙ) n.  1. Slang. A fight marked by an extended exchange of 

heavy blows.  2. Baseball. A game in which there are many hits and runs scored. 

slug·gard (slƒgùNrd) n.  A slothful person; an idler.   —  adj.  Lazy.  [Middle 

English sluggart, probably from sluggi, lazy, probably of Scandinavian origin.] 
—slugùgard·ly adj.  —slugùgard·ness n. 

slug·ger (slƒgùNr) n.  1. One that slugs, as a fighter who delivers hard, swinging 

punches.  2. Baseball. A batter who hits many extra-base hits. 

slug·ging average (slƒgùVng 4vùNr-Vj) n.  Baseball. A player’s total number of 

bases reached on hits divided by official times at bat, expressed as a three-digit 

decimal and used as a measure of batting power.  Also called slugging percentage 

slug·gish (slƒgùVsh) adj.  1. Displaying little movement or activity; slow; inac-

tive:  a sluggish stream; sluggish growth.  2. Lacking alertness, vigor, or energy; 

inert or indolent.  3. Slow to perform or respond to stimulation.  [Middle 

English, probably from slugge, lazy person. See SLUG
2.] —slugùgish·ly adv.  

—slugùgish·ness n. 

sluice (slus) n.  1. a. An artificial channel for conducting water, with a valve or 

gate to regulate the flow:  sluices connecting a reservoir with irrigated fields.  b. A 

valve or gate used in such a channel; a floodgate:  open sluices to flood a dry dock.  

Also called sluice gate  2. A body of water impounded behind a floodgate.  3. A 

sluiceway.  4. A long inclined trough, as for carrying logs or separating gold ore.   
—  v.  sluiced, sluic·ing, sluic·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To flood or drench with or as if 

with a flow of released water.  2. To wash with water flowing in a sluice:  sluicing 

sediment for gold.  3. To draw off or let out by a sluice:  sluice floodwater.  4. To 



send (logs, for example) down a sluice.   —  v.  intr. To flow out from or as if 

from a sluice.  [Middle English scluse, from Old French escluse, from Late Latin 

excl7sa, from Latin, feminine past participle of excl7dere, to shut out. See 

EXCLUDE.]

sluice·way (slusùw7Ù) n.  An artificial channel, especially one for carrying off 

excess water. 

slum (slƒm) n.  A heavily populated urban area characterized by substandard 

housing and squalor. Often used in the plural.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to 

modify another noun:  slum housing; slum districts.   —  v.  intr. slummed, 
slum·ming, slums. To visit impoverished areas or squalid locales, especially out 

of curiosity or for amusement.  [Origin unknown.] —slumùmer n.  —slumùmy 
adj. 

slum·ber (slƒmùbNr) v.  slum·bered, slum·ber·ing, slum·bers.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To sleep.  2. To be dormant or quiescent.   —  v.  tr. To pass (time) in sleep.   
—  n.  1. Sleep.  2. A state of inactivity or dormancy.  [Middle English slumeren, 

slumberen, frequentative of slumen, to doze, probably from slume, light sleep, 

from Old English sl7ma.] —slumùber·er n.  —slumùber·ing·ly adv. 

slum·ber·ous (slƒmùbNr-Ns)  or slum·brous (-brNs) adj.  1. Sleepy; drowsy.  

2. a. Suggestive of or resembling sleep:  a slumberous torpor.  b. Quiet; tranquil.   

3. Causing or inducing sleep; soporific.   —slumùber·ous·ly adv.  

—slumùber·ous·ness n. 

slumber party (slƒmùbNr pärùtK) n.  An overnight party in which teenage girls 

wear nightgowns or pajamas, socialize, and sleep over. 

slum·ber·y (slƒmùbN-rK) adj.  Slumberous. 

slum·gul·lion (slƒm-gƒlùyNn) n.  A watery meat stew.  [Perhaps slum, muddy 

deposit in a mining sluice + dialectal gullion, mud (perhaps from Irish Gaelic 

goilín, pit).]

slum·lord (slƒmùlôrdÙ) n.  An owner of slum property, especially one that over-

charges tenants and allows the property to deteriorate.  [SLUM + (LAND)LORD.]

slump (slƒmp) v.  intr. slumped, slump·ing, slumps. 1. To fall or sink 

heavily; collapse:  She slumped, exhausted, onto the sofa.  2. To droop, as in sitting 

or standing; slouch.  3. To decline suddenly; fall off:  Business slumped after the 

holidays.  4. a. To sink or settle, as into mud or slush.  b. To slide down or spread 

out thickly, as mud or fresh concrete.    —  n.  1. The act or an instance of slump-

ing.  2. A drooping or slouching posture:  read defeat in the slump of his shoulders.  

3. A sudden falling off or decline, as in activity, prices, or business:  a stock market 

slump; a slump in farm prices.  4. An extended period of poor performance, espe-

cially in a sport or competitive activity:  a slump in a batting average.  [Probably of 

Scandinavian origin; akin to Norwegian slumpa, to slump.]

slung (slƒng) v.  Past tense and past participle of sling1. 
slunk (slƒngk) v.  A past tense and a past participle of slink. 



slur (slûr) v.  tr. slurred, slur·ring, slurs. 1. To pronounce indistinctly.  2. To 

speak slightingly of; disparage.  3. To pass over lightly or carelessly; treat without 

due consideration.  4. Music. a. To glide over (a series of notes) smoothly without 

a break.  b. To mark with a slur.   5. Printing. To blur or smear.   —  n.  1. A dis-

paraging remark; an aspersion.  2. A slurred utterance or sound.  3. Music. a. A 

curved line connecting notes on a score to indicate that they are to be played or 

sung legato.  b. A passage played or sung in this manner.   4. Printing. A smeared 

or blurred impression.  [Probably from Middle English sloor, mud.]

slurb (slûrb) n.  Informal. An unsightly suburban area marked by crowded or 

poorly built dwellings.  [Perhaps SL(OVENLY) + (SUB)URB.]

slurp (slûrp) v.  slurped, slurp·ing, slurps.  —  v.  tr. To eat or drink noisily.   
—  v.  intr. To eat or drink something noisily.   —  n.  1. A loud sucking noise 

made in eating or drinking.  2. Slang. A mouthful of a liquid:  took a slurp of grape 

juice.  [Dutch slurpen.]

slur·ry (slûrùK) n.  pl. slur·ries. A thin mixture of a liquid, especially water, and 

any of several finely divided substances, such as cement, plaster of Paris, or clay 

particles.  [Middle English slori, perhaps from sloor, mud.]

slush (slƒsh) n.  1. Partially melted snow or ice.  2. Soft mud; slop; mire.  

3. Nautical. Grease or fat discarded from a ship’s galley.  4. A greasy compound 

used as a lubricant for machinery.  5. Maudlin speech or writing; sentimental 

drivel.  6. A drink made of flavored syrup poured over crushed ice.  7. Informal. 

Unsolicited manuscripts submitted to a publisher.   —  v.  slushed, slush·ing, 
slush·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To daub (machinery) with slush.  2. To fill (joints in 

masonry) with mortar.  3. Nautical. To wash down (a deck) by splashing with 

water.  4. To splash or soak with slush or mud.   —  v.  intr. 1. To walk or proceed 

through slush.  2. To make a splashing or slushy sound.  [Perhaps of Scandina-

vian origin; akin to Norwegian slask, sloppy weather.]

slush fund (slƒsh fƒnd) n.  1. A fund raised for undesignated purposes, espe-

cially: a. A fund raised by a group for corrupt practices, such as bribery or graft.  

b. A fund used by a group, as for entertainment.   2. Money formerly raised by 

the sale of garbage from a warship to buy small items of luxury for the crew. 

slush·y (slƒshùK) adj.  slush·i·er, slush·i·est. 1. Consisting of, covered with, or 

full of slush.  2. Resembling slush, as in consistency.  3. Revoltingly sentimental; 

maudlin.  See Synonyms at sentimental.  —slushùi·ly adv.  —slushùi·ness n. 

slut (slƒt) n.  1. a. A woman considered sexually promiscuous.  b. A prostitute.   

2. A slovenly woman; a slattern.  3. A female dog.  [Middle English slutte.] 
—slutùtish adj.  —slutùtish·ly adv.  —slutùtish·ness n. 

SLV abbr.  Standard launch vehicle. 

sly (slX) adj.  sli·er (slXùNr) also sly·er, sli·est (slXùHst)  also sly·est. 1. Adept in 

craft or cunning.  2. Lacking or marked by a lack of candor.  3. Playfully mischie-

vous; roguish.   —idiom. on the sly. In a way intended to escape notice:  took 



extra payments on the sly.  [Middle English sleigh, from Old Norse slœgr.] —slyùly 
adv.  —slyùness n.  

SYNONYMS: sly, cunning, tricky, crafty, wily, foxy, artful, guileful. These adjec-

tives mean disposed to or marked by indirection or deviousness in the gaining of

an end. Sly usually implies surreptitiousness, secretiveness, and lack of candor:

“You think he’s open and blunt—he’s as sly as a mink” (George W. Cable). Cunning

stresses cleverness and ingenuity, often at the expense of moral principles: “Cun-

ning men pass for wise” (Francis Bacon). Tricky emphasizes shiftiness, deception,

and absence of scruples: Under the façade of morality and patriotism can be per-

ceived the false and tricky political opportunist that he is. Crafty suggests mastery

of devious and underhanded methods or schemes: Crafty plotters make the best

intelligence agents. Wily suggests subterfuge or stratagem intended to entrap: Her

father was a wily old attorney. Foxy implies cunning and craft and usually long

experience in the use of trickery: The parvenu was much too foxy to let slip even a

hint of his working-class background. Artful emphasizes adroitness in maneuvering

to accomplish a purpose: She won the case by her artful manipulation of the jury’s

emotions. Guileful suggests an insidious, often treacherous nature: “a guileful tour-

nament organizer who manipulates and dehumanizes athletes” (Jeremiah Tax).

sly·boots (slXùbutsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Informal. A sly person. 

slype (slXp) n.  Architecture. A covered passage, especially one between the tran-

sept and chapter house of a cathedral.  [Perhaps akin to Dutch dialectal slijpe, 

secret path.]

Sm  The symbol for the element samarium. 
SM abbr.  1. Sergeant major.  2. Service mark.  3.  Or S.M.. Soldier’s Medal.  

4. Stage manager.  5. Stationmaster. 

sm. abbr.  Small. 

S.M. abbr.  Latin. Scientiae Magister (Master of Science). 

S-M  or s-m abbr.  Sadomasochism. 

SMA abbr.  Sergeant major of the army. 

smack1 (sm4k) v.  smacked, smack·ing, smacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To press 

together and open (the lips) quickly and noisily, as in eating or tasting.  2. To kiss 

noisily.  3. To strike sharply and with a loud noise.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make or give 

a smack.  2. To collide sharply and noisily:  The ball smacked against the side of the 

house.   —  n.  1. The loud, sharp sound of smacking.  2. A noisy kiss.  3. A sharp 

blow or slap.   —  adv.  1. With a smack:  fell smack on her head.  2. Directly: “We 

were smack in the middle of another controversy about a public man’s personal life” 

(Ellen Goodman).  [Perhaps of Middle Flemish origin, and or perhaps of imita-

tive origin.]



smack2 (sm4k) n.  1. a. A distinctive flavor or taste.  See Synonyms at taste.  
b. A suggestion or trace.   2. A small amount; a smattering.   —  v.  intr. 

smacked, smack·ing, smacks. 1. To have a distinctive flavor or taste. Used 

with of.  2. To give an indication; be suggestive. Often used with of: “an agenda 

that does not smack of compromise” (Time).  [Middle English, from Old English 

smæc.]

smack3 (sm4k) n.  Nautical. A sloop-rigged boat used chiefly in fishing, espe-

cially to transport the catch to market.  [Dutch, or Low German smak from 

smakken, to fling, dash.]

smack4 (sm4k) n.  Slang. Heroin.  [Probably variant of smeck, from Yiddish 

shmek, a sniff, smell, from shmekn, to sniff, smell, from Middle High German 

smecken, smacken, to smell, taste, from Old High German smac, smell, taste.]

smack-dab (sm4kùd4bù) adv.  Slang. Squarely; directly:  stood smack-dab in the 

middle of the freeway.  [SMACK
1 + DAB

1, with a sudden contact.]

smack·er (sm4kùNr) n.  1. A loud kiss.  2. A resounding blow.  3. Slang. A dollar. 

smack·ing (sm4kùVng) adj.  Brisk; vigorous; spanking:  a smacking breeze. 

small (smôl) adj.  small·er, small·est. Abbr. s., sm. 1. Being below the average 

in size or magnitude.  2. Limited in importance or significance; trivial:  a small 

matter.  3. Limited in degree or scope:  small farm operations.  4. Lacking posi-

tion, influence, or status; minor: “A crowd of small writers had vainly attempted to 

rival Addison” (Macaulay).  5. Unpretentious; modest:  made a small living; helped 

the cause in my own small way.  6. Not fully grown; very young.  7. Narrow in 

outlook; petty:  a small mind.  8. Having been belittled; humiliated:  Their com-

ments made me feel small.  9. Diluted; weak. Used of alcoholic beverages.  

10. Lacking force or volume:  a small voice.   —  adv.  1. In small pieces:  Cut the 

meat up small.  2. Without loudness or forcefulness; softly.  3. In a small manner.   
—  n.  1. Something smaller than the rest:  the small of the back.  2. smalls. 

a. Small things considered as a group.  b. Chiefly British. Small items of clothing.   

[Middle English smal, from Old English smæl.] —smallùish adj.  —smallùness 
n.  

SYNONYMS: small, diminutive, little, miniature, minuscule, minute, petite, tiny,

wee. The central meaning shared by these adjectives is “being notably below the

average in size or magnitude”: a small house; diminutive in stature; little hands; a

miniature camera; a minuscule amount of rain; minute errors; a petite figure; tiny

feet; a wee bit better. 

ANTONYM: large

small arm (smôl ärm) n.  A firearm that can be carried in the hand. 

small beer (smôl bîr) n.  1. Weak or inferior beer.  2. Unimportant things; 

trivia.   —  adj.  Trivial; unimportant. 



small-bore (smôlùbôrÙ, -borÙ) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or being a firearm of.22 

caliber.  2. Trivial or parochial in character: “the petty talking points... and small-

bore scandals that regularly intrude on campaigns” (New Republic). 

small calorie (smôl k4lùN-rK) n.  See calorie (n., sense 1). 

small capital (smôl k4pùV-tl) n.  Abbr. sc, s.c. A letter having the form of a cap-

ital letter but smaller; for example: SMALL CAPITALS. 

small change (smôl ch7nj) n.  1. Coins of low denomination.  2. Something 

of little value or significance. 

small-claims court (smôlùkl7mzù kôrt) n.  Law. A special court established 

for simplified and efficient handling of small claims on debts. 

small·clothes (smôlùklothzÙ, -klozÙ) pl.n.  1. Men’s close-fitting knee breeches 

worn in the 18th century.  2. Chiefly British. Small items of clothing, such as 

underclothes or handkerchiefs. 

small fry (smôl frX) n.  1. Small children.  2. Young or small fish.  3. Persons or 

things regarded as unimportant. 

small hours (smôl ourz) pl.n.  The early hours after midnight. 

small intestine (smôl Vn-tHsùtVn) n.  The narrow, winding, upper part of the 

intestine where digestion is completed and nutrients are absorbed by the blood. It 

extends from the pylorus to the cecum and consists of the duodenum, the 

jejunum, and the ileum. 

small-mind·ed (smôlùmXnùdVd) adj.  1. Having a narrow or selfish attitude.  

2. Characterized by pettiness or selfishness.   —smallù-mindùed·ly adv.  

—smallù-mindùed·ness n. 

small·mouth bass (smôlùmouthÙ b4s) n.  A North American freshwater food 

and game fish (Micropterus dolomieui) having a shorter upper jaw than the simi-

lar largemouth bass. 

small potatoes (smôl pN-t7ùtoz) pl.n.  Informal. 1. A person or thing regarded 

as unimportant.  2. An insignificant amount or sum. 

small·pox (smôlùpmksÙ) n.  An acute, highly infectious, often fatal disease 

caused by a poxvirus and characterized by high fever and aches with subsequent 

widespread eruption of pimples that blister, produce pus, and form pockmarks.  

Also called variola 

small print (smôl prVnt) n.  See fine print. 
Smalls (smôlz), Robert. 1839-1915.  American Union soldier and politician. 

After being forced to serve in the Confederate Navy, he took command of a ship 

and delivered it to Union forces. Smalls subsequently became a captain (1863-

1866) and the highest-ranking Black officer in the Union Navy. He later served as 

a U.S. representative from South Carolina (1875-1879 and 1881-1887). 

small-scale (smôlùsk7lù) adj.  1. Limited in scope or extent; modest:  a small-

scale plan.  2. Created on a small scale:  a small-scale model of the new city hall. 

small talk (smôl tôk) n.  Casual or trivial conversation. 



small·time  or small-time (smôlùtXmù) adj.  Informal. Insignificant or unim-

portant; minor:  a smalltime actor.   —smallùtimùer n. 

small time (smôl tXm) n.  Informal. A modest or minor level of attainment in a 

competitive field:  a critical success that took her from the small time all the way to 

Hollywood. 

smalt (smôlt) n.  A deep blue paint and ceramic pigment produced by pulveriz-

ing a glass made of silica, potash, and cobalt oxide.  [French, from Italian smalto, 

enamel, glaze, of Germanic origin. See mel-1 in Appendix.]

smalt·ite (smôlùtXtÙ) also smalt·ine (smôlùtVn, -tKnÙ) n.  A white to silver-gray 

mineral, (Co,Ni)As3, that is an important ore of cobalt. 

smarm·y (smärùmK) adj.  smarm·i·er, smarm·i·est. 1. Hypocritically, com-

placently, or effusively earnest; unctuous.  See Synonyms at unctuous.  2. Sleek.  

[From smarm, to smear.] —smarm·i·ness n. 

smart (smärt) adj.  smart·er, smart·est. 1. a. Characterized by sharp, quick 

thought; bright.  See Synonyms at intelligent.  b. Amusingly clever; witty:  a 

smart quip; a lively, smart conversation.  c. Impertinent; insolent:  That’s enough of 

your smart talk.   2. Energetic or quick in movement:  a smart pace.  3. Canny and 

shrewd in dealings with others:  a smart business person.  4. Fashionable; elegant:  

a smart suit; a smart restaurant; the smart set.  See Synonyms at fashionable.  
5. a. Of, relating to, or being a highly automated device, especially one that imi-

tates human intelligence:  smart missiles.  b. Computer Science. Having the capac-

ity to perform operations independently of the computer. Used of a computer 

terminal.   6. New England & Southern U.S. Accomplished; talented:  He’s a right 

smart ball player.   —  v.  intr. smart·ed, smart·ing, smarts. 1. a. To cause a 

sharp, usually superficial, stinging pain:  The slap delivered to my face smarted.  

b. To be the location of such a pain:  The incision on my leg smarts.  c. To feel such 

a pain.   2. To suffer acutely, as from mental distress, wounded feelings, or 

remorse: “No creature smarts so little as a fool” (Alexander Pope).  3. To suffer or 

pay a heavy penalty.   —  n.  1. Sharp mental or physical pain.  See Synonyms at 

pain.  2. smarts. Slang. Intelligence; expertise: “Like courting the prettiest girl in 

school, the chase requires smarts” (Jackie MacMullan).   —phrasal verb. smart 
off. Informal. To speak or act impertinently.   —idiom. right smart. New 

England & Southern U.S. A lot; a considerable amount:  He did right smart of the 

work himself.  [Middle English, stinging, keen, alert, from Old English smeart, 

causing pain.] —smartùly adv.  —smartùness n.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Smart is a word that has digressed considerably from its

original meaning of “stinging, sharp,” as in a smart blow. The standard meaning

of “clever, intelligent,” probably picks up on the original semantic element of vig-

or or quick movement. Smart has taken on other senses as a regionalism. In New

England and in the South smart can mean “accomplished, talented.” The phrase



right smart can even be used as a noun meaning “a considerable number or

amount”: “We have read right smart of that book” (Catherine C. Hopley).

smart al·eck (smärt 4lùVk) n.  Informal. 1. A person regarded as obnoxiously 

self-assertive.  2. An impudent person.  [Perhaps after Aleck Hoag, 19th-century 

American confidence man and thief.] —smartù-alÙeck (smärtù4lÙVk), smartù-
alÙeck·y (-V-kK)  adj. 

smart-ass (smärtù4sÙ) n.  Slang. A smart aleck.   —smartù-assÙ adj. 

smart bomb (smärt bmm) n.  A bomb that can be guided by radio waves or a 

laser beam to its target. 

smart card (smärt kärd) n.  A plastic card resembling a credit card that contains 

a computer chip, which enables the holder to perform various operations, such as 

mathematical calculations, paying of bills, and the purchasing of goods and ser-

vices. 

smart·en (smärùtn) v.  smart·ened, smart·en·ing, smart·ens.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To improve in appearance or stylishness; spruce up.  2. To make quicker:  

smarten the pace.   —  v.  intr. To make oneself smart or smarter. 

smart money (smärt mƒnùK) n.  1. Games. Bets or a bet placed by experienced 

gamblers or those having privileged information.  2. Informal. a. Experienced, 

well-informed investors:  Smart money is supporting the conservative presidential 

candidate.  b. Investments made by people experienced and well informed in 

matters of finance.   3. Law. Compensation beyond the value of actual harm, 

awarded by a jury in cases of gross negligence or willful misconduct. 

smart rock (smärt rmk) n.  A ground-based projectile that can be launched to 

destroy warheads or missiles. 

smart·weed (smärtùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various marsh plants of the genus 

Polygonum, having sheathlike stipules and small, densely clustered pink, white, or 

green flowers. 

smart·y (smärùtK) n.  pl. smart·ies. Informal. 1. A smart aleck.  2. A quick-wit-

ted person. 

smar·ty-pants (smärùtK-p4ntsÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Informal. A 

smart aleck. 

smash (sm4sh) v.  smashed, smash·ing, smash·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break 

(something) into pieces suddenly, noisily, and violently; shatter.  See Synonyms at 

break.  2. a. To throw or dash (something) violently so as to shatter or crush.  

See Synonyms at crush.  b. To strike with a heavy blow; batter.   3. Sports. To hit 

(a ball or shuttlecock) in a forceful overhand stroke.  4. To crush or destroy com-

pletely:  smashed all resistance.   —  v.  intr. 1. To strike or collide suddenly, noisily, 

and violently:  The car smashed into a tree.  2. To break suddenly into pieces, as 

from a violent blow or collision.  3. Sports. To hit a ball or shuttlecock in a force-

ful overhand stroke.  4. To be crushed or destroyed.  5. To go bankrupt.   —  n.  



1. a. The act or sound of smashing.  b. The condition of having been smashed.   

2. a. Total defeat or destruction; ruin.  b. Financial failure; bankruptcy.   3. A 

collision or crash.  4. a. A drink made of mint, sugar, soda water, and alcoholic 

liquor, usually brandy.  b. A soft drink made of crushed fruit.   5. Sports. A vio-

lent overhand stroke, as in tennis or badminton.  6. Informal. A resounding suc-

cess:  The play was a smash on Broadway.   —  adj.  Informal. Of, relating to, or 

being a resounding success:  a smash hit on Broadway.   —  adv.  With a sudden, 

violent crash.  [Probably of imitative origin.] —smashùer n. 

smashed (sm4sht) adj.  Slang. Intoxicated; drunk. 

smash·ing (sm4shùVng) adj.  1. Serving to smash:  a smashing blow to the head.  

2. Informal. Extraordinarily impressive or fine; wonderful:  a smashing success.   
—smashùing·ly adv. 

smash·up (sm4shùƒpÙ) n.  1. A total collapse or defeat.  2. A serious collision 

between vehicles; a wreck. 

smat·ter (sm4tùNr) v.  smat·tered, smat·ter·ing, smat·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

speak (a language) without fluency:  smatters Russian.  2. To study or approach 

superficially; dabble in.   —  v.  intr. To prattle:  smattered on about her vacation.   
—  n.  A smattering.  [Middle English smateren, to make dirty, speak foolishly, 

chatter.] —smatùter·er n. 

smat·ter·ing (sm4tùNr-Vng) n.  1. Superficial or piecemeal knowledge: “a smat-

tering of everything, and a knowledge of nothing” (Charles Dickens).  2. A small, 

scattered amount or number:  a smattering of raindrops. 

smaze (sm7z) n.  A relatively dry atmospheric mixture of smoke and haze.  

[SM(OKE) + (H)AZE
1.]

smear (smîr) v.  smeared, smear·ing, smears.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To spread or 

daub with a sticky, greasy, or dirty substance.  b. To apply by spreading or daub-

ing:  smeared suntan lotion on my face and arms.   2. To stain by or as if by spread-

ing or daubing with a sticky, greasy, or dirty substance.  3. To stain or attempt to 

destroy the reputation of; vilify:  political enemies who smeared his name.  

4. Slang. To defeat utterly; smash.   —  v.  intr. To be or become stained or dirtied.   
—  n.  1. A mark made by smearing; a spot or blot.  2. A substance to be spread 

on a surface.  3. Biology. A sample, as of blood or bacterial cells, spread on a slide 

for microscopic examination or on the surface of a culture medium.  4. An 

attempt to destroy a reputation; vilification or slander.  [Middle English smeren, 

to anoint, from Old English smerian.]

smear·case (smîrùk7sÙ) n.  Pennsylvania. See cottage cheese. See Regional 

note at gum band.  [Pennsylvania Dutch Schmierkees, from German 

Schmierkäse, a kind of spreadable cheese  : schmieren, to smear (from Middle 

High German smirwen, from Old High German) + Käse, cheese (from Middle 

High German kaese, from Old High German k7si, from Latin c7seus).]

smear test (smîr tHst) n.  See Pap smear. 



smear word (smîr wûrd) n.  An abusive or disparaging word or phrase 

directed against a person or group. 

smear·y (smîrùK) adj.  smear·i·er, smear·i·est. 1. Having been smeared.  

2. Tending to smear or soil.   —smearùi·ness n. 

smeg·ma (smHgùmN) n.  A sebaceous secretion, especially the cheesy secretion 

that collects under the prepuce or around the clitoris.  [Latin, detergent, from 

Greek smKgma, from smKkhein, to wash off.]

smell (smHl) v.  smelled or smelt (smHlt), smell·ing, smells.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

perceive the scent of (something) by means of the olfactory nerves.  2. To sense 

the presence of by or as if by the olfactory nerves; detect or discover:  We smelled 

trouble ahead. The select committee was supposed to smell out corruption in law 

enforcement.   —  v.  intr. 1. To use the sense of smell; perceive the scent of some-

thing.  2. To have or emit an odor: “The breeze smelled exactly like Vouvray—flow-

ery, with a hint of mothballs underneath” (Anne Tyler).  3. To be suggestive; have a 

touch of something:  a cave that smells of terror.  4. To have or emit an unpleasant 

odor; stink:  This closet smells.  5. To appear to be dishonest; suggest evil or cor-

ruption.   —  n.  1. The sense by which odors are perceived; the olfactory sense.  

2. That quality of something that may be perceived by the olfactory sense.  3. The 

act or an instance of smelling.  4. A distinctive enveloping or characterizing qual-

ity; an aura or a trace:  the smell of success.   —idiom. smell a rat. Slang. To sus-

pect that something is wrong.  [Middle English smellen.]

SYNONYMS: smell, aroma, odor, scent. The central meaning shared by these

nouns is “a quality that can be perceived by the olfactory sense”: the smell of gas;

the aroma of frying onions; hospital odors; the scent of pine needles.

smell·ing salts (smHlùVng sôlts) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Any of var-

ious preparations of ammonium carbonate and perfume, sniffed as a restorative 

or stimulant especially to relieve faintness and headache. 

smell·y (smHlùK) adj.  smell·i·er, smell·i·est. Informal. Having a noticeable, 

usually unpleasant or offensive odor. 

smelt1 (smHlt) v.  smelt·ed, smelt·ing, smelts.  —  v.  tr. To melt or fuse 

(ores) in order to separate the metallic constituents.   —  v.  intr. To melt or fuse. 

Used of ores.  [Dutch, or Low German smelten from Middle Dutch, or Middle 

Low German; see mel-1 in Appendix.]

smelt2 (smHlt) n.  pl. smelts or smelt. Any of various small silvery marine and 

freshwater food fishes of the family Osmeridae, found in cold waters of the 

Northern Hemisphere, especially Osmerus mordax of North America and O. eper-

lanus of Europe.  [Middle English, from Old English. See mel-1 in Appendix.]

smelt3 (smHlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of smell. 



smelt·er (smHlùtNr) n.  1. a. An apparatus for smelting.  b.  Also smelt·er·y 
(smHlùtN-rK). pl. smelt·er·ies. An establishment for smelting.   2. One who is 

engaged in the smelting industry. 

Sme·ta·na (smHtùn-N, smHùtä-nä), Bedvich. 1824-1884.  Czechoslovakian com-

poser whose works include the opera The Bartered Bride (1866) and the cycle of 

tone poems My Country (1879). 

Smeth·wick (smHthùVk)  A borough of central England, an industrial suburb of 

Birmingham. Population, 309,900. 

smew (smyu) n.  A small Old World merganser (Mergus albellus), the male of 

which has white and black plumage and a white crest.  [Origin unknown.]

Smi·bert (smXùbNrt), John. 1688-1751.  Scottish-born American painter known 

for his portraits of colonists and for designing Faneuil Hall in Boston (1742). 

smid·gen also smid·geon  or smid·gin (smVjùNn) n.  A very small quantity or 

portion; a bit or mite: “a smidgen of genius, a sliver of cutting truth” (John Simon).  

[Probably alteration of dialectal smitch, particle, perhaps ultimately from Middle 

English smite, perhaps from past participle of smiten, to smite. See SMITE.]

smi·lax (smXùl4ksÙ) n.  1.  See catbrier.  2. A slender vine (Asparagus aspara-

goides) that has glossy foliage and is popular as a floral decoration.  [Latin smXlax, 

bindweed, from Greek smilax.]

smile (smXl) n.  1. A facial expression characterized by an upward curving of the 

corners of the mouth and indicating pleasure, amusement, or derision.  2. A 

pleasant or favorable disposition or aspect.   —  v.  smiled, smil·ing, smiles.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To have or form a smile.  2. a. To look with favor or approval:  For-

tune smiled on our efforts.  b. To express cheerful acceptance or equanimity:  We 

smiled at the bad weather and kept going.    —  v.  tr. 1. To express with a smile:  

Grandmother smiled her consent.  2. To effect or accomplish with or as if with a 

smile.  [From Middle English smilen, to smile, probably of Scandinavian origin. 

See smei- in Appendix.] —smilùer n.  —smilùey, smilùy adj.  —smilùing·ly 
adv.  —smilùing·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: smile, grin, simper, smirk. These nouns denote facial expressions,

as those indicating amusement, in which the mouth is curved upward slightly at

the corners. Smile is the most general, since it can cover a wide range of feeling,

from affection to malice: “She met his eye with her sweet hospitable smile” (Henry

James). “Tom saw a smile of contempt pass over the young curate’s features” (Henry

Kingsley). A grin is a broad smile that exposes the teeth; often it is a spontaneous

expression of mirth, good humor, approval, or triumph: “And he owned with a

grin,/That his favorite sin/Is pride that apes humility” (Robert Southey). A simper

is a silly, self-conscious, often coy smile: The model looked at her reflection in the

mirror with an idiotic simper. A smirk is an affected smile that often expresses an

offensive smugness: The old libertine looked with a knowing smirk at the beautiful



young woman.

smi·lo·don (smXùlN-dmnÙ) n.  Any of the large saber-toothed tigers of the genus 

Smilodon, widely distributed during the Pleistocene Epoch.  [New Latin 

smilodon : Greek smilK, knife + -ODON.]

smirch (smûrch) v.  tr. smirched, smirch·ing, smirch·es. 1. To soil, stain, or 

dirty with or as if with a smearing agent: “their tough, hostile faces, smirched by the 

grime and rust” (Henry Roth).  2. To dishonor; defame.   —  n.  Something, such 

as a blot, smear, or stain, that smirches.  [Middle English smorchen.]

smirk (smûrk) v.  intr. smirked, smirk·ing, smirks. To smile in an affected, 

often offensively self-satisfied manner.   —  n.  An affected, often offensively self-

satisfied smile.  See Synonyms at smile.  [Middle English smirken, from Old 

English smercian, to smile. See smei- in Appendix.] —smirkùer n.  

—smirkùing·ly, smirkùi·ly adv.  —smirkùy adj. 

smite (smXt) v.  smote (smot), smit·ten (smVtùn)  or smote, smit·ing, 
smites.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To inflict a heavy blow on, with or as if with the hand, a 

tool, or a weapon.  b. To drive or strike (a weapon, for example) forcefully onto 

or into something else.   2. To attack, damage, or destroy by or as if by blows.  

3. a. To afflict:  The population was smitten by the plague.  b. To afflict retribu-

tively; chasten or chastise.   4. To affect sharply with great feeling:  He was smitten 

by deep remorse.   —  v.  intr. To deal a blow with or as if with the hand or a hand-

held weapon.  [Middle English smiten, from Old English smXtan, to smear.] 
—smitùer n. 

smith (smVth) n.  1. A metalworker, especially one who works metal when it is 

hot and malleable. Often used in combination:  a silversmith; a goldsmith.  2. A 

blacksmith.  3. One who makes or works at something specified. Often used in 

combination:  a locksmith; a wordsmith.  [Middle English, from Old English.]

Smith (smVth), Adam. 1723-1790.  Scottish political economist and philoso-

pher. His Wealth of Nations (1776) laid the foundations of classical free-market 

economic theory. 

Smith (smVth), Alfred Emanuel. Known as “the Happy Warrior.” 1873-1944.  

American politician. He served as governor of New York (1919-1920 and 1923-

1928) and was defeated in the 1928 presidential election by Herbert Hoover. 

Smith (smVth), Bessie. 1894?-1937.  American singer who became a leading jazz 

and blues singer in the 1920’s and recorded with musicians such as Louis Arm-

strong and Benny Goodman. 

Smith (smVth), Charles Henry. Pen name Bill Arp. 1826-1903.  American 

writer known for his humorous articles and books, including Bill Arp, So Called 

(1866). 



Smith (smVth), Gerritt. 1797-1874.  American reformer and philanthropist who 

was active in the prohibition, woman suffrage, prison reform, and abolitionist 

movements. 

Smith (smVth), Hamilton Othanel. Born 1931.  American microbiologist. He 

shared a 1978 Nobel Prize for the discovery of restriction enzymes and their 

application to molecular genetics. 

Smith (smVth), Hannah Whitall. 1832-1911.  American evangelist, writer, and 

reformer who was a founder of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union 

(1874). 

Smith (smVth), Ian. Born 1919.  Zimbabwean politician who unilaterally 

declared independence from Great Britain for the former colony of Rhodesia in 

1965. 

Smith (smVth), Jedediah Strong. 1799-1831.  American trader and explorer 

who opened a number of trade routes throughout the West. 

Smith (smVth), John. 1580?-1631.  English colonist, explorer, and writer whose 

maps and accounts of his explorations in Virginia and New England were invalu-

able to later explorers and colonists. 

Smith (smVth), Joseph. 1805-1844.  American religious leader. He founded 

(1830) the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and led his congregation 

westward from New York State to western Illinois, where he was murdered by an 

anti-Mormon mob. 

Smith (smVth), Julia Evelina. 1792-1886.  American suffragist. With her sister 

Abby Hadassah Smith (1797-1878) she became famous for refusing to pay 

taxes until she could vote. 

Smith (smVth), Kathryn Elizabeth. Known as “Kate.” 1909-1986.  American 

singer noted especially for her rendition of Irving Berlin’s “God Bless America,” 

first performed in 1938. 

Smith (smVth), Margaret Chase. Born 1897.  American politician who served 

as a U.S. representative (1940-1949) and senator (1949-1973) from Maine. 

Smith (smVth), Samuel. 1752-1839.  American Revolutionary soldier and politi-

cian. He was a U.S. representative (1793-1803 and 1816-1822) and senator (1803-

1815 and 1835-1838) from Maryland. 

Smith (smVth), Sophia. 1796-1870.  American educational philanthropist. Her 

fortune was bequeathed for the establishment of Smith College (opened 1875). 

Smith (smVth), Sydney. 1771-1845.  British religious leader and writer known 

for his witty polemics, especially his defense of the political emancipation of 

Catholics in England. 

Smith (smVth), Walter Bedell. 1895-1961.  American army officer who served 

as chief of staff to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower (1942-1946), ambassador to the 

Soviet Union (1946-1949), and director of the Central Intelligence Agency (1950-

1953). 



Smith (smVth), Walter Wellesley. Known as “Red.” 1905-1982.  American 

sportswriter. After 1954 he was the most widely syndicated columnist in the 

country. 

smith·er·eens (smVthÙN-rKnzù) pl.n.  Informal. Fragments or splintered pieces; 

bits:  The fragile dish broke into smithereens.  [From Irish Gaelic smidirXn, diminu-

tive of smiodar, small fragment.]

smith·er·y (smVthùN-rK) n.  pl. smith·er·ies. 1. The occupation or craft of a 

smith.  2.  See smithy. 
Smith·son (smVthùsNn), James. 1765-1829.  British chemist, mineralogist, and 

philanthropist. His gift to the United States helped establish (1846) the Smithso-

nian Institution. 

smith·son·ite (smVthùsN-nXtÙ) n.  A mineral, ZnCO3, sometimes used as a 

source of zinc.  [After James SMITHSON.]

Smith·town (smVthùtounÙ)  A community of southeast New York on northern 

Long Island north of Islip. It is mainly residential. Population, 25,638. 

smith·y (smVthùK, smVthùK) n.  pl. smith·ies. A blacksmith’s shop; a forge.  Also 

called smithery [Middle English, from Old Norse smidhja.]

smit·ten (smVtùn) v.  A past participle of smite. 
SMN abbr.  Seaman. 

smock (smmk) n.  A loose coatlike outer garment, often worn to protect the 

clothes while working.   —  v.  tr. smocked, smock·ing, smocks. 1. To clothe 

in a smock.  2. To decorate (fabric) with smocking.  [Middle English, woman’s 

undergarment, from Old English smoc.]

smock·ing (smmkùVng) n.  Needlework decoration of small, regularly spaced 

gathers stitched into a honeycomb pattern. 

smog (smmg, smôg) n.  1. Fog that has become mixed and polluted with smoke.  

2. A form of air pollution produced when sunlight causes hydrocarbons and 

nitrogen oxides from automotive emissions to combine in a photochemical reac-

tion.  [SM(OKE) + (F)OG
1.] —smogùgy adj.  —smogùless adj.  

WORD HISTORY: Smog is so much a part of modern, industrialized life that

it is difficult to realize that at one time neither smog nor the word for it existed.

The word, of course, followed the phenomenon perhaps by half a century, for air

pollution was noticed during the Industrial Revolution. The word smog is first

recorded in 1905 in a newspaper report of a meeting of the Public Health Con-

gress. Dr. H.A. des Vœux gave a paper entitled “Fog and Smoke,” in which, in the

words of the Daily Graphic of July 26, “he said it required no science to see that

there was something produced in great cities which was not found in the country,

and that was smoky fog, or what was known as ‘smog.’” The next day the Globe

remarked that “Dr. des Vœux did a public service in coining a new word for the

London fog.” Since Dr. des Vœux’s creation of this blend, much more has been



learned about the composition of smog; unfortunately, it is still with us.

smoke (smok) n.  1. The vaporous system made up of small particles of carbon-

aceous matter in the air, resulting mainly from the burning of organic material, 

such as wood or coal.  2. A suspension of fine solid or liquid particles in a gaseous 

medium.  3. A cloud of fine particles.  4. Something insubstantial, unreal, or 

transitory.  5. a. The act of smoking a form of tobacco:  went out for a smoke.  

b. The duration of this act.   6. Informal. Tobacco in a form that can be smoked, 

especially a cigarette:  money to buy smokes.  7. A substance used in warfare to 

produce a smoke screen.  8. Something used to conceal or obscure.  9. Color. A 

pale to grayish blue to bluish or dark gray.   —  v.  smoked, smok·ing, 
smokes.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To draw in and exhale smoke from a cigarette, cigar, 

or pipe:  It’s forbidden to smoke here.  b. To engage in smoking regularly or habit-

ually:  He smoked for years before stopping.   2. To emit smoke or a smokelike sub-

stance:  chimneys smoking in the cold air.  3. To emit smoke excessively:  The 

station wagon smoked even after the tune-up.  4. Slang. a. To go or proceed at high 

speed.  b. To play or perform energetically:  The band was really smoking in the 

second set.    —  v.  tr. 1. a. To draw in and exhale the smoke of (tobacco, for 

example):  I’ve never smoked a panatela.  b. To do so regularly or habitually:  I 

used to smoke filtered cigarettes.   2. To preserve (meat or fish) by exposure to the 

aromatic smoke of burning hardwood, usually after pickling in salt or brine.  

3. a. To fumigate (a house, for example).  b. To expose (animals, especially 

insects) to smoke in order to immobilize or drive away.   4. To expose (glass) to 

smoke in order to darken or change its color.  5. Slang. To kill; murder.   
—phrasal verb. smoke out. 1. To force out of a place of hiding or conceal-

ment by or as if by the use of smoke.  2. To detect and bring to public view; 

expose or reveal:  smoke out a scandal.  [Middle English, from Old English smoca.] 
—smokùa·ble, smokeùa·ble adj. 

smoke bomb (smok bmm) n.  A bomb designed to give out thick smoke upon 

exploding, used especially to mark a target or to create a smoke screen. 

smoke detector (smok dV-tHkùtNr) n.  An alarm device that automatically 

detects the presence of smoke. 

smoke-filled room (smokùfVldÙ rum) n.  1. A room filled with smoke, espe-

cially tobacco smoke.  2. A place, especially a hotel room near a political or busi-

ness convention, where a group of influential people gather to negotiate or make 

deals in private:  Many party members were tired of having nominations decided in 

smoke-filled rooms. 

smoke·house (smokùhousÙ) n.  A structure in which meat or fish is cured with 

smoke. 

smoke·jump·er (smokùjƒmÙpNr) n.  A firefighter who drops by parachute into 

a forest fire. 



smoke·less (smokùlVs) adj.  1. Emitting or containing little or no smoke:  

smokeless factory stacks.  2. Free from the use of smoking tobacco or from the 

smoke generated by such use:  a smokeless society; a smokeless office setting. 

smokeless powder (smokùlVs pouùdNr) n.  A relatively smoke-free propel-

lant charge composed mainly of nitrocellulose, used in projectiles and small artil-

lery rockets. 

smokeless tobacco (smokùlVs tN-b4kùo) n.  1. Tobacco cut for chewing.  2.  
See snuff3 (n., sense 1a). 

smok·er (smoùkNr) n.  1. One who smokes tobacco.  2. A device, such as a stove, 

that emits smoke.  3. A smoking car.  4. An informal social gathering for men. 

smok·er’s cough (smoùkNrz kôf) n.  A rough, dry cough caused by excessive 

smoking of tobacco. 

smoke screen  or smoke·screen (smokùskrKnÙ) n.  1. A mass of dense artifi-

cial smoke used to conceal military areas or operations from an enemy.  2. An 

action or a statement used to conceal actual plans or intentions. 

smoke·stack (smokùst4kÙ) n.  A large chimney or vertical pipe through which 

combustion vapors, gases, and smoke are discharged.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or 

being firms, industries, or places involved in heavy manufacturing or in the pro-

cessing of materials:  smokestack industries such as steel and iron. 

smoke tree (smok trK) n.  Either of two deciduous plants, Cotinus obovatus, a 

tree of the southern United States, or C. coggygria, a shrub of Eurasia, having 

plumelike clusters of small yellowish flowers.  [From the resemblance of the 

flower clusters to puffs of smoke.]

Smok·ey (smoùkK) n.  Slang. A law-enforcement officer on highway patrol.  

[From the resemblance of some state troopers’ hats to that of Smokey the Bear, an 

animal who formerly warned against fires in U.S. Forest Service posters.]

smok·ing (smoùkVng) adj.  1. Engaging in the smoking of tobacco:  smoking pas-

sengers.  2. Designated or reserved for smokers:  the smoking section of a restau-

rant.  3. Of or relating to the use of tobacco:  corporate smoking policies. 

smoking car (smoùkVng kär) n.  A railroad car in which smoking is allowed; a 

smoker. 

smoking gun (smoùkVng gƒn) n.  Informal. Something that serves as indisput-

able evidence or proof, especially of a crime: “There is no smoking gun or paper 

trail to [the CIA]” (Thomas Polgar). 

smoking jacket (smoùkVng j4kùVt) n.  A man’s evening jacket, often made of a 

fine fabric, elaborately trimmed, and usually worn at home. 

smoking room (smoùkVng rum) n.  A room, as in a hotel or private club, set 

aside for smokers. 

smok·ing-room (smoùkXng-rumÙ, -rtmÙ) adj.  Marked by indecency; 

obscene:  smoking-room humor. 



smok·y (smoùkK) adj.  smok·i·er, smok·i·est. 1. Emitting smoke in profuse 

volume:  a smoky stove.  2. Mixed or filled with smoke:  smoky corridors.  

3. Resembling smoke:  a smoky haze.  4. Discolored or soiled with or as if with 

smoke: “The smoky Sicilian afternoon sun tinged the green landscape with red” 

(Mario Puzo).  5. Tasting of smoke:  smoky sausages.   —smokùi·ly adv.  

—smokùi·ness n. 

Smok·y Hill River (smoùkK hVl rVvùNr)  A river rising in eastern Colorado and 

flowing about 901 km (560 mi) eastward across central Kansas to join the Repub-

lican River and form the Kansas River. 

smoky quartz (smoùkK kwôrts) n.  A transparent or semitransparent brown or 

gray to nearly black variety of quartz, used as a gemstone.  Also called cairngorm 

Smoky River (smoùkK rVvùNr)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, of west-

central Alberta, Canada, flowing generally northward to the Peace River. 

smol·der also smoul·der (smolùdNr) v.  intr. smol·dered, smol·der·ing, 
smol·ders. 1. To burn with little smoke and no flame.  2. To exist in a sup-

pressed state:  Revolution smoldered in the masses.  3. To show signs of repressed 

anger or hatred.   —  n.  Thick smoke resulting from a slow fire.  [Middle English 

smolderen, to suffocate, from smolder, smoke, probably alteration of smorther, 

from Old English smorian, to smoke.]

Smo·lensk (smo-lHnskù, smN-)  A city of western Russia on the Dnieper River 

west-southwest of Moscow. First mentioned in the ninth century, it was burned 

by Napoleon’s troops in 1812. Population, 331,000. 

Smol·lett (smmlùVt), Tobias George. 1721-1771.  British writer known for his 

adventure novels, such as Roderick Random (1748) and Peregrine Pickle (1751). 

smolt (smolt) n.  A young salmon at the stage intermediate between the parr and 

the grilse, when it becomes covered with silvery scales and first migrates from 

fresh water to the sea.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin smoltus, probably of 

Old English origin.]

smooch (smuch) Slang. n.  A kiss.   —  v.  intr. smooched, smooch·ing, 
smooch·es. To kiss.  [Alteration of English dialectal smouch, perhaps imitative 

of the sound of a kiss.]

smooth (smuth) adj.  smooth·er, smooth·est. 1. Having a surface free 

from irregularities, roughness, or projections; even.  See Synonyms at level.  
2. Having a fine texture:  a smooth fabric.  3. Having an even consistency:  a 

smooth pudding.  4. Having an even or gentle motion or movement:  a smooth 

ride.  5. Having no obstructions or difficulties:  a smooth operation.  See Syn-

onyms at easy.  6. Serene:  a smooth temperament.  7. Bland:  a smooth wine.  

8. Ingratiatingly polite and agreeable.  See Synonyms at suave.  9. Having no 

grossness or coarseness in dress or manner.   —  v.  smoothed, smooth·ing, 
smoothes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make (something) even, level, or unwrinkled.  2. To 

rid of obstructions, hindrances, or difficulties.  3. To soothe or tranquilize; make 



calm.  4. To make less harsh or crude; refine.   —  v.  intr. To become smooth.   
—  n.  1. The act of smoothing.  2. A smooth surface or part.  [Middle English 

smothe, from Old English smoth.] —smoothùer n.  —smoothùly adv.  

—smoothùness n. 

smooth·bore also smooth bore (smuthùbôrù, -borù) adj.  Having no rifling 

within the barrel. Used of a firearm.   —  n.  A firearm having no rifling. 

smooth breathing (smuth brKùthVng) n.  1. The symbol (’) written over 

some initial vowels and diphthongs in ancient Greek to indicate that a word does 

not begin with the sound (h).  2. In ancient Greek, an initial vowel or diphthong 

not preceded by the sound (h). 

smooth collie (smuth kmlùK) n.  A collie similar to the rough collie but having 

a short, dense, flat coat. 

smooth dogfish (smuth dôgùfVshÙ) n.  Any of several dogfishes lacking a 

spine in front of the dorsal fin, especially a species (Mustelus canis) found abun-

dantly on the American Atlantic coast and often used in classrooms for dissection 

and study. 

smooth·en (smuùthNn) v.  tr. intr. smooth·ened, smooth·en·ing, 
smooth·ens. To make or become smooth. 

smooth fox terrier (smuth fmks tHrùK-Nr) n.  A small fox terrier of a breed 

developed in England, having a smooth white coat with patches of black or tan. 

smooth hound (smuth hound) n.  Any dogfish of the genus Mustelus, espe-

cially a smooth dogfish (M. mustelus) of southern Europe, found occasionally in 

American Atlantic waters. 

smooth·ie also smooth·y (smuùthK) n.  pl. smooth·ies. Slang. 1. A person 

regarded as being assured and artfully ingratiating in manner.  2. A smooth-

tongued person. 

smooth muscle (smuth mƒsùNl) n.  Muscle tissue that contracts without con-

scious control, having the form of thin layers or sheets made up of spindle-

shaped, unstriated cells with single nuclei and found in the walls of the internal 

organs, such as the stomach, intestine, bladder, and blood vessels, excluding the 

heart. 

smooth-tongued (smuthùtƒngdÙ) adj.  Speaking or spoken in an artfully 

suave manner; ingratiating.  See Synonyms at glib. 
smooth·y (smuùthK) n.  Slang. Variant of smoothie. 
smor·gas·bord (smôrùgNs-bôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A buffet meal featuring a var-

ied number of dishes.  2. A varied collection: “a smorgasbord of fashionable para-

normal beliefs” (Martin Gardner).  [Swedish smörgåsbord : smörgås, bread and 

butter (smör, butter from Old Norse + Swedish dialectal gås, lump of butter from 

Old Norse g7s, goose); see GOSLING + bord, table (from Old Norse bordh).]

smote (smot) v.  Past tense and a past participle of smite. 



smoth·er (smƒthùNr) v.  smoth·ered, smoth·er·ing, smoth·ers.  —  v.  tr. 

1. a. To suffocate (another).  b. To deprive (a fire) of the oxygen necessary for 

combustion.   2. To conceal, suppress, or hide:  Management smothered the true 

facts of the case. We smothered our indignation and pressed onward.  3. To cover (a 

foodstuff) thickly with another foodstuff:  smother chicken in sauce.  4. To lavish a 

surfeit of a given emotion on (someone):  The grandparents smothered the child 

with affection.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To suffocate.  b. To be extinguished.   2. To be 

concealed or suppressed.  3. To be surfeited with an emotion.   —  n.  Something, 

such as a dense cloud of smoke or dust, that smothers or tends to smother.  [Mid-

dle English smotheren, from smorther, dense smoke. See SMOLDER.]

smoth·er·y (smƒthùN-rK) adj.  Upper Southern U.S. Confined. Used of a place: 

“Other places do seem so cramped up and smothery, but a raft don’t” (Mark Twain). 

smoul·der (smolùdNr) v.  & n.   Variant of smolder. 
SMSA abbr.  Standard metropolitan statistical area. 

S.M.Sgt.  or SMSGT abbr.  Senior master sergeant. 

smudge (smƒj) v.  smudged, smudg·ing, smudg·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make 

dirty, especially in one small area.  2. To smear or blur (something).  3. To fill (an 

orchard or another planted area) with dense smoke from a smudge pot in order 

to prevent damage from insects or frost.   —  v.  intr. 1. To smear something as 

with dirt, soot, or ink.  2. To become smudged:  Photo negatives smudge easily.   
—  n.  1. A blotch or smear.  2. A smoky fire used as a protection against insects 

or frost.  [Middle English smogen.] —smudgùi·ly adv.  —smudgùi·ness n.  

—smudgùy adj. 

smudge pot (smƒj pmt) n.  A receptacle in which oil or another smoky fuel is 

burned to protect an orchard from insects or frost. 

smug (smƒg) adj.  smug·ger, smug·gest. Exhibiting or feeling great or offen-

sive satisfaction with oneself or with one’s situation; self-righteously complacent: 

“the smug look of a toad breakfasting on fat marsh flies” (William Pearson).  [Per-

haps akin to Low German smuck, neat, from Middle Low German, from smucken, 

to adorn.] —smugùly adv.  —smugùness n. 

smug·gle (smƒgùNl) v.  smug·gled, smug·gling, smug·gles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

import or export without paying lawful customs charges or duties.  2. To bring in 

or take out illicitly or by stealth.   —  v.  intr. To engage in smuggling.  [Probably 

Low German smukkeln, smuggeln, or Middle Dutch smokkelen.] —smugùgler n. 

smut (smƒt) n.  1. a. A particle of dirt.  b. A smudge made by soot, smoke, or 

dirt.   2. a. Obscenity in speech or writing.  b. Pornography.   3. a. Any of vari-

ous plant diseases, especially of cereal grasses, caused by parasitic fungi of the 

order Ustilaginales that form black, powdery masses of spores on the affected 

parts.  b. A fungus causing such a disease.    —  v.  smut·ted, smut·ting, 
smuts.  —  v.  tr. 1. To blacken or smudge, as with smoke or grime.  2. To affect 

(a plant) with smut.  3. To free (grain, for example) from smut.  4. To make 



obscene.   —  v.  intr. 1. To emit smut.  2. To be or become blackened or 

smudged.  3. To become affected with smut, as a plant.  [From Middle English 

smotten, smutten, to defile.] —smutùti·ly adv.  —smutùti·ness n.  —smutùty 
adj. 

smutch (smƒch) v.  tr. smutched, smutch·ing, smutch·es. To soil or stain.   
—  n.  A stain or spot of dirt.  [Perhaps alteration of SMUDGE.] —smutchùy adj. 

Smuts (smƒts, smœts), Jan Christiaan. 1870-1950.  South African soldier and 

politician. He was a Boer commander in the South African War (1899-1902) and 

prime minister of the Union of South Africa (1919-1924 and 1939-1948). 

SMV abbr.  Slow-moving vehicle. 

Smyr·na (smûrùnN)  1. A city of northwest Georgia, a residential suburb of 

Atlanta. Population, 30,981.  2.  See Izmir. 
Smyth (smVth, smXth), Dame Ethel Mary. 1858-1944.  British composer and 

writer whose March of the Women (1911) served as an anthem for the suffrage 

movement in England. 

Sn  The symbol for the element tin (n., sense 1). [From Late Latin stannum, tin. 

See STANNIC.]

s.n. abbr.  Latin. Sine nomine (without name). 

snack (sn4k) n.  1. A hurried or light meal.  2. Food eaten between meals.   —  v.  

intr. snacked, snack·ing, snacks. To eat a hurried or light meal.  [Middle 

English snak, variant of snacche, trap, bite, from snacchen, to snap. See SNATCH.] 
—snackùer n. 

snack bar (sn4k bär) n.  A lunch counter or small restaurant where light meals 

are served. 

snaf·fle (sn4fùNl) n.  A bit for a horse, consisting of two bars jointed at the cen-

ter.   —  v.  tr. snaf·fled, snaf·fling, snaf·fles. To put on or control with a 

snaffle.  [Origin unknown.]

sna·fu (sn4-fuù) Slang. n.  pl. sna·fus. A chaotic or confused situation.   —  
adj.  In a state of confusion or chaos.   —  v.  tr. sna·fued, sna·fu·ing, sna·fus. 
To make confused or chaotic.  [s(ituation) n(ormal), a(ll) f(ucked) u(p).]

snag (sn4g) n.  1. A rough, sharp, or jagged protuberance, as: a. A tree or a part 

of a tree that protrudes above the surface in a body of water.  Also called sawyer 

See Regional note at preacher.  b. A snaggletooth.   2. A break, pull, or tear in 

fabric.  3. An unforeseen or hidden obstacle.  See Synonyms at obstacle.  4. A 

short or imperfectly developed branch of a deer’s antler.   —  v.  snagged, 
snag·ging, snags.  —  v.  tr. 1. To tear, break, hinder, or destroy by or as if by a 

snag:  snagged a stocking on a splinter.  2. Informal. To catch unexpectedly and 

quickly:  snagged a bargain.  3. To free of snags:  snagged the river.  4. Missouri. To 

catch (fish): “We violate all speed limits... to catch the opening of the annual paddle-

fish snagging season” (John Hoey).   —  v.  intr. To be damaged by a snag:  His 

sweater snagged on a tree branch.  [Of Scandinavian origin.] —snagùgy adj. 



snag·gle·tooth (sn4gùNl-tuthÙ) n.  A tooth that is broken or not in alignment 

with the others.  [From SNAG + TOOTH.] —snagùgle·toothedÙ adj. 

snail (sn7l) n.  1. Any of numerous aquatic or terrestrial mollusks of the class 

Gastropoda, typically having a spirally coiled shell, broad retractile foot, and dis-

tinct head.  2. A slow-moving, lazy, or sluggish person.  [Middle English, from 

Old English snægl.]

snail bore (sn7l bôr) n.  A gastropod mollusk (Urosalpinx cinerea) that injures 

oysters by boring into their shells. 

snail darter (sn7l därùtNr) n.  A small snail-eating darter (Percina tanasi) that 

formerly was found only in the Little Tennessee River. It was thought to have 

become extinct after construction of a dam, but later was discovered in several 

other Tennessee streams. 

snail fever (sn7l fKùvNr) n.  See schistosomiasis. 
snail kite (sn7l kXt) n.  A kite (Rostrhamus sociabilis) of the warm parts of North 

and South America that usually travels in small flocks preying on snails. 

snail-paced (sn7lùp7stÙ) adj.  Moving with extreme slowness. 

snake (sn7k) n.  1. Any of numerous scaly, legless, sometimes venomous reptiles 

of the suborder Serpentes or Ophidia (order Squamata), having a long, tapering, 

cylindrical body and found in most tropical and temperate regions.  2. A treach-

erous person.  Also called snake in the grass 3. A long, highly flexible metal wire or 

coil used for cleaning drains.  Also called plumber’s snake 4. Economics. A fixing 

of the value of currencies to each other within defined parameters, which when 

graphed visually shows these currencies remaining parallel in value to each other 

as a unit despite fluctuations with other currencies.   —  v.  snaked, snak·ing, 
snakes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To drag or pull lengthwise, especially to drag with a rope or 

chain.  2. To pull with quick jerks.  3. To move in a sinuous or gliding manner:  

tried to snake the rope along the ledge.   —  v.  intr. To move with a sinuous motion:  

The river snakes through the valley.  [Middle English, from Old English snaca.]

Snake1 (sn7k) n.  pl. Snake or Snakes. See Shoshone (n., sense 1a). 

Snake2 (sn7k) n.  See Hydra (n., sense 2). 

snake·bird (sn7kùbûrdÙ) n.  See anhinga. 
snake·bite (sn7kùbXtÙ) n.  1. The bite of a snake.  2. Poisoning resulting from 

the bite of a venomous snake. 

snake charmer (sn7k chärùmNr) n.  One who uses rhythmic music and body 

movements to control snakes. 

snake dance (sn7k d4ns) n.  1. A ceremonial dance of the Hopi in which the 

dancers traditionally carry live snakes in their mouths.  2. A procession of people 

who join hands and move forward in a zigzag line. 

snake doctor (sn7k dmkùtNr) n.  1. Chiefly Southern U.S. See dragonfly. See 

Regional note at dragonfly.  2.  See hellgrammite. 



snake eggplant (sn7k Hgùpl4ntÙ) n.  A variety of eggplant having long, slen-

der fruits that are curled at one end. 

snake eyes (sn7k Xz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). Games. A throw of two dice 

that turns up one spot on each. 

snake feeder (sn7k fKùdNr) n.  Midland U.S. See dragonfly. See Regional 

note at dragonfly. 
snake fence (sn7k fHns) n.  See worm fence. 
snake·fish (sn7kùfVshÙ) n.  pl. snakefish or snake·fish·es. Any of several 

fishes having some resemblance to a snake, especially the lizardfish Trachinoceph-

alus myops of the eastern Atlantic and western Pacific. 

snake·head (sn7kùhHdÙ) n.  Botany. See turtlehead. 
snake in the grass (sn7k Vn thK gr4s) n.  pl. snakes in the grass. See 

snake (n., sense 2). 

snake·mouth (sn7kùmouthÙ) n.  A North American orchid (Pogonia ophioglos-

soides) having a solitary rose-purple flower with a fringed lip. 

snake oil (sn7k oil) n.  1. A worthless preparation fraudulently peddled as a 

cure for many ills.  2. Speech or writing intended to deceive; humbug. 

snake pit (sn7k pVt) n.  Slang. 1. A place of disorder and chaos.  2. A mental 

health facility. 

snake plant (sn7k pl4nt) n.  A stemless plant (Sansevieria trifasciata) having 

narrow, rigid, often mottled leaves and widely cultivated as a houseplant. 

Snake River (sn7k rVvùNr)  A river of the northwest United States rising in 

northwest Wyoming and flowing about 1,670 km (1,038 mi) through southern 

Idaho, along the Oregon-Idaho and Idaho-Washington borders, and through 

southeast Washington to the Columbia River. Discovered in 1805 by the Lewis 

and Clark expedition, the river has spectacular deep gorges and is an important 

source of hydroelectric power. 

snake·root (sn7kùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  Any of various plants, such as black cohosh, 

rattlesnake master, sanicle, or wild ginger, having roots reputed to cure snakebite. 

snake·skin (sn7kùskVnÙ) n.  The skin of a snake, especially when prepared as 

leather. 

snake·stone (sn7kùstonÙ) n.  1. A small stone or piece of porous substance 

reputed to cure snakebite.  2.  See whetstone. 
snake·weed (sn7kùwKdÙ) n.  Any of various plants, such as bistort, reputed to 

have the power to cure snakebite. 

snak·y (sn7ùkK) adj.  snak·i·er, snak·i·est. 1. Relating to or characteristic of 

snakes.  2. Having the form or movement of a snake; serpentine.  3. Overrun 

with snakes.  4. Treacherous; sly.   —snakùi·ly adv.  —snakùi·ness n. 

snap (sn4p) v.  snapped, snap·ping, snaps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To make a brisk, 

sharp cracking sound: “Logs snapped in the grate” (James Fox).  2. To break sud-

denly with a brisk, sharp, cracking sound.  3. a. To give way abruptly under pres-



sure or tension:  With so many people crowding onto the platform, its supports 

snapped.  b. To suffer a physical or mental breakdown, especially while under 

stress:  feared that the troops would snap from constant fatigue.   4. To bring the 

jaws briskly together, often with a clicking sound; bite.  5. To snatch or grasp sud-

denly and with eagerness:  snap at a chance to go to China.  6. To speak abruptly or 

sharply:  snapped at the child.  7. To move swiftly and smartly:  snap to attention.  

See Synonyms at jerk1.  8. To flash or appear to flash light; sparkle:  eyes that 

snapped with anger.  9. To open, close, or fit together with a click:  The lock 

snapped shut. The jacket snaps in front.   —  v.  tr. 1. To snatch at with or as if with 

the teeth; bite.  2. To pull apart or break with a snapping sound.  3. To utter 

abruptly or sharply:  The sergeant snapped out a command.  4. a. To cause to emit 

a snapping sound:  snap a whip.  b. To close or latch with a snapping sound:  

snapped the purse shut.   5. To cause to move abruptly and smartly: “His head was 

snapped back by a sudden scream from the bed” (James Michener).  6. a. To take (a 

photograph).  b. To photograph:  snapped the governor as she was getting into her 

car.   7. Football. To center (a football); hike.   —  n.  1. A sudden, sharp cracking 

sound or the action producing such a sound.  2. A sudden breaking.  3. A clasp, 

catch, or other fastening device that operates with a snapping sound.  4. A sud-

den attempt to bite, snatch, or grasp.  5. a. The sound produced by rapid move-

ment of a finger from the thumb tip to the base of the thumb.  b. The act of 

producing this sound.   6. The sudden release of something held under pressure 

or tension.  7. A thin, crisp, usually circular cookie:  a ginger snap.  8. a. Capacity 

to make a snapping sound; elasticity:  This waistband has lost its snap.  

b. Informal. Briskness, liveliness, or energy.   9. A brief spell of brisk, cold 

weather.  10. Something accomplished without effort.  See Synonyms at 

breeze1.  11. a. A snapshot.  b. The taking of a snapshot.   12. A snap bean.  

13. Football. The passing of a football from the center to a back that initiates each 

play.  Also called hike  —  adj.  1. Made or done suddenly, with little or no prepa-

ration:  a snap decision.  2. Fastening with a snap:  snap pockets.  3. Informal. Sim-

ple; easy:  a snap assignment.   —  adv.  With a snap.   —phrasal verbs. snap 
back. To recover quickly.  snap up. To acquire quickly:  snapped up the introduc-

tory offer.   —idiom. snap out of it. Informal. To move quickly back to one’s 

normal condition from an undesirable condition, such as depression, grief, or 

self-pity.  [Probably from Middle English snappe, a quick bite, probably from 

Middle Low German, or Middle Dutch snappen, to seize, snap.]

snap bean (sn4p bKn) n.  A string bean cultivated for its crisp, edible pods. 

snap-brim (sn4pùbrVmÙ) n.  A hat having a flexible brim, usually turned down 

in front and up at the back. 

snap·drag·on (sn4pùdr4gÙNn) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Antirrhi-

num, especially the widely cultivated Mediterranean herb A. majus, having showy 



racemes of two-lipped, variously colored flowers.  [From the imagined resem-

blance of the flowers to the mouth of a dragon.]

snap·per (sn4pùNr) n.  1. One that snaps.  2. pl. snapper or snap·pers. Any of 

numerous widely distributed marine fishes of the family Lutjanidae (or Lutian-

idae), many of which are prized as food fishes, that are found chiefly in warm 

coastal waters of the Pacific and Atlantic.  3. A snapping turtle.  4.  See schnap-
per. 

snap·ping beetle (sn4pùVng bKtùl) n.  See click beetle. 
snapping turtle (sn4pùVng tûrùtl) n.  Any of several large freshwater turtles of 

the family Chelydridae of North, Central, and northern South America, having a 

rough shell and powerful hooked jaws that close with a snap, especially the com-

mon North American species Chelydra serpentina and the alligator snapping tur-

tle of the south-central United States. 

snap·pish (sn4pùVsh) adj.  1. Likely to snap or bite:  a snappish mongrel.  

2. Irritable and curt:  a snappish tone of voice; a snappish debating partner.   
—snapùpish·ly adv.  —snapùpish·ness n. 

snap·py (sn4pùK) adj.  snap·pi·er, snap·pi·est. 1. Informal. Lively or ener-

getic; brisk.  2. Informal. Smart or chic.  3. Snappish:  a snappy retort.   
—snapùpi·ly adv.  —snapùpi·ness n. 

snap roll (sn4p rol) n.  An aerial maneuver in which an aircraft is put through a 

sharp roll of 360˚ about its longitudinal axis. 

snap·shoot (sn4pùshutÙ) v.  tr. snap·shot (-shmtÙ), snap·shoot·ing, 
snap·shoots. To take a snapshot of.   —snapùshootÙer n. 

snap·shot (sn4pùshmtÙ) n.  1. A photograph taken with a small hand-held cam-

era.  2. An isolated observation:  a sociopolitical snapshot of the electorate. 

snare1 (snâr) n.  1. A trapping device, often consisting of a noose, used for cap-

turing birds and small mammals.  2. Something that serves to entangle the 

unwary.  3. A surgical instrument with a wire loop controlled by a mechanism in 

the handle, used to remove growths, such as tumors and polyps.   —  v.  tr. 

snared, snar·ing, snares. To trap with or as if with a snare.  See Synonyms at 

catch.  [Middle English, from Old English snearu, and from Old Norse snara.] 
—snarùer n. 

snare2 (snâr) n.  Music. 1. Any of the wires or cords stretched across the lower 

skin of a snare drum to increase reverberation.  2. A snare drum.  [Probably from 

Dutch snaar, string, from Middle Dutch sn7re.]

snare drum (snâr drƒm) n.  Music. A small double-headed drum having one or 

more wires or cords stretched across the bottom head to increase reverberation.  

Also called side drum 

snarl1 (snärl) v.  snarled, snarl·ing, snarls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To growl viciously 

while baring the teeth.  2. To speak angrily or threateningly.   —  v.  tr. To utter 

with anger or hostility:  snarled a retort.   —  n.  1. A vicious growl.  2. A vicious, 



hostile utterance.  [Frequentative of obsolete snar, perhaps from Dutch, or Low 

German snarren, to rattle probably of imitative origin.] —snarlùer n.  

—snarlùing·ly adv.  —snarlùy adj. 

snarl2 (snärl) n.  1. A tangled mass, as of hair or yarn.  2. A confused, compli-

cated, or tangled situation; a predicament.   —  v.  snarled, snarl·ing, snarls.  
—  v.  intr. To become tangled or confused.   —  v.  tr. 1. To tangle or knot (hair, 

for example).  2. To confuse; complicate.  [Middle English snarle, trap, probably 

diminutive of snare. See SNARE
1.] —snarlùer n.  —snarlùy adj. 

snatch (sn4ch) v.  snatched, snatch·ing, snatch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To grasp 

or seize hastily, eagerly, or suddenly.  b. Sports. To raise (a weight) in one quick, 

uninterrupted motion from the floor to a position over the lifter’s head.   2. To 

grasp or seize illicitly.   —  v.  intr. To make grasping or seizing motions:  snatched 

at the lamp cord.   —  n.  1. The act of snatching; a quick grasp or grab.  2. A brief 

period of time: “At the end we preferred to travel all night,/Sleeping in snatches” 

(T.S. Eliot).  3. A small amount; a bit or fragment:  a snatch of dialogue.  4. Slang. 

A kidnapping.  5. Sports. A lift in weightlifting in which the weight is raised in 

one uninterrupted motion from the floor to a position over the lifter’s head.  

[Middle English snacchen.] —snatchùer n. 

snatch block (sn4ch blmk) n.  Nautical. A block that can be opened on one side 

to receive the looped part of a rope. 

snatch·y (sn4chùK) adj.  snatch·i·er, snatch·i·est. Occurring in snatches; 

intermittent:  a snatchy conversation. 

snaz·zy (sn4zùK) adj.  snaz·zi·er, snaz·zi·est. Slang. Fashionable or flashy.  

[Origin unknown.] —snazùzi·ness n. 

SNCC abbr.  Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 

Snead (snKd), Samuel Jackson. Known as “Sam.” Born 1912.  American golfer 

who won three Professional Golfers’ Association championships (1942, 1949, and 

1951) and three Masters tournaments (1949, 1952, and 1954). 

sneak (snKk) v.  sneaked also snuck (snƒk), sneak·ing, sneaks.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To go or move in a quiet, stealthy way.  2. To behave in a cowardly or servile 

manner.   —  v.  tr. To move, give, take, or put in a quiet, stealthy manner:  sneak 

candy into one’s mouth; sneaked a look at the grade sheet.   —  n.  1. A person 

regarded as stealthy, cowardly, or underhand.  2. An instance of sneaking; a quiet, 

stealthy movement.  3. Informal. A sneaker.   —  adj.  1. Carried out in a clandes-

tine manner:  sneak preparations for war.  2. Perpetrated without warning:  a 

sneak attack by terrorists.  [Probably akin to Middle English sniken, to creep, from 

Old English snXcan.]

USAGE NOTE: Snuck is an Americanism first introduced in the 19th century

as a nonstandard regional variant of sneaked. But widespread use of snuck has

become more common with every generation. It is now used by educated speakers



in all regions, and there is some evidence to suggest that it is more frequent among

younger speakers than sneaked is. Formal written English is naturally and properly

more conservative than other varieties, of course, and here snuck still meets with

much resistance. Many writers and editors have a lingering unease about the form,

particularly if they recall its nonstandard origins. In fact, our consolidated cita-

tions, exhibiting almost 10,000 instances of sneaked and snuck, indicate that

sneaked is preferred by a factor of 7 to 2. And 67 percent of the Usage Panel dis-

approves of snuck. Nevertheless, in recent years snuck has been quietly establishing

itself in formal writing. An electronic search of a wide range of reputable publi-

cations turns up hundreds of citations for snuck, not just in sports writing but in

news columns and commentary: “He ran up huge hotel bills and then snuck out

without paying” (George Stade). “In the dressing room beforehand, while the NBC

technician was making me up, Jesse Jackson snuck up behind me and began playfully

powdering my face” (Bruce Babbitt). “Raisa Gorbachev snuck away yesterday after-

noon for a 65-minute helter-skelter tour of San Francisco” (San Francisco Chroni-

cle). “The Reagan administration snuck in some illegal military assistance before

that” (New Republic). Our citation files also contain a number of occurrences of

snuck in serious fiction: “He had snuck away from camp with a cabinmate” (Anne

Tyler). “I ducked down behind the paperbacks and snuck out” (Garrison Keillor).

sneak·er (snKùkNr) n.  A sports shoe usually made of canvas and having soft 

rubber soles.  Also called tennis shoe 

sneak·ing (snKùkVng) adj.  1. Acting in a stealthy, furtive way.  2. Unavowed; 

secret.  3. Gradually growing or persistent:  a sneaking hunch.   —sneakùing·ly 
adv. 

sneak preview (snKk prKùvyuÙ) n.  A single public showing of a movie before 

its general release. 

sneak thief (snKk thKf) n.  One who steals without breaking into buildings or 

using violence. 

sneak·y (snKùkK) adj.  sneak·i·er, sneak·i·est. Furtive; surreptitious.   
—sneakùi·ly adv.  —sneakùi·ness n. 

sneer (snîr) n.  1. A scornful facial expression characterized by a slight raising of 

one corner of the upper lip.  2. A contemptuous facial expression, sound, or 

statement.   —  v.  sneered, sneer·ing, sneers.  —  v.  tr. To utter with a sneer 

or in a sneering manner.   —  v.  intr. 1. To assume a scornful, contemptuous, or 

derisive facial expression.  2. To speak in a scornful, contemptuous, or derisive 

manner.  [From Middle English sneren, to mock, alteration of Old English 

fn<ran, to breathe heavily. See pneu- in Appendix.] —sneerùer n.  —sneerù-
ful, sneerùy adj.  —sneerùing·ly adv. 

sneeze (snKz) v.  intr. sneezed, sneez·ing, sneez·es. To expel air forcibly 

from the mouth and nose in an explosive, spasmodic involuntary action resulting 



chiefly from irritation of the nasal mucous membrane.   —  n.  An instance or the 

sound of sneezing.   —phrasal verb. sneeze at. Slang. To treat as unimpor-

tant:  These deficits are nothing to sneeze at.  [Middle English snesen, probably 

alteration (perhaps influenced by snorten, to snort,, and snoren, snore ), of nesen, 

alteration of fnesen, from Old English fnKosan. See pneu- in Appendix.] 
—sneezùer n.  —sneezùy adj. 

sneeze·weed (snKzùwKdÙ) n.  1. Any of several New World herbs of the genus 

Helenium of the composite family, having yellow to red-purple rayed flower 

heads.  2.  See sneezewort. 
sneeze·wort (snKzùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  A Eurasian herb (Achillea ptarmica) of 

the composite family, having aromatic, linear, finely serrate leaves and clusters of 

white flower heads grouped in corymbs.  Also called sneezeweed 

Snef·fels (snHfùNlz), Mount. A peak, 4,315.8 m (14,150 ft) high, in the San 

Juan Mountains of southwest Colorado. 

snell (snHl) n.  A length of fine threadlike material, such as monofilament or gut, 

that connects a fishhook to a heavier line; a length of leader.  [Origin unknown.]

Snell (snHl), George. Born 1903.  American geneticist. He shared a 1980 Nobel 

Prize for discoveries concerning the relationship of cell structure to organ trans-

plants and diseases. 

Snel·len chart (snHlùNn chärt) n.  A chart for testing visual acuity, usually con-

sisting of letters, numbers, or pictures printed in lines of decreasing size which a 

patient is asked to read or identify at a fixed distance.  [After Herman Snellen 

(1834-1908), Dutch ophthalmologist.]

Snellen test (snHlùNn tHst) n.  A test for visual acuity using a Snellen chart. 

SNG abbr.  1. Substitute natural gas.  2. Synthetic natural gas. 

snib (snVb) v.  tr. snibbed, snib·bing, snibs. Chiefly British. To latch (a door or 

window): “[The] window is snibbed on the inner side” (Arthur Conan Doyle).  

[Origin unknown.]

snick (snVk) v.  snicked, snick·ing, snicks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut with short 

strokes; snip:  snicked off a corner of the material.  2. To make a small cut in; nick.  

3. To cause (something) to click:  I snicked the door shut.   —  v.  intr. 1. To snip:  

snicked with the shears.  2. To make a nick or nicks.  3. To click:  The latch snicked 

open.   —  n.  1. A cut made by snicking.  2. A clicking sound: “I heard a little 

snick and a flashlight came on” (Anthony Hyde).  [Origin unknown.]

snick·er (snVkùNr) v.  intr. snick·ered, snick·er·ing, snick·ers. To utter a partly 

stifled laugh: “I have seen the eternal Footman hold my coat, and snicker” (T.S. 

Eliot).   —  n.  A snide, slightly stifled laugh.  [Perhaps imitative.] —snick-
ùer·ing·ly adv. 

snick·er·snee (snVkùNr-snKÙ) n.  1. A knife resembling a sword.  2. Archaic. The 

act of fighting with knives.  [Alteration of obsolete stick or snee, to cut and thrust 

in fighting with a knife, from Dutch steken of snijden : steken, to stab (from Mid-



dle Dutch); see steig- in Appendix + of, or (from Middle Dutch) + snijden, to cut 

(from Middle Dutch sniden).]

snide (snXd) adj.  snid·er, snid·est. Derogatory in a malicious, superior way; 

sarcastic.  [Origin unknown.] —snideùly adv.  —snideùness n. 

sniff (snVf) v.  sniffed, sniff·ing, sniffs.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To inhale a short, 

audible breath through the nose, as in smelling something.  b. To sniffle.   2. To 

use the sense of smell, as in savoring or investigating:  sniffed at the jar to see what 

it held.  3. To regard something in a contemptuous or dismissive manner:  The 

critics sniffed at the adaptation of the novel to film.  4. Informal. To pry; snoop:  

The reporters came sniffing around for more details.   —  v.  tr. 1. To inhale forcibly 

through the nose:  sniffed the cool morning air.  2. To smell, as in savoring or 

investigating:  sniffed the lilacs; sniffed the breeze for traces of smoke.  3. To perceive 

or detect by or as if by sniffing:  dogs that sniffed out the trail through the snow; 

sniffed trouble ahead.  4. To utter in a contemptuous or haughty manner:  The 

countess sniffed her disapproval.   —  n.  1. An instance or the sound of sniffing.  

2. Something sniffed or perceived by or as if by sniffing; a whiff:  a sniff of per-

fume; a sniff of scandal.  [Middle English sniffen, probably of Scandinavian ori-

gin.] —sniffùa·ble adj.  —sniffùer n. 

sniff dog (snVf dôg) n.  A dog specially trained to locate illicit drugs or explo-

sives by using its sense of smell. 

snif·fle (snVfùNl) v.  intr. snif·fled, snif·fling, snif·fles. 1. To breathe audibly 

through a runny or congested nose.  2. To weep or whimper lightly with spas-

modic congestion of the nose.   —  n.  1. The act or sound of sniffling.  

2. sniffles. A condition, such as a head cold, accompanied by congestion of the 

nose. Used with the.  [Frequentative of SNIFF.] —snifùfler n.  —snifùfly (snVfùN-

lK, snVfùlK) adj. 

sniff·y (snVfùK) adj.  sniff·i·er, sniff·i·est. Informal. Disposed to showing arro-

gance or contempt; haughty.   —sniffùi·ly adv.  —sniffùi·ness n. 

snif·ter (snVfùtNr) n.  1. A pear-shaped goblet with a narrow top, used especially 

in serving brandy.  2. Slang. A small portion of liquor.  [From Middle English 

snifteren, to sniff, perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]

snig·ger (snVgùNr) n.  A snicker.   —  v.  intr. snig·gered, snig·ger·ing, 
snig·gers. To snicker.  [Perhaps alteration of SNICKER.]

snip (snVp) v.  snipped, snip·ping, snips.  —  v.  tr. To cut, clip, or separate 

(something) with short, quick strokes.   —  v.  intr. To cut or clip with short, quick 

strokes.   —  n.  1. An instance of snipping or the sound produced by snipping.  

2. a. A small cut made with scissors or shears.  b. A small piece cut or clipped off.  

c. A bit or scrap:  snips of information about the upcoming merger.   3. Informal. 

a. One that is small or slight in size or stature.  b. A person regarded as imperti-

nent or mischievous.   4. snips. (used with a sing. or pl. verb). Hand shears used 



in cutting sheet metal.  5. Slang. Something easily accomplished.  [Dutch, or Low 

German snippen.]

snipe (snXp) n.  1. pl. snipe or snipes. a. Any of various long-billed shore birds 

of the genus Gallinago or Capella, related to the woodcocks and sandpipers, espe-

cially the common, widely distributed species G. gallinago or C. gallinago.  b. Any 

of various similar or related birds.   2. A shot, especially a gunshot, from a con-

cealed place.   —  v.  intr. sniped, snip·ing, snipes. 1. To shoot at individuals 

from a concealed place.  2. To shoot snipe.  3. To make malicious, underhand 

remarks or attacks.  [Middle English, probably from Old Norse -snXpa, as in 

m«risnXpa, marsh snipe.]

snipe·fish (snXpùfVshÙ) n.  pl. snipefish or snipe·fish·es. Any of various small 

marine fishes of the family Macrorhamphosidae, found in tropical and temperate 

regions and characterized by a long snout and a very long spine extending from 

the dorsal fin backward toward the tail. 

snip·er (snXùpNr) n.  1. A skilled military shooter detailed to spot and pick off 

enemy soldiers from a concealed place.  2. One who shoots at other people from 

a concealed place. 

snip·pet (snVpùVt) n.  1. A bit, scrap, or morsel: “sparkling black bass... strewn 

with snippets of coriander and basil” (Gael Greene).  2. Informal. A small or mis-

chievous person. 

snip·pet·y (snVpùV-tK) adj.  snip·pet·i·er, snip·pet·i·est. 1. Made up of snip-

pets.  2. Informal. Snippy; impertinent. 

snip·py (snVpùK) adj.  snip·pi·er, snip·pi·est. Informal. 1. Sharp-tongued; 

impertinent.  2. Occurring in pieces; fragmentary:  a snippy account of the inci-

dent. 

snit (snVt) n.  Informal. A state of agitation or irritation.  [Origin unknown.]

snitch (snVch) Slang. v.  snitched, snitch·ing, snitch·es.  —  v.  tr. To steal 

(something, usually something of little value); pilfer.  See Synonyms at steal.   
—  v.  intr. To turn informer:  He snitched on his comrades.   —  n.  1. A thief.  

2. An informer.  [Origin unknown.] —snitchùer n. 

sniv·el (snVvùNl) v.  intr. sniv·eled or sniv·elled, sniv·el·ing or sniv·el·ling, 
sniv·els or sniv·els. 1. To sniffle.  2. To complain or whine tearfully.  3. To run 

at the nose.   —  n.  1. The act of sniffling or sniveling.  2. Nasal mucus.  [Middle 

English snivelen, from Old English *snyflan.] —snivùel·er n. 

snob (snmb) n.  1. One who overtly imitates, obsequiously admires, and offen-

sively seeks to associate only with those one regards as one’s superiors and who 

tends to rebuff or ignore altogether those one regards as one’s inferiors: “A snob is 

someone who judges all things, from shoes and dinner parties to love and beauty, 

according to their social rating” (Tom Wolfe).  2. One who affects an offensive air 

of self-satisfied superiority in matters of taste or intellect.  [Earlier snob, cobbler, 

lower-class person, person who aspires to social prominence.] —snobùby adj.  



WORD HISTORY: Snobs look down at their inferiors, but at one time snobs

looked up at their betters. The word snob, the ultimate origins of which are un-

certain, is first found in 1781 in the sense “shoemaker, cobbler,” a regional and

informal usage. The word is recorded around 1796 in a slang usage particular to

Cambridge University, “a townsman as opposed to a gownsman.” Both senses may

have fed into the sense first found in 1831, “a member of the ordinary or lower

classes.” Along with this sense went another (1838), “a person without proper

breeding or taste.” From these two senses arose the sense first recorded in 1848,

“a person who looks up to his or her social betters and tries to copy or associate

with them.” We can see how this sense could blend into the other familiar sense,

“one who looks down on those considered inferior” (1911).

snob appeal (snmb N-pKlù) n.  Qualities that seem to substantiate social or 

intellectual pretensions. 

snob·ber·y (snmbùN-rK) n.  pl. snob·ber·ies. Snobbish behavior or an instance 

of it. 

snob·bish (snmbùVsh) adj.  Of, befitting, or resembling a snob; pretentious.   
—snobùbish·ly adv.  —snobùbish·ness n. 

snob·bism (snmbùVzÙNm) n.  Snobbery. 

Sno-Cat (snoùc4tÙ)  A trademark used for an automotive vehicle with tractor 

treads for traveling over snow. 

snoek (snuk) n.  pl. snoek or snoeks. A large, small-scaled marine food fish 

(Thyristes atun) of the family Gempylidae, widely distributed in the Southern 

Hemisphere.  [Afrikaans, from Middle Dutch snoec.]

snol·ly·gos·ter (snmlùK-gmsÙtNr) n.  Slang. One, especially a politician, who is 

guided by personal advantage rather than by consistent, respectable principles.  

[Perhaps alteration of snallygaster, a mythical beast said to prey on poultry and 

children, perhaps from Pennsylvania Dutch schnelle geeschter : Middle High Ger-

man snKl, quick (from Old High German) + Middle High German geist, spirit 

(from Old High German).]

snood (snud) n.  1. A small netlike cap worn by women to keep the hair in 

place.  2. A headband or fillet.   —  v.  tr. snood·ed, snood·ing, snoods. To 

hold (the hair) in place with a snood.  [Middle English snod, headband, from Old 

English snod. See (s)nK- in Appendix.]

snook1 (sntk, snuk) n.  pl. snook or snooks. Any of several chiefly marine 

percoid fishes of the family Centropomidae, especially Centropomus undecimalis, 

a food and game fish of warm Atlantic waters.  Also called sergeant fish [Dutch 

snoek, pike, from Middle Dutch snoec.]

snook2 (sntk, snuk) n.  A gesture of derision or defiance.   —idiom. cock a 
snook. Chiefly British. To thumb one’s nose: “[The clock] is set wrong and hung 



crooked, as if to cock a snook at the importance of time” (Kevin Crossley-Holland).  

[Origin unknown.]

snook·er (sntkùNr) n.  Games. Pocket billiards played with 15 red balls and 6 

balls of other colors.   —  v.  tr. snook·ered, snook·er·ing, snook·ers. 
1. Slang. a. To lead (another) into a situation in which all possible choices are 

undesirable; trap.  b. To fool; dupe: “Snookered by a lot of malarkey about drilling 

costs, a Texas jury... added $3 billion of punitive damages” (New Republic).   

2. Games. To leave one’s opponent in the game of snooker unable to take a direct 

shot without striking a ball out of the required order.  [Origin unknown.]

snoop (snup) v.  intr. snooped, snoop·ing, snoops. To pry into the private 

affairs of others, especially by prowling about.   —  n.  One who snoops.  [Dutch 

snoepen, to eat on the sly.] —snoopùer n. 

snoop·y (snuùpK) adj.  snoop·i·er, snoop·i·est. Informal. Likely to snoop; 

nosy.  See Synonyms at curious.  —snoopùi·ly adv.  —snoopùi·ness n. 

snoot (snut) Informal. n.  1. A snout or nose.  2. A snob.   —  v.  tr. snoot·ed, 
snoot·ing, snoots. To treat haughtily:  a couple who were snooted by the head-

waiter.  [Dialectal variant of SNOUT.]

snoot·y (snuùtK) adj.  snoot·i·er, snoot·i·est. Informal. 1. Snobbishly aloof; 

haughty.  2. High-class; exclusive.   —snootùi·ly adv.  —snootùi·ness n. 

snooze (snuz) v.  intr. snoozed, snooz·ing, snooz·es. To take a light nap; 

doze.   —  n.  A brief light sleep.  [Origin unknown.]

Sno·qual·mie Falls (sno-kwmlùmK fôlz)  A waterfall, 82.4 m (270 ft) high, in 

the Snoqualmie River, about 113 km (70 mi) long, of west-central Washington. 

snore (snôr, snor) v.  intr. snored, snor·ing, snores. To breathe during sleep 

with harsh, snorting noises caused by vibration of the soft palate.   —  n.  1. The 

act or an instance of snoring.  2. The noise so produced.  [Middle English snoren, 

to snort, from fnoren, from Old English fnora, sneezing. See pneu- in Appen-

dix.] —snorùer n. 

snor·kel (snôrùkNl) n.  1. A breathing apparatus used by skin divers, consisting 

of a long tube held in the mouth.  2. A retractable vertical tube in a submarine 

that contains air-intake and exhaust pipes for the engines and for ventilation, per-

mitting extended periods of submergence at periscope depth.   —  v.  intr. 

snor·keled, snor·kel·ing, snor·kels. To dive using a snorkel.  [German 

Schnorchel, from dialectal, nose (from its resemblance in shape to a nose).] 
—snorùkel·er n. 

Snor·ri Stur·lu·son (snôrùK stûrùlN-sNn, snmrùK stœrùlN-smn), 1179-1241.  Ice-

landic historian and chieftain whose works include Heimskringla, a series of 

sagas, and the Prose, or Younger, Edda. 

snort (snôrt) n.  1. a. A rough, noisy sound made by breathing forcefully 

through the nostrils, as a horse or pig does.  b. A similar sound:  the snort of a 

steam engine.   2. Slang. a. A drink of liquor, especially when swallowed in one 



gulp.  b. Cocaine or heroin, especially a small amount sniffed at one time.  c. The 

liquor or drug so taken.    —  v.  snort·ed, snort·ing, snorts.  —  v.  intr. 

1. a. To breathe noisily and forcefully through the nostrils.  b. To make a sound 

resembling noisy inhalation: “The wind snorted across the Kansas plains” (Gail 

Sheehy).   2. To make an abrupt noise expressive of scorn, ridicule, or contempt.  

3. Slang. To ingest a drug, such as cocaine or heroin, by sniffing.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

express by snorting:  He snorted his disapproval.  2. Slang. To ingest by sniffing:  

snorted cocaine.  [From Middle English snorten, to snort, from fnorten, variant of 

fnoren. See SNORE.] —snortùer n. 

snot (snmt) n.  Vulgar Slang. 1. Nasal mucus; phlegm.  2. A person regarded as 

annoying, arrogant, or impertinent.  [Middle English, from Old English gesnot.]

snot·ty (snmtùK) adj.  snot·ti·er, snot·ti·est. Vulgar Slang. 1. Dirtied with nasal 

mucus.  2. Impertinent; arrogant.   —snotùti·ly adv.  —snotùti·ness n. 

snout (snout) n.  1. a. The projecting nose, jaws, or anterior facial part of an 

animal’s head.  b. A similar prolongation of the anterior portion of the head in 

certain insects, such as weevils; a rostrum.  c. A spout or nozzle shaped like such a 

projection.   2. Slang. The human nose.  [Middle English, probably of Old 

English origin.]

snout beetle (snout bKtùl) n.  A weevil of the family Curculionidae, having the 

front of the head elongated to form a snout.  Also called curculio 

snow (sno) n.  1. Frozen precipitation in the form of white or translucent hexag-

onal ice crystals that fall in soft, white flakes.  2. A falling of snow; a snowstorm.  

3. Something resembling snow, as: a. The white specks on a television screen 

resulting from weak reception.  b. Slang. Cocaine.  c. Slang. Heroin.    —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  the snow season; snow removal.   
—  v.  snowed, snow·ing, snows.  —  v.  intr. To fall as or in snow.   —  v.  tr. 

1. To cover, shut off, or close off with snow:  We were snowed in.  2. Slang. To 

overwhelm with insincere talk, especially with flattery.   —phrasal verb. snow 
under. 1. To overwhelm:  I was snowed under with work.  2. To defeat by a very 

large margin.  [Middle English, from Old English sn7w.]

Snow (sno), C(harles) P(ercy) Baron Snow of Leicester. 1905-1980.  British 

writer and scientist who is known especially for his 11-volume series Strangers 

and Brothers (1940-1970). 

snow·ball (snoùbôlÙ) n.  1. a. A mass of soft, wet snow packed into a ball that 

can be thrown, as in play.  b. Chiefly Southern U.S. A cup of crushed or shaved ice 

flavored with colored syrup.   2. Any of several plants having rounded clusters of 

white flowers, as the guelder rose and certain species of the arrowwood.   —  v.  

snow·balled, snow·ball·ing, snow·balls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To grow rapidly in 

significance, importance, or size:  problems that snowballed by the hour.  2. To 

throw snowballs.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to grow or increase rapidly.  2. To throw 

snowballs at. 



snow·bell (snoùbHlÙ) n.  Any of various shrubs or trees of the genus Styrax, 

especially S. japonicus and S. obassia of eastern Asia, having bell-shaped white 

flowers.  Also called storax 

Snow·belt also Snow Belt (snoùbHltÙ)  The northern and northeast United 

States. 

snow·ber·ry (snoùbHrÙK) n.  1. Any of various shrubs of the genus Symphori-

carpos, especially S. albus of North America, having small pinkish flowers and 

white berries.  2. Any of various tropical American shrubs or vines of the genus 

Chiococca, having white globular fruit and small yellow or white flowers clustered 

in lateral racemes. 

snow·bird (snoùbûrdÙ) n.  1. Any of several birds, such as the junco and the 

snow bunting, common in snowy regions.  2. Slang. One who moves from a cold 

to a warm place in the winter. 

snow blindness (sno blXndùnVs) n.  A usually temporary loss of vision and 

inflammation of the conjunctiva and cornea, caused by exposure of the eyes to 

bright sunlight and ultraviolet rays reflected from snow or ice.   —snowù-blindÙ 
(snoùblXndÙ), snowù-blindÙed (-blXnÙdVd)  adj. 

snow·blink (snoùblVngkÙ) n.  A white sky glow reflected from snow fields. 

snow blower (sno bloùNr) n.  See snow thrower. 
snow·board (snoùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) Sports. n.  A board resembling a small surf-

board and equipped with bindings, used for descending snow-covered slopes on 

one’s feet but without ski poles.   —  v.  intr. snow·board·ed, 
snow·board·ing, snow·boards. To use a snowboard.   —snowùboardÙer n. 

snow·bound (snoùboundÙ) adj.  Confined in one place by heavy snow. 

snow bunting (sno bƒnùtVng) n.  A finch (Plectrophenax nivalis) of northern 

regions, having predominantly white winter plumage.  Also called snowflake 

snow·bush (snoùbtshÙ) also snow·brush (-brƒshÙ) n.  A spiny shrub (Cean-

othus cordulatus) of California and Oregon, having large clusters of small white 

flowers. 

snow·cap (snoùk4pÙ) n.  Snow covering a mountain peak, especially such snow 

existing year-round.   —snowùcappedÙ adj. 

snow cone (sno kon) n.  A confection made of crushed ice and flavored syrup 

inserted into a paper cone and mounded on top. 

Snow·don (snodùn)  A massif of northwest Wales. Rising to 1,085.8 m (3,560 

ft), it is the highest elevation in Wales. 

snow·drift (snoùdrVftÙ) n.  A mass or bank of snow piled up by the wind. 

snow·drop (snoùdrmpÙ) n.  Any of several bulbous Eurasian plants of the genus 

Galanthus, having solitary, nodding white flowers that bloom in early spring. 

snowdrop tree (snoùdrmpÙ trK) n.  The silverbell tree. 

snow·fall (snoùfôlÙ) n.  1. A fall of snow.  2. The amount of snow that falls 

during a given period or in a specified area. 



snow fence (sno fHns) n.  Temporary fencing composed of thin upright slats 

wired together, used to prevent snow from drifting onto walks or roads. 

snow·flake (snoùfl7kÙ) n.  1. A single flake or crystal of snow.  2. Any of sev-

eral bulbous European herbs of the genus Leucojum, having white or whitish 

flowers and fleshy fruit.  3.  See snow bunting. 
snow goose (sno gus) n.  A North American wild goose (Chen caerulescens or 

Anser caerulescens) that breeds in Arctic regions, having a dusky gray color phase 

when young and a white plumage with black wingtips as an adult. 

snow-in-sum·mer (snoùVn-sƒmùNr) n.  A woolly, white, mat-forming peren-

nial herb (Cerastium tomentosum) native to Italy and widely cultivated in rock 

gardens for its showy white flowers with notched petals. 

snow job (sno jmb) n.  Slang. An effort to deceive, overwhelm, or persuade with 

insincere talk, especially flattery. 

snow leopard (sno lHpùNrd) n.  A large feline mammal (Panthera uncia) of the 

highlands of central Asia, having long, thick, whitish-gray fur with dark markings 

like those of a leopard.  Also called ounce2 

snow line (sno lXn) n.  1. The lower altitudinal boundary of a snow-covered 

area, especially of one that is perennially covered, such as the snowcap of a moun-

tain.  2. The fluctuating latitudinal boundaries around the polar regions marking 

the extent of snow cover. 

snow·mak·ing (snoùm7ÙkVng) n.  Production of artificial snow in the form of 

granular ice particles for use on ski slopes. 

snow·man (snoùm4nÙ) n.  A figure of a person made from packed snow, usu-

ally formed by piling large snowballs on top of each other. 

Snow·mass Mountain (snoùm4s mounùtNn)  A peak, 4,298.1 m (14,092 ft) 

high, in the Elk Mountains of west-central Colorado. 

snow·melt (snoùmHltÙ) n.  1. The runoff from melting snow.  2. A period or 

season when such runoff occurs:  streams that flood during snowmelt. 

snow·mo·bile (snoùmo-bKlÙ, -mN-) n.  A small vehicle with skilike runners in 

front and tanklike treads, used for driving in or traveling on snow.  Also called 

skimobile [SNOW + (AUTO)MOBILE.] —snowùmo·bilÙer n.  —snowùmo·bilÙing 
n. 

snow mold (sno mold) n.  1. A disease of grasses appearing as grayish-white or 

pinkish patches after heavy snow has melted and caused by fungi that thrive at 

low temperatures.  2. A fungus that causes this disease. 

snow-on-the-moun·tain (snoÙmn-thN-mounùtNn, -ôn-) n.  A widely culti-

vated plant (Euphorbia marginata) of the central United States, having white-

margined leaves and showy white bracts.  Also called ghostweed 

snow pea (sno pK) n.  1. A variety of the common pea (Pisum sativum var. 

macrocarpon) in the pea family, having a soft, thick pod that lacks the fibrous 



inner lining present in the common pea.  2. The edible young pod of this plant.  

Also called sugar pea 

snow pellet (sno pHlùVt) n.  A small white ice particle that falls as precipitation 

and breaks apart easily when it lands on a surface. Often used in the plural.  Also 

called graupel, soft hail. 

snow plant (sno pl4nt) n.  A fleshy saprophytic plant (Sarcodes sanguinea) of 

the mountains of western North America, having a scaly reddish stalk and scarlet 

flowers. 

snow·plow (snoùplouÙ) n.  1. A plowlike device or vehicle used to remove 

snow, especially from roads and railroad tracks.  2. Sports. A maneuver in snow 

skiing in which the tips of the skis are brought together in order to slow or stop 

progress.   —  v.  intr. snow·plowed, snow·plow·ing, snow·plows. Sports. 

To perform a snowplow maneuver in skiing. 

snow·shoe (snoùshuÙ) n.  A racket-shaped frame containing interlaced 

leather strips that can be attached to the foot to facilitate walking on deep snow.   
—  v.  intr. snow·shoed, snow·shoe·ing, snow·shoes. To travel on snow-

shoes.   —snowùshoÙer n. 

snowshoe rabbit (snoùshuÙ r4bùVt) n.  A medium-sized hare (Lepus ameri-

canus) of northern North America, having large, heavily furred feet and fur that 

is white in winter and brown in summer.  Also called snowshoe hare, varying hare. 

snow·storm (snoùstôrmÙ) n.  A storm marked by heavy snowfall. 

snow·suit (snoùsutÙ) n.  A child’s zippered winter coverall. 

snow thrower (sno throùNr) n.  A machine that clears snow from a surface by 

scooping the snow and projecting it forcefully through a chute.  Also called snow 

blower 

snow tire (sno tXr) n.  A tire with a deep tread or studs to give added traction on 

snow-covered surfaces. 

snow-white (snoùhwXtù, -wXtù) adj.  Pure white; white as snow. 

snow·y (snoùK) adj.  snow·i·er, snow·i·est. 1. a. Abounding in or covered 

with snow:  a snowy day.  b. Subject to snow:  a snowy climate.   2. Resembling or 

suggesting snow, especially in whiteness:  snowy linens.   —snowùi·ly adv.  

—snowùi·ness n. 

snowy egret (snoùK KùgrVt) n.  A medium-sized egret (Egretta thula) with 

white plumage, black legs, and yellow feet, found in warm parts of the Western 

Hemisphere. It was once widely hunted for its white, lacelike aigrettes that grow 

during the breeding season. 

snowy owl (snoùK oul) n.  A large diurnal owl (Nyctea scandiaca) of Arctic and 

subarctic regions, having snow-white plumage with dark markings. 

snowy plover (snoùK plƒvùNr) n.  A small plover (Charadrius alexandrinus) of 

the western United States and Mexico, generally yellowish gray above and snowy 

white below and on the sides of the head. 



snub (snƒb) v.  tr. snubbed, snub·bing, snubs. 1. To ignore or behave coldly 

toward; slight.  2. To dismiss, turn down, or frustrate the expectations of.  

3. Nautical. a. To check the movement of (a rope or cable running out) by turn-

ing it quickly about a post.  b. To secure (a vessel, for example) in this manner.   

4. To stub out (a cigarette, for example).   —  n.  1. A deliberate slight or affront.  

2. Nautical. A sudden checking, as of a rope or cable running out.   —  adj.  

Unusually short:  a snub nose.  [Middle English snubben, to rebuke; akin to Old 

Norse snubba.] —snubùber n. 

snub-nosed (snƒbùnozdÙ) adj.  1. Having a short, turned-up nose.  2. Having 

an extremely short barrel:  a snub-nosed pistol. 

snuck (snƒk) v.  Usage Problem. A past tense and a past participle of sneak. See 

Usage Note at sneak. 
snuff1 (snƒf) v.  snuffed, snuff·ing, snuffs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To inhale (some-

thing) audibly through the nose; sniff.  2. To sense or examine by smelling; sniff 

at.   —  v.  intr. To sniff; inhale.   —  n.  The act of snuffing or the sound produced 

by it; a snuffle.  [Middle English snoffen, to snuff a candle, sniffle, probably from 

snoffe, snuff. See SNUFF
2.]

snuff2 (snƒf) n.  The charred portion of a candlewick.   —  v.  tr. snuffed, 
snuff·ing, snuffs. 1. To extinguish:  snuffed out the candles.  2. To put a sudden 

end to; destroy:  lives that were snuffed out by car accidents.  3. To cut off the 

charred portion of (a candlewick).  [Middle English snoffe, possibly of Low Ger-

man origin.]

snuff3 (snƒf) n.  1. a. A preparation of finely pulverized tobacco that can be 

drawn up into the nostrils by inhaling.  Also called smokeless tobacco b. The quan-

tity of this tobacco that is inhaled at a single time; a pinch.   2. A powdery sub-

stance, such as a medicine, taken by inhaling.   —  v.  intr. snuffed, snuff·ing, 
snuffs. To use or inhale snuff.   —idiom. up to snuff. Informal. 1. Normal in 

health.  2. Up to standard; adequate.  [Dutch snuf, short for snuftabak : Dutch 

snuffen, to sniff; see SNUFFLE + tabak, tobacco.]

snuff·box (snƒfùbmksÙ) n.  A small, often decorated box with a hinged lid, used 

for carrying snuff. 

snuff·er1 (snƒfùNr) n.  One who uses snuff. 

snuff·er2 (snƒfùNr) n.  1. a. A candlesnuffer.  b. One who snuffs out candles.   

2. snuffers. An instrument resembling a pair of shears that is used for cutting 

the snuff from or for extinguishing candles. 

snuff film (snƒf fVlm) n.  Slang. A movie involving explicit pornography and 

culminating in the violent death of a participant in a sex act. 

snuf·fle (snƒfùNl) v.  snuf·fled, snuf·fling, snuf·fles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

breathe noisily, as through a blocked nose.  2. To sniff.  3. To talk or sing nasally; 

whine.   —  v.  tr. To utter in a snuffling tone.   —  n.  1. The act of snuffling or 

the sound produced by it.  2. snuffles. The sniffles. Used with the.  [Probably 



from Dutch snuffelen, to sniff about, probably frequentative of snuffen, to sniff, 

from Middle Dutch snuiven.] —snufùfler n.  —snufùfly adj. 

snug1 (snƒg) adj.  snug·ger, snug·gest. 1. Comfortably sheltered; cozy.  

2. Small but well arranged:  a snug apartment.  See Synonyms at comfortable.  
3. a. Closely secured and well built; compact:  a snug little sailboat.  b. Close-fit-

ting:  a snug jacket.  c. Nautical. Seaworthy.   4. a. Offering freedom from finan-

cial worry:  a snug living.  b. Safe; secure:  a snug hideout.    —  v.  snugged, 
snug·ging, snugs.  —  v.  tr. To make snug or secure.   —  v.  intr. To nestle; 

snuggle.   —phrasal verb. snug down. Nautical. To prepare (a vessel) to 

weather a storm, as by taking in sail or securing movable gear.  [Of Scandinavian 

origin; akin to Swedish snygg, neat, trim.] —snug, snugùly adv.  —snugùness 
n. 

snug2 (snƒg) n.  Chiefly British. A very small private room in a pub.  [Short for 

SNUGGERY.]

snug·ger·y (snƒgùN-rK) n.  pl. snug·ger·ies. Chiefly British. A snug position or 

place. 

snug·gle (snƒgùNl) v.  snug·gled, snug·gling, snug·gles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

lie or press close together; cuddle.  2. To curl up closely or comfortably; nestle:  

snuggled happily under the covers.   —  v.  tr. To draw close or hold closely, as for 

comfort or in affection; hug.  [Frequentative of SNUG
1.]

so1 (so) adv.  1. In the condition or manner expressed or indicated; thus:  Hold 

the brush so.  2. To the amount or degree expressed or understood; to such an 

extent:  She was so weary that she fell.  3. To a great extent; to such an evident 

degree:  But the idea is so obvious.  4. Because of the reason given; consequently:  

She was weary and so fell.  5. Afterward; then:  to the gas station and so home.  

6. In the same way; likewise:  You were on time and so was I.  7. Apparently; well, 

then. Used in expressing astonishment, disapproval, or sarcasm:  So you think 

you’ve got troubles?  8. In truth; indeed:  “You aren’t right.” “I am so!”   —  adj.  

1. True; factual:  I wouldn’t have told you this if it weren’t so.  2. In good order:  

Everything on his desk must be exactly so.   —  conj.  Usage Problem. 1. With the 

result or consequence that:  He failed to appear, so we went on without him.  2. In 

order that:  I stayed so I could see you.   —  pron.  Such as has already been sug-

gested or specified; the same:  She became a loyal friend and remained so.   —  
interj.  Used to express surprise or comprehension:  So! You’ve finished your work 

at last.   —idioms. and so on (or and so forth). And similarly; and continu-

ing in a like manner.  so as to. In order to:  Mail your package early so as to ensure 

its timely arrival.  so that. 3. In order that:  I stopped so that you could catch up.  

4. With the result or consequence that.  [Middle English, from Old English sw7. 

See swo- in Appendix.]

USAGE NOTE: Many critics and grammarians have insisted that so must be



followed by that in formal writing when used to introduce a clause giving the rea-

son for or purpose of an action: He stayed so that he could see the second feature.

But this rule is best regarded as a stylistic preference; in such clauses that is fre-

quently omitted even by reputable writers in formal contexts, as in They will have

to double up so (or so that) room can be found for the new arrivals. • Both so and

so that are acceptably used to introduce clauses that state a result or consequence:

The Bay Bridge was still closed, so (or so that) the drive from San Francisco to the

Berkeley campus took an hour and a half. • So is frequently used in informal speech

to string together the elements of a narrative. This practice should not be carried

over into formal writing, where the absence of contextual information generally

requires that connections be made more explicit. • Critics have sometimes object-

ed to the use of so as an intensive meaning “to a great degree or extent,” as in We

were so relieved to learn that the deadline had been extended. This usage is most

common in informal contexts, perhaps because unlike the neutral very, it pre-

sumes that the listener or reader will be sympathetic with the speaker’s evaluation

of the situation. (Thus one would be more apt to say It was so unfair of them not

to invite you than to say It was so fortunate that I didn’t have to put up with your

company.) For just this reason, the construction may occasionally be used to good

effect in more formal contexts to invite the reader to take the point of view of the

speaker or subject: The request seemed to her to be quite reasonable; it was so unfair

of the manager to refuse. But in the absence of stylistic motive, this use of so should

be reserved for familiar discourse. • New England speakers often use a negative

form such as so didn’t where other varieties would use the positive so did, as in

Sophie ate all her strawberries and so didn’t Amelia. Since this usage may confuse

a speaker who has not previously encountered it, it is best avoided in writing. See

Usage Note at as1.

so2 (so) n.  Music. Variant of sol1. 
so.  or So. abbr.  South; southern. 

s.o. abbr.  1. Seller’s option.  2. Baseball. Strikeout. 

soak (sok) v.  soaked, soak·ing, soaks.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To make thoroughly 

wet or saturated by or as if by placing in liquid.  b. To immerse in liquid for a 

period of time.   2. To absorb (liquid, for example) through or as if through pores 

or interstices.  3. To remove (a stain, for example) by continued immersion:  

soaked out the grease spots.  4. Informal. To take in or accept mentally, especially 

eagerly and easily:  soaked up the gossip.  5. Informal. a. To drink (alcoholic 

liquor), especially to excess.  b. To make (a person) drunk.   6. Slang. To over-

charge (a person).   —  v.  intr. 1. To be immersed until thoroughly saturated.  

2. To penetrate or permeate; seep:  The speaker paused to let her words soak in.  

3. Slang. To drink to excess.   —  n.  1. a. The act or process of soaking.  b. The 

condition of being soaked.   2. Liquid in which something may be soaked.  



3. Slang. A drunkard.  [Middle English soken, from Old English socian. See seuN-
2 in Appendix.] —soakùer n. 

soak·age (soùkVj) n.  1. a. The process of soaking.  b. The condition of being 

soaked.   2. The amount of liquid that soaks into, through, or out of an object. 

so-and-so (soùNn-soÙ) n.  pl. so-and-·sos. 1. An unnamed or unspecified per-

son or thing.  2. Informal. A son of a gun. 

soap (sop) n.  1. A cleansing agent, manufactured in bars, granules, flakes, or 

liquid form, made from a mixture of the sodium salts of various fatty acids of 

natural oils and fats.  2. A metallic salt of a fatty acid, as of aluminum or iron.  

3. Slang. Money, especially that which is used for bribery.  4. Slang. A soap opera.   
—  v.  tr. soaped, soap·ing, soaps. 1. To treat or cover with or as if with soap.  

2. a. Informal. To soft-soap; cajole.  b. Slang. To bribe.    —idiom. no soap. 
Slang. 1. Not possible or permissible.  2. Unsuccessful; futile.  [Middle English 

sope, from Old English s7pe.]

soap·bark (sopùbärkÙ) n.  1. A Chilean evergreen tree (Quillaja saponaria) of 

the rose family, having bark used as soap and as a source of saponin.  2. The bark 

of this tree. 

soap·ber·ry (sopùbHrÙK) n.  1. a. Any of various chiefly tropical trees of the 

genus Sapindus, having pulpy fruit that lathers like soap.  b. The fruit of any of 

these trees.   2. The buffalo berry. 

soap·box (sopùbmksÙ) n.  1. A carton in which soap is packed.  2. A temporary 

platform used while making an impromptu or nonofficial public speech.   —  v.  

intr. soap·boxed, soap·box·ing, soap·box·es. Informal. To engage in 

impromptu or nonofficial public speaking, often flamboyantly.   —idiom. on 
(one’s) soapbox. Speaking one’s views passionately or self-importantly. 

soap bubble (sop bƒbùNl) n.  1. A bubble, especially a large one, formed from 

soapy water.  2. Something beautiful but transient, insubstantial, or illusory. 

soap opera (sop mpùNr-N) n.  A drama, typically performed as a serial on day-

time television or radio, characterized by stock characters and situations, senti-

mentality, and melodrama.  [From its originally having been sponsored by soap 

companies.]

soap plant (sop pl4nt) n.  1. Any of several bulbous plants of the genus Chloro-

galum, especially C. pomeridianum, of western North America, having small 

white flowers and bulbs formerly used as soap.  2. Any of various plants having 

parts used as soap. 

soap·stone (sopùstonÙ) n.  A soft metamorphic rock composed mostly of the 

mineral talc.  Also called steatite [From its smooth soapy feel.]

soap·suds (sopùsƒdzÙ) pl.n.  Suds from soapy water. 

soap·wort (sopùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  See bouncing Bet.  [From its yielding a 

soapy substance when the leaves are bruised.]



soap·y (soùpK) adj.  soap·i·er, soap·i·est. 1. Consisting of or containing soap:  

soapy water.  2. Covered with soap:  soapy hands.  3. Resembling soap:  a soapy 

consistency.  4. Slang. Unctuous; oily:  soapy compliments.   —soapùi·ly adv.  

—soapùi·ness n. 

soar (sôr, sor) v.  intr. soared, soar·ing, soars. 1. To rise, fly, or glide high and 

with little apparent effort.  2. To climb swiftly or powerfully.  3. To glide in an 

aircraft while maintaining altitude.  4. To ascend suddenly above the normal or 

usual level:  Our spirits soared.  See Synonyms at rise.   —  n.  1. The act of soar-

ing.  2. The altitude or scope attained in soaring.  [Middle English soren, from 

Old French essorer, from Vulgar Latin *exaur7re : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin aura, air 

(from Greek, breeze); see AURA.] —soarùer n.  —soarùing·ly adv. 

soar·ing (sôrùVng, sorù-) n.  The act of gliding while maintaining altitude, espe-

cially the sport of flying a heavier-than-air craft by using ascending currents of 

air.   —  adj.  Ascending to a level markedly higher than the usual:  soaring fuel 

costs; the soaring spires of the cathedral. 

so·a·ve (so-äùv7) n.  A dry white Italian table wine.  [Italian, from Latin su7vis, 

sweet, delightful. See sw7d- in Appendix.]

So·ay (soi, sôù7) n.  A small, brownish, short-tailed sheep (Ovis aries) of a breed 

that originated on the island of Soay in the Outer Hebrides. 

sob (smb) v.  sobbed, sob·bing, sobs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To weep aloud with con-

vulsive gasping; cry uncontrollably.  See Synonyms at cry.  2. To make a sound 

resembling that of loud weeping.   —  v.  tr. 1. To utter with sobs.  2. To put or 

bring (oneself) into a specified condition by sobbing:  sob oneself to sleep.   —  n.  

The act or sound of sobbing.  [Middle English sobben, perhaps of Low German 

origin.] —sobùbing·ly adv. 

SOB abbr.  Vulgar. Son of a bitch. 

so·ber (soùbNr) adj.  so·ber·er, so·ber·est. 1. Habitually abstemious in the use 

of alcoholic liquors or drugs; temperate.  2. Not intoxicated or affected by the use 

of drugs.  3. Plain or subdued:  sober attire.  4. Devoid of frivolity, excess, exag-

geration, or speculative imagination; straightforward:  gave a sober assessment of 

the situation.  5. Marked by seriousness, gravity, or solemnity of conduct or char-

acter.  See Synonyms at serious.  6. Marked by circumspection and self-

restraint.   —  v.  tr. intr. so·bered, so·ber·ing, so·bers. To make or become 

sober.  [Middle English, from Old French sobre, from Latin sobrius. See s(w)e- in 

Appendix.] —soùber·ly adv.  —soùber·ness n. 

so·ber-sid·ed (soùbNr-sXùdVd) adj.  Devoid of extreme qualities, such as exag-

geration; sober.   —soÙber-sidùed·ness n. 

so·ber·sides (soùbNr-sXdzÙ) pl.n.  (used with a sing. verb). A sober-sided person. 

so·bri·e·ty (N-brXùV-tK, so-) n.  1. Gravity in bearing, manner, or treatment.  

2. Moderation in or abstinence from consumption of alcoholic liquor or use of 

drugs: “three years of drug-free sobriety” (Ron Rosenbaum).  See Synonyms at 



abstinence.  [Middle English sobriete, from Old French, from Latin sobriet7s, 

from sobrius, sober. See SOBER.]

so·bri·quet (soùbrV-k7Ù, -kHtÙ, soÙbrV-k7ù, kHtù) also sou·bri·quet (suùbrV-k7Ù, 

-kHtÙ, suÙbrV-k7ù, -kHtÙ) n.  1. An affectionate or humorous nickname.  2. An 

assumed name.  [French, from Old French soubriquet, chuck under the chin.]

sob sister (smb sVsùtNr) n.  1. A journalist, especially a woman, employed as a 

writer or an editor of sob stories.  2. A sentimental, ineffective person who seeks 

to do good. 

sob story (smb stôrùK) n.  1. A tale of personal hardship or misfortune intended 

to arouse pity.  2. A maudlin plea given as an explanation or a rationalization. 

soc. abbr.  1. Social.  2. Socialist.  3. Society. 

so·ca (soùkN) n.  Music. A style of music, originating in the West Indies, that is a 

blend of soul and calypso.  [SO(UL) + CA(LYPSO).]

soc·age (smkùVj, soùkVj) n.  Law. Feudal tenure of land by a tenant, in return for 

agricultural or other nonmilitary services or for payment of rent in money.  

[Middle English sokage, from soke, soke. See SOKE.] —socùag·er n. 

so-called (soùkôldù) adj.  1. Commonly called: “new buildings... in so-called 

modern style” (Graham Greene).  2. Incorrectly or falsely termed:  a so-called 

manager, unable to inspire a team effort.  

USAGE NOTE: Quotation marks are not used to set off descriptions that follow

expressions such as so-called and self-styled, which themselves relieve the writer of

responsibility for the attribution: his so-called foolproof method (not “foolproof

method”).

soc·cer (smkùNr) n.  Sports. A game played on a rectangular field with net goals at 

either end in which two teams of 11 players each maneuver a round ball mainly by 

kicking or butting or by using any part of the body except the arms and hands in 

attempts to score points.  [Alteration of assoc., abbreviation of association foot-

ball.]

So·chi (soùchK, sôùchV)  A city of extreme southwest Russia on the northeast 

shore of the Black Sea. It is a popular health resort. Population, 310,000. 

so·cia·bil·i·ty (soÙshN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. so·cia·bil·i·ties. 1. The disposition or 

quality of being sociable.  2. An instance of being sociable. 

so·cia·ble (soùshN-bNl) adj.  1. Fond of the company of others; gregarious.  

2. Marked by or affording occasion for agreeable conversation and conviviality.  

See Synonyms at social.  3. Pleasant, friendly, and affable.  See Synonyms at gra-
cious.   —  n.  A social.  [French, from Latin soci7bilis, from soci7re, to share, 

join, from socius, companion. See sekw-1 in Appendix.] —soùcia·ble·ness n.  

—soùcia·bly adv. 



so·cial (soùshNl) adj.  Abbr. soc. 1. a. Living together in communities.  b. Of or 

relating to communal living.  c. Of or relating to society.   2. Living together in 

organized groups or similar close aggregates:  Ants are social insects.  3. Involving 

allies or members of a confederacy.  4. Of or relating to the upper classes.  

5. a. Inclined to seek out or enjoy the company of others; sociable.  b. Spent in or 

marked by friendly relations or companionship.  c. Intended for convivial activi-

ties.   6. Of, relating to, or occupied with matters affecting human welfare:  social 

problems; a social policy.   —  n.  An informal social gathering, as of the members 

of a church congregation.  [Middle English sociale, domestic, from Old French 

social, from Latin soci7lis, of companionship, from socius, companion. See sekw-
1 in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: social, companionable, convivial, gregarious, sociable. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “inclined to, marked by, or passed in friend-

ly companionship with others”: had a social cup of coffee; a companionable pet; a

woman of convivial nature; a gregarious person who avoids solitude; a sociable con-

versation. 

ANTONYM: antisocial

social climber (soùshNl clXùmNr) n.  One who strives for acceptance in fashion-

able society. 

social contract (soùshNl kmnùtr4ktÙ) n.  An agreement among the members of 

an organized society or between the governed and the government defining and 

limiting the rights and duties of each. 

social Darwinism (soùshNl därùwV-nVzÙNm) n.  The application of Darwinism 

to the study of human society, specifically a theory in sociology that individuals 

or groups achieve advantage over others as the result of genetic or biological 

superiority. 

social democracy (soùshNl dV-mmkùrN-sK) n.  A political theory advocating the 

use of democratic means to achieve a gradual transition from capitalism to 

socialism.   —social democrat n.  —social democratic adj. 

social disease (soùshNl dV-zKzù) n.  1. A sexually transmitted disease; a venereal 

disease.  2. A disease having its highest incidence among socioeconomic groups 

predisposed to it by a given set of adverse living or working conditions. 

social engineering (soùshNl HnÙjN-nîrùVng) n.  The practical application of 

sociological principles to particular social problems.   —social engineer n. 

social insurance (soùshNl Vn-shtrùNns) n.  An insurance program carried out 

or mandated by a government to provide economic assistance to the unemployed, 

the elderly, or the disabled. 

so·cial·ism (soùshN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. A social system in which the means of pro-

ducing and distributing goods are owned collectively and political power is exer-



cised by the whole community.  b. The theory or practice of those who support 

such a social system.   2. The building of the material base for communism under 

the dictatorship of the proletariat in Marxist-Leninist theory. 

so·cial·ist (soùshN-lVst) n.  Abbr. soc. 1. An advocate of socialism.  2.  Often 

Socialist. A member of a political party or group that advocates socialism.   —  
adj.  1. Of, promoting, or practicing socialism.  2. Socialist. Of, belonging to, or 

constituting a socialist party or political group. 

so·cial·is·tic (soÙshN-lVsùtVk) adj.  Of, advocating, or tending toward socialism.   
—soÙcial·isùti·cal·ly adv. 

socialist realism (soùshN-lVst rKùN-lVzÙNm) n.  A Marxist aesthetic doctrine that 

seeks to promote the development of social consciousness through didactic use of 

literature, art, and music. 

so·cial·ite (soùshN-lXtÙ) n.  One prominent in fashionable society. 

so·ci·al·i·ty (soÙshK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. so·ci·al·i·ties. 1. a. The state or quality of 

being sociable; sociability.  b. An instance of sociableness.   2. The tendency to 

form communities and societies. 

so·cial·ize (soùshN-lXzÙ) v.  so·cial·ized, so·cial·iz·ing, so·cial·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To place under government or group ownership or control.  2. To make fit for 

companionship with others; make sociable.  3. To convert or adapt to the needs 

of society.   —  v.  intr. To take part in social activities.   —soÙcial·i·zaùtion (-

shN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  —soùcial·izÙer n. 

so·cial·ized medicine (soùshN-lXzdÙ mHdùV-sVn) n.  A system for providing 

medical and hospital care for all at a nominal cost by means of government regu-

lation of health services and subsidies derived from taxation. 

so·cial·ly (soùshN-lK) adv.  1. In a social way.  2. With regard to society:  socially 

important.  3. By society:  socially accepted behavior. 

soc·ial-mind·ed (soùshNl-mXnùdVd) adj.  Interested in social service or the wel-

fare of society in general. 

social psychiatry (soùshNl sV-kXùN-trK) n.  The branch of psychiatry that deals 

with the relationship between social environment and mental illness.   —social 
psychiatrist n. 

social psychology (soùshNl sX-kmlùN-jK) n.  The branch of human psychology 

that deals with the behavior of groups and the influence of social factors on the 

individual.   —social psychologist n. 

social register (soùshNl rHjùV-stNr) n.  A directory listing persons of social 

prominence in a community. 

social science (soùshNl sXùNns) n.  1. The study of human society and of indi-

vidual relationships in and to society.  2. A scholarly or scientific discipline that 

deals with such study, generally regarded as including sociology, psychology, 

anthropology, economics, political science, and history.   —social scientist n. 



social secretary (soùshNl sHkùrV-tHrÙK) n.  A personal secretary who handles 

social correspondence and appointments. 

social security (soùshNl sV-kytrùV-tK) n.  1. A government program that pro-

vides economic assistance to persons faced with unemployment, disability, or 

agedness, financed by assessment of employers and employees.  2. The economic 

assistance provided by social security. 

social service (soùshNl sûrùvVs) n.  1. Organized efforts to advance human wel-

fare; social work.  2.  Often social services. Services, such as free school 

lunches, provided by a government for its disadvantaged citizens. 

social studies (soùshNl stƒdùKz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). A course of 

study including geography, history, government, and sociology, taught in second-

ary and elementary schools. 

social work (soùshNl wûrk) n.  Organized work intended to advance the social 

conditions of a community, and especially of the disadvantaged, by providing 

psychological counseling, guidance, and assistance, especially in the form of 

social services.   —social worker n. 

so·ci·e·tal (sN-sXùV-tl) adj.  Of or relating to the structure, organization, or func-

tioning of society.   —so·ciùe·tal·ly adv. 

so·ci·e·ty (sN-sXùV-tK) n.  pl. so·ci·e·ties. Abbr. soc., s., S. 1. a. The totality of 

social relationships among human beings.  b. A group of human beings broadly 

distinguished from other groups by mutual interests, participation in characteris-

tic relationships, shared institutions, and a common culture.  c. The institutions 

and culture of a distinct self-perpetuating group.   2. An organization or associa-

tion of persons engaged in a common profession, activity, or interest:  a folklore 

society; a society of bird watchers.  3. a. The rich, privileged, and fashionable 

social class.  b. The socially dominant members of a community.   

4. Companionship; company:  enjoys the society of friends and family members.  

5. Biology. A colony or community of organisms, usually of the same species:  an 

insect society.  [French société, from Old French, from Latin societ7s, fellowship, 

from socius, companion. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

So·ci·e·ty Islands (sN-sXùV-tK XùlNndz)  An island group of French Polynesia in 

the southern Pacific Ocean east of Samoa. First visited by a Portuguese navigator 

in the early 17th century, the islands were named by Capt. James Cook in the 18th 

century and became a French protectorate in 1843. 

Society of Friends (sN-sXùV-tK ƒv frHndz) n.  A Christian denomination, 

founded in the mid-17th century in England, that rejects formal sacraments, a 

formal creed, a priesthood, and violence; the Quakers. 

Society of Jesus (sN-sXùV-tK ƒv jKùzNs) n.  Abbr. S.J. The Jesuits. 

So·cin·i·an (so-sVnùK-Nn) n.  An adherent of a 16th-century Italian sect holding 

unitarian views, including denial of the divinity of Jesus.   —  adj.  Of or relating 



to the Socinians or their doctrines.  [New Latin Socini7nus, after Laelius SOCINUS 

and Faustus SOCINUS.] —So·cinùi·an·ism n. 

So·ci·nus (so-sXùnNs), Faustus. Originally Fausto Paolo Sozzini. 1539-1604.  

Italian theologian who based his anti-Trinitarian teachings on the doctrine for-

mulated by his uncle Laelius Socinus (1525-1562), originally Lelio Francesco 

Maria Sozzini. Their system of Socinianism greatly influenced the development 

of Unitarian theology. 

socio- pref.  1. Society:  sociometry.  2. Social:  socioeconomic.  [French, from 

Latin socius, companion. See sekw-1 in Appendix.]

so·ci·o·bi·ol·o·gy (soÙsK-o-bX-mlùN-jK, -shK-) n.  The study of the biological 

determinants of social behavior, based on the theory that such behavior is often 

genetically transmitted and subject to evolutionary processes.   
—soÙci·o·biÙo·logùi·cal (-bXÙN-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  —soÙci·o·bi·olùo·gist n. 

so·ci·o·cul·tur·al (soÙsK-o-kƒlùchNr-Nl, -shK-) adj.  Of or involving both social 

and cultural factors.   —soÙci·o·culùtur·al·ly adv. 

so·ci·o·ec·o·nom·ic (soÙsK-o-HkÙN-nmmùVk, -KÙkN-, -shK-) adj.  Of or involving 

both social and economic factors. 

so·ci·o·lin·guis·tics (soÙsK-o-lVng-gwVsùtVks, -shK-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). 

The study of language and linguistic behavior as influenced by social and cultural 

factors.   —soÙci·o·linùguist n.  —soÙci·o·lin·guisùtic adj. 

so·ci·ol·o·gy (soÙsK-mlùN-jK, -shK-) n.  1. The study of human social behavior, 

especially the study of the origins, organization, institutions, and development of 

human society.  2. Analysis of a social institution or societal segment as a self-

contained entity or in relation to society as a whole.  [French sociologie : socio-, 

socio- + -logie, study (from Greek -logia); see -LOGY.] —soÙci·o·logùic (-N-

lmjùVk), soÙci·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —soÙci·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—soÙci·olùo·gist n. 

so·ci·om·e·try (soÙsK-mmùV-trK, -shK-) n.  The quantitative study of interper-

sonal relationships in populations, especially the study and measurement of pref-

erences. 

so·ci·o·path (soùsK-N-p4thÙ, -shK-) n.  One who is affected with a personality 

disorder marked by aggressive, antisocial behavior.   —soÙci·o·pathùic adj. 

so·ci·o·po·li·ti·cal (soÙsK-o-pN-lVtùV-kNl, -shK-) adj.  Involving both social and 

political factors. 

so·ci·o·psy·cho·log·i·cal (soÙsK-o-sXÙkN-lmjùV-kNl, -shK-) adj.  1. Of or relat-

ing to social psychology.  2. Of, relating to, or combining social and psychological 

factors. 

so·ci·o·re·lig·ious (soÙsK-o-rV-lVjùNs, -shK-) adj.  Involving social and religious 

factors. 

sock1 (smk) n.  1. pl. socks or sox (smks). A short stocking reaching a point 

between the ankle and the knee.  2. Meteorology. A windsock.  3. a. A light shoe 



worn by comic actors in ancient Greek and Roman plays.  b. Comic drama; com-

edy: “He... knew all niceties of the sock and buskin” (Byron).    —  v.  tr. socked, 
sock·ing, socks. To provide with socks.   —phrasal verbs. sock away. Infor-

mal. To put (money) away in a safe place for future use.  sock in. To close to air 

traffic:  fog that socked in the airport.  [Middle English socke, from Old English 

socc, a kind of light shoe, from Latin soccus, possibly from Greek sunkhis, sukkhos, 

Phyrgian shoe.]

sock2 (smk) v.  socked, sock·ing, socks.  —  v.  tr. To hit or strike forcefully; 

punch.   —  v.  intr. To deliver a blow.   —  n.  A hard blow or punch.   —idiom. 
sock it to (someone). Slang. To deliver a forceful comment, reprimand, or 

physical blow to someone else.  [Origin unknown.]

sock·dol·a·ger also sock·dol·o·ger (smk-dmlùN-jNr) n.  Slang. 1. A conclusive 

blow or remark.  2. Something outstanding.  [Origin unknown.]

sock·et (smkùVt) n.  1. An opening or a cavity into which an inserted part is 

designed to fit:  a light-bulb socket.  2. Anatomy. a. The concave part of a joint 

that receives the end of a bone.  b. A hollow or concavity into which a part, such 

as the eye, fits.    —  v.  tr. sock·et·ed, sock·et·ing, sock·ets. To furnish with or 

insert into a socket.  [Middle English soket, from Anglo-Norman, spearhead, 

diminutive of soc, plowshare, probably of Celtic origin. See s7777- in Appendix.]

socket wrench (smkùVt rHnch) n.  A wrench with a usually interchangeable 

socket to fit over a nut or bolt. 

sock·eye salmon (smkùXÙ s4mùNn) n.  A salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) of 

northern Pacific coastal waters that is a commercially valuable food fish.  Also 

called blueback salmon, red salmon.  [By folk etymology from Halkomelem (a 

Central Coast Salish language) sthFqN’y.]

sock·o (smkùo) adj.  Slang. Impressive and effective; excellent.  [From SOCK
2.]

so·cle (soùkNl) n.  Architecture. 1. A plain square block higher than a plinth, serv-

ing as a pedestal for sculpture, a vase, or a column.  2. A plain plinth supporting a 

wall.  [French, from Italian zoccolo, wooden shoe, from Latin socculus, diminutive 

of soccus, a kind of light shoe. See SOCK
1.]

So·co·tra (sN-koùtrN)  An island of Yemen in the Indian Ocean at the mouth of 

the Gulf of Aden. Known to the ancient Greeks, it came under British protection 

in 1886 and joined Southern Yemen (now Yemen) in 1967. 

Soc·ra·tes (smkùrN-tKzÙ), 470?-399 B.C.  Greek philosopher who initiated a ques-

tion-and-answer method of teaching as a means of achieving self-knowledge. His 

theories of virtue and justice have survived through the writings of Plato, his 

most important pupil. Socrates was tried for corrupting the minds of Athenian 

youth and subsequently put to death (399). 

So·crat·ic (sN-kr4tùVk, so-) adj.  Of or relating to Socrates or the Socratic 

method:  a Socratic approach to teaching. 



Socratic irony (sN-kr4tùVk XùrN-nK) n.  Profession of ignorance and of willing-

ness to learn as one interrogates another on the meaning of a term. 

Socratic method (sN-kr4tùVk mHthùNd) n.  Employment of Socratic irony in a 

philosophical discussion resulting either in a mutual confession of ignorance 

with a promise of further investigation or in the elicitation of a truth assumed to 

be innate in all rational beings. 

sod1 (smd) n.  1. A section of grass-covered surface soil held together by matted 

roots; turf.  2. The ground, especially when covered with grass.   —  v.  tr. 

sod·ded, sod·ding, sods. To cover with sod.  [Middle English, from Middle 

Low German, or Middle Dutch sode.]

sod2 (smd) Chiefly British. n.  a. A sodomite.  b. A person regarded as obnoxious 

or contemptible.  c. A fellow; a guy: “Poor sod, he almost got lucky for once” (Jack 

Higgins).    —  v.  tr. sod·ded, sod·ding, sods. To damn. Often used in the 

imperative with off.  [Short for SODOMITE.]

so·da (soùdN) n.  1. a. Any of various forms of sodium carbonate.  b. Chemically 

combined sodium.   2. a. Carbonated water.  b. Northeastern U.S. See soft 
drink. See Regional note at tonic.   3. A refreshment made from carbonated 

water, ice cream, and usually a flavoring.  4. Games. The card turned face up at 

the beginning of faro.  [Middle English sode, soda, saltwort, soda, from Old Ital-

ian soda, perhaps from Arabic suww7d, saltwort.]

soda ash (soùdN 4sh) n.  Sodium carbonate in powdery white form, used espe-

cially as an industrial chemical. 

soda biscuit (soùdN bVsùkVt) n.  1. A breadlike biscuit leavened with baking 

soda.  2.  See soda cracker. 
soda cracker (soùdN kr4kùNr) n.  A thin, usually square cracker leavened slightly 

with baking soda.  Also called soda biscuit 

soda fountain (soùdN founùtNn) n.  1. An apparatus with faucets for dispens-

ing soda water.  2. A counter equipped for preparing and serving soft drinks, ice-

cream dishes, or sandwiches. In this sense, also calledRegional. spa See Regional 

note at spa. 
soda jerk (soùdN jûrk) n.  Informal. One who works at a soda fountain.  [Short 

for soda jerker.]

soda lime (soùdN lXm) n.  A mixture of calcium oxide and sodium or potassium 

hydroxide, used as a drying agent and carbon dioxide absorbent. 

so·da·list (sodùl-Vst, so-d4lùVst) n.  A member of a sodality. 

so·da·lite (sodùl-XtÙ) n.  A blue-white vitreous mineral, Na4Al3Si3O12Cl, found 

in igneous rocks. 

so·dal·i·ty (so-d4lùV-tK) n.  pl. so·dal·i·ties. 1. A society or an association, espe-

cially a devotional or charitable society for the laity in the Roman Catholic 

Church.  2. Fellowship.  [French sodalité, from Old French, from Latin sod7lit7s, 

fellowship, from sod7lis, companion. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]



soda niter (soùdN nXùtNr) n.  See sodium nitrate. 
soda pop (soùdN pmp) n.  See soft drink. 
soda water (soùdN wôùtNr) n.  1. a. Effervescent water, usually containing 

salts, charged under pressure with purified carbon dioxide gas, used as a beverage 

or mixer.  Also called carbonated water, club soda, seltzer.  b.  See soft drink.   
2. A solution of water, sodium bicarbonate, and acid. 

sod·bus·ter (smdùbƒsÙtNr) n.  Slang. A farmer. 

sod·den (smdùn) adj.  1. Thoroughly soaked; saturated.  2. Soggy and heavy 

from improper cooking; doughy.  3. Expressionless, stupid, or dull, especially 

from drink.  4. Unimaginative; torpid.   —  v.  sod·dened, sod·den·ing, 
sod·dens.  —  v.  tr. intr. To make or become sodden.  [Middle English soden, 

boiled, past participle of sethen, to boil. See SEETHE.] —sodùden·ly adv.  

—sodùden·ness n. 

Sod·dy (smdùK), Frederick. 1877-1956.  British chemist. He won a 1921 Nobel 

Prize for investigations into the origin and nature of isotopes. 

Sö·der·blom (sœùdNr-blumÙ), Nathan. 1866-1931.  Swedish prelate and his-

torian. He won the 1930 Nobel Peace Prize for his ecumenical activities. 

Sö·der·täl·je (sœÙdNr-tHlùyN)  A city of southeast Sweden, an industrial suburb 

of Stockholm. Population, 79,429. 

so·di·um (soùdK-Nm) n.  Symbol Na A soft, light, extremely malleable silver-

white metallic element that reacts explosively with water, is naturally abundant in 

combined forms, especially in common salt, and is used in the production of a 

wide variety of industrially important compounds. Atomic number 11; atomic 

weight 22.99; melting point 97.8˚C; boiling point 892˚C; specific gravity 0.971; 

valence 1.  [SOD(A) + -IUM.]

sodium alginate (soùdK-Nm 4lùjN-n7tÙ) n.  A colorless or light yellow powdery 

or crystalline compound, C6H7O6Na, used as a food thickener and stabilizer and 

in medicines, paint, and paper coating. 

sodium ammonium phosphate (soùdK-Nm N-moùnK-Nm fmsùf7tÙ) n.  A 

colorless, odorless crystalline compound, NaNH4HPO4·4H2O, used in the blow-

pipe analysis of minerals. 

sodium barbital (soùdK-Nm bärùbV-tôlÙ) n.  A white powder, C8H11N2NaO3, 

the soluble sodium salt of barbital, used as a hypnotic and sedative. 

sodium benzoate (soùdK-Nm bHnùzo-7tÙ) n.  The sodium salt of benzoic acid, 

NaC7H5O2, used as a food preservative, an antiseptic, and an intermediate in dye 

manufacture and in the production of pharmaceuticals.  Also called benzoate of 

soda 

sodium bicarbonate (soùdK-Nm bX-kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  See baking soda. 
sodium borate (soùdK-Nm bôrù7tÙ) n.  A crystalline compound, 

Na2B4O7·10H2O, used in the manufacture of glass, detergents, and pharmaceuti-

cals. 



sodium carbonate (soùdK-Nm kärùbN-n7tÙ) n.  A white powdery compound, 

Na2CO3, used in the manufacture of baking soda, sodium nitrate, glass, ceramics, 

detergents, and soap. 

sodium chlorate (soùdK-Nm klôrù7tÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline compound, 

NaClO3, used as a bleaching and oxidizing agent and in explosives. 

sodium chloride (soùdK-Nm klôrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless or white crystalline com-

pound, NaCl, used in the manufacture of chemicals and as a food preservative 

and seasoning. 

sodium citrate (soùdK-Nm sVtùr7tÙ) n.  A white crystalline or granular com-

pound, Na3C6H5O7·2H2O, used in photography and in medicine especially as an 

anticoagulant of blood stored for transfusion. 

sodium cyanide (soùdK-Nm sXùN-nXdÙ) n.  A poisonous white crystalline com-

pound, NaCN, used in extracting gold and silver from ores and in dye manufac-

ture. 

sodium cyclamate (soùdK-Nm sXùklN-m7tÙ) n.  An artificially prepared salt of 

cyclamic acid, C6H13NO3SNa, formerly used as a low-calorie sweetener but now 

banned because of the possible carcinogenic effects of its metabolic products. 

sodium dichromate (soùdK-Nm dX-kroùm7tÙ) n.  A poisonous red-orange 

crystalline compound, Na2Cr2O7·2H2O, used as an oxidizing agent. 

sodium fluoride (soùdK-Nm fltrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless crystalline salt, NaF, 

used in fluoridation of water, in treatment of tooth decay, and as an insecticide 

and a disinfectant. 

sodium glu·ta·mate (soùdK-Nm gluùtN-m7tÙ) n.  Monosodium glutamate. 

sodium hydrosulfite (soùdK-Nm hXÙdrN-sƒlùfXtÙ) n.  A yellowish powder, 

Na2S2O4, used as a bleaching and reducing agent.  Also called hydrosulfite, sodium 

hyposulfite. 

sodium hydroxide (soùdK-Nm hX-drmkùsXdÙ) n.  A strongly alkaline com-

pound, NaOH, used in the manufacture of chemicals and soaps and in petroleum 

refining.  Also called caustic soda, lye. 

sodium hypochlorite (soùdK-Nm hXÙpN-klôrùXtÙ) n.  An unstable salt, NaOCl, 

usually stored in solution and used as a fungicide and an oxidizing bleach. 

sodium hyposulfite (soùdK-Nm hXÙpo-sƒlùfXtÙ) n.  1.  See sodium hydro-
sulfite.  2.  See sodium thiosulfate. 

sodium nitrate (soùdK-Nm nXùtr7tÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, 

NaNO3, used in solid rocket propellants, in the manufacture of explosives and 

glass and pottery enamel, and as fertilizer.  Also called caliche, Chile saltpeter, salt-

peter, soda niter. 

sodium pentothal (soùdK-Nm pHnùtN-thôlÙ) n.  Thiopental sodium. 

sodium perborate (soùdK-Nm pNr-bôrù7tÙ) n.  A white odorless crystalline 

compound, NaBO2·H2O2·3H2O, used as a mild alkaline oxidizing agent in denti-

frices, as a topical antiseptic and deodorant, and as an industrial reagent. 



sodium peroxide (soùdK-Nm pN-rmkùsXdÙ) n.  A yellowish-white powder, 

Na2O2, used industrially as an oxidizing and bleaching agent and medically as a 

germicide, an antiseptic, and a disinfectant. 

sodium phosphate (soùdK-Nm fmsùf7tÙ) n.  Any of various sodium salts of 

phosphoric acid, especially NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4, and Na3PO4, widely used in 

pharmaceutical manufacturing, medicine, and chemistry. 

so·di·um-po·tas·si·um pump (soùdK-Nm-pN-t4sùK-Nm pƒmp) n.  A mecha-

nism of active transport that moves potassium ions into and sodium ions out of a 

cell. 

sodium propionate (soùdK-Nm proùpK-N-n7tÙ) n.  A clear crystalline com-

pound, CH3CH2COONa, used as a fungicide and bactericide, especially to pre-

vent food spoilage. 

sodium silicate (soùdK-Nm sVlùV-k7tÙ) n.  Any of various water-soluble silicate 

glass compounds used as a preservative for eggs, in plaster and cement, and in 

various purification and refining processes.  Also called soluble glass, water glass. 

sodium sulfate (soùdK-Nm sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A white crystalline compound, 

Na2SO4, used to manufacture paper, glass, dyes, and pharmaceuticals. 

sodium sulfide (soùdK-Nm sƒlùfXdÙ) n.  A hygroscopic yellow compound, 

Na2S, used as a metal ore reagent and in photography, engraving, and printing. 

sodium sulfite (soùdK-Nm sƒlùfXtÙ) n.  A white crystalline or powdered com-

pound, Na2SO3, used in preserving foods, silvering mirrors, developing photo-

graphs, and making dyes. 

sodium thiosulfate (soùdK-Nm thXÙo-sƒlùf7tÙ) n.  A white, translucent crys-

talline compound, Na2S2O3·5H2O, used as a photographic fixing agent and as a 

bleach.  Also called hypo1, hyposulfite, sodium hyposulfite. 

so·di·um-va·por lamp (soùdK-Nm-v7ùpNr l4mp) n.  An electric lamp contain-

ing a small amount of sodium and neon gas, used in generating yellow light for 

lighting streets and highways. 

Sod·om1 (smdùNm)  A city of ancient Palestine possibly located south of the 

Dead Sea. In the Old Testament, it was destroyed along with Gomorrah because 

of its wickedness and depravity. 

Sod·om2  or sod·om (smdùNm) n.  A place well known for vice and corruption.  

[After Sodom1.]

sod·om·ite (smdùN-mXtÙ) n.  One who engages in sodomy. 

sod·om·ize (smdùN-mXzÙ) v.  tr. so·dom·ized, so·dom·iz·ing, so·dom·iz·es. 
To subject to an act of sodomy, especially forcibly. 

sod·om·y (smdùN-mK) n.  1. Anal copulation of one male with another.  2. Anal 

or oral copulation with a member of the opposite sex.  3. Copulation with an ani-

mal.  [Middle English sodomie, from Old French, from Sodome, Sodom, from 

Latin Sodoma, from Greek, from Hebrew s’dom.]



so·ev·er (so-HvùNr) adv.  At all; in any way: “Space to breathe, how short soever” 

(Ben Jonson). 

SOF abbr.  Sound on film. 

so·fa (soùfN) n.  A long upholstered seat usually with a back and arms.  [Turkish, 

from Arabic }uffah, carpet, divan.]

sofa bed (soùfN bHd) n.  A sofa whose seat unfolds to form a bed. 

so·far (soùfärÙ) n.  A system for determining the position of survivors lost at sea 

by which an explosion is set off underwater, the time needed for the waves to 

reach three different locations is calculated, and the position of the explosion is 

ascertained by triangulation.  [so(und) f(ixing) a(nd) r(anging).]

so far as (so fär 4z) conj.  Insofar as:  So far as I am concerned, the project is over. 

sof·fit (smfùVt) n.  The underside of a structural component, such as a beam, an 

arch, a staircase, or a cornice.  [French soffite, from Italian soffitto, from Vulgar 

Latin *suffXctus, past participle of suffXgere, to fasten beneath. See SUFFIX.]

S. of Sol. abbr.  Bible. Song of Solomon. 

So·fi·a (soùfK-N, so-fKùN)  The capital and largest city of Bulgaria, in the west-cen-

tral part of the country. Originally a Thracian settlement, it passed over the cen-

turies to Rome, Byzantium, two Bulgarian kingdoms, Ottoman Turkey, and 

Russia. In 1879 it became the capital of independent Bulgaria. Population, 

1,102,100. 

soft (sôft, smft) adj.  soft·er, soft·est. 1. a. Easily molded, cut, or worked.  

b. Yielding readily to pressure or weight.   2. Out of condition; flabby.  

3. Smooth or fine to the touch:  a soft fabric.  4. a. Not loud, harsh, or irritating:  

a soft voice.  b. Not brilliant or glaring; subdued:  soft colors.   5. Not sharply 

drawn or delineated:  soft charcoal shading; a scene filmed in soft focus.  6. Mild; 

balmy:  a soft breeze.  7. a. Of a gentle disposition; tender.  b. Affectionate:  a soft 

glance.  c. Attracted or emotionally involved:  He has been soft on her for years.  

d. Not stern; lenient.  e. Lacking strength of character; weak.  f. Informal. Sim-

ple; feeble.  g. Gradually declining in trend; not firm:  a soft economy; a soft com-

puter market.   8. a. Informal. Easy:  a soft job.  b. Based on conciliation or 

negotiation rather than on threats or power plays:  took a soft line toward their 

opponents.   9. Informal and entertaining without confronting difficult issues or 

hard facts:  a soft story about a senator’s private life.  10. Using or based on data 

that is not readily quantifiable or amenable to experimental verification or refu-

tation:  soft evidence; the soft sciences.  11. Of or relating to a paper currency as 

distinct from a hard currency backed by gold.  12. Having low dissolved mineral 

content.  13. Linguistics. a. Sibilant rather than guttural, as c in certain and g in 

gem.  b. Voiced and weakly articulated:  a soft consonant.  c. Palatalized, as certain 

consonants in Slavic languages.   14. Unprotected against nuclear attack:  soft 

missile launching sites; a soft target.   —  n.  A soft object or part.   —  adv.  In a 



soft manner; gently.  [Middle English, pleasant, calm, from Old English softe.] 
—softùly adv.  —softùness n. 

soft·ball (sôftùbôlÙ, smftù-) n.  Sports. 1. A variation of baseball played on a 

smaller diamond with a larger, softer ball that is pitched underhand.  2. The ball 

used in this game. 

soft-boiled (sôftùboildù, smftù-) adj.  1. Boiled in the shell to a soft consistency. 

Used of an egg.  2. Informal. a. Softhearted; lenient.  b. Sentimental.  

soft·bound (sôftùboundÙ, smftù-) adj.  Not bound between hard covers:  soft-

bound books. 

soft chancre (sôft sh4ngùkNr) n.  See chancroid. 
soft clam (sôft kl4m) n.  See soft-shell clam. 
soft coal (sôft kol) n.  See bituminous coal. 
soft-coat·ed wheaten terrier (sôftùkoÙtVd hwKtùn tHrùK-Nr, smftù-) n.  A 

medium-sized terrier of a breed that originated in Ireland, having a wheat-col-

ored coat of soft, wavy hair. 

soft-core (sôftùkôrÙ, -korÙ, smftù-) adj.  1. Being less explicit than hard-core 

material in depicting or describing sexual activity:  soft-core pornography.  

2. Moderate:  a soft-core sports fan. 

soft·cov·er (sôftùkƒvÙNr, smftù-) adj.  Not bound between hard covers:  softcover 

books; a softcover edition. 

soft drink (sôft drVngk) n.  A nonalcoholic, flavored, carbonated beverage, usu-

ally commercially prepared and sold in bottles or cans. Regional. Also called cold 

drinkRegional., pop1Regional., soda, soda pop, soda waterRegional., tonic. See 

Regional note at tonic. 
soft drug (sôft drƒg) n.  A drug that is believed to be nonaddictive and less 

damaging to the health than a hard drug. 

soft·en (sôùfNn, smfùNn) v.  soft·ened, soft·en·ing, soft·ens.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

make soft or softer.  2. To undermine or reduce the strength, morale, or resis-

tance of.  3. To make less harsh, strident, or critical:  softened the last paragraph of 

the letter.   —  v.  intr. To become soft or softer.   —softùen·er n. 

soft-finned (sôftùfVndù, smftù-) adj.  Having fins supported by flexible cartilag-

inous rays; not spiny-finned. Used of bony fishes. 

soft goods (sôft gtdz) pl.n.  See dry goods. 
soft hail (sôft h7l) n.  See snow pellet. 
soft·head (sôftùhHdÙ, smftù-) n.  A person regarded as foolish. 

soft·head·ed (sôftùhHdùVd, smftù-) adj.  Lacking judgment, realism, or firm-

ness.   —softùheadùed·ly adv.  —softùheadùed·ness n. 

soft·heart·ed (sôftùhärùtVd, smftù-) adj.  Easily moved; tender.   —softù-
heartùed·ly adv.  —softùheartùed·ness n. 

soft·ie (sôfùtK, smfù-) n.  Variant of softy. 



soft-land (sôftùl4ndù, smftù-) v.  intr. tr. soft-·land·ed, soft-·land·ing, soft-
·lands. To make or cause to make a soft landing. 

soft landing (sôft l4nùdVng) n.  The landing of a space vehicle on a celestial 

body or on Earth in such a way as to prevent damage or destruction of the vehicle. 

soft-lin·er (sôftùlXÙnNr, smftù-) n.  One that takes a moderate or flexible 

approach, especially on a political issue. 

soft news (sôft nuz) n.  News, as in a newspaper or television report, that 

does not deal with formal or serious topics and events.   —softù-newsÙ 
(sôftùnuzÙ, -nyuzÙ, smftù-) adj. 

soft palate (sôft p4lùVt) n.  The movable fold, consisting of muscular fibers 

enclosed in mucous membrane, that is suspended from the rear of the hard palate 

and closes off the nasal cavity from the oral cavity during swallowing or sucking. 

soft paste also soft-paste (sôftùp7stÙ, smftù-) n.  Any of various ceramics con-

taining frit and refined clay. 

soft pedal (sôft pHdùl) n.  Music. A pedal used to mute tone, as on a piano. 

soft-ped·al (sôftùpHdùl, smftÙ-) v.  tr. soft-ped·aled or soft-ped·alled, soft-
ped·al·ing or soft-ped·al·ling, soft-ped·als or soft-ped·als. 1. Music. To 

soften or mute the tone of by depressing the soft pedal.  2. Informal. To make less 

emphatic or obvious; play down:  soft-pedal a potentially explosive issue. 

soft rock (sôft rmk) n.  Music. A style of rock ’n’ roll characterized by the pre-

dominance of melody and minimal use of electronic modulations. 

soft roe (sôft ro) n.  The spermatozoa or testes of a fish; milt. 

soft sculpture (sôft skƒlpùchNr) n.  A sculpture made of pliant materials, such 

as cloth or foam rubber. 

soft sell (sôft sHl) n.  Informal. A subtly persuasive, low-pressure method of sell-

ing or advertising. 

soft-shell (sôftùshHlÙ, smftù-) also soft-shelled (-shHldÙ) adj.  Having a soft, 

brittle, or unhardened shell. Used of an aquatic animal.   —  n.  A soft-shelled 

aquatic animal. 

soft-shell clam (sôftùshHlÙ kl4m) n.  A common edible North American clam 

(Mya arenaria) having a thin, elongated shell, found especially along the Atlantic 

coast.  Also called soft clam, steamer. 

soft-shell crab (sôftùshHlÙ kr4b) n.  A marine crab before its shell has hard-

ened after molting, especially the edible species (Callinectes sapidus) of eastern 

North America in this stage. 

soft-shelled (sôftùshHldÙ, smftù-) adj.  Variant of soft-shell. 
soft-shelled turtle (sôftùshHldÙ tûrùtl) n.  Any of various freshwater turtles of 

the family Trionychidae, having a flat carapace covered with leathery skin and 

fleshy, elongated snout. 

soft-shoe (sôftùshuù, smftù-) n.  Tap dancing performed while wearing shoes 

without metal taps. 



soft shoulder (sôft sholùdNr) n.  A border of soft earth running along the edge 

of a road. 

soft soap (sôft sop) n.  1. A fluid or semifluid soap.  2. Informal. Flattery; 

cajolery. 

soft-soap (sôftùsopù, smftù-) v.  tr. soft-·soaped, soft-·soap·ing, soft-
·soaps. Informal. To flatter in order to gain something; cajole.   —softù-
soapùer n. 

soft-spo·ken (sôftùspoùkNn, smftù-) adj.  1. Speaking with a soft or gentle 

voice:  a soft-spoken instructor.  2. Smooth; ingratiating:  a soft-spoken attempt at 

bribery. 

soft spot (sôft spmt) n.  1. A tender or sentimental feeling.  2. A weak or vul-

nerable point:  a soft spot in his defenses.  3.  See fontanel. 
soft-top (sôftùtmpÙ) n.  A car having a top constructed of cloth or a combination 

of metal and cloth.   —softù-topÙ adj. 

soft touch (sôft tƒch) n.  One who is easily persuaded or taken advantage of. 

soft·ware (sôftùwârÙ, smftù-) n.  Computer Science. The programs, routines, and 

symbolic languages that control the functioning of the hardware and direct its 

operation.   —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  software 

manufacturers; software sales. 

soft water (sôft wôùtNr) n.  Water containing little or no dissolved salts of cal-

cium or magnesium, especially water containing less than 85.5 parts per million 

of calcium carbonate. 

soft·wood (sôftùwtdÙ, smftù-) n.  1. The wood of a coniferous tree.  2. A 

coniferous tree. 

soft·y  or soft·ie (sôfùtK, smfù-) n.  pl. soft·ies. Informal. 1. A person regarded 

as weak or sentimental.  2. A person who finds it difficult to punish or be strict. 

SOG abbr.  Special Operations Group. 

sog·gy (smgùK, sôùgK) adj.  sog·gi·er, sog·gi·est. 1. Saturated or sodden with 

moisture; soaked:  soggy clothes.  2. Lacking spirit; dull:  a soggy bit of dialogue.  

3. Humid; sultry:  a soggy afternoon in August.  [From dialectal sog, to be soaked 

(from Middle English soggon, soaked, probably of Scandinavian origin), or from 

dialectal sog, swamp.] —sogùgi·ly adv.  —sogùgi·ness n. 

Sog·na·fjord  or Sog·ne Fjord (sôngùnN-fyôrÙ)  An inlet of the Norwegian Sea 

in southwest Norway extending inland about 193 km (120 mi). It is the longest 

and deepest fjord in the country. 

So·ho (soùhoÙ)  1. A district of central London, England. Inhabited in the 17th 

century mainly by immigrants, it is known today for its restaurants, theaters, and 

nightclubs.  2.  Also So·Ho. A district of New York City on southwest Manhattan 

Island noted for its galleries, shops, restaurants, and artists’ lofts. The area is south 

of Houston Street, hence the name. 



soi-di·sant (swäÙdK-zäNù) adj.  Self-styled; so-called.  [French  : soi, oneself + 

disant, saying.]

soi·gné also soi·gnée (swän-y7ù) adj.  1. Showing sophisticated elegance; fash-

ionable:  a soigné little club.  2. Well-groomed; polished:  The soigné duchess 

received her guests in the drawing room.  [French, from Old French, past participle 

of soigner, to take care of, of Germanic origin.]

soil1 (soil) n.  1. The top layer of the earth’s surface, consisting of rock and min-

eral particles mixed with organic matter.  2. A particular kind of earth or ground:  

sandy soil.  3. Country; land:  native soil.  4. The agricultural life:  a woman of the 

soil.  5. A place or condition favorable to growth; a breeding ground.  [Middle 

English, from Anglo-Norman, a piece of ground, from Latin solium, seat. See 

sed- in Appendix.]

soil2 (soil) v.  soiled, soil·ing, soils.  —  v.  tr. 1. To make dirty, particularly on 

the surface.  2. To disgrace; tarnish:  a reputation soiled by scandal.  3. To corrupt; 

defile.  4. To dirty with excrement.   —  v.  intr. To become dirty, stained, or tar-

nished.   —  n.  1. a. The state of being soiled.  b. A stain.   2. Filth, sewage, or 

refuse matter.  3. Manure, especially human excrement, used as fertilizer.  [Mid-

dle English soilen, from Old French souiller, from Vulgar Latin *sucul7re (from 

Late Latin suculus, diminutive of Latin s7s, pig); see s7777- in Appendix, or from 

souil, pigsty, wallow (from Latin solium, seat); see SOIL
1.]

soil3 (soil) v.  tr. soiled, soil·ing, soils. 1. To feed (livestock) with soilage.  

2. To purge (livestock) by feeding with green food.  [Origin unknown.]

soil·age (soiùlVj) n.  Green crops cut for feeding penned livestock. 

soil pipe (soil pXp) n.  A drainpipe that carries off wastes from a plumbing fix-

ture, especially from a toilet. 

soil·ure (soilùyNr) n.  1. Soiling or the condition of being soiled.  2. A blot, stain, 

or smudge. 

soi·ree also soi·rée (swä-r7ù) n.  An evening party or reception.  [French soirée, 

from Old French seree, from seir, evening, from Latin sKro, at a late hour, from 

sKrus, late.]

Sois·sons (swä-soNù)  A city of northern France northwest of Paris. An ancient 

Roman town, Soissons was long the scene of conflict, including Clovis I’s defeat 

of the Roman legions (A.D. 486) and heavy bombardment during World Wars I 

and II. Population, 30,213. 

so·journ (soùjûrnÙ, so-jûrnù) v.  intr. so·journed, so·journ·ing, so·journs. 
To reside temporarily.  See Synonyms at stay1.   —  n.  A temporary stay; a brief 

period of residence.  [Middle English sojournen, from Old French sojorner, from 

Vulgar Latin *subdiurn7re : Latin sub-, sub- + Late Latin diurnum, day (from 

Latin, daily ration, from neuter of diurnus, daily, from diKs, day); see deiw- in 

Appendix.] —soùjournÙer n. 



soke (sok) n.  1. In early English law, the right of local jurisdiction, generally one 

of the feudal rights of lordship.  2. The district over which soke jurisdiction was 

exercised.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin soca, from Old English socn, act 

of seeking. See s7g- in Appendix.]

sol1 (sol) also so (so) n.  Music. The fifth tone of the diatonic scale in solfeggio.  

[Middle English, from Medieval Latin. See GAMUT.]

sol2 (sml) n.  An old French coin worth 12 deniers.  [French, from Old French, 

from Late Latin solidus, solidus. See SOLIDUS.]

sol3 (sol) n.  pl. so·les (soùl7s). A basic unit of currency in Peru.  See Table at cur-
rency.  [Spanish, sun (from the drawing on the coin), from Latin sol, sun. See 

s7wel- in Appendix.]

sol4 (sôl, sol) n.  A colloidal solution.  [From SOLUTION.]

Sol (sml, sol) n.  The sun.  [Middle English, from Latin sol. See s7wel- in Appen-

dix.]

sol. abbr.  1. Solicitor.  2. Soluble.  3. Solution. 

so·la1 (soÙlN) n.  A plural of solum. 
so·la2 (soÙlN) adv.  By oneself; alone. Used as a stage direction to a female charac-

ter.  [Italian, feminine of solo, solo. See SOLO.]

sol·ace (smlùVs) n.  1. Comfort in sorrow, misfortune, or distress; consolation.  

2. A source of comfort or consolation.   —  v.  tr. sol·aced, sol·ac·ing, 
sol·ac·es. 1. To comfort, cheer, or console, as in trouble or sorrow.  See Syn-

onyms at comfort.  2. To allay or assuage: “They solaced their wretchedness, how-

ever, by duets after supper” (Jane Austen).  [Middle English solas, from Old 

French, from Latin sol7cium, from sol7rX, to console.] —solùac·er n. 

so·lan (soùlNn) n.  See gannet.  [Middle English soland : Old Norse s7la, pillar, 

gannet + Old Norse önd, duck.]

so·la·nine (soùlN-nKnÙ, -nVn) also so·la·nin (-nVn) n.  A bitter poisonous alka-

loid, C45H73NO15, derived from potato sprouts, tomatoes, and nightshade and 

having narcotic properties formerly used to treat epilepsy.  [French, from Latin 

sol7num, nightshade, from sol, sun. See s7wel- in Appendix.]

so·lar (soùlNr) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or proceeding from the sun:  solar rays.  

2. Using or operated by energy derived from the sun:  a solar heating system.  

3. Determined or measured in reference to the sun:  the solar year.  [Middle 

English, from Latin sol7ris, from sol, sun. See s7wel- in Appendix.]

solar battery (soùlNr b4tùN-rK) n.  A system consisting of a large number of 

connected solar cells. 

solar cell (soùlNr sHl) n.  A semiconductor device that converts the energy of 

sunlight into electric energy.  Also called photovoltaic cell 

solar constant (soùlNr kmnùstNnt) n.  The average density of solar radiation 

measured outside Earth’s atmosphere and at Earth’s mean distance from the sun, 

equal to 0.140 watt per square centimeter. 



solar day (soùlNr d7) n.  A mean solar day. 

solar flare (soùlNr flâr) n.  A sudden eruption of hydrogen gas on the surface of 

the sun, usually associated with sunspots and accompanied by a burst of ultravio-

let radiation that is often followed by a magnetic disturbance. 

solar furnace (soùlNr fûrùnVs) n.  A parabolic reflector that focuses solar radia-

tion at a point to obtain temperatures as high as 4,000˚C (7,200˚F). 

solar house (soùlNr hous) n.  A house having large quantities of heat-absorbing 

material behind large glass areas, designed to use solar radiation for heating. 

so·lar·i·a (so-lârùK-N, sN-) n.  A plural of solarium. 
so·lar·im·e·ter (soÙlN-rVmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument used to measure the flux of 

solar radiation through a surface. 

so·lar·i·um (so-lârùK-Nm, sN-) n.  pl. so·lar·i·a (-K-N)  or so·lar·i·ums. A room, 

gallery, or glassed-in porch exposed to the sun.  [Latin sol7rium, terrace, flat 

housetop, from sol, sun. See s7wel- in Appendix.]

so·lar·ize (soùlN-rXzÙ) v.  so·lar·ized, so·lar·iz·ing, so·lar·iz·es.  —  v.  tr. To 

affect by exposing to the sun’s rays.   —  v.  intr. To be overexposed. Used of pho-

tographic film.   —soÙlar·i·zaùtion (-lNr-V-z7ùshNn) n. 

solar month (soùlNr mƒnth) n.  One twelfth of a solar year, totaling 30 days 10 

hours 29 minutes 3.8 seconds. 

solar panel (soùlNr p4nùNl) n.  A group of connected solar cells. 

solar plexus (soùlNr plHkùsNs) n.  1. The large network of sympathetic nerves 

and ganglia located in the peritoneal cavity behind the stomach and having 

branching tracts that supply nerves to the abdominal viscera.  2. The pit of the 

stomach.  [From its radially branching ganglia.]

solar system (soùlNr sVsùtNm) n.  The sun together with the nine planets and all 

other celestial bodies that orbit the sun. 

solar wind (soùlNr wVnd) n.  A stream of ionized particles ejected at high speeds 

from the surface of the sun. 

solar year (soùlNr yîr) n.  The period of time required for the earth to make one 

complete revolution around the sun, measured from one vernal equinox to the 

next and equal to 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 45.51 seconds.  Also called astro-

nomical year, tropical year. 

so·la·ti·um (so-l7ùshK-Nm) n.  pl. so·la·ti·a (-shK-N). Law. Compensation for 

injured feelings as distinct from financial loss or physical suffering.  [Late Latin 

sol7cium, sol7tium, compensation, solace, from Latin. See SOLACE.]

sold (sold) v.  Past tense and past participle of sell. 
sol·dan (solùdNn, smlù-) also sou·dan (sudùn) n.  A sultan in Egypt.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Arabic sul£7n.]

sol·der (smdùNr) n.  1. Any of various fusible alloys, usually tin and lead, used to 

join metallic parts.  2. Something that joins or cements.   —  v.  sol·dered, 
sol·der·ing, sol·ders.  —  v.  tr. To serve as a bond between; join.   —  v.  intr. 



1. To unite or repair things with solder.  2. To be joined by or as if by solder.  

[Middle English soudur, from Old French soudure, soldure, from souder, soulder, 

to solder, from Latin solid7re, to make solid, from solidus, solid. See SOLID.] 
—solùder·er n. 

sol·dier (solùjNr) n.  1. One who serves in an army.  2. An enlisted person or a 

noncommissioned officer.  3. a. An active, loyal, and militant follower:  a soldier 

in the environmental coalition.  b. A trusted follower of an organized crime leader.   

4. A sexually undeveloped form of certain ants and termites, having large heads 

and powerful jaws specialized to serve as fighting weapons.   —  v.  intr. 

sol·diered, sol·dier·ing, sol·diers. 1. To be or serve as a soldier.  2. To make a 

show of working in order to escape punishment.  [Middle English soudier, merce-

nary, from Anglo-Norman soudeour, soldeier, and Old French soudoior, soudier 

both from Old French sol, soud, sou, from Late Latin solidum, soldum, pay, from 

solidus, solidus. See SOLIDUS.]

WORD HISTORY: Why do soldiers fight? One answer is hidden away in the

word soldier itself. Its first recorded occurrence is found in a work composed

around 1300, the word having come into Middle English (as soudier) from Old

French soudoior and Anglo-Norman soudeour. The Old French word, first record-

ed in the 12th century, is derived from sol or soud, Old French forms of Modern

French sou. There is no longer a French coin named sou, but the meaning of the

word sou alerts us to the fact that money is involved. Indeed, Old French sol re-

ferred to a coin and also meant “pay,” and a soudoior was a man who fought for

pay. This was a concept worth expressing in an era when many men were not paid

for fighting but did it in service to a feudal superior. Thus soldier is parallel to the

word mercenary, which goes back to Latin mercKnn7rius, derived from merces,

“pay,” and meaning “working for pay.” The word could also be used as a noun,

one of whose senses was “a soldier of fortune.”

sol·dier·ly (solùjNr-lK) adj.  Of, relating to, or befitting a soldier. 

soldier of fortune (solùjNr ƒv fôrùchNn) n.  pl. soldiers of fortune. One 

who will serve in any army for personal gain or love of adventure. 

sol·diers’ home (solùjNrz hom) n.  A government-funded institution for the 

care of armed forces veterans. 

sol·dier·y (solùjN-rK) n.  1. Soldiers considered as a group.  2. The profession of 

soldiering. 

sold-out (soldùoutù) adj.  Having all tickets or accommodations completely 

sold, especially ahead of time. 

sole1 (sol) n.  1. The underside of the foot.  2. The underside of a shoe or boot, 

often excluding the heel.  3. The part on which something else rests while in a 

vertical position, especially: a. The bottom surface of a plow.  b. Sports. The bot-



tom surface of the head of a golf club.    —  v.  tr. soled, sol·ing, soles. 1. To 

furnish (a shoe or boot) with a sole.  2. Sports. To put the sole of (a golf club) on 

the ground, as in preparing to make a stroke.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin solea, sandal, from solum, bottom, sole of the foot.]

sole2 (sol) adj.  1. Being the only one:  the sole survivor of the crash.  See Syn-

onyms at single.  2. Of or relating to only one individual or group; exclusive:  

The court has the sole right to decide.  3. Law. Single; unmarried.  [Middle English, 

alone, from Old French sol, from Latin solus. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

sole3 (sol) n.  pl. sole or soles. 1. Any of various chiefly marine flatfish of the 

family Soleidae, related to and resembling the flounders, especially any of several 

European species, such as Solea solea, valued as food fishes.  2. Any of various 

other flatfish, especially certain coastal flounders.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin solea, sandal, flatfish (from its shape). See SOLE
1.]

sol·e·cism (smlùV-sVzÙNm, soùlV-) n.  1. A nonstandard usage or grammatical con-

struction.  2. A violation of etiquette.  3. An impropriety, a mistake, or an incon-

gruity.  [Latin soloecismus, from Greek soloikismos, from soloikizein, to speak 

incorrectly, from soloikos, speaking incorrectly, after Soloi (Soli), an Athenian col-

ony in Cilicia where a dialect regarded as substandard was spoken.] —solùe·cist 
n.  —solÙe·cisùtic adj. 

So·le·dad (soùlN-d4dÙ, sôÙlH-thäthù)  A city of northern Colombia, a suburb of 

Barranquilla. Population, 156,846. 

sole·ly (solùlK, soùlK) adv.  1. Alone; singly:  solely responsible.  2. Entirely; exclu-

sively:  did it solely for love. 

sol·emn (smlùNm) adj.  1. Deeply earnest, serious, and sober.  2. Somberly or 

gravely impressive.  See Synonyms at serious.  3. Performed with full ceremony:  

a solemn High Mass.  4. Invoking the force of religion; sacred:  a solemn vow.  

5. Gloomy; somber.  [Middle English solemne, from Old French, from Latin 

sollemnis, established, customary. See sol- in Appendix.] —solùemn·ly adv.  

—solùemn·ness n. 

so·lem·ni·ty (sN-lHmùnV-tK) n.  pl. so·lem·ni·ties. 1. The quality or condition 

of being solemn.  2. A solemn observance or proceeding. 

sol·em·nize (smlùNm-nXzÙ) v.  tr. sol·em·nized, sol·em·niz·ing, 
sol·em·niz·es. 1. To celebrate or observe with dignity and gravity.  See Syn-

onyms at observe.  2. To perform with formal ceremony.  3. To make serious or 

grave.   —solÙem·ni·zaùtion (-nV-z7ùshNn) n. 

so·le·no·don (sN-lKùnN-dmnÙ, -lHnùN-) n.  A large ratlike insectivorous mammal 

of the family Solenodontidae, especially Solenodon paradoxus of Hispaniola and 

S. cubanus of Cuba, characterized by a long tubular snout and a long, stiff, scaly 

tail.  [New Latin SolKnodon, type genus  : Greek solKn, pipe, channel + -odon, -

odon.]



so·le·noid (soùlN-noidÙ) n.  1. A current-carrying coil of wire that acts like a 

magnet when a current passes through it.  2. An assembly used as a switch, con-

sisting of a coil and a metal core free to slide along the coil axis under the influ-

ence of the magnetic field.  [French solénoïde, from Greek solKnoeidKs, pipe-

shaped  : solKn, pipe + -oeidKs, -oid.] —soÙle·noiùdal (-noidùl) adj.  

—soÙle·noiùdal·ly adv. 

So·lent (soùlNnt)  A narrow channel between the Isle of Wight and the southern 

mainland of England. The Solent provides access to the port of Southampton. 

sole·plate (solùpl7tÙ) n.  The underside of a clothes iron. 

sole·print (solùprVntÙ) n.  1. A print of the sole of the foot.  2. A print of the 

sole of the foot made for identification, as of a newborn infant. 

so·les (soùl7s) n.  Plural of sol3. 
so·le·us (soùlK-Ns) n.  pl. so·le·i (-lK-XÙ). A broad, flat muscle of the calf of the 

leg, situated under the gastrocnemius.  [New Latin, from Latin solea, sandal. See 

SOLE
1.]

sol-fa (sol-fäù) Music. n.  1. The set of syllables do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, and ti, used 

to represent the tones of the scale.  2. Use of these syllables.   —  v.  intr. tr. sol-
·faed, sol-·fa·ing, sol-·fas. To use the sol-fa syllables or sing using these sylla-

bles.  [Italian solfa, from Medieval Latin  : sol, note of the scale; see GAMUT + fa, 

note of the scale; see GAMUT.]

sol·fa·ta·ra (solÙfN-tärùN) n.  A volcanic area that gives off sulfurous gases and 

steam.  [Italian, from solfo, sulfur, from Latin sulfur.] —solÙfa·taùric adj. 

sol·fège (sml-fHzhù, sol-) n.  Music. Solfeggio.  [French, from Italian solfeggio. 

See SOLFEGGIO.]

sol·feg·gio (sol-fHjùK-oÙ, -fHjùo) n.  pl. sol·feg·gi (-fHjùK)  or sol·feg·gios. 
Music. 1. Use of the sol-fa syllables to note the tones of the scale; solmization.  

2. A singing exercise in which the sol-fa syllables are used.  [Italian, from solfa, 

sol-fa. See SOL-FA.]

sol·fe·ri·no (solÙfN-rKùno) n.  Color. A moderate purplish red.  [After Solferino, 

a village of northern Italy, from the discovery of a dye of this color in the same 

year that a battle was fought there (1859).]

so·lic·it (sN-lVsùVt) v.  so·lic·it·ed, so·lic·it·ing, so·lic·its.  —  v.  tr. 1. To seek to 

obtain by persuasion, entreaty, or formal application:  a candidate who solicited 

votes among the factory workers.  2. To petition persistently; importune:  solicited 

the neighbors for donations.  3. To entice or incite to evil or illegal action.  4. To 

approach or accost (a person) with an offer of sexual services.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

make solicitation or petition for something desired.  2. To approach or accost 

someone with an offer of sexual services in return for payment.  [Middle English 

soliciten, to disturb, from Old French solliciter, from Latin sollicit7re, from sollici-

tus, troubled. See SOLICITOUS.] —so·licÙi·taùtion n. 



so·lic·i·tor (sN-lVsùV-tNr) n.  Abbr. sol. 1. One that solicits, especially one that 

seeks trade or contributions.  2. The chief law officer of a city, town, or govern-

ment department.  3. Chiefly British. An attorney who is not a member of the bar 

and who may be heard only in the lower courts.  See Synonyms at lawyer. 
solicitor general (sN-lVsùV-tNr jHnùNr-Nl) n.  pl. solicitors general. Abbr. 

S.G., SG 1. A law officer assisting an attorney general.  2. The chief law officer in 

a state not having an attorney general. 

so·lic·i·tous (sN-lVsùV-tNs) adj.  1. a. Anxious or concerned:  a solicitous parent.  

b. Expressing care or concern:  made solicitous inquiries about our family.  See 

Synonyms at thoughtful.   2. Full of desire; eager.  3. Marked by or given to 

anxious care and often hovering attentiveness.  4. Extremely careful; meticulous:  

solicitous in matters of behavior.  [Latin sollicitus : sollus, entire; see sol- in Appen-

dix + citus, past participle of ciKre, to set in motion; see kei-2 in Appendix.] 
—so·licùi·tous·ly adv.  —so·licùi·tous·ness n. 

so·lic·i·tude (sN-lVsùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. The state of being solicitous; care or 

concern, as for the well-being of another.  See Synonyms at anxiety.  2.  Often 

solicitudes. A cause of anxiety or concern. 

sol·id (smlùVd) adj.  sol·id·er, sol·id·est. 1. a. Of definite shape and volume; not 

liquid or gaseous.  b. Firm or compact in substance.  See Synonyms at firm1.   
2. Not hollowed out:  a solid block of wood.  3. Being the same substance or color 

throughout:  solid gold.  4. Mathematics. Of or relating to three-dimensional geo-

metric figures or bodies.  5. Having no gaps or breaks; continuous:  a solid line of 

people.  6. Of good quality and substance:  a solid foundation.  7. Substantial; 

hearty:  a solid meal.  8. Sound; reliable:  solid facts.  9. Financially sound.  

10. Upstanding and dependable:  a solid citizen.  11. Written without a hyphen or 

space. For example, the word software is a solid compound.  12. Printing. Having 

no leads between the lines.  13. Acting together; unanimous:  a solid voting bloc.   
—  n.  1. A substance having a definite shape and volume; one that is neither liq-

uid nor gaseous.  2. Mathematics. A geometric figure having three dimensions.  

[Middle English solide, from Old French, from Latin solidus. See sol- in Appen-

dix.] —solùid·ly adv.  —solùid·ness n. 

solid angle (smlùVd 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. An angle formed by three or more 

planes intersecting at a common point. 

sol·i·dar·i·ty (smlÙV-d4rùV-tK) n.  A union of interests, purposes, or sympathies 

among members of a group; fellowship of responsibilities and interests: “The 

perennial conflict between national egoism and international solidarity becomes 

more and more visible” (Isaac Deutscher).  See Synonyms at unity.  [French soli-

darité, from solidaire, interdependent, from Old French, in common, from Latin 

solidus, solid, whole. See SOLID.]

solid geometry (smlùVd jK-mmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. The branch of mathe-

matics that deals with three-dimensional figures and surfaces. 



sol·i·di (smlùV-dXÙ) n.  Plural of solidus. 
so·lid·i·fy (sN-lVdùN-fXÙ) v.  so·lid·i·fied, so·lid·i·fy·ing, so·lid·i·fies.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make solid, compact, or hard.  2. To make strong or united.   —  v.  intr. To 

become solid or united.   —so·lidÙi·fi·caùtion (-fV-k7ùshNn) n. 

so·lid·i·ty (sN-lVdùV-tK) n.  1. The condition or property of being solid.  

2. Soundness of mind, moral character, or finances. 

solid of revolution (smlùVd ƒv rHvÙN-luùshNn) n.  Mathematics. A volume 

generated by the rotation of a plane figure about an axis in its plane. 

solid propellant (smlùVd prN-pHlùNnt) n.  A rocket propellant in solid form, 

combining both fuel and oxidizer in the form of a compact, cohesive grain. 

solid solution (smlùVd sN-luùshNn) n.  A homogeneous crystalline structure in 

which one or more types of atoms or molecules may be partly substituted for the 

original atoms and molecules without changing the structure. 

sol·id-state (smlùVd-st7tù) adj.  1. Characteristic of or relating to the physical 

properties of solid materials, especially to the electromagnetic, thermodynamic, 

and structural properties of crystalline solids.  2. Based on or consisting chiefly or 

exclusively of semiconducting materials, components, and related devices. 

sol·i·dus (smlùV-dNs) n.  pl. sol·i·di (-dXÙ). 1. A gold coin of the Roman Empire 

used in Europe until the 15th century.  Also called bezant 2. Printing. A virgule; a 

slash.  [Middle English, from Late Latin (nummus) solidus, a solid (sesterce), from 

Latin solidus, solid. See SOLID.]

So·li·hull (soÙlV-hƒlù)  A borough of central England, a residential suburb of Bir-

mingham. Population, 198,500. 

so·lil·o·quize (sN-lVlùN-kwXzÙ) v.  intr. tr. so·lil·o·quized, so·lil·o·quiz·ing, 
so·lil·o·quiz·es. To utter or put into the form of a soliloquy.   —so·lilùo·quist (-

kwVst), so·lilùo·quizÙer (-kwXÙzNr)  n. 

so·lil·o·quy (sN-lVlùN-kwK) n.  pl. so·lil·o·quies. 1. a. A dramatic or literary 

form of discourse in which a character reveals his or her thoughts when alone or 

unaware of the presence of other characters.  b. A specific speech or piece of 

writing in this form of discourse.   2. The act of speaking to oneself.  [Late Latin 

soliloquium : Latin solus, alone; see s(w)e- in Appendix + Latin loquX, to speak; 

see tolkw- in Appendix.]

So·ling·en (zoùlVng-Nn)  A city of west-central Germany east-southeast of Düs-

seldorf. Chartered in 1374, it is noted for its cutlery. Population, 158,418. 

sol·ip·sism (smlùVp-sVzÙNm, soùlVp-) n.  Philosophy. 1. The theory that the self is 

the only thing that can be known and verified.  2. The theory or view that the self 

is the only reality.  [Latin solus, alone; see s(w)e- in Appendix + Latin ipse, self + 

-ISM.] —solùip·sist n.  —solÙip·sisùtic adj. 

sol·i·taire (smlùV-târÙ) n.  1. A gem, such as a diamond, that is set alone.  

2. Games. Any of a number of card games played by one person.  3. Any of sev-



eral thrushes of the genus Myadestes, found in North and Central America and 

noted for their beautiful song.  [French, solitary, from Old French. See SOLITARY.]

sol·i·tar·y (smlùV-tHrÙK) adj.  1. Existing, living, or going without others; alone:  a 

solitary traveler.  See Synonyms at alone.  2. Happening, done, or made alone:  a 

solitary evening; solitary pursuits such as reading and sewing.  3. Remote from civi-

lization; secluded:  a solitary retreat.  4. Having no companions; lonesome or 

lonely.  5. Zoology. Living alone or in pairs only:  solitary wasps; solitary sparrows.  

6. Single and set apart from others:  a solitary instance of cowardice.  See Syn-

onyms at single.   —  n.  pl. sol·i·tar·ies. 1. A person who lives alone; a recluse.  

2. Solitary confinement.  [Middle English, from Old French solitaire, from Latin 

solit7rius, from solit7s, solitude, from solus, alone. See s(w)e- in Appendix.] 
—solÙi·tarùi·ly (-târùN-lK) adv.  —solùi·tarÙi·ness n. 

solitary confinement (smlùV-tHrÙK kNn-fXnùmNnt) n.  The confinement of a 

prisoner in isolation from all other prisoners. 

sol·i·tude (smlùV-tudÙ, -tyudÙ) n.  1. The state or quality of being alone or 

remote from others.  2. A lonely or secluded place.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin solit7do, from solus, alone. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: solitude, isolation, seclusion, retirement. These nouns denote the

state of being alone. Solitude implies the absence of all others: “The worst solitude

is to be destitute of sincere friendship” (Francis Bacon). “I love tranquil solitude”

(Percy Bysshe Shelley). Isolation emphasizes total separation or detachment from

others: “the isolation of Crusoe, depicted by Defoe’s genius” (Winston Churchill).

“The beast and the monk, robbed of the isolation that is life to either, will die” (E.M.

Forster). Seclusion suggests removal or a setting apart from others, though not

necessarily complete inaccessibility; the term often connotes a withdrawal from

social contact: After the funeral the widow and family spent several days in seclu-

sion. Retirement suggests a withdrawal from active life or to a retreat, as for se-

renity or privacy: “an elegant sufficiency, content,/Retirement, rural quiet, friend-

ship, books” (James Thomson).

sol·i·tud·i·nar·i·an (smlÙV-tudÙn-ârùK-Nn, -tyudÙ-) n.  One leading a solitary 

or secluded life.  [Latin solit7do, solit7din-, solitude; see SOLITUDE + -ARIAN.]

sol·ler·et (smlÙN-rHtù) n.  A steel shoe made of overlapping plates, forming a part 

of a medieval suit of armor.  [French, from Old French, diminutive of soller, shoe, 

from Late Latin subtKl7ris (calceus), (shoegear) for the sole of the foot, from sub-

tKl, the hollow of the foot  : Latin sub-, sub- + Latin talus, ankle; see TALUS
1.]

sol·mi·za·tion (smlÙmV-z7ùshNn) n.  Music. The act or a system of using sylla-

bles, such as do, re, and mi, to represent the tones of the scale.  [French solmisa-

tion, from solmiser, to sol-fa  : sol, note of the scale (from Medieval Latin); see 

GAMUT + mi, note of the scale (from Medieval Latin); see GAMUT.]



soln. abbr.  Solution. 

so·lo (soùlo) n.  pl. so·los. 1.  Abbr. s. Music. A composition or passage for an 

individual voice or instrument, with or without accompaniment.  2. A perfor-

mance by or intended for a single individual.  3. Games. Any of various card 

games in which one player singly opposes others.   —  adj.  1. Music. Composed, 

arranged for, or performed by a single voice or instrument.  2. Made or done by a 

single individual.   —  adv.  Unaccompanied; alone:  flew solo from Anchorage to 

Miami.   —  v.  intr. so·loed, so·lo·ing, so·los. 1. To perform a solo.  2. To fly 

an airplane without a companion or an instructor, especially for the first time.  

[Italian, from Latin solus, alone. See s(w)e- in Appendix.]

so·lo·ist (soùlo-Vst) n.  One who performs a solo. 

so·lo·is·tic (soÙlo-VsùtVk) adj.  Music. 1. Of, relating to, or containing a solo or 

soloist.  2. Having elements or qualities of or appropriate to a solo or a soloist:  a 

passage requiring soloistic virtuosity; a balanced ensemble with no soloistic egos. 

So·lo man (soùlo m4n) n.  An extinct hominid primate (Homo soloensis) known 

from fossil remains of the late Pleistocene Epoch.  [After the Solo River of central 

Java.]

Sol·o·mon (smlùN-mNn), fl. tenth century B.C.  King of Israel famous for his wis-

dom and his architectural projects, including the Temple in Jerusalem. 

Sol·o·mon·ic (smlÙN-mmnùVk) adj.  Exhibiting or requiring the exercise of great 

wisdom, especially in making difficult decisions: “The court also will have to make 

the Solomonic determination whether any age limit applies” (Tom Wicker). 

Sol·o·mon Islands1 (smlùN-mNn XùlNndz)  An island group of the western 

Pacific Ocean east of New Guinea. The volcanic islands, first visited by European 

explorers in the 1560’s, were divided between Germany and Great Britain in the 

late 19th century. Australia assumed control of the northern islands in 1920. 

Today the northern Solomons are part of Papua New Guinea. The southern 

islands are an independent country. 

Sol·o·mon Islands2 (smlùN-mNn XùlNndz)  A country comprising the Solomon 

Islands southeast of Bougainville. A British protectorate after 1893, the islands 

achieved independence in 1978. Honiara, on Guadalcanal Island, is the capital. 

Population, 212,868. 

Sol·o·mon’s feather (smlùN-mNnz fHthùNr) n.  See false Solomon’s seal. 
Sol·o·mon’s plume (smlùN-mNnz plum) n.  See false Solomon’s seal. 
Sol·o·mon’s seal (smlùN-mNnz sKl) n.  1. A six-pointed star or hexagram sup-

posed to possess mystical powers.  2. Any of several plants of the genus Polygona-

tum, having paired, drooping, greenish or yellowish flowers. 

Sol·o·mon’s zigzag (smlùN-mNnz zVgùz4gÙ) n.  See false spikenard. 
so·lon (soùlNn, -lmnÙ) n.  1. A wise lawgiver.  2. A legislator.  [After SOLON.]

So·lon (soùlNn, -lmnÙ), 638?-559? B.C.  Athenian lawgiver and poet. His reforms 

preserved a class system based on wealth but ended privilege by birth. 



so long (so lông) interj.  Informal. Used to express good-bye. 

so long as (so lông 4z) conj.  1. During the time that; while.  2. Provided that. 

Sol·ow (soùlo), Robert Merton. Born 1924.  American economist. He won a 

1987 Nobel Prize for his economic models, which stress technological progress as 

a major factor in long-term growth. 

sol·stice (smlùstVs, solù-, sôlù-) n.  1. Astronomy. Either of two times of the year 

when the sun is at its greatest distance from the celestial equator. The summer 

solstice in the Northern Hemisphere occurs about June 21, when the sun is in the 

zenith at the tropic of Cancer; the winter solstice occurs about December 21, 

when the sun is over the tropic of Capricorn. The summer solstice is the longest 

day of the year and the winter solstice is the shortest.  2. A highest point or culmi-

nation.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Latin solstitium : sol, sun; see 

s7wel- in Appendix + -stitium, a stoppage; see st7- in Appendix.] —sol·stiùtial 
(-stVshùNl) adj. 

Sol·ti (solùtK, sholù-), Sir Georg. Born 1912.  Hungarian-born British conductor. 

He directed the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (1969-1979) and in 1979 became 

principal conductor and artistic director of the London Philharmonic. 

sol·u·bil·i·ty (smlÙyN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. sol·u·bil·i·ties. 1. The quality or condition 

of being soluble.  2. The amount of a substance that can be dissolved in a given 

amount of solvent. 

sol·u·bi·lize (smlùyN-bN-lXzÙ) v.  tr. sol·u·bi·lized, sol·u·bi·liz·ing, 
sol·u·bi·liz·es. To make (substances such as fats and lipids) soluble in water by 

the action of a detergent or similar agent. 

sol·u·ble (smlùyN-bNl) adj.  Abbr. sol. 1. That can be dissolved, especially easily 

dissolved:  soluble fats.  2. Possible to solve or explain:  soluble mysteries.  [Middle 

English, from Old French, from Late Latin sol7bilis, from Latin solvere, to loosen. 

See leu- in Appendix.] —solùu·ble·ness n.  —solùu·bly adv. 

soluble glass (smlùyN-bNl gl4s) n.  See sodium silicate. 
soluble RNA (smlùyN-bNl ärÙHn-7ù) n.  Abbr. sRNA Transfer RNA. 

so·lum (soùlNm) n.  pl. so·la (-lN)  or so·lums. The upper layers of a soil profile 

in which topsoil formation occurs.  [Latin, base, ground.]

so·lus (soùlNs) adv.  & adj.  By oneself; alone. Used as a stage direction to a male 

character.  [Latin solus, alone. See SOLO.]

sol·ute (smlùyut, soùlut) n.  A substance dissolved in another substance, usually 

the component of a solution present in the lesser amount.   —  adj.  Being in 

solution; dissolved.  [From Middle English, loose, porous, from Latin sol7tus, past 

participle of solvere, to loosen. See leu- in Appendix.]

so·lu·tion (sN-luùshNn) n.  Abbr. sol., soln. 1. a. A homogeneous mixture of 

two or more substances, which may be solids, liquids, gases, or a combination of 

these.  b. The process of forming such a mixture.   2. The state of being dissolved.  

3. a. The method or process of solving a problem.  b. The answer to or disposi-



tion of a problem.   4. Law. Payment or satisfaction of a claim or debt.  5. The act 

of separating or breaking up; dissolution.  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin sol7tio, sol7tion-, from sol7tus, past participle of solvere, to loosen. See 

SOLUTE.]

So·lu·tre·an also So·lu·tri·an (sN-luùtrK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to the Old 

World Upper Paleolithic culture that succeeded the Aurignacian and was charac-

terized by improved flint implements and stylized symbolic forms of art.  [French 

solutréen, after Solutré-Pouilly, a village of east-central France.]

solv·a·ble (smlùvN-bNl, sôlù-) adj.  Possible to solve:  solvable problems; a solvable 

riddle.   —solvÙa·bilùi·ty, solvùa·ble·ness n. 

sol·va·tion (sml-v7ùshNn, sôl-) n.  Any of a class of chemical reactions, such as 

the formation of hydrated copper sulfate in aqueous solution, in which solute 

and solvent molecules combine with relatively weak covalent bonds.  [SOLV(ENT) 

+ -ATION.]

Sol·vay (smlùv7, sôl-v7ù), Ernest. 1838-1922.  Belgian chemist and industrialist 

who developed the Solvay process and established a number of factories for pro-

ducing sodium carbonate. 

Solvay process (smlùv7 prmsùHsÙ) n.  A process used to produce large quantities 

of sodium carbonate from sodium chloride, ammonia, and carbon dioxide.  

[After Ernest SOLVAY.]

solve (smlv, sôlv) v.  tr. solved, solv·ing, solves. 1. To find a solution to.  2. To 

work out a correct solution to (a problem).  [Middle English solven, to loosen, 

from Latin solvere. See leu- in Appendix.] —solvùer n.  

SYNONYMS: solve, decipher, resolve, unravel. The central meaning shared by

these verbs is “to clear up or explain something puzzling or unintelligible”: solve

a riddle; can’t decipher his handwriting; resolve a problem; unravel a mystery.

sol·vent (smlùvNnt, sôlù-) adj.  1. Capable of meeting financial obligations.  

2. Chemistry. Capable of dissolving another substance.   —  n.  1. Chemistry. a. A 

substance in which another substance is dissolved, forming a solution.  b. A sub-

stance, usually a liquid, capable of dissolving another substance.   2. Something 

that solves or explains.  [French, from Latin solvKns, solvent- present participle of 

solvere, to loosen. See SOLVE.] —solùven·cy n. 

sol·vol·y·sis (sml-vmlùV-sVs, sôl-) n.  A chemical reaction in which the solute and 

solvent react to form a new compound.  [SOLV(ENT) + -LYSIS.] —solÙvo·lytùic (-

vN-lVtùVk) adj. 

Sol·way Firth (smlùw7Ù fûrth)  An arm of the Irish Sea separating northwest 

England from southwest Scotland. 

Sol·zhe·ni·tsyn (solÙzhN-nKtùsVn, sNl-zhN-nyKùtsVn), Aleksandr Isayevich. 
Born 1918.  Soviet writer and dissident whose works, including One Day in the 



Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) and The Gulag Archipelago (1973-1975), exposed 

the brutality of the Soviet labor camp system. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

literature in 1970. 

Som. abbr.  Somalia. 

so·ma (soùmN) n.  pl. so·ma·ta (-mN-tN)  or so·mas. 1. The entire body of an 

organism, exclusive of the germ cells.  2.  See cell body.  3. The body of an indi-

vidual as contrasted with the mind or psyche.  [New Latin soma, from Greek, 

body. See teuN- in Appendix.]

So·ma·li (so-mäùlK) n.  pl. Somali or So·ma·lis. 1. A member of a Muslim peo-

ple of Somalia and adjacent parts of Ethiopia, Kenya, and Djibouti.  2. The 

Cushitic language of the Somali and an official language of Somalia. 

So·ma·li·a (so-mäùlK-N, -mälùyN) Abbr. Som.  A country of extreme eastern 

Africa on the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean. Arab and Persian traders first 

established outposts in the region between the seventh and tenth centuries. The 

present state was formed in 1960 from colonies previously held by Italy and Great 

Britain. Mogadishu is the capital and the largest city. Population, 3,645,000.   
—So·maùli·an adj.  & n. 

So·ma·li·land (so-mäùlK-l4ndÙ, sN-)  A region of eastern Africa comprising 

present-day Somalia, Djibouti, and southeast Ethiopia. The area was a target of 

European colonization after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. 

so many (so mHnùK) adj.  1. Forming an unspecified number:  issued so many 

memos each week.  2. Forming a group:  The troops fought like so many tigers. 

so·ma·ta (soùmN-tN) n.  A plural of soma. 
so·mat·ic (so-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or affecting the body, especially as 

distinguished from a body part, the mind, or the environment; corporeal or phys-

ical.  See Synonyms at bodily.  2. Of or relating to the wall of the body cavity, 

especially as distinguished from the head, limbs, or viscera.  3. Of or relating to a 

somatic cell or the somatoplasm.  [French somatique, from Greek somatikos, from 

soma, somat-, body. See SOMA.] —so·matùi·cal·ly adv. 

somatic cell (so-m4tùVk sHl) n.  Any cell of a plant or an animal other than a 

germ cell.  Also called body cell 

somato- pref.  1. Body:  somatology.  2. Soma:  somatoplasm.  [Greek somato-, 

from soma, somat-, body. See teuN- in Appendix.]

so·mat·o·gen·ic (so-m4tÙN-jHnùVk, soÙmN-tN-) also so·mat·o·ge·net·ic (-jN-

nHtùVk) adj.  Of somatic origin; developing from the somatic cells. 

so·ma·tol·o·gy (soÙmN-tmlùN-jK) n.  1. The physiological and anatomical study 

of the body.  2.  See physical anthropology.  —soÙma·to·logùic (soÙmN-tl-

mjùVk, so-m4tÙl-), soÙma·to·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —soÙma·tolùo·gist n. 

so·mat·o·me·din (so-m4tÙN-mKdùn, soÙmN-tN-) n.  Any of a group of peptides 

produced by the liver upon stimulation by somatotropin that act directly on carti-



lage cells to stimulate skeletal growth.  [Perhaps SOMATO(TROPIN) + 

(INTER)MED(IARY) + -IN.]

so·mat·o·plasm (so-m4tùN-pl4zÙNm, soùmN-tN-) n.  1. The entirety of special-

ized protoplasm, other than germ plasm, constituting the body.  2. The proto-

plasm of a somatic cell.   —soÙma·to·plasùtic (soÙmN-tN-pl4sùtVk) adj. 

so·mat·o·pleure (so-m4tùN-pltrÙ, soùmN-tN-) n.  A complex sheet of embry-

onic cells in craniate vertebrates, formed by association of part of the mesoderm 

with the ectoderm and developing as the internal body wall.  [New Latin 

somatopleura : SOMATO- + Greek pleura, side.] —so·matÙo·pleuùral (-pltrùNl), 
so·matÙo·pleuùric (-pltrùVk)  adj. 

so·mat·o·sen·so·ry (sN-m4tÙN-sHnùsN-rK, soÙmN-tN-) adj.  Of or relating to the 

perception of sensory stimuli from the skin and internal organs:  the somatosen-

sory area of the cerebral cortex. 

so·mat·o·stat·in (so-m4tÙN-st4tùn, soÙmN-tN-) n.  A polypeptide hormone pro-

duced chiefly by the hypothalamus that inhibits the secretion of various other 

hormones, such as somatotropin, glucagon, insulin, thyrotropin, and gastrin.  

[SOMATO(TROPIN) + -STAT + -IN.]

so·mat·o·ther·a·py (so-m4tùN-thHrÙN-pK, soùmN-tN-) n.  pl. 

so·mat·o·ther·a·pies. Treatment of mental illness by physical means, such as 

drugs, shock therapy, or lobotomy. 

so·mat·o·troph·in (sN-m4tÙN-troùfVn, soÙmN-tN-) n.  Variant of somatotro-
pin. 

so·mat·o·trop·ic hormone (sN-m4tÙN-trmpùVk hôrùmonÙ, -troùpVk, soÙmN-

tN-) n.  See somatotropin. 
so·mat·o·tro·pin (sN-m4tÙN-troùpVn, soÙmN-tN-) also so·mat·o·tro·phin (-

troùfVn) n.  A polypeptide hormone secreted by the anterior lobe of the pituitary 

gland that promotes growth of the body, especially by stimulating the release of 

somatomedin, and that influences the metabolism of proteins, carbohydrates, 

and lipids.  Also called growth hormone, somatotropic hormone.  [SOMATO- + -

TROP(IC) + -IN.]

so·mat·o·type (so-m4tùN-tXpÙ, soùmN-tN-) n.  The structure or build of a per-

son, especially to the extent to which it exhibits the characteristics of an ecto-

morph, an endomorph, or a mesomorph.   —so·matÙo·typùic (-tVpùVk) adj. 

som·ber (smmùbNr) adj.  1. a. Dark; gloomy.  b. Dull or dark in color.   

2. a. Melancholy; dismal:  a somber mood.  b. Serious; grave.   [French sombre, 

from Old French, from *sombrer, to cast a shadow, from Late Latin subumbr7re, 

from Latin sub umbr7, in shadow  : sub, sub- + umbr7, ablative of umbra, 

shadow.] —somùber·ly adv.  —somùber·ness n. 

som·bre (smmùbNr) adj.  Chiefly British. Variant of somber. 
som·bre·ro (smm-brârùo, sNm-) n.  pl. som·bre·ros. A large straw or felt hat 

with a broad brim and tall crown, worn especially in Mexico and the American 



southwest.  [Spanish, perhaps from sombra, shade, probably from sombrar, to 

shade, from Late Latin subumbr7re, to cast a shadow. See SOMBER.]

Som·bre·ro (smm-brârùo, sNm-)  An island of St. Christopher-Nevis in the Lee-

ward Islands of the West Indies. 

som·brous (smmùbrNs) adj.  Archaic. Somber in aspect or in character: “where... 

the sombrous pine/And yew-tree o’er the silver rocks decline” (William Word-

sworth). 

some (sƒm) adj.  1. Being an unspecified number or quantity:  some people; some 

sugar.  2. Unknown or unspecified by name:  Some man called.  3. Logic. Being 

part and perhaps all of a class.  4. Informal. Remarkable:  She is some skier.   —  
pron.  1. An indefinite or unspecified number or portion:  We took some of the 

books to the auction.  See Usage Note at every.  2. An indefinite additional quan-

tity:  did the assigned work and then some.   —  adv.  1. Approximately; about:  

Some 40 people attended the rally.  2. Informal. Somewhat:  some tired.  [Middle 

English, from Old English sum, a certain one. See sem-1 in Appendix.]

-some1 suff.  Characterized by a specified quality, condition, or action:  bother-

some.  [Middle English -som, from Old English -sum, -like. See sem-1 in Appen-

dix.]

-some2 suff.  A group of a specified number of members:  threesome.  [Middle 

English -sum, from Old English sum, some. See SOME.]

-some3 suff.  1. Body:  centrosome.  2. Chromosome:  monosome.  [From Greek 

soma, body. See teuN- in Appendix.]

some·bod·y (sƒmùbmdÙK, -bƒdÙK, -bN-dK) pron.  An unspecified or unknown 

person; someone.  See Usage Note at he1.   —  n.  pl. some·bod·ies. Informal. A 

person of importance: “Obviously she was somebody—a real presence in the room” 

(Oleg Cassini). 

some·day (sƒmùd7Ù) adv.  At an indefinite time in the future.  

USAGE NOTE: Someday (adverb) and sometime express future time indefinite-

ly. For example, We’ll succeed someday. Come sometime. Let’s meet sometime when

your schedule permits. This sense can also be conveyed by some day and some time.

The two-word forms are always used when some is an adjective modifying and

specifying a more particular day or time (used as nouns): Come some day (not

someday) soon. Choose some day (not someday) that is not so busy. See Usage Note

at sometime.

some·how (sƒmùhouÙ) adv.  In a way not specified, understood, or known. 

some·one (sƒmùwƒnÙ, -wNn) pron.  An unspecified or unknown person; some-

body.   —  n.  Informal. A somebody. 



some·place (sƒmùpl7sÙ) adv.  & n.  Somewhere: “I didn’t care where I was from 

so long as it was someplace else” (Garrison Keillor).  See Usage Note at every-
place. 

som·er·sault also sum·mer·sault (sƒmùNr-sôltÙ) n.  1. An acrobatic stunt in 

which the body rolls in a complete circle, heels over head.  Also called somersetRe-

gional., tumbleset.  2. A complete reversal, as of sympathies or opinions.   —  v.  

intr. som·er·sault·ed, som·er·sault·ing, som·er·saults. To execute a somer-

sault.  [Obsolete French sombresault, variant of sobresault, from Old Provençal 

sobresaut : sobre-, above (from Latin supr7); see uper in Appendix + saut, leap 

(from Latin saltus, from past participle of salXre, to leap); see sel- in Appendix.]

som·er·set also sum·mer·set (sƒmùNr-sHtÙ) n.  See somersault (n., sense 1).   
—  v.  intr. som·er·set·ted, som·er·set·ting, som·er·sets. To perform a som-

ersault.  [Alteration of SOMERSAULT.]

Som·er·set (sƒmùNr-sHtÙ, -sVt)  1. A town of southeast Massachusetts, a residen-

tial suburb of Fall River. Population, 17,655.  2. A community of central New Jer-

sey, a suburb of New Brunswick. Population, 21,731. 

Somerset Island (sƒmùNr-sHtÙ XùlNnd)  An island of Northwest Territories, 

Canada, separated from Boothia Peninsula by a narrow strait. 

Som·er·ville (sƒmùNr-vVlÙ)  A city of eastern Massachusetts, a residential and 

industrial suburb of Boston. Population, 76,210. 

Som·er·ville (sƒmùNr-vVlÙ), Mary Fairfax Greig. 1780-1872.  British mathe-

matician and astronomer whose Physical Geography (1848) won her international 

acclaim. The first women’s college at Oxford University was funded by and 

named after her. 

so·mes·thet·ic (soÙmHs-thHtùVk) adj.  Somatosensory.  [som(a) + Greek aisthK-

tikos, of sense perception; see AESTHETIC.]

some·thing (sƒmùthVng) pron.  1. An undetermined or unspecified thing: 

“We’re all recalling something, furtively seeking something” (Virginia Woolf).  

2. One having essentially the same attributes, character, or essence as another: 

“Something of the Crusades [survives] in the modern traveler” (Anatole Broyard).   
—  n.  Informal. A remarkable or important thing or person:  He thinks he is some-

thing in that uniform.   —  adv.  1. A little; somewhat:  She looks something like her 

mother.  2. Informal. To an extreme degree:  He drinks something fierce.   —idi-
oms. something else. Informal. One that is very special or quite remarkable:  

Her new film is something else.  something of. To some extent:  Our professor is 

something of an eccentric. 

some·time (sƒmùtXmÙ) adv.  1. At an indefinite or unstated time:  I’ll meet you 

sometime this afternoon.  2. At an indefinite time in the future:  Let’s get together 

sometime.  3. Obsolete. Sometimes.  4. Archaic. Formerly.   —  adj.  1. Having 

been at some prior time; former:  a sometime secretary.  2. Usage Problem. Occa-

sional.  



USAGE NOTE: Sometime as an adjective has been employed to mean “former”

since the 15th century. It has come to be used in the 20th century with the mean-

ing “occasional”: the team’s sometime star and sometime problem child. This latter

use, however, is unacceptable to a majority of the Usage Panel. See Usage Note at

someday.

some·times (sƒmùtXmzÙ) adv.  1. At times; now and then.  2. Obsolete. At some 

previous time; formerly. 

some·way (sƒmùw7Ù) also some·ways (-w7zÙ) adv.  In some way or another; 

somehow. 

some·what (sƒmùhwmtÙ, -wmtÙ, -hwƒtÙ, -wƒtÙ, -hwNt, -wNt) adv.  To some 

extent or degree; rather.   —  pron.  Something. 

some·where (sƒmùhwârÙ, -wârÙ) adv.  1. At, in, or to a place not specified or 

known:  found it somewhere in the woods.  2. To a place or state of further devel-

opment or progress:  finally getting somewhere.  3. Approximately; roughly:  

somewhere about halfway through.   —  n.  An unknown or unspecified place: “A 

big dog, a hound with a strain of mastiff from somewhere” (William Faulkner). 

some·wheres (sƒmùhwârzÙ, -wârzÙ) adv.  Informal. Somewhere. 

so·mite (soùmXtÙ) n.  1. Zoology. See metamere.  2. A segmental mass of meso-

derm in the vertebrate embryo, occurring in pairs along the notochord and devel-

oping into muscles and vertebrae.  [Greek soma, body; see SOMA + -ITE
1.] 

—so·mitùic (so-mVtùVk) adj. 

Somme (smm, sôm)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of northern France 

flowing west and northwest to the English Channel. Tanks were first used in war-

fare during the devastating Battle of the Somme (1916). 

som·me·lier (sƒmÙNl-y7ù, sôÙmN-ly7ù) n.  A wine steward in a restaurant.  

[French, from Old French, officer in charge of provisions, pack-animal driver, 

alteration of *sommerier, from sommier, beast of burden, from Vulgar Latin 

*saum7rius. See SUMMER
2.]

somn- pref.  Variant of somni-. 
som·nam·bu·late (smm-n4mùbyN-l7tÙ) v.  intr. som·nam·bu·lat·ed, 
som·nam·bu·lat·ing, som·nam·bu·lates. To walk or perform another act 

while asleep or in a sleeplike condition.   —som·namùbu·lar (-lNr) adj.  

—somÙnam·bu·laùtion n. 

som·nam·bu·lism (smm-n4mùbyN-lVzÙNm) n.  See sleepwalking.  
—som·namùbu·list n.  —som·namÙbu·lisùtic adj. 

somni-  or somn- pref.  Sleep:  somnambulate.  [From Latin somnus, sleep. See 

swep- in Appendix.]

som·ni·fa·cient (smmÙnN-f7ùshNnt) adj.  Tending to produce sleep; hypnotic.   
—somÙni·faùcient n. 



som·nif·er·ous (smm-nVfùNr-Ns) also som·nif·ic (-nVfùVk) adj.  Inducing sleep; 

soporific.   —som·nifùer·ous·ly adv. 

som·nil·o·quy (smm-nVlùN-kwK) n.  pl. som·nil·o·quies. The act or habit of 

talking in one’s sleep.  [SOMNI- + Latin loquX, to speak; see SOLILOQUY.] 
—som·nilùo·quist n. 

som·no·lence (smmùnN-lNns) n.  A state of drowsiness; sleepiness. 

som·no·lent (smmùnN-lNnt) adj.  1. Drowsy; sleepy.  2. Inducing or tending to 

induce sleep; soporific.  [Middle English sompnolent, from Old French, from 

Latin somnolentus : somnus, sleep; see swep- in Appendix + -olentus, abounding 

in.] —somùno·lent·ly adv. 

So·mo·za De·bay·le (sN-moùzN dN-bXùl7, sô-môùsä thH-vXùlH), Anastasio. 
1925-1980.  Nicaraguan politician who headed Nicaragua’s army and took over 

the presidency in 1963. In 1979 Somoza was overthrown by the Sandinista 

National Liberation Front, and he was later assassinated in Paraguay. 

so much (so mƒch) adv.  1. In that degree; to that extent. Used with the com-

parative form of adjectives:  If she wins the award, so much the better for the team.  

2. In such a degree; to such an extent:  The ideas of the candidates are so much alike 

that he could see no difference between them.   —  adj.  1. So great in quantity, 

degree, or extent:  There’s been so much rain the crops are rotting in the fields.  

2. Equivalent or equal in quantity, degree, or extent:  The report sounded like so 

much baloney.   —  pron.  1. An unspecified amount or degree:  charged so much a 

yard.  2. Everything that can be said or done. Used to summarize or dismiss 

something:  So much for the real story behind this sensational trial. 

so much as (so mƒch 4z) adv.  Used as an intensive to indicate something 

unexpected; even:  He wouldn’t so much as look at me. 

son (sƒn) n.  Abbr. s. 1. One’s male child.  2. A male descendant.  3. A man con-

sidered as if in a relationship of child to parent:  a son of the soil.  4. One personi-

fied or regarded as a male descendant.  5. Used as a familiar form of address for a 

young man.  6. Son. The second person of the Trinity.  [Middle English, from 

Old English sunu. See seuN-1 in Appendix.] —sonùly adj. 

so·nance (soùnNns) n.  Sound. 

so·nant (soùnNnt) Linguistics. adj.  Voiced, as a speech sound.   —  n.  1. A 

voiced speech sound.  2. A syllabic consonant in Indo-European.  [Latin son7ns, 

sonant- present participle of son7re, to sound. See swen- in Appendix.]

so·nar (soùnärÙ) n.  1. A system using transmitted and reflected underwater 

sound waves to detect and locate submerged objects or measure the distance to 

the floor of a body of water.  2. An apparatus, as one in a submarine, using sonar.  

3. Echolocation.  [so(und) na(vigation and) r(anging).]

so·na·ta (sN-näùtN) n.  Music. A composition for one to four instruments, one of 

which is usually a keyboard instrument, usually consisting of three or four inde-



pendent movements varying in key, mood, and tempo.  [Italian, from feminine 

past participle of sonare, to sound, from Latin son7re. See swen- in Appendix.]

sonata form (sN-näùtN fôrm) n.  Music. A form consisting of three sections, the 

exposition, development, and recapitulation, often followed by a coda. 

son·a·ti·na (smnÙN-tKùnN) n.  Music. A sonata having shorter movements than 

the typical sonata.  [Italian, diminutive of sonata, sonata. See SONATA.]

Sond·heim (smndùhXmÙ), Stephen. Born 1930.  American composer and lyri-

cist whose musicals include Gypsy (1959) and Sweeney Todd (1979). 

sone (son) n.  A subjective unit of loudness, as perceived by a person with nor-

mal hearing, equal to the loudness of a pure tone having a frequency of 1,000 

hertz at 40 decibels.  [Latin sonus, a sound. See swen- in Appendix.]

son et lu·mière (sônÙ 7 lüm-yârù) n.  A theatrical entertainment presented at 

night in a historic, usually outdoor setting, using recorded sound, lighting, and 

other effects to relate the history of the place.  [French  : son, sound + et, and + 

lumière, light.]

song (sông, smng) n.  1. Music. a. A brief composition written or adapted for 

singing.  b. The act or art of singing:  broke into song.   2. A distinctive or charac-

teristic sound made by an animal, such as a bird or an insect.  3. a. Poetry; verse.  

b. A lyric poem or ballad.    —idiom. for a song. Informal. At a low price:  

bought the antique tray for a song.  [Middle English, from Old English sang. See 

sengwh- in Appendix.]

Song also Sung (stng)  A Chinese dynasty (960-1279). Under its rule China 

achieved one of its highest levels of culture and prosperity. 

song and dance (sông Nnd d4ns) n.  pl. song and dances or songs and 
dances. 1. A theatrical performance that combines singing and dancing.  

2. Slang. a. An excessively elaborate effort to explain or justify.  b. An elaborate 

story or explanation intended to deceive or mislead.  

song·bird (sôngùbûrdÙ, smngù-) n.  A bird, especially one of the suborder 

Oscines of passerine birds, having a melodious song or call. 

Song Da (sôngù däù)  See Black River (sense 1). 

song·fest (sôngùfHstÙ, smngù-) n.  A casual gathering for group singing. 

song·ful (sôngùfNl, smngù-) adj.  Melodious; tuneful.   —songùful·ly adv.  

—songùful·ness n. 

Song·hai also Song·hay (sôngùhXù, smng-gXù)  An ancient empire of western 

Africa in present-day Mali. It was founded c. 700 by Berbers and reached the 

height of its power around 1500. 

Song Hong (sôngù hôngù)  See Red River (sense 1). 

Song·hua (stngùhwäù) also Sun·ga·ri (stngùgN-rKù)  A river of northeast 

China rising near the North Korean border and flowing about 1,850 km (1,150 

mi) northwest, east, and northeast to the Amur River. 



Song of Solomon (sông ƒv smlùN-mNn, smng) n.  Abbr. S. of Sol. Bible. A 

book of the Bible.  See Table at Bible. 
Song of Songs (sông ƒv sôngz, smngz) n.  Abbr. Sg Bible. A book of the Bible.  

See Table at Bible. 
song·smith (sôngùsmVthÙ, smngù-) n.  Music. See songwriter. 
song sparrow (sông sp4rùo) n.  A common North American sparrow 

(Melospiza melodia) having streaked brownish plumage and noted for its melodi-

ous song. 

song·ster (sôngùstNr, smngù-) n.  1. Music. a. One who sings.  b.  See song-
writer.   2. A songbird. 

song·stress (sôngùstrVs, smngù-) n.  Music. 1. A woman who performs songs, 

especially ballads or popular songs.  2. A woman who writes songs. 

song thrush (sông thrƒsh) n.  An Old World songbird (Turdus philomelos) 

having brown upper plumage and a spotted breast.  Also called mavis 

song·writ·er (sôngùrXÙtNr, smngù-) n.  Music. One who writes lyrics or tunes, or 

both, for songs.  Also called songsmith, songster. 

son·ic (smnùVk) adj.  1. Of or relating to audible sound:  a sonic wave.  2. Having a 

speed approaching or being that of sound in air, about 1,220 kilometers (760 

miles) per hour at sea level.  3. Slang. Extremely exciting and fast-paced:  a sonic 

lifestyle.  [From Latin sonus, a sound. See swen- in Appendix.] —sonùic·al·ly 
adv. 

sonic barrier (smnùVk b4rùK-Nr) n.  The sudden sharp increase in aerodynamic 

drag experienced by aircraft approaching the speed of sound.  Also called sound 

barrier 

sonic boom (smnùVk bum) n.  An explosive sound caused by the shock wave 

preceding an aircraft traveling at or above the speed of sound. 

son-in-law (sƒnùVn-lôÙ) n.  pl. sons-in-law (sƒnzù-). The husband of one’s 

daughter. 

son·net (smnùVt) n.  1. A 14-line verse form usually having one of several con-

ventional rhyme schemes.  2. A poem in this form.  [French, or Italian sonetto 

(French, from Italian) from Old Provençal sonet, diminutive of son, song, from 

Latin sonus, a sound. See swen- in Appendix.]

sonnet cycle (smnùVt sXùkNl) n.  See sonnet sequence. 
son·net·eer (smnÙV-tîrù) n.  1. A composer of sonnets.  2. An inferior poet. 

sonnet sequence (smnùVt sKùkwNns) n.  A group of sonnets having a single 

subject or controlling idea.  Also called sonnet cycle 

son·ny (sƒnùK) n.  pl. son·nies. Used as a familiar form of address for a boy or 

young man.  [Diminutive of SON.]

sono- pref.  Sound:  sonobuoy.  [From Latin sonus, sound. See SONIC.]



so·no·buoy (smnùN-buÙK, -boiÙ) n.  A buoy equipped with an acoustic receiver 

and a radio transmitter that emits radio signals when it detects underwater 

sounds. 

son of a bitch (sƒn ƒv 7 bVch) Vulgar. n.  pl. sons of bitches. Abbr. SOB A 

person regarded as thoroughly mean or disagreeable.   —  interj.  Used to express 

annoyance, disgust, disappointment, or amazement. 

son of a gun (sƒn ƒv 7 gƒn) Informal. n.  pl. sons of guns. A person; a fel-

low:  That son of a gun knows how to sell cars and sell them well.   —  interj.  Used 

to express annoyance, disappointment, or surprise. 

Son of God (sƒn ƒv gmd) n.  Jesus. 

Son of Man (sƒn ƒv m4n) n.  Jesus. 

son·o·gram (smnùN-gr4mÙ, soÙnN-) n.  An image, as of an unborn fetus or an 

internal body organ, produced by ultrasonography.  Also called echogram, sono-

graph, ultrasonogram. 

son·o·graph (smnùN-gr4fÙ, soÙnN-) n.  See sonogram.  —so·nogùra·pher 
(sN-nmgùrN-fNr) n.  —sonÙo·graphùic adj. 

so·nog·ra·phy (sN-nmgùrN-fK) n.  Ultrasonography. 

so·nom·e·ter (sN-nmmùV-tNr) n.  See audiometer. 
so·no·rant (sN-nôrùNnt, -norù-, smnùNr-) n.  Linguistics. A voiced consonant 

regarded as a syllabic sound, as the last sound in the word sudden.  [SONOR(OUS) + 

-ANT.]

so·nor·i·ty (sN-nôrùV-tK, -nmrù-) n.  pl. so·nor·i·ties. 1. The quality or state of 

being sonorous; resonance.  2. A sound. 

so·no·rous (sN-nôrùNs, -norù-, smnùNr-) adj.  1. Having or producing sound.  

2. Having or producing a full, deep, or rich sound.  3. Impressive in style of 

speech:  a sonorous oration.  [From Latin sonorus, from sonor, sound, from son7re, 

to sound. See swen- in Appendix.] —so·noùrous·ly adv.  —so·noùrous·ness 
n. 

sons-in-law (sƒnzùVn-lôÙ) n.  Plural of son-in-law. 
Son·tag (smnùt4gÙ), Susan. Born 1933.  American writer noted for her essays on 

contemporary culture, especially those contained in Against Interpretation (1966). 

Soo Canals (su kN-n4lzù)  See Sault Sainte Marie Canals. 
soo·chong (suùchmngÙ, -shmngÙ) n.  Variant of souchong. 
Soo·chow (suùchouù, -joù)  See Suzhou. 
soon (sun) adv.  soon·er, soon·est. 1. In the near future; shortly.  2. Without 

hesitation; promptly:  came as soon as possible.  3. Before the usual or appointed 

time; early.  4. With willingness; readily:  I’d as soon leave right now.  5. Obsolete. 

Immediately.   —idioms. no sooner than. As soon as:  No sooner was the frost 

off the ground than the work began.  sooner or later. At some time; eventually:  

Sooner or later you will have to face the facts.  [Middle English sone, from Old 

English sona, immediately.]



USAGE NOTE: No sooner, as a comparative adverb, should be followed by than

not when, as in these typical examples: No sooner had she come than the maid

knocked. I had no sooner left than she called.

soon·er (suùnNr) n.  Slang. 1. A person who settled homestead land in the west-

ern United States before it was officially made available, in order to have first 

choice of location.  2. Sooner. A native or resident of Oklahoma.  [From SOON.]

Soong (stng)  Chinese family including Charles Jones Soong (died 1927), a 

Methodist missionary, and his son T.V. Soong (1894-1971), who was premier of 

the Nationalist government (1944-1947). His sister Soong Ch’ing-ling (1892-

1981) married Sun Yat-Sen, and their younger sister Soong Mei-ling (born c. 

1897) married Chiang Kai-Shek. 

soot (stt, sut) n.  The fine black particles, chiefly composed of carbon, pro-

duced by incomplete combustion of coal, oil, wood, or other fuels.  [Middle 

English, from Old English sot. See sed- in Appendix.] —soot v. 

sooth (suth) Archaic. adj.  1. Real; true.  2. Soft; smooth.   —  n.  Truth; reality.  

[Middle English, from Old English soth. See es- in Appendix.] —soothùly adv. 

soothe (suth) v.  soothed, sooth·ing, soothes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To calm or pla-

cate.  2. To ease or relieve (pain, for example).   —  v.  intr. To bring comfort, 

composure, or relief.  [Middle English sothen, to verify, from Old English sothian, 

from soth, true. See es- in Appendix.] —soothùer n. 

sooth·fast (suthùf4stÙ) adj.  Archaic. 1. Truthful; honest.  2. True; real.  [Mid-

dle English sothfast, from Old English sothfæst : soth, truth; see SOOTH + fæst, 

fixed, fast; see FAST
1.]

sooth·ing (suùthVng) adj.  Tending to soothe.   —soothùing·ly adv.  

—soothùing·ness n. 

sooth·say (suthùs7Ù) v.  intr. sooth·said (-sHdÙ), sooth·say·ing, 
sooth·says (-sHzÙ). To foretell future events; predict.  [Back-formation from 

SOOTHSAYER.]

sooth·say·er (suthùs7ÙNr) n.  One who claims to be able to foretell events or 

predict the future; a seer. 

sooth·say·ing (suthùs7ÙVng) n.  1. The art or practice of foretelling events.  

2. A prediction; a prophecy. 

soot·y (sttùK, suùtK) adj.  soot·i·er, soot·i·est. 1. Covered with or as if with 

soot.  2. Of or producing soot.   —sootùi·ness n. 

sooty grouse (sttùK grous) n.  See blue grouse. 
sooty mold (sttùK mold) n.  1. A blackish growth produced by fungi of the 

genus Capnodium, which grows in the droppings of aphids on plants.  2. Any of 

the fungi that produce such growth. 



sooty shearwater (sttùK shîrùwôÙtNr) n.  A shearwater (Puffinus griseus) of 

the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, having sooty gray or brown plumage and dark bill 

and feet.  Also called mutton-bird 

sooty tern (sttùK tûrn) n.  A tern (Sterna fuscata) found along most tropical 

coasts, having black plumage above and white below.  Also called wide-awake 

sop (smp) v.  sopped, sop·ping, sops.  —  v.  tr. 1. To dip, soak, or drench in a 

liquid; saturate.  2. To take up by absorption:  sop up water with a paper towel.   
—  v.  intr. To be or become thoroughly soaked or saturated.   —  n.  1. A piece of 

food soaked or dipped in a liquid.  2. a. Something yielded to placate or soothe.  

b. A bribe.   [From Middle English soppe, bread dipped in liquid, from Old 

English sopp-, in soppcuppe, cup for dipping bread in. See seuN-2 in Appendix.]

SOP abbr.  Standard operating procedure. 

sop. abbr.  Music. Soprano. 

soph. abbr.  Sophomore. 

soph·ism (smfùVzÙNm) n.  1. A plausible but fallacious argument.  2. Deceptive 

or fallacious argumentation.  [Middle English sophime, sophisme, from Old 

French sophime, from Latin sophisma, from Greek, from sophizesthai, to be sub-

tle, from sophos, clever, wise.]

soph·ist (smfùVst) n.  1. a. One skilled in elaborate and devious argumentation.  

b. A scholar or thinker.   2. Sophist. a. A Greek philosopher of pre-Socratic 

times who inquired about and speculated on theology, metaphysics, mathematics, 

and the natural and biological sciences.  b. A professional philosopher and 

teacher, especially one belonging to a group of fifth-century B.C. Greek philoso-

phers who specialized in dialectic, argumentation, and rhetoric and who were 

often known for their elaborate and specious arguments.   [Middle English 

sophiste, from Latin sophista, from Greek sophistKs, from sophizesthai, to become 

wise, from sophos, clever.]

so·phis·tic (sN-fVsùtVk)  or so·phis·ti·cal (-tV-kNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of sophists.  2. Apparently sound but really fallacious; specious:  

sophistic refutations.   —so·phisùti·cal·ly adv. 

so·phis·ti·cate (sN-fVsùtV-k7tÙ) v.  so·phis·ti·cat·ed, so·phis·ti·cat·ing, 
so·phis·ti·cates.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to become less natural, especially to make 

less naive and more worldly.  2. To make impure; adulterate.  See Synonyms at 

adulterate.  3. To make more complex or inclusive; refine.   —  v.  intr. To use 

sophistry.   —  n.  (-kVt) A sophisticated person.  [Middle English sophisticaten, to 

adulterate, from Medieval Latin sophistic7re, sophistic7t-, from Latin sophisticus, 

sophistic, from Greek sophistikos, from sophistKs, sophist. See SOPHIST.] 
—so·phisÙti·caùtion n.  —so·phisùti·caÙtor n. 

so·phis·ti·cat·ed (sN-fVsùtV-k7ÙtVd) adj.  1. Having acquired worldly knowledge 

or refinement; lacking natural simplicity or naiveté.  2. Very complex or compli-



cated:  the latest and most sophisticated technology.  3. Suitable for or appealing to 

the tastes of sophisticates:  a sophisticated drama.   —so·phisùti·catÙed·ly adv. 

soph·is·try (smfùV-strK) n.  pl. soph·is·tries. 1. Plausible but fallacious argu-

mentation.  2. A plausible but misleading or fallacious argument. 

Soph·o·cles (smfùN-klKzÙ), 496?-406 B.C.  Greek dramatist. Together with Eurip-

ides and Aeschylus, he is considered one of the greatest dramatists of ancient 

Greece. His surviving plays include Ajax, Oedipus Rex, Antigone, and Oedipus at 

Colonus.   —SophÙo·cleùan adj. 

soph·o·more (smfùN-môrÙ, -morÙ, smfùmôrÙ, -morÙ) n.  Abbr. soph. 1. a. A 

second-year student in a U.S. college.  b. A tenth-grade student in a U.S. high 

school.   2. A person in the second year of carrying out an endeavor.   —  n.  

attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  her sophomore year; a sophomore 

class.  [Alteration (probably influenced by Greek sophos, wise, and moros, dull ), 

of sophumer, from obsolete sophom, sophism, dialectic exercise, variant of SOPH-

ISM.]

soph·o·mor·ic (smfÙN-môrùVk, -morù-, -mmrù-) adj.  1. Of or characteristic of a 

sophomore.  2. Exhibiting great immaturity and lack of judgment:  sophomoric 

behavior such as driving too fast in an attempt to show off.   
—sophÙo·morùi·cal·ly adv. 

so·por (soùpNr, -pôrÙ) n.  A deep, lethargic, or unnatural sleep.  [Latin. See 

swep- in Appendix.]

sop·o·rif·er·ous (smpÙN-rVfùNr-Ns, soÙpN-) adj.  Inducing or tending to induce 

sleep; soporific.   —sopÙo·rifùer·ous·ly adv.  —sopÙo·rifùer·ous·ness n. 

sop·o·rif·ic (smpÙN-rVfùVk, soÙpN-) adj.  1. Inducing or tending to induce sleep.  

2. Drowsy.   —  n.  A drug or other substance that induces sleep; a hypnotic. 

sop·ping (smpùVng) adj.  Thoroughly soaked; drenched.   —  adv.  Extremely; 

very:  sopping wet. 

sop·py (smpùK) adj.  sop·pi·er, sop·pi·est. 1. Soaked; sopping.  2. Rainy.  

3. Sentimental; maudlin.  See Synonyms at sentimental. 
so·pra·ni·no (soÙprN-nKùno, smpÙrN-) n.  pl. so·pra·ni·nos. Music. An instru-

ment, such as a recorder, that is higher in pitch than the soprano of its family.  

[Italian, diminutive of soprano, soprano. See SOPRANO.]

so·pran·o (sN-pr4nùo, -präùno) n.  pl. so·pran·os. Abbr. s., S., sop. Music. 

1. The highest singing voice of a woman or young boy.  2. A singer having such a 

voice.  3. A part written in the range of such a voice.  4. The tonal range charac-

teristic of a soprano.  5. An instrument with this range.   —  n.  attributive. Often 

used to modify another noun:  a soprano balalaika; a soprano aria.  [Italian, from 

sopra, above, from Latin supr7. See uper in Appendix.]

soprano clef (sN-pr4nùo klHf) n.  Music. The C clef positioned to indicate that 

the bottom line of a staff represents the pitch of middle C. 



Sop·ron (shoùpronÙ)  A city of northwest Hungary near the Austrian border. 

Originally a Celtic settlement, it was a military outpost during Roman times and 

is one of the oldest cultural centers in Hungary. Population, 56,421. 

so·ra (sôrùN, sorùN) n.  A North American rail (Porzana carolina) having grayish-

brown plumage and a short stout bill, commonly found in freshwater bogs or 

swamps.  [Origin unknown.]

sorb1 (sôrb) v.  tr. sorbed, sorb·ing, sorbs. To take up and hold, as by absorp-

tion or adsorption.  [Back-formation from ADSORB, and ABSORB.] —sor-
bÙa·bilùi·ty n.  —sorbùa·ble adj.  —sorbùent adj.  & n. 

sorb2 (sôrb) n.  1. Any of several Old World trees of the genus Sorbus in the rose 

family, as the service tree or the rowan.  2. The fruit of any of these plants.  

[French sorbe, sorb fruit, from Old French sourbe, from Vulgar Latin *sorba, from 

Latin sorbum.]

Sorb (sôrb) n.  See Wend.  [German Sorbe, perhaps variant of Serbe, Serb, from 

Serbian Serb.]

sor·be·fa·cient (sôrÙbN-f7ùshNnt) adj.  Promoting absorption. Used of a medi-

cine or an agent.   —sorÙbe·faùcient n. 

sor·bet (sôrùbVt, sôr-b7ù) n.  A frozen dessert similar to a frappé, usually made 

from fruit juice and having a mushy consistency.  [French, from Ottoman Turk-

ish sherbet, sweet fruit drink. See SHERBET.]

Sor·bi·an (sôrùbK-Nn) n.  1.  See Wend.  2.  See Wendish.  —Sorùbi·an adj. 

sor·bic acid (sôrùbVk 4sùVd) n.  A white crystalline solid, C6H8O2, found in the 

berries of the mountain ash and also synthesized, used as a food preservative and 

fungicide.  [From SORB
2.]

sor·bi·tol (sôrùbV-tôlÙ, -tolÙ, -tmlÙ) n.  A white, sweetish, crystalline alcohol, 

C6H8(OH)6, found in various berries and fruits or prepared synthetically, used as 

a flavoring agent, a sugar substitute for people with diabetes, and a moisturizer in 

cosmetics and other products.  [SORB
2 + -IT(E)2 + -OL

1.]

sor·bose (sôrùbosÙ) n.  A white, sweetish crystalline sugar, C6H12O6, used in the 

manufacture of ascorbic acid.  [SORB(ITOL) + -OSE
2.]

sor·cer·er (sôrùsNr-Nr) n.  One who practices sorcery; a wizard.  [Middle English 

sorser, sorcerer, from Old French sorcier, from Vulgar Latin *sorti7rius, from Latin 

sors, sort-, lot, fortune. See ser-2 in Appendix.]

sor·cer·ess (sôrùsNr-Vs) n.  A woman who practices sorcery. 

sor·cer·y (sôrùsN-rK) n.  Use of supernatural power over others through the assis-

tance of spirits; witchcraft.  [Middle English sorcerie, from Old French, from sor-

cier, sorcerer. See SORCERER.] —sorùcer·ous adj.  —sorùcer·ous·ly adv. 

sord (sôrd) n.  A flight of mallards.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Middle English 

sorde, from sorden, to rise up in flight, from Old French sordre, from Latin sur-

gere, to rise.]



sor·did (sôrùdVd) adj.  1. Filthy or dirty; foul.  2. Depressingly squalid; wretched:  

sordid shantytowns.  3. Morally degraded: “The sordid details of his orgies stank 

under his very nostrils” (James Joyce).  See Synonyms at mean2.  4. Exceedingly 

mercenary; grasping.  [Middle English sordide, festering, purulent, from Latin 

sordidus, dirty, from sordKre, to be dirty.] —sorùdid·ly adv.  —sorùdid·ness n. 

sor·di·no (sôr-dKùno) n.  pl. sor·di·ni (-nK). Music. A mute for an instrument.  

[Italian, from sordo, deaf, mute, from Latin surdus.]

sore (sôr, sor) adj.  sor·er, sor·est. 1. Painful to the touch; tender.  2. Feeling 

physical pain; hurting:  sore all over.  3. Causing misery, sorrow, or distress; griev-

ous:  in sore need.  4. Causing embarrassment or irritation:  a sore subject.  5. Full 

of distress; sorrowful.  6. Informal. Angry; offended.   —  n.  1. An open skin 

lesion, wound, or ulcer.  2. A source of pain, distress, or irritation.   —  v.  tr. 

sored, sor·ing, sores. To mutilate the legs or feet of (a horse) in order to 

induce a particular gait in the animal.   —  adv.  Archaic. Sorely.  [Middle English, 

from Old English s7r.] —soreùness n. 

so·re·di·um (sN-rKùdK-Nm) n.  pl. so·re·di·a (-dK-N). A specialized asexual 

reproductive unit of lichens consisting of a mass of algal cells surrounded by fun-

gal hyphae.  [New Latin, diminutive of Greek soros, heap. See SORUS.] 
—so·reùdi·al (-dK-Nl) adj. 

sore·head (sôrùhHdÙ, sorù-) n.  Slang. One who is easily offended, annoyed, or 

angered. 

So·rel (sN-rHlù, sô-)  A city of southern Quebec, Canada, at the confluence of the 

St. Lawrence and Richelieu rivers. It was founded in 1672 on the site of Fort Rich-

elieu, established in 1665. Population, 20,347. 

So·rel (sô-rHlù), Georges. 1847-1922.  French political philosopher whose 

works advanced the revolutionary syndicalist movement. His most important 

book is Reflections on Violence (1908). 

sore·ly (sôrùlK, sorù-) adv.  1. Painfully; grievously.  2. Extremely; greatly:  Their 

skills were sorely needed. 

Sor·en·sen (sûrùNn-sNn), Soren Peter Lauritz. 1868-1939.  Danish chemist 

who devised the pH scale for measuring the acidity or alkalinity of solutions. 

Sor·en·sen (sôrùVn-sNn), Theodore Chaikin. Born 1928.  American writer 

and public official who served as a special counsel to Presidents John F. Kennedy 

and Lyndon B. Johnson (1961-1964). Among his works are Decision-Making in 

the White House (1963) and The Kennedy Legacy (1969). 

sore throat (sôr throt) n.  Any of various inflammations of the tonsils, phar-

ynx, or larynx characterized by pain in swallowing. 

sor·gho (sôrùgo) n.  Variant of sorgo. 
sor·ghum (sôrùgNm) n.  1. An Old World grass (Sorghum bicolor), several vari-

eties of which are widely cultivated as grain and forage or as a source of syrup.  

2. Syrup made from the juice of this plant.  [New Latin Sorghum, genus name, 



from Italian sorgo, a tall cereal grass, probably from Medieval Latin surgum, per-

haps variant of Vulgar Latin *syricum, from neuter of Latin Syricus, Syrian, from 

Syria.]

sor·go also sor·gho (sôrùgo) n.  pl. sor·gos also sor·ghos. Any of various sor-

ghums that are cultivated as a source of syrup.  Also called sweet sorghum [Italian. 

See SORGHUM.]

so·ri (sôrùX, sorùX) n.  Plural of sorus. 
sor·i·cine (sôrùV-sXnÙ, smrù-) adj.  Of, belonging to, or resembling the shrews.  

[Latin soricXnus, from sorex, soric-, shrew.]

so·ri·tes (sN-rXùtKz, sô-) n.  pl. sorites. Logic. A form of argument in which a 

series of incomplete syllogisms is so arranged that the predicate of each premise 

forms the subject of the next until the subject of the first is joined with the predi-

cate of the last in the conclusion.  [Latin sorXtKs, from Greek soreitKs, from soros, 

heap. See teuN- in Appendix.]

So·ro·ca·ba (sôrÙt-käùbä)  A city of southern Brazil west of São Paulo. It is a 

commercial and industrial center. Population, 254,672. 

Sor·o·kin (sN-roùkVn, sô-), Pitirim Alexandrovich. 1889-1968.  Russian-born 

American sociologist who founded the department of sociology at Harvard Uni-

versity (1930). His works include the four-volume Cultural Dynamics (1937-

1941). 

So·rol·la y Bas·ti·da (sN-rôlùyN K bä-stKùdN, -roiùN, sô-rôùlyä K bä-stKùthä), 

Joaquín. 1863-1923.  Spanish impressionist painter known for his landscapes 

and beach scenes. 

so·ro·ral (sN-rôrùNl, -rorù-) adj.  Of, relating to, or resembling a sister; sisterly.  

[From Latin soror, sister. See swesor- in Appendix.]

so·ror·ate (sN-rôrùVt, -rorù-) n.  The custom of marriage of a man to his wife’s 

sister or sisters, usually after the wife has died or proved sterile.  [From Latin 

soror, sister. See SORORAL.]

so·ror·i·cide (sN-rôrùV-sXdÙ, -rmrù-) n.  1. The killing of one’s sister.  2. One who 

kills one’s own sister.  [Latin soror, sister + -CIDE.] —so·rorÙi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

so·ror·i·ty (sN-rôrùV-tK, -rmrù-) n.  pl. so·ror·i·ties. 1. A chiefly social organiza-

tion of women students at a college or university, usually designated by Greek let-

ters.  2. An association or a society of women.  [Medieval Latin sororit7s, from 

Latin soror, soror-, sister. See swesor- in Appendix.]

sorp·tion (sôrpùshNn) n.  1. The process of sorbing.  2. The state of being 

sorbed.  [Back-formation from ABSORPTION, and ADSORPTION.] —sorpùtive adj. 

sor·rel1 (sôrùNl, smrù-) n.  1. Any of several plants of the genus Rumex, having 

acid-flavored leaves sometimes used as salad greens, especially R. acetosella, a 

widely naturalized Eurasian species.  Also called dock4 2. Any of various plants of 

the genus Oxalis, having usually compound leaves with three leaflets.  [Middle 

English sorel, from Old French surele, from sur, sour, of Germanic origin.]



sor·rel2 (sôrùNl, smrù-) n.  1. Color. A brownish orange to light brown.  2. A sor-

rel-colored horse or other animal.  [From Middle English sorel, sorrel-colored, 

from Old French, from sor, red-brown, of Germanic origin.]

sorrel tree (sôrùNl trK) n.  See sourwood. 
Sor·ren·to (sN-rHnùto, sôr-rHnùtô)  A town of southern Italy on the Sorrento 
Peninsula, separating the Bay of Naples from the Gulf of Salerno. The city is a 

popular tourist center and summer resort. Population, 17,301. 

sor·row (smrùo, sôrùo) n.  1. Mental suffering or pain caused by injury, loss, or 

despair.  See Synonyms at regret.  2. A source or cause of sorrow; a misfortune.  

3. Expression of sorrow; grieving.   —  v.  intr. sor·rowed, sor·row·ing, 
sor·rows. To feel or express sorrow; grieve.  See Synonyms at grieve.  [Middle 

English sorwe, from Old English sorg.] —sorùrow·er n. 

sor·row·ful (smrùo-fNl, -N-fNl, sôrù-) adj.  Affected with, marked by, causing, or 

expressing sorrow.  See Synonyms at sad.  —sorùrow·ful·ly adv.  

—sorùrow·ful·ness n. 

sor·ry (smrùK, sôrùK) adj.  sor·ri·er, sor·ri·est. 1. Feeling or expressing sympathy, 

pity, or regret:  I’m sorry I’m late.  2. Worthless or inferior; paltry:  a sorry excuse.  

3. Causing sorrow, grief, or misfortune; grievous:  a sorry development.  [Middle 

English sori, from Old English s7rig, sad, from s7r, sore.] —sorùri·ly adv.  

—sorùri·ness n. 

sort (sôrt) n.  1. A group of persons or things of the same general character; a 

kind.  See Usage Note at kind2.  2. Character or nature:  books of all sorts.  See 

Synonyms at type.  3. One that typifies a group or exemplifies a characteristic:  

The clerk is a decent sort.  4. A way of acting or behaving.  5. sorts. Printing. One 

of the characters in a font of type.   —  v.  tr. sort·ed, sort·ing, sorts. 1. To 

arrange according to class, kind, or size; classify.  See Synonyms at arrange.  
2. To separate from others:  sort out the wheat from the chaff.  3. To clarify by 

going over mentally:  She tried to sort out her problems.   —idioms. after a sort. 
In a haphazard or imperfect way:  managed to paint the chair after a sort.  of 
sorts (or of a sort). 2. Of a mediocre or inferior kind:  a constitutional govern-

ment of a sort.  3. Of one kind or another:  knew many folktales of sorts.  out of 
sorts. 4. Slightly ill.  5. Irritable; cross:  The teacher is out of sorts this morning.  

sort of. Informal. Somewhat; rather: “Gambling and prostitution... have been pro-

hibited, but only sort of” (George F. Will).  [Middle English, from Old French, 

from Latin sors, sort-, lot. See ser-2 in Appendix.] —sortùa·ble adj.  —sortùer 
n. 

sor·ta·tion (sôr-t7ùshNn) n.  Sorting, especially when mechanized or automated:  

the sortation of baggage; sortation of parcels. 

sor·tie (sôrùtK, sôr-tKù) n.  1. a. An armed attack made from a place surrounded 

by enemy forces.  b. The troops making such an attack.   2. A flight of a combat 

aircraft on a mission.   —  v.  intr. sor·tied, sor·tie·ing, sor·ties. To go on a 



sortie.  [French, from feminine past participle of sortir, to go out, from Old 

French.]

sor·ti·lege (sôrùtl-Vj) n.  1. The act or practice of foretelling the future by draw-

ing lots.  2. Sorcery; witchcraft.  [Middle English, from Old French, from Medi-

eval Latin sortilegium, from sortilegus, diviner  : Latin sors, sort-, lot; see ser-2 in 

Appendix + Latin legere, to read; see leg- in Appendix.]

so·rus (sôrùNs, sorù-) n.  pl. so·ri (sôrùX, sorùX). 1. A cluster of sporangia borne on 

the underside of a fern frond.  2. A reproductive structure in certain fungi and 

lichens.  [New Latin sorus, from Greek soros, heap. See teuN- in Appendix.]

S O S (Hsùo-Hsù) n.  1. The letters represented by the Morse signal • · • - - - • · ·, 

used as an international distress signal, especially by ships and aircraft.  2. A call 

or signal for help. 

So·sno·wiec (sms-nôùvyHts)  A city of southern Poland, an industrial suburb of 

Katowice. Population, 255,000. 

so-so (soùsoù) adj.  Neither very good nor very bad; passable:  a so-so perfor-

mance; feeling so-so.   —  adv.  Neither very well nor very poorly; passably:  I swam 

so-so, but better than yesterday. 

so·ste·nu·to (soÙstN-nuùto, sôÙ-) Music. adv.  & adj.  Beyond or being sus-

tained beyond a note’s full value. Used chiefly as a direction.   —  n.  pl. 

so·ste·nu·tos or so·ste·nu·ti (-tK). A sostenuto passage or movement.  [Italian, 

past participle of sostenere, to sustain, from Latin sustinKre. See SUSTAIN.]

sot (smt) n.  A drunkard.  [Middle English, fool, from Old English sott, from Old 

French sot.]

so·te·ri·ol·o·gy (so-tîrÙK-mlùN-jK) n.  The theological doctrine of salvation as 

effected by Jesus.  [Greek sotKrion, deliverance (from sotKr, savior, from saos, sos, 

safe); see teuN- in Appendix + -LOGY.] —so·teÙri·o·logùic (-N-lmjùVk), 
so·teÙri·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj. 

Soth·ern (sƒthùNrn), Edward Hugh. 1859-1933.  American actor noted for 

many Shakespearean roles opposite his wife, Julia Marlowe. 

So·thic (soùthVk, smthùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or deriving from the name of 

Sothis.  2. Being the ancient Egyptian calendar year, consisting of 3654 days.  

3. Being a cycle consisting of 1,460 years of 365 days in the ancient Egyptian cal-

endar.  [From Greek Sothis, the star Sirius. See SOTHIS.]

So·this (soùthVs) n.  See Sirius.  [Greek Sothis, from Egyptian spdt.]

So·tho (soùto) n.  1. A group of closely related Bantu languages, including 

Tswana, spoken in southern Africa.  2. Any of these languages. 

so·tol (soùtolÙ) n.  1. Any of several tall woody plants of the genus Dasylirion of 

the southwest United States and adjacent Mexico, having prickly-margined leaves 

and a large panicle of whitish unisexual flowers.  2. An alcoholic beverage pro-

duced from the trunks of these plants.  [Perhaps from Spanish soto, thicket, 

woods, from Latin saltus, narrow pass, woodland.]



sot·ted (smtùVd) adj.  Muddled or stupefied, especially with liquor; besotted.   
—sotùted·ly adv.  —sotùted·ness n. 

sot·tish (smtùVsh) adj.  1. Stupefied from or as if from drink.  2. Tending to 

drink excessively; drunken.   —sotùtish·ly adv.  —sotùtish·ness n. 

sot·to vo·ce (smtùo voùchK, sôtùtô vôùchH) adv.  & adj.  1. In soft tones, as not to 

be overheard; in an undertone: “There were aspersions cast, sotto voce, but knees 

quickly folded into curtsies when introductions were in order” (Barbara Lazear 

Ascher).  2. Music. In very soft tones. Used chiefly as a direction.  [Italian  : sotto, 

under + voce, voice.]

sou (su) n.  Abbr. s. One of several coins formerly used in France, worth a small 

amount.  [French, from Old French sol, from Late Latin solidus, solidus. See SOLI-

DUS.]

sou.  or Sou. abbr.  South; southern. 

sou·a·ri nut (su-ärùK nƒt) n.  1. A South American evergreen tree (Caryocar 

nuciferum) having opposite, trifoliate leaves and drupes with nutlike stones con-

taining seeds used as food and a source of cooking oil.  2. The nut of this tree.  

Also called butternut [French saouari, from Galibi sawarra.]

sou·bise (su-bKzù) n.  A sauce made with onions or onion purée.  [French, 

after Charles de Rohan, Prince de Soubise (1715-1787), French soldier.]

sou·brette (su-brHtù) n.  1. a. A saucy, coquettish, intriguing maidservant in 

comedies or comic opera.  b. An actress or a singer taking such a part.   2. A 

young woman regarded as flirtatious or frivolous.  [French, from Provençal sou-

breto, feminine of soubret, conceited, from soubra, to leave aside, from Old 

Provençal sobrar, to be excessive, from Latin super7re, from super, above. See 

uper in Appendix.]

sou·bri·quet (suùbrV-k7Ù, -kHtÙ, suÙbrV-k7ù, -kHtù) n.  Variant of sobriquet. 
sou·chong also soo·chong (suùchmngÙ, -shmngÙ) n.  Any of several varieties 

of black tea native to China and adjacent regions.  [Chinese (Mandarin) xi5o 

zhnng : xi5o, small + zhnng, kind.]

sou·dan (sudùn) n.  Variant of soldan. 
souf·flé (su-fl7ù) n.  A light, fluffy baked dish made with egg yolks and beaten 

egg whites combined with various other ingredients and served as a main dish or 

sweetened as a dessert.  [French, from past participle of souffler, to puff up, from 

Old French soffler, from Latin suffl7re : sub-, sub- + fl7re, to blow; see bhlK- in 

Appendix.] —souf·fléù adj.  —souf·flédù adj. 

Sou·fri·ère (suÙfrK-Hrù)  A volcano, 1,234.6 m (4,048 ft) high, on St. Vincent 

Island in the Windward Islands of the West Indies. A violent eruption in 1902 

killed more than 1,000 people. 

sough (sƒf, sou) v.  intr. soughed, sough·ing, soughs. To make a soft mur-

muring or rustling sound.   —  n.  A soft murmuring or rustling sound, as of the 



wind or a gentle surf.  [Middle English swowen, soughen, from Old English 

swogan.]

sought (sôt) v.  Past tense and past participle of seek. 
souk (suk, shuk) n.  An open-air market, or a part of such a market, in an Arab 

city.  [Arabic s7q.]

soul (sol) n.  1. The animating and vital principle in human beings, credited with 

the faculties of thought, action, and emotion and often conceived as an immate-

rial entity.  2. The spiritual nature of human beings, regarded as immortal, sepa-

rable from the body at death, and susceptible to happiness or misery in a future 

state.  3. The disembodied spirit of a dead human being; a shade.  4. Soul. Chris-

tian Science. God.  5. A human being: “the homes of some nine hundred souls” 

(Garrison Keillor).  6. The central or integral part; the vital core: “It saddens me 

that this network... may lose its soul, which is after all the quest for news” (Marvin 

Kalb).  7. A person considered as the perfect embodiment of an intangible qual-

ity; a personification:  I am the very soul of discretion.  8. A person’s emotional or 

moral nature: “An actor is... often a soul which wishes to reveal itself to the world but 

dare not” (Alec Guinness).  9. A sense of ethnic pride among Black people and 

especially African-Americans, expressed in areas such as language, social cus-

toms, religion, and music.  10. A strong, deeply felt emotion conveyed by a 

speaker, a performer, or an artist.  11. Soul music.  [Middle English, from Old 

English s7wol.]

soul brother (sol brƒthùNr) n.  Slang. A fellow Black man. 

Sou·lé (su-l7ù), Pierre. 1801-1870.  French-born American politician. As U.S. 

minister to Spain (1853-1855) he helped draw up the Ostend Manifesto, a plan 

for the acquisition of Cuba from Spain. 

soul food (sol fud) n.  Food, such as ham hocks and collard greens, tradition-

ally eaten by southern American Black people. 

soul·ful (solùfNl) adj.  Full of or expressing deep feeling; profoundly emotional.   
—soulùful·ly adv.  —soulùful·ness n. 

soul kiss (sol kVs) n.  A kiss in which the tongue enters the partner’s mouth; a 

French kiss. 

soul·less (solùlVs) adj.  Lacking sensitivity or the capacity for deep feeling.   
—soulùless·ly adv.  —soulùless·ness n. 

soul mate (sol m7t) n.  One of two persons compatible with each other in dis-

position, point of view, or sensitivity. 

soul music (sol myuùzVk) n.  Music. Popular music developed by American 

Black people, combining elements of gospel music and rhythm and blues. 

soul-search·ing (solùsûrÙchVng) n.  A penetrating examination of one’s 

motives, convictions, and attitudes. 

soul sister (sol sVsùtNr) n.  Slang. A fellow Black woman. 



Soult (sult), Nicholas Jean de Dieu. 1769-1851.  French military leader who 

served as marshal under Napoleon I. 

sound1 (sound) n.  1. a. Vibrations transmitted through an elastic material or a 

solid, liquid, or gas, with frequencies in the approximate range of 20 to 20,000 

hertz, capable of being detected by human organs of hearing.  b. Transmitted 

vibrations of any frequency.  c. The sensation stimulated in the organs of hearing 

by such vibrations in the air or other medium.  d. Such sensations considered as a 

group.   2. A distinctive noise:  a hollow sound.  3. The distance over which some-

thing can be heard:  within sound of my voice.  4. Linguistics. a. An articulation 

made by the vocal apparatus:  a vowel sound; a speech sound.  b. The distinctive 

character of such an articulation:  The words bear and bare have the same sound.   

5. A mental impression; an implication:  didn’t like the sound of the invitation.  

6. Auditory material that is recorded, as for a movie.  7. Meaningless noise.  

8. Music. A distinctive style, as of an orchestra or a singer.  9. Archaic. Rumor; 

report.   —  v.  sound·ed, sound·ing, sounds.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To make or 

give forth a sound:  The siren sounded.  b. To be given forth as a sound:  The fan-

fare sounded.   2. To present a particular impression:  That argument sounds rea-

sonable.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to give forth or produce a sound:  sounded the gong.  

2. To summon, announce, or signal by a sound:  sound a warning.  3. Linguistics. 

To articulate; pronounce:  sound a vowel.  4. To make known; celebrate: “Nations 

unborn your mighty names shall sound” (Alexander Pope).  5. To examine (a body 

organ or part) by causing to emit sound; auscultate.   —phrasal verb. sound 
off. 1. To express one’s views vigorously:  was always sounding off about higher 

taxes.  2. To count cadence when marching in military formation.  [Middle 

English soun, from Old French son, from Latin sonus. See swen- in Appendix.]

sound2 (sound) adj.  sound·er, sound·est. 1. Free from defect, decay, or 

damage; in good condition.  2. Free from disease or injury.  See Synonyms at 

healthy.  3. Having a firm basis; unshakable:  a sound foundation.  4. Financially 

secure or safe:  a sound economy.  5. a. Based on valid reasoning:  a sound observa-

tion.  See Synonyms at valid.  b. Free from logical flaws:  sound reasoning.  

c. Logic. Of or relating to an argument in which all the premises are true and the 

conclusion follows from the premises.   6. Thorough; complete:  a sound flogging.  

7. Deep and unbroken; undisturbed:  a sound sleep.  8. Free from moral defect; 

upright.  9. Worthy of confidence; trustworthy.  10. Marked by or showing com-

mon sense and good judgment; levelheaded:  a sound approach to the problem.  

11. Compatible with an accepted point of view; conservative.  12. Law. Legally 

valid.   —  adv.  Thoroughly; deeply:  sound asleep.  [Middle English, from Old 

English gesund.] —soundùly adv.  —soundùness n. 

sound3 (sound) n.  1.  Abbr. sd. A long, relatively wide body of water, larger 

than a strait or a channel, connecting larger bodies of water.  2. A long, wide 



ocean inlet.  3. The air bladder of a fish.  [Middle English, from Old English 

sund, swimming, sea.]

sound4 (sound) v.  sound·ed, sound·ing, sounds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To measure 

the depth of (water), especially by means of a weighted line; fathom.  2. To try to 

learn the attitudes or opinions of:  sounded out her feelings.  3. To probe (a body 

cavity) with a sound.   —  v.  intr. 1. To measure depth.  2. To dive swiftly down-

ward. Used of a whale or fish.  3. To look into a possibility; investigate.   —  n.  

An instrument used to examine or explore body cavities, as for foreign bodies or 

other abnormalities, or to dilate strictures in them.  [Middle English sounden, 

from Old French sonder, from sonde, sounding line, probably of Germanic ori-

gin.] —soundùa·ble adj. 

sound-a·like (soundùN-lXkÙ) n.  One that closely resembles another in sound, 

especially by imitation of voice or of musical style:  an Enrico Caruso sound-alike. 

sound barrier (sound b4rùK-Nr) n.  1.  See sonic barrier.  2. A set of tall 

wooden, plastic, or concrete barriers placed along a road or highway to muffle the 

sound of traffic. 

sound bite (sound bXt) n.  Slang. A very brief broadcast statement, as by a poli-

tician during a news report: “The box has been spitting forth maddening nine-sec-

ond sound bites” (Mary McGrory). 

sound·board (soundùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  Music. See sounding board (n., 

sense 1). 

sound box (sound bmks) n.  Music. A hollow chamber in the body of an instru-

ment, such as a violin or a cello, that intensifies the resonance of the tone. 

sound camera (sound k4mùNr-N) n.  A movie camera equipped to record 

sound and visual image synchronously. 

sound effects (sound ibreve/-fHktsù) pl.n.  Imitative sounds, as of thunder or 

an explosion, produced artificially for theatrical purposes, as for a film, play, or 

radio program. 

sound·er1 (sounùdNr) n.  One that makes a sound:  a sounder of alarms. 

sound·er2 (sounùdNr) n.  One that sounds, especially a device for making 

soundings of the sea. 

sound·er3 (sounùdNr) n.  A herd of wild boar.  See Synonyms at flock1.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French sondre, of Germanic origin.]

sound·ing1 (sounùdVng) n.  1. The act of one that sounds.  2. A probe of the 

environment for scientific observation.  3. a. A measured depth of water.  b.  
Often soundings. Water shallow enough for depth measurements to be taken by 

a hand line.  

sound·ing2 (sounùdVng) adj.  1. Emitting a full sound; resonant.  2. Noisy but 

with little significance. 

sounding board (sounùdVng bôrd) n.  1. Music. a. A thin board forming the 

upper portion of the resonant chamber in an instrument, such as a violin or 



piano, and serving to increase resonance.  b. A structure placed behind or over a 

podium or platform to reflect music or a speaker’s voice to an audience.  Also 

called soundboard  2. A person or group whose reactions to an idea, opinion, or 

point of view will serve as a measure of its effectiveness or acceptability.  3. A 

device or means serving to spread or popularize an idea or a point of view. 

sounding lead (sounùdVng lHd) n.  Nautical. The metal weight at the end of a 

sounding line. 

sounding line (sounùdVng lXn) n.  Nautical. A line marked at intervals of fath-

oms and weighted at one end, used to determine the depth of water.  Also called 

lead line 

sounding rocket (sounùdVng rmkùVt) n.  A rocket used to make observations 

anywhere within Earth’s atmosphere. 

sound·less (soundùlVs) adj.  Having or making no sound.  See Synonyms at 

still1.  —soundùless·ly adv.  —soundùless·ness n. 

sound·man (soundùm4nÙ) n.  One in charge of recording, transmitting, or 

amplifying sound or of producing sound effects, as for a television or radio 

broadcast. 

sound pollution (sound pN-luùshNn) n.  See noise pollution. 
sound·proof (soundùprufÙ) adj.  Not penetrable by audible sound.   
—soundùproofÙ v. 

sound rang·ing (sound r7nùjVng) n.  A method for locating a source of sound, 

such as an enemy gun, by measuring the travel time of the sound wave to micro-

phones at known positions. 

sound stage also sound·stage (soundùst7jÙ) n.  A room or studio that is usu-

ally soundproof, used for the production of movies. 

sound·track also sound track (soundùtr4kÙ) n.  1. The narrow strip at one 

side of a movie film that carries the sound recording.  2. a. The music that 

accompanies a movie.  b. A commercial phonograph record or tape of such 

music.  

sound truck (sound trƒk) n.  A truck or other vehicle having one or more 

loudspeakers, usually situated on top, typically used for broadcasting political or 

commercial messages. 

sound wave (sound w7v) n.  A longitudinal pressure wave of audible or inau-

dible sound. 

soup (sup) n.  1. A liquid food prepared from meat, fish, or vegetable stock 

combined with various other ingredients and often containing solid pieces.  

2. Slang. Something having the appearance or a consistency suggestive of soup, 

especially: a. Dense fog.  b. Nitroglycerine.   3. A chaotic or unfortunate situa-

tion.   —phrasal verb. soup up. Slang. To modify (something) so as to 

increase its capacity to perform or satisfy, especially to add horsepower or greater 

speed potential to (an engine or a vehicle):  souped up the 1959 Ford; souping up 



old sound systems.   —idiom. in the soup. Slang. Having difficulties; in trouble.  

[Middle English soupe, from Old French, of Germanic origin; see seuN-2 in 

Appendix. Soup up from SOUP, material injected into a horse to make it run faster 

(influenced by SUPERCHARGE).]

soup·çon (sup-sôNù, supùsmnÙ) n.  A very small amount; a trace:  not a 

soupçon of mercy.  [French, from Old French sospeçon, suspicion, from Latin sus-

pectio, suspection-, fear, from suspectus, past participle of suspicere, to suspect. See 

SUSPECT.]

soup du jour (supÙ dN zhtrù) n.  pl. soups du jour. A soup featured by a 

restaurant on a given day.  [French soupe du jour : soupe, soup + du, of the + jour, 

day.]

soup kitchen (sup kVchùNn) n.  A place where food is offered free or at very 

low cost to the needy. 

soup·spoon (supùspunÙ) n.  A spoon somewhat larger than a teaspoon, used 

for eating soup. 

soup·y (suùpK) adj.  soup·i·er, soup·i·est. 1. Having the appearance or con-

sistency of soup.  2. Slang. Foggy:  soupy weather.  3. Informal. Sentimental. 

sour (sour) adj.  sour·er, sour·est. 1. Having a taste characteristic of that pro-

duced by acids; sharp, tart, or tangy.  2. Made acid or rancid by fermentation.  

3. Having the characteristics of fermentation or rancidity; tasting or smelling of 

decay.  4. a. Bad-tempered and morose; peevish:  a sour temper.  b. Displeased 

with something one formerly admired or liked; disenchanted:  sour on ballet.   

5. Not measuring up to the expected or usual ability or quality; bad.  6. Of or 

relating to excessively acid soil that is damaging to crops.  7. Containing excessive 

sulfur compounds. Used of gasoline.   —  n.  1. The sensation of sour taste, one 

of the four primary tastes.  2. Something sour.  3. A mixed drink made especially 

with whiskey, lemon or lime juice, sugar, and sometimes soda water.   —  v.  tr. 

intr. soured, sour·ing, sours. 1. To make or become sour.  2. To make or 

become disagreeable, disillusioned, or disenchanted.  [Middle English, from Old 

English s7r.] —sourùish adj.  —sourùly adv.  —sourùness n.  

SYNONYMS: sour, acid, acidulous, dry, tart. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “having a taste like that produced by an acid”: sour cider; acid,

unripe grapes; an acidulous tomato; dry white wine; tart cherries.

sour·ball (sourùbôlÙ) n.  A round piece of hard, tart candy. 

source (sôrs, sors) n.  1. The point at which something springs into being or 

from which it derives or is obtained.  2. The point of origin, such as a spring, of a 

stream or river.  See Synonyms at origin.  3. One that causes, creates, or initiates; 

a maker.  4. One, such as a person or document, that supplies information:  A 

reporter is only as reliable as his or her sources.  5. Physics. The point or part of a 



system where energy or mass is added to the system.   —  v.  sourced, sourc·ing, 
sourc·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To specify the origin of (a communication); document:  

The report is thoroughly sourced.  2. To obtain (parts or materials) from another 

business, country, or locale for manufacture:  They sourced the spoke nuts from our 

company.   —  v.  intr. To obtain parts or materials from another business, coun-

try, or locale:  They are sourcing from abroad in order to save money.  [Middle 

English, from Old French sourse, from feminine past participle of sourdre, to rise, 

from Latin surgere. See SURGE.]

source book (sôrs btk) n.  1. A primary document, as of history, literature, 

or religion, on which secondary writings are based.  2. A collection of such docu-

ments. 

source language (sôrs l4ngùgwVj) n.  Abbr. SL The language from which a 

translation is to be made. 

sour cherry (sour chHrùK) n.  1. A deciduous shrub or small tree (Prunus cera-

sus) having white flowers and tart red fruit.  2. The edible fruit of this plant. 

sour cream (sour krKm) n.  1. Cream that has soured naturally by the action of 

lactic-acid bacteria, used in baking certain breads and cakes.  2. A smooth, thick, 

artificially soured cream, widely used as an ingredient in soups, salads, and vari-

ous meat dishes. 

sour·dine (str-dKnù) n.  Music. 1. An obsolete double-reed instrument with a 

soft tone.  2. A mute, especially one for a violin.  3. A stop on an organ producing 

a low, soft, muted tone.  [French, from Italian sordina, feminine of sordino, a 

mute diminutive of sordo, deaf, mute, from Latin surdus.]

sour·dough (sourùdoÙ) n.  1. Sour fermented dough used as leaven in making 

bread.  2. An early settler or prospector, especially in Alaska and northwest Can-

ada. 

sour grapes (sour gr7ps) pl.n.  Denial of the desirability of something after 

one has found out that it cannot be reached or acquired:  The losers’ scorn for the 

award is pure sour grapes. 

sour gum (sour gƒm) n.  A deciduous tree (Nyssa sylvatica) of the eastern 

United States and Mexico, having glossy, somewhat leathery leaves and soft wood.  

Also called black gum, pepperidge. 

Sou·ris (strùVs)  A river, about 724 km (450 mi) long, rising in southern 

Saskatchewan, Canada, and flowing southeast in a great loop into northern North 

Dakota then north and northeast to the Assiniboine River in southwest Manitoba. 

sour mash (sour m4sh) n.  1. A mixture of new mash and mash from a preced-

ing run used to distill certain malt whiskeys.  2. Whiskey so distilled. 

sour orange (sour ôrùVnj) n.  A spiny evergreen tree (Citrus aurantium) native 

to southern Vietnam and widely cultivated in warmer regions, having globose, 

reddish-orange, highly acidic fruit.  Also called bigarade, bitter orange, Seville 

orange. 



sour·puss (sourùptsÙ) n.  Slang. A habitually gloomy or sullen person.  [SOUR 

+ PUSS
2.]

sour salt (sour sôlt) n.  Crystals of citric acid used in cooking. 

sour·sop (sourùsmpÙ) n.  1. A tropical American evergreen tree (Annona muri-

cata) bearing spiny fruit with tart edible pulp.  2. The fruit of this tree. 

sour·wood (sourùwtdÙ) n.  A deciduous tree (Oxydendrum arboreum) of the 

eastern United States, having drooping terminal panicles of small, white, urn-

shaped flowers.  Also called sorrel tree [So called from its sour-tasting leaves.]

Sou·sa (suùzN, -sN), John Philip. Known as “the March King.” 1854-1932.  

American bandmaster and composer who wrote comic operas and marches such 

as Stars and Stripes Forever (1897). 

sou·sa·phone (suùzN-fonÙ, -sN-) n.  Music. A large brass wind instrument, 

similar in range to the tuba, having a flaring bell and a shape adapted to being 

carried in marching bands.  [After John Philip SOUSA.]

souse1 (sous) v.  soused, sous·ing, sous·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To plunge into a liq-

uid.  2. To make soaking wet; drench.  See Synonyms at dip.  3. To steep in a mix-

ture, as in pickling.  4. Slang. To make intoxicated.   —  v.  intr. To become 

immersed or soaking wet.   —  n.  1. The act or process of sousing.  2. a. Food 

steeped in pickle, especially pork trimmings.  b. The liquid used in pickling; 

brine.   3. Slang. a. A drunkard.  b. A period of heavy drinking; a binge.   [Middle 

English sousen, probably from Old French *souser, to pickle, from souz, sous, 

pickled meat, of Germanic origin. See sal- in Appendix.]

souse2 (sous) v.  soused, sous·ing, sous·es. Archaic.  —  v.  tr. To pounce on; 

attack.   —  v.  intr. To swoop down, as an attacking hawk does.   —  n.  Obsolete. 

A swooping motion of attack.  [From Middle English souse, swooping motion, 

alteration of sours, source, a rising. See SOURCE.]

sous·lik (sƒsùlVk) n.  Variant of suslik. 
Sousse (sus) also Su·sah  or Su·sa (suùsN, -zN)  A city of northeast Tunisia on 

an inlet of the Mediterranean Sea. Founded in ancient times by the Phoenicians, 

it was an important city under the Romans and Carthaginians and later under the 

Arabs (9th-11th centuries) and the French (19th-20th centuries). Population, 

69,530. 

sous vide (su vKdù) n.  The cooking of various ingredients in a plastic pouch.  

[French, in a vacuum, vacuum-packed  : sous, under + vide, vacuum.] —sous-
videù (su-vKdù) adj. 

sou·tache (su-t4shù) n.  A narrow flat braid in a herringbone pattern, used for 

trimming and embroidery.  [French, from Hungarian sujtás.]

sou·tane (su-tänù -t4nù) n.  A cassock, especially one that buttons up and 

down the front.  [French, alteration (influenced by French sous, under), of obso-

lete sottane, from Italian sottana, from sotto, under, from Latin subtus, from sub. 

See upo in Appendix.]



Sou·ter (suùtNr), David Hackett. Born 1939.  American jurist who was 

appointed an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1990. 

south (south) n.  Abbr. S, S., s, s., so., So., sou., Sou. 1. a. The direction 

along a meridian 90˚ clockwise from east; the direction to the right of sunrise.  

b. The cardinal point on the mariner’s compass 180˚ clockwise from due north 

and directly opposite north.   2. An area or a region lying in the south.  3.  Often 

South. a. The southern part of the earth.  b. The southern part of a region or 

country.   4. South. The southern part of the United States, especially the states 

that fought for the Confederacy in the Civil War.   —  adj.  Abbr. S, S., s, s., so., 
So., sou., Sou. 1. To, toward, of, facing, or in the south.  2. Originating in or 

coming from the south:  a hot south wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. S, S., s, s., so., So., 
sou., Sou. In, from, or toward the south.  [Middle English, from Old English 

s7th. See s7wel- in Appendix.]

South Af·ri·ca (south 4fùrV-kN) Abbr. S.Afr., S.A.  A country of southern 

Africa on the Atlantic and Indian oceans. First settled by the Dutch in the mid-

17th century, the region passed to Great Britain in 1814 but was hotly contested 

by descendants of the Dutch settlers in the Boer War (1899-1902). The British 

and Boer colonies formed a union in 1910 and became a republic in 1961. Preto-

ria is the administrative capital; Cape Town, the legislative capital; and Bloemfon-

tein, the judicial capital. Johannesburg is the largest city. Population, 24,208,140.   
—South Afùri·can adj.  & n. 

South A·mer·i·ca (south N-mHrùV-kN) Abbr. S.A.  A continent of the southern 

Western Hemisphere southeast of North America between the Atlantic and 

Pacific oceans. It extends from the Caribbean Sea southward to Cape Horn.   
—South A·merùi·can adj.  & n. 

South·amp·ton (south-h4mpùtNn, sou-th4mpù-)  1. A borough of south-cen-

tral England on an inlet of the English Channel opposite the Isle of Wight. 

Founded on the site of Roman and Saxon settlements, it has long been a major 

port, especially for passenger ships. Population, 208,800.  2. A village of southeast 

New York on the southeast coast of Long Island. It is primarily a summer resort. 

Population, 4,000. 

South·amp·ton (south-h4mpùtNn, sou-th4mpù-), Third Earl of Title of Henry 

Wriothesley. 1573-1624.  English politician, soldier, and patron of Shakespeare as 

well as a number of other Elizabethan poets. Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis and 

Rape of Lucrece are dedicated to him. 

Southampton Island (south-h4mpùtNn XùlNnd)  An island of eastern North-

west Territories, Canada, at the entrance to Hudson Bay. 

South At·lan·tic Ocean (south 4t-l4nùtVk oùshNn)  The southern part of the 

Atlantic Ocean, extending southward from the equator to Antarctica. 

South·a·ven (southù7ÙvNn)  A community of extreme northwest Mississippi, a 

suburb of Memphis, Tennessee. Population, 17,949. 



South Bend (south bHnd)  A city of northern Indiana near the Michigan bor-

der northwest of Fort Wayne. A fur-trading post was established here in 1820. 

Population, 105,511. 

south·bound (southùboundÙ) adj.  Going toward the south. 

South·bridge (southùbrVjÙ)  A town of south-central Massachusetts southwest 

of Worcester. Incorporated in 1816, it is a manufacturing center. Population, 

17,816. 

south by east (south bX Kst) n.  Abbr. SbE The direction or point on the mari-

ner’s compass halfway between due south and south-southeast, or 168˚45' east of 

due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. SbE Toward or from south by east. 

south by west (south bX wHst) n.  Abbr. SbW The direction or point on the 

mariner’s compass halfway between due south and south-southwest, or 168˚45' 

west of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. SbW Toward or from south by west. 

South Car·o·li·na (south k4rÙN-lXùnN) Abbr. SC, S.C.  A state of the southeast 

United States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean. It was admitted as one of the orig-

inal Thirteen Colonies in 1788. First visited by Spanish explorers in the early 

1500’s, the region was granted by Charles II of England to eight of his principal 

supporters in 1663. The territory was divided into the colonies of North Carolina 

and South Carolina in 1729. South Carolina was a leader in the movement for 

independence from Great Britain and was the first state to secede from the Union 

(1860), thus precipitating the Civil War. Columbia is the capital and the largest 

city. Population, 3,505,707.   —South CarÙo·linùi·an (-lVnùK-Nn) adj.  & n. 

South Central Niger-Congo (south sHnùtrNl nXÙjNr-kmngùgo) n.  A branch 

of the Niger-Congo language family. 

South Charles·ton (south chärlùstNn)  A city of west-central West Virginia, 

an industrial suburb of Charleston. Population, 15,968. 

South Chi·na Sea (south chXùnN sK)  An arm of the western Pacific Ocean 

bounded by southeast China, Taiwan, the Philippines, Borneo, and Vietnam. 

South Da·ko·ta (south dN-koùtN) Abbr. SD, S.D., S.Dak.  A state of the 

north-central United States. It was admitted as the 40th state in 1889. Acquired in 

the Louisiana Purchase, the region became part of the Dakota Territory in 1861 

and was split off from North Dakota at the time it achieved statehood. Pierre is 

the capital and Sioux Falls the largest city. Population, 699,999.   —South 
Da·koùtan adj.  & n. 

South De·ca·tur (south dV-k7ùtNr)  A community of northwest Georgia, a sub-

urb of Atlanta. Population, 28,100. 

South·down (southùdounÙ) n.  Any of a breed of small, hornless sheep of 

English origin, having short, dense, fine-textured wool.  [After the South 
Downs.]

South Downs (south dounz)  See Downs. 



South Dum Dum (south dƒmù dƒmÙ)  A city of eastern India, a suburb of 

Calcutta. Population, 230,266. 

south·east (south-Kstù, sou-Kstù) n.  Abbr. SE 1. The direction or point on the 

mariner’s compass halfway between due south and due east, or 135˚ east of due 

north.  2. An area or a region lying in the southeast.  3. Southeast. A region of 

the southeast United States generally including Alabama, Georgia, South Caro-

lina, and Florida.   —  adj.  Abbr. SE 1. To, toward, of, facing, or in the southeast.  

2. Originating in or coming from the southeast:  a southeast wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. 

SE In, from, or toward the southeast.   —south·eastùern adj. 

Southeast A·sia (south-Kstù 7ùzhN, 7ùshN)  A region of Asia bounded roughly 

by the Indian subcontinent on the west, China on the north, and the Pacific 

Ocean on the east. It includes Indochina, the Malay Peninsula, and the Malay 

Archipelago.   —Southeast Aùsian adj.  & n. 

southeast by east (south-Kstù bX Kst) n.  Abbr. SEbE The direction or point 

on the mariner’s compass halfway between southeast and east-southeast, or 

123˚45' east of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. SEbE Toward or from southeast 

by east. 

southeast by south (south-Kstù bX south) n.  Abbr. SEbS The direction or 

point on the mariner’s compass halfway between southeast and south-southeast, 

or 146˚15' east of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. SEbS Toward or from south-

east by south. 

south·east·er (south-KùstNr, sou-Kù-) n.  A storm or gale blowing from the 

southeast. 

south·east·er·ly (south-KùstNr-lK, sou-Kù-) adj.  1. Situated toward the south-

east.  2. Coming or being from the southeast.   —south·eastùer·ly adv. 

south·east·ward (south-KstùwNrd, sou-Kstù-) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in the 

southeast.   —  n.  A southeastward direction, point, or region.   —south·east-
ùward·ly adv. , adj.  —south·eastùwards adv. 

South El Mon·te (south Hl mônùtK)  A city of southern California, a suburb of 

Los Angeles. Population, 20,850. 

South·end-on-Sea (souÙthHnd-mn-sKù, -ôn-)  A borough of southeast 

England at the mouth of the Thames River estuary. It is a manufacturing center 

and popular seaside resort. Population, 157,100. 

south·er (souùthNr) n.  A strong wind coming from the south. 

south·er·ly (sƒthùNr-lK) adj.  1. Situated toward the south.  2. Coming or being 

from the south:  southerly winds.   —  n.  pl. south·er·lies. A storm or wind 

coming from the south.   —southùer·ly adv. 

south·ern (sƒthùNrn) adj.  Abbr. S, S., s, s., so., So., sou., Sou. 1. Situated in, 

toward, or facing the south.  2. Coming from the south:  southern breezes.  

3. Native to or growing in the south.  4.  Often Southern. Of, relating to, or 

characteristic of southern regions or the South.  5. Being south of the equator.  



[Middle English southerne, from Old English s7therne. See s7wel- in Appendix.] 
—southùern·nessÙ n. 

Southern Alps (sƒthùNrn 4lps)  A mountain range of South Island, New 

Zealand, paralleling the western coast and rising to 3,766.4 m (12,349 ft). 

Southern Bug (sƒthùNrn bug, buk)  See Bug (sense 2). 

Southern Cross (sƒthùNrn krôs) n.  A constellation in the Southern Hemi-

sphere near Centaurus and Musca.  Also called Crux 

Southern Crown (sƒthùNrn kroun) n.  See Corona Australis. 
Southern Educated Standard (sƒthùNrn HjùN-k7ÙtVd st4nùdNrd) n.  See 

Received Pronunciation. 
south·ern·er also South·ern·er (sƒthùNr-nNr) n.  A native or inhabitant of the 

south, especially the southern United States. 

Southern Hemisphere (sƒthùNrn hHmùV-sfîrÙ) n.  1. The half of the earth 

south of the equator.  2. Astronomy. The half of the celestial sphere south of the 

celestial equator. 

South·ern·ism (sƒthùNr-nVzÙNm) n.  1. An expression or a pronunciation char-

acteristic of the southern United States or southern England.  2. A trait, an atti-

tude, or a practice characteristic of the South or southerners, especially in the 

United States. 

southern lights (sƒthùNrn lXts) pl.n.  See aurora australis. 
south·ern·most (sƒthùNrn-mostÙ) adj.  Farthest south. 

Southern Paiute (sƒthùNrn pXùyutÙ) n.  1.  See Paiute (n., sense 1b).  2. The 

Uto-Aztecan language of the Southern Paiute. 

Southern prickly ash (sƒthùNrn prVkùlK 4sh) n.  See Hercules’ club (n., 

sense 2). 

Southern Spor·a·des (sƒthùNrn spôrùN-dKzÙ, spô-räùthHs)  See Sporades. 
south·ern·wood (sƒthùNrn-wtdÙ) n.  An aromatic southern European 

shrubby woody plant (Artemisia abrotanum) having finely divided grayish foliage 

and globose, nodding, creamy-white flower heads.  Also called old man 

Southern Yem·en (sƒthùNrn yHmùNn, y7ùmNn)  A former country of south-

west Asia on the Arabian Peninsula. A British protectorate from 1882 to 1914, it 

became fully independent in 1967 and united with North Yemen in 1990 to form 

the new country of Yemen. 

South Eu·clid (south yuùklVd)  A city of northeast Ohio, a residential suburb 

of Cleveland. Population, 23,866. 

Sou·they (souùthK, sƒthùK), Robert. 1774-1843.  British writer noted for his 

romantic poetry, criticism, and biographical works. 

South Farm·ing·dale (south färùmVng-d7lÙ)  An unincorporated community 

of southeast New York on Long Island east of New York City. It is mainly residen-

tial. Population, 20,500. 



South·field (southùfKldÙ)  A city of southeast Michigan, an industrial suburb 

of Detroit on the Rouge River. Population, 75,728. 

South Frig·id Zone (south frVjùVd zon)  See Frigid Zone. 
South·gate (southùg7tÙ)  A city of southeast Michigan, a residential suburb of 

Detroit. Population, 30,771. 

South Gate (south g7t)  A city of southern California, an industrial suburb of 

Los Angeles. Population, 86,284. 

South Geor·gia (south jôrùjN)  A British-administered island in the southern 

Atlantic Ocean east of Cape Horn. A dependency of the Falkland Islands, it was 

claimed by Capt. James Cook in 1775. 

South Had·ley (south h4dùlK)  A town of western Massachusetts on the Con-

necticut River north of Springfield. Mainly residential, it is the site of Mount 

Holyoke College (established 1837). Population, 16,685. 

South Hol·land (south hmlùNnd)  A village of northeast Illinois, an industrial 

suburb of Chicago. Population, 22,105. 

south·ing (souùthVng) n.  1. The difference in latitude between two positions as 

a result of a movement to the south.  2. Progress toward the south. 

South·ing·ton (sƒthùVng-tNn)  A town of central Connecticut northeast of 

Waterbury. It has been a manufacturing center since the 1770’s. Population, 

38,518. 

South Island (south XùlNnd)  An island of New Zealand southwest of North 

Island, from which it is separated by Cook Strait. It is the larger but less populous 

of the country’s two principal islands. 

South Kings·town (south kVngzùtounÙ)  A town of southern Rhode Island 

south-southwest of Providence. It was a stronghold of the Narragansett during 

King Philip’s War (1675-1676). Population, 20,414. 

South Ko·re·a (south kN-rKùN, kô-, ko-)  A country of eastern Asia at the 

southern end of the Korean peninsula. Part of the ancient country of Korea, it has 

been divided from North Korea since the end of the Korean War (1950-1953). 

Seoul is the capital and the largest city. Population, 39,951,000.   —South 
Ko·reùan adj.  & n. 

South Lake Ta·hoe (south l7k täùho)  A city of eastern California on Lake 

Tahoe near the Nevada border. It is a year-round resort. Population, 21,586. 

south·land  or South·land (southùl4ndÙ, -lNnd) n.  A region in the south of a 

country or an area.   —southùland·er n. 

South Loup (south lup)  A river, about 245 km (152 mi) long, of central 

Nebraska flowing east and southeast to unite with the North Loup and Middle 

Loup rivers and form the Loup River. 

South Mi·am·i Heights (south mX-4mùK hXts, -4mùN)  A city of southeast 

Florida, a suburb of Miami. Population, 30,030. 



South Mil·wau·kee (south mVl-wôùkK)  A city of southeast Wisconsin, a 

manufacturing suburb of Milwaukee. Population, 20,958. 

South Na·han·ni (south nN-h4nùK)  A river, about 563 km (350 mi) long, of 

southwest Northwest Territories, Canada, flowing to the Liard River. 

South Or·ange (south ôrùVnj, mrù-)  A village of northeast New Jersey west of 

Newark. Mainly residential, it is the site of Seton Hall University (established 

1856). Population, 16,390. 

South Ork·ney Islands (south ôrkùnK XùlNndz)  A group of British-adminis-

tered islands in the southern Atlantic Ocean southeast of Cape Horn. A depen-

dency of the Falkland Islands, the island group was first visited by sealers in 1821. 

South Pa·cif·ic Ocean (south pN-sVfùVk oùshNn)  The southern part of the 

Pacific Ocean, extending southward from the equator to Antarctica. 

South Pas·a·de·na (south p4sÙN-dKùnN)  A city of southern California, a 

mainly residential suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 23,936. 

South Pass (south p4s)  A broad valley in southwest Wyoming at the southern 

end of the Wind River Range. It was a gateway for immigration to the Far West 

along the Oregon Trail. 

south·paw (southùpôÙ) n.  Slang. A left-handed person, especially a left-

handed baseball pitcher.  [From the practice in baseball of arranging the diamond 

with the batter facing east to avoid the afternoon sun. A left-handed pitcher fac-

ing west would therefore have his pitching arm toward the south of the dia-

mond.]

South Plain·field (south pl7nùfKldÙ)  A borough of northeast-central New 

Jersey southwest of Elizabeth. It is an industrial center. Population, 20,489. 

South Platte River (south pl4t rVvùNr)  A river of central and northeast Colo-

rado and west-central Nebraska flowing about 724 km (450 mi) eastward to the 

North Platte River to form the Platte River. 

South Po·lar Region (south poùlNr rKùjNn)  See Polar Regions. 
South Pole (south pol) n.  1. a. The southern end of Earth’s axis of rotation, a 

point in Antarctica.  b. The celestial zenith of this terrestrial point.  c. south 
pole. The southern end of the axis of rotation of a planet or other celestial body.   

2. south pole. The south-seeking magnetic pole of a straight magnet. 

South·port (southùpôrtÙ, -portÙ)  A borough of northwest England on Liver-

pool Bay north of Liverpool. It is a seaside resort with varied light industries. 

Population, 90,000. 

South Port·land (south pôrtùlNnd, portù-)  A city of southwest Maine, a resi-

dential suburb of Portland. Population, 23,163. 

South River (south rVvùNr)  The Delaware River. It was so named by Dutch 

explorers to distinguish it from the North River, an estuary of the Hudson River. 

south·ron (sƒthùrNn) n.  1.  Often Southron. A person who lives in the south, 

especially an Englishman as called by a Scotsman.  2. A native or inhabitant of the 



American South. Used by the Confederates in the Civil War.   —  adj.  Scots. 

Southern.  [Middle English, variant of southerne, southern. See SOUTHERN.]

South Saint Paul (south s7nt pôlù)  A city of southeast Minnesota, an indus-

trial suburb of St. Paul on the Mississippi River. Population, 20,197. 

South Sand·wich Islands (south s4ndùwVchÙ XùlNndz, s4nù-)  A group of 

British-administered volcanic islands in the southern Atlantic Ocean east-south-

east of Cape Horn. Formerly part of the Falkland Islands Dependency, the islands 

were discovered in 1775 and are now included in the British Antarctic Territory. 

South San Fran·cis·co (south s4nÙ frNn-sVsùko)  A city of western California, 

an industrial suburb of San Francisco on San Francisco Bay. Population, 54,312. 

South Sas·katch·e·wan River (south s4-sk4chùN-wänÙ rVvùNr, -wNn)  A 

river of Canada flowing about 885 km (550 mi) from southern Alberta to central 

Saskatchewan to join the North Saskatchewan River and form the Saskatchewan 

River. 

South Sea Islands (south sK XùlNndz)  The islands of the southern Pacific 

Ocean, roughly coextensive with Oceania.   —South Sea Isùland·er n. 

South Seas (south sKz)  The oceans south of the equator, especially the south-

ern Pacific Ocean. The name South Sea, or El Mar del Sur, was originally used 

by Balboa for the entire Pacific Ocean (discovered in 1513). 

South Shet·land Islands (south shHtùlNnd XùlNndz)  An archipelago in the 

southern Atlantic Ocean off Antarctica. Formerly used as land bases by sealers 

and whalers, the islands are part of the British Antarctic Territory although they 

have also been claimed by Argentina and Chile. 

South Shields (south shKldz)  A borough of northeast England at the mouth 

of the Tyne River east of Newcastle. Founded in the 13th century, it is a major 

port and shipbuilding center. Population, 162,500. 

south-south·east (southÙsouth-Kstù, souÙsou-Kstù) n.  Abbr. SSE The direc-

tion or point on the mariner’s compass halfway between south and southeast, or 

157˚30' east of due north.   —  adj.  Abbr. SSE To, toward, of, facing, or in the 

south-southeast.   —  adv.  Abbr. SSE In, from, or toward the south-southeast. 

south-south·west (southÙsouth-wHstù, souÙsou-wHstù) n.  Abbr. SSW The 

direction or point on the mariner’s compass halfway between due south and 

southwest, or 157˚30' west of due north.   —  adj.  Abbr. SSW To, toward, of, fac-

ing, or in the south-southwest.   —  adv.  Abbr. SSW In, from, or toward the 

south-southwest. 

South Tem·per·ate Zone (south tHmùpNr-Vt zon, tHmùprVt)  See Temperate 
Zone. 

South Vi·et·nam (south vK-HtÙnämù, -n4mù, vKÙVt-, vyHtÙ-)  A former country 

of southeast Asia. It existed from 1954, after the fall of the French at Dien Bien 

Phu, to 1975, when the South Vietnamese government collapsed at the end of the 



Vietnam War. It is now part of the country of Vietnam.   —South 
Vi·etÙnam·eseù (-nN-mKzù, -mKsù) adj.  & n. 

south·ward (southùwNrd, sƒthùNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in the south.   
—  n.  A southward direction, point, or region.   —southùward·ly adv. , adj.  

—southùwards adv. 

South Wa·zir·i·stan (south wN-zîrÙV-st4nù, -stänù)  See Waziristan. 
south·west (south-wHstù, sou-wHstù) n.  Abbr. SW 1. The direction or point on 

the mariner’s compass halfway between due south and due west, or 135˚ west of 

due north.  2. An area or a region lying in the southwest.  3. Southwest. A 

region of the southwest United States generally including New Mexico, Arizona, 

Texas, California, and Nevada and sometimes Utah and Colorado.   —  adj.  Abbr. 

SW 1. To, toward, of, facing, or in the southwest.  2. Originating in or coming 

from the southwest:  a southwest wind.   —  adv.  Abbr. SW In, from, or toward 

the southwest.   —south·westùern adj. 

South-West Af·ri·ca (southÙwHst 4fùrV-kN)  See Namibia. 
southwest by south (south-wHstù bX south) n.  Abbr. SWbS The direction 

or point on the mariner’s compass halfway between southwest and south-south-

west, or 146˚15' west of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. SWbS Toward or from 

southwest by south. 

southwest by west (south-wHstù bX wHst) n.  Abbr. SWbW The direction or 

point on the mariner’s compass halfway between southwest and west-southwest, 

or 123˚45' west of due north.   —  adv.  & adj.   Abbr. SWbW Toward or from 

southwest by west. 

south·west·er (south-wHsùtNr, sou-wHsù-) also sou’·west·er (sou-wHsù-) n.  

1. A storm or gale blowing from the southwest.  2. A waterproof hat of material 

such as plastic, oilskin, or canvas, with a broad brim behind to protect the neck. 

south·west·er·ly (south-wHsùtNr-lK, sou-wHsù-) adj.  1. Situated toward the 

southwest.  2. Coming or being from the southwest.   —south·westùer·ly adv. 

south·west·ward (south-wHstùwNrd, sou-wHstù-) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or 

in the southwest.   —  n.  A southwestward direction, point, or region.   
—south·westùward·ly adv. , adj.  —south·westùwards adv. 

South Whit·ti·er (south hwVtùK-Nr, wVtù-)  A community of southern Califor-

nia, a suburb of Los Angeles. Population, 43,815. 

South Wind·sor (south wVnùzNr)  A town of north-central Connecticut north-

northeast of Hartford. It was set off from Windsor in 1845. Population, 22,090. 

Sou·tine (su-tKnù), Chaim. 1893-1943.  Lithuanian-born French expressionist 

painter whose works are often disturbing presentations of distorted figures and 

gruesome subjects. Among his paintings are Side of Beef (1925) and The Head 

Valet (1928). 



sou·ve·nir (suÙvN-nîrù, suùvN-nîrÙ) n.  A token of remembrance; a memento.  

[French, from Old French, to recall, memory, from Latin subvenXre, to come to 

mind  : sub-, sub- + venXre, to come; see gw7- in Appendix.]

sou’·west·er (sou-wHsùtNr) n.  Variant of southwester. 
sov·er·eign (smvùNr-Vn, smvùrVn) n.  Abbr. sov. 1. One that exercises supreme, 

permanent authority, especially in a nation or other governmental unit, as: a. A 

king, queen, or other noble person who serves as chief of state; a ruler or mon-

arch.  b. A national governing council or committee.   2. A nation that governs 

territory outside its borders.  3. A gold coin formerly used in Great Britain.   —  
adj.  Abbr. sov. 1. Self-governing; independent:  a sovereign state.  2. Having 

supreme rank or power:  a sovereign prince.  3. Paramount; supreme:  her sover-

eign virtue is compassion.  4. a. Of superlative strength or efficacy:  a sovereign 

remedy.  b. Unmitigated:  sovereign contempt.   [Middle English soverain, from 

Old French, from Vulgar Latin *super7nus, from Latin super, above. See uper in 

Appendix.] —sovùer·eign·ly adv. 

sov·er·eign·ty (smvùNr-Vn-tK, smvùrVn-) n.  pl. sov·er·eign·ties. 1. Supremacy 

of authority or rule as exercised by a sovereign or sovereign state.  2. Royal rank, 

authority, or power.  3. Complete independence and self-government.  4. A terri-

tory existing as an independent state. 

so·vi·et (soùvK-HtÙ, -Vt, smvùK-, soÙvK-Htù) n.  1. One of the popularly elected legis-

lative assemblies that existed at local, regional, and national levels in the former 

Soviet Union.  2. a. Soviet. A native or inhabitant of the former Soviet Union.  

b. Soviets. The government of the former Soviet Union. Used with the.    —  
adj.  1.  Often Soviet. Of or relating to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.  

2. Of or relating to a soviet.  [Russian sovét, council, soviet, from Old Russian 

sƒvItƒ. See ksun- in Appendix.]

so·vi·et·ize also So·vi·et·ize (soùvK-V-tXzÙ, smvùK-) v.  tr. so·vi·et·ized, 
so·vi·et·iz·ing, so·vi·et·iz·es. 1. To cause to come under Soviet control.  2. To 

cause to conform to Soviet political, social, and cultural policy.   —soÙvi·et·i·zaù-
tion (-V-tV-z7ùshNn) n. 

So·vi·et·ol·o·gy (soÙvK-V-tmlùN-jK, smvÙK-) n.  Study of the Soviet Union, espe-

cially of its government.   —SoÙvi·et·olùo·gist n. 

Soviet Union (soùvK-HtÙ yunùyNn)  See Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics. 

sov·khoz (smf-kôzù, sôv-KHôzù) n.  A state-owned farm in the former Soviet 

Union that paid wages to its workers.  [Russian, short for sovetskoe khozyaVstvo, 

soviet farm.]

sow1 (so) v.  sowed, sown (son)  or sowed, sow·ing, sows.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

scatter (seed) over the ground for growing.  2. To impregnate (a growing 

medium) with seed.  3. To propagate; disseminate:  sow rumors and dissension.  

4. To strew or cover with something; spread thickly.   —  v.  intr. To scatter seed 



for growing.  [Middle English sowen, from Old English s7wan. See sK- in Appen-

dix.] —sowùer n. 

sow2 (sou) n.  1. a. An adult female hog.  b. The adult female of several other 

animals, such as the bear.   2. a. A channel that conducts molten iron to the 

molds in a pig bed.  b. The mass of metal solidified in such a channel or mold.   

[Middle English, from Old English sugu, s7. See s7777- in Appendix.]

sow·bel·ly (souùbHlÙK) n.  Informal. Salt pork. 

sow·bread (souùbrHdÙ) n.  The cyclamen. 

sow bug (sou bƒg) n.  Any of various small terrestrial isopod crustaceans, 

chiefly of the genera Oniscus and Porcellio, commonly found under logs or stones 

and having an oval, segmented body.  Also called wood louse [From its piglike 

shape.]

So·we·to (sN-wKùto, -w7ù-)  A city of northeast South Africa southwest of 

Johannesburg. Comprised of a number of townships inhabited by Black South 

Africans, it has been a center of racial strife since the late 1970’s. Population, 

868,580. 

sown (son) v.  A past participle of sow1. 
sow thistle (sou thVsùNl) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Sonchus, espe-

cially S. oleraceus of Eurasia, having prickly leaves and rayed, yellow flower heads. 

sox (smks) n.  A plural of sock1 (n., sense 1). 

soy (soi) n.  1. The soybean.  2. A salty brown liquid condiment made by fer-

menting soybeans in brine.  [Dutch soja, soya, from Japanese sho-yu, from Chi-

nese (Mandarin) jiàng yóu, soy sauce  : jiàng, soy paste + yóu, sauce.]

soy·a (soiùN) n.  The soybean.  [Dutch. See SOY.]

soy·bean (soiùbKnÙ) n.  1. A southeast Asian annual leguminous plant (Glycine 

max), widely cultivated for forage and soil improvement and for its nutritious 

seeds.  2. The seed of this plant. 

So·yin·ka (shô-yVngùkN), Wole. Born 1934.  Nigerian writer known for his 

important contributions to the development of Nigerian theater and literature. 

His plays include A Dance of the Forests (1960) and A Play of Giants (1984). Soy-

inka won the 1986 Nobel Prize for literature. 

soy·milk (soiùmVlkÙ) n.  A milk substitute made from soybeans, often supple-

mented with vitamins. 

SP abbr.  1. Self-propelled.  2. Shore patrol.  3. Single pole.  4. Specialist.  

5. Submarine patrol. 

sp. abbr.  1. Special.  2. Species.  3. Specific.  4. Specimen.  5. Spelling. 

Sp. abbr.  Spanish. 

s.p. abbr.  Law. Sine prole. 

spa (spä) n.  1. A resort providing therapeutic baths.  2. A resort area having 

mineral springs.  3. A fashionable hotel or resort.  4. A health spa.  5. A tub for 

relaxation or invigoration, usually including a device for raising whirlpools in the 



water.  6. Eastern New England. See soda fountain (n., sense 2).  [After Spa, a 

resort town of eastern Belgium.]

REGIONAL NOTE: The word spa, taken from the name of the famous mineral

springs in Spa, Belgium, has become a common noun denoting any place with a

medicinal or mineral spring. Less well known is its regional sense, “soda foun-

tain,” probably an allusion to the carbonated or “mineral” water that is a staple

ingredient of many soda fountain concoctions.

Spaak (späk), Paul Henri Charles. 1889-1972.  Belgian politician who was the 

first president of the United Nations General Assembly (1946) and later served as 

the secretary-general of NATO (1957-1961). 

Spaatz (späts), Carl. 1891-1974.  American general who became chief of staff of 

the U.S. Air Force (1947) when it was established as a separate branch of the ser-

vices. 

space (sp7s) n.  1. a. Mathematics. A set of elements or points satisfying speci-

fied geometric postulates:  non-Euclidean space.  b. The infinite extension of the 

three-dimensional field in which all matter exists.   2. a. The expanse in which 

the solar system, stars, and galaxies exist; the universe.  b. The region of this 

expanse beyond Earth’s atmosphere.   3. A blank or empty area:  the spaces 

between words.  4. An area provided for a particular purpose:  a parking space.  

5. Reserved or available accommodation on a public transportation vehicle.  

6. a. A period or interval of time.  b. A little while:  Let’s rest for a space.   

7. Sufficient freedom from external pressure to develop or explore one’s needs, 

interests, and individuality: “The need for personal space inevitably asserts itself” 

(Maggie Scarf).  8. Music. One of the intervals between the lines of a staff.  

9. Printing. One of the blank pieces of type or other means used for separating 

words or characters.  10. One of the intervals during the telegraphic transmission 

of a message when the key is open or not in contact.  11. Blank sections in 

printed material or broadcast time available for use by advertisers.   —  v.  

spaced, spac·ing, spac·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To organize or arrange with spaces 

between.  2. To separate or keep apart.  3. Slang. To stupefy or disorient from or 

as if from a drug. Often used with out:  The antihistamine spaces me out so I can’t 

think clearly.   —  v.  intr. Slang. To be or become stupefied or disoriented. Often 

used with out:  I was supposed to meet her, but I spaced out and forgot.  [Middle 

English, area, from Old French espace, from Latin spatium.] —spacùer n. 

space age also Space Age (sp7s 7j) n.  The period from 1957 through the 

present, in which spacecraft have been placed in orbit around Earth and sent to 

explore celestial bodies.   —spaceù-ageÙ (sp7sù7jÙ) adj. 

space bar (sp7s bär) n.  1. A bar at the bottom of the keyboard of a typewriter 

that when pressed down introduces a blank horizontal space into the typewritten 



matter, as between words.  2. Computer Science. A bar with a similar position on 

the keyboard of a terminal, used to move the cursor or execute a function in a 

program. 

space biology (sp7s bX-mlùN-jK) n.  See exobiology. 
space·borne (sp7sùbôrnÙ, -bornÙ) adj.  Operating in or involving equipment 

operating in outer space:  a spaceborne satellite. 

space·bridge (sp7sùbrVjÙ) n.  An international communication by television, 

transmitted by artificial satellite. 

space cadet (sp7s kN-dHtù) n.  Slang. One who shows difficulty in grasping 

reality or in responding appropriately to it; a spacy person: “the screwups and the 

space cadets—in other words, the fringe element” (Linda Ellerbee). 

space capsule (sp7s k4pùsNl) n.  A vehicle or compartment of a vehicle 

designed to transport, protect, and support human beings or animals in outer 

space or at very high altitudes in Earth’s atmosphere. 

space charge (sp7s chärj) n.  The excess of electrons or ions in a given volume. 

space·craft (sp7sùkr4ftÙ) n.  pl. spacecraft. A vehicle intended to be launched 

into space.  Also called spaceship 

spaced (sp7st) adj.  Slang. Spaced-out. 

spaced-out (sp7stùoutù) adj.  Slang. Stupefied or disoriented from or as if from 

a drug. 

space·far·ing (sp7sùfârÙVng) n.  The launching of vehicles into outer space.   
—  adj.  Engaged in the launching of vehicles into outer space: “efforts in plane-

tary exploration... achieved in cooperation with other spacefaring nations” (Chet 

Raymo).   —spaceùfarÙer n. 

space flight (sp7s flXt) n.  Flight beyond the atmosphere of Earth. 

space heater (sp7s hKùtNr) n.  An appliance that warms a small area, such as 

one room, typically by radiant electric heat. 

space lattice (sp7s l4tùVs) n.  See crystal lattice. 
space·less (sp7sùlVs) adj.  Having no limits or boundaries. 

space medicine (sp7s mHdùV-sVn) n.  The medical science that is concerned 

with the biological, physiological, and psychological effects of space flight on 

human beings. 

space·port (sp7sùpôrtÙ, -portÙ) n.  An installation for sheltering, testing, main-

taining, and launching spacecraft. 

space probe (sp7s prob) n.  A spacecraft carrying instruments intended for 

use in exploration of the physical properties of outer space or celestial bodies 

other than Earth. 

space science (sp7s sXùNns) n.  1. Any of several scientific disciplines, such as 

exobiology, that study phenomena occurring in the upper atmosphere, in space, 

or on celestial bodies other than Earth.  2. A discipline related to or dealing with 

the problems of space flight.   —space scientist n. 



space·ship  or space ship (sp7sùshVpÙ) n.  See spacecraft. 
space shuttle (sp7s shƒtùl) n.  A reusable spacecraft with wings for controlled 

descent in the atmosphere, designed to transport astronauts between Earth and 

an orbiting space station and also used to deploy and retrieve satellites. 

space sickness (sp7s sVkùnVs) n.  Motion sickness caused by sustained weight-

lessness during space flight, usually accompanied by disturbance of the inner ear.   
—spaceùsickÙ (sp7sùsVkÙ) adj. 

space station (sp7s st7ùshNn) n.  A large satellite equipped to support a human 

crew and designed to remain in orbit around Earth for an extended period and 

serve as a base for launching exploratory expeditions, conducting scientific 

research, repairing satellites, and performing other space-related activities. 

space suit (sp7s sut) n.  A protective pressure suit designed to permit the 

wearer relatively free movement in space. 

space-time (sp7sùtXmù) n.  Physics. The four-dimensional continuum of one 

temporal and three spatial coordinates in which any event or physical object is 

located. 

space walk (sp7s wôk) n.  An excursion by an astronaut outside a spacecraft in 

space; extravehicular activity.   —space walk v.  —space walker n. 

space·ward (sp7sùwNrd) adv.  & adj.  Toward, to, or in outer space. 

space writer (sp7s rXùtNr) n.  A writer, such as a journalist, who is paid accord-

ing to the amount of space his or her material occupies in print. 

spac·ey (sp7ùsK) adj.  Slang. Variant of spacy. 
spa·cial (sp7ùshNl) adj.  Variant of spatial. 
spac·ing (sp7ùsVng) n.  1. a. The act of arranging with intervening spaces.  

b. The result of so arranging.  c. A system of or allowance for intervals:  the close 

spacing of the theater seats.   2. Spaces or a space, as in printed matter. 

spa·cious (sp7ùshNs) adj.  1. Generous or large in area or extent; roomy.  2. Vast 

in range or scope:  a spacious view.   —spaùcious·ly adv.  —spaùcious·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: spacious, ample, capacious, commodious, roomy. The central

meaning shared by these adjectives is “having or affording a generous amount of

space”: a spacious apartment; an ample kitchen; a capacious purse; a commodious

harbor; roomy pockets.

Spack·le (sp4kùNl)  A trademark used for a powder to be mixed with water or a 

ready-to-use plastic paste designed to fill cracks and holes in plaster before paint-

ing or papering. This trademark often occurs in lowercase in print: “In the 

Sierra... the snow generally is the consistency of spackle” (San Francisco Chronicle). 

It also occurs as a verb in various contexts: “Two young men quietly spackled and 

whitewashed the walls... for an exhibition” (New York Times). “Support compen-

sates, underpins, retrofits, translates, spackles, patches and reinforces” (Computer-



world). The trademark has also generated a derivative noun: “Some professional 

spacklers can do this with a 5-inch knife” (Newsday). 

spac·y  or spac·ey (sp7ùsK) adj.  spac·i·er, spac·i·est. Slang. 1. Stupefied or 

disoriented from or as if from drug use.  2. Eccentric; offbeat. 

spade1 (sp7d) n.  1. A sturdy digging tool having a thick handle and a heavy, flat 

blade that can be pressed into the ground with the foot.  2. Any of various similar 

digging or cutting tools.   —  v.  tr. spad·ed, spad·ing, spades. To dig or cut 

with a spade.  [Middle English, from Old English spadu.] —spadùer n. 

spade2 (sp7d) n.  1. Games. a. A black, leaf-shaped figure on certain playing 

cards.  b. A playing card with this figure.  c.  Also spades. (used with a sing. or pl. 

verb). The suit of cards represented by this figure.   2. Offensive Slang. Used as a 

disparaging term for a Black person.   —idiom. in spades. To a considerable 

degree:  They had financial trouble in spades.  [Italian spade, pl. of spada, card suit, 

from Latin spatha, sword, broad-bladed stirrer, from Greek spathK, broad blade.]

spade·fish (sp7dùfVshÙ) n.  pl. spadefish or spade·fish·es. Any of several 

marine food fishes of the family Ephippidae, especially Chaetodipterus faber, of 

the American Atlantic coastal waters, noted for its craving for shellfish.  [From its 

shape.]

spade·foot toad (sp7dùfttÙ tod) n.  Any of several toads of the family Pelo-

batidae, widely distributed over Europe, southern Asia, northern Africa, and 

North America, some of which are able to dig deep burrows easily by means of a 

horny projection on the side of the hind foot. 

spade·work (sp7dùwƒrkÙ) n.  1. Work requiring a spade.  2. Preparatory work 

necessary for a project or an activity. 

spa·dix (sp7ùdVks) n.  pl. spa·di·ces (-dV-sKzÙ). Botany. A fleshy clublike spike 

bearing minute flowers, usually enclosed within a sheathlike spathe, characteristic 

of aroid plants, such as the calla and the jack-in-the-pulpit.  [Latin sp7dXx, bro-

ken-off palm branch, from Greek, from span, to stretch.]

spa·ghet·ti (spN-gHtùK) n.  1. A pasta made into long solid strings and cooked 

by boiling.  2. Electricity. A slender tube of insulating material that covers bare 

wire.  [Italian, pl. diminutive of spago, cord.]

spa·ghet·ti·ni (sp4gÙV-tKùnK) n.  A form of pasta that is thinner than spaghetti 

but not as thin as vermicelli.  [Italian, diminutive of spaghetti, spaghetti. See SPA-

GHETTI.]

spaghetti Western (spN-gHtùK wHsùtNrn) n.  A low-budget Western film 

made by a European, especially an Italian, film company. 

spa·gyr·ic (spN-gîrùVk) also spa·gyr·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Relating to or resembling 

alchemy; alchemical.  [New Latin spagiricus.]

Spain (sp7n)  A country of southwest Europe comprising most of the Iberian 

Peninsula and the Balearic and Canary Islands. Inhabited since the Stone Age, the 

region was colonized by Phoenicians and Greeks and later ruled by Carthage and 



Rome (after 201 B.C.). Barbarians first invaded Spain in A.D. 409 but were sup-

planted by Moors from North Africa (711-719), who organized a kingdom 

known for its learning and splendor. The Moors were gradually displaced by 

small Christian states and were ousted from their last stronghold, Granada, in 

1492. Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile then became rulers of a united 

Spain, which became a world power through exploration and conquest. After the 

empire was lost in the 18th and 19th centuries, Spain experienced social and eco-

nomic unrest that culminated in the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) and the rise 

of Francisco Franco. Madrid is the capital and the largest city. Population, 

38,872,389. 

spake (sp7k) v.  Archaic. A past tense of speak. 
Spal·ding (spôlùdVng), Albert. 1888-1953.  American composer and violinist 

whose compositions include a suite for orchestra and two violin concertos. 

spall (spôl) n.  A chip, fragment, or flake from a piece of stone or ore.   —  v.  

spalled, spall·ing, spalls.  —  v.  tr. To break up into chips or fragments.   —  
v.  intr. To chip or crumble.  [Middle English spalle.]

spal·la·tion (spô-l7ùshNn) n.  A nuclear reaction in which many particles are 

ejected from an atomic nucleus by incident particles of sufficiently high energy. 

Spam (sp4m)  A trademark used for a canned meat product consisting primarily 

of chopped pork pressed into a loaf. 

span1 (sp4n) n.  1. The extent or measure of space between two points or 

extremities, as of a bridge or roof; the breadth.  2. The distance between the tips 

of the wings of an airplane.  3. The section between two intermediate supports of 

a bridge.  4. Something, such as a railroad trestle or bridge, that extends from one 

point to another.  5. The distance from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little 

finger when the hand is fully extended, formerly used as a unit of measure equal 

to about nine inches (23 centimeters).  6. A period of time:  a span of life.   —  v.  

tr. spanned, span·ning, spans. 1. To measure by or as if by the fully extended 

hand.  2. To encircle with the hand or hands in or as if in measuring.  3. To 

extend across in space or time:  a bridge that spans the gorge; a career that spanned 

40 years.  [Middle English, unit of measurement, from Old English spann. See 

(s)pen- in Appendix.]

span2 (sp4n) v.  tr. spanned, span·ning, spans. To bind or fetter.   —  n.  

1. Nautical. A stretch of rope made fast at either end.  2. A pair of animals, such 

as oxen, matched in size, strength, or color and driven as a team.  [Dutch spannen, 

to harness, from Middle Dutch. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]

span3 (sp4n) v.  Archaic. A past tense of spin. 
Span. abbr.  Spanish. 

spa·na·ko·pi·ta (späÙnä-koùpK-tä) n.  A Greek spinach pie, typically served as 

an appetizer and made with layers of buttered filo pastry and a filling of sautéed 

chopped spinach, onions and scallions, feta cheese, spices, and sometimes eggs.  



[Modern Greek spanakopita : spanaki, spinach (from Medieval Greek spanakin, 

spanakion, ultimately from Persian aspan7kh) + pita, pie; see PITA
1.]

Span·dau (spänùdouÙ, shpänù-)  A district of Berlin, Germany. Chartered in 

1232, it is the site of a fortress used for Nazi war criminals after the Nuremburg 

trials of 1945 to 1946. Spandau was incorporated into Berlin in 1920. 

span·dex (sp4nùdHks) n.  A synthetic fiber or fabric made from a polymer con-

taining polyurethane, used in the manufacture of elastic clothing.   —  adj.  Of or 

relating to spandex or its elastic qualities.  [By alteration of expands, third person 

sing. present tense of EXPAND.]

span·drel also span·dril (sp4nùdrNl) n.  Architecture. 1. The triangular space 

between the left or right exterior curve of an arch and the rectangular framework 

surrounding it.  2. The space between two arches and a horizontal molding or 

cornice above them.  [Middle English spaundrell, probably from spandre, space 

between supporting timbers, from Anglo-Norman spaundre, from spandre, to 

spread out, from Latin expandere. See EXPAND.]

spang (sp4ng) adv.  Informal. Precisely; squarely:  fell spang into the middle of the 

puddle.  [Probably from dialectal spang, to leap, jerk, bang, probably of imitative 

origin.]

span·gle (sp4ngùgNl) n.  1. A small, often circular piece of sparkling metal or 

plastic sewn especially on garments for decoration.  2. A small sparkling object, 

drop, or spot:  spangles of sunlight.   —  v.  span·gled, span·gling, span·gles.  
—  v.  tr. To adorn or cause to sparkle by covering with or as if with spangles:  

Lights spangled the night skyline.   —  v.  intr. To sparkle in the manner of spangles.  

[Middle English spangel, diminutive of spange, from Middle Dutch, clasp. See 

(s)pen- in Appendix.] —spanùgly adj. 

Spang·lish (sp4ngùglVsh) n.  Spanish characterized by numerous borrowings 

from English. 

Span·iard (sp4nùyNrd) n.  A native or inhabitant of Spain.  [Middle English, 

from Old French Espaniard, from Espaigne, Spain, from Latin Hisp7nia.]

span·iel (sp4nùyNl) n.  1. Any of several breeds of small-sized to medium-sized 

dogs, usually having drooping ears, short legs, and a wavy, silky coat.  2. A docile 

or servile person.  [Middle English spainol, from Old French espaignol, Spaniard, 

Spanish dog, from Vulgar Latin *Hisp7niolus, Spanish, from Hisp7nia, Spain.]

Span·ish (sp4nùVsh) adj.  Abbr. Sp., Span. 1. Of or relating to Spain or its peo-

ple or culture.  2. Of or relating to the Spanish language.   —  n.  Abbr. Sp., 
Span. 1. The Romance language of the largest part of Spain and most of Central 

and South America.  2. The people of Spain.  [Alteration (influenced by Latin 

Hisp7nia, Spain), of Middle English Spainish, from Spaine, Spain, from Old 

French Espaigne. See SPANIARD.]

Spanish A·mer·i·ca (sp4nùVsh N-mHrùV-kN)  The former Spanish possessions in 

the New World, including most of South and Central America, Mexico, Cuba, 



Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and other small islands in the Caribbean 

Sea. 

Spanish American (sp4nùVsh N-mHrùV-kNn) n.  1. A native or inhabitant of 

Spanish America.  2. A U.S. citizen or resident of Hispanic descent.   —  adj.   also 

Span·ish-A·mer·i·can (sp4nÙVsh-N-mHrùV-kNn) 1. Of or relating to Spanish 

America or its peoples or cultures.  2. Of or relating to Spain and America, espe-

cially the United States.  See Usage Note at Hispanic. 
Spanish bayonet (sp4nùVsh b7ùN-nVt) n.  Any of several New World plants of 

the genus Yucca, especially Y. aloifolia or Y. baccata, having a tall woody stem, stiff 

swordlike pointed leaves, and a large cluster of white flowers. 

Spanish cedar (sp4nùVsh sKùdNr) n.  1. Any of several tropical American trees 

of the genus Cedrela, especially C. odorata, having reddish aromatic wood used 

for cabinetwork and cigar boxes.  2. The wood of this tree.  Also called cigar-box 

cedar 

Spanish chestnut (sp4nùVsh chHsùnƒtÙ) n.  1. A deciduous Mediterranean 

tree (Castanea sativa) bearing edible nuts enclosed in a spiny bur.  2. The nut of 

this tree.  Also called marron 

Spanish fly (sp4nùVsh flX) n.  See cantharis. 
Spanish Lake (sp4nùVsh l7k)  A community of east-central Missouri, a suburb 

of St. Louis. Population, 20,322. 

Spanish lime (sp4nùVsh lXm) n.  See genip (n., sense 2). 

Spanish mackerel (sp4nùVsh m4kùNr-Nl) n.  Any of various marine food fishes 

of the genus Scomberomorus, especially a commercially important species, S. mac-

ulatus, of American Atlantic coastal waters. 

Spanish Main (sp4nùVsh m7n)  1. The coastal region of mainland Spanish 

America in the 16th and 17th centuries, extending from the Isthmus of Panama 

to the mouth of the Orinoco River.  2. The section of the Caribbean Sea crossed 

by Spanish ships in colonial times. The treasure-laden ships were often raided by 

English buccaneers. 

Spanish moss (sp4nùVsh môs) n.  An epiphytic bromeliad plant (Tillandsia 

usneoides) of the southeast United States and tropical America, having gray 

threadlike stems drooping in long, densely matted clusters. 

Spanish needles (sp4nùVsh nKdùlz) pl.n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). See 

beggar ticks (pl.n., sense 1a). 

Spanish omelet (sp4nùVsh mmùN-lVt) n.  An omelet served with an often spicy 

sauce of tomatoes, onions, and peppers. 

Spanish onion (sp4nùVsh ƒnùyNn) n.  A mild-flavored, yellow-skinned onion 

(Allium fistulosum) having yellowish-white flowers. 

Spanish paprika (sp4nùVsh p4-prKùkN) n.  A mild seasoning made from 

pimientos. 



Spanish Peaks (sp4nùVsh pKks)  Adjacent mountains, 3,868.3 m (12,683 ft) 

and 4,155 m (13,623 ft) high, in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of southern Col-

orado. They were landmarks for early explorers and traders. 

Spanish rice (sp4nùVsh rXs) n.  A dish consisting of rice cooked with tomatoes, 

spices, chopped onions, and green peppers. 

Spanish River (sp4nùVsh rVvùNr)  A river, about 241 km (150 mi) long, of 

southern Ontario, Canada, flowing generally south to Lake Huron. 

Spanish Sa·ha·ra (sp4nùVsh sN-hârùN, -h4rùN, -häùrN)  See Western Sahara. 
spank (sp4ngk) v.  spanked, spank·ing, spanks.  —  v.  tr. To slap on the but-

tocks with a flat object or with the open hand, as for punishment.   —  v.  intr. To 

move briskly or spiritedly.   —  n.  A slap on the buttocks.  [Perhaps of imitative 

origin.]

spank·er (sp4ngùkNr) n.  Nautical. A usually gaff-headed sail set from the after-

most lower mast of a sailing ship. 

spank·ing (sp4ngùkVng) adj.  1. Informal. Exceptional of its kind; remarkable.  

2. Swift and vigorous:  a spanking pace.  3. Brisk and fresh:  a spanking breeze.   
—  adv.  Used as an intensive:  a spanking clean shirt.   —  n.  A number of slaps 

on the buttocks delivered in rapid succession, as for punishment.  [Perhaps of 

Scandinavian origin.] —spankùing·ly adv. 

span·ner (sp4nùNr) n.  1. A wrench having a hook, hole, or pin at the end for 

meshing with a related device on another object.  2. Chiefly British. A wrench.  

[German, winding tool, from spannen, to stretch, from Middle High German, 

from Old High German spannan. See (s)pen- in Appendix.]

span-new (sp4nùnuù, -nyuù) adj.  Entirely new.  [Middle English spannewe, 

partial translation of Old Norse sp7nn«r : sp7nn, shingle, chip + n«r, new; see 

newo- in Appendix.]

span·worm (sp4nùwûrmÙ) n.  See measuring worm.  [From SPAN
1.]

spar1 (spär) n.  1. Nautical. A wooden or metal pole, such as a mast, boom, yard, 

or bowsprit, used to support sails and rigging.  2. A usually metal pole used as 

part of a crane or derrick.  3. A principal structural member in an airplane wing 

or a tail assembly that runs from tip to tip or from root to tip.   —  v.  tr. sparred, 
spar·ring, spars. 1. To supply with spars.  2. Archaic. To fasten with a bolt.  

[Middle English sparre, rafter.]

spar2 (spär) v.  intr. sparred, spar·ring, spars. 1. a. To box, especially to make 

boxing motions without hitting one’s opponent.  b. To participate in a practice or 

exhibition boxing match.   2. To bandy words about in argument; dispute.  3. To 

fight by striking with the feet and spurs. Used of gamecocks.   —  n.  1. A motion 

of attack or defense in boxing.  2. A sparring match.  [Middle English sparren, to 

thrust or strike rapidly, perhaps from Old French esparer, to kick, from Old Ital-

ian sparare, to fling  : s-, intensive pref. (from Latin ex-, ex-) + parare, to ward off; 

see PARRY.]



spar3 (spär) n.  A nonmetallic, readily cleavable, translucent or transparent light-

colored mineral with a shiny luster, such as feldspar.  [Low German, from Middle 

Low German.]

SPAR also Spar (spär) n.  A member of the women’s reserve of the U.S. Coast 

Guard, disbanded as a separate unit in 1946.  [Contraction of Latin semper 

par7tus, always prepared, the motto of the U.S. Coast Guard  : semper, always + 

par7tus, prepared.]

spare (spâr) v.  spared, spar·ing, spares.  —  v.  tr. 1. To refrain from treating 

harshly; treat mercifully or leniently.  2. To refrain from harming or destroying.  

3. To save or relieve from experiencing or doing (something):  spared herself the 

trouble of going.  4. To hold back from; withhold or avoid:  spared no expense for 

the celebration.  5. To use with restraint:  Don’t spare the mustard.  6. To give or 

grant out of one’s resources; afford:  Can you spare ten minutes?   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

be frugal.  2. To refrain from inflicting harm; be merciful or lenient.   —  adj.  

spar·er, spar·est. 1. a. Kept in reserve:  a spare part; a spare pair of sneakers.  

b. Being in excess of what is needed; extra.  See Synonyms at superfluous.  
c. Free for other use; unoccupied:  spare time.   2. a. Not lavish, abundant, or 

excessive:  a spare diet.  See Synonyms at meager.  b. Lean and trim.  See Syn-

onyms at lean2.   3. Not profuse or copious.   —  n.  1. A replacement, especially 

a tire, reserved for future need.  2. Sports. a. The act of knocking down all ten 

pins with two successive rolls of a bowling ball.  b. The score so made.    
—idiom. to spare. In addition to what is needed:  We paid our bills and had 

money to spare.  [Middle English sparen, from Old English sparian.] —spareùly 
adv.  —spareùness n.  —sparùer n. 

spare·ribs (spârùrVbzÙ) pl.n.  Pork ribs with most of the meat trimmed off.  

[Alteration of obsolete ribspare, from Low German ribbesper, pickled pork ribs 

roasted on a spit, from Middle Low German ribbespKr : ribbe, rib + spKr, spear, 

spit.]

sparge (spärj) v.  tr. sparged, sparg·ing, sparg·es. 1. To spray or sprinkle.  

2. To introduce air or gas into (a liquid).   —  n.  A sprinkle.  [Obsolete French 

espargier, from Old French, from Latin spargere.] —spargùer n. 

spar·id (sp4rùVd, spârù-) adj.  Of or belonging to the family Sparidae, which 

includes the porgies and sea breams.   —  n.  A member of the Sparidae.  [From 

New Latin Sparidae, family name, from Sparus, type genus, from Latin, a kind of 

fish, from Greek sparos.]

spar·ing (spârùVng) adj.  1. Given to or marked by prudence and restraint in the 

use of material resources.  2. Deficient or limited in quantity, fullness, or extent.  

3. Forbearing; lenient.   —sparùing·ly adv.  —sparùing·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: sparing, frugal, thrifty, economical. These adjectives mean exer-

cising or reflecting care in the use of resources, such as money. Sparing stresses



restraint, as in expenditure: sparing in bestowing gifts; neither profligate nor sparing

of her time. Frugal implies self-denial and abstention from luxury: a frugal diet;

a frugal farmer. Thrifty suggests industry, care, and diligence in conserving means:

is excessively thrifty because he remembers the Depression. Economical emphasizes

prudence, skillful management, and the avoidance of waste: an economical shop-

per; the most economical use of energy.

spark1 (spärk) n.  1. An incandescent particle, especially: a. One thrown off 

from a burning substance.  b. One resulting from friction.  c. One remaining in 

an otherwise extinguished fire; an ember.   2. A glistening particle, as of metal.  

3. a. A flash of light, especially a flash produced by electric discharge.  b. A short 

pulse or flow of electric current.   4. A trace or suggestion, as: a. A quality or feel-

ing with latent potential; a seed or germ:  the spark of genius.  b. A vital, animat-

ing, or activating factor:  the spark of revolution.   5. sparks. (used with a sing. 

verb). Informal. A radio operator aboard a ship.  6. Electricity. a. The luminous 

phenomenon resulting from a disruptive discharge through an insulating mate-

rial.  b. The discharge itself.    —  v.  sparked, spark·ing, sparks.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To give off sparks.  2. To give an enthusiastic response.  3. To operate correctly. 

Used of the ignition system of an internal-combustion engine.   —  v.  tr. 1. To set 

in motion; activate:  The incident sparked a controversy.  2. To rouse to action; 

spur:  A cheering crowd sparked the runner to triumph.  [Middle English sparke, 

from Old English spearca. V., from Middle English sparken from Old English 

spearcian.] —sparkùer n. 

spark2 (spärk) n.  1. An elegantly dressed, highly self-conscious young man.  

2. A male suitor; a beau.   —  v.  sparked, spark·ing, sparks.  —  v.  tr. To 

court or woo.   —  v.  intr. To play the suitor.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin, or 

from SPARK
1.] —sparkùer n. 

Spark (spärk), Muriel Sarah. Born 1918.  Scottish writer known for her satiri-

cal novels, including Memento Mori (1958) and The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 

(1961). 

spark arrester (spärk N-rHsùtNr) n.  1. A device designed to keep sparks from 

escaping, as at a chimney opening.  2. A device used to control electric sparking 

at a point where a circuit is made or broken. 

spark chamber (spärk ch7mùbNr) n.  A device consisting of electrically 

charged parallel metal plates in a chamber filled with inert gas, used to detect and 

measure a charged subatomic particle as it passes through the chamber, leaving a 

trail of sparks. 

spark coil (spärk koil) n.  An induction coil used to produce a spark, as in an 

internal-combustion engine. 

spark gap (spärk g4p) n.  A gap in an otherwise complete electric circuit across 

which a discharge occurs at a prescribed voltage. 



spark generator (spärk jHnùN-r7ÙtNr) n.  See spark transmitter. 
spark·ing plug (spärùkVng plƒg) n.  Chiefly British. A spark plug. 

spar·kle (spärùkNl) v.  spar·kled, spar·kling, spar·kles.  —  v.  intr. 1. To give 

off sparks.  2. To give off or reflect flashes of light; glitter.  See Synonyms at 

flash.  3. To be brilliant in performance.  4. a. To shine with animation:  He has 

eyes that sparkle.  b. To flash with wit:  Her conversation sparkled throughout the 

evening.   5. To release gas bubbles; effervesce:  Champagne sparkles.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to flash and glitter:  Sunlight was sparkling the waves.   —  n.  1. A small 

spark or gleaming particle.  2. A glittering quality.  3. Brilliant animation; vivac-

ity.  4. Emission of gas bubbles; effervescence.  [Middle English sparklen, fre-

quentative of sparken, to spark. See SPARK
1.]

spar·kle·ber·ry (spärùkNl-bHrÙK) n.  See farkleberry. 
spar·kler (spärùklNr) n.  1. One, such as a highly polished metallic surface or a 

virtuoso performer, that sparkles.  2. Informal. A diamond.  3. A firework that 

burns slowly and gives off a shower of sparks. 

spar·kling water (spärùklVng wôùtNr) n.  Water charged with carbon dioxide. 

sparkling wine (spärùklVng wXn) n.  Any of various effervescent wines, such as 

champagne, produced by a process involving fermentation in the bottle. 

spark·ly (spärùklK) adj.  spark·li·er, spark·li·est. 1. a. Giving off tiny flashes 

of light; glittery:  a dress with sparkly sequins.  b. Lively; vivacious:  a sparkly per-

sonality.   2. Effervescent. 

spark·plug (spärkùplƒgÙ) v.  tr. spark·plugged, spark·plug·ging, 
spark·plugs. Informal. To inspire or energize (an endeavor, for example). 

spark plug (spärk plƒg) n.  1. A device inserted in the head of an internal-com-

bustion engine cylinder that ignites the fuel mixture by means of an electric 

spark.  2. Informal. One who gives life or energy to an endeavor. 

Sparks (spärks)  A city of western Nevada east of Reno. It is a tourist center with 

varied light industries. Population, 53,367. 

Sparks (spärks), Jared. 1789-1866.  American historian and educator who was 

editor of the North American Review (1823-1829) and president of Harvard Uni-

versity (1849-1853). 

spark transmitter (spärk tr4ns-mVtùNr) n.  A source of alternating current, 

especially a now obsolete radio transmitter, that derives its output from the oscil-

lating discharge of a capacitor to an inductor and across a spark gap.  Also called 

spark generator 

spark·y (spärùkK) adj.  spark·i·er, spark·i·est. Animated; lively. 

spar·ling (spärùlVng) n.  1. The common European smelt (Osperus eperlanus).  

2. A young or immature herring.  [Middle English sperlinge, from Old French 

esperlinge, of Germanic origin; akin to Middle Dutch spierlinc.]

spar·row (sp4rùo) n.  1. Any of various small New World finches of the family 

Emberizidae, having brownish or grayish plumage and including the song spar-



row, white-throated sparrow, chipping sparrow, vesper sparrow, and other closely 

related species.  2. Any of several similar or related birds, such as the house spar-

row or the Java sparrow.  [Middle English sparowe, from Old English spearwa.]

spar·row·grass (sp4rùN-gr4sÙ, sp4rùo-) n.  Eastern U.S. Asparagus.  [By folk 

etymology from ASPARAGUS.]

sparrow hawk (sp4rùo hôk) n.  1. A small hawk (Accipter nisus) of Europe, 

Africa, and central Asia that has short, broad wings and preys on sparrows and 

other small birds.  2. A small North American falcon (Falco sparverius) that hov-

ers over fields and pastures, feeding chiefly on insects and mice. In this sense, also 

calledAmerican kestrel 

sparse (spärs) adj.  spars·er, spars·est. Occurring, growing, or settled at 

widely spaced intervals; not thick or dense.  See Synonyms at meager.  [Latin 

sparsus, past participle of spargere, to scatter.] —sparseùly adv.  —sparseùness, 
sparùsi·ty (spärùsV-tK)  n. 

Spar·ta (spärùtN) also Lac·e·dae·mon (l4sÙV-dKùmNn)  A city-state of ancient 

Greece in the southeast Peloponnesus. Settled by Dorian Greeks, it was noted for 

its militarism and reached the height of its power in the sixth century B.C. A pro-

tracted rivalry with Athens led to the Peloponnesian Wars (460-404) and Sparta’s 

hegemony over all of Greece. Its ascendancy was broken by Thebans in 371. 

Spar·ta·cus (spärùtN-kNs), Died 71 B.C.  Thracian gladiator who led a slave revolt 

in Italy (73-71). He defeated Roman armies in southern Italy, but his forces were 

crushed at Lucania (71), where Spartacus was killed and many of his troops were 

crucified. 

Spar·tan (spärùtn) adj.  1. Of or relating to Sparta or its people.  

2. a. Rigorously self-disciplined or self-restrained.  b. Simple, frugal, or austere:  

a Spartan diet; a Spartan lifestyle.  c. Marked by brevity of speech; laconic.  

d. Courageous in the face of pain, danger, or adversity.    —  n.  1. A citizen of 

Sparta.  2. One of Spartan character.   —Sparùtan·ism n.  —Sparùtan·ly adv. 

Spar·tan·burg (spärùtn-bûrgÙ)  A city of northwest South Carolina northwest 

of Columbia at the foot of the Blue Ridge. It is a processing and manufacturing 

center. Population, 43,467. 

spar·te·ine (spärùtK-KnÙ, -Vn) n.  A bitter, poisonous, liquid alkaloid, C15H26N2, 

obtained from the broom Cytisus scoparius or the lupin Lupinus luteus, whose sul-

fate has been used in medicine as a heart stimulant and as a way of inducing con-

traction of the uterus during labor.  [New Latin Spartium, broom genus (from 

Latin spartum, a kind of broom, from Greek sparton) + -INE
2.]

spar varnish (spär värùnVsh) n.  A waterproof varnish. 

spasm (sp4zùNm) n.  1. A sudden, involuntary contraction of a muscle or group 

of muscles.  2. A sudden burst of energy, activity, or emotion.  [Middle English 

spasme, from Old French, from Latin spasmus, from Greek spasmos, from span, to 

pull.]



spas·mod·ic (sp4z-mmdùVk) adj.  1. Relating to, affected by, or having the char-

acter of a spasm; convulsive.  2. Happening intermittently; fitful:  spasmodic rifle 

fire.  3. Given to sudden outbursts of energy or feeling; excitable.  [New Latin 

spasmodicus, from Greek spasmodKs, from spasmos, spasm. See SPASM.] 
—spas·modùi·cal·ly adv. 

spas·mo·lyt·ic (sp4zÙmN-lVtùVk) n.  See antispasmodic.  —spasÙmo·lytùic 
adj. 

spas·tic (sp4sùtVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or characterized by spasms:  a spastic 

colon; a spastic form of cerebral palsy.  2. Affected by spastic paralysis.   —  n.  A 

person affected with spastic paralysis.  [Latin spasticus, from Greek spastikos, 

from span, to pull.] —spasùti·cal·ly adv.  —spas·ticùi·ty (sp4-stVsùV-tK) n. 

spastic paralysis (sp4sùtVk pN-r4lùV-sVs) n.  A chronic pathological condition 

in which the muscles are affected by persistent spasms and exaggerated tendon 

reflexes because of damage to motor nerves of the central nervous system. 

spat1 (sp4t) v.  A past tense and a past participle of spit1. 
spat2 (sp4t) n.  pl. spat or spats. 1. An oyster or similar bivalve mollusk in the 

larval stage, especially when it settles to the bottom and begins to develop a shell.  

2. The spawn of an oyster or a similar mollusk.   —  v.  intr. spat·ted, spat·ting, 
spats. To spawn. Used of oysters and similar mollusks.  [Middle English.]

spat3 (sp4t) n.  A cloth or leather gaiter covering the shoe upper and the ankle 

and fastening under the shoe with a strap. Often used in the plural.  [Short for 

spatterdash : SPATTER + DASH
1.]

spat4 (sp4t) n.  1. A brief quarrel.  2. Informal. A slap or smack.  3. A spattering 

sound, as of raindrops.   —  v.  spat·ted, spat·ting, spats.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

engage in a brief quarrel.  2. To strike with a light spattering sound; slap.   —  v.  

tr. Informal. To slap.  [Origin unknown.]

spatch·cock (sp4chùkmk) n.  A dressed and split chicken for roasting or broiling 

on a spit.   —  v.  tr. spatch·cocked, spatch·cock·ing, spatch·cocks. 1. To 

prepare (a dressed chicken) for grilling by splitting open.  2. To introduce or 

interpose, especially in a labored or unsuitable manner: “Some excerpts from a 

Renaissance mass are spatchcocked into Gluck’s pallid Don Juan music” (Alan Rich).  

[Perhaps alteration of spitchcock, a way of cooking an eel.]

spate (sp7t) n.  1. A sudden flood, rush, or outpouring: “It issues a spate of words 

from the loudspeakers and the politicians” (Virginia Woolf).  2. Chiefly British. 

a. A flash flood.  b. A freshet resulting from a downpour of rain or melting of 

snow.  c. A sudden heavy fall of rain.   [Middle English.]

spathe (sp7th) n.  Botany. A leaflike bract that encloses or subtends a flower 

cluster or spadix, as in the jack-in-the-pulpit and the calla.  [Latin spatha, broad-

sword, from Greek spathK, broad blade.]

spath·ic (sp4thùVk) adj.  Having good cleavage. Used of minerals.  [German 

Spath, Spat, spar (from Middle High German sp7t) + -IC.]



spa·tial also spa·cial (sp7ùshNl) adj.  Of, relating to, involving, or having the 

nature of space.  [From Latin spatium, space.] —spaÙti·alùi·ty (sp7ÙshK-4lùV-tK) 

n.  —spaùtial·ly adv. 

spa·ti·o·tem·po·ral (sp7ÙshK-o-tHmùpNr-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or existing 

in both space and time.  2. Of or relating to space-time.  [Latin spatium, space + 

TEMPORAL
1.] —spaÙti·o·temùpo·ral·ly adv. 

spat·ter (sp4tùNr) v.  spat·tered, spat·ter·ing, spat·ters.  —  v.  tr. 1. To scat-

ter (a liquid) in drops or small splashes.  2. To spot, splash, or soil.  3. To sully the 

reputation of; defame.   —  v.  intr. 1. To come forth in drops or small splashes:  

Hot grease spattered in all directions.  2. To fall in or as if in a shower, as rain or 

bullets.   —  n.  1. a. The act of spattering.  b. The condition of being spattered.   

2. A spattering sound.  3. a. A drop or splash of something spattered.  b. A small 

amount; a smattering:  just a spatter of praise.   [Perhaps of Low German origin.]

spat·ter·dock (sp4tùNr-dmkÙ) n.  An aquatic plant (Nuphar advena) of eastern 

Mexico and the eastern and central United States, having emergent broad leaves 

and globe-shaped yellow flowers.  [SPATTER + DOCK
4.]

spat·u·la (sp4chùN-lN) n.  1. A small implement having a broad, flat, flexible 

blade that is used especially to mix, spread, or lift material.  2. A device, such as a 

small wooden paddle, used to press down the tongue during an examination of 

the mouth or throat.  [Latin, flat piece of wood, splint, diminutive of spatha, 

broadsword. See SPATHE.] —spatùu·lar adj. 

spat·u·late (sp4chùN-lVt) adj.  Shaped like a spatula. 

spav·in (sp4vùVn) n.  1. Bog spavin.  2. Bone spavin.  [Middle English spaven, 

from Old French espavain, swelling, perhaps of Germanic origin.]

spav·ined (sp4vùVnd) adj.  1. Afflicted with spavin:  a spavined horse.  

2. Marked by damage, deterioration, or ruin:  a junkyard full of spavined vehicles. 

spawn (spôn) n.  1. The eggs of aquatic animals such as bivalve mollusks, fishes, 

and amphibians.  2. Offspring occurring in numbers; brood.  3. A person who is 

the issue of a parent or family.  4. The source of something; a germ or seed.  5. A 

product or an outcome.  6. Mycelia of mushrooms or other fungi grown in spe-

cially prepared organic matter for planting in beds.   —  v.  spawned, 
spawn·ing, spawns.  —  v.  intr. 1. To deposit eggs; produce spawn.  2. To 

produce offspring in large numbers.   —  v.  tr. 1. To produce or deposit (spawn).  

2. To produce in large numbers.  3. To give rise to; engender:  tyranny that 

spawned revolt.  4. To cause to spawn; bring forth; produce:  a family that had 

spawned a monster.  5. To plant with mycelia grown in specially prepared organic 

matter.  [Middle English spawne, from spawnen, to spawn, from Anglo-Norman 

espaundre, from Latin expandere. See EXPAND.] —spawnùer n. 

spay (sp7) v.  tr. spayed, spay·ing, spays. To remove surgically the ovaries of 

(an animal).  [Middle English spaien, from Anglo-Norman espeier, to cut with a 

sword, from espee, sword, from Latin spatha. See SPATHE.]



SPCA abbr.  Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

SPCC abbr.  Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. 

speak (spKk) v.  spoke (spok), spo·ken (spoùkNn), speak·ing, speaks.  —  v.  

intr. 1. To utter words or articulate sounds with ordinary speech modulation; 

talk.  2. a. To convey thoughts, opinions, or emotions orally.  b. To express one-

self.  c. To be on speaking terms:  They are no longer speaking.   3. To deliver an 

address or a lecture:  The president of NOW was to speak at the rally.  4. a. To make 

a statement in writing:  The biography speaks of great loneliness.  b. To act as 

spokesperson:  spoke for the entire staff.   5. a. To convey a message by nonverbal 

means:  Actions speak louder than words.  b. To be expressive:  spoke with her eyes.  

c. To be appealing:  His poetry speaks to one’s heart.   6. To make a reservation or 

request. Often used with for:  Is this dance spoken for? I spoke for the last slice of 

pizza.  7. a. To produce a characteristic sound:  The drums spoke.  b. To give off a 

sound on firing. Used of guns or cannon.   8. To make communicative sounds.  

9. To give an indication or a suggestion:  His manners spoke of good upbringing.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To articulate in a speaking voice:  spoke words of wisdom.  2. To con-

verse in or be able to converse in (a language):  speaks German.  3. a. To express 

aloud; tell:  speak the truth.  b. To express in writing.   4. Nautical. To hail and 

communicate with (another vessel) at sea.  5. To convey by nonverbal means:  His 

eyes spoke volumes.   —phrasal verbs. speak out. To talk freely and fearlessly, 

as about a public issue.  speak up. 2. To speak loud enough to be audible.  3. To 

speak without fear or hesitation.   —idioms. so to speak. In a manner of 

speaking:  can’t see the forest for the trees, so to speak.  speak down to. To speak 

condescendingly to:  She never spoke down to her audience.  to speak of. Worthy 

of mention:  There’s nothing new to speak of.  [Middle English speken, from Old 

English sprecan, specan.] —speakùa·ble adj.  

SYNONYMS: speak, talk, converse, discourse. These verbs mean to express one’s

thoughts by uttering words. Speak and talk, often interchangeable, are the most

general: He ate his meal without once speaking to his dinner companion. “Why don’t

you speak for yourself, John?” (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow). “On an occasion of

this kind it becomes more than a moral duty to speak one’s mind. It becomes a plea-

sure” (Oscar Wilde). I want to talk with you about vacation plans. “We must know...

what we are talking about” (Henry James). “Let’s talk sense to the American people”

(Adlai E. Stevenson). Converse stresses interchange of thoughts and ideas: “With

thee conversing I forget all time” (John Milton). Discourse usually refers to formal,

extended speech: “striding through the city, stick in hand, discoursing spontaneously

on the writings of Hazlitt” (Manchester Guardian Weekly).

speak·eas·y (spKkùKÙzK) n.  pl. speak·eas·ies. A place for the illegal sale and 

consumption of alcoholic drinks, as during Prohibition in the United States. 



speak·er (spKùkNr) n.  1. a. One who speaks.  b. A spokesperson.   2. One who 

delivers a public speech.  3.  Often Speaker. The presiding officer of a legislative 

assembly.  4. A loudspeaker.   —speakùer·shipÙ n. 

speak·er·phone (spKùkNr-fonÙ) n.  A telephone or telephone attachment that 

contains both a loudspeaker and a microphone, allowing several persons to par-

ticipate in a call at the same time without the telephone receiver being held. 

speak·ing (spKùkVng) adj.  1. a. Capable of speech.  b. Involving speaking or 

talking:  has a speaking part in the play.   2. Expressive or telling; eloquent.  3. True 

to life; lifelike:  a speaking likeness.   —idiom. on speaking terms. 1. Friendly 

enough to exchange superficial remarks:  We’re on speaking terms with the new 

neighbors.  2. Ready and willing to communicate; not alienated or estranged:  on 

speaking terms again after their quarrel. 

speaking in tongues (spKùkVng Vn tƒngz) n.  See gift of tongues. 
speaking tube (spKùkVng tub) n.  A tube used for speaking from one room of 

a building or ship to another. 

spear1 (spîr) n.  1. A weapon consisting of a long shaft with a sharply pointed 

end.  2. A shaft with a sharp point and barbs for spearing fish.  3. A soldier 

armed with a spear.   —  v.  speared, spear·ing, spears.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pierce 

with or as if with a spear.  2. To catch with a thrust of the arm:  spear a football.   
—  v.  intr. To stab at something with or as if with a spear.  [Middle English spere, 

from Old English.] —spearùer n.  —spearùlikeÙ adj. 

spear2 (spîr) n.  A slender stalk, as of asparagus.   —  v.  intr. speared, 
spear·ing, spears. To sprout like a spear.  [Alteration of SPIRE

2.]

spear-car·ri·er (spîrùk4rÙK-Nr) n.  1. A minor member of an operatic or dra-

matic cast, usually having no speaking part.  2. One whose presence or perfor-

mance has little effect on an occurrence, a group, or an organization. 

spear·fish1 (spîrùfVshÙ) n.  pl. spearfish or spear·fish·es. Either of two large 

marine game fishes (Tetrapturus angustirostris or T. belone) related to the sailfish 

and marlin, having the upper jaw elongated into a spearlike projection. 

spear·fish2 (spîrùfVshÙ) v.  intr. spear·fished, spear·fish·ing, spear·fish·es. 
To fish with a spear, spearlike implement, or spear gun.   —spearùfishÙer n.  

—spearùfishÙing n. 

spear grass (spîr gr4s) n.  See feather grass. 
spear gun (spîr gƒn) n.  A device for mechanically shooting a spearlike missile 

under water, as in spearfishing. 

spear·head (spîrùhHdÙ) n.  1. The sharpened head of a spear.  2. a. The leading 

forces in a military thrust.  b. The driving force in a given action, endeavor, or 

movement.    —  v.  tr. spear·head·ed, spear·head·ing, spear·heads. To be 

the leader of (a movement, for example): “spearheaded the effort to offer classes in 

settlement houses [and] provide lecturers to women’s clubs” (Catherine Clinton). 

spear·man (spîrùmNn) n.  A man, especially a soldier, armed with a spear. 



spear·mint (spîrùmVntÙ) n.  An aromatic Eurasian plant (Mentha spicata) hav-

ing clusters of small purplish flowers and yielding an oil used widely as a flavor-

ing. 

spear·wort (spîrùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of several plants related to the butter-

cups, especially Ranunculus flammula, native to Eurasia, having lance-shaped 

leaves and yellow flowers. 

spec (spHk) Informal. n.  1. specs. The specifications, as for a building to be con-

structed.  2. Speculation.   —  v.  tr. spec’d or specced (spHkt), spec’ing or 

spec·cing (spHkùVng), specs or specs. To write or supply specifications for.   —  
adj.  1. Of or relating to specifications:  a manufacturer’s spec sheet.  2. Done, 

constructed, produced, or purchased as a speculation:  a spec job; a spec house.   
—idiom. on spec. On a speculation basis; with no assurance of profit:  houses 

built on spec; writes TV commercials on spec.   —specù’er n. 

spec. abbr.  1. Special.  2. Specifically.  3. Specification.  4. Speculation. 

spe·cial (spHshùNl) adj.  Abbr. sp., spec. 1. Surpassing what is common or usual; 

exceptional:  a special occasion; a special treat.  2. a. Distinct among others of a 

kind:  a special type of paint; a special medication for arthritis.  b. Primary:  His 

special satisfaction comes from volunteer work.   3. Peculiar to a specific person or 

thing; particular:  my own special chair; the special features of a computer.  

4. a. Having a limited or specific function, application, or scope:  a special role in 

the mission.  b. Arranged for a particular occasion or purpose:  a special visit from 

her daughter.   5. Regarded with particular affection and admiration:  a special 

friend.  6. Additional; extra:  a special holiday flight.   —  n.  1. Something 

arranged, issued, or appropriated to a particular service or occasion:  rode to work 

on the commuter special.  2. A featured attraction, such as a reduced price:  a spe-

cial on salmon.  3. A single television production that features a specific work, a 

given topic, or a particular performer.  [Middle English, from Old French espe-

cial, from Latin speci7lis, from speciKs, kind. See SPECIES.] —speùcial·ly adv.  

—speùcial·ness n. 

special act (spHshùNl 4kt) n.  A legislative act that applies only to a particular 

person or area. 

special court-martial (spHshùNl kôrtùmärÙshNl) n.  A court-martial consist-

ing of at least three officers for trying intermediate offenses. 

special delivery (spHshùNl dV-lVvùN-rK) n.  Abbr. SD, S.D. The delivery of a 

piece of mail, for an additional charge, by a special messenger rather than by 

scheduled delivery. 

special education (spHshùNl HjÙN-k7ùshNn) n.  Classroom or private instruc-

tion involving techniques, exercises, and subject matter designed for students 

whose learning needs cannot be met by a standard school curriculum. 

special effect (spHshùNl V-fHktù) n.  A visual or sound effect added to a movie 

or a taped television show during processing. Often used in the plural. 



Spe·cial Forces (spHshùNl forùsVz) pl.n.  A division of the U.S. Army composed 

of soldiers specially trained in guerrilla fighting. 

special handling (spHshùNl h4ndùlVng) n.  The handling of fourth-class or 

parcel-post mail as first-class mail for an extra charge. 

special interest (spHshùNl VnùtrVst) n.  A person, a group, or an organization 

attempting to influence legislators in favor of one particular interest or issue.   
—speùcial-inùter·est (spHshùNl-VnùtrVst, -tNr-Vst, -trHstÙ) adj. 

spe·cial·ism (spHshùN-lVzÙNm) n.  1. Concentration of one’s efforts in a given 

occupation or field of study.  2. A field of specialization. 

spe·cial·ist (spHshùN-lVst) n.  1. One who is devoted to a particular occupation 

or branch of study or research: “Specialists... tend to think in grooves” (Elaine Mor-

gan).  2. A physician whose practice is limited to a particular branch of medicine 

or surgery, especially one who is certified by a board of physicians:  a specialist in 

oncology.  3.  Abbr. SP Any of several noncommissioned ranks in the U.S. Army 

that correspond to that of corporal through sergeant first class.   —speùcial·ist, 
speÙcial·isùtic adj. 

spe·ci·al·i·ty (spHshÙK-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. spe·ci·al·i·ties. 1. A distinguishing mark 

or feature.  2. specialities. Special points of consideration; particulars.  

3. Chiefly British. A specialty. 

spe·cial·i·za·tion (spHshÙN-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of specializing or the pro-

cess of becoming specialized.  2. Biology. a. Adaptation, as of an organ or organ-

ism, to a specific function or environment.  b. A character, a feature, or an 

organism resulting from such adaptation.  

spe·cial·ize (spHshùN-lXzÙ) v.  spe·cial·ized, spe·cial·iz·ing, spe·cial·iz·es.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To pursue a special activity, occupation, or field of study.  

2. Biology. To develop so as to become adapted to a specific function or environ-

ment; undergo specialization.  3. To concentrate on a particular activity or prod-

uct:  The shop specializes in mountain-climbing gear.   —  v.  tr. 1. To make specific 

mention of; particularize.  2. To give a particular character or function to:  spe-

cialized her field of research.  3. Biology. To adapt to a particular function or envi-

ronment; cause to undergo specialization.  4. To specify the payee in endorsing (a 

check). 

special jury (spHshùNl jtrùK) n.  Law. See blue-ribbon jury. 
Special Olympics (spHshùNl o-lVmùpVks) pl.n.  A program of competitive 

sports events fashioned after the Olympic games and intended for physically or 

mentally challenged athletes. 

special pleading (spHshùNl plKùdVng) n.  1. Law. Assertion of new or special 

matter to offset the opposing party’s allegations, as an alternative to direct denial.  

2. A presentation of an argument that emphasizes only a favorable or single 

aspect of the question at issue. 



special relativity (spHshùNl rHlÙN-tVvùV-tK) n.  The physical theory of space and 

time developed by Albert Einstein, based on the postulates that all the laws of 

physics are equally valid in all frames of reference moving at a uniform velocity 

and that the speed of light from a uniformly moving source is always the same, 

regardless of how fast or slow the source or its observer is moving. The theory has 

as consequences the relativistic mass increase of rapidly moving objects, the 

Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction, time dilatation, and the principle of mass-energy 

equivalence.  Also called special theory of relativity 

special session (spHshùNl sHshùNn) n.  A session of a court or legislative body 

held in addition to the regular sessions. 

special theory of relativity (spHshùNl thKùN-rK ƒv rHlÙN-tVvùV-tK) n.  See 

special relativity. 
spe·cial·ty (spHshùNl-tK) n.  pl. spe·cial·ties. 1. A special pursuit, occupation, 

aptitude, or skill.  See Synonyms at forte1.  2. A branch of medicine or surgery, 

such as cardiology or neurosurgery, in which a physician specializes; the field or 

practice of a specialist.  3. A special feature or characteristic; a peculiarity.  4. The 

state or quality of being special or distinctive.  5. An item or a product of a dis-

tinctive kind or of particular superiority:  French pastry is the chef’s specialty.  

6. Law. A special contract or agreement, especially a deed kept under seal. 

spe·ci·a·tion (spKÙshK-7ùshNn, -sK-) n.  The evolutionary formation of new bio-

logical species, usually by the division of a single species into two or more geneti-

cally distinct ones.  [SPECI(ES) + -ATION.] —speÙci·aùtion·al adj. 

spe·cie (spKùshK, -sK) n.  Coined money; coin.   —idiom. in specie. 1. In coin.  

2. In a similar manner; in kind:  repaid the offense in specie.  3. Law. In the same 

kind or shape; as specified.  [From (in) specie, (in) the actual form, from Latin 

(in) speciK, (in) kind, ablative of speciKs. See SPECIES.]

spe·cies (spKùshKz, -sKz) n.  pl. species. Abbr. sp. 1. Biology. a. A fundamental 

category of taxonomic classification, ranking below a genus or subgenus and con-

sisting of related organisms capable of interbreeding.  See Table at taxonomy.  
b. An organism belonging to such a category, represented in binomial nomencla-

ture by an uncapitalized Latin adjective or noun following a capitalized genus 

name, as in Ananas comosus, the pineapple, and Equus caballus, the horse.   

2. Logic. A class of individuals or objects grouped by virtue of their common 

attributes and assigned a common name; a division subordinate to a genus.  

3. a. A kind, variety, or type: “No species of performing artist is as self-critical as a 

dancer” (Susan Sontag).  b. The human race; humankind.   4. Roman Catholic 

Church. a. The outward appearance or form of the Eucharistic elements that is 

retained after their consecration.  b. Either of the consecrated elements of the 

Eucharist.   5. Obsolete. a. An outward form or appearance.  b. Specie.   [Middle 

English, logical classification, from Latin speciKs, a seeing, kind, form. See spek- 
in Appendix.]



spe·cies·ism (spKùshK-zVzÙNm, -sK-) n.  Human intolerance or discrimination 

on the basis of species, especially as manifested by cruelty to or exploitation of 

animals.   —speùcies·istÙ adj.  & n. 

spe·cies-spe·cif·ic (spKÙshKz-spV-sVfùVk, -sKz-) adj.  Limited to or found only in 

one species:  a species-specific antibody; a species-specific virus.   —speùcies-
specÙi·ficùi·ty (-spHsÙN-fVsùV-tK) n. 

specif. abbr.  1. Specific.  2. Specifically. 

spec·i·fi·a·ble (spHsùN-fXÙN-bNl) adj.  Possible to specify:  specifiable complaints. 

spe·cif·ic (spV-sVfùVk) adj.  Abbr. specif., sp. 1. Explicitly set forth; definite.  See 

Synonyms at explicit.  2. Relating to, characterizing, or distinguishing a species.  

3. Special, distinctive, or unique:  specific qualities and attributes.  4. a. Intended 

for, applying to, or acting on a particular thing:  a specific remedy for warts.  

b. Concerned particularly with the subject specified. Often used in combination: 

“age-specific voting patterns” (A. Dianne Schmidley).   5. a. Designating a disease 

produced by a particular microorganism or condition.  b. Having a remedial 

influence or effect on a particular disease.   6. Immunology. Having an affinity 

limited to a particular antibody or antigen.  7. a. Designating a customs charge 

levied on merchandise by unit or weight rather than according to value.  

b. Designating a commodity rate applicable to the transportation of a single 

commodity between named points.    —  n.  1. a. Something particularly fitted 

to a use or purpose.  b. A remedy intended for a particular ailment or disorder.   

2. a. A distinguishing quality or attribute.  b. specifics. Distinct items or details; 

particulars.   [Late Latin specificus : Latin speciKs, kind, species; see SPECIES + Latin 

-ficus, -fic.] —spe·cifùi·cal·ly adv.  —specÙi·ficùi·ty (spHsÙN-fVsùV-tK) n. 

spec·i·fi·ca·tion (spHsÙN-fV-k7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. spec. 1. The act of specifying.  

2. a. specifications. A detailed, exact statement of particulars, especially a 

statement prescribing materials, dimensions, and quality of work for something 

to be built, installed, or manufactured.  b. A single item or article that has been 

specified.   3. An exact written description of an invention by an applicant for a 

patent. 

specific epithet (spV-sVfùVk HpùN-thHtÙ) n.  The uncapitalized Latin adjective or 

noun that follows a capitalized genus name in binomial nomenclature and serves 

to distinguish a species from others in the same genus, as saccharum in Acer sac-

charum (sugar maple).  Also called trivial name 

specific gravity (spV-sVfùVk gr4vùV-tK) n.  Abbr. sg, sp gr The ratio of the mass 

of a solid or liquid to the mass of an equal volume of distilled water at 4˚C (39˚F) 

or of a gas to an equal volume of air or hydrogen under prescribed conditions of 

temperature and pressure. 

specific heat (spV-sVfùVk hKt) n.  Abbr. sp ht 1. The ratio of the amount of heat 

required to raise the temperature of a unit mass of a substance by one unit of 

temperature to the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a similar 



mass of a reference material, usually water, by the same amount.  2. The amount 

of heat, measured in calories, required to raise the temperature of one gram of a 

substance by one Celsius degree. 

specific impulse (spV-sVfùVk VmùpƒlsÙ) n.  A performance measure for rocket 

propellants that is equal to units of thrust per unit weight of propellant con-

sumed per unit time.  Also called specific thrust 

specific performance (spV-sVfùVk pNr-fôrùmNns) n.  Law. The performance 

of a contract as specified in its terms. 

specific resistance (spV-sVfùVk rV-zVsùtNns) n.  Electricity. Electrical resistivity. 

specific thrust (spV-sVfùVk thrƒst) n.  See specific impulse. 
spec·i·fy (spHsùN-fXÙ) v.  tr. spec·i·fied, spec·i·fy·ing, spec·i·fies. 1. To state 

explicitly or in detail:  specified the amount needed.  2. To include in a specifica-

tion.  3. To state as a condition:  specified that they be included in the will.  [Middle 

English specifien, from Old French specifier, from Late Latin specific7re, from 

specificus, specific. See SPECIFIC.] —specùi·fiÙer n. 

spec·i·men (spHsùN-mNn) n.  Abbr. sp. 1. An individual, an item, or a part rep-

resentative of a class, genus, or whole.  See Synonyms at example.  2. A sample, 

as of tissue, blood, or urine, used for analysis and diagnosis.  3. Informal. An 

individual; a person:  a disagreeable specimen.  [Latin, example, from specere, to 

look at. See spek- in Appendix.]

spe·cious (spKùshNs) adj.  1. Having the ring of truth or plausibility but actually 

fallacious:  a specious argument.  2. Deceptively attractive.  [Middle English, 

attractive, from Latin speciosus, from speciKs, appearance, from specere, to look at. 

See spek- in Appendix.] —speùcious·ly adv.  —speÙci·osùi·ty (-shK-msùV-tK), 
speùcious·ness (-shNs-nVs)  n.  

USAGE NOTE: A specious argument is not simply a false one but one that has

the ring of truth. Those aware of the specialized use of the word may therefore

sense a certain contradiction in hearing an argument described as obviously spe-

cious or specious on the face of things; if the fallaciousness is apparent, the argu-

ment was probably not plausible-sounding to begin with.

speck (spHk) n.  1. A small spot, mark, or discoloration.  2. A tiny amount; a bit:  

not a speck of truth in her story.   —  v.  tr. specked, speck·ing, specks. To mark 

with specks.  [Middle English specke, from Old English specca.]

speck·le (spHkùNl) n.  A speck or small spot, especially a natural dot of color on 

skin, plumage, or foliage.  [Middle English spakle.] —speckùle v. 

speck·led (spHkùNld) adj.  1. Dotted or covered with speckles, especially flecked 

with small spots of contrasting color.  2. Of a mixed character; motley. 

speckled trout (spHkùNld trout) n.  See brook trout. 
specs also specks (spHks) pl.n.  Informal. Eyeglasses; spectacles. 



spec·ta·cle (spHkùtN-kNl) n.  1. a. Something that can be seen or viewed, espe-

cially something of a remarkable or impressive nature.  b. A public performance 

or display, especially one on a large or lavish scale.  c. A regrettable public display, 

as of bad behavior:  drank too much and made a spectacle of himself.   

2. spectacles. a. A pair of eyeglasses.  b. Something resembling eyeglasses in 

shape or suggesting them in function.   [Middle English, from Old French, from 

Latin spect7culum, from spect7re, to watch, frequentative of specere, to look at. See 

spek- in Appendix.]

spec·ta·cled (spHkùtN-kNld) adj.  1. Wearing spectacles.  2. Having markings 

suggesting spectacles. Used of animals. 

spec·tac·u·lar (spHk-t4kùyN-lNr) adj.  Of the nature of a spectacle; impressive or 

sensational.   —  n.  Something that is spectacular, as: a. A single dramatic pro-

duction of unusual length or lavishness.  b. An elaborate display.    
—spec·tacÙu·larùi·ty (-l4rùV-tK) n.  —spec·tacùu·lar·ly adv. 

spec·tate (spHkùt7t) v.  intr. spec·tat·ed, spec·tat·ing, spec·tates. Sports. To 

attend (a horserace or other sporting event, for example) as a spectator.  [Back-

formation from SPECTATOR.]

spec·ta·tor (spHkùt7ÙtNr) n.  An observer of an event.  [Latin spect7tor, from 

spect7re, to watch. See SPECTACLE.] —specÙta·toùri·al (-tN-tôrùK-Nl, -tôrù-) adj.  

—specùta·tor·shipÙ n. 

spec·ter (spHkùtNr) n.  1. A ghostly apparition; a phantom.  2. A haunting or 

disturbing image or prospect:  the terrible specter of nuclear war.  [French spectre, 

from Latin spectrum, appearance, apparition. See SPECTRUM.]

spec·ti·no·my·cin (spHkÙtN-no-mXùsVn) n.  A broad-spectrum antibiotic, 

C14H24N2O7, obtained from a species of gram-negative bacteria (Streptomyces 

spectabilis) or produced synthetically, used especially in the treatment of penicil-

lin-resistant gonorrhea.  [New Latin  : spect(abilis), species name (from Latin, vis-

ible, from spect7re, to watch); see SPECTACLE + (ACT)INOMYCIN.]

spec·tra (spHkùtrN) n.  A plural of spectrum. 
spec·tral (spHkùtrNl) adj.  1. Of or resembling a specter; ghostly.  2. Of, relating 

to, or produced by a spectrum.   —spec·tralùi·ty (-tr4lùV-tK), specùtral·ness (-

trNl-nVs)  n.  —specùtral·ly adv. 

spectral line (spHkùtrNl lXn) n.  An isolated bright or dark line in a spectrum 

produced by emission or absorption of light of a single wavelength. 

spec·tre (spHkùtNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of specter. 
spec·trin (spHkùtrVn) n.  A protein of high molecular weight that is a major com-

ponent of the membrane of red blood cells.  [SPECT(E)R (so called because a red 

blood cell without hemoglobin is called a ghost) + -IN.]

spectro- pref.  Spectrum:  spectrograph.  [From SPECTRUM.]

spec·tro·gram (spHkùtrN-gr4mÙ) n.  A graphic or photographic representation 

of a spectrum. 



spec·tro·graph (spHkùtrN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A spectroscope equipped to photograph 

or otherwise record spectra.  2. A spectrogram.   —specÙtro·graphùic adj.  

—specÙtro·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —spec·trogùra·phy (-trmgùrN-fK) n. 

spec·tro·he·li·o·gram (spHkÙtro-hKùlK-N-gr4mÙ) n.  A photograph of the sun 

taken in a narrow wavelength band centered on a selected wavelength. 

spec·tro·he·li·o·graph (spHkÙtro-hKùlK-N-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument used to 

make spectroheliograms.   —specÙtro·heÙli·o·graphùic adj.  

—specÙtro·heÙli·ogùra·phy (-mgùrN-fK) n. 

spec·tro·he·li·o·scope (spHkÙtro-hKùlK-N-skopÙ) n.  An instrument used to 

observe solar radiation directly.   —specÙtro·heÙli·o·scopùic (-skmpùVk) adj. 

spec·trom·e·ter (spHk-trmmùV-tNr) n.  A spectroscope equipped with scales for 

measuring wavelengths or indexes of refraction.   —specÙtro·metùric (-trN-

mHtùrVk) adj.  —spec·tromùe·try n. 

spec·tro·pho·tom·e·ter (spHkÙtro-fo-tmmùV-tNr) n.  Physics. An instrument 

used to determine the intensity of various wavelengths in a spectrum of light.   
—specÙtro·phoÙto·metùric (-foÙtN-mHtùrVk) adj.  —specÙtro·pho·tomùe·try 
n. 

spec·tro·scope (spHkùtrN-skopÙ) n.  An instrument for producing and observ-

ing spectra.   —specÙtro·scopùic (-skmpùVk), specÙtro·scopùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  

—specÙtro·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 

spectroscopic analysis (spHkÙtrN-skmpùVk N-n4lùV-sVs) n.  Analysis of a spec-

trum to determine characteristics of its source; for example, analysis of the opti-

cal spectrum of an incandescent body to determine its composition or motion. 

spectroscopic binary (spHkÙtrN-skmpùVk bXùnN-rK) n.  A binary star system 

that is identified by periodically shifting lines in its spectrum. 

spec·tros·co·py (spHk-trmsùkN-pK) n.  pl. spec·tros·co·pies. Study of spectra, 

especially experimental observation of optical spectra.   —spec·trosùco·pist n. 

spec·trum (spHkùtrNm) n.  pl. spec·tra (-trN)  or spec·trums. 1. Physics. The 

distribution of a characteristic of a physical system or phenomenon, especially: 

a. The distribution of energy emitted by a radiant source, as by an incandescent 

body, arranged in order of wavelengths.  b. The distribution of atomic or sub-

atomic particles in a system, as in a magnetically resolved molecular beam, 

arranged in order of masses.   2. A graphic or photographic representation of 

such a distribution.  3. a. A range of values of a quantity or set of related quanti-

ties.  b. A broad sequence or range of related qualities, ideas, or activities:  the 

whole spectrum of 20th-century thought.   [Latin, appearance, from specere, to look 

at. See spek- in Appendix.]

spec·u·la (spHkùyN-lN) n.  A plural of speculum. 
spec·u·lar (spHkùyN-lNr) adj.  Of, resembling, or produced by a mirror or specu-

lum.   —specùu·lar·ly adv. 



spec·u·late (spHkùyN-l7tÙ) v.  spec·u·lat·ed, spec·u·lat·ing, spec·u·lates.  
—  v.  intr. 1. To meditate on a subject; reflect.  2. To engage in a course of rea-

soning often based on inconclusive evidence.  See Synonyms at conjecture. See 

Synonyms at think.  3. To engage in the buying or selling of a commodity with 

an element of risk on the chance of profit.   —  v.  tr. To assume to be true without 

conclusive evidence:  speculated that high cholesterol was a contributing factor to 

the patient’s health problems.  [Latin specul7rX, specul7t-, to observe, from specula, 

watchtower, from specere, to look at. See spek- in Appendix.]

spec·u·la·tion (spHkÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. spec. 1. a. Contemplation or con-

sideration of a subject; meditation.  b. A conclusion, an opinion, or a theory 

reached by conjecture.  c. Reasoning based on inconclusive evidence; conjecture 

or supposition.   2. a. Engagement in risky business transactions on the chance of 

quick or considerable profit.  b. A commercial or financial transaction involving 

speculation.  

spec·u·la·tive (spHkùyN-lN-tVv, -l7Ù-) adj.  1. Of, characterized by, or based 

upon contemplative speculation.  See Synonyms at theoretical.  2. a. Given to 

conjecture or speculation.  b. Marked by inquisitive interest:  raised a speculative 

eyebrow.   3. a. Engaging in, given to, or involving financial speculation:  specula-

tive brokers; speculative stocks.  b. Spent in speculation:  speculative funds.  

c. Involving chance; risky:  speculative business enterprises.    —specùu·la·tive·ly 
adv.  —specùu·la·tive·ness n. 

spec·u·la·tor (spHkùyN-l7ÙtNr) n.  One that speculates:  a commodities speculator; 

a speculator regarding the future turn of events. 

spec·u·lum (spHkùyN-lNm) n.  pl. spec·u·la (-lN)  or spec·u·lums. 1. A mirror 

or polished metal plate used as a reflector in optical instruments.  2. An instru-

ment for dilating the opening of a body cavity for medical examination.  

3. Zoology. a. A bright, often iridescent patch of color on the wings of certain 

birds, especially ducks.  b. A transparent spot in the wings of some butterflies or 

moths.   [Middle English, surgical speculum, from Latin, mirror, from specere, to 

look at. See spek- in Appendix.]

sped (spHd) v.  A past tense and a past participle of speed. 
speech (spKch) n.  1. a. The faculty or act of speaking.  b. The faculty or act of 

expressing or describing thoughts, feelings, or perceptions by the articulation of 

words.   2. Something spoken; an utterance.  3. Vocal communication; conversa-

tion.  4. a. A talk or public address: “The best impromptu speeches are the ones 

written well in advance” (Ruth Gordon).  b. A printed copy of such an address.   

5. One’s habitual manner or style of speaking.  6. The language or dialect of a 

nation or region:  American speech.  7. The sounding of a musical instrument.  

8. The study of oral communication, speech sounds, and vocal physiology.  

9. Archaic. Rumor.  [Middle English speche, from Old English spr<c, sp<c.]



speech community (spKch kN-myuùnV-tK) n.  A group of speakers, whether 

located in one area or scattered, who recognize the same language or dialect of a 

language as a standard. 

speech·i·fy (spKùchN-fXÙ) v.  intr. speech·i·fied, speech·i·fy·ing, 
speech·i·fies. To give a speech: “In Washington, cabinet secretaries pose and 

speechify” (Jonathan Alter).   —speechùi·fiÙer n. 

speech·less (spKchùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking the faculty of speech.  2. Temporarily 

unable to speak, as through astonishment.  See Synonyms at dumb.  
3. Refraining from speech; silent.  4. Unexpressed or inexpressible in words:  

speechless admiration.   —speechùless·ly adv.  —speechùless·ness n. 

speech·mak·er (spKchùm7ÙkNr) n.  One who makes a speech.   —speechù-
makÙing n. 

speech pathology (spKch p4-thmlùN-jK) n.  The study of speech defects and 

disorders such as stuttering and dysphasia.   —speech pathologist n. 

speech therapy (spKch thHrùN-pK) n.  Treatment of speech defects and disor-

ders, especially through use of exercises and audio-visual aids that develop new 

speech habits.   —speech therapist n. 

speech·writ·er (spKchùrXÙtNr) n.  One who writes speeches for others, espe-

cially as a profession.   —speechùwritÙing n. 

speed (spKd) n.  1. Physics. The rate or a measure of the rate of motion, espe-

cially: a. Distance traveled divided by the time of travel.  b. The limit of this quo-

tient as the time of travel becomes vanishingly small; the first derivative of 

distance with respect to time.  c. The magnitude of a velocity.   2. Swiftness of 

action.  3. a. The act of moving rapidly.  b. The state of being in rapid motion; 

rapidity.   4. A transmission gear or set of gears in a motor vehicle.  5. a. A 

numerical expression of the sensitivity of a photographic film, plate, or paper to 

light.  b. The capacity of a lens to accumulate light at an appropriate aperture.  

c. The length of time required or permitted for a camera shutter to open and 

admit light.   6. Slang. Amphetamine.  7. Slang. One that suits or appeals to a per-

son’s inclinations, skills, or character:  Living in a large city is not my speed.  

8. Archaic. Prosperity; luck.   —  v.  sped (spHd)  or speed·ed, speed·ing, 
speeds.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to go, move, or proceed quickly; hasten.  2. To 

increase the speed or rate of; accelerate:  speed up a car; sped production.  3. To 

wish Godspeed to.  4. To further, promote, or expedite (a legal action, for exam-

ple).  5. Archaic. To help to succeed or prosper; aid.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To go, 

move, or proceed quickly:  sped to the rescue.  b. To drive at a speed exceeding a 

legal limit:  was speeding on the freeway.   2. To pass quickly:  The days sped by. The 

months have sped along.  3. To move, work, or happen at a faster rate; accelerate:  

His pulse speeded up.  4. Archaic. a. To prove successful; prosper.  b. To get along 

in a specified manner; fare.    —idiom. up to speed. 1. a. Operating at maxi-

mum speed.  b. Producing something or performing at an acceptable rate or 



level.   2. Informal. Fully informed of or conversant with:  I’m not up to speed on 

these issues yet.  [Middle English spede, from Old English spKd, success, swiftness. 

See spK- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: speed, hurry, hasten, quicken, accelerate, precipitate. These verbs

mean to proceed or cause to proceed rapidly or more rapidly. Speed refers to swift

motion or action: The train sped through the countryside. Postal workers labored

overtime to speed delivery of the Christmas mail. Hurry implies a markedly faster

rate than usual, often with concomitant confusion or commotion: If you don’t

hurry, you’ll miss the plane. Don’t let anyone hurry you into making a decision you’ll

regret later. Hasten suggests urgency and often eager or rash swiftness: I hasten to

respond to your invitation. Put the hot broth in the refrigerator for an hour to hasten

cooling. Quicken and especially accelerate refer to increase in rate of activity,

growth, or progress: The dancer’s breathing quickened as she approached the end of

her solo. The runner quickened his pace as he drew near to the finish line. Despite

efforts to eradicate it, corruption persists, though it doesn’t accelerate. Heat greatly

accelerates the deterioration of perishable foods. Precipitate implies suddenness or

impetuousness that often causes something to happen abruptly or prematurely:

The mere mention of the issue precipitated an outburst of indignation during the

meeting. See also Synonyms at haste 
WORD HISTORY: The fable of the tortoise and the hare teaches us that speed

does not always spell success. Historically in English, however, it does: the Old

English word spKd, from which our word speed is descended, originally meant

“prosperity, successful outcome, ability, or quickness.” A corresponding verb, sp-

Kdan, in Modern English the verb speed, meant “to succeed, prosper, or achieve a

goal”; and an adjective, spKdig, the ancestor of our word speedy, meant “wealthy,

powerful.” Except for archaic uses the words today relate only to the general sense

of “velocity.” The meaning “success” is retained chiefly in the compound God-

speed, a noun formed from the phrase meaning “God prosper you.”

speed·ball (spKdùbôlÙ) n.  1. Sports. A game resembling soccer but differing 

mainly in that a ball caught on the fly may be passed with the hands and points 

may be scored by a forward pass over the goal line.  2. Slang. An intravenous dose 

of cocaine mixed with heroin or an amphetamine. 

speed·boat (spKdùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A fast motorboat. 

speed·boat·ing (spKdùboÙtVng) n.  Nautical. The act or sport of operating a 

speedboat.   —speedùboatÙer n. 

speed brake (spKd br7k) n.  A flap on an aircraft for decreasing speed while in 

flight in preparation for landing. 



speed bump (spKd bƒmp) n.  An artificial ridge set crosswise into the surface 

of a street, parking lot, or driveway to make the operators of vehicles decrease 

speed. 

speed·er (spKùdNr) n.  One that speeds, especially a driver who exceeds a legal or 

safe speed. 

speed freak (spKd frKk) n.  Slang. A habitual user of stimulant drugs, especially 

amphetamines or methamphetamine. 

speed·ing (spKùdVng) adj.  Moving with speed.   —  n.  The act or an instance of 

driving especially a motor vehicle faster than is allowed by law. 

speed limit (spKd lVmùVt) n.  The maximum speed legally permitted on a given 

stretch of road. 

speed·om·e·ter (spV-dmmùV-tNr, spK-) n.  1. An instrument for indicating 

speed.  2. a. An instrument for indicating distance traveled as well as rate of 

speed.  b. An odometer.  

speed-read (spKdùrKdÙ) v.  speed-·read (-rHdÙ), speed-·read·ing, speed-
·reads.  —  v.  tr. To read (a book, newspaper, or magazine, for example) by 

means of speed-reading.   —  v.  intr. To practice or engage in speed-reading.   
—speedù-readÙer n. 

speed-read·ing (spKdùrKÙdVng) n.  A method of reading rapidly by assimilat-

ing several words or phrases at a glance or by skimming. 

speed shop (spKd shmp) n.  Slang. An automotive shop that caters to hot rod-

ders. 

speed skate (spKd sk7t) n.  Sports. An ice skate for racing, fitted with a long 

blade that extends beyond the heel and toe of the sole of the boot.  Also called rac-

ing skate 

speed skat·ing (spKd sk7ùtVng) n.  Sports. Competitive racing on speed skates, 

usually around an oval course.   —speed skater n. 

speed·ster (spKdùstNr) n.  1. One who drives very fast.  2. A fast car. 

speed trap (spKd tr4p) n.  Police officers or electronic devices concealed and 

deployed on a stretch of road to catch speeding drivers. 

speed·up (spKdùƒpÙ) n.  1. An increase in speed; acceleration.  2. A required 

acceleration of work or production without an increase in pay. 

speed walking (spKd wôùkVng) n.  Sports. See race walking. 
speed·way (spKdùw7Ù) n.  1. Sports. A course for automobile or motorcycle 

racing.  2. A road designed for fast-moving traffic; an expressway. 

Speed·way (spKdùw7Ù)  A town of central Indiana west of Indianapolis. It is the 

site of the annual Indianapolis 500 auto race. Population, 12,641. 

speed·well (spKdùwHlÙ) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Veronica, having 

opposite leaves and clusters of small, usually blue flowers. 

speed·writ·ing (spKdùrXÙtVng) n.  A form of shorthand that uses letters of the 

alphabet instead of symbols.   —speedùwritÙer n. 



speed·y (spKùdK) adj.  speed·i·er, speed·i·est. 1. Characterized by rapid 

motion; swift.  2. Accomplished or arrived at without delay; prompt.  See Syn-

onyms at fast1.  —speedùi·ly adv.  —speedùi·ness n. 

Speer (spîr, shpâr), Albert. 1905-1981.  German architect and Nazi politician. 

He was Hitler’s personal architect (1934-1945) and minister of armaments (1942-

1945). 

speiss (spXs) n.  An arsenic compound or a mixture of arsenic compounds result-

ing from the smelting of iron, cobalt, nickel, and copper ores.  [German Speise, 

food, speiss, from Middle High German spXse, food, from Old High German 

spXsa, probably from Medieval Latin spKnsa, storehouse, or spKsa, provisions  both 

from Latin expKnsa (pec7nia), (money) paid out. See EXPENSE.]

Speke (spKk), John Hanning. 1827-1864.  British explorer in Africa. He and 

Sir Richard Burton were the first Europeans to explore Lake Tanganyika (1858). 

spe·le·ol·o·gy (spKÙlK-mlùN-jK) n.  1. The scientific study of caves.  

2. Exploration of caves.  [French spéléologie : Latin spKlKum, cave (from Greek 

spKlaion) + -logie, -logy.] —speÙle·o·logùi·cal (-N-lmjùV-kNl) adj.  

—speÙle·olùo·gist n. 

spell1 (spHl) v.  spelled or spelt (spHlt), spell·ing, spells.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

name or write in order the letters constituting (a word or part of a word).  2. To 

constitute the letters of (a word):  These letters spell animal.  3. To add up to; sig-

nify:  Their unwise investment could spell financial ruin.   —  v.  intr. To form 

words by means of letters.   —phrasal verbs. spell down. To defeat in a spell-

ing bee.  spell out. 2. To make perfectly clear and understandable:  asked him to 

spell out his objectives.  3. To read slowly and laboriously.  4. To puzzle out; com-

prehend by study.  [Middle English spellen, to read letter by letter, from Old 

French espeller (of Germanic origin), and from Old English spellian, to tell (from 

spell, discourse).]

spell2 (spHl) n.  1. a. A word or formula believed to have magic power.  b. A 

bewitched state; a trance.   2. A compelling attraction; charm or fascination:  the 

spell of the theater.   —  v.  tr. spelled, spell·ing, spells. To put (someone) 

under a spell; bewitch.  [Middle English, discourse, from Old English.]

spell3 (spHl) n.  1. A short, indefinite period of time.  2. Informal. A period of 

weather of a particular kind:  a dry spell.  3. a. One’s turn at work.  b. A period of 

work; a shift.   4. Australian. A period of rest.  5. Informal. A period of physical or 

mental disorder or distress:  a dizzy spell.  6. Informal. A short distance.   —  v.  

spelled, spell·ing, spells.  —  v.  tr. 1. To relieve (someone) from work tempo-

rarily by taking a turn.  2. To allow to rest a while.   —  v.  intr. 1. To take turns 

working.  2. Australian. To rest for a time from an activity.  [From Middle English 

spelen, to spare, from Old English spelian, to represent, substitute for.]



spell·bind (spHlùbXndÙ) v.  tr. spell·bound (-boundÙ), spell·bind·ing, 
spell·binds. To hold under or as if under a spell; enchant or fascinate.  [Back-

formation from SPELLBOUND.] —spellùbindÙing·ly adv. 

spell·bind·er (spHlùbXnÙdNr) n.  One that holds others spellbound, especially an 

enthralling speaker or a particularly interesting book. 

spell·bound (spHlùboundÙ) v.  Past tense of spellbind.  —  adj.  Entranced by 

or as if by a spell; fascinated. 

spell·down (spHlùdounÙ) n.  See spelling bee. 
spell·er (spHlùNr) n.  1. One who spells words:  students who are good spellers.  

2. An elementary textbook containing exercises that teach spelling. 

spell·ing (spHlùVng) n.  Abbr. sp. 1. a. The forming of words with letters in an 

accepted order; orthography.  b. The art or study of orthography.   2. The way in 

which a word is spelled. 

spelling bee (spHlùVng bK) n.  A contest in which competitors are eliminated as 

they fail to spell a given word correctly.  Also called spelldown 

Spell·man (spHlùmNn), Francis Joseph. 1889-1967.  American prelate who 

was appointed archbishop of New York in 1939 and cardinal in 1946. 

spelt1 (spHlt) n.  A hardy wheat grown mostly in Europe.  [Middle English, from 

Old English, from Late Latin spelta, probably of Germanic origin; akin to Middle 

Dutch spelte, wheat.]

spelt2 (spHlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of spell1. 
spel·ter (spHlùtNr) n.  Zinc, especially in the form of ingots, slabs, or plates.  

[Probably of Dutch or Low German origin.]

spe·lunk·er (spV-lƒngùkNr, spKùlƒngÙ-) n.  One who explores and studies caves 

chiefly as a hobby.  [From obsolete spelunk, cave, from Middle English, from Old 

French spelunque, from Latin spKlunca, from Greek spKlunx.] —speùlunkÙing n. 

Spe·mann (shp7ùmänÙ), Hans. 1869-1941.  German zoologist and physiolo-

gist. He won a 1935 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the organizer effect in 

embryonic development. 

spen·cer1 (spHnùsNr) n.  Nautical. A trysail.  [Perhaps from the name Spencer.]

spen·cer2 (spHnùsNr) n.  1. A short double-breasted overcoat worn by men in 

the early 19th century.  2. A close-fitting, waist-length jacket worn by women.  

[After George John Spencer, Second Earl Spencer (1758-1834).]

Spen·cer (spHnùsNr), Herbert. 1820-1903.  British philosopher who attempted 

to apply the theory of evolution to philosophy and ethics in his series Synthetic 

Philosophy (1855-1893). 

Spen·cer (spHnùsNr), Lilly Martin. 1822-1902.  British-born American genre 

painter whose works often depict women in homemaking tasks such as food 

preparation and child care. 

Spencer Gulf (spHnùsNr gƒlf)  An inlet of the Indian Ocean off south-central 

Australia between the Eyre and Yorke peninsulas. It was discovered in 1802. 



Spen·ce·ri·an1 (spHn-sîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to Herbert Spencer or his 

philosophy.   —  n.  A follower of Herbert Spencer. 

Spen·ce·ri·an2 (spHn-sîrùK-Nn) adj.  Of or relating to an ornate style of writing 

employing rounded letters slanted to the right.  [After Platt Rogers Spencer 

(1800-1864), American handwriting expert.]

Spen·cer·ism (spHnùsN-rVzÙNm) also Spen·ce·ri·an·ism (spHn-sîrùK-N-nVzÙNm) 

n.  The system of logical positivism developed by Herbert Spencer, setting forth 

the idea that evolution is the passage from the simple, indefinite, and incoherent 

to the complex, definite, and coherent. 

spend (spHnd) v.  spent (spHnt), spend·ing, spends.  —  v.  tr. 1. To use up 

or put out; expend:  spent an hour each day exercising.  2. To pay out (money).  

3. To wear out; exhaust:  The storm finally spent itself.  4. To pass (time) in a spec-

ified manner or place:  spent their vacation in Paris.  5. a. To throw away; squan-

der:  spent all their creative resources on futile projects.  b. To give up (one’s time or 

efforts, for example) to a cause; sacrifice.    —  v.  intr. 1. To pay out or expend 

money.  2. To be exhausted or consumed.  [Middle English spenden, partly from 

Old English -spendan (from Latin expendKre, to expend); see EXPEND, and partly 

from Old French despendre, to weigh out; see DISPENSE.] —spendùa·ble adj.  

—spendùer n.  

SYNONYMS: spend, disburse, expend. The central meaning shared by these

verbs is “to pay or give out money or an equivalent in return for something”: spent

five dollars for a movie ticket; disbursing funds from the corporate account; expend-

ing energy on a project. 

ANTONYM: save

Spen·der (spHnùdNr), Sir Stephen Harold. 1909-1995.  British writer whose 

poetry reflects personal emotional responses to social and political injustices. His 

works include the collection The Still Center (1939) and Generous Days (1971). 

spend·ing money (spHnùdVng mƒnùK) n.  Cash for small personal needs. 

spend·thrift (spHndùthrVftÙ) n.  One who spends money recklessly or waste-

fully.   —  adj.  Wasteful or extravagant:  spendthrift bureaucrats.  [SPEND + THRIFT, 

accumulated wealth (obsolete).]

Speng·ler (spHngùlNr, -glNr, shpHngù-), Oswald. 1880-1936.  German philoso-

pher who argued that civilizations and cultures are subject to the same cycle of 

growth and decay as human beings. His major work is The Decline of the West 

(1918-1922). 

Spen·ser (spHnùsNr), Edmund. 1552?-1599.  English poet known chiefly for his 

allegorical epic romance The Faerie Queene (1590-1596). His other works include 

the pastoral Shepeardes Calendar (1579) and the lyrical marriage poem Epithala-

mion (1595).   —Spen·seùri·an (spHn-sîrùK-Nn) adj. 



Spenserian sonnet (spHn-sîrùK-Nn smnùVt) n.  A sonnet form composed of 

three quatrains and a couplet in iambic pentameter with the rhyme scheme abab 

bcbc cdcd ee. 

Spenserian stanza (spHn-sîrùK-Nn st4nùzN) n.  A stanza consisting of eight 

lines of iambic pentameter and a final alexandrine, rhymed ababbcbcc, first used 

by Edmund Spenser in The Faerie Queene. 

spent (spHnt) v.  Past tense and past participle of spend.  —  adj.  1. Used up; 

consumed:  a spent youth.  2. Having come to an end; passed:  a spent era of opu-

lence.  3. Depleted of energy, force, or strength; exhausted:  At the end of the hot 

day the spent workers slept under a shady tree.  4. Nautical. Of or relating to a ves-

sel at the end of a voyage, with fuel, stores, and water consumed and cargo dis-

charged. 

sperm1 (spûrm) n.  pl. sperm or sperms. 1. A male gamete or reproductive 

cell; a spermatozoon.  2. Semen.  [Middle English sperme, semen, from Old 

French esperme, from Late Latin sperma, from Greek. See sper- in Appendix.] 
—spermùous adj. 

sperm2 (spûrm) n.  A substance, such as spermaceti, associated with the sperm 

whale.  [Short for SPERMACETI.]

sperm- pref.  Variant of spermi-. 
-sperm suff.  Seed:  endosperm.  [Greek -spermos, from sperma, seed. See SPERM

1.]

sperma- pref.  Variant of spermi-. 
sper·ma·ce·ti (spûrÙmN-sKùtK, -sHtùK) n.  pl. sper·ma·ce·tis. A white, waxy 

substance consisting of various esters of fatty acids, obtained from the head of 

the sperm whale or another cetacean and used for making candles, ointments, 

and cosmetics.  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin spermacKtX : Late Latin 

sperma, semen; see SPERM
1 + Latin cKtX, genitive of cKtus, whale; see CETUS.]

sper·ma·go·ni·um also sper·mo·go·ni·um (spûrÙmN-goùnK-Nm) n.  pl. 

sper·ma·go·ni·a (-nK-N). Botany. A cup-shaped cavity or receptacle in which the 

spermatia of certain lichens and fungi are produced.  [New Latin  : sperma, 

sperm; see SPERM
1 + -gonium, seed, cell (from Greek gonos, seed); see GONO-.]

sper·ma·ry (spûrùmN-rK) n.  pl. sper·ma·ries. An organ or a gland in which 

male gametes are formed, especially in invertebrate animals.  [New Latin 

sperm7rium, from Late Latin sperma, semen. See SPERM
1.]

spermat- pref.  Variant of spermato-. 
sper·ma·tan·gi·um (spûrÙmN-t4nùjK-Nm) n.  pl. sper·ma·tan·gi·a (-jK-N). A 

structure that produces spermatia in red algae.  [New Latin  : SPERMAT(IUM) + -

angium, vessel (from Greek angeion).]

sper·ma·the·ca (spûrÙmN-thKùkN) n.  A receptacle in the reproductive tracts of 

certain female invertebrates, especially insects, in which spermatozoa are received 

and stored until needed to fertilize the ova.  [Late Latin sperma, semen; see SPERM
1 

+ THECA.] —sperÙma·theùcal adj. 



sper·ma·ti·a (spNr-m7ùshK-N, -shN) n.  Plural of spermatium. 
sper·mat·ic (spNr-m4tùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or resembling sperm:  a sper-

matic substance; a spermatic filament.  2. Containing, conveying, or producing 

sperm:  the spermatic duct.  3. Of or relating to a spermary. 

spermatic cord (spNr-m4tùVk kôrd) n.  A cordlike structure, consisting of the 

vas deferens and its accompanying arteries, veins, nerves, and lymphatic vessels, 

that passes from the abdominal cavity through the inguinal canal down into the 

scrotum to the back of the testicle. 

sper·ma·tid (spûrùmN-tVd) n.  Any of the four haploid cells formed by meiosis 

in a male organism that develop into spermatozoa without further division. 

sper·ma·ti·um (spNr-m7ùshK-Nm, -shNm) n.  pl. sper·ma·ti·a (-shK-N, -shN). A 

nonmotile cell in red algae and certain lichens and fungi that functions as a male 

gamete.  [New Latin, from Greek spermation, diminutive of sperma, spermat-, 

semen. See SPERM
1.] —sper·maùtial (-shNl) adj. 

spermato-  or spermat- pref.  1. Seed:  spermatophyte.  2. a. Sperm:  sper-

matic.  b. Spermatozoon:  spermatophore.   [Greek, from sperma, spermat-, seed. 

See SPERM
1.]

sper·mat·o·cide (spNr-m4tùN-sXdÙ, spûrùmN-tN-) n.  See spermicide.  
—sper·matÙo·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

sper·mat·o·cyte (spNr-m4tùN-sXtÙ, spûrùmN-tN-) n.  A diploid cell that under-

goes meiosis to form four spermatids. A primary spermatocyte divides into two 

secondary spermatocytes, which in turn divide to form the spermatids. 

sper·mat·o·gen·e·sis (spNr-m4tÙN-jHnùV-sVs, spûrÙmN-tN-) n.  Formation and 

development of spermatozoa by meiosis and spermiogenesis.   
—sper·matÙo·ge·netùic (-jN-nHtùVk), sper·matÙo·genùic (-jHnùVk)  adj. 

sper·mat·o·go·ni·um (spNr-m4tÙN-goùnK-Nm, spûrÙmN-tN-) n.  pl. 

sper·mat·o·go·ni·a (-nK-N). Any of the cells of the gonads in male organisms 

that are the progenitors of spermatocytes.  [New Latin  : SPERMATO- + -gonium, 

seed; see SPERMAGONIUM.] —sper·matÙo·goùni·al (-nK-Nl) adj. 

sper·mat·o·phore (spNr-m4tùN-fôrÙ, -forÙ, spûrùmN-tN-) n.  A capsule or com-

pact mass of spermatozoa extruded by the males of certain invertebrates and 

primitive vertebrates and directly transferred to the reproductive parts of the 

female.   —sperÙma·tophùo·ral (spûrÙmN-tmfùNr-Nl) adj. 

sper·mat·o·phyte (spNr-m4tùN-fXtÙ, spûrùmN-tN-) n.  A seed-bearing plant, 

such as a conifer or a flowering plant.   —sper·matÙo·phytùic (-fVtùVk) adj. 

sper·mat·or·rhe·a also sper·mat·or·rhoe·a (spNr-m4tÙN-rKùN, spûrÙmN-tN-) 

n.  Involuntary discharge of semen without orgasm. 

sper·mat·o·zo·a (spNr-m4tÙN-zoùN, spûrÙmN-tN-) n.  Plural of spermato-
zoon. 

sper·mat·o·zo·id (spNr-m4tÙN-zoùVd, spûrùmN-tN-) n.  A ciliated male gamete 

produced in an antheridium.  [SPERMATOZO(ON) + -ID.]



sper·mat·o·zo·on (spNr-m4tÙN-zoùmnÙ, -Nn, spûrÙmN-tN-) n.  pl. 

sper·mat·o·zo·a (-zoùN). The mature fertilizing gamete of a male organism, 

usually consisting of a round or cylindrical nucleated cell, a short neck, and a 

thin, motile tail.  Also called sperm cell, zoosperm.  —sper·matÙo·zoùal (-zoùNl), 
sper·matÙo·zoùan (-zoùNn) , sper·matÙo·zoùic (-zoùVk)  adj. 

spermi-  or sperma-  or spermo-  or sperm- pref.  1. Seed:  spermophile.  

2. Sperm:  spermine.  [Greek spermo-, sperm-, from sperma, seed. See SPERM
1.]

sper·mi·cide (spûrùmV-sXdÙ) n.  An agent that kills spermatozoa, especially one 

used as a contraceptive.  Also called spermatocide  —sperÙmi·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

sper·mi·dine (spûrùmV-dKnÙ) n.  A polyamine compound, C7H19N3, found in 

ribosomes and living tissues and having various metabolic functions. It was orig-

inally isolated from semen.  [SPERM(I)- + -ID(E) + -INE
2.]

sper·mine (spûrùmKnÙ) n.  A crystalline polyamine compound, C10H26N4, 

present in ribosomes and found widely in living tissues along with spermidine. It 

was originally isolated from semen. 

sper·mi·o·gen·e·sis (spûrÙmK-o-jHnùV-sVs) n.  Transformation of a spermatid 

into a spermatozoon.  [New Latin spermium, spermatozoon (probably from Late 

Latin sperma, semen); see SPERM
1 + -GENESIS.] —sperÙmi·o·ge·netùic (-jN-

nHtùVk) adj. 

spermo- pref.  Variant of spermi-. 
sper·mo·go·ni·um (spûrÙmN-goùnK-Nm) n.  Botany. Variant of spermago-
nium. 

sperm oil (spûrm oil) n.  A yellow, waxy oil obtained from the head of the 

sperm whale and used as an industrial lubricant. 

sperm·o·phile (spûrùmN-fXlÙ) n.  The ground squirrel. 

sperm whale (spûrm hw7l) n.  Any of several large, toothed whales of the 

family Physeteridae, especially Physeter catodon or P. macrocephalus, of tropical 

and temperate oceans, whose massive head has a cavity containing sperm oil and 

spermaceti and whose long intestines often contain ambergris.  Also called cacha-

lot 

Sper·ry (spHrùK), Elmer Ambrose. 1860-1930.  American engineer and inven-

tor of numerous electrical devices, including the gyrocompass, a nonmagnetic 

navigational aid (1910). 

Sper·ry (spHrùK), Roger Wolcott. Born 1913.  American neurobiologist. He 

shared a 1981 Nobel Prize for studies of the organization and functioning of the 

brain. 

sper·ry·lite (spHrùV-lXtÙ) n.  A white crystalline platinum mineral, essentially 

PtAs2.  [After Francis L. Sperry, 19th-century Canadian chemist.]

spes·sar·tite (spHsùNr-tXtÙ) also spes·sar·tine (-tKnÙ) n.  A red to brownish-red 

mineral of the garnet group, Mn3Al2(SiO4)3.  [French, after Spessart, a hilly area 

of central Germany.]



spew (spyu) v.  spewed, spew·ing, spews.  —  v.  tr. 1. To send or force out 

in or as if in a stream; eject forcefully or in large amounts:  a volcano that spewed 

molten lava; spewed invective at his opponent.  2. To vomit or otherwise cast out 

through the mouth.   —  v.  intr. 1. To flow or gush forth:  Water was spewing 

from the hydrant.  2. To vomit.   —  n.  Something spewed.  [Middle English spe-

wen, from Old English spXwan.] —spewùer n. 

Spey·er (spXr, spXùNr, shpXùNr) also Spires (spXrz)  A city of southwest West Ger-

many on the Rhine River. It became a free imperial city in 1111. Population, 

43,748. 

SPF also spf abbr.  Sun protection factor. 

sp gr abbr.  Specific gravity. 

sphag·num (sf4gùnNm) n.  Any of various pale or ashy mosses of the genus 

Sphagnum, the decomposed remains of which form peat.  [New Latin, from Latin 

sphagnos, a kind of moss, from Greek, a kind of shrub.] —sphagùnous adj. 

sphal·er·ite (sf4lùN-rXtÙ) n.  The primary ore of zinc, occurring in usually yel-

low-brown or brownish-black crystals or cleavage masses, essentially ZnS with 

some cadmium, iron, and manganese.  Also called blende, zinc blende.  [Greek 

sphaleros, slippery, deceitful (from sphallein, to trip, from its being easily mis-

taken for galena) + -ITE
1.]

sphen- pref.  Variant of spheno-. 
sphene (sfKn) n.  A titanium accessory mineral in some granite and metamor-

phic rocks, CaTiSiO5, occurring in usually small brown or yellow crystals and 

sometimes used as a gemstone.  Also called titanite [French sphène, from Greek 

sphKn, wedge.]

sphe·nic (sfKùnVk) adj.  Shaped like a wedge. 

spheno-  or sphen- pref.  Wedge; wedge-shaped:  sphenodon.  [Greek sphKno-, 

from sphKn, wedge.]

sphe·no·don (sfKùnN-dmnÙ, sfHnùN-) n.  See tuatara. 
sphe·no·gram (sfKùnN-gr4mÙ, sfHnùN-) n.  A cuneiform character. 

sphe·noid (sfKùnoidÙ) n.  The sphenoid bone.   —  adj.  1. Wedge-shaped.  

2. Of or relating to the sphenoid bone.   —sphe·noiùdal (-noidùl) adj. 

sphenoid bone (sfKùnoidÙ bon) n.  A compound bone with winglike pro-

cesses, situated at the base of the skull. 

spher- pref.  Variant of sphero-. 
spher·al (sfîrùNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or having the shape of a sphere; spheri-

cal.  2. Symmetrical. 

sphere (sfVr) n.  1. Mathematics. A three-dimensional surface, all points of 

which are equidistant from a fixed point.  2. A spherical object or figure.  3. A 

celestial body, such as a planet or star.  4. The sky, appearing as a hemisphere to 

an observer:  the sphere of the heavens.  5. Any of a series of concentric, transpar-

ent, revolving globes that together were once thought to contain the moon, sun, 



planets, and stars.  6. The extent of a person’s knowledge, interests, or social posi-

tion.  7. An area of power, control, or influence; domain.  See Synonyms at field.   
—  v.  tr. sphered, spher·ing, spheres. 1. To form into a sphere.  2. To put in 

or within a sphere.  3. To surround or encompass.  [Middle English spere, from 

Old French espere, from Latin sphaera, from Greek sphaira.] —sphe·ricùi·ty 
(sfîr-VsùV-tK) n. 

sphere of influence (sfVr ƒv Vnùflu-Nns) n.  pl. spheres of influence. A 

territorial area over which political or economic influence is wielded by one 

nation. 

spher·i·cal (sfîrùV-kNl, sfHrù-) also spher·ic (-Vk) adj.  1. a. Having the shape of 

a sphere; globular.  b. Having a shape approximating that of a sphere.   2. Of or 

relating to a sphere.  3. Of or relating to celestial bodies.   —spherùi·cal·ly adv.  

—spherùi·cal·ness n. 

spherical aberration (sfîrùV-kNl 4bÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  A blurred image that 

occurs when light from the margin of a lens or mirror with a spherical surface 

comes to a shorter focus than light from the central portion. 

spherical angle (sfîrùV-kNl 4ngùgNl) n.  Mathematics. The angle formed at the 

intersection of the arcs of two great circles. 

spher·i·cal-co·or·di·nate system (sfîrÙV-kNl-ko-ôrùdn-Vt sVsùtNm, -7tÙ, 

sfHrù-) n.  Mathematics. A three-dimensional system for locating points in space 

by means of a radius vector and two angles measured from the center of a sphere 

with respect to two arbitrary, fixed, perpendicular directions. 

spherical excess (sfîrùV-kNl Vk-sHsù) n.  Mathematics. The difference between 

the sum of the angles of a spherical triangle and the sum of the angles of a plane 

triangle. 

spherical geometry (sfîrùV-kNl jK-mmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. The geometry 

of circles, angles, and figures on the surface of a sphere. 

spherical polygon (sfîrùV-kNl pmlùK-gmnÙ) n.  A part of a spherical surface 

that is bounded by arcs of three or more great circles. 

spherical triangle (sfîrùV-kNl trXù4ngÙgNl) n.  A triangle the three sides of 

which are arcs of great circles. 

spherical trigonometry (sfîrùV-kNl trVgÙN-nmmùV-trK) n.  Mathematics. The 

modified form of trigonometry applied to spherical triangles. 

spher·ics1 (sfîrùVks, sfHrù-) n.  (used with a sing. verb). Mathematics. 1. Spherical 

geometry.  2. Spherical trigonometry. 

spher·ics2 (sfîrùVks, sfHrù-) n.  Variant of sferics. 
sphero-  or spher- pref.  Sphere:  spherometer.  [Latin sphaero-, from Greek 

sphairo-, from sphaira, sphere.]

sphe·roid (sfîrùoidÙ, sfHrù-) n.  A body that is shaped like a sphere but is not 

perfectly round, especially an ellipsoid that is generated by revolving an ellipse 



around one of its axes.   —sphe·roiùdal (-oidùl), sphe·roiùdic (-oiùdVk)  adj.  

—sphe·roiùdal·ly adv.  —spheÙroi·dicùi·ty (-dVsùV-tK) n. 

sphe·rom·e·ter (sfV-rmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the curvature 

of a surface, as of a sphere or cylinder. 

spher·o·plast (sfîrùN-pl4stÙ, sfHrù-) n.  A bacterial cell whose cell wall is absent 

or deficient, causing it to have a spherical form. 

spher·ule (sfîrùul, -yul, sfHrù-) n.  A miniature sphere; a globule.  [Late Latin 

sphaerula, diminutive of Latin sphaera, ball. See SPHERE.] —spherùu·lar (sfîrùyN-

lNr, sfHrù-) adj. 

spher·u·lite (sfîrùyN-lXtÙ, -N-lXtÙ, sfHrù-) n.  A small, usually spheroid body con-

sisting of radiating crystals, found in obsidian and other glassy lava rocks.   
—spherÙu·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

spher·y (sfîrùK) adj.  spher·i·er, spher·i·est. 1. Of or relating to the celestial 

spheres.  2. Resembling a celestial body. 

sphinc·ter (sfVngkùtNr) n.  A ringlike muscle that normally maintains constric-

tion of a body passage or orifice and that relaxes as required by normal physiolog-

ical functioning.  [Late Latin sphinctKr, from Greek sphinktKr, from sphingein, to 

bind tight.] —sphincùter·al adj. 

sphin·ges (sfVnùjKzÙ) n.  A plural of sphinx. 
sphin·gid (sfVnùjVd) n.  A moth of the family Sphingidae; a hawk moth.   —  adj.  

Of or belonging to the family Sphingidae.  [From New Latin Sphingidae, family 

name, from Sphinx, type genus, from Latin, sphinx. See SPHINX.]

sphin·go·sine (sfVngùgN-sKnÙ) n.  A basic, long-chain, unsaturated amino alco-

hol, C18H37NO2, found combined with lipids in the brain and in nerve tissue.  

[Greek sphingos, genitive of sphinx, sphinx + -INE
2.]

sphinx (sfVngks) n.  pl. sphinx·es or sphin·ges (sfVnùjKzÙ). 1. Mythology. A fig-

ure in Egyptian myth having the body of a lion and the head of a man, ram, or 

hawk.  2. Greek Mythology. A winged creature having the head of a woman and 

the body of a lion, noted for killing those who could not answer its riddle.  3. A 

puzzling or mysterious person.  [Middle English Spynx, from Latin Sphinx, from 

Greek.]

sphinx moth (sfVngks môth) n.  See hawk moth. 
sphra·gis·tics (sfrN-jVsùtVks) n.  (used with a sing. verb). The study of seals and 

signets.  [French sphragistique, from Late Greek sphragistikos, of seals, from Greek 

sphragistos, stamped, sealed, from sphragis, seal.]

sp ht abbr.  Specific heat. 

sphygm- pref.  Variant of sphygmo-. 
sphyg·mic (sfVgùmVk) adj.  Physiology. Of or relating to the pulse. 

sphygmo-  or sphygm- pref.  Pulse:  sphygmograph.  [Greek sphugmo-, from 

sphugmos, pulsation, from sphuzein, sphug-, to throb.]



sphyg·mo·gram (sfVgùmN-gr4mÙ) n.  The record or tracing produced by a 

sphygmograph. 

sphyg·mo·graph (sfVgùmN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument for graphically recording 

the form, strength, and variations of the arterial pulse.   —sphygÙmo·graphùic 
adj.  —sphyg·mogùra·phy (-mmgùrN-fK) n. 

sphyg·moid (sfVgùmoidÙ) adj.  Physiology. Resembling a pulse. 

sphyg·mo·ma·nom·e·ter (sfVgÙmo-mN-nmmùV-tNr) also sphyg·mom·e·ter 
(sfVg-mmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring blood pressure in the arteries, 

especially one consisting of a pressure gauge and a rubber cuff that wraps around 

the upper arm and inflates to constrict the arteries.   
—sphygÙmo·manÙo·metùric (-m4nÙN-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—sphygÙmo·manÙo·metùri·cal·ly adv.  —sphygÙmo·ma·nomùe·try n. 

spic also spick (spVk) n.  Offensive Slang. Used as a disparaging term for a His-

panic person.  [Alteration of obsolete spig, a Mexican, short for spiggoty, perhaps 

from an accented pronunciation of (No) speak the (English).]

spi·ca (spXùkN) n.  pl. spi·cae (-kK, -sK)  or spi·cas. A bandage applied in overlap-

ping opposite spirals to immobilize a digit or limb.  [Latin spXca, ear of grain 

(from its shape).]

Spi·ca (spXùkN) n.  A spectroscopic binary star, 245 light-years from Earth, one of 

the brightest stars in the sky and the brightest star in the constellation Virgo.  

[Latin SpXca, from spXca, ear of grain.]

spi·cae (spXùkK, -sK) n.  A plural of spica. 
spic-and-span (spVkÙNn-sp4nù) adj.  Variant of spick-and-span. 
spi·cate (spXùk7tÙ) adj.  Borne in or forming a spike.  [Latin spXc7tus, from spXca, 

ear of grain.]

spic·ca·to (spV-käùto) Music. n.  pl. spic·ca·tos. A technique of bowing in which 

the bow is made to bounce slightly from the string.   —  adj.  Of or employing 

spiccato.  [Italian, past participle of spiccare, to separate  : s-, from (from Latin ex-

); see EX- + piccare, to pierce, impale (from Vulgar Latin *picc7re); see PICK
1.]

spice (spXs) n.  1. a. Any of various pungent, aromatic plant substances, such as 

cinnamon or nutmeg, used to flavor foods or beverages.  b. These substances 

considered as a group.   2. Something that adds zest or flavor.  3. A pungent 

aroma; a perfume.   —  v.  tr. spiced, spic·ing, spic·es. 1. To season with spices.  

2. To add zest or flavor to.  [Middle English, from Old French espice, from Late 

Latin speciKs, wares, spices, from Latin, kind. See SPECIES.]

spice·ber·ry (spXsùbHrÙK) n.  1. An eastern Asian shrub (Ardisia crenata) having 

numerous, long-lasting, coral-red fleshy fruit.  2. Coralberry. 

spice·bush (spXsùbtshÙ) n.  An aromatic deciduous shrub (Lindera benzoin) of 

eastern North America, having clusters of early-blooming small yellow flowers. 



spicebush swallowtail (spXsùbtshÙ swmlùm-t7lÙ) n.  A large swallowtail 

(Papilio troilus) of eastern North America that feeds on spicebushes, having dark 

forewings with yellow marginal spots and bluish-green hindwings. 

Spice Islands (spXs XùlNndz)  See Moluccas. 
spic·er·y (spXùsN-rK) n.  pl. spic·er·ies. 1. Spices considered as a group.  2. The 

aromatic or pungent quality of spices.  3. Archaic. A place where spices are stored. 

spick (spVk) n.  Offensive Slang. Variant of spic. 
spick-and-span also spic-and-span (spVkÙNn-sp4nù) adj.  1. Immaculately 

clean; spotless.  See Synonyms at neat1.  2. Brand-new; fresh.  [Short for obso-

lete spick and span-new : spick, spike (variant of SPIKE
1) + SPAN-NEW.]

spic·u·la1 (spVkùyN-lN) n.  Plural of spiculum. 
spic·u·la2 (spVkùyN-lN) n.  Variant of spicule. 
spic·u·lae (spVkùyN-lK) n.  A plural of spicule. 
spic·u·la·tion (spVkÙyN-l7ùshNn) n.  Formation into a spicule or spicules. 

spic·ule (spVkùyul) also spic·u·la (-yN-lN) n.  pl. spic·ules also spic·u·lae (-yN-

lK). A small needlelike structure or part, such as one of the silicate or calcium car-

bonate processes supporting the soft tissue of certain invertebrates, especially 

sponges.  [Latin spXculum. See SPICULUM.] —spicùu·lar (-yN-lNr), spicùu·late (-

yN-lVt, -l7tÙ)  adj. 

spic·u·lum (spVkùyN-lNm) n.  pl. spic·u·la (-lN). A spicule or similar needlelike 

structure, such as a spine of an echinoderm or a capulatory organ in a nematode.  

[Latin spXculum, diminutive of spXca, point, ear of grain.]

spic·y (spXùsK) adj.  spic·i·er, spic·i·est. 1. Having the flavor, aroma, or quality 

of spice.  2. Piquant; zesty:  a spicy tomato sauce.  3. High-spirited; lively.  

4. Slightly scandalous; risqué:  a spicy Hollywood romance.   —spicùi·ly adv.  

—spicùi·ness n. 

spi·der (spXùdNr) n.  1. Any of numerous arachnids of the order Araneae, having 

a body divided into a cephalothorax bearing eight legs, two poison fangs, and two 

feelers and an unsegmented abdomen bearing several spinnerets that produce the 

silk used to make nests, cocoons, or webs for trapping insects.  2. One that resem-

bles a spider, as in appearance, character, or movement.  3. New England & Upper 

Northern U.S. & South Atlantic U.S. See frying pan. See Regional note at frying 
pan.  4. A trivet.  [Middle English spither, from Old English spXthra. See (s)pen- 
in Appendix.]

spider crab (spXùdNr kr4b) n.  Any of various crabs, such as those of the genera 

Libinia and Macrocheira, having long legs and a relatively small triangular body. 

spider flower (spXùdNr flouùNr) n.  See cleome. 
spider lily (spXùdNr lVlùK) n.  1. Any of various bulbous, lilylike tropical Ameri-

can plants of the genus Hymenocallis, having narrow leaves and umbels of white 

flowers.  2.  See crinum. 
spider mite (spXùdNr mXt) n.  See red spider. 



spider monkey (spXùdNr mƒngùkK) n.  Any of several tropical American mon-

keys of the genus Ateles, having long legs and a long prehensile tail and lacking a 

thumb. 

spi·der·wort (spXùdNr-wûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various New World herbs of 

the genus Tradescantia, especially T. virginiana, having three-petaled blue or pur-

ple flowers with six hairy stamens.  [Probably from its thin, hairy stamens.]

spi·der·y (spXùdN-rK) adj.  1. a. Resembling a spider in form, characteristics, or 

behavior.  b. Resembling a spider’s web; very fine:  spidery handwriting.   

2. Infested with spiders. 

spied (spXd) v.  Past tense and past participle of spy. 
spie·gel (spKùgNl) n.  Spiegeleisen.  [Short for SPIEGELEISEN.]

spie·gel·ei·sen (spKùgN-lXÙzNn) n.  An alloy of iron containing approximately 

15 percent manganese and small quantities of carbon and silicon, used in the 

Bessemer process.  [German  : Spiegel, mirror (from Middle High German spiegel, 

from Old High German spiagal, from Latin speculum); see SPECULUM + Eisen, iron 

(from Middle High German Xsen, from Old High German Xsan); see eis- in 

Appendix.]

spiel (spKl, shpKl) Informal. n.  A lengthy, usually extravagant speech or argument 

intended to persuade: “I made my spiel about how I could add to this company” 

(Carl Icahn).   —  v.  spieled, spiel·ing, spiels.  —  v.  intr. tr. To talk or say 

(something) at length or extravagantly.  [German, play, or Yiddish shpil both 

from Middle High German spil, from Old High German.] —spielùer n. 

Spiel·berg (spKlùbûrgÙ), Steven. Born 1946.  American film director whose 

works include Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) and E.T. (1982). 

spies (spXz) n.  Plural of spy.  —  v.  Third person singular present tense of spy. 
spiff (spVf) Informal. v.  tr. spiffed, spiff·ing, spiffs. To make attractive, stylish, 

or up-to-date:  spiffed up the the old storefront.   —  n.  Attractiveness or charm in 

appearance, dress, or manners: “He may need more than spiff to get him through 

the bad patches ahead” (James Wolcott).  [Possibly from dialectal spiff, well-

dressed.]

spiff·y (spVfùK) Informal. adj.  spiff·i·er, spiff·i·est. Smart in appearance or 

dress; stylish.   —  v.  tr. spiff·ied, spiff·y·ing, spiff·ies. To make attractive, 

stylish, or up-to-date:  spiffying up my wardrobe.  [Possibly from dialectal spiff, 

dandified.] —spiffùi·ly adv.  —spiffùi·ness n. 

spig·ot (spVgùNt) n.  1. A faucet.  2. A wooden faucet placed in the bunghole of a 

cask.  3. The vent plug of a cask.  [Middle English, perhaps from Old French 

*espigot, diminutive of Old Provençal espiga, ear of grain, from Latin spXca.]

spike1 (spXk) n.  1. a. A long, thick, sharp-pointed piece of wood or metal.  b. A 

heavy nail.   2. A sharp-pointed projection along the top of a fence or wall.  

3. a. One of several sharp metal projections set in the sole or in the sole and heel 

of an athletic shoe for grip.  b. A pair of athletic shoes having such projections.   



4. spikes. A pair of spike heels.  5. An unbranched antler of a young deer.  6. A 

young mackerel of small size, usually 15 centimeters (6 inches) or less in length.  

7. A sharp rise followed by a sharp decline in a graph or in the tracing of a scien-

tific instrument.  8. a. Sports. The act of driving a volleyball at a sharp angle into 

the opponent’s court by jumping near the net and hitting the ball down hard 

from above.  b. Football. The act of slamming the ball to the ground after suc-

ceeding in an important play, as after scoring a touchdown.    —  v.  tr. spiked, 
spik·ing, spikes. 1. To secure or provide with a spike.  2. To impale, pierce, or 

injure with a spike.  3. Informal. To put an end to; block:  spike a rumor.  

4. Informal. To add alcoholic liquor to:  The punch was spiked with rum.  

5. Sports. To drive (a ball) in a spike.  6. To render (a muzzleloading gun) useless 

by driving a spike into the vent.  [Middle English, from Old Norse spXk.] 
—spiked adj. 

spike2 (spXk) n.  1. An ear of grain, as of wheat.  2. Botany. A usually elongated, 

unbranched inflorescence with stalkless flowers arranged along an axis.  [Middle 

English, from Latin spXca.]

spike heel (spXk hKl) n.  1. A very thin high heel used on a woman’s shoe.  2. A 

woman’s shoe with a very thin high heel. 

spike lavender (spXk l4vùNn-dNr) n.  An aromatic Mediterranean plant 

(Lavandula latifolia) of the mint family, yielding an oil similar to that of true lav-

ender. 

spike·let (spXkùlVt) n.  A small or secondary spike, characteristic of grasses and 

sedges, having a varying number of reduced flowers each subtended by one or 

two scalelike bracts. 

spike·nard (spXkùnärdÙ) n.  1. An aromatic perennial herb (Nardostachys jata-

mansi) of the Himalaya Mountains, having rose-purple flowers.  Also called nard 

2. An ointment of antiquity, probably prepared from this aromatic plant of 

India.  3. A North American plant (Aralia racemosa) having small greenish flow-

ers, aromatic roots, and bipinnately compound leaves.  [Middle English, from 

Anglo-Norman, from Medieval Latin spXca nardX : Latin spXca, spike, ear + Latin 

nardX, genitive of nardus, nard.]

spik·y (spXùkK) adj.  spik·i·er, spik·i·est. 1. Having one or more projecting 

sharp points.  2. Grouchy or cross in temperament.   —spikùi·ly adv.  

—spikùi·ness n. 

spile (spXl) n.  1. A post used as a foundation; a pile.  2. A wooden plug; a bung.  

3. A spigot used in taking sap from a tree.   —  v.  tr. spiled, spil·ing, spiles. To 

support, plug, or tap with a spile.  [Dutch spijl, wooden pin, from Middle Dutch 

spXle.]

spill1 (spVl) v.  spilled or spilt (spVlt), spill·ing, spills.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause or 

allow (a substance) to run or fall out of a container.  2. To scatter (objects) from 

containment:  spilled the armload of books on the desk.  3. To shed (blood).  



4. Nautical. a. To relieve the pressure of wind on (a sail).  b. To cause or allow 

(wind) to be lost from a sail.   5. To cause to fall:  The rider was spilled by his horse.  

6. Informal. To disclose (something previously unknown); divulge:  The witness 

spilled all the details about the suspect.   —  v.  intr. 1. To run or fall out of a con-

tainer or containment.  2. To come to the ground suddenly and involuntarily.  

3. To pour out or spread beyond limits:  Fans spilled onto the playing field.   —  n.  

1. The act of spilling.  2. An amount spilled.  3. A fall, as from a horse.  4. A 

spillway.  [Middle English spillen, to shed blood, to spill, from Old English spillan, 

to kill.] —spillùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: One is not supposed to cry over spilled milk, but at one time

the word spill was associated with many tears. Old English spillan, the ancestor of

Modern English spill, had meanings such as “to destroy, mutilate, kill.” The hints

of its future life in connection with substances falling out of containers, often

wastefully, were contained in the senses “to waste” and “to shed blood.” But many

people, castles, and fortunes were “spilled” before people started spilling milk, at

least judging from the recorded evidence. Spill is first recorded in the sense “to

cause a substance to fall out of a container” in a work composed in the 14th cen-

tury. Since then, much water, milk, and gravy have been spilled, while most of the

senses having to do with destruction and bloodshed have become obsolete or ar-

chaic.

spill2 (spVl) n.  1. A piece of wood or rolled paper used to light a fire.  2. A small 

peg or rod, especially one used as a plug; a spile.  [Middle English spille.]

spill·age (spVlùVj) n.  1. The act of spilling.  2. An amount spilled. 

Spil·lane (spN-l7nù), Mickey. Born 1918.  American writer known for his vio-

lent detective novels that feature the hard-boiled detective Mike Hammer. 

spill·back (spVlùb4kÙ) n.  Arrested traffic flow in which vehicles that are stopped 

partway through an intersection because of a blockage ahead prevent crossing 

traffic from moving. 

spil·li·kin (spVlùV-kVn) n.  Games. 1. spillikins. (used with a sing. verb). The game 

of jackstraws.  2. One of the straws used in playing jackstraws.  [Probably alter-

ation of Flemish spelleken, diminutive of spelle, pin, from Middle Flemish, ulti-

mately from Medieval Latin spXnula, diminutive of Latin spXna, thorn.]

spill·o·ver (spVlùoÙvNr) n.  1. The act or an instance of spilling over.  2. An 

amount or a quantity spilled over.  3. A side effect arising from or as if from an 

unpredicted source:  The income from their garage sale was a spillover from their 

habit of not throwing anything away. 

spill·way (spVlùw7Ù) n.  A channel for an overflow of water, as from a reservoir. 

spilt (spVlt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of spill1. 
spilth (spVlth) n.  1. The act of spilling.  2. An amount spilled.  [From SPILL

1.]



spin (spVn) v.  spun (spƒn), spin·ning, spins.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To draw out and 

twist (fibers) into thread.  b. To form (thread or yarn) in this manner.   2. To 

form (a web or cocoon, for example) by extruding viscous filaments.  3. To make 

or produce by or as if by drawing out and twisting.  4. a. To tell, especially imagi-

natively:  spun tales for the children.  b. To prolong or extend:  spin out a visit with 

an old friend.   5. To cause to rotate swiftly; twirl.  6. To shape or manufacture by 

a twirling or rotating process.  7. Slang. To play (a phonograph record or 

records), especially as a disc jockey.   —  v.  intr. 1. To make thread or yarn by 

drawing out and twisting fibers.  2. To extrude viscous filaments, forming a web 

or cocoon.  3. To rotate rapidly; whirl.  See Synonyms at turn.  4. To seem to be 

whirling, as from dizziness; reel:  My head spun after doing a cartwheel.  5. To ride 

or drive rapidly.  6. To fish with a light rod, lure, and line and a reel with a sta-

tionary spool.   —  n.  1. The act of spinning.  2. A swift whirling motion.  3. A 

state of mental confusion.  4. Informal. A short drive in a vehicle:  took a spin in 

the new car.  5. The flight condition of an aircraft in a nose-down, spiraling, 

stalled descent.  6. a. The distinctive complex of connotations or implications 

inherent in a point of view: “Dryden... was adept at putting spin on an apparently 

neutral recital of facts” (Robert M. Adams).  b. Distinctive character; style:  an 

innovative chef who puts a new spin on traditional fare.  c. Slang. Interpretation, 

especially of a politician’s words, promulgated to sway public opinion.   

7. Physics. a. The intrinsic angular momentum of a subatomic particle.  Also 

called spin angular momentum b. The total angular momentum of an atomic 

nucleus.  c. A quantum number expressing spin angular momentum.    
—phrasal verbs. spin off. To derive (a company or product, for example) 

from something larger.  spin out. To rotate out of control, as a skidding car leav-

ing a roadway.   —idiom. spin (one’s) wheels. Informal. To expend effort with 

no result.  [Middle English spinnen, from Old English spinnan. See (s)pen- in 

Appendix.]

spi·na bif·i·da (spXÙnN bVfùV-dN) n.  A congenital defect in which the spinal col-

umn is imperfectly closed so that part of the meninges or spinal cord protrudes, 

often resulting in hydrocephalus and other neurological disorders.  Also called 

schistorrhachis [New Latin spXna bifida : Latin spXna, spine + Latin bifida, femi-

nine of bifidus, split in two.]

spin·ach (spVnùVch) n.  1. A widely cultivated southwest Asian plant (Spinacia 

oleracea) having succulent, edible leaves.  2. The leaves of this plant, eaten as a 

vegetable.  [Middle English, from Old French espinache, from Medieval Latin 

spin7chium, from Arabic ’isf7n7T, from Persian aspan7kh.]

spi·nal (spXùnNl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or situated near the spine or spinal cord; 

vertebral:  spinal injury.  2. Resembling a spine or spinous part.   —  n.  An anes-

thetic injected into the spinal cord to induce partial or complete anesthesia.   
—spiùnal·ly adv. 



spinal anesthesia (spXùnNl 4nÙVs-thKùzhN) n.  Partial or complete anesthesia 

produced by injecting an anesthetic into the spinal canal. 

spinal canal (spXùnNl kN-n4lù) n.  The passage formed by successive openings in 

the articulated vertebrae through which the spinal cord and its membranes pass.  

Also called vertebral canal 

spinal column (spXùnNl kmlùNm) n.  The series of articulated vertebrae, sepa-

rated by intervertebral disks and held together by muscles and tendons, that 

extends from the cranium to the coccyx or the end of the tail, encasing the spinal 

cord and forming the supporting axis of the body; the spine.  Also called vertebral 

column 

spinal cord (spXùnNl kôrd) n.  The thick, whitish cord of nerve tissue that 

extends from the medulla oblongata down through the spinal column and from 

which the spinal nerves branch off to various parts of the body. 

spinal ganglion (spXùnNl g4ngùglK-Nn) n.  Any of the sensory ganglia situated 

on the dorsal root of each spinal nerve. 

spinal meningitis (spXùnNl mHnÙVn-jXùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the membranes 

enclosing the spinal cord, especially a usually fatal form that affects infants and 

young children and is caused by a strain of gram-negative bacteria (Hemophilus 

influenzae) formerly thought to cause influenza. 

spinal nerve (spXùnNl nûrv) n.  Any of the nerves that arise in pairs from the 

spinal cord. There are 31 pairs of spinal nerves in the human body. 

spin angular momentum (spVn 4ngùgyN-lNr mo-mHnùtNm) n.  Physics. See 

spin (n., sense 7a). 

spin control (spVn kNn-trolù) n.  Slang. Efforts made especially by politicians to 

ensure a favorable interpretation of their words and actions: “Frequently events 

matter less than... spin control—who in which campaign can explain why something 

doesn’t mean what it seems” (Edward M. Kennedy). 

spin·dle (spVnùdl) n.  1. a. A rod or pin, tapered at the ends, on which fibers are 

spun by hand into thread and then wound.  b. A similar rod or pin used for spin-

ning on a spinning wheel.  c. A pin or rod holding a bobbin or spool on which 

thread is wound on an automated spinning machine.   2. Any of various mechan-

ical parts that revolve or serve as axes for larger revolving parts, as in a lock, an 

axle, a phonograph turntable, or a lathe.  3. Any of various long, thin, stationary 

rods, as: a. A spike on which papers may be impaled.  b. A baluster.   4. Biology. 

The spindle-shaped achromatic structure, composed of microtubules, along 

which the chromosomes are distributed in mitosis and meiosis.  5. Coastal New 

Jersey. See dragonfly. See Regional note at dragonfly.   —  v.  spin·dled, 
spin·dling, spin·dles.  —  v.  tr. To impale or perforate on a spindle:  Do not 

fold, spindle, or mutilate this card.   —  v.  intr. To grow into a thin, elongated, or 

weak form.  [Middle English spindel, alteration of Old English spinel. See (s)pen- 
in Appendix.]



spindle cell (spVnùdl sHl) n.  A spindle-shaped cell characteristic of certain 

tumors. 

spindle fiber (spVnùdl fXùbNr) n.  One of a network of achromatic filaments 

that extend inward from the poles of a dividing cell, forming a spindle-shaped 

figure. 

spindle tree (spVnùdl trK) n.  Any of various shrubs or trees of the genus Euony-

mus, having brightly colored, arillate seeds and small, greenish or purplish axil-

lary flowers.  [So called because the wood is often used to make spindles.]

spin·dling (spVndùlVng) adj.  Spindly. 

spin·dly (spVndùlK) adj.  spin·dli·er, spin·dli·est. Slender and elongated, espe-

cially in a way that suggests weakness. 

spin-doc·tor (spVnùdmkÙtNr) n.  Slang. A representative for a person, especially a 

politician, who publicizes favorable interpretations of that person’s words or 

actions: “Some inconspicuous remark... could come back to haunt either candidate; 

the pundits’ and spin-doctors’ remarks could change public perceptions of the debate” 

(Newsweek). 

spin·drift (spVnùdrVftÙ) n.  Windblown sea spray.  Also called spoondrift [Variant 

of Scots spenedrift : spene (variant of obsolete spoon, to run before the wind) + 

DRIFT.]

spine (spXn) n.  1. The spinal column of a vertebrate.  2. Zoology. Any of various 

pointed projections, processes, or appendages of animals.  3. Botany. A strong, 

sharp-pointed, usually woody outgrowth from a stem or leaf; a thorn.  

4. Something that resembles or suggests a backbone, as: a. The hinged back of a 

book.  b. The crest of a ridge.   5. Strength of character; courage or willpower.  

[Middle English, from Old French espine, from Latin spXna.]

spi·nel also spi·nelle (spV-nHlù) n.  A hard, variously colored mineral with com-

position MgAl2O4, with iron, zinc, or manganese sometimes partly or wholly 

replacing magnesium. The red variety is valued as a gem and is sometimes con-

fused with ruby.  [Italian spinella, diminutive of spina, thorn (from its sharply 

pointed crystals), from Latin spXna.]

spine·less (spXnùlVs) adj.  1. Lacking courage or willpower.  2. Biology. 

a. Having no spiny processes.  b. Lacking a spinal column; invertebrate.    
—spineùless·ly adv.  —spineùless·ness n. 

spi·nelle (spV-nHlù) n.  Variant of spinel. 
spi·nes·cent (spX-nHsùNnt) adj.  Biology. 1. Having a spine or spines.  

2. Terminating in a spine.  [Late Latin spXnKscKns, spXnKscent- present participle of 

spXnKscere, to become thorny, from Latin spXna, thorn.] —spi·nesùcence n. 

spin·et (spVnùVt) n.  Music. 1. a. A small, compact upright piano.  b. A small, 

compact upright electronic organ.   2. A small harpsichord with a single key-

board.  [Obsolete French espinette, from Italian spinetta, perhaps diminutive of 



spXna, thorn (presumably so called because the strings of the original instrument 

were plucked with quills). See SPINEL.]

Spin·garn (spVnùgärnÙ), Joel Elias. 1875-1939.  American poet and critic. He 

was a founder (1909) and president (1930-1939) of the National Association for 

the Advancement of Colored People. 

spi·nif·er·ous (spX-nVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Biology. Spine-bearing; spiny.  [From Late 

Latin spXnifer : Latin spXna, thorn + Latin -fer, -fer.]

spi·ni·fex (spXùnN-fHksÙ) n.  Any of various clump-forming, perennial Austra-

lian grasses, chiefly of the genus Triodia, growing in arid regions and having awl-

shaped, pointed leaves.  [New Latin SpXnifex, former genus name  : Latin spXna, 

thorn + Latin -fex; see dhK- in Appendix.]

spin·na·ker (spVnùN-kNr) n.  Nautical. A large triangular sail set on a spar that 

swings out opposite the mainsail, used on racing yachts when running before the 

wind.  [Origin unknown.]

spin·ner (spVnùNr) n.  1. One that spins:  a spinner of flax; a spinner of tall tales.  

2. A fishing lure that rotates rapidly.  3. A fairing fitted over the hub of the pro-

peller in some aircraft.  4. Games. A device consisting of a dial and an arrow that 

is spun to indicate the next move in some board games. 

spin·ner·et (spVnÙN-rHtù) n.  1. Any of various tubular structures from which 

spiders and certain insect larvae, such as silkworms, secrete the silk threads from 

which they form webs or cocoons.  2. A device for making rayon, nylon, and 

other synthetic fibers, consisting of a plate pierced with holes through which plas-

tic material is extruded in filaments. 

spin·ney (spVnùK) n.  pl. spin·neys. Chiefly British. A small grove; a copse.  

[Obsolete French espinoi, from Old French espinei, thorny place, from Vulgar 

Latin *spXnKta, pl. of Latin spXnKtum, thorn hedge, from spXna, thorn.]

spin·ning (spVnùVng) n.  1. The process of making fibrous material into yarn or 

thread.  2. The act of fishing with a light rod, lure, and line and a reel with a sta-

tionary spool. 

spinning frame (spVnùVng fr7m) n.  A machine that draws and twists fibers 

into yarn and winds it on spindles. 

spinning jenny (spVnùVng jHnùK) n.  An early form of spinning machine having 

several spindles. 

spinning wheel (spVnùVng hwKl) n.  An apparatus for making yarn or thread, 

consisting of a foot-driven or hand-driven wheel and a single spindle. 

spi·no·cer·e·bel·lar (spXÙno-sHrÙN-bHlùNr) adj.  Of, relating to, or involving 

both the spinal cord and the cerebellum:  spinocerebellar degeneration. 

spin·off  or spin-off (spVnùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. a. A divestiture by a corporation of a 

division or subsidiary by issuing to stockholders shares in a new company set up 

to continue the operations of the division or subsidiary.  b. The new company 

formed by such a divestiture.   2. Something, such as a product, that is derived 



from something larger and more or less unrelated; a byproduct.  3. Something 

derived from an earlier work, such as a television show starring a character who 

had a popular minor role in another show. 

spi·nose (spXùnosÙ) adj.  Bearing spines; spiny:  a spinose plant.  [Latin spXnosus, 

from spXna, thorn.] —spiùnoseÙly adv.  —spi·nosùi·ty (-nmsùV-tK) n. 

spi·nous (spXùnNs) adj.  1. Resembling a spine or thorn.  2. Having spines or 

similar projections; spiny. 

spinous process (spXùnNs prmsùHsÙ) n.  The long rearward projection from the 

arch of a vertebra that provides a point of attachment for muscles and ligaments. 

spin·out (spVnùoutÙ) n.  An instance of spinning out:  a motorist who was injured 

in a spinout. 

Spi·no·za (spV-noùzN), Baruch or Benedict. 1632-1677.  Dutch philosopher 

and theologian whose controversial pantheistic doctrine advocated an intellectual 

love of God. His best-known work is Ethics (1677). 

Spi·no·zism (spV-noùzVzÙNm) n.  Philosophy. A monistic approach to philosophy 

in which all reality is held to consist of one substance, usually termed God or 

Nature, of which minds and bodies are both attributes.  [After Baruch SPINOZA.] 
—Spi·noùzist adj. , n.  —Spi·no·zisùtic adj. 

spin·ster (spVnùstNr) n.  1. A woman who has remained single beyond the con-

ventional age for marrying.  2. A single woman.  3. A person whose occupation is 

spinning.  [Middle English spinnestere, female spinner of thread  : spinnen, to 

spin; see SPIN + -estere, -ster, -ster.] —spinùster·hoodÙ n.  —spinùster·ish, 
spinùster·ly adj. 

spin·thar·i·scope (spVn-th4rùV-skopÙ) n.  A device for observing individual 

scintillations produced by ionizing radiation, as one consisting of a tube with a 

magnifying lens at one end and a phosphorescent screen and speck of radioactive 

salt at the other.  [Greek spintharis, spark + -SCOPE.] —spin·tharÙi·scopùic (-

skmpùVk) adj. 

spin-the-bot·tle (spVnÙthN-bmtùl) n.  Games. A game in which players take 

turns spinning a bottle and kissing the person it points toward when it comes to 

rest. 

spin·to (spVnùto) adj.  Music. Of, relating to, or being a lyric operatic voice with 

some attributes of the dramatic voice:  a spinto soprano.  [Italian, past participle of 

spingere, to push, from Vulgar Latin *expingere : Latin ex-, ex- + Latin pangere, to 

fasten; see IMPINGE.] —spinùto n. 

spi·nule (spXnùyul) n.  A small spine or thorn.  [Latin spXnula, diminutive of 

spXna, thorn.]

spi·nu·lose (spXnùyN-losÙ) also spi·nu·lous (spXùnyN-lNs) adj.  1. Having 

spinules; minutely spiny.  2. Shaped like a spinule. 



spin wave (spVn w7v) n.  Physics. A wave propagated through a crystal lattice as 

a result of shifts in atomic magnetic fields associated with the spin angular 

momentum of electrons in the lattice. 

spin·y (spXùnK) adj.  spin·i·er, spin·i·est. 1. Bearing or covered with spines, 

thorns, or similar stiff projections.  2. Shaped like a spine.  3. Difficult; trouble-

some.   —spinùi·ness n. 

spiny anteater (spXùnK 4ntùKÙtNr) n.  See echidna. 
spin·y-finned (spXùnK-fVndÙ) adj.  Having fins supported by sharp, spiny, 

inflexible rays. Used of a fish. 

spin·y-head·ed worm (spXùnK-hHdÙVd wûrm) n.  Any of various worms of 

the phylum Acanthocephala that live parasitically in the intestines of vertebrates 

and are characterized by a cylindrical, retractile proboscis that bears many rows of 

hooked spines.  Also called acanthocephalan 

spiny lobster (spXùnK lmbùstNr) n.  Any of various edible marine decapod crus-

taceans of the family Palinuridae, having a spiny carapace and lacking the large 

pincers characteristic of true lobsters.  Also called crayfish, langouste, rock lobster, 

sea crayfish. 

spin·y-rayed (spXùnK-r7dÙ) adj.  Spiny-finned. 

spir·a·cle (spVrùN-kNl, spXùrN-) n.  1. Zoology. A respiratory aperture, especially: 

a. Any of several tracheal openings in the exoskeleton of an insect or a spider.  

b. A small respiratory opening behind the eye of certain fishes, such as sharks, 

rays, and skates.  c. The blowhole of a cetacean.   2. An aperture or opening 

through which air is admitted and expelled.  [Middle English, from Latin 

spXr7culum, from spXr7re, to breathe.] —spi·racùu·lar (spX-r4kùyN-lNr, spV-) adj. 

spi·rae·a (spX-rKùN) n.  Variant of spirea. 
spi·ral (spXùrNl) n.  1. a. A curve on a plane that winds around a fixed center 

point at a continuously increasing or decreasing distance from the point.  b. A 

three-dimensional curve that turns around an axis at a constant or continuously 

varying distance while moving parallel to the axis; a helix.  c. Something having 

the form of such a curve:  a spiral of black smoke.   2. Printing. A spiral binding.  

3. The course or flight path of an object rotating on its longitudinal axis.  4. A 

continuously accelerating increase or decrease:  the wage-price spiral.   —  adj.  

1. Of or resembling a spiral.  2. Circling around a center at a continuously 

increasing or decreasing distance.  3. Coiling around an axis in a constantly 

changing series of planes; helical.  4. Printing. Relating to or having a spiral bind-

ing:  a spiral notebook.   —  v.  spi·raled also spi·ralled, spi·ral·ing also 

spi·ral·ling, spi·rals also spi·rals.  —  v.  intr. 1. To take a spiral form or course.  

2. To rise or fall with steady acceleration.   —  v.  tr. To cause to take a spiral form 

or course.  [Medieval Latin spXr7lis, of a spiral, from Latin spXra, coil. See SPIRE
2.] 

—spi·ralùi·ty (spX-r4lùV-tK) n.  —spiùral·ly adv. 



spiral binding (spXùrNl bXnùdVng) n.  Printing. A binding for notebooks and 

booklets in which a cylindrical spiral of wire or plastic is passed through a row of 

punched holes at the edge of a tablet.   —spiùral-boundÙ (spXùrNl-boundÙ) adj. 

spiral galaxy (spXùrNl g4lùNk-sK) n.  A galaxy having a spiral structure. 

spi·rant (spXùrNnt) Linguistics. n.  See fricative.   —  adj.  Fricative.  [Latin 

spXr7ns, spXrant- present participle of spXr7re, to breathe.]

spire1 (spXr) n.  1. A top part or point that tapers upward; a pinnacle.  2. A struc-

ture or formation, such as a steeple, that tapers to a point at the top.  3. A slender, 

tapering part, such as a newly sprouting blade of grass.   —  v.  spired, spir·ing, 
spires.  —  v.  tr. To furnish with a spire.   —  v.  intr. To rise and taper steeply.  

[Middle English, from Old English spXr.]
spire2 (spXr) n.  1. a. A spiral.  b. A single turn of a spiral; a whorl.   2. The area 

farthest from the aperture and nearest the apex on a coiled gastropod shell.  

[Latin spXra, coil, from Greek speira.]

spi·re·a also spi·rae·a (spX-rKùN) n.  1. Any of various shrubs of the genus Spi-

raea of the rose family, having clusters of small white or pink flowers and includ-

ing the bridal wreath, hardhack, and meadowsweet.  2.  See astilbe.  [Latin 

spiraea, meadowsweet, from Greek speiraia, privet, from speira, coil.]

spi·reme (spXùrKmÙ) also spi·rem (-rHmÙ) n.  Biology. 1. The tangle of filaments 

that appears at the beginning of the prophase portion of meiosis or mitosis.  

2. Any of these filaments.  [German Spirem, from Greek speirKma, coil, from 

speirasthai, to be coiled around, from speira, coil.]

Spires (spXrz)  See Speyer. 
spi·rif·er·ous (spX-rVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Having a spiral structure or spiral parts.  

[Probably from New Latin spXrifer : Latin spXra, coil; see SPIRE
2 + Latin -fer, -fer.]

spi·ril·lum (spX-rVlùNm) n.  pl. spi·ril·la (-rVlùN). 1. Any of various aerobic bacte-

ria of the genus Spirillum, having an elongated spiral form and bearing a tuft of 

flagella.  2. Any of various other spiral-shaped microorganisms.  [New Latin 

SpXrillum, genus name, diminutive of Latin spXra, coil. See SPIRE
2.]

spir·it (spVrùVt) n.  1. a. The vital principle or animating force within living 

beings.  b. Incorporeal consciousness.   2. The soul, considered as departing from 

the body of a person at death.  3. Spirit. The Holy Spirit.  4. Spirit. Christian 

Science. God.  5. A supernatural being, as: a. An angel or a demon.  b. A being 

inhabiting or embodying a particular place, object, or natural phenomenon.  c. A 

fairy or sprite.   6. a. The part of a human being associated with the mind, will, 

and feelings:  Though unable to join us today, they are with us in spirit.  b. The 

essential nature of a person or group.   7. A person as characterized by a stated 

quality:  He is a proud spirit.  8. a. An inclination or a tendency of a specified 

kind:  Her actions show a generous spirit.  b. A causative, activating, or essential 

principle:  The couple’s engagement was announced in a joyous spirit.   9. spirits. A 

mood or an emotional state:  The guests were in high spirits. His sour spirits put a 



damper on the gathering.  10. A particular mood or an emotional state character-

ized by vigor and animation:  sang with spirit.  11. Strong loyalty or dedication:  

team spirit.  12. The predominant mood of an occasion or a period: “The spirit of 

1776 is not dead” (Thomas Jefferson).  13. The actual though unstated sense or 

significance of something:  the spirit of the law.  14.  Often spirits. (used with a 

sing. verb). An alcohol solution of an essential or volatile substance.  15. spirits. 

An alcoholic beverage, especially distilled liquor.   —  v.  tr. spir·it·ed, 
spir·it·ing, spir·its. 1. To carry off mysteriously or secretly:  The documents had 

been spirited away.  2. To impart courage, animation, or determination to; 

inspirit.  [Middle English, from Old French espirit, from Latin spXritus, breath, 

from spXr7re, to breathe.]

spir·it·ed (spVrùV-tVd) adj.  1. Full of or characterized by animation, vigor, or 

courage:  a spirited debate.  2. Having a specified mood or nature. Often used in 

combination:  high-spirited; low-spirited.   —spirùit·ed·ly adv.  

—spirùit·ed·ness n. 

spir·it·ism (spVrùV-tVzÙNm) n.  1. The belief that the dead communicate with the 

living; spiritualism.  2. The practices or doctrines of those holding such a belief.   
—spirùit·ist n.  —spirÙit·isùtic adj. 

spirit lamp (spVrùVt l4mp) n.  A lamp that burns alcohol or other liquid fuel. 

spir·it·less (spVrùVt-lVs) adj.  Lacking energy or enthusiasm; listless.   
—spirùit·less·ly adv.  —spirùit·less·ness n. 

spirit level (spVrùVt lHvùNl) n.  See level (n., sense 7a). 

spirit of turpentine (spVrùVt ƒv tûrùpNn-tXnÙ) n.  See turpentine (n., sense 

1). 

spirit of wine (spVrùVt ƒv wXn) n.  Rectified ethyl alcohol. 

spir·it·ous (spVrùV-tNs) adj.  1. Spirituous.  2. Archaic. Highly refined; pure. 

spirit rap·ping (spVrùVt r4pùVng) n.  Communication by knocking or rapping, 

believed to be produced by spirits of the dead, as at a séance. 

spir·i·tu·al (spVrùV-chu-Nl) adj.  1. Of, relating to, consisting of, or having the 

nature of spirit; not tangible or material.  See Synonyms at immaterial.  2. Of, 

concerned with, or affecting the soul.  3. Of, from, or relating to God; deific.  

4. Of or belonging to a church or religion; sacred.  5. Relating to or having the 

nature of spirits or a spirit; supernatural.   —  n.  1. Music. a. A religious folk 

song of American Black origin.  b. A work composed in imitation of such a song.   

2.  Often spirituals. Religious, spiritual, or ecclesiastical matters.  [Middle 

English, from Old French spirituel, from Latin spXritu7lis, of breathing, spiritual, 

from spXritus, breath. See SPIRIT.] —spirùi·tu·al·ly adv.  —spirùi·tu·al·ness n. 

spiritual bouquet (spVrùV-chu-Nl bo-k7ù) n.  Roman Catholic Church. A card 

sent by a person indicating that certain devotional acts will be undertaken on 

behalf of another person, as in honor of a special occasion or in memoriam. 



spir·i·tu·al·ism (spVrùV-chu-N-lVzÙNm) n.  1. a. The belief that the dead com-

municate with the living, as through a medium.  b. The practices or doctrines of 

those holding such a belief.   2. A philosophy, doctrine, or religion emphasizing 

the spiritual aspect of being.   —spirùi·tu·al·ist n.  —spirÙi·tu·al·isùtic adj. 

spir·i·tu·al·i·ty (spVrÙV-chu-4lùV-tK) n.  pl. spir·i·tu·al·i·ties. 1. The state, 

quality, manner, or fact of being spiritual.  2. The clergy.  3.  Often spirituali-
ties. Something, such as property or revenue, that belongs to the church or to a 

cleric. 

spir·i·tu·al·ize (spVrùV-chu-N-lXzÙ) v.  tr. spir·i·tu·al·ized, spir·i·tu·al·iz·ing, 
spir·i·tu·al·iz·es. 1. To impart a spiritual nature to.  2. To invest with or treat as 

having a spiritual sense or meaning.   —spirÙi·tu·al·i·zaùtion (-N-lV-z7ùshNn) n.  

—spirùi·tu·al·izÙer n. 

spir·i·tu·al·ty (spVrùV-chu-Nl-tK) n.  pl. spir·i·tu·al·ties. Property or revenue 

belonging to the church or to a cleric; spirituality. 

spir·i·tu·el also spir·i·tu·elle (spVrÙV-chu-Hlù, spKÙrK-tu-Hlù, -tü-) adj.  Having 

or evidencing a refined mind and wit.  [French, from Old French, spiritual. See 

SPIRITUAL.]

spir·i·tu·ous (spVrùV-chu-Ns) adj.  1. Having the nature of or containing alco-

hol; alcoholic.  2. Distilled. Used of an alcoholic beverage.   —spirÙi·tu·osùi·ty (-

msùV-tK), spirùi·tu·ous·ness (-Ns-nVs)  n. 

spiro- pref.  Respiration:  spirometer.  [From Latin spXr7re, to breathe.]

spi·ro·chete (spXùrN-kKtÙ) n.  Any of various slender, spiral, motile bacteria of 

the order Spirochaetales, many of which are pathogenic, causing syphilis, relaps-

ing fever, yaws, and other diseases.  [New Latin SpXrochaeta, genus name  : Latin 

spXra, coil; see SPIRE
2 + New Latin chaeta, bristle, hair; see CHAETA.] 

—spiÙro·chetùal (-kKtùl) adj. 

spi·ro·che·to·sis (spXÙrN-kK-toùsVs) n.  pl. spi·ro·che·to·ses (-sKz). Any of var-

ious diseases, such as syphilis, caused by infection with spirochetes. 

spi·ro·graph (spXùrN-gr4fÙ) n.  An instrument for registering the depth and 

rapidity of respiratory movements.   —spiÙro·graphùic adj.  

—spiÙro·graphùi·cal·ly adv.  —spi·rogùra·phy (spX-rmgùrN-fK) n. 

spi·ro·gy·ra (spXÙrN-jXùrN) n.  Any of various filamentous freshwater green algae 

of the genus Spirogyra, having chloroplasts in spirally twisted bands.  [New Latin 

SpXrogyra, genus name  : Latin spXra, coil; see SPIRE
2 + Greek guros, ring.]

spi·roid (spXùroidÙ) adj.  Resembling a spiral. 

spi·rom·e·ter (spX-rmmùV-tNr) n.  An instrument for measuring the volume of 

air entering and leaving the lungs.   —spiÙro·metùric (-rN-mHtùrVk) adj.  

—spi·romùe·try n. 

spi·ro·no·lac·tone (spXÙrN-no-l4kùton, spX-roÙ-, spX-rmnÙN-) n.  A steroid 

derivative, C24H32O4S, that blocks the action of aldosterone, used as a diuretic in 



the treatment of hypertension.  [Alteration of spirolactone : Latin spXra, coil; see 

SPIRAL + LACTONE.]

spi·ro·plas·ma (spXùrN-pl4zÙmN) n.  Any of numerous bacteria of the genus 

Spiroplasma that vary in form, lack flagella, and are associated with various plant 

diseases. These bacteria and the related mycoplasma are the only bacteria without 

cell walls.  [New Latin SpXroplasma, genus name  : Latin spXra, coil; see SPIRE
2 + 

PLASMA.]

spirt (spûrt) n.  & v.  Chiefly British. Variant of spurt. 
spir·u·la (spVrùyN-lN, spVrùN-) n.  pl. spir·u·lae (-lKÙ). A small cephalopod mol-

lusk of the genus Spirula, having a spirally coiled, partitioned internal shell.  [Late 

Latin spXrula, twisted cake, diminutive of Latin spXra, coil. See SPIRE
2.]

spit1 (spVt) n.  1. Saliva, especially when expectorated; spittle.  2. The act of 

expectorating.  3. Something, such as the frothy secretion of spittle bugs, that 

resembles expectorated saliva.  4. A brief, scattered fall of rain or snow.  

5. Informal. The perfect likeness:  He’s the spit and image of his father.   —  v.  

spat (sp4t)  or spit, spit·ting, spits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To eject from the mouth:  spat 

out the watermelon seeds.  2. To eject as if from the mouth:  a fire spitting sparks.  

3. To emit suddenly and forcefully:  spat out an insult.   —  v.  intr. 1. To eject 

matter from the mouth; expectorate.  2. To express contempt or animosity by or 

as if by ejecting matter from the mouth.  3. To make a hissing or sputtering noise.  

4. To rain or snow in light, scattered drops or flakes.   —phrasal verb. spit up. 
To vomit.  [Middle English, from spitten, to spit, from Old English spittan, ulti-

mately of imitative origin.]

spit2 (spVt) n.  1. A slender, pointed rod on which meat is impaled for broiling.  

2. A narrow point of land extending into a body of water.   —  v.  tr. spit·ted, 
spit·ting, spits. To impale on or as if on a spit.  [Middle English, from Old 

English spitu.]

spit·al (spVtùl) n.  Archaic. A hospital, especially one for patients with contagious 

diseases.  [Middle English spitel, short for hospital. See HOSPITAL.]

spit and polish (spVt Nnd pmlùVsh) n.  Attention to appearance and order, as in 

a military unit.   —spitù-and-polùish (spVtùn-pmlùVsh) adj. 

spit·ball (spVtùbôlÙ) n.  1. A piece of paper chewed and shaped into a lump for 

use as a projectile.  2. Baseball. An illegal pitch in which a foreign substance, such 

as saliva, is applied to the ball before it is thrown. In this sense, also calledspitter 

spit curl (spVt kûrl) n.  A spiral curl of hair pressed flat against the cheek, temple, 

or forehead.  [From the use of saliva to fix the curl.]

spite (spXt) n.  1. Malicious ill will prompting an urge to hurt or humiliate.  

2. An instance of malicious feeling.   —  v.  tr. spit·ed, spit·ing, spites. 
1. a. To show spite toward.  b. To vent spite on.   2. a. To fill with spite.  b. To 

annoy:  He did it just to spite her.    —idiom. in spite of. Not stopped by; regard-



less of:  They kept going in spite of their fears.  [Middle English, short for despit. 

See DESPITE.]

spite·ful (spXtùfNl) adj.  Filled with, prompted by, or showing spite; malicious.   
—spiteùful·ly adv.  —spiteùful·ness n. 

spit·fire (spVtùfXrÙ) n.  A quick-tempered or highly excitable person. 

Spit·head (spVtùhHdù)  A channel off southern England between Portsmouth 

and the Isle of Wight. It connects with the Solent on the west and was formerly 

used as a rendezvous for the British fleet. 

Spits·ber·gen (spVtsùbûrÙgNn)  An island of Norway in Svalbard in the Arctic 

Ocean east of northern Greenland. Discovered by Willem Barents in 1596, the 

island became part of Norway in 1925. 

Spit·te·ler (shpVtùl-Nr, shpVtùlNr, spVtù-), Carl. 1845-1924.  Swiss writer known 

especially for his epic Olympian Spring (1910). He won the 1919 Nobel Prize for 

literature. 

spit·ter (spVtùNr) n.  1. One that spits:  a spitter of invective.  2. Baseball. See spit-
ball (n., sense 2). 

spit·ting cobra (spVtùVng koùbrN) n.  See ringhals. 
spitting image (spVtùVng VmùVj) n.  A perfect likeness or counterpart.  [Alter-

ation of spit and image, from spit, an exact likeness, as in the very spit of. See 

SPIT
1.]

spit·tle (spVtùl) n.  1. Spit; saliva.  2. The frothy liquid secreted by spittlebugs.  

[Middle English spitel, alteration (influenced by spit, spit), of spatel, from Old 

English sp7tl.]

spit·tle·bug (spVtùl-bƒgÙ) n.  Any of various leaping, homopterous insects of 

the family Cercopidae, the nymphs of which form frothy masses of liquid on 

plant stems.  Also called froghopper, spittle insect. 

spit·toon (spV-tunù) n.  A bowl-shaped, usually metal vessel, often with a fun-

nel-shaped cover, into which tobacco chewers periodically spit.  [SPIT
1 + -oon as in 

BALLOON.]

spitz (spVts) n.  A dog belonging to any of several northern breeds, such as the 

Pomeranian or Samoyed, characterized by a long, thick, usually white coat, 

pointed muzzle and ears, and a tail curled over the back.  [German Spitz, from 

spitz, pointed, from Middle High German spiz, from Old High German spizzi.]

spiv (spVv) n.  Chiefly British. 1. One, usually unemployed, who lives by one’s 

wits.  2. One who shirks work or responsibility; a slacker.  [Dialectal spif, dandi-

fied, dandy.]

splanch·nic (spl4ngkùnVk) adj.  Of or relating to the viscera; visceral:  a splanch-

nic nerve.  [New Latin splanchnicus, from Greek splankhnikos, from splankhna, 

inward parts.]

splanch·nol·o·gy (spl4ngk-nmlùN-jK) n.  1. The scientific study of the viscera 

and its organs.  2. The characteristics and structure of the visceral system of an 



animal.  [New Latin splanchno-, of viscera (from Greek splankhna, viscera) + -

LOGY.]

splanch·no·pleure (spl4ngkùnN-pltrÙ) n.  A layer of embryonic cells formed 

in vertebrates by association of part of the mesoderm with the endoderm and 

developing into the wall of the viscera.  [New Latin splanchnopleura : splanchno-, 

of viscera; see SPLANCHNOLOGY + Greek pleura, side.] —splanchÙno·pleurùic 
adj. 

splash (spl4sh) v.  splashed, splash·ing, splash·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To propel or 

scatter (a fluid) about in flying masses.  2. To scatter fluid onto in flying masses; 

wet, stain, or soil with flying fluid.  3. To cause (something) to scatter fluid in fly-

ing masses:  splashed their hands in the water.  4. To make (one’s way) with or by 

scattering of fluid.  5. To apply patches or spots of a contrasting, usually bright, 

color to:  a floral pattern that was splashed with pink; moonlight splashing the 

deserted courtyard.  6. To display or publicize very noticeably:  Their engagement 

was splashed all over the tabloids.   —  v.  intr. 1. a. To cause a fluid to scatter in 

flying masses:  splashed about in the swimming pool.  b. To fall into or move 

through fluid with this effect:  We splashed through the waves.   2. a. To move, 

spill, or fly about in scattered masses:  Whipped cream splashed onto the counter.  

b. To produce a sound or sight associated with this effect.    —  n.  1. The act or 

sound of splashing:  went for a splash in the lake; heard the splash of the fish being 

thrown back.  2. a. A flying mass of fluid.  b. A small amount, especially of a 

fluid:  a splash of liqueur on the cake.   3. A marking produced by or as if by scat-

tered fluid:  a splash of light.  4. A great though often short-lived impression; a 

stir:  a publicity splash.   —phrasal verb. splash down. To land in water. Used 

of a spacecraft or missile.  [Probably alteration of PLASH.] —splashùer n. 

splash·board (spl4shùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. A structure that protects the upper 

part of a vehicle from splashes of mud.  2. Nautical. A screen on a boat to keep 

water from splashing onto the deck.  3. A board for closing a spillway or sluice. 

splash·down (spl4shùdounÙ) n.  The landing of a spacecraft or missile in 

water. 

splash·guard (spl4shùgärdÙ) n.  See mudguard. 
splash·y (spl4shùK) adj.  splash·i·er, splash·i·est. 1. Making or likely to make 

splashes.  2. Covered with splashes of color.  3. Showy; ostentatious.  See Syn-

onyms at showy.  —splashùi·ly adv.  —splashùi·ness n. 

splat1 (spl4t) n.  A slat of wood, as one in the middle of a chair back.  [Perhaps 

from Middle English splatten, to split open, perhaps from Medieval Latin 

splatt7re, of Low German origin.]

splat2 (spl4t) n.  A smacking or splashing noise.   —  adv.  With a smacking or 

splashing noise:  landed splat on the floor.  [Imitative.]

splat·ter (spl4tùNr) v.  splat·tered, splat·ter·ing, splat·ters.  —  v.  tr. To 

spatter (something), especially to soil with splashes of liquid.   —  v.  intr. To spat-



ter, especially to move or fall so as to cause splashes.   —  n.  A splash of liquid.  

[Perhaps blend of SPLASH, and SPATTER.]

splay (spl7) adj.  1. Spread or turned out.  2. Clumsy or clumsily formed; awk-

ward.   —  n.  Architecture. An oblique angle or bevel given to the sides of an 

opening in a wall so that the opening is wider on one side of the wall than on the 

other.   —  v.  splayed, splay·ing, splays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To spread (the limbs, 

for example) out or apart, especially clumsily.  2. To make slanting or sloping; 

bevel.  3. To dislocate (a bone). Used of an animal.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be spread 

out or apart.  2. To slant or slope.  [From Middle English splayen, to spread out, 

short for displayen. See DISPLAY.]

splay·foot (spl7ùfttÙ) n.  1. A physical deformity characterized by abnormally 

flat and turned-out feet.  2. A foot so affected.   —splayùfootÙed adj. 

spleen (splKn) n.  1. a. A large, highly vascular lymphoid organ, lying in the 

human body to the left of the stomach below the diaphragm, serving to store 

blood, disintegrate old blood cells, filter foreign substances from the blood, and 

produce lymphocytes.  b. A homologous organ or tissue in other vertebrates.   

2. Obsolete. This organ conceived as the seat of emotions or passions.  3. Ill tem-

per:  vent one’s spleen.  4. Archaic. Melancholy.  5. Obsolete. A whim; a caprice.  

[Middle English splen, from Old French esplen, from Latin splKn, from Greek.] 
—spleenùy adj. 

spleen·ful (splKnùfNl) adj.  Affected by or filled with spleen; irritable. 

spleen·wort (splKnùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of numerous widely distributed 

evergreen ferns of the genus Asplenium, having undivided to featherlike fronds 

and oblong to linear sori located on the small veins.  [So called because it was 

thought to cure spleen disorders.]

splen- pref.  Variant of spleno-. 
splen·dent (splHnùdNnt) adj.  1. Shining or lustrous; brilliant.  2. Admired by 

many; illustrious.  [Middle English, from Old French esplendent, from Latin 

splendKns, splendent- present participle of splendKre, to shine.]

splen·did (splHnùdVd) adj.  1. Brilliant with light or color; radiant:  a splendid 

field of poppies.  2. Imposing by reason of showiness or grandeur; magnificent:  

splendid costumes.  3. Admired by many; illustrious:  splendid achievements.  

4. Admirable for boldness or purity; surpassing:  splendid character.  5. Very good 

or satisfying; praiseworthy:  a splendid performance in the examinations.  [Latin 

splendidus, from splendKre, to shine.] —splenùdid·ly adv.  —splenùdid·ness n. 

splen·dif·er·ous (splHn-dVfùNr-Ns) adj.  Splendid: “The working genius of Amer-

ican design has been... a refining of utilitarian purity into a kind of splendiferous 

native simplicity” (Jay Cocks).  [Middle English, from Medieval Latin splendiferus, 

from Late Latin splendorifer : Latin splendor, splendor; see SPLENDOR + Latin -fer, -

fer.]



splen·dor (splHnùdNr) n.  1. Great light or luster; brilliance.  2. a. Magnificent 

appearance or display; grandeur.  b. Something grand or magnificent.   3. Great 

fame; glory.  [Middle English splendoure, from Old French splendour, from Latin 

splendor, from splendKre, to shine.] —splenùdor·ous, splenùdrous (splH-

nùdrNs)  adj. 

splen·dour (splHnùdNr) n.  Chiefly British. Variant of splendor. 
sple·nec·to·my (splV-nHkùtN-mK) n.  pl. sple·nec·to·mies. Surgical removal 

of the spleen.   —sple·necùto·mizeÙ (-mXzÙ) v. 

sple·net·ic (splV-nHtùVk) also sple·net·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to the 

spleen.  2. Affected or marked by ill humor or irritability.   —  n.  A person 

regarded as irritable.  [Late Latin splKnKticus, from Latin splKn, spleen. See SPLEEN.] 
—sple·netùi·cal·ly adv. 

splen·ic (splHnùVk) adj.  Of, in, near, or relating to the spleen. 

sple·ni·us (splKùnK-Ns) n.  pl. sple·ni·i (-nK-XÙ). Either of two muscles of the 

back of the neck, extending from the upper vertebrae to the base of the skull, that 

rotate and extend the head and neck.  [New Latin splKnius, from Latin splKnium, 

patch, plaster (from its shape), from Greek splKnion, from splKn, spleen.] 
—spleùni·al (-nK-Nl) adj. 

spleno-  or splen- pref.  Spleen:  splenomegaly.  [Greek splKno-, from splKn, 

spleen.]

sple·no·meg·a·ly (splKÙno-mHgùN-lK, splHnÙo-) n.  pl. sple·no·meg·a·lies. 
Enlargement of the spleen. 

splice (splXs) v.  tr. spliced, splic·ing, splic·es. 1. a. To join (film, for example) 

at the ends.  b. To join (ropes, for example) by interweaving strands.   2. To join 

(pieces of wood) by overlapping and binding at the ends.  3. To join together or 

insert (segments of DNA or RNA) so as to form new genetic combinations or 

alter a genetic structure.  4. Slang. To join in marriage:  They went to Las Vegas to 

get spliced.   —  n.  1. A joining by splicing.  2. A place where parts have been 

spliced.  [Obsolete Dutch splissen, from Middle Dutch.] —splicùer n. 

spline (splXn) n.  1. a. Any of a series of projections on a shaft that fit into slots 

on a corresponding shaft, enabling both to rotate together.  b. The groove or slot 

for such a projection.   2. A flexible piece of wood, hard rubber, or metal used in 

drawing curves.  3. A wooden or metal strip; a slat.  [Origin unknown.]

splint (splVnt) n.  1. A thin piece split off from a larger piece; a splinter.  2. a. A 

rigid device used to prevent motion of a joint or of the ends of a fractured bone.  

b. A dental appliance put on the teeth to protect them from grinding or from 

moving out of place.   3. A thin, flexible wooden strip, such as one used in the 

making of baskets or chair bottoms.  4. A plate or strip of metal.  5. A bony 

enlargement of the cannon bone or splint bone of a horse.   —  v.  tr. splint·ed, 
splint·ing, splints. To support or restrict with or as if with a splint.  [Middle 

English, from Middle Dutch, or Middle Low German splinte.]



splint bone (splVnt bon) n.  Either of two small metacarpal or metatarsal bones 

in horses or related animals. 

splin·ter (splVnùtNr) n.  1. A sharp, slender piece, as of wood, bone, glass, or 

metal, split or broken off from a main body.  2. A splinter group.   —  v.  

splin·tered, splin·ter·ing, splin·ters.  —  v.  intr. To split or break into sharp, 

slender pieces; form splinters.  See Synonyms at break.   —  v.  tr. To cause to 

splinter.  [Middle English, from Middle Dutch.] —splinùter·y adj. 

splinter group (splVnùtNr grup) n.  A group, such as a religious sect or politi-

cal faction, that has broken away from a parent group. 

split (splVt) v.  split, split·ting, splits.  —  v.  tr. 1. To divide from end to end or 

along the grain by or as if by a sharp blow.  See Synonyms at tear1.  2. a. To 

break, burst, or rip apart with force; rend.  See Synonyms at break.  b. To affect 

with force in a way that suggests tearing apart:  A lightning bolt split the night sky.   

3. To separate (people or groups, for example); disunite.  4. To divide and share:  

split a dessert.  5. To divide, as for convenience or proper ordering:  split the project 

up into stages.  6. To separate (leather, for example) into layers.  7. To mark (a 

vote or ballot) in favor of candidates from different parties.  8. To divide (stock) 

by issuing multiples of the existing stock with a corresponding reduction in the 

price of each share, so that the total value of the stock is unchanged.  9. Sports. To 

win half the games of (a series or double-header).  10. Slang. To depart from; 

leave:  They split Miami when the hurricane was forecast.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

separated into parts, especially to undergo lengthwise division.  2. To become 

broken or ripped apart, especially from internal pressure.  3. To become or admit 

of being divided:  Let’s split up into teams. This poem doesn’t split up into stanzas 

very well.  4. Informal. To become divided or part company as a result of discord 

or disagreement:  She split with the regular party organization. They split up after a 

year of marriage.  5. To divide or share something with others.  6. Slang. To 

depart; leave:  All the older kids have split to go dancing.   —  n.  1. The act of split-

ting or the result of it.  2. A breach or rupture in a group.  3. A splinter.  

4. Something divided and portioned out; a share.  5. A strip of flexible wood 

used for making baskets.  6. a. A bottle of an alcoholic or carbonated beverage 

half the usual size.  b. A drink of half the usual quantity.  c. A half pint.   7. A 

dessert of sliced fruit, ice cream, and toppings.  8.  Often splits. Sports. An acro-

batic feat in which the legs are stretched out straight in opposite directions at 

right angles to the trunk.  9. Sports. An arrangement of bowling pins left standing 

after a bowl, in which two or more pins remain standing with one or more pins 

between them knocked down.  10. A single thickness of a split hide.   —  adj.  

1. Having been divided or separated.  2. Fissured longitudinally; cleft.  

3. a. Quoted in 16ths rather than in 8ths. Used of stocks.  b. Having been split. 

Used of stocks.    —idiom. split hairs. To see or make trivial distinctions; quib-

ble.  [Dutch splitten, from Middle Dutch.] —splitùter n. 



Split (splVt)  A city of southwest Croatia on the Dalmatian coast of the Adriatic 

Sea. Founded as a Roman colony, it later grew around a palace built by Diocletian 

in the early fourth century A.D. Population, 193,600. 

split-brain (splVtùbr7nù) adj.  Of, relating to, or subjected to surgical separation 

of the hemispheres of the brain by severing the corpus callosum:  split-brain oper-

ation to prevent epileptic seizures. 

split infinitive (splVt Vn-fVnùV-tVv) n.  Grammar. An infinitive verb form with 

an element, usually an adverb, interposed between to and the verb form, as in to 

boldly go.  

USAGE NOTE: The split infinitive has been present in English ever since the

14th century, but it was not until the 19th century that grammarians first labeled

and condemned the usage. In the 20th century many linguists and writers have

rallied to its defense. H.W. Fowler chided that class of people “who would as soon

be caught putting their knives in their mouths as splitting an infinitive,” but whose

aversion springs only “from tame acceptance of the misinterpreted opinion of

others.” No plausible rationale has ever been advanced for the rule, though it may

arise from a hazy notion that because the Latin infinitive is a single word, the

equivalent English construction must be treated as if it were indivisible. Still,

many people who dislike the construction avoid it without difficulty. The sense

of the sentence To better understand the miners’ plight, he went to live in their dis-

trict is just as easily expressed by To understand the miners’ plight better, he went

to live in their district. In some cases avoidance of the split infinitive may result in

a stylistic improvement. The sentence We are seeking a plan to gradually, system-

atically, and economically relieve the burden becomes clearer if the adverbs are

placed at the end: We are seeking a plan to relieve the burden on our employees grad-

ually, systematically, and economically. (In an earlier survey the example having the

split infinitive was accepted by only 23 percent of the Usage Panel.) But in other

cases the effort to avoid a split infinitive may have unfortunate consequences. In

The tenant coalition is planning to aggressively seek cooperative ownership of the

apartments the city acquired, any attempt to reposition the adverb aggressively

would create an ambiguity. In We intend to use every political favor we are owed to

soundly defeat this bill and its riders, any other position will create an unnatural

rhythm. In We expect our output to more than double in a year, the phrase more

than is intrinsic to the sense of the infinitive phrase, though the split infinitive

could be avoided by use of another phrase, such as to increase by more than 100

percent. In this example the split infinitive is accepted by 87 percent of the Usage

Panel. • Excessive zeal in avoiding the split infinitive may result in an unnecessar-

ily awkward placement of adverbs in constructions involving the auxiliary verbs

be and have. When we read sentences like I want this clearly to be understood, we

may suspect that the placement of clearly is the result of an effort to avoid the



construction to be clearly understood, under the misapprehension that the latter

involves a split infinitive. By the same token, there are no grounds for objecting

to the position of the adverb in the sentence He is committed to laboriously assem-

bling all of the facts of the case. What is “split” here is not an infinitive but a prep-

ositional phrase.

split-lev·el (splVtùlHvùNl) adj.  Having the floor levels of adjoining rooms sepa-

rated by about half a story:  a split-level ranch house.   —splitù-levùel n. 

split personality (splVt pûrÙsN-n4lùV-tK) n.  See multiple personality. 
split rail (splVt r7l) n.  A fence rail split lengthwise from a log.   —splitù-railÙ 

(splVtùr7lÙ) adj. 

split second (splVt sHkùNnd) n.  An instant; a flash.  [Short for split second 

hands, a stopwatch with two second hands, one beneath the other, one of which 

may be stopped independently of the other.]

split shift (splVt shVft) n.  A working shift divided into two or more periods of 

time, such as morning and evening, with a break of several hours between them. 

split ticket (splVt tVkùVt) n.  1. A ballot cast for candidates of two or more politi-

cal parties.  2. A ticket that includes the names of candidates from more than one 

party. 

split·ting (splVtùVng) adj.  Very severe:  a splitting headache. 

splotch (splmch) n.  An irregularly shaped spot, stain, or colored or discolored 

area: “spectacular splotches of color and beauty in the blossoms” (Wendy Lyon 

Moonan).   —  v.  tr. splotched, splotch·ing, splotch·es. To mark with 

splotches or a splotch.  [Perhaps blend of SPOT, BLOT
1, and BOTCH.] 

—splotchùi·ness n.  —splotchùy adj. 

splurge (splûrj) v.  splurged, splurg·ing, splurg·es.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

indulge in an extravagant expense or luxury.  2. To be showy or ostentatious.   —  
v.  tr. To spend extravagantly or wastefully.   —  n.  1. An extravagant display.  

2. An expensive indulgence; a spree.  [Perhaps blend of SPLASH, and SURGE.] 
—splurgùy adj. 

splut·ter (splƒtùNr) v.  splut·tered, splut·ter·ing, splut·ters.  —  v.  intr. 

1. To make a spitting sound.  2. To speak incoherently, as when confused or 

angry.   —  v.  tr. To utter or express hastily and incoherently.   —  n.  A splutter-

ing noise.  [Perhaps alteration of SPUTTER.] —splutùter·er n.  —splutùter·y adj. 

Spock (spmk), Benjamin McLane. Born 1903.  American pediatrician, educa-

tor, and writer. His book Baby and Child Care, originally published in 1946, had a 

great influence on child-rearing. 

Spode (spod)  A trademark used for a brand of fine china and earthenware. 

Spode, Josiah. 1754-1827.  British potter. In 1800 he founded a pottery that 

became famous for its bone china. 



spod·u·mene (spmjùN-mKnÙ) n.  A greenish to pinkish or lilac mineral, 

LiAlSi2O6, used as a source of lithium and in transparent varieties as a gemstone.  

[French spodumène, from German Spodumen, from Greek spodoumenos, present 

participle of spodousthai, to be burned to ashes, from spodos, wood ashes 

(because the mineral becomes ash gray when exposed to air).]

spoil (spoil) v.  spoiled or spoilt (spoilt), spoil·ing, spoils.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To 

impair the value or quality of.  See Synonyms at injure.  b. To damage irrepara-

bly; ruin.   2. To impair the completeness, perfection, or unity of; flaw grievously:  

spoiled the party.  3. To do harm to the character, nature, or attitude of by overso-

licitude, overindulgence, or excessive praise.  See Synonyms at pamper.  
4. Archaic. a. To plunder; despoil.  b. To take by force.    —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

unfit for use or consumption, as from decay. Used especially of perishables, such 

as food.  See Synonyms at decay.  2. To pillage.   —  n.  1. spoils. a. Goods or 

property seized from a victim after a conflict, especially after a military victory.  

b. Incidental benefits reaped by a winner, especially political patronage enjoyed 

by a successful party or candidate.   2. An object of plunder; prey.  3. Refuse 

material removed from an excavation.  4. Archaic. The act of plundering; spolia-

tion.   —phrasal verb. spoil for. To be eager for:  spoiling for a fight.  [Middle 

English spoilen, to plunder, from Old French espoillier, from Latin spoli7re, from 

spolium, booty.]

spoil·age (spoiùlVj) n.  1. a. The process of becoming spoiled.  b. The condition 

of being spoiled.   2. a. Something that has been spoiled.  b. The degree to which 

something has been spoiled.  

spoil·er (spoiùlNr) n.  1. One who seizes spoils or booty.  2. Something that 

causes spoilage.  3. a. A long, narrow hinged plate on the upper surface of an air-

plane wing that reduces lift and increases drag when raised.  b. An air deflector 

mounted usually at the rear of an automobile to reduce lift at high speeds.   4. A 

candidate for office whose chances of winning are slight but who may get enough 

votes to prevent one of the leading candidates from winning. 

spoil·sport (spoilùspôrtÙ, -sportÙ) n.  One who mars the pleasure of others. 

spoils system (spoilz sVsùtNm) n.  The postelection practice of rewarding loyal 

supporters of the winning candidates and party with appointive public offices. 

spoilt (spoilt) v.  A past tense and a past participle of spoil. 
Spo·kane (spo-k4nù)  A city of eastern Washington near the Idaho border on 

the falls of the Spokane River, about 193 km (120 mi) long. Settled on the site 

of a trading fort established in 1810, Spokane is a trade and processing center in 

an agricultural, lumbering, and mining region. Population, 177,196. 

spoke1 (spok) n.  1. One of the rods or braces connecting the hub and rim of a 

wheel.  2. Nautical. One of the handles projecting from the rim of a ship’s steer-

ing wheel.  3. A rod or stick that may be inserted into a wheel to prevent it from 

turning.  4. A rung of a ladder.   —  v.  tr. spoked, spok·ing, spokes. 1. To 



equip with spokes.  2. To impede (a wheel) by inserting a rod.  [Middle English, 

from Old English sp7ca.]

spoke2 (spok) v.  1.  Past tense of speak. 2. Archaic. A past participle of speak. 
spo·ken (spoùkNn) v.  Past participle of speak.  —  adj.  1. Expressed orally; 

uttered:  spoken words.  2. Speaking or using speech in a specified manner or 

voice. Often used in combination:  soft-spoken; plainspoken. 

spoke·shave (spokùsh7vÙ) n.  A drawknife of a design originally used for shap-

ing spokes, now used for making a variety of rounded edges. 

spokes·man (spoksùmNn) n.  A man who speaks on behalf of another or oth-

ers.  See Usage Note at man.  [Probably spoke, past participle of SPEAK + MAN.]

spokes·per·son (spoksùpûrÙsNn) n.  A spokesman or a spokeswoman.  See 

Usage Note at man. 
spokes·wom·an (spoksùwtmÙNn) n.  A woman who speaks on behalf of 

another or others.  See Usage Note at man. 
spo·li·a·tion (spoÙlK-7ùshNn) n.  1. The act of despoiling or plundering.  

2. Seizure of neutral vessels at sea by a belligerent power in time of war.  3. Law. 

Intentional alteration or destruction of a document.  [Middle English spoliacioun, 

from Anglo-Norman spoliacioun, from Latin spoli7tio, spoli7tion-, from spoli7tus, 

past participle of spoli7re, to despoil. See SPOIL.] —spoùli·aÙtor n. 

spon·da·ic (spmn-d7ùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or consisting of spondees.  [French 

spondaïque, from Late Latin spondaicus, alteration of spondXacus, from Greek 

spondeiakos, from spondeios, spondee. See SPONDEE.]

spon·dee (spmnùdKÙ) n.  A metrical foot consisting of two long or stressed sylla-

bles.  [Middle English sponde, from Old French spondee, from Latin spondKum, 

from neuter of spondKus, of libations, spondaic, from Greek spondeios, from 

spondK, libation (from its use in songs performed at libations). See spend- in 

Appendix.]

spon·dy·li·tis (spmnùdl-XùtVs) n.  Inflammation of the vertebrae.  [Greek spon-

dulos, vertebra + -ITIS.]

spon·dy·lo·sis (spmnÙdl-oùsVs) n.  Degeneration of the spinal column, espe-

cially a fusion and immobilization of the vertebral bones.  [Greek spondulos, ver-

tebra + -OSIS.]

sponge (spƒnj) n.  1. a. Any of numerous aquatic, chiefly marine invertebrate 

animals of the phylum Porifera, characteristically having a porous skeleton com-

posed of fibrous material or siliceous or calcareous spicules and often forming 

irregularly shaped colonies attached to an underwater surface.  b. The light, 

fibrous, flexible, absorbent skeleton of certain of these organisms, used for bath-

ing, cleaning, and other purposes.   2. Porous plastics, rubber, cellulose, or other 

material, similar in absorbency to this skeleton and used for the same purposes.  

3. A gauze pad used to absorb blood and other fluids, as in surgery or the dress-

ing of a wound.  4. A small absorbent contraceptive pad that contains a spermi-



cide and is placed against the cervix of the uterus before sexual intercourse.  

5. Dough that has been or is being leavened.  6. A light cake, such as sponge cake.  

7. A sponge bath.  8. One who habitually depends on others for one’s own main-

tenance.  9. a. Informal. A glutton.  b. Slang. A drunkard.    —  v.  sponged, 
spong·ing, spong·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To moisten, wipe, or clean with or as if with 

a sponge:  sponge off the table.  2. To wipe out; erase.  3. To absorb with or as if 

with a sponge:  sponge up the mess.  4. Informal. To obtain free:  sponge a meal.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To fish for sponges.  2. Informal. To live by relying on the generosity 

of others:  sponged off her parents.  [Middle English, from Old English, from Latin 

spongia, from Greek, from spongos.]

sponge bath (spƒnj b4th) n.  A bath in which the bather is washed with a wet 

sponge or washcloth without being immersed. 

sponge cake (spƒnj k7k) n.  A very light, porous cake made of flour, sugar, 

beaten eggs, and flavoring and containing no shortening. 

sponge mushroom (spƒnj mƒshùrumÙ) n.  The morel. 

spong·er (spƒnùjNr) n.  1. One that gathers sponges.  2. Informal. A person who 

sponges on others; a parasite. 

sponge rubber (spƒnj rƒbùNr) n.  A soft, porous rubber used in toys, cush-

ions, gaskets, and weather stripping and as a vibration dampener. 

spon·gin (spƒnùjVn) n.  A horny, sulfur-containing protein related to keratin 

that forms the skeletal structure of certain classes of sponges. 

spon·gi·o·blast (spƒnùjV-N-bl4stÙ) n.  Any of the embryonic epithelial cells that 

give rise to the neuroglia.  [Latin spongia, sponge; see SPONGE + -BLAST.]

spon·gi·o·cyte (spƒnùjK-N-sXtÙ) n.  Any of the cells of the neuroglia.  [Latin 

spongia, sponge; see SPONGE + -CYTE.]

spon·go·coel (spmngùgN-sKlÙ) n.  Zoology. The central cavity of a sponge, which 

opens to the outside by way of the osculum.  [Greek spongo-, sponge (from spon-

gos) + -COEL.]

spong·y (spƒnùjK) adj.  spong·i·er, spong·i·est. Resembling a sponge in elas-

ticity, absorbency, or porousness.   —spongùi·ness n. 

spongy mesophyll (spƒnùjK mHzùN-fVlÙ) n.  A leaf tissue consisting of loosely 

arranged, chloroplast-bearing, usually lobed cells.  Also called spongy parenchyma 

spon·son (spmnùsNn) n.  1. Nautical. Any of several structures that project from 

the side of a boat or ship, especially a gun platform.  2. A short, curved, air-filled 

projection on the hull of a seaplane, imparting stability in the water.  [Perhaps 

alteration of EXPANSION.]

spon·sor (spmnùsNr) n.  1. One who assumes responsibility for another person 

or a group during a period of instruction, apprenticeship, or probation.  2. One 

who vouches for the suitability of a candidate for admission.  3. A legislator who 

proposes and urges adoption of a bill.  4. One who presents a candidate for bap-

tism or confirmation; a godparent.  5. One that finances a project or an event 



carried out by another person or group, especially a business enterprise that pays 

for radio or television programming in return for advertising time.   —  v.  tr. 

spon·sored, spon·sor·ing, spon·sors. To act as a sponsor for.  [Late Latin 

sponsor, sponsor in baptism, from Latin, surety, from sponsus, past participle of 

spondKre, to pledge. See spend- in Appendix.] —spon·soùri·al (-sôrùK-Nl, -sorù-

) adj.  —sponùsor·shipÙ n. 

spon·ta·ne·i·ty (spmnÙtN-nKùV-tK, -n7ù-) n.  pl. spon·ta·ne·i·ties. 1. The qual-

ity or condition of being spontaneous.  2. Spontaneous behavior, impulse, or 

movement. 

spon·ta·ne·ous (spmn-t7ùnK-Ns) adj.  1. Happening or arising without appar-

ent external cause; self-generated.  2. Arising from a natural inclination or 

impulse and not from external incitement or constraint.  3. Unconstrained and 

unstudied in manner or behavior.  4. Growing without cultivation or human 

labor; indigenous.  [From Late Latin spont7neus, of one’s own accord, from Latin 

sponte. See (s)pen- in Appendix.] —spon·taùne·ous·ly adv.  

—spon·taùne·ous·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: spontaneous, impulsive, instinctive, involuntary, automatic. These

adjectives mean acting, reacting, or happening without apparent forethought,

prompting, or planning. Spontaneous applies to what arises naturally rather than

resulting from external constraint or stimulus: The two suddenly embraced in a

spontaneous gesture of affection. “The highest and best form of efficiency is the spon-

taneous cooperation of a free people” (Woodrow Wilson). Impulsive refers to the

operation of a sudden urge or feeling not governed by reason: Letting her friend

borrow her car was an impulsive act that she immediately regretted. Instinctive im-

plies behavior prompted by instinct as a natural consequence of membership in

a species: “Nor is head-hunting, body-snatching, or killing for food instinctive or nat-

ural” (Bronislaw Malinowski). The term also applies to what reflects or comes

about as a result of a natural inclination or innate impulse: Offering to help the

accident victims seems as instinctive as breathing. Involuntary refers to what is not

subject to the control of the will: “It [becoming a hero] was involuntary. They sank

my boat” (John F. Kennedy). Automatic suggests the unthinking, unfeeling func-

tioning of a machine; it implies an unvarying mechanical response or reaction:

She accepted the subpoena with an automatic “thank you.”

spontaneous abortion (spmn-t7ùnK-Ns N-bôrùshNn) n.  See miscarriage 
(n., sense 1). 

spontaneous combustion (spmn-t7ùnK-Ns kNm-bƒsùchNn) n.  Ignition of a 

substance, such as oily rags or hay, caused by a localized heat-increasing reaction 

between the oxidant and the fuel and not involving addition of heat from an out-

side source. 



spontaneous generation (spmn-t7ùnK-Ns jHnÙN-r7ùshNn) n.  See abiogen-
esis. 

spon·toon (spmn-tunù) n.  A short pike carried by infantry officers in the 18th 

century.  [French sponton, from Italian spuntone : s-, intensive pref.; see SFOR-

ZANDO + puntone, kind of weapon, augmentative of punto, point (from Latin 

p7nctum, from neuter past participle of pungere, to pierce, prick); see peuk- in 

Appendix.]

spoof (spuf) n.  1. Nonsense; tomfoolery.  2. A hoax.  3. A gentle satirical imi-

tation; a light parody.   —  v.  tr. spoofed, spoof·ing, spoofs. 1. To deceive.  

2. To do a spoof of; satirize gently.  [Origin unknown.]

WORD HISTORY: When a comedian spoofs a television show or someone

watches such a spoof, one is indebted to Arthur Roberts (1852-1933), a British

comedian who invented a game called Spoof, which involved trickery and non-

sense. The first recorded reference to the game in 1884 refers to its revival. It was

not long before the word spoof took on the general sense “nonsense, trickery,” first

recorded in 1889. The verb spoof is first recorded in 1889 as well, in the sense “to

deceive.” These senses are less widely used now than the noun sense “a light par-

ody or satirical imitation,” first recorded in 1958, and the verb sense “to satirize

gently,” first recorded in 1927. In the 1969 American Heritage Dictionary the Usage

Panel found both usages acceptable in writing at all levels, which seems the obvi-

ous finding since these senses had come to be so important to the use of the term.

spook (spuk) n.  1. Informal. A ghost; a specter.  2. Slang. A secret agent; a spy.   
—  v.  spooked, spook·ing, spooks. Informal.  —  v.  tr. 1. To haunt.  2. To 

frighten, especially to startle and cause nervous activity in (an animal or animals).   
—  v.  intr. To become frightened and nervous. Used especially of animals.  

[Dutch, from Middle Dutch spooc.]

spook·y (spuùkK) adj.  spook·i·er, spook·i·est. Informal. 1. Suggestive of 

ghosts or a ghost; eerie.  2. Easily startled; skittish.   —spookùi·ly adv.  

—spookùi·ness n. 

spool (spul) n.  1. a. A cylinder of wood, plastic, cardboard, or other material 

on which wire, thread, or string is wound.  b. The amount of wire, thread, or 

string wound on such a cylinder.  c. Something similar to such a cylinder in shape 

or function.   2. A reel for magnetic tape.   —  v.  tr. intr. spooled, spool·ing, 
spools. To wind or be wound on or off a spool.  [Middle English spole, from Old 

North French espole, and from Middle Dutch  Middle Low German spoele (Old 

North French, from Middle Dutch).]

spool·ing (spuùlVng) n.  Computer Science. The temporary storage of informa-

tion that occurs while that information awaits further processing.  [From the 

acronym spool, or simultaneous peripheral operations on line.]



spoon (spun) n.  1. A utensil consisting of a small, shallow bowl on a handle, 

used in preparing, serving, or eating food.  2. Something similar to this utensil or 

its bowl, as: a. A shiny, curved, metallic fishing lure.  b. A paddle or an oar with a 

curved blade.   3. Sports. The three wood golf club.   —  v.  spooned, 
spoon·ing, spoons.  —  v.  tr. 1. To lift, scoop up, or carry with or as if with a 

spoon.  2. Sports & Games. To shove or scoop (a ball) into the air.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To fish with a spoon lure.  2. Sports & Games. To give a ball an upward scoop.  

3. Informal. To engage in amorous behavior, such as kissing or caressing.  [Middle 

English, from Old English spon, chip of wood.] —spoonùa·ble adj. 

spoon·bill (spunùbVlÙ) n.  1. a. Any of several long-legged wading birds simi-

lar to the ibis but having a long, flat bill with a broadly spatulate tip.  b. Any of 

various broad-billed ducks, such as the shoveler.   2.  See paddlefish. 
spoon bread (spun brHd) n.  Chiefly Southern U.S. A soft, light bread made 

with cornmeal, eggs, butter, and milk, baked in a bowl. 

spoon·drift (spunùdrVftÙ) n.  See spindrift.  [Obsolete spoon, to run before 

the wind + DRIFT.]

spoon·er·ism (spuùnN-rVzÙNm) n.  A transposition of sounds of two or more 

words, especially a ludicrous one, such as Let me sew you to your sheet for Let me 

show you to your seat.  [After William Archibald Spooner (1844-1930), British 

cleric and scholar.]

spoon·ey (spuùnK) adj.  Variant of spoony. 
spoon-feed (spunùfKdÙ) v.  tr. spoon-·fed (-fHdÙ), spoon-·feed·ing, 
spoon-·feeds. 1. To feed (another) with a spoon.  2. To treat (another) in a way 

that discourages independent thought or action, as by overindulgence.  3. a. To 

provide (another) with knowledge or information in an oversimplified way.  

b. To provide (knowledge or information) in an oversimplified way.  

spoon·ful (spunùftlÙ) n.  pl. spoon·fuls. The amount that a spoon holds. 

spoon·y also spoon·ey (spuùnK) adj.  spoon·i·er, spoon·i·est. 1. Enamored 

in a silly or sentimental way.  2. Feebly sentimental; gushy. 

spoor (sptr) n.  The track or trail of an animal, especially a wild animal.   —  v.  

tr. intr. spoored, spoor·ing, spoors. To track (an animal) by following its 

spoor or to engage in such tracking.  [Afrikaans, from Middle Dutch. See sperN- 
in Appendix.]

spor- pref.  Variant of sporo-. 
Spor·a·des (spôrùN-dKzÙ, spô-räùthKs)  Two island groups of Greece in the 

Aegean Sea, consisting of the Northern Sporades off the central mainland and 

the Southern Sporades off the coast of Turkey. 

spo·rad·ic (spN-r4dùVk, spô-) also spo·rad·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  1. Occurring at 

irregular intervals; having no pattern or order in time.  See Synonyms at peri-
odic.  2. Appearing singly or at widely scattered localities, as a plant or disease.  

3. Isolated; unique:  a sporadic example.  [Medieval Latin sporadicus, scattered, 



from Greek sporadikos, from sporas, sporad-. See sper- in Appendix.] 
—spo·radùi·cal·ly adv.  —spo·radùi·cal·ness n. 

spo·ran·gi·a (spN-r4nùjK-N) n.  Plural of sporangium. 
spo·ran·gi·o·phore (spN-r4nùjK-N-fôrÙ, -forÙ) n.  1. A specialized branch 

bearing one or more sporangia.  2. A stalk of a sporangium.  [SPORANGI(UM) + -

PHORE.]

spo·ran·gi·um (spN-r4nùjK-Nm) n.  pl. spo·ran·gi·a (-jK-N). A single-celled or 

many-celled structure in which spores are produced, as in fungi, algae, mosses, 

and ferns.  Also called spore case [New Latin  : SPOR(O)- + Greek angeion, vessel; 

see ANGIO-.] —spo·ranùgi·al (-jK-Nl) adj. 

spore (spôr, spor) n.  1. A small, usually single-celled reproductive body that is 

highly resistant to desiccation and heat and is capable of growing into a new 

organism, produced especially by certain bacteria, fungi, algae, and nonflowering 

plants.  2. A dormant, nonreproductive body formed by certain bacteria in 

response to adverse environmental conditions.   —  v.  intr. spored, spor·ing, 
spores. To produce spores.  [Greek spora, seed. See sper- in Appendix.] 
—spo·raùceous (spN-r7ùshNs, spô-, spo-) adj. 

spore case (spôr k7s) n.  See sporangium. 
spore·ling (spôrùlVng, sporù-) n.  A young plant produced by a germinated 

spore. 

spore mother cell (spôr mƒthùNr sHl) n.  A cell that undergoes meiosis and 

usually produces four spores. 

spo·ri·cide (spôrùV-sXdÙ, sporù-) n.  An agent used to kill spores.   
—spoÙri·cidùal (-sXdùl) adj. 

spo·rif·er·ous (spN-rVfùNr-Ns, spô-, spo-) adj.  Producing spores. 

Spork (spôrk)  A trademark used for a plastic eating utensil having a spoonlike 

bowl and tines. 

sporo-  or spor- pref.  Spore:  sporocyte.  [Greek, from spora, seed. See sper- in 

Appendix.]

spo·ro·carp (spôrùN-kärpÙ, sporù-) n.  1. A multicellular structure in which 

spores are formed, especially in red algae and certain fungi and slime molds.  2. A 

receptacle containing sporangia, as in the pepperwort. 

spo·ro·cyst (spôrùN-sVstÙ, sporù-) n.  1. A resting cell that produces asexual 

plant spores.  2. a. A protective case or cyst in which sporozoites develop and 

from which they are transferred to different hosts.  b. A sporozoite enclosed in 

such a case; an encysted sporozoan.   3. A saclike larval stage in many trematode 

worms. 

spo·ro·cyte (spôrùN-sXtÙ, sporù-) n.  A cell that produces haploid spores during 

meiosis. 



spo·ro·gen·e·sis (spôrÙN-jHnùV-sVs, sporÙ-) n.  1. Production or formation of 

spores.  2. Reproduction by means of spores.   —spoÙro·genùic (-jHnùVk), 
spo·rogùe·nous (spN-rmjùN-nNs, spô-, spo-)  adj. 

spo·rog·o·ny (spN-rmgùN-nK, spô-, spo-) n.  Reproduction by multiple fission of 

a spore or zygote, characteristic of many sporozoans. Sporogony results in the 

production of sporozoites.   —spoÙro·gonùic (spôrÙN-gmnùVk, sporÙ-), 
spo·rogùo·nous (spN-rmgùN-nNs, spô-, spo-)  adj. 

spo·ront (spôrùmnt, sporù-) n.  An organism or a cell produced by sporogony, 

especially in the life cycle of various parasitic microorganisms. 

spo·ro·phore (spôrùN-fôrÙ, sporùN-forÙ) n.  A spore-bearing structure, espe-

cially in fungi. 

spo·ro·phyll (spôrùN-fVlÙ, sporù-) n.  A leaf or leaflike organ that bears spores. 

spo·ro·phyte (spôrùN-fXtÙ, sporù-) n.  The spore-producing phase in the life 

cycle of a plant that exhibits alternation of generations.   —spoÙro·phytùic (-

fVtùVk) adj. 

spo·ro·plasm (spôrùN-pl4zÙNm, sporù-) n.  An infective mass of protoplasm 

within a spore that is injected into a host cell by various parasitic microorganisms. 

spo·ro·pol·len·in (spôrÙN-pmlùN-nVn, sporÙ-) n.  A polymer that constitutes the 

outer wall of spores and pollen grains. 

spo·ro·tri·cho·sis (spôrÙN-trV-koùsVs, sporÙ-) n.  A chronic infectious disease of 

domestic mammals and human beings, characterized by nodules or ulcers in the 

lymph nodes and skin and caused by a saprophytic or parasitic fungus of the 

genusSporothrix, especially S. schenckii, commonly found in soil and wood. 

-sporous suff.  Having a specified number or kind of spores:  heterosporous. 

spo·ro·zo·an (spôrÙN-zoùNn, sporÙ-) n.  Any of numerous parasitic protozoans 

of the class Sporozoa, most of which reproduce sexually and asexually in alternate 

generations by means of spores. They are frequently transmitted by bloodsucking 

insects to different hosts, where they cause many serious diseases, such as malaria 

and coccidiosis.  [From New Latin Sporozoa, class name  : SPORO- + -zoa, pl. of -

zoon, -zoon.] —spoÙro·zoùan adj. 

spo·ro·zo·ite (spôrÙN-zoùXtÙ, sporÙ-) n.  Any of the minute undeveloped sporo-

zoans produced by multiple fission of a zygote or spore, especially at the stage just 

before it infects a new host cell.  [SPOROZO(AN) + -ITE
1.]

spor·ran (spôrùNn, spmrù-) n.  A leather or fur pouch worn at the front of the kilt 

in the traditional dress of men of the Scottish Highlands.  [Scottish Gaelic sporan, 

from Middle Irish sparán, possibly from Late Latin bursa, bag. See BURSA.]

sport (spôrt, sport) n.  1. An activity involving physical exertion and skill that is 

governed by a set of rules or customs and often undertaken competitively.  2. An 

active pastime; recreation.  3. a. Mockery; jest:  He made sport of his own looks.  

b. An object of mockery, jest, or play:  treated our interests as sport.  c. A joking 

mood or attitude:  She made the remark in sport.   4. a. One known for the man-



ner of one’s acceptance of rules, especially of a game, or of a difficult situation:  a 

poor sport.  b. Informal. One who accepts rules or difficult situations well.  

c. Informal. A pleasant companion:  was a real sport during the trip.   5. Informal. 

a. A person who lives a jolly, extravagant life.  b. A gambler at sporting events.   

6. Biology. An organism that shows a marked change from the normal type or 

parent stock, typically as a result of mutation.  7. Maine. See summercater. See 

Regional note at summercater.  8. Obsolete. Amorous dalliance; lovemaking.   
—  v.  sport·ed, sport·ing, sports.  —  v.  intr. 1. To play or frolic.  2. To joke 

or trifle.  3. Biology. To mutate.   —  v.  tr. To display or show off: “His shoes 

sported elevated heels” (Truman Capote).   —  adj.  or sports 1. Of, relating to, or 

appropriate for sports:  sport fishing; sports equipment.  2. Designed or appropri-

ate for outdoor or informal wear:  a sport shirt.  [Middle English sporte, short for 

disporte, from Old French desport, pleasure, from desporter, to divert. See DIS-

PORT.] —sportùful adj.  —sportùful·ly adv.  —sportùful·ness n. 

sport·ing (spôrùtVng, sporù-) adj.  1. Used in or appropriate for sports:  sporting 

goods.  2. Characterized by sportsmanship.  3. Of or associated with gambling.   
—sportùing·ly adv. 

sporting chance (spôrùtVng ch4ns) n.  Informal. A fair chance for success. 

spor·tive (spôrùtVv, sporù-) adj.  1. Playful; frolicsome.  2. Relating to or inter-

ested in sports.  3. Archaic. Amorous or wanton.   —sporùtive·ly adv.  —sporù-
tive·ness n. 

sports car (spôrts kär, sports) n.  An automobile equipped for racing, especially 

an aerodynamically shaped one-passenger or two-passenger vehicle having a low 

center of gravity and steering and suspension designed for precise control at high 

speeds. 

sports·cast (spôrtsùk4stÙ, sportsù-) n.  A radio or television broadcast of a 

sports event or of sports news.  [SPORTS + (BROAD)CAST.] —sportsùcastÙer n. 

sports·man (spôrtsùmNn, sportsù-) n.  1. A man who is active in sports.  2. A 

person whose conduct and attitude exhibit sportsmanship.   —sportsù-
man·likeÙ, sportsùman·ly adj. 

sports·man·ship (spôrtsùmNn-shVpÙ, sportsù-) n.  1. The fact or practice of 

participating in sports or a sport.  2. Conduct and attitude considered as befitting 

participants in sports, especially fair play, courtesy, striving spirit, and grace in 

losing. 

sports massage (spôrts mN-säzhù) n.  A system of massage, originally 

designed for athletes, that focuses on specific areas of the body, such as a knee or 

shoulder, that have been stressed or injured. 

sports medicine (spôrts mHdùV-sVn) n.  The branch of medicine that deals 

with injuries or illnesses resulting from participation in sports and athletic activi-

ties. 



sports·wear (spôrtsùwârÙ, sportsù-) n.  Clothes designed for comfort and 

casual wear. 

sports·wom·an (spôrtsùwtmÙNn, sportsù-) n.  1. A woman who is active in 

sports.  2. A woman whose conduct and attitude exhibit sportsmanship. 

sports·writ·er (spôrtsùrXÙtNr, sportsù-) n.  A person who writes about sports, 

especially for a newspaper or magazine. 

sport·y (spôrùtK, sporù-) adj.  sport·i·er, sport·i·est. 1. Appropriate for sport 

or participation in sports.  2. Exhibiting sportsmanship; sporting.  3. Flashy; 

jazzy.   —sportùi·ly adv.  —sportùi·ness n. 

spor·u·late (spôrùyN-l7tÙ, sporù-) v.  intr. spor·u·lat·ed, spor·u·lat·ing, 
spor·u·lates. To produce or release spores.  [From New Latin sporula, small 

spore, diminutive of spora, spore, from Greek, seed. See SPORE.] —sporÙu·laù-
tion n. 

spot (spmt) n.  1. A place of relatively small and definite limits.  2. a. A mark on 

a surface differing sharply in color from its surroundings.  b. A stain or blot.   

3. Games. a. A mark or pip on a playing card; a spade, club, diamond, or heart.  

b. A playing card with a specified number of such marks on it indicating its 

value.   4. Informal. A piece of paper money worth a specified number of dollars.  

5. a. A location; a locale.  b. A point of interest:  There are a lot of spots to visit in 

the old city.  c. A position or an item in an ordered arrangement.   6. Informal. A 

situation, especially a troublesome one.  7. A flaw in one’s reputation or charac-

ter.  8. A short presentation or commercial on television or radio between major 

programs:  a news spot.  9. Informal. A spotlight.  10. pl. spot or spots. A small 

croaker (Leiostomus xanthurus) of North American Atlantic waters, having a dark 

mark above each pectoral fin and valued as a food and sport fish.  11. Chiefly 

British. A small amount; a bit.   —  v.  spot·ted, spot·ting, spots.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To cause a spot or spots to appear on, especially: a. To soil with spots.  b. To 

decorate with spots; dot.   2. To harm; besmirch.  3. To place in a particular loca-

tion; situate precisely.  4. To detect or discern, especially visually; spy.  5. To 

remove spots from, as in a laundry.  6. Sports. To yield a favorable scoring margin 

to:  spotted their opponents 11 points.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become marked with 

spots.  2. To cause a discoloration or make a stain.  3. To locate targets from the 

air during combat or training missions.   —  adj.  1. Made, paid, or delivered 

immediately:  a spot sale.  2. Of, relating to, or being a market in which payment 

or delivery is immediate:  the spot market in oil.  3. Involving random or selective 

instances or actions:  a spot investigation.  4. Presented between major radio or 

television programs:  a spot announcement.   —idioms. in spots. Now and then; 

here and there; occasionally.  on the spot. 2. Without delay; at once.  3. At the 

scene of action.  4. Under pressure or attention; in a pressed position.  [Middle 

English, from Old English.] —spotùta·ble adj. 



spot check (spmt chHk) n.  An inspection or investigation that is carried out at 

random or limited to a few instances. 

spot-check (spmtùchHkÙ) v.  tr. intr. spot-·checked, spot-·check·ing, spot-
·checks. To subject to or make a spot check. 

spot·less (spmtùlVs) adj.  1. Perfectly clean.  See Synonyms at clean.  2. Free 

from blemish; impeccable.   —spotùless·ly adv.  —spotùless·ness n. 

spot·light (spmtùlXtÙ) n.  1. a. A strong beam of light that illuminates only a 

small area, used especially to center attention on a stage performer.  b. A lamp 

that produces such a light.   2. Public notoriety or prominence:  She was in the 

spotlight after she won the marathon.  3. An artificial source of light with a 

strongly focused beam, as on an automobile.   —  v.  tr. spot·light·ed or spot·lit 
(-lVt), spot·light·ing, spot·lights. 1. To illuminate with a spotlight.  2. To 

focus attention on. 

spot price (spmt prXs) n.  The market price of a commodity. 

Spots·wood (spmtsùwtdÙ), Alexander. 1676-1740.  English colonial admin-

istrator who served as royal governor of Virginia (1710-1722). 

Spot·syl·va·nia (spmtÙsNl-v7nùyN)  A village of northeast Virginia southwest of 

Fredericksburg. It was the site of a major but inconclusive Civil War battle (May 

8-21, 1864). 

spot·ted (spmtùVd) adj.  Marked or stained with or as if with spots:  a spotted fab-

ric; our spotted honor. 

spotted cranesbill (spmtùVd kr7nzùbVlÙ) n.  See wild geranium. 
spotted fever (spmtùVd fKùvNr) n.  1. Any of various often fatal infectious dis-

eases, such as typhus and Rocky Mountain spotted fever, characterized by skin 

eruptions and caused by rickettsia that are transmitted by ticks and mites.  2. An 

epidemic form of cerebrospinal meningitis. 

spotted salamander (spmtùVd s4lùN-m4nÙdNr) n.  A common salamander 

(Ambystoma maculatum) of North America, having a black and yellow body with 

two rows of yellow spots along the back. 

spotted sandpiper (spmtùVd s4ndùpXÙpNr) n.  A small brownish-gray North 

American shore bird (Actitis macularia) that in summer acquires white under-

parts with many small black spots.  Also called peetweet 

spot·ter (spmtùNr) n.  1. One that applies spots.  2. One that looks for, locates, 

and reports something, as: a. A military or civil defense lookout.  b. Informal. A 

person hired to detect dishonest acts by employees, as in a bank.   3. Sports. 

a. One who identifies players on the field, as for a radio or television announcer.  

b. One who is responsible for watching and guarding a performer during practice 

to prevent injury, as in gymnastics or water-skiing.   4. One employed by a dry 

cleaner to remove spots. 

spot·ty (spmtùK) adj.  spot·ti·er, spot·ti·est. 1. Lacking consistency; uneven.  

2. Having or marked with spots; spotted.   —spotùti·ly adv.  —spotùti·ness n. 



spot weld·ing (spmt wHlùdVng) n.  Welding of overlapping pieces of metal at 

small points by application of great pressure and electric current.   —spotù-
weldÙ (spmtùwHldÙ) v.  —spotù-weldÙer n. 

spou·sal (spouùzNl, -sNl) adj.  1. Of or relating to marriage; nuptial.  2. Of or 

relating to a spouse.   —  n.  Marriage; nuptials. Often used in the plural.  [From 

Middle English spousaille, marriage, from Old French espousaille, from Latin 

spons7lia, betrothal, from neuter pl. of spons7lis, of marriage, from sponsus, past 

participle of spondKre, to pledge. See SPOUSE.]

spousal equivalent  or spouse equivalent (spouùzNl V-kwVvùN-lNnt) adj.  

One who cohabits and shares responsibility for common welfare with a nonrela-

tive especially of the same sex in an exclusive relationship that one intends to 

maintain indefinitely:  health insurance for spousal equivalents.   —spousal 
equivalence, spousal equivalency n.  —spousal equivalent adj. 

spouse (spous, spouz) n.  A marriage partner; a husband or wife.   —  v.  tr. 

spoused, spous·ing, spous·es (spouz, spous). Archaic. To marry; wed.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old French spous, from Latin sponsus, from past participle of 

spondKre, to pledge. See spend- in Appendix.]

spout (spout) v.  spout·ed, spout·ing, spouts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To gush forth in 

a rapid stream or in spurts.  2. To discharge a liquid or other substance continu-

ously or in spurts.  3. Informal. To speak volubly and tediously.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

cause to flow or spurt out.  2. To utter volubly and tediously.  3. Chiefly British. 

To pawn.   —  n.  1. A tube, mouth, or pipe through which liquid is released or 

discharged.  2. A continuous stream of liquid.  3. The burst of spray from the 

blowhole of a whale.  4. Chiefly British. A pawnshop.  [Middle English spouten, 

ultimately of imitative origin.] —spoutùer n. 

spout·ing (spouùtVng) n.  Chiefly Pennsylvania & Chiefly New Jersey. See gutter 
(n., sense 2). See Regional note at gutter. 

spp. abbr.  Species (plural). 

S.P.Q.R.  or SPQR abbr.  Latin. Senatus Populusque Romanus (the Senate and 

the people of Rome). 

spr. abbr.  Spring. 

sprach·ge·fühl (shpräKHùgN-fülÙ) n.  A feeling for language; an ear for the idi-

omatically correct or appropriate.  [German  : Sprache, language (from Middle 

High German spr7che, from Old High German spr7hha) + Gefühl, feeling (from 

fühlen, to feel, from Middle High German vuelen, from Old High German 

vuolen); see pol- in Appendix.]

sprag (spr4g) n.  1. a. A piece of wood or metal wedged beneath a wheel or 

between spokes to keep a vehicle from rolling.  b. A pointed stake lowered at an 

angle into the ground from a vehicle to prevent movement.   2. A prop to support 

a mine roof.  [Perhaps of Scandinavian origin.]



Sprague (spr7g), Frank Julian. 1857-1934.  American engineer and inventor. 

He developed the first electric trolley system (1887) and made advances in elec-

tric elevator design. 

sprain (spr7n) n.  1. A painful wrenching or laceration of the ligaments of a 

joint.  2. The condition resulting from a sprain.   —  v.  tr. sprained, 
sprain·ing, sprains. To cause a sprain to (a joint or ligament).  [Origin 

unknown.]

sprang (spr4ng) v.  A past tense of spring. 
sprat (spr4t) n.  1. A small marine food fish (Clupea sprattus) of northeast 

Atlantic waters that is eaten fresh or smoked and is often canned in oil as a sar-

dine.  Also called brisling 2. Any of various other similar fishes, such as a young 

herring.  [Middle English sprot, spratte, from Old English sprot.]

sprawl (sprôl) v.  sprawled, sprawl·ing, sprawls.  —  v.  intr. 1. To sit or lie 

with the body and limbs spread out awkwardly.  2. To spread out in a straggling 

or disordered fashion:  untidy tenements sprawling toward the river.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to spread out in a straggling or disordered fashion.   —  n.  1. A sprawling 

position or posture.  2. Haphazard growth or extension outward, especially that 

resulting from real estate development on the outskirts of a city:  urban sprawl.  

[Middle English sprawlen, from Old English sprKawlian, to writhe. See sper- in 

Appendix.] —sprawlùer n. 

spray1 (spr7) n.  1. Water or other liquid moving in a mass of dispersed droplets, 

as from a wave.  2. a. A fine jet of liquid discharged from a pressurized container.  

b. A pressurized container; an atomizer.  c. Any of numerous commercial prod-

ucts, including paints, cosmetics, and insecticides, that are dispensed from con-

tainers in this manner.    —  n.  attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  

spray paint; a spray can.   —  v.  sprayed, spray·ing, sprays.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

disperse (a liquid) in a mass or jet of droplets.  2. To apply a spray to (a surface).   
—  v.  intr. 1. To discharge sprays of liquid.  2. To move in the form of a spray.  

[From obsolete spray, to sprinkle, from Middle Dutch sprayen.] —sprayùer n. 

spray2 (spr7) n.  1. A small branch bearing buds, flowers, or berries.  

2. Something, such as a decorative motif, that resembles such a branch.  [Middle 

English, from Old English *spræg.]

spread (sprHd) v.  spread, spread·ing, spreads.  —  v.  tr. 1. To open to a 

fuller extent or width; stretch:  spread out the tablecloth; a bird spreading its wings.  

2. To make wider the gap between; move farther apart:  spread her fingers.  

3. a. To distribute over a surface in a layer:  spread varnish on the steps.  b. To 

cover with a layer:  spread a cracker with butter.   4. a. To distribute widely:  The 

tornado spread destruction.  b. To make a wide or extensive arrangement of:  We 

spread the bicycle parts out on the floor.  c. To exhibit or display the full extent of:  

the scene that was spread before us.   5. To cause to become widely seen or known; 

scatter or disseminate:  spread the news; spread the beam of the flashlight.  6. a. To 



prepare (a table) for eating; set.  b. To arrange (food or a meal) on a table.   7. To 

flatten (a rivet end, for example) by pounding.   —  v.  intr. 1. To be extended or 

enlarged.  2. To become distributed or widely dispersed.  3. To increase in range 

of occurrence; become known or prevalent over a wide area:  The word spread 

fast.  4. To be exhibited, displayed, or visible in broad or full extent:  the vista 

spread seemingly to infinity.  5. To become or admit of being distributed in a layer.  

6. To become separated; be forced farther apart.   —  n.  1. a. The act of spread-

ing.  b. Dissemination, as of news; diffusion.   2. a. An open area of land; an 

expanse.  b. A ranch, a farm, or an estate.   3. The extent or limit to which some-

thing is or can be spread; range.  4. A cloth covering for a bed, table, or other 

piece of furniture.  5. Informal. An abundant meal laid out on a table.  6. A food 

to be spread on bread or crackers.  7. a. Two facing pages of a magazine or news-

paper, often with related matter extending across the fold.  b. A story or adver-

tisement running across two or more columns of a magazine or newspaper.   8. A 

difference, as between two figures or totals.  9. a. A position taken in two or 

more options or futures contracts in order to profit from a change in their rela-

tive prices.  b. The difference between the price asked and bid for a particular 

security.   [Middle English spreden, from Old English -spr<dan; see sper- in 

Appendix, as in tospr<den, to spread out.] —spreadÙa·bilùi·ty n.  

—spreadùa·ble adj.  —spreadùa·bly adv. 

spread eagle (sprHd KùgNl) n.  1. a. The figure of an eagle with wings and legs 

spread.  b. The emblem on the obverse of the Great Seal of the United States.   

2. A posture or design resembling such an emblem or figure. 

spread-ea·gle (sprHdùKÙgNl) adj.  1. Positioned with the arms and legs 

stretched out.  2. Informal. Full of patriotic or jingoistic rhetoric.   —  v.  spread-
ea·gled, spread-ea·gling, spread-ea·gles.  —  v.  tr. To place in a spread-

eagle position, especially as a means of punishment.   —  v.  intr. 1. To assume a 

spread-eagle position.  2. To make a grandiloquent, patriotic speech. 

spread·er (sprHdùNr) n.  One that spreads, as: a. A butter knife.  b. A farm or 

garden implement for scattering fertilizer or seed.  c. A device, such as a bar, for 

keeping wires or stays apart.  

spread·ing factor (sprHdùVng f4kùtNr) n.  See hyaluronidase. 
spread·sheet (sprHdùshKtÙ) n.  Computer Science. 1. An accounting or book-

keeping program for a computer.  2. The display, with multiple columns and 

rows, that such a program allows to be printed. 

sprech·stim·me (shprHKHùshtVmÙN) n.  A form of dramatic declamation 

between singing and speaking, in which the speaker uses lilt and rhythm but not 

precise pitches.  [German  : sprechen, to speak (from Middle High German 

sprKchen, from Old High German sprehhan) + Stimme, voice (from Middle High 

German stimme, from Old High German stimma).]



spree (sprK) n.  1. A carefree, lively outing.  2. A drinking bout.  

3. Overindulgence in an activity.  See Synonyms at binge.  [Perhaps alteration of 

Scots spreath, cattle raid, from Irish and Scottish Gaelic spréidh, spré, cattle, 

wealth, from Middle Irish preit, preid, booty, ultimately from Latin praeda. See 

ghend- in Appendix.]

WORD HISTORY: A spending spree seems a far cry from a cattle raid, yet et-

ymologists have suggested that the word spree comes from the Scots word spreath,

“cattle raid.” The word spree is first recorded in a poem in Scots dialect in 1804 in

the sense of “a lively outing.” This sense is closely connected with a sense recorded

soon afterward (in 1811), “a drinking bout,” while the familiar sense “an overin-

dulgence in an activity,” as in a spending spree, is recorded in 1849. Scots and Irish

dialect also have a sense “a fight,” which may help connect the word and the sense

“lively outing” with the Scots word spreath, meaning variously, “booty,” “cattle

taken as spoils,” “a herd of cattle taken in a raid,” and “cattle raid.” The Scots word

comes from Irish and Scottish Gaelic spréidh, “cattle,” which in turn ultimately

comes from Latin praeda, “booty.” This last link reveals both the importance of

the Latin language to Gaelic and a connection between cattle and plunder in ear-

lier Irish and Scottish societies.

Spree (spr7, shpr7)  A river, about 402 km (250 mi) long, of eastern Germany 

rising near the Czechoslovakian border and flowing generally north to the Havel 

River at Berlin. 

spri·er (sprXùNr) adj.  A comparative of spry. 
spri·est (sprXùVst) adj.  A superlative of spry. 
sprig (sprVg) n.  1. a. A small shoot or twig of a plant.  b. An ornament in this 

shape.   2. A small brad without a head.  3. A young, immature person.   —  v.  tr. 

sprigged, sprig·ging, sprigs. 1. To decorate with a design of sprigs.  2. To 

remove a sprig or sprigs from (a bush or tree).  3. To fasten with a small headless 

brad.  [Middle English sprigge, alteration of spring, from Old English, source of 

water.] —sprigùger n. 

spright (sprXt) n.  Variant of sprite. 
spright·ful (sprXtùful) adj.  Full of life; sprightly. 

spright·ly (sprXtùlK) adj.  spright·li·er, spright·li·est. Full of spirit and vital-

ity; lively; brisk.   —  adv.  In a lively, animated manner.   —sprightùli·ness n. 

sprig·tail (sprVgùt7lÙ) n.  1.  See pintail.  2.  See ruddy duck. 
spring (sprVng) v.  sprang (spr4ng)  or sprung (sprƒng), sprung, spring·ing, 
springs.  —  v.  intr. 1. To move upward or forward in a single quick motion or a 

series of such motions; leap.  2. To move suddenly on or as if on a spring:  The 

door sprang shut. The emergency room team sprang into action.  3. To appear or 

come into being quickly:  New businesses were springing up rapidly.  4. To issue or 



emerge suddenly:  A cry sprang from her lips. A thought springs to mind.  5. To 

extend or curve upward, as an arch.  6. To arise from a source; develop.  See Syn-

onyms at stem1.  7. To become warped, split, or cracked. Used of wood.  8. To 

move out of place; come loose, as parts of a mechanism.  9. Slang. To pay 

another’s expenses:  He said he would spring for the dinner.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause 

to leap, dart, or come forth suddenly.  2. To jump over; vault.  3. To release from 

a checked or inoperative position; actuate:  spring a trap.  4. a. To cause to warp, 

split, or crack, as a mast.  b. To bend by force.   5. To present or disclose unex-

pectedly or suddenly: “He sprung on the world this novel approach to political jour-

nalism” (Curtis Wilkie).  6. Slang. To cause to be released from prison or other 

confinement.   —  n.  Abbr. spr. 1. An elastic device, such as a coil of wire, that 

regains its original shape after being compressed or extended.  2. An actuating 

force or factor; a motive.  3. a. Elasticity; resilience.  b. Energetic bounce:  a 

spring to one’s step.   4. The act or an instance of jumping or leaping.  5. A usually 

rapid return to normal shape after removal of stress; recoil.  6. A small stream of 

water flowing naturally from the earth.  7. A source, an origin, or a beginning.  

8. a. The season of the year, occurring between winter and summer, during 

which the weather becomes warmer and plants revive, extending in the Northern 

Hemisphere from the vernal equinox to the summer solstice and popularly con-

sidered to comprise March, April, and May.  b. A time of growth and renewal.   

9. A warping, bending, or cracking, as that caused by excessive force.  

10. Architecture. The point at which an arch or a vault rises from its support.   —  
adj.  1. Of or acting like a spring; resilient.  2. Having or supported by springs:  a 

spring mattress.  3. a. Of, having to do with, occurring in, or appropriate to the 

season of spring:  spring showers; spring planting.  b. Grown during the season of 

spring:  spring crops.   [Middle English springen, from Old English springan. N., 

Middle English springe from Old English spring, wellspring.]

spring beauty (sprVng byuùtK) n.  Any of various succulent, spring-flowering 

plants of the genus Claytonia, especially C. virginica, of eastern North America, 

having narrow leaves and racemes of white or pinkish flowers. 

spring·board (sprVngùbôrdÙ, -bordÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A flexible board mounted 

on a fulcrum with one end secured, used by gymnasts to gain momentum, as in 

vaulting.  b.  See diving board.   2. Something that helps to launch a career or 

an activity. 

spring·bok (sprVngùbmkÙ) also spring·buck (-bƒkÙ) n.  pl. springbok or 

spring·boks also springbuck  or spring·bucks. A small brown and white 

gazelle (Antidorcas marsupialis) of southern Africa, noted for its habit of repeat-

edly leaping high into the air when startled.  [Afrikaans  : spring, to leap up (from 

Middle Dutch springhen) + bok, male deer (from Middle Dutch boc).]

spring break (sprVng br7k) n.  A period of recess, usually lasting one week, 

during the spring term at school. 



spring·buck (sprVngùbƒkÙ) n.  Variant of springbok. 
spring chicken (sprVng chVkùNn) n.  1. A young chicken, especially one from 

two to ten months old, having tender meat.  2. Slang. A young person. 

spring-clean·ing (sprVngùklKùnVng) n.  A thorough cleaning, especially of a 

residence when winter is over. 

Spring·dale (sprVngùd7lÙ)  A city of northwest Arkansas north of Fayetteville. It 

is a trade, processing, and shipping center. Population, 29,941. 

springe (sprVnj) n.  1. A device for snaring small game, made by attaching a 

noose to a branch under tension.  2. A trap or snare.  [Middle English, branch, 

spring. See SPRING.]

spring·er (sprVngùNr) n.  1. A springer spaniel.  2. Western U.S. A cow about to 

give birth.  3. Architecture. The bottom stone of an arch resting on the impost. 

springer spaniel (sprVngùNr sp4nùyNl) n.  A dog of either of two breeds of 

spaniels, the English springer spaniel or the Welsh springer spaniel. 

spring fever (sprVng fKùvNr) n.  A feeling of languor or yearning brought on by 

the coming of spring. 

Spring·field (sprVngùfKldÙ)  1. The capital of Illinois, in the central part of the 

state. It became the state capital in 1837 and is the site of Abraham Lincoln’s 

grave. Population, 105,227.  2. A city of southwest Massachusetts on the Con-

necticut River near the Connecticut border. Settled in 1636, it is an important 

manufacturing center. Population, 156,983.  3. A city of southwest Missouri 

south-southwest of Kansas City. In a resort area of the Ozark Plateau, it is a trade, 

shipping, and manufacturing hub. Population, 140,494.  4. A township of north-

east New Jersey, a mainly residential suburb of Newark. Population, 15,740.  5. A 

city of west-central Ohio west of Columbus. It grew as a trade and manufacturing 

center after the completion of the National Road (1838) and the coming of the 

railroad (mid-1800’s). Population, 70,487.  6. A city of west-central Oregon east 

of Eugene. Near the foothills of the Cascade Range, it is a processing center. Pop-

ulation, 44,683.  7. A community of southeast Pennsylvania, a suburb of Phila-

delphia. Population, 24,160. 

Springfield rifle (sprVngùfKldÙ rXùfNl) n.  A magazine-fed breechloading bolt-

action.30-caliber rifle used by the U.S. Army especially in World War I.  [After 

Springfield, Massachusetts.]

spring·form pan (sprVngùfôrmÙ p4n) n.  A cake pan having an upright rim 

that can be unclamped and detached from the bottom of the pan. 

spring·halt (sprVngùhôltÙ) n.  See stringhalt.  [Alteration of STRINGHALT.]

spring·hare (sprVngùhârÙ) n.  A burrowing nocturnal rodent (Pedetes capensis) 

of southern Africa, having long powerful hind legs with which it leaps like a kan-

garoo.  [Partial translation of Afrikaans springhaas : spring, to leap up; see SPRING-

BOK + haas, hare.]



spring·head (sprVngùhHdÙ) n.  A fountainhead; a source:  a society that was the 

springhead of Western legal thought. 

spring·house (sprVngùhousÙ) n.  A small storehouse constructed over a spring 

and used to keep food cool. 

spring·let (sprVngùlVt) n.  A small spring of water; a rill. 

spring-load·ed (sprVngùloùdVd) adj.  Secured or loaded by means of a spring. 

spring lock (sprVng lmk) n.  A lock in which the bolt shoots automatically by 

means of a spring. 

spring peeper (sprVng pKùpNr) n.  A small, brownish tree frog (Hyla crucifer) 

of eastern North America, having a characteristic shrill, high-pitched call. 

spring roll (sprVng rol) n.  See egg roll.  [Translation of Chinese (Mandarin) 

ch7n ju5n.]

spring·tail (sprVngùt7lÙ) n.  Any of various small wingless insects of the order 

Collembola, having abdominal appendages that act as springs to catapult them 

through the air.  Also called collembolan 

spring·tide (sprVngùtXdÙ) n.  Springtime. 

spring tide (sprVng tXd) n.  1. The exceptionally high and low tides that occur at 

the time of the new moon or the full moon when the sun, moon, and earth are 

approximately aligned.  2. A great flood or rush, as of emotion. 

spring·time (sprVngùtXmÙ) n.  The season of spring. 

Spring Valley (sprVng v4lùK)  1. An unincorporated community of southwest 

California, a residential suburb within the confines of San Diego. Population, 

40,191.  2. A village of southeast New York near the New Jersey border west-

northwest of White Plains. Mainly residential, it is also a summer resort. Popula-

tion, 21,802. 

spring·wood (sprVngùwtdÙ) n.  Young, usually soft wood that lies directly 

beneath the bark and develops in early spring. 

spring·y (sprVngùK) adj.  spring·i·er, spring·i·est. 1. Marked by resilience; 

elastic.  See Synonyms at flexible.  2. Abounding in freshwater springs.   
—springùi·ly adv.  —springùi·ness n. 

sprin·kle (sprVngùkNl) v.  sprin·kled, sprin·kling, sprin·kles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

scatter in drops or particles:  sprinkled sugar on the cereal.  2. To scatter drops or 

particles on.  3. To intersperse with something as if by scattering:  sprinkled his 

speech with quotations.  4. To distribute or intersperse at random.   —  v.  intr. 

1. To scatter something in drops or particles.  2. To fall or rain in small or infre-

quent drops.   —  n.  1. The act of sprinkling.  2. A light rainfall.  3. A small 

amount; a sprinkling.  4. sprinkles. Small particles of candy sprinkled on ice 

cream as a topping.  [Middle English sprenklen, perhaps of Middle Dutch or Mid-

dle Low German origin.]

sprin·kler (sprVngùklNr) n.  1. One that sprinkles, especially: a. An outlet on a 

sprinkler system.  b. A device with perforations through which water issues from 



a hose to sprinkle a lawn.   2. A sprinkler system.   —  v.  tr. sprin·klered, 
sprin·kler·ing, sprin·klers. To equip with a sprinkler system. 

sprinkler system (sprVngùklNr sVsùtNm) n.  A fire-extinguishing system con-

sisting of a network of overhead pipes that release water automatically when a 

predetermined temperature has been reached. 

sprin·kling (sprVngùklVng) n.  1. A small amount or quantity; a modicum.  2. A 

small quantity scattered or sparsely distributed. 

sprint (sprVnt) n.  1. Sports. A short race at top speed.  2. A burst of speed or 

activity.   —  v.  intr. sprint·ed, sprint·ing, sprints. To run or move at top 

speed for a brief period.  [Possibly alteration of Middle English sprenten, to spring 

up, of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish dialectal sprinta, Old Norse spretta, to 

jump.] —sprintùer n. 

sprit (sprVt) n.  Nautical. 1. A pole that extends diagonally across a fore-and-aft 

sail from the lower part of the mast to the peak of the sail.  2. A bowsprit.  [Mid-

dle English, from Old English sprKot, pole. See sper- in Appendix.]

sprite also spright (sprXt) n.  1. A small or elusive supernatural being; an elf or a 

pixy.  2. An elflike person.  3. A specter or ghost.  4. Archaic. A soul.  [Middle 

English spreit, from Old French espirit, from Latin spXritus. See SPIRIT.]

sprit·sail (sprVtùsNl, -s7lÙ) n.  Nautical. A sail extended by a sprit. 

spritz (sprVts, shprVts) v.  tr. spritzed, spritz·ing, spritz·es. To squirt or spray 

(something) quickly.   —  n.  A quick squirt or spray, as of carbonated water.  

[Pennsylvania Dutch schpritze, from Middle High German sprützen, to spray. See 

sper- in Appendix.]

spritz·er (sprVtùsNr, shprVtù-) n.  A drink made of wine and carbonated water.  

[German, from spritzen, to spray, from Middle High German sprützen. See sper- 
in Appendix.]

sprock·et (sprmkùVt) n.  1. Any of various toothlike projections arranged on a 

wheel rim to engage the links of a chain.  2. A cylinder with a toothed rim that 

engages in the perforations of photographic or movie film to pull it through a 

camera or projector.  [Origin unknown.]

sprocket wheel (sprmkùVt hwKl) n.  A wheel rimmed with toothlike projec-

tions, used to engage the links of a chain in a pulley or drive system. 

sprout (sprout) v.  sprout·ed, sprout·ing, sprouts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To begin to 

grow; give off shoots or buds.  2. To emerge and develop rapidly.   —  v.  tr. To 

cause to come forth and grow.   —  n.  1. Young plant growth, such as a bud or 

shoot.  2. Something resembling or suggestive of a sprout, as in rapid growth: “a 

tall blond sprout of a boy” (Anne Tyler).  3. sprouts. Brussels sprouts.  [Middle 

English spruten, from Old English spr7tan. See sper- in Appendix.]

Spru·ance (spruùNns), Raymond Ames. 1886-1969.  American naval officer 

who was a commander in the Battle of Midway (1942) and commander in chief 

of the U.S. Pacific fleet (1945-1946). 



spruce1 (sprus) n.  1. a. Any of various coniferous evergreen trees of the genus 

Picea, having needlelike foliage, drooping cones, and soft wood often used for 

paper pulp.  b. Any of various similar or related trees.  c. The wood of any of 

these trees.   2. Color. A grayish green to dark greenish black.  [Short for obsolete 

Spruce fir, Prussian fir, from Middle English spruce, Prussia, alteration of Pruce, 

from Anglo-Norman Pruz, from Medieval Latin Prussia.]

spruce2 (sprus) adj.  spruc·er, spruc·est. Neat, trim, and smart in appear-

ance.  See Synonyms at neat1.   —  v.  spruced, spruc·ing, spruc·es.  —  v.  tr. 

To make neat and trim:  spruced up the chairs with new slipcovers.   —  v.  intr. To 

make oneself neat and smart in appearance:  He was sprucing for the school dance.  

[Perhaps from obsolete spruce leather, Prussian leather, from Middle English 

spruce, Prussia. See SPRUCE
1.] —spruceùly adv.  —spruceùness n. 

spruce budworm (sprus bƒdùwûrmÙ) n.  The highly destructive larva of a 

tortricid moth (Choristoneura fumiferana) of the northern United States and 

southern Canada that feeds on the needles, buds, and branch tips of spruce, fir, 

and other forest conifers. 

spruce grouse (sprus grous) n.  A grouse (Canachites canadensis) that is dark 

gray barred with black, found in swampy forests of northern North America, and 

popular as a game bird. 

spruce pine (sprus pXn) n.  See scrub pine (n., sense 1). 

sprue (spru) n.  A chronic, chiefly tropical disease characterized by diarrhea, 

emaciation, and anemia, caused by defective absorption of nutrients from the 

intestinal tract.  [Dutch spruw, from Middle Dutch sprouwe.]

sprung (sprƒng) v.  A past tense and the past participle of spring. 
sprung rhythm (sprƒng rVthùNm) n.  A poetic rhythm designed to imitate the 

rhythm of speech, in which each foot has one stressed syllable, either standing 

alone or followed by a varying number of unstressed syllables.  [Coined by Ger-
ard Manley HOPKINS.]

spry (sprX) adj.  spri·er (sprXùNr)  or spry·er, spri·est (sprXùVst)  or spry·est. 
Lively, active, and brisk; vigorous.  See Synonyms at nimble.  [Perhaps of Scandi-

navian origin; akin to Swedish dialectal sprygg, brisk.] —spryùly adv.  —spryù-
ness n. 

s.p.s. abbr.  Latin. Sine prole superstite (without surviving issue). 

spt. abbr.  Seaport. 

spud (spƒd) n.  1. Slang. A potato.  2. A sharp spadelike tool used for rooting or 

digging out weeds.   —  v.  tr. spud·ded, spud·ding, spuds. 1. To remove with 

a sharp spadelike tool.  2. To begin drilling operations on:  spud an oil well.  [Mid-

dle English spudde, short knife.]

spue (spyu) v.  & n.  Obsolete. Variant of spew. 



spume (spyum) n.  Foam or froth on a liquid, as on the sea.   —  v.  intr. 

spumed, spum·ing, spumes. To froth or foam.  [Middle English, from Old 

French espume, from Latin sp7ma.] —spuùmous, spumùy adj. 

spu·mo·ni  or spu·mo·ne (spt-moùnK) n.  An Italian ice cream having layers 

of different colors or flavors and often containing fruits and nuts.  [Italian, aug-

mentative of spuma, foam, from Latin sp7ma.]

spun (spƒn) v.  Past tense and past participle of spin. 
spun glass (spƒn gl4s) n.  1.  See fiberglass.  2. Fine blown glass having deli-

cate threading or filigree. 

spunk (spƒngk) n.  1. Informal. Spirit; pluck.  2. Punk, touchwood, or other tin-

der.  [Scottish Gaelic spong, tinder, from Latin spongia, sponge. See SPONGE.]

spunk·y (spƒngùkK) adj.  spunk·i·er, spunk·i·est. Informal. Spirited; plucky.   
—spunkùi·ly adv.  —spunkùi·ness n. 

spun silk (spƒn sVlk) n.  A yarn made from short-fibered silk and silk waste. 

spun sugar (spƒn shtgùNr) n.  See cotton candy. 
spun yarn (spƒn yärn) n.  Nautical. A lightweight line made of several rope 

yarns loosely wound together, used for seizings on board ship. 

spur (spûr) n.  1. A short spike or spiked wheel that attaches to the heel of a 

rider’s boot and is used to urge a horse forward.  2. Something that serves as a 

goad or an incentive.  3. A spurlike attachment or projection, as: a. A spinelike 

process on the leg of some birds.  b. A climbing iron; a crampon.  c. A gaff 

attached to the leg of a gamecock.  d. A short or stunted branch of a tree.  e. A 

bony outgrowth or protuberance.   4. A lateral ridge projecting from a mountain 

or mountain range.  5. An oblique reinforcing prop or stay of timber or masonry.  

6. Botany. A tubular or saclike extension of the corolla or calyx of a flower, as in a 

columbine or larkspur.  7. An ergot growing on rye.  8. A spur track.   —  v.  

spurred, spur·ring, spurs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To urge (a horse) on by the use of 

spurs.  2. To incite or stimulate: “A business tax cut is needed to spur industrial 

investment” (New York Times).   —  v.  intr. 1. To ride quickly by spurring a 

horse.  2. To proceed in haste.  [Middle English spure, from Old English spura. 

See sperN- in Appendix.]

spurge (spûrj) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Euphorbia, characteristi-

cally having milky juice and small unisexual flowers that are surrounded by a 

cuplike structure composed of fused bracts.  [Middle English, from Old French 

espurge, from espurgier, to purge (from its use as a purgative), from Latin 

exp7rg7re. See EXPURGATE.]

spur gear (spûr gîr) n.  A gear with teeth radially arrayed on the rim parallel to 

its axis. 

spurge laurel (spûrj lôrùNl) n.  A low-growing, evergreen Eurasian shrub 

(Daphne laureola) having glossy leaves and small yellowish-green flowers. 



spu·ri·ous (spytrùK-Ns) adj.  1. Lacking authenticity or validity in essence or 

origin; not genuine; false.  2. Of illegitimate birth.  3. Botany. Similar in appear-

ance but unlike in structure or function. Used of plant parts.  [From Late Latin 

spurius, from Latin, illegitimate, probably of Etruscan origin.] —spuùri·ous·ly 
adv.  —spuùri·ous·ness n. 

spurious wing (spytrùK-Ns wVng) n.  See alula. 
spurn (spûrn) v.  spurned, spurn·ing, spurns.  —  v.  tr. 1. To reject disdain-

fully or contemptuously; scorn.  See Synonyms at refuse1.  2. To kick at or tread 

on disdainfully.   —  v.  intr. To reject something contemptuously.   —  n.  1. A 

contemptuous rejection.  2. Archaic. A kick.  [Middle English spurnen, from Old 

English spurnan. See sperN- in Appendix.] —spurnùer n. 

spur-of-the-mo·ment (spûrùNv-thN-moùmNnt) adj.  Occurring or made 

hastily on impulse:  a spur-of-the moment choice. 

spurred (spûrd) adj.  1. Wearing spurs:  Spurred riders sat astride sleek mares.  

2. Having spurs or a spur:  spurred flowers; spurred boots. 

spur·ry also spur·rey (spûrùK, spƒrùK) n.  pl. spur·ries also spur·reys. Any of 

several weedy, low-growing herbs of the genera Spergula or Spergularia, especially 

Spergula arvensis native to Europe, having linear whorled leaves and small white 

flowers.  [Dutch spurrie, from Middle Dutch speurie, probably from Medieval 

Latin spergula, probably from Latin spargere, to scatter.]

spur shoot (spûr shut) n.  A slow-growing, much reduced, short shoot, as in 

the ginkgo, larch, and cedar. 

spurt (spûrt) n.  1. A sudden forcible gush or jet.  2. A sudden short burst, as of 

energy or activity.   —  v.  spurt·ed, spurt·ing, spurts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To gush 

forth suddenly in a jet.  2. To make a brief intense effort.   —  v.  tr. To force out 

in a sudden jet.  [Origin unknown.]

spur track (spûr tr4k) n.  A short side track that connects with the main track 

of a railroad system. 

spu·ta (spyuùtN) n.  Plural of sputum. 
sput·nik (spttùnVk, spƒtù-, sputùnyVk) n.  Any of a series of Soviet satellites 

sent into Earth orbit, especially the first, launched October 4, 1957.  [Russian 

sputnik (zemlyi), fellow traveler (of Earth)  : so-, s-, together; see ksun in Appen-

dix + put’, path, way; see pent- in Appendix + -nik, n. suff.]

sput·ter (spƒtùNr) v.  sput·tered, sput·ter·ing, sput·ters.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

spit out or spray particles of saliva or food from the mouth in noisy bursts.  2. To 

spit out words or sounds in an excited or confused manner.  3. To make sporadic 

spitting or popping sounds:  The fire sputtered and died.  4. Physics. To cause the 

atoms of a solid to be removed from the surface by bombardment with atoms in a 

discharge tube.   —  v.  tr. 1. To eject in short bursts with spitting or popping 

sounds.  2. To utter in an excited or confused manner.  3. Physics. To coat (a solid 

surface) with metal atoms by sputtering.   —  n.  1. The act or sound of sputter-



ing.  2. Matter emitted in sputtering.  3. Excited or confused utterance.  [Proba-

bly of Low German origin; akin to Dutch sputteren.] —sputùter·er n.  

—sputùter·y adj. 

spu·tum (spyuùtNm) n.  pl. spu·ta (-tN). Matter coughed up and usually 

ejected from the mouth, including saliva, foreign material, and substances such as 

mucus or phlegm, from the respiratory tract.  [Latin sp7tum, from neuter past 

participle of spuere, to spit.]

Spuy·ten Duy·vil Creek (spXtùn dXùvNl krKk)  A narrow channel in southeast 

New York separating northern Manhattan Island from the mainland and linking 

the Harlem and Hudson rivers. 

spy (spX) n.  pl. spies (spXz). 1. An agent employed by a state to obtain secret 

information, especially of a military nature, concerning its potential or actual 

enemies.  2. One employed by a company to obtain confidential information 

about its competitors.  3. One who secretly keeps watch on another or others.  

4. An act of spying.   —  v.  spied (spXd), spy·ing, spies (spXz).  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

observe secretly with hostile intent.  2. To discover by close observation.  3. To 

catch sight of:  spied the ship on the horizon.  4. To investigate intensively.   —  v.  

intr. 1. To engage in espionage.  2. To seek or observe something secretly and 

closely.  3. To make a careful investigation:  spying into other people’s activities.  

[Middle English spie, from Old French espie, from espier, to watch, of Germanic 

origin. See spek- in Appendix.]

spy·glass (spXùgl4sÙ) n.  1. A small telescope.  2. A pair of binoculars. Often 

used in the plural. 

spy·mas·ter (spXùm4sÙtNr) n.  One who directs clandestine intelligence activi-

ties. 

Spy·ri (spîrùK, shpîrùK), Johanna. 1827?-1901.  Swiss writer whose best-known 

children’s story is Heidi (1880). 

sq. abbr.  1. Squadron.  2. Square. 

squab (skwmb) n.  1. A young, newly hatched, or unfledged pigeon.  2. a. A soft, 

thick cushion, as for a couch.  b. A couch.    —  adj.  Young and undeveloped; 

newly hatched or unfledged:  a squab chick.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin.]

squab·ble (skwmbùNl) v.  intr. squab·bled, squab·bling, squab·bles. To 

engage in a disagreeable argument, usually over a trivial matter; wrangle.  See 

Synonyms at argue.   —  n.  A noisy quarrel, usually about a trivial matter.  

[Probably of Scandinavian origin; akin to Swedish dialectal squabb, fat flesh.] 
—squabùbler n. 

squad (skwmd) n.  1. A small group of people organized in a common endeavor 

or activity.  2. The smallest tactical unit of military personnel.  3. A small unit of 

police officers.  4. Sports. An athletic team.  [Obsolete French esquade, from Old 

French escadre, from Old Spanish escuadra, and Old Italian squadra both from 

Vulgar Latin *exquadra, square. See SQUARE.]



squad car (skwmd kär) n.  A police automobile connected by radio with head-

quarters.  Also called cruiser, patrol car, prowl car. 

squad·ron (skwmdùrNn) n.  Abbr. sq. 1. A naval unit consisting of two or more 

divisions of a fleet.  2. An armored cavalry unit subordinate to a regiment and 

consisting of two or more troops.  3. A basic tactical air force unit, subordinate to 

a group and consisting of two or more flights.  4. An organized multitude: 

“Squadrons of flies like particles of dust danced up and down” (T.E. Lawrence).  

[Italian squadrone, augmentative of squadra, squad. See SQUAD.]

squad room (skwmd rum) n.  1. A room in a police station where officers 

assemble, as for assignment or briefing.  2. A room in a barracks in which a num-

ber of troops are lodged. 

squa·lene (skw7ùlKnÙ) n.  A colorless unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon, 

C30H50, found especially in human sebum and in the liver oil of sharks, that is an 

intermediate in the biosynthesis of cholesterol and is used in biochemical 

research.  [New Latin Squalus, shark genus (from its occurrence in the liver oil of 

sharks) (from Latin squalus, a sea fish) + -ENE.]

squal·id (skwmlùVd) adj.  1. Dirty and wretched, as from poverty or lack of care.  

See Synonyms at dirty.  2. Morally repulsive; sordid: “the squalid atmosphere of 

intrigue, betrayal, and counterbetrayal” (W. Bruce Lincoln).  [Latin squ7lidus, 

from squ7lKre, to be filthy, from squ7lus, filthy.] —squalùid·ly adv.  

—squalùid·ness, squa·lidùi·ty (skwm-lVdùV-tK)  n. 

squall1 (skwôl) n.  A loud, harsh cry.   —  v.  intr. squalled, squall·ing, 
squalls. To scream or cry loudly and harshly.  [Probably of Scandinavian origin; 

akin to Old Norse skvala, to squeal.] —squallùer n. 

squall2 (skwôl) n.  1. A brief, sudden, violent windstorm, often accompanied by 

rain or snow.  2. Informal. A brief commotion.   —  v.  intr. squalled, 
squall·ing, squalls. To blow strongly for a brief period.  [Probably of Scandina-

vian origin.]

squall line (skwôl lXn) n.  A line of thunderstorms preceding a cold front. 

squall·y (skwôùlK) adj.  squall·i·er, squall·i·est. 1. Characterized by gusts of 

wind.  2. Informal. Marked by commotion or disturbance. 

squal·or (skwmlùNr) n.  A filthy and wretched condition or quality.  [Latin 

squ7lor, from squ7lKre, to be filthy. See SQUALID.]

squa·ma (skw7ùmN, skwäù-) n.  pl. squa·mae (-mKÙ). 1. A scale or scalelike 

structure.  2. A thin platelike mass, as of bone.  [Latin squ7ma.] —squaùmateÙ 
(-m7tÙ) adj. 

squa·ma·tion (skwN-m7ùshNn) n.  1. The condition of being scaly.  2. An 

arrangement of scales, as on a fish. 

squa·mi·form (skw7ùmN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Having the shape of scales or a scale. 



squa·mo·sal (skwN-moùsNl) adj.  Of or relating to the thin, platelike part of the 

human temporal bone or to a corresponding part in other vertebrates.   —  n.  A 

squamosal bone.  [From Latin squ7mosus, squamous. See SQUAMOUS.]

squa·mous (skw7ùmNs, skwäù-) also squa·mose (-mosÙ) adj.  1. Covered with 

or formed of scales; scaly.  2. Resembling a scale or scales; thin and flat like a 

scale:  the squamous cells of the cervix.  3. Of or relating to the thin, platelike part 

of the temporal bone.  [Latin squ7mosus, from squ7ma, scale.] —squaùmous·ly 
adv.  —squaùmous·ness n. 

squamous cell carcinoma (skw7ùmNs sHl kärÙsN-noùmN) n.  A carcinoma 

that arises from squamous epithelium and is the most common form of skin can-

cer.  Also called cancroid 

squamous epithelium (skw7ùmNs HpÙN-thKùlK-Nm) n.  Epithelium consist-

ing of one or more cell layers, the most superficial of which is composed of flat, 

scalelike or platelike cells. 

squa·mule (skw7ùmyul, skwäù-) n.  A small, loosely attached thallus lobe of 

certain lichens.  [Latin squ7mula, diminutive of squ7ma, scale.]

squa·mu·lose (skw7ùmyN-losÙ, skwäù-) adj.  1. Having or consisting of minute 

scales.  2. Having a thallus consisting of numerous squamules. Used of certain 

lichens.  [Latin squ7mula, diminutive of squ7ma, scale + -OSE
1.]

squan·der (skwmnùdNr) v.  tr. squan·dered, squan·der·ing, squan·ders. 
1. To spend wastefully or extravagantly; dissipate.  See Synonyms at waste.  
2. Obsolete. To scatter.   —  n.  Extravagant expenditure; prodigality.  [Origin 

unknown.] —squanùder·er n.  —squanùder·ing·ly adv. 

Squan·to (skwmnùto), Died 1622.  Native American who helped the English col-

onists in Massachusetts develop agricultural techniques and served as an inter-

preter between the colonists and the Wampanoag. 

square (skwâr) n.  Abbr. sq. 1. A plane figure having four equal sides.  

2. Something having an equal-sided rectangular form:  a square of cloth.  3. A T-

shaped or L-shaped instrument for drawing or testing right angles.  

4. Mathematics. The product obtained when a number or quantity is multiplied 

by itself.  5. Games. Any of the quadrilateral spaces on a board, as in chess.  

6. a. An open, usually four-sided area at the intersection of two or more streets, 

often planted with grass and trees for use as a park.  b. A rectangular space 

enclosed by streets and occupied by buildings; a block.   7. Slang. A person who is 

regarded as dull, rigidly conventional, and out of touch with current trends.   —  
adj.  squar·er, squar·est. 1. Having four equal sides and four right angles.  

2. Forming a right angle.  3. a. Expressed in units measuring area:  square feet.  

b. Having a specified length in each of two equal dimensions.   4. Nautical. Set at 

right angles to the mast and keel. Used of the yards of a square-rigged ship.  

5. Approximately rectangular and equilateral in cross section:  a square house.  

6. Characterized by blocklike solidity or sturdiness.  7. Honest; direct:  a square 



answer.  8. Just; equitable:  a square deal.  9. Having been paid up; settled.  

10. Sports. Even; tied.  11. Slang. Rigidly conventional; dull.   —  v.  squared, 
squar·ing, squares.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cut to a square or rectangular shape.  2. To 

test for conformity to a desired plane, straight line, or right angle.  3. To mark 

into squares. Often used with off.  4. a. To bring into conformity or agreement:  

She could not square the request with her principles.  b. To bring (oneself) into a 

better position or relation:  He tried to square himself with his parents.   5. To set 

straight or at approximate right angles:  square one’s cap.  6. To bring into balance; 

settle:  square a debt.  7. Sports. To even the score of:  to square a game.  

8. Mathematics. a. To raise (a number or quantity) to the second power.  b. To 

find a square equal in area to (the area of a given figure).   9. Informal. To bribe or 

fix:  a party in litigation that tried to square the judge.   —  v.  intr. 1. Mathematics. 

To be at right angles.  2. To agree or conform:  a story that doesn’t square with the 

facts.   —  adv.  1. Mathematics. At right angles.  2. In a square shape.  3. In a 

solid manner; firmly.  4. Directly; straight:  ran square into each other.  5. In an 

honest, straightforward manner.   —phrasal verbs. square away. 
1. Nautical. To square the yards of a sailing vessel.  2. To put away or in order.  

square off. To assume a fighting stance; prepare to fight.  square up. To settle 

a bill or debt.   —idioms. on the square. 1. Mathematics. At right angles.  

2. Honestly and openly:  has always dealt on the square.  out of square. 
3. Mathematics. Not at exact right angles.  4. Not in agreement.  square peg in 
a round hole. Informal. A misfit.  [Middle English, from Old French esquarre, 

from Vulgar Latin *exquadra, from *exquadr7re, to square  : Latin ex-, ex- + 

quadr7re, to square (from quadrum, a square); see kwetwer- in Appendix.] 
—squareùly adv.  —squareùness n.  —squarùer n. 

square bracket (skwâr br4kùVt) n.  See bracket (n., sense 4a). 

square dance (skwâr d4ns) n.  1. A dance in which sets of four couples form 

squares.  2. Any of various similar group dances of rural origin.   —squareù-
danceÙ (skwârùd4nsÙ) v.  —square dancer n.  —square dancùing n. 

square knot (skwâr nmt) n.  A common double knot in which the loose ends 

are parallel to the standing parts, most often used to join the ends of two cords or 

lines. 

square matrix (skwâr m7ùtrVks) n.  Mathematics. A matrix with equal num-

bers of rows and columns. 

square meal (skwâr mKl) n.  A substantial, nourishing meal. 

square measure (skwâr mHzhùNr) n.  A system of units used in measuring 

area. 

square one (skwâr wƒn) n.  Informal. The starting point.  [Alluding to board 

games with numbered squares in which a penalized player may have to return to 

the starting point.]



square-rigged (skwârùrVgdù) adj.  Nautical. Fitted with square sails as the 

principal sails. 

square-rig·ger (skwârùrVgùNr) n.  Nautical. A square-rigged vessel. 

square root (skwâr rut) n.  Mathematics. A divisor of a quantity that when 

squared gives the quantity. 

square sail (skwâr s7l) n.  Nautical. A four-sided sail extended by a yard sus-

pended horizontally across the mast. 

square shooter (skwâr shuùtNr) n.  Informal. One who is honest, forthright, 

and fair. 

square·tail (skwârùt7lÙ) n.  See brook trout. 
squar·ish (skwârùVsh) adj.  Somewhat or almost square.   —squarùish·ly adv.  

—squarùish·ness n. 

squar·rose (skw4rùosÙ, skwärù-) adj.  1. Biology. Having rough or spreading 

scalelike processes.  2. Botany. Spreading or recurved at the tip:  squarrose bracts.  

[Latin squarrosus, scabby.]

squash1 (skwmsh, skwôsh) n.  1. Any of various tendril-bearing plants of the 

genus Cucurbita, having fleshy edible fruit with a leathery rind and unisexual 

flowers.  2. The fruit of any of these plants, eaten as a vegetable.  [From alteration 

of Narragansett askútasquash.]

squash2 (skwmsh, skwôsh) v.  squashed, squash·ing, squash·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To beat, squeeze, or press into a pulp or a flattened mass; crush.  See Synonyms 

at crush.  2. To put down or suppress; quash:  squash a revolt.  3. To silence or 

fluster, as with crushing words:  squash a heckler.   —  v.  intr. 1. To become 

crushed, flattened, or pulpy, as by pressure or impact.  2. To move with a splash-

ing or sucking sound, as when walking through boggy ground.   —  n.  1. a. The 

act or sound of squashing.  b. The fact or condition of being squashed.   2. A 

crushed or crowded mass:  a squash of people.  3. Sports. A racket game played in a 

closed walled court with a rubber ball.  4. Chiefly British. A citrus-based soft 

drink.   —  adv.  With a squashing sound.  [Middle English squachen, from Old 

French esquasser, from Vulgar Latin *exquass7re : Latin ex-, intensive pref.; see EX- 

+ Latin quass7re, to shatter, frequentative of quatere, to shake; see kwKt- in 

Appendix.] —squashùer n. 

squash bug (skwmsh bƒg) n.  A blackish North American insect (Anasa tristis) 

that is destructive to squash, pumpkins, and other crops. 

squash·y (skwmshùK, skwôùshK) adj.  squash·i·er, squash·i·est. 1. Easily 

squashed.  2. Overripe and soft; pulpy.  3. Boggy; marshy:  squashy ground.   
—squashùi·ly adv.  —squashùi·ness n. 

squat (skwmt) v.  squat·ted, squat·ting, squats.  —  v.  intr. 1. To sit in a 

crouching position with knees bent and the hams resting on or near the heels.  

2. To crouch down, as an animal does.  3. To settle on unoccupied land without 

legal claim.  4. To occupy a given piece of public land in order to acquire title to it.   



—  v.  tr. 1. To put (oneself) into a crouching posture.  2. To occupy as a squatter.   
—  adj.  squat·ter, squat·test. 1. Short and thick; low and broad.  2. Crouched 

in a squatting position.   —  n.  1. The act of squatting.  2. A squatting or crouch-

ing posture.  3. Sports. A lift or a weightlifting exercise in which one squats and 

stands while holding a weighted barbell supported by the back of the shoulders.  

4. The place occupied by a squatter.  5. The lair of an animal such as a hare.  

[Middle English squatten, from Old French esquatir, to crush  : es-, intensive pref. 

(from Latin ex-); see EX- + quatir, to press flat (from Vulgar Latin *co7ctXre, from 

Latin co7ctus, past participle of cogere, to compress  : co-, co- + agere, to drive); see 

ag- in Appendix.] —squatùter n. 

squaw (skwô) n.  Offensive. 1. A Native American woman, especially a wife.  

2. A woman or wife.  [Massachusett squa, younger woman.]

squaw·fish (skwôùfVshÙ) n.  pl. squawfish or squaw·fish·es. Any of several 

large cyprinid freshwater fishes of the genus Ptychocheilus, of western North 

America. 

squawk (skwôk) v.  squawked, squawk·ing, squawks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

utter a harsh scream; screech.  2. Informal. To complain or protest noisily or pee-

vishly.   —  v.  tr. To utter with or as if with a squawk.   —  n.  1. A loud screech.  

2. A noisy complaint.  [Imitative.] —squawkùer n. 

squawk box (skwôk bmks) n.  Informal. The speaker on an intercom or a pub-

lic-address system. 

squaw man (skwô m4n) n.  Offensive. A white or other non-Native American 

man having a Native American wife and usually living with her people. 

squaw·root (skwôùrutÙ, -rttÙ) n.  1. An eastern North American plant 

(Conopholis americana) parasitic on the roots of oaks and other trees and having 

tubular yellowish flowers and a stem covered with brownish scales.  2. An eastern 

North American plant (Trillium erectum) having ill-smelling, purple to yellow 

flowers with three petals and dark red, six-angled fruit. 

Squaw Valley (skwô v4lùK)  A valley of northeast California in the Sierra 

Nevada west of Lake Tahoe. A popular ski resort, it was the site of the 1960 Winter 

Olympics. 

squeak (skwKk) v.  squeaked, squeak·ing, squeaks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To give 

forth a short, shrill cry or sound.  2. Slang. To turn informer.   —  v.  tr. To utter 

in a thin, shrill voice.   —  n.  1. A short shrill cry or sound, such as that made by 

a mouse or a rusty hinge.  2. An escape:  a close squeak.   —phrasal verb. 
squeak through (or squeak by). To manage barely to pass, win, or survive:  

squeaked through the test; squeaks by on a limited income.  [Middle English 

squeken, perhaps of Scandinavian origin; akin to Old Norse skvakka, to croak.]

squeak·er (skwKùkNr) n.  1. One that squeaks.  2. Informal. Something, such as 

an election, that is won, passed, or achieved by the narrowest of margins or at the 

very last moment. 



squeak·y (skwKùkK) adj.  squeak·i·er, squeak·i·est. 1. Characterized by 

squeaking tones:  a squeaky voice.  2. Tending to squeak:  squeaky shoes.   
—squeakùi·ly adv.  —squeakùi·ness n. 

squeak·y-clean (skwKùkK-klKnù) adj.  Informal. 1. Perfectly clean:  squeaky-

clean hair.  2. Free from moral fault or taint; untarnished and virtuous: “Despite 

its squeaky-clean image, [the agency] suffered waste and inefficiency” (William D. 

Marbach). 

squeal (skwKl) v.  squealed, squeal·ing, squeals.  —  v.  intr. 1. To give 

forth a loud, shrill cry or sound.  2. Slang. To turn informer; betray an accomplice 

or a secret.   —  v.  tr. To utter or produce with a squeal.   —  n.  A loud, shrill cry 

or sound:  a squeal of surprise; the squeal of tires.  [Middle English squelen, proba-

bly of imitative origin.] —squealùer n. 

squea·mish (skwKùmVsh) adj.  1. a. Easily nauseated or sickened.  

b. Nauseated.   2. Easily shocked or disgusted.  3. Excessively fastidious or scru-

pulous.  [Middle English squeimous, alteration of Anglo-Norman escoymous.] 
—squeaùmish·ly adv.  —squeaùmish·ness n. 

squee·gee (skwKùjK) n.  1. A T-shaped implement having a crosspiece edged 

with rubber or leather that is drawn across a surface to remove water, as in wash-

ing windows.  2. Printing. A similar implement or a rubber roller used in printing 

and photography.   —  v.  tr. squee·geed, squee·gee·ing, squee·gees. To 

wipe or smooth with a squeegee.  [Perhaps from obsolete squeege, to press, alter-

ation of SQUEEZE.]

squeeze (skwKz) v.  squeezed, squeez·ing, squeez·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To press 

hard on or together; compress.  2. To press gently, as in affection:  squeezed her 

hand.  3. To exert pressure on, as by way of extracting liquid:  squeeze an orange.  

4. To extract by or as if by applying pressure:  squeeze juice from a lemon; squeezed 

a confession out of a suspect.  5. To extract by dishonest means; extort.  6. To 

oppress with burdensome demands.  7. To obtain room for by pressure; cram:  

squeezed her books into the briefcase.  8. To manage to find time or space for.  

9. Games. To force (an opponent) to use a potentially winning card in a trick he 

or she cannot take in bridge.   —  v.  intr. 1. To give way under pressure.  2. To 

exert pressure.  3. To force one’s way:  squeeze through a crowd; squeeze into a tight 

space.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of squeezing.  2. An amount squeezed 

out:  a squeeze of lemon.  3. A handclasp or brief embrace.  4. A group crowded 

together; a crush.  5. Informal. A squeeze play.  6. Financial pressure caused by 

shortages or narrowing economic margins.  7. Games. A forced discard of a 

potentially winning card in bridge.   —phrasal verbs. squeeze off. To fire (a 

round of bullets) by squeezing the trigger.  squeeze through (or squeeze 
by). To manage narrowly to pass, win, or survive.  [Probably alteration of obso-

lete quease, to press, from Middle English queisen, from Old English cw«san.] 
—squeezùa·ble adj.  —squeezùer n. 



squeeze·box (skwKzùbmksÙ) n.  Music. An accordion. 

squeeze play (skwKz pl7) n.  1. Baseball. A play in which the batter attempts to 

bunt so that a runner on third base may score.  2. Informal. Pressure exerted to 

obtain a concession or achieve a goal. 

squelch (skwHlch) v.  squelched, squelch·ing, squelch·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

crush by or as if by trampling; squash.  2. To put down or silence, as with a crush-

ing retort:  squelch a rumor.   —  v.  intr. To produce a splashing, squishing, or 

sucking sound, as when walking through ooze.   —  n.  1. A squishing sound.  

2. A crushing reply.  3. An electric circuit that cuts off a radio receiver when the 

signal is too weak for reception of anything but noise.  [Probably imitative.] 
—squelchùer n. 

sque·teague (skwV-tKgù) n.  pl. squeteague. 1.  See weakfish.  2. Any of 

several fishes related to the weakfish.  [Of Algonquian origin.]

squib (skwVb) n.  1. a. A small firecracker.  b. A broken firecracker that burns 

but does not explode.   2. a. A brief satirical or witty writing or speech, such as a 

lampoon.  b. A short, sometimes humorous piece in a newspaper or magazine, 

usually used as a filler.    —  v.  squibbed, squib·bing, squibs.  —  v.  intr. To 

write or utter squibs.   —  v.  tr. 1. To write or utter squibs against; lampoon.  

2. Football. To kick (the ball) low on a kickoff so that it bounces along the 

ground.  [Probably imitative.]

squib kick (skwVb kVk) n.  Football. A kickoff in which the ball is kicked low so 

that it will bounce along the ground, making it difficult to field and return. 

squid (skwVd) n.  pl. squids or squid. Any of various marine cephalopod mol-

lusks of the genus Loligo and related genera, having a usually elongated body, ten 

arms surrounding the mouth, a vestigial internal shell, and a pair of triangular or 

rounded fins.  [Origin unknown.]

squig·gle (skwVgùNl) n.  A small wiggly mark or scrawl.   —  v.  intr. 

squig·gled, squig·gling, squig·gles. 1. To squirm and wriggle.  2. To make 

squiggles.  [Perhaps blend of SQUIRM, and WIGGLE.] —squigùgly adj. 

squill (skwVl) n.  1. Any of several bulbous Eurasian and African plants of the 

genus Scilla, having narrow leaves and bell-shaped blue, white, or pink flowers.  

2.  See sea onion (n., sense 1).  3. The dried inner scales of the bulbs of any of 

these plants, used as rat poison and formerly as a cardiac stimulant, expectorant, 

and diuretic.  [Middle English, from Latin scilla, squilla, shrimp, squill, from 

Greek skilla.]

squil·la (skwVlùN) n.  pl. squil·las or squil·lae (skwVlùKÙ). Any of various bur-

rowing predatory marine crustaceans of the order Stomatopoda, having movable 

stalked eyes and a pair of jointed grasping appendages.  Also called mantis crab, 

mantis shrimp.  [New Latin Squilla, genus name, from Latin squilla, shrimp. See 

SQUILL.]



squinch1 (skwVnch) n.  A quarter-spherical segment of masonry vaulting or cor-

beling carried across an interior angle of a square tower to support a circular or 

octagonal superstructure.  [Alteration of scuncheon, from Middle English scon-

chon, from Old French escoinson : es-, out of (from Latin ex-); see EX- + coin, 

angle, wedge; see COIN.]

squinch2 (skwVnch) v.  tr. squinched, squinch·ing, squinch·es. To squeeze, 

twist, or draw together:  squinched her eyes shut.  [Alteration of SQUINT.]

squint (skwVnt) v.  squint·ed, squint·ing, squints.  —  v.  intr. 1. To look 

with the eyes partly closed, as in bright sunlight.  2. a. To look or glance sideways.  

b. To look askance, as in disapproval.   3. To have an indirect reference or inclina-

tion.  4. To be affected with strabismus.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to squint.  2. To 

close (the eyes) partly while looking.   —  n.  1. The act or an instance of squint-

ing.  2. a. A sideways glance.  b. A quick look or glance:  Take a squint at this view.   

3. An oblique reference or inclination.  4.  See strabismus.  5. A hagioscope.   
—  adj.  1. Looking obliquely or askance.  2. Squint-eyed.  [Short for ASQUINT.] 
—squintùer n.  —squintùy adj. 

squint-eyed (skwVntùXdù) adj.  1. Affected with strabismus.  2. Looking with 

narrowed or squinting eyes.  3. Looking askance, as in envy. 

squir·ar·chy (skwXrùärÙkK) n.  Variant of squirearchy. 
squire (skwXr) n.  1. A man who attends or escorts a woman; a gallant.  2. An 

English country gentleman, especially the chief landowner in a district.  3. A 

judge or another local dignitary.  4. A young nobleman attendant upon a knight 

and ranked next below a knight in feudal hierarchy.   —  v.  tr. squired, 
squir·ing, squires. To attend as a squire; escort.  [Middle English squier, from 

Old French esquier. See ESQUIRE.]

squire·ar·chy  or squir·ar·chy (skwXrùärÙkK) n.  pl. squire·ar·chies. The 

landed gentry considered as a group or class. 

squirm (skwûrm) v.  intr. squirmed, squirm·ing, squirms. 1. To twist about 

in a wriggling, snakelike motion; writhe.  2. To feel or exhibit signs of humilia-

tion or embarrassment.  See Synonyms at writhe.   —  n.  1. The act of squirm-

ing.  2. A squirming movement.  [Origin unknown.] —squirmùer n.  

—squirmùy adj. 

squir·rel (skwûrùNl, skwƒrù-) n.  1. Any of various arboreal rodents of the genus 

Sciurus and related genera of the family Sciuridae, having a long flexible bushy 

tail and including the fox squirrel, gray squirrel, and red squirrel.  Also called tree 

squirrel 2. Any of various other rodents of the family Sciuridae, as the ground 

squirrel or the flying squirrel.  3. The fur of one of these rodents.   —  v.  tr. 

squir·reled or squir·relled, squir·rel·ing or squir·rel·ling, squir·rels or 

squir·rels. To hide or store:  squirreled away her money.  [Middle English squirel, 

from Anglo-Norman esquirel, from Vulgar Latin *sc7riolus, diminutive of 



·sc7rius, alteration of Latin sci7rus, from Greek skiouros : skia, shadow + oura, tail; 

see ors- in Appendix.]

squirrel corn (skwûrùNl kôrn) n.  A low-growing North American plant 

(Dicentra canadensis) having finely divided basal leaves, fragrant whitish flowers 

tinged with purple, and small yellow tubers resembling grains of corn. 

squir·rel·fish (skwûrùNl-fVshÙ, skwƒrù-) n.  pl. squirrelfish or 

squir·rel·fish·es. Any of various nocturnal fishes of the genus Holocentrus and 

related genera, of warm marine waters, having large eyes like those of squirrels 

and a usually brightly colored body. 

squir·rel·ly (skwûrùN-lK, skwƒrù-) adj.  Slang. 1. Eccentric.  2. Cunningly 

unforthcoming or reticent. 

squirrel monkey (skwûrùNl mƒngùkK) n.  Any of several small, brightly col-

ored arboreal monkeys of the genus Saimiri, widely distributed in South and 

Central American tropical forest regions, having a white face with black nose and 

mouth, short fur, and a long nonprehensile tail. 

squirt (skwûrt) v.  squirt·ed, squirt·ing, squirts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To issue forth 

in a thin forceful stream or jet; spurt.  2. To eject liquid in a jet.   —  v.  tr. 1. To 

eject (liquid) forcibly in a thin stream from a narrow opening.  2. To wet with a 

spurt of liquid.   —  n.  1. The act of squirting.  2. An instrument, such as a 

syringe, used for squirting.  3. A squirted jet of liquid.  [Middle English squirten, 

possibly of Middle Dutch or Middle Low German origin; akin to Low German 

swirtjen.] —squirtùer n. 

squirt gun (skwûrt gƒn) n.  A toy gun designed to squirt a stream of water.  

Also called water gun, water pistol. 

squirt·ing cucumber (skwûrùtVng kyuùkƒmÙbNr) n.  A hairy Mediterranean 

vine (Ecballium elaterium) having fruit that when ripe discharges its seeds and 

juice explosively. 

squish (skwVsh) v.  squished, squish·ing, squish·es.  —  v.  tr. To squeeze or 

crush together or into a flat mass; squash.   —  v.  intr. To emit the gurgling or 

sucking sound of soft mud being walked on.   —  n.  1. A squishing sound.  

2. Slang. A person regarded as weak and ineffective.  [Probably alteration of 

SQUASH
2.]

squish·y (skwVshùK) adj.  squish·i·er, squish·i·est. 1. Soft and wet; spongy.  

2. Sloppily sentimental. 

sr abbr.  Steradian. 

Sr  The symbol for the element strontium. 
Sr. abbr.  1.  Or sr.. Senior.  2. Señor.  3. Ecclesiastical. Sister (religious). 

Sra. abbr.  Señora. 

Sra·nan (sräùnNn) n.  See Sranantongo. 



Sra·nan·ton·go (sräùnNn-tmngùgo) n.  A creole based on English, spoken in 

coastal Suriname and widely used as a lingua franca.  Also called Sranan, taki-

taki.  [Sranantongo  : Sranan, Suriname + tongo, tongue (from English TONGUE).]

Sri Lan·ka (srK längùkN) Formerly Cey·lon (sV-lmnù, s7-).  An island country in 

the Indian Ocean off southeast India. Inhabited from ancient times, the island 

attracted Arab, Portuguese, Dutch, and British traders for its wealth of spices. It 

became a British colony in 1798 and achieved independence in 1948. Colombo is 

the capital and the largest city. Population, 14,848,364.   —Sri Lanùkan adj.  & n. 

Sri·na·gar (srK-nƒgùNr)  A city of northern India on the Jhelum River north of 

Amritsar. Founded in the sixth century A.D., it has long been a noted resort. Pop-

ulation, 594,775. 

sRNA n.  Soluble RNA. 

SRO abbr.  1. Single room occupancy.  2. Standing room only. 

Srta. abbr.  Señorita. 

SS1 (HsùHsù) n.  Latin. An elite quasi-military unit of the Nazi party that served as 

Hitler’s personal guard and as a special security force in Germany and the occu-

pied countries.  [German, abbr. for Schutzstaffel : Schutz, defense + Staffel, eche-

lon.]

SS2 abbr.  Latin. Saints. 

ss. abbr.  1.  Or ss. Scilicet.  2. Semis (one half). 

S.S. abbr.  1. Social Security.  2.  Or SS. Steamship.  3. Sunday school.  4. Sworn 

statement. 

s/s abbr.  Same size. 

SSA abbr.  Social Security Administration. 

SSE abbr.  South-southeast. 

S.Sgt.  or SSGT abbr.  Staff sergeant. 

SSI abbr.  Supplemental Security Income. 

ssp. abbr.  Subspecies. 

S.S.R.  or SSR abbr.  Soviet Socialist Republic. 

SST abbr.  Supersonic transport. 

SSW abbr.  South-southwest. 

ST abbr.  Standard time. 

st. abbr.  1. Stanza.  2. Start.  3. State.  4.  Or St.. Statute.  5. Printing. Stet.  

6. Stitch.  7. Stone (weight).  8.  Or St.. Strait.  9.  Or St.. Street.  10. Strophe. 

St. abbr.  Saint. 

s.t. abbr.  Short ton. 

-st suff.  Variant of -est2. 
sta. abbr.  1. Station.  2. Stationary. 

stab (st4b) v.  stabbed, stab·bing, stabs.  —  v.  tr. 1. To pierce or wound 

with or as if with a pointed weapon.  2. To plunge (a pointed weapon or instru-

ment) into something.  3. To make a thrusting or poking motion at or into:  



stabbed the air with his fingers.   —  v.  intr. 1. To thrust with or as if with a 

pointed weapon:  stabbed at the food with her fork.  2. To inflict a wound with or 

as if with a pointed weapon.   —  n.  1. A thrust with a pointed weapon or instru-

ment.  2. A wound inflicted with or as if with a pointed weapon.  3. A sudden 

piercing pain.  4. An attempt; a try:  made a stab at the answer.   —idiom. stab 
(someone) in the back. To harm (someone) by treachery or betrayal of trust.  

[Middle English stabben.] —stabùber n. 

sta·bile (st7ùbVl, -bNl, -bXlÙ, -bKlÙ) adj.  Immobile; unchangeable; stable.   —  n.  

An abstract sculpture, usually of sheet metal, resembling a mobile but having no 

moving parts.  [Latin stabilis, stable. See STABLE
1.]

sta·bil·i·ty (stN-bVlùV-tK) n.  pl. sta·bil·i·ties. 1. The state or quality of being sta-

ble, especially: a. Resistance to change, deterioration, or displacement.  

b. Constancy of character or purpose; steadfastness.  c. Reliability; dependability.   

2. The ability of an object, such as a ship or an aircraft, to maintain equilibrium 

or resume its original position after displacement, as by the sea or strong winds.  

3. Roman Catholic Church. A vow committing a Benedictine monk to one monas-

tery for life. 

sta·bi·lize (st7ùbN-lXzÙ) v.  sta·bi·lized, sta·bi·liz·ing, sta·bi·liz·es.  —  v.  tr. 

1. To make stable or steadfast.  2. To maintain the stability of (an airplane or 

ship, for example) by means of a stabilizer.  3. To keep from fluctuating; fix the 

level of:  stabilize prices.   —  v.  intr. To become stable, steadfast, or fixed.   
—staÙbi·li·zaùtion (-lV-z7ùshNn) n. 

sta·bi·liz·er (st7ùbN-lXÙzNr) n.  1. One that makes or keeps something stable: 

“The New Deal equipped the economy with built-in stabilizers” (Arthur M. 

Schlesinger, Jr.).  2. Nautical. A device, such as a gyroscopically controlled fin, 

that prevents excessive rolling of a ship in heavy seas.  3. An airfoil that stabilizes 

an aircraft or a missile in flight.  4. Chemistry. A substance that renders or main-

tains a solution, mixture, suspension, or state resistant to chemical change. 

stabilizer bar (st7ùbN-lXÙzNr bär) n.  See anti-sway bar. 
sta·ble1 (st7ùbNl) adj.  sta·bler, sta·blest. 1. a. Resistant to change of position 

or condition; steadfast.  b. Maintaining equilibrium; self-restoring.   

2. Immutable; permanent; enduring.  3. a. Consistently dependable.  b. Not 

subject to mental illness or irrationality.   4. Physics. Having no known mode of 

decay; indefinitely long-lived. Used of atomic particles.  5. Chemistry. Not easily 

decomposed or otherwise modified chemically.  [Middle English, from Old 

French estable, from Latin stabilis. See st7- in Appendix.] —staùble·ness n.  

—staùbly adv. 

sta·ble2 (st7ùbNl) n.  1. a. A building for the shelter and feeding of domestic ani-

mals, especially horses and cattle.  b. A group of animals lodged in such a build-

ing.   2. a. All the racehorses belonging to a single owner or racing establishment.  

See Synonyms at flock1.  b. The personnel employed to keep and train such a 



group of racehorses.   3. A group, as of athletes, under common management, 

authority, or ownership:  a stable of prizefighters.   —  v.  sta·bled, sta·bling, 
sta·bles.  —  v.  tr. To put or keep in or as if in a stable.   —  v.  intr. To live in or 

as if in a stable.  [Middle English, from Old French estable, from Latin stabulum, 

stable, standing place. See st7- in Appendix.]

stab·lish (st4bÙlVsh) v.  tr. stab·lish, stab·lished, stab·lish·ing. Archaic. To 

establish. 

stac·ca·to (stN-käùto) adj.  1.  Abbr. stacc. Music. Cut short crisply; discon-

nected:  staccato octaves.  2. Marked by or composed of abrupt, disconnected 

parts or sounds:  staccato applause.   —  n.  pl. stac·ca·tos or stac·ca·ti (-tK). A 

staccato manner or sound.  [Italian, past participle of staccare, to detach, short for 

distaccare, from obsolete French destacher, from Old French destachier. See 

DETACH.] —stac·caùto adv. 

stack (st4k) n.  1. A large, usually conical pile of straw or fodder arranged for 

outdoor storage.  2. An orderly pile, especially one arranged in layers.  See Syn-

onyms at heap.  3. Computer Science. A section of memory and its associated 

registers used for temporary storage of information in which the item most 

recently stored is the first to be retrieved.  4. A group of three rifles supporting 

each other, butt downward and forming a cone.  5. a. A chimney or flue.  b. A 

group of chimneys arranged together.   6. A vertical exhaust pipe, as on a ship or 

locomotive.  7.  Often stacks. a. An extensive arrangement of bookshelves.  

b. The area of a library in which most of the books are shelved.   8. A stackup.  

9. An English measure of coal or cut wood, equal to 108 cubic feet (3.06 cubic 

meters).  10. Informal. A large quantity:  a stack of work to do.   —  v.  stacked, 
stack·ing, stacks.  —  v.  tr. 1. To arrange in a stack; pile.  2. To load or cover 

with stacks or piles:  stacked the dishwasher.  3. a. Games. To prearrange the order 

of (a deck of cards) so as to increase the chance of winning.  b. To prearrange or 

fix unfairly so as to favor a particular outcome:  tried to stack the jury.   4. To 

direct (aircraft) to circle at different altitudes while waiting to land.   —  v.  intr. 

To form a stack.   —phrasal verb. stack up. Informal. 1. To measure up or 

equal:  Their gift doesn’t stack up against his.  2. To make sense; add up:  Her report 

just doesn’t stack up.  [Middle English stac, from Old Norse stakkr.] 
—stackùa·ble adj.  —stackùer n. 

stacked (st4kt) adj.  Slang. Attractively formed and large-breasted. 

stacked heel (st4kt hKl) n.  A shoe heel made of several layers of material. 

stack·up (st4kùƒpÙ) n.  A deployment of aircraft circling an airport at desig-

nated altitudes while awaiting instructions to land. 

stac·te (st4kùtK) n.  A sweet spice used by the ancient Jews in making incense.  

[Middle English stacten, myrrh resin, from Latin stactK, from Greek staktK, from 

feminine of staktos, oozing, from stazein, stag-, to ooze.]



stad·dle (st4dùl) n.  A base or support, especially a platform on which hay or 

straw is stacked.  [Middle English stathel, from Old English stathol. See st7- in 

Appendix.]

stad·hold·er (st4dùholÙdNr) also stadt·hold·er (st4tù-) n.  1. A governor or 

viceroy formerly stationed in a province of the Netherlands.  2. The chief magis-

trate of the former Netherlands republic.  [Partial translation of Dutch 

stadhouder : stad, place; see st7- in Appendix + houder, holder.]

sta·di·a1 (st7ùdK-N) n.  1. a. A telescopic instrument having two parallel lines 

through which intervals on a calibrated rod are observed, used to measure dis-

tances.  b. The parallel lines in this instrument.  c. The calibrated rod so used.   

2. The technique of measuring distances with this instrument.  [Italian, probably 

from Latin, pl. of stadium, a unit of length. See STADIUM.]

sta·di·a2 (st7ùdK-N) n.  A plural of stadium. 
sta·di·um (st7ùdK-Nm) n.  pl. sta·di·ums or sta·di·a (-dK-N). 1. A large, usually 

open structure for sports events with tiered seating for spectators.  2. A course on 

which foot races were held in ancient Greece, usually semicircular and having 

tiers of seats for spectators.  3. An ancient Greek measure of distance, based on 

the length of such a course and equal to about 185 meters (607 feet).  4. Medicine. 

A stage or period in the course of a disease.  5. Biology. A stage in the develop-

ment or life history of an organism.  [Middle English, unit of length, from Latin, 

from Greek stadion, perhaps alteration (influenced by stadios, firm), of spadion, 

racetrack, from span, to pull.]

stadt·hold·er (st4tùholÙdNr) n.  Variant of stadholder. 
Staël (stäl), Madame de In full Baronne Anne Louise Germaine Necker de Staël-

Holstein. 1766-1817.  French writer, literary patron, and critic who introduced 

romanticism to French literature in On Germany (1810). 

staff1 (st4f) n.  pl. staffs or staves (st7vz). 1. a. A stick or cane carried as an 

aid in walking or climbing.  b. A stout stick used as a weapon; a cudgel.  c. A pole 

on which a flag is displayed; a flagstaff.  d. A rod or baton carried as a symbol of 

authority.   2. pl. staffs. A rule or similar graduated stick used for testing or mea-

suring, as in surveying.  3. pl. staffs. a. A group of assistants to a manager, an 

executive, or another person in authority.  b. A group of military officers 

assigned to assist a commanding officer in an executive or advisory capacity.  

c. The personnel who carry out a specific enterprise:  the nursing staff of a hospi-

tal.   4. Something that serves as a staple or support.  5. Music. A set of five hori-

zontal lines and four intermediate spaces used in notation to represent a sequence 

of pitches. In this sense, also calledstave  —  v.  tr. staffed, staff·ing, staffs. 
1. To provide with a staff of workers or assistants.  2. To serve on the staff of.  

[Middle English staf, from Old English stæf.]



staff2 (st4f) n.  A building material of plaster and fiber used as an exterior wall 

covering of temporary buildings, as at expositions.  [Perhaps from German stoff, 

stuff.]

Staf·fa (st4fùN)  An island of western Scotland in the Inner Hebrides west of 

Mull. 

staff·er (st4fùNr) n.  Informal. A member of a staff:  White House staffers. 

staff of life (st4f ƒv lXf) n.  pl. staves of life or staffs of life. A staple or nec-

essary food, especially bread. 

Staf·ford (st4fùNrd)  A municipal borough of west-central England north-

northwest of Birmingham. The birthplace of Izaak Walton, it is a manufacturing 

center. Population, 55,100. 

Staf·ford·shire bull terrier (st4fùNrd-shîrÙ btl tHrùK-Nr, -shNr) n.  A small, 

stocky, powerful dog of a breed developed in England by crossing bulldogs and 

terriers, having a short, smooth, variously colored coat, a broad head with 

dropped ears, a short muscular neck, and widely set forelegs.  [After Stafford-

shire, a county of west-central England.]

Staffordshire terrier (st4fùNrd-shîrÙ tHrùK-Nr) n.  See American Stafford-
shire terrier.  [After Staffordshire, a county of west-central England.]

staff sergeant (st4f särùjNnt) n.  Abbr. S. Sgt., SSGT 1. a. A noncommis-

sioned rank in the U.S. Army that is above sergeant and below sergeant first class.  

b. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Air Force that is above sergeant and 

below technical sergeant.  c. A noncommissioned rank in the U.S. Marine Corps 

that is above sergeant and below gunnery sergeant.   2. One who holds the rank of 

staff sergeant. 

staff tree (st4f trK) n.  See bittersweet (n., sense 1). 

stag (st4g) n.  1. The adult male of various deer, especially the red deer.  2. An 

animal, especially a pig, castrated after reaching sexual maturity.  3. a. A man 

who attends a social gathering unaccompanied by a woman.  b. A woman who 

attends a social gathering unaccompanied by a man.   4. A social gathering for 

men only.   —  adj.  1. Of or for men only:  a stag party.  2. Pornographic:  stag 

films.   —  adv.  Unaccompanied:  went to the dance stag.   —  v.  intr. stagged, 
stag·ging, stags. 1. To attend a social gathering unaccompanied by a woman.  

2. To attend a social gathering unaccompanied by a man.  [Middle English stagge, 

from Old English stagga. See stegh- in Appendix.]

stag beetle (st4g bKtùl) n.  Any of numerous large beetles of the family 

Lucanidae, the males of which have large, elaborately branched and toothed man-

dibles resembling the antlers of a stag. 

stage (st7j) n.  1. A raised and level floor or platform.  2. a. A raised platform 

on which theatrical performances are presented.  b. An area in which actors per-

form.  c. The acting profession, or the world of theater. Used with the:  The stage 

is her life.   3. The scene of an event or a series of events.  4. A platform on a 



microscope that supports a slide for viewing.  5. A scaffold for workers.  6. A 

resting place on a journey, especially one providing overnight accommodations.  

7. The distance between stopping places on a journey; a leg:  proceeded in easy 

stages.  8. A stagecoach.  9. A level or story of a building.  10. The height of the 

surface of a river or other fluctuating body of water above a set point:  at flood 

stage.  11. a. A level, degree, or period of time in the course of a process, espe-

cially a step in development:  the toddler stage.  b. A point in the course of an 

action or series of events:  too early to predict a winner at this stage.   12. One of 

two or more successive propulsion units of a rocket vehicle that fires after the pre-

ceding one has been jettisoned.  13. Geology. A subdivision in the classification of 

stratified rocks, ranking just below a series and representing rock formed during 

a chronological age.  14. Electronics. An element or a group of elements in a com-

plex arrangement of parts, especially a single tube or transistor and its accessory 

components in an amplifier.   —  v.  staged, stag·ing, stag·es.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

exhibit or present on or as if on a stage:  stage a boxing match.  2. To produce or 

direct (a theatrical performance).  3. To arrange and carry out:  stage an invasion.   
—  v.  intr. 1. To be adaptable to or suitable for theatrical presentation.  2. To stop 

at a designated place in the course of a journey: “tourists from London who had 

staged through Warsaw” (Frederick Forsyth).  [Middle English, from Old French 

estage, from Vulgar Latin *staticum, from Latin status, past participle of st7re, to 

stand. See st7- in Appendix.] —stageùfulÙ n. 

stage·coach (st7jùkochÙ) n.  A four-wheeled horse-drawn vehicle formerly 

used to transport mail, parcels, and passengers over a regular route. 

stage·craft (st7jùkr4ftÙ) n.  Skill in the techniques and devices of the theater. 

stage fright (st7j frXt) n.  Acute nervousness associated with performing or 

speaking before an audience. 

stage·hand (st7jùh4ndÙ) n.  A worker who shifts scenery, adjusts lighting, and 

performs other tasks required in a theatrical production. 

stage left (st7j lHft) n.  The area of the stage to one’s left when facing the audi-

ence. 

stage-man·age (st7jùm4nÙVj) v.  tr. stage-man·aged, stage-man·ag·ing, 
stage-man·ag·es. 1. To serve as overall supervisor of the stage and actors for (a 

theatrical production).  2. To direct or manipulate from behind the scenes, as to 

achieve a desired effect; orchestrate: “felt certain that [the] demonstrations had... 

been carefully stage-managed” (Time).   —stage management n.  —stage 
manager n. 

stag·er (st7ùjNr) n.  One who possesses the wisdom of long experience. 

stage right (st7j rXt) n.  The area of the stage to one’s right when facing the 

audience. 

stage-struck (st7jùstrƒkÙ) adj.  Enthralled by the theater or intensely eager for a 

career in acting. 



stage whisper (st7j hwVsùpNr) n.  1. The conventional whisper of an actor, 

intended to be heard by the audience but supposedly inaudible to others on stage.  

2. A whisper intended to be overheard. 

stag·ey (st7ùjK) adj.  Variant of stagy. 
stag·fla·tion (st4g-fl7ùshNn) n.  Sluggish economic growth coupled with a high 

rate of inflation and unemployment.  [STAG(NATION) + (IN)FLATION.] 
—stag·flaùtion·arÙy (-shN-nHrÙK) adj. 

Stagg (st4g), Amos Alonzo. 1862-1965.  American football coach who devel-

oped the huddle and several innovative offensive plays. 

stag·gard (st4gùNrd) n.  A male red deer in its fourth year.  [Middle English, 

from stagge, stag. See STAG.]

stag·ger (st4gùNr) v.  stag·gered, stag·ger·ing, stag·gers.  —  v.  intr. 1. To 

move or stand unsteadily, as if under a great weight; totter.  2. To begin to lose 

confidence or strength of purpose; waver.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to totter, sway, or 

reel:  The blow staggered him.  2. a. To overwhelm with emotion or astonishment.  

b. To cause to waver or lose confidence.   3. To place on or as if on alternating 

sides of a center line; set in a zigzag row or rows:  theater seats that were staggered 

for clear viewing.  4. To arrange in alternating or overlapping time periods:  stag-

gered the nurses’ shifts.  5. To arrange (the wings of a biplane) so that the leading 

edge of one wing is either ahead of or behind the leading edge of the other wing.   
—  n.  1. A tottering, swaying, or reeling motion.  2. A staggered pattern, 

arrangement, or order.  3. staggers. (used with a sing. verb). Any of various dis-

eases of the nervous system in animals, especially horses, cattle, or other domestic 

animals, characterized by a lack of coordination in moving, a staggering gait, and 

frequent falling. In this sense, also calledblind staggers [Alteration of Middle 

English stakeren, from Old Norse stakra, frequentative of staka, to push.] 
—stagùger·er n.  —stagùger·y adj. 

stag·ger·bush (st4gùNr-btshÙ) n.  A deciduous shrub (Lyonia mariana) of the 

eastern United States, having poisonous foliage and white or pink flowers clus-

tered in racemes. 

stag·ger·ing (st4gùNr-Vng) adj.  Causing great astonishment, amazement, or 

dismay; overwhelming:  a staggering achievement; a staggering defeat.   
—stagùger·ing·ly adv. 

stag·horn fern (st4gùhôrnÙ fûrn) n.  Any of several tropical epiphytic ferns of 

the genus Platycerium, having large, dichotemously divided fertile fronds that 

resemble antlers. 

staghorn sumac (st4gùhôrnÙ suùm4k) n.  An eastern North American decid-

uous shrub or tree (Rhus typhina) having pinnately compound leaves, a dense ter-

minal panicle of small greenish flowers, and hairy crimson fruit. 

stag·hound (st4gùhoundÙ) n.  Any of several dogs, such as a deerhound, for-

merly used in hunting stags and other large game. 



stag·ing (st7ùjVng) n.  1. A temporary platform or system of platforms used for 

support; scaffolding.  2. The process or manner of putting on a play on the stage.  

3. The act of jettisoning a stage of a multistage rocket.  4. a. The operation of 

stagecoaches as an enterprise.  b. Travel by stagecoach.  

staging area (st7ùjVng ârùK-N) n.  A place where troops or equipment in transit 

are assembled and processed, as before a military operation. 

Sta·gi·ra (stN-jXùrN)  or Sta·gi·rus (-rNs)  An ancient city of Macedonia in north-

east Greece, the birthplace of Aristotle. 

stag·nant (st4gùnNnt) adj.  1. Not moving or flowing; motionless.  2. Foul or 

stale from standing:  stagnant ponds.  3. a. Showing little or no sign of activity or 

advancement; not developing or progressing; inactive:  a stagnant economy.  

b. Lacking vitality or briskness; sluggish or dull:  a stagnant mind.   [Latin 

stagn7ns, stagnant- present participle of stagn7re, to be stagnant. See STAGNATE.] 
—stagùnan·cy n.  —stagùnant·ly adv. 

stag·nate (st4gùn7tÙ) v.  intr. stag·nat·ed, stag·nat·ing, stag·nates. To be 

or become stagnant.  [Latin stagn7re, stagn7t-, from stagnum, swamp.] 
—stag·naùtion n. 

stag·y also stag·ey (st7ùjK) adj.  stag·i·er, stag·i·est. Having a theatrical char-

acter or quality; artificial and affected.  See Synonyms at dramatic.  —stagùi·ly 
adv.  —stagùi·ness n. 

Stahl·berg (stôlùbNrg, -bHrÙK), Kaarlo Juho. 1865-1952.  Finnish politician 

who was the first president (1919-1925) of independent Finland. 

staid (st7d) adj.  1. Characterized by sedate dignity and often a strait-laced sense 

of propriety; sober.  See Synonyms at serious.  2. Fixed; permanent: “There is 

nothing settled, nothing staid in this universe” (Virginia Woolf).  [From obsolete 

staid, past participle of STAY
1.] —staidùly adv.  —staidùness n. 

stain (st7n) v.  stained, stain·ing, stains.  —  v.  tr. 1. To discolor, soil, or 

spot.  2. To bring into disrepute; taint or tarnish.  3. To color (glass, for example) 

with a coat of penetrating liquid dye or tint.  4. To treat (specimens for the 

microscope) with a reagent or dye that makes visible certain structures without 

affecting others.   —  v.  intr. To produce or receive discolorations.   —  n.  1. A 

discolored or soiled spot or smudge.  2. A blemish on one’s moral character or 

reputation.  3. A liquid substance applied especially to wood that penetrates the 

surface and imparts a rich color.  4. A reagent or dye used for staining micro-

scopic specimens.  [Middle English steinen, partly from Old French desteindre, 

desteign-, to deprive of color (des-, dis- + Latin tingere, tXnct-, to dye), and partly 

from Old Norse steina, to paint.] —stainùa·ble adj.  —stainùer n.  

SYNONYMS: stain, blot, brand, stigma, taint. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a mark of discredit or disgrace, as on one’s good name”: a stain

on his honor; the blot of treason; the brand of cowardice; the stigma of ignominious



defeat; the taint of vice.

stained glass (st7nd gl4s) n.  Glass colored by mixing pigments inherently in 

the glass, by fusing colored metallic oxides onto the glass, or by painting and bak-

ing transparent colors on the glass surface. 

Staines (st7nz)  An urban district of southeast England on the Thames River 

west-southwest of London. It is mainly residential with some varied industries. 

Population, 92,800. 

stain·less (st7nùlVs) adj.  1. Without stain or blemish:  a stainless reputation.  

2. Resistant to stain or corrosion:  stainless metal.   —stainùless·ly adv. 

stainless steel (st7nùlVs stKl) n.  Any of various steels alloyed with at least 10 

percent chromium and sometimes containing other elements and that are resis-

tant to corrosion or rusting associated with exposure to water and moist air. 

stair (stâr) n.  1.  Often stairs. A series or flight of steps; a staircase.  2. One of a 

flight of steps.  [Middle English, from Old English st<ger. See steigh- in Appen-

dix.]

stair·case (stârùk7sÙ) n.  A flight or series of flights of steps and a supporting 

structure connecting separate levels.  Also called stairway 

stair·way (stârùw7Ù) n.  See staircase. 
stair·well (stârùwHlÙ) n.  A vertical shaft around which a staircase has been built. 

stake (st7k) n.  1. A piece of wood or metal pointed at one end for driving into 

the ground as a marker, fence pole, or tent peg.  2. a. A vertical post to which an 

offender is bound for execution by burning.  b. Execution by burning. Used with 

the:  condemned to the stake.   3. A vertical post secured in a socket at the edge of a 

platform, as on a truck bed, to help retain the load.  4. Mormon Church. A territo-

rial division consisting of a group of wards under the jurisdiction of a president.  

5.  Often stakes. Sports & Games. a. Money or property risked in a wager or 

gambling game.  See Synonyms at bet.  b. The prize awarded the winner of a 

contest or race.  c. A race offering a prize to the winner, especially a horserace in 

which the prize consists of money contributed equally by the horse owners.   

6. a. A share or an interest in an enterprise, especially a financial share.  

b. Personal interest or involvement:  a stake in her children’s future.   7. A grub-

stake.   —  v.  tr. staked, stak·ing, stakes. 1. a. To mark the location or limits 

of with or as if with stakes:  stake out a claim.  b. To claim as one’s own:  staked out 

a place for herself in industry.   2. To fasten, secure, or support with a stake or 

stakes.  3. To tether or tie to a stake.  4. To gamble or risk; hazard.  5. To provide 

working capital for; finance.   —phrasal verb. stake out. 1. To assign (a 

police officer, for example) to an area to conduct surveillance.  2. To keep under 

surveillance.   —idiom. at stake. At risk; in question.  [Middle English, from 

Old English staca.]



stake·hold·er (st7kùholÙdNr) n.  1. Games. One who holds the bets in a game 

or contest.  2. One who has a share or an interest, as in an enterprise. 

stake·out (st7kùoutÙ) n.  Surveillance of an area, a building, or a person, espe-

cially by the police. 

Sta·kha·nov·ite (stN-käùnN-vXtÙ) n.  A Soviet worker honored and rewarded 

for exceptional diligence in increasing production.  [After Aleksei Grigorievich 

Stakhanov (1906-1977), Soviet miner.]

sta·lac·tite (stN-l4kùtXtÙ, st4lùNk-) n.  An icicle-shaped mineral deposit, usually 

calcite or aragonite, hanging from the roof of a cavern, formed from the dripping 

of mineral-rich water.  [New Latin stalactXtKs, from Greek stalaktos, dripping, 

from stalassein, stalak-, to drip.] —sta·lacùti·formÙ adj.  —stalÙac·titùic 
(st4lÙ4k-tVtùVk, stN-l4kÙ-) adj.  

WORD HISTORY: The words stalagmite and stalactite have confused many a

person. A look into the history of the Greek sources of these two words may help.

Both words can be traced back to the word stalassein, “to drip,” which is appro-

priate since both words denote deposits in caves formed by the dripping of min-

eral-rich water. The Greek base from which stalassein was formed was stalak- and

to this base were added several endings that concern us, specifically -ma, a noun

suffix most frequently denoting the result of an action, -mo-, a suffix denoting

the action of a verb as well as a result, and -to-, an adjective suffix forming verbal

adjectives. With these suffixes and the addition of the inflectional endings, as well

as a sound change from (k) to (g) before (m), we get stalagma, “that which drops,

a drop,” stalagmos, “dropping, dripping of stalactites,” and stalaktos, “dropping,

dripping.” Using these Greek words, Olaus Wormius formed the Modern Latin

word stalactXtKs, the stalac- part meaning “dripping” and the -XtKs part being com-

monly used to name fossils and minerals when preceded by a form expressing a

physical characteristic, in this case “dripping.” Wormius also used the term stalag-

mXtKs, the stalag- portion expressing the notion of what drops, taken either from

stalagma, “that which drops, a drop,” or stalagmos, “dropping of stalactites.” Sta-

lactXtKs and stalagmXtKs, of course, are the sources of our English words stalactite

(first recorded in 1677), the formation on the tops of caves, and stalagmite (first

recorded in 1681), the formation on the bottoms of caves. They have been causing

trouble ever since.

sta·lag (stäùlägÙ, st4lù4gÙ) n.  A German prisoner of war camp for officers and 

enlisted personnel.  [German, short for Stammlager, base camp  : Stamm, base, 

stem (from Middle High German stam, from Old High German) + Lager, camp, 

bed (from Middle High German leger, from Old High German legar, bed, lair); 

see LAGER.]



sta·lag·mite (stN-l4gùmXtÙ, st4lùNg-) n.  A conical mineral deposit, usually cal-

cite or aragonite, built up on the floor of a cavern, formed from the dripping of 

mineral-rich water.  [New Latin stalagmXtKs, a drop, from Greek stalagma, a drop, 

or stalagmos, dropping  both from stalassein, stalak-, to drip.] —stalÙag·mitùic 
(st4lÙNg-mVtùVk, stN-l4gÙ-) adj. 

stale1 (st7l) adj.  stal·er, stal·est. 1. Having lost freshness, effervescence, or 

palatability:  stale bread; stale air.  2. Lacking originality or spontaneity:  a stale 

joke.  See Synonyms at trite.  3. Impaired in efficacy, vigor, or spirit, as from 

inactivity or boredom.  4. Law. Having lost effectiveness or force through lack of 

exercise or action.  [Middle English, settled, clear: used of beer or wine, probably 

from Old French estale, slack, settled, clear, from estaler, to come to a standstill, 

halt, from estal, standing place, stand, of Germanic origin. See stel- in Appen-

dix.] —stale v.  —staleùly adv.  —staleùness n. 

stale2 (st7l) v.  intr. staled, stal·ing, stales. To urinate. Used especially of 

horses and camels.   —  n.  The urine of certain animals, especially horses and 

camels.  [Middle English stalen, possibly of Low German origin; akin to Middle 

Low German stallen.]

stale·mate (st7lùm7tÙ) n.  1. A situation in which further action is blocked; a 

deadlock.  2. Games. A drawing position in chess in which the king, although not 

in check, can move only into check and no other piece can move.   —  v.  tr. 

stale·mat·ed, stale·mat·ing, stale·mates. To bring into a stalemate.  [Obso-

lete stale (from Middle English, probably from Anglo-Norman estale, fixed posi-

tion, from Old French estal); see STALE
1 + MATE

2.]

Sta·lin (stäùlVn, st4lùVn), Joseph. Originally Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili. 

1879-1953.  Soviet politician. The successor of Lenin, he was general secretary of 

the Communist Party (1922-1953) and premier (1941-1953) of the U.S.S.R. His 

rule was marked by the exile of Trotsky (1929), a purge of the government and 

military, the forced collectivization of agriculture, a policy of industrialization, 

and a victorious but devastating role for the Soviets in World War II. 

Sta·lin·grad (stäùlVn-gr4dÙ, stN-lyVn-grätù)  See Volgograd. 
Sta·lin·ism (stäùlN-nVzÙNm) n.  The bureaucratic, authoritarian exercise of state 

power and mechanistic application of Marxist-Leninist principles associated with 

Stalin.   —Staùlin·ist adj. , n.  —Staùlin·izeÙ v. 

stalk1 (stôk) n.  1. a. A stem or main axis of a herbaceous plant.  b. A stem or 

similar structure that supports a plant part such as a flower, flower cluster, or leaf.   

2. A slender or elongated support or structure, as one that holds up an organ or 

another body part.  [Middle English, probably diminutive of stale, upright of a 

ladder, post, handle, from Old English stalu. See stel- in Appendix.] —stalkùy 
adj. 

stalk2 (stôk) v.  stalked, stalk·ing, stalks.  —  v.  intr. 1. To walk with a stiff, 

haughty, or angry gait:  stalked off in a huff.  2. To move threateningly or menac-



ingly.  3. To track prey or quarry.   —  v.  tr. 1. To pursue by tracking stealthily.  

2. To go through (an area) in pursuit of prey or quarry.  [Middle English stalken, 

from Old English -stealcian, to move stealthily (in bestealcian).] —stalkùer n. 

stalked (stôkt) adj.  Having a stalk or stem. Often used in combination:  long-

stalked; short-stalked. 

stalk-eyed (stôkùXdÙ) adj.  Having the eye at the end of a stalk, as various crus-

taceans. 

stalk·ing-horse (stôùkVng-hôrsÙ) n.  1. Something used to cover one’s true 

purpose; a decoy.  2. A sham candidate put forward to conceal the candidacy of 

another or to divide the opposition.  3. a. A horse trained to conceal the hunter 

while stalking.  b. A canvas screen made in the figure of a horse, used for similar 

concealment.  

stall1 (stôl) n.  1. A compartment for one domestic animal in a barn or shed.  

2. a. A booth, cubicle, or stand used by a vendor, as at a market.  b. A small com-

partment:  a shower stall.   3. a. An enclosed seat in the chancel of a church.  b. A 

pew in a church.   4. Chiefly British. A seat in the front part of a theater.  5. A 

space marked off, as in a garage, for parking a motor vehicle.  6. A protective 

sheath for a finger or toe.  7. The sudden, unintended loss of power or effective-

ness in an engine.  8. A condition in which an aircraft or airfoil experiences an 

interruption of airflow resulting in loss of lift and a tendency to drop.   —  v.  

stalled, stall·ing, stalls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To put or lodge in a stall.  2. To maintain 

in a stall for fattening:  to stall cattle.  3. To check the motion or progress of; bring 

to a standstill.  4. To cause (an engine) accidentally to stop running.  5. To cause 

(an aircraft) to go into a stall.   —  v.  intr. 1. To live or be lodged in a stall. Used 

of an animal.  2. To stick fast in mud or snow.  3. To come to a standstill:  Negoti-

ations stalled.  4. To stop running as a result of mechanical failure:  The car stalled 

on the freeway.  5. To lose forward flying speed, causing a stall. Used of an air-

craft.  [Middle English stalle, from Old English steall, standing place, stable. See 

stel- in Appendix.]

stall2 (stôl) n.  A ruse or tactic used to mislead or delay.   —  v.  stalled, 
stall·ing, stalls.  —  v.  tr. To employ delaying tactics against:  stall off creditors.   
—  v.  intr. To employ delaying tactics:  stalling for time.  [Alteration (influenced 

by STALL
1), of obsolete stale, pickpocket’s accomplice, from Middle English, decoy, 

from Anglo-Norman estale, of Germanic origin possibly akin to Old English st<l, 

stathol, place, position. See STADDLE.]

stall-feed (stôlùfKdÙ) v.  tr. stall-·fed (-fHdÙ), stall-·feed·ing, stall-·feeds. 
To lodge and feed (an animal) in a stall for the purpose of fattening. 

stal·lion (st4lùyNn) n.  An adult male horse that has not been castrated, especially 

one kept for breeding.  [Middle English stalione, alteration of staloun, from 

Anglo-Norman estaloun, of Germanic origin. See stel- in Appendix.]



stal·wart (stôlùwNrt) adj.  1. Having or marked by imposing physical strength.  

2. Firm and resolute; stout.  See Synonyms at strong.   —  n.  1. One who is 

physically and morally strong.  2. One who steadfastly supports an organization 

or a cause:  party stalwarts.  [Middle English, alteration of stalworth, from Old 

English st<lwierthe, serviceable, probably alteration of *statholwierthe, steadfast  : 

stathol, foundation; see STADDLE + weorth, valuable; see wer-2 in Appendix.] 
—stalùwart·ly adv.  —stalùwart·ness n. 

sta·men (st7ùmNn) n.  pl. sta·mens or sta·mi·na (st7ùmN-nN, st4mùN-). The 

pollen-producing reproductive organ of a flower, usually consisting of a filament 

and an anther.  [Latin st7men, thread. See st7- in Appendix.]

Stam·ford (st4mùfNrd)  A city of southwest Connecticut on Long Island Sound 

and the New York border. Settled in 1641, it is primarily residential. Population, 

108,056. 

stamin- pref.  Stamen:  staminate.  [Latin st7men, st7min-, thread, warp. See STA-

MEN.]

stam·i·na1 (st4mùN-nN) n.  Physical or moral strength to resist or withstand ill-

ness, fatigue, or hardship; endurance.  [Latin st7mina, pl. of st7men, thread. See 

STAMEN.]

sta·mi·na2 (st7ùmN-nN, st4mùN-) n.  A plural of stamen. 
stam·i·nal1 (st4mùN-nNl) adj.  Of or relating to stamina or endurance. 

sta·mi·nal2 (st7ùmN-nNl, st4mùN-) adj.  Of or relating to stamens or a stamen. 

sta·mi·nate (st7ùmN-nVt, -n7tÙ, st4mùN-) adj.  Having stamens but lacking pis-

tils:  staminate flowers. 

stam·i·node (st7ùmN-nodÙ, st4mùN-) also stam·i·no·di·um (st7ÙmN-noùdK-Nm, 

st4mÙN-) n.  pl. stam·i·nodes also stam·i·no·di·a (-noùdK-N). A sterile stamen, 

sometimes resembling a petal, as in the canna.  [New Latin staminodium, from 

Latin st7men, st7min-, thread. See STAMEN.]

sta·mi·no·dy (st7ùmN-noÙdK, st4mùN-) n.  Transformation of a floral organ into 

a stamen.  [STAMINODE + -Y
2.]

stam·mel (st4mùNl) n.  1. Archaic. The red color of a coarse woolen cloth some-

times used for undergarments.  2. Obsolete. A coarse woolen cloth for undergar-

ments.  [Probably alteration of stamin, from Middle English stamyn, from Old 

French estamine, from Vulgar Latin *st7minea, from Latin, feminine of 

st7mineus, consisting of threads, from st7men, st7min-, thread. See st7- in Appen-

dix.]

stam·mer (st4mùNr) v.  stam·mered, stam·mer·ing, stam·mers.  —  v.  intr. 

To speak with involuntary pauses or repetitions.   —  v.  tr. To utter with involun-

tary pauses or repetitions.   —  n.  A way of speaking characterized by involuntary 

pauses or repetitions.  [Middle English stameren, from Old English stamerian.] 
—stamùmer·er n.  —stamùmer·ing·ly adv.  



SYNONYMS: stammer, stutter. These verbs apply to hesitant, stumbling, or

halting speech. To stammer is generally to speak with involuntary pauses or rep-

etitions, as from nervousness or confusion: The witness stammered and then fell

silent. “He commanded himself sufficiently to stammer out his regrets” (Frederick

Marryat). Stutter usually refers to spasmodic repetition or prolongation of

sounds, especially consonants, often as a result of a speech impediment: Those

who stutter often receive speech therapy. Caught shoplifting, the culprit stuttered a

few transparent lies.

stamp (st4mp) v.  stamped, stamp·ing, stamps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To bring down 

(the foot) forcibly.  2. To bring the foot down onto (an object or a surface) forc-

ibly.  3. To extinguish or destroy by or as if by trampling underfoot:  stamped the 

rebellion; stamp out a fire.  4. To crush or grind with a heavy instrument:  stamp 

ore.  5. To form or cut out by application of a mold, form, or die.  6. To imprint 

or impress with a mark, design, or seal.  7. To impress forcibly or permanently.  

8. To affix an adhesive stamp to.  9. To identify, characterize, or reveal:  stamped 

her a traitor to the cause.   —  v.  intr. 1. To thrust the foot forcibly downward.  

2. To walk with forcible, heavy steps.  See Usage Note at stomp.   —  n.  1. The 

act of stamping.  2. a. An implement or a device used to impress, cut out, or 

shape something to which it is applied.  b. An impression or a shape formed by 

such an implement or device.  See Synonyms at impression.   3. An official 

mark, design, or seal that indicates ownership, approval, completion, or the pay-

ment of a tax.  4. a. A small piece of gummed paper sold by a government for 

attachment to an article that is to be mailed; a postage stamp.  b. A similar piece 

of gummed paper issued for a specific purpose:  trading stamps.   5. An identify-

ing or characterizing mark or impression:  His work bears the stamp of genius.  

6. Characteristic nature or quality:  a person of her stamp.  [Middle English 

stampen, possibly alteration of Old English stempan, to pound in a mortar.]

stam·pede (st4m-pKdù) n.  1. A sudden frenzied rush of panic-stricken ani-

mals.  2. A sudden headlong rush or flight of a crowd of people.  3. A mass 

impulsive action:  a stampede of support for the candidate.   —  v.  stam·ped·ed, 
stam·ped·ing, stam·pedes.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause (a herd of animals) to flee in 

panic.  2. To cause (a crowd of people) to act on mass impulse.   —  v.  intr. 1. To 

flee in a headlong rush.  2. To act on mass impulse.  [Spanish estampida, uproar, 

stampede, from Provençal, from estampir, to stamp, of Germanic origin.] 
—stam·pedùer n.  

WORD HISTORY: The Spanish word estampida, meaning “explosion, bang,

crash, uproar,” seems very fitting to describe a rush of animals, such as buffaloes,

horses, or cattle, and was so used first in American Spanish. From this use came



our word stampede (actually from the Spanish estampido, a masculine noun cor-

responding to the feminine estampida, first recorded in 1828). Thus stampede,

now a general English word, is an Americanism, that is, a word or expression that

originated in the United States. Later the United States was to see stampedes of

miners who rushed westward to find gold. Not surprisingly, an early instance of

this word to describe a stampede of human beings is found in the San Francisco

Herald in 1851.

stamp·er (st4mùpNr) n.  One, such as a worker or a machine, that stamps:  a 

metal stamper. 

stamp·ing ground (st4mùpVng ground) n.  A customary territory or favorite 

gathering place. 

stamp mill (st4mp mVl) n.  1. A machine that crushes ore.  2. A building in 

which ore is crushed. 

stance (st4ns) n.  1. The attitude or position of a standing person or animal, 

especially the position assumed by an athlete preparatory to action.  See Syn-

onyms at posture.  2. Mental posture; point of view: “Peru... has also toughened 

its stance toward foreign investors” (Abraham F. Lowenthal).  [French, position, 

from Italian stanza, from Vulgar Latin *stantia, from Latin st7ns, stant- present 

participle of st7re, to stand. See st7- in Appendix.]

stanch1 (stônch, stänch, st4nch) also staunch (stônch, stänch) v.  tr. stanched 

also staunched, stanch·ing also staunch·ing, stanch·es also staunch·es. 
1. To stop or check the flow of (blood or tears, for example).  2. To stop the flow 

of blood from (a wound).  3. To check or allay: “My anxiety is stanched; I am at 

peace” (Scott Turow).  See Usage Note at staunch1.  [Middle English stanchen, 

from Old French estanchier, from Vulgar Latin *stantic7re, to stop, probably from 

Latin st7ns, stant- present participle of st7re, to stand. See st7- in Appendix.] 
—stanchùer n. 

stanch2 (stônch, stänch, st4nch) adj.  Variant of staunch1. See Usage Note at 

staunch1. 
stan·chion (st4nùchNn, -shNn) n.  1. An upright pole, post, or support.  2. A 

framework consisting usually of two vertical bars, used to secure cattle in a stall.   
—  v.  tr. stan·chioned, stan·chion·ing, stan·chions. 1. To equip with stan-

chions.  2. To confine (cattle) by means of stanchions.  [Middle English stanchon, 

from Old French estanchon, probably from estance, act of standing upright, prop, 

from estans, present participle of ester, to stand, from Latin st7re. See st7- in 

Appendix.]

stand (st4nd) v.  stood (sttd), stand·ing, stands.  —  v.  intr. 1. a. To rise to 

an upright position on the feet.  b. To assume or maintain an upright position as 

specified:  stand straight; stand to one side.   2. a. To maintain an upright position 

on the feet.  b. To maintain an upright or vertical position on a base or support:  



The urn stands on a pedestal.  c. To be placed or situated:  The building stands at 

the corner.   3. a. To remain stable, upright, or intact:  The old school still stands.  

b. To remain valid, effective, or unaltered:  The agreement stands.   4. To be or 

show a specified figure or amount:  The balance stands at $500.  5. To measure a 

specified height when in an upright position:  stands six feet tall.  6. To take up or 

maintain a specified position, altitude, or course:  He stands on his earlier offer. We 

will stand firm.  7. To be in a position of possible gain or loss:  She stands to make 

a fortune.  8. a. To be in a specified state or condition:  I stand corrected. We stand 

in awe of the view.  b. To exist in a particular form:  Send the message as it now 

stands.   9. To be at a specified level on or as if on a scale:  stands third in her class; 

stands high in reputation.  10. a. To come to a stop; remain motionless.  b. To 

remain stationary or inactive:  The car stood in the garage all winter.   11. To 

remain without flowing or being disturbed; be or become stagnant.  12. Nautical. 

To take or hold a particular course or direction:  a ship standing to windward.  

13. To be available as a sire. Used of horses.  14. Chiefly British. To be a candidate 

for public office.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to stand; place upright.  2. To engage in or 

encounter:  stand battle.  3. a. To resist successfully; withstand:  stand the test of 

time; will not stand close examination.  b. To put up with patiently or resolutely; 

bear:  can’t stand the heat.  See Synonyms at bear1.   4. To submit to or undergo:  

stand trial.  5. To tolerate and benefit from:  I could stand a good night’s sleep.  

6. To perform the duty of:  stand guard.  7. Informal. To treat (someone) or pay 

the cost of (food or drink):  She stood him to a drink. We’ll stand dinner.   —  n.  

1. The act of standing.  2. A ceasing of work or activity; a standstill or halt.  3. A 

stop on a performance tour.  4. The place or station where a person stands.  5. A 

booth, stall, or counter for the display of goods for sale.  6. A parking space 

reserved for taxis.  7. A desperate or decisive effort at defense or resistance, as in a 

battle:  made their stand at the river.  8. A position or an opinion one is prepared 

to uphold:  must take a stand on environmental issues.  9. stands. The bleachers at 

a playing field or stadium.  10. Law. A witness stand.  11. A small rack, prop, or 

table for holding any of various articles:  a music stand; a bedside stand.  12. A 

group or growth of tall plants or trees:  a stand of pine.   —phrasal verbs. 
stand by. 1. To be ready or available to act.  2. To wait for something, such as a 

broadcast, to resume.  3. To remain uninvolved; refrain from acting:  stood by and 

let him get away.  4. To remain loyal to; aid or support:  stands by her friends.  

5. To keep or maintain:  stood by her decision.  stand down. 6. Law. To leave a 

witness stand.  7. To withdraw, as from a political contest.  8. To go off duty.  

stand for. 9. To represent; symbolize.  10. To advocate or support:  stands for 

freedom of the press.  11. To put up with; tolerate:  We will not stand for imperti-

nent behavior.  stand in. To act as a stand-in.  stand off. 13. To stay at a dis-

tance; remain apart or aloof.  14. To put off; evade.  15. Nautical. To maintain a 

course away from shore.  stand on. 16. To be based on; depend on:  The success 



of the project stands on management’s support of it.  17. To insist on observance of:  

stand on ceremony; stand on one’s rights.  stand out. 18. To protrude; project.  

19. To be conspicuous, distinctive, or prominent.  20. To refuse compliance or 

maintain opposition; hold out:  stand out against a verdict.  21. Nautical. To 

maintain a course away from shore.  stand over. 22. To watch or supervise 

closely.  23. To hold over; postpone.  stand to. To take up positions for action.  

stand up. 25. To remain valid, sound, or durable:  His claim will not stand up in 

court. Our old car has stood up well over time.  26. Informal. To fail to keep a date 

with.   —idioms. stand a chance. To have a chance, as of gaining or accom-

plishing something.  stand on (one’s) own feet (or stand on (one’s) two 
feet). To be independent and responsible for oneself.  stand pat. 3. To refuse 

to change one’s position or opinion.  4. Games. To play one’s poker hand without 

drawing.  stand to reason. To be consistent with reason:  It stands to reason that 

if we leave late, we will arrive late.  stand up for. To side with; defend.  stand up 
to. To confront fearlessly; face up to.  stand up with. To act as best man or 

maid of honor for (the groom or bride) at a wedding.  [Middle English standen, 

from Old English standan. See st7- in Appendix.] —standùer n. 

stand-a·lone (st4ndùN-lonÙ) adj.  Computer Science. Of, relating to, or being a 

self-contained, usually independently operating, computer system or device:  a 

stand-alone terminal. 

stan·dard (st4nùdNrd) n.  Abbr. std. 1. A flag, banner, or ensign, especially: 

a. The ensign of a chief of state, nation, or city.  b. A long, tapering flag bearing 

heraldic devices distinctive of a person or corporation.  c. An emblem or flag of 

an army, raised on a pole to indicate the rallying point in battle.  d. The colors of 

a mounted or motorized military unit.   2. a. An acknowledged measure of com-

parison for quantitative or qualitative value; a criterion.  b. An object that under 

specified conditions defines, represents, or records the magnitude of a unit.   

3. The set proportion by weight of gold or silver to alloy metal prescribed for use 

in coinage.  4. The commodity or commodities used to back a monetary system.  

5. a. A degree or level of requirement, excellence, or attainment.  b.  Often stan-
dards. A requirement of moral conduct.   6. Chiefly British. A grade level in ele-

mentary schools.  7. A pedestal, stand, or base.  8. Botany. a. The large upper 

petal of the flower of a pea or related plant.  b. One of the narrow, upright petals 

of an iris.  Also called banner, vexillum.   9. A shrub or small tree that through 

grafting or training has a single stem of limited height with a crown of leaves and 

flowers at its apex.  10. Music. A composition that is continually used in reper-

toires.   —  adj.  1. Serving as or conforming to a standard of measurement or 

value.  2. Widely recognized as a model of authority or excellence:  a standard ref-

erence work.  3. Acceptable but of less than top quality:  a standard grade of beef.  

4. Normal, familiar, or usual:  the standard excuse.  5. Commonly used or sup-

plied:  standard car equipment.  6. Linguistics. Conforming to established edu-



cated usage in speech or writing.  [Middle English, from Old French estandard, 

rallying place, probably from Frankish *standhard : *standan, to stand; see st7- in 

Appendix + *hard, fast, hard; see kar- in Appendix.] —stanùdard·ly adv.  

SYNONYMS: standard, benchmark, criterion, gauge, measure, touchstone, yard-

stick. The central meaning shared by these nouns is “a point of reference against

which individuals are compared and evaluated”: a book that is a standard of liter-

ary excellence; a painting that is a benchmark of quality; educational criteria; behav-

ior that is a gauge of self-control; government funding, a measure of the importance

of the arts; success, a touchstone of opportunity, ambition, and ability; farm failures,

a yardstick of federal banking policy. See also Synonyms at ideal

stan·dard-bear·er (st4nùdNrd-bârÙNr) n.  1. One who carries a standard or 

banner, especially of a military unit.  2. An outstanding leader or representative 

of a movement, an organization, or a political party. 

stan·dard·bred (st4nùdNrd-brHdÙ) n.  Any of an American breed of trotting 

and pacing horses developed especially for harness racing by crossing Thorough-

breds with Morgans and other breeds. 

standard candle (st4nùdNrd k4nùdl) n.  A candela. 

standard deviation (st4nùdNrd dKÙvK-7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. SD, S.D. Statistics. A 

statistic used as a measure of the dispersion or variation in a distribution, equal to 

the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of the deviations from the 

arithmetic mean. 

Stan·dard English (st4nùdNrd VngùglVsh) n.  The variety of English that is 

most widely accepted as the spoken and written language of educated speakers in 

formal and informal contexts and is characterized by generally accepted conven-

tions of spelling, grammar, and vocabulary while admitting some regional differ-

ences, especially in pronunciation and vocabulary. 

standard error (st4nùdNrd HrùNr) n.  Statistics. The standard deviations of the 

sample in a frequency distribution, obtained by dividing the standard deviation 

by the total number of cases in the frequency distribution. 

standard gauge (st4nùdNrd g7j) n.  1. A railroad track having a width of 562 

inches (143.5 centimeters).  2. A railroad or railroad car built to standard gauge 

specification. 

standard generalized markup language (st4nùdNrd jHnùNr-N-lXzdÙ 

märkùƒpÙ l4ngùgwVj) n.  Computer Science. SGML. 

stan·dard·ize (st4nùdNr-dXzÙ) v.  tr. stan·dard·ized, stan·dard·iz·ing, 
stan·dard·iz·es. 1. To cause to conform to a standard.  2. To evaluate by com-

paring with a standard.   —stanÙdard·i·zaùtion (-dNr-dV-z7ùshNn) n. 



standard of living (st4nùdNrd ƒv lVvùVng) n.  pl. standards of living. A 

level of material comfort as measured by the goods, services, and luxuries avail-

able to an individual, a group, or a nation. 

standard operating procedure (st4nùdNrd mpùN-r7ÙtVng prN-sKùjNr) n.  

Abbr. SOP Established procedure to be followed in carrying out a given operation 

or in a given situation. 

standard time (st4nùdNrd tXm) n.  Abbr. ST The time in any of 24 time zones, 

usually the mean solar time at the central meridian of each zone. In the continen-

tal United States, there are four standard time zones: Eastern, using the 75th 

meridian; Central, using the 90th meridian; Mountain, using the 105th meridian; 

and Pacific, using the 120th meridian. 

stand·by (st4ndùbXÙ) n.  pl. stand·bys. 1. One that can always be relied on, as 

in an emergency.  2. A favorite or frequent choice.  3. One kept in readiness to 

serve as a substitute.   —  adj.  1. Kept in reserve for use when needed:  a standby 

generator.  2. Of, relating to, or waiting for unreserved travel space that is made 

available by an airline only shortly before departure:  standby passengers.   —  adv.  

On a standby basis:  flew standby to New York.   —idiom. on standby. Ready 

and waiting. 

stand-down  or stand·down (st4ndùdounÙ) n.  A withdrawal, as of a military 

presence. 

stand·ee (st4n-dKù) n.  One using standing room.  See Usage Note at -ee1. 
stand-in (st4ndùVnÙ) n.  1. One who substitutes for an actor while lights and 

camera are adjusted or during hazardous action.  2. A substitute. 

stand·ing (st4nùdVng) n.  1. a. Status with respect to rank, reputation, or posi-

tion in society or a profession.  b. High reputation; esteem:  a person of standing 

in the community.   2. Continuance in time; duration:  a friendship of long stand-

ing.  3. Law. The right or capacity to initiate a suit.  4. The act of one that stands.  

5. A place where a person or thing stands.   —  adj.  1. a. Remaining upright; 

erect.  b. Not cut down:  standing timber.   2. Performed or done from a standing 

position:  a standing jump; a standing ovation.  3. Permanent and unchanging; 

fixed.  4. Remaining in force or use indefinitely:  a standing invitation.  5. Not 

movable; stationary.  6. Not flowing or circulating; stagnant. 

standing army (st4nùdVng ärùmK) n.  A permanent army maintained in time 

of peace and war. 

standing crop (st4nùdVng krmp) n.  The total amount of living organisms, as of 

plankton, in a specific area at a given time. 

standing order (st4nùdVng ôrùdNr) n.  An order or rule held to be in force until 

specifically changed or withdrawn, especially a regulation relating to military or 

parliamentary procedure. 



standing room (st4nùdVng rum) n.  Space in which to stand, as in a public 

place where all seats are filled.   —standùing-roomÙ (st4nùdVng-rumÙ, -rtmÙ) 

adj. 

standing wave (st4nùdVng w7v) n.  A wave characterized by lack of vibration 

at certain points, between which areas of maximum vibration occur periodically. 

Standing waves are produced whenever a wave is confined within boundaries, as 

in the vibrating string of a musical instrument.  Also called stationary wave 

Stan·dish (st4nùdVshÙ), Miles or Myles. 1584?-1656.  English colonist in 

America. Hired by the English Pilgrims to accompany them on their voyage to the 

New World (1620), he emerged as a military and political leader in the difficult 

early years of the colony. 

stand·off (st4ndùôfÙ, -mfÙ) n.  1. A tie or draw, as in a contest.  2. A situation in 

which one force neutralizes or counterbalances the other.  3. A standoff insulator.   
—  adj.  Standoffish. 

standoff insulator (st4ndùôfÙ VnùsN-l7ÙtNr) n.  An insulator used to support a 

conductor a specified distance from a surface. 

stand·off·ish (st4nd-ôùfVsh, -mfùVsh) adj.  Aloof or reserved.   
—stand·offùish·ness n. 

stand·out (st4ndùoutÙ) n.  Informal. One that is conspicuous by virtue of excel-

lence or superiority: “In the hard-working... supporting cast, there are two stand-

outs” (New York). 

stand·pat·ter (st4ndùp4tùNr) n.  One who maintains opposition to change, as 

in politics.   —standùpatùtism n. 

stand·pipe (st4ndùpXpÙ) n.  A large vertical pipe into which water is pumped in 

order to produce a desired pressure. 

stand·point (st4ndùpointÙ) n.  A position from which things are considered or 

judged; a point of view.  [Translation of German Standpunkt.]

stand·still (st4ndùstVlÙ) n.  Complete cessation of activity or progress:  Work 

came to a standstill. 

stand·up  or stand-up (st4ndùƒpÙ) adj.  1. Standing erect; upright:  a standup 

collar.  2. Taken, done, or used while standing:  a standup supper; a standup bar.  

3. Of or designating a performer who stands alone on a stage, as in a nightclub, 

and delivers a comic monologue.  4. Slang. Courageous and steadfast:  a standup 

guy. 

Stan·ford (st4nùfNrd), Leland. 1824-1893.  American financier of the Central 

Pacific Railroad (built 1863-1869) and founder of Stanford University (1885). 

Stan·ford-Bi·net test (st4nùfNrd-bV-n7ù tHst) n.  A standard intelligence test 

adapted from the Binet-Simon scale for use in the United States, especially in the 

assessment of children.  [After Stanford University in western California near 

Palo Alto.]

stang (st4ng) v.  Obsolete. A past tense of sting. 



stan·hope (st4nùhopÙ, st4nùNp) n.  A light, open, horse-drawn carriage with one 

seat and two or four wheels.  [After the Reverend Fitzroy Stanhope (1787-1864), 

British clergyman.]

Stan·is·las I Lesz·czyd·ski (st4nùV-slôs; lHsh-chVnùskK), 1677-1766.  King of 

Poland (1704-1709 and 1733-1736) whose second reign was marked by the War 

of the Polish Succession (1733-1735). 

Stan·i·slav·sky (st4nÙV-slävùskK, -släfù-, stN-nyV-), Konstantin. 1863-1938.  

Russian actor and director. A founder of the Moscow Art Theater, he produced 

many of Chekhov’s plays and developed an innovative method of acting that 

emphasizes the psychological motivation of the actor. 

stank (st4ngk) v.  A past tense of stink. 
Stan·ley  or Port Stan·ley (st4nùlK)  A town of the eastern Falkland Islands on 

the Atlantic Ocean. It is the administrative capital of the British dependency. Pop-

ulation, 1,050. 

Stan·ley (st4nùlK), Edward George Geoffrey Smith 14th Earl of Derby. 

1799-1869.  British politician who served as prime minister (1852, 1858-1859, 

and 1866-1868). 

Stan·ley (st4nùlK), Francis Edgar. 1849-1918.  American inventor who with his 

twin brother Freelan (1849-1940) developed a steam-powered automobile, the 

Stanley Steamer (1897). 

Stan·ley (st4nùlK), Sir Henry Morton. 1841-1904.  British journalist and 

explorer known for his expedition into Africa in search of David Livingstone, 

whom he greeted with the words “Doctor Livingstone, I presume?” (1871). 

Stan·ley (st4nùlK), Wendell Meredith. 1904-1971.  American biochemist. He 

shared a 1946 Nobel Prize for discovering methods of producing pure enzymes 

and virus proteins. 

Stanley Pool (st4nùlK pul)  A lakelike expansion of the Congo River in west-

central Africa on the Congo-Zaire border between Kinshasa and Brazzaville. 

Stan·ley·ville (st4nùlK-vVlÙ)  See Kisangani. 
stan·nic (st4nùVk) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing tin, especially with valence 

4.  [Late Latin stannum, tin (from Latin, an alloy of silver and lead, alteration of 

stagnum, probably of Celtic origin) + -IC.]

stannic chloride (st4nùVk klôrùXdÙ) n.  A colorless caustic liquid, SnCl4, made 

from tin treated with chlorine and used as a conductive coating and in ceramics. 

stan·nite (st4nùXtÙ) n.  A gray to black mineral, Cu2FeSnS4, having a metallic lus-

ter.  Also called tin pyrites [Late Latin stannum, tin; see STANNIC + -ITE
1.]

stan·nous (st4nùNs) adj.  Of, relating to, or containing tin, especially with 

valence 2.  [Late Latin stannum, tin; see STANNIC + -OUS.]

stannous fluoride (st4nùNs fltrùXdÙ) n.  A white powder, SnF2, used to fluo-

ridate toothpaste. 



Stan·o·voy Range  or Stan·o·voi Range (st4nùN-voiÙ r7nj, stN-nN-voiù)  A 

mountain range, about 724 km (450 mi) long, of southeast Russia north of the 

Amur River. 

Stan·ton (st4nùtNn)  A city of southern California, a residential suburb in the 

Los Angeles-Long Beach metropolitan area. Population, 30,491. 

Stan·ton (st4nùtNn), Edwin McMasters. 1814-1869.  American public official 

who served as U.S. secretary of war (1862-1868). His dismissal by President 

Andrew Johnson and his subsequent refusal to leave office precipitated the 

impeachment of Johnson. 

Stan·ton (st4nùtNn), Elizabeth Cady. 1815-1902.  American feminist and 

social reformer. She helped organize the first women’s rights convention, held in 

Seneca Falls, New York (1848), for which she wrote a Declaration of Sentiments 

calling for the reform of discriminatory practices that perpetuated sexual ine-

quality. 

stan·za (st4nùzN) n.  Abbr. st. One of the divisions of a poem, composed of two 

or more lines usually characterized by a common pattern of meter, rhyme, and 

number of lines.  [Italian. See STANCE.] —stan·zaùic (-z7ùVk) adj. 

sta·pe·dec·to·my (st7ÙpV-dHkùtN-mK, -pK-) n.  pl. sta·pe·dec·to·mies. Surgi-

cal removal of the stapes.  [New Latin stapKs, stapKd-, stapes; see STAPES + -

ECTOMY.]

sta·pe·des (st7ùpV-dKzÙ) n.  A plural of stapes. 
sta·pe·li·a (stN-pKùlK-N) n.  Any of various plants of the genus Stapelia, including 

the starfish flower.  [New Latin Stapelia, genus name, after Jan Bode van Stapel 

(died 1636), Dutch botanist.]

sta·pes (st7ùpKz) n.  pl. stapes or sta·pe·des (st7ùpV-dKzÙ). The innermost of 

the three small bones of the middle ear, shaped somewhat like a stirrup.  Also 

called stirrup bone [New Latin stapKs, stapKd-, from Medieval Latin, stirrup.] 
—sta·peùdi·al (st7-pKùdK-Nl) adj. 

staph (st4f) n.  Informal. Staphylococcus.   —staph adj. 

staph·y·lin·id (st4fÙN-lVnùVd, -lXùnVd) n.  See rove beetle.  [From New Latin 

Staphylinidae, family name, from Staphylinus, type genus, from Greek staphuli-

nos, kind of insect, probably from staphulK, bunch of grapes.]

staphylo- pref.  1. Cluster; resembling a cluster:  staphylococcus.  2. The uvula:  

staphyloplasty.  [New Latin, from Greek staphulK, bunch of grapes.]

staph·y·lo·coc·cus (st4fùN-lo-kmkùNs) n.  pl. staph·y·lo·coc·ci (-kmkùsX, -
kmkùX). A spherical gram-positive parasitic bacterium of the genus Staphylococcus, 

usually occurring in grapelike clusters and causing boils, septicemia, and other 

infections.   —staphÙy·lo·cocùcal (-kmkùNl), staphÙy·lo·coc·ùcic (-kmkùsVk, -

kmkùVk)  adj. 

staph·y·lo·plas·ty (st4fùN-lo-pl4sÙtK) n.  pl. staph·y·lo·plas·ties. Plastic sur-

gery of the uvula and the soft palate.   —staphÙy·lo·plasùtic adj. 



staph·y·lor·rha·phy also staph·y·lor·a·phy (st4fÙN-lôrùN-fK) n.  pl. 

staph·y·lor·rha·phies. Repair of a cleft palate by plastic surgery.  [STAPHYLO- + 

Greek rhaphK, suture (from rhaptein, to sew); see wer-2 in Appendix.]

sta·ple1 (st7ùpNl) n.  1. A principal raw material or commodity grown or pro-

duced in a region.  2. A major item of trade in steady demand.  3. A basic dietary 

item, such as flour, rice, or corn.  4. A basic or principal element or feature.  

5. The fiber of cotton, wool, or flax, graded as to length and fineness.   —  adj.  

1. Produced or stocked in large quantities to meet steady demand:  Wheat is a sta-

ple crop.  2. Principal; main:  a staple topic of conversation.   —  v.  tr. sta·pled, 
sta·pling, sta·ples. To grade (fibers) according to length and fineness.  [Middle 

English, official market for purchase of export goods, from Anglo-Norman esta-

ple, perhaps from Middle Dutch st7pel, heap, emporium.]

sta·ple2 (st7ùpNl) n.  1. A U-shaped metal loop with pointed ends, driven into a 

surface to hold a bolt, hook, or hasp or to hold wiring in place.  2. A thin piece of 

wire in the shape of a square bracket that is driven by a device through sheets of 

paper or similar material and flattened to serve as a fastening.   —  v.  tr. 

sta·pled, sta·pling, sta·ples. To secure or fasten by means of a staple or sta-

ples.  [Middle English, from Old English stapol, post, pillar.]

sta·pler1 (st7ùplNr) n.  One who deals in staple goods or staple fibers. 

sta·pler2 (st7ùplNr) n.  A device used to bind material together by means of sta-

ples. 

star (stär) n.  1. Astronomy. a. A self-luminous celestial body consisting of a mass 

of gas held together by its own gravity in which the energy generated by nuclear 

reactions in the interior is balanced by the outflow of energy to the surface, and 

the inward-directed gravitational forces are balanced by the outward-directed gas 

and radiation pressures.  b. Any of the celestial bodies visible at night from Earth 

as relatively stationary, usually twinkling points of light.  c. Something regarded 

as resembling such a celestial body.   2. A graphic design having five or more radi-

ating points, often used as a symbol of rank or merit.  3. An artistic performer or 

athlete whose leading role or superior performance is acknowledged.  4. An aster-

isk (·).  5. A white spot on the forehead of a horse.  6. A planet or constellation of 

the zodiac believed in astrology to influence personal destiny.  7. stars. The 

future; destiny. Often used with the.   —  adj.  Of, relating to, or being an out-

standing, famous perfomer:  a star figure skater.   —  v.  starred, star·ring, 
stars.  —  v.  tr. 1. a. To ornament with stars.  b. To award or mark with a star 

for excellence.   2. To mark with an asterisk.  3. To present or feature (a per-

former) in a leading role.   —  v.  intr. 1. To play the leading role in a theatrical or 

film production.  2. To do an outstanding job; perform excellently.   —idioms. 
have stars in (one’s) eyes. To be dazzled or enraptured, as with romantic love.  

see stars. To experience bright, flashing sensations, as from a blow to the head.  

[Middle English sterre, from Old English steorra. See ster-3 in Appendix.]



star anise (stär 4nùVs) n.  1. An aromatic eastern Asian evergreen tree (Illicium 

verum) having purple-red flowers and starlike clusters of anise-scented fruit.  

2. The fruit of this plant, used in Oriental cooking and medicine. 

star apple (stär 4pùNl) n.  1. A tropical American evergreen tree (Chrysophyl-

lum cainito) having smooth-skinned, green or purple fruit and purplish flowers.  

2. The edible fruit of this tree. 

Sta·ra Za·go·ra (stäùrN zN-gôrùN, stäùrä zä-gôùrä)  A city of central Bulgaria 

east-northeast of Plovdiv. It is an industrial center and railroad hub. Population, 

152,000. 

star·board (stärùbNrd) n.  Abbr. stbd. The right-hand side of a ship or an air-

craft as one faces forward.   —  adj.  On the right-hand side as one faces forward.   
—  adv.  To or toward the right-hand side as one faces forward.  [Middle English 

sterbord, from Old English stKorbord : stKor-, a steering; see st7- in Appendix + 

bord, side of a ship.]

star·burst (stärùbûrstÙ) n.  A shape or design with emanating rays that resem-

bles the flash of light produced by an exploding star. 

star cactus (stär k4kùtNs) n.  1. Any of various Mexican cacti of the genus 

Astrophytum, having yellow flowers with usually red centers.  2.  See haworthia.  
[From its starlike spine clusters.]

starch (stärch) n.  1. A naturally abundant nutrient carbohydrate, (C6H10O5)n, 

found chiefly in the seeds, fruits, tubers, roots, and stem pith of plants, notably in 

corn, potatoes, wheat, and rice, and varying widely in appearance according to 

source but commonly prepared as a white, amorphous, tasteless powder.  2. Any 

of various substances, such as natural starch, used to stiffen cloth, as in launder-

ing.  3. starches. Foods having a high content of starch, as rice, breads, and 

potatoes.  4. a. Stiff behavior.  b. Vigor; mettle.    —  v.  tr. starched, 
starch·ing, starch·es. To stiffen with starch.  [Middle English starche, substance 

used to stiffen cloth (sense uncertain), from sterchen, to stiffen, from Old English 

*stercan. See ster-1 in Appendix.]

Star Chamber (stär ch7mùbNr) n.  1. A 15th-century to 17th-century English 

court consisting of judges who were appointed by the Crown and sat in closed 

session on cases involving state security.  2. star chamber. A court or group that 

engages in secret, harsh, or arbitrary procedures.  [So called because the ceiling of 

the original courtroom was decorated with stars.]

star-cham·ber (stärùch7mÙbNr) adj.  Secret, harsh, or arbitrary, as in proce-

dures.  [From STAR CHAMBER.]

starch syrup (stärch sVrùNp) n.  See glucose (n., sense 2). 

starch wheat (stärch hwKt) n.  See emmer. 
starch·y (stärùchK) adj.  starch·i·er, starch·i·est. 1. a. Containing starch.  

b. Stiffened with starch.   2. Of or resembling starch.  3. Stiff; formal: “this 



starchy, old-fashioned hotel room” (Anne Tyler).   —starchùi·ly adv.  

—starchùi·ness n. 

star-crossed (stärùkrôstÙ, -krmstÙ) adj.  Opposed by fate; ill-fated:  star-crossed 

lovers. 

star·dom (stärùdNm) n.  1. The status of a performer or an entertainer acknowl-

edged as a star.  2. Star performers considered as a group. 

star·dust (stärùdƒstÙ) n.  1. A dreamlike, romantic, or uncritical sense of well-

being.  2. A cluster of stars too distant to be seen individually, resembling a dimly 

luminous cloud of dust. Not in scientific use.  3. Minute particles of matter that 

fall to Earth from the stars. Not in scientific use.   —idiom. have stardust in 
(one’s) eyes. To be uncritically or unrealistically optimistic. 

stare (stâr) v.  stared, star·ing, stares.  —  v.  intr. 1. To look directly and fix-

edly, often with a wide-eyed gaze.  See Synonyms at gaze.  2. To be conspicuous; 

stand out.  3. To stand on end; bristle, as hair or feathers.   —  v.  tr. To look at 

directly and fixedly:  stared him in the eyes.   —  n.  An intent gaze.   —phrasal 
verb. stare down. To cause to waver or give in by or as if by staring.   —idiom. 
stare (one) in the face. 1. To be plainly visible or obvious; force itself on 

(one’s) attention:  The money on the table was staring her in the face.  2. To be 

obvious though initially overlooked:  The explanation had been staring him in the 

face all along.  3. To be imminent or unavoidable:  Bankruptcy now stares us in the 

face.  [Middle English staren, from Old English starian. See ster-1 in Appendix.] 
—starùer n. 

sta·rets (stärùyVts) n.  pl. star·tsy (stärtùsK). A spiritual adviser, often a monk or 

religious hermit, in the Eastern Orthodox Church.  [Russian, elder, starets, from 

Old Church Slavonic starVtsV, elder, from starƒ, old. See st7- in Appendix.]

star facet (stär f4sùVt) n.  One of the eight small triangular facets in the crown 

of a brilliant-cut gem. 

star·fish (stärùfVshÙ) n.  pl. starfish or star·fish·es. Any of various marine 

echinoderms of the class Asteroidea, characteristically having a thick, often spiny 

body with five arms extending from a central disk.  Also called asteroid, sea star. 

starfish flower (stärùfVshÙ flouùNr) n.  Any of numerous tropical and southern 

African succulent plants of the genus Stapelia, having mottled, star-shaped, ill-

smelling flowers.  Also called carrion flower 

star·flow·er (stärùflouÙNr) n.  1. Any of several small plants of the genus Trien-

talis, especially T. borealis, of northeast North America, having white starlike 

flowers.  2. Any of several plants having starlike flowers. 

star fruit (stär frut) n.  See carambola (n., sense 2).  [From the shape of its 

cross section.]

star·gaze (stärùg7zÙ) v.  intr. star·gazed, star·gaz·ing, star·gaz·es. 1. To 

gaze at the stars.  2. To daydream. 



star·gaz·er (stärùg7ÙzNr) n.  1. a. Informal. An astronomer.  b. An astrologer.   

2. A daydreamer.  3. Any of various bottom-dwelling marine percoid fishes of 

the families Uranoscopidae and Dactyloscopidae, having eyes on the top of the 

head. 

star grass (stär gr4s) n.  1. Any of various plants of the genus Hypoxis, having 

grasslike leaves and star-shaped, white or yellow flowers.  2.  See colicroot. 
stark (stärk) adj.  stark·er, stark·est. 1. Bare; blunt: “His language has become 

increasingly stark, to the point of sounding strident” (Robert Pear).  2. Complete or 

utter; extreme:  stark poverty; a stark contrast.  3. Harsh; grim: “faced with that 

stark future” (Robert C. McFarlane). “[They] found it hard to accept such a stark 

portrait of unrelieved failure” (W. Bruce Lincoln).   —  adv.  Utterly; entirely:  

stark raving mad.  [Middle English, stiff, severe, strong, from Old English stearc. 

See ster-1 in Appendix.] —starkùly adv.  —starkùness n. 

Stark (stärk, shtärk), Johannes. 1874-1957.  German physicist. He won a 1919 

Nobel Prize for his discovery of the Stark effect, the splitting of spectral lines 

when light passes through an electric field. 

Stark (stärk), John. 1728-1822.  American Revolutionary general who defeated 

the British at Bennington, Vermont (1777). 

stark·ers (stärùkNrz) adj.  Chiefly British. Stark naked.  [Alteration of stark 

naked.]

Stark·ville (stärkùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of eastern Mississippi west of Columbus. It is 

a trade and processing center. Population, 15,169. 

star·let (stärùlVt) n.  1. A small star.  2. A young film actress publicized as a 

future star. 

star·light (stärùlXtÙ) n.  The light from the stars. 

star·ling1 (stärùlVng) n.  Any of various Old World passerine birds of the family 

Sturnidae, characteristically having a short tail, pointed wings, and dark, often 

iridescent plumage, especially Sturnus vulgaris, widely naturalized in North 

America.  [Middle English, from Old English stærlinc : stær, starling + -linc, noun 

suff.; see -LING
1.]

star·ling2 (stärùlVng) n.  A protective structure of pilings surrounding a pier of a 

bridge.  [Perhaps alteration of Middle English stadelinge, from stathel, founda-

tion, from Old English stathol. See st7- in Appendix.]

star·lit (stärùlVtÙ) adj.  Illuminated by starlight. 

star-nosed mole (stärùnozdÙ mol) n.  A mole (Condylura cristata) of North 

America, having 22 small fleshy tentacles encircling the end of its nose in a star-

like pattern. 

star-of-Beth·le·hem (stärÙNv-bHthùlV-hHmÙ) n.  pl. star-of-Bethlehem or 

stars-of-Bethlehem (stärzÙ-). 1. Any of numerous bulbous perennial herbs of 

the genus Ornithogalum in the lily family, especially O. arabicum or O. umbella-

tum, native to the Mediterranean region and having narrow leaves and a cluster of 



star-shaped white flowers.  2. Any of several similar or related plants.  [After the 

star that guided the Magi to Bethlehem.]

Star of David (stär ƒv d7ùvVd) n.  pl. Stars of David or Star of Davids. See 

Magen David. 
Starr (stär), Belle. Originally Myra Belle Shirley. 1848-1889.  American outlaw 

whose Oklahoma cabin became a hideout for fugitives from justice. Her criminal 

exploits are largely unsubstantiated. 

Starr (stär), Ringo. Originally Richard Starkey. Born 1940.  British musician 

who was the colorful drummer of the Beatles (1962-1970). 

star·ry (stärùK) adj.  star·ri·er, star·ri·est. 1. Marked or set with stars or starlike 

objects.  2. Shining or glittering like stars.  3. Shaped like a star.  4. Illuminated 

by stars; starlit.  5. Of, relating to, or coming from the stars; stellar.   
—starùri·ness n. 

star·ry-eyed (stärùK-XdÙ) adj.  Having a naively enthusiastic, overoptimistic, or 

romantic view; unrealistic:  a starry-eyed reformer; starry-eyed idealism. 

Stars and Bars (stärz Nnd bärz) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The first Con-

federate flag. 

Stars and Stripes (stärz Nnd strXps) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The flag 

of the United States. 

star sapphire (stär s4fùXrÙ) n.  A sapphire with a polished convex surface 

exhibiting asterism. 

star shell (stär shHl) n.  An artillery shell that explodes in midair with a shower 

of lights, used for illumination and signaling. 

star·ship (stärùshVpÙ) n.  A crewed spacecraft designed for interstellar travel. 

stars-of-Beth·le·hem (stärzÙNv-bHthùlV-hHmÙ) n.  A plural of star-of-Beth-
lehem. 

Star-Span·gled Banner (stärùsp4ngÙgNld b4nùNr) n.  The flag of the United 

States. 

star·struck  or star-struck (stärùstrƒkÙ) adj.  Fascinated by or exhibiting a fas-

cination with fame or famous people: “The star-struck tone of the text suggests that 

the author is giving us an exclusive peek into the secret lives of the justices” (Richard 

A. Epstein). 

start (stärt) v.  start·ed, start·ing, starts.  —  v.  intr. 1. To begin an activity or 

a movement; set out.  2. To have a beginning; commence.  See Synonyms at 

begin.  3. To move suddenly or involuntarily:  started at the loud noise.  4. To 

come quickly into view, life, or activity; spring forth.  5. Sports. To be in the initial 

lineup of a game or race.  6. To protrude or bulge.  7. To become loosened or dis-

engaged.   —  v.  tr. 1. To commence; begin.  2. To set into motion, operation, or 

activity.  3. To introduce; originate.  4. Sports. a. To play in the initial lineup of (a 

game).  b. To put (a player) into the initial lineup of a game.  c. To enter (a partic-

ipant) into a race or game.   5. To found; establish:  start a business.  6. To tend in 



an early stage of development:  start seedlings.  7. To rouse (game) from its hiding 

place or lair; flush.  8. To cause to become displaced or loosened.   —  n.  Abbr. st. 
1. a. A beginning; a commencement.  b. The beginning of a new construction 

project:  a large number of new housing starts this year.   2. A place or time of 

beginning.  3. Sports. a. A starting line for a race.  b. A signal to begin a race.  

c. An instance of beginning a game or race:  a pitcher who won his first five starts.   

4. A startled reaction or movement.  5. A part that has become dislocated or 

loosened.  6. A position of advantage over others, as in a race or an endeavor; a 

lead.  7. An opportunity granted to pursue a career or course of action.   —idi-
oms. start something. Informal. To cause trouble.  to start with. 2. At the 

beginning; initially.  3. In any case.  [Middle English sterten, to move or leap sud-

denly, from Old English *styrtan. See ster-1 in Appendix.]

start·er (stärùtNr) n.  1. One that starts.  2. An attachment for starting an inter-

nal-combustion engine without hand cranking.  Also called self-starter 3. A 

device that initiates a flow of high voltage across the electrodes of a fluorescent 

lamp.  4. Sports. a. One who signals the start of a race.  b. A participant that 

starts in a game or race.   5. Baseball. a. The first pitcher for a team in a game.  

b. A pitcher who regularly begins games for a team.   6. The first in a series, espe-

cially the first course of a meal; an appetizer.   —idiom. for starters. Informal. 

To begin with; initially: “Deborah believes him, indicating, for starters, that she isn’t 

the brightest” (Judith Crist). 

star thistle (stär thVsùNl) n.  Any of several plants of the genus Centaurea, espe-

cially C. calcitrapa, native to Eurasia, having spiny purplish flower heads. 

start·ing block (stärùtVng blmk) n.  1. Sports. An apparatus that braces a run-

ner’s feet at the start of a race, consisting of two angled supports adjustably 

mounted on a rigid frame that is usually anchored to the track.  2. The beginning 

of a period of time or an endeavor. 

starting gate (stärùtVng g7t) n.  Sports. 1. A series of stalls with interconnected 

doors that open simultaneously at the beginning of a race.  2. A movable barrier 

that starts an automatic timer when pushed aside by a competitor, such as a skier. 

starting line (stärùtVng lXn) n.  Sports. The point or line at which a race begins. 

star·tle (stärùtl) v.  star·tled, star·tling, star·tles.  —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

make a quick involuntary movement or start.  2. To alarm, frighten, or surprise 

suddenly.  See Synonyms at frighten.   —  v.  intr. To become alarmed, fright-

ened, or surprised.   —  n.  A sudden mild shock; a start.  [Middle English stertlen, 

to run about, from Old English steartlian, to kick. See ster-1 in Appendix.] 
—starùtling·ly adv.  —starùtling·ness n. 

star·tsy (stärtùsK) n.  Plural of starets. 
start-up  or start·up (stärtùƒpÙ) n.  1. The act or process of setting into opera-

tion or motion.  2. A business or an undertaking that has recently begun opera-

tion:  grew from a tiny start-up to a multimillion-dollar corporation.   —  n.  



attributive. Often used to modify another noun:  start-up costs; plagued by startup 

problems. 

star·va·tion (stär-v7ùshNn) n.  1. The act or process of starving.  2. The condi-

tion of being starved. 

starve (stärv) v.  starved, starv·ing, starves.  —  v.  intr. 1. To suffer or die 

from extreme or prolonged lack of food.  2. Informal. To be hungry.  3. To suffer 

from deprivation.  4. Archaic. To suffer or die from cold.   —  v.  tr. 1. To cause to 

starve.  2. To force to a specified state by starving.  [Middle English sterven, to die, 

from Old English steorfan. See ster-1 in Appendix.]

starve·ling (stärvùlVng) n.  One that is starving or being starved.   —  adj.  

1. Starving.  2. Poor in quality; inadequate. 

star·wort (stärùwûrtÙ, -wôrtÙ) n.  Any of various plants having star-shaped 

flowers or flower heads, as the aster or the stitchwort. 

stash (st4sh) Slang. v.  tr. stashed, stash·ing, stash·es. To hide or store away 

in a secret place.   —  n.  1. A store or cache of money or valuables.  2. Something 

hidden away.  [Origin unknown.]

sta·sis (st7ùsVs, st4sùVs) n.  pl. sta·ses (st7ùsKz, st4sùKz). 1. A condition of balance 

among various forces; motionlessness: “Language is a primary element of culture, 

and stasis in the arts is tantamount to death” (Charles Marsh).  2. Pathology. Stop-

page of the normal flow of a body substance, as of blood through an artery or of 

intestinal contents through the bowels.  [Greek, stationariness. See st7- in Appen-

dix.]

-stasis suff.  1. Slowing; stoppage:  bacteriostasis.  2. Stable state:  homeostasis.  

[From Greek stasis, standstill. See STASIS.]

Stas·sen (st4sùNn), Harold Edward. Born 1907.  American politician who 

served as governor of Minnesota (1938-1943) and made numerous unsuccessful 

bids for the Republican presidential nomination. 

stat1 (st4t) n.  A statistic. 

stat2 (st4t) adv.  With no delay; at once.   —  adj.  Immediate: “Next I want a stat 

EKG and a chest film” (David Shobin).  [Short for Latin statim. See st7- in Appen-

dix.]

stat. abbr.  1. Stationary.  2. Statistic; statistics.  3. Statuary.  4. Statute. 

-stat suff.  1. Something that stabilizes:  rheostat.  2. A device for reflecting some-

thing specified in a constant direction:  heliostat.  3. Something that inhibits:  

fungistat.  [New Latin -stata, from Greek -statKs, one that causes to stand, or from 

statos, standing; see st7- in Appendix.]

state (st7t) n.  Abbr. st. 1. A condition or mode of being, as with regard to cir-

cumstances:  a state of confusion.  2. A condition of being in a stage or form, as of 

structure, growth, or development:  the fetal state.  3. A mental or emotional con-

dition:  in a manic state.  4. Informal. A condition of excitement or distress.  

5. Physics. The condition of a physical system with regard to phase, form, compo-



sition, or structure:  Ice is the solid state of water.  6. Social position or rank.  

7. Ceremony; pomp:  foreign leaders dining in state at the White House.  8. a. The 

supreme public power within a sovereign political entity.  b. The sphere of 

supreme civil power within a given polity:  matters of state.   9. A specific mode of 

government:  the socialist state.  10. A body politic, especially one constituting a 

nation:  the states of Eastern Europe.  11. One of the more or less internally auton-

omous territorial and political units composing a federation under a sovereign 

government:  the 48 contiguous states of the Union.   —  adj.  1. Of or relating to a 

body politic or to an internally autonomous territorial or political unit constitut-

ing a federation under one government:  a monarch dealing with state matters; the 

department that handles state security.  2. Owned and operated by a state:  state 

universities.   —  v.  tr. stat·ed, stat·ing, states. To set forth in words; declare.  

[Middle English, from Old French estat, from Latin status. See st7- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: state, condition, situation, status. These nouns denote the mode

of being or form of existence of a person or thing. State and condition, the most

general, are largely interchangeable: a state (or condition) of disrepair; a healthy

state (or condition). “Every body continues in its state of rest... unless it is compelled

to change that state by forces impressed upon it” (Isaac Newton). “The condition of

man... is a condition of war of everyone against everyone” (Thomas Hobbes). Sit-

uation more narrowly refers to a state or condition at a particular time as deter-

mined by a combination of circumstances: “Eternal truths will be neither true nor

eternal unless they have fresh meaning for every new social situation” (Franklin D.

Roosevelt). Status usually applies to a person or thing considered in relation to

others of the same class. With reference to persons it implies relative standing;

with respect to things it is roughly equivalent to state or situation: “Mr. Polly’s sta-

tus was that of a guest pure and simple” (H.G. Wells). What is the current status of

the arms-reduction negotiations?

state attorney (st7t N-tûrùnK) n.  Law. A prosecuting attorney for a state. 

State Col·lege (st7t kmlùVj)  A borough of central Pennsylvania northwest of 

Harrisburg. Mainly residential, it is the seat of Pennsylvania State University 

(established 1855). Population, 38,923. 

state·craft (st7tùkr4ftÙ) n.  The art of leading a country: “They placed free access 

to scientific knowledge far above the exigencies of statecraft” (Anthony Burgess). 

state·hood (st7tùhtdÙ) n.  The status of being a state, especially of the United 

States, rather than being a territory or dependency. 

state·hood·er (st7tùhtdÙNr) n.  One who is in favor of granting statehood to a 

particular territory or region. 

state·house also state house (st7tùhousÙ) n.  A building in which a state leg-

islature holds sessions; a state capitol. 



state·less (st7tùlVs) adj.  1. Having no state.  2. Not having any recognized citi-

zenship in a state or nation.   —stateùless·ness n. 

state·let (st7tùlVt) n.  A small state: “Most of the islands have become independent 

statelets with freely elected governments” (Economist). 

state·ly (st7tùlK) adj.  state·li·er, state·li·est. 1. Dignified and impressive, as 

in size or proportions.  See Synonyms at grand.  2. Majestic; lofty.   —  adv.  In a 

ceremonious or imposing manner.  [Middle English statly, from state, state, rank. 

See STATE.] —stateùli·ness n. 

state·ment (st7tùmNnt) n.  1. The act of stating or declaring.  2. Something 

stated; a declaration.  3. Law. A formal pleading.  4. An abstract of a commercial 

or financial account showing an amount due; a bill.  5. A monthly report sent to 

a debtor or bank depositor.  6. Computer Science. An elementary instruction in a 

source language.   —idiom. make a statement. To create a certain impression:  

Glass, exposed beams, and antiques all combine to make a strong decorative state-

ment. 

Stat·en Island (st4tùn XùlNnd) Formerly Rich·mond (rVchùmNnd).  A borough 

of New York City coextensive with Staten Island in New York Bay in southeast 

New York southwest of Manhattan Island. First visited by Henry Hudson in 1609, 

the island was permanently settled in the mid-1600’s and became part of New 

York City in 1898. The borough name was officially changed in April 1975, 

although the island still constitutes the county of Richmond. Population, 

378,977. 

state of the art (st7t ƒv thK ärt) n.  The highest level of development, as of a 

device, technique, or scientific field, achieved at a particular time: “Forty or fifty 

years ago the state of the art in radio was represented by crackling noises coming from 

a console of... Aztec-temple shape” (New Yorker).   —stateù-of-the-artù (st7tùNv-

thK-ärtù) adj. 

state prison (st7t prVzùNn) n.  A prison maintained by a state for the confine-

ment of people convicted of felonies. 

stat·er1 (st7ùtNr) n.  A resident of a particular state or type of state. Often used in 

combination:  Lone Star staters; farm staters; the struggle between slave staters and 

free staters. 

sta·ter2 (st7ùtNr) n.  Any of various gold, silver, or electrum coins of ancient 

Greece.  [Middle English, from Late Latin statKr, from Greek, from histanai, sta-, 

to set on a scale, weigh. See SYSTEM.]

state·room (st7tùrumÙ, -rtmÙ) n.  A private cabin or compartment with 

sleeping accommodations on a ship or train. 

state’s evidence (st7ts HvùV-dNns) n.  Law. 1. Evidence for the prosecution in 

U.S. state or federal trials.  2. One that gives evidence for the state in criminal 

proceedings. 



States-Gen·er·al (st7tsùjHnùNr-Nl) pl.n.  1. A legislative assembly of representa-

tives from the estates of the nation, as opposed to a provincial assembly.  2. The 

legislative assembly in France before the Revolution.  Also called Estates-General 

[Translation of French états généreaux, and Dutch Staten-Generaal.]

state·side (st7tùsXdÙ) adj.  1. Of or in the continental United States.  2. Alaska. 

Of or in the 48 contiguous states of the United States.   —  adv.  Informal. 1. To, 

toward, or in the continental United States.  2. Alaska. To, toward, or in the 48 

contiguous states of the United States.  

REGIONAL NOTE: Especially since World War II, the adverb stateside has com-

monly been used by Americans traveling abroad to mean “to, toward, or in the

United States.” During the postwar period the term gained currency among Alas-

kans, familiar with the feeling of being far removed from the rest of the conti-

nental United States. They adopted stateside into their vocabularies as a way of

referring to their fellow Americans to the south. Russell Tabbert of the University

of Alaska observes that stateside “has some currency primarily as a noun modifier,

but also as an adverbial,” as in this instance: “Most of the owners live in Anchorage;

some 14% live stateside” (Alaska Magazine). It may or may not be capitalized.

Stateside, the lower states, the South, and (the) Outside are all used in Alaska to

denote “the 48 contiguous states.” All these terms, however, are losing out to the

Lower 48, which, as Tabbert points out, is always spelled in Alaska with a capital

L and with Arabic numerals.

states·man (st7tsùmNn) n.  1. A man who is a leader in national or interna-

tional affairs.  2. A male political leader regarded as a disinterested promoter of 

the public good.  3. A man who is a respected leader in a given field: “a mature 

statesman of American letters” (Toby Thompson).   —statesùman·likeÙ, 
statesùman·ly adj.  —statesùman·shipÙ n. 

states’ rights also States’ rights (st7ts rXts) pl.n.  1. All rights not delegated 

to the federal government by the Constitution nor denied by it to the states.  

2. The political position advocating strict interpretation of the Constitution with 

regard to the limitation of federal powers and the extension of the autonomy of 

the individual state to the greatest possible degree.   —states’ righter n. 

States’ Rights Party (st7ts rXts pärùtK) n.  A former political party founded in 

1948 by Southern Democrats to consolidate opposition to civil rights policies of 

the regular Democratic Party. 

States·ville (st7tsùvVlÙ, -vNl)  A city of west-central North Carolina north of 

Charlotte. Founded in 1789, it is a trade and processing center. Population, 

17,567. 

states·wom·an (st7tsùwtmÙNn) n.  1. A woman who is a leader in national 

or international affairs: “In foreign policy, [she] relishes her role as a senior states-



woman of the West” (Boston Globe).  2. A woman political leader regarded as a 

disinterested promoter of the public good.  3. A woman who is a respected leader 

in a given field. 

state·wide (st7tùwXdÙ) adj.  Occurring or extending throughout a state:  a state-

wide recycling program.   —  adv.  Throughout a state:  a candidate who was popu-

lar statewide. 

stat·ic (st4tùVk) adj.  1. a. Having no motion; being at rest; quiescent.  b. Fixed; 

stationary.   2. Physics. Of or relating to bodies at rest or forces that balance each 

other.  3. Electricity. Of, relating to, or producing stationary charges; electrostatic.  

4. Of, relating to, or produced by random radio noise.   —  n.  1. Random noise, 

such as crackling in a receiver or specks on a television screen, produced by atmo-

spheric disturbance of the signal.  2. Informal. a. Back talk.  b. Interference; 

obstruction.  c. Angry or heated criticism.   [New Latin staticus, relating to 

weight, from Greek statikos, causing to stand, from statos, standing. See st7- in 

Appendix.] —statùi·cal adj.  —statùi·cal·ly adv. 

static dump (st4tùVk dƒmp) n.  Computer Science. A printed or stored copy of 

the contents of a computer memory that is made at an inactive point in a pro-

gram, usually at the end of a routine. 

stat·i·ce (st4tùV-sKÙ, st4tùVs) n.  See sea lavender.  [Latin staticK, an astringent 

plant, from Greek statikK, from feminine of statikos, causing to stand, astringent, 

from statos, standing. See st7- in Appendix.]

static electricity (st4tùVk V-lHk-trVsùV-tK) n.  1. An accumulation of electric 

charge on an insulated body.  2. Electric discharge resulting from the accumula-

tion of electric charge on an insulated body. 

static memory (st4tùVk mHmùN-rK) n.  Computer Science. A memory that con-

tains fixed information and retains its programmed state as long as the power is 

on. 

static pressure (st4tùVk prHshùNr) n.  The pressure exerted by a still liquid or 

gas, especially water or air. 

static routine (st4tùVk ru-tKnù) n.  Computer Science. A subroutine with the 

addresses of the operands being the only parameters. 

stat·ics (st4tùVks) n.  (used with a sing. or pl. verb). The equilibrium mechanics of 

stationary bodies. 

static tube (st4tùVk tub) n.  A specialized tube used to measure the static pres-

sure in a stream of fluid. 

sta·tion (st7ùshNn) n.  Abbr. sta. 1. The place or position where a person or 

thing stands or is assigned to stand; a post:  a sentry station.  2. The place, build-

ing, or establishment from which a service is provided or operations are directed:  

a police station.  3. A stopping place along a route, especially a stop for refueling 

or for taking on passengers; a depot.  4. Social position; rank.  5. An establish-

ment equipped for observation and study:  a radar station.  6. An establishment 



equipped for radio or television transmission.  7. An input or output point along 

a communications system.  8. Ecology. a. The normal habitat of a particular plant 

or animal community.  b. The exact place of occurrence of a species or individual 

within a given habitat.    —  v.  tr. sta·tioned, sta·tion·ing, sta·tions. To 

assign to a position; post.  [Middle English stacioun, from Old French station, 

from Latin statio, station-. See st7- in Appendix.]

sta·tion·ar·y (st7ùshN-nHrÙK) adj.  Abbr. sta., stat. 1. a. Not moving.  b. Not 

capable of being moved; fixed.   2. Unchanging:  a stationary sound.   —  n.  pl. 

sta·tion·ar·ies. One that is stationary.  [Middle English stacionarie, from Old 

French stationnaire, from Medieval Latin station7rius, from Latin, belonging to a 

military station, from statio, station-, station. See STATION.]

stationary bicycle (st7ùshN-nHrÙK bXùsVkÙNl) n.  See exercise bicycle. 
stationary front (st7ùshN-nHrÙK frƒnt) n.  A transition zone between two 

nearly stationary air masses of different density. 

stationary orbit (st7ùshN-nHrÙK ôrùbVt) n.  A geostationary orbit. 

stationary satellite (st7ùshN-nHrÙK s4tùl-XtÙ) n.  An artificial satellite in a syn-

chronous orbit. 

stationary wave (st7ùshN-nHrÙK w7v) n.  See standing wave. 
station break (st7ùshNn br7k) n.  An intermission in a radio or television pro-

gram for identification of the network or station. 

sta·tion·er (st7ùshN-nNr) n.  1. One that sells stationery.  2. Archaic. a. A pub-

lisher.  b. A bookseller.   [Middle English staciouner, a bookseller, from Medieval 

Latin station7rius, shopkeeper (as against a peddler), probably from Latin statio, 

station-, place of business. See STATION.]

sta·tion·er·y (st7ùshN-nHrÙK) n.  1. Writing paper and envelopes.  2. Writing 

materials and office supplies. 

station house also sta·tion·house (st7ùshNn-housÙ) n.  1. A police station.  

2. A fire station. 

sta·tion·mas·ter (st7ùshNn-m4sÙtNr) n.  Abbr. SM An official in charge of a 

railroad or bus station. 

Sta·tions of the Cross (st7ùshNnz ƒv thH krôs) pl.n.  Roman Catholic Church. 

1. A devotion consisting of prayers and meditations before each of 14 crosses or 

images set up in a church or along a path commemorating the events of the Pas-

sion of Jesus.  2. The 14 crosses of this devotion, often accompanied by images or 

pictures representing the events of the Passion of Jesus. 

sta·tion-to-sta·tion (st7ùshNn-tN-st7ùshNn) adj.  Of, relating to, or designat-

ing a long-distance telephone call in which the caller is charged upon reaching 

anyone at the receiving number.   —  adv.  By station-to-station long-distance 

telephone. 



station wagon (st7ùshNn w4gùNn) n.  An automobile having an extended inte-

rior with a third seat or luggage platform and a tailgate.  [Originally a covered 

wagon used to convey passengers from a train station to their hotel.]

stat·ism (st7ùtVzÙNm) n.  The practice or doctrine of giving a centralized govern-

ment control over economic planning and policy.   —statùist adj.  & n. 

sta·tis·tic (stN-tVsùtVk) n.  Abbr. stat. 1. A numerical datum.  2. A numerical 

value, such as standard deviation or mean, that characterizes the sample or popu-

lation from which it was derived.  [Ultimately from New Latin statisticus, of state-

craft. See STATISTICS.]

sta·tis·ti·cal (stN-tVsùtV-kNl) adj.  Of, relating to, or employing statistics or the 

principles of statistics.   —sta·tisùti·cal·ly adv. 

stat·is·ti·cian (st4tÙ-V-stVshùNn) n.  1. A mathematician specializing in statistics.  

2. A compiler of statistical data. 

sta·tis·tics (stN-tVsùtVks) n.  Abbr. stat. 1. (used with a sing. verb). The mathe-

matics of the collection, organization, and interpretation of numerical data, espe-

cially the analysis of population characteristics by inference from sampling.  

2. (used with a pl. verb). Numerical data.  [From German Statistik, political sci-

ence, from New Latin statisticus, of state affairs, from Italian statista, person 

skilled in statecraft, from stato, state, from Old Italian, from Latin status, posi-

tion, form of government. See st7- in Appendix.]

Sta·tius (st7ùshNs, -shK-Ns), Publius Papinus. A.D. 45?-96?.  Roman poet 

known for his epics Thebaid and Achilleid. 

sta·tive (st7ùtVv) Grammar. adj.  Belonging to or designating a class of verbs that 

express a state or condition.   —  n.  A verb of the stative class. 

stato- pref.  1. Resting; remaining:  statoblast.  2. Equilibrium; balance:  statocyst.  

[From Greek statos, standing, placed. See st7- in Appendix.]

stat·o·blast (st4tùN-bl4stÙ) n.  An asexually produced encapsulated bud of a 

freshwater bryozoan that is released upon disintegration of the parent colony in 

autumn, remains inactive through winter, and develops into a new organism in 

spring. 

stat·o·cyst (st4tùN-sVstÙ) n.  A small organ of balance in many invertebrates, 

consisting of a fluid-filled sac containing statoliths that stimulate sensory cells 

and help indicate position when the animal moves.  Also called otocyst 

stat·o·lith (st4tùl-VthÙ) n.  A small, movable concretion of calcium carbonate 

found in statocysts; an otolith. 

sta·tor (st7ùtNr) n.  The stationary part of a motor, dynamo, turbine, or other 

working machine about which a rotor turns.  [Latin, one that stands, from st7re, 

to stand. See st7- in Appendix.]

stat·o·scope (st4tùN-skopÙ) n.  1. A barometer for recording small variations in 

atmospheric pressure.  2. A device for indicating small changes in the altitude of 

an airplane. 



stat·u·ar·y (st4chùu-HrÙK) n.  pl. stat·u·ar·ies. Abbr. stat. 1. Statues consid-

ered as a group.  2. The art of making statues.  3. A sculptor.   —  adj.  Of, relat-

ing to, or suitable for a statue.  [From Latin statu7rius, of a statue, from statua, 

statue. See STATUE.]

stat·ue (st4chùu) n.  A three-dimensional form or likeness sculpted, modeled, 

carved, or cast in material such as stone, clay, wood, or bronze.  [Middle English, 

from Old French, from Latin statua, from statuere, to set up. See STATUTE.]

stat·u·esque (st4chÙu-Hskù) adj.  Suggestive of a statue, as in proportion, 

grace, or dignity; stately.   —statÙu·esqueùly adv. 

stat·u·ette (st4chÙu-Htù) n.  A small statue. 

stat·ure (st4chùNr) n.  1. The natural height of a human being or an animal in an 

upright position.  2. An achieved level; status.  [Middle English, from Old 

French, from Latin stat7ra, from status, past participle of st7re, to stand. See st7- 
in Appendix.]

sta·tus (st7ùtNs, st4tùNs) n.  1. Position relative to that of others; standing:  Her 

status is that of a guest.  2. High standing; prestige:  a position of status in the com-

munity.  3. Law. The legal character or condition of a person or thing:  the status 

of a minor.  4. A state of affairs; situation.  See Synonyms at state.  [Latin. See 

st7- in Appendix.]

status quo (st7ùtNs kwoù) n.  The existing condition or state of affairs.  [Latin, 

state in which  : status, state + quo, in which, ablative of quX, which.]

status symbol (st7ùtNs sVmùbNl) n.  Something, such as a possession or an 

activity, by which one’s social or economic prestige is measured. 

stat·u·ta·ble (st4chùN-tN-bNl) adj.  1. Enacted, regulated, or authorized by stat-

ute; statutory.  2. Law. Legally punishable; recognized by statute:  a statutable 

offense. 

stat·ute (st4chùut) n.  Abbr. st., St., stat. 1. Law. A law enacted by a legisla-

ture.  2. A decree or an edict, as of a ruler.  3. An established law or rule, as of a 

corporation.  [Middle English, from Old French estatut, from Late Latin 

stat7tum, from neuter of Latin stat7tus, past participle of statuere, to set up, from 

status, position. See st7- in Appendix.]

statute law (st4chùut lô) n.  A law established by legislative enactment. 

statute mile (st4chùut mXl) n.  See mile (n., sense 1). 

statute of limitations (st4chùut ƒv lVmÙV-t7ùshNnz) n.  pl. statutes of 
limitations. Law. A statute setting a time limit on legal action in certain cases. 

stat·u·to·ry (st4chùN-tôrÙK, -torÙK) adj.  1. Of or relating to a statute.  

2. Enacted, regulated, or authorized by statute.   —statùu·toùri·ly adv. 

statutory offense (st4chùN-tôrÙK N-fHnsù) n.  Law. A legal offense declared by 

statute. 

statutory rape (st4chùN-tôrÙK r7p) n.  Sexual relations with a person who has 

not reached the statutory age of consent. 



Stau·ding·er (stouùdVng-Nr, shtouù-), Hermann. 1881-1965.  German chem-

ist. He won a 1953 Nobel Prize for his research on giant molecules. 

staunch1 (stônch, stänch) also stanch (stônch, stänch, st4nch) adj.  

staunch·er also stanch·er, staunch·est also stanch·est. 1. Firm and stead-

fast; true.  See Synonyms at faithful.  2. Having a strong or substantial construc-

tion or constitution.  [Middle English staunche, from Anglo-Norman estaunche, 

from estaunchier, to stanch, variant of Old French estanchier. See STANCH
1.] 

—staunchùly adv.  —staunchùness n.  

USAGE NOTE: Staunch is more common than stanch as the spelling of the ad-

jective. Stanch is more common than staunch as the spelling of the verb.

staunch2 (stônch, stänch) v.  Variant of stanch1. See Usage Note at staunch1. 
Staun·ton (st4nùtNn)  An independent city of north-central Virginia west-

northwest of Charlottesville. The birthplace of Woodrow Wilson, it is a trade and 

processing center. Population, 24,461. 

stau·ro·lite (stôrùN-lXtÙ) n.  A brownish to black mineral, chiefly 

(FeMg)2Al9Si4O23(OH), often having crossed intergrown crystals and sometimes 

used as a gem.  [Greek stauros, cross; see st7- in Appendix + -LITE.] 
—stauÙro·litùic (-lVtùVk) adj. 

Sta·vang·er (stN-vängùNr)  A city of southwest Norway south of Bergen on an 

inlet of the North Sea. Probably founded in the eighth century, it is a processing 

center with a shipbuilding industry. Population, 92,012. 

stave (st7v) n.  1. A narrow strip of wood forming part of the sides of a barrel, 

tub, or similar structure.  2. A rung of a ladder or chair.  3. A staff or cudgel.  

4. Music. See staff1 (n., sense 5).  5. A set of verses; a stanza.   —  v.  staved or 

stove (stov), stav·ing, staves.  —  v.  tr. 1. To break in or puncture the staves 

of.  2. To break or smash a hole in.  3. To crush or smash inward.  4. To furnish 

with staves.   —  v.  intr. To be or become crushed in.   —phrasal verb. stave 
off. To keep or hold off; repel: “For 12 years, we’ve sought to stave off this ultimate 

threat of disaster” (New York Times).  [Back-formation from staves, pl. of STAFF
1.]

staves (st7vz) n.  A plural of staff1. 
staves·a·cre (st7vzù7ÙkNr) n.  1. A larkspur, Delphinium staphisagria, of south-

ern Europe, with greenish-white flowers.  2. The poisonous seeds of this plant, 

formerly used medicinally as an emetic, a cathartic, and an external parasiticide.  

[By folk etymology from Middle English staphisagre, from Latin staphis agria, 

from Greek  : staphis, stavesacre + agria, feminine of agrios, wild; see agro- in 

Appendix.]

Stav·ro·pol (st4v-roùpNl, stävùrN-pNl)  A city of southwest Russia southeast of 

Rostov. It was founded as a fortress town in 1777. Population, 293,000. 



stay1 (st7) v.  stayed, stay·ing, stays.  —  v.  intr. 1. To continue to be in a 

place or condition:  stay home; stay calm.  2. To remain or sojourn as a guest or 

lodger:  stayed at a motel.  3. To stop moving; halt.  4. To wait; pause.  5. To 

endure or persist:  stayed with the original plan.  6. To keep up in a race or contest:  

tried to stay with the lead runner.  7. Games. To meet a bet in poker without rais-

ing it.  8. To stand one’s ground; remain firm.  9. Archaic. To cease from a speci-

fied activity.   —  v.  tr. 1. To stop or halt; check.  2. To postpone; delay.  3. To 

delay or stop the effect of (an order, for example) by legal action or mandate:  stay 

a prisoner’s execution.  4. To satisfy or appease temporarily:  stayed his anger.  

5. To remain during:  stayed the week with my parents; stayed the duration of the 

game.  6. To wait for; await: “I will not stay thy questions. Let me go;/Or if thou fol-

low me, do not believe/But I shall do thee mischief in the wood” (Shakespeare).   —  
n.  1. The act of halting; check.  2. The act of coming to a halt.  3. A brief period 

of residence or visiting.  4. A suspension or postponement of a legal action or an 

execution:  granted a stay to the prisoner’s execution.   —idioms. stay put. To 

remain in a fixed or established position.  stay the course. To hold out or per-

severe to the end of a race or challenge.  [Middle English steien, from Old French 

ester, esteir, from Latin st7re. See st7- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: stay, remain, wait, abide, tarry, linger, sojourn. These verbs mean

to continue to be in a given place. Stay is the least specific, though it can also

suggest that the person involved is a guest or visitor: We stayed at home all evening.

“Must you go? Can’t you stay?” (Charles J. Vaughan). Remain is sometimes synon-

ymous with stay but more often implies continuing or being left after others have

gone: A few people came to boo but remained to applaud. Please remain for a minute

at the end of the meeting; I want a word with you in private. Wait suggests remain-

ing in readiness, anticipation, or expectation: “Your father is waiting for me to take

a walk with him” (Booth Tarkington). Abide implies continuing for a lengthy pe-

riod: “Abide with me” (Henry Francis Lyte). Tarry and linger both imply a delayed

departure, but linger more strongly suggests reluctance to leave: “She was not anx-

ious but puzzled that her husband tarried” (Eden Phillpotts). “I alone sit lingering

here” (Henry Vaughan). To sojourn is to reside temporarily in a place: “He was

sojourning at [a] hotel in Bond Street” (Anthony Trollope). See also Synonyms at

defer1

stay2 (st7) v.  tr. stayed, stay·ing, stays. 1. To brace, support, or prop up.  

2. To strengthen or sustain mentally or spiritually.  3. To rest or fix on for sup-

port.   —  n.  1. A support or brace.  2. A strip of bone, plastic, or metal, used to 

stiffen a garment or part, such as a corset or shirt collar.  3. stays. A corset.  

[Middle English staien, from Old French estaiier, from estaie, a support, of Ger-

manic origin.]



stay3 (st7) n.  1. Nautical. A heavy rope or cable, usually of wire, used as a brace 

or support for a mast or spar.  2. A rope used to steady, guide, or brace.   —  v.  tr. 

intr. stayed, stay·ing, stays. Nautical. To put (a ship) on the opposite tack or 

to come about.  [Middle English, from Old English stæg.]

stay·ing power (st7ùVng pouùNr) n.  The ability to endure or last. 

stay-in strike (st7ùVnÙ strXk) n.  A job action that consists of a slowdown or 

work stoppage by employees who remain at their workplace. 

stay·sail (st7ùsNl, -s7lÙ) n.  Nautical. A triangular sail hoisted on a stay. 

stbd. abbr.  Starboard. 

STD abbr.  Sexually transmitted disease. 

std. abbr.  Standard. 

Ste. abbr.  French. Sainte (feminine form of saint). 

stead (stHd) n.  1. The place, position, or function properly or customarily occu-

pied by another.  2. Advantage; service; purpose: “His personal relationship with 

the electorate stands in good stead” (John Sears).   —  v.  tr. stead·ed, stead·ing, 
steads. To be of advantage or service to; benefit.  [Middle English stede, from 

Old English. See st7- in Appendix.]

stead·fast also sted·fast (stHdùf4stÙ, -fNst) adj.  1. Fixed or unchanging; 

steady.  2. Firmly loyal or constant; unswerving.  See Synonyms at faithful.  
[Middle English stedefast, from Old English stedefæst : stede, place; see STEAD + 

fæst, fixed, fast; see past- in Appendix.] —steadùfastÙly adv.  —steadùfastÙ-
ness n. 

stead·y (stHdùK) adj.  stead·i·er, stead·i·est. 1. Firm in position or place; 

fixed.  2. Direct and unfaltering; sure.  3. Free or almost free from change, varia-

tion, or fluctuation; uniform:  a steady increase in value; a steady breeze.  4. Not 

easily excited or upset:  steady nerves.  5. Unwavering, as in purpose; steadfast.  

6. Reliable; dependable.  7. Temperate; sober.   —  v.  tr. intr. stead·ied, 
stead·y·ing, stead·ies. To make or become steady.   —  interj.  Nautical. Used 

to direct a helmsman to keep a ship’s head in the same direction:  Steady as she 

goes!   —  n.  pl. stead·ies. The person whom one dates regularly, usually exclu-

sively.   —steadùi·er n.  —steadùi·ly adv.  —steadùi·ness n.  

SYNONYMS: steady, even, equable, uniform, constant. These adjectives mean

marked by lack of variation or change. Steady, the most general, can imply con-

tinuity, regularity, firmness, or steadfastness: Steady progress; the steady tick of the

clock; a steady hand on the tiller; a steady, hard-working woman. Even suggests the

absence of irregularity or fluctuation: maintaining an even tempo; has an even dis-

position. Equable usually implies an intrinsic or innate characteristic leading to a

lack of variation, especially extreme variation: “The West Indian climate is... the

most equable in the world” (Alec Waugh). Her father, an equable and genial man,

is tolerant of her spirited stubbornness. Uniform emphasizes sameness, as in char-



acter or degree, in all aspects, parts, or elements: “Language was not uniform

throughout the country but fell into dialects” (Kemp Malone). “Over all this the

clouds shed a uniform and purplish shadow” (Robert Louis Stevenson). Constant

implies invariability, as in nature or form: “Terror is the feeling which arrests the

mind in the presence of whatsoever is grave and constant in human sufferings and

unites it with the secret cause” (James Joyce).

steady state (stHdùK st7t) n.  Physics. A stable condition that does not change 

over time or in which change in one direction is continually balanced by change 

in another. 

stead·y-state theory (stHdùK-st7tù thKùN-rK) n.  A cosmological theory that 

assumes that the average density of matter in the universe is constant in space and 

time and that the expansion of the universe, required on other grounds, is com-

pensated for by the continuous creation of matter.  Also called continuous creation 

theory 

steak (st7k) n.  1. A slice of meat, typically beef, usually cut thick and across the 

muscle grain and served broiled or fried.  2. A thick slice of a large fish cut across 

the body.  3. A patty of ground meat broiled or fried.  [Middle English steike, 

from Old Norse steik. See steig- in Appendix.]

steak au poiv·re (st7k o pwävùrN) n.  pl. steaks au poivre. Steak studded 

with coarsely ground pepper before cooking and often flambéed with cognac.  

[STEAK + French au poivre, with pepper (au, with the + poivre, pepper).]

steak house  or steak·house (st7kùhousÙ) n.  A restaurant that specializes in 

beefsteak dishes. 

steak knife (st7k nXf) n.  A table knife with a sharp, usually serrated steel blade. 

steak tartare (st7k tär-tärù) n.  Raw ground beef mixed with onion, seasoning, 

and raw egg, eaten as an appetizer.  Also called tartare steak [STEAK + French tar-

tare, Tartar.]

steal (stKl) v.  stole (stol), sto·len (stoùlNn), steal·ing, steals.  —  v.  tr. 1. To 

take (the property of another) without right or permission.  2. To get or effect 

surreptitiously or artfully:  steal a kiss; stole the ball from an opponent.  3. To 

move, carry, or place surreptitiously.  4. To draw attention unexpectedly in (an 

entertainment), especially by being the outstanding performer:  The magician’s 

assistant stole the show with her comic antics.  5. Baseball. To advance safely to 

(another base) during the delivery of a pitch, without the aid of a base hit, walk, 

passed ball, or wild pitch.   —  v.  intr. 1. To commit theft.  2. To move, happen, 

or elapse stealthily or unobtrusively.  3. Baseball. To steal a base.   —  n.  1. The 

act of stealing.  2. Slang. A bargain.   —idiom. steal (someone’s) thunder. To 

use, appropriate, or preempt the use of another’s idea, especially to one’s own 

advantage and without consent by the originator.  [Middle English stelen, from 

Old English stelan.] —stealùer n.  



SYNONYMS: steal, purloin, filch, snitch, pilfer, cop, hook, swipe, lift, pinch. These

verbs mean to take another’s property wrongfully, often surreptitiously. Steal is

the most general: stole a car; stealing a few moments for relaxation; research that

was stolen by a colleague. To purloin is to make off with something, often in a

breach of trust: purloined the key to his safe-deposit box. Filch and snitch often sug-

gest that what is stolen is of little value, while pilfer sometimes connotes theft of

or in small quantities: filched an ashtray from the restaurant; snitch a handkerchief;

strawberries pilfered from the farmer. Cop, hook, and swipe frequently connote

quick, furtive snatching or seizing: copped a necklace from the counter; planning to

hook a fur coat; swiped a magazine from the doctor’s waiting room. To lift is to pick

or take something up surreptitiously and keep it for oneself: The pickpocket lifted

my wallet. Pinch suggests stealing something by or as if by squeezing it between

the thumb and the fingers: went into the study and pinched a dollar bill.

stealth (stHlth) n.  1. The act of moving, proceeding, or acting in a covert way.  

2. The quality or characteristic of being furtive or covert.  3. Archaic. The act of 

stealing.  [Middle English stelth, probably from Old English *st<lth.]

stealth·y (stHlùthK) adj.  stealth·i·er, stealth·i·est. Marked by or acting with 

quiet, caution, and secrecy intended to avoid notice.  See Synonyms at secret.  
—stealthùi·ly adv.  —stealthùi·ness n. 

steam (stKm) n.  1. a. The vapor phase of water.  b. A mist of cooling water 

vapor.   2. a. Pressurized water vapor used for heating, cooking, or to provide 

mechanical power.  b. The power produced by a machine using pressurized water 

vapor.  c. Steam heating.   3. Power; energy.   —  v.  steamed, steam·ing, 
steams.  —  v.  intr. 1. To produce or emit steam.  2. To become or rise up as 

steam.  3. To become misted or covered with steam.  4. To move by means of 

steam power.  5. Informal. To become very angry; fume.   —  v.  tr. To expose to 

steam, as in cooking.  [Middle English steme, from Old English stKam.]

steam bath (stKm b4th) n.  1. The act of bathing through exposure to steam, 

which induces perspiration.  2. A room or building equipped to provide bathing 

with steam. 

steam beer (stKm bîr) n.  A highly effervescent beer originally brewed in the 

western United States. 

steam·boat (stKmùbotÙ) n.  Nautical. A steamship, especially one used on rivers 

and other inland waterways. 

steam boiler (stKm boiùlNr) n.  A closed tank in which water is converted into 

steam under pressure. 

steam chest (stKm chHst) n.  A compartment in a steam engine through which 

steam is delivered from the boiler to a cylinder. 



steam engine (stKm HnùjVn) n.  An engine that converts the heat energy of 

pressurized steam into mechanical energy, especially one in which steam drives a 

piston in a closed cylinder. 

steam·er (stKùmNr) n.  Abbr. str. 1. Nautical. A steamship.  2. A vehicle, a 

machine, or an engine driven by steam.  3. A container in which something is 

steamed.  4.  See soft-shell clam. 
steamer rug (stKùmNr rƒg) n.  A warm blanket used especially by shipboard 

passengers while sitting in deck chairs. 

steamer trunk (stKùmNr trƒngk) n.  A small trunk originally designed to fit 

under the bunk of a steamship cabin. 

steam·fit·ter (stKmùfVtÙNr) n.  One who installs and repairs heating, ventilating, 

refrigerating, and air-conditioning systems.   —steamùfitÙting n. 

steam heat·ing (stKm hKùtVng) n.  A heating system in which steam is gener-

ated in a boiler and piped to radiators. 

steam iron (stKm XùNrn) n.  A pressing iron that holds and heats water to be 

emitted as steam on the cloth being pressed. 

steam·rol·ler (stKmùroÙlNr) n.  1. a. A steam-driven machine equipped with a 

heavy roller for smoothing road surfaces.  b. A similar machine with an internal-

combustion engine.   2. A ruthless or irresistible force or power.   —  v.  also 

steam·roll (-rolÙ) steam·rol·lered also steam·rolled, steam·rol·ler·ing also 

steam·roll·ing, steam·rol·lers also steam·rolls.  —  v.  tr. 1. To smooth or 

level (a road) with a steamroller.  2. To overwhelm or suppress ruthlessly; crush.   
—  v.  intr. To move or proceed with overwhelming or crushing force. 

steam·ship (stKmùshVpÙ) n.  Abbr. S.S., SS Nautical. A large vessel propelled by 

one or more steam-driven screws, propellers, or paddles. 

steam shovel (stKm shƒvùNl) n.  1. A large, steam-driven machine for digging.  

2.  See power shovel. 
steam table (stKm t7ùbNl) n.  A table in which containers of cooked food are 

kept warm by hot water or steam circulating below. 

steam turbine (stKm tûrùbVn) n.  A turbine operated by highly pressurized 

steam directed against vanes on a rotor. 

steam·y (stKùmK) adj.  steam·i·er, steam·i·est. 1. Filled with or emitting 

steam.  2. Erotic.   —steamùi·ly adv.  —steamùi·ness n. 

ste·ap·sin (stK-4pùsVn) n.  A digestive enzyme of pancreatic juice that catalyzes 

the hydrolysis of fats to fatty acids and glycerol.  [Greek stear, tallow; see stei- in 

Appendix + (PE)PSIN.]

ste·a·rate (stKùN-r7tÙ, stîrù7tÙ) n.  A salt or an ester of stearic acid.  [STEAR(IC) + -

ATE
2.]

ste·ar·ic (stK-4rùVk, stîrùVk) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or similar to stearin or fat.  

2. Of or relating to stearic acid.  [French stéarique, from Greek stear, tallow. See 

stei- in Appendix.]



stearic acid (stK-4rùVk 4sùVd) n.  A colorless, odorless, waxlike fatty acid, 

CH3(CH2)16COOH, occurring in natural animal and vegetable fats, used in mak-

ing soaps, candles, lubricants, and other products. 

ste·a·rin (stKùNr-Vn, stîrùVn) also ste·a·rine (stKùNr-Vn, -N-rKnÙ, stîrùVn) n.  1. A 

colorless, odorless, tasteless ester of glycerol and stearic acid, C3H5(C18H35O2)3, 

found in most animal and vegetable fats and used in the manufacture of soaps, 

candles, and adhesives and for textile sizing.  Also called tristearin 2. The solid 

form of fat.  [French stéarine : Greek stear, tallow; see stei- in Appendix + French 

-ine, -in.]

ste·a·rop·tene (stKÙN-rmpùtKnÙ) n.  The portion of a natural essential oil that 

separates out as a white, crystalline solid on cooling or standing.  [STEAR(IC) + 

Greek ptKnos, flying; see pet- in Appendix.]

steat- pref.  Variant of steato-. 
ste·a·tite (stKùN-tXtÙ) n.  See soapstone.  [Latin steatXtis, a precious stone, from 

Greek, from stear, steat-, tallow. See stei- in Appendix.] —steÙa·titùic (-tVtùVk) 

adj. 

steato-  or steat- pref.  Fat:  steatolysis.  [Greek, from stear, steat-, tallow. See 

stei- in Appendix.]

ste·a·tol·y·sis (stKÙN-tmlùV-sVs) n.  Digestive emulsification of fats before 

absorption and assimilation. 

ste·at·o·pyg·i·a (stK-4tÙN-pVjùK-N, -pXùjK-N) n.  An extreme accumulation of fat 

on the buttocks.  [STEATO- + Greek pugK, rump + -IA
1.] —steÙat·o·pygùic (-

pVjùVk, -pXùjVk), steÙa·to·pyùgous (-pXùgNs)  adj. 

ste·at·or·rhe·a also ste·at·or·rhoe·a (stKÙN-tN-rKùN, stK-4tÙN-) n.  

1. Overaction of the sebaceous glands.  2. Excessive discharge of fat in the feces. 

ste·a·to·sis (stKÙN-toùsVs) n.  Accumulation of fat in the interstitial tissue of an 

organ. 

Steb·bins (stHbùVnz), Emma. 1815-1882.  American sculptor known especially 

for her Angel of the Waters (Bethesda Fountain) (1873) in New York’s Central 

Park. 

sted·fast (stHdùf4stÙ, -fNst) adj.  Variant of steadfast. 
steed (stKd) n.  A horse, especially a spirited one.  [Middle English stede, from 

Old English stKda, stallion. See st7- in Appendix.]

steel (stKl) n.  1. A generally hard, strong, durable, malleable alloy of iron and 

carbon, usually containing between 0.2 and 1.5 percent carbon, often with other 

constituents such as manganese, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, copper, tung-

sten, cobalt, or silicon, depending on the desired alloy properties, and widely used 

as a structural material.  2. Something, such as a sword, that is made of steel.  

3. A quality suggestive of this alloy, especially a hard, unflinching character.  

4. Color. Steel gray.   —  adj.  1. a. Made with, relating to, or consisting of steel:  

steel beams; the steel industry; a bicycle with a steel frame.  b. Very firm or strong:  



a steel grip.   2. Color. Of a steel gray.   —  v.  tr. steeled, steel·ing, steels. 1. To 

cover, plate, edge, or point with steel.  2. To make hard, strong, or obdurate; 

strengthen:  He steeled himself for disappointment.  [Middle English stel, from Old 

English st«le, stKl.]

steel band (stKl b4nd) n.  Music. A band of Trinidadian origin, composed 

chiefly of tuned percussion instruments fashioned from oil drums. 

steel blue (stKl blu) n.  1. Color. A medium grayish blue.  2. One of several 

blue colors taken on by steel while being tempered. 

steel drum (stKl drƒm) n.  Music. A metal percussion instrument of Trinida-

dian origin, fashioned from an oil barrel and having a concave array of flattened 

areas that produce different tones when struck.   —steel drummer n. 

Steele (stKl), Mount. A mountain, 5,076.4 m (16,644 ft) high, in the St. Elias 

Mountains of southwest Yukon Territory, Canada. 

Steele (stKl), Sir Richard. 1672-1729.  English writer of plays and essays who 

founded and edited The Tatler (1709-1711) and, with Joseph Addison, The Spec-

tator (1711-1712). 

steel engraving (stKl Hn-gr7ùvVng) n.  1. The art or process of engraving on a 

steel plate.  2. An impression produced with an engraved steel plate. 

steel gray (stKl gr7) n.  Color. A dark to purplish gray. 

steel guitar (stKl gV-tärù) n.  Music. 1. An acoustic guitar with a metal resonator 

built into the body, often played with a slide and producing a twangy, variable 

tone.  2.  See Hawaiian guitar. 
steel·head (stKlùhHdÙ) n.  The anadromous variety of rainbow trout, being 

larger and having darker spots than the freshwater variety. 

steel-trap (stKlùtr4pù) adj.  Very quick and keen; trenchant:  a steel-trap intellect. 

steel wool (stKl wtl) n.  Fine fibers of steel matted or woven together to form 

an abrasive for cleaning, smoothing, or polishing. 

steel·work (stKlùwûrkÙ) n.  1. Something made of steel.  2. steelworks. (used 

with a sing. verb). A plant where steel is made; a foundry.   —steelùworkÙer n. 

steel·y (stKùlK) adj.  steel·i·er, steel·i·est. 1. Made of steel.  2. Resembling 

steel, as in color or hardness:  steely eyes.   —steelùi·ness n. 

steel·yard (stKlùyärdÙ) n.  A balance consisting of a scaled arm suspended off 

center, a hook at the shorter end on which to hang the object being weighed, and 

a counterbalance at the longer end that can be moved to find the weight.  [STEEL + 

YARD
1, rod.]

Steen (st7n), Jan. 1626?-1679.  Dutch genre painter known for his humorous 

and moralistic depictions of domestic life and revelry, including Village Wedding 

(1635) and Flemish Feast in an Inn (1674). 

steen·bok (stKnùbmkÙ, st7nù-) also stein·bok (stXnù-) n.  A small antelope 

(Raphicerus campestris) of southern and eastern Africa, having a brownish coat 

and short, pointed horns in the male and living chiefly in dry grasslands.  [Afri-



kaans, from Middle Dutch steenboc, ibex  : steen, stone; see stei- in Appendix + 

boc, buck.]

steep1 (stKp) adj.  steep·er, steep·est. 1. Having a sharp inclination; precipi-

tous.  2. At a rapid or precipitous rate:  a steep rise in salaries.  3. a. Excessive; 

stiff:  a steep price.  b. Ambitious; difficult:  a steep undertaking.    —  n.  A precip-

itous slope.  [Middle English stepe, from Old English stKap.] —steepùly adv.  

—steepùness n.  

SYNONYMS: steep, abrupt, precipitous, sheer. The central meaning shared by

these adjectives is “so sharply inclined as to be almost perpendicular”: steep cliffs;

an abrupt canyon; precipitous hills; a sheer descent of rock.

steep2 (stKp) v.  steeped, steep·ing, steeps.  —  v.  tr. 1. To soak in liquid in 

order to cleanse, soften, or extract a given property from.  2. To infuse or subject 

thoroughly to.  3. To make thoroughly wet; saturate.   —  v.  intr. To undergo a 

soaking in liquid.   —  n.  1. a. The act or process of steeping.  b. The state of 

being steeped.   2. A liquid, bath, or solution in which something is steeped.  

[Middle English stepen, perhaps of Old English origin.] —steepùer n. 

steep·en (stKùpNn) v.  tr. intr. steep·ened, steep·en·ing, steep·ens. To 

make or become steep or steeper. 

stee·ple (stKùpNl) n.  1. A tall tower forming the superstructure of a building, 

such as a church or temple, and usually surmounted by a spire.  2. A spire.  [Mid-

dle English stepel, from Old English stKpel.]

stee·ple·bush (stKùpNl-btshÙ) n.  See hardhack. 
stee·ple·chase (stKùpNl-ch7sÙ) n.  1. Sports. a. A horserace across open coun-

try or over an obstacle course.  b. A footrace of usually 3,000 meters over a closed 

track with four hurdles and a water obstacle.   2. A course of action containing 

many obstacles.  [From the use of church steeples as landmarks.] —steeù-
ple·chasÙer n. 

stee·pled (stKùpNld) adj.  1. Having steeples or a steeple:  picturesque, steepled 

villages; a tiny, steepled church.  2. Steeply inclined:  steepled roofs. 

stee·ple·jack (stKùpNl-j4kÙ) n.  One who builds or maintains very high struc-

tures, such as steeples. 

steer1 (stîr) v.  steered, steer·ing, steers.  —  v.  tr. 1. To guide by means of a 

device such as a rudder, paddle, or wheel.  2. a. To direct the course of.  b. To 

maneuver (a person) into a place or course of action.  See Synonyms at guide.    
—  v.  intr. 1. To guide a vessel or vehicle.  2. To follow or move in a set course.  

3. To admit of being steered or guided:  a craft that steers easily.   —  n.  A piece of 

advice.  [Middle English steren, from Old English stKran. See st7- in Appendix.] 
—steerùa·ble adj.  —steerùer n. 



steer2 (stîr) n.  A young ox, especially one castrated before sexual maturity and 

raised for beef.  [Middle English, from Old English stKor. See st7- in Appendix.]

steer·age (stîrùVj) n.  1. The act or practice of steering.  2. Nautical. a. The 

effect of the helm on a ship.  b. The steering apparatus of a ship.  c. The section 

of a passenger ship, originally near the rudder, providing the cheapest passenger 

accommodations.  

steer·age·way (stîrùVj-w7Ù) n.  Nautical. The minimum rate of motion 

required for a ship or boat to be maneuvered by the helm. 

steer·ing committee (stîrùVng kN-mVtùK) n.  A committee that sets agendas 

and schedules of business, as for a legislative body or another assemblage. 

steering gear (stîrùVng gîr) n.  The mechanism by which dispositions of the 

steering controls of a vehicle are transferred to the part that interacts with the 

external medium. 

steering wheel (stîrùVng hwKl) n.  A wheel that controls steering, as on a boat 

or in an automotive vehicle. 

steers·man (stîrzùmNn) n.  Nautical. One who steers a ship. 

steeve1 (stKv) Nautical. n.  A spar or derrick with a block at one end, used for 

stowing cargo.   —  v.  tr. steeved, steev·ing, steeves. To stow or pack (cargo) 

in the hold of a ship.  [From Middle English steven, to stow, probably from Old 

Spanish estibar, to steeve, or from Old Catalan stivar both from Latin stXp7re.]

steeve2 (stKv) Nautical. n.  The angle formed by the bowsprit and the horizon or 

the keel.   —  v.  steeved, steev·ing, steeves.  —  v.  tr. To incline (a bowsprit) 

upward at an angle with the horizon or the keel.   —  v.  intr. To have an upward 

inclination. Used of a bowsprit.  [Origin unknown.]

Ste·fáns·son (stHfùNn-sNn), Vilhjálmur. 1879-1962.  Canadian-born explorer 

and ethnologist who studied the language and culture of the Eskimo. 

Stef·fens (stHfùNnz), (Joseph) Lincoln. 1866-1936.  American journalist. As 

managing editor of McClure’s Magazine (1902-1906), he exposed governmental 

corruption in a series of articles, thereby inaugurating the era of muckraking 

journalism. 

steg·o·don (stHgùN-dmnÙ) n.  Any of various extinct elephantlike mammals of 

the genus Stegodon and related genera, of the Pliocene to the Pleistocene.  [New 

Latin Stegodon, genus name  : Greek stegos, roof (from stegein, to cover); see 

(s)teg- in Appendix + -ODON (so called because of the distinctive ridges on its 

molars).]

steg·o·saur (stHgùN-sôrÙ) also steg·o·sau·rus (stHgÙN-sôrùNs) n.  Any of several 

herbivorous dinosaurs of the suborder Stegosauria of the Jurassic to the Creta-

ceous, having a double row of upright bony plates along the back, long hind legs, 

a short neck, and a relatively small head.  [New Latin Stegosaurus, genus name  : 

Greek stegos, roof; see STEGODON + New Latin saurus, lizard; see SAURY.]



Stei·chen (stXùkNn), Edward Jean. 1879-1973.  American photographer who 

was a pioneer of photography as a fine art. 

stein (stXn) n.  A mug, especially one for beer, usually holding about a pint.  [Ger-

man, probably short for Steinkrug, stone jug  : Stein, stone (from Middle High 

German, from Old High German); see stei- in Appendix + Krug, jug.]

Stein (stXn), Gertrude. 1874-1946.  American writer of experimental novels, 

essays, and plays. In Paris during the 1920’s she was a central member of a group 

of American expatriates, including Ernest Hemingway. Her works include Three 

Lives (1908) and The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (1933). 

Stein (stXn), William Howard. 1911-1980.  American biochemist. He shared a 

1972 Nobel Prize for pioneering studies of enzymes. 

Stein·beck (stXnùbHkÙ), John Ernst. 1902-1968.  American writer of short sto-

ries and novels, most notably The Grapes of Wrath (1939), which concerns the 

social and economic plight of migrant farm workers in California. He won the 

1962 Nobel Prize for literature. 

Stein·berg (stXnùbûrgÙ, -bNrg), Saul. Born 1914.  Romanian-born American 

graphic artist and cartoonist whose witty, satirical works have appeared in the 

New Yorker. 

Stein·berg·er (stXnùbûrÙgNr), Jack. Born 1921.  German-born American phys-

icist. He shared a 1988 Nobel Prize for developing the use of a beam of neutrinos 

in high-energy particle research. 

stein·bok (stXnùbmkÙ) n.  Variant of steenbok. 
Stein·em (stXùnNm), Gloria. Born 1934.  American feminist, writer, and a 

founding editor (1972) of Ms. magazine. 

Stein·er (stXùnNr, shtXù-), Rudolf. 1861-1925.  Austrian social philosopher who 

founded a Christianized school of theosophy, called anthroposophy, which recog-

nizes the existence of pure thought that is independent of the senses. 

Stein·heim man (stXnùhXmÙ m4n, shtXnù-) n.  An extinct hominid (Homo 

steinheimensis) known from skull fragments of the middle Pleistocene and 

thought to be an ancestor of Neanderthal man.  [After Steinheim, a village of 

south-central Germany.]

Stein·itz (stXùnVts, shtXù-), William. 1836-1900.  German chess master who was 

considered the world champion from 1866 to 1894. 

Stein·man (stXnùmNn), David Barnard. 1886-1960.  American civil engineer 

who designed numerous suspension bridges, including the George Washington 

Bridge in New York City (1931). 

Stein·metz (stXnùmHtsÙ, shtXnù-), Charles Proteus. 1865-1923.  German-born 

American electrical engineer and inventor known for his theoretical studies of 

alternating current, which made possible advancements in electrical generators 

and motors. 



Stein·way (stXnùw7Ù), Henry Engelhard. 1797-1871.  German-born Ameri-

can piano maker who founded the Steinway & Sons piano company in New York 

City (1853). 

ste·le (stKùlK) n.  pl. ste·les or ste·lae (-lK). 1. An upright stone or slab with an 

inscribed or sculptured surface, used as a monument or as a commemorative tab-

let in the face of a building.  2. Botany. The central core of vascular tissue in a 

plant stem or root.  [Greek stKlK, pillar. See stel- in Appendix.] —steùlar (-lNr) 

adj. 

Stel·la (stHlùN), Frank Philip. Born 1936.  American painter whose abstract 

works are characterized by geometric forms, brilliant colors, and often irregularly 

shaped canvases. 

stel·lar (stHlùNr) adj.  1. Of, relating to, or consisting of stars.  2. a. Of or relating 

to a star performer.  b. Outstanding; principal.   [Late Latin stKll7ris, from Latin 

stKlla, star. See ster-3 in Appendix.]

stellar wind (stHlùNr wVnd) n.  The varying flow of plasma ejected from the 

surface of a star into interstellar space. 

stel·late (stHlù7tÙ) also stel·lat·ed (-7ÙtVd) adj.  Arranged or shaped like a star; 

radiating from a center.  [Latin stKll7tus, from stKlla, star. See ster-3 in Appendix.] 
—stelùlate·ly adv. 

Stel·ler’s eider (stHlùNrz XùdNr) n.  A small black-and-white eider (Polysticta 

stelleri) of Alaska, Canada, and Siberia.  [After Georg Wilhelm Steller (1709-

1746), German naturalist.]

Steller’s jay (stHlùNrz j7) n.  A bird (Cyanocitta stelleri) of western North Amer-

ica, having a black crested head, sooty-brown back and shoulders, and blue wings 

and tail and related to the blue jay.  [After Georg Wilhelm Steller (1709-1746), 

German naturalist.]

Steller’s sea lion (stHlùNrz sK lXùNn) n.  A large sea lion (Eumetopias jubata) 

with a prominent mane, found from the Bering Sea to the California coast.  

[After Georg Wilhelm Steller (1709-1746), German naturalist.]

stel·li·form (stHlùN-fôrmÙ) adj.  Shaped like a star.  [New Latin stKlliformis : 

Latin stKlla, star; see STELLAR + Latin -formis, form (from forma).]

stel·lu·lar (stHlùyN-lNr) adj.  1. Having the form of a small star.  2. Bespangled 

with small stars.  [From Late Latin stKllula, diminutive of Latin stKlla, star. See 

STELLAR.]

stem1 (stHm) n.  1. a. The main ascending axis of a plant; a stalk or trunk.  b. A 

slender stalk supporting or connecting another plant part, such as a leaf or flower.   

2. A banana stalk bearing several bunches of bananas.  3. A connecting or sup-

porting part, especially: a. The tube of a tobacco pipe.  b. The slender upright 

support of a wineglass or goblet.  c. The small projecting shaft with an expanded 

crown by which a watch is wound.  d. The rounded rod in the center of certain 

locks about which the key fits and is turned.  e. The shaft of a feather or hair.  



f. The upright stroke of a typeface or letter.  g. Music. The vertical line extending 

from the head of a note.   4. The main line of descent of a family.  5. Linguistics. 

The main part of a word to which affixes are added.  6. Nautical. The curved 

upright beam at the fore of a vessel into which the hull timbers are scarfed to 

form the prow.  7. The tubular glass structure mounting the filament or elec-

trodes in an incandescent bulb or vacuum tube.   —  v.  stemmed, stem·ming, 
stems.  —  v.  intr. To have or take origin or descent.   —  v.  tr. 1. To remove the 

stem of.  2. To provide with a stem.  3. To make headway against:  managed to 

stem the rebellion.   —idiom. from stem to stern. From one end to another.  

[Middle English, from Old English stefn, stemn. See st7- in Appendix.]

SYNONYMS: stem, arise, derive, emanate, flow, issue, originate, proceed, rise,

spring. The central meaning shared by these verbs is “to come forth or come into

being”: customs stemming from the past; misery arising from war; rights deriving

from citizenship; disapproval emanating from the teacher; happiness that flows from

their friendship; prejudice that issues from fear; a proposal originating in the Con-

gress; a mistake that proceeded from carelessness; rebellion rising in the provinces;

new industries springing up.

stem2 (stHm) v.  stemmed, stem·ming, stems.  —  v.  tr. 1. To stop or hold 

back by or as if by damming; stanch.  2. To plug or tamp (a blast hole, for exam-

ple).  3. Sports. To point (skis) inward.   —  v.  intr. Sports. To point skis inward in 

order to slow down or turn.  [Middle English stemmen, from Old Norse stemma.]

stem cell (stHm sHl) n.  An unspecialized cell that gives rise to a specific special-

ized cell, such as a blood cell. 

stem chris·tie (stHm krVsùtK) n.  Sports. A turn in skiing made by stemming the 

uphill ski, transferring weight to its inside edge, and bringing the other ski into a 

parallel position midway through the turn. 

stem·ma (stHmùN) n.  pl. stem·ma·ta (stHmùN-tN)  or stem·mas. 1. A scroll 

recording the genealogy of an ancient Roman family; a family tree.  2. The gene-

alogy of the manuscripts of a literary work.  3. A small, circular, simple eye 

present in various insect larvae.  [Latin stemma, stemmat-, from Greek, garland, 

from stephein, to encircle.]

stemmed (stHmd) adj.  1. Having the stems removed.  2. Provided with a stem 

or a specific type of stem. Often used in combination:  stemmed goblets; long-

stemmed roses. 

stem rust (stHm rƒst) n.  A rust disease affecting the stem of a plant. 

stem·son (stHmùsNn) n.  Nautical. A piece of supporting timber bolted to the 

stem and keelson at their junction near the bow of a wooden vessel.  [STEM
1 + 

(KEEL)SON.]



stem turn (stHm tûrn) n.  Sports. A turn in skiing made by stemming the uphill 

ski, transferring weight to its inside edge, and bringing the other ski into a parallel 

position after the turn is completed. 

stem·ware (stHmùwârÙ) n.  Glassware mounted on a stem with a broad base. 

stem-wind·er (stHmùwXnÙdNr) n.  1. A stem-winding watch.  2. A rousing ora-

tion, especially a political one. 

stem-wind·ing (stHmùwXnÙdVng) adj.  1. Wound by turning an expanded 

crown on the stem.  2. Of, relating to, or characterized by rousing oration: “a 

stem-winding style that one associates with the Senate of a hundred years ago” (New 

Yorker). 

sten. abbr.  Stenographer; stenography. 

stench (stHnch) n.  A strong, foul odor; a stink.  [Middle English, from Old 

English stenc, odor.]

SYNONYMS: stench, fetor, malodor, reek, stink. The central meaning shared by

these nouns is “a penetrating, objectionable odor”: the stench of burning rubber;

the fetor of polluted waters; the malodor of diesel fumes; the reek of stale sweat; a

stink of decayed flesh.

sten·cil (stHnùsNl) n.  1. A sheet, as of plastic or cardboard, in which a desired let-

tering or design has been cut so that ink or paint applied to the sheet will repro-

duce the pattern on the surface beneath.  2. The lettering or design produced 

with such a sheet.  3. The process of printing with such a sheet.   —  v.  tr. 

sten·ciled or sten·cilled, sten·cil·ing or sten·cil·ling, sten·cils or sten·cils. 
1. To mark with a stencil.  2. To produce by stencil.  [From Middle English sten-

celled, adorned brightly, from Old French estenceler, to adorn brightly, from 

estencele, spark, from Vulgar Latin *stincilla, alteration of Latin scintilla, spark.] 
—stenùcil·er n. 

Sten·dhal (stHn-dälù, st4n-, stäN-), Pen name of Marie Henri Beyle. 1783-1842.  

French writer who influenced the development of the modern novel with his psy-

chologically penetrating romances, such as The Red and the Black (1830). 

Sten·gel (stHngùgNl), Charles Dillon. Known as “Casey.” 1890?-1975.  Ameri-

can baseball player and manager, most notably of the New York Yankees (1948-

1960), a team he led to ten American league pennants and seven World Series 

championships. 

sten·o (stHnùo) n.  pl. sten·os. 1. A stenographer.  2. Stenography. 

steno- pref.  Narrow; small:  stenotopic.  [Greek, from stenos.]

sten·o·bath·ic (stHnÙN-b4thùVk) adj.  Limited to or able to live only within a 

narrow range of water depths. Used of aquatic organisms.  [STENO- + Greek 

bathos, depth + -IC.] —stenùo·bathÙ n. 

stenog. abbr.  Stenographer; stenography. 



sten·o·graph (stHnùN-gr4fÙ) n.  1. A keyboard machine for reproducing letters 

in a shorthand system.  2. A character in shorthand. 

ste·nog·ra·pher (stN-nmgùrN-fNr) n.  Abbr. sten., stenog. One who is skilled 

in stenography, especially one employed to take and transcribe dictation or testi-

mony. 

ste·nog·ra·phy (stN-nmgùrN-fK) n.  Abbr. sten., stenog. 1. The art or process 

of writing in shorthand.  2. The art or practice of transcribing speech with a 

stenograph machine.  3. Material transcribed in shorthand.   —stenÙo·graphùic 
(stHnÙN-gr4fùVk), stenÙo·graphùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —stenÙo·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

sten·o·ha·line (stHnÙN-h7ùlXn, -h4lùXn) adj.  Limited to or able to live only 

within a narrow range of saltwater concentrations. Used of aquatic organisms.  

[STENO- + Greek halinos, of salt (from hals, hal-, salt); see HALO-.]

ste·noph·a·gous (stN-nmfùN-gNs) adj.  Feeding on a single kind or limited vari-

ety of food. 

ste·nosed (stN-nozdù, -nostù) adj.  Characterized by stenosis.  [STENOS(IS) + -

ED
3.]

ste·no·sis (stN-noùsVs) n.  pl. ste·no·ses (-sKz). A constriction or narrowing of a 

duct or passage; a stricture.  [New Latin, from Greek stenosis, a narrowing, from 

stenoun, to narrow, from stenos, narrow.] —ste·notùic (-nmtùVk) adj. 

sten·o·ther·mal (stHnÙN-thûrùmNl) also sten·o·ther·mic (-mVk)  or 

sten·o·ther·mous (-mNs) adj.  Capable of living or growing only within a lim-

ited range of temperature.   —stenùo·thermÙ n. 

sten·o·top·ic (stHnÙN-tmpùVk) adj.  Able to adapt only to a narrow range of envi-

ronmental conditions. Used of a plant or an animal.  [STENO- + Greek topos, place 

+ -IC.]

sten·o·type (stHnùN-tXpÙ) n.  1. A keyboard machine used to record dictation in 

shorthand by a series of phonetic symbols.  2. A phonetic symbol or combination 

of symbols produced by such a machine.   —  v.  tr. sten·o·typed, 
sten·o·typ·ing, sten·o·types. To record or transcribe (matter) with a steno-

type machine.  [STENO(GRAPHY) + TYPE.] —stenùo·typÙist n. 

sten·o·typ·y (stHnùN-tXÙpK) n.  pl. sten·o·typ·ies. The art or process of tran-

scribing with a stenotype machine. 

sten·tor (stHnùtôrÙ) n.  Any of several trumpet-shaped, ciliate protozoans of the 

genus Stentor, living in dark freshwater pools and feeding chiefly on smaller 

microorganisms.  [After Stentor, a Greek herald. See STENTORIAN.]

sten·to·ri·an (stHn-tôrùK-Nn, -torù-) adj.  Extremely loud:  a stentorian voice.  

See Synonyms at loud.  [After Stentor, a loud-voiced Greek herald in the Iliad.]

step (stHp) n.  1. a. The single complete movement of raising one foot and put-

ting it down in another spot, as in walking.  b. A manner of walking; a particular 

gait.  c. A fixed rhythm or pace, as in marching:  keep step.  d. The sound of a 

footstep.  e. A footprint:  steps in the mud.   2. a. The distance traversed by mov-



ing one foot ahead of the other.  b. A very short distance:  just a step away.  

c. steps. Course; path:  turned her steps toward home.   3. a. A rest for the foot in 

ascending or descending.  b. steps. Stairs.  c. Something, such as a ledge or an 

offset, that resembles a step of a stairway.   4. a. One of a series of actions, pro-

cesses, or measures taken to achieve a goal.  b. A stage in a process:  followed every 

step in the instructions.   5. A degree in progress or a grade or rank in a scale:  a 

step up in the corporate hierarchy.  6. Music. The interval that separates two succes-

sive tones of a scale.  7. Nautical. The block in which the heel of a mast is fixed.   
—  v.  stepped, step·ping, steps.  —  v.  intr. 1. To put or press the foot:  step 

on the gas.  2. To shift or move slightly by taking a step or two:  step back.  3. To 

walk a short distance to a specified place or in a specified direction:  step over to 

the corner.  4. To move with the feet in a particular manner:  step lively.  5. To 

move into a new situation by or as if by taking a single step:  stepping into a life of 

ease.  6. To treat with arrogant indifference:  He is always stepping on other people.   
—  v.  tr. 1. To put or set (the foot) down:  step foot on land.  2. To measure by 

pacing:  step off ten yards.  3. To furnish with steps; make steps in:  terraces that 

are stepped along the hillside.  4. Computer Science. To cause (a computer) to exe-

cute a single instruction.  5. Nautical. To place (a mast) in its step.   —phrasal 
verbs. step down. 1. To resign from a high post.  2. To reduce, especially in 

stages:  stepping down the electric power.  step in. 3. To enter into an activity or a 

situation.  4. To intervene.  step out. 5. To walk briskly.  6. To go outside for a 

short time.  7. Informal. To go out for a special evening of entertainment.  8. To 

withdraw; quit.  step up. 9. To increase, especially in stages:  step up production.  

10. To come forward:  step up and be counted.   —idioms. in step. 1. Moving in 

rhythm.  2. In conformity with one’s environment:  in step with the times.  out of 
step. 3. Not moving in rhythm:  recruits marching out of step.  4. Not in confor-

mity with one’s environment:  out of step with the times.  step by step. By 

degrees.  step on it. Informal. To go faster; hurry.  [Middle English, from Old 

English stæpe, stepe.]

step- pref.  Related by means of a remarriage rather than by blood:  stepparent.  

[Middle English, from Old English stKop-.]

step·broth·er (stHpùbrƒthÙNr) n.  A son of one’s stepparent. 

step·child (stHpùchXldÙ) n.  1. A spouse’s child by a previous marriage.  

2. Something that does not receive appropriate care, respect, or attention: 

“Demography has a reputation for being the stepchild of... economics” (Louis Pol). 

step dance (stHp d4ns) n.  A dance in which emphasis is placed on certain 

steps, such as clogging or tapping, rather than body position or gesture. 

step·daugh·ter (stHpùdôÙtNr) n.  A spouse’s daughter by a previous marriage. 

step-down (stHpùdounÙ) adj.  1. Decreasing in stages:  a step-down gear.  

2. Electricity. Serving to reduce voltage:  a step-down transformer.   —  n.  A 

reduction in amount or size. 



step·fam·i·ly (stHpùf4mÙN-lK, -f4mÙlK) n.  pl. step·fam·i·lies. A family with 

one or more stepchildren. 

step·fa·ther (stHpùfäÙthNr) n.  The husband of one’s mother and not one’s nat-

ural father. 

steph·a·no·tis (stHfÙN-noùtVs) n.  pl. steph·a·no·tis·es. Any of various woody 

climbing plants of the genus Stephanotis, especially S. floribunda of Madagascar, 

cultivated for its showy, fragrant, white flowers.  [Greek stephanotis, deserving a 

crown, from stephanos, crown, wreath, from stephein, to crown.]

Ste·phen (stKùvNn), Saint. Died c. A.D. 36.  Christian protomartyr who, accord-

ing to tradition, was stoned to death after his defense of Christianity before the 

Sanhedrin. 

Ste·phen I (stKùvNn), Often called Saint Stephen. 975?-1038.  King of Hungary 

(997?-1038). Considered the founder of the Hungarian state, he maintained 

strong ties with the Roman Catholic Church, advocated the building of churches 

and abbeys, and organized a standing army. 

Ste·phen (stKùvNn), Sir Leslie. 1832-1904.  British writer and editor whose 

works include The History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century (1876) 

and biographies of Samuel Johnson, Alexander Pope, and others. 

Ste·phen of Blois (stKùvNn ƒf blwä), 1097?-1154.  King of England (1135-

1154). The grandson of William the Conquerer, he was the last Norman king of 

England. 

Ste·phens (stKùvNnz), Alexander Hamilton. 1812-1883.  American politician 

who was vice president of the Confederacy (1861-1865) under Jefferson Davis. 

Ste·phens (stKùvNnz), Alice Barber. 1858-1932.  American illustrator and 

painter whose works appeared in periodicals, including Women’s World and 

Harper’s, and in the books of authors such as George Eliot. 

Ste·phens (stKùvNnz), James. 1882-1950.  Irish writer of poems and novels, 

such as The Crock of Gold (1912). 

Ste·phen·son (stKùvNn-sNn), George. 1781-1848.  British railway pioneer who 

built a practical steam locomotive (1814) and the first passenger railway (1825). 

His son Robert (1803-1859) built railroads, locomotives, and bridges. 

step-in (stHpùVnÙ) adj.  Put on by stepping into:  a step-in robe.   —  n.  1. step-
ins. Panties with wide legs.  2. A step-in garment. 

step·lad·der (stHpùl4dÙNr) n.  A portable ladder with a hinged supporting 

frame and usually topped with a small platform. 

step·moth·er (stHpùmƒthÙNr) n.  The wife of one’s father and not one’s natural 

mother. 

step·par·ent (stHpùpârÙNnt, -p4rÙ-) n.  A stepfather or stepmother. 

steppe (stHp) n.  A vast semiarid grass-covered plain, as found in southeast 

Europe, Siberia, and central North America.  [German, from Russian step’.]



stepped-up (stHptùƒpù) adj.  Increased in pace or intensity; heightened:  a 

stepped-up political campaign. 

step·per (stHpùNr) n.  1. One that steps, especially in a fast or spirited manner.  

2. Informal. A dancer. 

step·ping-off place (stHpùVng-ôfù pl7s, -mfù) n.  1. The last stop on an out-

bound line, as of a train.  2. A place or point from which one leaves for unfamil-

iar regions. 

step·ping·stone (stHpùVng-stonÙ) n.  1. A stone that provides a place to step, 

as in crossing a stream.  2. An advantageous position for advancement toward a 

goal. 

step rocket (stHp rmkùVt) n.  See multistage rocket. 
step·sib·ling (stHpùsVbÙlVng) n.  A stepbrother or a stepsister. 

step·sis·ter (stHpùsVsÙtNr) n.  A daughter of one’s stepparent. 

step·son (stHpùsƒnÙ) n.  A spouse’s son by a previous marriage. 

step stool (stHp stul) n.  A stool, often with folding steps attached, on which 

one stands to reach high objects. 

step turn (stHp tûrn) n.  Sports. A turn in skiing made by lifting one ski, putting 

it down again pointed in the direction of the turn, and transferring one’s weight 

to it while bringing the other ski into a parallel position. 

step-up (stHpùƒpÙ) adj.  1. Increasing in steps or by stages.  2. Electricity. Serving 

to increase voltage:  a step-up transformer.   —  n.  An increase in size, amount, or 

activity. 

step·wise (stHpùwXzÙ) adj.  1. Marked by a gradual progression as if step by step: 

“The [people’s] height has increased sharply, stepwise by generation” (James Fal-

lows).  2. Music. Moving from one tone to an adjacent one.   —stepùwiseÙ adv. 

ster. abbr.  Sterling. 

-ster suff.  1. One that is associated with, participates in, makes, or does:  songster.  

2. One that is:  youngster.  [Middle English, from Old English -estre, female agent 

suff.]

ste·ra·di·an (stV-r7ùdK-Nn) n.  Abbr. sr A unit of measure equal to the solid angle 

subtended at the center of a sphere by an area on the surface of the sphere that is 

equal to the radius squared:  The total solid angle of a sphere is 4π steradians.  See 

Table at measurement.  [STE(REO)- + RADIAN.]

ster·co·ra·ceous (stûrÙkN-r7ùshNs) also ster·co·rous (stûrùkNr-Ns) adj.  Con-

sisting of or relating to excrement.  [Latin stercus, stercor-, dung; see sker-3 in 

Appendix + -ACEOUS.]

stere (stîr) n.  Abbr. s A unit of volume equal to one cubic meter.  [French stère, 

from Greek stereos, solid, hard. See ster-1 in Appendix.]

ster·e·o (stHrùK-oÙ, stîrù-) n.  pl. ster·e·os. 1. a. A stereophonic sound-repro-

duction system.  b. Stereophonic sound.   2. A stereotype.  3. A stereoscopic sys-

tem or photograph.   —  adj.  1. Stereophonic.  2. Stereoscopic. 



stereo- pref.  1. Solid; solid body:  stereotropism.  2. Three-dimensional:  stereo-

scope.  [Greek, from stereos, solid. See ster-1 in Appendix.]

ster·e·o·bate (stHrùK-o-b7tÙ, stîrù-) n.  Architecture. 1.  See stylobate.  2. The 

foundation of a stone building, its top course sometimes being a stylobate.  [Latin 

stereobatKs, from Greek *stereobatKs : stereos, solid; see STEREO- + -batKs, walker 

(from bainein, to go); see gw7- in Appendix.]

ster·e·o·chem·is·try (stHrÙK-o-kHmùV-strK, stîrÙ-) n.  The branch of chemistry 

that deals with spatial arrangements of atoms in molecules and the effects of 

these arrangements on the chemical and physical properties of substances.   
—sterÙe·o·chemùi·cal (-V-kNl) adj. 

ster·e·o·chro·my (stHrùK-N-kroÙmK, stîrù-) n.  pl. ster·e·o·chro·mies. The art 

or process of mural painting with pigments mixed with water glass.   
—sterùe·o·chromeÙ n.  —sterÙe·o·chroùmic adj.  —sterÙe·o·chroùmi·cal·ly 
adv. 

ster·e·o·gram (stHrùK-N-gr4mÙ, stîrù-) n.  1. A picture or diagram designed to 

give the impression of solidity.  2. A stereograph. 

ster·e·o·graph (stHùrK-N-gr4fÙ, stîrù-) n.  Two stereoscopic pictures or one pic-

ture with two superposed stereoscopic images, designed to give a three-dimen-

sional effect when viewed through a stereoscope or special glasses.   —  v.  tr. 

ster·e·o·graphed, ster·e·o·graph·ing, ster·e·o·graphs. To make a stereo-

graphic picture of. 

ster·e·og·ra·phy (stHrÙK-mgùrN-fK, stîrÙ-) n.  1. The art or technique of depict-

ing solid bodies on a plane surface.  2. Photography that involves the use of ste-

reoscopic equipment.   —sterÙe·o·graphùic (-N-gr4fùVk), sterÙe·o·graphùi·cal 
(-V-kNl)  adj.  —sterÙe·o·graphùi·cal·ly adv. 

ster·e·o·i·so·mer (stHrÙK-o-XùsN-mNr, stîrÙ-) n.  One of a set of isomers whose 

molecules have the same atoms bonded to each other but differ in the way these 

atoms are arranged in space. 

ster·e·o·i·som·er·ism (stHrÙK-o-X-smmùN-rVzÙNm, stîrÙ-) n.  Isomerism created 

by differences in the spatial arrangement of atoms in a molecule.   
—sterÙe·o·iÙso·merùic (-XÙ-sN-mHrùVk) adj. 

ster·e·ol·o·gy (stHrÙK-mlùN-jK, stîrÙ-) n.  The study of three-dimensional proper-

ties of objects or matter usually observed two-dimensionally.   —sterÙe·o·logùic 
(-N-lmjùVk), sterÙe·o·logùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —sterÙe·o·logùi·cal·ly adv.  

—sterÙe·olùo·gist n. 

ster·e·o·mi·cro·scope (stHrÙK-o-mXùkrN-skopÙ, stîrÙ-) n.  A microscope opti-

cally equipped for stereoscopic viewing.   —sterÙe·o·miÙcro·scopùic (-skmpùVk) 

adj.  —sterÙe·o·mi·crosùco·py (-mX-krmsùkN-pK) n. 

ster·e·o·phon·ic (stHrÙK-N-fmnùVk, stîrÙ-) adj.  Of or used in a sound-reproduc-

tion system that uses two or more separate channels to give a more natural distri-



bution of sound.   —sterÙe·o·phonùi·cal·ly adv.  —sterÙe·ophùon·y (-K-mfùN-

nK) n. 

ster·e·op·sis (stHrÙK-mpùsVs, stîrÙ-) n.  Stereoscopic vision. 

ster·e·op·ti·con (stHrÙK-mpùtV-kmnÙ, stîrÙ-) n.  A magic lantern, especially one 

with two projectors arranged so as to produce dissolving views.  [New Latin  : STE-

REO- + Greek optikon, neuter of optikos, optic; see OPTIC.]

ster·e·o·scope (stHrùK-N-skopÙ, stîrù-) n.  An optical instrument with two eye-

pieces used to impart a three-dimensional effect to two photographs of the same 

scene taken at slightly different angles. 

ster·e·o·scop·ic (stHrÙK-N-skmpùVk, stîrÙ-) adj.  1. Of or relating to stereoscopy.  

2. Of or relating to a stereoscope.   —sterÙe·o·scopùi·cal·ly adv. 

ster·e·os·co·py (stHrÙK-msùkN-pK, stîrÙ-) n.  1. The viewing of objects as three-

dimensional.  2. The technique of making or using stereoscopes and stereoscopic 

slides.   —sterÙe·osùco·pist n. 

ster·e·o·tax·is (stHrÙK-N-t4kùsVs, stîrÙ-) also ster·e·o·tax·y (stHrùK-N-t4kÙsK, 

stîrù-) n.  1. A method in neurosurgery and neurological research for locating 

points within the brain using an external, three-dimensional frame of reference 

usually based on the Cartesian coordinate system.  2. Movement of an organism 

in response to contact with a solid body. In this sense, also calledthigmotaxis  
—sterÙe·o·tacùtic (-t4kùtVk), sterÙe·o·taxùic (-t4kùsVk) , sterÙe·o·tacùti·cal (-

t4kùtV-kNl) , sterÙe·o·taxùi·cal (-t4kùsV-kNl)  adj.  —sterÙe·o·tacùti·cal·ly, 
sterÙe·o·taxùi·cal·ly adv. 

ster·e·ot·ro·pism (stHrÙK-mtùrN-pVzÙNm, stîrÙ-) n.  See thigmotropism.  
—sterÙe·o·tropùic (-K-N-trmpùVk) adj. 

ster·e·o·type (stHrùK-N-tXpÙ, stîrù-) n.  1. A conventional, formulaic, and over-

simplified conception, opinion, or image: “Regional stereotypes have been part of 

America since its founding.... Westerners are trendy, Midwesterners are dull, North-

easterners are brainy, and Southerners are lazy” (Brad Edmondson).  2. One that is 

regarded as embodying or conforming to a set image or type.  3. Printing. A metal 

printing plate cast from a matrix molded from a raised printing surface, such as 

type.   —  v.  tr. ster·e·o·typed, ster·e·o·typ·ing, ster·e·o·types. 1. To make 

a stereotype of.  2. To characterize by a stereotype: “Elderly Americans are the 

neglected sector of the fashion industry, stereotyped by blue hair and polyester pant-

suits” (American Demographics).  3. To give a fixed, unvarying form to.  4. To 

print from a stereotype.  [French stéréotype, stereotype printing  : stéréo-, solid 

(from Greek stereo-); see STEREO- + type, printing type (from Old French, symbol, 

from Late Latin typus); see TYPE.] —sterùe·o·typÙer n.  —sterÙe·o·typùic (-

tVpùVk), sterÙe·o·typùi·cal (-V-kNl)  adj.  —sterÙe·o·typùi·cal·ly adv. 

ster·e·o·typed (stHrùK-N-tXptÙ, stîrÙ-) adj.  1. Lacking originality or creative 

force.  See Synonyms at trite.  2. Printing. Printed or reproduced from stereo-

type plates. 



ster·e·o·ty·py (stHrùK-N-tXÙpK, stîrù-) n.  pl. ster·e·o·ty·pies. 1. Excessive repe-

tition or lack of variation in movements, ideas, or patterns of speech.  2. Printing. 

The process or art of making stereotype plates. 

ster·e·o·vi·sion (stHrùK-o-vVzhÙNn, stîrù-) n.  Visual perception of or exhibition 

in three dimensions. 

ster·ic (stHrùVk, stîrù-) also ster·i·cal (-V-kNl) adj.  Chemistry & Physics. Of or 

relating to the spatial arrangement of atoms in a molecule.  [STER(EO)- + -IC.] 
—s